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PREFACE TO THE LETTER M.

THE portion of the Dictionary which treats of the words beginning with M contains 1 2,988 Main words,
2,986 Special Combinations explained under these, 6,422 Subordinate entries, and 3,636 Obvious Combina
tions ;

in all 26,032 words. Of the Main words, 2,838 arc marked f as obsolete, and 866 are marked
||

as
alien or not fully naturalized.*

Etymologically considered, the words beginning with M form a typical portion of the English vocabulary.
every one of the many sources of our composite language being represented, while none is &quot;overwhelmingly

predominant. The words inherited from Old English are relatively less numerous than in some other letters,
but some of them occupy unusually large space in the Dictionary on account either of their great variety of
senses and applications, or of the multitude of their combinations. Among them is the verb make, the article-

on which fills eleven pages, and would have been much longer if every subtle variety of meaning had been
explained and illustrated. Other native words of importance are man, meet vb., mind sb. and vb., moon,
month, mother, much, more, most. The articles on the pronouns me, mine, my, myself, and the auxiliaries may
and must, contain much that is instructive as bearing on the history of English syntax and idiom. The
Scandinavian element is very sparsely represented, chiefly by words of local or dialectal currency, such as

marram, mangh, may (a maiden) ; but there are also meek, mire, and a few other words in general use. The
Latin and French derivatives surpass the native words both in number and in the amount of space required for
their treatment, and a very large proportion of them have an interesting history. Such instances as manner,
market, master, matter, measure, medicine, memory, mend, mischief, mission, mode, model, moment, monster,
mount vb., move, movement, multiply (to mention only a few of the more prominent) show how indispensable
a part of the word-store of modern English has come from French. Greek derivatives are present in
more than average proportions. Besides those which were introduced in the Middle Ages through the
medium of Latin and French, such as magic, mathematics, metaphysics, muse sb.

1

, music, mystery, there are
many later formations, especially with the prefixes mega-, mcso-, meta-, micro-, miso-, mono-

;
and the words

beginning with my- are also mainly of Greek origin. Of words from Celtic there arc nearly a score, but few,
if any, of them would be recognized as familiar by Englishmen generally. The adoptions from Continental
Teutonic, and from Italian and Spanish, are somewhat numerous. One very characteristic feature of theM portion of the Dictionary is the multitude of words from Oriental, African, Australian, and American
languages. It may be noted that in Arabic ma-, mi- (or me-], and ;//- (or mo-) are prefixes forming participiaand other derivatives

; formations of this kind, which have been adopted into English from Arabic through
the medium either of European or Indian languages, are macrame, magazine, mahal, marabout, Maugrabi
minaret, miskal, Mofnssil, monsoon, Moslem, mosque, Mosarabic, muezzin, mufti, mullah, musellim. Mussulman
As the sound of the letter M is one that lends itself easily to echoic use, the number of onomatopa-ic words
with this initial is considerable.

Among the many words the etymology of which is here more fully or more accurately treated than
in other English dictionaries are macaronic, mad-apple, madrepore, maelstrom, magic lantern, major sb.

1
,

malignant, malmsey, mammon, mammoth, melanochroi, menstruum, meter sb.
3

, methyl, middling, minus, minute,
mire sb. 1 and sb.

2
, mire-drum, miss sb.

1

,
mix vb., mohair, moor vb. 1

, mother sb.-, mould sb.
2

, moxa, muckender,
mustachio, mutton, mystery.

The material for MA- was sub-edited (before 1888) and subsequently revised (before 1900) by Mr. Joseph
Brown, M.A., of the Grammar School, Kendal, who has since sub-edited some part of S, and is now workingJ

;
ME- and Ml- were sub-edited in 1884-5 by the late Rev. T. Sheppard, Exeter College, Oxford

;
Mo-

to MOND- in 1885 by the late Hon. and Rev. S. W. Lawley, Spurfield, Exminster
; MONE- to MUCK- by the

late Mr. J. Anderson, Markinch, Fife
;
and the remainder of the letter (MUCH to the end) in 1894 by the late

Rev. J. Smallpeice, M.A., then of St. Bees. In 1899-1904 the whole of the material from ME- to MYX-, which in
the interim had more than doubled in quantity, was laboriously re-subedited by Mr. James Bartlett B A
Cloverlea, Bramley, near Guildford.

Among those who have rendered help of various kinds in the later stages of preparation of this portion of
:tionary, it is fitting to mention in the first place three honoured workers who are no longer livin^ to
the grateful acknowledgement which is their due. Lord Aldenham. who had been a zealous and able

illaborator in the work from its beginning, continued, in spite of his advanced age, to read the proofs and
i valuable suggestions, until very shortly before his death. Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A, who died in
er, 1906, had read the proofs for the greater portion of the letter M, supplying a great number of

For tl-e letter M the comparative scale of this work and of certain other Dictionaries is shown by the following figures :

Cassell s

Johnson.
(tocludmg the Century Diet. Funk s Standard . Here.

Supplement).
\\ ords recorded o nnn
Words illustrated by quotations *g ^ &quot;%

3 *6
&amp;gt;3*

Number of quotations
5&amp;gt;

*
6l , , ^

The number of quotations in the M part of Richardson s Dictionary is 5,121.



PREFACE TO THE LETTER M.

additional instances of the words relating to medicine and the kindred sciences. Mr. E. L. Brandreth, whose

abundant work for the Dictionary has been acknowledged in the prefaces to former issues, had latterly devoted

himself to the verification at the British Museum of quotations from works not accessible in Oxford, a service

which since his death has been performed by Mr. W. W. Jenkinson. In the revision of the proofs continued

aid has been received from Mr. A. Caland, of Wageningen, Holland, the Rev. Canon Fowler, D.C.L., of Durham,
Mr. H. Chichester Hart, the Rev. Professor Skeat, and the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, of Dollar. For information

on etymological questions thanks are due to Professors Margoliouth, Morfill, Napier, and Wright, of Oxford
;

Prof. A. Salmon, of Reading ;
Hr. Verner Dahlerup, of Copenhagen ;

Dr. A. Kluyver, of Leiden
;
and

Mr. J. Platt, jun., whose extensive researches into the history of words from American Indian and other remote

languages have been of great service. In the explanation of scientific terms valuable aid has been received

from Professors Clifton and Love, Dr. V. H. Veley, Mr. A. E. Jolliffe, and Mr. C. Leudesdorf, of Oxford,
and Prof. Sylvanus Thompson, of London. Among others who have rendered help on special points are

Professors Bywater and Robinson Ellis, of Oxford
;
Sir W. R. Anson, Bart.

;
Sir Howard Elphinstone, Bart.

;

Mr. Horace Hart, M.A., Controller of the Oxford University Press
;
Mr. E. W. Hulme, of H.M. Patent Office

;

Sir F. Pollock, Bart. ;
Mr. W. H. Stevenson, M.A., of St. John s College, Oxford

;
Mr. R. J. Whitwell,

B.Litt.. Oxford ;
Mr. J. Maitland Anderson, St. Andrews University ; and Mr. C. W. Ernst and

Mr. Albert Matthews, of Boston, U.S.A. The constant assistance of Dr. F. J. Furnivall has, in this as in

all former parts of the work, been of inestimable value. Special thanks are also due to Bodley s Librarian,

Mr. Falconer Maclan, Mr. A. E. Cowley, and the staff of the Bodleian Library generally; and to the Editor of

Notes and Queries and the many correspondents of that periodical who have furnished replies to inquiries.

The members of the editorial staff who have been engaged on M are : Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A.,
Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A. (who has specially prepared the portions containing the words beginning with Mis-,

Mnlti-, and My-}, Mr. W. J. Lewis, Mr. H. J. Bayliss, Mr. James Dallas, Mr. G. R. Carline, and Miss

E. S. Bradley.

OXFORD. JULY, 1908. HENRY BRADLEY.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.
Machit, v.ir. of MKSQUITA 2

.

Macute. The Rev. \V. Ilolman Bentley, writing from the Congo Free

State, informs us that makuta is the plural of *ekuta, and denotes
a bundle of ten mats of palm-fibre, still used as currency north of the

Congo near the French frontier. Elsewhere the word survives (inly as

the name of the Angola penny piece or its value. Mr. Bentley says
that it is derived from a Congo verb kuta to tie, now obsolete, but

preserved in the reversing form kutuhtfa to untie.

Mademoiselle. Earlier example : 11450 Knt. de la Tour (iS6^)
1 26 Madamoiselle ! y praie you that ye ansuere not vnto this fole.

Mag-hoore, obs. variant of MOGUL.

Mag-netician. Example: 1854 Percira s Polarized Light (ed. 2}

65 The electrician and the magnetician have assumed, respectively, an
electric and a magnetic fluid.

Mahone. Earlier example : 1572 MALIM in HaMuyts Voy. (1599)
II. I. 122 Great Hulkes called Maones.

Maidfeloun, obs. variant of MATFELLON.

Maim sl&amp;gt;. Earlier example : c 1475 J arlenay 6356 That mariage
no mahyme to his kinred.

Main-brace &quot;. Earlier example : 1680 Sin J. FOULIS Accl. Ilk.

13 Aug. (Sc. Hist. Soc.) 487 To James Wilson, sadler, for . . helping
y&quot;

main braces.

Mainmort. Earlier example : 1387 TREVISA HigJcn (Rolls) VIII.

265.

Maiolica, var. form of MAJOLICA.

Man rf.i ij. The view that CHESS-MEN originated as a corruption
of chess-meinie is untenable, the word for (chess-)man in AH. being
regularly horn. Earlier instances of man in this sense are : c 1400
Beryn 1820 The Bnrgeyse seid : comyth nere ! ye shul se )is man,
How he shall be matid, with what man me list ! He drouje, & seyd
chek mate ! c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxi. 71 (Harl. MS.) The first man,

)&amp;gt;at goth afore hath not but oo poynt, but whenne he goth aside, he
takith

ano}&amp;gt;er.
. . The secund, scil. alphyn, renneth

iij poyntes both
vpward and donneward.

Mandarin i b. Earlier example : 1 791 EosvfELLjo/msm (cd. Hill)
I. 31 From a man so still and so tame . . conversation could no moiv l,e

expected, than from a Chinese mandarin on a chimney-piece.

Mandragne. Add etymology : Corruptly a. F. madragtte.

Mandrake 3. Earlier example : 1836 Backwoods of Canada 248
There is a plant in our woods, known by the names of man-drake, may-
apple, and duck s-foot.

Mangy a. i. Earlier example : 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. (E.E.T.S.)
1123 Fol. In faythe, there is not a better dogge. . . Fan. Ye, but trowest
thou that he be not maungey /

fMantist. Obs.
[f. Gr. iiavTis + -jsi.~\ A seer, prophet. 1588 J.HARVEY Disc. Probl. \. 84 Without which felicitie, neither Persian

Magician . . nor Athenian Mantist . . shall euer passe with me for a

prophet.

Manumotive. Earlier example : 1825 Mech. Mag. V. 97 (heading)
Idea for a manumotive carriage.

Maracaibo. Earlier example : 1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning I. 94
Maracaybo is a furniture wood of moderate size, as hard as good
mahogany, and in appearance between it and tulip-wood.
Marble sb. 3. Earlier example : 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. III. 474

The reducing of an}- thing into a fine powder, by grynding it on a Marble.

Margent sb. 2. Additional form and earlier quot. : 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 41 Y schalle purpulle the mariantes [TREVISA
margyns] .. with a dowble ordre of yeres.

Mariner i b. See also MASTER sbl 29. Mariner portage (in
MARINER 4) : Delete the explanation ; see PORTAGE.

Maritime. Add form and quot.: 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Benti-

voglio s Wars Flanders 56 One of the most considerable Towns of all

the Maretine part.

Mark j^.1 n i. Earlier quot. : 1625 B. JONSON Staple of News IV.

iv, Were he a learned Herald, I would tell him He can giue Armes,
and markes.

Marriage 8. Earlier example of marriage-rites : 1621 BRATHWAIT
Aralttrcs Embass., Sheph. Tales Egl. ii. 198 For I your patience might
wrong, To stand vpon these marriage rites too long. According to

modern editors marriage rite or rites should be read in SHAKS. Pericles

iv. Gower 17, where the first Quarto (1608) has Euen right for

marriage sight .

Masse(u)ger(e, -inger(e, obs. forms of MESSENGER.

Massy a. 5. The following quot. should have been given : 1632
MILTON Pcnseroso 158 With antick Pillars massy proof.

Master-hunt in MASTER sbl 28. Read master-hunt [see HUNT
st. 1

&quot;],

a head huntsman and transfer to 29, adding the following earlier

instance: c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 375 (Fairf. MS.) The
mayster hunte anoon fote hole With a gretc home blewe thre mote.

Mere &amp;lt;z.

2 i c. Earlier example : c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 1 16

liringand cowpez of gold full of meere mylk.
Mesqnital. Earlier example : 1477 CAXTON Dictes 58 b, Somme

men sayc that legmon is buried in a town called karauelle bitwene the

mesquitte & the marche.

Mickle;&amp;gt;. Additional example :a i22$Ancr. R. 182 Sicnesse . . halt
ine edmodnesse & mucheleS

J&amp;gt;e
medc.

Minute rf.l 7. To the definitions of minute-hell, -gun, add : used
as a sign of mourning or distress .

Montanous a. Earlier example : 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufefs
Thcat. Ins. 947 Jlombilophagits, is a Fly, montanous, big, very black.

Moot v.1 i. Quots. 1642 ff. probably do not belong to this word :

see MUTE ii.
z

Moqnet. Delete this article, and substitute : Moqnet, obs. var.
MUGGET 2.

Morhwell. The word (tnorliuer) is quoted as English by Rondelet
De Pise. Mar., 1554, p. 280.

Motional a. Earlier quot. : 1679 tr - Willis Pharmac. Rationales
I. i. ii. 7 This Coat contains manifold orders of motional Fibres.
Motor sb. i a. (a] The explanation given is erroneous ; read : in

mediaeval astronomy, = PRIMUM MOBILE i .*

Moustache 6. Mustache monkey occurs in Pennant Syn Quadrup
1771, p. 114.



M.
M(em),

the thirteenth letter of the modern
and twelfth of the ancient Homan alpha

bet, represents historically the Greek mu and the

Semitic mem. The Phoenician form of the letter

is
v
^,
whence the early Gr. and L. ^ , |w, M. Its

phonetic value has varied little
;

in Kng. it has

always expressed what was doubtless its original

sound, that of the bilabial nasal consonant, which
is normally voiced, though when it is followed by
an unvoiced consonant it has an unvoiced ending.
Like the other nasals, m is capable of being used

as a sonant or vowel, denoted by ( m) in the pho
netic notation here employed ;

but in Eng. this

occurs only after S and z at the end of words (of
Gr. etymology), as rhythm, spasm, schism, and
the suffix -ism; in these words many speakers
substitute (-am). The letter is never silent, exc.

initially before n in Gr. derivatives, as mnemonic.
I. 1. The letter and its sound.

e 1000 .^LPHIC Gram. iii. (Z.) 6 Semii ocales syndon seofau :

f, I, m, n, r, s, x. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 17 These thre letters

M, N or E fynalK.be the very and onely causes why these
thre vowelles A, E, O, be formed in the brest and sounded
by the nose, a 1637 B. JoxsoN ftng. Grant, iv, M . . is

pronounc d with a kind of humming inward, the lips clos d.

Open, and full in the beginning : obscure in the end : and
meanly in the midd st. 17x0 STEELS & ADDISON TatlerNo.
260 F 5 Which Would . . pronounce the Letters M or N and
in short, do all the Functions of a Genuine and Natural
Nose. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Ouintilian observes,
that the M sometimes ends Latin words, but never Greek.

1854 BUSIINAN in Circ. Sci. (c 1865) I. 288/1 The mouth is

closed by the lips while in is pronounced. 1900 Pilot 3 Mar.
28 The middle stage of the evolution of the eagle, namely,
its transformation from the Gothic M to the fleur-de-lis.

b. M roof : see quot. 1825.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 246/2 Fig. 2. Exhibits an M

root. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 573 In roofs of

rectangular buildings, .a valley is introduced, which makes
the vertical section in the form of the letter M, or rather an
inverted W; hence it has obtained the name of an M roof.

1842-59 GWILT Encycl. Archil. Gloss.

2. Printing. KM. Comb, m-thiek : see quot.
1683 MOXON Meclt. Exerc., PrintingiCm. i Some [types]

are m thick ; by m thick is meant m Quadrat thick, which
is just so thick as the Body is high. 1868 Daily Kcu s
10 Aug., Compositors are allowed 60 cents per thousand m s

(not reckoning by n s as in England). 1892 Academy 3 Sept.
199/3 (advt.), 49,000 American ems (equal to 98,000 English
ens) were set in eight hours.

II. Symbolical uses.

3. Used like the other letters of the alphabet to
denote serial order ; applied e.g. to the thirteenth

(or more usually the twelfth, either I or J being
often omitted) group or section in classification,
the twelfth sheet of a book or quire of a MS., etc.
1850 FOBSHAI.I, & MADDEN H yclif s Bible Pref. 20 The

MS. M (Queen s Coll. 23!. 1899 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 354/1,
I to M are the most original passages of the hymn. 1900
Dundee Advert. 21 Mar. 5, M Battery Royal Horse
Artillery.

4. The Roman numeral symbol for : A thousand.
(In the i5-i6th c. it could be substituted for the numeral

word in any context ; it is now rare exc. in dates.)
1412-20 LYDG. Citron. Troy i. ix, There came .. seuen M

kmghtes. 1535 COVERDALE Judg. xii. 6 There fell of

Ephraim two & fortye M. 1353 Short Catcch. 62 I), We be
feble, weake.subiect to a thousand periles, a M. temptations
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 139 The M of oysters at
the waterside is vsuallie sold for xd or xij

d
.

III. 5. Abbreviations.
M. = various proper names, as Mark, Margaret,

etc. ; f =
Majesty ; used in ancient criminal pro

cedure (see qnots. 1487, 1727-41) ;
= Member, as

m M.P. (q.v.\ M.C., Member of Congress (U.S.],
M.R.C.P., Member of the Royal College of Phy
sicians, M.R.C.S., Member of the Royal College
of Surgeons; Mas. = metronome

; Math. = modu
lus

; (M. or m.) in astronomical tables, etc. = meri
dian or meridional

; also (after the numeral twelve)-L. meridies noon (cf. A.M., P.M.) ; m. = mass,
in Meek.

;
- molar, in dental formula?

;
= minute,

metre (mm. = millimetre) ; in log-books = mist
;

Mas. = It. mono or F. main (as memo Astra,mam droite, right hand), mezzo (as ;/= mezzo-
forte), in organ music, manual. See also M.B..
M.D., MS.
1487 Act 4 Hen. VII c. 13 Every suchepersone so convicted

for murdre to be marked with a M. upon the brawne of the
lefte

JllV^nkf
5?

1 J- HAMILTON in Cath. Tract. (S. T. S.)

VOL. VI.

day. M, in law, the brand or stigma of a person convicted
of manslaughter, and admitted to the benefit of clergy.
1840 K. II. DAXA Bcf. Mast xxxiv. 129 At twelve M., it

bore N.W. i N. 1869 D. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;. ROSSETJI in Mackail If.Mam s (1899) I. 204 The Ms
[
= Morrises] at Ems.

b. Abbreviation for MASTER: f(n) generally,
and as a conventional title of address or mention
= the later MISTKB, MR. Phr. To /tare (or carry)
anM under one sgirdle : to use a respectful prefix
(Mr., Mrs.) when addressing or mentioning a person.
(ff) Used for master or the L. magister in academ
ical degrees, as M.A. or A.M. (magistcr artium],
Master of Arts; M.Ch. (magister chintrgi.v .

Master of Surgery ;

^also
in M.C., Master of the

ceremonies ; M.K.H., Master of fox-hounds.
n 1540 BARNES ll is. (1573) 349/1 Our M. Christ teaching

al creatures to pray. 1549 1. atinter s ^nd Serin. bcf. Edu&amp;lt;. [ 7
To Kdr. lArb.) 52 The deuourer of townes and countrycs a,
M. Latimer tearmeth them rightly, a 1553 UDAI.I. Rtystei-
D. III. iii. (Arlj.) 48 If faire tine niistres.se distance sawi:

you now Ralph Royster Doister were hir ownc I warrant
you. A*. Royster. Neare an M by your girdle? 1553 ]-.i,i \
1 reat. tVenv hid. (Arb.) 39 Where .. the M. Pilate of ibis
name lost his shippe. 1579 E. K. Spenser s Sheph. I a/.

Epistle, Postscr., Now I trust, M. Harvey, that [etc-]. 1596
Si ENsr.R Prothaleunion (heading, The two worthie Gentle-
men M. Henry Gilford, and M. William Peter, Esqnyeis.
1605 H. JON-SON, etc. East. Hoe ! iv, Quick. Must Goldin;,
sit upon us? Con. You might carry an M under your girdle.
to Mr. Deputy s worship. 1712 Great Britons llimycoutic
(M.S.) (N.i, What, plaine Budwaies ! have you nere an M.
under your girdle. 1730-6 BAII.EV (folio), M, is an abbrevia
tion of Magistcr, as A/..-1 . or,-?..]/. Magister Artium, i.e.

MaSterofArts. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Contvrsat. \. 28 Vou iniri.t
have an M under your Girdle, Miss. 1811 BYRON Hintsji.
Horace 240 He., retires M.A. ; Master of arts 1 iSiSScorr
Old Mart, xxi.v, Ye might hae had an M under your belt
for Mistress Wilson of Milnwood. 1843 SURTEES llandlcv
Cross I. v. 92 The loose riding M.C. sitting like the Drunken
Hussar at the circus. Ibid. II. vii. 147 First public day as
an M.F.H. 1869 BRAUWOOB O. V. H. I. iii. 33 He was
not the man to violate modesty by proposing himself to a

nearly strange Hunt as a new M.F.H.
II C. = MONSIEUR (q.v.) as prefixed title.

M-, a clipped form of ME sometimes found in

Middle English before vowels.
C 393 CHACCER Scogait 36, I mexcuse. 1426 I.vnn. !&amp;gt;,

Gltil, Pilgr. 9802 Out off my shyp make maryue.
-m, in I ii = I am : see HE v., A. I. i.

JILSi (ma). A childish and colloquial shortening
of MAMMA. Now often ridiculed as vulgar.
[1823 Moon Suffolk Words s.v. Pa, It is sometimes rather

comic to hear a great chuckle-headed lout
/&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;z-ing

his
father or ntfia-mg his mother.] 1829 Censor 225 Those
exhibitions, though affording wonderous delight to afi er-
tionate J as and Af.is, are productive of the most injurious
results to their children. 1829 LYTTON Disentitled 20 How
could he admire that odious cap of Ma s. 1836 T. HOOK
C. Gitrney I. 196 Gussy, as her ma called her. 1885 F.
ANSTEY Tinted i enits 119, I ve got to dine with aunt and
meet Matilda and her ma.

Ma., obs. abbreviation of MAJESTY, MASTKB.
1579 E. K. fifenier s Slieph. Cal. Epistle, Myne owne

good friend Ma. Harvey. 1605 BACON Adi . Learn, n. To
King i Since wee have so bright and benigne a starre, as

your Ma: to conduct and prosper us.

Ma: see MAKK v., MAY v., ME, Mo, MY.
Maa, obs. f. MAKE v. ; var. Mo Obs., more.

Maac, maad : see MAKE v.

Maakins, variant of MACKIN(O)S.
fMaal. Obs. rare- 1

. Wyclif s transl. of L.
maluin apple, taken by him to mean fir-tree, by-
confusion with mCihis mast (see quot.).
1382 WVCLIF Joel \. 12 Poumgarnet, and palme tree, and

in.i.il tree, or fir, of whom mastis ben maad.

Maale, obs. form of MAIL.
Maam (mam). A South American bird, the

1825 WATKRTOX H anii. S. A met: 23 The forest contains
an abundance of., niaams, maroudis and waracabas. Ibid.
32 The maam sends forth its plaintive note.

Ma am (mam ; usually unstressed mam, m).
Also 7 mam. In representations of vulgar speech
written marm, mem, mini, mum, m. A collo

quial shortening of MADAM.
1. Used vocatively, as the usual oral equivalent

of MADAM.
Now only used parenthetically or at the end of a sentence.

Formerly the ordinary respectful form of address to a woman
(originally only to a married woman) of equal or superior
rank or station (unless entitled to be called my lady ). The
present tendency is to confine it to the speech of servants or
other persons of markedly inferior position. (Used at Court,
instead of madam, in addressing the Queen or a royal
princess.)
1668 DRYDF.N Evening s Love m. i. (1671) 33 Madam me

no Madam, but learn to retrench your words; and sayMam
;
as yes Mam, and no Mam, as other Ladies Women

said, in a voice which trembled with repressed rage. 1887
&amp;lt;/&& xi. 104 What have you been doing? Nothingmem . 1900 .s/, /,,-, 21 June 324/2 In Thackeray s time everyman ammi K equals of a certain refinement was Sir, and everyW &amp;gt;man Ma am.
2. Prefixed to a surname. Obs. exc L S nil iir

(See MADAM.)
1837 HAI.IIU nn.x Clockm. Ser. i. x, Maim Pugwasli is as

onsartiil in her temper as a mornin in April.

f 3. A person addresseil as ma am
, a married

woman. Obs.

1765 Meretriciiid (ed. 6! 43 Or when Mam walks, he, twenty
steps behind. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic \.

i, Then to be con
tinually alarmed with mi-sis and ma ams piping hysteric
changes on Juliets, and Dorindas.

4. attrili.; ma am-school I .S.. a dame-school.
1857 S. G. Gi, in -ii Keci ll. Lifetime iv. I. 39, I found

a girl, .keeping a ma am-school for about twenty scholars.

Hence Ma am v. trans., to address as ma am .

1813 Sketches Cliarac. fed. 2) I. 121 Vou should not sir
and ma am people as you do, unless you wish to keep them
at a distance. 1887 ( ,. K. SIMS Mary Jane s Mem. b Don t

ma am me I m a miss. 1889 11. JOIIXSION C/iran. C,len-
Mickiev. 58 Indeed, mem . . . Veneedna &quot; mem &quot;

me.. I m
a common body like yoursd .

Ma amselle. Corresponds to F. mam selle,
familiar abbreviation of MAIIEMOISRI.LE.
c 1794-SVvin/; aft. Perfect, i. i. in New Brit, Theatre (1814!

Ill- 37 The first four out of the eleven were ma amselles.

Maand, variant of MAUXD (basket).
Maane, ob. form of MANE.
Maarmor, erron. form of MAOBMOR.
Maas, Maat, obs. forms of MACE, MATE.

I Mab, sb. Olis. [Cf. MAD v. and map, 171)1 c.

form of Mop i/&amp;gt;. also Mali, short for Mabel,]
1. A slattern ; a woman of loose character.

&quot;557-8 &quot;Jacob &amp;lt;$

Ksaii v. vi. (1568) Gj, Come out thou
mother Mab, out olde rotten witche. 1691 RAY A . C. ll ords
47 To Ma/i; to dress carelessly : Mafa are Slatterns. 01700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Mal&amp;gt;,^ Slattern. Mab d iif, Dre-t
carelesly, like a Slattern. 1725 New Cant. Diet., Mob, or
Mcib, a Wench or Harlot.

2. A mop.
1623 WHITBOI-RXE Xf .ifanntlland 75 Thrummes for Pilch

mabs, ooo//. 01 s. td.

tMab, v. Obs.-&quot; [Belongs to MAR sl&amp;gt;. Cf.

M.vnm.E, Mini vbs.} intr. To dress untidily.
1691, a 1700 [see MAB sl&amp;gt;.\, 1829 BROCKETT K. C. ll ords,

Ma(&amp;gt;, v. to dress carelessly. Hence, Mab-cap, generally
called mnb-caf ,

n. cap which ties under the chin worn by
elderly women.

t Mabble, v. Ol&amp;gt;s. Also mable. [Cf. MOBI.E

z&amp;gt;.]
trans. To wrap or muffle up (the head).

1615 G. SANDYS Tray. 6u Their heads and faces so mabled
in fine linnen, that no more is to be scene of them then their

eyes. Ibid. 148 The elder mabble their heads in linnen.

Mac^mrck). Also MACK. [Irish and Gaelic
mac : OCeltic *makko-s, cogn. w. Welsh mr.b:
OWelsh map: OCeltic *iakivo-s.\ The Gaelic
word for son

, occurring as a prefix in many
Scottish and Irish names of Celtic origin, and thus

equivalent to the Eng. suffix -son. Hence : A
person whose name contains the prefix Mac.
The prefix is written also Me, Mc

,
AI

; e. g. Macdonaid,
RlacDonald, McDonald, AFDcnaU, M Donald.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1689 [FAREWELL] Irish Hudi-

l&amp;gt;ras 108 The Champions of the Irish Cause, A numerous
b i.

1764

Train of Mac s and O s. 1730 Fm.nixc; Tout Thnmt
iii, Ireland her O s, her Macs let Scotland boast, r, _ T
WILKES Corr. (1805) III. 126 The list of the company tof
the Macs and Sawneys not in the French service) would
divert you. 1828 SCOTT /&quot;. M. Perth vi, If the son of some
great Mac or O was to become an artizan. 1830 N. S.

WHEATON Jrnl. 472 A feather or two stuck in his bonnet
denotes his alliance in the ^oth degree with some Highland
Mac. 1887 [see O ,i. 2

]. 1898 Tit-Bits 21 May 148/1 In the
house ofCommons the Macs are numerically strong enough
to form a considerable party of their own.

Iffiac 2
(msek). colloq. Short for MACADAM.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Lalonr II. 197 The Scavengers call

mud all that is swept from the granite or wood pavements, in

contradistinction to mac which is scraped and swept on the
macadamized roads. 1886 PallMallG. z Oct. 2/2 The thou
sands ofyards of old mac that were taken offthe roads for use
elsewhere.
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MACABERESQUE.
Mac : see MACK, MAKE T.

Macabaa, -bao, variants of MACCOBOY.

Macaberesque (makabare sk), a.
[f.

MACA-
J5RE + -t.SQjUE.] MACABRE 2.

1876 Encyd. lirit. V. 104/1 A curious reaction is visible in

the work of Peter Breughel (1510-1570) towards the grotesque
ctiallerie and macaberesque morality of medieval art.

II Macabre (makii br), a. Also 5 Machabree, ;

7 Machabray, 9 Macaber. [The form now usual

represents F. macabre, an error for OF. macabrt,
whence the earlier Kng. forms.

The OF. word occurs first in Jean le Fevre s Respit tie la

Mort (1376), where the author, if he be correctly interpreted

by M. Gaston Paris (Kfliiiania XXIV. 131 , claims to have
written a work called la danse JMacabrf. The etymology
of the word is obscure ; so far as its form is concerned it

nii^ht be a popular corruption of OF. Alacabe = Macca-
[

bieus (an example of Judas Macabre has been found),

and in the isth c. the Dance of Death was called chorea

Macha&aontm in Latin (Du Cange cites a liesancon docu-
;

ment of 1453), and Makkabeusdansm Du. M. Gaston Paris, ,

however, thinks ftlacal re may have been the name of the !

artist who painted the picture which suggested the first poem
on the subject.]

1. JJaiise Macabre, also in anglicized forms

f dance of Machabree, -bray (obs.), dance Macaber :

the Dance of Death (see DAXCE // . 6c).

14.. I.YDG. (fitM The daunce of Machabree wherin is

liuely expressed and shewed the state of manne, and howe
he is called at vncertayne tymes by death, and when he

thinketh least theron. Ibia, Prol. iii, I toke on me to

translatc-n all, Out of the Frenche Machabrees diumce. 1598
STOW Siff- . 264 About this Cloysterwas artificially & richly

painted the dance of Machabray, or dance of death, com

monly called the dance of Pauls. 1833 J. DALLAWAV Disc. *

Atrhit. I-ng- J 37 I he Dance of Macabre (Holbein s Dance
of Dentil i was painted on the walls of the cloisters. 1851
I.ONGK. Gold. Leg., Xatir.v. 12 Elsie. What are these paint

ings on the walls around us ? Hfitly. The Dance Macaber !

Elsie. What? Henry. The Dance of Death.

2. Characterized by the gruesomeness of the

danse Macabre (see l): applied chiefly to literary

or artistic productions.
1889 A t/it H.THiH 14 Sept. 347/2 One Dance of Death circles

uninterruptedly from end to end. . .The book is macabre, but

unaffectedly macabre. 1892 Speaker 2} Oct.
528/1^

It was
the material representation, .of the ghastly, the grim, and
the macabre which Webster intended. \qoz.Spectator \z Apr.
557 Her habits are bizarre, even macabre.

Macac, variant of MACAQUE.
Macaco ] (makv -ko\ Also 7-8 macaque,

(erron. -guo), 9 macauco, vulgar maccacco, mur-
karker. [a. Pg. macaco monkey, ape (whence

macaquear to ape) ; cited i^in the form macaque)
by Marcgrave Hist. Nat. JJrazil (1648) 227 as

the name used in Congo for this species of monkey.]
1. Originally, a South African monkey incident

ally described by Marcgrave in his Natural His

tory of Brazil, and after him by various writers

on zoology. Subsequently applied to any monkey
of the genus MACACUS (either in its earlier or

later extension) ;
= MACAQUE.

(1693 RAY Syn. Aiiim. Quad. etc. 155 Cercopithecus ango-
lensis major, Congensibus Macaquo Marc^r. ] I774GOLDSM.
Kal. Hist. IV. 233 Of the monkiesof the ancient continent,
the first, he [Buffon] describes, is the Macaguo; somewhat

resembling a baboon in size. 1854 BUSHXAN in Circ. Sci.

(c 1865) I. 200/2 In the mandril, pavian, and macacos, mem
branous sacs are observed. 1874 Slang Diet., Murkarkcr,
a monkey, vulgar Cockney pronunciation of Macauco. . .

Jacko Macauco, or Maccacco, as he was mostly called, was
the name of a famous fighting monkey, .who used nearly fifty

years ago to display his prowess at the Westminster Pit.

2. Comb. : macaco-wood, Tococa guiancnsis, a

Brazilian shrub (Cassell); macaco-worm, the larva

of a South American insect, Dermatobia noxialis,

which infests the skin of animals.

1876 Btnedtn i Anim. Parasites viii. 175 A gadfly found

at Cayenne is distinguished by the name of the Macaco
Worm

;
it. .usually attacks the skin of oxen and dogs.

Macaco 2 (makj -ko). Also 8 mococo, 8-9

maucauco, 9 niacauco. [a.
F. (Buffon) mococo ;

ulterior origin obscure. Cf. MAKI.] A name ap

plied to certain lemurs, esp. to the genus Lemur.

1751 G. EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds, etc. iv. 197 The
Maucauco .. is about the Bigness of a middling sized Cat.

1774 GOI.DSM. Xat. I/is!. IV. 239 The last of the monkey
kind are the Makis...T he first of this kind is the Mococo;
a beautiful animal about the size of a common cat, but. .of

Makis, or Macaucos, properly so called, Leiinir. 1840
Ui.YTii ir. Cnviers Anim. Kingd. (1849) 64 The Murine
Macauco (Leinnr iimnmis). 1884 Riverside Nat. Hist.

(1888) I. 228 The Mongoose Lemur, or Woolly Macaco

II
Macacus (mHtffWt). PI. macaci (ma-

k^i-soi). [mod.L., ad. F. macaque: see MACAQUE.]
A genus of Old World catarrhine monkeys of the

family Cercopithccidiv ; originally including a great i

number of African and Asiatic species, but now
j

restricted to species resembling the bonnet ma-

caque or toque ; a monkey of this genus.
1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. i. 23 In . . baboons ^and some

species of macacns the upper portions of the ear is slightly

pointed. 1875 Enc_vcl. Brit, II. 152/1 The Macaci present |

2

u* with the most northern forms of apes. 1893 Daily
News 8 June 5/3 A small monkey, a macacus, has been

placed in his cell to keep him [an ourang-outang] company.
}

Macadam (mitkre dam). (Formerly with
;

capital M ;
also Mac-Adam, Mc

Adam.)
1. The name of John London M cAdam (1756-

1 836) used attrib. to designate the kind of roadway &amp;gt;

which he invented and the material used in making
it: see MACADAMIZE.
Now apprehended as an attributive use of 2.

1824 Miss MITI--QRD Village Ser. i. 277 We shall see no
more of him [our surveyor]; for the Mac-Adam ways are

warranted not to wear out. 1878 .V. Aiiicr. AYr p

. CXXVI.
91 Closet warriors, in coxy studies, with smooth McAdam
roadways before their doors. 1881 Alacnt. Mag. XLIV.
342 All piles of spare macadam material were carefully ,

removed.

2. The material of \vhich a macadamized road

is made.
1826 J. WILSON Noct. Amir. Wks. 1855 I. 178 What a. .

rattle o wheels !. .intolerable aueuch ower the macadam, I

hut Lord hae mercy on us, when you re on the causeway !

1831 MOORE Smnmcr Fete 121 Where never gleam of gas
must dare Gainst ancient Darkness to revolt, Nor smooth

,

Macadam hope to spare The dowagers one single jolt.

1856 FONBLANQUE in Life fy Labours (1874) 520 He may
gravely serve out Macadam for rations, and supply biscuit

for making roads. 1862 Athcnx&m 30 Aug. 268 The drab-

coloured mud of the macadam. 1892 Times 20 Apr. 7/4 It

is broken up into macadam, and forms a f-plendid material
|

for making roads.

fig. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. II. 126 He sprinkles a
(

little macadam of stony fact along the fair upland path of

his imagination. 1892 Academy 29 Oct. 382/3 It ts an un-
|

finished macadam of inverted commas and references.

3. nonce-use as adj. Level as macadam.
CM 845 HOOD St. to Tom M oodgate v, Does that hard,

honest hand now. .tug the oar, a gondolier On smooth Mac
adam seas ?

Macadamite (msekae dfimwt), sfr.smda. Now
rare or Obs. [f. MACADAM + -ITK,]

A. si. One who practises or advocates McAdam s
!

system of road-making.
1821 Monthly Mag. LII. 104 Some incidental remarks of

|

mine in a paper I sent you in May last, have caused the
!

Mackadamites to throw some of their spare dirt about.
|

1839 MURCHISON Silttr. Syst. i. xxxix. ^35 In certain i

districts, .they [boulders] are fast disappearing through the !

labours of the Mac.idamites.

B. adj. 1 ertaining to M cAdam s system of road-

making.
1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. 276 The Mac-Adamite

enormity of the stony road. 1846 THACKF.KAY Corn/till to

Cairo vii. Wks. 1900 V. 650 Roads were being repaired in

the Macadamite manner.

Macadamization
(Formerly with capital M.) [f. next + -ATION.]
The process, practice, or system of making mac-

adamized roads; rarely r&amp;lt;7rr. a macadamized road.
I

Also, the converting of stone into road-metal. *

1824 Loud. Mag. X. 350 Major-Taylorization against Mac-
nihimi/ation any day ! 1824 Newcastle Mag. HI., 97 The
only road in our neighbourhood on which something like

Macadamization has been attempted. 18*5 filackw, Mag. ,

XVII. 87 Along street under the process of Macadamization.
i

1826 Miss MIITOKD I illa^e Ser. n. 2 That, .turnpike-road. .

is now so perfect and so beautiful a specimen of Macadam-
i/ation, that [etc.]. 1861 MUSURAVE By-roads 75 Mac-adam-
ization. 1869 BRADWOOD O. I . H, (1870) 184 Miss Warren
. .was cantering down the turf border that fringed the mac-
adamisation. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. \. (1894) 121

The glacier, .crushed into smaller fragments, producing ..

a kind of incipient macadanmation.

Jig. 1847 Tail s Mag. XIV. 746 So very strange a
macadami/ation of parties has taken place.

Macadamize (msekcc d amsiz) , v. Also :

M Adamise, -ize. [f.
MACADAM + -m:.]

1, trans. To make or repair (a road) according
to J. L. M rAdam s system, which consists in

laying down successive layers of stone broken into

pieces of nearly uniform size, each layer being
allowed to consolidate underthe pressureof ordinary
wheel traffic before the next is Inid upon it.

See M cAdani s pamphlet, Remarks on the Present System
ofRoad-Making (t&. 5, 1822). He did not approve of the !

placing of any kind of foundation under the layers of stone,
(

of the use of sand or gravel as binding material, or of the ,

smoothing of the surface by heavy rollers
; though the name I

of macadamizing is now often given to methods in which
some or all of these practices are admitted.
1826 /, ionHnnting 78 The road . . was what we now deemed &amp;lt;

a great luxury, M Adamized, instead of paved. 1828
SOUTHEY To A. Cunningham 23 A street not yet Macadam
ized. 1863 A. C.RAMSAY/ ^yj.GVo.f.f 1 878) 613 Basalts, .are ill

,

adapted for macadamising roads. 1871 1-.. STEPHEN Playgr. -

Eur. (1894) 135 A heap of granite stones prepared for

macadamising a road.
ai sol. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merck. I. vi. 188 There ,

is no hard stone nearer than Mount Sorel, so they mac- :

adamize with something almost as soft as loaf sugar.

b. fig. To render level or even
;
to level, raze.

1826 J. SHERMAN in Mem. (1863) 219 Grace indeed
macadamises the road, makes the stones smaller. 1827 JELF
Let. to Pttsey in Liddou, etc. I~if? P. (1893^ I. 117 Your
mind is certainly macadamized ; mine resembles the road
between this [Berlin] and Strelitz. 1829 MARRYAT P. Mild-

way m, The enemy s centre should have been macadamised
by our seven three-deckers. 1842 ORDERSON Crcol. iv. 38
Our. . Bishop has. . macadamized the way for his successor.

1868 PEARD Water-Farm. \\. 14 Each successful labour of

to-day will macadamise the road for to-morrow.

MACAQUE.
2. To convert into road-metal.
1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk II. 154 Coarse, thick

slates, that would certainly have been macadamized in these

days as excellent materials for road-making.
b. transf. and fig. To break up (something

hard or figured as being hard) into pieces. ? Obs.

1825 GOOD Study Med. (ed. 2} V. 539 By grinding, or as
we should now perhaps call it macadamizing the stone into

granules. 1825 AVw Monthly Mag. XV. 296 In Macadamiz
ing a few broad, simple, and impressive sounds into passages
of numberless rapid notes, there is no time left for giving the

emphasis required. 1852 SMEDLEY L. Antndel xxxvi. 270
Richard Frere. .devoted himself to that indurated specimen
of the original granite formation,.. and by trying to mac
adamise her into small-talk [etc.J, 1855 //. Coverdalc
i. 2 Fathers have flinty hearts, and even the amenities of
the nineteenth century have failed to macadamise them.

Macadamized (msekse-damaizd), ppl. a. [f.

MAC.VDAMIZK + -ED
*.]

1. Of a road (see MACADAMIZE i).

1827 tilackw. Mag. XXI. 791 We were not seen stumbling
even upon a Macadamized road. 1837 Civil Kng, fy Arch.
Jrnl. 1. 1/2 Filled in with broken stones, such as are used for

M Adamized roads. 1861 MUSGRAVE By-roads 282, I found
even a Mac-adamized road, which crosses the plain, miry
enough, in heavy rain. 1889 p. FIXDLAY Eng. Railway 49
A well-constructed macadamized road.

fig. 1827 LYTTON Falkland 45 Neither in person nor in

character was he much beneath or above the ordinary
standard of men. He was one of Nature s Macadamized
achievements. His great fault was his equality. 1863
COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xi. 291 The hard and mac
adamised road of dry duty and daily labour.

2. Broken up into road-metal. Also (nonce-its^ ,

strewn with broken stones.

1849 CAPT. C. STURT Expcd. Cenir. Austral. I. 238 \Ve
then proceeded . . down the creek, keeping close upon its

banks to avoid the macadamized plains on either side. 18

Times (weekly ed.) 23 Nov. 3/3 Some loose macadamised
stones lying about.

Maca damizer. [f.
MACADAMIZE + -EB .]

1. One who makes macadamized roads.

1824 Xrutcastle Mag. 1 1 1. 26 [The paviours] have . . nothing
to do but to transform themselves into Macadamizers. 1864
Reader n June 747/3 Our London macadamise rs go about
their work in a very unscientific way. i3i Instr. Census
Clerks (1885)87 Paviour. ..Macadamiser.

2. One who rides on a macadamized road
; esp.

one who keeps to the roads when hunting.

1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries I. n Our little

Gallic Macadamizer asked one of the Hibernians present
[etc.]. 1838 SURTEES Jorrocks s Jaunts 55 A private road
and a line of gates through fields now greet the eyes of our
M Adarnisers. 1869 BRADWOOD O. J . H. I. xii. 219 Here
come all the roadsters ! growled the latter, as the hounds..
crossed a bye-road along which in the rear clattered some

fifty macadamisers.

Macada inizing, vbl. sb. [-ING *.] The
action of the verb MACADAMIZE; macadam ization.

1851-61 MAYHEW Loml. Labour\\. 181 The macadamiz-

ing of the latter thoroughfare. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-Bit.

Geol. vii. 136 Their extensive use in causewaying and mac
adamising.

Macadamizing,///. a. [-ING-.] a. That
macadamizes, b. (Cf. MACADAMIZER a,)
1826 HENTHAM in ll estin. Rev. VI. 457 It performs the

function of a Mac-adami/ing hammer, in breaking down the

in the safe pursuit of pleasure, as far as compatible with

macadamising action, nad suddenly espied .. the Maule
carriage.

Macaleb, obs. form of MAHALEB.

Macalive, variant of MACKALLOW Obs.

Macamethe, obs. form of MAHOMET.

II Macaiia (makirna). South American. [Said

by Humboldt to be Haytian.] An ironwood club.

1622 R, HAWKINS I oy. S. Sea 27 (1847) 98 Their armes
for the warre, which is a sword of heavie blacke wood...

They [the Indians of Brazil] call it macana, and it is carved
and wrought with inlayd works very curiously, but his edges
are blunt. Ibid. % 41. 147 Their [the islanders of Mocha,
Chile] weapons are bowes and arrowes and macanas. 1822

SARA COLEHIDGK tr. Dobrizhoffers Hist. Ahif&amp;gt;ones [Para

guay] 1 1. 360 The wooden club, macana. 1861 W. BoUJUUT
tr. P. Simon s Ji.vfied. Aguirre (Hakl. Soc.) xix. 79 Darts

and macanas (a sort of club). [The reference is to Peru.]

t Maca O. Obs. Also makao. [f.
the name

of AfacaOj a Portuguese settlement on the coast of

China, noted for gambling. In Fr. macao. Cf.

MACCO.] A gambling game at cards, a kind of

vingt-et-un (Littre).
1778 EARL MALMESBURY Diaries fy Corr. I. 170 Macao,

(a game much in vogue here at present). 1783 H. WAI-POLK
Lett. (1858) VIII. 388 When she wants to play at macao.

1794 C. PIGOT Female Jockey Club 109 We have beheld her

ready to burst with rage, when the consequences have been

against her at Macao. 1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 58 A
diplomatic character and member of a fashionable Club at

Brussels, has been accused of cheating at Macao. 1883
Times n July 7 He consorted much with . . needy players
at . . roulette, makao, and similar games of hazard.

Macao, obs, form of MACAW.

Macaque (maka k). Also 9 macac. [a. F.

macaque^ ad. Pg. macaco : see MACACO 1.]

+ 1. SomeBrazilianspecies of monkey. Obs. rare~l
.

1698 FROGER Voy. 115 We observed two sorts of Monkeys
there [viz. Brazil], which they distinguished by the Names
of Sagovins and Macaques [Fr. orig. Alacaqs}, . .The

Macaques are.. of a brown Colour.



MACARISM.

2. A monkey of the genus MACAGC8.
1840 HLYTH tr. Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. (1849) 5& Tta

Macaques (jVt,YZ//.y, Desm. I. /^zV.sgThe Bonneted Macaque
(J/. Sinicus). Ibid., The Pig-tailed Macaque. . .The Bl&ck

Macaque. \&]$Kncycl. Brit. \\. 152/1 The Thibet Macaqtm
(Macacus tkikelawis}. 1878 BROWNING Z,t Siiisiaz 590
\Viiat though monkeys and macaques Gibber* Byron i 1885
E. BALFOUR Cycl. /&amp;lt;//a(ed. 3) II. 753/2 Macacus cynomol-
gus, common macac.

Macare, obs. form of MAKEK.
Macarisill (ma,&quot;kariz m). rare. Also ma-

kariam. [ad. Or. paKapiffp-os, f. ftaieapifctv : see

next and -JSM.] a. (See quot. 1818-60; and cf.

next vtO b. = BEATITUDK 2.

1818-60 WHATELY Comn/pl. Bk. 11864) 25 note, The words
1

felicitate and *

congratulate are used only in application to

events, which are one branch only of macarism . Ibid. 28
To admiration, contempt seems to be the direct contrary ;

censure to commendation ; pity to macarism. a 1860 J. A.
ALEXANDER Gos/&amp;gt;.

Mattk. (1861) no A series of beatitudes
or macarisms [Footnote, /j-oncapitr/xos], so called from the
word with which they severally open. 1882 A. B. BKUCE
Parab. Teach. Christ 380 The makarisms and woes with
which Luke s version of the Sermon on the Mount begins.

i88&amp;lt;j Kingd. God Introd. 10 Luke s .. form of the ma-
carisrns \

IVCacarize (markaroiz), v. rare. Also ma-
carise, makarize. [f. Or. ftaJcapifttVj f. f^nnap

happy : see-lZE.] trans. To account or call happy
or blessed (cf. quot. 1816-60).
1816-60 WHATKLY Commit. Bk. (1865) 9 A man is admired

for what he is, macarized for what he has, praised for what
he does. Ibid. (1864) 25 If

_a
man possess a genius, or a

person that is admirable, he is himself admired
; but not if

he has an admirable horse or house ; the sentiment we feel

towards him is of a different nature, and we have no English
word to express it

;
so much are we at a loss as to resort to

the word envy . I should like to introduce the word ma-
carise . 1840 ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Life &amp;lt;y

Corr. (1844)
II. ix. 227 Therefore I macarize you the more, for having
both an inherited home, and in a county and part of the
county per se delightful, a 1871 GROTE Eth. l- ragin. v.

(1876) 177 No man praises happiness, as he praises justice,
but macarises (blesses) it as something more divine and
better.

Macaron, variant of MACAROON.
Macaroni (mjekar^-ni). PI. -ies. Also 6-9

maccaroni, 8 mac(e)arone, makarony, 9 mack-
erouy. [a. It. /naccarom (flono 1598), earlier form
of maccheronl ^Florio 1611) pi. of maccheront\
the ulterior etymology is obscure.
Some scholars have suggested connexion with Gr. na.ita.pta,

explained by Hesychius to mean a sort of barley-broth.
Diez regarded the word as a derivative of It. maccare to
bruise, crush.]

1. A kind of wheaten paste, of Italian origin,
formed into long tubes and dried for use as food.
The same Italian paste is prepared also in the form of

VERMICELLI, q.v.

1599 13. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. n. i, He doth Iearne..to
eat senchouies, maccaroni, bouoli, fagioli, and cauiare. 1750
CHESTEKF. Lett. (1792) II. 345 You would do very well to
take one or two such sort of people home with you to
dinner everyday; it would be only a little mincstra and
macaroni the more. 1769 MRS. RAPFALU Eng. llousekpr.
(1778) 285 To dress Macaroni with Parmesan Cheese. 1813
SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. (1814) 142 The wheat of the
south of Europe, in consequence of the larger quantity of
gluten it contains, is peculiarly fitted for making macaroni.
i8zs LVTTON Zicci 45 Merton had heard much of the excel
lence of the macaroni at Portici. 1893 Spectator 10 June
768 A Sicilian sawyer fed on macaroni and melons.
2. a. Hist, An exquisite of a class which arose

iu England about 1760 and consisted of young
men who had travelled and affected the tastes and
fashions prevalent in continental society, b. dial.
A fop, dandy.
[This use seems to be from the name of the Macaroni Club,

a designation prpb. adopted to indicate the preference of the

inembersfpr foreign cookery, macaroni being at that time little
eaten m England. There appears to be no connexion with
the transferred use of It. maccheronc in the senses block
head, fool, mountebank

,
referred to in 1711 by Addison

Sped. No. 47 p 5.]

[1764 H. WALPOLEZ.C/. Earl Hertford 6 Feb. (1857) IV.
178 The Maccaroni Club (which is composed of all the
travelled young men who wear long curls and spying,
glasses).]

^
1764 Let. Eart Hertford ?7 May Ibid. 238 Lady

ralkener s daughter is to be married to a young rich Mr.
Crewe, a Macarone, and of our Loo. 1770 Oxford Mag.
June 228/2 There is indeed a kind of animal, neither male
nor female, a thing of the neuter gender, lately started up

doner; you are a maccaroni; you can t ride. 1773 [C.
rliTCHcoCK] Macaroni i. 5, I wanted you to be a man of
spirit ; your ambition was to appear a first-rate Macaroni ;

you are returned fully qualified, and determined, I see, to
shew the world what a contemptible creature an Englishman dwindles into, when hejadopts the follies and vices of

his bait.,ua the fashion which I remember to have seen in
caricatures of what wen

air 01 a macaroni.
*jAt*nmm 5 Nov. 603/2 The weak Ws., Life 5 For diverling him

nm,.. resolute brow, and good forehead, portray Sheridan to wrote a Sheet which he called

the life, as he appeared, a macaroni and brilliant lounger in

CarUon House. 1891 Sheffield Gloss., M^ackerony, an over

dressed, or gaudily-dressed person.
trans/. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minntts Agric. 3 Feb. 1775

Harnessed the old oxen in all their new finery. .
;
the Pan

theon never saw two more ridiculous Macaronies.

3. A species of crested penguin, JLindyptes chry-
sohphus. In full macaronipenguin*
[App. so called because its crest was thought to resemble

the coiffure of the macaronies \ The Pall Mall Gazetic
Extra of 24 July 1884, p. 29/2 gives from a print of 1777
two figures of head-dresses then in use, one ofwhich is called
the macaroni . Cf. also quot. 1820 in 2.]

1838 POE A. G. Pym Wks. 1864 IV. 123 The maccaroni,
the jackass and the rookery penguin. 1860 C. C. ABBOTT
in Ibis 338 This bird is called in the Falkland Islands the
Maccaroni Penguin. . . It has an orange-coloured crest. 1885
Encycl. Brit. XVI II. 492/1 ./iWy/jVi-, containing the crested

Penguins, known to sailors as . . Macaronis \

4. A medley (such as a macaronic poem).
1884 ROGERS Six Cent. Work $ ll agcs (18861 166 Poli

tical songs in Latin or in a maccaroni of Latin and Enylisli.
5. In the \Vest Indies, a coin of the value of a

quarter of a dollar. ? Obs.

1834 M. G. LF.WIS Jrnl. H\ Ind. 403 Each grown person
received a present of half a dollar, and every child a mac
caroni. 1838 W. JAMKSOX in A. Robb6Vs/. Afrii ans \i^\)
iv. 88 The masters began to offer a macaroni, or is. sterling,
a day.

f6. The name of a gambling-room at New-
market. (Cf. MACCO.) Obs.

1771 P. PAKSOXS Newmarket I. 186 The Maccaroni is no
other than a pretty large and whimsically painted room.
7. (See quot.)
1876 R. L. WALLACE Canary Bk. xiv. 165 Lizards \sc.

canaries] are known among Scotchmen as macaronics .

8. Short for macaroni tool.

1867 G. A. ROGERS Wood Carving 12 Now take the mac
caroni and cut away the wood on either side of the vein.. .

The maccaroni. .is shaped to cut at both angles.
9. attrib.) as (sense i) macaroni dealer, -stall,

wheat
\ (sense 2) macaroni cane, dress, intelli-

gt ntcr, marquis, philosopher, shrug, train; frni-
caironi fiddle, V some kind of small violin

; f ma
caroni gin, a kind of colliery gin (,K. D. 1).);

t macaroni stake (see quot.); macaroni tool,
a square-cutting tool used in wood-carving.
1781 Ir esttn. Mag. IX. 71 A supple-jack or a macaroni

cane, embellished with silk and gold tassels. 1851 in I llut.tr.

Loud. News 5 Aug. (1854) nu/i Occupations of the People,
. . *Maccaroni-dealer. 1772 FOOTE Nabob i. (1778) 26 The
waiter at Almack s has just brought him home his macaroni
dressfor the ha/ard table. 1777 MME. D AKBLAY Early Diary
Apr.-July (1889) II. 185 First came a French horn, .ahen
a violin, a bass, a bassoon, a * Macaroni fiddle. 1789
UKAND Hist. Newcastle II. 684 There is a .sort of gins
called whim gins ,

and a kind known by the name of
*macaroni gins . 1769 Public Advert. 18 May 4/2 Thy
Paper is the *Macarony Intelligencer. 1859 THACKERAY
I irgin. xcii. (1878; 758, I never bargained to have a * Mac
caroni Marquis to command me. 1797 Monthly Mag. III.

92 In this fanciful sera, when ^macaroni philosophers hold
flirtation with science. 1775 M.ME. D AKBLAY Early Diary
21 Nov., It is not at all the ton to like htr : .. (with
a Macarony shrug). 1823

*

JON BEE Diet. Turft *Ma-
caroni stakes, those ridden by gentlemen, not jockies. 1814
Sporting Mag. XLIV. ioj You dash among the pots of
a *maccaroni-stall. 1867 G. A. ROGERS WoodCamingz A
*maccaroni tool. 1890 C. G, LKLANU Wood Carving 10 The
Macaroni Tool.. is for removing wood on each side of a
vein or leaf, or similar delicate work. Ibid, 42 The so-called
macaroni-tool .. is really very little used, owing to the

great difficulty of keeping it sharp, and its liability to break.

1773 GOLDSM, Stoops to Com/. Epil., Ye travtll d tribe, ye
*macaroni train. 1901 li- cstm.Gaz. zs July 7/3 The *ma-
caroni wheat crop (a new venture in the United States).

t Macaro iiian, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. [f. prec. + -AN.]
1. = MACARONIC#. i.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Macaronic, or Macaronian t a
kind of burlesque poetry... We have little in English in the
Macaronian way. 1731 CAMBRIDGE Scriblcriad n. 184 note,
The Macaronian is a kind of burlesque poetry, consisting
of a jumble of words of different languages, with words of
the vulgar tongue latinized, und latin words modernized.
2. MACARONIC a. 3.

1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems (1792) 16 Give ear ilk Maca
ronian beau, Tween George s Square an eke Soho.

Macaronic (meekar^nik), a. and sb. Also 7

makeronick, 8 maccaronic. [ad. mod.L. maca~
ronic-us It. (^\ niacaronico} niacchcronico, f. (^ma
caroni] maccheroni MACARONI.
The word seems to have been invented by Teofilo Folengo

( Merlinus Cocaius ) whose macaronic poem (Liber
Macarouices) was published in 1517. He explains (ed. 2,

1521) that the macaronic art is so called from macaroni,
which is quoddam pulmentum farina, caseo, botiro com-
paginatum, grossum, rude, et rusticanum .]

A. adj. 1. Used to designate a burlesque form of

verse in which vernacular words are introduced
into a Latin context with Latin terminations and
in Latin constructions. Also, applied to similar :

verse of which the basis is Greek instead of Latin ; (

and loosely to any form of verse in which two or
j

more languages are mingled together. Hence of

language, style, etc. : Resembling the mixed jargon
of macaronic poetry.
1638 SIR J. BEAUMONT in Jonsontts Virbins 12 He Latin

Horace found. .Translated in the Macaronicketoung,Cloth d
such raggs as [etc.]. 1711 Drumm. of ilatutlt^s

.-/. i-.-A - ir__ jS.__S__ -

:jnself and his Fr iends, he
PolwW Middinia. \ Tis a

MACAROON.

I

sort of Macaronick Poetry, in which the ScoU Words are
&amp;lt; put in Latin Terminations. 1778 JOHNMJN 14 Apr. in
:

Bos-well, Maccaronick verses are verses made out of a mix
ture of different languages. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. i. vi.

i S 31 I. 519 Maillard. .whose sermons, printed if nut preached
j

in Latin, with sometimes a sort of ulmo.tt macaronic inter
mixture of French. 1897 DO\V[&amp;gt;EN h r. Lit. n. i. 90 The
macaronic poet Folengo. 1898 STEVENSON ^7. fvfs 236
Grace was said, .in a macaronic latin.

f2. Of the nature of a jumble or medley. Obs.
1611 \titlc) Coryats Cramhe, or his Col wort Twise Sodden,

And Now serued in with other Macaronicke dishes, as the
second course to his Crudities. 1806 J. DAI.LAWAY Obs.
Ettg. Arch. 222 Tliose Travellers who have seen the new
buildings of Edinburgh and Glasgow will look on the archi
tecture of Bath, as belonging to the maccaronick order. 1816
G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Lament, xiv. (1872.) 271 My coarse,
macaronic style may here and there excite a smile.

3. Pertaining to a macaroni, rare &quot;.

1828-34 WEBSTER, Alacarwtic, pertaining to or like a
macaroni ; empty ; trifling ;

vain
; affected.

B. sb.

1. a. Macaronic language or composition, b.

//. Macaronic verses.
a 1668 DENHAM Dialogue 33 You that were once so (econo-

mii.k, Quitting the thrifty style I.aconick, Turn Prodi.uiil in

Makeronick. 1693 AfoL Clergy Scot. 31 When some of his

Tarty mounts the Desk and declaims their Maccaronicks.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Macaronicks [among the Italians], a
.sort of Burlesque Poetry made out of their Language, and
the Scraps and Terminations of divers other. 1839 HALLAM
fntrod. Lit. Europe II. v. 267 note, Folengo.. sat down for
the rest of his lite to write Macaronics, a 1864 LUCY AIKIN
in Man. etc. 77 Our own people were turning Scotch with
out knowing it. We began to allow the macaronic of the

Edinburgh Review for actual Kngli-h !

f 2. A jumble or medley. Obs.
1611 CcmiR., Macaron i^jic, a Macaronick; a confuted

liL-ape, or huddle of many heueiall things.

t MacarO Hical, a. Obs. Also 6 macheron-
icall. [See prec. and -ICAL.] = MACARONIC a.

1585 K. 1). Praysc of Nothing Hj b, The macheruiiicall
phantasies of Merlinus Cocaius. 1596 NAMIF. .v?//;vw ll al-
iten F, Who. .hath translated my Piers Ptnnilessc into the
Macaronicall tongue.

Macaro iiically, adv.
[f. MACAKO.MC: see

-ICALLV.J In the macaronic manntr.
I

1821 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XC\T. 82 That strange

[

mixture of Portuguese, Spanish, .. [etc.) nanie.s with which
;
most European maps of South America arc macaronically

j

diversified. 1900 G. W. K. KUSSKLL Conferences ii. 24 The
j

earliest pieces .. are in the learned language, sometimes
macaronically interspersed with the vernacular.

Macaroilicism (msekar^-nisiz m). [f. MA-
I CAHOXJC + -JSM.] Macaronic style.

1830 Ccntt. Mag. C._ n. 123 Moliere gives an amusing
specimen of macaronicism, in the troisicmc intcrmede of
l,e Maladc Ima-iiudre. 1845 Kncycl. Mctrop. XXI. 629/2
It maybe doubted, however, whether the Ancients would
be very solicitous to establish a prior claim to Macaronicism.

Macarouisni (mrckartm-niz m). Also 8 maca-
ronyism, 9 maccaroni-isru, [f. MACARONI +
-ISM.] Behaviour characteristic of a macaroni;
dandyism.
1775 MME. D ARBLAY Early Diary 21 Nov., He is a good

dt-al in the present ton, which is not Macaroi:&amp;gt;isn). 1835
TalCs Mag. II. 20 His colonel, .requited his maccaroni-ism
1y a week s arrest. 1863 SALA Capt. Dangerous II. viii.

252 We would have thought it vile poltroonery and ma-
caronism to have worn wigs. 1868 C IKSS MINIO Man.

\
11 . Elliot \. 28 His maccaronism seems to have been a sub

ject of jest among his friends.

Macaro nyish, a. rare- 1
,

[f. MACARONI +
1SH.] Characteristic of dandyism.
1859 SALA Tiu. round Clock (iS6iJ 288 There is something

supercilious, pragmatical, macaronyish, un-English, in tbe

announcement, No half-price .

Macaroon (msekar-n). Also 7 makeron(e,
maquaroon, mackroomj mackroon, 7-8 macke-
roon(e, mackaroon(e, macaron, S makeroon,
macron, 7-9 maccaroon. [a. Y.macaron (i6thc.),
ad. It. niaccaront (now maccherone) sing, of
maccaroni: see MACARONI.]
1. A small sweet cake or biscuit consisting chiefly

of ground almonds, white of egg, and sugar.
1611 COTGR., M^acarons, Macarons

; little Fritter-like

Bunnes, or thicke Losenges, compounded of Sugar, Almonds,
Rosewater, and Muske. 1611 MARKHABI Country Content. \\.

ii. (1668) 98 To make Jumbals more fine and curious . . and
nearer to the taste of the Macaroon. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Gf. Eater Kent Wks. i. 146/1 Whether it bee . . Fritter,
or Flapiacke, or Po&amp;gt;set, Galley-Mawfrey, Mackeroone,
Kickshaw, or Tantablin. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

83/2 Mackrooms, a kind of ruul of sweet Bread. 1725
URADLKY Fain. Diet. s.v. Tourte, You may also put a

pounded Macaroon into the Artichoke Cream. 1747 MRS.
GLAssiiC twXrfrj xv. 141 To make Maccaroons. 1848 J. GRANT
Adv. Aide-de-C .y.^.\\\\. (Rtldg.) 227 Little maccaroons, sweet
as sugar and almonds could make them. 1875 A. R. Hoj L

My School-boy I r. 138 We were regaling on macaroons.
ctttrih. 1783 M.MK. U ARBLAY Diary f) Uec., I had no more

power to prevent it than this macaroon cake in my hand.

1836 T. HOOK G. Giirney I. 297 A Jew boy, selling maca
roon cakes. 1898 GULLY in Daily News 21 July 7/5 A
Marchpane is an edifice in macaroon work.

f2. = MACARONI i. Obs.

17*04 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans iii. (1738) 24 What they
call Mackaroon is some Paste made only with Flour and
Water. 1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Rtlat. II. 302 A Sort of

Pudding, which they [in Malta] call Macron. 1753 CHAJI-
LIEKS

Cyil.Suf&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;,, Mncaron, the name of a sort of vermicelli,
a paste made of flour and water, and formed into the shape
of the band uf a quill, or the guts of small fo\\ Is.



MACARTNEY.

f3. A buffuou
;
a blockhead, dolt. Also dial, a

fop (
^ MACAKOXI 2). Obs. [Cf. It. macckerone.]

a 1631 DONNE Sat. iv. 117 Like a bigge wife, at sight of
lothed meat. . ; so I sigh and sweat To heare this Makeron
talke in value, a 1633 R. B. In Me&amp;gt;n.

t
Donne s Poems 401

A Macaroon And no way fit to spcake to clouted shoone.
a 18*5 FORIIY I oc. E. Anglia, Macaroon^ a fop.

Macartney (makautni). [Thenameof George,
Yax\ Macartney 1^1737-1806).] Used in Macartney
cock, pheasant, and in shortened form Macartney :

A pheasant of the genus Euplocamus, esp. .

ignitus ;
a fireback.

[179. OR. SHAW in Sir G. Staunton Macartney $ Embassy
to China (1797) I. 248 Jt may be called the fire-backed
pheasant. 1813 TKMMINCK Hist. Nut. des Pigeons etc. II.

273 Houpifere Macartney. Callus Macartneyi. Mihi. ..

Cette belle espece de Gallinace .. a etc indiquee .. par
sir Georges Staunton, d apres un individu qui fut offert a
Lord Macartney, Ambassadeur Anglais auprcsde 1 Empereur
de la Chine.] 1834 SIR W, JAKDIN*E A&quot;&amp;lt;t/. Hist. Gallinaceous
Birds I. 214 Tlie Macartney Cock. Knplocamus ignittis.

Fire-backed Pheasant of Java. 1840 BtVTH tr. Cuviers
Aniin. Kingd. (1849} 227 i he Macartneys.

Macary bitter. A \Yest Indian name for/V-%^
cramnia Antidesma (Treas. Bot. 1866).
111726 H. l!\r.HAM Hortus Awericanns (1794)96 Majoe.

. . It is aUo called Macary bitter from its growing in great

plenty in the bay of Macary.
Macassar (makse sai). [The name (in the

native form Mangkasitra \ of a district in the island

of Celebes.] Macassar oil, an unguent for the

hair, grandiloquently advertised in the early part
of the 1 9th century, and represented by the makers

(Rowland and Son \ to consist of ingredients ob
tained from Macassar. The name has subsequently
been given commercially to various natural pro
ducts imported from the East, e.g. to the oils ex

pressed from the seeds of Schleichera, trijuga^ Car-
(hainus tinctoriits, and the berries of Stadtniannia

Sideroxylon. (Hence Macassar-oiled a., anointed
with this oil. Macassar poison, the gum of a

tree, with which the Malays poison their arrows.

1666-7 /YV. Trans. II. 417 Whether it be true, that the

onely Antidote hitherto known, against the . . Macassar-

poison, is humane Ordure, taken inwardly? 1797 Enfycl*
firit. ^ed. 31 X. 357 i Macassar Poison,, .called ippo in the
Macassar and Malayan tongue. 1809 ALEX. ROWLAND jun.
(title) Essay on. .the Human Hair, with Remarks on the
Virtues of the Macassar Oil. 1819 BVKON yuan I. xvii, In
virtues nothing earthly could surpass her, Save thine *in-

nmiuarable oil, Macassar ! 1831 TKELAWSV A dr. Yoitngcr
Si n III. 280 [The author professes to have met in Celebes

with] the oleaginous extract from a fruit-tree, since that

period become so notorious in Europe, (by name 1 mean,)
Macassar oil. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy x. 99 He ran

his fingers through his Macassar-oiled ringlets. 1896 BRANNT
I ats

&amp;lt;y

Oils (ed. 2) II. 82 Macassar oil .. is obtained from
the seed of Schlfichera trijnga . . Considerable quantities
of the oil were formerly imported, but what at present comes
into commerce under the name of macassar oil

1

is mostly
a mixture of cocoa-nut oil and ylang-ylang extract, coloured
red with alkannin.

Macauco, variant of MACACO.

Macaulayism (m&kSl/iU m). [f. the name
of Thomas Kabington (Lord) Macau/ay (1800-

1859) + -ISM.] The characteristic historical method
or literary style of Macaulay ; an instance of this. So
Macau layan, Macaulaye sque, Macau layish

adjs.j pertaining to or modelled upon Macaulay s

method orstyle. Macaulaye se (erron. Macaulese)-,

Macaulay s kind of diction.

1846 POE Cary Wks. 1864 1 1 1. 63 Models of style in these

days of rRodomontades and Macaulayisms. 1839 NAPIKR

Lift Visct. Dundee I. 4 note, How often does he give us
Macaulese for history ! 1865 Spectator 492 Lord Derby
does not talk leading articles after this Macaulayish fashion.

1871 M. ARNOLD Friendship s Garland 71 Why do you
call Mr. Hepworth Dixon s style middle-cta^s Macaulayese?
1884 Pail Mall^G. 26 Sept. 3/1

There is something quite

Macaulayesque in the description . . of the way in which [etc.].

1887 Spectators? Aug. 1159 Macaulayan and other historical

or at least other historians incrustations. 1893 At/tt~

HXmti ii June 758/3 Dressing up platitudes in a sort of

faded Macaulayese.
Macaw 1 ^mak \ Also 7 machao, 7-8 macao,

7-9 maocaw, 8 raaccau, 8-9 mackaw. [a. Pg. i

macao, of obscure origin ;
a Tupi name for the bird

is macavuana,
Cf. Sp. mdca, a Bird in the Province of Quito, in South-

America, less than our Cocks, with a long Bill Red and
Yellow, and its Feathers of such Variety of Colours as is

admirable (Pineda, 1740).]

1. Th* name for several species of large long-
tailed birds of the parrot kind constituting the

genus Ara
; they inhabit tropical and subtropical

America and are remarkable for their gaudy
plumage.
1668 CHARLETOS Onontasticon Zoicon 66 Great blew and

yellow Parrat called the Machao^ or Cockatoon. a 1671
WltLUGHBV Oniiihol. n. xi. (1676) 73 Psittacus maximus
alter Aldrov. Angl. Maccaw, seu Macao & Cockatoon. 1703
DAMI*IKK I oy. (1729) III. I. 405 The Red Maccaw. 1707 FUN-
NKLL I oy. iv. 70 The Maccaw. .is about the bigness ofa Hawk. ,

1788 Xciv Lond. Mag. 6r The larger Pshtaci are called

Macaos. i8oa BINCLEV Anim. Kiog. (1813) II. 75 The
Brasilian Green Macaw. 1821-30 Lu. CocKeruN atm, v.

(1874^ 25^ [Hel was walking., dressed like a mackaw,asthe
Commissioner s purse-bearer. 1870 DISKAKU Z,tf///a*&amp;gt;xxxv,

Upon gilt and painted perches also there were . . macaws.
t

f 2. Applied (? erron.) to some oriental bird. Obs.

1699 DAM PIER Voy. II. i. 128 In the [Achinl Woods there
are many sorts of wild Fowls, viz. Maccaws, Parrots [etc.].

3. attrib.t as macaw tribe \ t^acaw-fish, some

brightly coloured fish (cf, parrot-fish^}.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp. s.v., With some it [cockatoon]
is made the synonymous name of all the Macaw tribe, 1792
MAR. RIDDELL Voyt Madeira 69 The parrot-fish, the ma
caw-fish.

Macaw- (makg). Also 7 macow, 7-8 mac-
caw, 8-9 mackaw, 9 macca-. [Prob. repr. one
or more Carib words; cf. Arawak (Guiana) mo-

caya t macoya t the macaw-palm.] The West Indian

name for palms* of the genus Acrocomia\ formerly
also f-the fruit of these palms. Now only attrib.

in macaw-berry ) -palm, -lree\ also macaw-bush,
a West Indian plant, Solatium niammosum (Treas.
Bot. 186*5) ; macaw-fat, a West Indian name for

tlic Oil Palm, Ehvis gitineensis.
1657 Licov Barbados 72 The Macow is one of the strangest

trees the Hand affords. 1672 R. BLOME Jamaica^ etc. 73
[Descr. Uarbadoes] I.imes, Lemons, Macows, Grapes [etc.].

. ..,t greedily.
being the ?th Day of our Fast, save only the Maccaw- berries
before related. 1756 P. UKOWNE Jamaica 343 The Mackaw
Tree.. is very common in most of the sugar-colonies. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Tradti Macaw-fat, a West Indian name
for oil palm, fclais GuitU t nsis. Macaw-Palm^ the Acro-
comia sclerocarpa of Martius. 1864 GKISEBACH Flora /K.
Ind. 785 Mackaw Tree, Acrocomia sclerocarpa. 1882 J.
SMITH Diet. Pop. Names Plants, Macaw Palm or Gm-
Gru (Acrocomia fnsifornris\. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIII.
380/2 The oil palm or macca-fat.

1- Maccarib. Obs. [App. cogn. w. caribou
,
a.

Micmac
kaleboo&amp;gt;

lit. shoveller (N. & Q. 9th Sen
IX. 465). Cf. F. macaribo (Littre).]

=- CARIBOU.
1672 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 20 The Maccarib^

Caril&amp;gt;o
t
or rohano^ a kind tf Deer, as big as a Stag, round

hooved) smooth hair d and soft as silk.

Maccaroni, Macease^ne, Maccaw: see

MACAKOXI, MOCCASIX, MACAW.
Macche, obs. form of MATCH.
Macciavelian : see MACHIAVELLIAN.
MaCCO (ma;-k(?). ? Obs. f?A variant spelling

of MACAO.] A gambling game; = MACAO.
1809 HYRON in Moore Life (1875) 143 When macco (or

whatever they spell it) was introduced. i&v^S/nirting Mag.
XVI. 277 A rubber of whist, or a game of Macco. 1859
THACKERAY Virgin, xli, He dines at White s ordinary, and
bits down to macco and lansquenet afterwards.
atirib. 1825 T. HOOK Man ofMany /&amp;gt;-., Say. fy Doings

Ser.u. II. 18 His uncle was still ;it the Macco table. 1859
THACKKRAY \ irgin. xliv, I ..left it at the Macco-table.

Maccoboy (mae ktfboj). Also 8 macabao,
macauba, 9 maccaboy, maccubau, mac(c)ouba,
maakabaw, Sc. macabaa, -baw, maccaba^w.
[Named from Macouba^ a district in Martinique.]
A kind of snuff, usually scented with attar of roses.

1740 li inil les List of Snuffs in Fairholt Tobacco (1859)

269 Macabao. 1799 Hull Advertiser 27 July 4/4 You are
famous . . For having the best Macauba [rime draw]. 18. .

G. WUSHART in Mactaggart Callm-id, Encycl. (1824) 223 Ye
maun bring me a teat o this same Macabaa. 1823 J. BAD-
COCK Dom. Amusem. 99 The snufFof Martinico, celebrated
under the term Macouba . 1849 THACKERAY Pendcnnis
II. ii. 14 [He] pocketted his snuff-box, not desirous that

Madame Brack s dubious fingers should plunge too fre

quently into his Mackabaw. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
flfac0fftyt

Maccid&amp;gt;au t a kind of snuff. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona xix. 218 Him I found already at his desk and
already bedabbled with maccabaw. 1896 E. MARRIAGE tr.

Balzac s Old tioriot 21 His snuff-box is always likely to be
filled with maccaboy.
Mace (nv

!

s), j.l Also 4-5 mas, 4-7 rnase,

5 6 mais, (5 maas, mass, meyce, 6 maysse,
&quot;--7 masse), [a. OF. masse, mace = r* massa, It.

wazza, Sp. maza, Pg. maca : L. type *mat(t}ea
v prob. the origin of the rare mat(t}eola ? mallet).]
1. A heavy staff or club, cither entirely of metal

or having a metal head, often spiked: formerly a

regular weapon of war. (Also called \mace of
arms !?, masse cTartnes.*) fin early use also, a

club of any kind.

1297 R. GLOUC, (Rolls) 4210 pis geant .. bigan is mace
adrawe. c 13*0 Sir Bents 3800 pel leide on . . Wib swerdes and
wl|&amp;gt;

maces, a 1330 Otittl 1112 He cam wij? a masc of bras.

375 HARBOUR Bruce xi. 600 The Ynglis men . . Ke^t emang
thame.swerdisandmas. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 1753 With
myghty maces the bones they tobreste. 1390 GOWER Cotif.
III. 359 And Hercules.. Was ther, berende his grete Mace.
1416 LYUG. DcGitil. Pilgr. 22171 And with this ylke sturdy
Maas, Iputte hemoutafTul greet paas. Ibid. 93100Thencam
Treason with hir mas Hevy as a clobbe of leed. 1555 EUI-LN
Decades 161 Laton whereof they make such maces and ham
mers as are vsed in the warres. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nichalays Voy. in. v. 78 Vppon their saddle bow, their
roundel & the Busdeghan (being the mase of armes). 1678
WANLKY Wond. Lit. Worlds, ii. 86. 473/1 He would cast a
Horseman s Mace of nine or ten pounds weight farther than

any other of his Court, 1728 POPE Ditnc. i. 85 Pomps without
guilt, of bloodless swords and maces. 18*5 SCOTT Talism. i,

A steel axe, or hammer, called a mace-of-arms. 1834
PLANCH Brit, Costume 244 The pistol superseded the
mace in the hands ofofficers during this reign [Hen. VIII].

fb. Applied to the trident of Neptune. Obs.
1582 STANYHURST sEncis n. (Arb.) 6j Thee wals God Nep

tune, with mace thrceforcked, vphurleth. 1590 St ENStn

MACE.

Muiopotmos 315 The God of Seas, .strikes the rockes with
his three-forked mace. 1791 Cowi KK llittd xn. 29 Neptune
with his tridental mace himself Led them.

1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 268 O Murd rous slumber !

Layest thou thy Leaden Mace vpon my Boy ? 1667 MILTOS
P. L. x. 294 I he aggregated Soyle Death, with his Mace
petrific, cold and dry, As with a Trident smote . 1840 LONGF.
Sp. Stud. i. v, Hark ! how the loud and ponderous mace
of Time Knocks at the golden portals of the day ! 1878
BROWNING La Saisiaz 385 As .. Beethoven s Titan mace
Smote the immense to storm.

2. A sceptre or staff of office, resembling in

shape the weapon of war, which is borne before

(or was formerly carried by) certain officials,

t Also formerly the sceptre of sovereignty.
For Sergeant at (or of) Mate* see SKRGHANT. The mace

which lies on the table in the House of Commons when the

Speaker is in the chair is viewed as a symbol of the autho
rity of the House (cf. b).

&amp;lt; 1440 /Vow//, /^rr .sig/i Mace of aseriawnt, s[c]cj&amp;gt;tntni t

ilavn. 1471 Rii LEY Contp. Alch. v. xxviii. in Ashm. (1652)

155 WythSylver Macys. .Sarjaunts awaytingon them every
owre. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 253 They gaue hym
a rede in his hande for a septer or a mace. 1559 Mirr. Jfng ,,

yas. f xx. 5 Mymurdring uncle. .That longed for my king-
dome and my mace. 1580 Nottingham Rec. IV. 195 Payd
to Towley for the other ii. maces mendyng. 1593 SHAKS.
2 lien, t */, iv. vii. 144 With these borne before vs, in steed of

Maces, Will we ride through the streets. 1623-4 i&quot; Swayne
C/iurc/nu. Ace. Sarum (1896) 177 The Iron wfh holds the
Mase at the end ofM r

. Maiors pe\ve. 1677 E. SMITH in ivth

Kcf&amp;gt;, Hist. AfSS. Comm. App. v. 37 Some mischievous persons
to dishonour my Lord Chancellour.. stole the mace and the
two purses. 1708 J. CHAMBKRLAYNK St. Gt. Brit. \. \\. xiii.

(1710) 100 The Mace, while the Speaker is in the Chair, is

always upon the Table, except when sent upon any extra

ordinary Occasion into Westminster-Hall, and Court of

Requests, to summon the Members to attend. i758JoHNSON
Iiiler^

No. 96 i He. .read the Gothick characters inscribed

on his brazen mace. 1856 EMERSON Eitg. Ti aits, Ability
Wks. (Bonn) II. 45 The chancellor carries England on his

mace. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Di?&amp;gt;. Worship 186 A Beadle,
or other official, with a wand or mace, clearing the way.

b. By (ivarrant of) the mace: in House of

Commons use, said of occasions when the Serjeant-
at-Arms is sent with the mace as his warrant for

demanding obedience to a command of the House.
1576 Jrnl. Ho. Comm. 22 Feb. 1. 107 The said Committees

found no Precedent for setting at large by the Mace any
Person in Arrest ; but only by Writ. Ibid. 27 Feb. I. 108

It is Resolved, That Edward Smalleye. .shall be brought
hither To-morrow, by the Serjeant ; and so set at Liberty,

by Warrant of the Mace, and not by writ.

c. A mace-bearer.

1663 Flagcllttm or O. Cromwell (1672)
26 And here upon

a Mace was sent to bring Cromwell into the Court. 1670
MARVKLL Let. 21 Mar. li ks. (Grosart) II. 315 Sir 1 homas
Clifford carryed Speaker and Mace, and all members there,
into the King s cellar, to drink his health. 1753 QVL.\\ Long
Story iii, My grave Lord-Keeper led the brawls \ The seals

and maces danc d before him. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xi. III. i Garter King at arms., was followed by the maces of
the two Houses, by the two Speakers [etc.].

3. a. Billiards. A stick with a flat square head,

formerly used for propelling the balls ; now super
seded by the cue. (Cf. MAST sb$) b. A similar

instrument lu-ed in Bagatelle.

1727 DOVER /&amp;gt;. Diet., jl/,w,(Billard dont on joue) Mass,
or Billiard Stick. 1734 R. SEYMOUR Cotnpl. Gamester \\\.

ied. 5) 84 If a Person breaks a Stick, or the Mace, he must

pay Six-pence for the Stick and two Shillings for the Mace.

1744 J. LOVE Cricket 4 The dull Ball trails before the feeble

Ma.ce. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3 III. 229 (Billiards] is

played with sticks, called maces, or with cues; the first

consist of a long straight ^tick, with a head at the end, and
are the most powerful instruments of the two.. .In England
the mace is the prevailing instrument, which the foreigner*
hold in contempt. 1814 Cot.. HAWKER Diary (1893)1. 119
We . . enjoyed the novelty of playing with the Emperor s

favourite cue, and Maria Louisa s mace. 1856 *CAI IT.

CKAWLEY* Billiards (i%$&amp;lt;)) 8 The Mace, by the way, is seldom
or never used by the present generation of billiard players.

1873 BKNNKTT & CAVKNDISH Billiards 4 Maces (called
masts ) only were used, made of lignum vitse or some other

weighty wood, and tipped with ivory. 1883 Casselfs Sports fy

Past. 329 [Bagatelle}. The balls are struck with either a cue
or a mace ; of these two the latter will be found the easier.

4. Tanning. (See quots.)

1839 U RE Diet. A rts 378 The chiefoperations of the currier

are four ; i. Dipping the leather, which consists in moisten

ing it with water, and beating it with the mace, or a mallet

upon the hurdle. 185* MORFIT Tanning $ Currying (1853)

462 The leather may either be beaten out with the feet, or

with an instrument called the mace.

5. attrib. and Comb.) as mace-blow, head ; fmace-
proof &amp;lt;?., nonce-wd*.) safe from ai rest.

1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist II. v. 104 The effect .. was to

produce an image of surpass!ngness in the features of Clara

that gave him the final, or *mace-blow. 1899 Daily News
12 Sept. 7/2 Sargon of Accad. .of whom a *mace head bear

ing his name is to be seen in the British Museum. 1633
SHIRLEY Bird ina Cage\\. O^b, You shall. .come vp to the

face of a Sergiant,. .and be *mace proofe.

Mace (m^ sj, sb.- Forms : a. 4-5 macys, 4-6

macis, maces, 1^4 macz, 5 macez, masis, 6

mases). 0. 4- mace, (6 mase). [ME. macis,

a. F. macis (i4th c. in Godef.), of unknown origin ;

cf. F. (i6th c.) ntassia, ? cinnamon flower. The
form wads being in Eng. apprehended ns a plural,

the new singular mace was formed from it.

It is not likely that the word has any connexion with

L. maccis (accus. maaida} occurring once in Plautiis in

a bombastic list of unknown and perhaps imaginary BplOM.]



MACE.

1. A spice consisting of the dried outer covering

of the nutmeg.
a 1377 A&ittgJon Ace. (Camden) 38 In farina XXviljuF. In

croco x\s. In macys ijs. Xii. [etc.]. 1398 TKEVISA Earth.

DC P. K. xvn. ii. (1495) 595 The Mace is the flowre,and the

Notinygge U the fruytc. Ibid. cix. 672 The rynde of Nux
rmisticata, the notmygge, hight Macis. ^1400 MAUNDKV.

(Roxb.) xxi. 94 pe macezer (?e huskesof |enutemug. t 1420

Lihcr Cecorum (1862) 13 Forshit withclowes or macys gode.

1471 Ptiston Lett. III. 25 Seiide me word qwat price a /r. of

peppyr, clowys, maais, gingyr [etc.]. 1527 K. THOKNK in

Hakiuyfs Voy. (1589) 252 The Islands are fertile of Cluucs,

Nutmegs, Mace, and Cinnamom. 1544 PHASH KegiHi. Ly/e
(1553) Eja, Mithridatum-.wel tempered in a littel white

wine with afewe maces. 1594 BLUNDKVIL Excrc. v. xi. (1636)

554 But when the Nut waxeth dry, the Mace do sever from

the Nut. Ibid. xii. 557 From the He Banda doth come Nut

megs and Maces. 1732 AKBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 259 Spices,

as Cinnamon, Mace, Nutmeg. 1747 MRS. GLASSK Cookery
ii. 32 Add some. . Pepper and Salt, and a little beaten Mace.

1811 A. T. THOMSON Loud. Disp. (i8i8j 262 Oil of Mace.

1871 C. KINGSI.KY At Last v, The nutmegs, the mace still

clinging round them, He scattered on the grass.

2. attrih. : t mace-ale, ale spiced with mace.

1611 BBAUM. & FL. Four PI., Triumph of^Lovc iv, She

hail more need of mace-ale .. than your aged discipline. 1676
WISI;MAN Stirg. iv. v. 318 That night she took an anodyne
Syrup in a draught of Mace-ale.

Mace OTU
T
S}, sb$ Forms: 6 mase, 7 mas(se,

maz, mess, 8 niasscie, 8- mace. [a. Malay ^^L*

mas (also ^U! etnas ] ; said to be repr. Skr. masha

a weight of about 17 grains.]

1. In Malay countries : A small gold coin weigh

ing 9 grains and worth about u. lit. Also, *a

weight used in Sumatra, being according to Craw-
furdi-iGthofa Malay tael, or about 40 grams (Y.).

1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschotetis Voy. 44 A Tael of Malacca
isx6Mases. i6ooj. DAVIS in Purchas Pilgrimage {\b\if[

I.

ill. i. 117 That [coin] of Gold is named a Mas, and is nine

pence halfe penie neerest. Those of Lead are called Caxasl
whereofa thousand sixe hundred make one Mas. 1699 DAM-
PIEK Voy. II. i. 132 Of these [cash] 1500 make a Mess, which
..Is a small thin piece ofGold. .. It is in value 15 pence Eng
lish. 1727 A. HAMILTON AVzu Ace. / . Ind. II. xli. 109 At

Atcheen they have a small Coin of Leaden Money called

Cash, from twelve to sixteen hundred of them goes to one

Mace, or Masscte. 1813 MILBI/RN Oriental^ Coinin. (1825)

348 The currency here [Tringano, Malay Peninsula] consists

also of the following : . . 16 mace equal to i tale. Ibid, 360
[Sumatra] The lesser weights are as follow : 4 Copangs
equal to i Mace.

2. A Chinese money of account equivalent to

one-tenth of a silver Hang or tael.

1615 R. COCKS Diary (1883) 1. 1 We bought 5 greate square
postes..cost2/J 6coftttrifisper peece. 1796 MORSE.-liner.

Geog. II. 531 Although the terms candereen and mace are

employed to certify a certain quantity of caxees, there are

no coins. .which bear that specific value. 1802 CAPT. EL-
MORE in Naval Chron. VIII. 382 At seven mace two can
dereen per head. 1896 Black v. Mag. Apr. 580/2 The [poppy]
tax is stated to be one mace or six-tenths of a mace the plot.

Mace (miMs), sb^- slang. Swindling, robbery

by fraud. On mace : on credit,
* on tick .

1781 G. PARKER View Sac. II. 34 The mace is a man who
goes to any capital tradesman . . in an elegant vis-a-vis [etc.].

1879 J. W. HORSLEY in Afacw. Mag. XL. 502 The following
people used to gc^in there toy-getters (watch-stealers)..
men at the mace (sham loan offices). 1893 P. H. EMKKSON
Signer Lippo xxii. 100 Letting em have the super and slang
on mace, for he gets to know their account and he puts tbe

pot on em settling day,
b. Conib.\ mace-cove, -gloak, -man = ^ACEK^.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Mace-gloak, a man who lives

upon the mace. i823 J.Bt:K Z&amp;gt;rV/. Turf%.v. Mace, The mace-
cove is he who will cheat, take in, or swindle, as often as may
be. 1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) i6oThe nightside of
London is fruitful in macemen , mouchers ,

and *go-
alongs . 1865 M. COLLINS Who is t/ie Heir? II. 245 What
is a maceman?. .A person who buys anything he can get with
out paying for it, and sells it again at once for anything
he can get. 1884 Dtttfy Nt&amp;gt;ws 5 Jan. 5/2 The victim appears
to have entered an omnibus and to have been at once pounced
upon by two * macemen

, otherwise
*

swell mobsmen .

Mace, vJ- rare~ l
. [f.

MACE sfr.
l

~\
trans. To

strike as with a mace.

18^0 DICKENS Barn. Rudge iv, The prentices no longer
carried clubs wherewith to mace the citizens.

tMace, z&amp;gt;.

a Obs. rare-1
, [f. MACE j.2] trans.

To season with mace. In quot.y^f.
a 1640 DAY Peregr. Schol. (iSSi) 70 If anie of you come

vnder there clowches theile pepper you and mace you with
a vengeance.

Mape, v.i slang, [f. MACE
j//.*] trans, and

utti: To swindle. Hence Ma cing vbl. sb.

1790 POTTER New Diet. Cant. (1795) Ahue, to cheat.
A-u Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 138 A . . party of inferior
pugilists had been macing in the southern towns. 1819 I. H.
VAUX Mem. I 53, 1 sometimes raised the wind by. .obtaining
goods on credit, called in the cant language maceing. 1885
Daily Pel 18 Aug. 3/2 Fancy him being so soft as to givethat jay a quid back out of the ten he d maced him of!

Ma ce-bearer. One who carries a mace; spec.
an official whose duty it is to carry a mace, as a
symbol of authority, before some high functionary.

mace-bearer out of the room. 1835 ist Mimic. Corf.
Cotinti. Rep. App. Ml. 1686 Other officers of the Corpora
tion [of Preston] are, Mace- Bearer, Beadle [etc.]. 1841

ELPHINSTONK Hist. Ind. II. 349 A mace-bearer called out to

him, wilh mock solemnity, to receive the salutations of his

servants. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. vn. 210 The mace-bearer

Areithous.

Macedon (mse
1

B/d&amp;lt;fo). [ad. L. Afacedon-em

\AIuccdo; ,
Gr. Mae5oV-a (-aw).]

f 1. One of the people (to which Alexander the

Great belonged) that inhabited Macedonia. Obs.

[1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. ix. 4 When Macedonyesscliulen come
with me.] ii 1400-50 Ate.tamterg^, 1179, 1253, etc., Messa-

dones, Messedones.-edoyns, Mas(s)ldons. 1594 Kvn Cornelia

i. 6 ; Macedoiis or Medes. 1632 MASSINGKK City Madam iv.

ii, The valiant Macedon. . Lamented that there were no more

[worlds] to conquer. 1700 DKYDKN Fables, To Ductless tr/

Orinond 133 As once the Macedon, by Jove s decree, Was
taught to dream an herb for Ptolemy.

t b. offos. or quasi-fl(# . = Macedonian. Obs.

1710 The Tipling Philosophers 17 Diogenes, Surly and

Proud, Who Snarld at the Macedon Youth.

2. Anglicized name of Macedonia. arch.

1584 C. ROBINSON llaiidf. I lcs. Delites (Arb. 46 The
famous Prince of Macedun. 1625 i;.\( ON AV.v., / /vJ///t i/f.v,

Phillip of Macedon. 1871 S. J. STONE Hymn, Through
midnight gloom from Macedon.

Macedonian (iiKcs/dinniian). .i and rf.i
[f.

L. Macedoni-us (
- Gr. MaxfSovios, f. Maneoaii : sec

prec.) + -AX.] A. aJj. 1 ertaining to Macedonia,
a country north of Greece.

Mactdoniall Parsley : see PARSLEY.

1556 Kcl instnis ty. More s I topia Printer to Reader

(Arb.) 168 Scyng it is a tongue to vs muche stratinger then

the Indian,, .the Macedonian,, .etc. 1607 TorM.M. l our-f.
Beasts 106 At one time is giuen them nine Macedonian

Bushels, but.. of drinke eytlier wine or water thirty Mace
donian pintes at a time. 1707 Crtrios. in 1 1 ml*. ,y Cant. 257
To make Celery, and Macedonian Parsly grow very fast.

1844 TMIKLWAU. 6&amp;gt;mt Ixvi. VIII. 419 It had received a

Macedonian admiral in its port.

B. s/i. A native of Macedonia.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Cor. i.v. 2, I knowyour prompt tninde :

for the which I glorie ofyou to the Macedonians. 1834 Lvi-

TON rompciii\. i, I will teach thee, young hra^uait, to play
the Macedonian with me. 1840 I etiny Cyd. XVIII. 75,2

He was stabbed by a young Macedonian of his own body
guard.

Macedonian (nuesftl&amp;lt;5ta uian), &amp;lt;i.

a and sb.~ [ad.

Eccl. L. Macedonian-us, f. Macedonius : see -AN.]
A follower of Macedonius, a heretical Bishop of

Constantinople in the 4th century.

1577 VAUTRUUILLIER Luther on Ep. Gal. 18 Arians, Euno-

mians, Macedonians, and such other heretikes. 1701 tr. /.^

Clcrc s I riin. Fathers 252 He [Gregory] disputes about the

Consubstantiality of the Holy Spirit against the Mace
donians. 1727-52 CHAMBICKS Cycl. s.v. Semi-AriaHS, Anew
branch of Macedonian Semi-arians, or Pneumatomachi.

1882-3 Schaff s Kncycl. Kelig. Knmvl. II. 1578 They are

Macedonians, esteeming the Holy Spirit as no person, but

only an influence or emanation.

Hence Macedomianism.
1642 HALES Schism 9 Manichanisme, Valentinianisme, Ma-

cedonianisme, Mahomettsme, are truly and properly Here
sies. 1646 Bp. MAXWELL llnrd. Issach. 21 The grossest

Heresies, Arianisme, Arminianisme, Macedonianisme [etc.].

[Maoegriefs, such as willingly buy stolen flesh

(Cowcll 1607, whence in later Law Diets.), is a

spurious word, due to misunderstanding of the AK.
text of Britton I. xxx. 3, which speaks of butch

ers [niacegriers] who knowingly sell stolen flesh .]

Maceleney, obs. form of MACILEKCY.

tMacella-rious, a. Oh.- [f.
L. macel-

lari-tts ((. inacfllmii meat market) + -008.]
1656 BLOUN r Glosscgr. , Maccllarious, pertaining to the

Butchers Row or Shambles.

Macer 1
(m^-sai). Also Sc. 5-6 maser(e,

masar, 6 messer, measer, masser, 6-7 maissar,
-er. [a. OF. inaissier, mossier, i. masse MACE
si.1 : see -KB 2

.] A mace-bearer; spec, in Scot

land, an official who keeps order in courts of law.

13. . St. Erkemuolde 143 in Horstm. AUcugLLeg. (1881) 26

pe maire with mony majti mene & macers before hyme. 1377

LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 76 Meiresand maceres that menes ben

bitwene The kynge and the comune to kepe the lawes. c 1440

Sextie that tyme quhilk war summond aw Be ane masar

for to cum to the law. 1546 Kef. Prhy Contuil Scot. I. 26

Heraldis, pursevantis, masseries, and utheris officiaris of

armes. 1550 Ibid. 105 Ane messer or uthir officiar of armes.

1583 Leg. Bj&amp;gt;.
St. Aiuirois 1065 A meas r vpon the gait him

mett. 1679 RpyalProclain. in Lond.Gaz. No 1406/1 Charles

by the Grace of God [etc.] . . To Our Lyon King at Arms, and

his Brethren Heraulds, Macers, or Messengers at Arms.

1709 STRYMi Ann. Ref. I. xxi. 237 Thomas Lever, S.T.B.

formerly of S. John s College and sometime macer (as was

the Bishop himself). 1710 Chainbcrlayne s St. Gl. Brit. II.

&quot;----
Sal. so/, per Ann.

MACERATING.

Hence Ma cership.

1883 Editib. Daily Rev. 6 June 2/5 Mr. G. G. has been

appointed . . to the vacant macership in the Court of Session.

Macer -
^nvi s.u). slang, [f.

MACE z. :
&amp;gt; + -KU 1.]

A swindler.

1819 Sforting AFaff. V. 123 The cup-and-ball Macers.

1870 STI:INMLIZ Gaming Table II. vii. ^20 A well known
macer, who was celebrated for slipping an old gentleman
(a long card) into the pack.

t Ma cerable, &amp;lt;* Obs. rare, [as if ad. L.

*macerabilis, f. macerare to MACERATE.] That

may be macerated.
a 1631 UONNE 6V.r .SYrw. i. (1634) 30 Miserable, une\-

pressible, unimaginable macerable condition, where the

sufferer would be glad to be but a devil. 1742 KAMLS in

1 ftil. Trans. XLII. 33 The Auditory Hones are of a tar-

lareous kind of friable and easily macerable Substance.

t Macerate, ///. a. Obs. [ad.i,.tndcerat-us,
(. macerare to MACKBATE.] Wasted, weakened :

- the later MACEKATED.
1540-1 KLVOT Intake Gin . 30 Macerate with labour-, and

made feeble with age. 1632 H OHH-HS Kiglits 332 Shee
chuse. .not a man macerate and dryed vp with study.

Macerate (ina.&quot;scn:it), v. Also 6 7 masserate,

7mascerate. [f.],. maccrat-, ppl.stemof/it ;v;;v,

f. root mac-, pern. cogn. w. Gr. paacrttv (:*ititiky-,

innky-} to knead. &amp;gt; or the suffix cf. lolerare, rc-

, itperare. Cf. F. macfrcr]
1. ti-ans. To soften by steeping in a liquid, with

or without heat; to wear away or separate the

soft parts of, by steeping. Also with away. Ap
plied also to the treatment of food in the process
of digestion.
1563 T. GAI.K Antitfi f. n. TO Macerate them [s t . lard ami

rose leaves] and let them stand together -euen dayes. 1620

VKNNKK Via Recta vii. 133 They [jv. I ine-Apple .&amp;gt;r Null
must first be macerated the space of an home in uanne

uater,and then eaten. 1660 K. COKE l\Kucrl&amp;lt;( ^nlj. I-JM Imn
macerated with \inegar, so as it should be inflexible. 1691
RAY Crtalion 11714) 27 It is by the Heat thereof concocted

macerated and reduced into a Chyle or Cremor. 1759
Bko\\N Coinplcat Farmer 79 The gizzard that ma(.erati&amp;gt;

their food. 1773 COOK l iy. (1790) IV. 1418 The batk i-

rolled up, and macerated for s^ine time in water. 1822

IMLSON Sci. \ Art II. 178 Soak, or macerate the rags suf-

: liciently. 1835-6 Tonu Cycl. Anat. I. 47^/1 More &amp;lt; &amp;gt;m-

plete mastication is performed after the fuod has bc&amp;lt; n l-n.^

macerated in the paunch. 1875 DARWIN Inscctiv. I l. \i. oS

The leaves were macerated for some hours. 1899 Alllnitts

l Syst. Mcd. VI II. 558 In the axillary, anal and scrotal region,

i
where the scales are often macerated away.
Jig. 1829 I.ANDOU linag. Cuir.: NVks. 1^46 II. 211 A gi

\\-iiter will nv&amp;gt;t. .maLerate things into such paiticles that

nothing shall be remaining of their natural contexture.

b. iiiti: for/rtw. To undergo maceration.

1610 I!. JoNSON.-JA//. ll. v, Let hem macerate, together. 1641

FRENCH Distill, ii. (1651)48 Beat the spices small and hrui-e

the Hearbs, letting them macerate twelve houres. 1755 II.

M \K i IN.Mag. Arts ff Sci. III. viii. 329 The ignoiant Farmer

cuts down his Corn and his Hay .. and leaves them tu

macerate.. in the soaking Showers. 1816 ACCUM Chat/.

Tests (iBiS) Si SufTering the whole to macerate for a few

hours. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Led. Jlis.H cm. v. (ed. 4) .

If the liquor ainnii is not discharged it is absorbed, and llu:

: contents of the uterus either macerate or become mummified.

2. trans. To cause (the body, flesh, etc.) to waste

or wear away, esp. by fasting.

1547 BOOEUE Ere-.: Health i. 7 Fastynge to much it dryeth
and macerateth the body. 1613 PI-UCHAS Pilgrimage v.

xiv. 442 To.. macerate his body for his owne sinnes. 1647

CLAKKNUOX Contcinpl. t s. Tracts (1727) 415 Macerating
our bodies with imprisonments and torments. 1712 STKKI.K

Sfect. No. 282 T 5 The Happiness of him who is macerated

by Abstinence. 1830 D ISRAELI C/ias. /, III. vii. 135 Her
frame was macerated by her secret sotrows. 1860 I.

MARTIN Horace 24 The fierce unrest, the deathless flame,

That slowly macerates my frame. 1877 C. GEIKIE Christ

xxxiii. (1879) 385 Men who lodged in tombs and macerated

themselves with fasting.

t b. fig. To oppress, crush . Obs.

1637 BASTWICK Litany i. 4/1 They greatly dishonour his

Cesarean Majestic, & miserably afflict and macerate {printed
macecrate] his poore subiects. 1640 H. PARKER Case Shif

Money 46 Civill wars have . . infected and macerated that

goodly Country.

t c. intr. tor pass. To waste, pine away. Obs.

1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie l. ii. 176 Once to be pursie

fat Had wont be cause that life did macerate.

t3. In immaterial sense : To fret, vex, worry. Obs.

1588 SPENSER / irg. Gnat 94 No such sad cares, as wont to

macerate And rend the greedie mindes of covetous men. 1591

Trout. Kaigne A , lohn (1611) 14 A viper, who with poysoned
words Doth masserate the bowels of my soule. a 1695 /.

CRADOCK .SVr/. on Charity duo) 8 Why dosome Christians

..macerate and torment themselves? 1761 STERNE T r.

Shandy III. iv, A city so macerated with expectation.

Macerated (mse-iras ted), ///. a. [(. MACK-

BATE v. -I- -ED 1
.] Ill senses of the vb.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holiiuhtd\\\. I399/ 1 Whether it

were possible to find a bodie more withered, afflicted.

macerated,.. or pale. 1659 Gent/. Calling (1696) 98 It need

not doubt to maintain the Field against poor macerated

hearer, mace-bearer^ [etc.]. 1823 DK QUINCEY Incognito
Wks. 1862 X. 2 The chief-burgomaster .. turned the

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, A&quot;o oinnia as Mr. Crossmy-
loof said, when he was called by two macers at once, nan

omnia possniimspessimiispossimis. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona 189 And the very macer cried Cruachan .

b. allrib. : t macer wand, a mace.

1535 STKWAR r Cron. Scat. 1 1. 677 [He] Arreistit thame, syne
with ane maissar wand, Or tha passit out of Northumber-

I land, Richt mony thousand of thame thair wes slane.

: Chastity. 1706 HEARNE Collect. 4 Mar. (O. H. S.) I. 197

What might recruit his macerated Body. 1899 AUtulfs

Syst. Met/. VIII. 611 This application is repeated, and the

macerated skin cleansed, every forty-eight hours.

al sol. 1694 MOTTF.UX Rabelais U737) v- 232 Th Opime

you d linquish for the Macerated.

Macerating (marseritin), vbl. sb. [f.
MACE-

RATK v. t -ING
!]

The action of MACERATE v.

1600 SURFLET Country Faniie ill. Ixiii. 575 Infusion is

nothing else but a macerating or steeping of the thing



MACERATING. 6 MACHICOULIS.
intended to be distilled in some licour. 1630 BKAIHWAIT
Eng. GttUtew. (1641) 185 It is macerating ofthe flesh that
fattens the spirit. 1775 in ASH, Suppl.

Macerating (mce-sereitin ),///. a.
[f.

MACE
RATE v. + -ING -.] That macerates (see the vb.).
1689 HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, xiv. 113 The Jesuit

Confessor redoubles his macerating penance. 1836 J. M.
GULLY Magcndie s Formal, (ed. 2) 1^2 The disgusting
odour arising from the macerating intestines. 1899 Allhutfs

Syst. Mcd. VIII. 605 The macerating action of a plaster.

Maceration (mtt*erl Jan). [ad. L. macera
tion-em ^ n. of action f. macerare to MACERATE.]
1, The action or process of softening by steeping

in a liquid; also, the state of being subjected to

this process ; an instance of this.

1612 WOODALL Sttrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Maceration is

preparation of things not unlike to Humectation. a 1652

J. SMITH Set. Disc. iv. 75 The very grass, .may,, .after many
refinings, macerations, and maturations .. spring up into so

many rational souls. 1691 RAY Creation I. (1692) 121 For
the maceration and dissolution of the Meat into a Chyle.
1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 157 Decomposed by long
maceration in water. 1861 BUMSTEAD V cn. Dis. (1879) 59 1

The constant maceration of the mucous membrane of tlie

mouth. 1880 HUXLKY Crayfish iii. 100 When the exoskeleton
is cleaned by maceration.
attrib. 1898 A*cv. Brit.Pharm. 34 The maceration tinctures

are not to be made up to a prescribed volume with the

menstruum.
b. In smelting iron ore (see quot.).

1868 Rip. to Govt. U. S. Munitions M ar 120 It [the

ore] is then allowed to remain exposed to the air for

a time long enough to permit the small traces of sulphur to

be dissipated, [etc.].. .This process is termed maceration.

c. quasi-a?w/ . A product of maceration.

1836 J. M. (ILLLY Magcndie*s Fonnul. (ed. 2) 153 He
collects ihe different spirituous macerations in an alembic.

2. The process of wasting or wearing away (the

body, flesh, etc.) ;
mortification

;
an instance of

this
;
also the condition of being macerated.

1491 CAXTON I itas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) i. xl. 57 b/2
She ganf . . her body.. to were the hayre, and other macera-

cyons of the flesshe. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, it. ix. 3. 37

Fu-am^, abstinences, and other macerations and humilia
tions of the bodie. 1628 UP. HALL Scrni. 30 Mar., Wks.
iSoS V. 361, I speak of a true and serious maceration
of our bodies by an absolute and total refraining from
sustenance. 1827 HAUL; Guesses Ser. i. (1873) J 7^ The
voluptuousness and the macerations of Oriental religions.

1856 KMEKSON Eng. Traits^ Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 31
In desciibing the poverty and maceration of Father Lacey.
1881 STEVENSON Virg. Puerisque 167 It should be a place
for nobody but hermits dwelling in pr.tver and maceration,

t 3. In immaterial sense : Fretting, vexation,

worry ; an instance of this. Obs.
1616 Kick Cabinet 142 b, Sorrow is the cause of., many

melancholike maladies and maceration.-.. 1645 IJr. HALL
Rente fy Discontents 163 What maceration is there here
with fuarei, and jealousies. 1669 CLARENDON Ess. Tracts

11727) 174 This maceration,, .is a saucy contradiction of
God s wisdom in the creation.

Macerator (mse wfoitar). Also macerater.

[ageut-n. f. MACERATED. : see -OR.] a. One who
macerates or mortifies (the bod\ r

). rare. b. A vessel

used for the process ofmaceration (Cent. /V&amp;lt;Y. 1891).
1891 AUGUSTA T. DRANE Hist. St. Dominic 167 A man of

rare abstinence, the frequent macerator of his own body.

t Ma Cery. Obs. In 6 masarie.
[f.

M.VCEU +

-Y.J The functions of a macer.

1545 Reg. Priry Council Scot. I. 7 Discharges all the saidis

ma^erU of all using of thair offices of masarie in all tymes
cuming.
Macfa rlanite. Min. [Named by A. H.

Siblcy, 1880, after T. Maffarlane^ who described

it: see -ITE.] *A mixture of huntilite, animikite

and ulher minerals, which constitutes the ore of the

mines at Silver Islet, Ontario* (A. H. Chester).

Mach, obs. form of MATCH sb. and v.

Mach@erod.ont (makl-JT^d^nt), a. ZooL
ff.

Gr. f^a^atpa sword, sabre 4- 6bvvr-
t
oSovs tooth.]

Charactered by teeth like those of the genus
^IcicJiairodiis

;
sabre-toothed.

1883 FLOWER in Kncycl. Brit. XV. 435, - Many modifica
tions of this commonly-called machairodont type have been
met with. Ibid.) The sabre-toothed or mach;erodont den
tition, the most specially carnivorous type ofstructure known.

t Machseromancy. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Gr. ^a-

Xaipa sword + fjuivrtia divination.] (See quot.^
1653 GAULE Magastroni, 165 Macharomancy (sic] t [divin

ing] by knives or swords.

II Machairodus [mftkafrTtfd&s); Pafaont. Also

machserodus. [mod. I,. (Kaup 1^33), f, Gr.

paxatpa sword, sabre + oSouy tooth.] A genus of

extinct animals of the cat family, having the upper
canines enormously developed.
1836 BUCKLAND Geol. % Min. (1837*1 ! 9*

&quot;&quot;^*
1839/Vy

Cyci. XIV. 244/1 The canine teeth of Machairodus are very
far from those ofthe bears. 1880 HAWKINS Early Man 31

The Machairodus^ or sabre-toothed lion.

tMacham. Ofo.rarr- 1
, (See quot.)

i689[FAKK\\ I;I.L] Irish Hndibras^ Some play the Trump,
some trot the Hay, Some at Machain, some Noddy play.

inarg, note A Game at Cards.

Machamete, -ote, -yte, obs. ff. MAHOMET.
Machaii um&amp;gt;|tjirn).

Also 9 muchan, mu-
charn. [Hindi machan^\ An elevated platform ;

a scaffolding erected to watch for a tiger, etc.

1886 YULE Hobson-Jobson t
Muchan. 1887 J. C. FiFE-CooK-

SON Tiger Shooting 4i\V. at once arranged for a machan, or

platform, to be made in a neiglibouring tree from which be
could watch the kill. 1890 SIR S. W. UAKEK Wild Beasts I.

1 53 Branches . . so arranged as to form a screen that will con
ceal the watcher. . .This arrangement is called a mucharn .

IQOZ Speaker 6 Sept. 600/2 We struggle up the ravine to

our machans or rather the trees they are to be slung in.

Machance : see MAYCHANCK adv.

Machanic, obs. form of MECHANIC a.

Machavil(l )ian, obs. form of MACHIAVELLIAN.

Mache, obs. form of MATCH sb. and v.

Macheat, variant of MATCHKT.
i Machecole, v. Obs. Also 5 magecolle,

matchecole. [a. OF. machecoller, connected with

MACHICOULIS.] trans. To machicolate. Chiefly
in pa. pple.
I4i2-zo LYDG. Chron. Troy n. ii, The walles were. .Mage-

colled without for sautes and assaye. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur vn. x, 226 They sawea toureas whyteas ony snowe
ui.l matchecold al aboute. ^1500 Melmine xix. 103 Forty-

fyed round aboute with grete toures machecolyd. 1530
PALSGR. 616/2, I mage colle (Lydgate).

Machecollate, obs. form of MACHICOLATE v.

Machecoulis : see MACHICOULIS.

t Maches. Obs. Also 8 masches, maschets,
maskets. [a. F. machc^\ The plant corn-salad

( Valerianella olitoria}.

1693 EM.LVN / t la Quint. Cotiipl, Card. II. 197 Maches,
are a sort of little Sallet . . seldom . . brought before any noble

Company. They are multiplied by Seed which is gathered
in July, and are only used towards the end of Winter. 1704
l)i&amp;lt;.t. Rust, fy Urb.) Maches or Maschets, 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), Maches or Masches, a kind of Corn-Sallet.

1719 LONDON & WISE Contpl. Card. 221 Maches.

Machetie, macheto, -ette: see MATCHET.

IVIacliiavel ma;*kiavel). Also 6 Machivell,
6 S Machiavell, 7-0 -vil. l, 7-9 Macchiavel.

[Anglicized name of Niccolo Machiovelli^ a cele

brated Florentine statesman, who advocated in his

work Del Principe the pursuit of statecraft at the

expense of morality.] One who acts on the prin

ciples of Machiavelli; an intriguer, an unscrupulous
schemer, f Also appositive.
1570 BUCHANAN Admonitioun \\ k^. (S. T. S.) 24 Proud

contempnars or machiavdl mokkans of all religioun and
vertew. 1597 J- PAYNE Royal Kxch. n, I wyshe you
bannishe from your tables niche Atheists and machlvells.

1598 SHAKS. Merry It/, m. i. 104 Am I politicke? Am I

subtle? Am I a Machiuell? l6 U. JUNSON Magn. Lady
i, The very Agat Of State and Politic: cut from the Quar of

Macchiavel. 1691 NOKKIS Pract. Disc. 20 Intreaguers and

Projectors, the very Machiavels of their age. 1712 ADDISOS
Sficct. No. 305 P 15 These young Machiavils will, in a little

time, turn their College upside-down with Plots and Strata

gems. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna n. iv, Oh, this little cunning
head ! I m a Machiavcl a very Machiavel. 1863 KI-:ADI.

Hard Cash xxix, This artful man, who had now become a

very Machiavel.

Hence fMachiavelize v. intr. = Machiavdlianize.

t Machiavelizing
1

vhl. sb.

1611 COTGK., Machiavclizcr^ to Machiauelize it ; to prac
tise Machiauellisme. 1617 MINSHEU Dnctor, Mackwali~e.
1656 I!LOLNI Glos.ssgr.) Machcvalize or Machiavfliani-c.

1775 Asu, Suppl-, Machiavcli-ing) the act of practising the

politics of Machiavel.

Machiavellian (mcc^kiave-liau), a. and sb.

Forms: 6 Macciaveliau, 67 Mac(h)avil(l)ian,
Machevelian, -vilian, Machivil(l)ian, 7 Mac-

chiavilian, Matchia-, Matchievil,l;ian, 7-8

Machiavil(l)ian, 7-9 -velian,6- Machiavellian.

[f. MACHIAVEL or Machiavelli + -(T)AN.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

Machiavelli, or his alleged principles ; following
the methods recommended by Machiavelli in pre

ferring expediency to morality ; practising dupli

city in statecraft or in general conduct ; astute,

cunning, intriguing.
S79J -SiUBBES Gaping Ctil/C \ii.i, Thy:* absurd manner

of reasoning is very Macciauelian lugick. 1592 GKEENE
Croat s W, Wit (1617) ^5 Is it pestilent Machiuilian pawn
that thou hast studied? 1613 CHAI-MAN -AVrvw.o

1

/fussy
D Atiibois Plays 1873 II. 159 These are your Macheuilian
Villaines. 1631 GoumGMTv Arrows \. xix. 26 What got
that Machivillian politician Achitophell. 1637-50 Row Ilist.

Kirk (1842) 162 Divide ct rcgntt is an old Matchiavilian
max!me and trick. 1653 A. WILSON fas. I 185 The true

way of Treaties is with Christian, not Machiavclian policy.

i?za W. BOND Ded. to Hartcliffc s Virtues 5 The iclined

Matchiavillian thinkers have .. altered the very nature oi

tthicks. 1790 BUKKE Fr. Rw. Wks. V. 158 Where men
follow their natural impulses, they would not bear the odious
maxims of a Machiavelian policy. 1848 THACKERAY I an.
/ air xxiii, So this Machiavellian captain of infantry cast

about him for some, .stratagem, 1878 K. JENKINS ila--cr-

hclnic 63 Conducting hU party with Machiavellian subtlety.

B. sb. A follower of Machiavelli ;
one who

adopts Machiavelli s principles in statecraft or in

general conduct.

1568 Satir. rociu^ Reform, ix. 1 13 This false Machivilian.

1598 MAKSTON I ygntal. it. 145 A damn d Macheuelian
Holds candle to the deuill for a while. 1608 WILLLT
IIc.vapla Kxod. 320 Protagoras with the Machiauellians. .

were doubtful whether there were any God. i6d7 Husband-
watt s Pl,-a agst. Tithes 91 Never any Machivilian, or cruell

State Politician . . could never have devised a more effectuall

way. 1668 R. STKELK Husbandtnans Calling vii. (1672)

187 He hath need of discretion, .that he be neither monk
nor Matchevillian. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 193 f3 During
tliis Retreat the Machiavilian was not idle, but secretly
fomented Divisions. 1814 SCOTT Let. to J. B. S, Morritt

30 Ajir., An awful lesson to sovereigns that morality is not
bo indifferent to politics as Machiavellians will assert.

Hence Machiavellianism, the principles and

practice of Machiavelli or of the Machiavellians,
the employment of cunning and duplicity in state

craft or in general conduct
;

an instance of this,

t MacMave llianize ?/., to practise Machiavellian
ism (Blount Glossogr. 1656). fMacMavcllianly
adv.) in a Machiavellian manner.
1626 BERNARD IshcfMaii (1627) 104 The

Biljs
of Indite-

nient framed by those false informers. . Formaline. . Mach ia-

\iliianisme, Statisme. .against Christian Conference. 1640
HOWELI. Dodona s Gr. 173 Behold a notable peece of machia-
villianisme. 1660 EVKI.VN Ar

c;M/r. /&amp;gt;V.v5/^MLsc. Writ. 1805)

198 This impress he hath so Machiavelianly, and with such
art and cunning, besprinkled and scattered over the whole

paper. 1711 W. KING tr. Kande s Ref. Politics \. 19 The
courts . . where these M achiavilianisms are so common. i88z
PALGRAVE in Grosart Spenser s Wks. IV. p. xxv, The
Machiavellianism ofthe sixteenth century.

Machiavellic mx kiave lik), a. Also -velic.

[formed as prec. adj. +-IC.] Machiavellian.

\*&Blacku&amp;gt;. Mag. XLIII. 510 The Whigs indeed had
concocted their schemes beforehand with all the Machiavelic
forecast of veterans in the art of creating family broils. 1879
FAKKAR St. Paul (1883) 350 The astute and machiavellic

policy of Rome.

t Machiavelline, a. Obs. rare-*. In 7

Machiaveliiie. [funned as prec. -f -INK.] =-prec.
1602 PATEUICKE tr. Gcntillct 312 They have so well profited

in their Machiaveline philosophic, that [etc.].

Macliiavellism ^nw-ki&verliaan). Also 6-7
Machiavilisme, 7 -velism(e, iratchiavellisme,

9 Mac(c hiavelism. [formed as prec. -f -ISM.]
= MACHIAVELLIANISM.
1592 NASHE /*. Penilessc (Shaks. Soc.) 68, I comprehend

. . vnder hypocrisie, al Machiavilisme. 1607 WALKINGTON
Opt. Giass 66b, A brocher of dangerous matchiauellisme.

1617 Bi 1
. HALL Quo I adis f 21 Where had we . . the art of

dishonestie in practical! MachiaueHsme, in false equiuoca-
tions? 1810 BENT HAM Offic. Apt. Ma-vimizdt Def. Econ.

(1830* 57 A Government, in which, under the guidance of

upstart Machiavelism, titled and confederated imbecility
should lord it over King and people. 1897 Daily News
3 June 6/1 What., is the history of the Italian Republics.,
but the history of Macliiavellism before Machiavelli?

Ma chiave llist. Also 6 Machivelist, 7

BCfttohl(a)Tel(l)lct, 8-9 Machiavelist. [formed
as

i&amp;gt;rcc.
+ -IST.] One who practises or favours the

principles of Machiavelli.

1589 NASHE Martins Months Mitidc To Rdr., I meddle
not here with the Anabaptists, Famely louists, Machiauel-

lists, nor Atheists. Ibid. H, Vee Machiuelists, Athiests,
and each mischieuous head. 1640 K. BAILLJE Cantcrb. Self-
Ctmvict. 7 The contrarie maximes of the Turkish Empire,
wherewith Matchivelists this day e^-ery where are labouring
to poyson the eares of all Christian Princes. 1799 Hull
Advertiser 6 July 1/4 A profound Machiavelist. 1829
Soi mi v.V/r T..More II. 80 The art of directing enthusiasm
. . is the most difficult which the Machiavel lists of Papal
Rome have ever been called upon to practise.

Machicolate (matji-k^k t), v. Also 8-9 ma-

checollate, matchicolate. [f. ppl. stem of med.L.

wackicolJ^are^QY. machecoller: seeMACHECOLi:

j;.]
trans. To furnish with machicolations. Chiefly

in Machi colated/tf. pple. and/p/. a.

1773 Gent I. Mag. XLIII. 5.^6 The gate-house, .is fortified

with a port-cluse or port-cullis, and machecollated. 1814
BKITION A rekit. Anttq. IV. ibi Cesar s-tower . . is sur

mounted by a bold maclncolated parapet. 1842 BAKHAM
Infll. Leg-* Bloitdie Jackc, With iron it s plated And
machecollated, To pour boiling oil or lead down. 1860

HAWTIIOKNE Marble Faun (1879! I. vi. 61 A mediaeval

tower, . . baitlemuited and machicolated at the summit. 1890
Times 8 Apr. 1 1/3 The machicolated towers of Kaglan Castle.

traasf. 1848 W. S. MAYO Kaloolah (1887) 7, I could see

t\ery .stone ofthe towers, matchicolated with stork s nests.

Machicolation (inatjik^ -jon). Arch. . [f.

pK C. : bCe -ATION.]
1. An Opening between the corbels which support

a projecting jiaiapet, or in the vault of a portal,

through which combustibles, molten lead, stones,

etc., were dropped on the heads of assailants.

Also, a projecting structure containing a range of

such
openings*

1806 DALLAWAV Ofisfrv. Jyig. Archit. 92 Lofty embattled

walls . . cie.sted with hanging galleries and macuhicolations

which served the double purpose of military defence and

great external beauty. 1838 G. DOWNKS Lett. Ct&amp;gt;nf. Ow-
}rii s I. 521 The antique castle is furnished with a machico-

laiion. 1848 KICKMAN Arc/tit. 119 Wakefield steeple .. is

Mii-ular for its machicolations in the top of the tower. 1871

Miss BKAUDON Lovefyv. 87 The crenellated roof, with it*

machicolations, is considered a great success.

2. The action of discharging missiles, etc., through
such apertures. rare~ v

; perh. an error.

1828 32 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

II Machicoulis (m5fiktt*li). Also 9 mache-

coulis. machicouli, and in (juasi-anglicized form

machicoule. [F. machecoulis^ machicoulis, OF.

masihccoitlis.] =MACHIC&amp;lt;ILATIUN i.

1 793 SMEATON Edystone L. In trod. 4 A lodgment, in forti

fication called a Machicoulis, is built upon ihe wall over the

stairs. 1802 JAMKS Miiit. Dict.*.\., When a place is be

sieged, detached parties of the garrison may be posted in

I

the several machicoulises 1851 J- m^rs Mag. XLIII.
I 154 A large granite block, formed like a muchicuule, and
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projecting from the front wall of the castle. 1859 PARKER

Hum. .4 rckit. III. i. 5 The bastions carried upon corbels,

with open intervals between them for throwing down, .mis

siles, and commonly known by the name of muckteofltt,

1865 STREET Gothic Archil. Stain 193 A parapet boldly

corbelled out on machicoulis from the walls. 1885 L\nv
HKRBKRT Ir. Lagrnngc s Life l~&amp;gt;upanlonp I. 340 This

picturesque old chateau, with its postern gate, its portcullis,

and machicoulis.

nltrili. 1834-47 J. S. MACAM.AY Field Forty. (1851) 151

The machicoulis gallery is made to project
2 feet from the

wall. 1860 TRISTRAM Gt. Sahara xi. 180 Guardrooms with

loopholes, -and machicouli qallery.

II Ma-china. Obs. PI. machinas. [L. mti-

tliina MACHINE.] = MACHINE in various senses.

1612 SMFI.TON &amp;gt;H/.r. I. v. I. 32 The Labourer grew almost

mad for Anger to heal- that Machina of Follies. 1622

MABBE tr. Aitman s Guzman ifA/f. n. 97 So great a Ma-
i hinri, and such a masse of things. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Hot-

l.intler IV. G 3, If I doe not second you confidently, may my
tongue be cramped,, .and the machma ofmy invention ruind

perpetually. 1653 H. MORE AnliJ. Ath. in. xi. (1712) 124

To assert that Animals themselves were Machinas. 1676
HALE Cinitempl. I. 220 One poor unthought of accident.,

breaks all to shivers the whole elaborate Machina.

t Machinal, a. Obs. [ad. L. machintll-is, f.

machina MACHINE. Cf. F. machinal^ Of or

pertaining to a machine or machines ; mechanical.
1680 Moxox Mec.h. Exerc., Turning 236 I!ut to make

it move thus . . there are required several Machinal Helps.

erection of the machinal crane-works.

t Machinament. Obs. [ad. L. machinll-

ment-nm, f. machinari (see next).] A contrivance,

engine, machine, vehicle.

1413 Pilgr. Sfnvle (Caxton) iv. xxix. (1859) 60 At the last

I saw before me a wonder machynament, and meruaylous !

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomews 37 And skippynge forth

with all Iryne machynamentis he came to the doer. 1658
BROMHALL Treat. Specters IV. 255 A very stormy South-
wind did . . palsie and shoulder-shake . . machinaments and
fortifications. 1674 PETTY Disc. Ditpl. Proportion 7 Mate
rials applied . .to Carts, or any other Machinaments intended
for strength. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Machinate (mse kin&amp;lt;rit),
v. Also 7 machinal,

[f. L. machinal-, ppl. stem of mSchindri to con

trive, f. machina MACHINE.]
1. intr. To lay plots; to intrigue, scheme.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 243 Such persons as

shall machinate and deuise to execute such outragious
designements against their prince, 1680 DC/. Liberty agst.

Tyrants 130 A Tyrant conspires, machinates, and lays his

plots and practises. rt$oFrastr s Mag. I. 101 The blackest

treason may lurk and machinate at his very threshold. 1838
KABER liartoli ff Maffcis Life Xa- ier 3 1 2 Whilst the Portu

guese had been preparing for their departure, the bonzes
had been machinating against them.

2. trans. To contrive, plan, plot. Now rare.

1602 FULBKCKE inii rt. Parallel 23 Dolus bonus, is when
a man dotli machinate or deuise anie tiling to entrap a

thiefe, or a traytour. 1643 PRYNNE Konics Masttrptte* 14
He thought tit, that a desperate Treason, machinated against
so many soules was to be revealed. 1651 HOWKLL Venice

187 Which makes Urban the 8. ..to machinat violent means
for to invest his Nephews in another Princes Estate. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool of QueiL (1809) I. 122 The .. robberies,
massacres, and assassinations, that the violent machinate
against the peaceful. 1821 T. TAYLOR Apuleius 359 [He]
injures himself in a greater degree than he injures him
against whom he machinates destruction.

Machinating (mse-kiriitiq ),///. a. [-i.vc
2
.]

That machinates or plots ; given to plotting.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 355 Willingness to

think well of a spirit so inventive, and so machinating. 1754
Grandisan

(1781) V. xlii. 261 It was all open day, no

dark_ machinating night, in the heart of the undissemblin^
Olivia. 1900 O. ONIONS Compl. Bticlu-lvr v. 57 The ma
chinating married woman ! No bachelor is safe with her.

Machination m^ k hit
J.

HI \ Also7matchin-
ation. [ad. L. mSckitt&ttfn-m (either directly,
or through F. machination), n. of action f. inii-

chinan to contrive, MACHINATE.]
1. The action or process of contriving or plan

ning ; contrivance, intrigue, plotting. Now rare.

.
S49 Compl. Scot. xi. 50 There liherte. .vas ane lang tyme

in captiuite, be the machination of $our aid enemes. 1605
SHAKS. Lcarv. i. 46 If you miscarry, Your businesse of the
world hath so an end, And machination ceases. 1651
HOBBES Ln&amp;gt;iat!i. I. xiii. 60 By secret machination, or by
confederacy with others. 1667 MILTON / . L. vi. 504 Some
one ..inspired With dev lish machination, might devise
Like instrument. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, iv. 159 The
machination in closets of interests that ought to be openly
discussed is a treason against the community.
2. An instance of plotting or contrivance ;

an
intrigue, plot, scheme. Usually in bad sense.

i ]
477 P.

AXT N Jnsm 77 b . Some welwillars of the king . .

tolde to him the machinacion of Zethephius. 1339 CROMWELL
Let. 286 in Merriman Life &amp;lt;y

Lett. (1902) II. 168 Albeit his
nignnes dothe in no wise feare any of his Censures attemp-
tates^or

other malicious & devilishe machinacions. 1656

_: ~/-J &quot; ^rtguarurui/t j.1 u. \ . OI OUt-ll iVICll
would stand up .. against the Machinations of Popery and
Slavery. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvi. iv, To defeat my
wisest machinations by your blunders. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist.
Eng. xiii. III. 306 Ludlow escaped unhurt from all the ma
chinations of his enemies. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
(1876) I. iv. 224 The French and German writers know
nothing of these machinations of Arnulf,

f3. The nse or construction of machinery. Obs.

1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Warrcs iv. 50 Hoping
that time and hunger might effect that, which.. by all their

machinations and assaults they could not
doe_. 1711 W.

SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 21 Machination, or the

forming Machines or Engines.

f4. Something contrived or constructed ; esp. in

material sense, e.g. a mechanical appliance for war,
a framework or apparatus. Oh.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vi. 14 The Edict .. was ..

accounted a more pernitious engine and machination against
the Christian faith, than [etc.], 1613 R. CAWHRKY Table

Alph. (ed. 3), Machinations, war-like weapons. 1652 GAULE

Magastroin. 108 Will not then their whole machination, or

fabrick of judiciall Astrologie fall to the ground? 1680

MOXON Mech. E.rerc.) Turning 235 If the Puppet be made
to it with the Machination described in Plate 17.

Machinator (markin toj\ [a. L. machinator.

agent-n. f. machinari to contrive, MACHINATE.]
One who contrives or schemes; a contriver, intriguer,

plotter, schemer ; usually in bad sense.

1611 COTGR,, Machinatcur, a machinator, framer, deuiser,

(especially of bad things). 1627 H. BURTON Baiting Pope s

Bull 26 Their art infernal!,, .infused into them by that ..

chiefe machinator of all mischiefe. 1760 ( . JOHNSTON
C7iryj/(i822) II. 152 Not only escape the ruin meditated

against him, but also retort it on the machinators. 1839
I. TAYLOR Anc. Chr, I. Pref. 7 Certain wary machinators
around us. 1862 LATHAM Channel Isl. in. xvi. (ed. 2) 381
There were intrigues and divisions of all sorts : Lord Digby
being the chief machinator. 1892 / nil Mall G. 3 May 2/2
The machinators of the Union ..destroyed nearly every
document bearing on that shameful transaction.

Machine (mafrn), sb. Also &quot;-S machin. [ad.
l \ machine (

----- ^.maquina, Pg. maquina, machina.
It. macehina)j ad. L. machina

t
ad. Gr. fj.r]xavrj,

f. /*7?xoy contrivance, cugn. w. Teut. *magau to

be able (see MAY v.}.
The Fr. word has passed into all the mod. Teut. langs. :

G. waschinc, Du. machine, Da. inaskitic, Sw. maskin.
In i7~i8th c. the word was often stressed on the first syll.]

1. A structure of any kind, material or im
material

;
a fabric, an erection. Now rare.

\yftCompl.Scot. Ep. to Queen 3 The maist illustir potent
prince of the maist fertil & pacebil realme, vndir the machine
of the supreme olimp. 1599 A. HUME Hymnes ii. 38 Be
his wisdome. .so wondrouslie of nocht, This machin round,
this vniuers, this vther world he wrocht. 1674 PI.AYRWD Skill
Mus. Pref. 2 Disposing thewhole Machine 01 theWorld. 1674
HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 225 They that asserted
Universal redemption by the death of Christ destroyed
the whole Machine of the Calvinian predestination. 1682
N. O. tr. Hoileaus Lutrin i. 239 Behind this Machine
[a pulpit], cover d as with askreen, The Sneaking Chanter
scarce could then be seen. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thettenofs
7Vz . in. 23 They put fire next to a Machine which
seemed to be a blew Tree when it was on lire. 1697
DRVDEN dSntidn. 25 With inward Arms the dire Machine
[sc. the wooden horse] they load. 1753 HANWAY Trai 1

. (1762)
I. v. Ixii. 286 Her imperial majesty is drawn . . in a large

machine, which contains her bed, a table, and other conveni
ences. .. This machine is set on a sledge, and drawn by
twenty-four post horses. 1784 J, BARKY in Lcct. Paint, v.

(1848) 196 Had the whole of this great machine of the
Fontana di Trevi been committed to any one of those

sculptors. 1791 CHARLOTTE SMITH Celestina (ed. 21 I. 129
Her new laylock bonnet . . for the safety of which she was
so solicitous that she would have taken the great machine
in which it was contained into the coach, had it not been

opposed by the coachman. 1829 R. HALL Wks. (18321 VI.

457 The mind casts its eye over the whole machine of

society. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 279 To each mortal

peradventure earth becomes a new machine.

b. spec. A vehicle of any kind (usually wheeled).
In the i8th and part of the I9th centuries com
monly applied to a stage-coach or mail-coach.

Obs. exc. Sc* Also short for bathing-machine.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevcnofs Trav. in. 54 They make

use of an Engine which they call Palanquin. ..This Machine

hangs by a long Pole [etc.]. 1704 SWIFT Mech. Operat.
Spirit ^Iisc. (1711) 275 Tho there is not any other Nation
in the World so plentifully provided with Carriages for that

Journey., yet there are abundance
o_f

us who will not be

satisfy d with any other Machine besides this of Mahomet.

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4545/1 HU Serenity, accompanied by
.. the Boy who drew the Balls for the Election [of Doge]
sitting in the same Machine, was carried out of the Church,

1769 DC Foes Tour Gt. Britain III. 106 A Machine going
out to, and coming in from, London three Times a Week in

the Summer. 1759 ADAM SMITH Mor, Sent. (1781) 267 The
poor man s son . . sees his superiors carried about in machines.

1772 BURKI-; Con: (1844) L 372 Your very kind letter of the

i5
Ul

,
. . I received by the machine. 1791 MRS. GRANT Lett,

fr. Mountains (1813) II. xxxvii. 184, 1 came in a little open
machine we keep for these journics. 1822 Ace. Kstabl. Gen.

P.-O. 8 in Parl. Pap. XVIIL r 75 To loss by death of two
horses before the machine commenced running. 1832
Massachusetts Stat. c. 75 4 Every cart, wagon, or other

machine, drawn by two or four oxen. 1859 All Year Round
No. 19. 446, I got into the wrong machine [sc. a bathing-

machine] fir^st. 1893 H. JOYCF. Hht. Post Office xii. 215
In that year [1784], and for some little time afterwards,
coaches which carried the mails were called diligences or

machines, and the coachmen were called machine-drivers.

1894 BLACK Highland Cousins I. 37, 1 would bring a machine
and drive you up to the Drill-Hall.

fc. Applied to a ship or other vessel. Obs.

1637 HEYWOOD Royal Ship 27 Shee [Pallas] hath (no doubt)

raptured our Undertaker Ibis Machine to devise first, and
then make her. 1703 S. PARKI-:R tr. Cicero s De Finibus v.

320 In vain upon the Canvas plays A wanton Gale. The
Machin stays Becalm d with Harmony. 1717 W.SUTHERLAND
(title) Britain s Glory or Ship-building Unveil d, being a

General Director for Building and Compleating the said

Machines. 1782 CKEVECOEVK Lett. 220 [Slaves] carried in a

MACHINE.

strange machine over an ever agitated element, which they
had never seen before, 1807 SOUTHF.Y KsprielUi s Lett. II.

155 We .. embarked upon the canal in a stai^e boat bound
for Chester. ..The shape of the machine resembles the

common representations of Noah s ark.

d. (See quot.) (Cf. sense 3.1

1883 S. PLIMSOLL in \gtk Cent. July 147 The box ..is called

by many names, as van
,
machine ,

* tank
,

trunk
,
itc.

It itf. 162 The kit haddocks are put loo.se into what are

called machines. These machines are long boxes lined with
lead. .divided internally into four equal spaces.

2. A military engine, siege-tower, or the like.

Now rare. Chiefly Anc. Hist. (
= 1- machina .

1656 ULOUNT Glossogr.^ Machine, an instrument or engine
of War. 1674 C/t.

&amp;lt;y

Court ofRome 4 These are the goodly
Machines . . recommended to batter down the Protestant

Cause. 1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. ix. 277 He [raised] enor

mous machines round about the city. 1839 THIHLWALL
(, ;vv VI. .\lix. 165 The besieged made many vigorous
sallies for the purpose of setting fire to the machines.

fJ3. An apparatus, appliance, instrument. Obs.

1650 Ui LWEK Anthroponit t. 92 In the curious Macliin of

speech, the Nose is added as a Recorder. 1707 Curios,

in Httsb. $ Can/. 27 The Microscope .. has been but lately

discover d : for the Naturalists .. \vere not aided by that

Machine. 1727-41 CHAMHKRS Cycl., Racket is also a ma
chine, which the savages of Canada bind to their feet, to

enable them to walk niurc commodiou&amp;gt;ly o\er the snow.

fb. In immaterial sense: A device, machina
tion. Ohs.

1595-6 (J. F.MZ. Let. to Jns, VI (Ci.mden Soc.i 113 In

wordz . . of Fuch waight, as, in honest dhnars, hit may mar
the fac,on of diuelische machines, and erase the hart/ of

treason-mynding men. Ibid. 173 And how I mynde to kipe

my owne dores from my ennemis malice ; and so do wische

that our solide amitie may overthawrt ihes develische ma
chines.

4. In a narrower sense : An apparatus for apply

ing mechanical power, consisting of a number of

interrelated parts, each having a definite function.

In recent use the word tends to be applied e*p. to an ap
paratus so devised that the result of its operation is not

dependent on the strength or manipulative skill of the work
man

;
thus the term printing-machine doe^ not in ordinary

language include the hand-press, but is reserved for those

apparatus of later invention in which maiuuil la! our is super
seded by the action of the mechanism.

1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 5 This kind of M.ichin is gene
rally used .. for raising up Water. 1756-7 tr. Kcyslcr s

Trav. (1760) II. 250 For raising this obelisk out of the

ground, ., Fontana contrived forty-one machines. 1822

KOBISON Syst. Mcch. rkilos. II. 48 It is certain that the

account given in the Century of Inventions could instruct

no person who was nut sufficiently acquainted with the pro

perty of steam to be able to invent the machine himself.

1851 CARPENTER Man. fftj-s. in. fed. 2) 96 Examining the

component parts of the Machine. its springs, wheels, levers,

turds, pulleys, &c. 1881 SIK W. THOMSON in Xatnre No. 619.

434 Windmills as hitherto made are very costly machines.

1888 l
jalt Malli ,. u Apr. 12 i An Automatic Gas Machine.

.. The machine is charged with one of the first products of

petroleum, or gasolene.

/*&amp;gt;?
J749 FIELDING Tom Jones \ i. u,The great state wheels

in all the political machine* of Europe. 1801 WKLI.INGTON in

(nirw. Dfsp. (1837) I. 342 More experience than we have yet

had of the operation of the court (of the manner in which
the machine works). 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend xv. (1887)

64 To expose the folly and the legerdemain of those who
have thus abused the blessed machine of language. 1876
I-. STEPHEN- Eng. Th. in iSM Cent. II. ix. iii. 19 The
Church was excellent as a national refrigerating machine.

b. Used spec, for the particular kind of machine

with which the speaker is chiefly concerned ; e.g.

short for sewing-machine , printing-machine. Also,
in recent use, often for a bicycle or tricycle.

1841 renny Cycl. XIX. 20/1 A sheet of paper is. .put into

the machine by one attendant and taken out printed on both

sides by the other attendant. 1883 STURMY Tricyclisfs Ann,

(ed. 3) 126 A glance at the tricycle
trade . . with full descrip

tion of upwards of 250 machines. Ibid. 190 A well-made

machine, and the easiest, .folded tricycle in the market.

C. Applied to the human and animal frame as a

combination of several parts. (Cf. sense i.)

Now chiefly with metaphorical
intention.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. u. ii. 124 Thine euermore most deere

Lady, whilst this Machine is to him. 1687 Death s Vis. ix.

130 What Nobler Souls the Nobler Machins Wear. 1699
CMKTH Dispcns. v. 54 And shall so useful a Machin as I

Engage in civil I .royls. I know not why? 171* ADDISON

Spect. No. 387 F 2 Cheerfulness is.. the best Promoter of

Health. Repinings .. wear out the Machine insensibly.

1722 QUINCV Lex. Phy&. Mcd. (ed. 2) 17 Until some Authors

. . have demonstrated the Laws of Circulation in an Animal
Machine. 1804 WORDSW. She was a Phantom ofdelight
22 And now I see with eye serene The very pulse of the

machine. 1805 Med. Jrni. XIV. 181 When a product of

diseased action has been effected,., in consequence of which

the machine becomes again sensible to the impressions of

ordinary causes. 1876 PREECE & SivBWRlGHT Ttltfraphy
114 The human machine tires, and as a consequence not

only is the speed of working reduced, but [etc.].

a. A combination of parts moving mechanically,
as contrasted with a being having life, conscious

ness and will. Hence applied to a person who
acts merely from habit or obedience to rule, with

out intelligence, or to one whose actions have the

undeviating precision and uniformity ofa machine*.

1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 59 If brutes be supposed to be

bare engins and machins. 1779 A. HAMILTON ll A-s, (1886)

VII. 565 The nearer the soldiers approach to machines,

perhaps the better. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 11^9

Man must be free ;
or to what purpose was he made a spirit

of reason, and not a machine of instinct ? 1820 HVRON Afar.

Fat. i. ii. 302 They are .. mere machines, To sen-e the

nobles most patrician pleasure, 1830 CARLYLK in Froude



MACHINE.

Life 11882) II. 90 Wherefore their system [Utilitarianism] is

a machine and cannot grow or endure. 1866 GFO. ELIOT
A. Holt (1868) 18 I ll have old Hickes. He was a neat little

machine of a butler. 1890 L. FALCONKR Mile, /.tv (1891)
108, I believe women think horses are machines, and made
of cast-iron too. 1895 Outing (U. S.) Dec. 248/2 Too much
preparation . . makes a man a mere machine, set to go off

at a particular day.

5. Mtch. Any instrument employed to transmit

force, or to modify its application. Simple ma
chine : one in which there is no combination of

parts, e. g. a lever, or any other of the so-called

mechanical paiwrs. Compound machine : one
whose efficiency depends on the combined action

of two or more parts.
[An artincial extension of sense 4, the notion of complexity

implied in that sense being treated as unessential.)

1704 J. HARRIS Lc.v. Tcchn., Machine, or Engine^ in

Mechanicks, is whatsoever hath Force sufficient either to

raise or stop the Motion of a Body. . . Simple Machines are

commonly reckoned to be Six In Number, viz. the Ballancc,

heaver, Pulley, Wheel, Wedge, and Screw. .. Compound
Machines, or Kngines^ are innumerable. ^831 LAKDNKK
Hydrost. ii. 10 By this singular power of transmitting pres

sure, a fluid becomes, in the strictest sense of the term, a

machine. 1839 (1. BIRD Xat. rhilos. 60 By means of these

pimple machines it must not be supposed that we beget or

increase force. 1866 J)K. ARGYLL Reign Law ii. (ed. 4) 90
A man s arm is a machine,

6. 7&quot;hcatr. [
= 1-. machina^\ A contrivance for the

production of stage-effects. Also in pi, stage-

machinery. Ohs. exc. in occasional allusion to the

ancient sta^e.
1658 Hist. Q. Christina 225 This play succeeded very

well, especially for tlie admirable beauty and fmenesse
of the machins. 1681 COTTON tt otid. Peak (ed. 4) 9 Like
a Machine which, when some god appears, We see de
scend upon our Theaters. 1687 SF.TILK Rcfl. Drydt-n
56 The Poet if he had thought on t, might have intro

duced her by a Machin. 1712-14 POPE Rapt- Lock iv.

46 Now lakes of liquid gold, Elysian scenes, And crystal

domes, and angels in machines. 1720 J)K FOK Duncan
Campbell (*%$$} 177 She .. descended into that room full of

company, as a miracle appearing in a machine from above.

1741 BETTERTON /: .v- -^inge \. 9 Adorned,. with all the
Machines and Decorations, the Skill of those Times could
afford, a 1845 HOOD I att.vhall vii, Time s ripe for the

Ballet, Like bees they all rally Before the machine! 1873
BROWNING Red Cott. wt.-caf 124 Forth steps the needy tailor

on the stage, Deity-like from dusk machine of fog.

7. Hence in literary use : A contrivance for the

sake of effect
;

a supernatural agency or personage
introduced into a poem ;

the interposition of one
of these.

1678 DRVDEN CEdipHS Epil. 10 Terror and pity this whole

poem sway ;
The mightiest machines that can move a

play. 1693 Juvenal Ded. (1697) 13 His [Milton
1

*]

Heavenly Machines are many, and his Human Persons are
but two. 1700 Ftiblcs J ruf., Wks. ((ilobe) 498 Virgil
never made use of such machines, when he was moving
you to commiserate the death of Dido. 1705 ADDISON
Italy 425 The Apparition of Venus comes in very pro
perly . . for without such a Machine . . I can t see how the
Heroe could .. leave Neoptolemus triumphant. 1711
Sped. No. 351 r 5 The changing of the Trojan fleet

into Water-Nymphs . . is the most violent Machine of the
whole ./En eid. 1713 STICKLE Guardian No. 130^20, 1 come
now to consider the machines; a sort of beings that have
the outside and appearance of men, without being really
such. 1715 POPE fliadl. Pref. B 4 b, The Marvelous Fable
includes whatever is supernatural, and especially the Ma
chines of the Gods. 1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let, to

Pope 14 Sept., The story of the opera ., gives opportunities
for a great variety of machines. 17*7 POPE, etc. Art of
Sinking 120 [Recipe] for the Machines; Take of deities
male and female, as many as you can use. 1756-83 J.
WARTON Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. iv. 230 These machines are

vastly superior to the allegorical personages of lioileau and
Garth. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto (ed. 2) Pref., The actions,

sentiments, conversations, of the heroes and heroines of
ancient days were as unnatural as the machines employed to

put them in motion. 1774 WARTOS Hist. Ens. Poetry III.

xxiii. 83 It has nothing, except the machine ofthe chime, in

common with Fabyll s Ghoste. 1897 W. P. KER Epic y
Romance 36 The episodes of Circe, of the Sirens, and of

Polyphemus, are machines.

8. U. S. politics. The controlling organization of

a political party. Hence applied, with disparag

ing emphasis, to organizations of more or less

similar character in England.
1876 H. V. BOVNTON in N. Amcr. Rev. CXXIII. 327 In

a word he encountered tfie combinations inside politics,
the machine. 1884 L pool Mercury 18 Feb. 5/5 An election

which gives to Ix)rd Randolph Churchill the practical
control of the Conservative electioneering machine. 1888
HRVCE Amer. Commw. II. in. Ixvi. 498 The officials .. in

whose gift this patronage lies place it at the disposal of the

leaders ofthe Machine. Now there are three Machines in

New York ; two Democratic, because the Democratic party
..is divided into two factions,., and one Republican. 1890
Review ofRev. II. 602/1 His followers in Ireland, the men
of the machine, the members whom he nominated to their

constituencies, .. set about making noisy demonstrations in

Ins favour. 1892 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 29 Nov. 3/1 (heading)
The Machine Drops Senator Wm. S. McNary. 1901 N.
Atttfr. Rev. Feb. 255 The Nationalist Party .. are working
the machine with unflagging energy.

9. attrib, and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

(sense 4) machine-action^ -drill, -electricity^ -horse,

-room, -strap; (sense 4 d) machine-society ; (sense

8) machine-politician, -politics ;
also machine-like

adj.; b. objective, as machine-breaking, -drawing,
-maker

f -minder, -monger, -operator , -overseer,

8

-owner, -tender
\ c. instrumental, with sense by or

with a machine , esp. in contradistinction to what
is done by hand, as machine-drilling, printing,
-stitching \ machine-closed, -cut, -divided, -driven,

-ginned, -made, -planed, -ruled, -sewed, -stitched,

-wf//i d, -wrought adjs.
1882 AY/, to He, Repr. Prcc. Met, U. .9. 593 The first of

these conditions .. is the strains of machine action. 1832
Miss MITFOKD Village Ser. v. ir Several men had been

i arraigned together for *machine-breaking. 1862 Catal.

i
Internat. E.rhih. II. xxvii. 55 *Machine-closed uppers. 1897

; Daily INCH S 29 Mar. 8/7 A supply of large files . . to be
, hand cut, *machine cut, or partly hand and partly machine
1 cut. 1900 Ibid, 2 Nov. 9/1 Machine-cut tobacco is affected

adversely by the heat engendered. 1902 MARSHALL Metal
Tools 7 A *machine-divided steel rule. 1887 1). A. Low
Machine Draw. Pref., *Machine drawing is simply the

application ofthe principles of descriptive geometry to the

representation of machines. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
fy Mining 292 The company has also determined to use
machine drills in the mine. 1902 H cstin. Gaz, 13 Oct. 7/3
Fine dust given off during the ^machine-drilling operations.
1901 Daily ( 7mv/. 29 May 3/7 A * machine-driven vehicle

naturally needs restrictions that do not apply to horse-
driven vehicles. 18^3 MILL Logic in. ix. 2 (1856) I. 450
Common, or *machine electricity. 1883 Times 27 Aug.

, 9/6 Fine *machine-ginned Broach [cotton]. 1860 GEO.
ELIOT Mill on /7. i. viii, The depressed, unexpectant look

! of a &quot;machine-horse. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur 117 The
&quot;machine-like unity of the whole moving mass. 1858
GRKENKR Gunnery 431 Enfield &quot;machine-made arms. 1899
Daily Nfivs 27 Nov. 3/1 Above the level of what are known
in America as machine-made plays \ 1813 Examiner
26 Apr. 262/1 B. Roberts, Pudsey, Yorkshire, Machine-
maker. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Machine-maker.*
a constructive builder, who designs or supplies machines . .

to order. 1835 URI-; rhilos. Mamtf. 213 From the hand-
openers the flax is carried to the heckling machines. Young
boys, called *machine-minders,..tend them. 1876 J. GOULD
Letterpn-ss Printer (1893) 130 The machine-minder must
examine every sheet for some time. 1840 GF.N. P. THOMPSON

j

Exerc. (1842) V. 9 Everyman isa*machine-monger when the

I
question is of himself. 1896 Indianapolis Tyfogr, Jrnl. 16

i Nov. 407 The man is a
*
machine-operator on a city daily.

1899 Daily A eivs 23 May TO 6 Letterpress machine overseer

;

..seeks permanency. 1817 CORHKTT ll ks. XXXII. 363 Vio-
i

lences against
*mat. nine owners. i888BKvcK A mer. Commit.

III. iv. Ixxix. 44 Committees are often formed in cities to
combat the Machine politicians in the interests of municipal
reform. 1893 Tintes 26 Apr. 9/5 Irishmen exhibit a faculty
for assimilating the baser elements in the &quot;machine politics

MACHINERY.
Engineering Mag. XVI. 38 A pile of machine-shop scrap
containing 149 different tilings. 1861 \V. FAIRBAIRN- Ad
dress to Jlrit. Assoc. 64 It is to the exactitude and ac
curacy of our machine tools that our machinery of the
present time owes its smoothness of motion and certainty
of action. 1694 LLTTRELL UricfRcl. (1857) III. 342, 2 ma
chine vessells, wherein were lodged some 100 chests of
powder to tear up all before it. 1811 Self Instructor 587

work was. . &quot;machine-ruled
,
instead of being free-handed.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy l- rances (1767) 1. 8 When
;

I am confined to such *machine society . . I fancy I am got
into Powell s commonwealth. 1900 Daily News 19 May
6 5 White siik &quot;machine-stitched in a pattern. 1899 Ilnif.

28 Oct. 7/3 The coatbodice has &quot;machine-stitching all round
the outlines. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

*
Machine-strap

maker, a manufacturer of leather and other connecting
bands. 1890 Spectator 8 Feb., The Emperor . . forgets the
&quot;machine-tenders altogether. 1895 Daily News 16 Mar. 6/5
^Machine-welted work. 1867 W. KF.LKIN (title} A History of

, the &quot;Machine-Wrought Hosiery and Lace Manufactures.

10. Special combs. : machine-bolt, a bolt with
.1 thread, and a square or hexagonal head (Knight
1884); machine-boy, a boy who attends to a

machine; ( machine-driver, tile-driver of a mail-

coach
; machine-gun, a mounted gun which is

\ mechanically loaded and fired, delivering a con

tinuous fire of projectiles ; machine-head, a

head for a double-bass or guitar, having worms
and pinions, instead of pegs, for tightening the

strings; machine-holder (see quot.) ;
machine-

man, one who works a machine (esp. a printing-

machine) ; also, a manager of the political machine

(see 8), a wire-puller ; machine-ruler, a machine
for ruling lines on paper (Ogilvie, 1882); machine-

shop, a workshop for making or repairing machines
or parts of machines ;

also attrib. machine-tool,
. a machine for cutting or shaping wood, metals, etc.,

i by means of a tool, esp. one designed for use in a

machine-shop; machine-twist U.S., a kind of silk

twist, made especially for the sewing-machine
(Knight Stippl. 1884^; f michine-vessel, a fire-

ship ; machine-whim (see quot.) ;
machine-

work, f (a) poetic machinery (see sense 7) as

i represented in art
; (6) work done by a machine,

,

as distinguished from that done by hand, esp. with
reference to printing.
1875 SOUTHWARD Diet. Tyfogr.,

*
Machine-boy, a boy

engaged in the machine-room for laying-on and taking-off
the sheets. 1893 &quot;Machine-driver [see i b]. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Aleck. Suppl., Machine Gun. 1890 W. J. GORDON
2 oundry 26 We may as well say something here about the
machine guns. 1844 G. DODD Textile Mamif. vii. 213 He
lets them [lace making machines] out at so much a day
to middlemen called &quot;machine-holders . 1876 J. GOULD
Letterpress Printer (1893) 125 My remarks must be taken
as those of a workman, . . not as those of a &quot;machine-man

proper. 1883 Nation 21 June 520/3 The Republican Ma
chine men are in possession of the regular party organiza
tion. 1890 Daily Nems 17 Feb. 3/3 For the last ten years
I have been employed as machine man at the London and
Tilbury Railway Works. 1897 Literature 13 Nov. 124/1 The
* machine-men of til* printing-houses of Edinburgh. 1901
Daily Chron. 10 Sept. 9/7 Pork and Beef Butcher, Young
man wants Situation as machineman. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 70 Tis a. curious chapter
in modern history, the growth of the &quot;machine-shop. 1898

Charnct. (1737) 1 1 1. 384 The separate ornaments, independent
both of figures and perspective ; such as the &quot;machine-work
or divinitys in the sky.

Machine (niaf/ -n), v. Also 5-6 machyne.
[In early use a. I 1

, macliiiur, ad. L. machinan:
see MACHINATE v. In later use f. MACHINE rf.]
f 1. a. trans. To contrive, plot ; also, to resolve

t/int. b. intr. To plot, devise schemes (against
a person\ Obs.

1:1450 .S&quot;/. Citthbert (Surtees) 523 Sho..machynd in hir

mynde for thy |&amp;gt;at
it was best for hir to fly. 1456 SIR G.

HAVE La-.u Arms (S.T.S.) 64/6 The traytouris that had his
dede machynit had ordanyt [etc.]. 1484 CAXTON Curial 12
Somme shal machyne by somme moyen to deceyue the.

1530 PAI.SGR. 616/1 He hath not onely machyned agaynst
me to make me lese my good, but also he hath machyned
my dethe. 1679 GAVAN in Speeches Jesuits 7 As I never in

my life did machine, or contrive either the deposition or
death ofthe King.
2. trans. To form, make, or operate upon (e. g.

to cut, engrave, make, and esp. to print, to sew) by
means of a machine.
1878 SALA in Centl. Mag. May 565 Some of the.. plates

..seem to be. .machined. 1881 GREENER Cua 246 The work
is fitted into slots machined under the body of breech-
action. 1886 BESAST Chiltir. Gibeon 11. xxv, Making
shirts, machining men s coats [etc.]. 1892 Times 31 Dec. I2/J
A book put in type in America, and only machined by
them. 1896 Living Topi:s Cycl. (N. V.) II. 260, 5 [rifled

guns] were well advanced, and the parts for the remainder
were nearly all forged and some of them machined. 1901
Census Schedule. Instructions^ Sewing machinists should
name the article they machine as Boot Machinist.

3. To place (a tree) on the transplanting machine.
1827 STEUART Planter s G. (1828) 247 It is a material con

sideration so to machine the Tree, as that its lee-side

branches, .. should, if possible, be uppermost on the pole.

4. a. nonce-use, jig. To manage, work (a project,

clc.) like a machine, b. To furnish (a tale) with

the machinery of a plot.
1881 H. LABOUCHERK in Daily AYms 22 Mar. 6/3 The

paper was machined by your father. 1889 Academy i June
374/2 It is not, as a story, very cunningly machined.

1 5. intr. To appear, as a god, from a machine&quot;
;

to serve the function of a poetic machine . 06s.

1697 [see MACHINING///, a.].

Hence Machi ned///. a.

1891 R. BuGiiANAN Coming Terror 140 Highly finished,

perfectly machined. 1891 Wheeling 25 Feb. 399 All sorts

&amp;gt;f lamps, bells, spanners, and machined parts. 1893 Daily
Xcivs 13 June 5/6 The mechanically machined amendments
not evoking any interest.

Machineel, -elle : see MANCHINEEL.
Macllineful (mafrnful). nonce-wd. [See

-KIT. 2.] As much as a machine will hold.

1890 K. BOLDREWOOD Miner s Right (1899) 66/a Enough
to complete a machinefu! of wash-dirt.

Macluner i majrnaa). [f.
MACHINE sb. + -ER !.]

1. One who works a machine a. for transplanting
trees ; b. for sewing ;

a sewing-machine.
1827 STEUART Planter t G. (1838) 246 Whom [KT. the planter]

I have ventured todenominate the Machiner. . . The Machiner
. .at once ascertains the side, upon which the Tree can be

best laid along the pole. 1888 Times 20 Sept. 7/4 Mr. M.
never knew a good machiner who would work for less than

six shillings a day.
2. A horse employed to draw a machine or

vehicle; a post-, stage-, coach-, or van-horse.

1835 SIR G. STEPHEN Adv. Search Horse xv. (1841) aio

Machiners, as they are called, that is, post-horses, or stage-
horses. 1854 KNIGHT Once ufon a Time I. 156 Hence

stage-coach horses were called Machiners . 1857 Mus-
CRAVE ntgr. into Dauphine&quot; I. xiii. 203 The Poncheron
horse . . is . . the favourite machiner in this part of the

country. 1875 STONEHENGE Brit. Sports ii. m. i. 2.

518 The ordinary hunter ..comprehends every variety be

tween the one described above and the heavy machiner.

Machinery (maj7-neri). Also 8 maehiiiary.

[f.
MACHIXK s6. * -ERV. Cf. F. machinerie]

1. Theatr. and literary, fa. Stage appliances
and contrivances. (Cf. MACHINE sl&amp;gt;. 6.) Obs. exc. as

in 2. b. The assemblage of machines (MA
CHINE sb. 7) employed in a poem ; supernatural

personages and incidents introduced in narrative

or dramatic poetry.
1687 WINSTANLEY Lives Pofts 216 Vying with the Opera s

of Italy.in the Pompof Scenes, Marchinry {sic] and Musical

performance. 1713 STEELE Englishman No. 52. 336 His

Machinary is not a Jargon of Heathenism and Christianity.

1714 POPE Rape. Lock Ded., The Machinery, Madam, is a

term invented by the Critics, to signify that part which the

Deities, Angels, or Da;mons, are made to act in a Poem.

1756-82 J. WARTON Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. iv. 226 The insertion

of the machinery of the sylphs . . is one of the happiest

efforts of judgment and art. 1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Educ.

(ed. 4) I. 40 Those who most earnestly deny the immor

tality of the soul are most eager to introduce the machinery



MACHINING. MACKENBOY.
Irish Hist, 242 The rules of these compositions permitted
the introduction of a certain amount of poetic machinery.

2. Machines, or the constituent parts of a machine,

taken collectively; the mechanism or works of

a machine or machines.

1731 in HAII.EV vol. II. 1763 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric,
(ed. 2) 219 The more machinery there is in any instal

ment, it is the more liable to be broken. 1776 ADAM
SMITH /F. N. i. xi. (1869) I. 256 In consequence of better

machinery . . a much smaller quantity of labour becomes

requisite. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 291 The communication
is then formed and interrupted alternately by means of

machinery. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Contni. 180 Lock-

making was undoubtedly the parent of much of our ma
chinery. 1878 JKVOSS Print* Pol. Keen. 73 Spinning

machinery, which can do an immense quantity of wort

compared with the number of hands employed.

b. transf. and_/5#-.

1770 Juniits Lett. xl. 206 note, Luttrell,. .for whom the

whole machinery is put in motion, becomes adjutant-general.

1788 GIBBON Decl. $ J \ 1. (1846) V. 12 The nice and artificial

machinery of the Greek and Roman republics. 1818 HALLAM
Mid. Ages (1872) I. 461 The terrible and odious machinery of

a police. 1855 MACAULAY//W/. Etig: xiy.
III. 409 The whole

machinery of government was out of joint. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spt-c. iv. (1878) 65 She [Nature] can act on the whole

machinery of life. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 464
Nor does the machinery of the court seem to have been

greatly altered.

c. A system or a kind of machinery, lit. saidJig;

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. Hi. I. 290 The beacons. .were

regarded rather as curious relics of ancient manners than as

parts of a machinery necessary to the safety of the state.

1864 Spectator 438 The County franchise, .is.. a machinery
for returning anybody the local peers choose to nominate.

i866CARLYi.E Remin. (1881) I. 138 Little .. sea villages, with
their .. rude innocent machineries.

3. attrib.

1887 Daily News 8 July 2/5 There is now . . a machinery
hall, an agricultural hall, and an armoury. 1898 Engineer
ing Mag; XVI. joo A machinery installation.. should be
one source of energy.

Machining (maf/ nirj), vbl* sb. [f. MACHINE
v. + -ING !.] The action of MACHINE v. in various

senses ; also attrib.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus \\. 173 We Intend on vther

machyning, In Musicall Airt, and tliuers science. 1678 DRY-
DEN Kind Keeper Prol. 3 Now our machining lumber will

not sell, And you no longer care for Heaven or Hell. 1714
POPE Let. to Blount 27 Aug.,Wks. 1737 I. 140 The machin
ing part of poetry. 1827 bTKUART Planters G. (1828) 246
The Tree, being in readiness .. for removal to its new site,

the Machining of it (if I may be permitted the expression),
is a work deserving of .. particular attention. 1887 G. K.
SIMS Mnry Janes Aletn. 298 Many girls give up service . .

to work at shops and factories, and do machining. 1889
Athen&um 5 Oct. 453/2 The mistake .. of supposing that

anything will do for the sixpenny public old type, bad
paper, and slovenly machining. 1890 Nature n Sept., The
sole machining, .consisting iti the formation of the bore and
the drilling of the vent. 1891 Econ. Jrnl. I. 618 The ma
chining of trousers and waistcoats in London is performed
exclusively by women.

Machining (mafniirj), ///. a. [f. MACHINE
v. + -IN&2.] That machines; -f appearing, as a

god, from a machine
; serving the function of a

poetic machine .

1697 DRYDEN ALneid Ded. (a) 3 b, If there had not been
more Machining Persons than Humane in his Poem, a 1700

Ovids Art ofLove I. 120 The stage with rushes or with
leaves they strew d, No scenes in prospect, no machining god.
Machinist (majrnist). Also 8-9 erron. ma-

chinest. [orig. ad. Y. machinists) f. machine
but prob. re-formed on MACHINE sb. + -IST.]
1. One who invents, makes or controls machines

or machinery; an engineer.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Machinist, an Inventer, or

Manager of Engines, a 1774 GOLDSM. Sun . E.vp. Philos.

(1776) II. 29 The machinist that directed the whole was at a
loss, till a countryman taught him to shorten the cords by
the affusion of water. 1788 in Titles Patents (1854) I. 302A grant unto Andrew Meikle . . engineer and machinist, of
his new invented mill or machine for separating corn, .from
the straw. 1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 311 Prohibit-

ing the emigration of manufacturers and machinists to the
United States. 1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-working Factories*
81 An operator of wood machinery should be a machinist.
Good operators are generally able to do ordinary repairs.
1895 Booth s Life $ Labour V. 86 The machinist s shop, for

planing, moulding, mortising, and turning, being now an
annexe of every large joinery works.

b. esp. with reference to the theatre : one who
constructs or manages the mechanical appliances
used for the production ofscenic effects. Now rare.

&quot;739 GIBBER ApoL (1756) II. 67 A manager is to direct
and oversee the painters, machinists, musicians, singers, and
dancers. 1751 Beau-philosopher 227 The Machinest of the
Opera and his Wife, who were her Relations. aiSooSTEF.vExs
Note on Macb., Plays Shafts. (1803) X. 324 Has the insuf
ficiency of machinists hitherto disgraced the imagery of the
poet? 1806-7 J- BKRESFORD Miseries Hum.

/,*/&amp;lt;; (1826) v.

Concl., The accumulated crimes of author, composer, ma
chinist.

1837^
HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. i. iii. 107. 299 The

in which the poet ..was forced to follow the inspirations of
the machmest.

c. Jig. (Cf. MACHINE 4^.)
1799 G. WAKEFIELD in Mem. (1804) II. 409, [I] am no

political machinist, nor was ever occupied in., the fraudulent
intrigues of rival partisans.

2. One who works a machine, esp. a sewing-
machine.

VOL. VI.

1879 St. George s IIosp. Rep. IX. 577 The laundress, the

machinist, the signalman maybe persons who work hard on

scanty diet. 1888 Times 20 Sept. 7/4 A tailor s machinist.

1890 Anthony s Phoiogr. Bull. III. 349 Such .. hardly rank
as photographers they are machinists. 1901 Census Schc-

dult
i Instructions^ Such terms as. . Machinist . . must not be

used alone. Sewing Machinists should name the article they
machine.

3. A painter who works mechanically and by rule.

c 1801 FusELi in Lect. Paint, v. (1848) 461 Though the lir.st

and greatest, Correggio was no more than a machinist. 1879
Kncycl. Brit, IX. 687/1 Kranceschini . . is reckoned among
those painters of the decline ofait to whom the general name
of * machinist

*

is applied.
4. C-

r

.S. a. An engine-room artificer or attendant.

1890 in Century Diit.

b. A machine politician (see MACHINE sb. 8).

1883 Nation 21 June 520/3 While the Machinists may be

willing to nominate good men
,
the Independents arc re

minded of the fact that [etc.]. 1884 GOLDW. SMI in in

Cont&np. Ret 1
. Sept. 320 The machine once fairly con

structed and installed in power, the country is in the hands
of the machinists. 1892 in iqthCent. Sept. 347 There
was a struggle between the thoroughly machinist ^ectioivjf
the party and the section le=s loyal to the machine.

Machinize (mnj&amp;gt;noiz),
v. [f. MACHINE sh +*

-I/K.] trans. To make into a machine
;
to reduce

to the form and semblance of a machine. Hence
Machiniza tion, the action or process of making
into a machine ; the result of the process.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits iii. 41 The traveller .. reads

quietly the Times newspaper, whirh, by its immense corre

spondence and reporting, seems to h;ive machinized the rest

of the world for his occasion. 1890 Jrnl. Ednc. i Aug. 423/2
[Their] admirable discipline and organization almost amount
to Machinization.

t MachillOUS, a. Obs. rare l
.

[f. MACHINE j^.

+ -ous. Cf. L. machinv$u$.\ Cunningly contrived,

1633 MARMION Fhte Companion v. ii, K 2 b, He . . stand in

his defence against all machinous Engines that shall bee

planted fur the Lattery of his wit and fortune,

Macliiuule (mce kini/71). [As if ad. L.

*mdchinnla
t
dim. of machina MACHINE sb. : see

-ULE. Cf. F. machiuule little machine.] A sur

veyor s instrument for obtaining a right angle.
In some mod. Diets.

Machivell, obs. form of MACHIAVEF..

II Macho (ma tjip).
U. S. [Sp. macho mullet.]

The CaHfornian mullet (see quot.).
1882 JORDAN & GILEERT 1 ishes N. Amer. (Bulletin U. S.

Nat. Mus. no. 16) 403 Ahigil mexicanns Steindachner.
California Mullet; Macho .. Pacific coast.

Machomet, -an, etc. : see MAHOMET, -AN, etc.

Machopolyp (nwk^p^lip). Zool. Also -po
lype, [f. (Jr. /*XV fight + POLYP.] A zooid
modified to serve a defensive function. (See quots.)
1883 W. S. DALLAS [tr. Von Lendenfeld] in Ann. $ Mag.

Nat. ffist. Oct. 250 Hnmann explains the contents of the

nematophore as a modified polyp, for which he proposes the

designation machopolyp . 1888 KOLLESTON JACKSON
Forms Anita. Life (ed. 2) 758 The structures known as

nematophores, sarcotheca;, guard-polypes or macho-polyps
[sic] which are confined to the.. Plumularidae. //

/&amp;lt;,
In the

genus Aglaophenia. .. the machopolypes are usually dis

posed in a median and two lateral rows.

Machoun, obs. form of MASON.

Machoun(d, obs. form of MAHOUND.
Macht, obs. Sc. f. MIGHT sb. and v., MAUGH sb.

Machumetan, -1st: see MAHOMETAN, -IST.

-lliacliy, in actual use -ornachy (p imiki), repre
sents the ending -paxia, of certain Or. sbs. with
the general sense fighting, warfare

,
which are

derivatives of adjs. in -paxos with the general
sense that fights ; the root is that of paxfaOat
to fight, /xax7

? battle. Of the Eng. words with
this ending, some are adoptions of actual Or. words,
as logomachy ;

others have been formed from Gr.

elements on Gr. analogies, as angehmachy ; the

ending has not &quot;been employed in hybrid formations.

t Macia tlOU. Obs. [n. of action f. late L.

maciare^ f. macies (see next) : cf. EMACIATION.]
* A making lean (Bailey 1727 vol. II).

II Macies (mt~ si
( rz). Path. [L.] Emaciation.

1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 65 The leading circumstance in dia
betes is the macies. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Macigiio (matjTn
y
0). Geol. [It. macigno.]

An Eocene sandstone from the Italian Alps.
1832 DE LA BECHE Gcol. Man. fed. 2) 325 It [brown sand

stone]. . is one of the wactgnos of the Italians.

Macilence (mte-silens). rare, [as if ad. L.

*tnaci?entia, f. macilentus MACILENT : cf. F. mad&quot;

fence.] Thinness, leanness.

1852 Fraser s Mag. XLV. 31 A certain gentility of style
..derived from the excessive macilence of his face and
figure. 1889 Syd.&quot;Soc. Lex. t Macilence^ extreme thinness
of the whole or part of the body.

Macilency (mce silensi). Now rare. [See

prec. and -ENCY.] Leanness, lit. and _/?.
1632 SANDYS Ovid s Metam. xiv. Notes 484 His \sc. a

Heron s] vigilant feare, . . macilency, and pittiful screamings.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. a ffieri. 6 These effects [of intemper
ance] are,.. 2. Macilency of grace. 1798 C. CROWTHEK in

Beddoes Contrih. Phys. fy Med. Knowl. (1799) 350 From a
state of extreme macilency [she] became obese. 1822 Blackto*

Mag. XII. 525 On recollecting the macilency of the Pari

sians, he justly inferred, that double the number of French

people might inhabit London.. without inconvenience.

Macilent (mavsilunt), a. Now rare. Also 6
macilente. [atl. L. macilent-us lean.] Lean,
shrivelled, thin

; a. in material sense.

1535 STEWART Crott. Scot. (1858) II. 512 With sic alum-
dance of exccidand swell, His cumlie cors. . lenu wes maid,
and macilent. 1607 TorsELL Foia-f. Beasts (1658) 181 If

they [goats] be fat, they are lesse venereous then being mnci-
lent or lean. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astrot. clxxvi. 747 Oilier

Significators represent a body somewhat dry, macilent,
erect and straight. 1683 W. HARRIS Pharmacologia xiv.
yCo By reason of the exanguious macilent condition of the

Junctures after Feavers. 175^ in JOHNSON. 1865 Reader
28 Jan. 93/2 George I. seated at supper with the tall, maci
lent, and ill-favoured Duchess of Kendal standing bolt up-

, right behind him. 1871 M. COLLINS Inn Strange Mtttings
i 4 Not Mephistophiles is macilenter Than the man.

b. jig. Of verses : Jejune, poor.
1624 Hi 1

. MOUNTAGU Gag% 252 That jejune and macilent
conceit of Zwin^lius. 1658 J. R. tr. Meitjfefs Theat. In-
sfds 898 Halm : concerning wliich Macer sang these ma
cilent verses. 1702 J. HOWE Liv. Temple \\. xi. \Vks. 1724
I. 240 So copious an effusion of the Holy Spirit, as will. .

1 make it spring up, out of its macilent wither d State, into

its primitive Liveliness and Beauty.
Macintosh : see MACKINTOSH.
Macis : obs. form of MACE sb*

t Alack sb.l Obs. Some game nt cards.

1548 FORREST Pleas. Poesye 221 At ale howse too sitt,

at mack or at mail, isgz CHETTI.E Kind-Harts Dr. F,

Macke, Maw, Ruffe, Noddy, and Trumpe. 1603 WAKNKK
Ail . l.ng. ix. xlvi. 217 Hence arrant Pit-acheix, humming
out a common.place or two, With bad, ill, naught, Pope,
pots, play, mack, keeping of fowle adoe.

Mack (msek) sb.- Obs. cxc. dial. Also 6 meke,
9 macks. [An unmeaning word, suggested either

by by Jllary* or by by the Mass (see MASS
5^.1). Cf. by the matte (Udall Roister D. IV. vii.

i 1 18), also MACKINS and dial, ftit^s. ]
In the phrase

, By (///i?) mack! (also simply mack! as qunsi-; A),
an exclamatory form of asseveration.
c 1560 ^Iisogomts iv. i. 55 (Brandt) Bith intke, Isbell, 1598

B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. m. iv, Humour? mack,
I thinke it be so, indeed. 1599 Sir John OlthastU (1600)
04, Now by the macke, a prettie wench indeed. 1638

I WHITING Hist. Altino 130 Is not my daughter Maudge as
fine a mayd, And yet, by mack, you see she troules the

j

bowle. 1664 COTTON Siarron. i. 105 By the Mack.

t Mack sb$ Obs. Variant of MAC *. Used con

temptuously for : A Celtic Irishman. Also attrib.

[1396 SPENSKR State Irel. Wks. (Globe ed.) 677/1 The Oes
. and Macks, which the heads of the septs have taken to theyr

|

names.] 1617 MORVSON Itin. \\. 138, 1 cannot dissemble how
j

confident I am, to beate these Spanish Dons, as well as

i
euer I did our Irish Macks and Oes. 1681 LUTTRELL Brief

,

Rel. (1857) I. gi Another of these Mack Irish papists has
i sworn that [etc.], c 1688 New Letany iii. in Third Collect.
i Poems 8/1 Who s Rid, and Impos d on, by many a score Of

Priests, Macks, and Footmen, his Q. and his Wh .

Mack (meek), sb.^- slang. Also mac. [Short
|

for MACKEREL-.] A pander.
1887 W. E. HENLEY Villon j Straight Tip ii. (F.), Fiddle,

1 or fence, or mace, or mack. 1894 STEAD If Christ came to

Chicago 372 The procurers, the souteneurs and the macs .

t Mack, a. Also 5 make, 5, 9 mak. [a. ON.
mak-r (found in compar. only). Cf. MACKLY adv.,
and dial, mackerly, mackly adj., mack-like, macky
seemly, etc.] a. Apt, convenient, b. Neat, tidy.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 321/1 Make, or fyr, and mete (MS.

K. mak, fyt, or esy), a/&amp;gt;tns,
conveniens. 1825-80 JAMIESON,

Macky jnak, neat, tidy ; Roxb.
Mack: see BLACK-MACK. Mack, obs. f. MAKE.
Mackabaw, variant of MACCOBOV.

t Mackabroin. Obs. rare
-

. [Derived from
macabree : see MACABRE.] An old hag.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 6r Such an olde witche,

suche a mackabroyne, As euermore like a hog hangeth the

groyne, On hir busbande, except he be hir slaue.

t Mackallow. Sc. Obs. Also 7 mac(fc)helve )

8 macalive, [Gael, macaladh fostering.] Some

thing handed over to a foster-parent along with a

child for the benefit of the latter. Also attrib.

1580 in Black Bk. Taymonth, etc. (Bannatyne Club) 224
The said father and foster father giving between them of
makhelve guddis in donation to the said bairn at Beltane
thereafter the value of two hundred merks ofky [etc.]. 1671
Contract in Proc. Soc, Ant. Scot. XXX. (1896) 22 The
makhelve is 9 ky. 1678 Ibid. 20 Whilk wholl mackallow

goods.. the said Duncan and Margret oblidges them.. to

gress and pastur and bird to the behoofe of thersaid foster.

1775 JOHNSON Western 1st, Wks. X. 484 These beasts are

considered as a portion and called Macalive Cattle.

Mackar, obs. Sc. form of MAKER.

Mackarel(l, variant of MACKEREL!.
Mackaroon : see MACAROON.

Mackassin, obs. form of MOCASSIN.
Mackaw : see MACAW.
t Ma Ckeler. rare&quot;

1
, [ad. Du. makelaar, f.

makelen to negotiate. Cf. MACKLE z\2] A broker.

1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 9 Exchange is concluded, either

by the Mackelers or Brogers, alone betwixt themselves, or

by bringing the parties face to face.

t Mackeleredge. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. Du.

makelarij, f. makelaar MACKELER.] Brokerage.
1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 177 The Factor. . must place his

Principal to account Courtagie and Mackeleridge.

tMackenboy. Obs. Also 7 mackenbory,
mackinboy, makimboy, 7-9 makinboy. [a.

Irish mcaciin bitidhe (an t-skibhe) yellow root

68



MACKEREL.

(of the mountain) .] An Irish spurge (Euphorbia
//*fc/v/a)said to have powerful purgative properties.
1651 Hartlifrs Lcgacie (ed. 2) App., Interrogatory, Mac-

camboy. Whether there be such a tiling at all, that this
herb .should purge the body meerly by external touch, or
whether it be a fable, [etc.] ? 1670 KAY Catal. Plant. Angliz
299 Tithyinalits Hibernians, Makinboy. 1672 PKTTV Pol.
Anat. (1691) in What is said of the Herb Mackenbory
is fabulous. 1678 PHILLIPS, Mnckenbty, or Makimb^y^ a kind
of Spurge with a knotty Root, growing naturally in Ireland,
which being but carried about one, cnuseth the party to

go often to stool. 1687 ASHK in Phil. Trans. XX. 294
The famous Irish Herb called Mackenboy. 1816-20 T.
GREEN Univ. Herbal I. 543 Euphorbia Hibernica, Irish

Spurge.. .Native of Ireland. .where it is known by the name
mmftJtfftity,

Mackerel * (mx karel). Forms : 3-6 mak
erel 1, 5 makerelle, makyrelle, 4-7 niacrel 1,

makrel ^1, 5 macrelle, 6 macquerell, 7 ma-
querel, 7-8 rnacriU,!, maycril, 6-S mackrell,

7-9 mackrel, 4-9 mackerell, 7-9 mackarel, 8

mackarell, 7- mackerel, [a. OK. makerel (F.

tnaquereait} of unknown origin.]
1. A well-known sea- fish, Scomber scomber

^
much

used for food, that approaches the shore in shoals

in summer-time for the purpose of spawning.
c 1300 ffavelok 758 Kelitig he tok, and uiinberel, Hering,

and be makerel. 11377 Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 38 In

maksrell, xxxiiji . &amp;lt; 1425 I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 642/2 Hie
ttttgarns t makyrelle. &amp;lt;ri46oj. RUSSELL /&amp;gt; . A wr/wrt ssSMer-
lynge, makerelle. 1530 PALSGR. 241/2 Macquerell a fysshe,

macqncrel. lyn^Tut&JULlfltsb. xii. (1878)28 When Mackrell
ceaseth from the Seas, John IJaptist brings grassebeafe and
pease. 1601 CHESTKK Lm&amp;gt;e $ Mart., Dialogue l.vxix,

Sommer lulling
Mackrell. 1623 Mini .1.1 i ON & ROWLKV

Sf. Gipsy in. ii, Bad fortunes are like mackerel at mid
summer, a 1658 CLEVELAND Poor Ca~-alicr 51 Thou shalt

. . liait Fishes Hooks to couzen Mackrels Lips. 1704 Swu r

T. Tub Conclus.f A book that misses its tide, shall be ,

neglected . .like m&ckarel a week after the season. 1741
Compl. Fain. -Piece i. iii. 214 Slit your Mackrel in hahes,
take out the Roes, gut and clean them. 1789 MKS. PIO/ZI

Journ, I ranee 1 . 2 Shoals of maycril. 1870 YEATS Xaf. Hist,
Comm. 321 Mackerel will bite at almost any bait.

b. In proverbs and proverbial expressions. j

1760 KOOTE Minor \. Wks. 1799 I. 238 You can be secret
:

as well as serviceable? . . Mute as a mackrel. 1819 Metro
polis III. 154 We were as mute as mackarel for exactly
seven minutes and a half. 1890 HALL CAINK Bondman \\.

xiii, Was he throwing a sprat to catch a mackerel ? .

2. Applied with qualifying word to other fishes.
:

^ Great mackerel, Vthe tunny. Spanish mackerel
,

-f-(a) the tunny, () in England the Scomber colias
y

j

(r) in U. S. the Scomberotnents macitlatus. Sec :

also HORSE-MACKEREL.
0167* WILLUGHBY Icthyogr. (1686) Tab. M. i Thynmts \

sire Thunnns Gesn. Spanish Mackerel. 1709 DAMPIKK
t oy. (1729) III. i. 414 The Great Mackarell is 7 root long.

1831 COUCH in Mag. Xat. Hist. V. 22 Spanish Mackarel :

(^combermaculat us). 1880 GUNTHFR Fishes 457 S\iombcr\ .

colias . . often called Spanish Mackerel.

3. Angling. Short for mackerel-fly.
1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 311, i. Mackarel. Dubbing,

of light brown camel s hair. 1864 Intell. Observ. VI. 152
A tly known to anglers as the mackerel.

4. attrib. and Comb.^ as mackerel-catcher
t -fishery, \

-fleet, -gaff, -smack ; f mackerel-back sb. (see

quot. a 1700) ; mackerel-back, -backed adjs. t \

-f (a) slang , long-backed ; (f) said of clouds, sky : see I

mackerel-sky ; mackerel-bait, a fisherman s name !

for jelly-fish (Cent. Dict.}\ mackerel-bird, local

name for the wryneck and the young kittiwake (see ,

quots.) ; mackerel-boat, a boat for mackerel-fish

ing ;
a stout clinch-worked vessel, with a large fore- i

sail, spritsail, and mizen* (Smyth t$Y7*70/.r \Vord-bk.\\
j

mackerel-bob, a four-pointed fish-jig, for catching
j

mackerel; mackerel-breeze, a breeze that nifties
j

the water, so as to favour the catching of mackerel
|

(cf. mackerel-gale} ;
hence mackerel-breezy a.

;
;

mackerel-clouds (see mackerel-sky] ; mackerel-
\

cook, a local name for the Manx Shearwater
|

(Newton) ; mackerel-cry, the hawker s cry of
j

* new mackerel ; mackerel-fly Angling, a species i

of May-fly, also an artificial fly imitating this;

mackerel-gale, a strong breeze such as mackerel
|

are best caught in
; mackerel-guide, a local name

|

for the gar-fish; mackerel-gull, a name in U.S.
for the tern ; mackerel-midge, the young of the i

rockling (Motella] (Giinther) ; t mackerel-mint,
common mint {Mentha viridis} ; mackerel-pike,

any fish of the genus Scombresocidx ; a saury \Cent.

Dict.}\ mackerel-plough, a knife used for creas

ing the sides of lean mackerel in order to improve
their appearance (Knight Diet. Aleck. 1884) ;

mackerel scad, an American fish, Decaptents
macarellus

;
mackerel - scout = mackerel- guide ;

mackerel-shark, a name for the porbeagle ; mack
erel-sky, a sky dappled with small white fleecy

clouds (cirro-cumulus) ; mackerel-sture, a north-

em name for the tunny.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Mackarel-back&amp;gt; a very

tall, lank Person. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. ofFarm I. 249 At
other times it is .. mottled like a mackerel s back, when it

is called the mackereLback sky . \W& Pall Mall G. 22 Sept.

i/a In some places ihe clouds were what we sailors call mack

10

erel back , 1785 GROSE Diet. I nlg. Tongue, *J\

backed, long backed. 1865 Intell. Observ. VIII. 257 Cirrt-

cunnilus, or a mackerel-backed sky. 1879 CECIL SMITH
Birds of Guernsey 94 The Wryneck .. arriving ,. about
the same time as the mackerel, wherefore it has al*o ob
tained the local name of r Mackerel llird . 1882-4 YA u-

KELL Brit. Birds (ed. 4) III. 654 Mr. Cordeaux_says that

the Flamborough fishermen call the young Kittiwakes
Mackerel-birds , because they usually appear at sea with

their parents iu August when the fish are approaching the

coast. 1768 Ann. Reg. 120 A premium, .for encouraging the

*mackerel-boats to bring their fish to market. 1883 Fisheries
I.xhib. Catal. 195

* Mackerel bob formerly used by New
Kngland fishermen for the capture ofmackerel without the use
of bait. 1751 S.MUU,I;IT i er. Pic. (1779) II. xiv. 209 They
tacked to and fro in the river under the impulse ofa ^mackerel
breeze. 18431.1-: Fi-:vi&amp;lt;K/-//t Trai . Phys. III. m.i. 89 It was
blowing a mackarel breeze only. 1834 R. M.L DIE Brit. Birds
(1841) I. 2 It is one of those *mackerel- breezy days on which
the surface of the water just dances and dimples. 1614 A ^

r
.

way toiuealth\\\ llarl. Misc. (Malhj 111. 244 The fishernien-

mackaretcatchen. 1830 N. S. WHEATOX Jrnl. 510 *Mack-
arel clouds, .are hung around the horizon. 1772 RUTTY Nat*
J/ist. Co. Dublin I. 329 Ihe *Mackarel-Cock. .a bird of pas
sage coming t&amp;gt; us in June and July, about the time of the
Mackarels. , . It is commonly as big as a Cormorant [etc.].

,1714 (iAV Trivia n. 310 Kv n Sundays are prophan d by
&quot;Mackrell Cries. 1883 HTXLEY Addr. Fishery Congress 18

June 16, I believe then that the .. mackerel-fishery, and
probably all the great sea-fisheries, are inexhaustible. 1894
HAI.I. CAINK Manxman 425 The mackerel tleet were leaving
for Kinsale. 1829 Glwcr s Hist. Derby \. 177 Lesser
hackle fly, mackerel fly [etc.]. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 195 *Mackerel gaff. . used by New Kngland fisher
men. 1577-87 HAKKISON F.nglandi. x. in Holinshcd \. 45/1
Scarse comparable to the *makerell gale. 1687 DHYDEN
Hind fy P. in. 456 The wind was fair, but blew a mackrel
gale. 1769 PENNANT /.ool. III. 222 This fish [mackrel] is

easily taken by a bait, but the best time is during a fresh

;ale

of wind, which is thence called a mackrel gale. 1835
ENYNS Man. Brit. Vert. Anitn, 419 Belone^ vulgaris...
rom its usually preceding the Mackerel, is sometimes

called the Mackerel-Guide. 1796 NEMMCH Polygl.-Le.r.
Nat. Hist. v. 820 *Mackarel gull Lams ridilttndiis. 1883
Century Mag. Sept. 653/1 Among the most common birds
are the. .tern or mackerell-gull. 1832 COUCH in Mag.
A at. Hist. V. 16 It is the &quot;mackerel midge of our fishermen,
to whom it is well known. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist.

149 The mackerel-midge . . never surpasses an inch and a
quarter m length. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. ccxv. 553 The
third [Mint] is called . . in English Speare Mint, . , Urowne
Mint, and *Macrell Mint. 1880-4 * DAY Brit. Fishes II.

148 In Ireland horn-eel (Belfast Bay) ;

*
mackerel-scout

(Strangford Lough). iGSgwottUDGiSysttAfnc. (1681) 295
In a fair day, if the sky seem to be dapled with white Clouds,
(which they usually term a *Mackarel-skyi it usually pre
dicts Rain. 1883 R. H. SCOTT Ktem. MeteoroL 126 Small
detached rounded masses [of cloud].. like the markings of
a mackerel, whence the name mackerel sky . 1697 Land.
Gaz. No. 3295/3 An open Pinnace, .came into the Downes,
.. put on lioard a * Mackrel Smack, and carried away the
Master. 1771 BAHKINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXII. 310 not?,
The tunny fish [are caught] on the coast of Argyleshire, . .

where they are called mackiel sture.

t Ma ckerel -. Obs. Forms : 5-6 makerel(l,
makrel(l t 5-7 ma(c)querel, 7 maquerell^e,
mackarel(l, -erel(le, macrell ; also in quasi-
Italian form maquerel(l)a. [ad. OF. maqnerel
(F. Mftqitercan, maqnerelle] of unknown origin ;

possibly the same word as MACKEREL!; some
have conjectured that it is from Du. makelaar

broker.] One who ministers to sexual debauchery ;

a bawd, pimp, procurer or procuress.
14*6 LYDG. DeGnil. Pilgr. 13478 Glotonye . Yiffthow me

calle . . Lyk as I am, A Bocneresse, Or in flVench . . I am call yd
a Makerel, Whos offyce..Ys in ynglysshe bauderye. 1483
CAXTON Cetto B vij, Nyghe hys hows dwellyd a maquerel or

bawde. 1513 DOUGLAS Aineis iv. Prol. 192 Sic poyd makrellis

for Lucifer beneleche. 1585 J AS. I Kss. /Vf$/&amp;gt;(Arb.) 27, 1 no
wais can, vnwet my cheekes, beholde My sisters made by
Frenchemen macquerelsolde. rti6ooMoNTGOMERiE^/ . Ixx.

8 Quhy maks thou makrels of the modest Muses, a 1613 SIR

T. OVERBURY A IVifii etc. (1638) 142 A Maquerela.in plaine

English, a liawde. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Gt. Eater
Kent Wks. i. 143/1 Some get their lining, .by tayles.as Ma-
querellaes, Concubines, Curtezanes [etc.]. ^1645 HOWELL
/-*//. n. xxiv, The Pander did his Office, but brought him
a Citizen clad in Damoisells apparell, so she and her Ma-

?uerell
were paid accordingly. 1658 in PHILLIPS, a 1700 in

J. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.

t Mackerelage. Obs. In 7 maquorelage.
[a. F. inaqnerelage )

f. *mat]iterel, maqtiereait : see

prec,] The services of a bawd or pander.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. vii. (1632) 211.

Mackereler (mie-kerebi). [f.
MACKERELI +

-ER 1

.] a. One who goes mackerel-fishing, b. A
boat used in mackerel-fishing.
1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 272 Here is a model of that vast net

used by the mackereler. 1886 Century Mag. XXX II. 824
The mackerelers do not keep together so much as formerly.

Mackereling (maj-kcrelin), vbl. sb. [f. MACK-
EUEL 1 + -ING^.] Fishing for mackerel.

1887 GOODS, etc. Fisheries of U. S. v. II. 604 Men who go
mackereling.

Mackeroon, variant of MACAROON.
Mackinaw (m3e-kin). The name (also written

Mackinac] of an island in the strait between Lakes
Huron and Michigan ; occurring in the following

j

collocations. Mackinaw blanket, also simply ;

Mackinaw, a thick blanket, such as used to ;

be distributed to the Indians of the North-west i

by the U.S. government. Mackinaw (boat), a
:

large flat-bottomed sharp-ended boat, used on the I

MACKNINNY.

i

Great Lakes. Mackinaw trout, the lake-trout

(see THOUT).
1841 CATLIN M Aaier. Ind. (1844) I. x. 73 A mackinaw-

boat, capable of carrying 50 or 100 casks. 1851 MAYNK Run
^Vrt// Hunt. iii. 22 My Mackinaw . . makes my bed by
night and my great coat on other occasions. 1876 G. B.
(.IOODK Anim. Kcsonrccs L .S.^i Lure-tish used in taking
Mackinaw trout. 1901 J.flngin. Mag. Jan. 218 Sedate family
boats with three pairs of oars, mackinaws with white sails

light in the fresh breeze.

Mackinboy, variant of MACKENBOY Obs.

Mackiiis (m.-c-kinzl. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6

meckiuse.7makin(gX7-8mackiugs,Smaakins,
9 dial, macklins, makkers, etc. : see E. D. D.
[Formed as MACK a with suffix -KIN frequent in
similar words.] Used in the asseverative exclama
tion By (tlii mackins. (Cf. MACK rf.)
c 1560 Misflgoiias lit. iii. 73 (Brandl.l liith meckinse. 1605

l.oud. Prodigal n. ii. C, A by the mackins. good syr Lance
lot. I6S4GAVION Pitas. A n/fs HI. ii. 75 Twas well thought
on, by the mackins. 1694 ECHARD riaittus 12 Ky the
Mackins, 1 believe Phebus has been playing the Good- Fellow.

Mackintosh (mse-kmtef . Also macintosh.
1. The name of Charles Macintosh (1766-1843),

applied attrib. to designate garments made of the

waterproof material invented by him (patent no.

4804, 17 June 1823), consisting of two or more
layers of cloth cemented together with india-rubber.
Now viewed as an attributive use of 3, and written
with small initial.

1836 Murray s Handbk. A&quot;. Germ. p. xx, A Mackintosh
cloak is almost indispensable. 1849 Brit. Q. Rev. Feb. 5
Old port, tender mutton and Mackintosh capes are excellent

things, no doubt. 1853 KEADK Chr. Johnstone 227 A
fisherman s long mackintosh coat. 1859 \\ . COLLINS Q. of
Hearts (1875) 39 Jessie put on my mackintosh cloak.

2. Short tor Mackintosh cloak, coat, etc. Also
CotMb.

t
as mackintosh-maker.

1836 KKITH Let. 18 Oct. in Antobhs. (1888) III. 61, I like
the mackintosh very much. 1840 LONGF. in /,;/ (1891) I.

365 Sumner striding down Hancock Street in his white
mackintosh* 1842 BAKRAM Iitgol. Ltg. t

Misautv. Margate
xiv, 1 could not see my Macintosh . . Nor yet my best white
beaver hat. 1851 Ilhtstr. Lond. A t ws 5 Aug. (1854) 119/1
Macintosh-maker. 1871 CARLVLE in Mrs. Carlyle s Lett, I.

141 Wrapt in an old dressing-gown with mackintosh buttoned
round it. 1900 (&amp;gt;

/* *T-. July 56 The bodies of officers having
been buried in mackintoshes had not so disappeared.
3. The material of which Mackintosh garments

are made; now applied to any cloth made water

proof by a coating of india-rubber. Also attrih.
1880 MAcCoKMAC Antisept. Surg. 170 The mackintosh

should be dipped, shortly before use, in carbolic solution.

1889 Lancet 27 Apr. 830/1 The bed is covered with a mack-
into&amp;gt;h sheet. 1896 Alltrulfs Srs/. Med. I. 429 If necessary,
a square of mackintosh is placed under the draw-sheet. 1899
Ibid. VIII. 579 India-rubber or mackintosh coverings are

certainly effectual.

Mackle, made (mark l), sb. Printing, [ad.
F. macitle

t
ad. L. macula spot. Cf. G. makel spot,

stain.] A blur in printing ;
a doubling of the im

pression ; also, a blurred sheet. (Cf. MACULE j.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Maculatvre^ or Made, a waste

Sheet of printed Paper. 18x5 HANSARD Typografhia 928
MackU

i
when part of the impression on a page appears

double, owing to the platten s dragging on the friskei. 1871
A mer. Encycl. Printing (&&. Ringwalt) s.v., If the frame ofthe

tympan rubs against the
platen,

it will cause a slur or mackle.
1888 JAI OBI Printers I ocab., Maikle}

a printed sheet with
a slurred appearance.

Mackle, made (rme-k 1), z.l Printing, [f.

MACKLE j/ .] a. trans. To blur, spot, or spoil

(a sheet of paper) ; also (now usually) to print

(a page) blurred or double, b. intr. Of the paper :

To become blurred or spoiled. i^Cf. MACULE v.)

Hence Maxskled ///. ., Ma ckliug vbl. sb.

1594 K. ASHI.KY tr. Lays U~ Roy 22 On a double tympan
or parchmiu (hailing a wollen cloth betwixt them) and a

moyst linnen cloth to keepe the leafe from mackling. 1714
HAILEV, Mackled^ blotted or daub d in Printing. 1867 I-KY

Playing-Card Terms in Philol. Soc. Trans. 56 T&amp;lt;&amp;gt; i\Iacklet

To Module, v. a. To spot, stain, soil ; to set off&quot; newly
printed or painted work. Modeled, adj. Spotted, stained,
soiled. Maklings, Mackling-pattr, Mncklin^^hfets^ soil

ing-paper; sheet of paper put between printed sheets of

playing-cards, to prevent rubbing, setting-off, and soiling.

Ma ckle, v&amp;gt;% Ofr$ n
[ad. Du. tnakelenlo

offer for sale.] intr.
* To sell weavers goods

to shop-keepers (Bailey 1724).
Hence t Ma &quot;ckler

&amp;gt;

a seller of weavers goods
(Bailey 1731 vol. II).

Mackless, variant of MAKELESS a. 1 and a
.

t Ma ckly, adv. Obs. In 5-6 makly. [f.
MACK

a. f -LY -.] Evenly, aptly, easily.
c 1440 Promp. Pan . 322/2 Makly, or esyly, facilittr

(P. apte). 1513 DofGLAs sKneis v. xiv. 32 The windis

blawis full evin and rycht makly.

t Macknrnny. Obs. rare-*, [a. It. mac-

chinhte, pi. dim. of macchina MACHINK sb^\ ?A

puppet-show.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. viii. 12 11740) 590 He .. could

. .represent emblematically the Downfall of Majesty ; as in

his Raree-Show and Mackninny.

Mackrel, -ell, obs. forms of MACKKHEL,



MACLE.

Macle (mrc-k l). See also MASCLE. [a. F. I

mnclc, ad. L. macula spot, mesh.]
1. Cryst. A hemitropic or twin crystal. Also

n/trili. [AfterRomedeL Isle suseofF.&amp;gt;(Z&amp;lt;/^,i&quot;S3.]

1801 De Bonrnon s Ace. certain Minerals in / ////. Trans.

XCI. 185 Whence results a kind of made, the formofwhich

is a rhomboidal tetraedral prism. 1829 Nat. Philos., Polaris.

I.ifht xvi. 60 (U. K. S.) The irregularities of crystallisation,

which are known by the name of Macle, or Hcmitropc forms.
|

1860 MAIRV Phys. Gcog. Sea ix. 442 Crystals of ice, like

macles of snow, were observed to form near the bottom.

1883 -)// Year Round 17 Nov. 535 A diamond at last, of

made shape, weighing some twenty carats !

2. Min. (See quot. 1865.)

1839 URE Diet. Arts, Macle, K the name of certain

diagonal black spots in minerals, like the ace of diamonds in

cards. (11852 MACI;M,UVRAY .\ at. Hist. life
Side (1855)

454 Orthoclase .. forms large macles in Rubislaw
quarries,

near Aberdeen. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chew., Macle is the

name given to certain spots in minerals of a deeper hue

than the rest; sometimes proceeding from difference of

aggregation, sometimes from the presence of a foreign

substance : clay-slate, for example, may be macled with

iron pyrites. 1872 PAGK A^dv. Tc.tt-Bk. Gcol. vii. 118 Fel

spar with large macles of mica.

3. =CHIASTOLITE.
[1821 JAMESON Man. Mineral. 318 Chiastolite, Macle,

Ilaiiy.] 1821 MAWE Catat. Minerals (ed. 4) 99 Chiastolite

Macle, is of a yellowish white colour. 1822 CI.KAVKI.AND

Mineral.
&amp;lt;y

Gcol. 1. 427 The term Macle, as the name of

a distinct species, applies to the whitish prisms only.

1862 DANA Man. Geol. 60. 58 [Andalnsite] often having
the interior tesselated with black, in which case it is usually
called made or chiastolite. 1896 CHESTER Diet. Min.,

Macle, a syn. of chiastolite, alluding particularly to the

black centre which a crystal often shows when cut trans

versely, similar to the mascle of heraldry.

4. Her. -MASCLE.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mascle, or Macle. 1818-40

UKRKY Emycl. Her. I, .Ifaclfs or Mashes. These terms

occur in ancient books of armory, meaning the same a&amp;gt;

Mascles. 1847 Gloss. Heraldry, Macle, see Mascle.

Macle, Printing: see MACKLK.

Macled (mark ld), ppl. a. Also maokled.

[f. MACLE + -ED.] a. Of a crystal : Hemitropic.
b. Marked like chiastolite (Webster Suppl. 1880).
c. Her. = MASCLED (Webster 1897).
1822 CLEAVELAND Mineral, f, Gcol.ll. 793 Macled Crystal,

a hemitrope crystal is sometimes thus called. 1x1852 MAC-
C.ILLIVKAY Nat. Hist. Dee Side. (1855) 455 Garnet . . In pen
tagonal dodecahedrons, single or macled. 1858 MAI:HV

,

Phys. Geog. Sen xiii. 761 Organisms as delicate as the

macled frost. 1862 G. P. SCROPE / olcatu s 33 note. The
crystals being, .manyof them mackled. 1865 [see MACLE 2\.

MacluT 6 ite. Min. [NamedafterXV.Maclure,
U. S. geologist : sec -ITK.J A name independently

proposed in 1822 for two different minerals, now
identified respectively with augite and chondrodite.
1822 NUTTALL in Awer. Jrnl. Sci. V. 246 Maclurite. 1822

SKVBERT ibid. 344 Maclurcite. 1822 CLEAVELAND Mineral.

f,Geal. 11.763.

Macmrllanite. [Named after John Mac-
millan (died 1 753), the founder of the body : see

-ITE.] A member of the body known as the

Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland.

1799 Statist. Ace. Seat/. XXI. Index I, Macmillanitcs.
1818 SCOTT llrt. Midi, xvii, I only meant to say that you
were a Cameronian, or MacMillanite.

Macock, var. MAYCOCK, kind of pumpkin.
Macomet, -it(e, -yt(e, obs. ff. MAHOMET.
Macon, obs. form of MAHOUXU, MASON*.

Maconite (mt ^k^nsit). Min. [f. Macoit name
of a county in Georgia, U. S. A. : see -ITE.] A
hydrous silicate ofaluminium, iron and magnesium.
1873 F. A. GENTH in Proc. Amcr. Philos. Soc. XIII. 396

Maconite, (a new species [of corundum]).

Macoute, variant of MACUTE.

Macquerel(l, obs. form of MACKEREL.
II Macquignoii. Obs. [F. maquigiton.l A

horse-dealer.

1798 CHAKLOTTE SMITH Yng. Philos. III. 126 Lord who?
said the macquignon* in a surly tone. [f- oof-H.] *A sort of

jobber in horses who still calls himself a gentleman. [1834
JAHKS J. .Marston Hall x, I remember his turning olT his
chief ectiyer for merely whispering in the street with a ma-
quignon, who was bringing him a horse for side.]

Macrame (makra me). Also macrami.
[App. a. Turk, maqrama towel, napkin, hand

kerchief, a. Arab.
IMJSM miijranta!

1

?stripcd cloth.]

A fringe or trimming of knotted thread or cord ;

knotted-work ; the art of making this. Also attrib.

1869 MRS. PALLISIIR Lace iv. 65 This art is principally
applied to the ornamenting of huckaback towels, termed
Macrame, a long fringe uf thread being left at each end,
(or

_the purpose of being knotted together in geometrical
designs. 1881 Ilaiiy .Vra s 16 July 2/7 Macrami laces con
tinue to attract some attention. 1882 CAUI.FEILD & SAWARD
Diet. Necdle-.t k. ^\ The basis of all Macrame Lace is

knots. . .Macrame is celebrated for its durability and excel
lence. 1898 Daily Xews 8 Dec. 3 2 The girls had the result
of their deft labours in woolwork, needlework, macramiwork.

il Macrauchenia (ma^krgkrnia). Also in

anglicized form macrauehene. [mod.L. Ma-
crauchenia (Owen 1838), generic name f. Gr. tia-

Kfav\r}V long-necked, f. ^axp-o t long -f aiixnv neck.]
A fossil animal of the order Pachydermata having
some resemblance to a camel.

1838 OWEN Fossil Mamm., Zool. I oy. Beagle (1840) I. 35

11

The animal which.. I propose to call Macrauchenia. Ibid.

42 The Macrauchene. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vii. (1878) i

178 The camel, guanaco, and macrauchenia. 1903 Q. Rev.

Jan. 59 The macrauchenia, a three-toed ungulate of the size

and proportions of a camel.

Maurell, obs. form of MACKEKEL -.

t Ma crio. Obs. rare 1
. [? altered from ! .

maijuereaii.}
= MACKEREL-.

1627 MIUDLETON Anything for Qitiet Life v. ii. (1662)

G 3, Pander, Wittoll, Macrio, basest of knaves.

t Ma critude. Obs. &quot;. [ad. L. macriludo,
\

f. macer lean.] Leanness.

1623 in COCKERAM (iiiachr-). 1656 in BLOCNT Glossogr.

Macro- (nwkro), before a vowel maor-, repr.

Gr. i^axpo-, comb, form of paKpus long, large, used

in many scientific terms (see also the main words).

a. J /ij s. and Palh., in sbs. of mod.L. form in

-in compounded witli Gr. names for different parts

of the body, and signifying excessive development
of the part in question, as Ma crocepha lia [dr.

Kt&amp;gt;a.\ri head] (also anglicized Macroce-phaly),
excessive length or size of the head. Ma cro-

cheiTia [Gr. \ci\os lip], an enlargement and

thickening of the lips. Ma croglo ssia[&amp;lt; ,r.y\uiaaa

tongue], a progressive enlargement of the tongue ,

with protrusion from the mouth. Macromedia,

[Gr. //tXos limb], abnormal development of a limb.

Ma crosto mia [Gr. r/ru/ia mouth], abnormal ex

tension of one or both angles of the mouth.

1889 Syd. Soc. I.e.r.,
*
MtKrocephafiti, Macroccphitly.

1883 Ashhnrst s Intermit. Kneycl. Suig. I II. 34 Macro-
c.nlia. 1899 AMulfs Syst. Mcd. VI. 4^5 Macrocheilia is

a similar condition to macroglossia. 1862 Syd. Sec. Year- \

ik. 117 Case of *
Macroglossia. 1870 Holmes Syst. Sitrc-

(ed. 2) IV. 216 Macro-glossia. 1899 Allbntt s Syst. Mcd.
VI. 452 They, .mayoccuron the limbs, giving rise to &quot;macro-

melia. i8S4j&quot;Ni:sS:Sii.v. /W/io/. Anal. (1874) 535 Makro-

stomia, is prolongation of the corners of the mouth.

b. in sbs. in which the combining form iiincro-

is prefixed to a sb. to indicate either that the
[

individual is of unusual size, or that it contains a i

number of smaller individuals (for the signification

see the second member in each case); chiefly formed

for antithesis with words beginning witli micro- of

earlier or simultaneous formation, as inacrococcus,

macroconidium, macro-cyst, macro-fanul, niiKro-

g,imc&amp;lt;te, macroyanietocyte, macro-gonidiiiiii, macro-

mcrozoite, macro-molecule, macro nucleus, niacro-

seftuiii, macro-somite (hence -somitic adj. ,
matro-

stylospore, tliacro-soogoilidium, macrozoosfore.
1887 GARNSEY & UALIOUH tr. DC Bary s Fnngi 458 Cocci

..are distinguished ..according to their dimensions into

micrococci, *niat.rococci, and monad-forms. 1874 COOKI:

Fungi 175 As early as ;86o he [Tulasne] recognized the

large.. vesicles which originate the fertile tissue, but did not

comprehend the part which these ~Macrocysts were to per
form. 1884 H.M.WAKDU10. Jrnl. Microscn/i.Sci.\y.l\ .

279 Each pair consists of a macrocyst and a so-callfd

paracyst. 1899 Allbntt s Syst. Mcd. VIII. 945 The female

gametocyte, consisting of a single &quot;rnacrogamele. 1903 K. A.

MINCHIN Sporotoa in Ray Lankester Zo&amp;lt;&amp;gt;!. i. Protoxoa 215
Since . . the gametes are differentiated into male elements

or tnicrogaiHetcs, and female elements or macrogatttftes,
their mother cells must be distinguished further into micro-

famctocytcs and *macrogainctocytcs. 1853 HENFBKY [tr.

Uraun s Keju . cnesc.} Hot. f, Physiol. Mem. (RaySoc.) 137

Plants with two kinds of moving germ-cells, large ( macro-

gonidia) and small (luicrogonidia). 1903 E. A. MlHCHIN

Sporozoa in Ray Lankester 7.ool. I. Protozoa 256 \Vithin

the cytocyst the schizont may break up into smaller micro-

merozoites or larger *macromerozoites. ^1892 J. A. InoM-
SON Outline s of Zoology 101 In the ciliated Infusorians

there are two nuclear bodies. .. The smaller or micro-

nucleus lies by the side of the larger or macro-nucleus.

1880 BESSEY Botany 223 The protoplasmic contents of cer

tain cells [of Hydrodictyon} bleak up into a large number

of daughter-cells (&quot;macro/oogonidia). 1875 Q. Jrnl. Micro-

scop. Sci. XV. 396 Macrozoospores (which germinate asexu-

ally). 1888 Ainer. Nat. XXII. 942 The head . . is divided

into.. the primitive head-segment, .and the gnathophorous
macrosomite. Ibid. 941 The.. primary or macrosomitic

segmentation of the primitive body.

c. Cryst. Macro-axis = macrodiagonal sb.

Ma crodia gxmal sb. the longer of the diagonals

i
of a rhombic prism ;

also adj., pertaining to this

diagonal. Ma crodome, a dome (see DUMB 5 b)

parallel to the macrodiagonal &quot;ence Macrodo-
ma tic a., pertaining to the macrodome. Macro-

pi-nacoid, a pinacoid parallel to the vertical and

macrodiagonal axes. Ma croprism, a prism of

an orthorhombic crystal between the macropina-
coid and the unit prism. Ma cropy-ramid, a

pyramid corresponding to the macroprism.
1898 DANA Mineral., &quot;Macro-axis. 1848 WEBSTER, &quot;Macro-

diagonal. 1858 Tiii DlcMUM Urine 143 The planes, .of the

macrodiagonal pri-m [are inclined] at an angle of 85 14 .

1883 HEDMI.E in Eiieycl. Brit. XVI. 360/1 To the greater
lateral axis the name macrodiagonal is given. H ld.

360/2 When n = oo a &quot;macrodome results. /;V/.,_The limit

ing *macropinacoid.. ll id., On the one side originate nu

merous *macroprisms. Ibid., A new pyramid is produced,

MACROCOSM.

having elongated male plants. Macroda ctyl a.

next; sb. (see quot.). Macrodactylic, -da c-

tylons (idjs. [Gr. SawruXos finger, toe], having long

fingers or toes. Ma crodout a. [Gr. uSovr-, Movs

tooth], having long teeth. Ma crope talons a.

[Gr. ir(Ta\ov leaf], having long or large leaves or

petals (Mayne Expos. Ley. 18.^6). Macrophyll-
ine, -phyllous adjs. [Gr. &amp;lt;pv\\ov leaf], having

long or large leaves. Ma^cropleu-ral a. [Gr.

ir\tvpa rib, side], having long pleura?. Ma cro-

stylous a.
/&amp;gt;0/., having a long style (Mayne

Expos. Lc.f. iSj6). Macro tous a. [Gr. UIT-,

ovs ear], having long ears. Ma crotypous &amp;lt;r.

Ah n.
[

1 vi K], having a long form.

1882-4 COOKK Bril. Fmli--v, Algx I. 148 Male plants,

dwarf (nannandrotis) . . or elongated i*macrandious). 1837
PAKTIXCTON Kril. Cycl. A at. Hist. III. 73

*
Macrmtactylcs,

long toes. The last of the regular families into uliicn

Cuvier divides tlie stilt birds or waders. 1836 Ibid. II. SS6

Cuvier s &quot;Macrodactylic, or long-toed family of AV/mWrrs,
or stilt birds. 1848 MAUNDER Trtas. i\&amp;lt;it. Hist. Gloss.,
*
MacrodactyloHS, furnished with loi^-g toes adapted for

traversing floating leaves and aquatic herbage. 1891 Fi.ou Ki&amp;lt;

& LVDKKKKR Mammals 745 [Negroid type.J Thick, everted

lips; prognathous jaws ; large teeth (*macrodont). 1871
W. A. Lijui ioN I.iJun-jlorti 55 Thallus &quot;macrophylline.

1856 M.\Y\K

Macropleural. 1887 \\ .\i&amp;lt;!j tr. Sachs Physiol. Plants 79-)

The pollen of the
*

macrostylous flowers is transferred to the

microstylons stigma of another plant. 1840 SMART, Macro-

tons, long-cared. 1821 JAMESON Man. Mineral. 55 Macro-

typous Limestone.

Macrobian (makrii bian),&amp;lt;r. [f Gr.^a*(io/3to-;

(f. na.Kpu-$ long + /3/us life) + -AN.] Long-lived.

[1727 liRADLKY fain, llict. s.v. Age, The Macrobian Pills. .

have their Name from aGreekWcrd n hich signifies long Life.]

1859 R. f. UIKTON Ccntr. Afr. in Jrnl.Ceogr. Sac. XXIX.
323 The race is still macrobian, arriving late at maturity.

MaCrobiote (-bai ot). rare 1
, [ad. (jr. ^anon-

/SI OTOS. f. iMKpo-s long + (Horns life.] A long-liver.
1882 F. L. OSWALD in Pop. Sci. Monthly XXI. 590 The

Thessalian mountaineers were the macrobiotes, the lung-

livers, par excellence, of the Roman Empire.

Macrobiotic (mzeOwbsip tik), a. and s/&amp;gt;.

[Formed as prcc. +-ic.] a. adj. Inclined or tend

ing to prolong life
; relating to the prolongation

of life. b. sb. pi. The science of prolonging life.

1797 llufeland s Art Prolong. Life Pref. 11653) &quot; Hence
arises a particular science, the Macrobiotic, or the art of

prolonging it [life], which forms the subject of the present
work. 1822 -V,?&amp;lt; Monthly Mag. V. 351 Any of your
readers.. of macrobiotic tendencies. 1862 l)i; (JliNXV ll l-s.

X. 251 Hull, A Greek work on the subject of macro

biotics. 1879 Punch i Nov. 201/2 Dr. Richardson . . is a

great makrobiotic sage.

Macrocephalic (m3e
;

kr&amp;lt;7|S/& lik), a. [f. Gr.

^aKpoc &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;o\-os(f. naKpu-s long + Kj&amp;gt;a\-rj head) + -If.]

a. Pertaining to persons with long or large heads.

b. Of a person : Having a long or large head.

1851 D. WILSON Prcli. Ann. (1863) I. ix. 236 The macro-

cephalic skulls of the Crimea. 1877 BURNETT Ear 25 In

macrocephalic heads we find large massive ears. 1898

TI-XXICLIM K in Nature 15 Dec. 150/1 To the physician the

professional athlete is neither more nor less interesting than

the macrocephalic dwarf.

Macrocephalous (mae kroise falss), a. [f.

Gr.^apcK(&amp;lt;/)aA-os(seeprec.) + -ous.] Long-headed,
a. Having or pertaining to a long head. b. Hot.

Said of dicotyledonous embryos whose cotyledons

are consolidated.

1835 LINDI.EV InlroJ. Rot. L ii. (1839! 25: Those embryos
which .. Richard [called] macrocephalous. 1865 THURNAM
in Nat. Hist. Kev. V. 266 The macrocephalous skulls of

the Crimea.

Macrocosm (markrokcz in). Also rarely in

L. and quasi-Gr. forms : 7 macrocosmus, 9 -cos

mos, [ad. ! . macrocosms (c 1300), ad. med.L.

macrocosmus, repr. Gr. */iapos Kotr/ios (^axptis

long, great, KuCTfios world). (Cf. MEUACOSM.)
Although med.L. inacrocosinns has not been found earlier

than in Higden (c 1350) it must be the source of the

Fr. form recorded c 1300, and it seems to imply the prior

existence of a Gr. phrase Vairpbs Ktiir/ios formed in imitation

of ni*pbi KOOHOS MICROCOSM. For the idea expressed, cf.

Macfobius in Soinn. Scip. \. xii, Ideo physict mundum
magnum hominem, et hominem bretfem mundum esse

dixerunt . From the use of brevem here, and the gloss

Microscosmum. .petit monde, c cst thominc
&amp;lt;jui

pon dnre

(Du Cange), it may be suspected that naicpos w-as at first

intended in the sense of long , interpreted with regard lo

duration ; though the inference is not absolutely necessary,

as the formal similarity of the word to m*p(K would

sufficiently account for its selection in an antithetic ph^e.
However this may be, the relation of the words macrocosm

and microcnsm has suggested the use of MACRO- with the

sense on a large scale , in many modern words antithetic

to words beginning with micro-.}

1. The great world or universe, in contra

distinction to the little world or MICROCOSM, i. e.

named a &quot;macropynunid. 1878 LAWRENCE &amp;lt;.r.Cotla. i Rocks .

viewed as an epitome of the universe.
Classified 29 Cleavage prismatic, very perfect, Macro-

instances of the word in Kng. occur in Lyd-
italic perfect.

1. in adjs., with sense containing or possessed
some object in a largely developed form ,

as

icrn/mlrous a. Hot. [Gr. avop-, dir/p man],

; gate s AssemHy of the Gods (1:1420; oldest MS. aisoo),

I where however it is a mistake (either on the part of Lydgate
or of the scribe) for microcosm. (See, e.g., line 1 828 : And as

fur Macrogosmc, hit ys no more to say But the lesse worlde.)
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MACROCYTE.
1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 274 Throughout all

this vaste Macrocosme, theyfinde not one patterne. -like to
ours. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. % E.\-p. Philps. IV. xlix. 353
Applied and determined hy an Infinite Mind in the macro
cosm or universe. 1867 FROUDE Short Stud., Set. Hist, g
He desires, first, to see the spirit of the Macrocosmo:,.
1881 HUXLEY in Nature No. 615. 340 The microcosm re

peats the macrocosm.
2. transf. In various occasional applications, de

noting some great whole, the structure of which
is conceived to be imaged on a smaller scale by ,

that of some constituent portion of it.

1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm.
&amp;lt;V Eng. I. 347 No population

. .is absolutely inert in the macrocosm of humanity, 1875
N. Amer. Re? r

. CXX. 256 The macrocosm of society can be
inferred from the microcosm of individual human nature, i

1896 J. R. HARRIS Union with God iii. 59 His life is the

great life, and all our little lives are involved in it, Christ

being the macrocosm, and ourselves the microcosm.

Hence Ma croco smic a. [-ic], of or pertaining
to the macrocosm or universe, f Macroco smi-
cal a. [-IC + -AL], =

prec. Macrocosmology
[-(O)LOGY], a description of the macrocosm.
1625 GILL Sacr. Philos. iv. 53 There i&amp;gt; some powerful I

principle, for sending up such waters which naturally doe
flee from heat, as thi-. macrocosmicall Sun is for drawing of
them upward. 1690 \V. Y. Artif. Wines To Rdr. Aijb,
When the Macrocosmica! World wasfinished. 1856 MAYNK
Expos. Li .v., MacrocostniceU, Macrocosmology. 1871 TYLOR
Print. Cult. I. 316 It forms part of that macrocosmic
description of the universe well known in Asiatic myth.

Macrocyte ;ma.&quot;kr^53it). Path.
[f. MACRO- +

-CYTE.] An abnormally large red blood-corpuscle ,

found in some forms of anaemia. Hence
||
Macro-

cythaemia, -emia (-sihrmia) [Gr. atpa blood], i

the presence of macrocytes in the blood.

1889 6&amp;gt;t Sec. Le.v., Macrocyte. 1894 GOULD Illiistr.

Diet. Med. t Macrocythcniia. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
II. 750 If..a further examination of the blood be made,.,
both microcytes and macrocytes will have practically dis-

|

appeared. 1898 Ibid. V. 414 This condition, named macro- \

cytk,?t&amp;gt;iiii) is apt to occur, .in any case of severe anaemia.

Macrognathic (mae kwignse Juk), a.
[f.

MACRO- -f Gr. yvdO-os jaw + -it1

.] Having long or

protruding jaws. So Macrognathism (makrjr-
gnahiz m), the peculiarity or fact of being macio-

gnathic ; protrusion of the jaws. Macrognathons
(makrfgnahos) a. = MACROGNATHIC.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lc.r., Macrogntithoiis. 1864 HUXLEY

in Reader*. Mar, The jaws . .project more forward than
in man, so that the chimpanzee is both macrognathous and
prognathous. 1864 il id. 19 Mar. ^64/3 The muero-
gnathism and prognathlsm are carried to about the same
extent. 1874 D.UVKINS Cti -c Hunt. vi. 1-^3 The entire max
illary apparatus is so largely developed, that the t-:im

macro,;nathic , introduced by Professor Huxley, is par
ticularly applicable.

Micrography (m&kip grafi). [f. MACRO- +
Gr. -ypa-pia writing.] Abnormally large writing (as
a symptom of nervous disorder). Hence Ma cro-

gra-phic a.

1899 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 203 The macrography alter-

nating with the micrography. Ibid, 205 Fig. 3, Macro-
graphic and micrographic writing hy the same epileptic.

Macrology (msfekr^ lodzi), [ad. L. macrologin^
a. Gr. naKpo\oyiat

f. fiafcpokuyos speaking at length,
|

f. poiKpo-s long + -Au-vos speaking.] a. As a rhetor

ical figure : The use of redundant words or phrases, i

b. gen. Prolixity of speech.
[1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1595) 82 Afacrologia

where a clause is finally added to the matter going before,
in seeming more then needed.) 1616 BULLOKAR Eng.
Expos.) MatrohgUi long and tedious talke. 1656 BLCUST
Glossogr., Macrology^ prolixity in speaking. 1727 POPK, etc.

Art OfSinking 105 The Macrology and Pleonasm are as

generally coupled, as a lean rabbit with a fat one.

Macromere (mflricrmnlu). Embryology, [t.

Gr. ftafcp6-$ long + fitpot part] The larger of the
two masses into which the vitellus of the develop
ing ovum of Lamellibranchiata divides : cf. Ml-
citoMEUE. Hence Macrome ral, Macrome ric

adjs., of or pertaining to the macroincre.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. A aim. viii. 483 Those [blasto-

nicrefO which proceed from the macromere long remain larger
and more granular than those which proceed from the
micromere. Ibid. 484 The macromeral hemisphere next
undergoes invagination. Ibid. 499 The macromeric part of

|

lite vitellus. 1895 J. A. THOMSON Outlines Zoo/, (ed. 2) 417 I

The third cleavage . . gives rise to four larger cells (or macro- ;

meres), . .and to four smaller cells (or micromeres).

Macromeritic (nuvkrJmcrnik), a.
[f. MA

CRO- -f Gr. p*p-os part-f -ITE + -IC.] Of granitoid
rocks: Having a structure discernible by the naked

eye ; opposed to micromeritic.

[1882 GEIKIE Text-book Gcol. n. n. in. ooThis structure is

cliaracteristic of many eruptive rocks. Though usually dis

tinctly recogni/ablc by the naked eye ( macromerite of

Vogelsang), it sometimes becomes very fine ( micromerke *).]

In mod. Uicts.Maerometer (mdfekiymftai), [f. MACHO- +

-METEii.] An instrument for measuring distant or

inaccessible objects.
1825 W. HAMILTON Ifandbk. Terms Arts $ .SV/., Macro-

meter, in Mathematics, an instrument contrived to measure
the distance of inaccessible objects by means of two reflec-

tors on a common sextant. 1888 KnsytL Brit. XXII I.

126/1 Porru s telemeter, Elliptt
.s telescope, and Nordenfelt s

\\v.\- i-Mjidur illustrate the principle.

Macrouiyelon (mac
:
ki^m9i*61^n). Anat.

[f.

12

MACHO- + MYELON.] Owen s name for the me
dulla oblouyata. Hence Macromyelonal a.

1846 OWEN Lcct. Anat. Vertebrate Anirn. Contents g
Macromyelon or Medulla Oblongata. 1868 Anat.
Vertebrates III. 83 The floor of the expanded macro-
myelonal canal.

II Macron (markrjm, nv -krfn). [a. Gr. naKpuv,
neut. of inaMfius long.] A straight horizontal line (~)

placed over a vowel to indicate that it is long .

1851 G. HROWN Gram, of Graiutn. Siotiatc; The different
uses made of the breve, the macron, and the accents.

1891 H. liiiAULEV Stratmantis M.-E. Diet. Pref. viii, In my
notation the macron is placed over an original long vowel
which remained long in Middle-English.

Macropliage (markrofjid.?). Phys. [ad.
mod.L. macrophagus, f. Gr. nanpu-s long + tpaytiv
to devour.] A name given to certain large leuco

cytes, from their supposed power of devouring other

organisms, especially pathogenic microbes.
1890 Run ER in f. &quot;Jrnl. Microsc. Xci. Feb. 483 Cells to

which he [Metschnikoff) has given the name of niacro-

Jthages
and microphages. 1897 All&uifs Syxl, J/Ci/. II. 7

These macrophages can destroy the tubercle bacilli.

Macropliagocyte (mn^krofK-giysait). Pliys.
[f. MACRO- + PHAGOCYTE.] -

-prec.
1896 Alttutt s Sysl. Aled. I. 79.

Macropicide (ma-krc-pissid). noine-wJ. See
next and -CIDE i.] A slayer of kangaroos.
1866 Cornfi. Slag. Dec. 714 The stockmen, .were decidedly

the most efficient maciopicides.

Macropine ; m;e-krApain\&amp;lt;z. [f.mod.L.w/ac/n/-
us (ad. Gr./iaK/wirovs: see next) kangaroo + -INK.]
Of or pertaining to the kangaroo.
1888 O. THOMAS Catal. Slarsiipialia Brit. HIus. 122 The

macropine characters of its lower jaw. 1891 FLOUI.K &
LYDEKKER Mammals 162 The macropine characters of the
Diandible preponderate.

Macropod Cmjc-kr^ifxl , a. and sl&amp;gt;. [a. Gr.

fiattpunud-j paKpuTrovs long-looted, f. ^xa/fpu-s long +

no5-, TrotJs foot.] a. adj. Long-footed, b. sb. A
long-footed animal, e. g. a spider-crab. (In recent

Diets.) Macro podal a. Jiot., of a monocotyle-
donous embryo : Having the radicle large in pro
portion to the cotyledon. Macropo dian Zoo/.,
one of a tribe of brachvuious decapod crustaceans.

Macro-podons a. = MACKOI-ODAL.
1830 LINDLKV AT

nf. Syst. Bot. 253 The plants belonging to
Alismaceie . . and Butomea:, have :U1 a disproportionally
large radicle, whence the embryos of such were called by
the late M. Richard, niacropodal. 1839 I tuny Cycl. XIV.
256/2 Alac}-o/&amp;gt;0{iia&amp;gt;:s. 1852 HICXSLOW Diet. Bot. Tfrttis,

Alacrojotitna. 1887 GAKNSKV & HALFOUR tr. Goebcfs Cinssi/.
V Moi-phcl. Plants 431 In the Helobiae the axial portion
forms the larger part of the embryo (macropodous embryo).

MacrOptei OUS (ma-kr^-pterss
1

!, a.
[f. Gr.

na/cpuTTTfp os
i^f. fjtaKpv-s long + TtTipu-v wing) +

-ui 8.] Long-winged.
1835-6 TOUD Cycl. Anat. I. 280/2 Macropterous Sea-birds.

Macroscian (makrcjian , a. and sb.
[f.

Gr.

t-ta/tfjuamus, f. /za*/w-s long + atcia shadow. Cf.

ANTISCIAN.] a. adj. Having a long shadow.
b. sb. One having a long shadow, an inhabitant

of the polar regions. In some mod. Diets.

Macroscopic (Bueiki0i*kfpi)c), a.
[f.

MACBO-
+ -scone.] Visible to the naked eye, in opposition
to MICROSCOPIC.
1872 Pi Asl.la; O; nr. Tumours 31 The macroscopic char-

acter of these two forms of cystonta depends on the number
and si/e of their constituent cysts. 1897 AthtHStwn 7 Au^.
194/3 The structure of lavas, microscopic and macroscopic.

I Icnce Ma crosco pical a. = prcc. Ma crosco pi-

cany a&amp;lt;fv., by the naked eye, as studied by the

naked eye without the aid of a lens.

877 f. Jrnl. Micnsc. Sci. XVII. 228 Macroscopic-ally
and microscopically the retina, exposed to yellow light,
1&amp;gt;&amp;lt; -haves in the same way as after the operation of red light.

1878 T. BRYANT frai-f. Surg. I. 388 Its, microscopical
appearance was that of a fibrous tumour. 1879 DANA Mtin.
Gcol. (ed. 3) 66 A rock may be studied microscopically or

macroscopically. 1899 Allbntt s Syst. Mcd. VII. 236 At
the autopsy, nothing pathological was found macroscopic*
ally. Ibid. 837 Macroscopical examinations of the central

nervous system in uncomplicated cases of chorea.

Macrosiua tic, t&amp;gt;. rare, [irreg. f. MACRO- +

Gr. 00-^117 smell.] ^Capable of smelling at a distance.

1899 Allbntfs Syst. Mt-ii. VI. 753 All that remains in man
of the great rhinencephalon of macrosmatic mammals is the

olfactory bulb and tract.

Macrosporange (Bapkr^iporae-nds). Also
in mod.L. form -sporangium, [f. MACRO- +

SroiiANGE.] The sporange or ca))sule containing
the macrospores. (Cf.

MACULATE.
prothallium commences . . several months afur the macro-
spore has been sown. 1870 HOOKHR Stnd. Flora 469 The
macrospores of Selaginella and Isoetes develop a cellular

prothallus. 1875 UKNNKTT & DYER Sachs Bot. 335 The
separation of the sexes is already prefigured by the two
kinds of spores, the Macrospores being female, in so far as
they develope a small prothallium.

1875 litNNKii iS; DvtR Sachs Bot. 396 If a micio-

sporangium is about to be formed, each of the mother-udl

js
broken up into four tetiahedral spores, which all devclopc

into microspores ; in the macrosporangium, on the contrary,
the mother-cells remain, witli one exception, undivided.
1882 Gant. Citron. XVIII. 40 Four of these macrospores
occur in each macrosporange.

Macrospore (m;e-kr0spd.i.i). [f.
MACHO- +

SI-OKI;.] a. Hot. One of the specially large

(quasi-female) spores of certain llowerless plants.
b. Zool. One of the spore-like parts into which
a monad subdivides. (Cf. MEGASPOHE.)
1859 TODU Cycl. Anat. V. 243/1 The development of the

j

Macrotliere (markr^i-M . Also in L. form
: macrotherium. [ad. mod.L. wacrothcrium, f. Gr.

! ftaftpo-s long + 6i]piov wild beast.] A member of an

i

extinct European genus of the sloth tribe.

1862 DANA Man. Geol. iv. 528 The Macrotliere .. was
i

related to the African Pangolin (the Anteatcr) but was six

j

or eight times its size. 1884 G. ALLEN in Longin. Mag. June
\ 192 The macrotherium, a monstrous ant-eater.

Ma crotone. rare . [?f. MACHO- + TONE.
i
Cf. Gr. paKpoTov-os stretched out.] MACKOX.
1880 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Macrurous, macrourous (makruVras), a.

Zool, [f. mod.L. jnacrfira ncut. pi. (f. Gr. /m^po-s

long + ovpd tail) -t -ous.] Pertaining to the Macrura,
or long-tailed tribe of the Decapod Crustacea,
which includes the lobster and its congeners.
1826 KIKBY & Sr. Entomol. xlviii. IV. 452 Exochnata

I

(Macrurous Decapod Crustacea, Latr.). 1839-47 ToDoCyc/.
Anat. III. 445/1 The Macrourous Decapods .. are all

i organized for swimming. 1890 Nature n Sept., The descent
: of crabs from macrurous ancestors.

80 Macnvral, -ou ral a. (also sb. one of the

Alacmra] ;
Macru-raii. -oil-ran a. and sb.

1842 BKANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Macrourans. 1851 Brit,
Assoc. Rep,^ Sections 81 On the Antennae of the Annulosa,
and their Homology in the Macrourals. Hy Dr. W. Mac-
dunald. 1852 D\NA Crust, i, 33 Corresponding precisely in

it&amp;gt; course to that of the Macroural suture. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 340 Nor are the antennules capable of

being folded back into distinct chambers in any Macruran at

present known. 1902 Ei.Hn.Rev. Jan. 202 It is not technically
a crab but a Pagund, a macruran hermit.

t Iffactate, v. Obs.~ [f.
L. mactdl-, ppl.

stem of mattiire to slay.] trans. To kill or slay.

1623 Ml CoCKEKAM.

Mactatioil (makt^ JsnX [ad. L. mactation-

ertt, f. mactare to slay.J The action of killing,

csp. the slaughtering of a sacrificial victim.

1640 SIK K. DrniNCi Prop. Sacr. (1644) 57 He.. neither

sacrificed by mactatton or killing of beasts. 1711 HICKKS
Treat. Christ. I ricsl/i. (18(7) II. in To sacrifice or offer

animals by ^laughter, or mactation. 1838 M. KUSSKLL.///S/.

f gypt v - ( J Ss3&amp;gt; 192 The deity before whom the mactation

is about to be performed, 1888 t h. Times 24 Aug. 720 The
view gained ground that each Mass is a separate mactation.

t Macta tor, Obs. rare~Q
. [a. L. maitdtor^

agent-n. f. mactare to slay.]

1656 ULOUM Glossogr.) Mactator, a killer or murderer.

(In recent Diets.)

II Macula (mae kidli). PI. . [L.] A spot or

stain. Chiefly in scientific use : Astron. one of the

dark spots in the sun ; Alin. a spot in a mincinl
: due to the presence of particles of some other

mineral; Ent. (see quot. 1826); Path, a spot or

stain in the skin, now esp, one which is permanent,
c 1400 La ifmnc s Cirurg. 247 Macula is a wem in a

mannys i^e. 1690 T. BUKNET Th. Earth ill. xi. 97 The
1 Icily of the Sun may contract .. some Spots or Macul.e

greater than usual. 1723 QLINCY Lex. Physica-Mfd. (ed.

2) l\lacnla, is applied by Physicians to express any Spots

upon the Skin, whether tho&amp;gt;e in Fevers, or scorbutick

Habits. 1766 Ann. Keg. 92/2 The spot or macula un

the sun, mentioned to have appeared lately. 1802 PLAY-

i- A IK Illnstr. Hitttcn. Tlu-ory ;j&amp;lt;jS RecUMffolaf macul.c

of feltspar. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 285 Macula

( J/dtv//rt), a larger indeterminately j-ltiiix-d s[wt. 1849 SAM:
Times 152 Their honoured name Ueais. .some maculae of

shame. 1867-77 (i. K. CHAMBKKS Astron. \. i. 7 In the

equatorial /ones of the Sun dark spots or maculae. 1877
Romans Ilamihk. A/cd, (ed. 3) I. ui The macula: on the

skin which are observed during life are frequently per-
: sistent after death. 1899 AMl&amp;gt;ut?s Syst. Mcti. VIII. 641.
1

In all cases a deeply pigmented macula remain.s.

Macular ^mic kirflaJ), a. IHol. and Path.
[f.

MACULA + -AH.] Of or pertaining to macula ;

characterized by the presence of maculae.

1822 GOOD Study l\fa/. IV. 670 Maeular skin. 1826

KIKUY it SP. Entontol. IV. 289 Macular Fascia (Fascia

tnacularis\ a band consisting of distinct spots. 1880 J. W.
LEGG Bile 468 The macular eruption was thought to be

cured. 1897 Brit. Birds II. 175 Slightly macular alon^
its inferior margin. 1898 P. MANSON frvp, liiscasts .\.\\i.

389 The primary exanthem or macular stage. 1900 J.

II i IUMNSON A&amp;gt;\h. Sttrg. XI. 46 Macular leprosy.

Maculate (mse*KlW*
|
t), ///. a. [ad. L, mam-

Iat-tts
9 pa. pple. of Maiittaret

f. macula spot.]
^

MACULATED; in early use occas./^. pple. Now only
in expressed or implied antithesis to immaculate.

1490 CAXTON J.ncydos iv. 20 So departe thou thenne fro

tliis londe, maculate, and full of fylthe and ordure. 1509
ItAKcr.AY Shyp ofFolys 11570) 144 The places that ye liauu

edified, Are nowe disordrtul, and with vices maculate. 1549

Cowpl.Scot. xiii. 150 That the honour of verteous gentil

men be nocht nmculat vitht the vice andc inciuilite of

vicius pretendit gentil men. 1575-85 AIU-. SANDVS Serin.

vii. 122 Hauing cloathed ourselves with the maculate

coate of sinne. 1612 Two Noble l\. v. iii, Thy rare

i;rcenu eye .. never yet Heheld things maculate. 1756-7
tr. Kcvslers Trai . (1760) I. 74 The cardinal of St. Clemente

hurt hiiiibelf by declaring for the maculate conception. 1878
N. Amcr. Rev. CXXV II. 296 Unfortunately for her already
maculate reputation. 1887 STEVENSON Misaeiv, J. Nicholson

ii, Foul walls and maculate table linen.

Maculate ,nuvkik l

t), v. Pa. t. 5 maculate.



MACULATED.

[f.
L. maculal-, ppl. stem of maculare, f. macula

spot.] traits. To spot, stain, soil, defile, pollute.

1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 235 Whiche commynge to

Affrike wastede hit, and maculate [Treats/I dcfouled) the

fcithe in hit. 1481 CAXTON Cad/rcjr clxxxvii. 274 The
hethen men . . whiche had fowled and shamefully had

maculated [the place] with theyr mahometry. 1490

Eneydot viii. 35 Hir innocente blood whiche maculate

& bysprange all theym that stode by. 1513 BRADSHAVV

St. Werburge I. 2791 A sensuall prynce .. Purposed to

maculate this vyrgyn gloryous. 1531 KLYOT Gm; i. xxvi,

They wolde nat maculate the honour of their people.

la 1550 Scliok-hoiisc of Wont. 914 in Hazi. /;. / . P. IV. 140

Whose drops vncleen dooth maculate The finest vesture that

any man weres; 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. BioluiPs Itroincna.

=8 Thou hast done too much in maculating our blond. 1719
D UnFEY Pills (1872) IV. 166 They maculate Men s lilood,

and make them silly.

Maculated (mse-RWktted), ///. a.
[f.

MACU
LATE v. + -ED !.]

1. Spotted, stained, defiled, polluted.

1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud.
K/&amp;gt;.

v. xxi. 272 For Warts w-e

..commit any maculated part unto the touch of the dead.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, ftlcrionctlisk. (1662) iv. 43 Who
being casually cast into bad company . . keep their own
innocency entire, not maculated with the mixture of their

bad manners. 1841 D IsRAELl Amen. Lit. (1867)660 A macu
lated man seeking to shelter himself in dejection and in

shade. 1883 Fortn. Kcv. Feb. 158 A variegated record of

profitless extravagance and maculated victory.

2. In scientific use : Marked with maculae.

1676 DE GAHENCIERES Coral 15 Red coral will grow..
maculated with several spots. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol.

Cotnpend. no Body cinereous, maculated with fuscous.

1875 H. C. WOOD Tkcrnp. (1879) 37.! Tne gastric mucous
membrane is .. maculated with patches of a deep^crimson.

JVTaculation (msekuiM Jan). [ad. L. macu-

lation-em, agent-n. f. niaculare MACULATE v. Cf.

F. inaciilationl\
\. The action of spotting or staining ; the con

dition of being spotted or defiled.

a 1450 Cor 1
. Myst. xiv. (Shaks. Soc.) 138 If he be gilty, sum

maculacion Pleyne in his face xal shewe it owth. Ibid. 141,
I nevyr knew of mannys maculacion, But evyr have lyved in

ti ew vir^inite. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. iv. iv. 66, I will throw

my Gloue to death himselfe, That there s no maculation in

thy heart. 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 531 The
nigrescent maculation of their pristine niveous candour.

1853 G- J. CAYLEY Las Alforjas I. 34, I waged a blind and
ineffectual warfare all night, to the loss of my rest and the

maculation of my countenance. 1887 STEVENSON Mem. .y

Portraits vi. 102 It was from the maculation of sheep s

blood that he had come, .to cleanse himself.

2. In scientific use : The state of being marked
with macula: ; a particular arrangement or pattern
of maculrc.
i8z6KiRnv& Sv.Entoinot. xxxv. III. 650 Numerous Libel-

lulins emulate the Heliconian butterflies by their macula-
tion. 1879 PROCTOR Picas. Ways 6V/. ii. 40 The doctrine
that an intimate association exists between solar macu
lation (or spottiness) and terrestrial meteorological pheno
mena. 1884 Science IV. 44/2 The maculation is normally
noctuidous, and the wings are ample. 1888 Amer. Nat.
XXII. 642 Patches of vividly red Poppies, with fine black

maculations, like eyes, edged with white.

t Maculatory, a. Obs. rare - .
[f.

L. m,u u-

Idl-, ppl. stem. + -OEV.] Apt to spot or defile.

1614 T. ADAMS Drjirs^ Banquet 17 The lutulent, spumy,
maculatorie. waters of Sinne.

t Maculature. Obs.-* [f. L. macttldt-, ppl.
stem of maculare to stain + -LIRE. Cf. F. macu-
latnrc (Cotgr.), G. makulatui: } (See quots.)
1656 BLOOHT Glossogr., Maculatttres, blotting or waste

papers. 1706 PniLura (ed. Kersey), Maculature or Made,
a waste Sheet of printed Paper. 1711 BAILEY, Macula! lire,
a Waste or blotting Paper.
Macule (ma;-kil), sb. Also 6 Sc. macull,

maklo.
[f. L. macula, either directly or through F.

macule.] A blemish, spot. Obs. in general sense.
1483 CAXTON G. de la. ToiirKvb, It is a perle whiche is

..without macule or
spptte. 1490 Encydos xxix. 113 The

throte quycke, and without spotte or macule. 1500-20
UUNBAK Poems xlviii. 152 But ony spot or macull doing
spring. Ibid. Ixxxv. 22 Haile.moder and maid but makle i

b. Path. = MACULA.
1863 Edint. Hied. Jnil, Jan. sogSkindiseascs. .1. Macules

and Deformities. 1899 Alllmtt s Syst. Med. VIII. 465 The
eruption commonly consists of macules.

c. Printing. A blur causing the impression of
a page to appear double ; =MACKLE sb.

1841 SAVAGE Diet. Printing 775 Instead of its being a
macule, it is nothing more than [etc.].

Macule (m^-kil), v.
[f. F. maciilcrj. macule a

spot.] trans. To spot, stain. Obs. in general use.
1484 CAXTON Paths fAlfmce(\W&amp;gt;))-2(i\, I byleue not that

tins poure [man] may be maculed lie gylty of the blame.
b. Printing = MACKLE v. (trans, and intr.}.

1841 SAVAGE Diet. Printings.*., If the joints of the tympan,or the head, or the nut of the spindle be loose, or any accident
happen m pulling, so that the impression be somewhat
doubled, and not clear, it is said to be maculed. IHd. 775,
I have heard many complaints of the middle pages of a
twelves form maculing at a two-pull press.

Maculiferous (nwldwlMeraB), a.
[f. MACULE

+ -(Y FERGUS.] Bearing or marked by spots, spotty.
1853 HERSCHEI. Pop. Led. Sci. n. xxxv. (1873) 77 The

macuhferous belts of the sun.

Maculose (markirflJus), a. [ad. L. maados-us,
i. macula spot.] Full of spots ; spotted.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol.

Coiiipcnd. 124 A .. maculose, dentated band. 1861 H WFH
SyH. ^cuivptcm .V. Amer. 34! (Smithsonian Collect. IV.).
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Ma CulouS, a. rare- . [Sec -ors.] ---prec.
1688 K. WQ\.W. A rmoury \\. 366/1 A Masculou* [si\ : in the

( Table Maculous], or spotted Cramp-fish, hath the Eyes
turned into black round spots. 1735 DVCHE is: PARDON Dii/.,

Macutoitsm Maculose^ troubled or affected with Spots, De-
:

fects, or natural Deformities. 1856 in MAYXE Expos. Le.v.

Macute (maki/Vt). Also S maccuta, mac-

cute, macoute, 8-9 macuta. [ad. native African

wattita*&quot;]
At the beginning of the iSth c., said to

I

be the name for one of the pieces of cloth used as !

money by the negroes of the Congo. Subsequently !

used in the W. African trade as the name for a :

money of account (= 2000 cowries), and hence
;

adopted by the Portuguese at Angola as a dc-

nomination in their local coinage (
= 50 rcis) ; the

;

SL-rra Leone Company also issued (1791-1805) :

pieces of I, 2, 5 and 10 macutes, the silver macute
:

being worth about 4-5 f/. sterling. The account
j

given by Montesquieu (quot. 1748), and adopted

by Mill and other Knglish writers on political

economy, appears to be based on misapprehension.
1704 tr. Merciless Voy. Congo in Churchill s l- oy. I. 740

The current Coins here are the Maccuta s, being certain

pieces of Straw-Cloth of about the largeness of a Sheet of
1 astboard each. 1704 tr. Au, Gatttnas I oy. (. wigo ibid.

I. 620 There is but little Mony passes in that Country, but

instead of it they buy and sell with Maccutes.. . . The Mac-
cutcs are pieces of coarse Cotton Cloth., live ElLs luii^. and
cost 200 Keys the Piece. Ibid., Two thousand of them
|/imbi&amp;gt;] are worth a Maccute. 1748 NuGi-.xr tr. Monies-

i]
nicies Spirit Lan S xxn. viii. (1752) 77 Tlie ne^ioes on the

coast of Africa have a sign of value without money. It is ;i

sign merely ideal. . , A certain commodity or merchandise i:,

worth three macoutes ; another six macoutes ; another ten

macoutes.. .The price is formed by a comparison of all mer
chandises with each other. They have therefore no par- !

ticular money; but each kind of merchandise is money to

the other. 1823 CKAHH Tcchnol. Dict.^ Macnta. 1848 J. S.

MILL Pol. Econ. m. vii. i.

t Mad, J/ .l Obs. (?exc. dial.} [var. ol MATHE.]
1. A maggot or grub ; csp. the larva of the blu\v-

fly, which causes a disease in sheep. Also //., the

disease so caused.

1573 TCSSKR Httsl\ I. (1878) 109 Sheepe writing taile hath
mads without faile. 1641 l!r:sr l- arin. Bks. (Surtecs) 6

\

Lambes that wriggle theyre tayles..are to bee . . searched, :

for ftrar of maddes breedinge. 1669 WoRLlDGE Syst. Agric.
273 Jfatft/s, a Disease in Sheep. 1688 R. HULMK Armoury
in. 268/1 Keep Sheeps Tails from Maggots and Mads.

2. An earthworm.
1586 WAUNER Alb. Eng. ir. i\. 41 Content tliee, Daphlcs,

mooles take mads. 1592 Ibid. vn. .\.\xvii. 180 Here maicst
tliou feast thee with a Made. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 361
Earth-worms or mads stamped and laid too are verie good
to cure the biting of scorpions. 1674-91 KAY .V.

&amp;lt;V
E. C.

Words) Mady an earth-worm.

Mad (mrcd), sb.- dial, and L\ S. slang, [subst.
use of MAD a.) Madness, fury, anger.
1847-89 HAI.MU 1:1.1., J/W, madness, intoxication. Cii /ec.

1884 Century A/aj?. Nov. 57/2 His mad was getting up. 1897
Outing (U. S.) XXX. 487/2 Let the pony get his mad up.

Mad (mrcd), tz. Forms: i semecd;e)d, 3-4 ,

med(d, rnedde, 3-6 madd(e, (5 made, maad), |

3- mad. [Aphetic repr. OE.Jmw&amp;lt;/(f)&amp;lt;/(see AMAJJ),

pa. pple. of *CtJt&dan to render insane, f. gctndd
j

insane ( vaors, semaad , Corpus Gl.)&amp;gt; correspond- |

in&amp;lt;^
to OS. gititt d foolish, OIIG. gameit, kiineit, \

foolish, vain, boastful (MHG. gimeit merry, stately, ,

handsome), Goth, gamaips crippled : OTetit. *g(t- ,

j f. *g& prefix (V-) + *maido- : pre-Teut. ;

iQ-i pa. pple of the Imlogermanic root *inci

te change (cf. L. nultdre}. The primary sense of

*///&amp;lt;z?&amp;lt;7- changed, appears in the derivative Goth.

maidjatt to change, adulterate (in-maidcins ex

change) ;
the corresponding OX. tneiHa means to

cripple (cf. the sense of the Goth. adj. above).
The OE. mad adj., without prefix, app. occurs

once in the compound madmod folly.

It is commonly stated that the OE. (ge}indd survived into

MK. in the form indd^ inyd. The examples cited are the

following, c 1310 iu Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 For-thi on
molde y waxe mot (riming with blod in the next line but

one, with ?tw/, lot m the previous quatrain), c 1425 Seven

Sages (P.) 2091 To sla the childe he was ful rade. He ferde

as man that was made, c 1460 Lybcaits Disc. (Ritson) 2001

Lybeaus began to swete, Ther he satte yn hys sete, Maad
as he were (the earlier texts read quite differently). In the

j

first quot. the text is certainly corrupt (? read ivod . blod} ;
j

the later quots. do not prove the length of the vowel.]

1. Suffering from mental disease
;
beside oneself,

|

out of one s mind; insane, lunatic. In mod. use

chiefly with a more restricted application, imply
ing violent excitement or extravagant delusions :

|

Maniacal, frenzied.

The word has always had some tinge of contempt or dis- I

gust, and would now be quite inappropriate in medical use,
or in referring sympathetically to an insane person as the

\

subject of an affliction.

a 1000 Riddles xii. 6 Ic JXES nowhit wat
\&amp;gt;&t

heo swa
j

Aemaulde mode bestolene Daxle gedwolene ileora^ mine i

Won wihan ^ehwam. crioso I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 347/19
Anicns, ^eina:d. ^1050 Gloss, ibid. 513/33 Uecordein&amp;gt;

gemadeooe. 1390 GOWKH Con/. I. 46 For tertes such a
maladie . . It myghte make a wisman madd. Ibut. II. 144
And if.. hir list noght to be gladd, He berth an bond that
sche is madd. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 319/1 Maddc,or wood,
tiuiciis, i/ftttHs

t fitriosus. 1489 CAXTON Faytcs of A. in.

MAD.
xx. 213 Whyche duke or erle happeth to wex madde so that
al aloue as a fole he gothe rcnning by wodes and hedges.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xix. 12 Gife I be sorrowfull and
sad, Than will thay say that I am mad. 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err, \\. ii. n Wast thou mad, That thus so madlie thou
didst answere me? 1590 SWINHLKXE Treat. Test. 37 They
did see him hisse like a goose or barke lyke a dogge, or play
such other parts as mad folks vse tu doo. 1611 BIBLE &quot;John

x. 20 And many of them said, He hath a deuill, and is mad,
why heare ye him? 1664-5 ^EI-YS Diary 25 Jan., He told

me what a mad freaking fellow Sir LHis Layton hath been,
and is, and once at Antwerp was really mad. iyz6 SWIFT
Crullii cr ii. \iii, Some of them, upon hearing me talk so

wildly, thought I was mad. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an.

1729 (1847) 15/1 If a man tells me that he sees this [a
ruflian with a drawn sword] and in consternation calls to me
to look at it I pronounce him to be mad. 1855 TKNNVSOS
Maud ii. v. i, And then to hear a dead man chatter Is

enough to drive one mad.
absol, 1728 Poi K Dime. i. 106 She saw slow Philips creep

like Tate s poor page, And all the mighty Mad in Dennis rage,
b. Phrases, fo \fall) go, run mad.
1589 KIDKK BibL Sc/iol., Running madde, Bacchatus.

1596 SHAKS. i lien. Il/, in. i. 212 Nay, if thou melt, then
will she runne madde. 1654 K. CoDKINGTON tr. /Hstine^
etc. 567 JJemg troubled in his Conscience he did fall mad,

1670 (i. H. Hist. Cardinals \\. in. 191 Seeing Nini prc-

fcn\l, [lie) w;i^ ready to run mad, c 1709 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. I/ewet 12 Nov., You have not then
received my letter? Well ! I shall run mad. n 1850
Rii^si . i n Dante tf Circ. \. 11874) 27 A perversion of gospel-
teaching which had gained ground in liin day to the extent
of huLominc; a pupular frenzy. People went literally mad.
y-V- *735 P M K rrol. Sat. i 38 It is not Poetry, but Pro&amp;gt;e

run mad. i?6z \\&quot;I.M.I;Y Jrnl, 6 Nov., That manner uf writ

ing, in pn se run mad, I cordially dislike.

c. Like mad\ literally, in the manner of one who
is mad

; hence, furiously, with excessive violence

or enthusiasm. Also f like any mad, ^for mad.
c 1420 Antnrs ofArth. no (Thornton MS.) It marrede, it

mourneile, it
niuj&amp;gt;&amp;gt;ede

for made. [1530 PALSI;H. 572, i,

I go inadde, I go up and downe lyke a madde body, jc
coitrs Ics rues.} 1653 \\. MOKK Antid. Ath, in. vii. (171- )

108 For she was then seen .. in her fetters, running about
like mad. 1663 Pi:rvs Diary 13 June, Thence by coach,
with a mad coachman, that dn&amp;gt;ve like mad. 1732 FIKI.D-

IM; Co- &amp;lt;-nt Card. Trtig. n. \ii, My reeling bead ! which
achc.s like any mail. 1742 RICHARDSON f tititcla IV. ni
Several Harlequins, and other ludicrous Forms, that jump d
and ran about like mad. 1745 C. J. HAMILTON in Academy
18 Nov. (i8y^) 410 3 They were Shooting at y Standards
Like Mad. 1824 LADY GKANVILLK Lett. (1894) I. 262 We
are writing like mad for the post. 1893 FoKi;ics-MiTCni-:r,r,

Kcniin. Ct. Mutiny 101 We . . beard our fellows cheering
like mad,

d. transf. of tlie effects of alcoholic drink.

1743 IUT.KKI.KY & CUMMINS I oy. S. St as 19 I eing drunk
and mad with Lituior, they plundcrM Che.its and Cabins,

t 6. Cattsinj; madness. Obs. rare.

1567 MAI I.ICT dr. I- orest 41 b, There is another kind of the

self same name which is called mad Duale. Which being
drunken sheweth wonders by a certain false shewe ofimagin
ation, 1658 ROWLAND tr. WinJet s 1 hcat. Ins. 909 There
is also another kinde of pernicious honey made, which from
tlie niadnos that it causeth, is teiine-d Mad-honey. 1676
DRVDKN Anreng^. \\. i. 1090 Puw r like new Wine, due-s

your weak Drain surpri/e, And it s mad Fumes, in hot

Discourses rise.

2. Foolish, unwise. Xow only in stronger sense

(corresponding to the modern restricted applica
tion of sense i) : Extravagantly or wildly foolish

;

ruinously imprudent.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (He^seU) I. 412 Ineptus^ xeniedid.

Ibid. U. 36 Uanus, ^eliiaeded. a 1300 Hody -\- Soul (MS.
Laud 108) ico, I boltde be and [dude] as mad to be maister

and i \-\ cnaue. 13.. /:. E. Ailit. P. A. 267 Me Jjynk be

put in a mad porpose, & busyez be aboute a raysoun bref.

6-1400 Destr. Troy 1864 Me meruellis of bi momlyng & \n

mad wordes. a 1540 HAKNUS Wks, (1573) 349/i s not

ibis a madde manner of prayer that men vse to our Lady ?

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. /,, ill. ii. 438, I draue my Sutor from
his mad humor uf lone to a lining humor of inadnes.

1608 MIDDLKION (title) A Mnd World my Masters. 1611

1 iHLii Keel. ii. z, I saide of laughter, It is mad : and of

mirth, What tloeth it? 1743 HUI.KELEV & CUMMINS Voy.
S. Seas Pref. 14 Our Attempt for Liberty in sailing .. with
such a number of People, stow d 111 a Long Boat, has been
censur d as a mad Undertaking. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eiig. v. I, 643 The chief justice . . was not mad enough to

risk a quarrel on such a subject. 1864 BROWNING Confes
sions ix, How sad and bad and mad it was Iut then, how
it was hwect ! 1878 LJ. TAYLOR Dettkalion \. ii. 27 \Va&amp;gt; I

mad, To fear, one moment, thou could^t ever die ?

qnasitntv. 13.. E. E. A Hit. / . A. 1166 Hit payed hym
not bat I so Hone, Ouer ineruelous mere/ so mad arayed.

f 3. Stupefied with astonishment, fear, or suffer

ing; dazed. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10310 For bat bright-ties was he sa

raddj pat he .stode still als he war madd. IbitL 10851 Sant

gabneL.said her till, Maria, quarfor es bou madd ? E^
fr&amp;gt;e

na nede to be radd . Ibid. 24806 All J?aa |&amp;gt;at
in (jat ferr cost

fard War medd \GStt, mad ;
I-ldin. mc-d| quen bai him

[sy.

the angel] sagh and herd, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 11542 pus in

pouert am I pyght, put vnder fote, pat makes me full mad,
& mournes in my hert.

4. Carried away by enthusiasm or desire ; wildly

excited; infatuated. Const, about
^ after, for, \oft

oitt upon.
c 1330 K. Uia NNi: Cfiroii. ll iicc iRolKt 7604 Out of mestire

\\ a^ he glad, Opon (&amp;gt;at mayden he wax al mad. 1601 SHAKS.
All s H ell v. iii. 260 Ife loued her, for indeede he was
madde for her. 1611 UIBLE Jet . 1. 38 It is the land of

graiien images, and they are madde vpon their idoles. 1614

R JONSON l&amp;gt;art/wl. I- air \. (1631)9, I thought he would ha
runne madde o the blacke boy in Buckkn-bury. 1678 RvHBR
Traf. Last Age 7, 1 cannot be purwaded that the people are

so very mad of Acorns, but that they could be well content to



MAD.
eat the Bread of civil persons. 1690 \V. WALKER Idiotnat,
Anlo-Lat. 283 He began to be mad on her. 1692 DKYUEN
Cltomtncs Pref. A 4, The World is running mad after Farce,

the Extremitie of bad Poetry. 1700 Cinyras fy Myrrha
128 Mad with desire, she ruminates her Sin And wishes all

her Wishes o er again. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. ix. (1840)
208 They were mad upon their journey. 1744 H. WAI.POLE
Corr. (ed. 3) I. cv. 350 We are now mad about tar-water.

1849 MACAL-LAY Hist, ti tff. ii. I. 175 The people were mad
with loyal enthusiasm. 1868 FREKMAN \orrn, Cong. (1876)
II. vii. 42 When all the world seemed mad after monks.
1881 TKNNYSON Hemy firigadc iii, O mad for the charge
and the battle were we.

b. \Yildly desirous to do something. Now rare.
a 1627 MIDDLKTON* W- otn. beware Worn. in. ii, This makes

me madder to enjoy him now. 173* SWIFT Jrnl. JjW.
Lady 178 AH mad to speak, and none to hearken. 1794
Miss GUNNING racket IV. ix. 166 Kvery honest cottager
was so mad to pin sue it after his own mode, that [etc.]. 1814
SOUTHEY Roderick i. Mad to wreak His vengeance for his

violated child On Roderick s head.

c. Frequently used as the second element in

combinations, as music-mad, poetry-mad.
6. * Beside oneself with anger; moved to un

controllable rage ;
furious. Now only colloq. (In

many dialects in Great Britain and the U. 8. the

ordinary word for
(

angry .)

a 1300 Cursor M. 17595 For-bi baa luus war full mold,
pair sande.s come again vn-spedd. &amp;lt; 1330 K. UKUNNK C/ir,i.

Wace (Rolls) 608
|&amp;gt;ys lady Venus was al plad, pe obere were

for wrayth al mad. 14. . A rtlntr 234 Whan (MS lettre was

open & rad, pe bretouni & alle men were mad, And wolde
be messager scle. 1539 T.IBLE J s. cii. 8 They that are mad
vpon me, are sworne together agaynst me. [Similarly, 1611 ;

the Heb. word literally means insane .1 1577 RANKER
A&amp;gt;.\. AY&amp;lt;7. Hist. 75 They which for familiarity sake used
moderation before, now were exceedingly moved and mad
with us. a 1604 Chrjn, Ircl. (1633) 125 Koderic was mad,
and in his rage, caused his pledges head ..to be cut off.

1622 MAHBK tr. Altaians Guzman (C Alf. n. 155 Whereat
the merchant was so mad, and so transported with

pas&amp;gt;.ion,

that h-j knew not what to say. 1705 HlCKEKlNClLL
J rit-st-cr. nr. Wks 1716 III. 184 That makes them so mad
at me, when I touch the Craft by which they get their

Wealth. 1707 RtJIcx. upon Ridicule 3^0 You are mad to

hear other s Works commended. 1766 GAHRICK Xcck or

Xiithing i. ii, He was damned mad that he could not be
at the wedding. 1806 Simple Narrative II. 9 I ll pump
out of her how she got the book ; how deuced mad she

will be. 1847 MARRYAT CA//rfr. .V. Forest
yii,

He thought
. . you would he mad at the idea of this injustice. 1867
TROU-OI-E Last Citron. Barsct 11869 &quot; 4 am sometimes
so mad with myself when I think over it all, that I should
like to blow my brains out.

6. Of an animal: Abnormally furious, rabid.

Often said of bulls
; also, in a more specific sense,

of dogs, horses, etc. suffering from rabies.

The sense appears to l&amp;gt;c of late emergence ; before the

i6th c. it wa-. expressed by WOOD a.

1538 [implied in MADNESS i]. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus
s. v. FuribunduSi Canisfiirihundns, a madde dogge. Taurus

furikundits, a madde bull. 1579 FUI.KK fit-skins
1

/ art. 463

Doggcs after they had eaten the sacrament, . . ranne madde.

1590 SHAKS. Coin, Err. v. 1. 70. ITOI in i-ztk Rep. Hist,

.JAVA&quot;. Coinin. App. in. 7 A great ^Iad Hull to be turned

loose in the Game-place, with Fire-works all over him.

1766 GOLDSM. Elegy Mad Dog 20 The dog, to gain some

private ends, Went mad, and bit the man. 1769 PKNN\NI
/.ool. III. 315 Fish thus affected the Thames fishermen call

mad bleaks. 1800 Mcd. Jrnl, IV. 58 Keep the dags, or

other animals, supposed mad, shut up safely in a convenient

place for live or six weeks. 1848 DlCKBMfl Dowtey vi, A
thundering alarm of Mad Hull was raised.

t b. Mad dog : another name for HUFF-CAP. Ofis.

1577 [See HLI I--CAV 11 i].

7. Uncontrolled by reason ; passing all rational

bounds in demeanour or conduct ; extravagant in

gaiety ;
wild.

1597^ 1635 Mad Greeke [see GREEK st&amp;gt;.

5]. 1598 MARSTON
in Shafts. C. Praise 29 Why, how now, currish, mad Athenian i

1605 CAMOEN Rein, (1637) 377 A merry mad maker as they
call Poets now, was he, which .. made this for John Calfe.

1655 Nicholas Papers (Cnnulctn II. 338 You will heare mad
work shortly, for the Jesuit is at worke, a 1715 UVKXI-I

( rc Time (1724! I- 244 He.. was engaged in a mad-ramble
after pleasure and minded no business. 1731 HKRKELKV

Akiphr, n. 10 The mad sallies of intemperance and

debauchery. 1777 MMK. D AKULAV Early Diary 7 Apr., The
sweet little thing was

&amp;lt;)iiite
in mad spirits. 1862 G. MM;I -

DITH Marian iii, She is steadfast as a star, And yet the

maddest maiden. 1873 OUIDA PaswrPl I. 69 They would

pi. iv me all sorts of sweet little mad can-oni.

b. transf. Of storm, wind : Wild, violent

1836 MRS. BROWSING Poefs I mv i. xiii, Mad winds that

howling go From east to west. 1861 WOOI.XKK My Hcautiful

Lady 50 Here the mad gale had rioted and thrown Far

drifts of snowy petals.

8. Proverbs. As mad as a buck t
a hatfart a

March hare (see HAKE sb. i b), etc.

a IS^SKKLTON Reply&amp;lt;.a&amp;lt;.ion 35 Thou madde Man.be hare.

1529 [see HARES/ , i b]. 1590 SHAKS. Com, Err. in. L 72

It would make a man mad as a Uucke to be so bought and

M)ld. 1609 Er. Wont, in I/nmon. in Bullen QUPuy* IV-

V4 If he were as madde as a weaver. 1626 FLETCHER
&0&teG*ttt, t. ii, Monsieur Shattillion s mad. ..Mad OS May-
butter, And which is more, mad for a wench. 1837-40, 1857

[see HAIII.K i ]. 1849 THACKERAY /VWr x, We were. .

( liaffmg Derby Oaks until he was as mad as a hatter. 1901

T. RAiuiiiKin A&quot;. -V t - 9 ll &amp;gt; Stn - VI II. 501/2 In Derbyshire
. . there is no commoner saying to express anger shown by

any one than to say that he or she was as mad as a tup .

0. Comb.) parasynthctic, as mad-btyodtd, -hu

moured, -wooded, -pattdwSjp. ; with adjs., indicating

some condition that proceeds from, resembles, or

results in madness, as t matt-angry, -blitzing, -drunk &amp;gt;

14

t -hardy (hence t matt-hardiness), t -hungry ;

\ -merry , f -proud , -J--/Y./ adjs. ;
also mad-like adj.

and in attributive combinations of the adj. used

absol., as mad nurse (colloq?) a nurse attending
on insane patients; MAP-DOCTOR, MADHOUSE.
1589 RIDER BibL .W/&amp;lt;?/.,*Madde angrie, or raging madde,

sxvns, furiosns. 163* J. HAVWARD tr. IHondis Eromena \.

142 Whose Prince mad angry for being discovered, assay1-

ing with a sudden furie the Granadan Galley, easily tooke
her. 1837 CARLVLE/-V. Rev. II I. v. vii,

*

Mad-blazing with
flame of all imaginable tints. 1885 KLNCIMAN Skippers fy

S/t. 84 He was a &quot;mad blooded rip that cared for nothing.

1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord 32, I have neighbours that go
*mad-drunk about the streets. 1871 Ronticdge s Ei\ Boys
Ann, 33 He was mad drunk, and did not know what he was
doing. 1534 WHIIINTON Tnllycs Offices i. (1540) 28 Of
the hye pride of herte whiche is in reproche, and maye
be called *madhardynesse. f/nif. 35 &quot;Madhardy men of
our cyte of Rome. 1665 PEI-VS Diary 6 Dec., Knipp,
who is . . the most excellent *mad-humoured thing, and

sings the noblest that ever I heard. 1608 CHAPMAN
Hyrotis Cf&amp;gt;ns/&amp;gt;i

r. Plays 1873 II. 233 Such *mad-hungrie
men, as well may eate Hole coles of fire. 1836 [G. E.

INMAN] Sir Orfeo 6 With a x mad-like dreaminess crying.

1887 P. M Niciu, JUatvi aric 144 The mad-like act would
never have been heard of.

&amp;gt;S99
V/r John. OMatstic

(1600) C 4, Ye olde *mad merry Constable, art thou aduisde
of that? 1609 IJovs U A s. (1629) 30 The wicked are often

merrie, sometime mad-merry. 1583 T. WATSON Centnric

of Lone Hi. Poems (Arb.) 88 *Mad mooded Loue vsurping
Reasons place. 1753 The World No. 23 f 7 After such

hospitals are built, . .and doctors, surgeons, apothecaries and
*mad nurses provided. 1771 T. HULL Sir 11 . Harring
ton (1797) II. 223 Your mad-pated Julia. 14.. I oc, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 605/15 Prodncufas
t *madprud. 1614 LODGE

Seneca, Life ix, This Prince waxed *mad red with anger.

Mad (mrcd), v. [f.
MAD a.}

1. trans. To make mad, in various senses of the

adj.; to madden, make insane ; f to render foolish;

f to bewilder, stupefy, daze ;
to infuriate, enrage.

Now rare exc. f . S\ colloq.) to exasperate.
1399 LANGL. A1

ich. Kcdclcs 1.63 And nosoule personcto
punnyshe be wrongis ; And J&amp;gt;at

maddid bi men. ll itt. n. 132
With many derke mystis bat maddid her eyne. c 1400
Pcstr. Y royBobi So full are bofairefild of dessait, And men
for to mad is most here dessyre. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s

fttst. iv. 125 The deucll hath with horrible bewitchyng
madded their myndes. 1593 NASHE Christ s T. (1613) 44
Nothing so much doth macerate and mad mee. 1600

HOLLAND
Lh&amp;gt;y

xxvni. xv. 679 The Elephants also affrighted
and madded .. ran from the wings. i6 UTHTON Anat.
Mel. ii. iii. vii. 425 He plaid on his drunime and by that

meanes madded her more. 1681 SOI/THKKNE Loyal Brother
iv. i, () Hell ! it mads my reason but to think on t. 1810

CRAKBE Borough viii, Again ! Uy Heav n, it mads me. 1850
ULACKIK ittschyhts 1.22 Sin ..Mads the ill-coun&amp;gt;cll d

heart. 1863 J. WEISS Life T. rarker I.^ipi You have
madded Parker and in tins way he shews his spite.

2. intr. To be or to become mad ; to act like

a madman, rage, behave furiously. Now rare.

a 1366 CHAVCER Rom. Rose 1072 Richesse a robe of

purpie on hadde, Ne trowe not that I lye or madde. 1381
WVCLIK Aits xxvi. 24 Kestus with greet vois seyde, Poul,
thou maddist, or wexist wood, c 1386 CIIAI-CKK Miller s

T. 373 Sufiiseth thee, but if thy wittes madde To ban
as greet a grace as Noe hadde. c 1394 /*. /V. Crcde 280

Alas !
qual&amp;gt;

be frier
* almost y madde in myndc, To sen

hum his Minoures many men begyleth ! 1412 Hoc-
c LKVK / c Reg. rrinc. 930, I . . muse so, that vn-to lite

I nmddc. 1440 rromp. 1 aw. 319/2 Maddyn, or dotyn,

dcsiph. Maddyn, or waxyn woode, insani&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,furi&amp;lt;\ 15x9
Li PSKT Charity (1539) 2^, I maye lone for my sensual!

luste, as when.. I madde or dote vppon women. 1530
PALSGR. 616/1, I madde, I waxe or become i\\.v\,jc on-ai^c.
I holde my lyfe on it the fclowe maddeth. 1574 Hi:i.i.o\\ i:s

Guevara s Fain, Kp, (1577) 310 He brawletli and maddelh
with the maids. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit.

&amp;lt;V l^nm (1876) 148

The unclean spirits, .came raging and madding befofl hniL

t b. Phrase, To go or run madding, Obs.

,1 1619 FOIHKHUY Athcont. n. ii. 5 (1622) 205 Wee runne

madding after Cold. i6ai T. WILI.IVMSON tr. Goulards
It tse I i -illard 1-5 Ouer violent pas.sions of the nunde..

oiK-rwlKhne the smile,, .making it to ROC nddfag and mad

ding heere and there to and fro. 1650 Houu.i, Girqffi*
A ,r . .\\iM-s i. 70 doing thus arming daily more and more,
and madding up and down the streets. (11691 POOOOG
T/it-ol. ll fcs. (1740) II. 195/1 A.. mad-headed, unruly heifer,

that . .runs wantonly madding about.

tc. To become infatuated. Const, after, upon.
1594 KviO/*wc//rt i. 60 A mavtiall people madding after

Anne-. 1624 K. WIIIIK Rcpl. J-iahcr 535 The pra- n- of

your people, .madding vpon the merits of Saints, and LOU-

U liinhm the merits of Christ, .is intolleiable.

Madagass. Also Madegass, Madccass.

[Variant of MALACASH.] f

1. A native or inhabitant of Madagascar.
1793 TKAIT tr. Kochoifs I oy. Muda^a^nr ;; The in

habitants of Madagascar call themselves indifttioctly Male-

wishes, or Madec:ixsi. &amp;gt;. 1815 A IlfKS Mem. v. (1816) ^u8

t i- hunenUible that Minir allcinpls are not made to convert

the Mada^risses to Christianity. 1839 fenny Cycl. XIV.
.--,&amp;lt;)

.: The Madr^as-&amp;gt;cs hu\ c made considerable progress in

the arts of civilization.

2. A ne;ro of Jamaica, having skin less black

and hair less ciisped than the ordinary nc^ro.

1873 GARDNER Hist, y^inaun n. iv. 97 The term Mada-
i^.iss is still applied to certain light tomplexioned negroes,

tsi fLially those whose hair is U&amp;gt;s woolly than common.
Madam (immtom), si&amp;gt;. Forms: 3-6 madame,

4 5 madaum .SV. mademe, =, maydame, 6

maddamo, 4-9 madamo, 4- madam, fa. OK.
ma dame (in mod.Kr. written MADAMK), literally,

my lady (sec DAMK, DAM), corresp. etymologi-

cally to It. madonna.) monna t
med.L. mca dowina.

I

MADAM.
The spelling nindamci^ still preferred by some writers, but
the more general and convenient practice is to write madam
when the word is used as English, and MADAME when it is

used as a foreign title. For the plural (in sense i) MKS-
DAMES is now used

;
the Eng. plural is obs. exc. in

sense 3.)

1. A form of respectful or polite address (substi
tuted for the name) oiiginally used by servants in

speaking to their mistress, and by people generally
in speaking to a lady of high rank

; subsequently
used with progressively extended application, and
now capable of being (in certain circumstances)

employed in addressing a woman of whatever rank

or position. (Corresponding to SIB.)
The early occurrence of DAME in the sense of mother

suggests that in AK. and early ME. ina dame was very
commonly used by children to their mother; but in the
extant examples the mother so addressed is a queen or a

lady of very high rank. In Chaucer s time (C. T. Prol.

376) to be addressed as wcidame was one of the advantages
which a chi/en s wife gained by her husband s being made
alderman

;
this probably indicates the lowest social grade

in which at that time the title could be claimed as a matter
of customary right. In poetry of the i4th and isth c. the

lover often addresses his mistress as madame. Nuns
(originally only the elder ones : see quot. c 1400) were called

madame down to the Reformation.
While in France the title has (with certain customary ex

ceptions) been confined to married women, in Kngland no
such rule has been generally adopted, though there are

ttact-s of a tendency in the 16-17111 c. to address matrons as

madam and spinsters as mistress .

From the i7th c. madam has been the title normally used
in beginning or subscribing a letter to a woman of any
station, except where the use of the name (as in Dear Mrs.
A. etc.) is permitted ( my lady ,

etc. not being admitted in

epistolary usage). In oral use the title now rarely occurs;
from the i8th c. it has been, except in very formal use, largely

superseded by the contracted form MA AM, which has itself

in recent years been greatly restricted in currency ; how
ever, madam is in London and other towns still the word

commonly used by salesmen to their female customers, and

by persons in the position of servants to the public.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 832 Heo [sc. Cordeille] sede. .Mid
hou mani kni^tes is he come, be

ol&amp;gt;er a;en sede, Ma dame
bote mid o man. Ittd. 5858 Certes ma dame

quaj&amp;gt; H king

(to his stepmother] so ne may it no^t be. (11300-1400
Cursor M. 4340 (G&amp;lt;&amp;gt;tt.)

In chamber hendely he [Joseph) nir

grett, And said,
* madam \Cott. lauedi], cum to ^our mett .

(1330 Arth.
&amp;lt;y

Mcrl. 4644 (Kolbing) po bispac Wawain
curteys [addressing his mother] Madame, purvaieb ous

harnais. c 1375 Si, L?g. Saints \. (Katcrim-) 658 [T]hane

purphir sad till hir (sc, the queen] alsone :
( dred nocht,

maueme ! It sail be done . 1390 ( SOUTH Conf. I. 47 Ma
dame, I am a man of thync, That in thi Court have longe
served, a 1400-50 Alexander 229 Haile, modi qwene of

mastres . pe Priores al* principall Ks hdy A leder of

J&amp;gt;am
all. a 1440 *SV&amp;gt; Dcgra . 785 Maytlame! sche seid,

gramercy of Ihi gret cortesy . 1 1470 H KNKV Wallace \.

1030 Grace , scho cryit, for hym that deit on tre . Than
Wallace said ; Madenie. your noyis lat be . 1513 HKAD-
SHAW St. II erbnrgt It. 1 393 Ala-s , he sayd, ma dame and

patronesse, For sorowe I can nat my peynes expresse . i7
EARL SUSSEX in Kilts Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 137 (To his

wife.) Madame.. thies be losignifie |etc.|. // /&amp;lt;/. isSThus,

good Madame albtit [etc.l. ISS 1-VNDliSAY Hlonanhc
lit. 4664 The seilye Nun wyll thynk grel schame.
Without scho callit te Madame. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,

II. i. 109 And didst not thou. .desire me to Ije no more

familiar with such poore iople, saying, that ere long

they should call me Madam? iSoa llnm. II. ii. (j6 (&quot;

More matter, with les&amp;gt;e Art. I ol. Madam, I swune I

do Art at all. 1609 li.JoNsoN.SY/f/ ll i ii/an v. (1620)O 2,

me think* I see him living yet. 1696 I llll Lirs (ed. 5),

J/iitftiiH, a Title of Honour, which is given as well in

Writing as Speaking, to Women of Quality, as Princesses,

Dutchesses, and others : but grown a little too common of

1 ve had 01 n . 1001 / 11*47 *&amp;gt;

/ /(&quot;*- 1U J C1- a/* * &quot;-

&quot;^y

car conductors of Ifoston arc compelled to address all their

women passengers as
* madam .

b. Non-vocatively, substituted for the name of

a lady entitled to be addressed as madam \ /Ofis.

cisoo Vtlitsinc ii Sire, Madame the queue Pre.s!,yiic your

wyf .. is delvuercd of thre dottgbdn. 1605 SHAKS. Lear

1854 MISS HAKKR Northamft. Gloss,, I ll jjive it you,

[ madam, if you don t do a you re bid.



MADAM.

2. As a prefixed title, fa. Prefixed to a first or

sole name. Obs.

(,-1386 CHAUCEH Prol. 121 She [the prioress] was cleped
madame Eglentyne. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, \\. i. 9 GM
to, sir, tell me : tlo you know Madam Siluia? Ibid. u. v. 8

Hut sirha, how did thy Master part with Madam Julia?

1613 Hi:vwooi&amp;gt; lira&quot; t n Age H. u, lason. Madam Medea.

Jlffi/ea. Leaue circumstance, away. 1749 FIEI.MIXC; TOM
Jones vin. viii, etc. l-\n unman icd young lady is referred

to by servants and inferiors as Madam Sophia .J

b. Prefixed to a surname: (a) Now in U.S.,

and perh. formerly in England, the style of a

woman who has a married son (whose wife has

the style of Mrs. }. ,/
. dial. The style of a

married woman of position, such as the squire s

wife, (c} U.S. (see quot. 1809&quot;).

1703 PKTIVI-.K Mnsei Petiver. 94 Madam Elizabeth Glau-

ville. To this Curious Gentlewoman 1 am obliged for an
hundred Insects;. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4106/4 Madam
Clark of Veovil, Mrs. Jervice of Favent. a 1774 GOLDSM.

Klet&amp;gt;y
on Mrs. Blaizf, Good people all, with one accord

Lament for Madam I .lai/e. 1809 K.KNDAI.L 7&amp;gt;vi? . Il.xxxviii.

44 It lias been, and still is the practice, to prefix to the

name of a deceased female of some consideration .. the title

of madam, n 1825 FORBV / &amp;lt;&amp;gt;c. E. Angtia t Madam, a term
of respect to gentlewomen ; below lady, but above mistress.

In a village, the Esquire s wife, .must have madam prefixed
to her surname. The parson s wife, if he be a doctor, or a
man of ..genteel figure,

must be. madam too. 1849 LYM.L
y&amp;gt;ut I ixit L/.S. I. ix. 162 The title of Madam is sometimes

given here [in Uoston], and generally . . in the South, to a
mother whose son has married, and the daughter-in-law
is then called Mi-,.

&quot;\
Q.Madame regent queen regent. Alsoy?^. Obs.

X53 SKKLIOX liarl. Laurel 53 [to Pallas] Prynces moost

pusant . . All other tranxceiulyng . . Madame regent of the

scyence st-uyn. Ibid. 951. &amp;lt;t 1562 G. CAVKNDISH U ohey
11893) 84 Nowe was there lodged also Madame Regent, the

|

kyng s muther, and all hir traya of ladys and gentillwuiuen.

td. Iii playful or derisive uses. Obs.

1603 SIIAKS. Meas.forM. i. ii. 43 Behold, behold, where
madam Mitigation comes. 1624 HKYWOOO Captives iv. i. in

Jiiillea O. PI. IV, Naye, make his honest and chast wyfe
no better Then a madam makarell. 1633 FOHIJ &quot;fis Pity
ii. ii, *Tis not your new Mistresse, Your goodly Madam
Merchant, shall triumph On my defection. 1670 KACHARU
Cont. Clergy 28 After a lad has taken his leave of Madam
University,, .he is not likely to deal.. with much Latine.

1687 DRYDKN llindfy P, u. 250 But madam Panther, you,
though more sincere, Are not so wise as your adulterer.

a 1806 H. K. WHITE My Study* The ideal nights of Madam
Brain.

3. A woman who is addressed as madam*,

fa. A lady of rank or station. Also/^f. Obs.

1543 HALE Yet ft Course 38 b, She [holy church] became
a gloryouse madame of the earth. 1550 Image Both C/t.

Pref. Avj b, They have ahvaies for lucres sake, gloriouslye
garnished their holy mother, the madame of mischiefs and
proude synagog of Sathan wl

golde, siluer [etc.]. 1576
FLEMING Patwfl. Efiist. Epit. Preceptes Aijb, His grand
mother a sober matrone and vertuous old maddame. 1589
Pi TTFNHAM Eng. Poesie in. i. (Arb.) 149 As we see in these

Si eat Madames of honour. 1616 R. C. Times Whistle , etc.

(1871) 134 Tis certaine he had been a knight a[t] lest, And
made his wife (what she hath lookt for long) A Madame.
appositt~ cly. 1632 MASSIXGKR City Madatn i. i, The want
of one \$c. a male heir] Swells my young Mistresses, and
their madam mother With hopes above their birth, and scale.

b. The mistress of a house. Now only U. S.

vulgar.
1824 GALT Rothelan \\. xv, We shall. .use a little more

freedom with the madam of the mansion. 1879 TOUKGKE
l- ooVs Err. xv. 75 Well, Colonel, .. I ve brought back the
books I borrowed of the madam the other day.

C. In derisive or opprobrious use. (a) An af

fected fine lady. f(i) A kept mistress, a cour

tesan, prostitute (obs. }. (c) Used as a general
term of contempt for a female : a hussy ,

minx .

Ihese uses may perhaps, so far as origin Is concerned, belong
partly to MADAME, as being more or less due to prejudice
against foreign women. Cf.

* Madam Van [?i.e. a Dutch
woman: cf. MADAMK i] a whore 1

(Dict.Ca*i.Crnot a 1700).
&amp;lt;rt) 1598 BiAUTOHAv. Villanie In Led. Ii 2, Let me alone, the
Madams call for thee Longing to laugh at thy wits pouertie.
1623 MASSINCKK Dk. Milan in. ii, Fine meeters To tinckle
in the eares of ignorant Madams. 1664 POWER E.\-p. Phitos.
i. ii Ovid s

Lydjan-Spinstresse, that proud Madam which
Pallas, for her Rivalship transformed into the Spider. 1682
O. N. BoileaiCs Littrin i. Argt. ii Thus Queasie Madams
meat forbear Untill they read, The Bill of Fare. 1725 AVic
Cant. Diet.* Mistress Princnm-Prancum, such a stiff,

over-nice, precise Madam. 1803 MARY CHARLTON Wife .y
Mistress III. 57 What should I care what those fine
Madams says of me ! 1840 HOOD Kibnanseggt Honeymoon
XMI, She was far too pamper d a madam.
(*) 1719 D URFEY Pills IV. 139 Hide-Park maybe term d the
Market of Madams, or Lady-Fair. 1721 AMHKRST Terrx
/ //. No. 28 (1754) 152 At Oxford .. several of our most !

celebrated and right beautiful madams would pluck off their
tine feathers, and betake themselves to an honest livelihood.

1747 GentI. Mug. 96 On a Gentleman who mistook a KeptMadam for a Lady of Fashion. 1761 Ann. AVf. u. 66 He
indulged himselfand madam with green peas at live shillings
a quart.

(c) 1802 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Middlesex Elect, ii. Wks. 1816
IV. 183 I d make the madams squall. 1874 S. BEAUCHAMI
C,rantley Grange I. 68 I do not think they [hop-pickers]
are troubled with much shyness . O, not a bit of it, Sir i

Charles . . they re brazen madams, and quite above my hands .

t4. Comb, (appositive}. Obs.
593 G - HARVKY Pierce*s Super. 174 Floorishing London, I

the Staple of Wealth, & Madame-towne of the Realme.
Hence (nonce-wih.} Ma damish a., like a fine

j

lady ; f Ma/damship.

15

i6xo Swetnnm Arraigned (i88o&amp;gt; 62, I thanke your I

Madame-ship, Ime glad o this. 1881 J. YOUNGER Autobiog,
xv. 171 The mistress at home grew quite madamish.

Madam (murcUm), v [f. MADAM sb] traits.

To addiess as madam , f Also with ///.

1622 ROWLANDS Good Neives fy B. 7 She .. would he

MadamM, Worship d, Laditule. 1668 DRVOKN Evenings
Lwe in. i. 11671) 33 Madam me no Madam. 1741
KICIIAKOSON Pamela 1.1824) L 58 In came the coachman.,
and madamed me up strangely. 1748 Clarissa Wks.

1883 Viii. 447, I am..Madam d up perhaps to matrimonial

perfection. 1829 Examiner 116/1 The sparring scene

between her and Mrs. Chatterley, wherein they Madam
each other with genteel petulance.

Ii Madame (madam ;
often mada*m, or angli

cized ma-dam). Also madam. PI. MESDAMKS;
f madames. [Fr. : see MADAM sb.

The uses in which the word is meant to represent a foreign
title are treated in the present article, although in early

examples the spelling is often madam. For w&amp;lt;tdamt\

when it is a mere variant spelling of the Eng. word, see

MADAM.]
1. The title prefixed to the surname of a French

married woman (corresponding to the Fug. Mrs. ,

Lady , ete., according to degree of rank). Ab
breviated I\Inic.\ in Kng. books and newspapers
Mdaie. often occurs.
In Knglish use it is very commonly applied to a married

woman belonging to any foreign nation (substituted, e.g.,

for the Ger. J rau or the Du. Mevroitiv), It is aNo

frequently assumed (instead of Mrs. ) by English or Amer
ican professional singers or musicians, and by womeiiengaged
in businesses such as dressmaking, in which native ta^tu

or .skill is reputed to be inferior to that of Frenchwomen.
n 1674 CLARENDON //is/. AY/ , xv. 155 One day he

visited madum Turyn. 169*) I KIIVKK Musei Peth t-r. 4-1

Madam Margaret ha Humlnna van Ottemi, Widow to..

T)r. Oldenland. 1706 LCTI-KKLL Brief R el. 18 May (18571
VI. 46 Mrs. Skelton, daughter to Madam Orfeiir. 1838
DICKKNS Nit /i. .V/V/i . x, 1 lie Lady s name

,
said Ralph,. .

is Mantalini Madame Mantalini \ 1871 K. C. G. Mi KKAV
Member for Paris I. 258 One of Madame RodeiheimV

plushed footmen. Ibid. 296 Father Glabre never talks

polities ,
answered Mdme. de Margauld. 1877 J. GRANT

Six Yr$.Ao\\. 188 Madame von Hoheiuhal. 1888 MAIM. h-

SON Mem. (ed. 2) 1. 193 Mdme. Christine Nilsson.

b. Used i^both vocatively and otlicrwise) with

omission of the name, or in substitution for it.

1853 HKOVI K / illftte xiv, As soon as Georgette was well,

Madame sent her away into the country. 1894 S. J. WKY-
MAN Man in /&amp;gt;/mXr 198 Presently madame followed her

example.

f 2. The title given to female members of the

French royal family ;
a French princess ; spec, the

eldest daughter of the French king or of the dau

phin ;
in the reign of Louis XIV, the wife of MON

SIEUR, the king s only brother. Obs.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. i. 14 In the presence of

Madam Royall in Turin. 1679 Marriage diaries //, 7

Next to her followed Madam. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3714/3
Madame does not yet give Audience, a 1713 HI KXKT Oivn

Time(iT2$) I. 302 The King of France had courted Madame
Solssons, and made a shew of courting Madame [sc. the

Duchess of Orleans], 1765 Ann. Reg. 112 Don Philip, duke
of Parma, . . has left issue, by the late madame of France,
a prince and a princess. 1766 Ibid. u. 4 The Madames of

France were much devoted to reading in their private

apartments. 1798 R. C. DALLAS tr. Clery&quot;$ Jrnl. Occur.

Louis A*/ / 40 A small aottchamber almost without light,

was occupied by Madame Royale and Madame Elizabeth.

f3. A French married woman; a Frenchman s

wife. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I
,

i. i. 23 The Madams too, not vs d to

toyle, did almost sweat to beare The Pride vpon them.
Ibid. in. v. 28 Dolphin. Hy Faith and Honor, Our Madames
mock at vs. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. iv. i, I would

was on my travels, among the madames, and signoras, we
never saluted more than the tip uf the ear.

Madamoiselle, obs. variant of MADEMOISELLE.

Madane, obs. form of MAIDEN.

Madapollam (nnx-dapflam). Also -pollaud,

-polam, [From Madapollam {Mddhava-palani}^
a suburb of Narsapur, Madras presidency.] A
kind of cotton cloth, orig. manufactured at Mada

pollam, and afterwards imitated on the British

looms, and exported in great quantities to India.

1832 in M. Russell Egypt viii. (1853) 327 He intends to

send long-cloths, madapollands [etc.]. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Madapollam^ a kind of fine long cloth, shipped to

the Eastern markets. 1882 CAULI-KILD & SAWARD Diet.

Needlework, Madapolavis, a coarse description of calico

cloth, of a stiff, heavy make, originally of Indian manu
facture, where it was employed for Quilts. 1885 Matuh.
Exam. 31 Dec. 4/4 Huff-end madapollams.

Ma d-apple. [A translation of mod.L. malum
insiinnnt, a corruption of the oriental word
which appears variously as meiongena, hadingan t

HRIN.TAL. Also called raging (Jove) apple : see

RAGING ///. a. 2.] The fruit of the EGG-PLANT.

1597 GKRAKDE Herbal u. liv. 274 Madde or raging Apples.
1688 K. HOLMK Armoury ii. 82/2 An Assirian Made Apple.
The pod is whitish green, and the cup jagged [etc.].

1760 J. LKK Intrott. Bot. 318 Mad Apple, Solumim. 1785
MARTVN Rousseau s Bot. xvi. 1 1794) 2 2 Mad-Apple is also

of this genus. 1864 GKISEIIACH Flora, W, /ml. 785 Mad-
apple, Solanum Melon^cna.

Madar : see MUL&amp;gt;AK.

MADDEN.

II Madarosis (mredar^-sis). Med. [mod.L.,
a. Gr. ^aSaptuffis, f.

/&amp;lt;a5apo$
bald : see -osis.] Loss

of hair ; csp. of that of the eyebrows.
1693 in /7itmtiftfs Physical Diet. (ed. 2). 1706 in PHILLICS

(t-d. Kersey 1

. In mod. Diets.

I Ma dbrain, sb. (and a.} Ol&amp;gt;s.

A. sb. A mad-brained person ; a scatter-brain .

c. 1570 Mart: ll it
.$

Sci. v. i. E i b, Thou art some mad
braine, or some foolc. 1608 M mm. HI ON Mud tt orld i. A 3
Heer s a mad-hraine a th lirst,who-c- piankt-s scorne to ham;

presidents. 1616 J. DKACON Ttbacco Tortured 57 Alas

poore Tobacco.. thou that hast hene hitherto accompted ..

tlie rruul-braines merriment, . .and the vnthrifts pasport.
B. ttttrib. or adj.

-= MAIJ-HKAINKD.

1592 (&amp;gt;. KAKVKV /*&amp;gt;&amp;gt;/ Lett. 45, I haue . . scene the mad-

biayncst Koister-doister in acountrey dashte out of couiucn-
aunce. 1596 SIIAKS. Pain. Shr. in. ii. 10, I must forsooth
IK: foist To^ive my hand. . YD to a mad-brainy rudcsby. 1605
ROWLANDS Hell s Jlroke Loose 33 With. . mad-braine lieal,

Minister they enter. 1631 WKI-.VKII Anc. l nnt:ral Men.
:&amp;gt;y-

That wilde madbraine Falques.

Hffad-braiiicd (mardbrr nd), a. I laving or

manifesting a mad brain; hot-headed, uncontrolled.

1577 (i. WMWVV Letter-bk. iC.imdeiO
=&amp;gt;j

And Skcltmi that

samu tnadbraynd knave Look how lit- knawes a dcade hurst;

boanti. 1596 SIIAKS. / am. X/i&amp;gt;; in. ii. 165 This mad-braiu d
bridi .^roninc tooke him such a cufTe, That downe fi.-ll 1 iit^t

and linoki-. 1607 Tinion\. \. 177 Gluing our holy \ \\-\\\~-

to tin; stjiint- Of contumelious, beastly, mad-brain tl wan* .

1649 ( I. I)ANIKL 7 riftaffA,, Hen. ii
, cxlvii, The Mad-

l.rain d Spartacus. 1751 KLIXA HKYWOOD Betsy Ihoiiglit-
Icss 1. 104 The heedless levities of the one sex, and the

iiL.uI-Ljained passions of the other. 1819 SHULLLV 1 ettr

Hell vi. xx, A mad-brained goblin for a guide. 1894 (1. M.
IM-NN Real ti&amp;gt;&amp;gt;/i/ ^71; \ otir father s mad-brained ideas.

Madcap {nuv.- dka-p;. s/ . and a. [f. MAD a.+
CAP s/f. ; Ki.fitddlctap, hitjfiap.]
A. sh. fa. In early use, a madman, maniac

(obs. rare}, b. One \vho acts like a maniac; u

reckless, wildly impidsivc jierson. In recent use

olten applied playfully to yountj women oi lively
and impulsive temperament.
1589 lini.i-:\K Sp. Masqiterado C -\ b, This crue of popish

Madcaps. 1591 SIIAKS. 7 :tv (/&amp;lt;#/. ll. \ . S Come-on you
mad-cap: lie In the Ale-house with yuu. 1599 HAVUAIU*
ist rt. I/en. II

i&amp;lt;.)

There was .. Sir Hu^h Linnc, a t;(A)d

souldier, but a very mad-cap. 1607 DKKKKK \ort/r.vttr&amp;lt;t

//t&amp;gt;e\\ . Wks. 1873 III. 57 What mad-caps haue yuu in your
house [lleillamj. 1667 DRVDEN Secret Lwc in. i. \i(&amp;gt;C&amp;gt;ty \\

Lord, that such a Mad-Cap as I .should ever live to lie jealous !

1711 Coiinh-ey-Mnn s Let. f&amp;lt;&amp;gt; L urat 12 There were. . sonn-

Mad-caps nlian ili^li-l- lyers, in the Council that opposed
ihe -ranting of it. 1861 TMACKKLJAV J- onr deorges ii.

(1876) 53, I should like to have seen that noble old madcap
[Peterborough], 1869 riin.ui-s / esm-. ii. r.; To be sin^in^
when Vesuvius was thundering .. was not unfitting the im

perial madcap. 1885 MABEL COLLINS rretticst Ii
&amp;lt;w/&amp;lt;/;/i,

&amp;lt; )n

the boards she was the merriest, gayest, madcap in the world.

B. attrih.&\\&amp;lt;\adj. Mad, crack-brained ;
reck

less, wildly impulsive.
1588 SIIAKS. /,. J.. L. u. i. 215 That last is P.eroune, tin-

mery mad-cap Lord. 1598 K. (Ii ILMN Skial. (1873)27 Whtn
thou hast read this mad-cap sturTe. 1619 FLKUHI i: J/.

Thomas i. iii, Dor. And is your hate so inurtall? Mar.
N .t to his person, lint to his qualities, his mad-cap follie^.

1807 \V. IKVINU Salntaff. (1824) 274 The thoughtless Ho\\ oi&quot;

mad-cap spirits. 1852 1 IIACKLKAY Esmond in. ii, The mad
cap girl ran up to her mother. 1887 BOWEN ^ irg. fccl, ix. 43
Let the madcap billows in thunder break on the shore. 1893
VIZEIKLLV Clances Baek u. xxxiii. 233 Madcap republicans
bent on disturbing the emperor s pleasure.

Madded (mrc-ded),///. a. Now rare. [f. MAI

^.j.-j.jjl.] Rendered mad, in various senses of

the adj. a. Deprived of reason or intelligence.

b. Excited to fury, enraged.
c 1580 SIUNKY Ps. xxii. vii, I am enclos d with yong bulls

madded rowt. 1611 SHAKS. C
y)&amp;gt;il&amp;gt;.

iv. ii. 313 All Curses
madded Hecuba gaue the Greekes. a 1641 UP. MOUNTAGU
Acts # Mon. (1642) 290 The two Confitents. . were by the

madded multitude stoned to death. 1681 WHARTON Disc.

Soul WorhWk*. (1683) 647 But Tycho-Krahe . .shall . .un

fold to us this matter far different from the Madded Nursery
of Peripatetick.s. 1766 NICQI. Poems 240 Shall I so besotted

be And madded, as to sell Mv soul to flames..} 1872 BLACKIIC

Lavs Highl. 101 Downward Sheer the madded torrent pours.

Madden ^mx-d n), v. [f. MAD a. + -EX s.]

1. intr. To become mad.

1735 POPK Prol. Sat. 6 They rave, recite, and madden
round the land. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina I. 8 My
mind would madden at the retrospect of her injuries. 1802

Noble Wanderers II. 85, 1 saw her strength wasting.. and
maddened at the view ! 1811 W. R. SPKNCEK roans 19 My
fierce steed maddens to be gone. 1855 MII.MAN Lat. C/tr.

i\. vii. (1864) V. 369 Whole populations maddening to

avenge the cause of the injured Son of God. 1858 H. LAW
Christ is All% Numbers 79 Malignant passions maddened
in opposing breasts.

2. trans. To make mad
;
to drive out of one s

mind
;
to excite to frenzy or uncontrollable anger.

i8zz Goon Study Afeti. IV. 167 Opium maddens the head.

1833 HT. MAHTIMEAU Loom $ Liiggtr \\. v. 105 It was

enough to madden the most gentle. 1849 MACAIJLAY Hist.

En$. ii. I. 267 Fierce spirits, unrestrained by principle,

maddened by fanaticism. 1879 FARKAR St. /W/(i883) 119

The raging passion which maddens a crowd of Eastern

fanatics.

Hence Ma ddeued ///. a., Ma-ddeningf ///. a.

and vbL sb. Also Ma ddeningly adv., in a madden

ing manner.
a 1743 SAVACE To J. Patotll 35 Calm, on the beacli while

maddening billows rave, He gains Philosophy from every
wave. 1775 ASH Suppl., Maddening, the act of making
mad. 1806 SUKK M inter in Loud. III. ;y The shrieks.. of



MADDER.
its maddened mother . . did not arouse the sleeping nurse.
1822 GOOD Study Med. IV. 624 The burning and maddening
pain, .can rarely be alleviated but by opium, a 1861 MRS.
BROWNING J roi Nonnus Poems 1890 V. 85 She named her
hero, and raged maddeningly Against the brine of waters.

1863 \Vooi.NKR A/y Beautiful Lady Introd. 3 The wind
Heaving the ocean into maddened arms That clutch and
dash huge vessels on the rocks. 1891 T. HAKPV Tcss (1900)

117/2 There never was such a maddening mouth since K ve s !

Madder (nce*du), $b.\ Forms: i meedere,
mteddre, maederu, 3-7 mader, 4-5 madyr, (5

madur, maddyre, madre), 5-6 maddre, 6-7
mather, (8 maddar), 4- madder. [OE. mwdere
wk. fern, corrcsp. to OX. madra in place-names
(S\v. madra, dial, madra, mara, Norw. modra

t

maitre} ; app. related in some way arc MDu.
f

MLG. mtiU (mod.Du, mede, wee), madder.
Tlie word in OE. and OX. could not originally have

denoted the exotic A
/&amp;lt;/#,

but probably belonged to various

species of the allied genera Asferula and Gatium t some of
which are still used as substitutes for madder. In Iceland,
Sweden, and Norway, it is now applied chiefly to Gallnui
boreale\ in Sweden also to A spentla tinctoria (Dyer s

Woodruff*, while Ritbia tinctormn is called rod inadta and
krapp. In the mod. Wiltshire dialect madder is used for
the Sweet Woodruff (AsJ&amp;gt;eritla odoratd}\ the inadder{s or
Mather applied in several dialects to the Stinking Camo
mile is prob. a distinct word (see MAYTHE).]
1. A herbaceous climbing plant, Rnbia tinctornin,

having rough hairy stems and bearing panicles of
small yellowish flowers: cultivated, esp. in Hol
land and France, for the dye obtained from it

(see 2). Called also dyer*s madder.
ciQOoSa.v.Lce^/id. I. i54Deoswyrt be man gryas oSrum

nainan maedere nemned byS cenned fyrmust in lucania.
&amp;lt; 1050 Herbarium in Sa.r. Leechd. I. 24 Herba gryas ba,-t

is msderu [v.r. miederej. &amp;lt; 1265 l 0c. Plants in \Vr.-
\Vulcker 608/17 Rubca, mader. 14.. Voc. ibid. 576/22
Cn ssulet t Mader. c 1440 Prowp. Parv. 319/1 Madyr, herbe.

156* TURNER //t r/&amp;gt;rt/ n. 118 The stalkes of madder are foure

squared, longe, rough lyke vnto the stalkes of gooshareth.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 76/2 The Garden Madder
hath a long rough leaf. 1758 P. MILLER (title) The Method
of cultivating Madder, As it is now practised by the Dutch
in Zealand. 1846 McCvLLQCHAcc. Brit. JEfftfirt(iB$4) I. 109
.Madder has been attempted to be raised [in England], but
without success. 1882 HOLUEN Hunt, Osteal, (ed. 6) 33 The
colouring principle of the madder {Kitbin tinctormn) has a

strong affinity for phosphate of lime.

b. With specific qualification, applied to other

plants. Bengal Madder, Knbia cordifolia (Treas.
Bot. 1866). Field Madder (see FIELD st&amp;gt;. 20).

Hog s Madder (see Hoc; s/&amp;gt;l 13 d). Indian
Madder, ) A*, cordifolia ; (/&amp;gt;)

Qld&nlandia itm~

bcHata (Treas. Bot.). Petty Madder, the genus
Cwcianella* &quot;Wild Madder, (a R. peregrina, \

native to the south-west of England; (b} Galiuvi ;

Mollngo,
14.. I oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 570 \vCandeo, wylde madur. 1578

:

LVTE Dodoens iv. Ixxlii. 537 There be two scutes of Madder,
the tame Madder .. and the wild Madder. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal 961, \ Ritbia. tinctormn^ Red Madder. 2 Rnblti

syluestris, Wilde Madder. 3 Rnbia marina^ Sea Madder.

1760 J. LKE Introd. Bot. App. 318 Petty Madder, Cntcia-
nella. 1776 WITHERING Bot. Arrangetit. Vegetables I. 81

Madder. Mollugo. Goosegrass.. .Wild Madder, Great Bas
tard Madder. 1813 AINSLIE Mat. Med. Hindostan 87
Bengal Madder, Rnbia Manjitk Roxb.

2. The root of this plant, employed medicinally !

or as a source of colouring matter; the dye-stuff
or pigment prepared from this.

The chief colouring matters contained in madder are ali-
i

zarin and purpurin. The Turkey red , used in dyeing cotton, i

is prepared from madder.

1347-8 Rolls ofParlt. II. 215/2 Come il ait fait avenir en

Kngleterre xi pokes de madder a Lenn. ^1374 CHAUCER
Former Age 17 No mader \ij.rr. madyr, madder], welde, or
wood no Htestere Ne knew. 1389 in J- ng. Gilds (1870) 358 \

Euerych a cart y lade w l mader, b c

come|&amp;gt;
to &elle, twey pans.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 180 Vit marchaundy of Braban
and Selande, The inadre and woode that dyers take on hande i

Todynewyth. 1570 l*A3tQMJOtGml.Jfta*tA (1633) 377 Mad- i

der. The root is sharp and bitter, and therefore purgeth the [

liuer and the milt. 1581 Act 23 Elis. c. 9 3 Wherein no
Mather sbalbe used. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commw.
(1603) 28 It bringeth forth great quantitie of mather, very J

perfect woade, but no great store. 1747 COOKE in Hanway
Trav. (1762) I. iv. Iv. 258 These Tartars trade.. with the

Russians with th^ir madder. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract,

Agric. (ed. 4) II. 311 Sulphur and madder are the best

alterants in foulness of the skin or habit. 1882 W. T.
SUFFOLK in Set. Gossip Mar. 50 Avoid .. cochineal colours;
the madders are the only safe substitutes.

b. With defining word, indicating a special
kind or quality, as bale-, bunch-,fat- , pipe-madder \

sometimes with designation adopted from Dn., as

mull) nmbro madder ; crap-madder [CuAi* sl&amp;gt;.-~\,

corruptly crop-^ grape-madder, the best quality of

madder.
1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 168 Crop madder, and all

other bale madder .. Fat madder .. Mull madder. &amp;lt;r 1661

FULLKK Worthies^ Kent n. (1662) 57 Madder .. there are

three kinds thereof, i. Crop-Madder, 2. Umber-Owe. 3.

Pipe or Fat-Madder. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 176 The
Itest umbro madder, imported from Holland. 1797 Kncycl.
Jjrit. (ed. 3) X. 400/2 The commodity, when manufactured,
is distinguished into different kinds, as grape-madder, bunch-

madder, &c. The grape-madder is the heart of the root.

3. The colour produced by madder dyes or pig

ments; also with defining word, as crimson mad
f/er. Also attrib. or adj.

if.

1861 THORNBCRV Turner I. 30 Of the yellow and madder
sails, .he took careful note. 1863 KINCSLI.V ll tidr-Hnl-. \.\

A crimson madder petticoat. 1886 RLSKIX Pr.t-terita 1.

3y6 Shade cobalt through pink madder into yellow odire for
Ekies.

4. aftrib. and Comb.
,

as madder-bath
, -croft,

-crop, -dye, -dyeing, -field, -grinder, -ground , -miller;

-pil* -plant j roof, -stove, style, tribe\ madder-printed
adj. Also in names of colours produced by dvt-s

or pigments in which madder is an ingredient,
as madder-black, -brown, -lake, -purple, -red, etc.

Also madderwort Jiot. t Lindley s term for a

plant of the N.O. Caliacex.

1763 W. LEWIS Philos. COMW. Arts 420 The colour hence
produced [sc. by madder upon blue clothj is called *madder-

der brown a pigment lost to art. i .. . A fnvttinstfrCartu/.
(18781 237 Juxta pontem de le *Madercroft. 1816 T. SMITH
Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 536 The use of archil gives a . .

bloom to the *madder dye. 1899 MACKAIL /F. Morris II.

34 \\ ater. .required for &quot;madder-dyeing. 1901 W estni. C,az.

30 Aug. 3/1 The *madder fields of Alsace, of Southern
France, and of Algeria have practically ceased to exist.

1851 in Ilhistr. Land. AVwr 5 Aug. (1854) 119/1
* Madder-

grinder. 1758 P. MILI.KR Cuitiv. A/adder 35 The Dutch
always sow Grain upon their

* Madder Ground. 1822 IMI-
SON .SVf. 4- Art II. 411 *iMadder-lake. 1851 in Illusir.
Loud. A t -n s 5 Aug. (1854) 119/1 *Madder-miller. 1616
BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iij. ^9 The bowels of our mother
were not ript For *Mader-pits. 1758 P. MILLER Citltfr.
Madder 7 A ^Madder Plant, that has many of these [side]
Roots, is called a well bearded Madder Plant. 1881 W.
MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) II. 53 The best hanging
would be the inclosed &quot;madder-printed cotton. 1838 T.
THOMSON Client. Org. Bodies 392 Sulphuric acid . . throws
down the *

madder-purple. 1727-52 CHAMHKRS Cycl. s.v.

Rcd
t *Madder red is dyed with madder. 1744 Phil. Trans.

XLI. 390 These CalUcoe-printers make use of the Rnbia
Tinctortim, or *Madder-root. 1757 Act 31 Geo. //, c. 35 5
For preventing the stealing or destroying of Madder roots.

1758 P. MILI.FK Cnlth . Madder 12 In the *Madder Stoves,
the People work more by Night than Day. 1839 URK Diet.
Arts 224 The *madder style [of calico-printing] .. in which
the mordants are applied to the white cloth, .and the colours
are afterwards brought up in the dye-bath. 1836 LINDLKY
A rt/. Syst. Bot. 249 Order cxxxix. Stellata;, or Galiacea:.
The *Madder Tribe. 1845 Sch. Bot. (ed. 14) 77 Order
xxxiv. Galiacta: &quot;Madderworts, or Stellates.

Madder Cmx dai), sb? Anglo-Irish. Also

meadar, niether. [a. Irish
meadar.&quot;\

A square
wooden drinking vessel.

1720 SWII-T hish Feast in Misc. (1735) V. 14 Usquebagh
to our Feast In Pails was brought up, An hundred at least,
And a Madder our Cup. 1832 LADY MORGAN Mem. (1862)
II, 337 The madder so often mentioned m Irish song was
a wooden Tankard, made square. 1886 WOOD-MARTIN
Lake Dwellings IreL i. v. 103 Meadar

,
or Mether

,
is the

Irish designation for a species of drinking-cup.

Madder (mce-dai), v.
[f.

MADDER j^. 1 ] tram.
To treat or dye with madder.
c 1461 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) co To a dosyne of

vi-jlcites vlij powndeof Madyre. .and loke je madere theme
as ^e do ^our redys. 1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 562/1 That
the same Wolle and Cloth be perfitly boyled and madered.

,

1530 PALSGR. 616/1, I madder clothe to he dyed... Your
vyulet bath nat his full dye but he is maddered. 1763 W.
LEWIS Comin. Philos. Techti* 405 The. .regulations for the
French Dyers, .require the cloth, after it has been blued, to
be maddered. 1811 SelfInstructor $y) They are maddered

:

higher than black.

Hence Ma ddered ppL a. y Ma ddering vbl. sb.

c 1461 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 88 At 5oure Maderynge
5e schall take of the same wateris. 1581 Act 23 Eliz, c. 9

2 Where Clothes Karsies & Hosen. .have been died with
..a galled & mathered lllack. && Nicholsons Jrnt. XXI.
44 On the maddering ofCotton and Linen Thread. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts^87 There next follows., the galling, the aluming,
the maddering.

Ma-dderisli, a. [f. MADDER $11 + -ISH.] Re
sembling the colour of madder.
1888 Harpers Mag. July 212 Some. .seem . . to be made

of gold vapor ; others have a madderish tone.

i
Ma dderleii. Qbs.rart*. [f. MADDER sbl ,

+ -ten (/ -LING ).] A name (perh. invented by
Hill) for the genus Sheranfia.

1770 HILL Herb. Hi it. II. 153 Sherardia. Madderlen.
// /(/. 154 Shtrardia, an-cnsis. Field Madderlen.

Madding (mx-din), ?/ /. sb.
[f. MAD v. +

-ING 1.] The action of the vb. MAD
; becoming or

being mad, madness; mad behaviour. Now only
in phrases (arch, or dial.} to, fr//, set a-mad-

ding (or f on madding}.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1153 My manez mynde to maddyng

malte. a 1400-50 Alexander 3546 Madding marrid has bi

mode & bi mynd changid. 1526 SK ELTON Magnyf. 288 It

is but a maddynge, tliese wayes that ye vse. 1563 CALFHILL
Answ. Treat. Cross Pref. 5 They.. went a madding after
their Idols. &amp;lt;f 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1598) 394 Poore
Dametas began now to thmke, that . . a generall madding
was falne. 1600 HOLLAND /tftvxxxvn. xli. 969 The drome-
darie camels, .were unruly and set a madding. 1611 SPEED
Hist. C,t. lh-it. ix. xiii. (1623* 733 [They] forced sundry ,

principal! Gentlemen to attend them in their madding. 1614
!

BP. HAI.L Contempt., O. T. vn. iii, All the world would be

glad to runne on madding after their bait. 1627-77 KELT-
HAM Rcsoh es i, xxix. 49 Our error of opinion,..and our
madding after unnecessary sold, have bramblej the way of
Vertue. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John linll \. viii, John had not

,

run on a madding so long, had it not been for an extra

vagant bitch of a wife. 1775 MMK. D ARBLAY Early Diary
21 Nov., Lady Edgecumbe. .declared she was seta-madding.
1857 MKS. MATHKWS Tfa~ fabl? Talk I. 205 Men.. whose
crazed brains go a madding after forbidden fruit. 1865

k

MADE.

I
MRS. WHITNEY Gayworthys viii. (1879) 79 To set all the
urchins brain-, a madding.

tb. attrib.) as madding-day^ month, time.
16. . I. T. Grim the Collier ofCr.ydon in. (1662) 50 Why

liow now man ! is this your madding month ! 1625 Con-
salvio s Sp. Inquis. 34 In all her madding time shee had
nothing else in her mouth. 1691 LCIJLOW Let. to Sir E. S.
title-p., Occasioned by the reading Dr. Pelling s Lewd
Harangues upon the 301)1 ofJanvary, being the Anniversary,
or General Madding-Day. 1717 (title) A Rebuke to the

High Church Priests for turning the 3o
th of January into

a Madding-Day.

Madding (mcu diij), ///. a. Now poet, or
rhetorical,

[f.
MAD v. + -JM; ^.]

1. liecoming mad ; acting madly ; frenzied.

1579 Si-ESSEk S/ieftJi. Cal. Apr. 26 But*now from me hys
madding mynd is starte, And woes the Widdowes daughter
of the glenne. 1582 T. WATSON Centurie of Lime Ixxvi.
Jit- &amp;lt;tding, The Author being, as it were, in halfe a madding
moode. 1614 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Sonn. * Deare Wood*
Farre from the madding Worldling s hoarse discords. 1635
BBATUWAIT A read. Pr. 171 Observe the madding motion of
his eyes. 1667 MILTON / . L. vi. 210 The madding Wheeles
Of brazen Chariots rag d. 1697 DRVDEN sEneid vn, 539
She .. mixing with the throng Of madding matrons, bears
the bride along. 1714 ADDISON To Princess ofll ales^ with
Cato 38 Bid impious discord cease, And sooth the mad
ding factions into peace. 1749 GRAY Elegy 73 Far from
the madding crowd s ignoble strife. [Cf. quot. 1614 above.]
1802 Eng. Encycl. VIII. 308/1 These [words] are poetical,
but were never in common use..shook (shaken), madding
[etc.]. 1822 WORDSW. Reel. Sonn. il. xx. Monastic b oltipt.,

High conceits to madding Fancy dear.

2. That makes mad
; maddening.

&amp;lt;ri6ooSii.AKS. XOHH. cxix, How haue mine eyes out of their

Spheares bene fitted In the distraction of this madding feuer.

1644 MAXWELL Frerog. Chr. Kings 67 Superstition is a
mad and madding thing. 1650 BAXTER Saints H. \\. vi.

7 (1651) 154 Are these such saddingand madding thoughts?
1871 K. EI.LIS tr. Catnllns Ixiv. 94 O thon cruel of heart,
thou madding worker of anguish.
Hence f Ma ddingly adv.
a 1625 FLETCHER Women Pleased iv. 1, Your poor neigh

bours Run maddingly affrighted through the Villages.

Maddish (^ma.-dij), a.
[f.

MAD a. + -isfll.]

*} a. Having the manner or ideas of a madman;
like a madman in behaviour ; appropriate to or

befitting a madman
(ol&amp;gt;s.~).

b. Somewhat mad.
1573 TUSSKR ftitsb. etc. (1580) 83 What with voluptuous-

nes, and other maddish toies. c 1638 STRAFFORD in Brown
ing Life (i8pi)

208 Hypochondriack humours . . is to be
civilly and silently maddish. 1642 lip. MORTON Presentm.
Schismatic 6, I have reserved for the last place a Character
. .called by Austen maddish obstinacy. 1655 M. CASAUBON
Entinis. iii. (1656) 109 Some. .became (in a degree) maddish
of the stage, and were perpetually acting some part of a

Tragedy. 1740 tr. De Mouhy s Fort. Country-Maid (\n\}
II. 141 Do you know I am a little maddish. 1778 Learn
ing at a Loss II. 161 A maddish looking Gentleman. 1815
I -\M u Let. to Words~.i&amp;gt;, in Final Mem. vi. 244 Excuse this

maddish letter. 1809 SCOTT Jrnl. 20 Apr., [The] wit ..

of Lord Erskine was moody and maddish.

Maddle ,ma,&quot;d l), v. Ol&amp;gt;s. exc. dial.
[f.
MAD a. :

see -LE 3.] a. intr. To be or become crazy; to be
confused in mind ; to be dotingly fond of. b. trans.

To craze
;
to confuse in mind, bewilder.

1540 tr. Pol. I erg, Ettg. Hist. (Camden No. 29^ 205 He
was becoome feble by reason of sore and dayly siknes and
began to maddle. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 8/18 To Maddle,
delirare, dissipere. Ibid, 126/40*1*0 Maddil, delirare. 1691
RAY N. C. Words 47 To Aladdle \ to be fond. \&maddles
of this Fellow, she is fond of him. 1829 J. HUNTER Hal-
lettttsh. Gloss*) Maddle, to cause distraction of thought, con
fusion of mind, as by long continued and loud talking. Ibid.

App., Maddled% puzzled. 1850 Tales of Kirkbeck Ser. n.

79 I m afraid she s quite maddled. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss.. To MnddU\ to be fond of to the extent of losing
one s wits. 1864 T. CI.AKKE in Kendal Mercury 30 Jan.,
A wes faer maddl t amang em.

t Maddock ^mre dak). Obs. Also 3 malSok.

See also MAWK. [Early ME. ma&ek* a. (,or corre

sponding to) ON. matik-r (Da. madike, S\v. mask],
MLG. medekcj dim. (with -/- suffix : see -OCK) of the

word which appears in OK. as tttadtt, mafia : see

MATHE. There may have been an OE. *0M0tor.]
1. a. An earthworm, b. A maggot.
a 1240 ..SVwf /cv li artfoin Coit. How. 251 As ineaSen \MS.

Titus maSckes] in forrotet fle*ch. c 1400 Lanfranc s

Ciritrg. 44 Maddockis (at ben worines of be erbe. 14..
I oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 594/3 Lmnl&amp;gt;riiust

a madilock. c 1450
ME. .I/&amp;lt;v/. /. ^. (Hctnrich) 210 Item Kuytes eyron & mad-

dolkes, & openes, it wasche hem clene. ^1450 Alphita
(Anecd. Oxon.) 87/30 Uernies slue lumbrici terreni. . . Angl.

angeltwychches uel maddokkcs. 1684 G. MKKITON Praise

Yorks. Ale, etc. Clavis, .Mawkh are .Maddocks.

2. north, dial. A whim (Grose 1790). Cf. MAGGOT.

Ma d-do Ctor. [f.
MAI&amp;gt; a. used subst.] A

]&amp;gt;hysician
who treats mental diseases

;
an alienist.

1703 FARQUIIAR Inconstant iv, iv, No mad-doctor in

Christendom could ha\-e done it more effectually. 1818

Coi)F.iT/W. J\t\
r
. XXXIII. 363 His father was a mad-

doctor. 1881 W. S. GILBERT Poverty s Fairy in, Clcai-

headed, logical men of sense, these mad-doctors.

tMa-ddy, a. Obs. [f. MAD a. + -Y.J Some
what mad.
1710 D UkKF.v Pills II. 159 They must be .. drunk or

maiUly.

Made (m^d),///. a. [pa. pple. of MAKE 7-.1]

I. Produced or obtained by making as distin

guished from other modes of origin or acquisition.
1. Artificially constructed or produced, artificial

as opposed to * natural . So made earth, ground .
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solid ground that has been ( made* by filling up a

mnrsh, embanking a river, etc.

^1578 LINUKSAV (Vitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II.

301 It was conclwdit that na salt nor wictuallis norna inaiil

vvark sould be convoyit of the real me, 1590 SI-LNM u

Muiopotinos 166 Arte . . doth aspire T excell the naturall,

with made delights. 1596-7 S. FINCHK in Ducarel Hist.

Croydon App, (1783) 153 Findinge that grouride made and

false, digged the trenche alonge the door. 1643 TWVNK
in Woods Life (O. H. S-K I. 96 The earth allso beinge
found to be made ground all there abouts. 1687 B. RAN
DOLPH Archipelago 65 Where formerly was a made-way
in the sea for people to pass over. 1691 T. H[ALK] Ace.

New Invent, p. Ixxi, It was all such as we call made

Earth, and hatl been gain d out of the Thames. 1699
R. L EsTRANGE Ertisw. (V//&amp;lt;v/. 11711) 76 How comes it

that all your made-Hedges are green too? 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. xii. (1840) 252 This canal is a navigable made
stream. 1878 HUXLEY F/iysitffr. xvii. 277 The successive

beds of made ground. 1884 T. I.ROWN Ann. Disruption
iv. (1890) 37 There was not a made road in the parish. 1895

O*H*f(U. S.lXXVI. 16/2 They were most of them gentle
men I mean gentlemen born.

* And you ,
said M iss

Harriman pleasantly, are a gentleman made . 1897 MRS.
LYNN LINTON Gco. Eliot in tt omen Novelists 114 Her
whole life and being were moulded to an artificial pose,
and the made woman could not possibly be the spon
taneous artist. 1902 A. E. W. MASON Four Feathers xii.

IT 2 The hedged fields and made roads.

b. Of a story : Invented, fictitious. Of a word :

Invented, coined . Of an errand : Invented for

a pretext. ? Obs. (Cf. made-tip,}
1387 TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) II. 195 Hit is no made tale,

but hit is
soof&amp;gt;

as be lettre is i-write. 1607 NORDKN
Snrv. Dial. n. 41 The word [manner] is used among our

Lawyers, as many other made words are, which liaue bin

termes raised by our Lawes, & are not elsewhere in use.

1629 Orkney M itch Trial in County Folk-Lore III. (1903)

78 Christane Reid in Clett cam in ane maid errand. 1655
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 273 These are but ma.lt:

stories to delude fooles. 1687 MIK&amp;lt;;E (if. Fr. Diet. \\. s.v.,

A made Word, Un Mot facticc^ imagine^ on fait a ptaisir.

1843 J. H* NEWMAN Miracles 124 It reads like a made story.

C. Brought about by contrivance.

1594 LYLY Mother Bomi ic \. \\\, 49 (Bond) She forsooth

will choose her own husband ; made marriages prone mad
marriages. 1802-12 HKNTHAM Ration. Jiidic. Eviti. Wks.

1843 VII, 306 Made offices are partly the effects, partly the

causes, of made business. Create useless work, you create

the necessity of useless hands for the performance of it.

2. Formed by composition. In certain specific

applications, a. Cookery. Made disk : a dish

composed of several ingredients; so ~\made meat.

Made gravy, a *

gravy* artificially compounded,
as opposed to one consisting only of the juices

exuding from meat in cooking.
1598 Epulario I) j b, To make a kind of made meat in

flesh time. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. ii. \\. i. 96 An infinite

number of compound artificiall made dishes. 1622 MABBK
tr. Aleiuan s (iicr.nian d Alf. i. 106 What made dishes ;

wh:it

hot, what cold, what boyld, what rost ? 1632 B. JONSON
Magn. Lady I. (1640) 17 A farragoe, Or a made disli in

Court. 1747 MRS. GLASSF, Cookery ii. 13 Force-Meat Balls
are a great Addition to all Made-Dishes. 1796 Ibid. viii. 142
You may use made-gravy, if you have not time to use the
bones. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xlix, The made-gravy ac

quiring no flavor, and turning out of a flaxen complexion.
iSjBMAYHEW UpperRhinc ii. 1(1860) 48 The subtle nicety
of a French made-dish.

b. Naut. Made mast : one composed of several

pieces of timber. Made block : a pulley-block
composed of several parts joined together. Made
eye ; synonymous with flemish eye* (Adm. Smyth&quot;).

1627 CATT. SMITH Scott/tart s Gram. iii. 15 If it be a made
Mast, that is greater than one Tree. 1794 Rigging % Sea
manship I. i Masts, .made of several trees joined together
[are called] wads-masts. Ibid. 153 Very large, .blocks are
formed of separate pieces, . , when thus made, they are termed
made-blocks. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.^ Aladc Masts,
the large masts made in several pieces. A ship s lower mast
is a made spar. . . Made block is one having its shell com
posed of different pieces.
3. Said occas. of articles of domestic or local

manufacture, in contradistinction to those obtained
from a distance. Made wines : a term applied to
the so-called British wines (as currant, ginger,

gooseberry, etc. wine).
1750 T. SHORT (title) Discourses on Tea, Sugar, Milk,

Made Wines, Spirits, Punch, Tobacco, &c. 1805 PIKK
Sources Mississ. (iSrot 7 Gave them one quart of triad?

whiskey, a few biscuit and some salt. 1806-7 J- BERESFORII
Miseries Hum. Life (1^26) xtx.ii. 216 Brewing at home what
are curiously called made wines , (as if all foreign wines
were self-existent!). 1884 S. DOWELL Hist. Taxation II,

289 The beverages termed British wines or made wines.

II. Of which the making has taken place.
4. Already framed or produced, rare in attribu

tive use.

a. 1635 CORBET Poems (1807) 121 Made lawes were uselesse
growne lo him, he needed but his owne.
5. That has undergone the process of manufac

ture. Also occas. prepared for use (cf. senses of
MAKE v.}. rare.

kRKs.EdmB.(&6g) 1. 3 Of the last of maid irne
vujrf. iM&RatcsCustomeHo.*.\), Corke made the laste.xb.
Corke made the barell, Hi.*, iiii.^. 1582 Ibid. B ivb, Cork
made for diers the last. .iiij/. . . Cork made for shoemakers.
1795 J. AiK!N Maxctetrray? The raw materials come from
Manchester . . and the made goods are sent thither. 1806 A.
H I-NTKR Cultna (ed. 3) 209 A tea-spoonful of made mustard.
6. Of soldiers, also of horses, hounds, etc, - Fully

trained.

VOL. VI.

1 1673 Bovi.n 7r.r.r. F.jfttwhims m, iv. 28 To make a tryal
r whether a young Blood-hound was well instructed, (or as

the Huntsmen call it, made} he caus d one of his Servants

..to walk to a Country-town (etc.]. 1796 Campaigns 1793-4
I. i. vi. 45 None but made soldiers and serviceable horses

would be employed. 1901 l^aily L liran. 29 Apr. 6/2 In the

made class the best pony was Mr. Matherson s Lutus.

7. Of a person: liaving his success in life assured.

Chiefly in phr. a made man.
1590 MARI.OWK Faust (1631) V 3)1, O, joy full day, now

am I a made man for euer. 1603 S. ROWLF.Y When Yon
See Me C 3, Hele lafe, and be as merie as a magge pie, and
thow t bee a mayd man by it. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 38.

2/2 You are a Made Man. 1871 SMILES C&zrar. ii. (1876) 54
Teach a boy arithmetic thoroughly, and lie is a made man.

b. Golf. (See quot.)
1897 l-.ncycl. Sport I. 473 (&amp;lt;&quot;,olf) Madf, a player is said to

be made when be is within a full shot of the green.

III. Combinations.

8. \Vitli prefixed sb., adj., or adv., forming com
binations usually hyphened when used attributively,
and in some instances also when used predicatively.
a. With sb. in locative or instrumental relation,

or adj., giving the general sense Made in a certain

locality or by a certain class of agents ,
as in

country-, foreign-, English- ^ German-, London-,
Swiss-made, HOME-MADE; God-, man-, self-, state;
tailor-made. b. With adv. (or sometimes adj.

giving the sense ( made in a certain manner, having
a certain quality or kind of make ,

as in badly-,

neatly-^ well-made
;

often with reference to the

*make or build* of the body (
-

-bitilt^., as in

loosely-, powerfully-^ stoutly-, strong(fy}-mat1e.
Most of these combs, are treated under/their lirst ele

ment, or in their alphabetical place as Main words.

9. In Comb, with adv. (hyphened in attributive

use) corresponding to the similar combinations of

MAKE v., as made-out, made-over
\ made-up,

f (a) consummate, accomplished {obs. ] ; (/) put

together ; composed of parts from various sources
;

(r) artificially contrived or prepared, esp. for the

purpuS j of deception or producing a favourable

impression; (&amp;lt;/)

of a person s mind
, resohvd,

decided.

1607 SHAKS. Timon v. i. 101 Know his grossc patchery. .

Vet runaine assur d That he s a made-vp Villnim-. 1677
HUBBARM Narrative (1865) I. 82 They defended themsd\ t--.

under a small hastily made up Defence. 1773 C.OI.DSAI.

Stoop* tflConq. n. (near end], Yes, you must allow her some

beauty. Tonv, Bandbox ! She s nil a mnde-up tiling, mini.

1789 CHAKI.OI IK SMITH Jtthclinde 11814) I\ . 115 And as to

that made-up antiquity, Mrs. Malt ravers, she hau-s you.
1806 Si RK // inter in Lond. (ed. 3! 1 1. 95 Yours will be i un-

sidt-red as a made-up character. 1820 T. CHALMERS Con-

gregat. Sena. (18.^8) II. 14 The logical process which leads. .

to the ultimate and made-out conclusion. 1859 ting. Cookery
Ilk, 156 Chap. xiii. Warmed-up Meats and Made -up
Dishes or Entrees. 1863 MKS, GASKKI.I. Sylvias Lovers

I xx. II. 105 In a forced made-up voice she inquired aloud

[etc.], 1871 HOWO.LS M cdd. Journ. (1892) 246 She bought
and bought of the made-up wares. 1873 L. WALLACE l- air
Cod\.\ \\\. 311 Ye. .are of made-up minds. 1896 A. DOBSON
i8M Cent. Vign. Ser. in. i. 14 This made-up face was not

produced by stage paint. 1900 1-n. ROBERTS in Daily Xc-\.&amp;gt;s

4 May 5/2 Hamilton speaks in high terms of the good service

performed by . . a made-up regiment of Lancers,

Made, obs. form of MAID sb.

t Madefacient, a. Obs. rare~ n
. [ad. L.

wadefacicn(-e}n,\&amp;gt;r.\&amp;gt;\)\e,
of

;;/(7(/,/&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;v;r,to MADEFY.]
1727 HAU.KY vol. II, Madefacient, making moist, wetting.

Madefaction (mseittfse kfan). Now rare or

Obs. [a. F. madefaction, ad. I.. madefactiSn-em, n.

of action f. madefaccre : see MADEFY.] A wetting ;

the action or process of making wet or moist.

1581 E. CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) U iij, If it please
God to take away the substance of water, and leaue the

qualitie of madefaction, what hurt were it? 1626 IA&amp;lt; i&amp;gt;\

Sylva 865 To all Madefaction there is required an Imbibi
tion. 1657 TOMLISSON Kenous Disf. 121 Such parts . . arc
hurt with fluent madefactions.

humorously pedantic. 1859 THACKFRAV / irgin. Ixxvii,
Aunt Lambert (who was indulging in thai madefaction
of pocket-handkerchiefs which I have before described).

t Ma defy, v. Obs. Also madify(e, -ie. [a. F.

mcuttfitT) ad. L. madefacere, f. madcre to be wet :

see -PV.] trans. To make wet
;
to moisten.

c 1420 Ballad, on Hush. iv. 145 Her seed yf me reclyne In
baume. .other in mastkyne, Or madiHe it so in oil lanryne.
1597 A. M. tr. Gnillewean s Fr. Chirnrg. 18 b/2 A sponge
which is madefied and wetted in wyne. 1599 tr. Gabel-
/wuer s lik. Pkysicke 2/2 Madefye it with Rosewater. 1618
T. ADAMS Rage Oppression Wks. (1629) 609 The Uonners
.. rode oner the faces of Gods Saints, and madefied the
earth with their bloods. 1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. xvi.

235 Being madefied, it doth most easily contract a rust.

Hence fMadefica tion [see -FlCATiON], amoisten-

ing or wetting* (1727 Bailey vol. II. spelt imnli-

fication}\ Ma defied, Ma defyingf ///. adjs.
1597 A. M, tr. Gmllemeau&quot;s Fr. Chirnrg. 31 b/i With

wett and madefyed domes. 1599 tr. Gabelhouer s Bk.
Physicke 84/1 Dipp therin a madefyed finger. 1646 SIR! .

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 334 Any kinde of vaporous or

madefying excretion.

Madeira *
(madie ra). Also 6-8 Madera.

[a. Pg. Madeira; the island was so called because

formerly thickly wooded (I g.wai&zVtf = Sp. madera
i wood timber ; L. mdteria ; see MATTER j.).l

1. (With capital M.) The name of an island

situated in the Atlantic ( )cean, about 400 miles

from the N. \Y. coast of Africa. Used attrib. in

the designations of various things produced in or

connected with the island, ns Aladeira hue, laurel,

orchis, pear, tea, work (see quots.) ; Madeira
chair, a kind of wicker or cane chair; Madeira
mahogany, Canary wood, the wood of Persea

( formerly Law-its indica
;
Madeira nut /. S.

[perh. belongs to 2 c], the common European wal

nut, esp. the Titmouse* or thin-shelled variety

( Jitglaus regia tenera] ;
Madeira wine = sense

2
;
Madeira wood (see quot. ;

cf. MADEIHA -
.

1889 KIHKR HAGGARD A*. Solomons Alines
;

16 Sir Henry
was sitting opposite to me in a &quot;Madeira chair. 1882 CATL-
FEILD& SAWAKD Diet. Needlework,*Madeira face. The lace

made by the natives of Madeira is not a native production.
..The laces made are Maltese, Torchon, and a i.-narse

description of Mechlin. 1796 NEMNMCH Polygl. f.c.r. Xat.
Hist. v. 820 * Madeira laurel, Lanrits foctcns. Ibid. 955
&quot;Madeira mahogany, Lanrns indica. 1829 I.OI DON Ilncycl.
Plants 334 Lauras indica. .The wood . . is called Vigniatici*
in the island of Madeira, and i^ proliably what is imported
into England under the name of Madeira mahogany. 1866

Treas. Bot.
t Mahogany, Madeira, / crsca indica. 1845-50

Mus. LINTOI.N Lect. Bot. App. 1 1(&amp;gt; Jitglans rcgia (&quot;madeira

nut . 1882 Garden n Feb. 89/2 The &quot;Madeira On-hU (&amp;lt; .

J&amp;lt;&amp;gt;!iosa.)
i^ remarkable .. fur the readiness with whifh it

doubles its bulb. 1664 K \KI.V\- Kal. Ilvrt. June \ \&amp;gt;

1 ears, The Maudlin (first ripe), Madera, Green-Royal
[etc.]. 1892 WAI.SH Tea 33 Regular shipments of Madeiia
tea

1

arc now being made tn the London market. 1687
CONCKKVK Old Bach. iv. i.\, Why this same *Madera-u me
lias made me as light as a grasshopper. 1705 Lond. (, a:.

No. 4131/4, 69 Pipes and 9 Hogsheads of White Mad era

Wines, n Hogsheads of Red I&amp;gt;itto. 1839 Pan:} Ly.l.
XIV. 362/1 The importation uf Madeira wine into England
in 1833 was 301,057 gallons. 1796 XKMNICH

l\&amp;gt;lygl.
Lc.v,

Nat. Hist. v. 820 Madeira wr&amp;gt;od, Cedrcla odorata. 1882

CAri.FKiU) & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, &quot;Madeira ;(&amp;gt;,&.

This is white Embroidery upon fine linen, or cambric, .made

by the nuns in Madeiia.

2. ^Also Madeira un iie; see i.; A white wine

produced in the island of Madeira.
It is (.fa deep amber tint, full body, and ^onie sweetness,

resembling a well-matured full-bodied brown Cherry,

150 SM \t,s. i Hen, //
,

i, ii. 128 A Cup of Madera, and a

cold Capon^ U-i^e. 1612 Sc. I k. tfRates in Halykurton i

j.cd̂ cy uSi iyt 335 Sackes Canareis Mab^a^ Maderais . .

Tttynts and Allai.am-.. 1708 S. SKWAI.L Diary i.? Apr.. \\ L-

drank a Buttle i.f Madera together. 1787 M.Cui LI-.K iu ././/* ,

etc. (1888) I. ?35 You cannot please him more than by prais

ing hU Madeira. 1823 HVIU&amp;gt;N Juan xiu. v, P&amp;gt;ut then they
have their claret and Madeiia. 1861 Dri U.N COOK/ . / ssttr i

D. viii, I think 1 could eat a chop, .and a glass of Madeira,

b. with various qualifying pretixes.
East Indian madeira was madeira which had been sent

on a sea voyage to the East Indies to improve Its quality.

1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6173/1 There will be no other Malm-
sty Madera Wine landed tin s Year. 31 Pipes .. of. .White
Yidonia Madera Wine. 1819 Sni- \.\.v.\Teter Bell the TkhJ.
iv. xviii. 5 Yemson, .. And best Ka^t Indian madeira.

C. Comb., as madeira glass ; madeira-drinking

adj. ; madeira cake, a kind of sponge-cake.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Chron. 123/2 A tea spoonful of

the alkali in a Madeira glass half filled with water. 1845
Miss ACTON Aloe?. Cookery 515 A good Madeira Cake. 1902

Mnnsey s Mag. XXVI. 527/1 The interruptions, .from the

Madeira-drinking men of letters overhead.

Madeira- (madi^ra). In 7-8 madera. [a.Sp.
madera wood (

=
Pg. madeira: see prec.). The

usual spelling is due to assimilation to MADEIRA 1
.]

A \Yest Indian name for Mahogany (Swietenia

Mahagoni}. Also madeira u-ood.

1663 GKRBIER Counsel \&amp;lt;& Precious \\
roods are to be had

..in the West-Indies, some.. hard as Marble; besides rare

Madera, and other variously figured. 1736 MORTIMER
in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 254 It is next in Beauty to what
is here called Madera, which is the Mahogany of Jamaica.
1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 352 The trees on the Bahama
islands . . are known in Europe as Madeira wood.

Mademoiselle (madpmwazgl ;
often angli

cized msedamdze l). Also 7-8 madamoiselle,

(7 -ella). [Fr. j orig. two words ma my (fern.},

demoiselle (see DAMSEL).]
1. The title (prefixed to the surname or the Chris

tian name, or used absoL as a substitute for the

name) applied to an unmarried Frenchwoman. In

English use very often applied to unmarried women
of foreign nationality other than French, instead

of using the equivalent prefix (e.g.) in Dutch or

Swedish, or substituting the English
* Miss \ Often

used absol. as the designation of a French governess
or the French teacher in a girls school. Abbre
viated Mile*) in English often incorrectly Mdtte*

Plural, mesdemoiselles (nwdfmwazfl), abbre

viated Miles.
In early Fr. use, the prefix mademoiselle was applied also

to married women whose husbands were below the rank of

knighthood.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. s\ Mademoiselle, a Title of Honour

given to the Daughters and Wives of born Gentlemen ;
much

us d in France, a 1734 NORTH Kxam. in. vi. 76 (1740) 479
The beautiful Mademoiselle Carwell, afterwards Duchess
of Portsmouth. 1753 SMOLLETT Cf. Fat/totii ix. Wks. 1872
V. 47 She [the maid] took the first opportunity of going to

mademoiselle, and demanding money for some necessary

expense. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho vii, Our

j
cottage may be envied, sir, since you and Mademoiselle have

I honoured it with your presence. 1840 BARHAM IngoL Leg.)

69



MADENT.
Spectre of Tappington^ Mademoiselle boxed Mr. Maginre s

ears, and Mr. Maguire pulled Mademoiselle upon his knee.

1850 JULIA KAVANAGH Nathalie ix. 213 Mademoiselle Dan-
tin coughed, by way of opening the conversation. 1880
Theatre Feb. 118 Mademoiselle Lido sang well and tune

fully as Irene. 1888 MAPLESOX Mem. (ed. z) I. 306 The
duty, therefore, of singing fell to Mdlle. Dotti.

2. French Hist. The title (used as a substitute

for the name) of the eldest daughter of Monsieur
,

the eldest brother of the king. Subsequently ap
plied to the eldest daughter of the king, or, if he
had no daughter, to the first princess of the blood,
so long as she remained unmarried.

1679 Marriage Chas. II 3 It was . . time for her to bring
Madamoiselle to him. 1768 Ann. Reg. 192/2 His Danish
majesty handed mademoiselle to her place. 1783 Ibid. 240
Deaths. . . At Versailles, mademoiselle of France, aged five

years, only daughter of the French king.
3. occas. A person usually referred to as * made

moiselle*, an unmarried Frenchwoman; spec, fa
(foreign) serving-maid (ohs.) ;

a French governess.
Occas. in forms representing uneducated pronunciation.
1642 MILTOM Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 268 Prostituting

the shame of that ministery. . to&quot; the eyes of Courtiers and
Court-Ladies, with their Groomesand Madamoisellaes. 1765
BICKERSTAFFE Maid ofMill i. i. 2 She sits there all day ..

dressed like a fine madumasel. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle
xvi. (1842) 439 De tout mon cccur ,

said a buxom brown
dame, about eighteen stone. .. The extensive mademoiselle,
suiting the action to the word, started up [etc.]. 1861 MRS.
H. WOOD East Lynne in. iii, When I heard that Mrs. Car-

lyle had engaged a madmoselle for these children.

transf. 1712 \\V\A\Y.\.\. Sfect. No. 277 F 2 This Wooden
Madamoiselle [a dressmaker s lay-figure].

4. U. S. A sea fish (see quot. ).

l88z JoKDAN & (lll.BRKT Sj H. /W/fj Ar
. AlllCr. 570 {BuU.

I . .V. Xaf. .l/tts. No. 16) Scixna pnnctata . . Silver Perch
;

Yellow-tail ;
Mademoiselle.

Maden, obs. and dial. f. MAIDEN sl&amp;gt;.

I Madent. Obs. ran-&quot;, [ad. L. madent-em,
pres. pple. of madcre, to be wet.] \Yet, moist

(JJiiley vol. II, 1727).
Macieus, variant of MAIDKUX Obs.

t Ma dful. a, Obs. rare-*, [f.
MAD a. + -FUL.]

Mad.
14.. Pol. ReL fy L. Poems 245 A madful mone may men

make Quan pat suete Ihesu was take !

Madge 1
(mxd,^). [app. identical with Madge*

pet-name for Margaret. ~\

1. The ]fam-Q\\\,.ll!tioJ?ammens. Also madgc-
howkt) -owl, -owlet.

1591 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas \. v, 767 Thou lasie Madge
That, fearing light, still seekest where to hide. 1598 IJ. JOS-
SON /

&amp;gt;. Alan in //uni. n. i, lie sit in a banie, with Madge-
how let, and catch mice first. 1603 HARSNET rop. Impost.
108 This must needes make the pooreMadgeOwletscryout.
i6o6D\Yfte(&amp;gt;/GuZsu.iv.(i%Ei) 54 The black swan of beauty
and madg-howlet of admiration. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (16701

359 Ulula.. which we call the Howlet, or the Madge-.
1637 13. JONSON Sad Sheph. \\. i, Thou shoul dst ha given
her a Madge-Owle. 1694 MOTTKI X Rabelais v. ix, Under
his Cage he perceived a Madge howlet. 1823 LAMB Lett,
xii. To B. Barton 119 A silent meeting of madge-ow lets.

1848 Zoologist VI. 2191 The barn owl . . in Warwickshire. .

is generally called a madge* or madge owlet
1

.

2. The Common Magpie, Pica caudata.

1823 MOOR Suffolk Words, Afadg?, Mag&amp;gt; Meg, a magpie.
1828 J. FLEMING //ist. Brit. Anim. 87 / . caudata. Com
mon Magpie. .. E. Pianet, Madge. 1894 NEWTON Diet.

Birds 720 note, Magot and Madge ,
are names frequently

given in England to the Pie.

Madge -
(mted^). A leaden hammer covered

thickly with stout woollen cloth, used in hard
solder plating.
1870 Eng. Mech. 25 Feb. 573/1 A leaden hammer, clothed
vim kersey or woollen cloth, called a madge.

I Ma dhead J
. Obs. [See -HEAD.] Madness.

c iyj$Ciersor M. 22865 (Fairf.) pat to wene is hot madhede
[older texts sothede]. a 1450 MYRC 1657 Lest

J&amp;gt;

w d
&amp;lt;&amp;gt; 3l

on madhede.

t Ma dliead -. Obs. ff.
MAD a. + HEAD sb.}

A mad person. Also appos. or attrib.

1600 BRETON Pasqnils Fooles-cap (Grosart) 22/1 Such
,

Madhead fellowes are but Fooles indeede. i6oa Alcrry
Wonders To Rdr., Hoping that some mad-head in the world

might have as much Icysure to read as I haue had [to] write.

Mad-headed, a.
[f.

MAD a. + HEADED a.]
= MAD-BRAINED.
1567 R. EDWARDS Damon

&amp;lt;$

Pithias (1571) Eiv, For well
I knewe it was some madheded chylde That inuented this

name. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /f, n. iii. 80. 1599 BRETON
Praise Vertuous Ladies (Grosart) 56 Fora few mad-headed
wenches, they seek to bring . .almost all women in contempt.
1793 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 20 Nor does it become a young
mad-headed enthusiast to judge. iSog-ioCoLERiDGF, Friend.

(1865) 216 The inflammatory harangues of some mad-headed
enthusiast. 1897 HENTY On the Irrmvaddy 37 It seems to
me a mad-headed thing to begin at the present time.

Madhouse (nwdhans). Now rhetorical or

derisive,
[f.

MAD a. (used sit&st.) + HOUSE
st&amp;gt;.]

A house set apart for the reception and detention
of the insane ; a lunatic asylum.
1687 LUTTRELL Brief ReL (1857) ! 47 He was severely

reprimanded, and told he was fitter for a mad house. 1695
Par. Reg., S. James, Clerkenivell (Harl. Soc. V. 171)
IJurials. . . Ann Pallmer, widow, from Dr. Newton s Mad
house. 1774 Act 14 Ceo. Ill, c. 49 (title), An Act for regu
lating Madhouses. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 234 Tasso

|

Eines
tn the cell of a madhouse. 1833 MARKYAT P. Simple

civ, I was a prisoner in a madhouse. 1901 Scotsman 29
Nov. 5/4 The American Eagle screams like a madhouse.
Eic

18

II Madia (m&amp;lt;?i dia). [a. niod.L. madia, a. Chilian

madi.] The plant Aladia saliva, a coarse, hairy,
erect annual, allied to the Sunflowers. It is a

native of Chili, and is cultivated for its seeds,
which yield a valuable oil, and are made into cake
for cattle. Also attrib. in madia oil.

[1809 (Italian original 1787) tr, Molina s Hist. Chili I. iii,

in The madi (madia, gen. nov.). Of this plant there are
two kinds, the one wild, the other cultivated. The culti

vated, which I have called madia sativa, has a branching
hairy stalk.] 1839 Gardeners Mag. XV. 143, 100 parts of

the Madia oil consist of 45 parts of oleine [etc.]. 1846 LIND-
LEY I eget. Kingd. 707 Madia oil, expressed without heat,
is described as transpnrent, yellow, scentless. 1855 STEPHENS
l*k. of the Farm (ed. 2) II. 106 The madia is in the same
botanical position as the sunflower.

Madid ^mix-did;, Now rare. Also 7 maddid.

[ad. L. madid-its, f. madere to be wet.] Wet, moist.

1615 CKOOKF Body ofMan 425 Auicen . .saith they [sc. the

lungs] are not soft but maddid. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i.

Ixii. 95 The madid South, sorrowful, and full of tears. 1657
TOMLINSOM Renoits

Disj&amp;gt;. 146 No where save in wine cellars

or such madid places. 1720 WEI.TOS Suffer. Son ofGod I. v.

98 The very Ground . . U madid and Bedew d with Drops that
distil from thine Eyes. 1762 FALCONER Shipwr. \. 356 Full
from the madid south the winds arise. 1844 DISRAELI Con-

ingsl&amp;gt;y
i. iii, His large deep blue eye, madid and yet piercing.

1881 J. E. H. THOMSON Upland Tarn \. 92 The evening with
its madid mantle grey Had shrouded all the sky.

Madidate, v. 06s - [f. late L. maJiddi-,

ppl. stem of madidare^ f. madid-its moist.] trans.

To wet or moisten (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
i Ma-didity. Obs.- [f. MADID + -ITY.] Mois

ture or fulness of moisture (Jjlount Ghssogr. 1656).
t Ma cliclness. Ol&amp;gt;s~

[f.
MADID t- -NESS.]

Moistness. wetness . 1731 BAILEY vol. II.

Madifie, -fy(e, variant forms of MADKFY 06s.

Madin, obs. form of MEIUNE.
Madin e, madinne, obs. forms of MAIDEN.
Madinhad, -held, variants of MAIDENHEAD.
Madjoon, -oun, variant fonns of MA.TOON.

Madle, obs. variant of MALE a.

Macllie, variant of MAIDLY a. 06s.

Madliiig (moe dlirj), st&amp;gt;.
1

[f.
MAD a. + -LING 1.]

A mad creature
;
one who acts wildly or foolishly.

f 1648-50 HRATIIWAIT Kanmbees Jrnl. \. (1818)19 There
another wanton madling Who her hog was set a sadling.

1841 Let. in R. pastier / feet Papers I. viii. 58 Poor mad-
lings ! they are killing the goose, to get at the golden eggs.

1847 K. HIIOVIK \\ ut!u-ring Heights xiiu 120 Gooid-for-
nowt madling ! .. flinging t precious gifts uh God under
fooit i* yer flaysome rages.

t Ma dling, sl&amp;gt;.- [? Corruption of F. Madeleine
a kind of small cake.] attrib. in maiiling cake.

1747 MRS. GI.ASSE Cookery xv. 141 Madling Cakes.

t Ma dliiig, a. Obs. [? attrib. use of MADLIXC:
s6.l or adv. ;

tQi = madd/in f. M ADDLE
v.~\ Mad.

1608 T. Mom o\ I rcamb. Encounter 126 Why doe I trouble

my selfe with these my Aduersaries madling conceits?

t Ma dling, adv. Obs. [?f. MAD A. + -LING* :

cf. darkling.]
= MADLY.

1584 HUDSON Du Bartas&quot; Judith vi. (1608) 93 Some mad-
ling runnes, some trembles in a trail nee.

Madly ;mre dli), a. rare 1
,

[f.
MAD a. + -LY 1

.]

Characteristic of a mad person.
1816 BYRON PansftM xviii, It was a woman s shriek and

ne er In madlier accents rose despair.

Madly (iruvdli), adv. [f. MAD a. + -LY -.] In
a mad, insane or foolish manner.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2083 Hwi motestu se medliche? ^1375

Cursor M. 14608 (Fairf.) Als witles men madli
j&amp;gt;ai

lete.

f 1475 Ran/ Coilyar 22 Amang thay myrk Montanis sa
madfia thay mer. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixxiv. 4, I sayde
vnto the madde people : deale not so madly. 1590 SHAKS.
Mnis. A7

, ii. i. 171 The iuyce of it, on sleeping eye-lids laid,
Will Muike or man or woman madly dote. 1606 Tr. ty

Cr. ii. ii. 116 Or is your bloud So madly hot, that [etc.]?

1654 Martini s Cong. China o. The men, though madly, use
it [horse-hair] in tying up their hair, a 1717 PAKNELL Elegy
Old Hcanty 33 And all that s madly wild, or oddly gay, We
call it only pretty Fanny s way. 1778 MME. D ARBLAY
Let. 6 July, Half the flattery I have had would have made
me madly merry. 1849 MACAULAV Hist, Eng. ix. II. 463
The help of that single power he had madly rejected. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. iii. 5. 139 The young King drew his

sword, and rushed madly on the Justiciary.
b. Comb*) as madly-used ,

-wrested adjs.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. A7, v. i. 319 The madly us d Maluolio.

1656 KARL MOXM. tr. Boccalinis Aih ts. fr. Parnass. I.

xxviii. (1674) 30 The madly-wrested Reason of State which
was now practised by many.

Madman (mre dmaen). [Originally two words :

see MAD a. and MAN sb^\ One who is insane; a

lunatic. Also transf, and hyperbolically, one who
behaves like a lunatic, a wildly foolish

person.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. ix. 69 Faderelees children ;

And
wydwes, .. Madde men, and maydenes, bat helplees were.

c 1475 RaufCoilyar w\&amp;gt;
I am hot ane mad man. ? 1500

Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 168 Madmen, maddmen, leeve

on me, That am on god, so is not he. a 1533 LD. BKKNF.KS
Huon xxiii. 68 He wyll come after vs lyke a madd man.
1601 SHAKS. Tn fl. IV. i. v. 115 Fetch him oft&quot; I pray you, he

speakes nothing but madman. 1611 BIBLE i Saw. xxi. 15
Haue I need of mad-men, that ye haue brought this fellow

to play the mad-man in my presence? 1648 BOYLE Seraph.
Lave xiv. (1700) 84 The wicked s spite against God is but

like a madman s running his head against the wall. 1674
MARVELL Corr, Wks. 1872-5 II. 424 Carleton the B[ishop] of

Bristol hath played the madman in that City. 1796 MORSK

MADONNA.

|
Antfr. Geog. I. 547 This hospital is the general receptr.rb
of lunatics and madmen. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. n. xxxiv,

I Madmen, forbear your frantic jar ! 1843 BETIH NE Sc. Fire
side Stor. 75, 1 have been a madman and a fool. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 16 Slay 5/1 Policemen who find a half-naked mad
man howling at midnight.

I Madme. Obs. Forms: I m5 ,$)um, mfiBm,
mddm, 3//. mattmes, madmes, Onn. maddmess.
[OE. ind&ttt masc. corresponds to OS. mffimos pi.

!

gifts, MHG. vteiiiem, ON. meiSmar pi., jifts,

presents, Golh. maifm-s gift (5wpov)
: O.Teut.

*mai}mo-z : pre-Teut, type *moitmo-s f. *moit- to

. exchange (as in L. mntare\ *moitdrc ]^\ A precious
tiling, treasure, valuable gift.
a 1000 Hoet/i. Metr. xxi. 20 Gylden maSm, sylofren sine-

stan . . modes ea^an aefre ne onlyhtaS. a 1000 Gnomic verses
(Exeter Bk.) 155 Ma^lnim ppres weor5, gold mon sceal

^ifan. c 1200 OKMIN 6471 & illc an king oppnede bitr Hi^-^

hord off hise maddmess. c 1*05 LAV. 896 5eue us be king ^
al his gold, \&amp;gt;^

maSmes of his loud, a 1250 Prw. JElfred
384 in O. E. Misc. 126 Vyches cunnes madmes to mixe schulen
i-Multen.

t Ma dnep. Obs. Also -nip. [f. MAD a. (cf.

quot. 1686) -r nepj nip, NEEP.] The Cow Parsnij).
J/eracIenw Sphondylinm.
1597 Gr.RARDE Herbal n. ccclxxvii. 856 Spondylium .. is

called .. in English Cow Parsnep, meddowe Parsnep, and
: Madnepe. 1601 HOLLAND /V/wj II. 181 Spondylium, a kind

of wild Parsnep or Madnep. 1652 CCLPKPFER Eng. Physic.
161 The seed of the wilde Parsnipe being ripe about the

beginning of August, and if they do flower for seed in the
first year of sowing the Countrey people call them Mad-
neps . 1686 RAY Hist. Plant. I. 410 Nostrates asserunt
I a-stinacas ipsas vetustiores it annosas delirium, .inducere,
unde eas Madneps. .vocant. 1712 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs
1 .30 The Peasants call it the Mail Nip.
Madness (mze dnes). [f.

MAD a. + -NESS.]
, The quality or condition of being mad.

1. Mental disease, insanity ;
now applied esp. to

insanity characterized by wild excitement or extra

vagant delusions
; mania. Also (in animals) rabies.

135)8 TREVISA Karth. De P. R. vn. vi. (1495) 226 A_nd thise

passions ben dyuers madnesse that hyghte Inanta [trad
.Mania] & madnesse that hyghte Malencolonia[^/i:]. &amp;lt; 1440
Protttp. Pan*. 319 2 Maddenesse, amentia, dcwencia. 1538
f^LVOT Diet., Raines, Madnesse of a dogge. 1567 MAPLKT
Cr. Forest 46 Henbane, hath the name to be a cause of

madnesseor furje. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 187 Let him..
Make you to rauell all this matter out, That I essentially
am not in madnesse But made in craft. 1611 BIBLE Zech.
xil 4, I will smite euery horse with astonishment, and his

rider with madnesse. 1687 MAYERN in Phil. Trans. XVI.
408 Doggs are Subject to these several sorts of Madness or
rather diseases. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snf&amp;gt;p,

s.v. Mania,
Madness arising from immaterial causes is much more diffi

cult to cure, 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 524 This
delusion becomes almost a madness when many exiles., herd

together. 1879 LINDSAY Mind in Lower Anim. I. 16 Mad
ness in lower animals may mean any one of several very
different affections, including especially insanity and rabies.

2. Imprudence or delusion resembling insanity ;

extravagant folly.

138* WVCLIF Has. ix. 7 Yrael, wite thpu thee a fool, a wood
prophete, . . for the multitude of thi wickidnesse, and multi

tude of madnesse. 1560 DAVS tr. Sleidanfs Comm. 368
What madnes were this, with his own mony . . to maintaine
the force of his adversarye. 1697 DRYUEN Virg. Georg. iv.

642 What Madness cou d provoke A Mortal Man t invade
a sleeping God ? 1711 R. KF.ITH tr. 7&quot;. a A ttti^is Solil. Soul
x. 173 Wander not forth, O my Soul, after Vanities, nor after

lying Madnesses. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 602 To
advance towards London would have been madness. 1862

G. LONG Thoughts ofAntoninus (1877) IX 3 To seek what is

impossible is^nadness. 1885 J. PAYN Talk of Ttnvti II. 69
It would have been madness indeed to have any altercation.

3. Ungovernable anger, rage, fury.
1665 MANLEY Grotitts* Low C. ll arrcs 273 The baser sort

of people cover d nothing of their Madness, but shew d their

Kury in their Speeches. 1698 VANBRPGH Frov. Wife \\. i,

Now could I cry for madness, but that I know he d laugh at

me for it. 1781 GIBBON Decl.
&amp;lt;y

/ . xxx. II I. 157 The madness
of the people soon subsided. 180* MRS. J. WEST Infidel
Father III. 45 Sir Bronze absolutely stamped for madness
at this intelligence.

transf. 1607 DRVDKN I irg. Georg. in. 367 Not with more
Madness, rolling from afar, The spumy Waves proclaim the

watry War. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 87 Then 1 see

. . the waves Lashed into madness.

4. Kxtravagant excitement or enthusiasm; ecstasy.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. /&quot;. i. ii. 21 Such a hare is madness

the youth, to skip ore the meshes of good counsaile the

cripple. 1607 NOKDEN Sun 1
. Dial. I. 9 A kind of madness,

as I may call it, but in the best sence it is a kind of ambi
tious .. emulation. 1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 55 The
madness of independence has spread from Colony to Colony.
1799 CAMPBELL Pleas. Hope\. 160 The smiling Muse. .Shall

..breathe a holy
madness o er thy mind. i8ao SHELLFV

Skylark 103 Such harmonious madness From my lips would
flow. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. On Some Old Actors, None. .

po^csstd even a portion of that tine madness which he threw
out in Hotspur s famous rant. 1879 SY.MONOS Shelley ^95
The Muses rilled this man with sacred madness.

Madoiiua (mad^ma). Also 7 Maddona, 6-9
madona. [n. It. madonna, orig. two words (ia
Olt. unstressed form of mia fem., my ;

donna
F. dame .\*. domina lady) corresponding to F.

ma dame : see MADAM.]
||
1. a. As an Italian form of address or title :

My lady, madam. Obs.

1584 R.W. ThreeLadies Lend. i. B ijb,JJ/fnvi. Madona, me
be a Merchant and be cald senior Merkadorus. 1592 NASHE
/-*. Penilesse 20 b, They drawe out a dinner with sallets,..

& make Madona Nature their best Caterer. 1601 SHAKS,



MADOQUA.
Twd.N. I. v. 72 Good Madona, \vhy niournbt thou? a 1626

MIDIUETON Man Dissemble)* v. i. (1657) 67 Crotch. (Here

they sing Prick-song) How like you this Madona? Cilia.

Pretty. 163* MASSINGT.R Maid &/ Han. v. ii, Gracious Mad-
dona, Nome General!, Krave Captaines, and my quondam
rivalls, wear em. 1817 MACAULAY Song Misc. Writ. (1860)

II. 417 Oh stay, Madonna ! stay,

t b. An Italian lady. Obs.

1602 MimiLKTON Blurt II. ii. C2b, ////. Well Sir, you
know, .the flea-bitten fac d Ladje. Doit. Oh Sir, the freckle

cheeke Madona, I know her Signior, as well Hip. Not
as I doe, I hope Sir. a 1625 FLETCHER Fair Maid of Inn
in. i, A dancer .. that by teaching great Madonnas to foot

it, has miraculously purchast a ribanded wastcote. 1639
SHIRLEY Gent. I cu. v. ii. 11655) 64 De e think to mount Ma-
donas here, and not Pay for the sweet Carreere.

2. a. An Italian designation of the Virgin Mary ;

usually with the; occas. used vocatively. b. A
picture or statue (esp. Italian) of the Virgin Mary.
1644 KVELVN Diary (1879) I. 122 A faire Madona of Pietro

Perugino, painted
on the wall. 1645 [bid. I. 203 The mira

culous shrine of the Madona w ch Pope Paul III. brought
barefooted to the place. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGI: Let.

to Abbe Conti 29 May, They shewed me . . a picture of the

Virgin Mary, drawn by the hand of St. Luke, .. the finest

Madonna of Italy is not more famous for her miracles. 1816

UYRON Siege Cor. xxx, Madonna s face upon him shone,
Painted in heavenly hues above. 1825-9 MRS. SHERWOOD
Lady o/Manor\. xxxii. 538 A beautiful madonna in white
marble which 1 had seen in a church in Rome. 1833 TEN
NYSON Mariana in South 22 Ave Mary was her moan,
Madonna, sad is night and morn . 1849 JAMICS // \nntintin

ii, A very early painting of the Madonna and Child. 1853
FROUDE Eng. Forgotten Worthies Short Stud. (ed. 2) 30^
Whose pretences to religion might rank with the devotion
of an Italian bandit to the Madonna. 1855 IIKOWMNI;
One IVcrd More ii, Rafael made a century of sonnets, ..

Else he only used to draw Madonnas.

3. A mode of dressing a woman s hair, with the

parting down the middle, and the hair arranged

smoothly on each side. (Cf. 4.)
a 1839 T. H. BAYLY Songs % Balf. 1. 139 I ve tried all styles

of hair dressing, Madonnas, frizzes, crops.

4. atlrib. and Comb. (esp. with reference to pic
tures cf the Madonna and the mode, of dressing
the hair), as Madonna braid, coiffure, face, front,
lid. style; Madonna-wise adv.; Madonna-braided
a., (of the hair) arranged in smooth braids on each
side of the face, after the manner of Italian repre
sentations of the Madonna

; Madonna lily, the

White Lily, Liliiini candidum, often represented
with the Madonna in pictures.
1829 Souvenir 1 1. 317/2 (Stanf.) The hair is beautifully ar

ranged in a *Madonna braid in front. 1849 AYTOUN l\&amp;gt;eis,

Buried Flower 83 Raven locks, Madonna-braided O er her
sweet and blushing face. 1890 Pall Ufall G. 26 Nov. 1/3
Her fair hair . . is simply parted in the centre, in the way
which is now often playfully called the *madonnu coiffure .

1790 HI:L. M. WILLIAMS Julia I. i. 3 She had a madona
face. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis I. xvi. 143 She returned
a rather elderly character with a *Madonna front and a

melancholy countenance. 1863 WOOLNER My Beautiful
Lady 95 O wan girl-mother with *Madonna lids Downcast.
1900 Field 23 June 903 3 The *Madonna lily (Liliuin caii-

diduni). 1902 Daily Chron. i Apr. 2/1 Large branches of
Madonna lilies. 1818 La Belle Assembles XVII. 86 The
hair is worn more in the *Madona style. 1830 TENNYSON
Isabel \, Locks not wide-dispread, *Madonna-wise on either
side her head.

Hence Mado nnahood, the character or quality
of a Madonna. Hado-nnaish a., like a Madonna.
i860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. iv. 236 Brown gleams of

gipsy Madonnahood from Murillo. 1891 Atliemvuin 24 ( let.

547/1 She is too Madonnaish in one way, too languishing
and sentimental in another.

Madoqua (mardokwa). [Amharic.] A tiny

antelope of Abyssinia, Neotragits saltianus (JV.

inadoqita), of about the size of a hare.
[1681 J. LUDOLI Hist. Aethiop. I. x. p 73 Amharice Mad.i-

kua; animalia quae capris assimilabat Gregoiius. Rupi-
caprae vel Ibices esse videntur.] 1790 BRUCE Trav. Source
ytle V. 83 Among the wild animals are prodigious numbers
of the gazel or antelope kind ; the bohur, &amp;gt;-a*sa, feeho, and
madoqua. 1885 CasselCs Kat. Hist. III. 18.

II Ma dor. Med. Obs. Also 7 madour. [L.
mat/or moisture, f. madSrt : see MADID.] Sweat.
1610 VENNER Via Recta (1650) 296 If in sleep the body . .

be sometimes in a little mador or light sweat. 1658 PHIL
LIPS, Madidily or Madour, moistness or wetness. 1705 Phil.
Trans. XXV. 2105 Without any offensive Smell, or fastidi
ous Mador. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Le.\:, Mador,. .Moisture
that is superfluous or unnatural. Old term for that kind of
sweat which takes place in syncope, whether warm or cold.

Mador, variant of MADAR.
t Madpash. Obs. [f. MAD a. + PASH head.]A craclwbraiued person. Also attnb.

i6l_l COTGR., Mat, afoole, fop, gull ; mad-pash, harebrained
ninnie. 111693 UrgtJurfs Rabelais m. xxv, Let us leave
tins Madpash Bedlam, this hair-brained Fop.
Madras (madru-s).
1. The name of a city of India and the province

ol which it is the capital ; used attriii. in the names
of things produced there or originally connected
therewith : Madras lace, (net) muslin (see quots.
1882); Madras stucco = CHUNAM

; Madras
work (see quot.).
J864 tliamb.Encycl. VI. 251/1 Madras stucco, or chunam,

is largely employed in the decoration of public building.
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWAKD Diet. Keedleivk., Madras Lace,A school for lace making has lately been founded in Madras.
The lace made is the black and white silk Maltese guipure.

19

Madras-net Muslin, This is a handsome, but coarse make
of Muslin, produced in several varieties .. They are all 72
inches wide. Madras H

i&amp;gt;rk, This is so called from its

being executed upon the brightly coloured silk handkerchiefs
that are known as Madras handkerchiefs. 1895 Army ry

NavyCo-oper.Soc. Price List 1105/1 Frilled Madras Muslin.

2. In full Madras handkerchief: A bright-colour
ed handkerchief of silk and cotton worn by the

negroes of the West Indies as a head-dress, for

merly exported from Madras Yule\
1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvi. (1842) 437 The black

officers, in general, covered tlieir woolly pates with Madnis
handkerchiefs. 1881 CABLE Mad. Delphine, etc. 97 Old
Charlie.. was sitting on his bench under a China- tree, his

head, as was his fashion, bound in a Madras handkerchief.

1888 Botuwcnture. Au Large \. 146 A black woman in

. . red-and-yellow Madras turban, ..crouched against the wall.

3. Madras- net muslin vsee i).

1902 Wcstm. Caz. 27 Aug. 8/1 The shirt, a fine madras,
plaited neglige with square point narrow link cuffs.

II Madrasah, (madnv-sa), medresseh (mc-
dre s^). Also 7 mandresa, 9 madrasa, madrassah ,

-asseh, -assee, -esse, medress^, Diets, madrc.s-

sah, -issa(h. [The various forms represent Indian,

Turkish, and Persian pronunciations of Arab.

JLj)X madrasah
,

j; ^^ darasa to study.] A Mo
hammedan college-
1662 j. DAYIKS Ir. Oft-ariia I

7
oy. Ainbass. 214 We. .found

that it was a School or College, which they call Mandres;i,
of which kind them are very many all over Persia, 1819
T. HOTI-: Anastasius (1820) III. xi. 271 His fortune was

spent in placing me in a Medres-c . 1834 MOKII:K Aycsh&amp;lt;t

I. xii. .-69 The wt-drenst-h) or school, which adjoined the

principal mo.s&amp;lt;[Ue. 1876 A. AKXOMJ In Ccnitiiip, 7iYr. June
,17 The Madrassee &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r mosque school of Ispahan. 1881

HUNTER in EiuycL Brit. XII. 774/2 The Calcutta ma-
drasa for Mahometan teaching. 1882 O DoxovAN Mci-&amp;gt;

Oasis xvi. I. 276 Within .sight are three itictfrcsscs, or

collegiate institution-., for the instruction of Turcoman
students for the priesthood.

I Madreau. Obs. Also 4 madryan, -am. [a.

OF. madrian sorte de fruit* (Godef.).] A spice,
?a kind of ginger.
1357-8 Durham Ace. Rolls fSurtees) 124 In 4 cofynes de

Anys comfeyt, madryan, et aliarum specierum. Ibid, 560
In diverts speciebus .. videlicet .. anys Com felt, et Ma-
di yam, vijs. iiijd. 1390-1 Karl Derby s E,\-pcd. (Cnmden)
19 Pro ijfb. ginger madrean, ijs. iiijd. a 1400 in ll&amp;lt;n-.l&quot;\v

Med. ll A s. 14^/1 C. (1899) 122 To make conserue of madrian.

Madregal (mse drfel). Also med-. [Of
unknown origin.] A fish of the genus Seriola.

1884 G. 1J. GOOUE etc. Nat. /fist. Aquatic Anim. 351

Seriolajasdata^ This fish, called in Cuba the Medregal
and in Bermuda the Bonito

1

,
has been observed in South

Florida. 1896 JORDAN & EVKKMANN Fishes A&quot;,
&amp;lt;v

Mid.
A incr. 904 (Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 47) Sertolafasciata
(Medregal). Ihid. 905 Seriolafalcata. .(Madregal : Rock
Salmon .)

Madre-perl. ran*, [ad. It. madreperla^ f.

madre mother + pcrla PKAKL.] Mother-of-pearl.
1878 I.ONGI . A cnunos 175 Nor less Maestro Giorgio shines

With madre-perl and golden lines Of arabesques.

Madreporacean(m?c-:(ir/po- r&quot;

i

-Jan\ Zoo?, [f.

mod.L. ^fadrcporacea^ f. Madrepora : sec -AGEAN.J
A coral of the group Madreporacea or JHadrc-

poraria.
1878 Ettcycl. Brit. VI. 380/1 In the great coralliferous

deposits of the Carboniferous, again, no representative of
the group \Perforata\ is known, save the single genus
Fa.lxaciS) which appears to be a Madreporacean,

Madreporariaii (m0e:drioree&quot;rian), a, and
sb. Zool.

&quot;[f.
mod.L. Madreporaria (f. Madrepora

MADREPORE) + -AN.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the group Madreporaria

(the madrepores and related corals). B. sb. A
coral of this group.
1881 Athenxiiin 6 Aug. 181/1 The true or Madreporarian

corals. 1893 ^ fi RO K (tif fo)&amp;gt; Catalogue of the Madrepora
rian Corals in the British Museum.

1509) uses poro as a name for a kind of vegetable the
substance of which resembles that of coral, but differs in

being porous . He evidently regarded this word as identical

with the ordinary It, poro^ ad. \j,poms PORE sb.
; but perh.

it really represented late L. pdrus, a. Gr. iroipos calcareous

stone, stalactite. Among the species of poro he enumerates
inilU pora-) frondipora, and those plants by some called

madrepores (here niadnpore^ but elsewhere uiadrepora
occurs), which are tubular growths, issuing from a common
stem, and attached together at their roots, so that they
resemble a honeycomb . The word madrcpora (which
Imperato app. did not invent) seems to be f. madre mother+
Poro, the ending of the latter being changed to suit the

gender of the sb. prefixed in apposition ;
on this view, the

other words, niillepora^ frondipora, etc., must have been
formed later in imitation of madrcpora. A comparison of

Imperato s woodcut of the madrepores with those of the
other species of poro seems to suggest that the prefix
mother* may refer to the appearance of prolific growth

characteristic of this plant .]

1. Formerly applied loosely to most or all of the

perforate corals (which, however, were not origin

ally classed as corals) ;
now usually in more re

stricted use, a polypidom of the genus Madrcpora
(or family Maareporidx).
1751 STACK (lr. from French) in Phil. Trans. XLVII, 449

The several species of vermicular tubes found in the sea,
the madrepores, millepores, lithophytous, corallines, sponges.

MADRIER.
Ibid. 460 They have denominated para that chibb of thtin,
which seem d pierc d with holes. Of these they fount!

some, the holes of winch were large; and these they call d
madrepor.i. 1802 HINGLEV Anim. Riog. (1813) III. 475 The
Branching and Prickly Madrepore. 1832 LYFLL Princ.
Hi-fi, 11, in The madrepores or lamelliferous polyparia, are
found in their fullest development only in the tropical seas
of Polynesia and the East and West Indies. 1840 iSi.YTH, etc.

tr. Cnvicr s Anim. Kiitgd. (1849) 658 When the Madrepure
is branched, and the stars are confined to the extremities of
each branch, it is the Caryophyllia of Lamouroux. . . Madre*

/V/ rt, or Madrepores properly so called, have the whole
surface roughened by little stars. 1875 Hrxi.KY in Emycl,
/Irit. I. 130/2 In some madrepores the wli&quot;K- skeleton is

reduced to a mere network of dense calcareous MiljMana-.
1882 CassclTs X&amp;lt;it. Hist. VI. 207 The common so-called

Madrepore of the Devonshire coast, and those which aie

dredged up out of moderately deep water in the North
Atlantic, are common examples of the genus Caryophyllia,
2. The animal pioclucin^ the madrepore coral.

1841 KMKRSON Address, Method Nature Wks. (liohn) II.

::.?4 Nature turns off ne\v firmaments ..as fast as the madre

pores make coral. 1875 MKKIVAI.K Gen. Hist. Rome \.\iii.

(1877) 160 The. .instinct with which the madrepore extends
his empire over the bottom of the ocean.

3. Limestone composed of fossil madrepores.
1809 VAI-KMIA Voy. III. 309 The bouses in Jidda are fat-

superior to those at Mocha. They are built of large blocks
of very fine madrapore [sic],

4. attrih.) as madrepore coral, hole, island
,

madrepore marble, sense- ,v

1866 7 Ijvi.MiMONKZrt.vf ynils,
(187.^1. iv. 85 The yellow

plains .. look like yellow haematite with madrepore holes in

it. 1869 tr. ronchcfs Univt-rsfdZyi) 76 Twenty-six madre

pore inlands. 1876 PAGE Adv. Tcxi-L&amp;gt;k.Gc0l, iii. 07 A branch
of the common madrepore coral. 1879 Cassclf* l\-chn. !-.dit&amp;lt;.

il. 87 Many bl,i k-,aie almost entirely formed uf fu.-&amp;gt;sil corals,
and known as madrepore marbles.

Madreporic (mxdr^ rik), a.
[f.

mo&amp;lt;l.L.

Mtidrcpora or MADREPORE + -ic.]

1. Pertaining or related to, consisting or charac

teristic of, madrepore coral.

1817 Q. AYr-. XVI 1. 240 The madriporic [.wV] production-,
uhidi have been found to exist . .above ihe pre-ent level

uf the se.i. 1833 I.YKi.L/V/w.-. &amp;lt;/ .(&amp;gt;/. III. M3 J art of tin:

matin IN &amp;gt;i ic rock has been converted into sile\ and &amp;lt;. al&amp;gt; edony.

1887 H. H. HOWORTH Mammoth $ Fl^od ;6o The m.uhr-

ponc calcareous deposits surrounding Havana.

2. The distinctive epithet ol certain structures

in cchinoderms (inadreporic body, cana!, plate,

tubercle)^ so called because perforated with small

holes like a madrepore.
1861 DANA Man. Gcol. 160 To one side of the dorsal centre

.. in the regular Kchinoids, there is a small porous prominence
on the shell, often called the madreporic body, from a de^ru:
of resemblance in structure to coral. 1862 THOMSON in Q.
Jritl, Microscop. Sci. II. 139 The madreporic tubercle

gradually increases in t,\y.e and distinctness. 1870 NICHOL
SON Man. Zool. 123 The madreporic canaU and their tuber

cles depending freely from the circular canal into the peri-
visceral cavity. 1878 UHM. (.Icgt tibanrj; L

omf&amp;gt;.
A&amp;gt;iat. 204

One oflhe.se [genital plates of the Desmosticba] is the madre-

poric plate.

Maclreporid (m3edr/po&quot;rid), sb. and a. Zoo/.

[ad. mod.L. Madreporid&, f. madrepora : see MA
DREPORE and -ID.] a. sb. An animal of the family

Afadreporidsst including the genus Madrepora. b.

atlj. Pertaining to the Madreporidx. Hence Madre-
po ridan a., characteristic of the Madreporidx.
1899 BERNARD in Jrnl, Linn. Soc., Zool. XXVII. 130

Pomes is.. related to the Madreporids. Ibid. 141 An ex

clusively Madreporid origin. Ibid. 142 There is no reason

why further growth should not simply enlarge it without

necessarily running it into ancestral Madrepondan lines.

Madreporiform (mgedtfp6Vrifim), a. [f.

mod.L. Uiadrepora + -FORM.] Having the form or

characters of madrepore coral ; spec.
= MADRE

PORIC 2.

1843 FOKBI-;S in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. No. IT. 79
Madreporiform tubercle nearer the margin than centre.

1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 125 One of the genital platen is

larger than the others, and supports a spongy tubercle, per
forated by many minute apertures, .and termed the madre*

poriform tubercle
1

. 1877 C. W. THOMSON I oy. Challenger
II. iv. 237.

Madreporigenous (mse drfpowdgftiaa) ,
a.

rare. Zool. [f. mod.L. Madrepora MADBEPORE +

-i;r:\oi S.] Producing madrepore coral,

1847-9 Toon Cycl. Anat. IV. 33/1 Madreporigenous
polypes can only exist at depths where they enjoy the

influences of light and air.

BladrepOriteCmcednpo^Tsit). [f.MADBPORK
+ -ITE. Cf. G. madreporit) F. madreporite]
1. Palxont. Fossil madrepore.
1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1843 HUMBLE Diet. Gcol., etc.,

Madreporite. i. Fossil madrepore.
2. Min* A calcareous rock of columnar struc

ture marked by radiated prismatic concretions.

1802-3 tr* Pallas*s Trav. (1812) I. 147 Its cells and tubes

extend, as is the case with maandrites, or madreporttes, in

a.parallel line from the surface. 1821 URE Diet. Chew. s.v.

Liiitcstont?) It [prismatic lucuUite] was at one time called

madreporite. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 271 2 Madreforitc,
.\nthraconite ; Columnar Carbonate of Lime.

3. Zool. The madreporic tubercle in echinoderms.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 554 The madreporic
tubercle or madreporite. 1884 SLAIJEN in Q. Jrnl. Microscop.
.V./. XXIV. 31 The madreporite or water-pore in Asterids

usually punctures a basal plate.

: Madrier (nuu driai). Fortif. [Fr.] (See

quot. 1704.)
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MADRIGAL. 20 M^NAD.
I74 J- H AUK is Li-.r. 7\\/iti. t 3/adricrt in Fortification, is a

thick Plank arm d with Platesof Iron, and havinga Concavity
sufficient to receive the Mouth of the Petard when charged,
with which it is applied against a Gate, or any thing else

that you design to break down This term is also appro
priated to certain flat Beams, which are fix d at the bottom
of a Moat, to support a Wall. There are also Madriers
lined with Tin, which are cover d with Earth, to serve as a I De

fence against Artificial Fires. 1758 .[.WATSON Milit. Du t.

(ed. 5). 1826 SCOVT Woodst. .\\xiii, The petard, .is secured
with a thick.. piece of plank, termed the madrier.

Madrigal (ms drigil), sb. Also 6 -7 -ale, -all.

[ad. It. madrigale (whence I
&quot;r., Sp. madrigal}.

The origin of the It. word is obscure. On the ground uf

the occurrence in early It. of the variant forms madrialc^
mandriaie {cf. obs. Sp. mandriiil, mandrigal), Die/
(followed by most later etymologists) accepts Menage s

derivation from &quot;It. mamiria herd, f. L. mandrat a. Gr.

jn.ai fipa fold; the primitive sense according to this view
would be pastoral song (cf. quots. 1597, 1614 in 3).)

1. A short lyrical poem of amatory character
;

chiefly, a poem suitable for a musical setting such

as is described below (see 2).

1588 (title ) Mvsica Transalpina, Madrigales translated of

foure, fine, and sixe parts, chosen oute of diners excellent

Authors. Ibid. A ij, I had the hap to find in the hands uf

some of my good friends, certaine Italian Madrigales, trans

lated most of them fine yeeres agoe by a Gentleman for his

priuate delight. 1621 BUKTON A n-it. -Mel. n. ii. \i. iii. (1651)
--99 How to make Jigs, Sonnets, MadrigaU in commenda
tion of his Mistress. 11637 B. JONSON Underwood* (1640

209 He That chanc d the lace, laid on a Smock, to see And
straigjit-w;iy s[&amp;gt;&amp;lt;_-nt

a Sonnet; with that other That (in pure

Madrigall) unto hi&amp;gt; Mother Commended the French-hood

[etc.], 1736 SHI ; ID AN in Swiffs Lett. (1768) IV. 167, I know
you love Alexandrines; for which reason I closed the above

madrigal with one. I think it is of a very good proportion,
which I hope you will set to musick. ^11771 GKAY 3/ttritm
YVks. 1843 V. 1-50 Madrigals of Eight [lines], on Three

Rhymes. Sir T. Wyatt, 1774 WARTON Hist. ting. Poetry
(1840 III. 142 He [.Clement Marot] was the inventor of the

rondeau, and the restorer of the madrigal. 1888 Mamies
Mag. July 43 Poetically speaking a madrigal may be de
fined as the shortest form of lyrical poetry.

2. Mits. A kind of part song for three or more
voices (usually, five or six) characterized by adher

ence to an ecclesiastical mode, elaborate contra

puntal imitation, and the absence of instrumental

accompaniment ;
also applied loosely to part

songs or glees not bound by these conditions.

See Encycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XV. 192/1, XVII. 84/1.

1588 [see i). 1593 NASHE Christ s T. 34 b, Their merry-
ruiming Madrigals, and sportiue Base-bidding Roundelayes,
1594 MORLEV (title) Madrigalles to foure Voyces, the lir&amp;gt;t

Booke. 1597 Introd. Mus. 180 I he light musicke hath
beene of late more deepely diued into .. the best kind of

it is termed Madrigal . . it is a kinde of musicke made vpon
songs and sonnets.. .As for the musicke it is next unto the

Motet, the most artificial and to men of vndcrstanding
most deluhtfull. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 50 And who
shall silence all the airs and madrigalls, that whisper
softnes in chambers? 1674 PLAY FORD Skill Mns. i. 59
Your Madrigals or Fala s of five and six Parts, which were

composed for Viols and Voices by many of our excel ent

English Authors, as Mr. Morley, Wilks, Wilbey, Ward, and
others. 1789 BURXEY Hist. Mt&amp;lt;s. (ed. 2) III. ii. 201 The
most chearful species of secular Music, .was that of madri

gals, a style of composition, that was brought to its highest

degree of perfection about the latter end of the i6th century.
1811 L. M. HAWKINS Ctess $ Gertr. I. 31 A little club,

where catches, glees, motets, and madrigals, with the canon
Non nobis

*

in finale^ were done in plain correctness.

1879 E. PKOUT in Grove Diet. Mas. I. 306 The only
difference between the canzona and the madrigal being
that the former was less strict in style. 1879 ). HULLAH
ibid. 598 The glee differs from the madrigal . . in Us tonality,
which is uniformly modern.

3. transf. andyf^
r
. A song, ditty.

1589 GREENE.Wenaphon (Arb.) 25 If a wrinrkle appeare in

her brow, then our shepluard must put on his working day
face, and frame nought but dolefull Madrigalls of somnve.

593 MARLOWE Pass. Skeph. to his Love ii, By shallow

Rivers, to whose fals Melodious birds sing Madri^aK 1597
MIDDLETOX Wisdom ofSolomon xvii. 16 The merry shepherd
..Tuning sweet madrigals of harvest s joy. 1614 SIR W.
ALEXANDER Alexis to Damon in Drumm. of Hawth. Poems,
Those Madrigals we song amidst our Flockes. 1634 MILTON
Counts 495 Thyrsis? Whose artful strains have oft delaid
The huddling brook to hear his madrigal, a 1640 JACKSON
Creed x. xxui. 8 Changing their late joyful hymns of

Hosanna to the Son of David into sad madrigals of Crucifige,

crucifige. 1800-24 CAMPBELL O^Connor s Child til, And oft

amidst the lonely rocks She sings sweet madrigals. i8ai

CLAKK Vill. Minstr. \. 178 Thrushes chant their madrigals.

i84_8
DICKENS Dombey xli, Gentle Mr. Toots, .hears the re

quiem of little Dombey on the waters, rising and falling in

the lulls of their eternal madrigal in praise of Florence.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1611 FLORIO, Mattrigtili, MadridU^ Madrigall songv. 1877

W. A. BARRETT (title) English Glee and Madrigal Writers.

1880 MACKESON in Grovels Diet. Mns. II. 192 Founded in

1741 by John Immyns, a member of the Academy of Ancient

Music, the Madrigal Society enjoys the distinction of being
the oldest musical association in Europe. 1883 Encycl. Krit.

XV. 192/1 The art of madrigal composition was never

practised in Germany, and it died out in other countries

early in the i7th century. 1888 J. A. F. MAITLANH in Diet.

Nat. Biog. XVI. 327/1 The madrigal form as used by the

Italians.

Hence Ma drlffal v. (rare) intr., to write, com

pose, or sing madrigals. Also with ii.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce*s Safer. 48 When Elderton began
to ballat, Gascoine to sonnet, 1 urheruile to madrigal. Drant

to versify {etc.]. 1742 JARVIS Quix. \\. Ixviii. 272 Madrigal
it as much as your worship pleases.

BELadrigalian (msedrigJ -lian), a.
[f.
MADRIGAL

sb, + -IAN.] Pertaining to, consisting or character

istic of, or dealing with madrigals.
1848 (title] Madrigalian Feast, a collection of twenty

Madrigals. 1869 OUSELKY Counterp. xiv, 89 The old madri-

falian
composers. 1879 E. G. MONK in Grove Dut. Mns.

, 72 Anthems of the Madrigalian era. 1882 Athemvum
No. 2854. 58 The English madrigalian writers being repre
sented solely by a few songs and unimportant pieces.

IKEaclrigalist (mse*drig41i*t), [i.
MADRIGAL

sb. + -1ST.] A \viiter or composer of madrigals.
1789 BURNEY Hist. Kins. III. 123 I he best madrigalists

of our country. 1888 J. A. F. MAM LAND in Diet. Nat. Biog.
XVI. 328/1 In the next few years [after 1596] nearly all the

masterpieces of the English madrigalists were issued.

Ma-drigaller. [f. MAI tiucAL^.f -Kiti.]
=

prec.

111704 T. T.KOWN Lett. Dead to Living n. (1707) 33
Sonniters, Songster^, iSatyrisis, Panegyrists, Madrigiillers.

1710 YVYU&amp;lt;KI;L!--Y in /V/vV Left. (1735) I. 46 No Madrigaller
can entertain the Head, unless he pleases the Ear.

I! MadroilO(wadr&amp;lt;rn
y

&amp;lt;?).

Also madrona, ma-
drone. [Sp.] A handsome evergreen ticc of western

North America, Arbntus Aft ttzicsu, having a very
hard wood and bearing yellow berries. Ahoa/triJ&amp;gt;.

1850 B. TAYLOK Eldorado xiii. (1862) 130 Clumps of the

in;tili-uno a native e\ergreen, .. filled the ravines. 1882

J. HAWTHORNB Fort. Fool I. xxvi, The whisper of the

breeze in the madrorto. 1883 STEVLNSON Silverado Sy. 71
Woods of oak and madrona, dotted with enormous pines.
1888 Amer. Humor. 5 May 12/1 Here and there a madrona
tree grows, with its bark peeling off in its own peculiar
way, leaving the true bright red and as smooth as satin.

Comb. 1900 K. Kii LiXG/Vww Sea to Sea xxvi, There were
the pines and the madrone-clad hills.

Madryam, -an, var. forms of MADBEAK Obs.

t Ma dsliip. Obs. In 3 mad-, med-, mead-
schipe. [f.

MAI a. + -SHIP.] Madness.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 327 Hwat is mare madschipe pen for

to leueii on him & se^gen -J?
he is Codes Sune? 1230 llali

Meid. 52 Ha is. .mare amead, gef ha me!, ben is meadschipe
seolf.

IMCadsto 116 (mo.&quot;dsU&amp;gt;un).
U. S.

[f.
MAD a.

used subst. + STONE sb.~\ A stone supposed to have

the power of allaying or curing the madness caused

by the bite of a mad animal.

1864 Round Table 18 June 2/2 We are not so ready with
an explanation of the mad-stone used to obviate ill effects

from the bites of rabid animals. 1888 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.

9 Aug. 2/4 The Orlando vMa.) Record tells a remarkable

story of the effects of a madstone in a case of snakebite.

Madura (ma \iiua). The name of a district

of Madras, used attrib. in Madura foot, a disease

of the foot common in Madura and other parts of

India ; MYCETOMA. Also Afadura disease.

1863 W. T. Fox Skin Dis. Parasitic Orig. 15 In the

Transactions of the Medical and Physical Society of Bombay
for 1860, is a description by Dr. H. V. Carter, of a disease

occurring in many parts of India, called variously Ulcus

grave , Morbus tuberculosis pedis ,
Madura foot , Podel-

koma
, Myceioma \ 1868 J. H. N KLSON ftladitra Country

L iv. 91 Its classical name is tnorbus pedis cnlopkyticns\
but it is better known in this District by the name of the

Madura foot . 1871 BRISTOWE in Trans. PatiwLSoc. Lond.
XXII. 326 The fungus of the Madura foot. 1874 Q. Jrnl.

Microscop. Sd. XIV. 263 On the Etiology of Madura-foot.

Ma dwoman. [f.
MAD a. + WOMAN, after

MADMAX.] An insane woman.
1622 T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 15, I remember a witty mad

woman, .told a friend of hers [etc.]. 1842 DICKENS Amer.
Notes iii, The rest of the madwomen seemed to understand

, the joke perfectly. 1844 MARG. FULLER Worn, in igtk C.

\ (1862) 105 She.. will not be pitied as a mad-woman, nor
shrunk from as unnatural.

Madwort (mre-diwiut). [Cf. tjuot. 1597 ; the

name is peril, a transl. of L. alyssum, a. Gr. oAtxr-

aov
7

f. d- (privative particle) + \vaaa rabies.]
1. A herb of the genus Alyssitm.
Britten and Holland (Plant-n.) consider Gerande s mad-

wort* to be of doubtful identity, and assign his German
mad wort to the genus Stachys or Sideritis.

1597 GKKAKLIE Herbal \\, cxviii. 379 The Germaine Mad-
woort bringeth foorth from a fibrous ropte,

two broad,

rough, and hoarie leaues ; between which riseth vp a hoarie

brittle stalke, diuided into sundrie small branches, wh^e-
upon do growe long, narrow leaues. . ; from the bosom^of
which leaues come foorth small roundles of purple flowers

like those of the dead Nettle. Ibid. 380 Madwoort or

Mooneuort is called .. of the Latines Alyssittu \ \& English
Galens Madwoort: of some Heule dog; and it hath the

name thereof, bicause it is a present remedie for them that

are bitten of a mad dog. 16x1 COTGR., Alysson* the h earbo

Madwort, Moonewort, heale dog. 1640 PARKINSON Theatt\

Bot. 590 Alyssum montawtm Colnnmx. Mountaine Mad-
wort of Columna. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 313 Mad-
wort, Alyssum. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. I. 105 Alys-

suni, which is the Mad-wort of the ancients, and the plants
of which were supposed to allay anger.

2. The Trailing Catchweed, Asperugo proaim-
bens. (Also called Cernum inadwort.}
1760 J. LICK Introd. Bot. App. 318 German Mad-wort,

Asperugo. 1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 79 Aspcrttgo, Madwort.

Madyn(e, -ynne, obs. forms of MAIDEN.

Mae (mf), v, dial. [Onomatopoeic. Cf. bae
t

IU.] intr. Of a lamb : To utter its peculiar cry.

1728 RAMSAY Robert^ Richy, &amp;lt;y Sandy 124 While ewes
shall bleat, and little lambkins mae,

Mae, variant of Mo, more.

Mffiander, etc. : see MEANDEK, etc.

Maecenas (mw/ nees). PI. Maecenases,
fMaecenates (-J tfz). Also 6-7 Mccenas, C-
crron. Mecaauas. The name of a Roman knight,

the friend of Augustus and the patron of Horace
and Virgil. Hence used for : A generous patron
of literature or art

; f occas. gen. a patron.
(1561 VEKON Free-will 7 This my rude labor, whiche..

I offer unto youre honoure.asunto the Mecenas and patron
uf all godlye learninge. 1590 Si i;\st:R / . Q. Verses addr. to

Noblemen, This lowly Muse,. . Flies for like aide unto your
Patronage, That are the great Meca;na.-&amp;gt; of this age. 1597
MOKLKY Introd. Mns. ill. 179 The composers of musick who
otherwise would follow the depth of their skill, . . are com
pelled for lacke of maxx-naKb to put on another humor.
1611 CoaYATCru&uf Ep. Ded., My illustrious Mecxnas
Sir Edward Philips Master of the Rulles. ( 1620 T. ROBIN
SON Mary Magdalene Ded. 105 Yet some Moxenases this

age hath left vs. 1663 GERBILR Counsel b viij b, A Mecenas
to all verities. 1711 SHAFTESH. Charact. (1737) I. 216 The
Muses .., with or without their Maecenas s, will grow in

credit and esteem. 1779 SHEKIUAN Critic \. i, Are yuu not
called ..a mock Maecenas to second-lui id Authors? 1812
L. HUNT in Examiner 14 Dec. 787/2 This Mecanas of the

A;;e. 1827 LYTTON rdhant xlvi, See what it is to furni.-h

;i nOUM differently from other people; one becomes a (-, !

r.^n t, and a Maecenas, immediately. 1875 ESCOTT in /&amp;gt;Y/-

i;
i fK ia XXV. So The UKCdUUB of the last century did in

fluence literature and art ; the Maxenas of to-day cannot.

Hence Mrece nas v. trans.) to act as a patron to.

MEece na8ship t the position of a Maecenas.

1832 CAKLYLE Ess. (1872) IV. mt Neither .. was the new
way of Bookseller Mecenaffihip woi ililrs-. 1837 MAKRYAT
Olla Podr. ,\.\x, Literary men are not M&ictiased by. .the

. .aristocracy.

t MffiCG liatisiH. Obs. rarc~ l
.

[f. J/avt ;//-,

M.*:CEK.\B + -ISM.] Patron:!^-.
1606 BIKNIE Kirk-Riiriall Ded., I strong-hold myself

under your Marqueships Mecenatisme.

Maeht, ohs. form of MIGHT.

Maeli^e, Sc. form of&quot; MOLE -.spot).

Maelstrom (m^ lstromX Also 7 [male-
strand,] male stream, 8 malestrom, 9 mael-
strbm, and in Gcr. form mahlstrom. [a. early
inod.Du. maelstrom (wy& niaalstrooiri}) whirlpool,!.
inalen to grind, also to whirl round + stroom stream.
The use of maelstrom as a proper name (also in Fr.) seems

to come from Du. maps, e.g. that in Mercator s Atlas (1595, .

Dutch philologists are of opinion that the word is native.

It is true that it is found in all the mod. Scandinavian langs.
as a common noun, but it is purely literary, and Danish
scholars regard it as adopted from Du. or LG. The earliest

known instance of Da- walstrjm (formerly also written

tnalcstrjni) occurs in 1673 in Debes Fxroa rescrata^ the

author of which was a pastor in the Kaeroe Islands. Cf.

Norw. dial, malstranm (admitted by Aasen to be little

used
,
which prob. means that he had never heard it in

actual popular use), Sw. malstrotn, Fa:roic mal(n}streyimtr
(\\*mvnz.TS\&\m\iFa!rfsk Ant/wlogit Glossary; the vb. mala.
in Faeroic means to grind ,

to whirl round ).

Hie farmJfo&ftfntHfffal quot. c 1560 can only be a blunder ;

probably Jenkinson hearing the name Malestrfm confused
it with the name of Malestrancl :? meaning pebbly shore ),

now Marstrand, in South Sweden.]

A famous whirlpool in the Arctic Ocean on the

west coast of Norway, formerly supposed to suck

in and destroy all vessels within a long radius. Also

transf. a great whirlpool.
[cx$6o A. JENKINSON \\\Halilnyf$ I oy. (1589) 33^ There is

between the said Rost Islands, and Loloote, a whirle poole,
called Malestrand, which . . maketh such a terrible noise, that

it shaketh the rings in the doores of the inhabitants houses

of the said Islands, ten miles of.] 1682 K. BURTON \\ ond.

Cri &amp;lt;w.(i684) 2^9 Between the coast of Cat hness and Orkney
is a dreadful Frith or Gulf, in the North end of which, by
reason of the meeting of Q contrary Tides or Currents, is

a Male Stream or great Whirlpool. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl.
New York (1860) 47 A dangerous Current, . . as dangerous
and as unaccountable as the Norway Whirl-Pool or Mael
strom. 1755 tr. Pontoppidarf$ Nat. Hist. Norway 1. 77 There
is another kind of current, .in the sea of Norway, . .namely
the Malestrom, or Moskoestrom [orig. i-j^dcn

- idtbkicndtc

Male-strjm eller Afoskc-strJm], ..near the island Moskoe.
a 1844 1&amp;gt;0fc: (titlt) A descent into the Maelstrom. 1856 W. E.

AYTOUN Bothivell (i%$j) 56 And if a ship should chance to

pass within the maelstrom s sweep. 1860 Miss URADDON
Trail Serpent \. i, Every gutter in every one of these streets

was a little Niagara, with a maelstrom at the corner.

\&amp;gt;.jig.

1831 CAULVLE Sart. Ri-s. i. iv. (1858! 19 Some single billow

in that vast World-Mahlstrom of Humour. 1854 J. S. C.

ABUOTT Napoleon (1855) II. iv. 69 An accumulated mass, in

one wild maelstrom of affrighted men, struggling in frantic

eddies. 1883 Harper s Mag. July 956 I In the wild and

glittering maelstrom ofluxury and extravagance.

Maenad (mrnasd). [ad. L. Mxtiad-, MxnJs,
a. Gr. MairaS-, Mamis, f. pcuv-eaOat to rave.] A
Bacchante.

1579 E. K. Class. Skater s Shcpli. Col. Oct. in The
M;cnades (that is Bacchus franticke

priete&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.
1620 T.

, Like a wolf-cub from a Cadmaran Maniad, She drew

the milk of greatness. 1882 AtluiHtuiit ^ Jan. 22/2 Another

[nymph], furious as a monad, is about to whirl on high
the headless body of a kid.

Hence Mseua dlc a., characteristic of a Mrcnad;

resembling a M;unad, infuriated.

1830 CAULVLE Misc. 11872) III. -2 Phallophori and Ma-na-

die women. 1830 J- rascr s Hag. I. 587 There is a clapping
of hands, and shouts of Msenadic glorification.

Maende, obs. form of MENU.
Maane : sec MEAN, MENE.
MaenialJ, obs. form of MKMAL.



MAESTOSO.

Maer, Maere, obs. forms of MOUE, MEMS.

Maes, Maesse, obs. forms of MAIZE, MASS.

Maest, obs. form of MOST.

Mfflstive, variant of MESTIVK.

I] MaestoSO (.raajsttf-so).
Mus. [It.

= majestic.]

A direction denoting lhat a composition is to be

executed majestically.

1724 Expl. J-or. Words IktUsic, Maestoso, or ilfaatuoso.

1815 Eiirff. Mag. LXVI1I. 154 Var. 8 [Maestoso] in minor.

Maeatral, variant of MISTHAL.

Maestriss, obs. Sc. form of MISTKESS.

II Maestro (maestro
1

). [It.
= master .]

A
master in music ;

a great musical composer, teacher,

or conductor.

1797 MKS. KAHCI.II 11; Italian vij, He might be a ghost,

by his silence, for aught I know, Maestro. 1845 K. HOLMES
Mozart 79 The archduke and his bride .. inclined their

heads from their box and applauded the maestro. 1884 ! . M.

CKAWFOKD Kam. Singer I. 22, 1 went lo ihe Maestro s

house and sat for two hours listening lo the singing. 1891

Speaker 2 May 528/1 The performance of some musical

maeslro on an instrument that almost seems part of himself.

Maez, obs. form of MAIHK.

Ma fal (
- mayfall, perhaps) : sec MAY t .

1

tMafey, int. Obs. Also 5 mai-, mayfay,

maffay, ma vf,fay, ma ia; maffeith, -feyth.

[a. OF. ma fei! (mod.F. ma foi . ) my faith :

see FAY s/&amp;gt;.

1
]

An asseveration, lit. = my faith !

c 1374 CHACCUK 1 raylus in. 3 (52) Mafey bought he bus

wole 1 sey. &amp;lt; 1400 Pride f Life (Hrandl 18981 45l_Nou,

21

speaking, imperfect pronunciation. 1837 CAKLYLE Let. to
f

Man-ant ;? Jan. in Froude {#(1884) I. iv. 94 After much

higgling and maitling, the printers have got fairly afloat.

othe (MS. S. maffeyth), metiius fidins. c 1460 Tmineley

Myst. xxiii. 564 Ma-fay, I tell his lyfe is lorne. [1791 J.

LEAKHONT Poems 143 Mafoy ! ye ll dwindle lo a den.

1842 DAKHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser, 11. Ijlack MoitSjiutairi;

blay ! I have it ma foi !]

Maffaisour,Maffia,var. ff.MALFBASOB, MAFIA.

Maffick (marfik), v. [Back-formation from

mafficking (i.e., the proper name Ma-fcking treated

jocularly as a gerund or pres. pple.).] intr. Origin

ally used to designate the behaviour of the crowds

v
in London and other towns) that celebrated with

uproarious rejoicings the relief of the British gar
rison besieged in Mafeking (17 May 1900). Hence

^eii. to indulge in extravagant demonstrations of

exultation on occasions ofnational rejoicing. Hence
Ma flicking viil. sb. and ppl. a. ;

Ufa flicker, one

who mafficks ;
Ma ffickrf., an act of mafficking .

The words appear to be confined to journalistic use ; hut

we have a large number of examples from newspapers of

all shades of political opinion.

1900 Pall Mall (;. 21 May 2/2 We trust Cape Town . . will

maffick to-day, if we may coin a word, as we at home did

on Friday and Saturday. 1900 tt csCtu. C&amp;gt;az. 25 May 2/3
The feathers, .are sold for a penny each to enable Maffick

ing revellers to tickle other revellers noses. 1902 l^aHy
Cliron. 9 July 6/5 We have no wish to advocate the hyslcria
of which ihe name is mafficking . 1902 West in. Gaz.

4 June 7 3 The Peace maffick has not yet been com
pletely worked off. 1902 Times tt June 12/1 [The Merry
Wives of Windsor ] is. . a pure anticipaled cognition , as

Shelley would have said, of the mafficking spirit.

tMa fflard. Obs. [f.
MAFFLK v. + -ARD.] A

stammering or blundering fool.

c 1450 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 225 The churche of Chester,
whiche crieth, alas ! That to suche a mafflarde marryede
she was.

Maffle (marfl), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7

maffell. [Cf. early mod.Dti. maffelen to move the

jaws (Kilian). The Eng. word has a wide dialectal

currency in several senses vsee E. D. D.).]
1. intr. To stammer; to speak indistinctly,
mumble, t Also with an obj.

1387 TREVISA lligden (Rolls) II. 91 }if Alfrede seib nay
in pat, he wot nou;t what he mafflep. Ibid. V. 215. 1399
LANGL, Rick. RedeUs iv. 63 Somme mafllid with be moup
and nysl what bey mente. 1563 Cooi ElJ Thesaurus, Bal-
I litw, to maffle in the mouth, as not able to sounde his

wordes. 1603 HOLLAND Plntarck s A/or. 34 Those disciples
who..would needs stut, stammer and maftle as Aristotle

did. 1623 COCKKKAM, Maffell, to stammer. 1875 Lane.
Gloss., Maffle, to hesitate, to falter, lo slammer, to mumble.

2. To blunder, bungle ;
to delay, waste time.

1781 HUTTON Tour to Caves. 1837 [see MAFI- LING vbl. sb.\.

3. trans. To confuse, bewilder, muddle (see
E. D. D. and MAFFLEU///. 0.).

Hence Ma ffling vl l. sb. and ppl. a., Ma ffliiigly

oiiv. Also Ma ffler, one who maffles .

1552 ELYOT Diet., Ball iis, that can not well pronounce
\vordes in speakyng, a mafflar. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus,
Hatic, obscurely : malnyingly : with no perfil sovvne. 1577-
87 HOLIXSIIBD Chroil. II. 13/1 II [Aqua Vila;] keepeth ..

the loong from lisping, the mouth from maming. 1586 }.

HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshcd II. 88/2 He deliuered his

speeches by reason of his palseie, in such staggering and
marling wise, lhat [etc.]. 1603 HOLLAND Fhttarch s Mor.
653 They. .go too far in their commandements . . who en-

joine stutters, stammerers and mafflers to sing. 1608 TOP-
SELL Serpents 252 They make a maffeling with their mouth
and stammer so that they cannot distinctly be understood.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Isa. xxxii. 4 The tongue of mafflers
shal speake readely and plaine. Ibid, xxxii. Cointn.,
This prophecie of matning or uiiperfect tongues, lo speake
readily, is fulfilled in Ihe Church of Christ 1611 COTUR.,
Brcdouilletnent, a faullering, or maffling ; an ill-fauoured

led (mae-f ld), ///. a. dial. [f. MAFFLE v.

.] Confused, muddled.
1820 SOUTIIKY Lett. (18561 III. 186 She was, what they

call in the country, maffted; that is, confused in her in

tellect. 1845 UE QL INCI:V ( oleridge &amp;lt;r Opiiiiu-eatiiigWk*.

1859 XII. 92 The Westmorland people, .expounded his

condition to us by saying lhat he was malllvd
;
which

word means perplexed in ihe extreme*. 1886 MKS. LVNN
LINTON Paslon Carc-.u II. x. 211 She did not smell of drink,

and was sober though decidedly malned.

il Mafia (mal7-a i. Also maffla. [Sicilian.] In

Sicily, the spirit of hostility to the law and its

ministers prevailing among a large portion of the

population, and maniieiting itselt fre&amp;lt;|uciilly
in vin

dictive crimes. Also, the body of those who share

in this anti-legal spirit ^ often erroneously supposed
to constitute an organized secret society existing

for criminal purposes . Hence
|| Maf;f io so (pi.

-osi), one who sympathizes with the mafia.

1875 Times 9 June 5/4 The malevolent influence and op

pression of the Mafia and the Majlasi. 1902 I.iuyel. lirit.

XXXI. 163/1 (an. A cw Orleans) He had been active in

proceedings against certain Italians accused of crime, and

it was popularly believed that his death was the work of a

liiaffin, or MV.irn secret:society. 19021:. MoscA ll-id. XXX 1 1.

618/1 (arL.sYt ily) The Mal lia is not, as is generally believed,

one vast society of criminals, but is rather a sentiment akin

to arrogance which imposes a special line of conduct upon
persons affected by it.. .The maffioso considers it dishonour

able to have recourse to lawful authority to obtain redress

for a wrong or a crime committed against bun.

Mafortune: see MAY vl

Mag (m:vg), sl&amp;gt;.
1

folloif. [f. M.u: r.]

a. Chatter, talk. b. A chatterbox.

a. 1778 MME. IJ AKI-.LAY DiaryVxvL.Mrs. Titrate: Oh, if

you have any mag in you, we ll draw it out ! 1875 MRS.
LYNN LINTON Patricia Kemball II. iv. 78 Hold your mag
on things you don t understand. 1885 E. C. SHARLAND
IVnys Devonsk. l- itlage. ii. 26 You go atvay for a while, my
dear, and let me have a little mag with Emma.
b. 1892 E. ANSTI:Y The Talking Horse, etc. 46 Alick

does call me a &quot;

mag ,
said Priscilla ; bul lhat s wrong,

because I never speak without having something lo say .

Mag .nueg), sb;- Cf. Mtu. [Playful shorten

ing of the female name Margaret.^
1. Used as a personal name in various proverbial

phrases, t Mag^s tales : nonsense, trifling. Alag s

diversion (also Meg s : see MEG).
(1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xxxix. 85 (Sherard MS.)

[The Lollard] scorneth. .suchc miracles haldynge hem but

as magges tales [S..V.C. MS. magge tales, W. de II- . (eds.

1517-301 madde tales] and feyned illusiouns. 1834 M. G.

DOWLING Othello Trnrestie i. iii, The galley slaves Are

playing mag s diversion on the waves. [1837 SOUTHEY
Doctor IV. cxxv. 250 Who was Magg ? and what was his

diversion ?] 1849 DICKENS in Forster Life (1872) II. xx. 432

Mag s Diversions. Being the personal history of Mr. Thomas

Mag ihe Younger, Of Blnnderstone House.

2. Used as a proper name for a magpie. Also

as a common noun = MAGPIE.
1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1833) 311. 18. . CLARE

Life ff Rein. (1873) 245 While mag s on her nest with her

tail peeping out. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Nantes Birds, Mag
pie (Pica ritstica). . . Familiar names. Mag, or Madge.
3. Rifle-shooting.

= MAGPIE.
1895 Pall MallG. 29 July 11/2 If Winans made a mag

with his first shot he would probably cease firing.

4. Long-tailed Mag (dial.) : the Long-tailed

Titmouse, Acredula rosea.

1851 MOKKIS Hist. Brit. Birds I. 275.

Mag (maeg), sb.3 slang. Also meg. [Of obscure

origin : cf. the synon. MAKE st&amp;gt;.]

A halfpenny.

1781 G. PARKER Life s Painter 129 Mag is a halfpenny.

Ibid. 161 Halfpenny A meg. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLII.

219 Neither of these forsaken damsels had one single mag,
or piece of any kind of coin. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxin,

It can t be worth a mag to him. 1862 H. KINGSLEV Ravens-

hoe I. ix. in As long as he had a mag to bless himself

with, he would always be a lazy, useless humbug.
b. Comb. Ma-gflying vbl. sb., playing pitch

and toss
;
Ma gflyer.

1882 Standard 8 Aug. 3/7 There were usually three_ or

four in a gang, one acting as the magflyer ,
the mag being

Ihe coin, anolher as ihe caller of Ihe odds or amounls, a

ihird as ireasurer. 1883 Daily Tel. 26 Mar. 2/8 (Farmer)

OfIhe twenty-nine night-charges , by far thegrealer number
were of. .hoys for mag flying, i. e., pilch and loss .

Mag (ms:gVi.
4
,abbrev. ofMAGAZINE (sense 5 b).

1801 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Tears ,-
Smiles Wks. 1812 V. 55

Who wrote in mags for hire. 1869 Cliamt. Jrnl. 8 May
303/2 Why don t you fellows write somelhing for Ihe mags?
1888 JACOBI Printer s Vac., Mag, an abbievialion very

generally used by prinlers for magazine .

Mag (mnag), v. Also meg. [f.
MAG sb.-] inlr.

To chatter ;
also with away.

1810 Splendid Follies I. 68 Don l you think she magged
away pretty sharply ! That s the worst of the young ones

Ihey will cackle so confoundedly. 1885 RUNCIMAN Skip

pers * Sh. 248 I ll snap your backbone across my knee if you

meg half a second more.

Maga fm;e ga). [Shortened form of MAGAZINE.]
A familiar abbreviation for Blaekwood s Magazine.
1825 Blackw. Mag. XVII. 384 Two Numbers of Maga,

you dog. 1886 SAINTSBUKY Ess. Eng. Lit. (1891) 301 The

monkey tricks of mannerism which.. were incumbent on a

i reviewer in Maga . 1899 Literature 4 Feb. 123 With more

than the lightness and speed of the Quagga, She ll .. show

( them a clean pair of heeU, will our Maga \

MAGAZINE.

| Magade. Obs. rare. Also 5 magada. [ad.

mcd.L. /nagadafem., (. Or. /iiryds (accus. /ja-yaSa .]

The bridge or fret of a stringed instrument.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 211 The wire cxtendede on
a holowe body is distreynede diametrally by an instrument

restreynenge the wyre lo a certeyne acsrde callede ma.ua^a

[L. jiiii&nta}. 1609 It A\ I.AMJ Ornith. Afiiritt. 22 That shall

be tlie first Magade of the Instrument. Il-id. 23 In the

extreame point of the Magades, set little pi ops.

II Magadis (m;.-gadis . Ancient Music. [Cr.

Ho-vaSii-.] An instrument with twenty string.^,

arranged in octaves. Also, the l.ydian flageolet

(l.iddell & SciUt .

1721 A. MALCOLM 1 i-eat. Mus. 473 The Psalterium, Tti-

gon, Sambuca, 1 ectis, Magadis, Barbiton. 1763 J. KKOWN

Poetry &amp;lt;t

Mas. v.
&amp;lt;*j

One Instrument they [the Ancients)

used, which had I wo Strings lo every Note., called ihe

Magadis. 1864 Ev.l 1. fins. Aiif. -V.i/ v. 200 Of the Maea-
dis it is even not satisfactorily ascertained whether it was a

stringed or a wind instrument. 1884 En,y\l. }-lni. \\ IL

79/1 Anacreon i 540 n.c.1 sang to the accompaniment of Ihe

m.igadis (doubling liridg. I, an in-.u uinclil imported fiom

Eu\-pt lo Greece.

Magadize fma.-gaddiz), v. Ancient MKS. [ad.

(jr. f&amp;lt;cryEit^ii , 1. fiiiyaSi^ MAGADIS : sec
-I/.I-:.]

a.

inlr. To play or sing in octaves. b. To piny

upon the magadis. Ikncc Magadized ///. a,,

Ma Radiziiig v/&amp;gt;l. sl&amp;gt;.

1776 |:i KNEY Hist. Mil. . (1789) I. Ml!. J ;
II appears tii.it

ihc union of iwo * i&amp;lt; . octav&amp;lt; i wa .il! ( l Magadizing
fiom a treble instinnient of the name of Magadis, strung
\\ith double strings Inned octaves to ca&amp;lt;.h other. 1898

STAINED .v BARRETI I ie.t.Mus. ?/; v.v., To Magadize.
1 1 ) To play upon the magadis. 12) To play in octave-. 1901

II. 1C. Wool Dunna: ( .\f. /list. Mm. I. 44 I he Greek
pia&amp;lt;

-

lice of magadizing, ill which, .lay the fundamental prim iple

if Polyphony. IHJ. 47 In addition to the old magadized
octave ihe consonances of the fourth ami lillh were no\v snug
in parallel movement.

i Magar. Obs. rare~ l
. Some kind of ship.

1590 (IKI:ENI-: Ot l. / itr. (1599) 4 Stalely Argosies, Caln.n.-,

and Magars, hulkes &amp;lt;.f burden great.

Magaseine, -sin, -son, obs. If. MAGAZINK.

i Maga-stromancy. Obs. rare. [f. I,. /.;, -.-

sec MACK, MALIC, MAGUS) + AUTHOMASCV.] \

name invented by Gallic for : Magical astiolfgy .

1652 (;.\ti.K M&amp;lt;i istre&amp;gt;u. J02 If there uciv any congruity
or consistency betwixt prophecy and magaslrumancy.

.So Maga stromaincer, one who practises mag-

astromancy . Maga-stroma^ntic a., pertaining to

1652 (l.u-l.E (title} IISt-iiorTio. The Mag-astro-mancc-r,

or ihe Magicall-Astrologicall-Diviner Posed, and Pn//led.

]l&amp;gt;iti. 223 To what end serve the feigned mirables of natnn-

bill lo feigne the magastromantick art for the greate-t

mirableV Iltid. 369 Examples of the magastromancers fatall

miseries, .are too many to be instanc t in at large.

Magatapie, obs. form of MAGGOT-PIE,

Magazan, erron. form of MAX.VCAX.

t Magaziliage. Obs. rare&quot;. See quot.

1730 -6 li.MLUY (folio) fKf.,Uagazi,,age..l\K Hire or Kent

of a Warehouse or Place for laying up Goods or Stores ;

also the Warehouse, &C. ilself.

Magaziiiaiy (msegazfnari). nonce-wa.

MAHA/.INI; sb. + -AKV.] The office or place ol

production of a magazine.
1825 JSlac/iltJ. Mag. XV. 445 He In editorial gloom, In

Colburn s magazinary, Gives each his destined room.

Magazine (ma-ga/rn),^. Forms: 6 magason,

magosine, 6-7 magasin, -7.111. 7 magazen, (mag-

gezzine, megazin(e, magaseine, magozin), 7- S

magazeen(e, 6- magazine, [a. F. magasin (OF.

mai;-a*.iii), It. magazzino (Sardinian magasinu,

metathetically camasinii), Sp. magacen, a. Arab.

^li makhazin, pi. of
^jsf

makhzan storehouse,

f. ^f. khazana to store up. The Arab, word,

witlrprefixed article al-, appears asSp. almagacen,

alinacen, Pg. annazcin warehouse.]

1. A place where goods are laid up ;
a storehouse

or repository for goods or merchandise ;
a ware

house, depot. Now rare.

,583 j. NEWBERY Let. m PurchasPiiBpiim (1625) II. 1643

That the Bashaw, neither any other Officer shall meddle

with ihe goods, but that it may be kept in a Magosine.

1588 T. HICKOCK tr. Frederick s Yoy. =7 The merchants

hatie all one house or Magason.. and there they put all

their Roods of any valure. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage yi.

x 511 Vnder which Porches or Galleries [of the Church]

a Monthly Collection lo treasure up, as in a Magazine, the

most remarkable Pieces on the Subjects abovemention d.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (Rlldg.) 304 ( The Kcmise) Mons.

])essein came up with the key of Ihe remise in his hand,

and forthwith let us into his magazine of chaises. 1793

DUKKE Corr. (1844) IV. 143 No magazine, from
Ihe^ware-

houses of Ihe Easl India Company to the grocer s and

the baker s shop, possesses ihe smallest degree of safely.

1808 PIKK Sources Mississ. 111. App. 23^
A public magazine

Brussels or Paris.orusseis o&amp;lt; ana. ... ..,, .

fir 1590 B. JONSON El . Man out of l/nw. II. ill, What

more tharTheauenly pulchritude is this? What M&amp;gt;ga*

or treasurie of bliss? a 1610 HEALEY Tluafhrast,,s (i?;t

To Rdr., That great Magazine or Storehouse of all learning



MAGAZINE.
M. Ca&amp;gt;saubon. 1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Relat. II. 216 My
Kriend ! the Rich are the Poor Alan s Magazine. 1817
/ .it-/. Debates 352 A magazine of petitions had been opened
in Scotland.

b. transf. esp. of a country or district with
reference to its natural products or of a city, etc.,
as a centre of commerce.
1596 RALEIGH Di$ccn&amp;gt;. Gviana 3 Guiana (the Magazin of

all rich BMtteb), 1631 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 165 Constan
tinople. .Aleppo. .and grand Cayro..are the three Maggez-
/ines of the whole Empire. 1640 DIGBV in Lismore Papers
Ser. ii. (1888) IV. 133 He concerned that the City of LondonWM the Magazine of money. 1650 FULLER Pisgali in. i.

410 Timber they fetched from Mount Libanus (the maga-
zeen of cedars). 1705 ADDISON Italy (i 76?) 196 (Rome) The
.qreat magazine for all kinds of treasure, is supposed to be
the bed of the Tiber. 1787 Genii. Mag. LV1I. it. 1115/2
The Dutch islands of Cura^oa and St. Eustatius are now
converted into complete magazines for all kinds of European
goods. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 100, The . . bourg of

Chouze, set down in a perfect magazine or fruit and vege
tables, grain and wine.

c. A portable receptacle containing articles of
value. Now rare.

1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn. (RtldgJ 341 {Case Conscience}
She opened her little magazine, and laid all her laces..
before me. 1779-81 JOHNSON /,. /

., Thomson, He had re
commendations .. which he had tied up carefully in his

handkerchief; but. .his magazine of credentials was stolen
from him. 1861 HOLLAND Less. Life viii. 120 The great
army of little men that is yearly commissioned to go forth
into the world with a case of sharp knives in one hand, and
a magazine of drugs in the other.

2. Mil. a. gen. A building in which is stored
a supply of arms, ammunition and provisions for

an army for use in time of war. b. spec. A place
in which gunpowder and other explosives are
stored in large quantities ;

a powder magazine.
1596 SPEXSEK State IreL Wks. (Globe) 669/2 Then would

I wish that there should be good store of bowses and nmga-
&amp;gt;ins erected in all those greate places of garrison, and in all

^rcat townes, as well for the vittayling of souldiours and
sliippes, as for. .preventing of all times of dearthe. 1644 NVE
Gunnery* 1647 72 A barrell of the best powder in the Maga-
zim-. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 816 A heap of nitrous Powder,
l.iiJ Fit for the Tun som Magazin to store Against a rumord
\Varr. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 671 Tims useful arms in maga
zines we place, a 1744 SWIFT Epigram Wks. 1824 XIV. 399
Here Irish wit is seen ! When nothing s left that s worth de
fence, We build a magazine. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1780 , Magazine, a.. store-house, built in the fore, or after-

part of a ship s hold, to contain the gunpowder. 1800 \V la-
LlNGTON in Gurw. /?i .c/J.(i8j7) I. 213, 1 have no power to order
the repair of magazines, storerooms, &c. 1849 Pktscoj i

Peru (1850) 1 1. 23 In another quarter they beheld one of those

magazines destined for the army, filled with grain and with
articles of

clothing.
1868 Regal. &amp;lt;y

Ord. Army p 1238 The
reserve Ammunition will be kept in the Magazine. 1877
A. 13. EDWARDS Up Nile ix. 239 To provide a safe under
ground magazine for gunpowder.
fig. 1653 R. SANDKKS Physfagn. 25 The Heart is the Maga

zine and Arsenal of Life. 1715-20 POPI-: Iliad MI, 332 As
when high Jove his sharp artillery forms, And opes his cloudy
magazine of storms. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 76 ? 6 He
has stored his magazine of malice with weapons equally
sharp, a 1764 LLOYD Law Student Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 23
While armed with these, the student views with awe His
rooms become the magazine of Law.

3. a. Mil. The contents of a magazine ;
a store.

Also collect. pL (f rarely collect, sing?} : Stores,

provisions, munitions of war; armament, military
equipments. ,

1589 I oy. Spaine &amp;lt;y

Portfrigate 17 Aboundant store of
victualls. .which was confessed, .to be the beginning of a
Magasin of all sorts of prouision for a new Voiage into

England. 1591 RALEK;H Last Fight A ev. (Arb.) 16 Of
which [Armada] the number of souldiers. .with all other their

mac;asines of prouision, were put in print, a 1613 OVLRBCKY
Observ. /Vaz . (16261 n Megazinsof powder. 1644 in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. in. II. 670 The Kings forces. . march t away with
their Artillery and Magazeen towards Oxford. 1666 DRYDEN
Ann. Mirab. cclxxi, And bade him swiftly drive the ap
proaching fire From where our naval magazines were stored.

1671 MILTON Samson 1281 Thir Armories and Magazine
1774 T. WEST A ntiq. Fitrtuss( 1805) 48 They took most part of
their arms., with a coup laden with magazcen, drawn by six

oxen. 1781 GIBBON Dccl.9f /&quot;.xxxi. III. 259 He used, with
bo much skill and resolution, a large magazine of darts and
arrows, that [etc.]. 1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838)
VI. 27 A corps of 5000 men., had carried away a magazine of
arms. 1813 Ibid. X. 4 19 Whenever a magazine of provisions
shall be taken from the enemy by the troops.
fig. 1638 HAKEK tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. III.) 242, I take

not upon me to contend with you in complements, .who. .

have whole mat-asms of good words. 1663 COWLEY flfisc. t

CArwuclf
{
The Lace, the Paint,and warlike things That make

up all their Magazine 1742 VOL NG Nt. Th. 11. 478 Speech
burnishes our mental magazine; Brightens, for ornament;
and whets for use. 1836 KMEKSON Nature, Language Wks.
(Bohn) II. 154 That which was unconscious truth, becomes
. -a new weapon in the magazine of power.

b. gen. A store, heap (of provisions, materials,

etc.); t a stock of clothing, wardrobe.
1615 H. CROOKE Body of Man 61 Next vnder the Skin

lyeth the Fat.. a Stowage or Magazine of nourishment
against a time of dearth. 1624 HKVUOOD Captives 11. ii. in

% Bullen O.Pl. IV. 145 That have no more left of a maga/ine
Then these wett cloathes upon mee. 1637 Land. Miff.
Wks. 1874 IV. 314 By which small mites to Magazines in

crease. 1661 EVELYN Funrifugium To Rdr.,The Deformity
of so frequent Wharfus and Magazines of Wood, Coale,
Boards, and other course Materials. 1669 J. ROSE En^ . I inc-

yard (16751 34 A load of lime, to every ten loads of dung, will

make an admirable compost., but your magazine will require
the maturity of two, or three years. i?ia AKBUTHNOT John
Bull ii. iv, She [Usury) had amassed vast magazines of all
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sorts of things. 1714 (5AY Fan \. 243 Should you the Ward
robe s Magazine rehearse, And glossy Manteaus rustle in

tiiy Verse. 1719 Dt FOE Crusoe i. x. (1840) 182 A..
magazine of flesh, milk, butter, and cheese. 1771 GOLDS.M.
Hist. Eng\ III. 165 A magazine of coals were usually

(1859) II, 2 i/i Distillation, too, always insures a magazine
against famine. . . It opens a market for grain. 1849 MAC
AU LAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 437 In every asylum were collected

magazines of stolen or smuggled goods.

Jig, 1709 SACHKVERELL Serin. 15 Aug. 15 What a Maga
zine of Sin, what an Inexhaustible Fund of Debauchery, . .

does any Author of Heresie. .set up ! 1795 BURKE Let. to

IV. Elliot Wks. VII. 348 The magazine of topicks and

common-places which I suppose he keeps by him. 1836-7
SIR \\&quot;. HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) I. ii. 23 An individual may
possess an ample magazine of knowledge, and still be little

better than an intellectual barbarian.

f4. A ship laden with stores, a victualling ship;
more fully magazine(s ship. (Cf. K mtigasins t

the store-ships which attend on a fleet of men of
war

1

,
Falconer Did. Marine, Frt Sea-Terms 1780.)

1624 C,\i&amp;gt;T. SMITH Virginia iv. 155 Some pety Magazines
came this Summer. Ibid. v. 189 About this time arriued
the niatia with a good supply of men and prouision, and
the first Magazin euer scene in those lies. Ibid. 194 The
Magazin ship, .came into the Harbour. Ibid. 195 He
made . . a large new storehouse of Cedar for the yeerely
Magazines goods. Ibid. 196 The Magazinsship. Ibid. 198
Constrained to buy what they wanted, and sell what they
had at what price the Magazin pleased.

5. f a. Used in the titles of books, with the sense

CAi&quot;-
from i and 2): A storehouse of information

on a specified subject or for a paitieular class of

persons. Obs.

1639 K. WARD, Animadversions of Warre ; or, a Militant

English, French and Italian Hands. 1719 K. HAYES, Nego
tiator s Magazine. 1802 J. ALLEN, Spiritual Magazine, or
Christian s Grand Treasure.

b. A periodical publication containing articles

by various writers
; chiefly, a periodical publication

intended for general rather than learned or pro
fessional readers, and consisting of a miscellany of

critical and descriptive articles, essays, works of

fiction, etc.

I73&amp;gt; (titled The Gentleman s Magazine : or. Monthly Intelli

gencer. [Cf. quot. 1731 in sense i.] 1742 POPE Dune. i. 42
Hem. Journal*, Medleys, Merc rio, -Magazines; ..and all

the Grub-street race, 1748 LADV LUXBOROUGH Let. to Shen-
stone 28 Apr., Nothing can be more just than the criticism

upon the Play in the Magazine. 1758-65 GOLDSM. Ess., Spec.
Mag., It is the life and soul of a magazine never to be long
dull upon one subject. 1798 A. TILLOCH (title) The Philo

sophical Magazine. 1819 BVKON yuan i. cc\i, All other

magazines of art or science, Daily, or monthly, or three

monthly. 18*3 (title) The Mechanics Magazine. 1857
MKS. MAIHKWS Tca-Tal le T. I. z A Magazine is the fancy
fair of literature a reader s veritable bazaar. 1860 (title)

Daily s Monthly Magazine of Sports and Pastimes. 1880
M-CARTHY Own Times IV. lix. 304 He wrote largelyon the

subject in reviews and magazines.

6. In various transferred uses of sense 2. f a. A
chamber for a supply of bullets in a magazine
wind-gun . b. A chamber in a repeating rifle,

machine-gun, etc., containing a supply of cartridges
which are fed automatically to the breech, c.

A case in which a supply of cartridges is carried.

d. A reservoir or supply-chamber in a machine,
stove, battery, etc. e. Magnetic magazine : see quot.
a. 1744 DKSAGULIERS Exper. Philos. II. 399 The small

or shooting Barrel, which receives the Bullet:-, one at a time
from the Magazine, being a serpentine Cavity, wherein the
Bullets, .nine or ten, are lodged.
b. 1868 Rep. to Govt. II. S. Munitions War 28 Drop

the cartridges into the outer magazine, kill foremost, to
the autbar of seven. 1884 H. BOND Treat. Small Arms
89 Magazine arnis in which the cartridges are placed in a
tube or maga/ine under the barrel. 1890 HKNIY ll itk
Lee in I irginia 153 Many of the men carried repeating
rilles,and the magazines were tilled before these were slung
across the riders shoulders.

C. 1893 GKKENEK Breech Loader 184 Cartridges are best
carried in a magazine of M&amp;gt;lid leather.

d. 1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-working Factories 45 Ex
hausting the air from the maga/ine by fan*.. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech.,Suppl. 570/2 As in the DaniclU battery, winch
has a magazine of sulphate of copper crystals. 1893 BOTH \M-
I.I.Y llford Matt. Photogr. xix. 136 Hand-camera.*,, .in which
the plate-reservoir or magazine is detachable.
e. 1870 ATKINSON tr. Canofs Physics (ed. 4&quot;

602 A mag
netic battery or magazine consists of a number of magnets
joined together by their similar poles.

7. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 5 b magazine
article, -editory -mongeripaper^ci-seiivorld, -writer,
writing \ (senses i, 2. f mag&amp;lt;tzine house, t store

house ; (sense i c) frnqglMtflV bag\ (sense 6b)
magazine arms, rifle, weapon ; magazine battery,
a voltaic battery with a magazine containing crys
tals to keep the solution saturated (Knight Diet.

Mech. Suppl. 1884) ; magazine camera, a camera
in which the plates for exposure are put in in

batches
; magazine clothing, woollen clothing

j

to be put on before eiiU-iing a powder magazine ;
|

magazine day, the day upon which periodical

magazines are issued to the trade; magazine gun,

MAGAZINY.

! t
(&amp;lt;*) (see quot. I /44\ also called magazine wind-

gun (obs.); (6) a gun (i.e. either a cannon or a
rifle etc.) provided with a magazine (sense 6 b) ;

t magazine ship (see 4 ; magazine stove (see
quot.) ; magazine work, (a) wiiting for maga
zines

; (b) J rinliiig, setting up type for magazines.
1868 Rep. to Coot. i . S. Munitions H ar 19 These car

tridges cannot with safety be Msed in magazine arms. 1884
[see 6b]. 1854 S. LOVER Handy Andy (ed. 4) Pref, The
early pages were written.. as a magazine article. 1681
CHKTHA.W Angler s Vailc-m. xxxiv. (1689) 185 The Angler
must always have in readiness a large Magazine Bag or
Budget plentifully furnished with the following materials.
1893 Beginner s Guide to I lwlttgr. (eA. 5) 130 The ..

tuaaaat* Camera was highly extolled. .as least compli
cated of Reservoir Cameras. 1876 VOYLE & STKVHNM.N
Milit. Diet. 558 All persons employed in magazines . . will . .

change their own clothes and boots for magazine clothing
and

slippers. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Moffxiltt-day
1872 FORSTER Life Dickens I. 129 The maga/ine-day &quot;of

that April month, I remember, fell upon a Saturday 1877
W. T. THORNTON tt ordfor H ordfi: 1forme Pref. 8 Fail

ing to discover a Magazine-Editor good-natured enough
I to print any of my versions. 1744 DESAGULIKRS

E.\f&amp;gt;cr.

\ Philos. II. 399 An ingenious &quot;Workman call d L. Colbe
has very much improv d it \sc. the old Wind-Gun], by
making it a Magazine Wind-Gun; so that 10 Bullets
are so lodg d in a Cavity . . that they may be . . .suc

cessively shot. Ibid., The Magazine-Gun, as he calls it.

1880 Eiuycl. Brit. XI. 284/2 The Vetterli gun. .isarepcater
1 or magazine gun. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAVVTH. Consid. to

ra-rlt. Wks. (1711) 185 That.. the town s magazine-houses
be furnished with arms. 1767 S. PATERSON Anotlur J rar.

II; 134 A noted book-maker, magazine-monger, and anti-
critic of the eighteenth-century. 1833 I l-ascr s Mag. VIII.
482/1 He had written some smart magazine papers, bound
up in a volume called Pclliam. 1876 VOYLE & SIL\ LNSUN
Milit. Diet. 344 2 The best known magazine rifles are the

Spencer, the Winchester, and the Vetterli rifles, a 1654 in

Wotton Lett. (1654) II. 91 Toerectand set up. .a Company,
to be called The East Indian Company of Scotland, making
their first *Magazin Storehouse . . in some parts of our Realm
of Ireland. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. A/cch., &quot;Magazinc-stcn C,
one in which^is a fuel-chamber which supplies coal to the
fire as that in the grate burns aw;iy. 1891 E. PEACOCK
A7

&quot;, lyrt-ndoit I. 49 Please don t quote silly magazine verses.

itifyPall MiillG. 28 Aug. 5/1 The information as to &quot;maga

zine or repeating weapons is very meagre. 1831 CAKI.YLE
in Fronde /,// ^882) II. 151

*
Magazine work is belowstreet-

sweeping as a trade. 1891 Labour Coiiiini^itut Gloss.,

KYAT Otla /Wr. xxx, &quot;Maga-

/iiL- \\ritin-. .is the mo.st difficult of all writing.

Magazi ne, v. Now rare. [f. MAGAZINE sit.]

1. /raits. To lay up in or as in a magazine or

storehouse. Also with ///.

1643 Let. in Boys Sandwich (1792) 754 Those arms, .shall

be ma-azined up, in such convenient place as shall be
thought fit. 1651 R. CHILD in Hartlib** Legacy 1655) 93
It is a great Deficiency in England, that we do not magazine
or store up Corn. 1656 S. H. Golden Law 97 Thus the
Sweden King, so the great Alexander, . . did contract and
magazine al the Honour &c. in their own names, which ..

their Commanders, Officers, and Souldiery had a great share
in. 11734 NORTH Kxant. i. iii. (1740) 222 Such Secrets .,

that, being magazined up in a Diary, might serve for

Materials, as.. might serve to build up his Plot.

2. intr. To conduct a magazine.
a 1763 [implied in the ppl.a. below].
Hence Magazrning -vbl. sb. and///, a.

11763 1 Mto.M / ass. Ptirtuip. Petit, i. Poems 1773 I. 106
Urban or Sylvan, .. thou fuiemu&amp;gt;t in the Fame Of Maga/in-
ing Chiefs. 1862 DANA Man. Geo(. iv. 747 The Vegetable
Kingdom is a provision for the storing away or magaztning
of foixe for the Animal Kingdom.

Magaziner (ma-gazrnaj). rare. [f. MAGAZINK
sb. + -ER!.] One who writes articles for a magazine.
1758-65 GOLDSM. Ess., Spec. Mag.^ If a magazinurlx: dull

np )ii the Spanish war, he soon has us up again with the
Gho&amp;gt;t in Cock-lane. 1834 /-VrtJi rV Mag, IX. 124 Consider
ing Macau lay as a magazine r. his papers in Knight *

Quarterly were in general full of talent.

Magazi-nery. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -EKY.] The
profession of a magazine-writer.
1833 I rascr*s Mag. VIII. 482/1 We, the old long-trained

veterans of magazinery.

Magazinisli (nueg&zriuj), a.
[f.

as prec. +

-ISH.] Having the characteristics of what is usually
found in magazines.
1794 GII.KKIUGK Lett. (1895) I. 117 The mediocrity of the

eight first lines is most miserably magazini&amp;gt;li. 1883 BLACK
Shannon Bells xxvi, It is very magH./iiii&amp;gt;h , he said.

Why should the magazines monopolize literature ? she
answered.

Magaziuism (maegizTninn). ff.
as prec. +

-ISM.] The profession of writing for magazines.
1882 Spectator 22 Apr. 533 Magazini^m .. is threatening

now-a-days to become merely journalism writ large. 1889
Sat. AY? 1

. .
- June 761/1 Is editing and conducting a maga

zine nia^a/.inisiii ?

Magazinist (mcvgazniist). [f. as prec. +

-LST.] One who writes for magazines.
1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 557 Christopher, Cock of the

North, Prince of Periodicals, and Monarch of Magazinist.-..

1823 Die (Ji INCI:V Lett. Y)i. Matt Hi. Wks. 1890 X. 43
Reviewer, magazinist and author of all work. 1880 M.
COLLINS Th. in Garden \. 102 The modern magazinist is a
pitiable poetaster.

Magaziuy (ma.gaz/~ni\ a. [f. as prec. 4--Y 1

.]

Of the nature of. or suitable (or, a magazine.
1885 Sat. Rei . 9 May 6:11/2 Not unamusing, though a



MAGDALA.
little maga/iny , to use ;i word of reproach.
22 Sept. 383/2 We have heard his writings called shallow
and magaziny .

Magdala (mje gdala). The name of a town
in Abyssinia, whcve a victory was gained in iSGS

by General Napier. Used attrib. for the name of

a red aniline dye.
1875 Ure s Diet. Arts (ed. 7). 1890 THORPE Diet.

Aj&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;[.

Client. I. 233/2 Ma^dala red... This old and very beautiful

colouring matter is the saiTranine of the naphthalene series.

Magdalen, Magdalene (margdalen, -1/h).

[nd. Keel. Latin (Maria) MagdaKna, -leaf, a. Gr.

Map/a $) May8a^.rjftj, vMar)
r

;
of Magdala Ta town

on the Sea of Galilee). The vernacular form of

the word (adopted through Fr.
N

is MAUDLIN
;
the

pronunciation , mg dlin) represented by this spelling
is still current for the names of Magdalen College,
Oxford, and Magdalene College, Cambridge.]
1. a. Tht ltagdeUen(e : the appellation of a dis-

ciple of Christ named Mary, out of whom went
seven devils (Luke viii. 2). She has commonly
been supposed to be identical with the unnamed
sinner of Luke vii. 37, and therefore appears in

Western hngiology as a harlot restored to purity
and elevated to saintship by repentance and faith.

(In the full designation Mary Magdalen e the

article is omitted.) For early examples see also

MAUDLIN sb.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 428 As ludas grucched ayrines
the Magdaleyue. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xx-xvii. 18 Tlie

Magdalene and Mare Salamee Abasit wer in spirit. 1850
S. DOHF.LL Roman ii, Heaven, Where anqels hail the

Magdalen. 1865 PI.U.MPTRF. Master
&amp;lt;y

Scholar u; The
twain, The sinner and the -Magdalene, they joyed I o think
that [etc.].

b. A representation of Mary Magdalen in art.

1661 KVF.LVN Diary 9 Aug., Many excellent pictures,

especialy the Magdalen of Caracci. 1851 RUSKIN Stones
I en. (1894) I. 160 But a smooth Magdalen of Carlo Dolci
with a tear on each cheek, .rarely fails of being verily, often

deeply, felt for the time.

2. Iransf. One whose history resembles that of

the Magdalen ; esp. a reformed prostitute.
1697 DENNIS Plot

&amp;lt;y

no Plot Epil., I, your young, buxom
Magdalens despise, She-Saints, that have sev n Devils in

their eyes. [1737 BAILEY vol. II, Magdaleits. an order of

nuns, or rather worn out and penitent courtesans at Rome,
upon whom a revenue was .settled by Pope Clement VIII.]

1758 Plan far atatlislting Magdalen-Charity 36 The
General Committee shall empower three of their number to

visit the wards, toenquireinto the behavior of the Magdalens
[etc.]. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. Prol., Those writers
well and wisely use their pens Who turn our wantons into

Magdalens. a i88z TROLLOPE Aittobiog. xviii. (1883) II. 180
A poor abased creature.. with very little of the Magdalene
about her because though there may be Magdalenes they
are not often found.

3. A home for the refuge and reformation of

prostitutes. [Short for Magdalen hospital,]
1766 ENTICK London IV. 311 In Prescot-street..we find

a modern institution, .founded by the name of the -Mag
dalen. 1792 MAKY\VOLLSTONECR. Rights Wont. iv. 155 Many
innocent girls . -are . . ruined before they know the difference
b;tween virtue and vice.. .Asylums and .Magdalenes are
not the proper remedies for these abuses. 1859 C. BARKER
Assoc. Princ. i. i The numerous temples, hospitals, ..and
magdalens which then covered our land.

4. The name of a kind of peach. [Cf. MAUDLIN.]
1706 LONDON & WISE l\i tir\t Gard ner I. i. viii. 38 The

White Magdalen has a. .sugar d winy Taste. 1719 Cotnpl.
Gard. p. viij. There are sometimes . . but scurvy Peaches
among the Minions, Magdalens, Violets, Admirables, 8;c.

1765 Mnsatin Ritsticiun IV. iv. 17 The magdalene is gene
rally a vigorous tree. *

1 5. Some plant. Obs. [Cf. MAUDLIN.]
c 1590 ]. ELDHF.D in Hakluyfs Voy. (is9g) II. i. 270 These

camels will Hue very well two or three dayes without water :

their feeding is on thistles, worme-wood, magdalene, and
other strong weeds.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) MagJalen-likt
adj., -look, -style; Magdalen day, the feast of
St. Mary Magdalen, 22 July ; Magdalen asylum,
charity, home, hospital, house = sense 3; Mag
dalen (also MAUDLIN) pear, some variety of pear ;

Magdalen ward, the ward ,in a hospital) devoted
to the reception of Magdalens .

1869 LECKY Eurap. Mar. iv. (1877) II. 08 Magdalen asy
lums and foundling hospitals. 1758 (title) A plan for

j

establishing a Charity.House . . for the reception ofrepenting !

Prostitutes, to be called the Magdalen Charity. 1485 Cer-
tiftcate in Surtecs Misc. (1890) 46 The Sunday after

^ . , --. ---,,- agdalen hospita. ...

Goodman s fields . . was opened. 1758 (title) The plan of the
.Magdalen House for the reception of penitent Prostitutes.

1776 Carlisle Mag. 21 Sept. 169 Obtaining admittance into
the Magdalen-house. 1794 CHARLOTTE SMITH Wandering
of II arwick 169 With all her penitent looks, and *Magda-
h&quot;, j

6
,S

ra
,

ces - 752 SIR H. BEAUMONT Criio u That
fc

Magdalen-look
-

d Kstiolles, in the true Magdalen style; intreating him to
receive her again.

t Magdaleon. Pharmacy. Obs. [ad. med.L.
mngdaleon-em, magdaleo (whence F. magdalion,
l6th c.), also magialium, f. Gr. iMfSa^ia, dough

23

or bread-crumb (Galen), later form of aironay$a\ta
soft bread to wipe one s hands upon at table, f.

aitopaaafiv to wipe.] A cylindrical roll of plaster,

salve, or any medicinal substance.

f 1450 ME. Med. Bk. Uieinrich) 182 When bon ha^t

medled al by poudre, ben forme ber of by magdaleom:s in

newe wyt leber or In good pauper. 1646 SIR T. HJIOWSK
Pseud. Ep. u. iii. 74 Applying the magdaleon or roale unto
the Needle it would both stir and attract it. 1670 W.
SIMPSON HydroL Ess. 108 We.. melted it, and in small lead

pipes cast it into magdaleons. .resembling common sulphur,

1673 E. HROWN Trav. Germ. etc. (1677) 168 We saw also the

manner of casting the Brimstone into Rolls, or Magdale.jn--.

1725 HRADLRV Fam. Diet. s.v. Sulphur, They, .liquify it

[sulphur] by Fire, then pour it into Moulds, and form it into

Sticks or Pieces, call d abroad Magdaleons. 1731 HAILI-.V

vol. II, Magdaleon, a roll of salve or planter.

Magdeburg centuries, hemispheres : see

CBXTUKY S, HKMLSL HKUE i b.

Mag e iint&quot; d^). arch. [Anglicized form of

MAI; us. Cf. F. mage (OF. had
niague),&quot;\

1. A magician; transf. a person of exceptional
wisdom and learning.
r 1400 Apot. Loll. 95 We callen be magis, boo bat calculun

bi be sternis bingis to cum, wening as bei were Goddis
gouernours. 1586 T. H. La Priinand. rr. Acad, \. 157

PlatOj.after he was well instructed by Socrates, sought out

the mages and wise men of Egypt, by whose un-anes he
saw the bookes of Moises. 1590 SPKNSKR / . (J. in. iii. 14

The hardy Mayd ;. the dreadfull Mage there fownd Depe
busied bout worke of wondrous end. 1611 DONNK Anat.
World 390 Th Egyptian Mages. 1860 FORSIKU Gr. AY-
inonstr. 63 Though such circumstances worked wull for

the Mage [Henry VII] upon the English throne, he did nut

with all his craft [etc.]. 1869 TLXNYSUN (. owing ofArthur
279 And there I saw mage Merlin.

t 2. One of the magi : see MAGUS r. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholnys I oy. iv. ii. 115 Their

Mages .. annoynted their sacrifice with oyle. 1594 R.
ASIILKY tr. Lays Ic Roy 31 b, As we will declare hereafter
when we speake of the Persians, and of their Mages.

Magecolle, variant of MACHKCOLK v. Ul&amp;gt;s.

Mageirics, -istic: see MAUIRICS, -isnc.

; Magel. Obs. (OnlyinTrevisa.) Alscmag g ed,

magil, magyl. V Fictitious, fabulous.

1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 337 Here William
telle)&amp;gt;

a magel [? . r. maged] tale wib oute evidence. Ibid. 339
Madde men telle niagel [? . rt\ magil, magged] tales.

Magellan (magc lan). The Eng. form of the

name of a famous Portuguese navigator, Fernao
de Magalbaea (? 1470-1521), the first European
discoverer who passed through the channel now
called the Straits of Magellan into the Pacific Ocean;
used attrib. (or in possessive)

= MAGELLANIC.
1638 J. CHILMKAD Treat. Globes 11. vii. (Hakl. Soc.^ 67

Our mariners used to call them Magellanes Clouds. 1671
OGILBY Anier. 474 marg.) Description of the Magellan
Straights. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Magellan s Clouds, two
small Clouds of the same colour with I ia Lactea, not far dis

tant from the South Pole. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast v. 9
The Magellan Clouds consist of three small nebula; in the
southern part of the heavens. 1867 SMYTH Sailors If ord-bk.^

Magellan Jacket, a riame given to a watch-coat with a hood,
worn in high latitudes.

b. = Magellan s Straits ,
? nonce-itse,

1787 UURNS To \V. Simpson vii, Ur whare wild-meeting
oceans boil IJesouth Magellan.
Hence f Magella nian a. = next.

1698 FRVER Ace. E. India $ / . i The Magellanian Clouds.

Magellanic fmregela^ nik), a. [ad. mod.L.

Magcllanic-mt
f. MAGELLAN : see -1C.] Pertaining

to or named after Magellan (see prec.), used in

the appellations of regions discovered by him,
nautical objects, etc.

Magellanic bark, a kind of Peruvian bp-k. Magel
lanic Clouds, two large globular cloudy spots formed
of vast numbers of nebulas and clusters of stars, visible

in the southern hemisphere. Magellanic fox (see quotj.
Magellanic jacket, a sailor s watch-coat with a hood.

Magellanic regions, those regions of Patagonia visited

by Magellan. t Magellanic Sea, the South Pacific

Ocean. Magellanic Straits, the straits through which

Magellan passed from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

1775 SIR E. BARKY Observ. M ines 221 An equal quantity
of the Peruvian and *Magellanic bark. 1685-6 MACKRITH
Let. 5 Feb. in Boyle s It- A-s. (1744) V. 651 The Magellanick
clouds . . consist of a greater and a lesser. 1880 PROCTOR
Poetry Aslron. xii. 434 The Magellan ic Clouds are roughly
spherical in shape. 1837 J. E. GRAY in Afag. ffat. Hist,
Nov. 578 I tilpes ///i7?//rt;V# (,*Magellanic Fox), Greyish,
varied with black on the back [etc.]. Inhabits Magellan s

Straits. 1773 HAWKKSWORTH Voy. II. 40 Each of them
received what is called a *Magellanic jacket and a pair
of trowsers. The jacket is made of a thick woollen
stuff called Fearnought. 1771 Ann. Reg. 2/2 That.. right
which they [the Spaniards] pretend to all the ^Magellanic
regions. 1602 JnftMttffTWt, Tabacco (1863) 17 The *Ma-
gellanick sea her visions brought. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 91.

2/2 The Magellanic Sea. 1696 J. EDWARDS Dcnwnstr.
Exist, ff Prwid. God i. 231 The people about the *Megal-
lanick Streights are white.

Magenta (maid^e nta). The name of a town
in Northern Italy where, in 1859, the Austrians

were defeated by the French and Sardinians. Used
for the name of a brilliant crimson aniline dye,
discovered shortly after the date of the battle.
1860 R. Smit/i s Patent n Aug. in Newton s Lond. Jrnl.

Arts 4- Sci. (1861) XIII. 225 What is called Magenta red ,

. .may be obtained as follows. 1861 R. HUNT in St. James s

Mag. I. 43 The much-admired tones of the Mauve and

Magenta. 1863 \V. ROBERTS in Proc. Roy. Soc. XII. 481

MAGGOT.
i On Peculiar Appearances exhibited by IJlood -corpuscles
!

under the influence of Solutions of Magenta and Tannin.
1891 Truth 10 Dec. 1240/2 Velvet of a peculiarly bright

;

and daring tone of dahlia red, almost a magenta.
b. attrib. passing into adj.

1875 HUXLKV & MARTIN Eltm. BioL (1877) 7 R IMI m
magenta .solution under the cover-glass. 1877 KEADE //

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n/.

i Hater ix. I. 208 He wore .. a magenta tie that gave /ue
a pain in the eye. 1896 BARRIE Marg. Ogitvy ix. 178, 1

used to wear a magenta frock and a white pinafore.

C. Qualifying other designations of colour.
1882 Garden 29 Apr. 288/2 Tulips. .Proserpine, magenta-

pink. Ibid, 298; 3 The flowers, .a glowing magenta-crimson.
Mager, variant of MAUCKK.
Mageram, obs. form of MARJORAM.

Magery, obs. form of MAUGRE.

Mageste, -ical, obs. ff. MAJESTY, MAJESTICAL.

Magest- : see MACIST-.

tMagg,^- 1 Obs. rarti
1

. [Cf.M.ujcLE.] trans.

To mangle.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1268 (Ashm. MS.) pen mournes all

\&amp;gt;u

MesMxlones. . For maistris & mynistris menere K; grettir,

pat was in mor.sds magged \ihibtin MS. made] & mart rid

a hundreth.

Magg (jnrcg), v.- Sc. [V f. MAO j//.-, magpie.]
trans. To pilfer.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xlii, I hae made a clean h^use &amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Jenny lialchristie and lier niece. They were u bail pack
sii. itl d meat and mault, and loot the carters inagg the cuaU.

Magged m.fgd;, a. i\ ant. ,_Sce quou
1867 S.MVHI Sailor s II ord-bk., Magged, worn, fietted, and

:sl retched rope, as a magged brace.

Magger,Magg~et, varinntsotMAi CHE. MAMH &amp;gt;r.

Maggezzine, obs. form of MACA/INK.

Maggie nut-gi). [f.
MAC si .- + -IE.]

1. Sc. A. girl.

1603 / /li/ottts cxxxvi, }e trowit to get ane biml &amp;lt;

&amp;gt;f bb-.-r,

To bane ane of tliir Maggies. 1819 (. &amp;gt;. Hi AMU. AV. /j
1

J i rt Poems (1826) 83 Troth, little prutit has she made
I&amp;gt;y

fisher inaggies.

2. St\ Local name for the Common Guillemot

(A lea troilc .

1885 in SUAINSON Ptwine. Nantes Birds.

3. Rifle-shooting*
= MAGPIE 7, MAG sl&amp;gt;.- 3.

1901 Daily Chron. 22 July 7/2 The Englishman fired

again, and once more it was only a inasgie .

Magging (margin,), -vbl. sb. slang. [f.
MAC

v. + -INI; *.] Chattering, talking.
1814 I KfiGE Sitppl, tu Groae, Magging, prating, chattering.

it 1845 H(iOl) AVi ti/ jf Complaint^ 34 Hut I m bound the
members as silenced us, in doing it had plenty of magging.
1849 ALII. SMITH Pottleton Leg. vii. 48 It s a pity she s

so deaf. .. Oh, it s a great comfort, Mr. .. It stops all

magging . 1864 K. YATKS Broken to J/anu-ss .\x.\, The
chatter and magging of these silly women.

I Maggie, v. Sf. Obs. AUo 6 maggill,
magel, 7 maigle. [Of obscure etymology : con
nexion with MAXGLE v. is difficult to justify.]
trans. To mangle, maul, damage.
1456 Sin G. HAVE Lttiv Arms (S.T.S.) 278 Gif it hapnyt

uny . . man to be slayn in felde, and sa magglit that his visage
niycht nocht be knawin. 1500-20 JILNISAU foetus lix. 3 A
rtfyng sone of rakyng Minis Hes magellit my making. 1513
Don, i AS ,-Kneis, Time, etc. of Trans/. 24 IJot redis leill.

and tak gud tent in tynie, }he nowder maggill nor mis-
nietir my ryine. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 10 26 I o Maggie,
inacta&amp;gt;c,e.vt.arnificarc. Ibid. 127/24 To Maggil, v/or//tor?.

Hence Ma-ggled///. a.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis\\. viii. 39 King Priamus son, uith

body tore and rent, Thair he beheld, and creuell maglit
face, a 1555 LYNDKSAV Tragedie 385 Lyke doytit Doctoris
new cum out of Athen is, And mumrayll ouer ane pair of

]n:iL;lit nuutnis. 1603 PJiilotiis cliii, My maiglit face maks
mee to fcill, That myne man be the same [i. e. a devil J.

Maggot 1
(mivg^t). Forms: 4, 6 magotte,

5 magat, maked, 5-6 mag(g)ote, 5-7, 9 magot,
6 mag(g ette, magot(t)e, 7 magget, 6- maggot.
[Prob. related in some way to the synonymous
ME. mafak MADDOCIJ ; but the exact formation is

not easy to determine.
The i sth c. form waked (only once, in a glossary) may be

a metathetic alteration of maSck, ttiadek ; but even if so, it

may be only an individual blunder, and in any case it seems

unlikely to be the source of the mod. form ; more probably
It represents an occasional pronunciation of maggot (cf.

mod. Somerset ntaeket for MAGGOT*). Possibly the form

inak, MAWK (a variant of MADDOCK) may have suggested
a jocular application of the female nickname Maggot for

Margaret (cf. MAGGOT- and the north midland dial, dick
for a louse.i.J

1. .A worm or grub of the kind formerly supposed
to be generated by corruption ; chiefly applied to

the larva of a dipterous fly, esp. those of the

cheese-fly and the flesh-fly or blue-bottle . Red
maggot , the larva (destructive to corn) of the

wheat-midge.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvin. cxv. (1495) 856 Ma-

gottes ben wormes that brede of corrupt and rotyd moysture
in flesshe. c 1440 Pronip. Ptirv. 321 (s.v. Afake) Winchester

MS., Magat, may, or math, /rtrw/;/.?, cimex [Phillipfs MS.
and Pynson c 1500 have magot]. c 1475 Pict. I oc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 767/5 Hie tarinus [read tarmus\, hie simax [? =
cinit .v], a maked. 1496 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 29 In

Juyll take.. the codworme & maggotes vnto Mighelmas.
c 1515 Coche Lorell s B. 2 His hosen gresy upon his thyes,
That place for magottes was very good. 154* BOORDE
Dyetary xiii, In High Alemen the chese whiche is full

of magotes is called there the best chese. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. iv. iii. 24 Your v^rm is your onely Emperor for

diet. We fat all creatures else to fat vs, and we fat our



u
bi

MAGGOT.
selfe for Magots. 1663 BUTLKK //./. i. iii. 1276 But I deny
they are the same, More then a .Maggot and I am. 1698
G. THOMAS Pensilvania (1848) 22 Sheep, .are generally free

from those infectious Diseases. .the Rot, Scab, or Mag
gots. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 4 Caterpillar

may be easily distinguished from worms or maggots, by
the number of their feet. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiv.

(1873) 387 The larva or maggot of a fly, namely the Ceci-

domyia, producing asexually other larva;. 1867 F. FRANCIS

Angling i. (1880) 27 Maggots, or gantles, as they are more

commonly called by metropolitan anglers. 1871 TYNDALL
l ragm. Sci. (1879) II. xiii. 293, I jumped to the conclusion

that&quot; these maggots had been spontaneously generated in

the meat. 1886 Times 18 Aug. 10/6 The wheat midge
. .produces the red maggots which so seriously damage the

ripening ears of corn.

jig* 1649 O.DANIEL Trinarch^Hen. // cccl.vxi,The Mag-
ots of the Court Eate into favour ; where they bred, they
ite. 1780 Cow PER Frogr. Err. 326 Ye pimps. .Who fasten

without mercy on the fair, And suck, and leave a crawling

maggot there. 1809 E. S. BARRETT Setting Sun II. 125
The disgusting scene of the maggots of avarice, corruption,
and meretricious influence preying on the state.

2. A whimsical or perverse fancy ;
a crotchet.

a 1625 FLETCHKR IVomen Pleased in. iv, Are not you mad,
my friend ?.. Have not you Maggots in your braines?

f 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1688) II. 328 There s a strange Magot
hath got into their Brain. 1678 DRYDES Lintberham v. i,

What new maggot s this; you dare not, sure, be jealous!

1685 S WESLEY \.titlc) Maggots; or Poems on several

subjects, 1693 SMADWKLL Volunteers v. Wks. 1720 IV. 480
/Hunt. Ha Fellow ! what dost thou mean by a maggot?
flop. Sir, a little concern of mine in my way, a little whim,
or so, Sir. 1717 PRIOR Alma i. 400 Your Horace owns, he
various writ, As wild or sober maggots bit. 1784 BI/KNS

Common PL Bk. August, One who spends the hours.. with

Ossian, Sbakspeare, . . &c, J or, as the maggot takes him,
a gun, a fidille, or a song to make or mend. 1802 WOLCOT
(H. Pindar) Pitt $ his Statue Wks. 1812 IV. 501 Soon as a

inaggot crept into my head I caught a stump of pen and

put it down. 1816 SCOTT Antitj. xx.xviii, For a the non-

s.-nse maggots that ye whiles take into your head, ye are

the maist wise and discreet o a our country gentles. 1898
D. C. MURRAY Talcs 255 She s got some maggot in her

head about being loved for her own sake.

fb. Fancifulness. Obs. rare.

1701 COLLIKK .1A Anton. etc.. 257 A handsome young Lady
..dress d like Quality, but nut to any degree of M;n^&amp;gt;i &amp;lt;n

Curiosity.
C. Proverb.

1687 MIKGK Gt. Fr. Diet. it. s.v., I shall do it, when tin-

magget bite-;. Je le/crai^ quand il nfcn prendra entne.

td. Used in the names of many dance-tunes. Obs.

1716 nancing-Mnster (ed. 16) 179 Betty s Maggot. Ibid*

iSo .Mr. Beveridge s Maggot. Ibid.iyi Huntington s Mai;-

c^ot, Il hL 203 Drapers Maggot. Ibid. -211 Air. Lane s

Maggot. Ibid. 224 Captain s Maggot. Ibid, 245 My Lord

HyiMi -. Mu^ot. Jbid, 258 Carpenters Maggot. Ibid. 264

George s Maggot [etc.]. 1719 Ibid. 11-75 [ten similar titles).

3. A whimsical or capricious person.
1681 T, FLATMAN Heraclitits Rieiens No. 39 (1713) I, 259

Whose britch has most Fire in it, Harry s, or the Maggm-,
and Whigs i #1700 B. E. /?/&amp;lt;:/. Cant. Ovrt , Maggot, a whim
sical Fellow, full of strange Fancies. 1725 BAILKY Erasm,

Colhtj. (1733) 230 You were as great a Maggot as any in the

World when you were at Paris. 1735 DVCKE ct PARDON

Diet.. /l/Vz^W.-.a whimsical Fellow that is full of strange
freakish Fancies.

4. attrib. and Comb.
,
m maggot ostentation ; fnaff-

got -eaten, (sense 2) -headed, -fate&amp;lt;l adjs. ; maggot-
boiler slang) a tallow-chandler; maggot-fishing,

angling with a maggot for bait; -f maggot-monger,
a crotcheteer; t maggot-pate, a silly whimsical

person ; maggot-pimple, a form of acne {Acne

pnuctatd] ; maggot-race, a race between maggots
or grubs.
1796 Cfane s Diet, I nlgar Tongue,

*
Maggot-boiler%

a

tallow chandler. 1621 BUKTON An/it. Mel. iKnnocr. to Rdr.

(1651) 28 doing barefoot to . . our Lady of Lauretts..to

creep to those counterfeit and &quot;Maggot-eaten Reliques.

1804 Kentish Angler title-p., Worm, Minnow, Cadis, and

*Maggot Fishing, a 1693 WOOD Li/,- (O. H.
S.)_

I. 273 A
*maggot-headed person and humourous. 1660 Hibliotlicca

Fanatica 2 Jeremy Ives, the gifted Maggot-Monger.
1583 SHAKS /.. /-. L. v. ii. 409 These summer flies, Haue
blowne me full of &quot;maggot ostentation. 1622 FI.KTCHKK

Sp. Curate iv. v, Did you thinke, had this man been rich,

..He would have chosen such a Wolfe, a Cancker, A
&quot;Maggot-pate, to be his whole Executor. 1681 T. FLAT-
MAN Heraclitns Ridcns No. 39(1713) I. 259 The &quot;Maggot-

pated Whigs, who would .. set us all on Fire at Home.

1687 KIRBY & BISHOP Marrow of Astral. \. 60 Nice con

clusions, and maggot pated whimsies, to no purpose.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Bully-fop, a Maggot-
paled, huffing, silly, ratling Fellow. 1822 GOOD Stntfy
filed, II. 292 It is necessary to make the pressure harder
than for the discharge of the mucus in the &quot;maggot-

pimple. 1836 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Maggot Pimple^ a

common name for the yarns pnnctatus, 1792 W. ROBERTS
Loaker-on No. 28 (1794^ I. 400 To run a *

maggot-race with

Jack Smoaky. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 69 Lost fifty

pounds with Jack Frolic on a maggot race.

Maggot- (marg?t). [A use of Magote (Cursor
M. 2545-0, a. F. Margot, pet name ivx Marguerite

Margaret] fa. Applied as a proper name to

(a) a magpie; () a sow. Obs. b. A magpie

(see also MAGGOT-PIE). Now dial.

i573 e tc - [see MAGGOT-PIE]. 1608 H. CLAPHAM Errour
on I eft Hand 49 Maggot my sow. 1791 WOLCOT (P. Pindar)

Magpie % Robin Wks. 1812 11.475 AH on a sudden, Maggot
starts and stares. 1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 The magpie is

a maggot [in Worcestershire].

Ma ggotiness. [f.
MAGGOTY 4- -NESS.] Mag

goty condition. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,

24

f Ma ggotisix, a. Obs. [f. MAGGOT l 2 + -ISH.]

Crotchety.
a 1700 if. E. Diet. Cant. Cr&v, Whimsical, maggotish.

1731 BAILEY, Freakish, freaked^ whimsical, maggottish.

Ma ggot-pie. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6

magget the py, 6-7 mag(g)ot-a-pie, 7 magot o

pie,magata-,meggata-,maggotte-,maggoti-pie,
pye, maggot-pie, -pye, ydial. maggotty-pie. [f.

MAGGOT- (as quasi-proper name) + PIE; the middle

syllable of some forms represents the
; cf. F. Margot

la pie.~\ A magpie.
573 TUSSKR Husk. ((8781 108 If gentils be scraullng, call

magnet the py. 1598 FLOKIO, Garzetta^ a magot a pie, or

plot. ..Gazzotto, a mnggot-a-pie. 1604 BRETON Grimctlos
Fortunes D 4 b, His wife, .had in her house a young Pie ;

(which we call a Magot-a-Pie). 1605 SHAKS. Mach. in. iv.

125 Maggot Pyes, & Choughes, & Rookes. 1605 CA.MUES
Kent, (1637) 166 So an Hare on a bottle for Harebottle; a

Maggot-pie upon a Goate for Pigot [etc.]. 1611 COTGR.,
Agasse, a Pie, Piannet, or Magatapie. Ibid., /

?&amp;gt;,
a Pye,

Pyannat, Meggata-pye. 1632 CHAPMAN & SHIRLEY Bali \,

i, At the Maggot-a-pie in the Strand, Sir. 1681 HICKERINGILL
Black Non-Conf. Introd., Wks. 1716 II. 2 Did

&amp;gt;ou
never

see a Crow or a Maggottepye sit pecking, and cawing.,
upon an Asses back? 1893 ll ilts. Glass., Maggotty-pie. .

still in use.

tMa ggotry. Obs,
[f.

MAGGOT ]
+-BY.] Folly,

absurdity.
1706 Reflex, v/on Ridicule 326 The maggotry of some

people is inconceivable. 1731 MEDLMV Kolhcns Cape G.

Hope I. 309 The magotry is this.

Maggoty (mre-gpti^, a. [f. MAGGOT! + -v.]

1. 1 ull ot maggots.
1727 ItAH.F.vvol. II, ;l/a&v//r,fullof Maggots. 1787 FARLEY

Land. Art Cookery (ed. 4) 13 If it [cheese] be . .full of holes,
it will give reason to suspect that it is maggotty. 1844 / .

Parley s Ann. \. 293 Jack, .was fed with maggoty biscuit

and bilge water. 1867 Morn. Star 9 Sept., A man was let

off lightly fur working up maggoty meat into polonies.

2. Full of whims and foolish fancies; freakish.

1678 XOKHIS Coll. Afi$c.(i6$$) 136 To pretend to work out
a neat Scheme of Thoughts with a maggoty unsettled Head
is .. ridiculous. 1706 FARQUHAR Recruiting Officer n. ii,

Then should I have some rogue of a builder. ..Transform

my noble oaks and elms into cornices.. to adorn some mag-
gotty, new-fashioned bauble upon the Thames. 1707 Keflc.v.

upon Ridicule 304 He borrows an apish and magot ty

Carriage. 1816 KIKBV SP. Entoinoi. (1843) T2^ * ne
common saying that a whimsical person is maggoty, .per

haps arose from the freaks the sheep have been observed to

&amp;lt; -\hibit when infested by their bots. 1834-43 SOUTHEV
Doctor xxiv. (1862) 62 His son proved as maggoty as the

f.iiher. 1864 R. RBID Old Glasgow 381 A maggoty fancy.

b. Comb., as maggoty-headed, -paled adjs.

1667 WOOD Life 31 Aug., He [Aubrey] was a shifili-&quot;^

pci son, roving and magotie-headed. 1850 N. $ Q. ist Ser.

II. 173/2 A maggoty-pated fellow is often used to express
a whimsical man.

Magh(e, variant of MAUOH, MAW.
| Magha. Obs. rare 1

. [App. misspelling of

1,. Hia&t, fctn. of MAIM-.S.] A sorceress.

1609 DANIEL Ci~ . ITars vin. cv, And doth with idle rest

defuime vs more Than any Maglia can or sorceresse.

Maght, ma^t, etc. : see MioftT, etc.

Magi (iru^ d^oi), sb.pl. : see MAGUS.

Magiaii (m^ dgi&n), a. and sl&amp;gt;. [f. L. MAG -us

+ -IAN.] A. adj. a. Of or pertaining to the Magi.
1716 PKIDEAUX O. $ A^.

/Vs/. Connect. I. iv. (1718) 170
Another reformation which be (Zoroaster] made in the

Magian religion, was [etc. J. 1796 UP. WATSON Apol. Bible 160

Addicted to thu magian superstition of two independent

Beings. 1875 LIGHTFOOT Connn. Co/ass. 151 It was then.,

that the magian system took root in Asia Minor.

b. Magical, {poet, rare.}
1818 KKATS l-.iuiym. m. 264 Will he. .keep me as a chosen

food to draw His magian fish through hated lire and flame?

B. sb. One of the Magi ;
a follower of or believer

in the Magi ;
a magician, wizard.

1578 Kk. Com. Prayer New Calendar 6 Jan., The Maglans
as vpon this day. .worshipped Christ. 1716 PRIUEAUX &amp;lt; . A-

N. Test. Connect, i. iv. (1718) 174 It is not to be understood
that all Magians, that is, all of the sect, were thus learned.

1768-74 TUCKBR Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 471 His star appeared
in the East, filling the Magians there with exceeding great

joy. 1817 BYRON Manfred u. iv. 31 A Magian of great

power, and fearful skill! 1861 GOLDW. SMITH Lect. Mod,
Hist. 61 It little avails the king to rule the people if the Ma
gian is to rule the king. 1877 Outlines Hist. Relig. 165 The
.\Ia-ians were.. a pro-Semitic and pre-Aryan priestly tribe

in West Asia.

Magiauism (m^ d^ianiz m). [f.
MAGIAN +

-ISM,] The tenets or doctrines of the Magi.
1716 PRIDEAUX O. fy N:

Test. Connect. \. iv. (1718) 171

His [Zoroaster s] reformation of Magianism. 1841 Blackiu,

Mag. XLIX. 233 Some ..were so deeply tainted, .with

mysticism and Magianism, as to retain but little trace of

the primitive doctrines of Islam. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel

, ith danger to magianism in general.

Magic (mard-jik), sb. Forms: 4-6 magike,
magyke, (5 malgyk, 6 magiot, magika), 4-7
magique, 7-8magiek, 7magic. [ad. OF. magique,
ad. late L. magica (Pliny has magifl^Gl. ^071/07

sc. T(Xvrl\ snbst. use (by ellipsis of ars art) of the

fern, of magicus MAGIC a.

In the mod. Rom. langs. the place of the word is taken by
the cognate F. magic, It.

, Sp. , Pg. niagia, ad. med.L. magia,
a, Gr. ^layeia f, /xayos MAGUS.]

MAGIC.

1. The pretended art of influencing the course

of events, and of producing marvellous physical

phenomena, by processes supposed to owe their

efficacy to their power of compelling the interven

tion of spiritual beings, or of bringing into opera
tion some occult controlling principle of nature

;

sorcery, witchcraft. Also, the practice of this art.

The magic which made use of the invocation of evil or

doubtful spirits was of course always regarded as sinful ;

but natural magic, i. e. that which did not involve recourse
to the agency ot personal spirits, was in the Middle Ages
usually recognized as a legitimate department of study and

practice, so long as it was not employed for maleficent ends.

Of natural magic as understood by mediaeval writers,

typical examples are the making of an image, under certain

astrological conditions, in order to injure or benefit the health

of the person represented ; and the application of a medica
ment to a weapon in order to heal the wound made by it.

These things, if now practised, would still be called magic ,

though the qualification natural would seem quite inap

propriate. On the other hand, the * natural magic of the

Middle Ages included much that from the standpoint of

modern science is natural ,
but not magical , the processes

resorted to being really, according to the now known laws
of physical causation, adapted to produce the intended
effects.

ci786 CHAUCER Man of Laws T, 116 They speken
of Magyk and Abusion. 1390 GOWER COM/. III. 46 Ma
gique he useth forto winne His love. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) 268 The inyht of malgyk or enchauntement.

1490 CAXTQH *eydo* xxiv. 88 She inuoqued..the moder of

magyque in her triple proporcyon. 1509 HA\VES I ast. / /&amp;lt;&amp;lt;/.?.

xxxvi. (Percy Soc.) 189 My swerde. .set with magykes artc.

1569 BI-. PARKHURST Injunctions Articles to be inquired of

F 29 Whether ye know any that vse any sorcerie Inchant-

ments, Magika [etc.]. 1581 N. BLTRNE Dispnt. xxli. 102 b,

As fur the practeis ofmagict I michl obiect vnto you Wil!&amp;lt;,\,

quhais sone raised the deuil. c 1590 MARLOWE Faust Prol.,

Nothing so swecte as magkke is to him. 1642 FULLER Holy
$ Prof. St. n. x. 89 When they cannot fiie up to heaven to

make it a Miracle, they fetch it from hell to make it Magick.

with the safety-lamp in hand, into a fiery stall. 1884 H.

JKNMNGS r/inflicisiiiii. 8 Magic, which means the unnatural

interference with nature.

b. With defining adj. Black magic [=F. magie

noire] : a designation given by modern writers to

the kind of magic that was supposed to involve

the invocation of devils ; opposed to white magic

[
- F. magie blanche}. Natural magic : see above.
r 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 176 And Clerkes eke which

konne wel Alle this magikes naturel That craftely doon her

ententes To maken in certeyn ascendeutes Yinages, lo,

thrugh which magike To make a manl.en hoolorsyke. f 1386
/V( &amp;gt;/. 416. 1477 NORTON Ont. Alcli. i. in Ashm. (1652) 21

And also of Magique natural!. 1603 BACON Adv. Learn. I.

iv. ii Natural magic prctenclcthtocall and reduce natural

philosophy from variety of speculations to the magnitude of

works. 1718 Br-. HCTCHINSON H itchcraft ii. (1720) 34 White

Magic, that pretends lo deal only with Good Angels. 1871
TVI.DR / rim. Cull. I. 125 VVhat with slavery and what with

black-magic, life is precarious among the Wakhutu.

t c. A magical procedure or rite
;
also concr. a

magical object, a charm, fetish. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sar. s T. 210 It is rather lyk An appar-
ence ymaad by som Magyk. 1573 I.. LI.OVD Pilgr. Princes

37 There are diners kindes of these Magicks, whereby they

bragge and boast that they are able to do any thing, and
that they know hereby all things. 1603 DRAVTON Bar.

H arsl]. xi, To sing.. Of gloomie Magiques, and benummiug
Charmes. 18x4 URACKENKIDCF. Jml. in Yictt S Louisiana

256 Besides their public resident lodge, in which they have

a great collection of magic, or sacred things, every one has

his private magic in his lodge about his person, ll id. 257

On these occasions, each one suspends his private magic on

a high pole before his door.

2. fig. A secret and overmastering influence re

sembling magic in its effects.

iSu SHAKS. H inlir T. v. iii. 39 Oh Royall Peece :

There s Magick in thy Maiestie. a 1631 Dom Poems

(1650) 19 All such rules, loves magique can undue. 1701 Kng.
T/ieoflirast. 104 Civility is a strong Political masjick. 1792
S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. n. 26 The Moon.. gilds the brow

of night With the mild magic of reflected light. 1805

FOSTER Ess. iv. v. 19^ A transforming magic of genius.

1822 W. IRVING Braccb. IIall m. 28 The work of the house

is performed as if by magic, but it is the magic of System.

1837 DISRAELI I tuetia l. xviii, What mourner has not felt

the magic of time ? 1869 FKKUMAN .\anir. Com]. (1876) III.

xi. 60 Won over by the magic of his personal presence.

3. Iransf. The art of producing (by legerdemain,

optical illusion, or devices suggested by knowledge
of physical science) surprising phenomena resem

bling the pretended results of mngic ; conjuring.

183 ! BREWSTER (title) Natural Magic. Mod. Aiivt., Pro

fessor s Home of Magic and Mystery.

4. Comb., as magic-monger; magic-gifted, -like,

-planted, -tempered adjs.
1811 W. R. SI-ENCER Poems 49 [Painting s] *magic-gifted

hand. i86j LVTTON Sir. Story II. 223 That wand, of which

I have described to you the &quot;magic-like effects. 1635-56
COWLEV Daviitcis i. 519 note, Which Texts . . are ill produc d

by the *Magick-mongers for a Proof of the Power of Charms.

1852 J. H. NEWMAN Callista (1856) 168 Mere atheists and

. .

s : see MAGUS.]



MAGIC. 25 MAGISTERIAL.

1. Of or pertaining to magic (freq. in phr. ^ art

magiC) magic arts, etc.). Also, working or pro
duced by enchantment. Not in predicative use.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 259 Jason. . Upon Medea made him

bold, Of art in as ii
| ue, winch sche couthe. a 1547 SURRRY

sEneid iv. (1557) F iij, To mag ike artes against my will I

bend, c 1590 GRKENK /&amp;gt;, Bacon iv, Set him but Non-plus in

his magicke spels. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI , I. i. 26 Sorcerers

. .By Magick Verses haue contriu d his end. 1634 MILTON
Conms 798 Till all thy niagick structures rear cl so high,
Were shntter d into heaps o re thy false head. 1658 WALLKR
&neis iv. Poems (1664) 189 With loose hair The Magick

Prophetess begins her prayr. 1679 DRYDEN Troiins
&amp;lt;$

Cr.

II. iii, He may know his man without art magic. 1695 Li&amp;gt;.

PRESTON Boeth. iv. 175 Whilst into various Forms her Ma
gick Hand Doth turn those Men. 1736 GRAY Statins i. 54
The sun s pale sister, drawn by magic strain. 1767 SIR W.
JONES Seven Fount, in Poems (1777) 41 A. .joyless place, A
scene of nameless deeds, and niagick spells. 1830 PUSEY
Hist. Kng. 11. 289 By some magic process [to] form the dis

severed members into a frame of more youthful vigour.

b. Of a material object, a diagram, etc. : Em
ployed in magic rites, endued with magic powers,
enchanted. ]\Iagic glass, mirror: one in which
the spectator is supposed to see the representation of

future events or distant scenes; often Jig.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. m. 446 This.. With noxious

Weeds.. Dire Stepdames in the Magick Bowl infuse. 1712
STEELE Spect. No. 332 p i They describe a sort of Magick
Circle. 1786 BURNS To J. S. xii, Where Pleasure is the

Magic-wand, That, wielded right, Maks Hours like Minutes
[etc.]. 1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. i. 91 Memory What
softened views thy magic glass reveals. 1843 CARLYI.K
Past fy Pr. ii. i, And in this manner vanishes King Lackland ;

traverses swiftly our strange intermittent magic-mirror. 1870
L EsiRANGE Life Miss Mitford I. vi. 185 The possessor of
a magic crystal ball, 1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 107 A
portrait of Hadrian, engraved with Mercury in a magic
ling. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS Human Personality 1. 158 Just
as the magic mill of the fable continues magical,

f* C. Addicted to magic. Obs. rare.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 24 A Magique Nation.

2. Producing wonderful appearances or results,

like those commonly attributed to sorcery.
1696 [see MAGIC LANTERN]. 1744 AKF.NSIDF, /Verts. Imag.

i. 16 The glances of her magic eye, She blends and shifts at

wiH. 1826 SCOTT Rev, Life KemMt in Lockhart ii. (1833)
22/1 The vain longings which we felt that, .the magic curtain

[would] once more arise. 1842 TENNYSON Day Dream
^

Arrival iv, The Magic Music in his heart Beats quick and
quicker. 1877 C.GEIKIE Christ xlix. (1879) 584 Water at all

times is a magic word in a sultry climate like Palestine*

3. Magic square : a diagram consisting of a

square divided into smaller squares, in each of

which a number is written, their position being so

arranged that the sum of the figures in a row,
vertical, horizontal, or diagonal, is always the

same. Magic circle : an arrangement of numbers
in concentric circles with radial divisions, with
arithmetical properties similar to those of the

magic square; invented byBenj. Franklin in 1749.
1704 J. HARRIS /&amp;gt;,r. Techn., HIagick Square. 1749 FRANK

LIN Let. Wks. 1887 II. 159 You will readily allow this

square of sixteen to be the most magically magical of any
magic square ever made by any magician. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) X. 422 Dr. Franklin, .has constructed, not only
a magic square of squares, but likewise a magic circle of
circles. [Description follows.] 1892 BARNARD SMITH &
HUDSON Arithm, for Sdi . 19 Magic and nasik squares.

Magical (mse dgikil), a.
[f.

MAGIC a. + -AL.]
1. OF or pertaining to magic; MAGIC a. i.

JS55 EDEN Decades 181 They, .vsed certeine secreate ma
gicall operations, c 1590 MARLOWE Fanst i, Come, shewe
me some demonstrations magical, c 1610 Women Saints
146 The superstition of the Christians, whose magicall artes
do make them verie bragge. 1665 GLANVILI. Def. Vanity
Dogni. 35 Those strange operations are not Mechanical
but Magical. 1692 LOCKK Toleration in. x. Wks. 1727 II.

427 To confound the magical delusions of the Hereticks
of that time. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. iii. (1840) 63

gical purposes. 1863 FROUDE Hist. Eng. VII. 74 The service
of God was asserted to be a reasonable service of the mind
and heart, and not a magical superstition.

tb. = MAGIC a. i b. Obs.
1623 WEBSTER Duchess Maljl iv. i, It wastes me more,

lhan were t my picture, fashion d out of wax, Stucke with
a maffic&ll needle, and then buried. 1624 MIDDLETON Game
at Chess HI.

ii, This is the room he did appear to me in
And, look you, this the magical glass that show d him. 1652ASHMOLE Theat. Chem.

Pro}. 8 By the Magical! or Prospec
tive Stone it is possible to discover any Person in what part
of the World soever. 1750 tr. Leonard** Mirr. Stones 100
fastened over the heart with magical bands.

tc. =- MAGIC a. i c. Obs.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 24 They [of Mohelia] are

superstitious and Magicall.

2. Resembling magic in action or effect. Also,
produced as if by magic.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. in. i. 3I I]e humbly signifie what

in his name, That magicall word of Warre we haue effected
. 1750 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 103 The most magically
magical of any magic square. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv.
xxix, All its hues Their magical variety diffuse. 1824Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Life (1870) II. ix. 183 Some
little hay was got in in a magical sort of way between the
showers. 1851 NicHOLArchit. Heav. 13 The almost magical
velocity of light. 1877 BLACK Green Past. ii. (1878) 14 The
magical disappearance of about fifty or sixty rabbits. 1884
Monconf. $ Indep. 12 June 577/2 The warm and abundant

rain-showers, .have already had a magical effect upon the

face of the country.

f3. Magical circle, square : see MAOICA. 3. Obs.

1749 FKAXKUN Lett. Wks, 1887 II. 160, I am glad the

perusal of the magical squares afforded you any amusement.
I now send you the magical circle.

Hence Ma-g icalizc v. trans.) to give a magical
character to.

1867 M. ARNOLD Celtic Lit. 161 The landscape.. is sud

denly magicalised by the romance touch.

Magically (mse dgikJUi), adv. [f. MAGICAL +
-LY 2

.] In a magical manner
; by or as if by magic.

1605 CAMDEN Rein. (1657) 244 A ring magically prepared.
1701 GREW Cosin. Sacra iv. viii. 269 It was believed, that

unless they were Magically used, they would do more hurt,
than good. 1707 J. STEVENS tr. Quevedo s Coin. Wks. (1700.)

454 Others more Superstitious, and Mag it ally inclined.

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. RIagic .Square, This done, with
the first progression repeated, he fills the square of the root

7 magically. 1870 HUXLEY Lay Serin, xiv. 352 There are
other men who attain greatness because they embody the

potentiality of their own day, and magically reflect tfie future.

1879 FARKAR .V/. Paul (1883) 680 The stratagem was for the
time almost magically successful.

Magician (madgi-Jan). Forms : 4 magicien,
6 (6V.)~7 magitiaii, 6 magission, 7- magiciaii.

[a. K. Magicien t
f. L. magic-a MAGIC

sl&amp;gt;.~\
One

skilled in magic or sorcery ; a necromancer, wizard.

Alsooccas. a practitioner of legerdemain, a conjuror.

f 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 170 Ther saugh I pley Ma-
giciens and tregetours. 1390 GOWER Cot//. II. 230 Protheus
..was an Astronomien And ek a gret Magicien. 1560
Misogonns in. iii. 43 (Brandl), I am also a very scilfull

southsaier and magission. 1596 D \LUYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist.
Scot. \. 122 Hume ane and al Juglaris, mngitianis, familiars
w l wicked and euill spirits. 1611 BIBLE K.vod. viii. 18 The
.Magicians did so with their enchantments. 1687 DRYDKN
Hind

&quot;)

/ . in. 721 The dire magicians threw their mists
around. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Enq. Wks. (1841) 499 Virgil
himself had been foolishly thought a magician. 1822 BYRON
\l\ rner in. i. 341 A wise magician who has bound the devil.

1831 BKEWSTKK Nat. Magic vi. (1833) 148 Even the most

ignorant beholder regards the modern magician as but an

ordinary man. 1878 MACLEAR Celts ii. 25 The monarch of
Ireland, .having in his service his.. magicians.

k- fig- One who exercises a power compared to

that of magic.
18.. LOCKHART Life Scott (1869) IV. xxv. 40 A set of

beautiful stanzas, insrribed to Scott by Mr. Wilson
[in i8i;?J

under the title of the Magic Mirror , in which . . he

designated him [ScottJ for the iirst time by what afterwards
became one of his standing titles, that of The Great

Magician . 1831 CARLYI.I; Sart. Res. in. ix,The Magician,
Shakespeare. 1877 LD. W. P. LENNOX Celebrities Ser. u.

II. 22 All have done equal justice to the genius of the

Magician of the North [i.e. Walter Scott].

Hence f Magrcianess, afemale magician, rare* l
.

1651 J. F[KEAKE] Agrippa s Occ. Philos. 74 Which the

Egyptians seeing called Nature a Magicianess.

II Magicienne. Obs. rare- 1

-. [Fr., fern, of

wiagitien : see prec.] A female magician.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxiv. 88 The vierge dyane, wherof

maketh her Inuocacion this lady olde magicienne.

Ma gic la nteril. [transl. of mod.L. laterna

magica : cf. F. Janterne magiqite (also, ( fanferne

vive ), G. zauherlaterne.
De Chales Curs. Math. 1674 II. 655,665, says that in 166-,
a learned Dane exhibited at Lyons a contrivance sub
nomine Laternse magicae , which his description shows to
be identical with the instrument now so called. The com
mon statement that the magic lantern is described by
Kircher Ars Magna Locis ct Umbrx (1646) appears to be

incorrect.]

An optical instrument by means of which a mag
nified image of a picture on glass is thrown upon
a white screen or wall in a darkened room.
1696 PHILLIPS s.v. Lanthorn* A Magic Lanthorn^ a cer

tain small Optical Macheen, that shews by a gloomy Light
upon a white Wall, Spectres and Monsters so hideous,
that he who knows not the Secret, believes it to be perform d
by Magick Art. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784) 172/2 The
travelling Savoyards who stroll about Europe, amusing
ignorant people with the effects of a magick-lanthorn. 1894
Engineer 23 Nov., The first to make magic lanterns in this

country was Philip Carpenter, about 1808.

attrib. 1784 J. HARRY in Lect. Paint, v. (1848) 183
That appearance of magic-lanthorn-like. .contrivance which
sometimes offends in the works of Rembrandt. 1802 MAR.
EoCKWORTH in A. J. C. Hare Life \. 105 Push on the

magic-lanthorn slide. 1817 KEATS Wks. (1889) III. 4 To
him they are mere magic-lantern horrors. 1874 W. CORY
Lett.

&amp;lt;y Jrnls. (1897) 368 The jerky magic-lantern-slide
manner of introducing scenes.

Hence Ma gic-la nternist, one who gives an
exhibition with a magic lantern ; Magic-lantern
if. (iionce-ivd,}) to exhibit as in a magic lantern.

1859 Athenxum 12 Feb. 219 That devil, whom the monks
magic-lanterned till he grew so large as to be [etc.]. 1891
S. MOSTYN Curatica 165 After the tea they were handed over
to a Punch, a Magic Lanternlst, and a Conjuror.

t Ma gicly, adv. Obs. rare*, [f. MAGIC a. +

-LY-.] = MAGICALLY.
1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage s Mystic Div. 79 Wisdom

doth sometimes as it were magicly transfigure a man.

tMagie. Obs. rare~ l
. [?ad. late L. magla

(whence F. inagie) : see MAGIC sb. (But perh. only
a misprint.)]

= MAGIC sb.

1592 G. HARVKY Four Lett. 56 Naturall Magie.
Magilp, variant of MEGILP.

II Magilus (mardsilzJs). Conch. PI. magili.
[mod. Latin (D. de Montfort, 1810; the authorities

cited by him do not contain the name, the origin
of which is unexplained.)] A gasteropod mollusc

(Magilus aiitiqmis} found in the Red Sea, parasitic

upon living coral.

1824 Dunois Kpit. Lamarck s A rrangem. Testacca t
21 The

animal of the Magilus. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollnsca 12.

1876 Bcncdcn s Anim. Parasites 38 A mollusc called Ma
gilus, which naturalists considered for a long time to be the
calcareous tube of an annelid.

//&amp;lt;/(/.,
All conchologists know

the shell of the Magili, so valued by collectors.

t Maginate, v. Obs. rare**. [? Shortened
form oilHAGINATE

-.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKKRAM, Maginate^ to trifle.

t Magine, v. Obs. Aphetic variant of IMAGINE.
1530 PALSGR. 616/2, 1 magyne, declared in I ymagyn .

Magir, variant of MAUUIIE.

Magiric (mad^orrik), fl, and sb. rare. Also

mageiric. [ad. Gr. nayfipitcos, f. pdyfipo? cook.]
A, adj. Of or pertaining to cookery.
1853 SOVER Pantyoph. 173 The magiric science, therefore,

began in the year of the world 1656.

B. sb. pi. The art of cooking.
1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mageirics.

Magirist (mad^ai^-rist). rarc~ l
. [f.

Gr. fid-

ytip-os cook + -1ST.] An expert in cookery. So
Mag-iri stic a. (in quot. mageir-}, pertaining to

cookery. Magi rolcrg ical a., skilled in cookery.
Magiro log ist * MAGIRIHT. Mag&quot;irology [see

-OI.OGY], the art or science of cookery.
1814 Sch. Get. Living 53 To their Magirists was given an

appointment of culinary artists. Ibid. 59 From the very
first appearance of magirology in (Iret-ce, it produced eflecls

aiisolutely magical. Ibid. 72 Peace to your shades, ye
noble magirologists. Ibid. 107 Roberto da Nola, a magiro-
logical^rtlst of the most transcendent genius. 1892 rion.ii

21 May 249/1 Immortal contributions to mageiristic lore.

Magism (m^ dgiz m). [f. L. wag-its + -ISM.]
The beliefs, principles and practices of the Magi.
1844 W. KAY Flcnrys F.ccl. Hist. III. 232 ?iote, This may

be another trace of Magism : for Mithra had his oblation
of bread . 1852 UAUGFR Nestorians I. 331 The connection
of some of their doctrines and rites with SabianiMii and
Mag ism. 1864 PI-SKY Lect. Daniel 539 It is then a mere
myth, to speak of the relative purity of early Magism,

II Magister (miid^i-staj). [L.: see MASTER sb.]
A mediaeval and modern Latin title of academic

rank, usually rendeied by MASTKH, but occas. em
ployed Hist, or in speaking of foreign universities.

1756-7 tr. Kcysler s Trav. (1760) I. 125 The first two years
are again employed in. . exercises, introductory to the degree
of tnagister. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 255 Of old, when
every tnagister was entitled to teach in the university, the

regents were persons selected from among tht/m.

Magisterial (mse-dsist/vrial), a. Also 7

mages-, magisteriall. [ad. med.L. wagisteri-

(llis, f. late L. magisleri-tts, f. L. tnagister MASTEK

sb.] Of or pertaining to a master or a magistrate.

fl. Of or pertaining to a master-workman; dis

playing a master s skill
; also, having the qualifi

cations of a master. Obs.

1643 SIR T. UROU NK Relig. Med. \. 34 These are certainly
the Magisterial and master-pieces of the Creator. 1664
EVELYN tr. Frearfs Archit. u. i. QO Though it concede
somewhat to it in the execution and magisterial handling.

1683 Pr.TTt s Fleta HIin. i. 11686) 343 These [Engravings]
are not designed for Magisterial Artists.

2. Of, pertaining, or proper to a master or teacher,
or one qualified to speak with authority. Of

opinions, utterances, etc. : Authoritative. Of per
sons : Having the bearing of a master; invested

with authority. Sometimes in unfavourable sense:

Assuming authority, dictatorial.

1632 SANDKHSON Serw. ad Pop, (1681) 293 [They] exercise

a spiritual Lordship over their disciples. . by imposing upon
their consciences sundry Magisterial conclusions. 1644
MILTON &quot;Judgm. Bncer To Parlt., Wks. 1851 IV. 299 Where
they thought to be most Magisterial, they have display d
their own want, both of reading, and of judgment, c 1645
HOWKLL Lett. U^so) I. 427 Not to make any one s opinion
so magisterial and binding, but that 1 might be at liberty to

recede from it. 1690 I.OCKK Hum, Vnd. in. ix, 23 It

would become us to be .. less magisterial, positive, and

imperious, in imposing our own Sense and Interpretations.

1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Snhj. u. (1698) 86 These Magis
terial Propositions don t Dispute for lielief, but demand it.

1699 HENTLF.V Phal. Pref. 101 A Magisterial Air and too

much Heat and Passion appear in their Writings. 1819
BYRON yuan u. Ivi, For Juan wore the magisterial face

Which courage gives. 1838-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. III. in.

vi. 54. 317 There is something magisterial in the manner
wherein he dismisses each play like a boy s exercise. 1903
Class. Rev. XVII. 131/2 His magisterial method of criticism

as exhibited in the castigation of Thucydides.
3. Of, pertaining to, or proper to a magistrate or

magistrates. Of persons : Holding the office of a

magistrate. Of an inquiry : Conducted by magis
trates.

1660 R. COKE Power $ Sitbj. 31 When the laws or higher

powers enable such men to nominate their magistrate, there

the nominators are the instruments, by which the law does

transfer this magisterial power. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac*
vi. iii. (1737) III. 363 We need give her only in her hand
the .. Magisterial Sword. 1775 ADAIR Ainer. Ind. 288

While this military man acted in the magisterial office.

1795 COLERIDGE Plot Discovered 27 Any man, whom a

magisterial neighbour chooses to insult under pretext of

suspicion. 1883 Fortn. Rev. May 693 The progressive exten-

sionof magisterial jurisdiction. i88sMa/ti/i. Exam. 20 Feb.

4/6 The magisterial inquiry into the charge of arson.
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MAGISTERIALITY.

t4. Akh. and Med. Pertaining to a magistery;
. 2. Obs., . ,

1658 PHILLIPS s.v., A pill or plaister, &c. prepared after the
best manner is called Magisterial. 1683 PETTUS FUta Min.

j
a o an ay g

t 5. quasi-j^. or sb. = MAGJSTERY 3. 06s.

1638 H. SHIRLEY Mart. Soldier n\.\v. in Bullen O.PL I. 217
With it was dissolved the Magisteriall Made of the Home
Armenia so much boast of. 1657 TOMLINSOS Renous

Dis/&amp;gt;.

Pref., Every man must have his own Compositions and
Magisterial^ 1658 OSBOKN Jus. /, Wks. 1.1673) 533 This
Monster in excess, eat., a whole Pie. .composed of Amber-
Greece, Magesterial of Pearl, Musk, &c. i66a J. CHANDLER
I an Helmont s Oriat. 215 Magisterial amoHg Chymists,
do Indeed melt the body of a thing, and do open it with a
ieperating of some certain dregs also.

T Magisteriality. Obs. Also7majesterialty.
[f. prec. -t- -ITY.] The quality or condition of being

magisterial ; mastership, authoritative position.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. iv. n When these Statutes

were first in the state, or magisteriallty thereof, they were

severely put in practice on such offendours as they first

lighted on. a 1661 W ortliies, Leicestersh. 11. (1662) 132
He [William de Leicester] was also known by the name
of Mr. William an evidence .. sufficient to avouch his

Majcsterialty in all Learning.

Magisterially (m:t d^istl^ riali), adv. [-LY -.]

In a magisterial manner.
1. In the manner of a master : a. like a school

master
;
with superior knowledge or the assumption

of it
;
b. like a lord over subjects ; domineeringly.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 126 Whilst the King
was at Nottingham, .they gave orders Magisterially for the
War. 1651 in E. D. Neill Virginia Carotorum &amp;lt;x836) 213
The reason why they talk so Magisterially to us.^s this,
we are forsooth their worships slaves. 1693 EVELYN De la

Quint. Compt. Card., Rejl. Agric. 50, I do not pretend
Magisterially to Determine, whither of the two Opinions
has the more of . . Reason on its side. 1729 BuTLER Serin,
Hum. Nat. ii. Wks, 1874 II. 24 Conscience . . without being
advised with, magisterially exerts itself. 1761-2 Hu.\iE//iiV.

ng. (18061 III. xlv. 645 He [James I] was employed in

dictating magisterially to an assembly of divines. 1865 M.
ARNOLD Ess. Crit. i. 1,1375) 40 When Protestantism . . gives
the law to criticism too magisterially.
2. In the capacity of a magistrate; also, by a

magistrate or magistrates.
1875 POSTE Geiiit.? I. led. 2) 138 A magisterially appointed

guardian is called by modern commentators tutor dativu-;.

1883 Pa l Mail G. 30 May 8/2 The men arrested .. were

magisterially examined at Castlebar to-day.

t Magiste rialness. Obs. [-NESS.] The

quality or condition of being magisterial ; assump
tion of authority.
1651 H. MORF Second Lash in Enthus. Tri., etc. (16561

1 68 Those two famous Philosophers .. whom your Magis-
terialnesse has made bold to use at least as course) y as
I seem to have used you. 1674 Go~ t. Tongue xi. i A
magisterialness in matters of opinion. 1713 NELSON Life
Dr. Bull 225 He chargeth him with too much precipitancy
and magisterialness in judging.

t Magiste*rical, a. Obs. rare. Also 7 majea-
terical, -ycall. [f. L. magister + -IC + -AL.] Per

taining or proper to a magistrate.
1646 LILBURSK & OVKRTON Ont-crycs Oppressed Comni.

(ed. 2) 16 In case of Kortlting the Majesterycall trust, the
trusters (the people) are disobleged from their obedience.

1670 HAXTER Cure Chtirch-div. 288. 1680 HICKERINGILL
Merfz 31 A Style.. more Magisterial, Dictator-like.

Magiste rious, a. Obs** [f. late L.

magisteri us (see MAGISTERIAL) + -ous.] Exer

cising the authority of a master. Hence f Magia-
te riotisly adv., with an assumption of authority.
tMagiste riousness, assumption of authority.
1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. Usurped Pou-crs 54 He

deliTering it (as he doth other odd and unsound stuffe) with
a pythagoricall magisteriou.snesse. 1673 Lady s Call. \. i.

y He that ingrosses the talk, enforces silence upon the

rest, and so is presumed to look on them only as his Auditors
and Pupils, whilst he magisteriously dictates to them. 1684
N. S. Crit. Knq. Edit. Uiklt xv. 148 He censures the

generality of Divines, who take upon them Magisteriously
to judge of the matter in hand.

f-1. Alchemy. MAGISTERY 3 a. Obs.

1593 G. HARVF.V Pierces Super. 30 Hee is a Pythagorean,
and a close fellow of his tongue, and pen, that hath the

right niagisteriuin indeede. z6io B. JONSON Alch. i. iv, This
is the day, I am to perfect for him The magisterium, our
great worke, the stone. 1654 (1AVION Pleas. Notes n. ii. 39
Which without doubt hath a villanous contaginm upon the

grand magisterinm of the Stone.

2. R. C. TheoL The teaching function of the

Church.
1866 Dublin Rev. Apr. 422 Roman Catholics, throughout

the world, are instructed in certain doctrines ; are exhorted
to certain practicts\ are encouraged and trained in certain

tempers and dispositions. The Church s office in providing
for this is called her magisterial!! . 1893 Tablet n Feb.

*o5 Catholic obedience is due to the Church s magisterium,
namely, the authoritative teaching of the Pope and the

Hishops. 1899 Dublin Rev. Apr. 262 Opposed to the ordi

nary teaching magisterium of the Catholic Church.

Magistery (ime d^isttfri). Obs. exc. Hist.

Also 7 majestery, 9 magestry, magi atry. [ad.
L. wagisteriitM t (i) in classical L. the office of

a master, (2) in med.L. the philosopher s stone;

f. tnagister MASTER sb.]

fl. a. = MAGISTRACY 2. b. = MAGISTRACY 4. Obs.
1566 PAIXTER Pal. Picas. (1575) I. 18 A goodlie document

to men of like calling, to moderate them selues, and their

magisterie with good and honest life. 1585 STLBUKS Anat.
Abus. i. 16 It is law full for the nobililie, the gentrie, and
the magisterie, to weare riche attire.

t 2. a. The quality or functions of a master
;

mastership, authority, authoritative appearance,
b. The office of a (Grand) Master. Obs.

1642 Fuller ANsit , to Dr. Fertte i Blowing aside the

Magistery of the Title, Author, Style of this Treatise, as
but the pindust of it, that gilds but intercepts the Letter.

1644 J. GOODWIN /nnoc. Triumph. (1645) 7 Resigne up his . .

conscience to be ordered, obliged, and tied, by the meere
authority and magi&amp;gt;tery of men. 1660 JRR. TAYLOR Duct*
Dnl it. in. iv. rule 22 i To give them [General Councils] a
legislative power and magistery in faith. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals \\. n. 142 Francisco began .. to manage it [the
Church] with great Magistery and Dominion. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey), Magistery ^ Mastership; especially the Office
of the great Master of Maltha.

3. Alchemy, Medicitt4t ttoc, a. A master principle
of nature ; a. potent transmuting or curative quality
or agency; concr. a substance that has the power
of transmuting or changing the nature of other

substances, c. g. the philosopher s stone.

1594 PLAT yetvell-ho^ Chem. Concl. 37, I wil not.. discover
any magistery upon so base an occasion. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 165 Mpreouer, they made proofe of the said floures

dried, and this high magistery they found, That being beaten
to pouder, they cured [etc.], c 1645 HOWELL Lett. vi. xli.

(1650) 232 He that hath water turn d to ashes, hath the

Magistery, and the true Philosophers stone. 1670 Mnral
State Eng. 43 That great Magistery of Nature (as they call

it) the Philosophers stone. 1678 R. R[LT

SSELL] Geher n. i. i.

v. 31 For there is one Stone, one Medicine in which the
Magistery consists. xm (title) The Hermetical Triumph, or,
Victorious Philosophical Stone: a Treatise., concerning the
Hermetical Magistery. 1837 WHKWFLI. Hist. Induct. Sri.

(1857) I. 232 There existed preparations which possessed
the power of changing the whole of a body into a substance
of another kind : these were called magisteries.

fig.^
a 1677 HALE Contempt, u. 179 This is the great

Engine of a Christian, a Magistery, that was never attained

by the most exquisite Philosopher.
b. A product or result of transmutation.

1605 TIMME Qnersit. i. i. 3 Which meale or flower we
inixe with water, we leaven and bake; whereof ariseth a
great magistery, namely bread. 1655 in Hartlib Ref.
Commit*. Bees 35 Honey is a Vegetable Magistery, in part
perfected by the Specifick virtue of the flour, . . compleated by
the peerlesse virtue of the liee, which doth transmute that
sweetnesse into a new Creature, which is Honey. 1671
J. WEBSTER Metalhgr. xii. 190 By this solvent the whole
Metal is brought into another disposition, (which he calls a
magistery).

C. The concentrated essence of a substance.

1641 FRENCH Distill, i. (1651) 26 Thou shall have the true

magistery or Spirit of Wine. 1658 tr. Porta s Nat. Magic
x. xiv. 270 A Magistery . . is what can be extracted out of
things without separation of the Elements. 1668 Phil.
Trans. III. 787 The volatile Salt, Spirit, Oyle, Magistery,
made of the several parts of the Stagg.

d. The residuum obtained by precipitation from
an acid solution, e.g. magistery ofbismuth, pearls ^

etc. ;
a precipitate. Applied also to a resinous

extract.

1602 F. HKRING Anatomyes 15 Vnicornes home,. .Mag is.

tery of Pearles, and Forreine Kugges and Drugges. 1663
BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. ii. 159 The magistery
prepared by dissolving them [pearls] in acid spirits. 1678
SALMON Lend. Disp. 852/1 Magisteries of Hones.. -They are
dissolved with Acids.. and precipitated with Alkalies. 1711
tr. Pomeft Hist. Drugs I. 29 The Resin or Magistery of

Jalap is made with Spirit of Wine. 1756 C. LIVAS Ess.
ll aters I. 60 The metals are suddenly precipitated in the
form of .1 magistery. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. IV. 96 A calx,
or magistery, of bismuth. 1822 IMISON Set. fy Art 11, 116
The magistry of bismuth, or pearl white. 1861 Hi LME ir.

Mo&amp;lt;]iiin-Tandon \\. in. ii. 89 The old practitioners . . made
use of a magestry or precipitate of coral.

e. A specially prepared medicine; a specific.
1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chynt, 162 It would have proved

a very good magistery for a horse. (1720 W. &amp;lt;JIBSON

i- arrit r^s Dispens. in. H. (1734) 112 There is a magistery
made from Calamine.

f4. An art, craft, or employment. Obs.

1647 LILLY Chr. AstroL Ixxxiv. 450 These two Planets
are the Significators of Magistery, Trade or Profession.

1669 Aditr, hopeful young Gentry Sltf. 72 These mistresses
of the Magistery of dissimulation are the greatest enemies
to the convers of the world.

Magistracy (mce*d:$istrasi). Also 6-7 magi a -

tracie, 7 magistratie. [f. MAOISTKATK : see-ACY.]
fl. The existence of magistrates; the condition

of being a magistrate. Obs.
c 1585 R. BROWNE Anstv. Cartwright 3 As for the Males-

tracie of Byshops there is no lawe to warrant it. 1587 T.

Norton s Calvin s fust. iv. xx. 496 inarg. t Magistracy [isj

not taken away by the Hbertie which is promised in the

gospell. 1612 T. TAYLOR Cofinn. Titus ii. 12 We. .in matjis-
tracie and subjection, must shew what price we set on(&amp;gt;uds

mercte. 1644 A. BURGKSSK A/agistr. CwHnriss.fr. Heawn
v He was convinced the state of Magistracte he lived in to
l&amp;gt;e pleasing to God. 1693 URVUKN Persins (1697) 455
Young Noblemen.. were too forward in aspiring to 1 ublick

Magistracy.
2. The office ofthe magistrate ; magisterial power

or dignity ; occas. conduct in office as a magistrate.
Now rare.

1577 tr. nnttingrfs Dscaties
(1^92) 169 The MagUtracie

(that I mayhencefprwarde vse this wordeof the matfistnitcs
power and place) is an office, and an action in executing;
the same. 1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. a) 131 Their

MAGISTRAL.

..open Contempt.of Magistracy and the Laws. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comni. I. ii. 142 In all tyrannical governments the
supreme magistracy, or the right both of making and of en
forcing the laws, is vested in one and the same man. 1781
Gcntl. Mag. LI I. 597 [TheyJ were both committed to New
Bridewell .. for contempt of magistracy. 1835 I. TAYLOR
Spir. Despot, in. 112 A principal portion of the .. spiritual
magistracy had been usurped. 1849 MACACLAY Hist. Eng.
viii. H.

277^
Literature and science were, in the academical

system of England,, .armed with magistracy. 1875 JOWF.TT
Plato (ed. 2) V . 169 All magistrates . . must give an account
of their magistracy.

3. The office, dignity, and functions of some
magistrate (e.g. a consul, justice of the peace, etc.)

contextually indicated.
1600 HOLLAND Livy x. xv. 361 To plucke the Consulship

out of the mire . . and to restore the auncient majestic . to
the Magistracie. 1695 Ln. PRESTON Botth. i. 17, I had no
other end in aspiring to the Magistracy, than that one, of
doing good to all. 1715 LEOM Palladio s Arc/n t. (1742)
I. 65 The Candidates, who put in for any Magistracy.
1790 BtWKB J r. AVr. 18 A popular choice is necessary to
the legal existence of the sovereign magistracy. 1849MACAULAV Hist. Eng. \. I. 74 The public regarded them
merely as eminent citizens invested with temporary magis
tracies. 1868 KRKEMAN Norm. Cony. (18761 II. vii. 136A town over which he exercised the powers of the highest
civil magistracy.

4. Magistrates collectively ; the whole body of

magistrates.
1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven, Morti. Prayer (1631) Dd 5 b,

\Ve pray thee blesse Magistracie, Ministerie, & Common
alty. 1651 BIGGS A&amp;gt;w Disp. Pref. 9 So grave a Magistracie
sitting in Parliament. 1755 MAGENS Insurances II. 276A just Valuation, which must be confirmed by a Sentence of
the nearest Magistracy or other competent Tribunal. 1758
J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 52 Our sea-ports, to the shame
of magistracy, abound with lewd. .women. 1800 COLQL HOIS
Covnu. Thames viii. 265 Checks established under the con
trol of a vigilant magistracy. 1849 MACAL LAV Hist. Eng.
x. II. 555 The peers repaired to Guildhall, and were received
there with all honor by the magistracy of the city. 1883
f ortn, /\ cr . May 7&amp;lt;.o

Guardians have come to be regarded
with almost as much respect as the magistracy.
5. a. A district under the government of a magis

trate, b. A magistrate s residence or station.
1888 Athtnmvm 7 Apr. 439/1 Dividing the country into

magistracies, and instituting local courts and officials. 1895
SCULLY Kajftr Stories 189 The Kwesa clan of Pondos dwelt
..within thirty miles of the Magistracy.

Magistral ^mad^rstial), a. and sb. Also 6-7
magistral!, [a. K. magistral or ad. L. magistra7ts,
f. magister MASTER sb.\ A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to, or befitting a master;

authoritative, dogmatic. Now rare.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. 9 Another Error is in the
manner of the tradition and deliuerie of knowledge, which
is for the most part Magistrall and peremptorie ; and not

ingenuous and faithfull. 1626 T. H[A\VKINS] Canssirfs
Holy Crt. 149 We must haue an authority moouing, magis
tral), and decisiue. 1641 AJISIV. Viml. Swectyntnttns 27
Your assertion .. is more Magistrall, then true. 1862
KUSKIN Mnnera / . (1872) no Magistral powers, of the
More over the less, and the forceful and free over the weak
and servile elements of life.

t b. Ofa problem, a point ofinstruction : ? Handed
down from the masters of a science; forming part
of the accepted course of teaching. Obs.

1572 DI:K Math. Prff. t
Which thing, I leaue to your

consideration : making hast to despatch an other Magis
tral! Probleme : and to bring it, nerer to your knowledge,
..then the world (before this day) had it for you. 1644
liuLWi K Chiron. 80 This action is Magistrall in Rhetoriiiue,
but grounded upon Nature.

2. Pharmacy. Of a remedy, a fonmiln : Devised

by a physician for a particular case ; not included

in the recognized phaimacopu-ia ; opposed to

OFFICINAL.
1605 HACON Adv. Learn, n. x. 8 Here is the deficience

which I finde, that Physitians haue not.. set downe and de-

liueredouer, certaine Experimental) Medicines, for the Cure
cif particular Diseases ; besides their own Coniecturall ami
Magistral) Descriptions. 1635 A. KKAD / luiiorstif I tiers 271
Some magistrall compositions are required in the ctt ration of
these priefes. 1638 KAWLRTtT. Kacon s Lifefy Death (1651

29 Some Magistrall Opiate weaker than those that are com
monly in use. 1710 !. I Yi.i.KK/VWrr///, A .i

7&amp;lt;w/. 409 The Ma-
gisirall I &amp;gt;ecoction of Mallows. 1831 J. 1 &amp;gt;AVII-:S Manual .Wat.

Mcil. Pref. ii Some magistral formula- to serve as examples
of the manner of prescribing it. 1875 H. C. Woou 1 hrm/-.

(1879) 582 Cacao Mutter, .is.. very largely used in the pie-

paration of suppositories, both officinal and magistral. 1878
tr. von Zienissen s Cycl. Med. VIII. 419 otf. The curious

magistral formula for this tincture i-i the following.

t b. By some writers app. taken to mean :

Sovereign
1

, supremely effective. Obs.

1592 G. HARVEY Pierce
1

s Super. 37 Who knoweth not
that Magistrall vnguent [cf. wagistralis nnctio iti Du
Cangej, knoweth nothing : and who hath that magistral

vnguent, feareth no gunshott. 1641 SHIRLEY Cardinal \.

iii. Receive This ivory box ; in it, an antidote liove that

they boast the great magistral medicine. 1678 SALMON
Lond. Disp. 645/2 A magistral pouder against worm.

3. Fortification. Leading, principal,
* master- .

1828 J. M. SPKARMAN Krit. Gunner (ed. 2^ 302 The prin

cipal or magistral gallery runs all round the work, under the

lianquette of the covered-way. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 375/2
The line which on the plan indicates the directions of the

faces, flanks, etc., of the works is called the magistral line.

1872 VOVLE & SIEVESSON Mil. Dict. t Magistral fine...\n

field fortifications, this line is the interior crest line. In

permanent fortifications, it is usually the line uf the top of
the escarp of each work.



MAGISTRALITY. MAGMENT.

E

4. In occasional uses: Having the title of
l Master ;

of or pertaining to a master or masters (in

various applications of the word).
1837 G. S. FADER Prim. Doctr. Jitstif. 268 Thomas Aqui

nas . . and his magistral predecessor \sc, the Master of the

Sentences]. 1878 RLSKIN l* or& Clav. Ixxxvi, The men are

rebuked, in the magistral homilies, for their ingratitude in

striking. 1881 F. E. HUI.MK 7&amp;lt;tw, College*. &amp;lt;y Ncighb.
Marllwrouglt 91 The nuztrttral staff is composed of the

Master and about thirty assistant masters. 1882 Gcntl. Mai, .

May 570 According to the masters [SL. the Meistersingers],
the institution of the school of magistral song was of the

remotestantiquity.
5. Used for: Masterly. [So in Fr.] rare l

.

1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Method 256 Magistral
as Milton at his greatest, but subtle beyond his scope.

B. sb.

fl. Pharmacy. A magistral preparation or for

mula. Qbs.

1621 Hi -RION Anat. Mel. \\. iv. i. v, Every Citty, Towne,
almost euery priuate man hath his owne. .receits, magis-
tralU, precepts, as if hee scorned antiquity. 1654 WH1TLOCK
/.ootomia 103 Hee pretendeth to Magistralls, that none but

his Apothecary and he must understand. i&joLe.v Talionis

29 He shall ..prescribe so many of his Nostrums and Magis
trals, as he calls them.

Jig. 1647 HAMMOND Serin. x. Wks. 1683 IV. 535 But for the

magistrals of nature and art, such are Gods Bmitings and

punishments, which cost God dear, as it were, he is fain to

Fetch them from far.

2. Fortification. Magistral line. (See A. 3.)

1855 STOCQUELER Milit. Eticytl., &amp;lt;&quot;\f&amp;lt;igistral,
the tracing

or guiding Hue in fortification, .from which the position of
all the other works is determined. In field fortification the

crest line of the parapet is the magistral ; in permanent
fortification the cordon.. is the guide.

|]
3. Ecd. A Spanish cathedral priest, with special

duties as a preacher.
1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Friar Gerund II. 83 The Magis

tral . . had purposely seated himself in the confessional of the

parson of the parish.

|]
4. Min. [Sp. (maxzstra l).] (See quot.)

1839 Unii Diet. Arts, Magistral^ in the language of the

Spanish smelters of Mexico and South America, is the
roasted and pulverized copper pyrites, which is added to
the ground ores of silver, .for the purpose of decomposing
the horn silver present. 1881 in RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

t Magistra lity. Obs. [f. prec. + -ITY.] The
quality or condition of being magistral, a. The

standing of a master or mistress
;
the right to lay

down the law or to dogmatize ; authoritative char

acter, b. quasi-fitter, a dogmatic utterance; in

Mcti. a special prescription.
a. 1603 North s Plutarch, Seneca (1612&quot;) 1213 Agrippina

. .thinking she could by her magistral! tie remedie this well

inough. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn- \\. viii. 5 To those that
heeke truth and not Magistralitie it cannot but seeme a
.Matter of great profit. 1641 J. JACKSON Trite Evang. T.
i. 71 The authority and magistracy of the first assertor
of it.

b. 1605 BACON Adv. Leant. n. x. 8 The phisitians
haue frustrated the fruite of tradition & experience by their

magistracies. 1691 WOOD At/i. OJCOH. II. 572 Humane
Magi.stralities, self-weaved Ratiocinations .. have laid..
claim to the highest advance of humane learning.

t Magi strally, adv. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -LY^.]
In a magistral manner; authoritatively, dogmati
cally.

1*603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Khcm. N. T. (1618) 172
You haue put that magistrally which Ambrose maketh a
perhaps uf. 1656 HOUSES Liberty, Necess.* etc. (1841) 257
To assume . .a licence to control so magistrally . . the doctors
of the Church in general.

Magistrand (mard^istrxndX Sc* Also 7 ma-
gestr.ind. [ad. med.L. magistrand-us, gerundive
pplc. of magistrari to become a Master (of Arts).]
Originally, in Scottish Universities, an Arts student
in the fourth or highest class; subsequently, one
in the fourth year. Now retained, in official use,
only at Aberdeen. At St. Andrews it has recently
been revived, among the students, as an unofficial

designation. t\\$Q attrib. in magistrand-class.
16.. in Craitford*s Ifist. Univ. Edin. (1808) 24 The

Magestrands (as now) conveened in the high hall. 1643
Statutes I isitatiou 8 Aug. ^St. Andrews), The whole Magis-
trandes and Uoutaloures in the two Colludes of Philosophy
. .sail only haue voice in choyseing the Rector of the Uni-
-ersity. 1708 J. CHJLMBERtAYNE^. Gt. Brit, u, ni,.\. (1710)

--, sprung Bigt.,v u ,,u
Magistrand to try the game, 1879 G. MACDONAI.D Sir Git-ine
III. ix. 153 Although now a magistrand that is, one about
to take his degree uf Master of Arts. 1889 Univ. Nws Sheet
(St. Andrews) n Jan. 7 With us at St. Andrews the words
semi* tertian, and inagistnind, .. have long since entirely
gone out of use. 1891 College Echoes (St. Andrews) 15 Jan.,
Ihe present designations Second-year man, Third-year
man, and Fourth-year-man are colourless and awkward.
Why should not Bejants become Semis, then Tertians, and
close their career with the melancholy glory of Magistrand?
Magistrate (m:i;-d^istrtn), sb. Forms: 4-6

magestrat(e, maiestrat^e, 4-7 magistrat, 5-
magistrate. [ad. L. magistratus (-stem&amp;gt;, orig,

^magisterial
rank or office, a magistracy ; hence

a person holding such an office
; f. ma&ster

MASTEUJ^. (see-ATE* ia). Cf. F. m&gistrat.]
fl. The office and dignity of a magistrate; magis

tracy. Obs*

t 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. pr. iv. 57 (Camh. MS.) That
thow woldest beren the magestrat with decorat. 1530
PALSGR. 241/2 Magistrate dignyte, tnagistrat.
2. A civil officer charged with the administration

I of the laws, a member of Ihe executive government.
i Chief magistrate ) first magistrate : in a monarchy,
i

the sovereign : in a republic, usually the president.
1382 WYCLIF Luke xxxiii. 14 The mage^tratis of the peple

i:tepid to gidere, Pilat seide to hem. 1432-50 tr. Higacti
(Rolls) III. 255 The peple of Rome not sufTrenge. .the

1 sedicion of be magistrates, ordeynede x. men to write be
lawes. iSSoCKOWLKY Epigr. 27 b, Woulde God the maies-
trates woulde se men set a-worke. 1581 PKTIIK Gtta,zzo

&amp;gt;

s

\ Civ. Cony. \\. (1586) 101 A discreet Magistrate ought not to

i

..alter his manners in respect of his dignitie. 159* DAVIKS
I Immort. Soul xxix. iv, The Common s Peace the Magis-
1

trates preserve. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. (1634) 7--

Every Estate .. were governed by Lawes, ..and by their

owne Magistrates. 1681 DRYDEN Himl -y P. i. 489 Suppose
the magistrate revenge her cause, Ti,i only for transgressing
human laws. 1761 HUME Hist. JCng. III. liv. 175 The

king was too eminent a magistrate to be trusted with dis

cretionary power. 1791 JEFFERSON in IVas/ringtoris Writ,

(1892) XII. vo note^ It is fortunate that our first chief magis
trate is purely and zealously republican. 1821 BYRON Mar.
FaL \. ii, Health and respect to the Doge Faliero, Chief

; magistrate of Venice. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 372 The
Coroner himself is an elected Magistrate.
attrib. 1602 PATKRICKI; tr. Gentillet 26 The Paynim

Lawyer may serve for a goodly example to condemne m. iny
Magistrate Lawyers of our time.

Jig, 1612 BACON Ess.^ Custom (Arb.) 370 Custome is the

principal Magistrate of mans life.

3. spec. In England and Ireland, a more frequent

synonym for justice of the peace (see J USTICE sb.

10) ;
also applied (chiefly with prefixed word, as

in police^ stipendiary magistrate* and, in Ireland,
resident magistrate} to salaried officials having,
like the justices of the peace, criminal jurisdiction
of the first instance. In Scotland, applied to the

provost and bailies of a burgh, as forming a court

for police jurisdiction and the granting of licences.

The mayor of a town is sometimes referred to as its chief
or *

first magistrate .

i688 G. DALLAS Stiles 12 The said M. R. . . and the
remanent Magistrals of the aid Bur^h .. The said R. M.
Bailie of the said Burgh, and the Provost and remanent
Bailies of the same. 1727 in Qnincy Hist, ffarrant (1840)
I. 567 The signification of magistrate in England, and even
now in New England, extends to every one of his Majesty s

Justices of the Peace ;
but in the time when the act above-

said was made [1642], .. the known signification extended

only to those who were Assistants to the Governor in

Council. 1752 FiiiLDiNG Amelia r. ii, The worthy magis
trate submitted to hear his defence. 1889 DOYLE Micah
Clarke xxiii. 237 This fellow would make two of the ganger,
and leave enough over to fashion a magistrate s clerk.

f Magistrate, v. Ot&amp;gt;s.~ [f. ppl. stem of L.

magistrarc : see MAGISTRATION.] inlr. To play
the master (Cockeram 1623).
Ma gistrateship. [f. MAGISTRATE sb. +

-SHU*.] The dignity, office, and functions of a

magistrate; also, the term of a magistrate s office.

*574 Life Abp. Parker Bviij b, He was wonte to rubbe
his minde with the memorye oft that sentence, that all fame,

|

. .all magistratshippes . . shall perishe, and decaye. a 1656 i

USSHF.R Ann. (1658) 595 Rullus,..in the beginning of his

magistrateship, published the Agrarian Law. 1884 J. PAYNE
1001 Nights VIII. 93 Tis one of the duties of magistrate
ship, To hang up the chief of police o er his door. 1886
Athenamm 10 July 47/2 He was something of a soldier, and
(which was much rarer at the time than either soldiership or

magistrateship) he was a bibliophile.

t Magistra tial, a. Obs. rare*, [f; as prec.
+ -IAL.] = MAGISTERIAL 3.

1774 Poetry in .-/. Reg. 208 Hast thou . . seen . . In the

plain hall the magistratial chair?

t Magistra tic, a. Obs. Also 7 magistra-
tique. [f. as prec. + -1C.]

-
prec.

1653 GAUIJEN Hierasp. 458 Onely to look exactly to civill

interests and safety; is to make Magistfatick power, .. to

concurre with the malice of the Divels. 1667 WATKRHOU,*; ,

I1 ire Lom1. 79 Publick places of Magistratique dispatch.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 206 Clemence also ought to be
illustrious in magistrate administrations.

Magistratical (mrcidsistrartikal), a. [f.

prec. + -AL.] Of or pertaining to, or befitting a

magistrate or magistrates. (Cf. MAGISTERIAL 3.)

1638 Div.
&amp;lt;V

Pol. Observations 55 A stile no lesse Magis
trate, if not so Magistraticall as this Speech. 1644 J. WIN-
THKOP Nciv Eng. (1826) II. 205 Whether the deputies in the

general court have judicial and magistratical authority?
a 1683 SIDNEY Disc. Govt. 11714) 383 The original of Magis
tratical Power. 1752 FIELDING Amelia i. ii, Mr. Thrasher
. .had some few imperfections in his magistratical capacity.
1769 Df Foe*s TourGf. Brit. II. 324 They are allowed the

highest Marks of magistratical Honour. 1848 P. MACFAK-
LANE in MI-IK. R. Craig x. (1862) 244 God is the fountain,
the first source of human magistratical power. 1850 Tait s

3fag. XVII. 556/1 The magistratical and clerical orders.

1893 M. HUTCHISON Kef. Prc$l&amp;gt;. Ch. Scot. v. 121 \Vith such

conceptions of magistratical powers. . .the Revolution settle

ment would appear to be deserving only of condemnation.
Hence Magistra tically adv., in a magistratical

or magisterial manner.
1650 R. HOUJNGWORTH E.vcrc. Usurped Powers 82 That

such things should be maintained Masistratically by a
Tyrant. 1872 J. WALKER Theology .y Theologians St. at.

v. (1888) 147 Unless.. he acted in this sovereign way, with
the sword behind all his enactments and injunctions, he did
not act in the proper sense magistratically.

tMagistra tion. Obs.rare- 1
. [ad. late L.

masistialion-cm, n. of action f. magistrare to rule,
f. magister MASTEH $b^\ Command, direction.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos \. n Agamenon .. haddc the

magystracyoii. . of alle thexcersite and hoost to-fore Troye.

Magistrative (mwdgiatr^tiv), . rare 1

, [f.

magistr&t- t ppl. stem of magistrare ^sce prec.) +

-IVE.] Proper to a magistrate, requisite for ruling.
1865 BUSHNICLI. Vicar. Sacf, in. iii. 241 A want of system

and magislralive firmness.

Magistrature (mEe dgistrAiiu). [a. F. m,^is-
traturc, f. magistrat MAGISTRATE sb^\

1. The dignity or office of a magistrate; magis
terial office; occas. the exercise of the office; with

a and pi. an individual office. (Cf. MAGISTRACY 3.)

1672 Essex Papers (Camden) 23 That noe person whatso
ever bee ad mi tied into any Place of Magistrature or Govern
ment., till [etc.]. 1791 State Papcrs\\\ Ann. R(. 183* Incase
..of a collision between magistratures. 1824 CANDOR Intag:
Ca i&quot;

., Afarciis TnlHus fy QititictHS Cicero \V ks. 1853 I.

238/1 Finding all our magistratures in the disposal of the
senate. 1829 7/vV/., Diog. &amp;lt;*r

Plato ibid. 504/1 Giving tu

this one rightly what that one would hold wrongfully, is

justice in m;igistrature. 1833 AVft Monthly Mag. XXXVII.
465 The family rose lo the dignities of the magistrature.
1833 Frasef^s -.l/rtif VII. 650 With theuc some of the magis
tratures are now filled.

fig. 1796 BUKNKY Mem. Metastasio II. 3^5 Uoes mu^ic

aspire at this supreme magistrature?
b. The term of a magistrate s office.

1720 O/KLL I l rfoTs Row. Rep. I. i. 59 Ihe two ConsnK,
whose Magistrature was expiring, appointed the Assembly
for the Election of their Successors. 1824 I-ANDOR Imag.
Com:, Leopold ,\ Prcsid. dn Paty Wks. 185.5 1.68/2 A..

man, who can reproach himself with no perversion or neglect
of justice, in a magistrature of twenty years.
2. collect. The body of magistrates; MAGIS

TRACY 4.

1679 KVELYN Diary 21 Nov., I dined at my I,ord Mayor -.

.. Such a. .splendid magistrature dues no city in the world
show. 1830 Ejctttniner 548, i The magistrature continued,
The very men who had opposed the liberty of the press ..

continued in their positions. 1859 Sat. Rev. VII. 273/2
That illustrious magistrature which, in farmer days, guided
France by their counsels. 1898 A. W, WARD in A /

.f- Hist.
Rev. Jan. 175 The conservative tendencies of the Belgian
magistrature.

Magi-stricide. nonce-wd.
[f.

as if L. *magit-
tricida (after parricida^ etc. : sec -CIDI-: t). f. magis-
ter master.] A murderer of one s master or teacher.

1670 LASSELS I oy. Italy II. 172 Nero the Magi.stricide,
who put this rare man his master to death.

Magitian, obs. form of MAGICIAN.

Uffagma ,miu*gma\ [a. L. magma (sense i),
Gr. nayfia, f. root of fxafffffiv to knead.]
fl. The dregs that remain from a semi-liquid

substance after the more liquid part has been re

moved by pressure or evaporation. 0/&amp;gt;s.

.1420 Pailad. on, Ifitsb. xi. 351 Taak aloen &: mine (V
magma with Saffron [L. crocoina^nia lees of saffron], of

yche yliche. a 1648 Dianv Clozet Open. (1677) 18 You may
squeze out the clear juyce and hang the Magma in a bag
in the bung. 1694 SALMON Hates Dispens. (1713)38/2 By
another Distillation, reduce the Magma at bottom, to the

Consistencyof Honey. 1730 STACK \\\Phil. Trans. XXXV 1.

271 The Eggs, .resemble a Magma of a brown Colour. 1737
BKACKKN Farriery luipr. (1756) I. 310 Apply the Magma

re squeezed out of the Liquor) to the(or Herbs after they a
Wound. 1856 MAVNK

s of a certain consistence.

i
., IMagma, ., a squee/ed

.

2. *

Any crudemixture of mineral or organic matters,
in a thin pasty state (Ure Diet. Arts 1839).
1681 tr. Willis* Rent. Med. Wks* Vocab., Mag?tia, the

blended dross and fa:ces of several metals, as also of chynii-
cal extractions. 1782 KIKWAN \\\P/iil. Trans. LXXIII. 17

fThey] afford no crystals, but only a magma or mother
liquor. 1806 HATCH ETT ibid* XCVI. m It formed with

sulphuric acid a thick black magma. 1838 T. THOMSON
t ht iii. Or*. Bodies 683 A concentrated solution of potash
forms with bird-lime a whitish magma, which becomes brown
by evaporation. 1854 J. ScoFFERN in Orr s Circ. Set.,
Client. 24 A magma of dark-coloured sugar. 1875 H. C.
WOOD Thcr^p. (1879)93 I [ should be so moist as to con
stitute a magma, 1894 HUXLLV Wks. IX. 8 Our earth

may once have funned part of a nebulous, cosmic magma.
3. Gcol. a. One of two or more supposed strata

of fluid or semi-fluid matter lying beneath the

solid crust of the earth, b. The amorphous basis

of certain porphyritic rocks.

1865 HAUGHTON Max. Gcol. 3 According to Durocher..
the fir&amp;gt;t and second layers of the globe are composed of

totally different materials. The outer layer, which he calls

the Acid Magma, corresponds with the granites; and the
inner or second layer, which he calls the Basic Magma,
corresponds with the trap rocks and the greenstones. 1869
PHILLIPS Vcsuv. xii. 336 Whether these rocks .. constitute

practically a solid basis, or float in a magma of slow

fluidity. 1874 DA \VKISS in Ess. Owen s Coll. Manchester
V. 148 Two distinct layers or magmas beneath the stratified

rocks. 1882 GEIKII: Text-bk. Gcol. \\. n. iii. 87 Many
crystalline rocks consist . . of a magma or paste, in which
the crystalline particles are .. embedded. 1897 Anc.
Volcanoes Gt. Brit. I. 12 There will thus be a constant

pressure of the molten magma into the roots of volcanoes.

4. Pharmacy. An ointment or confection of a

softish consistence. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889.)
1855 DUNGLISON Med. Le.i;(ed. 12), Magma, .also, a salve

of a certain consistence.

Hence magma*tic a.* of or pertaining to the

magma (sense 3). In recent Diets.

t Ma gment. Obs. rare&quot;
9

. [ad. L. mag-
meiUiini.\ Great increase. 1623 in COCKEKAM.
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MAGMOID.

Magmoid (msg-gmoid), a. hot. [f. MAGMA +
-oil).] (,See quot.)
1879 W. A. LEIGHTON Lichen-fiora (ed. 3) 516 Magmoid,

like an alga, consisting of spherical green cellules.

Magna Charta, Magua Carta (mae-gna
ka-Jta). Also ;//. magna chartaes. [med.L., sig

nifying great charter .] The Great Charter of

English personal and political liberty, obtained
from King John in 1215, repeatedly confirmed,
and appealed to in all disputes between the sove

reign and his subjects, till the establishment of
constitutional government.
(1279 Rolls ofParlt. I. 224 Quod tollatur magna carta de

furibus Ecclesiarum.] 1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 118 This
Parliament king Edwards lawes were again restored, &
Magna carta confirmed. 1641 LD. J. DIGBY Sp. in Ho.
Coinm. 19 Jan. 15 An Accumulation of all the publique
Grievances since Magiia. Carta. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm.
II. v. 74 John was obliged to consent, by his magna carta,
that [etc.J. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. i. v, Considered to

represent the penn orth appointed by Magna Charta.

trans/, and./?^. 1630 B. JONSON Nciu Inn I. i, It is against
my freehold, my inheritance, My Magna Charta.. To drink
such balderdash, or bonny-clabber. 1643 PKVNNE Sov, Power
Purl. i. (ed. 2) 22 Which you may reade in ancient Magna
Chartaes. a 1686 T. WATSON Body Divin. (1692) 460 The
Covenant of Grace is our Magna Charta, by vertue of which
God passeth himself over to us to be our God. 1879 G. G.
SCOTT Lect. Afediani. Arc/tit. II. 181, I have called the use
of diagonal ribs the Magna Charta of the art of vaulting.

t Magnae VOUS, a. 06s. rare&quot;, [as if f. L.

*magnav-us (1. magn-us great + xviint age) + -ous.]
Of great age. ^GiMNDEVOus.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Magna-le. Obs. [as if a. L.*magnate, sing, of

MAONALIA.] A great or wonderful thing, a wonder.
1623 COCKEHAM, Magnalls, great tilings to be wondered at

[1626 BACON Syh a 747 To restore Teeth in Age, were
Magnale Naturae.] 1646 J. HALL Ilorx I ac. 115 j is great
art in dissimulation to dissemble the art of dissimulation,
greater to performe that Magnale in Perspective. 1650
CUAKI.ETON Partido.i-es Ep. Ded. A 4 b, In the discovery of
some Magnale in Knovvledg. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sir.
vi. 24 We l examine these Accounts of the Magnale.

Magnalia, sf&amp;gt;. pi. Obs. Also -
erron. mag-

nalia s. [L. magnolia neut. pi., f. magmis great.]
Great or wonderful works ; wonders.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1392) II. 663 In Natures Cabinet ..

there are divers mysteries and Magnalia s yet unknown.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinardt,, Hen. fl

, cvii, These the Mag-
nalia, w rh but some can find In Nature, Earth by Earth only
Calcin d. 1681 GLANVILL SadJiicismus 82 He made no dis

covery of the Magnalia of Art or Nature.

t Magna lity. 0/&amp;gt;s. [f. MAGNALIA + -ITY.]A great or wonderful thing.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Eft. n. iii, 70 Too greedy of

magnalities, we are apt to make but favourable experiments
concerning welcome truths. 1682 Clir. Mor. ill. S 14 Fill

thy Spirit .. with the mysteries of Faith, the magnalities of
Religion.

i Maglianerie (man-
v
anpi7

). [K., f. inagnan
silkworm.] A silkworm house.
1887 PATON in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 59/2 Small educations

reared apart from the ordinary magnanerie, for the produc
tion of graine alone, were recommended. 1888 1C. A. BUTI.KR
Silkworms 53 In large establishments, or maguaneries, as
they are called.

t Magna nimate, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L.

magnanvit-us (see MAGNANIMOUS) + -ATK.] trans.
To render high-souled ; to cheer, inspirit.
1640 HOWELL Dodona s Gr. 9 Present danger magnanimats

them, and inflames their courage.

t Maguaniine, a. Obs. Also (&amp;gt; magnanyme.
[a. F. magntuutiu, ad. L. magnaiiimus : see MAG
NANIMOUS.] High-souled, lofty, magnanimous.
1523 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fi Lett. (1902) I. 30 This

high and Magnanyme enterpryse. 1549 Compl. Si ot. Ep.
Queen 2 Illustir princes, engendrit of magnanime genoli^ie.
1590 K. HITCHCOCK Cjnintess. Wit i b. Neither to profitte,
but to most magnanime and liautie endes.

Magnanimious, obs. form of MAGNANIMOUS.

Magnanimity (ma;:gnani-miti). [a. *&quot; &quot;laS-
nanimitc, ad. L. magtianimildt-em, f. magnaninius
MAGNANIMOUS.]
1 1. Used (with somewhat vague meaning) as the
name of one of the virtues recognized in mediaeval
ethics. Obs.

Primarily this represented the Aristotelian MeyctAoi/uxia
(see 3), but in scholastic descriptions the notion was modi
fied in accordance with Christian ideals, and blended with

following Macrobius In Somn. Scip. i. viii. % 7).

1340 Ayenb. 164 Magnanimite is he^nesse gratnesse and
noblesse of wylhede ..bis uirtue heb tuo delles : greate
binges onworbi, and wel grater to mme an hand, c 1386
CHAUCER Sec. Nun s T. no Right so men goostly in this

mayden free Seyen of feith the magnanymylee. c 1412
HOCCLEVE De Kef. Princ. 3900 Off magnanimite now
wole I trete, pat is to scyn, strong herte or grete corage.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 136 Magnanimity is the

vertue, wherby man or woman hath a discrete donghtynesse
. . to speke or to do that thynge that they ought to do by
right and reason for the loue of god.

1 2. Lolty courage ; fortitude. Obs.
(In some examples pern, the Aristotelian sense : see 3.)

1509 I iARCLAY Shyp ofFolys ( 1 570) 206 For his strength and
magnanimitie . . One founde on grounde like to him can not be.

1560 I &amp;gt;ALS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 322 This . . magnanimiti

in so great adversity [L. in rebus adversis anitnifortitude}
got him great love every wher amongs al men. 1576 GAS-
COIGNE Stale 67. Ded. (Arb.) 43 Shalj I yelde to mysery
as a iust plague (pointed for my portion i Magnauimitie
saith no. 1610 WII.I.ET Hc.tapla Daniel 62 In courage and
inagnanimitie superiour to Hercules. 1744 HAKRIS Three
Treat. Wks. (1841) 107, I can bear whatever happens with
manlike magnanimity. 1801 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Angelina
ii. (1832) 13 The courage and magnanimity with which she
had escaped from her aristocratic persecutors.
3. In the Aristotelian sense of fifya\mf/vxla (see

below). Also, loftiness of thought or purpose ;

grandeur of designs, nobly ambitious spirit. Now
rare.

In Aristotle the word (by modern translators rendered
greatsoulcdness , highmindedness

1

) expresses the atti

tude of one who, rightly conscious of his own great merits,
is indifferent to praise except from those whose approval is

valuable, regards the chances of fortune with equanimity,
and, while ready to confer benefits, will seldom condescend
to accept them.

(

1598 BAKCKLEY Felic. Alan (1631) 167 Carolus Martellus
shewed great magnanimitie in refusing principalitie. t 1651
HOBBES R/iet. (1840) 437 Magnanimity .. is a virtue by
which a man is apt to do great benefits. 1717 L. HOWEL
Desiderins 74 We are indued with a spiritual Magnan-
imity, that sets us above the Desire of temporal Goods.
1761 HUME Ilist. Eng. II. xliv. 499 The queen s magnani
mity in forming such extensive projects was the more remark
able. 1769 ROBERTSON Cltas. V, XL Wks. 1813 II 1. 267 That
magnanimity of soul which delights in bold enterprizes.
4. Nobility of feeling ; superiority to petty resent

ment or jealousy ; generous disregard of injuries.
1771 BURKE Lett., to Bp. of Chester (1844) I. 271 It may be

magnanimity in Lord Mansfield to despise attacks made
upon himself. 1785 PALEY Mor. Philos. Wks. 1825 IV. 9
Forgiveness of injuries is accounted by one sort of people
magnanimity, by another meanness. 1841 EI.PHINSTONE
/fist. India II. 219 The mean spirit of Mahmud was incap
able of imitating the magnanimity of his enemy. 1868 K.
EDWARDS Ralegh I. xiii. 258 Ralegh .. on former occasions
had shown towards Essex a wise and noble magnanimity.
1900 J. H. MUIRMEAD Chapters fr. Aristotle s Ethics v^
With regard to honour and dishonour, there is a mean called

magnanimity, or high-mindedness, a species of excess called

vanity, and a defect called pusillanimity or little-mindedness.

b. //. Instances of magnanimity.
a 1639 WOTTON in Reliq. (1672) 241 Some seeming Mag

nanimities being indeed (if you sound them well) at the

bottom, very Impotencies. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama oj
Exile Poems 1850 I. 73 Aspire Unto the calms and mag
nanimities, ..To which thou art elect

1 5. In occasional use : Affectatien of grandeur ;

magnificence. Obs.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 48 Pyramids, Arches, Obe
lisks, were but the irregularities of vain-glory and wilde
enormities of ancient magnanimity.
t 6. Water of magnanimity : any gently stimu

lating remedy. (.Syd. Soc. tex.} Obs.
1861 HL-LMF. tr. Moyum-Tiuidou II. III. 65 Distilled Ants

(Water of Magnanimity).

Magnanimous (majgnx-nimas), a. Also 6-7
maguauimious. [f. L. magnanim-us (f. magiats
great + animus soul : corresponding in formation
to Gr.

n(ya\6\f&amp;gt;vxos, and in scholastic Latin used
as its translation) + -OUS. Cf. F. tiiagnanimc. ]
1. Great in courage ; nobly brave or valiant. Of

qualities, actions, etc. : Proceeding from or mani

festing high courage. 1 Obs.

1584 Alirr. Mag. i b, The incouragenient, that the mag-
nanimious Cesar gatle vnto his souldiours. 1589 WARNER
A/b. Eng. Prose Add. (1612) 332 Elisa (whom the Phoeni
cians for her magnaiiimious dying, did afterwardes name
Dido). 1665 G. HAVERS / . delta Vatic s Trav. E. India 196
The first course seem d safest and most considerate ; the
latter was more magnanimous, but with-all temerarious.

111719 ADUISON Kvia. Chr. Kelig. iii. (1733) 25 The irre

proachable lives and magnanimous sufferings of their fol

lowers. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xli. 430 When she saw
an evident necessity she braved danger with magnanimous
courage. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxviii. 189 note. All their mag
nanimous threats ended in a ridiculous vote of censure. 1828
SCOTT / . M. Perth xxxiv, The Douglas.. was too mag
nanimous not to interest himself in what was passing. 1858
LONGK. M. Statuiish iii, For he was great of heart, mag
nanimous, courtly, courageous.
2. High-souled ; nobly ambitious; lofty ot pur

pose ; noble in feeling or conduct. Now chiefly :

Superior to petty resentment or jealousy, loftily

generous in disregard of injuries. (Cf. MAGNAN
IMITY 3, 4.)
1598 HAYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo n. 30 Ivstice being .. a mas

culine vertue, hath manlie, magnanimious, considerate and
moderate actions. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions \. 4. 225 It

cannot but proceede from a noble magnanimious minde to

contenme all base injuries offered. 16330. HERBERT Temple,
Ch. Porch Ivi, Pitch thy behaviour low, thy projects hi -;li ;

So shalt thou humble and magnanimous be. c 1665 AIRS.

HUTCIIINSON Mem. Col. Hutehinson (1846) 33 He was so

truly magnanimous, that prosperity could never lift him
up in the least. 1769 BLACKSTONE Coinm. iv. xxxiii. 416
Richard the first, a brave and magnanimous prince, was a
sportsman as well as a soldier. 1802 WORDSW. .V&amp;lt;w/. , Grt-at
men have been among us . They knew . . what strength w.is,
that would not bend But in magnanimous meekness. 1847
DISRAELI Tanercd n. i, They think they are doing a very
kind and generous and magnanimous thing. 1849 RIACAULAY
llist. Eng. II. 167 The magnanimous frankness of a man
who had done great things, and who could well afford to

acknowledge some deficiencies.

Hence Magna-nimcmsly aJv.
; Magna-nimous-

ness rare . MAGNANIMITY.
1606 W. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine xvm. 71 They should

MAGNES.
..see he had the like liberallity and magnanimousnesse
of mind. 1611 COTGR., Maiianiiiun;cnt, magnanimously.
1614 EARL STIRLING Domes-day iv. Ixxvii. (1637) 83 Who
first from death by deeds redeem d their names, And emi
nent magnanimously grew. 1796 BUKKE Rei^ic. Peate
i. Wks. VIII. 159 With Hannibal at her gates, she [Hol
land] had nobly and magnanimously refused all separate
treaty. 1851 D. WILSON I reh. Ann. (1863) II. III. iv. 126
A golden treasure which they magnanimously resolved
should be equitably divided. 1862 MKS. OLITHANT Last 0/
Mortimers 11. 257, I am not sure my great magnanimous-
ness did not have a root in what Harry called feeling ex
travagant . 1885 Manch. Exam. 7 Feb. 5/2 The French
journals magnanimously drop their queinlous tone.

Magnase. rare&quot;. A workman s cornipt form
of MANGANESE. (Cf. MAGNUS.) Only attrib. in

iiiagnase black.

1849-30 ll eale s Diet. Terms, Magnase black is the best
of all blacks for drying in oil without addition, or prepara
tion of the oil. 1854 in FAIRHOLT Viet. Terms Art.

Magnate (.m^-gn^t). Chiefly //. Also 8-9
maguat. [ad. late L. tnagnat-, magnas (also

magitatits}, {. magntis great.]
1. A great man

; a noble
;

a man of wealth or
eminence in any sphere.
Not in Johnson or 1 odd. It i&amp;gt; possible that all the ex

amples before the igth c. represent the 1.. plural magnates.
43-4&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

LYDG. Bochas ix. xxxiv. (1558) 35 The greatest
states rulers of the toun Called Magnates. 1590 SIR J.
SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. 15 Your Lordships (being the
Nobilitie and Magnates of the Kingdome). 1654 TRAIT
Coinm. Job iii. 322 For Magnates are Magnetes, they
draw many by their example. 1790 BUKKE I- r. Kcv. 39 The
popular representative and . . the magnates of the kingdom.
1814 BYRON Lara i. vii, Born of high lineage .. He mingled
with the Magnates of his land. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit.
Const, i. (1862) 5 A patrician body accustomed to consider
themselves as the magnates in a country. 1850 W. IRVING
GoMtmithxx, 220 The associate ofJohnson, Burke, Topham
Beauclerc, and other magnates. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library (1892) I. iv. 167 Unlike the irritable race of

literary magnates . . [Scott] never lost a friend. 1883 Fortn.
Rev. i Nov. 609 The small class of territorial magnates who
possess the soif of the country.
trans/. 1853 KANE Criniull Ext. xxxiii. (1856) 290 The

stars, except one or two of the northern magnates, invisible
at noonday.
2. spec. In Hungary, and formerly in Poland, a
member of the Upper House in the Diet.

1797 Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XV. 290/1 The bishops ofCracow
and Kiow . . and several magnats declared that they would
never consent to the establishment of such a commission.

1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke s Hist. Ref. I. 181 In Hungary some
magnates and cities were quickly reduced to obedience.
Itnd. II. 461 A few magnates collected around the king.

t Maguatical, a. Obs.
[f. prec. + -ICAL.]

V Lordly, domineering.
1608 H. CLAPHAM Erroitr on Left Hand, To Rdr. A 2b,

Their magnaticall one-eard Inuectiues were set on fire from
hell, for destroying the Church peace.

Mague- (margnz) an irregular combining form
used instead of MAGNETO-, in certain scientific

terms introduced by Faraday :

Ma gne-cry stal, a crystal acted upon by magnet
ism. Ma^gnecrystaTlic a., pertainingto the effect

produced by magnetism upon a crystalline body.
Ma gnele-ctric a. = MAGNETO-ELECTRIC. Ma:gne-
o ptic a., pertaining to the relation between the

optic axis of a crystal and the line of magnetic
force through it.

1831 FARADAY [see MAGNETO-ELECTRIC). 1848 in Phil.
Trans. CXXXIX. 4 They [iv. results] appear to present to
us a new force .. which .. 1 will conventionally designate by
a new word, as the magnecrystallic force. Ibid. 33, I ..could

perceive no traces of any phenomena having either magne-
optic, or magnecrystallic, or any other relation to the crys
talline structure of the masses. 1870 BENCE JONES Life
l-araday II. 348 The action of heat on magne-crystals. 1879
NOAD & PREECE Electricity 300 An impelling force distinct

from the magnetic and the diamagnetic, and which he

[Faraday] called the ituignc-crystallic force. 1881 MAX
WELL Electr.

&amp;lt;y Magn. II. 46 Magnecrystallic phenomena.
Magnefy, obs. form of MAGNIFY.

Magnelle, obs. form of MANGONEL.

t Maglies. Obs. Also 4 erron. magria.s. [L.

magncs*=(jT. o Mrl-yiT/s Aiffos, the Magnesian stone,

MAGNET.] A magnet, loadstone.

1398 TRKVJSA Barth. De P. R. xvi. vii. (1495) 557 Though
the magnas drawylh yren to itself: the admas drawyth it

away fro the magnas. Ibid. Ixii. 573 It semyth that the

ymage hangyth in the ayre by the myghte and vertue of the
-stone inagnes. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 161

Thys ia a mervt-ilons nedle, whiche beinge touched, (as I

heare) onlye with the Magnes shoulde knowc to turne al-

waye to the North pole, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1590)
H3b, As a perfect Magnes, though put in an iuorie boxe,
will thorow the boxe send forth his imbraced vertue to a
beloued needle. (11677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 329
In this lower World there seems many things directed to the

special use_
of Mankind, -the Metals of Silver, Gold, Copper,

the very Situation of the Seas, the Magnes. 1750 tr. Leon
ardos Mirr. Stones 206.

b. attrib. : magnes-stone, in the same sense.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. Ixii. (1495) 573 There
ben mountayns of suche magnes stones and they drawe to
them and breke shippes that ben nayled with yren. a 1586
SIDNI.Y Arcadia ill. (1590) 267 As if the sight of the enimie
had bene a Magnes stone to his courage. 1590 SPENSER
/ . Q. n. xii. 4. 1625 PUKCHAS Pilgrims n. 1487 There is

neither Iron or Steele, or the Magnes Stone that should so
make the Tombe of Mahomet to hang in the Ayre.

c. transf. Magnetic virtue.



MAGNESANE.

1664 EVEI.VN SySva. 3; There is such a Magnes in this

.simple Tree as does manifestly draw to it self some occult,

and wonderful virtue.

d. Applied to each of the poles.
ti 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll v. 164 His tcmper d Earth, whips

(as you Agitate The Ayre) to either Magni*, This, or That.

t Magnesane. Ghent. Obs. [f.
MAGNES-IA:

see -ANK -.] Chloride of magnesium.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chcm. 1 hilos. 355 It is evident that

there exists a combination of magnesium and chlorine;

though this body,
which may be called magnesane, has

never been examined in a separate state.

Magnesia (moegm-JiS.). Also 4 magiiasia,^
magnetia. [a. med.L. magnesia, a. Gr. fiMayvrjaia

Aiflos, the Majjnesian stone ,
a designation of two

different minerals: vO &quot;le loadstone; (2) a stone

shining like silver, perhaps talc (Liddell & Scott).

It is not clear which of these two senses gave rise to the

alchemical use ; the brilliant lustre ascribed by the alchemists

to magnesia favours the latter view, and the substance

seems not to have been identified with the loadstone, in spile

of the resemblance of its name to the familiar word Magnus.]

fl. Alchemy. A mineral alleged by some al

chemists to be one of the ingredients of the philo

sopher s stone. Obs.

&amp;lt; 1386 CHAUCKK Can. Ycom. Pro!, ft T. 902 Take the stoon

that Tilanos men name. Which is that quod he. Magnasia
is the same, Seyde Plato. Ibid. 905 What is Magnasia,
good sire, I yow preye. It is a water that is maad, I seye,
( If elementes foure, quod Plato. 1472 RIPLEY

Contf.
A till.

Pref. in Ashm. (1652) 133 Our Stone ys callyd the lesse

World one and three, Magnesia also of Sulphure and Mer

cury Proportionate by Nature most perfytly. 1477 NORTON
tin/. Alck. iii. ibid. 42 Another Stone. ._ypu must have
withall . . A Stone glittering with perspecuttie . . The price
of an Ounce Conveniently Is twenty shillings; .. Her name
is Magnetia, few people her knowe. 1610 I!. JONSON Alcli.

n. iii, Your marchesite, your tntie, your magnesia.

fig. 1651 BIGGS Neiu Disp. Pref. b 2 b, We catch^
at onely

painted liutter-flyes, and speculate not the Magnesia or sub

stantiality of Physicks, but rather its Umbrage ; not the

body, but the Bark, and superficial out side.

t b. Used by Paracelsus for : AMALGAM. Obs.

1641 FRKNCH Distill, vi. (1651) 185 Hang plates of gold
over the fume of Argent vive, and they will become white,

friable, and fluxil as wax. This is called the Magnesia of

gold, as saith Paracelsus.

f2. =MANGANESK i. Also black magnesia. Obs.

[This use prob. arose from the notion that manganese was
a form of the magnesia of alchemy. There may, however,
have been some early confusion of manganese with loadstone :

Pliny N. H. xxxvi. Ixvi says that loadstone (niagnes lapis}
was used in making glass. In the Latin of early chemistry
the word was applied to various other substances : e.g. inag-
iicsia. opalina was a red sulphide of antimony (? K.KRMKS 3).]

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 79 Magnesia (in the Glass-houses,
called Manganese). 1712 tr. Pomct s Hist. Drugs I. 103/2
The last ingredient [sc. of Cristalline Glass] is Manganese,
or Magnesia, so called from its Likeness in Colour, Weight
and Substance to the Load-Stone. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl,
Supp. s.v. Magiiissa, Many have supposed the Magnissa
to be the same with magnesia, that is, manganese, but this

is an error. 1797 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 427/1 Black Mag
nesia.. See Manganese.
3. (In early use often f white magnesia = mod.L.

magnesia alba, in contradistinction to black mag
nesia: see 2.) a. Originally, and still in popular
language, applied to hydrated magnesium car

bonate, a white earthy powder, used in medicine
as an antacid and cathartic. Calcined magnesia :

magnesium oxide (pure magnesia : see b) pre

pared by heating the carbonate, b. In modern

Chemistry, an alkaline earth, now recognized as
the oxide of magnesium (MgO).
[This application of the word seems not to be connected

with the use in sense i, but to have been suggested by the
mod.L. uiagnes carnens flesh-magnet , applied 1:1550 by
CzrA!\n(DeSulitilitate vn, Opera III. 475) to a white earth

resembling ostepcolla, because it was found to adhere
strongly to the lips, and was therefore supposed to have the
same attraction for flesh that the loadstone has for iron.
The mod.L. term magnesia alba seems to have been first

employed by Hoffmann in 1722 (Opera t74o IV. 479/2).]
755 J- BlMXSxftr. Magnesia Alia 6^(1893)7, I have

had no opportunity of seeing Hoffman s first magnesia.
Ibid. 8 Those who would prepare a magnesia from Epsom
salt may use the following process. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. I. 240 It exists in a state of combination, in lime-stone,
common magnesia, alkalis, &c. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 206
Magnesia has long been a celebrated remedy for these [sto
machic] complaints. 1812 Sin H. DAVY diem. Pliilos. 48
Hoffman, in the beginning of the i8th century, pointed out
magnesia as a peculiar substance. 1823 BYRON yuan x.

Ixxiii, These sodas and magnesias Which form that bitter

draught, the human species. 1878 HUXLEY Phfswgr. So
The metal combines with the oxygen of the air to form
oxide of magnesium or magnesia.

c. attrib.

1846 G. E. DAY ti.SimoifsA.uim. Chcm. II. 133 The mag
nesia salts would . . answer this purpose better. 1876 PREECE& SIVEWRIGHT Tclfgraphy 34 A solution of the magnesia
sulphate (MgSO-t. Epsom salts).

Maguesian (meegBfjljfo), a. [f. MAGNESIA -H

AH.J Of or pertaining to. or containing magnesia.
1794 SULLIVAN Vino .Vat. I. 434 The five simple earths

are,
^
the calcareous, the ponderous, the magnesian or

muriatic, the argillaceous, and the siliceous. l799 i&quot;ENNANT

in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 309 Magnesian limestone may
be easily distinguished from that which is purely calcareous,
by the slowness of its solution in acids. 1807 T. THOMSON

29

DAVY Client. P/iilos. 33 In 1756 Dr. Black published hi.s

admirable researches on calcareous, magnesian, and alkaline
substances. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-hk, Geol. v. 102 Dolo
mite is a granular or crystalline variety of niagnesiau lime
stone. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Kefir. Prcc. Met. U. S, 6-22 This
earth has a inagnesian or chalky aspect.

b. Maguesian limestone Geol., a name for

the lower division of the New Red Sandstone rocks,
now known as * Permian .

1836 T. THOMSON Outl. Jlfin., Gcol., $ Mtn. Anal. II. 142
The magnesium limestone begins at Tynemouih, and extends
. .as far as Nottingham. 1865 I.YKU. Klein. Gcol. (ed. 6) 456
For the lower, or Magnesian Limestone division of English
Geologists, Sir R. Murchison proposed, in 1841, the name
of Permian.

t Magne siated, a. Chcm. oi&amp;gt;s. [f.
MA&amp;lt;;-

NESIA + -ATK + -Ei) *.] Combined with magnesia.
1796 KIRWAN /.tan. Mtn, (ed. 2) II. 386 After dissolving

the Magnesiated Iron in any acid.

Magnesia (m&gn/ sik), a. [f. MAUNES-IA and

MAGNKS-IUM + -1C.] a. Containing magnesia, b.

In names of salts : Of or pertaining to magnesium.
1877 KINGZKTT Alkali Trade 208 This tendency to fuse

on the part of the mixture is due to the magnesic chloride.

1881 S. P, THOMPSON in Nature XXIV. 465 Magnesic platino-

cyanide. 1894 U, S. Tariff \n Times 16 Aug. 6/2 Mag-
nesic fire-brick.

MagnesiferOUS(m^n/si
&amp;gt;

ier3s),(7. [f.mod.L.
mtigncsi-a\ see -FKitors.] Containing magnesia.
1856 MAYNK A l/rv. Lex.

Magnesioferrite m;vgiu~sitflc ioit . Mitt. [f.

magnesia-^ taken as combining form of MAGNESIA +

FKKRITB.] lUaek octahedral crystals uf magnesia
and oxide of iron, from Vesuvius.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 152.

Magnesite (mse gn/sait). Min. [f.
MA&amp;lt;;-

NES-IA + -ITK 1
.] Carbonate of magnesium, occur

ring commonly in compact white masses, but occa

sionally crystalline.

Formerly applied also to the hydrous silicate ofmagnesium
{sepiolite or meerschaum).
1815 \V. Pnir,Mi\s Outl. Klin, fy Gcol. (1818) 27 Magnesia

is combined with the carbonic acid in the magnesite. 1862
DANA Eletn. Gcol. 63. 1877 KING/KIT Alkali Trade 207

Neutralising the acid liquor . . with Greek stone or very
nearly pure magnesite (carbonate of magnesium).

Magnesium (msegnf sipm, -rpym). Chcm. [f.

MAGNESIA, on the type of other names of metals

in -UM, -IUM.]

fl. = MANGANESE. Obs.
1808 SIR H. DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 346, I shall

venture to denominate the metals from the alkaline earths

barium, strontium, calcium, and m:igmuni : the last of these

words Is undoubtedly objectionable, but magnesium [foot
note refers to Bergman Opitsc. II. 200] lias been already
applied to metallic manganese.
2. A chemical element, one of the metals of the

alkaline earths
, being the base of magnesia.

Though one of the most widely diffused of elements it is

found in nature only in composition, and was discovered by
Sir H. Davy in 1807 and first successfully separated by
Bussy in 1830, as a light silvery metal, ductile and malleable,
which is stable in dry air but tarnishes when exposed to

moisture, and burns with a blinding white light when held
in a flame. Symbol Mg.
i8iz SIR H. DAVY Ckcm. Philos. 352 That magnesia con-

sists of magnesium and oxygene, is proved both by analysis
and synthesis. 1841 BRANDS J&KU. Chcm, (ed. 5) 705. 1880
Nature XXI, 289 On the dichroitic fluorescence of magne
sium-platinum-cyanide. 1881 LOCKYF.R in Nature Nb. 617.

394 The spectra are as distinct as the spectrum ofmagnesium.
3. attrib. \ magnesium lamp, a lampconstructed

to burn magnesium ; magnesium light, a brilliant

light produced by the combustion of magnesium ;

mUgnesium ribbon, thread, wire, a thin strip

or wire of magnesium prepared for burning.
1860 Photogr. News S June 70/2 A rival.. to the strong

lights hitherto used is like to spring up in Bunsen s *mag-
nesium-lamp. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merck. I. vi. 204
A magnesium lamp stood on the table. iSfcoPhotogr. News
8 June 70/2 The excellence of the ^magnesium-light. 1871
KINGSLEY At Last vi, My host, .. by the help of the mag
nesium light, had penetrated further into the cave. 1890
Anthony s Photogr, Bull. III. 126 Magnesium ribbon.

1860 Photogr. News 8 June 70/2 Notwithstanding the high
price of the *magnesium thread. 1864 Proc, Amer. Phil.

Sec. IX. 458 ^Magnesium wire. 1878 H. S. \ViLSOS A If.

Ascents iii. 94 The intense flame of the magnesium wire.

Magnet (jmargnet). Also 5-7 magnate, 6

mangnet. [a. OF. magnete (also manette}, or di

rectly ad. L. magneto,) accus. of magnes : see

MAGNES.
The word has been superseded In mod. F. byaiwauf,\mt

is current in the other Rom. and Tent, langs. : It, Sp., Pg.
magnete, Ger., Da., Sw. magnet^ Du. ntagneet.}

1. Min f LOADSTONE; a variety of magnetite

(proto-sesquioxide of iron) characterized by its

power of attracting iron and steel, and by certain

other associated properties (see 2).
c 1440 Promp. Paw. 325/1 Magnete, precyowse stone,

magnes. 1447 BOKICNHAM Scyn/ys (Roxi).] 14 Hyiu thowte
that nevere in so lytyl space He had more seyn, wych his

herte drow As the magnet doth iryn. 1555 EDEN Decades

322 The Ilande of Magnete that is the Hand of the lode

stone which is vnder or near abowte the northe pole. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 515 Dinocrates began to make the

arched roufe of the temple of Arsinoe all of Magnet or this

Loadstone. 121674 MILTON Hist. Mosc. iii. Wks. 1851
VIII. 487 In midst of this white City stands a Castle built

of Magnet. 1728 PEMBERTON tftvvfyn** Philos. 13 That

MAGNETIC.
any stone should have so amazing a property, a^ we find in

the magnet [etc.]. c 1860 FARAIMY Fortes Nat. v. 130 There
are some curious bodies in nature . . which are called mag
nets or loadstones - ores of iron. 1861 C. W. KING Ant.
Gents (1866) 60 On Magnet, a black compact and hard iron-

ore, I have seen rude iiitagli of the Lower Kmpire.
2. A piece of loadstone

; also, a piece of- iron or

steel to which the characteristic properties of load

stone have been imparted, either permanently or

temporarily, by contact with another magnet, by
induction, or by means of&quot; an electric current. A
magnet has an axis, at the extremities of which
(\\\G

*

poles ) the attractive power is greatest, and
at the middle of which it becomes ;///. \Vhen

suspended freely, a magnet assumes such a position
that one of its poles (hence called the north pole;

points approximately north, nnd (he other (the
south pole) approximately south

;
the like poles

of two magnets repel each other, while the unlike

poles attract each other.
/ (7r magnet, a polarized rod of iron, now much u&amp;gt;eri in

the construction of electro-magnetic app;u;itu&amp;gt;.
//orsc-skoe

magnet, a magnet made of sttel in the form of a horse-shoe.

Natural magnet . one consisting of loadstone ; opposed to

artificial magnet. Sec also Ki.i-xi I;O-MAC;NI. r.

1625 N. CAIU-KNTKK Gcog. Del. \. iii. (16^51 57 Let there

bee cut uut of a rockeof Loadstone, a Magntl of reasonable

quantity. 1727 UK FOK Syst. Magic i. ii. (.18401 58-9 What
would have been said, to see him make a piece uf iron dance
round a table, while the agent held the Magnet underneath.

1777 PK 1 1, SILKY Matt, .y Spit: 1 1782. I. xiti. 151 We are not

..able to conceive how it is that a magnet attracts iron.

1832 Nat. rkihs, II. Magnetism v. 53 (U. K. S.) These
horse-shoe magnets .. may be rendered magnetic by the

same process as a straight bar. 1839 ( 1, I&amp;gt;IKU A/. ritilos.

146 Each portion will become a perfect magnet, each of the

fractured ends exhibiting a polar state, as perfect as the

entire magnet. 1894 BOTTONK J-llcttr. Inxlr. Making fed. 6)

156 A bar-magnet, around one pole of which is coiled about
,i hundred feet of.. copper wire. Ibid. 231 It is easily seen,
that if (as in bell magnets, horseshoe magnets) the winding
is not carried on fete.].

b. In extended sense: A body possessing the

properties characteristic of a magnet.
1797 Emycl. Brit. ed. 3) X. 435/2 [Cavallo s hypothesis]

i&amp;gt;,
that the earth itself is a magnet.

3. Jig. Something which attracts.

1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint., Starre vi, These are the

Magnets which so strongly move And work all night upon
thy light and love. 1687 DKYDKN Hindty P. in. 368 Two
magnets, heaven and earth, allure to bliss, The larger load

stone that, the nearer this. 1691-8 NORKIS Pract. Disc.

(1711) III. 12 God is the true great Magnet of our souK
1777 Miss Bt RNF.v Evelina xxi, They know the attraction

of the magnet that draws me. 1800 MRS. HEKVEY 3[oitrtray
Fain. II. 64 The lovely Emma was the magnet that attracted

them both. 1821 JOANNA BAIUJK filetr. Leg., Cotuwbits i,

The magnet of a thousand eyes. 1868 LYNCH Rivulet c.xi.i.

iii, Let love your magnet be To draw him back to you.

4. attrib. and Comb., as magnet-like adj. ; mag
net-wise adv.; magnet core, the rod or bar of solt

magnetized iron placed in the middle of an electro

magnet ; magnet-cylinder, a metal cylinder, con

taining magnets, used for generating electricity ;

magnet helix, a coil of wire such as surrounds

the core of an electro-magnet ; magnet house,
a house in which magnetic apparatus is kept.
1894 BOTTONE Elect. Instr. Making (e.&amp;lt;\, 6) 231 This is true

whatever be the form ofthe *magnet core. 1866 H. WILDE
in / ////. Trans. CLVII. 91 A compound hollow cylinder
of brass and iron, hereafter called the *

magnet-cylinder.

1879 PRESCOTT Sp, Telephone 23 Whenever one part of a

circuit is brought in proximity to another, as is the case in

magnet helices. 1900 Daily News 3 July 5/2 The *magnet
house of the Observatory. 1821 SHKLLEV Prometh. Unb.
iv. 466 home beside thee by a power Like the polar Para

dise,
*
Magnet-like of lovers eyes. 1849 MOZLKY Ess. (1878)

II. 201 The obliquity of this visible system is .. the one

theme, which is ever drawing them y

magnet-wise.

t Magnetarian, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

MAG
NET + -AiUAX.] Conversant with the magnet.
1654 CHAKLETON Physiol. Epic.-Gass.-CJiarltoniana 388

The Speculations and Observations of our Modern Magnet
arian Authors, Gilbert, Cabeus, Kircher, &c.

Magnetarium(mxgnete9 ri#m}. [quasi-Latin,
f. MAGNET + -AKIUM.] An instrument for the illus

tration of the phenomena of the earth s magnetism.
1894 H. \V\\.Q?.in Proc. Roy. Sec. LV. 210 Bymeans ofsome

electro-mechanism, new to experimental science, which [in

a paper read in June 1890] I termed a magnetarium, the

period of backward rotation [etc.], igoa Eucycl. Brit.

XXX. 463/1 Wilde had succeeded in reproducing some of

the most conspicuous features of the earth s magnetization

by a contrivance called a magnetarium.

II Magne-tes. Obs. [L., a. Gr. ^.^r^ ^

lidyvy? MAGNET.] ^MAGNET.
c 1581 LOUGK Kept. Gossan s Sch. Abuse iShaks. Soc. 1853)

21 As the magnetes draweth iorne..so Musik fete.].

Magnetic (nasegne*tflc), a. and $b* [ad. mod. I,.

magnetic-us (F. ma^n^tiquc^ Sp. magnttieoy It.

magneticd)i f. magnet- : see MAGNET and -ic.]

A. adj.
1. Having the properties of a magnet; pertain

ing to a magnet or to magnetism ; producing,
caused by, or operating by means of, magnetism.
Frequently forming phraseological combs, with sbs., as in

magnetic amplitude^ azimuth, compass, core, declination^

dip, equator, field, fluid, meridian, needle, north, f&amp;gt;elet

potential, separator, storm, telegraph, zenith : see the sbs.



MAGNETICAL. 30 MAGNETIZABILITY.

1634 If AHINGIOV Cas. at-a, \. (. \rb.&amp;gt; 2^ Why doth the

stubborne iron prove So gentle to th magtieluiue stone?

163$ (v*fAKLES Enthl. t. xiii. (1718 53 Like as the am rous
needle joys to bend To her magnetick friend. 1647 H. MOKE
Philas. Poems 385 Let the arrow K keep in BC the same
line of the air or earthly mag_netick spirit. 1656 KLOUNT
Glossogr.) Magnctick) belonging to the Lodestone. 1796
H. Hi NTKR tr. .Sf.-Pierre s XtuJ. .\:at. (17^1 I. 64 Metals,
whii.li have magnetic powers, most of which are still un
known to us. 1796 KIKWAV Klein. Min. II. 158 Common
Magnetic Iron Ore. Ihid. 161 Magnetic Sand. 1851
C\K[ INTKK Miin. Phys. (ed. 2) \z note, When iron rail-.

pokers, ivc. become magnetic by tfie influence of the eartli.

1884 A. DASH-ILL Princ. Physics xvi, 609 When an inn
or cobalt bar is magnetised it. .emits a slight sound a

magnetic tick .

t b. Formerly applied to a healing plaster of

which magnet or loadstone formed an ingredient,
and which was regarded as possessing occult

attractive power similar to that of the magnet. Ohs.

1658 A. Fox \\ nrtz Surg. 11. x. 86 Then is it requi
site, that yon have a good Medicine, which penetrate with
its vcrtiif, and that i* the Ma;ncti(,k plaister. 1658 tr.

BergcraCs Sntyr. Char. .\ii. 47, I teach them to find, .the

maticttt|ue planter. 1671 SALMON .Si . Med. in. Ixxvii. 675
Apply the magnetick Em plaster, .till it [the wound] is suffi

ciently cleansed.

f c. Said with reference to other attractive forces

formerly confined with magnetism. Ohs.

1667 MILTON /*./,. in. 583 They [the Constellations]
towards his all-chearing Lamp Turn swift their variott*

motions, or are turnd By his Magnetic beam.

2. fig. Having powers of attraction; very attrac

tive or seductive. Now often with some mixture
of sense 4.

1631 II. JONS.OX (title) The Magnetick Lady. 1638 Sn&amp;lt;T.

HhKHKKT Trav, (ed. 2&amp;gt; 55 Turk, Jew, and others, drawne
thither by the m&gnetick power of gaine. 1658 Rn\\ -

LAND TopselCs Fmir-f. leasts Pref., There is such a mag
netick force in Goodness, that it draws the hearts of
men after it. 1778 Miss HU-RNKY E- dina xxiii, The mag.
netic power of beauty. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. fiSS^) I. 9
That magnetic influence which irresistibly draws our feet i-&amp;gt;

spots on which our imagination has long fed. 1880 Spectator
3 Nov. 1437 The Americans have invented, and English
men are slowly adopting into their political vocabulary, a
new word, intended to account for the otherwise unaccount
able popularity of some politicians. They say they arc

magnetic
1

. 1888 ]}RYCK. .-Itrter, Coinnnv. II. iu.Ixxiv.6i3
If he can join to them a ready and winning address, a

geniality of manner if not of heart, he becomes what is

called magnetic. 1901 Scotsman 7 Oct. 2/7, I found him
one of the most magnetic and companionable of men.

b. Const, to, f of.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 107 ^yhose appositeness
for Trade, was Magnetitjue of all Nation* and Mui_han-
discs to it. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmcrs / . 626 His face

magnetic to the hand from which Livid he pluck d it forth.

3. Applied to those bodies, as iron, nickel, cobalt,
which are capable of receiving the properties of

the loadstone, or of being attracted by it; also,

-PARAMAGNETIC.
1837 KRKWSTER Magnet. 9 He [Gilbert ci6oo] applies the

term magnetic to all bodies which are acted upon by load

stones and magnets. 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 225 Magnetic
pyrites occurs in considerable quantity in a greenstone dike.

1846 (see DIAMAGN KIIC a,]. 1871 KOSCOE Eleni. Chan.
239 Ferrous oxide and the ferrous salts are magnetic.
4. Pertaining to animal magnetism ; mesmeric.
1800 Mcd. Jrnl. IV. 130 The magnetic influence of

Mesmer. 1834 Penny Cycl. II, 33/1 The mode of bringing
the magnetised under the influence of the magnetic fluid

was peculiar. 1838 DICKKNS Nich. NUk. vii, As if he had
been in a magnetic slumber. 1855 S.MLDLiiY Occult Set. 222
The magnetic awakening in the body.
B, sl&amp;gt;.

fl. = MAGNET, lit. and_/*. Obs.

1654 11. I/KSIHASGK Chns. / (1655) 60 They [alliances
between princes] are not mouldered by any magnetique of
Love. 1658 J. WKBH Cleopatra vui. n, 20 Retiring her

eyes from a magnetick winch even forceably attracted them.

1671 MILTON* / . K. n. 168 Such object hath the power to .

lead At will the manliest, resolutest brest, As the Mag
netic hardest Iron draws.

2. a. Any metal, as iron, steel, nickel, cobalt,

&c., which may receive the properties of the load

stone (Webster 1847-54 citing Dana], b. A
paramagnetic body (Cent. Diet. 1890).
3. Magnetics : the science of magnetism.
1786 CAVALLO in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. ii It is a pro-

posittofl well established in magnetics, that soft iron, or soft

steel, acquires magnetism very easily. 1881 MAXUKLI,
Klfitr.

&amp;lt;y Magn. I. 12 In electrostatics and magnetics.

Magnetical (micgne tikal), a. Now rare.

[f. mod.L. magnctic-us (see prec.) + -AL.]
1. MAGNETIC (I. I.

1581 HOROUGH (////f A Discours of the Variation of the

Cumpas, or Magneticall Needle. 1581 Disc. I ar. Com
pass i. B j, The magneticall meridian. x6zg N. CAR-
rtsii-.K Geogr. Del. I. iii. (1635) 46 A Magneticall Hixly
by some is defined to bee that which seated in the Aire
doth place it belfe in one place natural], not alterable.
lC
|33

I - JAMES Voy. Qij b.The Magneticall Azimuths. 16^6
WHISTON Th. Eartk 11. (1722) 109 Dr. Halley..has dis-

cofcr d at least two Magnetical Poles. 1773 BKYDONE
Sicily xi. (1776) I. 231 The needle ..entirely lost its mag
netical power, standing indiscriminately at every point
of the compass. 1794 G. ADAMS Nut. fy /,&amp;gt;/. Phifas, IV.
1. 382 You will find the iron appear more niagnelical than
the steel. 1797 Kntycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 435^ The variation

of the compass first showed., that the earth had two mag
netical poles by which the needle is influenced. 1876

DAVIS Polaris Exp. App. 639 The Coa&amp;gt;t Survey, .has con
tributed astronomical ;md magnetical OHMMMfltft

fb. = MAGNETIC i e. Also const, of. Ot&amp;gt;s.

1626 EACON Sylva 75 There is an Opinion, that the

Moone is Magneticall of Heat, as the Sun is of Cold, and
Moisture. 1642 H. MORE Song of Soul \\. i. n. xxvi,
All these be substances self-moveable : And that we call

virtue magneticall. . I comprehend it in the life plantall.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants \, iii. 21 It will mittOWOMK-
netical tendency to ascend, reduce the Cortical 1 ody to

a compliance with it. 1686 GOAD Celt s/. Bodies n. i. 124
For who, almost, grants not. .that the Planets are Mag-
netical llodys touched by the Sun,.. and thereupon move
faster when in

&amp;lt;$
with him, direct.

fc. Of a writer: That treats ofmagnetism. Obs.

1676 BOYI.I-: Mech. Orig, liiremQnnl.^ Magnetism 20 Uut

Magnetism is so fertile a Subject, that if I had now the

leisure and conveniency to range among Magnetical Write
r&amp;gt;,

I should scarce doubt of finding [etc.].

^d. In the i;th c. often applied to remedies for

which a magical or occult virtue was claimed.
1628 BURTON Anat. Mel. ii. i. i. i. (ed. 3) 209 Whether by

these diabolical meanes..this disease and tlie like may be
cured ? and if they may whether it bee lawfull to make vse
of them, those magneticall cures? 1632 Ibid. ii. iv. Ced. 4)

jSi Halsomes, strange extracts, elixars, and such like

magico-magnetical] cures? 1621 Ibid. in. ii. v. iv. 651 Cardan
. .reckons up many magneticall remedies. 1630 HALKS/W&amp;lt;/.

Ron. I. 11673) 289 He tells of a great Person, who usually
works such Magnetical Cures of that disease. 1663 BOYI.K

L sef. E.\.p. A at. PliHos. n. v. 226 Eminent physician-,
have both made use of and commended magnet ical remedies.

1722 QUINCY I.c.v. PhysicO Med, (ed. 2\ Afaffrttfis#it
and

Magnetical I irf/ecs, are much used by some who find their

Account more in Amusement than useful Knowledge : and
some affect to explain or recommend by such Terms, those

Remedies, for the Application and Operation of which, they
have no better Reasons at hand.

2. fy. ^--M.UINKTIC a. 2.

a 1649 ]&amp;gt;KUMM. OK HAWTH. Hist. fas. l~, Wks. (1711) 96
That the king had a mngnetical affection towards him.

1675 TKAHKRNE Chr. Ethics 468 Modesty .. preferreth
another above it self, and in that its magnetical and obliging
quality much consisteth. a 1792 HORNK M ks. (1818) III.

iii. 34 The virtue of his death, and the consequent power of
his resurrection . . compose a divine magnetical influence.

3. Pertaining to animal magnetism.
1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 112 There was a magnetical

sympathy between me and my master. 1797 Emycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) X. 449/2 The room where the patients underwent
the magnetical operation-;. 1802 AcKRBi Trai . I, 273 The
proficiency of the Baron in the magnetical science has not
met with very j^reat success.

fB. sb. pi. Magnetic properties. Obs, rare.

16465111 T. BROWNE /VfW. Ep. \\. iii. 71 Men-that ascribe
thus much unto rocks of the north, must presume or dis

cover the like magneiicals in the south.

Magnetically (rruegnc likali), adv. [f. prec.
+ -I.V-.] In a magnetic manner; by means or in

respect of magnetism.
1621 BURTON Anat. Met. i. ii. in. ii. 1-26 Many greene

wounds magnetically cured. 1682 SIR ! . UKOWNE L hr.Mor.
\.

&amp;lt;j

Stand magnetically upon that Axis, when prudent sim

plicity hath fixt there, c 1790 I.MISON Sc/t. Art n. 166
The operator ought not to stop longer on the first bar than
is necessary to open the pores, and to arrange them mag
netically. 1873 MAXWICM, Eltctr. fy Magti. II. 45 Iron
which is magnetically hard is.. more apt to break. 1878
C. STANFORD .Symb. Christ \\. 44 On a sudden they became
magnetically conscious of supernatural presence.

! Mague ticalness. Obs. rare- 1
. [-NESS.]

Magnetic quality or condition.

1757 BIRCH Hist. R. Soc. IV. 253 It related not to the
instances of the magneticaluess of lightning.

Magnetician (mtegnetrjaD). [f. MAGNETIC
+ -IAN.] One skilled in magnetism; a magnctist.
18.. Mi RcmsoN i.Worc.).

I Magiie ticness. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. MAO

RBTIC 6 + -KE88.]
- MAGNKTICALHJWS,

1663 WAIKKHOITSE I mnni. J- ortt sCHc 187 They fortified

themselves against all
lucursionSj.. which the Magnetique-

ness of their external success, .might ..occasion them.

Magiietico- (auegne tOc?), used {rarely} as

combining f. MAGNETIC to denote magnetic and . . .

1816 BMNTMAM Chrcstomathia \Vks. 1843 V11I. 145 There
are i. The Magnetic or Magnctico-spastic. 2. The Elec
tric or Electrico-spastic fete.].

Magiieti ferous, a. [f. MAGNET + -IFEHOUS.]
Producing or conducting magnetism.
1832 WKBSIKK (citing Journal vfScience). In mod. Diets.

I Magiie tify, v. Obs. [f. MAGNET + -IFY.]
trans. MAGNETIZE. Hence Mague-tifled///. a.

i6soCiiAK[.ivTOH Paradoxes Prol. 2 Like the Aguish mag
net i tied Needle, reels to and fro. 1797 Etuyct. Krit. (ed. 3)
X. 450/1 Several persons in a higher sphere of life were
ma-uetified and felt nothing. Ibid. XVII I. 621/1 The south

pole of a small nugiwtffied needle.

t Magneti meter. Obs.
[f.

MAGNET +

the I
&amp;gt;ip

of the Needle.

Magnctine (mit-gni-tin). [f. MAGNET + -INE.]
tl- A hypothelical imponderable substance re

garded as the principle of magnetism. Obs. ran 1

.

1848 Land. Jrnl. Arts, etc. XXXII. ( 4 [ulieie aUo other
related terms (magtuttdt etc.) are proposed].
2. A mixture of some magnetized material and

cement, used in making magnetic belts, etc.

1890 iu Century Diet.

laaguctipolar (m^gnttip*rlit), a.
[f.

MAG-

NET + I OLAK a.] Having the property of magnetic
pohrity. 1890 in Century Diet.

f Magnetish, a. Obs. [f. MAGNET f
-J&amp;gt;H.]

--MAGNKTIC.
1683 VKTTL-S FU-ta Minor i. 317 Some of these Iron-stones

are Magnetish, and dr;.w the Iron apparently, which pro
ceeds from their hidden heat.

Magnetism (morgmHi/ m
1

. [ad. mod.L.

magnetismits(. Magnetisme t if 24 in Ilatz.-Darm.),
f. magnet- : see MAGNET and -ISM.]
1. The characteristic properties of the magnet ;

magnetic phenomena and their laws. Also, the

natural agency or principle concerned in the pro
duction of magnetic phenomena ; formerly often

supposed to be an *

imponderable fluid , but now
regarded as a modification of energy.
Terrestrial magnetism . the magnetic properties of the

earth, considered as a whole.
1616 W. UAKLOWI. Magn. Aducrt. Ep. Ded. A 2, What I

had built vpon his foundation of the MagtwtUOK of the
earth. 1664 POWER Exp. Pliilos. in. 160 You shall thereby
give it a most powerful Magnetisme, so that it will then
as actively move the Needle . . as the Load&amp;gt;tone it-self.

1775 HANKIS Philos. Arrentgcnt. Wks. (1841) 376 Are we to

speak of those other motive powers, the powers ofmagnetism
and electricity? 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sii\ ft Art II.

164 A peculiar species of attraction, exerted by bodies called

magnets or loadstones, receives the appellation of magnetism.
1837 WHKWKLL Hist. Indiut. Sti. (1857) III. 38 The sul-

ject of terrestrial magnetism forms a very Important addition
to the general facts. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 288/1 The
mutual relations of the two magnetisms [Austral and
Iloreal], and those of positive and negative electricity.
t 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sei. I. 249/2 The magnetic effect

remains for some time; and this is called residuary iiuig-
nctism. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) II. xvi. 423
A blue flame, which being usually bent by the earth s mag
netism, received the name of the Voltaic Arc.

fb. In the I7th c. often confused with various

phenomena of attraction not now recognized as

immediately related to it. Obs.

1646 SIK T._BKOWNE Pseud.
Ef&amp;gt;,

n. iii. (1658) 85 Many
other Magnetisms may be pretended, and the like attrac

tions through all the creatures of Nature. 1671 GKEW
Anat. Plants \. ii. 25 The two Contrary Tendencies
of the Lignous and Cortical Bodies . . (being most probably
external, and a kind of Magnetisme).

c. fig. Attractive power or influence, esp. per
sonal charm or ascendancy. Sometimes with allu

sion to sense 3.
l(

&amp;gt;55
H. VAL CHAN Silex Scint. n. Cock-cr&iving i, Their

magnetising works all night And dreams of Paradise and
light. i66a GLANVILL Lux Orient, xiv. 13 The bodies they
have contracted, .may by a kind of fatal imignetisme be

chained down to their proper element. 1671 MARVEUL Corr.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 393 The magnetism of two souls, rightly

touched, works beyond all natural limits. 1691 MORRIS
Pt act. Disc. 172 Nothing is more common than to see Men
of singular Strictness . . who yet . . stoop and yield to the

Magnetism of this dirty Planet, a 1711 KEN Preparatives
Poet. Wks, 1721 IV. 64 The Magnetism of Heav nly Love,
Draws some to God above. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandisoit

(1781) III. ix. 67 There is a kind of magnetism in goodness.
1859 KiNGSi-KY Mine. I. 28 He could draw round him,

.by
the spiritual magnetism of his genius, many a noble soul.

1888 BKVCK A met: Comtirw. II. m. Ixxiv. 612 Now, mag
netism is among the highest qualities which an American

popular leader can possess.

2. The science which is concerned with magnetic

phenomena.
i8z8-3 in WKKSTER. 1885 S. P. THOMPSON (////*) Lessons

in Electricity and Magnetism.
3. Short for animal magnetism (see AMMAI,

C. I) = MESMKHI.SM.

(1784, etc. ; see ANIMAL C. i.] 1785 Mt swcr*s . Ift/mriswi.

13 It cannot be determined how long a tree may pre^tiAe
the magnetism. 1797 EmycL Jirit. (ed. 3) X. 450 i The

principal application of magnetism., was by pressure of the

hands, .on the hypochondria, 1855 SMEDLKY QccuU Sci,

224 Magnetism by the eye is indeed often more powerful
than by the harnU.

Magnetist (margni tist). [f. MAGNKT + -IST.]

1. One skilled in the science of magnetism.
1761 T. H. CKOKEK Xyst. Magn. ^ A noted Magnetisl s

Pretence of making steadier compasses. 1859 BACHK
Discuss. MagH. \ Mctcorol. Olscrv. i. 14 The same dis-

tiii^uUIicil ma-nelist.

2. One who practises animal magnetism
1

;
a me*-

merist. Also animal magnetist see ANIMAL C. i).

1802-12 I!I-:NIIIAM Ration. Jndic. Krid, (1827) V. 189 The

u|iL-iations .. of the magnetist .. in the expulsion of noii-

c.vi.steiit diseases. 1807 SotiliKV Espricllas Lett. II. 397
The animal magnctUts kvpt up thi^ unnatinal state of

attrition lon;^ enough .. to produce .. insensibility. 1846
Wtickit . Maf. LX. &amp;gt;

l

^5 The PUgnetist. .made the usual

puses utonE the arm. &quot;1855 SMKDM .V &amp;lt;Yfw// AV/. ^24 The
will, after all, is the real power exercised by the ma^netist.

Magnetite (m:e*gm -t;&amp;gt;it).
Min. [atl.

(i. mag
netit i^llaidinger 1845 : see MAUNKT ami -ITK.J

Troto-sestjnioxide of iron, which is readily attracted

by the magnet ; magnetic oxide of iron.

1851 1&amp;gt;. WILSON Frek. Ann. (1863) II. 19 The most

important iron ore wrought in Norway ami .Sweden is

Magnetite. 18^9 RUT-LEY Stud. Kwks x. isj Magnetite is

fre]uently titaniferous.

Magnetizability (m.^gm-uizabHiti). [f.

next : see-iTV.] Capacity of being magncti/rd.
1880 \atttre XX11I. 210 The mamieti-ability of iron at

very high temperatures. 1881 MAXUEU. Elcctr. fy Afacu.

II. 412 Not exactly proportional to its diamagnetic or fcrro-

niagnelic magnetizability.



MAGNETIZABLE.

(mre-gmHoizab P, a. [f.
MACI-

XKTI/.K + -ABLE.] Capable of being majjnt ti/etl.

797 Kiuycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 621/2 Tlicse intervening
ma-,cs of magnetizable iron-ore. 1837 HKKWSTKK Magnet.

92 The continuous pftrttofaiMgMtUablcbody. 1881 1 ////,*

II Apr. 4 Uiamagnetism, which gave indications tl ;&amp;gt;t

.space . .is magneli/nljle.

Magnetization (mae:gneteizi Jan). [f.
MAG

NETIZE + -ATION.] The action of magnetizing or

the condition of being magnetized.
1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 133/2 The striking it with a

key will.. make the process of magnetization very quick.

1832 AW. t liilas. II. Kltctro-Magiiet. x. 56 (U. K. S.) \Ve

shall call the action which produces an arrangement of poles
similar to that resulting from a voltaii: current, (&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;sili\i:

magnetization. 1845 TOUD & BOWMAN Phys. Anal. I. 259
Further tests of the presence of galvanic action are found

in the magiKJtixation of a steel needle placed within a coil.

1849 S. K. MAITI.AND lllustr. Mesmerism 74 M. S\veden-

horg being present, she liegged him to increase the efficacy
of the water, by joining in the magnetisation. 1868 Athc-
nxniH 14 Alar. 390/2 Dr. Tyndall repeated Faraday s mar
vellous experiment the

magnetization
of light. 1871

TYNDAU. 1-ragin. Sci. (1879) I. xiii. 373 Previous to mag-
neti/ation, a dipping needle .. stands accurately level.

Iffagnetize (mse gnet^z), v. [f. MAGNET +

-IZK.]
1. trans. To charge or supply with magnetic

properties.
1801 Encyd. Brit. Suppl. II. 133/2 The most simple method

of magnetising a steel bar. 1831 HUKWSTKK Optics x. 92
The violet rays.. had the power of magnetising small steel

needles. 1894 ROTTON-E EUctr. Instr. Making (ed. 6) 215
If, therefore, \ve wind our field magnets with about 6 Ibs.

No. 20- 12*5 ohms, we shall get a sufficient number of turns

on to magnetise them efficiently.

2. intr. To become magnetic. In mod. Diets.

3. trans. To attract as a magnet does. Chiefly

Jig. (with mixture of sense 4), to subdue or win by

personal charm.

1836 /. (//. A t~ . LX1I. 310 The noblest associations, thus

insensibly introduced into the mind, magnetize it anew.

1842 TENNVSON Talking Oak 255, I kiss it twice, 1 kiss

it thrice, The warmth it thence shall win To riper life

may magnetise The baby-oak within. 1847 DISKAKU 1 ttn-

crctt IV. iii, You will magnetise the Queen as yon have
magnetised me. 1876 MOZI.KV t^nii . Serin, vi. 141 External
Nature is.. an enchantress who magnetises the human spirit.

4. To influence by animal magnetism ;
to mes

merize. AlsoyT^.
1785 Mesm, ;- .v Aphorisms l\ The operation must be re-

pealed, till you have magnetized every side of the plant.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3} X. 450/1 Seven of Deslon s patients
were magnetised at Dr. Franklin s house. 1849 S. R. MAII-
I.AND [Ihistr. Mesmerism 74 M. Kenard. .had requested that
Adele the clairvoyante might, while in her sleep, magnetise
a little bottle of water for him. 1864 LOUT.I.L / /Vr.v/V/V Trar.
189 You must magnetixe him many times to get him en

rapport with a jest.

Hence Ma guetized fpl. a. (also abso/.} Ma g-

netizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1787 MME. D ARBLAY Diary 19 June, He whispered . .that
..he intended to introduce magneti/ing. 1797 h.ncyci. Brit.

(ed. 3) X. 450/1 A magnetised tree was said to produce con
vulsions. 1830 HERSCHEL Stutt. Nat. Phil. 57 Masks of
magnetized steel wire are . . adapted to the faces of the
workmen. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 33/1 The mode of bringing
the magnetised under the influence of the magnetic fluid was
peculiar. 1843 Kcp. Brit. Assnc. 27 The magnetizing action
of transitory electric currents. 1877 Academy?, Nov. 428/1
In an article on the magnetising of animals, Herr Preyer
investigates the physiological effects [etc.]. 1880 J. E. H.
GORDON EUctr. $ Magn. I. 147 The magnetized bar.

Magnetizer (mae-gnetaizaj). [f. MAGXETI/.K
+ -ERX] *

1. One who magnetizes ; in quots. one who prac
tises animal magnetism ,

a mesmerist.
1802 ACERBI Trav. I. 270, I saw my fellow traveller. .fall

into a profound sleep by the mere motion of the magnetiser s

lingers. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 32/2 Hundreds were ready
to attest the wonderful cures wrought upon their own per
sons by the great magnetizer [Mesmer]. 1867 CARLYLE
Rimin. (1881) II. 269 Two magnetisers, first a man, then a
quack woman. 1886 Pall Mall G. 7 July 3/2 The Italian

magnetizer Donato.

!. That which imparts magnetism. In mod. Diets.

Magneto (msegnJ t*), sb. Used colloq. as an
abbreviation for magneto-electric machine.
1882 Daily Nnvs 27 Jan. 2/1 Various curious forms of

early telegraphs are shown,, .for instance . . Highton s gold-
leaf and horseshoe needle, Henley s magneto,&quot; and others.
1893 I REECE & STL-BBS Man. Telephony 129 For such a pur
pose commutated magnetos are made.

Magneto- (maegflTta), formally repr. the com
bining form of Gr. fiayfijT-, (layvtjs MAGNET, first

occurring in quasi-Greek derivatives like MAGNETO-
MKTKK, and now used without restriction to form
combinations (chiefly written with hyphen) denot

ing processes carried on by magnetic means, or
the application of magnetism to particular depart
ments of art or industry, as in magneto-eiectro-
telluric, -inductive, -optic, -optical adjs. ; magneto-
generator, -induction, -rotation. Also in the fol

lowing: magneto-bell, magueto-call-bell, an
electric bell in which the armature of the electro

magnet is polarized ; magneto-dynamo (see

quot.
1

; magneto-instrument (Cent. Diet. 1890),
-machine, a magneto-electric machine ; magneto-
optics, that branch of physics which deals with

31

the phenomena of the magnetization of light ;

magneto-phonograph, n sound-recording and

producing instrument worked by means of mag
netic electricity ; magneto-pointer in mod.

Diets.), the index of a magneto-electric dial tele

graph ; magneto-printer (in mod. Diets.), a ic-

cording telegraph worked by magneto-electricity ;

magneto-telegraph ijn mod. Diets.), a telegraph
worked by magneto-electricity; magneto-tele
phone, a magneto-electric sound transmitter

;

magneto-therapy, the treatment of disease by
the external application of metal plates inducing

magnetic electricity (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889) ; mag
neto-transmitter (in mod. Diets.), a magneto-elec
tric machine for the transmission of (a) electric force,

;M sound.

1889 PREKCE & MAIF.R Telephone Index,
&quot;

Magneto IV-ll,

1884 KNICHT Diet. Meek. Suppl.,
*
Magneto Call-ldl, the

sounder of a telephone circuit. 1884 S. 1*. TIIOMI-SON

Dynamo-Elecir. Machinery 199 In &quot;magneto-dynamos, in

which the field is due to permanent magnet* of &amp;gt;ti:cl,

1846 J. JOYCK Set. Dial. \\. 423 The machine in this ca^e
has been termed the *magneto-electro- telluric machine.

1893 PKKKO. & Si runs Man. Telephony 125 The Ericsson-
ItelT Company s magneto generators. 1892 S. P. THOMI-SON*

Ma.gnttit-Eiei.tr. Machinery 8 Within a few mouths ma
chines on the principle of

&quot;magneto-induction
had been

devised by Dal I.eijro and by Pixii. 1879 G. PR h SCOTT .S/.

Telephone 259 The &quot;magneto-inductive waves \\ere MIJU-
posed, c 1865 (i. GOKK in Circ.Sci. I. 229/1 The &quot;magneto-

machine being in some cases employed. 1891 S. P. TIUMI&amp;gt;SO\

tr. Gnillemins Magn.Ji- Electr* 415 Gramme s magnet o-

machine. 1881 - Efriit, Elcctr. .y Magnet. 387. 350
^.Magneto-optic Rotation of the Plane of Polarisation of a

Ray of Light. 1848 FARADAY in I /iil. I rans. CXXX1X. 35
Pliicker s magneto-optical results. 1850 TVNDALL in A

f/&amp;gt;.

,

Jh-it. Asset*.* Sections (.1851) 23 On the Magneto-Optical
Properties of Crystals. 1902 J. j. THOMSON in Encycl. Jln t.

XXX. 464 *Magneto-()ptics. 1902 Harpers ZTag. Keb. 496
It has been variously designated as the telegraphone ,

the microphonograph and the &quot;magneto-phonograph in

Kurope. iSSg.Sj f/. Set. Lex*t

*
Magneto-rotation. i883S P.

THOMPSON 1\ AY/.f 9 In 1877, when the &quot;Magneto-Telephones
of Graham Hell began to make their way into Kurope.

[f. MAGNETO- + CRYSTALLIC.] Of or relating to

the magnetic properties possessed by crystals.
1848 FARADAY in Phil. Trans. CXXXIX. 30 In that rase

! the word magin- tocrystallic ought probably to be applied to

this force, as it is generated or developed under the influence-

of the magnet. // /&amp;lt;/. .(o llnth the magnetic and magnei&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-

crystallic forces are at the same time doubled or quadrupled.

tMaglietod. Ohs.
[See(.)j&amp;gt;-.] ^Seequot. 18890

1850 ASHBURNH tr. Reichenbaclis Dynamics 224 We may
name this prodm t &amp;lt; rystallm^ .. that from electricity briefly
as clod, fruni light pltotod, and so on, ina^netod, chytnoa t

//.7/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,/[etc.]. 1889 .s&amp;gt;/.
Soc. /.t:\:

t Magnetod, Reichenbach &amp;gt;

term fur the odylic force found in magnets.

Magne:tb-ele Ctric, a. Pertaining to elec

tric phenomena involving electric currents induced

,
in conductors by the relative motion of these con

ductors with respect to either permanent magnets
or electro-magnets.
Introduced, in 1831, by Faraday, who employed it in its

most general sense for describing the currents induced by
motion of conduction in conjunction with any of the follow

ing kinds of magnet : permanent steel magnets, ordinary
loadstones, electro-magnets, the earth. He used it tenta

tively at first in contradistinction to the term rottn-eki trie,
which he applied to the induction of electricity by turning
on or turning off an electric current in a stationary coil.

1831 FARADAY in Phil. Trans. (18^21 CXXII. 139 As a
distinction in language is still necessary, I propose to call the

agency thus exerted by ordinary magnets, tnagnfto-tlectric
or magnelectric induction. Ibid. 173 Upon the supposition
that the rotation of the earth tended, by magneto-electric

, induction, to cause currents in its own mass, 1833 // it/.

CXXIII. 44, I had the pleasure. .of making an experiment,
for which the great magnet [a loadstone] in the museum
..and the magneto-electric coil described in my first paper,
were put in requisition. 1834 in Philos. Afag. V, 349
When I first obtained the magneto-electric spark it was

i by the use of a secondary magnet. .. My principal was an

electromagnet ; Nobili s was, I believe, an ordinary mag
net ; others have used the natural magnet. 1839 J. K.
DANIF.I.L IntroJ. Chem. Philos. 489 Magneto-electric is

the converse to electro-magnetic action. 1854 (I. DIRD &
C. BKOOKE Eletn. Nat. Philos. xvii. (ed. 4) 421 note, Simi

larly, electro-magnetic induction would mean the develop
ment of magnetism by a current, and magneto-electric in

duction, that of a current by magnetism. 1881 MAXWELL
Electr.

&amp;lt;y Alagn. II. 208 This is the electronmuie force

which must be supplied from sources independent of mag
neto-electric induction.

b. Magneto-electric current. Used by Fara

day to distinguish currents generated mechanically

by magneto-electric induction from those generated
in a voltaic battery.
1851 FARADAY in Phil. Trans. CXLII. (1852) 137 On the

employment of the Induced Magneto-electric Current as a
test and measure of Magnetic Forces.

c. Magneto-elactric machine. First used by
Faraday, in 1831, to denote a machine generating
currents by magneto-electric induction, liy later

writers employed in variously limited senses.
The appellation continued to be used in Faraday s wide

sense by various writers down to about 1867, when the im

provements of Wilde, Wheatstone, Siemens, I .add, Varley
and others attracted much attention, and the term dynamo-
electric machine was introduced by Brooke. This term was

,
defined by Brooke himself to denote in general a machine

MAGNETOGRAFH.
in which dynamic energy is employed to produce an

electric current
1

(l*roc.
K&amp;lt;&amp;gt;y.

Soc, XV. 409, footnote} ; by
(

others, however, it 1ms licet i applied to signify only such
machines as emUxlied the principle of self-excitation and
did not contain any permanent magnets. Those who adopted
the latter usage limited the meaning of magneto-electric

I

machine ; some including under that term only the ma-
I chines with permanent magnets of steel, while others in

cluded under the name both these and the machines with

separately-excited electro-magnets. The present tendency
is to confine the term strictly to the machines with permanent

!
steel magnets. Some writers define magneto-electric ma-
chines as simply old-fashioned or rudimentary kinds of

dynamos; others treat the terms as synonymous. On the
other hand some writers treat magneto-electric machine
as a generic term, of which dynamo-electric machines form
a sub-class.

1831 FARADAY in PhiL Trans. (1832) CXXII. 160 Two
rough trials were made with the intention of constructing
magneto-electric machines. Ibid. 163 [Under heading Ter
restrial Magneto-electric Induction, describes as magneto-
electric machines discs ofcopper caused to revolve, and there

by generate electric currents under the magnetic influence
of the earth. 1 1866 CKOOKES in Q. jfrnl. .SV/. XII. 504
Magneto-electric machines, with revolving armatures, in

which electro-magnets had been substituted for permanent
magnets, had been constructed. 1867 WHKATSTOXE in I roc.

Roy. Soc, XV. 369 The magneto-electric machines which
have been hitherto described are actuated either by a per
manent magnet or by an electro-magnet. 1878 /

l

&amp;gt;w. Inst.

Civ, F.ngin, I.I I. 63 M. Alfred Ntaudet remarked that he
did not agree with. . the d^tinction between dynamo-electric
and magneto-electric machines. In all these instruments
mechanical power was converted into electricity by the
action of magneti-m ; consequently all were both magiu-tu-
t-lcctric and dynamo-electric. 1878 J. N. SHOOLBRKD / res.

Sfit/c fclectric Lighting 6 For the older form, where per
manent magnet are employed, the term magneto-electric
machine has been letaincd. 1880 A. SII..MKNS in Jr&amp;gt;i.\

St&amp;gt;c, Tettgr. Kngin. IX. 93 A constant and permanent
magnetic-field is, therefore, of paramount importance, and
it ran be priKhu.vd in the way proposed by Mr. Wilde in

i8&amp;lt;&amp;gt;3
for magneto-electric machines by employing a separate

machine for exciting the field-magnets of one or more
similar machines. 1882 S. ] . THOMPSON in Jrnl. Soc. Ait*
XXXI. iv?o The arbitrary distinction between so-called

magneto-electric machines and dynamo-electric machines
fails when examined carefully. In all these machines a

magnet, u bether permanently excited, independently ex-

Cited, or self-excited, i&amp;gt; employed to provide a field of mag
netic force. And in all of them dynamic power is employed.
1887 W. 1!. KSSON- Mn^i.cto- A- l^ynamo-clt ctric Machines it

In all tin- machines
&amp;gt;*( described, the electric currents were

induced by means of steel magnets, or, as in Wilde s machine,
by magnets that were magnetised by the current produced
in another machine. Such machines are usually called

magneto-electric machines, to distinguish them from th

dynamo-electric
1 machines. 1889 Chawkers $ KncycL \\ ,

14(1 . The term dynamo-electric was at fust applied to dis

tinguish those machines which were self-exciting from mag
neto-electric machines, which had permanent magnets to

give the field ; but this distinction is no longer maintained.

1891 J, W. l_ Ryu MART DynattiO Ctnistr. 2 A magneto-electric
machine an apparatus in which steel magnets are used to

furnish the magnetic field is not strictly by common
consent called a dynamo.
So Matfne to-ele ctrical a., in the same sense.

1836 MUI.LIXS in Lond. fy Kdini\ fhilos. Mag. Aug. 120

On certain Improvements in the Construction of Magneto-
electrical Machines. 1873 F. JKNKIN fclectr.

&amp;lt;Y Magn. .vx.

i. 280 It is convenient to retain the name magneto-electrical

apparatus for those arrangements in which powerful electric

currents are induced in wirR moved across a magnetic lield

produced by permanent magnets or electro-magnets.

MagnC to-electri City. I lectricity gene
rated by the relative movement of eleelric con

ductors and magnets of any kind. Also the branch

of science concerned with (his.

1832 FARADAY in Phil. Trans. (1833) CXXIII. 44, I have
made many endeavours to effect chemical decomposition by
magneto-electricity. 1841 W. R. GROVK Lect.Prcgr. Pliys.
Sci. 21 Here originates the Science of Magneto-electricity,
the true converse of Electro-magnetism. 1845 JOULE in

F.lectr. Mnt?. I. 138 The magneto-electricity developed in

the coils of the revolving electro-magnet. 1853 F, C. KAKF-
WICLI. Electric Set. 143 Electro-magnets, .have been some
times used instead of permanent magnets for the induction

; of magneto-electricity. 1866 H. WII.DE in Phil. Trans.

CLVII. w. Waves of magneto-electricity were generated.

Magnetogram (masnrtogrrcm).
&quot;

[f.
MAG

NETO- + -CHAM.] The automatic record of mag
netic needles.

18840. M El.DRUM in Ernft. Ktakatoa (ed. Symons :8SS&amp;gt;

473, 1 forwarded copies of nmsnetograins. 1902 A o &amp;lt; /. Krit.

XXX. 460/2 Any nulnbtr of examples are afforded by the

niasneto^rams from stations such as Kew and Falmouth.

Magiietograph
NKTO- + -dllAl ll.]

1. An instrument arranged to record automatically
the movements of the magnetometer. Also attril&amp;gt;.

1847 RONALDS in Pint. Trans. CXXXVII. 113 The ap
plicability of this system of self-registration to a magneto-

graph was sufficiently obvious. 1883 C. CARPMAF.L in Erupt,
Krakatoa (ed. Symons 1888) 474 The three magnetograph
traces were unusually steady. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXX.
460/2 The records from ordinary Kew pattern magneto-

graphs not infrequently show a repetition of. . small rhythmic
movements.
2. =MAGNETOGBAM. (In recent U.S. Diets.)

3. (See quot.)
1896 Current Hist. (Buffalo, N. Y.) VI. 467 Professor John

S. RIcKay . . has obtained interesting pictures, which he

calls magnetographs ; resembling X-ray prints in being
silhouettes of objects excluded from light.

Hence Magne togra-phic a., of or belonging to

the magnetograph.



MAGNETOID.
1887 Science (U. S.) 20 May 499/1 The earthquake was re

corded automatically upon the magneto^raphic (races in the

observatory.

Magnetoid (mcgnftoid), a.
[(. MARSET +

-OID.] Resembling, or having the characteristics

of, a magnet.
1851 RUTTKK (title) Magnetoid Currents, their forces and

directions ; with a description of the Magnetoscope.

Magnetology (ma-giu-tp-lod^i). [f. MAGNET
+ -OLOGY. CLV^Htagnaaltgit^\ A treatise on the

magnet and magnetism. 1856 MAVNE Expos. Le.i:

Magnetometer (mcegn/ty-m/ ta.i). [ad. F.

inagnttoinetre, f. magntlo- MAGNETO- -t -metre, ad.

Gr. (itrpov measure, -METER.] An instrument for

measuring magnetic forces, esp. the force of terres

trial magnetism at any point.
1827 EATON in Amer. jfrttf. .SV/. XII. 15 Delicately sus

pended needles, which might be called a suit of magnetro-
meters [sic], 1830 t roc. Amer, Pliil.Soc. 1. 154 A magneto
meter for the declination. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 453/1
Under Wilde s auspices a variety of forms of magnetometers
and earth-inductors have been used.

Hence Magne:to-me trie, -me trical adjs., of,

pertaining to, or measured by the magnetometer.
Magneto metry, the measurement of magnetic
force by means of the magnetometer (Cent. J)ict.}.

1847 SIR J. C. Ross I oy. S. fy Antarctic Keg:. 1.91 A valu

able series of hourly magnetometric observations was con
tinued. 1902 l:&amp;gt;uyd. 2irit. XXX. 433 2 A magnetizing
coil such as is used in magnetometric experiments.

Magne toiuo tive, a. [f.
MAGNETO- +

MOTIVK a.] Magnetomotive force : a term intro

duced by R. II. M. Kosanquet to denote the line

integral of the magnetizing forces exerted around

a magnetic circuit by an electric current inter

linked with it.

1883 BoSANQUET in rliilos. ft/fiff. XV. 205, I shall use the

expression magnetomotive force to indicate the analogue
of electromotive force. It is a difference of magnetic |&amp;gt;oten-

tial. 1896 S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo-clt-ctrlc Afafnintty
ieil, 5) 119 The total magnetomotive-force in a magnetic .

circuit is the sum of the magnetomotive-forces separately

produced by each coil of wire.

Magne tomo tor. [f.
MAONETO- + Moron.]

A voltaic series of two or more large plates which

produce a great quantity of eleatricity of low in

tensity, adapted to the exhibition of electro-mag
netic phenomena (Knight /tiff. Mech. 1875).
1823 T. GILL VV&amp;lt;7/. Rcpos. III. 313 On the Magneto-

motor; a new form of the Voltaic Apparatus. Uy .Mr.

Pepys.

Magnetophone (msegnfttffann). [f. MAG
NETO- + (Jr. I/WIT; sound.] A magnetic instrument

used for the production of musical tones.

i883C,\KHAKT in Scit iit t II. 394 The intensity ofthe sounds
obtained by the magnetophone is sometimes so great as to

be painful to the ear when the telephone is held closely
a-amst it.

Magiietoscope (msegnrtaakflup). [f. MAG
NETO- + -SCOPE.]

f 1. An instrument used by mesmerists for detect

ing the supposed magnetism of the human body.
1851 [see MAGNKTOID]. 1852 Li&amp;gt;. CARLISI.K Let. 19 May

in MtKtiuta/s Life ff Lett. (1878) II. 309 \\ e talked a good
deal about the magnetoscope.
2. A person supposed to see, or a thing sup

posed to aid in seeing, by means of magnetism ; a

clairvoyant, or a clairvoyant s device (Cent. Diet.&quot;).

3. Physics. An apparatus for indicating the pre
sence of magnetic force without measuring its

amount. (In recent Diets.)

Blagnicaudate (miegnikj de t), a. Zool. [a.
moil.L. mognicaudlU-vs, f. magn-us great + cam/a
tail: see -ATE 2.] Having a long tail (Mayne
Expos. /.-. 1856). S MatriiicaiuUi toiiu &amp;lt;i. /./,&amp;lt; ..

Magnifiable (m:v.&quot;gnifoi,al.&amp;gt; l), a. rare. [f.

MAUNIFV + -AIILK.] Ca[&amp;gt;able
of being magnified.

1646 SIR T. HROWNE Pseiut.
Jt]&amp;gt;.

tv. xii. 208 Thus is it not

improbable it hath also fared with number ; which though
woliderfull in it self, and sufficiently magnyfiable from its

demonstrable affections [etc.].

Magllific (magni fik), a. Now literary and
arch. Also 5-7 magnifique ;

see also MACNI-
FIQUE. [a. F. maifnifiqiie, ad. L. magnific-us
(whence also Sp. , Pg., It. magnifico), f. magiius
great : see -FIC.]

fl. Renowned, glorious. (Cf. MAGNIFICENT i.)

1490 CAXTON Entydos vi. 25 This gentylman was. .of name
magnyfyiiue. 1512 Helyas in Thorns E. E. Pr. Rom. (1858)

111.38 The magnifike and excellent lignage. 1513 BRAD-
SHAW .S7. H erbitrge I!al. to St. W. 13 Diners of thy kynne
magnifique Redact in the catholique papal!. 1622 J.TAYLOR
(Water P.) Ment. Monarch* (1630) F 8, In peace and warre,

Magnifique, Glorious. 1669 GAI.R Crt. Gentiles I. II. vii. 85
This Adramelech signifies a magnific King.

f2. Nobly lavish or munificent; = MAGNIFI
CENT 2. Oi S.

1611 Si EED Hist. Gt. r&amp;lt;rit. vm. iii. 13. 385 And that this

Kings zeale might be further scene, by his magntticke workes

[etc.]. 1617 MURE Misc. forms xxi. 45 A liberall hand, a

most magmfick hart. 1655 SIR \V. LUWEK tr. lie Ccrizitrs

Innoc. Lord 141 He [God] is just, if he ordain us punish
ment ; he is magnified, if he doth us good.

3. Sumptuous, splendid ;
= MAGNIFICENT 3, 4.

1490 CAXTON Ktuyetos xvi.oo For whome folke ofMoryenne ;

32

Tyber, in the most ample and magnifike facion. 1550 J.
COKE En*. $ J-r. Heralds (1877) 116 Considre the magni-
tique and decorate churches [of London], a 1631 DONNE
Serjit. lvL(i64o) s6gCovernot thyextortions with magnifique
buildings and sumptuous furniture. 1654 tr. Scndery*s Curia.
Pol. 38 TU true, thy life must be short, but thy Hearse shall
l&amp;gt;e the more Magnificke. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 134
The pillared dome magnific heaved Its ample roof. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 852 And dare Earth s bold Inhabitants

deny The sumptuous, the magnific Embassy A Moment s

Audience? 1861 I. TAYLOR Spir. Heb. Poetry 239 Objects
held forth in vision, for a symbolic purpose, may be stupen
dous, or they may be magnific or splendid.
4. Imposing by vastness or dignity. Of language,

ideas, etc. : Exalted, sublime ; occas. in derisive

sense, pompous, grandiloquent.
1558-66 Hist. Est. Stotl. in W odrffiv Soc. Misc. (1844) 56

The P.ishop sang a magnifick Mass. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Kng. Poesie HI. v. (Arb.) 164 They be matter stately and
high, and require a stile to be lift vp . . by choyse of
wurdes . . high, loftie, eloquent, and magnifik in propor
tion. 1628 LE GRYS tr. Barclay s Argenis 57 A man
of no common presence, which a mighty confidence made
appeare more magnirique. i676GLANViLL Ess, in. 16 Astro
nomy, one of the grandest and most magnifique of all those
that He within the compass of Natural Inquiry. 1744 AKKN-
SIDE Pleas, Imag. \\\. 140 He stalks, resounding in magnific
phrase The vanity of riches. 1807 WOKDSU. IWi. Doe m.
150 Magnific limbs of withered state; A face to fear and
venerate. 1817 COLERIDGE Satyrane s Lett. i. in Biog. Lit.
etc. (1882) 240 He commenced the conversation in the most
magnific style. 1837 T. C. GRATTAN in AVw MonthlyM IT 1*1. _ . :^~ u:n _i ..: /____ _i .1
Mag. LI. 333 The magnific hill hinting far up above the
iouds ! 1864 Gd. ll ords n/i This magnific heaving of the

bosom of the ocean. 1880 BROWSING Clit&amp;lt;e 34 Power..
God s gift magnific, exercised for good or ill.

f5. Of compositions, also (with mixture ofsense

4) of titles, expressions, etc. : Serving to magnify
or extol ; highly honorific or eulogistic. Ols.

1548 UUALL F.rasm. Par. ftlark xii. 84 What with theyr
magnifike and hye titles. 1641 MILTON Ch. Corf. Wks. 1738
I. 30 Those magnific Odes and Hymns wherin Pindarus
and Callimachus are in most things worthy, some others in
their frame judicious, in their matter most an end faulty.
1644 MAXWKLL / wq?. Chr. Kings 23 To say. .that Sover-

aignty in the King is immediately from God by approbation
or confirmation onely. .doth not sort well with the magnifick
expressionsofHoly Scripture. 1649 EARL MONM. tr. Renault s

I st Passions (1671) 355 The magnifique titles which His
torians would give him in their Writings. 1667 MILTON
/ . L. v. 770 Thrones, Dominations, Princedoms, Vert ues.

Powers, If these magnific Titles yet remain Not ineerly
titular.

MagnifLcal (mwgni-fikal), a. Also 6-7 mag-
niticial. [f. prec. +-AL.]

f* 1. Eminent, renowned, glorious. Obs.

?557 N. T. (Genev.) Epistle *iv, The magnifical and
triuiiiphing Kyng Solomon. 1574 Life Al&amp;gt;p.

Parker To
Kdr. C vj b, The magnifienge of that magnificall seignorie
and Archipiscopall territorie ofT Canterburye. 1579 TUYNI.
Phisickc agst. Fort, i. xxxvii. 51 Pompeius .. being then

great in deede and magnificiall.

t 2. Royally liberal or bountiful, munificent.

1586 T. B. La Primand. l- r, Acarf. 1. 624 Neither must he
ije onely liberal, but magnifical also & sumptuous, provided
alwaies that of magnificall, he become not prodigal I. 1597
A. M. tr. GitHleweans Fr. Chiritrg. 3 What is more mag
nificall and more divine, then to recreate the afflicted. 1623
in Crt.

f&amp;lt;f
Times Jns. 1 (1849) II. 357 Sheriff Hawford hath

been very magnifical, and feasted all the king s servants.

3. Splendid, stately, sumptuous; =MAGNIFICKNT
3, 4. arch.

1538 STARKKY England u. I. 176 Gudly cytes and townys,
wyth magnyfycal and gudly housys. 1560 UIBI.E (Genev.i
i Chron. x.vii. 5 We must buylde an house for the Lord,

magnifical [1611 exceeding magnificall], excellent and of

great fame, a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Comww. Eng. (1609) 26

August and Magnifical apparell both of stuff and fashion.

1599 SANDYS Enropx Sfai. (1632! 152 Very magnificall and
ceremonialt in his outward comportement. 1604 EDMONDS
Observ. Carsar s Conun. 25 Their funerals . . are magnificall
and sumptuous, a. 1619 ronBUVXlAMM. n. xi. 3 (1622)

314 They daunce a most stately and magnilicull daunce,

1890 /K. PHINCK Of Jtytnts Card iii. 363 T he sight mag
nifical, beyond desire.

4. =MAGXiFiC4. arch, t Also, MAGNIFIC 5.

1572 tr. Buchanan s Detection lib, Now you luke to heare
how this magnificall boaster of valiantnesse did acquit hym-
selfe. 1581 J. Rf.\,\* /{addon sAKSw.Osor. 453 These be lofty,

glorious, & magnificall speeches, but besides the bare sounde
of wordes, no matter at all. 1582 BKSTLKY Men. Mtitrones
in. 321 A magnifical Vow of a (Jueene consecrated to the

King of heauen. 1582 G. MARTIN Corrupt. Holy Script.
xlv. 214 What . . could be spoken more magnifical of any
Sacrament? 1600 HOLLAND Livy vi. xii. 247 A man that

in the hearing of his souldiours, could onely make goodly
and magnifioall Orations, a 1626 lip. ANDREWKS-SVrw. (1661)

429 We (no doubt) will rise straight in our magnifical, lofty

style and say [etc.]. 1867 Tractsfor the Day, Purgatory 2

A truly magnifical and stupendous act of worship. 1895
W. PATER tt ks. (1901) VIII. 71 Certain distinguished, mag- .

nifical, or elect souls, vessels of election.

Magiiifically (maigni fikali), adv. arch. [f.

MAUNIFICAL + -LY -.] In a magnific manner;
magnificently, splendidly; in eulogistic terms.

1555 KDEN Decades 139 They frendely Si magnifycally
enterteyned owr men. 1578 T. N. tr. Coitq. W. India 361 &amp;lt;

The Emperour received Cortes magniticially. 1579 FULKK
Conf, Santlers 668 Chryso*lome . . speakcth magnilically of ;

the crosse. 1609 UIBLK (Douay) Ps. cxxv[i]. -j Our J-ord
hath done magnifically with them. 1617 MOKYSON Itin. in.

113 ITie Venetians live sparingly. The Siennesi magnifi- !

cally. 1651 tr. De tas-Cweras* Don fanise 247 Treating I

MAGNIFICATION.
him magnifically, he began to qualifie him with the name
of sonne-in-law. 1889 Sat. AVe . n May 562/1 A paragraph
maenifically headed Mr. Harrison s Return to Oxford .

I! Magnificat (ma.-gni-lika?t). [L. ; 3rd pers.

sing. pres. ind. of magnificare to MAGNIFY.]
1. The hymn of the Virgin Mary in Luke i. 46-55

(in the Vulgate beginning Magnificat anima mea
Dominuni}) used as a canticle at evensong or ves

pers. Also, a musical setting of this canticle.
cizoo 1 ices $ Virtues 55 &amp;gt;e hali woordes 6e ic habbe

iwriten^on magnificat. (-1380 WYCLII? H As. (i58o) 169
Gret criynge & ioly chauntynge \&amp;gt;ai. .lettif? men fro Je sen
tence of holy writt, as Magnyficat, sanctus ^ agnus del,

f&amp;gt;at
is so broken bi newe knackynge. ?i4-. Stasyons of

Jems. 724 in Horstm. AltcngL Leg. (1881)365 Sche[Mary]
knelyd after onne a stone Magnificat sche made anone.
1552 Bk. Com. Prayer Even. Pr. (Rubric), After that, Mag
nificat, in Englishe as foloweth. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. P&amp;lt;&amp;gt;1.

v. xl. i Of reading or singing. .Magnificat, Btnedictm,
and Nunc Dimittis oftener than the rest of the Psalms.
1862 LONG P. A&quot;. Robt. ofSicily 6 Robert of Sicily . . at ves

pers, proudly sat And heard the priests chant the Magnificat.
2. transf. A song of praise ; a (

pxan .

1614 JACKSON Creed in. ix. 179 The lautsh Magnificates of

present times. 1707 HEARNK Collect. 13 June (O. H. S.) II.

20 His magnificat upon Plato is a disparagement to his

Cause, a 1711 KxN.Y/Vw Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 422 Philothea,
Mary-like, in Jesus joy d And in Magnificats her days em
ploy d. 1896 Daily News 23 Apr. 5/4 M. Heurdeley de
livered himself of a magnificat iu honour of the Orleans and
MacMahon families.

3. In various proverbial phrases (translated from
Fr. : see Littre and Hatz.-Dann.). To correct

Magnificat : a byword for presumptuous fault

finding. To correct Magnificat before one has
leantf Te Deum : to attempt that for which one
has no qualifications. Magnificat at matins \

something out of place.
1533 ELYOT Knowledge Pref., Accomptyng to be In

me no lyttell presumption, that I wylle in notynge other
niens vices correct Magnificat. 1540 PALSC.R. tr. Acolastns
U iij, Thou Philyp fynde faute (which takest vppon the to
correct Magnificat). 1542 UDALL Krasni. Aj&amp;gt;oph. 342 b,
Suche . . y

l will take vpon theim to bee doctours in those

iliynges in uhiche theimselfes haue no skille at all, for

whiche wee saie in Knglyshe, to correcte Magnificat before
he haue learned Te Deum. 1588 Br. ANL&amp;gt;RL\\ KS Serin, nt

Spital (1629) 24 The note is heere all out of place . . and so,
their note comes in like Magnificat at Matins. 1622 MAHUI-.

tr. Aleinans Guzman D Aif. u. 75 To looke to heare a

Magnificat at Mattens, or to seeke after the man in the
Moune. 1694 R. I/ESIHAXGK Fables cccxiii. (171^) 329
Where Subjects take upon them to Correct the Magnificat,
and to prescribe to their Superiors.

t Maglli ficate, ///. a. Ols. rare. [ad. L.

mqgniiuat-ust pa. pple. of magnificare to MAG
NIFY.] Made unduly great, exaggerated.
n 1592 H. SMITH Serm. (1592) 443 A magnificate opinion of

theniselues and an ouerweening of their owne gifts.

t Magui ficate, v. Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

magnificare to MAGNIFY.] trans. = MAGNIFY z-.

1598 MARSTON Pygnial. etc. Sat. ii. 42 [He] With that de-

paints a church reformed state, The which the female

titngues magnificate. 1599 Sco. i illanit \\. Proem. iu2,
I cannot with swolne lines magnificate Mine owne poorc
worth. 1672 MARVKLL Reh. Transp. \. 295 To Magnificate
i he Church with triumphal Pomp and Ceremony.

Magnification (nueianifik/i Jaa), [f. 1..

Diagmficatidn-tin ,
n. of action f. magmfitart . see

MAGNIFY and -ATION.] The action of magnifying ;

tlx: condition of being magnified.
1. The action of representing as great or greater ;

laudation, extolling.
1625 JACKSON Creed v. xxxii. 3 The distempered zeale

which the one bare vnto a Moses of his owne making and

magnification did empoysonhissoulefetc.J. 1663 JKR. TAYLOR
/&amp;gt; &amp;lt;/(-( fornttita Wks. 1850 VIII. 292 Those words so often

used in scripture, for the magnification of faith,
* The ju^t

shall live by faith . 1670 G. H. /list. CariHuals i. i-.sOf
the Rodomontadoes which the Roman Theologues write in

magnification of the Pope. Ibid. 25 Looking themselves

some times in magnifications of their virtues, as false as

tedious. 1802-12 BKNTHAM Ration. Jndic. Et id. (1827)
IV. 196 The unfeigned love and indefatigable magnification
of that sham law. 1863 LVTTON Caxtoniana 1. 6&amp;gt; That

magnification which proverbially belongs to the unknown.

1879 CUR. RoMBTnffiNt $ / . 62 Frost and cold .. are in

voiced to render blessing, praise, and magnification, to the

Lurd their Ordainer. 1899 Q. Rev. Jan. 82 Next to the

glorification of himself LDuiuas], his mission was the mag
nification of his country.

2. The apparent enlargement of an object as seen

through a lens.

1672 GREGORY in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841^ II. 245
Neither is it probable to me that the errors of ihe object

speculum are made more sensible (the magnification being

always the same) by a concave or convex speculum and an

eyeglass, c 1790 ItttUfMScAiArt I. 253 If the diameters be

multiplied into one another, the product will express the

magnification of the whole visible area. 1867 J. HOGG
Microsc. 1. 11.78 The Kelner eye-piece, while it increases the

magnification detracts from the definition. 1881 LOCK\KR
in Nature No. 614. 319 A perfect photograph will bear a

very considerable amount of magnification. 1896 AllHttt s

Syst. Aled. I. 83 Two giant-cells seen under high magnifica
tion (Xisis diam.).

b. transf. Also
quasi-&amp;lt;0;;cr.

a magnified re

production.
1833 COLKRIDGK Tuble-t. 10 Apr., America would then be

.. Great Uritain in a state of glorious magnification ! 1858
HAWTHORNK Fr. ff ft. Notf-bks. (1871) I. 60 They looked

like a magnification of suiiie txquiaile piece of Tunbridge



MAGNIFICATIVE.

ware. 1874 M. ARNOLD God f, the Bible (1875) Introd. 21

Its divinities are magnifications of nothing unworthy.

Magiiificative (ma-gni-fik-ativ). Gram. rare.

[f.
MAGNIFICATK v. +-IVK.] = AUGMENTATIVE sl&amp;gt;.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xi. 214 Distinguishing always

the large, the medium, and the small individuals of a kind,

by diminutives and magnilkatives.

Magnificence (ma- gnlfisens). Also 4, 6

raagniflenoe. [a. F. magnificence (OF. also

magiiifiance], ad. L. mognificcntia, f. magnificent- :

see MAGNIFICENT and -ENCE.]

1. As the name of one of the moral virtues

recognized in Aristotelian and scholastic ethics;

rendering Gr. fieya\o-np(nfta, explained by Aris

totle to mean liberality of expenditure combined

with good taste.

1340 Ayenb. 168 pe zixte stape of prouesse hi clepjeb mag
nificence, bise uirtue hi descriue[&amp;gt; (xjus. Magnificence is

hi ziggeb of heje nyede y-blissede bleuinge. c 1386 CHAUCER

Pars. T. F 662 Thanne comth Magnificence, that is to seyn,

whan a man dooth and perfourneth grete werkes of good-

nesse. 1506 [see ;\IAGNIFICENTIAL]. a 1679 HODBES Rltet.

ix. (1681) 22 Magnificence; which is a vertue, by which

a man is apt to be at great cost. 1691 HARTCLIFFE Virtues

103 Magnificence, .isa Virtue, that teaches us how to observe

a Decorum in the managing of great and costly Expences.

1879 MORLEY Burke 36 The noble mean of magnificence,

standing midway between the two extremes of vulgar osten- ,

tation and narrow pettiness,

f 2. Sovereign bounty or muificence. Obs.

14.. in Tmidalc s Vis. (1843) 122 Graunt vs thys day of

thi magnyfycence The gold of love the franke of innocence.

473 Proclam. Edv&amp;gt;. IV 10 Nov. (Pat. Roll 13 Edw. IV,
Ft. 2), For which we thank most humbly His infinite magni
ficence, c 1502 Joseph Ariin. (E. E. T. S.) 51/456 Vnto the

whiche god bryng bothe you & me Of his fauour, grace, and

magnyfycence. 1508 KKNNEDIE Flyting w. Dnnbar 421

Traistand to haue of his magnificence Guerdon, reward, and
benefice bedene. 1631 MA^SINGER Emperor East in. ii,

His exorbitant prodigality, How ere his . . flatterers call it

Royall magnificence.&quot; 1647 COTTERELI. Manila s Hist. Fr.

10 That magnificence, he [Francis I] showed towards men.

f 3. Glory ; greatness of nature or reputation.

1386 CHAUCER Prioress T. 22 Lady thy bountee, thy

magnificence, . . Ther may no tonge expresse in no science.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp of l-olys (1570) 104 God by his power
and hye magnificence Made him a beast. 1545 Primer,
Third Hour E iij, Let long & hart, strength and sense,

Commende thy magnificence. 1611 BIBLE Acts xix. 27 So
that . . the Temple of the great goddesse Diana should be

despised, and her magnificence should be destroyed. 1667
MILTON P. L.\\l\. 101 And for the Heav ns wide Circuit,

let it speak The Makers high magnificence.
4. Sumptuousness or splendour of surroundings

or appointments.
1382 WYCI.IF Dan. iv. 33 [36], I am ordeyned in my king-

dam, and my magnyfience [sic : gloss or gretenesse], is addid
to me. c 1460 FORTESCUE Al s. fy Lim. Man. vii. (1885) 125 It

shall nede bat the kyng . . mey make new bildynges whan
he woll, flfor his pleasure and magnificence. 1500-20 DUN-
BAR Poems Ixxvii. 28 Thow gart the orient kingis thrie

Offer to Chryst . . Gold, sence, and mir, . . Schawand him
king with most magnificence. *553 EDEN Trent, Nave
Ind. (Arb.) 25 In what pompe S: triumphant magnificence I

he sheweth him self when he goeth to hauke or hunt,
j

1671 MILTON P. R. iv. in Nor doth this grandeur and ma-
jestic show Of luxury, though call d magnificence,. .allure

mine eye. a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) // XT. (1753) 1.269
By these refm d diversions, we perceive This town retains
its old magnificence. 1796 MORSE Atner. Geog. II. 17 The
fur [of the ermine] forms a principal part even of royal I

magnificence. 1841 TRENCH Parables xii. (1877) 236 It was
]

and is part of the magnificence of Oriental princes ..to [

have vast stores of costly dresses laid up. 1859 TENNYSON
Enid 296 His dress a suit of fray d magnificence, Once fit !

for feast of ceremony.

f b. An instance or particular display of magni
ficence

;
a splendid ceremony. Obs.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Kk. Jlf. Ajtrel. (1546) Cvij, It

is a greatte magnifience to a man, to haue diuers sortes of
meates. 1615 tr. De Men/art s Stirz . E. Indies 10 At this
his entrie they made him a great triumph, with a long magni
ficence. 1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus Nat. Paradox xn. 365
Such Pomp, 1 iltings, Masks, Banquets, and other Magnifi
cences. 1670 COTTON Espernon n. vin. 415 The Cere
mony of this Marriage was performed in the Marquis de i

Saint-Chaumont s House, ..but the Magnificences at the
Duke s own Lodgings. 1674 Gm t. Tongue ix. 6 (1684) 151
With what gust and sensuality will they tell how such a jest
of theirs took, or such a magnificence was admired ?

5. Grandeur or imposing beauty of appearance,
t Also pi. features constituting magnificence. Obs.
(1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) n This tabernacle

profecte. 1645
LVELYN Diary 6 May, That Cittie [Rome], with its Am
phitheaters, Naumachia . . and other magnificences. 1667MILTON P. /,. i. 718 Not Babilon, Nor great Alcairo such
magnificence Equal d in all thir glories, a 1703 POMFRET
hleazar s Lament, yens. i. 10 Where s now the vast Magni- !

ficence, which made The Souls of Foreigners adore Thy
[Jerusalem s] wond rous Brightness? 1860 TvNDALLG/ar. i.

xxiv. 175 The weather had been fine, and towards evening
augmented to magnificence. 1879 W. H. BARTLETT Egypt
to 1 al. xxvu. 537 These ruins are remarkable, both for their
great extent and magnificence [etc.].

b. of language or speech.

1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 456 The mean Matter which

my Theme affords, To embellish with Magnificence of
Words.
6. As a title of honour, applied to kings and

other distinguished persons. Obs. exc. Hist, and
as rendering of a foreign title

VOL. VI.

33

[1278 AWA- of Parlt. I. 1/2 Mng;nificentie Re^k mon-
strant Abbas et Conventus liordesleg

1

. ] c 1420 LYDG.

Assembly of Hods 82 Pluto to thy magnyfyctmce I shall

reherse what thys creature Kolus hath doon to me out of

mesure. 1598 HAKLUYT / oy. I. 150 The said Master

generall therefore maketh no doubt, that al the aboue
written damages .. be altogether vnkuown vnto your mag
nificence, a 1604 HANMEK Citron, Irel. (1633) 107 Your

magnificence hath beene very carefull and studious how you
might enlarge the Church of God here on earth. 1755
MAGENS Insurances I. 300 Illustrious Lords, Respected
Patrons ! We the underwritten skillful Calculators, chosen

and appointed by your Magnificences [etc.]. 1901 Times
20 June 5/4 In reply to the toast of his health, proposed
by the liurgomaster, the [German] Kmperor .. spoke as

follows: Your magnificence .. gave us a sketch of the

development of German yachting [etc.].

Magni ficeiicy. Also 6 -centie, manyfy-
cency. [ad. L. magnificenti~a\ see prec.and-ENCY.]

fl. = MAGNIFICENCE in various senses. Obs.

1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 243, 1 com
mend me unto your good lordship, ever more thanckyng you
of your manyfycency and gret goodnes. c 1540 tr. Pol,

Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 36) 219 In number of

schollers and magnificentie of colliges it is not superior.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. iv. 244 The necessity of the

gift declared the magnificency of hir mind. 1668 Land.
Gaz. No. 283/1 She has been since entertained with much
State and Magnificency. 1686 F. SPKXCE tr. I arillas

1 Ho,
Affificis 113 His humour was naturally prone to mngru fi-

cency.
2. With a and//. A magnificent or imposingly

beautiful object, ceremony, etc. Obs. or arch.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Ntcholay** Voy. \. xxi. 27 The
castle, where for a magnificency were set vp 2. faire

pauillions. 1645 EVELYN A/em. (1819) I. 178 This canopy
or arch of water, I thought one of the most surprizing

magninciencies I had ever seene. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto s Trav. xxiii. 86 The Portugals . . could not sufficiently

commend the excellent order and Gentilenesse of these

Magnificencies. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. in. 192 He
delights in certain magnificencies and pastimes. 1670-98
LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 52 It deserves to be mentioned

among the rare Magnificencies of ancient Rome. 1839 J.

WILSON in Blackw. Mag, XLV. 564 This Christian poet

journeyed religiously among the magnificencies of nature.

Magnificent (msegni fis&it), a. and sit. Also

7 erron. -ficient. [a. OF. magiiificent ,
f. L. magni-

ficent-) altered stem (found in the comparative

magnificenticr, after benevolentior from beneuolens

= bcnevolus} of magnificus, lit. doing great deeds,

f. magn-u$ great : see -Fie. All the senses below

were already approximately developed in Latin.]
A. adj.

1. Characterized by greatness of achievement

or by the conduct befitting lofty position. Obs.

exc. in the titular epithet the Magnificent (
= L.

magnificus} historically attached to the names of

certain distinguished rulers, as Eadmund I of

Kngland, Sultan Solyman, Lorenzo de* Medici.

1513 MORE in Graftoris Chron. (1568) II. 878 Yet the

King [Hen. VII] of his magnificent minde, pardoned the

innocent and rurall people. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit.

(1612) 356 Of whom many, and some of them heere-borne

Incolents, became afterwards the most magnificent of the

Emperors. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Magnificent,, .that

atchieveth worthy acts,, .acting great matters. 1717 Hist.

Ace. Hungary 332 This was formerly the Bulwark of Hun
gary, till taken by Soliman the Magnificent. 1795 W. ROSCOE
(title) The Life ofLorenzo de Medici, called The Magnificent.

1875 FORTNUM Maiolica xi. 107 Lorenzo the magnificent.

f b. As the rendering of the customary title

(usually L. magnifictts} of certain foreign officials

and official bodies. Obs.

1763 Ann. Reg. 86 The proceedings of the magnificent
council [of Geneva].

t C. Proud, arrogantly ambitious. Obs.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 732 This Perenus
was one of the greatest peeres of Hungarie, but of a most

haughtie and magnificent mind.

2. Characterized by expenditure or munificence

on a great scale
;

*

royally lavish or munificent.

Now rare.

1579 G. HARVEY Left, to Spenser (1580) 65 Your lauishe,
and magnificent liberalide. a 1586 SIDNEY A rcadia n. (1590)
1 69 b, I f he were magnificent, he spent much with an aspiring
intent. 1393 R. HARVEY Philaa. I ted. 21 Thus trusting to

your Lordships magnificent . . fauour. 1631 MASSINGER
Emperor East\\. i, A Prince is neuer so magnificent, As
when hee s sparing to inrich a few With th iniuries ofmany.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \. 126 Nor had his Heir cause
to complain, .. though his Expences had been very magni
ficent, .. considering the wealth he left in Jewels, Plate,
and Furniture, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 313

Hampton Court was built by .. Cardinal Wolsey ; once so

magnificent in his expenses, 1667 MILTON P, L. ix. 153
Man he made, and for him built Magnificent this World,
and Earth his seat. 1737 WHISTON Joscphus, Antiq, xv.

ix. 5 Herod . . bestowed presents on every one . . using
his magnificent disposition, so as his kingdom might be
the better secured. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. xt. III.

24 He received from the private bounty of the magnificent
Chamberlain a pension equal to the salary which had been
withdrawn. 1868 MiLMAN6 /./&amp;gt;

rt7*r$332 He was munificent,
almost magnificent.
3. Of conditions of life : Characterized by

grandeur or stateliness. Of persons; Living in

splendour ;
characterized by display of wealth

and ceremonial pomp.
1526 Pilgr, Perf, {W. de W. 1531) 203 Delapsed and com-

mynge downefrom his magnifycent glory. 1585 T. WASH
INGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. \. ix. 12 b, Such was the

MAGNIFICENTLY.

beginning of the magnificent estate of Cariedin Barbe-
rousse. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Magnificent, that lives

in great State ; stately, noble, great, fine, costly, lofty. 1709
ATTERBURY Serm. (Luke x. 32) 4 Whether we are not too

Magnificent and Sumptuous in our Table and Attendance.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 183 The magnificent
king who, in more than one sense, represented France.

4. Sumptuously constructed or adorned
; also, in

wider sense, imposingly beautiful, splendid.
01540 BARNES H ics. (1573) 357 That magnificent Temple

of Salomon. 1658 Hist. Christina Alcssandra Q. Su eJ-

land rog Of a modern structure and one of the magniti-
centest fabriques of Kurope. 1667 MILTON P. L.\\\. 502
Farr distant hee descries Ascending by degrees magnificent

Up to the wall of Heaven a Structure high. 1687 T. BROWN
Lib. Consc. in Dk. Buckingham s H ks. (1705) II. 122 She
did not delight in gaudy Liveries, and what the World calls

a Magnificient Equipage. 1701 ADDLSON Let. fr. 1 taly 72
When Rome s exalted beauties I descry, Magnificent in

piles of ruine lye. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (18^0)

268 Two rooms.. very magnificent in their way. i7s6_BuRKi:
Subl. # B. II. xiii, A great profusion of things which are

splendid or valuable in themselves, is magnificent. 1841
LANE Arab. Nts. I. 107 She then arose, and attired herself

in the most magnificent of her apparel. 1894 J. T. FOWLEK
Adainnan Introd. 51 Lord Dunraven s magnificent work
entitled Notes on Irish Architecture.

5. Of immaterial things, conceptions, language,
etc. : Imposing, exalted.

1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq s Cotnpl. H oman I. 3 There
neeues but a pleasing voice, a magnificent tone, a sweet

accent,.. to charme those who hearken. 1665 BOYLE Otcas.

Rejl. Disc. Occas. Medit. (1848) 76 Making good that

magnificent Assertion of the Apostle, That all tilings work

together for good to them that love God. 1701 Stanley s

Hist, rhilos. Biog. 4 Thales was thought to deserve the

Magnificent Title of Wise for his Noble Discoveries. 1748
HUME Ess. ix. Brit. Govt. 72 These Considerations are apt to

make one entertain a very magnificent Idea of the British

Spirit and Love of Liberty. 1781 COWPER Truth 412 The
song magnificent the theme a worm ! 1781 Table-t. 593

Language..Was natural as is the flowing stream, And yet

magnificent, a God the theme.

6. Used to express enthusiastic admiration:

Splendid , wonderfully fine.

a 1704 T. BROWN Praise ofDrunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37

Pray take notice of his belly, how plump and round it is, of

what a magnificent circumference. 1704 VALDEN On Sir
W illoughby Aston 348 Methinks I see a pompous tomb

arise, Beauteous the form, magnificent the size. 1858
RUSKIN Arrows of Chace (1880) I. 130 All the drawings so

kept are in magirificent preservation. 1860 TYNDALL Clac.

i. xii. 90 The day was magnificent. 1867 W. W. SMYTH
Coal fy L0al-winigi At Lehigh Summit mine the great
coal-bed is a magnificent seam of 50 feet.

B. s/&amp;gt;.

1 1. An eminent personage. Obs.

1611 W. PARKES Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 20 The Courts and
mansions of the Potentates and Magnificents of the World.

2. //. slang. A mood of haughty indignation.
1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxyi, Nevertheless, Jack

;
walked his first watch in the magnificents , as all middies
do when they cannot go on shore.

Hence t Magnificent v. (nonce-iud.}, trans, to

make or proclaim great. Magni ficentness, the

!
state or condition of being magnificent (1727 in

liailey vol. II).

1656 S. H. Golden La-M 2 His mercy is above all his

works, and doth magnificent him.

t Magnifice ntial, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L.

magnificentia MAGNIFICENCE + -AL.] Magnificent.
1506 Kalender Sheph. (1892) 98 Magnyfycens is a loyeous

j
clerenes of courage admynystrynge thynges laudable &

i magnyfycencyall, that is to saye, hye or grete.

Magnificently (msegni-hsentli), adv.
[I.

MAGNIFICENT a. + -LY -.] In a magnificent manner.

1. With great splendour or stateliness.

i538LELANo//m. I. 97 The Castel stondith magnificently
and strongely on a Rok. 1599 Life Sir T. More in

: Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 93 Charles the fifth .. was

I

most magnificentlie received by the cittee of London. 1659
HAMMOND On Ps. Ixxiii. 6 They set themselves out most

magnificently. 1709 STF.ELE Tatter No. 49 P 7 No Persian

Prince was ever so magnificently bountiful. 1717 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to C tcss Mar ro Mar., Her house was magni
ficently furnished. 1715 POPE Oilyss. vin. 494 And to the

feast magnificently treads. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. xxviii,

The Battle s magnificently stern array ! 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vl. II. 69 She loved to adorn herself magnifi

cently. 1884 La:v Times LXXVII. 402/1 The business

meetings will be held in the magnificently furnished council

chamber.

b. With grandeur or impressiveness.
1818 SHELLEY Let. to Jlfr. $ Mrs. Gisborne 10 July,

Scenery magnificently line. 1838 KANE Ant. Expl. II.

xxiv. 245 How magnificently the surf beats against its sides.

1877 LADY BRASSEY I oy. Sunbeam xv. (1878) 268 It was all

terribly grand, magnificently sublime.

c. After a great or noble fashion.

1831 LAMB Etta Ser. n. Ellistoniana, Waiving his great
loss as nothing, and magnificently sinking the sense of fallen

material grandeur.

2. With reference to expression : In an elevated

manner, f Also, in highly laudatory terms.

1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. ff Commw. A iij, In like manner
I hath Botero . . beene suspected to have had a feeling of the

; Spanish Pistolets, for that hee hath written so magnificently
i of that Nation. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 340 So that the

Scripture speaks more magnificently of the Church of Christ

for the extent of it, then Mr. T. doth. 1710 DR. WHITBY
Disc. in. i. a (1735) 209 That Duty of which the Scripture

speaketh so magnificently. 1835 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm.

(1842) II. v. 61 Writers . . talk magnificently about loving

the whole human race.



MAGNIPICET. 84 MAGNIPOTENT.

II Magnificat. Obs. [L. ; ?(rd pers. sing. pres.

subj. c&magnifuare to MAGNIFY.] (See quot.)
1841 HAMPSOM Medii sEvi Kalend. 11.254 Magnijicet,

a name of Midlent Thursday, taken from the first word of

the collect.

Magnificial, obs. form of MAGNIFICAL.

f Magnificie, Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [f.

MAGNIFJC a. +
~ie : see -T.] Greatness, importance.
1570 Satzr. Poems Reform, xix. 109 And he that is of

maist Magnificie 3our baner sail display.

t Magni ficly, adv. Obs. [f.
MAONIFTC +

-LY 2
.]

= MAGNIFICALLY.

1538 ELYOT Diet. Addit., A itipliter, largely, abundantly,

magnifikely. 1591 SYLVESTER Irry 273 That.. can, as King,

magnifikly advance His faithful! Servants. 1609 HUMK
Ailtnonit, in IVodrow Sac. Misc. (1844! 572 Ye were not

aschamed to ryde to parliament magnifickly mounted and

apparrelled.

I! Magnified (msegni-fik0). fit. magnified adj.

= MAGNIFIC.] An honorary descriptive title be

stowed upon the magnates of Venice: transf. any

person in an exalted position.
I573 G. HARVEY Letter-Ik. (Camden) 175 A cumpanie of

stitch Italian magniricoes. 1591 SPENSKR AT. Hnbbcrd 665
Where the fond Ape . . stalketh stately hy, As if he were
some great Magnified. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. I , in. i. 282

The Duke himselfe, and the Magmficoes Of greatest port
haue all perswaded with him. 1630 R, Johnsons Kingd.
fy Commits. 476 Hee must turne himselfe about, and not

dare to looke this Magnificoin the face. 1745 ELIZA HEY-
WOOD Female Spect. No. 16(1748) III. 183 The mechanics
forsake their shops, to ride about the town in state like so

many ma^nificoes. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil 1.1863) 15 Rocking-
ham, a virtuous magn ifico, . . resolved to revive something
of the pristine purity .. of the old whig connection. 1891

Spectator u July, The reception, .hy the populace has been

..cordial, though it is doubtful if., they know who the

magnincoes are.

b. attrib. or adj.
= Magnificent, grand .

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 41 It is a Magnifico gate_ of

spirit .. not to mend, or slack our pace, for all the harking

CHITS, great or small. 1808 SOL-THEY Lett. (1856) II. 75 The
maqnifico book-case is greatly increased in ricosiiy.

Magnrficous, a. rare&quot; , [f. L. magnific-its
MAGMFIC + -ors.] =* MAGNIFICENT. In mod. Diets.

Hence t Magni ficotisly adv. rare*.
1683 E. HOOKKR Pref. Pordage s Mystic /Vr. 10^ How

magnificously soever wee bragg..of our Reason, or F.mli.

Magnified (mae gmfsid),///. a* [f.
MAGNIFY

+ -ED*.]

fl. Extolled, lauded. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. vi. 22 The magnified

Virgil. 1660 WATERHOUBK Arms
&amp;lt;?

Ann. 190 The illus

trious Copies drawn by their fair and magnified hands. 1664
H. MORE Synopsis Proph. To Rdr. 185 Those worthily

magnified elucubrations of Mr. Jost-ph Mede, 1690 LOC.KK

Hum. Und. iv. vii. 1 1 They are far enough from receiv

ing any help from the Contemplation of these, or the like

magnify d Maxims.
2. Enlarged to the sight. ///. andyi^-.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 177/2 An instrument for enabling
the eye.. to see magnified images of small objects. 1852
ROBERTSOM Serftt. Str. in. xii. 151 This is but prudence
after all, it is but magnified selfishness carried on into

eternity. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dart. Dcr. II. xxviii. 217 Her
hands showing curves and dimples like a magnified baby s.

1899 J. CAIRO Fundamental Ideas Chr. \. Hi. 57 Ordinary
thought finds no impossibility in representing to itself a

personality who is simply a magnified man.

Magnifier (mce gnifaiai). ff.
MAGNIFY v, +

-ERl.f
1. One who or something which magnifies.
155 J- COKE Eng. ff 7V. Heralds v. (1877) ^58

The
Frenchemen be great braggers, hosiers, and mangnifyers of

them selves. 1570-6 LAMHARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 281

These Monks were marveylous and monstruous magnifiers,
of such deceivable trumperie. 1621 BURTON Anat. .!/*/. 11.

ii. vi. iv. (1676) 189 Mens hi/ans, reym rs, ntotlcrata Jixta
. . is a great magnifier of honest mirth, a 1763 SHENSTONK

ss. (1806) 238 Imagination is a great magnifier and causes

the hopes we conceive to grow too large for their object,

2. A lens or combination of lenses used to in

crease the apparent size of objects.

1665 BOYLE Exp. Hist. Cold ix. 249 One of our Micro

scopes, .has been counted, .as good a Magnifier, as perhaps

any is in the world. 1759 KNIGHT in Phil. Trans. LI. 296
Some of them, when viewed with a microscope, required a

third or fourth magnifier to see them distinctly. 1830
HKRSCHEL ./&amp;lt; Nat. Phil. 297 Noexamination with magni
fiers is .. sufficient to detect the ingredients. 1856 KANE
A ret. Expl. I. xiii. 144 We barely succeeded by magnifiers
in reading the verniers.

fig. 1791 &quot;WASHINGTON Lett. Wr . 1892 XII. 56 Each of

whom . . looking through a magnifier, would speak of the

greatest extent to which there was any probability of their

numbers reaching. 1813 Examiner 22 Mar. 186/2 His

sure, held to everything.

H Magnifique. Obs, [Fr.
= MAGNiFic.] Pro

fuse in expenditure.
1759 Compl. Let. writer fed. 6) 225 The Considerable and

the Magnifique in such Sorts of Assemblies. 1775 M.\n:.

D ARBLAY Early Diary (iSSg) II. no He is handsome,
tall, fat, upright, and magnifique. 1823 BVKON Juan x.

Ixx, Juan, though careless, young, and magnifique And rich

in rubles, diamonds, cash, and credit.

Magnify (mse gnifai), v. Also 4, 6 magni-
fye, 4-6 magnefie, magnyfye, 4-7 magnifie,
6 magnifl, mangnify, 4- magnify, [ad. L.

magnificart (partly through F. magnifier \ cf. It.

#, Sp. magnijicar}) f. magnijicus : see

MAGNIFICENT and -FY. Sense 4 is purely Eng. ; the

Rom. langs. have the word chiefly in the biblical

sense to extol *.]

1. trans. To speak or act for the honour or glory
of (a person or thing) ; to glorify, extol, arch.

^1380 WVCLIF Set. ll ks. II. 2 For bei maken Cristis

wordis unworshipid and magnifien her owne word is,

a 1400-50 Alexander 2838 Obey be to be baratour be best

I con rede
; Magnifie him with bi mouthe. 1430-40 LYDG.

Rochas ix. ii. (1554) 197 b, This was the ende of false

Machomete, . . whom Sarazins so greatly magnifie. 1508
DUNBAR Pocins\\\\. 14 Quhois force all France in fame did

magnifie. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Imi. (Arb.) 29 Colum
bus .. was .. greatlye magnified with innumerable glorious
tittle*. 1568 GRAPTON CAffiM. 11.524 After this victorie,the
Lorde Scales, .returned to the siege, where he was.. highly
magnified and praysed. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. viii.

6 If the invention of the ship was thought so noble,, .how
much more are letters to be magnified, which as ships pass

through the vast seas of time. 1668-9 PF.PVS Diary 10 Feb.,
Here he dined, and did mightily magnify his sauce, a 1715
HI-RNET Oivn Time (1724) I. 248 He had magnified him

highly to the King, as much the greatest man in the Scotish

Clergy. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 64 Sunday-
school teacners admire their pupils ; and the scholars

magnify their teachers. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 191

Every where men magnified his valour, genius, and patriotism.

b. csp. To praise, render honour to (God), arch.

1382 WYCLIF Luke i. 46 And Marie seide, My soule magny-
fieth the Lord, and my spirit hath gladid in God, myn
heelthe. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 2102 With heuynly
spyrytes, hys name to magnyfy. 1535 COVERDALE Rcclus.

xliii. 30 Prayse the Lorde, and magnifie him as moch as ye
niaye. 1864 SKEAT tr. Uhland s Poems 91 When on your
knees ye humbly fell And magnified a Higher Power.

2. To make greater in size, status, importance,
or qualities ; to enlarge, augment. Now rare.

t Also, to render magnificent. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Matt, xxiii. 5 Forsothe the! alargen her

filaterie.s and magnifie hemmys. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 143
Thanne he gan to syke For cloth of gold and for perrie,
Which him was wont to magnetic. &quot;1430 LYDG. Cornel.
BI. Knt. 428 And can hemselve now best magnify With

feyned port and false presumption. 1535 COVERDALE Job
xx. 6 Though he be magnified vp to the heauen. 1598
GREXEWEY Tacitus^ Ann. xn.

yii. (1622) 162 Agripplna also

was magnified [L. a,itgetitr\ with the surname of Augusta.
1611 liiBLE Job xix. 5 If indeed yee will magnifie your
selues against me, and plead against me my reproch. 1701
1 IKI.\V Ci stn. Sacra u. v. 53 The least error in a Small

Quantity, as in a Small Circle : will, in a great one, as in

the Circles of the Heavenly Orbs, be proportionally Magni
fy d. 1715 ADDISON Freeholder No. iof3 Arbitrary Power
..creates [in a man] an Ambition of magnifying Himself,

by the Exertion of such a Power in all its Instances. 1726
HUTLER Serin. Rolls Chap. ix. 159 The imagined Dignity of

the Person offended would scarce ever fail to magnifie the

Offence, a 1729 CONGREVE To Cynthia 54 Speak, ere my
Fancy magnifie my Fears. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 542 Her
head, adorned with lappets pinned aloft, And magnified

beyond all human size. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th. iv. 37.

369 The spirit of law is also represented as magnified by
the very act of superseding its letter. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

i. xxvii. 210 The oblique arrangement of the crevasses also

magnified the labour by increasing the circuits.

b. intr. To become greater, nonce-use.

1814 J. RANDOLPH 22 Mar. in Life of̂ Jos. Q-uincy 350 The
curse of slavery, however, an evil daily magnifying, great
as it already is, embitters many a moment of the Virginian
landholder.

3. trans. To represent (persons, actions, or things)
as great or greater than they are ;

to exaggerate.
Now often associated with sense 4.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vi. Wks. 1813 I. 399 Fame
magnified the number and progress of their troops. 1766
GOLDS.M. ric. // . xvi, It must be owned my wife.. used

every art to magnify the merit of her daughter. 1784
Cowi ER Tiroc. 476 Each vainly magnifies his own success,
Resents his fellows, wishes it were less. 1838 THIRLWALL
(t refee xxv. III. 397 But his enemies at home magnified
the danger of Argos. 1839 YEOWELL Anc. f&amp;gt;rit. CIi. ix.

(1847) 93 Fame magnified nis labours. 1841 MYERS Cath.

Th. iv. 19. 276 Unquestionably external evidences, .have

been unduly magnified. 1862 SIR U. KRODIE Psychol. /ny.
II. iii. Si Small evils which cannot be avoided are magnified
into great ones.

4. To increase the apparent size of an object by
artificial means (as with a lens or microscope).
Also absol, (often with advb. accusative, to mag
nify ten, twenty, etc. diameters).
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 60 It would magnifie but 600 times

in Diameter. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver \\\. iii, Although their

largest Telescopes do not exceed three Feet, they magnify
much more than those of an hundred among us. 1776-96
WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 3 When magnified they

appear like ill-formed warts. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama
Set. $ Art I. 407 It is supposed that the ancient engravers
used glass globes to magnify their figures. 1837 GORING &

[

PRITCHARD Microgr. 57 You only wish to know exactly how
i much it magnifies. 1868 LOCKYER Klein. Astron. iii. (1879)
! 91 A powerful telescope will magnify an object 1,000 times.

j

fig 1853 Y^Mxe.Grin*ell Exp. xiv. (1856) no The effects of

fogs upon our estimation of dimension . . are well known : men
!

are magnified to giants. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib.

I

in. xii. 155 111 reports never lose by carrying : the two cats

on the tiles, you know, were magnified into a hundred.

5. intr. A cant word for to have effect* (J.) ;

:
to signify. Now dial.

171* STEELE Spect. No. 431 F 3 My Governess . . told him
I was continually eating some Trash or other. . . But this

j

magnified but little with my Father. 1733 Gentl.Mag. III.

I 532 Now may hap, zir, what doez ael this magnify? 1880

,
Antrim $ Down Gte$s.s,v.

t
That hurt won t magnify.

Magnifying (moc-gnifsiiirj), vbL sb.
[f. MAO-

NIFY v. + -ING l.J The action of the verb MAGNIFY.
c 1380 WVCLIF Whs. (1880) 162 pei meyntenen anticristis

prestis and here lawis. .& magnifyenge of mennus lawis &
dispisynge of goddis lawis. 1382 Jude 25 To God aloone
oure sauyour, bi Jhesu Crist oure Lord, glorye and mag-
nyfiying. t 1384 CHAUCER H.Fame i. 306 Of oon hewolde
have fame In magnifying of his name. 1612 BACON ss.,
/ raise (Arb.) 354 Too much magnifying of man or matter,
doth irritate contradiction. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. u. xxxj.

189 Praise, and Magnifying are signified but by Words, and
Actions. 1868 J. M. CAMPBKU. in Mem. (1877) II. xiii. 203
A growing magnifying of their office on the part of the

clergy.
b. attrib.) in magnifying power,

(-1705 BERKELEY Cfimmffttft. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 481 The
magnifying power of glasses. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Mari
time Surv. no Write down .. what Sort of Telescope you
observed with, and its length and magnifying Power. 1807
J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 14 By the help of the highest
magnifying powers.

Magnifying (mse-gmfaiiii)),///.**. [f.
MAG

NIFY v. + -ING 2.J That magnifies, in various senses.

1650 ASHMOLK Chym. Collect. Proleg. 17 The airy and
empty glory of Mngnifying-Fame. 1901 Munseys Mag.
(U. S.) XXV. 641/1 The microbes of disease are such minute
. . germs of life . . under the microscopist s three-hundred

magnifying lens.

b. Magnifying glass. A glass lens, or com
bination of lenses, used to increase the apparent
s\ /c of any object seen through it.

1665 KoYi.K Ocras. Reft. Disc. Occas. Medit. (1848) 28

Attention, like a magnifying glass, shews us . . divers par
ticularities undiscerned by those who want that advantage.
1705 POPE Let. to Wycherley 23 June, Tis certain, the

greatest magnifying Glasses in the World are a Man s own
Kyes. 1859 REEVE Brittany 187 With a strong magmfying-
glass the words.. may be distinctly read.

Magniloquence (mxgni-Ukwens). [f.
MAG

NILOQUENT : see -ENCE.] The quality of being

magniloquent ;
loftiness of speech or expression.

1623 COCKERAM, Magniloquence , proud speeches. 1656
lii.ot NT Gfasst\%r. t Magnilo&amp;lt;]itencey .. a lofty manner of

speaking, or a discourse of great matters, a 1670 HACKET
Afp. Williams n. (1692) 65 He [Uuckingham] magnified
himself to serve the King, who did not foresee the

envy that Ms magniloquence bred. 1713 BENTLEV Rent.

Disc. Freetli ink. u. 44. 28 And our Author might have

seen, how all the Sects ridiculed ibis Magniloquence of

Kpicurus. 1859 1. TAYLOR Logic in Thcol. 179 We must

discharge a mass of magniloquence and affectation. 1863
C tm i-i.N CI.AKKE Shaks. Char, xviii. 455 Gibber, .foisted his

own bombast into the company of Shakespeare s magni
loquence. 1872 SPUIIGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxiii. 8 Their

language is colossal, their magniloquence ridiculous.

So f BCagul loqnency, in the same sense.

1615 A. STAFFORD Hea~\ Dogge 38 Neyther was this

onely Stoicall Magniloquency : hee did the great things he

spake.

Magniloquent (ma?gni*l^kwent), a. [f. L.

Magjiiloqit-its (of the same meaning), f. magitus

great + ~hqitns speaking -f -EKT.] Of persons, hence

of utterances or compositions : Lofty or ambitious

in expression, grandiloquent. Also, oecas., talk

ing big ,
boastful.

1656 HLOUST Glossogr.) Magniloquent &amp;gt;

that useth a stately

manner of speaking or writeing. 1659 GAUDEN Slight
ilt alcrs (1660) 10 Really they are no other than imperious

Hypocrites, magniloquent ^Iontebanks. 1849 LONGF. Ka-

vanagh xxi. Pr. Wks. 1886 II. 545 A large basket, contain

ing what the Squire . . in Don Quixote, called his fiambreras ,

that magniloquent Castilian word for cold collation. 1854
THACKERAY Neivcomes I. xxiii. 222 She was a trifle more

magniloquent than usual, and entertained us with stories

of colonial governors and their ladies. 1891 LouftnOCT
StHtf. C/iam rr I. iv. 426 If he meant intentionally to describe

so slight a performance in so magniloquent a manner.

*I D. Misused for; Pompous, mouthing*.
1850 KINCSI.RV Alt. Locke viii, I read my verses aloud in

as resonant and magniloquent a voice as I could command.

Hence Magni-loqiiently adv.

1849 I raser^s Mag. XL. 12 So he, magniloquently, as

was his wont [etc.]. 1891 STEVENSON Across the Plains iii.

141 To finish a study and magniloquently ticket it a picture.

fMagnrloquous, a. 01*r* [f. L. mag-

niloqu-tts (see prec.) + -oua.]
= MAGNILOQUENT.

1727 in BAILEY voL II.

(m^gnH&amp;lt;?k\YiX
rare. [ad. L.

Magniloquence.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. 1889 Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci.

VIII. 520 Of many anatomical terms the chiefcharacteristics

are antiquity, magniloquy, and unintelUgibility.

Magniot, obs. form of MANIOC.

I Magnipend, v. Obs.- [ad. L. phrase

magnifendfre (magni rt. a great price, pendfre to

esteem, lit. to wei^h).] Much to esteeme or set

by ^Cockeram 1623).

Maglli potence. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. magnipo-

Unt-em\ see next and -EXCE.] The quality of

being magnipotent ; mighty power.
1861 PATMORE in Macm. Mag. V. 114 Jehovah s mild

magnipotence Smiles to behold His children play.

t Magni potent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type

*magnipotent-em, f. magn-u$ great + potent-em :

see POTENT a.] Possessing great power.
1680 Observ.

* Curse Ye Meroz 8 Though this be so magni-

potent and all-sufficient a Sermon. 17*7 DE FOE Syst.

Magic I, iii. (1840)84 Satan, as he is a spirit, is magnipotenr,
but he ncvtr was omnipotent.



MAGNIROSTRATE. 35 MAGPIE.

Magiiirostrate (ma?gmrp strl), a. [acl.

mod.L. magnirostmt-itS) f. tnagn-tts great +
rostr-um beak : see -ATE 2

.]
*

Having a long
and strong beak (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).

Magllisoiiailt (m^cgiu-sJnantJ, a. rare. [ad.
late L. tnaifnisonant-em, f. magn-us great + pr.

pple. of sonare to SOUND.] High sounding.
i843 SOUTHEY Doctor, Cats Greta Hall (1847) VII. 581;

RumpelstiUchen .. that strange and magnisonant appella
tion. 1843 CARUL. WISKMAN Ess. 1^531 III. 44-^ A new
city iu^t starting from the mud, witli some inagnisonant
name from Kgypt or Greece.

Magnitude (nue*gnituvd). [ad. L. magni~
tudo, T, magn-ns great, cogn. w. Or. ptyas, OTeut.
*mikilo- : see MUCH. Cf. OF. magnitude,]
\. The qflality or fact of being great, in various

senses ; GREATNESS.
fa. Greatness of character, rank, or position.

\\sojocufarfy, as a title of address. Ob$.

1398 TBKVISA Earth. De P. A*, i. (1495) 3 Our wytte inaye
lie led to the cun^ydcrucyun of the gretnesse, or nmgnytude,
of the nioost excellent bewteuous clarete dyiiyne & In-

uy^yble. 1432-50 It.I/i&tfu (Rolls) III. 117 ThU Niibugo-
donosor transcendede in- magnitude and fortitude HercuKs
in his actes. 1609 I*. JONSON Masque Queens Wks. 1616 I.

961 [Boadicea s] orations, .wherein is expressed all magnitude
of a spirit, breathing to ttie libertie and redemption of her

Countrie. i6zo SHELTON Qiti.i: III. xxxii. 231 And, for proof
of this, let me tell your Magnitudes [etc.]. 1647 CLARENDON
*//i7. Reb. i, 141 The two Secretaries of State (which were
not in those days officers of that magnitude they have been
since. .) were [etc.J. 1665 MANLKY Grotins* Lo:u C. ll &amp;lt;irn s

741 The United States did not omit forthwith to send an

Embassy to congratulate him [King James] for his new
access of magnitude.

b. In physical sense : Greatness of size or ex

tent, f Of sound : Loudness. Obs
c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. i. 1066 To bey thy been biholde

hem riche and fulle, Or preve hem by tht-ir murmurs magni
tude. 1432-50 tr. aigtUn (Rolls) I. 127 Profitable witteis

and wholsome, whiche be callede sees what for the magni
tude of theyme and for the copious multitude of fisches.

1640 WILKINS New Planet n. (1684) 149 Tis said, that

Magnitude does always add to the swiftness of a violent
motion. 1650 BULWER Anthropontet. xx\. 230 That
which fails in magnitude is called smal. 1727 DE FOE
Sysf. Magic i. i. (1840) g The height, and strength, and
magnitude of their building could only serve to make its

fall . . more terrible. 1817 CHALMERS Astron, Disc. i. (1852)
22 We have something more than the mere magnitude of
the planets to allege in favour of the idea that they are in

habited. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xi. 82 And as our eye
ranged over the broad shoulders of the mountain, .. the

conception of its magnitude grew upon us.

c. Of immaterial things: Great amount or im

portance.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 343 He [Saturnus] was.,

namede as godde of alle goddes for the magnitude of his

power. l&fPilfr, rerf.(\V. de W. 1531} 268b, And how the
efiectes yt suche ioyeof y

e
spiryt leueth behynde it, sheweth

y magnitude or greatnes tnerof. 1769 Junius Lett, xxiii.

108 A great man,, .even in the magnitude of his crimes, finds
a rescue from contempt, a 1806 HORSLEY Serin. I. iv. (1816)

70 We commonly find in the ambitious man a superiority
of parts, in some measure proportioned to the magnitude of
his designs. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece Ix. VIII. 29 The pre
parations, .were, .on a scale proportioned to the magnitude
of the object he had in view. 1861 STANLEY East. Ch. vi.

(1869) 189 No conversion of such magnitude [as that of Con-
stantine] had occurred since the Apostolic age.
2. Size whether great or small

; in geometrical
use, the measure or extent of a particular line,

area, volume, or angle.
1570 BILLINGSLEY Eitclidi. \. i A signc or poynt . . is the

beginning of magnitude. 1599 A. M. tr. Ga&elhouer s Bk.
Physicke 74/1 Mixe of this poulder the magnitude of a hasell-
nutte amongst a little Cotten. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan
355 It is a Membrane enclosing the whole cauity of the
Chest, wherefore his Figure and magnitude is answerable
to that cauity. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Monfct s Tkeat. Ins.
1080 It is a small creature, and contemptible for its magni
tude. 1725 ])K FOE Voy. round World (1840) 2&4 As to the
magnitude of those rivers, he could say little. 1754 SHER
LOCK Disc. (1759* I. iv. 159 Reason can measure the Magni
tudes and Distances of the heavenly Bodies. 1840 LARDNER
Gcotn. v. 59 We can never obtain an arc of the precise value
of any one of the usual denominations of angular magni
tude. 1854 BREWSTBB More ll orldsv. 94 The creations of
the material world, whether they be of colossal or atomic
magnitude. 1885 WATSON_ & BURUURY Math. Th. Electr.

fy Magn. I. ng Two infinite series of images, the magni
tudes or values of which converge.

b.
yuai-cotur,

1570 DEE Math. Prcf. 3 What Magnitude so euer, is Solide
or Ihicke, is also broade, and long., .A long magnitude, we
terme a Line. 1570 HILLINUSLEY Euclid \\ ix. 141 Magni
tudes which haue to one and the same magnitude one and
the same proportion : are equall the one to the other. 1859
ilARN. SMITH Arith. % Algebra (ed. 6) 192 The term Magni
tude or Quantity is used in Mathematics to express what
ever is capable of increase or diminution. Thus a sum of
money is a magnitude pr quantity. 1864 HOWES Logic \\.
66 A Concept is a magnitude or Quantity.
3. A class in a system of classification determined

by size. a. Each of the classes into which the
fixed stars have been arranged according to their

degree of brilliancy.
The stars of the first magnitude

1

are the most brilliant ;

the sixth magnitude includes those that are barely visible
to the naked eye ; the seventh and lower magnitudes are
telescopic only. The classification into magnitudes , origi
nally somewhat loose, as depending on the estimate formed
by the individual observer, U now a matter of photometric

measurement. The word tn,ignUitth in this application is

a literal rendering of the Gr. /uty0ov, used by Ptolemy.
Formerly often denoted by the symbol m, as 2.111, 3.111.

fi594ULt Nnj-;vii, E.\crc. iv. \.\.\i. (1636) 485 The lift sheweth
the magnitude or greatnesse of the starre, whether it be of
the first, second, or third bignesse.J a 1641 HP. MOUNTAGU
Acts $ Man. (16421 121 In the firmament of heaven be many
Starres; .. of the first, second, third magnitude, as they u^e
to speak. 1667 MILTON / . L. vir. 357 He form d the Mo-m
Globose, and everie magnitude of Starrs. 1690 Li.viiOLKN-

Curs. Math, 383 A star of the i Magnitude may be seen

when the Sun is but 12 deg. below the Mori/on. 1796 HEK-
sciiELin / ////. Trans. LXXXVI. 171, 2.3 m, however, cannot
be sufficiently kept apart from 3.2111, or either of these ex

pressions from 3 m, or from 2111. 1893 Sm R. DAI. i, Stin-y

of Sun 13 A star of about the eighth magnitude. 1902

Daily Cliron. n Aug. 6/7 Eros will be detected by the
naked eye as a sixth magnitude star.

t b. Numismatics. Oh.
1705 HKAKNE Collect. 19 Dec.

(&amp;lt;
&amp;gt;. H. S.) I. 133 The .said

Coyns are all Brass of the 3d magnitude.
c. Oecas. in other applications. Also, Of the

first magnitude (fig-) : of the utmost greatness or

importance.
1693 ( SiKi NY Juvenal Sat. VIM, 47 Whatever be your

1 irlh, you re sure to be A Peer uf the Firsl Magnitude to me.

1830 IjYiiLL / rinc. CiCt l. I. 413 In the following year there

were one hundred and fifty-one [AY. earthquake shocks :

they were registered in four classes], of which ninety-eight
were of the first magnitude. Mod. To do this would be
a blunder of the first magnitude.

Magnitudinous (moegniti& dinss), a. [f.
L.

wagnitudin- (-tfulo) MAGNITUDE + -ou.s.] Char
acterized bymagnitude; involving greatness of scale.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Monthly M*?. XVI. 223 The inference

..i-&amp;gt;.., in its possible consequences, too magnitudinous,
to be lightly stated in words. 1826 l\.\aiuiiit r

jj&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/i
His

designs were \\&amp;lt;\, *ev&amp;lt;_re, magnitudinous. 1893 . !- Mel
bourne) IQ Mav, It has gone abmad. . that liirLi-tnr-; .. may
plead positive ignorance of magnitudinous trun&amp;gt;a .iion&amp;gt;.

t Ma gnity, a. Obs. rarc~^. [ad. L. magnittls
f. magn-us threat : see -ITY.]

=- MACXITTI-K i b.

1790 Bystander 198 A fool . . excites no wonder though he
commit every moment follies of the greatest inability.

i Mag nium. Obs. [f. MAGX E.SIAJ + -U,T

M.]
- MAGNESIUM ; a name applied to the metal by
Sir II. Davy in 1808 and withdrawn in 1812.
1808 [See MAGNKSIUM i]. i8ia Chan. Phifas. 348.

Magnolia (maegn^ lia). [a. mod.L. magnolia,
f. name of Pierre Magnol (latinized JMagnolius},

professor of botany at Montpellier, 1638-1715-]
A genus of large ; rarely shrubby) trees (the typical

genus of the N. C). Magnoliacece]^ cultivated for

the beauty of their foliage and flowers.

1748 rhit. Trans. XLV. 166 The Magnolia .. tho scarce
in Virginia, has been since found to grow in great plenty in

the North-West J arts of Pensylvania. 1751 UARTUAM
Olscrt . in Trav. I oisilv. etc. 67 A great hill, cloathed with

hirge Magnolia, 2 feet diameter and 100 feet high. 1799
WORDSW. Ruth xi, He told of the magnolia spread High as

a cloud, high over head ! 1823 K TTI K Fonthill 90 Here
and there the beautiful magnolia displayed the exquisite
whiteness of its large blossoms. 1858 HOGG I eg. Kingd. 24
The bark and fruit of all the Magnolias are possessed uf the

same medicinal properties.
b.

* The pnarmacopceial name (U. S. A.) for

the bark of several species of Magnolia ^Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1856).

C. attrib. and Comb.
a 1821 SiiEU.r.Y l- ragm. Unfinished Drama 146 Holding

a cup like a magnolia flower. 1897 rui.i.KS-ljti;KV Blotted
Out ii Mrs. Aylesbury s magnolia-covered house.

Magiioliaceous (msegn^ili^ Jss),^. not. [f.

mod.L. i\Iagndliace-;v, f. MA(JN&amp;lt;&amp;gt;MA: see -ACKoi s.]

Of or belonging to the N. O. MagnoliactK,
1852 TH. Ross tr. Humboldfs Trav. I. vi. 213 note^ Magno-

Haceous plants.

Magno liad. fiot.
[f.

MAGNOLIA + -AD.] Lind-

ley s name for : A plant of the N. O. Magiiolititw.
1846 LINDLEY I7eg. Kingif. 417 Winterex, which do not

seem to possess any solid distinction from Magnoliads.

Udagnolite (mce*gn&amp;lt;Thit\
Klin.

[f.
the place-

name Magnolia + -ITE.] A white tell u rate of

mercury found in minute acicular crystals, in the

Magnolia district of Colorado.

1877 F. A. GENTH in Proc. Amur. Philos. Soc. XVII. nS
Magnolite, a new Mineral. This highly interesting mineral
is the product of the oxydation of coloradoite.

Magnoperate (maegnfp5rrf*t), ?. rare. [Two
formations : (i) f. L. magtiopert greatly (short for

magiio opere) -i- -ATE s
; (2) f. L. magn-us great

+ opcr-, opus work : after operate.]

f 1. trans. To make greater. Obs.
1610 HOITON Bacitlum Geod. Ep. Ded. (1614), Which will

not a little magnoperate the splendour of your well knowne
Honour, to these succeeding times.

2. intr. (notice-use.} To work at a magnum opus .

1821 BYRON Let. 22 June, That is right ; keep to your
magnum opus magnoperate away.

Magnum (mse gnftn). [sb. use of neut. sing,
of L. magnus great.]
1. A bottle containing two quarts of wine or

spirits ; also, the measure of liquor contained in

such a bottle.

1788 BURNS Prose Wks, 40 If you add a tankard of brown
stout, and superadd a magnum of right Oporto. 1816 SCOTT
Antiq.\\i Bearing in his hand an immense double quart bottle,
or magnum, as it is called in Scotland. 1855 LD. HOUGHTON

in Life tiSgi) I. xi. 505 Tell my father we had four rnag-
nums of 1841 claret on the table. 1893 VIZKTELLY Glances
back I. xvii. 328 [His] weakness was a too great partiality
for . . magnums of old port. 1895 Strand filag. X. 556/2
The party broached a magnum of w hisky.

b. nonce-use. A large glass (of spirits).

1837 I tiCKKNS/YcX TC. ,\ix, They, .ordered a glass of brandy
and water all round, with a nuignum of extra strength, for

Mr. Samuel Weller.

2. Short for MAGNUM BONUM 2.

1889 Daily News 25 Nov. 7/6 Potatoes at wholesale Prices.

iislb. Floury Magnums, 3.1. 6^.

Magnum bonum (margnwm b&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&quot;*nm). [neut.

sing, ot I* tnagmts great and bonus good.]
1. A particular kind of large yellow cooking-

plum. Also magnum bonum plum.
1721 MORTIMER ffus&, II. 298 The Bonum Magnum a fair

yellowish green Plumb. 1769 MRS. RAi-i-Ai-n -A
;/*, . Housckpr.

(1778) 230 To preserve Magnum Bonum Plums. 1613 Sn;

II. I )AVY Agric, C/it ff. (1814) 257 Two fruits can scarcely
be conceived more different in colour, size, and appearance,
than the wild plum and the rich Magnum bonum. 1879
.Miss YuNXii-; Magnum Inmnin 1. 183 A basket of plums, .as

unlike magnum bonums as could well be.

2. A kind of potato.
1882 Getrtfeti 4 Feb. 75 j 1114.1879 my employer wished me

to phiiit half a rood of ground with Magnum Bonums.

fti. .S?. (Meaning not clear: ? =MAUNI;M i )

1790 Bt KNS Ball. Dumfries Election^ While WeKh, \vlio

ne er yet flinched his ground High wav d his, magnum -

bonum round With Cyclopean fury.

4. A large-barrelled steel pen.
1851 MAYHEW Lend. Labour (1864) I. -^ The street-

stationers do not go beyond zs. the gross, which is for

nuL.mnim bunums.

II Magnum opus. See On s 2.

Ma giius. Obs. [var. of MANGANESE: cf.

MACNASI-:.] lilack oxide of mangant &amp;gt;c,
ti-cd in

the Staffordshire
]&amp;gt;oUcrics.

1640 Kiitcs in Noortliouck London (1773^ S;jG 2 Malt, the

quarter^/. Magnus, the cwt. id. 1686 1 i n Staffonhh.
I-J3 The Motley-colour .. is procured by blending the Lead
with Manganese, by the Workmen call d Magnus.

i MagO-cliemical, &quot;. Obs. rare- . [i.inago-,
comb, form of Gr. ^(170-?: see MACUS, MA*,K

.]

Pertaining to magic and chemistry.
1652 ( lAui-ii ftfaffatstrotti, 307 Magicall or mago-chymicall

arts, &c.

Magoll, obs. form of MOGUL.

Magonell, magonneaul, obs, ff. MA^GO^EL.

Magopliony (mag^foni). rare. [ad. Gr.

fio. yoif&amp;gt;uvia ) f. pdyo-s MAUUS + $6vos slaughter.]
The Massacre of the Magi, a famous event in Per

sian history. Hence transf. orfi^.
1711 SiiAi TESB. Charac. I. 86 Much less wou d you

(my Friend !) have carry d on this Magophony, or Priest-

Massacre, with such a barbarous Zeal.

Magor(e,Magosine, obs. ff. Mi u; UL, MAGAZINE.

1! Magot (maj giTr, mag&amp;lt;?\ [Kr.]
1. A

sj&amp;gt;ecies
of ape {Alacaciis imtus}\ the

*
tail

less* Barbary Ape of Gibraltar and North Africa.

1607 TOTSELL Four-f. Beasts 12 There was at Paris an
other beast culled a Tartanne, and in some places a Magot
(much lyke a ISaboun). 1774 GOLDS.M. Nat. Hist. (1862)

I. vn. i. 498 The Cynocephalus, or the Magot of Bufibn.

1882 A. K. WALLACE in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 423 In some
few this stump is so very short that the;-e appears to be no

tail, as in the magot of North Africa and Gibraltar.

2. A small grotesque figure of porcelain, ivory,

wood, etc. of Chinese or Japanese workmanship.
1844 THACKERAY Barry Lyndon xiii, Her rooms were

crowded with hideous China magots. 1881 SAINTSBURY

Dryden ii. 35 This [see Ann. Mirab. st. 29] cannot be con
sidered the happiest possible means of informing us; that

the Dutch fleet was laden with spices and magots.

Magot, Magozin, obs. ff. MAGGOT, MAGAZINE.

Magpie (mre gpoi). Also 7 magge pye,
megpye. [f.

MAG ^.- + Pitl. Cf. MAGGOT-PIE,

MAW-HE.]
1. A common European bird, Pica caudata, of

the family Coi vidw, having a long pointed tail

and black-and-white plumage. It is well known for

its noisy chatter, and is often taught to speak ; its

habits of pilfering and hoarding are proverbial,
and it is popularly regarded as a bird of ill omen.

1605 S. ROWLEY When You Sef Me C 3 As merie as

a magge pie. 1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. \\. i. 108 Dis

simulation. A Lady wearing a vizard of two faces, .. in

her right hand a magpye. 1647 K. STAPVLTQN Jitrenal
62 The nine daughters of Pierus . . were for that saucy
ambition transformed into meg-pyes. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
Inil- 333 The Loquacity of the Magpie. 1720 GAY Poems

(1745) I. 70 No magpie chatter d, nor the painted Jay, 1751
in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1457 No horseshoe nor magpye
shall baffle our skill. i8ai CLARE nil. A/instr. I. 159 And
magpies that chattered, no omen so black. 1855 TI.NNVSON
To F. D. Maurice 19 And only hear the Magpie gossip
Garrulous under a roof of pine. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec.
viii. 11873) 209 The magpie, so wary in England, is tame in

Norway.
b. Austral. Applied to the black-and-white

Crow-shrike ( Gymnorrhind) ; also, in Tasmania,
to the genus Strepera.
1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Hainlyn xviii. II. 4 A magpie was

chanting his noble vesper hymn from a lofty tret-. Ibid.

xxxiii. II. 314 note, Magpie, a large, pied crow. Of all the

birds I have ever seen, the cleverest, the most grotesque,
and the ino^t musical. 1886 T. HENEY Fortunate Days 47
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MAGPIETY.
The magpie swells from knoll or silent brake His loud sweet
tune. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng. 277.
2. trans/. An idle or impertinent chatterer.

1631 MASSINCER & FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. i, I haue
waited, sir, Three houres to speake w ee, and not take it

well, Such magpies, are admitted, whilst I daunce Attend
ance. 1791 BURKE Let. to CJieu. tie Rh aroi (1844) III. 211
He will not care what . . the whole flight of the magpies
and jays of philosophy, may fancy and chatter. 1838 Lett,
fr. Maitras (1843) 189 The Moonshee .. is not the little

talkative magpie who told me about the language of the

planets. 1895 SCULLY Kafir Stories 132 He was so fond of

talking that his comrades nicknamed him magpie .

3. f a. A derisive term for an Anglican bishop,
from the black chimere and white rochet forming
his ordinary ceremonial attire (ofa.). b. In recent

use, a jocular name for the episcopal costume

consisting of these vestments.
[.1645 HDWELL Lett. Verses to Rdr., Prelats, like mag

pies, in the Ayr had flown. 1663 KILLIGREW Parsons
Wedti. in. v. 114 Have you not heard of the Scriveners Wife
that . . was deliyer d of a Mag-Pie ;

. . the Mid-wife cri d out,
twas born a Bishop, with Tippet and white-sleeves.] a 1704
T. BROWN Wks. (1730? I. 107 Root out of them all Anti-
Christian Tyranny of most abominable Bishops; let not
those Silk-worms and Magpies have dominion over us.

Mod. Did he wear a cope, or only his magpie ?

4. A kind of potato.
1794 BILLINGSLEV Agric. Somerset (1797) 116 The sorts

[of potatoes! cultivated are the kidney,, .magpie, rough red

[etc.], 1819 Jrnl. of Naturalist 31 Our chief sorts [of
potato] are pink eyes,, .magpies, and china oranges.
5. A name given to a particular variety of the

domestic pigeon.
1868 TEGETMEIER Pigeons xxi. 174 Magpies are another

variety of German Toys that are well known in England.
1895 Times 16 Jan. n/6 For the rest, the Magpies, Tjlack,
red, yellow, and blue.. deserve to be mentioned. 1898 Daily
News s Jan. 2 Mr. F. Warner has some excellent magpies.
6. slang. A halfpenny. Cf. MAG sb. S)
1838 DICKENS O. Twist viii, I m at low-water-mark my

self only one bob and a magpie.
7. Mil. slang. A shot from a rifle which strikes

the outermost division but one of a target, and is

signalled by a black and white flag.
1884 Times 23 July 8/1 After running through the scoring

gamut with an outer, a magpie, and a miss. 1894 Ibiii.

14 July 10/1 He followed his first two bull s eyes with two
more, then came a magpie.
8. attrib. and Comb., as magpie-like adj. ; mag

pie diver, (a) the Golden-eye Duck, Clangula
glaiteion ; (l&amp;gt;)

the Smew, Merganser albellus
;

magpie finch, a bird of the genus Spei-mestes ;

magpie goose (see quot.) ; magpie lark, a small
Australian bird, Cralllna picata ; magpie maki,
a species of lemur, Lemur macaco (Cent. Diet.) ;

magpie moth, a white moth, patched with black
and some yellow spots, Abraxas grossulariata;
magpie perch ,see quot.) ; magpie robin = DIAL-
BIRD

; magpie shrike, a South. American bird,

Cissopis leveriamis.

i796N
T

EMNiCFi/Wj;f/.c.tr. .Vat. Hist.v. 82o*Magpiediver,
t he smew. 1882 PAYXK-GALLWEY Ftnuler in Irel. 107 Another
local name [of the Goldeneye] is the Magpie Diver

,
a

very descriptive one by reason of the black and white

plumage of the adult male. 1869-73 ! . R* JONES Casselfs
lik. of Birds I. 158 The &quot;Magpie finch is an inhabitant
of the countries in the vicinity of the river Gambia.
1898 MORRIS Austral Etig, 278

*
Magpie-Goose, a common

name for the Australian Goose, Anseranns jHelanolciiia,
1888 Casselts Pict. Australasia II. 215 The little &quot;magpie-

lark. 1805 T. HARROL Scenes of Life III. 104 What was
before black had now assumed a *magpie-like appearance.
1796 NEMNICH Polygl. Lex. Nat. Hist. v. 820 The lar^e
&quot;Magpie moth, Pnal. grossularitita. The small Magpie
moth, Phal. nrticata. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE *Entomol.
L otnpcnd. 252 Magpie moth (A bra.ras grossiilariata),

1890 E. A. ORMEROD Injur. Insects (ed. 2) 310 The

thrush : length ten inches.

Hence (noiice-wds.) Ma gpied ///. a., made like

a magpie ; Ma gpieish a., magpie-like.
1845 E. WARBURION Crescent fy Cross I. 64 Black slaves,

magpied with white napkins round their head and loins.

1880 Daily Neivs g Aug. 2/2 Money, which.. had been
abstracted and disposed of ill a magpieish spirit of mischief.

Magpiety (maegpsi-eti). noncc-wd. [jocular ;

f. MAGI-IE, after fifty.] (Cf. quots.)
a 1845 HOOD yarvis * Mrs. Cope ii, Not pious in its

proper sense, But chattring like a bird, Of sin and grace-
in such a case Mag -piety s the word. 1891 Blackii . Mag.
CL.

4_oo/2 Conceive the agony of suppressed speech when a
man is as garrulous as a magpie by nature ; and my friend
is that, though his magpiety is ofan elevated sort.

Magre, variant of MAL-OKE.

Magrei, -rey, -rie, -ry : see MAUGHE.
Magryme, obs. form of MEUHIM.

Magsman .niaygsmam). slang, [f.
MAG rf.l].

A street swindler, confidence man .

1838 Tfte Town 27 Jan. 276 A inagsntan must of necessity
be a great actor aud a most studious observer of human
nature. 1866 DICKENS Reprinted Pieces, Detective Police
(1868) 241 Tally-ho Thompson was a famous horse-stealer,

couper, and magsman. 1897 M. DAVITT in llfestm. Gaz.

30 Sept. 2/1 Almost every possible kind of convict, from the
sneak-thief. . to professional inagsnien.

36

II Maguari (magwa-i i). fTupi mbaguari (Ruiz
cle Montoya Tesorode la Lingua Guarani 1639).]A South American Stork, Euxenura maguari,
with a forked tail.

1678 KAY Willughtys. Ornith. 287 The American Stork,
called by the Brasilians Maguari of Marggrave. 1814
LATHAM Celt. Hist. Birds IX. 54 The Spaniards call it

Cicognc; the Guarinis Baguari and Maguari. 1889 P. L.
SCLATER A rgetttine Ornith. II. 107 The Maguari Stork is

a well-known bird on the pampas.
Maguder, variant of MAGTDAKE. Obs.

II Maguey (mse gwrf ; Sp. mag^y). Forms : 6

magueans, magueis, -eiz, -aiz, maguay, 7 raan-

guay, mangouay, 8 ma(y)quey. [Sp., a. Ilay-

tian.] The American aloe, Agave Americana.
1555 EDEN Decades 135 Magueans which is an herbe

muche tyke vnto that which is commonly cauled Sengrene or

Orpin. [The Latin \\aspalinariimfintti MagitdorHin, qitxrst
/ifr/&amp;gt;a,elc.} tMCkUfoifs 1 ay. in Haklnyt, About Mexico. .

the:

vhich is that which th-: Indians doo drinke ordinarily, and
the Negros. 1604 E. GI.KIMSTONK] D Ait&amp;gt;sSa s Hist. Indies
v. xxix. 420 They strewd round about a great quantitie of
the bpughes of Manguay, the leaves whereof are large and
pricking. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 363 There
are some that furiously lash their bare shoulders with thorns
of Mangouay. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey , Matjney or

Mayqney, an admirable Tree in New Spain, in the West-
Indies. 1712 W. ROGERS I oy. (1718) 318 Their most
remarkable plant is that call d Maguey. 1899 Atlantic
Monthly LXXX1II. 758/1 He who has once slept upon a
mass of the shredded fibres of the maguey, or Spanish
bayonet, will not be envious of the down couches of kings.

b. attrib., as maguey fibrt , leaf] tree.

1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson s I oy. 128 They call it a

Maguey Tree, and from it they get Wine, Vinegar, Honey,
Thread, Needles, Stuffs for cloathing, or Sails for Canoes
and Small Boats, and Timber for building. 1803 Outing
(U.S.) XXII. in/i A small roll made from the fiber of the

maguey leaf. 1901 U estm, Gaz. 21 Oct. 5/1 All the maguey
fibre Mexico can produce will be taken at good prices.

II MagUS ;mri g#s). PI. Magi (mJi-d.^i) ; also

4 raagy. [L., a. Gr. ^070?, a. OPersian friagit-s.]
1. Hist. A member of the ancient Persian priestly

caste, said by ancient historians to have been

originally a Median tribe. Hence, in wider sense,
one skilled in Oriental magic and astrology, an
ancient magician or sorcerer.

sing, {c 1584 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 184 Ther saugh I

Hermes BaTlemis, Lymote, and eek Simon Magus.] 1621

QuARLKS-Drf. Foems, Esther (16381 93 Tyrant Cambyses
being dead and gone,. . Mounts up a Magus, with dissembled
right. 1638 SIR! . HERBERT Trav. 214 Let me rather busie

my brains in quest of what a Magus was .. under which
Title, many Witches, Sorcerers .. and other Diaboliques
have cloakt their trumperies. 1741 POPE Dune. iv. 516
Thy MagUS) Goddess ! shall perform the rest. 1805 H. K.
WHITE Let. 10 Nov. Remains (1816) I. 207, I have as much
expectation of gaining it, as of being elected supreme magus
over the mysteries of Mithra. 1821 SHELLEY I rometh. Unb.
1. 192 The Magus Zoroaster.

pair, [c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 49 Seynt Austyn seip
}&amp;gt;at

bis word Magi in the tung of Chaldee is as moche to

sej-e as a Philosophre.] 1555 WAI REMAN Fardle ofFacions
n. vii. K iv b, [In Persiajtheir Magi (that is to say men
skylfull in y secretes of nature). 1609 HOLLAND Amm.

\

Marcell. xxin. vi. 231 In these tracts lye the fertile fields of
the Magi. 1614 SYLVESTER Kethnlias Rescue v. 301 You
Parthians, Cossians, and Arabians too, By your sad Magi s

deep prophetlike Charms Sacredly counsell d. 1711 POPE
,

Temp. Fame 97 There in long robes the royal Magi stand,
Grave Zoroaster waves the circling wand. 1864 PusEvZ,tft7.
Daniel vii. 418 Among the Persians, those who are wist;

as to the Deity, and are its minsters, are called Magi.
b. Applied by Irish historians to the heathen

sorcerers who opposed St. Patrick.
iSza LANIGAN Eccl. Hist. Irel. I. 224 Leogaire..set out.,

with a considerable number of followers and one or two of
the principal Magi. 1845 PETRIE Round Towers Irel. \\.

ii. 132 Quoted as the composition of a certain magus of the
name of Con, in the ancient Life of St. Patrick. 1887 SIR
D. O. HUNTEK BLAIR tr. A. BelU sheim s Hist. Cat/i. C/i.

ofStott. I. 72 Thereupon the Magi, or Drttadh, bitterly
reproached the parents for their adoption of Christianity,
Ibid. I, 73 Broichan, the Magus of King Brude.

C. transf.
1851 CAHLYI.E Sterling n. ii. (1872) 94 His Father, .. the

magus of the 7V///t j, had talk and argument ever ready.

2. spec. The (three) Magi: the three wise men*
who came from the East, bearing offerings to the
infant Christ.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 81 Wherfore and whi wyse
men that tyme, Maistrcs and lettred men Magy \C. Magi]
hem called. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 13 The Magi that
came to Christ. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Balthnsar^ . .one
of the Magi, or wise-men, vulgarly called the three Kings
of Col lei n. 1756-7 tr. KtywffS Trav. (1760) I. 405 A
golden medal, said to be among the offerings of the eastern

magi to Jesus Christ. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 281 Whence
the wise men of the East who came to see Christ are called

simply Ma.;i,

fMagusian. Obs, rare-&quot;
1

, [f. prec. + -IAN.]
A magian ;

a follower of the magi.
1587 GOI.DING De Mcrnay \.\\iii. 530 The Magusians..

are giuen to Incest after the customs of their Mother country
Perm.

Magyar (ma
-

d-
v

ar), sb. and a. [The native

name.T
A. sb.

1. An individual of that Mongoloid race, now

MAHALEB.

forming, numerically and politically, the pre
dominant section of the inhabitants of Hungary.

X 797 TOWNSON Trav. Hungary 141 An old Magyar to be
obliged to learn, and to learn the German language ! 1828

Foreign Q. Rev, III. 29 That the Magyars settled in

; Hungary during the ninth century is certain. 1864 Spec-
\

tator 438 The moment it [a British fleet] threatens Trieste
the Magyar will be in arms. 1878 A . Ainer, Kev. CXXVI.

|

557 The Magyars received the knowledge of southern pro
ducts and of agriculture from their Turkic neighbors.
2. The language of the Magyars ; Hungarian.
1828 Foreign Q. Kev. III. 73 Volumes written in Latin,

German and Magyar. 1866 CHARNOCK in Anthrop. Rev.
IV. 172 In the Magyar there is only one conjugation for all

regular verbs. 1884 EM. DK LAVELEYE in Contemp. Rev. Dec.
820 He., translated Stuart Mill s Liberty into Magyar.
Comb. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 231 The Hungarian

stage, being thus limited to the Magyar-speaking popula
tion., can never enjoy European fame.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Magyars, or to
the language of the Magyars.
1828 Foreign Q. Rev. III. 34 The letters of the Magyar

i alphabet which require particular notice are 6 [etc.]. Ibid.

30 Scarcely a fragment remains of old Magyar minstrelsy.
1851 MAVHEW Lond. Labour I. 25 The Magyar noblesse.
1888 L. OLIPHANT Episodes in Life Adventure 180 Divers
hospitable Magyar country-houses.
Hence Ma gyarism, the principles of Magyar

patriotism ;
Ma g-yarize v, traits., to assimilate to

the Magyar type ; to translate (names) into Mag
yar; hence Ma-gyarized///. a.

;
Ma ffyarization ;

Ma-g-yarizing vbL sb.

1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 158 Magyarism once meant a
tyranny of race. 1879 W. R. MORKILL in // estnt. A&quot; . Oct.,
How long this small nationality (of Slovaks] will be able to
resist Magyarisation is doubtful. 1880 Echo 23 Oct. 1/5
The Chauvinist agitators for the Magyari^ing of Com
merce . 1884 EM. DE LAVEI.EYE in Contemp. Rev. Dec.
826 Austria Hungary can neither Magyarize nor Germanize
Bosnia. 1886W J. TUCKER E. Europe ^, Those amongst us

bearing German names Magyarise them. Ibid. 133 Govern
ment. in the frenzy of its Magyarizing hallucinations, heralds
the Magyarizing of the name with applause. 1889 Daily
News 21 Nov. 5/3 The. .completely Magyarised family of
the Archduke Joseph. 1897 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 13 The
Roumanian subjects, .refuse to be Magyarised.
t Magydare. Obs. Also 6 maguder. fad.

L. maguaaris, magydaris, -dens, a. Gr. payftapa.]
The root of the plant laserwort

;
the plant itself.

iS3 PALSGB. 241/2 Maguder a stalke of an herbe, chion.

1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. ccclxxv. 854 It is called in Latin

Laserpitium \ in English Laserwoort and Magydare : the

gum or liquor that issueth out of the same is called Lacer.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Magydare^ a sort of Herb.

Mahadee, ubs. form of MAHDI.
I! Mahajun (maha*d3n). [Hindi tnahajan,

repr. Skr. mahajana great man, head of tribe or

caste.] A money-lender, usurer.

1858 J. B. NORTON Topics 245 The mahajun kindly under-
takes to advance the money. &amp;lt;ri86i A. C. LVALL Old Pin-
(/arfe(V.), Down there lives a Mahajun my father gave
him a bill, I have paid the knave thrice over, and here I m
paying him still.

II Mahal (maha l). Indian* Also7mahael,mo-

hol(lj 8-9 mahl, 9 muhal. [Urdu (Arab.) U^
tnahally f. Arab, root halla to lodge.]
1. Private apartments or lodgings.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 71 Who.. leads him into the

Mahael (or private lodging). 1662 J. DAVIES tr. MandeUltfs
Trav. 76 He went to the Makatl, or Queens Lodgings.
J 793 T. MAURICE/*/. Aniiq. 1.67 The mahls, the courts,
the galleries, the rooms of state, are almost endless. 1799
WELLINGTON Snppl. De$p. (1858) I. 322, I beg that you will

desire my moonsnee to write a letter to the ladies in the
mahal. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Rcg.^ Misc. Tracts 294/1 These
inner apartments are said to have been the mahl, or private
chambers of Gundrufsein.

2. A summer house or palace.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. iv. 428 A Garden, and Moholl

or Summer house of the Queene Mothers. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 159 An even delicate street .. bestrew d
with Moholls or Summer houses. 1800 Asiat. Ann. AY^ .,

Misc. Tracts 162/2 Rnjah Ragonaut s old mahal or house
under Goosapahar. 1834 Baboo I. xi. 200 This old dwelling
is not like the ancient Muhal of my fathers.

3. A territorial division in India; a ward of a
town. Also, a division of an estate or tract of land

for farming or hunting purposes.
1793 T, MAURICE /&amp;lt;/. Antiy, I. 106 The soobah of Bengal

is said to consist of twenty-four circars and seven hundred
and eighty-seven mahls. 1800 Asiat. Ann. I\eg. t Char. 3/1
Colar is a mahl of Sera. 1815 SIR J. MALCOLM Hist. Persia
II.

177
note

t
He was made magistrate of all the Hyderee

mahnls, or wards termed Hyderee, winch included more
than half the city. 1823 Mem. Central India I. 146 note^
The first grants of twelve Mahals to Mulharjee Holkar. 1883
igth Cent. Sept. .424 The supervisors were instructed to pre
pare rent-rolls of each mahal, or farm. 1885 SIR W. HUNTER
I
nig.

Gaz. India 1.349 The elephant hunting-grounds, .are
divided into several mahals, which are leased out.

Mahaleb (ma haleb). Also 6-8 macaleb, 8

rnahalep, y mahlib, melub. [a. F. niacahb&amp;gt;

mahlab. Cf. It.-lep (Cotgr.)i a. Arab.

macalepo a kinde of perfume or swecte smell

^Florio 1598).] A kind of cherry, Prunus Ala-

haleb) the kernels of which are used by perfumers ;

the tree itself is used as a dwarf grafting-stock for

cherries.

1558 WAROE tr. Alexis
1

Seer. 50 Take the Macaleb, whiche
are litle soote and odoriferous grayaes so called. 1597



MAHANT.
GERARDE Herbal in. Iv. 1211 This shrubbie tree called Ma-

caleb or Mahaleb is also one of the Priucts. 1636 BLOUNT

Glosagr.,Mac&amp;lt;tteb,\\\t\asiai&
Coral or Pomander; ofwhose

sweet and shining black berries, chains, and bracelets are

made. 17&quot; tr. t omcfs Hist. Drugs I. 13 Mahalep is the

Kernel of a small lierry, almost like a Cherry-Stone. 1858

SIMMONUS Diet. Trade, Mahlit, mdub, the fragrant kernels

of Priliim Mabalftof Linnaeus, strung as necklaces, which

are much valued by the women of Sindc and other pans
of India. 1891 J. WRJOHT Fruit Gro-.Mi s Guide II. no
The Mahaleb is the principal dwarfing stock.

Mahammudan, obs. form of MOHAMMEDAN.

Mahan, obs. form of MAUND, Indian weight.

II Mahant (mahfnl). Indian. Also 9 mehimt.

[Hindi.] A religious superior.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Keg., Atisc. Tr. 247/1 The ruling power

was. .held by the priests of the Goosaigns, distinguished by
the appellation of Mehunts. 1896 MKS. 1!. M. CKOKER

Village Talcs 160 A venerable Mahant, or high-priest of

the Gosains, now advanced.

II Maliaraj ( Mh ri ds) [f&quot;cl mahdnij, f.

mafia great + raj sovereignty, (in compounds)

sovereign.] =ncxt.
1826 HOCKI.EY Patutiir&amp;lt;ingHari\. n A small tent through

which all must pass before they could enter ibe presence of

the Ma,ha, raj. 1903 Wcstm. Caz. 13 Aug. 8/2 Calcutta

Corporation . .the following resolution was proposed by the

Maharaj Kumar Prodyat Tagore.

II Maharaja h (mahara
-

d3a). Also
&quot;j

mau
raja(h. [Hindi maharaja great king, f. mahd great

+ raja RAJA(H.] The title of certain Indian princes.

1698 FKVER Ace. K. ftuiiA ff / . 76 Seva Gi . .is preparing
to be install d Mau Raja, or Arch Raja, at his Court at

Rairee. Ibid. 174 Mau Rajah. 1776 Trial of Joseph Fmvke

2/1, 1 went to Maha Rajah Nundocomar. 1859 LANG Wand.
Ind. 38 The Maharajah with his suite appeared.

II Maharanee (mahar& iu&quot;). [Hindi inahdrani,

f. mahd great + rani queen.] The wife of a maha-

rajah.
1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. vin. vi. 472 The maha-

rajah was.. childless. His wife, the maharanee, was.. only
twelve years of age.

Mahaseer, -sur, variants of MAHSEEK.

Mahatma (maha;-tma). [ad. Skr. mahatman

great-souled ,
f. mahd great + atman soul.] In

Esoteric Buddhism ,
one of a class of persons

with preternatural powers, imagined to exist in

India and Tibet.

1884 Pall MallG. 19 Aug. i/i One of Madame Blavatsky s

Mahatmas. 1888 MMK. BLAVATSKY Seer. Doctr. II. 173 The
Third Race had thus created the so-called Sons of Will and

Yoga, or the ancestors ..of all the subsequent and present

Arhats, or Mahatmas, in a truly immaculate way.

Mahayme, obs. form of MAIM.

II Ualldi (ma di). Also9mohdi,mahadi,-dee,

mehdi, mehdee. [Arab. (J&amp;gt;M- mahdiy,V&. he

who is guided aright , passive pple. of (jjjt
hada to lead in the right way.] A spiritual and

temporal leader expected by the Mohammedans to

appear in the latter days. In recent use chiefly

applied to certain insurrectionary leaders in the

Soudan from about 1880, who are alleged to have
claimed to be the predicted Mahdi .

1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 125/1 Mahommed, who
was proclaimed Khalifat Medina in the year of the Hejira
145, and who assumed the title of Mohdi or Mahadi. 1803
T. \VINTERBO_TTOM Sierra Lcom I. xiv. 246 Some years ago
a celebrated impostor, who called himself Mahadee,. .made
his appearance among the Soosoos and Mandingos. 1868

J. P. BROWN Dervisltts ii. 74 It is from among the descen
dants of Alee that the more devout Moslems expect the
Mehdee. 1885 Times 20 Mar. 5/5 The desert Arabs state
that a new Mahdi has appeared in Kordofan.
Hence Ma hdiship, the dignity or position of a

Mahdi
;
Ma hdism, Ma hdi-ism, the rebel move

ments in the Soudan about I88o-i88j, and sub

sequently, under leaders claiming to be the Mahdi
;

Ma-hdlan, Ma hdist, Ma hdi-ist, an adherent of
a pretended Mahdi.

io June 3/i Mahdi-ism is in his eyes a real danger. 1885
Daily Tel. 19 Feb. 5/2 A demonstration . . was . . made
against Metemneh. in order to draw the Mahdists off. 1885

more responsible for the rise of Soudanese Mahdi.-m than
the Mahdi himself.

Mahe, Mahem, obs. ff. MAW rf.i, MAIM.
Mahen, Maheym, obs. ff. MAY v., MAIM.
Mahiz, obs. form of MAI/.E.

Mahlstick, variant of MAULSTICK.
Mahlstrom, Ger. form of MAELSTROM.
II MahniU di. Obs. Also 7 mammothee, raa-

mudee, mahomedee, mamoodo, mammo(o)da,
mam(m)oodee, mahmoudi, -y, 7-8 mamooda,
S mahmoodee, mahmudie, mahmoude. [1 ers.

tP&amp;gt;s?
mahmiicti, f. the name of Shah Mahmud. }

A Persian money of account, orig. a silver coin
of the approximate value of twelve pence. Also,
a gold coin formerly circulating in India.
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1612 R. COVF.RTE True Rep. etc. 34 A Mammothe;. .being
nine pence English. 1625 PUKCHA*, Pilgrims \. 523 Their

moneyes in Persia of Siluer, are the Abacee, the Mahome-
dee (etc.]. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tlic-ccnct s Trav. II. 63 An
Abassi and a Mahmoudi, which is asmuch as a Chai, and
a Para. Itut. ill. 18 There is also a Mogole Silver-Coin,

called Mahmoudy, which is worth about eleven Sols and
a half. 1783 GLADWIN Ayeen Akbery I. 17 The Mahmoodee
and Mozuffery of Guzerat and Malwah. 1797 Encycl. /&amp;gt;Y/V.

(ed. 3) XIV. 176/1 An abassee is worth two mahmoudes.

1878 Note in Hawkins* I ~oy. i Hakluyt Soc.) 4 7 The Mali-

mudi was a gold coin of Gujrat.

Maho, variant of MAHU Obs.

11 Mahoe HrnahJ&quot; ). Bot. Also7-8mahot,maho,
8 moho, 9 mohoe, mohaul. [Carib inahoti

;
the

early spelling mahol is Fr.]
1. The name of several trees. (Also malioe-lret.

a. A sterculiaceous tree or large shrub (Sierculia

I

caribxa), a native of the West Indies, b. A mal-

!
vaceotts shrub or tree (Paritium tiliaceum and

P. datum), with a wide range through tropical
! countries. C. Applied with qualifications to similar

plants of various genera. (See quot. 1866.)
1666 I. DAVIES Hist. Carib. Isl. i. viii. 49 [tr. Rochefort

1658] Of the Tree called Mahot there are two kinds, Mahot-

franc, and Mahot d herbe. 1671 OGILBY America 348 The
Mahot-Tree, of the Bark of which are made Laces and

; Points. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. iii. 37 They make their

Lines both for fishing and striking with the Bark of Maho.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 284 The Mountain Mohoe. .grows

I

to a considerable size, ..and is generally reckoned an excel-

i lent timber-tree. 1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 162

; Having fed upon the flowers of the mahot.. it [the iguana]

goes to repose upon the branches of the trees. 1838 Penny
Cycl. XII. 193/1 In the West Indies the whips with which
the slaves are lashed are made from the fibres of H\ibisdts\
arloreus (mohoe or mohaul). 1866 Trcas. Bat. 711/1

Mahoe, blue or common, raritiitm datum.
, bombast,

. OckromaLagopiis. , Congo, Hil iscusclyfealus. , grey
I

or mountain, rariliitm datum. , seaside, Thcspcsia

fopulnea.
2. The wood or the fibre of some of these trees.

1897 Daily AV?cj 10 Mar. 6/3 In rods alone there was an
almost endless variety, whether of built cane,., blue malioc,
. . or any other material.

3. attrib., as mahoi bush
; mahoe-piment, Daph-

nopsis caribxa (Grisebach Flora W. //id. 1864,

P- 785).
1827 ROBERTS I oy.Centr.Amcr. 127 Some of the very low

land is covered with water, .producing only rank coarse

grass and Mohoe bushes.

II Mahpe- (mahoV)- [Maori.] The New Zea

land \Vhitewood-tree, Melicytus ramijlorus.

ramijlorus). .grows to a height of not more than
fifty

feet.

1866 Treas. Hot. s.v. Melicytus, M. ramijlorus is the

Mahoe of the New Zealanders, which must not be con
founded with the Mahoe of the West Indies.

t Maho ganite. slang. Obs. [f.
MAHOGANY

+ -ITE.] (See quoO
1825 SportingMag. XVI. 9 note, A mahpganite is one who

rides at a most infernal pace about the introduction of the

second bottle . . with his knees under any semicircular

mahogany fire table.

Mahoganize (mah(rgan3iz\ v. U. S. Also

mahoganyize. [f. MAHOGANY + -IZE.] trans. (See

quot.)
1848-59 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Maliogauykc, to paint

wood in imitation of mahogany. 1855 OCJILV IE, Mtthogettiiiu.

(American.)

Mahogany (mah(Vgani) . Also 7 mohogeney,
8 mohog(g)ony, mahogena, mahogon(e)y.
[Written mohogeney in 1671 ; of unknown origin.

The Eng. word was adopted into botanical Latin

by Linnaeus (1762) as mahagoni, and is prob. the

source of the continental forms : F. mahagoni,

mohogon (rare), It. mogano (inogogane, mogogon,

etc.), Pg. mogno, G. mahagoni, Du. mahonie, Sw.

mahogny, Da. mahogni.
The statement that the word is Carib is founded on a mis

reading by Von Martins: see J. Platt, Jr.
in ff. ft Q. 9th

Ser. VIII. 201. The only known name in the Carib lan

guage is caoba, which has been adopted in Sp.J

1. The wood of Swietetiia filahagoni (N. O.

Cedrelacese), a tree indigenous to the tropical parts
of America, esp. Mexico, Central America, and

the West Indies. It varies in colour from yellow
to a rich red brown, is remarkably hard and fine

grained, and takes a high polish. Also with quali
fication denoting the special variety or place of

origin, as Bay-Mood, Cuba, Honduras, Jamaica,

Spanish mahogany.
1671 OGILBV A merica 338 Here [in Jamaica] are . . the most

curious and rich sorts of Woods, as Cedar, Mohogeney,
Lignum-vita:, Ebony [etc. ]. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3891/3 On
Wednesday. ., will be. .exposed to Pnblick Sale. ., the Cargo
of the Galeon called the Tauro . ., consisting of . . Cocoa, . .. .,

Hrazelletto, Mohogony. 1733 BRA.MSTON Man ff Taste 15

Say thou that do st thy father s table praise, Was there

Mahogena in former days? a 1746 T. WARTON Poems
(1748) 109 Odious ! upon a walnut-plank to dine ! No the

red-vein d Mohoggony be mine ! 1817 BYRON Beppa Ixx,

He was a Turk, the colour of mahogany. 1842 GWII.T
A rcliit. (1859)487 The variety called Spanish Mahogany, and

imported from Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, and other West
India islands [etc.]. Ibid. 096 The Jamaica mahogany is

the hardest and most beautiful. 1860 J EAFFRESON Bk. about
Drs. I. 185 He [Gibbons] brought into domestic use the

mahogany with which one has so many pleasant associa-

MAHOGANY.
tions. 1875 Carpentry # Join, 15 Oak, teak, and mahogany
should find a place in the workshop more often than they
do, the mahogany being what is often called cedar, to dis

tinguish it from the very hard Spanish wood. The softer

and more common kind is frum Honduras. 1899 Mod.
Trade Circular, Mahogany, Mexican, $d. to 6&amp;lt;/. per foot,

superficial. Do., Tobasco, $\d, to -jd, per foot, superficial.

b. The tree itself.

1759 MILLER C,ard. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Cedrus. The second
Sort is the Mahogony, whose Wood is now well known in

England. 1846 LINDLKV I ~cg. Kingd, 462 The bark . . of Maho
gany (Sit /eifttiet Alahagoni) \^ also accounted febrifugal.

2. transf. Applied, chiefly with qualification, to

various woods resembling mahogany, and to the

trees producing them, in Australia mainly used

for various species of Eucalyptus, esp. the Jarrah

(E. marginata], and for Tristania conferta (N. O.

Myrtait tf} : see Morris Austral Eitg. (1898) 278-9.
African mahogany, Khaya SenegnUnsis\ Bastard

mahogany, Matayba (Ratonia) ap&amp;lt;
tnla\ al&amp;gt;o h.ncnlyp-

tnsbotryoideswci&E.marginata\ East India mahogany,
Soymidafebrifuga ; Forest mahogany, Eucalyptus re-

sinifcrti and E. microcorys\ Indian mahogany, Cftircfa

Taona\ Madeira mahogany, r,-rs,-&amp;lt;i imtica (sec M,\-

DhiKA 1
1.1; Mountain mahogany, I^ctulalciLta;and Cc &amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt;-

tarfuts lcd(fciins\ Red mahogany, Kncalyfttts yc^hii-

fera ; Swamp mahogany, Eucalyptus robnsta and E.

botryoi&amp;lt;1cs\ Whitemahogany,(in Jain;iica).V/fwi7, ///7/;/(

Hfu)\atinn\ (in Australia) Eucalyptus wl&amp;gt;u$ta\ ;tl^u E,

pilularis. (See Trcas. Hot. 1866.)

1842 rcnny Cy&amp;lt;t.
XXIII. 404 2 S[ivietenia] Sci/cgalcHsis

has also been formed into a new genus, Khaya, and is the

tret; yielding African mahogany. 1846 SIOKI.S m.^,&amp;gt;7:

Australia II. iv. 132 Mahogany Jarrail^Eucalyptus
^ruws un while .sandy land. 1884 rail Mall (/ . 22 AUL, . ;/i

The main saloon is finished in white mahogany thruughuul.

3. colloq* A table, esp. a dining-table.
1840 IMCKENS OldC, Slwp Ixvi, I had hoped, .to have seen

you three gentlemen, .with your legs undt-r the niiihu^any
in my humble parlour. 1846 TIIACKKKAV l&amp;gt;k. Snol-s .\\xi,

Other families did not welcome us to their mahogany, 1848
Van, Fair xiii, (ieorge was going .. to bring tin- supply

question on the mahogany. 1850 florists Jrnt. 149 Nearly

forty gathered round Mr. Ltdgard s mahogany after the ex

hibition. 1891 MKS. WALI-OKU MischiefofMonica III. 90,

I could have put my feet under his mahogany., with the

very greatest satisfaction.

4. slang and dial. a. A Cornish beverage com

pounded of gin and treacle, b. A strong mixture

of brandy and water.

1791 [!OS\VELL yohnson an. 1781, 30 Mar., They [the Cor
nish fishermen] call it Mahogany ; and it is made of two

parts gin and one part treacle well beaten together. 1816

Quiz Grand Master n. 54 note, It is believed that drinking

mahogany (a strong description of brandy paunyj is the best

preventive against the sun s heat. The remedy is in general

repute in Bombay. 1823 T. HOND Hist. E. $ W. Eooe 82

w/*
,
At a trial at the Cornish Assizes some years ago, a

witness . . puzzled his lordship and the council, by telling

them he was. . eating Fair maids and drinking Mahogany .

1852 C. J. MATHKWS Little ToddUkins 20 Capt. Littlcpop.
I ve been obliged to. .diet myself on stiff brandy and water.

Brwnsniitk. Mahogany? I have got some, .. black as

coffee, strong as mustard.

5. A kind of moth, Noctua tetra.

1819 O. SAMOfELLE Entonwl. Contend, 370 Xoctua tctm
t

the Mahogany.
6. attrib. and

quasi-&amp;lt;z^
. a. Made of mahogany.

1730 W. WARREN Collectanea in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) I. 225 Mohogany window Seats: A Marble Table for

ye Side-board on a Mohogany Stand, 1763 Museum Rus-

ticutn (ed. 2) I. 179 The world of England has been, for

some years past, running mad after mahogany furniture.

J773 OOLDSM. Stoops to Cony, iv, Then there s a mahogany
table. 1864 SALA Quite Alone I. v. 75 In a recess were

three handsome mahogany desks. 1885 K. BUCHANAN
Annan ll ater ix, At one side of the room stood a iarge

mahogany bed.

b. Of the colour of polished mahogany, red

dish-brown. Also absol.

737 W. SALMON Country Builder s Estim. (ed. 2! 101

Chocolate-Colour, Mahogony-Colour, Cedar and Walnut-

tree-Colour. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. 1 ic. II. Ixix, Their

natural colour.. degenerated into a mahogany tint. 1761
Brit. Mae. II. 44/2 To stain Wood of a Mahogony Colour.
_ ....*.. ., T , *^ , , r, V SI 1I__ T ________ OT....j

\

103/1 Their legs and hands were . . painted a mahogany
colour. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit I. xxiv, Travelling people

usually get more or less mahogany. 1893 STEVENSON Catri-

ona 359 We saw he was a big fellow with a mahogany face.

7. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as ma

hogany-Just, -plank, -trade, -wood; mahogany-

brown, -red adjs. ; parasynthetic, as mahogany-
coloured, -faced adjs. Also mahogany-birch,
Betula lenta; mahogany cutter, a workman

employed in felling and trimming mahogany ;

mahogany gum, Australian, the jarrah ; maho
gany scrub, Australian, a tract thickly covered

with mahogany or jarrah trees; mahogany
tree, (a) the Swietenia Mahagoni, or any of the

trees to which the name is transferred (see 2) ;

(6} jocularly, a dining table.

1850 CHALONER & FLEMING Mahogany Tree 42, istofApril,

when the Mahogany Cutters harvest may be said to com-

mence. 1875 Carpentry f, Join. 70 By mahogany dust

and glue a nail hole may be partially hidden. 1739 &quot;

in Payne Kng. Cat/I. (1889) 53 My coffin to be of mahogany

plank. 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 513 The paste, . . is of a dark

red, frequently mahogany-red, felspar. 1846 STOKES Dtum.
Australia II. vi. 231 Part of our road lay through a thick



MAHOITRE.

*mahogany scrub. 1850 CHALOXER &: FLEMING Mahegany-
Tree Pref., The promotion of the interests of the

*

Mahogany
trade. 1747 MORTIMER in Phil. Tracts. XI. IV. 5^ He begins
this Set with the *Mahogony-Tree. 1847 THACKERAY Maho
gany Tree i, Little we fear Weather without, Sheltered about
The Mahogany Tree. 1875 T. LASLETT Timber $ Timber
Trees 189 The Jarrah or Mahogany tree . . is also found in

Western Australia. 1703 Lot./. Gas. No. ^891/3 On Wed-
ncsday.., will be exposed to PubliJc Sale Goods .. con.-i.st-

ingof.. Nicaragua and Mohogony Wood,. .&c.

Mahoganyize : see MABOOAjaut.
t Mahoitre. Obs. [ad. OF. mahustrc, -hoitre*

:
.]

A padding placed in the upper part of
the sleeve of a garment for the purpose of in

creasing the apparent breadth of the shoulders.

1834 PLAXCHE Brit. Costume 201 The shoulders were
padded out with large waddings called mahoitres. 1860
i: AIRHOLT Costume ved. ;&amp;gt; Glo&amp;lt;~., JAi/nv/rr, . . the wadded
and upraised shoulders in fashion during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

Maliomery. Obs. In 4 mameri, 5 ma-
hom m v

erye. [a. OF. mahonuriet f. Mahom
MAHOUMX] A mosque.
c 13*0 Sir Beues 1350 About e be time of middai Out of a

mameri a sai Sarasins come grci foisoun, pat hadde anourxd
here Mahoun. 1481 CAXTOS Cn.ffrfy civ. 157 Our barons
had aduysed to make a grete fortresae..in a mahommerye
that the turkes bad. Ibid, cvi. 162 Oute of theyr graces in

the mahomerye.
M&amp;lt;lhom6t roahfmet; in verse occas.m/&amp;gt; h0met .

Forms: 4 Macamethe. 4-:; Machamete. Mac-,
Makomete, Makamste, 4-6 Machomete, =;-6

Machomet, 6 Macharnyte, Macomit e, -yt e,

Mahomet t e. -ite, 6-7 Mahumet, 6- Mahomet.
See also MAHOCXD, MAI/MET. [Cf. F. Mahomet,
med.L. Machometus^ Mahnmttits* Mahometits.]

\. The popular rendering of the Arabic t.ame

Muhammad^ borne by the founder of the religion
of Islam (died ^^t}. In literary- use now largely

superseded by the more correct form MOHAMMED.
~3 .VYCUF ll ks. (iSSo) 301 De secte of macamethe.
- Sel. ll ks. Ill- 364 Al;if be fende . . medle good
: yvel ; for bus dide Machamete in his lawe. c 1386

Ciiv.cF.R Man of Lan- s T. 275 The hooly lawes of oure
Alkaron, Yeuen by goddes message Makomete [r.r Maka-
mete]. It-id. 238 Makomeus lawe [r-.r. Macometis]. 1387
TKKVISA Higdea rRolN I. -.; p- lifte leuynge fL. ritits} of

-es bygan vndir Makomete [1432-50 Machomete].
1-1400 MAIX;_/E.V. a -39 xii. 131 Alkaron. .the whiche Book
Machamete toke hem. Ibid. 155 Machomet. 1547 BOORDE
fntrt *d. Ktioii l. xxx 1

.&quot;.. I am a Turk. nnj Macha-
mytes law dokepe. [Also: Maco:.. 1600 J. POKY
tr. Leo s Africa in. 151 Mahumets law affirmelh all kinde
of diuinations to be vaine. 1625 Ii\0 N s\ss., O/ 1- l.iness

-

: ij If the Hill will not come to Mahomet, Mahomet
wil go to the fail. 1678 BCTLER H:;d. in. ii. 605 To hang,
like Mah met in the air. Or St. Ignatius at his prayer. 1821
SHELLEY Hellas 221 The moon of Mahomet Arose, and it

shall set. 1881 SIR W. MISTER i;i hncy.l. B ii. XII. 7:2/1
Muhammad commonly known as Mahomet.

t 2. A quasi-deity, Obs. rare~ l
t

1553 EDEX Treat. .&quot; ::i they hon-
oure & reuerence as a great God &amp;lt;x nughti MabumeU
f3. An idol. Obs. Cf. MACMET.
[c 1*05 etc.: see MAI/MET.] ? a 1500 Chester PI. x. 285

For Mahometis, both one and all, that men of Egipt Gods
can call, at your coming downe shall fall, c 1530 LD. BER-
NERS Artk. Lyt. Bryt. uSi4 147 At the laste .. Arthur
founde two ymages of coper . . and whan Arthur sawe them,
he toke his swerde in his hande, & layde on with all his

myght on these mahomette*. 1553 BECON Refiqitts ofRome
(15631 S3 Afterwarde thys doung-hel of Idolatry .. set vp
agayne her Idotes and mahomets. Ibid, 93* Brought into
our Churche Idoltes and Mahomettes.

f4. -MAHOMETAN, MOHAMMEDAN. Obs. (Cf.

MAHOMITE.)
1508 KENNEDIB Flyting w. Dunbar 526 Sarazene, s&amp;gt;-mo-

nyte,..Mahomete, maneauorne. 1533 GAU tf/VA/ I my (1888) (

105 The machometis and the turkis, the iowis and oder
infidcli-. 1601 W. PARRY Trao. Sir A. Skertey 10 T&quot;hey are

;

damned Infidels and Zodomiticall Mahomets. 1747 Mem.
\

yutrebian Crt, II. 1^7 From all parts of the neighbouring
kingdom had drawn mahomets, Coptics, and idolaters.

5. A kind of pigeon. ? Obs.

(So called in allusion to the story that Mohammed had
a pigeon which used to peck corn out of his ear, in order to
make his followers believe that he received communication
from the Holy Ghost in the form of a dove.]
[1676: see MAUJIET.] .1735 J. MOORE Columbarium 51

Columba .\ umiatca Alba. The Mahomet, This Pigeon is

no more in Reality than a white Barb. 1765 Treat. Dom.
Pigeons 141 It is the opinion of many fanciers, that the
Bird called a mahomet is nearly of a cream colour.

Mall metan (mah^mt-tan), a. and sb. Also
6 Machometan, Machumetan, 7-8 Mahume-
tan^e, 6- Mahometan, [ad. med.L. Machome-
tan-us, MahometCinus, f. Ma&amp;lt;:hnmetus,Ma}LQnutitj;

see prec. Cf. F. mahometain^
A. adj. 1. =MOHAMMEDAX a.

6op J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa \. 10 The Mahumetan prie&amp;gt;les

alwaies forbad the Arabians to passe over Nilus with their

armies. Ibid. in. 165 No Mahumetan king or prince may
weare a crowne. 1714 Spc;t+ No. 631 f 7 The Jewish Law,
(and the Mahometan, which in some things copies after it)

is filled with Bathings . . and other Rites. 1777 WATSOM
Philip //ji339&amp;gt;

161 Putting to death . . all the priests and
other Christians who refused to embrace the Mahometan
:eli~io!i. 1850 ROBERTSON Serm, Ser. HI. ii. (1872) 25 The
anticipated rewards and punUhmects must be of a Maho-

i

metan character.

OH.
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1600 R. CARR {title) The MahumeUne or Turkish His
toric, in three Bookes.

B. 5^. A MOHAMMEDAN.
1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. \\ ks. 260/1 The Machometanys

be&amp;gt; ng a sensual sect, dyd tn fewe yeres draw the great part
of the world vnto it. 1600 J. POKY tr. L,fos Africa lit. 160
In old Fez neither gold nor siluer is coined, nor any Ma
liumetans are suffered to be goldsmiths. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cy:l. s.v. Mahomflanism^ The Mahometans account all

such as own anything of number in the divinity, to be infi

dels or idolater;-. 1841 ELPHISSTOSE Hist. Ind. I. 147 It i-

these three descriptions of persons, together with others
who have risen under the Mahometans [etc.).

Hence f Mahometa nical a. ^ MOHAMMEDAN a. ;

Maho metanize v. ft tins.
t
to convert to Moham

medanism.
1633 LITHGOW Traz: iv. 147 l&quot;he Alcoran, ..whereupon

dependeth the whole Mahometanicall Law. 1779 SWINBURNE
Tmv. Spain xliv. 410, I am inclined to suspect that our old
structures have been new-named, and Mahometanised with
out sufficient proof of their Arabic origin.

Malionietanisni niah^mrtaniz m). Also 7
Mahumetanisra.

[f. MAHOMETAN + -ISM. Cf.

F. mahomManisnii] MoHAMHXDAHmf.
1612 BKKRE\V&amp;lt;X)D Lane. *

R&amp;lt;:l:g. .\. 83 In Africk, all the

regions in a manner, that Christian religion had gained
from idolatry, Mahumetanism hath regained from Chris

tianity. 163* LITHGOW Traz: iv. 144 They were, .initiated
in Mahometanisme. 1756-7 tr. Kejntft

9* Traz: (1760) 1. 103
Kven Mahometanism uas preferable to Calvinism. 1840
C.UILYLE Heroes (1853; 216 Mahometanism among the Arabs.

t Mahometant. rare~ l
. Corrupt form of MA-

HOMET.VX, after sb. in -ANT. = MOHAMMEDAN. So
t Mafco metantism (also Mahtt-} ^ MOHAMME
DANISM.

1635 PAGITT Ckrisiiawgr. i. ii. (1636) 46 The Mahomet-
ants have but three Temples or Meskites. 1656 BLOUNT

\-&amp;gt;-. t .^fakuiiiftisw, or MaJtnmfianiisin^ the Religion
and profe^ioD of Mahumet and the great Turk.

tMahometic, a. Obs. rare. Also 7 Mahu-
nietic. [a. med.L. mafomeHc-us, f. Makowet-us.
Cf. OF. mahomttique] Mohammedan.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicholay s I oy. 165 Doctours of
the lawe Mahometicke. 1648-99 J. BEAUMONT Psyckf xvn.
xii. (Grosart) II. 96 The Land of Milk and Honey lay ..

overflown With Mahumetick Poison.

Mahome tical, a. Obs. [f. med.L. ma-
honiftic-its

v
see prec. +-AL.] =prcc.

1561 DALS tr. HuUingtr on Ajxx. (1573^ 126 The Papisti-
call and Mahometicall conception, wickednes and tyranny.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Corntnu: (1603) 227 The slaugh
ter of the Moores by the Christians spoken of in their Ma
hometicall legend. 1647 FARINGDON Serin, iv. 72 A Ma
homet ical Paradise of all sensual delights. 1713 GentL
Instr, in. viiu

(ed.^ 5) 435 Those Obscenities that make up
here the Mahometical Elysium of Libertines.

this day.. certaine furious creatures, or mad rauing wizardes

amongst the Mahometicians.

t Maliometish, a. Obs. rare-*,
[f.

MA
HOMET 4- -ISH.]

= MOHAMMEDAN a.

1583 STOCKER CVr. IVarres Loiue C. n. 42 a, To the ende
the Mahometishe and Jeweshe religion, myght not any way
derogate from the Catholique Religion.

Maho metism. Obs. Also 6-; Mahuraet-
ism e. Mahumatism.

[f. MAHOMET + -ISM.]
=

M -HAMMEDAM-SM.
1597 BEARD Theatre Cods Judgem. (1612) 158 Their

detestable Mahumetisme and 1 urkish religion. 1600 W.
WATSON Decacordon (1602)301 This is right Mahumetisme,
and tendeth to the ouerthrow of the Gospel and church
Catholike. 1615 G. SANDYS Traz\ 50 Mahometisme had
not yet vtterly extinguished all good literature. 1715 }.
CHAPPELOW Rt. -vay Rich (1717) 164 Far more frightful.,
than popery, slavery, mahometism, or the devil himself. 1793
TttApptr. Kochons Pay. Madagascar 48 It is surprUing that
Mahometism should not have made more progress in this

island.

t Maho nietist. Obs. [f. MAHOMET + -IST.]
Also 6 Machumetiste, -hometistye, 6-7 Mahu-
xnetist, 7 Mohammetist, Mahumatist. [f. MA-
HOMET + -IST.] A MOHAMMEDAN.
1553 LDF.N Treat. A ewe liut. (Arb.) 27 Amonge certayne

Mahumetistes are found a few Christian men. 555
Decades 226 If they bad byn Moores (that is Machumc-
tii-te-v). 1504 BLCNDEVIL Excrc. v. \iii. 11636) 549 Now as

touching their religion they be MahometUts. i6oa FCL-
BECKE ist Pt. Parall. Introd. 21 The Portugallians make
villaines of the Mahometistes. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne u.
xxix. (1632) 398 The Assassines .. are esteemed among the
Mahometists of a soveraigne devotion and puritie of
manners. 1650 BLLWER Anthrofiomet. 205 They educate
them very delicately, and afterwards sell them to the
Persians and other Mabumatists. 1654 VILVAIN Efit. Ess.
in. ^7 Christians, Mahometists.

t Maho metize, v. Obs. Forms: see MA
HOMET; also Mahemat-, Mehemetize. [f. MA
HOMET + -IZE.1 a. trans. To convert to Moham
medanism. D. intr. To act like a Mohammedan.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicholay*s I oy. i. viiu 8 The

roost part. . are Christians rented, or Mahumetised. Ibid. n.

xxL 58 In Constantinople as also in all the other cities

Mahematised in Graecia. 1656 H. MORE Enthns. TrL 22

Though born a Christian, yet he did Mahomiti-e {ed. 1712
Mahometize]in this that he also did indulge plurality ofwives.

Hence f Maho metized///. a.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. 11. xxi. 59 The
Turks, Moors, and generally al the Mehemetised frequent
thither most often. |

MAHOTJND.

Mahometry mabf metri). Obs. exc. arch.

See also MAI METHY.
[f.

MAHOMET + -in
.]

- Mo-
HAMMEi AM^M. In the i6th c. sometimes misused
for *

false religion *, idolatry .

1481 CAXTON Godfrey clxxxvii. 274 The\T mahometry and
fowle lawe of machomet. 1530 TINUALE Ans v. Merc s

Dint. Wks. (1573^ 256/1 The sacrifices which God gaue
Adanis son ties were no dumme popelrie or superstitious
Mahomelrie. 1561 DAUS tr. Ruliingtr on Apoc. (15731
121 b, The bi.\t conflict or fight is of Mabometric by
the Saracenes, Turkes, and Tartarians. 1579 FULKE Re/.
Ritstfl 752 It is wholoome diuinitie, to iu^tine all

i&amp;gt;uper^ti&amp;lt;

tion, Mahomttrie and Idolatrie in the world. .to be excus
able. 1804 SOUTHEY in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor I. 502
KataliMn i^ the corner-stone of Mahometry. 1890 E. JOHN-
s-.)N Rise ^ lirisiendom 339 Their mission was to.. denounce
destruction again&amp;gt;t Mabometry- and Jewry.

t Mahomite. Obs. [f. MAHOMET + -ITE.]
A Mohammedan. (Cf. MAHOMET 4.)

559 ^v CLNSINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 197 Christians.

Turkes, Mahomiles, Caffranans, Idolaters. 1564 tr. Jewel s

.!yW. Ch. bug. Hij, The Mahomytes at this day .. chube
rather to be caled Saracenes. as though they came of Sara,
the free woman, and Abraham s wyfe. a. 1618 Svi.\ ESTER
Mime. Peace Sonn. xxx\iii, The Mahomite.. His mooned
Standards hath already pight.

II Mahone. Obs. Also 6 mahume, 7 mahoon,
9 maou, mahonna. [Occurs as K. mahonnc. Sp.

mafwna, It. maona, Turk. j.l* tihni. iina.~\ A flat-

Lottomed sailing vessel formerly used by the Turks.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xic/wlay s I oy. i. xxi. 27 The

gallics, foUts and galliots. ., besides the great gallion and 2.

Mahumez [Fr. Makonuz\ 1651 HOWELL I enicf 197 Meet
ing with a great Fleet of TurkUh Galfies and Mahoons in
the Egean &amp;gt;ta. 1658 EARL MONM. tr. Pantto?* Wars
Cyprus 204 Vluzzali, and Piali Bashaw, put to sea.. with

allies, 30 Fliboats, and ten Mahones. 1696 PHILLII-S

(ed. 5 , Mtihoon. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Trade. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors \\~ord-bk., Makonet Mahonna, or Mtion.

Hence t Maho nnet [see -ET],
a 1599 flakfayfs I oy. II. 78 The number of the ships

were these : 30 galliasses, 103 gallies, as well bastards as
bubiill mahonnels.

Ii Mahonia ^mahiTn-nia). Bot. [mod.L., f. the

name of Bernard M c
J/rt//&amp;lt;w,

an American botanist

-^ -IA.] A genus of Bcrberidacese^ having ever

green pinnate leaves; a plant of this genus.
1829 LOUDOS Encycl. Plants 1055 The Berberises . .

especially the species with pinnated leaves, which are some-
limes called Mahonias. 1883 Harper s Mag. Apr. 731/1
Mahonias from Japan.

Mahoot, Mahot^e : see MAHOE, MAHOCT.
MahoTind mah-nd, mahau nd). Forms :

a. 3 Mahum, Mahun, 4. 6 Mahoune, 4-6, 8

Mahoun, 5 Mahon e, Mawhown, Machoun,
5, 7 Mahown e, 6-7 Macon ;

. 4 Hahoont,
6 Mahownd^e, Machound, 7 Mauhouud, 6-
Mahound. [Early ME* Mahun^Iahiim^ a. OF.
Mahun t J\fahum, Mahom^ shortened form of

Mahomet. Cf. MAHOMET, MACMET.]
1. The false prophet* Mohammed ; in the Middle

Ages often vaguely imagined to be worshipped as

a god. (Cf. MAHOMET i.) Now only arch.
c 1x90 5&quot;. .

L&amp;gt;fg&amp;gt; 187/101 pes J&amp;gt;ef
us wole ouer-comej

Mahun, ^ware is H mi^te ? a 1300 Cursor M. 7458 Moglit
i euer wit me wit him ming .. 1 suld him sla, hi sir mahun !

\Gott, saint mahoune]. c 1380 Sir Feruinb. 4939 pe yma^c
of Mahoun y-mad of golde \V iJ \&amp;gt;e

axe smot he oppon ^e
molde. a 1400 Octoiiian 1092 The Sarsyns cryde all yn
fere To hare God Mahone To help her geaunt in that fyght.

1460 Tffftmtley Myst. xxii. 408 Now by mahowne, oure
heuen kyng. c 1540 J. KEDFORD Mor. Play ll it $ Sci.

iShaks. Soc.) 1 1 Hy Mahowndes bones, . .by Mahon*ndes
nose. 1591 HARRINGTON Orl. Fur. xvi. liv. 125 By Macon
and Lanfusa he doth sweare. 1596 SFESSER F. Q. vi. vii.

47 The Carle did fret And fume . . And oftentimes by
Tunnagant and Mabound swore. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xii.

x. 215 Praised (quoth he) be Macon, whom we serue. 1605
Tryall Ckev. v. ii. in Bullen O. /V.(i884) III. 344 And Ma-
hound and Termagant come against us, weele fight with
them. 1735 POPE Donne Sai, iv. 239 The Presence seems,
with things so richly odd, The mostjue of Mahpund, or some
queer Pagod. 1815 Scorr Talism. ui, Down with Mahound.
Termagauntj and all their adherents. 1849 J.\MK-&amp;gt; Wood
man iv, The very approach of a follower of M abound, how
ever, was an abomination to the good nun.

t m^ffat, A false god; an idol. ^Cf. MALMET.; Obs.

ci205 LAY. 230 Ah heo nom bene mahum [t 1275 mahun],
J&amp;gt;e

heo tolden for godd. Ibid. 8079 per stoden in pere templt
ten busend monnen. .bi-foren heure mahun. c 1400 nestr.

Trey 4^13 The false goddes in fere fell to)e ground ; Hothe
Mawhownus & maumettes myrtild in peces. 1426 LYOG.
De Guil. Pilgr. 17224 [Avarice log.} Ley doun thy *kryppc
and thy bordoun, And do homage to my Mahown ! c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun 1554 A grete dragon Wham alle that

landes folk held god and thare mahon.

1 3. A monster
;
a hideous creature. Obs.

41400 Destr. Troy 7758 There met hyni bis Mawhown,
bat was so mysshap, Luyn fornt: in his face, as he fie wold.

1598 FLORIO, Mawan i
a machound, a bugbeare, a raw-head

and bloodie bone.

f4. Sc. Used as a name for the devil. Also

trattsf. as a term of execration applied to a man.
Obs. (? exc. AW.

1

.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiu. 82 And wished. -That disshes
a~.d dobleres bifor this ilke doc tour, Were molten led in his

maw and Mahoun amyddes. 1500-20 DUSBAR Poems XXVL 6
Me thocht, amangis the feyndis fell, Mahoun gart cry ane
dance Off schrewis. Ibid, xxvii. 3 Nlxt that a turnament
wes tryidj That lans befoir in hell wes cryid. In pre-

1578 N. BAZmCiMbM on Jonah Ep. Ded. 3 In



MAHOUT.
the pestilent pellicles of that Mahound Matchiavile. 1794

BURNS The ffe ift a:ca 3 The De il cam fiddling thro the

town, And danc d aw.i wi the Exciseman; And ilka wife

cry d, Auld Mahoun, \Vc wish you luck o your prize, man .

f 5. allrib. or adj. Mohammedan, heathen.

1624 FLETCHER Rule a. Wife iv. iii, My pa^an cozen, My
mighty Mahound kinsman, what quirk now? ItiJ. v. v,

Who s this 1 my Mauhound cousin ?

I] Mahout mahau t). Indian. Also 9 mahote,

mahoot, mohaut, mahouhut, mohout. [Hindi

tnahaut, mahaioat.} An ek-phant-driver.
166* J. DAVIF.S tr. Mnrntelsh s Trav. 81 The Sirrinvan

hath the oversight of the Camels, and the Mahout, that of

the Elephants. 1799 CORSE in Mil. Trans. LXXXIX. 36

ttflti; 1 sent fur the driver [note. Or Mahot,\ as he is gener

ally called] to a~k some questions concerning this elephant.

1819 Spin-tin? .V&amp;lt;i/r.
IV. i- The scuftle between the

elephant and the Mahout. 18*6 HOCKI.EV Pauiuraxg
Hari I. 6 A Maliouhutt or elephant driver. 1859 LANG
\Vami. Itutia 90 The mahoot, or elephant-driver, was attired

in the most gorgeous manner. 1891 R. Kifi-ixti Life s

Handicap 307 The very best of the elephants belonged to

the very worst of the drivers or mahouts.

Mahova, mahower, var. forms of MAHWA.

II Mahratta mar:c-ta\ Also S Moratta, Ma-

harattor, Morattoe, Mar(h
x

atta, Merhattah,

8-9 Mharatta, 9 Maratha. [Hindi Marhatta.]

1. One of a warlike Hindu race occupying the

central and south-western parts of India.

1763 SCRAFTON Inilostan (1770) 36 He was suddenly
alarmed with an invasion of eighty thousand Mharattas.

1765 HOLWELL Hist. Events Bengal \. (1766) 105 These
united princes and people are those which are known by the

general name of Maharattors. 1778 R. OKME Hist. Milit.

1 raus. II. i. 32 An army of 80,000 Morattoes. 1844 II. H.

WILSON Brit. India I. 3 In the outset of the contest, native

opinion had inclined to the Mahrattas.

2. The language of the Mahrattas. ^MAHHATTI.
1837 COLF.BROOKE Mis. . ss. II. 29 The Maharashtra, or

Mahratta, is the language of a nation which has in the

present century greatly enlarged its ancient limits.

3. atlrib. or adj. Pertaining to the Mahrattas.

Mahratta Ditch (or Entrenchu-nt : a ditch made in

1742 to protect Calcutta from invasion by Mahrattas; a

similar ditch made at Madras in 1780.

1738 Ann. Reg. 285 There was a man who carried a large
Moratta battle-ax on his shoulder. 1778 R. ORME Hist.

Milit. Trans. II. I. 45 The Morattoe ditch. 1781 Intiian

C,az. to Aug. (V.i, To the Proprietors and Occupiers of

Houses, .within the Mahratta Entrenchment. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) X. 563/2 Rajah Sahou, who considerably ex

tended the Marh.iua dominions. 1823 SIR J. MALCOLM
Mtm. Central India II.ujThe Mahratta Brahmins. 1841
TENNYSON Lockslcy H. 155 Where in wild Mahratta-battle

fell my father evil-starr d. 1838 J. M. MITCHRLL Mci. R.
Nesbit iii. 65 The Maratha chiefs soon claimed to be the

lords paramount of India. 1874 LAI. BEUARI DAY Gffi inda
Saiiiant t I. iv. 25 The Calcutta cockney, who glories in the
Mahratta Ditch.

II Maliratti marte ti). Also 7 moratty, 9
marathi, -ee, murathee. [Hindi Marhatti, f.

Marhatta : see prec.] The language of the

Mahrattas. Also atlrib.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 174 They tell their Tale in

Moratty. 1827 R. NESBIT in Mem. iii. (1858) 82, I attended
the Marathi worship. . . I performed worship with the servants
in Marathi. 1831 J. T. MOLESWORTH (title) A Dictionary
Murathee and English. 1868 BELLAIRS & LAKSHMAN \titlf)

A Grammar of the Marathi Language. 18780. SMITH Life
y. ll ilsOH ii. (1879) 34 The New Testament in the Verna
cular Marathee.

II MallSeer (ma-si.&amp;gt;j). Also mahase(e}r. mah-
sir, marseir, Diets. mah(a)sur, maseer. [Hindi
mahCisir, believed to represent Skr. mahaciras big-
head . Another Hindi name is mafiasattla, of
obscure origin.] A large Indian freshwater cypri-
noid fish, Barbus tor, resembling the barbel.

1854 HOOKER Himalayan Jrnls. I. xvii. 398 A fine

Mahaser (a very large carp). 1858 SIMHONDS Did.
Trade, MfJuuttr, 1859 LASG ll amt. India 3 In the
broad tributaries to the Ganges and the Jumna, may be
caught [with a fly] the mahscer, the leviathan salmon.
1880 Gi:M HER Fisfits 594 The Mahaseer of the mountain
streams of India. 1894 POLLOK /;;.;,/. / ,&amp;gt;r. Sptrt 355
Mahseei Fishing. IbiJ. 366, 1 got 277 pounds of mahseer.

t Ma hn. Ol&amp;gt;s. Also 7 Maho. [Perh. suggested
by MAHOI-ND.] Used as the name of a devil.

1603 HARSXET Pfpish Impost, x. 50 Maho was general!
Dictator of hell : and yet for good manners sake, hee was
contented of his good nature to make shew, that himselfe
was vnder the check of Modu. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv.

149 The Prince of Darknesse is a Gentleman. Modo he s
call d and Mahu. IHd. iv. i. 6-5 (1008 Qo.) Hobbididence
Prince of dumbnes, Mahu of stealing, Modo of murder.

Mahume, variant of MAHOXE Obs.

Mahumetan e, variant of MAHOMETAN.
II Mahwa ma-wa). Also 7 mahova, mahoua,
mawee, 8-9mahwah,9mowah ) inahva ) mhowa,
mahua,muohwa, mahower. [Hindi mahwa. also

mahua, repr. Skr. majhfika, {. madhn sweet.]
1. An East Indian timber tree, Bassia latifolia
(N. O. Sapotacts) ;

also astia butyracea ; both

species are cultivated for their flowers and seeds.
Also mahwa-tree.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thertnot s Tra-: in. ;; Manguiers,

Matiova, Quieson, Caboul, and other sorts of Trees. Ibid.
94 They are Trees which they call Mahoua. 1785 C.
HAMILTON in Asiat. Researches (1799) I. 300 There is a
very curious and useful tree called by the Natives of Bahar
..the Mahwah or Mawee .. the Sanscrit name is Madhiica
or Madhudruma. Ibid., A description of the Mahwah tree.

39

1803 J. T. BLL*NT iV-iV/. VII. 58 We encamped at a tank and

grove of Mowah trees. 1813 J. FoHEts Orient. Mem. II.

451 The mowah (frassia bntyraeea). .attains the size of an

English oak. dJM SlMMOMwCancminr. Prod, I fget. Kingii.

538 Mahower (Bassia latj/olia) is common in most parts &quot;f

the Bengal Presidency. The oil a good deal resembles that

last described. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia vi. (1881) 140
Beneath broad-leaved mahua trees.

2. An ardent spirit distilled from the flowers of

the Mahwa tree.

1810 V. M. Wit LIAM SON- E. India I ode Mccmn II. 153

Shops where. . Mowah, Pariah Arrack, ike, are served out.

3. attHh.) as mahwa-arrack, -butter^ -jlower, -oil.

1813 J. FORBRS Orient, M,-:ti. II. 4^1 This by way of dis

tinction is called mowah-arrack. 1854 SIMMONDS Comn;t r .

Prod. I egct. Kingd. 511 Illiepie oil .and Muphwaoil. 1873
DRURY Usef. Plants India yoln 1848 a quantity ofMahwah
oil was forwarded to the Secretary of tiie E. I. and China
Association. 1876 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 321 A great cup of

liquor distilled from the Mhowa flower. 1889 Syd. S&amp;lt;\.

Lex.) MaJiivah butler, a greenish or yellow L&amp;gt;h concrete

oil obtained from the seeds of Bassia latifolia.

.; TVTaia (mM*a, mai a). Zcol. [L. maia
t
Or.

/jcua.] A spider-crab.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey 1

, .Ifaia, ..a kind of SeaCran-fi-h.

1865 (iossf: Land ff Sea 1874) Si The spider-crab, or m;ii:i;

of little value as food, though occasionally eaten.

Maian (nu
Ti-an . Zoo!,

[f. pree. -f -AN.] A
crustacean of the family MaiiJa. Cf. MAI..IK

1839 Penny Cyct. Xl\ . vxfiMaiidx or M.iians, the second
tribe of the family of Oxyrhynchi, Recording to the system
of M. .Milne Edwards.

Match, Sc. form of MAU.;H,

Maid jTV cT, J/M Forms : 2 meide, 2-3 mede,
3 imeide, 3-6 meyde, mayde, 3-7 maide. 5-7

mayd, (fi mayed, 7 mad:-
,
6- maid. [Miortcncil

from MAIDEN : nut identical with OK. m-.t-^ (i.

magd^\
1. A girl ;

a young (unmarried woman.
MAIDEN* i. Now only cxc. dial,} arch, w playful.
c 1205 LAV. 256 pa bis child was feir niuche

|&amp;gt;a

lutiede he a
maide. 1297 R. CJi.ouc, iKulK 297 pis mayde Up .^-d^a-
of so heye blode. c 1330 Sir Tristr. 2702 pe maide answerd
In lede, per of haue

Jx&amp;gt;w
no care

1

, c 1407 LVDG. K&amp;lt;~as. \
Sena. 151 Faire and fresh of hew..-. As a mayde in hir beaute.

1546-7 Test. Ebor. (Surtees Soc.) VI. 252 Desiringe her to

be good ladie to my title meyde, her god doughter. 1571
ABP. GPISDAL Articles 54 Legacies giuen . . to other.,

godly vses as to..poore Maydes marriages. 1596 SPF.SSF.R

F. Q. vi. xil 20 She found . . That this young Mayd . . Is

her owne daughter. 1629 MILTON Hymn .\\ifi~*. xxii, In

vain the Tyrian .Maids their wounded Thamuz mourn.

178* Cow PER Suvtf stream , Sweet stream. .Apt emblem
of a virtuous maid ! 1800 COLERIDGE C/irJsiaM n. 238
Sweet maid,. -Thy sire and I will crush the snake! 1830
TFNNVSON Poems 142 There are no maids like English
maids. So beautiful as they be. 1886 KIFLIS-; Defartm.
Ditties, etc. (i333) 64 By all I am mi-understood ! if the

Matron shall say, or the Maid.

\).poct. ia personifications. (Kreq. in the iSth c.

1742 tiRAY Aii
cfr.&amp;lt;::y 27 Melancholy, silent maid. With

leaden eye. 1747 COLLINS O.ic J ttssiws i \\&quot;hen Music,

heavenly maid, was young.

2. A virgin; spec, of the Virgin Mary + maid

Mary] ;
= MAIDEN* 2. 0/&amp;gt;s. or arch.

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 To ane mede be was Maria 5 ihaten.
c 1175 Larnh. liont. 77 pet halie meide \si. Maria], i 1275
PassionoMr Lord y)-j \i\O.E. Misc. s Vre louerd ihesucrist

\*t wes ibore of be meyde. c 1*90 S. Eng. Lf^. 7 ^

of mayde marie, c 13*0 Sir Heties 2197 pat i ne tok neuer

wif, Boute }he were maide dene. (&quot;1386 CHAUCUt A&quot;w .*, .*

T, 1470 Thou art mayde and kepere of vs alle.. And whil I

lyue a mayde I wol thee serue. c 1410 HOCCLF.VE Med.tr of
God 11 Humble lady mayde modir and wyf. c 1483 CAXTOS
Dialogues 48 17 Who serueth our lord, And the mayde
marye. 1500-20 DCNBAR Foeuis Ixx. 4 Thow ..Gabriell

md with the sahitatioun On-tothe mayd of maist humilitc.

a 1529 SKELTON Reflyc. 47 Wks. 1843 1. 210 Wotte ye what

yc sayed Of Mary, mother and mnyed ? 1697 DRYDES / irg.
(/

&amp;lt;v^
. iv. 479 Cydippe with Licorias one a Maid, And one

that once had call d Lucina s Aid. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR
2&amp;gt;:d / /. Philip tan A rtc^-elde v. L (swig), Quoth tongue of
neither maid nor wife To heart of neither wife nor maid.

b. Hist. As .1 title of Joan of Arc, The Maid
(of God, of Orleans], a rendering of F. la PttcelU*

a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Nfn, I l (1809) 157 This wytch or

manly woman, (called the maide of God) the Frenchemen

greatly glorified. 1691 J. HEATH Eng. Chron. 164 Joan,
called by the French, the Maid of God. 176* Hi ME Hist.

Eng. to Htn. *&quot;//, II. 335 mart?.. The maid of Orleans.

1849 LINGARD Hist. Eng. (1855) IV. i. 17/2 The maid of
Orleans., led the assailants. 1873 J. GAUtDtmLmMcatttr*
J ork vii. (ed. 2) 130 Rumours of the. .miracles of the Maid
were repeated even in the English camp.

fc. transf. A man that has always abstained

from sexual intercourse. (Cf. Gr. vapOtvos and

patristic L. virgo.) Qbs*

1340 Aytnb. 230 Saint Ion be ewajigelist bet wes mayde
wes amang be apostles be meste belouede of oure Ihorde.

1387 TKEYISA Higdtn (Rolls) I. 365 A preost bat is clene

mayde. 1460 CAPCRAYE Chron. (1858) 5 Abel,, a mayde, a

martire, killid of his brothir of pure envj-. 1525 Ln.
UKRNKKS Froiss. II. c.vv. [cxi.] 331 He was swete, courtes&amp;gt;e,

meke, and a mayde of body. 1601 SHAKS. Tut/. .V. v. i.

270 You are beiroth d both to a maid and man. 1606 P..

JOSSON Hyrncttxi 04 View two noble Maids Of either se.\e,

to Union sacrificed. 111641 BP. MOUNTAGL* Acts 4- Won.
(1642) 542 Joseph was .. a maid, never knowing woman, as
never being married before. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 60.

2/2 He Dy d a Maid.
8. An unmarried woman, spinster, f To stand

on the maid\ (of a woman) to remain single.
rare exc. in OLD MAID.)

MAID.
1601 DEKKER Wonderfull Ycare E, To die maides ! O

horrible ! 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vi. 52 Because thou sla!t no
more stand on the Maid (Tri OUTOI crt

6&amp;gt;)y irap^cVof ftrtreat].

1648 Par. Reg. St. John Maddermarktt, Konvich . MS. , A
maid almost a hundred yeare old, buried 14 Nov. Anno
dni 1648. 1700 DRYDEN .SX^y. % Guise. 16 For this, whe:i

ripe for marriage, he delayed Her nuptial bands, and kept
her long a maid. 1747 General Advertiser 4 July, The
Match [at Cricket] .. between the Maids of Charlton and
the Maids of Singleton, .will be play d in the Artillery-
Ground. 1814 SCOTT ll nr. v, Miss Lucy St. Aubin lived

and died a maid for his sake.

4. A female servant or attendant; a MAID-SERVANT;
often with defining word prefixed as bar-, chamber-,

farm-, house- , nurse-
1 servant-maid, etc., q.v, ;

lady s maid see I,.u&amp;gt;v 17 .

1390 GOVVER Conf. I. 128 Sche. .goth to chambre ami V.a:h

compleigned T , : -a Maide which she triste. 1513 MORE
Ki.i t. Ill i&amp;lt;L--;. f^ 1 liat it was not princely to mary hys
o\vne subject, . .onelyas it were a rich man that would mary
his mayde. 1567 Gnde fy Godlic B. ix. S. T. S. 9 Thy
nychtbouris wyfe .. Thow couet not to the, .. his oxe, hU
maide nor page. 1658 E\EI.VS Diary 27 Jan., He [a child]
would .. select the most pathetic psalm?, . . :

mayde during his Mclme^e. 1698 \V.\\i.iV in L . . . L::,

Mtn iCamdcni 253 The maid told me that Dr. Smith had
: -.-til there Mnce 1 went, 1794 MR-. RAIHILHM

\xv. You mn-l difir.i-s your raaid. la !y 1835
. . Ma^. Nov. 4 ,1 \\ . . .

to do. i860
&amp;lt;^.

VlCTOklA /./ ( -

maids had driven over by another road in the v;.

1880 On: v . .

*

1.
&amp;gt;
My maid mu&amp;gt;t run up

&quot;

. y u to wtar by t-&amp;gt;ni rr- .v.

b. JAv .:
-

l.y-j.

T

.&quot;-uv
---

! . a :ci.-nlc -crvr.nt hu does

all kinds of house-work.

1809 MALKIS Gil Bt.is iv. vii. f A:; U a: i^. .il. whom I

had formerly ki: .:i actrt.-&amp;gt;. 1848
THACKERAY Tw. Lond. Wks. i-c XXIV. 750 The red-

haired maid-of-ail-work coming out with yesterday -- paper.

1887 Spectator 16 Apr. 534/2 r itst she U a maid of- all-work
in the family of a poor clergyman.
transf. 1858 H: xi.f:v in Z/v i /ro I. xii. 151 N::. -official

maid-of-all-work in Natural Science to the Government.

5. In certain American universities r.sed as a

decree-title in correspondence to fiatr... .

1885 Pall Mall G. 5 Mar. 3 2 The American-, .. talk of

M:.-&amp;gt;-- Bluestocking .. as * Maid of Philosophy ,
Maid of

Science ,
Mai: ofArt-^ . 1888 l r-.v,: .-.III.

VI. cii. 44^ &amp;gt;:c:c, Mr. D. C. Oilman.. i:.

: . title-; awarded in &amp;gt;on:e in-uti::

womtn.. Laureate of Science, Prohcier.t i:i Mu-i., Maid of

Philosophy.
6. Applied &amp;lt;/MF/. to various inanimate objects ;sce

also K.I). I). . a. =MAii EX j/ . 5. b. -^..MAIDEN

sl&amp;gt;. 6. c. A clothes-horse; =MAU&amp;gt;t:N s:\ 7 b. d.

A washerwoman s dolly ;
MAIOEX ~

c.

a. a 1700 1 . R. Di.t. Can:. Or:,-. /,

Engine in Scotland, and at Halifax in K, .

b. 1786 Har*si Rig c.vliL 17^4^ 43 I.r; r:^ was the Har -t

and little corn ! And. --.id mi- hance . -.

After &amp;gt;iuist.

C. 1795 I-sn /. Chron. ^? July ;S As if a 1.

for clothes, had been thrown with violence :

d. 188* H . ll a-c. Gloss. 36.

7. A name given to the Skate and Thoniback

(AWa batis and R. davata} when young. Also to

the Twnit Shad, Alosafinta (in Fr. similarly called

pHcille). Cf. MAIDEN sb. S.

1579 f. JONES Prfst*-:-. BoJie $ S&amp;lt;ntle I. xiv. 26 Of ti&amp;gt;hes,

. . \\~iiiting, Smelt, Maid&amp;gt;, Loch. Samraon. 1598 Epulario
F iiij. Takeout the guts ofmaids or ThorneV-ackes by the giU
with a forke or string. 1655 MOITF.T ^c UESSET Health s

IntprF?. is/Maides are as little and tender Skates. 1714 GAY
1 rii-ia n. 292 The golden-belly d Carp, the broad-hnn d
Maid. 1769 PENNANT Brit. ZooL III. 70 Their (the thorn-

1 acks ] young .. which (as well as tho~e of the skatei before

they are old enough to breed, are called maid*. 1851 MAV-
HKW Lond. Labour I. 65 Piles of huge maid-, dropping
slime from the counter, are easerly examined and bartered

for. i86a Coi CH Brit. Fiskci\\. 122 Twait Shad. Maid.

8. Comb. : a. appositive, as maid-attendant ,

-mother; -nurse, -slave, -widow, f -woman : b.

attributive, as maid-faie\ C. originative, as maid-

hirlh) -born adjs. ;
d. parasynthetic, as maid-faced

adj. ; e. similative, as maid-like, -/tz.V adjs. ;
also

maid-fish = sense 7 ; f maids ale, the festival of

the maidens* guild ; f maid s hair, Ga!inw rtt um ;

maid s sickness - GREEN-SICKM&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.

1896 Daiiy .\\~:i-s 30 Oct. 10 7
*Maid-Attendant to an

elderly or invalid lady. 1855 KM LEV Jfyj/;V, etc. 91 l&quot;he

pearl conceived of dew and lightning, type Of that pure
*maid-birth yet to bless the world, a 1649 DRI .MM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711 24 Mild creatures, in whose
warm crib now lies That, .holy *maid-born Wight, c 1407
LVDG. Reas. $ Sens. 36^9 Euerj-ch hath a mayde face Of
syghte lusty to enbrace. 1610 HEALEV St. Aug. Citie of
God 686 Sphinx *maid-fac d, fetherd-foule, foure-footed

beast. 1810 Splendid Follies I. 130 Distoning her counte

nance to the semblance of a *maid-fish. 1606 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas n. iv. IL .^fagrtif. 1417 A Mara-Hke Courage in a

^Maid-like blush.
1839&quot;

BAILEY Festus iiL (1852) aS Seven

fair maidlike moons attending him Perfect his sky. 1830
TENNYSON Palate of Art xxtv. The *maid-mother . . Sal

smiling, babe inarm. 1895 Daily AVrtw 15 May io/6^Mrs.
H. wishes to recommend her maid .. as *Maid-Xurse.

1593 SHAKS. Rich, //, IIL iii. 98 Ten thousand bloody
crowr.es of Mothers Sonnes Shall. .Change the complexion
of her ^Maid-pale Peace To Scarlet Indignation. 1547

Croscombf Ck-wardcns* Accts. (Som. Rec. SocA [Received

from] The*maydesayllxxij^ vj&amp;lt; 1597 (jEKARDB/^rrft/ii.

ccccxlviii. 968 In English our Ladies Bedstraw, Cheese

renning, *Maides Haire, and petie Mu^wet. 1657 COLES
Adain in Eden cccxliii. It !&amp;lt;; called . . in English Ladies

Bedstraw, and sometimes Maids haire, from the fineness*



MAID. 40 MAIDEN.
oftbe Leave-;. 1633 FORD TisPityiu. ii, May bee, tis but
the *Maides sicknesse, an ouer-flux of youth. 1603 North s

Plutarch
i
Camillas (1612) 150 Faire *maide slaues dressed

vp like gentlewomen. 1655 FULLER C/i, Hist. n. ii. 92 He
stayed so long, that his Church presumed him dead, and
herself a Maid-Widow, which lawfully might receive an
other Husband, c 13*0 Sir Beues iMS. A) 2203 And boute
be finde me *maide wimman . . Send me a?en to me fon.

t Maid, sb? Corrupt form of MEDINE, Egyptian
coin. Obs.

1674 JEAKE Arith.
(&quot;1696) 134 At .. Alexandria, They ac-

compt by Ducats, either Ducat de Pargo, of 120 Maids,.,
or Italian Ducat of 35 Maids.

Maid,* , [f. MATD^.I]
1. intr. To do maids work ; to act as a maid.

1900 PINERO Gay Ld. Quex I. 14 And when I got sick of

maiding, I went to Dundas s opposite, and served three

years at the hairdressing.

2. dial* = MAIDEN v. 2. Hence
1882 \V. Wore. Gloss.

Maid, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of MAKE z&amp;gt;.

II Maidan (maida-n). Indian. Also 7 maydan,
medon, mei-, m(e)ydan, midan, 9 maidaun.

[Pers. .jlx^e
maiddn.] An open space in or near

a town ; an esplanade or parade-ground.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. iv. 423 The Medon, which is a

pleasant greene, in the middest whereof is a May-pole to

hang a light on. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Oleariits* Voy.Ambass.
v. (1669) 172 The Meydan, that is the great Market-place.
Ibid. 178 The Market-place, or Maydan, is large and noble.

1698 FRVEK Ace. R. India $ P. 249 The Midan, or open
space before the Caun s Palace. 1845 STOCQUBLKR Handbk.
Brit. India (1854) 189 DumDum. .is aspacious cantonment,
with an extensive maidaun, or esplanade. 1879 A. FORBES

Cantos, Quarters, etc. (1896) 283 Before me on the maidan
is the plain monument to Sir Mountstuart Jackson.

t Maid-child. Obs. = MAIDEX-CHILD.
ciaos LAV. 14378 He bad Hengest hisdring^iuen him bat

maide-child. Ibid. 24529 Moni maeide child wes bere. ^1375
Cursor M. 1 1299 (Laud I For maide child \otherte.vts maiden

child] as long also. 1386 CHAUCER Shipmans T. 95 A
mayde child cam in hire compaignye. a 1450 MYRC 217 Also

thys mote ben hem sayde, Bobe for knaue chyldere & for

mayde, That [etc.J. 1535 COVERDALE Lev. xii. 5 But yf she

beare a maydechilde [1611 maid child]. 1608 SHAKS. Per.

v. iii. 6 [She] brought forth a Mayd child calld Marina.

Maiden (m^i d n), sb. and a. Forms : i mses-

den, mseden, Northumb. mai(s)den, 2 mse^ddn,
2-3 mei-, raeyden, 3 maeiden, Ow/.ma^denn,
4-7 mayden, (4 majjen, 4-6 ma-, mai-, maj-,

maydan, -din(e, -don, -dun, -dyn, 6 madne,
9 maden), 3- maiden. [OE. mxgden str. neut.

= OHO, inagatin (MHG. magetin; the mod.G.
madchtn is not identical) : OTeut, type *maga-
dinom : pre-Teut. *mogh

w
otino-m, a dim. forma

tion (see -EX) from *mog1?6ti-s maiden, girl, repre
sented by Goth. magap S, OHG. magad (MHG.
triage? t

mod.G. tnagdt maidservant), OS. magath
(MDu. maghetj Pu. waagd], OK. msge$ t mwgS
maid, virgin ;

related to pre-Teut. *moghu-s boy,

young man (Olrish imtg slave, Avestic inagu young
man), whence Goth. wagu~f9

QN. Mfg-r, OS., OK.

wagu. Cf. MAY $b.i~\

A. sb.

1. A girl ; a young (unmarried) woman ; =MAID
i. (Not now in colloquial use exc. dial. }

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 24 GaS heonun nys bys madden

[c 1160 Ifatton mae^don] dead soSlice ac heo slarpo. a noo
I ve, in Wr.-Wulcker 310/9 Pud/a, madden, oSSe jeong
wifman. r 1205 LAV. 2214 He nom of ban monkunne breo

twiSe feire mzidene. 1250 Gen.fy Ex. 2749 Hirdes wul-
den 5e maidenes deren, Oc moyses Sor hem gan weren.

1340 HAMPOLF, Pr. Consc. 4966 Alle men sal ryse ban bat

ever had life, Man and woman, mayden and wyfe. &quot;1375

Sc. Ltg. Saints vi. (Thomas) 58 A madyne com amange
bam all of hebrow borne In-to be land, c 1400 Destr. Troy
1363 Maydons for mornyng haue bere mynde loste. (&quot;1470

HENRY Wallace v. 580 In Lanryk duelt a gentill woman
thar, A madyn myld. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Clarence vii,

A maiden of a noble house and old. 1601 SHAKS. AWs
Well \. iii. 155 (Gods mercie maiden)dos it curd thy blood
To say I am thy mother ? 1710 Tatler No. 252 P 5 We. .

have a Boy and a Girl : The Lad Seventeen, the Maiden
Sixteen. 1853 M. ARNOLD Scholar-Gipsy ix, Maidens, who
from the distant hamlets come To dance around the Fyfield

elm in May. 1855 Cornwall 227 Maidens , as the Cornish

people term girls from 16 to 17 years of age. i86oTvNOALL
Glac. i. xxlv. 173 A vigorous English maiden might have
ascended the [ice] fall without much difficulty. 1887 BOWKN
f^irg-., &neid n. 238 Round it advance in procession un-

wedded maiden and boy.

b. A female child. Obs. exc. dial.

c iaoo ORMIN 4107 To clippen swa J-e cnapess shapp, &
toffrenn lac forr ma^denn.
2. A virgin ; spec, of the Virgin Mary (^maiden
Mary] ;

=MAID a. Now rare.

a 1035 Laws of Cnut \\. c. 52 (53) Gif hwa madden nyd-
name, si qnis violenter virginem opprimat. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 77 pet halie meiden onswerede and seide

Quomodo [etc.], c noo ORMIN 2102
J&amp;gt;e33

wenndenn batt

waere wif. Ace ;ho wass ma^jdenn clene.
_

&amp;lt; 1290 ,S .

(Rolls) VI. 319 pe kyng 3af here lond for to bulde tweie

abbayes of maydons. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2940 pat comes
but to harme, Gers maidnes be mart, mariage fordone, a 1400

Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton VJ/.S&quot;. 27 Goddes sone tuke flesche

and blode of be blyssed maydene Marie. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xvm. xix. 760 A clene mayden I am for hym and

for alle other. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 88 Why then

you are no maiden.

b. transf. A man that has always abstained from
sexual intercourse

;
MAID 2 c. Obs.

c 1300 Havclok 995 Of bodi was he mayden clene. 1377
LANGL. / . PI. B. ix. 173 Maydenes and maydenes macche
5ow togideres. i 1440 Jacobus Well 277 He was a munk
and priour of his hows, & a clene mayden. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xi. xiv, Syre Percyuale. .was a parfyte clene may
den. 1497 BP. ALCOCK Motts Perfect. D iij, Y grete nombre
of his apostles were maydens.
3. An unmarried woman, spinster;

= MAID 3.

Obs. exc. dial. Old maiden (rare)
= OLD MAID.

To go maiden : to remain single.

1775 Tender Father I. 139 This gentlewoman was an old

maiden, and possessed many particularities, a 1802 Cruel
Sister xiv. in Child Ballads I. 128/2 Your cherry cheeks
and your yellow hair Garrd me gang maiden evermair.

4. A maid-servant, a female attendant. (Cf.
MAID 4.) arch, and dial. -\ Maiden of honour
MAID OF HONOUR.
971 Blickl. Horn. 159 Forbon bu nu sceawa bines maes-

(djenes eabmodnesse. 1897 R. GLOL-C. (Rolls) 8965 Hire
maidens bro^te hire clene water euere wanne heo lete. 13. .

Coer de L. 880 The kynges doughter lay in her bower,
With her maydenys of honour. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v.

630 Charite and Chastite ben his chief maydenes. 1434
E. E. Witts (1882) 97 To Aneys hir mayden, a russet kyrteU.
a 1550 Freiris ofHenuik 251 in D-unbar s Poems 293 He
bad the madin kindill on the fyre. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot. ii. 113 He requyres in mariage ane of
the Quenes madnes. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxxiii. 2 As the eyes
of a maiden [looke] vnto the hand of her mistresse. 1631
WEF.VER Ant: Funeral Mon. 446 The Ladies of the Court,
and Maydens of Honor.

5. The instrument, similar to the guillotine, for

merly used in Edinburgh for beheading criminals ;

applied occas. to fat Halifax gibbet (see GIBBET i c).

1581 in Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 86, June 2, 1581. The
Earle of Morton was beheaded with the axe of the Maiden
he himself had caused make. 1711 RAMSAY Genty Tibby\\\ t

My wyzen with the maiden shore. 17*2 WODROW Hist.

Suffer. Ch.Scot. 11-545 Falling down on his Knees upon the

Stool, [the Earl of Argyle] embraced the Maiden, .very plea

santly. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (ifai) 121 The Guillotine

. .(a French edition of our Halifax Maiden). 1849 MACAU-
LAY Hist. &quot;.

v. 1. 565 The rude old guillotine of Scot

land, called the Maiden,

6. Sc, The last handful of corn cut in the harvest-

field, often rudely shaped into the figure of a girl

and decorated with ribbons (cf. KIRN- BABY). Also

harvest maiden.

1786 /iur st Kigcxxxvi. (1794) 42 For now the Maiden has
been win, And Winter is at last brought in. 1797 Statist.

Ace. Scotl. XIX. 550 The fortunate lass who took the

maiden was the Queen of the feast. 1814 J. TRAIN Moun
tain jl/itse 95 A former neighbour ..Who had with them
for wedding bruises run, And from them oft the harvest

maiden won.

b. The harvest-home and the feast with which
it was celebrated.
1806 A. DOUGLAS Poems 144 (Jam.) The master has them

bidden Come back again, be t foul or fair Gainst gloamin ,

to the Maiden. 1899 Westm. Caz. 13 Mar. 2/1 We speak
always ofour Harvest Homes as Maidens*.

7. fa. (See quot. 1688.) b. dial. A clothes-

horse. C. north, dial. A washerwoman s dolly.
a. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 286/2 The Maidens or

Damsels, the two Stands in which the Spindle turns.

b. 1859 K. WAUGH Come ivhoam to thi Childfr -V Me
28 Poems 55 So aw iron t o my clooas reel weel, An aw
hang d em o th maiden (o dry. 1881 [see maiden-niaki r

in 10],

C. 1751 Centl. Mag-, XXII. 32 A Machine for washing
of Lima, called a Yorkshire Maiden. 1781 REES Cycl. t

Maiden.. i\\t name of a machine first used in Yorkshire,
and since introduced into other places, for washing of linen.

[The apparatus as described consists of a dolly fitted to

a covered wooden tub. This use of the name has app. not

survived ] 1829 ). HUNTER Hallamsh. Gloss., Maiden ^ an
instrument used in the laundry- 1888 Sheffield Gloss. s.v.,

The maiden is sometimes called a peggy or dolly.

f8. The name of a fish. (?
= MAID sb. 8.) Obs.

1555 EDF.N Decades 269 Dryed fysshe as soles maydens
playces. [1614 HKYWOOD Captives \\. ii. in Bullen Old Plays
(1885) IV. 145 For whom weare you a fishinge? Mild.

Marry, for maydens; .. But, my gutts, Howe they are

sweld with sea brine V)

9. Short for maiden hone, over, race, tree (see B).

1807 SIR J. MALCOLM in Life (1856) I. xiv. 379 note, Grant

and I have two horses for the two first maidens. 1880 Times
28 Sept. 1 1/5 [Cricket] Shaw joined Selby, and when a couple
of maidens had been sent down luncheon intervened. 1894
field 9 June 850/2 A plantation of young apple trees, ..

mostly maidens and two-year-olds, was badly attacked by

green aphis. 1898 StratJord-on-Avon Herald n Feb. 4/4
The Warwickshire Hunt Cup. .. For horses five years old

and upwards, maidens at the time of closing.

10. attrib. and Comb., as maiden-blush ; maiden-

faced, tongued adjs. ;
maiden-maker t -monger ;

maiden-bark, ? the bark of saplings ;
maiden-

feast, the feast after cutting the maiden (sense 6) ;

fmaiden-gear, f-gem, virginity ; fmaiden-heart,
a variety of pear ;

maiden-meek a., meek as befits

a maiden; f maiden-nut (see quot.); maiden-

rip Sc. 6 ; maiden-servant sense 4 ;
maiden-

skate Sc, (see quot.) ; f maidens light, a light

(in a church) maintained by maidens ; t maidens
milk = LAC VIEGINIS ; maiden-widowed a.

t

nonce-u d., widowed while still a maiden.

1831 Planting 92 in Lib. Use/. Ktunul., Husb. III,Tiller

or Tellar, a shoot selected . . to stand . . for &quot;maiden bark.

1605 BKLTON Soules Immort. Crmvne (Grosart) 7/2 She
shewes her there the *Maiden-b!ush complection, Betwixt
the cherrie Red, and snowie White. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in

A rm. verse 14. ix. (1669) 36/2 His Maiden-blush modesty will

not suffer him lo declare his sin. 1861 J. KUFFINI Dr. An
tonio i, The matdenblush clearness ofthe skin. 1567 GOLDING
Ovids Met. vn. (1593) 751 Boreas sonnes had chaste Away
the *maiden-faced foules that did the vittels waste. 1797
Statist. Ace. Scotl. XIX. 550 It was, till very lately, the
custom to give what was called a *Maiden Feast, upon the

finishing of the harvest. 1719 D URFEY Pills I. 130 My
father takes me for a Saint, Tho weary of my *Maiden
Geer. z6ia DRAVTON Poly-olb. x. 148 Chaste Wimfrid : who
chose Before her *mayden-gem she forcibly would lose [etc.].

17*1 MORTIMER Hnsb. II. 295 The Lewis Pear, or by some
the *Maiden-heart. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 143
Maiden Maker (Clothes Horse). 1847 TENNYSON Princess

in. 118 Yet *maiden-meek, I prayed Concealment, a 1625
FLETCHER Custom ofCountry \. i, This thing you study to

betray your child to. This *
Maiden-monger. 1884 KNIGHT

Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
*Maiden Nut, the inner one of two nuts

on the same screw ; the outer is the jam-nut. 1883 J. WALKER
Jaunt to Auld Rfckie, etc. 12 She grips some stalks and
twists the *maiden-rip In triple strands. 1533 C,\v Richt

Vay (1888) ii Thou sal noth desir thy nichtburs wiff*madin
seruand heist or ony thing quhilk pertenis to hime. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. iv. 19 If the wench, (for so she
calls us maiden-servants) takes care ofherself she ll improve.
1547-8 in Swayne Sarnm Ckurch-w. Ace. (1896) 275 For

viij It. of wex for the *Maydens light \s. 1810 NEILL List
fishes 28 (Jam.) The young both of the Thornback and the

Skate are denominated *Maiden-skate. 1400-50 Stockh.
Med. MS. 4 A water bat is clepyd *maydinis mylke. 1597
SHAKS. Lovers Compl. 100 *Maiden tongu d he was, and
thereof free. 1591 Rom.

&amp;lt;$ Jul. in. ii. 135, I a Maid, die

Maiden-widowed.

b. In various plant-names; fniaiden-lip(s,/fr/;/-

nospernntin Lapptila\ f maiden mercury, a name
for male plants of Mercurialisanmta ; maiden oak,

Qttcrfits scssiliflora ; maiden pink, Dianthns del-

toides ; maiden plum (tree), a name given to two
\Vest Indian trees, (a] Comocladia integrifolia, (/&amp;gt;}

(. hrywbalann$\ maiden rose = MAIDEN S BLUSH;
t maidens* honesty, Clematis vitalba. Also

MAIDENHAIR, MAIDENWEED.
1589 RIDER Bibl. Schol.

174^8
*Maiden lips, or tasil, /a/-

pago. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \. lit. 78 This kinde may be called

in English. .Daughters Phyllon, or *
Mayden Mercury. 1848

Phytologist III. 883 note, The Quercus sessiliflora they
[woodmen] call White Oak and *Maiden Oak. 1755 B.

STILLINGFL. Cal. Flora 7 July, Pinks, *ma!den, Dianthns
deltoides. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 410
Maiden Pink. Sandy meadows, pastures, and heaths. 1882

J. HARDY in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club IX. 476 At Makerstoun

Crags .. the spindle-tree, maiden-pink,, .and the common
feverfew grew. 1725 SLOANE Jamaica II. 131 The *Maiden-
Plumb-Tree. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 318 Maiden
Plumb, Chrysobalanns. 1864 GRISEBACH Flora If. Ind. 785

Maiden-plum, Comocladia intfgrifolia. 1817 G. DARLEY
Sylvia 102 Here s a garland of red *maiden-roses for you.

1831 Miss MITFORD I illage Ser. v. 89 She has just as much
colour as any woman ought to have the maiden-rose tint.

a 1691 AUBREY Nat. Hist. It itts (1847) 49 Wild vetch,
*maiden s honesty, polypodium [etc.]. 1691 RAY Ibid. 50

Calver-keys, hare s-parse ley, mayden s-honesty.are countrey
names unknown to me.

B. adj. (from appositive and attributive uses

of the sb.). Cf. VIRGIN.

I. Literal uses.

1. Appositive uses. a. Unmarried ; now chiefly

in maiden atwt, fatty, sister, fb. Of a child:

Female ; see MAIDEN-CHILD (obs.). f C. Virgin ;

sometimes said of men
(0/&amp;gt;s\

a 1300 Cursor M. 5546 (Colt.) pe knau barns .. bai suld . .

sla, pe maiden barns pai suld lat ga, 1300-1400 Ibid. 21019
(Gutt.) lohn, maiden saint, iam brober, [was] mar luued wid

crist ban ani ober. 1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Syuue 6080
5&amp;gt;

f

an husbond chyldryn haue, One or two, mayden or knaue.

13146X1- /fVirr( .(A.)i96 Andeuerich knijt [ches] his leman
it genii! maiden wiman. 1585!&quot;.

WASHINGTON tr. Nicho-

38 Thou Maiden youth, be vanquish! by a Maide. 1640 Wits
Recreat. 166 She will, .sit at dinner like a mayden-bride.

1647 TRAPP COHIM. Matt, xxvii. 60 A new tomb it was, and
fit it should be for that virgin body, or maiden-corpse, as

;
one calls it. 1758 JOHNSON Idler Na 24 p 5 Maiden aunts

with small fortunes. 1765 in Waghorn Cricket Scores

; (1899) 59 A cricket-match was played .. by eleven married

|

against eleven maiden women. 1777 SHF.KIDAN Sch, Scand.

iv. i, Here, now, is a maiden sister of his. 1798 Monthly
Mag. VI. 75 [Died] At Windsor Castle. Mrs. Hannah
Corbett, a maiden lady. 1852 ROCK Ch. ofFathers \\\. \.

269 The girl-like maiden-mother bowed down before the crib.

2. Of or pertaining to a maiden, or to maiden

hood; befitting a maiden, having the qualities of

a maiden. Maiden name : the surname borne by
a married woman before her marriage.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. / /, ir. iv. 47, I pluck this pale and

maiden blossom here. Ibid. v. iv. 52 Joan of AR..Whose
Maiden-blood, thus rigorously effus d, Will cry for Ven

geance at the Gates of Heauen. 1592 Kow. V Jttl. \\. ii.

: 86 The maske of night is on my face, Else would a Maiden

|

blush bepaint my cheeke. 1601 Tivel. N. v. L 262 He

bring you to a Captaine in this Towne, Where lye my
maiden weeds. 1613 Hen. I IfI, iv. ii. 169 Strew me
ouer With Maiden Flowers, that all the world may know
I was a chaste Wife, to my Graue. 1648 HER RICK Hesper. t

To Anne Soamt, The meanest part of her Smells like the

maiden-pomander. 1700 DRYDEN Cinyras -V Myrrha n^
The tender sire who saw her blush and cry Ascrib d it all to

maiden-modesty. 1773 Life N. Frmvde 5, I was baptized

by her [the mother s] maiden Name Neville. 1814 SCOTT



MAIDEN. 41 MAIDENHEAD.
Ld. of Isles i. iv, Wake, Maid of Lorn ! the moments fly,

Which yet that maiden-name allow. 1844 J-^SKAKLI Con-
v. vi, Not.. a word that could call forth a maiden

blush.

y. Of female animals : Uncoupled, unmated.

1840 Bosttm A fii&amp;gt;erUser 30 June 3/4, I killed two sheep ;

one was a maiden ewe, and the other a wether. 1885 lull s

I.if,- 15 June i/i To be Sold, Two Maiden Three Year Old
Fillies. 1892 Stratford-on-Avfin Herald 18 Nov. 4/1 To
the owner and feeder of the best Pair of. . Maiden Sows.

II. Figurative uses.

4. That has yielded no results, a. Of an assize,

circuit, session : Formerly, one at which no prisoner
was condemned to death

; now, one at which there

are no cases for trial, b. Of a game, esp. Cricket

of an over : One in which no runs are scored, c.

Of a tide : One on which no vessels enter or leave

the dock. d. (See quot.)
a. fi 1700 R. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Maiden-sessions, when

none are Har.g d. 1742 Gentl. A/tig. July 386 Ended the

sessions at the ( )ld Hailey, which proved a maiden one, none

having been capitally convicted. 1826 SCOTT JrnL 17 Apr.,
The judge was presented with a pair of white gloves, in

consideration of its being a maiden circuit. 1847 HAI.LIWF.I.L

s.v., Maiden-assize. 1868 Daily Tel. 16 Apr., It is nearly
half a century since there has been a maiden sessions at

Oxford.

b- 1598 FI.ORIO s.v. MarciO), .a lurch or a maiden set at

any game. 1864 Daily TcL 16 May, Half-a-dozen maiden
overs in succession, every ball dead on the middle stump,
and yet played steadily back again to the bowler. 1893 W.
S. CIILHERT Utopia n, An occasional maiden over

1

.

c. 1897 Daily Tel. ^o Nov. i
&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;/:&amp;gt;

Hull. There was today
a maiden tide, no vessel being able either to enter or to leave,

owing to the storm and flood.

d. 1900 New Cent. J\er&amp;gt;. VII. 374, 7 was called the

maiden number, because within the decade it has no factors

or product.
e. Of a horse, etc. : That has never won a prize.

Hence of a prize or a race : Offered or open to

maiden horses, etc.

1760 R. HERKR Horse Matches ix. 40 All Maiden Horses
favoured 2 Ib. 1856 STONKHKNCI-; Brit. Sports n. i. .\iii.

(ed. 2) 364 A Maiden horse or mare is one that lias never
won. 1886 York He? aid 10 Aug. 7/5 Two Miles Maiden

Bicycle Handicap. \ty& Daily AVrt jr 17 July 3/4 The maiden
class for horses that have never won a first prize before.

5. That has not been conquered, tried, worked,
etc. a. Of a town, castle, fortress, etc. : That has

never been taken, virgin
1

.

The appellation Maiden Castle (quot. 1639) given to Edin

burgh prob. did not originally mean virgin fortress , as in

Geoffrey of Monmouth fiath c.) it appears as Castriini Pii-

ellarmn, maidens castle . Several ancient earthworks in

England are also called Maiden Castle; the sense may pos
sibly be a fortress so strong as to be capable of being tie-

fended by maidens ; there may have been an allusion to

some forgotten legend. Cf. the equivalent Ger. name
Magdeburg,
1593 SHAKS. Liter. 408 Her breasts .. A paire of maiden

worlds vnconquered. 1601 J. WHKKI.ER Treat. Contm. 30
Tournay..at that time termed the Maiden Citie. 1631 J.
TAYLOR (Water P.) Titrn Fort. /r//tv/(Halliw.) 9 Victone
forsook him for ever since he ransacked the maiden town of

Magdenburg. 1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Sp.for Edinburgh
Wks. (1711) 216 Relieving king James III. when he was
beleaguer d in his maiden-castle. 1648 J. BOND Kschol 27
Those parts of the Kingdome which had hitherto been un-
toucht, the Mayden Counties, as they call them, have been
now most of all devoured. 1756 Nr&amp;lt;;Kxr6V. Tour, France
IV. 26 [Abbeville] is called The maiden tmon

t
because it

was never taken by an enemy. 1802 Woitnsw. Sunn.
Extinct. 1 ent t. AV///A, She was a maiden City, bright and
free.

b. Of a plant or tree : (a] That has grown from
seed, not from a stock; (/&amp;gt;)

That has not been

budded, lopped, pruned, or transplanted.
a i64gDRu.MM. OFHAWTH. / amiWks. (1711)22/1 Though
envy, avarice, time, your tombs throw down, With maiden-
lawrells nature will them crown. 1655 MOUFKT & I KNNKT
Health s Improv. (1746) 320 The unset Leek, or Maiden-
leek, is not so hot as the knopped ones. 1763 BURN
Keel. Law II. 413 Maiden trees of beech proceeding from
stools above 20 years growth. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract.
Agric. 1095 In cutting-wood one madcn standard is left

to each Ittgg or forty-nine square yards. 1832 Planting
91 in Lib. Uscf. Knowl., Ilnsb. III. Maiden-plant. A
young tree raised from seed, in opposition to one produced
from an old root or stub. 1900 lirit. filed. Jrnl. No. 2080.

1367 The child so suffering [from congenital hernia] is passed
naked through a cleft maiden ash on a Sunday morning
at sunrise.

c. Of soil, metals, etc. : That has never been

disturbed, ploughed, or worked. Also moiden-
wax,

*

virgin wax (
= F. fire vierge, Dn. viaagden-

was], wax taken from the comb without melting.
1622 MAI.YNKS A tie. Law-Merc/t. 259 There is Mayden-

gold so called because it was never in the fire. 1726 LEONI
Albert?s Arc/lit. \. 50/2 Cramps done over with Maiden-wax
..never rot. 1776 G. SKMPLK Building in Water 34 You
work on fresh maiden Ground, that has not been fouled or
incumbered with Stones. 1812 SIR R. HOARE Anc. South
II ilts. 1 6 Maiden downs, by which I mean all land untouched
by the plough. 1849 Florist 43 Refreshing my beds annually
with a few barrowfuls of maiden earth mixed with

pi&quot;
or

horse dung. 1878 Archxol. Cnntiana XII. 8 I found the
earth was almost entirely maiden soil. 1897 Daily News
23 Apr. 3/1 Much of it [coal] was in its maiden state that
is, had not been worked over in the past.

d. Of a soldier, etc. ; also of a weapon : Untried.
1603 DRAYTON Odes xvii. 102 Though but a Maiden

Knight. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 291 The Horse
lie put under the Command of his Brother, the Lord John
Somerset, a maiden Soldier too. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand.

VOL. VI.

by Seine 15 He had not as yet fleshed his maiden sword.

1838 LYTTON Alice iv. v, The air rather of a maityr than a
maiden placeman. 1842 TKNNYSON SirGalahad ^\ A maiden
knight to me is given Such hope, I know not fear.

6. That is the first of its kind
; made, used, etc.

for the first time. Occas. in sense early, earliest.

A[aiden- speech : the first speech delivered in the

House by a member of parliament.
IS55 W- WATRKMAN Fardlc Facions Pref. 20 He but

bunm-yng their woordes, bryngeth it foorthe for a mayden
booke. 1622 CI LLIS Stat. Sewers v. (1647) 219 Your Reader
took in hand to read upon a Maiden-law, which never
before this time abide [sic] his Exposition in any Inns of
Court. 1645 HOWKLL Lett. (1650) II. 122, I send one of
the maiden Copies heerwith to attend you. 1786 WOLCOT
(P. Pindar) Odes to R. A?s ii, Hut not a single maiden dish,

poor gentleman, of flesh or fish. 1794 J/isf. in A tin. Reg.
61 Mr. Canning, in his maiden speech (according to the

technical language of the house) said [etc.]. 1798 Sporting
Alag* XII. 4 A maiden deer was turned out at Tower Hill.

1799 (i. SMITH Laboratory II. 261 The usual baits are the

tail-part ofamaiden lob-worm, a 1813 A. WILSON Foresters
Poet. Wks. (1846) 211 Fresh on his maiden cruise to see
the world. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 213 The maiden
bile of the artificial grasses and white clover. 1823 COL.
HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 284 This was my maiden day at

Knglish black game shooting. 1842 H. ROGKRS Ess. (1874)
I. i. 4 The same year was signalised by his maiden publica
tion. 1843 LE 1 V.vKK Life Trav. J Jtys. I. i. i. 20 It was at

this time, .that I took my maiden fee. 1883 Casselfs Fain.
A/

ijt,
. Aug. 527/2 In the second year the planter gets a very

small crop called the maiden-crop. 1884 Times (weekly ed.)

31 Oct. 19/4 The. .new steamship, .sailed from Plymouth..
on her maiden tripto the Antipodes. \&amp;lt;g/sn.Scotsinani\ Mar.

8/7 The., steamer., was on her maiden voyage from London
to China.

Maiden (m^-d n\ v.
[f.

MAIDEN
j/&amp;gt;.]

1 1. In phr. To maiden it : to act like a maiden
;

to be coy. Oh.
1597-8 } ]-, HALL Saf. in. jii. 5 Forbad I mayden d it, as

many u.se, Loath fur tograunt, but loather to refuse.

2. trans. (dial*) To wash clothes with a
* maiden*. Hence maidening-pott -tub.

1839 !!Y\VATI-:R Sheffield Dial. 132 Salla do yo pull loud
maidtiin tub tot table. 1890 Sheffield Daily Tel. n Apr.
71 The child was standing near a maidening pot half lull

t Maiden-child. Oh. A female child. (Cf.

MAID-CHILD.)
(-893 K. /Ki.i-KKn Ows. I. x. 2 Kft bonne ba wlf lieora

beam cendon, bonne feddon hie ba mxdencild. c izooOuMiN
7897, & ina^dennchild bitacneWj uss \Vac niahht i gode
dede.ss. c 1250 (it ll.

&amp;lt;y

/C.v. 2574 Do bad monophis pharaun
. . leten &amp;lt;5e mayden childre liuen. 1:1440 Hone Flor. 31 A
feyre lady he had to wyfe, That . . dyed of a maydyn cbylde.
1587 KU-IMING Contn. Hminshed III. 1999/1 Leaving but
one maiden-child and princesse. 1643 J. STFP:R tr. Exp.
Chyrttrg.ix. 42 There was a Maiden childe, of the age of

two yeares.

Maidenhair ^ni(&quot;ixVii|liu U\Also6-7 maiden s

hair.
[f.

MAIDK.V st&amp;gt;. + HATH.]
1. The name of certain ferns having fine hair-

like stalks and delicate fronds. a. Adicftititw

Capillns-vcneris, called also lilack or True Maiden
hair ; formerly much used in medicine.

(-1450 ME. Aled. F&amp;gt;k. (Heinrich) 102 Take ..verueync,
maydenher [etc.]. 1549 Compl. Scot, vi, 67, I sau madyn
hayr, of the quhilk ane siropmaid of it is remeid contrar the
infectione of the melt. 1562 TURNFCR Herbalu. 157 b, Tricho-
manes (that is our Knglish Maydens heare) is supposed to

hauc the same vertue that the Lumbardy Maydens heare
hath. 1597 GKRAHDK Herbal \\. cccclvii. 982-3 True Maiden
haire. . . 1 he right Maiden haire groweth vpon wals . . it is

a stranger in Englande. .. In English black Maiden haire,
and Venus haire. 1697 TRVON Way to Health xv. (ed. 3) 368
Take . . a pint and half, Tincture of Saffron, and Syrup of

Maidenhair. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot. xxxii. (1794) 491
True Maiden-hair., is used or supposed to be so, in the syrup
of capillaire. 1887 E. LYAI.L Knight-Errant (1889) 87
A little lizard.. plunged into the maidenhair that fringed the

altar.

b. Aspleninni 7^richomanest called also Common
or English Maidenhair.
a 1400-50 Stockh. Afed. MS. 176 Maydenheer or watir-

wourt, cafi!lus7 h-ffinis. 1562 [see a]. 1579 LANGHAM (!ard.

Health (1633) 379 Tricomanes, Polytricon or English Maiden-
haire hath ye same vertuesthat Capillus Veneris hath. 1597
GERAKDR Herbal n. cccclviii. 984 Of English or common
Maiden haire. 1634 PKACHAM Gentl. E.vcrc. in. n. vii. 144

June in a mantle of darke grasse greene, upon his head a gar
land of Bents, Kin^-cups, and Maidens haire. 1688 R. HOLM K

Armoury n. 74/1 The English Maiden-hair is a small spiry
stalk with two round leaves fixed to the side [etc.]. 1760
J. LEE Introd. Bot, App. 318 Maiden-hair, English black,

Asplaiiunt.
C. A$pkniumRnta-iimraria?N\i\\ Maidenhair.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cccclvii. 983 Wall Rue, or Rue
Maiden haire. .White Maiden haire. 1718 QUINCY Compl.
Disp. 115 White Maidenhair. It is used in Decays of the

Lungs. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 318 Maiden-hair,
White, Aspleninm. 1861 Miss PRATT F lmver, PI. VI. 213.

2. In other plant-names, a. Golden Maidenhair,
the moss Polytrichum commune.
1578 LVTE Dodoens in. Ixxi. 412 Goldylockes, Polytrichon^

or Golden Maydenheare. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot.
xxxii. (1794) 493 Greater Golden Maidenhair .. is a large
sort of moss and abundant in woods, heaths and bogs,

b. The Lancashire Asphodel, Narthedtim ossi-

fragnm (see quot.).
1633 JOHNSON Gerard^s Herbal i. Ixxi. 96 Another water

Aspnodill, which.. in Lancashire is vsed by women to die
their haire of a yellowish colour, and therefore by them
it is termed Maiden-haire, if we may beleeue Lobell.

C. Yellow lledstraw, Galittm vcntm.
1548 TURNER Name cfHcrbcs (K.D.S.) 39 Gallon or gal-

lion is named in English in the North tountrey Maydens
heire, 1562 Ilo hal \\. 6b.

d. Ground Ivy, AT
cpeta Glcchoma.

1657 COI.KS Adant in Eden xxvi. 53 Some Country people
that would have the barren Ivy to be the true Ground-Ivy,
call the other Maiden-hair.

f3. Some textile fabric. Obs.

1359 Will of Agnes Selby in Test. Elor. (Surtees) I. 71
Lego Anabilla; quondam servient! mea;..unam tunicam de

maydenhare.
f 4. ? Some kind of marking on (lowers. Obs.

?i6o7 DAY Parl. Bees xi. (1641) G 3 b, July-flowers, and
Carnations weare Leaves double streakt with Maiden haire.

*I6. In literal sense : A maiden s hair. ran, *.

1648 HERRICK Hfspcr.^ Dissnns.fr. Idleness, 1 lay not
with the maiden-haire for each ringlet there s a snare.

6. attrib. and C0tntf,
t
as f maidenJiair- syrup \

maidenhair fern = i
;
maidenhair grass, /&amp;gt;tiza

media
; (golden) maidenhair moss 2 a

;
maid-

enhair-spleenwort, a book-name for various

plants of the genus Asplcniuni (see quot. 1^37) ;

maidenhair-tree, a name for the (!INGKO.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. r^../i The A[diantuin] Capillus Ve
neris, or the *niaiden-hair fern. 1640 I AHKINSON Thcatr.
Bot, 1 165 Grantfn tremltlitm medium. * Maiden haire

grasse, or the lesser quaking grassc. 1597 GKKAKDI, Ilerbul
lit. clvii. 1^71 I\/iL-it-its ifipilliiris. .Goldilocks, or Golden
Maiden haire Mosse, 1837 MACGIM.P. KAY ii it/if&amp;gt; iii^ s

Brit, i lanls ^S ? Asf&amp;gt;ieni?ttn
Trh homanes. COIILHIDII

Maidenhair Splt-t-nwurt. . . A. viridc. Green Maidenhair
Splr.nwoit. .. A. Adiantutn-nigrum. 1-ilack Maidenhair
Spleenwurt. 1862 A&amp;gt;:sii-.n Channel Isl. n. ^ p

iii. (ed. 2! 18^
The //. trichomani s or maiden-hair spleen-wort, is the iim?,t

delicate of the group. 1711 Land. Ga::. No. 4845 4, 200
half pint Hottles of &quot;Maidenhair Sirrup. 1773 Gentl. A/a?.
XLIII.338TheGinkgo, or *Maiden-hair tree, from China,
..has been propagated by Mr. Gordon, of Mile-End. 1882
Garden 12 Aug. 145/3 The leaver bear a good dual of re

semblance to those of the Maidenhair tree.

Maidenhead1
(ni^ d nhed). arch.

ft&quot;.

MAIDEN
J/&amp;gt;. -i -HEAD.]
1. The state or condition of a maiden

; virginity ;

said occas. of a man see MAIIKX J/ . 2 \&amp;gt; .

n 1300 Cursor JA icSSo, I herd it neutr in lijf ne ledd
\Voiinnan her barn in maid&amp;lt;u-bedd. Il&amp;gt;id. 1.7706 Sent Ion,

pe wangeli.st . .he liued m maiden-bede. 1357 Lay Folks
Catt ch. 125 lesu crist. .was sothefasteiy consayued of the
maiden mari,. .\\ it bout en ony niynnyng uf liir maidenhede.

1423 JAS. I A7//i, /.v
&amp;lt;^

J
. 55 Pi tee as to here The crueltee of

that vnknyghlly decle, Quhare was fro the bereft thi iiciiilcn-

hede. 1535 COVFKDAI.I: Jndg. xi. 38 Then wen to ^hee with
her playefceres, and tieULiyled hir maydcn beade \poii the

iiiuiintaynes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. / ///, 11. Jii. 23 J .y my
troth, and Maidenhead, I would not be a (^iieene. 1697
DRYDKN I irg. Georg. Ued., He who carries a Maidenhead
into a Cloyster, is sometime!; apt to lose it there. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones xvm. xiii, A merry song which bore
some relation to matrimony and the loss of a maidenhead.

1796 PEGGE AMettyw. (1809) 457 To be able to lov-k up-m
the sun, they say, is a sign of uifc s having a maidenhead.

1885-94 R. HKIDGI s J-.ros
f,- Psyche I el). x\tv, His earthly

bride, Who won his love, in simple maidenhead.

f b. Phrases ; to enjoy, get&amp;gt; hare, prove, lake,

win (a woman s maidenhead
\ also of a woman

{rarefy of a man\ to keep, lose (So. tine] one s

maidenhead. Obs.
t 1250 Gt-n. .y J-~.\ . 1852 Sichem tok hire maiden-hed. c 13*0

.SV&amp;gt; Tristr. 21^4, \ loued neuer man wib mode I!ol him p:it

hadde mi inaidenhcde. c\yy) AniisKf Ami?. 767 So thai plaid
in word and dede, That he wan hir maidenhede. ( 1375 -SV.

Leg. Saints xviii. (Kgipiciane} 446 Myn madynned tuihow I

first tynt bar. c 1400 Jh str. Troy 3997 Most was hir mynde
hir maidpnhede tokepe. (1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 204
Sho wepid. .bat wyked dede

J&amp;gt;at
maile hir lose hir mayden-

hede. 1567 Gitdc -V Godlie B. (S. J . S.) 146 Zit keipit scho
hir madinheid vnforlorne. 1591 Lvi.v Sappho n. i, Phcebus
in his godhead sought to get my maidenhead. 1663 DRYDFN
Wild Gallant Pro!., As some raw squire, by tender mother

bred, Till one-and-twenty keeps his maidenhead. 1697 VAN-
BKLGti -2&amp;gt;id Pt.

sKso/&amp;gt;
Sii. 51 sEsop. How long did you stay?

Jlcfiu. Till I had lost my maidenhead.

f2. transf. andyT^., esp. the first stage or first-

fruits of anything ;
the first example, proof, trial,

or use ; also in phrases (see i b). Obs.

^1412 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 3036 pou..Jje mayden-
hede of this luel Shalt preue anone. a 1550 Tales \ Quick
AHW. xcv. (1814) 98 That he wolde gyue him leaue to

haue the maidenhced of the pyllory. 1591 FI.ORIO 2nd
Fndtcs Ep. Ded., The maiden head of my Industrie I

yeelded to a noble Mecenas (renoumed Lecester) the honor
of England, a 1592 H. SMITH Serin. (1599) 536 God requir

ing the first labours of his seruants, and (as I may say), the

maidenhead of euery man. 1612 (title) Parthenia, or the

Maydenhead of the first musicke that euer was printed
for the Virginalls. a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. i. (1691) 20
One sort of Vessels, and Rigging, where haste is requisite
for the Maidenhead of a Market. 1755 SMOLLET Quix.
(1803) I. 19 Others affirm, that the windmills had the maiden-
head of his valour. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. cxxxvii.

(1783) IV. 260 He had received a present, ofwhich, he insisted

upon it, we should have the maidenhead.

t Mai denhead-. Obs. [f.
MAIDENjA + HEAD.]

A representation of the head or bust of the Virgin

Mary. a. As an ornamental finish to the handle

of a spoon ; occas.
&amp;gt;

the spoon itself.

[1446 Wills &amp;lt;V Inv. (Surtees Soc.) I. 92 In Promptuario
sunt ij

Coclearia argentea et deaurata .. cum ymaginibus
Beatae Mariae in fine eorundem.) 1495 in Wadley Notes
Wills inGt.OrpltanBk. Bristol

(\%tf&amp;gt;) i7o[Six silver spoons]
cum Maidenheddis. [Six silver spoons] de Maidenheddis.

IS&quot; Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 162 Maria Evers sex coclbuia
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MAIDENHOOD.
de arg. cum le madynheddes. 1538 ftiiry H 7/A (Camden)

and J doss, madinehedes.

b. Her. As a bearing on a shield, etc.

1615 HKYWOOD Foitre Prentises Wks. 1874 II. 229 God-

freyes shield, hauing a Maidenhead with a Crowne in it.

1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Pennylcss Pilgr. A 4 b, 1 . . went
that night as farre as Islington, There did I finde. .A May-
denhead of twenty fiue yeei es old, I ut surely it was painted,
. .And for a signe or wonder, han^ d at dore. 1728 S. KENT
Banner Display d II. 764 Crest, on a Torce of his Colours,
a maidenhead proper, enclos d in a Ring of Gold.

Maidenhood (mri d nhud). Forms : see

MAIDEN sb. and -HOOD. [OE. mse^denhdd, f. mieg-
den MAIDEN + -had -HOOD.] The condition of

being a maiden ;
the time of life during which one

is a maiden. Formerly also MAIDENHEAD 1 i b

and 2, in phrases to have, hold&amp;gt; keep. Aw, etc. (ones)
maidenhood.
a goo CYNEWULP Crist 1419 t*a c sylf fcestaj ma^a in

modor, beah waes hyre mse^denhad aeghwaes onwal^. c 1200

l ices ty Virtues 55 pat hie ne behiet hire maidenhad seure

mo to healden. c 1200 OKMIN 46 Forr ma^denhad & widd-

wesshad & weddlac birrb ben clene. a 11*5 Ancr. R. 54
Heo leas hire meidenhod, & was imaked hore. c 1290 S.

En%. Leg. 380/137 For 36 habbez 3eot ouwer Maiden-
hod. 1362 LANGL, P. PL A. i. 158 5e naue no more merit

In Masse ne In houres pen Malkyn of hir Mayden hod, bat

no Mon desyreb. 1388 WYCLIK Lnke ii. 36 (She) hadde

lyued with hir hosebonde seuene ^eer fro hir maydynhod.
&amp;lt; 1450 LOSELICH Grail xxix. 150 For Maydenhod is In this

inaner trewly, that felte neuere man fleschly,. .hut virginite
is An heighere thing, c 1575 Balfojtr s Pro* ticks 678 The
Lord of the ground sail have the maidenhood of all maidenis
..dwellandon the ground. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. / 7, iv. vi.

17 The irefull Bastard Orleance, that drew blood From thee

my Hoy, and had the Maidenhood Of thy first fight, I soone

encountred. a 1603 [see MAIDESLESS]. 1641 KARL MONM.
tr. BiondCs Civil Warres ii. 83 No maidenhood was uncle-

flowred, nor marriage bed unviolated. 1846 C. G. PKOWFI r

Pronit tht us Hound 40 In loveless maidenhood outworn.

1858 HAWTHOKNK Fr. $ It. Jrnh. I. 226 There is . . a very
pleasant atmosphere of maidenhood about her. 1863 WOOL-
NER My Keantifnl Lady Introd. 5 A man. .who has found
HK. .daughter. .Fallen from her maidenhood.

Maidenish (nv -d nij\ a. [f. MAIDEX sb.+

IHH.] Resembling a maiden, characteristic of a

maiden. Used in depreciatory sense.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. vii, Come, come*, says
Western, none of your maidenish airs . 1815 Zehtca I.

172 Do not let one word of this rhodomontade come within
ken of your maidenish aunts. 1825 ,\V:(&amp;gt; Monthly Mag.
XV. 299 A pretty affectation of maidenish coyness.
Comb. 1789 ANNA SEWAKD Lett. fiSn II. 250 Ihit, Lord !

what a pale, maidenish-looking animal fora voluptuary !

Maidenism nv -d niz m). rare.
[f. MAIDEN.^.

+ -ISM.] Maidenish bearing and behaviour; a
maidenish notion or peculiarity.
1790 ANNA SKWARD LetL fiSn III. 38 When heconfessed

these maidenisms, I despaired of his suiting the pleasant,

prancing, pop-gun situation of butler at Prior s Lea. 1825
Gentl. Afaf. XCV. i. 626 The elegant simplicity and delicate

maidenism of the pretty Miriam Gray.

t Mai denkin. Obs~ l

[f. MAIDEN sb. + -KIN.]
-=MAIDKIN.
L 1330 Art/i. % Merlin 671 (Kulbing i To ligge bi a maiden-

kin it bt^eten a child her in. c 1440 [see MAIUKIN].

t Maidenless, a. nonce-wd. [f.

+ -LESS.] Not truly
* maiden *.

a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Coufnt. Khein. N. T. (1618) 39 The
Greeke Church, which neuer liketl ofthe maidenlessemaiden
hood of their Priests.

Mai denlike, a. and cuh. ff. MAIDEN sb. +

-LIKE.] a. adj. Such as is usual with maidens;
befitting a maiden, fb. adv. After the manner of
maidens. Obs.

15.. Robin Conscience 318 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 246 To
clatter and flatter is no maidenlike way. a 1548 HALtCAnw.,
Hen. VI 183 The yong erle of Rutland, .scace of y* age of
.xii. yeres, a faire gentleman and a maydenlike person. 1589
FLEMING Virg. Georg. \. 15 If sheouercast vpon hir face a
virgins rednesse Or blushing maidenlike. 1633 LITHGOW
Trow. m. 96 He was maiden-like brought vp amongst the

Kings daughters. 1825 |. NEAL Bro. Jonathan II. 179 Our
boy contrived . . to do a multitude of .. pretty, maiden-like

things. 1834 LVTTON Pompeii 23 Her manners are not
maidenlike. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 73 And maidenlike
as far As I could ape their treble, did I sing.

Maidenliiiess (mfi d niines). [f.
MAIDENLY

-f -NESS.] The quality of being maidenly ; the

behaviour proper to a maiden.
1555 W. WATHEMAN Fardle Facions App. 326 Any man

of a shamefaced maindenlines [sic]. 1583 HABINGTON Cow*
manndm. (1615) 42 Silence is ignorance, modesty is too much
maidenlinesse. 1617 Rider s Diet., Virginalitas&amp;gt; Maiden-

Hnesse._
1868 Pom Serm. Pharisaism 13 Those who used

to furnish our ideal of maidenliness and purity. 1879 G.
MEREDITH Egoist I. x. 193 That fair childish nuddenlinctt
bad ceased.

Maidenly (m^-d nli), a. and adv. [f.
MAIDEN

sb. + -LY.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to a maiden, or to maiden

hood. In early use = VIRGIN a.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 112 Whyche shulde be con-

ceyued and borne of thy maidenly body. 1582 BENTLEY
Mon. Matrones Pref. Bj, Even from their tender and
maidenlie yeeres, to spend their time . . in the studies of
noble and approved srn*nces. 1871 R. KI.I.IS tr. Catullus
Ixiv. 78 Taxed of her youthful array, her maidenly bloom

42

fresh-glowjng. 1899 7V;//r P&amp;gt;ar May 114 The maidenly
curve of her bust

b. nonct-itse. (Cf. MAIDEN a. 6.)

1823 UYRON Juan xiu. xc, An orator,. .Who had deliver *!

well a very set Smooth speech, his first and maidenly trans

gression.

f2. Of persons: Resembling a maiden in action

or bearing. Characterized by a maiden s qualities,
e. g. gentleness, modesty, timidity. Obs.

1523 SKELTON Carl. Laitrcl fa*, Lyke to Aryna maydenly
of porte. 1549 CHALOSER Erasmus on Folly A ij, Shall one
of those shamefast and maidenly men not sticke than to

displaie his pecockes fethers? 1592 GRKENE droatsiv. ll it

1 1617) D 3 b, My brother is a maidenly BaU heler. 1597 SHAK s.

2 Hen. /i
r

,
it. ii. 82 Wherefore blush you now? what a

Maidenly man at Armes are you become ? 1655 GURSALL
C/ir. zn A rut, verse 14. iii. (1669) 8/2 They, .were so maidenly
and fearful, as not to venture down their hills, for fear of

drowning. 1672 MARVF.LL Keh. Transp, \. 4 &amp;lt; )ur author is

very maidenly, and condescends to his llookseller not with
out some reluctance.

3. Of qualities, actions, etc. : Proper to, or

characteristic of a maiden.

1532 MORE Con/itt. Tindalc \Vks. 626/1 To learne of hys
leminan some ^yery maidenly shamefastenes. 1590 SHAKS.
^lids. N. in. ti. 217 And will you rent our ancient loue

asunder, To ioyne with men in scorning your poore friend ?

It is not friendly, tis not maidenly. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa. (iSm II. 68 A confession, that all your past be
haviour was maidenly reserve only. 1849 JAMKS li ood-
inan xxri, She. .with maidenly modesty retired till she had
the sanction of her guardian s presence. 1884 Content]*.
Rev. Oct. 547 The manner in which MUs Victoria Dare..
captures Lord Dunbeg. .is not exactly maidenly.

B. adv. After the fashion of a maiden
; in a

maidenly manner.

1596 HARINGTON Mctant. Aja.v (1813) 20, I that maidenly
to write was wont. 1625 Gonsalvios Sp. Inqnis. 59 Bend
ing her head downeward maidenly. 1844 MRS. BROWN-INT;

Crmvnedtif Wedded, Her looks turned maidenly to ground.
1889 F. M. CRAWFORD Grcifenstein I. ii. 39 She was. .away
from the world,, .and maidenly ignorant of all it contained.

1 Mardenman. Obs. [f. MAIDEN sl&amp;gt;. + MAN
j^.l] A maiden, virgin.
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. xiv. i Mesianc noldon Saet

Laecedemonia nuegdenmenn mid heora ofreden. c 1000
Sax. Leahd. Ill, 42 (la banine an mrcden man to and ho
hit on his sweoran. c 1200 OHM IN 2085 Sannte Mar^e. .wa^s
a:fre ma33dennmann. 171310 in Wright Lvric P. 82 For
nou thou wost of motler fare thou thou be clene mayden mon.
Maiden s blush.
1. Used as a name for a delicate pink colour.

Hence, a rose of this colour.
Cf. maiden kltish, s.v. MAIDEN A. 10,

1648 HKKRICK ffcsper. t Kpithal. Sir C. Carrot*, But for

prick-madam, and for gentle-heart, And soft maidens-blush,
the bride Makes holy these. 1661 PKACHAM Contpl. Gent.
(ed. 3) 156 Of the signification of Colours. Maidens-blush,
[^ignifieth] Envy. 1750 G. HI/GHRS Karbadoes 226 From
which Place rise several many-leav d Flowers, of a Maiden s*

blush. 1882 Garden 19 Aug. 168/2 The Maiden s Blush
Rose, once so popular, but now seldom met with.

2. A small geometrid moth, Ephyra pitnctaria.
1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths 73.

Maidenship (mfi-d njip). [f.
MAIDEN sb. +

-SHIP.] The personality of a maiden; chiefly in

Your Maidenship, as a playful form of address.
1602 ROWLANDS Tis Merrie 22 Your Mayden-ship takes

Liquor in too nice. 1637 HEVWOOD ReyaU/Cinfia, i. E 2 b,
Yes if it please your Maidenship. 1756 MRS. F. BROOK E Old
Inlaid No. o. 64 Your maidenship has opened a channel,
through which my thoughts may flow. 1831 Eraser s Mag.
IV. 183 We trust that their chaste maidenships the Muses
will not suffer much of this metrical rubbish to fall in our way.

F Maidenweed. Obs. [In sense I foi*Maythen-
weed (see MAYTHEN) ; in sense 2 f. MAIDEN sb.]

1. = MAIDWEED.
1499 Promp. Pan . (Pynson) [see MAIDWEED quot. r 1440].

i53oPALSCR. 241/2 Maydenwede. 1591 PERCIVALL.S/*. Dict.&amp;gt;

F-wato, maidenweeds, hogfenell,/Ym AfViww. 1592 R. D.

Hypnerotomaihia, 29 A garland.. of bitter alisander com
mix t with dead leaves of maydenweede. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 39 Castoreum. .procureth sleep, they
being anointed with it, maiden-weed, and conserve of roses.

1718 ROWE tr. /,*;&amp;lt; i 404 Wound-wort and Maiden-weed
perfume the Air.

2. = MAIDENHAIR ra.

15*4 Crete Herball xxxvii, Adianthos. Maydenweedc.
t Maideux. Obs. Also 5 madeus, maydese,
ma aydeus. [OF. maide dtus *God help me*.]
In phrase So maideux = * so help me God*.
a 1400-50 Alexander 729 So madeus [AsJtm.MS. Sa ma

aydeus], quod Jis ober man. Ibid. 4446 And maydese jit.

Ibid. 5024 So maideux , quod pe monotree.

t Mai dliead. Obs. [f.
MAID sb. + -HEAD.] =

M.UDKXHEAD 1
.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 341 The beaute of his face streited

He hath, and threste out bothe hise yhen, That alle wommen
wluche him syhen Thanne afterward, of him ne roghte. And
thus his maidehiede he boghte. 1567 Glide fy Godlie B.
(S. T. S.) 146 note

t Yet keipit shce her maid-held vnforlorne.

Maidhood (m^d,hud). [f.
MAID sb. + -HOOD.

In the earliest examples repr. OE.
ma&amp;gt;g(e}}&amp;gt;-Md)

f. /ag()/ (see MAIDEN sb. }. } MAIDENHOOD.
a goo O. E. Martyrol. 31 May 88 Heo on nregShade hire

lif geendade. r 1200 OKMIN 2497 Babe leddenn i ma^bhad
All be^re lif till ende. c 1200 Trin. Coif. Horn. 21 Ne hire

maidhod ne was awemned. a 1225 St. Marker. 3 Ich habbe
a deore ^imstan ant ich hit habbe 130uen be mi meidhad ich

meane. 1601 SHAKS. Ttvel. N. in. i. 162. 1604 Oth. i. i.

171 Is there not Charmes, By which thepropertie of Youth,
and Maidhood May be abus d 1 1800 HELENA \V j LI s (.\s-

MAIDY.

stanlia Keville {ed. 2) II. 159 As by a matron the airs and

graces of maidhood would be relinquished. 1881 W. WILKINS

Songs ofStudy 154 The innocence of her maidhood.

Maidie: see MAIDY.
Maidish. (m^-dij;, a.

[f.
MAID sb. + -ISH.]

=
MAIDENISH.
1872 GROSAKT Donne s Foetus I. 22 ote

t
The delays of

maidish indecision. 1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss Hags
xxxvL 258 From a maidish and natural liking for a young
and unmarried man.

t Mai dkin. Obs In 5 maydekin. [f.

MAID sb. + -KIN.] A little maid.
f 1440 Protitp* Pan: 319/2 Maydekin, or lytylle mayde

(//., 7 ., maydyn kyn\ pnella.

Maidling (mt^-dliijX iwnce-ivd. [f.
MAID sb.

+ -LING.] A little maid.
In quot. 1831 coined to render MHG. magftMti, which is

n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t really equivalent in formation.

1831 CAHI.YI.R Misc. F.s$. (18571 H- 22^ She let It [her hair]
flow down,The lovely maidling. 1896 i all $lall Mag. Sept.

30 The dissonant pipings of ten charity maidlings.

t Mai dly, a. Obs.
[f. MAID sb. + -LY *.] Re

sembling a maid.

1563 K GOOOE F.g?ogs, etc. (Arb.) 71 O Cowards all, and

maydly men of Courage faynt and weake. 1565 Sati&amp;gt; .

POCMS Reform, i. 376 Howe the Frenshe Kinge in marag
did endowe me w lh

Royall right, amadlie wydowe.
Maid Marian. Also 6 mayd(e-, mawd-,

-marion, 7 -marrian, -marrion, -morion. A
female personage in the May-game and morris-

dance. In the later forms of the story of Robin
Hood she appears as the companion of the outlaw,
the association having prob. been suggested by
the fact that the two were both represented in the

May-day pageants.
c 1523 BARCLAY Eclog iv. (1570) Cvj, Yet would I gladly

heare nowe some mery fit Of mayde Marion, or els of Robin
hood. 1575 LANFHAM Let. (1871) 22 A liuely morisdauns

according too the auncient manner, six daunserz, Mawd-
marion, and the fool. 1589 PmjHfXtft Ret. liiij b, Martin
..is the Mayd-marian, trimlie drest vppe in a cast Gowne,
and a Kercher. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. JV, m. lit 129 For

Wooman-hood, Maid-marian may be the Deputies wife of
the Ward to thee. 1652 C. I*. STAPYLTON Herodian 65
Train d Hands are Pamp red like unto Maidmarians. 1656
BLOL NT Glossogr. s.v., Aforisc^ a Boy dressed in a Girles

habit, whom they call the Maid Marrian. 1696 PHILLIPS,
Maid Marriott, or Morion, a 1699 TEMPLE Of Health

&amp;lt;$

Long Life Wks. 1720 I. 277 A Sett of Morrice Dancers,
composed of Ten .Men who danced, a Maid Marian, and
a Tabor and Pipe. [Misquoted by Johnson, who in con

sequence explains Maidwariati as a kind of dance
,
an

error which is copied in later Diets.]

Maid of honour.
1. An unmarried lady, usually of noble birth,

who attends upon a queen or princess.
c 1586 C TFSS PF.MBROKK /V. XLV. vii, Her maldes of honor

shall on her attend. 1646 CKASHAW S0sf. a*Herode xlii,

The foul queen s most abhorred maids of honour . . stand to

wait upon her. 1711 STEKI.E Sped. No. 109 p^ The Action
at the Tilt-yard you may be sure won the fair Lady, who
was a Maid of Honour. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trat . (1760)
IV. 189 Another court-festivity is at the marriage of one of

the empress s maids of honour. 1841 TKNNYSON Day Dream
So The maid-of-honour blooming fair.

2. A kind ofcheesecake sold at Richmond, Surrey.
1769 Public Advertiser 11 Mar. 3/3 Almond and Lemon

Cheescakes, Maid of Honour, Sweetmeat Tarts. 1836 T.

HOOK G. Gitrney\. no What are called cheesecakes else

where, are here called maids of honour. 1865 Reader

i6Sept 311/2 A maid-of-honour, fresh from therw/J/wofthe
Star and Garter, is relishable with its adjuncts.

Hence Maid-of-honourship iwnce-wd.

1896 A. DOBSON in Longm. Ma%. Sept. 456 Her Maid-of-

Honourship came to an end with her marriage.

Mai dservant. [f. MAID sb. + SERVANT.] A
female servant, usually a domestic servant.

1526 Pilgr* Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 83 A mayde seruaunt,
thrall and bonde, all naked, fylthy, and deformed. 1600 J.

PORV tr. Leo s Africa, vii. 287 All the women of this n^ion
except maid-seruants go with their faces couered. a 1687
PUTTY Pol.Arith. (1690)101 The Wages given to the poorest
Maid-Servant in the Countrey .. is 30*. per annum. 1849
MRS. CAKLVLF. Lett. II. 68 The maid-servant met me at the

front door. i8?6 T. HARDY Ethtiberta (1890) 395 One of

the pretty maid-servants.

Maidsweet : see MEAPSWEET.

t Maidweed. Obs. Also 5-6 mayde ,
6

mayd-, made-. [For *tnaithe~
t *jnaytke-weed :

see MAYTHE.] a. Stinking Camomile, Anthemis
Cotula. b. Red Maidiveedt

Red or Purple Camo
mile, Adonis cnttumnalis, (Cf. MAYWEED.)
c 1440 Promp. Pan&amp;lt;. 319/2 Mayde wede, herbe, or maylhys

(MS. S. maydewode, / . maydenwede), wfiissa t antarnsm.

1548 TURNER Nantes of Herbes (E.D.S.) 14 They call it in

Englishe red mathes.alij, red mayde wed, alij purple camo-

myle. Ibid. 60 Stynkyng maydweede. 1551 Herbal
i. D ij, Dyuers thynke, that heranthemon is the herbe:

whych is called of the herbaryes, amarisca nibra : and of

oure countre men, red mathe, or red made wede. 1660

LI-ITON loop Notable Things VIM. 46.202 Which Maid-

weed is a stinking herb, having a flower like a Daysie.

Maidy (m^-di). dial. Also maidie. [f.
MAID

sb. : see -IE and -Y.] A little maid.
1880 T. HARDY Trumpet-Major I. iii. 57 You and maicly

Anne must come in, if it be only for half an hour. 1882

W, S. GILBERT lolanthe (1886) 32 If you go in You re

sure to win Yours will be the charming maidie. 1891 T.

HARDY Test (1900) 47/2 Is it so, maidyP he said.

Maiecl. obs. f. MEAD*/ .
1

; pa. ppl. ofMAY z&amp;gt;. Obs.

Maierom(e, obs. form of MARJORAM.



MAIEUTIC.

Maiest- : see MAJEST-.

Maiester, obs. form of MASTER.
Maieutic (nu?ii-tik), a. (and sl&amp;gt;.}.

Also 7

majeutic. [ad. Gr. ftaicvriw-os (///. obstetric :

usedyTf. by Socrates), f. ncuimoOcn to act as a mid
wife, f. paia midwife.] Pertaining to (intellectual)

midwifery, i.e. to the Socratic process of assisting
a person to bring out into clear consciousness

conceptions previously latent in his mind.
1655 STANLEY /list. Pliilos., Pinto ,\v. 46 Of Platonitk

Discourse there are two kinds, Hyphegetick and Exegetick
[of which a sub-division is called] Majeutick. 1856 W. A.
BUTLER Hist. Anc. Pkilos. I. 374 The method of Socrates
is. .essentially a maieutic or obstetric method. 1868 Con-

tftttp. Rev. VII. 12 Teaching botany., by what he truly
calls a maieutic process, drawing out intelligence before com
municating knowledge. 1882 Sat. AYr . 23 Sept. 415/2 Ex
amples of Mr. Cory s stimulating and maieutic method of

dealing with history. 886 SVMONDS Kcnaiss. It., Cat/i.

Kctut. (1898) VII. xi. 176 Their maieutic ingenuity was vain.

b. sl&amp;gt;. ft. The maieutic method.
j88s W. H. PAYNE tr. Contpayrfs Hist, Pedagogy 2j

Maieutics, or the art of giving birth to ideas.

t Maientical, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. prec. +
-AI..] =prec. adj.

1678 CumvoRTH Intell. Syst. \.
y. 693 Yet is all humane

teaching but maieutical or obstetricions.

Maigne, Maign6, -ie, obs. ff. MAIN a., MEYNIE.

Maigre (mt- -gaj), s6. Also 9 meagre, [a. K.

inaigre] A large fish, Scixna ayttHa, common
in the Mediterranean.
The MEGYR of Proinp. Pan , is prob. unconnected.
1835 JENYNS Man. Brit, l- ert. Aniin. 352 Scixna A jttita

Cuv. (Maigrei. 1836 YARRELL Brit. Fislics I. go The
Maigre. Ibid. _02 Three fishermen once took twenty
Maigres by a single sweep of their net. 1880 GUNTHEK
Fishes 430 Sci&tui aijitila . . not rarely reaches the British

coasts, where it is known as Meagre . 1883 I ishcrics
Ejchib. Catal. (ed. 4) n8 Skeleton of Maigre or Royal Fish.

ll Maigre (mfffr, m^-gaj), a. [F. maigre, lit.

lean : see MEAOKE
&amp;lt;z.]

1. Of articles of diet, esp. soup : Not containing
flesh or the juices of flesh; proper for maigre
days.

1787 P. BECKFORD Lctt./r. Italy (1805) I- 365 A common
maigre dish in this country. 1806 H. HUNTER Culiiut
(ed. 3) 58 For want of this precaution, the soup has a maigre
taste. Ibid. 122 In this receipt for a maigre soup, much is
left to the taste of the Cook. 1831 SCOTT Q. Dunv. Inlrod.
57 The soup, although bearing the term maigrc, . . was most
delicately flavoured.

2. Applied to those days on which, in the Roman
Church, abstinence from flesh is enjoined.
1683 ROBINSON in Ray s Corr. (1848) 132 Most of the in

habitants here, do generally eat it in Lent, and upon maigre
days. 1768 PENNANT Zoal. I. 68 The Romish church per-
nuts the use of it [otter] on maigre-days. 1879 R. Luiiuocn
J-auaa ofNorfolk 77 Sustenance upon maigre days.
to. To eat, keep, live maigre: to live on maicre

diet. Obs.

1739 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1820) I. j8 A greater penance
than eating maigre. 1764 Lett., to G. Montagu 18 June
(1(146) IV. 429, I must keep maigre. 1764 SMOLLETT l-raitcc
, Italy xxn. (1766) 340 A good catholic, who lives maigre
one half of the year. 1778 HAN. MORE Let. in W. RobertsMm. (1834) I. 136 At last he [the doctor] consented on con
dition that I should.. live maigre and drink no wine.

Maigre, obs. form of MEAGRE.
Mali, -ij, obs. forms of MAY (the month).
Maik, Maikless, Sc. ff. MAKE s6., MAKELESS. j

Mail (mJil), j&i Forms : 4-7 maill(e, maile,
4-5 mayll(e, Sc. mailje, (5 mailye, 6 Sc. mail-
yie), 5 mayl, 5-8 mayle, 4- mail

; //. 4 mailez,
5 maylez, -is, -us, malys, Sc. maily(h)eis, 5-6
mail^eis, -^ies. [a. F. maille (whence MUu.
/&amp;lt;zc&,Du. malie):-L. macula spot, mesh ofa net.]
1 1. One of the metal rings or plates of which

mail-armour was composed. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Bcues 2836 Al to-brosten is ventaile, And of his

fe
l

n
e
f
ka

o
t os^ndlma,

llc
-.

CI33 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc

S.i3 L.OUGLAS jSHeis v. ii. o, As golden mailjeis hir scalis
gli lerandbrycht. iS97 A. if. Ir.Guillcmcau s Fr.CUrurr.

t b. Proverb.
(Literally from OFr.) 06s.

1597 SKENE DC
l^cro.

Si?,,, s.v. [lawbert, The common

makanmeikie
a l

,

\0.transf. pi. The scales (of a fish). Obs. rare.
1484 CAXTON tatUs a/Pogcv, (,889) 303 And at the bothe

his elboweshe [the monstre] hadde wyngesryght brode and
grete of fysshes mayles wherwith he swymined.

. collect. Armour composed of interlaced rings
or chain-work or of

overlapping plates fastened
upon a groundwork. Coat of mail: see COAT sb. e,.

kCf. CHAIN-W.T//, I
LATE-fl/fll/, Riyo-IHail.)

c 1374 CHAtXEa TroylMs v. 1559 Achilles thorwgh the
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maylle, And thorwyh the body gan hyin for toryve. c 1386
Clerk s T. 1146 Though thyn housbonde armed be in

maille. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy ti 107 Sho was bare of hir breast

to |je bright mayll. 1460 Lybeans Disc. i23o(Kaluza) Hys
foinen wer well boun, To perce his acketoun, Gipell, maile
and plate. 465 MAHG. PASTUN in P.Lett. II. 190 A standard
of mayle. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis xu. ii. 95 Abowt his

schuldris assais his hawbryk fyne, Of burnist maill. 1552
Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 130 A jack of plett, steilbonet,

Bplent slevis, ofmailyie or plait. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s

Africa 21 Their armour. .certaine shirts of male verie long
and streight. 1667 MILTON / . L. vi. 360 Mangl d with

Easily wounds through Plate and Maile. 1810 CAMTBELI.
Hallads vii, Every bosom shook lleneath it s iron mail. 1838
LVITON Leila v. i. 49 The king was armed cap-n-picd in

mail. 1877 MORRIS Sigurd 4 Through the glimmering
thicket the linked mail rang out.

fb. A piece of mail-armour. Obs.
1606 SiiAKS. Tr. iy Cr. in. iii. 152 To hang Quite out of

fashion, like a rustle male. 1607 TorstLL Four-/. Blasts
-oo The trunk of the elephant was cuuered with a maile for

defence. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \\\. 25 They presently annu
al their bodies, and . . their very shinbones, and hinder parts,
with males of Iron.

c. transf. of the protective shell or scales of

certain animals.

1714 GAY Fan in. 179 For this .. His clouded Mail the
Tortoise shall resign. 1833 TKNNYSON Tivo Voices iv, To
day I saw the dragon-rly. . . From head to tail Came out
clear plates of sapphire mail. 1849 M. AKNOLU Forsaken
Merman, Where the sea-snakes coil and twine, Dry their
mail and bask in the brine. 1885 R. L. & F. STEVENSON
Dynamiter 106 The mail of a boiled lobbter.

1813 J. N. BREWER Beaut. Eng. II. 77 The antiquaries
who have entered the lists, have come cased up in ihe mail
of prejudice. 1866 H.TAYLOR Poems, Autumnal Vespers
j8 In stiff December s mail. 1866 G. MACUONALU Ann. Q.
Neighb. xxxiL (1878) 547 She was clad in the mail of
endurance.

3. A web 1

in the eye. [So F. maille (Cotgr.) ;

cf. MACULA quot. c 1400.] Obs. cxc. dial.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) II. 312 Which eie-saiue they
say, serues also for the mailles or spots [L. argeum}. .in the
ties. 1847 HALLIWELL, Mail, a defect in vision. Devon.

1 4. A hole for the passage of a lace, clasp, or

other fastening of a garment ;
an eyelet-hole, eye .

Also/?. Obs.
^ 1470 HEHRVBOM Cann. Cude Ladcis 15 Poems (1865) 8

Hir kirt ill suld be of clene conbiance, Lasit with le^um lufe,
The mailyheis of continuance For nevir to reimife. 1530
PALSGR, 241/2 Mayle that receyveth the claspe ofagowne
into it, porte. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii, 1-5 My
Sleifis wer of to borrow and len glaidlic; My Lais and
Mailzies of trew permanence. 1588 THOMAS Diet. (1606 ,

Orbicnlus, the male or rundle thorough which the lutchct of
the shoe passeth. 1607 Barlcy-Breakc (1877) 16 And day
by day this lace a mayle doth bate.

b. spec, in Weaving. (See quots.)
_
1731 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 106 Every

Thread of the Warp goes through a small Brass Ring called
a Male. 1831 G. R. PORTER Silk Afauuf. 216 A modern
improvement substitutes for the loops small metallic

eye&amp;gt;,

through which the warp threads are passed, . . these eyes are
called mails. 1835 WEBSTER Rhymes 152 (K. D. D.) Temper
yer ilka thrum and thread, Yea, whether they wimple thro
a head, Or thro a mail.

5. Haivking. The breast-feathers of a hawk when
the feathers are full-grown. Occas. applied to
the plumage of other birds.

1486 Bk. St. Albans Avij, Hawkes haue White maill,
Canuas maill or Rede maill. And soni call Rede maill Iren
mayll. White mail! is soone knawe. Canuas maill is

betwene white maill and Iron maill. And Iron mail! is

varri Rede. Ibid. A vij b, A Goshawke nor a tercell in thare
sore aage haue nott thair mayles named bot it is calde
their plumage, and after the cote it is calde theyr Maill.

1530 PALSGR. 241/2 Mayle of a hauke.^r^/tlure. 1575 [see
MAILED ///. a. 4]. 1614 MAKKIIAM Cheap Hud . (1623) 135
His [a^dunghill cock s] eyes round and great, the colour

answering the colour of his plume or male. 1655 WALTON
Angler (1661) 107 The wings made of the blackish mail
of the Drake. 1678 Willughby s Ornithol. App. 398 The
Mail of a Hawk is the Breast or Plumage of the Breast
in reference to its colour : So they say a Hawk changes the
mail, or is white-maild, &c. 1686 BLOME Ccntl. Rccr. n.

182/1 The little Dun-flye hath his Body made of Dun-
\\r n i L- \tr: -r .i__ TV f i_ _ f . T-. . i .

feathers.

b. (See quot. : cf. MAILED///- a - 4b.)
17*7 PHILUPS (ed. Kersey), J/V, a Speck on the Feathers

of Uirds.

6. Rope-making. (See quot. 1 794.)
1750 BLANCKLEY Nav. Expositor, Mails, are made of Iron,

and interwoven, not unlike a Chain ; they are for rubbing
off the loose Hemp which remains on Lines or white Cord
age after it is made. 1794 Rigging v Seatna-tship 55 Mail,
to rub off the loose hemp that remains on white cordage, is
a kind of steel chain-work, flat, and fastened upon leather,
about nine-inchts long and seven-inches broad. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Word-bk.

7. attrib. and Conib^ as mail-armour, -coat,

-plate j -quilt, -sark&amp;gt; -shirt
, ~work\ instrumental,

as mail-cloiiy -covered, -sheathed adjs. ; mail net
(see quot.) ; mail-shell, a name for the genus
Chiton (Smyth Sailor s \Voni-hk. 1867).
1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Man. I. 184 The ring-like dots

which I take to be a conventional representation of mail-
armour. 1777 R. POTTER tr. sEschylits, Persians 515 Thy
*mail-clad horse. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. \. v, Ten
squires,_ ten yeomen, mail-clad men. 1862 ANSTED Channel
Isl. i. ii. (ed. 2) 24 Should an attack be made with mail-
clad stops. 1653 UKQUHART Rabelais i. xi, He., would

MAIL.
have the &quot;Mail-coats to be made link after link. 1803
BYRON On Leaving Neivstead Abbey ii, The *mail-cover d
Barons. 1773 J. CAMPBELL Mod. Falconry 262 * Male-
feathers, those on the breast. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,*
Mail-net, a form of loom-made net, which is a combina

tion of common gauze and whip-net in the same fabric.

1771 MICKLE tr. Canteens Lusiati in. (1776) 128 Vain were
the *mail-p!ates of Granada s hands. Ibid.\. 47 There clasp
ing greaves, and plated &quot;mail-quilts strong. 1838 LOSGF,
Be&ivutf s E,xp. Hcort 76 The Weather people . . their
&quot;mail-sarks shook. 1850 &amp;lt; )c;n \n:, Mail-sheathed. 1817
SCOTT Harold \. ix. 16 Wilt thnu .. Lay down thy *maif-
shirt for clothing of hair. 1869 BOUIELI. Arms fy Arm. vii.

107 This mail shirt, or hauberk, was fitted almost lightly to
the person. Ibid. ii. 18 The cuirass, .was formed, .uf inter
woven &quot;mail-work.

Mail (;//e
Ti

l), sb2 Now only Sc. Forms: 1-3
raal, 3 mol, 3-6 male, 5 maile, 7 maille, 7-8
meal, 5-7, 9 maill, 6- mail. [Late OE. mat, a.

ON. W(f/ncut., speech, agreement - OK. (poet. ,
mxl

speech ; prob. a contracted form of the word which

appears asOHG., OS. mahal assembly, judgement,
treaty, OK. nt&ftd meeting, discussion, Goth, tnafl

meeting-place. (Cf. MALLUM.) In sense, how
ever, the Kng. word seems rather to represent the

OX. derivative male wk. rnase., contract, stipula
tion, stipulated pay; cf. Onnin s male accus.
The word has survived only in Sc. and northern dialeUs,

and hence its phonetic form is northern. If it had come
down in midland or southern use ita form would have been
mole (mfJ&quot;]).]

1. Payment, tax, tribute, rent. Afai/s and duties

(see quot. iS6i). Cf. BLACK MAIL.
O. E. Chron. an. 1086 Se cyng sealde his land swa deore

to male swa heo dcorost mihte. c 1200 OKMIN 10188 Forrbi
badd henim Sannt Johan - - sammnenn la^helike rihht J?e

kiiigess lihhte male, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 And
giet ne wile be louerd ben paid mid hi^ rihcte mol. c 1*75
.\7 Pains Hell i i in O. E. Misc. 151 Of heom hi token
vnriht mol. a 1300 Cursor M. 5 ^f&amp;lt;,

I giue him wotiingsted
to wale For euur-marL , wit-oulen male. 1396 in Scottis/i

Antiy. XIV. 217 The forsayd Scher Jone sal haf the malys
ofOuchtyrtyre. 1430-31 Rolls-cfrarlt. IV. 376/1 That no
maile of siche certificate made, .put toony prejudice. .any
persone. &amp;lt; 1480 HI-;NKVSON Mor. l- ab. xn. (ll\&amp;gt;// \ /.ami
xx, Scantlie may he purches by his maill To Icif vpon dry
breid. 1549 Ov////. Scot. xv. 123 The mnli^ and fcrmis of
the grond. .is hychlit to sic ane price, 1746-7 A-.t ^-&amp;gt;Ceo. II,
c. 43 g 17 Recovering and uplifting from the vassals, .the

mails and duties or rents and profits thereof, a 1768 KKSKINT
/iu&amp;gt;t. in. vii. 20 (1773) 529 The arrears of rent, or, in our

law-style, of mails and duties, prescribe, if [etc.]. 1824 SCOTI
Redgaitntlet Let. xi, The rental -book . . b &amp;gt;rc evidence against
the Goodman of Primrose-Knowe. as behind the hand with
hi* mails and duties. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Sea/, s.v.,
MailK and Duties are the rents of an estate, whether in

money or grain ; hence, an action for the rents of an estate

. .is termed an action of maills and duties. 1900 CHOCKEI r

Little Anna Mark viii, He carried a great sum about with

him, being the rents and mails of all his New Miliis

property.
b. ^Yith word prefixed, as borough, fttt, grass,

house mail
;
land mail : see LAMJ sb. 1 2

;
silver

mail, rent paid in money.
1424 Sc. Acts fas. /, c. 8 All be gret and smal custumys

& burovmaills of be Realme. 1479-1752 Grass mail [^ce
GKASS sbJ- 12]. 1566-67 Reg. rrhy Council Scot. I. 499
He-. . wes in possessioun . . of the hous maill occupiit be the
saidis tennentis. 1585 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. r. IV.

14 To mak pament of his few maills. 1597 SKESE De I erl&amp;gt;.

Sign., s.v. Firtnaritts, Firma signifies the duty quhilk the
tennent paies to the landis-lord, quliidder it be siluer-maill,

victual I,
or vther duetie. 1609 Reg. Alaj. 125 Gif thy

mail-man will not pay to thee the house maill at the terme.

1640 BAILLIE Lett. (1841) I. 272 Our house maills evcrie week
above eleven pound Sterling.

c - fig* To pay the mai/=*to pay the penalty.
1807 HOGG Mount. Bard 199 Poet. Wks. (1838) II. 263 My

sister. . By Lairistan foully was betrayed, And roundly has
he payed the mail.

2. attrib. and Cotnb.^ as mail-payer^ pnyitig ,

mail-duty, rent; mail-free a. and adv.
t
free of

rent, exempt from payment of rent ; mail garden,
* a garden, the products of which are raised for

sale (Jam.) (hence mail-gardener} ; mail-man,
one who pays rent, a tenant

; mailmart, a cow sent

in payment of rent ; mail-rooms//., rented rooms.

1638 Extracts Burgh Rec. Glasgwv (1876) I. 3132 That na

burges .. sett or promeis to sett for *maill dewtie or vther-

wayes, ..wntill [etc.]. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, viii, Deans . .

contrived to maintain his ground upon the estate by regular
payment of mail-duties. 1471 Acta Dow, Audit. 10/2 *Male
ire fore t?e formate pait be him to be said Alexander. 1638
RfTHEKFORD Lett. iii. (1664) 14 Many., of you ..have been
like a tennent that sitteth mealfree. 1798 J. NAISMVTM Agric.
Clydesd. vi. 101 The &quot;mail gardens around the city of Glasgow.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxv, The candle shines from the house of

lilinkhoolie, the*mail-gardener. ci48oHENRYSON Mor. Fab.
xn. (Wolffy Lamb) xiv, The pure people.. As *mailJ-men,
marchandis, and all lawboreris. 1609 &uanRy.Ma&, iij
Na Mail-man, or Fermour, may thirle his Lord of his fria

tenement. 1445 Exch. Rolls Scot. V. 213 Lez *mailmartis
insule de Bute. 1597 SKENE De Verb, Sign.) Finnarhts^
ane *mail-payer, ane mailer, or mail-man. 1724 RAMSAY
Vision ix, Mail payers wiss it to the devil. 1581 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. Ser, i. III. 417 Throw the quhilk waist, *maill-

paying, and tyning of the proffites of the saidis landis, he

is utterlie wrakkit. c 1626 in W. K. Tweedie Sel. Biog.

(1845) I. 351 He warned me from the rest ofmy &quot;mail-rooms

in Salt-coats and East Mains.

Mail (mJil), sb. ^ Forms: 3-8 male, 5 maylle,

5-6 mayle, maile, 6 maale, 6- mail. [ME.
male

t a. OF. male (F. matte} -= Pr., Sp., Pg., It.
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MAIL.

mala\ of Tent, origin: cf. OHG. malha (MHG.
malhe h MDn. male (Du. maal). ]
1. A bag, pack, or wallet; a travelling bag. Now

only Sc. and (7.S. in //. = baggage.
C 1205 LAY. 3543 Ich be wullc bi-tache a male riche. c 1300

nGOtiok 48 A man that bore, .gold upon hijs bac, Ina male
with or blac. c 1320 Sir Cents 1297 Inou} a leide him be
fore, Bred and flesc out of is male, c 1386 CHAUCER Can.
Ycom. ProL 13 A male tweyfold on hiscroper lay. 1489-90
Ptuwpton Corr. 89 Robart, my servant .. is large to ryde
afore my male, and ouer wevghty for my horse. 1552 Act
5 &amp;lt;5~

6 kdw. y&quot;f
t
c. 15 2 Such as make Males, Bougets,

Leather Pots, ..or any other Wares of Leather. 1567 K.
EDWARDS Damon % Pithjas F ij, Who inuented these
monsters [breeches} first, did it to a gostly ende, To haue
a male readie to put in other folkes stufie. 1609 BIBLE
(Douay) i Kings ix. 7 The bread is spent in our males.

1632 IJiLONEV Thomas ofReading . G4, They .. take

away the mans apparell, as also his money, In his nialv or

cap-case. 1670 COTTON Espernon \\. vn. 335 His Jewels
..were lock d up in a little iron Chest, and carried in a
Male. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), J\fai7, ..also a kind of
Port-mantle, Sack or Trunk to travel with. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot xxxviii, They charged me with bearing letters for the

Queen, and searched my mail. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona.
xvii. IQO He . . emptied out his mails upon the floor that I

might have a change of clothes.

tb. As a measure of quantity. Obs. rare* 1
.

1502 ARNOLDS Chron. (1811) 191 Wulle is bought by the
sacke by the tod by the stone and by the mayle.

t C. tmnsf.&n&fig. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. &amp;lt;S- E.r. 22 Quhu lucifer. .[Bronte mankinds in

sinne and bale] And held hem sperd in hclles male, c 1386
CHAUCER Parson** Prrf. 26 Vnbokele and shewe vs what
is in thy Male, c 1430 LYJJG. Bochas ix. iii. (1494) E vij/i If

ye shall tell youre owne tale. .Ye wyll vnclose but a lytyll
male, Sliewe of youre vices but a small parcele. 1450 MYKC
1343 Art thou I-wonet to go to the ale To fulle there thy
fowle male.

2. A bag or packet of letters or dispatches for

conveyance by post, more fully mail of letters \

thence, the letters or dispatches so conveyed (pbs^).
The mail, the postal matter, collectively, conveyed
from office to office,

1654 OnL Office Postage Lett. 8 To have in readiness
one good Horse or Mare to receive and carry the Male of
Letters. .. That no other person (besides the Post that
carrieth the Malei be suffered to ride Post with the Male.
1684 Land. G,tz. No. 190.1/2 Our Pacquet-Boats put to Sea
yesterday with the Mails for Calais. 1692 LI;TTRELL Brhf
Rcl. (1857) II. 489 Yesterdaya Flanders mail of an old date,
confirms the several repulses of the enemy. 1746 SMOLLI.IT
Reproof ifo With all the horrors of prophetic dread That
rack his bosom while the mail is read. 1767 COLMAN Eng.
Merck, i. i, I collect the articles of news from the other

papers, .. translate the mails, write occasional letters [etc.].

1776 C. CARROLL ^nit. (1845) 53 Dr. Franklin found in
the Canada mail, which he opened, a letter for General
.Schuyler. 1782 COWPER Expostulation^ Now think,..
If the new mail thy merchants now receive, Or expectation
of the next, give leave. 1792 Stat. U. S. i.

yii, 17 (1856)
I. 237 That if any person, .shall rob any carrier of the mail
. .of such mail, or if any person shall rob the mail, in which
letters are sent to be conveyed by post, .or shall steal such
mail, 1794 Ibid. i. xxiii. 26 (1856) I. 365 And the letters
so received shall be formed into a mail, sealed up, and di
rected to the postmaster of the port. 1838 Act \

&amp;lt;$

2 Viet.
c. 98 5 The Mails or Post Letter Bags so to be carried

..by Railways. 1852 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Bks. (1883)
424 The regular passenger-boat is now coming in, and
probably brings the mail. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle vii, Every
thing will be as right as the mail. 1883 Whitaker s Al~
fiianack 384 [Postal Guide.] India. Mails made up every
Friday evening at the rate of $d. per i oz. 1893 D&*ly AVriw
22 Sept. 6/5 Little incidents of camp life in the East, as the
arrival and distribution of a mail of letters.

b. U. S. (A person s) batch of letters.

1890 T. L. JAMES in Railways Amer. 319 That official

was opening his mail. 1901 Jfarmer s Mag. CII. 784/1
Stormheld in his mail that day. .found a despatch : Unex
pectedly called home*.

3. The person, vehicle, or train that carries the
mail or postal matter ; often short for mail foach,
mail train, etc. Hence, the method or system
of transmission of letters by post; the official

conveyance or dispatch of postal matter ; the POST.
So used now in U. S. In England the word in ordinary

use is limited to the dispatch of Tetters abroad, as the //&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&*

wail, etc., or as short for mail-train, as the down tnailt

night mail. It is retained as the official word for the dis

patch and delivery of inland letters where the general public
use POST.

1654 Ord, Office Postage Lett. 2 The said John Manley
..shall.. safely and faithfully carry all.. Letters and Dis
patches . . and that by the Common, Ordinary Male or other
spuedy and safe passage. 1692 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857)
II. 489 One letter by the last mail sayes, the king intended
to fight the enemy Satturday 7 night last. 1720 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5850/2 The Bristol Mail was robbed. 1778 ABIGAIL
ADAMS in fam. Lett. (1876) 34^ Four or five sheets ofpaper,
written to you by the last mail, were destroyed when the
vessel was taken. 1794 COLERIDGE Lett. 26 Sept. (1895) I.

S6, I ..sent them off by the mail directed to Mrs. Southey.
1822-56 DE QUINCEY Confess. Wks. 1890 III. 348 The mails
were, .made so strong as to be the heaviest of all carriages.
1831 in Parl. Papers (1831-2) XLV. 128 b, When it is per
mitted in England for the mails to take parcels on the road.

1842 TENNYSON Walking to the Mail 102, I fear That we
shall miss the mail. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apologia 96 While
waiting for the down mail to Falmouth. 1880 Print. Trades
Jrnl. No. 30. 34 Tender and brittle, and hardly bears its

journey through the mail. 1886 P. ROBINSON Vattey Tecto-
titm Trees 71 Just in time to catch the night-mail to London.
1888 Amer. flumorht z June 3/2 Why didn t he send his

poem by mail? 1891 37^ Kept. Postm.-General 5 Sixty-
four additional direct Parcel Mails between London and
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other places have been established in the year. 1900 Post
Ojjicc Gitiite i Jan. 14 When intended for despatch by a
particular mail they should.. be presented for registration
half an hour before the closing of the letter-box for that mail.

b. Short for mail coach or van (on a ciilway).
1862 Building News 6 June 389/2, 555 Locomotives and

Tenders. 494 First Class Mails.

4. attno. and Comb. : a. (sense i) simple attrib.,

chiefly obsolete, as mail-liand, -girt, -girth, -horse,

-lock, -man, -panel, -pillion, -saddle, -trunk; also

objective, as mail-maker.
55 Test. Ktor. (Surtees) V. 69 A male wyth ij *male

bandys. 1607 TOI-SELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 155 The females
1 s&amp;gt; . elephants] carry over their calves upon their bnowts, ..

binding them fast with their truncks, like as with ropes or
*male girts. 1673 ii-M AV/. ///.*/. MSS. Cumin. App. vn.

(1890) 384 For a *male-girth and tabbs is. 6J. c 1440 /
V&amp;lt;v/,/.

Pttrv. 323/1 *Male horse, gentlits. 1469 Hons&amp;lt;:h. Oi\{.

(1790) 97 A maile horse and a bolell horse whiche the
made-man shall keepe. 1673 \?th AY/. Hist. MSS. Cinnr.
App. vn. (1890) 384 For a male-lock and a letter, 8ef. 1311
Cat. Lett.-Bks. LouJ., Lett-Bk. D. (19021 74 [The same
day, John Morice] ^melniakere, [admitted], c* 15x5 L ocke
LorelFs B. 9 Masones, male makers, and merbelers. 1469
*Maile-man [see mail ht&amp;gt;rsc\. 1392 I.tirl Derby s E.rp.
(Camden) 152 Pro iij capistris et ^male panel. 1639 T. DI-:

GREY Coiiipl. Horsein. 216 A galled backe commeili..\vith
the. .pack-saddle or *male-pilliun. 1686 Lond. Gas. No.
2130/4 A black Gelding.. a little hurt of his back with a

Mail-pillion. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xi. (1842) 257 His
portmanteau behind him on a mail-pillion. 1378-9 })urli.

Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 388 In una malesadill empt. ixs. \\)tt.

1414-15 Ibid. ii4, j Malesadil. a 1726 VANBKUGH Joitrn.
Lotui. \. i. Si My lady.. laid on four *

mail-trunks, beside.-,

the great deal-box.

b. (sense 2) simple attrib., e. g. in the names
of vehicles employed to carry the mail, as mail

boat, diligence, gig, packet, schooner, ship, steamer,
u agon ;

also mail-carrier, letter, matter, room,
time ; mail-bag, a large bag in which the mail
is carried

; mail-box, (a) a box in which the

mail-bags were placed on a mail-coach; (6)
U. S., a letter-box

; mail-car, (a} a railway car

in which the mail is carried
; (/ ) Ireland, an

outside car used for conveyance of the mails
;

mail-cart, (a) a vehicle in which the mail is car

ried by road
;
also attrib. ; (/&amp;lt;)

a light vehicle to

cairy children, made with shafts to be drawn or

pushed by hand
; mail-catcher U. S. (see quot.

1890); mail contractor, one who contracts with
the j^overnmcnt for the conveyance of the mail;

mail-guard, the guard of a mail-coach
;

mail

horn, a long horn used by the guard of a mail-

coach
; f mail-maker, an official in the General

Letter-Office; mail-man, one who carries the

mail ; mail-master U.S., -officer (see quot. 1855) ;

mail-phaeton, a high two-seated phaeton (q.v.)
drawn by a pair of horses; mail-pouch (U.S. ],

a
locked leather mail-bag; mail-rack (t

r
.S.~), a

letter-rack; mail-rider, a mail-carrier; mail-

road, -route, the road or route by which the mail
is regularly conveyed ; mail-runner, a mail-car
rier (in India); mail sack ((7.S.), a canvas bag
used for the conveyance of the mail ; f mail-

setting a., that robs the mail; mail-stage (C/.S.)
MAIL-COACH

; mail-train, a fast train which
carries the mails. Also MAIL-COACH.
1840 LONGF. in Life (1891) I. 358 There were three insidcs

besides myself, and a dozen *mail-bags. 1855 HYDK CI.AUK K

Diet., MfWMm/. 1895 A. H. NOKWAY I ,-O. Pnck.-t .Ser

vice i. 3 The Post-Office selected Falmouth in 1688 as the

point of embarkation, .for the. .mail boats. 1810 in J. W.
Hyde Roy. Mail iii. (1885) 34 The bags of letters, .were
stolen from the mail-box . . whilst the horses were changing.
1842 S. C. HALL Ireland II. 77 Mail-cars. 1889 CA. Times
27 Dec. 122^ The regular train consists of two sleepers, . . and
enough mall-cars to contain the mail. 1799 Stat. U. S. in.

xliii. 13 (1856) I. 736 The receipt and delivery of letters on
the way, between post-offices, shall not be required of the
mail-carriers. 1901 N. Amer. Kt-i . Feb. 289 The useful-

1893 H. JOYCE Hist. Past Office xiii. 316 The London Mail-
Cart and Van Service. 1903 C. If. K. Time Tables, P;mx-K
and Goods Arrangem., Perambulators and Children s Mail
(. arts. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mceh. Suppl., *Iitail-eatc/tcr.

1890 T. L. JAMKS in Kaitwiiys Amer. 326 The letter car is

provided with a mail catcher , which is placed at a small

door through which mail pouches are_ snatched from con

veniently placed posts at wayside stations where stops are

not made. 1830 Act 1 1 Ceo. IV ff i Will. IV, c. 68 Mail

Contractors, Stage Coach Proprietors [etc.]. 1837 Mail

Diligence [see mail-cart]. 1887 C. F. HOLDKR Living:

Lights 1 19 John Stewart, who for many years drove a &quot;mail-

gig between Dunkeld and Aberfeldy. 1790 WOLCOT (P.

Pindar) Advice to Future Lanrcat YVks. 1812 II. 341 The
&quot;Mail guard To load his blunderbuss and blow his horn.

1844 Mail Guard [see mail-train]. 1852 R. S. SHRIEKS

Sfonge t Xf. Tour(i8&amp;lt;)3) 299 The shrill twang, twang, twang,
of the now almost forgotten *mail-horn. 1799 Slat. U. .V.

III. xliii. 15 (1856) I. 737 If any person, .shall secrete, em
bezzle or destroy any such mail letter or packet. 1735-55

J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Ct. Brit. 11. iii, List of Officers in

General Letter-Office. [Two] Mail-makers. 1881 Mns.
C. PRAED Policy ,V P. I. i. 9 Tom Dungie, the mail-man, . .

had just removed his saddle with its load of brown leather

post-bags. 1889 \Vcstm. Gitz. 5 Sept. 8/z The mails are still

conveyed for the most part upon the heads and backs of native

mailmen. 1855 HYDE CLARKE Diet., Mail-master, officer

MAIL.

having charge of the mail. 1875 A tlatitic Afmtltly XXXV.
98/1 The mail matter can be classified into letters, daily
papers [etc.]. 1882 FLOYER Uiicxpl. Baluchistan 138 The
mail-officer passed us with the mails [in a boatl 1844
Rowi. &quot;--- - --
the*
abou
64 We were driving over in his mail-phaeton. &quot;1890 T. L.
JAMES in Railways Amer. -512 The *mail pouch just thrown
from the car. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 406 Near one of the
doors.. is. .the mail-rack. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX.
385/1 These Turkish mail-riders. .drive two horses loaded
with the mail-bags at a gallop in front of them. 1837 ROW
LAND HILL / . O. Reform 29 The cost of transit along the
&quot;mail-roads.. being so trifling. 1882 Oili-Vit,

*Mail-room.
1891 Pall .Mall G. 27 Aug. 7/2 The mail-room occupies the
place of what was formerly the second saloon. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVIII. 457/2 Sorting [letters] according to the dif
ferent &quot;mail-routes. 1892 K. KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads
121 Up the hill to Simoorie. .The bags on his shoulder, the
mail-runner trudges. 1812 Ace. Jistabl. Gen. P.-O. Parl.

Pap. XVIII. i66b, Hire of Seven &quot;Mail Schooners in the
\Vt?st Indies ^5, 100. c 1688 A c vi Letany viii. in Coll. Poem.

ly be cited as tne Wail Ships
Act, 1891. 1803 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrids. fy Corr. (1868)
II. 135 At 8 o clock at night, set out in the mail stage.
1866 SALA Let. n Apr. in Frith Autobiog. (1888) 111. 255
All the wonderful people you see on board the mail-
steamer. 1841 THACKERAY Fatal Boots xi, In the evening,
after mail-time, I [a letter-carrier] went back to my mamma
and sister. 1844 Ait j $3 Viet. c. 85 n It shall be also
lawful for the Postmaster General to send any Mail Guard
with Hags, .by any Trains other than a ~Mail Train. 1890
T. L. JAMES in Railways Amer. 325 The big lumbering
mail wagons which are familiar sights in the streets of the

metropolis [New Voik].

Mail, if . ( ts. exc. Hist. Also 6 Se. malje, 9
maille. fa. AF. mayle^V. maille, meaille (whence
MDu. maclge) : late L. *metallea : see MEDAL.]
1. A halfpenny.
[1292 I3RITTON i. xxxi. 2 Quant a ii. s. vi, d. dune soil le

poys liiii. s. iiii. d. mayle ferling. 1379 Rails o/Parlf. III.

64/2 De faire ordeiner Mayles & Fertninges, pur paier pur
les petites mtsures. 1415 Act 3 Hen. l\ Et ces quest trove
bou argent pr estre illoeques ferrez & cpynez en mayls
Engleys.] 1570 Saiir. Poems Reform, xiii. 125 5e left him
nocht ane Mal3e or Deneir. 1707 FLEETWOOD Chron. Prec.
Pref, Till about 1544, the Silver Money of England con
sisted of Groats, Half-Groats, Pence, Half-Pence (called,
of old, Mails) and Farthings. 1800 SERVICE Thir Notan-
thftns ix. 67 Gold Pennies and Mailles, Lozenge Lions [etc.].

2. Maille noble : a gold coin of the reign of
Kdw. Ill ; a half-noble.

[1344 in Rymer/Wcr&amp;lt;z(i7o8) V. 416/1 Et une autre Monoie
d Or, Currante la piece pur Quarante Deners d Esterlings,
queserraappelle Maille Noble.] 1884 KtNyoN6W&amp;lt;/CV/Ji8.

t Mail, sb.t&amp;gt; Obs. exc. as alien word (may).
Also 7 maill(e; and see MALL. [a. F. mail:
L. malleus hammer. Cf. Du. ma/ie.J The game
of pall-mall ;

a place where the game was played ;

hence (from the Mail at Paris), apublic promenade
bordered by trees. The Mail (in St. James s Park,

London) : now called the MALL.
1644 EVFLVN Diary 8 May, Recreating myself sometimes

at the maill, and sometymes about the towne. [See ante,
: May, where the word appears as malt.} 1670 LASSELS
/ oy. Italy I. 29 Going out of the house, you find a handsome
Mai], and rare Ponds of water. 1705 ADDISON Italy 217
A Highway .. near as long and as broad as the Mail in

St. James s Park. [1903 M estin. Caz. u Feb. 1/3 A long
tHail of elms looks down into the gulf.]

b. High Mall: -high Mail (see MALL sltf 4).

1676 KTHEREDGE Man of Mode in, iii, Tis now but high
Mail, Madam, the most entertaining Time ofall the Evening.
Mail (m^I\ v. 1 [f.

MAIL j&l; partly back-

formation from MAILED a.] trans. To clothe or

arm with or as with mail.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan o/Arc v. 4 The martial Maid arose.

She mail d her limbs J The white plumes nodded o er her
hdmcd head. 1848 Lvrros J/aroMiiftoz) 58, I will .. a,sk

what Englishmen are there whowill aim t&amp;gt;hafl or spear at

tliis breast, never mailed against England. 1858 LONGK.
// ardcn Cinque Ports^ A single warrior, In sombre harness
mailed.

Mail (nvil), v? Sc. [f.
MAIL sb:^\ trans. To

rent, pay rent for. Hence Mailed///, a.

1425 Sc. Acts fas. 7(1814) II. 12/2 Andc ^if it be a man at

UKilis [?e hous & birnis it reklesly he sal amende be M ailh efter

bis power. 1877 ALEXANDER Notes fy S&, 8(E.D.D.) A lone
woman or two in a mailt-house .

Mail (nu
7

l), v.3 [Of obscure origin: sense 2

may possibly be the original use. Cf. MAIL sb.^

and j&3]
fl. trans. To tie (/), wrap up (goods, a parcel,

etc.) ; to envelop. Alsoy?^. Obs.
In the early i7th c. often in expressions like mailed in

armour
,
with allusion to MAIL sb.^

[1548-78 implied in MAILING vbl. sl\ l
] 1570 Fuxi . ). A -V.

(cd. 2) III. 1644/1 It [gold and silver] was matted about \\ilh

mattes and mayled in littell bundels about ij. foote long. 1588
J

&amp;gt;AKKE tr. Mcndozas I/ist. China 209 [A present] was mailed
and sealed and so sent vnto the viceroy of Aucheo. 1593
SIIAKS. 2 Hen.

V[&amp;gt;
n. iv. 31 Me thinkes I should not thus be

led along, Mayl dvp in shame, with Papers on my back. 1598
DRAYTON Heroic, Ef. xiii. 59 How could it be, those that were
wont to stand,To sec mypompe. .Should after see mee mayld
vp in a sheete, Doe shamefull penance. 1601 WEEVER Mirr.
ftfart, C iv, Then ledde I warre mailde vp in sheetes of
brasse. 1619 Let. fr. Factors at Surat to the E. I. C. in

Fwlassy Sir T. Roc (Hakl.) 517 To whom wee have
delivered a box sealed, maled, and covered, 1653 in T.



MAIL.

F..wlcr Hist, C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 228 A basket mal d up
wilh Colds. 1657 TRAFP Comm. Ezra ix. n Who .. do

miserably mail themselves in the filthiness of leudnesse.

1660 F. BKOOKF. tr. Lc Blanc s Tra-n. 225 Three hundred

Klephants follow richly mail d with Sea-wolfskins.

2. jr/tv. ill J/a-,i&amp;lt;kii:g, (See quot. 1883.)
1575 TUKI-.KKV. J- aulcoiiric 205 Mayle your hawke fa.t.

c 1610 IIicAi M. & FL. Philastcr \. iv, Prince, by your- Itavu

I le have a Sur&amp;gt;ingle, And Male you like a Hawke. 1623
FLETCHKR & KOWLKV Maiil in it/ill III. iii, If you had ..

handled her as men do unmand Hawks, Cast her, and maldc
her up in Rood clean linnet], 1883 HARTING Gloss. Per/. Bk.
h cpinge Sparhawkes 44 To mail a hawk, i. e. to wrap her up
in a handkerchief, .cither to tame her,, .or to keep her quiet

during an operation.

Mail (m?l), .* U. S. [f.
MAIL rf.3 (senses

2, 3&quot;).]
trans. To send by post, to post.

1828-32 WKHSJ KR. Mail, to iiu lose in a wrapper and direct

to a post-office. We say, letters were mailed {w Philadelphia.

1850 OGIIA n:, Mai/, to post letters, papers, &c. 1862 M^t-n.

Star 14 Out., The Federal Post-office department has issued

a notice that any letter mailed with stamps at all soiled or

defaced will be treated as unpaid. 1872 O. W. HoLMKS/Vf/
Krcakf.-t. iii. 89 Those creatures, .who mail the newspaper
which has the article we had much better not have seen, 1875
Atlantic .1/,vj//ii&amp;gt;XXXV. 98/2 They mail 244,000,000 letters

a year.

Mail, dial. var. MEAL
;
Sc. f. MOLE (spot).

Mailatale (m^ lab l), a. U. S. [f.
MAIL v.* +

-ABLE.] That may be sent through the post.
1845 Slut. U. .V. it. xliii. 10 (1856) V. 736 Any letter . .

or other mailable matter whatsoever. 1886 rail Mail C,.

3 Sept. 14/1 Any one in the United States can send any
mailable matter to any post-office, .for immediate delivery.

Mai 1-coacli. [MAIL sb?&amp;gt; 2.]

1. A stage-coaeh used primarily for the convey
ance of the mail. In reeent use, a coach employed
by the Post Office for carrying parcels by road.

The mail-coach system was introduced by John Palmer in

1784, and was superseded by the railway.

1787 HAN. MORE Let. Walfalc]v\-jMem. (1834) 1 1. 77 Mail

coaches, which come to others, come not to me. 1797 l-.ncycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) V. 86/2 Mail-coaches, are stage-coaches of a

particular construction to prevent overturns; and for a
certain consideration carry his majesty s mails. 1813 Ait 53
Geo. Ill, c. 68 6 All letters and Packets which he shall con

vey, carry or send Post, in or by any Mail Coach or Carriage.

1896 \2nd Kept. Pastm. -General 5 There has been no exten
sion this year of the system of night mail coaches for the

conveyance of parcels. 1899 Casst ll s Mag: 404/2 The mail-

coaches [for road-borne* parcels], .with their swiftly trotting
teams and armed guards.
attrib. 1813 BYRON Let. to Moor? 22 Aug., In a mail-coach

copy of l\\v Edinburgh, I perceive The Giattnr is second
article. The numbers are still in the Leith smack. 1815
Ibid. 10 Jan., Scott s Lord of the Isles is out the mail-

coach copy I have, by special licence, of Murray. iBzz Aci .

KstaU. Gen. P.-O. Part. Pap. XVIII. 175 To eight pair of
best mail coach lamps ,12 12$. 1885 J. W. HVDK Roy. Mail
iii. (ed, 2) 65 Yet the mail-coach days had charms and
attractions for travellers.

2. A railway carriage carrying the mail.

1838 Act t .5-2 I ict. c. 98 12 If the Company. . shall refuse
to carry on their Railway any Mail Coaches [etc.]. 1890
T. L. JAMKS in Railways^ Aincr. 335 The fifth. .car is the
last mail coach on the train.

Mailed (nv ld\ a. [f. MAIL J//.1 + -EI&amp;gt; -.]

1 1. Covered with or composed of mail or plates
of metal. Obs.

1382 WVCLIK i Sam. xvii. 5 And he was clothid with a
maylid [Vulg. squaiitata] hawberioun. i Mace, vi. 35A thousand men stodcn ni} in mailid to gidre haliberi-
ownes [Vulg. in loricis concatcitatis]. 1450 W. LOMNER in

Paston Lett. 1. 125 Oon . . toke awey his gown of russet, and
his dobelette of velvet mayled. 1513 DOUGLAS .Kncis ix. xi.

92 The dowhyll malyt traste hawbryk. 1583 STANYIIUKST
sEncis in. (Ai b.) 85 A shirt mayled with gould. 1597 A. M.
tr. Guillemeaiis Fr. Ckirurg. 7/2 We muste consider, if it be
a mayled doublete, how manye mayles are wantinge. 1856
R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 170 The mailed glove [is)

manfully hurled in his teeth.

2. Armed with mail, mail-clad. Of a vessel :

Iron-clad.

IS96S11AKS. i Hen. /F, iv. i. 1 16 The mayled Mars shall on
his Altar sit Vpto the earesiu blood. 1607 Cor. i. iii. 38 His
bloody brow With his mail d hand, then wiping.forth he goes.
773-83 Hoot* Orl. Fur. xi.vi. 1001 He.. stands with point

addrest To pierce the mailed side or plated brest. 1827
KEBLE Chr. Y. Adv. Sund., A crown d monarch s mailed
breast. 1860 TKXXENT Story Guns in. i. (1864) 229 None of
the mailed gun-boats.. were ready in time. 1863 WOOLNEU
My Beautiful Lady 137 When Norman William . . with
charge of mailed horse and showers Of steel won England.
1897 Times 17 Dec. 7/1 [tr. Emp. Will. II of Germany] But
should any one essay to detract from our just rights or to
injure us, then up and at him with your mailed fist [G.faArt
darcin tnit pfautrttr Faust].
fig. 1799 CAMPBELL Picas. Hope n. 10 In self-adoring pride

securely mail d. 1850 BLACKIE .-Hschylns II. 230 With con
stancy mailed for the fight. 1870 HRYANT Iliad I. i. o Thou
mailed in impudence [i. 149 arai6ei&amp;gt;ji/einneVO.
3. transf. of animals, etc. : Having a skin or

protective covering resembling mail-armour.
Mailcd-fhccks, the family Sclcrogcnidv of fishes.

33 The Loricarinx or mailed cat-fish. 1839 Ibid. II 21
The HelactttMnm, or mailed-perches. 1854 OWEN Kkel f,
Teeth 3 The ball-proof character of the skin of the largest
of these mailed examples. iSSoGossE Koin. Nat. Hist. 200
I he mailed and glittering beings that shoot along like ani
mated beams of light.

45

4. Of a hawk: Having mail or breast-feathers

(of a specified colour).
1575 TURBF.RV. Faulconrie 34 They are ordinarily of foure

mayles, eyther blancke, russet, browne, or turtle niaylde, and
some pure white niaylde. 1672 JOSSF.LYN AV?o ting. Rarities

it The &amp;lt; Jsprey, which in this Country is white mail d. 1683
Lond. C,az. No. 1799/4 A large black Mayled, whole

Feathered, and thorough mewed Falcon.

fb. Speckled or spotted. Obs.

1611 COTGR. s. v. Mailli-, Pcrdrix maillee, a niaylde,

menild, or spotted Partridge. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Mailed^ full of Specks, or speckled, as the Feathers of

Hawks, Partridges, c. or as the Furrs of some wild l!easl&amp;gt;

are. [So 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) ; 1727 Bailey vol. II.]

Mail eiss, Sc. variant of MALKASK Obs.

Mailer 1
(m^i-loiX Sc. Also 5-6 maillcr,

malar, 8 mealier, [f. MAIL sb.- + -KH .]

1. One who pays rent; also, sec quots. 1792-3.
1452 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 387 All the tenant* and

maillers being within my lands luiatsuiuevtr sail rcmane with

thair tacks and mating quhile Whitsomluy come a year.
&amp;lt; 1470 HKNRVSON Mor. Fab. xii. (// &amp;lt;&amp;gt;//&quot;-V Lamb) xix, Lordis,
that hes land be ^oddis lane, And settis to the maillevis ane

village. 1565 A t-V- rrvvy Council Scot. I. 358 *iif ony
malaris, takkismen, rentalaris or commonis sal happin to l&amp;gt;e

slane. 1597 SKKNE DC Vcrl\ Sign., l-iriiitirius, ane mail-

payer, ane mailer. 1792 Statist. Aa . ScotL II. 5^1 A Aperies
of cottagers, here \$c. co. Ross] called meallers, who build a
small house for themselves, on a waste piece of ground,
with the consent of the proprietor, and there, are ready to

hire themselves out as day-labourers. 1793 Ibid. VII. 1-54

Two classes, tenants and cottagers , or, as the latter are

called here [co. Ross and Inverness] mailer-,. 1894 Liberal
i Dec. 69 His farm stock was belter cared for than tho^e of

any other mailer in Netherclugh.

f2. ? = Landlord. Ohs.

1456 SIR G. HAYB Law Anus iS.T.S.) 103 Ciistin men that

ar duelland in the mistrowaml meiiis lioitbis under mails suld

be lele to thair malarisand obeisand,

Mailer -
(nu&quot;i

U.i\ L . .V. [f.
MAIL vA and sb. *&amp;gt;

+ -EHI.J
1. (Jnc who mails or dispatches by post.
1884-94 J. T. Piinnv in W. F. Crafts Sabb.forMan (ed. 7)

3-&amp;gt;8
Editors and compositors are kept up until the small

hours on Sunday morning; pressmen and mallei.i lot a-i

hour or two later. 1887 Bureau Statist. Labour^ 2\ci&amp;lt;J

\ ork 490 Newspaper mailers*

2. A boat which carries the mail
;
a mail-boat.

1883 Century Mai;, Nov. 160/1 Showing the .skill and good
control On Transatlantic Mailers.

3. = Mailing machine. 1902 in Wr;usriiR Sufipl.

Mail ess, Sc. variant of MALUASU Obs.

Mailet, obs. form of MALI.KT.

Mailhouris, Sc. variant of MALKUKOUS Obs.

Mailing (mt
7

lirj\ sb. Sc. Also 5 malyn,
5 -7 mailliug, 6 maling, 8 mealing, 8-9 mailin,
mailen. [f. MAIL sb.- + -ING 1.]

1. A rented farm.

1452 [see RI.MLKR i]. ^ 1459 recllcs Charters^ etc. (187 j)

132 That neuir nan of hym nahis ,sed com in that malyn agau.
c 1470 HKNKYSON Mor. Fah. xii. (Wolffy Lamb} xvii, Thay
gif na rak, Dot oner his held his mailling will thay tak,

1562 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. 222 Thair landis, fische-

ingis, malingis, rowrnes, and possessionis. 1674 W. Ci N-

NINUHAM Diary 24 Aug. (1887) 3 John Murdie who dwells in

a mailling neir by. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shcfh. v. iii, And
to your heirs, I give, in endless feu, The mailens ye possess.
a 1818 MACNEILL Poems (1844) 78 Greenswaird hows, and

dainty mealing. 1824 SCOTT Rcdganntlct ch. xx, I had
two or three bonnie bits of mailings amang the closes. 1843
HARDY in Froc. Bens. . Nat. Club II. No. n. 64 The farmer

and his family, .managed their limited mailings, without ex

trinsic aid.

2. The rent paid for a farm.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Skt-plt. n. i, Nor shorVl to raise Our
mailens when we put on Sunday claes. 1768 Ross Ilclcnorc
1. 13 Our house is happed, an our mailen paid. 1818 SCOTT
II rt. Midi, viii, Let the creatures stay at a moderate mailing.

3. The term during which a tenant possesses a

farm (Jam.).
1609 SKENI; Rtff. Maj. 113 Nor }it is he prejudged in his

right be the deed of his Ferniour, done be him in the time
uf his mailling.

t Marling, vbl.sb.i Obs. [f.
MAIL v2 + -ING V]

The action of tying or wrapping up. (attrib. }

1531 Privy Purse Exp. Hen. l^fff (1827) 159 Item for

mayling Clothes and Cordes to trusse the same stuf. 1548
Ludlow Churchiv, Ace. (CamdenJ 35 Item, for iij. maylinge
coordes to hange up the vaile in the quyre afore the alter.

1558 Lane. Wills (1857) I. 177 On malinge sheete of canvas

xij
1
. 1369 Bury Wills (Camd. Soc.) 155 A malyn lyne withe

my woadfat coveryings. 1578 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 282
A capp case, a malynge cover.

Mailing (mJHirj), vbl. sb U. S. [f. MAIL v.4 ]
The action of sending by mail; posting. Also

attrib.) as mailing machine, fable.

1871 Amcr. Encyd. Print, (ed. Ringwalt) 292/2 Mailing
Machines, contrivances, -to facilitate the operation of direct

ing newspapers. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. Suppl., Mailing
Table, a table at which mail matter is distributed to the
mail bags. 1900 Daily Neivs 8 Jan. 3/1 Up to the time of

mailing no particulars are to hand.

Maill(e, obs. f. MAIL, MALE; obs. Sc. f. MEAL.
II Maillechort (may JJr). [Fr. ; said to be f.

the names of the inventors, Maillot and Chorier.]
An alloy of zinc, copper, and nickel.

1851 WATTS tr. Gmelit^s Handbk. Chcm. V. 497. 1895
United Service Mag. Feb. 456 Bullet, No. 12. Material,
Maillechort.

Mailless (m^],ies), a. [f, MAIL J^.I + -LESS.]
AVithout mail-armour; not protected with mail.

MAIM.

1817 SCOTT Harold tit. viii, Unshielded, mail-less, on he

goes. 1848 LYTTON Haroidix. iii, Let each shaft be aimed
at whatever space in my mailless body I leave unguarded.
Maillet, obs. form of MALLET.

tMaill(e)y. Obs. [Cf. OK maillic gravcle

(Vfinc gravel), mail marl, waillicrlu marl inland).]

1747 UOOSON Miner s Diet, s. v. Stone, Mailly Stone...

Mailley, is a softer sort of Lime very dusty, and will cut

pritty well.

Maill eys, Sc. variant of MALKASK Obs.

Mailteth, var. MELTITH Sc.

t Mailure. Obs. rare 1
, [f. MAIL sb.\ 4 -UHK,

alter OK. emmailleure.] Maif-armour, mail.

c 1430 Pil^t: LyfManhodt \. c.xx. (1869) 62 Thou shuldc&amp;gt;t

wite that this arm tire (the gorge er] is maad of double
mailure [1426 Lyd^. maylle ; K. ciitinuHlt iirt ].

tMaily, a. Obs. yarc~\ [Va. OF. maillic

speckled. Hut cf. MKALY a] Sense imccrlainv
1610 MARKHAM Mastirp. i. x. 27 His [the horse .s] toluiir

is..darke bay, wilh mayly nose fetid, 1(136-75 mayly mouth],

Mailyeis, obs. form of MALICK.

Maim (mt
7im\ sb. Obs. or arch. Forms : a. 4

mahcym, 4, 6-S niaime, 5 maym, 5 -7 mayme,
6 mamc, mahaymo, 6- maim; (3. 5-6 mnyue,
6 7 maine. Sec also MAVHKM and ]\!AXVIK.

[MIC. mahcyin, mayitc, a. OK. mayhem ^ inahaing,

main, etc. lor the forms see Godef.), also feni.

mcshaignC) maai^nc ;
vbl. st*. related to wa/itiignh r

MAIM v. C f. It. nhiga^na,~\ An injury to the body
which causes the loss ot a limb, or of the use of i!

;

a mutilation, or mutilating wound, f In early use

more widely, any lasting wound or bodily injury.

1340 Ayenb, 1^5 lie is ase be y-maymcd ate porche &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

l&amp;gt;e

rherche
|&amp;gt;et

ne
Iit.-|&amp;gt;

none ssame uur t sseawy alle his inaimes

To alle I
tJii bet per gm&amp;gt;|&amp;gt;.

c 1430 Syr (,\iu-t: (Roxb.
1

* 3432 In

uerre MHiityme a uuiind had lie, A ttiayme in tlie hamnie
behind the kne. c ^4^ ProMif. Parv. yzo/i Mayne,oi hint-:

i//.,/ ., mayine), tiiutifado. a 1450 Knt. dc la Tour(-\Zf&} 9

Thorughc whiche misaiienture the lady was one-yed. And
for that foule mayme her husboiule kiste away his hertc

from his wyfF. 1496 Dh fs$Pauf.(\V. deW.Jv.xvni. 221/2
Ther shohle no man .serue at goddes aulter that had ony
greatu foule mayme. 15^19 H on MAN / ttfc. 14 b, No man that

. .hath a iiKihuyme &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r a blemmysshe, lhat tnaketli hjiri vn-

.t;oodly, shall take uiileis. 1552 KLYOT Diet., CoMviim, the

mayme or Ut _ke of any mcmbre uf the body, a 1568 AM. HAM
ScIioU in. }]. (Arb.) 148 Asa foote of wood is a plaint shew uf

a manifest maime. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 170 IIi&amp;gt; Col

leagues. . would nut permit him to be at the sole nine saci i-

fices, because he had a maim, and wanted a Inn. 1653
HOLCKOFT Frocppius \. 26 The Law excluded him, for 1m
mayine of an eye. 1712 SIKI-LK .S/Vi/. No. 474 r 3 The.

more Maims this Brotherhood [of huntsmen] shall have met

wilh, the easier will their Conversation How. 1741 RlCHARU-
SON Pamela (iS^) I. 87 These bruises and malms that I

have gotten. 1764 FnorK Mayor ofG. i. \Vks. 1 71,19 I. \(&amp;gt;.&amp;gt;

Maims, bruises, contusions, dislocations,, .may likely ensue.

b. In generalized sense : Loss or permanent dis

ablement of a limb. In early use, any serious

bodily injury,
c 1386 CHALCKK Pars, T. *

551 Forpeyneissentbythe right-

wys sonde of god,, .be it Meselrie, or M;iheym ur maladie.

14.. in Tundalcs { is. (1843) 91 Hytctireth sores hyt heleth

euery wownd And saveth men fro maym ofswyrd and sper.

c 1450 Merlin 161 God vs deffende fro ileth this day and fro

mayme. 1529111 I icarys A nat. (1888) A])p.xiv. 255 l ers&quot;ii(-&amp;gt;,

. .whiche ysin perell of deth ormayne. 1876 UANCKOM Hist.

U.S. I. x. 326 A crowd gathered round the scaffold when
Prynne and Bastwick and Burton were to suffer maim.

C. transf. andy/^. Mutilation or loss of some
essential part ;

a grave defect, blemish, or disable

ment
;
an injury or hurt of any kind.

1543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding Pref, xii, Whiche booke-,
if they had neuer been set out, It had been a Create maime
to pur knowlage. 1577 HARRISON Etiflattdn, v. (1877) i. in
It is accounted a maime in anie one of them [the cleargie] not

to be exactlie scene in the Greeke and Hebrue. iS94HooKt:R
Eccl. Pol. iv. xii. 6 It was a weakenes in the Christian

I ewes, and a maime of Judgement in them, that they thought
the Gentiles polluted by the eating of those meates [etc.].

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. I, iv. i. 42 II or. Your Father s sick-

nesse is a mayme to vs. Hotsp. A perillous Gash, a very
Limme lopt off. 1602 MAKSTON Antonio s Rev, i. iv, Cast

my life In a dead faleepe, whilst lawe cuts off yon maine,
Von putred ulcer of my rolall bloode. 1610 HOLLAND
Cauiden s Brit. i. 679 This without any maime of the name
is called at this day Hod- var i, that is Mansion-Van. a 1627
HAYWARD Ediv. I l (16301 47 A noble writer in our time
esteemes it to be a mayme in historic that acts of Parliament
should not bee recited. ,11661 FCLLEK Worthies (1840) I.

xxv. 99 They are so eminent in their generations, that their

omission would make a maim in history. 1689-90 TUMI-LI-;

Ess., Learning \Vks. 1731 I. 168 The last Maim given to

Learning, has &quot;been by the Scorn of Pedantry. 1704 SWIFT
T. Tub i, But the greatest Maim given to that general

reception, which the writings of our society have formerly
received, .hath been a superficial vein among many readers.

IVCailU (mim), a. rare. Also 5 mayn, 7

maime. [Related to prec. : cf. OK. mekaignc,
mod.F. dial, mtcaignc (Godef.).]

= MAIMED.
Not in any Eng. Diet.

ci475/ ;V/. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 701/18 Hie uinttilatits,

a mayn. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius Pref. A 3, It hath since

been the fate of this . . to be exposed maime, and mangled
to the world. 1687 MIKGK Eng.-b r. Diet., Maim, curtailed

of any member, inanthot, estrofiic, 1760 BAKETTI En.-
Ital. Diet. 1865 tr. Strauss $ New Life Jesus I. i. 352
Such a thing could not properly be expected of the poor
and the maim. 1880 W- vrld 19 May 6 Refuges for the halt,

the maim, the sick, and the blind. 1881 STEVENSON Moral,

Profess. Lett, in Fort*. Rev. Apr., His own life being maim,
some of them are not admitted in his theory.



!

MAIM.

(nv m), v. Forms: a. 3-7 mayme, 4
mahayme, 5 mayheime, 5-6 maym, meyme,
6 meyheme, mayhime, mayhme, 6-7 maihme,
5- maim. 0. .fmaynhe, 5 meygne, 5-7 mayn(e,
6-7 main(e ; see also Sc. MANYIE v. [ME.
inayiihe, mayn, etc. (and, with assimilation to

MAIM sb., mahayine, mayme, etc.), a. OK. ma-

haigtiier, mayncr, etc. (see Godef. for forms) = Pr.

magauhar. It. iiiagagnarc, mcd.L. mahcmiare.
The ulterior origin is uncertain : the conjectures of

Diez and others have little probability.] trans.

To deprive of the nse of some member ; to mutilate,

cripple. ) In early use more widely, to disable,
wound, cause bodily hurt or disfigurement to.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5833 Hii vclle & to brusede some
anon to depe & some ymaymed [z . r. maymed] & sume
yhurt. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 305 Was no man
In^lis maynned no dede bat day. a 1350 St. Andrew 38 in
Horslm. Altengl. Leg. (iSSii 132 And eghen sight pai toke
fro sum. And sum croked, pat pai might noghtga: And all

bat thai mahaymid swa [etc.J. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. XXI.

387 Ho so hitteth out a mannes eye . . Othere eny manere
membra maymeth other huruth. c 1400 Lunfranc s Cirurg.
313 A mannes nose is sumtyme to-broken, ..& if it be
longe or he haue ony help, panne he schal be maymed
for euermore. 1:1400 Dcstr. Troy XXV. 10012 Mony of
bo Mirmydona maynet for eucr. c 1450 St. Cntlibcrt
(Surtees) 7843 Some pai hedid, some pai mayne. 1470-85
MALOKY Arthur n. x, Kynge Arthur slewe that daye \x
knyghtes iv maymed xL 1528 MORE Dial, llcrcsycs
iv. ,\iv. Wks. 277/2 And destroy as that sect hath done
many a good religious house, spoyled, meyhemed, & slaine

many a good vertuous man [etc.]. 1530 PALSGR. 617/1,
I mayne, or I mayne one, I take the use ofone of his lymmes
from hym. \sj4\x.Littktm i 7ar4ob,TheLordemaye
not mayme hys villayne. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. v. i. 27, I am
inaym d for euer : Helpe hoa : Murther, murthcr. 1622 K.,
HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea li.x. 137 Sometimes the \vinde of the
shott ouerthroweth one, and the splinters.. inayne and hurt
others. 1635 R. N. Ctinniciis Hist. Elh. Introd., Better it is

that a member bejoyned to the head, though it be maymed,
then quite cut off. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Kcb. xiv. g 140
Who had lost his father and had been himself maimed in
the King s service, 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. iv. xv. 206
I!y the anttent law of Kngland he that maimed any man,
whereby he lost any part of his body, was sentenced to lose
the like part. 1792 BURKE Let. Sir H. Lniiffrislie Wks.
1842 I. 546 Nocturnal assemblies for the purpose of pulling
down hedges, . . firing barns, maiming cattle. 1867 LADY
HERBERT Cradle L. \. 26 They maim themselves in every
way to escape it [conscription]. 1868 A .-/, to Gtr. t. U. S.
Munitions ll ar 182 Thousands who have lost limbs alto

gether,. .have done the State. .good service after they were
maimed.

b-.Jg- To mutilate, cripple, render powerless
or essentially incomplete ; f to deprive of.

&amp;lt; 1386 CHAUCER Wife s T. 276 For of oure eldres may we
no thyng clayme, But temporel thyng, bat man may hurte
and mayme. 1:1400 Rom. Rose 5317 For it maymeth, in

many wyse, Syke hertis with coveityse. 1562 Coori:i&amp;lt;

Ans-M. Def. Trntli iii. 21 b, Hee that alterelh or taketh
away any doth alter and maime christes institution. 1563
I). GOOGE Kglogs, etc. (Aril) 102 A Croature maymde of
Reasons parte. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 172 Thereby
is England main d And faine to go with a stafte. 1613
lien. VIII, in. ii. 312 You wrought to be a Legate, by
which power You maim d the Jurisdiction of all Bishops.
1682 DRVULN Religio Laid 279 For since the original
Scripture has been lost, All copies disagreeing, maimed the
most. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 399 To abridge
would be to maim one of the most lively pieces that liberty
ever

inspired. 1767 HARTE Mcdit. T. a Keinfis 117 But
ah ! their neighbour s pittance maims their field. 1823
SCOTT Pcvcril xv, That . . act of royalty and supreme
jurisdiction, the consequences of which maimed my estate
so cruelly. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadcin. Org. 6 The House
passed the Government Bill, maiming it in vital points in
its passage through Committee.

Maimed (rru imd), ///. a. [f. MAIM v. +
-to

I.] Mutilated, crippled, injured : see the verb.
rt 1400-50 Alexander 4544 Lo, to so many inayned gods

;our menbris ;e dele. 1578 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 176, iiij.

meymed men that cum fourth of Eyrland. 1591 SPENSER
J/. Hubbcrd 272 But my late maymed limbs lack wonted
might To doo their kindly services. 1625 BACON Ess.,
Greatness Kingd. (Arb.) 491 Hospitals for Maimed Soldiers.
1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 42 I hey stand and stare upon
such maimed creatures as want either legges or armes. 1720
l&amp;gt;n FOE Caft. Singleton xi. (1840) 198 This maimed man.
1864-7 GHO. ELIOT Sf. Gipsy I. (1868) 4 A maimed giant
in his agony.

J. D. CHAMBERS Divine Worship 308 In such a maimed
and dislocated form. 1900 S. PHILLIPS Paolo fy I- ranusai I.

26 All these maimcd wants and thwarted thoughts,
C. absol.

1340 Ayenb. 135 [see MAIM sl.\ Ibid. 141 po lie hedde
y preched and y-ucd bet uolk and be ke and

|&amp;gt;c ymamed
y-held. (. 1420 Citron. Vilod. 1098 For leuer here was be
pore to fede, JJe maymot, be seke to wasshe & hele. 1526
TINDALE Matt. xv. 31 In so moche that the people wondred,
to se..the maymed whole. 1764 FOOTE Mayor of G. i.

Wks. 1799 I. 162 Is it your Worship s will that I lend a
ministring hand to the maim d? 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr.
&amp;lt;V Lef. Art II. 298 The sick and maimed who are healed
by her intercession.

t Mai medly, adv. Obs. [-LY -.] In a maimed
manner.
1596 NASHE Sa/ron WaUtn Wks. (Grosarl) III. 47 Being

aboue 2 yeres since iiiaiiuvdly translated into the French

46

tongue. i&amp;gt;8 Hakluyfs Voy. I. 614, I rather leaue it out
altogether, then presume todoeitmaymedly. 1680 II. MOKE
Apocal, Afoe. 154 Some strictures there were,., but hinted
very maimedly, obscurely and interruptedly.

Maimecliiess (mJi-mcdnes). [-NESS.] The
condition ot being maimed (lit. andy%O.
1607 HIL:RON Wks. I.

lap He will see such weakenesse,. .

such maimednesse, such i in perftxtion, in his best perform
ances^ 1613 PURCIIAS Pilgrimage n. vii. (1614) 135 The
conditions required in the High Priest, as that he should
not haue the bodily defects of Bltndnesse, lameness,
maymednesse, &c. 1886 RU.SKIN Prztcrita I. xii. 425 So
much did its sullenness and maimcdness pollute the meagre
sacrifice.

Maimer (mt i moj). [f.
MAIM z\ + -EK 1.] One

who maims or mutilates.

1530 PALSCR. 241/2 Maymer of men, utvtilatcvr. 1769
IILACKSTONE Comnt. IV. 13 If a man maliciously should

put out the remaining eye of him who had lost one before,
it is too slight a punishment for the maimer to lose only
one of his. 1884 AtJu-nxum 9 Feb. 182/1 Terrorists and
manners of cattle.

Maiming (mJi miij), vbl. sb. [-IXG*.] The
action of the verb MAIM.
(11400-50 Alexander 4088 J&amp;gt;an

wald his pepill & his

princes haue past ouir
f&amp;gt;e bourne. And 111151 no^t for be

morsure & maynyng of bestis. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholfm. \\.

fArb.) 99 To the marring and mayning of the Scholer in

learning. i6oa I
rui.Kt:cKE ist Pt. rarait. 78 The opinion

of M . Urooke is that hee may beate him if hee cannot other
wise escape without stripes or wounds or mayming. 1727
SWIFT Let. E.ng. Tongue Wks. 1755 II. i. 188 Another
cause .. which hath contributed .. tu the maiming of our
language, is a foolish opinion, .. that we ought to spell
e,\actly as we speak. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. JVaf. (1834^ II.

43 Inevitable evils are . . .such as sudden deaths, mannings,
or other bodily hurts by the stroke of lightning.

Maimonidean (maim^nidran), Maixno-
nidian (maimoni-dian), a.

(&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;.). ff. L. Alaiwo-
ind-cs + -AN, -IAN.] a. Pertaining to the Jewish
theologian Maimonidcs (Alosheh ben Rlaymon
\ 135-1 2O4\ b. sb. An adherent of Maimonides.
1864 Chainl crs s Encycl. VI. 273 The. .spiritualistic Mai-

monidian and the literal Talmudistic schools, 1876Sum
i.F.R-SzisKssv^ Catal. Ilebr. MSS. Cambr. I. 187 The

so-called Maimonidean school. 1882-3 SCHAI-T fcncycl.
Rclig. Kiuyivl. II. 1388 Judaism was soon divided into the
Maimonidians and Anti- Maimonidians. 1886 Encycl. Brit.
XX. -j33/2 The Maimonidean controversy.
Maimonist (niDi mfynist). [f. Maimon-ides

(see prec. ) + -IST.] An adherent of Maimonidcs.
1881 rKu-DLANUKK Mainionidcs 1 Guide ofperplexed I.

Life 35 _The controversy between Maimonists and anti-

Maimonists.

Main (m?in), sb\ Forms: i msesen,
2-4 mein, (3 Lay. msoin), 3-4 meyn, 3-6 mayn,
4-6 Sc. mane, 4-7 maine, mayne, 3- main.

[OE. M,vgent OS. megin^ OIIG. inagan t megin,
ON. magity rnegn, megin t

f. root *mag- : see MAT
z&amp;gt;.,

MIGHT sb.]
I. 1. Physical strength, force, or power. Obs.

exc. in phr. with might and main (see 2).

BcffWHtfify Se be manna waes mai^ene strengest. c 1205
LAV. 26698 t&amp;gt;er he finden inihte be his main wolde fondien
hond ajan honde. c 1275 Lutte Ron 69 in O. E. Misc. 55
Ector wib his scharpe meyne. ?ci$2^ Old Age x. in
E. E. P. (1862? 149, I spend, an marrit is mi mam. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce i. 444 The king. .went till Ingland. .With
mony man off mekill mayn. Ilnd. vi. 318 Tliair chiftane
Wes of sic hert and of sic mane, That [etc.], 1460 Lybcaus
Disc. (Kaluza) 560 He nadde main ne mi^t. c 1470 HKNKY
Wallace I. 320 Hyr eldest son, that mekill was of mayn.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. Ixxvi, Thay with speir, with
bwordis, and with kniues, In just baltell war fundin niaist

of mane. 1590 STKNSER F. Q. \. vii. n He gan aduauncc
With huge force and insupportable inayne.

tb. jig-t and in immaterial applications. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21051 (Colt.) O treind wamlcs gold he

wroglit . . And efter-ward wit crisis main J am turnd to hair

kind egain. 1390 T.OWKR Cottf. III. 4 Love is of so gret
a main, That . . Ther mai nothing his miht withstonde.

fi44O York Myst. xx. 123 pou arte nowthir of myght ne

mayne To kenne it as a clerke may knawe. 1549-62
STERNHOLD & H. Ps. xciii. i And he to shew his strength
and maine, hath girt himselfe with might.

fc, transf. Of things : Power, virtue, efficacy.
c 1000 Sax. Lccchd. I. 94 ponne ys seo a;rre [wyrt] hwitrc,

&: heo h;uf3 bas nuu^nu. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1581 Sche com
wib adrink of main.

2. Phrases, f With (mid} or in all one s main,
with main

y
with a//, great or micklc main (in M E.

poetry often used as a metrical stopgap or tag) :

with the utmost strengtli or vigour one is capable
of.

*|-
To set one s main to : to apply all one s

energies to. f To do one s main : to do one s ut

most, one s best. With might atid main, f with
main and might , f with mood and main, etc. : see

MIGHT sb.
9
MOOD sl&amp;gt;. See also AMAIN.

c 1175 Lainl&amp;gt;. Horn. 123 Luiiian we hine mid ahe heorte. .

mid alle meinc. 1:1290 S. l--ng. Leg. I. 104/113 A bouseml
men with al heore main on hire gonnc drawe. ( 1314 Gtty
Wanv. (A.) 884 Gii..pe stede toke bi the reyn, & lepe vp
wi|j gret meyn. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1083 Tristrem smot

wi[&amp;gt;

main, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. {Jacafttt) 299 He gert fele

knychtis. .jjryk efter baine in al bar mayne. Ibid, xxvii.

(Afaihor) 8, I wald fayne,..set my inayne sume
tiling

to

say of sancte moryse. c 1375 C)tr$or AT. 1076 (Fairf.)
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;uen he \sc. Cain] had his broker slayne To hide him he dide
his mayne. c 1450 St. Ctitkbert (Surlees) 4048 He thanked

fod
with all his mayne. c 1460 Towticley Myst. xv. 101

ell me, loseph, with mayn, youre red. 1542 UECON Potat.
Lent Divb, That ye cleue stedfa^tly with all mayne to the

MAIN.

promyses which [etc.], a 1568 liy/c ofAuchtcrmuchiy vii,
Than owt he ran in all hit, mane.

f3. A host of men ; a (military) force. Obs.
a xooo A ndreas 876 We 5xr heahfsderas halige oncneowon
& martyra maiden unlytel. 10. . O. K. Citron, an. 1004 Pser
w,xr3 East Engla folces seo yld of ^la&en, ac X f t^t fulle

maiden J&amp;gt;aere wa;re, ne eodan hi naefre eft to scipon swa hi

sylfessedon. 1297 R. GLOUC, (Rolls) 8999 William courtehese
lie made of

J&amp;gt;e
verste wardein & in be ober bihtnde he was

him sulf mid al is main.

II. Senses arising from absol. uses of MAIN a.

4. cllipt. for main land, MAINLAND, arch.
555 KDEN Decades 351 At three leaques off the mayne,

there is xv. fadome. 1577-87 HOLINSHKD C/irw/i. I. 43/2
J his Hand, which for the quantitie thereof maie wUIM
called a maine, although it be inuironed about with the
Ocean sea. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa 50 Not far from
the main are certaine dry and rockie isle.s. 1698 FKYEK
Ace. E. India,

&amp;lt;f-
P. 14 The most traded Empories here,

are St. Augustine on the Island [Madagascar], and
Mozambique on the Main. 1711 STEELK Sfcct. No. n f 5
The Achilles^ in some distress, put into a Creek on the
Main of America. 1823 UYKON Juan vir. xxxi, Their
Delhis mann d some boats and. .tried to make a landing on
the main. 1839 TfOftLWALL Greece VI. 1. 196 The island . .

was separated from the main by a channel half a mile
broad. 1891 J. WINSOR Columbus xiii. 290 He was anxious
to make a thorough examination of Cuba, which was a part
of the neighboring main of Cathay, as he was ready to

suppose.
b. Short for SPANISH MAIN, q. v.

1890 COKBEIT Sir F. Drake iii. 33 Drake, .sailed once
more for the Mai^ 1897 HENLEY Hawthorn

&amp;lt;y Lavender,
etc. (1901)95 The trim Slaver. .Held. .Her musky course
from l!enin to the Main, And back again for niggers.
5. cllipt. for MAIN SKA: The high sea, the open

ocean. &quot;Now poet.
1579 80 NORTH Plutarch, C. Marius (1595) 468 The

winde stoode full against them comming from the maine
[

1- . Ic itcnt se tottrita dn costt de la plcinc mer\. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commit*. (1603) 211 They dare not
\enter into the maine, but houering by the shore, timerously
saile from one place to another&quot;. 1695 WOODWARD Hiit.
l-.arth i. 27 The Tides and Storms . . affect only the super
ficial parts of the Ocean, ..but never reach the greater
1

&amp;gt;epths, or disturb the bottom of the Main. 1698 FROCHK
I vy. 65 A gentle llreeze came off from the Main [F. du
Itirgc], 1731 POPK Kp. Burlington 198 Bid the broad Arch
ihe dang rous Flood contain, The Mole projected break
the roaring Main. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 410 To traverse
climes beyond the western main. 1847 TKNNYSON 1 rincess
\ n. 21 As one that climbs a peak to ga/e O er land and main.

fig- J597 K. JOHNSON ( limnpioits (1608) n. Addr., But hav
ing better hope I boldly It-adc thee to this mayne from this

doubtful! floude where I rebt. 1602 MARSTON Ant.
&amp;lt;y

Affl.

iv. Wks. 1856 L 46 Launched out Into the surgy maine of

government. 1839 LONGK / i. ofLife viii, Sailing o er life s

solemn main.

f b. transf. A broad expanse, poet. Obs.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.Vx.. sNatiuityonce in the maine of light,

Crawlcb to maturity. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 257 Advenlrou*
work*. .to found a path Over this Maine from Hell to that
new World Where Satan now prevailes.

6. The most important part of some business,

subject, argument, or the like
;
the chief matter or

principal thing in hand. (Cf. MAIN sb$ i b.)
1602 SHAKS. Ham. it. ii. 56, I doubt it is no other, but the

maine, His Fathers death, and our o
cr-liasty Marriage.

1615 tr. DC Monfarfs Sttrz . E. Indies Pref. Biij, Neyther
doth he stand vpon any other vayne particulars, but directly

goeth to the maine. 1650 I AXIKK Saints A , i. ii. i (1651)

192 If I should here enter upon that task.. I should make
too broad a digression, and set upon a work as large as the

main, for whose sake I .should undertake it. 1663 COWLKY
Cfiintry Monse 5 Frugal, and grave, and careful of the

Main. 1702 ting. Thcophrast. 132 We let the Main go,
while we grasp at the accessories. 1716-10 Lett.fr. MisCs
yrnt. (1722) I. 244 She complied with your last Advice, as
to the Main.

b. Phrases : in, &quot;^for, f&amp;lt;?, f upon the main :

for the most part ; in all essential points ; mainly.
a 16*8 PRESTON A&quot;&amp;lt;-:y Cm&amp;gt;t. (1634) 12 Holy men have that

apprehension in the maine, but not in a constant tenour at

all times. 1639 FULLKK Holy War \. xvi. (1840) 28 As long
as they agree in the main, we need not be much moved
with their petty di.ssenMons. 1662 H. MOKK rhilos. Writ.
I ref. i)en. p. vi, Being carried captive by the

i&amp;gt;ower
of reason

into a true belief of things (or the main. 1697 J. SEKGLAM
Solid Philos. 80 Whence, upon the main, is clearly dis

covered, how all true Philosophy is nothing but the know
ledge of Things. 1699 BENTLEV t hal. 4Q Generally and for

the main he resided at Crotona. 1711 SIKELK Spc&amp;lt;(.

No. 118 F 3, I do not know whether in the main I am the

worse for having loved her. 1748 KKIHAKUSON C/arissa

(1811) II. 145 If Nancy did not think well of you upon the

main. 1799 in Spirit / ;//. yrtits. HI. 394 John is, uj&amp;gt;on

the main, no fool. 1832 J. C. HAKK riiilol. A/its. I. 163
tit&amp;gt;fi

t
Since writing the above 1 have found a reading agree

ing on the main \\ilh mine in the edition of Abconius by
Paulus Manutius. 1840 DICKENS OMC. Shop Ivi, Mr. Swi-

veller being in the main a good-natured fellow. 1893 K. WIL
LIAMS in Traill Social Eng. i. 31 In the main, therefore, the

leading ideas of the heathen Celt were those of heathen
nations generally.

c. Const, of. The chief or principal part (ofsome

whole, material or immaterial) ;
the important or

essential point. Phr. f the main of all.

595 DANIEL C/V. Wars in. xxxvii, I know you know how
much the thing doth touch The maine of all your states,

your blood, your seed. 1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Disc.

Seneca (1631) M 1112, It is no charity to giue so violently as

may waste the maine of an estate. 1631 HKYWOOD -2nd Ft.

Maid of West n. Wks. 1874 II. 363 Why that s the main of

all : all without his freedome That we can aime at s nothing.

1647 MAY Hist. Farl. i. viii. 104 It was not onely agreed
that their Ships . . should be restored . . but for the maine of all,

it was resolved upon by both houses, to give the full summeof



MAIN.

300000. 1653 HOLCROFT frocffiius 11.33 Hutthe maine ofall:

studies he not [etc.]? 1683 CAVE kcctcsiastici, C/irysosti lil

501 The main of the Church was destroyed [by fire] in three

hours space. 1693 Mem. Cut. Tcckcly iv. 49 He assaulted

them in the Front with the main of his Army. 1711 AnnlsON

Spt\t. No. 47 f Q The Persons we laugh at may in the main

of their Characters he much wiser Men than our selves.

75 JOHNSON Ramlkr No. 68 f 3 The main of life Is

composed of small incidents. 1781 WESI.KV / Its. (1872) IV.

215 He has sufficiently proved the main of his hypothesis.

1845 STKI-IIKM Cciiini. Laws /.
*.

&quot;

(1874) I. 119 If a lord had

a parcel of land detached from the main of his estate. 1880

BI.ACKMORE Men Ana-ley II. xvi. 279 The main of their

cargo was landed. 1880 ANNIK R. ELLIS Sylvestra II. 275
She told him the main of the morning s new s. 1903 t ontsmf.
Rev. Feh. 190 The main of us have never set eyes upon
a Dane hefore.

t 7. The object aimed nt
; end. purpose. 0/&amp;gt;s.

Perh. orig. a term of archery. Cf. .MAIS s/ .

1
2.

i6io HKALKV Efictrtia Man. (1636) 6 The ayme of

appetite, is to attaine what it affecteth, and the maine of

dislike is to avoide what it disliketh. 1610 W. FoLKlNCHAM
Art ofSurrey To Kdr. 3, I ayme not at the Racke nor the

Slack, the qualified Meane is the Maine of my Marke. 1623
WKHSTKR Duchess Maljl n. i, ttos. You say you would
fain he taken for an eminent courtier? Cast. Tis the very
main of my ambition. 1633 11. JONSON Tnleofa Tub m.

iv, Wee have by this meanes disappointed him, And that

was all the maine I aimed at. 1652 R. KOKKMAN Country-
tituns Catech. i. i This Happinesse (or the Salvation of onr

Soules) being the maine of all our enlarged desires. 1657
SPARROW Kk. Cam. 1 rayer 173 Therefore differing so mm h

in the main of the Feast, they would not comply with

them.

8. A principal channel, &amp;lt;hict,
or conductor for

conveying water, sewage, gas, or electricity, e. g.

along the street of a town. (Cf. main drain,

1707-12 s.v. MAIN a. Sb.)
1727 BRAHLKV

j&amp;lt;
iit. Ditt. s.v. I!itiUing, Where any Stock-

Blocks of Wood with Plugs, or any Fire-Cocks, were made
and fix d on any Mains [etc.]. 1763 Ann. Keg: 120/1 Wooden
pipes were inserted into the mains in almost every street.

1808 MURDOCH in I hil. Trans. XCVIII. 125 The gas.. is

conveyed by iron pipes into ., ga/ometers, . . previous to its

being conveyed through other pipes, called mains, to the

mill. 1825 LounoN Rncycl, Agric. 658 The use of both the

large and small mains is to feed the various trenches with

water, which branch out into all parts of the meadow. 1871
TVNOALI. Fragui. Sci. (1879) II. xvi. 449 The electric main

carrying the outgoing current. 1894 Nat. Olscnirr 189/2
Take the case of a lead-pipe led into a block of houses from
the iron main. 1895 S. P. THOMI-SON & E. THOMAS Elcctr.

Tab. ff Mem. 4 In factory wiring it is often preferred to

keep the positive and negative mains far apart.

fig. 1865 MASSON Rec. Brit, rhihs. i. 15 It is not only
Britain . .that the writer accuses of this folly of not drawing
its philosophy from the main.

b. In jocular phr. To turn on the main, to

begin to weep copiously.
1837 DICKENS I ickw. xvi, Blessed if I don t think he s

got a main in his head as is always turned on. 1857
BRADLEY (C. Bede) Verdant Green in. xi. 90 You ve no idea
how she turned on the main, and did the briny ! 1878
M. C. JACKSON Chaper&amp;lt;&amp;gt;:i

s Cares I. x. 128 The mains were
turned on, and tears flowed until weeping became infectious.

9. Short for mainsail (obs.), mainmast.
535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 373 Tha led thame in with

musall, fuk, and mane. 1894 Times j Apr. 7/3 All the

ships . . were gaily decked with bunting, the German flag

flying at the main. 1903 B!a&amp;lt;ku&amp;gt;. Mag. Apr. 523/1 Skiffs
with well-reefed mains scudded for sheltering creeks.

10. techn. a. ? A principal vein of mineral, b.
A main line of railway.
1867 MUSCRAVE Nooks If Corners II. 2 A wide main of

this mineral lies beneath the stupendous masses of dark
blucish rock. 1891 Daily News 8 June 2/3 The railway will
be a double main.

Main (mfin), s!&amp;gt;.~ Sc. and north. Also 5 mayn;
//. 6maynis,mania , maines, 7 maynea,mainnes,
8 mainse. [Aphetic f. DOMAIN, DEMESNE.]

) 1. Mains or main lands demesne lands. Obs.
1454 in

i4&amp;lt;7; Rep. /list. MSS, Comm. App. 111. 10 The
sayde Andrew Ker sal gyflf. .yl the sayde Thorn Robson. .

his mayn landts of Hownum. 1577-93 Descr. Isles Scot.
in Skene Celtic Scot. III. App. 436 The said John Stewart
hes it all under maynes.
2. //. The farm attached to a mansion house ;

a home farm. (Now esp. retained in Scotland in

the names of farms, e. g. the Mains of Forthar.)
533 CI.YFFORD in St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 633Wher we hrynt theis townes that is to wile, Sesfurth . .

Sesfurth Mayns, Mows Mayns .. Cavertone Mayns [etc]
573-4 R S- Privy Council Scat. Ser. i. II. 320 The landis
mains and cornis of Sanct Thomas Chapell. a 1578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 226 }e sail haue the
manis of Kirkforther for it. 1589 Wills ff Inv. N. C.
(Surtees 1860) 164, I geue to Mathew Forster, . . Edderstoun
east hall, and the maynis thairoff. 1597 SKENE De Verb.
Sign., Ma,ierivm,..M\i&amp;gt; mainnes, or domaine landes, . .

Because they ar laboured and inhabited be the I.orde, and
proprietor

of the samin. 1606 in North. Riding Rec. (1884)
I. 48 John Dodsworth of Massam Maynes. 176(5 W. GORDON
Gen Connting.ho. 468 The tenants and Mainse fall now to
be debited for crop 1765. 1769 De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit.
IV. 72 Every Nobleman s House [in Scotland] hath what
they call the Mams, where their Land-labourers, Grooms,
and every Body belonging to the Stable and Poultry,
reside. 1814 SCOTT Wm. xv, That the Bailie should send
his own three milk cows down to the mains for the use of
the Baron s family. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes f, Leg. xxvii.
(1857) 398 He was employed.. at the Mains of Invergordon.
Alain (nk~ n), sl&amp;gt;.3 Also 6-7 maine, mayne.

[Of obscure history.
From the early usein antithesis with by (which seems in the

game of hazard to have meant the same as c/iance in the

47

later language) the word would appear to be an absolute

or elliptical application of MAIN a. (Cf. MAIN CIIANCK.I

The usual view that the word is n. F. main hand has no

evidence; quot. c 1685-8 in sense 3 prob. embodies a mere

etymological speculation.]

1. In the game of hazard, ti number from five

to nine inclusive) called by the caster before the

dice are thrown.
If he &quot; throws in

&quot;,
or &quot;nicks

&quot;,
he wins the sum played for

from the hanker or &quot;

setter&quot;.. .If the caster&quot; tit rows out
&quot;

by
throwing aces, or deuce, ace (calli.-d crabs), he loses.. . If the

caster neither nicks nor throws out, the number thrown is

his &quot;chance&quot;, and he keeps on throwing till either the
chance comes up, when he wins, or till the main comes up,
when he loses \Encycl, Brit. s.v. Hnzartf).

1580 Ln. OF FA LEY in Stanyhurst sKnt&amp;gt;is y etc. (Arb.) 153, I

loathe too see them [,tr, di&amp;lt; e- players] sweave. .,\Vhen they the

mayne liane lost ; Forgetting al thee byes, that weare With
Clod and holyegoast. 1580 LYI.Y A /////wrj(Arb.) -289 Not vn-

lyke the vseof foule gamesters, who tinning lost the maine by
true Judgement, thinkc to face it out with a false oath. 1598
UARCKLKV Ft lic. Man Pref., Diceplayurs, that gaine more by
the bye then by the mainc. (11635 COKHK r I ocins (1807)
128 Amongst the gamsters, where they name thee [the pox]
thicke At the last inaine, or the last pocky nicke. 1665
EARL DOKSKT Song written at Sta vii, To pass our tedious
Hours away, We throw a merry Main. 1684 ( )T\VAY
Atheist in. i,

The Main was Seven, and the Chance Four.

1726 A rt
i&amp;lt;f Myst, of Gftwing Exposed ?g Loaded or

Sc-iopfd Dice are.. changed as often as the Main and

Chance, or Occasion requires. 1731 FIKUHNI; Motf. f/nsl:

II. x. /_rt. Char. Kleven mains together, Modern; you are

a devil. J/r. Gayivit. She has always grt-at luck at

Ha/ard. 1777 COLMAN Kpil, Sheridan&quot;s Sch. Scand. (1883)

76 Seven s the main. 1837 THACKKKAV Rawnsiving viii,

He likes to throw a main of an evening. 1881 SHORTHOI. SK

y. /ttglt stint {1882) II. -506 Come and take your chances in

the next main. 1894 NlASKELYNE Sharps &amp;lt;y

1-lats 255 1 he
first throw made by the player is called the main .

fb. Jig. esp. coupled with or in antithesis to by

(seeByjJ.2 i). Obs.

*S&7&amp;gt; *S& [see UY s/ .
J

i]. 1589 WAKXKR Alb. ting. Prose
Addit. 155 Whatsoeuer thy play be in AlTrick, let hem &amp;lt;--

forth the Mayne be Italic. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. / 7,
I. i. 208 Then lets make hast away, And looke vnto the

maine. 1595 ftlaroccns Ext, (Percy Soc. ) 12 Horse. No,
no, his minde was on the twentieth dale of the moneth fol

lowing, when his money was due. Bankes. Tis good to

haue an eie to the inaine. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //
,
iv. i. 47

To set so rich a mayne On the nice hazard of one doubt full

honre. 1602 UANIKL C/ . W ars \\\. xxv, The doubtful Dye
of War cast at the Main Is such as one bad Chance may
lose you all. 1612 R. DABOKNK L hr. tttrrid Turks 8 Deale

Merchant-like, put it vpon one maine, And throw at all.

1676 TOWKUSON- Decalogue 462 Recreations .. must con

sequently be.. used as things on the by and not as the main.

1781 W estni, Mag. IX. 604 When each grave Senator the

sport promotes, And throws the main with cogg d and
loaded votes.

f 2. A match (at archery, boxing, bowls). Ols.
Cf. MAIN jV-.

1
7. But in the first quot. a inaine may pos

sibly be AMAIN nth .

1589 NASIIE Martins Months Mind To Rdr. Csb, To
shoote a maine for the vpshot, at the fairest ninrkes of
all. \%\* Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 19 The champion has won
a main, and certainly Molineux could have no chauot in

any combat with him, 1886 Cheshire Gloss. s.v., A main
at bowls is a. match played by a number of couples, the

winners again playing in couples against each other till one
man is left the victor. [Cf. Welsh main in 3.]

3. A match fought between cocks. Hence occas.

a number of cocks engaged in a match. IVehh
main (see quot. 1770) ; transf. (see quot. 1886).
[4:1685-8 MS. Life of A hit rman Barnes in P&amp;gt;rand Pop.

Antiq, (1813) I. 481 His chief Recreation was Cock-fighting.
..One Cock particularly he had, called Spang Counter ,

which came off&quot; victor in a great many battles a la main.

1716 Loud. Gaz. No. 5429/4 There will be l y-l!attles, . .

And in the Afternoon will begin the main Match.] 1760 R.
HEBKK Horse Matches ix. 154 A Main of Cocks were
fought between the D. of Cleveland and Ld. Northumber
land. 1770 S. PEGGF, in Archarolcgia (1775) I. 149 The
Welsh-mam consists, we will suppose of sixteen pair of
cocks ; of these the sixteen conquerors are pitted a second

time; the eight conquerors of these are pitted a third time;
the four conquerors the fourth time; and lastly, the two
conquerors of these are pitted a fifth time. 1828 SCOTT
F. AT. Pert/i xxi, Laying schemes for massacring men on
Palm Sunday, as if he were backing a Welsh main, where
all must fight to death. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. ting. xvii.

IV. 57 The dexterity with which he .. turned conversation

away from matters of state to a main of cocks or the

pedigree of a racehorse. 1880 JF.FFERIES Gr. Feme F. 59
He could swear and drink no more, nor fight a main of
cocks every Sunday afternoon on his dining room table.

1886 Cheshire Gloss, s.v., There is also the term Welsh
wain, applied in a secondary sense to voting : voting until
two only are left in, and then for those two alone. 1890
H. FREDERIC Laivton Girl 33, I ve seen dog-fights and
cock-mains In England.

Main (m^in),^.4 Also7meane. [a. F. mainA
1 1. Her. The hand. Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury i. 103/2 Our old English terms

were. .Maine for Hand. Meane Dexter for R. Hand.
2. A banker s shovel for coin (Knight 1875).
Cf. F. tfiattt, pelle de tOle, a manche de bois ires-court

(Littre).

Main ,a. Forms: [i meson-], 3 msein,
4-7 mayn, 5 Sc. mane, 5-7 mayne, 6-7 maine,
maigne, 5- main. [Prob. partly repr. OE.
mix-gen- (MAIN sl&amp;gt;.

1
} in compounds, and partly an

adoption of the cognate ON. megemij megn adj.,

strong, powerful; in some uses (e.g. in MAIN SEA
= ON. mffftns&r) it seems to represent ON.
megen- (

= MAIN sb. 1) in compounds.

MAIN.
It is doubtful whether ihe development of the Eng. word

owes anything to the influence of OK. inaine
t maigne

great : L. magnus. The OFr. word is purely poetical, and
occurs chiefly as an epithet of kings and nobles; it may
prob. have influenced the use of /train by MK. pot:N, but
the only unequivocal evidence of its adoption is the i5th c. Sc.

Alexandir the mane, Lharlis the mane (see MANI: a.&amp;gt;.\

1. Strong, vigorous, mighty ; possessed of, mani

festing, or exerting, great physical strength or

force, fa. Said of acts or activities which imply
force or energy. Obs.

[fieou tilfisiq (Gr.) Mit-xenraes for^eaf hildebille.] 13..
(!au&amp;gt;.

&amp;lt;V
(it: A /. 336 No more mate ne dismayd for hys

mayn dime/, c 1400 /V.v/r. Troy 6915 He myst uf
}&amp;gt;

inoii

with his mayn dynt. c 1600 in Boys \Vk$. (1629) 62^ Je- ii

thy lone within me is so inaine, .. That with thy lour m ry
heart is well nigh rent. 1629 MAXWELL tr. /fervtfiart (16 :y

?73 If they lit: driven to fly, or pursue the enenue, tlu-n Inn,;

loose garments are a inaine let to them. 1641 HAKI-K C/:,i.

(1660)87 This as a main blow to Prince Lewis, ami the

last of his battels in Kiifiland. 1644 DIGIIY Alanv S&amp;lt;ntl

(1645) 33 These two poweifull motives . . have so maine an
influence hi mens actions. 1653 H. MOKK Antid. AtJi. \\.

viii. (1712) 62 Without main violence done to our Faculties

we can in no wise deny it. 1667 Mi LION / . /-. \ i. - 43 Snai-

ing on main wing. 1671 Samson 1634 Those twn mu-Mt:
Pillars That to the arched roof gave main suppott. 1671
II. Foi i.is Hist. Rom. Treasons in. ii. 136 She aKo gave
a main stroke against Cecchino.

b. As an epithet uiforce, strength, etc. : Mxerlcd

to the full, sheer. Ksp. in
]&amp;gt;hr. by (or -\icith

main force \ -\ similarly, hy or with fftain strength,

dint, power, courage, importunity ^
labour. -\\\ ith

main logic by sheer force of reasoning.
[Beowulf 2678 (Gr.) I

-1 ^s^ 11 guScyning nuer3a ^emunde,
nia:^c-iistifi)g(&amp;gt;, s!uh lnUU-bille. ( ( 1000 tiuthlac 1105 iGrj
P.LS weies Ktihtung, mot I & m;t-^encr;tft.J I542 BECON
Christinas Kamj. F vilj, Therfore ought all men. .with all

mayne & francke coinage to apply ihemselues to the dili-

gtMit practyse of good workes, 1579 LVI.Y Kuphnes (Arb.)
111 Loue creepeth into the minde by prime ciaft, and

keepeth li i^ ht-lde by maine courage. 1579 Ft J M-. Rt-t.

Kastel 734 M. K. hath got ten the day, and that with maine

logike. 1593 SllAKS. ?. Hen. /&quot;/, 1. i. . oK 1 bat Maine, w liit.h

by inaine force \Vai\vii Ice did winne. 1605 \ KKSII.CAN / &amp;lt;Y.

Init ll. iii. 116^8) 56 Uy meere valour and maine force of

annes they attained vnto their desired habitation, 1613
SHAKS. 11,-n. / ///, 11. ii. ;A man ofmy I .&amp;lt; &amp;lt;\ Caulinalls, by
I oinmii^ioii, am.1 maine power tooke em from me. 1651
lIofiiiKS Gtf t. ^ Soc. iii. fj y. 43 Each one.. is suppo-Al, u iih

all his main might, to intend the pi &amp;lt;ic lireme nt of tlmst:

things which are necessary to his own preservation. 1655
Fn.LF.R C /i. Hist. n. v. 46 Next Night they on afresh ; and,
with main Force, plucked up the poiuU-ti.u* Coffin upon the

Pavement, a 1680 \\\. U.LK Ron. i 1751,) 1 1. 63 To piosecute
his suit, till h* recover it a.;.uiist him by main Importunity.
1687 LOVFI.L tr. T/ievetiot s Trav. \. 18 They [old Galley^J
were carried by main strength over the Isthmus of Corinth.

1697 tr. LeComtSs J\I?m,
&amp;lt;y

Ron. China iv. (1737) 103 By
main labour they drained the water. 1755 SMOU.KI L { m .i.

(1803) II. 182 We were. .by main dint of rowing k-pt hom
running a-ground. 1810 S&amp;lt; orr Lady of L. \. xxiv, \ et with
main strength his strokes he drew. 1849 MA&amp;lt; ALI.AV Jttst.

/ . A
&quot;

! T2 3 ^ restrain his musqueteers and dragoons
from invading by main force the pulpits of ministers.

f C. Of motion, etc. : Swift, speedy, rapid.
A main pace or speed = at full speed. Obs.

1577-87 HoLINSHED C^r0. (1807-8) II. 254 They were con-

straind. .to run nwaie a maine pase. 1581 SAVII.E J ac/tiis,

Hist. iv. xi. (1591) 175 With a maine course [he] drewe the

whole manage of affaires into his owne handes. 1607 MAHK-
HAM Caral. in. x. 51 Some Horsemen, .wil. -breake into a
inaine chace and sogiue their Horse a sweat e. 1609 1 )KKKFK
Raven s Aim. C, Citizens, Schollers and Saylers thinke a
horse neuer goes fast enough though he run a maine gallop.
a 1625 FLETCHER Cast. Country f. i, We saw e m Making
with all maine speed to th port. 1632 J. HAYWAKH tr.

Iliondi s Krotnena 4 Gallopping a maine speede out of the

Quirie.

fd. By or with main hand: with a strong
hand, forcibly. Obs.

1567 FENTON* Trag. Disc. Ep. Ded., Vet, brydlinge wythe
maine hand, the humour of theyr inordinate luste. 1583
CJoLDiNG Cah-in on Dent. Ixxii. 444 God therefore must be

fame to ouermaster vs, and to tame vs by maine hamle.

f e. Of drink : Potent. Of a voice or cry ;

Loud. Of a fit, a storm : Violent. Obs,

13.. Gai(j.
&amp;lt;y

Gr. Knt. 497 pa^ men ben mery in mynde,
quen bay ban mayn drynk. 1582 STANVHUKST ^Knets in.

(Arb.) 72 With mayne noi.se lifted to the slayne soule lastlye
we shouted. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. (1623 810

[He] made towards his Pages with a maine cry. 1627 A UP.

AHBOT Narr. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) 449 M&amp;gt;
nia n

fit of the Stone did call upon me to get me to the Countrey.
1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) 51 It was a maine stonne.

t 2. Of an army, host, multitude : Great in num
bers

;
numerous ;

*

mighty ; powerful in arms.

In i6-i7th c., the usual epithet distinctive of a

complete and equipped army, as opposed to small

or irregular forces. Main battle : a pitched battle,

as opposed to mere skirmishing. Obs.

[a 900 CYNEWULF Crist 877 (Gr.) Swa on syne beorg somod

up cyme3 nuegenfolc micel.] a 1400-50 Alexander 3018
He had of men out of mynde many mayn hundreth. 1529
MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 227/2 That company, wherof there

is such a main multitude, c 154 *{
Pl* I fg* Eng. Hist.

(Camden No. 29) 42 Returned againe with a mayne hoste

to relieve his people. 1555 EDEN Decades 116 They goo
foorth .. with a mayne armye of purpose to hunt for men.

1368 GRAFTON Chron. II. 497 And first the warre beganne

by light skirmishes, but after it proceeded into mayne
battles. 1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. i. 29 King
Philip, .determined, .to come downe. .with a mayne force.

1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 33 Huge troups

of barbed steeds, Maine squares of pikes, millions of hargue-



MAIN.

bush. 1601 CAREVV Cornwall (1769) 149 To withstand any
great Navie or maigne invasion. 1612 DAVIKS // hy Irelandt

etc. 19 This young Prince.. with a traine of yong Noble
men and Gentlemen,, .but not with any maine army, came
ouer to take possession ofhisnew Patrimony. i62oSiiELTON

Qnix. iv. iii. II. 34 My Father knew that this Giant, .would

pass with a main power into my Land.

3. Of material things, animals, etc. : Of great
size or bulk. (Sometimes connoting strength,

resisting power, or the like.) Obs. exc. dial.

\BetnvnlJ&quot;3091 (Or.) Ic on ofoste &efeng micle mid mun-
dum ma^enbyrdenne hord^estreona. a 1000 Boetk. Mctr.
v. 16 O5 him on innan felS mantes maj^enstan.] c 1205 LAV.

15292 ^Knne muchelne rruein clubbe he bar an his rugge.

13. . Caw. -V Gr. A nt. 187 \&amp;gt;e
mane of J?at mayn hors. c 1400

Destr. Troy 8748 The trie! stones.. lemet so light, bat ledes

might se About* midnyght merke as with mayn torches.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3932 pan mys out of bis marras as any
mayn foxes Come furth. 1604 K. G[RIMSTONE] D Acostas
Hist. Indies iv. iv. 212 In their Temples they set vppe maine

Images of pure golde. 1607 WALKINCTON Opt, Glass 125
Hoist vp to the ridge of a maine billow, c 1630 RISDON
Sun . DtvoH 329 (1811) 340 A man of extraordinary

strength and stature. A main stone,, .by him thrown a far

distance, witnesseth the one. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 654
Themselves invaded next, and on thir heads Main Promon
tories flung. 1850 Co-.i t r Dial, in Froc. Fhilol. Soc. IV.

222 Main, strong, fine (ofgrowing crops). 1883 Hampshire
Gloss, s.v., What a great main pond !

b. Of quantity or amount : Large. Obs.es&^difiL

1609 HOLLAND Annn. Marccll. xxn. \ ii. 199 A maine
deale of water breaketh forth. 1868 in A .

.&amp;lt;( Q. 4th Ser. II.

287 My vowles eat a main deal of barley. 1804 RAYMOND
Love

&amp;lt;V Quiet Life iv. 34 He axed a main lot o questions,

4. Said of a considerable, uninterrupted stretch

of land or water; occas. also of void space. Sec

MAINLAND, MAIN SEA.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII (1550) 258 The army, .so

returned home by land, through all the mayn contry of

Scotlande. S53 EDEN Trent. AV: c- Ind. (Arb.) 7 The
mayne South sea. 1577 R. WILLES Edfn&quot;s Decades Pref.

i The disconery of Peru, in the maigne west Indish lande.

1630 /?. Johnsons A tttgit. &amp;lt;V

Conninv. 119 Upon the West,
the South, and the North, the maine Ocean incompasseth it.

1660 tr. Antyratdus Treat, cone. Relig. in. vili. 481 An
infinite essence, .diftus d infinitely in the mane space, beyond
the world. 1667 MILTOM / . L. in. 83 Whom no bound-;

Prescrib d, no barrs of Hell.. nor yet the main Abyss Wide
interrupt can hold. Ibid. vn. 279 Over all the faceof Earth
Main Ocean flow d. 1867 SMYTH Sailors \Vord~bk., Main-

ice, a body ofimpenetrable ice apparently detached from the

land, but immovable.

*t&quot;b.
Of earth, rock: Forming the principal or

entire mass
;

solid . Obs.

1538 LEI,AND ftin. V. 79 Penbroke . . standith on a veri

maine Rocki Ground. 1586 WAKNKR^W. Kng. i. vi. (1589)

18 The entrance is so straite, Cut out the rough maine stonie

Rocke. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 174 In the vineyards are

sundry places of buriall hewne out of the maine rocke. 1631
LITHGOW Trav. u. 56 The large promontore. .eight miles in

length, being the face of a square and maine Rocke. 1638

JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 68 Fuuntaines gushing forth out of

a main rock. 1647 SPRICGK Anglia. Rediv. \\\. i. (1854) 133

Sir Charles I.loyd. .had added to the strength of its natural

situation, .having cut out of the main earth several works.

fc. Of main white \ mainly of white. Obs.

153 FnzHF.RB. Hush. 63 Put.. to your coloured mares
of mayne wliyte, ahorse of colour of mayn wliyte.

f5. Of an affair, event, etc.: Highly important ;

having great results or important consequences;
momentous. Rarely const, to, Obs.

1581 MULCASTF.R Positions Ep. Ded. (1887)4 Many and
maine affaires of your estate. i6oz WARNER Alb. Eng.
Eptt., Hasten we to our purposed prosecution of Stale

matters, mainer, and of more note. 1613 SHAKS. Hen, I ll I,

in. ii. 215 What croste Diuell Made me put this maine

Secret in the Packet I sent the King? a 1619 Fl-ITCHER

Mad Ltrt tr \\\. i, Tis a maine worke and full of feare. a 1626

BACON AVw All. (1900) 19 So you see, by this maine

Accident ofTime, wee lost our Traffique with the Americans.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. ix. Wks. 1851 IV. 85 In competi
tion with higher things, as religion and charity in maintst

matters. 1667 / . L. vi. 471 That, which them aright

Beleivst so main to our success. 1671 J . A*, i. 1 12 They
all commit the care And management of this main enter-

pri/e To him their great Dictator.

b. Of a person: Great, mighty (in power, rank

or position), rare.

[a gooCvNKWULP Crist gi? (Gr.) Waldcndes cyme, mae^cn-

Put up this base complaint ?

6. Of things in general, qualities, conditions,

actions, etc. : Very great (in degree, value, etc.) ;

highly remarkable (for some quality indicated by
the sb.) ; very great or considerable of its kind.

(Occas. in superlative!) Obs. exc. dial.

[c 1000 Affs. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 31 ponne marines sunu cym5
on hys maifcen-brymme.] 13.. Gain. ffGr, Knt. 94 Of sum
mayn meruayle, bat he myjt trawe. c 1400 Destr. Troy
8807 pen bos maistersgert make, all with mayncrafte, Fpvre
lampis full light, a 1400-50 Alexander 3777

J&amp;gt;ai
wi;tly

him sente . . Of mony & of mekill quat mayn giftis. 1565

JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 41 And this he reckoneth for a

Jreat

maine lie. 1573 G. HARVEY Lettcr-bk. (Camden) 23

Iain evils you know must have main remmedies. 1600 1 i KY-

WOOD ist Pt. Edw. IV* Wks. 1874 I. 32 Affaires, I mean, of

so maine consequence, a 1619 FLETCHER Mad Lover u.

ii, And to purchase This day the company of one deare

Custard, Or a messe of Rice ap Thomas, needs a maine wit.

1634 Relat. Ld. Baltimore s riantat. (1865) 8 The losse of

much Hnnen, and amongst the rest, I lost the best of mine

i

48

which is a very maine losse in these parts. 1638 FEATLV
Strict. Lyndon?, \\. 1 1 And indeed this is one of our mainest

exceptions against the Roman Church. a 1656 USSHFK
Ann. vi. (1658) 96 Cyaxares and Cyrus, inarch against the

Habylonian King and Croesus, and gain a main Victory
against them. 1668 H. MOKF. Dh&amp;gt;. Dial. 11.437 He pro
fesses he understands clearly the truth of severall Prophecies
of the mainest concernment. 167* MARVELL Rrh.Transp.
i. 80 We shall find ere we have done that there is still a
mainer reason. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. v, It s a main untruth.

1883 STKVKNSON Treas. /si. \\. xii. (i886j 95 It [the island]

were a main place for pirates once.

b. \Vith sb. indicating a person or agent : Great,

remarkable, or pre-eminent for the quality or

characteristics indicated. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12260 Thelamon . . nianast horn mightily
as his mayn fos. 1642 ROO.KKS Naautan 346 That carnall

reason is a maine enemy to all the matters of revealed

truths. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootontia 497 Many a one that in

his own conceit is a main Husband, and is forward enough
to call some, .prodigal 1 1 will bee found to live, as I said, but

in another Street of it. 1691 Woon Ath. Oxon. II. 328
Mathew Hazard .. a main Incendiary in the Rebellion*

1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. v. ii, I am a main bungler at a

long story. 1860 PENKLUDOCKK Content 31 (E. D. D.) Vow
be a main fool.

[ C. Main and . . .
= MAIN adv. (Cf. fine

and . ., nice and . . .) diaL

1763 COLLINS J//V. it (HalHw.) Observing Dick looked
main and blue. 1863 MKS. GASKICLI. Sylvia s L. xxi. II.

121 T shop is doing main an well. I&M ROSEMARY L bit

terns v. 163 He s a main an bad, and I believe as ee s took

for death.

7. Chief in si/e or extent ; constituting the bulk

or principal part; the chief part of (that which is

denoted by the sb.). Main body, f battle, the body
of troops which form the bulk of an army or armed

force, marching between the vanguard and the rear.

1503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. 17 . i. i. S Ix&amp;gt;rd Clifford and Lord
Stafford all a-brest Charg d our maine Hattailes Front. 1600

A. V. L. in. v. 103 To gleane the broken cares after the

m;m Tlint the maine harncst reapes. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist.

Tnrks (if&amp;gt;-- s) ry5 In the maine battell he stood himselfe ; the

\
r

auntgard was conducted by Temurtases. 1640 FULLHR

Joseph s Coat (1867) n The apostle, commending the

Corinthians, meaneth the main and general body of the

church, though there might be many stragglers justly to Iw:

reproved. 1642 ROGFRS Naaman To Kdr., Into which the

maine sap of the root is carried. 1670 COTTON Espcrnon I.

in. in The King of Navarre commanded the Vant-Cluard
of the Army,and his Majesty himself ihe main liattel, reserv

ing the command of the Rear for the Duke of Espernon.
1687 T. HKOWN Saints in I proar \\ ks. 1730 I. 78 Whether

you march d in one main Ixxly, or in several columns. 1761
HCME///J/. f.nff. II. xxvii. 1^1 Lori! Howard led the main

body of the first line. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. I limls

i Aug., Our business is to pursue their main army, and dis

perse it by a decisive battle. 1807 SOUTH
t-:y Espricllti s

Lett. I. 277 Of the baptismal names the main proportion
are Saxon and Norman, 1812 WKI.LINGTON Disp. 28 July
in Examiner 24 Aug. 53S/2 The main body of the allied

army is.. on the Adajaand /apardicl rivers. 1849 M ^ \i i y

Hist. J-*nff. iv. I. 456 The sturdy country gentlemen who
formed the main strength of the Tory party.

t b. Referring or pertaining to all or the ma
jority; general. Ol&amp;gt;$.

JS99 SHAKS. Hen. I
, \. ii. 144 We do not meane the cours

ing snatchers onely, Uut feare the maine intendment of tbe

Scot. 1602 Ham, \. iii. 28 Which is no further, Then the

maine voyce of Denmarke goes withal). 1613 Hen. I ///,
IV. i. 31 l!y the maine assent Of all these I-earned men, she
was diuorc d. ci6i8 KLF.ICHKR Queen of Corinth \\. iii,

For I am nothing now but a maine pestilence Able to poy-
son all. a 1638 Mi-ni; \\ ks. (1672) 761 There may be some
Praeludiaof some particulars cotuerted upon other motives,
as a forerunner of the great and main Conversion.

8. Great or important above others of the kind
;
of

pre-eminent importance ; principal, chief, leading.
1588 J. UDALL Demonstr. Discipl. (Arb.) 42 They fight

hard against this, because it striketh at a maine pillar of

their kmgdome. 1594 HOOKER Reel. /W. iv. i. 2 In every
grand or main public duty which God reimirethat the hands
of his Church. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. \. 105 And this (1 take

it) Is the maine Motiue of our Preparations. 1618 DOLTOM
Florns (1636) 47 Capua, .once accounted after Rome, and

Carthage, the third maine City of the World. 1633 Hr.

HALL Occas. Mcdjt, 138 Every parcell thereof shall seeme
maine and essential!. 1651 HOBBKS Leriat/i. m. xxxiv. 210

Submission to that main Article of Christian faith, that

Jesus is the Christ. 1667 MILTON/*. L.\\. 121 If what was

urg d Main reason to perswade immediate Warr, Did not

disswade me most. 1732 LAW Scriims C. i. ted. 2) 15 They
are like Heathens in all the main and chief articles of their

lives. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic n. ii, Let your under-plot have

as little connection with your main-plot as possible. 1852
H. ROCKHS Eel. Faith (1853) 166, I went carefully over all

the main points of the argument. 1860 TYNDALL Itlac, u.

xxi. 341 Mr. Thomson s main thought was familiar to me
long before his first communication, .appeared. 1865 I.i:&amp;lt; KV

Ration. II. v. 178 The main champions of tyrannicide were

the Jesuits. 1867 FKKEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. App. 779
The statements may be grouped under two main heads.

b. Chief or principal in permanent relation to

others of the same kind or group. In many
collocations, e.g. main drain, road, street, server,

pipe&amp;gt; stream, root, line (of a railway), sometimes

written with a hyphen.
a 1490 HOTONER Itin. (Nasmith 1778) 260 The hyest toure

called the mayn, id est myghtyest toure aboue all the iiii

towres. issi-fio/w. in H. Hall Eliz. Soc. (1887) 151 Twoo
great standing chestes withe one mayne chesle. 1568

GRAFTON Chron, II. 23 The maine roofe of the great Church
of Sarisbury was consumed and brent with lightnyng. 1610

W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey u. v. 55 Plant not the Table

at euery Angle, but,, .extend from some fewe Maine Angles

MAIN.
..Base lines.. for Boundaries. 1615 W. LAWSON CountryHonsew. Card. (1626* 15, I vtterly dislike the opinion of
those great Gardiners, that . . would haue the maine roots
cut away. 1617-18 in Swayne Santm Church*iv. Ace.

(1896)167 Mendmge one of the maine pypes of the Organ.
1667 MILTON P, L. iv. 233 The neather Flood,, .now divided
into four main Streames. 1707-12 MORTIMER flush. (1721)
I. 23 Make your main Drains wide and deep enough to

carry off the Water from the whole Level. 1741-3 WESLEY
Extract ofjrnl. (17491 117 They made no more stop till

they had carried me thro the main-street, from one end of
the town to the other. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, vii,

Opening.. the wicket of the main-gate. 18*0 W. IRVING
Sketih Bk. I. 50 After turning from the main road up a
narrow lane. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge Ixvii, They
meant to cut off the main-pipes, so that there might be no
water. 1858 LYTTON H hat will he do \. i, The main street

was lined with booths. 1865 TROI.LOPK Belton Est. vii. 74
At Taunt on there branched away from the main-line that
line which was to take her to Perivale. 1876 Encycl. Brit.
IV. 467/2 A rate of fall of i in 120. . is desirable, .for a main
sewer. 1878 Act 41 &amp;lt;S- 42 Viet. c. 77 15 Where it appears
to any highway authority that any highway . . ought to

become a main road by reason of its being a medium of com
munication between great towns [etc.]. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT
Lect. Arc/tit. I. 195 An eastern transept, in addition to that

at the main crossing. 1884 BOWKR 8; SCOTT De Barys
Phaner, 357 The subsidiary roots.. in this class, .usually far

exceed the main-roots in thickness. 1889 Spectator g Mar.

331/2 The burglar who leaves the back-door open forescape
in case the policeman should enter by the main entrance.

f9. Main Jlo&d\ a. High water, b. A large
or full-flowing body of water. Also main tide

(in quot./:). c. The ocean or MAIN SEA. Obs.
c 1303 Reg. PaL Dunelm. (Rolls) III. 40 Et eadem aqua

mensurari debet a le mainflod, quando eadem aqua ita fluit

uLsit plena de bank en bank*. 1311 Ibid. I. 8 Kadem aqua
mensurari debet ad mayne flod. 1549-62 STEHNHOLU & H.
Ps. cxiv. 8, I meane the God which from hard rocks Doth
cause mayne flouds appeare. 1555 W. WATRKMAN J- ardle

fracions Pref. 11 Rhiers, and maigne floudes, whiche . . ouer-

flowed the neighboured aboute. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. /&quot;. iv.

i. 72 You may as well go stand vpon the beach, And bid the

maine flood baite his vsuall height. 1596 DALRYMPLK tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 35 Quhatevir land is betueine thir

twa mane fludes Forth southward, and Tai northward, Fife

is called. 1605 CAMUKN Rem. (1637) 13 If I should but
enter into consideration thereof, I should be over-whelmed
with maine tides of matter.

10. Naitt. in the sense
*

pertaining to, connected

with, or near the mainmast or mainsail*, as main-
bonnet

,
-boom

t -bowlines, -bridles, -capstan, -chains^

f -drynge (?), -hatch, -hatchway, -hold, -jeers,

\-knight, -lifts, -parrels, -penJaHt, -rigging, -royal,

-royal-mast, -shrouds, -spencer, studding-sail,

-tack, -tackle, -truck, -truss, -tyes. Also MAIN-

BRACE, etc.

1485 Kaval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 37 Mayne shrowdes.

Ibid. 39 Maine perells. Hid. 47 Mainestaies. .Maynetyes.
Ibid. 48 Mayne trusses. Ibid., Mayne takkes. Ibid.,

Mayne lyfts. Ibid., Mayne Bowlynes, Ibid. 53 Mayne
drynges. 1495 Ibid. 198 Mayne Jcres. i6a6 CAPT. SMITH
Accid. Yti. Seamen 14 The mame-shroudes and chained

ibid. 15 The maine bowling and bridles. 1635 BRERETON
Trent. (Chetham Si&amp;gt;c.) 125 The Sailors did in all haste lake

down the lower part of the main-sail and the foresail, which

they call the main-bowline or main bonnet. 1678 I IIILLII-S

(ed. 4) s.v., Fore-knight and Main-knight, in Navigation
are two short thick pieces ofWood carved, with the head of

a Man fast bolted to the Beams upon the second Deck. 1712
W. ROGKRS Voy. 34 He was lashd to the Main-Gears and
drub d. 1748 A n$01?s I oy. i. viii. 80 Two of our main-

shrouds, .broke. // /&amp;lt;/. x. 09 We.. lost a main studding-sail-

hoom. 1769 FALCOSKR Diet. AfaritU (1780) Kbb 3 b, The
main-l&amp;gt;oom of a brig, sloop, or schooner. 1772-84 COOK Voy.

(1790) V. 1914 The main-tack of the Discovery gave way.

1833 MARRYAT / . Simple xv, The second lieutenant went

up the main-ringing. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. -2nd Voy.
vi. 87 The main and fore hatchway. 1858 SIMMONUS
Diet. Tragic, Chain-plates.. take their name from the mast

and are hence called fore-chains, main-chains, or mizen-

ihains. 1861 Sat. Rev. 22 June 635 Entire freedom from
dizziness.. is possessed by every sailor who mounts to the

maintruck of a man-of-war. 1867 SMYTH Sailers \\ ord-

bk., Main-tackle, a large and strong tackle, hooked occasion

ally upon the main pendant. 1872 ULACK.MOKK Maid of
Ski-r (1881) 46 The ship had no canvas left, except some
tatters of the fore-topsail, and a piece of the main-royals.

1897 R. Kirnsr. Captains Courageous iii. 62 Uncle Sailers

..sat stiftly on the main-hatch.

11. Special collocations in technical use (mostly

hyphened) : main-bar (seequot.); main-breadth,
main half-breadth (see quots.) ;

main centre

(see quot.) ;
main couple Arch., the principal

tntss in a roof; main earth, the chief earth in

which the fox kennels ; t main-holder (see quot.);
main keel, the principal keel of a ship, as distin

guished from the false keel and the kelson
;
main-

master (? supposed by Disraeli to be a miner s

word for a colliery owner
1

)

; main-piece Ship

building, (a) the principal piece of timber in

a rudder ; (U} the strong horizontal beam of

a windlass* (Smyth Sailors Word-bk. 1867);

(c} the principal piece of the head* (Knight

1875) ; main-plate, the principal plate of a lock ;

main-post Shipbuilding, the stern-post ; f main-

shire, ?an old name for \Yanvickshire; main-
transom Shipbuilding = wing-transom (Smyth) ;

main-wale Naut.^ the lower wale (Smyth) ;

main-way, the gangway or principal passage in

a mine; main word, the term adopted in this



MAIN.

dictionary to designate n word of sufficient im

portance to be regarded as a principal word, as

distinguished from a subordinate word or a com
bination (see 1 ivface pp. xviii-xix) ;

main-work

Fortif., the enceinte or principal works inclosing

the body of the place (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 341 (Driving), ^Jlfaiii-l-at; the cross

timberfixed to the pale-head, from which hang the swing-bars
or leading bars. &amp;lt;: 1850 Knttim. A fK if. (Weale) iy&amp;gt;*Maia-

breadth, the broadest part of the ship at any particular timber

or frame. 1797 Kticycl. Kiit. (ed. 3) XVI I. 378/1 Main half
breadth, is a section of the ship at its broadest part, c 1850
Jinitim. Niraig. (Weale) 130 Main lialf-l rcaiitli, half of the

main breadth. 1838 K. MURRAY Marine Kngincs (eel. 3) 231
* Main centre, in side-lever engines, is the strong shaft upon
which the side levers vibrate. 1842 Gvin.T ArcAtt* Ci loss. 958
The *main couples answer to the trusses. 1897 Kncycl. Sport
I. 582(Hunting),*/Vi earlli, thefox sownlairand breeding

place. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 84/1 In the Root there

is The *Main-holder, which is that part of the root ne\t the

tree. 1769 FAI.CONF.R Diet. Marine (1780) s-y. Kect, The

false-keel, which is also very useful in preserving the lower

side of the *main keel. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil III. i, It s as

easy for a miner to speak to a &quot;main-master, as it is for me
to pick coal with this here clay, c 1850 A ndiin. Navig.
(Weale) 144 It [the rudder] js

formed of several pieces of

timber, of which the main piece is generally of oak. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s U ord-bk., Klain-f&amp;gt;icc.t t

the strong horizontal

beam of the windlass. 1677 MOXON Mecli. Exerc. 22 Cut
out of an Iron plate with a Cold Chissel the size and shape
of the *Main-Plate. 1:1850 Rndiin. Navig. (Weale) 131
M tin

/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.*/.

1626 D. Jossov Masque of Chvls, Though
that have been a fit Of our *main-shire wit. 1769 FAL
CONER Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Wales, They are usually
distinguished into the *main-\vale and the channel-wale.

81 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
*Maimuay, a

times hecomes necessary to construct heyond the range of

the defensive musketry of the &quot;main works.

Main (m&amp;lt;?in),
adv. Now dial. [f.

MAIN a.

Cf. similar use of mighty ;
also the use of ON.

megen- (
= M.ux j/ .

1
) in mtgetikatr very cheerful,

megtuauldr very mild, megenvel very well.]

Very, exceedingly. (After the I7th c. chiefly in

representations of rustic or illiterate speech.)
1632 St. Pafers C/ias. 1, 17 May No. 216 fol. 56 I (Hamp^h.

Gloss.), Sparing the Toppes of the Trees, which yeeld maine

good knees. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, xxxviii. 220 A maine

strong argument. ^1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crews.v.j Main-
good, very good. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 201 Ay, said
the Idiot, she is main good Company, Madam; no wonder
you miss her. 1754 FOOTE Knights n. i. (1765) 40 ll aitcr.

Would you chuse any refreshment? Stick. A draught of

ale, friend, for I m main dry. 1794 GODWIN Col. Williams ^o,
I know, your honour, that it is main foolish of me to talk to

you thus. 1828 SCOTT Jrnl. II. 149, I was main stupid
indeed, and much disposed to sleep, 1872 Punch 31 Aug.
91/1 Beg your pardon, sir ; but I be main deaf, to be sure.

1897 BARING-GOULD Bladyso/tlieStt Hponey vm, ^\\^i&\v~

poney is a great house, and ours is a main little one.

Main, obs. f. MANE, MOAN. Maina, var. MINA-.
Mai li-brace 1

. Araut. [See MAINS, and BRACE

sb.y\ The brace attached to the main-yard.
1487 Naval Ace. Hen. /V/(i896) 67 Mayne brases. 1626

CAPT. SMITH Accid, Yng. Seamen 28 Ease your mayne
brases. 1801 COL. STEWART Narr. in Nicolas Disp.
AV/s0(i845) IV. 39 By another shot several of the -Marines,
while hauling on the main-brace shared the same fate. 1840
R. H. DANA Erf. Mast xxiii. 69 All the rest of the crew. .

tallied on to the main brace.

b. A atit. slang. To splice the main-brace : to

serve out grog ; hence, to drink freely.
1805 Naval Citron. XIII. 480 Now splice the main brace.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xv, Mr. Falcon, splice the inain-

biace, and call the watch. 1836 HT. MARTINEAU Antobiog.
(1877) II. App. 480 Yesterday the captain shouted, for the
lirst time, Splice the main-brace .

Mai n-brace -. [See MAIN a. and BRACE sb.-]
A principal brace; Mech. in a system of braces,
that which resists the main strain.

1794 W. Fr.LTONCnrrAi^wdSoi) 1. 210 Main braces.. Are
what the body [of the coach] hangs by. 1870 Spans Diet.

F.agia. II. 679 (Bridges) In Fig. 1394, U is the upper chord
. . M, main-hrace.

Main chance. [MAIN a.]
t 1. A term in the game of Hazard

;
= MAIN

sb.% I. In qnots. only Jig. or allusive, a. The
venture or course of action from which most is

hoped ; the likeliest course to obtain success. To
stand to the main chance : ? to take one s own risk.

To look, have ait eye, etc., to the main chance : to
use one s best endeavours, be solicitous (for some
object), b. The general probability with regard
to a future event or the success of an undertaking.
c. The most important point risked or at stake

;

also, the general outcome of a series of events;
the whole fortunes of a person, a nation, etc. Obs.

579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 104 Good Father either con
tent your selfe with my choice [sc. of a husband], or lette
mee stande to the maine chaunce. 1587 HOI.INSHED Chron.
Scot. 300 Nothing could be either more fond or foolish, than
to fight at pleasure of the enimie, and to set all on a maine
chance at his will and appointment. 1591 GREENE Disc.
Coosnage (1592) C_3 When their other trades fail.. then to
maintaine the main chance, they vse the benefite of their
wiues or friends. 1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confiit. 84
Haue an eie to the maine-chaunce, for so sooner shall they
vnderstand what thou hast said by mee of them, but theyle
goe neere to haue thee about the eares for this geare. is7
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SHAKS. 2 Hen. //&quot;, in. L 83 A man may prophecie With a
neere ayme, of the maine chance of things, As yet not come
to Life. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy ix. xviii. 327 Every one should
have lived and died according to the fatall course of his

owne severall destinie, without the hazard of the whole and
maine chance [I,, snnwiti renting Ibid, xxi. xvi. 402 So
ashamed in themselves they were,.. and so mightily feared

the losse of the vene maine chance at home, as if the eneinie

had beene already at the gates of the cittie. 1610 Cam-
den s Brit. I. 22 With whom the Romans for many yceres
maintained war,, .for the very main-chance of life ami living.

1625 I UUCHAS l^ilgrhns n. 1822 It behoued the liashaw to

looke to the main chance for the quenching of the Fire. 1653
Fn.i.KR C&quot;//. Hist. in. i. 5 Vet withall lie was cart-full of

the main chance to keep the essentials of his Crown. 1703
COLLIFR Ess. il. 67 None so fit to prescribe, to direct the

enterprise, and secure the main-chance.

2. That which is of principal importance in life ;

now esp, the opportunity of enriching oneself or

of getting gain ;
one s own interests. (Often in

phr. to have an eye tot
be careful of, the main

chance?)
1584 K. W. Three Ladies Land. I. E ij b, Trust me thou

art as craftie to haue an eye to the mayne chaunce : As the

Taylor that out of seuen yardes stole one and a halfe of
durance. 1644 HP, \\K\.\. Serin. Rein. \Vks. (1660) n. 136 Shall
we be lesse carefull of the main-chance, even of the eternal

inheritance of Heaven? 1693 DRVDF.N rersiits\\. (1697)497
He careful still of the main Chance, my Son. 1698 COLLII.U

Ess. Mor.Subj. n. (ed. 3) 136 Wise men will, .take care of the

main Chance, andprovide for Accident sand Age. 1751 JOHN
SON Kambler^n. n6f6 My Master . .had all the good quali
ties which naturally arise from a close and unwearied atten
tion to the main chance. 1767 Ci KAY in C&amp;lt;&quot; ^. iv. AVc//tf//f (1843)

69 Come quickly, if the main chance will suffer you, or I will

know the reason why. 1828 Lights .$ Shades II. 159 A
Scotchman looks only to the main-chance. 1902 I,. STKI-IM- M
Stud. Biographer IV. i. 36 It.. cannot be said that an eye
for the main chance is inconsistent with the poetical
character.

Maincheat, obs. form of MANCHET.
Main-course. Naitt. ? Obs, [See MAIN a.

and COUUSR sb. 32.]
= MAINSAIL.

1515 Cockn Lin-ell s B. (Percy Soc.) 12 Some y9 longe
bote dyde launce, some mende yu corse, Mayne corfe [read
corse] toke in a refe byforce. 1610 SUAKS. Temp. i. i. 38
Down \\uth the top-Mast ; yave, lower, lower, bring her to

Try with Maine-course. 1626 CAJT. SMITH Accid. \ ng.
Seamen i6The inalne course or a paire of courses. 1687
B. RANDOLPH Archipelago 102 Towards break of day we
handed our main course, but before it was well secured the

storm came. 1719 DE FOR Crusoe (1858) n. ii, Having no
sails to work the ship with, but a main course [etc.]. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.

Main-deck. Naitt. [See MAIN a. and DECK
sb, 2, 2 b.] a. In a man-of-war, the deck next

below the spar-deck, b. In a merchantman, that

part of the upper deck which lies between the

poop and the forecastle.

vjiftAnsons I iy. in. vii. 360 The crew.. were drawn up
underarms on the main-deck. 1798 Anti-Jacobin No. 33
(1852) 189 We walk the main-dcck. 1824 W. IRVIXC T. Trav.

(1849) 416 There was a shout of victory from the main-deck.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple vi. Washing down the main-deck.
attrib. 1868 Rep. to Govt. U. S. Miinit. ifar 267 That part

of the ship supported by and below the main-deck beams.

C. Jig. Used for : The main body or chief

representatives (of).

1847 DE QUINCEY Secret Societies Wks. 1863 VI. 258 No
round-robins, signed by the whole maindeck of the Platonic

Academy.

t Maine, sb. Obs, Also 5-6 mayne, Sc. mane,
6-7 mayn. [Aphetic f. demaine in PAIN-DEMAINE,
DEMEIXE. (Cf. MANCHET.)] Used attrib. in the

following terms : a. Maine bread, occas. (Sc.)
breid of mane (?also simply mane t quot. c 1470),
bread of the finest quality ; =PAIN-DEMAINE, DE-
MEINE. (The city of York was once famous for

a kind of bread so called.)

1443 Bitrgh Rec. Edint&amp;gt;. (1869) I. 7 It is. .ordanit that na
ba.vter baik na mayne breid to sell frahine furthwart,paiffjng

allenarly at Witsounday [etc.], c 1470 HFNRYSOM Klor. Fab.
n. xviii. (ed. Laingl, And mane full fyne scho brocht in steid

of eeill. 1509 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 5 And at tharbe
.

skallapis of mayne breid. ?iS5o Freiris Berwik 160 in

Dnnbar s Poems (1893) 290 And eik ane creill full of breid of

mane. Ibid. 376 Mayne breid. 137* J. JONES Bathes Buck-
stone 9 b, But these and all other the mayne bread of York
excelleth, for that it is of the finest floure of the Wheat
well tempered. ^1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S. T. S.) I. 337 Quhyte breid, maine breid, and gingebreid.
1584 COGAN Haven Health iv. (1636! 25 Good hread is

made thereof, especially that of Yorke, which they call Maine
bread. 1622 in J. J. Cartwright Chaff. Hist. Yks. (1872)
281 Bakers, .disobedient in not bakeinge of mayn bread

beinge an auncient mistery used in this cittie and in no
other citties of this kingdome.

b. Maine flour, flour of the finest quality.
Maine multure, the portion of maine flour*

payable as multure.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Honseh. Ord. (1790) 70 One yoman

in this office [of Bakehouse] for the kinge s mouthe recevyng
the mayne floure of the Sergeaunt, by tayle. 15*3 Burgh
Rec. Edinb, (1869) I. 217 The baillies and counsall ordanis
all the maisteris of the baxter craft till content and pay to
the fermoraris thair mayne mutter, that is to say, of ilk iiij

laid that thai brek aboue ane pek of mayne flour, and gif
thai brek les to pay na thing. 1524-5 Ibid, 220 Als thai
ordane the saidis baxteris to pay the mayne flour to the saidis

fermoraris as vs and wont hes bene m tymes bygane.
t Maine, ^. Naut. Obs. Also mayne. [Aphetic

f. AMATN(E v.~\ trans. To lower (a sail).

MAINLAND.
1517 TORKINCTON Pilgr. (1884) 59 He made vs to mayne,

that ys to sey stryk Downe ower sayles. 1579 T. STK\ENS
in ItakluyCs Voy. (1599) II. 11.99 When it is tempest almost
intollerable for other ships, and maketh them maine all their

sailes, these hoise vp, and saile excellent well.

Maine, obs. form of MANE, MEINIE.

Maineath, variant of MANATH Obs.

Maiiife rre. Obs, exc. Hist, Also 5 mayne-
fere,7maineieere f maiuefaire, (8-9 ///,tf.mane-,
mamfaire). [Perh. repr. K. niainferrte (iron-clad

hand) or main-de-fcr (hand of iron) : the latter

occurs in this sense inViollet-lc-Duc Diet. J\hbi!ier

fratii^ais (1874) V. 449.] Sonic piece of armour;
prob. the gauntlet for the left arm, of which

. examples are preserved.
t 1470 in Arch.rofogia XVII. 292 A maynefere witli a

ryngge. ^1548 HALL thron., Hen. II 12 Some had the

mamferres, the close gantlettes the quissettes the ftancardus

dropped it gulled with r&amp;lt;.-d. 1631 in Archxologin XXXV 1 1.

486 The hole s furniture being a saddle, barbe, crinctt,. .

and for the man 2 gran^ardcs, 2 pa^ardes, 2 inainefeeres
2 peer of vambracf-s [ctc.l- 1660 Sitrv. Armoury Talker in

,-/ rchxalogiet X I. 99 Masking armor complete, reported to be
made for king Henry the Seventh. .. Mainefairus, msset,
whitf. 1786 GROSE Ane. Armour -;u [Writes the word a-&amp;gt;

iiutHt/.urt , atid erroneously refers it to MANK sb. ; h. r,&amp;lt;
&amp;lt;

In tnTit^ it as synonymous with CKINIERE. So in MF.YRICK

1824.) 1830 J A.\ii.s l&amp;gt;arnli-yx, Witli hi&amp;lt; chanfrun, &amp;lt;namV-hir,

iiiaiiit tire, and lluled poinvl. 1844 A^imourt I. 77.

1 Maiiiful, a. Obs. In 3 meiuful(e, 4 mayn-
ful. [f. MAIN j^. 1 + -riJL.] Powerful, mighty.
fi225 Leg. Kath. 1007 purh $ lie is drihtin meinful ^

almihti. a 1225 &quot;Juliana 35 Lef me (sat idi mute militi

mcinfule godtl iseon him ischeomet. 13.. I-.. A. Allit. P.

A. 1095 Ky^tas f&amp;gt;e maynful nione con rys, Kr (jtnne )?e day
glem dryue al doun. Ibid. Y&amp;gt;. 1730.

Main-guard.
1. l-orlij. The keep of a castle; also, tli L

- build

ing within a fortress in which the *

main-guard
(sense 2 b) is lodged. Also fig.

1653 J !. WATMK MOUSE Afol. Learn. I ref., Nothing. .is so

great a security to the main -guaid &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f Reli^iuii, as wt-ll to

piovide fur lu-r out-ports it lines of learning, 1662 lYn p

s

Diary 19 Dec,, With the lieutenant s leave set them to

work in the garden, in the corner against the inayneguard.
1690 Li&amp;gt;nd. Ga-. No. 2544/2 They passed the Dit h, ;uid

made themsehx-s Masters of the Main-guard. 1778 /-. ;/,;.

Gazetteer (cd. :) s.v. Mar[borough, The keep or main guard
of the castle. 1902 Daily Ghron. 3 Mar. 3/1 The hidenus
new main-guard which has been built close to the White
Tower.

2. Mil. a. - GRAND GUARD 2. b. (See quot. 187^.)
1706 PHILLIPS ed. Ker^t-yl s.v. Guard

^
Main Guard, tin

the Fiehh is a considerable P.ody of Horse sent out to the

Ht-ad of the Camp to secure the Army, by diligently guard
ing all the A\vnues or Passages that lead to it. 1797 hnc)\ I.

Bit. (ed. 3} VIII. 170/2 Main Guard, is that from which
all other guards are detached. 1876 VOYI.K & STEVENSON
UHlit. Diet, (t d. 3} s.v., Large forts or fortresses have a
main guard chosen from the

tn,op&amp;gt; garrisoning them, under
which guard all disturbers of the peace, drunkards, &c., are

placed.

Maingy, obs. form of MANGY a.

3VT a.inland (mcTi nla.nd). Forms : see MAIN a.

and LAND sb. 1
;

also 4-5 Sc. maulaud. [See
MAIN a. 4. Cf. ON. megenfand.]
1. That continuous body of land which includes

the greater part of a country or territory, in contra

distinction to the portions outlying as islands or

peninsulas, t P ormerly occas. land as opposed
to sea, terraJiniia \

also in ME. poetry, great ex

tent of country, wide territory.
I375 EARBOUR Bruce in. 389 And then he thocht, but mar

delay, In-to the manland till arywe. ? a 1400 Morte Arth.

427 And merke sythene over the mounttez in-to his mayne
londez. Ibid. 4071 This was a mache vn-mete, . .To melle

with that multitude in thase man londis. c 1470 HKNKY
Wallace x. 1015 Na man was left all this mayn land

[- Scotland] within, a 1490 BOTONF.R Itin. (Nasmiih

1778) 153 Insula Prestholm .. distat a le mayn lond circa

spacium duarum arcuum. 1511 GUYLFORDE Pilgr. (1851)
ii There be ij. stronge castelles stondynge upon two
rokkes . . and the Turkes mayne lande lyeth within .ij. or

.iij. myle of theym. 1527 K. THORNE in Hakluyt I oy.

(1580) 253 It appeareth the said land that we found and the

Indies to be all one maine land. 1530 PALSGR. 242/1 Mayne-nies o e a one mane an. . 41 -

nd, Urreferme, 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 100

efoir wes medow and mane land, Quhair now is nocht bot
-

,

salt. water and sand. 1600 E. BLOL-NT tr. Conestaggio 2 It

s. nes . v. 20 ,

others, . . are not above three hundred leagues or five hundredoters, . . are not aove tree unre eagues or ve unre
from the Mayne land. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. xv, Friday,
the weather being very serene, looks very earnestly towards

the main land, 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. xii. 83 The
ancient ^Eolian cities on the main-land, .amounted to eleven.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 168 Pillars of chalk have thus been

separated from the mainland.

b. Applied to the largest island of the Shetlands

846 M CuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 315 There are

bout a dozen principal islands : Pomona, or the mainland,

2. attrib.

1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. in. xii, When it [sc, the boat] had
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MAINLESS. 50 MAINPRIZE.
n^ared the mainland lull. 1867 Syim s

F.n%. Bot. {ed. 3)
VII. 49 Extending east to Sussex and mainland Hants.
1895 If t stin. Gnz. 24 Oct. 4/2 The possible recognition by
mainland Powers of the Cubans as belligerents.

f3. (See quot.) Obs.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. ix. 341 A mixt sort of land, either

of Clay and Gravel, or Clay and Sand. .this, .they call in

the Moorelands their Main-land, which is indeed the best

they have.

Hence Mai nlander, a dweller on the mainland.
1860 PALFKKY Hist. AV-rc Eng. II. 359 The mainlanders

and the isl.inders. 1882 A. J. EVANS in --irc/ra o/^/(zXL\ I II.

17 We find a self-governing community, waging war with
the Illyiian mainlandtrs. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Afrit a

56 A thing that differentiates them more than any other
characteristic from the mainlanders.

i Mai ill ess, a. Obs.
[f. OE. mwgenlfas ,

f.

mn gen MAIN s&.* + -/i?as -LESS.] Powerless.
c 1000 /En RIG Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 162/24 F.nernis^

mzesenleas. cizzo Kcsfiary 128 He is lene and mainles.

II Main levee. [Fr.
=

(literally) raised hand
.]

Replevin.
1653 SIH R. BROWST. in Evelyns Diary, etc. (1879) IV.

291 Captain Anthonio hath.. by this means obtained iiiuin-

levee of all ilie goods arrested.

Iffainly nvi-nli), adv. Forms : 3 mainliche,

5 maineliche, manly, 4-7 maynly, 5-6 raayne-

ly, -lie, 6-7 mainely, 7- maiuly. [f.
MAIN a.

+ -LY-.]
1 1. Of physical actions : With force, vigour, or

violence; mightily, vigorously, violently. Obs.

.1275 LAY. 1915, I grop liine bi |an gurdle, and bine
mainliche heof. Ibid, 14705 To-gadere hii come and main
liche on-slowe. a 1400-50 Alexander 2042 Fra inorne to be
mirke ni^t maynly ba cocken \_Dubl. MS, manly J&amp;gt;ai feghtyn],

1582 .SiANViiL KST sKneis iv. fArb.) 103 Not to the sky
maynely, but neere sea meanelye she \sc. a bird] flickreth.

1586 MARLOWE isf l*t. Tamhufl. n. i. (1590) li 2 b, Such
breadth of shoulders as might mainely beare Olde Atla=;

burthen. 1590 SI-EXSKR F. Q. \. vii. 12 The geaunt strooke
so maynly nicrcilesse, That could have overthrowne a stony
towre. 1603 HOLLAND riittarcJi s Mor. 163 When lie

would rid the ground of some wilde bushes, ..he laieth at

tli in mainely with his grubbing hooke or mattocke. i6zi

LAUV M. WKOTH Urania 553 A terrible, fierce and mighty
boare, issued out of the wood, running mainly at Amphil-
anthus. 1640 tr. I erdert s Row. Kcm, III. 50 One of

them took his Scimitar. . and. .strook so mainly at his head,
that [etc.]. 1656 M. BEN ISRAEL Vind. Jitdzornin in P/icni.r

fiyoSi II. 396 Every day the Jews (.they] mainly strike, and

buflet, shamefully spitting on them.

b. Of the production of sound : Lustily, loudly.

(-1275 LAY. 808 He. .his horn mainliche bleu. 13.. E. E.

Allit. P. li. 1427 Maynly his marschal be may^ter vpon
calles. 1563 Homilies 11. Passion, n. (1640) 184 He cried

mainely out against sinners. 1631 WEKVER Anc. Funeral
A/on. 15 They., cried out mainly. 1881 SLOW li iifs/t,

Rhymes 123 Alainly he did roar.

t c. Of expression, thought : Vehemently,

strongly ; earnestly, eagerly. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13860 This mild of his moder so mainly
dessiret, }&amp;gt;at [etc.]. 1400-50 Alexander 1217 pan was ser

Meliager nioued maynly \Dnbl. MS. manly] debatis.

Ibid. S4 74 My niekill mi^tfull gods I maynly }ow swere.

1588 J. UDALL Htmonstr. Discipl. (Arb.) 76 Men mainly
suspected of notorious transgressions. 1611 SPKEII Hist.

Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. (1623) 847 His.. opinion.. was as mainely
opposed by the Cardinal!.

f 2. In a great degree; greatly, considerably,

very much, a great deal. Also occas. entirely,

perfectly. Obs.

(-1400-50 Alexander 934 His men & all Je Messadones
full maynly ware stourbed. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. .y

Epigr. (1867) in Thou fleest that vice not meanly nor

barely, But mainely, scrupulously. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. iv.

vii. 9 As by your Safety, Wisedome, all things else, You
mainly were stirr d vp. 1605 Lear iv. vii. 65, I am
mainely ignorant What place this is. 6i6 BEAUM. & FL.

Scornful Lady \\. i, The people are so mainely giuen to

spoonemeate. 16x7 FLETCHER Mad Lover in. iv, Still she

tyes him mainlie. 1628 DICBV Voy. Kledit. (1868) 6 Per-

CMnfcng she [sc. n. ship] gott mainely of vs wee gaue ouer
our chace. 1702 FARQUHAR Inconstant \\. i, I like her

mainly. 1772 FOOTK Nabob in. Wks. 1799 II. 318 Things are

m;iinly changed since we were boys. 1800 LAMB Lett. vi.

to Manning 51, I think we should suit one another mainly,

fb. Abundantly, copiously ; lavishly. Obs.
1618 J. BULLOKAR in Farr S. P. Jns, I (1847^ 291 This

precious liquor.. Whose sweet-distilling drops full mainly
showres Adowne his neck. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. \. 25 This
Prouince is mainely watered through the middle with

stately Po. Ibid. ix. 381 Hanser toeke the presence of the

Bashaw for a great fauour, and mainely feasted him with

good cheare.

c. Used as an intensive with adjs. and advs. =

Very, exceedingly. --= MAIN adv. Now dial.

1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 127 This invention pleases
some mainly well. 1684 BCNYAN Pilgr. u. 191 She loveth

Banqueting, and Feasting mainly well. 1718 O URFEV
Grecian Heroine v. ii, I like mine mainly well, faith. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xxiv. (1760) 1. 193 The captain was

mainly wroth, and would certainly have done him a mis-

chief. 1890 Clone. Gloss., Main, Mainly, very, exceedingly.

3. For the most part ; in the main
;
as the chief

thing, chiefly, principally.
1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 519 Ungovern d appetite,, .a brutish

vice, Inductive mainly to the sin of Eve. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth iv. 188 The metallick. .matter, .was. .ori

ginally, .interspersed, .amongst the. .Matter, whereof the

said Strata mainly consist. 1820 MARSHALL Const. Opin.

(1839) 218 The cause depends mainly on the validity of this

act. 1874 GREEN Short /list. iv. 3. 183 The body of com
missioners which the King nominated were mainly Scotch.

i 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adauwtin Introd. 15 It is with Ireland
that we are mainly concerned.

Mainmast (m^i nmast, -msst). [f. MAIN a.

(sense 10) + MAST.] The principal mast in a ship.
15 . . [see bj. 150 Si F.NSKR / ;r&amp;lt;r. St. freland\f\is. (Globe)

666/2 So that he might sitt, as it were, at the very mayne
mastofhisshipp. 1611 SHAKS. II int. T. in. iii. 94 The Shippe
boarimj the Moonewith her maine Mast. 1634 IiKF-RmoN

;

Trav. iChetham Soc.) 169 The main-mast which is placed
almost in the middle of the ship. 1748 Ansons I oy. n. iv. 161

We convened the fore-mast ofthe Victualler into a main-mast
for the Tryal Sloop. 1764 VKITCH in / ////. Trans. LIV.

287 Sometimes the name- of main-mast is applied to all the

three pieces as they stand erected, and sometimes to the
lower piece, or part of the mast only : and when they are

distinguished severally, they are railed thr main-mast,
main -top-ma-.t, and main-top-gallant-mast. 1855 BKOWXING

By the fireside iii, Out we slip To cut from the hazels by
the creek A mainmast for our ship.

b. attrih., as mainmast-lop, -tree.

15.. SirAndrew Barton xxii. m Surtees Misc. fiSSS) 70
I le hange them al on my inayii mast tree. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 18 A sailor ordered up the main-mast

top to descry ships.

fMainmission. Obs. rare*, [a. OF. main-
mission &quot;1461 , refashioning of manumission after

main haml.] MAM Missmx.

(1500 MKHU AI.L Nature (Brandll 166 Thou hast now
lybtrtye and nedest no mayn-myssyon.
t Ittaiii-mi zen. A anf. Ufa.

[f.
M ux a.

(sense 10) + MIZKX.] a. ? A spanker, b. The
foremost of tlie two mizcn masts formerly in use.

(Also main mi~,en wast, sail.)

1486 Naval Ace. Hen. I ll (1896) 14 A Mayne Meson
mast for the said Ship. Ibid, 43 Mayne meson sailes.

^1515 Cocke Lorcll s /I. (Percy Soc.), Some pulde at the

beryll, some sprede y mayne myssyll. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lc.f, Techn. s.v. Missm-Mast^ Some great Ships require
two [mi/ens]; then that next the Main-mast is the Main-
missen.

t Maiumort. Obs. [a. F. mainmcrte ^DEAD-
HAND.] a. = MOBTMAIX. b. French Feudal
Law (see quot. 1727-41).
1598 DALLINGTON Meih. 7Vwr . K iij b, Nominations of

Chappels, goods of Main-inert, fifts of Lands sold. (.1727-41
CHAMBERS (. yd., Main-Mortf, a term in some antient

customs, still obtaining in llurgundy. signifying a right
which the lord has, on the death of the chief of a family
that is Mainmortable^

of taking the best moveable in the

house.]

Mainmortable (m?inm/ .it&b*l), a. and sb.

Hist. [a. 1- . mainmortable^ f. maintnorte : see

prec.] A. adj. Applied to serfs (in France) who
were not at liberty to alienate their possessions
if they died childless

;
also to their possessions.

(1727-41: see prec.] 1779 Gcntl. Mag. XLIX. 544 The
mainmortable heritages, situated in our lands and signiories.

1889 M. l!i.i n \M-KnwAKi&amp;gt;s hitrod. A. Vonttg s J rtit&amp;gt;.

J- rnnce 21 These bond-servants .. were up to that time
mainmortable.

B. sb. A * mainmortable serf.

1779 Gentl. Mag:. XLIX. 545 \Ve ordain that the Proit
de Suite over mainmortables shall henceforth be abolished
and suppressed. 1882 \V. Ii. WKKOKN .SVr. Law Labor 84
The lords . . held the right of pursuit, by which they could
follow a mainmortable who had abandoned the land.

Mai iiour, ma uuer . Obs. exc. Hist, or arch.

Forms : 5 meuowr, manor, f&amp;gt;-S maner, (6 may-
ner, -ure, 6-7 maynour, 7 manoir), 7-8 Law
Diets, manour, meinor, -our(e, 6- mainour,
manner. [a. AF. mcinoure^ mainoitre^ mai-

iwcvere^ a. OF. maneuvre^ lit.
* hand-work : see

MAXIKUVHE.
From the etymology, it would seem probable that the

.i uiual sense was the act or fact (of a crime) , as in 2

below. The AFr. examples, however, already show the con
crete sense as in i. The phrase fris er 1 tnainonrc (.

taken
with the mainour ; =caflta cum inanuoperf, Fleta, c 1290)
seems to have been framed to render the OE. yt hxbbendre
Itanda gefangen . see HAND-HABFND a. Since the i6th c.

the word has in non-technical use often been confused with
MANNER

sl&amp;gt;.,
and assimilated to that word in spelling.]

1. Law. The stolen thing which is found in a

thief s possession when he is arrested : chiefly in

phr. taken
,found ivith the mainour.

[1275 Act 3 Edw. f,Sfaf. ll cstm. i. c. 15 Tozque sunt pris
ov meinoure. 1311 Act 5 Edw. //, Ordin.c, 19 Qe desormes
nul ne soit pris ne enprisone pur vert ne pur veneson, si il ne

j

soit trove ove mainoure. 1399 Liber Citst. 487 Et quod
prxdictus Dux. .haberet quascunque bona et catalla vocata

manuopera capta vel capienda cum quacunque persona
infra . . feoda pracdicta.] ?i4?a Plnmpton Cotr. (Camden)
26 One Richard of the IJurgh, that had take and led away
feloniously certaine ky and other cattell .. was take and
arested with the said manor att Spofibrd, whearat they yett

j

remaine. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 8 Yet al had he
, courtoys hanged whan he fonde hym with the menowr,
i

he had not moche mysdon ne trespaced. 1550 LATIMKK
\ Serin, bef. Edw. I /, Div, Euen as a theefe that is taken

with the manner when \ed. 1584 that] he stealeth. 1551
ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. i. (1895) 69 Money e fownde

i abowte them shoulde betraye the robberye. They shoulde

,
be no soner taken wyth the maner, but furth wyth they
shoulde be punysshed. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //

, 11. iv. 347
( ) Villaine, thou stolest a Cup of Sacke eighteene yeeres
agoe, and were taken with the manner. 1607 COWELI.

Intcrpr.y Mainour^ alias Manonr, alias Meinoure^ signifieth
in our common lawe, the thing that a theefe taketh away or

stealeth. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. W. 303 When a thief

j

was taken with the mainour, that is, with the thing stolen

! upon him, in jnanu. 1838-42 ARNOLD Hist. Rome (1846) I.

xiv. 293 notCi No power could bail a thief taken with the

manner, that is, with the thing stolen upon him. 1867 PEAR-
SON Hist. Eng. I. 274 The thief overtaken with the mainour
might be killed.

2. With (later in} the mainonr (usually manner] :

in the act of doing something unlawful, in fla-

delicto .

1530 PAI.SGR. 752/1, I take with the maner, as a thefe is

taken with thefte, or a person in the doyng of any other
acte, je prens sitr le faict. 1566 Pasqmne in a Trannce
107 Whether fryers .. hauing bene .so often taken with the
maner to vse deceyte,. .be therefore any more to be trusted
nfterwarde. 1579 Ternies ofthe Lawe 144 b (s.v. Maynour),We commonlye vse to saye when we finde one doing of
an vnlawfull act, that wee tooke him wyth the mainour,
or manner. 1597 BKARD Theatre Cod s Jndgew. (1612) 46
Befog taken in the manner, the Christians stoned him to
death. 1609 HOLLAND Amni. Marcell. xxi. ii. 168 [He]
committed those and such like outrages, .but being taken
with the manoir and convict, he forbare and abstained.
1611 IJiRLR Nitw. \. 13 If. .a man lye with her carnally,. .

and there be no witnesse against her, neither she be taken
with the maner [etc.]. 1615 CROOK F. Body ofMan 282 They
feigne that when Venus and Mars were in bed together, they
were deprehended or taken in the manner, as we say, by
Mercury. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool o/Qiial. (1809) IV. 124,
I held it beneath me to be caught in the manner. 1828
SCOTT f. M. Perth xii, Ha ! my jolly Smith \ he said, have
I caught thee in the manner? 1866 Chauib. Jrnl. No. 28.
261 If he were taken in tlie actor mainour.

t Mainperuable, a. o&s. [a. AF. main-

^umiiiprenable, f. mainprendre : see

IZK
j/&amp;gt;.] Capable of being mainprized.

(1330 Act 4 /*, (/:i . ///, c. 2 Sils ne soyent meynpernables
par la lei.] 1487 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 3 Dyverse persones
Mich as wer not maynp nable ware oftymes leten to bailie

and maynprise. 1630 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 27
Although he did nothing, he is not main-pernable until the

King sent his pleasure, because he was armed and furiously
disposed. 1647 SIR R. HOLBOURNE Freeholder? Grand
Inquest 34 The penalty for detaining a Prisoner that is

mainpernable is a Fine at the Kings Pleasure. 1772 Junius
Lett. Ixviii. 342 In the two preceding statutes, the words
bailable, rejtlevisable, and mainpernable, are used synonym
ously.

Maiupernor. J-aw. Ol&amp;lt;s. exc. IJist. or arch.

Forms : 3-4 meyiipernour, 4 mein-, mene-
pernour, 4, 7, 8 mainpernor, 5 raaynpernour,
meynpurnour, 5-7, 9 mainperuour, 6 mayne-
perner, 6-7 mainperner, 7 mainepernour,
maiiipernor. [a. AF. mainf&amp;gt;enwjir

= OY. *main-

prenoi i -prencur, agent-n. f. mainprendre: see

MAINPRIZE st&amp;gt;. Cf. MANUCAPTOK.] A surety for

a prisoner s appearance in court on a specified day ;

one who gives mainprize for another. (Also &&quot;.)

For the alleged distinction between mainpernor and bail

see quot. 1768. With regard to the etymological misap
prehensions in quots. 1607 and 1768, see MAINPRIZE 2.

[1292 UKITTON i. ii. 6 l,e^ nouns des meynpernours, solom
ceo qe il troverunt par le verdit, face enrouler. 1336-7 Ait
i Edw, ///, Stat. i. c. 8, & le nouns des meinpernours face

liverer a mesmes les verders, a respoundre en eir devant

Justices.] 1362 LANGL. J\ / /. A. iv. 99 That Meede mosie
be meynpernour Reson heo bi-sou3te. 1412 HOCCLEVE
De l\g. Priiic. 2399 And to prison he gooth ;

lie gette no

l&amp;gt;ettre, Til his mampernour his arrest vnfettre. 1459 Rolls

of rarlt. V. 368/1 Unto the tyme that they have founde
suerte of mi Meynpurnours. a 1548 HALL Chron.* Hen. IV
12 b, Thou knowest wel enough that I am thy pledge
borowe and mayneperner, body for body, and land for

goodes m open parliament. 1586 J. HOOK MR Hist. IrcL in

ilolinshed II. 72/1 [They] became mainpernours for the said

carle of Desmond, that he should come into England, and
:ibide such triall as the law would award. 1607 COWELL
Interpr. s.v. Mainfrise, They that do thus vndertake for

any, are called Mainpernours, because they do receiue him
into their hands. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Kng. \. Hii.

f 739) 94 Mainperners are not to be punished as Principals,
unless they be parties or privies to the failing of the Prin

cipal. 1768 BLACKSTOSE O;///. III. 128 Mainpernors differ

fiom bail, in that a man s bail may imprison or surrender
him up before the stipulated day of appearance ;

main-

jiernors can do neither, but are barely sureties for his

appearance at the day : bail are only sureties, that the party
be answerable for the special matter for which they stipu

late; mainpernors are bound to produce him to answer all

charges whatsoever. 1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm.
&amp;lt;y Eng.

II. 691 If any friend had pledged himself to the assurance
that.. the fine young Duke had always conducted himself
with strictly edifying propriety we should say. .a bold main-

pernour was he,

H See quot. (Prob. some error.)
1631 WfcEVKR Anc. Funeral MOM. 342 Officers belonging

to these Staples, were Maiors, Constables, Manipernors.

&quot;I&quot; Mainport. Obs. Also 7 manport, jnaine-

porto, mayuport. [Of obscure origin: possibly
f. F. Mtii?i

t
L. mamts hand, and F. porter^ L.

portare to carry.] (See quot. 1670-91.)
1664 SI-KLMAN Gloss. s.v., Vicaria de Wragby consistit in

toto Altaragio & in ceragio vulgariter diet. IVaxshot, in

panibus vulgariter diet. Manport. //&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/., Mainport. 1670-91
ULOUNT J^aiv J)ict., Elaine-Porte (in inanu portatuin} t is

a small tribute (commonly of Loaves of Bread) which in

some
places

the Parishioners pay to the Rector of their

Church, in recompence for certain Tythes. 1677 THOROTON
Aatn/. Nottingh. 474 They also . . assigned him [the Vicar
of Blyth] many small matters in which the Vicarage was to

consist, as. .in the Bread which is called Maynport.

Mainprize (mJi nproiz), sb. Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms : 4 meynprize, 4-5 meyn-, maynprise,
-pryse, 5 main-, maympris, maynprice, Vmaun-
prese, 5-6 maynpris(e, 6 -prize, mempris, 6-7

main(e)prise, 7- mainprize. [a. AF., OF.
inein- t mainprise, n. of action f. mainprendre (f.



MAINPRIZE.

main liantl + prendre to take : see PRIZE si/.}, the
|

equivalent of the med.L. nianncapcre^ lit. to take
;

in the hand
,
hence to assume responsibility,

\

pledge oneself*.

The Latinized form inci&amp;gt;i/&amp;gt;risn 1
in the general sense under-

\

taking, promise under penalties , is cited by Du Cange from i

an English charter of 1174.]

1. gen. The action of making oneself legally

responsible for the fulfilment of a contract or

undertaking by another person ; suretyship.
1447 Waferf. Arc/i. in icM Rep. Hist. jlAV.V. Cotiint.

App. v. 297 No citsayn or freman sfial receve none cstraun-

gcrs in pledge or maynprice for ony bargaine. ?&amp;lt;ri5ooin

AKNOI.UK Chron. (1811) 24 That .. an English Marchaunt
bee not amytted into the fraunches of y cite of any crafte

but be Memnris of vi good men and sumcyent of the crafte.

2. spec* The action of procuring the release of a

prisoner by becoming surety ( mainpernor ) for :

his appearance in court at a specified time. Chielly
in phr. to let or receive to (or ///) mainprize, lo

deliver itpon (or by} mainprixe, lo nim ttndermain-

#rize[ A.V* laisser par, mettre par meynpnsc\.
ll ithoitt bail or ntainprize\ with no permission to

obtain release by finding sureties. Writ of inain-

prhe : see quot. 1 768.
By the legal antiquaries of the i6th c., the taking in hand

etymolot;ically implied by AF. inainprise, med.L, ntanii-

captio, was supposed to denote the act of receiving into

friendly custody the person who would otherwise have
been committed to prison (cf. BAIL sb. 1-

3), and the later

definitions of mainprize and niainpernor^ e.g. those of

Cowell and Blackstone (see MAINPKRNOR) are worded in

accordance with this misapprehension.
[1292 UKITTON i. xviii. i Les aloygneours soint mis par

meynprise jekes en heyre des Justices.] 1377 LANGU / .

PL B. xx. 17 Nede anon ri^te nymeth hym vnder meyn-
pryse. a 1400 Pride of Lije (IJrandl, 1898) 370 (&amp;gt;er [in hell)

ne fallit ne maynpris ne supersidias. c 1400 Cainelyn 744,
I bidde him to maynpris [v.r. maympris] that thou graimte
him me Til the nexte sitting of deliveraiince. 1414 AW/jr of
Parlt. IV. 57/2 Sith the tynie that I was resseyved to meyn-
pryse. iqv^lbid. 258/2 Imprisnementof a moneth, \\ithoute

bailie or mainpris. 1444 Ibid. V. 107/1 To abide in Prison. .

withoute Icttyng to maynprise, or in any other wise to goat
large. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Polys (1570) 4 There shall be
no bayle nor treating of mainprisc. 1554 Act 1^-2 Phil.

.y Mary c. 13 i The same Justices to be presente together
at the tyme of the said Bailement or Mayneprise. 1577

NoRTHBUOOKE/?/t//^-(i843) 137 They should bee committed
to the gaole without bayle or inainpri.se, for the space of
three monethes. 1586 J. HOOKKK Hist. Irel. in lfolinslicd\\.

71/2 He afterward deliuered him vpon mainprise of these

suerties whose names insue. i6iz DAvies IV/iy Ireland^
etc. 202 Though the Earle of Desmond were left [sic] to

Mainprize, vpon condition bee should appeare before the

King by a certain day. a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Laiv (1636)

446 At writ of mainprise to set at liberty one baileable

finding baile. 1655 FULLER C/t. Hist, iv. ii. 4 (Petit, agst.
Lollards) That they. .be. .put in Prison, without being de
livered in Bail, or otherwise, except by good and sufficient

mainprise, to be taken before the Chancellour of England.
1744 Act 17 Ceo. If, c. 40 10 There to remain without Bail
or Matnprize, until Payment be made. 1768 BUCHTTONE
Comm. III. 128 The writ of mainprize..is a writ directed
to the sheriff, .commanding him to take sureties for the

prisoner s appearance, usually called mainpernors, and to
set him at large, a 1845 BAKHAM Ingot, Leg. Ser. m. House
Warming^ Taken to jail., without mainprize or bail.

b. Jig. and in fig. contexts.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxv, That of the death
stode tho vnder a reste, Without maynpryse sothly as ofjyfe.
1631 HEYLIN St. George 42 Without hope of Bayle. or any
mercie of mainprise; he must be in Hell. 1636 FI;ATI,V
Clavis Myst, xxii. 290 No baile or malnprize from this
common prison of all mankinde, the grave. 1663 COWLEY
Cutter Colmati St. n. iv, Come on ; I ll send thee presently
to Erebus ; Without either Bail or Main-prize. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E, India $ P. 13 Had she [the ship] given way never
so little, we must have sunk without Bail or Mainprize.
3. concr* One s mainpernor or mainpernors.
1363 LANGL. / . PI. A, iv. 75 And he amendcs make let

meynprize him haue. 1678 UUTLKII Hud. in. i. 60 He there
fore.. Resolv d to leave the Squire for Bail And Mainprize
for him to the Goal. 1847 SIR H. TAYLOR Eve ofConquest
Wks. 1864 III. 211 He greatly grudged This mainprize of
my loyalty to let loose.

t Mai nprize, v. Law. Obs. Forms: 4 mayn
pris, 4-5 -prise, -pryse, meynprise, (5 mayn
price, -prese, meyme-, maym-, merapryse,
mem-, menprise, maynsprise), 7 mainprise,
-prize, [f. prec.] trans. To procure or grant the
release of (a prisoner) by mainprize ;

to accept
mainpernors fur the appearance of. Often Jig.
6-1330 R. BIUINNK Chron. (1810) 138 Bot if he to ber bay-

lifes
mak^y

s sikernesse, pat }&amp;gt;e
i wille him maynp[r]ts. 1377

LAHGL. / . PL B. iv. 179 Mede shal nou^te meynprise aow bi
the Marie of heuene ! 1393 Ibid. C. xxr. 189 God hath . .

graunted to al mankynde, Mercy, my suster, and me to
maynpiise hem alle. ^1440 Promp, Parv. 320/1 Mayn-
prysyd, or menprisyd (MS. K. maynsprisid, MS* S. maym-
prysyd, or memprisyd), mamuaptns, fidejussus. a. 1500
MEDWALL Nature (Brandl) n. 1123 God .. Dyd vs .. wyth
hys own blode maynpryce And vs redemed fro paynes endles.
1598 MAHWOOD Lawes Forest \. 167. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Pkrastol. Gen. (1693) 857 To mainprize, vadimonio ob-
stnngerc.

11 Erroneously used for MISPRIXE.
(The error prob. arose from association of the first syllabic

with OF. ienis, mains less; cf. the spelling maynsprisid
in the King s College MS. of Promp. Parr.}
ci45o LYDG. & BURGH Secrces 2219 He is so trewe no

good man may hym mempryse.

51

Hence f Maviiprizing
1

^bl. s/ .
- MMMMU/E s6.

Also f Mai-nprizer ---= MAIXPEHNOB.
c 1440 Promp. ran: 320/2 Maynpruynge, mam&amp;lt;cap(t}io .

Ibid., Maynprisowre, inaiuipator [? iiiaiiiicaptor}, fid,.

jnssor. 1610 Holland s Ctinidciis !&amp;gt;&amp;gt;-it. ll. 176 There was
the Kurle of Vlster enlarged, who .. found mainprisers or

sureties to answer the writs of law.

Mainrent, Mains Ac. : see MANKKD, MAIXJ/;. :I

MaillSail i,mr- nst~il, mJfns l). Xaut. [SL-C

MAIX a. 10.] The principal sail of a ship. a. In

square-rigged vessels, the sail which is bent to the

main-yard, b. In fore-and-aft rigged vessels, the

sail which is set on the after part of the mainmast.

1485 Xaval Act.llen. f// (1896)40 Mayne sailes. 0-1515
Cocke, I.areli&quot;s /.*. (Percy Soc.) 12 Some huvvysed the m.iyne

&amp;lt;y ^cainansnip 11.319 Kaise tacks and sheets, and mainsail
haul. 1835 SIR J. Ros-; Xnrr. -2nd l

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;y.

in. 3; Tin: d--&amp;lt;j-

reefed mainsail. 1873 BLACK /V. Tlmlc (1874) 5 There \va-&amp;gt;

just enough wind to catch tlie brown mainsail.

attril: 1549 Compl. Siotl. vi. 40 Hail out the mane .sail

boulene,

Jig- J579 I t- i.KK Heskins Par/. 29 He mueyeth with

mayn sayle of njv.-n raylin.n against tlie people.

Mainschot, Sc. variant of MANX-MET.
Main sea. MY/I. [See MAIN a. 4. Cf. ON.

wegensi-rj\ The high sea; MAIX sb.i 5.

1526 Piig&amp;gt;\ Per/. (W. de W. 15^0 i3i b, N. more. .than
a particular ryuer is to be compared to y nia&amp;gt;

nu M-C. 1573
iYssut Husb. (1878) 30 At change or at full, cume it lalt:

or else soune, Maine sea is at highest, at midnight and
noone. 1617 MIIKYNON /tin. \. -21-2 In the maim; Sea, greater
Dolphins, ami in greater number, did play about our ship.

1623 COCKERAM, Ocean, the vniuersall maine Sea. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Karth 27 1 he Pcla^i.r, or those

kinds of Shells which naturally have their abude at main-

sea, and which therefore are now never tlun^ up npun tin:

Shores. 1709 SIKKI.K 7W/Av No. 12 P 22 The &amp;gt;tarvin^

Wolves along the main Sea prowl. 1876 SWINHUKNK
Krecktheiis 1690 Who shall meei The wind s wliole soul and

might of the main sea Full in the- face of battle.

Jig. 1570-6 LAMHAKDE Perantb. Kent ,?j6 The maine Sea-&amp;gt;

of shine and imqnitie, wherein the wurlde . . was almost
whole [sit] drenched. 1575 85 Am-. SANDYS Serin, xviii.

jn Through the middest of Mindrie maine seas of trouble^

and alllictions.

Main-sheet, marnsheet. Naut.
\. The rope which secures the mainsail when set.

1485 Naval Ace, Ifen. I ll (1896) 48 Mayne shetes. a 1637
B. JoNSON Disc&amp;lt;x?, t DC orationis tiign., The main-sheet and
the boulin. 1694 Ace. Scu. Late I oy. I, (1711! 163 We ..

veered out the main-Sheet to ware the Ship. 1762 FALLUNKK

S/iipivr. n. 27 Let tlie main-sheet fly! 1862 MARSH /- us;.

Lang. xi. 164 A sailor will not be likely to interlard his. go-
ashore talk with clew-lines, main-sheet-^, and halliards.

Jig* 1575 OASCOIGNE Dan Bartholomew Posies Mowers
So Vet hauld I in the mayne-sheate of the minde.

b. attrib., as main-sheet-block, -horse.

1867 SMYTH Sailors IVord-bk^ Klainsheet-horse, a kind
of iron dog fixed at the middle of a wooden beam, stretching
across a craft s stern, from one quarter stanchion to the

other; on it the mainsheet-block travels.

^. Jamaica slang. (^See first quot.)
1882 rail Mall G, 2Q May 4/2 Main-sheet is weak rnm-

and-water . . and it seems to derive its quaintly expressive
name from the native habit of taking constant pulLs at it all

day long. 1890 Rlacfav. Mag. June 784 An old man invited

to have a drink of mainsheet.

Mainspring (m&amp;lt;7i n,sprin). [MAIN a. Sb.]
1. A principal spring in a piece of mechanism,

a. In a gun-lock, the spring which drives the

hammer. (Also_/^
r
.)

a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Custom ofCountry in. iii, Hee s foule

i th touch-hole; and recoiles againe, The main spring s

weakned that holds up his cock. 1824 COL. HAWKICR Instr.

Yng. Sportsat. {ed. 3) 42 The mainspring to be well regu
lated should at first pull up very hard. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
rcrtk vi, How now, Smith, is thy mainspring ru.sted?

b. The principal coiled spring of a watch, clock,
or other piece of mechanism.

1591 SVLVESTEU Dit Ijartas \, vii. 162 God s the main

spring, that maketh every way All the small wheels of this

great Engin play. 1763 T. MUDGE Th. Imprcrv. Watches

(1709) 12 The wheel that communicates the force of the

main-spring to the balance. 1830 KATER & LAKDNER Meek.
xiv. 195 In watches and portable chronometers, ..a spiral

spring, called the mainspring, is the moving power. 1869
NoAD Electricity 38 1 Levers are released, and the machinery
of the telegraph worked by mainsprings, are [sit,] left free to

rotate.

2. fig. The chief motive power ; the main in

centive.

c 1695 J. MIMKK Descr. New York (1843) 30 It being
proposed that the bishop himself who shall be sent over be
the main-spring and mover in this work. 1799 NKLSON 21

Apr. in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. p. clxxx, I am here the

mainspring which keeps all things in proper train. 1823
livRON yuan ix. Ixxiii, Some heathenish philosophers Make
love the main-spring of the universe. 1850 MERIVAI.K Rom,
Emp. (1865) I. i. 23 The cupidity which animated individuals

was . . the mainspring of the political factions of the time.

1888 lU KGON 12 Gd. Men II. x. 287 Truth.. was the
very

mainspring, .which actuated everything he thought, or said,
or did.

3. attrih., as mainspring cramp (in a gun-lock),
kookt puttht winder (in a watch).

MAINTAIN.
1844 A &amp;lt; ;,/!/. ,y Ord. Army 96 note, One Main-Spring

Cramp. 1884 K. J. BKIIIEN Watch. $ Cloikm. i6&amp;lt;? Main
Spring Houk..Main Spring Punch. .Main Spring Winder.

Mainstay ^m^-n^t/ 1

)- [-See MAIN a. 8, 10.]
1. A ant. The stay which extends from the main

top to the foot of the foremast.

1485 X&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;nl Ace. Hen. I ll (1896) 37 Cablettes for the

maynu stay. 1626 CAI-T. SMITH Accia. Yng. .Seamen 14
The tacklings are the fore stay, the maine stay. 1709 L&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;mL

Gaz. No. 4521/2 Having, .our Shrouds and Backstays cut to

pieces; as also our Main and False-stay.
b. attrib. : mainstaysail, a storm-sail set on

the mainstay.
1742 Wuoi&amp;gt;k&amp;lt; ( ii-E in Hairways Trav. (1762) I. n. .\\iii.

i o \\ e iur!i.d l he foresail, and lay to under a mainstay-ail.

2. Chief support; that on which one mainly relics.

1787 JKIH-.KSON // rit.\ 185,91 II. ifi.i The points of contact
and connection with this country, \vhi&amp;lt;_h 1 consider as uiir

-mvst mainstay under every event. 1839-40 W. Ii IM,

lf\i//ert*s A\ i i .-

.3 :,i j.y ThU ma.\im, which has been pretty
inui li my mainstay thnmijimu life. 1861 Hi r,m s / ///

/&amp;gt;ro.\ &amp;gt;t at O.vJ. iv. (rSSiji ;o The host, .was urn. of the main
stays of the College boat-club. 1865 Tvnm l-

.&amp;lt;irly
Hist,

Man. vii. 150 Direct record i-. the maiiiMay of Ili-.t.-rj.

1867 FKEKMAN \orin. ( en-;. Ci8;f&amp;gt;&amp;gt;
I. \ i. .)--,-; The Norman

Duke \\as the mainstay of the Frem.h kin;;*! nn.

tMainstrong, a. Obs. \G* mw&nstrang ,

see MAIX j/&amp;gt;. and STK&amp;lt;&amp;gt;M; a^\ Strong m power.
it 1000 AVdWt .v Ixxxvii. -; idr. (V^n fol^adc inajsenstn-t,^

(^ mundrof. .1205 J.AV. -77 ji pens \veorcn on moncillliie
Li. rle.s main stroiige.

Mainswear, obs. form of M \\.S\VEAU.

Mailit niJ nt
,
a. ran , {pseudo-arch.} [a, F.

///&amp;lt;*////.] Many, numerous.
1706 1 HiLi.ii S (.etl. Kersey), Maint, . . an old Word fur

many, several. 1801 .Mr HUT. Rim? 170 T^ow Austin was a
reverend man, Who aUcd wonders maint. 1866 |. ( . K &amp;gt;

/ - /. V (Vt c/x- I
i&amp;gt;-^. 71) \ itju- tb-: \\iili; woild and racf- s

maint of man. tr. t vvVA- JAY. 77 Ah me, ah me, th .-u.-\

maint an honest dame, I .ronght by (ktitious Jo\ts to grief
and shame.

Maintain,: f Av. In 5maynten(e,-teyn(e J

-teygne, -tyen(e, -tiene, 6 maiiitene, -taine.

[f.
next vb., after K. iiuiin/icn.

]

1. Bearing, deportment, behaviour.

1470-85 M.MDRV ^J rtItar \. ii. 16; He..holdcth the mo.~t

noble courte of tlie \\oild, alle other kj n.^c--, ne pr\iu --,

maye not compare vnto his noble mayntene. 1471 CAXTON
Kiciiycll (ed. Summer) 124 He had n-.t the maynU-y^rK of

a yoinan ui of a scniautU. Ibid, i p [She] bc^an to we.\e
reed and to lese her mayntyene and c-inteiiance \\han slie

sa\ve hym. 1481 Myrr. in. \. 15; Atte lon.^e, Natui&amp;lt;r

may not sufi re
dyuers&amp;gt;e maynteiieM vnresonabTe. c 1500

Mcliisine 20^ The king recomforted bis pen pie by hU
wu[r]|?y contenaunct; ^ valyaunt mayntcn. 1578 I*rot.to&amp;gt;- .-&amp;gt;

(: !

&amp;gt;-^-.

(. .allery N iv, Joy were to btne tlieir prety \v.,nlr -.,

itud sweet maintain [?;vv/ maintaiiil to sue, And how all

day they passe the time, til darknes dimmes the bkye.
2. Maintenance, support.
1483 in Kymer l- ocdcm XII. (1711) 174/1 To the upholde,

maynteyne and encrease of their lioth Kstatis against alle

Persones. 1599 POKTI.K Angry W&amp;lt;wi. Abingt. (Percy Soc.)
16 The mettell of our minds, Having the temper of true

reason in them, Affoordes a better ed^e of argument For
the maintaine of our familiar loue^ Then the soft leaden
wit of women can.

Maintain (m^nlJi-n, m^nt^t n), v. Forms:

3-6 mainten e, maynten ^e, 4-5 maynetene,
4-6meiu-, meyiitene,4-5 meyuetene, 4- 6 man-
tene, 6 Sc. manteane, 4-5 mentene, -teeue

; 3-7
main-, mayntein(e, -teyn(e, 5-6 mainteignOj
4-6 mein-, meyntein(e, -teyn(e, 4-5 meyne-
teyne, 3-6 mantein(e, -teyn^e, 6 manteigne,
4-6 menteyn(e, -teine

; 4-5 mayntyn(e, rnaln-

tiene,meintiene,6-7 ^t.rnantine; 4-6 6V.man-,

maynteme, -teym^e ; 5 mayntan ; 5-7 main-,

mayntayn(e, -taiue, 6 man-, mainetayne, 4-6
mentayne, 8 Sc. mentain, fi- maintain. [A1E.

inaintenC) -teine, a. F. niaintenir (OF. 3 sing. pres.

ind. -ticnt, -tent% subj. -teigne, -tic^nc ,
= Pr. man-

(cncr, nientener, Sp. tnantener, Pg. manter, It.

inantenere\\ . phrase man it tenere^ lit. to hold

in one s hand J

(inanfi abl. of mantis hand ; tcncre

to hold). Cf. Du. maintcncercn (from Fr.).]

f 1. trans. To practise habitually (an action, a

virtue or vice) ; to observe (a rule, custom). Obs.

a 1250 t?w/&amp;lt;y Night. (Cotton) 759 Ich kan wit and song
manteine \Jcsus MS. reads mony eine] Ne triste ich to

non oj?er maine. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl, Synne 6558 pou
art vnbuxum, And manteynest an euyl custum. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter xxvii. 5 pa sail J?ai be punyst ^at first

fyndes ^aini, and all ^at oyses paim & mayntens paim [sc.

ill deeds], c 1375 Cursor M. 2454 (Fairf.) pa folk ware fulle

of misdede and maynteined wrang and wikkedhede. c 1400
Destr. Troy 2040 How J?ai maintene Jere malis with manas
& pride. 1550 CROWLEY Last Trumpet 1287 Thou wilt.,

mayntayne outragiouse playe, Tyl thou hane spent both

lande and fee. 1611 BIBLE Titus iii. 14 And let_ours
also

learne to maintaine good workes [Gr. Kta\mv tpytav irpo-

io-raaBat] for necessarie vses, that they be not vnfruitfull.

2. -|-a. gen. To go on with, continue, persevere
in (an undertaking). Also occas. to go on with

the use of (something). Obs.

1375 UARBOUR Bruee u. 189 Frendis, and frendschip pui-

chesand, To maynteym that he had begunnyn. 1386
CHAUCER Knt. s T. 9-^0 A proud despitous man That wol

maynteyne that he first bigan. i56 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de

W. 1531) 14 Le^t they sholde waxe febls afterwarde, and

73-2



MAINTAIN.
so to be not able to mayntayne theyr tourney . 1545 ASCHAM
Toxoph. To Gentlem. Eng. (Arb.) 19 Some shooters take in

hande stronger bowes, than they be able to mayntayne,
b. To carry on, keep up, prosecute (a war, fight,

siege, contest).
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3002 How heie walles were broke . .

bat bei mijt no more meintene be sege. 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce x. 184 Quhill at thar rout, -. Cum for to maynteme
the melle. Ibid. xni. 280 Thai that wicht war and liardy, ,

. .At gret myschef mantemyt the ficht. a 1400 A . Brunncs
Chron. \Vace (Rolls) 5464 Y schal vndertake \Petyt MS.

,

sail maynten forbej j?ys were, c 1400 Rom. Rose 3550, [

I pray you . . For to mayntene no lenger here, Such cruel
[

werre agayn your man. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Connn. \

137 Than had Charles Duke of Savoye, a certen space
j

maynteyned warre against the Citie of Geneva. 1665 MAN-
|

LEV Grotius Low C. Warres 277 To.. raise a Siege which
is so strongly setled and maintained. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Gcorg. iv. 128 Long the doubtful Combat they maintain,
Till one prevails (for one can only Reign). 1828 SCOTT

,

F. M. Perth xxix, It is false. .1 ..will maintain the combat
with him that shall call it true.

c. To carry on (an action at law) ; to have

ground for sustaining (an action).
1463-4 Rolls of Parlt. V. 506/2 To haue and maynten

Action or Actions of Dette. 1512 Act 3 Hen. I *///, c. i 4

Any maner of accioti ..to be . . mayntened ayenst any of
the Kingis Subgiettes. 1620 J. WILKINSON Coroners $
S terifcs 67 No sherife shall suffer a Barreter to maintaine

any actions or quarrels in their countie courts. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2! II. 417 This Court granted an injunction

against him, though no action whatsoever could be main
tained at law. 1892 Law Times Rep. LXVII. 142/1 In
order to maintain an action of deceit there must be moral

delinquency on the part of the person proceeded against.
d. To continue in, preserve, retain (a physical

or mental condition, a position, attitude, etc.), in

spite of disturbing influences.

1837 DiskAKi i I enctia i. x, Lady Annabel for some time
maintained complete silence. 1856 r ROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858)
I. i. 10 The old English organization maintained its full

activity. 1869 FRKEMAS \oriu. Conq, (1876) III. xi. 3 The
Kn.Lilis i writers maintain a sort of sullen silence. 1879
R. K.. DOUGLAS Confucianism iii. 72 The Sage, .maintains
a perfect uprightness and pursues the heavenly way without
the slightest deflection. 1898 [G. W. E. RUSSELL] Co/I.

&amp;lt;y

Rt\ell. x. 131 Amidst all this hurly burly Pitt maintained a

stately . .reserve.

e. To keep up (friendly relations, correspond

ence).
1622 BACON Hen. F// 240 When they [sc. ambassadors]

were returned, they did commonly maintaine Intelligence
with him. 1706 HKAKNIC Celled. 2 Apr. (O. H. S.) I. 215 He
is . . much addicted to maintain Correspondence. 1718
Freethinker No. 79 P 5 A brotherly Correspondence was
maintained with all tlie Foreign Protestant Churches.

f3. To keep a stock of. Obs. rare 1
. [A fre

quent sense in UKr.]
c 1483 C \x IUN* Dialogues 6/29 Who wyne wyll mayntene

Behoueth to haue sclers And a lowe chambre.

4. To keep up, preserve, cause to continue in

being (a state of things, a condition or activity,

etc.) ; to keep vigorous, effective, or unimpaired;
to guard from loss or derogation.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 60 Eldolf, bisshop of Bath,

be pes mayntend & helde. c 1350 Will, Palerne 2676

Meynlenes ?it 3011 re manchip manh a while. 1375 BAKIJOUK
Bruce xx. 605 The law sa weill mantemyt he, And held in

pes-, swa the cuntre. &amp;lt;~ 1440 York Myst. xvii. 310, I rede

we reste a thrawe, For to maynteyne our myghl. 1535
MORE Edw. V~ (1641) 29 He .. had holpe to maintaine a

long continued grudge. 1581 MULCASTER Positions vi.

(1887) 42 How health is maintained, and disease auoided.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxx. 175 It is the Office of the

Soveraign, to maintain those Rights entire. 1675 H. NE-
VILE tr. Machiai dli s Prince iii. (1883) 16 Maintaining to

them their old condition. 1742 HUME Ess. \. v. (1777) I. 35
All men are sensible of the necessity of justice to maintain ,

peace and order. 1855 BAIN Senses % Int. n. i. 6 (1864) 77
Nervous influence is required for maintaining the breathing
action. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xi. III. 43 All that was

necessary for the purpose of maintaining military discipline.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 28 As he had a reputation to

maintain.

b. \Vilh concrete obj. : To preserve in existence.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 220 We are still preserved by his

power, and as he made us, so doth he maintain us. 1715
DE FOE Fam. Instruct, i. i. (1841) I. 17 And the same

power preserves and maintains all things.

5. To cause to continue in a specified state, rela- .

lion, or position, f to secure the continuance of (a
j

possession) to a person (obs.) ; to secure (a person)
in continued possession of property,
1300-1400 R. Gloucester s Chron. (Rolls) App. XX. 70 PC

amperesse..made him ob swere To meinteini engelond to

hure. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 24 To procure, norische,

& meyntene cristen soulis in good gouernaile and holy lif.

1800 AUDISON Amer. Law Rep. 274 Young contended
that M cCulloch.. ought to be maintained in possession of

the land. 1874 CARPENTERS/CM/. Pkys.\.\\. 68 (1879)71 The
limb was maintained in this state of tension for several

seconds. 1879 Cassclfs Techn. Editc. IV. 72/2 That the

tools shall be maintained in proper position upon the rest.

b. Comm. To keep (stock) from decline in price.
1881 Diiily News 8 July 6/1 American railroads are not

quite maintained. 1892 Daily Tel. 5 Sept. 4/6 Consols rose

4 per cent, and English railways were maintained.

f6. To keep in good order, to rule, sway (a

people, country) ;
to preserve in (a state of peace,

etc.). Obs.
c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 365 J&amp;gt;at

bai be wele

mayntenande hore states in alle godnesse, and reule bo folk

In rifihtwisnesse. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xm. 709 God grant
|

52

that thai, .maynteyme the land, And hald the folk weill to
warrand. Ibid. xvi. 34 Vardams in [his] absens maid he,
For till manteym weill the cuntre. 11533 ^u. BERNEKS
Huon Ixvi. 228, I have, .maynteyned the countre in peace
& rest and good iustyce. 1535 Co\ ERDALE Eccliis. xxxviii.

32 Without these inaye not the cities be manteynedj in

habited ner occupied. 1602 S. PATERICKE (title) A Discovrse

vpon the meanes of wel governing and maintaining in good
peace, a Kingdome, or other Principalitie.

f 7. reft. a. To bear or conduct oneself (in a

specified manner). Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce 11. 486 Bot always, as A man off

mayn,-He mayntemyt him full manly ly. 1400 MALNDKV.
(1839) xiv. 155 Thei gon often tyme in sowd, to help of other

Kynges, in here Werres . . : and thei meyntenen hem self

right vygouresly. 1481 CAXTOS Godfrey Ixxvi. keadt*ft

How Tancre mayntenyd hym moche wel in conqueryng
cuntrees. 1530 PALSGR. 617/1 You shall se me mayntayne
my selfe so honestly that you shall prayse me.

f b. To continue in an action or state ;
to keep

oneself resolutely in a specified state (indicated by
adj. complement). Obs.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey clxxviii, 262 They shold alle goo
vnto the mount of Olvuel, And they shold mayntene them
this day in fastyng. 1597 BACON ss.

t
Faction (Arb.) 76

Great men that haue strength in themselues were better to

inaintaiiie thenisehtes indifferent and neutrall.

8. a. To support (one s state in life) by expen
diture, etc. b. To sustain (life) by nourishment.

1375 I!.\KKUI:R ttrncc x. 77; The king, ..to manteym his

stat, him gaffRentis and landis fair eneuch. ci386CHAucER
Kni?s T. 583 Of his chambre he made hym a Squier And
gaf him gold to mayntene his degree. \qy$Act n Hen. /&quot; //,

c. 39 He hath not yerely revenues to maynleyn honorably
and convenyently the astate of a Duke. 1584 CoCAM Haven
Health iii,i.i636i 23 Nature hath taught all living creatures

to M:eke by sustenance to maintains their lives. 1592 ,\V-

hoiiy &amp;lt;y

Soineb. in Simpson Sc/i. S/iaks. I. 289 Nobody takes

them in, provides them harbor, Maintaines their ruind for

tune?, at his charge. 1593 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. / /, iv, x. 24 Suf-

(icctli, that I haue maintaines my state. 1614 EARL STIR

LING D^nies-day YIII. xii. (1637) 169 Whil st old (and puore

perchance) with toyle and strife, Clad (by his labour) to

maintains his life. 1647-8 CoTTERELL^jDazr&a j Hist. Fr.

(1678) ii Finding the narrowness of his fortune could not

maintain the greatness of his llirth. 1856 FKOI. UK J/ist.

(1858) I. i. 5J Tlie first condition of a worthy life \\as

the ability to maintain it in independence. 1856 SIH IS.

IIKOIJIE PsyJiol. / a/. I. v. 187 I &quot;oud is required because

life cannot bu maintained without it.

f C. To bear the expense of, afford. Obs.
r
ia 1366 CHAICKR Rom. Rose i 144 And Riche^se mighte it

wel su^tenu And hir dispenses wel mayntene. 1596 SHAKS.
Tain. Shr. v. i. 79 What cernes it yon, if I weare Pearle

and gold : I thank my good father, I am able to nuiintainc

it. 1605 Loud. Prodigal \. i, IJiit honesty maintains not

a French hood, Goes very seldom in a chain of gold.

9. To provide with livelihood; to furnish with

means of subsistence or necessaries of life
;
to bear

the expenses of (a person) for living, education,
etc. Also, fto keep (a person) in (clothing).
a 1400 Cursor M. 28961 (Colt. Galba) For ay |&amp;gt;e

more man

_. 1546 Supplic. Poore Commons (E.

po-stsbioners as. .vsed to maintain their owne chyldren, and
some ofours, tolernyng. J58aN.LlCHEFiKLL&amp;gt;tr. Castanhcdsi s

Com/. E, Ind. i. ii. 6 These people doe mainteine themselue*.

with rootes of hearbes, . .and whale fish. 1676 LADY CHA-
WOKTH in \ttk Rep. Hist. MSS. Contm. App. v. 31 (It]

frights Sir Carr Scrope. .from marying her, saying his estate

will scarce maintaine her in clothes. 1709 Tatlcr No. 101 r i,

150^. per Annum, which would very handsomely maintain me
and my little family. 1749 FIKLDING Tom Jones xvm. vii,

I believe you bred the young man up, and maintained him

man that can riainteen his wife. 1838 TAMKS Robber vii,

Sufficient to maintain me in comfort and independence as a

gentleman.

fb. To provide for the
(

keep* of (an animal).

1576 Ft.KMiNG tr. Cains Dogs iv. 11880) 28 And therfore

were certain dogges founde and maintained at the common
costes and charges of the Citizens of Rome in the place called

Capitolium. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat, (1691) 53 An Ox of6 or 7

years old . . will be maintained with two Acres ofgood Pasture.

10. To pay for the keeping up of, bear the ex

pense of; to keep supplied or equipped (e.g. a ship,

a garrison) ;
to keep (a light) burning by supply of

fuel ; to keep (a road, building) in repair.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 27 pis light bey hoten & a-vowed

to kepyn & mynlenyn [sic}. Ibid. 62 To meyteyn [sic] wit-al

a lythe brennynge in ye chyrche of sent Jame. i533~4 Act

25 Hen. VIII) c. 8 Euerie person . . hauinge anie of the

saide landes. .shall, .sufficiently meintein the pauement of

tlie said waye. n 1578 LINDKSAY (Pitscotlie) Chron. Scot.

(S. I
1

. S.) I. 227 Witht tua schipis weill mantenitt and ar-

taillzeit. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa v. 237 Here is

an hospitall maintained at the common charges of the

towne, to entertaine strangers that passe by.
_

1611 BIBLE

i Fsdras iv. 52 Tenne talents yeerely, to maintaine the burnt

offerings vpon the Altar euery day. 1617 MOKVSON Itin. i. 55

The States maintained some men of warre in this Inland

Sea. a 1687 PETTY Pol.Arith. (1690) 77 The annual charge
of maintaining the Shipping of England, by new Buildings

and Preparations. 1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. in.

ix. 341 They.. maintain Lectures upon the Holy Sacrament

of the Lord s Supper, almost every Lord s Day Evening.

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 280 Strong fo:

and maintaining roads. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (18

48 The Germans.. maintained in it [Utt church] an s-
1

MAINTAIN.
1 b. To furnish the means for conducting (a suit

or action at law). Cf. 12 d.

[c 1380 : see 1 1 .] 1540 A ct 32 Hen. VIII^ c. 9 3 That no
maner of pefsonne. .doo herafter unlaufully maineteyne or
cause or procure any unlaufull mayntenance in any action.

1769 HLACKSTONEC&amp;lt;W&amp;gt;. IV. 134 A man may however main
tain the suit of his near kinsman, servant, or poor neighbour,
out of charity and compassion, with impunity. 1843 A/eeson

*! Wclslys A.r&amp;lt;7;,y. Rep. (1844! XI. 676 The defendants
resisted and maintained, supported, &c such defences and
resistance.

11. To back up, stand, give one s support to,

defend, uphold (a cause, something established,
one s side or interest, etc.).
c 13*0 Sir Kencs (A.) 4123 We redeb meintene ^our parti,

c 1330 R. liKVNNE Clnon. ll ace (Rulls) 6528 pe Frenschc

,.ry&amp;gt;cn ajeyn Cnan to fight; liot Conan meyntende wel
Iiis right. 1375 BAKUOUR Bruce x. 289 He hyet honor
and largess, And ay manlemyt richtwisne-. c 1380 \Vvci.n-

1 AW. It As. III. 322 Alle bat taken and meyntenen false

causes ben cursed grevously. .. Also lordis holdynge grete
1

lovedaies, and bi here lordischip meyntenenge be fals

jiert, for money frendischip or favour, fallen opynly in bi^

curs, and so tloii men of lawe, wij&amp;gt;
;ille faUe witnesses bat

meyntenen falsenesse a^en&amp;gt;t treube, wityngly or unwit-

l&amp;gt;ngly. (.-1420 Lvix;. Assembly of C,ods 747 \ ertew dyd
hys be-y pe&amp;gt;

ne Pepyll to reyse hys quarell to menteyne.
i 1440 )&quot;( ;/. Myst. .\x\viii. 11, 13 p;it we may-ntayne and
stand berby bat werke all-way. Cnypk. ^i&amp;gt;, sir, )?at dede
schall we mayntayne, By lawe it was done all be-dene.

1482 Surttcs Misc. (1888)40 Every trew Cristen man .. is

bunilt-n forto supporte and maynu-yn &amp;gt;**

trewth. 1513
IOUULAS sEncis xi. xii. 114 ly burtis full fur to manteym
tliar ryclit. 1535 COVEMHALB / i. ix. 4 Fur thou hast man-

teyned my right and my cause. 1558 KNOX first Blasf

lArb.) 8 Sutlie as oghl to mainteine the truth and verilie of

God. 1560 DAUS tr. Slfi&amp;lt;tanSs Ciniun. 12^ The true & hoi-

some il IK trine is. .every w here oppressed. ..and open crymt-
mainte niLt!. 1638 K. BAKER ti. KalzaCs Lett. (vol. II.) 16

The cause I maintaine is the cause of niy Prince and Coun
try. 1667 MII.IUN / . /.. VI. 30 Who single hast maintaind

Against revolted nuiltitudes tlie Cau&amp;gt;e Of Truth. 1678
HuTi.bK HtitL in. ili. 584 H had..us d two eijua! ways of

gaining : My himlring Justice, or maintaining. 179* BURKL
Let. to Sir 11. LaitgrisJw Wks. 1842 I. 548 First, the king
swears he will maintain, tu the utmost of his power, the

laws of God .

12. To uphold, back up, stand by, support the

cause of (a person, party, etc.) ; to defend, protect,

assist; to support or uphold in (an action), arch.
a 1500 Cursor J\I. 7374 His sede and his barntem Ouer al

men t sal maintein. 4-1330 R. BRINNE Chron. II ace (Rulls)
16661 Cadwaladre bad luor his sone, & Iny his neuew,
wende & wone In to Brelaigne, & meintene efte po J&amp;gt;:it

were of Bretons lefte . 1340 HAMI-OLE Pr. Cottsc. 1108 Or
he sal be lane of bam mayntene And be tother desp)se
[Matt. vi. 24]. ^1350 Will. Palcrne 2698 Sche.. preyed ful

, pitousli to be piince of heuene,..to mayntene hire & help,

I at hire foos for no cas wib fors hire conquerede. 1460

T&ivnclcy Alyst. xxvi. 96 To mayntene vs euermore ye aw.

1470-85 MALOKY Arthur xv. i, To mayntene his neuewe

a-eynst the myghty Erie. 1530 PALSOK. 438/2* I assyste,
or stande by, or mayntayne a person in doynge of a dede.

i553 UUALL Koyster D. v. v. (Arb.) 84 We must to make
vs mirth, maintaine hym all we can. 1576 FLEMING Panopi.
J-pist. 383 One frend to take another frcndes part, to defend
and maintaine him against backbiting. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
i /. i. i. 161 lesu maintaine your Royall Excellence, a 1604
HANMKK Chron. Irel. (1633) 51 His three sonnes .. formerly
went into Ireland to maintaine one of the factions. 1625
B.\JON Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 171 He.. would often main-

: taine Plantianus, in doing Affronts to his Son. 1883 GAK-
UINKR Hist. Eng. II. xix. 328 In spite of all, James wa.-. *-till

ready to maintain Somerset against his ill-wiHers in public,
if he expostulated with him in private.

tb. In bad sense : To give support or counten

ance to evil-doers
;

to aid or abet in (wrong-

doing) ;
to back up in (error or wickedness). Qbs.

1362 LANUL. / . PI. A. in. 232 To meyntene misdoers meede
thei taken. 1377 Ibid. \ &amp;gt;. in. 90 Of alle suche sellers syluer
to take, . .Hinges or other ricchesse, the regrateres to mayne-

; tene. 4-1380 WVCLU Sf/. // X-i. III. 323 OflicerisM meyn-
, tenen obere men in synne. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Reticles in.

311 Thus is the lawe louyd thoru m&amp;gt;3hty lordis willys,

That meyneteyne myssdoeis more than other peple. c 1400
MAUNUEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 155 A fende .. tellez pam many
t hinges,., for to mayntene ^am in

J&amp;gt;aire mawmetry and baire

errour. c 1430 Freemasonry 255 To lere him so that for no
mon No fals mantenans he take hym apuii Ny maynteine
h&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

felows yn here synne For no good that he my;ht wyune.
1528 NORTHUMBEHLAND in St. Papers Hen. / ///, IV. 514
Also I can not perceyve that any redresse can be maid

uppon the Borders, for the Kyng of Scottes doth maynteyn
all the theves and rebelles of the same. 1552 LATIMEK
Sertn. Lincolnsh. iii. (15621 81 O crafty deuil : he went

away, not for feare of the holy water, but because he would

mayntaine men in errour and foolishnes.

fc. \Vith inf. : To assist, encourage, incite (to
do something, csp. something evil , to support or

uphold (in doing it). Obs.
i 1325 Poem times Ediu. II (Percy Soc.^ xxxvii, He shal

be maintend full wel To lede a sory life. 1362 LANOI,. / . / /.

A. in. 145 Prouendreres, persuns, preostes Iieo meynteneth,
To holde lemmons and lotebyes al heor lyf-dayes. Ihid. A
iv. 42 He meynteneth his men to morthere myn owne. 1393
fbid.C. xvin. 234 The pope. .That with moneye menteyneth
men to werren vp-on cristine. 1546 J. ALEN in St. J tifiers

Hen. VIII) III. 577 The Justices nephew maynteyned the

burgesses of the Newcastell, to take from me a parcel! of

pasture. x6a6 Scogins Jestsm Hazl. S/uts. Jest bks. (1864)
iL 4 When the king s servants had espied him, they did main
taine their dogges to runne at Scogin.

d. Law. To give support to (a suitor) in an

action in which one is not concerned. Cf. lob;
also MAINTENANCE 6.

1716 W. HAWKINS Pleas Crown i. 349 Of this t&amp;gt;econd kind



MAINTAINABLE.
of Maintenance there seem to be three Species:.. 2. Where
one maintains one Side, to have Part of the Thing in Suit,

which is called Champerty. Ibid. 252 A Man rnay lawfully

maintain those who are infeofTed of Lands in Trust for him
in any Action concerning those Lands. 1836 Bbighorn s

New Cases Comm. Pleas II. 650 The Defendant .. has

voluntarily and officiously undertaken to maintain the

Plaintiff in a suit with which the Defendant has no connec

tion. 1886 Law Rep. 17 Q. B. D. 504 The present action

was brought by the plaintiff against the defendant to re

cover the n8/. on the ground that he had maintained

Nailer in the former action.

13. To hold, keep, defend (a place, position,

possession) against hostility or attack, actual or

threatened. Phr. To maintain ones ground ^often

fig.}. Also reft. to make a stand, defend one s

position ; similarly f to maintain one s own.

(-1350 Will. Palerne 3642 William say her
of&amp;gt;er

side of

fers & so breme, hat his men mi^t 1101131 meyntene here

owne. a 1400-50 Alexander 1972 Mi^t bu bc marches so

Messedoyne mayntene bi-selfe. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends \\.

v. 81 And now that secund Paris, .. By reif mantemys hir

suld ouris be. 1395 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. xlvi. 75 b, Bed
ford who our onely hold maintaind. 1595 SHAKS. John in.

iv. 136 A Scepter snatchVI with an vnruly hand Must be as

boysterously maintained as gain d. 1599 Hen. I7
,
ill. vi.

95 Flit. The Duke of Exeter ha s very gallantly maintain d

the Fridge. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 217 A fort maintained by
a small garrison of Moores. 1624 FLETCHER Rule a Wife
m. v,(iO4o) 37 Lecw,..\ stand upon the ground ofmine own
honor, And will niaintameit. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lc Blanc s

Trav. 15 There are four avenues cut through the Mountain,
easie to be maintained. 1736 BUTLER Anal. I. iii. Wks.

1874 I. 63 In tins case then, brute force might more than

maintain its ground against reason. 1748 OKAY Alliance
88 An lion race the mountain cliffs maintain. 1792 A need,

W. Pitt I. xviii. 283 The King of Prussin, though surrounded

by his numerous enemies, maintained himself with astonish

ing skill and valour. 1849 JAMES Woodman iv, She main
tained her ground, although the Moor rode close up to her

with Ms companions. 1853 J- H - NEWMAN Hist. S&. (1873)
II. i. iv. 178 Venice., by a system cf jealous and odious

tyranny, . . continued to maintain its ground. 1893 SIK L.

GRIFI-IS in iqt/iCent. Nov. 684 Our subsidies and open sup
port have enabled Abdur Rahman Khan to maintain him
self against his many enemies.

14. To support or uphold in speech or argument ;

to defend (an opinion, statement, tenet, etc.); to

assert the truth of, contend to be true or right.

1340 HAM COLE Pr. Consc. 3080 Yhit has men herd som
clerkes niayntefne] Swilk an opinion, als I wene, pat a saule

[etc.]. (71380 WYCLIF Scl. Wks. 111. 323 Clerkis M don

evyl and meyntene it bi sotilte of word. 6-1449 PECOCK
Repr. i. i. 5 Alle the othere vntrewe opiniouns and holding is

.. muste needis..lacke it wherbi thei migten m eny colour

or semyng bementened, holde, and supported, c 1450 Pistill

ofSusan (MS. I) 220 pies wordes bat we say, On J?is worn-
man verray, pat wil we mayntan for aye. 1512 Act 4
Hen. K///, c. 19 Preamble^ The seid Frensche Kyng ..

alway erronyously defendyng & maynteynyng his seid

obstynate opynyons agayne the unitye of the holye Churche.

1530 PALSGH. 617/1 And he ones saye a thyng, he wyll

mayntayne it to dye for it. 1616 R. C. Times Whistle
v. 2120 What phisitian .. would .. such a lye maintaine ?

1651 HoiiiiEs Leviath. n. xxx. 180 The doctrines maintained

by so many Preachers. 1686 HORNECIC Crucif. Jesus xi.

205 This point they do so stiffly, and so uncharitably main
tain. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) V. 1649 They also, in some
degree, maintain our old doctrine of planetary influence.

1856 WIIATELY Bacon s Kss. i. 10 It is not enough to believe
what you maintain ; you must maintain what you believe,
and maintain it because you believe it.

b. With clause : To affirm, assert, or contend

(that]. With obj. and in fin. : To assert (some
thing) to be (etc.) ; f also in passive.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 10 3if f&amp;gt;ei seyn and meyntenen

in scole and o^ere placis ^at (ie wordis of holy writt ben
false. 1594 HOOKER Red. Pol. m. viii. 13 Because we
maintaine that in scripture we are taught all things neces
sary vnto saluation. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 77, I haue
heard him oft maintaine it to be fit, that [etc.]. 1646 SIK
T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxiv. 169 Some [animals] there
are in the Land which were never maintained to be in the
Sea, a Panthers, Hyaena s [etc.]. 1652 NEEUHAM tr. Sel-
deiCs Mare Cl. 203 It is mainteined by divers learned Men
that these were the ruins of the same Tower. 1682 DRYDEN
Medal 86 He.. Maintains the Multitude can never err.

1729 BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 1 1. Pref. 24 The Epicureans.,
maintained that absence of pain was the highest happiness.
1849 MACAULAY Hist Eng. ii. I. 195 The country, he main
tained, would never be well governed till [etc.]. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 222 Pleasure and pain I maintain
to be the first perceptions of children.

f!5. ?To hold upright. Obs. rare 1
.

1661 MORGAN Sph. Centry m. vi. 61 Vert, a Flower-pot
Argent maintaining Gilliflowers Gules.

1 16. ? To stand for, represent. Obs. rare~ l
.

r
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 902 This side is Hiems, Winter,

Fhis i er, the Spring: the one maintained by [he Owle,1 h other by the Cuckow.

Maintainable (m^in-, m&tei nabT, a. Also
5 mayntenable,6 mayu-, maintainable, 7 main-
tenable, [f. MAINTAIN v. + -ABLE.]
1. That can be maintained, kept up, held, de

fended, etc.
; esp. of an opinion, an action at law.

1439 Rolls ofParlt. V. 22/1 No action to be mayntenable
ayenste the seid named Executours. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII,
c. 21 i Wordes vttered by them .. not mainteinable in

your lawes. 1559111 Strype^ww. Rcf. (1824) I. n. App. viii.

427 JS o suite for any caue rysinge within the realme, mayn-
temable in any place out of the realm. 1586 A. DAY En?.
Secretary \. (1625) 88 A matter sinisterly suggested unto
you against mee without any maintainable reason 1602
t ULBECKE -Lst PL Parall. 68 Your exception is good, and
mamtenabfe by our Law. 1648 tr. Sfttantt s Parapkr.
Job 338 Doe you thinke that your Propositions are main-

53

I taineable? 1680 Land. Gaz, No. 1522/3 His Excellency
I called a Council of War, where it was judged, That the Out
i Forts were nut maintainable. 1777 HAMILTON Wks. (1886)

VII. 483 To effect this would require a chain of posts, and
such a number of men at each as would never be practicable
or maintainable, but to an immense army. 1826 SOUTHEY
Lett. (1856) III. 5275 I think he extends the inspiration of

, Scripture further than is maintainable. 1837 SIR N. C.
TINDAL in Binghanis Nciu Cases I. 99, I think this action

;

is maintainable against the husband and wife jointly. 1873
,
M. ARNOLD Lit. fy Dogma. 11876) 350 It is a maintainable

,

thesis that the allegorising of the Fathers is right.

t 2. Affording a livelihood. Qbs. rare.

1583 STUBBES Auat. Al us. n. (18821 84 May a pastor ..

(having a maintainable liuing allowed him of his flo&amp;lt;_k)

preach in other places for niome? Ibid. 88.

Hence Maintai nableiiess.

1727 in BAILKY vol.11. 1865 rail Mall G. n Nov. 6 The
point in favour of the mamtamableness of the action . . had
been argued by two able counsel.

Mailltailier (nu
T
n-, nvnt^ naj). Forms: 4-5

mayn-, raeynteuour(e, 4-6 -tener, 5 -teuowre,
-teaor,-tynotir,-teyiiour,6maixitener, -tenour,
main-, mayntayner, -tcinour, -teiner, -teyner,
Sc. main-, man-, menteiner, -teinar, -tcnar,

-leaner, 7 -Vr. mainteener, 9 (Zaw) maintainor,
6- maiiitainer. [Mli. mayntcnoitr^. AF. niayn-
tctwti)

,
( &amp;gt;K. niaintencoy^ agent-n. f. inalntcnir

MAINTAIN v.
;

the mod. word is anew formation
on MAINTAIN v. + -EK l

.]

1. One who upholds, defends, guards, keeps in

being, preserves unharmed (a cause, right, state of

things, etc.).

CI^ZQ LYDG. Assembly ofGads 918 Mayntcnours of ryght,
. . Distroyers of eiTour. 1447 UOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 186
Of crystene feyth a ineynteynour. 1514 MARCLAY Cyt, .y

Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 34 O where be rulers meynteynas
of justyce. 1526 TINUALE Matt. v. 9 lilessed are the niayn-
tayners of peace. 1579 E. K. in Spenser s Shcph. Cat. Ep.
Ded., Ma. Phi. Sidney, a special fauourer & maintainer of all

kind uf learning, c 1635 MURK J s. xvi. 6 Mainteener of my
lote thow art. 1639 COKAINK Masque Drain. Wks. 11874) 1 1 A
great maintainer Of our great-grand-father s virtue hospi
tality. 1749 FIELDING Tout Jones in. iii, The inaintainers
of all the different Sects in the world. 1781 JOHNSON Life
Cave Wks. IV. 529 A tenacious maintainer, though not a
clamorous dernander of his right, 1824 Miss MUFORIJ Vil

lage Ser. i. 66 She a school-mistress, a keeper of silence,
a maintainer of discipline ! 1840 THIKLWALL Greece\\y.. VII.
321 Polysperchon .. appears as the maintainer of the rights
of Hercules.

_
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 124 The main

tainer of justice, .is aiming at strengthening the man.
b. In bad sense : One who fosters or supports

(wrong-doing, sedition, false quarrels, etc.).

1393 LANGL. /&amp;gt;. PL C. iv. 288 Mede ys euennore a meyn-
tenour of gyle. 1413 Pilgr. Sow/e (Caxton 1483) in. iv. 53
Ye laweours and maynteners of wrong. (1420 LYDG, As-
sembly of Gods 677 Meyntenours of* qnerelles, horryble
lyers. 1502 ARNOLDE Chron. 01811)90 Mayntener of quarels
..or other comon mysdoers. 1545 BKINKLOW Coiuptaynt
igb, Thei be rnaynteyners of discord for their priuate Inkers
sake. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 88 Fostararis of falset

. . Manienaris of murther. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serin, iv.

74 All breeders and inaintainers of sedition.

c. Something which maintains or preserves.
1574 NEWTON Health Mag&quot;. 23 Breade and Wyne, two of the

cheefest mainteiners of mans life. 1655 MOUFET & BKNNET
Healths Improv. (1746) 374 Outward Heat draweth out
their inward Moisture, which should be the Maintainer and
Food of their Heat natural. 1696 TRYON Misc. i. 3 The
Volatile Spirit . . is the Essential Life of every thing, and is

the maintainer of its Colour.

2. One who upholds or supports in speech or

argument, one who contends for the truth or

validity of (a doctrine, assertion, tenet, etc.).

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidaws Comm. 82 The maynteners of
that doctrine, are nother called nor hearde. 1561 T. NOR
TON Cahnii s Inst. m. 306 This opinion, .hath had greate
mainteiners. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 340 He was., a prin
cipal maintainer of Protestancy. 1738 WAKBURTON Div,

Legat. I. 404 The Maintainers of the Immateriality of the
Divine Substance were likewise divided into two Parties.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Williv, xli. 275 Epicurus, .maintained
no such Doctrine of Necessity, but was the greatest Main
tainer of Contingetice. 1845 JEBB Gen. Law in Encycl,
Melrop. (1847) Jl- 702/1 To quiet the violent contest of two
honest inaintainers of contrary opinions. 1868 M. PATTISON
Academ. Org. v. 154 The conservative maintainers of the
status in quo ought to have been called upon to justify. .

what had actually taken place.

f3. One who gives aid, countenance, or support
to another ; a defender and helper. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3222 Now j?ou

comes t to reue vs our [socour], J?at scholdest ben cure mayn-
tenour. 11400 Land Troy Bk. 17056 For now lesen thei
her mayntenoure And alle the gode that thei owe. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 320/2 Mayntenowre, atanutentor^ dcfcnsor,
supportator, fautor. 1535 COYKRDALE Ezek. xxx. 6 The
rnaynteyners of the londe of Egipte shal fall. 1578 C/ir.

Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 504 Thou, Lord, art my
maintainer, and the holder up of my head. 1686 GOAD
Ct lt st. Bodies i. ix. 28 Seeing he acts by dependance on
Him, as all the Rest do, we must compare None of them
to their Maintainer.

t b. In bad sense : One who aids and abets another
in wrong-doing or error. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 255 Edward Jjei cald &
teld, pat he was mayntenoure, pe robbed he all held, as a

resceyuour. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 318 Alle resset-

tours and meynteneris of siche [sc. thieves] wityngly ben

I

cursed, c 1440 Jacob s Well 59 Heretykes . . & alle here

mayntenourys or fatiourerys. 1495 Act n Hen. VI
/&amp;gt;

c. 10
2 The mayntenours of him or theym so mysdoing. 1560

i DAUS tr. Steidanes Comni. 456 b, The council of Calcedonie

MAINTENANCE.
deposed Dioscorides the maynteyner of Eutyches from his

Byshoprike. 1566-7 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 497 Ane
mantenar of wickit and brokin men. 1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 2

z All . .Aydors, Comforters, or Maynteyners of anye the
said. .(Jffendors. 1588 A. KiNGtr. Canisius

1

Cateck. 141 Main-
tenars and patrons of euil doars. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
n. (1634) 467 The Conspirators had neither any mighty
partakers in their fact, nor strong maintainers of their per
sons. 1660 K. CORK Power

&amp;lt;y Subj. 233 The aiders, main
tainers and concealers, who shall not within twenty daies..
disclose the same to some Justice of Peace.

4. Law. One who unlawfully supports a suit in

which he is not concerned. Cf. MAINTENANCE 6.

1399 I.ANGL. Kich. Rcdctcs ii. 78 That no manere meyn-
tenour shulde merkis be re, Ne haue lordis leuere the lawe
to ape-ire. \$o$ Act 19 lUn. /

&quot;//,
c. 13 Punishment of the

Maintainers and Emoracers of the Jururs. 1531-2^/4:^23
fIen. k lII, c. 3 V u lawfull maintenours em bra sours and
Jurours. 1875 STL* BUS Const. Hist. (1896) III. x.\i. 550 The
maintainers of fake causes, whether they were barons or

lauyers, became very earh the object of .severe legislation.

1898 Ilncycl. Laws Eng. (ed. Renton) VIII. 74 The main-
tainor must have some special interest other than that of the

public at large.

5. One who provides (a person) with the requi
sites of life

; &quot;t
one who keeps a mistrtss.

1632 MASSINGEK City Madtuu \\. ii, He assur d first Of a
new maintainer e re you ca^hire the old one. 1650 BLLUEK
Anthropomet, 199 The Clergie, wlio ;ne the chief main
tainers of these Ganimedes. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. MiitotCs

Dcf. Pop. iii. Wks. 1851 VIII. 76 Plato would nut have.,
the People [called] Servants, but Maintainers of their Magi
strates, because they give Meat, Drink, and Wages to their

Kings themselves. 1870 Echo 12 Nov., Every thief IIJM

own maintainer, every prisoner his own reformer.

f 6. ? A mine-owner. Obs.

1747 HOOSON Miner s Did, Y iij, I cuuld wi.~,h that some
of the Cross Carping Maintainers might try the difference

of these two Airs.

7. Watch-making. An apparatus for keeping the

movement of a clock or watch from being inter

rupted during the process of winding.
1884 F. J. HimiKN WatJi $ Clockni. 167 In some of

Arnold s watches is a continuous maintainer.

Maintaining, vbl. sb. [-IM; .]

1. The action ot the verb MAINTAIN
; mainten

ance, support, etc.

&amp;lt; 1330 K. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) too porgli An.ielm may[n]-
tenyiig was be contek cut. c 1380 WYCLII- Scl. Wks. III.

322 In a!le
j&amp;gt;is

fals meyiilenyng bei holden \vib be fend

a^enst God. 1395 PURVEY Remonstrance (1851) 87 Vnworthi
to haue ony benefice othir mayntenynge in the rewrne.

1490-91 in Swayne Saruin Church-iu. Ace. (1896) 37 To the

inaynteynynge of the light before the rode, \xijs. j&amp;lt;/.
ob. 1592

GREENE Art Connycatch. in, -j K.xcept tln-y applied them-
selues to such honest trades, .as might witnesse their main

taining was by true and honest mcanes. 1643 MIL ION
Divorce viii. Wks. 1851 IV, 21 To the strict maintaining of

a general! and religious command. 1794 .S. WILLIAMS Ver
mont 232 They were at all times ready, .to contribute their

full proportion towards the maintaining the present just war.

1890 R. BoLDREwooi) CoL Reformer ( 1891) 107 The reach

ing and maintaining of an independent pastoral position.

fSl. Bearing, demeanour, behaviour, Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 5 The broder of kyng Eson.. there

beyng present could not holde ne kepe his mayntening. 1483
G. de la Tour Prol., A fayr wyff .. \\hiche had -know-

leche of alle hononre, alle good, and fayre mayntenyng. 1530
PALSGK. 241/2 Mayntenyng, port.
3. attrib. : maintaining power, in a watch or

clock, the power which keeps the motion continuous

(cf. MAINTAIXEU 7) ;
so maintaining wheel

going-wheel (Knight Diet. AJeck. Suppl. 1884).
1766 A. CUMMING Clock fy Watch Work 138 Care is to be

taken to acquire in all watches as great a maintaining
power as circumstances can admit. 1825 J. NICHOLSON
Opcrat. Mechanic 519 The swing-wheel . .is constantly urged
forward by the maintaining power, which is supplied by a
small weight. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watck (y Clockm. 123
Another feature of Huyghens clock is the main tain ing

power.

t Maintainment. Obs, rare. [f. MAINTAIN
v. + -WENT.] Maintenance.
c 1485 Digly Myst. (1882) v. 708 Therfor the! be expedient

to these meny of maynte[n]ment. 1543 Plitmpton Corr.

(Camden) 244 Sir Christopher Bird, person, who honestly
did kepe the cure under the forsaid late person, and the
maintenment of God service.

Maintenance (m^-ntenans). Forms: 4-5
meyn-, meintenaunce, -ance, meyntynaunce,
rnenteynaunce, 4-6 mayntenaunce, -ance, 5

mayntenanse, mayntnaunce, mantenana, 5-6
maynetenaunce,6maintaynance,main-,mayii-
tenans, -tennance,-tennence,mantei(g;nance,
6-7 maintenance, 6-8 maintainaiice, 4- main
tenance, [a. F. maintenance

,
f. maintenir: sec

MAINTAIN v* and -ANCE. Cf. Pr. maAten&stsatjSp.

mantenencia, Pg. inanten^ It. tnantenenxa.]
1 1. Bearing, deportment, demeanour, behaviour.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 834 She had so stedfaste

countenaunce, So noble porte and meyntenaunce. 1430-40
LVDG. Bochas viii, (1494) D v b, Where there be summe that

wrongly it werrey, Holde therageyne by frowarde mayn-
te[n]aunce. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Sept. i6g For all their

craft is in their countenaunce, They bene so graue and full

of mayntenaunce. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. fl/
t
v. iv. 22, I saw

him hold Lord Percy at the point, With lustier maintenance
then I did looke for Of such an vngro\vne Warriour.

2. The action of upholding or keeping in being (a

cause, right, state of things, government, etc.) ; the

state or fact of being upheld or sustained; f that

which Upholds, means of sustentation.



MAIHTEWANCE.
PHgr- f&amp;gt;&amp;lt;nlc (Caxtoa iv. tjuii. (i Kdtber al

Matt VfaJfft L Wlu. y, For UK mainttnaiuxxof tbeyr
anthociu. ug0 STOKE* *fland i t 25 To apply and in-

InwcoiMirnvelc. 154*-* (M*i.&amp;gt;llk.Com.Pnj/tr,Ciimmu-
itiex, I h imtrnmnce ofGoJJ tnu reBtioo and venue.

IJ70 ttomilUt a. Atit. KeixUian re. (16*0; yn So hatha fran-
. ..

matfrtcnatmce of yo*rthful aflcctk-ru 1591 Srtt&amp;gt;*-* Tearei of
Muut 33$ So every where they role ai*d tvranni/-
tb:ir usurped kttUpOOK* niajnteriiu y.*-. utl Addr. Jr.
/fetttane IK Loud. (tax. N y. i^v/7 Whatever we cai. -

/ the juit kigi.is and I rws&Aivz &amp;lt;A V&amp;lt;/ur Majesty. 1871
KAM.H / /////, /;^. J vague | &amp;gt;&amp;gt;- Where there a central

li&quot;rriiure, there u a .^ir ui,t provirfoH f -r (be maintenance
of utnf , A- /rdk are .harming their ketue.

J. I ijt a .nsii of k .-eping in *.ff : ;tive coiriition, in

working order, in rej/air, etc. ; the keeping up of

fa building, light, institution, body of troops, etc.;

by tiV supply of fund* or u redful provision ; the

biaie or la.i of Ixring so kej/i up; means or pro
pping up.

i 1460 t Ao. *i Lint. Max. \j. 1 1%% ;) iifj It U
MC that tbi: t

, / ri Ji*:, vn-.h may (

.. fi .jiiiil for lh :
&amp;gt;*:rely inayti-

1 4/1 1 i/j / / nnt Iliiuwli . IIhi .

f /f tii*: KI.- . rhe lampe . . hpent
xinj. i ,; .. l\ ipon &amp;lt;.^ur-

/ the May ii :-

dryc CJiaui.tri ./ in the ume
15*7 J-M.MJ-. , / ,nitn. ll ilinJud III. 1537/1

,,.i i : an Tx. Jl int r&amp;lt;yl: or har-

1611
);ihM- Trntitl I f t Churi h-m;iint:naii . ; and

no
,
in u&amp;gt; h

ortj
tu the 1

of i h- /f at King ol i6i6S 1 1 i .

-,-H. in/nitty Inrin i&amp;gt;j Your H .u- will be. .of

. ;.i- M-.ili /u, and ..if -ti -, if you n-

n-l .ii, ,.il with water. 1665 IJi. . .,/.-. ///y ///,

i Having I I III rlii--. * iiy. .h: ii-tw &amp;lt; nitf i ,

I l
i ion and Mailil Mi.ni -, uh ri r AJI r,

i 1
-

i
1 &quot;

ftfety,
li &amp;gt;

, j. .i&quot;: .ii. l &amp;lt; ,uA-,i\. 1775 ULKKK
ailClt. ,)///-/. Wl III, I-,, Sr.Mi My, that th-y lia-1 a.I- d

..iid l.iN l.iUy in th*-ir ^r..M . &amp;lt;A ni-d.- y, an-I th :ir

mairitenanu ,( troo| 1844 (I. II. \V u -,0:, lint, ///-///t

III. 4 ,j \ furihi r (u- .tr.iii di u ,1 , Mibtvetjuently author*
i in- in.nniri, ,ir,,..: ,,( the tonlin-

;

.. -
,

v.l.i-li ti,i (/Etekwai v,,,. L .iiii l
I,-/ iMtaty to

i .f I Ii ) li H i ). . , . i ;. 1 1 1 M. 1 86 1

M. PA i i i -,:* /)),&amp;lt; i Mi ft 1.^7 I h-- in.iiht i ..I-,. -. ,u. -I repair
of th liortheru gate, UuhopftgalCj woa ;i /.i^ncd to them,

t 4. Tlie t.urying on (of a war) by furnishing

54

interest in the ttot. or lawful cause of kindred, affection, or

rhuif) fm iMlioj him ii iifcinHl adh JIMII JBIMI i nl JIM ..... I

ft/ ia II, n. I //, c.

I and ji.ii- -I f ,i in. i D

la . i b.ilbc
I and ji.ii- -I f ,i in. i Di- u.u ..... I i in .mi , Werre.

1541 4 / /
.

(/en * ///, i ,i_ Ini iniNiliI*- i ., .1- charge*
.

. H hi . v..o M ..

f5. lit*: inlioii i&amp;gt;t

support to (a person
in what he does^. /,.

M / . / - /////./ .):. r . ; 1 oi man
-,
tu of marja^c/ &

liiayntii.. ii,i ..( - Im wv. 1377 I r / / 7. I .

I. uf !, i KHU of h&amp;lt; r may lit- M..UIM -
,

14x5 / ///; .
//./. In/. : , Al miff im my. .hath l-l^ro^ht

1 N| ! l.-ll ^p -II V
,

ill. 1 1 ihr h.,,lli i , 1. 1 1 In I, ad 1 10 pO\M T
L, &amp;lt;loi, vi hi 111 I), lln.,/h h&amp;gt; Ip- i-( ham ^ maynC iiain. &amp;lt;

,

i ii- i. M- i in to end. 159* ( ( &quot; I -M- //*/.
,&amp;gt;nftn r I

,
-ili I ...... w,. . i In i

. ,oiy pi. a . put in before that

i

i i - IIK i l.i - LI
,

I .1 In . jnaint.i
j

i i.i in - iiiucnlcd
..... I i ........ ,, a l6oo Mn . I ,. -Ml I ll Mi:, . / ,&amp;gt;, in .

xxv. 14 And I Hall IfC thy Demand, in sik :.oi l Tu mtriil thy
in. i nti n.iin

&amp;lt;-,

if | may.
(J 1 lie action nl wrongfully aiding and nfietting

lihi;.ition ; j/fc. bitslenlalion ol a suit or suitor

-it l.iw \iy a patty who has no intcicst in the

]

........ Imj; . or who act* from any improper motive.
i&amp;lt; I. MAINTAIN v, 2(1.)

I I.lll-l AWA ,.// , //. |, j,,.;
.- (/ilvoill. . mill ....... nicnlu

l.| if i; ut 1 1, i MM. . I. &amp;lt;lu Coute elf pr it :.on Maiioii.) 1389 in
1

!
i li ill- n tiiakyn no mrynlcnanir

I&quot; kynuiu right lie
|&amp;gt;e

conionn lawr 1390
A . //* i / I tttlt. III. 4-,--/ in. BMfl Ii iii u myLh
i ...... byMtOI i &quot;i i -i in I

I&quot;, nia\ nh nain . .,| i|in i&amp;gt; |. .. , 1420
I VOa .ii/^/)&quot;/f*W*6.v;Hjordain, Uawdry, I al . M..MI
I M inn.., lo .11, Ablution, ^ J rty Itrybty. , 1430 i &amp;gt;

ittatoiiry -J54 That fur no mini, No fain mam. ,...;, , IK- i.a..-

hym apou. 1447 A c/A ,-/ / .i//A V. i
;

-&amp;gt; i Iiy y,\&amp;gt;-\&amp;gt;- mi^ht,
n i.i y itl &amp;lt; N..NII.

,
.unl ..i h. i nn&amp;lt;!u i ....... , ,. 1460 // /(/. 374/J

In an .i&amp;lt; Him .,1 ma\ nh IUUMH .-. 1467 M, / .
i

.

(if70)
\

\H Ii. iii .ML i it uly to * ui. thcr otTlcc , , MM
I i K -(iiti nli \\ ..ui ma

,
nh naiiiK i

,
..i . luiiiipcrtye, o ......

heilyiinr ihrt i ll.uinlo , (o V:.c r uy I ,! 1*91
I \MHMM,I || .

i / I I . t In .hall &quot;M..I |)\- him-
bclfo, or by any nihri, ......... i Maintenance, or other thing.
which may dihturbe the course of llie C ommon Law. 16*8
COKK

f

On Lift. *68 b, Mami. u,nn . .1 -niinrih in I.uw,
ft I .1 in IN hand, 1.. .HUH

. Vp 01 vi-liufilnii; of .piali.l,
itlld Mil ,

t&quot; l)i ll till 1 1. lilt ol Iii i nil a!i&amp;lt; &amp;lt; of i Dinllloll

UKhl. 1787 J!IMH\M /V/. Usury Xli. M Champcrly U
bill .1 pailniiLn mndilii alioii of ttu. nilluf M.uni. ii MI, .

.

1836 /I
/MJ,- /i(!; * \tltf Citttfl C0MM. Pletis II.

6iy If llie

I t- n.l ml \\ a , nl pi |Vy lu the pill In a I l&quot;l i ol tin lil.rl, In

i io (In- .nil. .n 1. 1.. u -lit .1 .un t ttlC I laiiititl,

.Mi.l HI ),:..! ll .1 in I., ih.l. niiiitv III- I laililill a ;aili%t tllC

IVU Kinlty ol iiiaini. ii.uii t-. 1875 I us 1 1-. (, ttius iv.

&quot; ! I ll I nli . . I In ,1 MIMinim! ..i\ i MM . 1 1 Mainti ii.irn i-,

l t- l.r m.nU willi ih. dr-.i^n of I ......... in liliLj.ilioii. 1883tW A ./, &quot;

.
/./ . I .i.idtaiiKh v. Ntw3Hlt.,.Th

iCllon WAS foi tnainl. naiu i
, iHH6 / MO A ,/., i / t,

.
/. ./ . ,. .(

llic action wu brou^hl r ...... \.i dam mcd io

I he pl.t inl ill \ \ MM .on ol | In drl.miaul -. mainli-ii.uiM . -I

OHO Nuilcr ill an at lion \\ hi, h In- h.ul l&amp;gt;MUi;hl a^aili:,! tin

|&amp;gt;Uintill
1901 SIK K I oi LIH.K *4V&amp;lt;L^7&amp;gt;r4f SflllM wrong

i ....... i&amp;lt; ii -in-
.

&quot;i aiding a parly in litigation wUhoUttUfr t

10 modern Umei rare though powbie.
7. The action of providing ft person) with the

requisites of life ; the fact or state of being so pro
vided. Also, that which supports or maintains
a person with livelihood, means of subsistence ;

the amount provided for a
person

s livelihood.

1309 in Ettg. Gilds (1870) 4 He schaj jeue somwhat in

maintenance- of|e bretherhede. a 1400-50 Alexander 1179
Kaiher to thole t&amp;gt;e maintenance of the Messedoyns & of

^e (Deri Crtki^, pan Jaim of Persy to pay. 1540 Act 32
!

Hen. l////,c. 14 J he mujy., ii. -the maintenaunce of many
nuuter* mariners and sea men. 1581 MuixASTER Petitions
Axxvii. j , .-; 14 , Will

&amp;gt;e
haue the multitude waxe, where

the maintenance waines? 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Cent. l. iii. 63
What maintenance be from ni-&amp;gt; friend &amp;gt; receiuo. Like exhibi
tion th-yu shah haue from me. 1592 LABINGTON Notes
Getutit L Wks. (1622) 6 The pride of ome, who cannot abide
to haue any.. come neere them in any circumstance of life or
maint :n;i;.&amp;lt;,e. 1600 HAKLUVT VOy. (rgio) III. ^55 This

the ^reate^t maintenance which the Indian hath.
1612 W x^i/Ai.i. burg. Mate Wks. (1653 Kp. Salut. 2, 1 was

vr my mair.t- ,w the practice of the cure
of the I ia^Nc-. 1645 r fcATLY Dippers Dipt(\b&) 133 Some
lands, profit*, arM emolument^. . aisign:cf for the mainten-

y. &amp;lt; 1701 ClbBf.H Love Makct a Man
n- i. ;* I.i,vn^h to give him Hooks, and a moderate Main*

. 1709 SHI&amp;gt;T Adv. Relig.) They are not under a
.-iking learning their maintenance. 1733 LAW

\i) 114 The parish allowance to such
[ -.;&amp;lt;! ,

it very seldom a comfortable maintenance. 1818

/Jitfi tt (id. aj VI. 117 In case be should have any
hil iren by her, to provide f^r their maintenance-. 1840
UACALXAV Eu. t Clivt (1887) 560 The civil servants were

&amp;lt; Ic-arly * ntit! ; l tu ;i inainlenance out of lh-; revi-nu ,-. 1863
MAWV Mo.-, irr /. / renter s Greece II. xxi. 297 Tlie Greet

liicfly IIOUM:S uf maintenance fur poor
in 1 ;i .ui l u &amp;lt;/ni n.

)j. . x/iirafe maintenance \ support ^iven by a
liti-han l to a wife when the parties arc separated.
1722 I i. I ohCW. Jack (1840) 211 She demanded a sepa-

ratc mainti nan&amp;lt; . 1777 SHKKIIJAS Scli. Stand, i. i, &amp;gt;h&amp;lt;; IKI

!.&amp;lt; n ill-- * ,.u ,; of six match* s iVing broken off,, .nine
i&amp;gt;epa-

i.iti: maintenance*) and two &amp;lt;li

8. The act of supporting or upholding in speech
or argument ;

assertion of the truth or validity of

:ui opinion, plea, tenet),

533 M Ji K /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/ &amp;lt;//. .SW /*?/ \Vk&amp;gt;. i jo/-2 For herein see I

-li -r hyft for this ^o-d man, but fur the maintenance
of hU n

,
that in the t-onniion law felc.J. 1560

i. .\/t i iiti&amp;gt;tf s ( unnn. 23 h, I he- I Hike .. aunswerelh,
that it wa-i ii r\ r hi , iut- hi t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; &amp;lt;1- fi.nde Lirlhers doctrine by
his maintenaunce. 1562 ( /n/d-.Uarria^fs 195 Thif, th:\&amp;gt;-

naiily (l-:cl.iru (fur the maintenaunce of his

malt i) lL.it he had -miry witnesses. 1691 1 .H\ \LV.\A (C. Neiv
Invent.

v&amp;lt;)
What has been severally offered and asserted..

in Main! -11.111-
-

-&amp;lt;f their different CcNKMtlODI tunching the
I .vil ri-jw ii |uin:d into. 1875 H. K. KKVNOLMS in Ex
positor I.

;j&amp;lt;j8
He Lutild ii v r have a|i]H.-alcd, a.s he did, t &amp;lt;

the authority of J aul in niainlt.ri.un, 1

; uf bis own peculiar

opinioii ..

9. Cap ^&amp;gt;r f hat] of maintenance , a kind of hat
or cap formerly worn as a symbol of official dignity
or high rank, or carried before a sovereign or a

high dignitary in processions.
The sen^e uf maintenance here is obscure. Cf. the aptj.

equivalent mp t\frotate ^ dip vfdignity (see CAI si . 4 f.
(
. In

llie earliest example (c 1485) the hat ofmain tenant t- is worn
by the members of the Hulboin Quest. Afterwards the eap
o/ maintenance i.i nirnli-.iu-d by GODMnporviH U having
!&quot; n nm-n by llie 1 upe thrice lu Henry VII and once to

I

Henry VIII ; in 1551 it is referred to as one of the insignia
of a piini.. In ihi: 171)1 ( . anil Liter it appears chiefly M
borne, together with the sword, \x -\&amp;lt; \&amp;lt;: tin- l.md Mayor, and
before the Sovereign at his coronation. A kind uf cap, with
two

points
like hums L. hind, borne in the anus of certain

famili -s either as a charge or in the place of a wreath, is de-
.. i il&quot; d li\ heralds as a cap of maintenance ; &amp;lt; f. quut. 1700.

( 1485 tHfly Myst* (1882) V. 727 (.SA AV dirt-it.) Here en-

Irithe vj. luronrs in a hute gownyde with hoodcs a-b&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\vh-

her ncclkesl, batten of majntenaun- &amp;lt; tln-i-\ jont-. 1489
\Vr;r MIV { hunt. (1875) 1. a A capp of maintenance
btought froui Koine to the Kii);;e, 1551 KOIIINSON tr. Morc s

i /(/. n. (1895) 2J3~4 Nor the prini.c hyniseHe is not knowen
I tin- nth- i . Ly a cruwir &amp;lt;i diadnne or cappe of main-
t n MM in c. 1577-87 Hoi.iNsni i&amp;gt; Chi)n, III. lu.- i They
h.id two taps of m.iintt nani likewise borne before them :

i
1
- Ic i&amp;gt; i&amp;gt;f the earlc uf Arinidell hare the one, and the carle of
Min \\eshurir the other. 1614 K.TAILOM Hog hath lost Pearl
in. K jh. As if a females fauour could not beobteyn d

l&amp;gt;y any,
Km In tliai . . .ui . i he Cap of maintenance. x6aij. TAYLOR
(Water I

1

.) / cry Merry tt lierry-l &amp;lt;

-n i / .M . Wks. tiiiju) II.

ij/a A Sv\ mil, ,i Cap uf maintenance, a MaCt . . Are hoi in-

btren (In 1

Maiin, and AliU-iiiirn. 163* MASSlN(iKK City
Madam iv. i, I sec I.otil

Ma)&amp;lt;r
written on his forehead;

IL *
.!( i&amp;gt;( M.iint it.nu i- ,ni&amp;lt;l ( itic Sumd ! ! n up 111 state

IM fun- him. 1639 MAVM-: City Match i. iii, Think, man, how
it ni.iv In I line . . i .n ,&amp;lt; I hi i To lh swoid ami i

.i|&amp;gt;

ol ni.iin-

I. -n.tni i . 1656 in Ji-witl N. I Inpt: ( ,

&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;

t &amp;gt;i ,tft\i Plate (1895) I.

t&amp;gt;. Ixxviii, |( inniu. Ii i-.i.itiii-d t S.ilisl iuy that tin- S word-
lira rer shoillil In ,ii ,i .\\ i n 1 1 ,11 ul

I
\\ r.ii r a t .i])

ol M.L^ Hi dial u r

l&amp;gt; (,,! thr .M.ii&amp;gt;&amp;gt;i ut thr ,.ml Citir for the tyme beni. 1698
I I\IK Ace, I-:, India $ P. 3^8 A bi^h Red Vl\n (\ip,

I
&amp;gt;l.uli d a I I i

[

i hLr a Cap &amp;lt;&amp;lt;f M.iinlrnaiK.e. 1700 COM
11 ,iv II ,/. ,/ in. -\\iii, I liey [a pair of horns] may |

a
&amp;gt;!

&quot;I maintenance to you still. 1714 MASUKVILM-; /&quot;i/^,

A,, A 1171-51 I. 177 If my lord mayor II.K! nothing to defend
hiniM lt hut In:, nu-al two banded swoul, tin 1 hu- cap of
ma I nli liam e, atiil In-, gilded man 1

. 1736 1 &amp;gt;K.\kr: AA /VK //&quot;/

i \i
;

I &quot;lit- :a\.-id hi .u. i hat Ii a hat of inaiiilfiiaiice, \\ hich
In- \M at:, niily on Chi 1st mas day,, .and on the high days uf

i
!&amp;gt; in i uly. 1808 Si or i Marin. iv. vri, His cap of main ten-

am i
1 w.r. yiaivtl Wrlh (ht* pit mil he ion s pim lie. 1875 Si r Bits \

Ctt.\t. Hut. III. x.\. 414 ll bt-iamr the rule for a duke
tu be treated by lire ^iuliii on u! the Mvutd, tbe bc^towul

j

MAIN-TOPMAST.
of a goidea rod, and the impoaati jn ofa cap of maintenance
and circlet of gold. [Under Edw. Ill ; but the document
cited has&amp;gt;rr impctitioium cappx^
tb. jocularly with allusion to sense 7). Obs.

1597 u/ Pt. Return /r. Pamats. L L 389 Take us with

lhec_;_for_wee muste provide us a poore capp of mantenance.
* Maintenant, adv. Oos. Forms : 4 meign-

tenaunt.. 5 meyn-. mayntenaun^e, 6 mantey-
nent. maintenaunt. [a. OF. inaintenant in the
same sense in mod.F. = now , f. main hand +
tenant^ pr. pple. of tenir to hold.] At once, im
mediately.
13. - A . Alis. 5302 That on lep on a lyoun, And to ground

hym threw adoun, And hym astrangledmeigntenaunt. ?&amp;lt;z 1400
Arthur 383 flliey] broute Arthour Meyntenaunt Euen by-
fore be

g&amp;gt;
ant. a. 1470 TIFTOFT Czsar iv. (1530) 6 They dely-

vered maynienaunte one parte and the remnaunt wyth in

fewdayes. a. 1548 HALL Chron. ^ 1809)660 The Frenchmen . .

alighted as though they would gevea*&amp;lt;&ut maintenant. 159*
WfcsT ut Pt, Symbol. \ 44 C, tuerie estate is either executed
maintenant, or executorie by limitation of vse. 1598 Child-

Marriages 166, 2 packet es, . . uhich were maintenaunt..
deliuered to Mr. John Francis to be posted bens.

Maintenantly, adv. Obs. [-I-Y-.] =])rec.
15*8 .V/. Paper* Hen, Tilt, IV. 497 If thaye maye chare

theim ons out of Scotland, thoughe thaye . . manteynentlie
rttourne again after he be departed, yet [etc.]. 1577-87
HoLiN*ntD Ckron. III. 822/1 Alon&ieur de la Palice, and
monsieur de Irnbrecourt . . were put to their ransome&amp;gt;, and
licenced maintenantlie to depart vpon their word.

^ Used with etymological allusion.

1552 HVLOET, Sell a thing before wytnesse, or by delyuer-
&amp;gt;
twepOHaBOB mayntenantly to the buyer . .

, ntantipio dare.

Maintenou (nun&noft). The name of the

Marquise de Mainlenon, secretly married to

I-ouis XIV in 1685; used attrib. in names of

things arbitrarily called after her, as Maintcnon

lonnctj chop, cutlet; Maintenou cross [
- F. maiti-

tt iwn~\, a cross with a diamond at the extremity
of each limb, worn as an ornament.
[1710 SWII-T Jrnl. /&amp;lt;? ^ /*;//rt 8 Oct.,We had a neck of mutton

dressed a la Maintcnon, that the dog could not eat.]

1805 $
/&amp;gt;orting Mag. XXV. 226 Veal cutlets, haricoed

mutton, maintenon chops. 1836 MARKVAT Three Cutters v,
And what cist, sir? Maintenon cutlets, my lord. 1836-7
UIL.KKNS SA. Boz t Talcs vlii, Mr. Alexander Trott sat down
to a fried sole, maintenon cutlet, Madeira, and sundries.

1884 tf^t st. Daily Press 13 June 7/6 The popular form of
bonnet is that called Maintenon .

MaintenOUS m t i-nteii3s;,(7. Law. rare, [irreg.

f. MAINTENANCE, + -OUH.] Relating to, or of the

nature of, maintenance.

1898 Kmyd. Lau-s Eng. (ed. Renton) VIII. 75 A main-
tcnous agreement is-illegal and therefore void.

1 Maillteiiue. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [a. F. wainUntte,

f. mtiintemr to MAINTAIN.] = MAINTENANCE 6.

1390 GOWKR Conf. III. 380 To sc-che and loke how that it

is Touchende of the chevalerie, ..That of here large retenue
The lond is ful of maintenue, Which causith that the comune
ri^ht In fewe contrces slant upright.

Main-top mt7i

n,t|?p). Abut. [SeeMMNo. io.]
The TOP ufa mainmast; a jilatform just above
the head of the lower mainmast. Often used loosely
lor nuiin-topgallant-inasthcad.
1485 Aa;w/ Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 48 Mayne toppc-.. 1582

N. I, n.i 11. i iKLD tr. Castati/tcda s Coin}, K. Ind. I. xxviii. 70 b,

The king with his owne hand did deliver it unto the Cap-
laine (ienc-iall, for to hestowe it in liis maine tpppe. 1627
CAI-T. SMITH Seaman s dram. xiii. 62 The Admiral! of each

squadron . .doth tarry in their mainc tops, flags of sundry
colours. 17*5 I)K FOK I oy. round H\&amp;gt;rld (1840) 308 The
man at the main-top, who was ordered to look out. 1835
M \i:i.v.\i Jiic. I- aititf. xvii, When I was captain of tlie main-

tup in the La Minerve. 1887 Standard 21 Sept. 5/7 The war
\essc-ls. .each flying the British ensign at the maintop.

b. altrib. (sometimes
*

belonging to the main-

topsail ;. as main-top bowline
t -man, shroud.

i6a6 C AI i. SMITH Aciid. l //f. Seamen 14 Tlie maine top
shromles. c 1860 H. STUAKT Sfat/tan s Catech. 79 The
dutit--, of fore or main-topmen in their respective tup.s are

much the same. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s It ord-l-k., M&amp;gt;iin-tsf&amp;gt;

, ( , the bowline of the main-lop&amp;gt;ail. 1882 Standard
i Dec. 3/6 There were no maintopmen on deck.

Main-topgallaiit (m/iT,tf&amp;gt;pe-lint).
Xant.

[See MAIN a. io and Tni-uALl.ANT.] Used attrib.

in main-topgallaiit-mast, tlie ma^t nhuvc the

main-topmast ; similarly in main-topgallant-niast-

head) -sail (-yant} y -yard, etc.

1616 C.\ri. SMI iii An ft/. J wj, . .SV((///i 1 1 The maine top

gallant saylu ycanl- 1693 ()LI\LK in Phil. Trans. XVII.

912 Our Alain Top-Gallant Ma^t was
&amp;gt;plU

in picce.v 1748
Ansoit s l\ v. n. x. 2^9 One of ttiL t apt.uris .. carries the

royal standard of Spain at ilic main-top -allant mast head.

1760 C. JOHNS ION ( /trysttl (iS- -j) II- -&amp;gt; _^; To hand tlu- inain-

top-^allant sail ill a storm at midnight. 1790 HI-AISON

A -i. . .\ Mil. Mem. 11.411 The man on the inain-l^p gallant-

yard of tlie Kochc^lci. 1876 Km-yct. Brit. XXI. 153/1 On
thr ni.iin-iiiast we haxv tlie main-course or main-sail, main-

top-vail, inaiii-top-^allant-sail, and tlie niain-ruyal.

Main-topmast (m^nitypmart, -nwrt). A nnt.

Also 5 mane-. [Sec MAIN a. 10 and TOPMAST.]
The mast next above the lower mainmast.

1495 .Y .r.r/ Ace. Hen. I ll (1896) 269 The mane loppe
nia^ie. i6a6 C.MT. SMI i n Ac^id, Yng. Seamen i-. 1634
HKI KI n&amp;gt;x / /,(. (Clieihain Soc.) 169 Upon the mainmast
..tht-rc isalM) plated, .tlie main tup ma-.t. i76a FALCONER

&amp;gt;. ill. 584 \\liilc-, in the general \\ieck, the faithful

slay l)ia&amp;gt;;.s
the main-topmast from its post away. 1813 M.

SCOTI /.v;, Cringle xvi, (1859)4=4 Her maiiiUpma^i was

^one tlyac by ihc uap.



MAIN-TOPSAIL.

b. attrib. : main-lof-inast-heaJ, -staysail.

1672 LcnJ. Gaz. No. 683/3, 3 English Seamen ran up to

his Maln-top-mast-head, and took down his Pendant. 1779
h . HIKVKY .\ ar. Hist. II. 157 fie is said to have passed
tluou^h the Channel, with a broom at his main-top-mast
head. 1866 Daily Tel. 6 Feb. 3/3 At eight o clock the

maintopina-st-staysail was carried away.

Main-topsail (m^nitfps/il, -s l). A aut.

[See MAIN a. 10.] The sail above the mainsail.

1618 yfU sn/SanlfifA (1844! 16 If the Maister. .bid heaue

out the maine Top-saile. tjfaAruat s ] oy. IT. v. 170 The
\\ eather proved squally, and we split our maintop-sail. 1884
PAK Eustace 137 Her main topsail is shivering.

b. atirib., as main-topsail bowline, brace, hal

yard, rigging, sheet, lye. yjnl.
1616 CAPT. SMITH AtciJ. 1 n.f. A fanit* 12 The maine top

-. 26 Apr. 26., .
. - -.

tion suffered severely, . .having, .both maintopsail-yards. .

badly shot. 1854 MRS. GASKEU. Kvrtli
f,-

i . xiv, Some
sailors being aloft in the maintopsail rigging.

Main-ward, mamward. [MAIN a.]

(
1. Tlie main body of an army. Obs.

!g63-87 FOXF. A.\ M. (1596) 46/2 As well my vaward, main-

ward, as rereward. 1581 SIVWARD Mart. Discifl. II. 122

The which. .are to be diuided into three battailes : the

Voward, the Maineward, and the Rereward battaile. 1591

darrarrfs Art Warre 184 When the fronts were wearied

the Mainward and Rereward succeeded.

2. The principal ward of a lock, fastened to the

main- plate.

1677 Moxos Mcch. K.verc. No. 2. 23 The true Place of

the Main-ward. 1688 K. HOI.MK Armoury ill. 301/2 The
M./me ward [of a key] is that on the lower side the Kit.

1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mcc/:. 1330/1, U is a ward-lock key . . The
various parts are, a, the main-ward, or bridge-ward.

Mainy, variant of MKINIE, company.

Main-yard lnu
T
-n.iyiUd). A aut. [See MAIN a.

10.] The yard on which the mainsail is extended.

1485 A rtrvz/ Ace. Hen. I ll 11896) 37 Bras.se pendaunts
for the mayne yerdes. c 1578 G.ASCOIGNE Mask Posies (1575)
Flffwers 48 His eares cut from his head, they set him in

a chayre, And from a maine yard hoisted him aloft into the

ayre. 1^27 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Grain, iii. 16 Suppose

crashing mainyards roll d. 1840 R. H. UANA Kef. Mast
xvii. 46 \Ve got a whip on the main-yard.

b. attrib., as main-yard-arm, -rope ; main-yard
man Want, slang (see quot.).
1497 Xa-. al Ace. Jf,-u. I ll (1896) 307, ij mayne yerde

Ropes. 1761 FALCONRR Shipwr. in. 665 Some, from the

mam-yard-arm impetuous thrown. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

I! \&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;!!&amp;gt;&., Main-yard Men, those in the doctor s list.

Maioid (m,&quot;i-oid), a. and sf&amp;gt;. Zool. [f. MAIA +

-oin.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the genus
Main or family Maiidex or superfamily Maioidca
of crabs. B. sb. A maioid crab.

1851 DANA in Aitu-r. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. XI. 425 On the
Classification of the Maioid Crustacea or Oxyrhyncha.
1852 Crust. 1.48 Small antennary space, as in the Maioids.

Hence Maiordean a. and sh. =
prec.

iSga DANA Cntst. i. 51 The Maioidean series passes down
from the Parthenopinea.

Maior, obs. form of MAJOR and MAYOR.
Maioral, -alitie, obs. ff. MAYORAL, -ALTY.

Maioram, -ane, -on, obs. forms of MARJORAM.
Maiour, obs, form of MAJOR and MAYOR.
Mair, northern form of MOKE, and (XIGHT)MARE.
Mair, Mair- : see MAYOR, MAYOR-.
t Mairatour, adv. Sc. Obs. Forms : see

ATOUR. [f. mair MORE t ATOI-R.] Moreover.
1513 DOUGLAS sExfis in. vi. 148 And mairatour, gifouthir

wil, or fame, Or traist may be [etc.]. 155* LYNDKSAY
Moiiarche 6155 And, mairattour, thay sail feill sic ane smell

Sonnoantynx far the fleure of earthly flowris. 1596 DAL-
KVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. tv. 225 He mairattouer
honouret christe in his Preistes. 1819 \V. TENNANT Papistry
Storafd (1827) 77 And mairattour, .. He did dislike baith

Pape and Deil.

Mairch, obs. Sc. form of MARCH sb. and v.

II Maire (ma-ir\ Also mairi. [Maori.] A
name for several New Zealand trees with heavy
close-grained wood : a. Santalnin ainiiim hami;
v^ r\i.~ _f :-._ . ^

uie rouocarpus species, growing trom forty to sixty feet

high. 1883 J. HECTOR Ha.iMk. N. Zealand 132, 133
i -Morris) Maire -a small tree ten to fifteen feet high ; . . wood
hard, close-grained, heavy.. Black maire, N.O. Jasminex\
:iUo Maire-rau-nui, Olta Citnniiigltamii.

Maire, obs. form of MAYOR, MORE.
Mairmaid, Mairman: see MKKM.UD, -MAN.
Mairouer, -ir, obs. Sc. forms of MOREOVER.
Mairt : see MART.
Mais, Maischloch, obs. ff. MESS, MASHLOCH.
Maise, variant of MEASE sl&amp;gt;.

-
&amp;gt;

Maise, Maisels, obs. ff. MAIZE, MEASLES.
t Maison. Sc. 06s. Also 6 maisoun. [a. F.

uiaison.&quot;]
A house.

1570 Satir. Potms Reform, x. 412 With all foull vice thou
lies defylde yair Maisoun. 31615 SIR J. SEMPLE Piikiooth
far Pope in Harp Renfrrw. Ser. n. (1873) 19, I can but..
seek uiy meat through many an unknown Maison.

55

Maison, obs. form of MASON.
Maison-dieu : see MEASONDUE fftst., hospital.

li Maisonnette (m^ z^ne t). Usually mis

spelt maisonette. [ir., diminutive of tnaison

house.] A small house.
1818 LADY MORGAN Antobiog, (1859) 27 The Chnrlevilles

have exchanged their maisonette in Berkeley Square for

Queensberry House. 1880 OUIDA Moths I. 234 They all lived

in a little maisonette in the park.

Maiss, variant of MEASE v. Sc.
t
to soothe.

Maist, northern form of MOST.
Maister : see MASTER.

f Maisterel^l. Ofo. rare
~~ l

. [f. waisfcr,

MASTER + -EL-.] An imp or familiar.

1652 CiAL LF Miiasfn t

t/t.2$ Who is a consulter with fami

liar spirits? What? he that hath, .confariation with a petty
Maisterell? Ibid. 179 How many magicians, .. h.ive had
their ..maisterels, and ministrels, their imps, and familiars.

Maisteresse: see MAISTRICE Ot&amp;gt;s., MISTKK&amp;gt;S.

Maistery, inaistir: see MASTERY, MASTKH.

Maistre, obs. form of MASTER, MASTKHV.

Maistres^se, obs. form of MISTRESS.

Maistri, obs. form of MASTERY.

t Maistrice. Ch icily St\ Obs. Forms : 4-5
mastrice, -is, mais-, maystries, -yes, -yse, ^ -fi

mast res, 4-6 maistres, 5-6 maistrice, 7 mais
teresse. [a. OF. maisfrise

s
mod.F. wa/V/vVt }, f.

tiiintre MASTER. In i6-i;ih c. confused with the

pi. of MASTERY, q. v.]
= MASTERY in various

senses
; superiority, superior force or skill

;
a ileetl

of might or skill, a feat. To make maistrii? : to

display oiu- s power ur nkill.

a 1300 Cursor J/. 1461 1 (Juar es nil .
.\&amp;gt;is prophet e . . Nu sal

he sceu vs his maistris. 13-. A . .-I Sis, 5591 Hy maistres, he
\\tin-es he conquerde. 1375 HAKHOUR tintce \\ . 524 And
it, that ouris suld he of richt, Throu thair mastrice thai

occupy. /Hd,\i. 566 The hund did than sa grct ina^tris.

That he [etc.], a 1400 Pisiitt^vfSnsasi 227 He \\as.. Mmv
mijti mon Jjen we his Mai.stris to Make, c 1400 Sffwdette

Kab. 3117 Lenger durste thny no maystryes make, Thai
were so sore agaste. ,1400 Row. Rose 4172 And eek
amidde this purpryse \\ as maad a tour of gr*.t maistrysf.
a 1400-50 Alexander -^^ pe ienke..C.ase him doune..
Kurthe to make his mai&amp;gt;tryse and mose in his arte. c 1460
I &iuneley Myst. xxv. 232 Tell me in this tydewhat mastres
thou makys here. ^MT HKNRY Wallace x. 696 (Juhat
Sotheroun thai ourtak Contrar the Scottis com neuir mais-
trice to mak. 1526 TINDAI.K i Cor. ix. 25 Every man that

proveth mastres abstaineth from all thynges. c 1560 A.
oCQTtfffftns (S. T. S.) vi. S So luve garris sober wemen small

Get maistrice our grit men of gud. 1680 AI-BRKV in Lett.

Emin. Persons (1813) III. 566 Notwithstanding his great
witt and maisteresse in rhetoriijue etc. he will oftentimes be

guilty of mispelling in English.

fMai Strie, r-. Oh. [ad. OF. inaistrier&amp;gt; f.

maistre MASTER
s/&amp;gt;.]

trans. = MASTER z (
.

c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ, 1845 Naght is his goost
maistried With daunger. Ibid. 4603 Of so seekly a con-

dicioun, That it may by no cure be maistryed. 1481 CAX-
TON Myrr. i. v. 26 They [sr. unlearned clerks] be called

mnistres wrongfully, for vanyte mai&amp;gt;tryeth them. (&quot;1532

l)u WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 950 Afiustriert to mastry.

Maistrie, obs. form of MASTERY.
Maistry (mJi stri). Indian. Also maistri,

mistry. [Hindi mistrT, corruption of Pg. mestre

master.] A master-workman, a foreman ; applied
also to a skilled workman, e. g. a cook, a tailor.

1798 WELLINGTON in Owen -1/r-/. W ellesley s Dfsp. (1877)
: 765 These are to be had in any number by making advances

to the bullock owners or maistries. 1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry
Leaves 135 The head maistri, or builder, had discovered . .

;

that some of the workmen had deserted. 1880 C. R. MARK-
I HAM /Vrwr. j5ar 36aThe usual method ofobtaining labourers

is to employ a native maistry^ who engages to enlist a fixed

number of coolies.

Maistry\e,Maistur, obs.ff. MASTERY,MASTER.
Mait, Sc. form of MATE $b., a., and v.

Maiter, Maith, obs. ff. MATTER, MAIZE.

Maith, Sc. variant of MATHE, maggot.
Maithen, Maithes : see MAYTHEN, MAYTHE.

Maitles, obs. variant of MIGHTLESS.

I! Maitre d hote! (mgtr* d(7tgl). Also 6 maistre
d hostell. [Fr. phrase = house-master .]

A head

domestic, a major-domo, a steward or butler.

1540 in Ellis Ortff. Lett. Ser. in. III. 252 Tannagel, the

:
maistre d hostell with vij persons. 1695 EARL OF PERTH

i Lett. tCamden) 64 A marquise who Is his maitre d hotelle

[Meant for a fern. !]. 1704 ADDISOX Italy (1705! 488 His
chief Lay-Officer is the Grand Maitre tfHMel or High
Steward of the Houshold. 1769 Ann. Reg. 104 His royal

highness gave to the maitre de hotel who was charged with
it [a present] a gold snuff-box. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis
Ixxv \init.), Frederic Lightfoot, formerly maitre eThMct in

! the service of Sir Francis Clavering.

tMaitrise, f . Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. F. maftriser,

I f. rnaitrise : see MAISTRICE.] trans. To make one

self master of, to conquer.
1636 BRATHWAIT ROM, Emfi. 125 Hee recovered France

newly over-run and maiti ised by the Barbarians.

Maize (mrfiz). Forms: 6 maith, mayis, 6-8

mais, maiz, -,~ ruaes, maix, maijs, maze, mass,
S maez), 7-8 mayz(e, 7-8 mays, ^9 mais^e), 7-
maize. Also 6 in mod.L. form maizium. [a.

Sp. maiz (formerly aUo mahiz
} mahis, mayz}, a

word of the Cuban dialect, the pronunciation of

which is rendered by Oviedo inSp. orthography as

MAIZENA.

waist or majisi; prob. identical with the Arawak
(Guiana) tnarisf, and the Carib ( mdricki

t
bled

d Inde
1

(Breton, Diet. Cwa/fc, 1665). Cf. Y. mat s
t

in i6th c. niahiz (1555 in Hatz.-TJarm.).]
1. An American graminaceous plant (/ea

or the grain produced by it; = INDIAN Conx.
a. The plant.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nuholay s Voy. i. xviii. 21 In
steed of corn they sow Maith [Fr. Us semcnt du Maith},
\\hichisakindofgrosse Mill. 1613 PLRCHAS Pilgrimage
vi. i. 561 The fields of Mais the great stalkes whereof
were trodden downe. 1613 K. HARCOIKT fW. to Guian.i
28 There is a kind uf great wheat, called Maix, of -..m.e

it is called Guinea wheat. 1672 JOSSELVN AITC }-.n^.

J\ art fies 17 They [Racoons] feed upon Ma^^, anil dj
mtVst our Indian Corn very much. 1674 I ov, f\e~v fang.

7 -, Ma/e, otherwise callfd Turkie-wheat, or r.ither Indian-

wheat, because it came first from thence. 1742 L\&amp;gt;i I.IN-;

/.V/. iii. 6 Ti- -uect. .to. .^ccnt the Lrcailiink; iiuii/t ui set

ting day. 1861 1 vi-oit Atiahuac ix. 228 The Mt.xii.aii- uoie

cultivating mai^c and tobacco uhen the Spaniard^, invaded
the country.

b. The grain.
1555 ?-nr\ /),\-tit?is 3 This kynde of grayne they call

niai/iiun. c 1565 SI-AKKF -S ;&amp;gt; J. Hawkins -2nd I sy. in //,K -

Inyt (1589) 540 Mayis maketh good sauury bread. 1594 K.

ASHLKY ir. /.I j i U Roy 15 h, Throughout the wt-&amp;gt;tern Inlands

they make bread of a kind of wheat called Main/. 1596
KAI.KI&amp;lt;,H / /y,, : . Gritina \ It halh also for bie;ul -nliu:i.-iit

Mais, Cassaui. 1600 HAKI.I vr /
\-&amp;gt;y. i,iSu 111. &amp;lt;&amp;lt;*? A c rite

t.dlcd Maiy.in bignessc of a pta^e, the eaie whereof i&amp;lt; much
likeioate.iM.-ll. i66 BACON J/frf. /f^w.Wks. 18 7 11 1. ,

lake of Indian mai/ half a pound. 1732 AKHL IHNUI KH. I*

f/ l)i,-t i. 250 Mays is nut so ea-ily brought to Fermentation.

1832 / eg. Sal s/, l- twti ioi Maize is said to contain UD ^luti:ii.

and little, .saccharine matter. 1855 Lo\(,r. Hiait. . xvn. 15^
] hey. . Beat to deatli po-ir Pau-Puk-Keewis, Puunded him
as maize is pounded. 1894 1 \-ntury Mug. Apr. 49 The first

generations of English-Americans subsisted mainly on maize.

2. &quot;Water maize [Sp. mah de/agna] t
\he I iitoria

7&amp;lt;i,
v (7, so called because of its farinaceous seeds

(Treas. Bot. 1866) ;
Mountain maize, the genus

Ombrophytnm (Miller riant-ti. 1884).
3. Adopted as the name of one uf the coal-tar

colours, a pale yellow resembling that t&amp;gt;f maize.

1890 THOKPK Diet.
.-////.

&amp;lt;&quot;/;,/. I. 26;, The s.tdium salt cf

a/o.\ystilbene-disu I phonic .n-Ul. .know n in commerce a&amp;gt; sun

yellow or mai/e .

4. atirib. ami Cowh.
t
as tHai:e-/&amp;gt;t t t; fa-tad. -&amp;lt;. ot\

-colour^ -cittttr t ~car, -field, -Jiour, -ganfctt, -grain,

-X rils, -hardest, -meal, -oi/
t -plant, -stalk, -stank,

-straw, -trough , -whiskey; wane-coloured, -Jed

adjs. ; maize-huskingi maize-poisoning vbl. sbs.;

maize-bird, an American blackbird of the sub

family Agehrin&i esp. Agd& itsfkawiceitst
so called

from its fondness for maize; maize-cream, a de

coction or gruel of maize or maize-meal ; maiee-

eater, a South American maize-bird
; maize-smut,

a destructive fungus (t sti/agj A/aydis ; attacking
the maize-plant; maize-thief =?nai:t-bird; maize-

yellow, a yellow like that of maize.

1887 MOLOSEY Forestry II . Afr. 450 In South America a

kind of beer called Chica or *Maize beer is made from the

grain. 1837 SWAIN SON .Y&amp;lt;i/. Hist. Birds II. ioo l he AcetainfC]
or *maize-birds. 1855 KINGSLFY M estw. Ho! .\.\v, I!a&amp;gt;kcts

. .freighted with. .*maize-bread. 1890 O. CRAW KURD Round
Cut. Portugal 197 Now the broad fields of mai/e are cut

and the maize-cobs garnered. 1862 O NEILL Diet. Calico

Printing, etc,
*Maize colour, a low toned yellow orange.

1861 Englishtvotn. Dow. bl&g. III. 263/1 One skein of gold
or *maize-coloured Russia braid. 1626 BACON Syl -a $ 49
Indian Maiz.. must be throughly boyled, and made into a

*Maiz-Creame, like a Barley Creame. 1855 LONGF. Hia \&amp;gt;.

xiii. 41 \Vagemin, the thief of cornfields ! Paimosaid, who
steals the *maize-ear ! 1894 Times i weekly ed.) 2 Feb. 89 3

The wheat-fed pork of the North West may yet compete
with the &quot;&quot;maize-fed pork of Chicago. 1771 J. R. FORSTER tr.

Kalnfs Tra-c. N. Amer. II. 77 They Ibirds] assemble by
thousands in the *maize-fields, and live at discretion. 1855
LOSGF. //mix , xiii. 21 All around the happy village Stood
the maize-fields. 1843 PRKSCOTT .)A .r/a&amp;gt; ^1850 1. 131 Pastry,
for which their *maize-flour and sugar supplied ample mate
rials. 1899 WERNER Capt. of Locusts 263 They .. carried

her to the grove beyond the *
maize-gardens. 1880 C. R.

MAKKHAM Pfrur. Bark 479 The
g_rains (of Cuzco maize] are

four or five times the size of ordinary *maize grains. 1901

Oxford Times 9 Mar. 7/1 [The advertisers] have never

used any. . maize-grits, or any other substitute for either

malt or hops. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM A . S. Walts (ed. 3) II.

22, 1 chanced to stop for the night at the house of a gentle
man during the *maize-harvesU Ibid. 293 Their diet..

[should] consist principally of *maize meal. 1871 KINGSI.F.V

At Last xvi, The Red Indians looked on Mondamin, the

*maize-plant, as a gift of a god. 1837 A llbutfs Syst. Med. 1 1.

801 The special characters of *maize poisoning may be due
to some peculiarity in the chemical structure of this grain
itself. 1896 P. A. BRI-CE Earn. Hist. Virginia I. 167

Except the juice sucked from the crushed fibre of the

*maizestalk, they had no knowledge of any spirits. 1887
MoLON EY Forestry if. Afr. 450 The finer qualities of
* Maize starch are largely used as a substitute for arrowroot.

1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 299 A hole in the *maize-

straw thatched roofs served as chimney. 177* J. R. FORSTER
tr. Kaim s Trav. .V. Amer. I. 372 The laws of Pensylvania
. .have settled a premium of three-pence a dozen for dead
*maize thieves. 1853 F. O. MORRIS Hist. Brit. Birds III.

9 Red-winged maize-bird.. .Maize-thief. 1851 MAYNE REID

Scalp Hunt. xiii. 98 Your horse is standing at the &quot;maize-

trough. 1893 LELASD Met, I. 13
*Maize-whiskey could be

bought then for fifteen cents a gallon.

Maizena .m^zfna . [Arbitrarily f. MAIZE.]
Maize-starch prepared for use as food. Also a// -if .

i86a in Ref. Juries Exhib. 1862 (1863) in. A. 13. i86a



MAIZER.
MRS. HAWTHORNE in A&quot;. Hawthorne $ Wife (1885) II. 326,
I carried to Mrs. Alcott early this morning some maizena
hlanc-mange. a 1875 F. GATES Matabcle Land (1889) 24
Made into a pudding with maizena.

Mai zer. [f. MAIZE + -ER *.] A maize-bird.

1837 SWAINSON A uf. Hist. Birds II. 275 Subfam. Aglainy
[i.e. Agt 1aeiny\ Maizers.

II Maja (ma xa). [Sp., fem - of M.vjo 1
.] A

Spanish woman who dresses gaily. Also attrib.

1831 [see MAJO J. 1840 LONGF. Sp. Stud. n. i, Now bring
me, dear Dolores, my basquiita, My richest maja dress.

Majerom, ohs. form of MARJORAM.
Majesta-rian, a. nonce-ivd. [f. MAJESTY +

-ariati. ] User! humorously for: (Her) Majesty s.

i857Ci.orcH Poems, etc. (1869) I. 115 He is to have a deer

stalking party to-morrow, Lord Adolphus Fit/clarence, and
other majestarian officers.

t Mai estate. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. majes-

tJtcrn MAJESTY.] Majesty.
1533 G.UT Richt I ay (1888) 32 Thir iii persons ar equal

in power maicstate and in ewer lestyng.

Majestatic (maedjjestae tik), a. Now rare.

fad. med.L. majestatic-us, f. viajcstat- MAJESTY.]
Pertaining to the majesty of God. Cf. MAJESTICAL 2.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. !\x\v. 9 The glorious majestatick
presence or inhabitation of Hod. 1695 Hi*. PATRICK Comm.
( !&amp;gt;!. iii. 8 They heard the Voice of the Lord.. .The Sound of
the .Majestatick Presence, or the Glory of the Lord, a 1711
KEN Hymns f-.vang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 14 To gain a tran
sient beatifick si^ht, Of Jesus rob d in Majestatick Light.
1756 AMORY Ihtncle (1770) II. 51 We must distinguish.,
between the essential and the majestatic presence of God.
So

i Majesta tical a.
t
in the same sense.

a 1694 J. SCOTT ll- fa. (1718) II. 493 He placed a great
Part of the Glory of his Majestatical Presence in the Taber
nacle.

t Majestative, &amp;lt;* 0&s.- [ad. lateL. majes-
A/7/r 1

-/^, f. majestiit- MAJESTY : see -IVE.] Majestic.
1656 in Ui.orNi iiloss^r.
Hence fMajestativeness. Obsr^
1727 in BAILEY vol. 1 1.

Majesterialty, Majesterycall: see MAGIST-.

Majestic mad^e-slikX a. [f. MAJESTY + -ic.]

Possessing or characterized by majesty; of impos
ing dignity or grandeur, a. Of persons, their at

tributes, etc.

1610 (i. Fr.F.TCHER Christ s I ict. i. xvi, Bowing her self
with a majestique air. a 1651 KROME Qiteftie s Kxch. i. i.

Wks. 1873 III. 458 Your no less prudent than Majestick
Fattier With power & policy enrich t this Land, a 1700
DRYDEN Floiver $ Leaf 176 Hut in the nmKt was seen A
lady of a more majestic mien. 1725 DE FOE l

e&amp;lt;y.
round

Jl c ld ( j 840) 132 He was grave and majestic, and carried it

-omethiiig like a king. 1807 CKABBE Par. A e-g. in. 812 His
stride majestic and his frown severe. 1856 FROUDB Hist.

Kitg. (1858) L ii. 173 Amidst the easy freedom of his address,
his manner remained majestic. 1866 LlDDON Kawp. I.cct.

v. (1875) 225 St. John i s spiritually as simple as he is intel

lectually majestic. 1871 R. ELI. is tr. Catullus Kxxvi. i

Lovt-ly to many a man U Qinutia ; shapely, majestic, Stately,
to me.
Comb. 1870 L EsTRANC.E Miss Mitford I. vi. 168 A fine

majestic-looking old woman of sixty.

b. Of things material and immaterial.
1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. i. ii. 130 It doth amaze me, A man of

such a feeble temper should So get the start of the Males-
ticke world, ifiio Temp. iv. i, 118 This is a most majes-
licke vision. 1664 EVELYN Syh&amp;gt;a iv. (1679) 33 No Tree what
soever, becoming long Walks and Avenues, comparably to
this Majestick plant [the Elm], a 1704 T. BROWS Prot.
\st Sat, Persius Wks, ed. 1730 I. 51 Virgil s great majestick
lines. 174* YOUNG A~t. Th. in, 1^3 This Heav n-assum d
majestic Kobe of Earth, He deign d to wear. 1794 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho L The view was bounded by the

majestic Pyrenees. 1833-6}. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873)
I. iv. i. 360 There they [Ambrosian chants] are in use still, i

in all the majestic austerity which gave them their original

power. 1879 GKO. ELIOT Theo. Suc/t ii. 32 Clad in the ma
jestic folds of the hiwatiflti.

Hence t Maje sticness, majesty.
a 1643 CARTWRIGHT To C tess Car/isle -24 Such a. .Lovely,

self-arm d, naked Majestickness. 1685 H. MORE I/lnstr., etc,

263 Which is a marvellous manner of Transition . . sutable
to the usual Majestickness of this Book of the Apocalypse.

Majestical -mad^e stikal), a. Now chiefly

poet. [Formed as prec. : see -ICAL.]
1. = MAJESTIC, a. Of persons, their attributes, ,

etc. (occas. ironical).
1589 HORSEY Trap. (Hakl. Soc.) App. 295 Kynore ft read

Kyuore- cover] my good lord, with thy princely wisdome
and majestyecall clemency this unwillinge faulte comytted.
1593 NASHR Christ s T. Ded. 2 All those maiesticall wit

forestalling worthies of your se.ve. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \\.

99 His person and carriage was most comely, and i^f I may
use the word) Maiesticall. 1651-62 HKYLIN Cosmogr. i.

(1682) 207 Their gate is. .very stately and majestical.

*

1663
(. o\\ I.F.Y Ess.) Greatness (1688) 121 If I were ever to fall in
love again . . it would be, I think, with Prettiness, rather
than with Majestical Beauty. 1781 JUSTAMOND Priv. Life
Lewis Xr

t II. 214 His entrance .. was splendid and ma
jestical. 1821 BYRON SarJan. n. i. 532 His marble face

majestical Frowns. 1866 J. H. NKWM\N tn-rotttins iv. 30 |

And therefore is it, in respect of man, Those fallen ones
show so majestical. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. I. iv, 101
A grave and majestical countenance.

b. Of things material and immaterial.

1579 Lvi-v Euphites lArb.) 161 What can we beholde more
noble then the world. .? what more maiesticall to the sight,
or more constant in substance? a i586SiDNEY^/o/. Poetrie
(Arb.) 65 Theyr Playes .. thrust in Clownes by head and
shoulders, to play a part in maiesticall matters. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. i. i. II. iv. (1651^ 17 Suppose you were now
brought into some. .Majestical Palace. 1651 N. BACON
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Disc. Gavl. n. xi. (1739) 58 War is ever terrible, but if just
and well governed, majestical. 1695 DRVDEN Ess., Orig.
Satire (ed. Ker) II. 107 The first six lines of the stan /.i

seem majestical and severe. 1851 LoNnr. Cold. Leg. v. Inn
at (, t-nfla 4 It is the sea, ..Silent, majestical and slow. 1867
M. ARNOLD Celtic Lit. 61 An older architecture, greater,
cunninger, more majestical.

1 2. = MAJESTATIC. Obs.
1581 E. CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) R ij, S. Augustine

excludeth not by maiestical presence al bodily presence.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Iv. 6 If his Maiesticall body
haue now any such new property. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard
Texts, O. T. 201 It pleased the Lord to represent unto me
a cleare

_signe of the majestical! presence of the Sonne of
God, sitting on high, upon a glorious throne, a 1638 MEDK
Wks. (1672) 639 The proper place where the Majestical
Glory is revealed, is the Heavens. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V. 526 The presence of God with his people is

very majestical. a 1680 CHARXOCK Attrib. Cod (1682) 257
[Heaven) Tis the Court of his Majestical presence.
Hence t Maj e sticalness, majesty.
1613 Dtcl. Arriv. C. Haga at Constantinople 14 The

Maiesticalnesse of Our Royall and Princely State. 165*
KIRKMAN Clfrio tr Loziti 78 This splendid greatness of a
maid surpassed the magesticalness of the purest French
I.illies of King Henry the third. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II.

Majestically mudje-stikali), adv. [f. MA
JESTIC, -ICAL : see -ICALLY.] In a majestic manner ;

with majesty, imposing dignity or grandeur.
1596 SIIAKS. i Hen. II7

,
n. iv. 479 If thou do st it halfe so

grauely, so majestically [etc.). 1670 CLARENDON Contempt.
/ J. Tracts (1727) 568 If princes would., majestically sup
press haughty and impetuous transgressors. 1697 DRYDRN
&neid l.v. 35 Silent they move; majestically slow, Like
ebbing Nile, or Ganges in his flow. 1715 Poi E Odyss. VI.

158 He bends his way Majestically fierce, to seize his prey.
1853 J. H. XKWVAN Hist. -VX. (1873! II. i. iii. 126 The great
stream of the Po . . flows majestically through its length.
1896 /.&amp;lt;Z7&amp;lt;&amp;gt; Times C. 489/2 Inglis . . stalked majestically out
ofLourt, looking neither to the right hand nor to the left.

t Maje-stify, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. MAJESTY +

-KV.] Irons. To make majestic.
1616 LANF. Cant. Sgr s T. xn. (1887) 24 Vppon his helme

a plume of white and redd maiestifyed his pace.

Maje-stuous, a. ram. Also ?majestious. [n.
F. majesttieux, f. majestc MAJESTY, after vohip-
itieiix VoLi FTUors.] Majestic.
1685 Crucian s Courtiers Orac. 65 The other [employ,

ments] are more majestuous, and as such, attract more
veneration. 1864 CARLVLE Fredk. Ct. IV. 252 That voice
sombre and majestious .

Majesty (mse dgAsti). Forms : 4-5 magestee,
4-6 mai-.maj-, mageste, (5 maiestee,magiste),
5-6 magestie, -y, 5-7 maiesty, majestie, (6

maiestye, majistye), 6-7 maiestie, (7 majiste),
ft- majesty, [n. F. majestf, ad. I., tiiajestat-eiit,

majestiis, {. *wiijcs- &amp;gt;

ablant-var. of *majos- (ma/us,

majSr-em greater : see MAJOR&quot;) + -tat- : see -TY.

C f. J r. mat -, majcslat, It. tnat,vstit. maesta, Sp. i

majfstatl, 1 g. magestade; also G. tnajcstat, Du.

majesieit.]
1. The dignity or greatness of a so%-ereign ;

sovereign power, sovereignty. Also foncr. or semi-
concr. The person or personality of a sovereign.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 431 [Edward I loquitur] Hys fadyr

. . wes agayne my maieste. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2632 A ! no-
bill kyng & nomekowthe ! .. Let mene to your maiesty

[&amp;gt;e

mynde of my tale, c 1460 FORTF.SCUE Al&amp;lt;s. ft Lift. .!/&amp;lt; . \ ii.

(1885) 125 He [^r. the king] woll .. hie also horses off grete
price . . and do other suche nobell and grete costes, as hi-

Mlith is roiall mageste. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. I. vi. 13
The subget fereth to offende the mageste of his soucrayn
lorde. 1533 LD. BFRNF.RS Froiss. I. ccxliii. 362 By our

. ryall magesty and segnory, we commaunde you [etc. ]. 1518
i Rov Rede itie, etc. (Arb.) 29 Fye apon his maieste and

endly
ff Cl. in. iii. 2 Good Maiestie : Herod of lury dare not looke

vpon you. 1726-31 TINDAL Rapht s Hist. F.ng. (1743) II.

xvii. 1^6 She was a sovereign queen and would do nothing
prejudicial to Royal Majesty. i^8a

WOLCOT in J. J. Rogers
I //* ty ll orks (1878) 22 The King came m after, with a

skip; (not a very proper pace I think for Majesty). 1849
MACAI LAV }fist. A

&amp;lt;\
iv. I. 508 A man who was daily seen

at the palace, and who was known to have free access to

majesty. 1883 EARL ROSF.BERY ^V/. at Edinb. 21 July, The
buried paraphernalia of dead majesty.

b. spec. The greatness and glory of God. (The
earliest use in Eng.)
a 1300 Sannnn lyi.

in E. E. P. (1862) 7 Bobe god and man
in maieste be hei} king aboue vs alle. a 1340 HAMPOI.E
Psalter xx. 5 He sail apperc in mageste. la 1366 CHAUCER
Rom. Rose 1339 God that sit in magestee. 1390 GOWER
Con/. I. 195 O nihe mageste, Which sest the point of every
trow the. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvii. xxi. 721 To see the
blessid Trynyte. .and the mageste of oure lord Ihesu Cryst.
1526 Pilgr. Per/, i\V. de W. 1531) i8b, He y wyll serche
the secrete Maiestye of God by natural! reason. 1611 BIBLE:

Heb. viii. i. 16*9 MII.TON Christ s Nativ. ii, That far-

beaming blaze of Majesty. 1695 Hi-. PATRICK Comm.Gen. iii. 8

The Voice of the Ix&amp;gt;rd. . .The Sound of the Divine Majesty s

approach, a 1719 S. CLARKK -SVrw/. Ixxxui.Wks. 1738 I. 517
The Supereminent Glory and Majesty of God. 1881 HIBLE

(R. V.) Luke \x. 43 And they were all astonished at the

majesty [Gr. neyoAeiorijTi, TINDALR, etc. mighty power] of
( lod. 1892 WlBTCOTT Gospelo/Life Fref. 22 The incompre
hensible majesty of God and His infinite love.

c. transf. andySJf.
1567 Gude ff Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 78 Christ come full humill

and full low, Us to exalt in Maiestie. 1596 DALRYMPI.E
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 382 To contemne the Maiestie,
diminise the authoritie of the Kirk. 1663 CHARLETON Ckor.

MAJESTY.
I Gigant. 13 So great devotion and reverence toward the

majesty of Truth. 1668 CULI&amp;gt;EFI&amp;gt;ER & COLE Barthol. Anat.
n. vi. 106 It were contrary to the Majesty of the principal
Part, to be moved by another whether it will or no. lyu
ADDISON Sfa-f. No. 327 p 14 The natural Majesty of Adam.
1863 WOOLMEB My Beautiful Lady 135 The worth and
majesty of England s name.

d. Rom* Hist. Used to render the equivalent
L. majestas in the sense : The sovereign power and
dignity of the Roman people, esp. considered with
reference to offences against it. (Cf.LESE-MAJESTY.)
1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Actio maiestatis, an action for

the breakyng of the honour and maiestie of any great or
heade officer. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. I. Ixxvii. (1591)
43 Crime of Majesty and treason. 1862 MF.RIVALE Rom.
Emp. xliv. (1865) V. 248 Under the empire the law of ma
jesty wa* the lej;al protection thrown round the person of
the chief of the state.

2. Preceded by a possessive, yourt his, her, the

Stuff s
t
the queen*s\ sometimes with a qualifying

epithet, as (most) sacred, gracious, f royal. Used
as an honorific title in speaking to or of a king,
queen, emperor, or empress. In this use Your
Majesty is a respectful substitute for the pronoun
yon, and ffts, Her Majesty (abbreviated H. M.)
may be either prefixed to such designations as the

King, the Queen, King Edward
VII&amp;gt; etc., or

substituted for them
; so, in modern use, Their

A/ajestieS) when more than one royal person is

meant. Also, with distinguishing epithet :
///&amp;gt;,

Her Imperial Majesty (abbreviated H. I. M.), said
of an emperor or empress ; His Britannic Majesty
(abbreviated H. K. M.), the King of Great Britain

(and Ireland) ; His Catholic Majesty, the King of

Spain ; His Most Christian Majesty (Hist.), the

King of France
;

in jocular language, His Satanic

Majesty, the Devil, Satan.
This use, common to all the Rom. langs., and from them

adopted into all the living Teut. langs., descends from the
Latin of the later Roman empire (tun, i-fstra majestas).
In England it occurs, in its Latin form, from the iath c.,

though examples of the vernacular form are not met with
before the isth c. It was not until the i7th c. that your
majesty entirely superseded the other customary forms of
address to the sovereign. Henry VI II and Queen Elizabeth
were often addressed as Your Grace and Your Highness

1

,

and the latter alternates with Your Majesty in the dedica
tion of the Hibleof 1611 to James L
The English syntax &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f this word (as of the other abstract

nuiins similarly employed as titles, e.g. highness, lordship,
grace, xttf//M ) U somewhat inconsistent. Although
Ytmr Majesty, like /its, Her Majesty\ requires the follow

ing verb to be in the 3rd person sing, to agree with the sb,,
this principle of concord is not applied to the pronouns, as
in Fr. and some other langs. The neuter pronouns it, its,
Ti //;V//, cannot be used with reference to a foregoing (I tntr,

His, Her) Majesty ;
either the titular phrase must be re

peated, or the pronoun must be the same as if the simple
fur in ( you , or the king , the queen J had been used
instead of the periphrastic form.

(1171 Addr. King s Clerks to Hen. II in Mat. Hist. T.
Kt ckct (1885) VII. 471 Noverit vestra Majestas, qnod (etc.).]

1433 Rolls rfrarlt. IV. 444/2 Plese it to your Rial Mageste.
I53&amp;lt;S

in Speed Hht. Gt. Brit. (1632) 1025 The Kings most
roiall Majesty. 1585 \VnriGii r in Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. vi.

24 To the Queens most excellent Majesty. May it please
your .Majesty to be advertised that notwithstanding the

charge of late given by your Highness to the lower House
of Parliament fete.]. 1596 SPKNSER.$V&amp;lt;I/ Irel. (Globe) 661/1
The great good which snail growe to her Majestie, should
. . readely drawe on her Highnes to the undertaking of the

enterprise. 1624 in Archsrologia XLVIII. 211 Given by
the King s Ma&quot;&quot;., to one Bonner. 1660 BLOUNT (titie^

Boscobel or the History of HN Sacred Majesties most
miraculous preservation after the Battle of Worcester. 1678
\ ,\ \V.\N /

//&amp;lt;&quot;&amp;gt;

i. M3 One of his Majesties Judges. 1761
CJU OKN ( (&quot;/: , /&amp;gt;// . Ded. to King, I doubt not but your
Maj- siy will pardon my forbearing to enter upon your

&quot;

blevaluable personal accomplishments, c 1777 BTKKF Addr.
tit King Wks. IX. 183 Your Majesty was touched with a
sense of so great a disaster. 1804 M. CUTLER in /-JT^, Jrnls.
#f Corr. (1888) III. 171 This morning, paid the high homage
of my respects to his Democratic Majesty, the President.
1881 JAS. GRANT Camerontans I. ii. 23 1 efore summoning
his sable majesty. 1884 (. IM.FMISG (Julia Fletcher) Ves

tigia I. iv. 131 His Majesty, King Humbert, will hold a

grand review of his troops. 1888 MAITI-MIN JAw. (ed. 2)

L 295 His Majesty the King of Hawaii.

f 3. The external magnificence befitting a sove

reign. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey xxxix. 77 Themperour satte in his

mageste, and the barons aboute hym. 166? MIL i ON F. L.

n. 266 Heav ns all-ruling Sire. .with the Majesty of dark
ness round Covers his Throne.

4. Kingly or queenly dignity of look, bearing,
or appearance ; impressive stateliness of aspect or

demeanour,
1531 ELVOT &amp;lt;? . n. ji.The fountaine of all excellent maners

is Maiestie, which. .is proprelie a beautie or cpmelynesse in

his countenance, tangage and gesture apt to his dignite, and
accomodate to time, place, and company. 1549 COVERDALE,
etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. 58 A weake bodye, wnerin there is

no maiestye. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1161 With
a faire countenance, and a majestie full of mildnesse. 1667
M 1 1,1 ON / . L. xi. 232, I descne..One of the heav

nly Host,
and by his Gate .. some great Potentate .. such Majestie
Invests him coming. 1710 STEF.LE Tatler No. 115 p i

DICKFSS Dowlvy xxx, Edith was there in all her majesty

gf brow and figure.



MAJO.

b. ti-ansf. Of natural objects, buildings, etc.

1555 V.DRH Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 50 The contemplation
of qcxMes worker 8: maiestie of nature. 1565 COOPER The

saurus s.v. M&amp;gt;iit-stas, the maiestie ami goodly sight of a

place. 1570-6 I.AMBAHDK I eram/ . Kent (1826) 281 A shrine,

of golde and of greal Maiestie. 1667 MILTON P. L. IV. 607

The Moon Rising in clouded Majestic. 1822 PYRON Htavfii

\ Kartlt l. iii, Your rugged majesty of rocks And topplfag
trees. 1830 J. G. SrmiTr Syh ti Brit. 6 The funereal majesty
of the cedar or the yew. 1879 JRNKIXSON Guide Kng. Lakes

(ed. 6) 159 At the foot of SkiUdaxv, which stands forth in all

its majesty.
C. sarcastically.

1588 GREENE I andfsta (1607) 21 The goodman seeing his

wife in her maiestie, with her mace in her hand, thought it

was time to bowe for fear of blowes.

5. Impressive stateliness of character, expression,

or action.

597 MORLEV hiftvii. Mtis. 114 Those per nrsin $ llicsin,

which of all other Canons carie both most difficultie, and

Tragedies behind them, that may compare with the Majesty
of the Grecian Stage. 1809-10 COLFRIIK;R Fri?Hd(i%6$) 131

Imposing only by the majesty of plain dealing. 1871 H.

MACMILLAN True Vine vi. (1872) 260 Every thing in nature

partakes of the majesty of measured progressiveness and
slowness.

6. A canopy over a hearse. Obs. exc. Hist.

1483 Funeral ofEdiv. // in Lett. Rich. Ill (Rolls) I. 7

A blacke magestie, clothe of sarsenet drawen with vj coursers

traped with blacke velvet. 13.- MS.Cott. Til . E viij. in

Strutt Mann. % Customs (1776) III. 162 If he be an earle he

must have a majeste and valence fringed. 1546 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. II. n. App. A. 6 [A] stately herse of nine prin

cipals with double stories and a costly Majesty. 1849 ROCK
Ch. ofFathers II. vii. 408 This tester-like covering [of the

hearse] was known as the majesty . 1850 Gloss. Terms
A rchit, \. 250.

7. Religions Art. (See quots.)
Cf. med.L. majestas (see Du Cange), OF. maystc, image

de la Vierge (Godefroy), It. maesta.

1485 CAXTON Paris $ / /Vm?(Roxb. Libr. 1868) 27 A lytel

chamber whyche .. was an oratory, where as was the ma-

geste [F. la inaiestt} of our Lord Ihesu Cryst vpou a lytel

aulter. 1847 EASTLAKE Mater. Hist. Oil Painting I. 171

note, The only existing document relating to Cimabue shows
that he was employed in 1301 . . on a mosaic Majesty in

the tribune of the Duomo at Pisa. Ibid. 480 The central

Sicture

. . generally represented a Majesty , or enthroned
fadonna. 1830 NEALE East. Ch. Introd. I. 238 The dome

[of St. Sophia at Constantinople] was covered with mosaic
of glass: the summit, as usual, representing a Majesty. 1854
FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms A rt, Majesty, . . a representation of

the Saviour seated in glory on a throne, and giving his bene

diction, encompassed with the nimbus called V.esica Piscis,
and surrounded by cherubim and the four evangelistic

symbols, with the A and H. 1872 Gloss, Eccl. Terms (ed.

Shipley), Majesty, a picture of God the Father enthroned
as a pope, with a tiara on His head, and with the other

Persons

of the Blessed Trinity portrayed or symbolized . 1883
. G. WALLER in Archxotyia XLIX. 200 The Majesty ,

a term of ancient use, is given to the figure of Our Lord
seated within an aureole, holding up the right hand in act

of benediction, in the other a book or orb.

8. Her. (See quot.)
1828-40 KERRY Encycl. Her. I, Majesty* this term is

applied to the eagle when crowned, and holding a sceptre.
It is then blazoned an eagle in her Majesty.

9. attrib. : f majesty scutcheon, (app.) an
escutcheon bearing the royal arms.

1732 Loud. Gaz. No. 6084/2 A Chair of State .. with a
Majesty Scutcheon over it.

Hence t Majestyship nonce-wdt MAJESTY 2.

1594 LODGE & GREENE Looking Glasse (1598) E 3b, Nay
and please your maiesti-ship for proofe he was my childc,
search the parish booke.

Majeutic, variant of MAIEUTIC.

Maji, variant of magi, pi. of MAGUS.
I! Majo 1

Cma*x0). [Sp. ; cf. MA.IA.] A Spanish
dandy of the lower classes. Also attrib.

183* W.
_

IRVING Alhambra (1896) 134 (The Balcony], Majos
and majas, the beaux and belles of the lower classes, in
their Andalusian dresses. 1843 FORD Handbk. Sfain i.

146 The Majo, the Figaro of our theatres, is entirely in
word and deed of Moorish origin ; . . he is the local dandy. . .

The Majo glitters in velvets and filigree buttons, tags and
tassels. 1883 LD. SALTOUN Scraps I. ii. 192, I had bought
a full Spanish majo costume. ,and at a distance might have
been mistaken for a Spanish dandy.

Majo&quot; fnrfi djfl). Also 8 murjoe, 8-9 majoe,
A West Indian shrub, Picramnia Antidcsma.

Majo bitters (see quot. 1866).
a 1726 II. HARHAM Hortns Atitericamts (1794) 96 Majoe,

or Macary Bitter. This admirable plant hath its name from
Majoe, an old negro woman,, .who, with a simple decoction,
did wonderful cures. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 727/2

shrub about eight feet high, as a cure for colic and olher
complaints, under the name of Majo-bitters.

Majolica, maiolica (mad/flika, may^lika).
Also 6 maiolique. [a. It. maiolifa

^
whence F.

majo/iijiie, maioliqite}.
According to J. C. Scnliger Exoie-ric, Extrcit. (1557) 136,

the best ware of this kind was said to be made in the island
of Majorca (called Majflica in the 14111 c. : see Du Cange) ;

if this statement be correct, the word is prob. derived from
the name of the island.]

1. A term applied originally to a fine kind of
Italian pottery coated with an opaque white enamel
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ornamented with metallic colours ; but later ap
plied to all kinds of glazed Italian ware, beautifully
ornamented and richly coloured, also

called_/i&amp;gt;?Vr

and Kaffaellc ware. Also, a modern imitation

ware coated with a coloured enamel and decorated.

1555 Eni-:N Decailes 238 The finewhyte eartlic caulei! Por-

cellana, of the which are made the earthen dysshes of the

woorke of Maiolica. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s

I oy. I. xi. 13 Two great platters of Maiolique \printed
MacoliqueJ. 1856 J. C. ROBINSON Sonlages Collect, 50
The pieces .. which, in the fifteenth century, were curtly
termed by the Italians Majorca or Majorica ,

and thence

by corruption Majolica ,
a term which. . ultimately obtained

a place in the language, and was applied indiscriminately
to all kinds ofglazed earthenware. 1875 KORTNUM Maiolica
20 The general term Maiolica

,
also spelt Majolica \ has

long been and is still erroneously applied to all varieties of

glazed earthenware of Italian origin. We have seen that

it was not so originally but that the term was restricted to

the lustred wares.
attrib. 1861 Our English Home 153 Majolica dishes

were every day more in request. i86a Catal, Internat.
Exhilt. II. xxv. 120/2 Modern Majolica Ware. 1873 MRS.
PAU.ISFR tr. yaujncmarfs Ceramic Art 245 In the first

years of the sixteenth century, a Florentine artist carried
the majolica art into Spain.

fb. (See quot.) Obs.

1598 R. HAYDOCKK tr. Lomazzo in. Iv. gcj Reddes are made . .

of the red earth called Maiolica, otherwise hrowne of spaine.
2. (See quot.)
1866 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta s Rocks C/ass. 283 Majolica, a

white compact limestone.

I! Majooil (m&dgu n). Also 8 raajum, 9 majuu,
madjoon, -oun. [(Urdu and Turk.) a. Arab.

An intoxicating confection

made of the leaves of the Indian hemp, poppy-
seed, nux vomica, and other

ingredients.
1781 Let. in Ld. Lindsay Lives Lindsays (18401 IV. 222

Our ill-favoured guard brought us a dose of majum each,
and obliged us to eat it. 1819 ! . HopK^44M/.(i8ao) I. xi.2i6

The ample dose of madjoon he had just swallowed. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet, Trade, Majoon. 1883 H. H. KANK in

Harper s Mag. Nov. 946/1 Small black lozenges, consisting
of the resin of hemp, henbane, crushed datura seeds, butter,
and honey, and known in India as Majoon^ amongst the

Moors as El Mogen.

Major (mtfi d^ai), sb^- [a. F. itiajor, short for

serpent-major, SERGEANT-MAJOR, which like some
other military titles originally designated a much

higher grade than at present.]
1. In the army : An officer next below the rank

of a lieutenant-colonel and above that of a captain.

Major of (a) brigade = brigade-major.
[1579 Dicers Stratiot. 105 Item, the Sergeant Maior, by

his otfice, is to appoint euerie Captayne his place.] 1643
WHITELOCKR Mem. 70 Major Gunter was shot dead in the

place. 1647 CLAUKNUON Hist. Rebel!, vn. 34 Whereof the

lord Digby . . colonel Wagstaffe, and major Legg, were the

chief of the wounded, a 1671 L. FAIRFAX Mem, (1690) 88

Major Fairfax, who was Major to his regiment, had at least

30 wounds, of which he dyed at York. 1675 BAXTER Cath.
Theol. n. XHI. 294 Major Danvers, an Anabaptist. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Major of a Brigade, an Officer,
either of Horse or Foot, who receiving Orders, and the

Word from the Major General, gives them to the Major of

each Regiment. 1781 T. SIMKS Milit. Guide (ed. 3) 9 The
Majors of Brigade go every day to receive the orders from
the Adjutant-general. Ibid, n When the encampment is to

be formed, the General Officers, Brigade-majors. Aid-de

camps, &c. are appointed in public orders to their several

posts and stations. 1833 MARKYAT /*. .V///i/* xx, The major
commandant and the officers retired to consult. 1844

Regttl. 9r Ord. Army ^ No Officer shall be promoted to

the Rank of Major, until he has been six years in the

Service.

b. Brigade-, Fort-, Town-major^ etc. : see the

prefixed words.

2. A kind of wig (see quot. (-1770). Also major

wig. Obs. exc. Hist.

1753 SMOLLETT Cut. Fathom (1784) 162/1 His tye-wig de

generated into a major, c 1770 &quot;J. Grangers Lett. (1815)

280 A full wig tied back in one curl is a Major, in two curls

is a Brigadier. 1783 MACKENZIE Lounger No. 4 An em
broidered waistcoat with very large flaps, a major wig, long
ruffles nicely plaited. 18*3 Mirror ofLit. 12 July II. 115/1
Lander made his [the poet Thomson s] majors and bobs.

3. Angling. The name of an artificial salmon fly.

1867 F. FRANCIS A ngling s., 302.

Major (m^ dgsj), a. and sb.% Also 4 maiour,

6-7 maior. [a. L. major nom. sing. masc. and

fem. (neut. ma/us; declension stem major-), used

as comparative of magnus great, to the root of

which it is referred by most philologists, though
the phonology is not quite clear.

Cf. OF. viaire, obj.-case waor* titaionr, Pr. iitajcr, ntaer
t

obj.-case major, Sp. mayort Pg. viajort war, It.
titaggiore^ ;

also the learned forms F. majettr^ major, used in certain

specific senses, and perh. the proximate source of some of

the Eng. uses below. Cf. MAYOK.)
A. adj.
I. = GREATER in certain applications. (Not fol

lowed by than.)
1. Used as the distinctive epithet of the greater

(in various senses) of two things, species, etc., that

have a common designation ; also applied to those

members of a class that form a subdivision on the

ground of being greater than the rest
; opposed to

minor. Chiefly in certain special collocations

which originated in med. or mod.L. ; in most of

MAJOK.

these greater may be substituted, e.g. in major
excommunication

, orders, prophets (see those sbs.X

t Major Fellow (Cambridge) : a senior Fellow.

Major epilepsy : epilepsy proper, as distinguished
from the *

petit mal .

Much less common than the corresponding use of MINOR.
Occasional uses (as major poet ) are sometimes suggested
by antithesis with the recognized collocations of minor.
a 1400 fttac. Koine 475 At seinte Marie

f&amp;gt;e
maiour [

= Santa
Maria Maggiore, Rome] (&amp;gt;er

is a chirche of grt-t honour.

1597 SKENK De \ crt\ Sign. s.v. Honiaginm^ [Homage]
sulde be maid be the vassall being minor, or Maior, to his

ouer-torde. 1660 TRAPP (titlt) A Commentary or Exposition
upon The four Major Prophets. 1670 WALTON Lives iv. 21

He was made Minor Fellow in the year 1609. . .Major Fellow
of the Colled ge, March 15. 1615. 1727-41 CHA.MKI-RS Cycl.
s. v. Orders, Sacred, or Major Orders, we have already ob

served, are three : vi/. those of deacon, priest, and bi-hop.

1883-5 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Excommunication^ The
major excommunication deprives of all ecclesiastical com
munion, and is equivalent in substance to anathema. Ibid,

s. v., The superior ranks of the sacred ministry bishops,

priest-;, deacons, and subdeacons are said to have major
orders. Before the thirteenth century thesubdiaconate was
one of the minor orders. 1887 FREEMAN ]l.\~ctcr iii. 6^
There is not much to note in the nomenclature of these

churches... Saint Mary Major .. takes nNo the English

shape of St. Mary More. 1898 Alllnttt s Sjsf. -VW. V.

846 An increased circulation in the cutaneous an a and
-u ratiu^, as we see in the major epilepsy. 1901 Scotsman

9 Sept. 7/1 Miller made a declaration before the sheriff, but

will probably have to make another on the major chaise ni

causing Durham s death.

b. Prosody. Used to distinguish the longer of

two types of verse bearing a common name.

1883 (1. A. SIMCOX l/iat. l.af. Lit. II. 356 St. Agnc-,
whose legend is given in very spirited major alcaics.

C. Football. Major point : a goal (opposed to

minor point) i. e. a try).

1896 Field 4 Jan. 22/2 Mcllwaine registered a try and
lions bringing off the major point, Belfast left off winner*.

by a goal and a try to a goal.

2. Logic. Major ternn the term which enteis

into the predicate of the conclusion of a syllogism.

Major premiss, proposition , that premiss of a

syllogism that contains the major term.
a. 1533 FRITH ll ks. 147/1 Now of this maior or first propo

sition thus vmlerstand, doth the conclusion folowe direrily.
1661 Co\VLKY I frscs $ fcss., Crotitii dl (1669) 66 Your last

argument is such (when reduced to Syllogism) that the

Major Proposition of it would make strange work in the

World if it were received for truth. 1860 Aiui
. THOMSON

Laws Th. 53. 164 That premiss in which the predicate

(major term) is compared with the middle, was formerly
called the Major premiss. 1871 MORLF.Y Crit. Misc. Ser. i.

Carlylc (1878) :6S A man of genius is at liberty to assume
all his major premisses.

3. Math, and Astron. fa. (See quot. 1571.) Obs.

b. Major axis : the axis (of a conic section) which

passes through the foci ; also called transverse axis.

j- Major circle great circle (see CIUCLK 2).

1571 DIGGFS Pan torn. iv. X iv i), If the side of Icosae-

dron be a line rational), the dimetient of the compre
hending sphere shalbe an irrationall line called Maior.
Ihid., The sc-mi-dimeliente of that circle wheron the

body is framed will be an irrationall, called of Euclide

Maior. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. ii. 62 The
true meridian is a major circle passing through the poles
of the world, and the Zenith or Vortex of any place,

exactly dividing the East from the West. 1854 MOSF.-

I.KY Astron. Ixxxvlit. (ed. 4) 231 The larger axis of the

ellipse, which is the orbit of a planet, being called its axis

major. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. xi. 15 The differ

ence between major and minor axis being -012 of an inch.

1885 LEUDF.SDOKF Cremona s Proj. Geom. 275 The polar

reciprocal of an ellipse (hyperbola) with respect to a circle

having its centre at a focus and its radius equal to half the

minor (conjugate) axis is the circle described on the major
(transverse) axis as diameter.

4. Jlfus. a. Applied to intervals greater by a

chromatic semitone than those called minor
,

i.e.

to the normal or perfect intervals ; as major thirJ,

sixth, seventh (and, in occasional recent use, major

fourth and fifth, commonly called perfect fourth

and^/f/?//). Hence also applied to the note distant

by a major interval from a given note. Also, in

acoustical theory, applied to the larger of two

intervals differing by a minute quantity, as major
tone (vibration-ratio J, being greater by a comma
than the minor tone, Y)- b - Applied to a common
chord or triad containing a major third between

the root and the second note ;
hence to a cadence

ending on such a chord. C. Denoting those keys,

or that mode, in which the scale has a major third

(and also a major sixth or seventh). (In naming
a key, major follows the letter, as C major.}

1694 W. HOLDKR Harmony (1731) 49 If A to P. be as

5 to 4, they sound a Ditone, or Third Major. Ibid. 50,

i sound a Third Major, ..fa Sixth Major. Ibid. 114 In

Diatonic Music there is but one sort of Hemiione . . call d

Hemitone Major, whose Ration is 16 to 15.. .There are two

sorts of Tones ; viz. Major, and Minor. Ibid. 130 Seventh

Major, 15108. 01734 NORTH Lives (1742) 298 He niakcs

great Ado about dividing Tones Major, Tones Minor,

I&amp;gt;ieses and Commas, with the Quantities of them. 1806

CAI.LCOTT Mns, Gram. n. i. 98 The Major Second . . does

not consist of two equal parts. 1811 BUSBY Diet. mt.
B v. Key, The natural keys of C major and A minor. 1848

RIMBAULT First Kk. Piano. 37 Every Major Key has us

relative Minor ; that is to say, a piece with the same signa

ture may be written either m a Major or a Minor mode,
H



MAJOR.

according to Ihe position of the Key-note. 1866 ENGF.I.
Nat. Afu!. ii. 25 The major and minor scales. 1887 linoH-N-
ING rarltyingt, Ch. Avison\\\\, Klare it forth, bold C major !

1898 STAJNEK & BARRKTT Did. Has. Terms s.v. Inttrval,
The pertinacity with which professors adhere to the ex
pression perfect fifth and perfect fourth, and abhor the term
major fifth and major fourth.

5. That constitutes the majority ;
now only with

part, portion, or other sbs. of like meaning. For
merly (rare] in predicative use : f Preponderating
in quantity.
1594 HOOKER Keel. Pal. iv. xiii. 9 When they are the

major part of a general assembly. 1599 R JONSON Cyn
thia s R,-,\ n. iii, The more general!, or maior part of
opinion goes with the face, and (simply) respects nothing
else. 1621 KLSIKG Debates Ha. Lords (Camden) 85 The
House to debate the double, . . and, if the major part
double, yt may be re-comitted. 1630 A . Johnson s Kingd.
Ar Conimw. 118 For the Major part it is barren. 1649
N. HACON Disc. Govt. E ig. i. xlvii. (1731,) 79 That they
all had votes, and that the major number concluded the
matter. 1703 MAUNDRF.LL Journ. Jcrus. (1732) 26 The
major part of the City lies between two Hills. 1743 Lon&amp;lt;1.

! Country Brciu. 111. (ed. 2) 243 Not only the Faces, but
the whole Body of the Drink will consequently oppose the
Remedy, and if they be Major, the Attempt will prove
abortive. 1774 T. HUTCHINSON Diary 3 Oct. (1884) I. 254A person had the major vote for Alderman. .. Another
person . . had the minor vote in the election. 1790 UMFRE-
VILI.K Hudson s Hay 16 After wandering about .. for the
major part of the day. 1818 JAS. Mu.i. /&amp;gt;&amp;gt;//. India I. v. ii.

S74 The major party deemed it an important article of the
duty of the Supreme Council. 1866 CBUMP Banking i. 25
It will be found, in by far the major part of these failures.

t 6. Used for : Paramount to all other claims.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. t, Cr. v. i. 49 My maior vow lyes heere

;

this lie obay.
7. Following the sb. qualified, a. In certain

combinations adopted from
!&amp;gt;.,

as in Quart,
Quint, Tierce major : see QUART rf.3, QUINT sb?,
TIERCE, and in military titles, as Durjf-MAJon,
SKBOEANT-MAJOR, surgeon-major. So (jocularly)
poetmajor, b. Jioh major (Hell-ringing) : see HOB
sli.S C. In boys schools, appended to a surname
to distinguish the elder (or the one who has been

longest in the school) of two namesakes.
1616 I!. JONSON En. Man in Hum. \. i, One is a Rimer

Mr, o your owne batch, your owne leuin ; but doth think
hiinselfe Poet-maior, o the towne. 1866 RvittledgSs I.- .

Boy s Ann. Mar. 146 lirown major had a trick of bringing
up unpleasant topics.

II. 8. (if full age; out of (one s) minority.
1646 IlowF.i.i. f.nvis XIII 27 (It] was an open . . attempt

upon his authoritie now that he is declar d Major, a 1649
DKUMM. OF HAWTII. Hist. Jas. II, Wks. (1711) 21 A king of
France is declared to be of full years and major the four-
teenth of his age. 1745 l)t I-oSs Rug. Tradesman (1841)
1. ii. 12 At which time I arrived to Man s estate, and be
came Major. 1767 CHARLOTTE SMITH Rom. Real Life I.

162 The Chevalier de Villiers being major, might marry
Julie de Lalandc. 1840 TIIACKKRAY Yctlowplnsk Mem.,
Mr. Deuceace at Paris viit, We are both major, you know ;

so that the ceremony of a guardian s consent is unnecessary.
1892 GILLF.SPIF. Bar s Priv. Intern. Law (ed. 2) 312 A
Dutch minor, who is by the law of Belgium major, cannot
dispose of his real property in Belgium without [etc.J.

b. fig. in Sc. Proverb.
1808 FOKSYTII Realities Scotl. V. 220 The double stone

dike or wall . . makes at once a complete fence, or, as is

sometimes said, it is major the day it is born .

B. sb.

1. In occasional uses : A major individual of
a specified class. Cf. A. i.

1626 BACON Syltia 839 marg., Experiment Solitary,

58

|

b. 1716 AMHERST Ttrrx Fit. No. to. 51 Having saunter d
a pretty while along the quadrangle, impatient of the lec-

,

turer s delay, I ask d the Major (who is an officer belonging
to the schools* whether it was usual now and then to slip

1 a lecture or so.

majors, ate constantly on offer.

2. Logic. The major premiss in a syllogism.
1530 PAI.SGR. 467/1 Of that major graunted he brought in

foure or
fy^ve conclusions. 1532 MORE Answ. Frith Wks.

840/2 In this argument hee begynneth with (shoulde) in the

maior, and than in the minor and the conclusion turneth
into (can). 1634 CANNK. Necess. Srpar. QI, I need not here
take D. LaUons cnmpasse, to fetch the Bishops Major, and
the Separatists minor, to make vp an entire Syllogisme of
separation. 1696 VANHKUIIII Relapse v. iii, Thou art out
in thy logic. Thy major is true, but thy minor is false.

1717 PRIOR Alma 111.78 Can syllogism set things richt ?

No : majors soon with minors fight. 1849 MACAVLAY /list.
I.ng. x. 1 1. 629 They cared little whether their major agreed
with their conclusion.

- -ny Minor key ; ...,

relative Major. Ilnd. 363 A Minor key [may be said to be
related] to the same key in the Major.
4. One who has come of age .

1616 J. CASTLE in Crt.
&amp;gt;,

Times Jos. I (1848) I. 431 Every
man that is once knighted is ipsofacto made a major, and
sni juris. 1754 SIIKIIHK.ARK flfatrimony (1766) II. 280 In
France . . the Major, whether Man or Woman, who marries
a Minor, is punished with Death, a 1845 HOOD Sniffing
a Hirthday vii, I m free to give my I O U, Sign, draw,
accept, as majors do.

6. As an official title. (Cf. MAJOR j.l) ||
a.

The (Latin) designation of the superior in certain

brotherhoods, b. The designation of some uni

versity official at Oxford. Obs. exc. Hist.
a. 1882-3 SCIIAFF Kmycl. Relig. Kiimt l. II. 1035 Even

(he smaller ones [brotherhoods] had their superior or in;ijm.

Major (nvi-d^j), v. dial. [f. MAJOR j.l]
1. intr. To walk with an important air; to strut.

Also with about, up and down.
1814 SCOTT Wax , xlii, Mr. Waverley s wearied wi major.

in^ yonder afore the muckle pier-glass. 1822 Pirate xxx,
She. .majors up and down my house as if she was mistress
of it. 1832 St. Ronatfs xx, Can it be for the puir bodyM Durk s health to major about [1824 to gang about] in the
tartans like a tobacconist s sign in a frosty morning ? 1892
Monthly racket May 548 The African dove, .goes major
ing about to very lively tunes of its own.
2. trans. To bully, domineer over.

1829 Examiner 17/1 In majoring, hectoring, and bullying
subalterns, he will be found peremptory enough.
Major, -al(i,ty, obs. ff. MAYUU, MAYORALTY.
Majoram, -an(e, obs. ff. MARJORAM.

II Majorat (maa^ra). Continental Law. [Fr.,
ad. mecl.L. majdratus (w-stenT, f. L. major-em
MAJORS, in the sense elder : see -ATE 1

.] The
right of

primogeniture; also, an estate attached to
the right of primogeniture.
1841 W. SPALDINC Italy* It, Isl. III. 83 That restoration

of hereditary aristocracy which was effected in France, took
place in Italy likewise, by a decree of 1808, bestowing on
the sovereign the power of conferring titles, and allowing
the nobles so created to institute majorats, or devises of
lands in favour of their eldest sons, or others whom they
might select to transmit their honours. 1853 WIIKWKLI.
Grotins I. 379 The same rule holds with regard to the

majorats in that kingdom [Castile]. 1879 IJARING-GOI LD
Germany I. 54 In Havana, the nuble families are allowed
by law to found fresh majorats, i.e. fresh families with en
tailed estates.

Majorate (m^-djjar^t), sb. rare-&quot;, [f. MAJOR
i#.l + -ATEl; cf. K Majorat in the same sense.]
The rank or office of a major; a majority.
1822 BOOTH Analyt. Diet. 127 That [sc. the rank or office]

;

of a Major is a Majorate, or a Majority.

t Majorate, z&amp;gt;- Obs. rare- 1
, [f. med.L. ma-

jorat-i ppl. stem of miijordre, f. L. major-em
greater: see MAJOR a.] trans. To make greater;
to cause to increase or develop.
1656 ELOCNT Gl&ssogr., Majorate, to make greater. 1660

HOWKLL Parley 142 The Embryo . . proceeds to majoration
and augmentation accordingly ; And it is . . an absurdity to
think, that the Infant after conception should be majorated
by the influence of any other Soul then that from whom he
received his formation.

T&quot; Majora tion. Obs. [a. med.L. majoration-
fm

t n. of action f. mdjordre : see prec.] The
action of increasing or intensifying ; esp. in Med.
16*6 BACON Sylva 154 So that there be five waves.. of

: Majoration of Sounds. 1659 Genii. Calling viii. 16 The
Physicians indeed talk of a method of curing some Diseases
by Majoration. 1660 [see MAJORATE r-.J. 1673 Lady s Call,
n. ii. 9 Some, .as if they thought Jealousy were to be cured
by majoration, have.. don things to inflame it.

Major-domo (m/1
dgaj|d&amp;lt;**m0).

Forms : 6

maiordome, -domo, mayordome, 7 mayor-
domo, (7 major-dome, mayordom), 7- major
domo. fad. Sp. mayordomo, It. maggiordomo

I

(whence F. majordome}^ ad. med.L. major donrits

chief of the house {major subst. use of major
greater, MAJOR a. ; doniiis gen. of damns house),
the title of the highest official of the royal house
hold under the Merovingians, commonly rendered

mayor of the palace i^see MAYOR).] In early
use, the chief official of an Italian or Spanish
princely household, often discharging some of the
functions of a minister of state. Subsequently ap-

|

plied also (in accordance with later It. and Sp.
use) to the head servant of a wealthy household in

foreign countries, and in more or less playful use
to an English house-steward or butler.

1589 PUTTKNHAM Kng. Pocsie iii. iv. (Arb.) 20 How was it

possible that Homer .. should so exactly set foorth .. as
some great Princes maiordome . . the order . . of royal ban
kets [etc.] ? Ibid. 158 Maior-donto: in truth this word is

borrowed of the Spaniard and Italian, and therefore new
and not vsuall, but to them that ave acquainted with the
affaires of Court. .. A man might haue said in steade of
Maior&amp;gt;domo .. the riyht English word (/.cW Steward).

1598 HARKET Tkeor. Warres Gloss. 251 Mayordome, is with
the Italian and Spaniard, the steward of a house; but in

war he ii the steward and Guardian of the munition for

warre. c 1645 HOWKLL Lett. MI. viii. (1650) 50 He is Mayor-
domo Lord steward to the Infante Cardinal!. Ibid. in. xv.

I

60 As one to be his Mayordom (his Steward), another to be
Master of the Horse. 1674 Gwt. Ttmgne viii. n Whose

1

designs are so humble, as not to aspire above a major-domo,
or some such domestic preferment. 1692 I.ond. Gaz. No. \

2820/3 Tin; Marquis de la Ptiebla, Major-Dome to the King ,

of
Spain. 1725 UE FOE I oy. round 11 orld (1840) 253 He

and his major-domo would go along with me, 1814 SCOTT
// &amp;lt;/? . iv, The major-domo, for such fie was, and indisputably
the second officer ofstate in the barony,, .laid down his spade.
[1813 BYKON Juan x. Ixx, His Maggior Duomo, a smart,
subtle Greek. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xii. 255 The mayor-
domo of the Hacienda was good enough to give me a guide.]

1855 MOTLEY natch AY/. (1861) II. 260 His Major-domo
had previously been permitted to furnish his master s table

.

with provisions dressed by his own cook. [1876 N, Amer.
\

Rfv. CXXIII. 45 A king, averse to marriage, commanded
his maggiordomo to remain single.]

MAJORITY.

IT b. In etymological sense chief of the house .

1*49 J i R.TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Pref., [Mankind] were forced
to divide their dwellings, and this they did by families
especially, the great Father being the Major domo to all
his minors. 11&amp;gt;U, n. vii. 34 God was the Major domo, the
Master of those assemblies. (11716 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1727)
VI. 340 Let him have nothing to do with any House or
Family (tlio

1

never so great and so much in Power) where
the Devil is Major Domo and governs all.

Hence Ma-jor-do-moship.tlieofficeofmajor-domo.

to whom he could hand over the Imperial Major-domoship.
Majoress, obs. form of MAYOKKSS.

Major-ge-neral. Mil. [a. F. Major-gtniral,
where major is the sb. and gfnfral the adj. Cf.
G. generalmajor. The fuller form sergeant-major
general is earlier in Eng. use

; sergeant major
major occurs in Sir J. Smyth Imt); Observ. 6
Orders Milit. (1595) 60, 61.]
1. An officer of the lowest grade of general

officers, ranking below a lieutenant-general.
1642 WatTBOCBSjMBM. 65 The city bands marched forth. .

under the command of major-general Skippon. 1647 CLAR
ENDON Hist. RebelL vn. 86 James Chudleigh, the major
general of the rebels. 1710 I.ond. Gaz. No. 4723/2 The
Hrigadiers Juel and Daa were created Majors-General. 1806
Gazetteer Scotl.(&amp;lt;tA. 2)Introd. 35 The military establishment
of Scotland consists of a lieutenant general, three major
generals [etc.]. 1849 W. IRVING Goldsmith 279 He had ..

been promoted to the rank of major-general in 1745.
2. Jlist. The title given to the officers placed in

command of the twelve administrative districts

into which England was divided in Cromwell s

system of military government (1655-1657).
i6$s.WHiTELocKE Mfw. 634 The protector told them [the

mayor and common council] the reasons of his appointing
major-generals in the several counties, as a means to pre-

general of all the militia forces raised and to be raised within
the counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Wilts,
and Gloucester.

Hence Ma jor-ge-neralcy, the office or rank of

major-general ;
Ma jor-gfe neralship prec.; also

Htst, the district commanded by a major-general.
1670 HOBBES Behemoth iv. (1682)307 He [Cromwell] divided
England into eleven Major-Generalships. 1845 CARLYLE
Cromwell (ityi) IV. 245 Now their Major Generalcies have
all proved failures. 1885 U. S. GRANT Mem. II. xlv. 98, I. .

strongly recommended him for a major-generalcy. 1898
Daily Neu S 28 Nov. 5/1 His bravery on the field of Omdur-
man has won him his Major-Generalship.

Majoris, obs. form of MAYORESS.

Majorism (mJi dgarizm). [f. Major (see

below) + -ISM.] The opinions held by Georg
Major (1502-74), a German Protestant, who main
tained that good works are necessary for salvation.

So Ma jorist, a follower of Major. Majori stic

a., pertaining to Majorism or to the Majorists.
1845 Kneycl. Metrop. XIII. 475/1 These which are called

theMojofisticand Synergi&tic controversies greatly agitated
the Lutheran body. 1857 PUSEV Doctr. Real Presence

(1869) 77 At the Conference at Worms A.D. 1557, . .Flacius
wrote to Christiern King of Denmark : another maintains

Majorism on the necessity of works to salvation*. 1874
BLUNT Diet. Sects etc., Alajoristst

the followers of Major
in his controversy with Amsdorf. 1882-3 SCHAFF Kneycl.
Relig. Knffivl. III. 1827 The Weimar Confutatio (1559! in

which synergism, mnjorism, adiaphorism, etc., are confuted.

Majority tmad^ rili). [a. F. majority ad.

med.L. majdritat-ent^ f. L. major-cm MAJOR a.

Cf. Sp. Mayoridadt Pg. maioridade^ It. maggiorita^
fl. The state or fact of being greater; supe

riority; pre-eminence. Obs.

1552 LATI.MI-.K Serm. .V.S&quot;. Simon $ Jndt s Day (1584) 267
Nowe abideth fayth, hope, and lone, euen these three ; but
the chiefe of these is loue. There be some learned men
whiche expound this maioritie of which S. Paule speaketh
here for duiturnitie. 1577 tr. B-ullinger*s Decades (1592)
866 It may be prooued that that majority [i.e. the primacy
of Rome] as they call it, hath not the original! from the

sonne of God. 1596 SHAKS. i //en. II , in. ii. 109. 1597
UACON Colours Good \ Knill v. 1C 5 b, It is not plurality
of partes without majority of paries that maketh the totall

greater. 1641 SMECTYMNUUS Anstv. (1653) 53 This particu-
hirizaiion of Peter did not import any singular preheminence
or majoritieofpowerto Peter more then to the other Apostles.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles^ iv. 280 In Eternitie there is no
divuibilide : no majoritie or minoritie. 1690 LKYBOCRN
Curs. Math. \, 335 Of Algebra. Symbols of Majority &amp;gt;,

Minority &amp;lt;, Equality = [etc.]. 1727-41 CHAMHERS Cycl.
s. v. Character^ ^&amp;gt;

Is the sign of majority, or of the excess
of one quantity beyond another.

2. The state of being major or of full age.
1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 370 Quhen we ar at cure

full majoritie, sail we be brocht bak to the stait of pupillis
and in inor is. 1579 FEN TON Gnicciard. i. (1599) 19 At what
time Phillip being risen to his maioritie, might in good
validitie confirme the accord past. 1632 LITHGOW Trot .

A 2 b, [These] being begunne in Your hopefull Infancy, are
iiuw finally accomplished in the fulnesse of Your thru:e

Messed Majority. 1842 J. D. CHAMBERS Jurisd.High Crt.

Chancery m&amp;gt;er Infants in. 506 So where the settlement
executed is the completion of a treaty entered into during
minority, without the sanction of the Court, there is juris
diction to control that after majority. 1867 John Bull
7 Sept. 628^2 The Majority of Mr. C. L. A... has been cele
brated during the week in the good old English style at the

family seat. 1892 Gn.{.EKi iK Bars Priv. Intern. Law ^cd. 2)



MAJOBIZE.

311 A Cuban of twenty-two years of age, who by the law of

his own country would not atuin majority till twenty-five.

3. The greater number or part ;
a number which

is more than half the whole number; spec, the

larger party voting together in a deliberative as

sembly or electoral body.
Absolute majority. A numbrr of votes received by one

candidate which is more than half the total number polled,
or than half the number of electors.

1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 102 Measures of Right and

Wrong are not always to be concluded from the consent of

Majority; for you see here, that Vice has by much the Ma
jority of its side, c 1714 POI-K, etc. Man. M. Scriblcrus xii.

Wks. 1741 II. 47 In a House of Commons all things are

determined by a Majority. 1714 SWU-T / res. State Affairs
Wks. 1751 IV. 264 The Queen, finding herself and the Ma
jority of her Kingdom grown weary of the Avarice and
Insolence, .of her former Ministers. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist.

Scot. vi. Wks. 1813 1.413 War was chosen by a majority
of voices. 1793 lilrtckstones Comni. \. 181 III the hou^e of

commons the speaker never votes but when there is an

equality without his casting vote, which in that case creates

a majority. i8ai BVKON l\oo Foscari \. i, The majority In

council were against you. 1844 Lu. BKOUCHAM tint. C oust.

xv. (1862) 228 A majority of seven to five soon after [1640]
decided that the levying ship money was legal. 1856 FROUUK
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 247 The clc-rgy commanded an actual

majority in that [Upper] House from their own body. 1860

MILL Rcpr. Gpv, (1865) 16/1 At some period .. almost every
people, now civilized, have consisted, in majority, of slaves.

1882 Nature XXVI. 389 The majority of the coral which
I [Haeckel] collected was obtained by divers.

b. with adj., as great, vast, etc.

1710 HOADLY Orig, Civ. Govt. 154 The People of the

Karth, that is, a vast Majority of Mankind, are represented
by Moses, as voluntarily journeying from one part of the

Karth to another. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. \. it. 97 A
considerable majority declared for the treaty. 1818 CRUISE
Digest V. 244 It was determined by a great majority of all

the Judges, .that [etc.]. 1849 MACAULAY Hut. Eng. II. 315
In the great majority of those towns, .no courtly candidate
could dare to show his face. 1875 SCRIVENER Led. Text
N. Test. 5 Nor in the vast majority of instances dots it

exist. 1903 Jos. CONN Fulness of Time xi. 161 What sup
ported., the claims of Holy Church did not to the great
majority require proof.

c. The ffirtjority : the dead. Chiefly in the

phrases to join the majority, to go or pass over to

the majority. [After L. phrase abiit ad ptures^
1719 YOUNG Revt ttge iv. i, Life is the desart, life the soli

tude ; Death joins us to the great majority. 1764 Loud.
Mag, Nov. 581

*

Oh, no, it is all over with me ; I am going,
as fast as possible, to join the majority. .4 rf ptnrcs.
1837 CAKLYLE Misc, Ess., Mirabcaii (1840) V. 200 This
Mirabeau s work then is done. .. He has gone over to the

m.ijnnty: Abiit ad plitres. 1883 Longin.Mag, Dec. 179 He
had passed over to the majority ..we should see his face no
more. 1889 T. A. TROLLOPS II hat I remember III. 61 He,
too, alas ! has joined the majority.
4. The number by which, in voting, the votes cast

on one side exceed those cast on the other.
a 1743 LD. HERVEY Mem. (1848) II. 253 All the lists made

by the Prince s people gave him a majority of near forty.
1765 Ann. Reg. 41/1 This motion .. passed in the negative
by a very large majority. 1775 Ibid. n8*/2 The motiun ..

was carried upon a division, .by the majority of sixty. 1838
THIKLWALL Greece xxx. IV. 135 This motion was carried,
..by a very small majority. 1879 MCCARTHY Own Times U.
xix. 59 A majority of forty-six was given for the resolution.

f5. Ancestry. [After L, majorcs ancestors.]
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

&amp;gt;.
in. xvi. 146 Of evill

parents, an evill generation, a posterity not unlike their

majority.
6. [Properly a distinct word: ad. F. majority

f. major M.vjoiu^. 1

] The rank or office of a major.
1776 in Harper s Mag. (1883) Sept. 546/2 Appointed to

the Majority in the -2* Keg 1
. 1800 AsiaL Ann. Re$. t Char.

45/2 M. D Auband had been named to a Majority in the
isle of Bourbon. 1814 SCOTT Wav. x\i t I am surprised that
the Prince should have offered you a majority, when he
knows very well that nothing short of lieutenant-colonel
will satisfy others. 1900 Daily News n Sept. 5/7 He was
. .promoted to a half-pay majority.
7. attrib. and Comb.
1891 W. S. LILLY Shibboleths 113 Party politics, .are mere

majority-mongering. 1903 Daily Chron. 17 Jan. 3/2 A ma
jority dinner at which our hero .. is entertaining the elite
of London,

you had regularly come of age . . I imagined that you didn t

majonze till twenty-five or something of that sort.

2. Rugby Football. To convert a try into a goal,
i.e. to increase the points from three to five.

Majorlame, Majoron, obs. ff. MAHJOHAM.
Majorship (mfi-dgaiflp). [f. MAJOK sbl +

-SHIP.] The office or rank of a major ; majority.
1717 /Wio Hamfs/i. Pray. Papers (1868) II. 710 Majr

leler Wear ..asked pardon for his so doing: whereupon
the Govr pronounced him restored to his Major-ship. 1865
Corn*. Mnf. Ang. , ?2 This provost of Dublin is said, in
a political crisis, to have squeezed from Lord Townshend
a majoislilp of dragoons. 1875 HOWKLLS fiar.-&amp;lt;K Concl.
xv ill. 294 1 he colonelcies are . . inaccessible, . . and so are
the lieutenant-colonelcies

; but a majorship, now.
*\ Used jocularly as a title.

795 ?&quot;&quot;
&quot;!

I- 108 What I know must not be known to i

man . . until his Majorship . . has had some sport with his son. I

M;yum, majun : see MAJOON.
Majuscular ^rnad3-skittlaj), a. J ateogr. [S.

L. nidjuscul-iis : see next and -AH.] Of the nature
of a majuscule ; composed of majuscules.

59

[1825 L. HUNT /\ctt i&quot;s Bacchus in Tusctiuv 21 In the

beverage bold Let s renew us and grow muscular ; And for

those who re getting old, Glasses get of size majuscular
(orig. vctri tnajnscitli).\ 1864 W. H. BLACK Anc.

/&amp;gt;V&amp;lt;V.

Chronogr. 8 The great or (as they are called by critics)

majuscular letters. 1895 H. KKYNOLDS Anc. Dioc. Exeter
iv. in It is impossible to mistake that firm majuscular sign
manual.

Majuscule (mad^-skiwl), a. and s!&amp;gt;. [a. F.

majuscule i
ad. L. majuscula (sc. liftera), fem. of

majusculus somewhat larger, dim. of major (neut.

majus) . see MAJOR a.]

A. adj. fa. Printing. Of a letter : Capital. Obs.

b. fal&ogr. Of a letter: Large (whether capital or

uncial;. Also, written in majuscules.
1727-41 CHAMBSM Cycl. s.v. Letter^ Printers distinguish

their letters into capital, majuscule, initial or upper-ca.se
letters . . and minuscule, small, or under-case letters. 1850
MADDEN tr. Sjlvestres Univ. Palxogr. I. 140 To the first

class [Inscriptions] belong the capital or square majuscule
characters; to the second [books], the uncial characters

(which are majuscules intermixed with rounded letters);
and to the third [documents], the conjoined, cursive writing.
1885 E. M. THOMPSON in Kmycl. Brit. XVIII. 145 In Latin

majuscule writing there exist both capitals and uncials. 1892
Gr.

&amp;lt;y

Lat. Palseogr. xiv. 196 Early majuscule MSS.
B. sb. f a. Printing. A large or capital letter.

Obs. b. Palxogr. A large letter, whether capital or

uncial.

1825 W. HAMILTON Diet. Terms Arts fy Sti. t Majuscules,
in Printing^ large letters, sometimes ornamented, usually
placed at the beginning of chapters. 1850 [see A above].

1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE jVurw. &amp;lt;V F.ng. I. 433 A few firm

majuscules inscribed by Roman Power. 1892 E. M. THOMP
SON Gr. $ Lat. Palxagr. viii. 117 In both Greek and Latin

Iialaiography,
large letters are called majuscules ; small

tlters, minuscules .

Mak, obs. and dial, variant of MAKE sb. and v.

Makable (nvi-kab l), a. Also makeable.

[f. MAKE v. + -AIJLE.] That can be made.
c 1440 PECOCK Rcpr. ir. i. 134 It is a treuthe doable or

makeable. 1678 CUDWORTII Intel/. .Syst. i. H. 9. 70 The
Accidents .. are all makeable and destroyable, gcncnihl-j
and corruptible. 1832 ll cstm. Kw. XVII. 22 The quantity
of goods makeable, is quite a distinct thing from the quan
tity of goods saleable. 1865 CARI.VI.E Frcdk. Gt. xvi. ,\i.

(1872) VI. 273 Plenty of editions made or makable by a little

surreptitious legerdemain.
Mak-a-doo: see MAKE-A-DO Obs.

Makadowe, variant of MOCKADO Obs.

&quot;I&quot; Ma kailde. Obs, [a. ON. makindi\ cf. mot!.

Icel. imaMndum at one s ease.] Comfort, ease.
tt 1400 Parlt. 3 Ages 278 And aftir irkede me with tins a IK!

ese was me leuere As man in his medill elde his makande
wolde haue.

Makar(e, obs. form of MAKKH.
Makdome: see MAKEDOM Sc:

Make (mr k), jJ Obs. exc. dial. Forms: a.

I semaca, 2 ;emace, 3 imake. 0. 2- make
;

also 4-9 north, mak, (5 mac, 6 mack, maike),
6-9 Sc. maik. [OK. gctnaca \vk. masc. cor

responds to OS. gimaco, fellow, equal, OHG.
gimahho socius* (fem. gimahha wife) : OTent.

type *gainakon-) subst. form of *garnafco~ adj.

(OE, gemm ecjual, well-matclicd, OHG. giinah fit,

matched, convenient, MUG. gcmach appertaining,

belonging, like, mod.G. gcmach easy, comfortable,
MDu. gemac appertaining, also agreeable, quiet,

calm), f. *ga- Y- prefix (expressing the notions of

conjunction and mutual relation) + *mako-t app.

primarily meaning *fit, suitable*, whence *makojo-
MAKE v. The simple stem occurs (though perh.

through loss of the prefix) in ON. mak-r (only in

compar. and superl.) fitting, easy, comfortable,
make wk. masc., mate, match, equal (Sw. make^
Da. mage consort, like), mod.Dn. mak tame, docile,

gentle. The root has not been traced outside Teut.

As the prefix .y- of sbs. was universally lost in early ME.,
the mod. form is the normal representative of OK. peniaca.
The currency of the word may, however, esp. in northern

dialects, be due to adoption of ON. make. Cf. the cognate
MATCH sb.}

1. An (or one s) equal, peer, match ; (one s) like.

In ME. freq. in phr. but (any) make.
a. c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram. tx. (Z.) 43 /fie ft fixe ct hoc par,

^emaca. a 1300 1 l^riz
&amp;lt;$

Bl. 77 (Colt. Vitell. MS.) In worle
lies nere non pine imake of no wimrnon.

(3. a 1300 Cursor M. 19656 O preening had he \sc. Saul of

Tarsus] na mak. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane}
543 For 1 wes gyrne ljut ony mak pat sawlis put to lestand

^-rak. -1460 Toivneley Afysl. ii. 442 YSt knew I neuer thi

make. 1509 BARCLAY Shy^ofFoly5(1^4) II. 235 Lo yonder
same is lie Whiche without make thynketh hym wyse to be.

1596 DALRYMPLK tr. Leslie s Hist, Scot. I. 45 Elgin, quhair
is sa noble and notable a kirke in beutie and decore that
with vs it hes na make, c 1620 MUKE^VW. i, Admir d, but

maik, euin in a thowsand thingis. 1717 RAMSAY Klegy c

Lucky IVood ix, She has na left her mak behind her. 1724
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) ! 2 ^ Your Tocher it sail be good

There s nane sail hae it s maik. 1893 NiirtknmbliL Gloss.,

Make, an equal, one that is matched or mated with another.

fb. The make-, the like. Sc. Obs.
153S STEWART Craft. Scot. III. 436 Traist weill..sen God

can do the maik Onto ?our self. 1539 Extracts Aierd.

Reg. (1844) I. 160 Gif euer scho dois the maik in tynie

cumyn,t:. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus \\. 896 In mappamond
the maik is not perchance.

MAKE.

2. An image, /are.
a. c 1205 LAY. 18206 pe king lette wurchen tweien imaken

[c 1275 ymagesl, tweien gulden draken.
ft. 1890 J. SEKVICK Tkir Notaxdums xiv. 101 They made

wee maiks oot o clay, .of them that had thortered them.
3. A mate, companion, (pccas. applied to the

opponent with whom a fighter is matched.)
a. rtii75C&quot;W/. Horn. 221 Uton wircan him ^cniace him

to fultumc and to froure.

ft. a 1225 Afur. A*. 114 Ne beo hu nout Gius fere ne Gius
make uorte birlen him so. c 1386 Cn.u;&amp;lt; KK A nf. s T. 1698
And If so be the clueftayn be take On outlier syde or elle-

sluen his make, a 1400-50 A/c.i amft-r 5430 A tunic b;d

turnay to-gedire, Ilkane mcllis with his make Sc so
J&amp;gt;are

many dies. 1598 Fl.ORio, Sctio, a companion, a fellow, a
make. 1721 RAMSAY Answ. Bnnket 18 When honour d
Hurchet and his maikes are pleas d . . With my corn-pipe.
1886 Cheshire Closs,

t Make, a mate or companion.
4. Of animals, esp. birds: A mate (male or female),
n. c 1000 -/ELVKIC Gen. vi. 19 And of eallum nytenum

calles tlsesces tweien jemacan \&amp;gt;\\
Utist in to ^ain arn-.

a 1175 Cott. How. 225 Ic gej;iu!eri .. of fugel cynm: simle

3&amp;lt;:mucan bat hi eft to fostre bien.

ft. (1300 ORMIN 1276 Fra \n\n hire make Us d;cd Ne
ki_

|&amp;gt;e^b ;ho [be turttlel nan obtjtr. 1390 COWER Coiif. I. 45
Tliat was in the Monthe of Mali, Whan every bird li.ith

those his make, c 1430 Lvnu. M in. rosins (Percy S .-u.l

J 5.j Nyghtyngfi;ales al nyght syni;cn and wake, For long
absence .. of his make. 1542-5 UKISKLOW Lament. (1874)

117 The vypar . . destroyed! htr nuke or male in the ton-

ccpcyon. 1579 I.YI.Y Euplincs (Arb.)97 The Wolfe chooseth
him for hir make tli;it hath or doth endure most travayll for

hir sake. 1611 COK;K. s.v. J//^v The female Mullet will

lather l.*e cauglit by fishermen then abandon her Make.

5. Of human beings : A mate, consort
;
a hus

band or wife, lover or mistress.
a 1240 Lofscng in Cott. Ilom. 209 lesu . . of be eadie

meiden iboren Maria bet is maiden and bute make niudtr.
a 1250 Ou l A- Night, ii5 ) Ojwr bat wif leo.-^t hire make.
&amp;lt;( 1300 Cursor M. 4668 pe king him did a wijf to tak, Might
assener, a doghii mak. c 1374 CHAPTER Compl. Mars 154
God yif every wyghle joy of his make ! c 1380 .S/&amp;gt; l-crnml:
2086 Wolde he be my worldly make & \vedde me to wyue.
1:1460 Townclcy My^t. i. 187 A rib I fiorn the take, therot&quot;

shall be maide thi make, a 1586 SIDNKY Arcadia \. (1590)

4b, Like ft widdow haulng lost her make. 1596 SPESSKR
/ . Q. iv, ii. 30 And each riot farre behinde him had bis

make, To wecte, two ladies of mo&amp;gt;t goodly hvu . 1626 1!.

JONSON Masqite of Owls, Where their M aides and their

Slakes, At daiKMigs and Wakes, Had their Napkin* and
poses. 1723 RAMSAY C.cntle S/tcph. }. ii, Whcnsoe ui they
[sc, men] slight their maiks at liamc. 1890 (i/ata; Ctoss.,
JAi/*(

, mate, companion, lovtr. 1893 Northitnibld. C o&s.^

J/&amp;lt;(/X , make^ . . a companion, consort, mate.

IVIake (mt^ k), sb.~ Also \St. and north. 4 (&amp;gt;

mak, 6 mayck, 7-9 mack, 9 maik. [f.
MAKJ; z .

1

]

fl. Doing, action; csp. (St.) manner, sljle (of

action, behaviour, speech), Obs.
a 1300- 1400 Cursor M. 18788 (GOtt.) His kin newill he noglit

forsake, Hot it be thoiu vr alien make [Cott. sakuj, c 1375
.V . Lfg. Saints ill. (Andreas) 790 ^Hilien ^cho sa\v pe haly
man one \s\ mak de. 6*1470 HENRY li alla&amp;lt;:e x. 554 To
rcwll the ost on a gud mak. 1500-20 DUNBAR I r

oiii;s xiii. i

Ane morlandis man of vplandis nmk. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Sect. I. 614 Commanding him opone the samin mak [etc.].

2: The manner in which a thing is made. a. Of
a product of art or manufacture : Style of con

struction, kind of composition.
c 1375 *SV. Leg.Saints\y..\Rertholoi&amp;gt;tci&amp;lt;s) 224 Bundynewith

clien^eis of fule mak. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 204 He let tuo
cofres make Of o semblance and of o make, a 1400-50
Alexander 3218 [He] was on be make of bat mote no^t
mcrvalled a litill. a 1500 MEDWALL Mature 1065 (Brandlt
A doublet of the new make. 1699 I.. WAFER Voy. (1729)

306 The other houses and churches are pretty handsome
after the Spanish make. 1710 HKARNE Collect. 7 May
(O. H. S.) II. 387 The make of the Letters . . appear not . .

ancient. 1760 KROWN Compl. Fanner \\. 8 Tins depends
much upon the make of the plough. 1833 Hr. MARTINEAU
]&amp;gt;rooke Farm viii. 104 The caps and bonnets were of quite
a new make. 1854 W. COLLINS Hide $ Seek III. 186 After

suggesting that the candle might have gone out through
some defect in the make of it. 1868 JOYNSON Metals 32
A great variety of what are technically called makes of

iron are produced in a wide range of degrees of hardness.

1889 Anthony s Photogr. Bull. II. 80 Use a slow make of

bromide paper.
b. Of a natural object : Form or composition,

structure, constitution. Often of the body : Build .

14. . How Good Wife taught Dan. 126 in Barbour s Brncet

etc. (1870) 520 Flawm nocht na fluriss that vill fade, To
mend the mak that god has made, a 1600 MOXTGOMEKIE
Afisc. Poems Ii. 37 Gif she had bene into the dayis auld,

Quhen Jupiter the schap of bull did tak .. Sum greater

mayck, I wait, he had gart mak, Hir to haue stollin be his

slichtis quent. 1663 BOYLE Occas. Refl. Disc. (1848) 64 The
Leaves . . of a Tree, . . are of a more solid Texture . . than

the Blossoms, which seem to be of a slighter make. 1697
DAMI-ILK Voy. (1729) I. 537 Their Faces are of a flat oval

Figure, of the Negro make. 1719 Freethinker No. 148 f 2

A Greek virgin, of exquisite Make and Feature. 1742
YOUNG AY. Th, ix. 868-9 Nature . . gave A Make to Man
directive of his Thought; A Make set upright. 1751 !&amp;gt;

JEFFERIES Treat. Diamonds (ed. 2) 23 A right knowledge
of the true make of Diamonds. 1792 BURNS Lady Mary
Ann iv, Young Charlie Cochran was the sprout of an aik,

Bonic, and bloomin and straugbt was Us m;ikc. 1812

BYRON Jnatt v. xi, He had an English look ; that is, was

.square In make, of a complexion white and ruddy. 1823-34
Good s Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III, 32 The apparently isolated

molecules found in the make of the polype and various

worms. 1832 Hr. MAKTIVEAU Life in Wilds iv. 46 Look at

his delicate handb and slight make. 1886 KUSKIN fr&terita

I. 291 The Jura rock, balanced in the make of it between

chalk and marble. 1894 MRS. H. WARD Marcella II. 301
A huge man, with the make and muscles of a prize-fighter.
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MAKE. 60 MAKE.
c. Of immaterial things : Form, fashion; hence,

sort, character, nature (passing into 4).
1660 COWLEV Otic Restoration xiv, All the Weapons

malice e r could try, Of all the sev ral makes of wicked

Policy. 1673 Ladys fall. \. iv. 9 Mutual visits, .should
flow from a real kindness, but if those now in use be sifted,
how few will be found of that make? 679 J- GOODMAN
PftiH. rant. i. i. (1713) 15 The make and fabricfc of a
Parable. 1857 liucKLE Civiliz, I. vii. 397 A corresponding
change, in the very form and make of our literature. 1890

Harper s Ma^. Mar. 524/2, I did not know just the make
and manner of his trouble.

t d. All of a make, of one make : of the same
character throughout. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ^ .SV/r . 72 There being nothing in

the Tube to hinder, Why should not the man fall further,
the air of the Well being all of a make? 1682 GKEW Ex}.
Lactation Introd.,The Experiments mayseemtoo numerous
to be of one make. 1684 N. S. Crit. Etig. Edit. Bittc
xxvii. 241 St. Jerom s Translation .. is not all of a make,
but hath some little mixture of the Ancient or Italian.

3. Mental or moral constitution, disposition, or

character.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy .SWr. To Rdr., Deeming there
were more in the World of my make. 1676 TOWKKSON
Decalogue 89 A gesture .. us d even by good men towards
those of the same make with themselves. 1713 STEKLK
Guard. No. 13 P 4 Mr. William, the next brother, is not of
this smooth make. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 153,

I, who, as to my will, and impatience, and so forth, am of
the true lady-make ! 1765 Ln. HOLLAND Let. 19 July in

Jesse G. Stlivyn (1843) I. 387 You are not of a make to be
a confidant there. 1806-7 J. DEKBSFORO Miseries Hum,
Life (1826) 1. x, You are happily of a hardy and contentious
make. 1877 RUSKIN Fors Clav. vii. 106 Giotto was, in the
make of him, and contents, a very much stronger . . man
than Titian.

4. Kind, sort, species, dial.

1740 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) I ttW Lane. Dial. Wks.
(1862) 62 I r freetn t aw macks o weys. 1785 Span. Rivals
S Why, mun, he s of all macks of sorts. 1788 \V. MARSHALL
Yorksk. II. 341 Gloss., Mack, sort, species; as, what mack
of corn, or stock? 1829 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2),

Alacks, sorts, fashions makes. A little o* a macks .

5. The action or process of making or manu
facture. Now rare exc. tcchn.

1743 J. MORRIS Scnn. ii. 38 He created the vast universe,
that he might impart such decrees of happiness and per
fection to the several orders of beings, as are suitable to the
end of their make. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 47
It appears that the make of linen began in Spain. in

.Monthly Mag. XX. 147 One of your correspondents in

quired concerning the make of marbled soap. 1879 BROWN-
IWZ Ned Brtttts 132 He taught himself the make Of lacea,

tagged and tough. 1890 JACOB! Printing xxxi. 250 Papers
..torn or broken in the make as the manufacture is

technically termed.

b. Qualified by an adj. or possessive denoting the

source of manufacture or the manufacturer, often

with mixture of sense 2 a implying the style or

quality associated with such an origin.
1873 Athenaeum 19 Apr. 508/3 A cast-iron chain of the old

Sussex make. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 29 Feb. 5/7 A pocket
. . of American make. Mod. Are these shoes your own
make?
6. Amount manufactured; quantity produced.
1865 rail Mall G. 27 June 5 The make of puddled iron

has been materially reduced at many of the works. 1884
W. H. GREENWOOD Steel

&amp;lt;V

Iron viii. 174 The economy in

fuel and increased make per furnace, effected by the intro

duction of the hot blast. 1886 Times 20 Aug. 11/2 The make
of pig iron in the United Kingdom over the first six months
of the year shows a decrease of 270,321 tons.

7. slang. A successful theft or swindle
*

(Slang
Viet. 1860). Cf. MAKE z&amp;gt;.l 29 b.

8. On the make : intent on profit or advancement.

slang, (orig. U. S.}
1890 Pall Afall G. 6 Sept. 2/1 Suppose, .that I am a man,

as our American cousins say, on the make suppose that
I have parliamentary ambit ions. 1893 Nation (N. Y)9 Mar.

172/2 The men who wanted offices rather than the triumph
of great principles, those who were on the make in politics.

1898 HENLEY Lend. Types, Bus-driver^ Being stony broke,
Lives lustily ; is ever on the make.

9. Electr. The action of making contact in an
electric circuit ; the position in which contact is

made (in phr. at make}.
1875 F. GITTIIRIE Magn. fy Electr. 235 The automatic

make and break. 1899 Gloss. Electrical Terms in Lightning
7 Jan. (Suppl.), Make and Break. .. The words are some
times used as substantives denoting the action of making or

breaking contact thus at make , at break . 1898 Engin.
Mag. XVI. 120/2 The interruptions corresponding to the
make and break of a telegraph key.

Make, sb3 slang and dial. Also 6 meke, 9
Sc. maik, maick. [Cf. MAG j.3] A halfpenny.

&quot; 1547 Hyc UW to Spyttcl-ko. in Hazlitt E. P. P. IV. 69
Docked the dell for a coper meke. 1567 HAKMAN Caveat
G iij, A make, a halfepenny. 1618 B. HOLVDAY Techno-

gamia \\. vi, Good Sir, if you be a Gentry touc, vouchsafe
some small II in or but a Make, for wee haue neither

I.mvrt, nor LiM*cgt
nor Libkin. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. xxxvi,

1 take it
; for a make to a million. 1852 in Beveridge Poets

Clackmannan.
(\t&amp;gt;%$ 66 That wasca d threepence, twamaiks

frae a groat. 1880 JAMIESON, l\faik,. .still a cant term in the
West of S., especially among boys when bargain-making.

Make ,m^k), ? .* Pa. t. and pa. pple. made
(mi^d). Forms: Inf. a, i macian, (i macan, 2

macen, macie&quot;), 2-^makianJ -ie(n,3-4maky(3)e,
-130, maki, (imper. mac), 3-5 maken (Ormitt

raakenn), 4-6 (9 dial.} mak, (5 raakyu.also 9 dial.

miak), 5-6 mack, (6 Sc. maik(e, mek), 3- make.

/J. 4-6 ma, (4 man), 9 dial, maa, may. /to.
fin/, ind and yd sing.*, and//. v conti acted north
ern forms) 4-5 mas(s, mays(s, maiss, 4-6 mais,
(5 mase, mace, maise). l\i$t. ind. a. 1-2 ma-
code, 2-3 makede, (2 mac!^h)ede, 3 makode),
2-5 maket, 3-5 (7) maked, (4 makked). /3.

3- made ;
also 3 maude, 4-5 mad, maad(e, 4-6

5V, maid, (3mede, 4madde, 6mayd). l\i.pple.
a. i jemacod, 2-3 imaked(e , ( 2 ^emaked,
imacad, 3 imaket), 3-5 ymaked, (4 -yd, imake) ;

2 makiet, 3 Ormin makedd, 3-5 maked, (4

maket, strong makyn), 4-5 makid. &. 3-4
imad, yraad, 4-5 ymaad, 4-5 (7) ymade; 3-5
mad, 4-5 maad, 4-6 .SV. maid, (5 madde, 6 Sc.

maed, maide), 4- made. [Com. \VGcr. : OE.
macian OFris. tuakia, OS. macon (L.G., Du.

maken}, OHG. mahhon (MHG., mod.G. machen},
app. f. *mako- fit, suitable (see MAKE sb-*). On
this view the primary sense would be *

to fit,

arrange ; but in the earliest known stages of the

WGer. tongues the verb corresponded generally to

the \*.facere in such of its senses as were not ex

pressed by Do. The MSw. tnaka to make, construct

(mod.Sw. make to move), Da. mage ta manage,
arrange, appear to have been adopted from LG.
Many senses which later Eng. shares with continental

Teut. are not recorded in OE., or not until near the end uf
that period; possibly the vb. originally had some of these

meanings, but was displaced in the literary dialect by
synonyms. Materials are wanting for a genealogical arrange
ment of the senses; the order of the main branches in the

following scheme has been adopted on grounds of con
venience. The word is not very frequent in OE. ; the most
prominent uses are in causative and factitive applications
(see 48, 49, 52) and in the phrase hit macian to make it

to act, behave (see 6SJ.J

I. Senses in which the object of the verb is a

product or result.

*To bring into existence by construction or

elaboration. (Not common until late in OE.
;

the L./acere is usually rendered by gewyrcan!)
1. trans. To produce (a material thing) by com

bination of parts, or by giving a certain form to

a portion of matter; to construct, frame, fashion.

Formerly common in various applications in which vbs. of
more specific meaning are now almost universally employed ;

used, e. g. for to build or erect a house, town, column, ship,
to paint a picture, to carve or .sculpture a statue.

1056-66 /user. Kirkdale C/i., Kfo., He hit let maian
newan from grvnde. a 1100 Cere/a in Anglia (1886) IX.
261 Fiscwer and mylne macian. ^1154 OE. Chron. an.

1137 In mani of be castles wtcron lof it grin .. bat was sua
maced fete.], ciaos LAY. 1037 Heo makeden tunes. Ibid.

27876 He..!ette maiden beren riche and swide maren.
c i25o(7r. ff A.r. 3541 Mac vs godes foren us to gon. ( 1320
Sir Tristr. 2765 pis forest wil y felle And caste! wil y ma.
c 1330 R. BltUHMBCArvM. U8io) 336 He mad a coruen kyng.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 368 Ane vax-cayme that beis mais.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 191 An heep of heremites..ketten
here copes and courtpies hem made. 1^82 WVCLIF Ps. ciii.

[civ.] 17 There sparewis shul make nestis, a 1400-50 Alex
ander 2587 He. .mas a brig uuire he bourne of Ilai-i-, with

cheynes. 1432-50 tr. I/i^/cn iKollh) I. 163 Men off Phenici.i
.. made [L. condidcrnnt\ the cites of Sidon and of Tyrus
1470-85 MALOKY Arthur Table (11. vii.), Kyng Marke . .

maad a tombe ouer them. 1530 PALSGR. 617/1, 1 make hyni
a gowne, a house, a

capj&amp;gt;e,
or suche lyke. Ibid. 621/2,

I make cockes of haye. 1571 Satir. foenis Reform, xxviii.

99 To Magnifiemy name I maidane Stepill. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. Thevenot s Trav. i. 208 The Franciscan Friars had made
some Rooms there for the convenience of Pilgrims. 1686
AGLIONBV Painting Ittttstr. Explan. Terms s. v. Antique ^

All the Works of Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture that

have been made in the Time of the Antient Greeks. 1751
R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins xlv. (1883) 132/2 One of the colambs
being making a house to reside in. a 1774 GOLUSM. Hist.
Greece I. 172 They caused a statue of Jupiter to be made at
the general expence. 1774 Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 41
As birds sometimes are seen to make their nests. 1849
Chambers^s Inform. II. 719/2 The machine being.. com
posed of the parts in ordinary use, only made circular. 1852
ROBERTSON fnw. Ser. in. xii. 147 The beaver makes its

hole, the bee makes its cell. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. vi.

195 That dress, made full, as you ve got it, suits you.

IT An apparent sense to represent by graphic or

plastic art occasionally arises from the practice of

applying the name of the thing portrayed to its

representation.
1300-1400 Cursor M. 23216 (Giitt.) Na mar. .pan painted

fire .. pat on wagh wit man war mad right [Cott. pat apon
awagh war wrogntj. 1850 DICKENS Dtiv.

Cof&amp;gt;p. xx, It was
a startling likeness.. .The painter hadn t made the ^car, but
/ made it. 1859 TKNNYSON I ivien 320, I took his brush
and blotted out the bird, And made a Gardener putting in

a graff.

b. Const, of, out oft with (the material or com
ponent parts). See also 4,

13.. Coer de L. 2648 Torches maad with wex ful cleer.

1382 WVCLIF Exod. xxxii. 4 He. .made of hem a }otun calf.

l(*33 P. FLETCHER Poet. Misc. 62 My little pipe of sevtn
reedh ymade. 11774 GOLDSM. Sitrv, E.\p. i liilos. (1776)
II, 239 Burning instruments . . are usually made with ^lass.

tr. Scarrons Cant. Romance (1775) I. 31 A., pan uf

breeches .. which he had given to this botcher, to make out
of them a more fashionable suit. 1791 J. TOWNSKNIJ Jaum,
A/W (1792) III. 118 Buskins .. which are made with the

esparto rush. 1859 H. T. ELLIS Hong Kong to Manilla
148 An Indian can make almost anything out of bamboo.

C. absol. in phr. make or mend. Also, of a

craftsman : To make the article which he pro
ducesfor specified persons.
1851 MAVHKW Loud. Labour (1864) II. 34/1 Those who

make or mend, and who mu^t make or mend so cheaply that
the veriest vagrant may be their customer [etc.]. 1856Honsen. Words XIV. 420/2, 1 do not make, or mend, or mar.
1862 Tcutplt Kar VI. 482 He makes for Count This and
Prince That, and they never want their coats altered.

d. slang. As good (or clever, etc.) as they make
them : as good (etc.) as possible.
187 . Broadside Ball, title (Farmer), As good as they make

em. 1889 G. ALLEN Tents ofShem iii. I. 51, I like them
thorough ladies,, .and as clever as they make them.

e. In various trades, applied spec, to some ond
of the operations constituting the process of manu
facture.

1888 Arts
&amp;lt;y Crafts Catal. 82 The volume passes into the

hands of the forwarder
,
who makes the back. 1900

Eng. Dial. Dict.j Make, to put the ioles on boots or shoes.

2. With a substance as object : To produce by
the combination of ingredients, by extraction from
a source, or by the modification of some other

substance by mechanical or chemical processes.
Const, frowy out of (the source or original sub

stance), of, ^with (the ingredients).
c laooOR.Mis 1480 5iff batt tu wlllt makenn laf, bu bresshesst

tine bh;cfess. 1 1230 I/alt Meid. 33 Hit greuefl be se s\vi5e

bat tu wilt .. makien puisun. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Ycom.
Prol.

&amp;lt;y

T. 259 Cley maad with hors and mannes heer, and
oille Of Taitre. ,1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg, 14 A medicyn
maad in oon maner

(rat worchi^dyuerseffcctis. 1471 RIPLEY

Comf&amp;gt;.
Akh. Adm. viii. in Ashm. (1652)191 Many Amalgatne

dyd I make. 1552 HULOLT, Make mortar, concinnare lutum.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay^s Voy. i. xiv. 15 A small
round fruite ..Of which the Inhabitants . . make oyle. 1611

HIBLE Ecclits. xlix. i The perfume y 1 is made by the arte of
the Apothecarie. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Nag, \. xii. 67 To
make Red Powder. 1698 1 hil. Trans. XX. 291 The way of

making Pitch, Tarr, Rosin and Turpentine. 1710 HKAKNK
Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 30 Mr. William Stallenge..was the

first Author of making silk in England. 1853 URE Diet.

Arts, etc. II. 728 The patent plan of Mr. William Onions
of making cast steel seems worthy of adoption.

b. spec. To produce (an article of food or drink)

by culinary or other operations. To make meat

(obs. cxc. dial.) : to prepare food.
Some of the examples placed here might appear to belong

to branch II ; but originally meat was taken to mean the

food as prepared. (Similarly in to inake tea or coffee.)

FRIC Gen. xxvii. 9 Bring me twa ^a betstan tyc-

cenu, \&amp;gt;z:i
ic maciRe mete fnnum faider ^aer of [Vu!g. ttt fa-

ciatn c.t eis cscas patri tno\. 1297 R. GLOI_ C. (Rolls) 8339
Wo Jat mi?te . . sebe & Make potage. a 1300 Cursor Jtf.

34
B.
497 pe bus to kepe and ma be mett. 13. . E. E, Allit. / .

. 625 |&amp;gt;re
mettez of mele menge & ma kakez. c 1440 in

Housch. Ord. (1790) 461 As men maken ruschewes. 1463
Bury Wilts (Camden) 32 In leeffull tyme to make her mete
in the chymeny. a 1589 R. Tow SON in Haklnyfs I oy. 581
The bread they make there, is cert ai tie cakes made of rootes.

1603 DEKKF.K & CHETTLE Grissil iv. ii. (Shaks. Soc.) 59
Giisbil shall go make pap, and I ll lick the skillet. 1747
MRS. GLASSE Cookery (1767) 215 To make a boiled loaf.

1846 DICKKNS Cricket i. 15 Only let me make the tea fir&amp;gt;t,

John. 1850 Dai . Copp. xxiii, I then made her. .a glass of

not white wine and water, and a slice of toast cut into

thin strip*). 1886 BESANT Children (7/Av ii. xix, The

. . . ,
. .

not white wine and water, and a slice of toast cut into long
he cloth

was spread, and she was making the tea.

3. Said of God as Creator; with reference both

to material and to spiritual objects. Also occas.

of Nature, and inpassive with the agent unspecified.
i 1175 Lamb, Horn. 139 Sunnendai weren engles makede of

godes mude. c 1200 /raft Coll. Horn. -jj2 He makeS Je
fisies in be sa be fueles on Je lofte. t 1230 llali Meid. 45
Ich chulle halde me hal burh be grace of godd, as cunde me
makede. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 478 pie ^ousend & four

score &
|&amp;gt;rt ;er Frain bat be world was verst imad. a 1300

Cursor M. 345 He J&amp;gt;at
mad [c 1375 t- atrf. maket] al thing o

noght. 1382 WYCLIK Gen. \. 16 And Gml made two grett

li^t gyuerys. c 1449 PECOCK Kcpr. \\. 146 God that made
the world and alle (hingU that ben in it. 1609 I .IM i

(l)ouay) II. Index, Light, an accident made the first day.
1660 tr. Awyraldus

1

Treat, toni. Rt/ig. ti. vi. 241 Nature
ha s not made us of Iron. 1667 MILTON }\ L. ix. 137. 1742
YOUNG A&quot;/. Tk. iv. 828 Truth, eldest Daughter of the Deity;
Truth, of his Council, when he made the Worlds. 1852
MRS, STOWE Undf Tom s C. xx. 205 Do you know who
made you? Nobody, as I knows on,

1

^aid the child. . . I

bpect I grow d. Don t think nobody never made me.

b. AVilh compl. or advb. phrase, denoting the

form or condition of the creature, or the purpose
or object of creation. Hence in passive, to be

naturally fitted or destined (const, for, to with inf.).

c 1175 Latnl*. Hom. 79 po bet wertn imakt-de engles in

IIC.HU.-IR-, and fellen ut for hoic wrechcde. &amp;lt; 1250 Ctn. (y E.\ .

122 Of euerilc ou;t, of euerilc sed, Was eifte mad moder of

&amp;gt;ped.
a 1300-1400 Cursor J/. 12370 (Gutt.) 5e M nc na:&amp;gt;

made to men,. . And ^at eftir his aunen ymage. 1381 WYCLIK
Mark ii. 27 The Sabote is maad for man, and mil a man
for the Sabote. c 1430 LYDG. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 121

HJghe and lowe were made of oo nature, a 1533 LD. UER-
NEBS Hiton Hx. 206 We be all made to dye. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. / /, v. i. 7 This hand was made to handle nought
but Gold. 1607 Cor. i. i. 211 They said . . that dogges
must eate, That meate was made for mouths. 1697 DKYDKN
Virg. Georg. in. 259 The Calf, by Nature .. made To turn

the Glebe. 1712 STEELE Sft ct. No. 515 f 6 Indeed, Gatty,
we [sc. women] are made for Man. 1715 DB FOE hant.

Instruct. I. i, (1841) I. 13 Did God make me to serve him ?

1732 Poi E Ess. Matt \. 39 Ask . . why oaks are made Taller

or stronger than the weeds they &amp;gt;h:uk-. 1784 BURNS (title)

Man was made to mourn. 1822 COBHKTT Weekly Reg.
30 Mar. 778 It is true enough, that God made all the

uomen ; but he did not make them all players. 1854 HKEW-
s i tn More Worlds xiii. -juj Man was nut made for the planet



MAKE.

but the planet was made for man. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood
\

ii, She. .said that she had become your pupil, and that you ,

were made for your vocation.

c. pass. To be (well, etc.) made : said of the

bodily frame.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 36 Heo hath . . Body ant brest

wel mad al. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce 1.385 Hot off lymmys he

wes weill maid, &amp;lt;i 1400-50 Alexander 3921 Then come a

beste . . Mad & merkid as a Meere. c 1402 LYDG. Compl.
/&amp;gt;/. Knt. 163 Of brede and lengthe So wel y-mad by gootl

proporcioun. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour (1868) 168 To
seme to the folkes syght better maad and fayrer of body.
1886 AUKL. SERGEANT No Saint I. i. i. 3 His frame was
broad and strongly made.

4. To be made of\ to have been fashioned

(whether by art or nature) out of (certain materials);

to have as its material, constituents, or component

parts ; to consist or be composed of.

c 1200 Triu. Coll. Horn. 145 Ane box ^emaked of marbel-

stone. c izootV/. Michacldfo in S. Eng. Leg, I. 3i8Ofpis
foure elemenz ech quic ping I -make is. 1307 Elegy Ediv. /,

viii, The holy crois ymad of tre. c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. i. .

pr. i. 2 (Camb. MS.) Hyr clothes weren maked of riht delye
thredes. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 6 pe table, .was made
of olyue. 1449 PKCOCK Repr, i. 8 An argument if he be ful

and foormal, which is clepid a sillogisme, is mad of twey pro- i

posicionns. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems x\\. 46 Toungis now are

maid of quhyte quhaill bone, And hairtis ar maid of hard

flynt stone. 1530 PALSGK. 318/1 Made of cristall, cristalin.

1542 UIJALL Erasut. Apopk. 255 b, I found Rome made but

of bricke, and I will leaue it of marble. 1633 MASSINGKK
Guardian i. i, I am made of other clay. 1669 STURMY
Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 66 Cords made of Hemp. 1827
Mirror II. 164/1 Books aren t made of Stilton cheese. 1892

Argosy Oct. 312 The drums were made of metal.

fb. To be (

compact of (certain qualities). Obs. .

t-i374 CHAUCER Bocth. u. pr. iv. 27 (Camb. MS.) A man
maked alle of sapyence and vertu. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. m.
v. 33 She looke[s] vs like A thing more made of malice, then

of duty.
5. To compose, write as the author (a book, =

poem, or other literary work, fa letter). Formerly
often (now only as a rare archaism) with the title

of a work as obj. ; in mod. use chiefly in the phrase
to make verses {poetry, etc.). Also said with refer

ence to musical composition.
The mod. usage is difficult to reduce to rule. It is common

to speak of making a sonnet or an epigram ;
but it would

:iound odd to speak of making a tragedy or a novel,

except with some added phrase, as in Some one has made
a tragedy on this subject*.
c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 125 Da songcs. .bo5 makede of pere

heouenliche blisse be us wes iopenad on bisse thnan. c 1200

Trin. Coll. I/om. 71 On be godspeUe pe sein lucas makede.
c 1205 LAY. 32 He nom pa Englisca hoc pa makede seint

Beda. (11300 Cursor M. 87 Of hir to mak bath rim and

sang. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 33 Off thaim I thynk this

buk to ma. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 415 I haue leuere

here an harlotrie. .pan al pat euere Marke made, Mathew,
John, & lucas. 1485 CAXTON in Malory s Arthur Pref.

2 Alle suche bookes as been maad of hym ben fayned and

fabjes. 1508 DUNBAR Poems vt. 66 Clerk of Tranent.,That
maid the anteris of Gawane. 1530 PALSUR. 617/2, I make
a booke, as a clerke dothe. . . Is your boke made yet ? Ibid.

625/1, I wyll go make a letter. Ibid. 630/2, I make the

dytie of a songe. 1612 BACON Ess,^ Beauty (Arb.) 210
As a Musitian that maketh an excellent aire in Mustek.
1612 BRINSLEV Lud. Lit. xiv. (1627) 190 How to make
Verses with delight and certainety. 1650 HOWELL Gi-

rajfi s Rev. Naples \. 127 Cavalier Cosmo Fonseca . .

who us d to make epitaphs. 1699 BESTLEY Plial. 211
P/iiloctetcs t which was not made till sixscore years after
Phalaris s death. 1787 J. RAMSAY in Hums ly ks. II. 117
He has made words to one or two of them [sc. tunes]. 1803
tr. P. Le Brim s Mons. Bottc I. 6 Would you .. have me
marry a woman that makes verses? 1819 CRABBE T.

&amp;lt;*f

Hall x, I penn d some notes, and might a book have made,
But I had no connection with the trade. 1889 D. HAMNAY
Capt. Marryat 100 Travellers who came to spy out the land,
and make a book about it. 1894 \V. MORRIS Wood beyond
ll orld colophon, Here ends the tale of the Wood beyond
the World made by William Morris.

f b. absol. or intr. To compose verses
; to write

poetry ;
to rime. (Cf. MAKER 5.) Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 22 To solacen hym sum tyme
as I do whan I make, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. \V. Pro!. 69
Ye lovers that can make of sentement. c 1392 Compl.
Venus 82 Graunson, flour of hem that make in Fraunce.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxviii. 2 My heid did 3ak ^ester-
nicht. This day to mak that I na micht. 1579 SPENSER
Skeph. Cal. Apr. 19 And hath he skill to make so excellent?
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. iv. 59 Those who scarce have scene
a booke Most skilfully will make. 1622 WITHER Mistr.
Philar. Postscr. N 8, I make to please my selfe, and not
for them. 1864 DASENT Jest $ Earnest (1873) II. 303 Thou
art a good skald, .if thou canst make no worse than Glum.
t c. To make Latin or Latins : to write Latin

composition. Obs.
c 1500, a 1568, 1607 [see LATIN sb. 4]. 1612 BRINSLEY Pos.

\Parts (1669) 130 Directions to make Latine. 1675 E. COLES
,

(title) Nolens volens, or you shall make Latin whether you
will or no.

d. To draw up (a legal document).
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 58 Nuw Simonye and Siuyle

stondep forp hope, Vn-Foldyng be Feffement bat FaUnes
made. 1476 Surtces Misc. (1890) 35 Made in the yere of
our Lorde imllesimo cccclxxvj. I484CAXTON FablesofPoge
vi, Whatine he was . . at the poynt of dethe he wold make
his testament. 15 .. Doun by ane Rcver as I red 71 in
Dunbars Poems 307 Quhill Deid he hint him be the back,
.. And lute him nocht his testrnent mack. 1519 Rec. All-
halloivs* Barking in Rimbault Hist. Organ 56 This enden-
ture made the yere of our lorde god m 1 V xix. 1658-9 Bur
tons Diary (1828) IV. 45 Put the case, that none but ser
vants be at making their master s will. 1697 G. DALLAS
Syst. Stiles i The foiesaid Clause made anent payment of

61

Annual rents. Ibid. 7 [A] Writ made by way of Contract.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 395/1 If he recovers, he

may alter his dispositions, and have time to make a written
will. 1823 GRKVILLE Mem. (1875) I. 64 In 1810 the King
made another will, but. .he always put off signing it. 1903
Spectator 31 Oct. 704/2 Daulac. .and his companions made
their wills, confessed, and received the sacrament.

6. To put together materials for (a fire) and set

them alight.
c 1205 LAY. 1186 He makedc bi

\&amp;gt;on weofedc a swiffe wun-
sum fur. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce \\. 561 Luk on na viss the

fyre he ma. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. j &quot;aceret Bustnut,
to make a funeral fyer. 1c 1558 [see KIRK sb. 3). 1603 I)EK-

KER & CHETTLK Grissil i. i. (Shaks. Soc.) 15 Master, I have
made a good fire. 1687 A. LOVELI, tr. ThevenoCs Trai 1

. i.

225 They made great Kires all along the Coast. 1844 K.

WARHURTON Crcsc. .5- Cross II. 101, I .. ordered the other

[Arab] to make a fire instantly.

7. To set apart and prepare the site for (a garden,
park, road, etc.).

1382 WYCLIK Amos\\. 14 The! shuln make gardyns. 1727-
41 CHAMBERS Cyd.s.v, Koitd, Artificial Road is that made
by labour of the hand, either of earth or masonry. 1804
CHARLOTTB SMITH Conversations, etc. I. 93 We had m;ui&amp;lt;j

cardens of our own. 1818 Order\\\ Willis & Clark Cam
bridge (1886) I. 573 The making a walk from the New
Bridge along the new Plantation. 1866 M. ARNOLD Tliyrsis

i, How changed is here each spot man makes or fills !

** In wider sense : To cause to exist, to produce.
8. To cause the existence of (a material thing or

a physical phenomenon) by some action ; to indict

(a wound) ;
to produce (a hole, a mark, a sound,

etc.). So to make melody , minstrelsy ; to make a

note, etc. : see the sbs.

ci2oo Triu. Coll. Horn. 33 pe wundes pat hie on him
makeden. a. 1300 Cursor M. 17288+ 101 pe eithe quuku &
made sown. 1:1420 Anturs of Arth. 125 (Douce MS.) pe
risly goost made a gryrne here. 1530 PALSGU. 617/2 The
roppes of water with ofte fallynge make the hole in a

marbyll stone. Ibid., What a churme these byrdts make.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsit! ii. x[ij. (Arb.) 103 Make me. .

so many strokes or lines with your pen as ye would haue
your song containc verses. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. i. 49
Haue you not made an Vniuersall shout? 1680 COTTON
Cowpl. Gamester x. (ed. 2) 85 Although the best of other

eyes shall not dUcern where any mark was made. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thevtnofs Trav. i. in Great claps of Thun
der, which .. made with the beating of the waves, a fearful

noise. 1820 J. Gii-i-oKn Compl. Eng. Lawyer n. xiii. 219 If

any person shall make a hole in such ship. 1842 TENNYSON
Mortc d1Arthur 137 The great brand Made lightnings in

the splendour of the nmon. 1886 I all Mall G. 15 July
6/1 To make his cross upon the ballot paper.

t b. iwpers. with reference to weather. [Cf. F.

ilfait chaud) ilfait ol Siitr. ] Obs. rare.
a 1300 Cursor JA 11658 Gret hete in wildernts it mud--.

1654 WHITELOCKK S .t ft/. Ambassy (1772) I. 165 Yell made
it darke before they were from table.

9. To produce by action, bring about (a condition

of things, a state of feeling).
For to nitike

&amp;lt;ido, f &amp;lt;- oilt (&amp;lt;*) commotion, fun, a fuss,
game, nn impression^ t a mutter, apother, a, row, a sensa
tion, sport, a stir . see the sbs.

cii22 O. E. Chron. an. 1052 (MS. E.) Hi macodon ma:st
bet unseht betweonan Godwine eorle it bum cynge. 1352
MINOT Poems viii. 34 pe Kranche men..inase grete dray
when pai er dight. f 1386 CHAUCER Sqr. s T. 210 It is

rather lyk An apparence y-maad by soni Magyk. c 1400
Destr. Troy 4213 Lamydon. .was fader to the freike that

offens mas. c 1449 PECOCK Kept: Pro!. 3 Tho blamers. .ban
therbi maad ful miche indignacioun. 1475 RanfCoil^c&amp;lt;ir

172 Mak na mair stryfe. 1530 PALSGR. 619/1, I make ;i

re veil, I make a do. 1573 BAKKT Ah 1
. M 48 To make strife

and debate, concirc Id concttate fifes. 1611 CoTCR. t
Fairc

Ic nial le de vaiwert, . . to make a hurlyburly. 1650
BAXTER Saints* K. iv. (1651) 36 The sufferings which we do
make our selves, have usually issues answerable to their

causes. 1813 BYKON Rr.Abydos n. xx, He makesa solitude,
and calls it ptace ! 1897 A. I&amp;gt;. INNKS Afacftitlay s Ess.

dive (Pitt Press) 128 Buying up all the rice in the trade-

jargon of to-day making a corner .

fb. Const, dat. of the person or with to, unto :

To cause (something) to happen to or fall to the

lot of (a person) ; to cause (a person) to experience

(something) ; to bring into a person s possession or

power. Obs.
a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 755 (Gr.) Eac is hearm gode mod-

sor^ jtemacod. c 1000 aZLFRK yitdg, xvi. 25 pa biedon his
sume pjet Samson moste him macian sum ganien. 1303 R.
BKUNNE Handl. Synne 3939 }yf pou make one so hard stresse

pat hys godnesse wexe pe lesse. a 1310 in Wright Lyric /*.

3t Al wrong y wrohte for a wyf, that made us wo in world
ful wyde. c 1375, c 1386 [see GAME sl&amp;gt;. i]. a 1400 Cursor
il/. 28630 (Cott. Galba) Two mailers of mending makes men
mede. 1483 CAXTON C. de la Tour Fvij, This queue, .made
unto the peple grete dyuersytees. 1590 BRUSH f1

. Q. i, viii.

34 He. .Then ..from his arme did reach Those keyes, and
made himselfe free enterance. 1610 I!. JONSON Alch, in. ii,

Euen the med cinall vse shall make you a faction, And party
in the realme. 1629 R. HILL Patlvw. Piety 1. 184 If we have
made them any offence. 1690 LOCKE Gwt. 11. v. 39 Labour
could make Men distinct titles to several parcels of it \sc. the

Worldl. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. \\. iii, The last wind
made Glaud a roofless barn.

c. To make peace, &quot;\grith) \sib\ (a) to bring
about a condition of peace; (/&amp;gt;)

to conclude a

treaty of peace.
cii22 O. E. Chron. an. 1086 (MS. E.I Betwyx ooVum

biti^um nis na to forgytane p;et gode friA pe he macode on

pisan lande. c 1154 Ibid, an. 1140 P 11 He dide god iustise

& makede pais. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Wi5 wain we ne

mu^e gri5 ne sibbe ntacie. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 100

Jesu Crist, thou be mi bote, so boun icham to make my pees.

1390 Gowrcrc Con/. I. 12 To make pes betwen the kyngts

MAKE.
After the lawe of chante. 1:1410 HOCCLEVE Mother ojGod
78 By thee, lady, y-makid is the pees Betwixt Angels and
men. 1590 SPENSER 7- . Q. \\. iii. 9 So happy peace they made
and faire accord. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xl. 251 The
Supreme Power of making War and Peacr, was in the
Priest. 1849 MACAU LAY fits/. F.ng. vii. II. 224 He now
made his peace, and went as far in servility as he had ever
done in faction. 1863 H. Cox Insttt. \\\. ii. 596 The sole

prerogative of the Crown of making peace and war.

d. To make place, room, way : sec the sbs.

^1 e. In the 14-1 5th c. the passive often renders
1

Is.fari to begin to exist
,

to take place , or (after
Hellenistic Gr. ytyvta&ai)

l to be*. Cf. 4^ f, 49 e.

1382 WYCLII-- Lnke iii. 3 The word of the Ix&amp;gt;rd is maad on

j

John, c 1400 MAUNDKV. (1839) v. 40 That ret Babyloyne,
.

where the Uyversite of Langages was first made.

10. To give rise to; to have as a result or con-

sequence ; to be the cause of. Very common in

t proverbs. Also in phrases to make a difference,

f*
a wonder. To make work , to occasion the neces-

i sity for work to be done
;
to give tioublc.

! c 1175 Lamb. Honi. 103 Aitarida. . heo macao rcaflac. .and

lesunge, c 1230 I!all Kfcid. 17 Kise make5 ^eof. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce ii, 3jo God may rycht weill our werdis tlt-le ;

; For multitiid maiss na victory. 1533 Mi.vor Cast, Helthe
( 1 539) 54 The incate that shall make syckenesse, muste nat a

lyttell excede the exquisite measure. 1565 Coon-.K Thesaurus
s. v. Facere, Vsc maketh a cu^tome. 1573 I!.\iii.i Air. M ^)
Old age maketh wrinckles. 1597 I&amp;gt;ACON Confers Good

&amp;lt;y

Krill (Arb.) 154 The second hlow makes the fray, The
.second word mafces the bargaine. 1630 B. JONSON AVw/
i. (init.) A heavy pur.se makes a light heart. 1655 WOOD
Life 12 Oct. (O.H.S.) I. 199 It niatle a great wonder, that a
maid should be in love with such a person as he. 1662
GiiKBitR Principles 14 Too many Staires and back-Doores
makes Thieves and Whores. 1668 K. Si r.n.i Husbandman a

Calling vi.(i672) 176 Kxcept infants that make work, ho will

have all the rest do some work or other. 1738 Su n r Pol. Con-
vcrsat. 39 One Fool makes many. 1759 BROWN Con/pi.
I arincr qi Dry weather makes plenty ofhoney 1791 Genii,

Mag. 22/2 It makes very little difference, with which of the

acids the ether ^composed. 1834 /&amp;gt;r//. llttsl: I. 56 (U.K. S.)

A very conunoii ojiiniuii among farmers, that high rents

make good fanners .

fb. \Vith // as obj.: To be the cause of the

fact stated or supposed. O/ S.

c 1375 Cursor M. 18788 (Fairf.) His kin ne \\ille he iiu^t for

sake bot if
|&amp;gt;ai

hit ham-seluen make [Cott. but it be tin in
J&amp;gt;air

aim sake). 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. x. 55 In Monnes Hrayn
..he [sc. Inwitl is Ureme^t, Hut 51! blod hit make. 1377
Ibid. H. v. 4 .?o, I naiu nou^te shryuen some tj ine but if

sekenessc it make. 1393 [bid. C. xi, 157 Man is. .semblable
in soule to god botc yf synne hit make. Ibid. xxi. 326.

11. Cram. Of a word: To form
1

(a certain case,

tense, etc.) in a specified manner; to change into

(a specified foim) when inflected. [After \J.faccre. \

c looo /ELIRIC Grant, viii. (Z.) 21 Seo forme declinatio..

tnaca3 hire Renilivvm on a,-. 1886 T. LK M. DOUSE tntrod.

Gothic 167 Wahsja. .makes in the present 2 p[eison] s[ingu-

lar] ivahscis.

12. To establish (a mlc, ordinance) ;
to enact

(a law) ; to impose (a rate); fto found, iiibtilute

(a religious order, etc.).
c 1124 O. E. Chron.^ an. 963 (Laud MS.&amp;gt; He macode

b;tr twa abbotrict1

,
an of muneca o&quot;3er of nunua. n 1225

Aticr. K. 6 PLOS riwle is imaked nout of monties fund-

leas, auh is of godes hestes. c 1300 Hai-clok 31 Code
lawes He dt-de inaken.an ful wel holden. a 1300 Cutwr M
11189 Ouer a! be werld he mad statut. c 1380 WYCLIK li ks.

ti88o) 2 Here ordris maad of synful men. 1423 Rolfs of
I urlt. IV. 257/2 To graunte, ordeyne, and mak by estatut.

1542 UDALL Erasnt. Apoph. 27 s [They] made a lawe that

[etc.J. 1568 GRAF TON Chron. II. 517 Certeinc ouluiaunces,
made by the Maior and Aldermen of London. 1765 BLACK-
STONK Coiiim. I. ii. 142 In all tyrannical governments.,
the right of both making and enforcing the laws, is vested

hi one and the same man. 1845 Si MI-HEN Connit. Lawn Eng.
II. 356 Poor rates made in respect of the premises. 1875
STUBBS Const, /fist. (1896) II. xvii. 614 The theory that the

laws were made or enacted by the king with the consent of

the lords and at the petition of the commons. 1898 Kncycl.
Laws Etig. VIII. 70 A receiving order is made on the day
it is pronounced, not when it is drawn up.

fb. To arrange, fix the time and place for (a

match) ; to institute (games). Obs.

(11568 ASCHAM SchoUm. \\. (Arb.) 125 The games running,

wrestling, and shotwg, that Achilles maketh in Homer, with

the selfe same games that /Eneas niakuth in Virgil. 1676
LADY CHAWOKTII in \-zih Rep. /list. MSS. Comm. App. v.

32 They have made four matches to be run at Newmarket.

1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3905 4 There is a Cock-Match made
between the Counties of Surrey and Sussex. 1752 AINS-
WORTH Lat. Eng. Diet. s. v., To make a match for fighting,

Ccrtauictt instittu-rc.

13. Uses arising from&quot; ellipsis of obj. in the fac

titive senses (branch III), a. To create by elec

tion, appointment, or ordination ; to appoint (an

officer), ordain (a priest, etc.).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 58 Voure kinge* hii made
fc&amp;gt;o

in
|&amp;gt;is

kinedoin. 1340 Ayenh. 42 Dingnetes bet me makej&amp;gt;
be

chyczinge. e 1400 Rule St. Be.net 145 The Method of make-

ing a Nunn. a 1400-50 Alexander 3441 pe prouynce pi*t is

in pes & princes ere maked. 1422 Rolls of ParIt. IV. 176

Such officers, and all othre, be maad by advys. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xiv, 46 Sa mony jugeis and lordis now maid
uf lait. 1553 Bk. Coin. Prayer Ordination, The fourme
and maner of makynge and consecratynge, Bishoppes,

Priestes, and Deacons. 1585 Act 27 Eliz. c. 2 i PrKStM,
which have bene. .made, -beyonde the Seas, by or according
to the Order.. of the Komishe Church. 1641 BAKnCAfV*.
(1660) 148 He [Rich. 11] then made nine Knights, and
created four Earls. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. \V. Ixxiv, When the

Tartars make a Lama, their first care is to place him in a dark

corner of the temple. xSio WELLINGTON Let. to Lt. Col.



MAKE
Torre m Gurw. D^p. (1838) VI. 326, 1 .. have not the
power of nukmg even a Corporal.

b. Naut. To promote in rank : occas. into a

particular ship.

62 MAKE.
of bets

referring
to one and the same race or event

,
U75 BAHUOUK Bruce \. 249 Than mayss. clerkis questioun

with odds calculated with a view to a probable !

That [elc - - M&quot;Cw*: 23846 (Trin.) From hit

pain on the whole trnn^tm ??? &quot;&quot;^&quot;i*^. fo no Wll5 *?
we c

.&quot;
nlake - 5*5

the rank of Commander, a 1817 I ersitas. I. 256 When
he came home from the Cape, just made into the Grap.
pier. 1833 MARRVAT / . Sim/ilt xxxviii, 1 had now served
my time as midshipman, . .and I thought that 1 had a better
chance of being made in England than abroad. 1867 SMYI H
Sailor s IYorel-bk., .Made, a professional term for having
obtained a commission, or being promoted.

c. gen. To cause a person or persons to become
(what is specified by the object).
To makefriends is first recorded in idiomatic phrases (see

FKIIND sb. 6 b) in which the (presumably) original force of
the verb is obscured.

1594 HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. nt. i. 9 If they be no Chris-
tians, how make they Christians [by baptism] 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, i. i. 214 Get Posts, and Letters, and make
Friends with speed. 1610 Ii. JONSON Alch. in. ii, There
you haue made a friend. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 47 T 7
For these Ten Years successively he has not made lc-&amp;gt;s

than an Hundred April Fools. 1710 OZKLL I trtot s Rom.
Kef. I. vi. 343 [He] made a great Number of Prisoners.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eiig. vi. II. 97 He. .tried, .to make
as few enemies as possible. 1859-60 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.
&amp;lt;?*. (1873)111. II. ii. 237 He was.. a man to make both friends
and enemies.

td. To translate, render . Otis. (Cf. make
English, 48.)
1519 MORE Dyalogut in. Wks. 233/2 The clergie hath not

forboden the byble to bee made and readde in englishe. 1612
BIINSLIY res. Parts (1669) 130 This word of, coming after
a verb, is made by a Preposition.

e. To fix (a price). Now only Com/it.
1567 Gude f, Godlie Ball., The Wind Man-is cauU

, The
tbeif Judas did greit trespas, That Christ for sillier sauld :

Hot 1 reistis will tak, and his price mak, For Its be mony
fauld. 1752 AINSWORTH Eng.-Lat. Diet. s. v., To make a
price, Pretium alicid rtifactn vet indicerr. 1895 A. J.
WILSON Gloss. Terms Stock Exch., To make a 1 riic.
\ dealer is said to make a price when he states the price
at which he is prepared to buy and the one at which he is

ready to sell a particular security.
14. To prepare or provide (a meal, feast) for

guests ; to give (a dinner, etc.). 06s. exc. arch.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xxii. 2 Heofona rice ys elic - e .

wurden bam cynmge be macude hys suna gyfata [fiiifecit
nuftiasfiliosuo\. 1205 LAY. 14425 pe king makede ucorme,
swiSe More [i- 1275 feste]. 1:1380 WVCUF 6V/. Wks. III.

416 In his two feestis bat he maked by myracle, he fed bo
puplc. 1382 Luke xiv. 13 Whanne thou makist a mete,
ether souper. a 1400-50 Alexander 831 pou mas be slike
a

. &quot;Vjpfiery
& macchis changis. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la Tour

G viij b. She made grete dyners to the poure peple. a 1548
HAM. Cnrtm., Hen. VI11 21 So he made them a banket and
thei departed. 1682, 1814 [see FEAST sl&amp;gt;. 3]. 1763 GOI.DSM.
Wash Wks. (Globe) 525/1 People of fashion make public
breakfasts at the asscmbly-honse&amp;gt;, to which they invite their ,

acquaintances. 1867 M. ARNOLD Obcrmann once more, He
!

made a feast, drank fierce and fast, And crown d his hair
with flowers.

15. To form by collection of individuals.

t a. To get together (a party, a force) ; to muster
or raise [troops). Also to make a head : see HEAD
si. J2b. Ol&amp;gt;s.

13. . Coer de L. 1251 The kyng comaundyd . . At London
to make a parlement. 1387 TREVISA lligden (Rolls) VII.
in At Oxenforde he made a parlement. a 1400-50 A lex-
tinder 2210 Alexander. .all a-boute be cite, Makis foure
thousand with flanes it bowis. c 1420 LYUG. Assembly of
Gods 1055 He seyde pleynly he Vertu wold forsake, And
in Vyce hys quarell all hys power make. 1470-85 MA
LORY Arthur XXI. xxii. 839 Wherfore Syr Mordred made a
parlemente and called the lordes togyder. 1523 Lu. HER.
NERS Froiss. I. xxviii. 42 These lordes be thci that may
make moost men of warre in short space of any that I

know. 1594 SHAKS. Kick III, iv. iv. 449 The greatest
strength and power that he can make. 1607 Cor. v. i. 37.

1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 266 The Swcitzers can make .six

score thousand foote for the defence of their owne Country.
1647 COTTERELL tr. Davila s Hist. Fr. I. 50 The Duke of
Guise sent forth Jaques d Aubon..and James Savoy. .with
all the horse they could make, a 1715 BUKNET Own Time
(1724) I. 407 Lord Danby saw his error, of neglecting the
leading men, and reckoning upon a majority, such as could
be made.

b. In parliamentary phrase, To make a House :

to ensure the presence of the number (now 40) of
members required for a regularly constituted sitting
of the House (of Commons). Also said of thu
members. Similarly, to make a quorum.
1648 DR. DENTON 7 Dec. in F. P. Verney Mem. Vcrney

Family (1892-9) II. 395 Most of the secured members lay in
Hell last night, and are now gone to the general!. There is

scarce enough left free to make a house. 1775 [see HOUSE
&amp;gt;/. 4d], 1830 Examiner 409/2 Twice this week have
Ministers failed to make a House of Commons. 1864 Spec
tator 7 May 529 A Hill which., will before long interest

every taxpayer, was interrupted by mere official carelessness
as to making a House . 1884 Manch. K.tam. 15 May 5/4 A
House was made to-day promptly at a quarter-past 12 o clock.

c. Sporting. To make, a tag: to kill a number
of game on a shooting expedition. To make the

bag: said of the S]&amp;gt;ortsman who contributes most
to the total of game killed.

1863, 1867 [^ec HAG si: (j]. 1889 Cornhill Mag. XIII. 209
Sir Allan is making the bag. That is the third time he has
wiped Sir Joseph s eye.

d. Betting. To make a book : to arrange a series

gain on the whole transaction.
1828 HOOD Miss Kitmanscgg, Honeymoon, Of making a

book how he made a stir. 1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural
Sports ll. I. xiii. 137 It does not always happen that the

person laying the odds makes a book. 1892 CasscWs .Sat.

Jnil. 28 May 859/1 There certainly is a way of making a
book by which the layer of odds must win.

(16. To bring forth (fruit, blossom) ; to have as
a product. Ol&amp;gt;s.

cuery good tree inakith good fruytis. c 1380 Serm. Scl.
Wks. I. 166. IT 1400 Afol. Loll. 4. 1604 K. G[RIMSTONE]D Acosta s Hist. Indies iv. xxxii. 296 In new Spaine, there
are some vignes which beare grapes, and yet make no wine.

b. To make water, -f- urine [
= F. faire de l eatt\ :

to urinate. (See the sbs.)

flV. Of a mother: To give birth to (young). Of
a father: To beget. Ols. [So F.//&amp;gt;v.]

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 164 |-&quot;e
cursede blud bat Caym

&amp;gt;ia|&amp;gt;
I-maket. 1483 CAXTOX G. dc fa Tour G viij b, This

good lady Rachel as she had made a child she forthwith
. . gaf thankyngis of it to god. 1484 Fables cfsfcso/t 1 1. iv,
A sowe whiche wepte . . for the grctc payne that she felle by
cause she wold make her young pygges. c 1500 Mclusinc
102 She made a fayre child that was her .second sontie.

18. Used with const, oj or out of (by extension of
the notion in sense I b), to designate the action

of causing what is denoted by the regimen of the

prep, to become what is denoted by the object of
the verb.

COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Facere, Contronersiam, to propose
as doubtful! : to make doubt of. 1583-1875 [sec QUESTION
s/i. 5]. 1586-1875 [see DOUBT i/..i 4 a]. 1661 BOYLE Style of
Script. (1675) 228 The more .scruple I would make to rob them.
1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 3 The estimate we make of the
distance of objects. 1721 PERRY Daggenh. Breach 4 Per
sons, who may be able to make a Judgment of the Truth of
what I relate. 1844 Fraser s Hag. XXX. 98 i, I make no
doubt everyone ..has practised similar stratagems. 1870
LOWELL Study ll iiul. 229 The judgement of him [Chaucer]
which we make from his works. 1885-94 R. HKIDGES E&amp;gt;os

&amp;lt;$

1 sychc May xiii, She made no wonder how the wonder was.

b. To make {great, etc.) auotmt, f count, ^es
teem, f estimation, -^reckoning, \ regard, f store of:
to have i. high opinion of, set store by. (Chielly
alS. or arch.)

&quot;393.
etc. [see ACCOUNT sb. 12], 1484, etc. (see COUNT */ .

5). 539 CKOMWELL in Merriman Lift e, Lett. (1902) II.

244 His Maieste wold uc-ither make store of them ne bestowe
a two penys for their conveyance hither. 1576 FLEMING
ranopl. Kpist. 95, 1 would hane yuu make ful reckoning of
al my counsel, c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE I s. cxix. ii, Such
regard of thee I make. For feare of thee my flesh doth
quake. 1605 BACON Ad-,i. Learn, n. xv. 2, I make no
more estimation of repeating a number of names or words
upon once hearing, .than [etc.]. 1652 J. WKIGIIT tr. Camus
A a/. 1 arailox XL 308 The same cause made Amiclea dis
dain the esteem which Liante made of her. 1654-66 KARL
OUKERY Farthen. (1676) 508 You will demonstrate how
little esteem you make of a Wife. 1877 STURGEON Serm,
XXIII. 402 What fools we were to make such count of
momentary, transient pleasures ! 1884 MKS. OLIPHANT Sir
Tom II. vii. 114 A poor girl .. unnoticed, made no more
account of than the chair upon which she sat.

c. To recognize in classification (a certain num
ber of kinds, species, etc.).
1562 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888 I. 12 The wickit

dura pastour, of the quhilk we mak tlire kyndis. 1617
MORYSON Itin. I. 90 It aboundeth with sea birds, whereof
the Venetian writers make two hundred kinds. 1621 BfR-

. . .

ii. 101, 169. 1611 COTGR., tain cstat dc . .to vse, or make
a practise of. 1667 MILTON / . L. \. 255 The mind.. Can
make a Ileav n of Hell, a Hell of Ilcav n. 1686 HOKNLCK
Crncif. Jesus xiv. 331 Such a person must not make a trade
of repenting and sinning. 1707 Curios, in lliisb. f, Card.
Pref. 5 The Heathens, who made Gods of the very Onions
that grew in their Gardens. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II.

ii, I beg only yon will make no strangers of yourselves.
1859 TENNYSON Lancelot

&amp;lt;y

Elaine 912 Such service have
ye done me, that I make My will of yours. 1889 J. K.

He was making a friend of her. 1894 EMILY LAWLESS Ma,
cho 1. ii. 32 He was not going to make a show of himself.

b. in indirect passive.

s. 7 inroT ni.
Sj st. 37 Anaxagoras . . made Bony and Fleshy Atoms, . .

which he supposed to exist, .alwaies immutably the same.

d. legal. To formulate, set out (a case, title).

1883 COTTON in Law A t/., 9 Prol: Div. 25 It would be

So in many phrases, as to make a business, practice, trade
cf; to tii.ike an example, afool of; to make an ass, a beast,
an exhibition ofoneself : for illustration see the sbs.

CII75 Lamb. Horn. 103 pa. .scinne. .bet is ihaten forni-
ealio. .mace5 ofcristesleoman heoranna leoman. c 1200 1 iecs

&amp;lt;\
I irtites 137 Of here wombe hie makico here godd. t: 1205

LAY. 13674 Heo. . \vu!Ie&amp;lt;5. .makien king of ane Peohte. a 1300
Cursor SI. 13419 Vr drightin. .made pain of hair water win.
Ibid. ,8 7yo pat we vr fa mak of vr freind. ^1330 Assmnp.

TOI
J
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bad ^ &quot;li&quot; 78,Cu;&amp;gt;woRTH

Intell.

1530 TIN-DALE / raft. Prel. Ciij, And thus of one empyre was
made twayne. 1563 FOXK ./. .y.V. 1711/1 There was no more
behinde, to make a very Iphigenia of her, but In r offeryng
vp vpon the aultar of the scaffolde. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i.

,

_ - __ , ., , _, ..

better, .for the partyalleging undue influence to. .shew with
reasonable particularity the nature of the case he intends to
make. 1891 La-M Kef., U eckly Notes 77/2 The new trus
tees were therefore validly appointed, and could make a
good title.

2O. Used with const of (cf. iS, of which this

may be viewed as a figurative application) : To
regard (what is denoted by the regimen of the

prep.) as being (what the object of the verb de

notes) ; to arrive at (a particular amount or quan
tity) as the result of calculation or estimation ;

to assign (a meaning) to a statement, expression,

representation, etc., or (a cause, motive, or reason)
Often with interrog.

-- ,-lso top or tail} of, to make
sense of, see the sbs.

1531 TINDALE E.vp. i fohn v. (1538) sgb, Yf thou burnest
bloude and fat together to please God, what other thynge
doest thou make of God, than one that had lust to smell to
burnt flotesse? 1565 RANDOLHI in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i.

II. 203 Suspicious men, or suche as are geven of all thyngs
to mayke the worst. 1609 HOLLAND Anun. Mar.ell. 316,
I wote not wel what to make of this : the text I suspect l&amp;gt;e

faultie. a 1654 SELDEN Tal&amp;gt;U-t. (Arb.) 20 When it come*

must be made an example of.

c. With idiomatic of it.

1660 INGEI.O /jcntir. $ Ur. \. (1682) 55 They were going to
make a Day of it in Sports and Mubick upon the Water.
1752 AINSWORTH Eng.-Lat, J)ict. s. v., You have made ;i

good day s work of it, 1789 CHARLOTTK SMITH Etkclindc
(1814) III. 162 A bad history, a bad history, I am afraid,
that young man has made of it. 1809 MAI.KIN Cil l&amp;gt;tas

iv. vi. f 8 He is going to make a night of it. Ibid. x. x.

p 12, I made but one nap of it all night. 1844 DICKENS
^lart. Chuz. v, I always supposed that Mrs. Lupin and you
would make a match of it. 1853 QovtEiUQS&r. Screen 90,
made a clean breast of it to Dcsiree. 1856 WIIVTE MEL-
\ 1 1.1.1; Kate Cov. vi, I . . had a great mind to make a bolt of
it ami run up-stairs.

d. To make (muc/i, little^ something^ nothing,

etc.) of , to derive (much or little) advantage from
;

to turn to (much or little) account.
To wake thebcst) the most of: see P&amp;gt;KST sfi. t MOST sf&amp;gt;.

1643 1 RAi p Comm. Gen. xxxii. 12 A flye can make little of
a flower ; but a bee will not off, till he hath the sweet thyme
out of it. 1687 A. LOVKLL- tr. Thevcnofs Trav. \. 229 They
Hoarded her again the third time, but could make nothing
on t. 1707 Curios, in Hnsb,

&amp;lt;&amp;lt;(

Gtird. 202, I set about the

work..resolv d to. .be certain whether I could make any-
thing of it or not. 1732 Lu. TVRAWLV in Rucclewk A/SS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 381 Unless you have two Moietta-
men. .you won t be able to make anything at all of her [sc.

a boat], with any hands you ll get. 1870 ROOHRS Hist,

dfanings Ser. n. 246 Calumny made .something uf hU re

lations with William Tooke. 1884 W. C. SMI in KHilrostnn

59 They hold the place which once the chieftain held, And
what have they made of it 1

e. To make a Sias/t, mess, muddle of: to fail

grossly in, bungle (a business). See the sbs.

f. To make ..of: to do . . with. Sc. [Cf. K.
*

(jii avcz-vous fait de . , .]

1824 Miss FERKIF.R Inher, Ixxiii, It was inconceivable, too,
what he made of himself all day.
***To frame in thought or representation

19. To form within the mind ; to give conceptual
existence to. a. To entertain (doubt, scruple,

question, etc.) in the mind
; to formulate mentally ;

to form (a judgement).
To tttakc conscience: sec CONSCIENCE ii. To make a

difference: see DIFFERENCE sb. 5.

.

among the Common People, Lord, what Gear do they make
of it! 1776 C. LKE in Sparks Corr. Amer. l\a , (1853) I.

157, I know not what to make of this apathy on so important
a subject. 1833 D- MACMILI.AN in Life ii. (1882) 16 He has

gone to Edinburgh now. I don t know what to make of
him. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xxiv, What do you make
of four times five? 1887 L. CARROLL Game ofLogic i. i.

10 What would you make of such a Proposition as The
Cake you have given me is nice ? Is it Particular or Uni
versal ?

21. To make (much, little, nothing, etc.) of: to

have a (high, low, etc.) opinion of; to value at a

(high, low, etc.) rate ; to treat with (much, no, etc.)
consideration. To make much of: often, to treat

with marked courtesy and show of affection
;
also

in indirect passive. To make nothing of (doing

something) : to find no difficulty in or feel no

scruples at (cf. 51 c).
To make light of^ \toutakc slight of: see LIGHT d. 1

i3d
(/&amp;gt;),

SLIGHT.
ti 1300 Cursor .M. 23860 Quen noght es mad of crisis word.

c 1305 St. Dnnstan 46 in E. E. t\ (1862) 35 A gret ordey-
nour he was And makede moche of gode reule. 1470 85
MALORY Arthur ix. xviii. 365 The more she made of nym,
the more was his payne. c 1500 Melnsine 302 Whan geft ray
with the grete tolh herd that the geaunt made so lytel of

hym. a 1548 HALL CAtvn., Ediv. /K22o She had nothyng
more to be beloved, nothyng more derer, nor nothynge to be
made more of. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 333, 1612 SHELTON
Don Qnix. iv. i. 11620) 282, I was one of the most made of
and cherished daughters that euer father brought vp. i6az
HACON Hen. VII (ed. Lumby) 40 He was very honourably
entertained, and extremely much made on by the Pope.
1711 AUDI SON Sped. No. 57 p 3 She talks of Hounds and
Horses, and makes nothing of leaping over a Six-bar Gate.

1823 JIYRON yuan x. Ivi, Whate er the cause, the church
made little of it. 1838 LYTTON Alice n. ii, No queen could
be more made of. 1888 W. J. KNOX LITTLE Child of
Staffcrton \. i- The child w;is petted and made much of.



MAKE.

b. intr. To make of: \ (a) To esteem (well or

ill) ; to treat as if. . . Obs. (fi)
To value highly ;

to treat with great consideration ;
=/0 make much

of; also in indirect passive. Obs. exc. dial.

1375 HARBOUR llmce xvi. 592 The king aucht weill to mn Of
y&amp;gt;w.

c 1449 PF.COCK Kepr. I. xiii. 69 Thou} the oold lawe was

good to the kepers therof, }it was not so good as thei uKiden
therof. (1529 SKKLTON Ma^nyf. 174, I am Lyberte, made
of in euery nacion. a 1533 Ln. HKRNKRS &amp;lt;ro!d. l&amp;gt;k. M.
Aiml. (1546) KK. j b, And that that some setteth littell by,
other make of. a 1546 HALE Latter Exam. A. Askew (i^-j}
22 b, It was an abhomynable shame vnto hym to make no
better of the eternall worde of God, than of his slenderlye

conceyued fantasye. 1601 DRNT I atlr.u. Heaven 77 An
.. Hawke, which a man holdeth upon his fist, stroketh

her, maketh of her. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 203. 1631
CeUstina (1894) 142 You make of me, as if I had been
borne but yesterday. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle S/icph. l, ii, Their

greatest wish, Is to be made of, and obtain a kiss, a 1825
KORBV I or. K. Anglia s. v., To make on, to caress, to dis

tinguish by particular attention. 1828 MRS. CARLVLE 20

Aug. in Nr.u Lett. (1903) I. 29 Everyone here is trying to

make my stay agreeable to me ! Indeed, I have not been so

made of since very long ago.

22. Kant. To descry or discern as from the top
of a mast or tower ;

to come in sight of ;
- make

out (91 1). f To make (an object) for : to discern

it to be (something). ) Also to make . . to be.

c 1565 SPARKE in Haldiiyfs I oy. (1589) 536 Wee had sight
of an Island, which we made to be Jamaica, c 1600 NOR-
DEN -VyVc. Brit., Cormu. (1728) 96 A place whence they
discouer ships at sea which they call makinge a sayle.
1628 DIGBY I oy. Med:t. (1868) 4 Which afterwardes wee
made to be a small Frenchman. Ibid. 33, I descryed a

sayle which I made for a sattie. 1666 PKI VS Diary T, June,
At his coming into port, he could make another ship of

the King s coming in. 1669 SrrKMY Mariner s Mag. To
Rdr., The Lizard being., the first Land made at their return

home. Ibid. IV. i. 139 (He] at last made the Coasts of Bra
silia. 1708 Lomi. Caz. No. 4422/7 It was thought proper
that this Ship should godown to make them perfectly. 1712
W. ROGERS Voy. (1718) 292, I order d the pinnace to be
mann d and arm d, and sent her away to make what she was.

1725 DE FOE fey. round U orld (1840) 7 We . . made the

Coast of Galway, in Ireland, the roth. 1760 C. JOHNSTON
Chrysal (1822) II. 250 The man at the masthead had made
the land. 1833 MARRYAT/*. Simple It, We made Harbadoes
without any further ad venture, and were about ten miles off

the bay. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxxii. 124 If we could
make land, we should know where we were. 1890 R.
BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 171 Poor Grant made
the light, sometime after nightfall.

**** Said of constituent parts or material.

23. To amount to. Also, of the latest item in

an enumeration, to bring up the sum to (a certain

amount).
ni22S Anfr. R. 06 (Corpus MS.) f&amp;gt;reo halpenes makeS a

pent, c 1386 CHAUCER Parson s T. p 288 The proverbe seith :

that manyesmale inaken a greet. 1400 MAUNOKV. iRoxb.)
xx. 90 Of whilke mynutes LX. makez a degre. 1545
Kates ofCustoms Ho. diijb, One Flemisshe elle makithe
iii. quarters of a yarde englisshe. 1589 PUTTENIIAM Eng.
Poesie II. x[i.J (Arb.)99 These ten litle meeters make hut
one Exameter at length. 1596 SHAKS.S Hen. IV, iv. ii. 6
This Bottle makes an Angell. 6oi ? MARSTON J asi/uil ff
Kath. I. 66 Many a small make a great. 1672 VII.UERS
(Uk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal in. i. (Arb.) 69 Nine Taylors make
but one man. 172* DE FOE Man. Cavalier (1840) 35 All
which did not make thirty thousand men. 1825 New
Monthly Mag. XIV. 330 How many birds would this
make in the course of the day ? 1875 J. SOUTHWARD Diet.
Typogr. s.v., In casting-off copy or matter it is said that it

regular business man and knows ow many beans make five !

24. Of an adjunct or feature : To be sufficient to

constitute; to be the essential criterion of. In

proverbial or quasi-proverbial uses, mainly in

negative contexts.

1340 Ayenb. 165 pe clojnnge ne makeb na;t jjane monek,
ne

(&amp;gt;e
armes bane knyjt. c 1430 Freemasonry 726 Gode

maners maken a man. 1546 HEYWOOD Pro-,*. (1867) 57One swalowe maketh notsommer. 1611 COTGR. s. v. Maine,The Cowle makes not the Monke. 1649 LOVELACE Poems
(1864) 119 Stone walls doe not a prison make, Nor iron
bars a cage. 1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 203 Worth makes the
man, and want of it, the fellow. 1859 TENNYSON Guinevere
479 And courtliness, and the desire of fame, And love of
truth, and all that makes a man. 1861 Temple Bar III. 256A long beard does not make a philosopher. 1893 NationalObserver 7 Oct. 531/2 One actress does not make a play.
25. To amount to, count as, avail, signify (much,

little, nothing, etc.) in relation to the question
under consideration. (Cf.74 .) Const,for, to. Now
rare. To make no matter (somewhat arch.) : to
make no difference, not to matter, f What maketh
matter but that . . ? = What hinders that . . ?

STEWART Cron. Scot.
ever it be it makyth no matyr. WART ron. co.
1 1. 383 Quhat makis that to the? 1549 LATIMER Serm.
I laughers (Arb.) 18 In deede it toucheth not monkerie, nor
maketh any thyng at all for any such matter. 1563 MAN
Mtaeuha Cammanfl. 284 What maketh matter but that the
Jewe, which is so often washed in the lawe, might be washed
agayne if he come to Christ? iS74 WHITGIFT Def. An.11.106 Those things which.. make something to exhort vnto
a better life 1606 SHAKS. Ant. * Cl. rr. vi. ,26, I thinke
he policy of that purpose, made more in the Marriage, than
the loue of the parties. 1611 BIBLE Travsl. Pref. p 3 The
course which he intended made much for the glory of God

63

1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows m. 9. 202 Circumstances make
much to the goodnesse or badnesse of an action. 1697 C.
LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 299 That he was a Loose
Man, &c. which makes nothing to the business. 1728
RAMSAY Last .S/. Miser xxix, Away his wretched spirit

flew, It maksnae where. 1768 STERNK Sent. Jonrn. (1778)
II. 70 (Passport) Hy what magic he could [etc.) makes
nothing in this account. 1768 Ross Ilclenorc (1789) 85
Maksna, quo she, gin I my hazard tak. 1808-80 JAMIKSON
s.v. Afa&t It makes

,
it does nut signify, it is of no conse

quence ; sometimes as one word, maksna. 1862 TRENCH
Mirac. xxxiii. 456 It makes something for the current

opinion that. . Nathanael. .is Ilartholomew ..thus to find him
named, .in the midst of some of the very chiefest Apostles.

fb. Of arguments or evidence : To avail much,
little, etc. } for^ against (an opinion or a disputant).
1579 FULKK Hcskins Part. 333 These. .sentences, .make

nothing for him, hut much against him. a 1649 CHARLES I.

It A-s. 177, I believe this argument makes little for you.
1660 tr. Awyrtildni Treat. Religions in. ii. 331 That makes
nothing against us. 1690 IXJCKK Hum. Und. \. iii. 3 Wks.
1727 L 13 But this makes nothing for Innate Characters on
the Mind.

26. To count as, have the position of,
* form

,

be (a part or unit in an aggregate, a particular
member in an ordinal series). To make one (of} :

often, to take part in a combined action, be present
at a meeting, etc.

; also, to assimilate oneself to
the company one joins,

1375 KAHHOI-R Bruce xi. 340 lie said, the rerward he vald
ma. 1523 FiTzuKRit. //us/ . 120 Whan these three be
mette, if ye hadde a potycarye to make the fourthe [etc.].

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. Sri He would .. not refuse to
make one at a manncs table. 1634 Fom&amp;gt; / . \\ rbetk \\. iii,

There have been Irish hubbubs, when 1 have made one too.

1658 JER. TAYLOR Let. in i2f/t Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comm.
App. V. 5 Her duty to you .. does apparently make a very
great part of her religion to God. 1711 Runnr.i.i. Sfleet,
No. 77 P 5 I always make one of the Company I am in.

1826 KIR BY & Si . Entomol. III. x.vxiv, 485 It is marked
out into three triangles, the postnasus making a fourth.

1850 DICKENS Dm: Copp. xx, It would be worth a journey. .

to see that sort of people together, and to make one of em.
1869 KUKEMAN Norm. Com/. (1876) III. xii. 179 To make
one of the illustrious gathering. 1892 Cornh. A/atf. Dec.
566, I was number thirteen, and you came in and made the
fourteenth,

27. To be the material or components of
;
to be

made or converted into
;
to serve for.

1620-55 I. JoNEs.S7tf* -//*-wA-(i72545 The Stones making
the Portico within. 1661 HOVI.K Style of Script. (1675) 53
Where there s nothing but choice (lowers, .. they will make
a good posie. 1699 T. HROWN in R. L Estrange Erasm.
Colloy. 20 She was fit to have made a Spouse for Jupiter
himself. 1703 MOXON Aleck. Exerc. 114 Pieces that are in

tended to make the Frames for small Pictures. 1712 Anui-
SON Spect. No. 414 ?4 Fields of Corn make a pleasant Pro
spect. 1724 SWIFF Stella s Birthday^ Merry folks, who want
by chance A pair to make a country dance. IT&GOLDSM.
Good-n. Man \. (end), I am told he makes a very handsome
corpse and becomes his coffin prodigiously. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 485/2 Such as are kept to make red

herrings are washed in great vats in fresh water. 1838
LYTTON Leila in. iii, One of the vaults which made the

mighty cemetery of the Monarchs of Granada. 1887 A.
liiKRELL Obiter Dicta Ser. n. 70 Poor authors . . with their

;ockets
full of the bad eggs that should have made their

reakfasts. 1890 R. RoLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891)
94 He s steady enough to make a wheeler in a coach. 1890
Standard 5 Nov. 5/1 [He] had much to say that will make
unpleasant reading for the Liberal wirepullers.

b. To admit of being made into.

c 1420 Pallatiins on Hush. iv. 457 The gourde is good this

citur nygh to sowe, Whos vynes brent maath askes for hem
sete. 1577 B. GOOGF, Hcrcsbaclis Hitsb. in. (1586) 152
Neither is their.. a beast that makes more dishes. 1592
KYD Sp. Traff. in. vi. 69 Doost thou think to Hue till his

olde doublet will make thee a new trusse? 1598 SHAKS.

Merry 11^. i. iii. 18 An old Cloake makes a new lerkin. 1605
ist J t. Jeronimo in. i. 43 My hose will scarse make thee a

standing coller. 1646 SIR T. BROWXK Psettd. Ep. ii. v. 87
A pint of salt of tartar, exposed unto a moist aire,..wil!
make far more liquor, .then the former measure will contain.

1787 P.ECKE-ORD Lett.fr. Italy (1805) I. 365 They [frogs]
make a good soup, and not a bad fricassee.

28. Of persons : To become by development or

training. Also, with obj. a sb, qualified by gootf,

bad) or other adj. of praise or the contrary : To
perform (well, ill, etc.) the part or function of.

1572 MIDDELMORE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 8,
I think he [the Duke of Anjou] will make as rare a prince
as any is in Christendome. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. i f iv. vii.

44 Doubtlesse he would haue made a noble Knight. 1677
MIKGE Eng.-Fr. Diet, s.v., These men might make good
Soldiers if they were well disciplined. 1726-7 POPE Tk.
far. Sitbj. in Swiffs Wks. (1751) V. 262 For a King to
make an amiable character, he needs only to be a man of
common honesty, well advised. 1736 BERKELEY Disc, to

Magtstr. Wks. III. 412 The young rake makes an old
infidel. 1828 Examiner 244/1 Air. Kean, jun. will never
make so great an actor as his father. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. ofFarm II. 89 The shepherd knowing the flock makes
their best drover. 1870 K,. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. III. 25 As
the times then went, Mr, Earl made a very fair pastor.
1885 J. PAYN Luck of Darrells \. viii. 125 She will make
him a good wife.

*****To gain, acquire.
29. To gain, acquire, or earn (money, reputation,

etc.) by labour, business, or the like. Const, of,
out of. Phr. f to make (one s} advantage (see AD
VANTAGE sb. 5 b), increment of; to make a (or one s)

fortune (see FORTUNE s6. 6) ;
to make capital out of

(see CAPITAL^. ?,d); to make a living^ see LIVING
vbl. sb. 3) ; to make a name (for oneself).

p
b

MAKE.
1315 SHOREHAM iii. 294 In londe suche his many a ^ef

pat y-now hym makej&amp;gt;. 138* WYCLIF Jer. xxxii. 20 Thou
madist to thee a name. 1472 Paston Lett. III. 71, I truste
be Kster to make of money.. at the leest 1. mark\ 1546
&amp;lt;). JOHNSON in F.llis Orig. Lett. Ser. ii. II. 175 lie^kles the

monney that I shal make of the said wares. 1583 S IOCKI R

;

Civ. U arres Loiw C. n. 64 [They] furnished him with all

(he money they were able to make. 1588 PARKKtrAftHffflsd s

\

Hist. China 45 Then may the husband afttrwardes sell his

j

wife for a slave, and make money of her for the dowrie he
gaue her. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 361. 1632 LITHGOW

;

Trav. l. 64 This little He maketh yearcly. .onely of Currants
160000 Otickins [-sequins]. 1632 SHKRWOOP, To make
money of, vendre. 1706 E. WAHD Wooden World /&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;,*.

(1708) Ailvt., Making a Profit at the Expence of other Men.
1821 BYRON yuan tn. ix.xxv, His muse made increment of

anything, From the high lyric down to the low rational.

1823 J. BADCOCK now. Amusem. 28 M..re than he could

probably hope to make by any transaction in the Alley.
1840 MACAI LAY

A&quot;.s\s.,
Clive. (18117) 555 A great quantity of

wealth is made by KuglMi functionaries in India; ..ami
what is made is sl.Avly, hardly, and honestly cained.

1842 HoRianv Hit lc in Spain xiii. (iV-lh. Libr.) 1,7 [They]
had buried., a great booty which they had made in Political.

1863 I&amp;lt;*.din, A *-?-. t XVI I. 417 The iiu- n complain that without
il I.M. blasting] they cannot *

mak&amp;lt;: wages . 1887 Ki SKI\
Pr^ terita II. -13-.? [He] would often, for the mere ph-asme of

iilaying

a trick, lse a customer without making a penny
y him. 1889 T. (Jii -r Xotf.-r the .M^ltt-tintc H ;, I .nude

a name as a successful artist. 1895 Bookman Oct. 16/2, I

know several gentlemen in Paris. .who make a very good
living by hawking iht-se nightingales ronnd ihe cafes,

b. s/rtw^and dial. To steal.

a 1700 11. K. //&amp;gt;/. Cant. Ov;.
, Made, Stolen. / Ma.fe

this Knife at a /;;tf, 1 ^.le ii &amp;lt; li-a\-ily. 1740 Iht HI. iS;

PAH i ION
/&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;-/.,

Mul.c . . also to su-al or convey piivattly
away. 1865 Paily Tel. 27 Oct. 5/1 The same day

1

, he

Continued, we only made [i.e. stole] a leg of pork from 12,
Harrow-road [etc-.]. 1866 MANSHI-LD -S &amp;lt; //. Life (1870) 40
In the matter of certain articles . . supplied by tin; (. ollr^t-

[Winchester], we u^ed to put a liberal interpretation on tin-

eighth commandment . . and it was considered fair to make
(i. e. take) them if you could. 1881 /,&amp;lt;/, e\tersh. Gloss.

C. To fetch (a certain price).
1868 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. St-r. n. IV. n. 289 One [hulluclc]

..made 6o/. in a Wolnirn auction. 1896 Athenstttn No.
3569. 382/1 Matthew s liible, 15 17, madi: n/. 15^-.

30. Cants. To win or take (a trick
;
to play to

advantage (a certain card). Also /;//;. of a card :

to take a trick.

1608 L. MACHIN Dumb Knight iv. II 4 Ymi are a double
Bailie, and I am no lesse, t litres an hundred, iS; all card-,

made but one knaue. 1742 HOYI.K li /it sf 19 In tin- thinl

round you make your (Jnefi). Ibid. 50 Vou probably make
two Tricks in it by this Method of Play. 1876 (. \ir

CHAWLKV Card Players Man. 61 If your pariiu-r lild tl e

ace and another, you ha\-e a good chance of making the
entire suit. 1878 H. II. liunis ( ^wbre 24 He will t-ndeavoui

,
to make one trick only. 1879 CAVENDISH Card Ai^., ei&amp;gt;;

1 60 His partner .. lias his last trump drawn, and the aue
and king of diamonds make. ///(/. 197 Ihe fourth hand
made the king.

b. Various uses in games: To secure a certain

score) ;
to score (a point in the game) ;

to perform
(a particular stroke; successfully.
1680 COTTON Compl. damester (ed. 2) 78 Von may make

Pairs, Sequences, Hush, fifteens, Pair-Kojals, [etc.] Ibid.

89 If one and thirty be not made, then he that play d last

and is nearest one and thirty without making out, must
set up one. 1825 HONK Ki ery-day P&amp;gt;k, \. S6S Give him
a foot of wall, and he was sure to make the ball. 1849
Chambers s Inform. People II. 65. /i The game is deter
mined by the number of runs made in two innings by
each player. 1857 HUGHES Tom Hrown n. viii, John
son s batting [is] worthy of the occasion. He makes here

,
a two, and there a one, managing to ktep the ball to him-

: self. 1873 BENNKTT & CAVENDISH
*

Billiards 339 To make
the hazard, play at the shoulder of the pocket. 1874 J. I).

HEATH Croquet Player 53 It being much easier to roll up
to and make the peg, than to get into position fora hoop,
from a long distance. 1890 Field 31 May 784/3 He made
ten fours, six threes, and two twos.

31. To gain,
(

put on (weight). Also of a tree,

to produce a growth of (timber). To make water

(Naut.) : to take in water by a leak : see WATKK si .

1832 WITHERS in Planting (L. U. K.) vii. 78 notet The
manured tree made .. one foot one-third of timber in each

, year. 1846 jfrnl. K. Agric. Soc. VII. n. 393 Two of them
made twenty stones each in sixteen weeks.

II. To subject to operation ; to elaborate
;
to

put in order.

f32. To handle, manage, use ;OE. only); to

treat, deal with in a particular way. Obs.
c 1000 CLERIC Gen. iv. 21 lubal, be wacs faeder . . Jxera be

organan macodun [Vulg. canentiitm cithara et organo\.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 pet folc be hine ^us makede knewede
to-foren him on bismer, &amp;lt; 1250 Gen. iy Kx. 2515 Hise liche

was spice-like maked, And longe egipte-like waked.

f 33. To bring to a specified condition, reduce to.

Phr. to make to death \
to make away (see 84 a-c),

make out of the way, make //^;/r^ = make a\\ay
with. Obs.

^1175 Lamb. Horn. 85 Hwense we habbe5 iniaked
|&amp;gt;ene

licome to
J&amp;gt;er

saule bihoue. i 1220 Bestiary 154 Kedi..to

;

deren er to ded maken. 1390 GOWKR Conf. 1. 13 Whan thei

,
tothilke astat ben made, a 1400-50 Alexander 2741 pare mas
J?ou be to malicole. 1530 PALSCK. 631/1, 1 make to the howe,

1 as we make a yonge persone to our mynde. 1535 CUVKR-
DALE 2 Chron. xxxiv. 4 Molten ymages brake he in peces

I and made them to dust. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utoj&amp;gt;,

1 n. vii. (1895) 230 If they should hastiely put them to death,
and make them out of the waye. 1603 J. JONSON Sejanns

, n. ii, It is as daungerous to make them hence, If nothing
but their birth be their offence. 1605 \

olf&amp;gt;one IV. v,

l
Haue they made you to this ! 1692 K. L KSTRANGE Jose-



MAKE.

fhiis, Antiq. xii. xv. (1733) 325 [He] told him that .. that
Man must be made out of the way.

34. fa. refl. To set oneself, get ready (to do

something) ;
to preparefor. Obs. (Chiefly Sc.}

1362 LANGL. /*. i l. A. vii. 103 Vche mon in bis maner
made him to done. 1375 }!ARBOI?K /truce xii. 252 Thai ..

Mais thame to ficht. 1390 GOWER Conf. \. 188 And to the
bed with that he yede..And made him there forto seche.

( 1470 HKNRY \\~allace\\\. 846 The Irland folk than maid
thaim for the flycht. 1500-20 DL-NBAR Poems Hii. 46 To the

danceing soun he him maid. 1535 COVKRDALE /Js. cxix.

[cxx.J 7, I laboured for peace, but when I spake therof,

they made them to battayl. Ezek. xx. 8 Then I made
me to poure my indignacion oner them, a 1572 KNOX Hist.

Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 175 \Vhill the portar maid him for de

fence, his head was brokin. 1630 Ri THERFORD Lett. (186?)

1 . 64 Christ is putting on His clothes and making Him, like

an illhandled stranger, to go to other lands.

b. intr. To attempt or * offer (to do something).
1880 Antrim fy Dcnvn Gloss, s.v., He made to strike

me. 1889 Universal Rei 1
. Oct. 256 The beauty of this

blossom drew the man s soul, and he made to pluck it. 1900
S. PHILLIPS Paolo fy Franc, n. ii. {Stage dir,). He makes
to follow, then stops. 1902 Daily Citron. 25 Aug. 9/3 He
got very excited, and made to catch hold of her dress.

35. \Vith ellipsis of verb of motion : To prepare
to go ; to proceed in a certain direction, f a. rejl.

535 COVEKDALE i Sa /t. xvii. 41 The PhiUstyne wente forth,

and made him to Uaxiid. Nahnm \\, 3 His charettes

are as fyre, when he maketh him forwarde. 1632 LITHCOW
T&amp;gt;ai&amp;gt;. vi. 261 At the breach of day, we slxe made vs for

the mountaine.

b. intr. for
refl.&amp;gt;

with adv. or advb. phr. (Often,
to make towards .) See also make away, make

forth) etc.

1488 [see wake over, gze], 1542 [see wake iifion t 81].

1558 [see make ontt 91 m]. 1570 Sutir. Poems Reform, xii.

174 Mak of the towne. 1573 Ibid. xlii. 16 Thir twa vnto
Sanctandrois maid. 1586-93 MARLOWE Dido \. ii, There is a

place, Hesperia.. Thither made we. 1588 lloitsh. Pltitos. in

Kyd s ll ks, (1901) 242 Hut making neerer to his Father, be

whispred to him [etc.]. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxvii. 40 They. .

made toward shore. 1639 FULLER Holy \\
7ar\\. xxviii. (1647)

80 Hence Conrade made forward to Iconium. 1645 R. BAIL-
LIE Lett.

&amp;lt;$ Jrnls. (Bannatyne Club) II. 305 Our army., is

in good case. They are now making over the Severne. 1694
Loml. Gaz. No. 2961/1 The Weymouth .. left the rest of

the homeward bound .. Fleet .. off the Lizard, making up
the Channel. 1760-72 II. BROOKE/^/ pfQiiat.(i%a$ II.

93 Let us make home the best we can. 1790 BEATSON Kai&amp;gt;.

ff Mtlit. Mem. II. 194 Notwithstanding that the ship uf

the line and the frigate . . were now within a league of him,
and making to his assistance. 1812 CAPT. HILI.YAR in

Examiner (1813) 18 Jan. 43/2 Twelve .. were thrown over

board when making from us. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Riidge
lix, He ,, made straight towards a distant light. 1878 W;
BLACK Green Past. xliv. 356 We see an immense (lock of

geese making up the stream. 1883 STKVENSON Treas. 1st.

111. xiv. 112, I made steadily but slowly towards them.

36. To prepare (a bed) for sleeping in.

[Cf. G. fin hett machen t Y.faire nn lit. In this use the

vb. had originally the sense of branch I, as the sb. meant
not a permanent article of furniture, but a prepared place
for repose, which does not exist until made .]

c 1290.9. Brendan 128 \nS.Eng. Leg. I. 223 lieddes
J&amp;gt;er

were
al }are ymaked er here soper were ido. c 1300 Havelok 658
Hwan he hauede eten, and was fed, Grim dede maken a ful

fayr bed. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 205, I bad men
sbulde my couche make. 1 1440 York Myst. xlviii. 298 ?e

brought me of ^e beste, And made my bedde full esyly.

1530 PALSGR. 617/2 Make your bedde a dayes or you go out

of your chamber. 1750 J. RAY Rebell. (1758) 145 After I

was gone, .the Chambermaid went to make my Bed. 1784
ABIGAIL ADAMS Lett. (1848) 157 Not one of us could make
her own bed, put on or take off her shoes, or even lift a

finger. 1889 MRS. E. KENNARD Landing a Prize 1 IL iv. 78
She knows now to make a bed..and cook a dinner.

37. To shut, close, bar (a door). Now arch.

and dial.

c 1290 Bfket 2062 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 165 Some wolden
niakii-ii

J&amp;gt;e

doren
f&amp;gt;o

heo Jat folk i-seise. 1590 SnAKS.CW/.
Err. in. i. 93 Why at this time the doors are made against

you. 1600 A. Y. L. iv. i. 162 Make the doores vpon a
womans wit, and it will out at the casement. 1613 CHAP
MAN Rev. Bitssy D^Ambois Plays 1873 II. 175 All dores are

sure made. 1641 HINDI-: J. Rrnen Ixiii. 210 Leaving neither

Cooke nor Butler behinde him, nor any of his servants, but

two or three to make the doores, and tend the house. 1871
R. ELLIS tr. Cattfttifsxxxii, 5 See no jealousy make the gate

against me.

38. In the phrase to make hay, primarily used

in sense 2, but also applied spec, to that part of

the operation which consists in turning over and

exposing to the sun the grass after it is mown,

(See HAY sl&amp;gt;.

1
3 for the phrase and its uses.)

Hence by extension, to subject (certain kinds of

crops) to this treatment. Also intr. for passive.

1523 FITZHKRBERT Ifttsb. 25 Good teddynge is the chiefe

poynte to make good hey. 1546, 1673, 1703 [see HAY sh. 1

3].

1707-1* MoKTTHBR lin&b, (1721) I. 35 They seldom have
Weather good enough to make the last Crop well. 1778
[W. MARSHALL] Minnies Agric. 26 July 1775 Perhaps n:iV
makes faster in heaps , . than is generally imagined, a 1825
FOR BY / oc. E. AngUd s.v. Make t &b. t \\e . . talk of mak
ing the crop of peas . Indeed, every crop, howsoever
severed from the soil, and left upon it to dry, is said to be

made when it is in a tit state to be carried. 1847 Jrnl. A .

Agric. Soc. VIII. n. 300 If it is not made too much, it will

be pretty good hay. 1861 Ibid. XXIII. 63 The swampy
meadows are chielly made in that month. 1865 ///&amp;lt;/.

Ser. U. I. 11. 248 The straw must be carefully
* made . 1892

Field 19 Mar. 424/3 The man who expects one variety of

..rorn, to make i.e., to get fit for stack in 5 exa tly as

another would, will be rewarded by a rick atire \

64

f39. To prepare (fish) for the market, by curing
or packing. Oh.
1555 Vc. Acts Mary (1814^ II. 498/1 The haill burrowis of

the west cuntrie . . hes . . resort it to the fisching of Loch
Fyne . . for making of hering . . certaine cuntrie men . . lies

rasit ane greit cu.stume of euerie last of maid hering that
ar tane in the said Loch. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 3
The fish which our English make in Newfoundland . . often

prove false and deceit fully made; and our pilchards from the

West-Country false packed. 1809 Isee MAKING i&amp;gt;bl. st&amp;gt;.

1
2).

f 40. To make a maifs heard : see HEARD sb. I e.

41. dial. To hew or shape (timber) ; to cut up
(wood) into faggots or for firewood.

14.. Voc. in Wr.AViilcker 582/6 Facnh, to make faget.

1466 Yatton C/inr^h W. Ace, i,Som. Rec. Soc.) 104 For mak-
yng tymbyr, and makyng of steches. 1607 T. COCKS Diary
(1901) 2/1 Payde to \Vm. Tybbold. .for felling and making
my wood, x\-s. 1886 in Kj.WORTHY II . .SV&amp;gt;;//. \\*ord-bk.

1891 Hartland Gloss.
,
Make io&amp;lt;W, to make wood into

faggots.

42. Eccl To mix (the chalice) at the offertory
in the Eucharist.

71540 Bk. Cert-monies (MS. Cott. Cleop. E. 5. If. 280) Of
fertory.. at which tynie the Mynyster. .maketh the chalice,

inyxyng the water with the wyne. 1892 J. WILKHAM LEGG in

Trans. St. / aiiTs Ecclesiol. Soc. III. 78 The liturgical mo
ment of the making of the chalice in certain western rites.

43. Cards. To shuffle. [Cf. Y.faire.]
1876 A. CAMPBKLL-WALKER Cornet Card (1880) Gloss,

p. MI, To make the cards means to shuttle. 1902 Li. ALPEX-
HAM Game of Ombre 85 The Baron makes the cards, and
hands them to Belinda.

44. Naut. To make sail : (a} to spread a sail or

sails; hence, to start on a voyage; to set sail, to
\

sail ; () to spread additional sails in order to in- ;

crease the ship s speed. (See also SAIL
s/&amp;gt;.)

Also i

f to make the tackling.
c 1450 Pilgrims Sea-Voy, in Rel. Ant. I. 2 The mastyr .

commaondeth . . To hys shypmen . . To dresse hem sone
;

about the mast, Theyr takelyng to make. 1517 TORKISG-
,

TON Pilgr. (1884) 15 We mad sayle with scace Wynde. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 182 Both rowing and making large
saile. 1890 CLARK RUSSEU, Ocean Trag. I. iii. 50 The men
. .were making sail upon the yacht nimbly.
45. To train (a hawk, dog, horse). Also with

defining phr., v&for the river, to the hood, j Also
;

(in Turbervile) To wake (a hawk) flying (cf. the

factitive sense 48).
c 1400 Muster of Game (MS. Digby 182) xiii, Forto entre

and make houndes. c 1450 l&amp;gt;k. Haii kyng v^ AY/. Ant. \.

297 Then is your hawke made as towchyng to perteriches.
1530 PAi.stiK. 645/1, I have nosylled my yonge dogge to

daye at a beare, he his made forever, I57S 1VRBF.RV. I ^aitl-

t onrie 121 If you would make your hawke to the Crane,
take a Nyasse Falcon gentle. ..And when you would make
hir fleeing, lette hir flee from the fiste, and succour fair

1

quickely. For you muste haue dogges made for the purpose,
[

whiche may helpe and succoure hir sooner than a man can
doe. Ibid. 122 If you woulde make your hawke fleing to

i

the Partridge, or Feasant, when she &quot;is reclaimed and made,
then [etc.]. 1590 COKAINK Trtat. Hunting B j b, Stopping
all the holes, saving two or three, which must be set with
Foxe pursenets, to take a yong Cubbe, to make your Terriars
withall. 1673 BOYLE Ess. Effluviums in. iv. 29 A studious

,

person that was Keeper of a Red-dear-park and vers d in

making Blood-hounds. 1696 SIR W. HOPE tr. SolleyselCs

Compl. Jforsent, title-p., The best method of Breeding and
Backing of Colts, Makingtheir Mouths[etc.J. 1711 ADUISON
Spect. No. 108 P3 A Setting-dog that he has made himself.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed.3)V!II. 345 If she [a hawk] be made
)

for the river. 1879 JKFFKRIKS Wild Life inS. C. vii. 136 Some !

of the lesser men who * make hunters, and ride not only for
,

pleasure but possible profit from the sale. 1897 Encycl. Sport
373 (Falconry) Make to the Hood^

to accustom a hawk to

the hood.

trans/. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1592 Wolde money, trowest ,

thou, make suche one to the call ? ci6oo BACON Disc. Helps
//V//./V7tv/M\Vks.(Spedding) VII. loolt was many degrees
too hot for any man, not made to it, to breathe or take in.

yb. To prepare (a person) for a business; to ,

make acquainted, initiate,
*

prime*. Obs. rare.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hunt. iv. ix, Come, let s be-

fore, and make the Justice, Captaine. 1603 Sejanns II.

i, But let Drusus drug Be first prepar d. Evd. \\ ere Lyg-
dus made, that s done. 1624 Xero n. in Bullen O. PL I. :

41 Rufus, the Captaine ofthe Guard, *s with us, And divers

other oth Pra:torian band Already made.

46. To effect or secure the success or advance-
j

rnent of; to * be the making of*
; chiefly, to endow !

(a person) with fortune or prosperity ; to render in- ,

dependent, set up (esp. in pass.; cf. MADE ppl. a. 7).

1375 HARBOUR Bruce \. 510 And rycht mayss oft the feble i

wycht. 1460 Faston Lett. I. 535 That yf the Lords . . now
discessid myte haf standyn in governans, that Fortesku ..

and he, schuld be made for evir. 1579 LYLV Enphue$ (Arb.)

104 It is the eye of the master that fatteth the horse, and
the loue of the woeman, that maketh the man. 1598 1!.

JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. n. ii, /&amp;gt;/, vidi, vict, 1 may
say with Captayne Caesar, 1 am made for euer, ifaith.

1604 SIIAKS. Otk, v. i. 127. a 1614 U. DYKE Myst. Self-

iteceivhtg(e.&. 8) 51 If riches bee that that makes men happy
(according to the foolish phrase men vse when such things
befall one, O he is made I}. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks.

1867 V. 182 If you embrace him, you are made for ever;
but if you reject him, you perish for ever. 1731 BKRKELKV

Alciphr. u. 2 [That] what one man loses another gets, and
that .consequently, as many are made a-; ruined. 1854 J. S. C.
ABBOTT Napoleon (1888) II. xxi, 396 Victory made Napo
leon, Victory unmade him. 1888 B. W. RICHARDSON Son

vfa Star II. ii. 6 Let him take up a person, and that person
is made. 1890 Sat, Rei&amp;gt;. 8 Feb. 161/2 Bismarck has made
Germany.

b. Proverbial phrase. To make or mat- (occas. ,

MAKE.
make or break) : to cause either the complete suc
cess or the ruin of (a person or thing). Also absoL
c 1420 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 556 Neptunus, that dothe

Iwthe make & marre. i54aUoAi.L Erasm.
Af&amp;gt;o/&amp;gt;h, 267 b,

Declaring that he was vtterly mynded to put al in hasards
to make or marre, & to bee nianne or mous. 1591 HAR-
INGTON Or/. Fnr. v. xix. 33 In vaine I seeke my dukes
oue to expound, The more I seeke to make the more
I mard. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. i. 29 That one did make
the other mard againe. 1613 DAY Festivals vii. (1615) 206
That Part of a Woman which either makes all, or marres
all, I meane her Tongue. 1650 TRAI-P Comm, Lev. xvi. 33
It beeing the manner that either make s, or mar s an action.

1840 DICKENS ttaru. Radge iii, I always tell my girl to
make sure beforehand that she has a good man and true,
and the chance will neither make her nor break her. 1885
MRS. C. PRAKD Affinities II. xii. 5 As for Lady Romer s

scheme, it is not my business to make or mar it. 1889
SIKVENSON Master ofB. x. 267 Not that you should make
and mar l&amp;gt;eliind my back. 1899 Chamb. Jrnl, 2 Apr. 216/1A man is made or marred by his wife.

C. dial. To bring up, provide for children.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Shtph. i. ii, To mak them brats then
ye maun toil and spin. 1893 Rug. Dial. Diet., Make 23, to
foster (Warwicksh.).

47. To make one s soul (Anglo-Irish) : sto devote
one s efforts to the saving of one s soul

; to repent
and be converted.

1836 in C. Forster/&amp;gt; Bp. J&amp;lt;&amp;gt;bb\\. (ed. 2)112 Make your
soul ; there is no time to lose ; you will die next November.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1864) II. 51 What s all you
can get here compared to making your suwl?

IIL To cause to be or become (something
specified).

48. \Vith adj. as compl. : To cause to be, render.
To make English : to translate into English. For to make

even, fast, gofldt ready, sure, -unready^ void
t
-waste ; to

make it hot, warm, make things lively *. see the adjs.
c looo/ttLFRic/frw. II. 88 Hi. .heora lufigendne Remacia|&amp;gt;

weHjne ecelice. &amp;lt;
riI7S Lamb. Horn. 101 pe oferlifa on

liete and on wete macao
f&amp;gt;ene

mon unhalne. r 1200 ORMIN
995 Smeredd wel

wi^f&amp;gt;
elesaw & makedd fatl & nesshe.

c 1105 LAV. 10591 Al bat lond heo makeden west. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 412 f&amp;gt;o

hii adde al bar imad
\&amp;gt;e

contrei al

aboule. ^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. li ace (Rolls) 11567 Idel-

nesse makep man ful slow, c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. J\

p 75 Thrugh synne ther he was free now is he maked
bonde. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour F vij b, At theyr
rt-queste god inaad her hole ageyne. 1530 PALSGR. 617/1-
He made me more a frayde than I was these twelve
monethes. 1549 LATIMER Ser/a. Flonghers (Arb.) 20 Mak
ing them supple herted. 16*0 T. GRANGER Div. Logike
Aivb, Each Reader may this Garden make his ovvne. 1664
EVELYN {title) Parallel of the Antient Architecture with the

Modern, written by Roland Freart, made English for the

benefit of builders by J. Evelyn. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal
(1697) Ded. 54 In making these two Authors English.

1709 BERKELEY Th. I ision 119 Any theories of vision

hitherto made public. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Alan m, What
makes the bread rising ?. .What makes the mutton fivepence
a pound? 1781 GIBBON Decl. 4- /* . xviii. (1869) I. 496 The
elephants, made furious by their wounds, encreased the dis.

order. 1829 SCOTT Jrnl, 8 June, God make me thankful

for so cheering a prospect ! 1847 MAUTATOUUb*. A&quot;. Forest

xvii, On that score you may make your mind easy. 1883

Century Mag. XXVI. 239/1 You ll only make bad worse.

b. with pa. pple. as compl. Now chiefly with

ltnown t acquainted, felt, heard
t
understood ; a pa.

pple. which implies the performance of an action

is now rarely used without a preceding to be.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cii[i]. 7 Kouthe made he to Moises
his waies wele. a 1300 Cursor M. 26666 Propre Jat es

(&amp;gt;at

bou maknaunnanoper plightes Lot bin aim. 1384 CHATCKK
H, Fame I. 155 The greke Synon With his fals forswerynge
..Made the hors broght in-to troye. 1387 TRKVISA Higden
(Rolls) V. 391 He made alle

\&amp;gt;e
hedes and lyines of maw*

mettes i-kut of. c 1500 Klclnsine (1895) 153 Thus makyng
his wound* Opend. 1647 W. BROWNE Polexander u. iv. PP p

ab, Polexander. .going away, as if afraid, strove to make it

believed he had Tiad no advantage ore Almanzor. a 1641
UP. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Mon. (1642) 263 She.. secretly made

Cleopatra acquainted with it. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xvi,

His generosity made him courted by many dependents. 1812

SIR H. UAVV Chetn. Fhilos. 24 Glauber at Amsterdam about

1640 made known several neutral salts. 1818 HOUHOUSK

Italy (1859) &quot; App. B. 319 The opposition of a whole life

against the nobles made him regarded by all the lower

classes, as thegreat partisan of the democracy. 1827 SOUTHEV
Hist. Pcnins. War II. 208 The neighbourhood of Ferrol

has made it [Vigo] neglected as a naval station. 1836 J, H.
NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 202 Their coming from you will

make them [sc. sermons] read. 1891 Leeds Merc. 27 Apr.

4/4 If the miners made their power felt.

fC. with predicative phr. as compl. 71? make

(a place) in one s way : to direct one s journey so

as to pass by or through it. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2605 Agar was made wit child in hi.

///(/. 9744 For sothfastnes algat sal i At an a-cord mak wit

mere!. 1470-^5 MALORY /I rMw?-x\ iu.xx.76i Nowhathdethe
made vs two at debate for your loue. 1523 Li&amp;gt;. P.ERNEKS

Froiss. I. cl. 73 b, I thynke he neuer made the frenche kyng of

knowledge therof. 1530 PALSGR. 627/1 It were a good dede

2policye
to make them of affyniie. 1360 DAI S tr. Slei~

ne s Comnt. 428 He was not as yet made at one with him.

1601 LVI.Y Loues Metatn. v. iv. 12 (Bond) Vou might haue

made me a [
= ofj counsell of your loues. 1611 BIBLE Rom.

iv. 14 Faith is made voide, and the promise made of none

effect. 1673 NEWTON in Rigaud Corr. Sfi. Men (1841) II.

361 Mr. Gregory is at I-ondon, and intends to make Cam
bridge in his way into Scotland. 1676 HALECVu/rw//. 1.186

This makes him at a point with these sollicitations, peremp.
tory to conclude [etc.). 1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav.
I. 51, I made every bookseller s shop in my way. 1800 LAMB
Let. to Manning 16 Oct. (Ainger 1888) I. 144, I wish you
had made London in your way.



MAKE.

d. absol. or with obj. omitted. (For idiomatic

phrases with adjs., as make ready, \short, sure,

see these words.)
( 1330 Spec. Gy de Warcwykt: 835 Anober manere wasshing

Make(&amp;gt; clene of alle bing. 39* TRKVISA ISart/i. DC P. K.

xix. Ixiii. (1495) 899 The substaunce of wheyc is watry and

makyth thynne. c 1400 Lnnfranc s Cir/tr?. o ( )f rt-solutres

& manere of vndoynge & makynge ncssche. 1533 COVER.

II.M.K 1 iv- . x. 4 An ydle hande maketh poore, but aquycke
laboringe liande maketh liche. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandiscii

IV. iv. 29 Make happy ; and be happy.

e. with refl. pron. as obj. To make oneself

scarce : see SoARC K a.

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 233 Se hlaford . . dranc and macedc hine

wel bliSe mid his. c 1250 (,V. .? Ex. 1591 For-3i he maked
him sti3 & strong, i 1320 Sir Trisl. 144 pai busked and

maked hem boun. 13.. Gam. ff Gr. Knt. 1885 He mate

hym as mery among be fro ladyes,. .As newer he did hot br\t

daye. 1496 Dives f, Paup. vn. iv. (W. de W.) 280/1 Make
the plesaunt in speche to the congrcgacyon of poore folke.

1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goularfs Wise I icillard Ep. Ded.

A iij, That I may not make my selfe otherwise knowne vnto

your worship, then by [etc.]. 1632 LITHGOW Trar. III. 199
I me there arriud, and eftsoones made me bound For the

Venetian Consul. 1647 W. BROWNE Polexander l. II. 54

Concealing his ,. Countrey, [he] made himselfe taken for

a kinsman of the last Cacique. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to

Cony. IV, With cunning and malice enough to make himself

merry with all our embarrassments. 1775 SHERIDAN Critic

i. ii, Here are two very civil gentlemen trying to make them
selves understood. 1846 UICKENS Cricket i. 15 Take the

precious darling, Tilly, while I make myself of some use.

a 1859 DE QUINCEY Post/i. ll ks. (1891) I. 108 This Parker

had a knack at making himself odious, 1876 A. S. PAI.MKK

Leavesfr. Wordhnnter s Notelk. xi. 266 Many diseases first

make themselves felt in the dead of night . 1888 1). W.
RICHARDSON Son a/a Star II. v. 72 They make themselves

quite at home.

U f. In passive as a literalism for L.fieri
= to

become. (Cf. 9 e, 49 e.)

a 1300 E. E. Psalter ci. 7 Like am I made to pellicane of

annesse. 13.. / rose Psalter Hi. 4 Hij ben made inprofitable.

49. With sb. as complement, a. To cause (a

person or thing) to be or become (what is denoted

by the complement).
c 1000 JELFRlc Horn. II. 82 pone oe lie Eerehtende martyr

Semacode. fizoo Trin. Coll. Honi. 61 po be was turnd fro

him and makede him fleme bere he hadde er louerd iben.

a 1225 After. R. 54 Heo leas hire meidenhod, & was imaked
hore. c 1305 St. Andrew 5 in E. E. P, (1862) 98 Come, he

seide, after me and ic wole 500 make Manfischers. 1362
LANGL. / . PI. A. Prol. 36 Bote lapers and langelers ludas

Children, Founden hem Fantasyes and fooles hem maaden.

1382 WVCLIF Matt. xxi. 13 Forsothe }e han made it a denne
of thefes. c 1430 LVDG, Chichev.

&amp;lt;y /lye. vii, These hushandes,
whiche theyr wyfes Maken maystresses of theyr lives. 1571

Rcg.GildCo.Chr. York (1872) 230 note, That he may bringe
him upp, and maike him a man. 1583 STOCKER Ci&quot; . ll arres
Lowe C. iv. 6 The true enheritors . . are disturbed, made no

bodies, or \ tterly disheneritcd of their due succession. 1603
DEKKER & CHETTLE Grissit\. ii. (Sliaks. Soc.) Si It s pity
that fellow was not made a soldier, a 1708 BEVKIUDGE Thes.
Theal. (1711) III. 298 To make onesself a slave for he knows
not whom. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eitg. ii. 1.171 The defeat
which made him again a wanderer. 1890 J . F. TOUT Hist.

Eug.fr. 1689, 26 This sentence made the noisy doctor a

popular hero.

b. spec. To appoint to the office of; to raise to

the dignity of; to create (a person) a noble, etc.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 59 He hadde maked adam louerd
ouer bis middelherd. c 1290 Bcket 241 in S. Eng. Leg. I.

113 He makede him chaunceler. 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.
II. pr. iii. 25 (Camb. MS.) The remenbraunce of thilke day
bat thow saye thi two sones makyd conseileres. 1470-85
MALOKY Arthur Table (ix. ix), How. .Syr Launcelot ..was
made knyght of the rounde table. 1564 Child Afarr. 132
He askid hym. .whom he wold make his executour. a 1568
ASCKAM Sclwletit. n. (Arb.) 136 Therefore did som .. cause
hedge priestes fette oute of the contrie, to be made fellowes
in the vniuersitie. (11715 UURNET Own Time (1724) I. 147
One Sir George Mackenzie, since made Lord Tarbot and
Earl of Cromarty. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. iv. I. 447
He was made Chamberlain to the Queen. 1890 ! . F. TOUT
Hist. Kng.fr. 1689, 18 She made Marlborou^h a duke.

c. To determine (a thing, occas. a person) to be

(what is expressed by the compl.) ;
to establish or

set down as (a law, penalty, etc.). Often with the

compl. qualified by a possessive : To take as

(one s business, boast, prey, abode, object, etc.).
Sometimes with it as formal obj., explained by a following

inf. or clause.

1500-20 IJuNBAR Poems xi. 46 Thy Ransonner, witli
woundis fyve, Mak thy plycht anker. 1594 HOOKER Eccl.
Pol. l. xi. S 2 Unless the last good of all . . he also infinite,
we do evil in making it our end. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xlvii. 26
And loseph made it a law . . that Pharaoh should haue the
fift part. 1630 USSIIER Lett. (1686) 434 If he fail, I must
make you my last refuge. 1659 Knrton s Diary (1828) IV.
442 No reasoning by scripture will convince them

; for theymake that but a nose of wax. 1663 Flagellum orO. Cromwell
(ed. 2) 10 He made it no Punctilio to invite his Roysters M
a Barrel of Drink, and give it them at the charge uf his Host .

1683 Apol. Prat. France Pref. I They, .make it the utmost
penalty.. so much as to attempt a departure. 1738 GRAY
iniit. 1 ropertins n. i. 14 That the soft Subject of my Sont;
1 make. 1821 CLARE Vill. Miiislr. I. 177 Make my cot thy
home. 1842 BORROW Ilikle in Spain xii. (Pelh. Libr.) 83, I
am not one of those who.. make it a constant practice to dis
parage the higher orders. i88z STF.VENSON Nr.v A ral&amp;gt;. A&quot;/s.

(1884) 179, I made it my pride to keep aloof. 1885 KDGAR
Old Ch. Life Scotl. 273 The malediction of a parent was
made a capital offence. 1893 Linnov, etc. I.ifc 1 uscy I. xv.
342 To make the reality and value of sacramental grace a
main interest of his life.

d. To transform, transmute, or fashion into
VOL. VI.
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something else. Chiefly \n passive, after L. fieri.
Obs. or arch, : the notion is usually expressed by
to make . . info (see 50), or, with reversed construc

tion, to make . .
^/&quot;(sce 18).

c 1200 ( &amp;gt;RMIM 19201 Godess Word Us makedd flaesh. 1382
WYCLIF Matt, iv. 3 3 if thou be Goddis sone, say that these

stoons be made looues, 1:1386 CHAUCKR Knt. s T. 1207
There saugh I Attheon an hert ymaked. 1611 liiRLF. Isa.

xlii. 15, I will make the riuers Hands, a 1708 UKVRRIIX.E
J hes. Thcot. (1710) II. 222 The Word .. how made flesh?

He. In passive as a literalism for L. fieri
=-- to

become. (Cf. 9 e, 48 f.)

1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xiii. n Whanne I was maad man.

ff. In early use, a dative preceded by to (in

OE. rarely a simple dative) occurs in place of the

complementary accusative. Obs.
(iooo ./ELFRIC Dt I d. Test* (Gr.) 2 [Lucifer] wolde ..

Jnirh modi^nesse hine macian to gode. (icn. xii, 2 Ic

tuaci^e J&amp;gt;e mycelre ma^fte [Vulg. fadmit te in gentem
magnani\, c 1175 Lamb. 11out. 103 Heo [sc. pride] macode
englas to ateliche deoflan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 193
Talewise men . . maken wrong to rihte and riht to wron^c.
1-1203 LAY. 29985 Heo inakeden to kinge Cadwan

(&amp;gt;ene

kene. 13,. A . Horn 522 (Ritson) Horn .. made hem alle

to knyhte.
50. Const, into. To convert by process of manu

facture or otherwise into something else ; to work

upon (materials ) so as to produce (something).
583 Leg* tij&amp;gt;-

V/. Androis 568 He causlt an talyeour
turne it [a cloak] and mak it Into wich maill [ into the said

portmanteau ]. 1617 MORYSON ///. in. 115 Fresh curds

newly pressed, and made into little cheeses. 1710 PKIDKAI X

Orig. Tithes ii. 76 The Grapes made into Wine, the Olives
into Oyl. 1791 in R. W. Dickson /Vi7. Agric. (1805) I. 486
Mowing the first crop 026. Making it into hay o 2 6. 1820
W. IRVING Sketch Ilk. (1840) 286 note, Sometimes it [the

peacock] was made into a pie. 1895 \^th Cent. Aug. ;--9
You think that The H agtts of Sin might be made into a

play. 1900 JKNKS Hist. Politics vii. (ed. 2) 60 The wife and
daughters of the shepherd, .make the milk of the herds into

butter and cheese.
intr. for passive. 1893 Illustr. Sport, fy Drain. Nfivs

8 Apr. 165/2 A little corner flap-table which makes into a

good-sized square when the flap is up.

b. To arrange, divide, or combine so as to form.

1849 Jrnl. 1\. Agric. Soc. X. I. 134 The wheaten straw is

carefully made into bundles. 1879 Miss YONCE Cameos Ser.
iv. xvi. 169 Worcester was suppressed and made into an

archdeaconry. 1888 G. GISSINU Life s Morning Ill.xix.
no The shopman put them aside, to be made into a parcel.

51. To regard as, consider or compute to be ; to

describe or represent as (so-and-so) ;
to cause to

appear as. (Cf. 56.) a. with sb. as compl.
n 1x25 Aticr. R , 224 Seinte Powel cleoped hine angtlum

lucls bet is, engel of liht vur swuch he makeS him ofte.

a \qoQSirPerc. ioS6 What knyghtees that,. .That thou inase

of thy menynge? 1500-20 DUNIJAR roems xxii. 36 Thocht
I in court be maid refuss. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm.
3 In graunting of the same [he] maketh the byshop of Rome
a great Prince. 1649 MILTON Eikoti. v. Wks. (1847) 289/1
Was this becoming such a saint as they would make him?
1699 T. BAKKR A .y/. Learning yi\\\.. 161 He is not that Goose
and A^s that \ alla would make him. a 1700 DRYDEN Ovid s

Met. xv. Argt. Fables (1700) 503 Ovid.. makes Numa the
Schollar of Pythagoras. 1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Card.
Pref. 5 The Peripateticks. .made Nature a Goddess. 1849
Taifs Mag. XVI. 279/2 Some argue that they arc Picts,
and some make them Northmen. 1865 DICKENS JWnt. /&amp;gt;.

in. xiii, What time may you make it, Mr. Twemlow? 1892
Field 27 Feb. 302/1 The distance travelled I make by the

map five miles.

b. with adj., f pa. pple., or f phrase as compl.
1581 PETTIE Gnazzo s Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 17 b, To saie, y*

euerie man should haue an eie onelie to his owne affaires,

is nothing else but to make man like to beasts. 1599 THYNNE
Animadv. (1875) 32 Not withstandinge that Hollybande,
in his frenche-Englishe dictionarye, make yt of the valewe
of a duckett. 1676 HOUSES Iliad Pref. (1686) 4 Homer
begins not his Iliad with the injury done by Paris but makesit

relatedbyMenelaus. a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. x. (1690)117
The King s Subjects are not in so bad a condition as discon

tented Men would make them. 1736 LEDIARD Life Alarl-

korongh II. 201 The Enemy s Army is not so numerous as

they make it. 1868 LOCKYER Gnillemin s Heavens (ed. 3)

493 This climate .. is not so bad .. as some Anglophobes
would make it. 1879 M. J. GUEST Lcct. Hist. Eng. xiv. 128

Macbeth is not half so bad as the play makes him.

C. 70 make nothing (to do something) : to look

upon it as no great thing, not to stick at it. (Cf. 21.)

1675 H. MORE in R. Ward Life (1710) 245 If a Man make
nothing to halt and faulter in the first. .Sin. a 1716 SOUTH
Serin. (1843) II. vii. 105 One of the greatest.. courage, who
makes nothing to look death and danger in the face. 1720
OK KOE Capt. Singleton v.d84o) 89 Ten men. .took up one
of the canoes, and made nothing to carry it.

f d. refl. with sb. or adj. as compl. : To main
tain or pretend that one is (so-and-so). Obs. (Cf.
wake out, 91 }.}

ti 1225 Ancr. R. 128 Ant te valse ancre. .makieS ham [sic]

oSre ben ha beoS. a 1300 Cursor M. 14684 pou mas
J&amp;gt;e godd,

and |:ou art man. 1382 WYCLIF John viii. 53 Whom makist
thou thi silf ? c 1440 Ftoris

&amp;lt;V
Bl. 76 (Trentham MS.) Y

rede eke pat be maydens moder make hur seek. 1533 in

Strype Eccl. Mem. 1 1721 1. 1. xxi. 152 The same Act may be
. .set up on every church door, .to the intent that no parson
. .nor any other of the king s subjects, shall make themselves

ignorant thereof. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam.xm. 6 So Ammon
layed him downe, and made him sicke. 1648 JESKYN Blind
Guide i. 13 He makes himself a ballad-maker.

e. Make it so (Naut. phr.) : see quot. 1867.
Also to make noon^ etc.

1835 MARRYAT Olio. Podr. xiv, The master reported that

the heavens intimated that it was twelve o clock; and . . I

ordered him to make it so . 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-

MAKE.

bk.i Make it so, the order of a commander to confirm the
time, sunrise, noon, or sunset, reported to him by the oflic .r

of the watch. 1892 STEVENSON & OSROURNK ll- tecker xii,

203 Noon was made ; the captain tUneu.

IV. Causative uses.

52. \Vith dependent clause: To cause (some
thing to happen) ;

to biing it about (that something
happens). Obs. exc. arch.
r 1000 ^KLFRIC F.xod. v. 21 e habbaS. .ftemacod biet lu^

\vylla3 us mid liyra swurdum ofslean. c 1122 O. E. Chfon,
an. 1075 pxt l.indfolc him to^eanes comen & ^emacodon ba:t
henaht nedyde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Dusdeuel ei^ctS
Eelch man on his herte, and macaft pat he wule do Jat he
him to tcihte. c 1386 CIIAI CKK Sompn. T. 176 The clen-
nesse and the fastynge of vs freres Maketh |;at crist accepteth
oure preyeres. r 1470 HENRY Wallace x, 141 This makis it,

lho\v art cled with our men. c 1485 Digt-y flfytf. v. 581 That
inase, that nil vnkunnynge I disdeyne. 1526 TIN DALE-: Jo/in
x\. 37 Cnuldc not he which openned the eyes of the blynde
have made also that this man shulde not haue deyed ? 1632
IjiFHiuw Trav, ix. 381 Tliis. .maketh that the Hennes with
them are so innumerable. 1674 MAKYEI.I. C&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rr. Wks. 1872-5
II. 418 Sir Jeremy being out of town, .makes that I can not
returne any proper or perfect answer, n 17x5 HLRSKT (J.vw

Time (17-2 +) I. 197 The Convocation being no more neces

sary to the Crown, this made that there was less regard had
to them afterwards. 1885 MRS. LYNN IJMON Chr. Kirk-
land III. viii. 271 That well-known law, so disastrous to

stock-raisers, which makes that, when the breed has been

brought to the highest possible point of perfection, it stops.

53. \Vith obj. and inf. : To cause a person or

thing to do something ;
to have something done ti&amp;gt;

a person or thing, a. const, inf. without to: now
normally used only when both make and the de

pendent verb are in the active voice ; otherwise ai \h.
c 1175 Lauib. Horn. 159 Swa makeS

J&amp;gt;e
halic gast be Muii

bi-halden up to houene. a 1225 Juliana 38 luh inakedc \^\\
u.ttie ysaye beon Uahct bnili ant Jurh to dtaoe. 1297 1\.

GI.I&amp;gt;I. C. - Rolls 7669 King u ilLtm adauntede bat folc of walls
& made horn bere him image, a 1300 Ciowr M. 8175 Als
a lische

|&amp;gt;ou
made me fere. 1340 Ayenl\ 47 Hy. di^tcb Lain

be more quaynteliche . .nor to maki IIHIM
(&amp;gt;e

foles to ham.
1390 GnuhK Conf, \. :&amp;gt;&amp;lt;,-.&amp;gt; At Knnresbur.i;h be nyhtes tuo
I he kinges Moder made him duelle. c 1450 Merlin 29 Tlie

kynge made hem alle be Shett in a strong-; In HIM;. 14. . in

Hist. Coll. Citizen Land. (Camden&amp;gt; 104 Tin.- (.an e was made
htonde stylle. 1502 Ord. Crystal Mtii , W . de W. 1506) i.

iii. ?i Our lorde y l ..this present worMe shall make brenne

byfyre. 13/67 Gitife# Gfitttie /- aS.T.S.}6.( Trew Faith, Lord,
mak vs fang. 1600 W. WATSON Decacord^n (1602) 343 Pius

Quintus. .was made belcruc that the Duke of Norfolke was
a Catholike. 1650 H,\\IKI&amp;lt; Saints 1 R. iv. 11651 36 What
made Peter deny his Lord? 1680 BUKNI-.T Rochester 142
He had made it be read so often to him that lu- had gut it

byluart. 1736 llni.KK Anal. \, v. P 8 1 heir character is

formed and made appear. 1738 SWIFT /W. Cowversat, 29, I

wonder what makes these IU 11s rin^. 1814 MKS. J. \Vnsr
Ah^ta i/i- I.acy IV. 275 He made quail the coinage of tbu
heroic prince. 1847 MARKYAT Childr. A . 1-orcst iii, Now
I ll cut up the onions, for they will make your eyes water,

1896 A. K. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad iii. You will.. make
the foes of England r!e sorry you were born.

b. const, inf. with to, \for to: now normally
used only when make is in the passive voice

;

otherwise somewhat arch.
(izoo Trin. Coll. IIout. 11 pe deuel . . make9 (?e unbile-

fullt: man to leuen swilche wi^eles. a 1225 Ancr. A*. 224 Of
ben o3er holie monne bet he makede uorte ileuen bet he
was engel. 1377 LASGL. P. PI. 11. Prol. 113 Mi:jt of bt;

comunes made hym [a king] to regne. c 1386 CHAUCER Pats.
T. f 540 Flaterye. .maketh a man to enhauncen his herte.

1:1449 PfcCOCK Repr. Prol. 2 [They] ban t her hi maad ful miche

indignacioun . . forto rise and be contynued in manie per-
soones. c 1489 CAXTON litanchardyn xlviii. 185 He shal

to morowe make hym to be hanged, a 1533 Lu. UEKNKRS
Huon Iviii. 196 He made to he cryed through the cyte,
that euery man sholde make him redy. 1597 HOOKKR
Eccl. Pol. v. xxxv. 72 He therefore which made vs to Hue
hath also taught vs to pray, 1603 SHAKS. Mea&.Jvr J/. in.

ii. 254, 1 am made to vnderstand. that you haue lent him
visitation. 1616 S. WARD Coalefr. Altar (1627) 62 Violent
affections haue made the dumbe to finde a tongue. 1746 \V.

LEWIS Chem, 31 note, Many such phaenomena may be easily
made to appear.. by exposing solutions of. .metals [etc.].

1859 I
1

. K. PAGFT Citrate of Cnmberworth 153 Making the
dust to fly in all directions. 1889 FROL DE TivoChieJs Dnn-
boy ix. no A bath, .made the lame to walk and the blind to

see. iSmGrafAfragApr. 458/1 A Budget which maketh the

Opposition to jeer. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad
xxxiii, I think the love I bear you Should make you not to

die. Mod. The two statements can hardly be made to agree.

c. In proverbial phrases : to make both ends

meet (END sb. 24), ones hair stand on end, etc.

1534 MORE Cowf. agst. Trib. n. v. (1847) 10 He made my
own hair stand up upon my head. 1623 HEMISGE & CONDELL
ist Folio SJtaks, To Rdr., Censure will not driue a Trade,
or make the lacke go. 1748 RICHAKDSON Clarissa IV. 92
And thus went he on for twelve years, and tho he had a

good estate, hardly making both ends meet. Ibid.
18^7

Money makes the mare to go. 1809 M.-\LKIN Gil Bias vi. ii.

P i With such a sum .. it might be said, without boasting,
that we knew how to make both ends meet. 1825 J. NEAL
Bro.Jonathan I. 94 He d make the feathers fly.. I believe,

fd. with ellipsis of an indef. obj. ^e.g. one).

(Cf. Do v. B. 23, GAR v. 2 d.) Obs.

c 1302 Pol. Songs (Camden) 191 We shule flo the Conyng,
ant make roste is loyne. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2166

(Ariadne) He made his ship a londe for to sette. a 1425
Cursor M. 6615 (Trin.) pis golden calf he made \ptk*rt*xts
did, gart] to brest to peces. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868)

6 Whanne her fader wost she was with childe, he made cast

her in to the riuer. 1500-20 DL NBAR Poems Ixiv. 14 This

gentill herte.. Quhois petewous deithe dois to my hart sic

pane That I wald mak to plant his rute agane. 1560 WHITE-
IIORNK Arfe ll arre (1573) 71 Many times the saying backe,

backe, hath made to ruinate an armie.
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MAKE. 66 MAKE.
e. To make believe : f (a) [after Y.fairt croire\

to cause people to believe (chiefly with clause)

(oos.) ; () in mod. use, to pretend to do something ;

to simulate a belief that\ now often (said, e.g., of
children in play), to subject oneself voluntarily to

the illusion that. (Now often hyphened.)
i39&amp;lt;&amp;gt;GowERC&amp;lt;7/CI. 2jji And thus Fa crerem.ikth believe So

that fulofte he hath deceived. 1643 TRAIT Ccntni. Gen. xix. -2

If Solomon sinned not in making Deleeve he would do that
which was unlawful to be done. x7i6C TESsCo\vi ER Diary
(1864) 6^ Some Passages were wrote on purpose to make
believe it was Sir R. Steele. 1738 tr. C,naz~.os Art Con
versation 31 Solitude.. makes believe Things that have no
Existence but in the Brain. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
(1811) III. 250 A false letter, .macking believe as how her
she-cuen ..was coming to see her. 1773 C.OLDSM. Stoops
to Cong, iv, You were so nice and so busy with your Shake-

bags and Goose-greens that I thought you could never be

making believe. 1806 SI-RR ll intfr in Loud. I. 141 He
makes believe to work a little now and then, when he s

well enough. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xvii, When I

shut my eyes and make-believe to slumber. 1862 KINGSI.FY
Water-Bab. ii, We will make believe that there are fairies

in the world. 1874 MICKLKTHWAITE Modern f*tit\ Churches
99 Do not make-believe with a shabby-genteel substitute.

1890 Spectator 15 Mar., To make believe that the country
is excited about a discussion which [etc.].

54. To constrain (a person) to do something,
by an exercise of influence, authority, or actual or

threatened violence; to compel, force. ( To is now
always omitted before the inf. when make is active ;

In i6-i&quot;th c. this rule was not always followed.&quot;)

c 1592 MARLOWE
Jf\i&amp;gt; of Malta iv. iv, I le make him send

me half he has, glad he scapes so too. 1592 GRKEXE
Uj&amp;gt;st.

Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 227, I will make thee do me
homage. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I I, i.i. 142 He rose against him,
being his Soueraigne, And made him to resigne his Crowne
perforce. 1646 FULLER WottxdtdConxc. (1841)311 Man can
neither make him to whom he speaks, to hear what he says,
or believe what he hears. 1662 STRVPE in Lett, Lit. Rim
(Camden) 179 He made me stay and sup with him. 1721-2
WODROW Suffer. Ch. Scot. (1837) II. n. xiii. 5. 456 2 Sir, we
will cause a sharper thing make you confess. 1852 THACKK-
RAY Esmond i. v, Harry, .made her bring a light and wake
my lady. 1879 M. J. GUEST Lect. Hist, Eng. x. 89 The
Church made him do penance for it.

b. with ellipsis of the inf. Common colloq.
1888 rimes ii Aug. 9 5 The enemy will not play the game

according to the rules, and there are none to make him.

f55. With ellipsis of the vb. of motion: To
send or cause to go in a specified direction. Obs.

rare. Cf. makeforth 870, make out 91 a (r).

13.. Evang, Nicod. 86 in Herrig Archiv I,III. 393 Tyll
Alexander . . In message was I made. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 195 Anniball. .made [L. misit\ after him certaine light
horsemen to ouertake him.

56. To consider, represent, or allege to be or do

something. (Cf. 51.)
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. viii. 5 This did the very

heathens themselves obscurely insinuate, by making Themis
. .to be the daughter of heaven and earth. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacr. i. i. 20 Parius- .makes his coming to Greece
to be in the time of Hellen. 1687 HURN ET Kepi. I arillas

144 Varillas must be Sublime in every thing, so he makes
him to have lived till he was 99. 1724 RAMSAY Some Con*
tents of* Evergreen i, Balantyne . . Makis Vertew triumph.
&H$NtroMontUyMag. XIV. 543 Your sight is better than

mine, what do you make that bird to be? 1868 FREEMAN
Xorm. Cong. (1876) II. App. 631 Most of the Chronicles
make Richard die in 1026. 1875 SAYCE in Encycl. Brit. III.

182/2 Even the estimate of Ctesias, however, would make
Babylon cover a space of about 100 square miles.

f* b. To show or allege that something is the case.

1555 WATRF.MAN Fardle ofFacions I. v. 50 All whiche their

doynges, dooe manifestly make, that thei came of the Ae-

thiopes. 1586-7 Q. Euz. Let. to Jas. VI (Camden Soc.)

44 Yet the[y] wyl make that her [Mary s] life may be saved
and myne safe, wiche wold God wer true.

V. To do, perform, accomplish.
57. From the 1 2th c. make (corresponding to L.

facertj F. fairs] has been extensively used with a
noun of action as object, where the older language
would have used the verb *ewyrcan (\\*ORK) or

don (Do), f a. In various obsolete uses : To work
(a. miracle) ; to commit (a sin, crime, fault\

*
tell*

(a lie); to do (justice, mercy); to give (alms). Obs.
c loop ^LFRIC Jos. ii. 12 SweriaS me. .baet 50 don eft wior

me swilce mildheortnisse, swa ic macode wiS eow [L,
quomodo fgo inisericordiam fed vobi$cum\ c\\y^O. E.
Ckron, an. 1137 fj He maket bur ure Drihtin wunderlice
& manifaeldlice miracles, ritoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 29 Jtenne
bu almesse makest. 1297 R. GLOI:C. (Rolls) 163 Telle
me ssal herafterward of pes wondres . . & hou hii were
verst imaked. a 1300 Cursor .)/. 28120 And titter waUl i

lesyng make, pan man my worde vn-treu to take. fHd.
28777 Vnnait is pat almusthing pat bou pe mas of reuid
thing. 1320 Sir Trlstr, 343 A tresoun ber was made.
1377 LASGL. P. PI. B. v. 73 On owre lady he cryed, To
make mercy for his mis-dedes. r 1400 Land Troy Bk.
(E.E.T.S.) 10478 He made Achilles leue his chace, That he
no lenger mordur mace, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxv. 261
That was a gret Myracle, that God made for hem. 1459
PeebUs Charters etc. (1872) 133 Thai haf ordanit .. for the
faut that he made, that he pay to the tolbuth xs. 1483 CAX-
ros G. dt la. Tour F v b, That such justyce should be made
of Aman as [etc.]. 1500-20 DUSBAR Poems xlix. 43 The
murtherer ay mvrthour mais. a 1333 LD. BERNERS Htton
xxxvii. n6 Huon thus beyng in dyspleasure with hym
selfe for the lye that he made. 1621 BOLTOM Stat. Iret,
16 The Sherifle of the county shall .. make levy of the

money aforesaid, a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1724) I. 149
His design being.. to. .save himself from the malice and lies

of others, and not to make lies, of any.

b. To wage (\YAR). So to make f battle, (a)

t* &quot;\

an army (= expedition}. Also, t*o serve

or take part in (a campaign).
c 1205 LAV. 627 Stal fiht heo makeden. c 1460 FORTESCI K

At-s.
&amp;lt;5-

Lim. Mon. vi. (1885) 123 For the brekynge off an
armye when any shall be made ayen hym apon (*e see. 1530
PALSGR. 620/1 He made batayle agaynst hym tetme yen s.

1542 UDALL Krasw. Apoph. 262 b, Sylla . . who made ciuile

battail w l Marius. 1594 Kvr&amp;gt; Csrt:&amp;lt;-ii,i iv. \. \\\ These
Nations did he purposely prouoke, To make an Armie for

his after-ayde Against the Romans. 1647 {see CAMPAIGN
sb. 3]. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones VIL xi, I He] told the latter

many entertaining stories of his campaigns, though in reality
he had never made any. 1814 Scorr //&quot;&amp;lt;*:. x, Mr. Brad-
wardine. .made some campaigns in foreign service. 1858
THACKERAY I irgin. vii, To make the campaign was the
dearest wish of Harry s life.

c. To perform (a bodily movement or gesture,

e.g. one expressive of respect or of contempt).
For to make a (or rite s) A:c, make courtesy, &amp;gt;nak&amp;lt;- n

cnrtsy, make aface (af), make horns at, make a Uff, nitike

(an) obeisance, a salaam, see the sbs.

(1400 MAUNDEV. ^Roxb.) xxvi. 122 pai do grete wirschepe
also to be sonne, and inase many knelinges pcrt^. 1484,
etc. (see OBEISANCE 3], 1508 DL-NHAK Tua Aluriii //V.v:

117 Quhen I heir nemmyt his name, than mak I nynecrocis.
1570, etc. [see FACE sb. 6 b]. 15831101. DING Can-in on Dent.
clxii. 1003 They make but a figge at it. 1632 MASSINGF.R iv:

FIELD Fatal
Di&amp;gt;~^-ry

v. ii, The people, apt to mocke calamity,
. .made no homes at me. 1719-1805 (see HONOUR sb. 5 b].

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827! I. 66 Jumping, skipping
and making variety of strange unnatural motions. 1776
Trial of Xnnd^ omar

7o/_&amp;gt;,
I . . made my salam to him.

1847 MARRVAT Childr. X, Forest xxvii, The King .. made
- a low obeisance to the window where they were standing.

d. To enter into, conclude (a bargain, contract&quot;1
.

So, to make a marriage (now only legal}.
c 1250 6Y. &amp;lt;V

/T.r. 1269 He bad him maken siker plljt Of
luue and trew&e. a 1300 Cursor .I/. 10781 pe spu^ail )&amp;gt;at

was mad par. 1362 LANGL. P. PI, A. it. 26 To-Morwe worth

J&amp;gt;e Mariage I-maJ. 1508 DCNBAR Tua J\lariit ll tmen 56
God gif matrimony were made to mell for ane yeir. 1530
PAI.SGR. 586/j, I holde it, as we saye whan we make bargen.
1535 COVERDALE i Kings iii. i Salomon made manage with
Pharao the kynge of Kgipte, & toke Pharaos doughter.
1606 SHAKS. Ant.

&amp;lt;$

C?. n. iii. 39 Though I make this mar
riage for my peace. 1651 HOBBES Lt- iath. Rev. & Concl.

391 A Contract lawfully made, cannot lawfully be broken.
a 1715 HrRNKT Own Time (1724) I. 562 The marriage that
was now made with the brother of Denmark. 172* DE FOR
Reliff. Coiirtsh. \. i. (1840* S Have you been both making
your bargains ? 1845 Si EI-HEN Comm. Laics Eng. (1874) 11.

261 Having thus shown how marriage may be made.

e. Eccl. in certain phrases, as to make (ones)

confession, ^ To make the sacrament : to celebrate

the Eucharist (0Ar.). To make ones Communion :

to communicate. Also, to perform,
* do (penance).

[c 1320 R. URUXSK Medit. 196 He seyd, make|&amp;gt; pys yn my
mende .] c 1380 WYCI.IK U ks. . iSSo) 327 Confessioun pat
man makip of synne is made of man in twomaners. Summe
is mad oonly to god. ..And sum confessioun is made to
man. ci^oo MAI/XDEV. (1839) vii. So Thei maken here
Sacrement of the Aw tier, seyenge, Pater noster^ and other

Preyeres. c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.l Introd. 31/1
They make the sacrament in brpune brede. 1585 T. WASH-
iKCTONtr. Nicltolay^s V oy. iv. xix. i33b, Making their sacra
ment according to the Roman maner, with a round cake.

1705 UP. WILSON in Keble Life\\\. (1863) 233 To make one
Sunday s penance apiece in penitential habit in Kirk
Michael Church. 1888 W. J. KNOX-LITTLE Child of Staf-
ft-rton xii. 151 He intended to make his confession that

night and to make his Communion in the morning.
f. With reference to locomotion or travel, in

phrases to make an excursion, an expedition* a

journey, a pace, a passage, a progress, a step ^now
rare

,
a tour, a trip, a voyage, f to make ones

course, \to make return (= to come back), to

make one s way, to make a circuit ; see the sbs.

English idiom is app. capricious in excluding many
locutions which would seem to be

parallel
with these; we

cannot, e. g. use wakt with obj. a ride, a walk *cf. G. cincn

Spaziergang maclifn\
c 1290 [see COURSE i/ . 2], 1340 HAMTOLK /V. Consc. 6377

pe son and pe mone pair course mas. a 1548 HALL Chron.
Edw. IV 209 And as the kyng with sayle and ower was
makynge his course as fast as coulde be possible. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. v. 291 If we imagine the Sun to

make his Course out of the Eclyptick. 1828 J. H. MOORR
Pract. A az tf*. (ed. 20) 102 A ship from the Lizard makes her
course S. 39** W.

g. To deliver orally. Now only to make a

speech, an oration ; formerly also -f to make (a)
sermon. (See the sbs.)

fh. To make memory (niin, mind, minning) :

to commemorate, record (see the sbs.). Obs.

t i. 1 absol. To have effect, operate. Obs.

1303 R. UKIS-XI: Handl. Synne 557 Beleuewyl make pere
be wurde no my^t may take.

58. In questions introduced by an objective what,

e.g. What make yon here ^ ^ What are you doing
here? What is your business, right, or purpose?
Now arch. (Common in i6-i7th c.)

13. . Cursor M, 10090 (Cott.) pe folk . ..Thoght ferli quat
wit bis he madde [Fair/. Wonuird what he was a-bowte].
a 1400-50 Alexander 2908 Bedis buske be to batell quat
makis [v. r. inase) bou here? c 1435 Terr. Portugal^2151 ,

What makist thou in this centre? 1535 COVKRDALE Jitdg*
xviii. 3 Who broughte y* hither? What makest thou here?
1601 MARSTON Pasquil .5- Kath. u. 66 Alas, good aged sir,

what make you vp? 1602 Kvn Sp. Trag. in. xii. (A).

24 HUr. What make you with your torches in the
darke? a 1616 BEAUM. iS: Ft. Cast. Country in. iii,

What made you wandiing So lale i th night? 1677

WOOD Lift (O.H.S.) II. 399 The proctor met him and ask d
him what he made out so late. 1693 DRVDEN Persius v.

(1697) 482 Friend, What dost thou make a Shipboard?
1715-20 POPE Y//WXYI. 247 If that dire fury must for ever

burn, What make we here? 1823 SCOTT Qxentin D. x\i,
What should my daughter make here at such an onslaught ?

1842 HAKHAM /
..&amp;lt;

* 1-Cg. Ser. n. MisaJv. Margate, I saw
a little wil^.ir liny I said, What make you here?

b. Hence, by inversion of the preceding con
struction: ]\

T
hat makes you here? taken as if

* What causes you to be here? (Cf. branch IV. &amp;gt;

1658 R. FKAXCK Xorth. .Mc:n. (1694) rS What makes him
there? 1676 F.THEKFUGE Man of Mfide v. i. Fwitnan.
Madam, Mr. Dorimant t Lw. Wliat makes him here? 1688
Su VDWF.LL Stjr. A/sa:iii i, What makes you abroad so early ?

1797 COLERIDGE Christabel \, What makes her in the wood
so late A furlong from the castle gate?
59. With sbs. expressing the action of vbs.

whether etymologically cognate or not), make
forms innumerable phrases approximately equiva
lent in sense to those verbs. In some of these

phrases the obj. -noun appears always without

qualifying word; in others it may be preceded by
the indefinite article, or by a possessive adj. relating
to the subject of the sentence. When standing
alone, the combination of make with its object is

equivalent to a verb used intr. or absol.
; but in

many instances the obj. -noun admits or requires
construction with 0ft and this addition converts the

phrase into the equivalent of a transitive verb. In

this Dictionary these phrases are usually illustrated

(and if necessary explained) under their respective
sbs.

; but a selection of them is given here in order
to exhibit the variety of applications. (For the

illustration of those phrases which are enumerated
without ([notations, see the sbs.)
Many of the ME. phrases of this type are literal render

ings of phrases with \j.facerf or Y.fairc, the sb. being often

adopted from one of those languages. In early use a gerund
in -ing was often the obj. of tnnkf, but this is now rare.

a. The following are still more or less in use :

To make an abatement, (one s} abode* abstraction,
an acknowledgement, an acquisition, an address, an
advance, (an} afftrmation y

an allegation, (cuf allow

ance, an animadversion, \^an answer, an appeal, an

(also one s } appearance., (an] application, an ascfiit,

an assault, an assay; an assertion, (an) assurance,

atonement, an attack, an attempt, (an} avowal,
an award, a beginning, a bid, a blunder, (a, one s}

boast, a calculation, a call, a challenge, a change,

(a} choice, (a} claim, a climb, a comment, a com

parison, a complaint, a computation, a cut, a

dash, a ckfmce, delay, a demonstration, a dis-

coi ery, a donation, an endeavour* an entrance* an

error, an essay, an excavation, (an} exception,

(ati\ exchange, an} excttse, an experiment, an ex

planation, ajind, a gift, a grant , haste, an incision,

(aii]inqtiiry.inquisition,intercssion,ajokejamen-
tation, a landing, mention, a mistake, a motion,

mourning, a move, narration, (an^ oath, (an} objec-

tibn, an observation, an offer, an offering, a (one s}

petition, pretence, pretension, (a} proclamation, (a}

profession^ a proffer, progress, a promise, proof, a

proposal, a proposition, a protest, provision, a re

covery, a remark, (a} reply, reprisals, (a} request,

resistance, restitution, (a} retreat, a sacrifice, a sale,

(a) search, \a} shift, a shot, slaughter, a slip* a

stand, a start, a stay, a surrender, a transition, a

translation^ (a) trial, use, ones vaunt, a venture,
a vow.
a 1223 A ncr. K.ft Non ancre bi mine read ne schal inakien

professmn. , bute breo Binges, c \jpoSir Kene&?\$ (MS. A.)
A prikede out be-fore is ost, For pride and for make bo*t.

i 1384 CHAICER //. Faint n. 416 For whom was maked moch
compleynt. 1500-20 DTNBAK FMIHS ix. 85 To proper curat

to mak conft^Moun trew. 1530 PALSGR. 621/1, I make
clayme to a thyng by processe of the lawe. &amp;lt;i 1533 Li&amp;gt;.

UKRNERS Hnon xxjui. 96 Agaynst that Gyaunt thou canst

make no resystence, 1563-4 Kfg. Privy Count it .Vn . . I.

256 In presence of the Uuems Majestic, .comperit Johne
Erie of Athole.and maid this offer underspecitiit. 1616 R. C
7 imt s Whistle v. 1886 Let s make a challenge. 1640
HABINGTON Ed-M, IV $ Hee..lookt about, where he inuht
on the best advantage make experience of his fortune. 1660

INGELO Bcntiv.
&amp;lt;$

tfr, n. (1682) 164 The obedient Theo-

prepians made appearance at the time appointed. 1669
STURMY Mariner s Mag. I. ii. 25 This Observation was first

made by Thales Miiesius. 1680 AVBREV in Lett, Kntin?nt
Persons (1813) III. 386 Twas a minute watch, wth wch he
made his experiments, a 1687 SIR W. PETn in Halt s An.
New Invent. 132 We shall . .make some animadversions

u|&amp;gt;&quot;!i

each of the three great branches of that Expence. 17x1 Ai&amp;gt;-

DISON Spect. No. i F 5 There is no Place of general Resort,
wherein I do not make my Appearance. 0x715 BUKNEI
O.fn Time 11724) I. 361 The House of Commons resolved., to

make an address to the King. 1796 NKLSON n Sept. m Nico
las Disp, (1^46) VII. p. cxi, To make reprisals for the value
of the property. 1836 CALHOUN Sp, 9 Mar., Wks. 1864 II.

483 Whenever the attempt shall be made to abolish slavery.

1842 BORROW /&amp;gt; ;/ /** in Sjbiin xxvii. (Pelh. Libr.) 192 He ad
vised me to. .obtain permission to make excavations. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. ng. iii. I. 340 note, I have made allowance
for the increase. 1867 MILL .S/y. Women (1860) 98 het us

at first make entire abstraction of all psychological con
siderations tending to show, that [etc.). 1870 E. PEACOCK

RaifSkirl. 111. 199 No explanation uaj been made. 1870



MAKE.
DICKENS E. Drooiim, The rest [of llie streets] being mostly
disappointing yards with, .no thoroughfare exception made
of the Cathedral-close. 1879 M. ARNOLD Ali.red ss. 340
That astonishing recovery which France has made since her
defeat. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 215/1 [He] made a cut
at something in the water. 1887 KIDKR HAGGARD Jess xxviii,
Still the old man made no comment.

fb. The following are examples of the obsolete

uses : To make abode ( but cf. to make one s abode) ,

abstinence, (an) assembly, one s avaitnt, avaunt-

tneiit, baptizing, bodeward, a boon (
--
prayer), cease,

delaying, ending, experience, an exposition, one s

flitting, a gathering, greeting, hesitation, a hunt,

information, an invitation, ft kneeling, a meeting,
menace, mourning, muster, ottering, an operation,

(one s) orison, overdoing, far/age, plaint, prayer,
process, procession, ransomingfOiie s recourse, refuge,

residence, revenge, roos, rosing, s/iow, sheaving,

sojourn, spare, speaking, store, supply, supplying,

tarrying, watch, witnessing, yelp (jety boast).
c 1154 O. /: . Chron. an. 1137 ? 2 pa macod he his gadering

Et Oxene ford, cizoo Trin. Coll. llot. 91 Elbe Crtttene nun
makeS |ris dai procession fro chirche to chirche. c 1205 1 .AY.

26451 For Eeucre heo 3elp makied. a 1300 Cursor Af 8126

pel. .made ilkan Jiair orison. Ibid. 12274 Quen pc angell hir

bodewoid made. Ilnd. 12518 pai. .to bethleem ^air Hitting
made. Ibid. 12776 pat he now suilk bnptis/ing mass. Ibid.

13104 For to mak ending o mi tale. Ibid. 14334 ^il fader
his he made a bon. Ibid. 28817 pou bat okering mas wit man.
L 1330 K. BKUNNE Cliron, (Rolls) 11669, & f H s fcy niake
auauntement. i^noAyaib.no Sobrete loke&&amp;gt;mesure inemete
and ine drinke pet me ne maki overdoinge. 13 .. Chitdli.

JL SHS 1527 pat noman ne tni^te make dc-layin^ne Of ping pat
he wolde don. c 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints xxxiii. ((.icorge) 797 Am
brose to bis mais witnesing. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 44
There he made the Expositioun of Dremes. 1449 ftolts cf
Parlt. V. 147/2 Of the which offenses, they hadde be. .re

quired., to make cer.se. 1483 CAXTON C. (tc la. Tour H iij,

They, .fasted and made abstyncnce. ittg CoVKRDALE /V.
xl. 17 Make no longe tarienge o my God. 1563 Homilies
n. Ki gnt. H eck n. (1859) 480 The Wise Man. .made his re
course to God for it. 1632 HOLLAND Cyrnpxditi 102 As
touching the money in coine . . they would then make part-
age thereof. 1715 DESAGULII:KS /-ires

/////&amp;gt;. 137 .Make several

Chymical Operations. 1*1715 I URNKT OU-H Time (17241 I.

595 The Pope, .made great returns of money into Germany.
1769 (louxs.M. Hist. Koine (1786) I. 106 Veturia, the mother
of Coriolanus, at first made some hesitation to undertake so

pious a work. 1771 Hist, bug, IV. 161 A French officer,
who had made some useful informations relative to the
affairs of France. 1821 J. FOWLEK Jntt. (1898) 69To morrow
the Indeans make a Hunt.

60. To eat (a meal).
1542 UUALL Erasm. Apoph. 127 On a tymc Diogenes

made al his dyner with Oliues onely. 1577 B. Gooot;
HtnsbucKt Hush. I. (1586) 15 That they make not to great
OHales, but eate little and often. 1662 J. IJ.VVIKS tr. Olea-
rins 11

I oy. Ambuss. 270 Some times our people made but
one meal a day. 1742 YOUNI; Kl. Th. v. 465 There take
large draughts ; make ner chiefbanquet there. 1859 JEPHSON
Hntlaiiy xix. 311 As 1 made my delicious and refreshing j

luncheon of green figs. 1864 LEMON I.ovcd at last I. vi. 145,
:

I never made a better dinner in my life.
&y&amp;gt; Longnt. Mag.

July 254 He made his simple morning meaL
61. To offer, present, render. ( Formerly in I

many specific applications : to do (homage, !

fealty) ; to pay (some mark of respect) ; to ren- I

der (support, aid); to present (a person s com
pliments ) ; to propound (a question) ; to {,-ive (an
instance, notice, a reason, warning) (git.). Also
in to make amends, t asseth, satisfaction : see the
sbs. Const, to or dative.
The phr. to make Irnte (see LOVE sli. 6 g) may peth. be re

ferred to this sense.

(11300 Cursor 31. 20620 AI heuen court .sal serue \v, Tomak pe manred. c 1330 R. BKUNNE Cliron. li- tKf (Rolls)
6461 Conan made hym per fewte. 1375 HAUBOCR Jiruce v.

297 And he him-self first homage maid. Ibid. 502 Ihai maid
him mony tyme varnyng. 1375 ,V,. Leg. Saints xxxvi.
(Baptista) 352 He bad paim..sic demand hym ma [etc.].
c 1400, etc. [see FEALTY 2]. 1426 LYDC. DC Gail. Pilgr.

ffrends_off Mestresse Jane Godnoston accordyng to yowr
instrucions. 1500-20 KENNKUIE Flyling n . Duiilmr 410
Homage to Edward Langscliankis maid thy kyn. 1523 LD.
BmnaFnta. I. ccxxxviii. 344 They..came.. and made
homage to kynge Dampeter. 1539 CKOMWELL 21 Jan. in Mer-
riman Life s, Lett. (1902) II. 169 To make supporte subven-
lion and confort unto them to resist his malice. 1582 G
MAKT.N Ditcm. Corrupt. Serift. ii. 29 And make vs a good
reason why you put the word, traditions, here. 1509B. JONSON Ev. Matt out of his Humour n. i, Why lie
make you an Instance: your Citie wiues [etc.]. 1654-66LARL ORRERY Partlien. (r676) 660 He had but one desire
more to make me. 1719 JAMES (the Pretender) Lit. in
} carson s 7 f&amp;gt;t/i Catal. (,894) 33 Pray make him my kind
compliments. 1761 HUME Hist. Eug. Il.xxvii. 127 He made
warning of the danger to his master. 1800 ADDISON Amcr.
La-a At/. 286 Brackenridge. .made two questions.

b. To make liead[
=

. fairs tele] : seellEAnrf.
a 1569 KINGESMYLL Conft. Sa/a,,(,57 S) B If thou couldest

make head against him. 1577-87, etc. [see HEAD iA 523].
C. Law. Of a court, a judge : To render, give

va decision, judgement).N w
&quot;n

u &quot; l

,

lal in Eng^nd; still common in America*
(Sir K Pollock).

1804 l,n. KI.DON Vesey i Rep. X. 121, I am not aware that
Lid) a decision has been made since that case.

1 62. To entertain or manifest (certain emotions).Jo make gladness, glee, joy, men intent, mirth:

67

to rejoice, be merry. To make care : to he careful

or anxious. 71? make dole, sorroiD : to mourn. Obs,
c 1205 LAV. 1795 Muchel wes

|&amp;gt;a
muroe \K bat folc makode.

1297 R. GI.OUc. (Rolls) 7820 He him sulf deol inou & sorwe
made al so. a. 1300 Cursor AI. 11031 (Cott.) Again him [he)
mad gladnesanglu. (11300-1400 Ibid. 17974(6011.) Ful mekil
ioy bai made i-wis. 1-1400 Laud Troy Bk. (li.K.T.S.)

9957 Kny^tes kene that ben of Troye, Now make murihe
and mochel loye. c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs ofAy-man vi. 140
The grete sorowe that the poure Kmghtcs made fWtlnv&quot;

brother. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends x. i. 107 As for Kne, for-

Miyth, I mak na cayr. 1570 Xatir. Poems Rrfortn. xii. 2&amp;lt;x)

The Feynd mak cair, I say na mair. 1590 Si KNsi-.Ft J-\
&amp;lt;J.

in. i. 57 Some to make loue, some to make merymait.
b. To make (a] mock^ \scorn (aty of }

: see the shs.

63. To put forth (an effort). Also, f to make.

labour, pain, f To make force (at, etc.) : see
FOKCK sb,^ 22 b.

1456 SluG. }{\\K/.awArtHS (S.T.S.) 38 lie mai-1 rt-te

payne to ger tliat laugage of Latyne spredc. , 1489, ct&amp;lt; .

(see EFFORT**. 2]. 1491, etc. [see LABOUR s/\
=,\&amp;gt;\. 1506

PAI.HVMPLK tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 6 Gif muir labour and
mdiutrie war maid.

_ 1597 UKAKD Theatre Hod s Jud^in.
(1612) 297 The dug. .instantly made force at him.. as a man
would d&amp;lt;u at hi-, HIM: tall eiiemie, 1871 SMI LI-IS CJtarat . i.

(1876) ii Every honest effort made in ail upward direction.

64. In certain phrases, used for : To incur,
suffer (something undesirable). So to make f ex

pense, ^ wreck, shipwreck (arch.), a loss (?obs.
exc. in commercial use : cf&quot;. sense 29).

1 or to Jimkc (goad or bad) weather (Nant.i, see WICATHKR.
1453 AV//y /\irit. V. 268/1 All theire costes, expenses and

lostez, made and sufTred by hem in this partie. i526TiM&amp;gt;Ai.K
i / ////. i. 19 Sume..as concernynge fayth have made ship-
\vracke. 1563 Keg. Prhy Council Scot. I. 239 All expuuMbsis
maidin..pleyingofthe6aidcaus. 1377-87 HoLiNSHEoC/frc-/;.
(1807-8)11. 218 Everie person making wrecke by sea, and
camming alive to land. 1609 G. I&amp;gt;ENSOM .Set-in, j May 5 If

you . . make wrack neyther vpon the Rockcs, nor vpou the

Salides, neyther vppun &amp;lt;jpen
nur secret Mnnus. 1626 &amp;lt;&quot;.

I*oTTtR tr. Xarpts Hist. Quarrels 99 They could not con
tinue to make such ex pence, nor to furnish so many pi-i v,ni
with Vestiments. 1640 tr. Venters s ROM. Rom. III. \- n
They could not learn any news of the lo^se they had ma&amp;lt;I -.

^ 1715 UUHSKT Own Tunc (1724) I. 251 Uoth England and
Holland had made a great loss both in ship^ and treasure.

fb. Hence (chiefly .S?.), to defray, provide for

(expenses, costs). Obs.

^1460 FOKTESCUK At-s.
fy

Llin, Mon. v. (1885) 118 YfT
a kynge be pore, be shall In rie^ci;ssit*: nmke his expenctjs. .

by crcaunce and borowynge. 1473 Ld. Treas. Ace. Si&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f.

(1877) I. 46 Gevin to \Vil Oliphant . . to mak his expcnxj ,

xx//, \$faRtg. Privy CouncilScot* II. 388 The said Robert
oblist him to mak the said Williame-; reasonable expens^i-.,
and to pay the same to him.
65. To accomplish (a distance) by travelling, etc.

S64-S N. WOTTON in Burgon Life Creskam dSjg) 1 1. 7-.,
I made a-foote vi myles ere I came to Dunkerke. 1662 J.
DAVII-:S tr. Olcaritts* I oy. Amhass. 2 It s violence hindred
us not from keeping on our course, and making fifteen

Leagues that night. 1687 A. LOVI.I.I. tr. T/u- enofs Trur.
i. 270 When the Wind blew so bard, that we made nine or
ten Miles an hour. 1768 UOVKR F.ng.-I r. Diet, s.v., They
make sometimes ten fathom at one leap. 1856 OLMSTKH
SlaveStatcs 16 The boat makes 55 miles in 3$ hours. 1899
rail Mall Mag, Mar. 373, I could get no boat farther than !

Kirkcaldy, so I must make the distance on foot.

b. orig. Naut, To reach (a place) in travelling, !

come to, arrive at; slang \Q catch (a train, etc.).
c 1624 WAI.LICK /V. Charles at Snn Anders 148 From th-:

stern of some good ship appears A friendly light.. .New
courage, .they take, And, climbing o er the waves, that i

taper make. 1641 EVELYN Diary 12 Oct., Tho not far from
Dover, we could not make the Peere till 4 in the afternoon.

1697 DRYDKN sEneid i. 227 The weary Trojans ply their
shatter d Oars To nearest Land, and make the Libian
bhoars. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4481/3 The West-India Fket
and Coasters, .. not being able to make Torbay, . . were all

forced .. to the Westward, a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarrons
\

Can. Romance (1775) II. 103 We forced open the prison ,

gates, and.. made the mountains on the borders ofValentia.

1805 \*\y.Y. Sources Mississ. (1810) 39, 1 determined to at tempt
to make the river, and for that purpose took a due south
course. 1827 J. F. COOPER Prairie I. xvii. 245 It will be
wise to make a cover, lest the Sons of the Squatter should
be out skirting on our trail. 1828 Sporting Mctg. XXL 322
She (a coach] . . started at ten, and made the White Horse,
Fetter Lane, at four precisely. 1882 SALA Amer. Revis.

(1885) 360 We made Chicago at 7.30 on Sunday morning.
1885 HDWELLS Silas

Lafkai&amp;gt;i(\Q&amp;lt;}\}
I. 137 He. .jumped

on board the steamboat . . Just made it
,
he said.

66. In phrases like to make long hours (i.e to
[

work many hours in the day). Also, to makegood
time : to accomplish a distance in a short time.

1887 I. R. Ranchc Life Montana. 140 We drove to Three .

Forks, .in an hour and twenty minutes. Jem calls it four
teen miles, so I think we made good time. 1890 Standard
17 Mar. 3/1 At present, .the colliers. .make very short time.
Mod. I made a very long day last Friday.

[ 67. t a. To *

play
*

(the fool)
(&amp;lt;?/*.)

b. = Do
v. iij, in to make the agreeable (\obs.) [After
F. faire.]
1529 LYNUESAY Complaynt 236 Sum maid the fule, and

sum did flatter. 1841 LEVER C, &amp;lt;JMalley vi. 31 Sir George
Dashwood was making the agreeable to the guests. 1867
H. KIVGSLEY Silcoie ofS. xviii, The best thing you can do

,

is to. . begin to make the agreeable to the eldest Miss Granby.
j

VI. To behave, act, or move (in a specified way).
t 68. To make it (with adv. or advb. phr. denot

ing manner) : to act, behave. Obs.
c888 K. /EI.I--REI&amp;gt; lioet/i. Tit. vii, & sicde him bispell hu

he hit niacian sceolde ^if he heora be^en beon sceolde.
t 1000 --ELI Kic Horn. II. y^\ Su a he hil macode on hi* life.

MAKE.
1387 TRF.VISA Ili-Jeu (Roll*; VII. 27 pe kyng . . made it as

i bey were nou^t wroo}r[I*^uj///rv/d odia\. la 1500 Pehlis
to the Play viii, Quhat ueidis you to maik it sna?

tb. \Vith adj. as complement. To make it coy,
\ ni(C)prouit, quaint, stout, strange, tough , to be-

liave in a coy, proud, etc., manner ^see the adjs.).
To make it goodly : to give oneself airs.

1611 Corr;R., I- aire la fetite boitehe, to mince, or simper
it ; to make it goodly.
69. Hence intr. (the obj. it being omitted; ; in

OE. \\ith adv.} later with adj., in to make bold,
\ free, ^ghid,vicrry, -\niie, -\ strange (see the adjs.;.

a
lopo Institutes of Polity xv. in Thorpe Laws II. 322

Kiht is biut mynecena mynsterlice macian.

70. To make as if, as though (arch, as&quot;)
: to be

have as if; hence, to pretend that. Cf. 34 b.

[1387: see C.g-l i 1450 Knt. de la Tour (18681 77 The
prince .. made as they he hatide lake none hede therof.

53O J AI.S -K- 655 ..
,

I patter with the lypp-:-, as one il jthe
lh.it makMh as tlivu-li hu piayd ami dothe nal. a 1533
LD. J EBHKKS lln&amp;lt;m l\v. -2-2-2 Make as though

&amp;gt;

were dys-
pleasyd with hym. a 1553 UUALI, Roysttr !). \. ii. (Arb. i

,

I wyll n&amp;gt;ak: a- I :-;uve liini njt. 1603 KN.-I 1.1 s Hist. Turks
1621)41 Whii.h reproachfull sjjc-. -Ji th-- I .nipci- .ur put tip in

.--ilence, making a-, if hee had nut heard it. 1611 JliHLK Josh.
\iii- 15 And loslnia and all Krael made as if lh- y were beaten
before them, and lied. 1720 Or. FK L apt. Singleton xvii.
ii J( 290 Thou inakest as if those jioor savage wretches
could do mighty tilings. 1752 CIU-SIKHI . Lett, (ij-jz) III.

^&amp;lt;4,
I am very glad (to use a vulg.tr e.xpression; that y,nt

make as ifyou were not well, though you really are, 1851
LONGF. Gold. L(g, in, He. becknns, and makes as he would

i speak. 1889 Diet. Nat. Biog. XVII. 59/2 Edward at first

intended, or made as though he intended, to [etc.]

71. To have to do with (a prison or thing;; to in

terfere in (a matter) ; chiefly iu collocation with
middle, dial.

1564 Child Marr. (1897) 123, ! will neither make nor
medle with her. 1661 1 i.rvs Diary 7 Nov., Pe.ijg Kile now
hath detl.ired &amp;gt;he will have the beggarly rogue ttie weaver;
and .so we are resolved neither to meddle nor make with
her. 1662 I, [\ivibiONK in n odr-^u AW. Jlii\

r
. 1 1-4 =

1

He thinks he will only preach again&amp;gt;t J oprir. and not make
with other controversies. 1756 Tdi.i.i-.mv ///.-,/. (.h-fi/ .ras
1. 146 And so, Sir, pray don t meddle nor make with the maids.
1834 I,AM,.&amp;gt;H A .i^w.-S /r.t^-.Wks. r-;-

;
II.

.&amp;gt;v/
I he busiiu^

is a ticklish one : I like not overmuch to meddle and make
therein. 1849 C. I RONTI; Shirley x\i, MO-IM: may settle
bis own matters henceforward for me ;

I ll neither meddle
ntir make with them further.

72. \aitt. Of the Hood or ebb tide (\ in eailv use

pa.^tve^ or peih. ////;-. conjugated with t&amp;gt;e ; : To
be^in to ilow or ebb respectively ; also, to be in

progress. Ilence of the tide : To Mow towards the
land ; to rise

; also, to flow in a specified direction.

1651 CHAS. II in Hone Every.day We. I. 1716 Just as the
tide off ebb was made. 1708 Lend. 6Vjj. No. 4422/7 The
I i-le of Flood, being made, and there proving little Wind,
we were obli^ d to Anchor. 1719 ])T; FOJ; i ntsoe I. xiii,
The tide made to the westward. Ibid.) The tide beginning
to make home again. 1776 C. CARKOM, Jrnl. (1845) 4
About nine o clock at night, the tide making, we weighed
anchor. 1840 MAHKYAT Poor Jack !, The flood tide made.
a 1861 CLOUGH .Y.y0j? t/w Xtrx^le n Far back, through
trceks and inlets making, Comes silent, flooding in, the
main. 1875 HEnroKn Sailor s Pe-cket I&amp;gt;k. v. fed. 2) 169
When the stream makes to the Eastward at Spithead, the
water falls at Southampton. 1883 STKVKXSON Treas. IsL
iv. xvii. (1886) 135 The ebb was now making.
73. Of land, landscape, etc. : t a. Naut. To

have a certain form or appearance ;
to look like

(0O. b. U.S. and Co/ottiat. To extend in a
certain direction. (Cf. 91 n.)
1743 BULKELF.Y & CUMMINS Voy. S. Sens 151 Two Ledges

of Rocks, running two Leagues out from a Point of Land
which makes like an old Castle. 1748 Alison s I oy. n. xii.

260 There appears a hummock, which at first makes like an
island. 1770 SIR J. BANKS jfrnf. 17 May 11896) 270 At sun
set the land made in one bank, over which nothing could be
seen. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 136 Spurs, or rami
fications of high mountains, making down from the Alps.
1808 PIKE Sources Jfississ. u. (1810) 192 A copse of woods,
which made down a considerable distance from the moun
tains. 1890 Melbourne Argus 16 June 6/1 Wherever slides
are abundant, or two make from east and west.

74. Of arguments, evidence, influences : To be

effective,
*
tell (oa one side or the other). (Cf. 25,

25 b.) Chiefly with for (f/0, with}, against (see

76 a, 78 a, 79 a, 82 a). [Cf. &quot;L.fawe ctim^facere
contra.]
1892 Sat. Rev. 2 Jan. 1/1 He had the highest opinion of

. . precedents when they made in his own favour. 1893
Sketek i Feb. 14/1 AH these things .. make in favour of
Mr. Gladstone.

VII. With prepositions in specialized senses (all

intransitive).
75. Make after . To go in pursuit of, to

pursue, follow, arch. (Cf. 35 b.)

1590 GREENE Orpkarion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 54 Acestes
. . made after the King of Lidia, as fast as his men were able
to march. 1600 ABP. ABBOT Ex&amp;gt;. Jonah 177 When they
were so pursued and made after by the chariots and horse
men of the Egyptians. 1688 BUNVAN f/eav. Footman (1886)

148 There is never a poor soul that is going to heaven, but
the devil, the law, sin, death and hell makes after that soul.

1748 Alison s l^oy. in. v. 336 His people made after them,
in hopes of finding out their retreat. 1856 VAVGHAN Mystics
(1860) I. vi, viii. 261 As he flounders about, out tumbles the
book ;

he lets go his staff, and makes after it.

76. Make against . a. To be unfavourable

to
; to militate or *

tell against. (Cf. 74.)
75-3



MAKE. 68 MAKE.

&amp;lt;xi54
BARNES J/~Xr.s. (1573)315/1 Thetexte maketh agaynst

J

the Pope. 1648 MILIOV &quot;Ofocrv. Art. Peace Wks. 1738 I.

355 The third Reason which they use, makes against them.

1668 CL-LI-EI-PKR & Cm.K narthol. Anat. \. xxviii. 65 Ocular

Experience makes against this. 1713 HEKKELEV Hylas fy
^

Phil. iii. Wks. 1871 I, 345 That which makes equally again.st

two contradictory opinions can be a proof against neither.
(

1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, I. u. iii. 179 He sought out what
ever could make against the orthodoxy of the new prelate.

:

1890 Sat. Rei\ S I- e i. 165/2 Figures, if you carefully select

those which make for you, and as carefully ignore those
J

which make against you, can, .be made to prove anything. ,

fb. To make a hostile movement towards; to

go to attack. Obs. (Cf. 35 b )

i6z8 HOHBKS Thticyd, i. (1629) 26 The Corcyrjean s vnder-

standing that they {the Corinthians] made against them [ws

77. Make at . To approach in order to or

as if to attack or seize
;
to make a hostile move

ment towards. (Cf. 35 b.) Now somewhat arch.

1637 R. ASHLEY tr. Mafoezzis David Persecuted 247
There hath beene one, that seeing no other remedy, made
at the soveraignty it selfe. 1671 Hatton Corr. (Camden 6t

Immediately, the cowe made at him. 1698 FRVKR Ace. 1..

India ff P. 162, I was made at by an unsizable Snake. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 450 P i All men ..make at the same com
mon thing, Mony. 1787 BEST Angling(n.&. 2) 24 When you
dip for chub, roach, and dace, move your fly very slow when

you see them make at it. 1858 THOKEAU Maine W. ii.

(1869^153 A very small black puppy rushed into the room
and made at the Governor s feet. 1867 J. B. ROSE tr.

1 irgtfs j&ntufttHl Volscens . . with his unsheathed sword
Made at Euryalus. 1889 FR. A. KEMBLE Far Away vi. 55
He made at me with an evident intention of striking me.

78. Make for . a. To operate in favour of,

be favourable to ; to tend to the advancement or

progress of; to favour, further, aid. (Cf. 74-)

1517 TORKINGTON Pllgr. (1884) 59 The wynde made well

for vs in ower way. 1536 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531} i b,

loynynge also therto the goostly exercyse and experyence
of goodly fathers, as I thought them to make moost for my
purpose. 1526 TINDALE Rom. xiv. 19 Let vs folowe tho

thinges which make for peace. 1593 NASHK Foiire Lett.

Conf. Wks. (Grosart) II. 201 Uut, say wee .should beleeue it,

what doth It make for thee ? 1612 BACON Ess., Atheism
(Arb.l 332 None denie there is a God, but those for whom
it maketh that there were no God. 1639 N. N. tr. /&amp;gt;

Bosy s CompL Woman \. Pref. Fivb, Is there any thing
that makes more for him, then that theyupbrayd him with?

1684 J . GODDARD Plato*$ Demon 273 How our Author
augments, or diminisheth . . the truth of things, as they make
most convenient for his purpose. 1690 NOKRIS Beatitudes

(1694) I. 103 A Doctrin .. such as makes neither for the
Honour of God, nor for the Safety of Man. 1711 STEELE

Spect, No. 158 Fi Out of a firm Regard for Impartiality I

print these Letters, let them make for me or not. 1754
RICHARDSON Gratidisott (1781) II. xxi. 219 The behaviour
makes not for your honour. 1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet
C. vii. 140 Vour story makes for my side of the question.
1881 S FEVESSON / irg. Puerisque 24 Whatever makes for

lounging and contentment, makes just so surely for domestic

happiness. &y*\**&Mak* against ibi^. i894/YW95May
9/5 The forces and conditions which make for sea power.

b. To proceed or direct one s course towards;
to go in the 4irection of; also, to assail, go for .

Not frequent before the igth c.

1590 MARLOWE Edw. //, iv. vi, I see our soules are fleeting
hence; Make for a new life, man. 1633 P. FI.KTCHEK Elisa
i, xli, And glorious Angels on their wings it [sc, a soul]

taking, . . for heaven making. 1748 Aiison^s I oy. n. v, 170
One of these [ships] .. made directly for us. 1791 MBS.
INCHBALD Simple Story IV. xii. 151 Sand ford, ..without a
word iu reply, made for the door. 1831 CAKLYLE AV/r/. Res.
ii, vi, The wounded eagle is said to make for its own eyrie,

1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Ilamlyn xxii. (1860) 169 Don t .. get
frightened , make for the shore. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.
iii. 6. 145 They had hardly landed at Dover before they
made straight for London. 1878 BROWNING La Saisias 55
We made for home together. 1893 Chamb, Jrnl. 15 July
434/1 They will at once make for each other s eyes.

fc. To pretend, assert. (In qnots. absot. and
in indirect pass?) Obs.

15*3 MORE De gnat, noviss. Wks. 72/2 This medicyne
thoughe thou make a sowre face at it, is not so bytter as
thou makeste for. 1529 Dyaloge in. Wks. 222/1 Whyther
Luthers matters bee so madde as they bee made for, that
thall we see hereafter.

79. Make to . f & To tend or contribute to ;

to be favourable or conducive to ; to go to support.

(Cf. 74.) Obs.

1528 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. li. 124 Such reasons
as seemed to make to the contrary. 1561 DAUS tr. /&amp;gt; /-

linger on Apoc. (1573^ 97 All thynges that may make to life

and saluati &amp;gt;n. 1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. xix. (1625) 92
This maketh to the Btrengthnliw of vs against those Popish
assertions of Viguerius. 1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon s Life fy

Dcath(i6*,i) 12 In every corruptible Body, Quantity maketh
much to the Conservation of the whole. 1732 NEAL Hist.
Purit. I. 159 Making more to &eemlines5..or edification.

f b. To be pertinent or applicable to. Obs.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. I. xxxi, That Hair is but an excre-

mentitious thing, and makes not to this purpose. 1736
LEONI tr. Albertis Arc/tit. II. 84/2 Those things which are

most obvious, and make moie immediately to the subject in

hand.

f c. To go in the direction of, proceed towards.
a 1568 ll y/e ofAuchtermuchty 114 Then vp scho gat ane

mekle rung, And the gudman maid to the dur. 1600 Disc.

tiowrieConsp. in Moyses Mem. (1755) 266 The court making
to their horses, as his highnesse belie was. 1602 MARSTON
Antonio s Rev. i.i, Maria, Geuoas dutchesse, makes to court,

1694 Ace. Sc&quot; . I, ate I oy. ii. (1711) 20 When the Ice comes
floating in too hard,, .then the Ships make to the Harbours.

1780 COXK Rnss. Disc. 192 He cut bis way through the

troops, .and made to the bank&amp;gt; of the lui-h.

Make toward s : see 35 b.

80. Make unto . =make to, 79 c.

1570-6 W. LAMBARDE Peramh. Kent (1826) 131 Since
Dover is not many myles off., let us make unto it. 1592
SHAKS. / V. .y Ad. 5 Sick-thoughted Venus makes aniaine
vnto him. 1603 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xxi. 31 Unto the Ship
she makes, which she discovers.

t 81. Make upon . make at, 77. Obs.

1542 UDALL Erastn. Apaph. 264 b, He made vpon these

pirates, whom .. he tooke and subdued. 1606 O. W[ooi&amp;gt;

COCKE] Hist. Ivstine \\. 8 The king vnderstanding .. that

they made vpon him in sucrvspeedy manner, fledde for feare.

1727 Philip Quarll (1816) 37 Seeing themselves made upon
by a pirate.

82. Make with . f a. To side with, make
common cause with. Of things; To tell in favour

of. (Cf. 74.) Obs.

1559 MOKWYNG E- onyut. 250 The description following
maketh with me [L. mecnmfertfa&amp;gt;:it\. 1597 HOOKER Keel.
Pol. v. vii. g 3 Antiquity, custom, and consent ..making
with that which law doth establish, are themselves most
sufficient reasons to uphold the same. 1600 HOLLAND /./n-

vni. xxxiv. 306 There made with young Kabius, and tooke
his part, the majestic and countenance of the Senat [L.
stabat cum eo scnatns maiestas}. 1608 I). T. Ess. Pol.

&amp;lt;y

Mor. igb,It is the nature, and propertie of Passions, euen to

make those thinges make with them. &amp;lt;z 1617 BAYNE Lect.

(1634) 273 So farre as outward things make with salvation,

t b. To grapple with, select as one s adversary.
1548 HALL C /miM Hen. I /II 21 b, The Lorde Ad-

mirall made with the greate ship of Depe, and ch;i-.e l li r

itil. Ibid. 122 The vj shippes perceluyng that, left their

chace & made with the Barke of Sandwyche.
fc. (See sense 71.) Obs.

VIII. With adverbs in specialized senses.

t 83. Make again, trans. To make good, re

pair, restore. Obs.

ci433 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 429 That

[they] .. do make ayein the grete pipe of the said conduyt
in wyse as was afore. 1471 CAXTON Recuycll (ed. Sommer)
149 The harnoys broken was made agayn and amended.
1565 COOPER J hesaur:ts

t Reparator^ one that repayreth or

maketh agayne.
84. Make away. (Now superseded in the tran

sitive senses by make away with.} fa. trans.

To put (a person) out of the way, put to death ;

also, to put an end to (a person s life). (Cf.33.) Obs.
Common in 16 X7thc&amp;lt;

1566 rasyuine in Traunce 58!), Saint Dominick ., was

treating with them for the burning of Heretiques, or how
by some other deuise to make them away. 1590 MARLOWK
l-.div. //, u. ii, Why then weele haue him priuily made
away. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 167 To make away
my guiltlesse Life. 1621 BURTON Anat, Mel. \\\. ii. v.

i. (1651) 544 Constantine Despota, made away Catharine
his wife., for the love of a base Scriveners daughter.
a 1656 Hi-. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660! 415 Wicked harlots who
. . have made away their stolen birth. 1713 ADDISON Guard.
No. 105 P 4 What Multitude of Infants have been made
away by those who brought them into the World. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) I. 142 They would.. make
him away by pistol, or poison.

refl. 1581 PETTIE Guazzos Civ. Con- , i. (1586) 4 b, Other
tortes . . that haue made themselues awaie by the meanes
cither of water, or fire, or sword. 1654 GATAKER Disc.

Atol. 58, I was there told by the Physician, that I must
whollie forbear Preaching, unless I would wilfullie m.ike

away my self. 1684 AVr/&amp;gt;. Jiall. (iSS6)VI. 621 She, for

love of the Groom, fell into Despair, and in conchiMon made
herself away. 1698 Christ Exalted 61. 50 They would
make away themselves immediately, if possible.

fb. To destroy (a thing). Obs.

1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 66 A Mass
book w 11 all such books of papistne ar abolished made awaie
and defaced, c 1600 SHAKS. .S&amp;gt;. xi, If all were minded
so, the times should cease And threescoore yeare would
make the world away. 1650 TRAPP Comtn. Lev. xiii. 47
Instruments of idolalrie .. are to bee destroied, and made
awaie.

fc. To alienate or transfer to another s posses
sion ; to dispose of, get rid of. Obs.

1580 HOLLVBAND Trcas. Fr. Tongy Alienation, alienation

or making away. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa Introd. 41

Their slaues which they cannot make away for a good
round price, they sell vnto the butchers, a 1640 WALLKR
( ;/ Friendship betiv. Sacharissa

&amp;lt;V

Amoret 16 Debters ..,

When they never mean to pay, . . To some friend make all

away. 1741 RICHARDSON / aitte/ti II. 21 \Vil! you, said he,

on your Honour, let me see them uncurtaiPd, and not offer

to make them away? 1855 Mil.MAN Lat. Ckrist. xiv. i.

(1864) IX. 15 If usurped, or its usufruct, if not the fee, frau

dulently made away, it [Church property] had in many
cases widely extended itself by purchase.

d. intr. To go away suddenly or hastily, run

away ;
= make off, 89 d.

1600 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. i. i, Deare sparke of

beautie, make not so fast away. 1639 FULLER Holy War
v. v. (1640) 237 If there be five to one, it is interpreted
wisdome not cowardlincsse, to make away from them.

1787 G. GAMBADO* Acad. Horsemen 42 His horse made

away with him whilst Gimcrack was running a match.

1883 BLACK Yolande II. xii. 217 Then they set out for

home; Duncan and the gillies making away for a sort of

ford. 1891 Cornli. Mag. Jan. 108 The people.. are making

away as fast as they can.

85. Make away with. a. To put out of the

way ;
- 84 a. Often euphemistic for : To kill.

1502 TOWNLEY in Flumpton Corr. (Camden) 164 There
was a servant of yours, and a kynsman of myne, was mys-
chevously made away with. 1583 STUBHHS Anat. A bits. 11.

(1882) 55 For mony I am persuaded they [physicians] can

make away with any whom they haue accesse vnto. 1628 tr.

Mathiett^s Powerf. Few. ii Tiberius had resolued to make

away with Germanicus. 1756-7 tr. Kcysltr s Tr,ir. (1760)

I. 108 His relations pretend that he wa^ made away with by
poison. 1862 Jrtil. A . Agrit. StK. XXIII. 242 The uwl
nightly makes away with more mice than the very best of
cats. 1886 &IKVKNSON Dr. Jekyll viii, He was made away
with, eight days ago, when we heard him cry out upon the
name of God.

reft. 1666-7 PEPYS Diary 24 Feb., It seems she .. hath
endeavoured to make away with herself often. 1768 GOLUSM.
Good-n. Man I, These were the very words of Dick Doleful
to me not a week before he made away with himself.

1856 READE Never too Latex\\, He wasa lunatic, and would
have made away with himself anywhere.

b. To remove from its rightful place or owner
ship; to get rid of; to dissipate, squander (-=84 c; ;

to destroy fraudulently.
1691 tr. Etnilianne s Frauds Row. Monks (ed. 3) 407 It

will not be difficult to conceive, bow the Roman Clergy can
make away with these vast Revenues they are possessed of.

1760-72 H. \\KQOKV. Fool ofQual. (1809) I. 142 They would
..make away with the effects. 1781 D. WILLIAMS tr.

] o!t&amp;lt;iire*s Dram. Wks. II. 132, I will make away with my
castle and dowry to support the cause. 1843 CARLYLE
Past ff Pr. n. i, Thirteen pence sterling , this was what
the Convent got from Lackland, for all the victuals he and
lii^ had made away with, 1849 MACALXAY Hist. Eng. x.

II. 572 He had burned the writs, made away with the
seal

[[etc.]. 1873 Act 36 & 37 I ict.c. 77826 If any person
designedly makes away with, .any thing issued to him as
a volunteer. 1883 KAIM. S. MACQUOID Her Sailor Lffve
III. vii. iv, 115 It s an ugly thing to make away with a letter.

1892 Temple Bar Nov. 298 Hendrik had made away with
las stepbrother s money.
86. Make down. a. Sc. To make down a bed:

( to fold down the bed-clothes, so as to make it

ready for being entered* (Jam.).
1816 SCOTT Ant it/, xxv, We se mak ye down a bed at the

lodge. ^1835 HOGG Tales .$ Sk. (1837) III. 199 Betty, my
dear, make down the bed.

b. colloq. To refashion so as toftt a smaller wearer.
Mod. The eldest girl s frocks can be made down for her

sisters.

87. Make forth. | a. trans. To complete the

preparation or equipment of. Sc.

1496 /,(/. Treas. Ace. Scot. (1877) I. 261 Item, gevin be
the Lard of Balgony to maik furth this coit, iij ellis of

vdlous. 1497 Ibid. 339 Item, gilfin to Thoni Harkar and

Johne Lam to pas to Home, to mak furth the artail^ery
there liij lib. iiij s.

fb. To send forth. (Cf. sense 55.) Obs.

ri47o Gaiv.
&amp;lt;$

Go/. 120, 1 rede ye mak furth ane man,
mekar of mude.

t c. To issue (a commission, debenture). Obs.

1640 tr. / crdcrc&quot;s Rom. Rom. III. 213 This great Monarch
..made forth Commissions. 1666 in loth Rep. //ist. JAVA .

Cotttnt. App. v. 6 His Majestie s Auditor-Generall shall

make forth debentures for what is due to the petitioner.

fd. intr. To go forward, advance, set out;

(of a boat) to put out. Obs.

1594 KYD Cornelia v. 241 When Wolues.-Make forth

amongst the flock. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. iv. 5. 1601

Jnl. C. v. i. 25. a. 1610 HKAI.KY Cffas (1636) 149 As shippes
doe, that having unlaidcd their fraught make presently forth

for a new voiage. i6a$ BACON ss., Usury (Arb.) 542 To
prouide, that while we make forth, to that which is better,

we meet not, with that which is worse, a 1626 AVw
Atl. (1900) 2 Thcr made forth to us a small Boate.

88. Make in. fa. trans. ?To carry in. (Cf.
make out, 91 a.) Obs.
a 1483 Lil cr AYj,vr in j/oitst h. Ord. (1700) 25 Lett it alwey

be remembered to make in the Kinges doggettes. .as often

as it pleseth the King the prince to come or goe.

b. intr. To go in towards a particular point;
to intervene in an action ; to join in a fray ; t to

strike in in a conversation
j

in Hawking (see quot.

1897).
1575 Ti KUKRv. Fanlconnc 161 Unbood your Hawke, to

the end that when bhe c.spieth the Htaron she may flee liir :

and if she do so, make in apace to succour hir. ci6n
CHAPMAN ///Wxv. 492 While these made-in [Gr. *i&amp;lt;raff0?r].

to spoyle his armes. 2613 DRAYTON Poly-vlb. viii. 456 Small
Marbrooke maketh-in, to her \$c. the Severn s] inticing Dee[&amp;gt;e.

1622 IJEAUM. & FL. Sea Voy. i. i, We have discover d the

land, sir; pray let s make in! 1634 MASSIN^EK I ery Woman
v. iii, Make in, loggerhead ; my son fights like a dragon. 1656
&ARL MQtiM.tr.t&amp;gt;iH ca/ittrsAt/7 ts./t . Parnass. n. Ivii. (1674)

209 To the succor whereof, all the inhabitants along the River
side made in. 1828 SCOTT / &quot;. M. Perth xxx. During this mo
ment of delay, Ramorney whispered to Dwining,

* Alake in,

knave, with some objection . 18650. K. BERKELEY Life II.

281 It is ever a gallant gentleman who thus makes in. 1891

Longm, Nag. Sept. 500 The larger galleons made in at once
for Corunna. 1897 Encycl. Sport \. 373 (Falconry) Rlakein.

(of the falconer), to go up to a hawk after it has killed.

89. Make off. + a. tram. To dispose of. Obs.
a 1649 WINTHROP New Eng. (1853) JI T 5 He could not

subsist here, and thereupon made off his estate.

b. Whaling. (See quot.)
1820 SCOKKSBY A retic Reg. \ 1. 304 The operation ofmaking

&amp;lt;;^..consUts of freeing
the fat from all extraneous sub

stances, ..then cutting it into small pieces, and putting it in

casks through the bung-holes.
c. Farming. To fatten (lambs) for the market.

1851 Jmt. R. Agric. Sac. XII. n. 395 Whenever farmers
make off their own flock instead of selling their lamb-hogs
to feeders, they choose a small breed. 1852 Ibid. XIII. i.

60 The Iambs are. .made off fat, early in the summer. 1868

Ibid. Ser. H. IV. n. 264 No store stock.. is ever sold, every
thing being made off for the butcher.

d. intr. To depart or leave a place suddenly,
often with a disparaging implication ; to hasten or

run away ; to decamp, bolt .

1709 STKKLE Tatlgr No. 85 F 5 My Sister took this

Occasion to make off. 1787 G. GAMBAUO Acad. Horsemen



MAKE. MAKE.

fiSog) 29 Should your horse prove, what is proptrly termed

too many for you, and make off. 1805 Log oj U. M. S.

Bcllcisle 21 Oct. in Nicolas Disf&amp;gt;.
Nelson (1846) VII. 164

;/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. ,-,
Several of the Enemy s ships making off to leeward.

1847 MARKYAT Ckildr. N. Forest xi, [He] perceived that

the bull had m&amp;gt;t made off with the rest of the cattle. 1889

G. CUBING Nether World I. xii.272 He. .made off at a run.

e. To make off with*, to decamp with (some

thing) in one s possession. Also, to make off with

r/i,
.K-//&quot;

d.

1820 J. GIMOKD Cnmpl. Eng. Latvycr\\. xiii. 216 Although
the th ief do not quite make off with them. 1856 J. H.

NKWMAN CnUhta. xxviii. 249 He was quite easy about

Agellius, who had, as he considered, successfully made off

with himself. 1863 DICKENS Atut, Fr. in. vii, Mr. Wcgg
had seen the minion surreptitiously making off with that

bottle. i&yo Standard 1.4 Apr. 2/6 The girl had made off

with her employer s money.
90. Make on. a. trans. To make (a fire), dial.

1634 KUTHKKKORO Lett. (1862) I. i io The Lord is making
on a fire in Jerusalem. 1777 SIR M. HUNTKK Jrnl. (1894)

26 We had got.. a fire made on in our little room. 1885

HOWELI.S Silas Lapham (1891) I. 65 I ll be the death of

that darkey . .if he don t stop making on such a fire. 1893
Illmlr. Loud. News Christm. No. 23/2 To make on * a good
fire at nightfall.

b. ////;-. To go forward, proceed ;
to hasten on.

1608 Yorksh. frag. I. viii. 214 Up, up and struggle to

thy horse ; make on. 1622 BACON ffctt. VII 33 The Karle

of Lincotne..resolued to make on where the King was, and

to giue him battaile. a 1677 BAKKOW Scr/n. Wks. 1716 I. 2

He that knows his way. .makes on merrily and carelessly. .

to his journey s end. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe i. iii, We made
on to the southward. 1849 M. ARNOLD Sick King Bokhara,
Send him away, Sirs, and make on. 1890 Graphic Summer
No. 24/2 He made on in his headlong flight.

91. Make out. fa. trans. In various physical
senses: (a) tr. L. exstnterct to build tip; (b} to

take or carry out (cf. make in, 88 a) ; (c) to send

out (cf. sense 55) ; (d} to throw out (cards) from

one s hand - lay out (LAY z;.l 56 k). Obs.
^

1383 WYCLIF Prov. xiv. i The wise womman bildeth vp
hir hous; the vnwise the maad out {\\i\^.exstrnctam}. .shal

destroy. 171483 Liber Niger in Ifouseh. Ord, (1790) 71

Noe yoman of this office. . to bere or make oute of this office

any breade but by knowledge of the brevour. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidanes Coinm. 109 He fel into the lappes of our

horsemen, which were made out [\,.fitsrant emissi] to kepe

hym from the spoyle. 1568 GRAKTON Citron. I. 142 The
Londoners hearing of their doings, made out a certaine

number of men of armes, who.. put the Danes from that

Tower. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 343 He., made
out certaine pinnaces, .for to observe what, .landing places
there were. 1680 COTTON Contpl. Gamester viii. (ed. 2) 76
He that deals makes out the best Cards he can for his

Crib, and the other the worst.

b. To draw up (a list, a document, etc.) ; to

make a draft of; to write out (a bill, cheque, etc.).

1465 MARG. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 218 They have mad
oute bothe warantes and sn/&amp;gt;crsedias. 1472-3 Rolls of
Parlt. VI. 42/1 So alwey that every of the seid Writtes be
made oute xx daies or more, afore the seid day of appar-
aunce lymyted, 1770 P. BURTON Pract. Crt. Exclieq. 18

The Inquiry is made out by the Clerk In Court, who pays
only Two Shillings to the Master for signing, &c, 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 278, I was myself forming and

making out the necessary designs for.. the balcony. 1801

tr. GabrielWs Myst. Httsb. 1.125 His Lordship.. inquired
whether he had paid the bill. It is being made out, I am
informed, Sir. 1825 Nciu Monthly Mag. XVI. 557 The
Duke had obliged the Duchess to receive Lady Denham
as one of her ladies of the bedchamber; but just before her

appointment was made out, she died. 1885 MRS. C. L.
PIRKIS Lady Lovelace I. xvi. 237 The cheque which I had
made out. 1893 Law Times XCV. 34/2 The accounts gene
rally took some three or four weeks to make out.

c. (a) To succeed in accomplishing ; to effect,

achieve. Now Sc. Also absol. in certain games :

To make the score prescribed by the rules as bring

ing the game to an end.

*535 COVERDALE Ecclns. xxxviii. 28 He hath set his minde
there vpon, that he wyll make out his worke. 1634 MASSIN-
CER Very Woman in. v, Now she is at a cold scent. Make
out your doubles, Mistress. O well hunted, That s she, 1680
COTTON Contpl. Gamester (zA. 2) 89 And if one and thirty be
not made, then he that play dlast and is nearest one and thirty
without making out, must set up one. 1706 DE FOK Jure
Div. i. 17 note, To implore the Gods that he might never
enter that

City, which they foresaw he would act the Fury
in, and fill it with Blood and Slaughter, which he effectually
made out. 1774 KAMES Hist. Man n. xi. II. 65 People
there [in a populous city] seldom make out the usual time
of life. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inher. xxiv, I shall make out
my visit to you yet. 1837 Examiner 246/1 Harley, as too
frequently happens to this mercurial comedian, has to make
out his own part of a roguish innkeeper as well as he is able.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1858) 309 Byron, born rich and
noble, made-out even less than Burns, poor and plebeian.

(b} To manage, make shift, to do something.
AUoaAs-0/. to make shift, get along; to succeed,
thrive; to get on (well, badly). Also to make it

out. Chiefly (7. S.

1609 JONSON Silent Woman v. i, It is the price and esti-
Button of your vertue only, that hath cmbarqu d nice to
this aduenture; and I could not but make out to tell you.
1776 ABIGAIL ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 180, I would not

made out to get enough of drift wood to cook with. 1809W. IRVING Kmckerb. (1861) 42 She made out to accomplish
her voyage in a very few months, and came to anchor at
the mouth of the Hudson. 1820 in Life % Lett. (1864)
II. 30. I wish you would ..let me know .. how you and
Murray make out together. 1851 HAWTHORNE in N.

Hawthorne
&amp;lt;$ Wife (1885) L 396 To whom is Dora married,

and how \$ bhc making out . 1861 DicKLNsOV. A .i/t t/. xxi,

I am rather bare here, but I hope you ll be able to make
out tolerably well till Monday. 1891 Harper s Jfag: Mar.

574/1, I don t believe you will be satisfied in heaven; you
will find it too monotonous

1

. Oh, I shall make out, I m
sure . 1894 Outing (\3. S.) XXIV. 253/2, I have made out

to sleep with tolerable comfort in a cave.

d.
(
To compensate (a lack, defect, disadvan

tage) ;
to supply (what is wanting ;

to supply the

deficiencies of, to eke out. Obs. Also ////r.
i^i;u&amp;lt;

t moke up, compensate^/*.
1629 EAKLK Microcosm., Insolent Man (Arb.) 85 SUL!I

men are of no merit at all ; but make out in pride what they
want in worth. 1642 SIR T, UUOWNB Rclig. J\I&amp;lt;-&amp;lt;L i. (r:&amp;lt;/ )

M) Our wills must be our performances, and our iiiU-iits make
ont our Actions. 1649 MlLTON Eikon. xxiv. 196 One mans
defects cannot be made out . . by another mans abilities.

1665 DKYUEN tnd. Emp. iv. i. (1668) 39 Make out the rest.

I am disorder d so I know not farther what to say or do :

Hut answer me to what you think I meant. 1699 ! . \\\u\\\ N

in K. L Estrange Erasm. CoKo j. 42 And if such a Disaster

happen d to him, he did not fail to make it out one way 01

other at Home. 1700 TVKHEM. Ilist. Eng. II. 847 When
the Lyon s Skin alone would not serve turn, he knew how
to make it out with that of the Fox. 1709-10 Si KF.i.r, Taller
No. 128 PS What I want in Length, 1 make out in lireadtli.

1801 tr. GabriellFs Myst.
lj/tst&amp;gt;.

III. 104 [She] only
lamented she had nut something better to otter them, but

promised to make it out at dinner. 1850 I,. Hi NT in Tftit*s

Mag. XVII. 570/2 Conscious of not having all tlie strength
he wished, he endeavoured to make out for it by violence
and pretension. 1891 Leeds Merc. 3 Oct. 3/7 [They] are

becoming listless and indifferent, supposing that someone
will make out for them.

te. Of an item in a scries: To complete (a
certain total) ; also, of several items, to amount

collectively to. Ohs.

1535 COVEKDALE Esek. i. 2 The fifth daye oft* the Monelh
made out the fyfth yeare off kynge loachims captiuyte,
1571-2 Keg. Privy Council Sct f. Ser. I. II. 112 The suwine
uf fyve hundrith and fifty nierkis, with the tlnid of the

provestrie of Methven, makand out in the haill V n merkis.

f. To make complete ;
to get together with

difficulty or by degrees.
1791 BURKE /f//. ll /tigs Wks. VI. 48 They.. must make

out a scanty subsistence with the labour of their hands.

1828-32 WKBSTEK s.v., He promised to pay, but was not able
to make out the money or the whole sum. 1861 I)ICKKNS
Ct. Expect, xxxvii, He by little and little made ont this ele

gant and beautiful property. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton
xii. 162 Adding to them, with a view to make out a volume,
his college exercises.

g. To fill up or while away (the time) with

some occupation. ? Qbs.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias in. vi. F i To make the most of
the precious moments, and . . to make out the time agreeably.
1813 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) II. 196 We were obliged to

saunter about anywhere, .to make out the time. 1849 Ai is.

SMITH Pottleton Leg. (repr.i 76 To doze, or otherwise make
out the time, until the first train went back.

h. To represent or delineate clearly or in detail ;

now only in Art. f Also of things : To form the

figure of (pbs.).

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. xxiv. 170 Hippopo
tamus., so little resembleth an horse, that, .in all, except the

feet, it better makes out a swine. 1647 SALTMARSH Sfark.
Glory (1847) 127 God. .would make out himself in an image
in this Creation. 1674 N. FAIRFAX BulktifSclr. 117 It may
be objected, That a wheel of manifold rims whirl d ui&amp;gt;on

its

axletree, would make out uneven bows of circles. 1784 J.
HARRY in Lect. Paint, v. (1848) 179 All the parts of objects
exposed to the light, .appear more made out and determined,
than the parts in shadow. 1825 New Monthly M^ag. XV.
534 Its dumb show is very eloquent and impressive J its

story is fully made out to the eye. 1862 THORNBURY Turner
I. IQQ The foliage of the ash-trees in the foreground is not
at all made out, but is washed in . . with hardly any details.

1875 TYRWHITT Handhk. Pict. Art (ed. 2) 194 Proceed to
make out the two distant hills by putting in quick triangular
..touches. Ibid,, That want is expressed by the words
making out . That is to say, you want additional facts,

principally of form.

i. To establish by evidence, argument, or inves

tigation ; to demonstrate, prove. Also colhq.

esp. in llo~v do you make that out *

\\y what pro
cess do you arrive at that conclusion ? Also with

clause as obj.
1658 SIR 1 . BROWNE Hydriot. \. f 5 If it could be made

out that Adam was burled near Damascus. 1660 tr. Ainy-
raldus* Treat, cone. Relig. \\. iii. 197 They are.. at a lo.ss

..to make out whence they learn t that God is powerful.
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iv. 13 What they only
touch at, we shall endeavour to make out more at large.
1664 POWER E*p. Philos. \. 29 That all Vegetables have
a constant perspiration, the continual dispersion of their
odour makes out. 1794 PALEY Evid. n. vi. 36 (1817)
165 That in truth it was so, is made out by a variety of

examples which the writings of Josephus furnish. 1803 Pic
Nic No. 4 (1806) I. 144 How do these gentlemen make out
their case? 1883 Law Rep. n Q. Bench Div. 597 A subor
dinate judge is liable to an action for slander, if malice is

clearly made out. 1887 I*. CARROLL Game of Logic iv. 93
That lets me into a little fact about you, you know!*
Why, how do you make that out? You never heard me

play the organ? 1892 Sat. Rc~&amp;lt;. 8 Oct. 419/2 It would be

easy to make out a strong case for the contention.

J. To claim to have proved, or to try to prove
(something to be true) ; to make to appear, to

represent, pretend. With clause as obj., or with

obj. and complement, or inf.
1658-9 Burton s Diary (1828) IV. 43 There is a Petition

in some person s hands touching this business. They make
it out that their right was in the time of Henry VI. 1831

Examiner 17/2 What, Sir, would yon make me out a
Radical? 1855 PHKM.oir Philip //, iv. (1857) (15 Making
him out. . a-; mutJi of an Englishman as possible. 1861
MHS. H. Woon East Lynne in. xiii, It stem^ they want to
make out nnw ihitt 1 &amp;gt;iuk never murdered Hallijohn. 1872
liLTLKit Ercivhon viii. 63, I certainly did imt make myself
out to Ix: any better than I wa&amp;gt;. 1873 ^ [ A( K Tltule \i.

177 hhe is not nearly so soft as she tries to mak out. 1891
Spectator 30 May, Mr. I hit ton was certainly &amp;lt; arcli &amp;gt;&amp;gt; as t-j

figures, though not so careli^s as I )r. AUiotl makes out.

1902 A. K. \V. MASHN I f&amp;gt;nr I eathers xiv. i ; ;, I \\.-i. nt
thinking of that , Ethne exclaimed, when I asked why we
must wait. That makes me out most stilish ,

k. To find out the meaning of; to discover the

drift of; to arrive at an understanding of; to inter

pret for oneself&quot;; to decipher, succeed in reading;
fto understand or take (an author) in ,\ par
ticular way \oin$. } ;

to understand the behaviour
of

x
a person\ Also (with clause or obj. and inf.),

to discover, lind out.

1646 SIR T. 1 j i;&amp;lt; i\\ N i: /
&quot;

scitef. / ./. v I. i. :? 7 7 1 y 1 1 ii ^

Chronology are many (ireeke authors tu be understood;
and thus is Martilius Cm si us to be nuutf out, \\ln n

[
L .].

1688 llovi.K J- inal Causes A&quot;ii/. Things iv. 141 1 o suppose
Him to have made such things fora particular end, which we
cannot make out to hu in any considerable im;iMiru worthy
of bis wisdom. 1709 IM-:LTOM J)iss&amp;lt; rl. Cfossicks (1718) 14^5

\ our Antiquaries make out the most ancient Medal-; from
a letter and some Pieces of Letters, . . with ^r^U DitTicuIiy
to be discerned upon tho Face or Reverse. 1773 (loi.nsM.

A/it AAv/.s to Catt /. iv. illlobc) 669/1, I would not lose

the rest uf it [iv. a letter] for a guinea. Here, mother,
do you make it out. 1794 G. GAMIUDO Ann. Horsemen
xvii. (1809) 135 Hi-, shouts (which, from what I can
make out from the Girl s imitations of them, much re

sembled the war-hoops of the Indians). 1859 JEPHSON
Brittany \\\. ^ He omUl not make out what the police
wanted. 1863 IJ.\M-mn A/i^. Stud. 208 To those who had
an opportunity of accurately observing Sir George Lewis
there was no difficulty in making him ont. 1867 FKI.I.MVN
Norm.

Con&amp;lt;]. (1876) I. vi. 528 As far as it is possible to make
out anything from the tangled ina/es of history and legend.
1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) I. 103, I made out, as I thought,
that he was a stranger with whom you were talking. 1883
SIR N. LISDLEV in Law Times Rep. (1884) XLIX. 727/1
They are clearly inviting the public to come and buy, both
wholesale and retail, as far as I can make out.

1. To discern or discover visually; to succeed
in perceiving or identifying (something not easily

visible). Also with clause as obj., and with obj.
and inf. or complement. (Cf. 22.)
1754 RiLiiARixsoN Grandison (1776) VI. 193, 1 always think

when I see those badgerly virgins fond of a parrot, ..or a

lap dog, that their imagination makes out husband and
children in their animals. 1805 SIR K. KEKKY 13 Oct. in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson 11846) VII. 117 note, The ship that

bore down to us I soon made out to be a Three-decker.

1847 MARRYAT Childr. .Y. Forest xi, At last he thought that
he could make out a human figure lying at the bottom [of

the pit]. 1872 IJi.ACK Adv. Phaeton .\.\x. 406 Minute dots
that

you can make out to be sheep. 1889 DOYLE Micah
Clarke xxxi. 325 Uy the aid of a glass I was able to make
out their lines and camp. 1891 Temple Bar Dec. 581 In
the darkness he made out a shed by the path.

m. intr. To go, start, or sally fortli
; to get

away, to escape. ? Now
only

dial.

1558 PHAER sKneid iv. (1573) L ij b, Set sailes aloft, make
out with ores, in ships, in boates, in frames, c 1583 HAYKS
in I{(tkluyt?s Voy, (1589) 692 Making out from this danger,
we sownded one while seuen fathome, then fine fathome,
then [etc.]... At last we recouered. .in some despaire, to sea

roome enough. 1601 SKAKS. Tiuel. N. \\, v. 65 Seauen of

my people with an obedient start, make out for him. a 1632
T. TAYLOR God^s yiufgem. i. n. xviii. (1642) 240 The Lion
made out for his prey, a 1703 BURKITT On A*. 7 , Lithe ii.

20 A gracious soul no sooner hears where Christ is, but

instantly makes out after him. 1847 L. HUNT J
/&amp;lt;;;/,

Women
,

&amp;lt;5r

B, I. ix. 153 Poor Abbott.. rushes forth for the second

time, and makes out as fast as he can for a third cofTee-house.

1884 R. BOLDREWOOD Melb, Memories xxii. 157 The ruder

portion of the herd * made out that way.
n. To extend in a particular direction or for a

specified distance. (Cf. 73 b.) rare.

1743 POCOCKE Dcscr. ofEast I. 25 From the north end . .

the foot of the hill makes out to the river. 1860 Merc.
Marine Mag. VII. 198 At the N. W. end of San Nicolas

heavy breakers make out s miles.

92. Make over. a. trans. To hand over {pro

perly , by a formal agreement) ; to transfer the pos
session of (a thing) from oneself to another.

1546 O. JOHNSON in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. II. II.^S When
she doeth intend to occupie her monney she will lett me
knowe for to write to Robert Androwe to make it over.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Rapt. 13 The mercies that Christ hath

purchased for their Children, and made over to them.

1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertucs Anccd. Faint. (1786) III.

270 Being persuaded to make it [a fortune] over to his son.

1879 M. J. GUEST Lect. Hist. Eng. xxi. 206 He made over

the whole free kingdom of England to the Pope. 1883
BLACK Yolandc III. xiii. 249 It is all settled now, and the

land made over to its rightful possessor. 1893 FORUES-

MrrcHELL Ketnhi. Gt. Mutiny 180 My prisoner had no
sooner been made over to me than (etc.].

fb. spec. To settle in the hands of trustees

(J.) ;
also absol. Obs.

1650 MAY Old Conplc iv. (1658) 33 All your widowes
of Aldermen, that marry Lords, of late, Make over their

estates, and by that meanes, Retaine a power to curbe their

lordly husbands. 1678 BuTLKH/VW.ui. i. 670 And Widow.-,,

who have try d one Lover, Trust none again, till th have

made over. Ibid. 1193.

f c. To remove from one place to another. Obs.

1713 ADDISON Guard. No. 121 P 5 My waist .. is reduced

to the depth of four inches by what I have already made
pver to my neck.



MAKE.
d. To remake, refashion. Now only (7.S.

1698 COLLIER ss. Mor. Subj. n. (1703) 59 Ace and youth
can never be made over or adjusted. Nothing but time
can takeaway years or give them. 1883 How ELLS Woman s
Reason xii. II. 4 She made over all her bonnets and dresses.

1884 LOWELL Democr.^ etc. (1887) 26 We have taken from
Kurope . . the most turbulent of her people, and have made
them over into gojd citizens. 1899 R. W. TRINE In Tunemm the hijinite (1903^ 50 That the entire human j^tructure
can be completely changed, made over, within a period of
less than one year.

t e. intr. come over (CoME 66 a). Obs.
1488 Paston Lett. III. 344 And they had nott seylyd not

paste vj. leges butt they aspied a Krencheman, and the
Frencbienuui mad over to them.

f93. Make through, intr. To go through. Obs.
1606 MARSTON Sophotrisba \\. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 172 Then

amaine Make through to Scipio; he yields safe abodes.
1628 RUTIIKKFDKU Lett. (1862) L 42, I doubt not but that,
if hell were betwixt you and Christ, as a river which ye
bi-hoved to cross ere you could come at Him, but ye would
willingly put in your foot and make through to be at Him.
1825 80 J \MII:SO\, To M,ik thro;*. TC/

,
to finish, to come to

a conclusion, after surmounting all difficulties J as, He
maid throw wi his sermon after an unco pingle .

t 94. Make to. intr. To set to work. Sc. Obs.

1563 WINVKT U ks. (1890) II. 4 Quhilkis being done..
nukis lie to without delay. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xii. QI First on the feildis mak schortly to. 1572 Ibid. xxxi.
12 How bone I vnderstude the cace, I maid me to frahand.
a 1662 R. BAILLIB Lett. (1775; II. 36 (Jam.) Sundry other
shires are making to.

t95. Make together, trans. To compound.
1 535 COVERDALK Ecclns. xlix. i Whan the Apotecary

maketii many precious swete smellynge thinges together.
96. Makeup, fa. trans. To build, erect ^a

tnwer, city, etc. . Obs.
(- 1400 Dcstr, Troy 275 Argus made vp a mekyll ship.

(. 1400 koin. Rose 7000 And he couthe thurgh his sleight Do
maken up a tour of height. 4:1450 Merlin 39 Than com-
amided Vortiger the werkemen to make vp the toure the

strongest that myght be devised. 1490 CANTON Eneydos
xvi. 63 He fonde eneas . . all octipyed for to make vp the

*-yt(.-c of cartage.

f b. To build up ^a bank, etc.) again where it has
fallen away; to repair (an earthwork, fence, etc.)

by filling up gaps. Obs.

1468 Peebles Charters etc. (1872) 158 Mychell of Forest
sail mak wp hys syd dyk fra his bern to the yet wythin viij

dayis. 1553 WRIOTUESLKV Cliron. (Camden) II. 102 The
worke. .was begun to be made up agayn with breke. 1576
in \V. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 385 By the default of

the..Cytie in not meakinge up the . . bancks. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON- tr. Nichalays Voy. I. xix. 22 b, That whiche
was beaten downe . . the assieged made vp againe. 1603
KXOI.LKS Hist. Turks (1621) 863 The Christians in the
meane time made up their breaches with earth, fete.] 1611
lit RLE Ezek. xiii. 5 Yee haue not gone vp into the gaps,
neither made vp the hedge for the house of Israel.

c. To supply (deficiencies); to make complete.
(a] To fill up what is wanting to ; to supply the

deficiencies of; to complete (a given number,
(]uantity, period, etc.). f Also pass, to be made up,
to be completed in form or growth.
a 1568 A senAM ScJioleiu, n. (Arb.) 138 Now to know, what

Author doth medle onelie with some one. .member of elo

quence, and who doth perfilelie make vp the whole bodie.

1594 HOOK MR /.Vc/. Pol. i. .\iv. 8 2 Before the full and com
plete measure of things neceSSEtM be made vp. Ibid, M. viii.

S 5 Whatsoeuer to make vp the doctrine of mans saluation
is added, as in supply of the scriptures vnsufficiencie, we
reiect it. 1579 BKAKU Theatre Goifs Judgcin. (1612) 490
( He] passing that night in great distresse, the next day made
vp hU wicked and miserable end. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,
i. i. 21 Sent before my time Into this breathing World, scarse
balfe made vp. i6u Cymb. iv. ii. 109 Being scarse made
vp, I meane to man. 1612 BACON Ess., Keaitty (Arb.) 212
For no youth can be comely, but by pardon, and considering
the youth, as to make vp the comlinesse. 1629 MILTON
Hymn Nativ. xiii, And with your ninefold harmony Make
up full consort to th

1

An^elike symphony. 1641 J. JACKSON
Trite Evan. T&amp;gt; &quot; *37 Lastly, I will make up the Decade
with a meaner person,. .Elizabeth Folks. 1651 Life Father
AVr;// (1676) 28 Not only from being vert, but consummate,
and made up in all sorts of Learning. 1636 COWI.KV
Havideis i. Note 14 There are some Places in him [Virgil],
which I dare almost swear have been made up . . by the putid
Officiousness of some Grammarians. 1793 Regal Rambler
47 Paper is thrown in to make up the weight. 1879
4 CAVBMDIMI Card Essays, etc. 189 When people are asked
to make up a rubber. 1888 J. PAYN Afyst. HHrbridce I. v.

84 He will make up our game of lawn tennis .. three is

always an awkward number. 1892 Monthly Packet May
575 They, .decided to sell the cow in order to make up the
rent. 1894 R. BRIDGES Feast cfBacchus \. 234 Twill make
our numbers up.

(/ ) fTo bring up to (a given number, expressed

by numeral compl.) \pbs.~}. Also, to raise (a sum)
to a larger sum.

1629 J. COI.K Of Death 195 His deceased children were
alive still in heaven; and the ten more given him here,
made them up twenty. 1719 I)K KOE Crusoe (1840) II. vi. :

124 At first, I distributed linen sufficient to make every one
of them four shirts; and, at the Spaniard s request, after- !

wards made them up six. 1890 lllitstr, Lond. News 28 June
814/3 H C makes up the income of his wife. .;o ,2000 per
annum.

(c) To make good, to compensate for (some

thing that is wanting) ; to supply (a deficiency).

Phrases, to make up (lost} ground, leeway,
1538 KLYOT Dict. t Snppleo . . To make vp that whiche

lacketh. 1660 INCKLO Kcntiv. $ Vr. \. (1682) 27 This he

performed with such accurate Skill, that it made up whatso
ever he wanted of Force. 1688 BUKKET Lett. Pres. St. Italy ,

122 The Clergy, .had neither learning nor vert tie but made

70

up all Defects by a slavish Obsequiousness. 1711 ADDISON
Sfect. No. 127 f 2 What they have lost in Height they
make up in Breadth. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. iv, What the
conversation wanted in wit was made up in laughter. 1812
I.. M. HA\\KitisCtcss$(rertr. I V.lxviii. 25 [The Almighty]
never forgets u*; it s all made up to us one time or the
other. 1837 Ord. $ Reg. Harvard Univ. 10 Recitations
omitted may be made up with the assent of the Instructor,
at any time within the term, in which they occur. 1861

Temple l&amp;gt;ar VI. 397 Should the confessor order him to
make up the injury done to the treasury? 1882 EDNA
LVALL Donwau xlii, He had large arrears of sleep to make
up. 1890 Sat. Rev. 31 May 668/2 After getting a very
indifferent start, she made up ground at the Hushes. 1890
Illustr. Sport. &amp;lt;y

Dram, News 10 May 279/2 The huntsman
. . is now rapidly making up lost ground.

(d) intr. To
compensate/^?&quot;, atoncySv.

1711 STEELK Sped. No. 33 F i Daphne.. found her self

obliged to acquir some Accomplishments to make up for
the want of those Attractions. 1774 KOOTE Cozeners in. ii.

(1778) 70 You may renew hostilities and make up for lost

time, as soon as you are out of the house. 1856 J. H. NEW-
MAN Callista (1885) 274 If we have been wanting in due
consideration for him, we now trust to make up for it. 1859
JKPHSON Brittany ii. 16 A lovely view made up to me fur
the

sights^and smells. 1879 DowoKN tftwlAf? v, 132 Southey
made up in weight for what was wanting in measure. 1889
MRS. E. KKNNAKD Landing a Prize l.xL 191 She does not

attempt to make up for lost ground.
d. trans. To fill up (an opening or gap) ; to

stop up ,a hole or passage) ;
to shut or fasten up

(a door, a house). Now chiefly dial.

1582 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 435 Nayles
and woorkmanshippe to make uppe the hole in the walle.

1603 IJ. JONSON Scjanus i. ii, We must make up our eares

gainst these assaults Of charming tongue-;. 1655 STANLKY
Hist. Philos. (1687) 12/2 Some say that the old channel
was quite made up. 1719 Die FOK Crusoe i. iv, I made up
the entrance, which till now 1 had left open. 1841 TRICNXM
Parables (1893) y\\ The house is made up for the night,
barred and bolted. 1886 Chcsh. Gloss., Make /..(3) to

repair, to close up. You mun mak yon gap up\ 1886
vS&quot;. II7. Line. Gloss, s.v., The silt soon maks up the pipes .

1889 N. \V. Line. Gloss., Make np. (i) To fasten up. To
.shut up. 1891 Law Times XC. 395/1 The hind proceeded
to make up the gap by placing wooden rails on the side
next the glebe land.

e. f To close up (a letter) ; to wrap up (an
article) ; to put together (a parcel) of goods.
1626 MASSINGEK ROM. Actor iv. i, I brib d the boy that

did conuey the letter, And, hautng perus d it, made it vp
againc. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 70. 3/2 [Paper! to make
up Soap in. 1823 Examiner 802/2, I was making up a
parcel. 1832 Ibid. 617/1 Mails will be made up at the

Post-office for.. Lisbon every Tuesday. 1889 STKVKNSON
MasterofB, x.?^^ Making up his portmanteau for a voyage.

f. To put together, construct, compound.
(a) To put together a substance or material into

a particular form : the obj. being either the word

denoting the substance or that denoting the form.

1530 PALSGK. 632/1 Nowe that I have made up my cockes
I wyll carye in as fast as I can. 17*7 AHBUTHNOT Tables
Anc. Coins etc. 304 A Catapotuiin is a Medicine that is.,

most commonly made up in Pills. 1852 Jrnl. R. Aerie.
Soc. XIII. i. 40 If proper care is taken in making up the
butter formed from cream slightly acescent. 1859 Ibid.
XX. i. 45 The hay is sometimes made up into bundles.
1861 Temple Bar III, 250 Some curious tricks of the trade
are practised in making up false hair. Ibid. 254 The best

coiffeurs .. having a secret of making up a lady s head to
last for three months.

(t&amp;gt;)
To make (a garment, etc.) by fitting and

sewing pieces of material cut out for the purpose ;

also, to (it together (pieces of material) to form a

garment, etc. ; to make (cloth) into clothing.
1672 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 295 For

making up y Sarcenet Curtain. 1672 VILLIKRS (Dk.
Buckhm.) Rehearsal in. i. (Arb.) 69 [A tailor says] If I

can t make up all the work I cut out, I shan t want Journey
men to help me. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4577/4 A wrought
down stitch d upon Kast- India Dimety,. .not.. made up.
1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France I. 184 A skeleton wire

upon the head
;
such as we use to make up hats. 1789

WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Expost. Odes xi, Like mercers had

variety of stuff For such whose turn it was to be made up.
1855 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 268 Took the black silk.. to

Catchpool. .that it might be made up. 1863 EARL LVTTON
Ring ofAniasis vii. (1890) 135 Mother was making up some

bandages for his hand. 1879 M. J. GUEST Lcct. Ifist. Eng.
x.\x. 301 They pay twenty-five times as much for making
up the dress as the cloth cost at first.

(*) quasi -/tztt&f. To admit of being made up.
1861 MRS. H. WOOD E. Lynne n, vii, Her striped silk,

turned, will make up as handsome as ever. 1892 Sat. Rev.
10 Dec. 682/1 It is a modest, unobtrusive stone, and makes

up so well with diamonds, that [etc.].

(d} trans. To compound (a substance, medi- i

cine, etc.) of different ingredients ;
to mix (dough). \

1649 CuLi HiTER (titl^ Physical Directory; a Translation
uf the Dispensatory .. imposed upon all the Apothecaries
of England to make up their Medicines by. 1699 KVELVN
Acctaria 16 Omlets, made up with Cream. 1718 /V&amp;lt;r-

thinker^ No. 97 p 8, I make up my own Medicines. 1824
Examiner 10/1 fShe] is in the habit of making up medi
cines for the poor. 1829 Ibid. 589/2 S he prescription was
made up by Mr. Snow s assistant. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. V. i. 3 A description of flour called cowcns,

1 used by
the bakers for making up their dough. 1852 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom s C. ,\iii. 115 Rachel now took down a snowy
moulding-board, and.. proceeded quietly to make up some
biscuits. 1883 HoWKLLfl IVomatis Reason xi. I. 216 I ll give

you a tonic. Make you up a bottle and send it to you.

(e} To get together, collect (a company, a sum ,

of money) ;
to furnish by contributions from dif-

j

fcrent sources.

MAKE.
593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, n. i. 40 Make up no factious

numbers for the matter. 1654 tr. Scudcrys Curia Pol. 106
To imbezell the treasure of the State, and so make up
Banket for private u^es. 1691 LOCKE Consid. Loiver. /-
toresf(l6aa) 92 How will the Farmer be able to make up hi*
Kent at Quarter Day? c 1718 PKIOR Ladle 158 The mi-cr
must make up his plum. 1837 Penny Cyd. IX. 435/1 Nor
was this an expensive company made up for the new house ;

for all, or nearly, all of the performers, .had belonged to
the old one. 1846 C. ST. JOHN Wild Sports Highl. 27 It

requires quick shooting and good walking to make up a
handsome bag. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. III. 547 To
contribute of their substance in order to make up a purse
for Jeffreys. 1880 GOLDW. SMITH Coivper \\. 22 His rela
tions . . combined to make up a little income for him. 1887
BAKING-GOULD Gavcrocks II. xxv. 59 We used to make up
parties to read plays, each taking a part.

(/) Printing. To arrange into columns or pages.
1771 LUCKO.MBE Printing 380 Having made up the Head

of the first page, we cut it off by a rule. Ibid.* The first

page being made up to the length of the number of lines of
which it is to consist. 1896 T. L. DE VINNE Moxons,
J/tV/r. Excrc.

f Printing 421 The compositor was required
to make up his page as soon as it was composed.

Cs
r
) To put (coaches, etc.) together to form a

train
; also, to put (a train) together.

1864 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXV. n. 372 The waggons ..

were made up into trains. 1889 Scrilmer s Mag. May 581/2
The train once made up ,..iti&amp;gt; progress, .is comparatively
simple.

(/z) [ Formerly, to lay and light (a fue). Now,
to add fuel to (a fire already burning^ so as to keep
it at a proper height .

1785 MKS. FLETCHER in U esU-y^s Serin. Uii. Wks. (1827;
IX. 28 The servant came in to make up the fire. 1801
CHARLOTTE SMITH Lett. Selit. Wand. I. 93 The u.sual hour
of bringing candles, and making up the fire, was certainly
past. Ibid. II. 168 The daughter of the poor man under
whose roof she was made up a fire in the wretched room
assigned to her. 1861 DICKENS 67. E.r6cct. liii, I made up
the fire which wasstill burning. 1889 MKS. OupHANT/Vtfr
Gentleman II. x. 172, I might at least find a decent fire.

I ll make it up in a moment, Edward. A little wood will
make it all right*.

g. To compose, compile.
(a) To put together in due form ; to compile,

draw up (a list, document, etc.).

1374 CHAUCER Troyfas in. 291 (3401 And day is set, the
cbartres up to make. 1552 HULOKT, Make vp, scribo. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. VIII, \. i. 75 He makes vp the I- ile Of all the

Gentry. 1662 GKAUNT Bills ofMortality \ i On Wednesday
the general Accompt is made up, and Printed. 1885 Act 48
Viet. c. 16. 6 Every future valuation roll to be made up in

any county. 1891 Sat. Rev. 8 Aug. 163/1 The averages of
the season, made up to Saturday last.

() To compose (a book, sermon). Oh. or dial.

1630 USSHEK Lett. (1686) 434 The History of Gottes-
chalcus,. .which lam now a making up. 1825-^0 JAMIKSON,
To mak up . . 4. To compose; as, The minister s thrang
matin up his sermon.

1

(c) To concoct, invent, fabricate (a story, lie).

Also, to compose (verses, etc.) impromptu ; to im

provise.
1825-80 in JAMIESON. 1847 MAHRYAT Childr. N. Forest

xiv, Well, the story was not badly made up. 1879 M. J.
(JL-I-:ST Lcct. I/ist. Eng. iv. 28 People bc^an to makeup
a history of the Unions. 1889 MRS. H. L. CAMERON Loit
ll ife II. iv. 47 One can easily make up some plausible
reason. 1891 MRS. S. EDWARDS Seer. J rhuess II. i. 2 He
sang his verses as he made them up. 1891 Strand Mag.
II. 502/2 Make it up out of your head. 1893 R. KIM. ING
A[tiny Invent. 98, I made up a whole lot of new things to

go into the story.

h. Said of component parts, (a) Of quantities,
individuals : To form (a certain sum or total) either

by themselves or with others. Now rare.

1504 in Bury Wills (Camden) 96 As mych lond more as
shall makuppe the valor of xj mart? by yeer w the seid
londes in Watton. 1543-3 Act 34 & 35 Hen. I llI, c. 5. S 12
As muche of the two paries residue, as shall accomplishe
and make vp a full thirde parte. 1588 SHAKS. /,. L. L. iv.

iii. 207 Thai you three fooles, lackt niee foole, to make vp
the messe. 1602 MARSTON ./!/.

&amp;lt;y

Mel. n. Wks. 1856 I. 27,
I have nineteene mistresses nlreadie, and I not much dis-

tlri-ne that thou shold st make up the ful score. 1641
HKOMK Jov. Cmc i. Wks. 1873 III. 358 Cash ; which added
Unto your former Banck.makesupinall ..Twelve thoiiMind
and odd pounds. 1662 STILUNGFL. Orig-. Sacr. i. v 2

Reckoning three Generations to make up a century. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa 1 1 1. 321 These four [gentlemen), with
Mrs. Sinclair, Miss Partington,..Mr. Lovelace, and myself,
made up the company. 1860 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXI. ir.

450 The sums, .do noi quite make up 100.

() To form the components of; to constitute,

compose ; to contribute to the formation of; to go
to form or produce. Freq. in passive to be made

up (of certain parts).
1592 SMARTS. Roin.fy Jnl. v. i. 48 Old cakes of Roses Wei e

thinly scattered, to make vp a shew. i$93 3 Hen. / /, i. iv.

25 The Sands are mnnbred, that makes vp my Life. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trap. 2 Men and manners, which make
up a Librarie to themselves. 1660 F. UROOKE tr. Le Blanc s

Trav. 63 The River . . is pleasant and large, and helps to
make up a good haven. 1688 UURNET Lett. Pres. St.

Italy 129, I have writ you a very loose sort of a Letter, all

made up of digressions. 1693 DRVDKN Disc. Satire Ess.

(ed. Ker) 1 1. 45 Satyrus, that mixed kind of animal, . . made
up betwixt a man and a goat. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 152
P 3 1 hese are the People who make up the Gross of the

Soldiery. 1711 SWIFT Let. cone. Sacrant. Test Misc. 335
The Parties among us are made upon one side of Moderate

Whigs, and on the other, of Presbyterians. 1712 BERKELEY
Pass. 0tf0Wkl* III. 107 An audience almost wholly made
up of young persons. 1713 ADDISON Cato iv. iii. 48 He was all

made up of Love nnd Charms. 1834 J. H. NKWMAN Par.



MAKE.
Serin. (1837) I. xxi. 316 Soul and body make up one man.
1849 MACAULAV ffut, Eng. \. I. 131 The few members who
made up what was contemptuously called the Rump of the
House of Commons. 1861 MRS. CARI.VLE Lett. III. 81

Ramsgate . . is made up of narrow, steep, confused streets.

1867 FREEMAN -V/&amp;gt;/-///. Conq. (1876) I. App. 756 The force
was made up of men of all nations. 1889 RATH. S. MAC-
ni oil) R( ger / t rrini I. 122 Life is made up of tiny trifles.

1890 /V/////r- /Jar 1-eii. i6S All in short that goes to make up
..an Englishman s ideal nf felicity.

i. To prepare.
f (a) To attire (a person) suitably for receiving

guests, etc. Obs.
1602 DicKKRR.Sa/mw. K4 b, Wat Ten-ill, tb art ill suited,

ill made vp, In Sable collours. 1633 I*. JONSON Talt&amp;gt; pj
Tnl&amp;gt; i. iv, The bravest, richest, and the properest, man A
Taylor could makeup. 1634 MASSIN&amp;lt;;J-.K \\-ty Woman \.

i,
/ *(/. Morrow sister, iJu I not come unseasonably?

At. Why good brother? Pcd. Ilecause you are nut yut
fully mad&amp;lt;: up, Nor fit for visitation.

(//) (csp. Theatr?) To prepare (an actor) for the

impersonation of a character by dressing him in

an appropriate costume and disguising his features

by means of false hair, cosmetics, etc. (chiefly re/I.

and pass.}.
1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias m. ix. F 2, I made myself up, ..

with the barber s aid, as a sort of middle man between
Don Ca:sar and CHI lllas. Ibid. iv. vii. p 5 Just as he
had done making himself up [said of an old beau at his

toilettej. 1844 Pnck 30 (Farmer) My young ambition sadly
1 resign, My mind and face made up for first old men.
1859 LANG ll- and. India 362 The General was very old,
close upon eighty ; but he was made up to represent
a gentleman of about forty. 1862 Tcni/tle ttar VI. 339 His
face is marvellously made up . 1891 Xew R&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;. Aug. 176
They have no teeth ; they have skins that would make
a lemon look white ;..liut the maid makes them up ; and
people say how handsome they are.

(c ) intr. for re/I.

1838 UICKKNS A7(/t. A7, /. xxv, Mr. Crummies .. had ..
4 made up for the part by arraying himself in a theatrical

wig letc.j. 1862 /V/////. /&amp;gt;ar VI. 340 Mr. Sothern makes
up so very darkly as to appear almost Jewish. 1879 S.u..\

Paris hi-rsc/fagnin (ed. 4) II. ii. 28 He bad made up for

the part of a distressed poet. 1890 .SVi/. AVi . 22 Nov. 591/2
When she went off with Paris, he had by magic arts made
up as Menelaus, and she thought he was her husband.

(d) To arrange (the features) so as to produce
a particular expression. To make up one s mouth :

see MOUTH sb. Now L r
. S.

1641 BROME JoviallCrtW iv. i, Make up your face quickly.
[The person addressed has been weeping.] Here comes
one of the Servants, I suppose. 1828-32 WKHSTER s. v., To
assume a particular form of features ; as, to make up a face ;

whence, to make up a lip, is to pout.

(e) To get (a horse, etc.) into good condition
for selling ;

to fatten. Also intr, for pass. (Cf.
make off, 89 c.)

1794 Sporting Mag. IV. soS He thoroughly understands
(what is termed by dealers)

inakingiif&amp;gt; a horse. 1842 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. III. n. 217 All the lambs being made up for
the butcher. 1857 Ibid. XVIII. i. 19 The majority .. buy
them as colts ; when fit for the collar, .. make them up for
the London brewers. 1867 Ibid. Ser. n. III. u. 533 If they
[fowls] have been sent along with Indian corn [etc.],..
they will make up to nearly 2 Ibs. heavier.

(/) To prepare, put in order (a bed) for a par
ticular occasion. Also, to put (a room) in order

;

to * do up (? local}.
1824 Examiner 45/2 [She] desired witness to make up the

bed in her room. 1879 Miss YOXGE Cameos Ser. iv. xxxii.
346 She had a couch made up for her on deck. 1889 W.
WRSTALL Birch Dene I. xiii. 178 We might. .make you up
a bed on the office floor. 1891 Blackw. Mag. CL. 506/2
Where have you made up Mr. Smith s room

1

? In the
north wing, sir*. 1894 G. MOORE Estlier Waters 102
Esther said she would make up her room, and when that
was done she insisted on helping her mother with the house
work.

(g} To get up (linen), rare.

1890 Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 56/1 They can makeup
linen execrably.

(/O To bring (spirits) to a required degree of
strength by adding water

; to ( lower .

71

to make up one s mindfor, to, or to do (something) :

to be reconciled to the thought of, to be pre
pared for.

(
Also in passive : ? = to have one s

mind made

MAKE-.

SERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Making.-ap, When it is

necessary to make up waters lower than proof, they are
generally cloudy.

j. To set out the items of (an account) in order;
to-add up and balance (an account).

&amp;gt;&amp;lt;//. III. 32,Ip0rposetomakeuP my. .
, rposeomaeuP my

byllys clere and send yow the copyse. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i.
i. 148 Yet I can make my Awdit vp, that [etc.J. a 1729
J. ROGERS

ip Aw. u. (1735) 33 He was to make up his
Accounts with his Lori. 1742 R.CHARDSON Pamela III.T ~,?i ?**!!* ntimes JVIr. Jonathan makes up

w v i
l 9 MAKV E. CARTKRMrs. S&tr* I. i. ,. 27 Her husband.. made up the trades,men s books 1892 J. ADAM Commerc. Corresp. 22 It is cus

tomary for the banker to make up, or balance, the current
account at the end of each half-year.

k. To make up one s mind*, to come to a deci
sion or conclusion; often const, inf. or clause.
Also (nonce-uses), to make up one s resolution \ a
determination. Hence, with extended meaning,

lind made up for. ; confession 57 e ; /// conscience 19 a ; in a contract 57 d ; ///

IS9S SIIAKS. John ir. i. 541, I know she is not for this a corner (in) 9 ; ;// count of iob ; //, one s course 57 f ; nt a
iat.:h made vp. [Otherwise in modern editions.) 1606 covenant 57 d ; ;// it coy 6S b ; &amp;gt;// a decision 61 c ; m a dif
Tr.

&amp;lt;y

Cr. \\. \\. 170 To make vp a free determination
Twi,\t right anil wrong. 1821 1\.\aminer j6^/i In winter

people make up their minds for the worst and go. 1830
Ibid, 663/2 The King has quite made up his mind t&quot; Un
less of Uelgium. 1847 MAKKVAT Childr. A*. Forest xiv,
Kdward made up his resolution to join the army. 1849
MACAU LAY Htst, Kng.\. I. 107 He. .had wisely made up his

mind to what cogtd no longer in- avoided. 1859 MILL
Liberty v. (1865) 62/2 If the government would make up its

mind to require for every child a good education. 1883
SIKVKNSON Trt-as. fsf. IV. xvii. We had all quietly made up
our minds to treat him like inn; of ourselves. 1887 KL SKIN
Praeterita II. 189, I believe he made up his mind that I was
heartless anil selfish.

t (/ ) absol. ? To come to a decision (Schmidt).
1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 209 Pardon me, Royall Sir, Klec-

tion makes not vp in such conditions,

1. To settle, arrange. iC To arrange, settle

(a marriage, etc.) ;
to conclude a treaty .

1562 ( hild-.Marr. (1^97) 7-, Hit.- the consent oftheir frendes
who made vp the mariage bft\\ i\e them. 1607 SHAKS. ( &amp;gt;;

v, iii. 140 He IJlest For making vp tins peai..r. 1879 M. J.
GUEST Lett. ///&amp;gt;/. l.ng. xxxviii. 384 Kdward trird tn \\\.\\.--.

up a kind of peace between them. 1890 L . ti-: . J\ci . Feb.
282 The best marriages are tho^e \vhii li an; made up hy
sympathetic and understanding frieiuU.

(//)
To settle ;a dispute, etcv ;

to end &amp;lt;&quot;a quarrel;

by reconciliation.

1699 ! . UKOWN i-.rasm. Colloq. 67 What passes between
two People is much easier made up, than when once, it has
taken Air. 1727 A. HAMILTON Ne\nA&amp;lt;.c. J 1

.. hid. Il.xxxvii.
62 Mediators in making up Cases of Debate and Contention.

1773 KOOTK r^mk-rnpt in. Wks. 1799 *! 33 And now this

differed* e is whole anil compos d, let me try if I can t make
up the other. 1828 Scoir / . .17. J crth x.vi, IVihaps the
feud may be made tip without faitber fighting or dillirnhy.
1855 MACAU LAY 7//.v. . /-. ;/A-. ,\ix. IV. 301 That twn..gt:uilo-
men should be deputed to wait on Her Majesty and try to
make matters up. 1870 ROGKKS

/IJsf.
(ih tntiit^s SIT. n. ?jo

He had made up his differences with Fox.

(c) intr. (also often to make it uf}. To be
reconciled after a dispute ; to become friends again.
1669 R. MONTAGU in Kncclettch KISS. (Hist. MSS. Coiiiin.i

I. 441 You had made up with the Duke of York without his

knowledge. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 26 If J -.hnuU
be obliged to make up with him again, I shall think I am
always doing myself a spight. 1749 FIKLUIXI; Toui 7&amp;lt;&amp;lt;n, \-

vn. v, I beseech you. .that you will endeavour to m;tk.- it

up with my aunt. 1837 Tn.\&amp;lt; KI-IJAV Ycttcn^plioh i, There
we were, quarrelling and making up. .by turns-. 1887 MRS.
C. L. PIRKIS Datetess Bargain II. xviii. 232 We ve kissed
and made it up again, 1892 SIMKNSON .^ L. OSUOLKNK
Wrecker xix. 288 We. .had quanelled and made up.

m. To make the fortune of, enrich, dial.

1786 Scotland s Glory fy Shame n. 53 He ll make you up
forever. 1829 HOGG Sht ph. Cal. viii. I. 230 Your master
will soon be sic a rich man now, that we 11 a be made up.

n. intr. (a) To advance in a certain direction
;

now only in to make up to ,to draw near to, approach.
Also occas. of the tide : To How up a river (cf. 72).
1595 SHAKS. John in. ii. 5 Philip make vp. 1596 Ediv. 777,

iv. vii. 31 Make up once more with me ; the twentieth part
Of those that Hue, are men mow to quaile The feeble hand-
full on the aduerse part. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age v. Wks.
1874 III. 75 Let s make vp to his rescue. 1622 FI.FTCHKK

Span. Cnr. i. i, There I would follow you as a guid to

honour, Though all the horrours of the Warre made up To
stop mypassage. 1632 MASSINGEK Maid ofI/on. \\. i, Hell,
stoppe their brawling throats ; againe ! make up And cudgel
them into jelly. 1678 DUNVAN Pilgr. \. 38 He espied two Men
come tumbling over the Wall,, .and they made up a pace to
him. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round ll orld (1840) 104 With in

tent to have endeavoured to make up into the latitude of
50 or 60. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. viii. f 9 Impatient to

know, ..he made up to me immediately. 1855 COSTELLO
Stor. Screen 87, I saw her make tip to the lady I have de
scribed. 1898 Daily News 25 March 8/3 There was very
little water in the river as the tide was only just beginning
to make up.

(6) To make up to (fig.) : to make advances to

(a person) ; to pay court or make love to.

1781 D. WILLIAMS to. Voltaire s Dram. Wks. II. 25 She
ogles me still, or I m mistaken ; Til e en make up to her.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vn. i. p 2 They made up to Don
Ccesar or his son at once, without currying my favour as
the channel of all good graces. 1842 S. LOVER Handy
Andy ii. 22 Tom s making up to the widow. 1848 THACK
ERAY Van. Fairxn, Young Bullock,, .who had been making
up to Miss Maria the last two seasons. 1889 STEVENSON
Master of B. \. 8, I have it by all accounts that Mr. Henry
was more made up to from that hour.

6** Key to phrases, etc.

Uses of passive^, 30, 30, 4 ; (=L.Jfert) ge, 48 f, 49 d, e;
reft, (wither or inf.) 34 a, 35 ; impers. (of the weather) 8 b

;

(it) maksna Sc. 25 ; intr. (
= compose poetry) 5 b, (

-
go) 35 b ;

see also 69-74.
What make you here? 58; what do you make of. .? 20.

[1
Make or mar, make or break 46 b ; make or mend ic;

meddle or make with 71. ^f Proverbs and proverbial phrases
occur in senses i d, 10, 24, 53 c.

Make account of igb; m acquainted 48b; w/adog; ///after

75 ; m again 83; in against 76; in the agreeable 67 ; ;//alms

57 a; in amends 61 ; m an army 57 b; tn as if, as though 70 ;

in an ass of oneself 18 ; m asseth 61 ; /// at 77 ; /// away 84 ;

in away with 85; in a bag 150; /// a bargain 57 d ; m
battle 57 b; ; one s beard 40; /// a beast of oneself 18; tn
a bed 36; in believe 53 e ; in the best of i8d; /// bold 69 ;

in
a book 5, 15 d ; ;// a (or one s) bow 57 c

; ///a business of 18 ;

m (it) one s business 490 ; in a campaign 57 b
;
IH capital

ference 10,19 a; f( eat) a dinner 60 J m( train) adog 4^
;doleG2; /// (

= shut adoor !7 ; /// ^no d.mU i 9 n; ; down
86; /// an effort 6*; in English 48; m esteem, estimation
(of) IQ b; in even 48 ; / an example of 18; flf an excursion
57 f; m an exhibition of oneself 18; wan expedition 57 f;
///expense 64, one s expenses 64 b

; w a face (at i 57 c; in
fast 48 ;

/// a fault 57 a ; in
feai&amp;lt;^ 61

;
/// a feast 14 ; /// |Vh

48 b; m (ai tight 57 b; ///a tire 6; w (-prepare! fi-.b ,;
/// a fool of iS ; /// fur 25, 25 b, 78 ;

/// force latj 63 ; ;// fmili

87^;
w a fortune 29 ; ///free 69; ///friends nc; in(&quot;^\w-

thingj from 2; /;/ ( britig forth) fruit 16
; /// fun, a fus~,

gameo; /// games 12 b; ;a garden 7 ; ?/; glad 69 ;
/// glad-

IKJSS, glee 6- ; ni good 48 ;
/// it goodly 6K b ; /// a hash of

i8e; w (= train) a hawk 45; ; hay 38 ; ///head6ib; wa
head 15 a; /// bead or tail of 20 ; tn heard 48 b

; /;/ licnce

33 ; /// a hole 8 ; /// homage 61 ; /// horns 57 &amp;lt;; ; /;/ ( iiaini a
horse 4^; wit hot 48; m (long) hours 66; //. n Hou^r i --, b ;

/// an iinpressiun 9; /// in 8; /// in one s \\ay 4Sc; ///

i

-

gi\ei an instance 01
;

/// isomt-lbiii- i into 50, sob ; in it

i i ause it to be soi tub; /// it one s boast, busim
--&amp;gt;, &amp;lt;!-.

4QC ; /// it icoy, utc.&amp;gt; 6S, 68 b; /// it so 51 t-
;
m n journey

57!; ///joy 62; ;
a^ judgement i^a.hic; /// known 48 b ;

/// labotn 6;;; /// I.atinis 5 c ; in a law 1 1&amp;gt; ; /// a leg 57 c ; in
a lie 57 a

;
/// ligbt of -.: i ; /// lik,: ( l,,,,k like) ;;a;

&quot;

/// little

of iS d, :&amp;gt;.i

;
in tilings lively 48 ; in a living -.&amp;lt;.,;

in a lo -. o
t ;

/// love 01 ; /// a m;irk ,-) ; /// a mai i jag*
1

57 d ; /// (- anaiii 1

.-- .1

mat i b i . 1) ; /// i no
1

m.ilt.-|- .-5 ; /// a in.-.il t&quot; ; in (
}&amp;gt;irp;of

meat .\ b
; in melody ;-;

;
/// incin.ny .-,7

h
;
in mercy i7a : in

merriment 6^; /// m-rry 69; /// a mess of iSe; m mind
57 b

; ; minstrelsy 8 ; ;// a miracle 57 a; /// miith 6^ ; ///(a)
mock (of.) (&amp;gt;2 I)

;
;// money -^y ; in tin- most of 18 d

;
/// mm b

of 1 3d, ai
;

/// a imuldte of iSe J /// a name (for on^.-lf) 29 ;

in (it) nice 68(3,69; &quot; a noise, a note 8; /// nothing of iSd,
21 ; ///nothing to do ( n,,t to bt-sitat.-) 5 ic; /;; i give)
15 1 it ice 01 ; /;/ iaii ulmisance 57 c ; /// . . of&quot; i b, 2, 4, 4 b, iS

;

i fsiecm) 21 1) ; /// . , of it 18 c ; /// ofl Sg ;
in on 90 ; /// on.-

1 of) yfi ; in an oration 57 g ; /// an order, ordinance i .- ; n:

out 91 ; /// . . out of i b, 2, 18
;

/// out of the way 33 ; /// over

94 ; in a pace 57 f ; /// pain 63 ; /// a pai 1; 7 ;
/// a passage

57f; /// peace 9 c ; /// penanre 57 e ; /// place od; ///apiac-
t ice of 18 ; ///a profit 29 ; ;// a progress ^7 f ; w it pioud,
liiaint 68 b; ;// question iua; /// ( propound) a qu.-ti .n

&quot;i ; /// a quorum 15 b; m (impose) a rate i-j; wu-a.ly (8,

.(3d ; /// (-give) a reason 61
; /// reckoning, regard of i,, b ;

/// (a reputation 29 ; /// return ( come back) 57 f; //; a m;ul
7 ; m room g d ; /// a row 9 ; /;/ a rule i:; ; in runs ;.

b
; ;;/

tbr
_sai:rament 57 e ; /// sail 4.) ; /// a salaam 57 c ; /// satis

faction Gi ; ;// oneself scarce ,}Se ;
;// a score 30 b ; /// scorn

(of) 62 b
; ///scruple 19 a; /// a sensation y ; /// sense ol 2&quot; ;

///asermon 57 g ; in shipwreck 64 ; ///short^Sd; /// slight ot

7i ; /// .something of iS d
;

/// sorrow (&quot;. ; /// one s soul 47 ;

/// a sound 8 ; nt a speech 57 g ; /// NJ.OI t 9 ; in a step 57 f ;

/// a stir 9; in store of
( -value highly) i ,b; /.v (it) .stout,

strange 63 b, 69; /;/ Mire 48, 43d ; /// the la. kling 44; ;// l&amp;lt;-a

2 b; ;// that . . (

-
bring it about thai) 52, ( &amp;gt;bou or allege that &amp;gt;

56b; in through 93; ///timber 31,41; ;// tgood, short, etc. i

time 66; ;// a title 19 d; /// to (//*/.) 79, \iid-r.} 94; ///

(--bring or reduce) to (a condition) 33; /// (one) to king,
etc.) 49 e; in (-attempt) to do 34 b ; /// together 95 ; ///top
or tail of 20

;
//; it tough 68 b; /// a t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ur 57 f

;
///tou.mU

35 b ; in a trade of 18 ; ;// a trick 30; /// a trip 57 f; ///

understood 48!); /// unready 48 ; ;// unto So; /// up 96; ///

upon 81 ; ; urine i6b; JH verses 5 ; w/ void 48 ; w a voyage
57 f ; /// war 57 b

;
;// it warm 48 ; in ( givei warning (&amp;gt;i ;

in waste 48 ; in water i6b, 31 ; ;// way 91! ;
in one s way

57 f ; in weight 31 ; /// a will 5 d ;
/// with 82, 71 ; in . . with

i b, 2 ; in a wonder 10 ; tn wood 31, 41 ;
/// work 10; in a

wound 8 ;
;// wreck 64.

For many other phrases, with nouns expressing the action
of a verb, see the lists in 59 and 59 b.

t Make, z .- Cos. AlsaO.fr. maik.
[f.
M AK i:

y^. 1

] trans, and intr. To mate, pair, match.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 23, I wille she haue..my flat

pece enchased to make with a salt saler of sylver. 1513
Doi GLAS SEncis \\. 1 rol. 53 The siiaw (]ubite dow oft to
the gray maik will. 1522 Mnndvs ft Infant (Manly) 262
So fell a fyghter in felde- was there neuer yfounde. To me
no man is makyde.
Make: see MAWK, MEAK, MEEK.

Make-, the stem of MAKE z/.l in combination,
chiefly with a sb. as the second element, occas. with
an adj. or adv., as in the following (chiefly nonce-

wds.) : fmake-braser [?cf. BRACE z/.^],?one who
domineers or blusters

; f make-debate = MAKE-
BATE; make-faith nonee-iud.

t something that serves

for faith; make-falcon - MAKE-HAWK ; f make-
fire, an incendiary ; f make-fray ,

a raiser of

quarrels; f make-God a., applied as a derisive

term to Romish priests; f make-king KING
MAKER; *f make-law a., law-giving; f make-
mirth = MAKE- SPORT; make -play = MAKE-SPORT ;

make-queen, a queen-maker; make-rime, a

phrase introduced merely for the sake of rime ;

make-shame a., causing shame
; f make-strife

= MAKEBATE
; make-talk, something said for the

mere sake of talking ; make-wages (see quot.) ;

make-way, an event which leads up to another.
c 1515 Cocks Lorclfs B, n Surmowsers, yll thynkers, and

;
*make brasers. 1741 RICHARDSON Fain, Lett. Iv. (ed. 7) 68

j

The busy Whisperings of officious *Make-debates. 1825
COLERIDGK Aids Reft. (1848) I. 336 Thousands of sober, and
in their way pious, Christians will echo the words,. .and

adopt the doctrine for their *make-faith. 1575 TURBERV.
Faulconrie 160 By. .calling of them to the levvre with other
make Falcons, that is to say, a cast at once, to the end they
may accustom and aquaint themselues one with another.

1560 DATS tr. Slftdane s Connn. 179 The seuerall confession

j

ol&quot; euery one of these make fyers [L. incend.Mrii\. 1598



MAKE-A-DO.
Rp. HALL Sat. iv. iv. 31 If brabling *Make-fray, at ech

Fayre and Sise, Picks quarrels for to shew his valiantise.

1705 HICKRRINGII.L Priest-cr. i. (1721) 12 Not only the
&amp;gt; Make-(jod Pope, but the Make-God Priest. 1611 SPKKU
Thetit. Gt. Brit, xxvii. (1614) 53/1 That stout

^

make-king
Rlcliard Nevil Karle of Warwicke. 1631 WEEVER Anc.
Funeral Mon. 705 Warwicke (the Mars and Make-King
of England). 1582 STANYHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 96 First

to Ceres *Makelaw [L. Ifgifcr.f), too Phoebus, then to

Lyaeus. 1656 EAUL MOXM. tr. Ji^culitns A dirts, fr. Par*
nass. 2^8 Court officers, princes favorits, make-mirths,
flatterers. 1592 NASHK / . PeniU-ssc Wks. (Grosart) II. 69
Our Poets and Writers about London whome thou liast

called piperly ^Make-plaies and Make-bates. 1655 FULLER
Hist. Catnb. (1840) 186 As Neville earl of Warwick was the

make-king, so this Dudley earl of Warwick, .was the *make-

queen. 1893 At/tenzitni 14 Oct. 5:6/2 The sorry &quot;make-

rhymes I wis
,

I trow
,

1 weet ,
make their appearance

now and again. 1850 S. G. OSBORNK Clean. 78 This make
shift, ^make-shame system. 1617 MINSHEU Dnctor s.v.

(
A

Make-bate, &quot;make-strife, or contentious person. 1856 ARCHD.
ALLEN Led. Ladies 211 A sort of complimentary observa

tion, mere words of course, an unreal piece of *make-talk.

1884 H. Si ENCKu in Content}. Rev. Apr. 463 There had

grown up the practice of paying out of the rates a part of
the wages of eacli farm-servant make-wages ,

as the sum
was called. 1894 CKEIGHTON Hist. Papacy 11897) V. v. xv.

151 The intrigues of Cardinal Rovere. .led to the election of
Pius III as a mnke-way to his own election.

t Make-a-do. Obs. [f.
MAKE v.1 + ADO.]

1. A to-do , uproar, stir.

1575 Gamin, Gurton i. iii, What deuyll make-a-doe is this

betweene our dame and thee?

2. One who is fond of making a to-do.

1589 I\. HARVKY PI. Pen. (1590) 8, I will nicke-name no
hoilie : I am none of these tuft mockadoo mak-a-dooes.

Makebate m^ kb^ t). Also 8 makebait.

[f. MARK v l + BATE j^.i.]

1. One who or something which creates conten

tion or discord
;

a breeder of strife. (Common
in i6th-i^th cent.) arch.

1529 MORK Sitppl. Soulys Wks. 296/2 They agree better

together, then to fal at variance for y wild wordes of suche
a malicious make-bate. 01586 SIDNEY Arcadia. 11. (1590)221
Disdaining this fellow should play the preacher, who had
bin one of the chlefest make-bates. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim-
age vi. iv. 576 It was not likely they would joyne in con-

spiracie, whom Religion (the most mortal! make-bate) had

dUioyned. 1655 GUKSAI.I. Chr. in Arm. \. 145 Satan, who is

the great make-bate between God and the soul, a 1703
IIURKITT On N. T.

t Jas. iv. i Lust within is the make-bait
of all societies and communities without. 1710 SWIFT Ex
aminer No. 15 f 5 Like a couple of makebates, who inflame
small ijuarrels by a thousand stories. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw,

xxxvi, I thank Heaven, I am no make-bate or informer.

1849 MACAULAY Hht. Kng.\\. 11.22 liarillon was. .directed

to act, with all possible precautions against detection, the

part of a makebate. 1896 SAIXTSBURY Hist, igf/i Cent. Lit.

iv. i3s He [Hazlitt] appears to have played the part of fire.

brand and makebate in the John Scott duel referred to.

f2. The breeding of quarrels, mischief-making.
1626 KKRNARU Isle ofMan (1627) 207 Selfeloue, Makebate,

and Vnmercifuliiesse.

f3. a. Gerarde s name for the.Vellow Jasmine,

Jasminumfruticans. b. A book-name for Greek

Valerian, Polcnwnium cwitlenm. Obs.

1597 CiKKAkuK flcrl&amp;lt;al ill. -\iv. 1128 &amp;lt; )f the shrub Trefoile,
called also Makebate. 1611 COTGH. s.v. Polemoinc. 1866

Treas. /&amp;gt;V /. 711/2 Makebate, Polanonium djrritlentn,

t 4. attrib. passing into adj. Obs.

1582 SiANvufKST ,-Knets ii. (Arb.) 62 Thee bane of vs

Troians, of Greeks tlite mak bate Erinnys. 1622 ROW
LANDS Cd. Ni wes fy Had 31 Which she in memorie would
still retaine, And cross the demll in his make-bate veine.

1675 T. TULLY Let. to Baxter 14 Your mvn make-bate
Novelties.

Make-belief, rare. =next.
Substituted by some writers for M.\KK-BEI.IKVE; the

formation of the latter, being misunderstood, was ima^iiu-il

to be incorrect.

I?33-4 J- H. NKW.MAN Ch. of fathers (1842) 372 Evil

Spirits, .are but actors in a play, changing their appearance
and frightening children by their tumult and their make-
belief. 1854 Lett, ofAmerican (ed. Landor) 17 Creeds and
lichens grow in the extremities of his [the Tzar s] froren

regions ; farther to the southwest, beliefs are make-beliefs.

1858 KKKKMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. n. ii. (1873) 85 The early in

stitutions of a nation may fail of fully carrying out their

ends, but there is no make-belief as to what those ends are.

1873 HAMRHTON Intetl. Life vii. 1(1876) 229 A sort of make-
belief lady.

Ma ke-belie:ve. [The phr. make believe (see
MAKK v. 1

53 e) used subst. (Cf. FACREKE.)]
1. Pretence.
1811 L. M. HAWKINS Ctess % Gertr. (1812) IV. 62, I was

tlrest like Minerva,, .and then the little ones came and wor

shipped me: twas all make-believe, you see. 1811 Morn.
Chron. 9 Apr., Her mourning is all make-believe, Shf s

gay as any linnet, 1818 LAMB Three J&amp;lt;~riend$ t Not that

she did really grieve It was only make believe. 1855 H.

I In- public does not object to magic in small quantities. It

is quite ready to join in the game of make-believe .

b. in particularized sense.

1825 COLKRIDGI-: Aids RejL 11848) I. 56 [To practise pray
ing] as a species of animal-magnetism to be brought about by
. .a temporary make-believe on the part of the self-magnet-
izer ! i86a SALA Accepted Addr. 191 The world is full of

make-believes. 1887 JESSOPP A ready viii. 234 That old-

fashioned place of resort.. the village green, has become a
mere make-believe now.

2. One who mnkes believe or pretends.
1863 S. WiLBEKb-oKcii Sp. Missions (1874) 2 Do not be an

72

idler and make-believe in the work. 1865 TROLLOPE Kclton
Kst. xv. 171 The ordinary make-believes of society, saying
little civil speeches and not going beyond them.

3. attrib. passing into adj. Of the nature of make-
believe.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. 248 That was a make-
believe thing, compared with this. 1852 GtADSTOm Glean.
IV. ,\lii. 96 Here again I am met with a make-believe reply.

1877 T. A. TROLLOPE Life Pins IX, II. m. iii. 3 The re.

publicans and their make-believe government. 1890 K.
BoLDKEWooo 1

Col. Reformer (1891) 138 The hour s talk

and make-believe school.

So Make-believer, -believing
1

[f. phrase make

believe]*
1884 N. Amer. Rev. CXXXVIII. 443 A volume which

believers, unbelievers, misbelievers, and make-believers
would unite in neglecting or condemning. 1899 Miss
HARRADEN Fwvler 125 Children, .not tiring easily of their

many make-believings.

Ma kedom. Sc. 10bs. Also 5-6 makdome.
[App. f. either MACK a. or MAKE sb.^ + -DOM ; but

the formation is somewhat anomalous, esp. for so

early a period.] Form, shape; esp. elegant form,

shapeliness, comeliness ; &quot;arely
concr.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 358 liathe statur and curage,

Maner, makdome, thar fassoun and thar wesage. 1508
DUNBAR Tna Mariit Weinen 73 To manifest my makdome
to multitude of pepill. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 125
Without makdome vther oflym or lith. 1585 JAS. I, ss.

Poeste (Arb.) 65 Be warre ze descryue zour Loues makdome,
or her fairnes. (11586 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems 1. 13
Fair forme, and face angelicall,. .Makdome, and proper
memljeris all Sa perfyte. a 1810 FINDLAY in Ford

Harf&amp;gt;

Perthsh. (1893) 419 Von stalwart makedom I ken richt weel.

t Make-fare. Obs. An alleged name for the

hare. c 1300 Names ofHare, in Rel. Ant. I. 134.

Ma*ke-ganie. [Cf. MAKE-SPORT.] One who
or that which furnishes matter for amusement

;

hence, a laughing-stock, butt.

1762 BlCKERSTAFFE Lwe in I illage II. x. (1765) 44) I am
the make-game of the whole village upon your account.

1797 MHS. M. ROHINSON Wahingham 1.280, I thought my
self the mere make-bailie of a giddy girl. 1806 Sporting
Mag. XX\ II. 197 A new discovery or invention, by way of

make-game I suppose. 1817 GODWIN Mandtvttlf 1. 263
1 was treated as nothing, a flouting-stock and a make-game.
Ma ke-hawk. falconry. [See MAKH z .

1
45.]

A hawk employed to teach young ones.

1575 TuRBRKV. Fanlconrit! 113 If at
|&amp;gt;e

first you inure hir

with a make hawke a good Hearoner. 1674 N. Cox Genii.

Recreat.(ifyj) 205 Never fly your Faulcon again at a Hern
unless with a Make-hawk well entred. 1773 J. CAMPBELL
Mod. Falconry 262. 1852 K. F. UI-RTON Falconry in I alley
Jtidns v. 61 nt&amp;gt;tf

t
A make-hawk is a staunch bird, or one

accustomed to fly at a particular kind ofgame, used to head
i he pack when more than a c-ist are thrown up at once. 1891
HAKTJNG Bill. Accipitr. 226.

Ma keless, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : see

MAKE sb. 1
[f.

MAKE sb.* + -LKSS.]
1. \Vithout an equal ; matchless, peerless.
a 1225 St. Marker. 17 pis is ure cunde, makelese meiden.

n 1300 Cursor M. 12119 And bof bou wen make-less to be,

pat nan in lare sal teche be. ^1374 CHAUCER Troylus \. 116

(172) In bewte erst so stood she makeles. c 1450 HOLLAND
Howlat 902 He thocht him maid on the mold makless of

mycht. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. Ixxiii. 540 It is quene
I soud that oute taken my lady your quene she is makeles.

1500-20 lJ[
NBAR/-V&amp;lt;rwlxxy. 52 Wylcum ! my golk of maire-

laml, My chirrie and my maikles mun^oun. 1563 Mirr.AIag.,
Jinckingh, xiii, A makeles prynce in ryches and in myght.
t 1615 Him Misc. Poems il. 33 Mackles dame, quhoiu all

ye
world admires. 1674-91 KAY N.C. Words, Afake, match ;

wakeless^ matchless. 1829 BROCKKTT A . C. Class, (ed. 2),

Maki-less, matchless, without an equal.

2. Mateless; wifeless, husbandless, widowed.

1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 3307 The Jonge that helpe hyr for

to lyve. He schal have that he dies, And the holde go
rnakeless. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis vm. Prol. 32 To mak her

maikles of hir man. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. ix, The world
will waile thee like a makelesse wife. 1825-80 JAMIESON,
s.v. AlaiklesS) The mother s a niakeless bird.

Ma ke-peace. [See MAKE z/.
1
90.] One who

or something which makes peace; a peace-maker.
Also attrib.

1516 FABYAN r//r&amp;lt;w. fi8u) II. 439 It was not longe after or

the Scpttis.. callyd hir lane make peace. 1551 T. BARNAHK
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. II. 202, I knowe a towne in

Normandye . . is now a second Rone, & yt is the verye
gulfe, gulet and mouthe of the See, and a make-peace yf we
hadde yt. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, \. \. 160. 1601 DANIFI.

Civ. Wars VI. xliv. (1609) 154 When make-t&amp;gt;eace Hymen
shall Bring the conioyned aduerse powers to bed. 1657 W,
COI.KS Adam in Eden cccxx. 594 The civill uses whereunto
the Birch tree serveth are many, as for the punishment of

Children, .for it hath an admirable influence upon them, to

quiet them when they are out of Order, and therefore some
call it Make-peace. 1836 [G. K. INMAN] Sir Orfeo 13 Sir

Orfeo might have gone I o seek his make-peace wife alone.

1855 Miss SEWBLL C/fEW Hall I. 388 Fanny, who was the

make-peace of the family, found a place for him at the table.

Maker mJi kaa). Also (4 makiere, -yere),

4-5 macare, makare, -ere, 4-6 makar, (6 Sc.

mackar, makkar, makker). p.MAKKr.
1

i -KU
.]

1. One who fashions, constructs, prepares for use,

or manufactures ;
a manufacturer, spec, in certain

trades (see, e. g., quot. 1802).
a 1300 Cursor^ M. 11036 Hijs lauerd he kneu welwel biforn

pat he wxsof hismoder born [cf. Lttke 1.41],.. [&amp;gt;e
maker kneu

his hand-were, c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus 1.685 (74 1 ) It
j*

seyd man maketh ofte a yerde With which
\&amp;gt;e

makere is

hym self bet en. ci375.Vr. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George} 403

pi godis. .ar mad bot of handis of men. .^r m.tkari-&amp;gt; nobir

MAKER.
gifand na hele. c 1440 Promfi. Par:: 319/1 Macare,_^rc/(7r,

plastnator. 1511-2 Act 3 Hen. l^///t c. 6 3 The maker
merchaunt or byer of eny wollen clothes called Bastardes.

1530 PALSGR. 242/1 Maker of haye to cockes.
Il&amp;gt;id., Maker

of naylles. 1550 LATIMKR Last Serin, he/. Edw. VI (1562)

129 They be bothe Woodmongers and makers of cooles.
1611 BIBLE Isa. xlv. 16 Makers of idoles. 1672 PETTY Pol.
A ttat. (1691) 65, I valued an Irish Cabbln at the number of

days food, which the Maker spent in building of it. 1726 tr.

Grqgvnfs Astron. 1. ^59 The Makers of these Instruments
have fitted an Ecliptic to it. 1858 GKKENER Gunnery 314
The display of artistically constructed guns by the French
makers in their Great Exposition of 1855. 1859 LANG IVand.
India 384 We procured some honey, which is taken from its

makers in a very singular manner. 1873 J. H. NFAVMAN
Idea University Def. 47 The maker of a bridle or an epau
let. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Makers, the workmen
who receive the tops and then complete the making of hand-
sewn boots and shoes. The term is also applied to those
who make the bottom (with the exception of the finishing)
of a rivetted or machine-made boot.

b. with prefixed sb., forming many compounds,
q. v. under the first element or as Main words.

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 685/15 Hie cantpanarins, a
belmaker. Ibid. 686/35 Hie anntariiis, a ryngmaker. 1502
in Coo. Corp. Chr. Plays (E.E.T.S.) App. ii. 104 The wholl

Ixxiy of the craft of the ty Imakers of Stoke. 1696 W. DER-
IIAM (title) The Artificial Clock-maker. 1711 Land. Gaz.
No. 4833/3 Tho. Morse, ..a Mathematical Instrument-
maker. 1902 Daily Chron. 17 Sept. 6/6 The necktie-makers
and the artificial-flower-makers.

2. Qualified by///*?, a possessive, or an attrib. phr. :

Applied to God as the Creator of the universe.

(Now with capital M.)
u 1300 Cursor M. 17875 pis like Ii3t forsobe is he bat maker

is of lastyng lijt. 1340 Ayenb. 251 pe herte . .
y-zi^)&amp;gt;

hire

zelue and hire makiere. Ibid. 262, 1 leue ine god uader

nlmi^ti makere of heuene and of erbe. c 1400 Destr. Troy
Prol. i Maistur in mageste, maker of Alle. c 1440 Proinf&amp;gt;.

Parv. 319/1 Macareof noghte, as God only, creator, c 1470
HENRV H allncc v. 229 Flayl by him self to the Makar off

bufle. ? 1507 Commnnyc. (W. de W.) B ij, I was made to

knowe my maker And to loue hym oner all thynge. 1535
COVEKDALF, Ps. xciv. [xcv.] 6 Let vs kiiele before the Lorde
oure maker. 1599 SIR J. DAVIKS Nosce Ttipsum 54 O what is

man (great maker of mankind). 1629 MILTON Hymn Nnti~.

ii,Confounded, that her Makerseyes Should look so neer upon
her foul deformities. 1718 WATTS Hymn i, Nature with

open volume stands, To spread her Maker s praise abroad.

18*7 K.F.BI.E Chr. 1 ., Septuag, iii, The gloiioi^ sky embrac

ing all Is like the Maker s love. 1871 CAKI.YI.E in Mrs. C. s

Lett. II. 221 Pious to God the Maker and to all He had
made.

fb. To receive one s Maker: to receive the

Communion. Hence applied to the consecrated

Host in the mass. Obs.

1539 T. PERY in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. u. II. 145 That hys
Grace .. recewythe hys maker yerlye acording to the lawii-

ebwll usse. .of owr holly mother Chwrche. 1634 Malory s

Morte Arthur (1816) II. 100 Then he received his Maker
\Mafary .x. Ixn. 520 his creatoure] : and, when he was dead

[etc.]. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 51 Henry Stephens
writeth of a Dogge, that did eat 80 of their Hoasts, or

Makers, in one morning.
3. One who composes rx book, draws up a docu

ment, frames a law, or the like.

1-11340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 13 pe haly gast ..
J&amp;gt;at

is

makere of haly writ. (1375 -SY. Leg. Saints x. (Ma(/i^n)

566 Makare of
\&amp;gt;e

saltere. 1485 Act i Hen. I //, c. 7 The
Maker of any such Warrant. 1495 Ait n Hen. / //, c. 8

Which acte..is so obscure, .that the true entent of the

makers therof cannot, .be undrestond. 1594 HOOKER Eccl.

Pol. HI. ix. i Lawes for the Church are not made as they
should be, vnles the makers follow such direction as they

ought to be guided by. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 229
The makers of the act.

b. with prefixed sb. (Cf. i b.)

1678 Ili Ti-KR Hud. ill. ti. 274 Sp ritual Affidavit makers.

1719 I&amp;gt;E For: Crusoe ii. xv, Our map-makers, .do not agM-c.

1902 CIKKENOUGH & KiTTREUGE If c nts 181 A controlling
effect on the action of the early language-makers.

4. In various immaterial senses : One who brings
about or produces a condition, effect, state of mind,
etc. ;

a creator or producer (of ) ; *f one who ap

points to an office ; fa contriver,

&amp;lt; 1430 Syr Gmer. (Roxb.) 2682, I dar wel swere That Ma-
lachias is chief maker With som treason vs to betray, c 1522
Hi-. Fox in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 6 The Kym- that

was my maker and promoter to the dignytie that I. .duo

occupye. 111568 ASOIAM -S, Iwlem. \. u\rb.) 68 You be in

deed, makers or marrers, of all mens maners within the

Kealme. Ibid. 85 The greatest makers of loue, the day lie

daliers. 1568 C.K.M-ION Citron. II. 751 They, .perceiuyng
that the Castell of l!.irwicke was the onely maker of the

peace. 1617 MOKVMN I tin. i. 205 The maker of the bar-

gaine. a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 409 All mamteyners,

conspirators, makers of confederacie. 1714 I oi-i: Let. /&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Mrs. T. / /&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/ Lett. (1737) 133 Her makers of visits and

riMiij.lrinenis. 1858 LoNGF. M.Standish H. 66, I am a maker
nl war, and not a maker of phrases. 1871 SMILES C/tarac.

i. 22 Great workers and great thinkers are the true maker*
of history.

b. with prefixed sb. (Cf. ib.)
1601 SIR W. CORSWALLIS Disc. Seneca (1631! 56 Death or

/ /.. II. 12 Drink is., the widow-maker of their wives. 1876
( &amp;gt;UIDA Winter City ii. 16 The calumny-makfi^.
5. A poet. Obs. exc. arch. (Cf. Gr. JTOIT/TT}?.)

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. iv. (Skeat) 1. 258 In wit and
in good reason of sentence, he [Chaucer] passeth al other

makers, r 1400 Beryn 2462, I woll nat feyn oon woord,
as makers doon to ryme. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x.

Ixxxiv. 562 There is no maker can reherce the tenthe parte.

1500-20 UI-NUAK Poems iv. 45, I see that nuikaris amang



MAKE-BEADY.

th laif Playis heir ther pageant, syne gois to graif.

Ibid. liii. 22 Than cam in Dunbar the Mackar [? . r. mak-

ker]. 1577-87 HOLINSHED C/i VH. II. 42/2 Owen Odewhee,

a preacher, and a maker in Irish. 1581 SIDNEY April. Pottrit

(Alb ) 24 Wherein I know not, whether bylucke or wisedornc,

wee Englishmen haue mette with tlie Greekes, in calling

him a maker. 1756-8. J. WARTON Kss. Pope II. 98 Here all

the venerable name of Henry More among our real Makers

and Singers.

f6. Cards. (See quot. 1754.) Obs.

753 Scots Mag. XV. 74/2 You d rather hold two aces and

a maker. 1754 GVI.ES SMITH Refl. Card-playing 14 (Brag)

Here the Power of the Knave is so great, that he is usually

called a Maker. The Meaning is, that, whatever Company
he conies into, he is enabled to make himself one of them. He
is a Queen, with Queens ;

a King, with Kings ;
and an Ace,

with Aces.

7. The person who signs a promissory note

(Wharton Law Lex. 1848).

8. With an adv. : maker-up, one who makes

up in various senses fcsp. in technical use).

1535 COVERDALE Isa. Iviih 12 Thou shall be called the maker

vp of hedges. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxix. (1862)412 A maker-

up of the narrative from laterand insecure traditions. 1884 W.

S. R McLAREN Spinning Woollen f( Worsted 64 One or two

men, called makers-up ,
are employed for each box to keep

drawing the wool through their hands, making it into a kind

of lap&quot;
. 1891 Daily Neaii 16 Jan. 8/4 Wanted, overseer,

in country printing office. . . Good maker-up. 1892 Labour

CommissionGloss.SM., After the bodies and partsof Britannia

metal goods have been shaped.. the maker-up puts them

Hence (nonce-wds.
iMa keress, a female maker of

something(in comb.brick-makeress); Ma kership,

the office of a maker or creator.

1857 Honseh. Words XVI. 411/2 Brick-makers and brick-

makeresses jolting up and down on planks. 1863 F. HALL in

Reader 24 Jan. 95 We should much like to know.. whether

the Magian sage [Zoroaster] seems to have had any idea of

Makership apart from a material cause.

Make-ready, [f- phr. to make ready (see

READY a. III).]

1. = READY C. 2.

1830 MARRVAT Kings Own ii, The captain ..brought his

men to the make ready ,
and they were about to present.

2. Printing. (U.S.) The operation of making

ready (see READY n. 15 b) ;
the result thereby

obtained; the sheet on which the overlays are

pasted for printing a particular form of type.

1887 Xci. Amer. 25 June 405/1 It is a safe rule to keep the

make-ready of every type job until the job has been distri

buted.

Makerell(e, obs. form of MACKEKEL.

Makeshift (nv -kijift). [f. phr. to mate shift

(see SHIFT sb.}.]

t 1. One who is given to making shifts
;
a shifty

person, a rogue. Obs.

IS6g J. HAI.I.E Hist. E-tfost. B bb iij, Not longe after came
thither a makeshifle, with two men wayghting on hym, . .

bragging that he was a profounde phisicien. 1573 TUSSKR
Hush. (1878* 43 At night if it shine, out trudgeth Hew make

shift, with hooke and with line. 1598 BARRET Them;
\Varres i. i. 7 The subtill make-shift, is preferred before

the silent man. 1602 F. HERRING Aiiatomyes 23 The Col-

ledge is now become the Common Inne of Make-shifts and

Impostors. 1608 MIDDLF.TON Trick^
to catch Old one n. i,

[He] whom but last day he proclaimed rioter, penurious

make-shift, despised brothel-master.

2. That with which one makes shift ; a temporary
substitute of an inferior kind. (Cf. B. 2.)
1802-12 BF.NTHAM Ration, Jndic. Evid. (1827) V. 408

Jurisprudential law is the miserable makeshift of inexpe
rienced ages. 1812 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Roast Pig, The cot

tage was a sorry antediluvian make-shift ofa building. 1850
W. IRVING Goldsmith xiii. 153 Goldsmith continued to con
sider literature a mere make-shift. 1873 BURTON Hist. .SY. f.

I. i. 27 They hated patchwork and makeshifts. 1899
BARING-GOULD Bk. of West I. xiii. 230 The Maypole is

a makeshift for an actual tree.

3. The action of making shift.

1870 Daily News 27 Oct., There is . . so much clever make
shift to be accomplished that [etc.].

B. attrili. or as adj.

fl. Of persons : Shifty, roguish. Obs.

1592 GREENE (title) Groatsworth of Witte : bovght with a
million of Repentance : Describing the Folly of Youth, the
falshood of Alake-shift Flatterers.

2. With which one makes shift
; serving as a

temporary and inferior substitute.

1683 MOXON Mech. F.xerc., Printing x. ad init., A make
shift slovenly contrivance. 1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry
!&amp;lt;s

Frances (\ibi) III. 44, I readily grant, that these make
shift Pleasures fall short.. of mutual Delight. 1809 MAL-
KIN Gil Bias VII. v. F 5 After our make-shift dinner.. I will

treat you with a couple of bottles. 1876 GEO. ELIOT linn.
Der. i. iii, With .. everything make-shift about us, .. what
was the use of my being anything?

b. traitsf. Characterized by makeshifts.

1824 LAMB F.lia Ser. II. Capt. Jackson, Your honest aims
at grandeur, your makeshift efforts of magnificence. 1854
M us. GASKELL Xorth Si S. xvi, How will Margaret bear our
makeshift poverty after the thorough comfort and luxury in

Harley Street? 1887 HISSEY Holiday on Roods^ Patched
and repaired in a happy makeshift way.
Hence Ma-ke-shiftness, the condition of being a

makeshift
; Ma ke-shifty a., of the nature of or

characterized by makeshift ; whence Ma/
ness.
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1858 LADV CANNING in Hare T-.vo Noble Lives (1803) II. !

422 The hospitals at Allahabad are rather make-shifty. 1866

Q. Re- . July 224 The make-shifty and hap-ha?ard loose

ness with which some 800,000 black semi-barbarians were.,

admitted to the full civil rights of Enzliih citizens. 1887
RUSKIN I rxterita 11.267 Partly through laziness and make-

shiftiness. . I never opened the midmost wall, though it con

siderably fretted me. 1892 lilack ff White 12 Mar. 346/1

He hated, .the make-shiftness of poverty.

t Make-sport. O/ s. [See MAKE ?&amp;gt;.! 9.] One
who or something which provides sport for others ;

hence, a laughing-stock.
1611 SPEED Hist. lit. Brit. VIII. ii. 12. 381 To aduen-

ture himselfe among the Danish Host, as a base Minstrell

and contemptible Make-sport, a 1625 FLETCHKK Chances
in. i, My patience, .must be your make-sport now. 1640

QUAKLES F.nchirid. in. xliv, Let not mirth be thy profession,

lest thou become a Make-sport, n 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840) 11.455 Being made the make-sport in all plays f.r

a coward.

b. attrib. or as adj. Providing sport ; mocking.
1582 STANYIIVRST /Eneis I. (Arb.) 41 Let make sport

Bacchus [L. Iztitine Bacchus tlator}. .be present.
1600 T.

WKEI.KICS Madrigals off, ff 6 Parts i.\. C l, The make sport

Cuckow, and the Quaile. 1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatril/x it

No. .mad prankcs playd by any toyish or make-sport diuels

in the vault.

Ma ke-up. [f.phr. makeup (see MAKE z .
1

96;.]

1. The manner in which something is made up,

put together, or composed ; composition, constitu

tion.

1821 F.ianriner 708/1 Some national distinctions in the

make-up of French and English minds. 1864 H. SPENCER
ftlttslr. Univ. Progr. 62 Something in the pattern or make

up of their clothes. 1891 / VV/.r 5 Dec. 865/3 Our Cambridge
correspondent describes the practice, .and gives the make

up of the crews. 1896 Alttnitt s Syst. Meti. I. 169 There

maybe an inherited defect in the make-up of one par
ticular tissue.

2. Chiefly Theatr. An appearance of face, dress,

etc. assumed in order to impersonate a character.

1858 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life (1885) II. 61 The Zouaves,

with their wondrous make-ups as women. 1862 DICKKXS
Left. 16 Mar. (1880) II. 177 Add to this a perfectly pic

turesque and romantic makeup . .and you have the leading

virtues of the impersonation. 1872 Punch 19 Oct. 163/1

His make-up was admirable, his playing of the first anil last

act well-nigh faultless. 1882 BESAM Ke . olt oj inan iii. 61

In her make-up she studiously affected . . the vigour and

strength of middle life.

b. eoncr. Cosmetics, paint, etc. used by actors

in making up.
1886 Ail Year Roundel, Aug. 78 The uhole tribe of C ..s.

metics, curtly designated in theatrical parlance as make,

up . 1888 I all Mall G. 27 Jan. 2/1 ,
I . . asked for a towel

and soap to wash my make-up off.

C. Style of costume, get-up, rare.

1883 Daily Ne-.its 6 Sept. 2/2 The mongrel cross-country

make-up indulged in for the Spa promenade.
3. Printing. The process of making up type into

columns or pages; the matter so made up. Also,

an editor s selection of articles to form a number of

a periodical.
1852 SMEDLEY L. Arnndcl xv, That is the make-up , as

we call it, of the third and fourth sheets of the Magazine.

1884 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet. 1899 Daily Kesi s 23 May
10/5 Compositor i Society) seeks situation. All-round jobbing,

posters, make up, etc.

4. A made-up story ;
an invention or fiction.

1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledlmry Iv. (1886.) 167 The
whole story is one of the most singular make-ups that ever

attained universal credence. iBjjSrwawii Sena. XXIII.
101 Have you undergone a great transformation ? The ne

cessity for it is no make-up of mine, remember.

5. A compensation, rare.

1859 W. CHADWICK Life De Foe\\. 309 He was taken into

diplomatic service by Harley, as a make-up.. for his forced

neglect of his pamphleteer
while confined in Newgate.

6. attrib. in theatrical use, as (sense 2) make-up

\ mint, room, (sense 2 b) make-up box, tray.

1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage 93 A make-up box,

a dressing-case, writing-case, etc., etc., made a pretty big

pile. 1889 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 3/1 On it are place.

! candles, a looking-glass, a make up tray [etc.]. 1896

! Living Topics Mag. (^. Y.) Jan. io5 Thebest stage manager
in England, as well as the best make-up man and character

delineator. 1900 Daily News 15 Nov. 6/1 Some curious

illustrations are derived from the make-up room .

Make-weight, makeweight (nrfi-k,w*it).

[See MAKE v. 1
23.]

1. A comparatively small quantity added to make

up a certain weight ; spec, a small candle. (See

early quots.)
1695 KENNETT Par. An/if. Gloss, s. v. Pnlta, In the

North a Puttock -candle is the least in the pound, put in to

make weight, call d..in Kent a make-weight. 1764 Ox/.

Sausage 56 Dire Want of..chearful Candle (save the

Make-Weight s Gleam Haply remaining). 1787 GROSE

Print. Gloss., Make-weight, a small candle thrown in to

complete the pound. N. 1866 JEVONS Coal Quest, (ed. 2)

261 A large part of our shipping would thus have to leave

our ports half empty, or in ballast, unless there were some

makeweight or natural supply of bulky cargo as back

carriage.

transf. 1785 GROSE Diet. I nlg. Tongue, Make weight,

a small candle, a term applied to a little slender man.

2. fig. A person or thing of insignificant value

thrown in to make up a deficiency or fill a gap.

1776 PAINE Com. Sense (1791) 33 By her dependence on

Britain she [America] is made the make-weight in the scale

of British politics. 1796 BURKE R egic. Peace iii. \Vks. \ III.

418 The mines, .are now thrown in as a make-weight in the

scale. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vn. vii. f 21 She praised me

MAKING.

up to the skies, and held all the actresses in Madrid as mere
makeweights in the scale. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft.

(1848) I. 188 Those semi-pagan Christians who regarded
revelation as a mere make-weight to their boasted religion
of nature. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xix, The colonel

was in conversation with somebody, who appeared to be
a make-weight, and was not introduced at all. 1838-9
HALI.AM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. vi. 43. 284 An incestuous

passion brought forward as the make-weight ofa plot, to eke
out a fifth act. 1864 PUSEY Lcct. Daniel vi. 393, 1 cannot
. .use Divine authority as a makeweight to human proof,

3. A counterbalancing weight, counterpoise.
1787 JKFFERSON tt rit. (1853) U- J 8 His devotion to the

principles of pure despotism, renders him unaffectionate to

our governments. His fear of England makes him value

us as a make weight. 1855 KIXCSLEY H est-i: Ha! xxviii,

l!ut the prize? Ah! that was no small make-weight
to our disasters, after all . 1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. It.,

Cat/i. React. II. xi. 307 Perhaps it maybe argued that

the fulsome promises on which those miserable vassals found

their hopes, are make-weights for such miseries.

4. attrib. or as adj. Serving as a make-weight.
1701 J. PHILIPS Splendid Shilling &amp;lt;$

The glimmering light

Of make-weight candle. 1793 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811)

III. 248 It is no custom of Shakespeare s to give us merely

makeweight epithets. 1852 R. S. Sunn is S/ongc s Sf.
Tour xl. 219 Men ..admit of no makeweight, or merely
ornamental dishes.

Maki (mt^ -ki, mte-ki). [rcpr. Malagasy maka,
a species of lemur (Richardson Malug. Did.
i *-S;

.]
The French name of the I.KMUU, formerly

current in English. ^Cf. MACACO-.}
1774 GOLDSM. A af. Hist. (1824) II. 160 The maki kind in

some measure &amp;gt;eems to unite the fox and the monkey. 1797
Ktny.l.Krit. (i-d. .0 IX. 785/2 1 he catta, or ring-tailed maki,

inhabits Madagascar and tlie neighbouring i&amp;gt;le^. 1839

Penny i. ye I. XIII. 419/1 The Makis,or Macaucos, properly
so called, Lt iiinf.

Makiere, ol s. form of MAKKK.

Makim-, makinboy : see MACKFNBOY.

Making nir -kiij ,
vbl. ,r/;.l [OK. minting, f.

mn(i,:n: see MAKE j .l and -ixu .]

1. The action of MAKK z&amp;lt;.l in its various senses :

fabrication, production, pieparation ; institution,

appointment ; doing, performance (of a specified

action) ;
conversion into, causing to become some

thing ; etc. (See the vb.) Also occas. the process
of being made.
a 1123 O. E. Clinm. an. noi purh bes macunge. .se eor!

Rotbert . . Jjs land mid unfrioe ^esohte. a 1300 Cursor M.
1551 Quen sa felc yeier ar wroken oute . . fe planeles all ar

went again O bair first making in t &amp;gt; be -late. 1377 LANG!..

/ . PL B. in. 62, I shal . . \Yowes do whitten and wyn-
dowes glasen, Do peynten and purtraye nnd paye for be

makynge. c 1440 HYLTON Stala 1 crf. (W. de W. 1-194)

li. xxxiv, We be beholde to lone Ihu moche for
pure

makynge but more for our ayenbyenge. 1483 Rolls
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/

l nrl/.\\. 254 ! Sith the tymes of makynge of the seid

Acts nf Atteinders. 1529 RASII-.LI. Pastime ofPeople (1811)

148 The makynge of Westmyster halle. 1553 CRANMER Let.

to Q. Mary\t\ Covcrdale Lett. Martyrs 11564) i If by any
meanes it had bene in me to haue letted the makyng
of that will. 1578 I.VTE Dodocns i. vii. 13 Of this herbe

they make Axsen, whiche is vsed for the making of

glasses. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Prff. i To motion the

making of a new Law for the abrogating of an old. 1625

HART A ant. I r. II. i. 55 Whether the vrine were ihinne at

the first making or not. 1662 STII.IJNGFL. Orig. Sair. in. iv.

5 5 Many causes concurred to the making of this Deluge.

1667 MILTON / . L. ill. 113. 1703 MoxoKMecA. L.icrc. 239

Most Counties in England afford Earth for the making of

Bricks, a 1715 Ik RNET O .vn lime (17241 I. 320 They set it

..up for a maxim, that the making of a Stadtholder was the

giving up their liberty. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Cmversat. 52,

1 think she was cut out for a Gentlewoman, but she was

spoil d in the making. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dam. A musnii. 29

Whitening and plaister of Paris, .whiten the flour, and con

tribute to its adhesion in making. 1828 in Picton L pool
Manic. Kec. (18861 II. 343 In the making of the purchases.

1842 TENNYSON Klorte D Arthur 203 Since the making of

the world. 1875 F. GUTHRIE Magn. r Electr. 236 If it be

desired to get a still more nimble making and breaking of

the circuit. 1891 Law Kef. Weekly Notes 138/1 The making
of the Codicil. 1897 Daily News 4 Jan. 3/4 There was a

general move up in all the ranks of the force, accompanied

by the making of several engineers.

b. Often used gerundially as the second member

of an objective combination, as biscuit-, carpet-,

debate-, gift-, ice-, imposition-, war-making, etc.

See also BOOK-MAKING. HAYMAKING, etc.

c nooLatid Troy-bk. 3113 In sonveanddele-makyng Lenges
non honour. Ibid. 14538 With-oute any debate-makyng.

CI449 PECOCK Rcpr. iRolls) II. 552 With this trust thei

helden hem content and paied in her ;ifte making. 1523 Lu.

BERNERS f roiss. I. civ. 187 Such as were at the imposicion

makyng. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. n6b, They
take in hande also an other peace making. 1614 T. GODWIN

Moses * Aaron (1641) 142 Their Apotheosis, orgod.making
Ceremonies. 1768 STERNE Seat. Jtnirn,, Montriul ill,

Hi

talents of drum-beating and spatterdash-makmg. 1863

TREVELYAN Compet. Wallah (1866) 182 An early effort of

the Public Works Department in the canal-making line.

1880 MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) 1 1. 5 The art of Carpet-

making is dead, or dying fast. 1891 T. HARDY less xxix,

At skimmings, at butter-makings, at cheese-makings.

C. Qualified by a possessive, in phr. of (so-and-

so s) making=ma.Ae by (so and so). In predica

tive nse sometimes with omission of of.

1470-83 MALORY Arthur x. Ixii. 510, I kyng Hermaunce. .

: am slayn. .thur? two knyghtes. .of myn own bryngyng vp

and of myn owne makyng. 1500-20 DUNOAR Poems xlvi. 55

His creature of his awin making. 7&amp;lt;rl5*6
FRITH Disjnit.

Purrat. To Rdr. (? 1533) A iv b, I haue sent you such bo

|
as you wrote for, and one moo of Rastels makmge. 1611



MAKING.
BIBLE Transl Pref. p 13 [They] doc either make new Trans
lations themselues, or follow new ones of other mens making.
a 1654 SELDKN Tablc-t. (Arb.) 35 The Laws of the Church
are most Favourable to the Church, because they were the
Churches own making, 1676 LADY CHAWORTH in i2//z Rep.
Hist. MSS. Conim. App. v. 28 Twas a match of his friends
and not his owne making, a i-jooViWDEKCi tyrasfy Myrrha
52 Man a Slave of his own making lives. 1709 STEEI.E
Tatler No. 44 f 3 The Statuary, who fell in Love with the

Imageof Ms own making. iB2&CARLYi.K/lfisc, (1857) I. 206
A poet of Nature s own making. 1894 HALL CAINI-; Manx
man in. xvii. 183 The marriage was not of her making.

d. (To he] in making, a-making, now usually
to be making: (to be) in course of being made.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode (1869) 19 All manere of far-

delles maad and in makinge. 1480 CAXTON Chron. ting,
ccviii. 190 That bisshop had in london a fay re toure in

makynge. 1535 COVKRDALE 2 Mace. i. 23 All the prestes

prayed, whyle the sacrifice was a makynge. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. UK iv. 34 The Feast is sold That is not often

vouch d, while tis a making. 1702 Royal Proclam. 8 Mar.
in Loud. Gaz. No. 3790/4 Corn or Grain making into

Malt. 1761 HUME Hist, JSitf, III, liv. 171 Provisions of
arms were making beyond the sea. 1767 MRS. S. PENNING-
TON Lett, III. 177 This .. gentleman .. informed her of the

use that was making of her letters, 1791 WASHINGTON Lett.
Writ. 1892 XII. 54 Those changes, which are either making,
or contemplated. 1793 Copper-Plate Mag. No. 22 This
ancient place, .is watered by the River Soar,, .now making
navigable. 1816 SHELLEY Lett. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 341 The
hay was making under the trees. 1857 KINGSLEY Misc.^
T/i. Gravel-pit II. 381 When the South-Western Railway
was in making. 1891 Graphic 31 Oct. 526/3 That good
prices are making for English cheese argues good quality.

e. In the making: used adjectively (in imitation
of Milton) to designate something as existing in

an undeveloped state.

1644 MILTON Arsop. (Arb.) 69 Opinion in good men is but

knowledge in the making. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan, Der.

Ixiv, His opinion . . may be our virtue in the making. 1879
MAUDSI.LY Pattiol. Mind vi. 282 Evil is good in the making
as vice is virtue in the making. 1889 D. HANNAY Capt.
Marryat vii. 99 Unless the [newspaper] correspondent lias

seen history in the making. 1890 Gw&amp;lt;m/w 26 Nov. 1892/3
It is a great soul in the making.
2. spec, in technical uses : The training or bring

ing to the required condition (of an animal) ;
the

preparation (of hay, ; tile curing (of fish).

1390 GowF.rt Conf. II. 161 He tauhte men . . the makinge
(

&amp;gt;f Uxcn, and of hors the same. 1523 FiTZHERB. Husb. 25
A man maye speke of makynge of hey, and gettyngeof corne,
but god disposeth and ordreth all thynge. 1615 LATHAM
Falconry (1633) 12 Forget not all this time of her making
..to walke round about ber, using your voice, and giving
her many bits with your hand. 1809 KENDALL Trai , II.

xlvii. 154 The curing, or as it is called, the making of the
fi-h. 1893 Field 17 June 904/3 The light swath is converted
fruin grass to hay in a few hours without any making .

1902 Daily Chron. 21 July 3/1 Ponies that only require
making in order to become valuable.

t 3. Poetical composition ; poetizing, versifying.
Also pi.

--
poetical compositions, poems. Obs.

i 1330 R. BRUNNEC/inw. Wace (Rolls) 129 For bis makyng
I will no mede but gude prayere when je it rede.

(&quot;1374

CHAUCER Troylits v. 1789 Hut litel bok no makyng bow
nenuye But submit be to alle poesye. 1375 -V/ Pains
//W/352 in O. E. Misc. 222 Meruel ;e not of bis makyng.
1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xn. 16 pow medlest be with mak-
ynges and mutest go sey bi sauter. 1:1430 LYDG. Mitt.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 128, I the refreyn tooke, Of hy-m
that was in makyng soverayne, My maister Chaucier.

1567 DRANT Horace, p. To Rdr. *v, rlim flames, and gue
gawes, ..are soner rapte vp tlienne are those which be
lettered and Clarkly makings. 1589 PUTTENHAM Kng.
Pocsie MI. xix. (Arb.) 247 A noble gentleman and much de

lighted in vulgar making. 1614 J. DAVIES Kclogne 19 (Gro-
sart) For, fro thy Makings, milke, and mellie, flowes To
feed the Songster-swaines with Arts soot-meats.

f4. Testamentary disposition. [ MDu. mak-

&quot;.?* ] Obs.
i6ai in Brasenose Coll. Muniments (MS.) 22/12, I charge

myne executors that the same [money] bee payed according
to my makinge.
5. Advancement, success. Obs. exc. in phr. To

be the making of \ to be what ensures the success of

(a person or thing).
c 1470 G. ASHBY Active Policy 731 A man to be preferred to

honour Of fee or office to his grcte makyng. 1496-7 Plump-
ton Corr, (Camden) 124 Your good and dlSCfGt answere may
be my making. i6aa MABUE tr. Alenian** Guzman (TAlf,
li. 215 They [women] are the making or the marring of their
house, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. 1,1759) II. 31 A lucky Repartee
hit upon by Chance may be the making of a Man. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones vtii, xi, The fine gentleman, . . who
doth so much honour to his family and is to be the making
of it. 1871 SMILES Charac. xi. (1876) 324 A wife may be the

making or the unmaking of the best of men.

f-
6. The way in which a thing is made

; style of
construction ; conformation, form, shape, build,
make . Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xiv. 193 per-fore meruaile|&amp;gt; me
for man, as in makynge, Is most y iche

f&amp;gt;e
in wit and in

werkes, Whi [etc.]. 1398 TRF.VISA Barth. De P. R. xvin.
ix. (1495) 763 Congres and Elys ben lyke to serpentes in

makynge. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9774, I . . am febiller be fer

ben pe fre pnnse, Both of myght. & of makyng, & of mayn
strenkith. 1466 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 93
The same dores and wyndowes shalbe like of strength and
makyng of the dores and wyndowes of the other newscoles.

1494 in Somerset Medieval Wills (1901) 323 A newe mete-
cloth of Lankeshire making. 1523 FITZHERB. Ilusb. 2
There be plowes of dyuers makynges in dyuers countreys.
1534 MORE On Passion Wks. 1304/1 That oyntmcnt truly
m.uie was veri costly : which was the cause that the true

making was lesse vsed. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 103 In

colour, eating, and making like a Makarell. 1642 SHIKLKV
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f
Sisters v. i. (1652) 49, I see the greatest men are flesh And
blood, our souls are much upon a making, 1656 HEVLIN
Snrv, France 54 There are erected, .[nine] hansome Crosses
of stone ; all of a making. 1660 Act 12 Chas. //, c. 4.

i Scbed. s.v. Buckrams^ Buckrams of French making. 1662

i J. DAVIES tr. Olearins
1

Voy. Awbass. 263 Another sort of
insect of a making much like a Spider. 1669 STURMY
Mariner s Mag. \\. 45 A general and particular Descrip
tion, Making, and Use of all the.. Instruments.

ft), with reference to a literary production ;
in

i quots. Aversion, edition. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Proi: Pro!., Masloch, that Ebrues Parablis,
the comun making [St. Jerome inilgata editio\ Prouerbis

clepeth. 1482 CAXTON Higderis Polychron. Prohemye,
Polychronicon. .emprynted & sette in forme by me William
Caxton and a lytel embelysshed fro tholde makyng.

fc. Of persons: liodily form or appearance;
build, make*. Obs.
c 1430 Gencrydes 4555 By bis making He is ful like to my

derling. 1587 FLEMING Cent. Holinsked III. 355 i Some
I

..esteemed him a man fur making well proportioned. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. ii. 22 Stigmaticall in making worse
in minde. 1609 HOLLAND /J/w. Marcell. 282 Bigge he was
of making, and withall verie tall, c 1640 Lovely North.
Lasse iii. in Child Ballads IV. 208/2, I was so greatly taken
with his speech, and with his comely making.

f d. Mental or moral character; MAKEJ&- 3.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \. 120 William earl of Pem
broke was next, a man of another mould and making.

7. contr. Something that has been made; fa
created thing, creature (0&r.) ;

a product of manu
facture. Also, the quantity made at one time.

1340 Aycnb. 92 pet ^et body of man is
}&amp;gt;e

meste poure
makynge .. and be spirit of man .. ys .. be he^este ssepbe
bet may by. 1645 Shetland Witch Trial in Hibbert Descr.
Shctl. Isles (18221 594 You did thereby marr and undo twa
whole makings of the said bear, quhilk never did good. 1823
J. BADCOCK/XW/.J-IW/W-W*w.i 39Whatever quantity is required
for any particular job of work should be made all at one
time ; no two makings coming away alike, but depending
entirely upon accident. Ibid. 150 Cut your making into

cakes. 1882 OGILVJE, blaking .. 2. What has been made,
especially at one time ; as, the whole making is before you.
1890 Century Diet, s.v., A making of bread.

b. //. Earnings, profits, colloq.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 122 That a wife
shall possess half, or a large part, of her husband s earnings
or makings. 1892 Casttus Sat. Jrnl. 21 Sept. 13/3 My
makings in the way of tips bringing in on an average about
twice that sum. 1900 Daily News 10 Feb. 2/4 Makings ,

in the way of tips, had been very poor.

8. The material out of which something may be

made; the potentiality of becoming something;
in phr. to have or be the making(s of, . .

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, iv. i. 87 She had all the Royall
makings of a Queene. 1837 DICKKNS Pickw. xxxvii, He
seemed to have the makings of a very nice fellow about
him. 1857 LAWRENCE Guy Lii&amp;gt;, iii. 17 J here was the making
of a good rider in many of them. 1858 THOLLOPE Dr. Thome
I. v. 124 He s the making of a very nice horse, I don t

doubt. 1861 W. H. RUSSELL in Times 24 Sept., They are
not an army, but they are the making, as we say, of a

[

splendid one. 1886 American XII. 134 This Bavarian king
was the making of a fine man when he was young. 1887
H. SMART Clwcrly iv^n ii. 16 There was possibly the niak-

ings of a great cross-country horse in her.

9. //. in Coal-wining. (See quots.)
1851 GllEKNWSU, Coal-trade Terms Narthitmb. i^ Durh.

36 Makings. The small coals hewed out in kirving. 1883
GRFSI.EY Gloss. Coal Mining^ Makings, the slack and dirt

made in holing.

10. Comb. a. attributive : making-cylinder, in

a paper-making machine, the cylinder on which
the pulp is felted into a sheet (distinguished from
the beating cylinder and the drying cylinder] ;

making-felt, that felt of a cylinder paper-machine

|

on which the web of pulp is taken from the mak
ing-cylinder (Knight); making-iron (now often

confused with meaking-iron \ see MEAKING), a kind

, of grooved chisel used by caulkers to finish off

seams.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780^ n, Calfat double^ a
1 caulker s making-iron. 1846 YOUNG Nant. Diet. s.v. Caulk.

b. With following adv. or adj..forming nouns of

action corresponding to phrasal combinations of
,

the sb., as making-off^ -out, -over, MAKING-UP ;

making-good ; making-merry rare = MERRY-MAK
ING

; making-ready, preparation (for technical

uses see READY a. Ill) ;
also &amp;lt;z//rtf. Also making- ,

as-if nonce-wd. (cf. MAKE z .
1
70), pretence, make-

i

|

believe.

1382 WYCLIF John xix. 14 It was the makinge redy, or

euyn, of pask. 1530 PALSGR. 242/1 Makyng redy, parurc.

springs. 1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 3 May 273/2 That

ordinary and vulgar state-cunning, that wretched making- i

as-if. 1815 J. LAING Voy. SAifzfergtftiiBz^ggThs process of

paring and barrelling up the blubber, is termed waking off.

i8a3 SCOTT Peveril iv, A making-merry in the house of
j

Tirzah. 1846 YOUNG Naitt. Diet. s.v. FlrttflXfiTht blubber
j

. . is cut into square pieces and stowed in the hold ; after

wards, these are. .cut into smaller pieces to be stowed away !

in casks
;

this latter process is termed making-off. 1874
SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, xlv. (ed. 4) 413 Place the sheet [of

j

paper], .on the making-ready board. 1881 YQVW. EveryMan ,

his own Mechanic 1386 All makinggood as it is technically i

called i. e. patching up holes in old plastering used to be
|

done with plaster. 1887 GOODE, etc. Fisheries U. S. Sect. v.
j

II. 286 Paring and barreling blubber, termed making-off. I

MAL-.

t Ma-king, -vbL $b Obs.
[f.

MAKE z&amp;gt;.2 +
-ING 2

.] Mating, matchmaking.
1608 MIDDLETON Trick to Catch Old One in. iii, My

Vncle comes with Gentlemen, his friends, And tis vpon a

making.

Making (m^ -kin), ppl. a. rare. [f. MAKE v.^

+ -ING 1
.] That makes (in various senses) ; f pro

ductive, creative; -\ money-making, prosperous.
1434 MISYN Mending Life 126 With swetnes of be god-

hede & warmnes of Makand lyght. 1592 WEST ist PL
Symbol. 46 A, Instruments, .of their effects be either con-
stitutiue and making, or remissorie and liberatorie. 1760-72
H. BROOKE FcolofQual. (1809) III. 118 You are an Indus,
trious and a making young man. a 1774 GOLUSM. Sun&amp;lt;.

Exp. Philos. (1776) I. 31 When artificial magnets are made
by rubbing, each pole in the making magnet begets its

sympathetic pole of a different name in the newly made
magnet. 1903 Daily Chron. 18 Nov. 8/6 Artificial Florist.
Wanted a good making forewoman.

Makings, obs. form of MACKINS.

Making-up. In the various senses of make
up (see MAKK z&amp;gt;.l 96) ; completion ; compounding,
composition ; reconciliation ; dressing up and dis

guising for the impersonation of a character; the

balancing of accounts at the end of a certain period.
1593 ABP. BANCROFT Daung. Posit, iv. x. 168 Of purpose

to haue drawen Lancaster vnto them, for the making vp of
a quaternion. 1620 MASSINGEK & FIELD Fatal Dowry in.

i, Thy Taylor,. .Can bring more to the making vp of a man,
Then can be hop d from thee. 1671 BLACKAVE Astrol. Phy-
sick (title-p.\ Directing the way to Distil and Extract their
Vertues and making up of Medicines. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk $ Stfo. 39 The finites that go to the making up of an
Infinite. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .$&quot;;*// Making U^, a term
used by the distillers to express the bringing spirits up to

a certain standard of strength by the addition of water.

1840 CARLVLE heroes ii, Any making-up of his mind. 1864
D. W. THOMPSON Day Dreams Schoolm. (ed. 2) 231 Then
will we promise to be good, ; we will throw tiny arms half
round papa s neck .. O the bliss of making up! 1869
MRS. H. WOOD/?. Yorke xxv. II. 226 That lady, .had abso
lute need of artistic aid in the matter of making-up. 1884
MCLAREN Spinning Woollen

&amp;lt;$-

Worsted 65 The master
should therefore insist on his making up being done

thoroughly. 1890 Daily News 23 Dec. 5/4 The herring
boats came in from sea at Lowestoft last week, and the pro
cess of making-up being now concluded [etc.]. 1892 1bid.
10 May 7/3 From ten to twenty millions have been added
to the market value of Sto .k Kxchange securities since the
last making-up.

b. attrib.

1883 HOWELI.S Woman s Kens. x. I. 206 I ve written him
a making-up letter. 1887 Pall Mall G, 12 Oct. 12/1 The
following table shows the drop since the la.st making-up
price. 1890 Ibid. S Sept. 7/2 Since the last making up
day most of the movements in the Home Railway market
have been favourable to operators for the rise. 1895 A. J.
WILSON Gloss. Terms Stock K.rch., Making tip Prices, the

prices fixed on the first and second days uf the settlement
for the purposes of continuing or carrying over transactions.

The prices at which transactions continued to the following
account are settled. 1900 Daily News 3 Dec. 2/5 The shiit

and making-up factories are. .very well engaged.

Makins, obs. form of MACKINS.

Makkar, -er, obs. Sc. forms of MAKER.
Makkers, dial, form of MACKINS.
Makrell, obs. form of MACKEREL 1 and 2

.

t Makrelty. Obs. Alsomakrellty, raaclarte.

[Metathetic alteration of MDu. makelardie ,i. make-

tare broker: see MACKELER.] Brokerage.
1495 in Halyburton*s Ledger^(1867) 106 Item makrellty 8g.

1498 // /&amp;lt;/. 124 Item for makrelty of the 2 sekis to Peter

Rekeyr, 55. 1499 Ibid. 225 Item for maclarte, ilk sek xxx g.

t Makron. Obs.
-

[? corruption of MALKIN.]
= MALKIN 3.

1573 BARKT Ah . M 56 A Makron or colerake. Rittabnlttm.

Makyere, obs. form of MAKER.

II Mai. Obs. [K. and It. mat.] - KVIL sl&amp;gt;.^ 7 b.

1745 POCOCKE Descr. East II. i. 151 Among the English
it [a disorder in which blotches break out on the body] goes
by the name of the Mai of Aleppo. 1756 A. RUSSELL Nat
Hist. Aleppo [262 A cutaneous disease . . has acquired the

name of llmal d*A ItPpom Aleppo e~ il.] 264 The third kind
of Mai. .begins like the two others, but [etc.].

Mai- (ma.-l\ prefix , formerly often written

male- ^but pronounced as one syll.), chiefly re

presents the F. mal adv. : L. wale ill, badly;

rarely, as in maltalent, it represents the OF. mal

adj. : L. mains bad. In its advb. use the prefix
occurs in many adoptions from Fr., which are

sometimes combinations with vbs., as maltreat \

sometimes nouns of action formed from such com
binations, as malfeasance ;

and sometimes combina
tions with adjs., where the prefix serves to reverse

the favourable connotation of the word, as mal
adroit

&amp;gt;

malcontent. In imitation of these adopted
words, mal- has from the l6th c. been prefixed to

many Kng. words, to convey the sense
*
ill ,

wrong , improper(ly) . The words thus modi
fied are chiefly nouns of action, as in malpractice,
and many physiological terms, as malassimilation,

malformation; occasionally adjs. and vbs., as in

malodorous
,
malappropriate. The formations that

have a permanent character are treated in their

alphabetical places ; examples of the frequent use

of the prefix in the creation of nonce-words are

mal-accident
, -application, -appointment, -associa-



MALABAR.

tion, -cultivation, -development, -direction, -feeling,

-hygiene, -identification, -institution, -instruction,

-operation, -publication, -reasoning, -use, -volition ;

inal-adjusted, -conceited, -created, -discontented,

-skapen adjs.
1608 H. CLAI HAM Erronr on Left Hand 29 Master Mai-

content, me thinks you are malconceited. ifigz Klu de

Island Col. Rec. (1858) III. 288 Some male-discontented

persons. 1714 J. FOKTESCUK-.YLANU fortesent s Absot. *r

Lint. Mon. Pref. 13 It is owing to Passion and Interest, and

not to the Male-Institution of the Law. 1715 M. DAMES
A then. Brit. I. 10 The Expression and Malepublicatlon of

the respective criminal Contents of such Scandalous Libels.

1799 R. WARNER ll alk (1800) 6 There are no limits to the

vicious conceptions, malassociations, and wild incongruities

of false taste. 1803 .S&amp;gt;/V
Pill . Jrnls. VII. 22 If, however,

it so happens that cither mal-aCCldent or your own dlscre-

tion . . has prevented [etc.] 1808 E. S. BAKKEIT Miss-led

General 125 These malappointinenls tojk place ..when

the army had ceased to be a matter of mere parade. 1822

MRS. E. NATHAN I.angrcath I. 81 This maloperation of

the affei tions..m iy be best prevented . .by that wholesome

species of dissipation. 1824 Examburmft A man I never

s,i\v, and therefore could have no malfcehng towards. 1839

Blu.kW: Mag. XLV. 812 Fearful gropings to imitate what

they render malcreated and hideous. 1840 MILL Diss. f(

Disc. (1859 I. 94 The question often is, what is least preju

dicial to the intellect, uncultivation or malcultivation. 1841

GES. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) VI. 161 That mal-reasoning

which makes men expect [etc.]. 1843 &quot;Jrnl.
R. Agric. Sac. I V.

l. 792 The abuse, however, or rather mal-use, of an article

is no argument against it. 01849 POE It ks. 1864 III. 369

The heart is stirred, and the mind does not lament its

mal-instruclion. 1855 Miss COBBK Intuit. Star. 155 He

proceeds . . to guard against its malapplication by arguing
that [etc.]. 1870 O. W. HOLMES MtAatitm in Tk.

&amp;lt;y

M,&amp;lt;r.

parts. 1887 Harper s Mag. May 952 Beggars abound,

hideously malshapen. 1888 T. GILL in Amer. Naturalist

Oct. 926 Incredible as such a malidentification on the part

of Pictet must appear. 1898 Allbutt s
Sj&amp;gt;st.

Mid. V. 614
Intensified and fostered by conditions of malhygiene. 1899

Ibid. VII. 116 The maldirection of movement is much in

creased when th&amp;lt;: aid of the sight is denied. Ibid. 732 The
altered shapes of cells, regarded by Sachs as evidence of

congenital maldevelopment.
Malabar (mcu

1

laba.[\ the name of a sea-board

district in theS.W. of Hindostan, used attributively

in the names of various plants, vegetable products,
etc. Malabar bark, the genus Ochna (CasstlCs

Encycl. Diet. 1885) ;
Malabar catmint, a labiate

plant, Anisoineles malabarica, used in India as a

tonic and febrifuge ;
Malabar laurel, Melastoma

malabathrica (see quot.) ;
Malabar leaf, Cinna-

monnim malabathrum
;
Malabar nightshade, the

chenopodiaceous genus Basella ; Malabar nut, an

acanthaceous plant, fusticia Adhatoda ;
Malab ir-

oiV, an oil obtained from the livers of various fishes

found on the Malabar coast ;
Malabar plum, the

jamrosade or rose-apple, Eugeni.i jambos (Jamlosa

vulgaris}; Malabar rose, a shrubby East Indian

rose-mallow, Hibiscus rosa-matabarica.

1753 CHAMBERS CyJ. Sitpp. App., Malabar.nttt, .. the

English name of a genus of plants, called by botanists

Attitiito ill. 1787 tr. Liti itsus* Fain. Plants I. 202 Basella..

Malabar Nightshade. 1813 AINSLIE Ma . Piled. Hindostan
99 Malabar Cat Mint. Nepeta Malabariea. Lin. 181&quot;) 20

T. GREEN Univ. Herbal \. i6j Basella Rulira, Red M.ila.

bar Nightshade. Ibid. 777 Jttsticia Adtiaioda, Ma!a &amp;gt;ar

Nut. 1840 PAXTON Bot. Diet,, Malabar Leaf, see Cinna-
inoinnm Malabatrnin. . . Malabar Rose, see Hibiscus Rosa
iiialalarica, 1855 OGILVIE Snppl., Alalabar Plttin. 1882
Garden i Apr. 215/1 Melastoma malabathrica .. is a com
mon plant in Malabar, where it is used in much the same .

way as the common Laurel is here; hence the name Mala
bar Laurel. 1883 SIMMONUS Diet. Usef. Aniin., Malabar
Oil-Sardine (Cliipca longiceps). Large quantities of oil are
made from this fish on the coast of Malabar,

II Malabathrum ;moelaha;-brym). Hist. Also

malobathrum, mala-, malobathron. [L. mala-,
malobathrum, -on, a. Gr. ^d\a-, naKofiaSpov, a.

Skr. tama.apaUra, f. tamala (Hindi iamdl) the

name of various trees (see below) f pattra leaf.]
An aromatic leaf mentioned by ancient writers

;
a

perfumed ointment prepared from this.

The Hindi tamal, Skr. tainala (which is the source
of the Gr. and L. word), is applied to the tree Xan-
tkoehynms pietorius, and also to various species of Cin-
Ha/nont/iin, two of which have been named C. Mala-
bathrum and C. Ta-nala. The malabathrum of antiquity
was prob. the leaf of one or more species of Cinnainoiinim.
The identification with the betel leaf (Skr. tainbfda, Hindi
tainbdll is erroneous.
iSot HOLI.ANU Pliny I. 378 We are beholden moreover to

Syria for Malobathrum. . .
./&quot;Egypt is more fruitfull of this

hearbe than Syria. And yet there commeth a better kind
thereof from India than both of these countries. Ibid. 370
The perfume or smell that Malobathrum or the leafe yeeld-
eth when it is boiled in wine, passeth all others. 1625 PuR-
CHAS Pilgrims 1. 1. i. 43 Amomum, Ginger, Malabathrum,
Ammoniake. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Malobatkrum.
1885 tr. Wcllhansetfs Proleg. Hist. Israel 391 The culti
vation of the malabathron in Syria. 1886 SHELDON tr.

Flaubert s Salannnbd 16 For your enjoyment bread,
meat, oil, and malobathrum were provided from the store
houses.

Malable, obs. form of MALLEABLE.
t Malacado liian. Obs. [app, f. some cor

ruption of MELOCOTOJ) + -IAN.] MVBOBALAN.

75

1608 Closetfor Ladies 4 To preserue Mirabolans or Mala-
cadonians. Take your Malacadonians and stone them.

Malaca-tawney, obs. f. MULLIGATAWNY.

Malacaton, -catoon, var. ff. MELOCOTOX.

Malacca (malse ka). The name of a town and

district on the Malay peninsula in the S.K. of Asia
;

used at/rib, in some names of plants and vegetable-

products. Malacca apple = Malay apple (see M A-

LAY
a.&quot;; ,

Malacca bean, the fruit of the .Scmccarpi/s
Anacaniiitin or marking-nut of India (see also

MOLUCCA) ;
Malacca cane (also simply Malacca),

a walking-cane of a rich brown colour, often clouded

or mottled, made of the stem of the palm Calamus

Scipionuin.
1611 COTGK., Anacarde, th East Indian fruit called Ana-

cardium, or Beane of Malaca. 1855 Oun.vih Suppl., Ma
la, en beau. 1856 SEEMANN Hist. 1 ah/is i ;i The well-known

Malacca Canes . . do not occur about Malacca itself, but

are imported from Siak, on the opposite coast of Sumatra.

1871 Good ll ofds Xll. 431 It takes an expert to detect

a real from a painted Malacca. 1871 KINGSLEV At Last

xvi, That with, .bright flesh-coloured fruit, (is] a Malacca-

apple, or perhaps a Rose-apple. 1885 LADY BKASSEY The
Trades 135 The malacca apple with its bright magenta
flowers.

t Malace. Obs. rare~~. [ad. L. malacia a

calm at sea. a. Gr. ^laAam a ;
cf. MALACIA.] A

calnie at Sea (Cockeram 1623*&quot;.

Malachatauni, variant of MULLIGATAWNY.
Malachite (marlakait). Forms : a. 4 melo-

chites, 8 malachites, molochites. /3. 6-7 melo

chite, (8 malachquite), 7- malachite, [a. OF.

melochite, F. malachite, ad. L. *malachites, molo

chites, (jr. *nfi\nxJTT];, *fj. t\o^TT]i, a stone (pern.,

our malachite) resembling the leaf of the mallow
in colour, f. /in\dx ;, ^oXo^ ;

the mallow.] Hjdrous
carbonate of copper, occurring as a mineral of a

beiutiful green colour, susceptible of a high polish;

it is often made into ornamental articles. Also, an

example or specimen of this mineral.

1398 TRKVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. l.xvii. (1495) 574 Melo-

chites is a grene stone lyke to Smaragdus and bath that

name of the colour of malewes. 1567 MAFLET Gr. Forest

15 b, The Melochite is a greene Gem, much like to the Snia

ragde. 1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Malachite (malachites^, a

stone of a dark green colour. 1756-7 tr. Kcyslers Trav.

(1760) I. 56 Remarkable stones,.. as crystal, dragons-blood,

malachites, asteria s. 1844 DISRAELI C&amp;lt;mingsby\. iv, Colossal

vases of malachite presented by emperors.

b. nine malachite * Azvwis i.

1821 JAMESON Man. Mineral. 98 Blue Malachite, or Blue

Copper.
C. altrib. ;

sometimes
qn&si-a&amp;lt;f/.

= of the colour

of malachite. Malachite-green, (&amp;lt;?)

= malachite;

(b) a dye of the colour of malachite.

1880 FRISWULI. in See. of Arts Jrnl. 445 The well-known

methyl green . . is now . . replaced by the malachite green,

discovered by Oscar Doebner. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch s

Clin. Diaga. v. (ed. 4) 157 Roster has recently employed

malachite-green with good results as a test for hydrochloric

acid. 1900 F. ANSTEY Brass Bottle i. 3 Against a back

ground of lapis lazuli and malachite sea.

II Malacia (mal&quot; -Jii).
rath. [L. malacia

(slomachi ,
Gr. /aaXa/cia softness, f. ^aXaos soft.]

a. Morbid softening of a tissue or part. b. De

praved or fanciful appetite, as in chlorosis or preg

nancy or dirt-eating. (Syd. Soc, Lex. 1889.)

1657 Physical Diet., Klalacia, . .a corrupt appetite, . . which

is the cause of longings in women. 1706 PHILLIPS, Malacia,
a queasiness, or squeamishness of Stomach. . . Also a ten-

denotes a desire for innutritions substances,

Malacic (malarsik\ a. [f.
MALAC-IA + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to malacia. 1890 in Century Diet.

+ Malaci SSant, a. Obs. rare. [ad. I,, mala-

dssant-em, pres. pple. of malaciss are, ad. Gr.

/ja\ai f-fii ,
f. ^aXa/cos soft.] Softening.

t Ma:lacissa tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. mala-

cissation-cm, n. of action f. ntalacissare : see prec.]

The action of making soft or supple.

1638 RAW-LEY tr. Bacon s Life fr Death (1651) 48 As

touching the Malacissation, or Mollifying of the Members,
we shall speak afterward. Ibid. 50.

Malacoderm (ms lakodajm), a. and sb. Nat.

Hist. [f.
Gr. /j.a\aKu-s soft + Sippa skin.] A. adj.

Having a soft skin. B. sb. A soft-skinned animal ;

an animal of any of the various groups called

Malacodennala (-derma, -dermi), viz. : a. one of

the two divisions of Reptiles, opposed to Sclero-

dermata ;
b. a tribe of beetles, including the fire

flies ; C. the sea-anemones.

1835 KIRBY Hoi. ft Inst. Aniin. II. xxii. 414 Though the

Malacoderm, or soft-coated Reptiles, appear the legitimate
successors of the Fishes. 1866 Intell.Obsen: No. 56. 134

This curious elongate Malacoderm [an insect]. 1880 PASCOK

Zool. Class!/, (ed. 2) 139 The Malacoderms [
= Telephorid,e].

MalaCoderiliatOUS (malakada Jmat^s) ,
a.

\

Nat. Hist. [f. mod.L. Malacoclennata neut. pi.

1 (f. Gr. /*oAa/&amp;lt;os
soft + Sippa skin) + -ous.] Pertain-

MALACOTOMY.

ing to the MalacoJermata in any of the applica
tions of the term : see prec.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lc.t. ; and in recent Diets.

Malacodernious (mselSksdaumas), a. Nat.

Hist. [f. Gr. ^a\au5fp/io? soft-skinned (f. /za\a/fus

soft + Sippa skin) + -ous.] Soft-skinned ;
= MALA-

coiiERM A.
1856 in MAVM: /..i/t j. Lc.v. ; and in recent Diets.

Malacolious, variant of MELANCHOLIOUS Ol&amp;gt;s.

Malacolite vmx laki;lait). Min. [ad. F. ff/a/a-

colithe Abildgaard 1800 in Ann. de Chimie xxxii.

196: ]&amp;gt;ierre mollc&quot;),
f. Gr. /ja\a*o-s soft + \iOvi

stone: see -LITE.] A synonym of diopside.
1823 PniLLil S Mineral. Index, NaLtcolite. 1859 PAGE

l/aiufi k. C.col. Terms, Mithii-i lit,-, known also as bahlitc ;

a variety of augite of various shades of green, and of a

vilrcou^ ur sub pearly lustre.

Malacology (mselakflodji . [a. F. malacologie
he Itlainvillo 1^25, who says that it is shoit lor

malacosoologie), f. Gr, ^aXa/cci-s soft + -LOGY.] The
science which treats of the formation and habits of

soft-bodied animals or molluscs.

1836 l lti.k;u. Ma^. XXXIX. 306 We have also seen your
book upon shells, or rather upun malacology, 1857 \\ oou
Coinin. Olj. Sea-short. 14 This branch of Natural History
has leaped at once out of the nic-re childish toy of concho-

1 .:y into the maturer science of malacolu^y.

b. Iniinorously. The substance of a mollusc.

1854 I:AIU!\M Halicut. 38 Men took a great pride. .in

fattening their different coiltiillages, not so ninch .. with a

\icw to the increase of the malacology uitbin, as to produce
enormous shells. 1855 irai.ei s J/af. I.I. 548 Sometimes
after mousing a snail till it has put its head out. .they fly at

and peck off a little mouthful of its malacol i:y.

Hence Malacolo glcal a., pertaining to mala

cology. Malaco-log-ist, one versed in malacology.
1847-54 \V|..nsrm, Mafa.ologist. 1881 Amer. A a/iiraiis/

Sept. 704 Papers bearing on malacolpgical topics. 1895

Eilirt, l\e&amp;lt;~. ( )ct. 358 The recently instituted Malacological

Society of London. // /(/., Amalacolugist is concerned first

with the molluscous animal.

Malacopterygian (rnse-lalcppteri-dj an), a.

and sl&amp;gt;. [f.
mod.L. malacopterygi-i (f.

Gr. /laAa/ta s

-) inifivf-, Trri/&amp;gt;v
w ing) + -AN

.]
a. adj. Of or

pertaining to the Malacoptcrygii or soft-finncd

fishes, b. sb. One of the Malacopterygii.
1835 KIUUY llali. H- Ins/. Aniin. II. xxi. 392 Malacopte

rygian ur soft-rayed Fishes. Ibid., Apode Malacoptery-

gians. 1843 Lo\\ i-: fishes Madeira Inlrud. 13 &quot;1 he seci-)iul

series of the true fishes, called Malacopterygians or Soft-

fumed. 1876 Bencdeifs Aniin. Parasites ^ A sea anemone

living on good terms wilh a Malacopterygian tish.

Malacopterygious (mEeaak^pteri-dsas), a.

[formed as prec. + -ous.]
= MALACOPTERYGIAN a.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Am:nodytes, l \\z fish is of

the malacopterygious or s. .ft-linned kind. 1875 Encycl.

Brit. I. 31/1 Abdaminalei or AMominal Fishes, a sub

division of the Malacopterygious Order.

ii MalaCOSteon(ma.lak/ st/Vn,. Path. [mod.L.
f. Gr. ^aAaK-us soft + iiariov bone.] =OSTEO-

MALACIA.
1801 .V(v/. Jrtil. V. 50 In .. cases where malacosteon has

made such dreadful ravages in the female constitution.

1877 tr. re// Zitiiissen s Cycl. tiled. XVI. 226.

Malacostomous (mselakp-stdfaws), a.

mod.L. malacoslom us (Kay s U llltigliby 1686 ;
f.

Gr. ya\anu-s soft + &amp;lt;rr6n-a mouth) + -ous.] Of

fishes : Having a soft mouth (i. e. toothless jaws) ;

leather-mouthed.

1.753
n CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. 1775 in ASH ;

and in mod.

Diets.

MalaCOStracan (rmelakfstrakan), a. and sb.

[f.
mod.L. malacostraca pi., Gr. naKatcuCTpaita,

neut. pi. of pakaKuarpaKos soft-shelled (f. /ta\aos

soft + oarpcLKov shcllj + -AX.] a. adj. Of or be

longing to the Malacostraca, one of the orders

of the Crustacea, b. sb. An individual of this

order.

1835 KIBBV Halt, f,- Inst. Aniin. II. xiv. 18 He [Dr. Le ich]

further subdivides . . the Crustaceans into Entomostracans

ar.d Malacostracan-. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spee. xiv. (1878)

390 The whole great malacostrac.m order. 1893 SHIPLEY

Zool, IiK crtibratn 280 The characteristic Malacostracan

excretory gland is found opening on the second antennK.

MalacostracologyCms lak^trilVlSdji). [f.

mod.L. malacostraca (,see MALACOSTKACAN) +

-OLOGY.] The science which treats of the Mala

costraca. 1847-54 in WEBSTER. 1855 in OGILVIE Sufpl.

Hence Malaco^stracolo-glcal a., pertaining to

malacostracoloyy ; Malaco straco legist, one

versed in this science. 1890 in Century Diet.

Malacostracons (ma 1ak,&amp;gt; slrakas), a. [f.

mod.L. meiacastraca(tex MALACOSTHACAN) + -ous.J

- MALACOSTBACAN a.

1843 Encycl. Melrop. XXV. 2 The Malacostracous Crus

taceans of Latreille and Edwards. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. lira.

Aniin. vii. 375 A malacostracous crustacean.
f

Malacotomy (malak(i-tomi). [f.
Gr. ^aAa*o-s

soft + -ro/^ia cutting.] The anatomy of soft-bodied

animals, e. g. the Mollusca.

1879 in ROSSITER Diet. Sei. Terms.

Hence Malacoto mic a., pertaining to mala-

cotomy; Malaco tomist, one versed in mala-

COtomy In some recent Diets.

76 -a



MALACOZOIC.

Malacoton, -oon, -oun, van MELOCOTON.
Malacozoic (mcclak^z^u-ik;, a.

[f.
mod.L.

walacozoa (f. Gr. /^aA.a/fo-s soft + (taov an animal)
H--IC.] Of or pertaining to the Malacozoa or soft-

bodied animals, e. g. the Mollusca. Malacozoic
series : I luxley s term for the series of animals from
the lowest Polyzoa to the highest molluscs.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. xii. 679.

Ma:lacozO oid. [formed as prec. + -OID.]
1862 UASA Man. Geol. (1863) 749 Malacozooids ; or Mol-

lusk-like Protozoans, as the Rhizopods.

Malaco-zoology (mse-lak^z^lfidn). [a. F.

malacozoologic (De Blainville 1825), f. mod.L.
malacozoa (see MALACOZOIC and -OLOGY) ;

cf. ZOO

LOGY.] MALACOLOGY.
1856 in MAVNE Expos. Lex, 1902 Catal. Lib, L nir. Mn-

sc ttw, Oxford.

t Mala ctlc, a. and sb. ? Obs. [ad. Gr. /*ct\a-

KTitc-os, f. juaXa-j stem of fjLaXaaotiv to soften,

cogn. w. /laAa/^os soft.] a. adj. Adapted to soften;
emollient, b. sb. An emollient medicine. Hence
Mala ctical a., in the same sense.

1541 R. COPLAND Calycns Terap. 2 C ij, A salue malactyke.
1657 I OMUNSOX Renpu s Disj&amp;gt;. 35 Some [purge] by molli

fying as most malacticks. Ibid. 200 A malactical and mol-
litive medicament and a Malagm do not at all differ. 1684
tr. Bonefs Merc. Cotnpit vn. 253 Ammoniack, or some other

Malactick, must be applied. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v.

Cargonsm^ Others [Gargarisms]. .are malactick and diges
tive. 1889 in byd. Soc. Lex.

fMalacy, anglicized form of MALACIA.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658-96 in PHILLIPS.

Maladaptation (ruse Isedseptri -Jan). [f. MAL-
prefix + ADAPTATION-.] Faulty adaptation.

1877 W. K. CLIFFORD Lect. % Ess. (1879) II. 273 The silly

maladaptntions in organic nature are seen to be steps towards
the improvement or discarding of imperfect organs.
Maiaddress, anglicized form of MALADIIKSSE.
I Malade. Obs. [a. F. malade: sec MALADY.]

A sick person, an invalid.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 271 b/2 And themalades andseke
men refused their medycyne and heler. 1651 tr. De-las-
Cffi-eras Don Fenise 8 They carried the Malade unto Pole-
run s house.

Maladerie. Obs. exc. Ifist. In 5 maledery,
mallardri. [a. OF. maladerie ^mod.F. corruptly
maladrerie, after ladrt leper), f. malade sick.] A
hospital, esp. for lepers.
A leper hospital near Sandwich is mentioned in various

i5th c. wills as Me Maldrye (1408),
* the Maldery (1492),

the Mullery (1499* a &quot;lodern lease has Mauldry .

1461 Rolls ofParlt. V. 472/2 The Hospitall of the holy
Innocentes called the mallardri. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn.

470 The maledery of Le Longe lumell. 1903 JEANS Mur
ray s }{andbk. Lincs/i. (ed. 2; 64 Ju-&amp;lt;t

outside the gate [sc.

liar date, Lincoln] is Malandery field so called from the

Maladerie, or Hospital for lepers, founded by Remigius.

Maladichte, -dicte : see MALEDIUHT.

t Mala dious, a. Obs. [f. MALADY + -ous ; cf.

OF. maltuiteitx.]
= next.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 18 The soule her selfe as
maladious feeles some want of her excellencie.

Maladive (rruu-ladiv), a rare. Also 5 -if.

[a. F. maladif) -ive, f. malade: see MALADY.] Of,

pertaining to, or affected with sickness, sickly.
1481 BOTONER Tulle on Old Age (Caxton) Cj, They haue

their bodyes seke & maladif. 1605 DANIEL Queers Ar
cadia. i. i. (1606) B, Our holesome climate growne more
maladiue. 1865 Argosy I. 33 He can confound nervousness
with indigestion, and make it odious by maladive associa
tions innumerable. 1879 FARRAR -SV. Paul II. 216 note,
The Arminian [theory], which regards hereditary corruption
not as sin or guilt, but as infirmity, a maladive condition.

i Maladize, v. Obs. rare~ }

. [f. MALADY sb.

+ -IZK.] trans. To affect with a malady or mala
dies. Only in pa. pple.
1790 J. WILLIAMS Shrove Tuesday in A Cabinet, etc.

(1794) 28 In Courts or Camps, or Maladis d or Sound.

Mai-adjusted : sec ^\.\\&amp;gt;- prefix.

Maladjustment (maelad32?-stment). [f.
MAL-

+ ADJUSTMENT.] Faulty adjustment.
1833 CHALMKUS Const. Man \. vii. (1834) II. 7 This mal

adjustment between the voice that nature gives forth on the

right of property, and the voice that arbitrary law gives
forth upon it. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. in. iii. 207
They may also arise from a slight maladjustment of the
lenses of the eye-piece, 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Mcd. VIII.

i?74 Whether the maladjustment is corrigible.

Maladminister (BW l*dmfnitw). v.
[f.

MAL-/;-#r + ADMINISTER.] trans. To administer,

execute, or manage inefficiently or badly.
1705 HARCOURT in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) V.

cxviii. 365 The government is mal-admimstered by corrupt
pei sons. 1808 G. EDWARDS Pract, Plan iii. 45 As those in-

teiests might he mal-administered. 1895 ROOSKVELT in

Atlantic Monthly Feb. 245 We will never allow the cry of

party to be used as a shield in the defense of a man who
maladministers the law.

Maladministration (mntUbdaunistr/i Jait).
Also 7-9 male-, [f. MAL- prefix + ADMINISTRA

TION.] Faulty administration; inefficient or im

proper management of affairs, csp. public affairs.

1644 HLYLJN Stumbling-block Tracts (i6Si) 68 1 The people
had not only power to elect their Magistrates, but to call them
also to accompt, in case of mal-administration. 1647 SALT-
MAKSH Sfiirk. Gfory 51847) *6i Independency, Presbytery,

Baptism,, .and all other male-administrations. 1735 BOL-
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iNGBROKE Lett. Hht. ii. (1752) 36 King James s mal-adminis-
tratiun rendered a revolution necessary and practicable.
1809 KI-;NDALI, Trieo* I. iv. 26 Call any court or magistrate
. . to an account for any misdemeanor or mule administration.

1863 H. Cox Instit. in. viii. 711 The maladministration of
the army had been the subject of complaints.

b. occas. The irregular administration of a reli

gious rite.

a 1655 VINES Lord s Snpp. (1677) 259 So that their mal
administration bring not epidemick judgements upon us.

So Maiadministrator, one who is guilty of

maladministration.
1866 Q. Rev. Oct. 547 Maladministration in every depart

ment begins.. the moment the maladministrators can say,
Blame us as you please, but you cannot supplant us .

II Maladresse (nueUdre s). Also in anglicized
form maladdress. [a. F. maladresse, noun of

quality-to maladroit : see MALADROIT.] Want of

dexterity or tact
; awkwardness.

1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title II. 102
Without the least maladresse, they visited in the family, as
if nothing material had occurred. x86z MKRIVALB Rom.
F.mp. xlii. (1865) V. 149 His behaviour was in striking con
trast both with the reserve of Augustus and the mal-address
of Tiberius. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as Rose I. viii.

158 An unlucky footman . .had the nialadrcsse to drop three

spoons that he was carrying upon a tray.

Maladroit (marladroit), a. [a. F. maladroit :

see MAL- and ADROIT a.] Wanting in adroitness

or dexterity; awkward, bungling, clumsy.
1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne \. xxiv. (1711) I. 179 When he

conies back from School, .there is nothing so aukward and
maladroit. 1731 in BAILEY vol. II. 1845 CARLYLE Crotir.wll

(1871) IV. 79 Maladroit ship-carpenters. 1848 CLOUCH
Amours de Voy. I. 205 My bookish and maladroit manners.

1898 J. E. C. BODLEY France II. iv. iv. 380 The fortunes of
a maladroit faction.

Hence Ma ladroitly adv.. Maladroitness.
1673 DKYDBN Marr. a la Mode ii. i, Doing all things so mat

a droitly [sic]. 1781 JUSTAMOND Priv. Life Lewis A y, II.

212 His maladroitness was soon the cause of his Sovereign s

losing the castles. 1827 CARLYLE Misc., Richter (1869) 4

They rather testify, however maladroitly, that the Germans
have felt their lo&amp;gt;s. 1862 MKKIVAI.K Rom. A&quot;;///, xlv. (1865)
V. 318 With his usual maladroitness, the terms he used were ,

such as seemed to imply a feeling of jealousy.

+ Maladve iiture. Obs, Also 5 male aven-
ture, 9 mal-aventure. [OK. malaventitre : see

MAL- and ADVENTURE.] a. A lawless proceeding,
an escapade, b. An unlucky undertaking; amis-
adventure.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. CLXVII. iii, Ryotous lyuyng and

male auentures. 1471 CAXTON Recityell (Sommer) I. 293 [He]
ran vnto the rescouse to his maleauenture. 1592 NASHE P.
Pcnilcsse (Shaks. Soc.) 33 Trye if you can tempt Enuie to

embark himselfe in the maladuenture. 1800 A. CARLYLF,

Aittobiog. 305 Youth and good spirits made us convert all

maladventures into fun. 1815 Zeluca II. 2 Charged with
all the mal-aventures, it seemed to be considered in the
duties of her post to have overcome.

Malady (marladi). Forms : 3-7 maladi(e,
-ye, (5 malade, -idy), 4-6 maledie, -dy(e, 6

melady, 6- malady ; pi. 5 maledius, 6 mala-
deis, 4- maladies, [a. K. maladie, f. malade

sick = Pr. mafapte, malaute : late L. male habitus

(L. male ill, habitus pa. pple. of kabere to have) ;

cf. the Vulgate male habcns (
^ Gr. rcaitus

tx*&quot; )

Luke vii. 2.]

1. f a. Ill health, sickness, disease (obs.}. b. A
specific kind of ill health, an ailment, a disease.

c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 31 He was i-warisd

of his maladie. c 1330 Sir Bates (MS. A.) 3921 God..heled
him of his maladie. 1340 HAMKJLE Pr. Consc. 701 Kevyr,

dropsy, and launys, Tysyk, goute, and other maladys.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2127 Amendid of hire malidy his

moder he fyndis. 1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 424/1 For ma
ladie, or for any other resonable cause. (. 1440 LOSELICH
OaiYxxxvi. 200 They knew not fulliche his Malade. 1480
CAXTON Citron. Eng. v. (1520) 44 b/i He sayd he wolde

helpe the kynge of his malady a 1533 LD. BKRNERS lluon
Ix. 210 She tooke there such a maladye that she dyed therof.

MALAGMA.
Astrology is another malady of weak minds. 1829 CARLVLI.
Mite. 11057) II. 1 16 Our spiritual mahidics are but of Opinion.
1891 K. KINGLAKE Australian at ff. 17 A clerk s calling
is not the only one overdone. That of the governess suffers

from the same malady.

II Mala fide (me^\e fai dz), adv. and a. [L.
maid fide -= in bad faith *. Cf. BONA FIDE.]
A. adv. In bad faith. B. adj. Chiefly with agent
nouns : Acting in bad faith ; pretended, not genuine,
sham. Mala fide possessor : one who holds by a

title which he knows to be bad.

[1561 Rtg. Privy Council Scot. I. 180 The said Thomas
was in mala fide be intrometting with the gudis libellit.]

1681 VISCT. STAIR Instit. i. vii. (1693) 4 I extends to

the Fruits which he hath enjoyed, mala fide. 1808
BEKTHAM Sc. Reform 7 On the part of mala tide suitors

isuitors conscious of being in tbe wrong). 1875 POST E
Gaius ii. (ed. 2) 203 The mala fide possessor, .acquires no
property in the consumed fruits. 1901 Scotsman 2 Oct. 9
The authorities of the Kxcise have taken no action

1549 Coinpl. Scot. vi. 57 In dangeir of diucrs maladeis, as

of fiuxis, caterris, collie, and gut. 1588 SHAKS. L.L. L. iv,

iii. 295 Abstinence engenders maladies. 1647 TRAPP Mamnv
Gd. Authors in Cotmn. Ep. 614 Q- Elizabeth, .knew, that

much meat, much malady. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med.

(1790) 137 Those who breathe the impure air of cities, have

many maladies to which the more happy rustics are entire

strangers. 1871 NAPHKYS Prev.tyCure Dis. \\\. ii. 619 The
vast number of maladies which may attack our bodies.

personified. 1563 SACKVILLE Induct. Mirr. Mag. xlix,

And fast by him pale Maladie was plaste, Sore sicke in bed,
her colour al forgone.
2. fig. A morbid or depraved condition (e.g. of

mind, morals, social arrangements, etc.); some

thing that calls for a remedy. (Cf. DISEASE 2.)

13.. Minor Poems fr. Vcrnon MS. 239/686 To Helen

vs of seuen Maledius. 11385 CHAL CER L. G. W. 1379

Hypsip.) Thow ne feltist malady Save foul delyt. 1390
&amp;lt; JOWER Conf, II. 142 That ilke unsely maladie, The which
is cleped Jelousie. c 1410 HOCCLEVE Mother of God 117
Beeth leches of our synful maladie. 1500-20 DuKBAR
Points xxii. 56 May nane rerneid my melady Sa weill

as ge, schir, veraly. 1563 Homilies n. Rebellion i. (1859)

555 Such lewd remedies being far worse than any other

maladies and disorders (hat can be in the body of a com
monwealth. 1647 MAY Hist. Parlt. \. iv. 41 Not hoping
..so quick a call of a national! Synod, as the present ma- i

lady required. 1687 DKYUKN Hind $ P. m. 69 The matron
was not slow to find What sort of malady had seized her .

mind. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No 87 F 6 The cure of our
|

intellectual maladies 1786-7 UONNVCASTLE Astron. \. 5 \

OH. 5 3

. .to deal
with the mala-fide and proprietary clubs.

Mala fides ftnME 6i*dfc). Law. [L. main

fides bad faith.] Bad faith, intent to deceive.
1681 VISCT. STAIR Instit. n. xii. (1693) 354 Bona fides is

presumed, unless a contrary Probation, or vehement Pre

sumption be for mala fides. 1802-12 P.LNIHAM Ration.

Jttdic, Evid. (1827) III. 623 At the peril of extra costs in

case of mala fides. 1885 LD. COLKKIIKJE in Law Rep. 15

Q. Bench Div. 137 Absence of mala fides., is not enough.

Malafiges, sb. pi. ? U. S. [a. I)u. malefijtje,

malefielje, dim. of malcfijt^ of obscure origin :

? connected \\ith F. malefique MALEFIC a.] A
sailors

1

name for a small sea-bird supposed to

appear before a storm : apparently, the stormy

petrel or Mother Carey s chicken
*

(Cent. Diet.).

Malaga (mse-laga). Also 7 malaca. mal(l)igo,

mallago(e, -egoe, -igo e, 8 malago. The name of

a seaport in the south of Spain. Used ///
/&amp;lt;$.,

as in

Malaga raisins, sack, wine. Also as sb. (short for

Malaga wine}) a white wine exported from Malaga.
1608 DAY Law Trickes I. ii. (1881) 21 He put al my loue

into one quart of Maligo. 1623 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise
Ht nipsced Wks. (1630) in. 65 i Braue Wine Merchants,
little were your gaine, By Mallegoes, Canaries Sacke from

Spaine. 1623 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Sfian. Gipsy in. i. (1653)
E i b, Peter see me shall wash thy noule, And Malligu
Glasses fox thee. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Malaga or J\fa-

laca Sack. 1686 WOOD Z.yfc(O.H.S.) III. 199 Before the

warr nothing but sack and mallagoes were drunk and claret

nut at all. 1698 / ////. Trans. XX. 291 A Grocer s Basket,
such as they put up their Malaga Raisins in. 1768 PIGOIT
in Phil. Tram. LXI. 287, I exposed, .a wine glass half full

of Malaga wine. 1806 A. HUNTER Cnlina (ed. 3) 45 To
each gallon put two pounds of Malaga raisins a little chopped
1887 PATER Iwag. Portr. 2 The lad .left tintasted the

glass of Malaga which was offered to him.

Lenil . 1898 P. MANSOS Trop. Diseases ii. 64 His urine has
become very dark in colour, perhaps malaga-coloured.

Malagash (mae lagoej), a.and sb. Also Mal-

(l)egass, 8-9 Malegash. See also MADAGASS.

[var. of next. Cf. F. Afalgaihe,~\ a. adj. Of or

pertaining to Madagascar, b. sb. A native of

Madagascar; also as//// ral.

1711 lr. Cauchc s l o\. Afiidagascar 40 In the Province of

Miitatan, Neighbouring on that of the Mallegasses or Made-

gasses. Ibid. 56 The Malegasses. 1703 TRAPP tr. Koclions
I oy. Madagascar 40 The Malegashes know but two ways of

dressing their meat. Ibid. 52 The Malegash language. 1833
OWEN Voy. A/r. t

Arabia
&amp;lt;V Madagascar II. ix. 100 A hu^&amp;lt;.:

population of Malegash and Arabs. Ibid., The style of their

buildings, -is one-half Arab and the other Maltg-ish.

Malagasy v
ina l;i^^&quot;si) (

a. and sb. [Used in

the native lang., but believed to be an altered form

of a foreign appellation ^of obscure origin repre
sented by the variants Madecass, AfaJagass, whence
the name Madagascar.
In the Malagasy language the unstressed vowels are

whi.spered ,
and the s before i or y approaches the sound

off; hence the European form MALAGASH.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Madagascar, its

inhabitants, language, etc. B. sb. a. A native of

Madagascar ;
also as plural, b. The language

spoken there.

l835 J- J- KKLLMAN (title} A Dictionary of the Malagasy
language. 1839 W. ELLIS Hist. Madagascar I. 112 The
floors of the Malagasy houses are generally covered with

red and
yellow

rusn mats. Ibid. 145 The physical, moral
and intellectual peculiarities of the Malagasy. Ibid. 184
This .. conveys as much to a Malagasy as the heartiest

thrice-repeated cheer does to an Englishman. 1830 J. J.

FREEMAN ibid. 496 A prefix, in Malay, pen, in Malagasy,
vifian. 1878 W. E. COUSINS Malagasy Lang, in Phil. Soc.

Trans. 311 The Malagasy is undoubtedly a genuine member
of the Malayo- Polynesian family. i88 lllustr. Miss. News
Mar. 27 The Malagasy Christians may truly be called Bible

Christians . Show the Malagasy chapter and verse.. and

they are satisfied. 1898 A. LANG Making of Rflig. v. 92
The Malagasies. divine by crystals.

Malagatany, -tawny, obs. ff. MULLIGATAWNY.
t Mala-gma. Med. Obs. PI. malagmata.

Also in anglicized form 6-7 malagme, 7 malagm.

[late L., a. Gr. ^riAcryjua, f. paX&Vfffr to assuage.]
An emollient plaster.
1541 K. COPLAND Galycns Temp. 2 C ii, A malagme (that

is to wyt a salue malactyket. 1643 TUCKNEY {inline of G.

12 Their Malagmata and Lenitives. 1657 TOMLINSON Re-

nous Disp. 200 A malactical and moIHtive medicament and
a Malagm do not at all differ. 1748 tr. /vc

1

. Renatns&quot; Dis-

temp. Horses 188 You should make uac of a Malagma, or of



MALAGTJETTA.

a Caustick. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Xiipp.,

often the malagma s consisted only ofgums dissolved in wine.
p., Malagma,. .very
ms dissolved in wine.

Malagru-g^ojrous, a. jocular. [? Distortion

of It. tiialafiiroso, unfortunate. But cf. Sc. mala-

gntized rumpled, disordered (E.D.D.).] Dismal,

lugubrious. Hence Malagru grously adv.

1818 LOCKHART in Black. Mag. 111.407 He writes more

malagrugrously than Dante. 1826 /,W. XX. 327 He looketh

malagrugorous and world-wearied. 1839 LOCKHART Baltan-

tyne-humbug 106 A certain malagrugrous exposition of Ins

own views..drawn up by James Ballantyne in.. 1826.

Malaguetta (milage-la). Forms: 6 man-

guetta,manegete.7mellegette,7-8malegutta,S
malaget, malaghetta, malagato, malegetta, 8-y

malaguette, 9 maniguette, malaguet(a, mele-

guet(f)a, 7- malaguetta. [Of obscure origin.

App. identical with the med.L. mclegeta, the name of

a spice mentioned t 1214 in connexion with cloves and car-

damoms, and said a 1331 to be among the productions of

he grains resemble those of millet. This seems probable ;

mt if the word be of European origin, it has either been

lang. at Cape Palmas the name is cinaiieytutta, but that as

the name is very local (the more usual word is maiaauag),
a European origin is possible.]

The capsules or seeds of Ainoiiiiiin Mehguetta ot

West Africa, used as a spice and in medicine ;

also known as Grains of I aradise and Guinea

Grains. (Cf. CARDAMOM.)
1568 M. HACKET tr. Tlavcfs New Found World 26 In

Ginney the fruit that is most rife and common.. is named

Manguetta. 1670 OGILBY Africa 413 Graines of paradise

..which the natives call Mellegette. 1670 tr. Cillaufi

Guinea 101 They call not Pepper ..Grain, with the Hol

landers, but Malaguetta, with us. 1703 BOSNIAN Gnitieax.nl.

(1721) 216 Malaget, otherwise called the Grains of Para

dise. Ibid. xvi. 285 Malagueta, otherwise called Paradice-

Grains, or Guinea Pepper. 1788 CLAKKSON linfol. Slare

Tr. 13 The first [pepper] that was discovered or imported,
w.is malaguetta, or grains of Paradise.

b. attrib., as malaguelta pepper.
1745 Astle/s Voy. II. 520 The Malaghetta, Grain, or

Pepper Coast. 1788 J. MATTHEWS Sierra Leone 58 The

Malagato Pepper, or Grains of Paradise. 1863 R. F. BURTOM
ll anit. I! . A/r. II. 37 By the Dutch they were called

Guinea Grains; by the trade Malaguetta Pepper. 1877

K. H. MAJOR Discov. Pr. Henry xi. 170 The natives

brought. .Malaguette pepper in grain and in its pods as it

grew. 1899 MARY KINGSLEY West A/r. Stud. ii. 57 Mele-
;

guetta pepper.

Malahack (mse lahsek), v. dial, traits. To
cut or carve badly.

i82j FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Malahack :&amp;gt;.,.. to cut or

carve in an awkward and slovenly manner. 1866 LOWELL

BiglowP. Introd., [Words New Eng. 4M.}lfaiakack to cut

up hastily or awkwardly. 1893 Broad A crf. (ed. Cozens-

Hardy) 54, I heard of a donkey purchased for little money
on account of some injury; but it was not so malahacked
as to be jammucked for all that .

Malaliaue. Obs. rare~ l
. [Irish mulachaii

a kind of soft cheese.]
1656 S. HOLLAND Zara 17 Stewd Prunes, bread made

of Malahane [margin, Bread made of Cruds. See the Irish

Dictionary], And Honey fetcht from Sugar Cane.

II Malaise (mos-Uiz, r. malgz). [F. malaise, (.

OF. mal adj., bad, ill -I- aise EASE
&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;.]

A condition

of bodily uneasiness or discomfort, esp. a condition

of bodily suffering or lassitude, without the de

velopment of specific disease. (Cf. MALEASE.)
1768 LD. CHESTERF. Let. to Bp. Clicncrix 25 June Misc.

IVks (1777) II. 532, I feel what the French call a general
mal-aise, and what we call in Ireland an univelhtess. 1857
G. Birifs Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 211 A young man.. who
. .became a patient of Dr. Garrod s for general malaise. 1870
Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) IV. 218 Loss of appetite and a

general sensation of malaise. 1899 Allbntt s Syst. jlltd.

VII. 740 The illness begins., with general malaise and
feverishness.

b. fig.

1883 St. James s Gaz. 2j Dec. 3/1 There will be, first, a
universal malaise ; then Hie loss of the faculties of govern
ment and self-defence. 1885 ll o&amp;gt;&amp;lt;l Trade Circular, Tho
Wool Market has not escaped the influence of an almost
univer&amp;gt;al commercial malaise.

Malakatoon(e, variant of MELOCOTOS.

Malakoff (mrc-lak^f). [The name of a fortifi

cation erected by the Russians at Sevastopol, and

captured by the French, S Sept., 1855.]
1 1. A crinoline. Obs. [So in Fr. : see Le Figaro

22 Sept. 1885, 1/3.]
1861 LADY CHATTERTON Mem. Ld. Gambler I. ii. 27 Eng

lishwomen have witnessed the superior circumference of
their Gallic sisters, in the palmy days of MalakofTh

2. A particular form of four-handed dominoes.

1870 Routledge s Ev. Boys Ann. Nov. 671 Calling the

restricted game the MalakofF
, leaving the wider game the

old title of Sebastopol.
3. (See quot.)
1883 SIMMOKDS Diet. Usef.A H/;//., Malakoff\a. small round

cream cheese made in Gournay, France.

Malambo (malse
-

mb0). The aromatic bark

of Croton malambO) a euphorbiaceous shrub of
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Venezuela and New Granada, used in medicine and

perfumery. Also malambo hark.

1816 Jrul. Set. ft Arts I. 59 The Malambo bark, which

the French have lately introduced Into their materia medica,

Malancolius, Malanc\h)olyCe, obs. ff.

MELANCHOLIOUS, MKLANCHOLY.

Malander, mallender (ma-lendoj . Now
only//. Forms: 5 rnalawnder, 6 malaudre,
malandrie, 6-8 malender, 7 mallander, S ma!-

lendar, 6- malander, 7 mallender. [a. V.

malandre a sore in a horse s knee, n&amp;lt;l. L. inalan-

dria (neut. pi. and fern, sing.\] A dry scabby

eruption behind the knee in horses, f a - S
&quot;X-

Ol&amp;gt;s-

c 1400 Promp. / am. 323/1 Malawndcr, sekeness. mori iis.

1523 FITZHERB. Huslf. 94 A malander is an yl sorance. .

and appereth. .in the bendynge of the knee behynde. 1530
PAI.SGK. 176 Malemlrc, a malandre, a sore. [bid. 242/1

Malandrie, sicknesse, malandre. 1607 TorsKl.l. Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 313 A Malander is a kinde of Scab growing . .

overthwart the bent of the knee. 1614 M \KKIIAM (. heap
llnsb. 32 Of the Mallandar, Sellander.. . Crowne-scabs, and

such like. 1639 T. DE GREY L amfl. llorscm. 6 Subject to

niainge, mallender, seliender. .or any other the like soranres.

*759 BKOWN Comfil. Fanner 18 For a Mallendar. Take

bay-salt, gunpowder [etc.). 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 422,1

Spavin and mullendcr \si\ 1
are of very rare occurrence.

attrib. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2408/4 The hair clipped close

on the Mallender place of the near Leg.

b. //.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 335 tiitirg., Liclienes : some take

them for the Malanders. 1607 MAKKHAM Carat. I. (.1617)

20 T he best keepers cannot preserve them from scratches,

pahles and mallanders. 1762 Cray Talcs 74 Withoutetl

splint, or malanders, or grease. 1884 Sat. A tv. 5 July 27/2

It is a breach of a warranty of soundness if the warranted

horse suffers from, .mallenders.

Hence Ma landered ///. a., affected with ma-

landers.

1696 r.oiul. Gas. No. 3248/4 A strong. .Rigil Horse, . .ma-

lender d on the near leg.

t Malandryn. Ctu. rare~ l
. [a. F. malan-

t/rin- It. ma/aii.fi-iiia.] A highwayman, a robber.

1460 CAPGRAVE Citron. iRoll&amp;gt;) 309 Jon was bruute to the

Councelle in the same aray thei toke him, in schort clothis,

lich a Malandryn.

Malapert (mse lapait), a. and sf&amp;gt;. Obs. exc.

arch. Forms: 5 maleapert, maleperte, 5-7

malapart, 6 malaperte, malepeirt, maloperte,

mallaparte, 6-7 malepart, malipert, malipart,

mallapert, 6-8 malepert, 7 maleparte, malle-

part, mallipart, mally part, malapart, 5- mala

pert, [a. OF. malapert, used by E. Dcschamps
as the contrary of appert--espert clever, able (:!..

(Xpertus EXPERT .). He-re mat has (as in mal

adroit, malcontent; the effect of reversing a favour

able signification ;
but the Eng. sense of the com

pound points to its having been apprehended as if

f. mal (in the sense improperly ) + apert bold,

outspoken, insolent (.see Ai uvr a. ;).]

A. adj. Of persons, their qualities, actions, etc. :

Presumptuous, impudent, saucy .

c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 503 They swere gret othes

for the noonys Her lawe to dyspyce, that was so malapert.

c 1430 .!//. Poems (Percy Soc.} 166 Maleapert of chiere

and of visage, c 1440 Jacob s H ell 148 pe secunde is yeyn
woordys, male-apert, in iangeling. 1513 DOUGLAS ,-haeis

ix. i. 7 Hir madyne Iris from hevin sendis sche io the

bald Turnus, malapert and stout. 1329 MORI; Dynloge III.

Wks. 227/1 His malepert boldnes might peraduenture be pun
ished. 1567 DBANT Horace, Ep. I. xviii. F vj, lie perte, and

cleare in countinaunce, not malipert, and light. 1601 SIIAKS.

Tiucl. iV. iv. i. 47, I must haue an I )unce or two of this mala

pert blood from yon. 1609 BlBLE(Douay) Pro- , vii. ijTaking

theyong-man she kisseth him, and with malepert countenance

speaketh fayre. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit: I. in. (1810)35;

I haue uterly rooted those malepart bowes out of the orchard

of my country. 1640 BHOME Sparagus Garden II. in. Wks.

1873 III 141 With dry jests to manle the mallipart
st lesser

ones.. out o the pit of wit. Una. II. v. 148 Yes Malipert

Jack, I have heard that he has scene her. 1671 H. 1 oul.ls

Hist. Rom. Trcas. VI. iii. 382 In the mean time the Presby

terian Kirk grow very mallypart. 1738 tr. Guanas Art

Conversation 151 b, They ought not to suffer the Honour

and Degree of Gentry to be disgraced by
the Presumption

of malapert Clowns. 1763 Brit. Maff. IV. 296 The officer

who uttered the first malapert sentence, was put under

arrest 1825 SCOTT Betrothed viii, You are too malapert

for a young maiden. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 40 If

I was malapert, Twere fitter to rebuke than second me.

quasi-a*-: 1609 I?. IOKSON Sil. Worn. iv. IV, It angred me

to the soule, to heare hem beginne to talke so malepert.

B. sb. A presumptuous or saucy person.
1622 R. HAWKINS I oy. S. Sea (1847) 165 Such malaperts

deserve . . to have their spoyle taken from them. 1709 SlZEU
Taller No. 143 f i The Malapert knew well enough I

lau hed at her. 1765 G COI.MAN Comedies of Terence 292

Away, you malapert ! Your frowardness Had well nigh

Ma-lapertly, ado- Obs. exc. arch.
[f.

as prec.

i +-I.Y-.] In a malapert manner.

1447 BOKFXHAM Scyntys (Roxb.) 252 How darst thou. .so

malapertly Hym nemelyn ageyn in my presence, c 1460

| Play Sacrain. 637 Syr thti art ontawght . . to pere in my
I presence thus malepertly. 1563-8? FOXE A. ff M. (1590)

-8/r He, not reuerentlie, but more mahperthe than was
1

requisite. .rushed into thejudgmentplace. i643BuRROUCHEs

Exp. Hosea i.( 1652) 1 52 They should . . not spealc mallapertly,

but with all reverence and submission. 1725 KIRPATRICK

Relie- Ord. Norwich (1845) 191 They talked malapertly to

several prelates.

MALAPROPOS.

Ma lapertness. Obs. exc. arch. [f.
MALA

PERT a. -t- -HESS.] The quality of being malapert.
1430-40 LYDG. Bochas iv. xv. (1494) pvib, Moost cruelte

and vengeaunce in lowe blode with malapertnesse and in-

discrecion. 1563 N. WINZET Wks. (1890) II. 24 The male-

peirtnes of prophane noueltie. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch,
Alex. Gt. (1595 745 Clitus.. would not giue ouer his im-

pudencie and malapertenesse. 1657 THORNLEY tr. Longns
Dapknis ff Chloe 17 Daphnis was ve.xt to see the horn broke,

and that kind uf malepertnesse of the Goat. i68a BL NYAN

Holy li ar 92 Vet lie had for his malnpertness, one of his

legs broken. 1752 CARTE Hist.
E&amp;gt;ig.

1 1 1. 422 Such was their

malapertness that great disorders would have ensued.

Malapplication : see MAL-/;V^JT.

Malappropriate (ma-laprd. -pri,rt), a. [f.

MAL- + APPROPRIATE n.] Ill-suited, inappropriate.
1851 DE QUINCEY Ld. Carlisle on Pope Wks. 1859 XIII.

13 If a prize had been offered for a bad and malappropriate

subject, none worse could have been suggested. 1883 .Sf.

7a:nes s Gaz. 28 Apr. 4 Much eloquent (if rather malappro

priate) language about religious liberty.

Malappropriate .mxlaprou-priieit), v. [i.

MAI.- + AiTKoi HiATi-: i
.]

trans. To misapply.
1847 F,. BRONTE II nlhcring Heights x.xxii. (1850) ! i She

thrust the hearth-brnsh into the grates in mistake fur the

poker.andmal-appropriated
several other articles ofher craft.

Malappropnation (rrcelapnwpri^-Jsn.. [f.

MAI.- + APPROPRIATION.] The action of malappro-

priating ; misapplication.
1848 LVTTON IlarM XI. vi. 283 A charge of mal-appro-

priation, whether uf pay ur uf buuty. \v.is biuu-ht against

him. 1855 Mil.MAN I. a!. Chr. IN. \ii. IV. r;j The nial-

appropriation of a large sum deposited in another quarter.

II Mala praxis (ivu~ la prarksis). Law. [mod.
L. mala, fern, ul mains bad, wrong + fraxis : see

PJIAXIS. Cf. MAI.I HAXIS.] = MALPRACTICE i a.

I733 RAYMOND Cases Kings Kcneli (1775) I. 214 The

court resolved, that mala praxis is a great misdemeanor

and offence at common law. .because it breaks the trust

which the party has placed in the physician, tending directly

to his destruction. 1768 BI.ACKSTONI. Ccrniiu. 111.122. 1865

A. S. TAYLOR / raft. Mot. Jurispr. (18731 &quot;5
A charge of

malapraxis is sometimes raised against a medical man in

consequence of the death uf a patient.

Malaprop mse laprpp), sl&amp;gt;. and a. [from the

nameof Mrs. Malaprop suggested byM AI. \ni&amp;lt; &amp;gt;r&amp;lt;
is

,

a character in Sheridan s play of The Rivals ,177?)*

remarkable for her misuse of words.] a. sb.

= MALAPROPISM. b. atfj.
= MAI.APHOPIAN.

1823 Etiiii. KIT. XXXIX. 171 An agreeable intermixture

ofmalaprops. 1840 DuQl-UKV.V Style l. Wks. 1690 X. 152 But

observe.. the total absence of all malaprop picluresqueness

that might have defeated its deadly action upon the ncrvoui

system. 1878 BAIN I.duc. as Science ix. 329 A malaprop use

of words. 1887 Athenxum 5 Feb. 189/1 The expression

on suffrage ,
a delightful malaprop for on sufferance .

Malapropian fmselaprp-pian, -pr&amp;lt;i-pian\
a.

[f. prec. + -IAN.] Of the nature of a malapropism ;

given to malapropisms.
1860 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life (1885) II. 263 Mr. Lewis i

;

sending what a Malapropian friend once called a missile

to Sara. 1898 Spectator 16 Apr. 539/2 There is a latent

shrewdness in his malapropian talk which is quite delig

Malapropism (mse-laprppiz m). [f.
M ALA-

PROP + -I*M.] Ludicrous misuse of words ; an

instance of this.

1849 C. BBONTE Shirley II. vi. 145 A malapropism which

rumour had not failed to repeat. 1887 Spectator 9 Apr. w~, t

That mental haziness which has its outcome in malapropism.

1890 Harper s Mag. Apr. 664 ! Lemaitre has reproached

Shakespeare for his love of Malapropisms.

Malapropoism [mselseprifpo-iz m). nonce-wd.

[f. next + -ISM.] Ludicrous misapplication of lan

guage ;
an instance of this ;

= MALAPROPISM.

1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen xxv, Sadly annoyed he is

sometimes by her mal-apropoisms. 1893 A. DOBSON in

ft iifvi. Ma?. Aug. 371 Not even the Malapropoism of

Sheridan or Dickens is quite as riotously diverting.

II Malapropos (malapr0p&amp;lt; 1 inselKpr0p#&amp;gt; )&amp;gt;

afl!l
&amp;gt;

a. and sb. Variously written mal a propos, mal

a propos, mal a-propos, t malapropo, mal

apropos, malapropos. [F. mal a propos, f. mal ill

+ to apropos purpose : see MAL- and APROPOS.]

A. adv. In an inopportune or awkward manner;

unseasonably, inappropriately.
1668 DRYDEN Ess. Dram. 28 They do it not so unseason

ably, or malapropos as we. 1673 Marr. a la Mode V. i,

How durst you interrupt me so mat a propos. 1679 MRS.

BiTIN Feign d Ciirthan iv. i, Thou dost come out with

things so malapropo. 1750- Ms. DELANY LO.lt Mrs.

Dewu 5 Jan., Family affairs .. sometimes will break m

malapropos. 1823 BYRON Juan Vl. l.x.xxiv One who_had
no

sin to show Save that ofdreaming once mal-a-propos . i

VtiKl.o Bridal ofBelmont Poems (1864) I. 175 Some Pe P lc

have a knack, we know, Of saying things mal-a-propos.

B. at/i. Inopportune, inappropriate.

,7,1 BUDOELL Sficct. No. 77 f 5 Doing and saying an

hundred Things which . . were somewhal: ;/ a **! and

nndesicned. 1735 FIELDING Eurydice Wks. 1771 l}- =&quot;9

cinsiderim! where the scene lies, I think these
sentiment^

ire not tiial-a-/iri&amp;lt;pos. 1802 MRS. J. \VEST JitJ ttet J-ai

II xi V His malapropos answers indicated that one impor

tant subject engrossed his thoughts. 1894 H. B i

Girl s Rom. 41 Feeling very bitter ..towards this intruder

for coming at such a inal-a-propos moment.

C. sb. Something inopportune or inappropriate.

1868 BAIN Ment. f, Mor.Sci. 488 Aristotle is happily ui

embroiled with the modern controversy. Ihe
malapropos

,
of Freedom had not been applied to voluntary action.



MALAPTERUBUS.

Malapterul US .msela-pteiu-Trs). Zool. PI.

-uri ^-u-i-rai). [mod.L. (Lacepede 1803), badly
f. Or. na\aitus soft + jrripov wing + oiipa. tail.] A
genus of catfishes, certain species of which (esp.
M. electricus of the Nile) have the property of giving
an electric shock when handled.

1834 tr. Cnvier s Anim. KiHgJ. II. 187. 1848 CARPENTER
Aiiim. I hys. ix. (1872) 341. i8oz Da:ly News n Jan. 3/2
Malapteruri, or thunder fUhes as they are called by the
Anihs.

Malar m&amp;lt;?i laj), a. (and sb.) Ancit. [ad. mod.L.

niiilar-is, f. L. mala jaw, cheek bone, cheek, prob.
related to the synonym maxilla as a/a (:*ai-iid)
to axilla. Cf. F. ma/ain-.]
A. a,/J. Of or belonging to the -cheek. Malar

bone, the cheek bone.

1782 A. MONRO Annt. 97 A very rough triangular surface
is extended downwards and outwards, tu be connected to
tin: cheek-bone ; and therefore may be c illed the innlay

process. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Aneit. g-j The nerve divides into
two brandies, a malaraild tenipoial. 1870 ROLI.KSTON Aniin.

Life 6 The whole length of the malar arch. 1892 MIVAKI
Etent. Ornitlwl. 142 At the lower margin of the cheek is a
narrow linear s;ace known as the malar region.

B. sb. (or ahsol.) The cheek bone.
1866 Hi xi.KY /&amp;gt;.//. Kern. Cail/m. 120 The facial bones

:&amp;gt;b ,rt a id small
;
the malars flat. 1881 MIVART Cat 74 The

malar is a rather small, lamellar bone which forms the nio^t

prominent part of the cheek.

Malar, variant of MAILKR! St.

Malard^e, obs. form of MALLARD.
Malaria male-Tia.. [a. It. maTaria for

mala, aria, lit. bad air .] The unwholesome
condition of the atmosphere which results from
the exhalations of marshy districts. Hence used
as th- name of a class of intermittent and remittent
fevers formerly supposed to proceed from this cause,
but now known to be caused by the bite of a

mosquito of the genus Anopheles, by which the

germi of the disease are conveyed.
1740 H. WAUHILK Carr, (1820^ I. 68 A horrid thing called

tile mal aria, that comes to Rome every summer and kills

one. 1801 CHARLOTTE SMITH Lett. Solii. Wand. II. 56
He had prolonged our stay at the season of the mal-aria.

1813 J. FORSYTH Rein. E.i-curs. Italy 266 This malaria
is an evil more active than the Romans, and continues
to increase. 1843 PKESCOTT Mc.tico m. i. (1864) 131 The
s.ime burning sun. .calls forth the pestilent malaria, wilh its

train of bilious disorders. 1866 A. Fl.lNi rriiic. Mcd. (1880)
no Periodical fever, commonly known as malaria. 1875
MKRIVAI.E Gen. f/ist. Rome Ixxviii. (1877) 656 The malaria
of the Campazna. .induced the citizens, .to reside perma
nently within their walls.

b. transf. andyf^.
1839 SOUTHEY Sir T. More 11-94 Practical irreligion is

thus produced even in those who escape the malaria of in-

fidelity. 1855 THACKKKAY AVTt-t oincs II. 19 She was a mal
aria to him, poisoning his atmosphere. i86a T. C GRAT TAN
Bc&amp;lt;itcn Paths II. 350 A sort of moral malaria pervading
society and carrying o(T many victims.

c. at/rib, and Comb., as malaria season, etc.
;

i,i/aria bearing, infected adjs. ;
malaria fever,

an intermittent or remittent fever prevalent in

marshy or swampy districts, esp. in tropical coun
tries

;
malaria germ, a protozoal organism cap

able of becoming parasitic and causing the disease

known as malaria
;
so malaria parasite.

1899 Alltutfs Syst. MeJ. VIII. 917 The
&quot;malaria-bearing

mosquito. 1818 SHELLEY Ess. ,\ Left. (1852) II. 106 A
malaria fever, caught in the Pontine Marshes. 1832

l&amp;lt;!ft k-v.
I\f&amp;lt;ig:

Oct. 525 2 Life [in Padua] creeps away..
in having the Malaria fever in summer, and the pleurisy in

winter [etc.]. 1898 I . MANSON Trap. Dis. v. 97 The mosquito,
. .the alternative host of the malaria germ. 1899 Alilutt s

Syst. Med. VIII. 917 Mosquitoes reared from the eggs of
&quot;malaria-infected insects. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis. i. i

The &quot;malaria parasite. This organism is by far the most

important disease agency in tropical pathology. 1821 BYKON
Let. i Oct. in Moore Lett. * Jruls. (1830) II. 542, I staid out
too late for this &quot;malaria season.

Malarial (maleVrial), a. and sb. [f. prec. +

-AL.] A. adj.
1. In r

ected with malaria; malarious
1847 in WEIISU-K. 1870 Pall Afall G. 26 Aug. 5 The ma-

l;uiil plains of India. 1883 Harper s Jlfaf. Feb. 419/1
Malarial swamps made it unsafe for him to stay there. 1900
Brit. J/t-./. Jrnl. No. 2041. 301 In this circulation of the

contagion the presence of malarial man is indispensable.

2. Belonging to, or of the nature of, malaria.
1861 H. MACMILLAN Footn. Nature 222 Malarial and epi

demic fevers. 1871 XAPHEYS Prev. q Cure Dii. l. iii. 100 The
malarial poison in the atmosphere. 1875 H. C. Woon Therap.
(1879) 75 The wonderful power quinia has upon all forms of
malarial disease.

B. sb. One who suffers from or is subject to

attncks of malaria.

1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis._
iii. B6 In many malarials de-

pre-sin- influences., are sufficient to provoke relapse of fever.

Malarialist ,male&amp;gt;rialist). rare. [f. prec. +

-1ST.] One who studies malarial diseases.

1884 Harper s Mag. Aug. 441/2 According as one is a

sanitarian, a chemist, or a malarialist.

Malarian (male-rian), a. [f. MALARIA 4- -AN.]
I ertaining to or causing malaria

;
malarial.

1834 f.oofs Study Mcd. (ed. 4) I. 573 The peculiar effect

of a malarian poison. 1870 TENNYSON Golden. Supper 151 !

A flat malarian world of reed and rush ! 1887 RUSKIN
,

78

Frxtcrita II. 256 There was no malarian taint or other

maugmly in it [the fever].

Malariated (,mile*
&amp;lt;

rvHdd), ///. a. [f. MA
LARIA + -ATE 3 + -El) 1.] Infected with malaria.
1897 .-I lUrwtt s Sjut. Mctf. II. 729 note. He has succeeded

in .yivin^ malarial fever to healthy men by administering to
th-:m waler in which malariated mosquitoes had died.

Malarrgenous, a. ra&amp;lt;e. [Hadly f. MALAIUA
+ -GEX + -ors.] That carries or spreads malaria.
1900 firit. Mtil. Jrtil. No. 2041. 301 The malarigenous

lTH)S .[UltOS. *

Mala rioid, a. rare , [f. MALAIUA + -oil
.]

Resembling maliria (Syd. SOL . Lex. 1889).
Malario logist. rare.

[f. MALARIA + -(O)LO-

GisT.J One who studies malaria.

1900 Frit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2041.324 The importance of
these labours of the Roman malariologist.s is beginning to
be

appreciated by the Italian Government.

Malarious (m&le*riatf), a.
[f.

MALARIA +

-oi s.J Infected with malaria
;
of the nature of or

producing malaria.

^34 Cycl. Pract. Mcd. III. 61/1 Jungle-fever \&amp;gt; as common
a name for malarious disease in southern latitudes as
marsh-fever is in Europe. 1847 WKBSTKR, Malarious, per
taining to, or infected by malaria. 1861 Miss BEAUFORT
Egypt; S&- $ Syr. Shr, I. vii. 153 Deadly the fever of the
malarious plain on which the little town stands. 1864 Cd.
Words Feb. 123 F. E. Barnard caught a malarious fever.

1871 KINGSI.EY in Life ^1877) If. 370 To enforce., a sanitary
reform in to\vn and country .. till there is not a fever alley
or a malarious ditch left in any British city. 1897 Allbnifs
Sys!. Mcd. II. 1085 If. .the patient [is], .neither malarious,
anaemic nor scorbutic. 1899 Ibid, VIII. 942 When a mosquito
ingests the blood of a malarious subject.

fig. 1870 LOWELL Atnong n;y tiks. Ser. i. 341 In judging
Rousseau, it would be unfair not to take note of the mala
rious at:nosphere in which he grew up.

Malarra ngement. [f.
MAL- + ARRANGE

MENT.] Faulty arrangement.
1853 F- W- NEWMAN Odes ofHorace Pref. 7 Nothing but

the fact that Horace is chiefly read.. for the mere language
..can make the existing malarrangement endurable. 1865
AtUcnxitm 16 Sept. 365/1 Here is another specimen of mal-
arra:u&amp;lt;_-]]it-nt [of facts].

1 Malasade. Cookery. Obs. Also 5 malesade,
mes e,lade. [f. OF. malaxt, f. malaxer *

to blend,
and beat togetner, as cgges (Cotgr. : see MALAX
ATE v.} + -ADE.] An old dish composed chiefly of
Iried eg js softened with butter.
c 1430 Tn.-o Cookery. . ks. 42-3 Meselade. Take Eyroun

[etc,]... An to euery good meslade take a bowsand {read
dd = 12] Eyroun or HI&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. 1-1450 Ibid. 83-4 Malasade...
And to euery malesade, take [etc.]. [Cf. quot. 1753 s. v.

MAL\X T. 2.]

Ma lassiniila tiou. [f. M a- + ASSIMILA

TION.] Imperfect assimilation
; esp. in Path, im

perfect absorption of nutriment into the system.
1865 Reader 29 July i-5/2 Viewed in the light of the

science of nature or a true physiology, it [the doctrine of

substitution] is at best only mal assimilation. 1875 B.
MEADOWS Clin. Obs&amp;gt;. nt. 43 Eczema ,.. associated with

dyspepsia, mal-assimilation, and hepatic disorder. 1897
Altbutft Syst. Med. II. 484 A niala.-similation of oxygen
by the nervous system.

Malasso,e,s, -assus, obs. forms of MOLASSIS.
Malate (m/ l^t). Chem. Also 8-9 -at. [f.

MAL-IC a. + -ATE 4
.] A bait of malic acid.

1794 (j. ADAMS .\ &amp;lt;i/. fy l- .\-p. Pkilos. I. App. 547 Malats
but little known. 1801 Mcd. Jrnl. V. 198 Cit. VaqueUn has
discovered in the common house leek .. a great quantity of
nialat of lime {inalate dc chanx}. 1807 I HOMSUN Chcni.
led. ^ II. 309 Malic acid. . forms salts known by the name of
nialatcs. 1876 HAKI.EY Mat. Mcd. (ed. 6) 214 Malate of
Iron is. .prescribed in the old Prussian Pharmacopoeia.

Malato, obs. form of MULATTO.

! Malax, v. Obs. Also 5-7 malaxe. [ad. L.
malax -art: i sec MALAXATE. Cf. F. nialaxer.~\
1. trans. To rub or knead (a plaster, etc.) to

softness.

&amp;lt; 1400 Laiifriinc s
Cirurg&quot;, 132 Whanne bin hondis ben

anoyntid wi)&amp;gt;
oile of rosis, malaxe it [m; a plaster] longe

tyme togidere. 1543 TRAHI-:RON Vigo s Ck:rnrg. in. i. vi. 93
Strayn them, and make a cerote wyth whyte waxe, and
malaxe it in cowes mylke. 1597 Lou K Chirurg. (1634^ 322

Using on the wound the emplaistcr Diacalciteo^ maUixed
in wine. 1639 J- W. tr. GnibfrCs Char. Physic, ii. 117
Powder all tne medicaniL-nt^ severally, then mixe . . and
beate and malaxe them into a mass. 1693 N. STAPHOKST
tr. Rauwolfs Trav. East in Ray s fount. Ltnv C. (1738)
II. 21 He . . toucheth and stretc ieth your joints again in

such a manner, as if he did malax a plaister. 1754-64
SMKI.LIK Midwif. I. Introd. 56 A poultice of barley-meal
malaxed with oil must be applied.
2. To soften. (Said of a material agent.)
1634 T. JOHNSON Pan-y^s Ckirurg. x.xvi. xiii. (1678)637

A mollifying Medicin . . malaxeth or lofteneth hardned
Indies. 1753 SMOLLETT Cf. Fathom (1784) 116 i The major,
who compjamed that hU appetite had forsaken him, amused
himself with some forty hard eggs, malaxed with salt butter.

Hence f Malaxing///, a.

1638 A. READ Chirurg. ii. 12 Unle-se fomentation with
some moystning and malaxing liquor be used.

I Malaxable, 2. obs.
[f.

MALAX v. + -ABLE.]
That may be softened.

ij6z tr. Bnschifigs Syst. Gcog. I. 41 These are firm, com
pact bodies, which are not malaxable in water or oil.

Malaxage (malaksa^). [Fr.J f. malaxer
MALAX

z/.] The operation of kneading and work

ing the unbaked clay of which pottery is to be

made *

(C&quot;Y;//.
Diet. iSyo).

MALAYAN.
Malaxate (mse-lst-ks^t;, v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

maltixare, ad. Gi. naXa.GGf.iv, to make soft, related
to fj.a\aKus soft : sec -ATE.]
1. trans. To knead to softness; to make soft by

mixing or rubbing.
1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou s Disf. 1 26 Materials malaxated

in honey. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1853 SOYER Fantroph. 172
.

. As soon as it has been malaxated . . it is put into brown
freestone pots.

1 2. To soften by means of an emollient Obs.
1735 FERGUSON in Phil. Trans. XL. 426 The Abdomen

was stuped twice a Day.., and after stuping it was always
malaxated with an emollient Liniment.

Malaxation (msela-k& i-Jan). [ad. L.tHa/axa-

//&amp;lt;v/-tv;/,
n. of action f. malaxare to MALAXATE.

(. f. F. malaxation^ The action of reducing to a
soft mass by kneading or rolling.
1657 TOMLINSON RcnoiCs

/&amp;gt;/$/. 126 Being by malaxation
i &quot;adulated. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey , Malaxation, the
\\
prking of Pills, and especially Plaisters, with other things

vilii the hand ; a Pestle, or othtr Instrument. 1894 Times
j 1 Vb. 5/4 He said malaxation

,
or mixing by rolling, uas

practically the same as kneading,
b. lint. (See quot.)
1898 PIC.KMAM Solitary H as/s 11 The stinging being

completed, she [a wasp] proceeded to the process known a&amp;gt;

; &amp;lt;t/a.rait
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;tt,

wliich consists in repeatedly squeezing the
i euk of the caterpillar, or other victim [to be used as living
fjixl for young wasps], between the mandibles,

Malaxator (msHksfiti). [f. MALAXATE v.

* -on.] A mixing-mill. A cylinder having a

lotating shaft and stirring arms to incorporate
Materials (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).
1884 in CassclCs Encycl. Diet. 1890 in Century Dut.
Malaxe, variant of MALAX obs.

Malay (mal/*-), sb. and a. Also 6 Malayo,
Melayo, 8 Malaya. [rt-pr. the native name,

Malay^jLL* mcilayit] A. sb.

1. One of a race predominating in Malacca and
the Eastern Archipelago, a Malayan ; more strictly
c ne of those who call themselves by this name and

sj eak the Malay language,
1598 W. PHILLIPS tr. LinsJwten xviii. 31/2 The Malayos

[1 &amp;gt;u. I }c Malays} of Malacca say, that trie first originall or

beginning of Malacca hath bene but of late yeares. 1727
A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind, II xliii. 121 The Natives
of the Island are, as most otht-r Malayas, ver&amp;gt;

treacherou-..

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI 1 1. 328/1 In person the Malays are

short, squat, and robust. 1847 TENNYSON Print ess n. 142
The highest is the measure of the man, And not the Kaffir,

Hottentot, Malay. 1867 Spectator 26 Jan. 101/1 As.,
murderous as a quick-tempered Malay. 1883 Miss BIRD
Coldcn Chersonese Introd. 17 The Malays proper inhabit
the Malay Peninsula, and almost all the coast regions of
Borneo and Sumatra.

2. The language spoken by the Malays; the

Malay language. (Cf. MALAYS.)
1598 W. PHILLIPS tr. Linschotcn xviii. 31/2 And this speech

called Melayo [Du. Malayo] is reported to be the most
courteous and seemelie speech of all the Orient 1883 Miss
lliRU Golden Chersonese Introd. 19 Malay is the cfanm
franco, of the Straits Settlements. 1883 EncycL Brit. XV.
325/1 Malay is essentially, .a dissyllabic language.
3. Short for Malayfowl.
1830 P.. Moi BRAY Dom, Poultry (ed. 6) 17 The Chitta-

gong or Malay, another Indian variety. 1867 TKGETWEIER
Poultry Bk. 76 The plumage in Malays is short and close.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of,

the Malays or their country.
1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 8 They knew not a word

of the Malay tongue, 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 328/1 Words
.. derived from the Malaylanguage. iSsoGoRDONCfMMiNG
S. Africa (1902) 34/2 Handkerchiefs, .of a striped red and

green colour, usually called Malay handkerchiefs. 1883 Miss
Uiko Golden Chi-r^tu-se Introd. 23 Cock-fighting.. is the

popular Malay sport.

b. In the names of plants, animals, etc. native in

the Malay Peninsula, e.g. Malay apple, a myrta-
ceous tree, Jambosa (Eugenia} malacccnsis^ with

an edible fruit ; Malay camphor, Borneo camphor
(see BORNEO) ; Malay cat (see quot. 1881); Malay
fowl, a large variety of domestic fowl introduced

from the Malay peninsula; Malay porcupine,
Atheritra fasdculata ; Malay tapir, the Asiatic

or Indian Tapir, Tapinis malayantts.
1820 SIK S. RAI I-LES in Traits. Linncan Sen; (1822) XIII.

270 The Malay Tapir resembles in form the American.

1829 LouDON Encycl. Plants 416 Eugenia inalaLcensis.

Malay Apple-tr. 1833 W. U. DICKSON Poultry (1847) 9
The Malay, or Chittagong Fowl. These fowls have re

markably long legs, and large bones. ..The colour of the

feathers is black, or veiy dark brown, streaked with yellow.

1837 Fenny Cycl. IX. 163/1 It is commonly called Malay
Camphor, or Camphor 01 Barus, from the port of Sumatra
whence it is mostly shipped. 1840 PAXTON Bot. Dict.^

Malay Apple, see Jantbosa malaccensis. 1849 D, J. BHOWNK
Atncr. Poultry Yard yj The Kulm, or Great Malay Fowl.

1873 L. WRIGHT lllnsir. Bk. Poultry \\\. 207 The finest

breed of Malay Game cock (using the word Malay in this

ca-.e to express locality, and not the breed now so-called 1

.

1881 MIVAKT Cat i. 7 In Pegu, Siani, and Burmah, there \+

a race of cats the Malay Cat with tails only of half the

oriUnary length.

Malayan (mil/i ftn), a. and si/, [f. MALAY
+ -AN.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to the Malays or the Malay

archipelago.
1668 WILKINS Real Clitir. I. ii. 10 That whi^h scem^ to be



MALAYO-.

the newest Language in the World, is the Malayan. 1668 t

T HYDK / et. t&amp;lt;i Jnn-lf 23 Feb. in II. s U ks. (1744) V. 592 2

The printing of St. Luke and the Acts in the Malayan letter,

would make about thirty sheets. 1842 PRICHARD Kat. Hut.

Man 22 The Malayan or Polynesian race. 1847 TKNNVSON

Princess -i The cursed Malayan crease, and hattle-clul

From the isles of palm. 1864 Aylmers I- . 463 My lady s

cousin. .Ran a Malayan amuck against the times.

b. in the names of various animals, products,

etc. of the Malay archipelago, as Malayan Sun)

Bear, Helarctos (t rsits) malayamts Malayan

camphor, porcupine, tapir = Malay camphor, etc.

18*4 T HORSI iKl.i) Zoal. Researches Java, Tapirns Ma-

lay7,,is. . In the month of September, 1820, the hrst speci

men of the Malayan Tapir was received in
J-ngland

from

Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles. 1826 in /?&amp;gt;/. Jrnl. II.

222 In the year 1819 a specimen of the Malayan hear, ob

tained at P.encoolen, was brought to England. 1853 W. t&amp;gt;.

DALLAS Zl. II. 486 The Malayan Sun Hear.

2. Of or belonging to the variety of domestic

fowl known as the Malay.
t88s TroHTMKiKR in F.myd. Krit. XIX. 645 i Malayan

Fa-Mis. The Malayan type has been long recognized as of

Kastern origin.

B. sb. 1. -MALAY j*. i.

1508 W. PHILLIPS tr. Linschoten xviii. 31/2 And all the

Malaiens [Du. die Malayen}, as well men as women, are

very amorous. . . And hee that dwelleth in India, and can

not speake the Malayans [Du. iif.se Malayan men} speach,

wil hardly with vs learne the French tongue. 1796 Mousi.

Amer. Gcog.\\. 561 The inhabitants, .go under the name of

Malayans.&quot; 1902 Klack-v. Mag. Nov. 620/2 The one Malayan
who has ever displayed commanding ability.

2. = MALAY sb. 2.

1688 T. HVIJE Let. In Boyle 25 Oct. in B. s Wks. (17441

V. 592/1 We have in Dutch and Malayan a grammar and

two vocabularies. 1883 Miss BIRD Golden Chersonese Introd.

1 5 There is a very strong resemblance between their dialects

and pure Malayan.

Mala yo-, used as combining form of MALAY ;

chiefly in Malayo-Polyuesian ., the designation
of the race to which the Malays and most of the

Polynesians belong, and of the group of allied

languages including Malay and tlie Polynesian
dialects.

1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 327, I shall term these

people the Malayo-Polynesian. . race. 1878 W. E. COUSINS

Malagasy Lang, in Trans. Phil. Sac. 303 The Malayo-
Polynesian languages. IbU. 426 ff.

Malayo, obs. form of MALAY.

t Malays. 06s. [a. Du. Makisch. Cf. F.

malais.} The Malay language.
1779 FORREST I oy. N. Guinea 8 They soon learnt to

speak Malays.

Malaysian (mil^ siin), a.
[f. Malaysia, a

name given by some geographers to the Malay
archipelago + -AN.] Of or belonging to Malaysia.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 324/2 This astonishing expansion

of the Malaysian peoples throughout the Oceanic area.

1884 i^. Rev. Apr. 3 ;2 The principal . . actors in the life

drama of the Malaysian stage.

t Mal-behaviour. Obs. rare. In quots. male-.

Improper behaviour.

1721 AMHERST Tcrrx Fit. No.
4_s (1726) 247, 1 am the

only person.. who has forfeited his fellowship for male-
behaviour. X73& Enq. into Frauds ofFactors o/S. ,V. Co.

56 And as to the present Directors, the Male Behaviour of
Mr. Woolley, and others, plainly declare, that [etc.].

Malbouehe, variant of MALEIIOUCHE Obs.

Malchus (mae lkfe;. Anliq. [a. F. maldnis,
in both senses a use of the name of Malchus (John
xviii. 10) whose ear St. Peter cut off with a sword.]
1. A short cutting-sword (Cent. Diet. 1890).
2. (See quot.)
1883 MOLLETT Diet. Art

&amp;gt;i Archxol., Malchus, an old
term for a confessional having only one stool for penitents;
it signified that which has only one ear, from the fact that

:

Malchus, Caiaphas servant, was deprived of his right ear

by Peter .

Malcouduct (mrcl|k(-ndkt), sb. Also S

male-,
[f.

MAL- + CONDUCT rf.] Improper con
duct ; esp. improper or dishonest administration of
an office, business, etc.

1741 JOHNSON Parl. Deb. in Genii. Mag. XL 414 The
Male-conduct of the Right H&quot;on. Gentleman. 1757 Monitor
No. 92 II. 395 To distinguish between men disgraced for

mal-conduct
; and ministers displaced who [etc.]. 1778 Gocv.

MORRIS in Sparks Life f,- Writ. (1832) I. 201 He must be con- .

victedofmalconduct,beforehecan beremoved. I798NELSON
13 Nov. in Nicolas Disf. (1845) III. 171 Instances of the

greatest mal-conduct of persons in office. 1799 Ibid. 4 Feb. !

255 The malconduct of the Maltese has caused the enterprise i

to fail. 1804 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) II. 157 Some
evidence, of mal-conduct or specific charges, was called for.

Hence f Malcondxict v. intr. rare, to be guilty
of malconduct.
1801 E. GERRY in A^ Eng. Hist,

f,-
Gen. Register (1896)

L. 27 Its own government . . having removed from office,
such as it conceived had malconducted.

Ma:lco:nforma&quot;tion. [See MAL-.] Bad or

faulty conformation.

1776 T. PEBCIVAL F.ss. III. 282 The disease is neither owing
to inflammation, nor to any mal-conformatiou of the parts.
1831 SIR F. PAI.GRAVE Norm, ff Eng. I. 136 The inherent
malconformation of the Carlovingian Empire. 1858 DE
QUINCEY Language Wks. IX. 91 A sentence.. is capable of
multiform beauty, and liable to a whole nosology of mal-
conforraations. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. i. 9 Is man

\

subject to similar malconformations?

79

Malconstrii ction. [See MAT,-.] Faulty
construction.

1809111 Spirit Pub, Jrnl$. XIII. 65 A roarer ; that is,

a horse, which, owing to a mal-construction of the organs,
makes a roaring noise, 1858 (JKKKNKR Gunnery 105 The
only failures Mr. Krupp has made. .have arisen from mal-

construction. 1897 J ratis. Anicr. Pcdiatric Soc. IX. no
There is a very material malconstruction of the diaphragm.

Malcontent marlk^ntent), a. and sb. Also

6-9 maleconteut. [a. OF. malcontent : sec MAI. -

and CONTENT a.~\

A. adj. Discontented, dissatisfied. Now chiefly
in political use : Actively discontented ; indisposed
to acquiesce in the existing administration of affairs

(e.g. of the state, of a party, etc.); inclined to

rebellion or mutiny ;
restless and disaffected.

1586 li. YOUNG Gitazzo s Civ. Com-, iv. 201 b, If the Ape is

malecontent for want of a taile. 1593 SHAKS. ^ lien, t /,

iv. i. 10 How like you our Choyce, That you stand pensiue,
as halfe malecontent? 1601 F. GODWIN

Bj&amp;gt;s. of Ens . &quot;6 He
quickly began to grow malcontent, and. .entrcd at last into

a conspiraae. 1673 TEMPLE Observ. United Prov. Wks.

1731 I. 19 At this time began to be fonn d the Male-content

Party in the Low-Countries. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit.Pard.
i. iv. (1713) 86 He presently grows male-content with his

condition. 1769 Ann. Reg. 4/2 This malcontent tempL-r uf

the Grecian Christians. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. vii, Lady
Margaret Hellenden had returned, in romantic phrase, male-

content, and full of heaviness. 1827 H.\LI.AM Cons .. Hist.

(1876) III. xv. 146 The malecontent whigs were now [1701]
so consolidated with the tories as in general to bear their

name. 1892 STKVKXSON A&amp;lt;. &amp;gt;;&amp;gt;sn the Plains 234 He has ever

since been malcontent with literature.

B. sb.

1. A malcontent person (see A).
1581 L. AI.DKKSI.V in Hakluyt I oy. (1589) 177 Besides the

perill of the Malcontents, who were vpon both sides of ttie

riucr [Rhine]. 1581 PETTIE Guazzos Civ. Com 1
, in. (i^So 1

152, I thinke they haue iust cause to be mal contents, who
knowing themselues to be sufficient men . .are. .used by their

father like children. 1587 HOLINSIIEO Chron. III. 10/2 The
onelie place wherein all the- mal-contents \ed. 1577 Rebels]
of his realme had their refuge. 1668 R. STEELE Husband -

waits Calling v. (1672) 67 No, sayes the male-content, if

things had sorted to my mind, it had been far better than
it is. 1687 DRYDEN Hind

&amp;lt;$-

/*. in. 662 Your sons are male-

contents, but yet are true, As far as non-resistance makes
em so. 1759 ROBEKTSOS Hist. Scot. m. Wks. 1813 I. 258
The malecontents had not yet openly taken up arms. 1841
TRENCH Parables (1860) 416 He expostulates with the mal
content. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ix. 7. 662 The leading
malcontents, .were already calling on him to interfere- in arms.

f2. The state of being discontented. Obs.

[Really a distinct word : see CONTENT sb.]

1591 Troitb. Kaigtic K.John (1611) 39 We must obscure

this monewith melodic, Least worser wrack ensue our male

oi sauuesse anu uiaitjcoiiLem. iu^o OIK A. UKUWHI*. jiju/ii i.

v. 25 Content to be nothing, or never to have been, which
was beyond the w/^/t -content of Job, who cursed not the

day of his life, but his nativity. 1663 Flagellum or O. Crom-
iwll (1672) 29 Rash and blind Furies, that made way to the

unobserved advancement of this private Male-content.

I Malconte nted, (fa.pfie.ar\A}a. Obs. Also

male-. [Partly f. prec. adj. + -ED l
; partly f. MAL-

+ CONTENTED
&amp;lt;;.]

1. As pa. pple. Made malcontent, rare .

1584 Leycesters Comtimi. (1641) 150 Noble men of the

Realm, who live abroad .. much iniured and malcontented

by his insolencie.

2. = MALCONTENT a.

c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXIII. vi, For what purpose
was it . . For me to fume with malecontented heart Cf

. 1593-4
SVIA KSTER Profit Imprison)!/. 541 Murmuring gainst the

Lord, with male-contented voyce. 1600 HEYWOOD ist Pt.

Ediv, IV (1613) A 4, To him the malcontented commons

llocke, From euery part of Sussex. 1614 JACKSON Creed in.

xxxii. 3 If men male-contented with this present, may haue
sweete promises of euerlasting happinesse in the life to come.

1622 BACON Hen. VII 39 For the better securing of his

estate, against mutinous and malcontented Subiects. 1696
LUTTRELI. BriefRel. (1857) IV. 119 The restlesse attempts
of the malecontented party, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. Srv. Occas.

(1744) VII. 289 To satisfy or silence this malecontented

Knquiry.
Hence f Malconte ntedly adv.

1630 R. Johnson s Kingd.f,- Comnny. 231 The Portugals. .

live male-contentedly under his obedience and government.

1753 JOHNSON, Malecontentedly.

t Malconte ntedness. Obs. Also male-.

[See -NESS.] The state of being malcontented.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Sfirits Sr Divels 349 In an onelie

malcontentednes, rather against the persons of some in

authoritie then in any true mindednes towards reformation.

a 1639 WOTTON in Reliq. (1685) 659 The Pope appear d not

pubhckly, . . for a kind of malecontentedness with his own
action. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 445 f 5, 1 fear they would
ascribe the laying down my Paper, on such an Occasion, to

a Spirit o_f
Malcontentedness.

Personified. 1626 P.ERNARD Isle ofMa.it (1627) 67 Where
sullen Male-contentednesse sits.

Ma lCOnteiltisni. rare~ l
. [-ISM.]

- prec.
1813 Examiner 3 May 288/1 A sign of malcontentism.

Malcoiiteiitly, a. rare- , [f.
MALCONTENT

n. + -LY a
.] In a malcontent manner.

In some recent Diets.

I Malcontentment. Obs. Also male-, [a.

OY.malconteiiten/ent: cf. MAL- and CONTENTMENT.]
The condition of being malcontent.

1587 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. 446/2 They had.. by vni-

uersall male-coutentment of the people.. procured a great

MALE.
distraction of the kings lecgts hearts. 1588 Kvn llonsch.
Phil. Wks. (1901) 252 Vppon the malcontentment of the
minde followes the. .weakenes nf the bodie. 1606 Up. W.
BARLOW Scrm. 21 Sept. E, Their ground was Malecontent-

ment,.. because they could not he made liishops. 1637-50
in Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 288 So he put in fifty merks \vith

shame and great malcontentment.

Mal-coTivenaiice. rare. [quasi-Fr.,f. phr. ma/
com-enir to be unsuitable.] Defective adaptation.
1835 CHALMERS .\~at. Theol. (1849) I. 11. iii. 266 Any mal-

convcnance which is incompatible with life cannot.. be pie-
sented to obseivation.

II Mal-Crasis ,nux-l|kn? ^is). rath. raiv.
[I&quot;.

MAL- -r CKASIS.] A faulty combination of con

stituents.

1854 loxKsK: SIF.V. Pallid. Aunt. n~ Inflammations which
ari--&amp;lt;- in rdnsequence of a mal-rrasis ot the blood.

t Maldathait. Ofe. Also^maldat. [n.
()! .

mallchait : see MAL- and DAHKT.] May he linvc

misfortune
;

DAHKT.
a 1300 ( ursor M. 16290 (Colt.) For bi mis-sau |)at all has

herd malilathait [d l itt. maldat] &amp;lt;iua l&amp;gt;e spare.

Malcle flailC. Obs. [1 r.] Disease of the side.

&amp;lt; 1290 /iV(-Xr/ gi in .S\ Kiig. Leg. 132 J e bischop thoinas

lay, In [x-- sykiK-sse of maldelanke.
1 Mal de mer. [Fr.] Sea-sickness.

1778 J. ADAMS lliary 19 Feb., Wks. 1851 III. 98 The mal
tit- tifcr seems to be merely the eii txt of agitation. 1899
lioiii.i V J.yi-n./rhvla& He notes his qualms with cate,And
bids the public know e:u In Thoughts on Mal de Mer Or
1 Nanst a : a Poem .

i Malclisaiit. Obs. Also 6 maledizant. [a.

F. //laMisaitl, f. mal ill + ifisant, pr. pple. ol dire

to say.] An evil-speaker, slanderer.

1598 I
1

1.OHIO I till. DU t. a 6 He is to blame., that will

be wittie in another mans booke. How then will sc^fruiL:

readers scape this marke of a maledizant? 1617 MINSIIEU

Dn^tor s. v., A Maldisant or euiil speaker. 1661 Hl.olNr

( ;Y(
.v.y&amp;lt;\

p

&amp;gt;-. (ed. 2), jWaMisanf, an evil speaker, a backbiter.

Maldonite (nxj lilonait). Mill. [Xanied in

]S;6 by I&quot; Inch, from Maliloit, Victoria, its locality :

see -ITS.] A variety of old, containing bismuth.

1870 Amfr. y&amp;gt;nl.
Sci. Ser. II. L. 272 Maldonite, or Ki-

muthic (lold.

Malduck (ma. ld2)k . [? f. mall = MAW rf.- +

Di. fK sl&amp;gt;. liut cf. M.M.LEMTCK.] A name, in the

Shetland Isles, for the Fulmar.
iBoz G. MONTAGU Ornit/i. Diet. (1833) 315 MnlJuck. 1806

P. NKII.I. Tfiir Orkney ft Shell. 198 Malmock, Mallemuck,
or Mallduck, Fldmar, Procellaria glacialis. Appears in the

friths of Orkney, and voes of Shetland.

Maldy. .Vr. ? Obs. A coarse woollen cloth of

fjrey or mixed colour (Jam. .S w///.). Also allrih.

1588 9 Kxtmcts KK. G/aszmv (1876) 128 In the first, an.:

cloik of maldy, price thrie pundis: .. ane pair ol&quot; mahly
schankis [etc.].

I Male, J/ .
1 Obs. Also MFI.F:. [ad. L. mnl-us

ap ilc-trci&amp;gt;, iitill in/: apple.] An apple ;
an apple-

tree. Also Comb, as matt-apple, -appk-tree.
n 1400 Seng Sffbmm Iii. jj in A ,-/. Ant. I. 40 As the male

is plentiuouse of apples ..so is my derlyng among sones.

c 1420 I allad. on Husb., Tabula, Male appeltreen. Male

ajiplis, IHd. XI. 259 This mone also the male [orig. ntali] is

sett to sjirynge ; This male is sette in londis hoot & drie.

Male
(rh&amp;lt;?

l
,
a. and sb.2 Forms: ;, 7 masle,

4 inadle, mawl, niaal, maule
;
Sc. 5-6 maill, 6

mail, 7 maile
; 4- male. (See also MASCLE a.)

[a.
( )F&quot;. male, mask (mod.K. male), earlier mascle :

L. masailus (f. mas male person, male), whence

MASCULINE a. Cf. I r. tnascle, Sp., Pg. macho,

It. maschio.
The spelling mask was the prevailing one in Law French,

anil in legal use appears in Eng. down to the i?th c. Sir

T. Browne is the only non-legal writer of the 17th c. who
uses it : doubtless as suggesting the original Latin etymon. J

A. adj.
I. Of or belonging to the sex which begets off

spring, or performs the fecundating function of

generation.
1. a. of persons. In Law. Heir, issue, line,

tail male. (In early, esp. legal use, often pi. ma ft?.)

I375BARBOUR Btltce xx. 130 Gif it fell that his sone Davy
Deit but air male of his body Gottyn. 1377 LANGL. / . PI.

V&amp;gt;. xvi. 236. I circumcised .. my meyne and alle
|&amp;gt;at

male

were. 1382 [see FEMALE a i]. c 1450 Merlin 88 She is now
leide down in bis bedde of a childe male. 1450 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 188/1 To hym and to his heires masles of his body
lawfully begoten. 1463 Bury H ills (Camden) 25 And for

defawte of ysstw male of the seid Robert than I wil John
Baret. .haue it, to hym and to his eyres male. In 1500 .S/r

Benes 3392 (Pynson) Vonge male chyldren two. c 1500 tle/ii-

sine 18 He begate on her many children males. 1563 WINJET
Four Scoir Tim Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 82 The maill baine

nocht circumcidit the auchtin day. 1595 SHAKS. John in.

iv. 76Caine, the first male-childe. 1613 Hen. VIII, II. iv.

189 My Ladies wombe. .conceiu d a male-child by me. 1614

StxuEN Titles Hon. 196 Reseruing..the reuersion to them

selues in default of heires masles. 1647-8 COTTERRLL Da- ila s

Hist. Fr. (1678) 6 In the male-line of their Predecessors.

1752 HUME Pol. Disc. x. 166 All masters discourage the

marrying of their male servants. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

VI. 315 An estate in tail male was vested in Edmund Hicks,

as heir male of the body of Launcelot Hicks. 1847 TENNYSON
1 rincess Prol. 151, 1 would make it death For any male thing

but to peep at us.

b. of animals.
c 1400 Ulasler of Gnme xxxiv. (MS. Digby 182), She [the

hare] o&amp;gt;er
while is male .. and ojiere while is female, c 1440

Promf. Pan . 323/1 Male, best or fowle, no femel, mascalns.

a 1500 (see FEMALE a. ibj. 1530 PAI.SOR. 242 ! Male gote,



MALE. 80 MALEBOTTCHE.
bovc. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iv. 30 There is no more mercy in

him, then there is milke in a male-Tyger. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) VII. 258/1 This operation [castration] may be per
formed both on male and female fish. 1855 W. S. DALLAS
Syst. Nat. Hist. I. 348 In the autumn, male and female
insects are found, furnished with perfect generative organs.
1002 Oxford Times 22 Feb. 2/1 For sale. .3 hens and i male
bird.

absol. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 45 Sche sih the bestes in

her kinde,..Themadle go with the femele.

c. In male t kind (also attrib.}, sex (see SEX).
1382 WVCLIF Luke ii. 23 For ech male kynde openynge

the wombe to go out, schal be clepid hooly to the Lord. 1530
PALSGR. 318/1 Male of the male kynde, masle. 1598 GUILPIN
Sktal. Sat. iv. (Grosarf 51 A male-kind sparrow once mis-

tooke his nest And fled for harbour to faire I.iuias breastr

1611 C,QTGH.. t Masciileyte t Manhood, or the male kind. 1681

R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon, 41 The Malekind may come and see

him, but no Women are admitted, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE
Tracts 119 A smaller bird Tercellene or Tassel of the masle
sex. 1727 KAILEY vol. II, Male-kind.

d. Said of the reproductive organs of this sex.

1607 TOPSKLL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 254 They took from
them [stoned horses] their male parts. 1836-9 Tono Cycl.
Anat. II. 140/1 The male-duct, .terminates at the anterior

extremity of the body. 1888 ROI.LKSTON & JACKSON Aniin,

Life 472 Nconienia carinata [a mollusc] has been said to

possess lateral male ducts.

e. Used jocularly to qualify female designations,
e. g. male aunt = uncle

;
male bawd = pander,

etc.
;

also to qualify female conditions, as mala
widowhood, the condition of being a widower.

1597 SHAKS. 2 //&amp;lt;;/. //
*, iv. iii. 100 They fall into a kinde

of Male Greene-sicknesse. 1607 TOURNEUR Ret . Trag. i. ii,

When base male-IJawdes kept Centinell at staire-head. 1681

OTWAY Soldiers Fort, n. i, Your Go-between, your Male-
Baud there. 1712 STEELK Spect. No. 288 F i Which has given
me Encouragement to describe a certain Species of Mankind
under the Denomination of Male Jilts, find. P2 They whom
my correspondent calls Male Coquets, shall hereafter be
called Fribblers. Ibid. No. 320 F i You have published the
Term Male-Coquets. 1712 FRANCHAM ibid. No. 520 F i, I

cannot but recommend the Subject of Male Widowhood to

you. 1755 J. SHEHBEARE Lydia (1769) I. 59 When a new
work is advertised, the male and female ladies, .immediately
conclude it cannot be worth the reading. 1770-93 [see

COQUETTE i c]. 1781 MME. D ARHLAY Diary II. 87 He is

an actual Male prude ! 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. My rela

tions, Male aunts, as somebody calls them, I had none to

remember.

f. Comb.
1587 HOLDING De Mornay vi. 63 God., who Is also Minde,
& life and Light, and Malefemale \inarg. ippcvofojAvc], begat
or bred Logon the Speach. 1603 B. JONSON Sejanus ir. ii.

(1605) D3b,That male-spirited Dame, Their Mother. 1774
IVestm. Mag, II. 453 You will

see_
behind a Perfumer s

counter.. a Male-Female Thing of this sort.

2. With reference to the vegetable kingdom, a.

Said of certain plants (of dioecious genera) the

flowers of which contain only the fecundating or

gans. Subsequently said also of the fecundating

organs of plants, and of flowers containing only

organs of this kind.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. ii. (1495) 597 Yf . . the

rynde of a male palme be put to the leuys of the female . .

the fruyte. .shall be the sooner rype. a iqooStockh. Medical
AfS. ii. 715 in Anglia XVIII. 324 In a vesselL.Putte hem,
it

|&amp;gt;ou
schalt sene Wyche is femel & wyche is male. 1600

J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa vi. 268 Of date-trees some are male
and some are female. 1789 G.WHITK Selborne v. (1853) 209
Tliis is a male tree, which in the spring sheds clouds ofdust,
and fills the atmosphere around with its farina. 1791 Gentl.

Mag. 2/2 The catkins which appear in January are the male

parts of a nut-tree. 1796 WITHERING ant. PI. (ed. 3) I. 188

In the Ribes alpinum, the male and female flowers are some
times found on different plants. 1871 KINGSI.KY At Last\, In

the midst of the yard grew, side by side,, .a male and female

Papaw. 1875 HENNKTT & DYER tr. Sacks Bot. 448 The
resemblance of the male flowers to the inflorescence of Equi-
setum is as striking [etc.]. 1880 GKAY Struct, Kat. vi. 1.165
The Stamens are the male or fertilizing organs of a flower.

b. Applied to certain plants to which sex was

formerly attributed on account of some peculiarity
of habit, colour, etc. Male fern, Asplenitun

(Nephrodiimi) Filix-mas ; also attrib.

1562 TUKNKK Herbal ii. 3 The vertues of the male feme.

1597 GERAROE Herbal n.cclxix.( 1633) 773 The male Mullein
or Higtaper bath broad leaves. 1639 T, DE GREY Conipl.
Horseman 319 Take the root of male brake or fearn. 1718
QUINCV Compl. Disp. 133 Paul s Betony or Male Speedwell.

1779 M. UNDLKWOOD l&amp;gt;is. Childr. (ed. 4) I. 147 The male
fern alone is reckoned a specific [for worms]. 1838 LINDLEY
Flora Med. 512 Purga Macho, or Male Jalap. 1871 KINGSLEV
At Last v, Here and there a young one [palm] springing up
like a gigantic crown of male-fern. 1877 tr. -von Ziem$scn*$

Cycl. Med. VII. 702 Male fern-root.

II. 3. Of or pertaining to a man or men, or to

male animals
; peculiar to or characteristic of men ;

composed or consisting of men.
a 1631 DONNE Progr. Soul i. 12 By thy male force is all

wee have begot. 1681 R. BURTON Aainh: Curios. (1684)

67 It was after altered into a Male-Nunnery. 1684 T.

BURNET T/i. Earth i. 198 The ancients.. have suppos d that

there was something of an ethereal element in the male-

geniture. X7io-xz Sft iFT Jrnl. to Stella 26 Feb., They
keep as good female company as I do male. 1784 COWI-KR
Task vi. 233 Profaned,, .under various names, Female and
male. 1804-5 WOKDSW. Prelude in.

j,6 Trinity s loquacious
clock.. told the hours Twice over with a male and female

voice. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man (1888) 393 The common
drake .. after the breeding season is well known to lose

his male plumage fora period of three months. 1900 Daily
News 18 Sept. 4/6 A case filled with moths whose right wings
belong to the male coloration. 1903 Westni, Gaz. 3 Feb. 9/1
It is intended to form a mule voice chair.

b. Appropriate or adapted to the use of a man.
1788 J. WARE in Meat, Med. Soc. II. 336 Strictures on the

Use of the Male Catheter. 1828 SIR A. HALLIDAY Pres. St.
Lunatics

&amp;lt;)%,
i Matron for Male Hospital. 1898 Allbntfs

Syst. Med. V. 986 A large soft rubber male catheter.

III. transf. Applied to various material and
immaterial things, denoting superiority, strength,

greatness, or the like.

t 4. In occasional applications. Obs.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 371 As in France, so in al!

other wine countries, the white is called the female, and the

claret or red wine is called the male, because commonly it

hath more sulphur, body, and heat in it. 1649 BLITHE Eng. \

Improv. Impr. ix. (1653) 48, I shall provoke unto the best

Improvement, and where there can be a Male-Improvement
offer not to the Common-Wealth a Female. 1667 MILTON P.L.
YIII. 150 Other Suns perhaps With their attendant Moons
thou wilt descrie Communicating Male and Female Light.

f5. a. Said of precious stones, on account of

depth, brilliance or other accident of colour; also

of other stones, with reference to their hardness or
,

other esteemed qualities. [Gr. appijv y
L. ma$cuhis.~\

r 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xiv. 158 The! [the dyamandes] .

growen to gedre, male and femele. 1681 GREW fthis&tnn

290 The Sardius or Cornelian, . . The best, by some called

The Male. Ibid. 297 The Florid Male Eagle-Stone. 1726
LEONI A lberti&quot;s A rckit. 1 . 58/2 The Stones found in Rivers,
which are call d Male ones, . . grow dry immediately when . . !

taken out of the water. 1853 BROWNING Saul viii, Lordly

male-sapphires.

fb. Used to distinguish the harder and more .

compact kind of sand or gravel. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 409 The hard and compact gravell
called the Male gravell [L. sabulum inascitlnm}. 1610 \V.

FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey iv. Concl. 87 A faire Pond . .

springing from the West forth of a male grauell. 1726
LEONI Albertis Arc/tit. II. 105/2 The male-sand [It. sab \

I ione inaschio\ and the hard grit are sure to afford the best

of water. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 65 The male or
,

bastard tin-stone is found, .on Dartmoor.

T&quot;6.
Male incense. [So in L.and Fr.] A superior j

quality of incense, known by the greater size of the
j

tears in which it is collected; frankincense. Obs.

1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschotens I oy. I. l.vxii.no Frankin-
sence is of two sorts, one white, that is round and like vnto

drops, which is the best, and called the masle; the other

blacke. I647HERR1CK Noble Numb,) Dirge Jiphthatis })au,

xiii, May Virgins, when they come to mourn, Male-Incense
burn Upon thine Altar ! 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

J ran&incense, J\Ia?e incense^ or olibanmn.

7. Of rime: MAS* I;LIXK.

1581 Siuxi-v Apol. Poctric (Arb.) 71 The French.. hath
botli the Male [ryme], as Jion t Son, and the Female, as

J fafst
, Taise. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 486/1 These mono

syllable or last-syllable rhymes are called male rhymes.
1896 S. W. IJ.XKSUM I ocab. Eng. Rhymes (ed. 2) Introd. 16

Part I consists of single or male rhymes.
8. Said of the external layer of bark on a tree.

1884 [see FEMALK A. 8].

IV. 9. A distinctive epithet for that part of an

instrument or contrivance which is adapted to

penetrate or fill the corresponding female part.
a 1856 H. MII.LKH in Footpr. Creator (1874) 342 The male

half of the hinge belongs to the head, and the female half to

the jaw. 1884 BRITTKM M atckff Clocktn. 274 Steel runners
with male centres are handy when turning bouchons. 1889
AIdyne s Afed. Voc. t J-finale . . the part of a double-limbed
instrument which recei\i.-s the male or corresponding part.

b. (See quot.)
1688 K. HOLME Armoury in. xu. 433/1 There Is no differ-

ence between the male and female Trepan, but for the pin
in the middle which the female wants.

C. Male gunge : the outer gauge or screw of a

printing press. Mate screw : the spiral pin or rod

which fits the spirally bored circular socket of the
* female screw.

1669 liovLE Contn. New Exp. n. (1682) ii A Female Screw,
to receive the Male-screw of the Stop-cock. 1683 MOXON
Meek. Exerc., Printing xix. 170 So as the Male-Gages may
fall into the Female-Gages. 1823 IMISON.SC/.

&amp;lt;$

Art 1. 4$ The
first is called the Male or outside screw. 1827 FARADAY
Chem. Manip. xv. 361 Their use is to connect together

stop-cocks . . terminated by male screws. 1856 C. CAREY in

Abr. Specif. Patents, Writ, lush: (1869) 210 At each of

the four angles of one is fixed an upright male screw.

B. sb.

1. A male animal.

13. . E. E. A Hit. / . B. 337 Ayjjoumeng with
}&amp;gt;e

male?.
(&amp;gt;e

mete ho-beste/. 1398 TREVISA Earth, De P. R, vi.
xij.

(1495) 196 In all kynde of heestes the male is more crafti.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \\. i. 19 The beasts, the fishes, and
the winged fowles Are their males subjects. 1596 NASHE
Saffron \\ aldcn Ep. Ded. A 2, Musing Dick, that studied

a whole yeare to know which was the male and female of

red herrings. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 336/1 A Boc-

caret [Hawk] is the Male of a Boccarell. 1697 DRYDEN
KrVjf. Georg. in. 420 The furious Mare, Earr d from the

Male, is frantick with Despair. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) III. 314 There are some of the males who attach

themselves to the female. 1802 PAI.EY Nat. Theol. xix.

(ed. 2) 363 The glow-worm is a female caterpillar ; the male
of which is a fly. 1857 Itouseh. It \rnis 10 Dec. 16 No less

than sixteen of these little animals (all males).

fig, 1871 MORLF.Y Crit. Misc. Ser. i. Carlyle (1878) 175

Carlylism is the male of Byroiii^iii.

2. A male person ;
a boy or man. Only in ex

pressed or implied antithesis \\\\hfemale.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 695 Vch male mas his roach a

man as hymseluen. 1373 BARBOUR Bruce i. 60 For thar

mycht succed na female, Gjuhill foundyn mycht be ony
male. 1382 WYCLIP Rom. t. 27 The mawlis \gloss or men)
the kyndeli vss of womman forsakyn. c 1411 HOCCLEVE /V

AVf. Print, 565 The ende is
dej&amp;gt;

ofmale & of femele. 1593

SHAKS. 3 Hen, I I, 11. i. 42 You loue the Breeder better than
the Male. 1609 SKENB Reg. Maj. 36 Sic heires being
inailes, the perfite age is twentie ane zeares. 1614 SELDEN
Titles Hon. 73 That [crown] of Pharaoh was only for

niasles, not for femmin capacitie. 1667 MILTON / . /,. xn.
168 Whence of guests he makes them slaves Inhospitably,
and kills their infant Males. 1809 in Earl Malmcsbnrys
J^ett. (1870) II. 204, 1 am the only male here that is not gone
hunting. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. xv. 111.574 Every
male in the kingdom who had attained the age of sixteen.
1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) II. x. 481 Every male
who resisted was put to the sword.

b. occas. A male plant. (Cf. A. 2, 2 b.)
1548 TURNER Names of Herbes (E.D.S.) 12 [Pimpernel.]

The male hath a crimsin floure, & the female hath a blewe
floure. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa vr. 268 The flowers of
the female will not open, vnlesse the boughes and flowers
uf the male be joined vnto them. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pscnd. Ep. ii. vi. 94 Herbalists . . naming that the masle,
whose leaves are lighter.

3. A male precious stone. (Cf. A. 5 a.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Sapphire,. . Different colours

constitute different kinds thereof ; the deepest blues being
esteemed males, and the whitest females. 1750 tr. Leo
nardns jlfi rr. Stones 152 A milder flame is assigned to the

females, but a yellower and more fervent to the males.

t Male, rf.5 Obs. A word of obscure origin and

meaning, occurring in certain phrases. T/ie male

wryes or wrings: something is wrong, there is

a state of hardship. To wring (a person) on the

males : to cause trouble to. (Quot. a 1 500 is

obscure, perh. textually corrupt.)
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 43 The male so

wryes, That no kunnyng may prevayl.. Ayens a wommans
wytt. ? 1500 Wisdom 669 in Digby Myst. 163 Ther
pouert is the male wry, though right be, he .shall neuer re-

newe. c 1522 SKELTON II hy ;/a//0CVwr/75,Thecountrynge
at Cales Wrang vs on the males. Colyn Cloute 688 And
so they blere your eye, That ye can not espye Howe the
male dothe wrye. Phyllyp Sparoive 700 Yet there was
a thyng That made the male to wryng.

Male, obs. form of MAIL, MEAL, MOLE.

Male-, prefix : see MAL-.

Maladministration, Maleapert, etc. : see

MALA-.

Malease. Obs. Forms: 3malees, malisce,

3-4 males*, 3-5 males, 4 mails, male-ese, Sc.

mail eiss, mail ess, 4-5 mal ese, 5 male eese,

mayll easse, male ease, 6 Sc. maill eys. [a.

OF. malaise : see MALAISE.]
1. Absence of ease; uneasiness, discomfort; in

convenience, annoyance; disquiet; distress, trouble.
a 1300 Cursor M, 6300 Wit

bajr danger, sir moyses, Oft

t&amp;gt;ai
did him haue malees. Ibid. 6788 Widues ne barns

faderles Do yee na wrang, ne na males. &amp;lt; 1300 A&quot;. Alts.

7366 Beter is, lyte to have in ese, Then muche to have in

malese. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 76 What myschief and
malese Cryst for man tholed. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr.
Thornton MS. 18 Euer mare when |u erte at male-eese

ban he comforthes be. 1470-85 MALORY Arth. vm. xli. 338
A syr yet shalle I shewe you faueour in your male ease.

2. Disease, sickness.

&amp;lt;i 1300 Cursor M. 23161 Oft i was wit mnlisce [other te.rts

malese] mette, Bot for you was me neuer bett. 1375 BAR-
Boi R llrjice xx. 73. 75 Ane male ess tuk hym so sare, . . His
mail eiss of ane fundyng Begouth. 1388 WVCLIF Matt. iv.

24 Thei brou^ten to hym alle that weren at male ese. 1500-20
I)uNBAR Poems xxix. 34 This malice, That with sic panis

prickillis me. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xu. i. 114 Quha wald

wyth cuyr of medycyne hym meys, The moir encressys and

gmwis his maill eys.

Male aventure : see MALADVENTURE.

II Malebolge (mmWylidj*). [It. Malebolge, f.

male pi. fern, of malo e\\\ + totffe pi. of bolgia lit.

*

budget *. (The sing, form malebolgia has oc

casionally been used by Eng. writers.)] The name

given by Dante to his eighth circle in Hell, con

sisting of ten rock-bound concentric circular

trenches, designated bolge*. Used /ransf., chiefly

with allusion either to the pool of filth in the

second bolgia (Canto xviii), or to the boiling

pitch in the fifth bolgia (Canto xxi).
1861 BKKI:SF. Hon-: Kttg. Cathedr. iqtJt C. vii. 250 The

malebolge of stock-brick and cement in which we have been

so long wandering. 1884 (?. AY?-. Apr. 350 We. .look down
into a boiling malebolgia of stenm and sulphur. 1894 Sc.&amp;gt;/.\-

inan 12 July, The channels that feed this devouring male

bolge are the newspapers and the telegraph offices.

Hence Maletoo lgian, Malebo lgic aJjs., of or

resembling the Malebolge.
1883 Harpers Mag. June 121/1, I confess having felt a. .

reluctance to immerse myselfin this malebolgian mass ofpeat
mud. 1883 Pall MallG. 16 Oct. 1/2 This Malebolgic pool
of London s misery.

t Malebouche. Obs. Also6Maleboush. [a.

OF. Malebouche (lit. evil mouth ), the name of

an allegorical personage in Le Roman de la Rose

(c 1 200-30) ; called Wikkid-Tonge* in Rom. Rose

7357-] 1^1 speaking personified.

1390 GOWER Conf. \. 172 Malebouche, Whos tunge neither

pyl ne crouche Mai hyre, so that he pronounce A plein

Kood word, c 140* LYDG. Conipl. / /. Knt. 260 And Male
bouche gan first the tale telle. (71460 SIR R. Ros La Belli

Dante 741 Male-bouche in courte hath gret comaundement.

1593-4 CHURCHYARD Rebuke to Rebellion in Nichols Progr.
III. 239 Ne wit nor skill, can scape the scowling scorne Of
bold male boush, that like ban-dog doth ball.

Malece, obs. form of MALICE.

Malecontent, etc. : see MALCONTENT, etc.



MALEDICENCY.

Malecoto(o)n, variant of MELOCOTON.

Maledery, variant of MALADERIE.

tMaledicency;. Obs.rare. [f. next: see -ENCT.]

The practice or habit of speaking evil.

1653 R. BAILLIF. Dissnas. i ind. (1655) 57 marg.. One

ground of my patience of M. Ts. maledicency. 1723 ATTER-

BURY Ansm. Const,/. Spirit Luther 69 We are now to have

a Tast of the maledicency of Luther s Spirit from his Book

against Henry the 8th.

M1fifljce,at I mpal/dai-sentV a. and sb. Now
rare. Also jerroit. -dioant. [ad. L. maledicent-

em, pr. pple. of malcdiffre to speak evil of, orig.

two words, nialf i&quot;

* &quot;

&quot;

Y
? f? sppnk sav.1

A. adj. Given to evil-speaking^ Also, of utter

ances : Of the nature of evil-speaking, slanderous.

her Verses, Many, and those Maledicent things of your own.

1837 CARLYLF. Fr.Rcv. I.vn. x, The maledicent Bodyguard,

gettinf better malediction than he gave. 1846 HARE Mis

sion Co/&quot;/ Pref. (1850) 12 Ignorance .. when it is maledi
.

cent, is sure to find a credulous auditory.

B. sb. One who speaks evil of anoth

1657 HAWKE Killing is M. Pref. i Tiberius . .

f another.
who otherwise

was merciful to Male-dicants.

Maledict (mrc-l/aikt), a. (sb.) arch. [ad. L.

inaleiliclus, pa. pple. of malciiicHre : see prec.]

Accursed. Also as sb., an accursed person.

,11550 Image Hyfocr. in .Sic/ton s Whs. (1843) 11.441/1

For some be Benedictes With many maledictes. 1867

I.ONGK. tr. Dante s Inferno v. 42 As the wings of starlings

bear them on In the cold season ill large band and full, So

doth that blast the spirits maledict.

Maledict (marlMikt), v. [f.
L. maledict-, ppl.

stem of maledicere: see MALEDICENT.] trans.

To address with maledictions, curse, execrate.

1780 in F. Moore Songs A liter. Rev. (1856) 333 Thy name
should now be maledicted. 1898 T. HARDY Wcssex Poems

36, I can but maledict her. 1901 Contemp. Rr.&amp;gt;. Mar. 425

Their gods were.. to he crushed, broken, maledicted.

Maledicted (marirdikted), /// &quot; [f- Prec -

+ -ED
.]

Accursed ; evil-spoken of.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Maledictcd, cwszd or banned. 1864
SAI.A in Daily Tel. 19 Oct., The scurvy maledicted money
which never did any one any good. 1890 Daily .Yews

13 Oct. 6/5 This much maledicted article of attire.

li-ctine, a. and s6. Parodyof BENEDIC-.

1641 R. BAILLIE Parall. Liturgy m. Massltk. Pref. 5 Till that

cruell maledictine Monk.. had massacred 2000. .opposers.

1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes i. viii. 31 And left poor Sancho
. . a Monke, but of the order of the Maledictines.

Malediction (mrclfdrkjan). Also 5 male-

diocyoun, -dyccion, 5-6 -diocion, 6 -diooyon.

[ad. L. maledictionem, n. of action f. maledicSre :

see MALEDICENT a. Cf. MALISON.]
1. The utterance of a curse; the condition of

being under a ban or curse.

1447 BOKKNHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 49 Tyl assoylled thou be
(

&amp;gt;f this legal malediccyoun. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 179/2
He was moche angry & gaue his ntalediccion &curse to the

temple. i526TiNDALE(Yrt/. iii. 10 For as many as are under
the dedes of

the_
lawe are vnder malediccion. 1528 MOHR

Dyalogite I. xvii. Wks. 139 And after he sheweth the male-
diccions that shall fall therevpon. 1599 HAKLUYT / 0j . II.

I. 93 He gaue his malediction or curse to his children anil

sliccessours. 1603 SHAKS. Lear I. ii. 160 (1608 Qo.) Menaces
and maledictions against King and nobles. 1671 MILTON
Samson 078. 1706 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre s Stud, Nat.
(1799) 111.485 They tried to persuade her to pronounce a
malediction upon Alcibiades. 1828 SCOTT F. fii. rerth xix,
1 taunted him, ridiculed him, loaded him with maledictions.

1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. i, The malediction Of my affliction

Is taken from

292 His progr

Is taken from me. 1855 MlLHAN Lat. Chr. IX. vi. (1864) V.

gress instead of being a blessing to the land was
deemed a malediction.

2. Reviling, slander ; the condition of being re

viled or slandered.

1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 182 b, Thou art and
euer hast ben free from all malediccyon and opprobry. 1659
STANLEY Hist. Philos. xiu. (1701) 618/2 Giving no man a
just cause of contumely or malediction. 1885 EDGAR Old
Ch. Life Scotl. 273 In the year 1661 the malediction of a

parent was made a capital offence in Scotland.

Maledictory (mtflfdi-ktsri), a. [f. L. male-
diet- (see MALEDICTION) + -ORV.] Of the nature

of, or resembling a malediction.
1822 Blachw. Mag. II. 593 This manful and maledictory

Manifesto. 1887 Temple liar Apr. 478 With maledictory
groans and ejaculations.

t Maledight, a. and pple. Obs. Also 3 male-

dith, 4-5 malediht, 5 maladichte, maledict,
maladicte. [ad. L. mahdicttis, pa. pple. of malc-

dictre : see MALEDICENT. The form is peih.
influenced by association with ME. diht, pa. pple.
of dihtcn DIGHT

2;.] Cursed, accursed.
a 1300 Cursor M. 891 (Cott.) pou worm, bou sal be male-

dight. {bid. 2074 pu art and sal be maledith [rime&amp;lt;vord

sith = sight). Ibid. 2136 Cham be maledight. lUd. 10266

Biclepis bat man for maledight [f 1375 Fair/, maladicte ;

11 1300-1400 Gi tt. malediht] ^&amp;gt;at
has na barn. Ibid. 13336

Na wrenches o be maledight [c 1375 Fair/, maladictej.
Ibid. 22034 Maledight [a 1400 Edinb. maladichte].
Hence f Maledight v. (in pa. t. maledight), trans.

to curse.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2478 pai war put in a fole plight bat god
and man bam maledight.
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Maledius, obs. pi. of MALADY.

Maledizant, variant of MALUISANT Obs.

Mal-echica tion. rare. [See MAI.-.] Im

perfect or misdirected education.

1848 tr. Ricliter s Lei ana 8 Mere establishments for mal-

education. 1867 EMERSON Lett. -5
Sac. Aims, Progr. Cull.

Wks. (Bohn) 111. 233 The obstructions of their mal-forma-

tinn and mal-education shall be trained away.
Male ease, eese, variants of MALEASE Obs.

Male engin e, engyne, var. ff. MALENOIN Obs.

t Male entente. Obs. [a. OF. male entente :

sec lA.VL- prefix and INTENT
st&amp;gt;.]

Kvil intention.

ci45o(7Kj ll ara . (Camb.) 5370 That the dewke in hys

parlement Hym forgone hys maleentente.

Malees, male-ese, variants of MALEASE Obs.

t Malefact. Obs. [ad. L. malefactum, neut.

]ia. pple. of malefaclrt to do wrong, f. male ill +

fticcre to do.] A malefaction, offence.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 6 i Wilful burning of houses,
& other scelerous dedes and abhominable malefactis. 1556-7

Aitl-4Phil,t, !\lary\\\\ ,a\t.onStat. Ircl. (1621) 256 Brought
to answer to the law for that malefact. l63&amp;gt;LlTHGOW

Trav.

x. 457 Hee demanded me. .what malefact I was guilty of?

Malefaction (mrcl/Tre kjDn). [ad. L. nialt-

faciionem,n. of action t.malcfaccre : see prec.] Evil-

doing; an instance of evil-doing, a criminal act.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 621 Guilty Creatures .. Haue ..

Bene strooke so to the soule, that presently They haue pro-
claim d their Malefactions. 1624 HEYWOOD Captives ill. ii.

in 1 ullen O. PI. IV. 162 And all thy malefactions crownd
with lyes. 1793 J. WILLIAMS Mem. II

7
. Hastings 20 That

Mvrbearing tide of prejudice, which would .. come rushing
down even upon innocence when charged with malefactions.

1805 T. HOLCROFT l,ryan Perdue I. 70 The vice of gaining
was not the only malefaclion of my father. 1900 Daily Tel.

27 Aug. 6/2 The misery caused by their malefaction.

b. occas. An act of wrong or injury to a person.

1879 H. SPF.NCKK Data of F.thics xi. 72. 194 Such dis

regard of self as brings on suffering, bodily or mental, is a

malefaction to others

t Malefactious, a. Obs. [f.
MALEFACTION

+ -OUS.] Wicked, criminal.

1660 HEXHAM, Misdadigh, Ill-doing, Malefactious, Offen

sive, or Criminal!.

Malefactor (mje-lffsektai). Also 5 malfac-

tetir, 5-7 malefactour, 6 mallefactore. Cf.

MALFETOUR. [a. L. mule/actor, agent-n. f. male-

facere: see MALEFACT.]
1. One guilty of a heinous offence against the

law
;
a felon, a criminal.

c 1440 Gcsta Rom. I. xvi. 56 (Add. MS.) Anon thei entred

the forest and sone the malefactours mette hem. 1471 CAXTON
Recnyell (Sommer) I. 16 He dyde iustyce on malfacteurs.

1582 lilBLE (Rheimsl Liike xxiii. 32 And there were led also

other two malefactours with him, to be executed. 1585 ! .

WASHINGTON tr. NMalay s
tfoy.

i. xvi. 17 The great place. .

wher the malefactors are punished. i6o6SHAKS.A&amp;gt;i[.$-Ct,n,

v. 53. 1649 BP.REYNOLIIS llosea iv. 88 Leade them forth, .as

i
. .malefactours to execution. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. iii, A
Malefactor, who has the Halter about his Neck. 1796
MORSE A nit-r. Geog. 11.27 F r tne most atrocious crimes ..

the malefactor is broken upon the wheel. 1862 H. STF.N-

&amp;lt;:KR First Priiic. n. xix. 153 (1875)^ 421 By a malefactor,

we now understand a convicted criminal, which is far from

being the acceptation of evil-doer.

trans/. 1693 DRYDEN 77-//vi.(i697)i44lftheir Barking

Dog disturb her ease . . Th unmanner d Malefactor is ar

raign d. 1697 Virg. Georg. II. 523 For this the Male
factor Goat was laid On Bacchus Altar, and his Forfeit paid.

2. An evil-doer ; one who does ill towards

another ; esp. in antithesis with benefactor.

1483 CAXTON Cata G vj, Hit is better that the malefactour

juge hym selfe than that another shold juge hym. 1603
SHAKS. Mcas.for M. n. i. 52 Benefactors? Well: What
Benefactors are they? Are they not Malefactors? 1634

W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. I) 45 God . . doth some

times punish Malefactors, without observing the formes of

justice. 1653 FULLER Hist. Camt. v. 19 margin, King
&quot;Kilward the fourth a malefactour to this Colledge. 1760-72
H. BROOKE FoolofQiial. xi.(i793) II. 121 Goodman Warm-
house . . rode much at his ease by the chariot of his male

factor. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life,
Considerations Wks.

(liohn) II.4H Mankind divides itself into two classes,

benefactors and malefactors. 1864 PUSF.Y Led. Daniel vi.

2,6 That later king. who., was called from his deeds,

Kakergetes, malefactor .

Malefactory (mn?l/fe ktari), a. rare . [As
if ad. L. *malejactorius, i. malefactor : see prec.

and -OBY.] Evil-doing.
1871 G. MEREDITH //. Richmond III. 122 The Grange

lived on its own solid substance, defying malefactory Radi
cal tricksters.

Malefactress (mse-Wfafetria). [f.
MALE-

FACTOH + -ESS.] A female malefactor.

1647 FANSHAWE tr. Pastor Fido (1676) 123 She dies a

Malefactress. 1797 MARK NOBLE Mem. Ho. Medici xv.

285 Bianca [was buried] with the ignominy and contempt of

a malefactress, and a beggar. 1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet

L. ii. (1883) 71 We women . . should have the handling of

such malefactresses as this Hester Prynne,

fr Malefacture. Obs. [f. L. male/act-, niale-

facere : see MALEFACT and -UKE.] = MALEFACTION.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. vn. 412 The Putred Fountainc
and bitumenous Well, From whence all Vice and Malefac-

tures swell, 1652 GAUI.E Magastrom. 57 Whether it be in

all their Art to elude them, as concerning the obnoxious-

ness of guilt, crime, offence or malefacture?

Malefeazauce,-fesour:seeMALFEASAXCE,-oR.
t Mal-effe Ct. Obs. [See MAL-.] Evil effect.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies ill. iii. 473 The Mai-Effects of

i Discord being Infinite.

MALEFICENT.

Malefic (male-fik), a. and sb. Also 7, g male

fick, 7 malefique. [ad. L. tnalefic-us (also mali-

ficus), f. male ill +
^/fi

Hj : see -FIC. Cf, F. male,

fiqnc, Sp. mahfico, 1 g., It.
inaleftco.&quot;]

A.
&amp;lt;;)

. Productive of disaster or evil ; baleful

in effect or purpose. Said esp. of stellar influences

and magical arts or practices.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 263 Neither could the malefick

Starres impell the Brachmans to malefice or malefacture.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies in. i. 388 We shall point out . .

Constellations .. that are Malefique. 170 H. HL STKK tr.

St.-l ierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 584 Whether the embryons
of their fruits do not disclose . . harsh oppositions, which

give warning of their malefic characters. 1809 A. HKNRY
j rai&amp;gt;. 124 A man who charged him with having brought
his brother to death by malefic arts. 1841 ItoKRow /.ill-

fall \. viii. i. 145 Practices equally malefic as the crime

imputed to them. 1851 MAYIII-.W /,&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/;&amp;lt;/. Labour I. 105 The
slackness of certain periodic trades, .(and) want of employ
ment. .have a doubly malefic effect. 1879 FARBAR St. Paul
I. 385 It belonged to the malefic arts of which they may well

i have heard from Roman visitors.

B. sb. a. Bistro/. A malefic aspect or body. ft). One
who practices malefic arts; a malign wizard. Obs.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 139 A conjunction of all the

maleficks that are named in their [planetarians] art. li-td.

174 Most arrant inchanters, sorcerers, veneficks, maleficks,

wixzards, and witches in the world. 1819 J. WILSON J&amp;gt;ict.

Astro/., Male/iis, doers of evil: Saturn and Mars. Ibid.,

A retrograde malefic would be rendered by it [sc. retro-

gradation] more innoxious.

lltnce t Male ftcness.

1727 BAILKY vol. II, MaleficKness, injuriousness.

I Male fical, &quot; Obs. rare. [Formed as prec.

+ -AI..]
-- MALEFIC a.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 342 The threatnings of the

Starres and their maleficall influence. 1647 LILLY Chr.

Astrol. Ixvii. 411 Whether there arise. .any maleficall fixed

Starres. 1652 GAUI.E Magastrom. 349 A certaine maleficall

sorcerer., made all the locks fall off and doors fly open.

Hence Male flcally adv., in a malefic manner.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 279 Magicians, .malefically im

precating, and vcuetically murdering [etc.]. 1881 U. A.

PROCTOR in Cornli. Mag. Dec. 700 Believing, .that comets

act malefically by their direct influence on the air.

Maleficate malc-fik t
-

t
),z&amp;gt;.

rare- 1
, [f.

MALE
FIC a. + -ATE; cf. med.l.. malcficare. Cf. MAI.E-

FICIATE v.~\ trans. To bewitch.

1827 SIR H. TAYLOR Isaac Comnemis n. iv. 87 What will

not a man do when once he is maleficated ?

Malefice (morl/fis). Also 5 -fyce. [ad. I..

maleficiitm,{. malefic-us MALEFIC. Cf. K. mahfue.\
1. A wicked enchantment ; sorcery, arch.

&amp;lt;ri374
CHAUCER ISoctli. i. pr. iv. 12 (Camb. MS.) They

trowen bat I haue had aftinite to malefice or enchauntement

[I., aflinesfuisse rideiimr matcficio\ 1483 CAXION Hold.

Leg. 203/2 Seynt Peter, .disclosed all bis [Simon Magus J

malefyces. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 100 Malefice and

sorcery. 1700 G. HICKKS Let. 19 June Pepys D:ary (1879)

VI. 202 The discovery of witches, and their malefices and
enchantments. 1865 Carnli. Mag. XI. 471 That he should

die by the malefice of a sorcerer.

2. An evil deed ;
mischief. Obs. or arch.

1591 SPENSER M. Httbberd 1153 He crammed them with

crumbs of Benefices, And fild their moutbes with meeds of

malefices. 1611 J. DAVIES (HereD Sco. Folly (Grosart) 38/1

So to the curat tis a malefice, But to the patron still a

benefice. 1689 tr. Buchanan!s DC Jure Regni 52 They
use to be highly offended with robbers, and that very justly,

if any of them in their malefices pretend the King s name.

1867 P. B. ST. JOHN Snow Ship v. 47 Of man, his tricks

and malefices, there was no sign.

f3. In astrological sense: Malefic character. Olis.

1652 GAULF, Magastrow. 77 Made to consist by the stars,

and to thrive, or dwindle away, according to the benefice, or

mnlefice, of their influence.

Maleficence (male-fisens). [ad. L. malefi-

centia, f. maleficus MALEFIC: cf. MAGNIFICENCE.]
1. Evil-doing ; rarely, an act of evil-doing.

1598 J. KF.EPKR tr. KomfTs Court. Acad. 252 Povertie

bringetn foorth seditions and maleficences, n 1670 HACKFT
Abp. U illiams II. (1692) 85 The Bishopof Lincoln, .fell imp
trouble . . for want of a parliament to keep him from malefi

cence. 1830 KF.NTHAM Offic. Aft. Maximized Pref. 25

note, The correspondent closeness of connection between
maleficence.. and punishment. 1865 J. GROTE Treat, filer.

Ideas xi. (1876) 244 By maleficence I mean the attempt
to give pain, as such, to others. 1865 CARLYI.E Fndk, Gt.

xix. viii. (1872) VI 1 1. 249 Who the perpetrator of this Parisian

maleficence was, remained dark.

2. Malefic character ;
harmfulness.

170 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre s Slnd. Nat. (1799) II. 32

1830 ll tstm. Re-, . XIII. 428 He takes in hand Matchless

Constitution s plan. Not sufficient for him is its malefi

cencehe adds to it [etc.). 1897 A/limit s Syst. filed. II.

884 There is still in such [formerly malarious] districts some
remnant of maleficence.

Maleficent (male-fisent), a. [f.
L. maleficent-,

altered stem (cf. MAGNIFICENT) of maleficus MALE
FIC .]

1. Of things and spiritual agencies: Working

harm, hurtful, malefic. Const, to.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 13. 219 That before the

. . Formation of the World, there was Unformed and disor

derly Matter existing (from Eternity) together with a Male

ficent Soul 1786 tr. BeckforiTs Vathek (1868) 107 Our

people have fled, and left us at the mercy of maleficent

spirits. &amp;gt;793
Hist, in Ana. Reg. 182 Principles maleficent

to all government and order. 1835 KIRBY Hat. $ list.



&quot;.

MALEFICIAL.
Atiim, II. xvi. 86 Whether the^e animals are really advene-
mous and maleficent as they were .--aid to be of old. .seems

very doubtful. 1846 ( .MOTE Greece \. xvi. I. 565 Keneficent
and maleficent demons. 1867 SALA J- r. II aterloa to I enir.s.

I. 255 It dispenses maleficent gases, and is always going out
at the wrong time. 1900 W. L. COL-RTNFV Idea Trag. 67
The mundane sphere in which the beneficent and maleficent
forces are warring.
2. Of persons, their acts and dispositions : AYrong-

doing, criminal.

1760 tr. I attclCs Law Xat. \\. v. 70 Let us apply to the

unjust, what we have said above of a mischievous, or male
ficent nation. 1811-31 BEXTHAM Ess. Lang. \Vlcs. 1843
VIII. 316 The sort of ai t thus described is a maleficent act.

1829 Justice 1^ Cod. Petit. 50 No man is maleficent with
out a motive.

t Malefi cial, a. Obs. [f. L. mahjici-um (see

MALEFICE) + -AT,.] Malefic, maleficent.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 231 Such sorceries and maleficiall

oisons, as men haue deulsed . . to the mischiefe of their own
:ind. 1635 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vi. 14 A law so maleficial
unto them. 1811-31 HKSI HAM Ess. Lang. Wks. 1843 VIII.

310/1 Formation of new words on the ground of analogy.
Example, .from beneficial, maleficial.

t Maleficiate, ///. a. Obs. [a. med.L. male-

ficiat-us, pa. pple. of malefuiare \ see next.] Be
witched ; spec, rendered impotent by spells.
^1613 OVERBL-RV A Wife, etc. (1638) 317 This cures the

Maleficiate. 1626 RAWLKY in Bacon s Sylva To Rdr.,
Mens mindes, being bound ; and {as it were) Maleficiate, by
the Charmcs of deceiuing Notions and Theories. 1649 J. H.
Motion to J arl. A&amp;lt;i:\ I. aim, 4 You being loosed from those
charmes wherewith you .. were maleficiate, began to act

powerfully. 1653 K. SANHERS Phynogn. 171 Unable for

Venery, cold and maleficiate as to generation.

t Malefi Giate, ? . Obs.
[f.

med.L. maleficiat-,

ppl. stem of malefici&rg) f. L. malcfici-ion MALI:-

FICE.] fraits. To bewitch ; spec, to render im

potent by spells. Hence t Maleficiated ///. a.,

t Maleficiating vbl. sb. and///, a.

1621 BURTON Annt. M&amp;gt;-1. i. iii. i. ii, A third.. fears all old
*omen as witches,, .every person comes near him is maleli-
elated. 16*6 UACON Sylva 888 niarg;, Experiment Solitary
touching Maleficiating. 1646 GAULE Cases Consc. 174 Nnt
only in regard of their Maleficiating mischiefes, but also &amp;gt;T

Gods judgments. 1651 Bir,&amp;lt;;s .Vt?u
Dis/&amp;gt;. 179 To maleficiate

n humor in any part of the Head. a 1693 I
*r&amp;lt;}H

hart s

Ral&amp;lt;elnis in. xxxi. 257 Drugs, .which make the Taker cold,
maleticiated.

t Maleficia tion. Obs. [n. of action f. prec.
vh. : ?ee -ATIOX.] The action of maleficiating .

1649 HP. HALL Cases Consc. (1650) 379 A preceding, irre

mediable impotency, . . whether by way of perpe-tuall male-

ficiation, or casualty. 1902 KONRATH Shotehani s Poems
214 f Accidental impotence] was generally ascribed to male-
ficiation.

t Malefi CioUS, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. male-

fifi-um MALEFICB + -ODS.] Of the nature of \\itch-

crnft. Hence t Malefvciousness.
547 nooROE Brc-J. Health

jj 119 Which lierbe .. doth
repell -^uche mal\ fycyousnes or spirites. 1684 tr. Hoitft s

.Merc. Commit, ix. 326 If any thing superstitious or malefi-

cious come from the wickedness of the Devil.

t Male-fidian. noncc-wd.
[f. L. male amiss +

JM-Zs faith +-IAN.] A misbeliever.

1659 H. L KSTRANCE Alliance Dfa.OJf.w Against niale-

fi&amp;lt;lians, as well as again-t nulU-fidians, and soli-fidians

heaven s gates are certainly kept clo^e barred.

Maletique, obs. form of MALEFIC a.

t Male fortune. Obs. [a. F. male fortune
(male fern, of ///a/ adj., evil).] MISFORTUNE.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur i\. xii. 356 Somtyme In: was

nitte to the werse by male fortune. Ii&amp;gt;id. ix. xxxiv. 392 Syr
kuncelot by male fortune stroke sir Tri&amp;gt;tram on the *yde.

fMalegerent, a. Obs. rare n
*

[f.
L. male ill

+ gerent- t pr. pple. ot gerfrt to conduct (oncselQ.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Alalcgerenti ill-behaving, unthrifty,

improvident.

Malegetta, -gutta, obs. ff. MALAOTETTA.
Malegrefe, -greve: see MAUOKE.
Ma-16-grubbles, obs. form of MULLIGRUBS.
Maleheur

s e, variant of MAMI EUR Obs.

Maleheureux, variant of MALEI-ROUS Obs.

Maleheurte, -hurte, var. ff. MALEURTE Obs.

Maleic (mal/ ik), rtr. Chem. [ad. F. mah{

i&amp;lt;]ite

(Telouze 1834); formed by alteration of maliqne
MALIC, to indicate that this acid was related to

j

malic acid.] IWnleic acid , a product of the dry
distillation of malic acid.

1838 T. THOMSON Chew. Org. Rodics 55, 1873 WATTS
Ftnvtifs* Chem. fed. n) 725 The volatile acid produced with
fumaric acid is called maleic acid.

Also Malei-nic = MALEIC. (Cf. G. malei nsanre.)
1889 in Syit. Soc. Lex.
Male ingine, ingyne, var. ff. MALENGIN Obs.

Male-institution: ?ee &quot;M.\L- prefix.
t Male journey. Obs. [a. OF. malejournee

1

evil
&amp;lt;luy\]

An unfortunate battle.

1455 Piiston Lett. I. 345 The Lord Cromwell wold have
excused hym self of all the steryng or moevyng of the male

journey of Seynt Albont-s. 1461 Rolls of Parlt. V. 492/1
Your true Liegemen, .which were not ayen. .youre.. Fader,
at the Felde and male journey of Wakefeld.

Malekin, variant of ^TALK1N.

\ Male morte. Obs. [?a. AF. *mal mort lit.

dead evil
.]

= MORHAL.
c 1400 Master of Game tMS. Digby 182) xii, Kou tides ..

haue &amp;gt;e male morte in Mr nosethrylles.

p
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Maleno(h&quot;olye &amp;gt;

-li o,-lia,obs.ff.MELANtHOLY.
Malenooleous, -lious, obs. ff. MH.ANCHOI.IOUS.

Malencler, obs. form of MALANDEB.
Maleness .nvi-lnes). [f. MALE a. + -NESS.]

fa. Masculine or vigorous character; mascu
linity (ofo.). b. Thequality of being of the male sex.

1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Relig. Side 144 The Vatican of

paganism cannot, for the male-ness of its stile, match that
matchless Hook of Genesis. 1889 GEDDES & THOMSON E -ol.

Se.r xiii. 179 The [parthenogenetic] female cell has a certain
maleness about it. 1900 t cp. Sci. Monthly Feh. 486 The
differences are the external expression of maleness and
femaleness.

I Malengin. Obs. Forms : 4-7 malengin,
5 male ingyr.e, 5-6 male engyne, malengyne,

, 7 malengyn, 6 male engin, mallengyn,
malingen, male-ingine, malengine, 6-7 male
engine, [a. OK. malengin, f. mal evil (see MAL-)
+ engin contrivance, ENGINE s&.~\ Evil machina
tion, ill-intent

; fraud, deceit, guile.
1390 GOWER Conf. II. 138 So mni men knowe, how the

florin Was mocier (erst of malengin. 1426 in I-.. E. ll lits

(1882) 70 Withoute fraude or male engyne. 1470-85 MA
LORY Arlfinrxviu. v. 733 For good loue she bad vs to dyner
and not for no male engyi.e. 150* ARNOLDE Chron, 88 b/i
He was a good & an honest marchaunt without fraude
or malengyne. 1519 Act 21 Hen. t III, c. 13 By any Manner
of Means, Fraud, or .Male Engine, c 1540 tr. /W. Vtrg.
l:.ng. /list. iCamden No. 36) 226 \Vhoe. preventinge his Male
Engine, invaded his bowndes. 1590 SPENSER /* . Q. in. i.

53 Priefe Of such malengine and Jineforgerye. 1611 Sl-EEn
Hist. Gt. Hrlt. ix. vii. 5. 514 The same in good faith

keepe, and without mal-Kngyn. 1641 MILTON Riform. i.

Wks. 1851 III. 8 When the Protectors Brother .. through
private malice and mal-engin was to lose his life. 1726
AYLITFE I arergoit 315 All Presumption of Fraud and Male-
engine ceases through the authority of the Judge.

&amp;lt;[

b. Misused for : ? Ruin ; ?evil genius.
1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence 59 An opinion which is the

verie male-engine of all sound diuinitie.

!! Mal-entenchl malantand/n, a. and sh.

[Kr., f. mal ttl + entenefu understood.] fa. aJj.

Mistaken, misapprehended. Oh. b. s/&amp;gt;. A mis-

understanding.
?t6i6 RALEIGH Let. in E. Edw.-mls Life (iSCS) II.

InU i 1. p. Ixii, I take it. .for a libertie mal entendu to be
removed out of this steddy Tower into a rowling shipp.
1780 II. WALIOI i: Let!. 1558) VII. 448 Kysome mabentendn
it was packeil up in his heavy baggage. 1824 HEBER Xnr-
iti iT c (iSr-S) II. \vi. 127, I suspect that several m.-tl-entendus
of this kind have occurred. 1893 F. ADAMS AVr&amp;lt; l-

.^vf&amp;gt;t 217
Things culminated in a stupid nud-entendu with the J itn t s

correspondent.

! Maleo (mre-l/io). [Native name, applied to

various megapode birds in the Malay Archipelago.
Written by Vakntijn 1726 in Du. spelling moelcoe,

mallsoe.] Amegapode bird, .\[eacephalon maleo,

inhabiting Celebes.

1869 A. R. WALLACE Malay Arc/tip, I. 413 One specimen i

of the large and interesting Maleo.

Maleoleut, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare- 1
, [ad. I,, male ,

oliiil-em (male ill + pr. pple of olere to smell). J

That hath an ill smell (Thys. Diet. ifi-;?).

1657 TOMLINSON Rfiian s Disf. 212 Those that are not

familiar, unpleasant and maleolent. 1727 in BAII I:Y vi.l. II.

Male-ominous, variant of MAL-HMINIII s.

Malerde, obs. form of MAI.LAHD.
Malerous e, variant of MALEUIIOTS Obs.

Males, Malescun: see M.U.KASK, MALISON.
Mal ese, variant of MAI.EASE Of&amp;gt;s.

Maleson e, -esoune, obs. forms of MALISON.
Maless, Malesse : FeeM.u.EAsi: obs., MALICE.
Male stream, -strom, obs. ff. MAKL.STUUM.

t Malesuete, &quot; Oi&amp;gt;s. raie&quot;. [ad. quasi- L.

&quot;male sttct-tts (malt ill, siu /ns accustomed).]
1727 BAILEY v..l. II,- Malesuctr, that has contracted an

ill Habit or Custom.

Malesun, obs. form of MALISON.
Malet, variant of MALLET.
Maletalent, -if, var. ff. MALT.U.ENT, -IVE.

[Maletent, bad reading for next in Ihe transl.
[

1543&quot;)
of Act 25 Eckv. I, c. 7 (the AF. orig. has

male tonic} ;
thence copied into vai ions Law Diets.] ;

t Maletolt. La-M. Obs. Forms : 6 maltot,
f&amp;gt;, 9 maltote, 7 maletot, 7, 9 maltolt, 7 male-
tool, 8-9 maletolt, maltolte, 9 maletote, male-
toute. [a. AF. male/ante, OF. maltoltc, male/mite

\

(mod.F. maltole; hence l)u. ma//oot),repr. med.L. !

mala tolta (mala fern., evil, tolta tax, f. toll-, med.L.

ppl. stem of L. tollfre, OF. tolir, toiidre to take) ;

cl. It. malatolta, OPg. malalosta.] An unjust or

burdensome tax.

1514 .Vein. Constables Tonrnay in Strype Red. Mem.
(1721) I. App. iv. 8 In Calais. .no maltot is demaunded .. :

when* we of the king s garrison of Tournay pay for every
tun of wine 40*. sterling maltot. a 1618 RALEIGH Prerog.
Farl. (1628) 32 The King [Richard II] had giuen him a
subsedy upon wools, called a Maletot. 1627 SIR R. COTTON
Vieto Reign ften. Ill 23 They blame him . . to haue vndone
the trade of Merchants by bringing in Maletools and heauy
customes. 1844 LD. HRO[-&amp;lt;;HAM Hrit. Const, xiii. (1862) 180
[Richard II] had recourse to forced loans, and to . . the
Maletolteof his grandfather. 1884 DOWKLI. Taxation*, ii.

I. 133 The King and counsel authorised an impost ; but this

subsequently formed the subject of complaint as a maletoute.

MALEVOLENT.
1901 Ros\ ORAHAM S. Gilbert of Sempruigham 126 The
maltutes. .levied on the export of wool by the Crown.

Maleure, variant of MALHKUR Obs.

fMaleured, a. Obs. In 6 male vryd. [f.

*maleur MALHEL R + -ED-.] Ill-fortuned.
a 1529 SKELTON Agit. Scoites in Wks. 1843 I. 185 Male

vryd was your fals entent.

Maleureus, Maleurite : see MALEI-ROUS,
MALEURTEF.
t Maleurous, a. Obs. Forms : 5 maleureus,

malewreus, malerouse, maleurouse, 5-6 male
rous, maleheureux, 6 Sc. malewrus, mail-

houris, malheurius. [a. OF. Ma/euros, -eus,
-otis (mod.F. ma/hem-eHx^, f. nu-knr (mod.F.
malheitr] : see MALHEUR. Cf. IJENEUROUS.]
Unhappy, unfoitunate,

1471 CAXTON Recu)v//(Sommer) 1. 162 The maleureus & vn-

happysaturne. c 1475 Partenay 6473 All gloiiuspatriarkes in

breue,. .Iff I thaimfor-gatte I were malerous. c 1477 CAXTON
Jason i&quot;j

The right malerouse king was constrayned to. .calle
his knightes unt6 his ayde. Ibid, no What wil ye don with
this malerous and pyteus childe. 1513 DOUGLAS sKttcis xi.

Prol. 150 Rycht so, quha vertuus was, and fallis tharfio, Of
verray ressoune malewrus hait is he. 1533 BELLENDF.N
/./:&amp;gt;!. viii. (S.T.S.) 1.47 Viherissa mailhouris bat na felicite

mycht follow be hare ope racloun. 1553 KENNFI&amp;gt;Y Coinfend.
Tract, in W odrmv Soc. Misc. (1844} 152 The malheuriui
prince sail w;.rie the tyme.
i Maleurtee. Obs. Also 5 maleurte, male-

h(e)urte, maluerte, 6 mallewrite, maleurite,
-itie, malurit(e. [OF. malntrti misfortune,
f. ffta/eitr: see MALBLTR and -TY.] Misfortune.

1471 CAXTON Recitytll (Sommer) 1 1. 690 H ys malehurte and
gretevnhappynesve. 1474 C/tesse n. v. D viij b, Thiscyteof
iome..is peruerted and torned in to maleht-urte and thyse
euylles. /biff. in. vii. Ij, Thys drede surmounteth alle other
maleurtt-es and euylles, for it is maleurte of drede nyght and
day. 1481 Godfrey (1893) 203 They vnderstonde not yet
the maluerte that they be in. 1533 HEI.LEKDRN

Lh&amp;gt;y iv. xii.

(S.T.S.) II. 86 Dredand
l&amp;gt;e sammyn chanre & mallewrite

[v.r. maleurite] to fall to
}&amp;gt;are

tovn. Ibid. 96 Repre\ ing
hame J?at bai loist bare curage for sa small trubill and
maluritee [v.r. malurite] of fortoun. 1546 THIRLBY in St.

J\i/crs Hen. / ///, XI. 397 This is my maleuritie.

Malevesyn, obs. variant of MAI.VOISIK.

Malevolence (male vt lcns). Also 5-6 mali-,
malyvblecce, 6 malevolens. [a. OF. mali-

t

malevolence, ad. L. matt-, malei o!entia y f. male-
i olcntem\ see MALEVOLENT.] The attribute of

being malevolent ; the wishing or the disposition
to wish evil to others; ill-will.

r 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xii. 153 The grete malyuo-
lence or euyll wylle that he had. 1509 IJAKCLAV Sliyp
of i* o!y$ (1570)16 Wo be to them who by maliuolcnce
Slaunder or defame any creature. 1575 L.ANEHAM Let.

65 Too htm that ..either of ignorauns, .or els of maleuolens
woold make any doout. 1605 SIIAKS. Marb. in. vi. 28 The
maleiujlente of Fortune. 1688 NORRIS Theory Loi t i. ii. 15
A willing evil to some person or thing, which we call Malice
or Malevolence. 171* STEELE Sprct. No. 422 ^4 The Male
volence, which is too general towards those who excell. 1789
HKI.SHAM Ess. \\. xl. 510 The reputation of Hooker . . rises

far above the reach of Al r. Hurke s malevolence, 1838 LYTTON
Caliit-ron i, This prudent frankness disarmed malevolence on
the score of birth. 1885 L fool Daily Post i June 5/3 Every
obstacle which partisan malevolence could create he has
had to encounter.

b. Sarcastically suggested as a more appropriate
term for HKNEVOLEXCE 4.

[&amp;lt;fi548
HAI.L C/inw., AV;c. II . 226 b, The kyng.. called

tin s graunt of money a benevolence, not withstanding that

many with grudge and maleuolence gave great su mines
toward that new founde benevolence.] 1591 Sicw .hi.,
an. 1473. 701 The king. .called this grant of money a Bene-

uolcnce, notwiihstaniling that many grudged therat and
tailed it a Maleuolence. 1640 LD.

J.
DIGBV .S/. in //.&amp;lt;,

Cff/t, 9 Nov. 4 The granting of SubMdie 1

,
and that under

so preposterous a name as of a Benn olence^ for that which
is a Ma/crcl.-nce indeed.

t Malevolency. Oh. [ad. L.

see prec. and -KFCY.]
= MAI.KVOLKNCE.

111662 HKVI.IN Land i. in. 11668) 240 Tliis was the first

taste which (hey gave the King of their malevolency to
wards his Person. 1714 IVn-: Let, to AJiiison ioOct., May
1 hope that some late malevolencits have lost their effect ?

Malevolent (male-vJlent), a. and s/&amp;gt;. Also 6

maly-, malivoient. [a. OF. malivokntt ad. L.

iali- t malevolent-em ^
f. male ill -t vo/ent-eHi willing,

pr. pple. uivelle to will, wish.] A. a t

tj.

1. Of persons, their feelings and actions: Desirous
of evil to others; entertaining, actuated by, or in

dicative of ill-will
; disposed or addicted to ill-will.

1509 BARCLAY Skyp ofFolys (1874) II..2i6 The honour of

hym that is absent . . Is hurt and distayned by worde
malyuolcnt. 1528 ROY Rede vie, etc. (Arb.) 118 ludas the

traylour malivoient Wliiche betrayed Christ to the lues.

1593 NASHE Chris? s T. 66 Malicious and maleuolent are

they, that will exclude anyone Arte. .from bearing witnesse
of God. 1645 PAG ITT Heresiogr. (1661) 72 They are as
malevolent to Dutch and French Churches as to us. 1664
H. MORE Myst. /nia. t Afol. 561 [To] disenable malevolent
men from doing the free and ingenuous undeserved mischief.

1689 in Wood s Life 21 Nov. (O. H.S.) III. 314 Some
malivoient people have lately defaced King William s

1
Lture in the Guild-hall. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 172

F 4 Whoever rises., will have many malevolent gazers at
his eminence. 1833 KEBI.K Sfrtn.

vj. (1848) 143 The..
malevolent feeling of disgust,, .which is apt to lay hold on
sensitive minds. 1841 MACAU LAY Ess., II . Hustings (1851)

599 The keen, severe, and even malevolent scrutiny to

which his whole public life was subjected. 1894 S \VEY-



MALEVOLENTLY.
MAN Uruler Red Robe v. (1897) 133 His lean malevolent

|

faee. .chilled me.

tb. trans/.
1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card, xxv, For securing of

. -tender Greens and Plants from malevolent Winds.

-(2. Astral. Exercising an evil or baleful influence.

J593 R- HARVEY t hilatt. 56 Some infortunate and male

volent configuration of mouable skies and starres. 1691

DKYDEN K. Arthur v. 44 At length I have thee in my
Arms ; Tho our Malevolent Stars have strugled hard, And
held us long asunder. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Malevolent

r/atu ts, Saturn and Mars.

b. iransf. andy^ .

1596 SHAKS. i I[en. IV, t. i. 97 This is Worcester, Maleuo-

lent to you in all Aspects. 1672 SIR T. BROWNE Lett,

l- ricnd S 4 Death hath not only particular Stars in Heaven,

but Malevolent Places on Kaith. 1685 BOYLE t-.n,/. .Vatwii

Nat. iv. 83 The malevolent aspect, that the vulgar notion

of nature, .may have on religion.

B. sb.

1 1. A person of evil wishes or designs. Obs.

1595 DANIKL Civ. Wars iv. xxxi. (1609) 95 They durst

not ..present, .their defences, in respect He was incenst by-

some maleuolent. 1637 LAUD Sp. in Starr Chamber Ded.

ai-, Mr. Prinn. .[will] scarce find such a Malevolent as him-

selfe against State and Church. 1654 H. L EsiRANGE

Clias. I (1655) 127 Notwithstanding .. these close insinua

tions by these turbulent malevolents, the Act passed. 1670

in Soiners Tracts I. 3 Which his malevolents affirmed to be

an emblem of himself.

1 2. Astral. An evil influence. Obs.

1651 CULPEI PF.R Aslrol. yndgem. Dis. (1658) 150 They
are both afflicted by malevolenls, the Moon by Conjunction ;

of Saturn, and the Sun by Conjunction of Mars.

Malevolently (male-v&amp;lt;Jlentli),
adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY -.] In a malevolent manner.

1615 T. ADAMS White Dcni/l 16 If a levy.. wold force

your benevolence it comes malevolently from you. 1640

HOWELL Dodona s Cr. 114 The gracious Oke. .did vindicat

him from those aspersions malevolently cast upon him.

1792 GEDDES tr. Eitle Pref. 7 The serpent, .malevolently

persuaded the woman to eatof the fruit. 1897 MAY KINCS-

I.EY IV. Africa 585 They stagger about on the ground,

buying malevolently.

Male-volentness. rare-&quot;, [f.
MALEVOLENT

+ -NESS.] MALEVOLENCE. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

t Malevolo. Obs. i-an 1
. [a. It. malevo/o,

j

ad. L. malevohis : see next.] A malevolent person,
j

1648 Brit. Bellman 2 Many Plots were discovered . . in

which.. ye Malevolos, might have claimed the chiefest

Livery, as Beelxebubs nearest Attendants.

t Male VOlous, a. Obs. Also 6 malivolus,
malyvolus. [f.

L. nialcvol-us (i. L. male ill +
vol

,
mile to wish) + -ous.]

= MALEVOLENT i.

1536 BKLLENUEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 274 Ane wickit and
mahvolus man, namit Edrik. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health
Ixix. 29 b, This impediment doth come, .of some malyvolus
humoure. 1588 J. HAKVEY Dtse. Probl. 108 We neede not

greatly recke, or care for his maleuolous intention. 1652
GAULF. Magastrom. 223 They caution straitly to. observe
the planet, benevolous or malevolous. 1079 C. NKSSE
Antid.agst. Popery 102 Satan is a malevolous adversary.

1727 WAKBURTON Traets(i j^) 128 These malevolous Critics.

Malewe, obs. form of MALLOW.

Malewr(e)us, variant of MALEUKOUS a. Obs.

Malexectltioil. Also 7 male-execution.

[See MAL-.] Bad execution or administration.

1689 Trial Pritehard v. Papillon 6 Nov. an. 1684&quot;. 9 That
were a Misfesance, or a Male-execution of their Office.

1848 in CRAIG, a 1852 D. WEBSTER cited in Webster 1854.

Maleyce, -ys, obs. forms of MALICE.

Iffalfeasance (ma;lf&quot;zans). Also 7 male-

feazanee, 8 malefeasance, 8-9 malfaisance,

y malfesance. [a. AF. *
malfaisance (cf. mod.F.

malfaisance), f. Of. malfaisant : see next.]
1. Law. Evil-doing ; spec, official misconduct on

the part of one in public employment.
1696 Lotul. Gaz. No. 3242/4 Special Bars in Case, viz...

Slander,. -Mis feazance, Male-feazance [etc.]. 1765 !!LACK-

STONE Comm. I. 393 Statutes, which declare the benefice

void, for some nonfeasance or neglect, or else some male
feasance or crime. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. 11876) II.

viii. 32 Thus corruption, breach of trust, and malfeasance in

public affairs . . came . . under the cognizance of the star-

chamber. 1839 J. STORY Laiu Bailments 123 The same
rule which is applied by the common law to cases of mal

fesance, governs also cases of negligent execution of a
gratuitous trust or agency. 1885 Spectator 8 Aug. 1041/1
The protection of Hastings, whom he had charged with
various malfeasances. 1892 Times (weekly ed.) 4 Nov. 4/1
Various charges of malfeasance.

2. gen. Wrong-doing ;
an instance of this. rare.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits xv. 260 A relentless inquisition
..turns the glare of this solar microscope fthe newspaper]
on every malfaisance. 1860 Cotut. Li/e, Consid. Wks.
(IJohn) II, 415 Nature turns all malfaisance to good.

Malfeasant (mrelf/ zant), a. and sb. Also 9
malfaisaut. [a. F. malfaisant, f. mal ill, MAL-,
\faisant, pr. pple. affaire to do.] a. adj. Evil-

doing, b. sb. An evil-doer, a criminal.

1809 E. S. BARRETT Setting Sun I. 31 Christians (soi-

disant but mal-faisant followers of the mild doctrines of

Christ). 1882 MOKLEY R. Cobden xxiv. (1902) 84/1 Mal
feasants on board a Uritish ship should not be seized but.,

demanded from the Consul.

Ittalfeasor. Obs. Forms: 4-5 mal(e)fesour,
mau-, mawfesour, 5 maffaisour. [a. OF. mal-

faisor, agent-n. f. malfaire : see prec.] An evil

doer, a malefactor.
. 1330 K. LUa. ii it C/ircn. (ioi-. -i i pe maufeauuis ateynt,

83

& curbed ouer |?e nape. 14. . in Hist. Coll. Citizen London
(Ounclen) 99 Hoolyc fur to forgevyn allc the iiialefe.-&amp;gt;ourys

or evylle doers of hem dwcllynge in the same cytle. 1401
/W, f ocnis (Roll.-.) II. 85 Al mancr niawfesours shuklen
ben unpoimibhid. 1424 i n$f&amp;lt;t Lett. I. 12 Certeyns inaf-

faisuurb, felons, and br&amp;lt;~kere^ uf the kynges peas vnknowyn.

t MalfetOUr. Obs. fa. UK. mal/etor (mod I
1

.

miilfaitcitr) : L. malcfactor-cm. ~\

- MALEKACTOK.
( 1450 I.ONKUCM drail xxxvi. 335 Tliey supposide Every-

chuii . . tlial it hadde be sum MalietOUi that \va^ for-Iu.^eti.

Malforma tioii. [*.
MAI,- + FORMATION.]

Faulty or anomalous formation or btrueturc of

parts, csp, of a living body.
1800 Mcd. Jrnl. III. 397 Case of extraordinary M.il-

fiTiiuuiuii in a Foetus, .by T. Pole. 1844 Dun ON Ih aJm si

116 Where the auditory nerve i&amp;gt; perfect, and there is no

congenital malformation. 1872 ! . likYANT Pract. Surg. 126

A malformation of the septum nasi.

fig- 1%SS MAC.U LAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 377 It [the aruiyl
ceased to c.\i-&amp;gt;t,. .not in consequence of any great li|i..w tnmi

without, Imt by a natural dissolution, the effect of intenuil

malformation.

Malfb rmed, if-
[*&quot;.

MAI.- + FORMED///. &amp;lt;/.]

Hatlly funned; marked by malformation.

1817 LAWUKNCK /,tv/. fiS-jj) no It i* admitted that an

ideot with a malformed brain has no mind. 1836-9 Toon
(j tV. Auat. II. 633/1 Children with hearts ^o malformed
live three, four, or five days. 1872 O. W. Hoi. MI s Ax. 1

.

Krcakf.-t. viii. (1885) 20^ Malformed salmon.. can be sup

plied. 1879 .V/. (j.vtyc s //tsf. A ./. IX. 631 both the teeth

\v&amp;lt;jic malformed, hollow, and smaller than natural.

b. Iransf. andy^.
1867 SWINBURNE Ess. -f- Stud. 1 1875) M-J These fust poems

of Mr. Morris were not malformed. 1872 O. W. HOLMES /Vt7

Brcakf.-t. viii. 1:64 You do not j;et such a malformed char

acter as that without a lull- chain of causes. 1899 Daily
News 21 July 8/6 Malformed and tainted human nature.

t MalgO Vernance, Obs. rare- 1

. In 7 male-

governance, [f.
MAL- + GOVERNANCE.] next.

1673 H. STUBBES Further Vind. Dutch War App. Q-J

They saw disorders to encrease tlieie upon the male-

governance of that pretended Parliament.

Malgo vernment. Also 7 male-,
[f.

MAL-
+ GOVKBXMEXT.] Bail government.
(11653 GOUGE Comm. Hcb. \i. 3^ Yet doth not that phrase

intend, that he gave over the \vh&quot;Ie government to them,
much lesse that he justified them in their male-government.

1848 Frascr&quot;s M&amp;lt;*ff-
XXXVII. 146 Any degree of mal-

govcrnment and misery. 1880 V. L. CAMERON Our Future

Highway II. xv. 340 Tlie country is much richer, .notwith

standing its mal-govemment.

Malgrace (mxl^iri-s). [Orig.twowords,a.OF.
malegrace \inalt fern, of malw\\j grace GHACK sl&amp;gt;).~\

f 1. Disfavour. Obs.

&amp;lt; 1425 Seven Sag. (P.I 2108 And he answerd ryglit in the

place, Maugrc have thou and male grace ! 1639 SPOTTIS-

WOOD Hist.
CJt.

Scot. vi. (1677) 326 The Rebels or others

known to be in his Majesties mal-grace. 1714 FORH.SCI ]-.-

ALAND Note in Foricscne s Abs. -V Liin. Man. 75 J/.^w..
signifies the same as mal-grace, disfavour, or ill-will.

2. Something unbecoming, pseudo-arch.
1882 G. MACDONALD Weighed q- Wanting iv. I. 57 May

these not see in us some malgrace which it needs the gentle
ness of Christ to get over and forget?

I Malgra cious, a- Obs. rare. Also 5 mau-

gracious. [a. OF. malgracieux, immgradeux :

see MAL- and GUACIOUS a.] a. Ill-favoured, un

comely, b. Ungracious, disobliging.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 149 HU [Vulcanus j figure Bothe of

visage and of stature Is lothly and malgracious. 4:1430

Pilgr. LyfAfanAode n. Ixxxv. (1869 106 A vile old oon, and

niaugradous [F. maiigracieuse} and hideous, that j sin not

bifore. 1471 CAXTON Recuyeli (ed. Sommer) I. 68 The moo

prayers that they made vnto Tytan, the more fonde they

hym vncourtoys felon and malgracyous. a 1500 Colkelbie

Sow 131 A malgratious millare, A berward, a hrawlar.

I! IKCalgra do, prep. Obs. [It. malgrado : see

MAUCKK and cf. next.] In spite of. Also with of.

1590 MARLOWE Edw. //, n. v, Malgrado all your beards.

1590 LOUGE Rosalind (1887) 166 To force Phoebe to fancy

the shepherd, malgrado the resolution of her mind. 1590

GREENE Orl. Fur. (1599) H, What I haue said, He pawne
my sword, To seale it on the shield of him that dares Mal

grado of his honour, combate me.

II Malgre (malgn?),^/. [Fr. : see MAUGRK.J
In spite of, notwithstanding. (In first quot. without

regimen.)
1608 BI-. HALL Epist. iv. iv. 363 Woe were vs, if our safetie

depended vpon your hopes, or his [sc. the pope s] mercies.

Blessed be that God, which malgrc hath made and kept vs

happie. a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. i. 29 (1740) 28 Our late

Sovereign, who, malgre all his endeavours to the Contrary
is yet.. of glorious Memory. 1769 HIRST in Plnl. Trans.

LIX. 232 To. -acknowledge conviction, malgre all preju
dice and preconceived opinion. 1814 SIR R. WILSON Priv.

Diary (1861) II. 302, I went., to the opera, malgre the

gutters and spouts. r 1815 BYRON in Moore Life (1838)

281/2, I went (malgre that I ought to have stayed at home
in sackcloth..) to. .my private box. 1878 L. W. M. LOCK-
HART Mine is Thine II. xxxv.

^13
The fowler . .went forth,

accordingly, malgre his sister s remonstrances.

Malgyk, obs. form of MAGIC.

li IKEalheur. Obs. Also 5 maleheure, mal-

eure, malure, 6 raallure, 7 malheure, male-

heur. [Fr., earlier maleur
y

f. mal evil + cur

fortune: L. auguriitm AUGUEY.l Misfortune.

1471 CAXTON Recuyeli (Sommer) I. 268 Yf my maleheure
and mysauenture renne vpon me. Ibid. 11.490, I haue mal-

cure and myshappe. a 1500 Chaucer s Dream 601, 1 wofull

wight full of malure, Am worse than dead. 1560 A. SCOTT

Poems xvi. 3 The mornyng and the grit mallure Can nane de-

MALICE.

vyne. 1602 J. CECIL in ArchfrieslControv. (Camden) 1 1. 206
We recurred to God anil our bitted ladye that they woulde
divcrte this malheure from vs. 1673 1JRVHEN .T/&amp;lt;tfr. a la.

M&amp;lt;&amp;gt;de v. i, Ay, lib long uf you that this Malhcur is fall n

upon me. 1682 C. IRVINE //;W. S,, tl. XoniouL Dcd. %] li,

Seldome ever any Maleheur befell them. 1770 FIT/I ATKICK
in J. H. Jesse G. Schiya fr Cmteiup. (184;) II. 31.6, I am
heartily sorry for y.jur inallicnr. 1792 /.h iua II. 65, I h:ul

no opportunity to acquaint her with my malheur.

Malheurius, So. vaiinnt ol MALKIIKOUS Obs.

Malic (mri lik;, a. Client, [a. F. malii/i/e, f.

J,. niiil-um apple.] & Ialie acid : an acid (C, 1 1, ,&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.,
i

ilcrived fioin the apple, the berries ol the moun

tain-ash, ami many other fruits.

1797 Kucyd. Riit. ltd. 3) XVI 1 1. 871/1 The citric and maii..

.u_id^ which I lia\ c found in uine. 1801 l:n^\L lint.
?Mil&amp;gt;pl.

u:d. 3) I. v-:6/i .Schetlc discovered a peculiar acid . . u hk li,

because it is found most abundantly in appk-s. ha- been

calkil malic acid. 1813 SIR 11. DAVY Agric.L i .-

107 Malic Acid may be obtained from the juice nf apples,

barberries, plums, eldtrU-i I ir, [etc.]. 1897 AM utt s Sj/st.

.Veil. II. 43 Cider cuntains malic acid.

Malice ^mie-lis), sb. 1 orms : 4 malyes, ma-

leys, 4 5 malis, maleco, 4, 6 maliss, maleyce,

4 6 malys, malyce, j malyhs, mailyeis, 5 6

malesse, malise, malles, 6 mallyce, malei.s e,

6-7 mallice, 3- malice, [a. ! . malifc recunled

1 iom 1 2th c.;, ad. L. nialitia. t&quot;. IIHI/-IIS I ad.

I l. Sp., P};. iiutlfiia, It. uia/i-ia. )

Sumc of tile
carl&amp;gt;

li/rms ;ire coincident \tith lbo~ t; n!

MAI i. ASI-:
;
in some senses the two wolds seem to ha\e been

sometimes confused.)

fl. Bad quality, badness; chiefly in moral sense,

wickedness. Obs.
&amp;lt;i 1300 Cursor M. I5ss Mikel malice was first in man Hul

lietur forwit sua mike] as ban. &quot;1340 HAMVOI.K / t.a/tfi-

v. i Hulykirkc [&amp;gt;at piayes to be departid fra
\&amp;gt;e

malice of
|&amp;gt;c

uarld. 13.. K.K. A Hit. I . I!. .siS Al Ube mynde of be man
to malyce enclyned. f 1375 .Vr. Leg, Saitiis\.(.KatcrincVT\
Sebo ;cd and sad. .sir kin.L;. Kesune requeris . .[. at bu knaw

1
i malyes eV \\ ith- Iraw ]i&quot;\v sii seiuice fi a IMS g jildis faK,

|&amp;gt;at
be dissawis. 1398 TKI.YISA I.arth. DC i . A . NVII. ii.

d4 i5) 5 / To make a \vylde tree chaunge out of malyce in

to goodnes. c 1400 M u Ni-l . . i Ko.xb.) i.\. 33 pai er . . In,!

of all maner of wiekedness and malice, c 1420 1 allnd &amp;lt;&amp;gt;;i

//HS&. I. 264 The malice of that lond, or cause of d rede, Thai

wyntir with his shonris may of dryue. 1477 KAKL Ri\ 1:1;-,

(Caxton) Dictcs 14 Make your children lerne gi^od in then-

youthe or they falle to malice. 1594 CAKKW Hnartc s /. \ :i:i&amp;lt;-.

ll jfs (1596) 278 In man there is no power which hath tokens

to descry the goodnesse or malice of his object. 1600 Ai .r.

ABBOT Ejcf. Jami/i 19 When, .they returned to their malice

as a dog to his vomit, it [Nineveh] was destroyed. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. i It seemeth the children uf

time do take after the nature and malice of the father.

f 2. Power lo harm, harmfulness ;
harmful action

or effect. Of a disease, a poison, etc. : Virulence.

i 1380 WYCLIF Il is. (1880)457 Neber
(&amp;gt;e

word of ber prclat

ne
)&amp;gt;e

word of ber somenour ban somyche maliss wir&amp;gt; hem l&amp;gt;at

[etc. |. 1390 Gem tK Can/. I. 266 The water of a welle Of fyr

abateth the malice. 1432-50 tr. lligdai (Rolls) I. 339 Veiiym
md poysoun. .leseb his malys auou as he passed be injddel

Facions n. i. 114 Myrrhe, whose smoke is so unholsome, that

excepte thei withstode the malice therof with the perfume of

styrax [etc.]. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 251 Our Cannons
malice vainly shall be spent. 1614 RALEIGH HisJ. World
II. v. iii. 6. 374 The malice of a great Arrnie is broken

..in a great Siege. 41619 FOTHEKBY Athcotn. u. v. 4

(1622) 242 The malice of the sickuesse surpassing all the

helpe of the most approved medicines. 1635 CuLPEPPER,
etc. Riverius iv. vii. 116 These Evacuations, .come, .fiom

the malice of the matter of the Disease. 1685 DKVUKN
Tlirenod. August. 177 Undaunted Ca;sar underwent The
malice of their [sc. the physicians ] art.

1 3. Aslrol. The baleful influence of ceitain stars.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC / . A , vm. x.xii. (Helmiugham
MS.), pe malice of a malicious sterre is y-temprid. .by pre
sence of a goodly sttrre. 1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) -o

Throgh some malice of the celestial bodies.

4. The desire to injure another person ; active

ill-will or hatred. In mod. use sometimes in weaker
! sense : Sportively mischievous intent, desire to

tease (cf. F. malice).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 12027 He ne dude it vor non vuel

ne malice bi speke er. 1390 Gow ER Con/. I. 62 He that was
a Lonib beforn Is thanue a Wolf, and thus malice Under
the colour of justice Is hid. 1:1430 Lvuc. Mia. Poems

1

(Percy Soc.) 23 The wolf of malys.. Upon the lambe com-

pleynyd ageyn reson. 1477 Snrtt-es Misc. (1890) 35 A
man.. was notyd and diffamyd..be veray malesse, yc he

shud be a Skotte. 1500-20 DCNBAR Poems li.\. 3 A refyng
sone of rakyng Muris Hes niagellit my making, throw

his maliss. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I l, in. ii. 23 God forbid

any Malice should preuayle. 1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Strm.
1 aules Crosse Pref. 7 Malice marres logike and charltle

both. 1691 HARTCLIFHE Virtues 3^1 When we think of.,

the malice of our Spiritual Adversaries ; we are apt to de

spond. 1781 GIBBON Ded. q / . xix. II. 132 He furnished

the malice of his enemies with the arms of truth. 1825

COLERIDGE Aids Re/7. xxxi. (1836) 100 The slanders .. may
be the implements, not the inventions of Malice. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 495 Then the archbishop,

with that gentle and temperate malice which inflicts the

deepest wounds, said [tc.]. 1871 MORLEY Vollatre (1886)

5 The rank vocabulary of malice and hate.

b. Occas. personified.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. I. v. 196 Vet (by the verie phangs

of malice, I sweare) 1 am not that I play. 1781 COWPER

//&amp;lt;&amp;gt;A 559 The blot For every dart that malice ever shot.

c. Phrase. To bear malice : to feel ill-will ; now
77-a
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usually, lo cherish revengeful or unfriendly feelings
on account of some injury. Const, to or dative ;

also \ against &amp;gt; ^toward.
1530 PALSGK. 450/1, I beare grutche or malyce agaynst a

person, je Porte malice. 1560 DAus tr. Sleidtuie s Comm.
112, I have tolde you..howe Duke George of Saxony, bare
malice. 1572 Lament. Lady Scot. 43 in Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxiu, The malice greit, that ilk to vther beiris.

i6i3Sn.\KS. Hen. / ///, n. i. 62 The Law I beare no mallice
for my death. 1838 LYTTON Calderon iii, I bear no malice
to him for that, your highness, a. 1846 LANDOR /mag. Conv.
Wks. I. 15, I never bear malice toward those who try to
reduce me to their own dimensions. 1875 MRS. RANDOLPH
W. Hyacinth \. 72, I believe you bear malice still.

d. fig. Attributed to fortune, or impersonal
agencies.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanks Trav. 268 Often exposed

to the malice of weather, but more to the malice of men.

1797 MRS. KAI&amp;gt;CMFFK Italian ii. (1826) 15 He defied the
utmost malice of future fortune, n 1859 DEQuiNctv Dream
Fugue Wks. 1897 XIII. 320 The deeps opened ahead in

malice to receive her.

f e. Misused for: Anger. Obs. rare 1
.

1538 KALE God s Promises in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) I. 19
Tell me, blessed Lorde, where wyll thy great malyce light.

t5. Malicious conduct
;
^malicious act or device.

1390 COWER Con/. III. 207 A thousendfold welmore he
soghte Thanne afterward to do malice. 14.. Story ofAlex
ander 7 in Wars Alex. (E. E. T. S.) 279 But I schewe to

you bat I hate frawdez & maleces. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Cax-
ton 1483) i. ii. 3 The performyng of malyce standyth nought
in thy power, but the purposyng of malyce is thyne owns
properte. c 1440 York Myst. xvii. 317 Herowde the kyng
has malise ment. 1454 Paston Lett, I. 273 Thes vengeahle
malics don to hir and me. c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 562
He. .now agayn begynnys a malice new. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.
u. ii. 36 To report otherwise, were a Mallice, that.. would
plucke. .rebuke from euery Eare that heard it. 1669 R.MON
TAGU in Buccleuch MS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 449 The
French look upon this as an art and malice of the Spaniard
to destroy the trade.

6. Law. a. Wrongful intention generally.
b. That kind of evil intent which constitutes

the aggravation of guilt distinctive of certain

offences (esp. of murder), or which deprives some
act, on the face of it unlawful, of a justification or

excuse that might otherwise have been allowed.
The first meaning mentioned under b was originally ex

pressed by the A F. phrase malicepurpense mprepense^ which
in modern legal language appears as malice prepense (see
PREPENSE d.) and in the translated form malice aforethought,
In early use the phrase occurs in many anglicized forms:
malice fire/tensed^ purpenscd, prctensed (a\SQ presented, etc.

malice) ; occasional variants found in non-technical writers
are malice prepense (i?th c.), malice prepcnsiue (Fielding),
malice perpended (Charles Lamb,\ For examples see the
various adjs.
See also quots. 1825-1901 below, and quot. 1889 s.v. MALI-

CIOUSLY4, It is not possible to frame any such general
definition as would show what legally constitutes

*

malice
*

or proof of malice in particular kinds of cases.

1547 Act i Ediv, VI, c. 12 o No parsone.. convicted of
murder of nialyse prepensed. Ibid,. Or shall stande willfullie

or of malyce muett. .71625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 215
Murder is Man-slaughter upon former malice I which wee
call prepensed malice. 1670-1 Act 22

&amp;lt;y 23 Ckas. //, c. i

6 If any person . . on purpose and of malice forethought
..shall [etc.]. 1716 W. HAWKINS Pleas Crown i. 88 The
Murther of a Person by one who was his Servant, upon
Malice conceived during the Service. 1817 W. SELWVN
Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) 1 1. 997 To support this action, malice
. .must be alleged and proved. 1825 JUSTICE BAYLEYBarw
ivallff Cressivell Rep. I V. 255 Malice in common acceptation
means ill-will against a person, but in its legal sense it meansa
wrongful act done intentionally without just cause or excuse.

1871 MARKBV Eleui. Lawdfy^} 226 In the bestknowndefi-
nitions ofmalice it is scarcely distinguishable from intention.

1898 W. F. CRAIES in Encycl. Laws nr. VIII. 77 The
meaning of the term malice (malitia) in English law has
been a question of much difficulty and controversy. .. It

certainly has different meanings with rtspect to responsi
bility for civil wrongs and responsibility for crime. 1901
SIR F. POLLOCK Law of Torts (ed. 6) 24 Such abuse [of

privilege allowed by law on special occasions and for special

purposes, where the act is done not in good faith or for the
advancement of justice, but from evil motives such as per
sonal enmity] is called malice or express malice , and
deprives the act ofjustification. . . The words malice

,
mali

cious , and maliciously were formerly used in pleading,
and thence in forensic and judicial language, in many places
where they were superfluous.

I Malice, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. Cf. OF.
malicentent maliciously.] Full of wrath or ill-will.

C 1475 Partenay 3446 So inly malice, full of wrath and yre.
Ibui. 3537 But Kaymounde malice And full angry was.

t Malice* v. Oh. [f. MALICE sb.]
1. trans. To regard with malice ; to seek or de

sire to injure.
a 1547 SURREY Comtl. loner that defied loue in TotteVs

Misc. (Arb.) 8 Thou blinded god (ijuoth I) forgeue me this

offense, Vnwillingly [cd. 2 Vnwittmgly] I went about to
malice thy pretense. 1553 LATIMER .SVr/w. yd Sund. aft.

Epiph, (1584) 314 They would not beleue in hym, but de
spised and maliced him. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. 3fan. out of
Hum, v. vii. (1600) Q iiij b, I am so farre from malicing their

states That I begin to pittie them. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
XLII. xv. 1124 But above all other he maliced Kumenes most
[L. Eumeni ante omnes infestits erat], 1611 LADY M.
WROTH Urania 183 At last his sister grew to malice his

respect to me. 1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord 47, I know they
will malice our Union in this Country. 1659 FULLER App.
//. Innoc. (1840) 299 For the Papists, though I malice not
their persons, .. yet I do. .dislike their errors. 1686 \V. DE
BRITAINE Hum. Pmd. xvii. 80 None are less Maliced or

more applauded than he, who is thought rather happy than

84

able. 1694 E. ELYS in Lett. Sw. Subj. 94 To have an Aver
sion to the Notion . . is to Malice or Hate God.
2. intr. To entertain malice. Also const, at.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 243 Yet fortune seemde to

grutche And malice at her featurd shape. 1592 KYD Sp.
Trag. in. i, My guihles death will be aueng d on thee,..that
hath malisde thus.

Hence Ma-liced ppl a., Malicing vbl. sb.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster Induct. 10 Your forc t stints
Would hide them selues within bis malic t sides. 1604
DANIEL FwttrmlPotMt Earl Deronsh., Without any private
malicing, Or public grievance. i64oW. FENNER Sacrifice
Faith/. (1648) 50 Go on in drinking, whoring, ..and dicing,
hating and malicing, fretting and chafing. 1643 K. GRE-
VILLE

|
Five Yrs. Jas. I 73 It concerneth not onely the de

struction of the maliced man, but of every man.

Malice, variant of MA LEASE Obs.

Maliceful (mcu*lisful), a. Chiefly dial. : see

K.D.D. [f. MALICE sb. + -FUL.]
= MALICIOUS.

1839 POE Fall /io. Usher Wks. 1864 I. 306 The hermit ..

was of an obstinate and maliceful turn. 1893 Nat. Observer
25 -Mar. 468 i Being maliceful of humour I praised that smile.

t Ma liceless, a. Obs. [f. MALICE sb. + -LESS.]
\Vithout malice.
a 1618 SYLVESTER tr. Panaretns 827 Wks.fGrosart) II. 131

When.. bad advice (though malice-lesse) Ruins the Friend
lo whom it meant Redresse. a 1684 LEIGHTON Comm, i ret,

(1850)204 How few there are that have truly maliceless hearts.

Malicho : see MICHIXG MALICHO.

Malicious (malrjos),a. Forms: 3 malicius,
4 malycyouse, 4, 6 malieiouse, 5 maiicous,
malycyowse,maleciouse,5-6 malycyous, mali-

tius, 5-7 malycious, 6 malysyous, malyciouse,
malycieux, malicyous, 6-7 malitious, 4- mali
cious, [a. OF. malicius (mod.F. malicieux), ad.

L. malitiosus, f. malitia : see MALICE sb. and -ous.

Cf. Sp. malicioso, It. malizioso.]
1. Of persons, their dispositions, etc. : Given to

malice
; addicted to sentiments or acts of ill-will.

Now sometimes in milder sense : Given to sportive
mischief; inclined to tease.

a***$Ancr. R. 210
f&amp;gt;e

attri neddre [sleaS] alle beo ont-

fule, 8: alle beo Iu5ere idoncked [MS. Titus patbeon malicius
& liSere a^ain o3erej. 11325 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1878) 143 Why artow so malicious Toward god & toward
ous. c 1440 Jacob s H ell 90 pe angry, fell, & malycyous
man wayteth his leysere, to wrekyn his tene at wylle. 1551
T. WILSON Logike (1580) 17 When one for lucre beareth a
faire face outwardly, and feedeth inwardly a malicious
stomacke. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 01 Either you must Con-
fesse your selues wondrous Malicious, Or be accus d of

Folly. 1623 BlNUHAM Xenopltoii 20 In case any man shewed
him kindnesie, or were malitious against him, he would doe
all he could, to goe beyond him in either of both. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 233 Thou knowst . .what malicious Foe. .

seeks to work us woe and shame By sly assault. 1689-90
WoouZ,//fc 12 Mar. (O. H.S.I III. 327 Two malitious fellowe^
were found sticking up a libel!

reflecting
on the fast. 1727

DE FOE Hist. Appar. iii. (1840) 23 He is still in being, and
still the same malicious Devil. 1880 OUIUA Moths xiii. II.

57 _She_
was not very clever, but she was very malicious,

which is more successful with society.
Comb. 1642 VICARS God in Mount (1644) 55 A most im

pious and malicious-hearted fellow. 1842 BORROW Bible in

Spain xxi, A. .malicious-looking urchin of about fifteen,

fb. Wicked, evil-disposed. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allt t. P. C. 508 So mony malicious mon as
mournez J&amp;gt;er-inne. c 1440 Atph. 7rt/(K.E.T.S..)38 Amiens
hard tell bat his fadur was dead, & att malicious men wold
take his heritage fro hym. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 43 Women
one and other properly to speke ben malicious in her werkes.

c. absol.

1535 COVEKDALE Ps. ix. [x.] 15 Break tbqu y* arme off the

vngodly and malycious, search out the wickedness which
he hath done. 1563 Homilies \\. Disobedience v. (1859) 5^5
A few ambitious and malicious are the authors, .of rebellion.

1581 PETTIE tr. Gnazzos Ch&amp;gt;. Conv. i. (1586) 17 The high
judgement of God wil not faile you, ..against the malitious.

1745 H. WALPOLL: Lett. (1846) II. 27 A few malicious, who
would have countenanced her to vex him. 1814 GARY
frtttiSs Purgatory vi. 84 While now thy living ones In thee
abide not without war; and one Malicious gnaws another.

2. Of things, qualities, etc. : Proceeding from or

characterized by malice. In early use often : f Evil,
wicked. Now sometimes used in a weakened
sense: Sportively mischievous . (Cf. MALICED. 4.)

111340 HAM POLK Psalter iii. 7 pe tethe of synful ere be

malycyouse gnawyngs of bakbiters. ^1380 WVCLII- Set.

Wks. III. zi pe malicious bisynes of bis world, c 1400
Dcstr. 7V&amp;lt;y/48g4 We. .manast his messenger with malicous

pride,
a 1533 LD. BEKNERS Huon Ixxxiii. 261 Gerarde, who

by bis malysyous entent hath done this treason. 1573 G.
HARVEY Lcttei-bk. (Camden) 48 A mani of sutch glorius

brags and malitius words, utterid of purpose. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. Vl t

iv. i. 7 Esteeme none.. your Foes, but such as

shall pretend Malicious practises against his State. 1651
Nicholas Papers tCamden) ^73 The private whisper of a ma
licious groundlesse lye. 1727 Dt FOE Aj-sL Magic i. iv. 97
We are sure the Devil does communicate his malicious Pro

posals of Mischief to Mankind. 1855 MACAU LAV Hist. Eng.
xxii. IV. 733 Those who felt thus bad learned with malicious

delight that the First Lord of the Treasury was named in

the confession.

t b. Stern, fierce. Obs.

1485 CAXTON Clias. Gt. 26 He . . had hys syght and regarde
fyers Si malycyous.
3. Law. Characterized by malice prepense ,

as

in malicious damage^ mischief, prosecution, slander,

strikingi waste.

[1312 Rolls of Parlt. I. 282/2 Qi amercient les malicious t

Plemtifs.] 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIl/
t
c. n Every suche per- i

verse & mahcyous cuttyng downe & brekyng up of any j

MALIFORM.
parte or partes of tbe sayde Dykes. 1541-2 Aci 33 Hen. ViiT/,
c. 12 i Murders manslaughters and other malicious strik-

inges. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. viii. 126 A special action
on the case for a false and malicious prosecution. 1769 Ibid.
IV. xiv. 243 Malicious mischief, or damage, is the next
species of injury to private property. 1785 PALEY Alor.
Philos. in. n. xii. 236 Malicious slander is the relating of
either truth or falshood, with a conscious purpose of creating
misery. z8i8 CRUISE Digest {ed. 2) I. 156 Cutting down
trees planted for shelter or ornament ; or any other kind of
malicious waste. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 33^/1 Injuries to

private property .. committed with the malicious intention
of injuring the owner of such property. 1866 MR. BARON
MAKTIN in 1}pool Merc. 18 Aug., Any wrongful act, done in

tentionally, without just cause or excuse, was a malicious act.

1 4. Astrol. Of baleful promise. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. S&ude (Caxton 1483) v. xi. 102 These seuen
signes were malicious to oure glorious sonne.

f5. Med. Malignant, virulent. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg.. 207 pere come}? manie pustul^,

i\ sunime perof ben ful malicious after ^e malice of he ma-
tere. 1559 MORWYNG Evonym. 58 Thinges. .destilled in lead
I judge them altogether to be disalowed ; because of the. .

malicious qualities of the leade. 1598 FLORIO, Tutnore^..
a rising of flesh by some malicious matter or ill humour.
a 1720 WOODWARD in Stovvs Siirv. (1720) I. i. xxvtii, 240/2
Infested by those so fatal and malicious Maladies.

f6. Clever, artful. Obs.
a 1450 A&quot;/. de la 7 &amp;lt;?K/- (1868) 8 And thus she leued tille

she was weddid to a knight, wyse and malicious, that had
knowlache of her maners. 1590 SPENSER /&quot;. Q. i. viii. 23 As
a Castle .. By subtile engins and malitious slight Is under
mined.

Maliciously fm2UrfasU),A&. [f.prec. + -LY -.]
1. In a spirit of malice or ill-will

;
occas. with

sportive malice . In early use also : f Wickedly.
138* WYCLIF Dan. xiii. 43 These thingus, whiche these

maliciously maken to gydre a}einus me. 1440 Jacobs
Weil 14 We denounce acursed alle bo bat malycyously dc-

priue of here ryght .. holy chercbe, 1555 W. WATREMAS
Fardle I- acions Pref. 15 It hadde been much better for

them, neuer..to haue knowen the waie of truthe, then.. so
rashely and maliciously to haue forsaken it. 1619 DALTOS
Country yn^f, Ixxv. (1630) 191 Taunts or songs malitiously
repeated or sung. 1710 7 a.VfrNo. 235 f 2 This kind Parent
. . is maliciously thankful that none of her Girls are like any
of her Neighbours. 1838 DICKENS Mick. Nick, xiii, Well
Nickleby , said Squeers, eyeing him maliciously, you think
he has run away . 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii, II. 381
Wright maliciously told the counsel for the defence that they
bad only themselves to thank.

f2. Violently. Obs.
c 1470 Lament. Mary Magd. xviii, Thei him assailed so

malkiouslie With their scourges and .strokes beasiiall. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. in. xiii. 179, I will be trebblc-sinewed,
hearted, breath d, And fight maliciously. 1611 li itit. T.
i. ii. 321 A lingring Dram, that should not worke Mali
ciously, like Poyson.

t 3, Unpropitiously, unfavourably. Obs.

1677 EARL ORKERY A rtofWar 100 Unless the Wind blows
maliciously.
4. Law. With malice prepense .

1421 in Calr. Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. I. (1827) Introd. 17
John Wetliy. .malycyouslych ymagenyd him toslee. 1530-1
Act 22 Hen. I ll/, c. ii Dyvers evyl! dysposed per-
sonnes . . maliciously at dyverse and sondry tymes hathe cuttc
t.ii -t downe and broken up dyvers parties of the Dyke.
1670-1 Act 22 ff 23 Chas. //, c. 7 i Where, .any person. .

i-hMl in the night time malitiously unlawfully and willingly
burne..any Ricks (etc.]. 1716 W. HAWKINS Pleas Crown
\. 106 He may be indicted as having maliciously burned

the^House of B. 1885 Law AY/. Weekly Notes 72/1 The
maliciously procuring a bankruptcy is not actionable unless
the adjudication is set aside. 1889 LD. JUSTICE BOWEN 23
Cj. B. Dfo. 612 Maliciously . .implies an intention to do
an act which is wrongful, to the detriment of another.

Maliciousness (mali-Jasnes). [f. MALICIOUS
a. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being
malicious; malevolence, spitefulness. t Of wounds
or poison : Virulence, malignity.

ti 1450 Paston Lett. I. 97 Other cause he had non to him
;i&amp;gt; fer as I kan knawe, l&amp;gt;ot awnly for the niulissiousness that
he hath unto me. 1535 COVKKDALE i Mace. vii. 42 Puny.sh
him, acordinge to his maliciousnesse. 1555 EUEN Deiadcs
5; The maliciousiies of the veneme consumed. Ibid, 122
Tbe malyciousnesse of the venemous wounde. 1600 SUR-
Fi.fcT Country I arm vi. xiii. 751 If there be many bay trees

planted, .all the inaHciousnesof the mists will fall vpon their

Ijoughes. 1682 LUITRELL BriefK el. (1857) 23^ The court

being fully satisfied uitb..the maliciousnesse of tbe prose
cution. 1791-1823 D ISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1866) 291/1 Who
bcenis much embarrassed by their tiny maliciousness.

Malicole, -coly, obs. forms of MELANCHOLY.
Ii MalicO rium. Obs. [L., f, mal-um apple f

ti riittn skin, leather.] The rind of the pome
granate fruit (used medicinally and in the arts).

1727-41 in CUMBERS Cycl. s. v. Pomegranate. 1866 in

Treas, Bot. 712/1. In mod. Diets.

Maliferous (,mali feros), a.
[f.

L. wal-tts

had ; see -FEitoi S.] Bringing, or producing evil;

unwholesome, insalubrious.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Alali/erons. 1860 RUSSELL Diary
India I. 72 That gallant, fine-hearted soldier whu .. fell

a victim to the maliferous climate of China. 1890 A. F.

BAILLIE Kurrackce vii. 116 He is gazetted to another ap
pointment, .in some other District, where the climate is

maliferous, and life is a misery. 1894 Ten KM. Work Out
cast London (Lond. Congreg. Union pamphlet) 44 Poor
children . .being fortified against the maliferous influences in

the midst of which they have to live.

Maliform (aalHi^wtt), a. [a. F. maliforme
apple-shaped, f. L. mal-um apple: see -FORM.]

Having the form of an apple.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

\I H



MALIGAR.

t Maligar. Obs. [Cf.V.ma/in^n\] A choice
J

kind of apple. Also attrib.

1600 SUKFLET Country Farm in. xlix. 528 Apples. .of

a pleasant smell and delightsome taste, . . the heroet, . .

maligar, rambur
[etc.].

1611 COTCK. (s.v. Mali*grt\ Pomme
dc inalingre* a sowrish apple, tearmed, the Maligar apple.

1664 EVKLYN Kal. 1fort., May (1679) 16 Apples. . .Pepins,

. .Gilly-flower-apples, the Maligar, tSic. 1707-12 MORTIMER

Malign (maUni), a. Forms: 4-7 raaligne,

5 malyng, 6 malygne, 7
- malign, [a. OF. ma-

*ligne t
matin (mod.F. malin\ ad. L. malignns

evil-disposed, f. mal-its evil. Cf. BENIGN a.}

1. Of persons and their dispositions : Character

ized by ill-will ; desiring, or rejoicing in, the suffer

ing of others ; malignant, malevolent. Now rare.

1-1450 Miroitr Saluacioun 1602 Synnere vile & maligne.

c 1485 Di^hy Myst. in. 428 Spirits malyngny. [? Meant for

L. spiritus wahgni.} Ibid. 434 How, how, spirits malyng.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abas. \. Ep. Ded. (1877) 6 Whose

gentle fauour. .shall counterpoyse .. the maligne stomacks

and steam countenances of the other. 1667 MILTON P. L.

iv. 503, vii. 189. 1674 Goi t. Tongue vi. jo Some tempers
are so malign, that they wish ill to all, and believe ill of all.

1747 WESLEY Char. Methodist g The Love of God has puri

fied his heart, .from every unkind Temper or malign Affec

tion iTOoCowi ER Odyss. xx. 344 Guiltless of heart piercing

scoffs Malign. 1862 LYTTON Sir. Story I. 190 Or whether

he was actuated by a malign and impish desire to upset the

established laws of decorum.
absol. 1557 Santin Primer, Dirigc I j, The maligne [L.

matignus ; Ps. v. 6] shall not dwell neare thee.

2. Of things: Evil in nature and effects; baleful,

gravely injurious, t Of sin : Heinous.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems 1.411 So feawe stondeb styf To

fyttea^enis senne Maligne. [bid. 11)99 Treube hys, bat her

no gile be pourwe spousebreche maligne. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixxxv. 17 All thing mating we dovne thring, Be sicht

of his signakle. 1594 PLAT Jtioett-ha. in. 18 We shall finde

the hop farre to exceede the wormwood in his maligne

qualitie. 1603 YUMIQ Montaigne in .xii.(i63a) 586 It [War]
is of so ruinous and maligne a Nature ; that together with

all things els, she ruineth her selfe. 1117x6 SOUTH Serin.

(1717) V. 434 A dark malign Shade always obscuring and

eclipsing them. 1693 SIR T. P. BLOI NT Nat. Hist. n6
Meconium is the courser and weaker [Gum], yet the more

malign. 1727 HARTR Ps. evil, i j Poems 236 The broad ex-

pance of heav n Their canopy, the ground of damp malign,
Their bed nocturnal. 1854 LONCF. Cataivba Wine ix,

A poison malign Is such Borgia wine. 1871 R. KI.LIS tr.

Catullus Ixviii. 101 Tomb d in Troy the malign, in Troy the

^unholy reposing. 1888 KRYCE Amcr. Contnnv, III. cxv.

663 A struggle between two forces, the one beneficent, the

other malign.
3. Of diseases: Malignant.
1541 R. COI-LAND Galyens Tcrap. 2 D ij b, Suche an vlcere.

I call it entyerly malygne & cacoethes. 1563 T. GALE An-
tidot. u. 12 This vnguent is good against old and maligne
vlcers. 1622 BACON Hen. I ll (1876) 12 A malign vapour
(lew to the heart, and seized the vital spirits. 1671 SAL
MON Syn. Mcd. in. xxii. 415 It quencheth thirst, and abates
the heat of Malign Keavers. 1899 AllbutCsSyst. Mcd. VIII.

813 In cases of so-called precocious malign syphilis.

4. Astral. Having a baleful influence or effect.

1626 BACON Sylva 353 Saturn which is a planet Maligne.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 85 Whether the planets have ..

those prime elementary qualities. .in such different measures
..as to make some of them benign, others of them malign in

their influences [etc.]. 1667 MILTON P.L. \\, 313 Two Planets

rushing from aspect maligne Of fiercest opposition. 1738
WESLEY Ps. cxxi. v, Thee the Moon s malignest Ray Shall

never blast by Night.
b. trails/.

1605 BACON Adi\ Learn, u. Ded. 8 This dedicating of
foundations and dotations to professory learning hath ..

had a malign aspect and influence upon the growth of

sciences. 1842 S. LOVKH Ilnndy Andy xvi. 147 The Genius
of Disaster, with aspect malign, waved her sable wand.

Malign (mabi-n), v. Forms : 5 malyngne,
5-6 -ygne, 5-7 -igne, 6 Sc. malligne, malyng,
6-7 Sc. maling, 6- malign, [a. OF. malignier,
maliner to plot, deceive, ad. L. malign-are to do
or contrive maliciously, f. malignits MALIGN a.~\

f 1. intr. To speak evil, inveigh (against}. Obs.

1426 L.VDG. in Pol. Peons (Rolls) II. 135 Ageins which
nomau may maligne, But that he .stondith in the veray
ligne, . . as descendid is Of the stok and blode of seint

Lowys. DeGuil. PHgr. 20391 And who that euere ageyn
malygnes, They be but markys [etc.]. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 223 Luther and his adherentes, that moost
of all maligneth agaynst this present article. 1549 CoinpL
Scot. iv. 30 Parchance sum inuyful detrakkers vii mating
contrar me, sayand that [etc.].

*t&quot;

2. To entertain malice or ill-will. Const.

against, at. Obs.

1494 FABVAN Chron. v. cxxiv. 103 Kuer after they ma-

lygned agayne Theodobeit. 1530 PALSGK. 632/1, I malygne
agaynst one, I beare hym malyce. 1577-8? HOI.INSHED
Cluon. III. 865/1, I nothing maligne for that you haue
doone to me, 1652 C. 1&amp;gt;. STAI-YLTON Herodian, xvn. 142

Maligning much at this her Daughters Honour.

t 3. To plot; to contrive (against}. Obs.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas ix. i. 11494) K vb, Whan any king
dom fyll in rebellyon Or gan malygne ageyn rome toun.

a 1450 Paston Lett. \. 96 Hugh Wythom hath said he wold
be in rest and peese with me, and not to maligne agayn me
otherwise than lawe and right wold. 1494 FABYAN Chron.
v. cii. 77 Thyse .ii. Bretherne newel y maligned agayn theyr
neuwe Theodobert,. .and cntendyd by theyr malyce to by-
reue hym of the Lordshyp of Austracy. 1539 CROMWELL in

Merriman Life $ Lett. 21 Jan. (1902) II. 168 The said bishop
.. contynually studyeth and maligneth, howe he might an-

noye or greve hym. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
5cot.\S&amp;gt;. T. SO 11.85 They.. still mallignitaganis the quene.

85

f4. trans. To regard witli hatred or bitter dislike.

Also, to resent, take amiss. Obs.

1513 MORE R ic/t. Ill Wks. 37/1 The Queene and the Lordes

of her hloode whiche highlye maligned the kyngeskinred.
1560 I .i.cos Catcall. Wk*. 1564 I. 411 b, S. Stephen, .did so

liile malign his enemies, that he did not only frely fondue
them, buthe also prayed vnto God for them, a 1594 KVIJ Sp.

Tra%. in. ii. 34 What cause had they Horatio to maligne

MALIGNANT.
naturally in mischief. 1706 Reflex, upon Ridii itlc 390 Pene
tration gives her more artifice and malignancy. 1781 KLIZ.

BLOWER Geo. Katentan III. 118 The malignancy of dis

appointed playwrights. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Ettg. (1858* I. i.

17 A war unequalled in history for its fierce and determined

malignancy. 1897 MAKY KINGSLEY W, Africa 505 If a
man were., shot with an arrow, the cause of death is clearly
the malignancy of the person using these weapons.
5. An instanceof malignancy ;

a malignant quality.
1652 Hi 1 HALL Myst. GodI. 7. 34 O Saviour, abundantly

-

a &quot;

-,, , , in! IT i (J /IH lUBiallUCUI UJWll|***JWy . iiii*tlt *l&amp;lt;**ll UUaill Y.

,604 K. CMVUKKY I,Me
Atfi, y,l,f?

r to ha e w, I, pur- ^ Q ^g ^^
pose to hurt. 1611 SPEED / htat. (,t. Brit.

xly..
(614) 02/1 . .

UR. ma|i it!s of -,

Ihe people of Dublin n for h m an e
.&quot;

m L
feevils ! ,67* C,,U ika 1 lnlos. Hist, i lanf,-S3 What may

king, which Mure-card King of Ireland
mal^ning

r., ,u
best correct their Malignancies, or inforce their Virluw. 1869

--n- iftfi* S i M i ixi .\-\ . ( )-r^ \fii- r. ii. I. 5 4 Can we trunk lh.it -*
, .

,

king, which Mure-card King of Ireland maligning rai^d

war. 1662 Si ii.UN(.i -I.. Orig. .S ^cr. n. i. 4 Can we think that

a Nation and religion so maligned as the Jewish were,

could have escaped discovery, if (etc.]. 1667 SOUTH / ;.-/, c

Sam. 11697} II. 35 An ungrounded, odious, detestable In

terest, so heartily, and so justly maligned.

t 5. To icyard with envy ;
to grudge, begrudge.

Very frequent during the ijth c.

1590 NASHE Almond for Parrat 3 Didst thou so mucne

malign the Micc^suful thiiuings of the Gospell, that th&quot;U

shouldst filche thyselfe.. into our gouernement ? 1594 Kvn
Cornelia, iv. ii. 75 And rcndrmg thanks to ht-uut:n as we got.-,

For brideling those tliat clyd maligne our glory. Lets to the

Capitol). 1599 HAKLUYT I oy. II. i. 285 The King of Spaine,
. . maligning the quiet traiique which they vsed to and in

the dominions. . vnder the obedience of the Great Murke,
had [etc.]. 1611 Him.]-: Ecclus. xlv. 18 Strangers conspired

together against him, and maligned IGr. d^Awtrar] him in

the wildernesse. 1638 H. SHIKLKY . 1 lart. Souldier in. iv.

in Iiullen ( . PI. I. 218 No, no; the envious Gods Maligne
our hnppinessc. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1847) 228/2

This odious fool . . maligning that anything should be spoke
or understood above his own genuine baseness. 1653 H.

COGAN tr. Pinto s Treti: Ivi. 220 They reap no benefit by
their maligning the prosperity of others. 1706 Pun.i.ii S (ed.

Kersey), To J/.r//V, to envy ;
as To malign ones Happiness,

tb./^. Obs.

1601 ? MAHSION I ns /nil \- Kath. IT. 165 But now no more,

blight day malmgs our lone. 1613 PUKOI.VS Pilgrimage in.

i. ioo Tin: scarcitic of wood and water, with the barrennesse

of the Soyle .. shew how it is maligned of the Elements.

1661 KOYI.K -V/j /f (/ Script. 11675) 87 Those Grounds,
whose Surface bears no Fruit-Trees, (too much malign d by
the Arsenical and lescmbling fumes).

6. To speak ill of (one), to traduce, slander.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \. 189 He was always ma
ligned and persecuted by those who were of the Calvinian

faction. 1718 Entertainer No. 30. ^05 He is represented as

a Tyrant and bis Ministers malign d of Persecution. ^1758
J. EDWARDS Hist. Redempt. in. ii. (1793) 3

r
&amp;gt;o No religion

ever was so maligned, age after age. 1831 BKKUSTEK AV:c-

ton (1855) II. xv. 47 The party who had first disturbed the

tranquillity of science by maligning its most distinguished
ornament. 1882 Miss BKAUUON Mi. Royal II. x.

^238,
I

don t want to malign a man who has treated me with ex

ceptional kindness and cordiality.

Malignance , mulrgnans). [f.
MALIGNANT a. :

see -ANCE.] ^MALIGNANCY.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. \\, iii. Wks. 1851 III. 171 The

minister, .speeds him betimes to overtake that diffus d ma-

es corre t
, .

Hi SHNKI. i. \\ em. Suffrage vii. 141 They let in al^o little

iiialiunaiK.ifS that art: poisonous. 1899 ! }

aily Kc ^-s ^May
5 The merits of who^e members compensate for the ma-

li^naniiius of their [golf] course.

Malignant ^mali gnant),**. and sl&amp;gt;. [ad lute

I,, malignant-cm^ pr. pplc. of mali^nire^ -an tn

do miscliicf, injure maliciously (sec MAI.H.N v, .

Cf. &amp;lt; &amp;gt;K. nittli^nant.
Seii-u i is deii veil from the use of waiiguantcs in the \ ul-

gate as the rendering of Heb. C V^C &amp;gt;if* &amp;gt; i~.int. pi. ppli..

of rin Avr&quot;C to d-j evil ito) : see MALIGN :: SCU-L^ .-4

represent uses uf the L. malignus; see MALIGN (i.\

A. adj.

f 1. Disposed to rebel against (Jod or against

constituted authority; disaffected, malcontent. Ot\
The JiurJi malignant , a patristic designation fur tin:

followers of antichrist, often applied by the eaily Protestants

to the Church of Rome. Cf. F. eglise malignantc in Gode-

fmy. (Alluding to Ps. .\.\\[i]. 5, Vulg. ecclcshun inali^nan-
tiuiit, l .ng. Hible the congregation of euill doers .)

1542 s lluiNKi.ow Lament. (1874) 116 Your utlier lirctliern

uftbe Romishe churches, or church malygnanl. 154&UDALL
J-.rasm. Par. Pref. to Kdr., \\ liosoeuer is ML* uf an extreme

inali^naunt stomake against thedue settyngforth ofGoddi
woorde. 1553 Ki NM IY Coa/pcnd. Tract, in ]\ odro~.&amp;lt; S&amp;gt;&amp;gt;c.

Misc. (1844) 115 The Kirk malignant, a 1563 BECOS 6W^
ll in-d ,v Man s h;v. \\ ks. 1563 III. 394 Mans inuention is

the execrable rule of the children of Satan-, kii!i;d.,me. that

is, of y Church malignant. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. \, ii. (53 In

Aleppo once, Where a malignant, and a Turb- -nd- l tirke

Ueate a Vt.-neiian, and traduc d the State. 1621 Hi 1

. MUIN-
T.\&amp;lt;;r ])iatril\e 312, I have good cause to ranke you with

the formost of tliose malignant ones. 1659 J. AnROWSMITH
Chain Princ. 173 Logicians say of this particle Nut, that it

is of a malignant nature ; Divines know that the malignant
Church is much built up by such negatives.
absol, 1778 Ur. LOWTH Trans I. Isaiah ,\.\i\. 24 fed. u&amp;gt;

54 The malignant [A.V. They that murmured] shall attend

to instruction. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr, Pract. Agt ic, fed. -i*

1. p. xvii, I-Jxcesses in which the malignant indulged under
the guise of patriotism [c 1832].

b. jyVv. Applied between 1641 and 1660 by the

supporters of the Parliament and the Common
wealth to their adversaries. (See II

b.&quot;)

1641 Rcnionstr. St. Kingd. 11 The unexpected recon-

iliaiion was must acceptable to all the Kingdome. cxcei t

minuter. .speeds him betimes o overtake hat dl
malignant partie, whereof the Archki.h.p and the

lignancewuh some gentle potion of admon.shmenl. I 743 ,.:arle of S5r]ajro^ bt.,ng head S
, they and their faction

JIELDING 7. II-M ill. x, :hey discharge all their ma-
f

.

f ,,., ; h E,; ^ , ,
.

Krnrinrp niitu-ririiv. iRoA AWNA Sl-WAKI) Lett, llbll) VI. r , ... . *._
. .

,

lignance outwardly. 1804 ANNA SKWAKD Lett. (1811) VI.

157 Its satire, which gratifies human malignance. 1895
Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 606/2 This is on a piece with Brant

Dalton s cowardly malignance toward one who is fighting
for him.

Malignancy (mali gnansi). [f.
MALIGNANT*? . :

see -ANC V.] The quality of being malignant.
1. Disaffection to rightful authority. Obs. exc.

Hist, as the hostile designation for sympathy with

the royalist cause. (Cf. MALIGNANT B.)
1644 (title) Medicine for Malignancy: or Parliament Pill

serving to Purge out the Malignant humours of men dis

affected to the Republic. 1645 in Green-shields Annals

Lefma&ag9W(j86$ 153 The Lady Marquesse of Douglasse,

..being gravely examined anent her malignancie and ob
stinate continewance in the profession of poperie. 1647
MAY Hist. Part. \\. \. 3 The malignancy, which at that

time began to appear in people. 1649 MILTON Eikon. ix.

\\ ks. 1851 III. 404 Many of the Lords and some few of

the Commons, either intic d away by the King, or overaw d

; by the sence of thir own Malignancy not prevailing, de

serted the Parlament. 1660 BURNEY KtpS. Awpof Ep. Ded.

(1661) 2 Each holy text that mentioned a king, was then

a note of Malignancy.
2. l\ith. Ufa disease, morbid growth, etc. ^Cf.
MALIGNANT A. 2.)

1685 EVELYN Mrs. Godolphin 148 There now appearing
a kind of Erisypulus. .the malignancy grew desperate. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey\ Malignancy, malignant Nature or

Quality; as The Malignancy ofa Feaver. 1724 DE FOK
Mem. Cti- alief(i^Q) 26 A slow, .fever, .turned to a burning

j

malignancy. 1836 S. COOLER First Lines Sitrg. (ed. 5)

j

202 It cannot he cured without an operation ; but it is quite
free from malignancy. 1898 J. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Sttty.

|

IX. 295 The tumour . . was .. so suggestive of malignancy
i that amputation was contemplated.

3. Malign or baleful character; unpropitiousness;
noxiousness, deleleriousness.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. u. i. 4 My starres shine darkely

I ouer me ; the malignancie of my fate, might perhaps dis

temper yours. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. 11701) 207/2

I

Jupiter [is placed] next Saturn, to abate his Malignancy.
1727 SWIFT What passed in London Wks. 1755 III. i. 187
There might be a pestilential malignancy in the air, oc-

!

casioned by the comet.

4. Malignant or intensely malevolent disposition ;

envenomed hostility; desire to inflict injury or suf

fering.
1640 HOWELL Dodonas Grove 109 His eldest Graff suc

ceeded him a while in Royall favour; but he quickly fell,

by the malignancie of great ones. 1683 DRYDEN Life
Plutarch 43 The meer malignancy of a spirit delighted

this malignant party the troublers of the State. 1642 J.

M[AKSII] Argt. cone. Militia 28 The Parliament defend the

kinj; and kingdom; and the malignant party u^e all their

.skill to make both miserable. 1659 Clarke Papers iCamden)
IV. 169 Manmigcd wholly by the Cavaleere Malignant
party. 1708 SWIFT Sairam. Test Wks. 1755 II. i. 133 In

those times, when the church of England was malignant.

C. In 1642 Charles I retorted the application of

the epithet upon the Parliamentary party.
1642 CHAS. I

A&quot;/. 27 Sept. in Rushw, Hist. Coll. (1721) V.

21 How I have been dealt with by a Powerful malignant

Party in this Kingdom, whose Designs are no less than to

destroy my Person and Crown. 1642 Dcclar. Lords $ Coin.

ibid. 42 Whereas the Parliament, under the Name of a

Malignant Party, is charged with an Endeavour to. .corrupt
the Allegiance of the King s Subjects.
2. Oi a disease: Characterized by extreme viru

lence
; exceptionally contagious or infections.

Now chiefly used as the distinctive epithet of a

(Ic-fmile variety of a disease, as in malignant
cholera, malignant small-pox, etc.

Malignant growth, titnwnr . in mod. use applied to car-

cinomala and &amp;gt;arcomata, forming a class characterized by
their rapidity of growth, . . by the extension to the lym
phatic glands, and by their recurrence in situ and in distant

organs after removal (Syd. Soc. LC.Y.}.

1568 SKEYNE The Pest A iij, Quhilk is genent within
v&amp;gt;,

or of vther causis[than theairjiscallit ane Malignant feuer.

1601 SHAKS. AH*s Well\\. i. 114 Hearing your high Maiestie

is toucht With that malignant cause. 1608 TOPSKLL Ser

pents (1658) 629 The malignant symptomes were all evacu
ated. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Malignant

t
Disease, is

that which rages more vehemently, and continues longer
than its Nature seems to incline. Ibid. s.v. Tumour, Ma
lignant Tumours, those that are always accompany d with

extraordinary and dreadful Symptoms, a 1776 R. JAMES
Diss. Fevers (1778) 130 That species of sore throat which is

ridiculously called malignant. 1799 Mcd. Jrnl. II. 499 The

malignant small-pox, which prevailed, .during the year 1798.

1804 AUERNETHY Sttrg. Obs. 45 The wound degenerated into

a malignant ulcer. 1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Sitrg.

(ed. 5) 60 The malignant or gangrenous erysipelas. 1873
T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 108 The malignant pro

perties of a tumour may manifest themselves either in the

tissues immediately adjacent to it or. .in more distant parts.

Ibid. 157 Cancerous and malignant have come to be

regarded by many as synonymous terms. 1885 West. Daily
Press 19 Jan. 7/5 The woolsorters disease, known also as

splenic fever, malignant pustule, and Siberian plague. 1897
Attbutt s Syst. Med. II. 104 Several forms of malignant
measles are met with. 1898 j. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Surg.
IX. 327 There was no definite history of tuberculosis or cf

malignant growths in the family.



MALIGNANTLY.
b. absol. A malignant fever.

i8zs GOOD Study Med. (ed. 2) II. 164 It is the febris
gastrico-nert osa of Professor Frank, who justly regards it

as an intense variety of the ordinary autumnal malignant
of temperate climates.

3. Having an evil influence. Chiefly Astrol. and
with reference to magical agencies = MALIGN
(whence transf. in malignant aspect}. Formerly
also of material substances, plants, etc. : Poisonous,
deleterious.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I /, iv. v. 6 O malignant and HI-

b jailing Starrer. Tivo Gent. in. i. 238 No more: vnles
the next word that thuu speak st Haue some malignant
power vpon my life. 1608 D. T. T[UVIL] Ess. Pol. if- Mor.
21 b, The nialignant aspect of any person in authority to

wards his inferiour, ib thought a sutTicient warrant for euery
man to wrong him. 1654 IJKAMMALL Just Vind. vi. (1660
146 Where the influence of Religion is malignant 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 662 Taught the fixt Thir influence malig
nant when to show re. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 103 The
noxious and malignant Plants. 1692 Disc. ii. (1732) 106
Melted Snow which gives it [the water] that malignant
Quality. 1704 SWII-T Batt. Bk$. Wks. 1751 I. 210 An atra-

mentous Quality of most malignant Nature was seen to

distil froin his Lip&amp;gt;. 1752 YOUNG Brothers i. i, A comet,
with malignant blaxe, Denouncing ruin. 1756 BURKK I inti.

,\~at. St c. Wks. I. 70 The clo.ie vapour of these malignant
mineral^. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. 150 A witch
. . charged with having . . a malignant touch. 1799 CAMP-
HKLL Picas. Hifa \. 34 Every woe, Shot from malignant
Stars, to earth below. i&a*GooDStuJyAfed, II. 221 Attended

by nurses ur midwives, who had previously attended the
latter [i. e. puerperal patients] without sufficiently changing
i heir malignant dre^s. 1876 FREEMAN A&quot;&amp;gt;rw. G&amp;gt; /. V. xxiv.

381 The malignant genius of Flambard. 1887 RUSKIN /*/=?-

tcrita \\. 38 The bise, now first letting one feel what ma
lignant wind could be.

absol, 1800 COI.I-.KIDGI-: Pia olont. i, ii, This is your Venus !

and the sole malignant [orig. der Malefieits\ The only one
that hanneth you, is Doubt.

4. Characterized by malignity or intense ill-will;

keenly desirous of the suffering or misfortune -of

another, or of others generally.
1592 tr. Juntas f/i Rev. ix. 3 The malignant spirits

invading the world. 1594 SH \KS. Rich. ///, n. ii. 52 Two
Miti irs of his Princely semblance, Are crack d in piece.--, by
malignant death. 1613 Hen. / ///, i. ii. 141 His will is

most malignant, and it stretches Beyond you to your friends.

1625 BACON Ess.) Knry (Arb.) 513 Cains Enuy, was the
more vile, and Malignant, towards his brother Abel. 1667
MILTON P- L. xn. 538 So shall the World goe on, To go )d

malignant, to bad men benigne. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 87 P 12 An author cannot, .be often suspected of any
malignant intention to insult his readers with his know
ledge or his wit. 1778 JOHNSON in Bo^well Life (1831) IV.

140 An old gentleman who was absolutely malignant.
He really wished evil to others, and rejoiced at it. 1792
liuKKE Lett.) to R. Burke (1844) III. 368 It is full of the

most malignant insinuations. 1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign Law
vi. (1871) 278 The loving may become malignant : the simple-
minded may become suspicious. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY II .

Africa 505 De;ith was always the consequence of the action

of some malignant spirit,

fb. Wickedly dispose.), obstinately criminal.

1784 COUTER Task \\ 158 But where all Stand chargeable
witli guilt, . .God. .May punish, if He please, the less, to

warn The more malignant.

B. sb. One who is disaffected towards rightful

authority, a malcontent, f In early use also: One
who is ill-disposed toward true religion.
1597 HOOKER EccL Pol. v. ii. 4 There are of these wise

mahgnants some, who have vouchsafed it [religion] their

marvellous favourable countenance. 1617 HALKS Serin. 29
Diverse malignants there are, who lie in wait to espie where
our reasons on which we build are weake. 1716 ADDISOV
Freeholder No. 8 f 2 One may .. discover, among the

Malignants of the Sex, a face that seems to have been n.itur- ,

ally designed for a Whig lady.. .Would the pretty Malcon
tent be persuaded to love her King and Country, it would
[etc.]. 1776 TRL MBULL in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I.

269 Our internal malignants may be permitted to do many
injurious and insidious things. i86z MERIVALE Rout.

Eif&amp;gt;.

(1865) VII. lix. 243 Once more he charged Josephus
to sum

mon the malignants. 1884 J. COLRORNE Htiks Pasha 115
It is suggested to us by the Egyptian officers that these

woods are full of malignants.

b. Used by opponents as a designation for a

member of the party which supported Charles I

against the Parliament; a Royalist, Cavalier. Also,
in religious sense, applied by Puritans and Cove
nanters to their ecclesiastical adversaries. (The
two applications are often coincident.) Now Hist.
1643 CHAS. I Declar. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) V. 76

That to be a Traitor (which is defined, and every Man
understands) should be no Crime; and to be called a Ma
lignant (which no Body knows the Meaning of) should
be Ground enough for close Imprisonment? 1642-3 EARL
01 NEWCASTLE Declar. ibid. 134 The second Charge is, That
my Army consists of Papists and other Malignants. 1644
QUARLKS Barnabas fy B. 128 His studied prayers shew him
to be a high nialignant. 1644 Weekly Intell. No. 68. 548
The country is full of Malignants. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt.
233, I undertake, .to defend the. .Dominion of my Lord,
whose name is King of Kinijs ..(not onely the greatest of

Kings, as some Malignants do interpret it, as if others were,
though lesser, yet not subordinate). 1670 Cure Ch. Div,
Pref. n. 6 He was no Malignant nor intended to gird nt

Godliness. 1743 J. GLAS Treat. Lords Supper \\. iii. 34 The
holy One of God passed for a Deceiver and a Samaritan,
or malignant. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 10. 567 Catho
lics and Malignants ,

as those who had fought for the King
were called, were alone excluded from the franchise.

Malignantly (mili gnSntU), adv. [f. MALIG
NANT a. + -LY -,] In a malignant manner.

86

1606 WAKNER A II: Eng. xvi. ci. 401 Nor beate we here ma
lignantly at sacred Beauties Luster. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. iii.

191 If he should still malignantly remaine Fast Foe toth

Plebeij. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 211 [One tree] I tasted
of, which . . malignantly bit and wronged my mouth and lips.

1745 W. THOMPSON Sickness i. 337 Malignantly delighted,
dire Disease Surveys the glittering pest, and grimly smiles.

1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. xvii. IV. 50 Her powers of
Deduction and intimidation were malignantly extolled.

b. In the manner of a malignant.
1645 Answ. Prynnes Quest. Ck. Govt. in Prynne Irish

Discov. Wand. Blazing Stars 42 The greatest part.. are

thought to be Popishly or Malignantly inclined.

i Mali gnantness. Obs.~ [f. MALIGNANT a.

+ -NESS.]
= MALIGNANCY.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Malignantncss, hurtfulness, mis-

chievoubiiess, malignant nature or quality, ill-will.

Malignation (mselign/i-Jan). Also 5 rnalig-

nacion, malynaoyon. [n. of action f. late L.

imilignare: see MALIGN vJ\

fl. Feeling of dislike or ill-will. Obs.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. vi. i, So stronge then was this

generacion None durst it noye for theyr malignacion. c 1485
Oigby Myst. (1882) in. 128

J&amp;gt;at..ony moteryng a^eni me
make with malynacyon.
t 2. V A malefic incantation. Ot&amp;gt;s.

t6sfGwutMafvsffVm. 26gCarpocrates. .used, .malig na
tions, inductions, initiations, &c.

3. The action of maligning or slandering, rare.

1836 MRS. Goiu-; Mrs, Arntytage III. -ji Mr^. Armytage
. .suffered him to proceed with his malignations. 1843 G. .S.

FABEK Sacr* Calend. Prophecy (18441 I. P- xvi, An Extensive

Suppression of Evidence which stood opposed to the author s

purpose of malignation.

t Maligue. Obs. Forms: 5 iralygiiy, ma-
lynge, malyngne. [a. OF. maligned). t i. maligne
M.VLMX

(Z.J Malice, wickedness.
a 1460 Gregory s Citron, in Hist. Coll. Citizen Lend.

iC.imden) 125 Welle and trewly whythe owte any fraude or

nialy^ny \Ckron. in Julius Ji. i reads malengyne]. Ibid.

15* With owte fraude, desepsyon, and malynge. c~ 1485
Digby Myst. (1882 in. 720 pat we may com to your blysse

gloryfyed from malyngne.

Maligner (mabi-n^j;. Also 5 malyngnour.
[f.

MALICN v. + -EH!.] One who maligns, in various

senses of the vb.
; f one who bears ill-will (obs.) ;

a trad uce r, slanderer.
f 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew s (E.E.T.S. 1 16 IHe] ^aue

shurpe sentence a^enste contrary malyugnours. \&&Pilgr.
Pt-rf. (W. de W. 1531) 218 b, I have hated the congregacyon
of maligners [ Ps. xxv. 17 Vulg. ecclesiani malignant iuni\.
c J557 ABP. PAKKICK Ps. xxxvii. io_- Maligneis all shall haue
a fall, They shall be all deepe rooted out. [Cf. Vulgate :

t/iti malignanturt
cxtertninal itntur.] 1621 I!r. MOUNTACU

/^ia ribx 483 Maligners at, and detayners of the Church-
Portion in Tithes. 1624 CAIT. SMI in I irginia m. xi. 86
A most crafty fellow and his ancient M aligner. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 220 In a better Sense I speak it

than the Maligner spoke it of Job. 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Mar.

335/1 He might handle the maligners of quiet women and
men as they deserve.

Malignify (maii gnifai), v t rare. ff. L. wa-

tign-its malign + -fudre : see -FV.] trans. To
render malign.
1613 JACKSON Creed \. xxx. 4. 206 Stubbornenesse is but

a strong hope undignified, or..growne wilde and out of

kinde. 1638 CHILLINGVV. Rclig. Prot. \. Answ. Pref. 29 As
they [errors] were qualified or malignified with good or bad
circumstances. 1829 SOUTHEV Sir T. More I. 258 So dread
ful are the effects of a strong faith malignified.

Mali gning, ///. a. [f.
MALIGN v. + -ING -.]

That maligns (see the vb.).

(1425 Found. St. Bartholomew s (E. E. T. S.) 49 The

malignyng ennemy went his way. 1687 SHAUWELL Juvenal
x. 171 Vows from the maligning Gods obtem d. 1871 K.

KI.LIS tr. Ciitttllits v. 2 Sour severity, tongue of eld ma
ligning.

I Mali gliious, Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

MALIGNS.
-f -Kirs. Cf. It. ma/ignoso. ]

Of malicious speech.
1578 FI.OHIO ist Fntites Ep. Ded., Being bold under your

honours patronage to shield me with defence against such

carping, blustering, and malignious tongues.

Malignity (malrgniti). Also 4 maliguitee,

malygmtee, 6 raalygnyte, malignite, malyg-
nitie, 7 raalignitie. [a. OF. malignity ad. L.

malignitaS) f. malignns MALIGN a. : see -ITY.]

1. \Vicked and deep-rooted ill-will or hatred ;

intense and persistent desire to cause suffering to

another person ; propensity to this feeling.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 459 Thanne comth maligniteu

thurgh which a man anoyeth his neiyhebor priuely. i533~4
Act 25 Hen. / ///, c. 12 Persons.. whiche beare malice and

malignite to al the kinges procedinges in the said deuorse.

1593 R. HARYKV Fhilad. 17 Jealousie and malignity are

two blinde guids. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. f 3 Neither is

there any likelihood, that enule and inalignitie died, and
were buried witli the ancient. 1641 Rettwnstr. St. KtMgd,

j The Commons., do yet finde an abounding Malignity,
and opposition in those parties, and factions, who have

been the cause of those evils. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs.
Titrate 21 July. There are few things that are worthy of

anger, and still fewer that can justify malignity. 1797 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Italian iv. (1826) 25 A dark malignity overspread
the features of the monk. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw.

Dcsp. (1837) II. 300 The falsehood and malignity of the

charge. 1818 HAZI.ITT Enjf. Poets iii. (1870) 84 Satan is

not the principle of malignity, or of abstract love of evil.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. \. I. 87 He. .felt towards those

whom he had deserted that peculiar malignity which has,

in all ages, been characteristic of apostates. 1862 STANLEY

Jew. Ck, (1877) I. v. 92 His flight is occasioned rather by

MAL-INFORTUNED.
1 the malignity of his countrymen than by the enmity of the

Egyptians.
b. //. Malignant feelings or actions.

a 1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 541 Raylynge haynously And
dysdaynously Of preestly dygnytes, But theyr malygnyto..
1607 CARPENTEK Plaine Mans Plough 212 Nor would the^
Uiuell .. surcease .. his cursed malignities against Christ.
1861 HOLLAND Less. Life xv. 220 If they, .clothe these black

; malignities in silken phrases we hear them with a certain
1 kind of pleasure.

2. \Vickedness, heinousness. arch.

&amp;gt;S34
MORE Com/, agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1199/2 We.. are

consumed & wasted & come to nought in our malygnitie.
1654 BKAMHALL Just Vind. iii. (1661) 33 A title, .laid aside

by Protestants, not so much for any malignity that was in it,

as for the ill sounds sake. 1684 Contempi. St. Man it. x.

(1699) 235 So great is the Malignity of a Mortal Sin. 1702
Eng. Theophrast. 180 We imitate the good out of emulation,
and the bad out of our natural corruption and malignity.
1860 J USKY Min. Prop/i. 178 The more God reveals to any,
what He Is,, .the more utter malignity it is.. to have indeed

I said to Him, On Thy terms I will have none of Thee .

3. Noxiousness, deleteriousness. arch.

1605 TIMMK Qucrsit. i. xv. 77 Coagulated &amp;gt;aUs or tartar.,

doe reach to the uppermost degree of their malignity. 1617
MoRYSON Itin. i. 250 They say, that the Owes of the Sea
doe here much increase the malignitie of the aire. 1626
Ji.vcox Sj lra 74, I conceive that Opium and the like, make
the Spirits flie rather by Malignity, than by Cold. 1656
KVKLYS Diary 11850, I. 316 Cinders .. deprived of their

sulphur and arsenic malignity. 1705 AnuisoN Italy 23^ I he
&amp;gt;idcs of the Grotto are mark d with Green, as high a* the

Malignity uf the Vapour reaches. 1712 Spect. No. 457 P 3
The Lady Blast.. has such a particular Malignity in her

Whisper, that it blights like an Easterly Wind. 1707-12
.MOKIIMKK llus,l\ 11721) I. 251 Some propose to Macerate
them [acorns ] in Water first, to extract their Malignity. 1777
BUKKE Lett, to Sheriffs of Bristol Wks. III. itf The other

[-tatute] ifor a partial suspension of the Habeas Corpus,}

appears to me of a much deeper malignity. 1858 HAWTHORNE
l ~r. 9f It. Xote-lffcs. 1187?) I- 54 The atmosphere certainly has
a peculiar quality of malignity.
4. Of diseases or wounds ; Malignant character,

malignancy.
1646 SIR T. BKOUM-; fseitt/. F.p. \\. iii. 73 Wounds whiji

are mnde with weapons excited by the Loadstone, contract

a malignity, and become of more difficult cure. 1670 WALTON
Lives in. 2^5 He fell into a long and sharp sickness. -from
the malignity of which he was never recovered. 747
BKKKELEY Tar-VjatgriHPlaffNe W\&. III. 481 An erysipelas,
which sheweth a degree of malignity nearest to the plague.
1759 ROHERTSON Hist. Scot. iv. Wks. 1813 I. 300 The vigour of
his constitution surmounted the malignity of his disease. 1806
Med. Jrnl. XV. 311 The natural small-pox, which almost

every year desolated Mexico and Peru, has lost its malignity
in those climates. 1865 Cornh, Mag. XI. 599 Typhus fever

..has assumed unwonted activity and malignity. 1897
Allfattt s Syst. Med. IV. 836 Early implication of neigh
bouring portions of the larynx, .points to malignity.

Iklaliguly ^malai nli), adv. [f.
MALIGX a. -f

-LY-.] In a malign manner.

1. \Vith malicious or evil intention.

1543 BALK Yet a Course Rorn. Fox 52 Soche are euermore
the vnworthye wayes of thys worlde, malygnelye to blame
menne for ther wele doynge. 1670 MILTON Hist. ng, v.

F.ththi &amp;lt; //, The Eastern and worst part was malignly afforded
to the Father. 1737 ^opfc: Hor. F.pist. \\. \. 339 Vet Itst you

1 think I . .praise malignly Arts I cannot reach, Let me [etc.].

1741 SHKNSIONK Jiitfyiit. Hercules 117 Her thoughts, to

other s charms malignly blind. 1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch.
Career II. v. 74 The object malignly called the Briton.

1881 MKS. C. PKAED/-W(Vy5- /Ml. 36 The old man chuckled

malignly.
2. Unpropitiously, perniciously. 1818 in WEBSTER.

Malignmeut (mabi-nmcnt). rare. [f. MA-
LION v. + -MKNT.] The act of maligning.
1885 Century Mag. XXX. 675 That recrimination and

malicnment of motiv

t Mali giions, a. Obs. rare~~ l
. [f. L. malign-

its MALIGN a. + -urs.] MALIGNANT.
1610 BARROL GII Meth. Physiik v. xi. (1617) 294 It mightily

discusseth the malignous humour which exciteth the Car
buncle.

II MaliIf (mx Hk). [Arab. &amp;lt;UU Malik, pr. pplo.

of malaka to jossess, rule.] The chief or heat-1-

man of a village or other community in parts uf

India and Central Asia.

1855 H. H. WILSON Class. Jttdie. f Rev. Terms, Malik t
..

a nui.ster, an ownerr .or a person having a beneficial and
hereditary interest in the revenue paid by the cultivators,
;m&amp;lt;l responsible to the government for its snare; hence con
sidered applicable, in Bengal, to Zanundars, and in the

north-west provinces to the head man of a village. 1897

I^aily News 14 June 5/7 Two maliks were sent ahead by
him to Maizar. 1901 Scotsman n Mar. 9/1 Government
has been giving a good round sum to the Maliks yearly.

Hence
||
Malikana (melika na\ a pension or re-

taining fee paid to an Indian chief or headman.
1846 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 140 He was accordingly

ailnwed lo reside at Puri,. .upon a yearly malikana.

Malilla, malillio, variant forms of MANILLE.

Malincolia, -coly(e,obs.fif. MKLANCIIOLIA,-LV.

Malincolyous, obs. form of MELANCHOLIOUS.
Mal-i iifluence. [See MAL-.] Evil influence.

1792 ANNA SEWAHD Lett. (iSn) III. 117 The mal-influencc

upon your nerves from marine damps. 1796 Ibid. IV. 289
The mal-influence of a violent cold. 1822 DE QUINCEY dm-
Jets. App. 199 Opium, .having left the body weaker.. and
thus predisposed to any mal-influence whatever.

t Mal-info-rtuned,///. a. Obs. [f.
MAL- +

,V) ENFORTUNE v. + -ED 1
.] Ill-fortuned.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 17 The male-inforiuncd journey
at Boug&amp;lt;?e. [Cf. MALH-JOUKNEV.]



MALINGER. MALL.

Maling, obs. f. MAILING .SV., MALTCX v.

Malingen, variant of MALK\(;IN 0/&amp;gt;st

Malinger (m&lrggai), v. [f. K. maUugre sickly ,

ailing (formerly sore, scabbie, ouHe, loathsome
,

Cotgr.) ;
of obscure origin.] iu!r. To pretend

illness, or to produce or protract disease, in order

to escape duty ;
said esp. of soldiers and sailors.

1820 E. T. LrscoMBR Pratt. Obs. Means Pn serv. Heal:k
Sold. 83 Formerly, it was ulcers of the legs, which wen-

most usually produced by artificial menus by soldiers..

disposed to malinger. 1844 MACAU LAV Fss.. Chatham
^
Some

1899 AUbxtt t Syst. Mcd. VII. ^150
The qi

be, whether the patient, .is malingering.

Malingerer (mali ngarw), [f. MALINGER r*.

+ -ER 1
.] One who malingers.

1783 GRCSE Ditt. Vnlg. Tongue, Malingerer, a military
term for one who under pretence of sickness evades his duty.

1843 GAVIN Feigned $ Factitious Dis. 13 Soldiers and sailors

feigning disease are commonly designated as malingerers or

skulkers. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Rled. Vllfc 157 The crew
of incapables and malingerers who infest our hospitals, our

asylums, and our gaols.

Malingering (mfflnggwin), vbl. sb. [See
-TNG i.] The action of the verb MALINGER.
1861 T. J. GRAHAM Pract. Hied. 602 There are three con

ditions from which it is important to distinguish it from

apoplexy, from hysteria, and. .from malingering. 1899 Alt-

butt s Syst. Med. VII. 150 Malingering is generally easily de
tected by one who is accustomed to examine nervous cases.

That malingers.
1865 CARLYLR Frtdk. Ct. xiv. viii. (1872) V. 261 Karl

Ed/ard, Prince of East Friesland. long a weak malingering
creature, died, rather suddenly. 1894 H NISHKT Busk llirl s

Row. 60 [He] mopes a&quot;bout like a malingering lag.

Iffaliiigery (malrrjgari). [f.
MALINCER v. +

-Y.]
= MALINGKR]XG vl&amp;gt;/. sb.

1847-54 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Malinowskite (meetingvskoil). Min. [Named
in 1876 by A. Raimondi after E. Malinowski.} A
variety of tetrahcdrite, containing lead and silver.

i88a DANA Man. Mineral. $ tif/ioL (ed. 4) 136.

t Mal-illteiltionee. Ol&amp;gt;s. In quot. male-.

[ad. F. mal intentionnf) f, mal (see MAL-) + inten-

tionntf intentioned.j An evil-intentioned person.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vii. | 41 (1740! 532 There was

another Agent, .qualified to treat wiih the Male Intemionees
in England.

Malipart, -pert, variant forms of MALAPERT.

Malipecle (nuHipfd). Zool. [f. mod.L. mala

yam+pea-ipes foot] Any one of the last two pairs
of cephalic appendages in the chilopods.
1883 PACKARD in Froc. Auter, Phil. Soc. June 201 The

second pair of malipedes, or last pair of mouth-appendages
are the poison fang^ in Ann. $ Mag. Nat. Hist. Nov.
342 We therefore propose the term malipedes.. for the fourth
and fifth pair of cephalic appendages.
Hence Malipedal (malrp/dal),&amp;lt;*. Zoo/., pertain ing

to the malipedes of chilopods.
1883 PACKARD in Froc. Amer. Phil. Soc. June 201 The

tergum of the fourth segment, or second malipedal segment.
in Ann. fy Mag. Nat. Hist. Nov. 343 The second mali

pedal tergite.

II Malls (m^ lis\ Path. Obs. [mod.L. ma/is,
a. Gr. jioAiff a disease in horses and asses (the late

L. malleus glanders , may perh. be identical). In
medical Latin, malis has been used as a generic
term (with various specific designations) for para
sitic skin diseases.]

= GLANDERS.
1607 TOPSELL Fovr.f. Beasts (1658) 60 The Malis or

Glaunders.. .The humors which annoy the body of oxen aie

many. The first is a moist one called Malis, issuing at tho
no^e.

Malis, malisce, variant ff. MALEASE Obs.

Malis(e, obs. form of MALICE.
Malism (nvi-liz m). [f. L. mal-us bad, evil +
ISM, after pessimism.] The doctrine that this

world is an evil one.

1883 EDGEWORTII in Academy 17 Mar. 182/3 Mr. Rarlow
decides in favour of Pessimism, or rather Malism , the pre
ponderance of evil over good. 1883 H. GOODWIN .SV/. $ FaffA
243 Malism, to use a convenient expression, is acknowledged
on all hands; while against pessimism [etc.], 1887 CHEYNE
Job fy Solointn 201 Koheleth, though theoretically perhaps
an optimist, constantly relapses into a more congenial
malism . 1896 TOLLEMACHE Jo vett or Jowett s optimism
verges on pessimism, or, let us say, his Don ism verges on
malism.

Malison (moe-lisan), sb. arch, and dial. Forms :

4 malisun(e, malysun ,
malesun

, maliscun
,

malescun, malicun, malicoun, 4-5 malyson(e,
malisoun(e, 4-6 malysoun, 5-6 maleso(u)n(e, 6

malisone, 7 mallisou, 4- malison, [a. OF.
mahison : L. malediction-em MALEDICTION.]
1. A curse, malediction.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2051 His malison on pam he laid, c 1300

Havelok 426 Haue he the malisun to-day Of alle
J&amp;gt;at

cure
speken may \ c 1320 Sir Bcnes 3696, I praie Mahoun par
fore ;eue ^e is malisoun. 1:1450 Mirevr Salitat ionn 580
1 he malison of oure for-modere shuld tome to benedictionne.
1583 Leg* B/&amp;gt;.

St. Amirois 283 Schoendit, And left hir mali
sone, consider, To Lowrie, and the land together. 1586 Durham Depot (Surtees) 319 He answered, God s malison light
on him, for he haith beggered me. 1691 RAY Co!!, li\-?\/s,

Gloss. Northanhymb. 146 Mallison, q.d. Malediction, v.

Bcnnison. 1721 RAMSAY Liuky Spcnce xvi, My malison

light .. On them that drink and dii.na pay. 1808 SCOT r

partition v. x.vv, A minstrel s malison is said. 1861 GOLUW.
SMITH Iriih Hfttm 43 Their malison was almost as lerriMe
ns the curse of a priest. 1865 KINGSI.EY Herc c. xiii, Fare

well, and my malison abide with thee 1

\ 2. The state or condition of being cursed. Obs.
c 1373 Sc. /- A** Saints &amp;gt;liii. \Cecite) 277 Sa man, bat ves In

malysone, mycht bar chese Iceland benysone.
3. dial. A plague, torment. Also \\ith sb. pre

fixed, as cat- malison see CAT sb. 18), horse-malison

one who is cruel to horses. (See E. D.
L&amp;gt;.)

t Malison (mx Iisan), v. Sc. Ofis. [f. prec. sb.]
tmns. To curse; to pronounce a malediction upon.
1588 A, KING tr.Canisiits Catcck. in Caf/t. Tract. (S.T.S.)

215 To malesone any, t&amp;gt;y geuing thame to the dent I, in

visching thame sicklies, deathe or any tuill, 1675 in Kd^ar
OliiCh. Life Scott. 1885) 27-$ note, [A woman confessed that

shf] malinsount [another woman].

Maliss, obs. form of MALICE.

Malist (m^i list). [f.
L. ;&amp;lt;?/-//^ bad, evil-+ -IST.]

One who holds the doctrine of malism.
1882 J. \V. BAKLOW Ultim, Pessijnhm 5 So we see that

Optimist and Pessimist are no longer suitable names. .
;
ami

the positive forms UonKtand Malist would certainly be more

appropriate. 1887 CHEYNE Jobty Solomon 202 Bad ns iliin^
are, he does not believe that the world is getting WOIMJ an-l

worse, .he is a mali^t . *

Malistic (mali-stik\ a. [f.
MALIST -t- -1C.]

Pertaining to or favouring malism.

18^6 TOI.I.EMACHK yc?t (7/95 After putting side by side the
bonisttc and malistic sayings of Jowett.
Maliti o^.us, obs. form of MALICIOUS.

Malivolence, -ent, -us: s(eMALKVOLKN-cr,eto.
Malke, obs. form of MAWK.
Malkill, mawkill (m^ kin). Obs. exc. dial.

Forms: a. 3 malekiu, 4-7 malkyn, 5 malkyne,
6-8 manikin, 7 maulken, nialkiiiGj malkiug,
raol-kin, 4- nialkin. /?. 6 maukyii, mawkiue,
6-9 maukin, 6 S mauking, 8 .SV. mawkiug,
6- mawkin. [A familiar diminutive- of J/tt/j, ifa

t

J/^/rf(ME. Maalde, Malde}: see -KIN.]

fl. Used as a female personal name; applied

typically to a woman of the lower classes, esp. in

various proverbial expressions. Obs.
c 1275 Lutel Sennnn 54 in O. E. Misc. 188 Ne peos

prude ^ungemen pat luuiej? malekin, And peos pruile maid-
encs pat luuiep lanekin. 1362 LANCI,. P. PI. A. \. 158 ^e
naue no more niovit in masse ne in houres Then Malkyn of
hire maydenhod that no mon desyreth. c 1386 CHAI-CI-.K

Man ofLaw s Pro/, 30 It wol nat come agnyn with outen
diode Na moore than \\ole Malkyncs maydenhede Whan she
hath lost it in hir wantou nos&amp;gt;e. c 1440 Promp. Paw, 323/2
Malkyne, or Mawt, propyr name. .Mati/ctis. 1546 J. Hi v-

wooo Prm&amp;gt;. {1867} 26 Whan I \vyld the any other where to

S &amp;gt;, Tushe, there was no mo maydes but malkyn tho. 1564
,M \UTIALI. Treat. Cross IV. 67 A goodly reason by S. Mary,
not much vnlieke to an old mother Maukyns talk. 1579
GOSSON Sell. Abuse (Arb.) 37 There are more houses then
Par ishe Churches, more maydes then Manikin. 1602 UFEION
\\~onJ. worth /fearing (Gtos&ri) 8/2 Holding out her chini-c

and drawing in her mouth (lyke Malkins olde Mare). 1670
R.\v Prw. 118 There are more maids then maukin.

f b. The proper name of a female spectre or

demon. (In ijth.c. app. associated with sense 5 a.)
c 1207 RAD. DE COGGESHAI.L C/iroii. AngL (Rolls) 120- 1

[A spectre in the form of a female child said that it was
called Malekin ]. 1604 MIDDLETOM Wifc/i in. lii, Fire.

Hark, haik, the Catt sings a brave treble in Her owne lan

guage. Hec, (going up) Now I goe, now I flie, Malkiu my
sweete spirit and \. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. i. o, 1 come,
(Iray-Malkin !

fc. = MAID MARIAX. Ols.

1619 FI.ETCHF.R M. Thomas ir. ii, You must turne tippet,
And suddenly.. Put on the shape of order and humanity, Or
you must marry Malkyn the May I.ady.
2. An untidy female, esp. a servant or country
wench ; a slut, slattern, drab ;

occas. a lewd woman.
a. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. Iv. (1612) 41 Euen Carters

Malkines will disdaine when Gentrie will digest. 1604
MIDDLE-TON Ant fy Xigkt. To Rdr., None can Justly ex

cept at me but some riotous vomiting Kit, or some Gentle
man-swallowing Mol-kin. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. i. 224 The
Kitchin Malkin pinnes Her richest Lockram bout her
nechie necke. 165* J. WKIGHT ir. Cawtis* Nat. Paradox
vi. 114, I should bee too long if I should relate in what
manner those subtile Wits inveagled the simplicity of those

silly Maulkins. For I haue heard these Court-Ladies allow
Large pensions to their Paramors. 1763 Loml. Mag. Apr.
205/1 Now monst rous in hoop, now trapish, and walking
With your petticoats clung to your heels, like a maulkin.
1871 TENNYSON Last Tonrn. 629 The swineherd s malkin.

. 1600 BRETON Pasgnill s Mad-Capfe (1626) B, The
ChufTe that sits and champes upon his charTe May have his
Mawkin kisse him like a mare, a 1623 FLETCHER Chances
in. i, Thou tpok st me up at every word I spoke, As I had
been a Mawkin, a flint Gillian. IJOZ\X-XRR\:GH False Friend
I. i, The dull heavy-tail d maukin melts him down wiih her
modesty, a 1745 SWIFT Ballyspeliin (Answ.) viii. Wks. 1765
XIV. 231 Your mawkins there, smocks hempen wear. 1847
TI.NXVSON Princess v. 25 A draggled mawkin, ..That tends
her bristled grunters in the sludge.
attrib. 164* MILTON ApoL Sweet, vi. 33 Her maukin
knuckles were never shapen to that royal 1 buskin,

t b. An effeminate man. Obs.

1468 Medulla Gram, in Promfr. Parv, 323/2 Gallinaczus,
i. ho?no debuts^ a malkyn, and a capoun.
3. A mop; a bundle of rags fastened to the end

of a stick; esp. that used to clean out a baker s

oven. Obs. exc. dial.

a. 14., I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 616/12 Tersoriitvi, a. p\te-

pelles (a malkyn). c 1440 Pronip. Pan 1

. 323/2 Malkyne,
mappyl, or oven swepare, . . dossorium, tcrsoriitm. 1590
[TAKLTOS] News Purgat. -Shaks. Soc.) 59 He helde Le-
tuceie both his hands a durly malkin, such as Bakers
sweepe their ovens withalL 1596 NASHK Saffron \\~aldin
i ;5 Shee will, .haue a handful

j

of his beard. .f...r a manikin
or wispe to wype ht-r shoots wiih. 1611 COIC;K., \ ~aaiidrft y

a maulkin, or the dowt wherewith an Ouen is made cleane.
1620 MAKKHAM Fitre^o. Ilnsb. (1625) 96 Blacke, foule, and
nyly like bakers malkins. 1792 WCLCOT iP. Pindar) Rojal
Tottr Wks. 1812 III. 324 Of Royalty ihe 1 urple Robe so

grand They to a Malkin turn, to \\ ipe their shoes. 1796
(lros&amp;lt;*s fiict. I xlg. Tongue (ed. 3^, Malkin or Manikin,. .

a!&amp;gt;o a parci 1 of rays fastened to the end of a stick, to clean

an oven, 1880 JMTEKIKS (/ . . Estate 153 The malkin, being
welted, (leaned out the nshes [from the oven].

ft. 1580 1 lOLLYBANn Tre/is, l- r, Tt/tf., H aitdrt e, or es-

coni//it
t
the clout wherewith iht-y dense or swetpe ihe

Oucn, calk-d a Maukin. 1598 R. UKKNARD tr. Terence,
Ewuuh iv. \ ii, Do^-t thou think to fit;ht with a mauking
that thou biiug^t it hither. 1607 I IKKI.K Knts. Conjur.
(1842) 42 A bf.ud filthier then a bakcis mawkin that he

Mvrcpcs his outn, 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.I Jackc-a-Lcnt
Wks. i. 115/1 An Knsi-ne made of a piece of a Hakers
maukin fixed vpuii a Hn..ome-sUifle. 1694 I l f N-\HV S,if.

Pt-troiiim Arbiter 84 Do you remenil.t-r ..the Story nf

l&quot;lys--t&amp;gt;,
hnw a

C&amp;gt;cli&amp;gt;p put hi.-. Thumb out of Joint \\ith rt

M.i\\ kin i 1727 UKAIU.HV Ftuii, /&amp;gt;/&amp;gt; f. &amp;gt;. \ . Bfi^ -ftouse^ PeeU,
Culc- Rakes, Maukins.

b. fraiit. A joint-staff sj on^e, fcr cleaning (&amp;gt;ut

ajiicoe
of oidnance (Smyth Sttt /or s ll ord-bk. ].

4. A scarecrow (also_/7^
p

.); a ragged puppet or

^lutesfjue t-flit;y ;
a guy . Obs. exo. dial.

0. 1633 T. AI..-IMS
F..\/&amp;gt;.

2 Pt-ter ii. 7 I. 632 A Malking
flights a chilli, a man c^iiit inn. s It. 1638 NABBI-:S Cff:-.

(i,nd. v. \i. 71, l\alph. . . What are \nu Sir? .\/ri(tf. A
( ie.nl Jcniati \ ^l,er. l\ aif-h. N cii ie a Malkin c&amp;gt;f mock-

(Itiitiy, nunle up i.f silke :u.d vaiiic-.t;!oi y. 1640 Bride \.

iv, \ uu malkin of suburb autlioiiiy set up ohiy to flight
cru^-i. it 1700 H. K. l&amp;gt;iit. Cunt Crfji 1

, Mat&jnor Afauaift,
a scaretrow. &quot;1734 NCKIH Exani. n. iv. 5 11740)233
Then he mounted up ihe Maulkin to be viewed round,

though nothing was to be seen or understood uf it from him,
more than i&amp;gt;f a si are Crow, that is the Rags and Trumpery
it was ganii.sh d with. 1748 Eartfignave Ptrn \. 82 A
liasket from which issued a PuppL-t, or Maulkin. 1866
KINCSI.I-V //crew. \\. i\-. 65 He mu&amp;gt;t light It out hencefoith
not v\ith a straw malkin like thee.

ft. 1687 CONCKI-U-. t &amp;gt;&amp;lt;t/ I nJi. in. vi, Thou Maukln, made
up of the Shreds and Pairings of his [thy Master s] super
fluous Fopperies 1710 Urit. Afiollo II. No. 6. 3/1 Were
you hang d for a Mauking on a Tree. 1710 SWIFT &quot;Jrnl. to

Stella, 13 Dec., Dressing up a hat on a siitk and calling it

Hurley ;
then . . discharging a pistol with the oilier [hand) at

the maukin. 1712 Pol. Hall. (1860) II. 121 You for your
bonfires maukins dress VI On good Queen liess s day. 1742
H. WALPOIK /.*//. //. MUHH (1834) L 124 Ihe in&amp;gt;t thing
1 beheld was a Mawkin in a chair, with three footmen and
a label on the breast inscribed Lady Maty. 1776 S. J.
PRATT Pupil Picas, (td. ?) 1, Iviii. 236 And Dost tdou, after

all, boggle at a shadow a maukin at conscience? 1791
UK Ki-fun tr. Pop. Talcs &amp;lt;*,crn:au$ ii. S&amp;gt; Just .. a maukin
suspended amongst pt-ase to scare away the \ oracious

sparrows. 1818 I.AMU Intowen.
f&amp;gt;

. I l in^ I/an^i J, Like
a maukin, fit only to scaie away birds. 1859 (iK.o. Ei.roi

A. Bede \i, You knew no more .. than the mawkin i

1

the

field. i8&amp;lt;.8 KII-I-K HAGGARD in Longm. Mag. Dec. 1^7
Hi-ml pi -nnses to set up some mawkins to fright them.
Comb, a 1700 I!. K. Dicf. Cant. Crew s. v., Hence Malkin-

trash) for one in a rueful Dress, enough to Fright one.

5. As a designation for certain animals: some
times as quasi-proper name. a. A cat. dial.

Grimalkin occurs in Baldwin s Beware the Cat, 1561-82.

1673 COT i ON l- oy. /re1. IT. Poems (16891 l &2 ^ e \vent, and
e er Malkin could well lick her ear. .forsooth, we were there.

1785 UROSK Diet, yiitg. Tongn&amp;gt;\ Malkin^ or Manikin^ a

general name for a cat. 1876 // hitby Gloss*

b. St. and north, dial. A hare.

1724 RAMSAY T,a-t. Mhc. (1733) I. 61 Skipping like a maw-
king. 1785 BURNS I ision I.

i,
The sun had clos d the winter

day, .. An hunger d Maukin taen her way To kail-yards
green. 1786 Tata Sainsfn s F.lfgy vii, Ye Maukins, cock
your fud fu

1

braw, Withouten dread. 1793 in Lockhait
Scott vii, I ll send ye a maukin the morn, man. 1818
Blackiv. Mag. IV. 65 He [a sportsman] would probably be
as much gratified by the discovery of mawkin, as the Astro
nomer would be by the discovery of a constellation. 1895
CROCKETT Men ofMoss Hags xlvii, Once they raised, as it

had been a poor maukin, a young lad that ran from them.

Mall 1 nip. Also 7 mell, S maul. [A
special application of wall) MAUL

j/&amp;gt;J,
in the

i;th c. taken to represent certain contemporary
senses of the F. mail, which is etymologically
identical with the Eng. word. Cf. PALL-MALL.]
1. The mallet (cf. MAUL sb.^ 2) used in the game

of mall or pall-mall ;
= PALL-MALL r.

i66a Order-bk. Gen. Monck 26 Apr. in M
&amp;lt;f Q. 9th Ser.

VIII. 14/2 That noe persons shall after play carry their

malls out of S. James s Parke without leave of the said

keeper. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey\ Mail, .. the Instru
ment with which the Ball is struck is also called a Mall.

1711 ADDISON Sfieft. No. 195 p i He took an hollow Ball of

Wood . . He likewise took a Mall. 1884 J. PAYNE Tales /r.
Arabic L 123 The king s son was playing in the exercise-

ground with the ball and mall.

2. A certain game; = PALL-MALL 2.

1646 EVELYN Diary i,Chandos ed.) 193 Having scene this

field and play d a game at Mall. 1675 COTTON Scoffer
Scoft 103 But playing with the Boy at Mall,.. I strooke

the Ball .. A pretty height into the Air. 1796 MORSE
Awer. Geog. II. 154 The diversion [goff] .. resembles
that of the Mall, which was common in England in the

middle of the last century. 1868 \V. J. WHITMORE Croquet
Tact. 4 The Mall received its name from having been

appropriated to the purpose of playing at mall.



MALL.

fb. Applied to polo; - TALL-MALL 2 b. Obs.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olca-rins

1

} oy. A&amp;gt;nl&amp;gt;a$s. 297 A certain

Game, which the Persians call Kuitskaukan, which is a kind
of Mall. 1687 A. LOVKLL tr. Tkc-jenofs Trav. \\. 79 There
are two Hanks, .which serve for playing at the mall on hor&amp;gt;e

hack, and the bowl must go hetwixt those Banks.

3. The alley in which the game of * mall
* was

played. . PALL-MALL 3.

1644 EVEI.VN Diary 2 May, The mall [at Tours] without

comparison is the noblest in Europe. . . Here we play d
a party or two. a 1687 WALLER On St. James s Park
64 No sooner has he touched the flying ball But tis

already more than half the Mall. 1687 R. FKRRIER Jrnl.

34 (Camd. Soc. Misc. IX.), There are several handsome
walks, one whereof .. is a decayed Mell. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey s. v., The Instrument .. is also termed a Mall,
and the Place where the Gamesters play. iSia Coinu- 1 i \\\

Examiner 19 Oct. 671/1 Noble Ladies, who graciously con
descended to become housekeepers and sweepers of malls.

4. The Mall: a walk bordered by trees in St.

James s Park, London, which was originally a
* mall in sense 3, and was a fashionable promenade
in the 17-iSthc. ^ High Mail-, the time when the

throng of promenaders in the Mall was at its height ;

also transf., ? a fashionable assembly in the open air.

1674 J. D. I//VA-) The Mall: or the Modish Lovers. A
Comedy. Ibid. \. ii, I will be in the Mall, as soon as it

begins to be dark, if I can get from my husband. 1676
]J LT KFEv Mad. Fickle in. i, You may repair that inconve
nience in the Mall to night Sir. 1706 Reflex, upon Ridi-
ctiL 128 We see them in the Maul and in the Park walking,
giggling, with their sparks. 1710 PALMER Proverbs 203
The intrigues of the mall and the playhouse. 1712 Sfctt.
^*- 437 P 4 Were you to see Gatty walk the Park at high
Mall. 1727 FIKLDISG Love in Ser . M&amp;lt;isy. i. iv, Well, gentle
men, are you for the Mall this morning? 1752 A. MURPHY
Uray s Inn Jrnl. No. 9 In St. James s Park, at high Mall, on

Sunday next. Ibid., High Mall at the Bedford Coftee-House
To-morrow Evening. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals n. i, I ve tra

velled like a comet, with a tail of dust ..as long as the Mall.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Arrtc., Digest 5 She re

sembles a. .cottage-bred Country-housewife, .parading the
Mall of Taste amidst modern Petits-Maitres. 1816 J. SCOTT
I fs. J^a&amp;gt;~is (ed. 5) 64 He appeals to the smooth and level

mall, and the carefully preserved canal of St. James s Park.

b. transf. A sheltered walk serving as a pro
menade ; in some towns adopted as a proper name.
[Cf. F. ;////, used in various towns for a shaded walk,

which in many instances was orig. an alley for playing mall.]

1737 Kun. OF OXFORD in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS.
Cumin.) VI. 169 The churchyard is well planted, the walks
giavelled; this is the Mall for the beaux and belles of
Chelm-&amp;gt;ford. 1752 MKS. UKLANV Lett., fa Mrs. Owes 134
It is the mall of Drogheda. 1808 Norfolk Tour, Nonuhk
(ed. 6) 248 The new walk or mall from the bars by the work
house to Gannock-gates. 1838 LONGF. in Life (1891) I. 298
Afterwards walked in the Mall [Boston, U. S.] in the cool

of the evening. 1883 F. M. CKAWFOKD Mr. Isaacs \. 7

Such of the changing crowd on the verandah and on the

mall [at Simla] as caught my attention.

5. Comb., as (sense i) mall-maker ; (sense 3)

mall-keeper.
1708 I.UTTRF.LL BriefRel. (1857) VI. 354 Mrs. Mashani,

mall keeper of St. James s Park, worth 5oo/. per ami. 1901
T. J. Jf.AKis in .V. ,y(\9th Ser. VII. 353/1 The mall-maker s

shop was on the same road.

Mall-- Hist. rat e~ }

. [ad. med.L. mallum,
-its: see MALLUM and MAIL s/&amp;gt;. ~] A convention

or assembly among the Franks.

1855 MILMAN Lnt. Chr. iv. x. (iS^t II. 441 Councils,
which had been as frequent as diets or malls, ceased.

Mall : see MAUL, MAW.
Mallagatoon, obs. form of MKLOCOTOX.

Mallan, obs. form of MALM.
Mallancoly, obs. form of MRLANCHOLY.

Mallander,Mallany : soeMAL.vNDKK, MALMY.

Mallard (morla-id). Forms : 4 maular, 4-5
mawlard, maulard e, 4-6 raalarde, 4, S malard,

5 malerde, mavelard, maud-, mawdelard^e,
5-6 mallarde, 6 mallert, mallerde, 7 mallerd,

mallet, 4- mallard, [a. OF. malarf, mallart

wild drake; of obscure origin.
The conjecture given in Hat7.-Daim. that it represents the

OHO. male proper name Maddhart is remarkably sup
ported by the evidence of the Kng. form warn/-, inawdelardi
which, however, has not been found in OF. The bird may
under this name have figured as a personage in some lost

\

example ofthe Germanic beast-epic . Another hypothesis is ,

that the word is f. OF. iiiasli
t
maie MAI.K/I. 4- -rt?-/,.AKi&amp;gt;; but

against this there is the objection that t lit- l\&amp;gt;rm was/art does
not occur until late, though the word is recorded from the

,

i.-th c.)

1. The male of the wild duck (Anas boxtufy \

\ Formerly often applied also to the male of the
j

domesticated variety; DRAKE 2
.

&amp;lt;- 1330 Arth, fy Merl. 4140 pe cherl bent his bowe sone & !

.moi a doke mididone, & wij a bolt afterward Anon he hitt

a maulard. 14.. I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 563/46 Anntits,
a mallard. 1533-4 ^ f 25 {lt n - Vfl?t C. it i Duckes,
mallardes, wigeons, teales, wildgeese and diuers other kinde
of wildfowle. 1601 HOLLAND Winy II. 383 To stay a flux

of the belly, the blond uf M allards or Drakes is thought also

to be singular good. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. ty Cl. in. x. 20 The
Noble mine of her Magicke, Anthony, Claps on his Sea- :

wing, and Mike a doting Mallard) ..flyes after her. 1776 Ann. \

Reg. 152 The old duck left them [the eggs], but soon after

returned with the mallard. 1861 G. F. BtlKELEY Sportsm. I

If, Prairies xx. 332, I walked to within shot of some

straggling wild ducks, and killed a very fine mallard. 1893
NEWTON Diet. Birds 168 Technically the term Duck is re

stricted to the ft-malf, the male being called Drake, and
in one species Mallard.

88

2. Used for either sex : A wild drake or duck.
I f Formerly also applied to the domestic variety.

1314 in ll ardr. Ace. 8 Ethv. II 21/12, i mallard M.
1348 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 43 In v Mallard do-

I mestic. et v Mallard de Ryuer et xiiij perdicibus, iiijj. x/.
ob. ri4oo Siege ofTroy 1070 in Archiv ncu.

S/&amp;gt;r.
I,XX1I.

j

38 Plover, partriche and wyld Bores. .With Malardes wylde
I and fesaunt. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cintrg. 181 Anoynte J?e

place^wij? grece of a maulard. 1*1420 Lifer Cocontm (1862!

27 With \?o grece of
Jx&amp;gt;

mawdelarde bou sethe horn, c 1440
Promp. Pan-. 323 ! Malarde, byrde &amp;lt;or mavelardeX 1486

I Bk. St. Albans d ij b. Take a tame Malarde and set hyin
in a fayr playn. 1502 AKNOI.DE Chron. 91 Also yf ony per-

j

sone kepe or norrysh hoggis oxen kyen or mallardis with
in the ward in noyng of ther neyhbours. 1657 TOMI.INSON
Renou s Disf. \. viii. 13 The Mallet [rendering of L. anas],
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 138 p 8 Shooting mallards in the
fens. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. III. 283 The Mallard is

probably the stock of which our tame breed is (he product.
1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 199 Our own wild-duck or
mallard

is^
a shy bird. 1894 J. SKCI.TON Tahle-t. Shirley

(1895) 64 The frost is so hard that woodcock and mallard are
driven from inland copses and marshes to the open springs.

b. The flesh of this bird.

CI440 Donee MS. 55 If. 14 Cast it in a pott and fressh
broth, .and of canell and [dropping /furl. 4016] of the ma-
larde & lete hern buille. 14.. in Househ. Ord. (1790) 441
Sause neyger for Maudelard roasted. 1513 Bk. Kentynge
in Babcei Bk. 278 In the fyrst course, potage, befe, . .

with goose, capon, mallarde, swanne, or fesande. 1555 W.
W^ATRKMAX I- ardle Facions \. v. 53 Quaile, and mallard,
are not but for the richer sorte. 1607 DKKKKR & WEBSTKK
We&tiv. Hoc i. i, They, .loue Mallard and Teale in the fall,
and Woodcocke in winter.

c. altrib.) as mallard drake.

1772 J. R. FORSTFR in Phil. Trans. LXII. 419 Anas. 53
Boschas. .Mallard Drake.

3. The Mallard: a festival celebrated on the

1 4th Jan. at All Souls College, Oxford (see quots.).

,

Also aftrib.

1632 A nij
. ABBOT in M. Burrows M orthies All Souls viii.

(1874) 126 Civil men should never so far forget themselves
under pretence ofa foolish Mallard as to do things barbarously
unbecoming. 1722-3 HEARNK Diary 18 Jan.. Last Monday,
the i4th inst. . .was All Souls college Mallard, at which time
tis usual with the fellows and their friends to have a supper,
and to sit up all night drinking and singing. Their song is

the mallard, and formerly they used to ramble about the

college with sticks and poles, &c. in quest of the mallard.
. .They tell you the custom arose from a swinging old mal
lard, that had been lost at the foundation of the college, and
found many years after in the sink. 1801 Hi-. HEBER/.^/.
15 Jan. in /, // 1 1 830) I. 25 A very severe cold which I caught
by getting out of bed. .to see the celebration of the famous
All Souls mallard feast. . . I had thus a full view of the hord
Mallard and about forty fellows, in a kind of procession on
the library roof. 1899 C. G. ROIIF.RTSON All Souls Coll,

102 The sons of the mallard vwhich is still sung at the col

lege Gaudies).

Mallard!te (morlajdait). A/?n. [Named by
A. Carnot, 1879, alter E. Mallard , see -ITE.] A
hydrous sulphate of manganese, found in colourless,
fibrous masses (Chester Diet. Names J\Iin. 1896).
1883 HEDDLK in EncycL Brit. XVI. 401/2.

Mallassus, obs. form of MOLASSES.

Mallatto, obs. form of MrLAiro.

Malle, obs. f. MAILJ., MAUL jtf.1,^.2 and #.

Malleability (m^l^aM-liti). [f. MALLE
ABLE -f -ITY.] The property of being malleable.

1690 LOCKE //;;/. Und. in. vi. 6. 210 Supposing the
nominal Kssence of Gold, to be a Ilody of such a peculiar
Colour and Weight, with Malleability and Fusibility. 1^62
tr. Bitschings Syst, Geog. I. 45 The Noble metals are bodies
of the greatest Malleability. 1830 HKKSCHEL Stud. Nat.
rhil. 238 Malleability is again another quality of solids,

especially metals, quite distinct from toughness. 1890 SIR
F. ABEL / res. Addr. Bnt. Assoc. in Nature 4 Sept., The
existence in steel of proportions fof manganese] ranging
from o i up to about 275 per cent, improves its strength
and malleability.

b. Jigt Capacity for being fashioned or adapted.
1877 1U KRorr.HS Taxation 402 Malleability. . is one of the

. .characteristics of the common law. 1880 Oi nu Moths I.

viii. 190 You are old-fashioned, pedantic, unpleasant, . . you
have no malleability.

Malleable imrH/ial)
1

!), a. Also 4-6 malli-

able, 5 malyable. mallyable, 7 rrmlable, S mal-

lable. [a. UK. nialleaMe
%
ad. L. *M/&tff/-i,rl f.

1,. niii/ledre to MALLEATE : see -ABLK.]
1. Having the property (possessed by certain

substances, esp. metals) of being deprived fit form

by hammering or pressure, without a tendency or

capacity to return to it, or to fracture.

Alallenbh iron : iron which has been decarburi/ed by oxi

dation under prolonged heat and rendered capable of being
malleated in a slight degree,

c- 1386 CHAUCER Cow, 1 ci-nn. Prof. $ T. 577 Make as good
siluer anil as fyn As ther is any in youre purse or myn. .and
make it malliable. -1407 LVIK;. Reas.

&amp;lt;y

Sens. 68 1 4 Men
k;m nut maken yt plicable Nor forge yt to l&amp;gt;e Malliable.

(.1450 LVDG. & HuiiGH Secrees 2125 Science nor CralTt

to hym was delectable, but to for^e malyable mataylle.

1568 (iKAF)ON Chron. I. 123 A certeyn craftes man had
found out the Art of. .melting of CJIasse in such sort, as he

made the same malliable. 1692 LUTTKELL Brief Rel. (1857) ,

II. 365 An invention to melt and make malleable a sort of

oar found among the tinn mines. 1794 SULLIVAN t iew fAtt.

I. 469 Metals are malleable or ductile under the hammer.
|

iSaz IMISON .SV/. ,v Art II. 05 Zinc is very little malleable,
J

except when heated. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Op^rat. Mechanic
650 The ease with which cast-iron can be made into any
required shape has.. given to rails of that material a de
cided superiority over those of malleable-iron. 1881 SIR J.

EVANS Am. Bronze ImpL n One alloy of copper and tin is

MALLEE.
rendered most malleable by rapid cooling. 1889 O. FINDLAY

! hug. Railway 40 The first malleable iron rail was patented
by J. Birkenshaw, in 1820. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI.
105 Examples, .are found in ma 11cable-iron castings.

II b. In etymological sense. Of stone : That
may be dressed with a hammer.
1665 J. \fw&Stone-Hcng(ii?$ 209 When the Stones were

once down, . . Men might, as they found them more or less

malleable, for their own Advantage ..make Use of them.
2. transf. and_/^-. Capable of being fashioned

or adapted.
1612 LD. ROCHESTER in Bncctenck MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 119 Your enemies have objected, .that you are too
violent, which signifies in Court language not malleable to
their use. 1663 UUTLKH Hud. \. i. 182 He. .could tell. .Who
first made Musick malleable. 1796 BI RKE Regie. Peace
iii. 32 We grow more malleable under their blows. 1802
WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Horrors Bribery Wks. 1812 V. 211
Couniers .. Were made of very malleable matter. 1849
H. RoCEM Ess. (1874) I. 227 To seize a language in its

rude state, and compel it., to become a malleable material of
thought, is the exclusive prerogative of the hishen species
of minds. 1882 Times** July 10 The Chancellorship of the

Duchy so remoulded would cease to be malleable; it would
cease to be capable of discharging unappropriated duties.

Malleableize,malleablize (marl^ab biz),
i .

[f. prec. + -IZK.] trans. To render malleable.
1882 in OCILVIE. 1884 C. G W. LOCK Workshop Receipts

Ser. in. 251/2 The castings will be full of small holes after

they have been malleableized.

Malleableiiess (marlr,ab lnes). [Formed as

prec. + -NESS.] = MALLEABILITY.
1644 Prerogath-e Anatomized 6 It was conceiv tl that the

tame Kingdomeof England., would quickly coole again, and
be reduc d to its former malleablenesse. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und, m. x. (1695) 283 Mallcableness, .is inseparable from
the real Essence of Gold. 1731 in BAILEY (vol. II.).

Mallear (mce-1/iai), a. [ad. mod.L. inatfearis,
f. MALLEUS.] Pertaining to the malleus.

1889 in Sj tf. Sec. Lex.

Malleate (marl^t), a. ZooL [ad. mod.L.

ma!Uat-its, f. MALLEUS.] Furnished with a malleus.
1884 C. T. HUDSON in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XXIV. 351.

1886 HUDSON & GOSSE Rotifira I. 31 Hydatinadse..\ro^\ii
malleale.

Malleate (mre Ui^l), z&amp;gt;. Now rare. [f. L.

w/#//i (5/-,ppl.stemofwa//wr, f. maUe-tts hammer.]
trans. To beat with a hammer ; spec, to beat (metal)
thin or Hat.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemcait s Fr. Chiritrg, 51/1 Allthoughe
the same [corslet] be beaten and malleated smothe agayne.
J 599 tr. Gabelhoner s Bk. Physicke 113/2 Take it out,
and malleate it till it wexe as thin as the backe of a
knife. 1659 GAI-HKX flight Healers (1660) 55 A crackt
silver vessel!, is sooner sodered and new burnished, then a
new one malleated out of the rough mass or wedge of metal.

1713 DEKIIAM Phys.-TheoL v. i. 307 Tubal-Cain was ,. the

first that found the Art of Melting and Malleating Metals.
absol. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xin. (1701) 580/1 Some

Metals,. . by reason of the solidity they hnd Acquired, miyht
be made lit to malleate, or to strike, or for other uses.

i fig. 1627-47 FFi.THAM.AVWrr.s n. xcix.447 Manyhavebeen
abused, by being malleated in their troublesome fear. 1660
GAUDKN God^s Gt. Dcmonstr. iS Some points may by long
( &amp;gt;ratiuns be ilike gold) malleated and extended to such great
latitudes ofdiffused expressions, as make them very comber-
som. 1647 FARIXGDOX Sinn. (1672) 1.413 We cannot find one

[circumstance] which was nut as a hammer to malleate and
soften his stony heart. 1647 * MOKK Song ofSonl in.

App. xxx, And pox and pestilence tlo malleate.

Malleated (mcrl/^ted) ,///.. rare. [f. prec.
+ -ED 1.] \Vrought with a hammer ; also, marked
or dented as with a hammer,
1656 RLOI NT Glossorr., ninl/eated, .. wrought or beaten

with the hammer or beetle. 1881 WATSON in frill. Linn.
Soc. XV. 246 The surface is faintly malleated in a somewhat

disorderly fashion.

Malleation (mal/i^Jan). [ad. late L. mal-
leatii&amp;gt;n~eni

t f, inalleare . see MALLEATE z\]
1. The action of mnllcating or condition of being

mnlleated. Now rare,

1596 TI.AT Jf-vrl/.fio. in. 85 Abiding both the touch, mal

leation, and coppell. 1610 Ii. JOSSON Alclt. 11. v, Srt&amp;gt;.

What s the proper passion of Mettalls? J- ac. Malleation.

1696 J. EDWARDS Deinonstr. Exist. God i. 139 An ounce of
it may be set extended by mall cat ion, thai it ill take up
ten acres. 1796 KIRWAN Klcnt. Miit. (ed. 2) 11. 104 An ag
glutinated mass susceptible of Malleation.

fis* 1^S4 OAVTON Pleas. Notes in. i. 67 His Squire, who by
often malleations . . and threshings, might in good time be
beaten out into the forme uf a gentileman. 179* SIR P.

FHANCIS Let. 21 Jan. in Burkes Corr. (1844) III. 377 Some
of us .. have been humming our brains for an inscription ;

but what signifies malleation without fire?

2. A mark or dent resembling one produced by
hammering on metal.
1881 WATSON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 246 Resides the

larger system of malleations there is a second system a good
deal smaller and more irregular.

3. Path. A convulsive disorder characterized by
the hammering one part of the body against another ;

occurring as a symptom in chorea and insanity.
1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 394 The convul

sion is often accompanied with a peculiar kind of percussion
.. resembling the malleation we have already had occasion
to describe. ^y^Alllnttt s Syst. Med. VIII. 106 A patient

may be constantly making bowing movements (&amp;lt;alutation

spasm , or hammering (malleation).

Mallecho: see MICHING MALICHO.

llMallee 1
(mg*h&quot;

v

. Anglo-Indian. Also 8-9
molly, 9 mollie, mollee, mallie, mail, maul(ly).



MALLEE. 89 MALLOW.

[Hindi malt.] One of the gardener caste in India ;

hence any native gardener.
i 759 H ,i

rfs tariff \\\ Long Set. Rec. Ft. William (1869)

182 (Y.) House Molly.. 2 Rs. 1810 T. WILLIAMSON /:. Imi.

fade Meciim I. 261 The Manly, or gardener, next claims

attention. Ibid. 263 It would surpri/e an European to see

with what precision maullies sow and cover their seeds.

a 1825 D. JOHNSON O&sere. Dis. India, in Good Study
Kffd. (1825) III. 425 Such people as have their feet and

hands frequently in cold water or earth, such as . . Dobys
(washerwomen) and Mollies (gardeners) in the upper pro
vinces of India. 1879 MRS. A.E. JAMES/W*/. ff&taeh. Man-

agem. 63 We soon got a mallee, or gardener, and a garden-

coolie. 1886 K. KIPLING /?&amp;lt;?///.
Ditties (\^)^ Heshall

see the inallie steals the slab For currie-grmder, and for

goats the grass.

Mallee -
(mce-l*)- Also malle. [Native

Australian.] Any one of several scrubby species

of eucalyptus which flourish in the desert parts of

South Australia and Victoria; esp. Eucalyptus
dumosa and E. oleosa. Also, the ( scrub or thicket

formed by these trees. Mallee bird, fowl, hen,
an Australian mound-bird, Leipoa ocellctta,

1848 W. WESTGARTII Austral, Felix 73 Laap, a sweet

exudation from the leaf of the mallee (Eucalyptus dumosa).

1857 HOWITT Tallangcttayii\. II. 2 This Mallee scrub. .con

sists of a dense wood of a dwarf species of gum-tree. 1898

R. BoLDREWoon Rom, Canvass Town 37 Far off, amidst

the sea-like expanse of the mallee.. rise sombre, sharply-
defined peaks and ranges.

Mallei, pi. of MALLEUS.

Malleiforni (mse*iJ|i$&m), # [ad. mod.L.

malleiform-iS) f. malleus hammer : see -FORM.]

Having the form of a hammer.
1856 In MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inz&amp;gt;.

Anim. v. 238 In some species of Polynue, the parapodiagive
rise.. to large, richly ciliated, malleiform tubercles.

Malleill (mse-h iin). Also -ine. [f. L. malle-ns

glanders + -ix.] A sterilized culture of the bacillus

of glanders, used for the inoculation of that disease.

1892 Daily News 29 Sept. 6/6 They [sc. glandered horses] are

inoculated by him with a virus called malleine. 1902 G. S.

WOODHKAD in Encycl. Brit. XXXI/532/i The glanders ba
cillus grows best in the presence of oxygen;, .it then appears
to have the power of forming toxin... This poison (mallein)

is used for the purpose of diagnosing the presence of glan
ders. Ibid.

t
The mallein test.

MallemarO king. Naut. [f.Du. mattemerok

foolish woman, tomboy, f. mal foolish + merok,

marok) marot, a. F. marotte *

object of foolish

affection (Littr6).] (See quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor s ll ord-bk., IHalleniaroking, the visiting

and carousing of seamen in the Greenland ships.

II Mallemuck, Also 7-8 mallemucke, 9 mal-

lemak, -muk(ke, mollyrnawk, -maulk, malle-
moke. -mock, -muk, malmock. [a. Du. mallemok^
f. mal foolish + mok gull ; cf. the synonymous
mallemeeuw. Hence G. mallemuck (1675), F.

malamoque.] The fulmar, fulmarits glacialis ;

also applied to other similar or nearly related birds.

1694 tr. Marten s Voy. Spitzb. (1711) 100 Of the Malle
mucke. a 1703 RAY Syn. method. Avinm (1713) 130 Wagel-
lus Cornubiensium ,. Mallemuck. 1776 PENNANT Zool. II.

464. 1815 J, LAING Voy. Spitsbergen (1822) 81 The Green-
landeis account the flesh of the Mallenuikke good food.
1880 Standard 20 May 3 Flocks of mallemokes. 1892 I

1
&quot;,.

REEVES Home vard Bound 103 Cape pigeons and molly-
mawks. 1898 Spectator 13 Aug. 208 The mallymoke

1

,
which

comes nearest to the albatross in size and beauty.

Mallender, obs. form of MALANDEU.

Mallengyn, variant of MALENGIN Obs.

Malleo-incudal (mce-h&amp;gt;,inki?7-dal),^. Anat.

[f. malleo-, MALLEUS + L. incud-em INCUS + -AL.]

Pertaining jointly to the malleus and the incus.

1877 BURNETT Ear 75 The articulating surfaces for the
malleo-incudal joint.

Malleolar (msel/Vlaj, mse I/Vlai), a. Anat.

[f.
MALLEOL-US + -AR.] Pertaining to the malleolus.

1842 E. WILSON Anat. I ade M. (ed. 2) 325 The malleolar
arteries are distributed to the ankle-joint. 1890 GRAY Anat.
(ed. 12) 591 The malleolar arteries supply the ankle-joint.

II Malleolus (mwUVlzfe). PL -i. Also in

Anglicized form malleol. [L. malleolus, dim. of
malleus hammer.]
1. Anat. Either of the two bony eminences of

the leg bone at the ankle. (The internal malleus

belongs to the tibia, the external m. to the fibula.)
1693 lUancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Malleolus or Malleus,

is Twofold, external, . . Or internal, . . these make the Ancle.

1758 J. S. tr. Lfi Draft s Ohserv. Surg. (1771) 355 The
external Malleol remained very large. 1879 St. George s

Hasp. Rep. IX. 742 It is also very bad. .behind the malleoli,

especially the internal malleolus. 1893 A. S. RccLEsSfiatica
9 Between the inner malleolus and the heel.

2. Hort. A layer which when separated from the

parent stem presents a hammer-shape.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Malleolus,, .a Sprout growing

out of a Branch, which grew out it self but the Year before.

1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 84 The layer was called

malleolus, which literally signifies a hammer.

t 3. Antiq. A kind of fire-dart. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Malleoli, were certain Devices
made of combustible Matter, 1753 CHAMBERS (. yd. Snpp.
1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3) X. 480/2.

Malleoramate (moel^r^-mA), a. ZooL [f.

mallto-
t used as comb, form of MALLEUS + RAM-US

VOL. VI.

+ -ATR3.] In rotifers : Having the mallei fixed by
unci to the rami.

1884 C. T. HUDSON in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XXIV. 352.
1886 HUDSON Si GOSSE Rotifera I. 30 Melicertidse . . trophi
malleo-ramale.

Malles, obs. form of MALICE.
Mallet (mce let), J/ .

1 Forms: 5 maillet,
mailet, maylet(te, -leot, -lat, 5-6 maillet, 6

may lie t, mallette, 6-7 malet, 6- mallet, [a. F.

maillet wooden hammer, dim. of mail MAUL sbf\
1. A kind of hammer, normally of wood, but

sometimes of other materials, smaller than a maul
or beetle. It has many diverse forms, according
to the purpose for which it is used.

The mason s mallet is a broad, nearly cylindrical mass of

wood, with a short handle set perpendicularly in the middle
of the upper surface, and is used for driving a cold chisel ;

a similar implement is used for driving wedges. The
carpenter s mallet for driving a chisel or gouge has usually
a massive square or barrel-shaped head.
c 1425 WVNTOUN Chron. in. i. 104 pe nayl J&amp;gt;an

til his bewide
scho set, And straikon fast wibe bat maillet. 1440 rronip.
Parv. 323/1 Malyet,betyl. ci^^Pict. I oc. inWr.-Wiilcker

805/16 Hie porticnlns, a maylat. 1523 FITZHF.RB. Hnsb.

136 A mallet to dryue the knyfe and thy wedge in-to the
tree. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanc s Coinm. 343 b, The bishop
strlketh on the gate with a golden mallet. 1577 13. GOOGK
tleresbactis Husb. n. (1586) 108 b, For Pullies . . and
Mallettes, the meetest are the wilde Oliue, the Boxe. 1600
HOLLAND Livy XXVH. xlix. 664 A carpenters chissell and
a mallet. 1660 BOYLE Neiv

Exj&amp;gt;.
Phys. Mech. xx. 146

The Vessel.. was warily.. struck in divers places with a
Wooden Mallet, 1666 DRVDEN^WW. Mirab. cxlvi, Their
left hand does the caulking-iron guide, The rattling mallet
with the right they lift. 1683 MOXON Mech. E.vt-rc. II. 30
Printers Mallets have a Cilindrick Head, and a round
Handle. 1720 GAY Poems (1745) I. 34 The weighty mallet
deals resounding blows. 1828 SCOTT Tales Grandfather
Ser. 11. xviii, Mitchell, .endured nine blows of the mallet with
the utmost fiimness. 1844 H.STEPHENS Bk. Farm 1269 The
stake e is driven into the ground by the wooden mallet. 1860

En%. $ For. Min. Gloss. (Cornw. Terms), Mallet, an instru

ment used with the borer. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. II.

I749S.V. Plugger. The electric mallet is an automatic dental
instrument for condensing the filling or plug in a tooth by
a rapid succession of strokes imparted by means of electro-

magnetism. 1895 ARNOLD & SONS Catnl. Snrg, Instr. 107
Mallet for use with Osteotomy Chisel, boxwood.

b. Games, (a) The wooden hammer used for

striking the balls in the game of croquet ;
also

transf. (with qualifying adj.), one who wields the

mallet, a croquet-player. (b} The *
stick used

at polo.
1868 Chambers s Encycl. X. 483/2 [Croquet] The Mallets

should be light and handy; with asli shafts, and boxwood or

ash heads. The heads of the mallets are of various shapes
as the dice-box, which is the most common shape ; the plane-
convex, the hammer-head, and the cue-sbape. 1877 MAR.
M. GRANT Sun-Maid ix, lit-be was the crack mallet of the

[croquet] club. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Gorffrt&amp;gt;y\x\, She . . dropped
her mallet. 1897 t?//f(U.S.)XXX. 483/1 The mallets or

sticks [in Polo] are generally of malacca cane.

c. slang. The fist.

1821 Sporting Mag. VIII. 234 PoweL.went to woik with
his mallets at a tremendous rate.

-j-d. Phrase. As sad (i.e. dull) as any mallet.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 357, I amaze me,
though the fancy of this doubt be as obtuse and sad as any
mallet, how the Licenser could sleep out all this.

f e. fig. A person or agency that smites, beats

down or crushes. Obs. [After L. malleus, F. mail-

let : cf. HAMMER sb. i b.]
1525 Lu. BEKNERS Froiss. II. clxxxvi. [clxxxii.] 232 The

malettes were laide downe, to the entent to kepe vnder the

parisyence. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s hist. 11. v. (1634) 138
Sometimes like a mallet, to strike the Israelites. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) II. 430 A verie mallet of such

strangers as sought preferment in this realme by the popes
provisions.

~

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xvi. i. (1886) 396
The booke called A Mallet to braine witches. 1823 [see

MALLETER].

1 2. A mace. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 4698 A [s]quare maillet the Geant gan

hold. Ibid. 4716 No-thyng was he wurth, right noght
myght he do, Where cursedly had done with his maillet
soo. 1-1500 Melitsine 329 The Geaunt-.held in his hand
a gret mayllet. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxcvli.

278 b, Also they had seruantes right well harnessed, bearynge
great malettes of yron and stele, to confounde helmes.

t3. Antiq. = MALLEOLUS 3. Obs.

1541 PAYNEL Catiline^ Cicero s Orat. xviii. 32 b, Let them
leaue lying in awayte about the consuls house,, .to prepare
mallettes and torches to set fyre on the citie. Ibid. note

t

Mallettes were lyke arrowes whiehe were caste burnynge.
4. A distemper in cattle. ? Obs.
1600 SURFLET Country Farm i. xxiii. 132 The stithie,

hapning to the oxe, being otherwise called a mallet or
hammer. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 172/2 Diseases in
Cows. ..The Stithie, or the Mallet, or Hammer.
5. Anat. = MALLEUS i.

1796 in NEMNICH Polyglotten-Lex. v. 1877 BURNETT Ear
68 The malleus, or mallet, received its name from Vesalius.

6. attrib. and Comb., as mallet-form, -head, -pate,

-paw; mallet-shaped &&amp;lt;., f mallet-fish (seequot.);
mallet-flower, any plant of the genus Tupistra
(Cent. Diet.) ; mallet-headed (oyster) ,

an oyster
of the genus Malleus

\ mallet-shoot, a hammer-
shaped slip of a tree or shrub for planting.
1611 COTGR., Cagnole^ the rauenous, and ougly dogfish,

called (of the fashion of his head) the &quot;Mallet-fish, a 1697
AUBREY Lives, Hobbes (1898) I. 348 His head was . . of
a &quot;mallet-forme (approved by the physiologers), 1707-18

MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 59 Which Wood is useful for. .

* Mallet-heads [etc.], .being very hard and durable. 1897
O//-(U.S.) XXX. 483/1 The mallet-head now used [in
Polo) is generally cigar-shaped, 2 inches thick and 8 or 9
inches long. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Ostrea t [ he mal-
leum, or brachiatedoister

;
called the *mallet-headed oister.

1823 Rlackiv. Mag. XIV. 520 As for the *mallet-pate, pig-
eye Chinese. 1902 N. HOWARD Kiartan 50 What ! Art thou
mum? Old tramp, old *mallet-paw [addressing Thor}, 1901
N. fy Q. Qth Ser. VIII. 215/1 A &quot;mallet-shaped head for

driving in the stakes of the sheepfold. 1745 tr. Colnnu-llti s
llusb. in. xvii. They so planted the mallet-shoot, that .some

part of the old branch did stick to the young one. 1879 LEWIS
& SHORT Lat. Dict.

t Malleolus,. .a mallet-shoot for planting.

t Ma llct, sl&amp;gt;2 Obs. rare* 1
. In mod. Diets.

malet. [ad. Sp. maiefa = Y. mallette, dim. of malle
MAIL s/&amp;gt;.

&amp;gt;]

A little bag or portmanteau.
1612 SHELTON Qitix. in. ix. (1620) 207 Sancho past ouer

the mallet, without leauing a corner of it, or the cushion
vnsearched. 1847 WEBSTER (citing Shelton), Malet, a little

bag or budget ;
a portmanteau.

Mallet (ma-let), v. Obs. exc. arch. [f.M,\u,KT

j&amp;lt;.l]
frans. To beat, hammer; lit. ancly^.

1594 LYLV Mother Bonibie n. i. 50 (Bond) My head is full

of hammers, and they liaue so maletted my wit, that I am
almost a malcontent, a 1633 AI-STIN Rledit. (1635) 108

They Malletted him with their cruell Fists ; as if he had bin

Brasse indeede. ( 1840 MRS. BROWNING Lett, to R. //. !lornc

(1877) I. iii. 19 Your Elizabethan fashion of malleting down
your metaphors, .produces a diction of extraordinary power.

Mallet, erron. form of MALLAUD.
Malleted (mre-leU-d),///.&amp;lt;z. [f.

MALLET v. +

-ED!.] a. Fixed as if by hammering, b. Struck

with a mallet.

1582 STANYHLIRST &neis in. (Arb.) 0,1 His oane light,

That stood in his lowring front gloommish malleted onlye.

1833 MRS. BKOWNING Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 I. 145
The clank of the iron, the malleted blow.

Malleter ( marK toi). nonce-wd. [f.
M AI.LKT

v. + -ER l.j One who beats, as with a mallet.

1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 212 You ask me to be the

. .reviewer of the reviews- the mallet of the malleters.

Malleting (mse letirj),
vbl. si), [f. MALLKT v.

+ -INC; 1.] The action of striking with a mallet.

1872 L. 1 . Mi KKMITH Teeth (1878) 87 In filling very large
cavities requiring a great deal of pressure and malleting,
there Is [etc.],

Malleurite, variant of MALEURTE Obs.

i! Malleus (mce-l/V^). Anat. PI. -ei (-/,3i\

[L. : lit. hammer .]

1. The outermost of the three small bones (jnal-

leits, incus, and stapes} in the ear of mammals,
which transmits the vibrations of the tympanum
to the incus or * anvil : HAMMER 2 d.

1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 162 The Malleus lies along
fixed to the Tympanum. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV, 1982
The head of the Malleus lyes hid in the beginning of the

Sinus Alasfoideits. 1761 P. MORANT ibid. LII. 264 A
young lad.. had the malleus of each ear..dropt out. 1840
G. V. ELLIS Anat. 284 The laxator tympani, or great
external muscle of the malleus. 1881 MIVART Cat 299 One
such suspends the Malleus from the wall of the tympanum.
2. One of two organs of the trophi or mouth-

apparatus in Rotifera, which work upon the incus.

1850 GOSSE in Trans. Microscpp. Sac. (1852) III. 94 The
implements of mastication, .consist of two bent jaws, which
work upon a central table, and have been likened to a pair
of hammers working on an anvil ; I shall therefore name the

working arms the malleit and the central table the incus.

1877 HUXLEV Anat. Inv. Anim. iv. 188. 1888 ROLI.ESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 633.

3. Zool. A genus of molluscs of the family Avi-
culidse (Hammer-shells or Hammer-oysters).
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 334/2. 1878 BELL Gegcnbanrs

CoJ /p. Anat. 329 Malleus, Avicula, [etc.] .. have an organ
[byssus-secreting gland] of this kind.

Mallice, obs. form of MALICE.
Mallico : see MTCHING MALICHO.

Malligo, Mallilla, obs. ff. MALAGA, MANILLE.

t Mallok e. Obs. [repr. Irish mallacht, a. L.

maledict- (see MALEDICTION) : cf. ON. bjannak
(once) from Irish bennacht benediction.] Cursing.
a 1300 E. F.. Psalter ix. 28 Of whas mallok [f. r. malloke,

malloc] his mouth ful is. Ibid. xiii. 3, cviii. 16.

Mallophagan (mrel^ fagan), a. and sb. Zool.

[Formed as next: see -AX.] a. adj. =next. b.

sb. An individual of the group Alallophaga.
In mod. Diets.

Mallophagous (msel^agss), a. Ent. [f.

mod.L. mallophag-its^ pi. (f. Gr. pa\\6s lock of

wool + -tftdyos that eats) + -oua.] Of an insect :

Devouring wool, hair, feathers, etc.
; applied to

t\\eMa//0fl/iaga&amp;gt;a.group of apodous parasitic insects.

1890 A thenznm j i Oct. 487/3 A specimen of Qrnithotnyia
avicnlaria,. .to which there were firmly adhering . . several

specimens of a mallophagous insect.

Mallow (mse 10u). Forms : i mealuwe, mal-

wa, mealwe, mealewe, i, 5 malwe, 3-5 malue,

4-5 malve, 5 maloo, malewe, 6 rnallo, malew,
malowe, 6-7 mallowe, 6- mallow. [OE. mea
luwe wk. fern., a. L. malva

; prob. related in some

way to the synonymous Gr. /uzAaxifr ^oAox ?- Cf.

Du. malve, malitive, G. malve, OF. malve (mod.F.
mauve), It., Sp., Pg. malva. Cf. MAUL jA-, MAW.]
1. (Also pL&amp;gt;

const, as sing.) A common wild

plant, Malva sylvestris (N. O. Mafoactte), having

hairy stems and leaves and deeply-cleft reddish-
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MALLOW.

purple flowers; it is very mucilaginous. Also called

Common, l ield, Wild Mallow. In extended use,

any plant of the genus Afalva.
c looo ,/ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 135/27 Malua, malwe,

uel xeonaenletic. ciooo Sax. Leeclui. II. 194 Leah trie iS;

mealwan & hsenne flaesc. Ibid, 214 Eft wildre mealwan
seawes Jry lytle bollan fLilian, c 1265 I oc. Names PL in

Wr.-Wiilcker 559/3 Maltta, malue. c 1380 \\&quot;VI:LIF Strut.
Sel. Wks. II. 194 It growij* to a tree, as done malues in sum
contre. c\w&amp;gt; LiberCocorum (1862)47 Kedde neitel crop and
malues grene. ci4W ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 151 Tak
bausones grece, wylde malwe.. & pimpernel. 1573 TUSSER
Husb. (1878) 72 Dig garden, stroy mallow, 1573-80 BARKT
Alii. M 77 Mallowes,this herb groweth in gardens, and in vn-
tilled places. 1597 GERAKDF, Herbal u. cccxxxvii. 784 The
wilde Mallowe hath broade leaues somewhat rounde [etcj.

1605 E. JONSON Volpone \.
i, A thresher, .dares not taste the

smallest graine, But feedes on mallowes. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. n. i. 144. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Manlve, The white
Mallow. ..The field Mallow, wild Mallow; our ordinarie
Mallow. 1783 CRABBE Village i, Hardy and high .. The
slimy mallow waves her

silky
leaf. 1855 TKNNVSON Brook

46 Many a fairy foreland set With willow-weed and mallow.

1855 E. SMITH Bot. in Syst. Nat. Jhst. I. 117 In the Gera-
niumandthe Mallows the whole [of the stamensjare united.

1876 HARLEV Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 709 The Mallow is found
in most parts of Europe.
2. With qualification applied to various malva-

ceous plants : t Crisp(ed, Curled(-leaved) mal
low, l\falva crispa ; f Cut mallow = I en&amp;lt;ain mal
low

; Dwarf mallow, J/. rotnndifolia French
mallow, Lavatera Olbia ; Indian mallow, (a)
Abittilon AvicennM

; (&amp;lt;$) any plant of the genera
Urena or Sida

;
Rose mallow, (a} see 5 ; (t&amp;gt;)

the

genus Hibiscus, esp. //. AIo$ihnttos\ Shrub
(f Shrubbed, f Shrubby) mallow, Hibiscus

syriacus ; f Thorny mallow, Hibiscus Sab-

dariffa ; Tree mallow, Lavatera arborea Vene
tian, Venice mallow, I/iHscits Trionitm\ Ver
vain mallow, M. A/tea ; Yellow mallow
Indian mallow. See also_/cw/ mallow (JKW jd),
MARSH HALLOW, ML*SK MALLOW.

&amp;lt; 1265 / oc. Nantes PL in Wr.-Wfllckei 558/1 Malua cn\s\-
f&amp;gt;ia, sc^epemalue [sic], c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 225
Tak

J&amp;gt;e
rote of altea,. .& be crysp malwe, &boilealle in wyn

or in ale. 1548 TURNER Nanu-s ofHerbes (1881) 10 It may
be named Veruen mallowe, or cut mallowe. Ibid. 50 It is

called in englishe french Mallowe. 1578 LYTF. Dodoens v.

xxiv. 581 The small wilde Hocke, or DwarfFe Mallowe. 1597
GERARDE Herbal \\. cccxxxviii. 788 Althxa arboresccns.
Tree Mallowe. Ibid.&amp;gt;AltkaafmtexClusii. Shrubbed Mal
lowe. lbid,

t
The shrubbie Mallowe riseth vp like vnto a

hedge bush. Ibid. \\. cccxxxix. 790 Althxa littea. Yellow
Mallowe... It is called Abutilon. Ibid, cccxl. 791 Alcea.

Peregrina. Venice Mallowe, Sabdarifa. Thorney Mal
lowe. 1611 COTGR., Maufoe grande, the great Mallow, or
tree Mallow. 1620 VF.NNER l- ia Recta vii. 144 The best and
wholsornest of them is the curled Mallow. 1707-12 MOR
TIMER Husb. (1721) II. 180 Althxa Fmttcosa, or Shrub-
Mallow. 1754 Catal. Sefifs in Fani. Rose of Kilravock

iSpalding Club) 427 Tree-mallow, a shrub. Ibid. 428
Curled-leaved mallow. .. Abutilon, (Indian mallow). 1760
J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 318 Mallow, Yellow, Sida. 1785
MARTVN Rousseau s Bot. xxiv. 344 Dwarf Mallow. Ibid.

345 Vervain Mallow. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 207
M\ahii\ Crispa. Curled or Crisped-leaved Mallow. 1866
Treas. Bot., Hibiscus, the Rose-mallow family. Ibid, 665/1
L[avatera\ arborea^ the Sea or Tree Mallow, is a common
south-west European plant.

3. MARSH MALLOW, Althxa officinalis. Called
also Water^ White Mallow.
14. . in Rel. Ant. I. 53 Tak the white malue, and bryn hit.

1483 Ceith. Angl. 226/2 A Maine, altea. 1548 TUKNKK
Names of Herbes (E.D.S.) n Althea . . in Englishe marish
mallowe or water mallowe. 1597 GERARDE Herbal u.

cccxxxviii. 789 In English marsh Mallowe, moorish Mal
lowe, and white Mallowe.

4. The Syrian Mallow, Hibiscus syriacus.
a 1387 Sinon. Karthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 24 licrba siriaca^

i.malve. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) in Malnasiriaca^
. .malewe. 1754 Catal. Seeds In l*\un. Rose of Kilravock
(Spalding Club) 427 Ketmia, (Syrian mallow). 1797 Kncycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 498/2 Hibiscus^ Syrian mallow.

5. Garden or Rose Mallow, the hollyhock, Althwa
rosea.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hnsb. \\. (1586) 61 It is Hoj-
lioke, or Garden Mallow. iMrGcBAROB/rWAc/ibCGCXXXVi.
782 Of the garden Mallow called Hollihocke. 1707-11 MOR
TIMER Jlttsb. 11721) II. 229 Mallows of the Garden, is a fair

large Flower,.. the time of its (lowering is in August and
September. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Malva t The
rose Mallow, or, as we call it, the hollyoak.

6. The leaf or fibre of the mallow used for writ

ing upon.
1656 COWLEV Davideis i. Note 54 They did anciently

write too upon Mallows. [1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 504/1

Paper from the mallows may be used.]

7. attrib. and Cotnb., as mallow colour, family^

flowert feafj plant ^
tribe

,
water \ mallow-Jlowered

adj.; mallows red (see quot.) ;
mallow rose,

Hibiscus Moscheittos
\
mallow tree = tree mallow

(see 2) ;
mallow wort, a plant of the N. O. /]/#/-

vatt*.
1611 COTGR., Presme a&quot;EstnaranJt , a. .course Emerauld ;

..some, .of a thicke, or troubled mallow colour.
1857;

A.
GRAV First Less. Bot. (1866) 109 In the corolla of Geranium
..and of the *Mallow Family. 1611 COTGR., Gris violnnt

t

* Mallow-flower colour. 1871 K.INI;SLEV^^ Last xvi, Ochro
a purple-stemmed *mallow-flo\vered plant, c 1400 /.an-

franc s Ctrurg. 56 Take *malowe leues & leues of violet.

1816 HENTHAM Chrtstom. 325 A &quot;mallow plant, with a flower

on it. i86z I
&amp;gt; Ni:iLL Diet. Cnliio Printing, etc. s.v. Mallowt

90

The ordinary
* mallows red i.s exactly the same as dark

\

crimson. 1840 PAXTON Bot. Diet., &quot;Mallow rose, see Hibis
cus moscJiatus (sicj. 1741 Compl. Fain. -Piece u. iii. 374

! Trees and Shrubs which are now in Flower, as. . &quot;Mallow

j

Tree, Arbor Judx [etc.]. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract.
i Agric. (ed. 4) I. 125 The *mallow tribe are characterized by

containing, .mucilaginous matter. 1852 HENSLOW Diet. Bot.
1 Terms (1856), Malvacex . . the Mallow Tribe. 1898 EVA
LUCKES Gen. Nursing x. (1900) 122 *Mallow water and
camomile flower water are made in the same way. 1845

,
LINDLEY Sch. Bot. 45 *MalIowworts, or Malvads. 1866

, Treats. Bot. 665/1 Like the rest of mallowworts the Tree
Mallow contains. . mucilaginous matter.

I
Mallum ^maH&n), mallus .morlzfe). Hist.

[med.L. mallum t -its, ad. OFraiikish *///-, con
tracted form of OTeut. *maplo- (Goth, mapl meet

ing-place, OK. itiwdel meeting, discussion, OIIG.,
OS. ff/flAtf/assembly,judgement, speech). Cf.M.ML
j.2

,M.\LL-.] The hundred-courtjmong the Franks.

(By modern historians sometimes used as the name
of a common Germanic institution, and so attributed

to the Anglo-Saxons.)
1844 Ln. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, iii. (1862) 54 There was

a popular infusion occasionally in the King s mallum, &amp;lt;r

council. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVK Norm.
&amp;lt;y ng. 1. 400 The

mallum, the Shire-moot, could not be convened. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 25. 55 From the decisions of the
mallus there is no appeal, except to the king himself.

Mallure, variant of MAUIKUU Qbs.

t Mally, a. Obs. [Cf. Du. een regte malic
moeder

, malle, ouwe vader (\\ b. d. nederl. 7 aa/,

s.v. J/tf/adj.).] Foolishly fond.

1592 BAHINGTON Xotes Genesis xxxiv. 5 (1596) 253 Blanda
juitrHin segnes futit indnlgentia natos. A mallie father
muketh a wicked thllde.

Mallyce, obs. form of MALICE.
Malm (mam), $. Also4&amp;gt;9 nialme,6maund(?),

7 maume, mawme, mame, main, 8 maum, mal-
lan. [OK. ?tiealfn-

t
in comb, mcalmstan ;see

3&quot;)
and

in the deriv. mealmiht sandy ; cogn.w.ON. maltn-r

(Icel. mdtmrt OSw. malmbcr, Sw., Da. malm) ore,
metal,Goth. ;;;&amp;lt;z//&amp;lt;zmasc., sand; aparallel formation

from another grade of the root is OS., OHG. melm
dust; f. root *mel-, mal~ to grind : see MEAL;.]
1. a. A soft friable rock consisting largely of

chalky material, b. The light loamy soil formed

by the disintegration of this rock.

1477 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 189/2 The Vaynes called the Malme
or Marie and Chalke, liyng comenly in the grounde. 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch^ Alexander (1595) 737 The earth spued out

continually a kind of inaund or chalkie clay somewhat ly-

quid. 1607 J. NORIIEN SM&amp;gt;T&amp;gt;. Dial. v. 229 In part of Ham-
shire they haue another kind of earth, . . the slub of the riuer
of Auon, which they call Mawme. 1670 J. SMITH Eng.
linprov. Rci iv d 15 V ou shall lay or bestow 200 Cartload of
the best slimy or fattest Marie or Maine on each or every Acre
ofLand. i6jjPt.OTOj:/i&amp;gt;rds/t,iv.6g,l found a .soft stone there
about called Maume, of a whitish colour, a 1697 AI;BRKY
Nat. Hist. Wilts (1847) 107 The soile of the downes I take

generally to be a white earth or mawme. 1697 l- iftv Penal
Laws 239 It shall likewise be tryed and severed from Stones,
Main, Alarle, and Chalk. 1719 STHACHKY in Phil. Trans.
XXX. 969 These Clives vary much in Hardness, in some
places being little harder than Malm or Loom. 1743 NEED-
HAM ibid. XLII. 634 This Bed of Malm lies in a Valley, at
the Foot of a long Ridge of Chalky Downs. 1747 HOOSON
Miner s Diet. M ij, Mallati, this is of divers Colours, . . and
always Soft. 1787 G. WamSt&fnu i. 2 The gardens, .con
sist of a warm, forward, crumbling mould, called black malm.
Ibid. 4 A range of fair enclosures, consisting of what is

called white malm. 1825 COBBETT Kur. Rides (1853! 207 The
lanes were very deep ; the wet tnalme just about the colour
of rye-meal mixed up with water. 1851 Jrnl. K. Agric.
Soc. XII. u. 481 Mamie

^
a white marl containing an ad

mixture of clay. 1881 WHITKHKAL&amp;gt; Hops 21 A peculiar
fertile clay, known locally as malm . 1885 HINDK in Phil.
Trans. CLXXVI. 413 The beds, .have been described under
the local names of malm, firestone [etc.].

2. Short for malm-brick.

1858 Skyrings Guilders Prices (ed. 48) 66 Points to groins
of common stocks . . Ditto of Malms. 1881 VOUNC Kvtty
A/nn his mvn Mechanic 1152 Malms are made of a finer

clay. 1895 Oracle Encycl. I. 500/1 Marls or Malms is

the name given to the best bricks.

3. attrib. : malm-brick, the best kind of brick

(so malm cutter , pavior, stock) ;
malm-rock =

sense i a; also Geol. = GHEENHAND i c; malm-
stone = sense I a.

^893 K./ELFRED Ores. iv. xiii. 5 Mon heardlicegnidebone
hnescestan mealmstan xfter ba:m [etc.]. 1824 Mech. Mag.
fr- 33- 77 Kricks .. which are used for facing buildings,
called malm slock Bricks. Ibid. 78 The earth and other in

gredients, with which the soil for malm Bricks are composed.
1833 LVELL Princ. Geol. III. 292 The upper green-sand
(* firestone ,

or malm rock , as it is sometimes culled) is

almost absent. 1842 Malm cutter (see CUTTER sb. 1

7]. 1843
Mech. Mag. XXXIX. 192 The difference between malm
paviors and stocks was fifteen or twenty shillings per thou
sand.

i8jj8 Skyring*s Builders* Prices (ed. 48) 65 Picked
stock facings .. Seconds malm ditto. 1859 A. C. RAMSAY
Cntal. Roe* Spec. (1860) 53 A very fine . . sandstone, locally
termed Malm-rock . 1876 PUCK Adv. Text-bit. Geol. xviii.

349 Malm rock , a soft silicious substance, containing a

large percentage of soluble silica. 1889 Q. jrnl. Geol. Soc.

XLV. 406 In the more siliceous malmstones fragments of
siliceous sponge-spicules are abundant. 1894 Jrnl. Royal
Agric. Soc. June 391 The persistence of the Malmstone
over a very wide extent of the Upper Greensand of England
is a noteworthy fact.

Malm (mam, ragm), a. dial. Forms: 7-8

moam, 9 mome, 7-9 mawm, 7- maum. [f. root

MALMSEY.
1 of MALM sb. ;

for the sense cf. the cognate MFLCH,
i MELLOW adjs.] Mellow, soft.

1691 RAY A . Cy. Words (E. U. S.), Meant, vel Manw,
maturomitis, mellow. 1788 MARSHALL Rnrnl Econ. E. Yks.
(E. D. S.), .Maum, mellow, attended with a degree of dry-
ness. 1829 BROCKETT Gloss. A . Cy. ll ords (ed. 2), Maum,
Alaitttiy, mellow, soft. Alome, soft, smooth, conjoining the
idea of sweetness. 1869 Lonsdalc Gloss., Manm, Mawm t

(i) mellow. (2) Gentle, quiet. 1876 // hitby Gloss. t Mama,
Mome, or Mftniy t mellow ; insipid.

Malm (mam), v.1 Also 7 marm.
[f. MALM

,?/&amp;gt;.]
trans, fa. To treat (land) with malm (obs.*}.

b. To convert (clay) into artificial malm for brick-

making; tocover (brick-earth) with artificial malm.
Hence Maimed///, a., Maiming vbl. sl&amp;gt;.

1619-21 Xordens Surv., Duchy ofLane, in North Riding
;

Rec. Soc. (1894) I. 24 Fra Scapphow (ill the west ende of
Langhow Bran even suth til the nether syde manned land.

1850 DOBSON Manitf. Bricks fy Tiles i. 26 The malm or
maimed brick-earth . . is turned over wiih the spade. Ibid.
u. 3 The brick-earth . . may be maimed, i. e. covered with arti

ficial malm. 1876 A. B. MACDOWALL Brick in Encycl, Brit.
IV. 280/1 The most common mode of preparing the clay, in

the London district, is that of maiming, .an artificial malm
is made by mixing chalk and clay, previously reduced to

pulp, and allowing the mixture to consolidate by evaporation.

t Malm, z&amp;gt;.- Ohs. In 7 mawme, 9 maum. [t.

MALM a.] intr. To become soft.

1641 BKST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 107 Then they water it

I [earth], and lette it lye three or fowerdayesto mawme, 1825
JAMIESON, Maum, to soften and swell by means of rain, or

;
from being steeped in water ; to become mellow. Malt is

1 said to maum, when steeped.

II Malmag (marlma-gX [Appears as malmay
I

in lilumentritt s vocabulary of the Sp. dialect

!
of the Philippines, 1882.] The Spectre, Tarsitts

| spectrum^ small lemurokl animal, native of Borneo
and the Philippines.
1838 CL-MIXG in Zool. Soc. Proc. VI. 67 The Malmae is a

small animal living under the roots of trees [in the Philip-

pines). 1871 CasselCs Xat. Hist. I. 248 The Spectre Tarsier,
or Tarsius. The Malmag.
Maliuaisoii M llic ^ m&amp;lt;

&quot;

i 7ljn )- HorL [Short for

Souvenirs de Malmaison (t r. recollections of

Malmaison ,
the palace at which the empress

Josephine held her court), originally (and still)

the name of a delicate variety of blush rose, and
transferred to the carnation from some notion of

i
resemblance.] A variety of the carnation.

1892 Carnation Manual 149 The Malmaison Carnations
i can be classed with the tree or perpetual types. 1896

ASHBV-STEKKY J ale Thomas (1903) 53 2 The three ladies in

their fresh crisp morning dresses, their Malmaison carnations,
and their warm-coloured wraps. 1900 Bk. Gardening 708
Carnations are divided into three groups : (i) Show, (2) Tree
or Perpetuals, and (3) Malmaisons. Ibid. 709 Malmaisons. .

Sorts : These are all varieties obtained from the original
Souvenir de la Malmaison. 1901 Daily Chron. 20 July 10/3
[The bridesmaids] carried conventional bouquets of pink
and sulphur malmaisons.

Maimarsh. Obs. dial. [?var. or corruption
of MALLEMUCK.] FULMAR.
1833 Montagu s Ornith. Diet. 315.

Malmaset, obs. form of MARMOSET.

t Malmeny. Obs. Forms : 4 mawmenny,
-menee, 5 momeue, maumen(y)e, mawmene,
-many, -meny, malmany(e, menye, malmens,
mammenye, -ony, mameny, 5-6 mamony. [Oi
obscure origin. Connexion with F. maltttener to

maltreat* seems unlikely. The receipt might sug

gest derivation from MALMSEY or its source.] A
! dish in old cookery.

. ( 1390 Forme of Citry xx. (1780) 19 Mawmenee. Take
a pottel of wyne grekeand ii pounde of sugar [etc.). ibid.

cxciv. 88 For to make Mawmenny. ci4&amp;gt;o
Liber Cocontm

(1862) 26 For to make momene. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 22

Maumenye ryalle. .. Mammenye bastarde. Ibid. 48 Mal-

menye Furne/... with the wete dyssche ley be inalmenye &
be cofyns. a 1450 Tonrn. Tottenham

t
J-test v. in lla/1.

E. P. P. III. 94 Ther was gryndul^tones in gravy And myl-
stones in mawmany. 1513 Bk. Keruyn^c in Balws /&amp;gt; &.

(1868) 275 And the seconde course, lussell with mamony.

Malmigiiatte (mselminyre l). [ad. mod.L,

mahnignattits, ad. Corsican inalmignalto, f. It.

ma/o bad + mignatto (cf.
*

mignatta a horse-leach,
a bloud-sucker, nugnatti a kind of silke-wormes ,

Florio 1 6 u).] A spider, Theridion {Latrodectus}

inalmignattus.
[1699 RAV in Phil. Trans. XXI. 57 The Island of Corsica

. . breeds venemous Spiders, called by the Inhabitants Taran-
tola or Malmignatto.J 1882 Cassell s Nat. Hist. VI. 176
The Malmi^natte. .is almost half an inch long [etc-J. Ibid.

383 Index, Malmignatte Spider.

t Ma-lmish, a. Obs. [f. MALM (?^. or a.} +

-ISH.] ? Resembling malm; ? somewhat malm
or soft.

a 172* LISLE Observ, Hnsb. 99 (K. D. S.) A heavy malmish
sort of clay.

Malmoutrye, variant of MAUMETRY Obs.

Malmsey Ona mzi). Forms : 5 malmesyne,
5-6 malmasye, 57 malmesey, 6 malmesay,
malrnyse, malmesye, mammesey, malmesee,
mamulsye, mawlmsey, 6-7 malmesie, malm
sie, 7 malmesy, 5- malmsey, [ad. (? through
OF. or Pr. *mahnesie : cf. Bcarnais wartnns)e)
med.L. ma/masia Diefenbach\ a

corruj&amp;gt;tion of



MALMY.

the Gr. place-name Movipliaaia (Monemvnsia) ;

cf. MDu. malcmescye, MLG. malmesie, MUG.
maliiiasicr (.in 151)1 c. latinized nialniasctuni),

MDa. matnusye. The parallel corruption Mahasia
has given rise to the OF. and MK. malvcsie as a

name for the wine : see MALVOISIE.]
1. A strong sweet wine, originally the product of

the neighbourhood of Moncmvasia (Napoli di Mal-

vasia) in the Morea ;
but now obtained from Spain,

the Azores, and the islands of Madeira and the

Canaries, as well as from Greece.

14.. Maim, ft Housch. E.if. (Ko.vb.) 456 A bole of malmc- I

scy and a federbed. ? 6 1475 S&amp;lt;/r.
lou* Dcgre 754, Vc

shall haue rumney and mnlmesyne [rime wyne]. 1513

M.IKE Hist. Rich. Ill Wks. 37/1 Attainted was hee by

parliament and judged to the death, and thereupon hastely

drounedina Butt of Malmesey. 1531-2 .-Id
1

23//t-. (7//,

c 7 No malmeseis Romeneis sackes nor other swetc wynes
shalbe reteiled aboue xii.d. the gallon. 1549-5&quot; &amp;gt;&quot; Fowler

Hist. C. C. C.(O.H.S.) 356 Several small charges for mam-

mesey. 157&quot; J- JoHOI Batta Rvfltstonc 10 With Sugar, ]

or whyte Mamulsycs of M.-ulera, a myas of good Ale, a caw-

dell or Alebury. 1621 liyRTON Atiat. Mel. I. il. I. I. 93 All

black Wines.. as Muscadine, Malmesie,. .Broune bastard,

Metheglen, and the like. 1772-84 Conk s Voy. (179) IV-

1223 Canary sack, .which the French call Vin de Malvesie, .

and we.. name Malmsey. 1814 W. M. LKAKE Researches
\

in Greece 197 note. The place [Monemvasia] being cele

brated for the fine wines produced in the neighbourhood,
Malvasia changed to Malvoisie in French, a_nd Malmsey in

English, came to be applied to many of the rich wines of the

Archipeiaqo, Greece, and other countries. 1843 Penny Cycl.

XXVII. 465/2 The original Malmsey of the Grecian Archi-

pelago, that of Madeira [etc.]. 1871 E. C. G. MURRAY
Member far Paris III. 115 A second brother statesman ..

had just been treating himself to a glass of Malmsey. 1880

Macin. Ring. XLI. 236 Malmsey was formerly the produce
of those parts only [Candia and Greece). 1895 Army f,

Na-y Co-op. List 166 Choice Old Malmsey.
b. altrib., as malmsey-butt, -cup; malmsey-

face, a face inflamed by drink ; malmsey madeira,
a malmsey wine made in Madeira ; malmsey-
nose (see quots. 159?) &quot; 17)-
1588 Lane, f, Chcsh. Wills III. 138 One Mawlmscy ctipp

\v i&amp;gt; cover all guylt. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. iv. 161 Throw
him into the Malmesey-Butte. 1597 2 Hen. IV, II. i. 4=

Yonder he comes, and that arrant Malmcsey-Xose Baraolfe.

1611 COTOR. s. v. Visage, A muslulent, or maumsie face. 1684

OTWAY/l/*s/v.i, This Malmsey nose of mine. 1700 IS. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Malmcsty-nosf, a jolly, red NO-.C. 1723

Limd. Ga=. No. 6173/3 There will be no other Malmsey
Madera Wine landed this Year. 1858 HOMANS Cycl. Comin.

1Q74/I Malmsey Madeira.

2. A kind of grape, from which the wine Malm

sey was originally made.

1511 GLYLFORDE PHgr. (Camden) 12 Vpon that hyll is a

cyte called Malsasia, where firste grewe Malmasye, and yet

dothe. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist. Turks (1621) 86S It is now most

famous, .for the good Malmesey which there groweth. 1615

G. SANDYS Trav. 224 Muscadines and Malmesies, those

kindes of grapes brought hither first from Arabia.

Malmy (ma-mi), a.1 Also 7-8 maumy, S mal-

lany, 9 maulmy. [f.
MALM sb. + -v

&amp;gt;.]

1. Of a loamy character.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. ix. 240 If the Land be of that sort

they call Maumy, consisting of a mixture of White-clay and

Chalk, and somwhat of Sand. 1744-50 W. KUI.IS .!/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt; llns-

bandin. I. I. it. 36 The Chalk and Mould are so mixed together
that in Hertfordshire we call it a Maumy Earth. 1858&amp;lt;Jrnl.

R. Agric. Sac. XIX. II. 279 Parts of Norfolk particularly
the white malmy soils were unkind for turnips. 1880 l- ncyt /.

/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;//. XI. 430/2 The eastern portion [of Hampshire], .is a

grey sandy loam provincially called malmy land.

1 2. Resembling a stratum or vein of malmstoue.

1747 HOOSON Miner s Diet. M ij. Ore lying in it [mallan]
is as Bullets and naked Lumps.. and rare to be seen after the

manner of a Kib; hence we say Mallany Gear, or Stuff, when
the vein inclines to that kind.

Malmy (ma mi, mg mi),(Z.- dial. Also maumy.
[f.

MAI.M a. + -v.] Mellow; soft and insipid;

91 %
WILSON (.ralfivays Ktiwl. (185^1 83 If. .some mal-udorous

body had been mixed with the incense. 1889 J. ASHTON
I lcet xviii. 230 The river retaliated in such kind, as to become
a malodorous and offensive nuisance. 1891 Law Times XC.
459 2 This malodorous litigation.

Hence Malo dorously adv., Malo dorousiiess.
1886 GuiLLBHARO Cruise Man/icsft II. 124 As for mal*

o&amp;lt;lonrousness, it is perhaps one of the few points in which
the resemblance between the two cities fails. 1903 Blackw,

\

Mag. July 19/1 The missile malodorously discharged itself,
j

Malodour (maeliSto dai). [f.
MAL- + ODOUR.] i

An evil smell, a, stench.

1825 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXI. 380 In vain did the fair

traveller hope to escape from that omnipresent mal-odour.
|

1858 CAKI.YLE Fredk. Gt. v. ii. I. 544 Putrid fermentation
|

ending, after the endurance of much malodonr, in mere zero

to you and to every one.

t Mal-O miiious, ft- 0/&amp;gt;s. In 7 male-ominous.

[f. MAL- + OMIMHJS.] Of evil omen.
1658 tr. ffetvcrac s Safyr. C/tar, xii. 42, I saw it encotn-

passt by a million of male-ominous creatures.

1728 Woitro-M Corr. (1843) III. 403 You ll probably think

I am too soft and malmy now. 1825 JAMIKSON, Maitmie,
mellow. 1829, 1876 [see MALM a.}.

Main, obs. form of MALM.
Malnutrition

(maelni*tri*fwi). [f.
MAL- +

NUTRITION.] Insuflicient nutrition.

1862 Corn ft, Mag. VI. 323 Diseases of which the starting

point is mal-nutrition. 1899 Allhntfs Syst. Mctf. VIII. 183
Mental disorder may arise from temporary malnutrition of

the fore-brain.

Malobathrum, variant ofMALABATHRtiM.

Mal-obse rvance. [f.
MAL- + OBSEBVAHCS.]

Observance of a wrong kind.
1822 P. UKAUCHAMP iG. Grote) Anal. ///. Nat. Rctig.

(1875) 75 Mai-observance, like unbelief, includes non-observ
ance. 18.. DR. BKGG in Crafts Sabb, for Man (1804) iSj

| Working men] wish for somethinc; more pungent than a
museum in their malobservanct: of the Sabbath.

Mal-observa tion. Defective observation.
1886 MAUUSI.KV Nat. Causes

&amp;lt;y Supcrnat. Seentings 50
The common malobservation which, taking note of agreeing,
takes no note of contradicting, instances. 1895 J. N. MASKK-
LVNE in Daily Chron. 29 Oct. 3/4 A charge of either mal-

ohservation or collective hallucination on the part of a large
number of eminent men.

Malocotoon, variant of MELOCOTON.

Malodorous (mael^ d6ras), a. [f. MAL- +

ODOROUS.] Evil-smelling, lit. antlyT^.
1850 CAHLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. ti. 27 This malodorous

phosphorescence of post-mortem *entimentalLin. 1856 G.

ionic (Jiialj nik), a. C/U i/i.
[:\.

F. 11:11/0-

niquc ( I )cssai jjncs 1 858 in Comftes Keiidns X I A 1 1 .

76), arbitrarily altered from inalique M.u,-K .] In

Malnnif acid: an acid obtained by the oxidation

of malic acid.

1859 W.n is tr. Cniflin s Itaiidl k.Chcin. XIII. 5^.. 1888

KIMSKN ( )
&amp;gt; it

r
. Client. 204 Treated with an alkali, barbituric

acid breaks up into malonic acid and urea.

Mal-organiza tion. [f.
MAL-+ OIIGAM/.A-

TIOX.] Faulty organization.
1841 GHESLEY C. /.cr t ri3o He will not be condemned for

hismal-organisation.. but because be did not act according t&quot;

his conscience. 1862 HELPS Vrgatii;. Daily Life 37. 1889
2o//r Century (N. Y.) Apr. 13 The root of the evil is in the

malorganizadon of society.

Mal-OTganized, a. [f. MAL- + ORGANIZED

fpl. (?.] Faultily organized.
1862 HELPS Organiz. Daily Life 11? Of course a thing

may be elaborate but yet mal-organized.

MalO8SeS,MalottO,obs.ff.MOLASSKS,MULATTO.

MalpiglliaceOUS jn^lpigiiJi-Jas)^. Hot.
[a._

mod.L. Malpighia a genus of plants (f. name of

Marcello Malpighi (1628-94) an Italian phy
sician) + -ACEOi S.] Pertaining to or characteristic

of the N. O. Malpighiacar.
1835 I.INIH.I:Y Introd. B&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t. (18481 1.156 Malpighiaccousand

glandular hairs. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 341/1 In many
species [of MalpighiaceaO the hairs are attached to the

leaves, &c. by the middle ;
so that hairs of that description

have acquired the name of Malpighiaceous.

Malpi ghiad. Rot. [Seeprec.nnd-AD.] I.ind-

ley s term for : A plant of the N. O. MalpighiaceK.
1846 LISDLEY Vcg. Kingd. 388.

Malpighiail (malpi-gian), a. Anat. and Bot.

[f. Maipighi (see MALPIQHIACEOL S) + -AN.]
1. Anat. Tlie distinctive epithet of certain struc

tures discovered by Malpighi, and of others con

nected with these.

Alalpighiaii bodies, corpuscles: certain minute bodies in

the substance of the kidney. Malpizhian corpuscles o/ the

spleen : the lymphatic corpuscles of that organ. Malt&amp;gt;ig!ii&amp;lt;in

capsules (see quot. 1866). Malpighian layer: the inner

layer of the epidermis. ^lalpi^hianpyramids : the medul

lary substance of tlie kidney, consisting of palish red-coloured,
striated conical masses. Malpighian tnlniles : the urini-

ferous tubes of which the kidney is for the most part made
up. Alalfighian tuft : a vascular glomerule of convoluted

capillary blood-vessels in the kidney.

1847-9 TonD Cycl. Anat. IV. 244 The Malpighian bodies

consist of a rounded mass of minute blood-vessels. 1848

Onains Anat. (ed. 5) II. 1088 These little vesicles or cap
sules, formerly known as the Malpighian corpuscles of the

spleen, were discovered in the pig by Malpighi. ll id. IIQI

These [small round dark red points] are the Malpighian
bodies or corpuscles of the kidney. Ibiii. 1196 Others look

on a Malpighian tuft as merely an example of an artery

breaking up into a rete mirabile. 1866 HfXl.KV Phys. v.

i)
The tubules [of the kidney], .terminate in dilatations..

called Malpighian capsules. 1877 Anat. Inn. A mm. vii.

393 The intestine is provided with Malpighian tubule-. 1878
FOSTER /&amp;gt; . Phys. n. (18891 687 The epidermis consists uf

..an inner soft layer, the Malpighian layer [etc.]. 1890 H.

GRAY Anat, ied. 12) 1)42 The tnbnli nriniferi . . finally termi

nate at the apices of the Malpighian pyramids.
2. Hot. in Malpighian cells : see quot.

1900 B. D.JACKSON Gloss. Rot. Terms 152/1 Aftilf&amp;gt;ii;hian

Cells, those which compose the outer layer of the seed in

Malpighiaceae.

t Malpleasant, a. Obs. [f.
MAL- + PLEASANT,

after F. malflaisant.] Unpleasant, disagreeable.
c 1532 Du WES Introd. f r. in Palsgr. 1077 Nat to be

tedious nor malpleasant, I remitte it to an other tyme. 1592
CONSTAKLE Sonn. vni. ii. But I, that nowe haue draune

Mai-pleasant breath [etc.].

Malposed (malp^n zd), ///. a. [f.
MAL- +

-posed, after transposed, etc. Cf. next.] Wrongly
placed.
1900 Lancet 31 Mar. 939/2 Mr. George J. Goldie demon

strated the usefulness of the x rays in.. the regulation of

teeth malposed in the jaw.

Malposition, [f. MAL- + POSITION.] Mis

placement ; the condition of being wrongly placed.
1862 TROLLOPE A . Ainer. I. 145 There are edifices. .\vhu Ii

cry aloud to the gods by the force of their own ugliness
and malposition. 1868 l i:Ai&amp;lt;n U atfr.farni. xi. no These
. .curiosities were often rendered, -useless by malposition.

b. spec, in Obstetrics. Faulty position of a part

or organ, esp. of the foetus in the uterus.

MALT.

1836-9 Toim Cyct, Anat. II. 631/1 The apex uf the heart
adherei! t&amp;lt;j thu palate; but., the malposition appears to

have been owinj; to a nmrlml adhesion of the umbilical

cord to the head. 1859 ll id. V, 683/2 An extreme degree
of anti-version [of the uterus]. . .This malposition materially

impedes labour. 1881 I-K CONTE Siff/if 20 Malpositions of

the eye, such as squinting. 1899 Alllnttt s Syst. J/tV/. VII.

735 The length and difficulty of the labour, due to deformity
hi the mother or to malposition of the child.

Malpraxtice. [
f- MAL- + PRACTICE.]

1. l,aw. a. Improper treatment or culpable neglect
of a patient by the physician.
1671 MAYNWAHING Anc. fy Mod. /Vrt, Y. Phys. 20 Well then,

you Prescribcr m the mode of male-Practice. 1694 W.
S U.MON Hate s Dispcns. (1713) 252/1, I give this Relation.,

to convince.. those Homicides [Pretenders to Physick] of

their Ilarbarity and Mal-Practicc. 1751 SMOU.KTT Per.

/ * &amp;lt;;. (i77 j) II. Ixx. 250 The malpractice of a surgeon. 1816

A. C, HUTCHISON I ract. Obs. Sitrg. (1826) 181 This boy is

danguionsly ill, and likely to die, in consequence of such

nuilpracltce. 1863 HOLLAND Lett. Joneses xx. -j6 A i)ru-

ft.-v.siunal brother, prosecuted for malpiacticc, is alway^ &amp;gt;un:

you will do \vluit you can to clear him.

b. Illegal action by which a person seeks lo

benefit himself at the co^t of others, while in a

position of trust.

1758 Ann. Reg. 85 Hew-as -.hargud for male-practices in

the management of his command abroad. 1768 HLACKSTONB
Connn. III. 408 King Edward. .found it necessary, .to pro
secute his judges for their corruption and other mal-practices.

1773 (icntl. Mag. XI, III. 199 Charges of extortion, and

other mnl-practiix-s, had been brought against a llritish sub

ject. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Kn$. xv. III. 528 1 he mal-

pr;ictices, which had done more than the exhalations of the

marshes of Dundalk to destroy the efficiency of the Knglish

troops, were [etc. 1- 1895 /V/. -V, /. Monthly Sept. 717 Malprac
tices begin with the prospectus and continue till liquidation.

2. gen. A criminal or overtly mischievous action ;

wrong-doing, misconduct.

1772-84 Cook s I oy. (1790) I. 136 When another canoe \va-&amp;gt;

struck for their mal-pr;tctict&amp;gt;,
the natives behaved in tlie

same manner. 1812 Citron, in .-Inn. Keg. 19 The on ti ages
. .have assumed a more decided character than at any p-n iud

since the commencement of the malpractises. 1848 Cl.ofdif

Aintwys efo I n} . II. 273, I tremble for something factitious

Some malpractice of heart and illegitimate prui.e:-&amp;gt;. 1851

THACKKKAY Kuklelmrys on Rhine (ed. 2) 73 Famry ua^

almost ready to tell fibs to screen her brother s malpracti&amp;lt;
-^

from her mamma. 1884 J. L OLBORNK J/i&amp;lt;:ks I\is/ia
;&amp;lt;j

\\ c

took pains, .to Correct the malpractice of the men.

Ma:l-practi tioner. [MAL-+PBACTITIONKB.]
A corrupt or culpably incompetent practitioner (of

law or medicine).
1800 PIBDIN *Jcivff Doctor i. i, The wisdom ofour ancestors

has provided a remedy for the- mistakes of mal-practitioners
in. -an Knglish jury.

Malpraxis (mxl]&amp;gt;r;vksis\ [f. MAL- + (ir.

TTpa^ts PRAXIS. Cf. MALA J-KAXIK.] a. .^M.\L-

I HACTICK I a. b. M.VLl KACTICK I b.

1860 N, Syd. Sfc. Year-bk. filed,
&amp;lt;y Snrg. for 185,3. 4^

A midwife and an accoucheur were accused uf malpraxis.
1866 AKNOLI.D Mnr. Instir. n. iii. (ed. jj II. 594 Such mal

praxis as amounts to a denial of justice. 1891 Lancet 3 Oct.

758 Served with a legal process by some scoundrelly man or

woman for an alleged malpraxis.

Malpresenta-tion. Cl&amp;gt;siet. [f.
MAL- t THE-

BENTATION.J Abnormal presentation at childbirth.

1899 Lancet 14 Oct. 1021/1 If a malpresentation were dia-

guubed it might be necessary to correct it by manipulation.

Malpropri ety. [f.MAt- + PBOPRiJBTY.] Want
ot proper condition

;
disorderliness.

1888 E. EGGLKSTON Graysons xvii. 188 The whole interior

h;id a harmonious air of sloth, stupidity, and malpropriety.

Malscre, obs. form of MASKKK v.

t Ma lshave. Ol&amp;gt;s. Forms : i mecUoeafa, j

mseslesceafa, 4 malschave, c, inalschawe. [OE.
mn lsccafa 3 matl- ;

the first element may, if the

vowel be short, be cogn.w. ON. m/fl-r (Sw. ma/-, Ha.
litf-1), Goth, malo moth; the second element (cf.

sccafa plane) is cogn. w. SHAVE v., but the intended

sense of the compound is not clear.] A caterpillar.
c 1000 /KLI-RIC C.riiin. Gloss. (Z.) 310 Ernca, nrselsceafa.

i 1150 / t&amp;gt;f. in \Vr.-\Viilcker 54^/r3 1-^ruca, imeslesceafa.

1387 TKLVISA lltgdcn (Kolls) VI. 19 }
anne as be grele llye

folweb be tras of be malschave {MS. H rnalschawe, Caxton
maUhawe, L. criicain} so after ober woo com be pestilence
of be Ismaeliteg.

Malshrag (mcc-ljrci g). Obs. cxc. dial. Forms

(see E. D. D.) : 9 maleshag, malley-, niallishag,

maltshag, moleshag, ;, 9 Yorfcsh. malshrag.

[App. a corruption of prec., after SHKAU. Other

corrupt forms in mod. dialects, influenced by
SCHAWL v. (

= crawl) are maul-scrawl, malscral,

maslcell.] A caterpillar.
1398 TKKVISA Karth. De / . R. xvill. xviii. (14^5) 777 A

gruh or caterpillar.

&quot;Malskre, obs. f. MASKBB v. dial., to bewilder.

Malstick, variant of MAULSTICK.

Malt (mf It), si . F orms : i mealt, 6-8 (9 Sc.)

mault, 6 maulte, 5-6 malto, (7 mawlt), 8-9
Si: and north, dial, maut, I- malt. [Com.
Tent.: OE. incalt -- OS. malt i,I)u. mout\ OIIG.

(MHG., mod.G.) mah, ON. (Sw., Da.) malt:-

OTcut. *maltos- neut., whence Finnish mallas (from
78-2



MALT. 92 MALT.
which the declension of theOTeut. word is inferred)

and OS1. mlato
;
related to the adj. OTeut. *malto-

or *maltu-
(

-Skr. mrdtt) represented in OHG.,
MHG. malt soft, ON. malt-r rotten ; from the root

of MELT, SMELT vbs.]

1. Barley or other grain prepared f&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r brewing or

distilling by steeping, germinating and kiln-drying,
or by gelatinuation, etc.

a 700 Kpinetl Gloss. 136 SrVttttm, malt. 835 Charter in

0. E. Texts 448, Ic bidde & bebeode swselc monn se

5a:t min lond hebbe 5a;t he telce gere a^efe Sem hi^um a;t

folcanstane L ambrn maltes. n.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

548/44 Bracium, malt. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 398 All the

vittale..As quhet, flour, meill, and malt, In the vyne-sellar

gert he bryng. 1377 LANGL. P, PI. B. Prol. 197 For many
mannus malt we mys wolde destruye. c 1386 CHAUCER
Sompn. T. 38 Yif hym a busshel whete, Malt, or Reye. 1455
Rolls of Parlt. V. 324/2 All Bruers . . bought their malt
in ye open marketts. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 61

The starkest aill of malt that mycht be browin. 1589
Paf&amp;gt;pe

it . Hatchet Cij, As honest a woman as euer burnt
malt, 1605 SHAKS. Lcar\\\. 11.82 When Brewers marre their

Malt with water, a 1618 SVI.VKSTER Tobacco Battered 748
Taverns, Tap-houses! .. Most sinfully hath Mault been
sunken heer In nappy Ale, and double-double-Beer. 1696-7
Act 8

&amp;lt;V 9 Will. ///, c. 22 (title) An Act for granting to His
Majesty certain Duties upon Malt [etc.]. i9i&amp;gt;ADDUONiSJ0fc
No. 269 p 8, I allow a double Quantity of Malt to my small
Beer. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle

Sk&amp;lt;-ph.
u. i, Yestreen I brew d

a bow of maut. 1818 SCOTT llrt. Midi, xiii, They were a
bad pack steal d meat and mault, and loot the carters maeg
the coals. 1871 TVXDALL J- iagut. Set, (1879) II, xii. 256
The malt is crisp to the teeth, and decidedly sweeter to the
t. i-.te then the original barley. 1885 H. STOPES Malt ff

Malting xii. 168 Gelatinised Malt. Until very recently malt
was made, commercially, by germination solely, and almost

exclusively from barley. Since the repeal of the Malt Duties
n u in erou s other methods ofmanufacture havebten at tempted,
. .and many other varieties of grain have been malted.

b. with qualifying word, as barley^ oat
t
wheat

malt
\ brawn* etc., malt (see quot. 1839); Pa^n^

malt (see quot. 1 830). Blown malt (see quot. 1 876).
1532 Test. El ftr. (Surtees) VI. 34 A quarten barley mault.

1568 in W. H.Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 325 Neany
brewer . . grinde their wheate malte in., any other mill. 1707
MORTIMER Husb. xii. 278 In Kent, where they commonly
Brew with one half Oat-malt, and the other half Barly-malt.

*743 Lond. -V Country Brew. in. (ed. 2) 179 It is a common
Saying, that there is brought to London the worst of brown
Malt, and the best of Pale. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dottt. Econ,
1. 87 The deep brown malt, now in use under the name of

patent malt, is made by roasting malt, .in the same manner
as coffee is roasted, until it become blackish brown. 1839
URE Diet. Arts 95 According to the colour and the degree
of drying, malt is distributed into three sorts \ pale, yellow,
and brown.. .The black malt used by the porter brewer, .is

partially charred. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 270/1 Brown or

porter malt, .is sometimes called blown malt
,
from its dis

tended appearance. Ibid. 271/1 Americans are now making
beer largely from maize meal and maize malt.

c. Extract of matt, a preparation of malt used
as a food for invalids. See malt extract in 5.

1872 W. AITKEN Set. $ Pract. Med. (ed. 6) II. 913 The
exit act of malt.. may be prepared by any pharmaceutical
chemist. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v.. Extract o/^Malt..
is prepared by digesting malt with water, straining, and
evaporating the product to the consistency of thick honey.
It contains diastase, and so acts as a digestive ferment, as
well as being itself nutritious.

2. Proverbs and Phrases. The malt is abo\&amp;lt;c the

meal (f rarely wheat, bere^ water], said of a person
under the influence of drink. Softfire makes sweet

malt, an admonition to be gentle or merciful.

1546 J. HEVWOOD Pr&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;. (1867) 5 Soft fire inaketh sweete
malte. Ibid. 25 Malt is aboue wheate with him, market
men saie. 1601 DKNT Pathiv. Heaven 249 Soft and faire,
sir. .. Soft fire niaketh sweet mault. 1626 BRETON Fan-
tastickes U 3 Haruest. Malt is now aboue wheat with
a number of mad people. 1670 RAY Proi . 295 (Scottish

Proverbs.] The malt is above the heir. 1678 Ibid.

(ed. 2) 87 Proverbiall Periphrases of one drunk. ..The
malt is above the water. 1721 KELLY Scot. Proi. 320 The
Malt s above the Meal with you. That is, you are drunk.
1816 SCOTT Old KJort. iv, When the malt begins to get
aboon the meal, .they are like to quarrel. 1858 M. PORTEOUS
Souter Johnny 10 He was a sturdy stalwart chiel,..Fond
o his maut aboon his meal.

3. transf. Used for : Malt liquor, slang or coUoq.
1718 RAMSAY Christ s Kirk Gr. in. xi, The bauld billy

took his maut, And scour d aff healths anew. 1823 JoN
BKI-:

*

Slang., Malt, the chief ingredient of beer, has been
used figuratively for the beer itself. A shove! uf malt , is

a pot of porter. i8a8 LYTTON Pelham xxiii, I rejected
malt with the air of his majesty, and formed a violent
affection for maraschino. 1861 HUGHES Totn Bro\vn ft

Oxf. i, I am naturally a thirsty soul, and cannot often resist

the malt myself. 1861 LI.VKR One of i~hem xxvi, And will

again, old boy ,
cried Hawke, finishing off the other s malt.

4. attrib. and Comb, a, attrib. quasi-tfojr. in the

sense brewed or distilled from malt , as malt-

drink, -spirits, whisky.
1707 MORTIMER Httsb. xii. 276 To improve our English

Liquors.. in our Southern Parts where they have generally
very bad Malt-drink.

1714^ MANUKVILLE Fab. Bees (1725) I.

nB A beggar may make himself as drunk with stale-beer or

malt-spirits, as a lord with Burgundy. 1731 P- SHAW Ess,

Artif. Philos. 97 Malt-Low-wines, prepared in the common
way, are exceeding nauseous. 1830 UUK Diet. Arts 402
The distiller of malt whiskey calculates on obtaining two

gallons of proof spirits from one bushel of malt.

b. Simple attrib., as malt-bag, -barn, -barrow,

-cellar, -chamber, -corn, -garner, -market, -meal,

-rake, -shovel^ -skef, f -spout, -store, -trade.

1415-16 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surteesl 612 Item pro factura
de Ie/ *maltbagges, is. &/. 1753 W. MAITLAND//M/. Edinb.
n. 151/1

*
Malt-barns, Breweries [etc.], 1885 H. STOPES Malt

ff Matting xvi. 264 *Malt-barrows vary considerably in

.shape, manufacture, and use. 1576 Reg. Privy Council -Scot.

Ser. i. II. 578 To sell thair malt, .in thair *malt sellaris at
hame. 1676 in Taylor Wakefield Manor (1886) 109 Cum,,
brasio, anglicc *malt chambers. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam,
Compl. ii. (1876) 46 It pleaseth vs. .nothing at all, which
buy most both breade-corne and *malt-corne for our peny.
1453-4 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 634 [Operantibus] super
ieparacionem..de le Whetgarner et le *ftialtgariier. 1455
Rolls of Parlt. V. 324/2 Thus is ye *Malt markett lost.

1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiv-Mert/i. 231 Casting *Mault meale,
or Beane meale vpon the same. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
Suppl., Malt Rake, a hand tool used in stirring malt on
the kiln floor. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 331/1 He
beareth Gules, a .. *Malt Shovel, Argent. 1577 in Rogers
Agric. .y Prices (1866) III. 580 &quot;Malt skep. 1334-5 Dur
ham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 526 In i coreo t-quino empt. pro
le *Maft-.|iout in Bradna. 1885 H. STOPES Malt

&amp;lt;y Malting
xiii. 18j &quot;Malt-stores, and granaries. 1707 M&amp;lt;&amp;gt;KI IMKK Huso,
xii. 276, I shall .. for the Conveniency of the *Malt Trade,
add a particular sort of Mill that [etc.].

C. objective, as malt-making, -roasting \
malt-

carrier, -seller. Also MALT-MAKEU.
1708 Lond. Caz. No. 4447/4 A *Malt-Carrier. 1455 Rolls

of Parlt. V. 324/2 People.. nowe.. for noon occupation of
*Malt makynge be in grete idelnesse. 1885 H. STOPES
Malt fy Afa/fittfxvu, 292 The monopoly of malt-roasting,
created by the numerous stringent Acts of Parliament.

d. instrumental (sense 3), as \ malt-conceived
^

-inspired, -mad adjs.

1579 G. HARVEY Lctter-bk, fCamden) 67 Sum newe dc-

visid interlude, or sum &quot;Maltconceived Cornedye. 1838
RODGER Poems (1897)24 (E.D.D.) A set o *maut-inspired
whims That end in perfect smoke. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim
in. vi, Peace, thou heathenish Drunkard, Peace for shame.
These English are so *Malt-mad ;. .when they have a Fruit

ful Year of Barly there, the whole Island s thus.

5. Special comb. : f malt-book, an account-book
for the collections of malt-tax; f malt boud =
MALT-WORM i ; malt-bree Sc., malt liquor; malt-

bruiser, a mill for bruising or crushing malt
;

f malt-bug = MALT-WOKM 2
; malt-crusher, a

small crusher for testing samples of malt ; malt-

distiller, one who distils spirits from malt
;

so

malt-distillery, f (a) the action or art of the malt-
distiller (obs.} \ (I))

a place where malt spirits are dis

tilled
; malt-dryer (see quot}; malt extract, a

saccharine and mucilaginous substance obtained

from wort
;
also = extract of malt (see I c) ;

malt-

factor, a dealer in malt
; malt-floor, (a) a floor

upon which the malt is spread to germinate ; ()
(see quot. 1858) ;

malt food, food composed of or

combined with extract of malt
; f malt-gavel

malt shot
;
malt grid, grinder (see quots.) ;

malt-kiln, a kiln in which the malt is dried after

steeping and couching ; malt liquor, liquor
made from malt by fermentation as opposed to

distillation, as ale, beer, stout, etc. ; malt- loft, the

place where prepared malt is stored ; malt-lottery,
a lottery promoted by authority of Parliament in

1697 with the malt duty as security ; f malt-mare

(cf. MALT HORSE); f malt master = MALTSTEU;
malt-mill, a mill for grinding or crushing malt ;

f malt-money, money paid as a tax on the making
of malt

;
malt office, a malt house, malting ;

f malt-officer, a collector of malt-tax ; malt-
oil (see quot.) ; fmalt-peiiuy malt money,
f* malt pie jocular, drink, liquor; malt plough,
an implement lor turning the malt when upon
the malt-floor ; malt poultice (see quot.) ;

malt-querns sh. pi., dial, (see quot. 1877); malt

roaster, a machine for roasting malt on a small

scale; malt roller (see quot.); malt sack, a
sack of or for malt; malt-screen, a utensil for

screening or sifting malt ; f malt shot, a duty paid
for the privilege of making malt [OE. mealt^escot

^Wulfstan)] ;
malt-sieve = malt-screen-, malt-

silver, (a) malt-money \ (b } Sc. (see quot. 1825-

80); f malt-stiller malt-distiller , malt-sugar
MALTOSK

; malt-surrogate,
*

any substitute . .

used in the manufacture of beer in place of a part
of the malt (Cent. Diet.}; malt-tails, the roots

and shoots of dried malt, ^M ALT-COMES ; malt-

tap (see quot.) ; malt-tax, a tax on malt, imposed
by Parliament ill 1697, repealed and superseded by
the beer-duty in 1880; malt tea, the liquid in

fusion of the mash in brewing (Cent. Diet. 1890) ;

malt ticket, a ticket for a share in the malt-lottery ;

also attrib.
;
malt trader, -turner (see quots.) ;

malt vinegar, vinegar made from the fermentation

of malt ; malt wash, the wash or wort obtained

in distilling from grain. Also MALT DUST, MALT
HOUSE, etc.

1710 J. CHAMBFKLAYNK St. Cf. Brit. \\. in. 505 Edward,
chief Examiner of the Country Officers *Malt- Books, c 1440

Prontp. Parv. 323/2 *Malte bowde for wevyl), gu^gulio.
1780 W. FORBES Dominie 6 Keep very far frae Bacchus

reach, He drowned a
1

my cares to preach Wi his *ma l-

bree. 1796 Encycl. Krtt. (ed. 3) X. 490 ! *Malt-brui:&amp;gt;er, or

Bruising-mill. 1577 HAKKISUN England i. n. xi. 8s b/a It \

is incredible to say how our Maultbugges Ing nt this liquor.

1885 H. STOCKS Malt % Malting xvii. 284 Small malt-
crushers are very generally used. 1753 Scot* Mag. Feb.

96/2 The *malt-di&amp;gt;ti!lers advertised, t-eb. 19, that they
would not receive or pay them {counterfeit halfpence] for

the future. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .S&quot;////.,
*Malt DUiillery.

. .The art is to convert fermented Malt liquors into a clear

inflammable spirit. 1839 URK Diet. Arts 401 The.. produce
of malt distilleries. 1875 KNIGHT Ditt. Mah., ^Ifalt-dryer,
a device to hasten the drying of malt by artificial heat. 1839
URE Diet. Arts 100 The specific gravities of solutions of
&quot;malt extract. 1897 ROBERTS Digest, .y Diet 1^3 Malt ex
tracts are essentially infusions of malt concentrated by
evaporation to the

consistency
of a thick treacle. 1704 Lonit.

Gaz. No. 4035/4 Richard Haley and Samuel WalHs, Mault-
factors. 1707 MOKHMER Hui&amp;gt;b. xii. 259 Empty the Corn
from the Cistern into the *&quot;

Malt-floor. 1858 SiMMONiisZVc/.

Trade, Malt-floor, a perforated floor in the .. malt-kiln,

through which the beat ascends from the furnace below,
and dries the barley laid upon it. 1896 Allbutfs \vsf. Mett.
I. 403 If milk be rejected, &quot;malt food is generally available.

i.. . Cu&tittnal Mtphain, Kent in Somner Trent. GarciAititt

(1660) 27 De xxj. sum. iiij. bush, de
&quot;&quot;Maltgavel. 1889 BAK-

NARD .Yated Breweries I. 62 The malt receiving room, .con

tains two *mnlt grids, .with strong wire screens at the bottom,
through which the malt passes to the mills in the room
below. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Tiadc,

*
Malt-grinder, a ma

chine for crushing or cutting malted bailey. 1538 LAV ION in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 212 Therbe here, .many *malte

kylnes. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng* xiii. III. 324 Four or

five hundred houses, two churches, twelve maltkilns, crowded
close together. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2868/2 An Additional
Excise upon *Malt Liquors. 1786 Cow PER Let to Univin
\\ ks. led. Sotithey) VI. 5 Government is too much Jn-

tcrc-sted in the consumption of malt-liquor to reduce the

number of venders. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. II. 228 To
those in the habit of drinking malt liquors, stout and bitter

ale may be given. i68a True Protest. Mercury No. 162.

2/1 *Mault-Lofts, Hop-Lofts [etc.]. 1839 UHE Diet. Arts
1 10 The malt for the supply of the brewery is stored in vast

granaries or malt-lofts. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No 3316/4 Lost. .,

two io/. Tickets belonging to the &quot;Malt Lottery. 1594
LYLY Moth. Bomb. iv. ii. It was a verie good horse. . . If one
ramie him, he woulde simper and mump, as though he had
gone a wooing to a inaltiiiare at Rochester. x6ia T. ADAMS
White Dei il (1613) 49 The markets are hoysed vp, if the

poore cannot reach the price, the *Mault-master wil. 1607
NOKDEN Surv. Dial. in. 108 Any customarie Water-mill,
..Griest-mill, *Mault-mill. .or any other kind of mill. 1707
Lond. Gaz. No. 4293/3 Malt-Milne, and all Conveniences
fit for a Common Brewer. 1600 in N. ff Q. 6th Ser. (1882)

V. 88/2 Here followeth a general Rate of the Malte Money
due to the Church. 1800 Hull Advertiser 12 July 2 3 A . .

brick and tiled *Malt-office.. capable of .steeping and drying
at once fourteen quarters. 1737 J. CHAMBKHLAYNK AY. Gt.

Brit. (ed. 33) n. 84 The Excise and Malt-Officers Country
Books. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitj&amp;gt;p.

s. v. Malt, The odious
taste of the *MaIt oil will be distinguished, i... Rental
Eastry Manor, Kent in Somner Treat. Gavelkind (1660)

27 *Malt-peny. 1600 HlEYWOOD i.s 1 t. Kdiv. I\ (1613)
B j b, See how S. Katherines smokes, wipe slaues your
eies, And whet your stomackes for the good *mault pies.

1885 II. Sioi Es Malt ff Malting x\. \\. 289 Several forms of

*malt-ploughs are known and used. 1856 MAYNE Expos.
Lex.,

*M^alt Poultice^ common name for the Catnplasitta.

byncs. 1586 SPENSER Will in Grosart SSs ll As. I. p. xvii,
I give and Iwquetheunto Johon Spenser., one pay re of *malt

wyrnes. 1877 N. W. Line. G/ms,, Mali-&amp;gt;}ucarns, (i) stones
for grinding malt ; (2) a mill with steel crushers for the

same purpose. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
*Malt master

Maker, a manufacturer of machines for roasting barley on
a small scale. 1885 H. SIOI-KS Malt .y Malting xii. 164

Kvery brewer in Germany has his own malt-roaster. 1839
UKE Diet. Arts 113 The *malt-rollers, or machines for

bruising the grains of the malt. 1530 PALSGK. 601/2 She
layde upon him lyke a *maulte saoke. 1885 H. STOPES
Malt fy Malting xvii. 293 Malt- and barley-sacks usually
hold one comb or four bushels. i. . . Rental Eastry
Manor, Kent in Soniner Treat. Gavelkutd (1660) 27 De
1

Matt-shot termino circumcUionis Domini xx&amp;lt;/. 1885 H.

&TQmMa&4Jtf*&infXVVi 2g5*Malt-screen.sfor sejKiration
uf all combes and other matters, and also for j;i-ading. 1388-9
Alingdon Rolls (Camden) 57, ij &quot;maltsyues. a 1472 in

Carlttl. Walt, de Norvico MS. (White Kfiiuftt MS. note in

O.-tW/ jr Intcrflr. 1701 (Bodl. copy) i.v. Molsifotr, Dabit pro
. . &quot;Maltsil vcrad festum Nat. Domini uu/ob. 1825-80JAMIE-
SON, Mant-siller, i. Literally, money for malt. 2. Most

frequently used in a figurative sense ; as, That s ill paid
maut-siller ; a proverbial phrase signifying, that a benefit

has been ill requited. 1731 P. SHAW Ess. Artif. / /i/Vi*.

9&amp;lt;j
Which should encourage the &quot;Malt-Stiller to )* (.artful

and intellit;unt in this busings. 1862 MILLFK Elcm. Cheat.
III. 8;s *Slalt sugar (CiaHiaOis). 1900 R. HUTCHISON
t-ood 263 The remaining sugars of tins group are malt sugar,
or maltose, and nulk-sugar,or lactose. vjqiLond. ^Country
lirew. in. (ed. 2) 179 By that and the Help of the &quot;Malt

Tails, he [the Maltster] fills the Bushel with a great deal of

Show and little guod Malt. 1854 Miss BAKKR Xorthampt.
Gloss., *Malt-taf&amp;gt;, the nicker stialner that is put in the
in.ish vat, to prevent the grains passing through the tap.

1711 Let. to Sachevercl n The levying the Land-Tax and
* Malt-Tax. 1840 THACKKKAY Jolly Jack iv, When village
Solons cursed tlic Lords, And called the malt-lax sinful.

1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3318/4 Lost or mislaid, .four *Malt-
Tickets. 1880 Act 43 &amp;lt;y 44 I ict. c. 20 Interpretation of
terms. *Malt trader means and includes a maltster or
milker of malt, a dealer in malt, a roaster of malt, a br*wer
of beer for sale, and a vinegar maker. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek. Suppl., Mult Turner, a mechanical arrangement for

turning the malt while being heated in the kiln. 1858 SIM
MONDS Diet. Trade,

*
Malt-vinegar. 1729 G. SMITH Fermen

tation 27 The practice of fermenting all Molosses and &quot;Malt-

wash, without any previous boiling. 1839 URE Diet. Arts

91 A peculiar volatile oil of a concrete nature, which is ob
tained during the process of distilling fermented malt wash.

Malt (m^U), v. [i. MALT *.]
1. trans. To convert (grain) into malt. AlsooAfttf,

c 1440 Promp. Parr. 324/1 Maltyn, or make malt, frraste.

1608 Nottingham Rec. IV. 289 Order to be gyven to euerie

maltster . . to forbeare buyinge of barley to mawll. 1616
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SURFL. & MARKH. Country I-arm 555 These Dates being

maulted, as you mault Barley, make a verie good mault.

1636 in BnccUucIi JAV.V. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 275 Sundry
abuses by them in buying barley.. and in malting it at un

seasonable times. 1753 CIIAMBKKS Cycl. .S i///. s. v., The
whole grain (of maize) will not this way be malted or ren

dered tender or floury. 1889 BARNARD Noted Braveries

1.56 [These brewers] malt every week 7,600 quarters, .of

bailey.

b. intr. To admit of being malted.

1766 Cam/it. J- armcrs.\., Old barky, mixed with that of

the last harvest, does not mall well. 1870 YKATS Nat. flht.

Comm. 48 Scotch barley.. does not malt well.

2. transf. (pass, and intr.} Of seeds: To come

to the condition of malt owing to germination

being checked by drought.
1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Hits/ , xiv. 166 If they [St. Foin

seeds) are not cover d. they will be Malted Note. We say
it is Malted when it lies above Ground, and sends out its

Root, which is killed by the Air. 1763 Museum Rust. (ed. 2)

I. 210 Turnep-seed..if it is not covered as soon as sown. .

will sprout prematurely, malt, or mould. 1861 Jrnl. A .

Agric. SM. XXII. ll. 418 After the seeds have become satu

rated with moisUne, the dry weather returns, and they be

come malted . 1873 MoOCRIDCE Ants ff S/&amp;lt;iiicrs\
26 Tlie

seeds are thus in effect malted, the starch being changed
into sugar.
3. trans. To make (liquor) with malt.

1605 CAMDI-IN Rent. 235 A man of worship, whose beere

was better hopped than maulted. 1631 J. TAYLOR (Water
P) Tayhrs Goow Wks. (1630) I. 105/1 She is.. better two

dayes salted For then she ll try if Ale or lieere be malted.

4. intr. To drink malt liquor, vulgar.
1813 Coi.. HAWKKR /Vary (1893) 1.68 We. .stopped to malt

at all the hedge alehouses. 1815 Nir.u Monthly Mag. XIV.
180 Lord U too declares he saw her malting the same

evening. 1835 MARRYAT 7nc. Faitlif. xxv, Well, I malts ,

said Tom, reaching a pot of porter, and taking a long pull.

1840 Hoon Kilmanscgg, Birtk -\xi, She drank nothing
lower than Cura9oa, . . And, on principle, never malted.

Malt, obs. pa. t. of MELT v.

Malta (mfVlta). The name of an island in the

Mediterranean, now a dependency of Great Britain.

Used attril ., as f Malta cross = Maltese cross;
Malta fever, a complicated fever of long dura

tion, common in Malta and other places in the

Mediterranean
;
Malta fungus (see quot. 1870 ;

cf. Maltese mitshroonf).

1651 Malta cross [see CROSS sb. 19]. 1723 J. COATS Diet.

Her., Malta-cross, so call d because worn by the Knights
of that Order. 1866 Wooo in Kdin. Mat. Jrnl. I. 60
Malta Fever. 1870 H. SKODALL Malta 340 Cynojnorium
coccincum (L.) /JLrk c/^vwi ni/IMalt.), the curious so-called

Malta fungus, which grows abundantly on the General s

Rock, off Gozo. 1897 Allbiitts Sysl. Med. II. 463 note,
Some nosologists object to the term Malta Fever.

t Ma ltalent. Obs. Forms : 4-5 mautalent,
5 mautelent ; 5-6 matalent, 5 mateleut, 6 ma-
tilerit, matulat ; 5 maltalente, 5-7 maletalent,

(5 male talente, 6 Sc. mailtalent) , 4-7 (9 arch.)
maltalent. [a. OF. maltaleitl (intuit-, mat-}, f.

ma! evil (see MAL-) + talent disposition, temper
(see TALENT).] Ill-will, malevolence.
c 1320 Sir Belies (MS. A) 3978 Sire Beues bo, veraiment

For-}af him alle is mautalent. 13. . A . Atis. 906 To his o*t

sone he went. Ful of ire and maltalent. c 1440 Partonopc
4499 That my lady hath hyr maletalent Me forgyfen. 1:1450
Merlin 339 The Geaunte. .gnasshed his teth and rolled his

iyen, that were grete swollen for ire and mautelent {printed
mantelent] that he had. c 1470 HENRY Wallace !v. 465
Vpon the hed him straik in matelent. 1481 CAXTON
Godfrey clxxviii. 262 And how they pardonned eche other

theyr inal talentes and euyll wylles. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtieis
i. i. (title], Junois wraith and mailtalent. 1560 HOLLAND
Crt. Venus n. 332 Thny grew in matilent. 1590 SPENSEK
1*. Q. in. iv. 61 With heavy look, and lumpish pace, that

plaine In him bewraid great grudge and maltalent. a 1648
LD. HERBERT //&amp;lt;. VIII (1683) 103 I!ut not on this part
only did the French shew their Mai-Talent, a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Jas. I Wks. (1711) 14 He had ever a male-
talent againet the king since the adjudging of the earldom
of Strathern from his nephew Miles. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xii, That is the lot of them that the Black Douglas
bears mal-talent against.

U b. As adj. 111-tempcrcd.
,i 1578 1-lNDESAY(Pitscottie)C/m...SV&amp;lt;tf.(S.T S.) II. 43 King
Harrie brunt as fyre and grew so matulat in anger that [etc.].

t Maltalentive, a. 0/&amp;gt;s. rare. In 5 male-
talentif, matelentif. [a. OF. maltakntif, f.

mallatent : see prec. and -IVE.] Bearing mal
talent

; malevolent.

.1450 Merlin 219 Thei rode in a-monge theire enmyes
wroth and matelentif. Ibid. 338 And ronne to-geder wroth
and maletalentif that oon a-gein that other.

Maltase (m/Hlc s). Chem. [f. MALT sb. + -asc,
after diastase.] (See quot.)
1899 igth Cent. No. 265. 4 12 note, It [sucrase] is now named

maltase, the termination in -ase being reserved for the names
of all liquid ferments, or rather enxynn:^.

Maltate (m^-lta). Chcin.
[f. MALT sb. +

-ATE 1
.] (See quot.)

1885 H. STOPES Malt % .Malting XT. 140 Maltose combines
with lime to form calcic maltate, the solution of which is

laevo-rotatory as are those of other maltates.

Malt-COmes, sb. pi. (rarely sing.}. The dried
radicles which are separated from the grain in the

kiln-drying process of mailing; =CoME sb2
c 1440 Promf. Parv. 31-4/1 Malte comys. 1770-4 A. HUN

TER Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 427, I manured a piece of land
with maltcombs. 1787 MARSHALL E. Norfolk (1795) I. 35
Rapecake is also in good esteem [as manure), .as are Malt-

coombs. 1874 W. WILLIAMS I et. Med. 555 Flatulent colic. !

1

. .Its causes are food, .such as. .a mixture of maltcums and
;

brewers grains. 1877 A . II . Line. Gfoss , Malt-contl\ ttic

dried sprouts, refuse used by some people to pack bacon in

to keep Hies away.
So Malt-comings dial (in the same sense).
a 1728 KKNNKTT Lanstf. J/.V. 1033 (Pronip. I arv. 324 twlc),

Malt comes, or malt comings, tin: little beards u slmul^.

when malt begins to run, or conic ; \ orkshirc. 1893 Nor-
tlnutil crld. Gloss.

,
Malt-iitniinins.

Malt-dust. The refine, consisting ehirlly &amp;lt;&amp;gt;l

the dried radicles or comes
,
which kills lioiu tlie

grain in the process of malting.*

1512 JAY. Au-. St. John s Hasfa Canterl^ I ayd for m.ih

ilowst for to tlube wytli. 1620 MAKKHAM /-WAva-. Hush. \\v.

no Some are perswaded that this come or malt rlu-t, IN a

. ^reat breeder of the wot me or wutjuull. 1707 MOKTIMKK
Husb. vi.(j4 Mault-dust is an enricher of barren I,aml. 1849

CoBDENtS/fCC&V 2O One of the ablest farmers in the nmiiliy
. .told me he bought great quantities of malt-dnM, wliich lie

mixes., with tlie food lie ^ives to his l;unl&amp;gt;-. 1875 \V.\ris

Jlit t . Chi 1

in. ::nd Sup pi. 7*&quot;&amp;gt;s

The malt i-.. .screened to 1 t ni&amp;lt; \ c

tlie radicle and plumule, which constitute malt-dust.

Malte, obs.
]&amp;gt;a.

t. MKI.T.

Malted ;mfVHrd),///. a. [f.
MATT r-. + -Ki&amp;gt; .]

1. Made into malt; rarely in narrower sense,

i that has germinated in the process of malting.
1676 GKKW Anat. l^hnvcrs ii. 15 As we use to dry M nulled

llarly over a warm Killn. 1692 \V. Y-woin H Di^tillatnni
&amp;gt;)

Others KL-inient .Malted Wheat and Malt, and .so Distill.

1702 Lr i i UKI.I, BriefKct. (18^7) V. 249 Tlie commons rc.ul

I
a ad time, and committed the bill for encouraging the ton-

sumption of malted corn. 1745 DODSLEY AgriL. \. i ji

Trifles II. nx( To ma-.h the nudted barley, and extiact Its
! flavour d strength. 1844 T. J.(JHAIIAM Dimi. Mcd. 10.1 ! . n
made from an infusion of malted groats, or malted rye. 1846

j J. BAXTICR /,//&amp;gt; . rrait, Agric. led. 4) I. 133 Saccharine..
! may be extracted either from malted or raw grain.

2. Combined with extract of malt.

1896 Vi-:o }-\}Oti 536 And first, with regard to ilv: HSI &quot;t

Malt extracts and Malted food in general. 1898 Iiiiiiy A t. &quot;jr

ii Aug. 5/6 A few jara of beef extract, malted milk, &.C.

Maiten (m^lt n), v. Sc. rare.
[f.

MALT si . +
-EN-

r

&amp;gt;.]

intr. To undeigo malting, to malt.
1806 FOKSYTII localities Siotl. IV. 67 When barley and

common bear or big have been cultivated for some time in

a mixed state, they spring and ripen and malten equally.

1825-80 JAMIESON, To Mauten^ I\!a~vtcn, to begin to spring ;

a term applied to grain, when steeped in order to be con
verted into malt.

Malter. Ob$. cxc. dial. Also 5 maltar, 7

maulter. [f.
MALT v. + -KH 1

.] A maltster.

c 1440 Proinp. / aw, 324/1 MaUtere, or maltestere i//.,

/ ., maltar), brastatrix, hrasiator. 1630 in J. Hutchins Hist.

Dorset (ed. 3) 11.338/2 Brewers. Maullers. Bakers. 1848
\V. BARNKS Poems Ritr. Life (ed. 2} Gloss., Malter\ rightly
U6ed instead of maltster, which is properly a woman matter.

Maltese (m^ltrz), a. and sb. sing, and //.
Also 9 sing. Maltee (vulgar) t 7 pi. Maltoses, [f.

MALTA -f -ESE. Cf, It. maltese.] A. uij.

1. a. Of or pertaining to Malta and its inhabi

tants. b. Pertaining to the Knights of Malta.

*797 Encytl Brit. (ed. 3) X. 491/1 At the first landing of the

Maltese knights. Ihid. 4^1 2 The attempt, .proved unsuc
cessful through the base avarice of the Maltese forces. 1837
G. C. LEWIS Lett. 3 Apr. (1870) 77 The vulgar adjective
from Malta, used by sailors and others in the island is

Maltee. 1839 Penny Cyci. XIV. 350/1 The Maltese people
at length obtained the fulfilment of their wishes. 1869
ROGERS Hist. Gleanings I. 97 The legend of the Maltese

money ran non xs sedfides.
2. Special collocations : Maltese cat, a fancy

variety of the domestic cat (see quot. 1902) ; Mal
tese cross, see CROSS sb. 18

; also, see quots. 1884
and 1890; Maltese dog

1

,
a fancy breed of spaniels

(see quot. 1864); Maltese guipure, lace (see

quots.) ; Maltese mushroom, the fungus Cyno-
moriuni coccincum (formerly Fungus melitensis),

found in the islands of Malta and Gozo
;
Maltese

orange, stone, vulture (see quots.).
1857 in *V.

&amp;lt;$(?.
2nd Ser. IV. 247 A New York merchant

recently sent fur a cargo of &quot;* Maltese cats from that cele
brated island. 1902

* DlCK WHITTINGTON* Cat Manual ii.

32 There is a strain of short-haired blue cats known as Mal
tese cats, which used to be extremely popular in America.

1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 373 A *Maltese cross in red on
a black ground. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch and Clockw.

247 The wheel of the going barrel stop work.. is called in

differently a star wheel or a Maltese cross. 1890 BILLINGS
Nat. Sfta. Diet., Maltese cross )square compress cut out at the
corners in form of a Maltese cross. 1796 NKMNICH Poly-
glotttn~Lex, v, The hairy

* Maltese dog. Canis Melitaens.
The small Maltese AofCarusbnvifuis. i96* Chamber5*5
Encycl. VI. 287/1 Maltese Dog, a small kind of spaniel,
with roundish muzzle, and long, silky, generally white hair.

1902 Mrs, Palliscrs Hist. Lace 392 At this time [1851] was
introduced the * Maltese guipures,, .a variety grafted on the
old Maltese. i88a CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Xecdlwork
340 The manufacture of ^Maltese Lace is not confined to
Malta. 1900 MRS. F. N. JACKSON Hand-made Lace 180
Maltese I.ace. A bobbin-made lace, which has been made
in Malta ever since the commencement of the sixteenth cen

tury. 1902 Mrs. }\tlliscr$ Hist. Lace 87 iwfc, There is no
corroboration of Mrs. Palliser s statement above that lace
was ever made in Malta; if so, it would have been of the
Genoese geometrical kind, of which Lady Hamilton Chich-
ester adapted the designs and evolved what is now known as
Maltese lace. 1816-20 T. GREKN Unh: Herbal I. 320/1 It

is commonly said that the ^Maltese red oranges are budded
on the pomegranate. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 812/1

l Mal
tese or Blood oranges, much grown in southern Italy,
are distinguished by the deep-red tint of the pulp. 1858
SI.M.MONDS /?/(/. Tradst *MalttsexoMCt *.9ai stone quarried

in Malta, used for carving, and for making large jars, &c.

1781 LATHAM &amp;lt;./t. Synopsis Birds I. 15 Maltese Vulture.

. . This bird inhabits many parts of Europe, chiefly the island

of Malta. 1843 PcnnyCycl. XXVI. 472/1 Ncophronpcn.no-
ptems. . .This is the.. Maltese Vulture of Latham.

B. sh.

1. a. A native or an inhabitant of Malta, b.

A Knight of Malta.

1615 &amp;lt;1. SANDYS l ra~ . 7 With him ;i Maltese, whose
f.ither was an Kn^lish man. I ( id, -^34 The Maltese:, me
little lesse tawnie then the Muvres, 1624 MASSISI.H* AYf-
t;tti/,&amp;gt; n. v, Your fellow Firats Sir, the bold Malte/e Wli .iu

\\itb your luokes you thinke to quell. 1651 HMWM.I. / cm\c
i

i
The Malteses [the Kui-hts of Malta] Imving made

pri/t: -&amp;gt;f them, arrlv d afterwanls in C;uuly. 1797 /-.n-ytf.

! ri(. (ed. v X . 4-, :/j The Maltese si ill L .ntinu -ii in !&amp;gt;. have
with their u&amp;gt;u:il \alour a^ain^t tlie Turk^. 1838 J. L. Si i.

; ,n \s J rar. , )-,-,,(, etc. 41/1 An old Maltese, \vho spuk--

Fretic b and Italian.

2. The language of the natives of Malta, a un-

rupt Arabic.
1828 / ,; fan (&amp;gt;.

A\T-. III. r- i Tii.- ;.tlinity I ttwcen th&amp;lt;-

Maltese and th-j laitmia^es &quot;f t!x- nei.^lit&quot; an 1111^ continent.

1839 l\nity (.y^l. XIV! 346/1 J he motlici-ton^ue uf tin-

pcuple, the Maltt-M
,
ba-i continued in use.

3. Short for Maltese lace.

1900 Mi; 1
-. F. N. JACKSDN ]fan&amp;lt;t-n;adc f.iiif i3 &amp;gt; In ( ^l^i

tin- natives work a kind of Malu^e. 1902 Mrs. I nlli^ir ^

Hist. Lace 83 Much Maltese is made in the orphanage in

. . ( lo/o.

Hence f Malte sian J/A, a Mnkc.se.

1656 liioiNr Cilossogr , Mtiltcsiaii) an Inhabitant of the

Island Malta.

IKCaltlia (ni; &quot;lJ
iV. Also anglici/cd 5 malthc.

[a. L. maltha^ a. (ir. fta\0a, /&amp;lt;A^7/
mixture of &quot;w:i\

ami pitch.]
1. A kind of cement made by mixing pitch ami

wax, or lime and xir;d, \\ith other ingredients.
i 1420 / . .tiad. t ti Hnsb. i. 1115 Conuenyent hit is to 1&amp;lt; nowe,

of b.tttiis. . \\ h,a nialtliis hote iS: colde Are a!)te, ..To inal -&amp;lt;-.

bit houl and watir wel to holde. 1601 HOLLAND Winy II.

5.j_S Concerning Mallha, it \\ as \vt-nt to be made of qukkc
and IH-W linif : for they look-: the limestone and quenched it

in wine, which done, presently they punned it with swmcs
grease and figs. 1703 MOXON Mct/i. A .t.vr. ^^ ; There is

other Morter .. very hard and durable, as uiny he seen nt

Rome,, .which is called Maltha, from a kind of I .ituintMi f Hi-

there ; . . Hut their Cement differs from boili tin: Malthas in

Composition and use. 1847 SMKATON Jlttildrr s Man. 123

Maltha, or (Ireek Mastic. This is made by mix in;; lime and
sand, .and making it into a proper consistency with milk or

si/c, instead of water.

2. The name anciently given to tonic viscid form

of bitumen
; applied by Kinvan to the semi-

compact variety of mineral pitch or asphaltum.
and by later mineralogists variously to mineral

tar and to ozocerite (Kirwan s
* mineral tallow ).

1601 UOLLANH riiny L 46 In a citie of Coma.2;ene, nani -

I

Saiiiusatis, there i&amp;gt; a
\ or.d, yeelding forth a kind of slimie

mud (called Maltha which will burnt; cleare. 1727 41
CiiAMiiMKs (

y&amp;gt;.

I. s. v., Natural maltha is a kind of bitumen,
wherewith the Asiatics plaster their walls. 1796 KIHWAN
/, /(///. .!//. II. 46 Species IV. MiiK-ral i ltch, Asphaltum...
Second Variety. Semi Compact. Maltha. Erdiges Erdpech
of Werner. Its colour dark reddish, or blackish brown...
I shall denote it by the name of Maltha. 1799 W. TOOKK
I ieiu Russian limp. I. 292, A watery vapour.. which col

lected in pitchers is. .so richly impregnated with naphtha,
but still more with maltha, that the inhabitants take both
and use the latter as tar. 1807 T. THOMSON Chan. (ed. 3) II.

455 Sea wax, or maltha, is a solid substance found on the

Baikal lake in Siberia. 1865 WATTS Diet. Chew., iMaltha,
the mineral tallow of Kirwan, said to have been found on
the coast of Finland. It resembles wax, 1868 I roc. Antcr,
rhilos. Sec. X. 43fe Maltha, or mineral tar,, .is more nearly
allied to tar. .than to oil.

Maltliacite (mK lJ&amp;gt;asait).
J//;/. Also mal-

thazite. [ad. G. malthazit (A. Kreithaupt 1837),
f. Gr. /*aX0a&amp;gt;u? soft: see -ITK.] A variety of

fullers earth (Chester Diet. J/tu. 1896).
1849 WATTS tr. Gtuctitt s Handbk. Chcin. III. 419. 1883

Encyt-l. Brit, XVI. 424/2 Malthazitu, from SteindOrfel near

Bautzen.

t Malt-horse. Cbs. A heavy kind of horse

used by maltsters; used occas. as a term of abuse.

1561 T. Huiiv tr. Castigiionc&quot;s Courtyer \. E iij, To carle

a mans head so like a malt horse for feare of ruffling his hear.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. i. 3^ Mome, Malthorse, Capon,
Coxcombe, Idiot. 1596 Tain. Shr. iv. i. 132. 1598 IJ. JON
SON /:&amp;gt; . Man in Hum. i. iii, Why he has no more iiidpement
then a malt horse. 1603 HARSNKT Pop. Impost. 82 A stiffe

resty spirit, of kin (as seemes) to a malt-horse of Ware, that

wil not out of his way. c 1616 S. WAKU Coalfrotit Altar

(1627) 57 Such as hold onely a certaine stint of daily duties as

malt-horses their pace, or mill-horses their round.

IKEalt-house (mfrltihaus). A building in which

malt is prepared and stored ;
a malting.

c 1030 Snppt. JElfrtfs Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 185/24 Bra-
ttonariuiit, meal thus. 1360-1 Dtir/uutt Ace. Rolls (Surtees)

563 Johanni lepemaker pro . . 4 sportis pro le Malthous.

\^^ Munim. Magd. Coll. Oxf. (1882) 16 Item, j bakhous

cum j malthouset le brewhous. 1577 HARRISON England i.

in. i. 95 b/2 lieare with me gentle reader, .that leade thee..

from a table delicately furnished, into a mu.slye mault house.

1692 Lfiid. Gaz. No. 2800/4 A Large and convenient Brew-

house anil Malthouse. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. A7
&quot;, v. ii. 57

The opportunities of defrauding the revenue being^much
greater in a brewery than in a malt-house. 1885 H. STOPES

Malt ff Miiltingxm. 183 M^alt-houses (or mailings).

MaltllUSian (mceljii?7-2ian), a. and sb. [f. the

proper name Malthus 4- -IAN.] A. adj.

1. Pertaining to T. R. Malthus (1766-1835) or

his teaching (see MALTHUSIANISM).



MALTHUSIANISM.
1821 SHKLLEY Lett. Pr. Wks. 1880 IV. 195 In the com

parison of Platonic and Malthusian doctrines. 1839 CAR-
I.VLK Chartism x. (1840) 109 How often have we read in

Malthusian benefactors of the species : The working people
have their condition in their own hands . 1872 W. K. &amp;lt;

&amp;gt;. )&amp;lt;

Enigmas 56 Terms on which alone, according to the Mai-
thiisian theory, plenty can be secured lor all.

2. Ik-fitting or characteristic of a Malthusian.

1891 T. HARDY Tcssi. v. I. 65 She felt Malthusian vexation

with her mother for thoughtlessly giving her so many little

brothers and sisters.

B. sit. A follower or supporter of T. R. Malthus

in his views on population.
i8ia K. SOUTHEY in Q. AY: 1

. VIII. 324 The Malthusians

observe, .that the new discovery is matter of science. 1845
MILL /)/ss.

&amp;lt;V

Disc. (1875) II. 187 We need not wonder that

the epithets of Malthusians
1

and Political Economists
are so often considered equivalent to hard-hearted, unfeeling,
and enemies of the poor. 1885 J. P.ONAU Malthus i. i. 4 A
Malthusian is supposed to forbid all marriage.

Malthusiaiiisni maelJwS zifinizm). [formed
as prec. + -ISM.] The teaching of Malthus and his

followers on the question of population.
T, R. Malthus in his Essay on Population (1798) contended

that the rate of increase of the population being out of pro

portion to the increase of its means of subsistence, it should
De checked, mainly by moral restraint. This has often been

popularly viewed as a proposal to check marriage.
1848 Mi i.i, Pol- F.con. (ed. 5) I. 450 Even Boards of Guard

ians, .will seldom hear patiently of anything which they arc-

pleased to designate ns Malthusianism. 1892 Nation (N. Y.)
21 Apr. 311/3 This religious Malthusianism is calculated to

please the economists who think that the world is too small

for mankind.

Malthu siauize, v. [f- MALTHUSIAX + -IZE.]
intr. To adopt the principles of Malthus.

1893 National Observer i Apr. 485/2 If Britain had Mal-

thusianised, where were our colonies?

Maltill (mfVltin). Chan. [ad. F. ;//&amp;lt;z///,
f.

MALT sb. : see -IN 1
.] (See quot. 1872.)

1871 WATTS tr. duelings Handl k. Chan. XVIII. 455.

1872 -- Diet. Chan. Suppl., Maltin^ a nitrogenous ferment

existing, according to Dubrunfaut, in malt, and much more
active than diastase. 1883 Encycl. Jirit. XV. 339/1.

Maltine (nvMt/n). [f.
MALT sb. + -INK.]

1889 Syd. Sec. /.f-r., MaUitu\ a name given in commerce
to an extract of malt which contains dextrin, glucose, and
a variable quantity of diastase.

Malting (m^ ltiq),^/. sb. [f. MALTV. + -ING i.]

1. The action or process of making malt or of

converting into malt.
&amp;lt; 1440 Proitip. Parv. 324 r Maltynge, l-ra^intnra (P.

brasiacio}. 1467, 1585 [see }]. 1626 BACON Sylra. \ /

Uailey, i.is appeared! in the Nlalting,) being steeped in Water
three dayes.. will sprout. 1714 MANIM-A-ILLI-; h ab. l-ces(\-j - -,)

I. 90 The \;triely of labour, required in husbandry, in malt

ing, in carriage and distillation. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric.
]~&amp;gt;t-^ on 172 Malting is generally a business of itself. 1839
UKK Ditf. Arts 105 Mai/e..has also been employed to

make beer; but its malting is somewhat difficult. 1885
H. STOI-KS Malttf Malting xiv. 224 A comparatively new
form of malting is known as the pneumatic system .

2. A M ALT-H&amp;lt; irsK.

1846 M. A, RICHARIJSOM I.nal Hist. Table Rk. \*.
#&amp;gt;

A spacious malting.. belonging to Mr. Kiihapl Ruliinsun,
brewer. 1870 Daily Xcu S 1 8 June, An old malting, situated

about nine miles from Cambridge, was burned down. 1887
W. RVK Norfolk Kmds 77 A sli.uige .. village .. chiefly

t.umpo-ed of mailings and other buildings connected with
ueer brewing.
3. altrili. and Comb.j ns malting barley , business,

district, sampU)timet tlc,\ malting-floor, house,
kiln, of&c&-^tnaltjloor, house, etc.

1467 P&amp;gt;nry
Wills (Cainden) 46 That the seid Deny* haue . .

element in the maltynghows joyned fherto.
//-/&amp;lt;/., Duryng

maltyng tyine. 1585 Abin^don Rolls (.Camden) 167 The
M.dtinge House. 1637 Dot umcnts agst. Prynnc (Camden)
84 The maul ting business goes on, but with some restrictions.

1641 MILTON Aninuuiv. 58 Though they keep back their

soul id sperm..and turne them to their mailing-kits. 1713
Loud. Caz. No. f ig6/5 A large Malting Office. 1764 Mu
seum Rttst. III. li. 219 Many of the farms have malting-
ufTn.es annexed to them. 1813 Examiner 12 Apr. 240/^1
Fine Malting Barley. 1834 Hrit. Hnsb. I. 146 Inferior

malting samples frequently fetch little more than feed oats
uf good quality. 1840 Cottager s J\lan. 10 in LH r. Use/.
Knoii l. Hush. Ill, The bruised grain, .is said to be as com
plete as if it had lain a fortnight on the mailing-floor. 1846
M Ci I.LOCH Ace. Brit. Umpire (1854) I. 189 The malting
business is extensively prosecuted at Ware.

Maltless (m^mfc), a. [f. MALT sb. + -UBH.]
\Vithout malt, deficient in malt.
1828 Matfav. Mag. XXIV. 352 Weak small-beer, frothy

and malt less.

Ma ltloilg. dial. Also moltlong, -ling.

ANBUKY i, AM;LKBKHKY.
1610 MAHKHAM Klastcrp. \\. cviii. 390 The maltlong, or as

some Farriers call it, the maltworme, is a cankerous suar-

i-.uice aboue the houfe, iust vpon the cronet. 1704 Diet.
A //.s/. 1847 H.\T.i.i\VKi,i,,.lA ////i, . 1895 A&quot;. Anglian Gloss.,
M&amp;lt; ltlong, a sore or disease between or rather above the

clees of cattle (Johnson).

Ma lt-inaker. A maltster.

1455 AW/i of Parlt. V. .324/2 Thus is .. ye seld coirrtuen

peple that were wonte to Ix; Malt makers grevously hurt.

1551 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 115 The maltmakaris,
sellaris of malt, baxtaris. 1593 NOKUI-:^ A/Vf. J&amp;gt;rtt.,

M &ex
ii. 14 lialdock ..yeeldeth malt-makers not a few. 1691
TRVOM Art Rrcwiug (ed. 3) 52 These ill customs all M.mlt-
Makers ought to understand and avoid. 1753 CHAMHKKS
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;(/. .V////. s.v. Ulatt, Our bailey M:ill -makers have tried

all their skill to make good Malt of it [maize].

Mailman (mjVltuuvn). A maltster.

1408 E. E. Wills (1602) 14 lolm plot, Citaysyn and Malt-

94

I

man of Imidon. 1500-20 DLNBAR Poems xxxiv. 51 The
; mailman sais,

(

I God forsaik,. .Gifony bettir malt may be .

1576 GASCOIGNE Stecle Gl. H iij b, When maltemen make
vs drinke no firmeiilie. ai6vj MIDDLKTON No Wit lik
li ( man s in. i, J-^t each man look to his part now, and no
feed Upon one dish all four on s, like plain mailmen. 172
UK FOE J* ort. Mistress (1854) 5 He found money in cash t

1724
o
l

K OE *or. sress 154) 5 e oun money n cas to

pay the malt-man and the excise. 1737-8 Manch. School
J\c& (1866) I. 8 William son of Ellis Farmer of Salford,
mailman. 1889 UARNARD Noted Breweries I. 55 A mess-
room and lavatory, eic., for ihe mall-men.

( b. Proverbialphrases* Obs.
c 1530 f/ye II ay Spyttell House 62 in Ha/1. E. P. P. (i 866)

IV. 55 Make we Mery as longe as we can, And drynke a

pace : the deuill pay the malt man ! 1600 ROWLANDS Lett,
Humours Blood Sat. vi. 53 For he that is in Malt-mans
Hall inrolde, Cares not a poynt for hunger nor for colde.

Ma Ito-de xtrin. rhysiol. Chcm. (See quot.)
1900 GOULD Diet. JW., Maltodextrin CeHmO,-,. A car-

bonhydrate, intermediate between starch and maltose.

Maltolt, variant of MALETOLT Obs.

Maltose (n^HMfci). Chem. [a. F. maltose

(Dubrunfaut), f. MALT sb. : see -ONE.] (See quot.)
1862 WATTS tr. Gmelin s Handbk. Chem. XV. 338 Maltose.

The sugar produced from starch-paste by the action of malt
(or diastase) is, according to Dubrunfaut, different from

dextro-glucose. 1883 Standard 29 Nov. 3/2 Maltose is the
best. .of the sugar compounds. 1885 H. STOPES Malt y
Malting xi. 140 Maltose, when free from glucose sugars,
crystallises like cane-sugar or sucrose.

Maltot(e, variant of MALETOLT Obs.

i Maltout. slang. Obs. (See quot.)
1785 GHOSE Diet, V nlg. Tongue^ Ma-ltont^ a nickname for

a marine, used by sailors and soldiers of other corps, prob-

|
ably a corruption of matelot, the French word fur a sailor.

t Maltreat, pa.pple. Obs. rare l
. In 6 male-

trait. [? a. OF. maltrait, pa. pple. of ma/tnrire

to suffer.] V Suffered.

1592 WVRLKY Armorte, Ld. Chandos 36 News him was

brought. .How Lord Clisson had lost his head they told And
maletrait, tlie French kings jre t appease.

Maltreat (mrvltrrt), v. Also 8 maltrait,
maletreat. [a. F. maltraiter : see MAL- and
TREAT v. ] trans. To abuse, ill-use; to handle

roughly or rudely ; to ill-treat.

1708 COLLII.R l- urthcrl ind, I twv Stage 32 The Doctor
f FilmerJ agrees, .the Clergy ought by no means to be mal-

\

t raited [Or. Filmer had used the word ahu^ d J and ridi-

cul d on the Stage. 1739 CIBBKR Afiol. (1756) I. 61 This in

dignity cast upon a gentleman only for having maltreated
aplayer was[etc.]. 1759 STERNB 7 f.S/iam/y 1 1. xvii, Yortck,

i
indeed, was never better served in his life ! but it was a little

hard to male-treat him after, and plunder him after he was
laid in his grave. 1859 HOLLAND GoldF. iv. 49 It is against
the law thai she turn ihem out of doors, or kill them, or mal
treat them in any way. 1868 Miss VoHCB OtunMf 1. xxxiv.

290 The jurymen.. were often liable to be beaten and mal
treated in revenge. 1881 SAINTSBURV Dryden 172 The
metre, though a well-known English critic has maltreated
it of late, is a very fine one.

Hence Maltre-ated///. a.

1829 CAKI.VI.E J//5t\ (1857) II. 28 The cheerful thraldom of

this maltreated philosopher. 1864 Reader IV. 477/2 We
cannot take leave of this maltreated book without [etc.).

1901 Spectator 20 July 94/2 An unskilful physician was

imprisoned by the, family of a maltreated patient.

Maltreatment (mrcltrf tment). Also R male-
treatment. [ad, K. maltraitcment, f. maltraitcr :

see prcc. and -MENT.] The action of maltreating ;

the state of being maltreated.

1721 AMMI K^T Terrse Fil. Pref. (1754) 14 Nature will

sometimes rebel against principle, when it is long and griev

ously provuked by male-treatment and oppression. 1768
HLACKSTONI-: Conim. III. viii. 140 If the beating or other

maltreatment be very enormous . . the law then gives him
a separate remedy. 1816 COLKRIDCK Lay Xcrni, (1817) 379

fThey] afler much contumely, .and cruel mal-treatment on
all sides, rushed out of the pile. 1845 CAKLYLE Cromwell I.

i. 8 From this source has proceeded our maltreatment of ii

(the i7th cent.], our miseditings, miswritings (etc.]. i88a

J. HAWTHOKMC I- ort. Fool i. xxxv, Thus had his deliberate

maltreatment of another man b soul resulted in the lo^s of

his own moral free-wilL

Maltster (m^-ltstai). Forms: 4-5 maltestero,

malstero, 6 maultstor, 7 maulster, 7-8 malster,

7- maltster,
[f.

MALT sb. + -BHB.J One whose

occupation it is to make malt.
( 1370-80 Durham Aic. Rolls (Surtees) 3^8 Johannes

Molend Matstere. c 1440 Prontf*. Parv. 3^-4/1 MaUtere,or
maltestere (//., /*. mallar), brasiatri.r&amp;gt; I rasiator. 1577
HAKKISON Englandl. \\\. \. 95 b/2 Y making wheruffmault)
I will her set m such order, as my .skill ihen-in may vMnnl
vnlo, (for I am scarseagood mauluter). 1608 Nottingham
Kec. IV. 289 Jiucrie maltster in ihe lowneto furbcare bnjingr
uf barley. 1656 S. HOI.I \\n /.ara (1719) 141 Dukes and

Marquisses fall by the Ituliet or the Ax, when Dunghil-
Kakers and Maulsters out-Iive themselves. 1683 I, 1 1 Kt 1 1-

Jlrief Kcl. (1857) I. 26-2 The 2.?d [JuiH also came out
a proclamation, .for the apprehending . . Richard Kumbold,
malster [etc.]. 1729 SwtFTGrmiulOlttstieM Wks. i/si X. 124
Sir Arthur the Malster ! how line it will sound ! 1776 ADAM
SMITH IV. N. v.iu (i86g) II. 489 For the maltster to get back
ei-hteen shillings in the advanced price of his malt. 1830
M. DONOVAN Dow. /- ton. I. 79 The brewer or dutillei \\ ho
is his own maltster can always protect himself. 1863 K\w-
CKTT/W. Econ. iv. ii. (1876) 537 The Mult Duty is nominally

paid by maltsters.

Ma It-worm.
)
1. A weevil which infests malt. Obs.

c 1440 Proinp. Pan&amp;gt;. 46/1 liowde, mnlte-worme (/ . boude
t&amp;gt;f malte\ gitrgulio.

2. transf. One who loves malt-liquor ; a toper.
c 1550 Drinking Song in Skeltons Wks. (1843) I. p. x,

MALVERSATION.
I Then dothe she troule To me the bolle As a goode malte
! worme sholde. 1580 G. HARVEY Three Lett. 29 A morn-
\ ing bookeworm, an afternoone maltworm. 1596 SUAKS.

i Hen. II , n. i. 83 Mustachio-purple-hu d Rlaltwormes.

1605 Tryall Che&quot; , in. i. The whorson Mault-worni has a
. throat like the burning Clyme. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr.

Afr. in Jrnl. Geog, Soc. XXIX. 367 Many a gallon must be

drunk by the veteran maltworm before intoxication. 1876
Whithy Gloss.) Maut*wornt, a lover of beer.

t 3. =MALTIX&amp;gt;NG. Obs. rare 1
.

1610 [see MALTLONG].
Malt-WOrt (^m^ ltw^Jt). Forms : I mealt-

^

wurt, maltwyrt, 7 mault-, 8- malt-wort,
[f.

; MALT sl&amp;gt;. + \\&quot;OHT -J =\\ ORT I!
.

r looo /ELFKIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 129/6 Acinnm^
. mealtwurt. c 1050 Voc. ibid. 356/33 Acinnin, maltwyrt.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) It ft #f Mirth Wks. n. 181/2 He
..dipped some small quantity of the Lye, which he sup-

posing to be maul t-wort, dranke vp. 1731 P. SHAW Ess.
I A rtif. Philos. 41 The boiling down Malt-Wort to a Treacle.
!

&amp;lt; 1796 SIR J. DALKYMPLK Observ. Yeast-cake 4, I can make
i

molasses-worts as easily into cakes as malt-worts.

Malty (m^ lti), a. [f. MALT sb. + -Y.] jocular.
i Addicted to, affected by, or containing malt (in

the form of malt liquor). Also slang^ drunk.

1819 Metropolis III. 144 Tis degrading to see. .our malty
ladies of quality. 1823 JoN list Slang 117 Malty

1

;

drunk, with beer, or drunkish any how, stupidly so. 1852
DILKKSS Bleak Ho. xl, Thoj-e particular parts of the country
on which Doodle is at present throwing himself in an auri

ferous and malty shower.

b. Of the nature of or resembling malt.

1830 M. DONOVAN Dotn. Econ. I. 361 The bread would be
1

soft, clammy, greyish, and malty. 1892 WALSH y* rt(Philad.)
100 Japan Pekoe, .smooth in liquor and

*

malty in flavor.

Maluerte,Malure: seeMAuaimcK, MALHEUK.
Malurine (mifliur3in).a. Ornith. [ad. mod.L.

^lalunn-tis. f. Mctlurus (see below).
The name Malitrns (Vieillot 1816) was app. intended to

mean soft-tailed (bird) , repr. Or. naboupo? (Hesych.), f.

fj.d\6? (Theocr., once) variously conjectured to mean white *,

shaggy , or
*
soft -hovpa tail.)

Belonging to the Mafurinx, a small group of

: birds (chiefly Australian) o! which the typical genus
is MahtruS) the Superb \\arbler.
1862 WOOD Illustr. ftat. Hist. II. 274 Perhaps the most

I
curious example of the Malurine birds is the beautiful little

Kmeu Wren uf Australia.

Malurit(e, variant of MALKUKTEE Obs.

Malvaceous (nwelv^Jas), a. Bot. [f. late I,.

malvaccns (whence mod.L. Alalvace-;*^, f. inalva

\
mallow : see -ACKOUS.] Pertaining to the genus
JUatoa (the Mallow), or to the N.O. A/afoatw.
1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 64 An exact Division of Mallows,

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r Malvaceyus Plants. 1727 RAILEY vol. 1I f*&MCflnu,
, like, belonging to, or made with mallows. 1861 I IKNIII-V

Man. /&amp;gt; (?/. 209 Althfga rosca, and some other Malv;n e&amp;lt;Mi&amp;gt;

Plants. 1880 C. & F. DAKWJN Movem, PI. 232 The lca\e^

i
in several Malvaceous genera sink at night.

MaTvad. Bot.
[f.

L. matva mallow 4- -AH.]

l.indley s term for a plant of the N.O. Alafoaeex.

1845 T,INDLI-;Y .SV//. /&amp;gt; ( /. 45 Mallowworts, or Malvads.

Malvady, corrupt form of MAKAVEDI.

Malval(ma;*lval),fl. J^ot, \\.\,.maha MALLOW
+ -AL.] Only in Malval alliance, exogens : in

Lindley s classification, an alliance* embracing
the N.O. Afatoacex and other orders.

1836 LINDI I..Y *\at. Syst, Bot. (ed. 2) 92 The highest alli

ances in regard to structure are the Malval and Melial. 1846
I eS- Kingd. 368 Malval exogens, with columnar statin us.

|[ Blalvasia(malvasra). Alsomalvoisia. [It.:

see MALMSEY. Cf. Sp., Pg, malvasia, . malvoisie :

. see MALVOISIE.] =MAI.MSEY. Also atlrih.. as

inalva$iasack)M\\\ in I g. jihr. malvasia di Madeira

(ci. malmsey Miidcira, s.v. MALMSEY).
1839 Penny (&amp;gt;/. XIV. -262/1 The wine e.\|wrted is Ma

deira wine and Malvasiade Mailera. 1851 PIOKROW l.a:\ w.v
.\tiii. (189^ s&amp;lt;&amp;gt;oTheie is Malvoisia ,-at.k,. .and partridu . -tti l

le. (alit.0. 1895 Chain! . JrnL XII. 627/2 We entered the

.shiinty and drank malvasia.

Malveisyn, variant of MALVOISIE.

Malversation (malv^vi-Jan). [a. F. inal-

I crsution^ f. malvcner; see MALVFHSE v.] Cor-
i iupl behaviour in an office, commission, employ-
1

mciit, or position of trust ; an instance ol this.

I 549 Coutpl. Sift. NIX. 160 Quhen the pepil disobeyis thy
-ude doctryne throucht the euyl exempil of thy maluetsa-

tione, ihou sal he mair doubil puneist nor tha sal !_. 1669
MAHVKI.I, Let. to Mayor of Hnil Wks. 1776 I. 121 The
criminal jjarl of what is reported by the commissioners con

cerning his malversation in his office. 1776-83 J LSI AM ON u

tr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies \. 370 The malversation tint

pi&amp;lt;
vail in the manufactures, maga/ines, docks and arsenals

at r.atavia..ate scarcely to be paralleled. 1811 WELLING-
TON Let. to Cordon 12 June in Gurw. Desfi. 11838) VIII.

, 6 Those malversations in office ; those neglects of duly, .are

I&amp;gt;assed unnoticed. 1874 (IREKN Short Hist. viii. ix. 561

Charges of malversation and corruption were hurled at the

members of the House.

b. Corrupt administration of something.
1706 OK FOR Jure Div. Pref. 8 Bringing in a Foreign
ower to question him for Malversation of Government.

1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages 11872) I, 229 The kingdom was
reduced to the utmost danger .. as much by malversation

of its government, as by the armies of Kdward III. 1839

JAMKS Louis XI\
t
HI. it? The inquiry inio the malversa

tion of the finances. 1852 THACKKK.W Esmond in. v, Car-

donnel was turned out of the House of Commons, .for mal-

|
venation of public money. 1881 lii u K Snnri, lll..\i. 17^

Malversation of ju.stice aiuongs( those in a high grade.



iore grave errand than to try If the malvoisie hokU its

ur. 1861 DORA GRKENWELL roems 24 Flowing of the
no mo
flavou
Malvoisie And largesse clinking loud.

2. =MALMSKY 2.

1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 2o Thcr growethjhe Voyne
that ys callyd Mahtreysy and muskedell, 1883 STEVKNSON
Silverado Sq. (1886) 21 He ha

&quot;

his black malvoisies.

had broken ground up here with

MALVERSE.

fe. gen. Evil conduct. Oln. rare.

1751 J.
MACSPARRAN Amcr. Dlssated (1753) 12 Though

.some of the Felons do reform, yet they are so few, that tlit-ii

Malversation has a bad Effect upon the Morals of the lower

Class of Inhabitants.

t Malverse, ^. Obs, rare. [ad. K. malvcrser,
ad. L. male versart (inale wrongly, ill, tvrsarf to

behave, conduct oneself, passive freq. of vcrtfre to

turn).] intr. To act corruptly in a position of trust.

1671 Trite Nonconf. 13 He could not, inipmiZ, without

danger of punishment, mal-verse, much less subvert K&amp;lt;-.

ligion. 1714 W. KORIIKS Jnil. Session Pref. 8 The advocates

are subject to the authority of the I...ids, who. .may censure,

fine, or debar them from their Imployment for disobedience

or malversing in their office. 1733 P. LINDSAY Inteivst

Scot. 95 If any Judi^e shall neglect or refuse to execute the
i

Law, . .or Malverse in the Exercise of it, he is [etc.].

Malvoisia: see MALVAHIA.

Malvoisie (mre lvoizi). Obs. exc. arch. Forms :

4 malvesin, mauvesyn, 4-6 malvesye, 4 ;

-vesie, 5 -veisyn, mal(e)vesyn, nialveseye,

vaset, 5-6 -vasy, -vesey, 6 -vesy, -ie, -vase, .

-vese, -veseie, -vesyne, -weysy, Sc, mavasy,
mawissie, mavasie, 7 raalvasie, -ey, -vesie,

y malvoisie. [a. OF. mak fsie, ad. Tt. malvasia :

see MALMSET. The forms with final ;/ seem to

represent an adj. formation in OFr. : cf. med.L.

vinum malvasinum. The igth c. form malvoisie
j

is that of mod.Fr.]
1. MALMSEY I.

1379-80 Durham Ace. Rolls (Snrtees) 389 In uno pipe de
Malvesin. c 1386 CHAUCER Shipinans T, 70 With hym
broghte he a lubbe of Maluesye And eek another, ful of iyn

vernage. a 1440 Sir /V.C VT . 1415 And evere sche drowhom
the wyn, liothe the Roclie and the Reyn, And the good
Malvesyn. igoo-ao DUNISAR I octns xl. 14 All wyne to test

scho wald disdane Bot mavasy [7 . rr. mawissie, ma\ p asi(
|,

she bad nane vder. 1508 Extracts Al&amp;lt;cr,l. Keg. (1844)

Malwe, obs. form of MALLOW.

Maly(e;s, -ysyous, etc. : see MALICE, -icioca. .

Maly(n)coli, etc., obs. forms of MELANCHOLY.

Malyvolus, variant of MALEVULOUS Obs.

Maul 1

(miem). colloq. Also 6 mame, 6-7
mamme. [Not recorded before the i6th c., the

instance in one MS. of the Chester Plays being al

most certainly due to a late alteration of the text.

It is improbable that the word is adopted from the

Welsh mam (: Protoceltic *mamma) ; it seems
rather to have originated independently from a i

sound instinctively made by young children
; simi-

lar words for mother exist in many languages.
See MAMSIA .] A childish (formerly also a familiar

or vulgar) word for mother; corresponding to DAD
s6.1, but now more strictly confined to infantine

use or allusions to this. \Mam s loll : see LOLL ^i. 3.
? 11500 (MS. 1502) [see DAD so.1

]. 1573 TUSSER ffitsfi.

(i 878) 1 86 Yet cocking Mams,and shifting Dadsfrom schooles,
Make pregnant wits to prooue vnlearned fooles. c 1580
JEKMCRIB Kitgbears i. ii. 99 in Arckiv Stud. neu. Spr.

j

XCVIII. (1897) 309 Oh, thies mammes are exigent, thier

daughters prankes to hide. 1590 GREENE Never too late
i. (1600) H 2, When the boy saves, Mam, where is my

j

Dad, when will he come home? 1611 COTGR., Mammmn
(the voice of infants), Mam. 1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoft So
Then of this Child hee s Syre and Dam, And it may call

j

him Dad and Mam. 1710 E. WARD Brit. Hitd. in. 26 It

stroaks Pappa, and beats the Mam. 1757 ELIZ. GRIFFITH
Lett. ketw. Henry ff Frnnres (1767) II. 160 Has it [a child)
a broad, good-humoured countenance, like dad ; or a lively ;

eye, . . and saucy look, like mam 3 1816 Quiz Grand
Master Argt. i. i The hero of the tale appears, Leaving his
dad and mam in tears. 1872 HARTLEY Yorks. Ditties Ser. n.
112 Whear is thi Daddy doy? Whear is thi mam?
fb. reduplicated. Obs.

1606 SVLVESTER DH JSarlas II. iv. III. Schism 777 And
smiling sweet Mam-mam, mam-mam he cries [F. crie me a
tire me\.

fc. attrib. and Comb. Obs.

1509 NASHE Lenten Stuffs Wks. (Grosart) V. 269 The
nurse or mother Mampuddmg . .down she sunk to the earth.

1653 R- CAKPKNTER Anabapt. ll asltt 21 These. .Censnrers
know no other Language than Mam-English, or, their

mother tongue.

tMam-. Obs.rare~&quot;. [ad. L. mamma breast.]
1611 FLORIO, Mamma, a pap, a dug, a mam, a breast.

Mam, obs. form of MA AM.

Mama, variant of MAMMA .

t Mamalone. Obs. rare~ . [Obscure ; perh. a

misreading for mamalouc (see MAMELUKE).]
J799 JANE AUSTEN Lett. 8 Jan. (1884) L 192, I am to wear

a mamalone cap instead.. . It is all the fashion now.

Mamalucco, etc.: see MAMELUCO, MAMELUKE.
II Mamamouchi. The mock-Turkish title

pretended to have been conferred by the Sultan

upon M. Jourdain, in Moliere s play Le Bourgeois
\

95

Gentilhomme, TV. iii. ITonce occas. used for: A
pompous-sounding title; also, one assuming such

a title; a ridiculous pretender to elevated dignity.

1672 DRVOBN Assign. I rol. 30 You must have Mama*
mouchi, such a Fop As would appear a Monster in a Simp.
rt 1734 NOKI if E.vam. n. iv. 5 (1740) 233 So then he drops
his mammamouchi Outside of &amp;lt; &amp;gt;HK-S\ Plot in the dark, no
more to be heard of in that Re-inn. 1749 H. \V.\u-oi.K I. fit,

(1846) II. 287 This ridiculous Maniamouchi [The Duke f

Newcastle, Chancellor of Cambridge University!.
Comb. 1673 Mem. Madam Charlton 12 Charlton fant i-s

uoiliing less tlian to he made a Duke, or some strange

MaimnanioLichy-Titulado,
Mamaiiite (m/ Tnanait). Min. [f. Maman^

in Persia, its locality -f- -ITK : so named by A. Goebel
in 1865.] A sulphate similar to polyhalite, but

somewhat different in composition* (Chester Diet.

Names Jlfiti. 1896).

Mamay, variant of MAMMEE.
Mamble (mcu-ml/n, z. Obs. exc. tlia?. Also

3-4 mamel. [MK. mamelcn^ possibly repr. an

OK. ^niantelicin ----- OIUj. mammalon to stammer,

mutter, mod. Ger. dial, incmmcln to mutter, also

to chew slowly; an onomatopoeic formation with

frequentative suffix -LB : of. MAMMER, MUMBLES^.]
1. intf. To mumble or mutter ; to chatter.

ri275 l*ymt. Alfred 492 in O, J., Misc. 132 panne mini
mamelit more

)&amp;gt;anne
hit solde. 1377 LAM;L. / . / /. I , v. .-i

Of |ns inatcre I my^te niainely fill lon-t-. ll-id. \j. 408 Adam
..when he mamelcd alioutc mete and entermeted to knowe

PC wisdom and ^e witte of god he was put fraiu blisse.

2. To eat la/ily.
&amp;lt;f 1825 FOR BY I oc. F.. An^lia, Mamble ? ., to eat with

seeming Indifference, as if from want of appetite.

t Ma mbler. Obs. rare 1
. In 5 mammlero.

[f.
MAMBLE v. + -KK 1

.]
A voluble speaker.

((1400-50 Alexander 4498 For marcure was mansla^t a
mammlere of wordis.

t Mambling, vbl. sf&amp;gt;. Obs. [f.
MAMHLK 7-. t

-ING 1

.]
? =M.V.MMl :iUN&amp;lt;; 2.

1640 UP. HAI.L C/ir. Modcr. \\. ii. 5 He could rather In:

content the Angell of the Churcli of I.aodicea ^iiudd !&amp;gt;e quit*?
c tld, then in such a mambling of profession. 1648 MAM ON

Splr. Languish. 16 We content ourselves with a lukewarm-
nesseanda maxnbling of profession midling it Urt \vten Chri&amp;gt;t

and the world.

I Manibu. Obs. Also 8 mombu. [a. Ol
jj.

mainbu BAMBOO.] The bamboo.
1662 J. DAVIKS tr. Mandelslos Trar. 149 A sort of Canes,

by the lavkuis called Mambu. Ibid., On the Coast of

Malabar [etc.] this sort of Cane produces a drug called

Sacar Mamhus, that is, Suyar of Mambu. 1681 tiui vv

Mus.i-iini Ii. 223 Part of a soil of Mambu, a great Indian

Cane, Ibid, 225. 1797 Ency&amp;lt;:l.
ttrit. (ed. 3} II. 30-1 i A .-^lib-

stance called Tabaxir, or sugar of Monibn.

Maine, obs. form of MAIM sb.j MALM, MAM 1
.

Mamea, -ee, -eia, obs. ft&quot;. MAMMEE.
Mamel, variant of MAMIU.K.

II Mameliere. Hist. Also 9 rr.ammelidre,
-illiere. [Fr. : f. mamelle breast.] A piece of

armour consisting of a circular plate of metal cover

ing either breast.

1824 MKYRICK Anc. Armour III. Gloss., ManriUaria %

Mamillieres. 1834 PLANCH f: Brit. Costume U2 On the

breast are fastened sometimes one, sometimes two round

plates, called mamelieres. 1885 FAIRHOLT Costume in l.ng.

(ed. 3) II. 277 I he surcoat has openings or slits over the

mame lieres to allow of a chain passing through.

Mamellated, variant of MAMILL.VTED///. a.

t Mamelle. Obs. Also inammill. [a. F.

mamelle:^. mantilla, dim. of mamma breast.]
A woman s breast. Alsoy7s

r
.

(1430 Hymns Virg, (1867) i Thi mammillis, moder, ful

weel y meene, Y had to my meete bat y my31 not mys. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 135 b/2 Thenne Quyncianus. .comanded
lhat her brestis and mamellis shold be drawen & cntte of.

Ibid. 419/1 Nourysshed by the pappes and mamellys of the

Scrypture of holy chyrche.

Mamelon (msemS^h). Also mammillon,
mammeloii. [a. F. mamclon nipple, f. mamelle :

see prec.]
1. A rounded eminence or hummock.
1830 LVELL Princ. Ceol. I. 206 This mamniillon has been

largely quarried for lime. 1848 D. RORRKK Campaign agst.
Kahailes Algeria^ Upon the summit of two mammelons..
two French outposts were placed. 1893 K. H. BARKER
Wand. South. Waters 289 An isolated hill or mamelon in the

valley of the Lot.

2. A small hemispherical tubercle.

1871 NICHOLSON Palxont. 105 Ordinarily the tubercle con
sists of a rounded ball or hemisphere (the

* mamelon ).

Hence Mamelonated (mcu-melfuic ted) a., covered
with rounded protuberances.
1857 BUI.LOCK Cazeaitx Midivif. 47 Like the latter, its

two surfaces are flattened, and it is besides slightly lobular
and mamelonated. 1872 COHEN Dis, Throat 243 This gives
the part a rough mamelonated appearance.

il Mameluco (mxm\&amp;gt;ffk0). Also 9 mama-
lucco. [Pg., lit. a mameluke : see next.] A cross

breed between a white and a Brazilian Indian.

1863 BATES Nat. Awazons\. 35 note., Mameluco denotes the

offspringof White with Indian; Mulatto, that of White with

Negro. 1874 BURTON Cafitw. Hans Stade xv. (Hakl. Soc.)

45 Mamalucco, meaning the offspring of a white man by an
Indian woman, is now obsolete in Sao Paulo, where Caboclo
has taken its place. 1900 DRNIKER Races ofMan xiii. 545
The Mamelucos or Panlists of the province of Sao Paulo

(Pra7il), European and Indian half-breeds.

MAMILLA.

Mameluke (nwmel /7k). Obs. exc. Ilisf.

Forms : 6 mam m oluke, mam(m)eluc;k, mam-
inaluke, 6-S mamaluk. 6-y -luke, 7 mamme
luke, mamaluch,mamcluch,mammaluck,mam -

uluke, //. after It. form niiimaluchi, mama-
luc(c)hy, 7

S mamaluc kjS maraaluqiie, mame-
luc, 6- mameluke. Also 9 mamlouk, mamluk(e,
memlo(o^k. [Ultimately a. Arab. iJl^ mamlfik

slave, a subst. use of the pa. pple. of mahtka to

possess. The Turkish pronunciation is (meml/7k&quot; ;

d. med.L. mamehtc, mamehtchns (l2th c.), OK.
mameluZ) mamehs (mod. I

1

. mamehik
} mame/ottfy,

Sp., Ptj. mamclnco, It. mammaluco.]
1. A member of the military body, originally

composed of C auca^ian slaves, \\hich j-eiml the

thione of ICi^ypt in 1254, and continued to form

the ruling class in that country until the early pait
of the i yth century.
The Mameluke .sultans icigned from 125.1 to

.

1 5 I 7i when
the ()( tun i. in Sultan &amp;gt;&amp;lt; 11 tn I assumed the sovereignty. Sub

sequently Kijypt u:ts governed, under the in .ininal iiilc ot ;i

Ttnkish \i&amp;lt;:fi

i

oy, by -4 Mumeluke
ljey&amp;gt;.

In 1-11 ili&amp;lt;- Mann--
lukus remaining after the French war wure massacred by
Mohammed Ali, pasha of Kgypt.
1511 OLVI.I-OHI.K riigr. [Camdenl 13 There was a gretr

Ambasset of tlie i.oldans towardes \\Miyci ,
thai haddc in

his companyt: many Mamolukt-s. 1529 .Mui;i
I\vii/i&amp;gt;gt.

iv.

\\ ks. 279/1? ManiLiiolukes and Genisaries about y Turk and

Sowdan, hanc Vsed I&quot; ihii-tm tbtrir &amp;lt;liil lu-n of
|)iii-pi&amp;gt;-L-.

i_586
T. H. La 1 iitiuinJ. 1-r. Amd. i. i

-

\
Not loni;

since the souldan of (. ayre [was elected] uiit ut [be mamnif-
I ucks. 1600 J. I onv tr. Li o s Africa \ in.

;?i&amp;gt; Certaine

principall Mainalnkes . . enerie of whnm was captaine uf a

thousand inferionr Mamaluks; and their oilier ua-, to t ui

duct the Soldans forces. 1648 C. WAI.KKK //ist. Indejvnd. i.

145 [The K^yptians li\
p

e(Jj under vassalage to their o\\ n

Mamaluchi tir Atercenaries. 1658 EARL MON.M. tr. Pnrnta s

II ars Cyprus 46 It was taken by the aid &amp;lt; f the mamaluccby,
by James son to the same King illegitimate, 1704 Collet f.

I oy. (Churchill) III. 587 j Most of the JArwa/tf..were
slain. 1796 I!r. \\&quot;AI^ON Apol. tii!lc \ i. 59 It iKgypt] be-

caine subjeit..lo the Matnalucs, and now is a jnuviiict- it

the Turkish empire. 1796 H. HVNIKR tr. .V/.-/Vtv res Stud.

Xat. (17^9) 111. 46;, The twelve Heys of K.^ypt, &amp;lt; bu-^en fruin

amoiiij the Mamel ucs. 1801 WELLINGTON Afentoranditin
in (.iurw. D?s/&amp;gt;.

I. 314 Supposing that the Mamelukes should
be inclined to shake off the l- rench yoke and to co-operate
with us. 1813 Uvi-ioN Ih: Al-ydos \. viii, With Maugrabei-
and Mamalukc, His way amid his Delis [he] took. 1845
ELIOT WARBURTON Crcsc. fy Cross vii. 57 The Mamelukes
were young Georgian or Circassian slaves.

attrib. iy]* Ann. Reg. 18 The Mamaluck system. 1856
FREEMAN Saracens \\ . (1870) 158 The Mameluke Sultans.

2. A slave (in Mohammedan countries \
1600 HAKI.UVT I oy. III. 718, I shall presently banish all

the Mamalukes and white men which dwell in any of tho.v-

Indian townes. 1836 I,AM: Mod. hgypt. I. i6j Few of the

Egyptians have memlooks, or male white slaves. 1844 Mem.
Habvlonian P^cess II. 170 His Mamelukes, both while, and
black. 1884 J. I AVNK Talcs ft: Arabic I. 236 Now the

1 ersian had a inaineluke, as he were the full moon.

3. Jig. A (

fighting slave
*

of the Pope, etc.

1531 TiNDAi-F. l~..\ p. i John (1538) 41 Many. .are lie come
the Antichri.stes of Romes niamelukes. 1679 TOM TICKLE-
FOOT Trials II akcuian^ etc. gWIien they were listed amongst
the Pope s Mamalukes. 1680 HOI.KON I apisfs Oaf/i .SVt:ta\

7 That Oath which lilessed Ignatius Loyola imposed upon
liis Spiritual Mamaluks. 1833 COLKKIDGE Table-t. iS Apr.,
So long as the liishop of Rome remains Pope, and has an

army of Mamelukes all over the world, we shall do very
little. 1902 Content}, Rev. Dec. 788 The Assumptionists
are mere mamelukes of the \ atican.

4. atlrib. : mameluke-bit, the heavy iron bit

used by the Mamelucos of Brazil (see MAMKLITO) ;

mameluke point, the long double- edged cutting

point of the Mameluke sabre
;
mameluke sleeve,

a fashion of sleeve worn by women in Paris under
the First Empire.
1826 SIR F. HEAD Pampas 177, I.. took the iron mame

luke-bit out of his mouth. 1809 l,n. VAI.MXTIA / oy. III. 307
They [sabres] were all Persian, but some had been lengthened
in Kgypt at both ends, so as to give the ^Mameluke point,
which cuts both ways. 1898 LADY MARY LOYD tr. Uza)i,- s

Fashion in Paris iii. 55 Towards the close of the [First]

Kmpire, when. . mamelnke sleeves, and hair dressi-d a Ccn-

fanf, struck a feudal and gothic note.

I lence Ma &amp;gt;

meliikedom_/7i1
. , the condition of being

a Mameluke or fighting slave. Ma nielukery

Jig.) a body of Mamelukes , a party of enslaved

depredators.
1824 LANDOR Imag. Cow., Leopold fy da Paty Wks. 1853

I. 53/1 Our spiritual Mamelukery is as ambitious of power
and riches as if it had children to inherit them. 1900 Con-

temp. Rm. Mar. 455 The reduction of an entire nation to

intellectual serfdom anil moral Mamelukedom.

Mamente, Mameny : see MAUMET, MALMEXY.

Mamere, variant of MAMMEK r.

Mameri, variant of MAHOMERY Obs., mosque.
Mamey : see MAMMEE.
Mamie, variant of MAMMEE, MAMMY.

f| Mamilla (inivmi-la). Also 7-9 mammilla.

[L., dim. of mamma breast, teat.]

1. The. nipple of the female breast; also, the

male mamma .

1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mammilla. 1706
PHILLIPS fed. Kersey), Mammilla, a little Breast, Tet, or

Dug. 1889 Syd. Soc, Le.v., Mammilla,, -the nipple of the

mammary gland. Also, the male breast, or mammary gland.



MAMILLAB.

2. trans/. (Ana/.. Bot., etc.) Any nipple-shaped
j

organ or protuberance ; a papilla.
1818 KIRIIY & SP. Enlcmwt. 1 1. 279 In tliese apoclous walkers

the place of legs is supplied by fleshy and often retractile

mamilliE or tubercles. 1828 R. Kv&amp;gt;x tr. Cloqtict s An, it.

454 There occurs on the surface of the brain .. a sort of

whitish mammilla, which seemed to be concealed in the

interior of the nerve. 1843.!. t : WILKINSON tr. SwtJailmrgl
Anim. Kinfd. I. i. 21 Glandular mammilla or papilla.-. 1866

Tmu.Bet.ml* (.Ifamillaria) The mamilla;. .have little

tufts ofwhite hair between them. 1852 HKNSI.OW Diet. Hat.

Terms, Mamilla (a little teat). Little granular prominences
on the surface of certain pollen. 1889 BAHON in Q. Jml.
Cenl. Sac. XLV. 322 The crystals of others [sc. stones] assume

a mamillated form, the mamilla; being covered with minute

crystals. 1889 .Sj rf. .S . Lex., Mammillx, . . applied to the

conical or cylindrical organs of the Arachnida,. . Also, the

papilla or apices of the Malpighian pyramids in the kidney.

Mamillar (ma-milfu), a. In quots. raam-

millar. [a. L. mamillar-is, i. riiainil/a : sue MA

MILLA.]
= MAMILLARY 2.

1648 I. HEAT-MONT Psvrtte iv. cxxi, [Osphresis loq.] By the :

Mammillar Processions, I Embrace those pleasures which

my Sweets impart. 1832 MACGIU.IVUAY tr. HumMiit s

Trav. xviii. 251 Masses of rock, .emerge from its bosom,

some of a mammillar form. 1897 Alll ittfs Kyst. Mat. IV.

716 The surface is coarsely lobular or mammillar.

Mamillariform (maemilaeiif^im), a. rare, i

[f.
L. inamillari-s MAMII.LAU + -FORM.] Mamilli

form.

1869 E ig. Mech. 19 Nov. 225/1 A small mammillariform

object.

Mamillary (mteiniliri), a. Also 7 niam-

millarie,mammilary, 7-9 raammillary. [f.
L.

tnamillaris : see MAMILLA and -ARY -.]

1. Of or pertaining to the breast ; also, f having
mammae.
1669 W. SIMPSON Hydro!. Chym. 273 The. .milky juyce,

passing, .through the mammilary conduits into the breasts.

1792 BELKNAP // . AV:. Jfumfsli. III. 165 The
only

mamillaiy biped which re have, is the Bat. 1898 Allhitfs

Syit. Mfil, V. 981 To the left of the mammillary or mid-

thoracic line.

2. Of the form of a mamma ;
mammiform.

Mamillaryprocess : (ni the mastoid process of the temporal

bone; (I tfl. the metapophysis of the lumbar vertebra;; t(n

//. the olfactory lobes.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 433 The mamillary processes
which are the Organes of smelling. 1630 UI-LWKK Attthro-

pomet. 16 The bottom of the Kar iin which place tbe Mam-
millary processe is). 1722 (JuiNcv Lex. Physico-Mld. (ed. 2)

126/1 U is tbe Entry to the Sinus in the Mammillary Pro.

cess. 1741 MONRO Anat. Nci-: Cs (ed. 3) 39 The Mammil
lary Processes of the Brain. 1797 M. BAIU.IB Mori . Anat.

(1807) 274 The mamillary portion of the kidney.
_
1865 l.rii-

EOCK I reh. Tinifs :
\&amp;gt;

Small mammillary elevations which
are known as Indian corn-hills. 1881 MIVART Cat 39 The
anterior process . . is termed the mammillary process, or

Metapophysis.
b. Having mammiform protuberances.

1813 BAKKWKLL Introii. Geol. 355 MammiUnry, with a

number of convex smooth surfaces. 1830 LVI-:I.L Princ.

Geol. I. 202 Sometimes the travertin assumes precisely the

botroidal and mammillary forms, common to similar deposits,
in Auvergne. 1841 TRIMMKR I ract. Geof. 348 The sides of

the cells are coated with mamillary concretions. 1846 DANA
Zooflt. (1848) 265 Gibbous and coarsely mammillary.

c. Mamillary brooch (Antiq.) : one consisting
of two cup-shaped pieces connected by a handle.

iS6a W. R. \ViU)E Catal. Gol,l Attti,/. R.Irish Aca.l. 57

Mammillary Fibula: For the sake of distinction and arrange
ment, \ve have applied this term to a class of gold oniam. -nts,

of great diversity of sixe, found in abundance in Ireland.

1861 D. WILSON I rrh. Ann. I. ir. vi. 459 Tbe dilated gold
JibulEe styled .. Mamillary Brooches.

Ma millate, &amp;lt; Alsomamm-. [ad. L. mainil-

lal-us, i. mamilla MAMILLA + -ATE 1
.] =next.

1826 KIRHY & Si-. Knlmnol.yj. 311 Feelers (Palpi). .Mam-
millate..when tbe last joint is very short, smaller than the

preceding one, and retractile within it. 1847 W. DARLINGTON
Amer. IVeuls ff Useful PI. (1860) Gloss., Mamillat?, coni

cal, with a rounded apex. 1873 BI.AKK y.oal. 38 The teeth

in Mastodon mammillate, often numerous, and with every
intermediate gradation.

Mamillated (mre-mik ted), ///. a. Also 8-9
mammillated, 9 mammalated, mam;m)el-
(l)ated, raammilated. [f.

MAMILLATE a. + -ED 1
.]

1. Having rounded protuberances or projections;
covered with mammiform excrescences, spec, in

Path, as a morbid condition of certain viscera ; also

Geol. and Min.
1741 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLI. 713 The inward Mem

brane had on its concave Surface a sort of Villosity wrinkled
and mamillated. 1801 BOURNON il id. XCI. 172 This ore fre-

5
uentlyassumes a mamillated form. 1823 \V, PHILUI-S/W/&amp;gt;V(/.

fiiieraUcd. 3) p. Ixxxv, A mineral presenting aggregations
of large sections of numerous small globes is termed botry-
oidal ; but when the globes are larger, and the portions are

less, and separate, the appearance is expressed by the term
mamillated. 1845 DARWIN / *oy. Nat. iii. (1879) 46 The mam
millated country of Maldouado. 1865 GEIKIE Seen. # Geol.

Scot. vii. 176 The rocks are worn into smooth mammillated
outlines. 1898 Alltntt s Syst. Med. V. 920 This a merely
mammillated or corrugated surface will not do.

2. Having a nipple-shaped process or part.

1839 SOWHRBY Conch. Man. 62 Maininillated, a term ap
plied to the apex of a shell when it is rounded like a teat.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 119 Spire short, apex mammil.
lated. 1661 HII.MK tr. Moquin- l andon n. in. v. 156 The
cases from the pistacias are. .mammelated, light, with a

turpentine flavour.

96

Mamillation (mnemil^ JanX Iii qnots. raam-

millation. [f.
MAMILLA + -ATIOX.]

1. The condition of being mamillated.

1856 MAYNK Expos. Lex^ Mammillation. Term applied

to the appearances of little prominences like granulations

on a mucous surface, as of the stomach sometimes in Phthisis*

etc. 1877 KOBF.KTS Jlandl-k. Med. (ed. 3) 1. 120 The stomach

occasionally presents, .inaminillation, softening [etc.].

cotter, in pi. Rounded bosses.

.

rocks have been ..rounded by the passage of moving ice.

Mamilliferous (raaemili iews), a. [f.
MA

MILLA + -(I)FEBOUS.] Having or bearing mamillflC.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Le.\ : 1891

Athcnxnm 30 May 703/1 The division of the mammalia

into a mammilliferous and a non-mammilliferous series.

Mamilliform (m&mrUffsm), a. Also mam
milliform. [f.

MAMII.LA + -(I)FOKM.] Shaped like

or resembling a mamilla ; nipple-shaped.
1843 FOKIIKS in rroc. Berw. Nat. Clnb II. No._ 11. 79

Among which are . . interspersed numerous mammilliform

tubercles. 1846 DANA ^w^A. (1848)423 With mammilliform

prominences when contracted. 1888 A. S. WOODWARD in

Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLIV. 147 The teeth upon this surface

are quite mammilliform. 1880 OL NTHEK Fishes 162 The
filaments, .are beset with mamilliform appendages.

Mamilloid (mse miloid), a. In quot. raamm-.

[f.
MAMILLA +

-oii&amp;gt;.] Resembling a mamilla.

1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 925/2 The first and second

plates [of the molar] have two mammilloid summits.

Mamillose (marmi 1^:3), a. [f.
MAMILLA +

-OSK.] Having mamilliform organs or parts.

1856 in MAYNE K.vpos. Lex. 1889 in
.)&amp;gt;/.

Soc. Lex.

Mamio, obs. form of MAMMEK.

\ Ma mish, a. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [f.
MAM j/&amp;gt;.* +

-TSU.] Uxorious.

?i64i Hi 1
. HALL Women s I cil Rem. Wks. (1660) 240

If thu Crown be set upon the head (as the husband may give
honour to the weaker \e-selj yet it is a pittyful head that is

not better then the crown that adorns it. . . None but some
mamish Monsters can question it.

Mamlouk, rnamluk(e, obs. ff. MAMELUKE.

Mamma 1

, mama (mamfr). [A reduplicated

syllable often uttered instinctively by young chil

dren, who are in many countries taught to use it as

their word for mother* (esp. where the ordinary
word in the language begins with m\
The Indogermaiiic type iiiainiiiri, as a child s word for

mother, is found as Gr. jia/i/Ajj, L. mamma (whence It.

m,intnia) t OSK, Russian MUMa, Lith. Mama, Irish warn
(O Brien); also in Welsh warn, which is the only word for

mother
, though modr* survives in some compounds. The

F. manian (Cotgr. 161 1 tHatnmata\ like the earlier mam-tnti

(1584111 Hatz.-D.irm,), appears to be an independent adoption
of tlie instinctive infantine utterance; the Sp. mamd, Pg.
mamae

t may perhaps be from French.

Apart from the two i6th c.
quo_ts.

in which the word is

u.sed with reference to a child s first attempt to speak, the

Eng. mamma has not been found earlier than near the end
of the i7th c., after which time it rapidly became common.
TIiu En^. word of the i7~iSth c. (rimed by Sbadwell with

a-w} prob. represents a spi.ken form adopted from the F.

maman\ the spelling may Imvi: l&amp;gt;een suggested by Latin or

It., or it may possibly have been originally meant to express
the native English form (tna ma, mp ma), which is still

current in many dialects. In educated use, so far as is known,
the stress has in Kngland always been on the last syllable ;

in the United States, nowever, the stress ma mma is the more
usual; a prevailing U. S. pronunciation is represented by
the spelling nwmma, occasionally used in novels. The
spelling mama t sometimes used in the iStli c., became
somewhat common after 1800, and is especially frequent in

the novels printed c 1830-50. It is now rare.]

A word employed as the equivalent of mother :

chiefly used in the vocative, or preceded by a possess.

pronoun (as my mamma ) ;
also without article

in the manner of a proper name (e.g.
* Mamma

is well ) ;
less usually with a, the, or \\\ plural.

The status of the word has always been the same as that
of PAPA*. In the i8th c., although tna itiiua as UM d by
yntin;jj children was probably common, mamma seems to

have been confined to the higher classes, and among them
to have been freely used not only by children! but by adults
of both sexes. In the igtli c. its use: was much extended,
and among the lower middle class was a mark of gentility*.

Latterly it has in England become unfashionable, even as
used by children.

[1555 F.DKN Decades 44 They were turned into frogges, ami
cryed toa,toa, that is, mama, mania, as chyldren are wont to

crye for the mothers pappe.] 1579 LVLY /i/////t f (Arb.) 129
When the babe shall now begin to tattle and call hir Mamma,
with what face can she heare it of his mouth, vnto wlunn
she hath denyed Mamma? 1690 LOCKK Hum. Umf. m.ii. 7.

191 The Ideas of the Nurse, and the Mother are well framed
in their Minds. .. The names of Nurse and Mamma, the
Child uses, determine themselves to those Persons. 1691
SH.UAVKI.L Scowrers EpiK, Ho\v can one stand in awe Of
a vain Tawdry, Amorous Mamma? 1710 E. WARD Brit.
llitd. in. 26 So the sweet Babe of Early Wit, To please
Mamma does Daddy beat. 1727 GAY Begg. Op. \. vlii.

(1729) ii My Mama drinks double the quantity. 1728K WAI.KKR Life Alex. Pcden in Biog. Presb. (1827) I. 140
Our. .old Scots Names are gone out of Request; instead of
Father and Mother, Mamma and Papa, training Children
to speak Nonsense. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II. clxxi.

132 At which I am uneasy not as a Mamma would be, but
as a Father should be. 1758 ELIZ. ROSE in Family Rose
Kilravock (Spakl. Club) 431 Papa and mamma are well.

1773 fJoLDSM. Stoops to
Con&amp;lt;/.

v. (ed. 2) 94 Tony, Alack,
mama, it was alt your own fault. 1811 L. M, HAWKINS C^tess

MAMMALIA,
fy Gertr. (1812) I. 52 Poor Tom must shift with his outgrown

Coat, because Papa has just given Mama a row of pearls.

n 1814 Fam. Politics in.iv. in A ew Brit, Theatre (1814) II.

?i 4 Ethv, ..One more trial, my delightful mama. Lady Jez.

How often have I told you not to apply that vulgar appel
lation to me? 1819 UYKON Juan i. xlviii, I can t but say
that his mamma was right. 1838 LVTTON Alice i. vi, You
should make your mamma take you to town. lAfBDtCKBHB
Donibey xxxv, Florence is ready to receive her father and
her new mama. 1887 KCSKIN Prxterita II. 241 [I read

my] work to papa and mamma at breakfast next morning,
as a girl shows her sampler.

&quot;b. Used as a prefixed title.

17.. SIR J. MARRIOT in Dodsley Coll. Poems (i?55^ IV.

289 The cruel Fates their rage relented, And mama Venus
had consented.

C. Jiff, (jocular only).
1844 THACKERAY May Gambols Wks. 1900 XIII. 443 The

exhibition of the New Society . . ha* grown to be quite as

handsome . . as that of its mamma, the old Society in Pall

Mall East.

d. Comb.: mamma- in-law jocular = MOTHER-IN-

LAW ; niamma-pian [K. maman pian~\ t
a * mother

tubercle of the disease known as *

yaws ; a yaw .

1855 THACKERAY Newcomfs II. 259 Recalling some of

mamma- in-law s dreadful expressions which make me
shudder when I hear them. 1895 CLIVE HOLLAND Jap.
ll ife (ed. n) 36, I do not altogether like my mamma-in-
law. 1889 Syd* Soc. Lex., Mama pian. 1898 P. MANSON
Trap. Diseases xxvii. 428 note, A large persistent yaw is

sometimes known as the mother , grandmother
*

or

mama-pian .

1 1 enceMamma 1 z;.
,
to call by thename of mamma .

1748 RicHARDSONC/ar/a(i8u) III. 359 Pris. will Mamma-
up Mrs. Sinclair.

||Mamma -(marma). PI. -89. [L.] The milk-

secreting organ of the female in man and the other

mammalia. Also the corresponding but non-secret

ing structure in males.

noso Prudentiits Gloss, in Germania (1878) XI. 401 In

fapillasi an mamman. 1693 in tr. Blatuartfs Phys. Diet.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Afatnma, a Ureast, Pap, or Teat.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mamma [with anatomists], a Fireast,

Pap or Teat; also a Dug in Cattle. 1795(566 MAMMARY i).

1804 AIIERNKTHY Surg. Obs. 21 In the mamma they [the

vessels] seem to be rather large than numerous. 1845
CHAMBERS Vestiges (ed. 4) 198 The mammae of the human
female.. also exist in the male. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man
I. i. 17 The mamma; of male quadrupeds, 1887 BCTLIN
in Brit. Med. Jrnl. I. 573/1 The very free removal of the

mamma .. recommended by Mr. Hanks [etc.]. 1887 Athe-

iixnm 8 Jan. 66/2 The pectoral position of the mammx in

the Sirenia..gave rise to the legend of the mermaid.

T&quot;
Ma mmaday. Obs. [Of obscure origin : cf.

mod. dial. mamaJy (Line.) a sweetmeat made of

boiled sugar .] ? Nurse s milk,
*

pap (Jig.). Also

attrib. b. As a term of contempt : A milksop*.
1589 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. (1593) 74 Nothing, but

pure Mammaday, and a fewe morsels of fly-blowne Euphu-
isme, somewhat nicely minced for puling stmnackes. Ibid.

136 This M.-fnimaday hath excellently knocked himselfe on

the sconse with his owne hatchet. 1603 HARSSF.T Pop,

Impost. 29 If their Conies be Protestants, .then some holy
Ceremonies, .must be solemnly used, .to bring them to lie

betweene the swtete breasts of their holy mother the Romish
Church that the Mammaday, which shall be given them,

may doe them the more good. 1618 N. B. Courtier \
Conntiym. }) 4 b, Thy meat lasts all of mammaday pudding,
which breaking at both ends, the stuffing runnes about

the Pot.

Marnmfflforni : see MAMMIFORM.
Mammal (mrc mal), J/&amp;gt;. [First used in pi. as

an anglicized form of MAMMALIA.] An animal of

the class mammalia.
1826 Cioon l&amp;gt;k. Nat. II. ii. 52 As we have no fair synonym

for it [Mammalia] in our own tongue, 1 shall beg leave now,
as 1 have on various other occasions, to render it mammals.

1843 CHAMBERS I estigcs (ed. 4) 199 The ornithorhynchus is

a mammal receding to near the grade of birds. 1859 DAR
WIN Oriff. Spec. x. (1873) 283 True mammals have been dis-

i.ivnrd in the new red sandstone, i8sj)
GF.O. ELIOT A.

Rette vii, There is one order of beauty which seems made to

turn the heads . . of all intelligent mammals, even of women.

b. attrib., as mammalfcetus, form, giant.
1845 CHAMBKRS Vestiges (ed. 4) 207 In the mammal foetus,

. .the organ has the form of a prolonged tube. IHtf., It be-

tomes a full mammal heart. 1879 tr. Hmtckt?* &V*l. oj
Man I. i. 3 Amphibian and Mammal forms. 1902 T. GILL in

Pop. Sci. Monthly Sept, 436 A whale may be alluded to as

a gigantic mammal or a mammal giant.

t Mammal, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. mam-

ni(ll-is.~]
1 crt^ining to the m.imm& or breasts.

1656 lii.orNT Glosspgr. s. v. I eiu, Mammal veine (vena
mammalis} is double, an inward and an outward one, dis

tributed among the parts of the brest. [From Cotgr., / fine

inawmale^\

Mammalated, obs. form of MAMII.LATKD a.

II Mammalia fma-nv -liu), //. [mod.L. mam
malia ^Linnonis), neut. pi. of late L. mammalis

adj., f. mamma-, see MAMMA *.] A class of the

animal kingdom the members of which are charac

terized by the possession of mammae in which milk

is secreted for the nourishment of the young.
The Mammalia are divided into the placenta! and the

intplaccntal mammalia (see the adjs.), the latter comprising
only the marsupials and monotremes. Except the mono-

tremes, the mammalia are all viviparous.

1773 Encycl. Brit. III. 362/2 The First Class, Mam
malia, Is subdivided into 7 Orders. 1817 LAWRENCE Lec
tures (1823) 101 In the mammalia, .we descend from man
to the whale or seat. 1832 DF. LA BECHE Geol. Man.
(ed. 2) 297 The remains of mammalia have not yet been



MAMMALIAN.
detected in the cretaceous group. i88r MIYART in Nature

No. 615 . 337 We and beasts constitute .. the class Mammalia.

Mamma Hal, a. noncc-wii. = MAMMALIAN.
1835 T. HOOK G. Gurney in ffnu Monthly Mag. XLIV.

167 Men, women, and children, not to speak of animals,

ornithological and mammalial.^
Mammalian (msem^i-lian), a. and iff. [f.

MAMMALIA + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the mammalia.

1851 D. WILSON A rchxol. r Preh. Aim. Scotl. I. i. 22 Ex-

tensive discoveries of mammalian remains. 1855 W. S. DAL
LAS in Syst. Nat. Hist. II. 375 Most of the bones in the

Mammalian skeleton are solid. 1880 HAI GHTON I hys. Gcog.

iii. 81 The lower forms of Mammalian life.

B. sb. One of the mammalia.

1835 KlRBY Hal , ff Inst. Animals II. xxiv. 515 The bears,

the foxes, and other Mammalians. 1863 FARRAR Chaft.

Lang, 15 The action is as instinctive to them as sucking

is to every infant mammalian.

Mammaliferoiis (msemalrferas), a. Geol.

[f.
MAMMALI-A + -FERGUS.] Containing mam

malian remains.

1851 Richardson s Geol. x. 356 The mammalifarous crag

consists of shelly beds of sand [etc.). 1857 H. tttUJTttt.
Rocks ii. 79 Not until the great mammaliferous period is

fairly ushered in, do either the bats or the whales make their

appearance in creation.

1 Loosely used for MAMMALIAN.
18735. GF.IKIF. Gt. Ice Age xi. 150 The strata containing

mammaliferous remains.

Mammality (nnx marlili). rare~^. [f.
MAM

MAL + -ITY.J Tlie attribute of being mammalian.

1899 J. FISKE Through Nature to God it. xi. 125 The
Australian duck-bill, a relic of the most ancient incipient

mammality, is still oviparous.

Maiumalogical (mfemal(vd;$ikal), a. [f.

MAMMALOGY -t- -ICAL; after F. mammalogiqitc: ]

Pertaining to mammalogy.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1859 OWEN Classif. Mammalia

34 Mammalogical systems which .. have been proposed. 1879
tr. De Quatrffages Human Spec. r63 Agassi? thus destroys
the homogeneity of the mammalogical fauna.

Mammalogist (msemje lod.^ist). [f.
MAM

MALOGY + -1ST; after F. mammalogiste. ] One
versed in mammalogy.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 353/1 Aldrovandus, Jonston, and

the rest of that class of mammalogists, seem to have followed

Gesner. 1883 Academy i Dec. 365/3 [Cites the word as a
1

neologism from F.ncycl. A mcricand\.

Mammalogy (msemEe lodji). [irreg. f. MAM
MALIA + -LOGY; a.l\.er7.mammalogje.~\ The science

of mammals.
&& Penny Cycl. III. 229/1 Fischer, the most recent writer

upon mammalogy, enumerates eleven different species of

baboons. 1854 OWEN Skcl. $ Teeth in Circ. Sci., Organ.
Nat. I. 301 The Systematic Mammalogies.

Mammaluck, -luke, obs. ff. MAMELUKE.

Mam-mam, reduplication of MAM 1.

Mammary (mre-mari), a.
[f. L. mamma (see

MAMMA*) I--ARY!.]
1. Of or belonging to the mamma or breast.

Also absol. = mammary artery.
1682 T. GIBSON Anat. (1697) 2t It has Arteries and Veins

from the Mammary, and Epigastrick, and from those of the

Midriff, orthe Phrenick. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mam
mary Vessels, the Arteries and Veins that pass thro the

Muscles and Glands, or Kernels of the Breasts. 1795 HOMF.

in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 230 The mammary branches run

the same mammary exuberance. 1862 H. W. FULLER Vis.

Lungs 4 The mammary is bounded above by the third rib.

1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2097 Epit. Med. Lit. 38 The
third left rib was resected, the internal mammary ligatured.

2. Having the form of a mamma, t Mammary
sarcoma (see quot. 1889).
1804 Mt d. Jrnl. XII. 466 Below are small mammary

projections about to be the outlets to the cysts beneath

them. 1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 191
When the tumour is known.. to be either a mammary, a

tuberculated, or medullary sarcoma, care should be taken

[etc.]. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mammary sarcoma, an old

name for one of the denser varieties of sarcoma . . from its

resemblance on section to a portion of mammary gland.

Mammate (mje-mAt), a. [ad. L. mammat-ns,
f. mamma MAMMA 2 + -ATE 2

.] Having mamm*.
1836 MAYNE Expos. Lex,, Mammatus, .. having mammae

or breasts : mammate. [In mod. Diets.]

Mammato- (maem^ to), used as comb, form

of L. mammatiis (see prec.\ in meteorological
terms descriptive of clouds which have the form of

rounded festoons, as mammato-cirrus, -cumulus.
1880 LEY in Nature i Jan. 211/1 In the first sketch cu

mulus is shown with fracto-cumulus
; .. in the third the

characteristic base of mammato-cumulus ; and in the fourth

that of mammato-cirrus . *

t Ma mmeated, a. Obs.-&quot;. tt. L.mam.meat-
us (irreg. f. mamma breast) -t- -ED l.]

= MAMMATE.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mammeated, that hath Paps or

Teats, or that hath great ones. [In mod. Diets.]

Mammee (mrerm-). Forms : 6 mamea, ma-
meia, mamio, 7 mamay(n, mamme, mammet,
S mamie, mammey, 7-9 mamey, mamee, 9

maumee, mammy, 7- mammee. [In Sp. mamey,
from Haytian ;

cf. F. mamey, mammte (the latter

from mod,L. Mammea, introduced by Linnaeus).]
1. A large tree {Mammea americana, N. O.
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Guttifcrte) of tropical America (now almost na-
(

turalized in parts of tropical Africa and Asia),
which bears a large fruit with a yellow pulp of

pleasant taste. Also, the fruit of this tree.

1572 HAWKS in llakluyfs I oy. (1600) III. 464 Fruits of

the countrey. .as plantans. sapotcs,. .mamios, limons [etc.].

1588 N. W.lfoy. T.Ca-.&amp;gt;endis/imHal&amp;gt;lii)!t(i5%q)%ii\iLMMK,

mameias, pineaples, oranges and limons. 1593 J. WHITE in

Haklnyt (1600) III. 282 Yong plants of Orenges, Pines,

Mameas, and Plantanos, to set at Virginia. 1604 K. G[RIM-

STONF.] D Acosta s Hist. Indies iv. xxiv. 278 These Mamayes,
Guayauos, and Paltos, be the Indians peaches, apples, and

peares. 1672 R. HLOME Descr. Jamaica?*, Pome-granates,
Cocar-Nuts, Limes, Guavars, Mammes, Alumee-Supotas
[etc.]. 1684 iiucaniers of America I. ii. n Some of the

most ordinary [Fruits], .are.. Mamayns, Ananaes. 1685 I..

WAFF.R /
t&amp;gt;r. (1729) 301 The Samballoes are low, flat, sandy

islands, covered with a variety of trees; especially with

Mammees, Sapatlilloes, and Manchineel. 1697 DAMPIF.R

/ ay. (1729) I. 187 The Mammet is a large, tall, and straight-

bodied tree [etc.]. 1760-72 yuan K, Ulloa s I oy. (ed. 3)

I. 76 The Mameis are of the same colour as the sapotes.

1764 GRAINT.ER Sugar Cane iv. 502 Thee, verdant mammey,
first her song shall praise. 1852 TH. Ross Hitmboldfs Trav.

I. iv. 153 The Delta.. is a fertile plain covered with Mam
mees, Sapotas (achras),. .and other plants. 1866 MARY B.

CLARKE flosses fr. Rolling Stone 120 And zapotas, rough
and brown, With the mamey and the mango, Cast their

luscious sweetness down.

2. = Mammee-sapota.
1866 Trcas. Bot. 715/1 Mammee, Lncnma mammosum.
3. attrib., as mammee-stone, -tree : mammee-
apple = sense I

; African mammee-a. (see quot.

1887); mammee-sapota, the marmalade tree, i

I.ucuma mai/imosa, or its fruit.

1683 J. POYNTZ Tobago 9 The *Mamme Apple grows to

the Magnitude ofa Pound Pear.. .Then there s the Mamme
Supporter, much of the same Nature with the former.

1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xix. 73 Among many other

excellent fruits, I observed one which is here called the

Mammee apple. 1829 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I.

144 They will send a deputation . . to give every honest

woman a shaddock and a mamee-apple for her little boys.

1863 R. F. BUKTON Wand. W.Afr. II. 34 Custard-apples,

gnavas, . .maumee-apples. 1887 MOI.ONEY Forestry W. AJr.
280 African Mammee apple (Ochrocarpits africanits), a tree

40 to 50 feet high. 1683 *Mamme Supporter [see mammee
apple]. 1697 DAMMED I oy. (1729) I. 203 The Mammee-

Sappota Tree is different from the Mammee described at

the Island of Tobago, a 1726 H. BARHAM Hortus Amer,
Index (1794), Mammee-sapota, Achras sapota. 1864 GRISE-

BACH Flora II . Ind. 785 Mammee-Sapota, Lucnma mam-
mosa. 1681 GREW Musxum II. 190 A Great *.Mammee-stone

. . A little Mammee-stone . . A round Mammee-stone. 1693

rhil. Trans. XVII. 620 The Mammee-Tree of the West-

Indies. 1723 SLOAXK Jamaica II. 123 The Mammee-tree
.. is above sixty Foot high [etc.]. 1871 TVLOR Prim. Cult.

II. 56 The delicious fruit of the mamey trees.

Mammelated, variant of MAMILLATEP.

Mammeli6re, variant of MAMELIERK.

Mammellated, obs. form of MAMILLATED a.

Mammelon, variant of MAMELON.

Mammeluek, -luke, obs. ff. MAMELUKE.

Mammenye, variant of MALMKXY Ol&amp;gt;s.

t Ma mmer ,
v. Obs. Forms : 5 memere, ma-

mere, 6 mamber, mam(m)or, 6- mammer. [An
imitative formation (with frequentative suffix -ER) ;

cf. mamble, mumble, slammer.
It is doubtful whether this has any connexion with the

OE. mamrian occurring in Ps. (Thorpe) Ixiii. 5 (paer hi

mamriacv man & unriht=iVuIg. scrntantes scrntinio), app.

meaning to devise, think of ,or with the mamor sb., found

as a gloss on sopor sleep.]

intr. a. To stammer, mutter, b. To vacillate,

waver, be undecided.

14.. Antnrs of Arth. no (Douce M.S.) Hit marred, hit

memered, hit mused for madde. c 1423 Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker

668/26 Mntnlan, to mamere [cf. Ags. Glosses ibid. 447/30

Afvtulat, stommeteS i.e. stammers], a 1553 BRADFORD
in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 313 Tyl he [sc. Adam] forsoke

god. .began to mamber of the truth, & to frame hymselfe

outwardly to doe that which his conscience reproued in

wardly., til then, I say, god did not departe and leaue him

to himselfe. 1566 DKANT Horace, Sat. n. iii. G v b. Yea
when she daygnes to sende for hym, then mammeryng be

dothe doute, What should 1 go? 1604 SHAKS. Oth. ill. iii.

70, I wonder in my Sonle What you would aske me, that

I should deny, Or stand so mam ring on? 1617 COLLINS

De/. Bp. Ely If. vii. 254 Would you haue them to mammer,
as Elias said merrily once of Baal, Perhaps he is gone to

warre,.. so perhaps he is gone to Purgatory? 1842 AKER-
MAN Wiltsh. Gloss., Hammered, perplexed.

t Ma-mmering, -M. sb. Ol&amp;gt;s. [ + -INCJ i.]

1. A stammering, muttering.
c 1423 i ac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 668/27 ff&quot; mntnfatio, mamer-

yng. 1567 HARMAN Ca-veat (1869) 72 [He] drank to his

wyfe and fell to his mammerings and mounched a pace.

2. A state of doubt, hesitation, or perplexity;

chiefly in phr. in a mammering.
1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 343/1 He was in a mamer-

ing whether he would retourne agayn ouer the sea. 1333

Apol. xlii. ibid. 911/2 V matter was in a mamering before y9

changa,was made. 1537 St. Papers Hen. l- I/f, I. 527 The

people in all partes..are very wylde, . .at no stay, but in a

mamoring, what they may do. 1379 W. WILKINSON Confut.

Familye ofLove 8 b, God . . keepe us from falling away from

the truth, or standing in mammering therof. 1609 [Hp. W.
BARLOW] Answ. Nameless Cath. 115 Hee. .did protest euen

while matters were in a mammering. 1612 R. CAKPENTER
Sonles Sent. 72 The carnall man stands here at a mammering
and maruelling how it can bee done. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gate

i Lang. Unl. xc. 886 The one goes on forward .. without

respit, the other staggers (is in a mammering).

MAMMOLB.
t Ma-mmering, ppl. a. Obs.

[f.
MAMMER v.

+ -1NG-.] Hesitating.
1581 J. BELL Haddm s Ansv&amp;gt;. Osor. 358 This doctrine

doth abolish quite the doctrine of the law, of repentaunce,. .

and commaundeth a mammering doublfulnesse.

Ma mmery. Ol&amp;gt;s.rare~ . In 6 mamorie.

[f.
MAMMEK v. + -v.]

= MAMMERIXG sb.

1578 H. WOTTON Coiirtlic Contrcrv. Cupids Cantels To
Rdr., My quill remayned long (as men say) in a mamorie,
quiuering in my quaking fingers, before I durst presume to

publishe these my fantasies.

Mammet, obs. f. MAMMEE; variant of MAUMET.
Mammetrous, -try.var. ff. MAI-METROUS, -TRY.

Mammey, Mammie, see MAMMEE, MAMMY.
JVIammifer (mos mifai). Now rare. [a. F.

mammifere, orig. used in pi. as ad. mod.L. mam-

mifera: see next.] = MAMMAL sb.

1832 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. 91 The terrestrial mammifers.

1877 DAWSON Orig. World 356 The carnivorous mammifer.

llMammifera(iiiremi feia). rare. [mod.L.neut.

pi. of *mammifer adj., f. L. mamma ; see MAMMA -)

+ -fer bearing. (Substituted by French naturalists

a 1800 for Linnaeus mammalia&quot;).]
= MAMMALIA.

1827 R. JAMESON tr. Cuvier s Theory F.arth (ed. 5) 294

Among all these mammifera .. there has not been a single

quadrumanous animal.

Mammiferous (ma&mi feras
1

, a. [f.
as prec.

+ -ODS : see -FEROI S.]

1. = MAMMALIAN a.

1803 71AV/. Jrnl. IX. 49 5 The. . larger mammiferous animals.

1833 LYELL J rinc. Geol. III. 59 None of the associated

mammiferous remains belong to species which now exist.

1830 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. viii. (1874) 148 A more exact

resemblance to the mammiferous tail. 1859 DARWIN Orig,

Spec. x. (1878) 271 Mammiferous remains.

2. Of a part of the body : hearing the mamma:.
1878 HEI l. tr. Gegcnbaur s Camp. Anat. 422 The marsu-

pium. .encloses the mammiferous region of the abdomen.

Mammiform (inarmifpjm), a. Also incor

rectly mammeeform (Treas. Bot. 1866). [f.
L.

mamma MAMMA - + -(I)FORM: cf. F. mammiforme.}
Having the form of a mamma or breast.

1706 PHILI.II-S (ed. Kersey), Mastoidei,. .the Mammiform,
or Dug-like processes. 1843 FORBES in 1 roc. Her. i\at.

Club II. No. 11. 79 The upper series bear from one to four

mammiform tubercles. 1878 Ann. ,s Mag. Nat. Hist. Nov.

393 Numerous large mammiform tubercles.

Mammill, variant of MAMELLE Obs.

Mammilla, -ar, -ate, etc. : see MAMILL-.

Mammillon, variant of MAMELON.
Mammitis (ma.-m3i tis\ Path. [f.

MAMMA^
+ -ITIS.] Inflammation of the mammary gland.
1872 F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 103 At other times

their proper tissue becomes inflamed, as we see that of the

breast do in mammitis. 1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Mammlere, variant of MAMBLER Obs.

Mammock (mfe mak), sb. arch, and dial, (see

E. D. D.). Also 6-7 mammoeke. 7 inamock. [Of
obscure origin : formed with the dim. suffix -OCK.]

A scrap, shred, broken or torn piece. Also fig.

a 1529 SKEI.TON Col. Cloutc 654 Whan mammockes was

your meate, With moldy hrede to eate. c 1600 DAY Begg.
: Jit thiall Gr. iv. i, Let me be torn into mammocks with

i wilde Hears if [etc.]. 1607 WALKINGTOX Opt. Glass 62 Small

mammocks of stone, .of the bignesse of dice. 1633 T
1

. AIM MS

F.xp.zPeter i.^. icoGodregardeth not the mammockes of our

sacrifices. 1651 OGILBY SEsop(\t&amp;gt;b3) 137 Their Masking Stiles

are all in mamocks tore, a 1722 LISI.K Husb. (1752) 247

Large cattle. . will make mammocks, that they will leave and

not eat. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxiii, I say, cut him to

mammocks upon the spot ! 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II.

;

III. 40 This gangrel thief thought fit to tread The grass to

mammocks by my head !

Mammock ijnEe-mak), v. Now chiefly dial.

(see E. D. D.). [f.
MAMMOCK s6.] trans. To

break, cut, or tear into fragments or shreds.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. iii. 71 Hee did so set his teeth, and
teare it. Oh.1 warrant how he mammocfct it. 1641 MILTON

Reform. I. Wks. 1851 111. 17 The obscene, and surfeted

Priest scruples not to paw, and mammock the sacramental!

bread. 1670 COVF.L Diary iHakl. Soc.) 262 This was ready
mammockt and cut to our hands. VjG^ Francis Lett. (1901)

1

I. 65 After being all mammocked the fish were sent down to

be boiled. 1832 Fraser sMag. XLV. 523 The soft parts are

cut. .and mammocked in every conceivable way. 1888 Jrnl.
&quot;

Amer. Folk-lore I. No. 2 A colored man.. frequently com

plains that the cows mammock the hay so badly.

fig. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) YII.

Ixix, Hearing your favourite poem ..mammocked by the
: mouth of a forward Puppy. 1865 KNIGHT Sch. Hist. Eng. 1.

660 He [Garrick] mangled Shakspere. And he patched the

mammock d plays with tawdry rags. 1890/1 thenxnm 29

Mar. 400/2 One or two lines have to be mammocked to fit

them into the new arrangement.

Mammoda, variant of MAHML DI Obs.

Mammoclis, IfI. 1 U.S. 1 0bs. [app. a. Urdu

(Pers.) mahmiidi a sort of fine muslin, f. Mahmiid :

|

see MAHMUDI.] (See quots.)
1828 WEBSTER, Mammodis, coarse, plain Indian muslins.

1889 Century Diet., Mamniodis, n. pi., Cotton cloths from

India; commonly applied to the plain ones only.

Mammoid (.msrmoid), a. [t.
MAMMA - + -DID.]

Resembling a mamma.
1774 DARWIN in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 349 The mammoid

process of the temporal bone.

Mammole ..mce-moul). The edible fruit of

Opuntia Tuna (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889).

Mammoluke, obs. form of MAMELUKE.
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MAMMON.
Mammon (mae-man). Also 4, 6 Mammona,

(&amp;gt; rnammonde, mammony. [a. late L. ma(nf -

mona masc. (Vulg.), ma(m}man (Diefenb.), a. Or.

(N.T.) fiaiuoras (late texts na^fuuvd,}, a. Aramaic

poo mamon, Niioo mamona riches, gain (frequent in

the Targnma). Hence also Syriac mamfina, Goth.
mammfna \vk. masc.

,
mod. F. mammon, mammone.

The N. T. phrase nanwas TTJ? aSiicias (Eng. version
mammon of unrighteousness ; earlier versions, mammon

of iniquity , wicked mammon
, etc.) represents exactly the

Aramaic mamon di-r shaf-, riches or gain of wickedness

{Targ. Hah. ii. g., and approximately the more common
mdtndn di-sh qar, riches of falsehood . ]

1. The Aramaic word for riches , occurring in

the Greek text of Matt. vi. 24 and Luke xvi. 9-13,
and retained in the Vulgate. Owing to the quas i-

personification in these passages, the word was
taken by medieval writers as the proper name of
the devil of covetousness. This use appears in

English in the I4~i6th c., and was revived by
Milton (P. I.. I. 678, ii. 228). The word does
not occur in the N. T. tianslaiions of Wyclif and

Purvey (who substitute richessis), but it was used

by Tindale (1526-34) and subsequent translators,
witii the exception of those of the Geneva version.
From the i6th c. onwards it has been current in

Knglish, usually with more or less of personifica
tion, as a term of opprobrium for wealth regarded
as an idol or as an evil influence.

1362 LANC.L. / . I l. A. rx. 81 He. .with Mammonas moneye
hath maked him frendes. 1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de
W. 1506) 11. xi. 117 A deuyll named Mammona made unto
the couetous man .vi. commaundementes. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 281 b, No persone may serue god eternal,& also ye mammonde of iniquite, which is golde & syhu-r
S: other rychesse. 1530 LATIMER I. it to Hat. I l II in
Foxe A. \ M. 11563) 1346/1 Thys wycked Mammon, the

gopdes of thys worldCj whycheis their God. 1618 lip. HALL
A

/;, ///. Manuiioyi 64 1 he foolish Siluer-smiths may shout out,
(Ireat is Mammon of the worldlings. 1620 T. GRANGER
Dh. Logike 102 He is the slaue of muddy Mammon. 1683TRVON Way /,. Health xix. (1697) 418 Miserly Parent
sacrificing their Children to Mammon isa wretched Idolatry.
1732 POPE F.p. Bat/Hirst 171 Who sees pale Mammon pine
amidst his store. 1773 Otsrrv. State Poor 49 Eyes fasci-
nated by Mammon the god of this world. 1781 COWPER
Charily 45 Mammon makes the world his legatee Through
fear, not love. 1836 KEBI.E Dissent ii. in Lyra Afast., A
creed. .By Mammon s touch new moulded o er and o er.

b. Sometimes jocularly for
money&quot;.

1706 E. WARD ll ooden ll orld D!$s, 117081 101 While his
Mammon lasts, he s a mad Fellow.
2. attnb. and Comb., as, mammon gospel, worship,

worshipper ; mammon-blinded, -worshipping ndjs.
1826 ]:. IRVING Batylim II. 413 We. .are now a Mammon-

worshipping people. 1843 CARLYLF, Past , l i: m. ii, We
..with our Mammon-Gospel, have come to strange conclu
sions. IHd., Verily Mammon.worship isa melancholy creed.
Ibid. iv. viii. When Mammon-worshippers here and there
begin to be God-worshippers. 185! KINGSLEV Ytasl vi. 108
However Mammon-blinded, he was kindly and upright.
1899 W. R. INGE Clir. Mysticism viii. 317 The sweet in
fluences of the home deprive even mammon-worship of half
its grossness.

Mammon, obs. variant of MAMMOTH sb.

Mammondom (mre-msndam). [f. MAMMON
+ -DOM.] The realm or domain of mammon.
186! SALA in Temple Bar I. 304 All the gold of Mammon,

dom could not. .bring cheerful warmth.
r Maminouet. Obs. [ad.med.L.mamviattettis

(Promp. Parv. 327/1, \Vr.-\Viilcker 594/30), mar
moset

,
f. mammon monkey.] A kind of monkey.

1607 TOPSF.LL Four-/. Beasts 7 Mammonets are lesse then
an A|.e,. .havmg_a long and hairy taile.

MamniOlliacal (mnc-mansi-akal), a. noitce-wd.

[f.
MAMMON: after demoniacal.} next.

1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snots, Concl. Ohtrr., All English
society is cursed by this mammoniacal superstition.

Mammomc (inoenynilO, a. noiifc-wct. [f.MAMMON + -ic.] Of or pertaining to mammon.
1837 f-rasers Mag. XV. 362 The mammonic hydra.
Mammonish (mavmsnij), a.

[f. MAMMON +
-ISH.] Influenced by or devoted to mammon.
1837 SVD. SMITH Let. to Arc/id. Singleton Wks. 1859 II
58/1 Inis, it will be said, is a Mammonish view of the

subject. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (j858) 349 A great black

Mammonism (mannsniz mi. [f. MAMMON +
-ISM. ((_ !. G. rnammonismns.)] Devotion to the

pursuit of ricacs.

1843 CARLYI.F. fast t, Pr. i. v, In whirlwinds of fire, youand your Mammonisms, Dilettantisms [etc.). .shall &amp;lt;li :;n

pear! IHd. n. xvi, If. .all except Mammonism be a vain
grimace. 1897 PRICE HTGHES in Daily i\ eivs 15 Nov. 2/4 It
was necessary to protect the Lord s Day againstM ammonism.
Mammonist (mse-manist). [f. MAMMON +

-1ST. Cf. obs. Da. mammonist.] A worshipper
of mammon

; one who sets his heart on riches.
1550 CROWI.EV Inform, f. Petit. 13 b, Let them no more be

named Christians,, .but Mammonistes after Mammon whose
badge they bearc. 1560 BECON Catech. IV. Wks. 1564 I. 415
They are all Mammonistes and worldlinges. 1667 Causes
Decay Chr. Piety v. 105 Let him come to the converted
\I,.inmoiiUt, and ask him which he linds the better Tiva

98

i sury, his own Coffer or the poor mans Bowels. 1702 C.
MATHER Magn. Chr. m. 209 The Gains of Mammonists.
1817 COLERIDGE Blessed are ye that Som 78 The., world-
honoured company of Christian Mammonists. 1886 \V.
GRAHAM Stic, rrobl. 459 The mammonist money-maker.
Mammoilistic (mxmsni-stik), a. rare. [f.

pivc. + -ic.] After the manner of a mammonist.
1882 G. MAcnriNAl-n Castle ll arln-k III. xxiv. 333 The

u^ual mammonistic feeling of the enormous importance of
money. 1893 Chicago Advance 27 Apr., A mammonistic age.
Mammonite (msc-msnsit). [f. MAMMON +

-ITK.]
= MAMMONIST.

1712 K. WARD Misc. H rit. III. 11. 55 Your Hands are the
Mammonites that convey unlawful Gain out of oiher Peoples
Pockets into your own Till. 1841 HOR. SMITH MoneyedMan III. 263 The gold failed, and the mammonites vanished.
attrib. 1850 KINGSLEV Alt. Locke x. (1874)84 It suits the

venal Mammonite press.. to jumble them together. 1855
TENNYSON Maud I. i. 12 When a Mammonite mother kills
her babe for a burial fee. 1861 Macm. Mag. V. 120 [They]
are said to be invaded by the mammonite spirit.

Mammonitish ^mie-msnaitij), a.
[f. MAM

MONITE + -ISH.] Mammon-like.
1615 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Urania Ix. Wks. (1630) 6/2

Avarice . . makes his Mammonitish God his gaine. 1841 HOR.
SMITH Moneyed Man II. 254 May the result of her nuptials
be worthy, .the Mammonitish spirit in which they originate 1

rare.
[f.

next + -ATION.] The action of mammonizing.
18. . Meth. Quart. Ke-j. (Worcester 1860).

Mammonize (mre-m3n3iz),z/. rare.
[f. MAM

MON , -izK.J trans. To influence through mammon.
1819 R. RABELAIS Alieillardf,- Heloisa x. 314 One half

too have been canoniz d, Having Old Nick thus mammoni/ d,
As to build structures unto God [etc.].

Mammonp-latry. uome-wd.
[f. MAMMON +

-(o LATHY.] The worship of mammon.
1820 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rein. (1839) IV. 98 [This] is im

pudence and Mammonolatry to boot.

Mammontrie, variant of MAUMETRV Obs.

Mammony, variant of MALMENY Obs.

Mammooda, -dee, variants of MAHMUDI Obs.

Mamrnoring, variant of MAMMERIXG rb. sb.

Mammose (ma-mons), a. [ad. L. tnammos-us:
see MAMMA - and -OSE.] Having breast-like pro
tuberances.

1856 MAVSI: E.\pos. Lex. 1857 ASA GRAY Less. But.
Gloss., Manunose: breast-shaped.

Mammoth (marmjJb), sb. and a. Also 8

miramuth, mamant, mamau, mamont, mam
mon, manimot, (mammoht), 8-9 mammouth.
[a. Russian fMiiMMOTL mammot, whence mam-
molovoi kost mammoth s bones (Ludolf Gram.
A nss.

i6y&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, p. 92) ; now MaMaurt mamant.
Hence also F. mammouth, -\mamant, \mammont.
Tlie word is of obscure origin ; the alleged Tartar
word mama earth (usually cited as the etymon)
is not known to exist.] A. sb.

1. A large extinct species of elephant (Elephas
primigenius) formerly native in Europe and north
ern Asia ; its remains are frequently found in the
alluvial deposits in Siberia.

[1698 tr. Ludolf in A. Brand s Emb. Muscovy into China
122 The Mdtnntotavoy, which is dug out of the Earth in

Siberia.) 170* tr. Ides Trav. vi. 26 The old Siberian Russians
affirm that the Mammuth is very like the Elephant. 1738
tr. Strahlenber$ Descr. Russia xiii. 403 The Russian
Mammoth certainly came from the word Kehemot. 1763
J. BELL Trar. Asia II. 148 Tartars., have seen this creature,
called mammon, at the dawn of day, near lakes and rivers.

/bid,, That kind of ivory called, in this country, mammon s

horn. 1807 J. BARLOW Columo. i. 705 Where mammoth
gra-ed the renovating groves. 1824 BYRON Dtf. Trattsf.
m. i. 55 &quot;i was sport ..To go forth, with a pine For a spear,
gainst the mammoth. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Gesg. xx\ iii.

(1878)463 Man, the Mammoth, and other extinct mammalia,
were

contemporaneous.
b. attrib. and Comb., as mammoth horn, ivory,

|

tusk
; mammoth-wise adv.

1843 Zoologist I. 2 By the name of mammoth horns the
Siberians designate the fossil tusks which are so numerous
. .throughout the northern districts. 1868 SWINEI-HM- Flak,-

247 The spinal skeleton,, .shaped mammoth-wise, in grovel
ling involution of limb. 1879 Lt RBOCK Sii. Lfct. v. 150 A
fragment of mammoth-tusk. 1903 Expositor June 460
Wrought objects of mammoth ivory.

C. U. S. Often applied to the fossil mastodon.
1816 J. SCOTT / is. Paris (ed. 5) 206 1 he Siberian Mammoth,

or Elephant, and the American Mammoth, or Mastodonton.
1834 M Ml RTRIE Cni ier s A iftft. Kingd. 98 The Mammoth
has been completely destroyed.. . Its remains are found..

throughout all parts of North America. 1850 LYELL 2nd
I ~isit U.S. II. 197 The fossil remains of the mammoth (a name
commonly applied in the United States to the mastodon).
2. fig. Something of huge size (cf. 15).

1894 Cornh. Mug. Mar. 269 Bayle s Dictionnaire Histo-

rique , 5 vols. folio, or any kindred mammoth among books.

B. adj. Comparable to the mammoth in size;

huge, gigantic.
1814 Sin R. WILSON Prh: Diary II. 309 The dancing very

bad; the performers all had mammoth legs. 1820 KFATS
Hyperion i. 164 But one of the whole mammoth-brood still

ke,it His sovereignty. 1822 J. FLINT I.ett.Amer, $09 note,
Tlie great cave in Kentucky is called the Mammoth Cave,
although none of the remains of that animal have been
found ip it. 1850 SCORFSIIY Clu wers ll halem. Adv. iii.

(1859) 36 The whale was thus got hold of, and the mammoth
carcass secured to the ship. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon
(1855) I. .\v. 262 All the streets of the mammoth metropolis.

MAMTJQUE.
1

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines S, Mining 505 The Mammoth
vein itself is about 23 feet thick. 1896 ll estm. Gaz. 20 June
7/1 Yorkshire made another mammoth score.

b. Mammoth powder (see qnot. 18751; Mam
moth-tree, the Sequoia (Welliiigtonia) giganiea, a

large coniferous tree, native of California.
1866 Treas. Dot. loir/i The Wellingtonia of our gardens,

and the Big or Mammoth-tree of the Americans. 1875KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v. Gttmfaaxltr, For very heavy ord
nance a much larger grained powder. .called mammoth
powder, was introduced by the !ate General T. J. Rodman
Mammothee, variant of MAHMI-PI Obs.

t Mammothrept. Obs. [ad. late L. mam-
mothrept-us (Augustine), a. Gr. fia^^ipcvrot
brought up by one s grandmother, f. fiaiift^ grand-
mothei + SptirTus vbl. adj., f. Tpiipfw to bring up.]A spoilt child

; a nursling.
599 B- JONSON Cynthia s Kev. IV. iii, Ame...Hovt like

you it, sir? Hed. Verie well in troth. Aim. But very well?
O, You are a meere mammothrept in judgement. 1609 J.
IIAVIES Holy Roode (1878) 15 And for we are the Mammo-
threpts of Sinne, Crosse vs with Christ, to weane our joys
therein. 1651 BIGGS NcwDisp.t^U he be but an Academick,
though a meer mammothrept, and perhaps a Midas.
I By Brathwait misused (from misunderstanding

. of quot. 1599 above) for: A severe critic.

1617 BRATHWAIT Smoaking Age O 2b, Or what strict

Mamothrept that man should bee, Who has done Chaucer
such an injurie. 1635 A read. Pr.nj These be the fruits
of all severe mammolhrepts who relish nothing but justice.

Mammotry, variant of MAUMETRT Obs.

II Mammilla (mie-mWla). Also (anglicized or
after FO mammule. [L. mammilla a little teat,
dim. of mamma MAMMA ^J =MAIIII.LA.
1816 KIRBV & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I. 344 Two additional

spinners (or mammulae) peculiar to this species. 1856 MAYNE
L.ipos. Lf.f., Mammilla, .a niammule.
Hence Ma mmular, Ma-inmulose adjs., consist

ing of or having mammillae.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxix. 155 The grub of a

beetle. .whose body is margined on each side by eight
triangular nVshy mammular processes. 1889 Syd. St\.
Le.f., Mannmilose.

Mammy (mie-mi). Also 7-9 -ie. [dim. of
MAM i

: see -v.]
1. A child s word for mother.
1523 SlULTON Garl. Laurel 974 Your mammy and your

dady Brought forth a godely babi ! 1560 Kiel H antm 452
(Manly), All this our Mammy would take in good worth.
1562 PHAER sEneid vill. Z iij b, Their mammies teats they
lap with hungry lipps. 1611 FLORIO, Alnmm,i,..a breast.
Also Mam, Mother-mine, or Mammie. 1719 D URFEV Pills

V.^
18 She ll be a Mammy before it is long. 1773 MMF.

D ARBLAY Let. to Crisp in Early Diary, I. .proceed to be
sorry and glad that you and your Mammy have been ill

and are better. 1793 BURNS ISotiny &quot;Jean 5 And ay she
wrought her mammie s wark. And ay she sang sae merrilie.

1842 S. LOYF.R Handy Andy i, Andy grew up in mischief and
the admiration of his mammy.

b. Comb., as mammy-sick a. (fontempttunti),
distressed at being separated from (one s) mother.
1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph., Clouds m. iii, The town

Will pronounce you a mammy-sick coddle. 1885 J. C.
JEAFFRESON Rcat Shelley I. 51 A shy. .mammy-sick lad.

2. In the southern United States, esp. before the
abolition of slavery : A coloured woman having
the care of white children.

1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Mammy, the term of en
dearment used by white children to their negro nurses and
to old family sen-ants. 1887 T. N. PAGF. Ole Virginia
(1893) 164 The old mammies and uncles who were our com
panions and comrades. 1901 R. U. EVANS Sailor s Log i. 3
Like most Southern children, I was brought up and cared
for by a black mammy .

Mamo (mfi-mo). [Hawaiian.] The sickle-

billed Sunbird, Drepanis pacifica, a native of the
Sandwich Islands, having rich yellow feathers.

1891 S. B. WILSON & A. H. KVANS Birds Sandn-ich /si. n,
Drepanis pacijica. Mamo. . . This wreath, .is made entirely
of Mamo feathers. 1893 NMVTCJN Diet. Birds 225 The
Mamo (Drepanis*, whose beautiful feathers .. have led to
its extirpation.

Mainony, variant of MALMENY Obs.

Mamooda, -dee, -do, variants ofMAHMUDI Obs.

Marnoring, vaihnt of MAMMKJUNC; t-bl. sb.

Mamoutrie, variant of MAUIIKIHV Obs.

Mampalon (rnae mpiljm). [? Native name.
Mr. W. W. Skeat rejects the suggested connexion with

Malay tikits anil ang-fatlaii, the name of a Malaccan viverra
(Raffles in Linn. Soe. Trans. X11I. 273).]

A small viverrine mammal, Cynogale bennetti, of

semi-aquatic habits, native of Borneo.

a very short, cylindrical tail [etc.].

Manisell (nunuerl). colloq. [a. F. mam selle,

contraction of MADEMOISF.LLE.]
- MADEMOI

SELLE 3.

1842 THACKERAY Fitz-Boodle Papers Pref., I shall take
care, Mamsell, that you return to Switzerland.

Mamudee, variant of MAHMUDI.
Maniuluke, obs. form of MAMF.I.IKE.

Mamunt, obs. variant of MOMENT.
t MaiUirque. Obs. [a. F. mamuque (Du

Bartas), ad. Sp. manntco (Lopez de Gomara

1553-3), the source of which is the corrupt form
Mamiico Diata occurring in the Cologne edition



MAMZEB.

(Ian. 1533-4) of Max. Transylvanus De Moluccis, !

where the Rome edition of Nov. 1523 has the more

correct Manuccodiata: see MAKWOTUTA.] A
fabulous bird, the descri]&amp;gt;tion

of which is founded

on erroneous accounts of the Bird of Paradise.

ing-less in,, --,

\v&quot;n&quot;&quot;M~agnifiee&amp;gt;ue
288 To th ever-Bowrs her oft a-loft

t aclvance. The light Mamuques winglesse wings she has.

t Mamzer. 06s. [a. late L. mamzSr, a Heb.

word (-1100) adopted by the Vulgate in Dent,

xxiii. 2 (where it appears with the gloss id est

de scorto natus ),
and hence frequently used m the

Middle Ages.] A bastard.

1562 WINZKT Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888 I. 43 Thair suld

nocht be sa mony ..scabbit Moabites, Amomtes, and sclan-

derous Marm-eres. .maid preistis. 1612 Br. HAUL Jcrm. v.

60 Whatever become of these Mamzers, which do thus

exclude themselves from the congregation of God [etc.].

1865 KINC.SLKY f/erev.: II. iv. 73
The only power that is,

whom I see in England, .is William the Mamzer.

Man (ma-n), s&.l Forms : Norn. (Ate.}$tng. 1-4

mann, (i nionn, manna), 1-5, 8-9 dial, mon,

4-6 manno, .iV.JBjmo, (5 moon), I- man. !\ om.

(Ace.) riural. 1-4 menn, 2 mnen(n, T, mannes,

mannen, 4-5 6V. mene, (5 menne, 6 men i,
i-

meu. Genitive sing. a. \ -5 monnes, i~6 maunes,

4 monnis, -ys, mannus, manes, mones, 4-6

mauis, mannys, 4-7 mannis, mans, 6- man s.

0. uninflected (north.) 4 5 man, 5 mane. Genitive

plural, a. 1-3 manna, mouna, 2 monnau, 2-3

manne^n, monue(n. H. .^-6 mennes, 4 menes,

-ys, 4-6 mennis, -ys, 6 menis, 4 8 mens, 8-9

men s. 7. 2 raennen, 4 mennone, menne.

5. uninflected (north.) 4 men. Dative sing. 1-3

men, (i menne), 3-4 manne, monne. Dative

plural, a. 1-2 mannum, monnum. l. mannan,

monnan, 2-3-manne(n, monne^n. ft. 3 men-

nen, 3-4 menne. [Com. Teut. : OE. man(n,

mfii(n(\&amp;gt;\.
and dat. sing. /(), also rarely manna

wk. masc., corresponds to OFris. man, mon, OS.

man
v
in fleeted mann-, pi. man), Du. man (pi. in

MDti. //untile, man, in mod.Du. mannen, rarely

mails ), OHG. man sing, and pi. (MHG. mann

sing, and pi., mod.G. mann, pi. manner), ON.

inaS-i; rat ely mann-r, accus./in/, genitivewa ,

S
. menn. rarely weir, mieSr (.Sw. man, pi. man,
a. maud, pi. m;i-/ul), Goth, manna, accus. //inn-

nans, genit. mans, pi. mans, manna/is.? The forms

in the various Teut. langs. belong to two declen

sional stems, the OTeut. forms of which would be

*mann- and *mannon-. vThe ON. man str. neut.,

slave, may possibly be related, but the connexion

is doubtful.) The OE. plural / is the regular

descendant ofOTeut. *manniz, and the dative myin
of OTeut. *manni, from the cons.-stcm *maim-.

It was formerly regarded as certain (on the ground of the

supposed correspondence with Skr. matin man) that the

of ^inann. was derived from an original nit]. The now

prevailing view/&quot; that the second n represents the zero-

grade of the sumx of a stem of which the Gothic form would

be &quot;maiian-. This hypothesis accounts for the otherwise

obscure form inana- which the word assumes in Gothic

compounds^ if it be correct, the Teut. word and the.Skr.

manu cannot have any nearer relation than that of inde

pendent derivatives of a common root. They have been

usually referred to the Indogermanic *nien-, *&amp;gt;non-, to think

(see MIND sb.), so thai ihe primary meaning of ihe sb. would

refer lo inlelligence as the distinctive characteristic of human

beings as contrasted with brutes. Many scholars, however,

regard this as intrinsically unlikely to have been the original

sense, though no plausible alternative explanation has been

suggested.
In all the Teut. langs. the word had the twofold sense of

* human being and adult male human being , though excv

in Eng. it has been mainly superseded in the former sense

by a derivative (Ger., Du. mcnscA, Sw. inamiska, Da.

meiiiKske: cf. MANNISH s/ .).] ,

. I. 1. A human being (irrespective of sex or age);
= L. homo. In OE. the prevailing sense.

t a. In many OE. instances, and in a few of

later date, used explicitly as a designation equally

applicable to either sex. Olis.

In OE. the words distinctive of sex were :t&amp;gt;er and wff,

-.vypinait and it tftnan.

971 Blickl. Hoin. 9 Heofonrices duru . . belocen standeb

burh ba aerestan men. i looo .^Ll Rlc Cram. ix. (Z.) 36 Hie et

kaec homo, .s^oer
is man e wer ge wif. &amp;lt; 1000 Saints

Lives \i\\. 185 [St. Agalha says :]Ealacm miiidrihlenbe inelo

menn gesceope. c 1000 Sa.r. Leec/iit. 1 1 . 332 ^ifwife lo swibe

offlowe sio monaS secynd, genim niwe horses lord [elc.]. -p
se mon sweete swi^e. e 1121 O. E. Ckratt. an. 639 (Laud
MS.), pa;s dohter \\jes xehaten Ercongota halifemne &
wundorlic man. e 1325 Metr. Ifont. 155 And yef thaie [the

husband and wife] nht riche men ware. Ibid. 156 Wit tua

men [Simeon and Anna], that him comly gretle. 1597 J.

KING On Jonas 11618) 480 The Lord had bul one paire of

men in Paradise. 1752 HUME Pal. Disc. x. 159 There is in

all men, both male and female, a desire and power of genera
tion more active than is ever universally exerted. 1793
BURKE Lett., to Comte de Mercy^M^ IV. 144 Such a

deplorable havor is made in the minds of men (both sexes)

in France, ..that [etc,].
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b. In the surviving use, the sense person

occurs only in general or indefinite applications

(e.g. with adjs. like every, any, no, and often in

the plural, esp. with all, any, some, many, few,

etc.) ;
in modern apprehension man as thus used

primarily denotes the male sex, though by impli

cation referring also to women.
The gradual development of the use of the unambiguous

synonyms body, person, one, and ifor the pluraD/MhJ, people,

has greatly narrowed the currency of man in this sense ;

it is now literary and proverbial rather than colloquial.

^825 i esf. Hymns i. 8 in O. E. Texts 401 Ic uteode

onge-u frem3es cynnes men II.. txii i obliam aliemgenac}.

C9W l.inaisf. Gosp. Matt. xii. 19 Ne spheres zms mon

[&amp;lt;
looo ./?*. Gasp, nan man] in woroum stefn his. Ibid. xvi.

13 Huelcne cueflas menn sie sunn monnes? c 1000 /ELIRIC

Saints Lives X. 191 Hwat eom ic manna baM ic mihtc god
forbeodan f c H7S Lamb. Horn. 3 5if omman selu eawiht.

Ibid. -,g
We fonened ban monne be us to agulled. Ibid, 127

He wes imacad lo monne ilicnesse. i 1200 7 nil. Loll. Horn.

139 He lurnde ut of le burb into wllderne and fro mennes

wunienge to wilde deores. 11290 S. ling. Leg. I. :oi. n

Ich habbe i-sunegut manne mest. ,11300 ( Hrttr tl.v*
Sc-ho prais ai for sinful menu. 1377 LANGL. / . / /. B. 1 r

197 For many mann.us malt we mys wolde destruye. 1390

( ;ow EH Conf. \. 2 That of the las,e or of the more Som man

mai lyke of that I wrylc. 1393 I.ANC.L. / . Fl. C. xiv. 46 Ac

yf pe marchaunt make bus way ouere muine o.rne. i 1450

.Merlin 262 A companye of yonge Gentllmen that betb high

mennes sones. &amp;lt; 1460 FoKii.sri ii Ah. , Lim. Man. vn.

(18851 125 Off somme man is highnes shall hane mo
lhanke (lor money ihen ffor landc. c M75 Kail/ Caihear

46 Men callis me Rauf Coil^ear. 1577 I!. Uooci: Heresbach s

H isli l (1586) 13 We must remember that seruantes lie

men. 1592 SHAKS. Ke-m. f, Jul. in. i. 51- 3&amp;gt;

SANDERSON

Serin 14 Measuring other incus actions and consuem. i.

1634 Br. HALL Contempt., -V. / . iv. iii, I regard not the

body; the soul is the man. 1764 REIU Inquiry vi. 8 7 Wks.

1. 142/2 Xo man can be sure. .that it has the same appear

ance to him as it has to another man. 1855 IENNYSON

lirofk 33 For men may come and men may go. But I go on

for ever.

C. Used indefinitely without article.

Chiefly in negative contexts, also in proverbial collocations

as in the traditional inn sign Entertainment for man and

1382 WYCLIK John vii. 46 Neuer m:m spak so, as this

spekith. [Similarly ill all later versions.] c 1450 Mirour

SaluaciouiL 1363 Out of a bille a stone with out man,

hande was kytte. 1523 CROMWLU. Sp. in Mernman Life

ft Lett. (I9&quot;2) I.3r Yf yt bad bcne possible by mannys

industry. 1530 P.\i SUK. 710/1 He doerveth U as lytell as

ever dyd man. 1596 LI.M.KVMn.E tr. Laliei Hist. Scot.

I. 41 Be ony slauchtir, or ony schedmg of mams blude.

1600 J. POKY tr. I.eos Africa 41 They haue shamble:

of mans.nVh as wee haue of becues and muttons. 1754

RICHARDSON (&amp;gt;./&amp;lt; II. iv. 48, I &quot;ever fear d man, since

I could wrile man. 1847 TI-.XNYSON I rmcess m. ub.Iwas

courteous, eveiy phrase well-oil d, As man s could be.

/V&amp;lt;T . The wind that blows from the east Is neither good

for man nor beast.

d. Used predicatively
without article m phr. to

de, become, lie made man : to have or assume human

nature.

CI357 Lay Folks Ca.ech. (T.&amp;gt;
26 lesu cnsu.toke fl

and blode, and become man. 1377 LANGL. P. 1 1. B. v. 493T
sone..bicam man of a mayde. 1413 ri/er. Smalt n. xlll.

(1850) 48 Thou man bycome thy selfe, for mannes nede.

1549 Bk. Co;,,. Prayer, Alhan. Creed. 1574 WHITCJIFT
Serin bef. Eliz. (17141 n Whether the Pope be God or

man or a meane belwixt both? 1605 SHAKS. Learui.a.

45 Since I w.is man, . . Such groanes of roaring Winde,

and Kaine, I neuer Remember lo haue heard. 1649

J. ECCLKSTON tr. ISeluucii i Kpist. ii. 57- 3 It was for the

souks sake that tiod became man. 1898 A. G. MORII.MLK

Cath. Faitli 4 I ractice II. vii. 186 The theologians, .have

taught that our Lord as Man had three kinds of knowledge.

2. In abstract or generic sense, without article:

The human creature regarded abstractly, ami per

sonified as an individual; human beingscollectively ;

the human race or species ;
mankind. In Zoology :

The human creature or race viewed as a genus

(Homo : in the present classification consisting of

only one species, //. sapiens) of animals.

In OE. a few examples occur with the definite article.

The Eng. use of the word as a quasi-proper name, without

article, differs from the practice of most of the modern

European langs. (cf. F. fhaiuiut, G. tier mensch\ and from

the usage of Eng. itself with regard to other generic names

of animals : cf. the anatomical struclure of mail and that

of the lion .

c 825 I csf. Psalter viii. 5 Hwet is mon { 1 horpe se mann]

S.el gemyndig ou sie his? nooo A&S. Cosp. Mark 11. 27

Reste-dffil was geworht for ba men, lias se man for 3am

reste-d^je. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 59 Hit wes for mon alle

binge he makede. ciaso Gen. ft Ex. 753 for mannes

shine 3us it is went, a 1300 Cursor M. 552 Man es clepid

be lesse werld. c 1380 WVCLIF Set. ll ks. III. 376 po prin

cipal poynt and ende of Crislis dyinge. .was to save monms

\ soule. ti44o yrk Myst. xxi. 84 Kynde of man is frcele.

c 1430 Ir. De Imitaliouc I. xix, For man purposib & god

duposib. 1577 VAUTROL-ILLIER Luther on Ep. Gal. 2 Mans
weakenes and miserie is so great, that [etc.]. 1619 PURCHAS

Microcosm, viii. 90 This Centre is enuironed with a Circle,

called /m, of many colours in Man onely. 1732 POPE Ess.

Alan. ii. 2 The proper study of Mankind is Man. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 132 Man is said to live with

out food for seven days. 1797 EucycL Brit. (ed. j) X. 507/2
III the Systema Naturx, Man (Homo; is ranked as a dis-

tincl genus of the Primates. 1829 CAKI.VLE Misc. (1857) I

269 Alan is not only a -vorking but a talking animal. 1845

R. CHAMBERS I tstiges ed. 4) 234 The brain of Man. 1859

LOWELL Villa franca 14 Men are weak, but Man is strong.

3. a. In niblica! and Tkeol. use, with inner,

inwant, outer, -\ulier, outward, used to denote

MAN.

the spiritual and material parts (respectively, of a

human person ;
also w ith old, new, to denote the

spiritual condition of those who are unregenerate

and those who are regenerate, b. Hence inner,

outer, lou cr man are jocularly used to denote parts

of the physical frame of a person.
r 1000, etc. [see INNKK a. 3). 1382 Wvcl.lr i I ct. iii. 4 The

hid man of berte [1535 COVI.UOAI.K y- inwarde-man of y
hen]. 1382, etc. [see OLD MAS a]. 1587 GOLDING De

Mornay xiv. 214 In the inward man there are (as ye would

say) three men, the liuing, the sensititie, and the reasonable.

1840 DICKENS liarn. Rudge xli, Gabriel s lower man was

clothed in military gear. 1843 l.i. FEVKK Lifi Tra-: Pays.

I. i. v. 83 The outer was forgotten in the inner man.

II. 4. An aiiitlt male pers-jn. a. With special

reference to sex.

, looo .ELI KIC Saints I. ivcs ii. 78 He. . saede hyre gewtslice

hwaet heo man ne wa-s. c izoo ( IKMIX 2 309 iho wass hannd-

fesst an god maim pan Jos:cp was, jehatenn. aimAmr.
A 286 F.rt tu so wro3 wic^ mon oSer wia wummon bet [etc. (

) 347 Manage.. lo cope
.

, M7S.SV. Leg. Saints x. (Malkov) 347 Manage
man&veraene. 1377 LA: GL. / . I l. B. xiv. 264 As a mayde
for marines loue her nmder forsakelh. 1387 1 REVISA Hlfden
iKollsj VI. 421 O mayde mennenc drede [L AXTON mennes,

I,. O terrcr rirt;o rirontni]. 1508 DI:NIIAH 7 Man:,
H cnien 4.! S- n ?e war uiMiis wjtlis. 1603 I hilolHI Ixxxl,

v.ur douchtei . .Aue mannis claithis hes on hir lane. 1605

Sn\KS I car II. iv. 281 Let not women, weapon-, water

drops, Staine my mans chcekes. 1632 Linicow Trar. m.

116 I lu-y spiake .. here tile Hebrew tongue, man, woman

and child. 1671 LAL-V M. Bi i-ni: in i:M Rep. Hist. .l/.W.

Coiiini App v. 23 The llulcbcsse .. was very fine in . . .1

short mans coat very rkhly laced. 1728-9 MRS.
!.);

I \NY m
/ ife &amp;lt;V

Corr. \-j\ Every man took the woman he liked best

to dance country-dances. 1880 I!. MEBF.nnii Tragic Com.
- 5 Men (the jury of householders empanelled to deliver

verdicts upon the \\:iy.-- of w-uinen 1
.

*
u contextnatty - man-child . Obt,

1578 T. N. tr. Cm /.
II . India 1 55 Their I riests sacrificed

ten children of three ye. ires of age,, line of these children

were menne, and the other fiue wemen.

b. genci-ifally (without article: cf. 2). The

male human bcinir. ti\so predicative!? cf. i d\

1591 SH\KS Tu iT &amp;lt;.iinf. V. iv. i 10 \\&quot;ere man lint t onstant,

be were perfect. 1601 - All s U cll\. i. i 3 Man is enemie

to vii-Rinitic. 1832 CoLi.utL.cb; in Life .Sir //-. Hamilton

(1882) I 543 Man s bean must he in his bead. Woman s

h,.ul must be in her heart. 1847 TENNYSON /r/H vn.

. ; Woman is not undevelopt man, lint diverse. 1859

/ h ien 630 Man ! is he man at all, who knows and wink, .

. 1897 MAKY KIXC.SLEY &quot;- . Africa 318 As for the men well

of course they would marry any lady of any tribe, if she

had a pretty face,, .that s just man s way.

c. With special reference to adult age. Some

times : A male who has attained his majority.

Man and boy (advb. phr.) : from boyhood upwards.

f J o wrile man: to be entitled by years to call

oneself a man. t (,
To grow up, etc.; to man : to

man s estate, to adult age.
a. izoo Moral Ode 117 Al bet ech Mon haueS idon

soSSen he com to monne. CI2OO OKMIN 8053 Whll patt

I wass litell child Ice held o childess baewess, & son summ
ice wass we.xenn mann, pa flajh I childess cosstess. 1390

C.OWER Conf. I. 344 He began to clepe and calle, As he

which come was to manne. 1500-20 DuNBAR Poems xix. 14

Thus will thay say, bailh man and lad. 1530 PALSGR. 863/2

From mans state, dis aige farfaict. 1543 AsCHAM
J ai i p/i lArb.) 100 In sboting both man and boye is

in one opinion, that [etc.]. 1600 J. LANK Tom Tel-troth

(Shaks. Soc.) 43 When chast Adonis came to mans

estate. 1601 SHAKS. All s Well n. iii. 208, I must tell

thee sirrah, I write Man ; to which title age cannot bring

thee. 1602 flam. v. i. 177 1604 Q-), ! liaue bcen

Sexten heere man and boy thirty yeeres. 1622 MABBE tr.

Alemaii s Guzman d Alf. l. 146 Albeit I did write man,

yet I was but a young Lad to speake of. 1654 CROMWELL
in ll hitelockfi Mem. (1853) IV. 170 They thought it more

noble to die by the hand of a man than of a stripling. 1712

AUDISON Sfect. No. 453 When all thy Mercies vi, I hme

Arm unseen convey d me safe And led me up to Man.

1729 T. COOKL Tales, I roposals, etc. 18 Their Friendship

early in their Youth began, Encreasing dayly as they rose

to Man. 1754 Uee i c]. 1798 SOUTHEY Kng. Ecjagua
i Poet Wks. 1838 III. 3 I ve lived here, man and boy, In

1

this same parish, well nigh the full age Of man. 1802

WOFIISW My heart leafs up ,
The Child is father of the

Man. 1837 DICKENS Pick, xxiv, An elderly gentleman in

top-boots, who had been, .a peace officer, man and boy, for

half a century.
d. without express contrast. (TM man is occa

sionally used for he
,
w ith a slight implication of

depreciation, sympathy, or other feeling; similarly

the good man, the poor man, etc. So also colloq.

in expressions like the late man ,
the present

man
, etc., referring to the former or present holder

of an office or position.)
iH7S Lamb. Horn. 31 Blu3eliche be mon wile gan to

scrifte and segge be preosle bet he hauerS ireaueS and [Stolen.

Vices * Virtues 45 Priestes and munekes and pesec X200 Vices * rtues 45 rese
hadede mannen. &amp;lt;- 1290 Beltet 302 in .S. Eng. Leg I. 115

I e guode Ma-i seint thomas. a 1300 Cursor M. 4828

C.XUCriCIll.d /ww-/ - %&quot;.-- -j i. .-

i

The man in gibbets who hung by the road.
^1837

u - A-
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MAN. 100 MAN.
BROWNSON in Ht. Martineau Sot. Ainer. III. 347 With the

discerning it has already become more honourable to call

one simply a man than a gentleman. 1851 THACKERAY
fcng. Hunt. vi. (1876) 357 [He] was hand and g!ove with
some of the best men in town. 1871 DISKAKLI I iv. Grey n.

xvi, If the forty country gentlemen who follow, .our friend

Sir Herdmore. .were to declare their opposition to any par
ticular tax, the present men would he beaten. [Not in ed. i, ,

1826.] 1879 MEREDITH Kgoist xiii. (1889) 116 Sir Willoughby
was flattered and satisfied.. .A steady look of hers had of
late perplexed the man, and he was comforted by [etc.]

Mod, The late earl was not much liked ; the new man
seems to be more popular.

e. Used in the vocative by way of introducing a

remark, or parenthetically, now usually implying

contempt or impatience ; dialectally (in stressless

forms mun
y mitt) it is in common use as a meaning- i

less expletive, being used in addressing both males
and females. Also, man alive I (see ALIVE 2 b).
a 1400 Pistill of Su&an 315 Mon, bi be muche god, ..

Vndur a Cyne..my seluen 1 hir se. 1530 PALSGR. 661/2
Plucke up thy herte, man, for Goddes sake. 1589
Hay any Work i Heere be non but frends man. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent, n. iii. 44 Tut, man. 1703 VANBRLCH
Country-ho. \\, Char, [to Mariane} You see I can keep

what s all this ! Here, read it, read it, man. 1890 UESANT
Demoniac vi. 69 Why, man, with such a vice as yours, you
would love your life too well.

f. JMtle man : a jocular expression for a young
male child. Similarly young man (see YOUNG).
c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 399 Jesus tokc a litil

child.. .Crist tuke bis litil man, and putte him in myddil of
;

apostlis. 1468 Paston Lett. II. 319, I beseche yow that ye
wolbe good mastras to my lytyll man, and to se that he go
to scole. 1598 SHAKS. Merry U\ iv. i. 8 lie but bring my
yong-man here to Schoole. 1772 JOHNSON Let. to Langton
14 Mar. in Bosivell, I congratulate you and Lady Rothes
on your little man, and hope you will all be many years
happy together. 1854 THACKERAY Ne~viO&amp;gt;nes Ixxx, Clive s

black figure striding over the snow. .the little man. .perched
on his father s shoulder.

g. A man: used quasi-pronominally = one*

(ME. MAX, MEN, ME indef. prom.) or any one ,

but implying a reference to the male sex only. So
fa mart s self, a man s own\ in i6-l7thc. often
= the modern oneself, one s own*.
c 1478 Cajcton s Bk. Lurttsye 283 Who that vsith a marines

5- Rt /ntt. (Arb.) 70 Enuie..is best extinguished by declaring
a mans selfe in his ends, rather to seeke merite then fame.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 41 Misery acquaints a man with

strange bed-fellowes. 1635 HACON Ess., Praise (Arb.) 357
To Praise a Mans selfe, cannot be Decent.. : But to Praise
a Mans Office or Profession, he may doe it with Good
Grace. 1637 HEYLIN Answ. Burton 53 A man would
think that you had said enough against your soueraigne.
1705 ADDISOS Italy 14 A Man would expect.. to find some
considerable Antiquities. 2842 TENNYSON You ask me,
why, tko ill at ease 8 The land, where . .A man may speak
the thing he will,

h. In the followingphr. with the sense* individual

(male) person : man by man, between man and
man, manfor man, man to wan, per man, as one
man (app. orig. a Hebraism = unanimously, with

one accord, f altogether), to a man
(
= without

exception: see To
prep.&quot;].

1381 WYCLIF i Esdr. ii. 64 Al the multitude as o man
[Vulg. quasi units, 1535 COVEKDALE as one man, later ver

sions together, Heb. 1l&quot;V3] two and fourti thousend thre
,

hundrid and sixti. Ibid. iii. 2 Thanne is gedered the puple
as 001111388 asoman, Vulg. &amp;lt;jnasirir nuns, 1535 COVEHUAI.K
and i6nasone man, Heb.lHN irw] in to Jerusalem. 1517
TORKINGTON Ptlgr, (1884) 23 Tlier Scrcvener. .wrytyngower
namys man by man. 1535 COVEKDALE Jttdg. xx. 8 So all the

people gat them vp as one man. 1577 /- . de L,&quot; isle s Leg.
C iij, The lord of Rochefort. .was on a time chalenged man
to man. .by Francis Duke of Guise. 1611 HIBLE Josh. vii. I

14 The housholdes which the Lord shall take, snal come ,

man by man. 1615 HiamKt.t. Arab. Tntdg., Tw^ftTfatM
|

..are authorized to draw writings belweene man and man.
1677 HuBbARD Narrative i. (1865) 161 [ HeJ said they would
fight it out to the last Man. 1708 Lmitt. C,az. No. 4482/2
That the Prisoners taken on either side be exchanged Man
for Man. 1713 STEELE Sflect. No. 444 p i The ordinary
Quack-Doctors .. are to a Man Impostors. 1809 MALKIX
Gil Bias x. x. F 39 The balance of justice, between man and
man. 1827 SOUTHEY Hist, Pfnins. War II. 48 With no ,

farther ammunition than ten rounds per man more. 1846
TENNYSON Golden Year 35 And Hght shall spread, and
man be likcr man. 1892 K. KILLING Bar&amp;gt;ack-r. Ballads
ii Man for man the Kuzzy knocked us oiler.

i. As a man : (considered) in respect of his

personal character, as distinguished e.g. from his

achievements, abilities or learning, rank or wealth,
etc. Similarly 77ie man : what one is merely

* as

a man ; the person in his human (as distinguished
from his professional, etc.) capacity or character.

1674 WVCHI-;RI.I;Y Plain-dealer \. i, I weigh the man, not his

Title. 1706 K. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 45 There s

as ;j;reat a Difference betwixt the Man and the Priest, as

twtwixt the Duchess upon the Stage, and her behind the

Scenes. 1709 POI-E Ess. Crit. 523 Nor in the Critic lot the

Man be lost. 1742 YOUNG Nt. /&quot;//. vm. 242 A Father s
,

Heart Is tender, tho the Man s is made of Stone. 1771
MACKENZIE Man l-ccl, xxxv. (1803) 73, I cannot throw off

the man so much, as to rejoice at uiir conquests in Imli.i.

i8ia Axtifalluew Monitor 17 May 558/3 The high Citi- i

mation they entertained of the merits of that illustrious

pei^-on, both as a Minister and a man. 1856 KMERSON Eng.
Traits x, The incessant repetition of the same hand-work
dwarfs the man, robs him of his strength, wit, and versa

tility, to make a pin-polisher, a buckle-maker, or any other

specialty. 1879 II. TAYLOR Stud. Germ. Lit, 174 We feel

that the man must have been greater than his works.

j. The (very) man (ellipt. in predicative use) :

the man intended by some previous allusion
;
the

man most suitable for some office, work, or need ;

the kind of man qualified or likely to &amp;lt;/o something.
f Also jocularly said of a thing (ot&amp;gt;s.\

The
man for me (co\\w\. for my money, see MONEY):
the man whom I should choose to employ or sup

port ;
often as an emphatic expression of approval.

535 COVERDALE 2 Saw. xii. 7 Thou art euen the man.

1573 TUSSEK Hnsb. (1878) 28 When Easter conies, who
knowes not than, that Veale and Bakon is the man?
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 127 Ouiddius Naso was the man.

1599 Much Ado \\. \. 123 You could neuer doe him so ill

well, vnlesse you were the very man. 1678 LADY CHAWORTH
in i2/ Rep. Hist. AISS. Cotnm. App. v. 49 The House met

to-day and are violent upon chussinga new Speaker and Sir

Sawyer is lyke to be the man. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
x. II. 549 Lauzun was in every respect the man for the

present emergency.
k. \\ith possessive, my, your, etc. man: the

person who can fulfil one s requirements, or with

whom one has to do.
1611 BIBLE i A lugs xx, 20 And they slew euery one his

man
[Hel&amp;gt;. a man his man ]. 1679 DKYDEN Trail. .5- Cre*s.

II. iii, If Hector be to fight with any Greek, He knows his

man. 1787 G. GAMBADO Acad. Horsemen (1809) 34 A hoi&amp;gt;e

has various methods of getting rid of his man. 1811 BVKOX
Hintsfr. Hor. 53 For gallygaskins Slowshears is your man;
But coats must claim another artisan. 1821 Jvan iv.

xlix, His man was floor d,and helpless at his foot. 1830
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 11831) 165/1 He. .did not fire for some
seconds, until he had fairly covered his man. 1833 MAKHYAT
/ . Simple x, Our sailors had every one seized hi&amp;gt; man.
a 1845 HOOD Aerie. Distress vi, Nine pund says he, and
I m your man 1

. 1855 KINGSLEY Il- estw. llol\&amp;gt; And who
don t agree, let him choose his weapons, and I m his man.

1864 LEMON Loved at last II. 228 Air. Rasper entered the
room.. .Cecil knew his man, he merely bowed to him.

1. To be ones own man : (a} to have command
or control of oneself; to be in full possession of

one s senses, faculties, or powers.
1556 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. n. App. Iviii. 197

When you were lunatike and not your owne man. 156*
Child-Marr. 79 This respondent, .fell into such sorowe that
he was not his owne man. n 1635 NAUNTON Fragm, Reg,
(Arb.) 14 The king ever called her his sweetest and dearest

Sister, and was scarce his own man, She being absent. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1768) IV. 362 Faith, Jack, thou hadst
half undone me with thy nonsense. ..But I think I am my
own man again. 1859 THACKEKAY Virgin, xxxvi, I ate a bit

at six o clock, and drunk a deal of small beer, and I am
almost my own man again DOW. 1902 Daily Gtaphit. 27 Oct.

3/1 To many hundred! of thousands, .the Royal progress on

Saturday w ill be as a sign . . that the King is indeed his own
man again.

(b} To be at one s own disposal, to be one s

own master.
1608 WILLET Hexapla E.vod. 461 So might the seruant be

suld. .being not his owne man, but to be disposed of at the
will of his master, a 1610 HEALKY Cebes (1630) 138 Yet
brought he al their fury under and now is become his owne
man. 1773 GOLUSM. Stoops to Cony. v. iii, So Constance
Neville may marry whom she pleases, and Tony Lumpkin
is his own man again. 1839 LOCKHARV Scoff (1869) II. xtv.

263 After breakfast, a couple of hours more were ^iven to

bis solitary tasks, and by noon he IScott] was, a^ he used to

say, his own man . 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xlii.

tPelh. Libr.) 287 Pardon me for not being quite frank to

wards you . . but I dare not ;
I am not now my own man.

m. Prefixed to a name. The man (so-and-so} :

the man previously known or mentioned as bearing
the specified name (cf. F. le notnmd in legal use);
sometimes with contemptuous emphasis; so

;
still

more emphatically, that man \so-and-so}. Also

(every, not d) man Jack written also man-Jack,
man jaikt man-jaik^ manjack] : see JACK sb^ 2 c ;

and occas. (^nonce-substitutions) man John^ man
Jonathan (in speaking of Americans).
i86 Scorr \l oodst. xvi, Know st thou nut .. that I have

followed the man Cromwell as close as a dog follows his

master. 1833 MKS. F. TKOLLOPK Dom. MannersA met: (ed.4)
II. 65 K very man Jonathan of them sets off again full gallup.

1844 DICKENS Chimes ii. (1845) 64, I am verv mtn,h indebted
to you fur your courtesy in t i.ui William
Fern. 1849 Blacfav. J/rtj. - & Iel1 &quot;ere all

embarked the sick, the &amp;lt;-u
- in of them.

1864 LKMON Lwcd at Last Ii ould be the

man Kiddy, do not admit hi

n. With qualification utionality,

birthplace, dwelling-pin .licli a man
belongs or the person (t rvice he is.

950- [see ENGLISHMAN].
Misc. 26 Herodes. .was micl

Passion Our Lord 286 Una ,

com gon And seyde siker ( erl

a 1300 Cursor M* 19385 Si

[etc.], a 1400 ristili of Sii

court conien til hir cri. c i
.

kewand it agane the helhii

242/2 Man of Turkey, Tim
The men of Sucoth. 1693

Iniskilling-Man, and bad c

a Hreakfast. 1701 Dt Fot
ton d out the Country to

II. 42 Ye men of Gades iJ

bhip* uie uut uf ccor. And

t. tn O. E.
-IIRII. 61175
on ol&amp;gt;er her

alilewis mon.
ens tale, (-at

. e men of hir

- viat 542 Res-

1530 PALSGR.
Judg. viii. 15
2 lie was an
Irish Men for

152 He Can-
CANDOR Gebir
n$e i, For my
.k.

o. Qualified by university, Oxford, Cambridge,
etc., applied to one who is or has been a member
of a (particular) university, public school, etc.

S73 G. HARVEY Lett.-Bk. (Camd.) 54 He is a Pern-
brook Hal man, ergo a good schollur. 1580 HI-HNSER &
HARVEY {title) Three proper, and witlie, familiar Letters

passed between two Vniuersitie men. 1687 ALDUORTH
in Magd. Coll.b Jas. // (O.H.S.) 42 Dr. Haddon was
a Cambr. man. c 17*0 PKIOK Epil. to Di&dta ^ Hippol. 3
An Oxford man, extremely read in Greek. 1796 in Whibley
hi Cap y Gown (1889) 88 Ye Johnishe men, that have no
other care, Save onelie [etc.]. 1853 C. BKL-K Verdant Green
i. iii, The thought that he was going to be an Oxford man.
1866 Joliu Bit/In Mar. 202/1 All old Westminster men.,
will regret to hear (etc.]. 1882 J. L. G. MOWAT Sfaon.
r^irthol. (Anecd. Oxon.&amp;gt; 2 He gives the authority of Brian

Twyne for stating that he was an Oxford man.

p. \Yith prefixed noun (sometimes in the gen.

case) man is used to denote (a) one who is con
nected with a certain place, building, profession,

business, society, etc., as assembly-man, Banbitry
man, barman, bondsman, clergyman, churchman,
countryman, exciseman, harvcstman, Inns ofCourt

man, journeyman, linesman, Paul s man, post

man, railway man, salesman, waterman, etc.
;

(b) one who uses or is skilled in the use of an

implement or the like, as ax-man, brake-man,
canoe-man, hammer-man, lathe-man, penman,
swordsman, etc. ; (c) a trader in or manufacturer of

an article, S^A ale-man
t coal-man, ice-man, lead-man,

milk-man, oil- man, pork-man, rag-and-bone man,
timber-man, etc. These combs, are treated under
the prefixed words, or in their alphabetical place
as Main words. In those which have come to be

apprehended as single words (whether written with

or without a hyphen) the pronunciation is (-msen).

q. For best man, handy man, reading man,
sick man, etc., see the adjs. ; also DEAD MAN,
FREEMAX, NEW WAN, OLD MAN, RED-MAN.
U 5. Applied to beings other than human, e. g.

God, the Devil, Death. Obs.
c 1510 Lytell Gt-ste Robyn Hode ccxl, For god is holde a

ryghtwys man. c 1550 Lusty Juventus (c 1560) C ij, He wyl
say that God is a good man. 1588 ist Pt. Jeronwio n. iii,

Your the last man I thought on, saue the diuelt. 1592
SHAKS. Rom. fy Jitl. ML iii. 42 (2nd Qo., 1599)) Flies may do
this, but I from this must flie : They are freemen, but I am
banished. 1599 KInch Ado in.

y. 40. 1625 B. JOSSON
Staple ofN. i. Intei mean, Expectation. But was the Diuell

a proper man, Gossip? Mirth. As fine a gentleman, of his

inches, as euer I saw trusted to the Stage. 17. . POPE, etc.

Mem. ofT. / . in Swift s ll &s. (1751) V. 241 Do all we can,
Death is a Man, That never spareth none.

j- b. In certain plays printed in the I7thc., to

escape the penalties against profane language on
the sta^e. man was substituted in oaths for (Jod.

l(
&amp;gt;33

K. JUNSON Tnle c/ Tnb \\. i, For the passion of man,
hold. Ibid., Brtatli of man !

6. In a pregnant sense: An adult male eminently
endowed with manly qualities. Also phr. to play
the man (also t men}.
14.. Prav. Gd. Counsel 76 in Q. Eliz. Acad. (18691 7

Grace and good manersmakyb A man. 15*6 TINUALE \Cor.
xvi. 13. 1530 PALSGR. 435/1 Havel nat acquit me lyke a man?
1548UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par, Mark\. 12-15 Thou haste ntrt

behaued thyselfe valiauntly, and played the tnanne a while.

1560 DAUS tr. SUidane s Comm. 86 b, That they should play
the men. 1508 MAKSTUN Sco. I illanic vii, A man, a IIKIM,

a kingdome for a man ! 1711 R. WOUKOW Sujff. Ch. Sect.

(1838) I. I. v. 2. 394/1 The boys endured their punishment
like men and Christians,

&amp;gt;734
POPE ASJ. Man iv. 203

Worth makes the man, and want of it, the fellow. 1864
TKEVELYAN Contact. Wallah (1866) 299 How their sire

played the man in the time of the great troubles. 1900
MOKLEY Cromu cll\. vii. 45^ Of that pettish egotism which

regards a step taken on advice as a humiliation, he [Crom
well] had not a trace ; he was a man.

b. Alan oj iticn : a man of supreme excellence.

1594 MAKLOWE & NASHE Dido ill iii, That man of men.
1606 SHAKS. Ant,

&amp;lt;y

Cl. i. v. 72. 16*3 MASSINGKK Bonti-
tiiiin I. iii, Corinth .. hath vouchsafed to lend vs Her man
of men, Timoleon, to defend Our Country 1671 MIL
TON P. K. \. 122 This man of men, attested Son of God
1821 ix-orr AY// //re. 1. iii. 47 Wilt thou suffei this gue.it ol

giie^tb, this man of men.. to fall into the ine&amp;gt;lic-&amp;lt; of thy
nephew? 1887 BuoWNlNO J*arleyinx t

Chits. Avison xvi,
J ym, the man of men !

f c. Put for: Manliness, courage. Obs.
1602 MARSTON Aut.fy Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. 15 Heape up

thy powers, double all thy man. 1605 SHAKS, Lear n. iv.

42 Hauing moie man then wit abuut me.

7. A person of position, importance, or note.

In phr. a man or a mouse : either made or mined.

AUo, to make ;a person) ci man: to ensure his

piosperity or success.

(With a iiiun of a mouse cf. theGer. innnn t&amp;lt;nd tiiaus.]

154&quot; Scholc Ho. Women, 386 in Had. E.P.P. IV. 120
Fear not, she saitli vnto her spouse, A man or a Mouse
whether be ye. 154* UOALL Erasm. Apoph. 267 b, He was
vtterly mynded to put al in hasard to make or marre, &
to

bee_ manne i&amp;gt;r uious. 1584 R. SCOT Discw. ll iiiJtcr.

xv. xvii. (1886) 357 Applie it, and thou shall be made a man
for ever, c 1622 KLEICHLK Love s Cure n. ii, Your Father
has committed you to my charge, and I will make a man,
or a mouse on you. 1624 SASDKKSON Semt. 1. 251 [To] set

him upun his legs, and make him a man for ever. 1671
TILLOISON Serin, (vol. I.) 227 What poor man could not

cheerfully carry a great burthen of Gold . . thereby to be made
a man for e\er. 1859 LL\ I.H D. Dunn \.v, The game is

made. Red. thirty-two. Now lor it. Grog, man or a mouse.



MAN.

my boy. Mouse it is ! 1869 TENNYSON North. Farmer,

A7. S. ii, Dosu t thou knaw that a man mun be either a. man

or a mouse ?

8. A husband. Now only .V. and dial., exc. m
phr. man and wife. (Cf. GOODMAN 3 b.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 23335 If fader sagh his sun bare, . . pe wijf

hir man or man his wijf. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. iii. 16 Thow shall

be vndre power of thi man [1388 hosebonde]. 1471 RIPI.KY

Conip Alell. Ep. i. in Ashm. (1652) 116 Our Man, our Wife.

my ain House iii, To make me still a prudent spouse And
let my man command ay. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones 1. MI.

In less than a month the captain and his lady were man and

wife 1821 CLAKE / ///. Minstr. II. 21 The wary wife..

Sits up in bed to strike her man a light. 1842 TENNYSON

Dora 4 He. .often thought I ll make them man and wife .

1889 BARBIE Window In Thrums 108 Hor would Nancey
take it kindly if I called her man names.

b. A lover, suitor, i dial.

1874 T. HARDY Farfr. Mail. Crowd xxxi, Go and marry

your man goon ! 1898 VmHttOraHgl C.irlu. xiv, You ve

put my man in prison the properest man in St. Giles s.

9. A LIEGEMAN or vassal. Now Hist. 1 1&quot;

ME. poetry often used _/?#., e.g. of a lover.

1 1122 0. E. Chroii. an. tup (Laud MS.) Se cyng Melcolm

..griSedewio bone cyng \\illelm..& his man was. cnjs
Lamb. Horn. 33 Gif bu me dest woh and wit boon anes

lauerdes men. c 1205 LAY. 4300 per fore his mon he bicom

& ha:rdsumnesse him solde don. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.

93 To the [seinte Marie] y crie ant calle, thou here me for

thi man. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. Ixiii, Quhen sail }owr
merci rew vpon 5owr man, Quhois seruice is }it vncouth viito

Jow? 1:1465 Eas, . Cliron. (Camden 1850) 44 The Eil

Douglas of Scotland cam in to Euglond, & was swore to the

king for to be his trew manne. mS33 LD. BERNEHS Hnon
xiv. i so To become my man, and to do me homage. 1609- - &quot;

-&quot;bemadr-
- 1- &quot;-

ne his (

shall hold his Hands together between the Hands of his

Landlord, and shall say thus; I become your Man from

this day forth. 1871 FREEMAN Xorm. Com]. (1876) IV. xviii.

129 By taking service in William s army he had become the

man of the Duke of the Normans.

10. a. A manservant ; a valet.

Man Friday : a servile follower or attendant ; a factotum

or servant of all work. (The allusion is to Robinson Crusoe s

servant, whom he usually refers to as my man t riday V)

13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 393 pou bat art a garsoun, & art mi

man, & man schalt be. 1377 LANGL. /&amp;gt;. /V. B. xm. 40 Ac
bis maister ne his man no manere flesshe eten. 1381

Rolls of Pat-It. III. 113/1 Johannes Pope, Taverners-man.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 To Raffe Otle sumtyme my
man a blak gownne. 1486 Bk. St. Albans E vj b, The

mayster to his man makyth his Roys. 1500-20 DUNBAK
Poems xv. 19 To serve and leif in beggartie To man and
maistir is baith schame. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 151 A
Gentleman and his Man shall spend as much, as if he were

accompanied with another Gentleman and his Man. 1638
T. RANDOLPH Amyntes Drain.-Pers., Jocastus, a fantastic

shepherd and a fairy knight, Hromius, his man, a blunt

clown. 1639 J. ENDECOTT in Massachusetts Hist. Coll. Ser.

iv. (1863) VI. 136 One Samuel Eale, a man of Mr. Nathan

Rogers, which Nele hath caryed with him. 1728 SWIFT

My Lady s Lament. 174 Find out.. who s master, who s

man. 170,1 CHARLOTTE SMITH Cdestina IV. 117 There was
no possibility of his man giving Willoughby notice. 1870
RAMSAY Remin. vi. (ed. 18) 209 Another functionary of a

cuuntry parish is usually called the minister s man. 1885
G. ALLEN Babylon xix, Awkward, when people mistake your
man for your nephew. 1887 A thenaeum 16 Apr. 504/3 Count
von Rechberg,. .was Prince Bismarck s man Friday.

b. Man-of-all-work : jocular formation after

maid-of-all-work t^see MAID sb. 4 b).

1830 Miss MITI-ORD Village Ser. iv. 278 Mrs. Villars s

nuni-of-;til-work, Joseph. 1836 F. MAHONEY Rel. Father
r&amp;gt; iittt (1859) 73 A genius infinitely superior even to the man-
of-all-work at Ravensworth Castle, the never-to-be-forgotten
Caleb Halderstone. 1896 FURNIVALL Eng. Conq.Irel. p. vii,

But illness prevented him ; and so I (as the Society s man-
of-all-work) had to take the book up.

c. In wider sense, as the correlative of master.

In recent use commonly applied (chiefly in//.) to

workmen in contradistinction to their employers.
(. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Afatfiias) 127 ludasbanebe-come

his mane, 8: mad liis dwelling withhym pone. [1486, 1500 20,

1728: see a.] 1860 Vat. Assoc. Soc. AY/., AY/. Comm.
Trades

1

Sac. 109 The masters had locked out the men.,
from seventeen factories. 1872 BKASSEY Work $ Wages i.

6 The masters had found it necessary . . to reduce the rate of

wages; but the men.. refused to accept the reduction.

11. Applied (chiefly in //.) to the members of a

fighting force ;
now esp. to the common soldiers as

distinguished from the officers.

(i2o$ LAY. 636 |7e king of his inonnen nionie fmsend l.cs.

t 1450 Merlin 2^4 Ther were, .moo than a thousande me[n]

slayn. i53sCovtKn.\LE / s. xviii. 29 In the I can discomfit an
boost of men. 1536 WRIOTHKSLKY C/m&amp;gt;.(Camden) I. 57 The
King sent the duke of Norfolke, with an armie of menu.
1622 DONNE Scriit. 15 Sept. ii Should God haue stayd to

leuie and arme. .men enow to discomfit Sennacherib? 1630
R. Joktisoiis Kiiigd. &amp;lt;y

Commit , in Foure thousand men
would have made a shrewd adventure to have taken his

Indies from him. 1878 TKNNYSON Revenge 10 I ve ninety
men and more that are lying sick ashore. 1880 WHEKU-;R
Short Hist. India 604 The English had lost more than 2,400
u l fleers and men.

12. In university and public-school language,
an undergraduate or student (as contrasted with

a graduate or a don). Cf, 4 p.

1803 Cradits ad Cantabr. 89 At Cambridge, and, eke, at

Oxford, every stripling is accounted a Man from the mo
ment of his putting on the gown and cap. 1811 Lex.

101

Balat on., Man Cambridge), any undergraduate from

fifteen to thirty. As a man of Emanue! a young member
of Emanuel. 1874 Lays Mod. O.rford 43 Every bulldog

when he spies a Man without a gown, Promptly chue*
him and tries a- Main to run him don. 1897 BAIRERI
& LKLAND Diet. S/a/if II. 103/1 [At Winchester Coll.]

When a master wishes a man to taste the sweets of a flog

ging he tells him to order his name to.

III. Transferred uses.

13. Applied to any image or portrait of a man,
or to anything bearing a resemblance to a human

figure. A/an of straw (fig.) : see STK.VW sf&amp;gt;.

1636 ! . RAN DA i.t. in Ann. DitbrtHcia (1877) 17 They looke

like yonder man of wood, that stands To bound the limits of

the Parish lauds.

14. With qualification used for: A ship. See

also MAX-OF-WAK, IXDIAMAX, MEHCHANTMAX, etc.

473 ] PASTON in / . l.clt. III. 81 A few Frenchmen be

whyrlyng on the coasts, so that there no fishers go out. 1558

W. TOWHSON in Hakluyt I oy. (1589) 125 The Christopher

being the headmost & the weathermost man, went roome

with the Admiral!. 1665 Land. Gaz. No. 3/4 They chased

a Barbadoes and a Jamaica man into Limrick. a 1700 1!. K.

Diet. Cant. Crciu, Tant, . .Mast of a Ship or Man. 1709

[see EAST INDIA]. 1711-1844 [see INDIAMAN]. 1778 H.WAI.-

I Oi.E Last Jrnls. (1859) II. 284 The Brest fleet was sailed,

twenty-eight men-of-the-line. 1788 J. MAY Jrnl. f, Lett.

(1873! 33 In order to put them on board the Kentucky-man.

15. One of the pieces used in chess, draughts,

and backgammon. (Cf. CHESSMEN and MEIXIE.)

1562 Kott 1101 HAM I leas, ft Wittie Play of Chctsts A ij,

As if thei had the chesle-bourde and men in their haudes.

1562 J. HEYWOOD fro-.:
&amp;lt;y Efigr. (1867) no Eche oilier

caste thou bearest a man to many. 1611 COTGK., I urn,;

..a man at Tables, or Draughts. 1668 DRYDEN Kss.

Dram. Poesy (18891 77 Like a skilful chess-player by little

and little he draws out his men. 1733 BERTIN Cliess vi,

Never croud your game by too many men in one place.

1806-7 J- BF.RESFORD Miseries Hum. Life VI. xxxl,_ On
asking for a back-gammon-board seeing one brought in in

ruins, the men half lost and the dice quite. 1865 DICKENS
Mitt. Fr. iu iv, The hulling of Miss Bella, and the loss of

three of her men at a swoop.
16. In Cumberland, Westmorland, and Lons-

dale, a cairn or pile of stones marking a summit or

prominent point of a mountain ;
cf. J.ow Alan,

High Man as local names lor particular cairns, also

applied to portions of the mountains themselves.

1800 WOKDSW. Rural Archil. 6 And there they built up,

without mortar or lime, A Man on the peak of the Crag.

1871 L. STEPHEN I laygr. Eur. (1894) vii. 166 A stone man
or cairn, 1897 O. G. JONES Rock-Climbing f& They reached

the Low Man, as the nearly horizontal crest of the first huge
buttress is called. Una. 243 Then to the right comes the

actual Pillar Rock, the High Man . Itul., The Low Man,
the immense buttress that from below hides the true summit

altogether.

17. The obverse of a coin used in tossing.

[Originally, the side of a penny which has the king s head,
the woman being the side with the figure of Britannia.]

1828 BEE* Living I ict. London 241 The person calling

for man 1

or woman . 1858 llonseh. Words 4 Dec. 1/2

Up goes the dollar. . . Heads or tails ? Man or woman !

IV. Phrases and combinations.

18. Alan enters into an almost unlimited number

of phraseological collocations in which it is con

nected by a preposition with another sb. denoting

quality, character, occupation, or profession ;
e. g.

t m. of afleni ils, m. of an/if-a/hies, in. of chaff,

in. of character, f m. of charge, m. of dignity,

M. of feeling, in. of glee, in. of healing, m. of

honour, m. of nothing to do, m. of office,
m. of

peace, in. ofpractice, m. of preferment, m. of pro

perty, m. of rank, m. of sense, m. of talent, in. of
I theory, in. of tille, in. of -weight, m. of wisdom,

in. of years ;
also t man with the beard, a

&amp;lt;

t

drinking mug on winch a bearded man was repre-

\

sentcd ;
man of Belial, a worthless or wicked

man (cf. i Samuel xxv. 25); fman in black, a

clergyman ;
man of blood (a Hebraism , one who

is laden with bloodguiltiness ; man in blue, a

policeman (Farmer Slang 1896); fman of cabi

nets, an antiquarian ; maii-m-the-cars, the U. S.

MAN.

l6sz-6a HLYLIN Losiucgr. in. (1677) 13/1 The People of

this Country were, .said to be also the Inventors of Angury
. .And yet for the most part men of after- wits. 1837 Hist, in

Ann. Keg. (1838) 412/1 William the 4th was not a &quot;man of

antipathies. 1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair iv. iii, He has
wrashled so long with the bottle here, that the &quot;man with

the beard hash almosht streek up hish heelsh. 169* (.

cntj.

Jml. May 5 The *Man in black makes but one of two in

less than half an Hour. 1382 \V\cuv2Saiif. xvi. 7 Go out, go
out, thou &quot;man ofbloodis [161 1 bloody man, tnarg. H ebr. man
of blood]. 1605 SIIAKS. Mad . 111. iv. 126 The secret st man
of Blood. 1648 [see BLOOD si . 3]. 1698 M. LISTER Jaunt,
/ tins (1699) 58 The Vulgar Name, by which those

* Men of

Cabinets distinguish them \s..Dcs l.ampis. 1888 BRYIF.

Amer. Cammm. III. iv. Ixxvi. 7 That representative of

i equivalent of man-in-the-street ; f man of the

! church, an ecclesiastic - CHCKCHMAN i
; fman

of the long COB& - genlleman of the LONG KOBE ;

t man of death (a Hebraism 1

, one worthy to be

| put to death
;
man of the earth U.S., the wild

\ potato vine, Ipomsta pandurata; man of God
I (OE. and early ME. godes man(u, a Hebraism),
a man devoted to the service of God, (a) a

] saint, (/ ) an ecclesiastic ; man of Kent (see quot.
i 1787, and cf. KENTISH a.~) ; fman in the oak, a

, spirit supposed to inhabit an oak
; )

man of

Home, the Pope. For man of business, m. of
clouts, m. of colour, in. offashion, m. offigure, m.

of (his) hands, in. of Ihe house, in. of letters, in. of
mark, in. of means, m. of molhy, m. of numbers,
in. of quality, m. of religion, m. of service, m. af

\ sin, m. ofsorrows, in. in ihe street, in. about town,

|

in. cf the town, in. of wax, in. of the wood(s, in.

of one s itford, in. of few or many words, m. of

worship, see these sbs. Also lady s or ladies man
(see LADY sl&amp;gt;. 17) ; -\u&amp;gt;orlc?s man (see WORLD) ;

MAN-OI-LAW, MAN of THIS WOBJJJ, etc.

lames, v^iiiciLumca, unw incii ui i,iuiw j-j *........

J- roiss. I. clxii. 199 Men of the Chnrche that cumeth and

goeth for treaty of peace. 1530 PAI.SGU. 318/1 Man of the

churche, calcsiastii/iic. 1579 FF.NTON Cuicciara. I. (i5 .&amp;gt;9)

4jCertaine *meu of the long coate (so are called in Frauucc

Lawyers, Doctors, and men of lustice). 1535 CovEKDALE
i A

/!.f.&amp;gt;
ii.26Thouarta*manofdeeth. 1642 /.is. ofa King

in Batons 1 1 its. (1858) VI. 596 Not to suffer a man of death

to live, a 1300 Cursor SI. 27170 &quot;Man of office or dignite,. .

werlds man, or clerc, or closterer. 1846-50 A. WOOD ( lass-til.

Bat. 442 Wild Potato. &quot;Man-of-the-Earth. 1771 H. MAC-

KKNZIH (////f The* Man of Feeling. 1799 WOKDSW. Fountain

20 The dear old Man,. .The grey-haired *man of glee. 0900
tr. liztia s Hist. iv. xxv[i]. (1890) 352 pa;;eswearc se Godes

mon semninga. c 1200 Moral Ode 266 in Trin.Cott. ffoHl ,

He nolde ihere godes men ban he sat at his biede. 1382
WYCLIF 2 Tim. iii. 17 [16] That the man of God be perfyt,

lerud to al good werk. .1450 St. Cuthbcrl (Surtees 3588

Spak to bairn be goddis man. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE //)

itriot. v. (1896) 180 The man of God lives longer without

a tomb, than any by one. 1748 THOMSON Cast, tudol.

i. l.vix, A little, round, fat, oily man of God. 1814 CARY

Dante, Paradise, xili. 50 The wondrous life Of the meek
man of God (St. Fraud*]. 1847 JAMES Convict II. 195 As
soon as the &quot;man of healing was gone,, .he sprang up in his

bed, hurried on his clothes [etc.]. 1577 tr. Bullingtrs lie-

cades (1592) 193 Men of honours letters, or some such like

stuffe. 1641 S. D EwES in Lett. Lil. Men (Camden) 169

Like a brave gentleman and man of honour. 1711 Annisos

Spect. No. 99 P 10 If every one that fought a Duel were to

stand in the Pillory, it would quickly lessen the Number of

these imaginary Men of Honour. 1787 GROSE 1 rtrv. Class.

s. v. Kent, All the inhabitants of Kent east of the river,

Medway, are called *Men of Kent, ..the rest of the inha

bitants of the county are stiled Kentish-men. 1861 C. BKIUC

A\ eiu Rector x. 104 The Men of Kent
, you know, were

never conquered ! 1719 DE FOE Crusoe II. x, Like a *man
of nothing to do. 1584 R. SCOT Disctn . Witclur. vil. xv.

(1886) 122 Robin Goodfellow, the spoome, the mare, the

manintheoke. 1604 Minm.ETON \Vitch\.\\, Dwarfes.Imps,

theSpoone, tlie Mare, the Man i lh oake ; the Hell-waine,the

Fire-drake, the Pnckle. 1611 BIBLE / i. cxx. 7, I am for

peace \iuarg. Or, a *man of peace]. 1843 CARLVLK fast ff

t r. in. v, This.. almost stupid Man of Practice, pilled

against some light adroit Man of Theory. 1698 .Monty
Masters all Tilings, etc. 131 The ugly and crippled were

the only *Men of Preferment. 1861 M. P.vmsoN A ii.

(1889) 1. 45 When no &quot;man of rank or property was safe.

1581 J. WALKER in Confer. IV. (1584) Z iij b, He. .hath . . lied

to the *man of Rome. 1711 SIEELE Sptct. No. 153 4 It

is thus in the life of a *Man of Sense, a short Life is suffi

cient to manifest himself u Man of Honour and Virtue.

1843 MOZLEY Ess. (1878) I. 156 The acuteness, point,

and clearness which his controversial writings show, give
him . . an undoubted rank as a *man of talent. 1632 MAS-
SINGER City Matfam I. ii, A sin your *man of title Is

seldom guiltie of. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 153

If any man of weight, .would., explain the state of things.

1742 YoL Nc. Nl.Th. v. 775 The &quot;Man ofWisdom is the &quot;Man

of Years.

19. Obvious combinations : a. simple attrib. and

appositive, as man-angel, -beast, -devil, -dinner,

-dog, -excellence, -famine, -fand, -fish, -flesh, -fly,

-miracle, -monster, -nature, -plague, -power, -salyr,

-service.

a 1711 KEN Hymtiotllto Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 315 A new

extemporaneous Race Of those Man-Angels peopled the

whole place. 1633 FOKD Lave sSacr. IV. i, Some strangely-

shaped &quot;man-beast. 1648 Hunting ofFox 38 That Mali-

beast, the Major of London, c 1600 Tiinon I. iv. (Shako.

Soc.) 16 His name is Philargurus, a man-devill. 1832 Miss
MIIIOKD nilac Ser. v. 88 An odious man-dinner at the

Clarendon. 1884 Cliamb. jfrnl. 10 May 304/2 The &quot;Man-

dog came from Russia, and was for a long time exhibited in

Paris. 1887 G. MEREDITH Ballads H P. 19 The man-dog
for his mistress thinks, Not less her faithful dog. 1711
SHAETESH. Cltarac. (1737) II. 305 In such a tender frame, as

is indeed wonderfully commodious to support that ^nan-

excellence of thought and reason. 1876 T. HARDY Etltcl-

bcrta (1890) 262, I. .found a husband before the_presellt
*iuan-famine began. 1638 FORD J^atiys Trial m. i, There

is no valour in tugging with a *man-fiend. 1892 C. R. H.

BABKETT Essex Highways, etc. 139 The catching .. of

a man-fish, or sea-monster, in the reign of Henry II.

l8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 17 Crib having been known
to be the best bit of *manHesh nature ever cast in her

mould. 1833 FoNBLANcjUE Eng. under Sevftf Adniinist.

(1837) II. 403 The injustice of depriving the planters
of

their property in man-flesh without compensation. 1832

Miss MIIIOKIJ I illage Ser. v. Si The sedan-chair a much
more dignified conveyance.. than any of the race of flies,

whether horse-fty or man-fly. 18986. MEKKDITH Odt-sl-r.

Hist. 34 Sure of the blade that served the great *man-

miracle [Napoleon]. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. 111. ii. 14 My
man-Monster hath drown d his tongue in sacke. 1784

COWPER Task VI. 499. 1893 How to get Married 107 Her

knowledge of man-nature. 111649 DRI MM. OF HAWIH.
I Poems Wks. (1711) 37/1 Who have no law to their ambitions

1 will, But (*man-plagucs !) born are humane blood to spill.

. 1861 H. SrtxcER First frinc. u. xiv. 114 (1875) 325 When



MAN.

horse-power and *man-power were alone employed. 1898

Century Mag. July 346 JiiuikUha, those most fascina

ting man-power carriage.-. 1780 Chron. in Ann. Reg.

196/2 A large fierce animal which Mr. Atkins affirmed to be

a centaur.. it proved to be a *Man satyr. 1862 ANSTED
Channel IsL iv. xxiv. (ed. 2) 552 Every male between the

ages of seventeen and sixty-five in Jersey,.. is bound to

render *man-service to the Crown.

b. appositivu, passing into adj.
* male

,
ns

man cook t MAX-CHILH, MANHEHVANT; in comb.

with a female designation, as man nttnc
t
MAX-

MIDWIFE ;
occas. with names of animals, as man

sea!. (Cf. 2 2 a.)

1530 PALSGR. 242 2 Man lover, amant. Ibid., Man nourse,

novrridcr. 1596 DALKYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. vn. 8

The manbarnes following of him sail be heyires. 1624 Htv-
WOOD Captives i. i, The man-makarel and marchant of

madens fleshe. 1640 UKOMK Antipodes iv.iv, Enter women
and man-scold. 1734 ULKKELEV Let. to Prior 30 Apr. in

Fraser I.ifo vi. (1871) 227 A man-cook would be a great con

venience to us. 1746 H. WALI-OI.K Lett, (1046) II. 147 The

principal man-dancer. 1754-64 SMELLIE Midivif. I. Introd.

^5 The lives of many women and children were saved by
the .--kill of the man-practitioner. 1886 EMMA MARSHALL
Tower on Cliff&quot;v. 63 If ever there was a man-witch, it s Sir

Thomas Cooke. 1889 H VRKIE Ii imfow in Thrums 99 Every
man-body and woman-body on the farm. 1901 Munscys
Mug. (U.S.) XXV. 355/2 Frequently a man seal will swim
out to a lady seal [etc.].

C. In phrasal comb, used attrib., as ont-nuut

show, two-man rule, etc.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, i. ii. 255 If I do, lillop me with a
three-man-Beetle, 1883 [^ee ( )SK 33]. 1891 Times 6 Oct. 7/5
One-man photographiceNhihitioiiN. igooSifiW, HARCOL KT

in Wcstnt. Gaz. 24 Aug. 6/1 Their forefathers bad renounced
one-man rule, and they were not likely to go bark to two-man
rule. 1902 Daily Chron. 16 J uly y/i A couple of four-man
teams.

d. objective and objective gen., as man-coif

tainer, -destroyer, f -fisher, -maker
,

-ntarrer
t

-moulder, -murderer, -planter, -pleaser, -stealcr,

-siibditer, -lhief,-trapper \ man-abhorring, -butting,

catching, -compelling, -degrading, -destroying, -de

vouring, -fearing, -maiming, -making, -mimicking,

-^/casing, -selling, -stealing, -supporting vbl. sbs.

andppl.adjs.; man-idolatry, \-plcasance, \-stealth;

man-worthy adj. (hence -worthiness ). (Cf. 22b.)
1846 PROWETT Proinctk. Bound 33 The bands Of *man-

abhorring Amazons. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. i. -i S

To see this &quot;man-baiting, all people of all kindes flock d

together. 1876 T. HARIJV Ethelberta (1890) 291 A harassing
mistrust of her *man-compelling power. 1711 SHAFTESB,
Chai ac. (1737) II. 373 This mansion-globe, this *man-
cuniainer. 1788 CowpER Negro*s Compl. 46 Our sufTei -

ings, since ye brought us To the &quot;man-degrading mart.

1824 J. SVMMOSS tr. /Eschylus* Again. 137 Nor turn thy
wrath gainst Helen, that she was a *man-destroyer. 1743
BI.AIR Grave 210 Th 1

oppressive, sturdy, *Man-destroymg
Villains. 1864 KINGSLEV Rom. fy Tent. \. (1875) 14 A mighty
man-devouring ogre. 1881 URIDGETT Hist. Holy Eucharist
Gt. Brit. II. 297 Free from &quot;man-fearing and man-pleasing.
c 1305 St. Andrew 6 in E. E. P. (1862) 98 Come, he seide,
after me: and ic wole 5ou make *Manfischers. 1647 H.
MOKE Song- of Soul n. ii. m. iv, Nor forc d conceit, nor
*

man-idolatry. 1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIII. 63 The royal
and martial games uf cock-fi^luing, bull-baiting, and &quot;man-

maiming. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. //, cclxviii, In
his want Piltied, perhaps by Maiestie, who now Was a
&quot;Man-Maker. 1901 G. MEREDITH Reading of Life, etc. 7

Maid-preserver, man-maker, a 1600 B. JONSON Case is

Altered v. i, Gold, gold, ^man-making gold. 1675 COTTON
Scoffer Sco/t 25 Some say that Man-making was no
treason. 1684 OTWAY Atheist v. i, What, Manslaying !

when all my thoughts were upon Manmaking. 1902
Edin. RL~U. Jan. 30 All the man-making pastimes of Eton
boys. a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 149 And a *man merrour,
An evill wyffis mirrour. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II.

203 How the dangerous *man-moulder wou d proceed ; and
what wou d be the event of his tampering, a 1300 Cursor
M. 17303 (Cott.) 5e &quot;man mortheraris] so crus. 1656 TRAIT
Comm. Cal. i. 10 Dastardliness and &quot;man-pleasance. 1564
Brief Exa.ui. *****

b, This is very sore judgement, to con-
clemne all your brethren for *manpleasers. 1727 SWIFT
State Ircl. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 169 A man-pleaser at the

expunee of all honour, conscience, and truth. 1669 BAX
TER Power Mag. fy Ch. Past. \. (1671) 16 No *man-
l&amp;gt;lea&amp;gt;ing,

no worldly honour to invite tlK-m. 1860 GEN.
P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxxvii. no This is what
yon call your Crown; it can shake hands with *man-
selling. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) i Tint. \. 10 To *man-stealers,
to Hers, to periured persons. 1884 S. E. DAWSON Handbk,
Dotn. Canada 272 It was as man-stealers that Europeans
made their debut upon this continent. 1577 tr. BttlliHger**
Pccadts (1592) 395 The offence called Plagium, that is &quot;man-

stealing. 1769 BI.ACKSTONI-; Comm. IV. Index, Manstealing.
1638 MAYNE Liician (1664) 382 Are you not affraid he should
accuse you of &quot;Man-stealth, and summon you before the

Areopagus? 1899 R. WHIT KING 5 John St. 272 Woman, as
the man-subduer. 1856 KANE A ret. ExpL I. xxvi. 343
It had a bad look, this &quot;man-supporting August ice. cBgo
Laws of sElfrcd c. 9 2 Manila witu maran Sonne o5ru ;

nu hint ealle ^elice butan y

man)&amp;gt;eofe, cxx scitt. 1863 DICEY
Federal St. II. 254 This nation. .has for two generations
been the accomplice of man-thieves. 1815 Zeluca III. 167,
I hope I shall not be marked out as a *

man-trapper for my
friend as well as myself. 18. . COLERIDGE (Webster 1

, A
better and more manworthy order of things. 1841 EMER
SON Method ofXat. W\3i . 187$ II. 233 How all that is called
talents and success in our noisy capitals, becomes buzz and
din before this *man-worthiness.

e. instrumental, as man-created, -devised) ~en-

) -girdled^ -made, -named, -taught ppl. adjs.

1849 SAXE Times 149 Mitres and thrones are &quot;man-created

things. 1547 /-1/& &amp;lt;Abp.
Canterb. To Rdr. Fijb, This

Church off Englande allowinge no *mandcuised order off
&quot;

icgular iic. 1871 L. I
1

&quot;. Un-.i, Ad Fidem y\. 207

102

Man-devised religion, a 1873 LYTTOS I ausanias (1876) 67
]

In the city one is the god-born, the other the &quot;man-enslaved.

1847 TENNYSON Princess v. 419 Almost our maids were

better at their homes, Than thus &quot;man-girdled here, a 1718
PENN Life Wks. 1726 I. 170 What I meant by Clergy, viz.

A Man-made and Mercenary Ministry. 1839 BAILEY Festus

xxxiii. (1848) 356 Man-made gods. 1836 MRS. BKOWNING
I oefs I cm n. xv, Stars revealed to man, And &quot;man-named.

1884 J. TAIT Mintl in Matter (1802) 304 The apostle Paul

did not consider himself &quot;man-taught.

f. parasynthclic, similative, originative, or pre

dicative, as matt-bodied, -born, -breasted, -grown,

-higli, -minded, -shaped, \-turned adjs.; man-

fashion adv.
1880 S. LANIKH Sunrise 19 Sweet burly-bark d, &quot;man-

bodied Tree. 1839 BAILEY Fcstits xix, 11852} 301 All theo-

sophic lore Of &quot;man-horn, or angelic mind. 1859 TENNYSON
Gtiincwe ?44 And strong

*man -breasted things stood from
the st-a. 1890 L. C. D OYLK yolchcs 32 She. .rode &quot;man

fashion. [1587 GOLUING DC Jloriiay xvii. 320 Noticing a

babe or a yoong childe, but being come to yeeresof discretion

and a &quot;mangrowne.] c 1640 J. SMYI n Lives Berkeleys (1883)!.

168 His owne sonnes now man-growne. 1883 Blackv. . Mag.

{une
800 He was man-grown and in the Scottish service in

ranee between 1420 and 1430. 1679 MOXON Meek. Excrc.

164 Part of the Battlement being Breast high .. the other

part Man-high, to secure Men from the shot of their enemies.

1837 LoNGr. I rithiofs Homesteati 4 Man-high was waving
the rye-field. 1842 TENNYSON Talking Oak 51 When his \sc.

Hen. VIITs] &quot;man-minded offset rose To chase the deer at

five. 1855 A. UE VEKE Poems \ 20 That love, or none, is fit for

one &quot;Man-shaped like thee. 1871 DUNCAN in CasselFs Nat.
Hist. \. f&amp;gt; The man-shaped, or anthropomorphous apes.

1615 CHAPMAN Otlyss. i. 205 111 a throne, he plac d The
man-lurud Goddcsse.

2O. Special comb. : man-ape, an anthropoid

ape ; f man-bane, an opprobrious name for to

bacco ;
man-bound a., detained in port in con

sequence of lieing short of complement (Smyth
Sailors ll ord-bk. 1867); man-broker = CKIMP
sb.^ 2 (ibid.) ;

man-car U. S., a kind of car used for

carrying miners up and down the steeply inclined

shafts of mines on I,ake Superior (Cent. Diet. 1890);

t man-case, nonce-vid. for body ; f man-catch

v., to trap (men) ; man-catcher, (a) one who
catches or traps men

; {b) an instrument used in

New Guinea for catching men (see quot. 1 898) ;

so man-catching vbl. sl&amp;gt;. ; man-crab (see quot.) ;

man-dealer, a slave-dealer ; t man-dream

[DKKAM ii. 1

],human joy,loudmirth; man-engine,
a kind of lift for lowering and raising miners in a

shaft, consisting essentially ofa reciprocating vertical

rod with platforms at intervals
; f man-entered a.,

initiated into manhood
; f man-fish Her. = MER

MAN
; man-fungus, a fungus of the genus Geaster;

an earth-star (Treas. Bot. 1866) ; f man-huckster
nonce- ii-d. (applied to a mistress ofthe male stews ) ;

man-keeper local, the water newt, Lissotriton

punctatns; fman-leech, a whore; final-litter*
a sedan chair ; man-machine = man-engine ;

f man-mender, a surgeon ; man-mercer, one
who deals in man s wear; man-merchandise,
slave-dealing; t man-miln Sc., a hand-mill for

grinding ; fman-minister, a chaplain ; man-
monkey, an anthropoid ape ; man-mountain, the

name given to Gulliver by the Lilliputians ; hence

allusively ; man-mountainism ;
man orchis,

(a) also green man-orchis or greenman orchis, ;

the greenish-flowered orchid, Aeeras anlhropo- \

phora; (b) Orchis masciila
; f man peach, a va- .

riety of peacli ;
man-rail (see quot.) ; man-root,

the American Ipom&a leptophylla (Cent. Diet.) ; I

man-rope A aut., one of the ropes on each side of

a gangway or ladder, used in ascending and descend

ing a ship s side, etc.
; t man-state, the age at which

a Roman youth assumed the toga virilis ; f man-
steida. Sc., supplied with men; man-sty [aiterpig-

sly~\, a dwelling-house or hut unfit for human habi

tation; f man-thews, human customs, manners
;

man-trade, the slave-trade (cf. /nan-dealer); man-
way U. S. Mining, a small passage used by work

men, but not for transportation&quot; (Raymond Mining
Gloss. 1881) ; mauweed, fuller s teazel, Dipsacus
fullonum ; f man-wood a., man-mad , madly
desirous of a man

; t man-worth (see quot. 1670).
1878 .V. Amcr. Rev. CXXVII. 44 The myriads of years

which have elapsed since the &quot;man-apes began to stand up
right, a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered^i^ Th Heat
and Drought of th Herb American Being intensive (fitter

cull d *Miui-baiic . 1630 J. TAYLUK (Water P.) Proclama
tion \\1is. n. 252/1 A foule contagious, stinking Manbane
weede. 1655 FULLER Cfi. Hist. in. vii. 13 He had an
handsome *man.-case. 1682 HICKEKINGILL Black Non-Con^.
B, Bespatter them, Trepan them, Teague them, Taffee them,
and &quot;Man-catch them. 1702 C. MATIU-:W Magn. Clir. vii. 63
Captain, .fell into the Hands of these desperate [Indian]
&quot;Man-catchers. 1898 Dublin Rev. July 170 Another instru
ment of capture is the man-catcher

,
a flexible rattan

fastened at one end in a loop, into which a sharp spike pro-
trudes. As it is slipped over the foe, a sudden jerk is

given to it, which causes the latter to impale the base of the
skull. 1681 E. HICKEKINGILL (title) The Horrid Sin of

Man-catching : a Sermon on Jer. v. 25, 26. 1772 RUTTY
Nat. Hist. Dublin I. 375 Cancer talipes RondelMi, a
small ^hell-fish about the bigness of a wall-nut, which has

,

MAN.

something like the delineation of a human face upon it,

whence it has been sometime* called the *Man-Crab. 1860

GKN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt, III. cxxxvii. no The Trans
atlantic &quot;man-dealer. Beowulfi?&\ He [Cain] Ja.faggewat,
mur^re jemearcod &quot;mandream Hton, westen warode. c 1205
LAV. 23945 pa aras be mon-drem [c 1275 mannes drem] J&amp;gt;at

be wolde dunede a-?en. 1865 Morn, ^tar 7 Jan., In a few

mines the &quot;man-engine, which hoists and lowers the men,
has been introduced. 1881 RAYMOND Afining Gloss., Alan-
uKuhine or Man-engine^ Corn, and Dei b. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.

11. ii. 103 His Pupill age *Man-entred thus. 1688 K. HOLME
A rinoury \\. 360/1 A Mere-man, or a Man-marine, or a &quot;Man-

fibh. -by others termed a Triton, a 1625 BEAUM. & Ft. Cus
tom Country v. v, Be so, and no more, you *man-huckhter.

1824 MACTAGGAKT Gallwid. Kniycl. 392 He was fond of

drinking filthy fluids, and his belly gave birth to some
asks and *

man-keepers . 1825-80 JAMIESON, Man-keeper, a
name given to the newt .. by the inhabitants of Dumfr.
and Roxb., because they believe that it waits on the adder
to warn man of his danger. 1687 SEDLEV Bella inira iv.

i. Thou punk, thou cockatrice, thou man-leech, that suck st

their marrow and their money. 1640 BKOME Sp&amp;gt;iragns

Garden n. ii, A couple of lusty able bodied men., carry
nice in a *Man-litter into the great bed at Ware. 1855

i.

R. L[KIFCHILD] Cornwall Mines 279 Where they descend

y the &quot;man-machines their journey is easy buth down
and up. a 1641 SUCKLING Gob/ins i. (1648) 15 A * Man-

mender, .. Has broacht me in so many places, All the

Liquor in my body will run out. 1703 Brit. Afolio No. 3
Man-menders then had noble pay Which we call sur

geons to this day. 1837 Mis* Mi i FORD Country Stones

(1850) 99 What business had he in a great shop? a *man-
mercers they call it. 1788 CUWPER Let. to Lady Hesketh
16 Keb., It being impossible to alledge an argument on be

half of man-merchandize that can deserve a hearing. 1566
In- . A*, ll anfr. (18151 173 Ane &quot;mann-miln for making of

poulder, with thre mortarb. 1580 /&amp;lt;W. 302 Ane man my In

with all liir ganging gcir. 1715 M. DAVIES Atheu^ Brit. I,

52 Richard Paice..was at first but a *Mann- minister to

Thuinas Langton Bishop of Winchester. 1782 Miss BUKNEY
Cecilia \i. x, Why you won t pretend you did not hear

Miss Beverley say you were the truest ourang outang, or

*man-monkey, she ever knew ? 17x6 SWIFT Gulliver i.

ii, In the Right Coat Pocket of the Great *Man-Moun-
tain (for so I interpret the Quinbus Flestrhi). a 1861

MRS. BROWNING Bk, Poets Poems 1890 V. 204 While Gower
may blame his fortune , .for the dry specimen crumbled
off from his *manmountainism. 1776 WITHERING Bot.

Arrangem. I ^egctablcs 1 1. 543
* Man Orchis. 1868 Paxtons

i-ot. / Jict.
t
Green-man orchis. See Accras anthropophera.

1883 Garden 27 May 365/3 The popular name of Man
Orchis given to Accras anthropophora is certainly well be

stowed, as a resemblance to a hanging man in the singular
flowers of this plant is very apparent. 1664 EVELYN AW.
llort., Aug. (1679) 22 Roman Peach, &quot;Man Peach, Quince
Peach [etc. ]. 1871 Routlcdge s v. Boy s Ann. Dec. 24 Along
each side of the boiler is fixed a hand-rail, called a *

man-rail.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine \\. (7780) Tire-vetlies, the* man-

ropes, or entering-ropes ofthe side. 1851 H. MELVILLE Whale
viii. 42 With both hands grasping the ornamental knobs of

the man-ropes. 1558 PHAER sEncid Life Virgil (1573) A iij,

When he was thirteene yeere of age, he receaued the gar
ment of *manstate. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God
140 He tooke on his gowne of man-state, a 1578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 228 Thrie greit scheipis
weill

4 man steid, weill wittallit and artaillzeit. 1799 SOUTHEY
Coiittn.-pl, Bk. IV. 518 The most miserable and beastly
collection of *man-sties I ever beheld. 1887 Pall Mall G.

4 May 5/1 The unutterable man-sties which do duty
for labourers cottages, c 1000 Juliana 410 pict he *mon-

|?ea\vum minum lif^e - a IZSo Fr&v. sElfred 432 in O. K,
Misc. 128 pe hwile hit is lutel ler him monbewes [later
text monnisbewis]. 1760 J. PHILMORB (/i//r) Two Dialogues
on the &quot;Man-Trade. i88 Burtons Diary III. 258 note*
This lettered barbarian, . . in the genuine spirit of the

man-trade, hoped never to see our negroes in America
become Christians . 1829 Gltn-er s Hist. Derby I. 108

/&amp;gt;//-

stunsfullonuM) *manweed or fuller s teasel, 1579-80 NORTH
ri ttarch Lycurgus $ Nmna (1595)84 Andromanes; to say,
&quot;manwood [printed manliood, corrected in ed. 1612], a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia 11. (1598) 229 Women man-wood, & men
effeminate. &amp;lt; 1000 Laws Hloth&re

&amp;lt;V

Eadric c. i jif
mannes esne eorlcundne niannan ofslathb.. se agend bone
banan agefe, and do bxr brio man-wyrjj to. 1670-91 BLOUNT
Law Diet., Man-worth, the price or value of a Man s Life or
IK-ad ; every Man, according to his degree, being rated at

a certain price, according whereunto, satisfaction was, of

old, made to his Lord, for the killing him.

21. Combinations with man s: t man s age

MAX-AGE; f man s blood, (a) a kind of thistle;

(/ ) the Gr. avSpoffatftov, a kind of St. John s

wort, with blood-red juice (Liddell and Scott);
fman s-bond, a slave, bondsman, in cjuot. collect,

sing. ;
man s enemy, the Devil

; f man s kind
= MANKIND; f man s meat, food for men ; also

traiisf. in indecent sense; man s mercer (see

quot.) ; t man s raotherwort = PALMA CHBISTJ ;

fman s queller, an executioner (cf. MAKQUHLLEK).
1594 T. B. La Primand. I- r. Acad. n. To Rdr., The bodie

of man in the third part of his age, commonly called *mans-

age [etc.]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 98 Acorna, tnarg.^ A
kind of thistle: some call it *Mans bloud. Ibid. 275 Some
cal this herbe Androsemon, tnarg. Mans bloud. 1611

FI.OKIO, Acorna.) a thistle called Mans blood, t 1330 K.
UKUNXE C/iroti. (1810) 115 Now er bise hot manSDOnd,
rascaile of refous. axSoo Laird of ll tiristonn v. in Child
ttnlltids IV. 31/1 At her richt hand There stood *Man s

Enemy, a 1300 Cursor M. 14909 For he be time sals com
mand nei, bar he for *mans kind wil dei. 1390 GOWFK Con/.
II. 264 And what hir lisle, ..Sche dede . . That pa^seth
over manneskinde. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 30 They
rinding bothe horsmete and *mannysmeie to youre soudeours.

1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Ird. in Holinshed II. 166/2 In

dooing of his seruice, he shall take horsse-meat, and mans-
meat where he list. 1629 UL-RTON Babel no Bethel 46, 1 will

not envy him, so long as I feed on that which is sound and
mans meate (as we say\ 1664 FALKLAND Marriage Night
n. i. ij But U ihe Man* meat? I .. cau scutccly
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one in her Teen*. 1760 FOOTE Minor n. (1767) 53 Here
she has brought a pretty piece of man s meat already ;

as sweet as a nosegay, and as ripe as a cherry. 1803 S.

PEGGE Anecd. Eng. Lang. 267 A *man s mercer One who
furnishes small articles to taylors , as twist, buckram, stay
tape. 1597 GKRARDE Herbal App., *Mans mothi-rwort is

Palma Cristi. c 1450 Kliroitr Saluacioun 3270 Qwene
Thamare..Whilk Cirus. .*mannes qwellere heveclid.

22. Combinations with inen\ a. appositive, serv

ing as plurals of combs, with man (see 19 a, b, and
main words, e.g. MAN-CHILD). Also MEN-FOLK,
MEN-KIND.
[1382 WYCLIF Joel \\\. g Alle Men-filters [Vulg. viri bclla-

tt&amp;gt;res]cumto, andstey vp.J 1611 UIIILE EccL ii.8 Men singers
and women singers. 1632 Lmicow Trav, x. 463 O strange
inhumanity of Men-monster Manglers ! 1646 M. LLUKLLIN
(title) Men-miracles with other Poemes. 1687 T. BROWN
.\ainis in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 72 Both among the Men-
Saints and Women-Saints. 1739 CIBRKR Apol. (1756) I. 105
Those other men actors who.. were equally famous in the

lower life of comedy. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I.

179 Do you, Beck, help Pamela to tend us; we will have
no men-fellows, a 1745 SWIFT Direct. Ser?&amp;gt;. ii. (1745) 36
The Custom began .. to keep Men Cooks, and generally
of the French Nation. 1814 SIR R. WILSON i r. Diary
II. 346 His holiness made his entrance yesterday, drawn
by men cattle. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel vii. 442 Large
colossi and very long men-sphinxes. 1892 E. REEVES
Homeward /y&amp;lt;-iitid 141 We had a dispute which were men
Cingalese and whicli women.
b. objective, instrumental, etc., synonymous with

the corresp. combs, with man (see I9cl,e and
main words, e.g. MAN-EATER}.
1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 125 Those mountainous kind

of animals and men-bearing trees. 1682 S. PORDAGK Medal
Rev. 274 Rebels and Traytors they will still Create, And
are Men-Catchers of the highest rate. iSjpHAKLUYT I oy.
II. n. 104 Which made them beleeue that we were cruell

people and *men-eateis. 1719 I &amp;gt;K FOR Crusoe i. xiii, They. .

being men-eaters. 1634 Sin T. HERBERT Trai&amp;gt;. (Table) 328
Anzigues, a men-eating Nation. 1619 A. NKWMAN Pleas,
i is. (1840) 42 They have such *men-inchanting features.

1550 CHEKE Matt. iv. 19 Come after me and J wil maak
yow *menfischers. 1895 Churchman No. 185. 268 ~M&amp;lt; n-

fishing is most difficult work, but He who bade us go has
likewise said I am with you . 1553 1 . WILSON Rhet. 51
Such *menflesht vilaynes make small accompte for killynge
anye one. 1834 Tail s Mag. I. 124 The &quot;men-hunters found

i_Guahibi mother, \vrththreechildren. 1832 Miss MITFORD

menders, tfiese Physicians? 1526 TINDAI.R Eph. vi. 6 Not
with service in the eye sight, as men pleasars. 1615 HIKRON
Wks. I. 604 Such a time-seruing, *men -pleasing, forsaking
of flockes. 1632 SANDERSON Serm. (1681,) II. 19 S. Paul,
who in one place professeth men-pleasing,, .taking it in the
better sense. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9333 Robl&amp;gt;eors..&

manquellars \MS. B. &quot;meuquellares]. 1422 tr. Secreta
Secret., Pnv. Priv. 164 Traytouris, and rebelle, trew men
quelieris. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 70/2 Which all
were esteemed as men quellers. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
Iviii. 3 And *men-slaers, sauve me fra

J&amp;gt;a. 1380 Lay
Folks Catech. 736 (Lamb. MS.) Bakbyters and sowers
of fals lesynggys .. arn wykkyd men-sleers. (&quot;1450 Sf.
Cnthbert &amp;gt;Surtees) 810 Menslaers, robbours. 1526 TINDALK
i Tim. \. ro To *menstealcrs : to lynrs and to periured.
n 1677 H \ 1.1=1 Hist, Placit. Cor. (1736) I. 9 Men-stealcrs
were punished with death. 1860 PUSF.Y Mm. Proph. 134
The Tyrians . . were slave-dealers, and in the earliest time,
men-stealers. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina I. 36 The
*men-trappers rushed in, and they forced him away. 1865
J. H. INCRAHAM Pillar of Fire (1872) 164 We are still

idolaters, that is, mere *men-worshippers.
23. Combinations with mens\ fmens-kind^
MCN-KIND, fmenskins, of the male sex.

1534 H-V// Sir W. Buffer (Somerset Ho.), Euerye of my
seruauntes aswelt menskynes as womenskynnes. 1592 Kvn
$p. Trag. in. v. 3 Wee mens-kinde, in our minoritie, are
like women in their vncertaintie.

iMan, sb? 06s. [OE. man str. neut. = OS.
wen, OllCi. mein

t ON. incin :-OTent. *maino,
neut. of *mawo- adj.:~see MAN^.] Wickedness.
Also Comb.i f man deed, wicked act.

Beowulf 978 Dxr abidan sceal mn^a mane fah miclan
domes, c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxviii. 69 Ys nu nueni^feald
ofer me man and unriht oferhydijra. ( 1000 Phoenix 457
IHe] leahtras dwsescejj mirce mandade. ^1175 Lamb.
Horn. 99 Deofles gast wissaS to sunnan and to mandeden.
1 1200 ORMIN 4478 patt tu be loke wel fra man Inn a^wss &
i uittness.

t Man, sb$ Obs. Also 5 mane. [a. late L.
man (Vulgate), a. Ileb. p.] -MANNA.

1300- 1400 Cursor M. 6384 (Gutt.) pai called it in
f&amp;gt;alr

langag man [Cott. manna]. 1382 WVCLIF Exod. xvi. 31 The
hows of Yrael clepidc the name of it man. c 1485 E. E.
Misc. (Warton Cl. 1856) 14 O Crystes modyre, That feede
3eure chyld with the heyvynly mane. 1604 HIERON Wks. I.

500 As soone as they came into the promised land, the man
ceased. 1644 Z. BOYD Gard. Zion in Zion s Flowers (1855)
App. ii/2 To Egyptian hotch potch which God s Israel
Preferr d to Man, their whilom Angel s food.

t Man, a. Obs. [OE. man = MUG. mein, ON.
meinn : OTeut. *maino- : according to some
scholars a pa. pple. from the Indogermanic root
*mei-

t
*moi- to change.] Wicked.

riooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) liv. 15 For5am..on hiora midle [is]
man mwit-staef. ^1300 Cursor M. 6848 Athes noiber
sothfast ne man [cf. MANATH].
t Man, indef. pron. Obs. Also mon. See

also the weakened forms MEN, ME indef. prons.
[OE. man, mon = OS., OHO. (MHO., G.) man

;

an unstressed form of MAN j.i] =ONE 21.

103

Btovmlfytfi \&amp;gt;xt
mon his winedryhten wordum herge,

c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. xiv. n And man brohte ba his
heafod on anuin disce. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 139 Muchel
man ach to wurben bis halie dei. c 1220 Bestiary 267 }et
is wunder of 3is wirm more Saline man weneS. ^1250 Gen.
ty Ex. 1488 A mete Sat man callen lentil gete. 1340 Aycnl&amp;gt;.

86 Yef man dede bet kuead to- yeans wylle: hit nere non
/enne. it 1375 Treat. Klass 2 in Lay Folks Alass ttk. App.
iv. 128 Hou mon scholde here hys masse.

Man (mpjn), v. Forms: i maunian, 4-6
manne, 6-7 mann, 6- man. [OK. mannian, f.

mann MAN sbl Cf. MLG., MDU., Du., MIIC..
mod.G. maniien, ON., Sw. manna, Da. wanJ?.]
1. trans. (Mil. and Ar

ant. ) To furnish (a fort,

ship, etc.) with a force or company of men to serve
or defend it. Said also of the men.
rii22 O. E. Citron, an. 1087 (MS. K.) Heora .tic fcrde to

his castele & bone niannoden. c 1450 .S t, Cnthbert (Surtees)
5876 With halfe

J&amp;gt;air
men bis schip }?ai niruide. 1480 CAXION

Chron. Eng. ccxliii. 2oS 1 lie thre carrikkes \veie lade with
dyuerse marchaundyse and wcl y manned. 1494 FAHYAN
C/tnui. vii. ccxi.v. 241 Kyng Wyllyam also made.iiii. Stronge
Castelles, . . and manned theym with Normayns. 1592
Nobody &amp;lt;y

Souieb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878.) I. 328 Man
the Court gates, barricade al the streets. 1596 DAI.RYMI-LK
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. ix. 155 Tha schot out the capitan
Krskin, and manit the hous. 1600 HOLLAND

Li~&amp;gt;y
vi. 90

Every man cried Al arm, ran up to the walls to man them.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Cram. vi. 27 Man the Iloat is

to put a Gang of men. .into her. c 1645 T. TCI.I.Y
.S;Vv&amp;lt; of

Carlisle (1840) 3 He found the other side [of the river]
manned w tl[ regiments of hors and foot. 1694 Monnrx
Rabelais iv. xxiv. (1737) 101 Man the Pinnace, and get her
by the Ship s Side. 1781 GIBBON Dec I.

&amp;lt;$

F. xlv. (1869) II.

711 TJie ramparts were manned. 1795 NELSON 21 Mar. in

Nicolas /J/v*. 11^45) II. 20 A Fleet half manned, ami in

every respect inferior to the Knemy. 1833 MAKKYAI / .

Simple xi, At last the frigate was full manmd. 1861
Hi-fiMKS I mn Hroivn at O.\f. xiv. (1889! 134 The Oriel
boat was manned chiefly by old oars. 1863 CARLYI.E Fn-Jk.
(if. xiv. ii. 11872) V. 165 The garrison of Kger.. barely mans
its own works. 1874 GKKEN S/iort Hist. vii. 6. 410 The
English ships, .were manned wiih 90x1 hardy seamen. 1876
VOYLE & STEVENSON Mi/if. Diet., To man, this term is

commonly used in artillery to signify the arming of a

battery with men, ready for action. 1885 U. S. GRANT
Pers. Mem. I. x\i. 292 One hundred men left to man the

guns in the fort.

ahsol. 1713 S IKKLK Guard. No. 170 p 21 It is very rare if

the French ever make use of any other ships than their
own

; they victual and man cheaper than we.

b. A aitf. To place men at or on ,a particular

part of a ship\ as at the capstan to heave anchor,
or on the yards to salute a distinguished person.
Said also of the men.
1697 TUTCHIN Search Honesty v. 16 The Boatswain s

whistle, and they Man the Side. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey)
s.v., Man the Capstan. . . Man ~i-ell the Top, ..Man the
Ladder. 1743 UCLKKLEV S: CUMMINS I oy. S, Seas 174
He came close by our Vessel, we mann d her, and gave him
three Cheers. 1796 Log Agawt ntH&amp;lt;t 19 Jan. in Nirolas

Disp. Nelson (1846) VI I, p. xxxii, Manned Ship and cheered
Sir John Jervis. 1817 BYRON tiepfo xxvi, A better seaman
never yet did man yard. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xv.

41 We manned the windlass, and hove, and hove away.
1875 BKIIFORD Sailor s Pocket /&amp;gt;, vii. (ed. 2) 282 As soon
as the signal is perceived by those on shore, the whip, .will

be manned, and the hawser hauled off by it to the wreck.

fc. To equip and send (a boat, occas. an army )

with its complement of men in a certain direction

(out, forth, after ..). Ot&amp;gt;s.

1494 FABYAXC//JVW. vi. clxxiu. 169 Y&quot; Londoners, .manned
out a certayne nombre of men of annys. 1556 W. TOWRSON
in Hakluyt I oy. (1589) 99 We manned out our Skifte in
like case to laye him aboorde, 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.
ix. xiii. 599 The Townesmen of Portsmouth and Dart
maund [read mannd] forth a few ships at their owne pei ill

and charge, ft 1659 OSBORN Ess. ii. Wks. (1673) 558 When
God Mans out his Hosts, the Poor are found in the Forlorn

Hope. 1698 FRYKR Ace. E. India P. 51 We had mann d
three Boats after them. 1719 DF. FOR Crusoe n. xi, I..

manned out the pinnace, a 1774 GOLDSM. /list. Greece I.

320 Lysander at first manned out a few ships.

f2. To supply with inhabitants
;
to people. Ol&amp;gt;s.

(-1400 MAVNOEV. (1839! xviii. 187 This Vie is fulle wel in-

habyted, and fulle wel manned. 1433 R fills of Par!t. IV.

445/1 Howe youre Toune. .is wele enhabited and manned.
a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. I l 156 b, The Englishemen wer
not of puyssaunce, either to man the tounes..or to inhabite
the countrey. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Barias \\. i. iv. Ilandi?~

crafts 272 Man-kind with fruitful! Race began A little corner
of the World to Man. Ibid. \\. ii. n. Babylon 185.

t b. nonce-use. To fill up with men. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F.Q. vi. xi. 46 [He] slew the formost that came
first to hand So long till all the entry was with bodies mand.

f 3. To provide (a person) with followers or

attendants. Obs.

14.. Sir Benes 3080 (MS. S.), (He] armed him foot hot
And manned him welle in a hot. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf.
441 Counterfet capytaynes by me are mande. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. II*

t
i. ii. 18 Thou art fitter to be worne in my cap,

then to wait at my heeles. I was never mann d with an
Agot till now. Ibid. 66. 1606 CHAPMAN Mons. D 1

Olive
Plays 1873 I. 221 To be mand with one bare Page and a
Pandare. 1621 !&amp;gt;! . MOUNTAGU Diatribae 446 Such roysters
and rake-shames as Mars is manned with, Hercules is not
said to be attended withn.ll. 1752 FJF.LDISG Amelia ix. ix,

Come along, Jack, I have seen her before ; but she is too
well manned already.

b.
*(
To furnish (horses) with riders (obs.}. Also

(Austrattan} ,to catch hold of and restrain (a horse).

533 COVERDALE 2 Kings xviii. 23, I wil geue y8 two
thousande horses, let se yf thou be able to man them. 1655
E. TERRY 7-

&amp;lt;y
E. Ind. 411 To have horses alwayes in

MAN.
readinesse well mann d. 1890

( K. PHU.DRKWOOD CoL Re
former (1891) 193 Man the horses, Eachin !

4. To fill (a post, office, etc.) with a man or men.
iSai SOUTHFY in Q. Rev. XXV. 295 The pulpits were

manned with seditious preachers. 1822 J. W. CROKKR in
C . Papers 25 Aug., No Government . . was ever better
manned in the subordinate departments than ours. 1900
1 lackiv. Mag. Jan. 37/1 There are often twenty to thirty
of these committees to be manned in a session.

f5. To escort (a person, esp. a woman\ Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace, Kp. vi. Dij, A cut throte rutteikin
. .Who will, and dare retchc fortlie lus hande, and man tW
throughe the croudc. 1580 I.VI.Y Knphues (Arb.) 291 She
saide : will you not mannc vs Fidus, beini^ so proper a man ?

1599 PMH-IKR Angry \\~om. AHngf. I Percy Soc.l 61 Thou
knowest that Barnses wife And I am foes : i.o\v, man me to
her h&amp;lt;;use. ^1607 DI-.KKKK ct \\ i r.si i.n A\irfJw. //,v iv. F i b.

Wife, on with your ryding suite, and.. let my Pi-entice get
vp before thee, and man thee to Ware. 1688 R. HOI.MK
Armoury in. 71/1 A Wailing Man. .goetli nbir.ad \\ hh his ..

Mistriss as a Companion, Manning or U .kin,; her by the
hand in all dangerous places.

f6. a. rcjl. To play the man. Obs.

1330 R. P.KTNNF. (7/&amp;gt;-,w. (1810) 2-.&amp;gt;4 Jvi manned
J&amp;gt;am

so

boldely, on
J&amp;gt;am

had i;on tntre.

fb. 70 rtiiin it out : to bear up manfully. PAv.
1668 DKVI.I-N Allfor I.t -.-c n. i, Well, I n.u-t Man it .,ut.

7. To inakt.1

manly or courageous; to brace up ;

to fi.rtif\ the spirits or strcngtlien the courage of.

Chiefly rcjL
1617 FI.I iciii .R } ti:cuthn&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;i ii. iv, (lood your Grace,

Retire, and man your selfe. 1630 A . J^hiison s l\in&d. \

Contnnv. .- &amp;gt; C uina-r, is able at a pinch to man tip it sclfe.

//&amp;gt;iff. 31 The conscience is an active sparke, and can easily
man up all the powi rs . .f - ule and l-mly. 1668 DRYI : s

AUforLffpe\. i, My Soul s up in Anus, And Maii^ &amp;lt;-;u h

part aliout me. 1707 MHS. Ci s; i I.IVKI-: ( rncl (ii/f in, I feel

my spines gather to my heart, And man it out with courage
f..r tlie tryal. 1711 AIMMSUN

S/&amp;gt;,-tt.
No. 164 f 5 i heodosiu-,

lia\in^ inunneii lii-, S.ul \\iih proper Thoughts and Re
flections, 1810 SIIOIT J.aJy of L. v. .\, lie miinu d himself
\\illi (huintl -.- air. 1813 livif-N Cor&ai&amp;gt;- n. iii, Sulnii -^ive,

yet with self-possession mann d. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Dust
,\.\vii. ?25 So he manned himself, and said, (|uidly :unl

firmly: Though (Vie.) . 1875 KMI-USOX J.ett. .y Soc, Ah?;i
ix. 238 Only that is poetry whicli cleanse-; and mans me. 1881

MRS. C. PRAED /W/Vv ^- / . II. 251 He had manned himself
to the sacrifice of hi-, dearest hopes.

8. To invest with manly qualii.ii.-f,
or aspect; to

make man-like. ;v;v.

1615 Cm I MAN &amp;lt; \ij:^. ix. 653 One Vlysses ;
who I thought

was mand With great and goodly per^ona^e [I !r. fytina. ^t -yar
Ka\ MoAbi ]. 1616-61 HOLYDAV / frsins 2^9 The different

seasons of his life, anil so liper age, might easily more man
his countenance. 1839 H.MI.KV Ft stws \\\\. .1848) ;, I am
a man in love, I cried; My heart was early manned. 1883
K. PFNSEi.i.-F.LMHiRSr Cream Leicestcrsh. 152 We inannt-cl

ourselves in breeches and gaiters.

t b. To be manned , to In: made man. Obs.

1577 tr. Bvllinger s Dt cat/fs Inirod., Who for vs men,.,
was incarnate and manned [L. hitinantitns\. 1677 (in.i is

I^emonol. (1867) 167 Just like the. ravings of H. Nicholas,
David George, and others, who. .discourse of being godded
with God ,. .and of God s being manned with them .

9. To lie the master of; to manage, rule. Ql&amp;gt;s.

exc. dial (see K. 1). D.).
(1330 R. HRUNNE Chron. M ace (Rolls) 6436 To manne

Armoriche [r*. r. to haf a reume] }?ou \\-ere worthi. 1597-8
\\\\ HALL Sat. iv. vi. 18 Who like a cot-qneene freezeth at

the rocke, While his breach t dame doth man the forren

stock. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 337 Happy is your
.soul if Christ man the house, .and command all.

10. Falconry. To accustom (a hawk, occas. other

birds) to the presence of men. Hence (transf, and

gen.) to make tame or tractable.

[The spelling maincd in quot. 1632, if not a mere misprint,
seems intended to suggest derivation from F. main hand.]

1575 TURBF.RV. Fanlconrie 79 To the ende your hawke
may be the better manned and the sooner reclaimed. 1590
GHKENE Mourn. Garni. (1616! 53 There are no Hawks
sooner manned then they of India. 1590 Orl. Fur. (1599)
2 Those siluev Doues, That wanton Venus inanth vpon her

fist. 1596 SHAKS. Taut. Shr, iv. i. 196 Another way I haue
to man my Haggard, To make her come, and know her

Keepers call. 1607 MARKHAM Carat, ii. (1617) 30 After

your horse is thus mand, and made gentle to be drest, shod,
and handled. 1621 HURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (1651) 268

Some reclaime Ravens, Castrils, Pies &c. and man them for

their pleasures. 1632 Guillims Heraldry (ed. 2) 227 Birds
or fowles of Prey that are throughly mained and brought
to the fist. 1633 MASSINGER Guardian i. i, A cast of

Haggard Falcons, by me man d. 1668 SHADWELL Sullen

leavers v. Wks. 1720 I. 98 Must people then be tam d into

marriage, as they man Hawks with watching ? 1881 Macw.
Mag. Nov. 39 He [the young hawk] is carried for some
hours amongst men, children, dogs, and horses.. ; and by
this means,, .is soon manned .

Hence Manned///, a., Ma nning vbL sh.

1548 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 172 To William Pures,
for rigging of his ship,.. and for mannyng of her. 1580
LYLY Enpknes (Arb.) 372 Hawkes that waxe haggard by

manning. 1617 MORVSON Itin. HI. 141 Shropshire, .was a

fortified and manned frontyer against the Welsh. 1651

HOBBES Lminth. i\. xxii. 120 For. .victualling and manning
of ships. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. vii. 330 Like a

manned boat, where, .. there is an intelligent being that ..

steers it, or otherwise guides it. 1763 BLACKSTONE Contm.

I. vii. 255 The sole prerogative as well of erecting, as

manning and governing of which, belongs to the king in

His capacity of general of the kingdom. 1810 SCOTT Lady
ofL, u. xvi, Four manned and masted barges.

Man, var. MAUN v. t must ; var. MAUND sZ&amp;gt;.%,
an

Indian weight ; obs. north,j,, MOAX v.

Manaass, obs. form of MENACK u



MANABLE.

t Ma-nable, a. Ol&amp;lt;s. [f. MAX v. + -ABLE.] Of !

marriageable age.
1607 MIDDLETON Fam. Lave iv. iv, Had you not been so

!

manable, here are some would have saved you that labour.

1623 FLETCHER & ROWLEY Maid in tliltu. i, Shee s man-

able, is she not ?

Manablins, variant of MANAVII.IXS.

I! Manaca (moe-naka). [A Brazilian word, re

corded in 1648 by Marcgrave Hist. Nat. Jirasil.

69.] A Brazilian plant, Franciscea iwiflora, the

prepared root of which, known as vegetable

mercury , is used in medicine.

1866 in Treas. Bat. 1889 in
-S&amp;gt;rf.

Soc. J.e.i:

Manace, obs. form of MENACE s!&amp;gt;. and v.

Mansfchanite, obs. var. MKNACCANITE Min.

Manaohy, obs. form of MANICHEE.

Manacle (mas-nak l), s/&amp;gt;. Forms : 4 manykil,

manykle, 4-5 manycle, 4-7 manicle, 5 mana-

kelle, 6 manakle, mannicle, Sc. mannakill, 7

manuele, 4- manacle. [ME. inanitle, a. OF.
manicle handcuff (also, as in mod.K., gauntlet,

handguard), ad. L. manicufalittlc hand (also.handle

of a plough, in med.L. gauntlet), dim. of maims
hand. The late forms have the ending assimilated

to that of words like spectacle, oracle, miracle]
1. A fetter for the hand ; usually//.
111340 HAMPOI.E fsuiter cxlix. 8 For to bynde..)&amp;gt;e nobils

of bairn in manykils of yryn. a 1400 Pistltt ofSusan 176

While domus men were dempt bis dede to clare Marred in

Manicles bat made wer newe. 1513 DOUGLAS SEntis II. iii.

147 And, first of all, the mannakillis and hard bandis

Chargit he lows of this ilk mannis handis. 1590 WEBBK
rrav, (Arb.) 20 Our handes fastned with a payre of man
acles. 1607 SHAKS. Car. i. ix. 57 Wee le put you (Like one

that meanes his proper harme) in Manacles, Then reason

safely with you. 1734 tr. Kallin s Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 362

Twenty thousand pair of manacles were found. 1838 LVTTOM
Leila n. vii, Four soldiers, .bearing with them one whose

manacles proclaimed him a prisoner. 1897 A. BALFOUR By
Stroke a/ Sword xii. 43/2 The men .. fastened my wrists

together with manacles.

H b. pi. in wider sense : Fetters, shackles.

1838 PRF.SCOTT Ferd. $ Is. I. xi. (1842) I. 459 Their limbs

loaded with heavy manacles.

C. Jig. Chiefly//., bonds, restraints.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xvii. 271 That [the body] which

was given it [the soul] for an instrument, is become Man
icles and Stocks. 1603 SHAKS. Hfeas.for M. n. iv.

Manacles Of the all-building-Law. 1611 Cymb. i. i. 122

For my sake weare this [sc. a bracelet], It is a Manacle of

Loue. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 27 No Poet durst have

fetcht his Fancy so farr, as to call Prayer the Manicles

of the Almighty, had not God himselfe.. confessed it. 1670
.)/,-.?/ State F.ng. 94 The Widow, .is alwaies ready to hold

out her hand for new manacles. 1677 Gout. Venice 3 They
continued to elect a Prince, but with such manacles and

restrictions, that they left him scarce any thing but the

Title. 1852 M. ARNOLD Morality, I [Nature] knew not

yet the gauge of time, Nor wore the manacles of space.

1 2. transf. A tether or shackle for a horse. Obs.

1556-68 WITHALS Diet. 38 b/2 The manakle for a horse

nose, fostontis. 1607 TOPSF.LL Four-f. Beasts 304 Rind with

a manicle his [the horse s] fore-legge to the hinder-leg on the

contrary side. Ibid. 321 There is a kind of Manicle for the

pasternes of Horsses.

Manacle (mre-nak l), v. Also 4 mankle, 5

manyele, 6 manakyll, mannacle,6-7 manicle, 7

manakell, manaekle, 8 Sc. manole. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To fetter or confine (the hands) ; to

felter with handcuffs.
c 1306 Sons? Exec. Sir S. Prater in Pol. Songs (Camden)

218 Y-fetered were ys legges under hk horse wombe ; Hothe
with yrn ant with stel mankled were ys honde. 14.. 1 i c.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 594/39 Manicnlo, to manycle. 1483 Cat/i.

Angl. 227 To Manacle, manicare. 1530 PALSGR. 632/2,
I manakyll a suspecte person to make hyrn to confesse

thynges. . -And he will nat confesse it manakyll hym, for

nndouted he is gylty. 1534 HI.RNERS (n ld. Bk. ,\f. Aurel.
Bb viij b, Anone thou manacleste oure haudes. 1622

J. TAYLOR (Water P.) 7 AiV/Wlcs. (1630) u. 124/2 Thienes
are manac.

,
when they are found. 1630 WADSWORTH

I ilgr. 41 Their masters manicling their hands before for

feare they should make an insurrection. 1791 COWPER Iliad
XXI. 38 Manacling their hands Behind them fast with their

own tunic-strings. 1818 SCOTT flrt. Midi, iii, Porteous..
ordered him to be manacled. 1878 Masqjte reels 27 Roman
hands Can never manaclealive The daughter ofthe Ptolomies.

b. loosely. To fetter
;
to fasten, secure.

to death, And manacle the Berard in their Cliaines. 1610

Temp. i. ii. 461 He manacle thy necke and feete together.

2. fig. (Very common in the I7th c.)

1577 F. de L isle s Legendarie Pref. A iv b, I . . being sur

prised, and as it were manicled with an ineuitable let.

1610 DONNE Fseit&amp;lt;1o-)iiartyr 322 It seemes that the Pope
..when he would fetter and manacle them [sc. Princes]
in perplexities . . is content to send his Breues. 1625
CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. vii. (1635) 106 What should
hinder the Red Sea to ouerflow all Kgypt vnlesse it were
manicled with the Creatours power ? 1649 LOVELACE f Mms
(1864) 99 Griefe too can manakell the minde. 1660 MILTON
Free CoHinim. Wks. 1851 V. 440 A number of new Injunc
tions to manacle the native Liberty of Mankind. 1721
RAMSAY Scribblers Lashed 88 An ancle Or foot is seen, might
monarchs mancle. 1858 BRIGHT Sp., Reform 21 Dec. (1876)

307 Men who seem to be manacled by the triumph of 1832.

Hence Ma nacled ///. a., Ma nacling vbl. sb.

S^-S? FOXE A.
&amp;lt;v

M. (1596) 936/2 He remained so long
manicled that his haire was folded togither. 1586 A. DAY

104

Eng. Stcrttat-y I. (1625) 138 His manacled and bemimmed
olde joynts. iSfio Vind. Hammond** Addr. 31 The infinite

goodnesse of God.. is a manicling, or restraining his Omni

potence. 1845 FORD HatM/t. Spain i. 535 At the corner are

figures of manacled Indians. i8i Sat. Kn: 23 Nov. 523

A packed Assembly, reported by a manacled press.

Manacy, obs. form of MANATEE.

Manage (moe nc d.^),rf. Forms: a. 6-7 man
nage, 7 man(n)adge, 6- manage. Also (in

senses 1-3) MANEGE. 0. 7 mennage, 6- me
nage, (9 erron. m6nage\ [ad. It. maneggio

(perh. through the F. manege, now -fge ;
but Fr.

lexicographers have not found the word earlier

than in Cotgr. 1611), vbl. sb. f. maneggiare: see

MANAGE v. The earliest Eng. examples show as

similation of the ending to the frequent suffix -AGE ;

but in senses 13 the Fr. spelling was introduced

in the i;th c., and is now usual: see MANEGE.
The forms prob. arose from a confusion, on the

part of Eng. writers, of this word with F. menage
act of leading, f. mener to lead ;

there is also some

evidence of confusion with F. mhtage household :

see MENAGE.]
1. The training, handling, and directing of a horse

in its paces ; a training to good paces. The

manage : the art of training and managing horses.

Obs. exc. arch. (Now usually MANKGE.)
a. a 1586 SmNKY/4^r. $ Stella. Sonn. ( / flti jay horse

,
He

..now hath made me to his hand so rii;lit, That in the

Manage my selfe takes delight. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen, !! , 11.

iii. 52 Speake tearmes of manage to thy bounding Steed.

l6ia Tivo Nolilc K. v. iv, The hot horse. .Forgets schoole

dooing, being therein traind And of kind mannadge. 1667
DUCHESS NEWCASTLE Life Dk.ofN. (1886) H. 99 His chief

pastime and divertisement consisted in the manage of the

two afore-mentioned horses. 1715-20 POPK Iliad XV. 823
A horseman. .(Skill d in the manage of the bounding steed).

1864 I.and. Rev. 23 May, It is the menage, the education

of the animal, that gives him half his value. 1876 DOWDKN
1 oems 67, I know the carel

manage of the steed.

ireless grace My Perseus wears in

MANAGE.

beginning of a Fund for supporting a Manage or Academy
for riding . . in Oxford.

attrib. 1848 KINGSLEY Saints Trag. \. i. 192 Ihey are

waiting For you in the manage-school, to give your judg
ment On that new Norman mare.

0. 1684 Scandcrbeg Rediv. \. 7 He diligently applied him

self to the best Exercises, as frequenting the Academies,

Fencing, the Menage, &c.

4. The skilful handling of (a weapon, etc.).

a. r 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad 11.460 For the manage of his lance

he generall praise did winne. 1633 FORD Broken H. iv. in,

The sonne of Venus hath bequeathVl his quiuer To Ithocles

his manage. 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2276/5 The Satisfaction

of seeing what. .Address he had in the manage of his Horse

and Arms. 1780 MRS. MANLEY r&amp;lt;nver of Love vi. (1741)

332 To learn his Exercises, .and the Manage of the Sword.

ft. 1670 Moral State Eng. 145 Each striving to go beyond
the other, .in the dextrous, .menage of his Weapon.

f5. The action or manner of managing; manage
ment ;

conduct (of affairs^ ; administration, direc

tion, control. Obs.

a. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus&quot; Hist. iv. v. (16121 143 Mutianus..

drewe the whole manage of affaires into his owne handes.

1592 KVD Sol.
&amp;lt;$

Fers. in. i. 119 Will thou be our Lieutenant

there, And further vs in manage of these wars? 1596 SHAKS.

Merck, V. in. iv. 25 Lorenso I commit into your hands,

The husbandry and mannage ofmy house. 1612 BACON Ess.,

Youth * Age (Arb.) 258 Young men in the conduct and

mannage of Actions, embrace more then they can hold. 1617
HALES Serin. 17 The greatnesse of the businesse, the manage
of which they vndertake. 1641 Gold. Rem. t Tract on

Schism (1673) i Howsoever, in the common manage, Here-

sie and Schisme are but ridiculous terms. 1665 MANLF.Y

Crotitts&quot; Lew C. ll arres 667 That they might, .consult of

the further manage of the War. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm.
on Folly (1709) 104 St. Peter had the keys given to him, and

that by our Saviour himself, who had never entrusted him,

except he had known him capable of their manage and cus

tody. 1697 COLLIER /:M. Mor. Snbj. \. (1709) 48 The Manage

ft. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool o/Qual. (1809) IV. 137 [He]
rode out with him, and taught him the menage. 1833 J.

HOLLAND Mann/. Metal II. 313 What in the language of

the manage is called the line of the banquet.

b. transf. andy^-.
a. 1596 DRAYTON Z.*^wi/fiit 507 And putMe forth upon my

full Careere, On places slipperie, and my manage ill. 1608

SHAKS. Per. iv. vt. 69 My Lord, shees not pac ste yet, you
must take some paines to worke her to your mannage.
1691 J. WILSON Belphegor \. iii, Do but bring him to the

right manage at first ; humour him in every thing, . . and the

rest follows. i739\VAKBURTON Connn. Pope s l:ss, Afan in

Hist. JI &s, Learned I. 92 Till the Horse and the Ox come
to know why they undergo such different Manage and For
tunes in the Hand of Man. 1755 YOUNG Centaur v. 227
Beasts of so gross a class as they [certain persons mentioned]
choose to rank with, scarce deserve to be brought to the

j

Manage.
ft. 1590 SPENSER /&quot;. Q, in. xii. 22 The winged god him selfe

Came riding on a Lion ravenous, Taught to obay the menage
of that Elfe. 1742 YorNG Nt. Tk. \\. 491 Rude thought runs
wild in contemplation s field ; Converse, the menage, breaks

it to the bit Of due restraint. 1902 F. E. SCHILLING Eng.
I kron. Play 240 The great horse of the Spenserian allegory
had a pace beyond his [sc. Dekker s] menage.

2. The action and paces to which a horse is trained

in the riding-school ; any of the separate move
ments or evolutions characteristic of a horse so

trained; spec, a short gallop at full speed. Obs.

exc. arch.
a. 1577-87 HOLINSHED C/tron. II 1. 1033/2 They were better

practised to fetch in booties, than to make their manage
or careire. 1589 Pasqnills Conntcrc, Aiij, It should seeme

by the manages my beast made, that hee knewe his Maister
had a special! peece of seruice in hande. 1589 fas-

quills Ret, C ij b, Howe souldler-like hee made an ende
of his manage with a double rest. 1600 SMAKS. A. J&quot;. J.. \.

i. 13 His horses, .are taught their mannage. 1611 COTGR.,

Air, ..in horsemanship, a doing, or stirring manage, or

manage raised aboue ground, a demy air, a certaine

curuet, or manage, wherein the halfe of a horse is in the

a ire, the other on the ground. ll&amp;gt;jd., Passatie,, .the manage
for combat, or souldiors manage. 1614 MARKHAM Chenp
Husf . \. ii. (1668) 26 Manage with rest, and manage without

rest, manage with single turns, and manage with double
turns. 1659 DK. NEWCASTLE Let. in Life (1886) 361 One
of my horses of manage which will be the quietest, .he or

any man can have. 1770 I.AKF.TTI Jonrn. /r. Loud, to

rViWi iMed. 3)!. 175 By lie! 1cm there is a noble structnre. .

where the King s horses are educated for the manage. 1805
WOHDSW. Prelude x. 78 The horse is taught his manage.

ft. 1617 HP. HAI.L
t&amp;gt;o

I aifis? 13 The horse is a noble
creature. ..There is a double kinde of menage, .one for

seruice, the other for pleasure. 1645 EVELYN Diary 3 Feb ,

One of his sons riding the menage with that address.. as I

had never seen any thing approach it. 1770 LANGHORNK
Plutarch (1879) II. 640/1 She trained her youth as the colt

is trained to the menage.
3. An enclosed space for the training of saddle-

horses and for the practice of horsemanship; a

riding-school,
a. 1655 STANLEY f/ist. Pkilos. \\\. (1701) 103/1 How many

courses will the manage hold ? 1684 EVELYN Diary 18 Dec.,
To see the young gallants do their exercise, Mr. Faubert

having newly rail d in a manage. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour
Germany II. 432 The bishop has built a manage or riding
house. 1811 Edu&amp;gt;. Earl Clarendon s Relig. fy Policy Advt.,

Henry Viscount Cornbury. .by a codicil to his will, dated

Aug. 10. 1751. left divers MSS. of his great grandfather
Edward Earl of Clarendon . . with a direction that the money
to arise from the. .publication, .should be employed as a

ft. 1665 WALTON Life Hpoker y)\(. Elizabeth] having ex

perimented his wisdom., in the menage of her affairs .. she

made him archbishop of Canterbury. Ibid. 83 Revenge is

so pleasing, that man is hardly persuaded to submit the

menage of it to the., wisdom of his Creator. 1673 DRYDEN
Alarr. a la Mode I. i, For the mennage of a Family, I know
it better than any Lady in Sicily, a 1683 OLDHAM Poet.

// ks. (1686) 103 Fools. .Who. .justly forfeit all that praise. .

Which we by our wise menage from a sin can raise. 1710

J. PALMER i rw, 7 Among all the errors. .in our menage,

nothing is more dangerous than entring into bonds,

f b. Power of management. Obs.

1639 N. N. tr. Dn Bostfs ComfL \Voman \. 40 The spirits

which are without manage, in their enterprises, are also

without courage in their afflictions.

f C. An administrative duty or office. Obs.

1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 21 [He] gave him employ
ment in Congregations and other manages more frequently
than was usual.

t 6. Bearing, demeanour, conduct. Obs.

1593 G. HARVF.Y New Let. 1*40, His talke was sweet,

his &amp;lt; &amp;gt;rder fine ; his whole menage braue.

f7. Treatment of persons or of material. Obs.

1608 CHAPMAN Byrons Trag. Plays 1873 II. 283 There is

one sort of manadge for the Great, Another for inferiour. 1626

KACON Syh a 327 Quick-silver will not endure the Man
nage of the Fire.

t 8. A design. Obs.

1681 GLANVILL Satiditcisnnis i. 30 The policy and menages
of the Instruments of darkness. Ibid. 82 Our ignorance of

the reasons and menages of Providence.

t Man-age. Ul&amp;gt;s. [t. MAN*//. + ACE
s/&amp;gt;.]

The

age at which one becomes a man ; one s majority.
1611 W. SCLATF.R Key (1629) 172 Of youth they say, it must

haue his swinge : when manage comes, manage will bring
st;ii&amp;lt; ilnesse. a 1653 GOUGK Count!. Heb. i. 10 In his Infancy,
..In his Man-age. ..After his Resurrection. ..In the time

of his Ascention. 1674 J. R[RIAN] /tarv.-Home i\. 7 1&quot;

Childhood, Youth, and Man-age.

Manage inue ned^), v. Forms : a. (i manege,
maiinadge, 67 mannage, 6- manage. 0. ( S

menage. [Recorded earlier than the cognate
MANAGE

st&amp;gt;.,
and prob. directly ad. It. maneggiare

to handle, csp. to manage or train (horses)
-

Sp.

manejar^ F. inanicr .vulgar L. type *mamuti&9,
f. L. man-its (It., Sp. iano, F. waiti] hand.

Although th ^ etymological form Manege appears in our

earliest example, the ending was, as in the sb., already in

the i6ihc. assimilated to the common suffix -AGE. Tlieform

menace in early examples is taken from the sb. ; hut in the

late 17111 and early iSthc. it was
chiefly

used where the

sense closely approaches that of the F. ntenager to use care

fully, to husband, spare, f. menage household. This Kr. vb.

certainly influenced the sense-development ofthe Kng. word :

indeed, in the writings of Dryden and his contemporaries,
there are frequent instances of manage (as well a-% of niftta^t

1

)

which can only be regarded as conscious gallicisms.]

1. trans. To handle, train, or direct ^a horse) in

his paces ;
to put through the exercises of the

manege. Now merged in the wider senses 2 and 7.

a. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione s Conrtyer \. (1577) D v b,

It is the peculiar prayse of vs Italians.. to manege \vytli

reason, especially rougli horses. 1586 U. YOUNG Guazzo s

Civ. Con 1

; , iv. 226 Behold how..Lorde Frederike. .rid on his

horse, .sometimes with curuettes. .did so manage him, that

it was a meruailous. .spectacle to the beholders. 1632 J.

HAVWARD tr. Kiondfs Erotnena. 6 Having a while gently

mannaged him [the horse] without finding him anyway dis

obedient. 1645 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. II. 25 How shall we

Spend the Day? Manage the lustie Steed? Or see the

Eager Hounds pursue the pray? 1754 BERENGER tr. Bour-

^/a/V//iV/./r(Trw. (1771)!. 169They [tlhorses]allhaving
,

been carefully handled, dressed, or managed as we call it.



MANAGE.

0. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 37 A goodly person, and
could menage faire His stubborne steed with curbed canon

Litt. 1683 T. HOY Asat/tfr-lfx S ATI Hard-mouth d iV.ist,

for slacken d Raines untitt, And must be menag d with the

Spur and I .iit.

fb. intr. Of a horse: To perform the exercises

of the manege. Also in narrower sense, to run a
(

manage (see MANAOE sb. i). Ot&amp;gt;$.

1591 SYLVESTER Dit Kartas i. v. 348 A large and mighty-
limbed Steed Can never manage half so readily As Spanish

Jennet. 1607 MARKHAM Cavtil, i, (1617) 16 lleing able to

passe a short carriere, to manage, beat a coruet and such
like. \&n Cheap II nsb.\. \\. (1668)25 You shall then teacli

him to manage which is the only posture for the use of the

Sword on Horseback. 1614 SYLVKSIKK llcthulias Rescue
I. 41 The Horse Which standing still too-long. .Forgets to

manage. 1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senanlt s Man Become

Guilty 271 He [man] taught the horse to manage, and forced

the noblest of creatures to endure the bit and spin. 1719
D URFRY Pills IV. 10 [A horse speaks.] I could both Man
age, Stop and Turn.

2. trans. To handle, wield, make use of (a weapon,
tool, implement, etc.). Often in phr. -j*

to manage
amis = to fight. Now only, to regulate one s use

of (a weapon, instrument, etc.) with greater or less

success, to make(it)serve one s purpose(well or ill).

a. ns86C TKss PEMBROKE /V.cxuv.i, Prais d bee the Lord
of might,.. By whom my hands doe fight, My finger-; manage
armes. 1586 MAKLOWK ist Ft. Tambitrl. in. i, Uut if. . lie

be so mad to manage Armes with me, Then stay thou with
him. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 247 Hope is a loners

stsffe, walke hence with that And manage it, against de

spairing thoughts. 1592 Rom, q- Jtd. \. i. 76 1 ut vp thy
Sword, Or manage it to part these men with me. 1603
KNOLLRS Hist. Turks (1621) 1191 These soldiers, .mannag-
ing their armes, whitest others hanged theirs by the wals.

1656 EARL MONM, Ir. Boccalinis Advts.fr. Parnass, n. xiv.

(1674) 153 [TheyJ consume themselves in continual man
aging their Pen. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 450 The scrip
tures to prove these attributes, .are so many, that to manage
them against the exceptions of the adversaries, would take

up too much room. 1678 MOXON Afee//. Kxcrc. 73 This way
of handling may seem a preposterous posture to mannagti
an Iron Tool in. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Dtss.

(1708) 104 He trusts most to his Head, ..and does manage
it with as much Skill and Force, as any Bull or Ram. 1872
TKNNVSON Gareth $ Lynctte 1316 But Lancelot on him
urged . . How best to manage horse, lance, sword and shield.

1894 P\uR\ StMi/.Gf. j1/*/ &quot;#j,5vAw^r/ 224The German . .

however much he manages his language can never make it

as purely beautiful in sound as an Italian.

ft. 1590 Si RNSRR / . Q. n. ix. 27 A comely personage, That
In his hand a white rod menaged. 1670 COVF.L Diary
(Hakluyt Soc.) 218, I. .understand that these [stone balls]. .

have been in like manner menaged,. .as particularly one of
them over Adrianople gate, .was menaged just before Ma
homet 3d who. .rewarded the man well.

fb. intr. To operate, manoeuvre ivith. Obs.

1591 GREENE Art Canny Catch, n. Pref. z Though I can
not as he mannadge with my courtlax.

c. trans. To handle ,
work (a ship or boat).

1600 HAKLUYT I oy. III. 525 Our men.. died continually,
and.. we were scantly able to manage [1589 manure] our

shippe. 1801 STRUTT
A&amp;gt;

/ % Past. \ i. ii. 8 1 The success of the

champion depended upon the skilfulness of those who man
aged the boat. 1823 T. C. GRATTON Hi^/i-ivays $ By-ways
(ed. 2) I.g One solitary barge, managed by a single boatman,
was working its way against the current.

3. To conduct or carry on (a war, a business, an

undertaking, an operation). Now with more pre
cise notion : To carry on successfully or the con

trary; to control the course of (affairs) by one s

own action.

a. 1579 FKNTOX &amp;lt;?/Vrm&amp;gt;v/. (1618)309With great dangerwe
managed warre many yeares against the most crnell Tyrant
of the Turkes. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso i. li. 29 But let vs
menage war with blowes, like knights. 1611 SHAKS. ll int.
T. iv. ii. 17 Thou hauing made me Businesses, (which
none (without thee) can sufficiently manage). 1665 GLAN-
\\IA. Scepsis Sci. iv. 19 As unconceivable, .as that a blind

105

d. absol. To conduct affairs. Also, fto plot,
scheme, intrigue.

1603 HoLL\N l&amp;gt; rItitarch* s Mor. 229 He that enterteineth

many friends, must of necessitie be conformable to them all :

naindy .. with ambitious citizens, to sue and manage for

offices [etc.]. 1693 DRVMFN JnvcnaCs Sat. x. 5 17 Intrust thy
Fortune to the PowVs above. Leave them to manage for thee,
find to grant Whatiheirunemng Wisdom sees ihee want. 1791
MRS. KADCLII i K Row. Forest iv, If I had not managed
very cleverly, they would have found me out. 1860-1 FLO,
NIGHTINGALE \nrsing 30 It is as impossible in a book to
teach a person in charge of sick how to manage, as it is to
teach her how to nurse. 1864 TENNYSON Grandmother ii,

lk-r father. .Hadn t a head to manage, and drank himself
into his grave.

e. iW//*.(quasi-jfam
1

.) To admit of being managed.
1625 I*. JONSON Staple ofNews \\. i, Is t a Cleare businesse ?

will it mannage well ? My name must not be v.s d else.

4. trans. To control and direct the affairs of

(a household, institution, state, etc.) ;
to take charge

of, attend to (cattle, etc.).
a. 1609 Sir T. Smith&quot; s Cotunnv.

&quot;Eng.
?. xxiv. 34 To spenke

of the Commonwealth, or policy of Kngland it is gouerned,
administered, and mannaged \edd. 1585, 1584, 1589, 15^4
manured] by three sorts of persons. 1709 in Picton L*fool
Mimic. Kec. {1886} 11.75 Trustees for managing and takeing
care of the said charity schoole. 1857 Ki MUN./W. /C, t i. Art
15 If the household were rightly managed. 1865 DICKENS
Miit. Fr. i. \ iii, There are no estates to manage. 1881

JmvETT Thticyd. I. 190, I have remarked again and again
that a democracy cannot manage an tin pi re.

ft. 1670 Moral State Eng. 90 You must bid fair fnr her
fan Heiress) to those who menage her. 1703 MAIN-DHM.!,
Journ. J&amp;gt;-rns. (1732) 28 What Interval of time they have
..in managing of their Flocks.

5. To administer, regulate the use or expenditure
of (finances, provisions, etc,).

1649 Ri&amp;gt;. REYNOLDS f/osea i. 51 Mannage every one of his

gifts to the closing of those miserable breaches which threaten
an inundation of calamilie upon us all. 1683 l&amp;gt;rit. Spec. 78
Besides these the Conies sacrarum largitionnm, who inan-uv -d

the Emperors Finances. 1818 JAS. Mu i. } &amp;gt; it. Imiin 1 1. r, .

iv. 155 The provisions., had been managed without economy.
ahsol. 1842 S. ATKINSON Chancery Pratt. 270 In every

order directing the appointment of a receiver of landed
estate, there shall be inserted a direction that such receiver
shall manage as well as let and set.

6. To deal with or treat carefully; to use spar

ingly or with judgement ;
to husband (one s health,

life, money, etc.). [Cf. K. Manager. ] ? Ot&amp;gt;s.

1649 Hi-. HALL Cast-s Consc. (1650) 72 Now the same God
that hath ordained Soveraigne powers to judge of, and pro
tect the life of others, hath given weighty charge to every
man to tender and manage his owne. 1673 I, HVI&amp;gt;KM Mary.
il la JA i/c I Vol. 24 [SheJ manages her last half-crown with

care, And trudges to the Mall on foot for air. 1697
sKncid xi. 1090 He spurs amidst the foes, Not managing
the life he meant to lose. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Sitbj. \\.

t 1 ? ^) 3 A man, as he manages himself, may die old at

thirty, and a child at fourscore. 1701 SWIFT Contests Nobles
$ Count. Wks. 1755 II. i&amp;gt; 43 Vet we may manage a sickly
constitution; and preserve a strong one. 1726 ( .itllr-er

iv. vii, I began to.. think the Honour of my own Kind not
worth managing. 1733-4 BERKELEY Let. to rrior 17 Mar.
Wks. 1871 IV. 218, I am obliged to manage my health, and
I have many things to do.

fb. To treat (persons) with indulgence or con
sideration. Also absol.) to alter one s conduct from
fear of giving offence. [

= F- Mthiager.] O&s.

1714 SWIFT Let. to Bolingbroke 7 Aug., I do not find there
is any intention of managing you in the least. 1727 OLD-
MIXON Clarendon $ Whitlock Comp. 281 If the Parliament
of England had manag d them with the least Complacencey.
1796 BUKKK Regie. Peace \. Wks. VIII, 147 He temporized ;

he managed.
7. To control, cause to submit to one s rule

(persons, animals, etc.).

1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido i. i, And full three Sommers
likewise shall he waste In mannaging those fierce barbarianVII.L dopju otv. iv. 19 AS unconceivable, .as tliat a blind : . X, ?r*. *,T-7^ &quot;^

v- &amp;gt;- &quot;&quot;

man should manage a game at Chess, or Marshal an Army, i

&amp;lt;n
&amp;lt;\&amp;lt;*:

i57 JEK- JAVLOR
l&amp;lt;rumhhif&amp;gt; (ed. 2) 194.Our

a 1667 COWLEY Mrs. X. Pliilifs iii, The Trade of Glory i

absolution does but. .comfort and instruct your Conscience,

manag d by the Pen.. Does bring in but small Profit to us
Men. 1678 WANLEY Wand. Lit. World v. ii. 50. 471/1
Theodora, .after the death of Constantine, managed for two
years the affairs of the Empire. Ibid. 84. 472/2 He him
self was a Prince unactive, managing the Wars by his prin
cipal Bassa s. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton vi. (1840) 97
Our surgeon was very skilful in managing their cure. 1798
JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) I. 173 Mary does not manage
matters in such a way as to make me want to lay in myself.
1818 LADY MORGAN A utobiog. (1859) 60 So you see, my dear
Olivia, they manage these things better in France. 1841
MACAULAY Ess., Warren Hastings (The Trial), When Par-
hament met in the following winter, the Commons proceeded
to elect a committee for managing the impeachment. 1861
M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 47 By a committee of nine, .all
the affairs of the little world were managed.
fr 597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxvii. i. 227 Who should

giue them their commission but he whose most inward af
faires they menage? Ibid. Ixxxi. 4. 259 They are able to
dispose and menage their owne affaires.

fb. To fulfil the duties of (an office). Obs.
ai6*? HAYWARD Four V. Eliz. (Camden) 54 About 140

passed under the sword and amonge them 12 of name, either
for nobilitie of birth and state, or for honorable places they
mannaged in the armie.

c. To work out (in literary treatment).
1697 DRVPEM Ded. Atneis Ess. (Ker) II. 162, I was loath

to be informed . . how a tragedy should be contrived and
managed, in better verse.. than I could teach others. 1714Pom Rape Lock Ep. Ded., The character of Belinda, as it

is now manag d, resembles you in nothing but in Beauty.
1776 MICKLR Diss. Litsiati (1778) p. ccxviii, If the man of
taste.. will be pleased to mark how the genius of a Virgil
lias managed a war after a Hunua.
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,

direct and manage it. 1694 ADDISON St. Cecilia s Day,
Musick. .With unexpected eloquence can move And manage
all the Man with secret art. 1834 MACAULAY Kss.^ Pitt

(1887) 317 What probability was there that a mere drudge
would be able to manage a large and stormy assembly ?

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits^ Race Wks. (Bonn) II. 32 His
attachment to the horse arises from the courage and address

required to manage it. 1866 G. MACDONAI.D Ann. Q. Ncighh.
ix. (1878) 166 My mother, .was the only one that ever could

manage him.

8. To bring(a person)to consent to one*s wishes by
artifice, flattery, or judicious suggestion of motives.
a. 1706^7 FARO.I:HAR Beaux Strat. 11. i, London, dear

London is the Place for managing and breaking a Hus
band. 1712 STEELE Spcct. No. 444 f 4 The Art of manag
ing Mankind, is only to make them stare a little. 1777 A.
HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 483 He managed them with a

good deal of address, and sent them away perfectly satisfied.

1826 DISRAELI Vi-v. Grey in. i, Managing mankind, by
studying their tempers and humouring their weaknesses.

1840 LYTTON Money v. iii, I have managed even Sharp.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 223 The chief agent who
was employed by the government to manage the Presby
terians was Vincent Alsop. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. //oil (1868)

24 Managing one s husband is some pleasure.
ft. 1673 WALKER Educ. (1683) 92 He embraceth the lies

and flatteries of such as thereby gain and menage him.

ffo. Const, to with inf., towards. Obs.
a. 41715 BURNET Oivn Time (1724) I. 580 He.. was so

frighted, that he was easily managed to pretend to discover

any thing that was suggested to him.
P. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE Josephust Antiq. vii. x. (1733) 187

With certain Hints how they were to menage the Heads of

the Tribe of Judah towards his Restauraiion.

MANAGEABLENESS.
9. To operate upon, manipulate for a purpose

(f const, to with inf.) ; to till land;.
1655 Fi i.i.i K C/i. Hist. i.i. n. r, .\s much ns one plow

can handsomely manage 1726 iVrn Odyss. xxiv. -503 Who
then

thy master, say ? and who-se the land So dress d and
manag d by thy skilful land? 1765 A. DICKSON Treat.
Agric.(v$. 214,) It may be increased by managing the soil in
such a manner, as to enable it to attract this fo.nl in gi*: ( t&amp;lt;-r

plenty.

b. To adulterate, sophisticate; to doctor*.
1820 /&amp;gt;Y(i(7c. Mag. VI. 549 The art of managing or, ac

cording to the familiar phra-,t:, doctoring uines.

f 10. a. To convey by mechanism or contriv
ance, b. N.iut. To manage out; to

e&amp;lt;juip
ami

send out (a boat). Cf. to tnan out. Of&amp;gt;s.

a. 1650 KULLI-.K J isgah 423 How can we conceive that
the-^e solid stones. . were managed hither, .over a moun
tainous Country ?

b. 1638 J. UNM-KEHM. AVri*.*/*-. Amcr. in 3 Mass, /tisf.
Coll. M-ij?) VI. i3 He had managed out a pinnace.

11. To bring to pass by contrivance; hence, to

succeed in accomplishing. Also, with inf. as obj.(or
ellipsis of thisj ; often ironically, to be so unskilful
or unlucky as to do something (cf. CDNTHIVEZ . 6).
1722 I)K KOK Rclig.Cwrtsh. l.i.

(1840) 29 What, says he,

child, i~. to be done in the affair while I am gone ?. . I know
ii&quot;t h..w it will be managed, but I believe she will see him
no more. 1838 MACKEAMY Diary 3 Aug. /iVw/. (18751 II.
1 1;. 1 lind 1 managird to lose. .,2,500. 1854 DICKENS //ar^/
T. n. vii, She is sharp en.mgh ; she could manage to coax
it out of him, if she i.lm-e. 1879 M CLARTHV Own Times II.

xxix. 400 His plays arc aim. 114 the- very feu- modern pro-
duct ions which manage to keep the stage. 1883 S 1 1 \\ NS&amp;lt;*\

Twos. 1st. in. xiv. (rS36) 1I2 My. .obvious duty was to
draw as close as 1 could manage. 1895 Bookman Oct.

33 i AfiL-r gaining any diplni.itic succes-, he managed to
neutralise tin; tii ect^ of It by some act of fatuous folly.

b. ahsoL To succeed (under disadvantages) in

accomplishing one s task; to make shift
,
con

trive to get ini with what is hardly adequate, colloq.
1899 .V/&amp;lt;v/Xv&amp;gt;- 29 July 107/1 The press of work fairly be

wilders me
,
he writes. . but he managed almost without a

hiirh. Mod. I think I might manage with another yard of
material.

12. With can vt be able \ to cope with the diffi

culties of; to succeed in using, dealing with, etc.
;

to * tackle .

[1655 : see
&amp;gt;.,.} 1825 I,AMR F.lia SV-r. n. Superann. Afart, It

seenutd to me that 1 had more time on my hand-- than I could
ever manage. 1903 niackwood x Mag. Dec, 805/1 [I can]

occasionally manage places which are too much for the

average snipe-shouter.

Manage, variant of MKXAP.E Obs.

Manageability (msenedg&brUti). [f. next :

see -rrv.J The cjunlity or condition of being

manageable ; manageableness.
1857 lircKi.K d- iliz. I. ii. &amp;lt;,S We have to look. .at what

may be called the manageability of Nature. 1879 W. II.

WIHTK in CasselCs Techn. Kdnc. IV. -jiS/2 I he limit will be
determined by considerations of manageability.

Manageable (mse nedgab l), ar. Also 7 man-
nageable, nianeggiable. [f. MAXACK i&amp;gt;. +-ABI.K,

Cf. MANIABLK.] That can be managed; amenable
to control or guidance, tractable; admitting of

being wielded, manipulated, or administered, work-

i able; capable of being accomplished by contri-

:
vance.

1598 FLORIO, Maneggicnole, manageable, that may be

j

handled. 1603 FLORIO tr. Alontaigne II. xu. 280 To them

j

[beasts] as their proper share we leave the essential
I, the man-

j
eatable [1632 manageable: F. /&amp;lt;m/&amp;lt;T/ /&amp;lt; ,r],and palpable goods,

j

as peace, rest,.. and health. 1618 BOLTON tr. Florns (1636) 73

j
Italy was now brought under, and made mannageable. 1625

j

BACON Ess. y
l- iciss. Things (Arb.) 576 The Conditions of

Weapons. . are, .That theCarriage maybe Lightand Manage
able; and the like. 1636 E. ttACKKStT.afacAitK e^spfsc.Livy

! I. 32 If thou wonldst make a numerous and warlike people

]

. .thou inak st them of such a temper, that they shall never

be maneggiable at thy will. 1663 J. DAVIES tr. Oleanns
I7oy. Amhass. 253 The Chariot was drawn by two white

Oxen, which, .were as swift and manageable as our horses,

a 1677 HALE I rint. Orig. Man. iv.
vj. 346 The first Con

stitution and Order of things is not in llec. or Nature

manageable by such a Law. 1712 STKELE Sfiect, No. 479
P 5 They who learn to keep a good Seat on horseback,
mount the least managable they can get. 1740 J. CLAKKJ-:

Ednc. Vo it/t (ed. 3) 201 When the Number of Boys in a

Class, arises above &quot;half a Dozen, . . they become less manage
able. 1748 Anson s Voy. n. x. 241 It is one convenience of

their jars that they are much more manageable than casks.

1798 Ihtll Advertiser 4 Aug. 2/4 A gunboat, .being very

manageable in a strong tideway. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aur. Leigh \. 370 A meek and manageable child. 1866

ODLING A nitn. Client. 14 Only a few of these metallic

chlorides can be vaporised at manageable temperatures.

1884 Munch. Exam. 9 June 4/7 The right of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer compulsorily to pay off two.. classes of

Three per Cent, stocks in manageable amounts.

Maiiageableness (mx-nt-d^ab lnes). [f. prec.

+ -KESS.J The attribute of being manageable.
1661 Bovr.E rhysitl. Ess. (1669) 104 Which Disagreement

..may .. be imputed to the greater or less exactness and

manageableness of the Instruments employ d. 1694 / ////.

Trans. XVIII. 266 He thinks that the Excellency of the

Greek Poetry might at first proceed from the manageableness
of the Greek Language. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)

II. 78 The ox, the horse, and the sheep have docility and

manageableness given them for their characteristic. 1818

COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 414 The manageableness of

her means.. will always keep England at the head of the

nations of the world. 1903 Contemp. Kez&amp;gt;. Sept. 393 The
80



MANAGEABLY.
receptivity and the manageableness of the child are at their

maximum within the first fifteen minutes of school hours.

Manageably (mK*ned^abli),o//z . [f. MANAGE-
ABLK + -LY -.] In a manageable manner.

1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Xat. Phil. 63 In the expansive force

of gases, liberated slowly and manageably from chemical

mixtures, we have a host of., powerful energies. 1890
Universal Rev. Sept. 159 The amount of really effective

power which they can manageably wield at need.

Iffanaged (mie nedgd), ///. ft. Also 7 man-
naged, menaged, 9 (in sense i) maneged. [f.

MAXAGE v. + -ED *.]

1. Trained to the manege, arch.

1591 GREENE Maidens Dreame xxi, Men might his stable

full of coursers see, Trotters whose manag d looks would
som afright. 1644 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb., The Tennis

Court, and Cavalerizzo for the menag d horses, are also

observable. 1687 SEDLEY Bellamira v. Wks. 1722 II. 163
He..rid three manag d Horses every Morning. 1722
Lond. Gaz. No. 6087/4 A bright dun manag d Stone Horse
. . has been standing at John Hambrow s. 1773 JOHNSON in

Boswell 24 Sept., A Frenchman goes out upon a managed
horse, and capers in the field. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xvi,

Making his managed horse keep time by bounds and curvets

to the tune which he whistled. 1835 DsCKFORD Recoil. 148

Bestriding a maneged horse.

2. Controlled, conducted, administered. Chiefly
with advs., as well-

t ill-managed.
1611 COTGR., Amesnage^ Managed, gouerned, ordered,

settled, as a household.

-f*3. Falsified,
i cooked*. Obs.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 279 The mysterious and
confused kind of evidence given by this paymaster and the

production of those managed papers.

4. Of demeanour, expressions, etc. : Nicely re

strained, measured. Now rare.

In Burke s use F. mfnagt.
1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. 1842 I. 123 Throughout

it was a satire, though in terms managed and decent enough,
on the politicks of the former reign. 1771 Corr. (1844) I.

291 A behaviour, rather too reserved and managed for the

purposes of opposition. 1819 CRAUBE T. ofHall x, Well I

can call to mind the managed air. .That in a dubious balance

held the mind. 1898 Academy 8 Oct. 23/1 A man of tireless

energy, of managed affections.

Managee (maened^r). nonce-ivd. [f. MANAGE
v. + -EE.] The person who is managed.
1847 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. 1. 1. vii, When the manager

and the managee are both of the same mind.

Management (mfle nedgment). Also 7 man-
nagemeut, menagement. [f. MANAGED. + -MEXT;
in the 17-1 8th c. the development of meaning was
influenced by association with the F. management ,

f.

manager (see the etymological note to MANAGE #.).]

1. The action or manner of managing, in senses

of the vb.
;
the application of skill or care in the

manipulation, use, treatment, or control (of things
or persons), or in the conduct (of an enterprise,

operation, etc.). *f In early use sometimes \nplitral,

1598 FI.ORIO, d/rt/ttf^/o, . . management, businesse, handling,
negotiation. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kinfd. fy Commonw. (1603)

256 Those, .expences which are daiely laide out.. for the

mannagements of so many warres. 1603 HOLLAND Pin.
tarc/i s Mor. 230 In contracts and management of State

affaires. 1657 R, LIGON Barbadoes (1673! 23, I had time

enough to improve my self, in the knowledge of the man
agement of a Plantation of this bulk. 1673 O. WALKER
Educ. (1677) 65 Over looked, not strictly watched unless

there is reason to suspect some ill menagement. 1678
MOXON Mech.Exerc, 98 The Top-man observing to guide
the Saw exactly in the line;.. and the Pit-man drawing it

. . down ; but not so low that the upper and lower Handles
of the Saw sink below both their managements. 1736
BUTLER Anal. I. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 52 Tranquillity, satisfaction,

..being the natural consequences of prudent management
of ourselves, and our affairs. 1796 HORSLEY Serm. I. xi.

(1812) 239 The holy angels are employed upon extraordinary
occasions in the affairs of men, and the management of this

sublunary world. 1828 MACAL-LAY Dryden in Edinb. J\er.

Jan. 26 In the management of the heroic couplet Dryden
has never been equalled. 183* HT. MARTINEAU Life in

Wilds v. 66, I do not see why these skins should not make
us caps and waistcoats, under Fulton s good management.
1834 J. BUSBY Vineyards France fy St. 133 The same care

has been extended to the making and subsequent manage
ment of their wine. 1865 D. G. MITCHELL ll ct Days 16

(Cent.) Management of the household, management of flocks,
of servants, of land, and of property in general.

b. spec. The working or cultivation (of land) ;

hence dial, the process of manuring ; conft , manure.

(See E. D. D. s.vv. Management &amp;gt; Mams/intent.}
fc. An instance of managing; an administra

tive act. Obs.

1609 TOURS RUR Funcrall Poswe Sir F. I ere 34 His ways
..and intents In private and in publique managements.
1615 BRATH WAIT Strappado (1878) 137 Thou Saint of Albion,
Who had thy aunctent consecration From thy religious

mannagements, as farre Disperst, as Turke or Christian

plant^a are. a 1618 SYLVESTER Maidens Blush 658 His
faithful! diligence And mature Wisdome in all managements.
1671 EVELYN Diary 14 Nov., Sir Cha. Wheeler, late Governor
of the Leeward Islands, having ben complain d of for many
indiscreete managements, it was resolved, .to advise his

Majesty to remove him. 1676 GLANVII.L Ess. iv. 34 IJy

inquiry into God s Works, we discover continually, how
little we can comprehend of his Ways and Menagements,

f d. Manner of proceeding. Obs.

1649 lip. HALL Cases Consc. (1650) 35 When some covetous

extortioner..buys up the whole lading of the ship, that he

may . . sell . . at pleasure. . : The true judgment of which

action, & the degrees of the malignity of it, must lie fetcht :

..front the management of the buyer, a 1715 UURNKT Own I

106

Time (1724) I. 217 By this management of his the thing

grew publick.
2. The use of contrivance, prudence, or ingenuity

for effecting some purpose ;
often in unfavourable

sense, implying deceit or trickery.
1666 DKYDEM Ann. Mirab. Ace. of Poem 4, I repose

upon your management what is dearest to me, my fame

and reputation. 1711 in Picton L pool Munic. Kcc. (1886)

II. 4 Attempts have been. .made, .to vacate and sett aside

the present charter by the management of Mr. Henry
Richmond. 1798 WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1893 XIV. 63 If

there has been any management in the business, it has been

concealed from me. 1842 BORROW Bible in .Spain xlviii.

(Pelh. Lilir.) 330 Through the management of Antonio,

however, I procured one of the two chests. 1881 JpWBTT
T/wcyd. I. 118 We rely not upon management or trickery,

but upon our own hearts and hands. 1888 \jv\cv.Atner.

Commix, II. xl. 102 Talent for intrigue or management
usually counts for more than debating power.

f b. A contrivance, device ; in bad sense, a piece
of trickery. Obs.

1736 NEVE Builder s Diet. Pref. 8 The little Artifices, and

low Managements, by which some Men in the Bookselling

Trade..have., discredited their Business. \^Ansonsl oy.

n. viii. 220 By this management we never wanted turtle for

the.. four months, .we continued at sea.

1 3. A negotiation. To be in a management :

to be engaged in negotiations with. Obs.

1705 ADDISON Italy 456 They say too that he [the Duke
ofSavoylhad greatManagements withseveralEcclesiaaticfca

before he turn d Hermite. #1715 BUKNET C&amp;gt;:&amp;lt; tt Time (1724)

I. 346 Vet, while he made a base complying speech in

favour of the Court, and of the war, he was in a secret

management with another party.

4. Power of managing; administrative skill
;

also, ftact, ingenuity.
rtijiS BIKNET Own Time (1724) I. 189 He was a very

frudent
man, and had such a management with it, that

never knew any Clergy-man so universally esteemed.

1760 Ann. Reg. 53 The argument was conducted with

great management and address. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias
m. iii. F 4 If you have management enough to worm your
self into his confidence.

f 5. Indulgence or consideration shown towards

a person ; politic moderation in the conduct of a

case; an instance of this.
\_

= ~$ . management.] Obs.

1727 OLDMIXON Clarendon $ Whitlock comp. 325-6

Decency seem d to require a little more Management,
considering he [Clarendon] was Cromwell s profess d Enemy.
01743 LL&amp;gt;. HKKVEY M*nt. (1848) II. 257 He feared.. lest

the King and Queen, who hated their son. .might construe

it to be a management for their son in Sir Robert Walpole,
and never forgive it him. Ibid. 291 Sir Robert, .thought
their suspicions of his having had any management or

tenderness towards their son were most unjust. 1765 H.
WALPOLE Otranto iii, The herald, who with so little man
agement had questioned the title of Manfred. 1771 BURKE
Lett., to C. Townskend 1844) I. 268 When I have any thing
to object to persons in power, ..I use no sort of manage
ments towards them. 1773 Ibid. 432, I suppose this design
of Lord Temple s is one cause of his management in oppo
sition, in order to conciliate the Tories. 1790 Ibid. III.

135 You certainly do not always convey to me your opinions
with the greatest tenderness and management. 1818 JAS.
MILL Brit. India II. iv. iii. no Suraja Dowla..was too

ignorant and headstrong touse management with his dislikes.

6. collect. A governing body, e.g. a committee,
board of directors, board of control, board of

governors, of any institution or business.

1739 CIBBER Apol. x. 273 Drury-Lane, under a particular

Menagement. 1847 lllustr. Lond. News 10 July 27/2
Wherever they entered into engagements, the managements
speak in high terms of their honourable conduct. 1864
Morn. Star 26 May 4 These * authorised offices do not pro
fess to be authorised by the management. 1902 ELIZ. L.

BANKS Newspaper Girl 201 There are many necessary

outlays which the management of the paper would not pay.

7. attrih., as (sense i) management committee
,

expenses, share.

1903 IVestm.Gaz. 12 Oct. 10/1 A member of the *
Manage

ment Committee of the National Liberal Club. IQOX Daily
Citron. 14 Aug. 4/3 The leaders of the men say this is due
to heavy &quot;management expenses. 1900 Daily .\\-ws 20 Nov.

2/3 The existing 200 one pound &quot;management shares would
be divided into a thousand 4*. management shares.

Hence Manageme-ntal a., pertaining to the

management.
x885*i9/A Cent. June 1061 Each manager reduces manage-

mental expenses so far as lies in his power.

Manager mae n^dgw). Also 7 menager. [f.

MANACE v. + -EH !,]

1. One who manages (something specified) ; ythe
wielder (of a weapon), f the person who wages

(a war) ; the conductor (of an affair). Now rare

in general sense : see ^
? 3.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. I. ii. 188 Adue Valour, rust Rapier,
bee still Drum, for your manager is in loue. 1590 Mids.
N. \. i. 35 Where is our vsuall manager of mirth? What
Kcuels are in hand? 1598 FLORIO, MantggiatSre, a man
ager, a handler. 161* HP. HALL Imfrese of God \\. Wks.
(1625) 452 Warre .. hath .. two directors lustice and

Charity: lust ice, that requires both authoritie in the

menager, and innocence in menaging. 1711 HICKES Two
J n-at. Christ. Pn\ sth.(i^^) II. 16 The priest is the common
manager, .of sacred affairs betwixt God and the people.

2. Chiefly with qualifying adj. : One skilled in

managing affairs, money, etc.

1670 COTTON Espernon i. n. 60 Her Estate therefore

requir d both a discreet manager to husband it, and
a man well furmsh d with money, to disengage it. 1684
DK. YORK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 330, I must
recommend to you both to be good managers, and lo be
sure to live within what you have 1710 :&amp;gt;n LLt. Tatler

MANAGERIAL.
No. 248 p 6 A Man of Business in good Company, who
gives an Account of his Abilities, .is hardly more insupport
able than her they call a Notable Woman, and a Manager.
1728 YOUNG Love Fame vi. 181 Julia s a manager; she s

born for rule; And knows her wiser husband is a fool. 1738
POPE Epil. Sat, i. 21 An artful Manager, that crept between
His Friend and Shame, and was a kind of Screen. 1806 A.
HUNTER Culina (ed. 2) 271 She is not wh.it is called a good
manager. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack of Cold ii, Everybody
owned that she was a capital manager. 1884 Leeds Mercury
30 Apr. 4/6 The government Whips .. seem incapable of

contending with the astute managers on the other side.

3. One whose office it is to manage a business

establishment or a public institution.

Chiefly in certain specific applications : One who conducts
a theatre or other place of amusement; one employed to

take charge of the working of a bank, factory, mine, or

other mercantile or industrial establishment, or of some
particular department of such an establishment; one who
has charge of the financial arrangements and the mechanical

product ion of a newspaper, as distinguished from the matters
which come within the province of the editor ; a person, or

one of a body of persons, responsible for the general working
of a public institution (in recent English use chiefly of an

elementary school).

1705 ADDISON Italy 443 The Manager opens his Sluce

every Night, and distributes the Water into what Quarters
of the Town he pleases. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 341,
I think, continued he, that little Kentish Purchase wants
a Manager. 1764 Oxf. Sausage 38 Some who of old could

Tastes and Fashions guide, Controul the Manager and awe
the Play r, 1779 SIIKKIDAN Critic I. i, Now that the

manager has monopolized the Opera House, haven t we
the signors and signoras calling here. 1809 Med. Jrnl.
XXI. 173 Your physician has thought it his duty to propose
to the [workhouse] managers, the vaccination of the whole
number. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes iii. (1858) 269 This is our

poor Warwickshire Peasant, who rose to be Manager of

a Playhouse. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. i. vi. 77 In a joint-
stock company, all depends upon the manager or agent.

1870 Act 33 &amp;lt;* 34 Viet. c. 75 3 The term managers
includes all persons who have the management of any
elementary school. 1885 MABEL COLLINS Prettiest Woman
viii, Then we can see the author, the manager.

4. One of several members of either house of

parliament appointed for the performance of some

specified duty connected with the functions of the

two houses; esp. the arranging a conference be

tween the two houses, and the presenting of articles

of impeachment.
1666-7 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 209 We went up

to the Lords to manage the impeachment against Lord
Mordaunt. Our managers observed that he sat in the

House. 1710 [Sr. LEGER] Managers Pro
&amp;lt;V

Con (ed. 3)

4 To Him and to Me, He and the Council seem d to

be the Managers for the Pretender; and the Commons
Managers seem d only to be of Council for the Queen and
the Nation. 1791 HUKKE A$p. 11 higs \\ k^. VI. 157 Mr.

Walpole (afterwards Sir Robert) was one of the managers on
this occasion. 1817 Purl. Deb. 4 At the conference the

managers for the Lords,, .communicated to those for the

Commons the Address just agreed to. 1840 1 enny Cycl.
XVII. 277/2 The conference [between Lords and Commons]
is conducted by Managers for both houses. Ibid. 279/1
The managers should confine themselves to charges con
tained in the articles of impeachment. 1841 MACAULAY

ss,, W arrcn Hastings (The Trial), The House decided

that Francis should not be a manager.. .The managers,
with Burke at their head, appeared in full dress... Nor,

though surrounded by such men, did the youngest manager
pass unnoticed. 1855 Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 124 Roches

ter, in the Painted Chamber, delivered to the managers
of the Lower House a copy of the Treaty of Limerick. 1863
H. Cox Instil. I. ix. 152 The number of members of the

Commons named managers of a conference is double that

of the Lords. Ibid. \\. vi. 471 For the prosecution of the

trial managers are appointed by the House of Commons.

5. Law. A person appointed, ordinarily by a

court of chancery, to control, carry on and account

for any business which may have fallen into the

hands of the court for the benefit of creditors or

others : usually receiver and manager.
1793 F. VESEV jr. Chancery Rep. I. 139 Motion for an

order, that the manager of an estate in one of the West
India islands should give security faithfully to manage the

estate [etc.]. i8ai Jacob $ Walkers Chancery Rep. I. 299

Praying.. that in the meantime a receiver and manager
might DC appointed. 1827 F. VESEY jr. Chamcry Rep.
ted. 2) XIX. 146 A Motion was made.. for a reference to

the Master to appoint a Manager and Receiver. 1880 Law
Rep. 14 Ch. Div. 645 This was a petition .. praying for the

appointment by the Court of a manager of the undertaking
of the Manchester and Milford Railway. 1880 Ibid. 655
When you come to give proper weight to .. the ordinary
course of the Court of Chancery in appointing a receiver as

distinguished from a manager.

Manageress (BMTBAtovte). [f. prec. + -ESS.]

A woman manager, e.g. of a theatre or hotel.

1797 MRS, A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) I. 20 The
lady manageress s benefit had been stuck up at every door

in the parish. 1819 SCOTT hant. Lett. 23 Aug. (1894 II. 52
A play ofJoanna liaillie s which shehasseni to Mrs. Siddons

(our manageress). 1885 Miss BKADDOS Wyltftnf* Weird
III. 81 Mdlle. Dupre/ .. wan known and welcomed with
friendliest greeting by manageress and head waitn. 1902
ELU. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 105, I hail yiven a false

name and false address to the manageress of the laundry.

Managerial (maen6dg!TUl), a.
[f.

as prec.

+ -;I)AL.J Of or pertaining to, or characteristic

of, a manager, esp. the manager of a theatre.

1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. 145 The latter were to be set

off with all our inimitable Garnet s managerial art,. .and

judicious cast of parts. 1807 in .Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XL 370

They hail a scheme which promises (hem relief from man

agerial neglect and popular damnation, 1854 DILKBNS



MANAGERSHIP.
Ilatti T. II. i, She UMially cinliclli^hecl with her genteel

presence a managerial boaril-ruuiu over the public office.

1895 Times (weekly ed.) 27 Sept. 778/1 To force the note of

approbation at the clo.se, by means of a managerial speech.
1895 TabU-t 10 Aug. 230 The question of the managerial
authority has attracted a j;reat (leal of public attention.

Hence Manag-e-rially utiv., in the manner or

capacity of, or in relation to, a manager.
1882 Daily News 9 Mar. 2/3 The Croydon March Meeting,

which finished as well as it commenced, managerially and
financially speaking. 1901 }Ycstni. Cat. 15 Jan. 10/3 He
was. .managcrially connected with a London theatre.

Managerie, obs. form of MENAQEBIK.

Managership (mx-nedjpjjip). [f. MANAGER
+ -SHIP.]
1. The office or position of a manager.
1883 Jrnl. Ednc. XVIII. 151 A local managership of a

life insurance company. 1892 Daily .\V;i A 8 Mar. 6/z
Their chances are better than. -before the qualifications for

manager-ships became the subject of national law.

2. The control of a manager.
1864 Reader 24 Dec. 792/1 Under the most energetic and

intelligent managership and stage-managership.

t Ma iiagery. Oh. Also 7-8 menagery, -ie,

(7 menagry), manadgery, mannagery, S mau-
(n)agry. [f.

MANAGE sb. or v. + -EBY
; but in

many examples inlluenced in sense by F. mtnagerie
(t domestic administration): sec MKNAGEKIE.]
1. Domestic or agricultural administration or

economy.
1633 J. DOSE tr. .Iris/ens Hist. Scftiingint 74 The

Peasants therefore are very careful!, .in their. . Menagery. .

by reason whereof, .the region is all planted with Fruite
trees. 1677 GREW Anat. Stfds iii. i The next step of
Natures Managery, relates chiefly to the Growth of the
Seed when it is sow n. 1740 I.AUY I OMI-KMT

/.&amp;lt;r7.(iSo5) II.

214 The sacred cells, and all the. managery Of holy nuns in
their retreats, ! see. 1720 STRVPF. Stw s Snn&amp;lt;. I. i. xxvi.
185/1 These Men that thus spake against the Managery of
this Hospital. 111734 NORTH Life I.J.

l\~f,J&amp;gt;cr Gitilfant
(1742) 133 And with all this Menagery and Provision, no
one.. could observe any Thing more to do there, than in

any other Nobleman s House.
b. Husbanding or judicious use of resource*;

economy.
1673 O. WALKER Educ. u. vii. 280 There is also required

good menagery.or making your penny go further then another
mans. 1705 STANHOPB Parafhr. II. 410 Managery is an
Ornament and an Advantage to our Charity. 1705 TATE
Triumph xii, They blest the Managry of those Supplies.
2. The art of managing (weapons, instruments).
1654 WHITLOCK Zwtomia 55 Making Shirts and Smocks

for the Poore, and such like Managery of their Needle or
\Vheele. 1667 Decay CUr. Piety v. loo No expert General
will bring a company of raw, untrain d men into the Field,
but will . . teach them the ready managery of their Weapons.
1693 WAI.I.IS in Phil. Trans. XVII. 84^ This I thought fit

to recommend to your Consideration, who do so well under
stand Telescopes-, and the managery of them.
3. The function of managing or administering;
managership ; an administrative office.

1643 HEYLIN Rebels Cateck. 14 Men who. .ingrossed unto
themselves the principal managery of the Common-wealth.
1650 R. STAPYLTON Strati s Lffzu C. Warres v. 137 Thir.

Expedient was committed to the managerie of a Spanish
Merchant. 1660 WATKKHOUSE Arms 8f Arm. 152 In affaires
of warre and peace, in Manadgery of Ecclesiastical, Civil,
Naval and Land Trusts, a 1734 NORTH Life Dudley North
(1744) 150 He thought that, in such a Managery, there was
so much of Trust, that, of Necessity, they must be, more
or less, cheated.

4. Cunning or adroit management ;
an instance

of this.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xvi. 371 However
husbanded by Art, and the wisest menagery of that most
subtile impostor. 1679 EVEK.VKD I rot. Princes Europe 9
If rrance had not .. been

assure_d by his managery and
tampering with some corrupt Ministers of that Crown, that
(etc.). 1689 Blaady Assizes 25 My Lords Threats and
other Manage! y, so disposed the Jury, that.. they brought
the Lady in Guilty, a 1734 NORTH Exam. H, iv. 17 (1740)
241 Bedloe held him in Hand so craftily that, at last, he
got him fast in the Trap. It was a nice Managery, and
may be shewed for a Pattern.

5. a. Horsemanship: = MANAGE sb. i. b. A
place of exercise for horses : = MANAGE sb. 3.
1685 COTTON tr. RIatitaigne i. xxxviii. (1711) 1/347 In

Menagery, Study, Hunting and all other Exercises, Men
are to proceed to the utmost Limits of Pleasure. 1782 T.
ADAMS Diary Wks. 1851 III. 208 The menagerie, where
they exercise the horses, is near the end of the stables.

6. ? Management of health, hygienic treatment.
1697 R. PEIRCF. Bat/i .Vein. i. ix. 213 The Cautious and

orderly Managery of Women.. in bathing, and drinking
these Waters, have such, .successful Effects.

Managery, obs. form of MENAGEUIE.

Managing (mrc-nedgirp, vbl. sb. [-ING 1.] The
action of the vb. MANAGE.

&quot;579 J- STUBBES Gapiug GnlfOya, Then will he.Jeaue
thys poore prouence to the mannaging of a viceroy. 1590
briiNsER F. Q. u. iv. 8 The knight, that aye with foe In
layre defence and goodly menaging Of armes was wont to

I -n
1
?
93 NASHE Christ s T. 57 b, Wee kicke and winche,and will by no meanes endure his managing. 1596 DKAYTON

Legends in. 579 He Me notice gave, What the proud Barons
had in managing. 1607 HIKRON Wks. I. 407 The well
ortlnng and managing of the wife is the glory of the
husband, xeo? Bp. HALI. llolyMscrv. \. (1609) 20 A charit-

le vntrueth, and an vncharitable truth, and an vnwise
menaging of trueth or lone, are all to bee carefully auoyded.
1681-2 PRIDEAUX in Fox Bourne Locke (1876) I. viii. 470
Certainly there is some whig intrigue a-managing. 1682
BmntM Holy War 172 The handling of their aims, the
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managing of their weapons uf war, were marvellous taking
to Mansuul and me. 1707 MoKiiMLfc llit*l\ (17^1) I. A vij 1&amp;gt;,

The Way of ordering and managing of Fouls. 1711 Light
to Blind in iof/t Rep. Ifis/. J/.V.V. Comm. App, v. 144 Their
.. officers signalized themselves in manageing of this la^t

contention.

Ma liagillg, ///. a. [-IN*; -.] That manages.
1. Addicted to scheming or to assuming the direc

tion of affairs.

a 1715 UURNKT Own Time (17241 I. 475 She gut him to lu

lu-ought out of prison, and carried him to the Countess of

Powis, a zealous managing Papist, 1848 TM.U.KI- KAY / an.
f- air .\\.\iii, That bri.sk, managing, lively, imperious woman.
3. Skilful anddiligent in management; economical.
1754 RlCHAROSON Crandison (iSn.) I. xiv. 89 Sir John

spoke of him as a managing man, as to his fortune. 1797
T. WRIGHT Aittobiog. (1864) 41 He \vas at this time as
careful, seller, and managing a man as any in the neighbour
hood. 1825 ESTHER HEWLETT Cottage Comforts v. ;&quot; A
managing; young woman, when she gucs to the shop. .will

take care to look about her. 1894 H, Nisui-;r HMS/I (,&quot;/V/ .y

J\vi. 25 With the advent of the charming and managing
Kathleen, he drew no more upon his sadly-diminished
capital.

o. Having executive control.

1766 [.ifcofQuin\\. (1887) 30 The general conditions were,
two hundred pounds a year to each managing actor, and a
clear benefit. 1847 I-&amp;gt;ISKAKLI Tancred ir. i\, You want u
first rate managing man. 1897 HAVELOCK-WILSON Sp. Ho.
Com in. 25 Jan., lie did not say that, .managing owners sent

ships to sea for the purpose of gaining by in.surain e. 1902
Ku/. L. BANKS AVuvAz/er^V/36 The managing*editor was
an ex-Confederate colonel. Mod. The managing committee
of the society.

I Ma nakin. Antiq. \Cf,1?.inaHicte t inaniquet

L. manicitla : sec MAXACXK j#.] An alleged name
for a kind of glove worn by soldiers in the twelfth

century.
1824 MKYRICK Anc. Armour I. 25 The hauberk. .

i&amp;gt;,
\\itli

its hood, of the same piece but with sleeves titling close
to the arms, terminating with gloves, manakins,or mufflers,
which cover the outrides of the hands and fingers.

Manakin: see MANIKIN.
Manance, -arise, -anss, ol. ff. MKVACK.
t Mauant, a. 1 Obs. [a. OK. manant rich.]

Opulent, powerful.
1422 tr. Secrcta Secret,

^
Prlr. f*ri^&amp;gt;, 155 The more rychc

man be and manaunt, the more hym be-howyth tliat lie

be vmbethoght.

t Manant, a:- Obs,- [ad. L. manant-cin,

pres. pple. of manarc to How.]
1727 IJ.ULEY vol. II, Mancuit, flowing or running.

t Maiiailtie. Obs. In 4 manauutic. [a.
OK. mananttC) i. manant inhabitant.] A dwelling.
c 1330 R. HHUXNK Chron. (1810) 325 And in his pes to lyur,

and haf Jwr manauntie.

Manaple, obs. form of MANIPLE
Manar, obs. form of MANOR, MANURE.
Manarolins, variant of MANAVILINS.
Manarvel ;manauvl), v. Naut. slang. [Of

obscure origin : related to MANAVILINH either as its

source or as a back-formation from it.] (See quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-Ik.) To Planar-eel, to pilfer

small stores.

Manas(e, -ass(e, -as(s)h, obs. ff. MENACE.
t Maiiat. Obs. [Cf. mennot^ monnit, the min
now (E.D.D.).] Some kind of fish.

1610 FoLKiNCHAM Art Surv. iv. iii. 83 Fishing.. in Fresh
waters; as for Samon, Trout, Carpe, Pike, Manat, Breame,
..Minnowcs, Crea-fish.

Manat, obs. form of MANATEE.
Man-at-arms. Orig. man-of-arms. [tr.OF.

hoinmed anncS) hommc (t armes
^\

A soldier, war
rior

; spec, a heavy-armed soldier on horseback.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 2 He is a noble man of armes.

c 1430 Syr Gcncr. (Roxb.) 3425 Of men of armes thei broght
x thousand,. .And of othir men of fote also Thre thousand.

1439 AW/j ofI arlt. V. 33/2 Noo Souldiours, Man
1

of Armes, |

nor Archer. 1500-20 DUNUAR Poems Ixiii. 7 Men of armes,
and vail^eand knychtis. 1530 PALSCR. 242/2 Man of armes,
a horse man, lance. Ibid. 244/2 Men of armes, gctts darmcs.
1581 1 iiTTiK Guazzo s Civ. Conv. HI. (1586) 161 Two
brothers, .both men at armes, and in pay with the King.
1598 UARRET Theor. Warrcs 141 The Man at Armes is

armed complete, with his cuyrasses of proofe [etc.].., well
mounted vpon a strong and couragious horse. 1630 R.
Johnson&quot;s Kingd. $ Commit}. 109 They are able to bring to the
field 2000. men at Armes, and infinite troopes of light Horse-
men. 1795 SOUTHEV Joan of Arc vi. 300 A man-at-arms

\

upon a barded steed. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles vi. xii, His
men-at-arms bear mace and lance. 1838 TIIIRLWALL Greece .

xvi. II. 334 Besides the 35,000 helots who attended the
[

Spartans, each man of arms in the rest of the army was ac-
j

companied by one light armed, 1874 BOUTELL Anns #
Arm. ii. 35.

fig. 1871 MOKLLY Voltaire (i8S6) 9 Each controversial
man-at-arms.

Manatee (majnatr). Zool. Forms: 6-7
|

manat, manaty, 6-9 manati, 7 njawnatee, man- j

entine, manacy, mannaty, manitte, 7-8 man-
j

ate, maiinati, S mannasy, mannasi, manatea, ;

manatae, minati, manatie, manattee, 9 man-
,

nittee, manatin, 7- manatee, [a. Sp. manati
\

Diet. Caraibe, 1665). Cf. mod. L. inaiiillus (Kon-
delet DC J isc. Mai: 1554, xvr. xviii), whence F.

t manat (Cotgr.), manatc (Littre), It. manatto

(Florio).

MANAVILINS.
The wold was commonly identified with the I,. niaiMtns
furnished with hands

,
the animal having lins somewhat

resembling hand.s.l

1. A large aquatic herbivorous cetacean of the

genus Maimiits (order Sircnia}, csp. M. anicri-
canits

;
it inhabits the shallow waters of rivers and

esUiaries on the Atlantic shores within the tropics.
Called also LAMANTIN.
1555 KIII-;N l\\ti&amp;lt;lt;* i ;o A yongc fyshe of the kynde of

those huge mon- ters of the sea whiche thinhabitours caule
Manati. 1568 HAI KKT Taeveft ffna found H orU \x\\.

115 Among the which [li-h| thrre U one named Manaty.
: 1591 SYLVKSI i:[&amp;lt; 1&amp;gt;U liartas I. ii. I .

| ; The Indian Manat
and the Mullet float U r Mount. iii] tops, where erst the
bearded Goat Did bound and hrm/. 1634 SIR I . HJ-.K-

iskKT 1 rali. 212 The Mannatee or Cmv-tish for taste and
shape can pose both feeders and helioldus. 1684 Bncanicrs
Anicr. III. vii. 82 A certain Animal, which the Spaniard^
call Manentints, and the J &amp;gt;uu.h,

N ,t-( nus. 1735 I. ATKINS
I oy. Hiiiiic.i 42 Fit haunts fur the Manatea ami Crocodile.

1799 W. TOOKI; l- ie-v Russian J-.iu/ . I. 204 Sea-bears,
manatis and other sea-animals frei|nenl these shores in herds.

1843 rctitty Cytt. XXVII. 289/1 The Aiiierii.an Manatee is

of rounded form, and has been compared to a leathern bottle
or wine-skin. 1883 MOI.ONI.Y // . A/ri, tin / / //ovV-TsS (Fish.
Kxh. I ubl.) The llesh of the manatee is much appreciated by
the natives, resembling a combination of veal and poik.
2. Northern manatee, tiie edentulous animal

Rhytiiia Stclleri, formerly existing in the Uchring
Straits, f Saint Helena manatee, app. some
kind of seal.

1697 PAMMLK . *( _;. (17^9 I. 547, I found the Sai:t,i //,-/-

/&amp;lt; mi Manatee to be, by their shapes, .those Creatures called

Sea-lyons. 1855 W. S. DALLAS in .VT.V/. Xat. //is/. II. 413
The Rhytina Stellcri, or Northern Manatee, which like

the Dodo, has become extiiiLt.

13. ntlrib. and
Cciiii-.,-^.-, maiialee-eaic/iiiigi man

atee-grass, a marine plant of the West Indies, 7 ha-
lassia tcsliidiiniin; maiiatco-hicle, a \\hip made
of the hide of the manatee

;
manatee leather,

leather made from the hide of the manatee ;

manatee strap, a strap made of manatee leather;

manatee-trap, a trap for harpooning manatees.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 289/2 The sport of manatee-

catching, thus conducted, is described as highly diverting.

i696Si.oANKC.VirW. Plant. Jamaica 5 . l/v.t Juneea^. -*Man-
all Grasse. 1871 KiNtlM.MY At I.a*t i, A bottom of white sand,
bedded here and therewith the short manati-grass. 1855
ll cst .t . Iff}! xxv, The driver applied ihe manati-hide
across his loins, once, twice, with fearful force. 1836 MAC-
GILLIVKAY tr. Hulnboldfs 1 rn~ . x\ iii. jy3 She was scourged
with straps of manatee leather. 1682 T. A. Carolina 32
With one of these Manaty Strapps I have seen a Mar of Iron
cut and dented. 1883 MOLON KY II . Afij^in /- is/tints 27

Manatee-trap. . . Urietly described it is a harpoon of heavy
wood tipped with iron, suspended by a string., from the

cross-piece of a supporting wooden framework.

t Manatll. Obs. Forms: I man-a5, 2-3

manaj), mon-otS, 4 mane-ap, maineath. [OK.
mait-tiS, f. man MAN sb.- + iid OATH ;

cf. the equi
valent OS. uicnfJ

(MT&amp;gt;a. mciiicct}, OHG. (MUG.,
mod.G.) meineiii, ON. meinciSr (Da. and Sw.

nictietf). The normal mod. form would be *i/ioan-

catli,] False oath, perjury.
a 1000 La-ii S /Etlu lstau I. c. 25 Sebe man-a3 [z .r. maenne-

aft] sweri^e. 1175 Latul*. llont, 49 Alse beos men doo Jre

liggefl inne eubruche and ine gluteiierie and ine inanaSas.

a 1200 OFMIN 4480 patt til ne swere nan manap Forr lufe

ne forr e^e. c 1200 Trin. Cell. Iloin. -. 15 On is leasing,
o^er is mon-o5. a 1300 Cursor M. 27833 Fals foluing, fals

wittnesing, Vnknaun lage, nianath f( 1375 1-airf. mane-ab,
a 1400 Cotton GaU-a maineath], and lesing.

Manati, manatin: see MANATEE.

Manatine (mrc natain), a. [ad. mod.L. type

inanatlnus, i. manalits MANATEt: : see -INE.] Re

sembling, or related to, the manatee
; manatoid.

In some recent Diets.

t Mana tion. Obs. ran. [ad. L. manation-em,
f. maiiare to flow.] The action of flowing out.

1656 BLOUNT Gfos& gr., i\Ianativti, a flowing, or running
a trickling down. 1755 JOHNSON, Manation, the act of

issuing from something else. 1814 BKACKKNRIDGE Views
Louisiana 288 Without speech, how could we ever com
municate to each other, that we possess reasoning powers
a manation of the divine essence ?

Manatoid vm^ natoid), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

manatoitlcs
,

f. maitatus MANATEE: see -OID.] a.

adj. Resembling the manatee, b. sb. One of the

Manatoidea. In some recent Diets.

Manattee, -atu, -aty : see MANATEE.

Manaxice, -aunce, -ze, -ause: see MENACE.

Maiiaviliiis, inanavlins (manx vilinz,

mana; vlinz), sb. pi. slang. Also malhavelins

(Whitby Gloss., 1876), manablins, manarolins,
meuavelings. [Of obscure origin : app. a vbl.

sb. in -ING l. Cf. MANAKVEL v.] Small matters,

odds and ends ;
articles supplementary to the or

dinary fare.

1865 Hottcns S/afti, Diet., Manallins, broken victuals.

Jft nttz eliiigs t
odd money remaining after the daily accounts

are made up at a railway booking-office, usually divided

among the clerks. 1887 G. B. GOODE fisheries of U. S.

Sect. v. II. 228 To the above-mentioned fare should be

added, ..the manarolins [? read manarvlins] of the whale

men that is, fresh meat, vegetables, milk, butter, eggs, anil

fruits. 1889 R. BoLDKliwooi) Rettery under Arms x.xii,

He d a stool and table too .. this Robinson Crusoe cove. No
end of nianavilins either. 1902 E. I). KENNED* Black Ptlict



MANBOTE.

Qiteensl. viii.ioi Odds and ends.. are described in theCuluny
by the one useful old naval word manavlins ,

a term which
embraces every small thing.

Manayr(e, obs. form of MAXOK.
Mailbote (marnbfTut). Obs. exc. Hist. [OE.

mannbot, f. mann MAN 5/ .
1 + bot BOOT j/&quot;.

1

] A
tine paid to an overlord for the loss of a man.
a xooo Laws offtie c, 70 flL\. twyhyndum were mon sceal

sellan to monbote xxx. scilt., ,-ct vi. hyndum lx.\x. scitt, a;t

twelfhyndum cxx. Ibid. c. 76 Sie sio niit^bot and sio man-
bot gelic. a 1201 HOVKDEN Chronica (Rolls) II. 224 Man-
bote in Denelaga, et de villano et de Scotman, duodecim
horas ; de liberis autem hominibus tres maruas. 1656 in

BLOUNT Gloswgr. 1872 K. \V. ROBEKISON jfist. Kss. Introd.

35 A number of the more important members of the class

had evidently been enrolled in the ranks of the feudal

nobility and their manbote was reckoned in gold .

Mane, variant of MANK Obs.

I Ma11Cando jnankand0). Jlfus. [It.
-- lacking,

failing] A direction indicating a decrescendo, or

lessening of lone, in an already soft passage (Grove
Diet. JlhtS. l88o). 1811 in BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed-a).

I IVIaiica tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. inancCition-

ein, n. of action f. mancare to mutilate, f. mancus

one-handed, maimed,] Maiming, mutilation.

1727 EARBERY tr. Bin-net s St. Dead 86 This brings me to

the next Dispute, how far Mancati&amp;lt; n destroys this Identity ;

for as a River, by being divide .1 into many Streams, may
lose its Name. So would Man, if he could be supposed
split into Halves.

Mance, Manch, obs. ff. MANSE, MUNCH.

IVIaaiche , mauiiclie (munj . Forms: 5 //.

mangys (//?r.\ 7 manch, 67 maunch, 8-9
maunche, 4, 6-y manche. [a. F. nianche, fern. =
Pr. manga, mancha^ Sp., Pg. manga : L, /tianica,

f. man-us hand.]
1. A sleeve. Obs. exc. as applied by antiquaries

to the form of sleeve imitated in the heraldic

manche : see 2.

1391 Earl Derby s Exp. (Camden) 90 Et per mantis ems-
dem a brawderere pro } manche, pro frenges et laces pro VMI

domini, viij marc. pr. 1602 SKCAR Hon, Mil. fy Civ. n. xi.

71/2 He shatbe apparelled in a blew gowne, with the

Manches open in the maner of a Priest. 1688 R. HOLMK
Armoury in. 256 A Maunch or Sletve of the newest Fashion,
being now in use of the great Gallants uf our times. . . It. .

may fitly.. be termed the HoiuuU Kar Maunch.
attrib. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI, 465/2 Tunics.. with long

and loosely flowing skirts, and having the maunche bleeves.

2. Her. A sleeve used as a charge, esp. the hang
ing sleeve of the I4th c.

[6-1250 Roll in rianchc^s Pursuit: Amis (ed. 1873) 153
Reginald de Moun, de goules pu ung manche d argent.]
1486 Bk. St. Albany Her. b iiij b, Marigys be called in

armys a sleue. 1592 WYKLEY Armorie^ /,rf. Chandos 83 Sir
Hue Hastings, armd gold, we do redeem. With gulie maunch
and siluer labell on. 1610 GUII.LIM Heraldry iv. vii. 205
Hee beareth Gules, a Dexter Anne habited with a Maunch,
Ermine, the handle holding a Flowre de Lite, Or. 1640
YORKE Union ffott,, Names &amp;lt;y

Anxes 53 Thory. Argent
on a bend sable, 3 manchcs of the tirst. 1648 HUBKIOC
Hesper. 349 That Bar, this I end

;
that Ftss.this Clieveron;

This Manch, that Moone [etc.]. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury
in. 257/1 A Queens Maunch erected A. Pinked or Slashed
G. with an hand out of it.. is the Crest of Gollnitz of Swa-
bish. 1780 EDMONDSON Heraldry II. Gloss., Manche, a
sleeve. . .Some of our English Writers call it, though im
properly, Maunche. 1864 UOUII-.LL Her. Hist.

&amp;lt;y Pop. xiv.

(ed. 3) 151 Hastings or, a manche gu. 1868 CUSSANS Her.
vii. (1893) nS Manche, or Maunche : A hanging sleeve.

b. Manche maltalc [ad. F. manche mal tailltc,
lit. ill-cut sleeve ], an

irregularly shaped manche.
111550 in Baring-Gould & Twigge ll esL Armory (1898) i

A (.him : Ar : a manch maltaile sab. 1562 Linen Armorie
176 He beareth Or, a Manche maltale Geules. 1572 BOSSK-
\\KLL Armorie n. 89. (1610 GUII.LIM Heraldry iv. vii. 205
Maunch. ,of some Armorists, is termed Manche mal taileu,

Quasi manica male talliatii, as an ill shapen Sleeue.]
Hence f Ma nchcd a. Obs. t having a (half)
manche or sleeve.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 257/1 This is a Maunch half

Maunched, being a close sleeve, with another open or wide
sleeve coming over it, even to the bending of the Elbow.
This was in fashion about the year 1620 and 1644.

II Manche -
(maiif). [K. manche masc., lit.

handle* =
Sp., Pg. mango, It. manico : popular

L. *manicum t f. man-us hand.] (See quot.)
1876 STAISER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms, Manche, the

neck of a violin or guitar, &c.

Maiiclie . [a. Malayalam manji.] A large
fiat-bottomed boat with one mast, used on the
Malabar coast for landing cargoes. (Cf.MANCHtJA.)
1855 in OCILVIE, Suppl. 1862 BEVEKIDGE Hist. India I.

i. x. 237 Manche of Calicut. A boat used on the Malabar
coast, having a flat bottom, rendering it suitable for crossing
the bars at the mouths of rivers.

Manche: see MUXCH.
Mancheat ;e, obs. form of MAXCHET.
Manchenille, obs. form of MANCHINEEL.
Manche-present, var. MAUXCH-PKESENT.
II Mancheron (manf^ron). Also 8 mancerou.

[Fr., f. manche sleeve, MANCHE 1
.]

a. Fr. Her.
A sleeve used as a bearing, b. Trimming on the

upper part of the sleeve of a woman s dress.

1725 COATS Diet. Her., Mancheron is a Sleeve, as us d
indifferently with Manche by French Heralds, and signifies
any Sort of Sleeve, not to be conlin d to that in particular
which we commonly call by the Name uf Manihu. 1727
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BAILEV vol. l\,Ma&amp;gt;ucrcn (with French l/cral.\ a sleeve

used indifferently with Manche^ and signifies any sort of

sleeve. 1835 Court Mag. VI. p. ix/i Velvet mancherons of

the shell form, edged with blond lace.

Manchester (mse iiitjestaj). The name of a

large city in Lancashire, the chief centre of the

cotton manufacture.

1. Used attrib. or as adj. chiefly in the names of

various cotton goods produced there, as Manches
ter cottons, etc. Also Manchester-man (,see quot.

1851). Manchester wares, cotton goods manu
factured at Manchester ; hence Manchester ware

house, warehouseman.
1552 Act 5 &amp;lt;y

6 Ediv. I /, c. 6 i All and everie Cottonnes
called Manchester Lancashire and Chesshire Cottonnes. . .

And . . all Clothes called Manchester Rugges otherwise

named Frices. 1580 R. HITCHCOCK Pol. Plat F ij, At Rone
in Fraunce..be solde our Englishe wares, as Welche and
Manchester Cottons [etc.]. 1704 Jrnl. Ho. Cotnnt. 27 Jan.

499/2 Linnen and Woollen cloth and othergoods called Man
chester Wares. v]faL&amp;lt;md.Chron* i8-2oMar.X1.266/2lilue
Manchester velvets, with gold cords, .are generally the uni

form ufBum-bailiffs [etc.]. 1794 W. FELT ON Carriages \,\%Qti

I. 24 A strong Manchester tape, called web. 1795 J. AIKIN

Descr. Manchester 183 When the Manchester trade heean
to extend. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Lalour (1864 1.419/1 The
packmen are sometimes called Manchester-men. These are

the men whom I have described as the sellers of .shirtings,

sheet iiig^,&c. 1851 \\\Illustr.Lond. News (1854)5 Aug. 119/1

[Occupations of People.] Manchester-warehouseman, 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Manchester and Glasgow tt iir-.-

/untse, a sale depository for all kind.s of cotton goods. 1899

Daily XC~MS 9 Jan. 2/4 Unlawfully applying a certain faUe

trade description to M^anchester linen .

b. In the names of various colours, as Man
chester blacky brown, yellow.
1862 O NEILL Diet. Calico Printing, etc. 24 What was

called Manchester black, was obtained by first steeping in

galls or sumac, then [etc.], 1870 J. W. SCLAIEK Man.
Colours 113 Manchester Yellow (Jauned Or, Naphthylamine
Yellow), the most splendid yellow colouring matter known,
prepared from napthalin. #1873 CKACE-CALVERT Dyeing,
etc. (1876) 472 Manchester yellow or

* Martius yellow ,.,

gives a very pure gold colour on bilk and wool.

2. Manchester School: a name first applied by
Disraeli to the body of politicians, ltd by Cobden
and Bright, who, before the repeal of the Corn

Laws, held their meetings at Manchester and advo
cated the principles of free trade. It was after

wards extended by their opponents to the party
who supported those leaders on other questions of

policy. Also, in Manchester policy ^ etc., used deri

sively to designate a policy ol laissez-faire and self-

interest.

1848 DISRAELI Sp. Ho. Conim. 10 Mar., in Hansard 417 The
great leaders of the school of Manchester, .laid duwn this

principle, that you were to buy m the cheapest and sell

in the dt-arest market. 1849 -iA 6 July ibid. 1495, I say
the Manchester school. I have a right to use that phrase,
for I gave them that name. I gave it them with a!! respect.

1851 BRIGHT in G. B. Smith Life &amp;lt;V Sp. (1881) I. 345 [In an
address to his constituents.] Now, we are called the Man
chester Party ,

and our policy is the Manchester policy ,

and this building I suppose is the schoolroom of the Man
chester School . I do not repudiate that name at all. I

think it is an honour [etc.]. 1881 MOKLEY Cohdcn I. vi. 151
When we look back upon the affairs of that time [1854!, we
see that there were two policies open. Lord Palmerston s

was one, the Manchester policy was the other. 1881 J. KAE
in Contemp. Rw. Jan. 101 They repudiate the Manchester

idolatry of self-interest. 1902 B. KIUD West. Cimliz. xi.

405 The inherent tendency of all economic evils to cure
themselves if simply left alone the characteristic doctrine
of the Manchester school of thought in England.
3. absol. or sb. Some kind of cotton fabric.

1777 MME. D AKBLAY Early Diary (1889) II. 169 Betsy. .

had a very showy striped pink and white Manchester. 1799
W. TOOKE View Russian Enip. III. 509 Cotton-manufac
tories, .make. .coarse muslin, manchester, ..&c.

4. slang. The tongue. ? Obs.

1812 in j. H. VAUX Flash Diet. 1820 Lond. Mag. I. 26/1

If, instead of bidding her hold her manchester, lie bad
attended to her advice. 1823 Grose s Diet. Vulgar Tongue,
Hence Ma nchesterdom [formed after G. Man-

chesterthum^ a word used by German socialists]
= next; Ma nchesterism, the principles advocated

by or attributed to the * Manchester school ;

Ma iichesterist.one who supports Manchesterism,
1882 J. RAE in Contcwp. Rci 1

. Jan. 101 Much of his

[Todt s] work is devoted to show the. .inner antagonism of

Christianity and Manchesterdom. . . The merely nominal
Christian. . is always a spiritual Manche^trist, worshipping
laissezfaire^laissczallcr^\\\i\\ his whole soul. 1885 SHUTTLE-
WORTH in Pall Mall (i. 29 Nov. 10/1 Manchesterism, which
enriched the few at the expense of the many. 1898 JL A.
HOBSON Ruskin vl 134 Manchesterism, which is sometimes
taken as the type of commercial selfishness.

Manchet (mse*n|tfi&t), Obs. exc. dial, or Hist.

Forms : 5-7 manchett, 6-7 maunchet, (5 man
chete, manged, mengyd, maynchett, maun-
chett, 6 mayngate, mancheat(e), Sc. manshote,
7 maincheat, Sc. mainschot, meaneschot,
7, 9 dial, mancheut, 8 dial, manshut, 9 man
chette, dial, mauchun, manshun (etc. : see

K. D. D.), 5- manchet. [Of doubtful origin.
At Rouen, a ring-shaped cake of bread (in ordinary Fr.

called couronne) is known ^Ainanchette, lit. cuff (Robin
fatois norniand, and Littre Snfifl.), but this name (which
may be of recent origin) is obviously descriptive of shape,
while the Kng. word in early use denotes a certain quality uf

MANCHETTE.
bread. The identity of sense with PAINDKMAINE, DEMEINE,

i mai/te-brtad (istx MAINE *.) suggests the posbibility of ety

mological connexion with those words. The word might

represent an AF. diminutive f. *dcmenche\ L. doininica,
or it might be an Eng. compound f. MAINE j.+CHEATj. 2

;

but either supposition involves some difficulties,]

fl. The finest kind of wheaten bread; =PAIN-
PEMAINE. Obs.

c 14*0 Liber Cocorunt (1862) 53 pou tost shyves ofgode
manchete, . . J?enne Sawce hom with sugur. c 1450 [see CHEAT
si .

2
]. 1467 Mann. $- Househ. E.vp. (Ro.xb.J 409 Item, my

niastyr paid at Douer for drynkenge pottes, glasses, and for

manchett to haue to the schippe, v.s. 1^40-1 ELYOT

linage Gov. 84 He woulde eate a good quantitee of milke,

sopped with fine manchet. 1567 GOLDING Ovid s Met. XL

( 593) 26i His officers, .set downe sundrie sorts of meateand
mancheat thereupon. 1577 HAKRISON England in. i. in

llolinshcd M vij b, Of breade made of wheat we haue sundry
sortes. . wherof the fir.it and most excellent is the manchet,
which we commonlye call white breade, in latin primarins
fttinis. 1620 VENNER Via Recta i. 20 Our manchet. .

is made of fine flower of wheat, hauing in it no leauen, but

in steede thereof a little barme. 1698 FRYER /4a-. E. India

ff P. 157 The finest Manchet it may be in the World is

made htre (GoaJ. 1736 BAILEY Hcnsh. Diet. 62 The best

and principal bread is Manchet, which isorder d as follows.

a 1791 GROSE Olio (1796) 304 They eat some manchet, and
had five shillings worth of liquor.

f b. transf. Olis. rare.

1590 HARROUGH iWct/t. Physick in. vii. (1617) no Giue
them [of a doglike appetite] manchet made of fat broths

without hony.
c. fig. Used in Hanmer s translation of Eusebius

nnd copied or used allusively by later historians.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. in. xxxii. 55 [Ignatius
.said :] In so much that I am the wheate of God, I am to be

grinded with the teeth of beastes, that I may be founde

pure breade or fine manchet [L. ut tnundus panis inueniar.

Gr. iW icatJapb? apjos tuptOai roO XpiaroC]. 1610 BOYS Wk%.

(1622) 229. 1630 BRATHW AIT Eng. Gentlctn, (1641) 230. 1642
FULLER Holy &amp;lt;y Prof. St. in. xx. 206. 1650 S. CLAKKE Eccl,

Hist. (1654) I. 3. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vii. 5.

2. A small loaf or roll of the finest wheaten bread.

Now only arch, or dial.

The bread was moulded into small loaves, round and

flattish, or into rolls, thicker in the middle than at tlie ends.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 68 Tho gaf I liym acopel of

maynchettis with swete butter, a 1483 Lilvr Niger in

llonsch. Ord. (1790) 22 The Kyng for his brekefast, two
loovesmade into four maunclictts. 1562-3 in Swayne Saruirt

Church-iu.Acc. (1896) 107 Mayngate^, and Cakes, vji. 1629

Burgh Kecs. Stirling (\^\ I. 163 That na baxteris. .sell ony
iiieaneschottis. .bolt according to the paiceandpryce ofquhyt
bread. 1655 MOUKEI & BENNET//f/M j Improv. (1746) 340
]ircad..of middle size between Gentlemens Rolls or little

Manchets, and the great Loaves used in Yeomen s Houses.

1660 Manck. Court Lcct Rec. (1887) IV. 277 Kaph Bntd.-all

for Makeingmanchetts too light. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. 293/2 A Kowle, a Manchet, a Wigg, is White Bread
moulded long ways, and thick in the middle. 1747 MRS.
GLASSE Cookery ix. 109 A French Manchet does best ;

but there are little Loaves made on purpose for the Use.

1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss., Manskut, a load

{read loaf] of bread. 1840 HARHAM lugol. Leg. Sen I. St.

J*ich0las xlii, And a manchette of bread. . And a cup o the

best. 1870 MORIUS Earthly Par. I. i. 204 Ripe fruits and
wheaten manchets fine.

fig. 1531 TINDALE Exp. i John (1537) 76 That mouthe
haue they stopped with a leuended maunchet of theyr pha-
risaycall gloses.

b. A cake of the form of a manchet.

1562 BULLEYN Ilk. Simples 2 b, The pouder thereof [ani-

seedej, wyth the pouders of Fenell (etc.] .. tempered with

Wheate flower, water and red Wyne, and so baked in man
chets or cakes. 1570 B. GOOGK Pep. Kingd. tv. 45 And after

with the selfe same wine are little manchets [orig./a^/;V//J

made, Agaynst the boystrous winter stormes.

c. Her. The representation of a manchet of

bread used as a bearing.
1640 YUHKE Union Hon., Names

&amp;lt;$

Arnies 43 Gentry of

Lincolneshire. Pyster. argent, on a peele sable, 3 manchets

proper. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 293/2 He lieureth

Gules, a Rowl or Manchet, and a Loaf of IJread, Or. 1780
EIJMONDSON Heraldry II. Gloss. 1847 in Gloss. Her.

3. attrib., as manchet bread, cake,flour, loaf.
c 1430 Tiuo Cookery Bks. 43 Take mengyd [AfS. Donee

niayned] Flowre. c 1450 Ibid. 83 Then take manged brede

[.1/.V. Donee maynche bredej or paynman. 1542 BOORDE
Dyetary xi. (1870)258, I do loue manchet breade. 155*
BIBLE i Kings iv. 22 And Salamons fode was in one day
ihyrlie quarters of manchet floure [Vulg. sinrifa}. 1595
IHNCAN App. Etymol. (E. D. S.) 74 Swiila^ manshote
Hour. 1620 VBNNM I ia Recta \. 20, I reiect not the vse

of leauen, to the making either of manchet bread or of

greater loaues. 1742 JAKYIS Qni.\\ i. iv. xxxi. (1885) 178
Winnowed by her hands it made the finest manchet bread.

a 1847 Johnnie Faa iv. in Sheldon Afinstr. Eng. Bordery^
The Earl.-Gied them red wine and manchet cake. 1859
TKNNYSON Ct-raint $ Enid 389 And Enid brought sweet
cakes to make them cheer, And . . manchet bread. 1881 N.

$r

(&amp;gt;.
6th Ser. III. 430/1 The manchet loaf [in W. Cornwall] is

in shape very much like an ordinary French roll, i.e. it is

an oblong lump of dough which rises in the middle.

II Manchette J
(manjgt). [Fr., dim. uimanche

sleeve, MANCHE 1.] A kind of trimming worn
round the lower part of the sleeve of a woman s

dress. Also transf.
1835 Court Mag. VI. p. xiv/i A blond manchette of the

antique form, looped in front by a bow of white satin

riband terminates thesleeve. 1880 WEUSTEK Suppl. ,
J/-

chettc, an ornamental ruffle or cuff. 1898 U- eatm. Gaz.

3 May 8/2 The hair., has to be fashioned out into bracelets

or mancheties by the canine coiffeurs.

[I

Manchette-. Obs. [--=. manchette (Littre

Suppl.\ a negro-Fr. corruption of Sp. machete

MATCHET.] =- MATCHET.



MAN-CHILD.

1761 Char, in Ann. Reg. 3/2 A kind of very short sabre

called Manchetle [by the Buccaneers of St. Domingo]. 1804

tr. Piguenartfs Zojlora I. 89 Negroes . . armed only with

manchettes. Note. A kind of sabre with which the negroes

trim the hedges in America.

Mail-child. Plural men-children, fman-
chylder(yn. A male child.

a 1400 O&amp;lt;Ionian ioi Vppon Florence., He gette and wan
Two man-chylderyn. c 1430 Syr Tryant. 1707 Man chylder
had they twoo. 14.. Sir /&amp;gt;V&quot;c.v 3640 (MS. C) Man chyklur

\A knaue children, M men children) had sche two. 1471

CVXTON Rccuycll (Sommer) I. 15 To espye..yf his wife

broght forth men children. 1535 COVKKDAI.K Gen. xvii. 10

Kuery ma neb iMe whan it is eight dayes olde, shalbe cir-

cimicyded. 1590 Sri NSI
i&amp;lt; F. Q. 11. i. 53 Luctna came : a

manchild forth I brought. 1605 SHAKS. Mack !. vii. 72 I .iiiu;

forth Men-Children onely : Fro thy vndaunted Mettle should

compose Nothing but Malts. 1700 CONGKEVK Way of
World \\\ v, I denounce against all strait lacing, squeexitig

for a shape, till you mould my boy s head like a sugar-loaf,

and instead of a man-child, make me father of a crooked

billet. 1877 BLACK Green / &amp;lt;/. iii. (1878) 23, I don t be

lieve there is a man-child born in the town but you begin
to wonder what the Government will do for him.

Hence f Manchildhood.
a 1618 SVI.VKSTKR St. Leu-is 85 When Heav ns ;is&amp;gt;i^nVl

him to his Father s Throne ; And to the hands of his Man-
Childehood left The glorious liurthen of this Scepter s heft.

Manchineel (msenitjinf !).
Forms : 7 mauci-

nell,manchonelo, -chionoel,-chionell, -tionell,

-zanilla, manchinelo, 7-8 mancanilla, 8 man-

sanillo, man9anillo, -chinello, mausaneel,
manchaneel, mangenoel, manchenille, -eel,

mauchinelle, -ello, machinel, 8-9 machineel,
mauchineal, 9 machinelle, manchioneal, man-
zanillo, 7- manchiueel. [a. F. manccnille, a.

Sp. manzanillti, dim. of man~ana apple, altered

form of OSp. mazana (
= ! &. inazaa) : I., matiana

(neut. pi., SC./0//M, mala} a kind of apple, named
from the Roman gens j}fatia.~\

1. A West Indian tree, flippomane MancincUa&amp;gt;

having a poisonous and caustic milky sap, and

acrid fruit somewhat resembling an apple. Also

mtauhineel tret (see 2\
1630 [see 2]. 1657 LIGON Barbados 6S And as this tree s

poyson is in her sap, so the Mantionell s is in her fruit.

1672 BLOMK Desir. Jamaica 27 Here is tbe Manchonele,
which is a kind of a Crab, so common in all the Caribbee
Isies. 1747 CAFKSBV in rhil, Trttns. XLIV. 603 These
Plants, .grow on large Trees ; particularly Mahogony, Sap-
padillo, Mancanilla, &c. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Antcr.

(1783) II. IQI In other parts of America, they employ the

juice of the manchenille,. .and it operates with no less fatal

activity. 1793 W. MAVOR Chr. Politics 18 The Tree of

Liberty, which has proved more baneful than the Manchiueel
to tho^e who have sought its shade. 1801 SOUTH ICY Thalaba
ix. xxiii, With the mandrake and the manchineel She builds

her pile accurst. 1871 KINGSLKY At Last i, We learnt to

distinguish the poisonous Manchineel.

b. Bastard manchineel^ a West Indian tree,

Camerariajatifolia.
1838 LINULEY Flora Mcd, 537 Camcraria latifolia. . .

Bastard Manchineel tree. 1864 GfiiSKBACH /Y0ra (K. /&amp;lt;/. 785.

C. A poison obtained from the manchineel tree.

1891 J. EVELYN Baffled Vengeance iii. 35 Putting a pinch
of manchineel or some other poison in his chocolate.

d. The wood of the machineel tree.

1683 J. POYNTZ Tobago 30 Manchionceli is a sort of Timber
for Plank, and Sheathing.
2. attrib.) as manchineel apple, bush, tree.

1630 CAPT. SMITH Trav.
&amp;lt;(

Adv. 55 The *MancinelI apple.

1750 G. HUGHES Karbadoes 123 The pulp of these Man-
chaneel apples. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last vi, To feel our

way. .cautiously. . past ihe *Manchineel bush. 1696 PHIL
LIPS (ed. 5),

* Manchinelo Trtc, a Tree that grows wild in the

woods of Jamaica. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. p. cxx, In

felling a mansanillo tree.. some of the milk spurted into

his eye. ij66C/if0/i. in Ann. Keg. loo/:: A very rich crim
son die, from a preparation of the fruit of the manchineal
tree. 1830 LINDLEY AVz/. Syst. Bot. 105 The famous Man
chineel tree.. is said to be so poisonous, that persons have
died from merely sleeping beneath its shade.

Manchip, obs. form of MANSHIP.
Manch-present, var. MAUNCH-PHESENT.

Manchun, dial, form of MANCHET.
Mauciiiisiu (mae iuiniz m). rare. [ad. It.

mancinismO) f. mamino left-handed : see -ISM.]
The state or condition of being left-sided.

1890 H. ELLIS Criutinal\\\. in Anatomical mancinism is

not necessarily related with motor mancinism.

Mandolin, obs. form of MANSION.

Mancipable (marnsipab l), a. Roman Law.
[ad. L. type

*
mancipabilis , f. mancipare : see MAN

CIPATE v. and -ABLE.] That may be conveyed or

transferred by mancipation.
1875 POSTE Gains n. (ed. 2) 22 Property in things man-

cipable..is conveyed by mancipation. 1876 ABDY & WALKER
tr. Ulpian xix. viii. 392 By usucapion we obtain the owner
ship of things both mancipable and non-mancipable.

Mancipal, obs. form of MANCIPLE.

Maiicipant (marnsipant). Roman Law. [ad.
L. manctpant-cni) pr. pple. of mancipare : see

MANCIPATE v. and -ANT.] One who disposes of

property by mancipation.
1880 MUIKHEAD Gains i. 119 The coin, .he then gives to

the mancipant or party from whom the slave is being
received.

\ Ma licipate, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Obs. [ad.

109

L. mancipat-us, pa. pple. of mancipare : see next.] |

Made subject (to}.

1502 ARNOLUE Chron. 6ob/2 The said gengemi was taken

and to prison mancipate. 1577 HOLINSHKU Chron. Eu.
192/1 As they whiclie though they were partly free, yet
in some poynt remayned styll as thrall and mancipate to

the subicctton of the English nun. 1687 KKNWICK Si-rti/.,

etc. (1776) 531 All are to be mancipate and enslaved to it.

Mancipate [mse nsip^t), v. [f.
L. mamipat-^

ppl. stem of manciparC) i. man-its hand + root of

capcre to take.]
1. Roman Laiv. (trans. }

To hand over by the

formality of MANCIPATION.
1656 BLOVNT Gfossvgr., Afattctyate, to deliver possession,

to give the right to another, to sell for money. 1870 A m&amp;gt;v &
WALKI-:K tr. Cains I. cxx. 40 In thi* manner persons, both

slaves and free, are mancipated. // /&amp;lt;/. cxxi. Hut estates

can be mancipated when at a distance. 1880 MIIKHKAI-

Caiusi. 132 The father again mancipates him either r&amp;gt;

the same person.. or to a different one it is the usual prac
tice to muncipate to the same.

f 2. To make subject, enslave. Chiefly with to,

unto. Often transf. andy%r
. Obs.

1574 NKWTON Health Mag. I
&amp;gt;

ref., Fur their sakes . . tli.it

liveofthemselves freelyandare not en thralled or mancipated
to the inconveniences abovesaide. 1621 lirkioN . Inat, Mel, \.

ii. iv. vi. (1651) 160 They voluntarily mail i]ute, and s -ll

ih- in^clves. -to rich men toavoid hunger and beggery. 1633
W. SrKuiniiR True Happiness Kp., Aristotle .. disputed
much of Vertue ; but proved miserable in his life, and with

the rest mancipated vcrtue unto pleasure. 1644 H. PAKKI .K

Jus /*&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/, 23 When the election ..of fudges, Commanders
and Counsellore of Stale is requested, tis answered that this

i.-. to mancipate the Crowne. a 1677 HAI.K l^riiu. ( ; r :;. Man.
I. ii. 47 Which cannot be done by Plant-*, who are mam i-

p.tted and fixed to the place of their station or ^ruwih.
a 1713 EI.LWOOU Autcbiog. 11855) 187 One to soft music man

cipates his ear. 1755 JOHNSON, Slave, one mancipated to a

master. 1756 Monitor No. 41 (1760! I. 397 What brought
Gaveston to the block? but his mancipatmg tbe kin:;.

^1 b. (See quot.) 1623 COCKKKAM, Maiuipafc, to tame.

f 3. To devote or consecrate to. Ohs.

1715 M. DAVIKS A then. Ilrit. I. 77 Monday is Mancipated
to the Invocation of Saints. 1829 J. UONOV.VN tr. (Vj/V&amp;lt;//.

Council Trent 11. vii. Quest. 18 Know thai thou art man-

cipaled [ed. 2
(i8j&amp;gt;&amp;gt;)

altered to devoted : L. man-
if&amp;gt;ari\

to light Ihe lights of the Church, in the Name of the Loul.

*I4. Misused for EMANCIPATE. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

Cf. med.L. wandpatio (in Du Cange).
a 1677 1! \RKO\V .SV;v//.Wks. i6S6 1 1. -212 Such a dispensation

is a pupillage, and a slavery, which he [man] earnestly must
desire to be redeemed and mancipated from.

Hence Ma*ncipnting///. a.

1819 II. HUSK I cstriad in. 537 Coarcted by your man-

cipating spell.

Mancipation (ma;nsipi Jbn). [ad. L. monn-

pation-cni^n. of action f. mancipiircfo MANCII ATI;.]

1. The ceremonial process by which certain kinds

of property (designated as res mandpi} were trans

ferred (see quot. iSSo).
1656 HLOUNT Clossogr.^ Mancipation^ a manner of selling

before witnesses with sundry ceremonies, &c, 1774 HAM i-

FAX Anal. Kom.L iv.Law2^ Uy the old Roman laws Aliena

tion of things Corporeal was of two kinds, i. Mancipation.
2. Tradition. The former related to such things us were
called Res Mandpi. 1849 COI.QUHOUN Rout. Civ. Law 558
1. 474 The emption on the part of the husband was done in

the same form as the usual quiritian mancipations. 1880

MuiRHiiAu Ulpian xix. 3 Mancipation is a mode of aliena

tion peculiar to res tttancipi, and is performed by recital of

certain words of style, in presence of a balance-holder and
five witnesses.

2. gen. The action of enslaving ;
the state of beini^

enslaved.

1577 tr. B*ttttgCr*SDecades Ml. vii. 395/1 If. .any bondman
were desirous to staye..his voluntarie bondage should be

confirmed by the ceremonie of Mancipation. 1637 GIL-

Ltsi iE /:. Pop. Cf-reitc. TIT. viii. 169 The consecration
and mancipation of him to the holy Ministety. 1643 rtain

English 9 The mancipation of themselves to the promis
cuous service of the Queen. 1649 JKR. TAYLOR Gt. E-icnip.
\\. viti. 68 They who fall away, .tntoacontradiciory state of

sinneand mancipation. t64&WATXUiQ\S8xC0wttt,J *0rtfsctte

187 They [the Romans], .prevailed against all mankinde to

their Mancipation under them.

H3. (See quot.) 1623 COCKERAM, MaHi ipatwn, a taming.

Mancipative (nueliripAiv), a. Roman Law.

[f. MANCIPATE v. + -IVE.] = next.

1875 POSTE Cains it. 182 The mancipative will, or will by
bronze and scale, probably began to supersede the older tbrm
as soon as the Twelve Tables had given legal force to the

nuncupative part of mancipation.

Maiicipatory (maj nsipt^sri), a. Roman Law.

ff. MANCIPATE v. -f -OKY.] Pertaining or involving

mancipation.
1861 MAINE.-J we. Z#7cvi,( 1876) 2 12 The MancipatoryTegu
ment by which the nntrcrsitas juris devolved at once and

unimpaired. 1880 RfuntHBADGfnU ui. 167 Except when he

[a slave] expressly stipulates or takes by mancipatory con

veyance [etc.]. Ibid.w. 131 An actio ex empto for man-
cipatory conveyance to us of lands we have bought.

Manclpee (m^:nsipr). [irreg. f. MAXCII\ATE)
v. + -KE.] The person to whom the property is

transferred by mancipation.
1880 MUIKHEAD Gains i. 123 Persons mancipated by

parents.. are appropriated by the mancipee with the very
same words with which he would appropriate a slave.

Manciple (marnsip l). Forms : 4 maunciple,

(5 mawnciple, -cypylle, 6 manseby11), 5-6

mancyple, (7 mansiple, 8 mancipal), 3- man
ciple, [a. OF. manciple, mancipe ^for the ending

c, )

J\n

MANCTTS.

cf. principle^ part /V ipie} , ad. L. mancipium^ f.

manus hand + root of capcrc to take.

In classical L. ittancipitim meant acquisition by purchase,
absolute ownership, hence concr. a slave. In med.L. it

meant also the office or function of a inanccps or buyer in

of stores tin lato I., this word sometimes denoted the man

ager of a public bakery : so in late (ir. form uriyicub). It

may be conjectured that in monastic use the word denoting
the office was applied dike many similar terms) to tbe person
charged with it, and that this application U the source uf

sense i below, which seems nut to be known in OF.]
1. An officer or servant who puichases provisions

for a college, an inn of court, a monastery, etc.

a 1225 A &amp;gt;u r. R. 21 A
[&amp;gt;e 3iure glutun is bts feondes manciple.

Uor he stike^ euer ioe celere, oi5er i&amp;lt;V- kuchene. 1 \ i&amp;gt; hu &amp;lt;: it-

is i5e disches. [1 rob. a misunderstanding of a T.at. 01 iginal

\\liicb bad nitineipiinn in the sense of bondservant, .slave.]

1386 CHAIVI K /V, /. 5^7 A Dentil mannuple was lln_r nf ;,

temple Of which Achatonis my-hte take exeinpk- ffor to In-

wise in hyyn-e of \itaille. 1401 /V. AV///J; (KulKi II. 9- .

( Mne-, I was a manciple at Mertoun halle. 1482 Monk of
H-c csliain (Arb.) 49 And thoo thyngj s that were nece.^aryc
to the ornanientys of alle the chy relic,, .y wolde dylygently
orden therfore, as y had be hys famylyar seruanie am!

inawncypylk . 1530 in W. H. Turner Select. 7\Yr. O.^J^rJ

78 The.. Proctors requyrd the. .,\.\v* of the inansebyll. fl itf.

,&amp;lt;)

Gunter beyn^ a mancyple to scolers. 1641 MTMON AY
form, ii. 84 Furnish&quot;! With no mure e.xpeiience then llit-y

learnt betwcene tin: Cool:, ami tin.- manciple. 1660 \\ &amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt; &amp;gt;i

.

Life ^O.H.S.) I. 35 J At (Jueen s Cull. OM&amp;gt;II is every year
a bore s head provided by the manciple a^ain--t Xtmasday.
1721-2 AMMI-.KST Terr.t: I- ii. N&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. i

; \\~,-\ 63 father Williani

. .made him manciple of hi-, collr-c, a sinecure \\orlli twi:nt\

p&quot;un&amp;lt;K
a year. 1821 I.AMII l-.Ha Si r. i. ( V&amp;lt;/ AV;/. hers I, / ..

1 i.;:n. mliL-r . . the &amp;lt; o &amp;gt;k applying ID him fJackson], .for in-

sl i net ions how to wiile duu luv/;
1

;
1 bone of In.

ff.^.
He decided

t liu oitlio^rapby . [and].. dismissed the manciple ifur tin-

time) learned and happy. 1848 J. 11. NI-.WM.\N /.r .vs \ (,,iin

(1853) 67 In came tbe manciple with the dinner paper, which
Mr. Vincent had formally to run his eye over. 1891 l^iiiy

A c&quot;i s 26 Dec. 2/5 The ancient ceremony of serving up a

boar s head at Queen s Collegers duly observed yesterday.
. .A splendid specimen, weighing upwards of sixty pounds,
had bcvn prepared by the College manciple. 1893 Fowl KI:

Hist. (. . C. C. (O.H.S.) 458 , /, , The offices of First Cook
.-ni .l Manciple were now [i36S| combined. 1897 I . Mv-
U-IANK /V//-n Coll. iii. (O.H.S.) 32 He [the principal] did

nut cater for the aularians. This was done by an upper
.servant or manciple, wise in buying of vitaille ,

who wa&amp;gt;

^uiiR times a scholar.

transf. 1744 M. I .isnoi 1 Life fv Aitr. 169 Finding tbat the

liar rack I was to he in had four Beds, we.. took it by turns

to officiate as Manciple.

[2. A homlslavL-, K rvant. f-- I., mancipium.}
1387 TKI.\ ISA ///j;^V ( Rolls VI I. 277 AndaiMJiilie was made

j
c eiicmyt s maunciple fL. ilic iiuintipiuni hast is effectits].

i 1440 Ilvi.n.s Siai.i /V A (\V. d._- \V. 1.4 v .
( II. vi t The same

fallcth to a Jewe or to a s.nraLyni; the wliyi lie or they ben

crystened ame r.uu-ht but mam_yples of hell-.-. 1537 CIIM-
\\KI.L in Merrimaii Life \ Lett. [1902] II. 89 Kuery man
\\dll pirrceyucthe. the difference betwyxt a fianke, a holy, a

godly, a generall cownsaill, and an as-.embbt; of atnbicious

manciple-, of men sw(in:e to pope s In^le.i and gaynes.

1563-87 FOXK A.
&amp;lt;V
M. U5 &amp;lt;6) ?94 .: For i.^ not the king of

Kngland our \sc. the pope s] vassal! ? and to sale more, our

maiKiple or page. [1611 FLOIUO, Man&amp;lt;*if&amp;lt;io,
a manciple,

a bondman, a thrall, a vassal!,]

llcncc Ma-nciplesliip, the office of a manciple.
1642 II. N. C. Muniments 28. 135 To perform his manciple-

ship faithfully.

Mancipular (mivnsi-pi//la.r ,
a. rar&amp;lt;r^. [liatllyl.

MANCIPLE + -AH, after manipiilar.] Of a manciple.
1846 LANDOK Inia^. L\mv,, Croiuiwll $ Sir O. Cromwell

Wks. 1853 II. 230/1 Ye bhuuld leave unto them, in full pro

priety, the mancipulur office of discharging the account.

Manck, variant of MANK Obs.

ManCO (mwrjk^. Sc. Also 8-9 mankie, 8

maunkie, 9 mank(e}y. [Shortened form of CALA

MANCO.] = CALAMANCO. In quots. altrib.

a 1779 [D. GRAHAM] Hist. Buck-Haven 5 [Slie] made coarse

claitns. and callicoe mancoes [ed. 1782 mutches]. 1790

7&quot;. Johnsons Scots A/usual Mas. III. 223 Tbe lasses..

With mankie facings on their gown. 1824 MACTAGGART
Calloi id. lincycI.) Mankie, an ancient kind of worsted stuff,

much glazed, worn by females. 1828 MOIK Mansie Wandi
xx. 297 Below which was a checked short gown of gingham
stiipe, and a green glazed manco petticoat. 1864 A. LIUGH-

ION Myst.Leg. EtUnb.{\W&) 261 [She] dressed herself in her

mankey gown and red plaid.

Mancorn, var. MANG-COBN Obs. exc. dial.

Mancoustan, obs. form of MANGUSTEEN.

t Mancowe. Obs.~ A baboon. (The form

is curiously suggestive of monkey, which, however,

has not been found before the 16th c.)

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 700/25 Hie sinozcfhalns, a

os). Obs. exc. Hist. Form.-* :

mancowe.

Mancus
i mancus, 7-9 mancus. PL i mancses, manc-

sas, maiicusas, mancos, 2 maiike, 7~^ man-

cuses, 7-9 mancusses. [OK. mancus masc., -

OS. mancus (glossing bazanticum, aweits\ OHG.
*inanchust ace. pi. manchussa (glossing sohdos,

aureos^philippos}. The med.L. form mancii(s)$i{s

occurs frequently in documents belonging to Ger

many, France, Italy, and Spain, and in one ex

ample in Du Cange it means some kind of ornament

worn by a woman.] An Old English money of

account of the value of thirty pence.
The statement sometimes made that mancus was also used

to denote a unit of weight is based on misinterpretation of

certain passages in which the word occurs.

Sit in Haddan & Stubbs Councils III. 570 Pro ejus larga



-MANCY.

pecuniarum remuneratione hoc est centum et viginti VI.
mancosas. c 1000 /Ei,i-Ric Gram, xlviii. (Z.J 296 Fif pent^as
^,emacia3 senne scylling and hriuis penc^a Eerme mancus.
t; 1000 Saints Lii&amp;gt;cs xxxiit. 132 Heo. .nain mid hire fifii^

mancsas. a noo \Viltof\yulfgat\\\ IHrch Cart. Sax. (1893)
III. 653, xx. mancses guides, mzoo Moral Ode 70 And

|
e

Sc mare ne mai don do hit mid his gode bonke AUe wel se

he be haueS golde fele nianke. 1614 CAMDEN Rein. (ed. 2)

200 Thirty of these pence.. made a Mancus, which some
think to be all one with a Marke. ..They reckoned these

Mancuse.or Mancus both in goldc and siluer. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. li. iv. i He sent his Holinesse 120 Mancusesfor a
Present. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. ii. 41 He made a per
petual grant of three hundred mancuses a year to that see.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xv, These dog-Jews ! said he... They
might have flung me a mancus or two . 1848 LYTTON
Harold \. iii, What in mancusses and pence Clapa lacked

of the price. i85o HOOK Lives Abps. (1869) I. v. 241 When
a person of high rank was buried.. a mancus of gold.. was

paid. 1875 JEVONS Money \\\\. 71. 1887 C. F. KEARV Coins,

Ags. Ser. Introd. 34 The Mancus (pi. Ulancnsas) or Man-
f&amp;lt;7j...It was a coin of denomination in use upon the Con
tinent quite as much as in Kngland, and may have been

imported into this country from abroad. 1899 GRUEBKR
Handbk. Coins Introd. 9.

-mancy, a terminal element, repr. OF. -mandc,
late L. -mantid) Gr. pavTtia divination, f, pavrcv-
fffOai to prophesy, f. P.O.VTIS prophet, diviner. Some
of the words with this ending go back to com
pounds recorded in classical or post-classical Greek,
as chiromancy, necromancy , ornithomancy^ pyro
mancy ;

others appear in late or ined.Lat,, and re

present regularly formed compounds which prob.
existed in late Gr., or were formed by persons
familiar with that language, as geomaticy, hydro-

mancy \
others have been formed after the revival

of Greek learning on assumed Gr. types, as crys-

tallontancy ) lithomancy. No hybrid compound of

-mancy seems to have been admitted into general

Eng, use : for some suggested formations of this type
see quot. 1709- The related adjs. end in -MANTIC.

-1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 869 Adryomancy, CEno-

mancy, with Pyromancy, Ifysenancy also, and Pawmestry.
1709 J. STEVENS tr. Qncvcdo s Com. Wks. (ed. 2) 374 There
are lines in the Neck, the Forehead, the Lips, the Hams,
the Elbows, and the boitom of the Buttocks., and therefore
. .as there is Chiromancy, there ought to be Frontimancy,
Collimancy, Pedimancy, Natimancy.
tMand, sbJ- Obs. raw 1

. [?a. OF. mand&amp;gt;

mant) vbl. noun f. mandcr\ see MAND v.] A
question.
14.. Ifoils (MS. Aslim. 61, If. 87), The emperour,.Askyd

a inand of be chyld Why [etc.].

Mand (msend), sb. 2 [a. Hindi mandua. Cf.

MAN-GBASS.] An Indian grass of thegenus Elcusine.
1862 Chambers s EncycL IV. 6/2 Elcusine corocana, an

Indian species, called Natchnee and Nagla Ragee, also
Mand and Murwa.

t Maud, v. Obs. [a. OF. wander iL. man-

ddie.~\ trans, a. To send forth, b. To send for.

C. To command.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 44 The mone mandeth hire

lyht. 1483 CAXTON Cata C iv b, He matindecl and sente for

hyr parent es. c 1500 Melusine 18 [Thanne the lirle Emery]
mandcd & desyred a nioch fayre company. Ibid. 73 Alayn
manded or suit for a grcte foyson of hys frendes. 1589
WARNER Alb. Eng. \\. xxx. (1612) 147 Aske whatso else I

haue to giue, thous niaunde it for a kis.

Mand: see MAUND.
Mandsean (mae nd^an),^. and j^. Also Man-

dean, Mendeean. [f. Mandiuan Aramaic WN13O
rttandayyd (a rendering of Gr. yvajaTiKot Gnostics :

f. NTNO Wd^knowle3ge, late Heb.jno madd&s,
i.yadas. to know) + -AN.] A. adj. The designation
of a Gnostic sect still surviving in Mesopotamia,
and of the Aramaic dialect in which their sacred
books are written. B. sb. a. A member of the
Mandajan sect. b. The Mandican language.
1875 LIGHTFOOT Comm. Col. 165 note, These Mandeans

are a rapidly diminishing sect living in the region about tlie

Tigris. 1883 K. KESSLKR in EncycL Brit. XV. 467/2 Man-
dflB&nftj

also known as Sabians, Nasoraeans, or St. John s

Christians, an Oriental .sect of great anti(|iiity. Ibid. 468/1
note, Mandsean MSS. occur in the Uritish Museum [etc.].
Ibid. 468/2 Primal Life, who is properly speaking the Man-
dtcan god. 1886 Ibid. XXI. 649/1 There is a close re
semblance between Mandsean and the language of the Baby
lonian Talmud. 1900 Daily News 15 Aug. 6/2 A large
number of Hebrew and Mandjean vascb..wtjre discovered.

Maudaitc (mseTidrf^t), sb. and a. Also
Mendaite. [See prec. and -ITK.] ^MAND^AN.
1881 SAYCE in Etuycl. Brit. XIII. 117/1 The Mendaite

inscription of twenty lines discovered in a tomb at Abu-
Shadr in south Uabylonia. 1900 Pilot 23 June 515/2 Magic
bowls with inscriptions in Syriac, Chaldean, and Mandaite.

t Ma ndamelit. Obs. rare- 1

, fad. L. man-
dament-iini) f. mandd-rc to command: cf. MAKU-
MENT.] Injunction, command.
1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Artevelde \. in. iii, But Virtue!

where is that indissoliite chain Which to thy anchor d nian-
daments eterne The floating soul shall grapple !

II Mandamus (mcend^i-m^s), sb. Law. [L.= *we command
, 1st pers. pi. pres. ind. of man-

dare to command.] A term originally applied
genetically to a number of ancient writs, letters

misiive, or mandates, issued by the sovereign,

directing the performance of certain acts*, but

110

afterwards restricted to the judicial writ (called

the high prerogative writ of mandamus ) issued

in the King s name from the Court of King s

Bench (now, from the Crown side of the King s

Bench Division of the High Court of Justice) and

directed to an inferior court, a corporation, an

officer, etc., commanding some specified thing to

be done. * Its general object is to enforce the

performance of some public duty in respect of

which there is no other specific legal remedy

(G. H. B. Kenrick in Kncyd. Laws Eng. s.v.).

[1378 Rolls ofTarIt. III. 51/2, Par force d un mandamus a

Uii dnecte.] 1535 tr. Natnra Breviuin (1544) 171 b, There
is fyue inaners of enqueres prdeined after the death of the

kynges tenaunte.. .The fyft is Mandamus, and that i.s after

the yere. 1588 UDALL Diotrefhes (Arb.) 27 Let no Colledge
chuse his owne head, but let him haue a Mandamus, pro
cured from theQueene. 1611 CQTGK., Aftwefat, A Mandate,
or Mandamus for the preferment of one to a benefice. 1641
Ternics tie la Ley 199 Mandamus is a Writ that goes to the

E^cheator for the finding of an office after the death of one

that died the Kings Tenant. 1664 J. WOKTHINUTON Mcdt s

Wks. Life (1672) 37 The Colledge had privy notice of a

Stranger who had got a Mandamus for a Fellowship, either

Fallen or Falling. 1672 MANLKY Coivcll s Interpr., Manda
mus is also a Charge to the Sheriff, to take into the Kings
hands all the Lands and Tenements of the Kings Widow,
that against her Oath formerly given, marryeth without the

Kings consent. 1736 F. DUAKE Eboracuni 185 The royal

authority has frequently interposed, and constituted a mayor
by a mandamus. 1865 Morn. Star 3 Feb., You may find it

necessary to apply to the Court of Queen s Bench for a man
damus against me. 1857 LONGF. New Eng. Trag.^ Endi-

cott iv. ii, Here is the King s Mandamus, taking from us.,

all power to punish Quakers.
fig T 775 SHERIDAN St. Pair. Day II. iv, Death s a debt ;

his mandamus binds all alike.

fb. attrib. = Appointed by a mandamus.
1687 LUTTRELL BriefRcL (1857) I. 421 The new mandamus

fellowes [of Magdalen]. 1776 J. ADAMS in Fain. Left. (1876)
216 A Mandamus Counsellor of New Jersey. 1876 BAN
CROFT Hist. U.S. IV. iv. 3^9 Councillors, called mandamus
councillors from their appointment by the crown.

Hence Maiula mus v. trans. , to serve with a

mandamus.
1823 Nc;v Monthly Mag. VIII. 496 If I do not ferk you

out of ali likelihood of ringing the beauty, why mandamus
me ! 1886 Daily Tel. 30 Mar. 5/3 Without waiting to be
mandamused the Vestry sent to the dust Contractor.

IVIaucTailt (rmvndant), a. and sb. Also 7 -ent.

[ad. L. niandant-cnij pres. pple. of mandarc to

command, to send forth : see MANDATE.]
t A. adj. Phys. Of an organ (chiefly in member

mandant = mod.L. membrum viandans] ; That is

the source of impulse ; often said of the brain. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1543 TRAHERON Riga s Chirurg. \\. .xvii. 63 b, The fourth

intentyon which is to comforte the membra mandant fL.
membrum inandans} that is to say, from which the matlier
commeth by deriuation. 1544 PHAER Regim. Life (1553)
I v b, They are all deriued from the member mandant, that

is to saye, the brayne. 1650 BULWEK Anthropomct. (1653]

190 There are many that drink without the moving of

Transglutition ; but that which they drink descends as if it

were poured into a tankard. In this case they need no
mandent member. 1670 MAYNWARING Physician s Rcfios.

32 Neither the nutritive juyces are. .conveighed, nor ex-
crementitious parts separated.. but . .regurgitate upon the
mandant viscera. 1684 tr. Boncfs Merc* Comfit, xv. 528
Care must be taken of the Head as the part Mandant.

B. sl&amp;gt;. Law. MAKDATOB.
1681 VISCT. STAIR Instit. \. xii. (16931 108 A Desire, War-

rand, or Order, upon the part of the Mandant to the Man-
datar. a 1768 KRSKINB Instit. HI. iii. 31 (1773) II. 457
Mandate, . .where it signifies a mutual contract, includes
not only the act of the mandant who employs, but the ac

ceptance of the mandatary. 1818 COLEUKOOKK Obligations
120 If. .a mandate be given for the benefit of the mandant
himself or of a third party. 1842 M I&amp;gt;GLASMAN SheriffCrts.
Scotl. 589. 154 A mandant may revoke his mandate at

pleasure. 1875 PoflTB Gains in. Comm, (ed, 2) 430 Another
case in which a guarantor and guarantee stand in the rela

tion of mandant and mandatary is dtltgfttio,

|| Maiidarah (mivudara). [Arabic

inandara*1

, lit.
*

place for seeing ,
f. nadara to see.]

In the East, a *

parlour for receiving visitors.

1865 J. H. INGKAHAM Pillar of Fire (187^) 206 An open
Court, on the right side of which was the mandam for visi-

tur&amp;gt;. 1893 Star 4 Feb. 1/6 A Turkish mandarah or re

ception room.

Mandarin 1
(marndarin). Also 6 maudeline,

mandorijn, 7 mandarira, 7-8 maudorin, 7-9
mandarine, S mandareeii. [a. Pg. mandnrim^
a. Malay manlri^ a. Hindi #/&amp;lt;?/// :Skr. niantrin

counsellor, f. mantra counsel, f. root man to think.]
1. A generic name for all grades of Chinese

officials
;

there are nine ranks, each of which is

distinguished by a particular kind of button .

(The Chinese name is A wan) f Formerly ex
tended to other Asiatic officials.

1589 PAKKK tr. Mcndozas Hist. China \\. 11. iii. 252 The
Mandelinei) of the sea, which be certaine iudges appointed
to giue aduice of all such matters to the gouernor. 1598 \V.

PHILLIPS Linsckotcn \, xxiii. 39 Such are they that serue in

euery Towne, and haue the gouernmctit of the s;nne. . -They
are called Loitias, and Mandorijns. 1604 K. G[KIMSTONK]
D^Acostas Hist. Indies v. xvi, 370 The Mandarins or

j

ministers of Justice [in China]. 1685 CKOUNE Sir C. Nice
ill. Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 304 He will needs be attended
like an Indian mandarine or lord. 1713 POPE Let. to Gay
23 Aug., In China

;
where it is ordinary for a Mandarine to

MANDARIN.
fan himself cool after a debate. 1737 A. HAMILTON New
Ace. K. hid. II. 43 Every Province or City [Burma] has a

Mandereen or Deputy residing at Court. 1813 BjUfMttner
22 Mar. 187/2 A Mandarine of the fir:,t class. 1860 AU
Year Round No. 71. 504 The inferior one button man
darins.

b. A toy representing a grotesque seated figure
in Chinese costume, so contrived as to continue

nodding for a long time after it is shaken.

1839 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia etc. 13/1 It reminds one
of those Chinese mandarin images seen upon the chimney-
pieces of old houses, which, when set a-going, continue

nodding.

2. The language spoken in China by officials and
educated people generally.
[1604: see mandarin tongue in 4.] 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s.v., Their publick officers, as notaries, lawyers,
judges, and chief magistrates, write and speak the Man
darin, 1731 BAILEY vol. II, Mandarin, the language spoken
by the Mandarins and in the court of China.

3. Short for mandarin porcelain.
1873 MRS. PALLISER tr. Jacqnetnart s Ceratn. Art 96 The

Red Mandarin of the third section.. The shagreened and

gauffered Mandarins.
4. attrib.

,
as (sense i) mandarin boat, dignity ,

governor , promotion, sepulchre , (sense 2) mandarin
Chinese, dialect, glossary, language, tongue;
j- mandarin broth (see quot.) ;

mandarin cap,
a child s cap resembling that worn by a mandarin;
mandarin cat, ? a kind of Angora cat

;
mandarin

duck, a duck of bright and variegated plumage,
Aix galericulata, native to China

;
mandarin hat,

one shaped like that worn by mandarins
;
man

darin jar, a jar of mandarin porcelain ;
mandarin

porcelain, Japanese porcelain decorated with

figures of mandarins
;
mandarin sleeve, a wide

loose sleeve copied from the sleeves of the dress of

mandarins (Cent. Diet. 1890); mandarin vase,
a vase of mandarin porcelain.
1749 Anson s Voy. m. vii. 369 Two *Mandarine boats

came on board from Macao. 1863 RI-ADE Hard Cash I. vii.

197 A gorgeous mandarin boat.. rowed with forty paddles
by an armed crew. 1794 BARHAM J/ortns Amer. 123 Sir

H. Sloane saith, that Mr. James Cunningham wrote to him
from China,, .informing him that the bean, or *mandarin
broth, so frequently mentioned in the Dutch Embassy..

I is only an emulsion made of the seeds of sesamum and hot
I water. 1860 THACKERAY Round. I afers (1863) 106,
De Jitvcntute, Children with. .*mandann caps. 1752 H.

I WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 425 *Mandarin cats fibbing for
!

gold fish. 1895 C S. HORNE Story of L.M.S. 124 Certain
Roman Catholic Chinamen are found willing to impart to

him as much of the *Mandarin Chinese as they can, 1848
S. W. WILLIAMS Middle Kingdom I. x. 489 The court

language, the Jnvatt /tina, or ^mandarin dialect. 1813
Examiner 26 Apr. 266/2 We think the CharnmUh Majesty,
and the *Mandarin dignity were, .libelled. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) I. 664/1 (Anas), The galericulata, or Chinese
teal of Edwards, has a hanging crest [etc.]. . .The English in

China give it the name of &quot;mandarin duck. 1861 JANE R.
KDKINS Chinese Scenes (1863) 207 A * Mandarin Glossary.
1749 AJISOJI S Voy. in. vii. 365 The *Mandarife Governor of

Janson. 1883 Harpers Mag. Ill, 331 On the May gala
day [of the Fish House at Schuylkill] the two *inandarm hats
. .aredecorated with llowers. 1873 MRS. PALLISER tr. Jacque
s/art s Cerain. Art 97 *Mandarin jar. 1860 JANE R.
EDKINS Chinese Scenes (1863) 165 My husband s knowledge
of their language (the *JMandarin). 1873 MRS. PALLISER
tr. JacqitcintirCs Ceratn. Art 05 The &quot;Mandarin porce
lain. 1874 R. TYKWHITT Sketch Club 6 Earned expectation
of firsts, fellowships, and &quot;mandarin promotion, 1665 SIH
T. HERBERT J nn&amp;gt;. (1677) J75 Paquin..in which are. .24000
&quot;Mandarin (1638 Mandarins] Scpulchers. 1604 E. G[RIM-
STONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies vi. v. 441 They call it the

&quot;Mandarin tongue, which requires a mans age to be con
ceived. 1727-41 CuAMiiiiKsCjr/. s.v., The Mandarin tongue,
or the language of the court. 1894 Times 22 Feb. 6/1 Four
&quot;mandarin va^es and covers.

Hence Ma ndarindom, mandarins collectively.

Ma*ndariuess, ;i mandarin s wife. Mandari nic

a., pertaining lo a mandarin (Webster 1864).
Ma rularmism, the mnndarin system, government
by mandarins. Ma udarinize v. trans., to make
.1 mandarin of. Ma ndariiisliip, the position,

office, or rank of a mandarin,

1897 Blachw. Mag. Dec. 837/1 The most decisive battle

ever waged between Uritish officials and \Mandarindoin.

1809 I.AMB Lett. ix. to i\[a)tning 87 How do you like the
* Mandarinesses? 1853 LIEBKK Civ. Liberty vii. 60 The whole
Chinese code .. under a systematic *mandarinism, is per
vaded by the principle of ielc.]. 1891 Critic (U. S.) 5 Sept.
1 15/1 Is China always ic be the land of. . girl infanticide and
sceptical mandarinism? 1879 BAKING-GOULD Germany I.

35 In the Celestial Empire, the exaltation of a man to be
a mandarin. *mandarinises excuse the expression all his

forefathers. 17x2^Perquisite Monger 20 He advanc d him
to a *mandarinship of the first Rank. 1802 BENTHAM Mem.
&amp;lt;V

Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 384 The appointment to a man-

darinship. 1898 Spectator 9 Apr. 502/2 Mandarinship is not

hereditary.

Mandarin -, mandarine (mandarin, -/h).

[-Y. mandarine (1878 in Diet. Acad): perh. f.

MANDARIN !
,
the colour of the fruit being compared

to that of the yellow silk robes of Chinese officials.]

1. A small flattened deep-coloured orange, with
sweet-flavoured pulp and thin easily-separable
rind. Also mandarin orange.
1816-20 T. GREEN Univ. Herbal I. 316/2 They [Chinese]

have aKo the four-season or everlasting orange . . ; the large
clove or mandarine

; and thu &maU clove or mandarine.



MANDARINATE.
- BENNETT Wand. New South U etles, etc. II. 72 The

Citrus nobilis or Mandarin orange. 1886 Xw Zealand
Herald^ Nov. 12/4 Oranges,, .lemons,. .mandarins. 1892

Daily News 16 Dec. 5/6 She accepted the gift of two man
darines from a peasant woman.
attrib. 1892 Daily Ncivs 27 May 5/6 The orchards are

full of orange and mandarine blossom. 1895 WORKMAN
Algerian Mem. 46 Orange, mandarin, and lemon groves.

2!. A colour (obtained from coal-tar) resembling
that of the mandarin orange. Also mandarin-

omnge, -yellow.

1883 CassclFs l ant. Afag. Nov. 755^1 There are three

new dominant colours Mandarin, a rich yellow like the

rind of a Mandarin orange. 1890 THOKPK Diet. Applied
Chem. I. 239 Methyl Orange; Helianthin ; Orange III ;

Gold Orange; Mandarin Orange. 1898 Daily News 4 Atie.

6/4 Teagown.. made of grass-lawn over mandarin yellow silk.

3. A liqueur.
1882 Encyd. Frit. XIV. 687/1 Noyeau,..trappistine. .

beiiedictine .. peppermint liqueur, .. mandarine, parfait

amour [etc.]. 1903 Smart Set IX. 68/2 [He] ordered some
mandarin liqueur, which Ferdinand presently produced in

a flask of gold.

Mandarin, obs. variant of MANDOLIN.
Mandarinate (marndarin^t). [f. MANDARIN
+ -ATE 1

.]
a. The position or office of a man

darin. b. The body of mandarins
; mandarins

collectively, c. Government by mandarins.

1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Mandarin, The Mandarinate
is not hereditary, nor are any raised to it but men of letters.

1800 Asiat. Ann. Rfi?., Chron. 120/2 The sale of the

mandarinates and public employs of the empire. 1889
Times 27 Sept. 1-5/4 The civil office controls the members
of the mandarinate both as regards pay and promotion.

d. transf.
1884 J. RAE Contemp. Socialism 383 With the socialist

mandarinate, the interest lies the other way, and the

tendency of the head officials would be to multiply their

subordinates.

Ma iidariiiiiig,
&quot;

^/. $h. [f. MANDARINS +
-ING !.] The process of giving an orange colour

to silk or wool by the action of nitric acid.

1852-4 Cycl. Use/ Arts (ed. Tomlinson 1866) I. 531/2.

Mandat, obs. form of MANDATE.
t Mandatar. Sc, Obs. [ad. F. mandataire

MANDATARY.] =next.
1681 VISCT. STAIR Instit. \. xii. (1693) 108 The manage-

ment of the Mandant given to the Trust of the Mandatar.
Ibid. 109 The singular and personal fitness of the Mandatar
is chosen by the Mandator, and so cannot without his

consent be altered.

Mandatary (mwndXtfai). [ad. L. mandatari-
m

t f. mandatnm MANDATE : see -AKV.]

1 1. One who is appointed to a benefice by a papal
mandate. Ohs.

1611 COTGR., Mandataire^ a Mandatarie ; one that comes
to a Benefice by a ftlandanius. 1726 AYLIFFR Parergon
117 A Mandatary, to whom the Pope has.. given a Man
date for a Benefice.

2. One to whom a mandate is given. Chiefly
in Law : see MANDATE 3.

1656 in BLOUNT Gfassogr. 1754 ERSKINF, Princ. Sc. Law
(1809) 315 The mandatary is at liberty not to accept of
the mandate, a 1768 Instit. in. iii. 34 (1773) II. 458
Where a number of mandataries are named by a proprietor
for the management of the same aflair. 1793 HELEN M.
WILLIAMS France I. App. ii. 266 (Jod.) When the majesty
of the people is violated by attempts committed against its

mandataries. 1826 KENT Com in. (1873) II. xl. 571 If the

mandatary undertakes to carry the article from one place to

another. 1848 SH AND Pract. Crt. Sess. I. 154 It never seems
to have been disputed that a foreigner not in the country is

bound to have a mandatary. 1861 Sat. AV? . 30 Mar. 307/2
For the consideration of a hundred pounds a year, . . the
Ionian legislator views himself as the mandatary of the
nation.

Mandate (maeiid/t),
sb. Also 6 mandet,

6-8 mandat. [ad. L. mandat-um&amp;gt; neut. pa. pple.
of manda-re to command, enjoin, commit. Cf. F.

L gen. A command, order, injunction. Now
poet, and rhetorical.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains Dogs 12 The theeuishe Dogge,
..at the mandate and bydding of his master fleereth and
leereth abroade in the night. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 270 Sir
I obey the Mandate, And will returne to Venice. 1623 BACON
Ess., Sedit. fy Tronh. (Arb.) 395 Cauilling vpon Mandates
and Directions, is a Idnde of shaking orT the yoake. 1681
DHVDF.N Abs, Achit. \\. 917 The royal mandate issues

forth, Dashing at once their treason, zeal, and mirth. 1760
JOHNSON Idler No. 99 P 7 He speaks, and his mandate is

obeyed. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFR Italian vi, She immediately
obeyed the mandate of the abbess. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles
iv. xxx, Some friend shall bear Our mandate with despatch
and care. 1843 CARLYLE Past % Pr. iv. iv, The mandate
of God to His creature man is : Work ! 1859 MILL Liberty
i. (1865) 3/1 Society can and does execute its own mandates.

1887 BOWKN I irg. sKneid iv. 237 Let Ifim to sea ; my man
date is this ; be the messenger thou.

2. spec. A judicial or legal command from a

superior to an inferior ; in early English law,
a command of the king and his justices addressed
to a court to control a suit; in US. Law, the

document promulgated upon the decision of an

appeal or writ of error, as by the Supreme Court of

the United States, directing what shall be done in

the court below (Cent. Diet?}.
1552 Forme of Makyng Bishoppcs^ etc, B 4, Then shall

the Archbishop demaund the king s mandate for the conse

cration, and cause it to be read. 1588-9 Act 31 EKz. c. 9

Ill

i Everye suche Bisshopp or Chauncelor.. shall by his or
their Mandat directed to the Sherieff of the saide Conn tie

Palantyne, cause Proclamacion to be made of the sanies
Writtes. 1597 SIR R. CKCII. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III.

44 She [Q. Elizabeth] therfor tooke upon her, by niandat,
to prohibite him and his Cotmtreis. 121623 SWINIJUKNK
Spoitsals (1686) 172 A general Mandate to contract Marriage
is not sufficient, unless his Ratification, which made the

Mandate, do follow. 1656 BLOUNT Gfossogr., Mandate. .In
our Common Law it is a commandement judicial cjf the

King or his Justices to have anything done for the dispatch
of Justice. 1669 J. CHAMBERLAYNK I rcs. .SV. i--n^. \\.

.\ ,

Next goes forth a Mandate from the Archbishop to the
Archdeacon of his Province, to instal the Bishop elected,
confirmed and consecrated. 1798 FKKKIAR Illustr. Sterne
v. 153 All that was now wanting, was a mandate from the

Elector, to authorize the completion of the marriage. 1845
S. ArsiiN Rmikcs Hist. Kef. II. 129 [He] obtained.. a
mandate wherein the princes were required to re^oic all

his castles to him. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. I.ug. vi, II. 126
A similar i han.^e had recently been effected in Kngland by
judicial .sentciici-s : but in Scotland a simple mandate of
the prince was thought sufficient. 1871 DIXON Tower III.

xi. 109 He was recalled. .by a royal mandate to his j-l;icc

in the Ho&amp;gt;c of Lords. 1887 T. ROOSEVELT / . //. ttfuton
v. 113 Towards the close of Adams s term, Georgia had bid
defiance to the mandates of the Supreme Court.

b. A papal rescript, csp. with reference to prefer
ment to a benefice1

(sec quot. 1727-41).
1611 COTGR., Marutitt) A Mandate, or Mandamus for the

preferment of one to a Benefice. 1727-41 CHAMHKKS (
y&amp;lt; /.,

Mandate
i Mainiatnui^ in the canon law, denotes a rescript

of the pope, by which he commands some ordinary, collator,
or presenter, to put the pi_-rsun there nominated in possession
of the first benefice v;u ,mt in his collation. 1790 HI KKK
Ft: I\7 , Wks. V. 71 Mandates for deputing S.Avn-i-Ms were
sealeil with the signet of the Fisherman . 1848 WIIAKION
Law Lex. 1871 Miss VOXCJK Cameos II. xxi. -j^^ A man
date came from I ope Innocent fur the King s excommuni-
cation,

C. A command from the sovereign to elect a

fellow of a college or to confer a degree. Jlist.

1617 MoRYSON Itin. I. i, I . . was chosen Fellow of the said

-College by Queene Kli/abeths Mandat. a 1628 T. (luiAir,

Sidney (1652) 223 Her [Q. Klix.J Universities were troubled
with few Mandates. 1665 J. BUCK in JVa- 01 k Stat.

Cambridge. (1841) App. B. p. Ixxxvil, If any Mandates are

brought for Degrees in the Vacation time, then this or the
like Grace is propounded to the Caput Senatns. 1761 J.

BENNKT Aschaiits ltng, ll ks. Life 15 The young man was
made by the (Queen s mandate fellow of a college in Cam
bridge.

d. Roman Hist. An imperial command sent to

the governor of a province.
1883 S. AMOS Rom. Civ. Law 83 Mandates, or instructions

to public officials, usually the emperor s
*

Legates . Ibid,,

Most of the mandates of which a record is preserved relate

to criminal law or police matters.

fe. A pastoral letter. [-F. inandcment] Obs.

1763 Ann. Reg. 120 The archbishop of Paris .. lately

publUhed a mandate, or pastoral letter, to the people of his

diocese. 1824 WATT Bibl. Brit. II. 767 it, I ompignan,
John George le Franc. .Archbishop of Vienna. . Mandates

prohibiting the reading of the Works of Rousseau and the

Abbe Raynal.
3. a. Roman Law. A commission by which one

person (called the MANDATOR) requested another

(called the mandatarius : see MANDATARY) to act

for him gratuitously, undertaking to indemnify him

against loss. Action of mandate**!*, actio ttian-

dati^ an action at law for the non-performance of

a contract.

1756 G. HARRIS tr. Justinian s Instit. in. xxvii. i. 87 A
mandate is given solely for the benefit of the mandator,
when he requires the mandatary to transact his business, to

buy lands, or to become a surety for him. Ibid. 13. 91 It

a man gives his cloaths to a fuller, that they may be

cleaned, or to a taylor, that they may be mended, and there

is no agreement or promise made, an action of mandate
will lie. 1870 AituY it WALKER tr. Gains in. civ. 222 A
mandate arises, whether we give a commission for our own
benefit or for another person s. 1883 S. AMOS Rom. Civ. Law
236 By what has been called a qualified mandate (man-
datum qnalijicatuiii) a person induced another to repose
credit in a -third person, and to that extent the principal
became a sort of surety.

b. Scots Law. A contract by which one employs
another to act for him in the management of his

affairs, or in some particular department of them,
of which employment the person accepts, and agrees
to act (W. Kell Diet. Law Scot. 1861).
1681 VISCT. STAIR Instit. i. xii. (1693! 108 The Terms in

which Mandats or Commissions are expressed. 1753
Stewart s Trial 165 And deposes, that he gave no allow

ance or mandate to the pannel to make any application at

Edinburgh against the removing. 1842 M CGLASIIAN Sheriff
Crts. Scot. 575. 151 A mandate authorizing litigation or

diligence to be carried on in name of a party who is out of the

kingdom. 1870 Bctl s Comment. Law Scot. (ed. 7) I. 516
The extent of a factor s authority and his powers are to be

gathered from the mandate under which he acts.

c. A contract of bailment by which the man

datary undertakes to perform gratuitously some
service in respect of a thing committed to his keep

ing by the mandator.

1781 SIR W. JONES Law Bailments 53 The great distinc

tion then between a mandate and a deposit is, that the

former lies in fesance, and the latter simply in custody.

1883 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 9) XV. 472 Mandate is retained by

Story and others to signify the contract more generally
known as gratuitous bailment.

4. Politics. [After K. memfat.] The instruction

or commission as to policy supposed to be given

MANDATORY.
1 by the electors to a parliament or one of its mem

bers. Also transf.
1796 MoRS\-:A/f/, r.

C,c&amp;lt;\t?.
II. 375 [France] The members of

the legislative body are not the representatives of the depart
ment which has chosen them, but of the whole nation, and
no mandate instructions can be given them. 1880 M CCAHTIIV
Own Times IV. 554 It would almo&amp;gt;t seem a-; if the present
school of fiction is, to borrow a plira.se fiom Kremh politics,

exhausting its mandate. 1901 Daily AYrt-jf 27 Mar. 4/4
Strictly speaking, .. there is no such thing in Kngland as
a mandate. Lord Salisbury was the first to introduce into

KnglUh politics that essentially Jacobinical phrase. 1902
Contcm/&amp;gt;.

A tT . Dec. 809 No practical politician can deMie
to lay too much stress upon the inundate theory of a general
election.

5. atlrib. MAI XDV. in mandate bread, man
date. inouty t

Mandate Thursday.
1546 Mem. 7v ipou tSurteesl III. n He payth* ycrlie for

breade wyne and \va\e w l

tlii-xpi.-inxv of Mandet Thursday
x li. 1657 SI-AKKOW Rationale ttk. Can. / r. 157 Hence it is

called Dies mandati. Mandate or Maundy Thin -.day. 1797
Emycl. lirit. (ed. 3) X. 687/1 Maundy Thursday, is tin-

Thursday in Passion week ; which was called Maundy or

Mandate Thursday. 1841 H.WI-SON Mcit. ./&amp;gt;/ Kal. 1. 185
The bread given to the poor on Maunday Thursday \v:i-.

named mandate bread maiidati fanes in the monasteries;
as the coin given was called maundate [sic] money.

Mandate (mu-ml^ t), ? .
[i.

L. mtmaat~i ppl.
stem of mandCtrt to enjoin, command.]
1. trans. To command. Ohs. rare~ u

.

1623 dx.KKUAM, Mandate, to command.
2. To commit (one s sermon) to memory. .SV.

1724 R. \Vimi;o\v Life 7- f*Wrvw(x82B) 5- After I have
mandated my ex-rcise&amp;lt;. 1796 Si MI.- IN (, (

&amp;gt;.yV/
Me ssa^e-

1 n t.
;
Uu [Abp. Seeker] thru pnireoU to express bis ills-

approbation of ubat is called Mandating of Sermons, or

repeating them fr. mi memory. Tlii-. custom prevails mudi
amoir^ ftJi ti^n Divines, and throughout the whole Church of
S&amp;gt; otland. 1860 J. Hiious let. } . Ciiii* in //&quot;;/ .Sn/ s.

1865) 97 His sc-niiMii-, hiring laboriously prepared, loudly
m.niduu-d, . .and then delivered with tlie ulino-t vehemence
and rapidity. 1893 CKI-CKI/M .V/A/ 1

// Minister (1894) 135
He rose and walked his

&amp;gt;Uidy, mandating bis opening
sentences with appropriate gestures.

Mandatee*. rare. [f. MANDATE sl&amp;gt;. + -EE.]
~ MANDATARY.
1774 HAI.LII-AX Anal. Rout. Civ. Laif 64 A Commission

might be constituted for the Benefit. .of the Mandator and
Mandatee. Ibid. 86 A 1 roctor was i. Extrajudicial, other

wise called a Mandatee.

Maiicla tioii. v

[f.
MANDATE v.\ SCC-ATKLN.]

The action of committing (a sermon to memory.
1867 J. MACFAKLASE Mci. T. ArJur i. 15 Some of the

most acceptable ministers of the Oospcl have bet-ri known
to regard mandation as a process of slow murder,

Hffandative f

jiux&quot;n(lativ\ a. [ad. lale \..man-

itfitJv-ns
t
i. man^are to command; sec MANDATKJ/ .

and -ATIVK.] Pertaining to command ; occas. used

in Grammar to render L. modus mandatiUUS, de

noting the imperative use oi the future.

1651 J. ROCKKT Chr. Subject x. 3 (16521 114 Though
servants have not a mandative power to lay their .strict

injunctions upon their Masters. 1845 SIODDART (txnri. in

iLncycl, Kletrop. (1847) I. 51/1 [Kinds of Mood] imperative,

mandative, conjunctive, subjunctive [etc.].

!l Mandator (msendJi t^i). Law. [L. agent-n.
f. manddre (see MANDATE).] One who gives a

mandate (esp. in the legal senses&quot;.

1681 VISCT. STAIR Insiit. i. xii. 1169;) IIQ -^ s to l
^.
e ^Pe(^&quot;^l

kinds of Mandats, they are either express, or tacit, to one

Mandatar,. .for the Mandatory behove, or in the Name of

the Mandator. I7z6 AVUFFE Parergcn 53 A Person is said

to be a Client to his Advocate, but a Master and a Man
dator to his Proctor. 1752 Scots fttag. (1753) Oct. 5 11 ^

Himself the mandator and accomplice. 1793 J. WILLIAMS
C.t/in /,,mw., etc. 49 Every legal Mandator, should be a

law expounder, not a law-maker. 1839 J. STORY Laiv Bail
ments 142 The mandator. .contracts to reimburse the man

datary for all expenses and charges reasonably incurred in

the execution of the trust. 1875 POSTK Cains 111. Comm.
(ed. 2) 401 Solidary Intercession is exemplified by the Man
dator in the contract called mandatum gnalificahtm.

Mandatory (mre ndatsri), a. and sli. [ad.

late L. mandatorius, f. mandator . see prec.]

A. adj. Of the nature of, pertaining to, or con-

xv. 115. 801 Mandatory letters were sent by King Charles

into Picardy, to put all places that held for him in those

quarters into Henries possession, a 1680 CHARSOCK Attrib.

God (1834) I. 727 We behold, in the life of Christ, a con

formity to the Mandatory part of the law. 1726 AVLIFFE

l\ircrgon 358 Of a Mandatory Writ, in Latin stiled a Man-
ti.twns. Ibid.) Several Mandatory Writs have been granted.

1863 H. Cox Instit. m. viii. 716 A mandatory writ was

issued to a serjeant-at-arms. 1900 WVNOHAM Sp. Ho.
Lomm. 15 Feb., The proposals .. were enabling and not man

datory.
b. Of actions : Obligatory in consequence of a

command. Const, upon.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ix. 696 The regular com

munication to the councils of all correspondence was ren

dered mandatory upon the Governor-General. 1891 Boston

Daily Globe 24 Mar. 5, 6 The bill makes it mandatory upon
the-judge to impose a fine of 500.

B. sb. One to whom a mandate is given ;
=&amp;gt;MA\-

DATAHY.
1661 FELL in Hammond s It ks. (1674) I- f* M H he

Visitors] sending their mandatory with a Musquetwi to



MANDATUM.
Dr. Hammond s lodging, commanded him to appear before

them. 1711 HICKES Twff Treat. C. ir. r&amp;gt;-it-sth, (184?) 7

A priest . .is an advocate, mediator, intercessor,, .vicegerent,

mandatory, interpellant. 1795 tr. Mcrcicr^s l&amp;lt; ragni. J V/. \
Hist. 1.4 ;^ The monarch \\-lt litliemandatoriesofhis Supreme,
tutelar and beneficent, authority. 1833 ALISON J/ist. Kurope
(1849-50) Il.vii. 70. 182 If the people are violentlyalarmed,
is it the part of ihulr mandatories to refuse to hear them ?

1842 MM ii.ASUAN Sheriff Crts. Scot. 582. 153 The man
datory to he slsted must lie a responsible person. 1862 Act

25 & 26 I ict. c. 97 20 To nominate.. any person as the

mandatory of such, .proprietor, to attend, act, and vote at

any meeting. 1898 I ODI.KV France \.\. li. 141 Ecclesiastics

regard themselves sometimes as the mandatories of a foreign

potentate.

^|b. Used for MANDATE, c. Something with

the function of commanding.
1839 JAMES Louis -V/7

,
1 1. .140 A Mandatory. .\vasUsued

..try MasanieMo, requiring every citi/eu to take arms. 1865
KUSHNKI.I, Vicar, Sacr. Mi. iv. (1866) 249 In itself, what we
call law is impersonal, a cold mandatory of abstraction.

II Mandatuiu (mo-nd^-t^m). [L.] MAN
DATE A-/J.

1586 J. HOOKFR Hist. It-eL 87/1 in UfllinsJied II, Sud-
denlie commetli from the cardinal! a mandatum to execute

Kililare. 1587 FI.KMIN&amp;lt;; Contn. llolinshcii II I. i^&amp;gt;6/i
Simon

Mepham, then archbishop of Canturburie, sent liis man.
datum to this bishop, that he would visit his church. 1594
T. } . La Prhnaitd, Fr. Acad. \\. 652 They obtain so many
letters of commaundement, so manic in.mdatums one in

anothers necke, that [etc.].

Mande, obs. form of MAUXDY.
Mandelic (ma Tidc-lik), a. C/iem. [f. O. man-
dd almond + -u-.] I\Iandditacid((j. mande/saure):
an acid formed by the action of hydrochloric acid

upon amygdalin.
1844 Fuw.NFsCV/tv;;. 430. iSSsRE.MSEN Org. Chern. (1888)292.

Mandell, variant of MANDILL Obs.

Mandellion, variant of MANDILIOX.

II Maiulelsteiu (ma ndaljtoin^. Geol. Also

anglicized mandelatone. [(i., f. mandtl almond
+ stein stone.]

= AMYCDALOIH st&amp;gt;.

1799 KIRWAN Heel. Ess, 202 Mandelstein (or Amygdaloid^.
1852 TH. Ross Humboldfs Trav. I. i. 35 The porou-. liasalt

which passes into mandelstein.

Mandement, variant of MANDMENT Obs.

Manderelle, -il, obs. forms of MANDREL.
Mandet, obs. variant of MANDATE.

[Mandevi(l :le, corruption (in Planch^, Fairholt,
and recent Diets.) of MANTKVIL Obs]
t IVTaiidglorye. Obs. rare. Also moiid-.

[a. OF. manJegloire (cf. mod.K. fftaifl dc gloire
HAND OP OLOKY), corruption uf mandregore MAN-
i iBAGOBA.] Mandragora.
1483 CAXTON Cato 3!), An ensample of the pouldre of

mondglorye and how hit maketh to slepe. 1489 Ftiytes

ofA. u. iv. 97 Certein herbe that is called mandglorye.

IHaudible (mse ndib l), sb. Now only Anat.
and Zool. Also 7 -uble, 7-8 -able. [ad. late L.

mandibula, -ntitw, f. mandtre to masticate. Ct.

OK. mandible
,
mod.K. wandihule] A jaw or jaw

bone
; esp. the lower jaw (in mammals and fishes).

1548-77 \ ICARY Anat. v. (iSSS) 41 The hones., of the

Cheekes, he two:., of the vpper Mandibile, two, 1560

Misogonns in. iii. 82 (Brand!) A neighboure of yours Which
is paytied in hir mandible with a wormetone totli. 1623
COCKERAM, Miindnl le, the iaw-hone wherein the teeth he
set. 1674 JOSSKLVN I oy. New F-&quot;g. 185 Rub the mandible
with it. c 1675 R. CRO.MWKI.L Let. in /w/C- ffis(. Rev. (1898)
XIII. 93 The nose of the skull, with an upper mandahle.

1707 SI.OANK Jamaica I. p. cxxxii, The swelling, .being not

so much in the throat, as mandibles and cheeks. 1770(1.
WHITK Selborne xxvii. 76 With their upper mandible, which
is much longer than their lower, they [hedgehogs] bore
under the plant. 1854 KMKRSON Lett.

&amp;lt;v
Soc. Aiitis, Comic

Wks. (Bohn) III. 210 To put something for mastication
between the upper and lower mandibles. 1872 MIVART
Flew. Anat. 86 The lower jawbone, or Mandible, consists

of a curved osseous band.

b. In birds, (usually) either part, upper or lower,
of the beak ; but by some restricted to the lower

jaw (see quot. 1893).
1686 PLOT Staffordsk. 234 The Mandibles [of a Raven]

crossing one another, like those of the.. Crossbill. 1766 PEN
NANT y.ool. (1768) 11.477 A loose skin, .reaches from the upper
mandible round the eyes fof the cormorant], 1843 DARWIN
Voy. Nat. vii. (1879) 137 The lower mandihle, differently from

every other bird, is an inch and a half longer than the upper.
1865 LIVINGSTONK Zambesi iv. ipo Flocks of sctssor-bills..

S
OQgbing the water with their lower mandibles. 1893
KWTON Diet. Hints 534 Mandible (Lat. /

///&amp;lt;///&amp;lt;///&amp;gt;, the
lower jaw in Ilirds. Ibid. 539 Maxilla, a rather slender bone
. .forming part of the lateral margin of what is often called
the Upper Mandible.

C. In insects, either half of the upper or anterior

pair of jaws.
1826 KIKUV & SP. Entomol. III. 429 The mandibles close

the mouth on each side under the fabrum or upper-lip.
1859 UAKUIN Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 69 Male stag-beetles
sometimes bear wounds from the hu^e mandibles of other
males. 1874 LumiocK Wild Flowers i. 13 The mouth of an
insect is composed of an upper lip, an under lip, a pair of
anterior jaws or mandibles.

t Mandible (m^-ndibM), a. Obs. rare. [ad.
L. *mandibtt-iS) i. mandcre to chew : see -IDLE.]

Capable of being chewed or eaten.

1656 BLOUNT Glossoffr., Mandible, eatable, or that may be
eaten. 1671-80 R. HI-;AD Kng. Rogite i. iv. (1680) 39 Their
Geese, Hens, Pigs, or any such mandible thing we met with.

l! Maildibula (inicndi-birfla). Anal, and Zool.

[L.] -MANDIBLE.!/ .

1704 HARRIS Lt .v. 1 *\ lin., Rlandibiila,. .the Ja\v, is either

Upper or Lower. 1798 AKZKLII s in Trans. Linn. Site. IV.

255 The Mandifailx are toothless and without sheaths.

1826 KIRBY & Si-. F.ntamol. 111. 417 Upper- and under-

jaws (inanthlnlx and maxiltf). 1855 (JossK in I lnl. Trans.

CXLVI. 447 The dental organs in Rotijera are true man-
dilnilx and jiia.rilltr.

DXandibular (msndi bi?lai)i a. [f. MAN-
DIUUI.A + -AH.] Hflonging to, connected with, or

forming part of a mandible.

1654 (IAYTON ricas. A r tt S in. vi. TO-; The many parts,

joynts, sinews [etc.] . . guttural!, dentall, mandibmar, ^:c.

1706 Piiii.i.irs (ed. Kersey), Mandilm/ar Muscles, the

Muscles that belong to the Lower Jaw. 1816 KIRBY ft Sp.

l-.ntoitwl. 11818) II. 275 Besides their mandilnilar hooks,
some of these grubs supply the want of legs by means of

claws at their anus. 1875 HI.AKE Zool. 2 In nearly all

mammals teeth exist in a single row on the . . mandibular

bones. 1891 Fi.ou KB *t I.YIIKKKIR Introd, Mammals 171

I lie mandihular symphysis is ankylosed.

Maiidibulary (msendrbirflari), a. rare.

[Formed as prec. + -ABY.]
=

prec.

1653 URO.I-IIAKT RaMais \. xxxviii, The mandibulary
sinew or nerve of the jaw. 1880 (H ;NHIKR J- islies 563 Two
pairs of mandibulary barbels. 1887

- in Kncycl. lirit. XXII.

i?&amp;gt;9/i
The mandibulary symphysis is not by suture but by an

elastic hand.

DXandibulate (msendi biiSlfit), a. and sb. Knt.

[ad. mod. I., mandilniliiliis: see MASDHH LA and

ATE 2
.]

A. adj.

1. Provided with mandibles: applied to a group
of insects (the Mandibnlatd) which have the organs
of the mouth adapted for mastication.

1826 KniliY & SP. Entomol. III. 462 The ma.r!llx of the

mandibulate hexapods. 1835 KIR BY llab. ff fast. Atiim.

II. xx. 316 Metabolians. .are considered .. as constituting

two Sections which are denominated Haustellate and Man
. Ins. v. 92
among the

dibulate Insects. 187* LUHBOCK Orig. &amp;lt;$

Alt !. Ins. v.

strongly mandibulate form which prevails
larvae of Coleoptera.

Th

2. Of organs: Adapted for mastication.

1835 KIRIJV /// . .y fust. Aniin. II. xx. 316 The instrument

of suction in a Haustellate mouth consists of pieces, .analo

gous to those employed iu mastication in a Maudibulate one.

1838 1 cnny Cyt.1. X. 494/- Hetniptcra . .with mandibnlatc
mouths.

B. sb. A mandilmlate insect. In recent Diets.

So Maudi bulated a., in the same sense.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 855/2 Fabricius. .divided

i
Insects into .. the Mamlibulated. .and the Haustellated.

1864 Chambers s /-. . yd.VI. 299 J1//(W(//i;//rt/rt,inaudiliul;it&amp;lt; il

or masticating Inserts.

Maiidibuliforin (maendi bfaflifplin), a. Knt.

\ [ail.
mod.L. mnniti/mliforiiiis, f. mandibula MAN-

JIIME: sec -FORM.] Shaped like a mandible,
1826 KIBBV & Sr. Kntouiol. III. 127 They, .catch the prey

at which they aim by means of the maudibuliform plates.
Ibid. IV. 310. 1856 in MAYNK Kxfios. Lex.

Maiidibxilo- (moendi bWlo), irreg. combining
form (see -o-) of L. mandibula MANIIIHI.K, Died

in compounds with the sense pertaining to the

mandible (and some other part) , as mandibulo-

\ hyoid, -maxillary, -suspcnsorial adjs.

1870 ROLI.KSTON Anini. /-//I- 105 The inandihulo-maxillai y

apodema. 1875 HUXLJ-.V in h.mycl. lirit. I. 760/1 The
hyosuspensorial and inandibulo-suspensorial ligaments.

Maiiclibulous (msendi birflas), a. rare, l-.nt.

\ [f. MAKDIBULA + -OU8.] Mandibular.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 209/1 The mandihulous hook
of spiders.

II mandil (mrc ndil). Also 7 meudil. [Arabic

JJJJL* mindll, mandil, sash, turban-cloth, hand

kerchief, nd. L. maittile (see MANTLE i/;.).] A
turban.
i66a J. DAVIES tr. Oleariu? I oy. Ambass. v. (1669) 214

The Mendils and Mianbends, that is, the Turbant and
Girdle, of Gold Brocado. 1665 Slit T. HERBERT Trai . (1677)

133 His Turbant or Mandil was of finest white silk inter

woven with pold. 1731 BAILKV vol. II, Matttfil, a sort of

cap or turbant worn by the Persians.

Mandilion (mocndi-lyn). Obs. exc. Hist. Also
6 raandilyon, maundilion, 6-7 mandilian,
-illian, 7 -ellion, -ylian, (?madilion). [a. F.
mandilion (i6th c.), ad. It. mandiglione, augmen-

;

tative f. mandiglia : see MANDII.L.] A loose coat
or cassock, in later times sleeveless, formerly worn

! by soldiers and men-servants as a kind of overcoat.

1577 DKK Relat. Spir. I. (1650) 154 The men have things
on their shoulders of beasts skins, as instead of a Jerkin or
a Mandillion. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 12877.!
Their vniuersall liuerie was a mandilion of purple tatTata,

MANDBAGON.
iiiamiil: see MANDIL.] A loose coat or over-

coat.

579 !* R- H /-.(i8i5&amp;gt; 281 Ane pair of breikis of Mew
velvult with ane innndill lhatrto broderit wilh gold. 1661

A. HAIG Ace. in J. Russell llaigs (1881) 471 A suelt ot

cloelhs, with a mandcll. 1662 AW. 472 Kor making a mandle
Kute and furnertur.

Mandiocia: see MANIOC.

) Mandi-tion. 06s. rare- , [irreg. f. L. ?-
&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;( to command + -ITION.] An injunction.

1597 /V4 . / ni fiass. in. 344 My uncle, .sent mee yester

day a letter and this mandition .. Studie not these vaine

arts of Khetorique, Poetrie and Philosophic .

Mandle, ols. f. MAN-DILL, MANTKL, MANTLE.

Mandly, rare obs. form of MANLY.

t Mandnieilt. Oh. Forms: 3-6 mande-
ment, raaundement, 4-5 mawndement, 4-6
mandment, 5-6 maundraent. [a. OF. tncmde-

ment : late L. mandCtmenliim, f. mandSre to com
mand. The word is orijj. trisyllabic (cf. COM
MA Mi.MF.N r) ; the disyllabic forms are character

istically northern.] A commandment, an order ;

that which is commanded. Also, the action ot

commanding, command, rule.

1297 R. OLOL-C. (Rolls) 4011 pis was a prout mandement &
an heiuol dede. f 1357 Lay holks Cattcll. 549 Who brekys
be fyrste maundement. Pruwde men wordly men and

nYschly men. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce iv. 332 His men his

mandment has all done. 1400-50 Alexander 4237 To
J&amp;gt;e

modi kynge of Messedone Jus maundment I write, c 1440

runup. Pat-. . 330/2 Mawndement, iiiandatiim, prci cfitiuii.

11460 ASHBY Aitii C rolicy 654 Kuery day he waie of that

exlremite Not to be hasty in mandement. 1467-8 Rolls

of J arlt. V. 583/1 All Retornes of Writtes, Preceptes,
Maundements and Pilles. 1539 CROMWKLL Let. 16 Apr.,
in Merriman Life ^ Lett. (1902) II. 211 Themperunr hathe

not consented to the popes desires nor that his M.indt-

mentes shuld be published. 1553 Douglas /Ends x. Prol.

162 Forqnhay thy mandmentis [151 3 mandat] kepis in accord,
llene ane with the, not in substance bot grace. 1567 Reg.
j riiy Council Scof. I. 567 Gevand..oure full plane power,
speciall mandment. .and charge, to compeir.

Maiidola (moendwrla), mandora (msen-
doo ra). Also 9 {rare) mandura. [a. It. mandola,
mandora. Cf. F. mam/ore, mamio/e, and see I .AN-

DUUE, PANDORA -, MANDOHE.] A larger variety
of the mandolin.

1758 J. CLEI HANE in Fnm. Kose Kilr. (Spald. Club) 461 If

you have once made some progress on the spinet, -the man
dola will be an easy acquisition. 18*5 L. HUNT Rafcluis

in Tuscany 850 Play to me too On the mandola. 1825
FOSIIROOKE Kncycl. Antiq. I. 628 The Pandura was of the

lute kind, the Mandura a lesser lute. 1880 A. J. Hn-KiNR in

Grove Diet. Mas. II. 204 It (the mandoline] is. .less in size

than the Mandiila or Mandc ira, a much scarcer instrument.

1895 llttily Neivs 22 May 7/3 Three mandolas(or mandoras 1

,

eighteen guitars, .and a bass guitar.

Mandolin, -ine (nnt-mMlm). Also 8 man
darin

;
and in It. form mandolino. [ad. F.

mandoline, ad. It. mandoline, dim. of mandola (see

prec.).] A musical instrument of the lute kind

having from four to six metal strings stretched upon
a deeply-rounded body.
1707 in Ashton Sat. Life Q. Anne (1882) II. 38 Signior

Conti will play, .on the Mandoline, an instrument not known

yet. 1758 J. CI.KI-IIAM in Fain. Kose_ Kilr. (Spald. Club) 461

The guitarrc, or the mandolino, as it is called here by our

London ladies. 1766 SMOU.KTT Trav. 122 An excellent per
former on the lute and mandolin. 1783 MMK. U AHlil.AY

Diary i Jan., A solo air, accompanied by the mandoline,. .

has a mighty pretty effect. 1796 PK.C.K Anonym. (1809) 104
When the instrument now coming into use is called a Man
darin, we are led to think it to be something used by the

Chinese Lords or Mandarins; but the truer pronunciation
is Mandolin. 1856 MRS. C. CLARKE tr. Kcrlio- Insti mnent.

70 The mandolin has almost fallen into desuetude at present.

1863 SALA About Shrimfinglm 102 A mandolin all covered

with lacquer work.

Hence Ma ndolinlst.aperformcr on the mandolin.

1888 Daily Krws 14 May 3/3 A company of Neapolitan
mandolinists and singers.

Maiidoiu (mre-ndam). rare*, [f.
MAN sl&amp;gt;.* +

-DOM.] The realm of man.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama pf Exile Poems 1850 I. 72
Without this rule of mandom, ye would perish beast by
beast Devouring.
Mandora : see MANDOLA.
Maudore (m;vii&amp;lt;luu). [ad. F. mam/ore, ad.

It. tnamfora.] =MANILA.
1823 ROSCOE Sismoiiilli Lit. Soutk Eur. (1846) I. v. 128

A Jongleur.. must ..play on the citole and mandore. 1898
ZANGWILL Dreamers Glictti i. 26 Amulets in the shape of

miniature mandores or four-stringed lutes.

II Mandorla (msend^ila). Religions Art. [It.

almond .] An almond-shaped panel or decora-

live space.
i neir vniuersall liuene was a manmiion ot purple tatlata, , ,-
laid about with siluer lase. 1599 DAI.LAM Tna&amp;gt;. (Hakl. !

Uve sPaCC.

Soc.) 74 Their coats were like a soldier s mamlilyon. 1610 :
l88

.3
C. C. PERKINS Ital. Sculpture Intro,]. =o Christ seated

HOLI.ANO Cauiacu s Brit. (1637) 249 He had a mandilian or within a mandorla. 1895 M. K. JAMKS Abbey itt.bdmmut

cassocke, garnished with the bishops armes. i6iG. SANDYS
,

IS
&quot;T 51 At top is Chnst in a mandorla seated fu.l-face

\
cassocke, garnished with the bishops armes. 16150. SANDYS
Trav. 230 In time of warre they [the Kniglits of Malta]
weare crimson mantlilions.-over their armour. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury in. 18/2 He beareth Or, a Mandilion
Azure. 1696, 1706 PHILLIPS. 1860 [see MASTKVIL]. 1895
J. BROWN rilgrim Fathers x. 280 Hooks and eyes for

mandilions
,
these being garments large and full of folds,

with which soldiers wrapped themselves against the cold,

t Maudill. 0/&amp;gt;s. Also 7 mandell, mandle.

[a. . mandil (15-16111 c., now mandille), a. Sp.,

Pg. mamtil (cf. I r, mandil-s table-cloth), a. Arab.

with a book.

Mandrag(e, -dragge.obs.formsofMANimAKK.
t Mandragon. Oh. [app. an altered form

of mandrag MANDRAKE, after dragon.] = MAN
DRAKE.
1580 HOLLYHAND Treas. Fr. Tang, DC la mnndragore, an

herbe called Mandra^on. 1597 (II-.KAKIH-: tferoalll, Ix. 281

In Knglish we call it Mandrake, Mandrage, and Mandiagon.
1611 COTGK., .Ma idragi rr, Mandrake, Mandiage, Man-

&amp;lt; 11 i. i
&amp;gt;:i.



MANDRAGORA.
Mandragora (mitndrae-gora). Forms: a. i-

mandragora, 3 mandragores,6-7 maudragoras.
ft. (in anglicized form) 4 pl mandragoris, 6

raaudragor, -er, 8-9 -ore. [late L. mandragora
(maudragoras Pliny), a. Gr. pavSpayopas.]
1. a. The plant MANDRAKE. Now only Hist.

b. Bot, The genus to which this plant belongs.
C. Since Shakspere, taken as the

type
of a narcotic.

In Shaks. Ant. $ Cl. i. v. 4 the First Folio has the misprint
wandyagoru, whence perh. ntandrngarn in Scott s KenH-
worth (1821) I. xii. 311. Cf. however MANDRAGON.
c 1000 Sa.t. Leechd. 1 . 244 Decs wyrt \&amp;gt;e

man mandragornni
nemne^. c 1220 Bestiary 613 A gres, 5e name is mandragorea

\\ VCLIF Song Sol. vii. 13 Mandrogoris han 30116 her
ir in oure }atis. 1398 TRKVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvn.

civ. ( 1 ollem. MS.), I hey fat diggen mandragora be besy to

be war of contrarye wynde. 1535 COVKRUALK Gen. xxx. 14
Ruben wente out.. and fuunde Mandragoros in the felde.

1542 BOOKUE Dyctary x.v. (1870) 281 Mandragor doth helpe
a woman to concepcion. 1578 LYTF, Dodoens in. Ixxxiv. 438
The greene and fresh leaues of Mandragoras. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth, in. iii. 330 Not Poppy, nor Mandragora, Nor all the
drowsie Syrrups of the world Shall euer [etc.], 1605
CHAPMAN, etc. Kastivard Hoe v. i, I haue..drunke Lethe
and Mandragora to forget you. 1623 WEBSTER Duchess of
Mal/i iv. !i, Come violent death, Serue for Mandragora to
make me sleepe. 1738 Common Sense 1 1. 4 The Drug call d

Mandragore. 1830 (IAI.T Laurie T. v. xi. (1849) 242 Earnest

employment is the best mandragora for an aching heart.

1855 THACKERAY Newcoines II. 19 He do-ied himself with

poppy, and mandragora, and blue pill. 1876 KARHAR Marlb.
Sci ni. vi, 56 The river of oblivion of sin repented of, the
true mandragota for every guilty and sleepless soul.

attrib. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R, xvn. cxii. (1495) 675
Oyle ofMandragora apples. 1826 W. AINSLIE J//i/t r/*r Indit a
1. 208 The anodyne and soporific qualities of the mandragore
root. 1832 CARLYLE Corn-law Rhymes Misc. 1857 III. 161
Her Ariel Melodies, and mystic mandragora Moans.

b. = mandrake wine.
1844 MRS. BROWNING Dead Pan ii, Have the Pygmies made

you drunken, Bathing in mandragora Your divine pale lips. . ?

f 2. Chinese mandragoras ; ginseng.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Hence Mamlra gorite, one who is habitually
under the narcotic influence of mnndragora.
1895 Funk s Standard Diet. 1902 WEBSTER SuppL

Mandrague (marndreig)- A kind of large
fishing-net.
1851 Frasers Mug, XLIII. 252 The park of nets forming

the modern mandrague. 1855 W. S. DALLAS In Syst. Nat.
Hist, II. 49 The Tunny. .is captured by means of a large
net, called a mandrague.
Mandrake (mse nditfk). Forms : a. 4-6 man-

dragge, 4-7 -drage, 6-7 -drag, (6 raendrage).
$. 5- mandrake, (4 mondrake, 5,7 mandrak).
[ME. mandrag^g;C (cf. MDu. mandrage ^

man-
dragre}) a shortening of MANDHAGORA; the form
mandrake (mondrake}, though recorded earlier than

-draget is prob. due to association with drake.]
1. Any plant of the genus Mandragora^ native

to Southern Europe and the East, and charac
terized by very short stems, thick, fleshy, often

forked, roots, and fetid lance-shnped leaves.
The mandrake is poisonous, having emetic and narcotic

properties, and was formerly used medicinally. The forked
root is thought to resemble the human form, and was fabled
to utter a deadly shriek when plucked up from the ground.
The notion indicated in the narrative of Genesis xxx, that
the fruit when eaten by women promotes conception, is said
still to survive in Palestine.
a. 1382 WVCLIF Gen. xxx, 14 Ruben goon out in tyme of

wheel heruest into the feeld, fonde mandraggis [1388 man-
dragis]. 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 324/2 Mandragge, herbe,..
mandragora, 1562 LI-;IGH Armorie (1597! 99 b, He beareth
Argent, a mandrage proper. 1580 LYLY Enphues (Arb.)473
They that feare theyr Vines will make too sharpe wine, must
..graft next to them Mandrage [ed. 1581 Mendrage], which
causeth the grape to be more pleasaunt. 1594 Moth.
Bomb, v. iii, Your sonne Memphis, had a moale vnder his
eare:. .you shall see it taken away with the iuyce of man
drage. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 235 In the digging vp of
the root of Mandrage, there are some ceremonies obserued.
1607 TOPBELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 330 Oyl of Mandrag
. .biudeth together, .bones being either shivered or broken.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mandrake or Mandrage.
0. 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 26 Muge he is ant mondrake.

c 1450 ME. Mt d. Bk. (Heinrich) 231 Leues of mandrake.
1475 Pict. I oc. in Wr.-\V(ilcker 787/4 Hec wandracora,

a mandrak. 1560 KIBLE (Geneva) Gen. xxx. 14 Reuben.,
found mandrakes [inarg. Which is a kinde of herbe, whose
rote hath a certeine likenes of y* figure of a man] in the

!

field, 1552 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. iv. iii. 47 And shrikes like
Mandrakes torne out of the earth. 1593 2 Hen. VI

^ \\\. ii.
|

310. 1600 HEYWOOD znd Pt. Edtu. IV Wks. 1874 I. 154
The mandrakes shrieks are music to their cries. 1610 DONNE
Pseudo-martyr Pref. c uj, Annibal, to entrappe and surprise
his enemies, mingled their wine with Mandrake, whose
operation is betwixt sleepe and poyson. 1635 [GLAPTHORNK]
Lady Mothers, ii. in Bullen O. PI. II. 196 Horrid grots and
mossie graves, Where the mandraks hideous howles Wei-

the Romans used the root of the mandrake to cause in

sensibility to pain.

t b. in allusive and fig. uses : (a) as a term of
abuse

; (6) a narcotic ; (c) a noisome growth.
1508 KENNEDIE Flyting m. Dnnbar -29 Mandrag, mym-

merkin, maid maister bot in mowis. a 1585 MONTGOMERY
Hyting

--

&amp;lt;597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. ii. 67 Thou horson Mandrake!
VOL. VI.

113

I
1604 DEKKKR Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 9 Gods my life,
hee s a very mandrake. 1610 J. MASON Turk \\. \, Thou
that amongst a hundred thousand dreames Crownd with a
wreath of mandrakes sitst as Queene, 1636 DAVF.NANT ll- its
i\-. i, He stands as if his L-gs had taken root ; A very Man
drake ! 1649 JF.R. TAYLOK (/. /i.iv////. i. iv. 132 When we
lust after mandrakes and deliciousne^s of exteriour minis
tries. 1660 R. [. ESTRANGE Plea for Limited Monarchy 7
Our laws [sc. during the Commonwealth] have been Man
drakes of a Nights growth. 1676 MAKVELL Gen. Councils
Wks, 1875 IV. ioi If they have a mind to pull up that
mandrake, it were advisable, .to chuse out a dog for that
imployment.
2. The root of White Hryony : see quots.
1585 LITTON Thons. Notable Th. in. xliii. (ISQS! 61 The

counterfeat Mandrag which hath bene sold by deceyuers for
much money. 1597 GKRAKOP, Herbal \\. lx. 281 The idle
drones that liaue little or nothing to do but eate and drinke,
haue bestowed some of their time in caruing the rootes of
Brionie, forming them to the shape of men & women

; whirl)

falsifying practise hath confirmed the errour amongst the

simple. .people, who haue taken them vpon their report to
be the true Mandrakes. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden
cxci. 300 The Root [of Briony] somtimes groweth to the
bigness of a Childe of a yeare old, so that it hath been by
some cut into the forme of a Man, and called a Mandrake,
being set againe into the Earth. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s

Bot. xvi. (1794) 197 These pretended Mandrakes are said to
be roots of Angelica or Bryony.
3. U. S. The May-apple, Podophyllum pcliatum.
1845 50 MRS. LINCOLN Lcct. Bot. A pp. 143/2 Podophyttitin

pcltatnni {wild mandrake, may-applet. 1887 J-amily Physi-
tian 872 Mandrake, may apple, ur hog apple.
4. attrib*, as mandrake juice, root

; mandrake
apple, the fruit of the mandrake; t mandrake
shriek (see sense i, note) ; mandrake wine ^sce

(juot. 1753 f()r mandrake roof}.

15*3 T. GALE Antidot. \. \. i b, Of simple medicines reper-
cussiue these are some . .*Mandrage apples, 8: iuse. 1603
SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astrol. xx. 417 Rachel enuying her
sister Leahs fertilitie importuned Mandrag apples, to sup-
pile her barrennesse. r 1592 MARLOWE Jew of Malta v.

(1633) I 2, I dranke of Poppy, and cold ^mandrake juyce.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Mandragorites Vinmn, Man
drake \\ ini\ a sort of medicinal impregnation of wine with
the virtues of &quot;Mandrake root. 1824 HEN. PHILLIPS Flora
Hist. I. 354 The Mandrake root is an anodyne and soporific.
1620 DKKKKR Drcatne Wks. (Grosart) III. 39 Being mounted
on a Spirits back, which ran With *Mandrake-shrikes, and
like a Lubrican. 1621 BURTON Anat. Met. ir. ii. vr. i. (1651)
293 A friends counsel is a charm, like *mandrake wine. 1753
[see Mandrake root\,

Maiidram ;mce ndroem). West Indian. Also
mandrang. (See quot. 1756.)
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 177 There is a mixture made

and used in some of our colonies called Mandram,. .which
seldom fails to provoke an appetite in the most languid
stomachs. The ingredients are sliced cucumbers, eschalots
cut very small, a little lime juice, and Madeira wine with a
few pods of bird pepper. 1814 LUNAN Hortns Jamaicensis
I. 358 The mixture called man-dram is made from these

peppers. 1841 ORDERSON Creoleana xiv. 148 The punch
and mandram had been handed round. 1845 Miss ACTON

Mod.^ Cookery 3 1 2 Mandrang or Mandram. (West Indian

Receipt.) Chop together, very small, two moderate-sized
cucumbers [etc.].

Mandrel, mandril (mse-ndrel, -il). Forms:
6 manderelle, 7-9 maundril^l, mandrel, -il,

(S manderil, mandrell, maundrell, gmandrill).
[Usually believed to be an alteration of F. man-
drin

t
which has the senses 3 and 4 below. The Fr.

word, however, has not been traced earlier than

1690, and is of obscure origin.]
1. A miner s pick.
1516 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. So Item xlvj manderelles \\.s.

viij.rf. A gryndstone & cruke xtf. Item ii spayddys & a
shulle

vj&amp;lt;/.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh, 306 But he. .by the help

of his Maundrill, by degrees so wrought away the earth
over head.. that [etc.]. 1747 HOOSON Miners Diet. M iij,

Mandrel) a Tool made after the manner of a Hack, but
i

more Strong and Square, having both ends Sharp, Square
Points. 1771 FLETCHER Checks Wks. 1795 II. 126 An igno
rant collier, as great a stranger to your metaphysics as you
are to his mandrell. 1860 Kng. $ For. Min. Gloss. (Derby
7V;w.r1, Maundrill

^
a pick for various purposes, but gene

rally used to undermine. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss,
&amp;gt;

Mandril,.. Mawtctrily Derb. and S. Wales, a prying pick
with two prongs.

f 2. Some instrument used by arrow-makers. Obs.

1659 HOAVELL Partic, Vocab, 51 A maundrel, and bick-
j

hornd, smoothing floates [etc.].. .Les outils de Varcher.

3. In a lathe, an arbor or axis to which work is
j

secured while it is being turned. Also applied to
j

a similar part in a circular saw or cutter.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 58 To give to the Axis or to the
;

Mandril, .that little Inclination. 1677 MOXON Mech.Exerc. !

(1703) 190 There is another sort of Mandrels called Hollow
|

Mandrels. 1731 BAILEY vol. II, Manderil, a kind of wooden
pulley, that is part of a turner s leath, of which there are
several kinds, as flat, hollow, pin and skrew manderils. 1786
/ /;//. Trans. LXXVI. 25, I turned it.. upon my great lathe
in the air (that is, upon the end of the mandrel). 1796 MORSE
Ainer.Geog, I. 452 The manderil is moved by a band wheel.
:8rz-i6 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. fy Art 1. 12 If the mandrel
of a lathe were made of the best steel, sufficiently hard to

wear well in the collar, it would be snapped by a sudden
check. 1879 R. S. BALL in CasselFs Techn. Educ. vn. 62

By means of the band the pulley G, on what is called the
mandril of the lathe, is made to turn rapidly.

4. A cylindrical rod, core, or axis round which
metal or other material is forged, cast, moulded,
or shaped.
1790 in Abridg. Specif. Patents, Metallic Pipes, etc. (1874)

2, 1 cast the lead in lengths,, .this is put upon a polished
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rod or round maundrell ol iron or any other metal, such
muundrells being made of different lengths and diametas
1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. * Art I. 17 The hole
may be finished.. by hammering it at a low heat upon a
smooth mandrel or pin. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic
j64 When the pipe is cast, and the metal is set, this mandrel
is drawn out of the mould, and another of smaller diameter
11 substituted. 1859 Musketry lustr. 49 Roll the stiff paper
tightlyabout 2| times round the mandrel . 1881 GKRENKK
linn 50 Their eaily barrels appear to have been made from
one broad band of metal rolled over a mandril
5. attrih.

1823 J. NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 325 This weight.,
operates to keep the mandrel-band tight. 1875 KNIGHT
liift. Meih., Mamlrd-lalhe, a lathe adapted for turning
hollow work, which is clasped by a chuck on the end of the
mandrel in the head-stock. 1888 HASI.UCK Model En^iti.
llandyl k. (1900) 58 The mandrel-cone centre point.
Ilcncc Ma-ndrel v. trans., to operate upon with

mandrels (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Maildriarcll (mx-n&amp;lt;lri|ajk\ [ad. It. maniiri-

urcha, a. late Gr. fiav5piapxi]s, f. pavfipla, Gr.

ndvSpa fold, monastery. Cf. ARCHIMANDRITE.]A ruler or founder of a monastic order.

1871 MARIA F. ROSSKTTI S/iatlow nfDante 205 The second
dividing line, which consists of holy Mandriarchs ;

S. Francis,
S.

Benedict^S. Augustine being alone named.
Mandrill (mandril). Also -il. [app. f. MAN

.f/ .
1 + DRILL s/&amp;gt;.

-

] The largest, most hideous, and
most ferocious of the baboons, Cynocephalus
maimoti or mormon, a native of \\~estern Africa.

1744 W. SMITH I vy. Guinea 51 A strange sort of animal,
called by the white men in this country [Sierra Leone] Man
drill, but whyit is so called I know nut, ..except it be for
their near resemblance to a human creature, though nothing
at all like an Ape. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. /list. IV. vii. 214
The largest of the baboon kind is the Mandril ; an ugly
disgusting animal. 1840 Ciivier s Aidin. Kitigd. 59 The
Mandrill Baboon {Sun. niaitnon and mormon}- Greyish
brown, inclining to olive above

;
. . cheeks blue and furrowed.

1863 HUXLEY Alan s Place Nat. \. to. 1898 Daily News
12 Dec. 9/1 The blue-faced Mandril.

Ma lidrite. rare~ l

. [ad. Gr. ^arJp/TT/s (cf.

AKCIIIMANDKITK), f.
^ti&amp;gt;&amp;lt;5/)a fold.] f.See quot.)

1844 W. KAY in.J.H.Newman Plenty s Eccles. ffist. III.
Si

&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/-,
A mandrite would at first be a person who lived in

a solitary cave.

!i Maildritta (mcendri-ta}. Fencing. Obs. [al
tered from It. mandritto, mandiritto, f. tnano
dfitta right hand.] A cut from right to left.

1595 SAVIOLO Practice i. lob, Cannot euery one of him-
st-lfe without teaching giue a mandritta? 1603 DKKKEK
li

t&amp;gt;ntffr/iill Yearc D 4, Hees the best Fencer in the world :

.. He has his Mandrittaes, imbrocataes, stramazones and
stoccataes at his fingers ends. 1855 KINGSLEY U estiv. Ho !

iii, Wiping maudritta [sic], closing embrocata, And all the
cant of the honourable fencing mystery.

Mailducable (mse ndi?kab i), a. Obs. march.

[ad. J,. type *mandiicabil-is, f. mandiica-re : see

next and -ABLE.] Capable of being manducated
;

eatable.

1614 VV. B. Philosopher s Banquet (ed. 2) 37 They are
scarce manducable. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 213 Tor-

toyses, (in which I haue seene aboue a thousand Egges,
great and manducable). 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. c 1810
COLERIDGE in Lit. Rein. (1838) III. 35r If tangible by
Thomas s fingers, why not by his teeth, that is, manducable ?

Manducate (mse-ndirfk^t), v. [f. ppl. stem
of L. mandfua-re to chew : see -ATE 3.] trans. To
chew, eat. Hence Ma nduoated ///. a.

1623 COCKERAM, Manducate, to eat. 1624 F. WHITE Repl.
Fisher 490 T o manducate, that is, to chew or swallow, and
to let the Element receiued, passe into their stomach. 1654
JKR. TAYLOR Real Pres. 147 Either we manducate the acci

dents only, or else the substance of bread, or the substance
of Christs body. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 242 Being
manducated, they confirm loose teeth. 1727 in BAILEY vol. 1 1 .

1822 filaclnv. Mai;. XI. i6r Whate er front-tooth can bite,

and grinders manducate. 1826 Goon Bk. Nat. (1834) I. 276
The.. manducated food. 1876 E. MELLOR Priesth. iv. 179
The literal interpreters, .supposing that our Saviour referred

to bread which could be manducated in the ordinary manner.

Mailducatioil (mrendittk^ijan). [ad. L. man-
dtlcCition-em, n. of action of mandfica-re to MAN
DUCATE. Cf. F. mandtication (Theol.).]
1. The action of eating. Chiefly Theol. (follow

ing the patristic use of L. manditcatio), the term

applied (usually with qualification, as carnal, cor

poral, literal, oral, real, sacramental, spiritual) to

the act of participation in the Eucharist.

1551 GARDINER Explic. True Cath. Faith gb.The mysterie
of corporall manducation. 1553 KENNEDY Compend. Tract.

in \\ odrmu Sac. Misc. (1844) 167 He makis mentioun baith

of spirituale and reale manducatioun. 1597 HOOKER Eccl.

Pol. v. Ixvii. 9 A Literall, Corporall and Orall manduca
tion of the very substance of his flesh and bloud. 1649

JF.R. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. xv. 17 After the manducation

of the Paschal lamb it was the custom of the nation _to

sit down to a second supper. 1660 Duct. Dnbit. II. iii.

rule 12 g n Sacramental manducation. 1737 WATERLAND
Eucharist (ed. 2) 453 None give so great advantage to the

Figurists, as those that contend for oral manducation. 1821

LAMB Klin Ser. I. Grace bef. meat, The received ritual having

prescribed these forms to the solitary ceremony of manduca
tion. 1833 ROCK Hierurg. (1892) 1.197 A manducation of His

real flesh and blood. 1850 E. H. BROWNE Exp. 39 Articles

.\\viii. i (1874) 679 Did they intend a spiritual manducatiun

an eating spiritually and a drinking in by the soul of the

life-giving efficacy of the Body broken and the Blood shed ?

2. The action of chewing.
1650 BULWER Anthropi inct. 139 They who chaw not well,

SI
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or . . passe over the triple order of manducation, are ill

nourished. 1746 R. JAMES Introd. Monfefs Health s Itn-

frcri&amp;gt;,
2 Manducation, or Chewing, is performed by means of

the Biventer, or Digastric Muscles. 1826 KIRBY & Si&amp;gt;.

Rntomol. III. 416 The trophi or organs of manducation.

1852 DANA Crust, n. 991 The mandible has a lateral process
for manducation. 1877 HUXI.KY Anat. In 1

. Anitn. i. 69
Powerful apparatus for the seizure and manducation of vege
table and animal prey.

Manducatory (mscudiiSfkitari), a. Chiefly

Phys. [I. L. manditcat- (see MANDUCATE) + -ORY.]

Pertaining to or fitted for manducation.

1814 Sch. Gd. Living $Q Their noble perseverance, in ful

filling with so much courage their manducatory functions.

1850 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. iv. (1874) 62 The framework

through which an important class of functions, manducatory
and respiratory, are performed. 1870 RoLLBSTON Aniin.

Life no [It] consists of the manducatory ganglion fused

with one thoracic ganglion. 1877 HUXI.KY.// nat. /? . Attim,
vi. 256 The. .manducatory appendages (gnathites).

Mandura: see MAXDOLA.

Mandy, obs. form of MAUNDY.
Mane

(m&amp;lt;? n), sb. Forms : I manu, 4, 6 maane,
6 mayn, Sc. (mone), meane, 6-7 mayiie, maine,

7 maune, 7,
8 main, 4- mane. [OE. manu str,

fern. = MDu. mane (chiefly pi. mancn\ so in mod.

Du.), OlIG. mana fern. (MHG. mane*man fern.

and masc., mod.G. mahne fern, with irregular

umlaut), ON. m?n fern. (gen. manar; Sw., Da.

man) : OTeut. *ttiana. The Scandinavian langs.
have also a dim. form prob. from LG. : Da. manke

mane, Sw. manke
y
Tccl. makki nape of the neck.

The primary sense of the OTeut. word must have been
1 neck : cf. OK. ni^ne masc., OS. mcnit OHO. menni pl. f

ornament for the neck
;
L. monlle necklace; O Irish inititt

neck (in mum-tore collar), finance (= Gaulish ^aj/iaityj?,

Polybius) collar, imiincl (~ Welsh inwn vgt) neck, inong
(= Welsh m~viig) mane; Skr. manya nape of the neck.]

1. A growth of long hair on the back of the neck
and the shoulders, characteristic of various animals,

esp. the horse and lion; a similar growth on other

animals.

Formerly sometimes used (e.g. inquots. 1470-85, 1501, 1661)
fur the part on which the mane grows.
a 800 Erfurt Gloss, 1182 Jfiha, sett s porci et leonis ciii-a-

lii/ne : manu, brystie, 13. . Gmv.
&amp;lt;V

Cr. Knt. 187 pe mane
uf bat mayn hors much to hit lyke. c 1380 Sir Fcrumb, 244

pat gode hors blessede he l?o, &. lonely strek ys mane. 1398
FRKVISA Bartk. DC P. R. xvin. x). (1495) 801 The maare is

prowdc and hath joye of her maane. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur in. viii, TJie hole body of hyr lay before bym on bis

hors mane. 1501 DOUGLAS J al. Hon. \. xii, Out throw the
wod come rydand catiues twane, Ane on ane asse, a widdie
about his mone, The vther raid ane hiddeous hors vppne.
1567 MAPLBT Gr. Forest JA\^} There is also another kinde
of wilde Oxe or Bull, called. .Bonasus, a little shorter than
our Bull, but more thickly set, and hath his Mane like to
our Horse. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

&amp;lt;y

Cr. in. iii. 224 And the
weake wanton Cupid Shall . . like a dew drop from the Lyons
mane, I!e shooke to ayrie ayre. 1661 LOVKLL Hist. Aniin.
\ Min. Introd., Horses have most haire upon the mane,
lions upon their shoulders. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 497 The
Serpent . . with brazen Eyes And hairie Main terrific.

aijig ADUISON tr. Ovid Wks. 1753 I. 157 Half dead with
sudden fear he dropt the reins ;

The horses felt em loose

upon their mains. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III.

387 It [the genett] has also along the back a kind of mane
or longish hair, which forms a black streak from the
head to the tail. 1828 STARK Elcm. Nat. Hist. I. 45 Full
Bottom Monkey. With a inane upon the neck, shoulders
and top of the back. 1863-5 J. THOMSON Sunday at
Hampstead vii, One stroked with careless hand a lion s

mane. 1883 G. STABLES Our Friend the Dsg vii. 60 A/ane,
the feather on shoulders of Collie and Newfoundland, and
that on the front of the chest of Blenheims.

Jig. 1818 BYRON Ch. Hnr. iv. clxxxiv, And I have loved
thee, Ocean !..And laid my hand upon thy mane as I do
here.

b. transf. Applied to a person s long hair,
^ 375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlix. (Trcla) 164 His mane in hir

hand scho wan, & rawe of it a gret part done. 1647 WARD
.Simp. Cobltryz Men use not to wearesuch manes. 1860 GEO.
EI.IOT Mill on Fl. i. iii, Maggie, .louked over the book,
eagerly seizing one corner and tossing back her mane. 1881
Scribner s .Mag. XXI. 71/2 Her. .red rippling mane falling
about her. 1895 ZANG\VILL Master \\. ii. 135 Matt moved
back towards his easel, passing a little dark man with a mane.

c. A tuft of hair attached to an artificial fly.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling xi. (1880) 407 The Owenmore
[Salmon Fly]. .. Manes of mohair from the back of each joint
. . ; just under, as a support to each mane, is tied in a feather
from the breast of the Indian crow.

2. The hackles on the neck of a game cock. ? Obs.
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hush. \\. i. no His mayne or necke-

feathers would bee very long, bright, and shining, couering
from his head to his shoulders. 17*7 BRADLEY Fata. Diet.
-s.v. Cock, His eyes round and great, the colour answerable
to the colour of his plume or Main.

3. Agric. A ridge or tuft of grass or stubble, left

by the mowers.
1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 23 Take hede that thy mower mow

clene and . . leaue not a mane bytwene. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
\. 595 Those tufts and manes which the mowiers passed
over and left standing behind them. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. I. w. 444 In using the scythe for barley and oats, the
Lircat art is to leave a short ( mane or ridge of stubble, so
that the ears of corn may rest thereon.

4. attrib.j as mane-like adj. ; mane-comb, a comb
for the horse s mane

; f mane-piece, ? = CRINIRK
;

mane-sheet (see quot.).
1564 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices III. 577/1 *Mane comb.
573 TUSSKR ffusb. (1878) 35 A currie combe, mainecombe,
and whip for a Jade, a 1613 OVKHUURY Characters, Ostler

Wks. (1856) 72 His mane-comb is a spinners card turned out

of service. 1879 MRS. A. K. JAMES Ind. Hmisi Ii. ftlnnageni.

67 Curry-combs, scrapers, mane-combs, and the rest of the

usual stable paraphernalia. 1864 TKNNVSON AyInterns Field
68 Eager eyes that. .beamed Beneath a mnnelike mass of

rolling gold. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. in. xxxvii. 172
Hridles . . mounted with silver, with a *

mane-piece of plate.

1727 HAILEY vol. II,
*Mane-sheet (with Grooms), is a cover

ing for the Upper-part of a Horse s Head.

I Mane, a&amp;gt; Sc. Obs. Also 6 maine, magne. [a.

OF. maine^maigne, magne . \.. magnum great.] In

( hairlis the mane, Charles t he Great, Charlemagne.
r 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 205 Thus said gentill Charhs tin-

Mane To the Coilgear. 1535 STKWART Ov&amp;gt;. Scot. II. 344
Chairlis the Mane, the quhilk wes king of France,..To Icing

Achay ane herald he lies send. 1552 Reg. Privy Council

Scot. 1. 129 Sen the tyrne of Achans kyng of Scotland and
(. hairlis the Maine king of France. 1596 DAI.KVMI-LR tr.

Leslie s Uist. Scot. I. 264 The kin^, Charles the Mugne.

Mane, obs. f. MAIN, MAINE, MAN, MANY, MEAN
a.

\
north, f. MOAN

;
variant of MAUN (

= must).

-mane (m^n), the ending of certain words

adopted from IT, as Anglomane, bibliomane
,
which

have the general sense one who has a mania for

(something) , and are formed on assumed Gr.

types in -fjtav^s : see MANIA. The words of this

formation have never become entirely naturalized in

Eng., the meaning being preferably expressed by
formations in -maniac.

1832 tr. Tour Germ. Prince III. xi. 306 She is almost as

great a parkomane as myself. Ibid. IV. iii. 145.

Maneall, obs. form of MKNIAL a.

Ma il-ea-ter. [MAX sb^\ One who eats men.
1. A cannibal.
1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa Introd. 31 They are man-

eaters, and couragious in battaile. 1617 HIERON H ks.

(1619-20) II. 103 Ho\v foule is the sinne of oppression, when
the practisers of it are likened to man-eaters, that Hue vpon
flesh? 1681 T. FI.ATMAN Heraclitns Ridens No. 28 (1713)
I. 180 They may talk of Jews, Turks, Pagans, Infidels,

Canibals, Man-eaters, Killcraps. 1705 HICKEKINGILL Priest-
cr. i. (1721) 33 There are Cannibals or Maneaters. 1837 M.
DONOVAN J)ow. Kcon. II. 44 A stout ferocious-looking
fellow.. was pointed out to me as a celebrated marksman
and man-eater. 1854 Old Story-Teller, Golden Roebuck 61
The man-eater s mouth watered for human food.

2. An animal that cats or has a propensity for

inling men
; cotloq. a horse given to biting.

1840 ] .. K. NAPIER Scenes fy Sports in For. Lands \. v. 140
Tiie lar-er horses, .are leggy, under-limbed, and, as far as
vice goes, regular man-eaters. 1879 MRS. A. E. JAMES Ind.
Housek, Managetn, 63 Some horses in India are called
man-eaters

,
and have to be blindfolded while you mount,

or they would bite you. 1883 K. DAY Imiian Fish 51 (Fish.
Kxh. Publ.) The common crocodile, Crwdilns pahtstris
and C&quot;. porosus. .often tcnucd man-eaters.

b. A man-eating shark ; esp. Carcharodon ron-
Jelttti. Also man-eater shark.

1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) II. xviii. 259 To
ascertain that the maneater [sc. a shark] had already met his
own death. 1882 JORDAN & GILBERT fishes N. Anier. 30
(null. I .S. Nat.Mns. No. 16) Man-eater Shark. 18840. IJ.

GOODE, etc. Nat. Hist. Use/. Aquatic Anitn. I. 671 A Shark
t losely related to our Man-eater.

C. In India, a man-eating tiger. Applied also

to lions and hyenas.
1862 J. GREENWOOD M ild Sports 191 It marks the spot

where., fell one of the nmst terrible man-eaters the world
ever saw. 1881 J. GRANT L aineronians I. iv. 60 Sir Piers. .

thought it very slow work compared with . .potting a man-
eater from a howdah.
attrib. 1850 R. G. CUM IIING Hunter s Life S. Afr. (1902)

134/1 A bloodthirsty man-eater lion.

3. heal U.S. a. A large salamander, b. The
dobson or heUgrammite (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1859 HARTLETT Diet. Amer., s.v. W ater-Dogs, In Penn

sylvania and the Eastern States they [various species of
salamanders] are called Spring-keepers and Man-eaters.
So Ma n-ea:tinff r!&amp;gt;l. si. and///, a.

1607 HIERON M ks. I. 4 $7 A raging, nnd (as I may ternie
it) a man-eating pestilence. 1612 RRKEEWOOD Lang. $
Relig. x. 87 The Anzichi, being an idolatrous and inan-

eating nation. 1871 J. FORSYTH Highl. India 321 When
a panther takes to man-eating, he is a far more terrible

scourge than a tiger. 1880 C/iam!&amp;gt;. Jrnl. 15 May 316/2
Man-eating tigers.. are.. rare in Hritish India.

Mane-ath, variant of MANATH Oh.
Manece, obs. form of MENACE.
Mailed (mJind), ///. a. Also 4 imaued (cf.

OK. gewpn}, 6 maaned.
[f. MANK sb. + -EU-.]

Having a mane : also with prefixed word, as hng-
maned. In Her. = CRINKD.
13. . Sir Beitfs (MS. A) 2667 He was bo^e leij&amp;gt;

and grim ;A was i-maned ase a stede. 1530 PALSGR. 318/1 Maaned as
an horse, creinu. 1580 STOW Chron. ^ This forrest some
times bred white Bulles, long maned like Lions 1607POWELL Four-f. Biattt (1658) 569 The Hyena is said to be
rouyh and maned.

1780 EDMOMDSON Heraldry II. Gloss.,
Maned, is said of a horse, unicorn, or other beast, whose
mane is of a different tincture from its body. 1791 Cowri-R
Iliad \\\\. 49 Swift, brazen-hoofed, and maned \\ith wavy
old. 1818 KEATS Endym. \\. 644 Four maned lions hale
Ihe sluggish wheels. i86a Fraser s Mng. July 59 I he
Feshtall is the maned moufflon of the Atlas. 1864 BOUTELL
Her. Hist. % 1 op. xvii. (ed. 3) 281 An unicorn arg. armed
maned and unguled or. 1895 SCULLY Kafir Stories 91A large, black-maned Hon. 1903 Q. Rev. Jan. 45 The maned
i.r i-L-d w.ilf of lira/!!.

b. transf. of plants.
1578 I,YTE Dodotns in. Ixxii. 417 Passeflower. .hath rough

heane stemmes, all iagged, . .sometimes thicke maned.

C- fig-
1866 SVMONDS Sk. Italy \. (1874) 9 Huge waves crystalline

in their transparency, and maned with fleecy spray.

Manede, variant of MANHEAD Obs.

Maneer, obs. form of MANNER.
Manefaire : see MAINFEUBE.
II Manege, manege (mangsj). [Fr. form of

the word earlier adopted as MANAGE
s/&amp;gt;.]

1. A riding school. (Cf. MANAGE sb,}
1644 EVELYN Diary 25 Oct., The Prince has a stable of

the finest horses of all countries,, .which are continually
t-xercised in the manege. 1705 ADDISON Italy 521, I saw
here the largest Manege that I have met with any where
else. 1756 H. WAI-POLE Lett., to Bcntley Aug. (1857) III.

32 The horseman Duke s manege is converted into a lofty
stable. 1799 J. ADAMS (title) Analysis of Horsemanship,
teaching the Whole Art of Riding in the Manege. 1833
KeguL Instr. Cavalry \. 40 It is. .desirable that all Cavah y
should be often exercised in Open Manege. Ibid. 41 Ihe
Troops. .are to be drilled, .in the Open Manege.
2. The movements proper to a trained horse ;

the art or practice of training and managing horses ;

horsemanship. (Cf. MANAGE sb. i.)

in the manege. 1814 SCOTT H7ai . (1816) I. vii. 94 Already
a good horseman, he was now initiated into the arts of the

manege. 1826 U oodst. III. i. 12 He seemed a champion
of the menage, fit to have reined Bucephalus himself.

Manege, obs. form of MANAGE v.

Maneggiable, obs. form of MANAGEABLE.
II Maneb. (ma-iw). Heb. Antiq. [Heb. ruo

mattef* (the pi. is rendered (

pounds in i Kings x.

17): see MINA.] A Hebrew coin and weight,
equal to from sixty to one hundred shekels.
1611 BIBLE Ezek. xlv. 12 And the shekell shall be twentie

Gerahs: twenty shekels, fine and twentie shekels, fifteene

shekels shall be your Maneh. 1899 SAVCE Early Israel \\.

260 I he maneh was divided into sixty shekels.

Maneir, obs. form of MANNER.
Manekin, obs. form of MANIKIN.

Mane-kynd, obs. Sc. form of MANKIND.
Manel, obs. form of MANILLA 1.

Maneless (m^*n|les), a. [f. MANE sb.+

-u.-s.J \Vithout or destitute of a mane.
Maneless lion ofGnzcrat : see LION i.

1828 STARK Elcm. Nat. Hist. I. 106 Common Sea Bear.
Fur brown

;
males maneless. 1833 SMEE in Trans. Ze&amp;gt;ol,

Soc. (1835) 1. 165 The maneless Lion of Guzerat. i87oORTON
Antics ^- Amazons vi. (1876) 105 The puma, or maneless
American lion. 1893 A oy. Nat. Hist.(ed. Lydekker) I. 361 It

may be that some adult specimens of the Indian lion are
maneless ; yet well-maned examples have been killed.

Manellio, obs. form of MANILLA!.
Manentine, obs. form of MANATEE.

Manequin(ef obs. form of MANIKIN.

Maner(e, obs. ff. MANNER, MANOR, MANURE.
Maneresse, obs. form of M INGRESS.

Manerial (mania-rial), a. ? Obs. [f, med.L.
manSri-um MAHOE + -AL.]

=- MANORIAL a.

1765 BLACKSIONE Comnt. I. 106 The landed property of
the Atholl family, their manerial rights and emoluments,
and the patronage of the bishoprick. 1791 J.COLLINSON//W/.
Somerset II. 47 The manerial province of this place is vested
in J. F. Luttrell. 1818 HALI.AM Mid. Ages ii. u.(iSi9) I. 244
The manerial court of every vavasspr represented in minia
ture that of his sovereign. Ibid. ix. n. III. 420 Stones . .

were employed in the construction of manerial houses, 1839
Penny Cycl. XIV. 388/1 The lord s fee, or manerial seigniory.

Maneriall, obs. Sc. form of MINERAL.
ManerlLk, obs. form of MANNERLY.
t Maiiery. Oh. rare&quot;

1
. Also 6 manuery. [a&amp;lt;l.

mcd.L. maneri-itm MANOR.] A mansion or manor.
14 . . in Becon Reliqnes ofRome ( 1 563) 254 Houses of holy

church, graunges, personages, or vicaries, or any maneries
of mens of holy church. 1598 HALL Sat. vii. 36 Get the

fee-simple of fayre manneryes.

II ManeS (mJ -nTz), sh.pl. [L. manes pi.

By some scholars supposed to be the pi. of OLatin mdnis
good (cf. im-manis cruel).]

1. The deified souls of departed ancestors (as
beneficent spirits ; opposed to larva? and lemures,
the malevolent shades of the Lower World). Also,
the spirit, shade of a departed person, considered

as an object of homage or reverence, or as demand

ing to be propitiated by vengeance.
1390 GOWFR Ccnf- \\. 173 The! hadden goddes, . .And tho

be name Manes hihten, To whom ful gret honour the!

dihten. 1609 HOLLAND Annn. Marcell. xv. vii. 43 As if

they meant with Romane bloud to sacrifice unto their wicked
Manes. 1670 DRVUF.N ist Pt. Ccnq, Granada iv. ii, The
manes of my son shall smile this day, While I, in blood, my
vows of vengeance pay. 1703 POPE Thebais 752 Let eternal

fame Attend thy Manes, and preserve thy name. 1702 BURKK
Corr. (1844) III. 381 The Chevalier may owe it to the manes
of the fallen nobility.. to put his name to his own defence
anil theirs. 1869 LF.CKY E-urop. Mor. (1877) I. ii. 272 The
games were, .intended as human sacrifices to appease the

Mams of the dead. 1880 HUXLEY Set.
&amp;lt;$-

Cult. \. (i88il i

\V c may hope that the manes of the burnt-out philosopher
were then finally appeased.
fig. 1673 Rcmarques Hnntrnrs Town 18 The delight, or

the torment of reflections, being the Manes of past actions.

1726 C DVANVERS Craftsin. No. 2(1727) 20 It is indeed only
the manes of departed Liberty which makes the loss of the

substance more grievous to us.

If 2. Taken in the sense of mortal remains (? by
association with ~L.manere to remain) ; hence transf.



MANESS. 115 MANGANESIC.

1707 Curias, in Hits(&amp;gt;. \ C,ar,i. ;36 A certain Polander shut

up ihe Manes of Plains in tU.iss Vessels.

Manes(h, obs. form of MENACE.

Mauess (marnes). rare. Also 6 raannes, 7

manness. [f.
MAN s6. 1 + -ESS.] Woman as the

feminine of man.

1594 T. II. La Priinaud. I- r. Acad. 11. 24 The man said,

This nowe is bone uf my bones, and flesh of my flesh : she

shall he called mannes, or mannish, because she was taken

out of man. 1643 TRAPP Comin. Gen. ii. 23 [She shall be

called Woman] or Manness, of Man, as Ishall of fsh. 1855

BAILEY SJiir. Legend in Mystic, etc. (ed. 2) 130 Taught the

.Edenic mysteries of man And maness.

Maness, obs. form of MENACE.

Manesuere, manesweir.obs.ff.MANswEAHt .

Maneto, obs. form of MANITOU.

Manetti (mrcne ti). Jfort. [Named after Xavier

Maitftti (1723-1784), a botanist of Monza.] A very

vigorous dwarf variety of rose much used as .1 stock
;

also Manetti rose.

[1843 ! . KIVKRS Rose Amateur*sGuidclf&.$ ii3H0rV,The
..Rosa Manettii.. I received a few years ago from Italy.

1846 Il id. (ed. 4) 150 It.. seems to flourish on the Manettii

stock better than on its own roots.] 1854 IHd. led.
s&amp;gt;

182 The

only method.. is to employ the Manetti Rose as a stock.

1869 HOLE Kk. Rases 204 The Manetti will grow luxuri

antly where the Brier will not grow at all.

Maneuver, variant of MANOEUVRE.
Manful (marnfiil), a. Also 4 monful, 5

man(n)fulle, 5 7 manfull. [f.
MAN sb.^ + -FUL.]

j

I. Characterized by manly courage and resolu

tion
; brave, resolute.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 8306 (Gott.) Werrour art bu, man
ful wight, And many man slayn wid bi hand. 1399 I,ANGL.

j

Rich. Reticles nr. 103 They mornyd fTor the morthir of

manffull kny}tis. 1422 tr. Secrela Secret., Priv, Pri- . 170
Sum menhymcallyth acorageousman, or a manful man. 1513
BRADSHAW.SY. \\ ei-lntrge\\. 412 Theinhabitauntesofit man
full and liberal!. 1576 FLEMING /Vz;^&amp;gt;//.

A//j7. 36 Astouteand
manful minde. 1641 KARL MONM. tr. Bientti s Ch il ll arres
iv. 76 They were inforced after twelve dayes manfull defence
to surrender themselves upon discretion. 1865 CARI.YLE
Fredk. tjt. xvit. iii. (r872) VII. 27 Blakeney and Garrison
stood to their guns in a manful manner. 1879 MOKLKY Burke
189 A manful attempt was made to get the new constitution to

work in the winter of 1791-92. 1891 SWINBURNE Stud.
Prose ff Poetry (1894) 18 The manful good sense whichseems

naturally to accompany a manly tenderness of nature.

f2. In occasional uses. a. Stately in appear
ance, b. Befitting a man, manly. Obs.

i493_F/iV&amp;lt;t//(W.de W. 1515) 78 b, Thomas was as manfull
in his araye, for he was clothed in y best and rychest clothe.

1653 FULLER Ch. IIist. vn. ii. is [He] being shooting at

Butts, (a manfull, and healthfull Pastime..).

1 3. Comb. : manful-hardy a., brave (hence

-hardiness). Ol&amp;gt;s.

ri43oLYDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. 417 Shedingof blode, ne man
ful liardinesse. 1542 UDALL Rrasm. Apoph. 15 Such as be
manful hardye [orig. fortes]. Ibid. Pref. **ii, Concernyng
mannefull hardynessc [oflg./ortitndincnt].

Manfully (marnfuli), adv. [f. MANFUL a. +
-I.Y -.] In a manful manner

;
with manly courage

or resolution, bravely, valiantly.
&amp;lt; 1400 Melayne 1240 This day wirke bou Manfully With

tlii nobill Chcualry. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 57 Drede
not . . bou . . welbeloued qucene vn to god but do manfully.
1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 31 He manfullye de
fended him selfe in battayl. 1611 BIBLE 2 jlfacc. ix. 10 Let
vs die manfully for our brethren. 1782 Cou i ER Gilpin 76
Then over all.. His long red cloak, well brush d and neat,
He manfully did throw. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece xlviii. VI.

141 The Greeks .. continued to fight manfully. 1849 MA-
CAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 50 Bishop Hooper, who died man
fully at Gloucester for his religion. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. I.

xxvii. 219 The labour was enormous, but it was manfully
and cheerfully done.

fb. Honourably. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. Twa Gent. iv. i. 27, 1 kil d a man, whose death
I much repent, But yet I slew him manfully, in fight.

Manfulness (marnfulni-s). [f.
MANFUL +

-NESS.] The quality of being manful.
^ 1400 Beryn 2693 But his grete wisdom, & his manfulness.

1546 BALE Eng. I otaries i.
(154^8) 49 b, Daniel than Byshop

uf Wynchestre sent thys wenefride to romc wyth hys letters

of commendacyon for hys manfnlnesse there shewed. 1681
K. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 134 The Metal and Manfulness of
these men. 1833 H r. MARTINKAU Loom

&amp;lt;T Lugger I. v. 91
It took all my manfulness from me to see you so near the

edge of the cliff. 1868 VISCT. STRANGFORU Selections (1869!
I 1. 336 Sir Samuel, as good a type of manfulness and power
in speech and action as one would ever wish to see.

t Mang, v. 1 Si: and north. Obs. a. trans. To
bewilder, lead astray, b. intr. To be bewildered,

go wrong ; to go mad.
c 1440 York Myst. xlii. 132 What sale }e men? alias ! for

tene I trowe 3e mang. 1 1510 DOUGLAS A&quot;. Hart 104 And
all that couth attene the castell neir, It made thame for to
mer amiss, and mang. 1513 sEneis vm. Prol. 16 Musing
marris our myrth half mangit allmost. 1562 A. SCOTT Poems
(S.T.S.) i. 79 To mend bat menje hes sa monye mangit God
gif be grace, a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poetics xlvii. 9
Kesave, vhill than, a harte lyk for to mang. 1768 Ross in
Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1875) 360/2 She chokit and boakit,
and cried like to mang.
t Mailg. v.- slang. Obs. (See quoO
1812 J. H. VAI x Flask Diet., Mang, to speak or talk.

Mang, variant of MONG sb. and v.

II Manga (ma rjga). [Sp. manga lit. sleeve
: L- manica: see MAXCHE .]

1. A flowing robe, worn from the shoulders.
1851 MAYNE REID Sculp Hunt. vii. 55 It was purely a

Mexican costume, and consisted of a purple manga. 1889
AMKI.IA E. BARK \\ o~ccn

t&amp;lt;f
I.o- C .y Glory xiii. 301 It was a

grand moving picture of handsome men in scarlet and gold
of graceful mangas and waving plumes.
2. The silk case used to cover a processional or

cither cross when not in use (Sp. manga i/e citiz).

1890 in Century f&amp;gt;iet.

Manga, obs. form of MANGO.

Mailgabey (mnrrjgalk
7

. Nat. Ilist. [The
name ot a region of Madagascar, erron. given by
Uuffon to a species of Cercocebus inhabiting the

west coast of Africa.] A monkey of the African

genus Cei-focebus
; esp. the Sooty Mangabey, Cer-

cocebus fuliginosus,
1774 GOT.HSM. A &amp;lt;t/. Hist. I\*. vii. 234 The fourth of this

[ihe monkey) kind is the Mangabey. .. It is a native of

Madagascar. 1879 \V. I.AinKR LINDSAY Mind Lower A niin.

11.83 A sooty mangabey (monkeyi had acquired a good
number of bad habit--.

II Mailgal vmaijga l). Also 9 manggall, ijn

Diets.) mankal. [Turkish JUiU manual (also

written JliJl mnnqal}^\ A kind of brazier.

a-i^iOfStn^eress 11. ii. in A rrc f&amp;gt;rit. Theatre III. 13 Another
loom in the Palace; in the mMst a Manggall with lir&amp;lt;.

burning. 1851 Offic, Catal. l,t. Kxhib. 111. 1398 Brass

inangalorbra/ier : Manufactured by Mardhos I ombakdgi,
( onstantinople, exhibitor.

Mangalin, variant of MAMIHLTN Obs.

Mangal \7vurzel, obs. var. MAN(:i:i.-wn;/,i L.

Mangaii-, repr. MANOANESK (G. mangan in

many compound names of minerals, chielly adojjted
from German (see A. H. Chester Did. .!//., iSyf)),
as mangan-amphibole = RIIODHNITK

; mangan-
apatite, a variety of apatite containing manganese ;

manganblende ALAHANDITI:; ma,nganbrucite,
a variety of brucite containing much manganese ;

manganchlorite, a manganiferous variety of

clinochlorc; mangaucolumbito, a variety of

columbite in which the iron is largely replaced by

manganese; manganhedonbergite, a mangani
ferous variety of hedenbergite ; rnanganpeetolite,
a manganiferous variety of pcctolite ; mangautan-
talite, a variety of tantalite in which manganese
largely replaces the iron. (Cf. MANCANO-.)
1861 BRisTowff/i .w. AThu rnl.,

*
Metngan-ttinphibole. 1892

II\NA Syxt. Mineral. 764 &quot;.Manganapatite. -contains man
ganese replacing calcium. 1836 T. THOMSON Ouf/. Win.,
t

it\-&amp;gt;L,
etc. I. 510 Sulphuret of Manganese. Manganblende.

Swartzerz. 1887 I)ANA.l/rtw. Mineral, ff Petrcgr. (ed. 4) 2^4

*Manganbrucite is a manganesian variety. 1892 Syst.
.!//. 648 *Manganchlorit. 1898 Te.i-t-l k. Mineral. 474

Manganchlorite, a chlorite from the Harstig mine near

Pajsberg, Sweden. 1890 Century Diet.,
*
Mnngaiicotwn.

bite. 1887 DANA Man. Mineral, ff Petrogr. led. 4) 267

*Manganhedenbergite . .contains 6 to 7 p.c. of manganese
protoxide. 1892 Syst. Min. 373 *Manganpectolilh. 1898

Text-bk. Mineral. 395 Manganpectolite. 1884 CasselTs

Kncycl. Diet.,
*
Mangansklcrite. 1887 DANA Man. Mineral,

ff Petrogr. (ed. 4) 202 &quot;Mangantantalite contains more

manganese than iron.

Mailgaiiatc (maj rjganrt). Chem. [f.
MAN*-

OAN-IC + -ATE.] A salt of manganic acid.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 382/2 Manganate of potash is

easily prepared. 1891 THORPE Diet. Afpl. Chem. II. 500/1
All manganates. .oxidise hydrochloric acid.

![Manganeiseil(ma r|gan|3i:z n). Min. [Ger.,
f. mangan manganese + eisen iron.] =KEBKO-
MANGANESE. 1881 [see FERRO-].

Manganel(l, variant of MANGONEL.

Manganeous: see MANGANOUS.
t Mangane-sane. Chem. Obs. [f. MANGA

NESE + -ANE 2 a.] Chloride of manganese.
1818 HENRY Elem. Client, (ed. 8) II. 65.

t Mangane sate. Chem. Obs. [f.
MANOANE-

sic + -ATE.] MANGANATE.
1819 BRANDI; Afail. Chem. 2^8 Manganesatc of potassa.

Ulangaiiese (mayrjgan/V.). Also 7 manganes,
9 manganoze. [a. F. manganese (i6thc.), a. It.

manganese, one of the many corrupt forms of L.

magnesia : see MAGNESIA 2. The word appears
in Ger. as mangan (hence I)u. mangaan, Sw. man

gan). Cf. obs. F. mangane.~\
1. A black mineral (now recognized as an oxide

of a metal, to which its name has been transferred :

see sense 2), used from ancient times in glass-

making, and now in many industrial processes.
Also called black manganese, -\ glass-maker s

manganese. The name has been also applied with

qualification to other ores of the metal : grey m.,
MANGANITE I

;
horn m., corneous in. [G. horn-

mangan, Jasche], an impure manganese silicate akin

to photicite ; red m., = RODOCHKOSITE ; white m.,

manganese carbonate.
As the name is in chemical use now restricted to the metal

(sense 2\ its older application survives only in commercial
and industrial use. The black manganese of commerce is

usually a mixture of various oxides, but the term is con

sidered to apply esp. to manganese dioxide, MnOz, which is

the valuable ingredient in the mixture.

1676 Coi.i.s, Manganese (in colour and weight like the

magnet, or perhaps manganes. 1755 Cent 1. Mag. XXV. 540
Our Manganese, supposed an iron ore, appears from some
experiments to contain no iron. 1797 t.tuyi 1. Iirit. (ed. 3)
X. 528/1 This substance, commonly called black or glass-
maker s manganese, is scarcely any other thing than the calx
&amp;lt;&amp;lt;f a new semimetal. l^6^Cfianil e&amp;gt; -S A A;/tj-r/. VI. 3oi/2 Jhe
I&amp;gt;in0xide,m peroxide, is the black manganese of commerce,
.ind Ihvfyro/usite of mineralogists. 1865 WAT i s Dict.C/icm.
1 1 1. 808 (,rey .Manganese, a term sometimes applied to man-
ganite and pyrolusite. 1883 Ene\cl. llrir. XVI. 398/1 Dia-
..

:,/.&amp;lt; (Ked Manganesci. Ibid. 417/1 Allagite and Horn
Manganese are mere mixtures.

2. Chem. Ihe metallic ekment (symbol Mn)
ul which black manganese is the oxide.

It is of a greyish white colour ami a hard friable texture,
somewhat resembling in.n, but having no economic use in

ihe metallic form.

1783 WITHIMIINC; tr. I.fi-f-man i. (hi//. Mineral. 114 Maliga-
iiL siinn or Manganese. .. This n&amp;lt;-w im.tal is soluble in all

I In- m.ids. 1807 J. Mi RRAY Syst. ( hem. III. 423 The name
M,u)gam:--e, which was formerly gi\en to the native oxide,
is now appropriated to the metal. 1812 SIK H. DAVY Chem.
rinlos. 49 Ihe propel [ii s i,f manganese, wtiich was an-
nuunced as a peculiar metal by Kami in 1770, weie minutely
investigated by Sclierl-- anil I .eiginan. 1816 1 . Cl.KAv] I AM .

Mineral. 544 Manganese, \\liicli is uiili great diHIcultj- ob-
lained in a metallic state, has a grayish white color with
s&quot;Mic lns!rr. 1879 C. A. CAMKCON in ( abseil * Teelin. F.iine.

1. 15 Manganese is a metal somewhat allied to iron.

3. attrib. and ( cmb.. as manganese metal, mine,

ore, salt; manganese alum, (a Chem.: sceAi.iM

$ ; (/ )
jlh /t. - Ar.ioiiNiTE

; manganese blende
= ALABAMIITE

; manganese bronze, a, a bron/e

the, / ; an alloy of copper ami xinc with man

ganese; mangane.se brown, a brown dye, con

sisting of manganic hydrate obtained by vaiioin

j. recesses; manganese copper =&amp;gt;= manganese
bronze; manganese epidote = PIKIJMOSTITE

;

immganese garnet Srh&amp;gt;sAiiTiTK
; manganese

glance - ALAHANIHTK
; manganese glass, glass

in the inantifacttire of which manganese lias been

used; manganese green, an unstable giecn d\e

derived from manganate ol baiium
; manganese

spar = KimiioNiTK
;
also RHODOCHUOSITK; man

ganese steel, a malleable mixture of iron and

manganese ; manganese violet, the purple colour

derived Ironi manganese, used in the decoration of

pottery and porcelain ; manganese vitriol = FAI-

SKUITK, a sulphate of magnesium and manganese.
1842 T. CiHAHAM AY,-;/.-. r/-,v;/. 519 Ii. n alum, mangane-e

alum, and chrome alum. 1820 R, JAMTSON ,Sj .(. . M:n.-tal

ied. 3) III.406 Prisnu iic &quot;Manganese Blende. 1839 URL
Diet. .!&amp;gt;/.*,

etc. 275 .Manganese bionze, buff and green.

1883 P. M. PARSONS in Rep. /&quot; //. Assoc. ;-?j I he niang.i-

i cse bronze has a great ad\antage over st.-el. IHd. 383
I hat the manganese broive propellers are incorri (Hble, ..

has now been proved. 1841 I . GKAIIAM Eirnt. Chem. (1842)

? 13 Manganese l&amp;gt;rown. 1902 !- neyel. l^rit. (ed. n&amp;gt;i XXVI 1.

564, art. Dyeing, Man-aiiese brown is a| plied in wool, silk,

and cotton dyeing. 1883 l-lntyel. lint. XVI. 409/2 Pied-

montite or &quot;Manganese Kpidote, blowni-h \ iulfl, from St.

jMarcel, has 20 per cent, of manganese peroxide. 1865 WATTS
Diet. Chem. III. 817

*
Manganese-glance, syn. with .Man-

gatiese-Hende. 1873 tr. reel s C/uni. Light xvii. 269 Ex-

planation of the change of manganese-glass. 1882 A/uV
Kncycl. Arts, Mantif. etc. V. 1549 [Recipe for making]

*Manganese Cireen. 1883 J-.ncyel. Brit. XV. 480/1 *Man-^a-

m sc metal is grey, like cast iron. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.

381/1 It occurs in Devonshire, Cornwall, in the Harz, and

inost &quot;manganese mines. 1795 W. NICHOLSON Diet. Chem. l\.

596 This new manganese ore was found among the iron

mines of Sem. 1821 R. JAMHSON Man. Mineral. 255 Pris

matic Manganese-Ore, or Black Manganese-Ore. Ibid. 256
Prismatoidal Manganese-Ore, or Grey Manganese-Ore. 1802

T. THOMSON Syst. C/iem. III. 88 The oxides of &quot;manganese

772 A metaphosphate of manganese which goes under the

name of Niirnberg or manganese violet. 1884 H. BAUERMAN
Dcscr. mineral. 298 The mineral described as Faiueritt or

Manganese Vitriol, from Herrengrund, in Hungary.

b. In names of salts.

1877 KINC-.ZETT Alkali Trade 209 Manganese chloride.

1882 DANA Man. Mineral, f, Litlwl. (ed. 4) 188 Pyrolusite

Manganese Dioxide. Ibid. 191 Rhodochrosite Man
ganese Carbonate.

Manganeseous : see under MANGANESIC.

Mauganesiaii (msenganfi an), a. [f.
MAN

GANESE + -IAN.] Pertaining to manganese, or

characterized by its presence.

1795 W. NICHOLSON Diet. Chem. II. 596 This powdery

manganesian ore. 1837 J. T. SMITH tr. Vicafs Mortars 2

The argillaceous, magnesian,. .manganesian [etc., varieties

of limestone].

t Mangane Sic, a. Obs. [f. MANGANESE +

-R .] Manganesic acid= manganic acid. Similarly

Mangane-siate, = MAXGANATE ; Mansfane s(e)-

ons acid, manganous acid ; Mangane site, man-

ganite.
1819 BRANDE Jlfail. Chem. 226 Manganesic acid. 1823

HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 9) II. 10 The proportions being

100 metal and 96-847 oxygen, constituting melnganesemis

acid; the green salt, therefore, is a inanganesiteo\fO\.z^.\.
The red compound, .contains an acid which may be called

the infinganesic, and its compounds titanganesiates. 1828

WEBSTER, Memganesious (citing Henry).
81 2



MANGANESUM.

II Maiigaiie sum, -slum. Chem. Obs. [mod.

L., f. MANUANKSE.] = MANGANESE 2.

1783 [see MANGANESE 2]. 1786 tr. Schcclc s Chem. Ess. 67

On Manganese, Manganesium, or Magnesia Vitrariorum.

1774. 1812 SIR H. DAW Client. Pkilos. 367 Manganesum was

first procured in its pure form by Kaiiu and Gahn, between

1770 and 1775. 1876 HARLKY Mat. lied. (ed. 6) 195 Man
ganesium was discovered by Gahn in 1774.

Mangauetic msei)gane tik),a. rare-&quot;. [Badly
f. MANGANESE, after magnetic.]

= MANGANIFEROUS.
In mod. Diets.

Mangani- (mse-r|gani), earlier manganid-

[cf. FEHKI-], used Chem. in names of certain

cyanogen compounds, indicating the presence of

manganese in its manganic or highest degree of

valency (cf.
MANGAxo- 2

). Ma^nganioyanhydrio
(or -cyanio)acid, H 3MnCy 6 . Ma^uganieyanide,
a salt of this acid.

1852 WATTs tr. Gmclms Ha.n,M. Clicm. VII. 426 Man-

gamdcyanid of cadmium. 1876 [see MANGANO--.] 1889
MORLET& MUIR Watts Diet. Client. II. 342.

Manganic (ma:i]gai nik), a. Chem. [f.
MAX-

GAN-ESE + -1C.] Applied to compounds con

taining manganese in its highest valency. Man
ganic acid: an acid (H.2MnO,) not known exc. in

combination with alkalis, with which it forms

manganates,
1836 liKANDE Chem. (ed. 4) 633 Manganic acid. 1877

KIXGZLTT Alkali Trade 209 Manganic chloride. 1878
ABNKY Plwtogr. (i83r) 72 The permanganate is decomposed
. . and insoluble manganic oxide is precipitated on the image.

Manganiferons (mserjgiarf&w), a. Min.

[f. MANGAN-ESE + -(I)FEKOUS.] Containing or

yieldini; manganese.
1851 WATTS tr. Gmelin t Handltk. Chem. V. 300 Man-

.uaniferous Magnetic Iron-ore. 1877 Nature XV. 57 The

Deep-sea Manganiferous Muds.

Mailganill .moe nganin). Metallurgy, [f.
M.vs-

&amp;lt;IAN-ESE + -IN .] An alloy of copper, manganese
and nickel, much used in the construction of stan-

ilnrd resistance coils.

1902 J. J. THOMSON in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 7.

Mangaaite (nue-qganait). [f.
MANGAN-ESE

+ -ITK. Cf. F. inanganite.]
1. Mill. A hydrated sescjnioxide of manganese,

occurring massive and in pseudo-crystals ; grey

manganese ore.

1827 HAIDINGKR in Trans. Roy. Sac. Ediiib. (1831) XI.
122 Prismatoidal Manganese-ore. Manganite. Ibid. 125
The name of iMan^anitc, proposed for this species, is formed
in allusion to the metal which it contains. 1836 T. THOM
SON Outl. Min., Geot., etc. !. 502 Manganite. Hydrous
sesquioxide ofmanganese. 1858 Fownes Man. Chem. (ed. 7)

307 This compound occurs in nature as braunite, and in the

state of hydrate as manganite.
2. Chem. A salt of manganous acid.

1865 WATTS Diet. Client. III. 818 Salts which may be
called manganites. 1877 KINGZKTT Alkali Trade 209 This
latter body, .forms what Mr. Weldon has termed manganite
uf magnesium (MgMnO;,).
Hence Mangani tic a., containing manganite.
:886 Pall Mall G. 6 Mar. 5/2 A very considerable forma

tion of manganitic ore.

II Mailganium (mcerjg^ nicm). Chem. rare~.

[mod.L. ,
f. MANGAN-ESE. SoFr.] MANGANESE 2.

1850 in OCILVIE. 1856 MAVNE Expos. Le.v.
t Manganium^

a term proposed by Berzelius for manganese.

Manganize (,mae qgansiz), v. rare.
[i.
MAN

GAN-ESE + -IZE.] trans. To treat or prepare with

manganese. Hence Ma nganized///. a.

1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. Havre? Winding Mach. 13 Flat

rupes, made of manganised steel.

Ma llgailO- , used as combining form of MAN
GANESE in the construction of the names of certain

minerals containing that element (see A. H. Chester

Diet. Min. 1896): manganocalcito, a calciferous

variety of rhodochrosite ; also occas. SPAHTAITE
;

manganoeolumbite = MANGANCOI.UMBITE ;
man-

ganomagnetite - JACOBSITE ; manganophyllite,
a manganilerous variety of biotite ; mangano-
siderite, a ferriferous variety of rhodochrosite

;

manganostibiite, antimoniate of manganese oc

curring in small black grains ; manganotantalite
= mangantantalite ; f manganowolfrarnito
HuBNEMTE. (Cf. MANGAN-.)
1852 BROOKE & MILLER Phillips Mineral. 678 Mangano-

calcite. 1877 DANA Tcxt-bk. Mineral. 290 Manganophyllite.
1887 Man. Mineral, q Petrogr. (ed. 4) 206 Manganostibiite
contains both arsenic and antimony. 1892 Syst. Mineral.

731 Manganotantalite. 1898 Text-bk. Mineral. 491 Mun-
ganocolumbite.
Ma llgano- -, used Chem. in names of com

pounds containing manganese with its lower or

manganous degree of valency (cf. MANGANI-).
1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 535/2 Chromi-cyanides and man.

gar.o- and mangani-cyanides, isomorpholis with the corre

sponding iron compounds. 1889 MORLKY & Mum Watts
Diet. Chem. II. 328 Manganocyanic acid (or mangano-
cyanhydric acid) HfMnCye.
t Man ganolite. Min. Obs.

[f.
MANGANO-

+ Gr. Alfloi -LITE.] RHODONITE.
1884 Casselts Encycl. Diet. 1896 A. H. CHESTER Diet. Min.

Manganosite fmarngaiwsait). Min. [ad. G.

mangaiwsit, f. mangan MANGANESE.] Protoxide

116

of manganese, occurring in small green octahedral

crystals which turn black on exposure to the air.

1887 DANA Man. Mineral. # Petrogr. (ed, 4) 206.

t Mangano so-manga nic, a. Chem. Obs.

[ad. mooL. manganoso-manganicus (Bersditts) :

cf. MANGANOUS and MANGANIC.] Having a formula

which is the sum of that of a (

manganous and

that of a manganic compound. Alanganoso-

manganic oxide : red oxide of manganese, Mn 3CV
1845 I ARNKLL Chan. Anal. 3^1 Manganoso-nianganic

oxide. 1865 WAITS Diet. Chem. IV. 801 Manganese occurs

..as manganic and manganoso-manganic oxide.

MailgailOUS (m^s ijganas), a. Also 9 mauga-
neous.

[f. MAHGAN-KSB + -008.] a. Of the nature

of, or containing, manganese, b. Chem. Contain

ing manganese with its lower valency.

1823 HENRY Elcm. Chei, (ed 9) II. n The constitution of

the manganeous acid. 1843 T. GRAHAM Elcm. Chew, 530

Protoxide of manganese, Manganous oxide. 1884 H. BALER-
MAN Descr. Mineral. 51 Manganous sulphide. 1884 //tv*//A

Ex/til . Ctital. 49/2 Patent Manganous Carbon Filters of

various kinds. 1891 THORPE Diet. Appl. Chem. II. 499 *

One-sixth of the weight of the maugauous chloride employed.

Mangas : see MANGO.

Mangastan, -stene, obs. forms ofMANGOSTEEN.

Mange (nunndg). sbl Forms: a. 5 maniew(e,
manyew, 6-7 mangle, 7 maungie, mangy.
$. 6 maunge, 7mainge, 6- mange. [Late ME.

manjewt) a. OF. inanjtte, mangcue itch (also in

the sense* eating ), vbl. sb. f. manjucr mangier

(mod.K. manger} to eat. Cf. F. itimango-te itch.]

1. A cutaneous disease analogous to the itch in

man, occurring in many hairy and woolly animals,
and caused by an arachnidan parasite. Also some
times loosely, a dirty, scabby or scurfy condition

of the skin. Ffyi igi quick, red, scabby mange.
varieties of this disease.

a. c 1400 MasterofGanie (MS. Digby 182) xii, pe houndes
also hath an o^er sickne^se, bat is cleped ^e Maniewe [/W/.
MS. manyew]. Ibid., pat o^er nianere of maiiicwe is cleped
l&amp;gt;e fleynge maiiiewe. Ibid., pat one is cleped quyc maniewes,

J&amp;gt;e
wnicne pileth be houndes. 1575 TUKBEHV. Fanlconric

363, I place the Mangle firste, as the capital! eneinie to the

ijuiete and beautie of a brave spane 11, 1598 VOSG Diana.

306 The Juniper oile may neuer helpe my flockes, With
lothsome mangle being ouerrun. 1604 E. G[RIMSTOMx]
D Acostds Hist. Indies vi. xv. 465 If the mangle or the

scurvie. .take any beast, they were presently conimaunded
to bury it quicke. 1624 Htywoou Captives u. ii. in Bullen
O. PI. IV, Tis good phi.sick To cure thee of the mangy.
1647 R. SiAi YLTos JircenaL 141 The dogs whose mangy
eats away his haire.

ft. 1540 Act 32 lien. l
r
/If, c. 13 9 Anye horse, geld-

ynge or nmre mfccte with hcappe or mange. 1601 HOL
LAND Piiny II. 450 The scurvie thicke roufc in the farcins

or mange of horses. 1623 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise

Hfinjtsc -d Wks. (1630) in. 66/1 Gangrenaes, V leers, wounds,
and mortal) stabs, IIHaca passloes, Megrims, Mump^
or Mange. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. i. 612 And tell what
Crisis doci&amp;gt; Divine The Rot in Sheep, the Mange in

Swine. 1667 T. COXK in Phil. Trans. II. 451, I procured
an old Mungrell Curr, all over-run with the Mainge.
1683 TKVON Way to Health 88 At last they ts.lie.ep]
will break out with a Mainge or Scab. 1750 RUTTY in

Phil. Trans. LI. 473 It cures the mange in horses, and
the itch in men, by bathing. 1822 SCOTT / &quot;///. Lett. 4 Sept.
(1894) II. xviii. 149 As it was, I came off with a fit of the

mange, and it was a good escape. 1843 YOUATT Horse (1848)

37y Mange in cattle has been propagated to the horse. 1858

Dog 367 The Scabby Mange is a frequent form which
this disease assumes. It assumes a pustular and scabby
form in the red mange. 1868 Regul. iV Ord. Army p 567
The veterinary Surgeon will inspect all the hordes of the
detachments for the detection of Mange.

f2./^. A restless desire. (Cf. ITCH 2.) Obs.

1648 HEKRICK ffes/&amp;gt;er. t A Country Life 22 Those that have
the itch Ofcraving more are never rich. These things thou
know st to th height, and dost prevent That plague [JAV.
As/tin. 38. p. 90 Mange], because thou art content, a 1680
ROCHESTER Sess. Poets 56 Don Carlos his Pockets so amply
had fill d, That his Mange was quite cur d. 1789 WOLCOT
(P. Pindar) Expost. Odes x. 22 The Love of Flattery is the
Soul s rank Mange. 1790 Ep. to Sylv. Urban, If yet
thy head possess the Mange of Writing.

f Mange, sb? Obs. [? f. MANGE
z&amp;gt;.]

1. A meal.

(11605 MOSTGOMERIE Cherne $ She (revision) iii, I saw
the hurcheon and the hare In hidlings hirpling heir and
thair, To mak thair morning mange.
2. A food for animals.
1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, i.

j. (1668) 12 The best
food is to give them Mange, made either of ground Oat&amp;gt;,

Itarley Meale, Branne, or Mill-dust. Ibid. 13 Meat which
if it be sweet i* called the Mange, if otherwise Carrion or

Garbage. 1615 /-&quot;i ftOHsew, (1660) 177 Nor is there any
more . . excellent meat for Swine in the time of sicknesse,
then a mange made of ground Oates and sweet Whey.
t Mange, &amp;lt;*. Obs. rare. Also 5 manyew.

6 maunge. Cf. MANGED a. [f, MANGK sb*]
Having the mange ;

MANGY.
t 1410 Master of Gante (MS. Digby 182) xii, Anoynt ^e

hounde }&amp;gt;erwiih as he is maniewed [BodI. MS. nuinyew].
1537 MATTHKW Lev. .\.\i. 20 Wether he be..gogeleyed, or

maunge, or skaulde. Ibid. xxii. 22 Whether it. . haue a wen,
or hti maunge, or scabbed. 1547 HOOI-EK Ansiv. Bp. Win
chesters Bk. L4b, To.sauehym[.sc.adog] he wax not mange.
t Mange, v. Obs. Also 4, 6 maunge. [a.

OK. mangieri manjtter (mod.F. manger} to eat :

L. mandiicare : see MANDUCATE &.] trans. To eat.

Hence f Manging vbl. sb.

MANGEL-WURZEL.
i 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 245 pel han I-Maungel ouur
muche [?at makej&amp;gt; hem grone ofte. 1:1460 Towncley Myst.
xn. 232 And two swyne gronys, All a hare bot the lonys, we
myster no sponys here, at oure mangyug. xs8a SIANYHURST
&ueis in. (Arb.) 83 Feare not thee manging fortold of burd-

seat in hunger, Thee fats thee passage shal smooth. Ibid.

iv. 117 Yea the lad Ascanius wel I might haue slaughtered,
after At label of the father too set thee chield to be maunged.

t Maiiged, a. Obs. [f. MANGE sbl- + -ED -.]

Suffering liom mange. (-1410 [*ee MANGE a.].

t Manged, ///. a. Obs. [f. MANG v. + -ED 1
.]

? Rendered stupid or helpless.
1508 KESSKDIE Fitting iv. Dnnbar 546 Hangit, mangit,

eddir-stangit, stryndie st tiltorn nu 1508 DL NBAU Tita tiittriit

li cmen uS Than mak I nyne crocis, To keip me fia ihe

cummerans of that carll mangit. 1513 DOCGLAS ,-Kticis in.

v. 52 To the ground half mangit fell sche doun. iS3S
STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 632 Vther sum war of ane vther

kynd, Richt mad & manstt, wod out of thair mynd. 1571
Satir. Poeitts Reform. xx&amp;gt; . 137 Aske at

J&amp;gt;e leving Lord,
That hanged, or mangetl, Mot ilk man mak his end. a 1600

MoMTGOHEKiB Misc. Poeitts xxiv. 42, I sitt and sights all

soliter and sad, Half mangd in mynd, almost as I war mad.

Manged, obs. form of MANCHET.

Mangee, obs. form of MANJEE.

Mangel (nia-rjg i), mangold (mwqgold .

I

Short forMANGEL-\vuKZKL. Also attrib. and Comb.,
as mangdfield, grower \ mangel beetle, a small

. blue- black beetle (Silpha oj&amp;gt;aca }
whose larva feeds

upon mangel-wurzel; mangel-fly, Anthomyia bet;?.

a. 1877 A , ffs. Line. Gloss., HIangles ^ mangold wurzel.

1883 Harper s Mag. Apr. 652/1 A cow gets daily one
bushel of sliced mangel. 1889 TENNYSON Owd Ko& 14 AH

!
on it now Goan into mangles an tonups. 1893 Morn. Post

Mar. 8/2 A pest mentioned, .in these reports is the pigmy
mangel beetle, and mangel growers are requested to keep a
watchful eye upon the young roots.

ft. 1856 farmer s Mag. Jan. 62 Some swedes and yellow-

globe mangolds grown by H.R.H. Prince Albeit. i88z

darden 14 Jan. 23/3 Mangold fly. .the
pet&amp;gt;t

of our Mangold
fields in the jjrub

state. 1884 Times (weekly ed,) 19 Sept.
1

6/3 Nowhere in Ireland have I seen finer crops of hay and
i oats, of turnip* and mangold.

II Mangelin. Obs. Also 6 mangiar, mange-
lyn, mangiaUin, mangalin. [a. Telugu man-

jdli Tamil manjadi^\ A weight formerly used

in Southern India and Ceylon for weighing

precious stones, varying, apparently according to

the district, from half a carat to two carats.

1555 EutiN Decaiics 234 A poyse or weight which they
caule Mangiar, which wayeth two Tarre, and two thyrdes,
which amount to two thyrdes or thirde paries of one caratte.

1584 W. BAKRLT in HakluyCs Voy. (1590) II. i. 274 Another
sort of weight called Mangiallins, which is 5 graine* of

Venice weight. 1598 W. PHILLIP Linschotcn \. Ixxxv. 133
Sometimes they find Diamonds of one hundred and two
hundred Mangelyns.and more. 1615 ir.Dc Monfarfs^nn .

. Indies 35 It waigheth 198. Mangelins, and each Man
gelin waigheth fiue graines. 1678 f. Pmi.rirs tr. Taver-
nicr s Trur. n. n. xiv. 140 At the Mine of Kaolconda they
weigh by Mangelins, a Mangelin being one Carat and three

. quarters, that is seven Grains.

Mangel - wnrzel, mangold - wurzel
(niK rjg n,n)iu ggAId|\v/V.tz l). Forms: a. 8 mangle
wurzel, mangel wurtz, mangal wurzel, 9
mangel worsal, -wursel, mangol wurtzel,
mangul wurzel, 8-9 mangel-wurzel (erron.

-wurzel . &. 8- 9 mangold-wurzel, (y -wurtzel .

[a. G. mangold-wiirzel i corruptly mangelivurzcl^^
f. mangold beet -f wurzel root.

The corrupt form ffNMtftfApf0w/(iil Lng. now the pre-
1

vailing form) suggested, or was suggested by, a pseudo-
etymological association with G. mangel want, whence in

the iSth and early igth c. the name was often mistranslated

|

root of scarcity (and in I1 r. rttcine de disette). The origin
of G. mangold (MHG. Mangolt) has not been determined:

;

il may be an application of the OHG. personal name Mann-
golt. The G. word has passed into other lungs. : cf. Da.

mangold, It. manigoldo.\
A variety of beet, with a root larger than that of

. the garden beet ; cultivated as a food for cattle,

i,Regarded by some botanists as a hybrid between the red
and the white heet.i

f. i779[-.fc I-]. 1787 (////f ir. Abbe* de Coi&metcU ftAccoiHkt
of the culture and use of the Mangel Wurzel. 1787 Gcntl.

Mag. Nov. 96^/1 The Mangel Wurt*(Jfr/i you call it.) or

Root of Scarcity. 1788 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Peters Prophecy
Wks. (1823)237/1 Beets, in whose j list applauses we are hoarse
all ; Such are the wondrous powers of mangel worsal. 1844
H. Siiii HENs Bk. Farm III. 76--, I sowed the common long
red or marbled mangel-wurzel. 1881 H. TANNER Set, Agrtt.
Pract. Iviii. 288 The Mangel wurzel. .obtained by the im-

: provement of the Sea- Beet (Beta A/tirititna}.

&. 1800 Meif. 7*-nl. III. 8 Mangold Wurzel, or Root of

Scarcity. 1856 Farmers Mag. Jan. 77 Mangold wurtzel.

b. attrib. and Comb., as mangel-wurzel beet^

leaf,plant ; mangel-wurzel fly, a small dipterous
ins-jot {Anthoiiiyia bctx] the larva of which feeds

on beet leaves ; mangel-wurzel potato, a coarse

variety of potato used as food for cattle.

1779 MAWK & AUKKCKOMBIB Univ. Gardener (17071 X b,

;

The Mangel Wur/el Beet. 1851 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm
\ (ed. 2) II. tjz/i The mangold-wurzel plant.. is attacked by
I the larva of a beetle,...bV////rf opaca. Ibid., The ultimate

effect of these attacks on the mangold-wurzel leaves is not
serious. i86z Q. Jrnl. Microscop, Sci. II. 230 The Man-
gold-wur/el Fly. 1875 Encyd. /&amp;gt;&amp;gt;//. I. 365/2 There are
several varieties of the potato, such as yams , lumpers ,

; mangel-wurzel potato , &c., which, although unfit for human
t

food, are much relished by cattle.

Mangeneel, obs. form
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Mangenel(e, obs. form of MANGONEL.

Manger (mt-i ndijs.i),.^.
1 Forms: 4 manyour,

raaniore, mawnger, maungour,^ 5 maniure,
maniowre, mangeour, mawngeur, mawn-
jowre, 6 raangeor, maungere, mangier, 4-
manger, [a. K. mangcoire (in I2th c. written

maittgenre)
= Pr. manjadoira, Catnl. menjadora^

Pg. manjadoura.) It. mangiatoia : vulgar L. type

*maniincatdri&amp;lt;t) f. manditcare (K. manger) to eat.]

1. A box or trough in a stable or cowhouse, from

which horses and cattle eat. (Chiefly used for

those kinds of food which cannot be placed, like

hay and straw, in the rack above.)
c 1315 SHORKHAM /Vws(K.E.T.S.) 120/1 45 peoxe and asse

in hare maiiycwr, ^1330 K. HKI S-NI: Chrou. IVacc (Rolls)

11182 Bordes broughte, cordes & cables, & made mangers
[z&amp;gt;.r. maniores] to stande in stables, a 1400 .Sir Fere. 441 A
mawnger ther he fande Corne therin lyggande, Therto Ins

mere he bande. c 1440 Promf*. Farv. 325/1 Maniure (S., F.

matiiowre), iiutnsorim/t, presepiujti, C., / ., prese-pe. 1465
Faston Lett. II. 254 An hows to ley inne hey and straw,
and cost yow not hut making of a rak and a mangeour. 1526
TIN DA LI; Luke ii. 7 She .. wrapped hym in swadlynge
cloothes, and layed hym in a manger [so 1582 Rheims and
1611

; Wvci.iFcracche, Geneva cretche : see CRATCH J& 1
ibj.

1552 ABI . HAMILTON Cateek. (1884) 24 The Asse hasknawin
the mangier of his maister. 16*9 MILTON Christ s Xatiz&amp;gt;. 31
While the Heav n-born-childe All meanly wrapt in the rude

manger lies. 1791 MRS. RADCLIKFE Rom. Forest ii, My
horse, I believe, smelt the corn in the manger by the rate he
went at. 1868 Regul. fy Ord. Army p 570 To prevent in

fection., the rack and manger, are to be scoured with soft

soap and hot water.

b, Used as the symbol of the Nativity.
1838 JACKSON tr. Kruinniackers EUsha xiii. 294 The

blissful mystery of the manger and the Cross.

c. IMir. In hack (fit cfy and manger: see HACK
sb*~ 2, HECK j/ .

1 3; Rack and manger\ see RACK
J&l 3b, C, d. Also DUG-IN-THE-MANGEH.

f2. Astron* (-L. Pnvs&pe.) The name of a
nebulous tract in the constellation Cancer. Obs.

1551 RI-.CORDK Cast. Knowl. (1556) 265 After (lemini
foloweth Cancer containing 8 stars, beside a cloudy tract

which is named ya Manger or Crybbe.
3. Xaut. A small berthing in the bows of a ship-

of-war, intended to keep the water entering the

hawse-holes from flooding the deck.

1627 CAPT. SMITH.^eauuufs Grant. \\, 10 A circle of plankc
cither abaft or before the maine Mast called the Manger.
Ibid., The Bits . . are . . placed abaft the Manger in the

ships loofe. 1836 E. HOWARD A*. Reefer :xlui, The manger,
that part of the main-deck directly under the forecastle.

1867 in SMYTH Sn/for s IVord-hk. 466.

4. attrib. and Comb., as manger-cradled adj. ;

manger-board (see quot.) ; manger-doggish-
ness nonce~wd.

t
the character of a dog-in-the-

manger ; mauger-door, the outlet from a ship s .

manger ; manger-food, -meat, food which may
properly be placed in the manger for cattle ;

manger-scupper, an aperture for carrying off

water from a ship s manger.
1867 SMYTH Saiti&amp;gt;r*$ Word-bk., Manger, a small berthing

in the bows, .separated on the after part from the rest of the
deck by the *manger-board, a strong coaming rather higher
than the hawse-holes. 1620 DEKKER Dreantc 9 The

*Man
ger-Cradled Babe, the Begger borne, The poorest Worme
on earth, the Heighth of Scorne. a 1631 DONNE To Otess
Huntingdon 14 Poems (1633) 91 As such astarre which Magi
led to view The manger-cradled infant, God below. 1860
TftQLLOPB /VdUttApr /*, xxxi, Is not that *manger-doggishness
one of the most common phases of the human heart { 1802 J.
AVFREY in Xnviil Citron. VII. 48 A man was. .sentry at the

*manger-door. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Praet. Agric. II. 599
A *mangcr food for the labouring teams. 1744-50 W. ELLIS
Mod, Iftisl andiu. I. ii. 41 The best Sort of Pease for* Manger- :

meat. 1834 Brit. Hush. I. 141 The whole of this food is

given as manner-meat, no part of it being put into the rack.

(.1850 Rudim. Narig. (\Veale) 131 The water is returned
into the sea by the &quot;manger-scuppers.

Hence Ma ngerful, a quantity that Jills a manger.
1875 CHR. G. KOSSETTI Goblin Market^ etc. 221 A brea^t-

ful of milk And a mangerful of hay.

t Manger, sb* Obs. [a. OF. mangier to eat

(the inf. used as sb.). Cf. GRAMAUNGJSBK.] A
sumptuous meal

;
a banquet.

In the later quots. the word may be a jocular use of
MANGER $b.*

[13.. Minor Poems fr. Veniott MS. xxx. 566 And benne
(jobe bodi and soule i-fere Schal wende to the graunt Man-
SBfe] f

&amp;gt;420
Laud Troy Bk. 24 That gestoures often dos

of hem gestes At mangeres and at grete ffebtes. c 1460
f&wnclcy Myst. xii. 201, I am worthy the wyne, me thynk
it good skyll, My seruyse I tyne, I fare full yll, At youre
mangere. 1548 LATiMCR Ptoughers (Arb.) 26 They are so
troubeled wyth Lordelye lyuynge. .mounchynge in their
maungers..that they canne not attende it. 1605 CHAPMAN,
etc. Eastward Hoi iv. i, Farewell thou home of hunger
that calbt th Innes a court to thtir Manger.

b. A prepared dish. Manger blanc^ BLANC- ;

MANGE
(it.

&quot;574 HELLOWES Gueuaras Pant. Ep. (1584) 98 They set
before her.. Manger blank, Pasties, Tarts, and other vari
able kmde of gluttonies. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 246 A
certain manger or broth made of their [barbels ] liuers.

1676 LADY FANSHAWB Mem. (1830) 209 Cakes, cheese, and
excellent sweetmeats, especially manger blanc.

t Manger, v. Obs, rare~ . [a. F. manger (inf.}.]
1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alpk. (ed, 3), Manger^ to eate^

Mangering: see List of spurious words.

i Ma-ngery. Obs. Forms: 4-5ma(u)ngeri,
mangery, 4-6 mangerie, 5 maungery, man
gere, mawngery, mangrie, maynerey, 5-6 Sc.

maniory, 6 Sc\ mangeory. [a. OF. mangerie, f.

mangier mod.F. manger} to eat.]
1. A banquet ;

a ceremonial feast
;

a series of

festivities.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15198 Til be lauerd o J?at bus Vee sai

on mi parti, pat he yow wald len sum place, To mak vr

mangeri. 13.. E. E. Atlit. / . It. 1365 Such ii mangerie to
make be man was auised. c 1375 .Vt. Lfg. .Saints xxxvi. (Bap
tista^ 501 [He] mad gret mangery baim to, As after it kyng
to do. c 1400 Laud 1 roy Bk. 244 Til thre dayes were fulli

paast, This mangeri then so longe laa^t. c 1420 Sir Ama-
dacc iCanulen) Iv, i her weddut he that lady bri5te, The
maungery last a faurtenyjte, With schaftes for to schake.

1423 tr. Sccreta Secret.
,
Priv. J riv. 153 Wher ben thay

that helde the grete festes and grete mangries makid? t 1425
WYHTOUNCr0.H. xi. ion And ane vgsuni maniory Off wlat-
sum corssis and vgly. (71475 *&quot;/ t̂yii L l^cgre 1098 That
worthy wedding for to se, And come vnto that mangeri;.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xni. ix. 5 Onon the bankat and tlie

mangeory For fest ryall according, by and by.
2. Banqueting, luxurious eating.
a i47oTii TOFT Orat.G. Flainincns (Ca.xlon 1480 F ivb i,

Supposes! thou with thy ^Itep resie ydelnes^e wyne mangerie
lustes vnshamefastnes to get that wor^bijiful fame which
they gate. 5:1470 HESKVSON Mor. J- ali. \\. (T^i ti .\- ( .

Mon$c\ xxvii, Thy mangerie is mingit all \\ ith cair, Thy
guse is gude, thy gansell sour as gall.

3. lioard
; necessary food.

1596 NASHK Saffron IValdcn 119 The Minuter then seru-

ing at Saint Albanes in Wood-street, .satisfied the ilouse
for his lodging and Mangerie.

Mangestain, obs. form of MANGOSTEEN.

Mangey, variant of MANGY.
Manggall, Manggo : see MANCAL, MANGO.
Mangiallin, mangiar, vars. MANUKLIX Obs.

Mangle, obs. f. MANGE
j/&amp;gt;.i, MANGY, MANJEE.

Mangier, obs. form of MANGER sb.l

Mangily (mt
7i

ndgili;, adv. In
j- mangely.

ft&quot;.

MANGE sb.- + -

S
I)LV -.] In a mangy manner.

&amp;lt; i6zo FLETCHKK & MASSINGKK False One n. iii, Oh, this

soundes mangely. .and scurvely in a Souldiers mouth.

Mailginess (m^ iul^in. ^. [f.
MANGY a. -f

-XKds.] The condition of being mangy.
6-1400 Master of Game (M S. Digby 182) xii, per is IIII.

maners of inaniewenes^e
[/&amp;gt;(?&amp;lt;//,

,1/.S . manyewnesse], 1535
COVEKUAI.E Dent, xxviii. 27 The Lurde slud ^myte thu..
with scalle, and inaui)gyne&amp;gt;t,e. 11571 }v.\\\-\,On i Thcss.
(1611) 99 Who hath not heard of the patience of lub r. .

liis body stricken with a scnrfe ur mangitiL-s. 1579 LANG-
HAM Card. Health (1633) 279 Fur the white scurft, lenpry,
. . manginesse. .&c. i6uCoTGK.,J/rt/&amp;lt;/fc ^&quot;. Rock, .an itching
manginesse. 1725 BKAIJLKY Fain. Diet. s.v. Rulesfor I ny-
tug a Horse, To have much Hair on the Mane, denutcs in

tolerable Dulness ;..and to be without none, .shew.-, the
Worm in the Mane, the Itch, or else plain Manginess.
t Mangle, sb. 1 Obs. [f. *manglet

MONGLE v.]
In mangle : in a melee.

13.. A. Alls. 7412 While they weore so in mangle, Tlico
Vndiens gan gangle.

Mangle marrjg l), sb. ^
[a. Sp. mangle (Oviedo

J 535) : *^ M AM; HOVE.] MAXI.KCVE. Also

attrib.) as mangle-bark &amp;gt;

tree.

[1597 HAKTWKLL tr. Pigaf?tta s Congo iv. 24 The. . barke
uf the tree which is called Manghi. (Orig. di quell all-ore

nomato inn
tight. )] 1613 PUKCHAS rilgriinage vin. ii. (1614)

733 Mangle is the name of a Tree, which multiplieth itselfe

into a wood. [Cf. ibid. 698 tnarg. : Andrew liattell saith,
That the tree which thus stnu.gcly multiplies itselfe is

called the Manga tree.] 1693 / /;//. Trans. XVII. 621 Two
sorts of the Mangle-Tree, of the Arbor de Rai~ kind,

though no Figg. 1760-72 tr. yuan fy Ulloa&quot;s I oy. (ed. 3)

I. 171 In its neighbourhood [Guayaquil], .are great num
bers of mangles, or mangrove trees. 1824 tr. Spink fy Mar
tins

1

Trav. Brazil \. 1-17 note, The mangle or mangrove tree.

1885 U. S. Co&amp;gt;ts.
Rcf&amp;gt;.

No. 50. 268 (Cent.) Mangle-bark
ib principally used in tanning leather.

Mangle (mae rjgT ,
sb. -

&amp;gt;

[a. Du. mangel masc.

( G. mangel fern., recorded from the iSth c.;,

npp, short for the synonymous mangelstok, f. stem
of mangekn to mangle, f. MDu. mange ( MHG.,
mod.G. mange)) a mangle, in early use also a

mangonel. The Du. and G. word is ultimately
from the Gr. pdyyavov (see MAXGONEL), but its

history has not been precisely traced : cf. the

metl.L. forms mango ^ manga. For the sense cf.

It. manganO) *a kinde of presse to press buckrom,
fustian, or died linnen cloth, to make it have a

luster or glasse* ^Florio 1598).] A machine for

rolling and pressing linen and cotton clothing etc.

after washing; in its older form, an oblong rect

angular wooden chest filled with stones, worked
backwards and forwards by a rack and pinion

arrangement v or, earlier, by straps wound round a

roller worked by a handle), and resting upon two

cylinders, which were thus rolled with great pres
sure over the fabric spread upon a polished table

beneath
;
now consisting of two or more cylinders

working one upon another. Cf. CALENDER sbJ- 2.

The possession of a mangle, for the use of which a small
sum was charged, is, among the poorer class of English cot-

t.i^ernj a common means of earning money. The question
Has your mother sold her mantrle? {1(1101.1836-7) was at

one time the commonest piece of chaff used by London
street-boys.

1774 in Titles Patents (1854) I. 193 A grant unto Hugh
Oxenham, . .carpenter and mangle maker, of his new invented
mangle of an entirely new construction.. to answer all the
purposes of mangles without the incumbrance of weight.
1793 Rcgtii RamMer 73, I might mention the mangle, also
a curiou-, machine, for pressing fine linen. 1836-7 DICKKNS
SA: /Jos, Scenes xx, The only answer we obtained was a
playful inquiry whether our maternal parent had disposed
of her mangle. 1891 HAKDY AW-/c names 186 While shf,
like a mangle, would start on a sudden in a contrary course,
and end u litre she began.

b. aftrib., as mangle-keepert -maker, -room,
worker

\ mangle-wheel, a wheel which, by an

ingenious adjustment of rack and pinion, causes the

movable part of a mangle to travel backwards and

forwards, while the wheel itself rotates in only one
direction

; applied nlso to a similar wheel in textile

machines ; similarly mangle pinion, rack.
1774 Mangle maker |^e above]. 1799 HnU Advertiser 12

Oct. 1/1 A vury excellent Mansion House . . with . . mangle
room. 1839 C KK/&amp;gt;/,Y. . /rAr, etc. 798 The mangle wheel, ha-,

been introduced., into the machinery of the textile manufac
tures. 1858 SIMMONDS /J/t

1

/. Trade
y Mangle-keeper^ the

owner of a mangle ; asmo&quot;thcr of linen. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Meek. 13837^ Mangle-rack^ u rack having teeth on opposite
sides, engaged by a pinion which im-shes with the opposite
sides alternately. 1884 M r L.\KKN Spinning 141 by a series
of wheels the mangle pinion shaft A A is worked, which
ilmes the mangle pinion x, and this drives the mangle wheel.

1891 LabourCommission (j/nss., Mtingle Ii orkers
t
\\\e, atten

dants at the mangles used for finishing jute and linen fabiie&amp;gt;.

Mangle (Hirc rjg l), . Also 5 f&amp;gt; mangel, 6

mangyll. [ad. At * mangier, mahangkr t
cf. mtd.L.

inangiilare in a l- r. document of 1361), app. a

frequentative form of mahaignier : see MAIM v,

Jiut cf. obs. F. matigonncr to mangle or tiis-

iigure by mangling ^Cotgr.,.]
1. trans. To hack, cut, or lacerate (a person or

his members; by repeated bluws; to reduce, by
cutting, tearing, or crushing, to a more or less

unrecognizable condition, f Formeily sometimes,
to mutilate, t Also with out.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5704 Who. .Were. . Martricl &murthrid,
inanglit in pe^eb. c 1450 Merlin 445 1 he cristin neuercesbcd to

k;l!e and to sle, and mangeled alle that thei tny^ht take. 1526
/ /4-r. Ferf. (W. de W. 1531) ?57 l, The. -blessed body ttu:&amp;gt;

mangled, torne & rent, lyenge in y lapp of that gloryous vir-

t:yn his mother. 1574 KzLiowEsGHgntira s I ant. Ep, (1584)
^ ,9 Hut tlie Mcores, .mangled him and his men in

peece&amp;gt;.

1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours I&amp;gt; food \\. 8 Or Mincepie-
like He mangle out the slaue. i6it UIBLL 2 Mace. vii. ij
Now when this man was dead also, they tormented and
mangled the fourth in like nuiner. 1632 J. POKY in Ellis

i
}

riff. Lett. Ser. ii. III. 272 It mist his eyes, yet it pitifully
ii:an-led his visage. 1678 \V.-\si.KV W ond. Lit. World v.

ii. 68. 471/2 His beautiful Empress, whom a young Bur-

gundian..had most despitefully mangled, cutting off both
her Nose and Ears. 1791 Gouv. MOHKIS in Sparks Life &amp;lt;V

It rit. (1832) II. 138 Next morning two men were lanterned
and mangled in the Parisian taste. 1829 SCOTT Anne of G.

ii, I will see my Arthur once more, ere the wolf and the

ea^le mangle him. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. F.ng. xxii. IV. 737
A human head was found severed from the body.. and so

frightfully mangled that no feature could be recognised.
absol. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vi. iv, The red artillery s

bolt mangling among them falls.

b. transf. and
_/?&quot;.

1579 LYLY Enphites (Arb.) 106 Both so mangled with re

pulse.. and almost murthered by disdaine, that [etc.]. 1592
SHAKS. Rom.

&amp;lt;y Jut. 111. iii. 51 How hast thou the hart. .To

mangle me with that word, banished ? 1713 SILLI.K Guard.
No. 17 f 10 The Lock Hospital .. is a receptacle for all

biilTerers mangled by this iniquity.

2. To cut or hack (a material thing) in a rough
manner, so as to damage and disfigure ; f to divide

into rough or ragged parts.

1530 PAI.SGK. 632/2, I mangle a thyng, I di^fygure it with

cuttyng of it in peces or without order. . . You have mangy] led

this meats horrybly, it is nat to sette afure no honest man
now. 1578 LYIK Dodoeits iv. l.xiv. 526 Cotton Thistel . .

beareth great large leaucs ai to mangled and cut by the

edges. 1610 HOLLAND tr. CamdttCs Scot. 37 The country
runneth out in length and breadth, all mangled with fishfull

pools : and in some places with rising mountaines. 1638

JuMiis Paint. Ancients 177 They did respect gemmes more
than to mangle them with cutting. 1746 SMOLLEIT Reproof
\2\ But lo ! a swarm of harpies intervene, To ravage, mangle,
and pollute the scene ! 1784 COWI-EK Tiroe. 303 The bench
on which we sat while deep employed, Though mangled,
hacked, and hewed, not yet destroyed.
3. fig. Now chiefly : To render (words) almost

unrecognizable by mispronunciation ;
to spoil by

gross blundering or falsification (a quotation, the

text of an author). Formerly often (now rarely) :

To mutilate, deprive of essential parts, subject to

cruel injury.

JS33 SIR T. MORE Confut, Timiate n, iv. Wks. 53S/-
Tindal thai baue no cause to saye that I deface hys j|aye

goodlye tale, by mangling of his matter. 1559 BP. bcor

in btrype Ann. Ref. 11709) I. n. App. x. 448 The reste

of the Sacraments, which be eytlier clearly taken awayc,
or else mangled .. by this newe booke. 1593 SHAKS.
Rout. # Jul. in. ii. 99 Ah poore my Lord, what tongue
shall smooth thy name, When I thy three houres wife

haue mangled it. 1607 Cor. in. L 158 Your dishonor

Mangles true judgement. 1641 MILTON Animadv. \, Wks.

i8si HI. i8g Remember how they mangle our Brittish

names abroad, a 1683 SIDNEY Disc. Govt. in. xlvi. (1704)

420 Queen Elizabeth, .did not go about to mangle Acts of, .

Parliament. 1700 DRYDEN Fables Pref., Wks. (Globe) 503
It was also necessary sometimes to restore the sense of

Chaucer, which was lost or mangled in the errors of the
It was also necessar

er, which was l

press. 1738 Swii- i /W.



MANGLE.
jtct. .would intolerably mangle my Scheme. 1768-74 Ti CKER l

Lt. Nat. 11834; II. 443 Go to an Italian opera and you will

hear the singers so clip and mangle their words, that, .you
w ill lose even the little beuse they contain. 1873 DIXON Tu&amp;lt;o

Cjiiectis I. iv. iii. 191 To give up Rouen and Uurdeaux would

be to mangle France. 1901 Athenaeum -j; July 121/1 Why
\

mangle Virgil with a btupid ha;c mortalia ungunt ?

absol. 1641 MILTON C/i. Cor 1. i. vi. Wks. 1851 III. 122 If .

schisms parted the congregations before, now it rent and /

mangl d, now it rag d.

Mangle (nwijg l), z-.-
[f.

MANGLE
sl&amp;gt;*,

or

pern, a. l)n. mangeUn - G.
mange/ft.&quot;]

1. trans. To press smooth with a mangle.
1775 ASH Snpj&amp;gt;L,

Man: */c, to smooth linen by means of a

mangle. 1790 in Abridg. Specif. Patents, BUachiug, etc.

(1859) 5 1 A machine or machines for mangling and washing

every article made of linen [etc.] that will bear washing.

1798 Trans. Sec. Arts XVI. 303 The Model of a machine

fur Mangling Linen, 1810 Splendid Follies I. 119 Mrs.

Squasham desired her humble duly, and had had them [sc.

clothes] mangled... Mangle the dU.. exclaimed Sponge.
. . I ll mangle every bone in her skin. 1837 DICKI.NS Picfau.

xv, Might have got up my linen^
as I came along.. queer

thing to have it mangled when it s on one.

2. To beat (lead) Hat on a roller.

1880 LOMAS Alkali Trade 28 The process of mangling
(lead]. .consists in rolling the sheet tightly round a wooden

mandril,, .beating it meanwhile, .with the plumber s mallet.

Mangled (manj^ ld),///. &amp;lt;z.i [f.
MANGLE z-.

1

+ -ED .J In senses of the vb.

1561 T. NOKTOS Cah ins fust. i. 42 Vet are they not

ashamed to picke out certajne mangled sentences. 1564
HI.CON ll

r
ks. I. Gen. Pref. b iv, He is a mangled minister,

which eyther tt-achelh well & liueth euil, or liucth wel and
teacheth euill. 1627 DKAYTON Agincoiirt 33 These [birds]

came in deed On their mvne mangled Carkases to feed. 1641
MILTON Aniuttid; .\. \\

T

kb. 1851 III, 194 The mangl d pieces
*&amp;gt;f a yash t Serpent. i663 Cfu-KiTKR & COLK Barthol. Anat.
ii. xi. 124 According as the Voice COIIK-S to the Ear, intire

nr iiKiM-led. 1719 Ui; l- ob Crusoe n.i.v, Their poor mangled
comrade. 1770 Juniits Lett. Pref. 13 A multitude of spurious,

mangled publications of the Letters of Jitnius. 1779
FoRUKbi I oy. N. IJuinca 64, I took him by the hand, and,

pointing to the mangled anchor, laughed. 1841 D !SRAELI

Amen. Lit. (1867) 546 Most of our old plays come before us

in a corrupt and mangled state. 1869 FKKKMAN Norm. Cony.

(18751 III. xi. 31 The mangled form of the martyr of Evesham.

Hence f Ma-ngledly adv.) in a mangled manner.

1657 SiiKGLANi Schism Dispfictit 466 liut why. .do you
go about to sliuw that I put not down the Authors words

aright, but mangledly and corruptly.

Mangled (mEe-ggrd),///. a? [f.
MANGLE v*

+ -EJ)1.] Pressed in a mangle.
1775 in ASH

Snf&amp;gt;pt. 1855 THACKKRAY Newcomes v, A..

freshly mangled surplice.

Mangier (ma.-rjgUj). [f.
MANGLE v.i + -ER

.]

1. One who mangles, in various senses of the vb.

In the first quot. the identity of the word is doubtful : cf.

MONGER sb.

1561-2 Reg. Privy Council Scot. \. 201 Charge all and

sindry flescheouris and manglaris of flesche. 1581 J. lli-.i.i,

11addons Ansvj. Osor. iQ4 They be nothyng els but.. !

manglers and spoylers of the best part and power of Gods
j

Grace. 1583 NOWKLL & W. DAY Rep. Conference iv. Cam-
pion 14 Campion, .hath charged vs as rasers, manglers, and

I

spoylers of the holy Scriptures. 1624 GATAKKR Transnbst.
61 Hee speaketh in these wordes. .which this mangier of him
onutteth. a 1723 TICKELL To Sir G. Kneller 48 After thee

may rise an impious Hue, Coarse manglers of the human face
;

divine. 1800-24 CAMPBELL To Mem. of Span. 1 atriots v,

Manglers of the martyr s earthly frame !

2. ? (J. S. A mincing-machine.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mick. 1383/2 Mangier, a machine for

grinding meat, to render it more easy to masticate or to stew.

Mangier- (mai-ijgUi). [f.
MANGLE v$ + -ER 1

.]

1. One who smoothes fabric in a mangle.
a 1845 HOOD To Scotch Girl 12 This industrious part Of

washer, wearer, mangier, presser, stamper. 1885 R. L. &
F. STLVENSON Dynamiter ii. 9 A ticket announcing the
business of the mangier.
2. An appliance for mangling clothes (forming

part of a composite machine).
1882 Echo 17 May 7 (advt.) Unrivalled Villa* washer,

wringer, and mangier.

Mangling (iwarggHn), vbl. sb.l
[i.

MANGLE
z&amp;gt;.

1 + -ING J
.] The action ot MANGLE ZJ.l

a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. ix. 407 Without any mincing or

mangling of the words. 1727 SWIFT Let. Eng. Tongue Wks.
1755 II. I. 188 Most of the books we see now-a-days, are full

of those manglings and abbreviations. 1807 Med. Jrnl.
XVII. 245 He did not intend to declare positively, that the

mangling of a vesicle, .could not. .produce so much mischief.

1902 Daily Chron. 29 Mar. 5/1 The mangling of ISrilish

names by French newspapers is an old story.

Mangling (marnglirj), vbl. sl&amp;gt;.

2
[f. MANGLE

z&amp;gt;.- + -ING 1.] The pressing of linen, etc., in a

mangle. Also attrib.

1775 in ASH Suppl. 1824 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825)
181 He has commenced business in Drury-Lane, in the

Mangling Department. 1833 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal \ I.

254 By this machine the operation of mangling was well

enough done.

. rare . [f. MANGLE
,
in the senses of the vb.

1592 SHAKS. I en. fy Ad. 1065 And then .she reprehends her

mangling eye, That makes more gashes, where no breach
should be. 1794 SOUTHEY Sonn. Slave Trade iii, Gasping he
lies.. While that inhuman driver lifts on high The mangling
scourge. 1813 Scorr Rokeby vi. xxxiii, As mute as fox

mongst mangling hounds.

Hence Ma nglingly adv., in a mangling manner.
1608 T. MORTON Preamb. Encounter 13 Repeating the

Liitine, yet but uttinglingly.

C11UUK11 UUUCi

Mangling tmwijglir)),///. a. i

zi- + iNu-.] That mangles, in the

118

Mangnel(e, obi. form of MANGONEL.

Mangnifyer, obs. form of MAGNIFIES.

Mango (mK-rjyoi), i/&amp;gt;.i PI. mangoes, -gos

(iTui.-ijgou/.).
Forms: 6-7 manga s, 7 rnangue,

manggo, mengue, 7 mango e. [n.
I g. manga

.whence V. manful, ^mengue, moil. I,. //iait&\A)as,

Hie source of some Kng. forms ,
a. Malay magga,

a. Tamil man-kay (ma&amp;gt;i mango -tree Xvy/
-

fruit).]

1. Tlic fruit of Mangifira inJiai iX.O. Anacar-

,i itiicie), a tree extensively cultivated in India and

other tropical countries ; it is a flesliy drupe, with

more or less of a turpentine flavour; the best

kinds are highly esteemed for eating ripe; the

green fruit is used for pickles and conserves.

1582 N. LICHKFIELD tr. ( nstanludas Con?. E. Ind. I. xvi. 42

The one sort of these (fruits] is called Lacas \rcad lacas] and

the other Mangas. 1598 \V. PHILLIP Linsclwtcn i. Ii. 94 The

M.ur^iisis inwardly ycalowish, but in Lulling it is waterish. . .

The season when Mangas are ripe is in Lent. i655TtKKV / oy.

]-. India 96 Another most excellent Fruit they have, called

a Manggo. 1681 DHVUEN I rol., Gallants, n bashfulpoet
-^ Mangos and berries, whose nourishment is little, Though
not for food, are yel preserved for pickle. 1717 AlBUTHHOl

Jvhn nidi Postscr.ch. x, How helong d for Mangos, Spices
and Indian Hirds-Nesls. 1891 H. DICKINSON in lioston

M. . .) Jrnl. 21 Feb. 5/3 liananas, pineapples, mangoes,
and grenadillos are plentiful in Fiji.

2. The tree producing this fruit.

1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Taz crnu-rs J ra:&amp;gt;. IT. i. iv. 34 All

ul&quot;ijg
the high-way, there grows a vast number of great

Trees, which they call Manguts. 1693 rhil. Trans. X\ II.

6 , We have a compleat History of that Pruniferous True,

called Mango by the English. 1796 T. TWINING Trav.

Aincr. (1894) 172 It appears to me that the cajoor-tree of

IJengal might be successfully introduced into the Southern

Mates, as also possibly the mango. 1825 (, entf. Mag. XCV.
i. 318 The mango, with the bread-fruit tree was brought
here [i. e. Jamaica] from Otaheite, aboul 30 years ago. 1871
KINGSI.KV At Last ii, Handsome houses, .embowered in

mangos, tamarinds, and palmistes. 1903 / //&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/ 22 Aug. 173/1

Long groves of palm and mango and bamboo.

3. With prefixed word, applied to various other

tiees and their fruits, as mountain mango, Clusia

/lava (West Indies) ; t water-mango {Barbados),
some \Vesl Indian fruit-tree (see quot. 1700);
West India Mango, the anchovy pear (Grias

cauUflora ;
wild mango (tree), (a) the bread-

tree of Western Africa (Jrvingia barlcri) (/&amp;gt;)

mountain mango ; (c) Spondias mangifera of India.

1700 J LI KI:SKT Manlissa.(i-]^g 126 Manghas aqua: Ameri
cana, folio siibiuiumlo, Barbadeiuibui \Vater Mangoes dicta.

1774 LONG Hist. Jamaica 111. 810 Anchovy Pear or West
India .Mango. 1813 YV. AINSUE .I/a/. Mcd. Hindustan 222

Wild Mango- Spoiulias Mangiftra. Lin. ..This fruit has

got its name from its resemblance to a Mango. 1866 Treas.

Bet. 628/1 The drupaceous fruits of two at least of the three

species [of It- ingia} known are edible, and known under the

name of Wild Mangos. Ibid. 717/1 Mango.. Mountain or

Wild, Clmiajlava. 1878 H. M. STANLEV Dark Cant. II.

xiii. 365 Wild mango-tree.

4. Cookery. A pickle, esp. of melons or cucum

bers, resembling that made of green mangoes.

^Cf. MANGO z&amp;gt;.)

1699 EVKI.VN Au-taria App,, Mango of Cucumbers. Ibid.,

To make a Mango with them [i.e. walnuts], 1718 E. S[.MITH]

Coinpl. Hoitscw. (ed. 2) 59 To make Melon Mangoes. 1828-

32 WEBSTER, Mango, a green muskmeloii pickled. 1845 Miss
ACTON Mod. Cookery (ed. 2) 503 The peaches may be con
verted into excellent mangoes by [etc.], 1859 JUinLETT/J/f/.

Atnt-r., Manga. We apply this name to a green musk-
melon stuffed with horse-radish, ..etc., and then pickled.

5. Short for mango-bird, mango-fish.
1819 REF.S Cycl., Mango, in Ornithology, a species of

Trucliilits. 1879 ROSSITER Diet. Sci. Terms, Mango. .2.

A fish Polyncinits risita.

6. attrib. and Comb., as mango blossom, IniJ,

-chutney, -fruit, grove, pickle, -sccil, -spray, -tree;

mango-bird, (a) an oriole (Oriolus kiindoo}, native

of India; (b) a humming-bird (Lamfornis mango*,
native of Jamaica; mango-fish, a golden-coloured
fish, I olyncinusparadiseus or rfstia, inhabiting the

tropical seas between India and the Malay archi

pelago ;
the tupsce ; mango-fool, a dish made of

mangoes beaten to a pulp and mixed with cream
or milk

; mango-ginger, the pungent root of an
East Indian plant {Curcuma Aniatia) nearly allied

to turmeric
; mango-humming-bird, Lampornis

mango; mango-showers, used in Madras for

showers which fall in March and April, when the

mangoes begin to ripen (Y.); mango-tope, a

grove or plantation of mangoes ; mango (tree)
trick, an Indian juggling trick in which a mango-
tree appears to spring up and bear fruit within an
hour or two.

1738 Amis Nat. /fist. Bints III. 45 This Bird I had by
the Name of the &quot;Mango Bird, which I believe to be an
imposed Name: It is one of the Humming Birds. 1839
JERDON in Madras Jrnl. X. 262 Oriolus niclanocephalus L.

Black headed Mango bird or Oriole. 1841 ELPHINSTONE
Hist. Ind. 1.289 A he languid odour of lhe*mangoe blossoms.
1861 DORA GREENWELL Poems 104 The *Mango buds grow
pale. 1751 G. EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds, etc. iv. 208, 1 be
lieve it is call d a &quot;Mango- Fish, because it is of the Colour
that Fruit bears when ripe. 1835 MACAULAY in Trevelyan
Life (1876) I. 420 We support nature, .by means of plenty of
eggs, mango-fish, snipe-pies, and frequently a hot beef-steak.

, 1864 TREVELYAN Compel, Wallah (1866) 117 Roast kid and

MANGONISM.
mint-sauce, and &quot;mango-fool. 1681 K. Ksox Hist. Ceylon i

A Tree the Natives call Atnbo, (which bears the *
Mango-

runt). 1840 PAXTON Bot. Diet , *Mango ginger, see Cur-
L&amp;gt;tma Ainada. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr, 256 A
pretty thick *mttngoe grove, on the south-west end of the

town. 1782 LATHAM Gen, Syn. Birds 1 1. 758
*
Mango Hum

ming-Bird. 1699 KYFLYN Acetaria 22 The *
Mango Pickle.

1903 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 467/2 A spearhead, .shaped tike a

mango-seed. 1879 I ,. ARNOLD Lt. Asia 11889) 37 I&quot;1 tne
*
mango sprays The sun-birds flashed. 1800 Asiat. Ann.

Reg.) Misc. Tr. 200 The *mangoe tope in the middle of the

village. 1687 A. LovELi.tr. TkerenoCs Trav. 11. 175 *Mango-
Trees. 1698 FnYER/4 .-&quot;. India

&amp;lt;y

/ . 192 Others [Juglers]

presented a Mock-Creation of a Mango-Tree. 1888 Scien-

iific American 26 May 327/1 The celebrated *Mango tree

tiick. 1889 S. LAING /
yroN. Future vii. 182 The *mango

mid other tricks of Indian jugglers.

Mango, sb t
- Obs. rare x

. [a. L. mango.]
A slave dealer.

1601 B. JONSON* Poetaster \\\. i, And your fat Foole there, my
Mango, bring him too [cf. sitfra, You mangonizing slave].

MangO (nirc ng^o), sb.% (Sec quot.)
1870 J .TV. SLATER Man. Colours 114 A/attgo, a name given

in the linen districts of Ireland to bleaching-powder and

bleaching liquor.

Mango, v. Cookery. Obs. [f.
MANGO j/ .

1

]

trans. To pickle as green mangoes are pickled.
1728 E. SMIJ ii

Coi/&amp;gt;l.
Ilonsnv. (ed. 2) 64 To mangoCucum-

bert.. Cut a little Slip out of the side of the Cucumber [etc.J.

Man-god.
1. One who is both man and God, or is both a

man and a god. (Cf. GOD-MAN.)
When applied to Christ now written with capital initials.

1597 J. PAYHE Reyal Enh. 45 Yt may be sayde that

Mario was the Mother of God, in asmoche as he was Man-
,L;IHI. 1720 WKLTON Snjffc&amp;gt;

. Son of God II. xxix. 750 Can
;tny one behold this Man-God, after He had given such in

fallible Proofs of His Divinity,.. rind not stand amaz d at the

1 -.pths of the Divine Councils? 1839 BAILEY Festus xxii.

(1852) 396 The Lord, Man-God, re-appears. 1864 KINGSLEV
l\otn. ty Tent. 81 A Divus Casar, the man-god by whose head
all nations swore. 1865 tr. Strauss Nnv Life Jesus II. n.

Aciii. 377 The Man-God of ecclesiastical doctrine. 1878 D.

Uui CICAULT in N. Amer. Rev. CXXYI. 51 Prometheus, in

the eyes of the Greek, was a man-god.

2. occas. a. A deified man. b. A god having
llir form of a man.
1826 GKN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) III. 381 The Chris

tian world was sunk in the worship . . of men-gods, and

women-gods. 1878 A&quot;. Amer. Ktn&amp;gt;. CXXVI I. 50 The old idol

aters cut down a tree and made a man-god figure out of it.

Mangold(-wurzel, : see MANGEL(-WURZEL).

Maiigole, obs. form of MANGONEL.

|] Mailgona (mre rjg&ia). [med.L. : see next.]
MANGONEL.

1856 Ecclesiologist XVII. 116 The trebuchet. .is another
name for the mangona an engine for discharging stones.

[In some recent Diets.]

Mangonel (marng^hel). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:
a. 3 rnangonele, 3-4 -genel, 4 -gunel, -genele,

-gurnele, 4-5 mangnel, 5 maungenele, man-

gonelle, 7 -ell, manchonel, 9 manganelf,!, 4-
mangonel. 0. 3 magnel, 4 -nale, 4-5 -nelle,

^maggenell, magonneaul, maygnelle, 6-7 ma-

gonel(l. 7. 5 mangole. [a. OF. wan^oncl, also

wangoncllc fem. ^mod.F. mangonneau ; cf. Pr. man-

ganel, It. manganella}^ dim. f. late L. mangona,
wangointM) mangdn-em^ ad. Gr. pfryyopor an

engine of war, a pulley, etc.: see MANGLE
s/&amp;gt;.~\

;

A military engine used for casting stones and other

missiles against an enemy s position.

[1194 in J. Hodgson Pipe Rolls Cuinbld.^ etc. (1847) 173
Pro Maisremo ad Petrarium et Mangunell , vjs.J 1297 R.

Gi.ovc. (Rolls) 8124
J&amp;gt;at

me ne mi^te 11051 ise bote arwen &
flon, & stones out of li^ren & of niagiids al so. a 1300 in

/ ( /. Songs (Camdenl 69 He saisedi.- ttie nmlne for a caste!,

. . He wende that the sayles were mangonel. 13.. A . Alts.

1208 Alisaundre heom asailed fast, And with mangnelis
to heom cast. 1330 Arth. fy Mcrl. 2430 (Kolbing), Our

King Vterpendragon Him asailed. .wib mangunels taste-

in^c. c 1400 tr. Sfcrcta Secret. ^ (iw. l.ord&h. in And if

t ou shall assayll Labels, vse Instrument* castyng stones, as

Mangoles or Perrerers. c 1400 A &amp;lt; /. Rase 6273 Withouten
stroke it mot be take Of trepeget or mangonel. 1489 CAX-

. TON Faytcs of A. \\, xxxv. 154 The deffence aienst the

said engyns were gode mangoniu-llcs & grcte bombardes.

i599TnvNNE--////Mrfe . (1875)41 The trepegett and magonell

beinge all one. 1605 CAMUEN Rein. (1657) 205 Our nation

!
had the practice.. of mangonels.. wherewith they used to

cast mil-stones. 1795 SOUTH KY Joan of Arc vitt. 158 O er

the bayle . . The assailants pass d with all their mangonels.

1819 Scon Ii anhoc xxvii. You may win the wall in spite

Iwth of bow and mangonel. 1877 Miss YONGE Cameos III.

viii. 68 He had only yielded it because his duchess was

frightened by the mangonels of the besiegers.

1 Ma ngonism. Obs. \3,.1?.mang0nisme t i.\,.

mangon-, mango broker, dealer in vamped goods :

see -ISM.]
1. (See quot.)
1656 BI.OUNT Gtossogr, [copying Cotgr.], Mangonisjn, the

u.ift of pampering, trimming or setting out saleable things.

2. A method of treating plants contrary to nature

in order to produce changes in their growth.
1691 EVELYN Kal. Hort., Manli 41 Let Gentlemen and

Ladies, .trust little by Mangpnisme, Insuccations, or Medi

cine to alter the Species, or indeed the Forms and Shape*
of Flowers considerably. 1693 De la Quint. Compl. Card.

Dict.s. v. a 1711 LISLE Hnsb. (1752) 136 The flower or fruit,

either in bulk or number, may not equally succeed by such

I niatigonUm.



MANGONIST.

tlffa llgonist. Oh. ff. L. mangtti- (see prcc. )

+ -IST.] One who furbishes up inferior wares for

sale.

1605 MARSTON Dutch Courtesan r. A 4, The common bo-

some of a money Cieature, One that ^els humane ilcsh :

a Mnngonist. 1698 .l/o (
-.r
nut stt-rs all Things 77 1 he Man-

Konist does feed and graith Ills Horse, In hopes that In:

thereby may fill his Purse.

t Ma ngoniza tion. Obs. [f.
next + -ATION.]

The notion of mangonizing or tricking out for salo.

1660 KIMM:R Kitsticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 382 Was there

ever the like piece of. .mecr Mangonization of matters made
liefore by any Master in Israel as this. 1678 Ci:mvol&amp;lt; i n

Intcll. Syst. i. iv. 15. 281 A kind of Manffonization of it

[paganism] to render it more vendible and plausible.

t Ma HgOnizer
v. Obs. [ail. late L. maiiguni-

zare, f. L. maiigim-, mango ^see MANGONisjfX]
1. trans. To furbish up (inferior wares) for sale.

1623 CocKF-HAM, AttiHt;vnize, to polish for better sale. 1656
liLouNT Glossogr., Mangonize.
2. intr. To traffic in slaves.

1601 B. JoN RON t oi tfistcriu. i, No you mangonizing slaue,
I will not part from hem.

t Mangony. Obs. rare~l
. [ad. L. mangffnium,

f. maii^i ii- (see prec.).]
- MAXGONISM I and 2.

1623 COCKKKAM, M,u:t;,wit-, the Art to make things sale

able. 1657 TOMI.INSDN AYwous Disp. 229 [Hortensian Mal
lows] whicli by culture and mangony will grow to a tree.

Mangoost,Mangoi\ see MONGOOSE, MANUOUB.

Majlgosteeil (mte rjgfistrn). Forms : 6 man-
gestain, 7 maucoustan, mangosthan, man-
gustan, 8 mangastaii, mangostane, mangous-
tau, 8-9 maugostan, niangusteen, 9 man-
gostin, mangoostan, mangastene, mangosteiu,

S- mangosteen. fo. Malay
(j^A.i* mangustan*}

1. The fruit of the East Indian tree Garcima

Mangoslana (N. O. Guttifcnv}. It is about the

size of an apple, with a thick reddish-brown rind,
and a white juicy pulp of delicious flavour.

1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschotcn i. Hv. 96/2 There are yet
other fruites, as lirindoijns, Durijndois, lamboloens, Man-
gestains, and other such like fruites. 1660 F. IJKOOKR tr.

Le Blanc s Trav. 87 Durions, Mancoustan, and Bananes.

1707 FCNNELL I oy. x. 286 The Mangastan is about the big-
ness of a Golden-Runnel, 1797 SIR G. STAUNTON Macart
ney s F.inb. China I. 274 In March, among other fruits, the

mangosteen was ripe. 1806 BARROW l^oy. Cochin China 185

Mangoostan. 1845 DARWIN l-

r

oy. Nat. xv. 455 Mangostin.
1852 F. A. NTEALE Rcsid. Siam xii. 194 That prince of all

earthly fruits, the mangostein.
2. The tfee producing this fruit.

1734 ZOLLMAN in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 232 The Man-
gostans is a kind of Pomiferous Tree, which grows in the
Molucca Islands. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 208 Martin had
introduced into the botanic garden there {Cayenne] the

Ravengara, the Mangoustan, the Clove tree [etc.]. 1871
KINGSLF.Y At Last v, A group of young Mangosteens.
3. Wild mangosteen (tree), Embryopterisght-

tinifera.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .Vw//. s.v., There is a sort of wild

Mangoustan, called by the Portuguese, mate-, which grows
in the woods both in the Kast Indies and in America. 1866
Treas.Bot. 717/1. 1885 G. S. FORHI-.S \\~iUiLifeinCanara
42 Near at hand were two or three wild mangosteen trees.

Mangouay, obs. form of MAGUEY.

II MangOUr. Obs. Also 6 mangor, 7 man-
gur. [Turkish .ij.^ mangir (Redhouse).] An
obsolete Turkish copper coin.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Kicholay s I oy. in. xxii. 112 b,
A Mangor, which is the 8. part of an Aspte. 1617 MORYSON
///. 1.293 Sixteene brasse Mangouri made one silver Asper.
1683 T. SMITH Ace. City Prusa in Misc. Cnr. (1708) III. 65 ,

A Mangur is an ugly old Copper Piece. 1687 A. LOVF.LL tr,

Thei-enot
1

s Trar, i. 67 They have also half Quadrins, which
they call Mangours. Ilnd. n. 158. 1696 tr. DH Mont s I oy.
Lei-ant xxlv. 329 He made a very considerable Addition to
the usual Profits of that Office, by inventing . . a certain

j

Copper Coin, call d Mangours.

Mangoust(e, obs. form of MONGOOSE.
Ma ll-grass. IV. Indies. [Cf. MAND sl&amp;gt;\ but

the currency of an East-Indian word in Barbados
in 1672 would need explanation.] The name in

Barbados for the gramineous ylzntEi dtsineindicti.

1672 R. KLOMK Descr. Jamaica, etc. 77 (liarhado-.) The
Mangrass-Tree, which is of an exceeding greatness. 1848
ScHOMBt RGK Hist. Barbados 586 Elciisina rndica, . . Man
G rass,

Mangrel, Mangrie : see MONGREL, MANGERY.
j

Mangrove 1

(mceTjgrJuv). Also 7 mangrowe,
maiigrave. [Of obscure history. Synonymous

j

words app. connected are Pg. mangue (i6th c.), .

Sp. mangle (Oviedo 1535, who applies it to S.
j

American species), whence F. manglt (i6th c.),
:

later mangle (now applied to the fruit only, the
name of the tree being manglier}. The Malay
magi-meajgi mangrove (not now current in the

Malay Peninsula, but recorded in early Diets.) is

usually regarded as the ultimate source, but it is

difficult to account on this view for the early ap
pearance of Sp. mangle referring to America. The
Eng. forms mangrowe, -grave are unexplained (but ,

cf. the word-play in quot. 1613) ; the mod. form is

doubtless due to assimilation to GROVE sb.]
1. Any tree or shrub of the yenus Rhizophora,

119

or the allied genus Rrugnicra (N. O. Rhhophora-
tese} ; esp. the Common Mangrove, A\ Mangle*
The genus Rhizofhora is extensively represented in both

hemispheres. The species are all tropical, growing in tin:

nuul on the sea-shore down ID low- water-mark ; they have

large masses of interlacing roots above ground, which inter

cept mud and weeds, and thus &amp;lt; :m-e the land to encroach
on the sea. Red mangrove (see also 2 d) : a name given to
a West Indian variety of the Common .Mangrove, formerly
separated as A*. Cancel; also in Australia, to Brmfuicra
rneedii,

1613 \V. C. Plain Descr. Rnrwutias
Fsl&amp;gt;, Amongst all

the rest there growes a kinde of tree called Man_;n&amp;gt;\\ (.--,

they grow very strangely, & would make a man wonder to
see the manner of their growing. 1657 K. I, if.ON /lYo/c^v*,

72 The mangrave is a tree of such note as ^,he must not be

forgotten. 1697 DAMPIKR I oy. I. 151 Low swampy Land,
overgrown with Red Mangroves. 1772-84 Cooks I cy. (1790)
I. 193 A large lagoon, by the sides of which grows the true

mangrove, such as is found in the West-Indies. 1845 J UK-
WIN Voy. Nat. xxi. 498 The channel, .was bordered on each
.side by mangroves, which sprang like a miniature forest out
of the greasy mud-banks. 1889 MAIDEN Use/. Satire Plants
316 ttrugitiera Rhcedii. . Red Mangrove.
ITLijjun s description of the mangrave* confuses

it (as Sloane pointed out) with the Mahoe (see
MAHOK! i}. Hence some later writers have ap
plied the name mangrove-tree to the Mahoe.
2. Applied, on account of similarity ofhabit and

appearance, to vaiioiis other plains, a. Any lite

or shiub of the genus Avi\ cnnia (N
r
.(). Verbcnci(w

,

esp. the \Vliilc Mangrove (.-/, offtcina. is ) lound in

Brazil and Australasia, and the lUack or (Hive

Mangrove (A. uitida) of tropical America and
Africa, b. Button mangrove, a small \V. African

tree, Conocarptts ereetus \. ( ). Contl&amp;gt;rctaiC;\- . Also
called Xarago/a mangrove ( Treas. /&amp;gt;V/. I *66 . c.

White mangrove, Lagimcitlaria racanosa \\. ( ).

Combretace&}) found in the West Indies, d. In

Australasia (see Morris Austral ting. iSyS^ u-nl

with various qualifications in the names of ceitain

plants indigenous or cultivated there, as milky
mangrove, Extivcaria A^allocha X. (). EitpJior-

biaceiv} ;
native mangrove in Tasmania), a legu

minous tree, Acacia longijolia ;
red mangrove

(see also i), llcritiera littoralis (N. O. Stt rcn-

liacex}\ river mangrove, an East Indian tiec,

ALgiceras majus (N. O. Afyrsinen }, naturalised in

Australia; rope mangrove, Hibiscus arborcits.

1683 J. POVNTZ Tobago 29 White Mangrove is of litil

save only to make Ropes uiih. 1697 DAMPIER /
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r. 1.

~..\

The black Mangrove is the largest Tree. 1750 (1. HUGHES
Barbados 199 It is called the Rope-Mangrove, from th.,- I. \t-

that is made of the Hark of it to make Ropes or Hnltt-i , t i

Cattle. 1830 LINDI.EV Xctt. Syst. Rot. 238 Avicenni.t to-

mentosa, the White Mangrove of lirazil, 1887 Mni.i.M.v
/ oresfry W. Afr. 352 liutton Mangrove (Conocarfus grcta t

JacqA 1889 MAIDKN L sef. Xatiw Plants 555 Heriticra
littoralis . . Red Mangrove of Queensland.
3. attrib,, as mangrove bark^ busk, jungle % root,

swainp, thicket, tree, wood; mangrove cascabel,
a South American rattlesnake; mangrove crab,
some kind of crustacean of Jamaica ; mangrove
cuckoo, a North American cuckoo, Cody

~
its

minor
; mangrove family, the Rhizophoracex ;

mangrove fly, a West African dipterous insect,

Chrysops dimidiatm
; mangrove-grape (tree)

? Obs.
t

? Coccolobct iivifera ; mangrove-hen, in

Jamaica, a species of rail, probably Rallits longi-

rostris\ mangrove-myrtle, an Indian myrtaceous
tree, Barringtoniaaciitangula ; mangrove oyster,

|

an edible oyster which grows upon the submerged ;

roots of mangroves ; mangrove snapper, a spa-
roid fish, Lutjanits aurontbcns, native of the \Yest

Indies and the adjacent coast of America north

ward to South Carolina
; mangrove tannin, a

soluble extract of the bark of the mangrove.
1792 Act 32 Geo, III, c. 49 2 Red *

Mangrove Bark Is

subject to a Duty. &fjAllMtt?t$y*t, Hied. II. 1085, 1 have
tried many other drugs. . including. . mangrove bark. 1796
MORSE v4&quot;*-. Ceog. I. 718 Low sandy islands and marshes, !

covered with *mangrove bushes. 1871 KINGSLEV At Last
xiii, We found . . two large snakes. . .They were, the Negros
told us, Dormiilon.s

,
or ^Mangrove Cascabel , a species as

yet, I believe, undescribed. 175(5 P. BROWNE Jamaica (ij8g)

422 The *
Mangrove-Crab. This species is very common. :

1782 LATHAM Gen, Syn. Birds I. n. 537 *Mangrove Cuckow.
1859 S. F. BAIRD CVi/&amp;lt;?/. N. Amer. Birds 71 (Smithsonian
Misc. Collect. II) Coccygns minor Cab. Mangrove Cuckoo.
1883 MOLOSF.Y W.AJr. Fisheries 42 (Fish. Exh. Pub].), The
trees on which oysters are usually to be found in the tropics .

are of the *mangrove family. \ty] Allbutt s Syst. Med. II.
s

1067 A blood-sucking dipterous insect Chrysops dunidiatns
the &quot;mangrove fly . 1696 SLOANE Caial, Plant, Jamaica
184 The &quot;

Mangrove Grape-tree. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyd.
Snpp. App., Mangrwe-grape [identified with the Guaja-
bara or seaside-grape ]. 1760 J. LEE Introd, Bot. App.
31 \ Grape, Mangrove, rfffygwt&tft, 1842 HILL in Gosse
ttirds Jatnaica (1847) 367, I .. found that the ^Mangrove-
hens had been searching for small crabs. 1849 E* B. EAST-
WICK Dry Lewes 210 The North Point of the Richel

mouth, which is covered with mangrove jungle. 1847
LKICHHARDT Jrnl. Overland Kxpcd. ix, 289 As its foliage
and the manner of ils growth resemble the mangrove, we

\

called it the *mangrove-myrtle. 1683 J. POVNTZ Tobago
23 The *Mangrove Oyster. 1883 MOLONEY IV, Afr.
fisheries 42 (Fish. Exh. Pub!.), Mangrove oysters are not

,

as much sought after as bed or rock oysters. i69$DAMPiER i

MAN-HANDLE.
I oy. II. n. 17 The *Mansrovr-Roots that grow by tlir si&amp;lt;le&amp;gt;

of the Creeks are leaden with them [sc. Oysters] 1714,
MORTIMER in / /,//. Trans. XXXVIII. 316 The &quot;Mangrove
Snapper [printed Snapper]. It is esteemed pretty good l ood
1884 ( I. H. GOOHK, etc. Nat, Hist. Us?f. Aquatic Anita. I. 397
I he Mangrove Snapper of Charleston .. is a much more
slender.. fish. 1851-6 WOODWARD M,&amp;gt;tlt,sca 298 In ilm mud
of rivers, and in mangrove swamps. 1894 Xation (N.V.I
6 Sept.i76/3 Mangrove-tannin comes principally from India
1851 H. MELViu.it U halc xii. 61 A low tongue of land,

&amp;lt; overed with mangrove thickets. 1672 \V. HLT.MFS Amo-
Physician 98 This tree is [in JaiiKiic.,] m..-t familiarly called
the &quot;Mangrove-Tree, or by ;oine tlic Oyicr-Tn-i.-. 1697
DAMPIER V oy, I. 54 There are 3 sorts of Mangro\v- l rees,
black, red and white. 1855 KINGSLF.Y // fst;. Ho ! xx, A
LAV line of *inan^rove-\\- ( j,nl, backed by pilmatval foi it.

Mangrove-. An alleged name of a fish.

1828-32 in WEBSTER (uiiiiL; 1 L-nnant).

Manguay, ohs. form of MACI i-:v.

IVraiig ue UK*
:ij^). [a. F. mangite ^ peril, a

colonial shortening of Maugonste MUXCI.OSK.] The
KrsiM.vxsE {Cross&rchits obseitrtts .

1840 Cmncr s Anim, Khi^J.^, The Mangue...Has iln-

iin;//l&amp;gt;-, ti:t;th, [.nuiJi, and gait of the SuriUatf. 1843 l\-nt:y

lyd, XXVI.
., ,/(.

Maiigue, Mangunel : see MANCU, MAN,^NKL.
Mangur, -gurnele : see MAXIJUCK. MANO-NKI..

Mangustan, -een, vais. MA.\(;OSTKKX.

Mangy (m^i nd^i), a. Also (\ mangyo, 67
muungy, mangle,

~
niaingy, 7, \) inangey. [1.

MANCJ: y/;. + -v.]

1. Having the mange ;
of the nature of or caused

by the innnjje. (
In 16-171]! c. also of human

beings or their ailmci.ts : Scabbv ol&amp;gt;s^.

i 1540 Mrvw(-i&amp;gt;ii l-\-nr / . / . Cjg \ i^uo^ly thi

(loagt-s thrtt Ijc mangy. 1571 in \\ . H. Tu;: i /,

(. .i_A ;-i/(i3^.;
&amp;gt;.;( Any kjiuU- ...f mangy cattle ur horses in

fected u &quot; the glaunder.s of thi chynt-. 1614 MAHKM.VM
( //.(// llnsl . i. xl. 29 If tin- Maynt:&quot; l,c mangie yon -hall

annoy nt it with Butler and Brimstone. 1647 Ti&amp;lt; \i\- dun in.

Jus. \, 25 So &amp;gt;halt thou -.1:1: t; ; y face. .so shamefulU --a\u;y,
in.ui^y, poi.ky and tabbed. 1683 THVON // ay to Health
(iS Many I.eperons and Mangy Diseases. 1688 /V; A; &amp;lt;\ ricti-

i!h&amp;gt;ut ^ i liy continual lying.. these poor JVopU- ULM- bi--

u. -me so mangy, that their very &amp;gt;kin .. parted from their

Flush. (1720 W. GIBSON J- itrrisrs (iiiit/i: n. .\li.\. (17,8)
iS5 Rub the Mangy places gently \\ith a wo &amp;gt;ll .

i

1743 111
1

! KKM:V X: CUMMINS i\&amp;gt;r. S. St as 131 They had a

inangry |) -g. 1806 J/ ( v/. Jml. X\ . 157 In my In-t rom-
n ai nil at ion, 1 made a few i^iuai k-&amp;gt; on Dr. Rowley -. u\-fau:d

boy ; in my JJITSL-IU I pn &amp;gt;\

&amp;gt;sc lo give a shurt aLCoiint of his

!rl. 1889 J. K. ji KOMI-: T/i &amp;gt;( , Men in /

I- r- in h ifjodk-, . . mangy about the middle.

//(,-. 1606 DEKKBR Sev. Shines vi. iArb.) ^g And..lieing
nibd with quicksllner, which they lone because they hane
mangy consciences.
Comb. 1609 Di KKI.K Ciils Ifornc-bk. \. S To shew that

)~ou truly loath this polluted and mangy-fisted world.

2. Squalid, poverty-stricken, shabby, seeds .

a 1529 SKF.LIUN f&amp;gt;. Aibtusy ijS Euer to remayne In

wretched beggary And maungy misery. 1546 BALK Eng.
I olaries \. (1550) 32 He [hauyngejnothynge of them agayne
but a mangye monkes cowle and hys buryall in I .uile-.

1594 NASHE i nfort. Tra t &amp;gt;. i Pantofles. ,mangie at the toes,

lyke mi Ape about the mouth. 1844 THACKERAY Contrib. to

Punch \\ ks. ifiiog. ed.i VI. Si The Royal Palace .. resembles

Newgate whitewashed and standing on a sort of mangy
desert. 1859 S.M.A Twice round Clock (1861) 172 It is full of
bad smells, mangy little shops,, .and bad characters. 1860
M,\YHE\V L

p/&amp;gt;.
Rhine \\. i. 62 The. .gardens are liulu

better than a mangey coppjice. 1883 Longnt. Mag. July
258 A mangy old cloth coat is preferred. 1886 H. F. LKSIKK
Under two Fig Trees 177 A sprig or two of mangy grass.

3. Used as a general term of contempt:
mean, Mousy . Very common in the i7th c.

1538 BALE T/ire Latves E vij h, The lorde doth not regarde
Your mangy mutterynge. a 1625 FLETCHER ll owatfs
Prize iv. i, You have abused me. .such a way that shames
the name of Husband, Such a malicious-mangy way. a 1653
u. DANIEL Idylls iii. 124 If &amp;gt;ome bolder wakes The Mangie
Scribe tells what y Pigeon spe.ikes. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabe-
lais\v. Ixvi. (1737)271 Thou mangy Noddy-peak !

Mangy, obs. form of MANGE s/&amp;gt;.

1

Mangys, obs. pi. of MANCHE.

Mangzie, variant of MAXYIE Sc. Obs.

Manhad(d)en, variant of MENHADEN.

Mau-ha iidle, v. [f.
MAN j^. 1 + HANDLE v. ;

in sense 3 cf. dial, manangle (Devon) to mangle,
which may belong to MANCILE v. (AF. ntahang!er).\

f 1. trans. To handle or wield a tool. Obs.

1457 R. FANNANDE Mon. Christ s Hosp. Ahvigdon xiii,

The Mattok was man-handeled right wele a whyle.

2. Naut,) etc.
( To move by force of men, with

out levers or tackles (Adm. Smyth).
1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-ik. 1894 Times 27 Jan. 10/2

The larger weapons will be worked by electricity, but are

also capable of being man-handled. 1902 Hlackw. 3[ag. Mar.

331/2 I m going to man-handle my gun down the slope.

1903 Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 3/3 Stalwart Punjabis.. hand out

bags of stores, . . or manhandle a fractious, restive animal.

3. slang. To handle roughly; to pull or hustle

about.

1863 Hattends Slang Diet., Man-handle * to use a person

roughly, as to take him prisoner, turn him out of a room,

give him a beating. 1886 Century Mag, Apr. 905/1 Two of

our roughs began to haze him : but they mistook their call

ing, and in two minutes were so mauled and manhandled
that it was reported aft. 1888 CLARK RUSSELL Death Ship
II- 253, I. .was for. .manhandling him, ghost or no ghost.

1891 KIPLING Light thatfailed iii, I ll catch you and man
handle you, and you ll die. 1894 R. H. DAVIS Eng, Cousins



MAN-HATER.

24 The cry of Welsher ... which sometimes on an English

race-course means death from mail-handling.

Ma ll-hater. A hater of mankind ;
a misan

thrope. Also fffas., a hater of the male sex.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Alcib. (1598) 218 Timon sur-

named Misanthropus (as who would say, Loup-garou, or the

manhater). 1641 MILTON C/i. GovL n. Concl. 60 What will

these man-haters yet with more despight and mischiefedo?

1678 SHADW EI.L (title} The History of Timon of Athens, the

Man-hater. 1714 MANDFATLLE Fat. Bees (1725) I. 386,

I would have no sagacious critick pronounce me a man-

hater. . . I am a great lover of company. 1759 GOLDSM. Pal.

Leant vi Rousseau, of Geneva, a professed man-hater.

1827 CARLYI.E Germ. Lit. in Misc. Kss. (1872) 1. 32 II

grimmest manhaters . . will lie found in abundance. 1885 :

STEVENSON f r. Otto ll. ii. 85 Essentially he is to be numbered

among the man-haters. 1806 II //. liar.. 5 Mar. 3/3 It is in

no way true that we are man-haters and discontented women.

tMa nhead. Ohs. Forms : 3 rnanede, mon-

heade, 3-4 manhede. 3-6 manhed, 4 manhiede,

Sf. mariheide, 4-5 monhede, 4-6 Sr. manheid,

$ monhedde, 6 manheed, 6-7 manhead. [f.

MAN rf.l + -HEAP. Cf. MANHOOD.]
1. The state of being human ;

the condition of

belonging to humanity ;
human nature.

c 1220 Bestiary 690 He., drawing Solede in lire manhede.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 5253 pe glide men sal se hym in

manhed |-an, With be godhed, als God and man. ^1350
ll lll. Paterae 4390 Sone schal be puple se hi semli face, In

manhede Ji in mmde as it out to bene. 1390 ( IHWER Conf.

1. 144 Forth!, my Sone, tak good hiede So forto lede thi

manhiede, That thou ne be noglu lich a besle. c 1440

HYI.TON Scaln 1 erf. (W. de W. 1494) n. xxx, For in oure

lorde Jhesn are two kyndes, the manhede and the godhede.
I45^ 153 ^i r . &amp;lt;&quot;ir Ladye 228 For anon the godhed was

unyed to the manhed in the vyrgyns womlie. 1543 BECON

Ni-.o Years Gift Wks. 1564 I. 177 b, He only receaued his

Ik-she and manhed of Mary. 1588 A. Kist;_tr. Canisins

Cate:h., Cert. J myers 26 b, Luke, &quot;&amp;gt; maist meike maker, on

the manheid of thy weal beloued sone, and haue mercie

vpon thy warkmanshipe.
b. Human shape or form.

(71330 King of Tars 426 The blake hound. ..To hire spac
in monhede, In whit ei inure as a kniht,

2. The quality ot being manly ;
manhood ;

viri

lity ; courage, valour.

c 1275 LAY. 24671 liote he were bries ifonded in fihte, and

his manede icud and him seolf icnowe. c 1350 /(&amp;gt;//. Palcrne

431 Me binkes, bi his menskfu! maneres & his man-hede,
bat he is kome of god kin. 1375 UAHIIDI-R /truce l. 402 Bot

off manheid and mettill mycht, Till Ector dar I nane comper.
c 1420 Antnrs ofA rth. 351 Here commes ane errant knp,te ;

Do him resone and ri^te, For ^i manhede. c 1475 Par-

tcnav 92 He wold prene his vertu and manhede With noble

knightes and peple worthi. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poct is xlvi.

82 Lufe is causs of honour ay, Luve makis cowardis man
heid to purchass. 1567 Satir. J oems Reform, iv. 148

Samson also, for manheid and prudence, All Israeli that had
in gouernanLe, Dalila desauit in vnder couertoure.

b. Manly dignity ;
the dignity of manhood.

c 1290 S. En%. Leg. I. 74 106 He was bo be cuyndeste

englische man f&amp;gt;at
was of enie manhede. c 1320 Sir Tristr.

1840 I.esen y mot mi manhed Or 3eld ysonde me fro.

3. Homage.
1297 R. GI.OUC. (Rolls) 5197 Hii dude him anon hor man-

hede, & ne contekede nammore. Ibid. 8716 peruore monie

heyemen ne dude him none manhede.

4. Humanity, humaneness, kindness.

1382 WYCI.IF Titus iii. 4 The benygnyte, and humanite,
or manhed, of our sauyour God. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) III. 429 Alisaundre dede it nuu^t for love but for

manhede [1432-50 manhode, Ij.i/on amoris seii htunanittitis

causa], f 1450 St. Ctithbert (Surtees) 1415 Cuthbert wel

comed him with manhede.

Ma ll-liole. A hole or opening in a floor,

pavement, boiler, sewer, etc., through which a

man may pass to gain access to certain parts.

Also, a recess in a wall, etc., used as a place of

refuge, e. g. to avoid passing trains ; a hole in a

covered boat or canoe for the accommodation of

a rower or paddler.
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 274 The center stone was

made large enough to admit of an opening, from floor to

flojr, or Man-Hole, to be made through it. 1839 R. S.

ROBINSON Naut. Steam F-ng. 120 In the crown of the boiler

is a large circular opening, called a man hole. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XXI. 318/1 To make apertures or man-holes .. to
enable persons.. to enter and cleanse the sewers. 1853
KANE Grinnell fcxp, (1856) 477 The pah, or man-hole, as we
would term it, is very nearly in the centre [of the kayak].
c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catech. 61 They are sent down
the main hatchway by a strop and toggle in the man-hole.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss,, Rlan-liole, Corn. The hole

in a sollar through which men pass upon the ladder or from
one ladder to the next. 1892 E. RFEVFS Homeward Round
119 Each rower sits in a manhole [of a decked boat]. 1893
Law Times XCV. 204/2 His horse s foot struck the cover
of a manhole in the middle ofthe road, and it fell.

attrib. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 316 The man
hole door. 1884 Health K.vhib. Catal. 55/2 Patent Venti

lating Man-hole Cover for Sewers. 1900 Engineering Mag.
xix. 742/2 Manhole plates . . in the shape of ovals.

Manhood (mse-nhud). Forms : see MAN rf.l

and -HiiOD.

1. The state or condition of being human
;

human nature.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 986 pe godcundnesse of godd, for men-

nesse of his monhad. 1340 Aycnb. 12 pe bridde article, .be-

longeb to be zone as to pe manhode ; et is to zigge ase pet
he is man dyadlich. c 1511 ist Eng. Bi. Amer. (Arb.) Introd,

30/2 They say that in christo is alone the godhed without
the manhod. 1529 MORE Dyaloge I. Wks. 155/2 All ya

textes that seme to make him lesse, be nothynge to be

120

iderstanden of his godhedde, but of his manhode onely.

into God. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 314 Therefore thy Humi
liation shall exalt With thee thy Manhood also to this

Throne; Here shall thou sit incarnate. 1703 KOWE fair

I enit. l. i. 222 Keep.. A little Pity to distinguish Manhood

Lest other Men. .should, .judge you to be numberdwith
the Brutes. 1848 R. I. WII.BERFORCE Doctr. Incarn. xv.

(1852) 440 That real manhood of Christ our Lord, which

binds Him at this moment to collective humanity. 1865

LOWELL Harvard Comment. Ode i.v, Yea, Manhood hath a

wider span And larger privilege of life than man.

b. The dignity of man.

(-1400 -\rtli. ft Merl. (Line. Inn MS.) 1172 (K.ilbing) }ef

y telle bis folk by fore, How bat bow ware gete and bore,

panne schal hit sprynge wide and brode, pen hastow lore

py manhod.

2. The state of being a man : a. as opposed to

childliood ;
b. as opposed to womanhood.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 185 This Elda trisle in special Upon
a knyht whom fro childhode He hadde updrawe into man
hode. 1601 WEEVF.R Mirr. Mart. C j b, When riper yeares

and manhoode made vs strong, Then we knew much, and

more still would be showing. l6n SHAKS. Cyntb. in. iv. 195
j

/ is. [To Imogen, about to disguise herself.] To someshade,

And fit you to your Manhood. 1667 MILTON / . /-. x. 148

Was shee made thy guide, Superior, or but equal, that to

her Thou did st resigne thy Manhood. Ibid. XI. 246 His

starrie Helme unbuckl d shew d him prime In Manhood
where Youth ended. 1715 WATTS Logic I. vi. 6 Methuselah,

when he was nine hundred and sixty Years old,.. was the

same Person as when he was in his full Vigour of Manhood,
or when he was an Infant, newly born. 1856 FROITJE Hist.

Kng. (1858) I. ii. 109 Children, as they grew to manhood,
inherited the duty of revenging their fathers deaths. 1882

A. W. WARD Dickens iv. 86 One likes to think of him in

these years of vigorous manhood.

fig. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. ft Common. 138 The three

ages of France : her child-hood, till Pepin : her man-hood,
till Capet ; her old age, till now. 1841 MvERsCVz///. T/i. ill.

34. 123 Is it a disposition befitting spiritual manhood? Is

it not characteristically childish ?

3. The qualities eminently becoming a man;
manliness, courage, valour, arch.

1377 LANGL. / . / /. B. in. 184 5it I may as I mj-jte menske
the with jiftes, And mayntene thi manhode more than

thow knoweste. 1302 CHAUCER Cotnpl. I cnits 4 Remem-
braunce Upon the manhod and the worthinesse, . . Of him

whos I am al, whyl I may dure. c 1402 LVDG. Compl. Bl.

Knt. 3^3 Notwithstondyng his manhode and his myght,
Love uiito him did ful grete unright. 1530 PALSGR. 500/2
Whan he is well whyttelled, he wyll crake goodly of his

manhode. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chrou. I. 50/1 The Britain*

aswell with constant manhood, as skilfull practise, ..auoided

and beat from them the arrowes and darts. 1500 SHAKS.

Mids. N. m. ii. 412 Follow my voice, we l try no manhood
here. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. Argt. 544 That province
had beene quite lost, but for the singular manhood and In

dustrie of L. Martius a knight of Rome. 1618 ROWLANDS

Night Kat Ctt (1620) 29 Tom of his manhood boasts That he

like butter-flies esteemes all Ghoasts. 1829 HOOD Etig.

A ram xvi, There was a manhood in her look That murder

could not kill. 1853 WHITTIF.R Hero 75 Peace hath higher
tests of manhood Than battle ever knew.

t4. Humanity, humaneness. Obs.

1431-50 [see MANHEAD 4, quot. 1387]. 1470-85 MALORY
Ait/iur\.x. 177 And so wyll I yfthouwyU. socoure and

ayde me that I maye be crystned and byleue on god. And
therof I requyre the of thy manhode. 1555 WATRF.MAN
Farttle Facions II. iii. 126 Suche tendrcnes had been shewen

to two, or three [children), as the mothers loked for, and

manhode. .doth require. 1571 GOLDING Calvin i&quot;t Ps. Ixix.

27 Inasmuche as manhod willeth to succour the afflicted.

f5. Homage. Obs.

i^oAyenb. 19 He ys wel renay bet bet land bet he halt of

his Ihorde deth in-to be bond of his uyende, and
del&amp;gt;

him
manhode. /Hit., He deb manhode to the dyeule, and be-

comb his brel.

6. Men collectively; the adult male members
of a population, nation, or the like.

1588 Copy Let. sent to Mendoza. 27 The Lord Strango,
the Earls sonne, and all the manhood of Lancashire anil

Cheshire, would goe oner the Seas and fetch the Earle home.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 15 The whole manhood of Greece

fought the battell of Salami*. 1609 A mm. Mat-cell. 115

There followed a multitude of all sorts and degrees, pi&amp;lt;
ked

and chosen out of the manhood of the nations adjoyning.

1640 YORKK Union Hon., Battells i In the Rere-guard was
the Duke himselfe, with his whole manhoode of Normans.

7. attrili. : manhood suffrage, that form of

popular election in which the suffrage is granted
to all male citizens of lawful age not disqualified

by crime, insanity, etc.

1873 tr. Strauss Olit Faith q New Ixxxi. 329. 1877 R.
LOWF. in Fortn. AY7 1

. Dec. 728.

Ma ii-luuiiter. A hunter of men
; usually a

contemptuous term for cannibals, slave-dealers,

brigands, or the like.

1555 EDEN Decades 142 marg., Manhunters. 1819 Metro
polis II. 210 All blood-suckers and man hunters, be they
adders, blood-hounds, bailiffs, or even certain attornies, 1851
MAYNE REID Scalp Iftint. xxiv. 179 It was a picture such
as maybe seen only in a bivouac of guerilleros, of brigands,
of man-hunters. 1892 ZANGWH.L Btnit Mystery 23 The
hardened old man-hunter s voice was not free from a tremor.

So Ma n-huntingf s/&amp;gt;. and a. ; also Ma n-hunt .

1555 EDEN Dccades Yo Rdr., A pray to those manhuntynge
woollies. Ibid. 142 All the whiche gyue them seines onely
to manhuntynge. 1867 SMYI n Sailors Word-bk., Man.
hunting, the impress service. 1881 BESANT &. RICE Chapl.
ofFleet I. 203 One time there was the mischievous practice
of man-hunting. 1897 Daily A

rws 9 Mar. 6/1 Those regions
of man-hunts and hideous blood orgies. 1898 Ibid. 31 Dec.

-MANIA.

2/3 The man-hunting trials promoted by the Association of

Bloodhound Breeders.

Mani (ma ni). Also 8 many, 9 mannee. [a.

Sp. maiii i Pineda) ; prob. from some S. American

language.]
1. A South American earth-nut (see quot. 1866).
1717 tr. Premier s I oy. 186 They have .. a Sort of Fruit

there [at Pisco], which grows in a Cod that does not rise

out of the Earth . . The Inhabitants call it Many, Ibid.,

marg., Many Fruit. 1760-72 tr. Juan fy Ulloa s I oy. (ed. 3)

I. 78 Another fruit, called mani, is produced by a small

plant. It is of the size and shape of a pine cone. 1825
l.fntl. Mag. XCV. I. 318 The Jack-fruit, sweet sops, sour

sops, mannees [etc.]. 1866 Trias, fiot. 717/2 Mani,..-&

Spanish name of the Ground Nut, Arachis hypogxa.
2. A South American tree (see quot. 1866).
1866 Trcas. Hot. 757/1 M[oronor-ea} coccinea, the Hog^
Gum tree. .. In Guiana and Brazil, where it is called Mani
or Oanani, the natives make torches with it. 1800 Asiat.

Ann. Keg., Misc. Tr. 75 note, The mani-tree, which yields
a timber that is almost imperishable.

Mania (m/~
-

ma}. [a. I., mania, a. Gr. pavia,

related to /auvtafai (\*manye-} to be mad, f.

\vk.-grade of the Indogermanic root &quot;men-, repre
sented in many words referring to mental states,

emotions, etc. (cf. esp. Gr. /ITJUS rage, /itVos mood,

passion): see MIND sl&amp;gt;. In 14-17111 c. rarely in

the Fr. form MANIF..]
1. Nosology. Mental derangement characterized by

great excitement
, extravagant delusions and halluci

nations, and, in its acute stage, by great violence.

c- 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 266, & wibinne .iij. dales Mania
come to hir and was oute of hir witt. 1547 BOORDE Brn\
Health ccxx. (1557) 75 Mania is the greke. In latin it is

named /mania or Furor. In Englishe it is named a mad-
nesor wodnes lyke a wylde beaste. 1650 BULWER Anthro-

fomet. 207 Some in Mania or Melancholy madnesse, have

attempted the same. 1788 A. PASQIIN Childr. Tltespis

(1792) 62 As the Magi their foul incantations prepare, And
with seeds of the mania impregnate the. air ! 1853 CAR
PENTER Princ. Hum. Physiol. (ed. 4) 830 The state of

Mania.. is usually characterized by the combination of

complete derangement of the intellectual powers, with pas
sionate excitement upon every point which in the least degree
affects the feelings.

b. Applied rarely to a similar condition in

lower animals.

1607 TOPSELL four-/. Beasts (1658) 272, I judged him

[ahorse] to be vexed with a melancholy madness called ofthe

Physitians Mania, or rather Melancholia. 1879 W. L.

LINDSAY Mind I.mver Amm. I. 97 They [bees] are.. liable

to. .temporary epidemic excitement, delirium, or mania.

C. Inspired frenzy or madness, rare.

1886 C. A. I .RIGGS Messianic Proph. i. 12 Tie prophetic
mania comes upon a man Hke Saul.

2. Great excitement or enthusiasm resembling
madness. Chiefly with a or the: A vehement

passion or desire ; also, in weaker sense (after F.

manie\ a craze , rage . Const, for, of. Also.

, a period of great excitement affecting a body of

persons.
1689 EVELVN Corr. (1879) III. 443 So vaine a thing it is to

set ones heart vpon any thing of this nature with that

passion & mania, that unsalable Earle..did, to the detri

ment of his estate and family. 1791-1813 D ISRAELI Cur.

Lit. (1858) III. 303 At the restoration of letters,, .there pre
vailed a mania for burying spurious antiquities. 1807 C._W.
J ANSON Stranger A iner. 385 The mania of land speculation.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 243 Catalogues, with a

few annotations on the mania of portrait collectors. 1837
HT. MARTINEAU Sac. Amcr, III. 199, I was told at Wash

ington. .that the people of New England do good by
mania . 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 322 A mania

of which the symptoms were essentially the same with those

of the mania of 1720. .seized the public mind. i878jEvoNS
rriin. Pol. Leon. 122 A prudent man would never invest in

any new thing during a mania or bubble. 1879 M CCARTHV

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,-&amp;lt; Times II. xxiii. 196 He had a detestation for demo
cratic doctrines which almost amounted to a mania. 1884
(in.MOTH

M&amp;lt;:n^(&amp;gt;ls 149 The mania which possesses the Mon
gols for making pilgrimages.

b. with qualifying word prefixed, indicating the

kind of mania , as railway, tulip mania, etc.

1777 in A . E. Hist. S, Gen. Keg. (1872) XXVI. 259 The

rage for building in England .. is somewhat similar to the

tulip mania in Holland. 1796 MOUSE Atner. Clog. I.

600 During the rage of the paper currency mania. 1896

Godey s Mag. (U. S.) Apr. 448/1 The heart mania has ex

tended to the watch, a favorite design showing two linked

hearts set with pearls. 1903 Daily Chron. 13 Oct. 5/1 In

the last decade of that century a canal mama raged, in many
ways resembling the railway mania of some sixty years ago.

-mania, a terminal element, repr. Gr. /jana

MANIA in composition.
There were in Gr. a few compounds in -nai-ia (rare and

chiefly post-classical),expressing the general sense a certain

kind of madness , or the state of being mad after some ob

ject ,
and corresponding as nouns of quality or condition to

the related adjs. (a much more frequent formation) in

tiai -ris -mad . Examples are vufatieo/jiai ta mad passion

for women, tptajonavia love-madness, litiro^avLa mad love for

horses, vftpwuna water-mad ness , hydrophobia. In the

i6th and i?th c. a number of quasi-Greek compounds, de

noting species of mania, were invented and used in medics

mania. In the 17-181!! c. the currency of F. tnanie in the

sense of a craze or passion (e. g. for some pursuit, or the

collection of some class of objects) suggested the formation

of a nuntber of quasi-Gr. compounds such as bibliomanie

mania for books, metromanit mania for metre, melomanif



MANIABLE.

mania for sons I and hybrid formations such .is AmpfoxUMU*
mania i or things English, tulij&amp;gt;onianie mania for tulips.

Several of these words have been adopted in Kng. with the

ending -mania* and in the igth c. it became somewhat

common to invent nonce-words with this ending. Example*
are bancomania, a craze for establishing banks ; Graio-

inania [L. Grai-ns Greek], passion for things Greek ; Ita-

lomania, wild enthusiasm for Italy ; Queenomania,
(applied by Southey to the popular devotion to the cause

of Queen Caroline); scribbleomania, a craze for scrib

bling. The sbs. in -mania have, actually or potentially,

correlative sbs. in -maniac; the words in -MANE are of

rare occurrence, and are viewed as Gallicisms.

1788 TVfffrrNa 8. 104 Till the wide Nugae*mania spread.

1792 COLERIDGE Lett, (1895) I. 35, I never had the scribble-

mania stronger on me than for these last three or four

days. 1815 [VV. H. IRELAND] (title\ Scribbleomania. 1820

SOUTHEY in Life $ Corr. (1850) V. 53 The Queenomania
will probably die away ere long. 1837 Blackw. Mag. X LI .

848 During all the late fury of land-jobbing schemes in

the west, of building extravagances in the east, of banco-

mania everywhere,.. the cotton manufacture alone remains

unscathed. 1855 MAURICE Learn. $ Work. 254 This., would

be a fair representation of the motives and arguments which

created the Roman Graiophobia. And the Roman _Graio-
mania in the young men will have had as intelligible an

explanation. 1860 Ln. DKRBY in Ld. Malmesbnrys AI&amp;lt;-i&amp;gt;t,

(1884) II. 213 His Italomania and his Free Trade policy.

t Ma iliable, a. Obs. Also 6-7 manyable,

(7 mannyable, maineable). [a. OF. maniable^
f. tnanier to handle (

= It. maneggiare : see MAN
AGE ^.), f. L. manus hand.]
1. Easy to handle ; flexible, pliable, workable.

1484 CAXTON Chivalry 64 Gauntelots. .to receyue the

strokes yf it were so that his other armures manyable faytied

to hym. 1510 St. Papers Hen. / V/7, VI. 55 note, For the

nymble handlyng wherofF[thesworde] Hehathe or knowythe
no feale, but thowght it not manyable, and callyd the Admi-

rail, and cawsed hym to feell the weght theroff. 1590 SIR J.

SMYTH Disc. Weapons 4 b, Short, strong, and light arming
daggers are more maniable. 1610 DONNK Pseudo-martyr
140 Those instruments of battery .. were left off . . because

they were not so maniable and tractable, and apt for trans

portation, as these are. a 1612 RALEIGH To P. Henry Rein,

(1661) 251 If she [a ship] be bigger she will be of lesse us,
..lesse nimble, lesse mannyable. 1633 R. ASHLEY Barri s

Cochin China D ivb, It [the elephant s trunk] is so flexible

and maniable that he extendeth and turneth it as he list.

1654 EARL MONM. tr. Benthoglio s ii ,trrs Flanders i3j
The earth about it is everywhere manyable, so as Trenches

may easily be made. 1727 BRADLEY Ftint. Diet. s.v. Gim-

Ms, Your Business only is to make the Paste firm, and to

knead it well ; if it be not maniable, and that if you cannot

draw it with your Hands.. you must beat it in a Mortar.

b. Of a person or his attributes : Manageable,
tractable.

1-1596-1604 BACON Helps Intel!. Powers Wks. 1859 VII.
100 And as to the will of Man, it is that which is most mani
able and obedient as that which admitteth most medicines

to cure and alter it. 1605 Adv. Learn, i. ii. 8 Learning
doth make the minds of men gentle, generous, maniable,
and pliant to government. 1628 LE GRVS tr. Barclay s Ar-
genis 275 This rage, which was . . not maniable by any pru
dence or counsel 1. 1630 LFNNARD Charron*s ll isd. n. ix.

3. 334 To be supple and maniable, to know how to rise

and fall, to bring himselfe into order, when there is need.

2. That may be handled or felt, palpable.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 27/1 He is not manyable ne may

not be handled, c 1520 ANHREWE Noble Lyfe \. xlii. I iij,

The Motte..is a maniable worm, and yet it hydeth him in

y 1 clothe that it can scantly be sene. 1665 J. SKRGEANT
Sure Footingfn Actions, Sacraments, and all other outward
shows which could be invented to make such mysteries
maniable. 1686 COTTON tr. Montaigne II. it. xii. 261 We
..leave to them [Beasts! for their Divident, K^sential, Ma
niable, and Palpable Goods, as Peace, Repose [etc.].

Maniac i^m^ niaJk), a. and si. Forms: 7

raauiacque, 7 8 mauiack, 8 - maniac. [ad.
late L. maniac-its ^as if a. Or. *futnu&vt\ f. /MOW
MANIA. Cf. F. maniaqne] A. adj.
1. Affected with mania ; raving with madness.

1604 R. CAWIJRKY Table
Al/&amp;gt;h. t Maniacqite, mad, braine

sick. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xlii, So, r,he scourged
forth ^he maniac multitude To rear this pyramid. 1825
SCOTT Talism. xviii, My words shall be those of the maniac
outcast which I am.
trans/. 1856 BRYANT Serenade x, The maniac winds, di

vorcing The turtle from his mate.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by mania ;

belonging to or characteristic of a maniac.

1727 KINNEIR in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 347, L.us d Cam-
phire in Maniac Disorders. 1817 BYRON Lam. vfTasso\\\,
The. .maniac cry Of minds and bodies in captivity. 1850
ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. iii. (1872) 35 Like maniac ravings.

1879 GF.O. ELIOT Coll. Breakf. P. 236 To gaze with manias
stare.

b. Characterized by wild excitement ; frantic.

1809 JEFFERSON ll- n t. (1830! IV. 127 In the present ma
niac state of Europe. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxxiv,
I lie performance of a maniac hornpipe. 1862 R. VAUGHAN
Nonconformity 320 To the government this maniac pro
ceeding was a godsend.

B. sb. One who is affected with mania.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Elcg. xvi. xxvi, Scornful she spoke,

and, heedless of reply The lovely maniac bounded o er the
plain. 1775 H. FARMER Demoniacs N. T. i. viii. 143 All
their [sc, demoniacs ] symptoms agree with those of epilep
tics and maniacs, who fancied they had evil spirits within
them, 1784 COWPER Task n. 663 And tis a fearful spec
tacle to see So many maniacs dancing in their chains. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth xxix, His eye rolled like that of a ma
niac in his fever fit. 1877 liLACK Green. Fast, xxxvi, As
though he half expected this maniac to turn and bite him.

b. attrib. and Comb., as in maniac-like adv. ;
also

appositively as in maniac-maiden.
VOL. VI.

121

i8n SHFLLF.Y Prometh. Unb. iv. 470, I, a most enamoured
maiden. . Maniac-like around thee move. 1845 G. MURRAY
Istaford 149 The maniac-maiden singeth aye Of love.

-maniac : see -MANIA.

Maniacal (rnanai akal), a. [f. MANIAC + -AL.]
1. Affected with mania. Also absol.

1678 CumvoKTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 704 When maniacal per- i

sons .. speak in languages which they had never learnt.

x8oo Jl/t &amp;lt;/t Jrnt. IV. 106 Another patient, .became de-

cidedly and violently maniacal. 1865 \V. H. O. SANKKV
Mental Dis, iii. (1866) 71 Maniacal patients are not neces-

\

sarily irascible.. .The maniacal will answer, but speedily
ramble again from the point,

2. Of, belonging to or of the nature of mania
;

characteristic of a maniac.

1701 GRKW Cosm. Sacra \\\. i. 89 Epilepsys, and Maniacal

Lunacies, do usually conform. .to the Age of the Moon.

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \\. iv. 3. 384 Maniacal and
|

other Disorders. 184* DE QUINCEV Cicero Wks. VI. 196 :

The extravagant, almost maniacal, assertion. 1866 Cornh. !

Mag. Aug. 227 In maniacal frenzy. 1899 CROCKETT Kit I

Kennedy 405 With a quick access of maniacal strength, the

prisoner cast his guards, .from him.

Hence Mani acally adv.

1846 E. B. BARRETT 10 July in Lett. R. Browning $
E. B. B. (1899) II. 323 Poor Haydon ! Think what an agony
life was to him.. the man seeing maniacally in all men
the assassins of his fame ! 1860 \V. COLLINS Worn, ll hite

j

xiii. 77 An expression of maniacally intense hatred and fear.

1894 SALA Things Seen 1 1. 79 He usually came home . . either

boisterously, lyrically, pugihstically, or maniacally drunk.

Maniack, -acque, obs. forms of MANIAC.

j| Manica (manuka). [L. ; cf. MANCHK.] A :

sleeve (0l&amp;gt;s.rar).
Manica llippocratis- Hippo-

crates sleeve: see HIPPOCRAS 2, HIPPOCRATES.

Hence f Ma nicated #., sleeved (obs. rare~ u
).

1641 FKKNCH Distill. \\. (16511 46 Let the Liquor lunne

through a ba^ge called Mantra Hippocratis made of white !

Cotu-n. 1671 GRKW Anat. Plants \. ii. 23 The Sap..
through this, as through a Manica Hippocratis^ is still

more finely tiltred. 1727 BAILKV vol. II, Manica
^
a Sleeve,

(iantlet or Glove. L. lbid.t Marncateat wearing a Sh. \e,

&amp;lt; rlnve or Gantlet.

Manicate (moe*nik&amp;lt;rH) f
a. Bot. [ad. L. mani-

cat-us furnished with
sleeves.] (See quot.)

183* LINDI.KY//W. Bot. 39 Hairs also give the following
names to the surface of any thing :Mani&amp;gt;ate, wlu-n inter

woven into a mass that can be easily separated from tlie

surface. 1866 in J rens. Bot.

Manichaean, Manichean (msenikran), a.

and sb. Also 6 Manichian. [f.
J,. Alanic/uvns

(see MANICHEE) + -AX.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Manichees or

their doctrine; characteristic of a Manichee.

1638 CHILLINGw. Relig. Prot. I. Pref. i If any tiling

more then ordinary might be said in defence of the Mam-
chean Doctrine. 1710 BCRKKLKV Prtnc. Hnm. K iii.U l.

154 Favourers of Atheism or the Mani&amp;lt; hean Heresy. 1784
COWPER Task v. 444 As dreadful as the Manichean God.
Ador d through fear, strong only to destroy. 1851 I). WIL
SON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. ii. 23.1 Manichean symbols
being introduced on ^uch monuments. 1855 MiLMAN /./.
t /ir. ix. viii. (1864) V. 385 In another respect the followers

of Peter, de Brueys rejected the usages of the Church, but

in no rigid or ascetic, and therefore no Manichean spirit.

B. sb. = MANICHEE.
1556 CLEMENT in Strype EccL Mem, (1731^ III. App. l.\i.

214 Arians Eutichians Manichians . . and all other heretikes.

1686 HORNKCK Crueif. &quot;Jesus xi. 203 I he Marcionites and
Manichaeans of old, who taught, that Christ had no real or

substantial body. 1739 S. BOYSE Deity 98 Could the wild

Manichaean own that guide, The good would triumph, and
the ill subside! 1793 I). STEWART Ontl. Mor. Phiios. u. ii.

293 The Manicheans account for the mixture of good and
evil in the universe, by the opposite agencies of two co-

eternal and independent principles. 1869 LF.CKY Eitrop.
Mor. (1877) I. iii. 426 St. Augustine relates that when he

was a Manichaean, his mother for a time refused even to sit

at the same table with her erring child.

b. transf.
1873 MORLEY Rousseau II. x. ^9 Rousseau was never

a manichaean towards nature. To him she was all good and
bounteous. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 29 May 12/3 As they
are not Manicheans, it follows that nothing exists but what
is good.

Maiiicliseanize, maniclieaiiize moMii-

kf ansiz),? .
[f. prec. + -IZE.] a. *&amp;gt;//;-. To incline

to Manichaean opinions, b. trans. To introduce

Manichean principles into. Hence Ma:uich8e an-

ized///. a., Mamichee anizing vbl. sb.

1838 G. S. FABER Inquiry 236 note, The articles wherein

they were charged with manicheanising. 1865 Pall Mall G.
j

8 Sept. 10/2 The adherents of a Manichaeanised Christianity.

Maiiichaeism, Manicheism (m%-m-
k/ ,iz m). Also 7 Manichisme. [f.

Manichxns

(see MANICHEE) + -ISM.] The doctrine or prin- |

ciples of the Manichees.
i6*6[ FEATI.EY] tr. Parallel^ b, This Doctrine bringeth into

the Church Manichisme. 1679 T. PULLER Modsrat.Ch.Eng. \

vi. 143 Which doctrine of J. S. is condemned, .as the pith of

Manicheism. 1756-82 J. WARTON Ess. Pope (ed. 4) II._ix. j

TOO The gloomy and uncomfortable scheme of Scepticism (

and Manicheism. 1853 MAURICE Profh. fy A ltiffs vi.
|

97 The Manichaeism which would lead us to think that i

evil may at last triumph, or hold a divided empire with t lod.

1861 PEARSON Early &amp;lt;V

Mid. Ages 143 The charge of Mani- ,

cheism was brought against the promoters of celibacy. 1871 ,

TVLOR Prim. Cult. II. 300 Manichxism. . is based on the

doctrine of two antagonistic principles of good and evil.

Manichseist (marnikz iist). rare~ l

[f-
as

prec. -f IST.] MANICHKE.
1880 T. A. SPALPING A .Vc. /Vw&amp;lt;w&amp;lt;/. 17 The second prin- \

MANIE.

ciple is that of the Manichzeists ; the division of spirits into
hostile camps, good and evil.

Manichean, -ize : see MANICH.KAN, -IZE.

Manichee (mienikr). Also 4/7. Manaches,
6 Manichey,//. Mani- , Manycheis, Manacheis,
7 Manachy. [ad, late L. Manichxits^ late Gr. Mavi-

\ato?, from the name of the founder of the sect

(variously recorded as Manes and Manichsens) who
lived in Persia in the 3rd century after Christ.]
An adherent of a religious system widely accepted
from the third to the fifth century, composed of
Gnostic Christian, Ma/dean, and pagan elements.
The special feature of the system which the name chiefly

suggests to modern readers is tht dtialistic theology, accord
ing tu which Satan was represented as co-eternal with (Iml.

a 1380 St. Augustine 103 in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg. d3;i)
6 i pe Manichees bat heretykes wereu. Il id, 576 Austin..
Ouercom be Manaches erryng. 1533 MOKE Debell. Salcw
v. Wks. 939/2 For a certaine sorte there wer of the hei el ik-:-&amp;gt;

that wer the Maniuheis. 1560 DAI S tr. Slcidane*s Comtn.

91 Whan the Arrians,. .and tin: Manycheis, sowed alm-ade
their opinions. 1594 HOOKI:K Eid. Pol. iv. vii. 2 Kaustus
the Manichey. 1641 HINDK J. Bruen v. 15 Augustine LOII-

fesseth of himselfe, he was lirst n Manachy before he w;i-;

a Preacher. 1649 JFR. TAYLOR Ct. Exevip. i. iv. 130 A
Manidiee (a hart-tick, that denyed Clod to be the maker uf

things visible). 1702 ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710 644 1 ope
Leo said that the Devil reigned in all other heresies, but
had y. iii d his very throne in that of the Manichees. 1833
J. II. NMVMAN Arians ii. iv. 11876; 195 The Manichees ( 011-

sidered the Son and Spirit as necessary emanations from
the Father, 1842 HIJOWNINC .So///. Sp. Lloistcr vii, If I trip
him just a-dying. .Spin him round and send him flying OH
to hell, a Manichee .

Manichian, obs. form of MAXICH.KAX.
Maiiichord mai iiikfud^. Obs. exc. IIht.

Forms: 7 8 maiiicordiou, S -ium, (7 many-
cord), 7 9 manicord, 8- manichord. [a. K.

inanicordG) manichordion^ corruptly a. mcd.L.

*inonochordiiin!, monoiorihtm
, a. late (Jr. povo-

Xt ptiiov, Gr. novfyopSov MoNOCHORD; the word was

perh. associated by popular etymology with L.

vianus hand. Cf. It. wana-
t
manicordo (Florio).]

= CLAVICHORD.
1611 Co itiR., Monochordiser ties doigts, to quaiu-r with the

fingers, to wag or play with them, as if he touched a Mani-
cordion. 1668 in \ith Rep. Hist. A/S\ . Connn. App. vn.

378 Paid.. for Ketty s Many-cords 01 0600. 1670 Ibid. 3 Si

For a moneths teaching of Katy and Alice on the harpsi-
callsand manicordsoi tooo. 1710 in E. W. Dunbar .Vcr. Lij\-

(1865) 15, I can play on the Treble and Oambo, Viol, Vir^i-

nelles and Manichurds, 1730-6 BAILKY (folio), Manicordiitni,
a musical instrument in form of a spinet. 1823 Rr&amp;gt;scoF tr.

Sis&amp;gt;nt0ndis Lit. Eur. (1846) I. v. 128 The mani- urd, &quot;i

claricorde, was a sort of spinet resembling the virginal*,.

1830 MRS. BRAY Fitz ofF. xvii. (1884) 148 She ha-, a cuiious

hand at the lute, and the manichord.

Manicle, obs. form of MANACLE.

t Ma lliccm. Obs. [a. L. manicon, Gr. navitcoi ,

f. root of pavia MANIA, naivtaBai to be insane.]
A kind of nightshade, supposed to cause madness.

1678 BriLER Hud. iii. i. 324 Bewitch Hernif tick-men to

run Stark staring mad with Manicon. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,

Municon, an HerbcalPd also Dorychnion^ Kind of Night
shade.

Manicord, -cordion, -ium : see MANICHORD.

manicure (ni^ ruki 110 -1 )* sb. [a. F. manicure

(1877 in Littre&quot; Suppl* Add.), f. L. manus hand +
cftra care. Cf. the earlier pedicure^
1. One who professionally undertakes the care

and treatment of the hands and finger-nails.
1880 Melbourne Bulletin 12 Nov. 7/3 When one has not

been endowed with a perfect hand at birth,.. the skill of a

manicure will improve it. 1887 FINCK Row. Love 9f Pers.

Beauty II. 230 Manicures use acids in their shops, but the

lemon is quite as good. 18931 F. M. CRAWFORD Marion
Darche I. 41 Hands., which neither ordinary scrubbing nor

the care of the manicure can ever keep clean.

2. The treatment and care of the hands and

finger-nails.

1887 FINCK Rom. Love $ Pers. Beauty II. 230 There are

not nearly as many secrets in manicure as people imagine.

1900 PINERO Gay Ld. Qne.v \. 2 The instruments and toilet

necessaries employed in the process of manicure.

attrib. 1890 Pall Mall G. 6 Jan. 6/1 A set of manicure

instruments. 1900 PINERO Gay Ld. Qitex i. i The scene

represents a manicure establishment in New Bond Street.

Manicure (moe-nikiuej), v. [f. prec.] trans.

To apply manicure treatment to. Also absol.

Hence Ma uicured///. a., Ma-nicuring vbl. sb.

1889 Century Mug:. Oct. 873/1 Where the mother s hands

washed and cooked, . . the daughter s shall . . be soft and
* manicured and daintily gloved. 1893 Black 4- White
i Apr. 384/2 [She] does her mistress s hair and manicures

her. 1897 VIOLET HUNT UnJeist, Unkind! xiii. (ed. 2) 246

Holding out a pretty manicured hand. 1900 PINERO Gay
Ld. Qnex iv. 176 The young gentleman, his manicuring

being done, has risen.

Manicurist (msrnikinarist). [f.
MANICURE +

-IST.]
= MANICURE sb. i.

1889 Columbus (Ohio) Disj&amp;gt;. 25 May, Ladies who patronize

the manicurist. 1900 Nature LXII. 294/2 The surgeons,

though they had ceased to rank with manicurists and bar

bers, were often little better than bone-setters.

Manido, variant of MANITOU.

t Manie. Obs. [a. F. manie, ad. L. mania.

Cf. Pr., It., Pg. mania, Sp. mania. ]
= MANIA.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 516 Manye-Engendred ofhumour
malencolik. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. in. Furies



MANIFEST.

q = i So this fell Fury, for forerunners, sends Manic and

Phrenzie to suborne her Mends. 1613 COCKERAM, limit,

a disease in the head cal d madnesse.

Manie, var. MEISIK, company, obs. 1. MANY.

Manier, obs. form of MANNER, MANURE.

Maniew(e, obs. form of MANGE s//.&quot;
1

Manifacture, obs. f. MANUFACTURE.

Manifest (mce-nifest), sl&amp;gt;. [n. F. manifest vbl.

sb., f. manifesttr to MANIFEST. Cf. Sp. manifesto,

Pg., It. manifesto, of similar formation, though

accidentally coinciding in form with the adj.]

1. gen. A manifestation, indication. Now rare.

1561 T NORTON Calvin s hist. u. viii. 119 He iudgeth that

maner of swearing to be a manifest [L. amimtnt*m\ of

maHifest falling from his allegance. c 1640 J. SMYTH Lreu

Berkeley* (1883) I. 38 For restoring due honor to the dusi

this Lord Robert, I present his posterilye with theis tuelue

manifests thereof. 1650 H. BROOKE Cfnsen: Health 230

To give some manifest of a desire of good to the person we

are angry withal. 1883 K. C. STEDMAN in Century Map
XXV. 873 Such a writer must he judged by. .his books ;..

the parol evidence of no associate can weigh against I

written manifest for an instant.

1 2. A public proclamation or declaration ;
an

open statement ;
a manifesto. Obs.

1618 Decl. Demeanour Raleigh i But for Actipns.that
are

built vpon sure and solide grounds (such as his Maiesties

are), it belongeth to them, to bee published by open mani

fests 1641 CHAS. I, Sp. in Ktisliw. Hist. Cell. in. (1692) I.

S My Nephew, the Prince Elector Palatine.. hath desired

me . . to make a Manifest in my Name. 1667 WATEHHOUSE

fin Land. 126 His Proclamations and Manifests against

Prophaneness. 1670 COTTON Esptnum I. 11. 75 1 here was

p.inted a Manifest, subscrib d by the Cardinal of Bourbon,

as Head of the League. 1693 DRVDEX Iliad r. 47) But you,

authentick Witnesses I bring, Of this my Manifest : That

never more This Hand shall combate on the crooked Shore.

739 Col Rcc. Ptnnsyh: IV. 382 After having laid the

yuecn s Manifest before the Assembly, declaring her De

signs against Canada. 1752 CARTE Hist. Kng. III. App.
820 Murray and the others, .publishing manifests to alarm

the nation, .were driven . .out of the kingdom.

3. The list of a ship s cargo, signed by the master,

for the information and use of officers of Customs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), A Manifest (in Traffifk), a

Draught of a Master of a Ship s Cargo, shewing what

is due to him for Fraight from every Person, to whom
the Goods in his Ship belong, c 1744 in Hanway Trav.

(1762) I. v. Ixxi. 327 The said commander . . shall . . make

oath, that such . . goods . . were . . put
on board . . as in ihe

said certificate or manifest is mentioned. 1800 CoLQUHOUN
Comm. T/iames xiv. 399 No Goods shall be imported ..

unless the Master of the Vessel has on board a Manifest

signed by himself, containing the names of all the Ports

[etc.]. 1884 Maiich. Exam. 21 Mar. 4/6 If the. .quantities

turned out differ from the manifest by one half package, the

merchant is fined, the ship and its cargo confiscated. 1873

Act 36,5-37 i ict. c. 88 Sched. I, Such rice.. not being entered

on the manifest as part of the cargo.

Manifest (marnifest). n. [ad. L. manifestos,
earlier manufesliis, believed to be f. maim-s hand

+ *fes/us struck (cf. infestits dangerous), f. root

found in of-fendfre, de-fendfre. The primary sense

would thus be palpable . Cf. F. manifest!, Sp.

manifesto, Pg., It. manifesto^
1. Clearly revealed to the eye, mind, or judge
ment ; open to view or comprehension ;

obvious.

c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. III. pr. x. 72 (Camb. MS.) Thanne
is it manyfest and opyn bat by the getynge of diuinite men
ben maked blysful. c 1450 HOLLAND Ho.vlat 255 It neidis

nocht to renewe all myn vnhele, Sen it was menit to ^our
mynd, and maid manifest. 1535 COVERDALE I Esdras ii. 18

Be it knowne and manifest to our lorde the kynge, that the

lewes. .begynne to bnylde it [the city] agayne. 1555 in

Hakluyt Voy. I. 262 The better and also manifester testifica

tion of tile truetli. 1581 J. HKLL Ifaddon s Ansiv. Osor.

458 b, Three manyfest lyes about one poore plalter. 1611

EnBLB John ix. 3 That the works of God should he made
manifest in him. 1671 MILTON Samson 997 She s gone, a
manifest Serpent by her sting. 1711 STEEI.E Spect. No. 71
P 10 The contrary is so manifest, that I cannut think you in

earnest. 1712 tr. Pomct s Hist. Drugs I, 179 A Gum that

is. .glewyinthe Mouth, without manifest Taste. 1837 GORING
& PRITCHAHD Microgr. 181 It is a manifest and visible error.

1860 TYNDALI. Glac. i, iii. 26 In many places. .the mass
showed manifest signs of lateral pressure. 1867 F. W. H.
MYERS St. Paul 10 Rise and be manifest, o Morning Star!

1 2. Having evident signs of; evidently possessed

of or guilty of. [After the Latin construction with

genitive.] Obs.

1681 DRYDEN Als.ff Achlt. 1.204 Now, manifest of crimes
contrived long since, He stood a bold defiance with his

Prince. 1700 Pal. fif Arc. II. 623 Calisto there stood
manifest of shame. 1725 POPE Odyss. i. 277 Thus manifest

of right, I build my claim Sure-founded on a fair Maternal
fame.

f 3. As adv. = MANIFESTLY. Obs.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. n. 26 The excellence of the spere

solide, amonges other noble conclusiouns, shewyth Mani-
feste the diuerse assenciouns of signes in diuerse places.

Manifest (.marnifest), v. Also 5 ma(g)ny-
fest. [ad. F. manifest-er, or L. manifest-are, f.

manifest-us (see prec.). Cf. Sp., Pg. manifestar,
It. manifestare.}
1. trans. To make evident to the eye or to the

understanding ;
to show plainly, disclose, reveal.

c 1374 CHAVCER Bocth. n. pr. vii. 44 (Camb. MS.), Thinken

ye to manyfesten yowre renoun and don yowre name to ben
born forth ? 1483 CAXTON Cato E viij, The synnes ben ofte

hydde for a tyme but afterward . . they are knowen and

manyfestyd. 1484 Fables of A I/once xi. (1889) 281 The
yonge man manyfested or descouered vnto her alle his
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be manifested Without the shew of both. 1602 MAKSTON

Antonio i Rev. iv. iii, Who riseth up to manifest her guilt f

1611 BIBLE i jolin iv. 9 In this was manifested the lone ol

God towards vs. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) y6

righteous governor. 1841 MYERS Cat/i. J A. IV. 3- -88

Nature manifests itself to us only through our senses. 1875

MANNING Mission If. Gliost viii. 210 He created our souls

to manifest the light of His image.

b. Of things : To be evidence of, prove, attest.

1508 DUNBAK l- lytingte Thyfrawart phisnomyDois mani

fest thy malice to all men. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. n. 14 I;or

Coriolanus neyther to care whether they loue, or hate him,

manifests the true knowledge he ha s in their disposition.

a 1674 Ci ARENDON Sun . Leviatli. (1076) 125 The instance

he makes of a Princes subduing an other people .. should

manifest to him the contrary. 1804 AUERNETHY Star. Oil.

37 This remark is manifested by the present, as well as by

many other cases in surgery.

c. with obj. a clause or accus. with inf., or tcompl.
1507 SIHKS. 2 Hen. 11

,
iv. v. 105 Thy Life did manifest,

thnu lou dst me not. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig. Mfd. I.

$ 22 No man will be able
to_ prove it, when, from the process

of the Text, I can manifest it may be otherwise. 1659 PEAR

SON Of&amp;lt;rf(i839) 324 That it was actually so.. the place itself

will not manifest. 1667 in Picton L pool Mimic. Rec. (1883)

I -fxj Neither.. bowles or boxe had any inscription, mani

festing them to be the gift of any p ticular p son. &amp;lt; 1680

BEVERIDGE Scrm. (1729) I. 476 It is by this chiefly that wt

Life is sufficient to manifest himself a Man of Honour and

Virtue. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 97, I have not yet seen

the capsute of this plant, and place it here only from the

habit, which seems to manifest it of this tribe.

1 2. To expound, unfold, clear up (a matter).

1530 PAI.SGR. 632/2, I manyfest, I make a thyng clere or

open... It is n.U for all men to manyfest this mater. 1629

S ht-rtogenlosh 5 They, .manifested their Cause also vnto

the Burgers of the Brabandish head Towns. 1669 GAI.E

Crt. Geatilfs I. III. x. 108 An oration, if it does not manifest

the mater, loseth its designe.

3. a. To display (a quality, condition, feeling,

etc.) by one s action or behaviour ;
to give evidence

of possessing, reveal the presence of, evince.

1567 Satir. I orms Reform, xiv. 67 He Abrahamis Failh,

but feir, profest ; He Dauidis mercy manifest. 1664 PoWKr

MANIFESTATION.

Manifestable (mcenife-stab l), a. Also 7

ei-ron. manifestible. [f.
MANIFEST v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being manifested.

./ 1512 FABYAN Chroii. vn. 682 The forsaid storyes been

manyfeslable. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. ii. 58
This is manifestible in long and thin plates of steel. 1713
NELSON Lift ofHull 331 A difference in the divine nature

of the Son from that of the Father, the one manifestable,

the other not manifestable. 1809 COLERIDGE Friend (1866)

338 If a law of nature., be manifestable only in and to an

intelligent spirit.

Mauifestant (mrcnife stant). [ad. L. i/iani-

feslant-em, pr. pple. of manifestare : see -ANT.]
One who manifests or demonstrates in public.
1880 Daily News 25 May 5/7 A manifestation with no

manifestants, and but few spectators. 1894 Daily Tel. 28

June 8/2 The manifestants, however, were quickly dispersed

by the police.

t Manifesta rian. Obs. App. a religious sect.

1647 WARD Simp. CMfr n If there be rpome in England
for [among others] Arminians, Manifestarians [etc.]. 1689
R. WARE Foxes f; Firebt amis in. 108 These Sectaries.. he as

follows, i. Independents. .6. Manifestarians, or Arminians.

Manifestation (msenifest^ Jan). [ad. late

L. manifestation-em, n. of action f. manifestare to

MANIFEST. Cf. F. manifestation, Sp. manifesta
tion, It. manifcslazione.]
1. The action of manifesting or the fact of being

manifested ; the demonstration, revelation, or dis

play of the existence, presence, qualities, or nature

of some person or thing, f Also, exposition, ex

planation.
1432-50 tr. Iligdfil (Rolls) V. 405 Tylle hit was made open

by the manifeslacion of a notable signe wheder parte awe
to be folowede. 1526 I ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531 21 b, Of
this manifestacyon or metynge of our lorde, speketh saynt

Johan. 1532 MORE Confiit. Tindale Wks. 371/2, L.haue

spoken of this matter somwhat y more at large, for y
ni;uiifcstacion of their great blindnesse. 1570-6 LAMBARDE
I cramb. Kent (1826) 297 The matter . . requireth more

wordes for the manifestation thereof than I may now af-

foorde. 1594 T. B. La Priwaitd. P r. Acati. II. 201 The

growing vp of mans body, and of the manifestation by litlle

and little of the powers of the soule. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr.
N. J ., Acts i. 3 He shewed himself to them by unquestion
able manifestation, at several times in the forty days space.

1864 BOWEN Logic ix. 288 What we mean by Personal Iden

tity is sameness of substance under great differences of

phenomenal manifestation. 1884 JENNINGS Croker Papers I.

viii. 226 His friends dreaded that at his funeral there would

be some manifestation of. .ill-feeling.

b. An instance of this ; hence, concr. or semi-

too, Their love is so precarious.
1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 436

No influence, during that time, was manifested by the medi

cine. 1814 CARY Dante, Par. ix. i3 The eyes Of Beatrice

..manifested forth Approval of my wish. 1825 LvTTON

Zicci 8 Glyndon had also manifested a graceful faculty for

verse. 1847 GROTE Greece 11. xl. (1862) III. 434 The Medes

. . manifested great personal bravery. 1853 BRIGHT Sp., India

3 June (1876) 2 When the noble Ixml made that announce

ment, considerable dissatisfaction was manifested on both

sides of the House.

b. reJJ.
Of a thing : To reveal itself as existing

or operative. Similarly in pass.
1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 137 No tendency, in general, to

dysentery, manifested itself at this time. 1871 1!. STEWART
Heat (ed. 2) 303 This heat . . does not as a rule manifest

itself by producing any increase of temperature. 1860 TVN-

DAI.L Glac. i. xx. 142 A strong polar action was manifested at

many points of the surrounding rocks. 1876 BRISTOWE Th.

tf Pract. fllcii. (1878) 151 The first symptoms are said to have

manifested themselves on the seventh or eighth day._

4. To record or enumerate in a ship s manifest.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 7 The double value of the saide

mettall so declared and manifested. 1860 Merc. Marine

Mag. VII. 120 Should a Captain manifest more packages
than there are on board the ship, .. he shall pay on each

package so manifested. 1902 Daily Citron. 6 June 5/2

livery passenger is manifested at the point of departure
and various particulars about him set out.

5. intr. To make a manifestation or public

expression of opinion.
1898 Daily .Vnvs 21 Feb. 5/6 In this astonishing country

a gentleman of repute chooses his own time for going to

! prison, and is aided by the courtesy of the authorities in

manifesting against the Court which condemned him. Ibid.

! 26 Sept. 4/4 Public opinion in France manifests entirely in

the opposite direction. 1899 Ibid. 12 June 7/5 The object
of the occupants being to manifest there for Loubet.

6. Spiritualism. Of a ghost or spirit (re/I, and

intr. ) : To reveal its presence, make an appearance.
1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Note-Bits. (1871) II. 171 Other

seances were held in her bed-chamber, at which good and

holy spirits manifested themselves. 1898 Daily News 29
Mar. 6/1 A certain Dr. Phinuit , who, however, for some
time has not manifested at all. 1900 ll estm. Gaz. 22 Dec.

2/2 She locks the skeleton up in the cupboard, and imme
diately the ghost manifests with renewed vigour.

7. Hist. In Spanish law, to protect (a person) by
a manifestation . (See MANIFESTATION 4.)
1818 HALI.AM Mid. Ages iv. (1868) 279 To manifest any

one
, says the writer so often quoted {-viz. Zurita], is to

wrest him from the hands of the royal officers that he may
not suffer any illegal violence. Il id. 280 note [tr. Zurita], In

such cases only the Justiciary of Aragon, when recourse is

had. to him, interposes by manifesting the person arrested.

that by which something is manifested.

.,._, ?ALEV Mor. tr Polit. P/iilos. vl. x. (1786) 573 Certain

credited manifestations of the divine will. 1794 SULLIVAN

1 ie-v -VVi/. II. 418 The universe is in the aggregate, a mani

festation of the attributes of God. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN

foiifi:

1785 P

manifestations of surprise and delight. 1858 GLADSTONE

Homer II. iii. 180 Jupiter is. -the supreme manifestation of

Power and knowledge. 1861 STANLEY Fast. Ch. ix. (1869)

284 The third great historical manifestation of the Oriental

Church is the formation of the Russian Church. 1867 MAX
MULI.ER Chips (1880) I. Pref. 10 The first manifestation of

thought is speech.

C. Eccl. Applied to the action of making known

to another the state of one s conscience.

1657 Petn t. Conf. vii. 134 Let that manifestation be granted

i
to be confession, c 1826 DOYLE in W. J. Fitz- Patrick Life

(1880) I. 523 A rule which requires that each of the sifters. .

should manifest on a certain day in each month to the

female Superior the state of their conscience, which .. you
know would be carried to such a length that the manifesta

tion would im-hidc st-cret temptations [etc.]; in a word,

that the manifestation was in fact the same as the subse

quent sacramental confession to the priest.

2. A public act on the part of a government in

tended as a display of its power and determination

I to enforce some demand ; also, a collective action

(e.g. a procession, public meeting, wearing of

badges, etc.) adopted by a political party, etc., for

the sake of calling attention to its views.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 55 The principal

manifestation of the British power was directed again-.!

Rangoon. 1875 HELPS Sac. Press, iii. 57 Instead ot dis

countenancing such political manifestations.

3. In the language of spiritualists,
a phenomenon

or number of phenomena by which the presence of

a spirit is supposed to be rendered perceptible.

1853 H. SMCER Sights \ Sounds 88 In. .r8so. .Cincinnati

first became the scene of manifestations through recognised

media. 1860 All Year Round No. 66. 373 Some of Ihe

lielievers were quite overpowered with this manifestation .

4. Hist. In Spanish law, a process by which an

|
accused person might be protected from the ani

mus and precipitate action of judges and removed

.
to a special prison out of their reach. Also, the

prison provided for this purpose (
= Sp. cartel de

los manifestados).

ever since the commencement of that magistracy.

Hence Manifesta tional a., of or pertaining to

(a) manifestation ; Manifesta tionist, one who

|

believes in manifestation.



,

manyfestly. 1509-10 Act i lien.. .
, . ,

manefestely knuwen that.. forged informations have hen
pursued. 1612 BACON Ess., Great Place (Arb.) 288 Who-

MANIFESTATIVE.

1865 MASSON AVv. Brit, riiitos. iv. 296 To these beliefs
]

the BMnifcstationiata. .have sought to add a doctrine. 1893

FAIRBAIRN Christ in Mod. Thcol. 11. 11. i. iv. 398 No theory

of manifestational forms and aspects can satisfy the con-

Manifestative (mrcnifc-stativ), a. [ad. scho

lastic I-. mamfist&ttv-us, f. I*. monifestart\ see
|

M.\NIKKST v. and -ATIVJE. Cf. F. manifestatif.]

Having the function or quality of manifesting or
,

showing forth.

1642 T. GOODWIN Heart Christ In Heaven 132 The de- I

strucllon of which enemies will adde to the manifestative

glory of his kingdomc. 1654 JI-.K. TAYLOR Real Prcs. 167

The shape, the colour, the bignesse, the motion of a man,
aie manifestative, am! declarative of a humane substance.

1^38 JON. EDWARDS Discourses /mfort.Sidy.i 19 The Apostle

James seems to use the word justify for Mutiifcstative

Justification, 1854 Tait s -1/rt^. XX 1. 663 Lolly s tempera
ment was of the manifestative order. 1875 J. MORISON in

,

Expositor 1. 120 Our Lord is the manifestative eradiation of
;

the Divine glory [Hub. i. 3].

Hence Manife statively adv., in a manifcstative

manner ;
in respect of manifestation.

1652 STKRRV Eng. Dclh . North. Prcsb. 4 That Distinction

of Glorifying God essentially, and manifestatively. c 1670
O. HEYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1881) II.

329
All the attributes

of God are manifestatively glorifyea in this work. 1726
E. ERSKINE .SV;vw. Wks. iS;t I. 274 This is not to be un
derstood of God essentially but manifestatively. 1855 Tait s

Mag. XXII. 422 Many women do love as eagerly, as

manifestatively, as outspokenly, as pursuingly as Caroline

Helstone is said to have done.

t Manifestator. Obs. [a. late L. manifes
totor, agent-n. f. inanifestdre.] MANIFEMTEU.
1609 HP. W. BARLOW A rtsu: Xantclcss Cath. 23 We referre

him againe to . . the True Manifestator oftheir ^quiuocalion.

Manifested (manifested), ///. a. [f.
MANI

FEST v. + -ED *.] Made manifest.

1603 SHAKS. Mi&amp;lt;m./&amp;lt;
r M. iv. ii. 169 To make you vndrr-

s-iand this in a manifested effect, I craue but foure daies

respit. a 1653 GOUGK Coinin. Heb.y\. 35 It is against Gods
Truth, against Gods manifested will. 1899 H estin. (, a-j.

12 June 8/2 The vocal contributions of Miss M. IJ. . .deserved !

the manifested appreciation of the audience.

Hence Ma uifestedness rare, the state of having
been manifested. In mod. Diets.

Manifester (mae nifestai). [f.
MANIFESTO. +

-EH
.]

One who or that which manifests.
1612 WOODALL Sttrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 35 The Author nr

manifester of this Linament was fete.]. 1613 MIUDLF.TON

Triumphs Truth Wks. tl iilleni VII. 240 Zeal., as he is the
manifester of Truth, he is likewise thechastiser of Ignorance.
1660 tr. Paracelsus Archidoxis n. 83 The one is alwaies the

sign and manifester of the other. 1862 F. HALL ///&amp;lt;/ rhifas.

Syst. 91 Will and other like qualities are their own mani-
festers. 1863 J. G. MURPHY Cotnm. Gen. xv. i, I, Jehovah.,
the Manifester of myself to man.

tManifesteress. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MANI-

KKSTEII + -ESS.] A female manifester.
1662 SI ARKOW tr. Bclune*s Rent. IVks., Apol. cone. Pcrfcc-

(

tivn 63 A Manifesteresse of the Power.

Manifesting (mic-nifestiij), M. sl&amp;gt;. [-IXG 1.] j

The action of the vb. MANIFEST.

GLADSTONE in ig/A Cent. May 787 Tho.se who ..

desire to retain what was manifested, but to thrust aside
the manifesting Person. 1902 FAIKBAIKN riiilos. C/ir. Re/iff.
il. I. i. 326 This incarnate Word, this manifested and mnni-

ftsting (lod, the evangelist identified with Jesus.

Manifestive ,moc-nifestiv),a. ra;r. [f. MAM-
[

T. + -IVK.] MANIFESTATIVE.

Manifestly (mre nifestli), adv. [f. MANIFEST
it. + -LY-.] a. In a manifest manner. (Now m/v.)
b. Used to qualify a statement : As is manifest,

evidently, unmistakably.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictcs 11 By the whiche he

hath manyfestely shewed vnto them the secretis of the la\s e.

1484 CAXTON Fables of Page v, The ly

.

mmes. .were shewed
, c. 6 1 reamHc, It is

is not manifestly expressed, but couertly insinuated. 1711
STKELE Spcct. No. 43 p 3 The Design and Transactions of too
many Clubs are trifling, and manifestly ofno Consequence to
the Nation. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. i. Wks. 1813 I. 76
i he treaty was still so manifestly of advantage to England.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xxii. 152 Fear was manifestly getting
the better of him. 1878 LKCKY Eng. in iSM C. I. iii. 422
Their cause was manifestly lost.

Manifestness (marnifestnes). [-NESS.] The
quality or condition of beint; manifest.

^589 RIUKR Kilil. Schol., Manifestnesse, evidctitia. 1717
BAILEY vol. II, Maui/tsttiess, plainness, &c. to be seen,
** l877 LKCGE Confucius 293 Such is the manifestness of
what is minute !

Manifesto (mMiife sto), sb. [a. It. Mani
festo: tee MANIFEST

sb.~\

T 1. A proof, a piece of evidence. Obs.
1644 BOLWER Chirol.

,5- Chiron, (title-p.), Consisting of the

123

N .ttuiall Expression*, digested by Art in the Hand,.. by
Historical! Manifesto s, exemplified out of the Authentique
Registers of Common Life. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE I sewt.

Ep. in. xvii. 148 Succeeding yeares produced the manifesto
or evidence of their virilities. 1674 STAVELEY Roin. Ilorsi -

leaclt (1769) Ep. Ded., Matters of fact drawn from the most
authentic registers and manifestos of time. 1683 E. HOOKER
Prtf. Portage s Mystic Di- . 99 For here Hee makelh and

giveth a Diaphanous Manifesto and perspicuous Demonstra
tion! 1686 GOAIJ Celcst. Kotiies n. xii. 331, I reckon that

discourse is so plain, it carryeth its Manifesto with it.

2. A public declaration or proclamation, usually
issued by or with the sanction of a sovereign prince
or state, or by an individual or body of individuals

whose proceedings are of public importance, for

the purpose of making known past actions, and

explaining the reasons or motives for actions an

nounced as forthcoming.
1647 WAKU Simp. Col lcr 50 It were good if States would

let People know so much before hand, by sonic safe woven

manifesto. 1651 tr. Life 1 atliCr Sarpi 102 To the citation

he made answer by a Manifesto. 1670 COTTON EspcnwH
i. I. 38 At the same time a Manifesto was publish d by the

Cardinal of Bourbon. 1775 E. ALLEN in Sparks Cvrr.

Aitier. AV; 1
. (1853) I-

4^3&amp;gt;
I .delivered the General s written

manifesto to the Chiefs. 1816 SINGER Hist. Canis 63 Mani
festoes issued by several of the emperors. 1839 lilncl.-^ .

Alag. XLV. 217 1 he manifestoes of modern agrarianism.

1855 MILMAN L,it. Clir. vii. ii. (18641 IV- 85 He addressed
a spiritual manifesto to all Christendom. 1897 M rCARTHY
Own Timesfr. 1880 x. 204 Mr. Gladstone issued a manifesto

in the form of an address to the electors of Midlothian.

3. Com/ ., as manifesto-like adj.

1819 .tfctivft lis I. i.i His manifesto-like annunciation, that

he should marry a very rich heiress.

Manifesto (manife sto 1

,
v. mre. [f. prec.]

inlr. To issue a manifesto or manifestos.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. 261, I am to be

manifestoed against, though no prince. 1837 CAKM M: /-&amp;gt; .

Rev. II. \ i. iii, Serene Highnesses who sit there protocoling,
and manifesting, and consoling mankind.

Hence Manife stoing rbl. sb.

1858 CAKI.YLE Fredk. Gt. in. xiv. (187.-) I. 230 Tieaties

enough, and conferences, and pleadings, manifestotngri.
Ibid. xvi. 334 George Wilhelm followed his old scheme,

peace at any price. .and except complaining, petitioning,
and manifestoing, studiously did nothing.

Manifold (marnifyuld), a., atlv., and sl&amp;gt;. Xo\v

literary. Forms: a. i rnanis-, moni&amp;lt;5-, meouis-.

menisf(e aid, 1-2 meenifeald, 2 manifald, 2-3

-feald, 2-6 monifald, (4 monyfaulde), 4-5
many-, monyfald(e, (6 many-, mony-, monie-

fauld}. ft. i meni,s)f8Dld, -fold, 3-4 manifelcl.

y. ,2 mouifold, 3 maniuold, mam^efold), 3-7,

9 manyfold, (4 manye-), 4-6 manyfolde (5

maniefoold, mony-, mauye-, 6 manniefoldej,
6-7 manifolde, (7 manyfould), 3- manifold.

[Common Teut. : OE. manigfeald OKris. manicJt-

fald, OS. managfald (MLG. manniclmolt, MI)u.

menichvaut\ O11G. maiiaffalt (MUG. manccralt,
mod.G. mannigfalf), ON. margfaldr (OSvv. inargh-

falder, Hieing/alder, S\v. inangfalf), Goth, tnanag-

falfs : see MANY a. and -FOLD. A form with adj.

suffix (
-

-Y) occurs as MLG. mannichvoldech,
MDu. incnichvoudich (Du. mcnigvuldig) ,

G. inan-

niclifallig, Sw. w&ngfaldig, Da. tnangfoldich.]
A. adj.

\. Varied or diverse in appearance, form, or

character; having various forms, features, relations,

applications, etc.
; f complex.

In OE. used Grant, for plural (/Ei.ERic Gram. viii).

ciooo vliLl-Elc //an/. I. 448 pes pistol is swi5e menij-
feald us to ^ereccenne. c 1050 I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 448/21

Miilliiiicftain, mani^fealdne. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 145 Alle

we beo5 in monifald wawe ine |?lsse wreche Hue. a 1235
Ancr. R. 176 Vor ber beo3 uttre & inre [uondunges] ; &
ei5er is moniuqld. a 1340 Ureis/iu til Cott. Hoiii.^ 193 Mid
ham is muruhoe moniuold wi5-ute teone and treie. 1382
WYCLIF i Pet. iv. 10 As goode dispenderes of the manyfolde
grace ofGod. 1430 Kollst/l arU. IV. 377/2 The horribllite of

bis so manyfolde Treson. U3)COVKRDALB (/ Vjv/.vii. 22 Inhii

is y sprete of vnderstandinge, which is holy, manifolde, one

onely.sotyll. 1570 DEE .lfat/i. Pref. 17 Chorographie. .is in

practise manifolde, and in vse very ample. 1603 DANIEL

Patttgyr. lo King, etc. To Lady Margaret 25 He sees the

face of Right t appearc as manyfold As are the passions of

vncertaine man. 1667 MILTON P. !-. x. 16 Which they not

obeying, Incurr d. .the penallie, And manifold in sin, de-

serv d to fall. 1784 COMTEK Task v. 769 This changeful life,

So manifold in cares, whose every day Brings its own evil

with it. 1832 LEWIS Use
&amp;lt;y

Ao. Pol. Terms Introd. 12 The
truth is one, error is manifold. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
iv. I. 497 He hated the Puritan sects with a manifold hatred,

theological and political, hereditary and personal. 1865
W. G. PALCRAVE Arabia I. 424 Coffee though one in namn
is manifold in fact. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems % Ballads,

Hcsperia 21 Profound and manifold flower.
_

D. Qualifying a personal designation : That is

such in many ways or in many relations ; entitled

to the name on many grounds. Also (iiotue-nses)

of persons: Many-minded, variable; having many
diverse capacities.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Haul. 187 Twifold offer manifold is

|&amp;gt;e

man be nis stcdefast ne on dade ne on specbe nc on bonke.

1601 SHAKS. All s Welln. iii. =65 The manifold Linguist,

and the army-potent spuKlit-r. 1605 Lear v. iii. 114 If

any man of qualitie.. will mainlaine vpon Edmund, .that he

is a manifold Traitor. 1694 CONGREVE Double Dealer y.

xxiv, Secure that manifold villain. 1842 MOZLEY in l&amp;gt;rlt.

MANIFOLD.
Critic XXXI. 173 Like a man who is at once clear-headed
and manifold, if we may be allowed the word, in his ideas.

1885 K. HRIIM-.KS JVcra n. iii, To sit upon their rare, succes
sive thrones, A manifold Augusta !

c. In technical and commercial use.

1851 Offic. Catal. Gt. E.vhib. II. 597 A manifold bell-null

constructed on an entirely new plan, by which one pull i^

made to ring bells in any number uf room*. 1857 TKE-
GELLES tr. Ccscnius&quot; Heh, Lex. s. v, ^Y^^Ambitbaja (i.e. /;/ /

tina Hor.J. .a double or manifold pipe, an instrument coin-

posed of many pipes. 1879 STAINKK Mitsi\
i&amp;gt;f

little 95 I wo
classes of manifold-pipes can exist, the one. .a collection

ofJltiati traversi, the other, .(rfjliitt-s d fac, 1900 // cstin.

Caz. 25 May 4/2 A model military balloon of the regula-
tion-varnished manifold j;oldbeatcr s-skin variety.

2. Qualifying .1 plural sb.
(&quot;for

collective noun; ;

XumcTotis and varied
;
of many kinds or varieties.

f Formerly simply : Numerous, many.
c 1000 /KLFKIC Gen.xiil, 6 Hcor.i aihta \\;cion menisfaelde.

c 1175 I.antb. Iloin. ii Muchel i- us benuc neod..swi(Je
adreden ure monifolde sunne. &amp;lt; 1250 (.Icn. ry I-..v. 250^ And
his kin wexen rnani^e-foUl, c 1290 A , t-.ng. Leg. I. 293/179
pat folk cam maui-fulde A-boute Theofie in eche side.

i &amp;gt;t 1390 CNAI.X.KK I tweri d i,
\\ hat shul thise clothes nuuiy-

fohl, I,o ! this hole somers day? a 1400 Cursor M. .-7887

(Cutt. ( l.ilbaj Dronkinhedc, .An&amp;lt;l mase nie^chofes ful many
falde. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Koxb.)4i Considering so many
folde tymeswe haue ben deceived. 1535 COVKRDALK /\v. ciii.

34 O I.orde, how manifolde are thy woiko. 1548 9 (Mar.)

ttk. Com. rrnycr Collect 4th Sund. Kastcr, The sondery
and manifold chaunges of the worldc-. 1586 A. 1 &amp;gt;AV /-

&quot;,.;

Secretary i. (1625) 114 You will runiie into such vnthnely
sorrowes as with manifukl teares will hardly be washed-

1588 A. KING tr. Canisius Catec/i. 86 b, ( v&amp;gt;uhat fruict h.iuc

we of yis sacrament being deiilie receauit ? Vei ray gryt and
monifald. 1597 HOOKI-JK Ei\l. /V/. v. Ixviii. 6 Ikr mani
folde varieties m rites and Ceremonies of Religion. 1605 in

jot/i ]\cp. Hist. J/.S\V. Coinin. App. v. 372 I he manyfould
downefalles into symie. 1736 Uu ILKR Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874
I. 47 The manifold appearances of design and of final cause&amp;gt;,

in the constitution of the world. 1784 COWPKR Task \\\. 624
So manifold, all pleasing in their kind, All healthful, are the

employs of rural life. 1844 JMANI.EY Artu&amp;gt;ld(i%$,) I. Pref.

i The manifold kindnesses with which they have assisted

me. 1849 MAC AI; LAY Hist. Eug. vi. II. 146 Clarendon wa-
overwhelmed by manifold vexations 1880 GKIKIC rhys.

OVcif. ii. x.67 It is from this circulation of water that all the

manifold phenomena of clouds, rain, snow, rivers, glaciers,

and lakes arise.

f3. Math. = MULTIPLE. Manifold to a mul

tiple of. Obs.

1557 RKCOKDK Whctst. Kivb, There is one kinde of pro

portion, that is named multiple*, or manyfolde, 1660 DAK-

ROW Euclid vii. Post, i That numbers equal or manifold to

any number may be taken at pleasure.

*I 4. Ifow manifold? (
- ho .u many + -FOLD) : Of

how many kinds? Obs. rare 1
.

1594 I;I.UNI&amp;gt;KVIL Exerc. in. t. vlii. (1636) 287 How manifold

is the moving of this heaven ? The moving of this heaven

. . is threefold.

B. adv.

tl. In many ways, modes, degrees, etc. ;
in first

quot.
= in many pieces. Obs.

13.. Guy Wanv. (A.) 4024 Alle ^ai hadde to-broken hi*

scheld, & his brini to-rent manifeld. 1340 HAMI-OI.E /V.

Consc. 3250 pair payn es turned manyfalde, Now er
^ai

in

hete, and now in calde. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Nini.in}

413 God bai lowit mony-fald for bis merwalc, c 1400 Lan-

fraHcs Cirurg. -zfy | ou muste make a plate of iren . . | at

mote be fooldid maniefoold in (;e forseid ligature. 1450
LONELICH 6&amp;gt;&amp;lt;z//xlii. 4 How that Nasciens bis writ gan be-

holde, and there-Onne loked ful Many folde. 1567 Gudc ,y

Cotilie A . (S. T. S.) 122 Sinnand rycht mony fa Id. 1590
SPENSER /* . Q. i. xii. 12 Then when his daughter deare be

does behold, Her dearely doth imbrace, and kisseth mani

fold. 1593 Tcll-TroMs N. Y. Gift (1876) 44 Thus .shall

loues followers be thrise happy, and thus Robin goodfellowes

well-willers, in imitating his care, bee manifolde blessed.

f b. In the proportion of many to one. [The

etymological sense.] Obs.

1611 UIBLE Luke xviii. 30 Who shall not receiue manifold

more in this present time.

C. absol* and sbj-

j-1. Phr. By (rarely on) manifold: many times

over; in the proportion of many to one. Cbs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Ilandl. Synnc 6(&amp;gt;oo
He byej&amp;gt; byn almes on

manyfolde. i39&amp;lt;&amp;gt;GowEK tV/CII. i86\Vherof the man. .Slant

more worth. .Than he 8tod erst be manyfold. ( 1400 Yivaincfy
Gaw. 607 More Curlaysi T and he . . mar conforth, by mony
falde, Than Colgrevance had him of talde. 1415 HOCCLEVE
To Sir J. OMcastle 58 Thoffense . . Was nat so greet as thyn

by many fold. 1567 Glide
&amp;lt;y

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 191 The theif

Judas did greit trespas, That Christ for siluer sauld : Bot

Preistis wil tak, and his price mak, For les be mony fauld.

1596 RALF.IGII Discov. Gviana Aiv,The countreyhath more

quantity of Gold by manifolde, then the best part** of the

Indies.

2. That which is manifold.

a. spec. In the Kantian philosophy, the sum of the

particulars furnished by sense before they have been

unified by the synthesis of the understanding.
This renders G. m&wigfaltigcs, wtnmigfaltigkeit. Some

earlier English translations of Kant s works have MULTI-

i ARIOUS, MULTIPLE, MULTIPLEX.

1855 MEIKLKJOHN tr. Kant s Crit. Pure- KfmsffM 63 _I*y

means of the synthetical unity of the manifold in intuition.

1877 K. CAIRD rhilos. Kant IT. i.^igp
The activity of the

mind must bring with it certain principles of relation, under

which the manifold of sense must be brought.

b. gH.
1856 R. A. VACCHAN Mystics (1860) I. 65 His aiiy should

rather be.. instead of going out into the Manifold, to for

sake it for the One. 1874 SAYCE Conipar, Philol. \\. 243

|
Out of the manifold comes the simple, out of the multitu-
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MANIFOLD.

dinous the single. 1889 SKKINE Mtui. E. Thring^ J he
,

chosen abstraction which gathers up into a focus the mani

fold of human duty, experience, and hope. 1902 Q. AYz (
.

Oct, 496 The picturesque manifold of life.

3. Math. = MANIFOLDNESS 2.

1890 in Century Diet. 1902 B. A. W. RUSSELL in Encycl.

Brit. XXVIII. 666/1 Riemann s work contains two funda

mental conceptions, that of a manifold, and that of the

measure of curvature of a continuous manifold possessed of

what he calls flatness in the smallest parts.. .Conceptions of

magnitude, he explains, are only po*sible where we have

a general conception capable of determination in various

ways. The manifold consists of all these various determina

tions, each of which is an element of the manifold. 1902

G. B. MATHEWS ibid. XXXI. 281/2 A manifold may consist

of a single element.

4. A copy made by a manifold-writer.

1884 in CasselPs Encycl. Diet,

5. JMcch. (Sec quot.)
1891 PATTERSON Jfaut. Diet. 332 Manifold, a pipe or

chamber to which are connected several branch suction

pipes with their valves and one or more main suctions to

pump.
D. Comb.: manifold letter-book (see quot,

1869); manifold-paper, carbonized paper used in

making several copies of a writing at one time ;

manifold writer, an apparatus fitted with car

bonized paper for making copies of a writing; so

manifold writing.
1808 R. WEDGWOOD in Abridg. Sfeeif. Patents, Writ,

fnslr. (1869) 14 A.. pen and stylograph 1C manifold writer.

1851 in lllnstr. Land. News 5 Aug. (1854) 119/1 (Occu

pations of People
1

) Manifold-paper-maker. i86z W. CLARK
in Al&amp;gt;r. Specif. Patents* Writ. Instr. (1869) 319 An im

proved apparatus for manifold writing. 1869 Ibid.
^275

Improvement in arranging manifold letter books. /I
he

patentee arranges leaves of copying and common writing

paper alternately, and binds them together. 187* Rout-

ltdgcs Ev. Boy s Ann. Dec. 12/1 The principle of the

manifold writer, the great friend of newspaper reporters.

1876 I KKKCE & SLVEWHIGHT Telegraphy 289 The office copy
is in pencil, the public copy in manifold writing.

Ma uifold, $b dial. Also manifolds : for

Korms see E. D. D.
[f.

MANY a. + FOLD sbs* Cf.

G. mannigfaltl\ The intestines or bowels
; spec.

the manypiies or third stomach of a ruminant.

c 1280 MonifauUles [see CHITTKRLING i]. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat, Hist. III. !. 4 The third stomach, .which is called the

nunyfold, from the number of its leaves. 1855 ROBINSON

ir/titly Gloss.
t Mtmcyf&ivdt ..the countryman s term for a

cow s stomach. i864\VEBSTKK, Manifol&amp;lt;is,\.}\^ third stomach
of a ruminant animal. (Local. U. S.) 1869 Lonsdale Gtoss.,

Manifolds, the intestines. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2),

Manifold^ the stomach ; the bowels of man and the lower
animals.

Manifold (mcfnif^ld), v. Also 3 mani-
uolden, 4 north, many-, manifald. [OK.
manitfealdian (.Sweet), mKnigfealdian (cf. ge-

manig-, gcnixnig- , ^enicnigfealdian^ -fieldari)
-=

OIIG. managfaltdn, manacfaltan (MHG. manac-
valten

t
mod.G. mannifhfalien} ,

f. the adj. : see MANI
FOLD a. The word became obs. in MK., and has

recently been formed afresh from the adj.] trans.

To make manifold, multiply, rare exc. as in b.

c 1000 in Napier O. E. Glosses 5215 Ampfi/icare, ma:ni-

fea![dian]. 0:1225 A tier. K. 402 He wule. .moniuolden in

ou his deorewuroe grace, a 1300 E. K. Psalter xxxvii. 20
And manifaided ere bai [L. mitltiplicati snnt] for-bi Whilk
hated me wickeli. a 1340 HAM POLK Psalter xv. 3 Many faldid

ere thaire seknesis. 1767 [see manifolded below]. 1889
Chicago Advance

ip Sept., Manifolding its appliances,
spiritual, educational, and social. 1903 AGNES M. CLEKKE
l*robl. Astrophysics 45 The solitary success of 1896 was
manifolded a year and a half later.

b. spec. To multiply impressions or copies of,

as by a manifold-writer. Also absol.

1865 [see manifolded below]. 1879 tr. Busclis insmarck
II. 138 Afterwards I write, on the Chief s instructions, two
articles, to be manifolded [orig. die sicli vervielfdltigen
sollen}. 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. No. 28. 25 Paper of
velvet-like quality, impregnated so as to manifold with ex
treme ease. 1881 Times 27 July 10 The Home Secretary
received such precise and timely information that he was
enabled to have it manifolded. 1902 ELIZ. L. BANKS Neivs-

paper Girl 122, I filled three sheets of paper with it
; then

I got carbon and manifolded it.

Hence Ma nifolded///.a., Ma nitblding vbl. sb.

1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav. II. 206 Has manifolded
homebred mischief marred thy rest ? 1865 KNIGHT Passages
Work. Life HI. viii. 162 The untiring Reuter appears..
with manifolded copies of his telegram. 1892 Daily News
20 June 11/4 Reporter wanted. . .Used to manifolding. 1901
Blackw. Mag. June 802/1 This manifolding process would
augment in something like geometrical progression.

Manifoldly (maenUMdli). adv. Now only
literary. [OK. watrigfealdlice, f. manigfeall
MANIFOLD: see -LY *.] In manifold ways ; -\occas.

in the proportion of many to one.

cBs Vesp. Psalter Ixii. 2 MnUiplitltert monigfaldlice.
(-930 Lindisf. Gosp. John x. 10 Abitndantius, moni;$fal[d]-
Hce. 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3318 Mankynde . . cryed
to yodde manyfaldly. 1549 COVEKUALI-:, etc. Erasnt. Par.
\ Tim. lo lhe deuilles snares (which he layeth manyfoldely).
1599 SANDYS Ruropx Spec. (1632) 177 The proportion .. i.-.

manifoldly inferiour, not one to twenty. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, n. ii. 13 So also is there another kind of history
manifoldly mixed, and that is history of cosmography. 1669
WOKLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 38 Good Culture doth infinite

ly meliorate the Land,.. and manifoldly repay the expencc
and labour bestowed thereon. x8as COLKKIUGH Aids KcjL
83 The manifoldly intelligent ant tribes. 1855 Pi SKY/?&amp;lt;n/r.

Real Ptesente Note A. 27 These are divided manifoldly, in

124

that some understand by conversion identity of place . . I

others., an order of succession. 1873 A. W. WARD tr. Cur-

tins Hist. Greece 1. I. i. 8 The country i-&amp;gt; so manifoldly !

broken up, that it becomes a succession of peninsulas.

ManifbldneSS ;ma;-nifo~uldnes). [OK. mauig-

fealdnis, f. manigfealti MANIFOLD: see -NESS.]

1. The quality or condition of being manifold ;

varied character ; multiplicity.

6-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xii. 34 A .r aliiindaiititt eordis,

from monisfaldnisse hearta. c 1050 IV. in Wr.-Wulcker

469/14 Perplexitans [read f*rtltxitat\ manifealdnes. 161 1

COTGU., MulticHfle, a manifoldnesse, great multiplication.

a 1631 DONNE Serin. Ixiii. 632 In the manifoldnesse, and in

the weightinesse, and in the everlastingnesse thereof [sc. of

KireandWormes). 1809-10 COLEKI DOE /-W&amp;lt;vAed. 3) III. 145

The inordinate number and manifoldness of facts and pheno
mena. 1877 K. CAIRD t /iilos. Kant ll. viii. 347 The con

sciousness of self, .as one in all the manifoldness and differ

ence of its perceptions. 1894 T. H.WAKD Kng. Poets, Clougk
IV. 590 dough s poetry, marked as so much of it is by inde

cision and manifoldness of view.

2. Math.
i.
See quots.) Cf. MANIFOLD C. 3.

(A transl. of Riemann s nuuuugfaltigkeit,)
nann s Buses of Geom. in Nature

j general conceptK
which time and space are particular varieties, it has been

tion . . to theprime objectof mathematical contemplation, vix.

manifoldness . . .The assemblage of points on a surface is

a twofold manifoldness; the assemblage of points in tridi-

mensional space is a threefold manifoldness; the values ofa

continuous function of n arguments are -fold manifoldness.

Ma llifolclwise, adv. Obs. or arch. [See

-WISK.] In various ways.
\c izoo Trin. Coll. lloin. 207 He haueS cfte agilt . . and a

manifold wise.] ( 1440 1 roinp. Pan . 325, i Manyfolde wyse,

multipharit, multipliciter. 1545 KAVNOLD Byrtk Afau-

kyndc r8| The] branches and armes. .manifold wise dispersid,

spred, and commyxt. Ibid.zi Small . . vaynes^reuoluing
them self in & out a thousand fold and manifoldwise intricat

together.

Mauiform (ma&quot;niffuni;,
a. 1

[ad. mod.L.

manifonn-is, f. L. manus hand : see -FOKM.] Hav

ing the form of a hand; hand-shaped; Hnt. chelate.

1816 Kinuv & SP. Entoinol. IV. 310 Maniform. When
they [palpi] are chelate or furnished with a finger and thumb.

1856 in MAVNE Expos. Lex., and in mod. Diets.

Maniform (mpc nif^jm), a. ^ [liadly f. mani-

(
- MANY a., as in MANIFOLD) + -FOKM.] Multiform.

1835 AV-7C Monthly Mag. XL1II. 298 1 heir avenues of

enjoyment are their maniform sympathies. 1863 KEAUE
Hard Cash III. 117 He favoured Julia and Edward with a

full account of the maniform enormities he had detected

them in.

Manify (mae-nifoiV v. rare. [f.
MAN sl&amp;gt;i +

-IFV.] trans. To make man-like.

1799 ANNA SKWARD Lett. (1811) V. 220, I have always seen

;enms manified, and imagination, or fancy, womanized.

MANILLA.

1831 E. BALDWIN Ann. Yale Coll. 263 The dry prepara
tions, and particularly an apparatus called a manikin, are

used for the demonstrations. This manikin is a very perfect

and ingenious piece of mechanism, constructed in Paris,

representing a male figure of the full sue 1895 Arnold *f

SMS Catal. Sitrg. Instr. 523 Obstetric Manikin including
a natural female pelvis, with leather foetus and placenta.

3. (Usually in the form manakin. One of the

small and usually yaily-coloured birds of the pas
serine family fipridx, inhabiting the tropical

region of America.
Hence, or from the Du. source, the mod.L. Afatiacus

designating one genus of this family.
( rested, Golden, Peruvian, Rock Manakin, species of the

genus Rupicolfi. Spotted j/ana/u&amp;gt;i
t
the Australian Far-

dalotus pnnctntus or diamond-bird.

1743 EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds I. 21 The Golden-beaded
Black Tit-mouse. . . I have seen Dutch Drawings of these

IJirds, entitled, Manakins, which is a name the Hollanders

give to some European Birds also. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) V. 354 The beauty of the little tribe of Mani
kin birds. 1781 PENNANT Genera of birds 64 Crested

Manakin. .Golden-headed Manakin. 1788 LATHAM Gen.

Syii. Bints II. ll. 519 Peruvian Manakin. Ibid. 534
Tuneful Manakin. 1815 WATEKTON Wand. .V. Amer.
(1882) 26 When tlie fruit of the tig is ripe the manikin

is on the tree from morn till eve. 1838 MACGILLIVRAV

tr. Hittnboldl s Trav. xix. 282 The rocks, among which

the Golden Manakin (Pipra rufi(ola\ one of the most

beautiful birds of the tropics, builds its nest. 1840 renny
Cycl. XVIII. 178/2 The spotted manakins of New Holland.

1835 KINCSLKY n est-J. . Hoi xxiii, The rock manakin, with

its saffron plumage. 1896 NEWTON Dii I. Birds 892 (Article

Song), The whip-cracking of the Manakin.

4. atlrib. or as adj. Dwarf, pygmy, diminutive,

umlcrsi/i d ; puny.
1840 HOOD Kiliiiatatgj, Birtk \, One little manikin thing

Survives to wear many a wrinkle. 1844 DISRAKLI Coiiingsly

ll. i, The manikin grasp ofllie English ministry. 1863 \V. C.

BALDWIN A/r. Hunting 380, 1 have shot ..a splendid old

manikin ostrich. Hid. 410, I shot a very fine old manikin

lion. 1884 D. G. MITCHF.LL Wet days r Laser P., Thco-

i ritus 22 Boors indeed ; but they are live boors, and not

manikin shepherds. 1898 J. HOLLINGSHKAD Gaiety Chroit.

: i. 2 Unlike Shakespeare, I have preserved the result of my
in. Minikin efforts.

Manikin, -kinnes, var. MANVKIN, -KINS. Ol&amp;gt;s.

Manil J, manilio : see next and MANILLK.

Manilla l
(mani-la). Forms : a. 6 manillio,

i 6-7 -ellio, 7 -ilio, -illia, 6- manilla. 0. 6

manil, -el, 8 me-, manille. [Sp.,
- 1 g. tiiaitil/ia,

It. maniglia; according to some a dim. of L.

maims hand ;
others refer it to L. monilia, pi. of

moiiile collar, necklace.] A ring of metal worn

on the arm or wrist by some African tribes and

used as a medium of exchange.
1556 W. TOWKSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 101 We carried

certain basons, manels, etc. . . We solde them both basons and
i manellios. 1558 Ibid. 130 Manils of brasse and some of lead.

1598 W. I IIILI.IF tr. I.inschoten i. xlvi. 86/1 The women weare

manilla*, or arme bracelets therof, ten or twelne about eacli

arme. 1625 PUKOIAS Pilgrims^ I. IV. 418 About her wrists,

tenne or twelue Manillias of Siluer. 1665 SmT. HtRBtRT
Tr,,-! . (1677) 23 Of no small esteem are Bracelets, Copper-

chains, or Manellios. 1711 LOCKVEB^. Trade India 276

A Manilla is a solid Piece of Gold, of two or three Ounces

Weight, worn in a Ring round the Wrist. 1731 BAILEV vol. II,

Manille, Mmille,(m Africa) one of the principal commodities

1894 Forum (N. Y.) Sept. lor Most women in America
seem to be what shall 1 call it? manificd.

t Maniglioil. 06s. [ad. It. manigiiottt, aug
mentative of maniglio, maniglia bracelet. Cl.

MANILLA .] --.DOLPHIN 6 a.

1704 HARRIS Lc.r.Tcclm. s,.

vj.
Wrt.

carried Vd those coasts by the&quot; &quot;Europeans to traffick with the

ManiJ, oljs. f. MANY. Manmot, var. MANIOC.
; Negroes ; exchange for slaves. 1803 T. WINTEKUOTTOM

Manikin ^ma:-nikin). Forms : 6 manneken, | sierra I.cone I. vi. 100 Upon their arms they |the na
^
ive

8 manekin, manequine, 9 mannakin, mau-

(n)equin, 7 manakin, man(n)ikin. [a. Du.

manneken, dim. of man MAN sb. 1 : see -KIN. App.
first taken from Du. in sense 2 b

;
some of the

forms represent the Fr. spelling MMWMWKMh]
1. A little man (often contemptuous) ;

a dwarf,

pygmy. Also fig.
1601 SMAKS. Tiwt. N. in. ii. 57 This is a deere Hunkfa to

you Sir Toby. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Won:. \. iii, (.), that s a

precious Manmkin ! 1653 Dissert, df Pace iv. 18 Shall we
little manikins prescribe aTaw to his most free arbitrement 1

&amp;lt;ii70oB.
E. Diet. Cant. Crm; .l//*i, a Dwarf. 1761

BEATTIE 1 igtn. tr Crajus 97 Manikins with haughty step

advance. 1840 W. H. AINMVOKTH Tenter Lonti. n. xxxv,
What is it ? replied the good-humoured giant, yawning as

if he would have swallowed the teazing mannikin. 1843
LYTTON Last Bar. in. viii, Gloucester, the lynx-eyed man
nikin, is there. 1894 Q. Rev. Jan. 213 Men become undig
nified and little-minded, local manikins.

2. f a. gen. A little figure of a man. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny ll. 484 Prettie images or mannikins

resembling cookes, which he termed Magiriscia. 1629 in

A&amp;gt;\hzplogia
XLVIII. 212 One gilt shipp and cover with a

manikin on the topp.
b. An artist s lay figure.

1570 DKE Math. Prrf. 32 Thus, of a Manneken (as the
Dutch painters terme it) in the same Symmetric, may a
Giant be made. 1730-6 BAILEY (fclio\ Mancqninc (with

Painters, &c.), a little statue or model usually made of wax
or wood, the junctures whereof are so contrived, that it may
be put into any attitude at pleasure. 1762-71 H. WAI.I-OLE
Virtue s Attecd. Paint. (1786) V. 38 The use of the manekin
or layman for disposing draperies. 1850 LEircH tr. C. O.
Mitltcr s Attc. Art 69 (ed. 2) 38 These wooden figures ..

had decidedly more resemblance to puppets (manequins)
than to works of cultivated plastic art. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, SfePtfyuin. an artist s model of wood or wax. 1900
DR. DILLON in Gd. Words July 451/2 He [the Tsar] i.-, as

wiry as a mannequin , said an officer to me.

C. A model of the human body used for exhibit

ing the anatomical structure or for demonstrating

, surgical operations.

-omen about Sierra Leone] wear large silver rings or brace

lets, called Manillas. 1851 D. WILSON ArckMtL Scot!. 300

Manillas. .are regularly manufactured at Birmingham for

the African traders.

Manilla-, Manila (mini la). [Native name :

the form Manila is correct, but rate exc. in geo

graphical use.]

1. The name of the capital of the I hilippine

Islands, used attrib. in the specific names of pro

ducts of those islands, as Manilla copal, ^rass,

tobacco, wood; also Manilla man, a native of

the Philippines.
1697 D.MHMKH Co; . 1. 304 The Frier sent us aboard.

.50/1

of Manila Tubacc... i?4S P. THOMAS Jrnl. A m,ms I oy.

158 The celebrated Manila Wood, with which ihey build

their Apacnlpa Ships. 1849 Btfckw. Mag. May 606 One

was a fine, stout, middle-aged man, with immense whiskers

and a CUD of Manilla paw, a laige blur jacket (tie.]. 1886

Xf:-itator 6 Feb. 166/2 The two coolies were palpably

; Manilla men ,
and not coolies, that is, were half-caste

sailors from Manilla. .

2. (In full Manilla lump.} A fibrous mate-rial,

obtained from the leaves of Jt/usa textilis (see

ABACA), from which are made ropes, matting,

textile fabrics, paper, etc. Hence Manilla cable,

hat, paper, rope. etc.

1834 G I .EXNKTT Wand. .V. 5. Wales I. xxi. 427 Manilla

mat-bags. 1855 Rovi.E Fibrous Plants India 48 He had

some made into rope, which very much resembled Manilla

rope. Il id. 65 Manilla Hemp. 1862 Catal. / &quot;

I- \-liil . II. xix. 17 Manilla and coir mattings. Ibid. 18

Manilla and other cordage. 1870 YEATS \at. Hist. Comm.

203 Manilla Hemp, .produces a woody fibre.. ; the elegant

Manilla hats are manufactured from it. 1873 J. RICHARDS

H aod.ivor/iiiif! Factories 141 A layer of plain manll a paper.

1893 Westm. Caz. 20 July 4 2 Her captain had her big ism.

manQa cable paid out to the Olympia. 1897 Daily News

24 May 2/3 Tows, hemps, and flaxes meet with a ready

market, .the finest Manillas making...16 per ton.

3. (In iv\\ Manilla c/uroot.) A kind of cheroot

, manufactured in Manila.
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1839 MARRVAT Phant. Shifi, xxxii, On the evening of the

third day, as they were smoking (heir Manilla cheroots.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Manifas, a name for a kind uf

cheroots made iti the Philippines. 1881 HKDDERWICK I illa

hy tkc Sea 101, I will whiff a sad Manilla.

Manille (mani l). Cards. Forms: 7 mal-

(l)illio, y malilla, 8 maml(l;io, mauill, S

manille. [Corruptly a. Sp. malilla, dim. of mala

used in the same sense (prob. fern, of malo bad;.]

In quadrille and ombre, the second best trump or

honour (being the deuce of a black suit or the seven

of a red suit).

1674 COTTON Compl. Gamester (1680) 70 Of the Black there

is first the Spadillo^ or Ace of Spades; the MaUillio or

black Deuce, the Basto or Ace of Clubs. 1710-11 Swn-r

friil. to Stella. 25 Feb., I had . . often two black aces

without a maniiio. 1711-14 POPE Rape Lthk in. 51 Spa-
dillio first -. Led off two captive trumps, and swept the

board. As many more Manilho forc d to yield. 1794 Sport
ing Mag. IV. 201 The manille, or black deuce is the second

[trump]. i8i6SiNGKR f/ist. CVin/s 266 The second Matador
[at Ombre] is called Manilla, or Malilla;. .it is the seven in

a red suit, and the deuce in black, the seven being the lowest

card In red. 1851 THACKERAV Ettg. Hum. iv, Alwut as niu&amp;lt; h

time as ladies of that age spent over spadille and manille.

1874 H. H. GIBBS Ombre ii. n In all Suits, when Trumps,
the lowest card takes rank as Second Honour. It is called

Manille.

Manille, manillia, obs. forms of MANILLA 7
.

Manillio, obs. form of MANILLA 1
, MAMLLE.

Man in the moon.
1. The fancied semblance of a man (or a man s

face) in the disk of the moon. Proverbial phr.
No more than the. man in the moon.
a 1310 in Wright F^yric / . 112 Men in the mone stond

ant strit, on is bot forke is burthen he bereth. a 1548 HAM,
Chron., Rich. Illy] When the quene had heard thisfrendely
mocion (which wasasfarre from her thought as the man that
the rude people saie is in the moone). 156* J. HEYWOOI&amp;gt;

Prov.fy Epigr.(i%-})2o$ Wee say (not the woman) the man in

the moone. 1571 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 40.1 He is

no more my kinsman than the man in the moon. i6ioSnAKS.
Temp. ii. ii. 141, I was the Man ith Moone, when time was.

1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirk* 12 Which he knows no more then
the Man in the Moon. 172* Du FOE Col. Jack^ift+v) 266, I

thought no more of being serious., than I thought of being
a man in the moon. 1840 MARRYAT CV/dt Podr. (Rtldg.) 227
Gum. Then you don t know how things are settled ? Jel.
No more than the man in the moon.

allusively. 1695 COXGHEVE Lovefor L. \\. v, Thy Wife is

a Constellation of Virtues ; she s the Moon, and thou art the
Man in the Moon.
2. Referred to as the type of an imaginary person.
In recent use, a jocular name for a pretendedly unknown

person who supplies money for illicit expenditure at elections.

1596 NASHE Saffron ll aldcn Wks. (Grosart) III. 175 Nott
est inventus : there s no such man to be found ; let them
that haue the Commission for the Concealments looke after

it, or the Man in the Moone put for it. i6zi LAUD Serin.

19 June 24 It is not now sufficient that the lewes shall be
. . conuerted. . . Hut these conuerted lewes must meet out of
all Nations : the ten Tribes, as welt as the rest.. .Good God,
what a fine people haue we here? Men in the Moone.
1866 John Bull i Sept. 584/1 [The witness] created some
amusement by his description of Mr. Mum, the man in the

moon, who, he said, was a necessary consequence of a Totnes
election. 1881 Rep. Oxf. Elect. Comm., Min. Kvid. 239
One of the first tilings Mr. M. said to me was,

* You know
I am not a &quot; man in the moon &quot;.. . I am simply come to see
that the money is spent properly . 1882 Standard 14 Jan.
5/2 Hundreds of highly respectable Parliamentary agents
were ready to wink at the presence of the Man in the Moon .

Manioc (marnipk). Forms: a. 6 9 manihot,
7 manyot, magniot. 0. 7- mandioc, manioc,
(7 manyoc,mandioque, 8 maniock, 9 niagnoc .

7. 7 mandihoca, 7, 9 mandioca, 9 manioc(c)a.
[repr. Tupi mandioca, Guarani mandio, which de
notes the root of the plant, the leaves being called
in Tupi manisoba, the stalk maniha or maniva,
and the juice manipttcra (Burton Highlands of
#****/, 1869, II. 351).
The form manihot, adopted in botanical L. as the specific

name, appears to be a Fr. spelling with silent t. The spell
ing maniock occurs in Fr. in 1614 (Claude d Abbeville
Mission en Maragnan 229),)

The plant CASSAVA, q.v. .genus Manihot, for-

VDKtiyJatropha}. Also, the meal made from it.
a. 1368 HACKET tr. Thevefs Neivfonnd World Iviii. 91The Americanes make meale of those rootes that are called

Manihot [Fr. orig. (1558) Manihot]. 1611 E. ASTON tr. Boe-
inns Mann.

&amp;lt;y

Citst. 501 Rootes of Brasile called Aypi and
Manyot. 1698 FROGER /Vj .i^TheirfieldsofMaesand Mag
niot. 1760 J, LEE Introd. Bot. App. 318 Manihot. Jatropha.
1802 [see ft], 1881 Daily News 12 Dec. 3/5 A species of
manihot, from which the ceara rubber was obtained.

ft. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 399 Mandioc
a root is their chiefestdiet, whereof they make flower. 1666
J. DAVOS tr. Hist. Caribby /si. 50 A small tree called Man-
yoc, by some Manyot, and by others Mandioque. 1683
LoRRAiN MurtCs Funeral Rite 132 Thou mightest have
lived so well,.. thou didst want neither Manioc, nor Pota
to s. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaVs Hist. Indies V. 321 The
manioc is a plant which is propagated by slips. 1802 Naval
Chron. VIII. 149 Manihot, tnagnoc, or manioc, is a plant
which grows in America and the West Indies. 1838 Veg.
Suost. Food 157 The juice of Mandioc is. .fermented with
-.molasses, .. into an intoxicating liquor. 1837 LIVING
STONE TVw.jnrit 302 Manioc, which is looked upon here

Y. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 841 The roots of Man
dioca liud ulmuat killed them all, but by a peecc of Vni-

f comes home they were preserved. 1663 BOVI.K Us(f. l:.\p.

j

Nat. Pkilos. \. v. 121 The root Mandihoca, that abounds with
a very potent Poison. 1863 HA IKS Nat. Amazons x. (1864)

! 324 A superior kind uf meal is manufactured at Kga of the

j

sweet niandioca (Manihot Aypi). 1892 Daily News 20 1 eb.

! 5/1 He found thousands of Saftba ants carrying off his store
of mandioca.

b. attrih., as manioc bread, busk, /lour, meal,

patch, plant, plantation, roof, worm.
1681 GHI-.W Museum n. 223 In Brasile, either caUn by

tliemselves, or with their Mandioca-Fluwer. 1777 W. Ku-
HKKTSON Hist. Amer. I. iv. 397 The art of extracting an

intoxicating liquor from mai/e or the manioc root. 1792
MAK. RlDDELL b oy. Madeira \ }\ The jatropa manioc, or
manioc plant. 1803 Ellin. AYz . II I. 89 A worm . . well known
to [West Indian) planters as the Manioc in Indigo woim.
1816 SOUIHEV in (J. AVr. XVI. 370 A vessel laden uith

,
mandioc flour from the south. 1866 Treas. /lt, 718/1 Cas-

, sava or Mandiocca meal. 1897 MARY K.iNc,bi.t,Y W, Africa
| 209 This manioc meal is the staple food.

Manion ^many one} \ sec MANY.
Maniorable, crron. form of MANCKAIIL-K.

Maniore, -owre, -ory: see MAM^EU, -EUY.

Maniple (msc nip l). Forms:
(

? 4), 7 mana-
ple, 6 mainipul, manypule, manyple, St. mani-
pil, 7 -pul, 7-8 -pule, X 7, 9 manuple), 6 mani-

:
pie. [a. OF. maniple (more commonly manipule.

! as iti mod.Kr,), ad. I., manipitl-iis handful, troop

|

of soldiers, f. matins hand -f */^~ ^vt-* ilk form uf root

*J)le- to fill (as in/&amp;gt;/t~titts full).
In med.L. manipnlus was aKo used in sense 3 below.

Henscliel s Du Cange has several isolated instances in which
litanipitlus and the related manipula ^eem to have meant
*
something carried in the hand ; the latter i:-, applied to

a workman s tool (?a trowel
&amp;gt;,

?a start, an apron ; the former
is applied to a bowl of snine kind. There are also instances

\jimanipultts, manipula^ in the sen^e .servant .]

fl. A handful, lit. nnd/y. Obs.

1632 B. JONSON Magn. Lndy I. i, I ha seen him \\aite at

i ourt, there, with hi.-. Maniples Of papers, and petitions.

1651 BIGGS AVri Disp. P 80 Why is not a manipnle of Pur-
selane equivalent to two grains of opium, when [etc.]. 1657
TOMLINSOM Renoua Disp. 136 A maniple with the medicks
is as much as can be contained in a hand. 1658 SIK T.
BKOWNE Hydriot. Ep. Ded., With much excuse we bring
these low delights, and poor maniples to your Treasure.
1688 R. HOIMK Armoury in. 442/1 A Manuple or great
Handfull. 1694 Wi-.si MACOIT Script. Herb. (1695) 75 [FlaxJ
when ripe, tis pulled and set up in maniples, or large hand-
fills, to dry them. 175* AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A maniple
(.handful) Manipulns. 1829 fc.vaminer 371/2 Look at the
mere maniples of people who say, speaking of themselves,
the Church !

^1 b. Whimsically used for: The hand.

1833 Frascrs Mag. VIII. ^658 His two unhallowed and
incarnadine maniples of reeking digits. 1893 ( IUNTKR J//w
Dividends 16 Ferdie finds his hand grasped warmly in a set
of bronzed maniples.
2. Roman Antiq. A subdivision of the Roman

legion, of which a cohort contained three, number

ing 1 20 men each among the hastati and principes,
and 60 each among the triarii.

IS33 BELLENDEN Livy \\. (S. T. S.) I. 148 The tothir

consul. . Ischit furth. .with certane manipillis of army t men.
1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 271 The light armed
souldiers had lanes made between the severall Maniple^ to

sally forth as occasion served. 1658 Sin T. BROWSK Card.

Cyrns^ ii, Thus were the maniples and cohorts of the Hastiti,

Principes and Triarii placed in their bodies. 1842 ARNOLD
Hist. Rome III. 100 The Roman velites.,were soon driven
back upon the hastati and principes, and passed through the
Intervals of the maniples lo the rear. 1876 Encycl. Brit.
IV. 750/2 Two *

maniples or divisions of 60 men each.
attrib. 1891 NBTTLSmiP&SANDYB^QE^trifc Diet. Class.

Antuf. 347/1 A further important novelty introduced by
Marius was the use of the cohort-formation, instead of the

i

maniple-formation.
t D. In modern warfare, a small band of soldiers

j

of more or less definite number. Obs.

1574 H. G. Briefs Tables G ij, Thou, for to cause that the

raye maye go with an euennesse, shalte cause this maniple
| logo by fine in a ranke in breadth. 1598 BARRET Theor.
;
Warres in. ii. 46 A Maniple is here called so many rankes

throughout the battell, as the battell is in length, at so

many per ranke as they march in ordinance or array. Ibid.,

Any part of shot or pikes, that be drawne a part, to be set to
defend any straight, or to scarmush, may also bee called a
Maniple. 1617 MOIIYSON Itin. n. 66 Captaine Blanydiuided
his men into three Maniples. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s
Cram. xiii. 62 They vse to martiall .. those squadrons in

rankes like Manaples, which is foure square. 1641 BAKKR
Chron. (1679) 232/2 The Rereward .. consisting of two :

thousand mingled Weapons, with two wings of Horsemen,
..all of them cast into square maniples. 1644 MILTON
Areop. (Arb.) 70 Untill hee see our small divided maniples

i

cutting through at every angle of his ill united and uu-

I

weildy brigade.
3. Eccl. In the Western Church, one of the

\

j

Kucharistic vestments, consisting now of a strip

\

of stuff from two to four feet in length and worn

suspended from the left arm near the wrist by the

celebrant, deacon, and subdeacon : said to have
been orig. a napkin held in the left hand for the

purpose of wiping the tears shed for the sins of
the people; FANON i. (For a later interpreta
tion of its symbolism see quot. c 1532.)
The words used on putting on the maniple, Merear, Do-

mine, portare manipulurn fletus et doloris , look like a re

miniscence of Ps. cxxv[i], 6 (Vulg.), and it .seems possible
that the term may have originated from this formula. (So,

j

as one of several suggestions, in Durandus Rationale in.
i

vi, DeMitnipitto\ heexplains manipulus
*

as =fraeiniuiit.) \

i 1346 in Heath (/ViJuW Com/ . (1869) 49 note, Un veste-
inent BElDCt, aube, nunuple, stole et che^ible. 1519 HOKMAN
Vitlg. i6b, Kyrst do on the amys, than the albe.than the
gyrdell, than the manyple, than the stuolc, than the chey-
byll. c 1532 Du WKS Introd. Fr. in I&amp;gt;al.sr. 1068 The ma-
nypule doth sygntfye the same [conle] wlmrof Ins preciouse
handes were bounde. 1620 MKLTON Astrohg. 16 Alhes,
Copes, and Maiiiples. 1774 ! . Wtsr Antiy. 1- itrnc^(\%^\
361 With a stoic about his neck, and a manipk: mi his left
atm. 1849 K.KK Cli. of Fathers I. v. 4^ The An-l,,-
Saxons, .wore the maniple, as we do now, on the left \vri-&amp;gt;t.

1853 HOOK C/i. Diet. (1871) 474 The maniple or manuple
wa-, originally a snip .&amp;gt;f lin^n Mispcndcd from the left arm
of the priest, and Used to wipe away the perspiration from
the face. 1885 K. W. DIXON ///*/. (.&quot;/(. l-;,t-. III. i,r , .\. -

cording to the old offices, the deacons to be oulained wtn;
presented in amice, all

, ^inlle and maniplL .

fb. App. used for : A wristlet or cuff. Obs.
1611 Co FOR., AfaHc/itm d /u-rwincsi a Maniple chained, or

powdered, with 1 lrmines.

,

4. Maniple of the curates [Keel. 1 ,. manifnlus
curatoruni\ : a book containing a biicf summary
of certain ecclesiastical canons.
1706 tr.

nuf&amp;gt;ins /: ,,/. //i^f. \htk C. II. iv. vii. 4^; That
Parish Priests shall .. have a Bible with Commentaries and
the Maniple of the Cm.ite-..

Maniplies: sec MANYJ-LIES.

Manipulable (&quot;iiini-pirflub 1), a. rare- 1
,

[f.

late L. manipulate to MAMITLATK : sec -ABLE.]
Capable of bciii^ ninnipulated.
1881 ttrtt. Trade Jml. XIX. 335 The substance . .has to

be rendered nuinipnlable.

Manipular ^manrpi#liu\ (/. (.v/y.). [a&amp;lt;l.
L.

manipitlar-h) f. manipul-its MANIPLE.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to the mnniplc in the ancient
Roman army ; characterized by formation in

maniples.
^1623 IIIM;II.\M .\ cnrf/uin elc., f.t/sius Coutfi. (&amp;gt; The ma-

nipular Battalion insinuated it selfe in to the void sp.ic ^, an !

su ouerthrew the I lialan^t. 1656 IJi.m M
f,7(j.s.v^^&amp;gt;-., Matti-

fular, belongini; to a band of men. 1833 in Pkilal. Mu
seum II. 479 I he earliest constitution of the manipular
legion. 1886 I KUIAM in l-.ncycl. lirit. XX. 746/1: In the new
manipular system, with its three lines, no regard wa&amp;gt; paid
to civic distinctions.

2. Of the form of a sheaf, rare.

1805-17 R. JAM; SON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 133 Manipular or
sheaf-like. Consists of a number of crystals that diverge
towards both ends, and are narrower in the middle, tlm-.

resembling a sheaf.

3. Of or pertaining to manipulation or handling.
The sense is not etymologically justifiable, bein^ due to

association with MASITULATK v.

1831 Frascrs Mai?. IV. 92 Such an unequivocal manipular
token of resentment. 1841-4 KMKRSON Ess.Swc, \. i. (1-701 i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

What the former age has epitomized into a formula or rule
for manipular convenience. 1849 LYTTON Caxtons \\. xi.

Iviii, Denoting, symbolically, how he would like to do with
Uncle Jack, could he once get him safe and snug under his

manipular operations. 1852 J. MARTISEAU Phases vfFaith
Kss., etc. (1891) III. 7 Hence the invariable presence of some-

physical element in all that it
[iv._ Catholicism] looks upon

as venerable. Its rites are a manipular invocation of (iod.

Hence Mani-pularly adv. t in a manipular
form (cf. sense 2 above).
1804 R. JAMKSON Sys/. Min. (1816) I. 305 The crystals are

sometimes manipularly and scopiformly aggregated.
B. sb. A soldier of a maniple.

1862 MKRIVAM-: Rom. Kmp. (1865) VII. Ivi. 91 The empvror
himself, ..regardless of the military indecorum, expostulated
and reasoned with his manipulate.

Maili pulary, a. rare 1
, [ad. L. manipu-

ldri-s\ see prec. and -ABY -.] MAMPULAH a. i.

1780 COXE Russ. Disc. 222 Military ensigns representing
hands.. .These hands resemble the manipulary standards of
the Romans.

Manipulate i

v
mani pitfU t) f w. [App. a back-

formation from MANIPULATION; cf. K. manipitlcr
(a 1814 in 15. dc St.-Pierre Harmonies), It. manipo-
larC) inanipulare

* to ^
r
ripe or claspe with the hands ;

also to reduce into bottles or handfuls, to bundle

vp* (Florio 1611); a med.L. inanipulare is given
in Henschel s Du Cange, with a single quot., in

which it app. means * to lead by the hand
.]

1. trans. To handle, csp. with dexterity ;
to

manage, work, or treat by manual (and, by exten

sion, any mechanical) means.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. x, Or else, shut up In private

Oratories, [they] meditate and manipulate the substances
derived from her [the earth). 1850 Latter-d. Patnph. ii.

11872) 44 Fraternity, .has gone on, till it found itself unex
pectedly manipulating guillotines by its chosen Robespierres.
1855 H. SPI-:NCT:K Princ. Psychot. (1872) II. vii. lii. 335
The hand has been moulded into fitness for manipulating
things. 1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 151 A turner with
a piece of wood in his lathe, which he can manipulate to his

liking. 1870 Echo ii Nov., The time, .when a photograph
was admired simply because it was cleverly manipulated.
1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth, Land. (ed. 2) 179 He had pro
mised., that he would refrain from manipulating con

tagious cases.

b. absol. or /////. in Chem. (cf. MANIPULATION 2).

1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip. Introd. 4 Of two persons
having otherwise equal talents. .the one who manipulates
best will very MJOU be in advance of the other.

2. To operate upon with the mind or intelligence;
to handle or treat (questions, artistic matter, re

sources, etc.) with skill.

1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith i. ii. 68 Philosophy (as

huhei to manipulated; has been an attempt to do [etc.]. 1864



MANIPULATION.
Sat. Rev. 31 Dec. 789/2 Nor arc the cjuestions. .pleasant
ones to manipulate. 1864 UOWEN Logic i. 22 Readily mani

pulated in thought. 1875 OUSELKY Harmony iii. 41 This

(the third inversion of tlie added ninth] is perhaps.. the

easiest to manipulate. 1879 FKOUDE O.svT^xiii, 185 Crassus

understood nothing beyond the art of manipulating money.

3. To manage by dexterous contrivance or influ

ence ; esp. to treat unfairly or insidiously for one s

own advantage.
1864 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. xn. xi. (1872) IV. 260 He had got

his Electors manipulated, tickled to his purpose. 1866 Totnes

Elect. Contm., Klin. Evid. (1867) 73 Then who had manipu
lated Hill senior at the former elections? 1875 J. MORISON
in Expositor I. 358 The hypothesis that the quotation has

been., freely manipulated. 1893 CHAMBERLAIN Sp. Ho.

Coiniii, 10 Apr., It will l&amp;gt;e possible for firms to manipu
late their books. 1894 J. FISKE Hist. Amer. 399 Boardsof

canvassers were appointed for determining the results of

disputed elections by manipulating the figures in counting
the votes.

Hence Manipulated ///. a.
y Maui-pulating

vbl, sb.

1887 Pall MallG. 3 Jan. 10/1 A Frenchman disposed of

upwards of four thousand pounds worth of manipulated
diamonds in this country. 1893 Atkenseum 4 June 722/1
This manipulating of a language. 1899 Allbutfs Syst.

Med. VII. 749 This method is believed to produce tempo
rary ananma of the brain by causing a determination of

blood to the manipulated parts.

Manipulation (manipiwl^ /an). [a. F. mani

pulation :&p. mampiilaciou, Pg. nianipttlacao, It.

manipolazione, ad. mod.L. type *mattipulatiSn-emt
f. *manipultire (

- It. manipolare, F. manipuler:
see MANIPULATE v.\ f. i-. tnanipuhts handful.]

fl. The method of digging silver ore. Obs.

The sole sense recognized in Eng. Diets, down to and in

cluding Todd, 1818.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Manipulation^ a term used in the

mine^, to signify the manner of digging the silver, &c. out
of the earth. 1731 in UAILKY vol. II.

2. C/iem. The method of handling apparatus,
etc. in experiments. In Pharmacy ,

the prepara
tion of drugs (Webster 1828-32 .

1796 KIRWAN Elcnt. Min. (ed. 2) II. 482 It is only by an
exact similarity in all the essential points of Manipulation,
that results exactly similar can be expected. 1805 W. SAUN-
m:s Min. Waters 35 ^ The various sources of inaccuracy
to which chemical manipulations are liable. 1827 FARADAY
in B.Jones Life (1870) I. 396 The word manipulation,.,

though not usual in ordinary language, is so peculiarly ex

pressive of the great object of these leulures, that I could
not hesitate a moment to u^e it. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARD
SON Chan. Tcchnol. (ed. 2} I. 48 The average amount of

ash obtained by laboratory manipulation.
3. gen. The handling of objects for a particular

purpose ; manual management ;
in Surgery^ the

manual examination of a part of the body. Also,

making motions with the hand, manual action.

1826 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. IV. 1. 536 However tedious

some of the foregoing manipulations may seem, they are. .

much less so than those required in several other branches
of Natural History. 1846 (iKiiKNKR Sci. Gunnery 403 The
manipulation of this musket. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Touts C. xx. 207 In the xeal of her manipulations, the young
disciple had contrived to snatch a pair of gloves and a
ribbon, which she hnd adroitly slipped into her sleeves.

1853 FAIJKK Allfor Jesus (1854) 246 A profound reverence for

all the benedictions of the Church, for her sacraments, forms,
and manipulations. 1872 F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3)

72 Conjoined manipulation is of great importance. 1878
A. H. MAKKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea xv. 206 To handle deli

cate instruments, the manipulation of which, even in ;t tem
perate climate, requires the utmost care. 1879 J. J. YOUNG
Ceram. Art 41 In Oriental work. .we. .find skill in manipu
lation, similitude in drawing, and beauty in color.

4. The act of operating upon or managing persons
or things with dexterity ; csp. with disparaging

implication, unfair management or treatment (of
documents, etc.).
1828 SIR W. NAHKR Pcnins. War I. 6 The organization

of Napoleon s army was simple, the administration vigorous,
the manipulations well contrived. 1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
n. in. ii. 10 The exquisite manipulation of the master

gives to each atom of the multitude its own character and
expression. 1864 UOWEN Logic xi. 364 No manipulation,
no analysis, of these Truths previously demonstrated would
enable him to evolve from them . . the measure of this

particular angle. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvii. 611
The third estate.. was only too susceptible of royal ma
nipulation. 1883 Stubbs* Merc. Circular S Nov. 982/2 The
shirtings which are not susceptible of manipulation with
clay and sizing.

Manipulative (mani-pi/?lativ),fl:. [f. MANI
PULATE v. : see -ATIVE.] Of, pertaining to, con

cerning, or involving manipulation.
1836 I. TAYLOR P/iys. Theory Another Life (1857) 154 A

wonder of skill . .as well as of manipulative execution. 1854
J. SCOFPERN in Orr&quot;s Circ. Sci., Chem. 390 The manipulative
details required .. belong to the department of organic
chemistry. 1862 SMILES F.ngineers II. 132 The workmen
of that place [Birmingham] are still superior lo most others
in executing machinery requiring manipulative skill. 1881
Roscoii in Nature XXIII. 599 Uunsen s untiring energy
and wonderful manipulative power. 1890 Spectator i Nov.
6is/2

t

One of those cunning feats of manipulative skill

peculiar to the Oriental.

Manipulator (mSni-pk^tai), [a. mod.L.

type
*
manipulatory f. *Hianipitliire (see MANIPU

LATION). Cf. F. manipnlatenr^
1. One who manipulates, in various senses.

1851 II. M.wo Pop. Sitpt-rstit. (ed. 2) 90 The state into
which mesmeric manipulators lirot plunge the patient. 1858
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RUSKIN Arrows of Ckace . 140 As manipulators,
I lo

Meii VI. 69 An experienced surgical manipulator. 1902

J. S. PHILLIMORE Soplutclcs Introd. 79 As a manipulator of

language we compare him [Sophocles] with Virgil.

b. With disparaging implication.

1864 Morn Star 8 June 4 By the judicious application ol

patrona -e to an editorial stair a clever manipulator may
ain for himself a character to which he has no title [etc.J.

1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan 1. 285 A principal manipulator

of the persecution company.
2. An instrument used to facilitate manipulation.

sfcc. a. The transmitting instrument attached to the dial-

telegraph (1875 Knight Diet. Mccli.]. b. In photography,
a device for holding plates without handling them (ibid.

Suppl. . C. An exercising machine for rubbing or pummel
ling the body ^ibid.). d. A machine for manipulating blooms

of iron or steel, e. An instrument used by those who
instruct the deaf in the articulation of sounds.

1860 G. 1!. PRESCOTT Elcclr. Tclcgr. vi. 97 Fig. 48 is an

instrument for bringing any number of batteries into circuit

at pleasure,. .It is called a manipulator. 1886-7 Miss L. D.

RICHARDS Prof. Anur. Instruct. Deafly,, I use the mani

pulator very little. 1888 Sci, Amcr. 15 Sept. i66/z An
Improved Ingot Manipulator.

Manipulatory (m&ni-puKlatwi), a. [f. MANI
PULATE v. : see -uliv.] Pertaining to or involving

manipulation.
1827 FARADAY Chein. Manip. i. 24 A notion of the most

necessary furniture of a small laboratory, .may. .be gathered
from the manipulatory parts of the present work. 1838
MOOKK Mem. (1856) VII. 225 To accompany him to the

North London Hospital . . to see Dr, Elliotson s manipulatory

experiments. 1881 TYXIJALL Ess. floating Matter ofAir

233 Even with considerable care and fairly disciplined

manipulatory skill, success is not invariable. 1893 Brit.

Jrnl. Photogr. 24 Nov. 748/2 In addition to photographic
and manipulatory difficulties, the nausea of sea-sickness.,

has to be contended against.

Manipule, Manir, obs. ff. MANIPLE, MANNER.

II Mailis (miTl nis). Zool. [mod.L. (Linnaeus),

said to be an assumed sing, of MANES.] The typical

genus of the family Afanidx (scaly ant-eaters) ;

any individual of this genus, a pangolin.
1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 36 A new Species of the Manis, or

Scaly Lizard. 1802 UINGLEV Anint. Biog. (1813) I. 125 Of
the manis tribe. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunter s Life S, Afr.
(ed. 2) I. 247 The manis is met with throughout the interior

of South Africa, but it is rare. 1872 MIVART Elan. Anat,
ii. (1873) 58 The long tailed Pangolin or Manis.

Manis, -iseh, obs. Sc. forms of MENACE.

Manish, Maniske, obs. ff. MANNISH, MANX.

Manitology (ma nit^lod^i). [f.
next +

-(O)LOGY.] 1 he branch of study that is concerned

with the belief in manitous.

1851 SCHOOLCRAI-T hid. Trifies U.S. I. 34 The doctrine of

Manitoes, or what may be denominated Manitolpgy. 1881

DORMAN Orig. Prim. Superst. vi. 222 Totemism is ex

plained by manitology, or the worship of manitous.

II
Manitou (murnit). Also 7 maneto, S

menitto, 8-9 manitoo, 9 manito, manitu, (-ido),
moneto. [Algonquin manito, nianitii.

According to Dr. Trumbull (Trans. Amcr. Philol. Assoc.

1876, p. 167) inanit is the active pple. of a vb. meaning to

surpass, while innnitn contains a predicative suffix, and so

is equivalent to he or it is inanit . In 1587 Hariot says
that the Indians of Virginia belceue that there are many
gods, which they call Mantoac (Hakluyt 1 1 1. 276).]

Among some American Indians, a spirit (of good
or of evil) which is an object of religious awe or

reverence; also, anything which is regarded as

having supernatural power, as a fetish.

1698 G. THOMAS 1 i-nsih ania (1848) 2 They offer their

first Fruits to a Mantlo, or suppos d Deity. 1701 C. WOLLKY
Jrnl. N. York (1860) 37 They are of opinion that when they
have ill success in their hunting, fishing, &c. their Menitto
is the cause of it. 1804 C. IJ. BROWN tr. I olney s I icw Soil

if. S, 416 First, they believe in a great Manito, or genius,
who rules the world or universe. Under his supreme power
are numberless Manitos, who traverse earth and air, and

govern all things. 1817 J.
UKADBURY Trav. Amtr. 24 The

Indians, .often apply this term Manitou to uncommon or

singular productions of nature which they highly venerate.

1856 I!RYANT PaintcilCnp iii, The gentle Manitou of (lowers.

1860 SCHOOLCKAIT fnil. Tribes U. S. V. 74 When a turtle,

bird, quadruped, or other form of animated nature is adopted
as the guardian spirit or moneto. 1895 W. J. HOFFMAN
Begin. Writing n Fig. 31 represents the otter as a spirit or

maniclo. 1899 Jitil. Anthropol. Inst. I. 140 His Maniiu
or spirit, in trappers jargon his medicine,

Manitruiik (mwnitraijk). Ent. [f. L. maims
taken in the sense fore-leg + tninc-us trunk.]

1 The anterior segment of the thorax.

1826 KIRBY & Sr. Rntomol. III. 531 The first segment [of

the trunk], because it bears the fore legs, 1 have named
manilrunk (manitrtcncns).

Manitu : see MANITOU.
Maniure (-i/ia/ijurc], obs. form of MANGKK.

Mailjack (m;vnd^;uk). A large \Vest Indian

tree, Cordia niacrophylla or C . clliptica.

1864 GKISF.BACH Flora. W. Ind. 785 Manjack, Coniiti

inticrophylla.

Man-jack : see MAN sb}- 4 m, and JACK sb?- 2 c.

Manjak (ma: nd;5a:k). West Indian. Also J

\ mountjack, 7-8 muujack. (See quot. 1902.)
1657 LIGON Barbados 101 Another gummy substance there

is .. called Mountjack. 1683 J. PUYNTZ Tobago 37 This

, Munjack is nothing eUe than a Confirmation or Coagula-

MAN-KILLER.

tion of the Tarr. .into a more solid body, which Munjack
[etc.]. 1903 Encycl. Brit. (ed. loj XXVI. 145 (Barbados),
The only mineral product is manjak , or glance-pitch, a
form of asphalt, which occurs in the older rocks of the Scot
land district.

I! Manjee (marnd.y). Also 7 mangee, 8 -gie,

9 manjy. [Hindi manjki.]
* The master or

steersman of a boat or any native river-craft (Y.).
1683 SIR W. HEDGES Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 1. 89 Which made

our Mangee or Steerman advise us to fasten our boat in

some Creeke. 1781 India Gaz. (Y.), The principal Gaut
Mangles of Calcutta have entered into engagements at the
Police office to supply all Persons that apply there with
Boats. 1810 T. WILLIAMSON E. Ind. Vade-Mecum \. 283
The Manjy i Golceah, and Dandy, are the steers-man, bow
man, and common rower in a boat, respectively. 1845
STOCQUELER Hand-lk.Brit. India (1854) 257 Few manjees,
or steersmen of boats, leave the city without [etc.].

t Mank, st&amp;gt;.

1 Sc. Obs. [app. a. F. mangue, f.

wanquer to lack.] Want.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxi. 12 He that hes for his awin

^enjie Ane plesand prop, but mank or men^ie, And schuttis

syne [etc.]. 1718 RAMSAY Christ s Kirk Gr. in. xxiii, They
drank, Till, -in their maws there was nae mank. 1776 HERD
Scottish Songs Gloss., Mank, a want.

t Mank, sb? Obs. (See quot.)
1683 TRYON Way to Health 284 Those fiery Steems [in

food], which are of an hot griping windy Nature, and causing
a Mank or Scurvey in the Blood.

t Ittank, a. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also 6 manke,
7 manc(k. [a. OF. mane, manque : L. manctts

maimed.] Maimed, mutilated, defective.

1513 DOUGLAS sEtwis v. Prol. 51 His febill proi^ bene
mank and mutilait. 1559 Br. SCOT in Strype Ann. Rcf.
I. n. App. vii. 410 The churche of Christe was not perfecte,
but rather a nianke bodye without a head. 1658 J. DURHAM
/C.vp. Kfi . xiii. v. (1660) 570 There is one thing yet to be

cleared, without which all that is said t&amp;gt;eemeth to be manck.

1659 FULLER App. fnj. Innoc. in. 54 If the Bishops sit

as a Third-estate, then Statutes made without them are

mane and defective. 1722 Wodrow Corr. (1843) U- 622

When that mank volume comes over, I shall send one com
plete. 1723 M C

\V&quot;ARD Contcndings Pref. 12 Mr. Wodrow in

liis large, but mank and partial History [etc.].

Mank (mrcrjk), v. Obs. exc. Sc. [? f. MANK a.
;

cf. late (chiefly Frankish) L. mancare, to mutilate,

f. mancus : see MANK a.] trans. To maim, man

gle, mutilate.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4100 Bot alto-mankid hire with

mates &melHs of Iren. 1440 Proinp. Pan . 325/1 Mankkyn,
;

or maynyn, inutile, c 1^70 HENRY Wallace vn. 307 The
myddyll offane he mankit ner in twa. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal.

Hon. in. xcii, Thay wretchis. .That honour mankit and
bonestie mischeuit. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xi. 322 Let

nouther lufe of friend, nor feir of fais, Mufe ?ow to mank
jour Message. 1637-50 Row ///*/. Kirk (1842) 133 Ordour

may be taken with them who hes mutilated and manked
the Kirk s Registers. 1731 Plain Reasonsfor Presbyterians.

dissenting 116 It was past i

and mank
Act very quickly, lam dg 11 was pas no n ,

k d as it was. 1825-80 JAMILSON, Mank.. 2. To
spoil or impair in any way.
Hence Manked

/&amp;gt;//.
a. (whence Ma nkedly adv.,

in a mutilated fashion ; f Ma nkedhead, disabled

condition), Ma nking vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27884 Quen [man] es ouerlaid wit

drunkenhede, |&amp;gt;an
in bis mankidhed,. .es turnd al into best

state, c 1440 Promp. Part . 325/1 Mankynge, or maymynge,
mutitatio. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends x. vi. 117 The rycht arm,
from the schulder al to rent, Apon the mankyt sennony?.

hyngis by. 1553 KENSEIJY L ewpcnd. Tract, in M odrmy
&oc. Misc. (1844! 171 Thou sail understand, that thir wordis

ar mankitlie allegit. a 1585 MoNruoMEKiK Flyting 143 With

mightie, manked, mangled nieittr. 1671 True Nimconf. 288

Its mancking and confounding of Holy Scripture.

Mankal, Manke : see MANGAL, MANCUS.

Ma-n-keeii, a.
[i.
MAN sb.^ + KEEN a.

Recorded later than the synonymous uses of mankinc,
MANKIND a.

t
but possibly its original form.]

1. Of animals (rarelyvfpersons): Inclined to attack

men ; fierce, savage. (See KEEN a. 2 c.) Now dial.

1568 Hist. Joiob &amp;lt;$

Esau n. ii. Cjb, What? are you
mankene now? I recken tt best I, To bind your hande^

behind you euen as ye lye. J- satt. Nay haue mercy on me,

,
and let me not perishe. 1607 R. C[AREW] tr. Estiam^s
World of Wonders 263 He cured a man-keene wolfe..by
making the signe of the crosse. 1625 JACKSON Creed v. vii.

3 Boares and Bulls.. grow often wilde, fierce, or mankene.

1632 SANDERSON Ser/tt. 203 (If after all that they [dog--] still

continue mankeen) knocke out their teeth. 1643 HERLE
Attsw, Feme 6 How hard the Scripture is in yeelding any
of its sincere nulke for babes to these mankeene Gyants.

1737 BRACKKN Farriery linpr. (1757) II. 83 If we are

over-kind to them [horses], it is more likely to make them
Man-keen (as we say) than better conditioned. 1893

! Northuwbld. Gloss. s.v., Cattle are termed mankeen when

they attack human beings.

fb. absol. or as sb. A savage animal. Obs.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry *$ Frances (1767) H. 281,

I have got so far on my journey, having bought a horse for

my servant.. It is a mankeen in miniature.

2. Of women : Very fond of men. Now dial.

16830. MERITON Yorkes. Dialogue 1 7 Sheesgane Eighteen
And few but at that Age they are Man keen. 1876 Whitly
Gloss., Fello-v-fond, Man-crazdt Man-fond, Man-keen, love

smitten. She s desperate man-keen , very fond of the men.

1889 N. W. Line. Gloss. &amp;lt;ed. 2).

Mankes, obs. form of MANX.
Mankey, mankie, var. MANGO Sc.

Ma ii-killer. A killer of men ;
a homicide.

&amp;lt;:i440
Gcsta Rom. xxvi. 141 (Harl. MS.), Whenne they

[the knights] were putte oute of the palyse, some of hem . .

bicome thevis,some man-killtrs. a 1533 Ln. BERNERS Gold.

i Bk. M. A urcl. (1546) G ij b, Such as aixompanyeth with man
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kyllers and murtherers. 1660 R. COKE Justice I ind.

49 The Inhabitants of Switzerland, .who. . have, .continued

Mercenary Man-killers to tin; interests of the Pope. 1895
Pall Mall &amp;lt;r. 29 July 11/2 Kven in those regions, where

expert man-killers are by no means scarce, the stylo of

shooting is altogether different from that of target shi.utiiiL-..

1899 Daily AVri .v 12 June 9/3 The new Mark IV. bullet,

known among experts as The Man-killer .

So Ma-n-killing
1 rbl. sb. and adj.

1693 pKvnF.N Pet-sins iii. (1697) 446 A Spark, like thee, of

the Man-killing Trade. 1880 Cham! . Jml. 15 May -}i6/.

These cattle-devouring tigers, .seldom take to man-killing.

1891 A. FORIIKS in Daily Nfws 29 Dec. 2/1 The mankilling

power of artillery. 1899 Times 27 Sept. 6/2 A new inven

tion, either man-killing or labour-saving.

tMa iikin 1

. Obs. Forms: see MAN sb.1 and

KIN .v/U [OK. fftpn-, mancyn(ii, f. man MAN jvM

\-cynn KIN .?/. ] a. The human race, mankind.

b. A race of men, a people. C. rare. Human nature.

IlCt H iilf \ 10 Ac he hine feor forwraec .. mancynne fram.

971 BlickL Ilotn, 129 I
1 or ealles mancynnes h. ule. c 1000

%LFftIC Ji dg. Prooem., /Kfter bam
J&amp;gt;e

losue . . b.ut man-

kyn sebrohte . . to
|&amp;gt;am

behatenaii earde. a 1175 Cott.

Horn. 225 Ic wille fordon al maneinn mid watere. cixoo
Trin. Coll. Horn. 19 Vre louerd he is cleped helcnile, for bat

he manken alesede. 1275 Passion our Lord n in (&amp;gt;. ! .

Misc. 37 prytty wyntre and more he wes among Monkunne.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18433 Adam, fader of al man-kin.

(-1330 / lorice $ Bl. (1857) 700 %\f manken hit tholi might
Twies I schold die with right. 13.. E. F. Allit. P. A. 636
1 11036 is knawen

J&amp;gt;at man-kyn grtte, Fyrst was wro^t to

blysse parfyt. 13.. Minor Poems fr. I ernon M.S. 37/4
And al ^offrede swete Ihesu flfor monkunne sake bat sorwe.

Maiikin- marnkin). [f.
MAN sb. L + -KIN.] A

diminutive or puny man
;
a manikin.

1820 BYRON Let. to Murray 12 Oct. Lett. $ Jrnls. (1901)
V. 96 No more Keats, 1 entreat :.. there is no bearing the

drivelling idiotism of the Mankin. 1831 CAKLVLK Sart. Res.
n. iix The Mankin feels that he is a born Man.

Mankind, sb. and a.1 [f. MAN sb.i + KIND sb.

Cf. mans kind (MAN sb. 1
21).] A. sb.

L (Now nuvnkonid.) 1. The human species.
Now only collect. Human beings in general. (First
in Cursor J/.

;
it superseded the older MANKIN M

Formerly sometimes with sing, verb, or referred to with

sing. masc. pronoun ; now construed only as plural.
n 1300 Cursor M. 9372 JV: fader of heuen Dight his dere

sun to send, Vntil erth, or flesche to ta for to bring man
kind o wa. (-1380 Wvo.n .SV/. Wks. III. 143 Ifmonkynde
in bo stat of innocense. .schulde not be ydel bot serve his
God bisily. 1398 TKKVISX llarth. DC P. R. xvi. Ixxi. (1495)
576 Onichius.. hath in itself colour medelyd lyke the naylle
of mankinde. 1420 Lvnc. Assembly ofGods 1762 Thus was
mankynde delyueryd from hys foon. 1480 CAXTON Desir.
l&amp;gt;rit. 6 In liritayne ben hoot welles well arayed and adressyd
to the vse of mankynde. 1541 R. COI-LANIJ linydon s Quest.
Chirurg. D ij, Howe many in nombre are all the bones in a
body of mankynde? 1560 DACS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 2$
Sathau the ennemye of almankimle. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornay xvi. 258 The great number of diseases wherwith
mankinde is pained. i6ioSiiAKS. Temp. \. i. 183 How many
goodly creatures are there here ? How beauteous mankinde
is? 1651 HOBBKS Lei-iath. \\. xxvi. 139 A Law of Nature,
equally obliging all man-kind. 17*6 HUTLKK Serm. Hunt.
Nat. iii. Wks. 1874 II. 33 Allowing that mankind hath

:

the rule of right within himself, a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist.
\

Greece I, 202 Mankind never suffer any work to be lost
j

which tends to make them more wise or happy, 1809 SYD,
SMITH Serm. I. 405 To study mankind aright, we must ob
serve, no less the circumstances in which he is placed, than
[etc.]. 1825 LVTTON FalklanM 14 Thrown early among
mankind, 1 should early have imbibed their feelings. 1902
GREENOUGH & KITTREDGE Words 158 The history of lan

guage is the history of mankind,

f2. The nature of man
; human nature. Chiefly

in phr. to take (atfang) mankind. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor AL 17288 + 43 Our lord 5oght to tak man-

j

kynd and bring vus oute of woo. 1375 HARBOUR Bmceiv.
530 And mankynd biddis vs that we To procur vengeans
besy be. c 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints xvi. (Ma&laleua) 242, & how
mane-kynd ^at be can fange. c 1449 PECOCK Kefir. \\. xvi.

245 God descended into mankinde, and . . couplid to him a
singuler mankinde. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 94
That our lorde had taken mankynde. 1367 Gude $ Godlie
B. (S. T. S.) 67 He come from heuin, and tuke mankynde.
fb. Human feeling, humanity. Obs. rare .

1603 B. JONSOM Sejanm v. x, O you, whose mindes are
]

good, And have not forc d all mankind, from your brests.

II. 3. (Now mpe nkaind.) The male sex; per
sons of the male sex. (Cf. MEN-KIND.)
1526 TINDALE i Cor. vi. 9 Abusars of themselves with the

1585 HIGINS Juntas Nomenclator 10 I iragfl, a manly
woman, or a mankind woman. 1591 H. SMITH

/V&amp;lt;/a&amp;gt;.

Marr. (Field) 61 A mankind woman is a monster, that is,

balfe a woman and halfc a man. 1598 l i oniu, /&amp;gt;r/yW/ifW,
a

bonld, shamelesse, mankinde, virago wmn.in. 1599 I DKII-I;

Angry II &quot;out. Al higt. (Percy Soc.) ha Why, she is mankind ;

therefore thou maycsl .strike bcr. i6o7.SiiAKs. Cor. iv. ii. ih

/
i&amp;gt;^.

\\m shall stay too. I would I had the pu \\tn- To say
so to my Husband. .V/i/#. Are yon mankinde? I ulmii. J

foole, is that a shame. 1607 UKAI MONT ll onian-ilater
in. i, Are women growne so mankind ? must they be wooing?
1619 FLETCHER J/. Thomas iv. vi, &quot;1 was a sound knock
she gave me, A plaguy mankinde girle. 1635 Life Long
Meg of Westminster (iSi6) 22 l or that hoe had heard slice

was so mankind as to beat all she met withal), he would try
her manhood.

t Ma iikiud, a.&quot; Obs. Also Tt maukin(e. [Of
obscure origin : possibly a perversion of MAXKKKX,
tliough that form does not appear in our

&amp;lt;juots,
till

later.] Infui iated, furious, fierce, mad.
- MAXK KKN.

1519 HOKMAN I nig, 127 He set dogges, tlial were man
kynde [L. cnni/ iis ejfffratis} vpon the man to lie all to tnruu.

a 1553 L oAi.i. Roystcr D. \\. \\\\. . Arbj 77 Come av.;iy, by
th&amp;lt;j matte she is mankine [run,- mine]. 1 durst ad nun t lire the

losse of my right hande, If slice dyd not sice liir utlier hus-

bande. 1598-9 Hi . HALL in Affirsfort s Sfff. I illanic in. \.

(1599) Hib, 1 a.sk d Phisitions what thcyr counsell was
For a mad dogye or for a mankind Asse? 1605 CKAI-.MAN
All J ~oolcs Wks. 1873 I. 167 Good Signer (,umeli. &amp;gt; be n.

&amp;gt;t

t.io mankinde against your wife. 1632 M.V-MNI.IK (. t.y
Madatn in. i, You biach, Are yon turn d mankind . 1672
Jossi:i.\ N AV:c E)tg. Rarities ij They [llcai-J. aic n\&amp;lt;r

mankind, i.e. tierce, but in rutting time.

Hence
i Mankimlly aJv., cruelly, ferociously.

1606 Sir (,\
i;&amp;lt;w&amp;lt;appe

n. i. in lUilIcn ( . / /. III. 30 V.ni

drive maitU rifove you, . .as mankindelie as if yon had i.d u

a surfct of our Sex lately.

Mankle, Manks, obs. ff. MANACLE v., MANX.
Manky, variant of MANCO .SV\

Maiiless (mx nli-s), a.
[f. MAN .^.1 +-LKSH.]

1. Having no men (either in the sense of human
l&amp;gt;oin^s

or in that of ailtilt male persons^. Also

(ttoncc-itse), having no * men at clu-^s.

c 1050 Suppl, sElfric s Gloss, in \Vr.-\Viili.ker i26/t Paiic-
tinat , roflease and monlease ealde \vt-al las. a 1400 Sir Ten.
1787 My inodir alle manles Keved 1 thare ! a 1626 HA , .s

Cfnsid. ll ar with Spain Ii62y) 31 It was no more but a

stialagrm of lireboats manlcs^e and sent vpon them by the
fauour of the wind in the night time. 1640 K. HAILI.II-: /.(//.

&amp;lt;5- y&amp;gt;
nls, (1841) I. 270, I went forward with my companie

in an less, c 1640 C.anu- at Chasse .:.&amp;gt;. in Maidment ftk.Siot.

Pasquits (1868) 99 For still mismet and manles loi^se the

game. ^1670 SPALIXNI; Trout . Chas. / (18291 II2 His
majesty s lieges should.. flee the covenant, and leave the
cause manless. 1816 HVKON Darkness 71 The world was
void,. .Seasonless, herbless, treeless, manless, lifeless. A lump
of death. 1834 WKANGHAM Homerics 22 When Aina/oiiia\
manless kind Their plains o er-ran. 1863 W. COKY Lett. -\

Jrnls. (1897) 90 A humble, respectable, manless cottage.
1880 Blaclew. Mag. Feb. 244 A melancholy expanse, trei-l&amp;lt;-s,

dwellingless, manless.

f2. a. Unmanly, effeminate. Obs.

(11529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 384 O canseles cowardes, O
hartles hardynes ! () manles inanhod, enfayntyd all with
fere! c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad in. 30 O heauen, that thou
hadst neare bene borne, Or (being so manlesse) neuer liu d,
to beare mans noblest state, The nuptiall honor. Ibid. x\-.

319 The throtes of dogs shall graue His manlesse Urns. 1621

QUAKLES Div. PoemS) Esther (\ji-j) 136 To yield The right
and safe possession of the Shield, Was foul reproach, and
manless cowardize. 1653 WATEKHOUSE Afiol. Learn. 82
That pusillanimity and manless subjugation, which by many
in our Age scornfully is called Priest-riddenness.

t b. Inhuman. Obs.
ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad ix. 64 A hater of societie. .being

stuft, with manlesse crueltie.

Hence f Ma-nlessly adv., in a manless manner ;

t Ma nlessness, cowardice.
1607 CHAPMAN Bnssy D^Ambois Plays 1873 II. 94 Let her

wounds Manlesly digd in her, be easd and cur d. 1667
WATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 92 That Dread and pavid

seruauntes both mankinde and womankinde. 1611 SHAKS.

w &quot;&quot;
&quot; ^* &quot; T

?9
Should all despaire That haue reuolted ,

Wmes, the tenth of Mankind Would hang themselves. 1632 :

LITHGOW Trav. iv. 155 Without admission ofany man-kind
in their company. 1874 TROLLOPE Lady Anna ix. 67 The
infinite simplicity and silliness of mankind and womankind
at large.

B. atij.

fl. Human. Obs.

1584 R. SCOT Discor. Witchcr. ,\v.
xij. 412, I coniure you

-.yemfernallkings..to appeare..in faire forme and shape
of mankind kings.

t2. Male. *0bs.

1633, MASSINGF.R Guardian i. ii, I keep no mankind ser
vant in my house, In fear my chastity may be suspected.
1638 FORD Lady s Trial n. ii, Sir, consider My sex ; were
I mankind, my sword should quit A wounded honour.

1 3. Of women : Masculine, virago-like. Obs.
Sometimes indistinguishable from MANKIND .-

lessness, that seised the Inhabitants.
pavid man-

Manli, manlich, obs. forms of MANLY.

t Ma-H.lih.eacL 06s. Also 3 manliched, 5

manlyhed(e, 6 manlihed. [f. MANLY a. + -HEAD.]
1. The condition of being human.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 23 Til god srid him in manliched. 1413

PUgr. Sowle (Caxton) iv. xxix. (1859) 62 Ryght as an Image
that nought hath of manlyhede, but only of lykenesse, by
maner of shap withouten.

2. Virility, bravery, courage.
1422-83 Pol. Poems in Archzologia XXIX. 331 That

saue alle Englond by his manly-hede. c 1475 Partenay
4352 And how this Geant bold Thens into a caue fled for

fere and drede, Within the quike roche for all hys manlyhed.
1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 43 Fame hath through ech part
of Egypt spred The tidings cleare of your great manlihed.

Maillihood (m^-nlihud). rare. [f. MANLY a.

+ -HOOD.] Manliness.

1641 EARL MONM. tr. BiondCs Civit Warres n. 72 In
such a case he would shew that manlihood which men.,
void ofjudgement might now tax in him. 1819 COLERIDGIC
Lett. (1895) II. 699 Light, manlihood, simplicity, whole
ness. These are the entelechy of Phidian Genius. 1887
1). C. MURRAY & HERMAN Traveller Returns iv. 56 The
man-fool . .will not please the woman-fool out of his manli
hood but by falling into her likeness. 1889 Atalantti Mag.
Apr. 464/2 The earnestness and manlihood of the Eliza
bethan age.

Manlike (marnbikJ, a. (adv.} Also 5-6 -lyke.

[f. MAN sb. 1 + LIKK .]

1. Having the qualities or characteristics proper

to a man as distinguished from a woman or child.

Of women : Having masculine qualities ; mannish.
c 1450 HOLLAND Htn^lut 155 Thai apperit to the Pape and

present thaim aye Fair furrand and fie, ..And manlyke.
C 1470 1 1.\KHIM; C // /( //. ( \&amp;lt; n. iii, lie thru ;m--,l. . I h&amp;lt;: lorde
Cobham full trewe and also manlyke. i$79 J- -^ VHUKS
Gaping C,utf\5 vij b, The snml reckoning \sbii.b that man
like nation makes uf Krannce. 1605 CAMM-;N Rent. (1637)
t&amp;gt;5 Uido, A PlKunician name, signifying a manlil.&amp;lt;: WI.IIKU I.

1715-20 POI-K IHud in. 2.|y Against the manlike Ama/on&amp;gt;

we stood. 1871 S.Mii-KS Charac, xi. 30-) Men are MHiLeiinn-,

womanlike, and women ac sometimes manlike.

b. Belonging to or bcliUini; a man; manly,
masculine.

1561 T. NOIMON Cnh-hi s /nsf. iv.xx. fifj
1.1)73;;

Tliat among
Christians may In; a omnum slirw of i&amp;lt; ligion, :uul amont;
men may be man-like civilitie. 1612 I M .u m\ / v. i , ii

;.(;&amp;gt;
Kli/a!.&amp;lt;.-tli . . iJi^ie-^ing IVmn ln-r

S&amp;lt;-\,
u ilh .Man-Hke

goiieriimeiii This Hand kept in awe. i6z4 CAIT. SMITH
/

*/&amp;gt;c
iniii ii. -,i Tin- mini l^inw tln-ir timt-s in ti-hini;, hunt

ing, warres, and MH h man-like i .\L K.iM/s. 1678 COTIKKKI.I.
Daviliis Hist. / r. \\ Tin: (Juecn, a woinan of a manlike
11647 p. 23 manly] spirit and subtil \\ it 1728 MORGAN
Al&it-rs I. i\ . i8 Why then an; the Afiicans alonu to be
called Suva ties and 1 Jarbai ians fur ^lujwin^ a manlike Kcsrnt-
ment. 1736 SHI.NS-IUM-; / Vr.sv.v to Lady 7 Oct. 21 In t;l.iiing
Chloe s man-like Ta-tc and M&quot;icn, Are the gross .splendor.-;
nf tbu Tulip set n. 1839 CAKI.YI.K L futrfism iii. (1858,1 15 It

is for a manlike place . .HI tins world, .that he strut^le.-,. 1895
II. S. MI.KKL.IAN (//&amp;gt;] La.iy il. xiv. (K/.J) 3:5 From long
assot ia t ion \\ ith men she hail learnt a manlike ieli(_eih e.

2. Resembling a man.
1590 T. Ni I.SON- in Anti./ititry XIII. $.\

fj Whose form j-ou
MX- is monstrous, stratigo and ran-, Hefuie a manlike shape,
behinde a fishes fell. 1604 Ku\\ i. \NDS Lookc So it 19 Man-like
in shape, in nianiiL-i -, but a l-ast. 1667 MILTON /*./,. vni. 471
Under his toiimn;.; liamls a Oraliite t^ntw, Manlike, but
diiter.-iit sex, so lovly faire. 1863 HIM.KV Man s Place Nat.
i. -4 The stnu tural dilTen.-n.:es between Man and the Manlike

apes. 1899 \V. H. Ki KSI-SS !&amp;gt;\&amp;lt;lk Lc&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;&amp;gt; P.orneo ;-i When he
stood upon tin: gnmrid, he met a man-like being.
3. As aav. = M.vNn;i.i.v.

1577 HKLI.UUKS Ciiicna&amp;gt;a\ (. hro&amp;gt;&amp;gt;. 34 Lucius Metellus..

fought so valiantly ami manlike, that be left, .one only person.
1592 Slow Annals

4~,&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

lull. Ball . . Imlilelli them . .stand man
like together in tiueih A inl lielpe tuith, and truth sliall lielpe

yon. 1837 KMKKSON Misc. (188418-1 So is tliedanyei a danger
still ;

so is the fear \voi se. Manlike let him turn and face it.

1843 CAKLYI.K / us/
&amp;lt;y

/V. iv. iv, To have neither superior nor

inferior, nor ei|iial, united manlike to yon.
lifiice Ma iilikely ntli .^ Ma niikeness.
1742 \\ ILLISOM Baku o/Gi/fad V\\\.(I%QQ .-- 1 h- tuie motive

ol Christian lu\e is a manlikenevs and luvc to Christ more
tlian to you. 1873 I

1

. HKOOKS AVrc Starts in I.i/\ .\ii. . ^9
Who does not rejoice that his divine Ma-ur coiiM be 111:111-

likely iiidi-nanl : 1885 (I. M I--RI.IUIH I&amp;gt;ian&amp;lt;i I. .\\ . 22 She
distinguished that he could only suppose, manlikely, one bad
cause, for the division. 1903 FAIKHAIKX in L ontcwf1

. Rcr.

Jan. 10 He saw. .into the
g-&amp;gt;&amp;lt;llikene.ss of man and the nun-

likeness of God.

Manlily (marnlili), adv. Also 4-5 -lyly, -lely,

-lelie. [f. MANLY a. + -LV -.] In a manly manner.

1375 liAiitun H Brncc \\. 486 Hot ahvay;, asa man ofT mayn,
He mayntemyt him full manlyly. c 1440 Alf&amp;gt;h. Tales 114
His t liniy come in man lelie ayayns hym. 1896 ABP. JJKNSO.M

yrnl. 7 June in Life (iSoy) II. 715 [Holy Communion] un-

ritually, but so solemnly and man lily administered by \\ lie-

well, Sedgwick, Martin, and their peers.

Manliness (inge-nlines). [f.
MANLY + -NEHS.]

I. The state or c|uality of beini^ manly ; the

possession of manly vigour, or of those virtues

characteristic of a man.
1375 HARBOUR Brin e ix. 77 His vrechiclnes so In thame gais,

That thai thair manlynes sail tyne Throu vrechidnes of his

(ovyne. c 1450 Lyuc. it UUKGH Secrets 2603 Colour reed

Causyd of blood pure, Issigneof strengtheand greet manly-
nesse. 1569 GOLDING Hentinges Post. 23 Stephan was.. full

of grace and manlynesse \fst\%.jbrtitttdme\, 1596 SI-KN.IF.K

P. Q. iv. vii. 45 Vet weend, by secret signes of manlinesse. .

That he whilome some gentle swaine had beene. 1673 7tV-

marques Humours T(ni&amp;gt;n A iv b, A person who. .should
value the innocence and manliness of a Country one [/. e.

life], 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 384 Whilst her fond husband
strove to lend relief In all the silent manlineK of grief. 1880

TROLLOPS Duke s Children I. iii. 33 He was dark, with.,

that expression of manliness, .which women love the best.

f2. Humanity; human kindness. Obs.

1382 WYCLIK 2 Mace. xiv.
&amp;lt;jThi manlynesse [Vulg. hitmani-

tatem tnajn} shewid to alle men.

t Ma nling. Obs. [-LING !,]
A little man.

a 1637 B. JOSSON Discov., Cfns. Seal, in Li/. Gertn, t

Augustus often called him his wittie Manling (for the

littlenes of his stature), 17.. Fashion 65 in Dodsley Coll.

Poems (1755) 111.276 Tis meaner (cries the manling) to

command A conquering host . . Than furl fair Flavia s fan,
or lead a dance.

Manly (mae nli), a. For forms see MAN sb. 1

and -LY i
: also 5 Sc. mandly. Sitperl. 4 mau-

lokest. [f.
MAN sbl + -LY 1.]

I 1. Belonging to human beings ; human. Obs.

.1200 Vices ty Virtues 43 For none winde of mannliche

fandinge. a 1225 After. A . 112 Swuc grure he hefde in his

monliche vlesche a^ein be stronge deorewur3e pinen ^et he
schulde drien. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. iv. (Skeat) I. 46
The ilke three waies of Hues. ,whiche..arne bynames cleped,

bestialliche, resonabliche, [and manlich. Resonablich] is ver-

tuous. Manlich is worldlich, r 1422 HOCCLEVE yeres/atts s

Wife 783 Be nat abassht it manly is to synne, Uut feendly
is longe lye tber-ynne. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W, de W.
1495) I. xcviii. 130 b/i The ordenaunces that I haue yeue to

them for to kepe, ben manly in asmoche as I that am a man
haue enioyned them to kepe them. 1554 KNOX Fort for
Afflicted (1580) A 8 Wee haue another schoolemaister then

manly reason. 1625 GILL Sacr. Philos. ii. 134 Hee [Satan]

thought that God should rather dwell in the being of the

Angels . . then dwelling in the tabernacle of the manly being.



MANLY.
2. Possessing the virtues proper to a man as

distinguished from a woman or child; chiefly,

courageous, independent in spirit, frank, upright*
1/1225 si tier, K. 272 Wummon is ^e rt-isun, J&amp;gt;et is, \\iites

sl?lle hwon hit Uhstrenc8e$, fet schulde beon monlirh it

stalewarde kcne ine treowe bileaue. &amp;lt; 1350 Will. PaL-rnc

3325 pei..hadden gret ioyc ba so manli a man wold mele in

here side. Ibid. 3419 pe stiward had a newe but of Jong
age, on

[&amp;gt;e
manlokcst man bat men shold of heren. c 1450

St. Cntkbert (Surtees) 7507 He was honest and manly.
c 1470 HUNRY Wallace vi. 785 Lykly he was, rycht fair and
weill farrand, Mandly and stout. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam.
iv. 9 lie stronge now and manly ye Philistynes.. .Be manly
and fighte. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

&amp;lt;y

Cr. iv. v. 104 Manly as

Hector, but more dangerous. 1632 LITHGOW Trai 1
. ix. 421

A proud Nobility, a familiar and manly Gentry. 1791 MRS.
RAPCUFFE Rmt. Forest v, His ptrrson was manly, and his

air military. 1800 FOSTKR in Life &amp;lt;J-

Corr. (1846) I. 124 It is

mure manly to confess than to extenuate. 1856 EMERSON
Eng. Traits^ Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 30 They [the English]
are&quot; rather manly than warlike. 1879 L. STKI-HKN Hours in

Library III. 62 He [Fielding] was manly to the last.

b. Of a woman : Possessing qualities or attri

butes regarded as characteristic of a man.
c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 33/1 These

women be very manly in fytynge and hardy, a 1548 HALL
Chron. t Hen. I I 1130, This wytch or manly woman.. the

Frenchemen greatly glorified, a 1592 GKKKNK Jas. //&quot;,
iv.

iv, Dorot. How looke I, Nano? like a man or no? Nnno.
If not a man, yet like a nianlie shro\\ e. 1774 FOOTF. Corners
in. Wks. 1799 II, 186 As to fortune, she is totally careless in

that. ..How manly that is in a woman! 1824 W. IRVING
T. Trav. I. 42 My aunt was a lady of large frame, .she was
..a very manly woman.

c. transf. andy^r
.

1697 I JKYI&amp;gt;F.N / irg. Georg. n. 70 The Vigour of the Native
Ear tli Maintains the Plant, and makes a Manly Birth. 1799
J. ROBKRTSOS Agric. Perth 470 The house of Auchtertyre,
with a manly front of cut granite. 1801 Sk. Pttris as itii&amp;gt;as

II. xliv. 86 The architecture has certainly lost that gloomy
tint which gave to this building a manly ami respectable
character. 1864 LOWELL J- in sidi Tra~ . 185 It [iron] is a

manly metal, with no sordid associations like gold or silver.

3. Of things, qualities, etc. : Uetitting or belong
ing to a man; masculine.
c 1375 Si. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugt-nia] 791 po ^u he a

woman, manlyk ar
\&amp;gt;\

cludis al. 1398 TKKVISA Bartk. DC P.
A*, v. xlviii. (1495! 165 Vf the balluk stones be kut of inanely
strength passyth and male complexion di.iN-yth in tofemall

complexion. 1459 Rolls ofParttN, uS 2 ICxortation. .made
. .in so witty, so knj slitly, so manly, in so comfortable wise.

1592 SuMis. Mitts. N. in. ii. 157. Row. fy Jul. in. 11.53,
1 saw the wound, ..here on his manly bre-^t. i6i7MoKV.soN
/tin. in. 48 The Germans speech is said to be manly, the
Frenchman^ sweet and fluent. 1671 MILTON P. J\. i\. 225
Therefore with manlier objects we must try His constancy.
1681 DRYDEM Al&amp;gt;$.

&amp;lt;J-
Ac/tit, i. 22 His conscious destiny made

way, By manly beauty to imperial sway, a 1704 T. JJKOWN
Praise Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37 The drunkards voice is

hoarse and manly, not like the squeaking trils of an Eunuch.
1851 MAVSK REID Scalp Hunt. \\\\. 401 In my earlier life

1 was addicted to what are termed manly sports . 1894
GLADSTONE Odes of Horace m. xxiv. 54 Train we these
minds effeminate With thoughts and ways of manlier stale.

1 4. Humane, charitable ; generous. Obs.

1377 LANGL. / . PI. B. v. 260 Artow manlyche amonge thi

neijuores of thi mete and drynke?
f5. Having the attributes of a (liege) man; sub

servient. O/ s.

^1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 65 And also ^if |&amp;gt;ei ;eucn a
lienefis for men ben of here kyn, .. or ellis for

l&amp;gt;e
clerk is

manly to
J&amp;gt;e

lord in gay clo^inge, . . or ony oj&amp;gt;ere veyn iapis.

t 6. * Grown up*; adult, mature. Obs.

5/9 W. WILKINSON Confut. Familye of Lout, Herct.
Ajffirnt. b j b, Not that they should alwayes remaine as su-l&amp;gt;-

ject thereunder [the ordinance of the Lord], but vntill tlie

appoynted tyme, vntill the manly old age in the godly vnder-
standing of the holy word. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. C,oit-

larfs tt ise yieitlard i) Those men .. with the shines of
their middle and manly age, doe fill vp the measure of their

iniquities with the vices of a shamdesse old as;e. 1647 J I.K.

TAYLOR Lib. Propft. xviii. 244 If the Infant vow l&amp;gt;e inv.did
till the Manly confirniation. 1691 Woou Ath. O.von. I. 6
William Galeon..did \\\ his Manly Years take upon him the
Habit of the Friers of the Order of St. Austin.

7. Comb., as manly-minded &&}.
1818 MOORE Man. (1853) H. 163 We.. walked home in the

evening. Scully a good, honest, manly-minded fellow.

Manly (mae-iui), adv. For forms see MAN s/U
and -LY -. [f. MAN sb.! + -LY ^

; in OE. maun foe.]
1. In a manly manner; like a man; manfully,

courageously, with valour or energy. ?0&. or arch.
In ME. alliterative poetry often used expletively.
Btovnuf 1046 Swa man-lice ma;re peoden, hord-weard

haile^a heajw-rxsas geald mearum ond madmum. 1205
LAV. 26855 And haehte heom amor^en monliche arisen.
a 1225 A ncr, R. 422 HoldeS on ine swuche reste

|&amp;gt;et ^e longe
J&amp;gt;crefter

miiwen ine Codes seruise be monluker swinken.
a 1300 E. E. Ps. xxx. 31 Dos manlike, and your hert
sirenfhjx:d be. a iy3oCnrsor J\L 21341 Man [he is) quits he
manh him ledis. 1382 WYCLIF i Mace, vu 31 Thei maden
engynys, and the! wenten out,..and fou^ten manly, c 1400
Dt str. Tray 7227 He met horn full monly with his mayn
dynttes. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxi. 94J?e kyng hase all

way agayne-standen him and putt him ofTmannely. 1586
MARLOWE ist Pt. Tawlntrl. in. ii, Faith, and, Techelles, it

was manly done. 1607 ROWLANDS Guy Ji anv. 41 The ugly
beast . . Comes at him manly, with most dreadful paws.
1632 Lrmoow 7&amp;gt;w. v. 231 Our Souldiers.. stood manly
to it, with their Howes and Arrowes. 1755 JOHNSON, Manly
adv., with courage like a man.

f2. Like a human being, a. Humanely, cour

teously; generously. b. After the fashion of
fallen man ; unregenerately. Ol&amp;gt;$.

1377 LANUL. / . Pi. ]&amp;gt;. x, 87 Who-so hath moche, spene

128

manliche so meneth Thobie. 1381 WVCLIF 2 Mace. ix. 27
Forsothe V trist, hym to do myldly, and manly, or curteysly.

Acfs xxvii. 3 lulius tretynge manly [gfoss. or kurteysly]
Poule suffride for to go to frendis. 1547 HOOPER Dalar.
Christ iv. Dij Let hym tary style in the doctrine of man
and lyue as manly and carnally as he list.

f3. Excellently,
*

bravely *. O/ S.

1605 SIIAKS. J\Iacl&amp;gt;, iv. iii. 235 This time qoes manly: Come
we to the King, our Power is ready, Our lacke is nothing

but our leaue.

Ma ii-mi dwife. Now rare. PI. men-mid-
wives. A man who assists women in childbirth ;

an accoucheur. A\$ojig.
1625 B. JONSON Staple of N. Induct., There are a set of

gamesters within, in tr.iuell of a thing call d a Play, ..and

they haue intreatt-d me to be their Man-Midwife, the Pro

logue. 16318 SrcKi.iNG Aglanra 11646 5 That old doting
man-mid-wife Time. 17*7 BRADLEY fOm, Diet.

s.y. After-
/&amp;gt;

/&amp;gt;-//;,
That which Chirurgeons and Men-Midwives call

Placenta. 1783 S. F. SIMMONS in Mcd. Contmun. I. 176
Dr. Bland, physician man-midwife to the Westminster
General Dispensary. 1797 Directory Sheffield 81 Hodgson,
John, surgeon, and man-midwife. 1807 ROBINSON Archaeol.

Gr:eca v. xiv. 476 The ancient Athenians used only men-
mid wives.

Hence Man-midwifery, the practice or occupa
tion of a man-midwife.
1681 T. FLATMAN Hcraclitns Ridens No. 14 Jest. ..But

you promised me I should see Mr. Character brought to bed.
Eiirn. That you shall presently, of a Premunire at least, by
the help of his own man-midwifery* 1684 KARL ROSCOM.
Ess. Transi. I crse 244 A Quai/k (.too scandalously Mean to

Name) Had, by Man-Midwifery, got Wealth and Fame.
1790 P. THICKNESS*: (title) Man-Midwifery Analyzed.

DHa U-liii lliiier. I
J
1. men-, man-milliners.

A man who makes or vends millinery ;

*

hence, a
man who is busied with trifling occupations or

embellishments
*

(Webster).
1792 FLOVD in Southey Life A. /&amp;gt;?// (1844) I. 439 Many un

fortunate young gentlemen are put into thearmy by their bar
barous friends, .. who have not constitutions for a man-mil
liner. 1796 SocTiiiiY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 223, 1 look upon
a Man milliner not only as one of the most despicable mem
bers of society, but as one of the most injurious. 1807
Sporting Mag. XXIX. 185 The plaintiff is a Haberdasher
and Man-milliner living in Piccadilly. 1813 Examiner
i Feb. 76/2 Some men milliners deprecate the employment
of women. 1814 H AZI.ITT / &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/. Ess. (1819) 66 The Morning
lh-rald sheds tears of joy over the fashionable virtues of the

rising generation, and finds that we shall make better man-

milliners, better lacqueys, and better courtiers than ever.

1839 T. HOOK
/?/&amp;gt;///, Deaths^ etc. I. ii. 53 He s an empty-

paled fellow, and as conceited as a man-milliner. 1901
ll t stin. Gaz. 5 Feb. 5/2 One of the leading man-milliners

hopes the strike [of ladies tailors in Paris] will succeed.
attril\ 1850 THACKERAY Contrib. to Pmu/t Wks. ( Hiogr.

ed.) VI. 691 One of those twopenny-halfpenny men-milliner
moralists.

IVTa ii-mi lliiiery. A contemptuous term for

clothing or apparel (e.g. uniforms, ecclesiastical

vestments) to which men devote their attention

trivially or unworthily (as is supposed).
1819 SCOTT Let. to *J. Richardson 22 Aug. in Lockhartt

There goes as much to the man-millinery of a young officer

of hussars as to th:U of an heiress on her bridal day. 1846
Ectlcsiologist Ser. 11. V. 31 Those who.. call the ecclesio-

logical movement manmillinery .

Manna (mce na). Also i monua, 2-3 manne,
4 mana. [a. late L. manna neut. indecl. (later
also fem. a stem), a. Hellenistic Or. pawa neut.

indecl. (LXX and N. T.), ad. (? through Aramaic

fnanttif) Heb. jo miin (whence (Jr. /id**, \.. man,
occurring more frequently than the longer form
in the LXX and Vulgate O. T. : see MAN sbty.
0. Ebers (Durch Gosen zntn Sinai], gives plausible reasons

for believing that the Ancient Egyptian tnannu denoted
the exudation of Tawarix gallica. As the Arab, tnann
has the same sense, it seems possible that the Heb. word
may represent the name anciently current in the Sinaitic

wilderness for this natural product, which in many respects
agrees with the description of the miraculous manna, and
which is still locally regarded as a dew falling from the sky.

, The etymological tradition or conjecture preserved in Ex.
xvi. 15 represents the word as having originated from the

question man hui what is it (in Aramaic or supposed
aichaic Heb.), which grammatically admits of being inter

preted It is man . (Cf. the Vulgate, 1. c. : Dixerunt ad
invicem : Manhu, quod interpretattir, quid est hoc? )

The word has been adopted in most versions of the 1:11. lr.

and appears in figurative uses in the literature of must of the
countriesof Christendom. Cf.Uoth ,OHG.(MHG.,mod.G.),
Du.,Sw., It. manna, \r\inannc, Sp. tnatnf, Pg. mannd.
Whether the Gr. jmur?a, L. wanna

t fern., meaning a grain
of frankincense (sense 9 below

i,
is connected with this word

is uncertain, though an oriental origin for it is probable.]
I. liiblical and allusive uses.

1. The substance miraculously supplied as food
to the Children of Israel during their progress
through the \Vilderncss. (See Exodus xvi.)
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C, xvii. 124 And eac sceal

bion on 3asm breostum 5xs monnan swetnes. CIOOO^LFRIC
Exod. xvi. 31 And nemdon pone mete Manna, c 1175
I.ami . Horn, 141 Sunnedei god sende manna from houene.
ciioo Trin. Coll, Horn. 99 He let hem reine manne to bi-

hue and gef hem bred of heuene. (71730 Asswup. I irg.
(B.M. MS.) 768-9 Thei overturned bat ilke stone ; Bodi

J&amp;gt;ei

founde
\&amp;gt;cr

none ; Hut pei sawe in bat stede ^ana Liand as
it were a mana. That manna bitokned hure clene lyf.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv. 12 In be toumbe of sayne lohn
men may fynd na thyng bot manna, c 1586 CTESS I KM-
UKOKE Ps. i.xxvin, x, He .. bade the cloudes ambrosian
manna rain. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. AV//V. i. 124 The
Apostle there callcth Manna spiiituall m-at,yet was Manna

MANNA.
a materiall thing. 1756-7 tr. Keysler*s Trar. (1760) II. 183
And on the reverse the pot of manna, or, as others will have
it, the censor. 1842 J. H. NEWMAN I ar, Si-rm. VI. xi. 156
The manna in the wilderness was a real gift.

b. transf. and _/?.
1593 G. HARVEY Precursor Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 12 To make choice of. .the most vertuous hearbes of
Philosophic,, .and the most heauenly manna of Diuinitie.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I&quot;, v. i. 294 Faire Ladies you drop
Manna in the way Of staiued people. 1667 MILTON P. L.
n. 113 His Tongue Dropt Manna, and could make the worse
appear The better reason. 1684 OTWAY A tfuist i. i, Do you
dispise your own Manna indeed, and long after Quails?
1822 LAMB Eliti Ser. i. Roast Pig, The lean, no lean, but a
kind of animal manna. 1890 K. UKIDGES Shorter Poems \\\.

London Sutnv, They gathered up the crystal manna to freeze
Their tongues with tasting, their hands with snow-balling.
2. Spiritual nourishment

; food divinely supplied,
whether for mind or body, esp. the holy eucharist.

1381 WVCLIF Rev. ii. 17 To the ouercomynge I shal jiue
manna hid, or awigelmete. [Similarly 1535 COVERDALE and
1611,] c 1450 tr, De Imitattotie in. xl. no To be victour is

! yoven manna. 1654 JI:R. TAVLOR Real Pres. 58 The word
of God, the most honourable and eldest of things is called
Manna. 1843 KBAUE&pilHtf,/&**?&& (1863) 47 Let not Thy
Manna fail me at the last. i86z Hymns A.

&amp;lt;J-

M. No. 314
( O food that weary pilgrims love ), O bread of Angel-hosts
alx&amp;gt;vet O Manna of the Saints.

f3. [After F. mamie.] a. A valuable staple of
food. Obs. (1 nonce-use.)
1693 KvKi-YN De la Quint. Cotnpl. Card. I. 55 It is us d m

(he Winter time to cover Fig-Trees, Artichokes, Succories,
Selery, &c. Which are all Manna s of great Value in Gard n-

ing. Ibid. II. 194 Lettuces are Plants that are., commonly
seen in our Kitchen-Gardens, and are indeed the most useful
Manna of them.

b. (See quots.)
1816 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. ix. fiSiB) I. 284 Between the

i.&amp;gt;tli and i sth of August is the time when those [sc. Ephe-
intra;] of the Seine and Marne..are expected by the fisher

men, who call them manna. 1864 Intel?. Observ. No. 33.

151 Ephemerae, .commonly known by the name of Manna.

II. In Pharmacy, etc.

4. A sweet pale yellow or whitish concrete juice
obtained from incisions in the bark of the Manna-
ash, Fraximts Ortnts, chiefly in Calabria and

Sicily ;
used in medicine as a gentle laxative. Also,

a similar exudation obtained from other plants.
[c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 182 Cole hem, & resolue

J&amp;gt;eron

cassia fistulajj., thamarindorum, manne ana Jss.,& boile hem
a litil togidere.] 1333 ELYOT Cast, /felthe (1541) 58 Pourgers
of Choler : . . Manna vi drammes at the leaste, and soo to xxv,
in the brothe of a henne or capon. 1543 TKAHERON Vfgo s

( /iir]irg. t Intfrff. Strange II urds, Manna isadewe thicked,
and fallynge in certayne places vpon trees, . . and vsed for

purgations. 1660 K. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trat&amp;gt;. 4 Upon
the Mount Libanus. .you may And the Manna, or Celestial

dew, which I . . took for snow. 1698 KRVEH Aic. E. India \
\

P. 241 This Manna is White and Granulated, and. . I think
not inferior to the Calabrian. 1764 (. n i b 1 1- r-i . Lett, to God
son (1800) 354, I made him take a little manna, which has
done him gcxxl. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 764/2 Some
manna was gathered from the green leaves [of a pine], but
it could never be condensed. 1812-34 Gcn*d*s Study Med.
led. 4) IV. 344 It [juice of birch-tree] is easily obtained by
woundhig the trunk, and when fresh is a sweetish and

limpid tluid in its concrete state affording a brownish manna.

1830 LINDI.EY Nat. Syst. Bot. 92 The Manna of Arabia is

produced by several species of Hedysarum. 1856 STANLEY

!

Sinai ff Pal. i. n. 69 Feathery tamarisks, .on whose leaves
1

is found what the Arabs call manna.
b. with qualifying word, as cane, camtlated^fat,

flake, flaky, lachrymatory manna ; Calabrian, Le

vant, Sicilian, Syrian, Tolfa manna
;
Australian

manna, a secretion of certain species of Kucalyp-
tus, esp. E. viminaiis \

Briancon nianiuv, a sub-

sUuice secreted by the common larch ; Hebrew
Jews

,
Mount Sinai, Persian manna, the pro

duct of Alhaga mattrontm or of Tamarix gallica

\M.tttanmfera\ lerp manna = LERP ; Madagas
car manna = DLT LCITE.

1611 COTGR., Manne de Calabre, Calabrian Manna; the

l&amp;gt;e^t and most lasting Manna. .. Manne de Cotton .. the

worse kind of Leuant Manna, and the worst of all others.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cytl. s. v., Formerly the Syrian manna
wa-, in the most repute, but now it gives way to the Cala-

brian. i?53 Ibid. A w//*., Manna Alastichina, ..This is what
we usually know, .under the name of Manna Persicnm, or

IVrsian Marina, which is at this time in use in medicine in

the East. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 537/2 The larger

pieces, calledj^rXv innnna, are usually preferred. Ibid. 538/2
1 his is the best kind, and by the people of [Sicily] is called

lachrymatory or cane manna. //
/&amp;lt;/.,

The Sicilian manna is

dearer and more esteemed than that of Calabria. 1811 A. T.
THOMSON Loud. Disfi. (1818) 179 It is collected in baskets,
and known under the name of manna grnssa, fat manna. . .

A finer kind of manna is procured, which is called canulated
or flaky manna, manna in cannoli. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.

386/1 The kind which is most abundant is by the Arabs
called toorunjbeeni which isoften translated Persian manna .

Ibid. 386/2 A sweetish exudation is produced on the larch

(Larix ettroft a\ which forms the Manna f&amp;gt;rignntiaca,or

Briancon Manna of some Pharmacopoeias. *96+ Chawhers*

Encycl. VI. 307/2 The manna of the Israelites . . appear^

probably., to have been the saccharine substance called

Mount Sinai Manna. 1883 Enfycl. Brit. XV. 493/2 The

Lerp manna of Australia is of animal origin.

c. Manna in sorts [ F. manne en sortes,

pharmaceutical L. manna in sortibMs]* manna in

tears [
= F. manne en larmes\ : see (juots.

1853 ROVLK Man. Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 542 Manna in tears

is a pure kind, in bright and roundish white grains. . . Inferior

kinds are in smaller pieces,.. and often intermixed with im-



MANNA.

purities. These are called Manna in sorfs
t
Fat Manna,

I olfa Manna, Sic. 1866 Treas. Kot. 823/2 The inferior

[kind], or manna in sorts [is obtained] from cuts [in the

stem of the Ash] near the ground.

f 5. In early Chemistry : A white powder. Obs.

1694 SALMON Bate s Dispens. (1713! 200/1 This is the same

Medicine which i&amp;gt; call d Manna of I^eau by Schroder. 1706

PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), s.v., Chymical Manna, a Substam e

di^tilTd from Precipitate, whiter than Snow.

6. (In fH Poland or rolish manna = V. mannc

dt Pologtw.)
= Manna seeds (see 9).

1785 MAKTYN Rottsscaifs Hot. xiii. (1794) 139 The seeds of

rhi^ [Festticti /hiitans} . , appear there under the name of

Manna. 1864 Chambers* l-.ncycl. VI. 308/1 They [the seeds]

. .are very palatable and nutritious, and are known in sin p-^

as Polish Manna, Manna Seeds, and Manna Croup. 1866

Trcas. Rot. 718/2 Manna, Inland. Glycerin flwtanf.

7. A species of grass, Sefariit ^ Panicurn italiea,

better known as Italian or Hungarian millet,

originally native of Asia, but now extensively cul

tivated for fodder in Kuropc and South Africa.

1897 Agnc. Jrnl. C. Good Hope X. 108 You have done the

sensible thing in sending a specimen of your so-called

Manna for identification. . . Well, it is Setaria italica, Beauv.,
in one of its varieties.

|8. A grain (of frankincense); frankincense in

grains. 0/&amp;gt;s.

[Strictly another word : a. Gr. pawa, I,, manna, fern, a
stem : see etymological note above.]
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 367 As for the small crums or frag

ments [of incense] which fall off by shaking, we called

Manna, (i. Thnris). 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. .V//., Manna
Thnris, the Manna ofFrankinci nst , a term used by the

ancient physicians to express such small pieces of frankin

cense, .as broke off. .in carriage.

9. o//r#.andC&amp;lt;w.,as manna-dew^meal\ manna-

bearing^ -eating^ -like, -yUlding9&}l. ; manna ash

(&quot;tree),
the tree Fraxinus Ormts\ mauna-grass,

f (a] DEW-ORASS ; (b) the aquatic grass Glyceria

fluitans ; manna-groats : see MANXA-CROUI*
;

manna lichen, either of the lichens Lccanora
esculenta and L.affmis ; manna-mead, a fermented

beverage obtained from manna; manna seeds, the

seeds of manna-grass, Glyceria flnitans ;
manna

sugar = MAXXITK ;
manna tree = manna ash. Also

MANXA-CROIP.
1715 J. PF.IIVF.R in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 238 This . . more

resembles our *Manna Ash. 1892 Pall Mall G. 21 July 3/1
The slanting lights which played through manna-ash, acacia-

hedge, and tamarisk. 1864 Chambers
*

Encycl.\l. 307 There
are several other manna-yielding plants besides the ash,

especially the
~

manna-bearing Eucalyptus. 1819 KKATS La
Belle Dame vii, She found me roots of reli.sh sweet, And
honey wild, and *manna-de\v. 1875 E. WHITE Lift- in

Christ in. xvii. (1878) 218 The physical death, died by the

manna-eating fathers. 1597 GKRARDE Herbal i. xx. i. 26
In English it may be called Manna grasse, or Dew grasse.

1759 B. STIU.INGFL. tr. Gedners Use Curiosity in Misc.
Tracts (1762) 182 The seed of the dote or manna grass, affords

a very pleasing . . nourishment to man. 1847 DAKLINC.TON
Amer. Weeds (1860)381 Floating Glyceria. Manna-grass.
1864 Reader No. 85. 205/2 Authors who have described the
manna-lichen. 1874 LISLE CARU Jnd. Gwynne I. vii. 235
As he listened to these *manna-like words. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., Afanna,.. the spirituous part of the *manna-
mead. 1810 C. R. MATURIN Melmoth (1892) III. xxviii. 115

They partook of this *manna-meal, this food that seemed
to have dropped from heaven. 1764 Mus. Rusticttm II.

lxxxviii.3ooThe seeds of this grass [flote fescue] are gathered
yearly in Poland, . . and sold under the name of *manna-
seeds. 1836 BRANDK Chem. ox&amp;gt;6 Mannite ; *Manna-Sugar.
1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 233 Ihe *Manna tree.. is a kind of
ash tree. 1773 BRVDONE Sicily xxxvii. (1809) 353 The manna-
tree is esteemed the most profitable. 1864 *Manna-yielding
[see manna-bearing above].

Hence Ma nna d a. (nonce-wd.) [-ED
2
], sweet

ened as with manna ; honeyed.
1776 MicKt-K tr. Camoens Lnsiadix.. 377 Enraged, he sees

..each, for some base interest of his own, With Flattery s

manna d lips assail the throne.

llMa nna-. Obs. rare~ l

. [Hellenistic Gr.

pavva, v.r. ^avaa (Vulg. manna^ manad}, occurring

freq. in the LXX as a transliteration of Heb.
nn:o minhd1

offering, sacrifice. Cf. Syriac ))
INft

]

138* WYCUF Barnch \. 10 Make)* manaa [1388 Make ^e
sacrifice]. 1611 BIBLE ///., Prepare yee manna [margin,
Gr. corruptly for Mincha, a meat offering].

Mannace, obs. form of MENACE.

Manna-croup ^mie-nakr/7-p). [ad. Russian

Mailliaa Kpyna (inannaya fem. adj. pertaining to

manna *, krupa groats), or the equivalent in some
other Slavonic language. The Ger. synonym is

mannagriitze (grutze*GBI j^.2).] a. A coarse

granular meal consisting of the large hard grains
of wheat-flour retained in the bolting-machine, or
in the grooves of the grinding-stones, after the
fine flour has passed through, used for making
puddings, soups, etc. b. A similar meal made from
the seeds of the manna-grass, Glyceriaflititans.
1855 OGILVIE Snpfl. ,

.Manna Croup, a granular preparation
of wheat-flour deprived of bran. 1864 Chambers Encycl. VI.
307/2 Manna Croup, or Manna Groats, a kind of semolina,
prepared in Russia, usually from the hard wheats of Odessa
MM Taganrog.. .Another kind is made by husking the small
grain of the aquatic grass, Glyceriajtuitans. 1872 SOWERBY

j^if.
Bot. XI. 98 Floating Meadow-Grass...In several parts

of Germany this grass is cultivated for its seeds, which form
the manna croup of the shops.

Mannadge, obs, form of MANAGE.
VOL. VI.
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Mannage, -ery, obs. forms of MANAGE, -FRY.

Mannakin, variant of MAMKIN.
Mannance, mannas(s, obs. ft&quot;. MENACE.

Marmasi, -asy, obs. forms of MANATEE.
Mannatee, -ti, -ty, obs. forms of MANATEE.
Mannee, variant of MAM.
Mannequin, variant of MANIKIN.
Manlier v.mx nsj), .r/&amp;gt;.i Forms: 2-6 manere,
37 maner. (4 maneer, manyere), 4-5 manar,

4-6 maueir, (5 manur, moner(e, 6 rnanoure,
manier, Sc. manir, manieir, 6, S .SV. mainer,
7 mannor}, 4 manner, [a. AK. Manere (O\

4\

7//tf//nvv,mod.F. manure] = Pr. maneira, wanieira,

waniera, Sp. tnanera, Pg. maneira, It. maniera,

repr. a popular L. type *man(ii)driat a] p. an

elliptical or absolute use of the fern, of I,, inatm-

arhts belonging to the hand, f. mamts hand ^cf.

OK., Pr. manier^ Sp. mancro carried in the hand,
It. maniero manageable, tractable) ;

the primary
sense would thus be mode of handling . The l

;
r.

word has passed into most of the Tcut. langs. :

cf. OFris. tnaniere, MPu. mauiere, iwnitre On.

manier}, MUG. maniere (G. manier
,
Sw. mani r,

Da. maner,
The word early became the recognized translation of the I..

MHM/fluand /t&amp;gt;,
and its sense-development has been affected

l)y assimilation in meaning to both these \\onK.
|

1. The way in which something is done or takes

place ;
method of action ;

mode of procedure.

Chiefly in phr. formed with preps. / ;/
(f&amp;lt;w, &quot;\by,

after] this manner (=thus), ;;/ what manner

(
= how), in divers manners, \in good manner,

etc. f In manner that : so that.

c 1175 LAV. 18983 pes fringes weren forbriht in Jnlke manere
idiht [c 1205 |us weoren idihte]. \nyj K.GLOUC. (Rolls) 502
In bis manere iwisCorineus bi wan cornwaile to him. 1340

Ay.-nb. 51 Ine vif maneres me zenegeb be mete and be

drinke. 1590 GOWKR Conf. III. 24 So as sche mai in good
manere Hir honour and her name save, ( 1420 Lvix;. As
sembly of Gods 5 Musyng on a maner how that I myyht
make Reason & Sensualyte in oon to acorde. c 1450 Merlin
2 We yede and asiaied hym in alle the martlrs that we
cowden. 15*3 I-o. I KHNKKS I&amp;lt; roiss. I. lix. %& heading, Uo\\e
therle of Heynault assayled the fnrtiessc of Mortayne in

Pi&amp;lt; ardy by dyuers maners. 1530 PALSGK. 750/1, I have no

joy to be taken up of you on this maner. 1557 X. T.

i,Geneva) Heb. i. i God spake at sondrie tymes & in diners

maners in the olde tyme to our fathers by the Prophetes.
1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. iv. iii. 189 l- or certaine she is dead, and

hy strange manner. 1611 HIBLK AY//, vi. 4 They sent vnto me
fou re times,, .and I answered them after thesame maner. 1646
i

////&amp;gt;) The True Manner and Forme of the Proceeding to the

Kunerallof..the Karleof Kssex. 1647-8 COTTER K.i.i./^ir //a j.-

Hist. fr. (1678) 21 They disposed the order of their Council
in manner as followeth. 1766 GOI.DSM. / Y&amp;lt; . // . x,We should

qo there in as proper a manner as possible; not altogether
like the scrubs about us. 1791 MRS. RADCI.IFFK Rout, / otvst

iv, [He] sometimes thanked her in a manner more earnest

than was usual with him. 1850 MKS. JAMESON Leg. Monast.
Ord. (1863) 52 Chanting the divine services according to the

Gregorian manner. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 227 The
mathematician . . is not capable of giving a reason in the

same manner as the dialectician.

b. /;/ (\on} like manner, also f like manner :

in a similar way, similarly, f /, by no manner,
also f no manner , not in any way, not at all.

c 1325 Spec. Gy li^anv. 628 He. .pat nele be meke in none
manere. 1382 WVCLIF Matt. xxi. 36 Eftsones he sente other

seruauntis, mo than the firste, and liche maner [1388 in lijk

maner, Vulg. siwitifer] thei diden to hem. 14.. I ve, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 598/11 Nntlatenns, no manere. 1470-85 MA
LORY Arthur I. xv. 56 Whan syr Arthur sawe the batail

wold not be endyd by no maner. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 259
Than can ?e be no maner want Gold. 1563 WINJET Four
Sceir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 81 BapUm onlyke maner
makis ws saif. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Prtf.rZ In like maner,

Vlpilas is reported.. to haue translated the Scriptures into

the Gothicke tongue. i8ao SHKLLEY Hymn to Mercury Ixi,

He averred . . that he did neither see Or even had in any
manner heard Of my lost cows. 1865 LYF.LL Antiq. Man 25

Among other characters, the diminished thickness of the

hones [etc.]. . are relied on ;
and in like manner, the dimin

ished size of the horns of the bull.

C. Const, of-with gerund or noun of action (arch.} .

Manner of speaking fperh. after. F. maniere de

parler*\ : form of expression. In a manner of

speaking , so to speak.
c 1391 CHAUCER AstroL n. 3 Yif it be after the middel of

the day, set the degree of thy sonne up-on the west side ;

tak this manere of setting for a general rewle. 153* TINDALE

Exp. Matt. v. 38-42 (? 1550) 42 To turne y other cheke is a
maner of spekynge and not be vnderstand as the words
sound. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. vi. 9 The manner of their

taking may appeare At large discoursed in this paper heere,

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mtis. 45 This is our vsual maner of

pricking and setting downe of the Proportions. 163* SAN-
DKHSON Serm. 47 Obserue secondly the Apostles maner of

speech. 1729 BUTLER Serin. Pref., A manner of speaking
not loose and undeterminate, but clear and distinct. 1763
GOLDSM. Misc. H ks. (1837) I. 549 A more just manner of

thinking and expressing. 1809 ROLAND Fencing- 118 The
manner of executing it was [etc.]. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD *

Col. Reformer (1891) 219 The cattle. .has been, in a manner
of speaking, neglected.

d. Gram. Ad-verb ofmanner , one which answers,
or which is equivalent to, the question how ?

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Adverb, Adverbs .. may be

reduced under the general classes of Adverbs of time, of

place, of order, of quantity, of quality, of manner [etc.]. 187*

MANNER.
R. MORRIS Engi. A .c/./. 1^3 Ad verbs of. . Manner or Quality,
as well, wisely [etc.].

f2. The manner of\ the state of the case with

respect to a person, thing or event) ;
the char

acter, disposition,
or nature of. (Also occas.

without of.} Obs.

^1330 R. HRL SSE Chron. //W i Rolls) 15864 Lo! sche

M.-ide, wher he come)} here !

*

telde of Pellit al Je inancro.
I 33 Chron. 1.1810) 275 A niessengere bei sent, to telle

ullc
|&amp;gt;e manere, To be Scottis he went, and said as 56 may

here. 1426 Lvnc. DeGitil, fHgr. 6710 In that myrour dyde
1 se The maner liool off the cjie. 1470-85 M AI.ORV Arthur
x. l\iii. 522 Syre Palomydes told Hermyndealle tde manere
and how they &amp;gt;.lewe sir Lamorak. 1523 lj&amp;gt;. V&amp;gt;\ USERS Froiss.

I. xvii. 18 heading, Here tlie hy^tory speketh uf the maner of

the Scottis, and liowe tliey can warre. 1530 I ALSCR. 707/2,
I scryve a thyng, I discrybe the maiur of it. n 1557 MR-. M.
I ASSKT tr. Marc s Trent. / (issi/&amp;gt;n M. s \\ k&amp;gt;. i ;ii -;

2 A.* hy-;

trespas was a great deale more heynotis, so was the manoure
of hys well deseruyd ende, IIHH he more pyicou^. 1653 H.
COCAN tr. riiitos Trn 1

. v.i. .o There was a .. conflict he-

l \\et-n them, but. . I aia nut alJu to iklivt-r the niainii.-r of it.

1665 r.rsYAN Holy (.if it-
$&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

I he-^e words . . give us aKo to

iiiiderstand the manner uf her stvt.-ngth.

tb. In \the} wanner of: alter the fashion of.

iu the guise of, in the same way as. Ol&amp;gt;s.

. 1386 CHAI &amp;lt; t.K r&amp;lt;irs. T. T 256 . Harl. M S. i pay sowede
of lim_- Icues in maner of brechex 1486-1504 in \V. Denton

l\ng. in \st!t Cent. (18881 Note I) 318 My lord byw hope
.. dyd stand in maner uf a \\auereyng mynd. 01533 ^ A&amp;gt; -

DI-.IJNI RS (I D/I/. lik. M. Aitrel. 1154 ) K v, There came a

Centuryon in maner of a messaKer \\
p

it)i great haste. 1585
T. \VASHIN&amp;lt;;IO\ tr. Nicholays I cy, \\. xxi. 58]), A purse
.. wnii li bee holdeth in his hande in manner of a glour.

1659 I KAKSON Creed 11839) 35^ The grave to him is in the

in.inner uf a womb to bring him forth. 1720 STHYPK Stoivs
l.ontl. vi. i. S/i To make a 1

&amp;gt;ra^;on in Manner of a Standard
or Ensign of certain red Samitt.

3. C ustomary n;ode of acting or behaviour,
whether of an individual or of a community ;

habitual practice; usage, custom, fashion. Now
only literary or an //.

Phr. t For tht manner: in accordance with the fashiun.

a 1125 Ancr. K. 6 Vor bi mot
J&amp;gt;eos

riwle chaungen liire

mi^Iiche efter cuch ones manere. aiyooCvrsorM. 4067 All

luted him on ^air maner. 13. . titni&amp;gt;. -y (it; A /ff. 90 Ano^er
maner meued him eke, bat he Jnirj nobelay had nuinen.

( 1380 WVCLIF ll fo. (18801 1 56 Where goode presli^ traueilen

faste to lerne goddis lawe, bei gon for be manere to cyuyle
or canon, c 1420 Antnrs of Arth. 498 pe lordes bj -lyue
horn to list ledes With many seriant of mace, as was J?e

manere. 1:1510 Lyt. iicsie Roiyn 11otic viii, A good maner
than had Robyn. .Euery daye..Thre messes \vulde lie here.

&amp;lt;7i533
1 J) - HKKNERS (/W*/. Ilk. M. Aitrcl. 11546 IJ vij, 1 hem

tliat be of a meke and still maner. 1598 W. Pun.i-ip tr. Lin-

schoten \. xcii. 163/2 And now 1 will shew vnto you the man
ner that is vsed in the ships, when they sayle home againe.
1611 UiDLK Jtr. xxii. 21 This hath bin thy maner from thy

youth, that tliou nbeyedst not my voice. 1674 tr. Sekeffers

Lapland^90, I shall add the figures of both Sexes habited

after their manner. 1710 PKIM-.ATX Orig. Tithes App. 3 The

people, .lay claim to customary manners of Tithing [etc.].

1853 KINC.SLKY Hypatia xiii. 155 She suddenly and silently,

after the manner of mastiffs, sprang upon them. 1875 _fo\\ in
rtatit ed. 21 1. 2?g Here Ctesippus, as his manner was, buist

into a roar of laughter.

b. To the manner bom ; in Shaks., destined by
one s birth to be subject to the (specified) custom.

In later echoes often ; Seeming to be congenially
fitted for some position or employment.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. i. iv. 15 (Qo. 1604} But to my minde,

though I am natiue heere And to the manner borne, it is a

custome More honourd in the breach, then the obseruance.

1893 Times 26 Apr. 9/5 Yankee experts to the manner born.

4. (oUect.pl. fa. A person s habitual behaviour

or conduct, esp. in reference to its moral aspect ;

moral character, morals. Obs.

a, 1315 Ancr. R. 218 Hwonne a mon haueS neowehche wif

iled horn, he mmeS 3eme al softeliche of hire maneres. c 1369
CHAUCER Dethe Blannche 1014 She vsed gladly to do wele

These were hir maners euerydele. c 1410 Sir Cleges 21 The

pore pepull he wold releve And no man wold he greve, Meke
of maners was hee. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of J-olys 118 An
olde prouerbe . . Sayth that good lyfe and maners makyth
man. 1535 COVERDALE i Cor. xv. 33 Euell speakinges cor-

19 Though I am a daughter to his blood, I am not to his

manners. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. \. 6 The turn

ing of fierce and brutall men . . unto sweet . . and sociable

manners. 1757 JOHNSON Rambler No. 172 n Nothing has

been longer observed, than that a change of fortune causes

a change of manners. 1794 MRS. RAUCLIFFE Myst. Udotyho
i, In the few ornaments of the apartments that characterized

the manners of its inhabitants.

fb. In a more abstract sense: Conduct in its

moral aspect; also, morality as a subject of study;

the moral code embodied in general custom or

sentiment. Obs.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 42 Socrates who reduced all

Philosophy vnto the manners, sayd, that this was the

greatest wisedome, to distinguish good and euill thinges.

1597 BACON Ess. Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 4 Nothing . . contrarie or

infectious to the state of Religion, or manners. 1644 MILTON

Arcop. (Arb.) 76 That also which is impious or evil abso

lutely either against faith or maners no law can possibly

permit. i666TitLOTSoN Rule ofFaith i. iii. Wks. 17421 1 V.

571 Had they believed not the scriptures but something

els to have been the rule of faith and manners. 1767 A.

YOUNG Farmer s Lett, to People i8i It is manners alone

which increase or decrease the number of people. 1776

GIBBON Decl. $ F. ix. (1869) I. 179 Divorces were prohibited

by manners rather than by laws.
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MANNER.
C. The modes of life, customary rules of beha

viour, conditions of society, prevailing in a people.
1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 199 We ban, ludus, of jour lif

listned ful ofte, pat inichil ben 5our manerus fram opur men
varied. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. ii. 12 lie view the manners
of the towne, Peruse the traders, ga/e vpon the buildings.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. 146 Many approoved customes, lawes,

maners, fashions, and phrases have the English alwayes
borrowed of their neighbours the French. 1718 LADY M.W.
MONTAGU Lett, to Ct&amp;lt;-ss Mar 10 Mar., Those, .tales, .are

a real representation of the manners here. 1841 D IsRAFU
Amen. Lit. (1867) 582 Of all our dramatists, Jonson. .alone

professed to study the. .manners of the age. 1870 ROGERS
Hist. Gleanings Ser. u. 199 Contemporary novels are good
evidence of manners.

d. Good manners
, customs, or way of living.

1579 LYLY Euphttes (Arb.} 148 We should not speake of

manners or vertue to those whose mindes are infected with

vice. 1596 SHAKS. i lien. IV, in. i. 184 Defect of Manners,
want of Gouernment. 1803 WORDSW. Sotin. Milton, Oh !

raise us up, return to us again ; And give us manners, virtue,

freedom, power.

t e. JMcrary criticism. Character, distinctive

varieties of disposition and temperament, as por

trayed in epic or dramatic poetry; the portraiture
of character, viewed as one of the constituent ele

ments of poetic art. (After Aristotle s use of ijQn.)

1695 DRYDEN Parallel Poetry $ Faint. E.ss. (Ker) II. 132
The persons and action of a farce are all unnatural, and the

manners false, that is, mconsisting with the characters of
mankind. 1700 Prcf. Fables^ The Words are the Colour-

,

ing of the Work, which . . is last to be consider d. The
;

Design, . . the Manners, and the Thoughts, are all before it. i

1712 ADIJISON Spect. No. 273 p i This is Aristotle s Method I

of considering, first the Fable, and secondly the Manners;
or, as we generally call them in English, the Fable and the

Characters. 1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. 1780 HARRIS Philol.

Enq. Wks. (1841) 434 When the principal persons of any
drama preserve such a consistency of conduct,, .that . .we

conjecture what they will do hereafter from what they have
done already, such persons in poetry may be said to have

manners, for by this, and this only, are poetic manners con
stituted.

ff. Habits (of animals). Cf.T.m&urs. Obs.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains* Dogges A iv, The sundry sortes of

EnglUhe dogges he dlscouereth so euidently, . . their manners
j

he openeth so manifestly. 1661 LovBLL. //&/. Anim. $ Min. I

Introd., As for their nature and manner-;, they [serpents]
have their poyson in the taile. 1796 MORSE Amcr. deog. L
202 In his manners he [the racoon] resembles the squirrel.

5. Outward bearing, deportment, or style of ad

dress. With reference to a speaker: Characteristic

style of attitude, gesture, and utterance.
a 1300 CursorM. 24078 Soth in speche, in maner mild, c 1374
CHAUCER Anel,

&amp;lt;y

Arc. 249 Youre observaunce and .-&amp;gt;o

lowe manere. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 64 Sche tok goud
hiede of his manere, And wondreth why be dede so. 1534
MORE Conif. agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1200/1 Arrogant maner,
high solayn solemne port, ouerlooking the poore in woorde
and countenance. 1557 TotteTs Misc. (Arb.) 234, I see well

. .by thy lokes and thy manere,.. That thou art stuffed full

of wo. 1856 FROUDE Hist. En*. (1858) II. vi. 109 Something
in the boy s man ier attracted the banker s interest. 1888
T. E. KEBBEL Cr.ibbe v. 87 His manner to women seems to

have been of the kind called philandering.
b. A distinguished or fashionable nir.

1694 C JNGBEVE Double Dealer n. ii, Cynt. A Manner !

what s that, Madam? /.. Froth. Some distinguishing

Duality,
as fur example, the Belle-air or Brillant of Mr.

risk ;. .or something of his own, that should look a little

Jene-scay-qitoysh. 1773 GOLDSM. Sloops to Cong. n. Wks.
(Globe) 656/2 We country persons can have no manner at
all. .. Hut who can have a manner, who has never seen, .such

places where the nobility chiefly resort ? 1883 GRANT WIIITI-:

IV. Adams %$ Her manners were quite as good as Lady Bore-
ham s; and her manner was as superior as that of the so-called
Venus of Milo might be to that of the Venus of a burlesque.

6. //. (f formerly also sing.} External behaviour
in social intercourse, estimated as good or bad

according to its degree of politeness or of con

formity to the accepted standard of propriety.
(-1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1504 Hypsip.^ Sche .. knew by

hyre manyert . . That it were gentil men of gret degre. 1530
PALSGR. 415/1 Thoughe thou. do me good, it is not good
maner to aOrayde me therof. 15936. HARVKV Precursor
Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 9 Some of vs are not so
deuoide of good manner, but we .. will euer be prest to in-

terteinc Curtesie with curtesie. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. i. 94
These bloody accidents must excuse my Manners, That so
neglected you. 1617 MORVSON Itin. i. 208 They hold it ill

manners that one should touch the meat with his hand.
1711 STEELE Spect. No. 53 P 5 The Women lost their Wit,
and the Men their good Manners. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 20/2
The young minister would become a pattern to the man
ners as well as to the morals of his neighbourhood. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. Ill, 168 His manners and conver
sation were those of a gentleman who had been bred in the
most polite. .of all Courts. 1874 GHF.EN Short Hist. vii. 8.

443 Hugh, .was in manners and bearing an Englishman.
b. transf. Of a horse : Action.

1861 WHYTE MKI.VII.LF. Mkt. Harb. 20 There s some legs
there s some hocks and thighs ! . . Carries his own head, too ;

and if you could see his manners !

7. Polite behaviour or deportment ;
habits indica

tive of good breeding. In //. ; f rarely sing,
CI374 CHAUCER Cotitpl. Mars 294 Complcyneth her that

euere hath had yow dere, Compleyneth benute, fredom
and manere. 1563-87 FOXE A.

&amp;lt;$

M. (K. O.), It is no man
ners to

[etc.]. 1588 KYD Househ. Phil. Wks. (1901) 254
That which for manner sake wee are wont to doe to others.

1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 234 The time will not allow the

complement^Which very manners vrges. 1610 BIBLE (Douay)
Ecclus. xxxi. 17 Leaue of first, for maners sake, and exceede
not. a 1652 BROMR Quern $ Concub. in. vii. (1659) 61 Cnr.
Wilt thou be a Scholar? Andr. After you is manners.

130

Cur. Now by mine intellect, discreetly spoken. 1663 DRV-
M:N \\~iId Gallant in. i, Have you no more manners than

to overlook a man when he s a writing? 1760-72 H. BROOKE
l- ool of Qual. (i8oy) II. 117 He pressed us so earnestly t.)

dinner, that we could not, in manners, refuse him. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth viii, Our manners would have taught us

to tarry till your lordship had invited us, 1875 JOWKTT
Plato, Gorgias (ed. a) II. 331 There is a great want of

manners in bringing the argument to such a pass.

b. Forms of politeness or respect. Obs. exc. arch.

or dial, in To do or make one s manners.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \. \. 247, I aduise you vse your
manners discreetly in all kind of companies. 1601 All s

iyt ll\\. v. 93 Madam, I was thinking with what manners
I might safely be admitted. 1701 DE FOE True-born Kng.
11. 143 But like our Modern Quakers of the Town, Expect
your Manners, and return you none. 1824 in Spirit Pub.

Jrnls. (1825) 226 Having done their manners to his Worship,
Mr. Dennis Macarthy proceeded to question his beloved.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I. 138 Declaring, with a bow,
or a bob, that nobody needn t plague themselves. .; and

making their manners, once more and, whether or no

[etc.]. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia s L. \\. (ed. 2) I. 30, I

humbly make my manners, missus.

8. a. Method or style of execution in art or

literature. ,In literary application often contrasted

with matter.}
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. iii. 30 They, .ruin d all those

..excellent Works, whereever they became Masters, intro

ducing their lame, and wretched manner, in all those Arts

which they pretended to restore. 1664 - tr. i-rcart s

ParallelAnhit. \\. loTheheroick and gigantine manner of

this Order [the Doric], .discovering a certain masculine and
natural beauty, which is properly that the French call la

grand Manii-re. 1695 DKVDEN Parallel Poetry fy Paint.
Ess. (.Ker) II. 123 Plato himself is accustomed to write

loftily, imitating, as the critics tell us, the manner of Homer.

1708 ADDISON Let. in Ann. Reg. (1778) XXI. 176/2 The
whole is concluded by a nightingale, that has a much
better voice than Mrs. Tofts, and something of the Italian

manner in her divisions. 1754 GRAY Let. to li harton

13 Aug., He [Kent] introduced a mix d Style, which now
goes by the name of the Battey-Langley-Manner, 1780
COWPER Table T. 542 Manner U all in all, whatever is writ,

The substitute for genius, sense, and wit. 1824 DIRDIN
LH&amp;gt;r. Comp. p. iv, Miniature engravings in the line man
ner. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 440/1 Goltzius .. imparted a
boldness to engraving which forms a striking contrast to the

neat stiff qpnner of his predecessors. 1850 H LACK IF. ACs-

chylus I. Pref. 7 Poetry is distinguished from prose more by
the manner than by the matter. 1878 R. W. DALE Lfct.

rreach, vi. 178 Lord Macaulay s manner is very contagious.

b. spec. The method or style characteristic of

a particular artist, etc.
;
often in unfavourable sense

= mannerism.

VFAArtofPainting(m$ 316 Heat last degenerated into

what we cal 1 manner, and very seldom consulted nature. 1797
Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3)X. 538/2 Manner, in painting. .But the

best painter is he who has no manner at all. 1813 Examiner
10 May 299/2 Most Artists have what is denominated a man-
nert u ilike the unobtrusiveness of Nature. \%yj rennyCycl.
IX. 440/2 The great excellence of his works in other respects
was enhanced

by
the absence of all manner^ except such

as belonged to the painter after whom he engraved. 1855
BAIN Senses 4- Int. m. ii. 19 (1864) 485 Let a composer
vary his works as he may, there is a manner that usually
sits upon every one of them.

c. One of the several distinct methods of an

artist, which mark phases or periods in his career.

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The curious in pictures, .dis

tinguish readily. . between the antient and the new manner
of the same painter. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE / ertne s A need.

Paint. (1786) I. 85 A picture of Raphael in his first manner.

1867 BARRY Sir C. Rarry iv. 97 The building which most

distinctly marks his second manner . 1902 Daily Chron.
22 Apr. 3/1 Mr. Henderson s attempt to divide WagMT fl

works into four styles or manners is rather misleading.

9. Species, kind, sort, f Formerly often with

ellipsis of of. Now only arch, in What manner

of . . .? (f corruptly, what manner a . . .?)
The origin of the ellipsis of

&amp;lt;y(which appears very early)
is that manner was used in the place of the older KIN jA 1

,

and succeeded to its syntax : see KIN A-/-. 6 b.

c 1 175 L amb. 11out. 51 Crabbe is an manere of fissce in bere

sea. c 1290 St. Brendan 719 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 239 5wane
ore louerd echomanere men to him haueth i drawe. a 1300
Cursor Al, 6765 Cow or shepe hors or o(x:r maner ofa^t.

ci374 CHAUCEK Couifl. Mars 116 She ne founde ne saugh
no maner wyght. c 1400 MAUNDFV. (Roxb.) Pref. 3 Whare
d welles many diuerse maners of folke. c 1400 Destr. 1 r^y
102 A maner of men, mermydons callid. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Anns (S. T. S.) 13 He sett him in ane othir maner
fassoun to precede. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvn. iii, 692
His bones be of suche a maner of kynde that [etc.]. 1528
TINDALE Par. ll ickcd Mammon 6 They fele no maner work-

ynge of the spyryte. 1549 LATIMKR istSertrt.be/. Ethv. /*/

(Arb.) 27 God prescrybid vnto them an order, howe the[y]
shulde chose their

kyn&amp;gt;ii
and what manner a man he shoulde

be. 1600 FAIRFAX J asso xvn. iii. 296 Come say i&quot;my
nuisc)

what manner times these weare. 1611 SHAKS. ll hit. T.
iv. iii. 89 What manner of Fellow was bee that robb d you?
1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. x. 46 Kings, .gave divers manners
of Scutchions, to sucli as went forth to the War. 1674 PLAY-
FORD Skill Mns. n. 101 There are three sorts of Bass-Viols,
as there are three manners of ways in playing. 1690 W.
WALKER /diowtit. Anglo-Lai. 289, I believe you can tell

what a manner of father I have. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
I. 234 What manner of man was he who came up to you and
censured philosophy?

b. sing, with plural construction (cf. KIND st&amp;gt;.

14 b), qualified by all, many, these, or a numeral,

t In early use often with ellipsis of of. Now only
in all manner of= all sorts of.

All manner was down to the i6th c. often written al-

tnani-r\ thcscinauncr nlso occurs as one word.
a 1225 After, A . 10 per beoft two dolen to two manere of

MANNER.
men. ci-ytoCast. Lm-e 1596 The threltenyth day all maner
men Shull dyen. 1471 Hist. Arrh&amp;gt;. E&amp;lt;hv. /K (Camden -\\

1 hes manur of writings. 1485 Act i Hen, /&quot;//, c. 10 |o
To have and enjoie almaner seisours forfeitures and penal-

!
tees. 1525 Ln. BERNERS f-roiss. II. ccvi. [ccii.] 633 In many

,
maner of wayes. 1526 TINDALE Matt. x. i To heale all

maner of sicknesses and all maner off deceases. x4aUDAi.L
Erasm, Apoph. 142 These-mancr monstres. 1556 C hron. Gr.
friars {Camden) 79 Dyschargyd from the crovvne and from
almaner of possessions of the kynge their fader. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, iv. i. 296 These externall manner of Laments, 1609
HIERON lt- s. (1614) I. ii These maner speakings doe neces-

! sarily imply proceeding, a 1613 Ibid. 181 These manner of

speeches the Scripture v&amp;gt;etli. 1612 lip. ANOREWFS Strtu.

AVijVW/j vii. (1629) 54 Many manner waies. 1644 HF.VI.IN

.SY//w/ //wg--M3&amp;lt;rX. Tracts (1681)696, I shall endeavour to make
[that] good by two manner of proofs. 1732 LAW* Serioits C.

iii. (ed. 2) 33 Tja practise all manner of righteousness. 1853-8
HAWTHORNE Eng. *\ otf-Bks. (1879) II. 27 The English no^e

1

. .disports itself in all manner of irregularity. 1875 Jov\ FTT
riato (ed. 2) I. 69 Hippothales changed into all manner of

colours with delight.

f c. In adj. phrases used prcdicatively. Obs.

c 1475 net. I oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 767/9 Hec mitsca, a

fflye,aile maner. 1534 WHITINTON t itllycs ( ]0iccs 1. (1540)4

Kvery questyon of Offyce is two maner [L. rfttf/e.r].

d. No ;or any} manner of . . , : often used peri-

phrastically for no, any (person or thing) what
ever , (f Formerly also with ellipsis of of.) By
no (or any\ manner of means : see MEANS.
c 1420 I.MX;. Assembly ofGedsfyyQ Xo maner of thyngcan

hym hurt. 1426 Paston Lett, I. 25, 1 herde..no maner

lykly ne credible evidence. 1523 Lu. BERNERS f roiss. I.

1 Ixxv. 96 Ther abode alyue no maner a person. 1533 CRAN-
.MKR Let. to JJitthcss Norfolk in Misc. Writ. (ParKer Soc.)
1 1. 255 When it shall be by any manner way void. 1583
Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. III. 604 As pertening in na
maner of way to the said George. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE]
Hist. Ivsiine vn. 35 It had full

scope
and passage, without

any manner interruption. 111687 PETTY Pol. Arith. viii.

(1691) 107 Which I wUh were true, but find no manner of

reason to believe. 1704 SWIFT Aleck. Opcrat. Spirit Misc.

(1711) 275, I have had no manner of Time to digest it into

Order. 1884 blanch. Exam. 13 May 5/2 There can be no
manner of doubt as to the terms of his instructions.

te. Thr. ///, on, by this (or what, any, such,

i etc.) manner of wise
= \n this (etc.) way ; also freq.

i
with ellipsis oi of, and occas. of the initial prep. Obs.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 14 One bis manerewyse be more

joy and blysse sail it hafe in heuene. 1390 GOWER Con/. I.

78 Thurgh sleyhte of Calcas. .It wan be such a maner wise.

1422 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 176/1 The paiements in eny maner

vyse maad. 1499 in Lett, Rich. Ill
&amp;lt;$

Hen. VU (Rolls) I.

132 Nor suffre hym in any maner of wise to abide, cisio
I MOVEPftw Wka. 26 b, Wewote not howesoone, nor in what

I
manerwise. (&quot;1530

TINDAI.F. Pathw. Script. Wks. (1573)

382/2 Christ standeth vs in double stede, and vs serueth two
maner wise. 1588 PAKKE tr. Mtndoza s His*. China 81 By
\vay of phisicke they do permit, to comfort themselues with

some construes. ..But wine in no maner of wise.

1O. In a manner (formerly ^ in manner) ; in

some way, in some degree, so to speak, as it were.

Also, f to ft considerable degree, almost entirely,

very nearly(0Ar.). Similarly, t/H some goodmanna:
c 1420 Lvnc. Assembly of Cods 1075 The slepyr grasse

made many of hem fall, And from tht-nse in maner depart
sodeynly. 1502 Ord. Crystt-n Men (W, de W. 1506) I. in. 25

[They] ben uncrystened & made as in maner forsakynge

theyr fayth. 1545 ASCIIAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 34 The Persians

which vnder Cyrus conquered in a maner all the worlde.

1560 DAI S tr. Sieidam- sCowiti, 323 b, They, .found in man
ner nothing. 1584 COGAN Haven Health ccxliii. (1636)

316 There dyed in the same disease in manner within sixe

daies space .. eight bundled persons. 1588 A. KING tr,

Cnnisins* Catfc/i. 96 The worthy fruicts of penance,
quhair bewerecompenseiat the least in a main tr) the. .sinnes

of our former lyf. 1606 HOLLAND Sttfton. 32 Of these mur
derers, (here was not one in manner that either survived

him aboue three yeares. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Honsen*.

Garii. (1623) 12 Fruits are. .desired of so many (nay, in a
manner of all) and yet few will.. take paines to prouide
them. i6i9SiRl).CARLETON/,/. in Eng. tyGerrn. (Camden)

44 His busines is in some good manner prepared for him.

i737\VHisTON Josephns,Hist. Pref. i The war.. hath been

the greatest .ina manner of those that ever were heard of.

1790 \\\ KKi. l-r.R &amp;lt;.-. . 148 Our education is in a manner wholly,
in the hands of ecclesiastics. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I.

v. 74 The poorest citizens, .were considered in a manner as

supernumeraries. 1875 T. W. HIGCJNSON_ Hist. U. S. ix. 65

MttttcbuMtU, being first settled, was in a manner the

parent of tliusc later colonies.

f 11. a. Reason, cause, b. The condition upon
which something is done. Obs.

1390 GOWER Coiif. III. 12 Why men pleigneth After the

court,..! wol the tellen the manere. 11425 Rug. Cong.
Irel. 8 He was delyuered owt of preson on this manere,
that he Morice. .shold.. wend in to Irland. .1430 Syr
Gcner, (Roxb.) 2882 Sore he hated the prisonere, I can not

tell for what maner.

f 12. [
= L. modus,

&quot;\

Measure, moderation. In

manner : in due measure. Cf. OF. maniere

moderation, mesure
*

(Godefroy). Obs-,

In quot. 1382 a mere literalism.

i38aWvci.il-- Pt\n&amp;gt;. xxiii. 4 But to thi prudence put maner

[Vulg. pone }nodnni\. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 157 By this

ensample a king mat lere, That forto yive is in manere.

,399
__ / / raise of Peace 53 Bot yit

it mot be tempted in

manere. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) n. viii. 106

Without maner & attemperaunce no vertue is perfyte.

f 13. Tofind the manners to : to find means to.

To make no manner to [cf. CjV.faire tnaniire de\ :

to give no sign of (doing something). Obs.

1477 CAXTON Jason 51 b, He sholde fynde the maners if

he imnht t senile him in to the yle. 1523 Lix BFRNFRS

Freiss. I. cxU. 141 The erle of Derby made no maner to



MANNER.
PS ne theym. 41533 l/iton Iii. 175 He wolde go & . -

fynde the niancr to speake with her.

f!4. A musical mode. \L.moaus.\ Obs. rare- 1
.

1382 WYCLIF Eeclns. xliv. 5 In ther wisdam sechende the

musyk manerys IVulg. modos musiios}.

15. Comb, (objective), as manner-piercing adj. ; i

manners-bit dial, (see quot.) ;
manners-like adv.,

in a mannerly way; t manners-painting ///. a.,

that depicts contemporary manners
;
so fmanner-

painter noHft-u d.}.

1829 J. HUNTER Hallamsh. Gloss.,
*
Manners-bit* a portion

of a dish left by the guests that the host may not feel him

self reproached for insufficient preparation. rti845Hoou
Last Man viii, Full manner s-like he tendered the dram.

1807 COLERIUGK Lett. 11895) 5 J6 l ie character of the latter

[Chaucer] as a
v

manner-painter. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
1577 Chaucer, whose native *manners-painting verse [etc.].

1752 A. MURPHY Gray s Inn Jrnl. No. 20 The Manners-

painting Hand of Hogarth. 1786 BUKNS I ision n. xix,

I taught thy manners-painting strains, The loves, the ways
of simple swains. 1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens Litsiad viii.

(1778) 369 His fraudful art, though veil cl in deep disguise,

Shone bright to Gama s ^manner-piercing eyes.

Manner, sb2 : see MAINOUR.

Manner, obs, form of MANOR, MANURE.
Ma uiierable, a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. MANNER

sb\ + -ABLE.] Well-mannered.
e 1460 J. RUSSELL fik. Nurture 1113 In a manerable mer-

slialle be connynge is moost commendable. Ibid. 1115

If
&amp;gt;ey

haue gentille chere & gydynge manerable. 1886

ELWORTHY IV. Som. Word-Bk.

Mannerance, obs. form of MANURANCE.

Mannered (mae nwd), a. [f.
MANNER sb. 1 +

-ED 2.]

1. Having manners of a specified kind (indicated

by an advb. phr., or by a prefixed adj. or adv., as

evil-y gentle-, rottgh-^ rude-, simple-mannered ;

ILL-MANNERED, WELL-MANNERED).
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. n. 23 And Mede is manered after

hym ri^teas kynde axeth. c i4fyC.\\\-wSonnes o/Aymon
xx. 448 He is not manered like a gentyll man. 1603 OWKN
Pembrokeshire v. 1,1891) 41, I finde. .Fembiokshere to be

worst manred and hardest to find personable. 1608 SMAKS.
Per. in. iii. 17 Beseeching you togiueher Princely training,
that she may be manere d as she is borne. 1673 TEMPLE
Ol-sen . Netherl. iv. 137 A people differently bred and man
ner d from the Traders. 1821 BYKON Juan in. xli, He was
the mildest manner d man That ever scuttled ship or cut a
throat. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU S0c, Amer. III. 103 The
Americans are better mannered than others, m as far as

they
reverence intellect more than wealth and fashion. 1879 (J.

MACDONALD Sir Gibbie III. ix. 145 He wa-&amp;gt; well-dressed,
and mannered like a gentleman. 1880 DISRAELI Kndym.
III. iii. 25 The most sweetly mannered gentleman alive.

fb. Of a literary production : Exhibiting man
ners or character. (Cf. Horace, A. / . 319 mom-

taqite recte fa&tt/a.} Obs.

1755 GRAINGER Solitude 215 Then know ihyself, the hiini;in

mind survey .. Hence Inspiration plans his manner d lays.

1789 T. TWINING Aristotle s Treat. Poetry (1812) II. 232
The moral, or rather mannered Tragedy (for we seem to

want a word here).

f2. Well-behaved, WELL-MANNERED. Also//w//.
(of a dwelling). Obs.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 240 Mansweit, but malice, man-

erit and meike, 1483 CAXTON Goid. Leg. 150 b/i Lerne of

niarye to be manerd and fere ful to all men. 1560 HOLLAND
Crf. I cnits u. 121 Thalr manerit Mans sa perfyit and pre-
clair, Knuirond all aboit with hailsum air. 1568 T. HOWKLL
Newe Sonets (1879) 157 Who are more feate or trim traind

vp, then manerd seruents are?

3. Characterized by manner or mannerism, esp.
j

in art or literature.

1801 FUSELI in Led. Paint, ii. (1848) 390 The mannered
and feeble etchings of Theodore van Tulden. 1861 THORN- I

BURY Turner I. 157 The colour has a slightly greenish-blue j

tinge, which is mannered, but not unpleaslng. 1884 HAWI is

Musical Life II. 633 That Spohr was too doctrinaire and !

mannered, .. most musicians will allow. 1896 MACKAIL :

Lat. Lit. (ed. 2) 101 That passages in it [the ./Eneid] here I

and there are mannered, and even flat, is true.

t4. Moderate, within bounds. Obs. rare~ l
.

1433 MISYN I1 ire of Lm&amp;gt;e 94 Lufe..of kynsmen, if it be

vn-manerd, fleschly affeccione it is cald . .
; And if it be manerd,

j

kyndely it is calde.

t Ma nnerhood. Obs, rare 1

, [f.
MANNER

j

sb. + -HOOD.] ? Orderly condition, good order.
1622 BACON Hen. VII 74 This did wonderfully concerne

,

the Might and Manner-hood of the Kingdome.
t Ma nnering. Obs. [f. MANNER^.! + -ING 1

.]

Training in manners.
1581 MULCASTER Positions v. (1887) 28 But this mannering

uf them is not for teachers alone. Ibid. xi. 59 The manering
and training vp of youth.

Mannering, obs. form of MANURING.
Mannerism (mse-nariz mX [f. MANNER sb^
+ -1SM. Cf. F. manitrisme (Littre Suppl.}.] Ex
cessive or affected addiction to a distinctive manner
or method of treatment, esp. in art and literature.

1803 Edin. Rev. II. 246 Mr. Stewart s style.. has character
without mannerism, or eccentricity. 1823 D !SRAELI Cur.
Lit. Ser. n. I. 39 Art.. sinks into mannerism, and wantons
into affectation. 1873 SYMONUS Grk. Poets v. 152 At the
time of Pindar poetry was sinking into mannerism.

b. An instance of this; a habitual peculiarity
of action, expression, artistic manipulation, etc.,

characteristic of a person ;
a trick of manner .

1819 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 378 Hints obiter
are : not . . to permit beauties by repetition to become man
nerisms. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xi. 178 Her harsh way of

131

saying things.. is only a mannerism. 1893 Times 29 Apr.
1 3/3 He has abandoned his mannerism* and been content to

make a beautiful picture.

Mannerist ^mse naristV Also S manierest.

[f.
MANNER s^. -f-isr. Cf. F. /nanu ristt .] One

who is addicted to mannerism.

1695 PRYDEN /
/&amp;lt;/&quot;

rsi cy s A ft Paint, 151 Tho-e [Painters] i

whom we may call Mannerists, and who repeat five or six
j

times over in the same Picture the same Hairs uf a Head.

1716 R. GRAHAM Short Ace. Painters led. 2) 361 Pietro

Berettini of Cortona. . . He is allow d to have been the most

agreeable Mannerist, that any Age has produc d. 1751
WAKIIURTON Xotes on Popes ////if. Hor. Ep. u. i. 145 This
excellent Colourist [Lelyl . . was an excessive Mamerest.
1821 BYRON 6 Jan. in Moore Lett, fy Jrnls. (1830) 11-399
The Italian comedian Vestris, .. Somewhat of a mannerist ;

but excellent in broad comedy. 1871 LOWELL Pope Pr. Wks.

1890 IV. 27 Wordsworth, .came at a time when the school

which Pope founded had degenerated into a mob of man
nerists. 1880 1 )ISH.\I-:IJ Endyui. .\li.v, K\ery one to a certain

degree is a mannerist ; every one has bus w.iys.

Ulanneristic (mrensri stik), a.
[f. prcc. + -ic.]

Characterized by mannerism.

1837 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 237 The danger which
..at present besets the Apostolical movement of getting pe
culiar in externals, i.e. formal, manneristic, c. 1869 LI-.VI-.R

Boy of Xorcotts xiv. 107 liven with a first rate artist you
need change, otherwise your dinners become manneristic.

So Manner! stical a.

1830 Frasers Mag. II. 464 [Of an actress] Her general

style is manneristicaL 1864 Daily Tel. 27 Sept., Those
curious and manneristical, but masculine, productions by
which he [Landor] will be remembered.

Ma nnerize, v. rare. [f. MANNER sb. 1 + -IZE,

after mannerism. ] trans. To make manneristic.

1887 SAINTSBURY Hist. Rlizab, Lit. ix. (1890) 328 A. .man- !

nerising of the verse. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. i Feb. 4/1 Long
runs tend to mannerize the actor if I may use such a word.

,

Mannerless (mse-uaales), a. [f.
MANNEK sbl \

+ -LESS.] Without manners; unmannerly.
c 1460 Ros Belle Dame suns Merci 714 IfTe I medlyd with

j

-siche, or other mo Hit might be called pyte maner-les. 1581
I l i lit: Gitazzos Civ. Conv. \\. (1586) 113 They will become :

(.ardesse, mannerlesse, and le.sse readie to commendable
\

enterprises. i68a SUADWKLL Lane. \\ itches \. Wks. 1720
III. 230 Thou fresh, insipid, witless, mannerless knight. I

1864 Daily Tel. 4 Oct., [He] may not. .necessarily be a

moro&amp;gt;e and mannerless hog.

IMCannerliness (mse nailines). [f. next +

-NESS.] The quality of being mannerly.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims 11. 1657 They eate all greedily

and in haste, holding it mannerliness*; not to be long in

eating, a 1677 MALI-. Prim. &amp;lt;

!
f\ . Man. \. \. 34 Out of a

piece of mannerliness and respect to God. 1874 T. HARDY
Farfr. Mad. Cro-.vti ix, Earnestness which con&amp;gt;isted half

of genuine feeling and half of mannerliness.

Mannerly (mx najli
,
a. [f. MANNKU sb.l +

-LV
1.]

fl. Seemly, decent, respectable, modest. Obs.

13. . Ga7t .&quot;ff G&amp;gt; . Knt. 1656 Mony aj*el songez. & carole/

newc, With alle
|&amp;gt;e manerly merbe bat mon may of telle.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. A , vi. xiii. (1495) 198 A good
spouse and wyfe is.. manerly [L. modesta\ in clothynge. !

1523 I est. h.bor. (Surtees) V. 171 As moche clothe as shall

make them a manerly garmente. 1526 TINDALE i Tim. ii. ,

9 That they arrays them selves in manerly (1534 comlye]
aparell with shamfastnes. 1596 HARINGTON Metam. Aja.\~

(1814) 4 A tale. . more merry than mannerly. 1600 HOLLAND i

Livy in. xxvi. 106 But first he brushed off the dust, and

wiped away his sweat, and made himselfe somewhat man
nerly. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xliv. (1739) 72 [He]

possessed himself of the long-desired prey; and yet he did ;

it in a mannerly way. 1655 FULLER C/i. Hist. ix. vi. 19 .

A mode.st, and manerly, (alias) a crafty, and cunning begging .

of a contribution of the Catholick party. 1697 COLLIER
fminor. Stage ii. (1698) 72 A very mannerly story !

f2. Moral, well-conducted. Obs.

(-1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Govt. Lordsh. 62 Techinges ful

specyals and manerlys [
L. moralia}. 1535 COVEROALK

i Tim. iii. 2 A Biszhoppe must be . . sober dUcrete, manerly,
harberous. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Krasut. Par. i Tim. 2 This
Timothee beyng an honest manierly towards yonge man and
well learned in holy scriptures.

3. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Characterized

by good manners ; well-mannered; polite.
^1529 SKELTON Wks. (Dyce) I. 28 Manerly Margery Mylk

and Ale. i573TL
r

ssER//wi-.(i878) 175 That pewter is neuer for

manerly feastes, that daily doth serue so vnmanerly beastes.

1584 \st I oy. Virginia in Hakliiyfs l oy.( 1589^ 729 In their

behauiour as mannerly, and ciuill, as any of Europe, a 1639
W. WHATELEY Prototypes in. xxxix. (1640) 5 Learne how to

carry yourselves to your Parents ; if they call you, come, and

give them dutifull and mannerly answers. 1676 WYCHERLEY
PI. Dealer n. (1735) 51 Be you mannerly to her, because

you are to pretend only to be her squire. 1742 FIELDING

y. Andrews iv. ix, The little boy. .was chid by his mother
for not being more mannerly. 1822 SCOTT t*ig^l i, Jin Vin,
was so full of his gibes, and his jeers,, .and so mannerly all

the while. 1887 Spectator 2 Apr. 458/2 Criticism must be

truthful, but it may also be mannerly.
Ma nnerly, adv. [f.

MANNER sb. 1 + -LY ^.]

f 1. In a seemly manner, decently, becomingly,

properly. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 91 Ful manerly with marchal mad
fur to sitte. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce in. 72 He mycht, mar
manerlik, Lyknyt hym to Gaudifer de Laryss. c 1460
I. RUSSELL Bk. Ntirturegz^ Kover with a keuerlyte clenly

pat bed so manerly made. 1493 in Somerset Medieval Wills

(1901) 306 Myn executours according to reason manerly for

there labour rewarded. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach&quot;s Hush.

(1586) 125 They [asses] be very apt to be taught, so as at

this day in Alcayre you shall have them daunce very

manerly. 1596 in Haringtotis Metam. Ajax Let. to Author

Aiijb,Asyou haue told in verseabaudytaleor twoinOrland
mannerly. 1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 65 Aristotle calleth

MANNISH.
them iaxia,..we call it mannerly the Mate. 1621-31 LAUD
Sev. St rm. (1847) 9 Such a superior [as God] cannot be
tailed into the Assembly mannerly, but by prayer

1

. 1647
1 KAI P Ci in n. Rom. xiii. 13 Let us u-alk luntstiy. Hand
somely, fashionably, mannerly, with an holy shaniefacedues.

2. With good manners ; politely, conneously.
1519 HOKMAN / life. 62 Whether thou do a thynge in iape

or in ernest do it mailer lye. 1535 UOVF.KI&amp;gt;AI.I. AVt/&amp;gt;. \\\i. i &amp;gt;

I-,ate ihe tliinge that is set before the, manerly. 1611 SMAKS.

Cyml . in. vi. 92 When we hane supp cl Wce l mannerly de
mand thee of thy Story. 1677 HAI.H ( ontaupL n. 88 Lust
nui-t not be mannerly treated withall. but flatly denyed. 1704
NORRIS Ideal World \\. xii. 471 We are.-ifiaid lest she should
have too many [gue-ts], ai.d ai.c T i ^iy vciy mannerly
withdraw. 1832 HT. I\!ARTINI:AU ///// ,y /

7
alley vii. no It

would he well if he behaved himsL-lf a little more mannerly.

i-3. Morally. Obs.

1566 Arts .V onslit. Scot/. To Rdr. } iij, Gif thay will not

onlie leif, hot als manerlie, \veill, and godlie leif.

t Ma nnerness. Obs. rare . [f. MANNKK^.I
+ -NKSS.] Modcrntion.

1382 Wvcr.n /Vi&amp;gt;:
r

. xxii. 4 ! lie ende of mannernesse [i ;8S

temperaunce, \ ulg. tnodcstip} the died of the Lord.

IVImilierSOllie ma 1 n^Js.im , a. dial.
[t.

M.VNNEK sli.
1 + -soMK.J Mannerly.

1876 HLACKMORK C 7//J xxviii, Mary was obliged to Kite

her tun^ue to keep it in any \\a\- malllierscine. 1887

SprittghtlTCn &amp;lt;t&amp;lt;\. ^) II. \ ii. Si He liad aKv. iys known her to

he hind ai.d ^(jntle, and what the old people called inannci-

smne
,
to every living body. 1895 (&amp;gt;;. //Vv it . S.) XXVI.

t&amp;gt;:/i Canady .s a sliekpokcn fellci- buut huntiiT/an a man-
nersunie feller, too.

Mannery : sf MANKIIY Obs.

Marines, obs. form of MAKKSS.

t Ma aness. i
1

/&quot;. In 3 mannessa, mennesse,

[app. f. MAN sA. 1 + NESS
;
the umlaut form set ins

to be ilue to the analogy of nuitnisli, MANNISH a.]

Human nature.
a 1225 /.--. Kath. 11:8 pah he were di-dlich. purh \- he

mon \\es, onont his mennes^e [.l/.S&quot;.
(&quot; ma .nt^sc], & deide.

I Ma llliet. Cf s. nonce-wii. [f. MAN rf. 1 + -ET,

dim. sulVix.] A liltle man.

1630 I!. JONSON .\V:c fun i\ . i, A slight Man-net, to port

hut, vp. and dnwne.

Maimicle, obs. form of MANACLE.

Manilide (,ma; n3idi. Cheni. [f.
MANNA lj-

IDE.] A syrujiy substance obtained by heating
mannite with butyric acid.

1862 WAIT s tr. Gmclin\ llamtbk. C/iem. XV. 368 Manni. .e.

. . lierthelot (1856). 1892 MUBLKV t-t Munt ll utt* Dkt.

C/tffit., Matiniiit CcHiu* &amp;gt;.

Second anhydride of niannite.

Mailllie (ma-nii. St. Also raanny. [f.
MAN

s/:. + -IE, dim. suffix.] A little man; also applied

(as a term of endearment) to a little boy.

1823 LOCK HART A li . Dallon !. Ii. i. 193 A decent, little auld

inanny, in . .velveteen breeches, a 1828 in J . ISuclian Ball.

A7
. Scotl. (18281 II. 103 Then spake the auld laird o King-

caussie, A canty auld mannie was he. 1886 SiK.\tr,soN

KidtMppfdq What ll like he your business, mannie V

KanniferOUS mujnrlerasj, a. [f. mocl.L.

niannifcr ( + manna MANNA + -fer bearing) + -01 s:

see -FBitous.] a. Yielding manna (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1856). b. Causing the production of manna.

(Said of insects.) In recer.t Diets.

Mannikin: see MANIKIN.

Manning ^mie-nii)), vbl.sb. f f. MAN v. + -ING
.]

1. The action of furnishing (a ship, etc.) with

men. Also COIKI:, the complement of men, crew.

1633 T. SIAI M.iKD f ai. Hit. II. viii. (1810) 320 t or the

manning and making good of that Citie. 1748 Alison s I fly.

n. iv. 160 A number, greatly insufficient for the manning of

the Centurion. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 203 Money
destined for the equipping and manning of the fleet. 1896
fall Mull Mag. May 108, I reckon I ve lost Iwo days coal

for her [sc. coal-boat] and two days wages and grub for

her manning.
b. (See quot.)

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerrey), Manning ofthe S/tif, (in Sea-

Language) is when a Ship is to shew abroad all her Men.

2. The action of taming a hawk (see MAN v. 10).

1580 LVLY Enphues (Arh.) 372 Hawkes that waxe haggard

by manning, are to be cast off. 1644 UIGBV .Vat. IScdits

xxxvii. (1658) 395 No whit more extraordinary, then a lawk-

tiers manning of a hawk.

3. attrib. and Comb. : manning-piece jocular

(scecjuot. 1834) ; manning-scale (see quot. 1891^.

1834 L. HUNT in Loud. Jriil. I. 172/1, I am standing with

my manning-piece by a hedge. .. You cannot say fowling-

piece, when it is men that are to he brought down. 1891

Labour Commission Gloss., Manning Scale, a scale which

fixes the minimum number of seamen to be employed on a

vessel. 1896 SIR C. DILKE in Daily News 6 Mar. 2/3

A very severe strain was put upon the manning powers of

the Admiralty.

Maillliparous (mceni paras), a. [f.
mod.L.

mannipar-us + -uus : see MANNA and -PAUOUS.]

a. Of insects : Causing the flow of manna (Mayne

Expos. Lex. 1856). b. Bearing or exuding manna

(Webster Stipfl. 1902).

t Ma nnish, sb. Obs. In 1-2 mennisc, 2-3

mannisshe, mannisse, mennisse. [OE. mf/inisf,

properly neut. of nifiinisc adj. : see next. In other

Teut. langs. the wk. masc. form of the adj. is used

snbst. in the sense human being : cf. OFris.

manniska, menska, OS. mennisco (MDu. mtnsche,

Du. metiscK), OHG. mennisko (mod.G. mcnsch}.}

People ;
a class of persons.
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MANNISH.

971 Blickl. Horn. 175 J&amp;gt;is
is }-a;t mennisc Je ealle mine

d;eda mid heora worduin onwendan. ti 1175 Cott. Horn.

225 pa wearft
J&amp;gt;a

redlice micel mennisc jewexon. f 1200
Trin. Coll. ffoin. 39 De&e fower mannisshe. .bed j^at erf

f&amp;gt;e

bo herdes ouerwuakeden. Ibid. 163 Dis lond be ich nu of

speke is bat mennisse be nu Hue5. Ibid. 165 Swo doS |?is

BMDBMM flieS frain iuele to werse.

Mannish ijTiarniJ), rt. Forms: a. i mennisc.
2 mennesc, 3 mennish, Or/ft, mennisske

; ,

4 manuys(s)h, (5 mannisshe, monyssh), g-6
mannishe, -ysshe, (6 manish, 9 man-ish), 3,

5- mannish. [OE. ;//g/^ = OS. manmsc, men-

nistj OHG. mennisc (MHO. mennisch}, Goth.

niannisks : OTeut. *mannisko-, f. *t/iatiti MAN jvM

+ -isko- -ISH i. In the 1 3th c. the root vowel was

already frequently assimilated to that of MAN sb.^

In many uses the existing word must be regarded as a

new formation on MAN j l + -ISH ; but it is hardly possible
to separate the instances of this from those of the word
inherited from OTeut.] *

fl. Of or belonging to the human species; pro

per to or characteristic of mankind ; human. Obs.

i 888 K. /ELFKEU Boctk. xxxiii. i FprSam ba fif call nan
mennisc man fullice habban ne mes da hwile [etc.]. ^897

Gregory s Pas*. C. xi. 70 Ne jegripe eow nnjfre nan

costung baton mennescu. ^1175 Lamb, flotn. 91 God cwed
.

.J&amp;gt;e
he walde his gast asenden ofer mennesc flesc. &amp;lt; 1200

ORMIN 218 He. Jet te posstlcss sen himm wet Inn hi*s men-
nis&amp;gt;ke kinde. c 1386 CuAUCBft Mclib. f 298 The prouerbe
^eith th;it for to do ^ynne is mannyssh. 1390 GOWEH Conf.
III. 52 It was as in figure Most lich to mannyssh creature,
Hot as uf beaute hevenelich. 1567 DHANT Horace, Epist. I.

xiii. E iij, More metite tobeare..Then here in courte in man-
iii&amp;gt;he shape The Asses part to plaie. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
-5-
Seh1

. 183 At the ending of the world there must be stuff

enough left, unmade up into Manish bodies, wherewith to

frame a new heaven and new earth.

2. Of a woman, her attributes, etc. : Resembling
a man, man-like, masculine. Chiefly contemptuous.

* 1374 CHAUCER Troylus. i. 228 (284^ But alle hir limes so wd
answering^ Weren to womanhode, that creature Was neuer
UISM: mannishh in seminge. c 1430 LYDG. Reas.

&amp;lt;y

Setts.

6183 God forbede That ther sholde in womanhede Ben any
monyssh tache at al. 1430-40 Bochas vi. i. (1494^ t Jj b,

Nowe was she mannyssh mj_we was she femynyne. 0:1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 136 It is saide, a woman that is not
humble and pitous she is mannishe and not womanly, whiche
is a uice in womanhode to be rude or of hautmge courage.
1594 CAREW Hnarte

s^
Exam, ll ifs xv. 11616)269 She re-

taineth a mannish fashion . .

jn
her words, as in all her motions.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr, in. iii. 217 A woman impudent and
mannish growne, Is not more loth d, then an effeminate man.
ifiijCROOKE Body ofMan 250 Her bod ye grew mannish and
hairie. 1653 HoLCROPT Procofiius, Goth. M ars iv. 121 They
. .who think that there was neuer any such Mannish race of
women. 1791 MMK. D AitBLAY / /an Aug.,Women, .strolling

along with wide mannish strides, 1824 Miss MiTi- ORoKiV/aiftf
Ser. i. 239 She spoke in a loud deep mannish voice. 1886
SWINBURNE Misc. 235 The mannish woman was a nobler as
well as a stronger creature than the womanish man.

3. Pertaining to or characteristic of a grown
man (often opposed to chi/disk} ; aping or simu

lating manhood or the characteristics of a man.
1530 PALSGR. 318/1 Mannysshe or manlyke, viril. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. \. in. 123 ai[a&Vif]..Weciw haue a swash
ing and a marshall outside, As manie other mannish cowards
haue, That doe outface it with their semblances. 1611

Cynib. iv. 11.236 And let vs(Polidore) though nowourvoyces
Haue got the mannish cracke, sing him to th ground As
once to our Mother. 1647 S. SHEPPARD -znd Ft. Committee-
Man C. i. ii, His chin has. .a little downe, enough to give
notice to the world, he now growes mannish. 1784 COWI-MK
Tiroc. 208 Childish in mischief only and in noise, tlse of a
mannish growth. 1820 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old Benchers of
Inner /*., Why must every thing smack ofman and mannish :

Is the world all grown up? 1876 FARRAR Marlb. Senn.
xxxvi. 369 By manly I mean all that is eager, hearty, fear

less, modest, pure ; by mannish I mean that which apes the
poorest externals of the lowest types of men.

4. Characteristic (chiefly in blameworthy or ludi

crous respects) of a man as distinguished from a
woman.
1748 RICHARDSOX Clarissa. I. viii, With an air of mannish

superiority, he seems rather to pity the bashful girl. 1836
MRS. S. C. HALL in AVw Monthly Mag. XLVII, 427 True
to his man-ish nature, there was a mingling of selfishness
with his love. 1882 HINSUALE Carfield $ Educ. \\. 407 The
foremost students had no mannish pride that made them
hesitate to ask her assistance. 1884 LADY WATERFORD in
Hare Two Noble Lives (1893) III. 428 Oh ! what a mannish
room I waited in... Hats and caps of all sorts, fishing
baskets, &c.

T5. MANKIND a.2 Obs. rare,

1530 PALSGR. 427/2, I am mannysshe, as a bee^t is that is

accoustumed to byte or devoure men. Je suis /tnmain. It

is a mannysshe beest : cest nne bcste amorcee.

1 6. quasi-tzafe. Like a man. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 292 Men moste enquere . . Wher

she be. .Or riche, or poore, or elles mannyssh wood.
Hence f Menniscle5c [see -LAIK], rare- 1

,

humanity; Ma nnishly ^/r., in a mannish manner.
t 1200 OKMIN 85 He sennde uss..His Sune..To takenn

nre mennisscle^^c. . i o lesenn mannkinn. 1867 BUSHNELL
Mor. Uses Dark Th. 287 Some of the least of them march
out mannishly in columns and fight pitched battles.

Mannishness (mre-nifhes). [f. MANNISH a. +
-NES3.]
1 1. The state of being in human form

; humanity.
(Said chiefly of Christ.) Obs.
a 900 tr. Bsedefs Hist. in. xv. (xxi.1 (1890) 220 Ymb ^yx hund

w iiitra & hreo i*v: fiftig from Drihtnes menniscnesse. ^1175
Cott. Horn. 227 Nc worhte he bah nane wndre opcnlice cr

132

fan t&amp;gt;e
he was fyiu i wintre an

|&amp;gt;ara

mennisnisse. c 1*00

ORMIN 1373 |ter Cristess mennisscnesse Drannc dejes:&amp;gt;

drinnch o rodetreo Korr ure wojhe dedess. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk 4- Sell . 1 1 Such a tang of manishness, or a mingle

mangle of half man, half world.

2. The quality of being mannish, in various senses.

i6iz Bp. HALL Imprest cf God n. Wks. (1625) 457 The
painted faces, and mannishnesse . . of the one sex, the factious

hollovvnesse . . in the other. 1882 I all Mall G. 16 June 4/2
But now., all the exclusive mannishness of the colleges
seems fast melting away before the new invasion [of women].
1886 Miss BKADDON One Thing Xtccfful x\, The masculine

woman is proud of her mannishness.

Mannisse, variant of MANNESS Ois.

Maimitan (moc nitanX C/iem. Also -ane.

[f. next + -AN.] A syrupy fluid, C6H 12O6 ,
obtained

by heating mannite.

1857 MILBER Klein. Clum. III. 384 Mannitane. 1862 WAITS
M.Gincliii* Haiutt k. Client. XV. 369 Mannitan.

Mannitevmx nsit). Cliem. [f.MANN-A 1
I--ITE.]

A substance, C 6H 14O, , obtained chiefly from

j

manna; MANNITOL. Also called M\ys\-sugar,
and rarely mannitc-sugar.
1830 LINDI.KY .Vrt/.

^&amp;gt;yst.
Bot. 224 The sweetness of this

substance [.Manna] is.. due.. to a distinct principle, called
Mannite. 1880 GAKROU : UAXTKK Mat. Mt-tf. (ed. 8) 222
It contains a resin, .besides starch and mannite sugar. 1883
Kiiiycl. Brit. XV. 493/2 In Italy mannite is prepared for

sale in the shape of small cones.

Mannitic m.Liii tik), a. Client.
[f.

MAX.MTE
+ -K .] Derived from mannite. ManHitic add
vsee quot. ib6.5).
1861 \V.\ i rs tr. duelings flandbk. Client. XV. 369 Mannitic

ethers. 1865 Diet. Client. III. 825 Mannitic acid,OH 12p
T

,
an acid produced, together with mannitose, by the

oxidation of mannite under the influence of platinum-black.
1876 tr. SchQtnenbergtr** ferment. 192 These gummy and
mannitic ferments.

Mannitie : see MANNITY.
Mannitol

(marnit&amp;lt;&amp;gt;l).
Chem. [f. MANXITE +

-OL.] =-- MANNITE.
1901 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 721/1 Mannitol is proved to be

a hexhydric alcohol, CsHgtOH.ig, by its conversion into a
hexanitiate.

Mannitose (marnitous). Chem. [f. MAXMTE
+ -08E.] A substance, C 6H, 2()6 ,

isomeric with

glucose, obtained from mannite.
1861 WATTS tr. Gmelin s Hutuibk. Client. XV. 339 When

mannite is oxidised under the influence of platinum-black
[etc.], an unfermentable substance and a fermentable sugar
(mannitose) are produced. 1865 [see MANMTIC a,\.

Mannittee, obs. form of MANATEE.
t Ma nnity. nonce-wd. In 7 mannitie. [f.

MAN si.l + -ITT.] The community of men.
1621 MOLLE Camerar. Liz: Libr.\\\. v. 165 And therefore

was it well said of a Pagan Philosopher, .that he gaue not
his almes to that man, or to this, but to all the masse of
man-kind . . : not to a man, but to the mannitie, if it be law-
full to vse such a word.

Manner, -our, -ure, obs. n&quot;. MANNER, MANOH,
MANURE.
tManny, a. Falconry. Obs. [f. MAN v. (sense

10} t- -v.] Of a hawk : Maimed, tame.
1773 J. CAMPBELL Mt rt. l- alconry 262 Managing, the making

of a nawk manny or tame.

Manny, obs. f. MANY
;
var. MANNIE Sc.

Mannyable, variant of MAMAKI.E Obs.

Manoeuvre (mani/7 vai, man/7 vsj), sb. Also 5
maanovre, 8-9 maneuver, 9 L .S. manceuver.
[a. F. maiuxuvre (OF. also mamievre, manciivrc,
1 3th c.)

= I r. tnanovra, Sp. tnaiiMra, Pg. manobra,
It. manovra : late L. manopera, vbl. sb. from

inaiiopcrare : see MANCEL VRE v., which occurs in

Fr. earlier than the sb. The OFr. word is repre
sented in Eng. by M.UNOUR and MANUBE sbs.}

tL Hand- labour. Obs. rare- 1

.

1479 RICART Ca/W&amp;lt;jv(Camden) 28 This yere [24 H. Ill]
was the Trenche y-made and y-caste of the ryverc, . . by the
maanovre of alle the Cominalte.
2. Mil. and Naval. The planned or regulated
movement or evolution of troops or vessels of war;
a strategic movement or change of position ;

a
device in navigation; exercise or a movement in

military or naval tactics.

17S8 Misc. in Ann. Keg. 373/2 Coup lie main, and Ma-
tia-Mt ie, might be excusable in Marshal Saxe, as he was in
the service of France..; but we cannot see what apology can
be made for our officers lugging them in.., as a sudden
stroke might have done for one, and a proper motion for the
other. 1778 M. CUTLER in Li/e, etc. (1888) I. 56 The army
was ordered, .to embark and re-embark in the boats, that
they might the better understand such a maneuver. 1793
J. TRAPP tr. RmJum s I ay. Madagascar Prelim. Disc. 54 All
manoeuvres became useless, and the ship was on the point
of going down, when the Captain cast an anchor in such a
manner as gave him hopes she would bear on some high
flats. 1 his manoeuvre proved successful. 1795 NELSON 13
Mar. in Nicolas Disf. (1845) II. 13 The instant all were fired,
braced up our after-yards, put the helm a-port, and stood

brigade, .to the discipline, manoeuvre and minute details of
which he paid the most scrupulous attention. 1853 SIR H.
DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 119 The manoeuvre of with
drawing a bridge, by wheeling it, entire, alongside the bank.
1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 156 The manoeuvres suited to fast-

sailing vessels, such as breaking of the line or returning t.,

the charge, cannot be practised in a narrow space. 1889

MANOEUVRE.

Infantry Drill 189 Manoeuvre represents the application of
the drill to the circumstances of supposed or actual conflict
with an enemy.

b. Skilful management or working of; operation.
834-47 J-S. MACAILAV Field Fcrti/.(\^i) 129 The pieces

i of timber, laid across the sluice-gate for the manoeuvre of the
1

levers. 1867 SMYTH Sailor
s^ Word-bk.^ Matueuvre, a dex-

j

terous management of anything connected with the ship.
3. An agile or skilful movement made (by a

person, animal, etc.) with intent to deceive or elude.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 468 The whole was attended
with shouts, and screams, and every frantic maiHuuvre. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth xxiii, At length, whether weary of these

manoeuvres, or [etc.]. . Bonthron heaved
uphi&amp;gt;a.\e for a down-

right blow. 1845 DARWIN Ifoy.
Nat, ii. (18791 37 When siill

further disturbed, it practises a most curious manoeuvre.
\9&$Ccntttry Mag, July 379/* And as he [the tish] fell ku k
with a loud splash he dropped upon the line, by which
maneuver he would have succeeded in tearing out the hook
had the line still 1 een taut.

4. transf. and fig. An artfully contrived plan ;

an adroit move
;
an ingenious expedient or artifice ;

i also, management of affairs by scheming.
1774 J. ADAMS in Fain. Lett, (1876) 12 These Acts of Par-

; liament and ministerial manoeuvres will injure me. 1790
-

1 // ks, (1854) IX. 566 If the time should ever come when cor

ruption shall be added to intrigue and manoeuvre in elec-

!

tions. a 1797 BURKE Sp. Durat. Parlts. Wks. 1812 V. 377
1 The whole effect of the Bill is. .here to fix their magazine:*

and places of arms, and thus to make them the principal.,
theatre of their manoeuvres fur securing a determined nia-

! jority in Parliament. 1809 MAR. EUGEWORTH Manoeuvring
vii, In the mid.it of these multiplied manoeuvres, Mrs. Beau
mont sat with ease. 183* LYTTON Eugene A, \\. vii, He

;

was capital, however, about the tricks he had played his

creditors, such niamtuvres, such escapes! 1850 Bohtfs
. Handbk. dunes 414 (Draughts) He who gives the draw ?,hall

not occasion any unnecessary delay by uselessly repeating
the same manu:uwe.s. 1864 Standard 18 Apr. 6 To this day
they always speak of that Reform Bill as if R had been a dis
honest manoeuvre. 1886 RusKiN/VartoV/a I. 309 Watching
the instrumental manoeuvres of the [military] band.

t5. A method or manner of working. Obs.

1770 Monthly Rev. 537 The different tools and titan&uvres
of the joiner and turner. 1783 POTT Chirnrg. ll ks. II. 78
It is one of those manoeuvres which can be Tearnt only by
observation and practice. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, v.

, (1813) 65 Many manoeuvres of intercropping are made by
them as sowing or planting between rows. 1789 H.WALI OLE
Lett,, to H. More Sept. (1840) VI. 351, I do not understand
the manoeuvre of sugar.
6. attrib. and Comb.
1897 Act6o-i I ict. c. 43 4 Whenever an Order in Cminul

is made under this Act a commission (in this Act called the

Military Manoeuvres Commission shall be formed. Ibid.

10 This Act may be cited as the Military Manoeuvres Act,

I

1897. 1897 Daily Xcivs 8 Nov. 4/7 Every torpedo, it seems,
is sent out from the factory with two heads a manoeuvre
head

,
. .and another, intended for real warfare.

Manoeuvre (mani/7 voi, man/rvdj), v. Forms :

see
prec.

sb. [ad. K. rnatiffiturti
, OF. wamtvrer

(i ith cent.) = Sp. waniobrar, Pg. manobrar : late

L. manopcrdre for I .. mantl operori to work with the

hand (man ft
t

abl. oi matins hand; Qperant see

On&AXBV.M
1. intr. Mil. and Naval. To perform manoeuvres

!

or evolutions ;
to make movements or changes of

position in the disposition of troops, vessels, etc.

Also to mana itvre it.

1777 J. ADAMS in Fain, Lett. (1876) 303 Washington will

manoeuvre it with him a good deal to avoid it. 1795 NI.LSON
21 Mar. in Nicolas Disf. (1845) II. 21 Providence .. prc-

, serving my poor brave fellows, who worked the Ship in

manoeuvring about his [sc. the enemy n] stern and quarters.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 290/2 The two divisions

might again manoeuvre another way. 1803 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. (1837! II. 331, I. .determined to maiKi-uvre by
my left, and push the enemy upon the nullah. 1833 Sn; M i n

Fortif.\ A jjreat extent of ground, .upon which to man-
: (cuvre and fight to advantage. 1885 Laiv Times Rep. LIII.

1 2/1 There would be no culpability on the part of the officer

in command of the other .ship in not manoeuvring for this

porting.
b. transf, nd jfe] esp. : To employ stratagem,

to manage by artifice, to scheme. Also occas. with

adv. QT prep. : To contrive to get (awayfront}.
1809 MAR. EDGEWORTH Mamvnwins i, I remember her

manoeuvring to gain a husband, and then manoeuvring to

manage him. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) 11.279, n;i( J

not to manoeuvre away from her. 1837 W. IRVING Capt.
l&amp;gt;tmnevilU 1. 177 After manoeuvring so as to get within shot,

they fired, but merely wounded him [a buffalo]. 1861 MAY
Const. Hist. (1863) I. i. 13 When ministers, not of his own
choice, were in office, he plotted and manoeuvred until lie

overthrew them.

C. trans, with prep. To drive or entice into or

out of by manoeuvring ;
to make (one s way) into

by manoeuvring.
1886 Miss BKADDON One Thing Xcedfitl vi, I am not going

to be manoeuvred into a marriage with Clarice. 1888 Cen

tury Mag. Sept. 673 i He had simply maii tuvred the enemy
out of position. 1899 Daily News ij Dec. 7 6 If an enemy
has elaborately fortified a particular position it is one of the

most important duties of a General not. .to attack him in

it, but., to manoeuvre him out of it. ig/o^Bletikw.Ma^.O^.
497/2 He had manoeuvred his way into the Painted Chamber.

2. trans. Mil. and Naval, To cause (troops or

vessels) to perform evolutions or manoeuvres ;
to

alter the position or formation offer strategic pur

poses ;
to * handle (a boat).

777 j-
ADAMS in Fatn, Lett. 1 1876) 282 Mr. Howe, by the

la^t advices, was manoeuvring his fleet and army in such a

manner as to give us expectations of an expedition some-



of

MANCEITVBER.

where. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 276/2 To Man-
ceuvre the Line of Battle. ..In this place it is intended to

point out some of the various evolutions that are, or may be,

performed by a fleet which is already formed in line of

battle. 1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VII. 583We
do what we please now with the Portugue.se troops: we
manoeuvre them under fire equally with our own. 1884 PAR

l-.iistace 140 Crippled as they were by tattered sails and

.severed ropes, they could not manoeuvre the vessel. 1886

Graphic 28 Aug. 210/1 The best uiethod of manoeuvring
them [torpedo boats].

b. transf. and fg. To manipulate or conduct

adroitly with a view to a purpose. Also occas. to

effect by stratagem.
1815 Zelitca II. 142 Zeluca. .manoeuvred her praise, with a

skilful eye to the feelings it was intended to create and in-

\ i-nrate. i8aoj. JKKYLL Corr. (1894)97 The Mother Bankes
affects not to have manoeuvred her son s match with the

Chancellor s daughter. 18*3 Examiner 63^/1 The stage is

. .said to afford great facilities for manoeuvring the scenery.

1857 Autobiog. Lutfullak v, He frequently manoeuvred his

horse across my way and behind me, in such a manner as

to show that he derided me. 1885 J. MARTINEAT Types
Eth. Tli, I. 150 A doctrine which so manoeuvred the three

substances, without relinquishing any of them. 1898 ll estnt.

Gas. 28 July 3/2 Thus manoeuvred, a sailor hat can be worn
minus the veil.

Hence Manoeuvred, Manoeuvring///, adjs.

1832 MAKKYAT ^V. 7-orster \\\\^ Their mother was a selfish,

. . manoeuvring woman. 1889 Harper s Mag. June 79/1 The

power to see a great deal through a very small opening in

the skilfully manoeuvred bandage. 1900 ST. HAKBE Mod.

Spain 41 The beast \sc. a bull] wheels round, and, charging,

rips out the entrails of an ill-manoeuvred horse.

Manoeuvrer ,mani vr3i). Alsomanceuverer.

[f.
MANIEUVKE v. + -ER 1

.]

1. One who manoeuvres.
1800 A. CABLYLE A utohiog. 308 He had told him that Byng,

though a much admired commander and manceuvrer of a

fleet, would shun fighting. 1809 MAK. KDGEWOKTH Man-
tnW!UU i|This charming widow Ucaumont is a iiiamxwi rcr.

We can t well make an Kn^lish word of it. 1824 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. I. 98 Her sister was a match-making
lady, a mamruvrer. 1884 C. L. PIKKIS Jitd. Wynne I. xvii.

212 Your quiet, reserved girls are generally the sly, clever

manceuvrers.

2. An implement for manoeuvring.
18. . &quot;#/&amp;lt;(.&amp;gt; I,XVII. 2 14 1 Cent.) Different forms of simple,

balanced, and divided rudders were then described, includ

ing. .Thomson s stern-way mancuuverer.

Manoeuvring [m&niarvrii)), vbl. $b. [f. MAX-
tKUVK 1

; v. + -IN&amp;lt;; .J The action of MA.MKUVKE v.

1787 I. LANDMANN tr. Klein. Tacticks m. 170 The advanc

ing and manoeuvring wiih a line, will never be well per
formed, if the battalions are not so perfectly well exercised.

1858 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. ix.x. II. 520 The Campaign passed
into a series of advancing, retreatings [etc.], painful

manccuvrings, ou both sides of the Rhine. 1883 R. Uos\v.
SMITH Life Ld. Lawrence I. 178 The reputation which John
Lawrence acquired., by the masterly manoeuvring ofa small

body of police.
attrib. 1877 Daily Ne^vs 5 Oct. 5/3 Their principal army

ii wanting in manoeuvring power.
Man-of-arms : see MAN-AT-ARMS.
Man-of-law. arch. [Cf. F, homme de lot and

LAWMAN.] A man skilled in law
;
a lawyer.

1340, c 1386 [see LAW si .
1
7]. 1 1440 Promp. Parr. 325/2

Manne of law, fnrisperitns^scriba. 1491 Ada Doin.Concil.

(1839) 206/2 Dauid balfour of carraldstoune wes man of law
for or said Souerane lord in ^e said mater. 1530 PALSGU.

500/1 Whan a man of lawe maketh a reason peremtorie, it

can nat be contrepleted. 1582 BENTLEY MOH. Jfatrones it.

jS O Jesus Christ,, .thou being my man of law, didst excuse
and

speake for me. 1636 MASSINGKR Bashf, Lover \. \, He . .

pays his fees as duly As ever Usurer did in a bad cause, To
his man of law. 1841 R. P. WARD De Clifford II. xvi.

172
Another man of law. .now came in, straight from the magis
trates chamber. 1899 CKOCKETT Kit Kennedy 251 Ebene/er

Fleming, W. S., was a wary man-of-law.

Mail of the world, f a. A secular person
(ob$.}. b. In religious use (after 1 s. xvii. 14^ a

worldly or irreligious person, c. A man who is in

structed and experienced in the ways of the world
and is prepared to accept its conventions.
c 1200 I ices fy I irtues 7 $if menu of 5e world hes bealdeS

for hali menu. 1535 Co\ ERDAI.E Ps.
xvi[i]. 14 From the men

off the worlde, \\htch haue their portion in this life [so 1611;
the Prayer-book version din&quot;er&amp;gt;]. 1749 FIELDING Tont Jones
xiv. viii, This gentleman whom Mr Jones now visited, was
what they call a man of the world ; that is to say, a man
who directs his conduct in this world as one, who being
fully persuaded there is no other, is resolved to make the
most of this. 1778 MME. D AKBLAY Early Diary (1889! II.

-44 A true, fashionable, unprincipled man of the world. 1876
LESLIE STEPHEN Hrs. in J^ibraiy i,Ser. n.) 209 Butler s sad
ness.. is that of a recluse, and Johnson s that of a man uf
the world. 1891 Spectator y. Jan. 164/1 Lord Hannen has
always shown himself, in the best sense of the word, a man
of the world.

attrib. \\\pl. (-1823 BYRON To Mrs. in Moore Life
&amp;lt;y

Lett. 1,1860)574 AH my others are men-of-the-world friend

ships.

Hence Man-of-tlie-worldish a., Man-of-the-
worldism, Man-of-the-worldly a. (whence
Man-of-the-worldliness).
1867 Conteinp, Rez&amp;gt;. VI. 394 A wide-awake, man-of.the-

wor!d-ish commonsense. 1868 fbid.Vll. 132 This bred in
him a sort of cynical man-of-the-worldisrn. 1890 A^adcmv
27 Sept. 268/2 The man-of-the-worldly sagacity of Teddy
Rudall. 1891 SAIMTSBUKY tr^ctavrV J&& 218 Bcaconsficld
. .has less substance, but more man-of-the-worldliness.

Man-of-war (mae navw^ i). PI. men-of-war.
[In sense i app. after F. homme de guerre \ for
sense 2 cf. MAX sb. 1

12.]

p
b

133

1. A fighting man ;
a soldier, warrior. Obs. exc.

arch, orjocular.
1449 Rolls of Parlt. V. 148/1 They desired to have nombre

of Men of werre made lesse. 1508 KENXEUIE Flyting it:

Dunbar 466 Had thai bene prouuait sa of schote of gone
By men of were but perile thay had past. 1535 COVERDALE
Exod. xv. 3 The Lorde is the right man of warre [1611 a man
of warre \lit.froin Heb.)\. 1577 B. GOOGE Ueresbaclis linsb.

in. (1586) inb, Souldiers and men of war, desire a tierse

Horse. 1608 Extracts^ Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 287
The saidis bailleis,. .hieing convenit for outreiking of thair

men of weir to thair His .. hes delyverit the armour follow

ing, .. to the said men of weir . . viz. to Jhone HammJltoun
anc hagbit and flassis [etc.]. 1626 C. POTTEK tr. Sarfii s Hist.

Quarrels 330 The Leules of men of Warre within the State
of Milan eiiery day increased. 1698 FAKQUHAR.&amp;lt;rev$ Bottle

i. (1609) 3, I dread these blustring Men of War, the Officers.

1840 I HACKEKAY Catherine vi, The men of war had clearly
the best of it. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. Ixviii, The dis

tinguished man of war. .Master Bloxham.

2. A vessel equipped for warfare; an armed ship

belonging to the recognized navy of a country.
1484 W. CELV in C&quot;. Papers (Camden) 144 As he cam to

Calle/ wardd ij men of warre of Krensche melt w l hym and
!

fawgbt hym. lyftGteiihaiti s Ncwesfr. LcvancSeas in !

Collier niustr. Old Eng. Lit. (1866) I. 4 In sight of the King i

of Spaynes men of warre, which were twenty two
sayle&amp;gt;.

:

1680 I Debates in Parlt. (1681) 120 It [Tangier] will always ,

be Serviceable, as well for our Men of War to resort to. .as

for the protection of our Merchant-men.
&amp;gt;759

Ann. Reg. 36
A fresh water harbour, capable ofcontaining an hundred in* n

of war of the line. 1887 BI-.SAS r The World went, etc. iii. 28

If he who has commanded a man-of-war is not to have his

own way in everything, who should!
attrib. 1748 Ans n s I

&amp;lt;&amp;lt;y.

in. x. 415 Al Canton . .\ve saw
no more than four men of war junks. ityftAllYearRountt
No. 22. 519 The man-of-war brig. 1867 SMYTH .bailor a

ll ord-bk.) Afan-of- n tir fashion, a stale of ordtr, tidiness,
and good discipline..

b. occas. A man-of-war s man (see c).

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe -27 Hee is first broken to the

Sea in the 1 1 erring mans SkiflV . .once harlned thus, bee will

Mfrdt;&amp;gt; be a man ofwarre. .and weare a situer Whistle. 1884
H. COLLING^ ooi) I nder Mi ti or l-lag \\\\. 258 My father . .

led the way to the library, with the skipper following. . .When
the man-o -war rejoined us, the fir.-&amp;gt;t thing he did was [etc.].

c. Man-of-war*s-man : a sailor serving ou a

man-of-war.

1840 K. H. DANA Bcf. Mast xx. 60 [Hel was a singular
mixture of the maii-of-u ar .vnum and Puritan. 1875 BEUFOKU
Sailors Pocket AX*. v. ed. 2) 15.: A man-of-war s man should
lose no opportunity of volunteering to lay out targets.

j* 3. {In full man-of-war bird or haivk^ The

frigate-bird, Fregata aqitila. Also applied to the

albatross and occas. to species of skua (Newton).
1657 LIGON Barbados 61 There is a Bird they call, a Man

of war, and he is much bigger than a Heron. 1707 SI.OANE ;

Jamaica I. 30 We saw here several Tropick- Birds, and
Men of War Bird.s. 1789 P. BROWNE Jamaica 483 The
Man-of-war Bird ; or the dark-coloured Alcyon with a
slender forked tail. 1862 \Vonn Xat. Hist. II. 762 The
well-known Frigate Bird, Sea Hawk, or Man-of-War Bird.

1885 Riverside Xat. Hist. (1888) IV. 184 The man-of-war
hawk , as they [frigate-birds) are often called.

4. Portuguese ntan~of-war\ A marine hydrozoan
of the genus Physalia ;

so called from the fact of

its floating on the surface of the sea with a sail-like

crest displayed.
1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 7 What the Seamen call a Caravul

or Portuguese Man ofWar, which seems to be a Zoophytum,
or of a middle Nature between a Plant and an Animal.

1883 Harper s J /&amp;lt;. Jan. 188/2 The Portuguese man-of-war

(physalia) with its long azure tentacles.

5. Mitring. (See quots.)
1860 Eng. &amp;lt;y

For. Min. Gloss. (S. Staffs.), Man-o -iuar, a
small pillar left in some critical situation in a side of work.

Manoir(e, ol&amp;gt;s. form of MANOR.
Manometer (man^m/tai). Fad. F. mano- \

mc-tre, f. Gr. ^ai/o-s thin, rare + pfTpov measure.]
An instrument for ascertaining the elastic force of

gases or vapours. Flame manometer :

* mano-
metric capsule ^see MANOMETKIC).
[1706 VARIGNON in Mem. de FAcad, Roy.des Sciences 300

Manometre, ou machine pour trouver la rapport des raretes

ou rarefactions de 1 air nature! d un meme lieu en differents

terns ou [etc.].] 1730 BAILEY (fol.) Manometer^ Manoscope,
an Instrument to measure or shew the Alterations in the

Rarity and Density of the Air. 1774 PniPi s Voy. N. Pole

App. 128 Description of the Manometer, constructed by
Mr. Ramsden. 1823 Blacfcit . Mag. XIV. 513 You see in

it the indications of forthcoming storms, .against Ministers,
to whom it consequently acts as a manometer. 1867
W. W. SMYTH Coal

&amp;lt;y Coat-mining 221 In order to test the

different densities of the currents on opposite sides of a
,

brattice, . .a manometer or water-gauge is employed. 1875
D. THOMSON Acoustics in Kttcyel. Brit. I. 115 The Flame
Manometer. 1880 J. W. LECC Bile 203 If the aorta be
connected with a manometer, the number and force of the

;ulsations
of the heart can be easily registered. 1899 All-

tttfs Sysf. Med. VII. 239 This glass tube, .is attached, by &amp;gt;

a T-tube, to a pressure-bottle and a mercury manometer.

Manometric ^nuen0me
p

trik\ a. [f. prec. +
-ic. Cf. F. manow&amp;lt;*triqite^\ Of, pertaining to, or

made with the manometer. Manonietric capsule :

an apparatus devised by Koenig for analysing ;

sounds by means of the alterations produced in the

forms of flames by aerial vibrations; so mano- .,

metric flame.
1873 A. E. DOLBEAR in G. Prescott S#. Telephone (1879) j

262 While engaged hi making a manomeirlc flame capsule. ,

( 1898 Allbittt s Syst. Med. V. ^64 Manometric observations

j

reveal no increase of pressure in the auricle at the moment
1 of closure of the auriculo-ventricular valves.

MANOE.

Manometrical ;m2eiwme-trikal\ a.
[f. as

prec. + -AL.]
=

prec.

1777 Rov in Phil. Trans. I.XVII. 689 The manometrical

experiments were made subsequently to the chief part of
the barometrical observations. 1879 P. SMITH Glattcmtia

96 In the case of the living human eye the manometrical
test is inapplicable.

Manor (jnarnw). Forms : 36 maner, 4
manayre, 4 5 manere, 5 mano i)re, manoyr(e,
-ayr, manure, 5-6 manoir, 6 7 manner, 6-S

manour, 6 9 mannor. 7 S mannour. 6 manor,

[a. OK. manoir dwelling, habitation, subst. use of

manoir inf., to dwell : L. mature to remain.
Latinized as inaneriinn in France and England as early

as the nth c. ; subsequently inaneria OLCiir.s in general
continental u&amp;gt;e.]

1 1- A mansion, habitation
;

.1 country residence ;

thu principal house of an estate, capital messuage*.
A surviving trace of this u&amp;gt;e appears in the designations

of certain ancient manor-houses, e.-. Withheld M.u.ui
,

Work sop Manor ; the houses M&amp;gt; named are of course locally
known as the Manor .

t 1200 ticket 524 iii .V. Rug. Li if. I. i -?i Icb hole ov eui-rtuii-

i iie, pat }e bcoii pat ilke dai At mi maner at Clarindone.

1297 R. Cii.ovc. (Ko]]&amp;gt;t lo.
^i |&amp;gt;e bi-^np uftli & be king sone

wende 1 o a maner
l&amp;gt;er

bi&amp;gt;ide. 1375 I .M-B JUK Uruce xvi,

\$-j In the hawch of lyntoun-le lie eit tliame inak a fair

maner. 1377 I.AM;I.. / . /V. I!, x. 308 Ac now is reli^iutin a

ryder, a rowmer l&amp;gt;i Stretes, .,A priker on a palfray from
manere to manere. c 1400 M \\ M

&amp;lt;i v. (Roxb.) xxi. us Of
\&amp;gt;\\

mUv |-:n iiiiikf.: I arf houses and mantit^ and schippez and
paire ojier neLe&amp;gt;&amp;gt;ane^. &amp;lt; 1450 Hk. ( ;. r a.tyt

1 6ui in Uahecs
7&amp;gt; X-. 197 Of ^eresayuer speke wylle I, pat. .ouer-seyb cartels,
maners a-boule. 1470-85 MAI.OKV Arthur \ i. i\. 195 Whan
that

&amp;gt;e
come within yonder manayr I am sure ye sbal fynde

ther many kny^tes of the round table. 1530 PAI.SC;R. 242/j
Manner a dwellyng j&amp;gt;l;t&amp;lt;

e, tnaison iff /&quot;laisance. 1549
l.AHMi-.ij I ioughers (Arb..t -Ji They arc so troubeled wytti

l.ordelye lyuynge, . .and moylynge in tlieir gaye manoure^
..that they can lie not attende it. 1556 Chron, Gr. Friars
(Camden) 26 Thys yere the kyngc byldjd new bys maner of

Shene. 1561 1. 1 KH.MAN (////&amp;lt; .
Those

f&amp;gt;

\ t.- Questiones, which
. . Cictro disputed in bis Manor of Tusculanum. 1610 /its-

trio-ni. \\ 216 They have..rnin d Churches, Towne.s, Burn t

goodly Manours, and indeed lay d wast All the whole Country,

t b.
_/?;

r
. An abode or resting place. O/&amp;gt;s.

1362 LANGI.. / . / /. A. vi. 76 pe Mot is of Merci he maner
al abonten, And alle be wallts bebof \vit toholde \\il ^t-ronie.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dtt/ie Blantu he 1004 Trouthe him selfe,..

Had chose his maner principal In her that was bis rest y rig

place. 1413 I i/gr. Soivle (Caxton 1483! in. x. 56 This

pytte is the chye? and the manoyr of belle that i^ clepid
AbisMis. 1576 Fi KMING ranopl. Epist. 178, I shal be con

strained, to entertaine some of them into the manour of my
memorie.

1 2. The mansion of a lord with the land belonging
to it

; hence, a landed possession. Obs.

[1292 BRIITON n. \i\. g 4 Car en line vile porrount estre

plusours paroches, et en une paroche plusours manerM, et

liameletz plusours porrount apendre a un maner. J i 1330
R. lira-SNK Chron. H ace (Rolls) 7431 J&amp;gt;e kyng gaf Hengist
faire maners. 13. . E. / . Allit. P. A. 1028 penne helde vch
sware of bis manayre, Twelue forlonge space er euer bit

fon. 1381 WVCI.IK John iv. 5 Therfore Jhesu cam in to a

citee of Samarie, ..bisydis the manere ^.. praedinm\ . .that

Jacob ;af to Joseph, his sone. 1:1410 .Sir Clegcs 62 His
maners he ded to wede sett. 1470-85 MALOKY Arthur iv.

xii. 134, I wylle that ye gyue vnto your broder alle the hole

manoir with the appertenaunce vnder thys forme, that &amp;gt;ir

Ontzelake hold the manoir of yow and yerely to gyue yow
a palfrey to ryde vpon. 1600 SHAKS. All s Well in. ii. 10, I

know a man that had this tricke of melancholy hold [sold]

a goodly Mannor for a song.

3. A unit of English territorial organization,

originally of the nature of a feudal lordship.
The doctrine of the lawyers of the lyth c. is that a manor

consists essentially of land held in deme&amp;gt;ne by the lord, to

which is attached a seignory over freehold tenants sufficient

in number [the minimum is variously stated as two or three)

to constitute the court, called at a relatively late time the

court-baron, which the lord is bound to hold and the tenant&amp;gt;

to attend. (The manor was often defined from the point of

view of its relation .to the lord, as an estate in land consisting
of demesnes and services.) This restriction of the meaning of

the word is destitute of early authority (though the k nd of

complex estate described probably existed from the i2th cen

tury), but is the basis of the present application. As the

status of tenant m fee under a mesne lord is practically

obsolete, a manor now consists of the lord s demesne (if any
exists) and of lands from the holders of which he has the

right to exact certain fees and fines, and Within which he

has certain privileges. A court customary is held in all

manors where there are copyhold or customary tenants of

the demesne. A manor is usually named from the principal

township, as *lhe manor of Harnstaple .

1538 tr. Littletons Tenures (i$+$) i8b, In dyueralofdabym
& maners there is suche custome. 1601 FCLBECKE i.s/ Pt.

Paroll, 18 A manor is an inheritance ofannctent continuance

consisting of demesnes & seruices, perquisites, casualties,

things appendant and regardant, customes, liberties, &c.

1605 CAMDEN Ran. 221 A Mannor of a hundred tenements.

1608-28 RISDON A flte Bk. (1897) 124 Unto him the king

gave Constanc, his base daughter, with the mannor of South

Tawton. 1620 J. WILKINSON Court Leet 141 If the Lord

Mag. I. 351 The Scholars, according to Custom, hunted a

Ram, by which, the Provost and Fellows [of Kton] hold

a Manor. 1797 Kneycl. Brit. (ed. 3&amp;gt;X. 543/2 By an ancient

custom of this manor [Mansfield], the heirs were declared

of age as soon as born. iSiz COMBE Picturesque xxn.

iChandos ed.) 86 You ll see what game my manor yields.

1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages viii. (z868) 428 Few of English
birth continued to enjoy entire manors, even by a mesne
tenure. 1890 SIR F. POLLOCK Oxford Lect, 117 In the



MANOR-HOUSE.

English manor the community is the oldest element, and the
j

lordship a newer one.

fig. 1819 W. LAWRENCE Comp. Anat. ii. (1844) 28 The
manor of living nature is so ample, that all may be allowed

tu
&amp;gt;port

on it freely.

b. With qualifications. Assessionable manor,
;

one of the manors into which the duchy of Cora-

wall is divided, to which commissioners are ap- i

pointed periodically for the purpose of assessing
|

them, or letting them on the best terms; custom

ary manor see quot.) ; reputed manor, manor

by reputation, a manor which has lost its mano
rial status by expiry of some necessary adjunct ;

manor in ancient demesne, a manor which at

the time of the Conquest formed part of the royal

domain ; manor in gross, a manor from which

the demesne has been separated, leaving only the

incorporeal hereditaments to the lord.

1607 COWEL Interpr. s.v. Maner, A man may baue a maner
in grosse (as the law tenneth it) that is, the right and interest

of a court Baron with the perquisites thereunto belonging :

and another or others haue euery foote of the land thereunto

belonging. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 388/1 In the assession-

able manors, parcel of the duchy of Cornwall, customary
estates for years still .subsist. Ibid. 389 i Such an estate is

however more frequently called a manor by reputation .

Ibid. 389/2 The estate of the grantor, which, .would consist

of the mansion and the other ungranted portions of the

villenage, with the services of the grantees appendant there

to, was called a customary manor. 1890 SIR F. POLLOCK

Oxford /.(.Y/. 114 A reputed manor* will serve as well as a

real manor for m j^t purposes.
c. Lord of the manor9 foe. person or corporation

having the seignorial rights of a manor.

1605 Order ofkeeping ti Court I.cet 29b, Note that all the

vacant and wast land within the Manour, is to the Lord of

the Manour. 1719 W. WOOD Snrv. Trade 309 It is most

strange and unaccountable Policy in many Lords of Man
ners. 1765 ULACKSTOXI-: Comiii. \. xii. 387 All lords of

manors, or barons, that held of the king in, capitc, had seats

in the ^reat council. 1817 W. SiiLwys Laiu Nisi Prius

(ed. 4) II. 834 Lords of manors are distinguished from other

landowners with respect to the i;anit;. 1858 W. ARNOT Lawn
fr. Heaven, Ser. n. xxix. 237 The lord of the manor passed by.

ci. In some of the American colonies, authority
was given by royal charter for the creation of

manors after the English model, with courts-

baron and seignorial rights. The Dutch governors
of what is now the State of New York also granted
manors

,
with certain hereditary privileges now

abolished. (See quot. 1870 and PATHOON 4.) The
term still continues to be applied to certain districts

in the U. S. which were * manors in colonial times.

1639 Act in Arch. Maryland (\$&$ I. 71 Punishment of

death shall be inflicted on a Lord of a Mannour by be-

headin.j. 1681 CHAS. II Charter granted to Pcnn g 19 We
give and grant Licence unto the said William Penn, and
his Heirs, [etc.].. to erect any Parcels of Land within the

Province aforesaid into Manors.. ; and in every of the said

Manors to have and to hold a Court- Baron [etc.]. 1691
Acts of Assembly New J V/ X: (1719) 2 The several Cities,

Towns, Counties, Shires, Divisions, or Manors of this Pro
vince. Ibid. 69 Being a Free-holder in any Manor, Liberty,

Jurisdiction, Precinct, or Out-Plantation. 1870 BIKIUII,

Law Diet. s. v., In American Law, a manor is a tract held of

a proprietor by a fee-farm rent in money or in kind, and de

scending to oldest son, who in New York is called a patroon.

1883 Encycl. Aincr. I. 198 The manors, as the grants of the

early Dutch rulers of New Netherland were called, have

disappeared under the pressure of republican institutions.

4. attrib., as manor-court, -farm, -hall, law, lord,

-pew, -yard. Also MANOR-HOUSE, MANOK-FLACK.

1786 W. GILI-IN Mount, ff Lakes Ciunl ld.
^(1788)

II. 231
His *nianor-courts are kept with great strictness. 1890
Sin F. POLLOCK Oxford Lcct. 130 It will not do, therefore,
to illume that the manor court was made out of an older

township court. 1824 Miss MITFOKD Village Ser, IE. 51 It

hath been anciently a great
* manor-farm or court-bouse.

1856 EMLKSOM Eng. Traits, Stonchcnge Wks. (Bonn) II. 126

It {Wilton Hall] is.. esteemed a noble specimen of the

Kn^lish manor-hall. 1887 --I thcnxum 20 Aug. 235/3 Hooks
on *manor law became common. 1899 (1. M. TKEVKLYAN

EngL Age Wycliffe 339 If Lollard preachers had attacked
. .the rights of the *nianor lords, they soon ceased to do so.

1892 J. C. BLOMFIELD Hist. Heyford 46 Pews of different

sizes, with the *manor-pew overtopping the rest. 1667
DUCHESS OF NEWCASTLE Life Dk. of N. in. (1886) 158 The
enemy. . made a passage into the

*man or-yard.

Manor-house (raseTiM|han). [f. MANOK -f

HOUSE j-/ .
1

] The mansion of the lord of a manor.

1575 (JASCOIGNE Posies^ Herbs 147 Better Fermers fast,

than Manour houses fall. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 208.

1625 MASSINGER New IVay iv. i, How far Sir Giles,, .hold

you it to be From your Manner house to this of my Lady
Al worths. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vcrtue^s A need. Paint.

(1786) III. 161 Salmon . .mentions a Ur. Morecroft, . .as

architect of the manor-house of Fitzwakers. 1832 LVTTON
Eugene A. I. vi, Several days elapsed before the family of the
manor-house encountered Aram again.

Manorial (min6 rial),a, [f.
MANOR + -(I)AL.]

Of or pertaining to a manor or manors; incidental

to a manor. (Cf. MANERIAL.)
1785 PAI.EV Mor. # Polit. Philos. vi. si. (1786) 634 This

tenure [the right of common] is also usually embarrassed by
the interference of manorial claims. 1794 SOUTHKY Wat
Tyler MI. i. Poet. Wks. II. 47 They have, .demanded the
abolition of personal slavery, vassalage and manorial rights.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. III. iii. 332 His tomb in the old

manorial church. 1876 DIGOV A\W Prop. i. i. 8 These
functions devolved in later times partly on the manorial
court. 1890 .Sin K. POLLOCK Oxford Lect. 129 The admin
istration of a manorial domain.

134

Hence Maiio -rialism, the manorial system ;

Maiio-rializing vbl.sb,, making manorial (attrib.

in quot.).
1897 MM ILANU Dotiiesday \ Beyond 138 We shall have

the utmost difficulty if we would go behind manorialism.

1898 Township $ Borough 45 A time when the feudal

izing and manoriali/ing processes are at work.

Ma*nor-place. arch. = MANOR-HOUSE.
1426 Act Jas. I Scot. (1814) II. 13/2 In be quhilk landis in

auld tymes bare was castellis fortalycis & maner placis.

c 1470 HENRYSON Mar. Fab. x. (Fo.v &amp;lt;y Wolf\ .\.\iii, Than to

ane manure [i
r
. r. manure] place thay hyit in haist. 1509

H.UVES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. (.Percy Soc.) 175 Tyll that we

came unto a manour place, Moted about under a woode

syde. 1578 TIMME Caluine on G&amp;gt; n. 241 Moses noteth here

Nimrod s manour place.
1688 DALLAS Syst.Stiles (tfwfl

703 Letters for giving up and delivery of the said Castles,

..Manner-places, and oilier houses pertaining to the said

Bishoprick. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. % Scot. 171 It was the
|

mansion, or manor-place of the Barony of Philorth. 1875

W. M^ILWKAITH Guide Wigtownshire 90 The tower, for-

talice, manor-place, yards, and orchards of Chappell.

Ma nor-seat. [f-
MANOB + -SEAT sby\

MANOR-HOUSE. 1828-32 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

tMa norship. Obs. [ + -.SHIK]
=-- MANOR 3.

1778 ting. Gazetteer \t&amp;lt;\. 2), Market-Street, .isamanorship
in the parishes of Goldington, Studham, and Flamstead.

JVTaiiOSCOpc (mae n^isktfup). rhysics. [a. K.

manoscope, f. t.ir. ftavo-s ^see MANOMETER) +

-SCOPE.] MANOMETER.
1730 [see MANOMLIER}. 1823 J. MMLHELL Diet. Math.

.5- Ph) s. Sci. , Manometer,. .It is sometimes called inano-

scape. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1384.

Hence Mano scopy ; /v~, the science which is

concerned with the determination of the density of

vapours and gases. 1864 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diet*.

Manour(e, obs. ff. MANNER, MANOR, MANURE.

Manoyr(e, obs. form of MANOB.

t Itta uc^ualiu. Obs. [OK. manncwealm : see

MAN- sl&amp;gt;.

1 and QCALM sb. 1

] Plague, pestilence.
a 900 O. E. Chron. an. 664 (. y ilcan jeare \va;s inkel man

cue.ilm. c 1205 LAV. 3908 [&amp;gt;a;r
after com swulke mon-qualm

^ lute ha;r cwike Ixfdcn. 1297 R. C.LOUC. (Rolls) 8599 So

gret manqualm J?at monimon al vnbured lay. a 134 HAM-
{OLE Psalter \. \ Moryn or manqwalm . . bat nerand corompis
all men.

i Uffa iiquell, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [Hack-forma

tion from next.] trans. To murder.
a 1548 HALL Cfovti., Ed, fl

,
2^1 b, Whom. .they that

stode about ..murthered i^ pitiou^Iy manquelled.

t Ma nCLUelle. Obs. rare~ [

. [: OK. type

*Maiincw$/la t
f. uiann MAN sl^ + ^civ^lla (with

agent-suffix
-

_,.]
A murderer.

f 1250 Lutel soth Serin. 28 in O. E. ^fisc. 186 Kobberes
and reueres and Jje monquelle.

Maiiq^ueller (mse nkwelajt), Obs. exc. tur/i.

[f.
MAN si). 1 + QUELLEH.] A manslaycr, murderer.

c 1290 Bekct 436 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. IKJ pat a lu^er bef,

a manquellare hadde a so Ii5t dom. a 1300 Cursor Jtf.

2205 Nembrot..O babilon king.-Reuer and man-queller.
f 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Whs. III. 383 |&amp;gt;us

bei ben . . monquelleres
of pore men, whose lyvelode bei awey taken fro horn, c 1450
^liroitr Saluatioun 2365 Semey [ Shinici] callid Dauid
man of Uelial and manqwhellere. 1529 MOKIC Dyaloge \\\.

Wks. 244/1 No wise manne wer there that woulde put al

weapons away because manquellers misuse them. IS97
SHAKS. 2 lien. //

,
n. i, 58 Thou art a honyseed, a Man-

queller, and a \voman-queller. 1632 I. J,. \i o)iiens Rights
343 Ifa man were slahie . .atid another man receiued the man-

queller. 1681 \\
r
. RouKKTSoN/VirajrtW. GV.( 1 693) 863 A man-

queller ;
honiu ida, 1870 BRYANT Iliad \. \. 14 While multi

tudes are perishing by the hand Of Hector, the man-queller.
b. An executioner. (Cf. MANSLAYEU b.)

c 1300 Seyn Julian (MS. Ashmole) 185 Com ttOfb he sedc

my manquellare.. And smyt of hire heued. 1382 WYCI.IK

JMark vi. 27 A manqncllere sent [Vulg. niisso
$J&amp;gt;iLnlatorc\.

t IMEaiiquelliiig, vM- sb.
[f.

MAN ib.^ + QUEL
LING vbl.

st&amp;gt;.] Manslaughter, homicide.
c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) g pis ilke fals religious is gilty

of befte and manquellyng also, c 1440 Prowp. Pan&amp;gt;. 325/2

Mannqwellynge,or man slaw tur,. .honticidium. 1551 BIBLE

(Hyll) Dent. xix. notct Here are shewed ii. manors of man-

quelling, one done wyllingly. .the other vnwyllingly. 1587
GOI.UING DC Momay xx. 312 That which is Leachcraft in

one Country, is not manquelling in another.

Manques, obs. form of MANX.

t Ma nred. Obs. Forms: a. iman(n)r8eden(n,
3 monredeu, -reeidene, -raddene, 3, 5 man-,
monradene, 5 manredyn, 6 -

7 manratten
,

-rydden. Also Sc. 4-9 MANKENT. 0. 2-6manred;
also 3-4 -rede, 4 -rade,6 -ryd, -rode, 7 -roode.

[OE. niannrwdeH) f. mann MAN sbl + -nvdcn -KED.]
1. Ilomnge. Phr. to do or make, to take, fang, or

iitin manred.
. t-iooo /Ei.i KIC Josh. \x. ii pa cwajdon ure frind, bxt

we comon to eowre manr^edene. &amp;lt;
1122 O. E, Chron. an.

1115 He dyde bicL ealle ba Iieafodma;n on Normandi^ dydon
manra:den. .his sunn Willelme. c 1205 LAY. 6240 Ah eowcr
monradene [c 1275 nianradene] ich wulle fon. a 1300
SI. Gregory 784 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LVII. 784 Man-
redene, bat was to saync To be boxum to his hond. c 1420
Antttrs ofArth. 642 Here I make

|&amp;gt;e releyse,.. And sibene
make the monradene.

/3. c 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 Hi hadden him manred
maked & uthett suoren. c 1290 .S . Eng. Lfg. I. 351/20 Heo
wende a-boute ope al hire loncl and nani hire manrede [JAS .

manrade], a 1300 j luriz ff Bl. 395 His manrede bu schalt

fonge. a 1300 Cursor RI. 20620 Suet moder. .al heuen court
sal serue be, To mak be manred. 1300 Harrow. Hell 88

Monrade dude y him me do. 1679 LAKL bu-MLKviLLt/l/tw.

MANSE.
Sauierviiki (1815) I. 75 To be obleidged and bound.. in

mandred,. .to be with one another in all actiones.

2. Vassals collectively; the men whom a lord

can call upon in time of war. Hence gen. a supply
of men for purposes of warfare.

13. . A&quot;. Alls. 4665 Pays he dude anon grede To al Daries

manrede. c 1400 Land Troy lik. 18596 He is ded and his

kynred, And alle his frendis & his manred. 1543 WHAKTON
in Stt Papers Hen, I III, V. 311 In Northumbreland wher

inanryd of men er. 1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 54 By
destruction of Shieres, loosing of haruest, . . decaying of

manrode. c 1550-1665 I- loddcn Field iPercy Folio) st 95 [I

geeve thee againe] The manrydden [I/arl. 367 inanratten]
of Lancashire.. Att thy bidding euer to bee. 1559 Aui 1

.

PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 99 Where the manred with the

manors is withdrawn from us, that we be iujt.. charged with
the setting forth of men of war. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens
firit., Scot. IT. 17 John Comniin the mightiest man for

manred and retinew in all Scotland. 1630 R. Johnsons
Kingd, &amp;lt;V Cotnniw. 22 A good Manroode is an inexhaustible

stocke. By populous armies did the Northerns Nations
. .overrunne farre greater Nations than their owne.

3. The position of leader of fighting men ; the

conduct
3

(of an army).
1528 St. Papers Hen. F///, I. 315 As schuld be seen moste

expedient for the orderyng the men, and the manred theroff.

1570-6 LAMBAKDE Ferattw. Kent (1826) 453 That Gentle

man, that had the manred (as some yet call it) or the office,

to lead the men, of a Townc, or Parish. 1581 in Jeanes
Ctitat. Berkeley Chart. (1892) 227 The manred, rule, govern
ment, leading and commandment of all his servauntes [etc.].

f4. Carnal intercourse. Obs. rare ^.

&amp;lt; 1205 LAY. 25911 He wolde mon-radene [c 1*75 nianradene]
habben wi&amp;lt;5 bun rnaidene.

Manredyn, variant of prec.

Manreivt (mse-nrent*. Sc. Now Hist. [Se.
form of MANKEIX sec -UED.
It is doubtful whether the form goes back to the i4thc,,

as the MSS. uf Barbuur were written in 1487-9, and in one

passage MS. E has the older form manredyn.\
1. Homage: = MANKED i.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 303 The kingis..of the Erysch-

rye.-thair inanrent \MS. E manredyn] till him can ma.

1457 Sc, Acts Jas. // (1814) II. 50 At na man duellande
w ni burghe be fundyn in manrent. c 1470 Golagros ff Gaiv.

1218 Now wil I be obeyand, And make the manrent with

hand, c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) .\x.\iii. 13 Quhat is

thy inanrent but mischeif ? 1681 VISCT. STAIR Instit. i. ii.

(1693) 19 There \v;is formerly a kind of Bondage in Scotland,
called Man-rent, whereby free persons became the Bond
men or Followers of. . their Patrons and Defenders.

b. Hand (or bond; of manrent (see quot. 1597)-
1528 in St. Papers Hen. I ll!, IV. 499 He usit our auto,

rite, .aganis our Baronis, and uyer our liegls yat wald nocht
emir in hand of inanrent to him. 1538 in Black Bk. Toy-
month etc. (Bannatyne Cl.) 181 Mutual Bond of Manrent
and help between Johne Campbell of Glenurquhay and
Archibald Campbell of Glenlyoune against all men. 1597
SKENE De Verb. Sign, s. v. Homagiitm, It is a bande of man-

rent, quhen ony person promisis to serue ane vther, in sik

sorte, that he sail be friend to all his friends, and foe to all

his foes, against all deadly, a 1640 DKUM.M. OF HAWTH.
Ifist. Jas. /&quot;,

Wks. (1711) 82 How the great houses of Scot

land were so joined and linked together, by kindred, alli

ances, bonds of service, or man-rent. 1759 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scot. i. (1802) I. 231 Associations, which when made
with their equals,

were called leagues of mutual defence ;

and when with their inferiors, bonds of manrent . a 1862

BUCKLF. Clvilis. (1869) III. it 65.

2. = MANUKD 2, 3.

1536 Hi -.1 .I.KNDKN Cnni. Scot. xiv. vii, Thair hicht and gret

pissance, baith in manrent and landis, wa&amp;gt; &amp;gt;a suspect to the

kingis .. that [etc.]. 1577-95 Destt: Isles Scot, in Skene
Celtic Sivf. (1880) III. App. 435 McCowle of Lorn ht^ihc
stewartship of tiie haill lie and manrent thaiiof. 1583 AY^-.

Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. III. 614 Havand commandiment
of the manrent of all and sindrie his Hienes lieges. 1586
FEKNE Bias. Centric 126 The greatnesse of his reuenewes
and manreiits.

ManrOvp}de, -ryd, variants of MANUED Obs.

-mans, an unexplained suffix frequent in the

words of thieves slang recorded in the i6th c. as

crackinans hedge, darkmans night, lightmans day,
hat-mans the stocks, mffmans a hedge.

Mansale, variant of MANZIL.

Mansaneel, mansanillo,obs. ff. MAKCHINKM..

Mansard (msrnaUd). Arch. [a. K. mansardt

(foil en niansardc], f. name of I rancois Afansctra^

French architect, 1598-1666.] A form of curb-

roof, in which each face of the ruoJ has two slopes,

the lower one steeper than the upper. Usually
mansard roof.

irks. (1891)!. 18 They lived in a tall house, with a mansard
roof. 1880 MARK TWAIN Tramp Abroad I. 32 Foreign

youth . . go to the University to put a mansard roof on
their whole general education.

b. (See quot. and BOOBY sb, 3.)
1882 KtMi- YaJtt

&amp;lt;y

Boat Sailing (ed. 3) 552 Mansard, an

American term for a booby hatch.

Mansclawth, variant of MANSLAUGHT Obs.

Maiise (majns), sb. [ad. med.L. (Law and

Eccl.) mansitS) inansuni, watisa dwelling, house;

also, a quantity of land considered sufficient for the

support of a family (cf. HIDE
st&amp;gt;.~\

f. L. mans-,

ppl. stem of manere to dwell, remain. Cf. mod.K.

Hist.) manse \ the popular representatives of the

Latin word in Rom. are OK. tttes, 1 r., Catal. ma$.\



MANSE.

fl. A mansion house or *

capital messuage .

(Cf. MANOR i.) Obs.

1490 Ac/a Dom. Condi. (1839) I4g/i pe auld mansioune

[&amp;gt;at
William In^lis has in tak& twaakensliand besid

|&amp;gt;e
said

manss. 1513 DOUGLAS sKncis vni. \\. 1 18 At thir ilk ^ettis

heyr The con&amp;lt;[uerour entrit, douchty Hercules, This sobyr
niansressauit hym,hutles. 1781 WARTUN Hist. Kiddington
(1783) 30 1 his lady died at her capital man^e at Kuncoi near

Bicester in 111*1. [1848 LVTTOX Harold \\. i, And I shall

be at his own favourite manse over the water at sunset.]

2. A measure of lam I regarded as sufficient li&amp;gt;r

the support of a family. Obs. exe. Hist.

In tin s sense- the Kng. form of the word appears to occur

only with reference to ecclesiastical endowments.

1597 SKKXK /V / erb. Si^n, s. v. frlansus, Carolus Magnus,
to the effect that the Ministers of the wordeof God suld not

perish be hunger or povertie, gaue to ilke Kirke ane manse.

1615 in CraiiMiid Ann. A/z;/^&quot;(i8cj3) II. 24 Anent the minis
ters mans being nowdesolat of building, and he excusing his

inhabilitie to repair the samyn. 1794 W. TIMJAI. Ewsham 4
The names of those Manses or farms next follow which the
founder acquired for the first endowment of his monastery.
1844 LINGAKD Anglo-Sii.\-. ( //. I. iv. 162 Let an entire manse
..be assignetl lo each church. 1855 MM.MAN Lat. Chr. i\.

iii. (1864) II. ?53 A monastery founded at Ripon and endowed
with xxx manses of land. 1860 HOOK Lives Abfs. (1869) I.

v. 287 That there be given to the servants of Clod, .a certain

hereditary portion of the lands possessed by persons ofevery
degree, that is to say, the tenth manse.

3. An ecclesiastical residence, whether parochial
or collegiate ; now esp. the house allocated to or

occupied by the minister of a parish in Scotland ;

sometimes applied to the residences provided fur

ministers of the congregational, presbyterian, and
other denominations in Uritain and the U. S.

1534 Act 25 Hen. I HI in Stat. Irel. (1621^ 77 To have
and to hold the same mance, globe lands, aUeregcs,. .and all

other the premisses. 1583 in Munim. In&amp;gt;ine (iSoo^ I. 222
To provyd ane sufficient manse and yard lo the said min
ister. 1683 Cl. MARTIN Reliq. Dr. i Andrex vii. 3 (1797)

104 The castle of St. Andrews.. had been the Bishop of
St. Andrews his manse. 1710 CHAMBERI.AYJJE Pres. AV. Ct.

Brit. ii. in. 435 They [Scottish Presbyterian ministers] are

provided with convenient Manses ii. e. Parsonage Houses).

1754 ERSKISE Princ. Sc. Law i. (1809) 56 Under a manse
are comprehended stable, barn, and byre, with a garden.
1791 BOSWRLL Johnson 20 Aug. an. 177 ,, The manse, as the

parsonage-house is called in Scotland, was close by. 1805
T. D. WHITAKER Hist. Craren 5, I would ask, whether, .it

were possible to devise a method of supporting an incum
bent equally wise and proper with that of a manse, glebe,
and tithes. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxvii, Poundtext bade
adieu to his companions, and travelled forward alone to his

own manse. 1860 G. H. KISGSLF.V I nc. Tour 121 If the
Sutherland inn is full.. you can always get a bed some
where, often at the manse.

^J4. Conlused with F. rttensef&d, I,, wcnsa table],
sometimes written manse (Littre) : The revenue of
an abbey or of an ecclesiastic. Obs.

1710 T. GOODWIN Life Bf&amp;gt;. Stilling/?. 101 He gives a
learned account of the Manse and Maintenance settled

upon each parish-priest. 1747 CARTE Hist, l-.ng. I. 245 The
monasteries, whose abhatial manse, or the revenue of the
abbot was annexed to the bishoprick.

t Mails e, v. Obs. Also 4 niAnce, monse.

[Short for AMANSE v.] trans. To excommunicate,
to curse. Hence Mansed///. a.

c 1200 ORMIN 10522 ASS whannse preostess mannsenn her
Si shxdenn

\&amp;gt;a.
fra Criste pat opennlike onns^eness Crist All

bej^re ^annkess wi[&amp;gt;J)renn. c 1275 XI Pains ofHell 259 in

O. K. Misc. 154 Ober weren Mansed hi nome. 13. . .S . .

Leg: (MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig Arc/iir LXXXll 347/75
To mancy him was swy^e \o\&amp;gt;

. . perfore he tau^t cristin to
hate mansinge. 13.. K. E. A lilt. P. B. 774 He syttez ber
in Sodomis, )?y servaunt so pouere Amo!ig bo mansed men
bat han be much greued. 1377 LANCL. / . / /. B. n. 39 And
now worth bis Mede ymaried al to a mansed schrewe. 1399

Rich. Kedeles m. 105 pe[y] monside be marchall ffor his

myssedede. 14.. Sege Jerusalem 154 For bat mansed man
[sc. Judas] Mathie bey chossyn.

Mansebyll, obs. form of MAXCIPI.F.
Mansell: see MASURL.
Ma -

n-se rvant. PI. men-servants. A male
servant.

1551 BIBLE (Hyll) 2 AV/^rs v. 26 Is it a tyme. . to receaue
garments, . .oxen, shepe, menseruantes and maydeseruants ?

1611 BIBLE Gen. xxiv. 35 Hee bath giucn him flocks, and
beards, . . men seruants, and mayd seruants. 1632 SHER
WOOD, A man-servant, seri itenr. 1729 S.VIKT Direct. Serv.
viii, It is highly improper for Men Servants to know that
fine Ladies have Occasion for such Utensils. 1784 JOIIN SON
II til, To the use of Francis Barber, my man-.servant, a
negro. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY c7i.

&amp;lt;V Ministry in Early Cent.
viii. 355 The boy or man servant who followed his master
when the latter went out of his house.

Mansfield (mse*n&ld). Min. A magnesio-
calciferous sandstone from near Mansfield in Not
tinghamshire, used for building. Also attrih.

1842 GWILT Archit. 478 Mansfield, or C. Lindley s Red
[Sandstone]. ^

1866 Kcclesiologist XXVII. 105 Good con
structive colour by means of red Mansfield will be intro
duced externally.

Mansllip (mwnjip). Forms : i manscipe,
3 mannshipe, mouscipe, monschipe, 4 man-
schippe, maushupe, manscip, manschipo,
manchipj 5 manschyp, manshyp, nienschepe,
5, 7, 9 manship. [OE. manscipe ; see MAN sd.1

and -SHIP. Cf. G. mannsckaff.]
fl. Humanity, kindness ; courtesy, civility. Obs.
iooo tr. Pope Serghis* Let. to Aldltelm in Birch Cart.

Sax. I. 155 Manscipe ^yfan be bearfendum & aelbeodi^um
[L. hntnanitatem $eregrinis et egentibtts iij&amp;gt;endert \. i 1330

135

Art/i, fy Mcrl. 7654 (K&quot;lbing\ Whiderwostow, Ywain, for

miloue? Dame, to seche min em Artbour, Of him to

afong be anour Of wi^tschippe cheualrie, 8: leien man
schippe & curteisie ! 1393 LANT.L. / . PI. C. MM. 105
For erhe frcnd fedej&amp;gt; ober and fondep how he may quite
Meles and manshupea eche a ryche man ober.

|*
2. Homage, worship ; honour, dignity. Obs.

n 1175 (. ott. Hftni. 23=; (iif ic fader ham wer his mi man*
si ipe [ Mai. i. 6 Vnlg. ithi f.\ f lnmc&amp;gt;r rite its fj. c 1200 OK-
AIIN 19014 Furr (ninh patt man ness saw It; is-; lie WibJ Godd
inn onnlicnesse, pjer burrh ma^ lit hen nemmnrdd mann,
t*t wibb- mannshipe wurrbedd. f 1205 LAV.

6-&amp;gt;i4
We u nlh-ft

bine men beon bine mon-supe herien. c 1275 Ibid.
i35&amp;lt;*-&amp;gt;

I&amp;lt;:h

on wolle wel lii-u it mid mochetere mansipe. &amp;lt;i 1300 ( ursi r
i\f. 12565 And tjLien he suld to manseip ga, . . All bai fi-lascip
him bar. 13.. Cay tl arn&amp;gt;. L\. &amp;gt; 1688 He Mm underfeny
with worthschipe And dede him miche manschipe [( W//r,v

JAY. honour full manly]. ( 1330 Arth. .V A/t r/. 36 4 (Ki&quot;l-

bingK We
be)&amp;gt;

redi in al bin^. Anon logo u
\\&amp;gt; l.in^ Art hour,

To his mans, h ipe & his honour ! Ibid. 68-^7 Fur l&amp;lt;-m&amp;gt;r h*:rn

were he ded, sikerliche, In manschippe &amp;lt;S: in trewpe, J
an

euermoreliuein rewbe. c 1450 Cast. Persci critncci K.K.T.S.!

74 We mustyr 3011 with menschepe, & Freyne 5011 of Frely
frenchepe.

f 3. Manly courage, valour
;
manliness. CV&amp;gt;.f.

c 1205 LAV. 3846 He fusede mid monschipe to ward Mar-
t;ane liis m.-Lie, 13.. ( (vr (/,/,. iv(8 Mariners arm your
ships And do up your man-hips, r 1350 Will. PaU&amp;gt;

Meyntenes 311 3011 re mani hip manli a while, til guifcfhi-,
grcte ini^t god tyding vs senile. Ibid, -\_\yj Men, t -i ^mn-
manrhipe na more

j&amp;gt;at suflVeJ), but wrndct ou^t wi^tli S:
wi}&amp;gt;

3our fon metr(&amp;gt;. c 1400 .SV^v Jerusalem 7-7 More manschyp
wer hit }it mercy [to] by-seche, pan metles mai r ber no m\ 31

helpys. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 254 And h-&amp;gt;w that ever
&quot;y&amp;lt;-

do, hold up your manship.
4. The condition of being a man. Obs. exc. in

nonce-itse. f Also
&amp;lt;w/&amp;lt;v.,

a man.
// 131x1 Cursor M. 9849 I!- t he war ft.iliful to call if

J&amp;gt;on
it

sagh, and sua moght f.ill, |&amp;gt;at
in a man all mansdp war, \Vit-

vten Ic^s, wit-vten mare. 1600 Lt&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;/c nbont you C 4, Will

you pr.-mise me to bring no maidcsTu s. t vppoii my litU:

manship there? 1899 \\ c*itn. (in:. 27 June i/j He is too

proud of his superior manship to allow it.

I [encetKa -

nMplyfl^., faithfullyasaliegeman.
13.. Guy H arw. (A. i 124 His lord he senii-d. . In al binj;

manschipeliche. c 1425 /lns*
.t\&amp;gt;n&amp;lt;/.

Ircl. 92 The folke of he

londe, manshyply hyin shold vptake, 8: wortlily as loide.

Manahun, -shut, dial, forms of MANCIIKT.
t Ma lisillg ,

vbl. sb. Ol&amp;gt;s. Also 3 mansingue,
mansinge, 4 manzinge, 5 mansynge. [f. MANSK
v. + -ING.] Cursing.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 28/50 Anon with bis mansingue al Hat

on half dachste a-doun. 1297 K. GLOUC. iRolls) o66 pe
bridde was 3uf eni man in mansinge were ibroti;t & sub|x?
come to amendement ne a}e ri}te neve 11031. \yy&amp;gt;Ayenb.

148 panne behoue}* come bet zuord hit uor to dele
oj&amp;gt;er

be

mansinge ober he hotinge out of contraye. c 1425 J\ng,
Cony. Irel. 136 Thay..lyiyl tel of ot lies & of mansynge.

Mansion (mce njbn), sli. Forms : 4-5 man
sioun, 4-7 mansyoiij (4 mansyun, 5 man-
syowne, manson, 6 mausyone), 4-5 manciouu,
(moncion), 4-6 mancion, mancyon, (5 men-
cion), 6 mantioun, manchion, 6, 8 mantion,
5-6 mansioiie, 4- mansion, [a. OF. mansion

(i3th c.), now only in certain technical senses (see

4 and 5 below), nd. L, mansion-em, n. of action f.

mancre to remain, dwell. Cf. Sp. mansion, Pg.
mansao, It. mansione.
The regular representative of the L. word in Fr. is ntaison

house ( Pr. viais6-s} ;
the 1 1. magioiie and the OSp. inayson

house, mod.Sp. meson inn, are adopted from Fr.]

fl. The action of remaining, abiding, dwelling,
or staying in a place. Phr. to have, keep, makc&amp;gt;

take (one s) mansion = to dwell, abide. Also, per
manence or continuance in a position or state.

ct 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter v. 8 pai entire in till godis house
of heuen, and takis baire ioy and baire mansyon eftire ^aire

perfeccioun. 1377 LANCL. /*. PL B. xiv. 216 Pryde in

ricchesse regnetn rather ban in pouerte, Arst in be Maister
ban in be man some mansionn lie bath, c 1400 Rom. Rose

4908 Ifhe there make his mansioun For toabydeprofessioun.
t 1483 thgby Myst. (1882) in. 1461 In his name, lord, I be-

seche be, with- In bi loud to have my mancyon. 1560 DAIS
tr. S/eitiane s Comm, 340 The other [chappell], and the fore-

said Haulles, the Cardinals have theyr man^Sun. 1576 GAS-
COIGNK Stecle Glas G iv, That malice make, no mansion in

their minds. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. vii. 7 That the

solidness of the earth is for the station and mansion of living
creatures. 1607 SHAKS. Tiinon v. i. ?i8 Timon hath made
his euerlasting Mansion Vpon the Beached Verge of the
salt Flood, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad m. Comm. 48 Who euer
saw true learning, wisdome, or wit, vouchsafe mansion in

any proud, vaineglorious, and braggartly spirit. 1637 H.
SYDENHAM Serin, n. 35 Sitting presupposes stabllitie and
mansion. 1667 DKNHAM On Ccnvley 14 These poets near
our Princes sleep, And in one grave their mansion keep.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 280 We have not a word which

properly signifies the stable mansion of Eternitie. 1696
TATE BRADY Ps. cxliii. 3 To Darkness chas d and forc d
to seek A Mansion with the dead. 1710 STEELE Tatl.-r

No. 182 p i The Visages of those in whom Love, Rage,
Anger, Jealousy or Envy, have their frequent Mansions.

1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 212 The soul.. must be
freed from the laws of bodies, and fall under some oth^r,
which will carry it to some proper mansion, or state.

2. A place where one stays or dwells; a place
of abode, an abiding-place. Now arch.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 1 1 16 The grete temple of Mars

in Trace Ther as Mars hath his souereyn mansion, c 1420
LYDG. Assembly ofGods 2089 The triumphal! guerdoun That
God reserueth to euery creature, aboue in hys celestiall

mansioun. 1567 Glide % Gcdlic /&amp;gt; . (S.T.S.) 96 Thow sail

liehald him, and his mantioun Be brocht to nocht. 1590

MANSION.
SPENSER F. Q. it. iii. 4 r. 1612 M. LOK / . Martyr s Hist
W. Indies in Haklnyt (1812) V. 167 Colonies or mansions
of the Spaniardes. 1632 Lrninuw J ra-.: \. 41 This in

comparable mansion
[
s , . V.-nirt-J is the only Paragon of

all Cities in the World. 1667 MM. HN P. /,. vni. 296 ThyMansion wants thfc, Adam, rise. 1725 Pun: Odyss, v. 85On whose high branches, waving with the storm. The birds
of broadest win- their man-ion form. 1764 &amp;lt;ioi.i,sM. 7 rar.
107 \\herti the bleak Swiss tlieir stormy mansion tread.
1774 .\ at. Hist. (177/0 IV. 30 It MMnttimts ba|pens
that its little man-ion [\c. the MjniiTt-l s m^t] j^ atiack^d
by a deadly and powerful f\&amp;gt;e. 1777 Ho\\ \KI. /V/j&amp;lt;wv J-ln^.

|

u/Su* 25 That the penitent should . be driven again . to the
I
ranii i; \\ bi,:h soon brings him ba&amp;lt; k to hi- former ipauMoi,

i3;i K. KLLIS tr. CW//////J Kviii. 34 k,,m.- i- alone my life s

fiit! -, a mansion -,f b.,ine.

t b. t

hit-lly //.,. A separate dwelling-place,
lodging, or apaituicnt in a large house or enclomiic.
.-1400 MAI-NHKV. (183^) v. 41 And thoughe it be clept the

Tour of Babiloyne, -ii natlieles t)i--rr were ordeyned with
nnic many Maiisiouns and many yi -t duellynge 1 lacu-^.

I
43*-5t&amp;gt; tr. //i^.n-ii (Koilst |. U3 Hu; kynges pall.-..-. \\ ith

manM .xifs for his men. ///&amp;lt;/. 11. 235 .And aKo mar^iones
and other rhaml.ps |in N.-aK - Ail.j. 1553 - ])1 N Treat.

r
\Viiv /;/(/. i.\rb.i 33 They i aine to a low Lota:;e. .hailing in

i( t\^ l&amp;gt; mans. us, in nn^ of ye \vhicli were women and children
and in 1 In- uihcr only men. 1697 I o i I I i; ./ &amp;gt;it/

&amp;lt;/.

(&amp;gt; / t~i i t i\ .

xiii. (1715) r . (lc- ian 1 1 &amp;gt; M^I.-S u ere. n- ually Hi\ ided into
t\\ Parts, in \\ liii h the M n and Women bad di^tiin i .Man

C. fransf. and fi^,
&amp;lt; 1384 t&quot;nAi-(LH // . J tutu- n. ?.(

&amp;lt; I uns cnery tli u;..- by
thys reason Hath his prupre man.sjuii To wlii.h [itj M.-kt-tii

[

to rupaiiv. 1553 KDI--X D.-cadcs ^.5 This sea at r.-rteyiu-

j

tymes uf the yeai e. . clryutth fui th his increase to sekc IK.-U i-

man-i .us. 1687 DUVDKN ll nni
-y

/ . 11.71 Supi&amp;gt;
i 11,--

j

certain mansion were not yet a--L i,ed: The doubi
dence no proof ran brin^ A.^ain-t tin.- plain i-\Uu n&amp;lt; e of tin.-

tiling. 1777 JoHNSON A/ 1

/, to Mrs. IhraL- 29 Oct.,( )\f nd,
tlie mansion ( ,f th- liberal arts. 1798 WOKUSW. I intern
. // / -] i

]&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

\Vhfi i thy mind Shall be a mansion no all 1 tve \

!
forms. 1821 l,.\Mn A7/Vi Ser. i. Old \ A crt- SfAflrfut., My
head has not many mansions, nor spurious.

d. Used in//, to translate ( !r. /(&rui, Vuli;. wati-

sioneSj in John xiv. 2. Hence allusively.
a 1340 IlAvi-ui.r Psalter cxlix. 5 pai sail be fayn in

|&amp;gt;aire

dennys, bat is, in sere mansyuns of heuen. 1526 TINI&amp;gt;AII-:

i John xi\-. 2 In my fathers housse are many mansions. ,11805
I ALKV Serin, xxxv. u3ioj 526 In the habitations uf life arc

many mansions; rewards of various orders and degrees pin-
I portioned to our various decrees of virtue and exertion lit.- re.

1845 KM/HALL Maritana n. 16 Oh ! that angels nou- nii^l.t

waft him To the mansions uf the blest !

e. Used in //. for the abodes of Hell.

1629 Mn. ION .\ath-. 140 Hell it self will pass away, And
leave, her dolorousmansions to the peering day. 1697 1&amp;gt;Y, i.i.x

I irg. Gcorg. iv. 691 Th Infernal Mansions noddih
lo dance [orig. Qnin ipsv stnpuerc doinns, etc.J.

3. A structure or edifice serving as a dwelling cr

lodging place* fa. gen* A house, tent, etc. Obs.
a 1340 HAMI-OLI-: Ps.il. cr xiv. i Tabernakile pr^jiirly is

be mansyon of feghtand men and passand. 1412-20 Lvnt;.

Chron. Troy II. xi, Euery paleys and euery mansyowne
Of mart ell were. 1444 Hi:x. VI in Willis t̂ Clark CW//.--

cridge (1886) I. 340 A mansion or hospiciitm. .called Sayi::

Johanes Hostel. 1495 Act ir Hen. I Jf, c. 9 2 Kvery
me.se and mancion or dwelling place within the lordship.
I59 Brasenost Coll. filimim., \vycotttbe M. 16 One Tene
ment or Mansion called the Lyon. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Rich. Ill z& b, With pitefull scricbessherepleneshydthe hole
mancion. 11653 ^OUGK Comm. Heb. in. 11655) 35 ^T

e

usually call the Mansions which are here [Heb. xi. Q] stil&amp;lt;_d,

* Tabernacles , Tents. 1770 Goi DSM. Des. \
7
iH. 140 The

village preacher s modest mansion. 1781 CowPER Let. t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Utiivin 25 Aug., 1 he building we inhabit consists of two
mansions.

b. In early use : The chief residence of a lord ;

the i

capital messuage of a manor, a manor-house.

Hence, in later use, a large and stately residence.
a. 1512 FA BYAN* Will in Chron. (1811) Pref. 3 If it happen

me to decesse at my mansion called Halstedys. 1513 liuAn-

SHAW St. \Verbnrge i. 2614 Whiche place somtyme was the

kynges mansyon, Translated to an abbay by her commaundy -

ment. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II7, in. ii. 351 The Case of a
Treble Hoeboy was a Mansion for him : a Court, c 1630
RISDOX Sfir? 1

. Dei-on 41 (1810) 44 A fair dwelling house,
which he maketh his mansion. 1641 Terines de la Ley 109
Mansion (Alansto) is in our law most commonly taken for

the chief messuage, .of the Lord of a Manner, the Manner
house where he doth most remain. 1807 WOHDSW. //&quot;//. Dec
vii. 25 The lordly Mansion of its pride Is stripped. 1841
W. SPALDINC Italy** It. Isf. III. 159 The Quirinal Mount. .

contains on its summits and skirts several of the most mag
nificent Roman mansions. 1855 MACAI LAY Hist. Kng. xiii.

III. 364 At length the weary fugitives came in sight of

Weems Castle. The proprietor of the mansion was a friend

to the new government. 1865 Dublin Unit . Mag. I. 24
The fussy mistress of the mansion ..as in Brighton they
call a lodging house. 1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis i, The vil

lage street its haunted mansion lacks. 1893 Wcstut.Gaz*

27 Oct. i/i What are called mansions a mansion is a house
with a back staircase are a drug in the market.

C. The residence provided for an ecclesiastic.

1451 Rolls of Parlt. V. 221/2 Which Houses the Deans
of the seide Chapell have hadd f.-r theire mansion. 1559

i^nccns Injtntct. I
,
AH. .Parsons, Vicars, & Clarkes, hailing

Churches, chappels, or Mansions within this Deanrie.

d. Jig, (e. g. of the body as enclosing the souP.

1526 TINDAI.F. 2 Cor. v. i Oure erthy mancion wherin we
now dwell. Ibid. 2 Desyringe to be clothed with oure
mansion which is from heven. 1596 AVrc. ///, n. ii, Shall

the large limit of fair Britany By me be overthrown, and
shall I not Master this little mansion of myself. 1611 SHAKS.

Cymb. in. iv. 70 The innocent Mansion of my Loue (my
Heart). 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 296, I neuer saw a braue

spirit part more mildly from the old mansion, th--n his did.



MANSION.

e. L sed in //. as the designation of the large

buildings, divided into flats , which began to be

erected in London about 1860.

1901 Daily Chron. 17 June 5/2 The inhabitants of Corn
wall Mansions, finding that the word is now applied to le&amp;gt;^

than ultra-select blocks of residences, have petitioned the

Kensington Council to change the name to Cornwall-place.

f4. A halting-place in a journey; the distance

between two halting-places ; a stage. Obs.

1382 WVCLIK E.rod. xvii. i Thanne goon forth al the multi

tude of the sones of Vrael fro the desert of Syn, bi her man-
siouns [Vulg. per mansion** steas], 1483 CAXTON Gold.

l*tg. 77/2 The fyrst mansion that they made was by the

ryuerof tygrc. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrititage HI. i. 191 Eight
mansions from thence is the Region of Frankincense. 1614
RALKIGH Hist, tt orldn. (1634) 222 From Marah he removed
to Elim, the sixth Mansion, a march of eight miles. 1737
WIIISION Josephus* Antiq. xyi.

ix. 2 Herod. .in three

days time inarched seven mansions [Gr. &amp;lt;rra0povO.

5. Astro!, a. = HOUSE sbl 8. b. Each of the

twenty-eight divisions of the ecliptic, which are

occupied by the moon on successive days.
r 1386 CHATCER Syr. s T. 42 Phebus the sonne . .was . . in

his mansion In Aries. Frankl. T. 402 TM eighte and

twenty mansions That longen to the moone. 1430-40 LYDC.
Bochas vn. iv. (1494) I&amp;gt;

ij, Jupiter, .within the fissh helde

ihohismancion. 1509 HAWKS Pnst. Picas, xvm. (Percy Soc.)

77 Dyane . . Entred the Crab, her propre mancyon. 155*
LVNDBSAV Manarche 6120 Als cleir As flammand Phebus in

his Mantioun. 1690 LF.VBOI^RN Curs. Math. 385 The divid

ing of the Heavens into XII. Mansions or Houses. 1879
PROCTOR in Contenip. Rev. June 419 The Chaldsean astro

nomy has not the twenty-eight lunar mansions.

t 6. Formerly used Hist, to render ined.L. mansa,
mansits a hide of land : see MANSK sb. 2. Obs.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 8329 Fyften man*yons in

lymlesay He gaf to him and his for ay. 1513 BnADBHAW.5/.

It erbitrgc i. 564 He gaue a ceriayne mansyon To the pro-

uynce of Lyndesy. 1647 N. J ACON Disc. Gavt. Eng. \. xi.

1739) 19 Vet could not the Tenth Hide, Tenth Mansion, or

Tenth part of the Kingdom be granted. 1809 BAWDWEN
Domesday Bk. 331 Three mansions, in which are situate !

eleven houses yielding four shillings and seven-pence.

7. attrih.j as f mansion-globe ; f mansion -seat,

a place of abode, dwelling-place ; also, the chief

residence of a landed proprietor. Also MANSION-

HOUSE, MANSION-PLACE.
1618 BoLTOH tr. Florus (1636) 41 The City which the :

Fates ordained to be the mansion Seat of men, and gods.

1711 SHAKTKSB. Charac. (1737) II. 373 Vet is this man
sion-globe, this man-container, of a much narrower compass
even than other its fellow-wanderers of our system. 1751
CHFSTERF. Lett. (1792) III. 224 A certain district of ground
immediately contiguous to the mansion seat of a family.

1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton III. 201 Castle
\V . .the mansion-seat where my father then resided.

t Ma usioii, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.] inlr.

To dwell, reside.

a 1638 MEDE Par. Peter (1642) 16 Visible as the clouds of

heaven, . . and other meteors ; as also the rest of the creatures

mansioning therein, a 1711 KKN Ckristo^hil Poet. Wks.

1721 I. 430 Love, when Faith sees my Jesus near, Will say,
Til good to mansion here.

Mansioiial (mse njanal), a. rare~\ [f.
MAN

SION sb. + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a mansion.

1813 */KDITUVS Metr. Remarks 9 Our Mansional-house
is the genuine descendant of the Castle. Ibid. 12 The Bowed
Mansional Window.

Mansioiiary (mse-n^nari), a. and sb. [ad.
ined.L. mansionariits : see -ARY.]
A. adj. Staying or dwelling in a place, perma

nently abiding, resident. ? Obs.

1447 BOKF-NHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 144 Phebus wych no
wher is mansonarye Stedefastly but ych daye doth varye
His herberwe among the syngnys twelve. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Canon t Foreign Canons were such as did not

officiate in the Canonries to which they belonged. To these

were opposed Manshnary Canons, or Canons Residentiary.
B. sb. Eccl. 1. A custodian of a church.

1708-22 BIKCIIAM Orig. Eccl. vm. vii. u Wks. 1840 II.

476 The mansionaries, or keepers of the church. 1893 Month
July 364 A mansionary of the church presented him [the

Pope] with a reed on which was a lighted taper.

t 2. An endowment for a chantry-priest. [ined.L.
mansionaria : see Du Cange.]
1651 HOWELL I enice 174 If the pains of Purgatory are

sayed to be but temporary, wherefore shold the simplicity
j

of peeple be perswaded to bequeath in the behalf of their
i

souls perpetuall Legacies and Mansionaries?

Mansioned (m3e-nj?nd), ///. a. (iwttce-wd.) \

[f.
MANSION sb. + -ED 2

.]
Furnished with mansions.

1828 J.WILSON \nBlackiv.Mag. XXIII. 819 We surveyed
j

..county upon county, of rich, merry, sylvan England,
mansioned, abbeyed, towered.

Ma iisioii-house. t a. A dwelling-house, a i

house in which a person resides. Obs.

1533 Act 24 Hen. F///, c. 5 Any suche evil! disposed \

persone. .attempting, .burgularly to breke Mansion houses. I

1563 In I icary s Anat. (1888) App. in. 164 Every mansion
howse of this Cyty that.-shalbe visited this Sommer season

;

with the plage. 1577 HARRISON England \\. xii. (1877) i. 257
The mansion houses of our countrie townes. .are builded in !

such sort generallie, as that they haue neither dairie, stable,
nor bruehouse annexed vnto them vnder the same roofe.

1638 in T. Lechford Note-Bk. (1885) 54 All that parte of !

one new mansion house in Boston, .wch lyes to the south
end. 1672 CoivelFs Interpr. s.v. House, Those that dig for

j

Salt-peter, shall not dig in the Mansion-house ofany Subject
without his assent. 1712 STEF.LE Spect. No. 264 F 2 He

!

took his present Lodging in St. John Street, at the Mansion-
j

House of a Taylor s Widow. 1718 in G. Sheldon Hist.

Den-field* Mass. (1895) I. 499 We propose that they, .shall

. . Build each man a Mansion house upon their house lots.

pl

136

1755 in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll. (1891) I. n A
certain lott of Land. .with a Mantion House thereon.

Jig. 1592 k. D. Hypnerotomachia 75 b, This place was the

Mansion-house of Voluptuousnes. 1644 MILTON Areop.
(Arb.) 69 A City of refuge, the mansion house ofliberty.

b. The house of the lord of a manor, the chief

residence of a landed proprietor ;
hence (now only

U. S.), a large house of good appearance.
1641 EVELYN Diary (init.}, Wotton, the mansion house of

my father, left him by my grandfather. 1651 G. W. tr.

Cowets Inst. 149 The Wife also shall have.. her lodging in
|

her Husbands cheife Mansion house for 40. dayes. 1711
j

Lond. Gaz. No. 4893/4 The Capital Messuage or Mansion- ,

House, called Newborrough-Hall. 1725 DE FOR I oy. round
!l orld (1840) 290 Our good Chilian s mansion-house or

palace. 1782 V. KNOX Kss. (1819) III. cxxi. 15 The landed

gentry usually possess a share of pride fully proportionate
to their estate and mansion house. 1848 SHANU Pract. Crt. \

.SV.vf. II. 607 Where there is a proper mansion-house on a

landed-estate, the eldest heir-portloner is entitled to that

mansion-house. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie Y, v. (1861) 43
|

In this street were most of the great houses, or mansion-

houses ,
as it was usual to call them. ..A New-England

mansion-house is naturally square, with dormer windows.

1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy iv. 32 The bunch of trees, !

under which nestled the mansion-house of Kirkoswald.

c. An official residence
; t esp. that belonging

j

to the benefice of an ecclesiastic. Now spec, the

official residence of the Lord Mayor of London.

1546 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 14 The Mansion house of I

the saide vicars, a 1600 HOOKER Keel. Pol. MI. xxiv. 13 I

The Executors of Bishops are sued if their Mansion house I

be suffered to go to decay. 1609 Mem. Ripon (Surtees I

III. 335 The Mansion House of the Prebendary which is

situate in Rippon. 1738 ViNOWLK* Strafierde s Lett. Ded.,

Repairing of Churches and building Mansion-houses for

Ministers. 1766 ENTICK Hist. Lond. etc. IV. 359 The lord-

mayor s Mansion-house, a modern edifice begun in 1739 and
finished in 1753. 1835 TIMRLWALL Greece \. viii. 331 The
Temple of Fear was erected near the mansion-house of the

ephors. 1880 Daily News 18 Dec. 4/5 A conference, .took
;

:Iace
yesterday afternoon in the Egyptian Hall of the

lansion House, the Lord Mayor presiding.

tMa 11sion-place. Obs. A dwelling-place, :

place of abode; a mansion-house; the chief seat !

of a landed proprietor. Alsoy?^.
1473 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 91/2 An Inne, Mansion place or i

Beledyng. 1523 FITZHERB. Snrv. 31 b, Whan the tenaunt
shall do homage to his chefe lorde of whome he holdeth his

chefe maner or mancyon place, c 1540 BOORDE The boke \

for to Lerne A ij b, Who soeuer that wyl buylde a mansyon
place or howse. 1548 GEST /V. Masse Av, A Christian

& faithful hart ..which., is the temple of the holy ghoste
the mansyon place of the blessed trynitie. c 1630 KISDON* i

Surv. Devon 56 (1810) 59 [He] built there a fair house,
and made it his mansion place. 1650 \

&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;v\.\\r.RAntJiroponiet.

60 The imperial seat and mansion place of wisdome.

b. A halting-place :
= MANSION 5.

1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 190 Kibroth hatauah, which
was their next mansion place.

Maiisionry (marnfanri). rare. Also 7 man-
sonry. [f. MANSION sh. + -RY.] ? Mansions col

lectively. In Shaks.
perh. mispr. for masonry.

1605 SHAKS. Macb, i. vi. 5 This Guest of Summer, The
Temple-haunting Barlet does approue, By his loued Man-
sonry, that the Heauens breath Smells wooingly here. 1876
BROWNING St. Martinis Summer x, Durable mansionry.

Mansiple, obs. form of MANCIPLE.

Mansitude, obs. variant of MANSUETUDE.
\ Ma iislaugllt . Obs. Forms : a. i mann-

slyht, mausleoht, -sleht(e, -sliht, mon(n)slieht,
-slyht, monsliht, 1-2 manslyht, 2 monsleht, 3

man-, monslau^t, -slseht, -slecht, -sleiht, 3-4
-sleahte, 3-5 -sla3t(e, 4 -slau^te, -slauht,

-slawhte, 4-5 -slaghte, -slaught(e, -slauht,

-slawt(te. . (Kentish and E. Anglian] 4 man-

sla^Jje, -slejpe, 5 mansclawth, -slauth. [OE.
(Anglian) mann-^ inpnnslseht, OYS.) -slieht, -sliht,

f. mann MAN sb^ + sfahi, sliefit, masc., act of kill

ing :-OTeut. *slahti-s, f. *s/a/i- to strike, kill:

see SLAY v. Cf. OS., OHG. manslahta str. fern.]
1. Manslaughter, homicide,

^897 K. &amp;gt;ELFRED Gregory s Past. C. xxi. 166 Se to anra
Sara bur^a eflih5, Sonne msej he beon orsorj 5aes mon-
slihtes. a 1000 Confess. Peccat. iB.-T.t, Manslaeht. 6-1175
Lamb. Horn. 103 Heo macaS monslehtas. c 1*05 LAV. 27826
Muchel mon-slaeht wes bere. a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 Nis bis

strong monsleiht, of golnesse awakened? . 1250 Kent.
Serni. in O. E. Misc. 30 Lecherie spusbreche Roberie I

Manslechtes. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8125 Muche was
J&amp;gt;e

mansla^t bat
(&amp;gt;ere

was ido. a 1315 SHOREHAM Poems
(K.E.T.S.) 94/249 561&quot;^!&quot; hys mansle5J&amp;gt;e pur. 1390 GOWER
Conf. I. 364 Now mai men se moerdre and manslawhte.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 2 Monsla^t with a rewful Steven Hit

askys vengans. c 1450 CPU, Myst. xxxii. (Shaks. Soc.) 312 I

Delyvere us the theff Barabas, That for mansclawth presonde j

was, 1469 in \Qth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 307 If

ony man.. make ony affray, manslaught, other kyllyng, by
his owne foly and not in defennce.

2. A murderer.
a 1300 Ten Commandm. in E. E. P. (1862) 16 Mansla^t

bou ne be. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems (E. E.T. S.) 94/261
Man ye suche mansle^ben beb. 1340 Ayenh. 171 Me ssel

grede to god merct ase his byef ase his mansla^be. a 1400-
50 Alexander 4498 Marcure was mansla^t.

Manslaughter (mce*nslt3j). Forms : see

SLAUGHTER sb. Also 4 mai is-slaghter. 4-5 manes-
slaghter. [f.

MAN sbl + SLAUGHTER.]
1. f a. The killing of a human being by a human

being ; homicide
; chiefly criminal homicide, esp.

murder. Obs.

MAN-SLAYING.
a 1300 Cursor .\I. 25457 O mans-slaghter had i na iuak.

r 1374 CHAUCER former Age 64 In owre dayes nis but

covetyse. . Poyson and manslawhtre. 1:1386 Pars. T.f^gi
Spiritueel manslaughtere is in vj. thynges. a 1400 Retig.
Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 25 per es manes-slaghter of hand,
of tunge, of herte. 1462 Paston Lett. II. 83, I herd nevyr
sey of so myche robry and manslawter in ihys centre as i-,

now within a lytyll tyme. 1581 L.AMBARDK Kircn. \\. vii.

(1588) 223 Using Manslaughter, as a sort of Kelonie that

comprehendeth under it all maner of felonious Homicide
whatsoeuer. 1601-2 FULBECKE \st Pt. Parall. 92 Man
slaughter $? defendendo is, where [etc.]. 1611 BIBLK 2 Es-
&amp;lt;/ras i. 26 Your feete are swift to commit manslaughter.

b. The slaughtering of human beings; de
struction of human life.

c 1450 Merlin 244 Ther was a stronge bataile and grete
man-slaughter on both sithes. 1532 MOKF, Coufut. Tindale
\Vks. ^52/2 What distrucclon and man slaughter they haue
caused. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 689 To overcome in ttattel,
. .and bring home spoils with infinite Man-slaughter. 1880
T. HODGKIN Italy $ /?-. I. i. Introd. 14 It [AC. an army)
soon ceases to be an efficient instrument even for its own
purpose of scientific manslaughter. 1898 GFRTRUDK TIXK-
WELL in igth Cent. Aug. 253 (art.) Commercial manslaughter.

2. Law. A species of criminal homicide of a

1 owerdegree ofcriminality thn n murder ;
now defined

as criminal homicide without malice aforethought.
In etymological meaning there is no difference between

manslaughter and homicide (I,. homicidiinn t K. homicide,
both used in early Eng. law-books). In its modern technical

use, manslaughter corresponds generally to the simple ho
micide of early Law French and Law Latin writers, which
was used in contradistinction to

* murder (though the dis

tinction is not identical with the modern one*, and ordi

narily implied criminality.

According to the modern interpretation, manslaughter is

committed when one person causes the death of another
either intentionally in the heat of passion under certain kinds
of provocation, or Unintentionally by culpable negligence
or as a consequence of some unlawful act.

In Scotland the term corresponding to manslaughter is

culpable homicide .

1447 Rolls ofParlt. V. 137/2 Robberies, Murthers, maye-
hemes and manslaut . 1538 STARKEY England \\. iii 197

Robbery, .wyth murdur and mansloughtur. x6oi-a FUL
BECKE \st Pt. Parall. op You seeme under your first member,
which is the wilful killing of a man of malice forethought, to

comprehend manslaughter, which is done in the heate and
furie of anger and sodalne falling out. 1615 HART Anat.
Ur. n. xi. 122, I cannot see any iust cause why it should
not bee pronounced guiltie of man-slaughter at the lea^t, if

not of murther. a 1731 BOSTON Crook in Lot (1805)
21 Such

as men-slaughter, purely casual, as when one hewing wood,
kills his neighbour with the head of the ax slipping from the

helve. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 190 In this there arc
also degrees of guilt, which divide the offence into man
slaughter, and murder. 1847 JAMES Convict xx, The fore

man returned a verdict of Manslaughter* against Edward
Dudley. 1898 Daily Ne^vs 17 Jan. f&amp;gt;/6

The young man. .

who was convicted on Friday of manslaughter of a woman.
Hence Manslaugfcterous a. [-ous], of the nature

of manslaughter, inclined for manslaughter.
1883 Pall Mall (i. 6 Jan. 5 A murderous or even a man.

slaughterous part. 1898 A&quot;, fy Q. gth Ser. 1. 183/1 A descrip
tion which makes one feel almost manslaughterous.

Ma-nslaugliterer. [f. MAVj&l+SiiWon-
ERKK.] One who slaughters men.
1848 Iji L Ki.Ev Iliad 93 Mars, man-slaughterer.

Ma n-slaughteriug, ///. a. That slaughters
human beings. So Ma*slaughtering vbl. s/&amp;gt;.

f 1705 BERKKLEY Cave of Dnnmore Wks. 1871 IV. 508
Ireland seems the freest country in the world from such

manslaughtering animals. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad 127 Bat (Ir

and man-slaughterings. 1876 SWINBURNE Krechtheits (ed. 2)

475 Sickles of man-slaughtering edge.

Manslauht,-auth,-awt x
te: see MANSLAUGHT.

Manslayer (ni:x&quot;nsl (

&quot;

|OJ). Forms: seeSLAYER;
also 5 monsle(e)r. One who kills a man; a

homicide ; occas. one who commits manslaughter.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16441 f&amp;gt;e

man-slaer, he barabas. i~ 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. {Theodera} 258 Sa ma Jm Je sauf fra

hel quhare man-slaare sal ay duel. &amp;lt; 14*5 AUDF.LAY XI
Pains ofHell 37 in O. E. Misc. 211 pese were proud men,. .

Extortioners, monsters, robbid mone one. \y6Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 238 b, He that hateth his brother is a man-
sleer. 1611 BIBLE A ww/.xxxv. 12. x635Viscr. WENTWORTH
in Ellis Oriff. Lett. Ser. n. III. 286 They that made me the

manslayer of the E. of S 1
. Albans, will impute my Lo.

Mountnorris unto me for wlllfull and plaine murther. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela II. 281 All your Airs breathe as strongly
of the Manslayer, as of the Libertine. 1835 THIKLWALL
Greece I. vi. 171 That the manslayer withdrew into a foreign
land and did not return to his country, till (etc.].

fb- An executioner. Obs. rare 1
.

c 1380 WVCUF Strut. Sel. Wks. I. 388 pe kyng. .sente for

a man-sleere [Mark vi. 27).

So t Ma-nslase Early ME. [OE. staga slayer].
t 1000 /ELFRIC Dent. v. 17 Ne beo bu manslaja. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 53 Ahbah heo beo5..monsla5enfor heosla^eo
heore a^ene saule. a 1x25 St Marker, n Ichabbe isehen

(&amp;gt;ene
burs of helle . . ant te monslahe islein.

Ma Xi-Slaying, vbl. sb. Also 5 manes-

slayuge. The action of killing a man ;
homi

cide. So Mau-slaying ppl. a.

c 1380 WYCLIF ll tts. (1880) 238 Wrong oppressynge of pore
men axib vengaunce of god, as doji wrong mansleynge.
a 1400 Relif. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 25 Manes-slaynge of

hande es when a mane slaes anober with his handes. 15*6

Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 239 And so. .in the other vyces
of mansleynge and false testimony. i65 F. BERING Cert.

Rules aijb, The rage of this manslaying Hydra [the

Plague}. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 55 Battles and

m.in-slayings landroctasini). 1880 FHEEMAN in Stephens Life
(1895) II. 198 He ghose the man-slaying trade.



MANSORIOITS.

Mansleahte, etc., var. ff. MANRLAUGHT Oh.

Manson, obs. f. MANSION, MONSOON.

j
MaiiSO rious, a. Obs. ran. [f. mod.L.

mansori-ns pertaining to chewing (f. mans-, ppl.
stem of mandfre to chew, eat) -f -oi

H.] The dis

tinctive epithet of the massetcr muscle.

1578 JJANISTRR Hist. Man \. n The mansorious, or eatyng
Muscle.

Mansound, obs. form of MONSOON.
i Iffa llSliefy, ? Obs.~ [ad. L. mansue-

facers^ f. mansite-, mansuescere (see MANRUKTK) +

fac$re\ see-rv.] trans. To tame (Coekeram 1623 .

Hence Mansuefaction [see -FACTION], *a taming
or making gentle (Hailey vol. II, 1727).
Maiisuete (mnenswrt, marnsw/i), a. Obs. or

arch. Forms: 4-8mansuete, 5 6-&wete,6-sweit,
6-7 -suet. [ad. L. mansu?t-us, pa. pple. of man-
snesctfre to tame, become tame, f. man-its hand +
sitescfre to accustom, become accustomed (see

CUSTOM). Cf. OF. mansuet^ej Sp., Tg., It. ?&amp;gt;ian-

site/0.] Gentle, mild ; tame, not wild or fierce.

1374 CHAUCKR Troylus v. 194 She..stod forth mewet
mylde and mansuete. c 1450 HOLLAND Ilt^^lfit 83 That is

the plesant Pacok,. .manswet and mure. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. III. 400 Ane fair ^oung man .. Mansweit and
meik. 1621 S. WARD Lift of Faith 66 Of Woluish and
dogged makes tlie Will Lamb-like and Doue-like: of wild
and haggard, morigerous and inansuete. 1660 F. BKOOKK
tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 26 He kept this fish in a Pond, .and

delighted much to feed him with his own hand, the fish

being very mansuete. 1691 RAY Creation (1701)132 This
holds not only in domestic and mansuete birds . . but also in

the wild. 17*2 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 1 76 It will oblige
men., not to be proud., but candid, placable, mansuete. 1861

J. BKOWN Horse Siets.Ser. I. 415 Our.. clever, and not over-
mansuete friend Fuge Medicos .

Hence fMansuetely adv., gently, mildly.
1460 J. RUSSKLL Bk. Nurture 887 Than pray youre

souereyn with wordus mansuetely to com to a good fyre.

fMansuetie. Obs.rare~~\ = MANSUETUDE.
1592 WYRLEY Armorie

y Ld. Chandos 105 More praisefull
vertue in a conquerer Then mansuetie is none to be found.

Mansuetude (mse nsw/tiwd), arch. Also 6

mansuetud, -swetude, 7 mansitude, -sutude.

[ad. L. mansuetfido, f. mansnctus ; see MANSUETE
and -TUDE. Cf. F. mansuJtude (from I3th c. ;

earlier mansuetume)J\ Gentleness, meekness.
r 1386 ClIAUCEB J ars. T. F 580 The remedye agayns Ire

is a vertu that men cU pen Mansuetude, that is Debon-
airetee. f 1460 ASIIBY Actme Policy 880 Auoidyug al ven

geance &displesance With al mansuetudeconuenient. 1526
rilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 97 b, Mansuetude or myldnes.
1681 RvcAUTtr. Crucian s Critick 136 A Lion, .whose fierce

ness had been lately turned to the Mansitude of a Lamb.
1799 W. TOOKE / Ytw Russian Kmp. II. 222 Their mansue-
tude and readiness to concur in all measures adopted by
the government. 1869 HUOWNING Ringty Kk. vm. 660 Our
Lord Himself, made all of mansuetude.

t Ma*HSWear, sb. Obs. In I mdnswara,
-swora, 3 manswore, inonsware. [OK. man-
su ara = ON. meinsvarc wk. masc. ; related to

next.] A perjurer.
971 Blickl. Horn. 61 Myrbran,& manswaran. c 1305 LAV.

4149 Ne mai neuere mon sware mon-scipe longe a}en. c 1275
ibtd. 22139 Bote be were so vuel bi-jete pat lie were louerd-
swike ober to his louerd man-swore.

Maiiswear (mse nswe- i), v. Obs. exc. arch.

and dial. Pa. t. -swore, pa. pple. -sworn. In
I mdnswerian, 5 nianesuere, 5-6 mensweare,
6 manesweir, mansweare, -swere, mannsuere,
mensuer, -suir, -sweir, 9 mainswear. [OK.
mdmwyian (pa. t. -su&amp;gt;or, pa. pple. -sworen\ i.

rntht MAN sb2 + swyian to SWEAR. Cf. MANATH.]
1. intr. To swear falsely.
i... Eccl. fust. c. 21 in Thorpe Laws II. 416 Ne sweri^e

he fjylses be he man-sweri^e. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis
843 The man mensueris he saw sic thing. 1855 ROBINSON
Whitby Gloss.) Mainswear; to swear falsely.

2. refl. To perjure oneself.

1:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. {Nycholas} 839 pe quhilk, fra
he mansuorn hym had, tuk his staf & mad na bad. 1456
SiRG. HAVE L#w Arms (S.T.S.) 248 What wit war it.. that
he suld brek his lautee to manesuere him for company.
i53S COVKRDAI.E H isd. xiv. 28 Kither they, .prophecie lyes,
or lyue vngodly, or els lightly mansweare them seines.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, ii. 5 Willfullie yai man yame
selves mensuir. a 1622 J. WELCH in Burton Scot Abr. 118641
I. v. 286 He caused to take out of the grave the carcass of

Formosus, who had mansworn himself. 1x817 HOGG Tales

fSk.
V. 259, I made it clear.. that Major Creighton and

Ir. John Hay had both man-sworn themselves.

to. trans. To swear falsely by (a god). Obs.

1533 BFLLENDEN Livy m. (1822) 237 The pepil war nocht
sa necligent in thay dayis as thay ar now to manswere thare

Goddis, or to fals thare wourdis. 1567 Gitde # Godlie B.
(S.T.S.) 74 Than man I outher reif or steill, Or than my
Goddis name manesweir.

H 4. To renounce on oath, forswear. Obs.
1500-20 DUNBAK Poems

xxyii. 90 Thir new maid knychtis
lay bayth in swoun. And did all armes mensweir. 1596
DAURTMPLB tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. ix. 231 Normond Gourlat
confirmet that al heresie he had mensworne afor ony man.

t Ma-nsweariiig, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. MAN-
SWEAR v. + -ING

1.] Perjury.
^1440 A Iph. Tales 329 Twa cetisens of Colayn confessed

bairn of..manesweryng. \$&quot;j$Reg; Privy Council Scot. Ser.
I. II. 368 Under the pane of infamy, repruif, manswering
and tinsall ofperpetuall traist and credite. 1605 in Pitcairn s

VOL. VI.

137

I Criin. Trials II. 454 Dilaiiit of Periurie and mensweiring
i of thame selffis.

Mansweit, -swete, etc. : sec MANHUETE, ^c.
Maiisworu (mse nswjpJn), ///. a. and sb. [pa.

pple. of MANSWEAK
z/.] A. adj. Forsworn, per-

j

jured. Obs. exo. Sc. and north* dial.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 25794 Monsuorn man to petre loke, (Kit

j

tnris on a night crist for-soke. c 1400 J ~vaine -V Cmiv, 39 ;8
Tithandes tel i yow biforn, Other sal my lady be manesworh.
1456 SIR G. HAYK Law Antis (S. l .S.) 87 For outhir, mon
he be manesuorne or tyne his awin heretage. 1500 20
DUNHAR Poems xxxiv. 100 The Deuill said then, Of
commoim la All mensworne folk man cum to me . 1569
Durham Depos. (Surtees) 89 Such maynsworn harlotts as
thou art kepes me from it, c 1610 in Row Hist. Kirk (1842)
305 Thou art a mensworn man. 1650 HOKART Rep. 126
Slater brought an action of the case against Franks for

saying, Thou art a mam-swome Lad, and a bankrupt Lad.
..It stood upon the word Maine-sworne : against which it

was said, that it was an unknowne word in these parts, and
of an uncertaine sense, though in the North parts it was un
derstood to be as much as perjured, as forsworne with his
hand upon the book. 1725 RAMSAV Gent. Sheph. 11. iv,

-M.iuy l;uls will swear, And be mansworn to twa in half
a year. 1818 Scoi r Ifrt. Midi, xv, I shall be man-sworn

. in the very thing in which my testimony is wanted. 1893
STEVENSON Catriona xiii. 145 Prestongrange promised me
my life

;
if he s to be mansworn, here I ll have to die.

rtiW/. a 1300 Cursor M. 23112 Murthereres and munsuorn
als.

fB. sb. Perjury. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) ^7.! [H &quot;l
&quot;aide ..

accus him of the crime of manesuurin.-.

tMant, J/ .
1 Obs. [a. F. mante fern., ad. Pr.

manta, cogn. w. Sp., It., Pg. inanto\ see MANTLE
sb. In the first quot. repr. Sp. munto. Cf. MANIA.]
a. A mantilla, b. M.VNTEAU i.

1651 tr. Dc-las-C&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;cras Don Fcnise 238 He. .told him. .

to return to the Inne to fetch the three Ladies who were
there, making them, .put their Mants upon them t,that is a
great vail which the women have in Spain,, .which covereth
all their bodies unto their heels). 1694 KCIIAKD Plaittits

95 What a confounded Jargon o names!. -There s your light
Alan t plated, your StifT-bodied-C!own,^;c. 1709 Tatler No. 32
P 2 Her blue Mant and Petticoat is her A/ure Dress. 1752
A. MURPHY Gray s Inn Jrnl. No. 2 To recal a straggling
Hair, to settle the Tucker, or compose the ,Maut.

Mant (mcent), sb. 2- Sc. [f. MANT z&amp;gt;.\

A stam
mer

;
an impediment in the speech.

1839 J. M.WILSON Tales Border V. 189 The former

havipg what we call in Scotland a tf/ant, a sullen visage,
and a brawling temper. 1894 1*. H. HI NTI.R James /n-
ivick ii. 19 That ane said he had a mant, an the tither ane
that he clippit his words.

Mant (maent), v. Sc. Also 6 mante, 8-9
maunt. [app. of Gaelic origin. Cf. Gaelic and
Irish manntath toothless, stammering, f. MIrish
want gum.] Iruns, and intr. To stammer.
156* A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) i. 92 Thai tyrit God. .With

owklie abitis to augment bair rentalis, Mantand mort mom*
lingis mixt w 1 monye leis. 1629 Z. UOYD Last liattell 985
Hee who manteth or stammereth in his speach. 1716 RAM
SAY On li it 12 There was a manting lad in Fife, Wha. .

never manted when he sang. 1873 Gttidman Inglismaill 33
Noo an than he mantit in his sang.

Hence Ma utinff vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also Ma*n-
ter, a stammerer.
1506 in Ltf. Treas. Ace. Scot!. (1901) III. 199 Item, to

mantand Adam to pas to Dunbertane with ane writing of
the Kingis. a 1585 POLWART Flyting iv. Montgomerie 775
Mad manter, vaine vaunter. 111625 SIR J. SAMPLE Pick-
tooth for Pope in Harp Renfrew Ser. n. (1873) 24 Its but
the Matrons manting. 1716 [see MANT? ]. 1789!). DAVID
SON Seasons 77 Auld mantin Michael s daughter.

I! Manta (mce-nta). [Sp. mania blanket.]
1. A wrap or cloak worn by Spaniards.
1697 C tess D1

Annoy*s Trav. (1706) 112 When they opened
their mania s, the light of the moon made the glory of their

Gold and Precious Stones appear. 1845 FORD Handbk.
Spain i. 31 Some substitute the manias , which most
Spaniards carry with them when on their travels. This is

a gay-coloured Orienlal-looking striped blanket, or rather

plaid. 1903 E. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 24 It was at first

suggested that I should don the manta, the national female

garment of Peru.

b. A horse-cloth.
1828 W. IRVING in Life $ Lett. (1864) II. 306 They.. lie

on the manias of their mules and horses,

2. The Spanish-American name for a fish of the

genus Ceratoptera. Also manta-fish.
1760-72 Juan fy Ulloa s I oy. (ed. 3) 1. 130 The manias or

quilts. . .The name manta has not been improperly given to
this fish.. ; for being broad and long like a quilt, it wraps
its fins round a man, or any other animal,.. and immedi
ately squeezes it to death. 1783 JLTSTAMGND tr. Raynafs
Hist. Indies IV. 180 The mania hsh. 1794 MORSE Amer.
Geog, 576 (Mexico.) The fish common lo bolh oceans are,

whales, dolphins, ..manilis, mantas, porpoises [etc.],

3. = MANTELET 2.

1829 W. IRVING Cong. Granada I. xxix. 264 Seizing their

mantas, or portable bulwarks, . . they made a gallant assault.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico v. ii. (1864) 280 It was called a

manta, and was contrived somewhat on ihe principle of the
mantelets used in the wars of ihe Middle Ages,
4. In Mining: a. A sackful or blanketful of

mineral, b. A mineral placer.
1860 Eng. fy Foreign Mining Gloss. Span. Terms 109

Afanfa
t
a blankel, or horse clolh, used to conlain ores or

lools. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
&amp;lt;$ Alining 318 They

pass through ihree rich streaks or mantas.

Mantalet, obs. form of MANTELET.

Mantayne, obs. form of MAINTAIN.

MANTEL.

Mante, see MANT? ., MAXTIK; obs. pa. t.MOAN v.

Manteane, obs. Sc. form of MAINTAIN.
Manteau. Obs. cxc. Hist. Forms: a. 7-8

mantoe, 7-9 manto; $. 7 mantou, -ow, 7-9
: manteau. [a. F. manteau : L. mantellum : see
! MANTLE

sb.\

1. (See quot. 1706.)
a. 1678 rU-iLKR find, m. i. 700 Jealous piques, Which th*

Ancients wisely signifyM Ky th yellow mantos of the
bride. 1691 Etnilianne s brands Rom. Monks (ed. 3)
408 Womens Cloaths

; as Manioc s, Stays and Petticoats.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mantoe or Mantua G&amp;lt;nvn, (Fr.)
a loose upper Garment, now generally worn by Women,
instead of a straight-body d Gown, c 1720 DK. MONTAGU
in Bucdench A/SS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 367 The women
..with their man toes stuck out behind. 1729-30 LADY
STANLEY in Mrs. Delany s Life &amp;lt;$

Corr. 11861) 1. 235 Your
\

sister Pendarvis sends you your manto and petticoat to be
a bridesmaid.

ft. 1671 SHADWFI.L Humorist i. 2 A delicate white Mantou.
1687 MIECE Gt. Fr. Diet, n, Mantow, a sort of Women s

Gown. 1690 KVELVN Mtutdiis Mnlirbris 2 Three Manleaus,
nor can Madam less Provision have for due undress, 1702
AnmsoN /&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;!/.Medals (1727) 17 An Antiquary will scorn to
mention . . a petticoat or a manteau. 1793 Residence in
J tnfhc (1797) I. 291 The ladies, equipped only in a short
manteau and petticoat. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, ix, Tell my
gentlewoman to bring my black scarf and manteau.

b. attrib.j as manteatt girdle, goivti.
1682 True rrotest. Mercury No. 162. 2/2 Lost a Flowerd

silk Manto Gown. 1690 EvEtYN Miindus Mnliebris 3
I
A Manteau Girdle.

|j 2. transf. The plumage of a falcon.

1852 1\. F. Jii KION Falconry in Valley of Indus vii. 74
i Grease of all kinds injures ihe utanteau. [foot-note] Coat
\

or plumage.
Hence Mauteau d a., dressed in a manteau.
1788 A. PAS&amp;lt;.H;IN Childr. Tlies.pis (1792) 43 Her vesls

!
mend her frame, as llie harp tunes ihe wind; She K man-

1 teau d fallacious before and behind.

t Maiiteau-maker. Obs. (superseded by the

incorrect MAMTA-MAKEB). [See MANTKAI
.]

One
who makes women s robes ; a dressmaker.

1699 LUTTREI.L BriefRet, (1857) IV. 551 Mrs. Polter, the
manteau maker,.. is still in custody of a messenger. 1702
FARQUHAR Twin Rivals iv. i. (1703) 45 One of em is a
Mantomaker. 1795 GV//. Mag. LXV. n. 979 A man of

distinguished abilities as a milliner and manteau-maker.

llManteca (mant&amp;lt;rka}. Obs. Also 7manteque,
mantegue, 8 mantecu. [Sp. inantcca (

= Pg.
inanteig&i of obscure origin) butter, also applied
to other fatty substances. Cf. F. mantcque (IHiflon),
also mantegue (corruptly inanftgnc\^\ A kind of

butter or substitute for butter.

The Sp. manfeca de p-tierco (hog s lard) occurs in R. Haw
kins I fly. S. Sea (1593-1622).
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 8 They brought in..

their melted butter called Manteque. 1687 A. I,ovi-:u. tr.

Thevenofs Trav. 1. 165 A great deal of Mantegue or a kind
of Butler conies running out at the holes. 1743 POCOCKE
Descr. East I. 186 note t They cany in them j^va^es] the
butter called Mantecu. 1748 Earthquake ofPeru iii. 271
The Use of what they call Manteca, being Hogs-lard and
Beef-suet, which they use instead of Kutter.

I Mailtee l. Obs. Forms: 5 mauteill, (7-8
Diets, mantile), 8 manteil, -teel(e. [app. n. K.

mantillt) ad. Sp. mantilla*, see MANTILLA.]
1. A soldier s cloak or mantle.

^1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 242 A gret manteill about his

hand can la, And his gud suerd. [1656 K LOU NT Glossogr^
Mnntile or Mantle^ a kind of cloak which Souldieisin times

past used in Winler.

2. Some kind of cape or mantle worn by ladies.

1733 MRS. DRLANY in Life $ Corr. (1861) I. 424, I am sick

of mnnteils, and I have two by me. 1752 FIELDING Covent
Card. Jrnl. 9 May, Ladies, .covered tneir lovely necks with
a cloak ; this, being routed by the enemy [the vulgar], was

exchanged for the manteel. 1786 BURNS Holy Fair ii, Twa
had manteeles o dolefu black, Hut ane wi lyarl lining.

t Mailtegar. Obs. Also 8 manteger,- tyger,

-tiger. [Perh. a use of mantegre^ -tyger t corrupt
form of MANTICORE.] Some kind of baboon.
The descriplions suggest the mandrill, from which however

ihe iSlh c. naluralists considered it distinct.

1704 TYSON in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1571 The Mantegar is

an Animal not described as I know of by any Author, c 1714

ARBUTHNOT, etc. Mem. M. Scriblerus i. xiv. (1741) 46 The
glaring Cal-a-mounlain . . and the Man-mimicking Man-

leger. 1755 Hist. Descr. Tower Loud. 24 There is likewise

a young Man Tyger, a curious Animal of aslonishing

Strength [etc.]. 1797 Rncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 544/2 Man-

tegar, or Man-tiger, - . is the tufted ape.

Mantegra : see MANTICOKE.

Mantegue, variant of MANTECA.

Manteigne, mantein(e, obs. ff. MAINTAIN.

Manteil(l, variant of MANTEEL Obs.

Mantel (mae-nt l), sb. Forms : 5 mayntelle,

mantelle, 5-6 manteil, 6 mantalle, Sc. mantil(l,

6-9 mantle, 7 mandle, 6- mantel. [Variant of

MANTLE sb. ; the senses of both Eng. words are

adopted from the F. manteau^
f 1. = MANTELET 2 a. Obs.

1489 CAXTON FavtesofA. n. xiv. 118 Mayntelles and bar-

bakanes of tymbre shal be made fast to the batelmentes.

Ibid xxii.issSixgretemantellesforthesaidsixgrelegonnes.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. K// (1896.1 99 Barres of iren for the

grele manteil. 1523 T,D. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclxxxviiL 431

The Englysshmen ordayned mantels and other instruiuentes

84



MANTEL. 138 MANTILLA.

of warr, wherby to aproche nere to the walles. Ibid, cccxxxii .

519 They of the hoost caused to be made dyuers mantels of

assaute. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Panels veil the top vitht

pauesis and mantillis. 1566 \V. WKBM Voy. Fenner in Hak-

lityt s I oy. (1599) II. n. 59 We sent to land a boate or skiffe

wherein were eight persons,..and they caried with them
two harquebusses, two targets and a mantell.

2. in Comb, f mantel-wall S?.
t

a rampart,
breastwork, or parapet.

1513 DOI.:C,LAS ,-Eneis ix. iii. 159 Quhat meyn thai be this

myddill mantill wall? Ibid. xn. Prol. 24 The twinkling
stremowris of the orient.. Bet doun the skyis dowdy man
till wall. 1609 Chron. rerth (Maitland Cluhl 12 The great
wind blew down the stanes of the mantil wall of the kirk.

3. a. The piece of timber or stone supporting the

masonry above a fireplace ;
M ANTKL-TKEE i . ? Obs.

1519 Chitrchiv. Ace. St.GHest Reading (ed. Nash) 6 For

ij mantells for ij chymneys ijs. viijV. 1561 in G. Roberts

See. Hist. South. Eng. (1856) 359 It was commanded to

John Somer to amend his mantalle, payne of v shillings.

1734 Builder s Diet. II, Mantle, .is the lower Part of the

Chimney, or that Part laid across the Jambs. 1774 Act 14

Geo. ///, c. 78 45 The Back of every Chimney to be built . .

at least thirteen Inches thick from the Hearth, to the Height
of twelve Inches above the Mantle. 1824 T. TRRDGOLU
Warm. Publ. Build, (ed. 2) 236 A high mantle has some

advantage in producing a more effectual ventilation.

b. = MANTELPIECE i.

153* in J- Bayley Tower Lond. (1821) I. App. 31 Firste, a

new wurke wrought in the kynges dynyng chambre, a man
tell of waynscot wrought w&amp;lt; antyk sett over the chymney
there. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 22 The Chimney-mantles
ought to be all of Stone or Marble. 1890 H. FRF.DF.RK: Law-
ton Girl vi. 41 The massive carved side-board and the

ponderous mantel.

c. = MANTELSHELF.
174* Phil. Trans. XLII. 75 When it is in the Sun in

Summer, and upon the Mantle of the Chimney in Winter. .

it becomes perfect Soap in Four or Five Days. 1865 MKS.
WHITXEV Gayworthy* I. 275 Rebecca set the light upon
the mantel, and took her to the bedside.

d. attrib., mmantel-clock
&amp;gt; -glass \

also MANTKL-

BOARD, -PIECE, -SHELF, -TBEE.

1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch
&amp;lt;V

Clockm. 193 It occasionally

happens in mantel clocks that.. the pendulum is just too

long for the case. 1892 B. HINTON Lord s Return 190 Ad
justing his necktie at the mantel-glass.

t Mantel, v. Obs. Also 5 mantelle, 7 mantle,

[f. MANTEL sb. Cf. Ob , wanteter.] trans. To
protect with or as with a mantel.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 20 Mantelle, fortifie, and make
yow strong ayenst the power of youre said adversaries of

Fraunce. 1612 Proc. Virginia in Capt. Smith s JI A-s. i,Aib.)

117 They conducted vs to their pallizadoed towne, man-
telled with the barkes of trees. 1624 WOTTON Arc/tit, ii. 108

The Italians applie it
[plastic]

to the manteling of Chimneys,
with great Figures. 1682 WMEI.KH Jonrn. Greece i. 8 Us
Bastions, .are well, .mantled with hewen stone.

Mantel, obs. form of MANTLE.
Ma ntel-board. A wideshelf ofwood, usually

draped, fixed upon the mantelshelf.

1885 Instr. Census Clerks 1881, 53 Mantel Board Maker.

1887 D. C. MURRAY Old Blazer s Hero viii. 127 Dropping
his elbows noiselessly on the mantel-board.

Mantelet, mantlet (mantlet). Forms : 5

mauntolet, mantilett, 5-6 mantilet, 6 man-
tellet(t, 8 mautalet, 9 mantoilette, 6, 8-9 mant
let, 4- mantelet. [a. OF. mantelet, dim. of

mantel (F. manteaii) MANTLE, MANTEL sbs. Cf.

It. mantelletto^
1. A kind of short, loose, sleeveless cape, cloak,

or mantle covering the shoulders.

^1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 1305 A Mantelet vp on his

shulder hangynge Bretfulof Rubies reede. 1440 Test. Ehor.
(Surtees) 11.76 Item lego. .Johannae Hawnserd, sorori mex,
unam mantilet cum quatuos barbys et duobus forhedes.
Katerinie Thornyff unam mantilett. 1740 tr. De Mouhy s,

fort. Country Maid (1741) I. 224 She had.. a coarse red
Mantelet over her Shoulders, adorned with Shells. 1772-84
Cook s Voy. (1790) IV. 1375 Mantalets composed of feathers,
so. .beautifully arranged, as even our English ladies would
not disdain to wear. 1844 THACKERAY Little Trav. Wks.
(Biogr. ed.) VI. 275 A lady in a little lace mantelet. 1887
Daily News 8 July 7/6 Coloured Velvet and Jet Mantelets.

tb. MANTELLETTA. Obs.
1602 SEGAR Hon. Mil. fy Civ. n. xvii. 89 The Soueraigne,

Cardinals, Prelats, Commanders, and Officers, by Order..
wearing Mantels and Mantelets, .goe to the Church to heare
the Euensong. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mantelet, a
short Purple Mantle which the Bishops of France wear over
their Rochet upon some Occasions.

t C. A woollen covering for a horse. Obs.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1182 Greyth myn hors on hore gere

And lok that thei be gay; That they be trapped a get In

topteler and mauntolet. (11548 HALL Chron.
, Hen. VIII

76 The whiche horse was Trapped in a Mantellet.

2. a. Mil. A movable shelter used to cover the

approach of men-at-arms when besieging a forti

fied place. (Cf. MANTEL sb. i.) Obs. exc. Hist.

1524 in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. i. 82 Beside the sayd man*
tellets that shot against the wall of England and Spaine
with great bombards, were two mantellets in an hie place
..in the which were certaine double gunnes [etc.]. 1603
North s Plutarch, Miltiades (1612) 1230 Then hailing
set vp his Gabions and Mantelets, he came neare the waN.
1731 J. GRAV Gunnery Pref. 10 The most considerable ..

answer nearly to our Penthouses, Mantlets, Galleries, and
Blinds. 1819 SCOTT Ivan/toe xxvii, They bring forward
mantelets and pavisses, and the archers muster on the
skirts of the wood. 1885 BIBLE (R. V.) Nahum ii. 5 They
]uake haste to the wall thereofand the mantelet is prepared.
1894 F. D. SwiFT Jas. I ofAragon 275 Another Instrument
common in siege operations of tni-; period, was the Mantlet.

b. A screen or curtain, now usually of rope,

,
to protect men working a gun from an enemy s

bullets ; with fortress guns mounted in casemates,

serving also to prevent the smoke from the gun
when fired from entering the casemate.

1859 Gentl. Mag. I. 123 The Russians returned to the use

of the old cannon mantlet in the Crimean war. 1879 NUGF.NT
in Encycl. Brit. IX. 453 Mantlets . .are now invariably
made of this material [sc. rope].

c. A bullet-proof shelter from which firing

results can be observed and signalled.

1874 Proc. Xat. Rijle Assoc. 94 The markers .. must retire

into their mantelets as soon as the ist gun.. is discharged.
1880 Daily Tel. 9 Dec., Officers, in telegraphic communica
tion with the firing-points, will be posted in mantlets before

the targets.

I! Ma nteline. rare. [F. manteline a mantle.]
A short mantle or cape.
1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. vi, In these times, the scholar

,

must creep under the knight s manteline.

II Mantelletta (msenti-le ta). PI. mantel-
lette. [It. mantelletta, dim. tAmanttlfa MANTLE
sb. Cf. med.L. mantelktitm] (See quot. 1897.)

1853 DALE tr. Baldeschis. Ceremonial 6 These latter should

wear stoles of the colour of the day ; and if Prelates the

mozetta, or mantelletta. 1897 Cath. Diet. (ed. 5), Klantel-

letta^ a vestment made of silk or woollen stuff, open but

. fastened in front, reaching almost to the knees. ..It is worn

by cardinals, bishops, abbots, and the prelati
*

of the

Roman Court [etc.]... The mantellette of cardinals are of

! three colours.

Ma ntelpiece. [f.
MANTEL sb. -f- PIECE sb.]

1. The MANTEL (3 a) with its supports ; the

1 ornamental structure of wood, marble, etc., above

I and around a fireplace. Also rarely = MANTEL 3 a.

1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2197/4 A New Art or Invention of

Making, Marbling, Veining, and Finishing of Mantle-pieces
for Chimneys. 1851 TURNER Dont.Archit. 1. 14 At Conings-

, burgh castle the opening of the chimney issquare, with shafts

: in the jambs, and what is called a straight arch, that is, the

j
mantel-piece is formed of several stones joggled together.

2. =* MANTELSHELF. Also attrib.

1827 G. KEAUCLKRK Journ. A/arocto viii. 92 A French
!

mantle-piece clock. 1860 All Year Round $] -2 The looking-

glass over the mantelpiece. 1892 ZASCWII.L Cltildr. Ghetto
I. 46 The mantelpiece mirror was bordered with yellow

\ scalloped paper.

Ma iitelslielf. [f.
MANTEL sb. + SHELF.]

That projecting part of a mantelpiece which serves

as a shelf.

1828-32 in WEBSTER, \%y$\Jo\:nQyLEncyc?.Cottage Archit.

1073, 1838 DICKKNS O. Tu ist viii, A frying-pan, .which

i
was secured to the mantelshelf by a string. 1888 BERNARD
Fr. it arid to Cloister i. 9 He stood up, leaning against
the mantleshelf.

trans/. 1897 O. G. JONES Rock-climbing 263 Close up
against the wall that blocked the head of the gully, a long

,
stride was to be taken across to a narrow mantelshelf on
the other side.

Ma-ntel-tree. [f.
MANTEL sb. + TREE.]

1. A beam across the opening of a fireplace,

serving as a lintel to support the masonry above

|

(Parker, 1850). In later use, a stone or arch
!

serving the same purpose,
1482 Nottingham /?&amp;lt;r. II. 332 Pro uno mantiltr , ad valen-

tiam \}s. 1486 Ibid. III. 2=56 For enbowyng of a mantell

tree. 1583 FULKE Defence iii. 122 He might shewe vs the

mantilltree of a chimney, and a brasse pot hanging ouer
the fire. 1606 Wily Beguiled K 2, Old Grandsir Thick-

skin, you that sit there as melancholy as a mantletrce.

1649 R. HODGKS Plain. Direct. 14 Hee hang d his mantle

upon the mantil tree of the chimney. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 273 Semi-Oval Arches, .are sometimes made.. over

Kitchin-Chimnies, instead of Mantle-trees. 1789 P. SMYTH
tr. Aldrich s Archil. (1818) 121 The apertures are limited

by two jambs, and the mantle-tree. iSix Self Instructor

130 The chimney.. upright over the mantle tree.

2. = MANTELPIECE i, 2.

1634 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 7 All the walls most

richly gilded,, .rich marble mantle-tree. 1641 HINDE J.
Bnten 116, I comming once into his chamber and finding
over the Mantletree a paire of new Cards. 1781 CoWTMt
Charity 460 No charity but alms aught values she. Except
in porcelain on her mantel-tree. 1902 E. Pun.POTTS A /Wr
13 For lack of mantel-tree Nicholas had nailed up a shelf to

hold certain heirlooms.

Manteme, mantene, obs. forms of MAINTAIN.

Manteque, variant of MANTECA.

Mantevil. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 9 corruptly
mandevilTe. [Perh. a mistake for some form
of MANTEEL.] A loose coat formerly worn by
soldiers and menservants. (Cf. MANIMLION.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 96/2 A Mandilion, or Madi-

Hon, or of old a Mantevil. 1834 PLANCH^: Brit. Costume
267 Coats and jerkins, ..some loose, which they called man-
dillians. [Note\ Mandevilles, which Randal Holmes de
scribes as a loose hanging garment. 1860 FAIRHOLT Costume
Gloss, (ed. 2) 526 Mandevile t or Mandilion.

Manteym(e, manteyn(e, obs. ff. MAINTAIN.
Mantic (marntik),^. rare~ l

. [ad. Gr.pavTiicfy

(sc. rixvrl art
)

fem - of navTiitos : see next.] The
art or science of divination.

[1727 BAILEV vol. II, Mantice, divination or foretelling
things to come.] 1891 MRS. COI.VER-FERGUSSON tr. De La
Saiissaye s Man. Sci. Relig. xvL 137 The history of re

ligion is full of mantic [rendering G. die Mantik\.

Atlantic (mae ntik), a. [ad. Gr. /wu/Tf&amp;lt;5s, f.

ft&VTts prophet, diviner, lit. one affected by divine

madness, f. root man- : see MANIA.] Pertaining
to divination or prophecy.
1850 MRS. BROWNING Fronieth. Bound 553, I fixed the

various rules of mantic art. 1858 TRENCH Synon. .V. T,
vi. (1876) 21 Revelation knows nothing of this mantic fury.
So Ma-ntical a. = MANTIC; Ma ntically adv. ;

Ma nticism, the practice of divination.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl, 26 Any manticall, or magtcall
..hypothesis whatsoeuer. 1652 GAULF. Mngastrom. To
Astronomers, This disquisition .. abhors., to end with any
thing that is manticall. 1861 McCxyL Aids to Faith iii.

81 It is useless, .to go to the manticism of the heathen to

get light as to the nature of Hebrew prophecy. 1903 SEL-
wvs in Expositor Apr. 288 There is not a scrap of evidence
to show that the bishops of Asia, .accused the Montanists
of being m.imically inclined.

-mantic, repr. Gr. fitavTtKos (see prec.) in com
bination, is the ending of adjs. related to sbs. in

-MANCY, as in geornantic, pertaining to geomancy,
hydromantiC) pertaining to hydromancy, etc.

Mailticore (marntikooj). Obs. exc. Hist.

Also 4, 7-9 mantichora, 5 mantissera, 5, 7-9
manticora, 6 mantycor(e, 7 martichore, 7-8
marticora ; . (sense 2) 7 mantegre, 7-8 man-
tyger, 8-9 montegre, 9 mantiger. [ad. L.

wianficora, repr. Gr. navnxwpa i, a corrupt reading
in Aristotle /rV.r/..sf#/;/;. (quotingCtesias), where the

better MSS. have ^aprixopa^ (another var. is fiaprio-

X&pas * app. an OPersian word for *

man-eater*, f.

martiya- man (mod.Pcrs. j_* inard} + root x*ar~

(Zend yfaraiti, mod. Pers. ^* Burden] to eat.]

1. A fabulous monster having the body of a lion,

the head of a man, porcupine s quills, and the tail

or sting of a scorpion. (Cf. MANTEUAR, MAKTIGEK.)
13.. A&quot;. A Us. 7094 Ther he fond addren, and Mone-

cores, And a feolle worm, Cales, and Manticorts. 1398
TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 740 Mantichora.

1481 CAXTOS A/yrr. e vij b, Another maner of bestes ther is

in ynde thnt ben callyd manticora. 1494 Will oj Kburton
(Somerset Ho.), A standing cuppe of syluer with a couering
with a straunge best called a mantissera enprinted in the

botome. a 1529 SKKLTON / . Sparo-ive 294 The mantycors
of the montaynes Myght fede them on thy braynes. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 206. 1607 G. WILKINS Miseries En
forced Mart: I 2 b, Mantichoras, monstrous beastes, enemies
to mankinde, that ha double rowes of teeth in their mouthes.

1646 HOWELL Lewis .A /// 174 The lieast Marticora which
is of a red colour, and hath the head of a man lancing out

sharpe prickles from behind. 1656 BLOOHI Glossogr.^ 31ar-

tichore. 1863 KINGSLKY Water Bab. 166 Unicorns, fire-

drakes, manticoras.

2. Her. A monster represented with the body
of a beast of prey, the head of a man with spiral or

curved horns, and sometimes the feet of a dragon.
ci6ooin liaring-Gould & Twigge West. Armory (1898) 89

Radforde . Sa : 3 mantygers arg. i6ioGuiLLiM Heraldry
m. xxv. (i6n) 183 Mantegres, Satyrs, Monkfishes,. .and

whatsoeuer other double shaped animall [etc,]. 1766 PORNV
Her. (1777) 196 The Montegre. 1780 EDMONDSON Herahhy
II. Gloss., Man-tyger, or Mantitflr.i. 1894 PARKKR Gloss.

Her. 519 The Nlantiger or I*ampago, called by writers

Montegre and Manticora, also occurs.

t Manti-culate, v. Obs. rare&quot; , [f. ppl.
stem of L. mantimlarl to steal, act cunningly, f.

manticula bag, purse.] (See quot.)
1656 lii.ot NT Glossogr.) Manticitlate, to do a thing closly,

as to pick a purse. 1676 in COLES.

t Manticula tion. Obs. rare~ Q
. [ad. L. man-

tiiitlation-em, f. manticulari : see prec. J (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM, Manticnlation, deceit full conueyance.

Mantid (jmvntid). Knt.
[f.

MANTIS: see

-ii&amp;gt;
;1

.]
A mantis.

1895 At/tenarum 30 Mar. 412/2 A species of a mantid,
Fseudocreobotra ivahlkergi, . . from . . Natal.

t Mantle, nxaiite. Sc. [? Shortened a. F.

dtmtnti. or perh. a. OF. mentc lie.]
= LIE sb.i 2 b.

a 1578 LINDKSAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. tS.T.S.) II. 48

The cardinall ansuerit furieouslie agatne and gif the lie and
mante [.l/.V. /. mantie].

Man-tiger, nonce-wl. a. A man resembling
a tiger in ferocity. b. A *

lycanthrope who
assumes the form of a tiger.

havas of Birma, supposed to be the broken-down remain*

of a cultured race, and dreaded as man-tigers.

Mantiger : see MANTEGAK, MAMICORE.

Mantil^l, obs. f. MANTKI., MANTLE, MANTEEL.

Mantile, variant of MANTEEL Obs.

Mantilet;t, obs. form of MANTELET.

Mantilla (msentHa). Also 9 mantillo.

[n. S[&amp;gt;. mantilla^ dim. ofmanta: see MANTLE sb.]

1. A large veil worn over a woman s head, and

covering the shoulders.

1717 tr. Frezier&quot;s I oy. 259 They use that they call Man
tilla for an Undress, to appear the more modest ; and it

is a Sort of Cloak, or Mantle, round at the Bottom, of a

dark Colour, edg d with Black TafTety. 1770 Gentl. Mag.
XL. 530 A muslin or cambric veil called a mantilla, which

hides the head and the upper part of their bodies. 1816

LADY MORGAN F. Macarthy (1819) III. in. 126 Lady Clan-

care . . had exchanged her coarse unbecoming costume of tht*

morning for a black Spanish dress and mantillo. i88j DE
WINDT Equator 129 The graceful mantilla is gradually but

surely giving way to the Parisian bonnet.



MANTINIMENT.
Atirib. 1884 CROSS Life Gco. Eliot III. 297 The abundant

hair, .was draped with lace, arranged mantilla-fashion.

2. A small cape or mantle.

1859 i- din. Rev. CIX. 310 A smart bonnet, a silk dress, a

mantilla, and a parasol for Sundays. 1860 Morusv AVMf/7,
II. xvi. 263 i5ir Francis Vere conspicuous in the throng, in

his red mantilla.

3. A deep draping of lace attached to the edge
of a corsage.
1835 Court Mag. VI. p.ix 2 The corsage., is trimmed will)

a mantilla, or else m the pelerine style, with blond lace.

Hence Mantilla d a., clad in a mantilla.

1853 G. J. CAYLEY Las Alforjas \. 49 The stream of
cloaked and mantilla d figures passing through the Callc de

Velasquez.

Mantine, obs. Sc. form of MAINTAIN.

t Mantiniment. Obs. [ad. Sp. mantcni-
miento = MAINTAIXMEXT.] Maintenance.
1588 PARKE tr. Mendozds Hist. China 7 They doo sowt-

rice, which is a common victuall or mantiniment vnto all

people of the kingdome.
Mantion, obs. form of MANSION.
Mantionell, obs. form of MAXCHINEEL.
II Mantis (mse ntis). Ent. [mod.L., a. Gr.

/ia^ns prophet, diviner (also, some insect) : see

MANTIC a.\ An orthopterous insect of the genus
Mantis or family Mantidy

; csp. the Praying
Mantis, J/. retigiosa, which holds its forelegs in a

position suggesting hands folded in prayer.
1658 J. R. tr. Moffetfs Tkcat. Insects 982, I have seen

only three kinds [of the lesser Locusts], .they are called

Mantes, foretellers. Ibid. 983 Of this Italian Mantis. . Ron-
deletius makes mention. 1703 DAMPIER I oy. (1729) III. A,^
The green Mantiss..like a Locust. 1706 PHILLII S (ed.

Kersey), ^laJitis^. .an Insect call d The praying Locust.
i8oa BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 156 The Orator
Mantis. 1870 MATEER Travancorc (i 871) 90 Locusts, grass
hoppers, mantises, etc. abound. 1895 E. W. GOSSE Crit.
Kit-Kats 290 That quaint insect, the praying mantis.

b. attrtb., as mantis-crab, -shrimp, a stomato-

podous crustacean, Squilla mantis and other species.
1850 A. WHITE List Crustacea, Brit. Mus. 46 Squilla

Deswaresfii, The Mantis Crab. 1871 T. R. JONKS Anitn.

Kingd. (ed. 4) 449 The Squilla mantis or Mantis-Shrimp.
1884 G. 1&amp;gt;. GOOUL, etc. Nat. Hist. Usef. Aquatic Anim,
I. 823 The Mantis Shrimp, or Sea Mantis Squilla em*
Pusa, Say.

Mantissa (msenti sa). [a. L. mantissa, tnan-

lisa makeweight ;
said to be of Etruscan origin.]

fl. An addition of comparatively small impor
tance, esp. to a literary effort or discourse. Obs.

1641 MAISTEHTON Serm. 20 Trifles, which. .should, .as a
mantissa or tti\ overplus be cast in at their bargain. 1643
CUDWORTH Lord s Supper i. (1676) 5 It will not be now
amiss, if we add, as a Mantissa to that discourse, something
of the Custom of the Heathens. 1671 True Nonconf. 5

Spurning at the righteousnes of Jesus Christ, and aspiring
to adde a Mantissa, an addition of your own, to his sole

purchase.
2. Math. The decimal part of a logarithm.
&quot;1865 Circ. Sci. I. 519/1 The decimal part of a logarithm

is called the mantissa , the whole number *is called the
characteristic.

Maiitissera, obs. form of MANTICORE.
Mantle (mae nt l), sb. Forms : 1-5 mentel, 2-7

mantel, 3-6 mantil, 4 mantal, -tyle, mentil(e,
4-5 mantyl, 4-6 mantell, mantill, 5 mantyll(e,
mauntil, 5-6 mantelle, 6 mauutelle, mantyll,
7 mandle, 3, 5- mantle. See also MAKTEAU,
MANTUA. [Introduced from two sources, (i) OE.
niyitcl masc. : prehistoric *matitlo~Z) ad. (after
the native suffix -Ho- : see -EL) L. mantellunt^
mcintclum cloak, whence also O Kris, mentel^ OHG.
manta^ -dal (MHG. mantel, mandel, mod.G.

mantel], ON. myttull (OSw. mantel, mailing

mod.Sw., Da. mantel], M Irish matal. (2) In the
1 2th c. the word was taken up again in the OFr.
form mantel (mod.F. mantcait*. see MANTEAU);
cf. Pr. mantel cloak, It. mantello cloak. A special

group of senses taken from the Fr. is now dis-
j

tinguiahed by the spelling MANTEL.
According to most philologists, the L. mantcllum cloak

is more correctly written mantelum, and is etymologically
identical with mantelum^ mantellum^ mantllium, mntttele

t

mantlle table-cloth, towel. (Cf. Sp. mantclcs pi., table-
linen ; also MANTEKL.) On this

supposition,
the word must

have been mistaken for a dim., and so have given rise by
back-formation to the late L. wantutn

(7thc.&amp;gt;, *manta&amp;gt;

whence Sp., Pg., It. mattto, mania, F. mante, and the
diminutives Sp. mantilla (see MANTILLA), Pg. mantilfat,
It. tnantiglia,]
1. A loose sleeveless cloak of varying length.
The name was applied indifferently to the outer covering

of men, women, and children, and at times acquired a specific

application to one garment or another. Now its use is re

stricted to a cloak of silk or fine cloth worn by ladies; to
the robe of state worn by kings, princes, and other persons
of exalted and defined station ; and to an infant s outer robe.

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. xxviii. 197 He. .for-
cearf his mentles znne laeppan. a 1000 Ags. Voc. in \Vr.-
WOlcker -2 10/26 Colobium, . . mentel. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
163 pe nieshakele of inedeme fustane and hire mentel grene
o5er burnet. c 1200 Vices ^ Virtues 127 Se \K Jjenim^ ftc

pine Idertd, ;if him ^ine mantel, c 1205 LAY. 14755 ^ e nom
*nne spere-&amp;gt;ca:ft..;

;

!: dude a J?ene a;nde aenne mantel hende.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2033 Dis mentel ic wio-held for-5i, To
tawnen [5e] 5e sode her-bi. a 1300 Cursor M. 16619 pai ,

clede him wit a mantel rede, c 13,80 Sir Ferumh. 1242 Vnder
hur nianttl sche hidde

\&amp;gt;e
staf. c 1430 LYDC. Assembly of

\

139

|

Gods 267 And next vnto hym. .Sate the goddesc Diana, in

|

a manlell fyne. 1505 in L&amp;lt;t. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1901) III.
1

168 Item, for ane mantill to Johne, fule, of Abirdene, \\s.

1590 SHAKS. Mitts. N. \. i. 143 As she fled, her mantle she
did fall. 1615 Hen. VIII, v. v. Stage-direct., The
Clulde richly habited in a Mantle. 1700 DRYUKN Mower
$ Leaf 348 Attired in mantles all the knights were seen.

1735 DYCHB & PARDON Diet., Mantle, . . also the upper
most Garment that Nurses wrap up young Infants in before

they coat em. 1743 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 302 Fools, indeed,
drop the man in their account, And vote the mantle into

majesty. 1837 w - IRVING Capt. Bonnmillc 1 1. 196 A mantle
about four feet square, formed of strips of rabbit skins.

1904 Home XoteszZ July 181 The summer mantle is always
a difficult garment to find.

b. Applied (often with qualification Irish man
tle] to a kind of blanket or plaid worn until the

17th c. by the rustic Irish, often as theironly covering.
,1470 HENRY Wallace i. 217 Ane Ersche mantill it war

thi kynd to wer. 1582 Rates Citstome Ho. V v b, Mantels
called Irish mantles the pair. 1596 SPKNSER State IreI.

I

Wks. (Globe) 631 The out-lawe.. wandring in wast places..
! maketh his mantel! his howse. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
m. 232/2 A Brackin, or Irish Mantle.

c. Used allusively with reference to the descent
of Elijah s mantle (2 Kings ii. 13).
1789 HKLSHAM Ess. I. xii. 229 The sacred mantle which de

scended from Shakespeare to Milton. 1863 M. AKSOLD Ess.
L rit. (1875) 183 On Heine.. incomparably the largest por
tion of Goethe s mantle fell.

fd. To take the mantle and //;&amp;lt;. ring\ a sym
bolical act used to express the taking of a vow of

chastity (properly, by a widow). Obs.

1424 in E. K. Wills (iBSa) 60 If she take be mantel and be
rynge, and avowe chastite. c 1430 LYDG. Min. / ocins ( Percy
Soc.) 34 She wol perhappous maken hir avuwe, That she
\vol take the mantle and the ryng. 1574 J. STUUI.KY tr.

Kale s Pageant ropes To Rdr., How can that foundation
stand which is made of Popes miters, Cardinals hats, ..rot*

chet^, chrismes, mantel the ringe [etc.].

t e. Apostle s mantle : the kind of mantle which
the Apostles were commonly depicted as wearing.
[1496 Dives

&amp;lt;V Paup. ist Coinm. vii. (W. de W.) b j b, The
apostles comonly.. ben paynted with manteles, .and a man-
tele is a louse clothynge not faste to the bodye but louse. J

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia v. (1598,) 447 A long cloake after the

fashion of that which we call the Apostles mantle.

ff. IVhiie mantles
( ordo alborum mantd-

lorum: seeDuCange): the Teutonic Order. Obs.
c 1500 ^Tclitsine 20 [He] toke on hym the ordre & Religion

of the whit mantelles.

g. Her. = MANTLING vbl. sb. 2.

I 577 HARKISOX England \\. v. (1877*1. uo The crest with
mantels to the helme belonging. 1815 Scon dity 31, xlii,

The mantle upon the panels [of Mr. Glossin s coach] only
bore a plain cipher of G. G. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist.

&amp;lt;V /V/*. xiv. 170 Two or more shields may be grouped to

gether by placing them upon a mantle of crimson velvet,

2. trails/, and fig. Something that enfolds, en

wraps or encloses ;
a covering.

a. of immaterial things.
c 1386 CHAUCER Mtrch. T. 554 Night with his Mantel Vat

is derk and rude Gan ouersprede the Hemysperie about e.

(, 1430 LYDG. Min. Fctms (Percy Soc.) 9 With a mantelle of

prudens clad thou be. 1526 Piigr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531)
78 To be hyd vnder y mantell of mekenes. 1593 SHAKS.
3 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 22 Well couer d with the Nights black
Mantle. 1659 RUSHW. Hist, Coll. I. 607 We have cast
a mantle on what was done lait Parliament. 1667 MILTON
/ . L. iv. 609 The Moon..unvaild her peerless light And
o re the dark her Silver Mantle threw. 1743 YOUXG Xt. Th.
iv. 386 How is night s sable mantle labour d o er. 1817
CHALMERS Astron. Disc. vi. (1852) 132 A mantle of deep
obscurity rests on the government of God.

b. of material things.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 23 Fresch Flora hir floury man-

till spreid. 1593 DRAYTON Eclogues x. 5 The Groves.. In

mossie Mantles sadly seem d to mourne. 1829 SCOTT Anne
ff G. iii, Ruins, over which vegetation had thrown a wild
mantle of ivy. 1839 MURCHISON AVYwr.^yyj/. i. xxxvi. 484 The
elliptical shaped mass of the Wren s nest is.. composed of
an exterior mantle of pure and impure limestone. 1859
TKNNVSON Merlin

&amp;lt;y

/ . 105 [She] drew The vast and shaggy
mantle of his beard Across her neck and bosom to her knee.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 189 The ejected matter has fallen..

in conical layers, each forming a mantle thrown irregularly
over the preceding layer.

fc. spec. The foam that covers the surface of

liquor; the green vegetable coating on standing
water. (Cf. MANTLE v. 4.) Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 426 The flower or mantle which the

wine casteth up to the top [L.jtfos z ini]. 1605 SHAKS. Ltar
in. iv. 139 Poore Tom, that, .drinkesthe green Mantle of the

standing Poole.

f3. A kind of woollen cloth ;
a blanket of this

material. Chiefly with qualification, e. g. Paris
mantle. Obs.

[1410 Rfflts of ParIt. III. 637/2 Les Worstedes appellez
mantellessengles, demy doubles, 8; doubles.] 1485 Water/.
Arch, in to/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Coinm. App. v. 318 [They]
shat syll no manere fryse, nor mantill to no manere foreyne.

1538 ELVOT Diet., Gnnsape, a mantell to caste on a bedde.

1545 Rates Cnstome Ho. c ij b, Paris mantyls the pece. 1582
iota, A v, Blankets called Paris mantles, red or coloured the

peece .\iii..s. iiii.&amp;lt;/. Blankets called Paris Mantles, white
the peece x.s.

f4. A measure of quantity of furs, containing
from 30 to 100 skins according to si/e. Obs.

* In that work [Halyburtpn s Ledger] the words Maniil

and/awc, though not identical in meaning, are used to de
note the same number of skins (Jam. Suppl.).

1473 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1877) I. 15 Item coft Ira

Will Sinclare v mantill of banes to lyne asydegowne to the

MANTLE.
1 King. 1490 Ibid. 190 Item, .for iij mantillis of fwn;eis. 1545

i\ntcs Citstonic Pin. b ij b, Foxe skynnes the pane or mantel
vi.j. viii.,/. . . Fytcheues the pane or mantel! v.s. Ibid, dj,
White kydes the mantell ij.i. 1662 Irish Act 14 ff 15
Clias. ff, c. 8 (Rates Inwards), Furs vocat. Foxes the pain or
mantle 15*.

5. Alech. A covering, envelope or shade employed
in various mechanical contrivances, a. A linen

or other cloth employed in the swarming of bees.

b. The leather hood of an open carriage, c. (See
quot.) d. Founding. A porous clay matrix.
e. Huilding. The outer covering of a wall, of a

different material from its inner portion (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875). f. The outer wall and casing
of an iron blast furnace, above the hearth (Raymond
Mining Gloss.}, g. A tubular wick or hood made
by saturating cotton net or other fabric with various

oxides, and then removing the fibre by burning,

leaving a fragile lace-like tube which, fixed around

|

a burning gas jet, becomes incandescent and emits
a brilliant light.
a. 1609 C. BUTLER fcnt. Mon. v. (1623) M j t

Your Hiue
being tilted and dressed.. you must haue also in a rtadi-
ncvse a Mantle, a Rest, and a Hrush. The Mantle may be
a sheet, or balfe-sheet, or other linnen cloth, an ell square at

the least. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. (t72i) I. 274 Bring them
i [the swarms] together, shaking the Bees out of one Hive on

the .Mantle whereon the other Hive stands.

b. 1794 W. FKI.TON Cart-iagcs fiSoi) I. 197 The mantle,
of which there are various shapes, is introduced only a&amp;gt; an
ornament. When mantles are much furled [etc.].

C. 1875 KMC.III nut. Mccli. 1385 i Mantle, an inclosed
chute which leads the water from a fore-bay to a water- u heel.

d. 1875 KNIGHT Dii:t. Mech. 1385/1 The mantle and pat
tern arc baked, the wax runs off [etc.].

g. 1887 Pall.MallG. iS Mar. 12,1 His I Welsbach s] in

vention consists in fixing around the flame of a speunl form
of gas burner a tubular wick or hood of open cotton fabric,
leu, led the mantle.

6. /.ool. The external fold of skin which in most
molluscs encloses the viscera. Applied aUo to

similar sacs or integuments, as the tunic of an

ascidian. (Cf. PALLIUM 3 b and CLOAK 4.)
c 1460 J. RtssKi.l. Hk. Nurture 625 pe whelke louke }iat . .

bis pyntill & gutt almond & mantilie, awey ber fro ye pitt.
1828 STAKK Elan. A aA Hii,t. II. 7 Cephalopoda. Lower
part of the body contained in a bag-shaped mantle, 1855
W. S. DALLAS in Sysf. Xat. Ifist. 419 The animals forming
one of these colonies [compound i uni^iita\ are usually
united by their mantles. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. t.

ii. 45 An Ascidian consists.. of an external membranous
bag or mantle

,
within which is a Muscular envelope.

7. Anat. (a) The name given by Keichert to

the covering portion of the hemisphere-vesicle in

the brain. (6) The fattnifii/iis carnosits, a layer
of fatty subcutaneous membrane connecting the

true skin with the subjacent tissue.

1885 in Cassett s Entycl. Diet. 1889 in S)d. Soc. Lex.

8. Bat. fa- - OCKKA (obs.}. b. The growing
cortical covering of the periblem, or primary cortex

in a growing point.
1671-82 GREW Anat. riants i. iv. g 17 (1602) 32 Where

none of all the Protections above-named are convenient,
then the Membranes of the Leaves by continuation in their

first forming . . are drawn out into so many Mantles or

Veils ; as in Docks, Snakeweed, etc. 1884 BOVVER & SCOTT
DC Eary s 1 fianer. 13 Each one of the inner layers . . of this

mantle has its initial group above the apex of the plerome.

0. Ornith. The plumage of the back and folded

wings when distinct in colour, etc. from the rest.

(So F. maaleau. )

1840 Cu-cier s Anitii. Kingti. 263 The Barnacle Goose ..

with a grey mantle. 1894 R. B. SHARPE Hattdbk. Birds
Gt. Brit. I. 90 Sandy rufous, broadly streaked with black,

except on the mantle.

10. = MANTLING vbl. sb. 5 b. rare.

1897 BLACKMORE Dariclx\\. 1 1 1 Young Earls ! exclaimed

Grace, with an innocence so pure that it required a link
mantle on her cheeks.

11. attrib. and Comb.: a. (sense i) as mantle-

button, -cutter, -fold, \lace, t lap, maker, veil,

u orker ; aho mantle-making sb. (whence by back-

formation mantle-make vb.), mantle-like adj.,

mantle-wise adv.; mantle-knot, an ornament in the

form of a clasp, composed of a number of precious
stones [cf. F. tmudde diamants\ ; t mantle-wind,
the wind produced by a winnowing-sheet.
1681 in Thaues of Cawdor (Spald. Club) 354, 7 duz.

&quot;mandlc buttounis f, 2, 2i. 1884 B ltam Daily Post 23 Feb.

3/5 *Mantle-cutter. Wanted a superior Cutter and Fitter.

18114 SCOTT Lii. ofIsles II. xi, Whence the brooch of burning

gold, That clasps the Chieftain s mantle-fold. 1896 Star

3 Oct. 2/4 A splendid collection of diamonds, .is to be sold.

..The collection includes two *mantle-knots which belonged
to the Empress Eucc nie. 1480 Ifarr/r. Ace. Ediv. 7^(1830)

136 Mantell lace of blue silk, c 1330 St. Mary .Ifagd. 573

in Horstm. Altengl. Lfg. tiSSi) 87 It [a child] lurked vnder

]K *mantill lapp. 1888 FAG&amp;lt;;E & PVE-SMITII Priitc. tua.

(ed. 2) I. 8r An almost fibrous &quot;mantl^iike sheath. 1885

C. L. PIRKIS Lady l.ai clace I. xviii. 268 The invitation of

a large Paris firm to go across the Channel and &quot;mantle-

make for English customers. 1552 HLLOET, Mantle-maker,
braccarius. 1903 Daily Citron. 24 Feb. 8/5 Girls wanted . .

to learn dress and mantle making. 1879 E. WATEHTON
J ii-tastHariaHaSy l hz y mantle-veil ofour Ladye at Chartres.

1688 &quot;Mantle Wind [see MANTLE v. 8). c 1530 Crl. ofLove

243 In sondry clothing, *mantil-wyse full wyde, They were

arrayed. 1599 SwuisEurofuSpcc. (1632) 225 They weare

certeine ornaments of embrodered linnen cast mantle-wise

84-2



MANTLE.
about their shoulders. 1862 O. P. SCKOI-L / W&amp;lt;flm&amp;gt;i (ed. -

170 The greater part. .spread itiun^elves niantlewii&amp;gt;e over

its surface and slopes.

b. (sense 2 b) as mantle-rock Geot.
t
a super

ficial deposit.
1895 J. \V. POWELL in Physiogr. Processes (Nat. Geogr.

Monographs I. No. i. 14) The materials may be called

*mantle rocks or superficial deposits.

c. (sense 6) as mantle border^ fin ^ flap, fo/a,

fringe, lobe, margin, sac ; mantle-breathers, the
;

Palliobranchiata or Brachiopoda; mantle-breath-

ing a., palliobranchiate.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 96/2

* Mantle-border smooth, but .

\vith tufts of hair at the lateral extremities of each plate. 1881
!

CasscWs Nat. Hist. V. 258 De Blainville s Mibsequentty

proposed title of mantle-breathers . Ibid., The Brachio-

poda, or &quot;mantle-breathing bivalves. 1835-6 TODU Cycl.

Anat. I. 523/1 Octopods. .characterized by the absence of ,

&quot;mantle-fins. 1878 UKLI. Gegenbaur s Conip. Anat. 322 As
|

development goes on, the *mantle-fold becomes less intim

ately connected with the body. 1855 W. S. DALLAS in Sy*t* :

Nat. Hist. I. 430 The *mantle lobes are free al! round.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 533/1 The *mantle-sac is almost

wholly filled with the viscera.

Mantle (mse-nt l), v.
[f.

MANTLE sb. Cf. OF.

manttlcr\ also MANTEL ^.]

1. trans. To clothe or wrap in or as in a mantle, i

Also with up. over.
&quot; - -

ntlid

ng long and thicke, and spreading wid ,

and white, mantled in gold. 1624 HKYWOOD Cattail: I. 25

Canina lookcs to them [infants] in their swathing bands,

whilst they are bound up and mantled. 1685 UUNVAN
Pharisee $ Publican. 18 He came into the Temple mantled

up in his own good tilings. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i. vi, The
buff-coat, in ample fold Mantles his form s gigantic mould.

1881 M. ARNOLD IVestm. Abbey x, T he mourning-Stole no

more Mantled her form. 1883 Cath. Diet. 84/1 The priest,

mantled with the veil, makes the sign of the cross.

b. By Milton used of wings. Also absoL

1667 MILTON P. L, v. 279 The pair [of wings] that clad

Each shoulder broad, came mantling o le his brest With

regal Ornament. Ibid, vn, 439 The Swan with Arched
neck Between her white wings mantling proudly, Kowes Her
state with Oarie feet.

2. transf. andyig . To cover or conceal ;
to ob

scure; to enfold, embrace, encircle or surround;

n. 1430 Pilgr, Lyf Manliode 11. cx.xn.

(iB6j) 121 It was maad-.fpr to mantelle with my defautes

and consele myne vntlniftes. 1589 GKEENK M&iafkon
(Arb.) 68 A frown that was able to mantle the world with

an eternall night. 1610 SHAKS. Temp, v. i. 67 Their
rising

sences Begin to chace the ignorant fumes that mantle 1 heir

clearer reason. 1650 T. VAUGHAN Antkroposo/&amp;gt;hia 15 The
Earth was so overcast, and Mantl d with the Water, that

no part thereof was to be seen. 1692 tr. Sallust 303 (Ortit.

Lepidi) Prosperity wonderfully obscures and mantles Vice.

1743). DAVIDSON /Eneid vm. 247 Night. .with her dusky
wings mantles the sky. 1830 J. G. STRUTT Syh a Brit. 60

Its venerable trunk is richly mantled with ivy. 1860 PUSEY
Mitt. Profit. 275 A film comes over the eyes, and the brain i

is, as it were, mantled over. 1890 Daily News 31 Jan. 5/5 The :

mountains thus brilliantly mantled and capped with snow.
absol. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. 11. xi. (1612) 49 The cloudes

\

that mantling ride vpon the racking skie.

3. Falconry, reft, and intr. To spread first one

wing and then the other over the corresponding
outstretched leg for exercise, as a perched hawk
does. Obs. exc. Hist,

1486 Bk. St. A Ibatts a vj b, She mantellith and not stretchith

whan she puttith her
lejjes

from hiroon after an other : and
hir wynges folow after hter legges then she dooth man till hir.

ci575 Per/. Bk. Kepinge Sparhaivkcs (Harting, 1886) 10
Let her styre, rouse, mantle, or warbile a while. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. vi. ii. 32 Ne is ther hauke which mantleth
her on pearch, . . But I the measure of her flight doe search.
1610 GUILLIM Herahiry in. xx. (1660) 223 She [a hawk]
mantleth [etc.]. 1852 R. K. BURTON falconry Valley Indus
lit 32 The Shjkrah, who was quietly mantling upon a clear

branch in a nice sunny place.

J* J595 SPENSER Sonn. Ixxii, There my fraile fancy, fed
with full delight, Doth bath in blisse, and mantleth most
at Ease.

H b. transf. Of a horse: To bridle.

1664 COTTON Scarron. i. 79 Mantling like Mare in Martin
gale, She thus reply d.

4. intr. Of liquids : To be or become covered
with a coating or scum ; to form a sparkling

* head
or froth ; to cream.
1626 BACON Sylva j} 46 It drinketh fresh, flowreth and

mantleth excedingly. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681)

53 the Bran of Wheat, a little thereof boiled in our ordinary
Beer, maketh it Mantle, or Flower in the Cup when it

is poured out._ 1707-13 MOKTIMEK t/usb. (1721) II. 353
Your Cyder will acquire a fine briskness, and mantle in

the Glass. 1725 POPE Odyss, x. 378 The poison mantled in

the golden bowl. 1822 SHKLLEV Triumph. Life 359 In her

right hand she bore a crystal glass, Mantling with bright
Nepenthe. 1878 B. TAYLOR Dcukalion n. iii. 73 As the
remnant-wine in cup Fast shall fill and mantle up.

b. transf. andy?-.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. i. 89 There are a sort of men,

whose visages Do creame and mantle like a standing pond.
1809 CAMFBELL O Connor s C/*//(^xiv, The green oblivious
flood That mantles by your walls. 1813 SHKLLEY Q. Mab
vm. 115 Health floats amid the gentle atmosphere, Glows
in the fruits, and mantles on the stream. 1846 Ki u i

Lyralmwc. (1873) 55 A golden Chalice standing by, What
mantles there, is life or death.

140

(c. ?//. To bubble with desire. (Cf. MAN

TLING///, a. 3.) Obs.

1657 THORNLEY tr. Longits&quot; Daphnis &amp;gt;r

Chloe 162 When

Daphnis saw it, he mantled to be at it.

5. Of the blood : To sufiuse the cheeks with a

blush. Said also of a blush, etc. (rarely trans.).

Of the face : To be suffused with glowing colour,

to flush.

1707 [see MANTLING ppl. a. 4). 1766 GOI.USM. Hermit x.xn,

Surpriz d he sees new beauties rise, Swift mantling to the

view 1808 SCOTT Mann. in. xvii, The blood that mantles

in her cheeks. 1809 W. IXVINC; Knickcrh. II. iv. (1820) 118

The rosy blush of morn began to mantle in the east. 1813

SHELLEY O. Mali vm. 37 Such joy as when a lover. .Sees her

unfaded cheek Glow mantling in first luxury of health. 1870

DISRAELI Lothair ix, Her rich face mantling with emotion.

1884 Punch 16 Feb. 76/2 With downcast eyes and faint

blush mantling his thoughtful brow.

6. intr. To form a mantle or covering ;
to spread

or be extended over a surface.

1634-1770 [see MANTLING///, a. 2]. 1810 SCOTT Lady off..
I. xix, And seldom o er a breast so fair, Mantled a plaid with

modest care. l8ia COMBE Picturesque xix. (Chandos) 71

The vine mantling on the thatch. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol.

I. 342 As countless beds of sand and scorije constitute the

greater part of the whole mass, these may sometimes mantle
,

continuously round the whole cone.

7. dial. (See quots.)
1674-91 RAY N. C. H ords 46 To Mantle, kindly to em

brace. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Mantle, to embrace kindly.

f 8. (See cjuot.) Obs.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 74/1 Mantling, or Mantle

Wind, is to make Wind with a Winnow sheet, or course

cloth held by two persons.

9. trans. In alum manufacture : To cover (an

incandescent heap of alum ore) with a coating of

ashes in order to shelter it from the weather.

1879 Span s Encycl. Arts, Manltf., etc. I. 327.

Mantle : see MANTEL sb. and v.

Mantled (mre-nt ld), ///. a. [f.
MANTLE sb.

and v. + -ED.]
1. Covered with or as with a mantle.

1552 HULOET, Mantled, or cladde in a mantle, pallialus.

*579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Nov. 128 The mantled medowes

motirne, Theyr sondry colours tourne. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
i IV. i. 182, I left them I th filthy mantled poole beyond your

Cell. 1816 L. HUNT Rimini i. 177 The steeds also make a

mantled show. 1896 H. O. FORBES Handbk. Primates \.

202 The Mantled Howler. Alouattapalliatn.
2. Her. Adorned with a lambrequin or mantling.

1572 BOSSEWELL Arinorie n. 86 Manteled Azure. 1678

Lond. Gaz. No. 1332/4 His crest an helmet mantled.

MantleleSS (manit lili-s), a. In 4raantal-les.

[f.
MANTLE sb. + -LESS.] Without a mantle.

13.. K. A Us. 204 Dame Olimpias..rod, al mantal-les.

t Ma iitleman. Obs. -next.

1633 ! . SIAH-OKD /W. //// . III. .\iv. 351 Cormock .. creepeth
in his shirt out of the window, where were divers mantle-

men wayting of purpose to receive him.

tMa ntler. Obs. [f. MANTLE sb. + -EH 1.] One
of the poor Irish of the 15-1 ;th c. whose clothing

i
consisted of a single mantle or plaid .

1653 A. WILSON Jas. 1 192 In Antwerp they pictured the

Queen of Bohemia like a poor Irish Mantler.

Mantlet, variant of MANTELET.

Mantling (mse-ntlin), -M. sb.
[I.

MANTLE v.

fl. The action of making a mantle. Obs.

1507-8 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1902) IV. 30 Item, for

numtilling of the said skinnis and lynyng of the goun, xxy.

2. Her. The ornamental accessory of drapery or

scroll-work frequently depicted behind and around

an achievement ; a lambrequin ;
cf. MANTLED. I g.

1591 PEKCIVALL Sp. Diet., I ollajcs, mantelling in armes,

florishing, Mangonizatio. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry vi. v.

(1611) 267 Our now common received Mantelings vsed for

the adorning of achievements. Ibid., These . . may be more

fitly termed flourishings than Mantelings. 1708 AV?c / Yi -f

l.onti. II. 553/1 One [monument]., composed of white Mar-

ble, adorned with a Mantling. 1803 CUSSANS Handbk. Her.
(ed. 4) xv. IQI The Mantlings of Knights and Esquires are

commonly depicted as depending from the helmet.

3. -MANTELPIECE I.

1861 Mactn. Mag. IV. 129/2 The mantlings or frames of

fire-places.

4. What serves the purpose of a mantle ;
a pro

tective or ornamental covering ; a wrappage, en

velope.
1652 LOVEDAY tr. Calprenede s Cassandra III. 182 His

Mantling trayliuc to the ground, was also of a light Golden-
Tissue. 1627-77 FKLTHAM Resolves n. Ixvi. 298 The troubles
. . which are as it were the Thorns and Mantlings wherewith
a Crown is lined. 1671 GKKW Anat. Plants iv. 16 The Stalk
. .giving the same Protection here, which in other Plants by
the Leaves, or some particular Mantling, is contriv d. a 1734
NORTH Lives (1826) III. 201 At home with us a private
person divested of all his mantlings.
5. a. Of a liquor, etc. : The action of foaming or

creaming ; also jig. b. A blush or suffusion of
colour produced by emotion.
1697 JER. COLLIER Ess. Mor. Sukj. (1703) n. 198 Tis

a Happiness without a Fund : Tis no more than a little

mantling of the Spirits upon stirring. 1754 RICHARDSON
Gyandison(\i%\) I. xvi. 101 Such .sensible, such good-natured
mantlings. 1863 DICKENS Mat. Fr. i. viii, There had been
a momentary mantling in the face of the man as he made
tlie last answer.

6. The action of a hawk that mantles: sec

MANTLE v. 3.

MANTRY.

nately stretched out first one wing, and then the other, along

his leg, in the action known by the name of mantling.

7. Material for making mantles.

1893 Times 10 July 4/3 Novelties in coatings, suitings, and

mannings.
8. Alitin-inakiii;;. (See MANTLE v. 9.)

ityg.Sfoas Encycl. Arts, Zllaimf,, etc. I. 327 When the

process is complete, a thicker mantling is laid on.

Ma ntling, ///. a. [I. MANTLE v. + -ING -.]

1. Of liquids: Gathering a scum or coating;

sparkling to a head . Also trans/.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. I. xxili, The mantling
stream Encounter d by the tides.. Of s way doth doubtful!

in. (11718 PKNN Maxims Wks. 1726 1..829 &quot;Tis not

en, though it [wit] be lively and mantling, that it carries

a great Body with it. 1732 POPE Hor. Sat. n. ii. 8 And the

brain dances to the mantling bowl. 1821 LAMB Ella Ser.

11. Conf. Drunkard, It were enough to make him dash the

sparkling beverage to the earth in all the pride of its

mantling temptation. 1851 HAWTHOKNE Twice-told T.,

Hollow of Three Hills, They were said to stand around the

mantling pool, disturbing its putrid waters.

2. That spreads and covers ; enveloping.
1634 MILTON GWWJ 294, 1 saw them under a green mantling

vine That crawls along the side of yon small bill. 1716 GAY
Triria II. 54 You ll sometimes meet a fop, of nicest tread,

Whose mantling peruke veils his empty head. 1768 SIK

W. JONKS Solittm Poems (1777) 4 Where mantling darkness

spreads her dragon wing. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS. Vill. 132 The
brook with mantling cresses spread. 1862 G. P. SCBOPK

I olcanos {ed. 2) 164 The mantling beds or currents of lava

that compose a large part of its substance. 1883 G. ALLKN
in Nature 29 Mar. 514/1 The hop type belongs rather to

mantling than to mere twining climbers.

f 3. Eagerly desiring. (Cf. MANTLE v. 4 c.) Obs.

1657 THOKNLEY tr. Lmigns&quot; Daphnis r Chlan 42 The

mantling Goats skipt and leapt.

4. Ot the blood : Suffusing the face. Of the

cheeks : Becoming suffused with heightened colour.

1707 E. SMITH Phxdra H Hipp. n. (1709) 13 When man

tling Blood Glow d in his lovely Cheeks. i8n CRABBK

Tales, The Confidant (init.), And, at the distant hint or dark

surmise, The blood into the mantling cheek would rise.

1873 BLACK Aih . Phaeton xxiii. 324 This girl with the

mantling colour in her cheek.

II MautO (marnti?). [It. or Sp. manlo.] A
(Spanish, etc.) cloak or mantle. (See also MAN-

TKAU.)
1679 RYCAUT St. Grk. C/i. 96 The G. Signer . . presents him

with a white Horse, a Manto or blacke Coole [etc.]. 1867

Miss YONOE Six Cushions xi. 90 A place that, .suggested

Spanish cavaliers, with short manto, broad sombrero [etc.].

Mantoa, Mantoe: see MANTUA, MANTKAU.

t Mailto logy. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare. [Badly f. Gr. /JOVT-IS

adiviner + -OLOGV.] The art or practice of divination.

1774 Cittkrie s Ceif. Cram. (ed. 4) 125 That remarkable

mantology, or gift of prophecy, which distinguishes the

inhabitants of the Hebrides under the name of second sight.

1783 W. F. MAHTYN Ceog. Mag. II. 423. 1828 in WEBSTER.

So Manto-logist, one skilled in mantology or

divination ;
a diviner, prophet .

1864 in WEBSTEK ; and in recent Diets.

Maiitoii (marntan). A fowling-piece made

by Joseph Manton (?i 766-1835), a noted gunsmith.

Also_/&amp;lt;w
Manltm.

1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxix, It s a capital piece ; it s a Joe

Manlon, that cost forty guineas. 1859 LEVER V,ir. Dunn
xiii. 113 Every now and then you ll find a fireluck in the

hands that once held a double-barrelled Manton.

I Mailtooil. Ol S. rare . [Vail. It. man/out
,

augmentative of manto cloak.] VA large cloak.

1623 WEHSTEK Deitils Law case I. ii. B4b, I do heare

there are Bawds abroad, That bring Cut-works, & Man-

toons, & conuey Letters To such young Gentlewomen.

t Mantoplicee. Ots.twV- 1
. [K. menttau

plisse pleated cloak.] 1672 SMADWELL Miser \. 16.

Mantou, -ow, variant ff. of MAMEAU Oh.

II
Maiitx a (mac ntra). Indian. Also 9 man-

tram. [Skr. mantra, lit. instrument of thought ,

f. man to think.] A sacred text or passage, esp.

I one from the Vedas used as a prayer or incantation.

1808 COLEBKOOKE I edas in Asiat. Res. VIII. 391 The

import of any mantra in the Indian scriptures, is generally

found to be a prayer, containing either a petition to a deity.

I or else thanksgiving, praise, and adoration. 1817 tr. Dubois

Mann. People India xi. 77 The pretended virtues of the

Mantra or Mantram. 1883 MONIER-WILLIAMS Rclig. Th. X,

Life India i. 8 These Mantras or hymns were arranged in

three principal collections.

Ma n-trap. A trap for catching men, esp. one

for catching trespassers in private grounds.
1788 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Piter s Pension Wks. 1812 II. 18

Your Man-traps, guards of goose and duck And cock and

hens. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 20 Mar. an. 1776, He should

have warned us of our danger, before we entered his garden
of flowery eloquence, by advertising, Spring-guns and men-

traps set here . 1880 BROWNING (. live 24 Did no writing on

the wall Warn me Trespasser, ware man-traps !

trans/. udjEf. 1773 GOI.DSM. Stoops to Con,j. ill. Wk,.

(Globe) 663/2 There s, Mrs. Mantrap, Lady Betty Blackleg

[etc.]. 1840 DICKENS Bam. Rudgc xiii, Mrs. Varden, re

garding the Maypole as a sort of human man-trap, or decoy
for husbands. 1846 GKtEstK .V&amp;lt; /. C.iiiinciy 197 Were ^ou to

bawl in the ears of those employed in the construction [of

certain guns],, .you would not affect nor abate one, in the

number of these infernal man-traps.

t Mautry. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare-&quot;. - MANTEL-TRKK.

1530 PALSGK. 243/1 Mantry of a chimney, tnantcav tie



MANTUA.

Mantua (marntiwa). Also 7 raantoa. [Cor-

rnption of MANTKAU, due to association with the

place-name Mantua.
Perh. mantna silk, and the fabric referred to in - below,

may have been called from the place-name, which seems to

occur attrib. in the following : a 1618 l&amp;gt;k. RaU-s H 3 b, Hose
of Cruel! vocal. Mantua ho.se, the pain.-, iiijx]

1. A loose gown, worn by women in 17-1 8th e.

1678 Loud. C,az. No. 1287/4 One r
*

lch flowred Mantua
lined with black, with a pair of very fine laced Sleeves.

1688 R. HOLMf Armoury in. 95/2 A Mantua, is a kind of

loose Coat without any stayes in it. 1693 SOUTHERN If

Maiffs Last Prayer in. i, He has not seen me in my
new Mantoa yet. 1711 STKELK Sfiect. No. 80 f 3 Brunetta

..came to a public ISall in a plain black Silk Mantua.

172* I&amp;gt;E FOE (.W. Jack (1840) 278 A mantua of a belter

kind of calico. 1858 THACKKKAY I irgiu. xxxii, The girls

went offStraightway to get together their best calamancoes,
. .mantuas, clocked stockings, and high-heeled shoes.

f 2. A material; ? = mantua silk.

1709 Land. Gaz, No. 4540/6 The best broad I talian colour VI

Mantua s at 6s.
g&amp;lt;. per Yard. 1766 W. GOKDON Gen.

Counting-ho. 426, 20 yards mantua. 1787 ANDERSON Ovig.
Commerce II. 569 The silks called alamodes and lustrings
were entirely owing to them [Fr. refugees of c 1685] ; aUo

brocades, sattins, black and coloured mantuas.

3. attrib.) as mantua-cloth, go~vn* petticoat &amp;gt;

silk.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Manioc, or Afarttlt&Gtnvtt,
a loose upper Garment, now generally worn by Women,
instead of a straight-body d Gown. 1731 in Planche Cycl.
Costume (1876) I. .363 A rose-coloured paduasoy maniua,
lined with a rich Mantua silk of the same colour. 1755
STRVPE Stow&quot;s Sun , (ed. 6) II. v. xxx. 561/1 It mu&amp;gt;t be a

very poor Woman that has not a Suit of Mantua Silk.,

to appear abroad in on Holydays. 176 . in J. P. Malcom
Manners Land. (iSiol II. 347 A scarlet-flowered damask
Mantua Petticoat. 1882 CAULI- KILD & SAWARD Diet. Xecdlc~

work
)
Mant itet Cloths^ a term employed in trade to denote

every description of cloth suitable for mantles, cloaks [etc.].

Ma utua-ma ker. Obs. exc. Hist, or arch.

One who makes mantuas
; later, a dress-maker.

1694 MOTTEUX RtiMais v. 237 Mantuamaker. 1712 I!un-

GtLL Spect. No. 277 F ii The most celebrated Tyre-women
and Mantua-makers in Paris. 1841 in HOOPER Life Ltt.

Shaftesb. (1886) I. 328 An enquiry into the state and treat-

ment of the wretched milliners and mantua-makers. 1886

BYNNER A. Surriage xv. 165 Get on your hat and go with
me to the mantua-maker.

So Mantua-making vbl. sb. and///, a.
a 1704 T. BROWN Walk round London (1709) 41 That vir

tuous Profession Mantua-making. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool

ofQuali (1809) III. 76, I must soon quit my mantuamaking
business. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. 287 The young
mantua-making school-mistresses.

Mailtuail (mae ntiwan), a. and sb. [ad. L,

ManlU(in-us t f. I\Iantua : see -AN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Mantua, a city in

northern Italy near which Virgil was born
; hence,

of or pertaining to Virgil, Virgilian. The Mantuan
MusCy Swan, Virgil.
1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 129 Still with itself compar d, his [sc.

Homer s] text peruse; And let your comment be th Mantuan
Muse. 1780 COWPEK Tahtc-t. 557 Ages elapsed ere Homer s

lamp appeared, And ages ere the Mantuan Swan was heard.

B. sb. A native or inhabitant of Mantua. The
t = Virgil.
.BY I irgil,l&amp;gt;t(colicks(i6%$}i. 0/t-,Virgil . .amongst

other Mantuans, ejected out of his Inheritance, went to
Rome for redress. 1827 G. DAKLEY Sylvia (1892) 186 Who
[sc. Milton] from the Mantuan s bleeding crown Tore the

presumptuous laurel down.

Mantyger, variant of MAXTEUAR, MANTICDKE.
t Manuable, # Ot&amp;gt;s. rare. [a. OF. manuable t

f. L. maim- hand : see -ABLE. Cf. MAMABLE.]
1. That may be handled easily.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Excrc. vii. .\ii. (1636) 665 The yard tliereof

is of so great a length, as it is not manuable in a ship. Ibid.
Most manuable, and therewith very light of carriage.
2. Ot money : ? Of handy size.

1638 Siu R. COTTON Abstr. Rcc. Tower 26 If wee marke
but of ihe great quantities from the penny downward since
H. 8. time stamped, how few remain. Whereas of all the

Cuynes from three pence upwards which are manuable (or
manuall) plenty passe still in daily payment.
Manual ^marnial), a. and sb. Forms : 5-8
manuel, (5 manuele), 57 manuell, 5-6 man-
uelle, manwell, manuale, 6-7 manuall, 6-
manual. [ad. (the earlier form through F.

manuel} L. inanttdlis pertaining to the hand
; the

neut. manuale was used subst. in class. L. for a
book-cover

,
in late L. for a handbook. Cf. Sp.,

Pg. manual^ It. manuale adjs. and sbs.]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the hand or hands; done
or performed with the hands. Now esp. of (phy
sical) labour, an occupation, etc., as opposed to

mental, theoretical.

1406 HOCCLEVH J.a J/rt/t? Regie 364 And of thy manue!
labour, as I weene, Thy lucre is ^wich, ^at it vnnethe is
^eene.

l$jp~Act 24 lien. t /f/,c. 4 Marchaundyse, made
and broughte . . into this reahne, redye wroughte by manuall
occupacion. 1393 FAI.E Dialling Aiij, Heseeching the
Lord (who hath endued you with extraordinary knoledge
in all Manuall Sciences) to finish [etc.]. 1597 A, M. tr. Guil-
Icmeaits Fr. Chirurg. 19/1 Which eradication requireth a
lotige continued manuall operation. 1675 HAXTKK (. nth.
Theot. i. 66 By manual Apprehension or Executive Elec
tion (As a man taketh a woman to wife . 1725 POPE Odyss.
xv. 338 Patron of industry and manual arts. 1804 EARL

141

i LAUDERD. Pub. Wealth (1819) 346 The superior efficacy of

the application of capital, .over the most inipiuvcd manual

dexterity. 1857 KUSKIN /W. Econ, Art Addenda 192 All

youths of whatever rank, ought to learn some manual trade

thoroughly. 1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. iv. 66, I ex

pressed my ideas by manual signs. 1868 SIR K, PHII.LIMOHI:

in Law AV/., Adm. fy Jtccl. II. 199 The second prayer-
book of Edward VI, omitted all reference to the manual

, acts, ordered in the first and last prayer-books, attending
the consecration of the holy elements.

b. Of a signature, etc. : Autograph. Chiefly in

SIGN MANUAL ;
also in obsolete phrases formed after

it, as seal m.) subscription ///., manual stamp.
1522 Extracts Abcrd. Keg. (1844) I. 101 In witne&amp;gt; of the

quhilk, we haue causit our commond seill tu bo appensit to

this present assedatioun, togidder with the subscription]
nianuel of our commissaris handis. 1563 AVA . rrivy t oniicil

Scot. I. 254 Anent the (^uenis Majesteis leiirc* past undir

hir signet and sub.scriptioun manual. 1592 SHAKS. I cn. &amp;lt;\

Ad. 516 Which purchase if thou make, for fearc f slips, Set

thy scale manuell on my wax-red lips. 1632 LITHCIOW Trav.
i. 17 Their names, and manual! subscriptions. 1644 Mtr.noN

Areop. 23 Much lesse..that it should be uncurrant without

their manual I stamp.

f c. Compute manual ( L. compntus rnanualis] :

a medieval treatise on the art of reckoning on

the hands the dates of Church feasts, etc., and

containing many mnemonic nonsense-verses. Ohs.

In the verse referred to, Adam degehat ergo cijos adrifos

(sic, the 12 syllables stand for the i-.* months.

1533 MORK Ans t . Nameless Herd. iv. viii. (1534) 207 b,

The commen verse of the compute manuell, Ergo cipkos

adrifcx.
d. Of a weapon, tool, etc. : That is used or

worked with the hand or hands. Now rare except
in manual {fire) engine as distinguished from

steam \firc] engine.
1591 Carrara*s Art Warre 184 Ye strength of then

manual weapons. 1601 HOLLAND Fliny I. 481 Of this

Sinilax are made certain manuell writing-tables. 1632 Lit n-

cow Trav. x. 433 They dehic, hollow, and turne ouer the
i ground, with manuall- .instruments. 1888 MERRYWKATHKR

Fire Brigade Handbk. ix. 98 Manual Fire Engines. . .There
is. .no bettermanual engine, .than that known as the London

Brigade pattern.

e. Mil. Manual fxcrdsc, exercise or drill in

I handling a musket or rifle.

1760 (title) New Manual Exercise As Performed by His
1

Majesty s Dragoons, Foot-guards, Foot, Artillery, Marines.
1802 C. JAMF.S Milif. Diet., Manual A.ivnnv, is the exer

cise of the musket, independent of powder and ball.

f. Manual alphabet : the finger alphabet.
Manual method , a method of instructing the

deaf which mainly employs the manual alphabet
and signs for communicating ideas, as distinguished

;
from the oral method&quot;* (Webster 1902).
2. Law. Of occupation, possession : Actual, in

|

one s own hands, not merely prospective, f Hence
of a thing possessed (see quot. 1607).
1538 tr. Littleton s Tenures (1544) sb, Of suche thynges

as a man maye haue a inanuel occupacyon [AF. rti manitcl

occupation] . possession or resceyte, as of landts, tene-

i mentes, rentes and such other. . . Hut of suche thynges that

; lye nat in manuell occupacyon [AF. en tiel manuell
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ccitf&amp;gt;&amp;lt;i-

i i7&amp;lt;w] &c. as of auouson of a church, .there he shal [etc.].

Y rj STAUNFORD AV//-V Prcrog. 54 But heruppon is there a
distinction to be made, whether that y l the king is entitled

vnto by office be a thinge manuell and whereof profit maye
i bee taken forthwith after the findinge of the office or not.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. \\. vii. (1588) 274 If he [sc. the theefe]

, take the purse in his hand, and then cut the girdle, & after-

|

ward let them fal, that wil proue him a Felon, because he

!

had a manuel possession of the purse remoued from the

|
person. 1607 COWELL Intcrf&amp;gt;r. s. v., Jlfatitu /, is a thing
whereof present profit may be made. .. And a thing nut

manuell is that, whereof no present profit may be made, but

hereafter, when it falleth. 1628 COKE On Litt. 17 Such

things whereof a man may have manuell occupation or pos
session. 1766 BLACKSTONK Coinin. II. 392 The law.. extends

this possession farther than the mere manual occupation.

f 3. Of money : = MANUABLE 2.

1638 [see MANUABLE 2],

4. That works with the hands, arch.

1658 SIR T. BROWN K Can/. Cyrus i. 93 Not only a Lord of

; Gardens, but a manuall planter thereof. 1687 Connect. Col.

Rcc. (1859) III. 407 Butchers, bakers, ..barbers, millers and
j masons, with all other manual persons. ttytdatLttXSttflirtf
\

ni.iv. (1872)204 He quite agreed with me as to the., necessity
,

and difficulty of doing something effectual for so satisfying

J

the manual multitude as not to overthrow all legal security.

1 5. Furnished with hands. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. ii. 343 Parts of the

seed do seeme to containe the Idea and power of the whole ;

so parents deprived of hands, beget manuall issues.

6. Of a book, etc. : Of the nature of a manual
;

intended to be kept at hand for reference.

1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Greek Test. Introd. 20 We
agreed to commence the formation of a manual text for our
own use.

B. sb.

1. A small book for handy use. a. In the medieval

Church, a book containing the forms to be observed

by priestsin the administration of thesncraments, etc.

(corresponding to the present Ritualc Koiiiantiin).

1431 Med. Rcc. City Cli. (E. E. T. S.) 29 Also ij Icgendes
& a manwell &. a Orclynall, c 1440 Pronrt&amp;gt;. rant. 325/2

Manuele, booke to minster wytbe the sacrarntntys, inciniuiU.

1549 Act 3 ff 4 Eiiiv. fl, c. 10 i That all liookes called . .

I Processionalles, Manuelles, . . shalbe . . abollislied. 1853
ROCK C/i. ofFathers IV. xii. 213 The Manual had in it all

)
the services that a pnrish priest has to perform.

MANUARY.
b. A concise treatise, an abridgement, a hand

book. Often used as a title tor books.

1533 {title} A booke called in latyu Enchiridion niiliti*

christiani, and in englys.ihe the manuell of the christen

knyght..made by. .Erasmus. 1565 GRAI-TON (title) A Man
uell of the Chronicles of Knglande. 1663 GKKUIEU Counsel
3 b, If in your Building, you want instructions for your
Clark; pray let him make use of his Manual. 1788 1 iui.si -

I.KY Lccf. Hist. \\. xxv. 196 The. .Speculum Sa. \\iiiicitn;,

which is an excellent nianuel of the old laws of the ancient
Saxons. 1879 FKOUDIS (. xsar w. 36 A Greek manual of the
art of war.

f* 2. Method of operating or working. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. GniHem fati s /&amp;gt;-. Chirnrg. 26 i \Vc nui-t

\M, the manuall of Chyrurgerye thervnto, ether by cutlingc
or mscJMone. 1656 tr. Valentines ll ill M. iii. 98 All

these mixed impurities can be separated from ii with arti-

licial Manuals, and with little ado it may be brought into

a perfect state.

0. Short for manual exercise : see MANCAL a. id.

1762 STICRSK Tr. Shandy \. xxxii, The corporal \\ent

through his manual with exactness. 1899 KITLING Stalky
198, I know the drill all except ihe manual.

4. t a- //. Manual tools (see A. i d) (pbs.\
b. Short for manualfire-engine*
1683 J. POYNT/, Tobago 38 MannaU with other things

necessary for Planting. 1872 Riiutlctigc s 1-lr. Hoy s Ann.
1=56/2 Manuals, .steamers, and floating batteries. 1886 . !&amp;gt; i n^ i.

h..\ ain, 8 Jan. 6/1 Steamers and manuals from all parts of

the metropolis arrived at the fire.

5. A key-board of an organ played with the

hands, as distinguished from \\\z pedals.
1852 Stinr.L Organ 33 Every organ has two . .key-boards ;

the one managed by the hands, ruid henu.1 called the

manual [etc.]. 1880 K. J. HOI-KINS in ( Irove /?/, t. Mns, II.

606/1 Thus an organ with one Manual and separate Pedal

generally has at the least one coupler Manual to Pedal .

b. In a musical instrument, a key or lever for

the hands or fingers ;
a digital ( ( cut. Diet. 1 890).

C. attrib.

1852 SF.IDKI, Organ 49 These pedal-palates have much
harder work to do than the manual-palates. Ibid. 67 A copula
which connects two manuals with each other is called a man*

ual-copula. 1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs \\. 67 There may
be. .four, or even more, manual claviers to an organ, though
there is usually only one pedal clavier. Ibid, 69 The pedal
keys. .are. .much larger than the manual keys.

Manual!sin (mze niwaliz m). rare 1

, [f.

MANUAL + -ISM.] The action or process of teach

ing by means of the manual alphabet.
1883 Auicr. Ann. Deafty Dumb Apr. 93 Go utterly voice

less through all his life, with the mental education which
manualism can at least give him.

Maiiualist (marniwalist). [f.
MANI.-AL + -JST.]

1. f a. One who works or labours \\ith the hands

(ol&amp;gt;s.}.
b. (See quot. 1 86 1.)

1592 K. IX Hyfncrotoinachia 10 b, The chiefe inuention . .

rcsteth in the . .architect, but the labour and working therof

to the vulgar and common sort of mannalists [sic] and ser-

uants to the architect. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerrey), Man-
nalist, a Handicrafts-man, or Artificer. 1861 MAVMI-.W
Loud. Labour III. 104 When I [a juggler] was in Ireland

they called me a manualist .

2. One who uses or advocates the use of the

manual method ofteaching the deaf ( Webster 1 902).
1883 Anicr. Ann. DtetffyDutiib Apr. 79 In the judgment

of most manualists there can be no question that this fai.t

alone, ofprior speech,establishes buch an important difference.

3. One who compiles a manual or handbook.

1897 Dublin Rev. July 227 It is apparently the fashion at

the present time to despise manuals and manualistB.

Maimalizatioii (maeniwal^z^ Jon). rare- 1

.

The action of using the hands.

1887 Sat. Rev. 31 Dec. Sgo A trick performed solely by
means of personal skill and dexterity of manualization is,

of course, conjuring in c.\\clsis.

Manually (.mami/tali), adv. [f.
MANUAL a. +

I.Y ^.]

1. \Vith or by means of the hand or hands ; by
the operation of the hands; by manual labour.

1471 RiPLKvCd////. Alch. Ep. ii. in Ash m. (16511) 112 Which

thyng is not wrought manually, But naturally. 1506 in

Man. Hen. VII (Rolls) 297 Both kings. .went up to ihc

high altar, and there sware upon the holy Evangelists,
canon of the mass by them manually touched. 1874 FARRAR
Christ \\\. (1884)40 And while they were occupied manu
ally, we have positive evidence that these years were not

neglected intellectually. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Divine

Worship 199 The Presbyters manually should hand each
Penitent to the Archdeacon.

2. Laiv. Personally, actually. (Cf.
MANUAL tf. 3.)

1628 CoKii On Litt. 17 That which is manually occupied,
manured and possessed.

3. \Vith regard to the hands.

1882 SALA Amer. Rcvis. (1885) 185 An obliging waiter..

facially and manually as black as the Ace of Spades.

Manuary (mcc ni//ari), a. and sb. [ad. L.

manuarittS) f. manu-s hand : sec -ARY l.j
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the hand ; performed by
or with the hands; MANUAL a. i. Also, applied
to the hands. Obs. exc. in affected use.

1576 WooLTONOir. JAiMffrt/Dvj, Artes both lyberall, and

manuary. 1579 LYLY Kit/&amp;gt;kitcs (Arb.) 158 Manuary craftes.

*599 -^- M- tr- ^tibclhoucr s Kk. rhysickc 263/2 An excellent

Handevngveiite \n other Manvarye vnctione. 1609 UP.

HAM, Holy Qbscrv. \. 9 You shall rarely finde a man eminent

in sundry faculties of minde, or sundry manuarie trades.

1612 HRINSLEV Lad. Lit. p. xv, The holy Ghost challengeth
ihe faculty euen of manuary skill to his owne gifte. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Manuary, gotten by handy labor, or that

fils ihu hand. 1860 Med. Tiiius 4 Feb. 118, 2 Agitated mis-



MANUBALIST.
tresses institute manuary inspections among the SoyerHlas
of the basement.

t 2. That works with the hands. Obs.

1652 C. B. STAFVLTON Hcrodian xin. in Then Bridges

built and Stones and Morter carry, As if he were a Work
man Manuary. 1678 CUUWORTH Jntell. Syit. I. i. g 45. 54

A subordinate instrument of the divine wisdom, and the

manuary opificer or executioner of it.

B. si.

1 1. One who works with his hands. Obs.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 197 The common
is deuided into marchauntes and manuaries generally.

,i 1656 BP. HALL Kern. m-s. (1660) 151 Gifts of tongues., and

the like, which do no more argue a right to the son-ship of

God, then the Manuaries infused skill of liezaleel and Abo-

liab could prove them Saints.

t 2. Manual work ; handicraft trade. Obs.

1581 MULCASTER Positions v. (1887) 35 Whose vse
[sc.

of

Drawing] all modelling, all mathematikes, all manuaries do

tinde and confesse to be to so notorious and so needefull.

Ibid. 197 [After the words quoted under sense i.] Mar-

chandise containeth vnder it all those which Hue .. by buying

and selling: Manuarie those whose handywork is their

ware. 1616 [see MANUBIARY sb.\.

t 3. ? An amanuensis. Obs.

1613 SIR E. HODY Coiintcr-snarley Itseemeth. .myManu
aries haste, or the Printers misprision, hath turned go into

(serf) as if the same had been continued.

1 4. A factory. Obs.

1625 in Ki-g. Friry Council Scot. Ser. n. I. 159 Py making
of societies or manuaries in all the principal! burrowis for

making of stuffes and other wairis.

[T. An alleged sense consecrated glove given

in recent Diets., is evolved from misunderstanding
of the following passage. (In the original Latin

inanuarias and the other words are adjs. agreeing
with indulgentias. )

1537 tr. Latimcr s Serin. bef.Coiaioc. Dj b, Some brought
forth .. pardons, & these of wonderfull varietie, some sla-

tionaries ..some Manuaries for handlers of reliques, sonic

pcdaries for pilgrimes.]

Manu-balist(e. Antiq. [ad. late L. type ina-

nitballista, f. L. iiiaiut-s hand + BALLI8TA ; after

arcuballista ARBALEST.] A kind of cross-bow.

1867 in SMYTH Sailor s WordJik. 467. In some mod. Diets.

t Manubial, a. Obs. rare&quot;, [ad. L. manu-

bial-is, f. inanubi-m pi., spoils of war.] Helonginj;
or having reference to the spoils of war.

1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4) Manubial, belonging to a

prey or booty, 17*1 in BAILEY. 1850iOoil.viE, Mamtlnal-

column, a column adorned with trophies and spoils.

t Manubiary, a. and sb. Obs. i-art. [ad. L.

maiiuiidrius adj., f. tiianitbi-ie (see prec.).]

A. adj. Pertaining to the spoils of war.

1658 PHILLIPS Mannbiary, belonging to the spoil or prey.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Qv/. s.v. Column, Maurtbiayy Column,
a column adorned with trophies, built in imitation of trees,

whereon the spoils of enemies were antiently hung.

B. j*. a. The trade of plunder, b. One who
lives by plunder.
1616 J. DEACON Tol-aico Tortured 65 Tobacco fumes are

able.. to transform nobilitie into gentrie, gentrie into yeo-
inallrie, . .manuarie into manubiarie, manubiarie into [etc.]

i623CoCKi.nAM Manubiarie, one that hath part of the prey.

Mauubrial (mSnifi brial)] a. Anal. [f. L.

MANUBRI-UM + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a manu-
brium (in various senses).

1835-6 Tonp Cycl. Anat. I. 282/1 This mesial process [of
the sternum in certain birds] we shall term the mamibri.il

process. 1899 Allbutl s Syst. Mcd. VI. 389 If this [the per
cussion of the heart] be normal. .then any substernal or

manubrial dulness which can be clearly defined as separate
from this must be taken as of great significance.

Manubriated (mani-bri|ned),///. a. [f. L.
ntaiuih iiit-its (f. tnanitbrium : see next) -I- -ED.]

Having a manubrium. 1890 in Century Diet.

I! Manubrium (mani-bri,! m). n. manu-
bria, manubriums. [L. manubrium a haft.]

1 1. A handle or haft. Obs.
1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. tlcch. Prqem. 14 The third

piece of this Pump, namely, the handle or manubrium.
2. Anat. and 7.ool. a. The broad upper division

of the sternum of mammals, with which the two
first ribs articulate, b. A small tapering curved
or twisted bony process of the malleus of the ear
in man and many mammals, c. A small process,
often bifurcate, at the root of the keel of the
sternum in birds, d. The lower pnrt of the mal
leus in rotifers, e. A peduncle which depends
from the roof of the gonocalyx of hydroids or of
the swimming-bell of medusa:.
1848 Qiiain s Anat. (ed. 5) I. 101 The first division of the

sternum (manubrium or handle) is broader and thicker than
the other. 1855 GOSSE in Phil. Trans. CXLVI. 426 The
inferior portion of the imilleiis, which I shall call the tiianu-

Mum, is an irregularly-curved piece [etc.]. Ibid. 427 The
mannbria move also at the same time. 1885 ROMANES Jelly.
Fisk 306 Unlike the manubriums of most of the other
Medusa: [etc.]. 1890 CHUES AiV/e/

&amp;lt;V
Gfii.Ornitlwl. 214 The

sternum, .develops in the middle line in front a beak-like

process called the rostrum or tnanitbrium.

3. Bat. A process projecting from each of the
shields forming the inner wall of the antheriditim
in characeous plants.
1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sacks Bot. 285 Fig. 198 . . 21 a

manubrium with its bead.
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Ma nucapt, v. nonce-wd. [f. med.L. manii-

,;ift-ns taken by the hand : cf. next.] trans. To

direct by a writ of manucaption.
1898 Contemf. Kn: Dec, 883 The burgess who was manu-

capted to appear at Westminster.

Manucaption (nMenfadMe-RJan).
Law. Obs. exc.

Hist. [ad. med.L. manucaptioH-cm, noun of action

f. manu ccipfre,
lit. to take by the hand ; cf.

MAINPBISE.] a. == MAINI-BISE. b. A writ direct

ing the bringing in of a person charged with a

felony, who was debarred from being admitted to

bail by the sheriff or any inferior magistrate.

1588 FKAUNCE /.aimers Log. i. xii. 55 Bailement maine-

prise or manucaption, and replevine. .they bee indifferently

used to expresse that suretie which the prisoner is to nndc.

1508 M \NWOOD Lames Foratiaw. 5(1615) 240 All pledges

and Manucaptors which haue day by their Manucaption
before the lustice of the forest. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist.

II. \v. 235 The manucaption or production of two sureties.

Manucaptor mseni/ikK pt.-u). Law. Obs. exc.

Hist. Also 7 rnani-. [a. med.L. manucaptor,

agcnt-n. f. manu capers: seeprec.] -MA1HPKBHOB.

[1523 in W. H. Turner Select. Kec. Oxford (1880) 34 As

also the goods and cattail, surtus and manucaptores.] 1581

LAMBARDG Kircn. n. ii. (1588) 109 For some forme com-

maundeth him to take sufficient manucaptors .. so that hee

will be answerable for it at his owne perill. 1620 J. WILKIN

SON Coroners ff Slterifcs 30 The principals, mamcaptors or

sureties shall make their fine. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist.

III. xx. 425 For each of them manucaptors or bailsmen were

provided.

Manncode (marnik&amp;lt;wd). [a. F. manucodc

(liuffon), short f. mod.L. manucodiata: see next.]

t a. A bird of paradise (obs.). b. Any bird of ,

cither of the genera Matiucodia and r/ionygama, \

inhabiting the Papuan region, and formerly classed

with the Birds of Paradise.

The F. manncode was originally applied to all the birds

of the old genus Manntodiata (the genus Paradisea of

I.innxus), and in this use was occas. employed by English
writers. The generic name Maiwcodia (? a misprint for

Manncodiata\ was used by Boddaert 1783 in describing a

species since discovered to belong to a distinct genus, lor

which English ornithologists adopted Boddaert s name. In

English tnanucode was then restricted to the birds of this

genus, which has since been divided into two.

1835 tr. Lesson s Voy. in fenny Cycl. IV. 422/1 The inanu-

code presented itself twice in our shooting excursions, and

we killed the male and female. 1881 Daily A e .vs 22 Apr. 2/3

The green manucode (manucodia cluilybeid).

t Manucodiata. Obs. Alsi&amp;gt;6manuoeodiata,

7manucaditc. [a. mod.L. ianuc.odiata,aA. Malay

i^jlyo JpU mdnttq dewata bird of the gods . Cf.

MAMUQUE.] A bird of paradise.
[1523 MAXIMII.IANUS TRANSYLV. Epist, D iv b, Auiculam

uero Manuccodiata appellauerunt.] 1555 EDEN Decades, etc.

229b,These Moores are of opinion that these byrdes coommc
frome the heauenlye Paradyse, and therfore caule them
Manuccodiata, that is the byrdes of god. 1613 PURCHAS
/ {fryvtawy (16x4) 538 The Moores.. call them Manucodiata,
or holy birds. 1623 COCKERAM ill, Manitcadite, the bird of

Paradise. 1691 RAY Creation l.(i&92) 147 1 he Manucodiata,
or Bird of Paradise.

t Manuduce, i . Obs. [ad. L. manu ducere to

lead by the hand.] trans. To lead, guide, direct.

1657 W. MOKICL Cocna ifitnsi KOUTJ Def. xxviii. 275 There
is nothing in the context that may incline and manuduce to

such an interpretation. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies To Rdr. i

Contemplation of the Heavens conduced to the First, and
therefore must manuduce to the Second.

t Manuducent, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L.

manft dilccnt-em, pres. pple. of manu dftdre (see

prec.).] A. adj. Guiding, directing. rare~ &amp;gt;

.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 494 The Greek Fathers, who
terme medicinal efficacious grace, the spring of this super
natural infusion . . manuducent and assistent grace .

B. sb. A guide, manuductor. rare~ l
.

1615 J. ROBINSON Maitttm. to Manuduction To Rdr., in

Cofl. Mass. Hist. .Soc. 4th Ser. I. 166 Needful it were in a

1
matter of this, .weight, that the manudiicent or bandleader,
should guide men by the plain . . way of the Scriptures.

t Manndnct, 7 . Obs. rare. [f. L. manii, abl.

of mantis hand + duct-, ppl. stem of duclre to lead.]
.trans. To lead or guide by the hand. Also^ .

1641 H. L ESTRANGE God s Sabbath 20 Adam and the suc

ceeding Patriarchs (who.. were manuducted and guided by
an inerring spirit) [etc.]. 1672 SIR C. WYVILL Triple Crmiu
164 At length, that Saint manuducts him into three or four
sorts of Purgatories.

Manuduction (nnaaMH^n). Also6man-
duccyon. [ad. med.L. iiianilductifn-ein, n. of

action f. manu duclre to lead by hand.]
1. The action of leading, guiding, or introducing;

guidance, introduction, direction.

1502 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxvii. 317 By
the meane manduccyon of thynges cor[K&amp;gt;ralles & sensyblts
a man may come unto the contemplacyon of spyrytualles.
1624 F. WHITE Kepi. 1 isher 514 Vertuous actions haue
reference (not of desert, but of disposition, and instrumental!
efficiencieornianuductionHobeatitude. 1642 SIR E. DKRING
Sf. on Kftiff. xvi. 85 Young Students, .wander for want of
manuduction. 1723 Pres. St. Russia I. 18 Well stored with
Money, but without any Instruction or Manuduction. 1872
BLACKIE Lays Might. Introd. 54 Well satisfied if he has ac

complished.. even one third of the ground over which he has

science, enabled him to forecast [etc.].

MANUFACTORY.
2. Means or instrument of guidance ;

a guide or

introduction.

1624 F. WHITE Kepi. Fisher 586 He ascribeth no more

vnto it, than to be a manuduction and guider to sauing
veritie. 1625 T. JAMES (title) A manuduction or introduc

tion unto divinitie. 1713 NELSON Life Up. Bull xvii. (1827)

84 He sent it [his book] abroad . . that it might serve as a

manuduction to the candidates of divinity.

t3. A manual process or operation. Obs.raiv .

1778 PKYCE Win. Comub. Contents iv, ii, The various

Manuductions used in dressing of Copper and Lead Ores,

f Manuductive (ni3enid#
-

ktiv),a. Obs. [ad.

L. type *mciniidiictiv-us, f. manft duclre : see

MANUDUCTION.] That leads by the hand.

1626 W. FENNEK Hidden Manna (1652) 2 There must be

a special manu-ductive teaching. 1633 AMES Agst. Cerent.

n. 151 If by accessorie worship he meaneth that which is

appointed by man.. (which his manuductive interpretation

beareth) then [etc.].

t Manuductor. Obs. [ad. L. type *manfi-

duclor-em, agent-n. from manu dficcre : see MANU-

DUCTION.] A guide, director.

1657 THORNLEY tr. Longus Daplmis ff Chloe (1893) 98 But

thou. .art kept alive and saved for us, in design to make us

happy by more helps and manuductors to our Age. 1677

GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 378 The former opinion of Satan s

taking of Christ, as a manuductor or guide, seems every

way unreasonable.

b. spec. The conductor of a band or choir.

1785 BURNEY Mas. Perform. Westm. Abb. 15 This Com
memoration is., the first instance .. of any band, at all

numerous, performing in a similar situation, without the

assistance of a Manu-ductor, to regulate the measure. 1852

HOOK Cli.Dict.,Manudnctor..was an officer who., gave the

signal to the choristers to sing,, .beat the time [etc.].

Manuductory (ma;nid-kt6ri), a. [formed
as prec. : see&quot; -OBY.] Leading by or as by the

hand
;
that leads up to or towards.

1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. Ep. Ded. 5 These are the

Manuductory Things, that Constitute an Expert and Real

Artist. 1851 CHR. WORDSWORTH Occas. Serm. Ser. n. 34

They did not recognise this, its manuductory and pro
visional character.

Manuel, -ell(e, obs. forms of MANUAL.

t Manuensisl Obs. = AMANUENSIS.

1720 [A. PENNECUTK] (title Song of Songs.. Written.. by
Solomon. .The inspired Manuensis of the Holy Ghost.

Manner, obs. form of MANURE v.

t Manufact, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. late L.

manfifocl-ns (Vul^. Acts vii. 48), f. manu, abl. of

manus hand +factus made.]
A. adj. Made with hands .

1539 Man. Prayers Y iv, We haue not the shewe bread of

the Temple, for that manufact temple and the golden table

are passed.
B. sb. The act of manufacturing, manufacture.

1690 D L RFEY Collin s Walk ill. 105 And lay the Ensigns
of their pride, Their Silken Ornaments aside ; Which would

have been a wholsome Act TVncourage Woolen Manufact.

1691 MAVDMAN Nov. Specul. 312 The Decrease of our

Wollen Manufacts.. . A great part of the Linen Manufact is

done by Women and Children.

t Manufa Ction. Obs. [n. of action f. L.

manufactre (inaau, abl. of manus hand, fat ?re to

make) to make by hand.] Manufacture.
1602 Troclain. in Morysoifs Itin. n. (1617) 263 We con-

ceiue that there wanleth as yet for a time sufficient com
modities of the growth or manufaction of this kingdome,
wherewith to maintainetraflkke. 1730 / A/7. Tram. XXXVI.
286 Thus from Castor, by a certain Manufaction, may be

prepared an Oil sweeter than that of Cinnamon.

i Maiiufactor. Obs. [agent-n. f. L. manii

faccre to make by hand : cf. MANUFACTURE.] A
manufacturer or artificer.

a 1649 DRUMM. OK HAWIH. 7.15.
/ Wks. (1711) 8 The king. .

drew unto him the best artisans and manufactors. ? 1667

SIR T. BROWNE Krnmpton I rns MUcell. (1712) 6 Inscrip

tions commonly signified . . the Name of the Artificer, or

Manufactor of such Vessels. 1812 J. J. HENRY Camp. agst.

Quebec 224 The vanilla of South America has been applied

by the Spanish manufactors of tobacco in various ways.

Manuiactorage, var. MANUF.UTURAGE.

Manufactory ,m;cnifx
4

ktori), sb. Also 7

-faotry, 7-8 -factury. [ad. L. types *manilfaft3ria,

-dritiin, f. manu facere : see MANUFACTOR and

i -ORY!.]
f 1. Something that is produced by labour. -

MANL-FACTURE 2. Obs.

a 1618 RALEIGH Cts. Trade in Kern. (1661) 186 Other

Manufactories vendible to the number ofabout one thousand.

1685 Land. Ga:. No. 2009/8 An Engine, .for Beautifying of

Cloth . . Bays and all Woollen Manufactory, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. III. vi. 56 (1740) 404 The Manufactury and Product

of England. 1776 PAISE Com. Sense (1791) 55 We ought to

view the building a fleet as an article of commerce, it beinc

the natural manufactory of this country. 1786 LADY JER.

MNGHAMin ?. /,&amp;lt;. d 896) I. 37 A very fine silver gown. It

is a new Norwich manufaclury.

t 2. The production of manufactured goods. Obs.

a 1618 RALEIGH Obs. Trade Pref. in Rcm. (1661) 164 There-

by to bring Manufactory into the Kingdome, and to set on

work all sorts of people. 1657 R. CARPENTER Astro/. 5

Mechanical, inferiour.and earthly Arts, pertaining
to Mann-

factry, were invented by Cain and hisChildren. 1762 STERNE

7V.i7i/r&amp;gt;VI.xvii,To..work the machine to the improve
ment and better manufactory of the Arts and SsieiKes.

1812 J. J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 79 All neatly and

warmly clothed in woolen, apparently of their own manu

factory. 1828 SOUIHEY Ess. (1832) II. 33 The introduction

of the linen manufactory is another instance.

fig. 1846 G. S. FABER Lett. Tractar. Sccess. 215 The
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deliberate manufactory offalsehood seems to be a regular part

of the Popish system.

3. A factory or workshop. Also with prefixed

word, as cotton, milk manufactory.
1692 LuiTKr.u. /&amp;gt;V/V/~AV/. (1857) II. 524 The queens manu-

factury in the Strand. 1817 HONK Kvtryitity Bk. II. 591

Milk manufactories usurp the place Of., dairies. 1879
Cutset?s Techn. F.tiuc. III. 130/2 If the goods are fresh from

the manufactory.

t Manufactory, a. Ols. [ad. L. type *mami-

factorins, f. inaniifaclre : cf. prec.] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of, manufacture ; engaged in manu
facture.

1630 LORD Iranians 70 Servile and manufactory men that

should serve the uses of thu world in the handicrafts. 1704
SWIFT Tale Tub 2 A Sort of Idol, who. .did daily create

Men by a Kind of Manufactory Operation. 1741 AVrr

Hattipsh. rroi . rapi-f-; (1871) p. Ixxvi, The manufactory
notes of a Combination of Persons in the other Government.

Maiiufacturable (mrenittfe ktiiirab l), a.

[f.
MANIFACTUKK v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being

manufactured.

1784 ALCHOKXE in I liil. Trans. LXXIV. 466 The bar ob

tained was no less mamifacturable than at first. 1893 Scrib-

tier s Mag. Aug. 152/1 Talent is innate and not manti-

facturable.

t Manufacturage. Ol&amp;lt;s. Also 7 -orage. [f.

MANUFACTIMIE sh. + -ACE.] Manufacture.

1665 Drni.KV Mctallutn Martis (1854* 31 I-esse profitable
to him that makes it into manufactoraKG. and lesse profitalile

tohimthatuseth it. 1686 PLnrrStqffvrwA. 162 More indeed to

the Masters profit, but less to him that has the inaimfactorage
of it. 1691 Lend. Gaz. No. 2670/4 For the Encouraging
a Brandy Manufacturage in England.

Maiiufactural (m;emfar,ktiural ), a. [f.

MANUFACTURE tl&amp;gt;. + -AL.] Pertaining to manu
facture.

1789 MORSE Amer. Geog. po
Some of our manufactural

advantages and prospects. Ibut. 91 Pennsylvania has con

fessedly taken the lead, .in manufactural improvements. 1853
S. BAILEY Disc. 77. i88t Daily Nrws 30 Aug., The next

process, and indeed the first in a manufactural sense, is that
of converting the rough timber into a state for use,

Manufacture (mrcnittfoe-ktifu), s/i. Also 7

manifacture, mannifaeture. [a. F. manufacture
(ifith c.), ad. med.L. *mannfa(lnra, f. manii

facfrt (manii, abl. of manns hand; facfre to make).
Cf. Sp. ( Pg. manufaclitra, It. manifattitraj]
1. f 8&quot; The action or process of making by hand.
1605 HACON Adv. Learn, i. vi. 2 It is not set down that Clod

said. Let there be heaven and earth,, .but actually, that God
made heaven and earth : the one carrying the style of a

manufacture, and the other of a. -decree.

b. The action or process of making articles or

material (in modern use, on a large scale) by the

application of physical labour or mechanical power.
i_6aa

BACON Hen. VII 215 This Law pointed at a true

Principle ; That where forraine materials are but Super
fluities, forraine Manufactures should bee prohibited*. For
that will either banish the Superftuitte, or gain the Manu
facture. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 477 The
custom of using sand in the manufacture of brick. 1835 UKK
Fhilos. Ulannf. I The most perfect manufacture is that which
dispenses entirely with manual labour. 1892 GAKDINEK Stud.
Hist. Eng. 8 The tin which they needed for the manufacture
of bronze.

c. A particular branch or form of productive
industry. Often with prefixed sb., as linen, woollen,
worsted manufacture.
1683 J. POYNTZ (title) The Present Prospect of the famous

and fertile Island of Tobago. With a Description of the

Situation, Growth, Fertility and Manufacture of the said
Island. 1670 SIR S. CROWE in nt/i Kef. Hist. MSS. Cainm.
App. v. 15 If that manifacture [sc. of hangings] had beene
under my charge. 1776 ADAM SMITH /f . Ar

. iv. ix. (1869) II.
262

IJy_means of trade and manufactures, a greater quantity
ofsubsistence can be annually imported. 1796 MORSK A iner.

Geoff. II. 400 The late [Portuguese] minister of state, . .found
it impracticable to raise a glass manufacture into conse
quence. 1835 URE Philos. Mann/. 33 The capitalist has

buyers and sellers, in the woollen and worsted manufactures.

d. fig. Attributed to a quasi-personified natural

agent.
1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. v. 204 The conditions to be

fulfilled by a continent, for the successful manufacture of
rivers, are [etc.],

e. Phrase. Of (home, foreign, English, etc.)

manufacture : manufactured at home, abroad, etc.

1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag:, 1 enaltiesff Forfeit. \ Goods
of the growth, production, and manufacture of Asia. 1844Mem. Babylonian P cess II. 168 Beschir sat on a handsome
chair .. of English manufacture. 1846 M^CLM.LOCH Ace.
Brit. Empire (1854) 11.35 A single article, either of domestic
or foreign growth or manufacture. 1894 Idler Sept. 130 A
small brass cannon of very antique pattern and manufacture.

f. Applied to the mechanical production or ex
ternal getting up of books.
1887 GLADSTONE in Daily News 10 Jan. 6/1 The most

interesting of all manufactures, in my judgment, is the
manufacture, apart from the production, of books. 1897
Daily efna 30 J une 6/3 A credit . . to the fine art of what the
publishers call the manufacture of books.

g. In depreciatory sense, applied to production
involving mere mechanical labour, as contrasted
with that which requires intellect. Also fig. ap
plied, e.g., to literary work of a soulless or me-

chanical kind, or to the deliberate fabrication of

false statements on a large scale for the market.
1820 CARLYLE Afisc., Germ. Playivr. (1840) II. 92 Herein

lies the difference between creation and manufacture. 1869
RISKIN O. ofAir 104 While manufacture is the work of
hands only, art is the work of the whole spirit of man. 1872

Eagle s N. 83 Ignorance discontented, and dexterous
..imitating what it cannot enjoy, produces the most loath
some forms of manufacture.

2. concr. fa. A product of hand-labour; a

person s handiwork. Alsoyi^-. Obs.

1567 N. SANDER Treat. Images viii. 72 Vet the image is

rather a manufacture, to wit, a thing wrought vpon a crea
ture by the artificers hand, then a seueral creature of it self.

1656 KARL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs AdTts.fr. Parnass. 78
Liberty may be rather said to be a Divine Manifacture,
then any humane work. 1726 Poi K Otfyss. xx. 254 Thy
manufacture, man.
altrib, 1700 DRVDKM Fables, Hands \ Philemon 14
Heav ns PowV is Infinite : Karth, Air, and Sea, The Manu
facture Mass, the making Pow r obey.

b. An article or material produced by the appli
cation of physical labour or mechanical power.
t Formerly also collect, sing.
1611 DONN-K raneg. I crses in CoryaCs Crudities. If they

stoops lower yet and vent our wares Home-manufactures, ID

thicke popular fairer 1651 HOBBI-.S Lei-iath. \\, xxiv. 127
By selling the Manifactures, whereof the Materials [etc.].
a 1715 BURNKT Own Time (1724) I. 229 The inhabitant*..

brought with them ft great deal of manufacture, which was
lying on the hands of the clothiers and others. 1725 !M:
FOK / oy. round World (1840) 276 Colchester bai/e, a coarse

rug-like manufacture. 1809 KENDALL Trav. II. xlvi. i ;-

The manufacture, of the process of which the following is

the outline, is sea-salt. 1890 Spectator 26 Apr., The com
mercial proposals were at once rejected as giving them duar
manufactures.

C. In depreciatory sense : Something produced
by mere mechanical industry, or made to supply
the demand of the market.

1871 PALGKAVR Lyr. Poems 135 The tale and the legend
were gay Manufactures well wrought for the day.

f3. Working with the hands; a manual occu

pation, handicraft. Obs.

1625 BURCJRS Pers. Tithes 7 Such as Hue vpon Trade, or
other Bargaining, or Manu-facture. 1638 Siu T. HKKBKKT
Tra-: . (ed. 2) 45 The other prophaner sort, the men of
warre and tnanifactures, have [etc.], 1647 WARD Sitttf.
Cobltr (1843) 57 L)oth it become you. .to. .take up the
Manufacture of cutting your Subjects throats ? 1660 i-o&ton

Kec. (1877) II. 156 No person shall, .occupy any manufacture
or science, till hee hath compleated 21 years of age. 1699
LISTKK Jonrn. Paris 63 A private Anatomy Kami is to one
not accustomed to this kind of Manufacture, very irksome.

f 4. A manufacturing establishment or- business ;

a factory. Obs.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xi. 35 Having seen, .the

Custom-house, the River, the Army, the Manufactures,
stores of Powder, and other particulars, .she was lodged in

a fair house. 1704 DE FOE in ist/t Rep- Hist. A/SS. Comm.
App. iv. 88 All my prospects were built on a manufacture I

had erected in Essex. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mann-
ffu:titre1

..\\SQ a Workhouse, or Place where such Works
are carry d on. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Kaynafs Hist. Indies
I. 370 The malversations that prevail in the manufactures,
magazines, docks and arsenals at liatavia.

facture (m3eni//foe ktiiu), v. [f. prec.
Cf. F. manufacturer, It. manifattarare,

med.L.

manifactn ) tire.]

1. trans. To work up ^material) into forms suit

able for use.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 81 Milk likewise altered and
Manufactur d \\t I may call it so) by the good House-Wives
Art and Industry, yields many other sorts of good Food.

1683 lirit. Spec. 13 Very fine Wool!.. but being manufac
tured into Cloth and Stuffs, is dispersed all over the World.

1727 SWIFT Pet. Colliers Wks. 1755 III. i. 131 Totally pro
hibit the confining and manufacturing the sun-beams for

any of the useful purposes of life. 1842 J. AITON Domest.
Econ. (1857) 217 The method of manufacturing milk just
described that is, of churning the whole into butter.

b. transf. To elaborate or work up (literary

material).
1761 GIBBON JriiL 4 Aug. Misc. Wks. (1796) I. 107 It may

afford such a fund of materials as I desire, which have not

yet been properly manufactured.
2. To make or fabricate from material ; to pro

duce by labour (now esp. on a large scale).
1755 &quot; JOHNSON. 1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) II. 1015/1 Of

the bark, .of a tree which they ca\\p0erou they manufacture
excellent matting. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 25 We
cannot manufacture any goods unless we have some matter
to work upon.

b. transf. Said of natural agencies.
1876 RRISTOWE Th. iff Pract. Med. (1878) 876 The liver,

besides manufacturing bile, is an organ for (etc.]. 1899 -4//-

butfs Syst. Med. VIII. 464 Poisons manufactured within
the system can act in a similar manner.

3. fig. In disparaging sense : To fabricate , in

vent fictitiously; also, to produce (literary work,
etc.) by mere mechanical industry.
1762 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) IV. no The speech is

evidently manufactured by the historian. 1771 yimius
Lett. 1. 259 He seems to manufacture his verses for the sole
use of the hero. 1777 HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 512
Prisoners .. know very well how to manufacture stories

calculated to serve the purposes of the side they belong to.

1876 TREVEI,VAN Macattlay I. ni. 134 He was fond of setting
himself to manufacture conceits resembling those on the
heroes of the Trojan War. 1880 Manch. Guard. 15 Dec.,
The numerous outrages which have been reported, many of
which he declared were manufactured . 1902 B. L. GII.DER-
si.Etvt in AtHtr, Jrnl. Phlloi. XX111. 449 The ancients

1 manufactured a hostility between Homer and Hesiod, Pin
dar and liakchylides, Aischylos and Sophocles.
4. intr. To permit of being manufactured.
1763 Museion Ritsticitm I. ia The flax thus managed

dresses and manufactures much better.

Manufactured (mEeiw/foe ktiiud), $*/, a. [f.

MANTFACTUKE v. + -FI&amp;gt; i.]

1. Fabricated from raw material.
1680 W. LOVE in Deb. Pa&amp;gt;lt, (1681) 63 And it cannot be

expected,that the Indiansshould grow weary, ofexchanging
their Manufactured Goods for our Gold and Silver. 1776
ADAM SMITH // . A*, iv. ix. (1869) II. 263 A trading and manu
facturing country naturally purchases with a small pan i,t&quot;

Its manufactured produce, a great part of the rude prodiue
of other countries. 1885 Athenjfnm 17 Oct. 500, 2 [The] ag^
..brings manufactured articles to every man s door.

2. Fraudulently invented or brought into existence.
1866 Totnes Elect. Comm.,Min. Evid. (1867 ) 77 They wcrs

manufactured vote-;. lyy^DailyChren. 24 Feb. 5/5 A mure
manufactured and baseless claim was never set up.

Manufacturer (mseni//fa; ktiuraj). [f. MAXU-
FACTUHK v. + -KR l

. Cf. I
1

. MaMt/artitrit r. ]

(* 1. An artificer, an operative in a manufactory.
1719 W. WOOD Sun 1

. Trade 312 Those who differ fi.nn

the Established Church are generally of the lowest K;uik,
Mechanicks, Artificers and Manufacturers. 1776 Ai&amp;gt;\ .

SMITH // . N. I. x. I. (iS6y) I. 107 The wages of muthaiiics,

artificers, and manufacturers should be somewhat higher
than those of common labourers. 1812 den. ///.v/. in Ann.
l\f&. 38 The distresses which had driven the p Mir niami-
facturers [ofNottingham] to acts ofoutrage. 1849 M A* u i \\

Hist. Eng. iii. (1858) I. 433 A shilling a day was the- pay to

which the English manufacturer then [in 1680] thought
himself entitled.

2. One who employs workmen for manufacturing :

the owner of a manufactory.
1752 Hi ME Ess. cV Treat. (1777) II. 95 A manufacturer

reckons upon the labour of his servants. 1832 HAKBAGIC
Econ. Mdintf. xiii. (ed. 3) 121 The magnitude of the order
made it \\oith his while to turn manufacturer. 1901 Daily
.\V;cj 22 Mar. 3/2 It is the duty of a manufacturer to char^r
the highest price he can get.

b. \\ith qualifying word, as cloth,fannc! maun-

fa&amp;lt;
tit rer.

1842 liisrnoFF ll oottt H Mann/. II. 120 John Nussey, doth
manufacturer, Hirsta), Yorkshire. . .Jacob Tweedale, flannel

manufacturer, Rochdale.

3. transj. andy/^.
1802 J. RITSON Anc, Eng. Mt tr. Rom. I. p. cix, In what

manner thi:&amp;gt; ingenious editour conducted himself in tliU

palch d up publication vvil be evident from the following

parallel, winch may be useful to future manufacturers in

this line. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Xapoleon Wks. (linhn!
I. 378 The men of letters he slighted; they were manu
facturers of phrases .

Hence Manufa cturess, a female manufacturer,
or the wife of a manufacturer. Alsoy^f.
1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 657 Bmklresses of the lofty

rhyme ,
or manufacturesses of fancy goods in verse. 1881

M. A. LEWIS Tii O Pretty G. III. 14 A good-humoured
homely body, as far as po.-sible removed from the typical
rich manufacturess.

Manufacturing (maeniwfse ktiuriq), vbl. s/&amp;gt;.

[-ING!.] The action of the vb. MANUFACTURE.
1690 CHILD Disc. Trade 178 Where there is little Manu

facturing, .. the profit of Plantations, viz. the greatest part
thereof will not redound to the Mother-Kingdom. 1757
FOOTE Author i. Wks. 1799 I. 134, I have a larger cargo of

my own manufacturing. 1865 Morn. Star 3 May, The
roasting of ore and the manufacturing of arsenic. 1893
A thcnseum 23 Sept. 412/2 The mere manufacturing of poetry.
attrib. 1834 PEKL in Croker Papers (1884) 24 Mar., Those

gave the most reluctant votes whose Constituencies were
most of a manufacturing character. 1896 Daily Neivs 13 Jan.

7/5 Gas and manufacturing fuel and all kinds of coke are

selling freely.

Manufacturing (mgenii/fjc-ktiurirj , ///. a.

[-ING 2.] Engaged or concerned in manufacture.

1774 J. TUCKER Four Tracts Contents i, A rich manu
facturing Country. 1776 [seeMANUFACTURED i]. 1825 McCui.-

LOCH Pol. Econ. ii. i. 72 Labour, is said to be agricultural,

manufacturing, or commercial. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. /-*,
IV. 127 Throughout the country, but especially in the

capital, in the seaports and in the manufacturing towns.

A name for several Australasian trees and shrubs

of the genus Leptospermum (N.O. Myrtacc\
which yield a very hard, dark, close-grained and

heavy wood, and an aromatic leaf sometimes em

ployed as a substitute for tea : a. Red manuka of

New Zealand, l.eptospermitm scopariitm. b. White
manuka of New Zealand, L. ericoides. C. Manuka
ofTasmania (Tea tree), L. lanigerum. Also attrib.

1840 J. S. POLACK Mann. N. Zealanders II. 258 This

wood, called by the southern tribes Manuka, is remarkably
hard and durable. 1851 MRS. WILSON Atw Zealand 46

Manuka, a very hard dark closegrained and heavy wood.

attrib. 1875 WOOD & LAPHAM Watti*ffor Mail 38 A tit

of deal board, fastened on a Manuka pole.

Manul (ma-nul). [Said by Pallas to be a

Kirghiz word.] A cat, Felis mamtl^ native of the

steppes of Siberia and Tartary.
1871 Casseirs Nat. Hist. II. 59 The Manul seems to re-

place the common Wild Cat in Northern Asia.

Manument, variant of MANYMEXT Sc. Obs.

t Mamimisable, a- Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

MANU-
MISE v. + -ABLF,.] Capable of being released from

a burden or obligation.
773 Gent I. Mag. XLIII. 76 Copyholds, .may be au-

nihilated by making them manumisable, upon paying ;\

certain number of years tents.



MANUMISE.

t Manumise, mauumiss,
-

. Obs. Forms:

6-7 manumiss(e, manurnyse, mannumise, 6-9

manumise, 7-9 manumize. [f.
L. mannnnss-^

ppl. stem of manumittfre to MANL-MIT. The form

mannmise arises from assimilation to commise,

premise , promise] = MANUMIT v.

1523 FITZIIF.RB. Surv. 26 b, It were a charytable dede..to

manumise them that be bonde. 1581 J . foULHadd&?S AM*U&amp;gt;.

Osor. 147 Mans Freewill .. beyng manumysed .. by Gods

grace. i6a8 COKE On Lift. \. 137 b, If a villeine be manu-

mised. 1637 GILLKSPIE Kng. Pop. Cerent. Ep. lib, J hey
manumisse and set free the Simony,, .of some of their owne

named Dick, formerly a slave to Mr, d Harriette, but

afterwards manumised, ..has disappeared. 1812 bOUTHEY
Omniana I. 321 Neither is it uncommon for the^men

slaves

to purchase and manumi/e their wives, 1819 G. S. FAHF.K

Dispensations (1823) II. in The dead are no longer the

object of God s.. moral government, being manumised or

set free from it as a slave was manumised or set free from

the service of his master.

Hence tManumised///.fl.,tManumising7 / /..r/ .

1541 PAYNEL Catiline xxxii. 51!), P. Umbrenus, a man

manumised. 1579-80 XOKTH Plularcht
Pitblicola (1595) &quot;

The perfect manumissing and freeing of bondmen, is called

I lndktii. 1624 [T. SCOTT] Lwfutn. XtthcrL \\\irrc 25

Kxhort you them to proceed as they are best able, .for the

preservation and manumising of their owne lives and liberty.

1627 HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 420 The daughter of a manu-

missed slave. 1796 STEDMAS Surinam I. i. 17 Two black

soldiers, manumized slaves.

s,.^- Oh. [ad.L. m(inumiss-its t \&amp;gt;z..

pple. of waw;7/*///;v to MANUMIT.] A freed slave.

1658 HKOMHALL Ttvat. Specters i. 12 Trallianus a Manu-
misse of the Emperour Adrian.

manumission ^mraiiwmi Jan). Obs. exc. llisi.

[a. F. manumission, ad. L. maintmission-em^G\m
of action f. L. mamlmittere : see MANUMIT z

.]

I. The action of manumitting, or the fact of being
manumitted ;

formal release from slavery or servi

tude; an act or instance of this.

Charter, deed, letter, writ of manumission*, a writu-n

grant of personal freedom by a feudal superior ; alsoy?&amp;lt;-

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 89 The peple of Parthia..

amonge whom seruauntes be habundante, for the! haue not

their manumission. 1523 FIT/HI-.KB, Sun . 26 Many noble

men.. haue made to dyuers of the sayd bonde men manu
missions. 1591 LAMBAKUE Archcion (1635) 108 That Great

Charter of the Liberties of England, (which I may call the

first Letters of Manumission of the people of this Realms
[etc.]). 1610 WII.I.F.T ffexapla Dan. 178 The manumission
and deliuerance of the lewes. 1625 MASSINGKR Afsw Way
Epil., Nor we, Nor he that wrote the Comedie, can be free

Without your Mannumission. 1628 COKF. On Litt.% 204. 137
Manumission is properly when the Lord makes a deed to

his villeine to enfranchise him by this word (Manumit-
tere) which is the same as to put him out of the hands and

power of another. i658CLKVKLAND Rustic Atafftyfaui/Wlu*

(1687)480 Li-ster sends on Embassy. .the Lord Morley..
to obtain Charters of Manumission, and Pardon. 1737 J.
CHAMBEKLAYNE St. (it. Brit. i. in. v. 182 Servants in the

Saxon Times were properly Slaves, and very many Instances

of their Manumissions are still extant. 1766 BI.ACKSTOSK
Coiinn. II. vi.94 Villein* might be enfranchised by manu
mission, which is either express or implied : express, as

where a man granted to the villein a deed of manumission.

1796 MORSE A mer. Ceog.l. 231 Societies for the manumission
of slaves. 1827 POLLOK Course T. vn, The writ of manu
mission, signed By God s own signature. 1862 TKOLLOPK

Orley J1 . x. (ed. 4) 69 He had been no Old Bailey lawyer,

devoting himself to the manumission of murderers.

attrtt. 1894 H. GARDKNKK U*toff\ Patriot 97 When the

manumission papers came, Katherine sent LeKoy..to tell

the negroes to come to the big house .

b. tramf. andyS^.
1549 COVKKDALE, etc. Erasiii. Par. i Tint. 16 They are

set ;it lybertye by manumission from the lordeshyp of synne.

&amp;lt;ri645
HOWELL Lett. (1655) IV. xix. 45 Languages by a re

gardless adoption of som new words, and manumission of

old do often vary. 1779-81 JOHNSON L, / .,
Addison Wks.

III. 82 It is not unlikely that Addison was first seduced to

excess by the manumission he obtained from the servile

timidity of his sober hours.

Ti c. Misused for
*
initiation.

1596 Hk&w.Saffron-ivaideii K4b Vpon his first manumU-
siun in the myslerie of Logique, because he ubsei ifd Krgo
was the. .driu n home stab of the Syllo^lsmc, hee [etc.].

&quot;t&quot;

2. Graduation, laureation. St. (V j.

1604 in CRAUFI-BIJ Hist. Unit , Edin. 62 The I rimar calling
the candidates before him,..performeth the ceremony, by
imposition of an bonnet (the badge of manumission) upon
the head of every one of the candidats.

Maimmi Ssive, a. Civil Law. ff. L. manii-

miss-, ppl. stem of Manfnnittereto MANUMIT + -IVH.

Concerned with manumitting.
1871 POSTF. Gains i. 82 Acquisition of manumissive capacity.

t Manumit, sb. Obs. [f.
MANUMIT v. (?as if

pa. pple.).] A freed bondman.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 276 Effected by the labor of twenty

thousand manumitts.

Manumit (ni3eni7/rm t),z&amp;gt;. [ad. L. manumitt-

Zrg) ante-class, mann emittere^ lit. to send iwrth from

one s hand*, i.e. from one s control. Cf. OK.
manumetre^ manumitcr, Sp. mannmitir^ It. mano-,

munimettere]
1. trans. To release from slavery ;

to release from

bondage or servitude ; to set free.

1432-50 tr. Higdtn (Rolls) VI. 283 But tin s Kenulphus..
manumitte this kynge at the hieawter. ( 1538 LELAND Itin.

II. 55 One of the Erles of Cornewalle hering them secretly

144

to lament their state, manumittid them for Mony. 1590

SWINBURNE Testaments 196 If the testator do make his owne

villeine executor, he doth manumit, .his villeine from bond

age. 1649 JI:R. TAYLOR &amp;lt;7C. Exemp. n. Disc. ix. io3 Christian

masters were not bound to manumit their slaves, a 1671

].n. FAIRFAX Mem. in Arb. Garner VIII. 574, I thought lit

to manumit the Lord Capel, the I,ord Norwich, &C. over to

the Parliament. 1757 ButlxAMlffm. Kng. Hist. II. 11. Wks.

X 267 The clergy.. manumitted their new vassals. 1840

Por. Gold JJiiff Wks. 1864 I. oj An old negro, called Jupiter,

who had lieen manumitted, before the reverses of the family.

b. transf. andy^r
.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trim. I ? b, My hand and my knife

shall manumit nice out of the horrour of minde I endure.

1598 MARSTON Pyginal. etc. Rcactio 66 Come, manumit

thy plurnie pinion/And scower the sword of Eluish cham

pion. 1644 -k. STAPYI.TOX Juvenal vi. 523 The Matron of

the wheele in councell sits, \Vhuse needle now her Lady
manumits. 1653 GAL- OEM Ilierasf. 27 Striplings, .which

have but lately been manumitted from the rod and ferula.

1877 SPAKHOW St nn. iv. 43 A bondage to Satan, from which

none can manumit us but the Son.

al-sol. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 667 Happy Day ! that

breaks our Chain ; That manumits ; that calls from Exile

home. 1880 MCIKHKAD Gains i. 36 It is not every man
who pleases that can manumit.

f 2. To graduate or confer a degree upon. Sc. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1607 in CHAI FURD Hist. I m . . F.dhi. 65 The 2oth class . .

were manumitted with the magisterial! dignity, some 27 in

number. 1635 il id. 126 The 471(1 class . . were solemnly
manumitted in the lower hall of the Colledge.

Hence Manumi tted, Manumrtting ///. ntf/s.

Also Manumi tter, one who manumits.

1616 HOLVDAY Fersins v. 214 Knowst thou no other Master,

but he whom The Manumitting rod did free thee from?

1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne (1711) I. xxiii. 159 A mean
manumitted slave. 1693 W. BOWLES in Dryden s Juvenal
v. (1697) 108 At last thou wilt .. receive the manumitting
Blow On thy shav d slavish Head. 1863 WHYTE MM.VIM.K

Gladiators I. 55 These manumitted slaves were usually

bound by the ties of interest. 1865 MOZLEV Mirac. vii. 145

The Church was the great manumltter and improver of the

Marmmotive (m3enimu-tiv),a.
rtbl. of maims hand + MOTIVE a.] Of a vehicle :

Propelled by mechanism worked by hand.

1831 Mechanics Mag. XIV. 389 Some communications iir

the &quot;Magazine on manumotive carnages. 1889 Spectator 12

Oct., Steam-carriages, ..and manumotive cars.

Mamuuotor (msenumtfto tM). [f.
I- manu,

abl. of inaniis hand + MOTOR.] A carriage pro

pelled by mechanism worked by hand.

1844 [see PEDOMOTOR]. In recent Diets.

Manuple, obs. f. MANIPLE.

t Manuporter. Obs. rare&quot;, [f. L. manii

by hand +portare to carry + -En : cf. POUTKR J/
.J

One who carries by strength of hand.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury III. 71/2 The Manuporter is him

that bears or carries any thing by strength of hands ; and

such are Packing Porters.

Maiiuprisor. Obs. [Altered form of MAIN-

PRI.SER, after L. manii, abl. of matins hand.] =

MAINPERNOB.
1695 KESNF.TT Far. Antiij. ix. 419 The said Sir Eubulo. .

was Maiiuprisor or Security for Hugh Spencer. 1710 J.

HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Mann-prisor, one who was Bail-

pkd^i: ur Security for another Person.

Mauurable fmanifi^Tab n, a. Also 7 mayno-
rable, maniorable (corruptly for *mainorable;,
manureable. [f.

MANURE v. + -AIILK.]

f 1. Law. Admitting of being held in corporeal

possession. Obs.
1628 COKK On Lift. 47 If a man demiseth the vesture or

herbage of his land, he may reserue a rent, for that the thing
is maynorable. Ibid. 142 A Rent seruice cannot be reserued

out of any inheritance but such as is manuralile, whereinto

the Lord may enter and take a distresse, as in Lands and

Tenements, Reuersions, Remainders, and as some haue

said, out of the herbage of lands. 1767 CO.MYNS Digest s.v.

rieader C 35 If he allcdges Seisin of Things manuralile, as

of Lands, Tenements, ..&c. he shall say [etc.]. IfofThings
not manurable, as of an Advowson &c. he shall say [etc.].

1 2. Of land : That can be worked or cultivated.

1630 A . Johnsoifs Kingd. fy Comnr.i . 544 The residue,

except the sand, is made manurable, either for feeding of

|

Cattell or Camels, a 1676 HALE De Jure Marls i. vi. in

i //argrave s Tracts (1787) I. 26 For the most part the lands

covered with these fluxes are dry and maniorable. 1756 P.

BROWNE Jamaica n They laid a tax of five shilling
|&amp;gt;

-r

acre on all manurable lands that should not be forthwith

opened and cultivated.

3. That can be manured or fertilized.

I 1828-32 in WFHSTEK ; and in later Diets.

t Maiiirrage. Obs. rare. [f. MANURE v. +
-AGE. Cf. OF. manonvragr.] Occupation or cul

tivation of land.

1586 WARNF.R All&amp;gt;. Eng. HI. xiv. (1589) 56 Now, of the

Conquerour this Isle had liiutame vnto name, And with his

Troianes Brute began manura^e of Iht- same. 1796 .17&amp;lt; ,rV&amp;gt;&quot;

t lifllr. er 107 No one . . should l&amp;gt;e allowed to work on the

! farm, while under my course of manurage.

BEaniiran.Ce (miniu Tans). Also 5 menur-

ance, mannerance, (&amp;gt; manuraunce. [f.
M.vNi RK

;
7 . + -ANCE.]
1. Tenure, occupation (of land or other property) ;

control, management. Now only in Law.
1468 t aston Lett. II. 331 Dischargyng hym utterly of the

menurance, occupacion, and receyt of the revenue/. 1468

; Rolls o/ 1 arlt. VI. 231/2 Accions for th occupacion aud

MANURE.
mannerance of any of the seid premisses. 1338 FITZHERB.

yust. Peas 1 16 b, Meses landes or tenementes in theyr owne
manuraunce and occupacion. 1604 Stiff I. Masse Priests i.

B 3, How can they delight in peace and order and good
manurance of the countrey? 1716 AVLIFFE Panrgm 508 So

long as the land continued in the Manurance of the Religious

Persons themselves.

2. t Cultivation (of land), tillage (ot&amp;gt;s.}
; manuring.

57* J.JoNES /lathes Iluckstone Ded. 2 Men liuing on the

fruits of the Earth, without any manurance, as beasts.

1630 KisnoN Sutj . Devon I (1810) 15 It is subject to

thorns and briers, (if manurance did not prevent it). 1760
Hi RN Eccles. Law (1797) III. 210 [To] buy and sell corn

taneously or by manurance. 1854 THORF.AU H alden vii.

(1863) 177 See if they will not grow in this soil even with

less toil and manurance.

t b. fig. Cultivation or training (of the character

or faculties). Obs.

1594 CARKW Huartes Exam. Wits xiv. 242 The Turks

..caused the Vniuersitie of Athens to passe vnto Paris...

And ^thus through want of manurance) so many gallaiit wits

. .are vtterly perished. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xix. 2

The culture and manurance of minds in youth hath such

a forcible.. operacion, as [etc.]. 1615 J. IKKE Myst. SelJ-

deceit 46 We should be loath to trust a Beare or Wolfe. .

though by culture and manurance in their youth, their

inborne fiercenesse be somewhat mitigated.

Manure (maniuou) ,
si&amp;gt;. Also 6 menar, maner,

-oure, maynor, -ure, 6-7 meanc\u)r, 7 manier,
manner, [f.

MANURE v.

Stressed aia aure as late as 1784, though tnann rc occurs

in Dryden. Some mod. dialects have (mae na-i).]

1. Dung or compost spread over or mixed with

soil to fertilizejt.

1549 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 41 The

seyde College dothe..laye ther mucke and meanor..apon
the foreseyde common grene. 1579 Xottinghant Rec. IV.

190 Wee present Jhon Broune (iji/.) for layinge menar in

they strett. 1598 Bp. HALL Sat. v. i. 59 Tho many a lode

of Marie and Manure led, Reuiu d his barren leas, that earst

lay dead. 1651 Manch. Court I.eetRec. (1887) IV. 53 Thomas

Millington hath made a trespas vpon M Hallywell by

laieinge manier. .vnto her frceehold in St. Mariegate. 1664

EVELYN Sylvti (1679) 10 To barren ground with toyle large

meanour add. 1697 DRYDEN / irg. Gcerg. n. 475 In depth of

Earth secure Thycover d Plants, and dung with hot Manure.

1760 BROWN Compl. Farmer 11. 3 The best manure for

meadows is the bottom of hay-mows and hay-stacks. 1784

COWPF.R Task 111.517 The warm and genial earth that hides

The smoking manure, and o erspreads it all. 1858 GI.KNNY

Card. Every day Kit. 56/2 The runners are to be planted out

in beds of rich manure.

f2. The action of manuring&quot;; cultivation. Obs.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 154 As to the manure of it, some sow
but two bushels on the Statute Acre. 1696 WHISTON Th.

Earth iv. (1722) 352 The Toil, Tillage and Manure of the

Husbandman, .must have been in the Primitive state very
facile.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1766 Mnscvm Rnsticum VI. 32 The five-cpultered,

or.,

manure-plough. 1831 Scoreby Farm Rep. 27 in Libr, Usef.

Kin&amp;gt;-.i l. Htish. Ill, The manure-hill should be made in a

compact form, ami banked up square. 1844 H. STEPHENS A X-.

Farm 1 1. 648 The profits of the manure-dealer must \x much
greater than those of the farmer. 1865 Florisfs Jtnl. 10

Water them freely with manure water, made with decayed

sheep s dung. 1887 SptctatorK Oct. 1342 The manure-heap

[was] removed to a reasonable distance.

Manure (maniu&amp;gt;.i),
v. Also 5 maynoyre,

manour, maynour(e. memire, manner, 6 man
ger, manar, -or, 7 mannure. [a. AK. mayii-

ffi ercr to work with the hands = OF. manonvrer :

see MANIKUYRK v.]

fl. trans. To hold, occupy (land, property) ; to

have the tenure of; to administer, manage. Obs.

n 1400-50 A/f.raaiter 837 (Dubl. MS.) All
(&amp;gt;e

marche of

massydon he manours clene. 1430-31 Rolls of I arlt. IV.

385/2 The saide tenauntz and lond holders dar not inhabite,

maynour nor occupye the saide Touii. 1457 PetUtl Charters,
etc. (1872) 1 19 The gud wif sal niannor thirthyngystiwil scho

lelis. a 1577 SIR ! . Sxntt Commit. . Eng. I. xxiv. (1-^9)4; I o

S[K .ike of the Common wealth, .of England, it is goucrnod,
administered and manured by three sortes of per-... us. 1581

PETTIF. Gnazzo s Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 148 b, They cannot

manner their children well, vnlesse they haue a rod in their

hand. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies His!. .SVirf. I. IV. 208 To
the Britanis delyuering it [the kingdome] to manure and

inhabite IL. Kritauuhque incolendiim ti;i,iidit\. i6i8COKK

On 1. itt. 17 That which is manually occupied, manured and

possessed. 164$ MILTON Ttlrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 231 (Matt,
xix. 8) Christ only told us that from the beginning it was not

so ; that is to say not su as the Pharises manur d the busines.

t b. To inhabit (a place). Also absol. Obs.

c 1595 CAPT. WVATT A . Dudleys Voy. II . ln,i. (Hakl.

Soc.) 16 Not marveilinge that he founde noe inhabitante

nianuriiige in that uninhabitable desarte. 1698 KRYKR Ace.

/:. India .y I . 67 Beyond it is Parell . . to which appertains

Siam, manured by Columbeens, Husbandmen.

f2. To till, cultivate (land). Ol&amp;gt;s.

! a 1400 Morte A rtli. 2507 A inede . . Mawene and un-made,

..and all her land to be mannered. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kinrd.

ffComtmv. (1603)231 Hee manurcth his owne fields with his

owne slaves and cattle. 1671 tr. Frrjus
1

I oy. Mintritaitia. .

28 We saw all the Countrey manured and green. 1700 ASTRY
tr. Saavedra-Faxardo II. 148 A barren Sand, not capable
of being manur d by either Spade or Plow. 1741 C TKSS

POMFRET Corr. (1805) III. 250 A beautiful vale, inhabited,

I manured, and planted. 1774 UOLOSM. Nat. Hist. (1770) III.



MANURED.
i6r He is at the trouble neither of manuring his grounds,
nor bringing in his harvests.

f-
b. To cultivate, train, rear (a plant). Obs.

163* SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Mathieit s Unhappy rrosfieritie

259 Omitting nothing in the sollicitous care of exact educa

tion, by manuring her as a plant. 1639 FI I.LF.R Holy \\ ar\\.

xi. (1840) 64 Who like a nut tree must be manured by beating.

1753 CHAMBBWI CycL Snpp, s.v. Oostt
The people who

manure hops.

t c - J*g* with retention ofthe literal phraseology.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. iv. xiv. (1634) 633 The worde

of God., if it light upon a soul manured with the hand of the

heavenly spirit, it will bee most fruitfull. 1645 Z. J ovn/iWr
Songs in ZioifsFlowers (1855) App. 13/1 Manure your heart

with diligence, and in it sow good seed.

fd. To cultivate, train (the body or mind, etc.X
c 1540 tr. Pol, f trg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 36) 10 Those

Scotts which inhabit the southe, beinge farre the beste parte,
are well manured. 1607 J. CARPENTER P/aine Mans Plough
9 O Father.. manure our worke without, and prepare our
mindes within. 1641 MILTON Ani)nadv.-&amp;gt;C\\\. WKS. 1851 111.

229 It is. . his own painful 1 study, .that manures and improves
his ministeriall gifts, a 1781 K. CHAI.LONER Medit. (1843) I.

24 To manure you .. with his word, his graces, and bis

sacraments.

fe. To practise, devote oneself to. Obs.

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Sett. I. 10 Thay manure

Justice [L. institiam colnnf\.

3. To enrich (land) with manure; to apply manure
to; to supply with fertilizing material.

1599 NASHE .&amp;lt;/. Stuff^ Retailing theyr dung to manure
landes. 1601 ? MARSTON PtuqitilQ Kath, i.ggOnely to scrape
A heape of muck ; to fatten and manure The barren vertues
of my progenie. a 1653 GOLT.E Coinnt, Ileb. xiii. 20 Sheep
are in every thing profitable. Their wool and skin for cloth

ing, ..their dung for manuring ground. 1680 DODWF.LL On
Sanchoniathon (1691* 109 The Slime it brought along with it,

manured the Land for Corn. 1703 MOXON Mtch. Kxerc. 242
Lime also is useful . . to Manure Land with. 1713 AnnisoN
Caff ii. i, The Corps of half her Senate Manure the Fields
of Thessaly. a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 571 The
land was inclosed, drained, and manured.
absol. (Jig.} 1851 THACKKRAY Eng. Hum. Wks. (Piogr.

Ed.) II. 483 He had not worked crop after crop from his

brain, manuring hastily, sub-soiling indifferently.

b. To spread or spill like manure, nonce-use.

1591 Kvn Sol. ff Pers. \. v, 36 So many valiant liassowes

slame, Whose bloud hath bin manured to their earth.

f4. a. To work upon with the hand; to work

up = MANo:rvKE v. Obs.

1431 in Madox Formul. Anglic. (1702)331 John has selled
..alle the Undenvodde . . to hewe, kutte downe, occupie,
brynne, and maynoure, and lede away. .unto the ends of
foure yere. 1575 LANKHAM L,-t. 50 Horn, .being neyther so
churlish in weyght az iz mettall ; nor so froward and brytl
too manure, az stone.

fb. To manoeuvre (a ship). Obs.

15698111 J. HAWKINS Voy. Gttynca^A fin.,We were scant lye
able to manure cure ship.

Manure, obs. form of MANOR.
Manured (manifKid),///. a. [f. MANURE v.

+ -ED!.] fa. Cultivated, tilled ; (of plants) Cul

tivated as opposed to wild* (obs.). b. Dressed
with manure or other fertilizer.

1551 TURNER /ferta/i. K.i, It growethinrankeand manored
groundes. 1562 Ibid. \\. 80 The gardin or sowen or manered
carot. 1596 NASHE Saffron ll alden 102 A dampe (like the
smoake of a Cannon) from the fat manured earth, .(being the
buriall place of fiue parishes). 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 155
Manured bastard Saffron. 1746-7 HKKVKVJftm/, (1818) 146
If God* seal up the bottles of heaven ..the best manured
plot becomes a barren desart, 1797 Kncycl. Brit. fed. 3) II.

384/1 Antndo. . . i. The phragmitis, or common marsh reed.
..2. The debax, or manured reed. 1896 A Whuffs Syst. Med.
1.763 It [the tetanus bacillus].. is especially associated with
the stable and with manured fields.

IManureless,&quot;. Obs. rare- 1

. [-LESS.] With
out * manure* or cultivation.

595 T. WILLIAMS in Chapman OfitTs Bang. Sense To
Author, Vngratefull Farmers of the Muses land, That.. Let
it manureles and unfenced stand.

t Manureiuent. Obs.
[f. MANURE v. -f

-KENT.] Cultivation (///. and }%.).
a 1639 WOTTON Snm. Ednc. in Rettq. (1651) 319 The

manurement of Wits is like that of Soyles. 1707 J. ARCHDALE
Descr. Carolitia 9 Its natural Fertility and easy Manure-
ment, is apt to make the People incline to Sloth.

Mannrer (niamuVraa). [f.
MANURE ?-. + -ER i.]

One who manures ; t a cultivator, tiller ; an occu

pier of land (obs.) ; a fertilizer of land. lit. andyf^.
1560-1 ist Bk. Discipl. Ch.Scot. via. (i 836) 53 The labourers

and manurers of the ground. 1569 Act n Eliz, in Bolton
Stat. Irel. (1621) 301 That the inhabitants, manurers, or occu-
pyers of the same doe beare..such charges [etc.], 1607
HIERON Wks. I. 233 He is .. the continuall dresser and
manurer of His church. 1705 EOSMAN Guinea 16 A Land
which yields its Manurers as plentiful a Crop as they can
wish. 1829 E. JESSE Jrtil. Nat. 340 This animal [the earth-
worm) destined to be the natural manurer of the soil.

Mannrial maniu -rial), a. [irreg.f.MAXUREj^.
+ -IAL.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of manure.
1861 Chemical News IV. 184 Sewage, .retaining its manu-

rial qualities. 1884 F. J. LLOYD Sci. Agric. 151 Sawdust
rtsett possesses no manurial value..

(maniu^rirj), vbl. $b. Forms: see
the vb.

[f. MANURE v. + -ING*.] -fa. Occupation,
tenure, tb. Cultivation, tillage. C. Fertilization

by means of manure ; -f- occas. toner. = manure.
1436 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 500/1 Fermours, and other men

tr
U
f
Syn menurVng of lond. 1550 J. COKE Eng. $ Fr.

Heralds 204 (1877) 116 Parte of them may be put to tylth,
manuring and habitacion. 1577 B. GOOGE ffereslactfsHush

VOL. VI,

145

| if. (1586) 80 Couer It either with olde doung, or with the

i
newest of any other kind of mannering. 1667 MII.TON /*. L.

i iv. 629 Yon flourie Arbors, yonder Allies green.. That mock
! our scant manuring. 1736 SHF.I.VCKTKE I oy. round World
no Almost every family have all the necessaries of life of
their own manuring and feeding. 187* VF.ATS Tcchn. Hist.
Connn. 216 In every system of manuring, the chemical com
position of the manure is that which constitutes its agri
cultural importance.
attrib. 1849 J. F. JOHNSTON A .r/. Agric. 97 It may not

!&amp;gt;e the same., with othtr manuring substances.

Mailtrring, ///. a. [f. MANCKF. r-. + -ING -.]

That manures, in various senses of the vb.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi. 2 (16-13) 202 When their Nilus
ovcrfiowed or when it first Itegan to diffuse an ample portion
of manuring bountie into the lap of the land. 1641 MILTON
Ch. Co~ t. i. vi. Wks. 1851 III. 125 Tlie manuring hand of the

Tiller. ,11647 HAHINCITON Snt~;&amp;gt;. II ores, in IVores. Hist.
Soc. Proc. n. 218 Chaunging. .thys shyre from a wildernes
of savage beastes to the freedomeof manurynge husbandry.

II Mantis (m^-ntfs). [L. maims hand.]
1. Anat. The terminal or distal segment of the

fore limb of a vertebrate animal. Also, the claw

|

or prehensile organ of a crustacean
; Ent., the

, tarsus of the anterior leg; Ichth., the pectoral fin.

1816 KIRBV & SP. F.ntonwl. xxxv. III. 6Sr Tarsus or

AfatHts. . .The last portion of the leg. 1867 MIVART in Phil.
1 Trans. CLVII. 299 wo/**, I think it better, in a scientific

treatise. .[to adopt] fur the anterior extremity (the carpus
and all beyond it) the term tnans

t
and fur the homotypal

posterior segment the term pes. 1878 lin.i. Gegenl&amp;lt;anrs

Ctnnp. Anat. 481 In Birds, .the reduction of the manus is

still more marked. 1886 Athenmnn 20 Feb. 268/1 The
bones of the fore-arm and manus [in the chick] are longer
than the corresponding segments of the leg and foot.

2. Roman Law. The power or authority of a
, husband over his wife.

1854 COLO.UIIOI-N Rom. OV-. I.aiv 2424 III. 664 The
husband derived this jurisdiction from the Manus. 1871

1

PosrF.f, &amp;lt;zz j77 A filiusfamilias was capable of civil wedlock,
but had no maiuis.

f3. MamuChrist! [L. * hand ofChrist* (i-ithc.
in Du Cange)], see quot. 1706. Obs.

1516 TH. AI.EN Let. to Karl Shrewsbury in Lett. % Pap.
Hen. VIII, II. 522, I have sent your lordship by this bearer
one Ib. of manus Christ!. 1528 HF.NNEGR Let. to H ols-ey
28 June, ibid. IV. 19^8 Manws cresty. 1682 R. BURTON
Admir. Curios. (1684) 30 He. .administred Manus C/trisfi,
and the like Cordials. 1706 PHII.UPS (ed. Kersey), A/anus
Christ t\ refined Sugar boil d with Rose-water, or that of

Violets,or Cinamon ; a sort of Cordial for very weak Persons.

t Manuscribe, z;
. Obs. [f. L. manu, abl. of

manus hand + scrlhere to write: see MANUSCRIPT
and cf. transcribe^ etc.] trans. To write with one s

(own) hand.

1649 Faithf. Portr. Loyal Subj, 4 Divers, who have seen
the Original Copy, Manuscrib d by the King himself.

Manuscript (marni?/|skiipt), a. and sb. [ad.
med.L. manuscripfuSj f. L. maml, abl. of manns

hand+jrrt/Vttr, pa. pple. of scribtre to write. Cf.

F. tnannscrit, It. manoscritto, Sp. rnannscrito, Pg.

mannscripto.
Med.L. had only the neut. tnanuscrlptum used sb. for a

document written with a person s own hand (cf. CHIROGRAPH).
In the sense of written as opposed to

*

printed ,
the adj. has

been common in mod.L. from the i5th c.,but has usually been
written (more correctly) as two words, tnanu scrfptus.}

A. adj. Written by hand, not printed. Abbre
viated MS.

&quot;597 {title} Certaine Worthye Manvscript Poems of great
Antiquitie. .now first published By J. S. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. &amp;lt;$

Comniiv, (1603) 185 According to manuscript rela

tions, and report of trauellers. 1625 BP. MOUNTAGU App.
Cxsar 185 Origen in his Dialogue against the Marcionites,
which I have manuscript. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry
(1778) II. (Addit. to vol. I)d 2, There is a manuscript copy of
the poem, on vellum, in Trinity college library at Oxford.

1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. i. xi. in. (1869) I. 220 Several other

very well authenticated, though manuscript, accounts. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits^ Univ. Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 90 The manu
script Plato . . brought by Dr. Clarke from Egypt. 1893 Law
Times XCV. 10/2 Only the manuscript parts of the . . pro
posal were read over to the assured, not the printed matter.

B. sb.

1. A book, document, or the like, written by
hand

;
a writing of any kind, as distinguished from

printed matter. Abbreviated MS., //. MSS.
a. esp. A book, document, etc., written before the

i general adoption of printing in a country ;
a written

j
copy of an ancient author or book.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa vn. 288 Hither are brought

diuers manuscripts or written bookes out of Barbaric. 1607
TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 186 These lesser were found

pictured in an old manuscript in Germany, which book did
mtreat of the Holy Land. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 82 In these

Monasteriesmany excellent manu-scriptshaue been preserued.
1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry (1778) 11-49 This translation
..is now among the royal manuscripts in the British Museum.
1845 GRAVES Rom. Law in Encyct. Aletrop. II. 765/1 The

1 text of Tilius was taken from a Vatican manuscript, .from
which all other existing manuscripts of the work are copied.
1861 WRIGHT Ess. Archxol. II. xix. 130 The earlier illumi

nated manuscripts are chiefly copies of the Scriptures.

b. gen. A written composition which has not I

: been printed. Often, an author s written copy
*

as distinguished from the print of the same.

1607^
BEAUM. & FL. Woman-hater iv. ii, Mer. I do knowe

sufficiently, their shop-bookes cannot saue them; there is

a further end. Pan. Oh : Sir, much may be done by mane-

script \sic\. Mer. I do confesse it Sir, prouided still they

1
be canonicoll. a 1631 DONNE Valediction to his Bk. 10 Study

MANUTENTION.

pur manuscripts, those miriads Of letters whith haue past
twixt (hee and me. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Rapl, 91, I took it

out of his own Manuscript sent to me. 1692 (title] The
Works Of. .Mr. John Bunyan,. .The First Volume, Contain-
ine Ten of his Excellent Manuscripts prepared for the Press
before his Death, never before Printed. 1791 BOSWFLL 7i&amp;gt;/;w-

son 30 Mar. an. 1778, The Life of Sir Kobert Sibbald..in the
original manuscript in his own hand writing. 1706 II.
HUSTKR tr. St.-f irrre s Stud. Xat. (1799) III. 611 After
having received my manuscript they delayed putting it to the
press under various pretexts. 1884 KROL DE Carlyle s Life
Loud. (18901 I. 27 John Mill, .borrowed the manuscript [of
French Revolution J as it \vas thrown off, that lie mii;ht
make notes and suggestions.

C. trails/. nnAJig.
1622 MASSINGF.R &. DEKKER I irg. I\Iart. n. ji, Thou art

the Manuscript Where Antoninus writesdowne all his secrets.

script should close !

d. attrib.

1770 I ORIEL-S I.t/e Seeker 47 (S. s Strut, vol. I.) He ex

pended upwards of ^300 in arranging and improving tht-

Manuscript Library at Lambeth. 18.. O.i-f. i nh . LtiL,
Bodleian Library.. .Special Assistant in lh-; MS. Department.
2. \\ ritten characters or written documents in

general; writing as opposed to print . In

manuscript: in written form, written not printed .

1875 Hi I.rs Soc. Press, iii. $5 If you look at the side-notes
in manuscript of some book po*st-sstM by our book-loving
ancestors. 1875 SCKIVKNER /./. Te.rt .V. lest. ^ All exist

ing copies of Scripture whether in manuscript or piinted.

b. i A person s) hand or handwriting.
n 1849 I oi: / r/&amp;lt;/,Y//., //Vr(endl\Vks. 1865 ]. ?So He is

well acquainted with my MS. 1853 MRS. GONE Dean s
Dan. III. 182 My friend Mordaunt s clerkly manuscript and
lengthy style.

Manuscriptal (mae niwiskriptal), a. rare.

[f. prec. sb. t- -AI..] Of or pertaining to a manu
script or manuscripts ;

found or occurring in a

manuscript.
1694 \VfsiMACOTT.SY ritl.llerl: 165 Ptolomy Philadelphia

..hearing how Attalus King of Pergamus, by the benefit
of this

^&quot;Egyptian Paper, strived to excel him in Manuscriptal
Magnificence, prohibited the carrying of it out of

-;Kgypt.
a 1763 I .VI;OM Crit. Rcm., Epist. to Friend 43 Having but
one of all the Roman Lyrics To feed their Taste fur slavKii

Panegyrics, The more absurd the Manuscriptal Letter, They
paint, from thence, some fancy d I eauty better. 1801 STRUTT
Sports ff Past. i. i. 4 The representation of a Saxon chief

tain, ..taken from a manuscriptal painting.

Maunscription (mseniwiskrrpjan).
are.

[f.

L. mainl, abl. of matnts hand + seriftivn-e&amp;gt;^
n. of

action f. scribcre to write.] The action of writing

by hand
; that which is written by hand, a written

inscription, nonce-uses.
1800 L\MB Let. toManningm Final Aft&amp;gt;n. (1848) I. iv. 121

Manning s Algebra with a neat manuscription in the blank

leaf, running thus From the Author . 1835-8 S. R. MAIT-
LAND Dark Ages (1844) 416 The press does a great deal, and
might do a great deal more. It could easily as far outdo its

present self, as it now outdoes manuscription.

t Manuscriptor. Obs. rare 1

, [f. L. tnainl

(see prec.) + scrip/or, agent-n. f. scribere to write.]
The writer of a manuscript.
1698 Christ E.ralttd 113. oo The Rebuker turns quick,

and plays at sharp with the Manuscriptor, and accosts him
for saying, What [etc.].

Manuscri-ptural, a. rare. [f. MANUSCRIPT

(after scriptural\^\ =MANUSCKIPTAL.
1856 R. A. VAUCHAM Mystics (1860) I. vt. vii. 242 Don t

you think Atherton has a very manuscriptural air to-night?

1874 RILFV 4/// Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 451/2 Minutiae of

manuscriptural knowledge.
Ma nusculpt. tionfe-vid.

[f.
L. manu (see

MANUSCRIPT) + sftilpt-its, pa. pple. of sntlpfre to

carve.] An inscription carved or engraved by hand.
a 1859 DK QUINCRY Mem.Chronol. Posth. Wks. 1893 II. 115

Amongst a people so illiterate, how could manuscripts or

nianujr4&amp;gt;/s
excite the interest which is necessary to their

conservation?

i Maiiusculpture. Ott,ra,rf~
l
. [f.

L. manii

(see MANUSCRIPT) + ScrLPTL RE.] Carviag or en

graving by hand
;

in
quot.yf^.

1704 NORRIS Ideal World II. vii. 365 These images de

scribed, as is supposed by the manusculpture or peinture of

light in the fund of the eye.

Manustupra-tion. rare. Etymologizing altera

tion of MASTURBATION.
1832 JAS. COPLAND Did. Praci. Med. (1858) III. 441/2,

s. v. Pollution. 1889 in Century Diet.

\ Mauutenency. Obs. [ad. med.L. manu-

tencntia (
= F. maintenance}, f. manfitenent-em,

pr. pple. of manu tencre : see MAINTAIN v. Cf.

OF.
jiiatn&amp;lt;tene&amp;gt;ice.~]

The action of holding in

the hand or upholding; support, maintenance.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 17. 1484 Nothing can

keepe a man from wandring but the manutenency of God.

1659 J. ARROWSMITH Chain Print. 453 As when a man holds

a staff in his hand, let him but take away his manutenencie,

the staff falls immediately to the ground. 1699 J. KARRY

Revering Cordial Ded. (1802) 13, [I] who am to this very

day kept alive and upheld by that divine manutenency.

Manuteiltion (mseniKte-nfan). [In sense r,

ad. med.L. ma&amp;gt;nl/entic&amp;gt;n-em, n. of action f. L.

manu tenure (see MAINTAIN p.) ;
in sense 2, a new

formation from the same L. phrase.]
85



MANUTERGIUM.

fl. The action of upholding or maintaining,
maintenance. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxii. (1632) 53 Christian religion
hath all the markes of ..justice .., but none more apparent
than the exact commendation of obedience due unto magis
trates, and manutention of policies. 1657 TRAPP Cotnnt.

yob xii. 16 All creatures subsist meerly by his manutention.

2. The action of holding by the hand. rare.

1854 BUCKNILL in 8M Rep. Comm. Lunacy App. G 126 The

plan of manutension [sic], or holding violent patients for

a long time by the hands of attendants.

II Manutergium (maeniHta-idjii m). Eccl.

[L., f. mamis hand + tergfrt to wipe.] A towel.

1774 T. WEST Antiq. Fiirnesi (1805) 72 And over it hung
the manutergium, on each side the cistern.

t Manu-tract. Obs. [f.
L. manfi, abl. of

mantis hand + tract-urn, neut. pa. pple. of trahpre

to draw.] What is traced by hand.
1660 N. C. Dcd. Verses in T. Forde Loves Lalyrinth,

How far short comes the needle of the pen! .. Let spleen it

self judge cithers manu-tract : Their female works can t

speak, thy male-words Act.

II Mauvailtara (mu-nvse ntara). Also manw-.

[Skr., f. Alanu + anlara period.] In Hindu cos

mology : One of the 14 periods, each presided
over by a special Manu or cosmic deity, which

make up a KALPA.

divided into 14 Manwantaras, each of 308448000 years with
the addition of 1728000 years to make up the Kalpa.
Manveil, obs. form of MANUAL.
Mauward (mtt*nwaid), adv. and a. [See

-\VAKD.] A. adv. (In early use to manward, also

to menward.} a. Towards man, in the direction

of man. b. In relation to man.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. iv. (1869) 176 Sithe l?at man

hath ouercome bee, bou shuldest not afterward be so boistous

to manward. 15*6 TINDALE Titns\\\. 4 After that thekynd-
nes and love of cure sayeoure to manwarde apered. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. viii. 7 It is the root out of which all

lawes of duty to men-ward haue grown. 1642 J. EATON

Honey-c. Free Justif. 38 Shee hath put on Christ himselfe,
to God-ward by Justification ; and lo man-ward by Sancti-

fication. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxi, Mr. BbUtergowl..wa9
nevertheless a good man, in the old Scottish presbyterian

phrase, God-ward and man-ward. 1865 LOWELL 7 horeait

Pr. Wks. 18901.368 Emerson.. has drawn steadily manward
and world ward.

B. adj. Tending or directed towards man.

1867 MONSELL Our Nerv Vicar 84 Priest and Altar

speak oAlus God-ward office : Minister
1

and * Lord a Table 1

refer tonis man-ward ministrations. 1902 KAIHRAIKN Philos.

Chr.Relig. n. 1 11. ii-543 His manward activities and relations.

Manwell, obs* form of MANUAL.
Mail-woman, t^- A hermaphrodite. Obs.

b. nonce-use. One who combines the virtues of

both sexes. C. A mannish woman.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxvi. 458 Concerning the crea

tion of Man, the /Egyptians say hee was created both Male
and female. Herevpun Plato gathereth that he was a Man-
woman or Herkinalson [Fr. Hermaphrodite). 1736 Fittu-
ING Fasguin n. i, We shall see Fairbelly, the strange man-
woman. 1889 TENNYSON On one who affected an effeminate
manner, But, friend, man-woman is not woman-man. 1894

/rfA-rSept. 194 That stage of progress has been passed, and,
as an outcome, we have the Emancipated Woman ,

or
1 Man-Woman .

Manx(mserjks),a. and^. Forms: 6maniske,
7 mancjues, 7-9 manks, 9 mankes, maux.

[Metathetic a. ON. *man$k-r (whence directly the

i6th c. form maniske\ f. Man- (nom. M?n\
^Manu^ a. Olrish Mamt) t

the Isle of Man.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Isle of Man, its

inhabitants, language, etc.

1572 Act 14 Eliz.c. 5 34 Yf any suche Maniske or Iryshe
Vacabounde or Beggar ben alredy or shall at any tyme here

after be set on Land in any parte of England or of Wales.

1630 A . Johnson** Kingd. &amp;lt;j-

Commit). 67 Scaliger never

heard of the Manks language, spoken by purs of the He of

Man. 1765 Ann. Reg. 61 Books of devotion in the Manks
tongue. 1860 A II Year Round No. 68. 420, 1 believe a Manx
sermon is now seldom heard.

b. Manx cat : a tailless variety of the domestic

cat, indigenous to the Isle of Man. Manx codlin :

a kind of apple. Manx penny : a coin stamped
with the device of three legs arranged in a form

suggestive of a Catherine wheel. Manx puffin or

shearwater *= Puffinus anglorum.
1678 Ray s Willughby $ Ornith. Index, Puffin 325. Manks

Puffin 333. 1818 in Trans. Horticnlt. Soc. (1826) III. 320
Manx Codlin. i8 JENYNS Man. Brit. Vertebr.^Procel-
inriti Anglorum i

i emm. (Manks Shearwater). 1859 WOOD
Nat. Hist. 1 . 202 The Manx Gat . . possessing hardly a vestige
of a tail, a 1881 CARLYLF. in Harper s Mag. (1883) Nov.

877/1 [He] hadn t the heart to.. watch a woman, .making
a Manx penny of herself.

B. sb.

1. (As//.) The people of the Isle of Man.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 233/1 The Manks or Man-

ings [are] a people that inhabit the Isle of Man. 1809 Ace.

Isle ofMan 74 The Manks pay a decent and feeling regard
tothe memory of their deceased friends. 1899 J. MAC ! AGGART
Mackinnon fy Bards 68 The Englishman, the Welsh, the

Manx, The artless Irishman, the Scot.

2. The Celtic language spoken in the Isle of Man.
1673 PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 106 The Language of Ireland

in like that of the North of Scotland, in many things like
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the Welch and Manques. 1702 W. SACHEVF.RF.LL Ace. Isle

of Man 8 In the Northern part of the Island they speak
a deeper Manks, as they call it, than in the South. 1833
CRECEKN Manks Diet. Pref., The Manks is now seldom

spoken or written in its original purity. 1859 W. GILL Kelly s

J\fanks Gram. Introd. 9 In the schools throughout the Island
: the Manx has ceased to be taught.

3. A Manx cat.

1889 Daily AVw* 23 Oct. 7/1 A solitary couple of Manxes
[at a cat-show].

Hence Ma nxman, Ma-nxwoman, a native of

the Isle of Man.
170* W. SACHFVKRF.LL Ace. Isle of Man 113 Michael, a

Manksman, a Person of great Merit and Exemplary Life.

i8 SCOTT Peverilv, Born a Mankesman bred and nursed

in the island. 1894 HALL CAINE (title) The Manxman.

Many (me m), a. and sb. Forms: i manis,
11101113, rnsenis, manes-, moni-, 2-3 mani^,

; moni;, 2-5 moni, 3-4 mani, meni, 3-6 manye,
mony (also 4-9 Sc.) t 3-7 manie, (4 meyne, 4-5

, mane, mone, 4-6 meny, -ie,.6 monye, menny,
meany(e, -ie, meyney, meinie, 6-9 Sc. monie, 8

manny), 4- many. Comp. 5 manyer. Superl.
; (chieHy5r.) 6&quot; moni-, monyest, -ast, 6-7 mauyest,
6-8 maniest. [Common Teut.: OE. mani^ mpnig
corresponds to OFris. man(i)ch t monichj monech,
OS. manag (MDu. menech^ Du. Menig) t

OHG.
manag^ menig (MUG. manec, maneg-^ mod.G.

rnanch)^ OSw. mangher (Sw. mangen t Da. mange ;

the ON. word is inarg-ry
the etymological identity

of which is uncertain; but ON. has mengi sb.,

multitude, a derivative of the Com. Teut. adj.),

Goth.wa##--.y: OTeut. *wafl0-: Indogermanic

*monogho-) whence OS1. miinogii (Russian Mliorift);

an ablaut variant exists in Olrish menicc abundant

(mod. Irish minic
t
Gaelic minig frequent, Welsh

mynych often).
OE. had a derivative sb., inigeo t fttfttfsu multitude

OS. wt-niffi (MDu. menige^ menie), OHG. maneglt inencgl

(MHG. meneget mod.G. menge\ ON. vtengi, Goth, man-
iiffei : OTeut. *inanagin- wk.fem., f. *manago- (see above).
The OE. sb.,- however, did not survive into ME., and the

modern substantival use of many, though agreeing in sense

with OE. Mgnigfo, was a new development which has not
been found earlier than the i6th c.J

A. adj. The adjectival designation of great in

definite number.
1. Used distributivety with a sing. (Formerly

sometimes combined with a plural verb.)

fa. with sb. in sing, without article. Obs.

Many time adv. phr. : see TIME sb.

Beowulf %$ Da waes..ymb 6a xifhealle guSrinc monis.
c 893 K. /ELFRED Oros. i. i. 23 pxt Estland is swy3e mycel,
& faer biS swyoe manij burh. c xaoo ORMIN 3076 Itt wass
forr manij daj^ /Er cwiddedd )&amp;gt;urhh prophetess,

c 1190
S. Eng. Leg. I. 16/512 Mani miracle bare feol a-day. a 1300
Cursor M. 2901 Mani man [Fairf. mony mon, Gott. Mani
a man, Trin. Mony men], for ouer-wele, pam-self can
nober faand ne feil. 1375 HAKHOUR Bruce 1.411 Thiddir-

wart went mony baroune. c 1402 LYDG. Conipl. Bl. Knt.

v, The floures, of many dyvers hewe. c 1470 HENRY Wal
lace n. 26 Til mony Scot thai did full gret suppris. 1583
BABINGTON Commandm. viii. (1590) 352 Countenance beares

out many euill counseller, till [etc.).

b. with an or a prefixed to the sb. Sometimes

reduplicated for emphasis, many and many a,

f many a many.
This many a (day, year) : see Tins. Many a time (and

often) : see TIME si.

f 1105 LAY. 5132 Al ba twa ferden of moni ane eaerde.

c 1175 XI Pains of Hell 244 in O. E. Misc. 154 ^ar-inne is

monyon hungri hund. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Waee
(Rolls) 15442 Ost hey gadered of mania man. 1390 GOWKR
Conf. \. 5 Love, which doth many a wonder And many a

wys man hath put under, c 1450 Merlin 56 Pendragon
was ther deed, and many a-nother gode baron, tc 1475 Sfr.
lo-we Degre 373 Many a page Have become men by mariage.
595 SHAKS. John \. i. 183 A foot of Honor better than I

was, But many a many foot of Land the worse. 1631 MIL-
TON L Allegro 95 To many a youth, and many a maid. 1693
L ESTRANGE Fables xxxviii. 41 He s Beset with Enemies.,
the Meanest of which is not without Many and Many a
Way to the Wreaking of a Malice. 1719 DF. FOE Crusoe \.

xi, This wall 1 was many a weary month in finishing. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias \\. ii. p 3 Many a more unlikely thing has

happened. 1855 M. ARNOLD Scholar-Gipsy x, When ..

many a scythe in sunshine flames. 1889 BROWNING Let.
to Tennyson 5 Aug., In its hope that for many and many a

year we may have your very self among us.

C. Many one (in ME. written as one word,
manijon, manion^ manyon^ etc.) : serving instead

of the absolute or elliptical use of the sing. adj.
In poetical use, often placed after a plural sb.

Now only Sc. (mony ane}.
c 1150 Gen. $ Ex. 630 Of hem [sc. kine] ben tudered maniv

on. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 295 [paij mad
kirkis mony ane. 1390 GOWEU Conf. I. 56 Thus ful manyon
Deceived were. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas (1558) 34 b, Bochas
reherseth of wyves many one, Which, .were ful contrarius.

1535 COVERDALE / j. iii. 2 Many one there be that saye off

my soule [etc.]. 1567 Gude * Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 43 With
meruellis greit and mony one. 1622 S. WARD Life ofFaith
in Death (1627) 53 Many one hath acknowledged to my selfe

the like. 1792 BURNS Country Lassie ii, It s ye hae wooers

mony ane. a 1814 Sulieman \\. iii. in New Brit. Theatre\\.

24 As many one can show. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, There s

mony ane wad hae thought themselves affronted, if [etc J.

d. Many a(n) one :
-

many a person . Now
chiefly colloq. t Also placed after a plural sb.

MANY.

1509 BARCLAY Ship nfFools (1874) II. 297 Thy apparayle
Aleyed gayly with perles many a one. 1542 UDALL Erasm.
Apoph, 144 b,The selfe same woordes maye bee well spoken
of many an one. 1548 UDALI., etc. Erasm. Par. Mark 88
This swete sauour. .causeth many a one to desyer that they
may be admitted. 1556 OLDE Antichrist 167 b, The cause
of the greatest wicked nesse that can be the undoing to many
a one. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xii. 156 Many
an one carried off his two or three goodly steeds. Mod. 1
know many a one who would be glad of the chance.

e. predicatively. Only with inversion, in the

phrase Many is (or tvas) the . Now dial.

1*97 R - tii-ouc. (Rolls) 209 Mani was bat gode bodi
J&amp;gt;at

aslawe was bejre. c 1300 S. Nicholas 431 in S. Eng. Leg.
1.252 Meni is be faire miracle bat of seint Nicholas is. 13..
Coer de L. 4931 Manye was the hethene man, With Saladyn
that come than. 1870 MRS. PHELPS Hedged In xviii. 269
An 1

mony s the time I ve warned him o the consequences.
2. \Vith//.j. In ME. often coupled with FKLK&amp;lt;Z.

Many times, -many ways, (on) many -wise, advb. phr. ; see
the sbs. These or this many years (etc.) : see THIS.
a 900 tr. tt;edas Hist. \. xiii. [xxiii.] (1800) 54 D?et he

sende Agustinum & o3re monije munecas mid hine c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 97 Ealle bas

^&amp;gt;ing
and moni^e o3re de3 pe

hali?a east, a 1225 St. Marker, i Weren monie martirs..
to deafies misliche idon. c 1305, etc. [see FELE B. i]. c 1375
Cursor M. 19515 (Fairf.) Miraclisdide he mani fele \earlier
texts fele only}. 1386 Rolls of Par&\\\. 225/1 To

i

the .. Lordes .. compleynen .. the folk l5F the Mercerye
i of London .. of many wronges subtiles. a 1400-50 Alex

ander 1005 We hafe fame to be fi$t . . mony fele wynter.
c 1425 [see FELE B. i]. c 1450 Merlin 56 Merlin wente to

his maister Blase..and tolde hym many thinges. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis vn. ii. 15 The birdis seir of mony diuers

hewis. 1556 Anrelio iV Isab. N 5 A litell courte, where the

! kinge helde menney Lions. 1582 LYLY Let. to Burleigh
\Vks. (ed. Bond) I. 28, I will not treble your honorable cares

with so meinie jdle wordes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iii. 9 To
keepe those many many bodies safe. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
]. ix. 17 The opposite of Truth hath many-many shapes.

1644 EVELYN Diary 10 Nov., The famous statue of the
Gladiator . . so much follow d by all the rare artists, as the

many copies testifie. c 1710 wnORff Atttobiog. in Sitfpi.

to Hist. (1902) 474, I loved solitude .. and so I avoided

manny tentations. 1839 THIHLWALL Lett. (1881) I. 157 The
translation which I made many years back. 1870 DICKENS

. Drood ii, We must drink many happy returns to her.

Proverbial phr. 1631 CAPT. SMITH Adi&amp;gt;ts.itn-exp. Plan
ters 28 But we see many men many minds, and stilt new

-

Lords, new lawes.

+ b. Followed by a possessive or a superlative.
1606 G. W[ooDCOCKF-l Hist. Ivstine xvi. 66 Among manic

their honorable actions, this one thing especial I, is woorihy
to be recorded. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. \. \\. 189 The
Letters..Of many our contriuing Friends, 1607 Titucn
in. vi. ii. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Cotntn. Angells 61 Many the

best and most things were lost to them.

c. Placed after the sb. (cf. ic, id). /^Aandan//.
c 1220 Bestiary 556 In 5e se senden selcu&es manie. 1526

TINDALE i Cor. viii. 5 As there be goddes many and lordes

many. [So 1611.] 1871 R. Ei.Listr. Catullits\x.\\. 51 Many
a wistful boy, and maidens many desire it.

d. predicative})
1
, arch.

a 1425 Cursor Al. (Trin.) 12577 Mony are his childehedes I ol

tolde Done ar he were tuelue yeer ofde. 1508 DUNBAR Tna
inariit H- emen 74 To . . blaw my bewtie on breid,quhair bernis
war mony. iggfiSiT-NSER^Va/f/^v/. Wks. (Globe)63i/i The
inconveniences that therhy doe arise are much more many.
1598 DKAYTON Heroic. Ep. xjv. 57 And if thou know st, they

many were before, By time increasing, they must needs be

more. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxxiv. 19 Many are the afflictions of

the righteous. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I. 314
Seeds many, roundish. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. Introd. (1862)

i Where we have to do with aught which in many ways is

significant, the names aJso will inevitably be many, since no
one will exhaust all its meaning.

3. ellipt. and absol. in plural sense : Many indi

viduals of the kind specified (often followed by

of} ; also (as quasi-pronoun), many persons.

Becnvulf 2091 He mec haer on innan unsynnijne dior

da;dfrumaxedon wolde manfera sumne. c \oooAgs. Ps. (Th.)

iii. i Monije cwec*a5 to minum mode, f&amp;gt;et
hit nsebbe nane

ha:le act his Gode. &amp;lt;
Cott. Horn. 225 And were swioe

mane$e on yfele awende. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11392
Manie flowe in to be water & some toward be see. c 1400
Destr. Troy 12264 pai keppit horn in company with knightes

enarmit, And Vlixes also wilh angardly mone. 1567 MAP-
LET Cr. Forest g b. We be many of us cut off before we come
to olde age. 1580 LUPTON Sivqila. 120 Many with vs spends
their goods, and leaues their lands scantly to such good vses.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 39, I see, one Fool makes many.

1794 NELSON 8 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 429 They
will from using as many again as is necessary be soon short

of that article. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 22 He had

but one voice amongst many. 1871 MORI.EV FWtew* (1886)

6 Many of his ideas.. did not belong to him peculiarly.

II b. with a for of. Qbs.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. ( 1 839) xxvii. 278 There weren in that place

many a dyverse thinges. 1523 Li&amp;gt;. BERNERS Froiss. I.ccxv.

271 They, .defoyled many a damoselles.

tc, in possessive form many s. Obs.

1598 GRENEWF.Y Tacitus, Ann. iv. xiii. (1622) no Which
was cause of manies ouerthrow. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xciii,

In manies lookes the falce hearts history Is writ.

d. The many (
~ Gk. ot iroAXo*) : the great body

of people ;
the multitude. Cf. thefew.

15*6 Pilg. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 147 b, How y- many for

1 lacke of mortifyenge tasteth not of this feest. 1688 NORKIS
! Theory Love 11.1.76 An old Rule, that we may talk wilh the

: Many, but must think with the Few. iT^BukKK/V../^^
The many are not capable ofmaking this calculation. 1809-10
COLEKIDGE Friend (1865) 75 The folly and foolish self-

opinion of the half-instructed many. 184* TENNYSON Day
Dream, A rrival ii, The many fail : the one succeeds. 1879
M. ARNOLD Mixed Ess.&amp;gt;

Democr. 30 It was the many whu
relished those arts [of ancient Athens].



MANY.

f4. Phr. On (in) many, into many parts, many
times, manifold. Obs.

&amp;lt;:888 K. /ELFKEU Botth, xxxiii. i God is anfcald & unto-

dxlendlic, |&amp;gt;eah
liine dysi^e men on nixnis totla:len. 1401

Pol. Poems (Rollsi II. 47 As the prophetes of Acliab wer
multiplied in many.

5. When qualified by As, How, So, Too (q. v. for

further treatment), the adj. has a weakened sense,

expressing the notion of number in the abstract.

With//. sb.\ also ellipt. and fo0/. = (as, etc.)

many persons *.

ciooo ^LFRIC hiterrog. Sigewul/i (Maclean 1883) 66
On hu niane^um wiaiim is Codes weorc? 1382 WYCLIK
Luke xi. 8 He scha!..$yue to hym, how manye [1388 ab

many a&amp;gt;]
he hath nedeful. a 1400-50 Alexander 124 As

many tiesandis on his bake as he bere mi^t, 1471 Paston-

Lett. III. 5 Ye shall send me. .asse moneofmy men asse can
com. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 25 So did he then con
sider. .how many armed men..might be required. 1714
SWIFT Prcs. State Affairs Wks. 1755 II. i. 204, I have heard
a phybician pronounce, .that he had cured so many patients
of malignant fevers. 1807 CRABBE Ncivspaper 219 As many
words as make an even line ; As many lines, as fill a row
complete ; As many rows as furnish up a sheet.

fb. In compar. and superl. manicr, maniest

(
= more

t
most or very many). Frequent in Sc. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 214 Thou mayste vn-

dyrstonde of man ye r, othyr fewere. c 1440 Jacob s If ell 1 1 r

pe heremyte flytted his celle fyve myk ferlhcre fro be welle,
for to makyn bx; inanyere steppys, to haue be more mede.
1500-20 DUNBAR Pocms\v\\\. 2 Off benefice . . Quha monyast
hes makis maist requeist. 1548 TURNER Names ofHcrbes 56
The maniest that I have sene was in Kent. 1560 in Dunlop
Coll. Confess. Faith (1722) II. 639 The maniest Votes, with
out Respect of Persons, hath the first Place in the Eldarschip.
1583 Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 576 With sax horsmen at

the inonyast. 1597 MORLEY /M/rw/. Mits. 119 Hee who could

bring in maniest of them was counted the iollyest fellowe.

1676 W. Row Contu. Hlair&quot;s Antohiog. xii. (1848) 437 The
Prelates are now busied to fill the places of outed ministers

especially in the west where maniest were outed. 1728 I .

WALKER Life Peden (ed. 3) Pref., This has had the maniest
good Effects. 1794 Hope s New Metlu Fencing Law x.

232-3 Whoever . . shall . .have beat maniest, shall be declared
..to have gain d the Prize.

C, As many as: used idiomatically for
*
all who .

Very common in the Bible translations beginning with

Tindale^ by whom it was app. introduced as a literal render
ing of oo-oi. (One earlier instance occurs in the second
Wyclif version in Acts xiii. 48, where the Vulgate has the
literalism quotquot instead of quicumqttc. The use in Luke
xi. 8 is not to the point, because there

o&amp;lt;7oi, qiiotquot^ as
many us, have their literal sense.) Now ol-s. or arck.

iS6 liNDALE/?tf;.ii. 12 And asmanyashauesynnedvnder
the lawe shalbe iudged by the lawe. 1667 MILTON P. L.
ill. ^89 So in thee. .shall be restor d As many as are restor d.

d. As many : the same number of.

c 1400 [see As adi&amp;gt;. A. 5]. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod, Rand, viii,
He found means to cut me[when shaving] in three places, in a&amp;gt;

many strokes. 1801 W. DUPKE Neolog. Fr. Diet. 131 [The
hectolitre] contains an hundred and five pintes, equal to as

many english quarts. Mod. He made twenty blunders in
about as many lines.

e. One too many : used predicatively of some
thing not wanted.
1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. m. i. 35 When one is one too many,

goe get thee from the dore. 1592 Rom. $ Jul. \. i. 135
Being one too many by my weary selfe. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa II. v. 26 He believes he has in me one sister too

many for his interest. 1849 LVTTON Cantons xn. vi. (head
ing), The confession of a youth who, in the Old World, finds
himselfone too many. 1865 WHYTE MELVILLK Cerise (1866)
I. xv. 232 The Marquise was . . left planted as one too many.

f. Too many for: more than a match for.

(1 ropcrly predicated of pi. subject, but in more or
less jocular use said of a single person or thing.)
1692 R. L EsTRANGK Fables xxxv. 35 They come to Vie

Power and Expcnce with Those that are too High and too
many for them. 1708 Deplor. State- AVw Eng. 16 in Scwalfs
Diary (1879) II. 114* Your Governour. .has been too many
for you. i7zz DEFoEtW. 7^(1840 319 We were too many
for them, for we run out our guns. .and. .they retired. 1787
G. GAMBADO A aid. Horsemen (1809) 29 Should your horse

prove, what is properly termed too many for you, and make
off.

(
1863 J. C. JEAPPRESON Sir EveranCs Dan. 113 You

can t rob me I am too many for you ! . . You re a clever one
but you re no match for me. 1872 HAHDWICK Trad.

Lane. 189 On one occasion, however, the fiends were nearly1

too many for the eternal toiler.

6. Comb. a. parasynthctic (unlimited in number),

-celled, -chambered, -cobwebbed^ -coloured^ -cornered^

-coiiltered) -eared
t -eyedt -flowered, -folded, -forked,

-formed, -fountained, -gifted^ -handed^ -honied,
-hued, -knotted, -languaged, -layered, -leaved,
-lived, -lobed, -mouthed, -natiomd, -parted, -peopled,
-pillared, -pointed, -rowed, -seated (hence many-
seatedness}, -seeded, -spangled, -steepled, -stringed,
-syllabled, -tailed, -tintcd,-toned,-tongued, -towered,
-Inbed, -tubed, -valved, -voiced, -weathered, -win
dowed, -wintered, -ycared adjs.
1812 G. COLMAN Tivo Parsons xxvii, A *many-acred. .ass,

I-EY Man. Bot, 424 *Many-celled spore-cases. 1868 E. P.

H V
HT Occan World \v. 83 They [Foraminifera] aregener-

*j!|y
many-chambered. 1859 TENNYSON GeraiutQ Enid-$teIne dusky-rafterd *many-cobweb d Hall. 1747 JOHNSON

Drury Lane Prol, 3 Each change of *many-colour d life
e drew. 1821 SHELLEY Adoaais lii, Like a dome of many.

147

coloured glass. 1665 DRVDEN Indian
Emf&amp;gt;. \\. i, Those

*many cornered mind&amp;gt;, Where women s crooked fancy turns
and winds. 1731 TULL Horse-llotiug liusb. x.\. 299 The
&quot;many-coulter d Plowh. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones viu.i.x,
That many-eyed, many-tongued, many-mouthed, *many-
eared Monster of Virgil. 1766 Complete Farmer s.v. Sccif
6 S 1/2 Each plant of the many eared wheat. 1655 MOUKKT
& HKNNET Health s Impr. 3 *Many-eide Osiris. 1889 A. K.
WALLACE Darwinism (1890) 15 The potato . . so well adapted
to spread by means of its many-eyed tubers. 1789 ), PIL-
KINGTON View Derbysh. I. 386 Jirica wnttijlora, **Many-
Jlowered Heath. 1590 SI-KNSKR / . Q. n. iii. i His..*many-
folded shield he bound about his wre.st. 1819 SHKI.LKY
Julian ff Maddalo 76 Where the swift sun yet paused in

his descent Among the many-folded hills. 1697 C. LESLIE
Srta&e in Grass (ed. 2) 66 A &quot;many-forked and involved In

fallibility. 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE /V LXXII. iii, While of
sad night the *many-fonned queene Decreas d shall grow.
1832 TENNYSON U-.nonc Poems (1833) 53 O mother Ida,
*manyfountained Ida. 1868 J. H. NEWMAN Versts I ar.
Occas. 108 The *

many-lifted man. 1649 G. DANIEL Trin-
arch., Hen. /Kclii, This &quot;Many-handed botlie moe hands
lost Then [etc.]. 1852 KINGSLEY Andromeda 58 Twyformed,
many-handed, terrible, shapeless. 1842 HISCHOFF Woollen
Nannf. II. 290 The many-horned sheep. 1812 HYRON C/t.

/far, n. Ivii, The Turk, the Greek, the Albanian and the

Moor, Here mingled in their many hued array. 1842
TENNYSON Morte d Arthur 63 The &quot;many-knotted water-

flags. 1655 FULLER Hist. Came, 123 The
*

many Languaged-
IJible. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Barfs Phaner. 33 A much
stronger &quot;many-layered epidermis. 1605 SYLVI-STKR Du
Bartas n. iii. in. Law 42 The *many- leaved locks ( )f thriv

ing Charvel. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. III. xlviii, The
poor ship with its *many-lived anguish. 1830 LI.NDLEY
Art/. Syst. Rot. 180 A plaited *many-lobed corolla. 1749
^Many-mouthed [see many-eared}. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas 11. i. in. Furies 326 *Many-nam d poyson, minister
of Death. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad ir, 497 These *many
nation d men. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 176 Solitary
flowers, ..and *

many-parted calyx. 1828 LANDOR linag.
Conv., Xenoph. &amp;lt;V Cyrus III. 366 He waves his paternal
blessing over the &quot;many-peopled world, 1740 DvtK Ruins
ofRome 10 The ^many-pillar d Portal. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.
Anat. 1.472 The teeth [ofSeal&amp;gt;], sharp and many-pointed.
1875 BENNETT DYER tr. Sac/is Bot. 176 The *many-rowed
flower-heads of the sunflower. 1808 BENTHAM .SV. Reform
36 The *many-seated has given place to single seated judi
cature. 1830 Corr. Wks. 1843 XL 40 *Many-seated-
ness. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit, riants (ed. 3) II. 246
Loniccra. .

v
many-seeded. 1742 BLAIR Grave 135 Where

hast thou hid thy *rnany-spangled head ? 1797 COLE
RIDGE Lime- Tree Bower 22 The *many-steepled tract

magnificent Of hilly fields. 185* H. ROGERS Eel. FaitIt

0853)37 A *
many-stringed lyre. 1635 H EYWOOD //cmircA.

vr - 355 Words *Many-syllabl d, ofobscure sence. 1766
SHARP in Phil. Trans. LVIl.Ss The many-tailed bandage.
1831 CAKLYLE Sart. Res. \\. v, A many-tinted, radiant
Aurora. 1812 BYKON Cn. liar. n. Tawbourgi vii, Let her

bring from her chamber her *
many -toned lyre. i749*Many-

tongued [see many-eared}. 1881 HENTY Cornet of Horse
xvii. (1888) 179 That many-tongued body the allied army.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. HI. Colonies 77 And
Nineve. .Above them [might] raise her *many-towred Crest.

183* TENNYSON Lady ofShalott i, To many-tower d Came-
lot. 1768-74 TUCKER I.t. Nat. (1834) I. 581 The &quot;many-

tribed weeds of the field. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i, The
&quot;many-tubed honeysuckle. 1851 Richardson s Geol. viii.

(1855) 259 The Balanidae have a complicated, *many-valved
shell. 1816 SHELLEY Alastor66q A bright stream Once fed
with *many-voiced waves. 1704 SOUTH EYJ&amp;gt;V., Ei en.Rain-
bow, 1 he day, Changeful and *many-weather d. 1832 J. P,
KENNEDY Swallow B. (1860) 16 A plain, &quot;many-windowed
edifice of brick. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Uall 68 1 he

&quot;many-winter d crow, a 1618 SYLVESIEK Job Triumph. 771
So, Wisdome shall be to the *many-year d.

b. poet, with pres. pples. i^and occas. pn, pples.)
in quasi-advb. sense = *

in many ways, many times,
much , as many-beaming^ -bleating, -blossoming,

-meaning, -mingled, -mingling, -sounding, -turn-

///;--, -twinkling, -wandering, -winding adjs.
? 1818 SHELLEY Homer s Hymn to Moon 6 Where er she

spreads her *
many-beaming wings. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring

834 Around him feeds his *many-bleating flock. 1864
TENNYSON Boadicea 43 *Many-blossoming Paradi-ses. 1825
COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 24 That ^many-meaning and
too commonly misapplied expression. 1811 W. R. SPENCER
Poems, The *many-mingled cries. 1821 SHELLEY Epipsych.
358 Their many-mingled influence. 1861 DORA GKEEN-
WELL Poems 129 Run in one the *many-mingHng hues.

1745 WAHTON Picas. Meianch. 198 The *many-sounding
organ peals on high. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 157 The
*many-twinkling leaves Of aspen tall. 1827 K.KHLK C/tr. Y.
2nd Sund. after Trin., The many-twinkling smile of Ocean,
1820 SHELLEY Let. to Maria Gist. 262 Clouds. .Piloted by
the *many-wandermg blast. i8ia BYRON C/t. Har. \. xx,
Then slowly climb the &quot;many-winding way.

c. Special combinations : many-berry, a name
for the American hackberry (Cent. Diet.) ; tirja-rjy-

feet (-foot), (a) ^ POLYPE
; () a general name

for earwigs, woodlice, etc.
; marjy-root(s, the

plant Ruellia tttberosa, native to Mexico and the

West Indies; fMany Saints Day 1 nonce-ivd.,
a name for Pentecost ; many-seed, a Barbados

plant of the genusy.wa&amp;gt;

.

1847 W. DARLINGTON Awcr. Weeds fy Useful PI. (1860) 294
Hack-berry, *Many-berry. 1591 SYLVESTKR Dit Bartas
i. v. 87 Th inky Cuttles, and the *Many-feet. Ibid* 238
The.. Many-foot, that fain A dainty feast of Oyster-flesh
would gain. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 351 Some sea-fishes,
. .haue eight legs : namely, Manyfeet, Pourcuttles, Cuttles.

1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Tlieat. Ins. 1045 The Scolopen-
dra-, and Jnli, and Cheeselips. .are called Many-feet. 1706

PHILLIPS, Oz&na, a sort of the Fish Pourcontret or Many-
feet. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 210 The *Many-Roots.
This Plant derives its Name from the great number of its

Roots. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Many-root* a name
for the Ruellia tuberosa. 1655 FULLER C/i. Hist. in. Ded.,

MANYFULL.
Those three thousand gained (on *Many-Saints-day) by
Saint Peter, at Jerusalem. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 212
*
Many-Seed. I have given this Plant a name from its many

Seeds. 1848 ScHOMBURCK I/ist. Barbados 618.

B. qaasi-jtf. and sl&amp;gt;.

1. quasi-j^. On the analogy of afew (see FEW 2),
a lias from the i6th c. been prefixed to many when
followed by a pi. sb. or used absol. in plural sense.
In such collocations many formally admits of being
interpreted as a sb., meaning a great number .

This interpretation is somewhat strained when a

many is immediately followed by a pi. sb., because
the ellipsis of of, which must be assumed, is ab
normal

; but in the other cases it presents no diffi

culty, and it would often be impossible to deter

mine whether in the consciousness of the speaker
the word is an adj. used absol. in pi., or a genuine
sb. Confusion with ^T^:I^IE, of which there are

many traces in the ifithc., seems to have con
tributed to cause the word in this use to be appre
hended as a sb. Often with prefixed adj. as in

a -^ considerable, good, great, ^pretty, -\jolly many \

also
*f&quot;

no small many.
a. with pl.sb. (UTpeople : immediately following.

In tliis u^e a. many hardly differs in sense from ii/mtv, and
is now somewhat rare in literary UM:, thouyh a good many,
a^n-tit many, arc common colloquially.

1590 MAKLUUI; Edit-. //, iv. ii, Though a many friends
Are inaiie a way. 1614 DAY l- cstirals xi. (1613) 300 I here
are iti this Israel, the Sacn.-d Scriptures of (Joel, a many,
many Widowes. a 1643 J. SHI:IK Judgem. $ Afcrcy (1645)
100 Hce were a mad man that to Secure himselfe from the

Fire, would pile a many Uillcts betweene him and the flame.

1653 H. MOKK A tilid. Ath, (1662) 97 A many such mii.-u le-..

1690 IAIIEKLI, Brief Kcl. (1857) II. 126 And great many
men were at work upon the fortifications. 1776 Trial oj
hnndocomar 23/2 A great many people have seen him
bt-sides. 1807 CKABBK I ar. Reg. in. 768 The rates are high ;

we ha\e a-many poor. 1813 Sk. Character led. 21 I. 205 It

is a good many years since I have seen him. 1832 Ti NN\SON-
Miili-r & Dart. 219 They have not .shed a many tears, 1 car

eyes. 1841 CAT LIN N. Aiitcr. Ind. (1844) II. xlviii. 122 They
use a vast many beads. 1884 I\!n&amp;gt;icli. Exam, 17 May 4/8
There are a great many schools, .of tecfinicology scattered
over the Continent.

b. Const, of\ now only followed by a definite

sb. or pronoun. (Some eaily quols. may belong
to MKIMK.)
1525 Li). UKKNKRS Froiss. II. xxiv. 64 Ilencth in the cmirle

hc.sawea great many ofas.se:&amp;gt;. 1530 PALSGR. 721/1 s.v. .S /j-t^-,

A inenye vt\x&amp;lt;&K:&amp;gt;\yng tas deritisseaitx\, 1560 WHITEHORNI-;
Arte l\&amp;gt; arre 60 (Jains Snlpitius . . set a greate many of

Sackes vpon Mules. 1584 K. SCOT Discov, IViichcr. xn. iii.

(1886) 176 If Incubus could beget Merlins among us, we
should have a jollie manie of cold prophets. 1652 GAULE
Magastrom. 352 He. . had invited a many of his kindred and
friends. 1656 KARL MONM. tr. BoccalinfsAdvts.fr. Parnass.
n, xxiv. (1674) 173 An infinite many of men. 1711 ADDISON

Spcct. No. 37 P i, I had an Opportunity of turning over a

great many of her Hooks. 1716 U. CHURCH Hist. Philips.
War (1865) I, 127 He pick d up a considerable many uf their

Women and Children. 1840 /*. Parley s Ann. 183 A many of

them played the truant on purpose to see the soldiers go
through their manoeuvres. 1852 THACKERAY Esmonds iii,

This was chiefly of the Catholic gentry, of whom there were
a pretty many in the country.

c. ellipt. and absol. (Quots. 1556 and 1564 may
belong to MEINIE.)
[i556Oi-UK /ffrVArwtf6Tothe undoing ofa great meanye.

1564 HKCON Display. J ofis/i Mass Wks. in. 47 b, V e

praye fur Philippe and Clienye, mo than a good meany.J
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V

t
in. vii.

7^
Const. And yet my Sky shall

not want \sc. stars]. Dotpli. I hat may be, for you beare a

many superfluously. 1604 HIERON U ks. I. 507 These and
the like are the thoughts and speeches of no small many.
1611 Ii. JONSON Catiline To Rdr., The commendation of

good things may fall within a many, their approbation but

in a few. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclns
1 Counn. (1792) I. Diss.

p. xcv, Plato is ignorantly accused by a many, for affirming
that [etc.]. 1875 HIGGINSON Hist. U. S. viii. 64 A good
many died of hardship and fatigue. 1888 HKVLI-; Amer.
Cointmv. Ill, cii. 438 I!ut even in the East a good many may
come from straitened homes.

f2. sb. App. by confusion with ^^EI^IK, used

for : Company, host, flock; (one s) retinue or

following. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1596) 1600/2 We are . . mur
dered downe like a manie of sheep. 1579 SPENSER

Shefh.
Cal. May 23 liefore them yode a lusty Tabrere, I hat

to the many a Home pype playd. 1586 WARNER Alh. Eng.
I, v. (1589) 14 Those cruell Lions.. which haue deuoured
those Heards I had, and with my Manie s blood Imbrud
their fierce deuouring chappes. 1596 SPKNSKR F. Q. v. xi. 3

And forth he far d with all his many bad. 1609 C. BUTLER
Fern. Mon. v. (1623) Lij,The manie begins to march along;

thronging one another for haste. 1700 DRYDHN Pal. $
Arcite in. 545 The chiefs divide And wheeling east and

west before their many ride.

3. Phihs. A multitude, plurality. Opposed to ont.

n 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. x. 4 (1622) 309 All Ones,

and all Manyes, all wholes, all parts. 1788 T. TAYLOR
Proclns Comm. (179- ) I. Diss. p. xxiv, One idea, throughout
all manys, wrapt up in one. 1864 BOWEN Logic i. 4 The
Understanding has been called the unifying faculty, by
which the many is reduced to unity;

Many- : see MANI-.

Manyew, obs. form of MANGE.

t Ma uyfull, a. Obs. [f. MANY + -FUL.] Abun
dant. (Also const, of.}
c 1440 Jacobs Well 262 Many-full of woordys [rttarg.

multilo&amp;lt;]uium]...He |&amp;gt;at
hath manye woordys faryth as a
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MANYGATES.
foul |?iit Mellytli liis chafiare wyth-outcn wv^tt: and mcsure.

1526 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. H. So AII this mater I

remytte unto your highe wisdome and manyfull goodnes.

tMa nygate(,s. Obs. [See GATE s/&amp;gt;.

2
9 b.]

In many ways.
J37S UARBOUK Bruce \. 338 Knawlage off mony statis May

qulule awai^e full mony gatis. c 1420 Lay J otks Mans Bk.,
York Hours 35 Many fals witnes, )?ai wryed hym many gate.

Many-headed, a. (Stress variable.) Having
many heads. Often applied derisively to the people
or populace (the many-headed beast or monster,
after Hor. Ep. i. i. 76 Belun mitltonun es capitum\
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1590) 220 O weak trust of the

many-headed multitude. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 6 The

proud Duessa..High mounted on her many headed beast.

1595 DANIEL Civ, H^ars 11. xii, This many-headed monster

Multitude. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad\. 478 That many-headed
hill. 1680 G. HICKICS Spirit of Popery 2 That Many-
headed .Pope the Presbyterian Government, ijyj POVK
Hor, Ep. il. i. 305 The many-headed Monster of the Pit.

1819 Lu. J. RUSSELL in Hansards Parl, Deb, XLI. 1105
Are we then to conclude. . that Somers [etc.] expelled a king
in order to set up a many-headed tyranny? 1849 TENNYSON
You might have u&amp;gt;on 20 Keep nothing sacred : tis but

just The many-headed beast should know. 1852 HLNSLOW
Diet, Bat. Terms, Many-headed, when many distinct buds
are seated on the crown of a root.

b. absol. ( the many-headed multitude .)

1837 DICKENS Pickiv. xbc, The playful disposition of the

many-heaied.
Hence Maiiyhea dediiess.

1827 HARE Cucsscs (1859) 96 A Review, which, am-jiii;

divert other qualities of Cerberu^, has that of numy-headed-
ness. 1889 Spccta.ior 5 Oct., The many-headednt^s of a
Pailiament.

i Ma iiyhecle. Obs. Also mani-. [f.
MANY

+ -hedt) -HEAD.] Multitude.
a 1300 E. E. Psaltcrd. 2 Loves him after inani-Iiede [Vul.^.

secundnin }&amp;gt;inltitndi&amp;gt;U t\ of his inikelneMV. a 1400 KeHf,
Pieces ft: Thornton MS. 45 For-bi batanelmly cs gude and

manyhede alswa, lare-fore it bchouede nede bat anehede
and manyhede Ijathe ware in G^dd.

t Ma nyie, me nyie, sb. &. Ol&amp;gt;s. Also 5

mau^e, ? meiiiye, 6 men^ie, menze, 6-7 manzie,
7 mouzie, mangzie. [f. next vb.]

= MAIM sb.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Lttw Arms (S.T.S.) 116 Quha ever

itrykis with wappin or othir viltaynis rnan^e. 1/1470 HENRV-
SON Mar. Eab, \, (Par!. Beasts} xxxv, This wretchit wolf

weipaud thus on hi went, Of this meniye markand to get
remeid, 1500-20 DU.VHAK Poems xxi. 12 He that hes for nis

awin gen5ie Ane pL-sand prop, but mank or men^ie. 1589
R. BKUCE Strni. {isgij Y 3 b, Without a notable inconvenient.
ather to body or soule, or to boath, without a notable menze,
as we speak. 1397 SKENE De I crb. Sift., Machamh-m^. .

from the auld French wordc Mehaigne, quhilk we call,

Mau/ic, hurt, mutilation [etc.]. 1609 Reg, Maj. in. x.

51 b, Gif the seller did sell to the buyer ane thing, as
without anie fault or nitrnzie. Ibid. Table 861), Mangzie.
t Maiiyie, menyie, v. Sc. Obs. Also 4-5

rnen^e, 6 menjie, mainzie. [a. OK mahaignieri
see MAIM z

.]
= MAIM v.

n 1400 Trojan War n. 21 u Woundaml, men^eand, and
slaand. 1500-20 DUNDAK Poems Ixxviii. 3 So sair the

magryme dois me men5ie. 1597 SKENE De Verb. Signif.
s.v. Mac/iajiiiitw, He (Hiha is inaiiuied, hes ane just cause
to excuse himseUe fra singular battell.

t Ma-nykin, ma :

nykins f
a. Obs, Forms :

i manesra cynna, 2-3 monies cunnes, kunnes,
kinnes, 3 mani cunuea, kinnes, -kine(s, 4
many kyn(nea, mani-, mony-kin, 5 manykins,
erron. -kiagis. [Repr. early ME. monies kinnes

(genit. sing, of MANY a. and KIN .r^.i) ; in OE.
the synonymous pi. genitive mancgra i-yntia occurs.]
Of many kinds.

9oo[see K.iNj. !
6bJ. c 1000 .-Igs. /V. (Th.)x. 7 Drihten

onseiit manejra cynna witu. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 103 Heo
[sc. anger] macaS monslehtas and monies cuuncs ufel, &amp;lt;;i22o

Bestiary 460 Manikines Sing, c 1175 LAV. 1292 per bi-won
Brutus mani klne binges. ( 1375 Cursor M. 27412 (Fairf.)
.Manikin bing him mai be-tide [Cotton For nakin case |-at

mai tide], a 1400-50 A Uxander 3864 Creuesses of manykins
hewis. Ibid. 453^ Minerua was a maistres of many kingis
[i/Vj werkis.

t Ma nymeut. Sc. Obs. Also raanument.
fa. F. maniement, f. manier to handle.] Man
agement.
1567 Keg- Privy Council Scot, Ser. 1. 1. 514 Sen hir Hienes

arryvall.. and taking of the munyimmt and governament uf
the efiai is thairof on hir awin persoun. Ibid, II. 161 The
maister of his Hienes awin Cunyiehouse or sic utheris as ha-,

the manyiuent tlnirof. 1600 Sc. Acts Jos. I / (1816) IV.
245/1 The saidis James and maister Johne had the govern-
kinent and manument of his haill mitis, leving, and affairis.

Manyness (me-nim-s). rare. [f. MANY -(-

-NK.S.S.] Hurality, numerosity.
1609 SKI;NE Rtg. Maj. 115 Be inultiplication, or manynes

of Hynes. 1886 HALL& JASTROW in Mind Jan. 60 The sense
of manyness..acts as a stimulus to us to bend all available

energy to tally as fast as possible.

Manyot, Manyour : obs. ff. MANIOC, MANGEH.

ManyplieS (me-nipbiz), sb, pi. Chiefly dial.

Forms: b monyple, 8-9 manyplus, 9 monny-,
moni-, mani-, manyplies. [f. MANY+//?V^, j)l.

of PLY, fold. Cf. MANIFOLD(S sb2] The omasum
or third stomach of a ruminant. Also, jocularly
the stomach of a man.
1774 LAMBE Hist. Battell Floddcn Notes 70 Monyple^ a

N. C. word. 1782 A. MONKO Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 39
Omasum, vittgo the manyplus. 1803 Prize Ess. flight. Sac.
Scotl, II. 218 In the fold of the second [sic] stomach or

148

monnyplies. 1833 M. Scon Tan CrhigU xii. (1859) 268

As if he feared the very exertion of uttering a woril or two

might uiibetlle his inuniplies. 1840 1 cnnyCycl. XVII. 82/1

The third stomach, the manyplus. 1861 HUME tr. Moquin-
Tandon \\. l. 43 In all the ruminating animals there are

four btomachb : the ingluvies; . . the reticulum ; . . the omasum
or many-plies ; and the abomasum.

Manys^ch, obs. form of MENACE v.

Many-sided, . (Stress variable.)

1. Having many sides ;
multilateral.

1660 BAKROW Euclid i. Def. xxii, Many-.sided figures are

such as are contained under more right lines than four.

niSzi SHELLEY Def. Poetry Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 16 The drama
..i.s a prismatic and many-sided mirror. 1847 SMKATOS
Builder s Man. 172 To find the area of irregular polygons,
or many-sided figures.

2. Jig. Having man} aspects, bearings, capacities,

or possibilities. (Suggested by Ger. vielseitig.)

1843 GLADSTONE Clean. (1879) V. 37 Of many-sided aspect.
1868 Ju-

1

. Mttndi x.(x87Oj 402 With many-sided intelli

gence. 1882 FAEKAR l-.arly Chr, II. 337 Since Christianity
is munysided. 1892 GAKDINEK Student s llist. Eng. 489

Raleigh was. -a many-sided man ; soldier, sailor, statesman,

historian, and poet.

Hence Manysi deftness.

1833 LYITON Eng. &amp;lt;V English (ed. 2)11. 97 Wordsworth. .

has not, it is true, the many-sidedness of Gothe. 1837
C. LOFFT Self-forinatian I. 275 It tends to give him the

decantatum illud of the Germans, .. manysidedness. 1866

Sat. A tT 1

. 19 May 584/1 What men gain in manysidedness
it is said they are losing in vigour. l9j9&quot;LmnLLAmffHg
itty Bks, Ser. I. (1873) 315 The many-sidedness of truth.

Manyssh, -yssyche, obs. IT. MENACE v.

Manyways adv. : see AYAY.

t Many- wliat. Obs. Forms : 3 mani5whatt,
moniwhat, 4 mani-, mony-quattt, -what. [See
WHAT and cf. anyu htit, somewhat.] Many things.
c 1200 ORMIN 1028 Enngless. .wibj&amp;gt; Jie bisscopp spzkenn
O Godess hallfe off manhwhatt. a l225--Jw ( r. A . 352 Hore
Hfl&amp;lt;xie is herre, uor pile.^rim eilei monihwat. a 1300 Cursor
M. 12598 (Cott.) Desputand tuix haim he salt. And [&amp;gt;ai

him
asked mani-quat [z

1
. rr. many quat, maniquatt, mony \\hat].

Ma liy-wliere. rare. Also 4 maniquar^e,
6-7 (with advb. s) many wheres. [f.

MANY -f

WIIEBE.] In many places.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 21723 Bot has bitid oft mani quar, pjt

less folk ouercummen }-e mar. 1565 JKWI.L A
&amp;lt;//.

Hai diti^

(161 1) 433 This kinde of Praier . . was many wheres receiued.

(21656 Bp. HALL Kent, ll bs. (1660) 289 It.. can no mure

according to the natural being even of a body glorified be

many wheres at once. iocs LUBBOCK Scciu ry Eng: 52
Smoothed and polished rocks occur also many-where , if I

may coin the word.

Manywise adv. : see \\ISE sl&amp;gt;.

II Maiizanilla (micn/ani la, Sp. manj!anrl-
va .

[Sp., f. inanzanilla camomile.] A kind of dry and

light sherry with a somewhat bitler flavour.

1843 fenny Cycl. XXVII. 466/1 Manzanilla, which is the

favourite wine of the Spaniards. 1872 THUDICHUM& DUPKL
Treat. 11 itu! 653 Some descriptions of Manzanilla wine.

Manzaniila, -illo : see MANCHINEKL.

II Maiizanita (mamzanrta, Sp. manhanrta).

[Sp., dim. of inansana apple.] One of the berry-

bearing shrubs of the genus Arctostaphylos found

in the United States ; the bearbeny. \\waltrili.

1872 C. KING Mountain. .Sicfm \cv. ii. 36 The reverence
due to the Giver of manranita berries.

Manzie: see MANYIE Sc. Obs.

I! Maiizil (m-nzil). Forms: 7 manzeil,-eel,

munsel, meuzill, y mansalo, munzil, -el, man-
zil. [Arab, (hence Pers., Urdu) JJJ~ maiizil, f. tia-

ca/utodescend, alight.] a. A halting-place, b. The
distance between two halting-places, a stage.

1634 SrK T. HEHKKRT Trav. 55 Our next nights Manzci!
was at (Jogoain. 1698 FRVKR Ace. E. India ty / . 231 In tlie

middle of the Mnnsel (/.f. a whole Day s Journy) the Ihilk-r

alights. 1840 J. B. FRASKU Koordistan I. iv. 98 Fixing nry
first day s mun/il..at a village. .ten miles from Ooshnoo.
1880 L. W.U.LACI; AV l/iiri, (1881) 8 On the desert, distance

is. . measured . .by the stint, or hour, and the MMMK) or hall.

II
Ma iizo. Obs. rare. [It.] Ikill-beef.

1594 CAKHW Ihtartcs Exam, ll its (1616) 305 Cowes fle&amp;gt;li,

Maii/o, bread of red graine,. .the sonne engendred vjKm
these, shall liaue strength like a bull, but withal), bee..uf a

beastly wit.

Manzy, Sc. form of MEINIE.
Maon: see MAHONE, MAI-.M)-.

Maori ^ma-ori, muus-ri), sb. (a.) PI. Maori,
Maori es. [The native name: said to mean
of the usual kind (Morris Austral ng

r

.). ]
1. An individual of the brown race inhabiting
New Zealand. Also atlrib. or adj. pntaining to

this race or their language ; absol. the language.
i^rennyCycl. XXVII. 752/1 The natives call themselves

maori (aborigines), in contradistinction to the foreigners, or

pakea. 1843 E. J. WAKEFIELU Advent. N. Zealand I. vi.

174 The Maori language., possesses .. but few words whiih
express abstract ideas. .. The Maori, as made a written
language, is pronounced in the same way as German or
Spanish. 1854 GoLDU Pigfons Parlt. 34 Through bush
and clearing searching for ye Full of the thoughts of shooting
Maori. 1884 Century Sllag. XXVII. 919 Crowds of Maoris
..thronged the streets.

b. Comb., in names of plants and animals (sec
Morris Austral Eng. i8y8) : Maori cabbage,
the wild cabbage of New Zealand ; Maori-chief,
a New Zealand Flathead fish, Nototlitnia

; Maori-

MAP.

head, a kind of sedge; Maori-hen, the \Veka or

\\ood-hen of New Zealand, OcyJrontus.
2. A New South Wales fish. Cons lincolattis.

1882 TENISON-WOODS Fish V Fisheries y. S. Wales 74.

1883 E. P. RAMSAY Food Fishes N.S. Wales 25 (Fish.
E.xhib. Pnbl.) The Maori (Cons lineolatus\ a most varied
and beautifully marked fish, of a rich vermilion.

Maormor: see MOKMAOII.

Map (ma?p), rf.l Also 6-7 mappe, 6-8 mapp.
[ad. L. mappa, in class.L. table-cloth, napkin ,

but in med.L. used transf. in the combination

mapfa mmtdi (see MAPPEMONDK).
Cf. the synonymous OF. inafff (rare; also in Rousseau

c 1770), Sp. tnapa^ Pg. tnaffa, G. ntappe {obs. : the mod.
sense portfolio is not directly connected). 1

1. A representation of the earth s surface or a

pait of it, its physical and political features, etc..

or of the heavens, delineated on a flat surface ot

paper or other material, each point in the drawing
corresponding to a geographical or celestial position

according to a definite scale or projection.
A hydrographical map is now more usually called a chart

(formerly ^&amp;lt;:ard).

1527 R. THOKNL in Hakluyt I oy. (1589) 257 To make a

bigger and a better mappe. 1589 G. HARVEY Merce s

; Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 130 The great Mapp of Mercator.
1601 SHAKS. Tivel. JV. in. ii. 84 He does smile his face into

more lynes, then is in the new Mappe, with the augmen
tation of the Indies. 1625 N. CARPKNIER Geog. Del. i. vii.

(1635) 166 A Geographicall Mappe is a plaiue Table,
wherein the Lineaments of the Terrestriall Spheare are

expressed. 1760 JOHNSON Ittler No. 97 p 5 A rivulet not

marked in the maps. 1867 W. W. SMVTH Coal 4- Coal

mining 44 On examination of a geological map it will be

seen that [etc.J.

b. transf. )
A table, chart (elis.). Also (noncc-

tise\ applied to a mental conception of the ar

rangement of something.
1626 [FiiATLEY) tr. Parallel. To Rdr. Aiij, Errors.. which,

collected into a small map, they exhibite. 1855 BAM&MCI
y Int. ill. i. 43 (1864) 398 By a hurt on the ribs we come
to connect feelings in the chest with the place on our map

|

of the body.
c. A tract of country spread out like a map.

1784 Cowi KR Task I. 321 A spacious map Of hill and valley

interpos d between.

d. A figure resembling a map in form or outline.

1822 GOOD Study Mcd. IV. 571 Motley dandriff. Scaliness

in diffuse maps of irregular outline, and diverse colours.

2. Jig. A detailed representation in epitome ;
a

circumstantial account of a state of things. Very
common in the ijth c.

;
now rare or 0/&amp;gt;s.

c 1586 C l KSS PKMHROKL / s. txul.
i^ My voice, [O I.otd],

. . Before thy face my cases mapp it laieth. 1607 ROWLANDS
Guy Watlv. 59 Who in her Face a Map of sorrow wears, A
countenance compos d all mournful, sad. 1647 SALTMARSH

Sparkles Glory (1847) 2 So as man is all created excellency
in the map or abridgment. 1791 BURKK Lett.

t
to R. Burke

(1844) III. 227, 1 don t know the map of their situation.

f b. The embodiment or incarnation (of a. virtue,

vice, character, etc.) ;
the very picture or image of.

i^So Sp. mapa.) Obs. (Common in the 17th c.)
a 1591 H. SMITH Sinf. Mans Search Six Serm. (1614) E,
What were man if he were once left to himselfe? A map of

misery. 1606 CHAPMAN Mons. /&amp;gt; (V/7V Plays 1873 I. 200
Farewell the true mappe of a gull. 1698 FnviiR Ace. E.
India

&amp;lt;v
7*. 83 They are the absolute map of sordidne:-s,

farcing hardly, and professing fairly.

f C. An aggregation, multitude. Ol&amp;gt;s.

a 1592 (iKKKNK Selimus Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 199 In whose

lii.L;h thoughts A map of many valures is en^hrin tl. 1597
MniDLt-ioN ll isa. Solotnon xv. 12 My soul, saith he, is but

a map of shows, No substance, but a shadow for to please.

f3. [? After I., mappa; cf. G. mappe portfolio.]

? A wrapper. Olis.

1608 TopsliLL Serpents 220 Uut some then will demaund,
where had_ Pope Alexander .. that map or net at ^Rome
wherin (it is said) the napkin of our Sauiour Christ is pre
sented.

4. attrib. and Comb., as map- ^graver, -maker,

making, -monger, -mounter, -seller; map-like
I adj. ; map butterfly, a butterfly with map-like

markings; map-flapping Mil.,the processof trans

mitting by (lag-signals the outline of a map (or

other drawing) ; map lichen, a lichen, Lteidta

gcographica, the thallus of which has markings

resembling a map ; map-measurer, an instrument

for measuring distances on maps (Knight Diet.

RIccli. 1875); map-meter --

prec. ; map-turtle,
an American turtle, Malaelemmys geographicus, so

called from the markings of the shell (Cent. Diet. ).

1894 1C. H. AITKEN Naturalist on Prowl 50 The delicately

devised Map Butterfly, Cyratis tin; Jamas. 1886 Longm.
.l/.n;. Feb.. (art.) &quot;Map-flapping. 1662 EVELYN ChaUogr.
Contents, Chart and Map-gravers. 1796 NtMNlCH Polygl.
Lex. Nat. llist., &quot;Map lichen. Lidungtografktcia. 1775

i ROMANS Floriila App. 77 Onr wise map-makers, .have
. corrupted it into Ponio bay. 1%6-j Tarkcs Cnttil. Instrument*

30 Opisometer or &quot;Map Meter. 1639 FULLER Holy H&amp;gt; ar\.

xiv.(i84o!267 Agreat mapmonger. .undertook lotravelover

England by help of his maps. 1858 SIM.MONDS Diet. Trade,
*
Map-mounter, a workman who backs maps with canvas,

varnishes and fixes them on rollers [etc.]. 1710 Land. f,az.

\

No. 4685/4 Sold by C. Browne, Print and &quot;Map-seller.

Hence Ma pless a., without maps.
1659 FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. l.

5
Mr. Camden s Hritania.

His hrst Edition was a Babe in a little.. Octavo ;. .the third,

a Youth in a Quarto (but Map-less). 1889 T. HOOOKW
| Pytiasfy of Thcodosiits 1^1 Their deficiency of light cavalry
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prevented them from. .obtaining, in those maples days,
the much-needed information.

Map, 16.- dial. (Sf.) [Cf. map vb., to nibble

(E. D. D.).] A rabbit. Hence Ma ppie (E. D. D.),

t Mapkin in the same sense.

1416 in Rot. Pat. fy Clnus. Cancel. Hib. Cal. (1828) I. 213/1
Rex assignavit Juhannem Baxter. . adcapiendum,emt:iKluii&amp;gt;,

& arrestandum quascunque pelles de martryns, mappekyns,
ciiniculorum [etc.]. 1825-80 J AMILSON, Mtif, lit., nihbler, a
name sometimes given to a rabbit.

Map (mssp), &* Inflected mapped
mapping, [f.

MAP s6. 1 Cf. Sp. mapar,
mappiemt.]
1. trans. To make a map of; to represent or

delineate on a map.
i6oz WARNKK Alb. Ettf, \n. Ixxi.(i6i2) 297 Not moop t at

home, but mapping Lands. 1847 GKOTK Greece n. xxvi.

(1862) III. 19 Thrace, which is even now imperfectly known
and badly mapped. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. F.ng. iii. I. 411
While he, on the rock of Saint Helena, mapped the con- i

stellations of the southern hemisphere.
absol. 1901 R. KIPLING AVw xii. 321 They will plot and

survey and map of course.

b. train/, and fig. Obs.

1586 WARNEK Alb. Eng. vi. xxxii. (1589) 143 Of which
letigious Famelies here mapped be the Lines. 1611 SHAKS.

Cytnb. IV. i. r, I am neere to th place where they should

meet, if Pisanio haue mapp d it truely. 1889 RIDER HAG
GARD in lllitstr. Li)nci. Nnvs 23 Feb. 237/1 The form of
a man. .vaguely mapped upon the twilight.

c. pass. Of a landscape : To be extended to the

eye as in a map.
1845 DARWIN I oy. .Vat. xix. (1852! 449 To the south the

broken land and water . . was mapped with clearness before
us. 1850 CLOUGH Dipsychus n. v.

d. To map i/own : to set down or delineate, as
in a map.
1868 HELPS Rcalmah xiv. (1876) 379 He is just the sort of

3uiet,

observant fellow to be mapping all our character^ ;

own.

2. Map out. a. To represent in detail on a map.
,11656 Up. HALL Rein. Wks. (1660) 387 He..thinkes it

not needful to map out before the Traveller every Town
and Village of all the Shires through which he should pass.

|

b. fig. f (a) To record minutely (o/&amp;gt;s.). (?&amp;gt;)
To

!

plan out (a course of conduct or behaviour), to i

divide up (a period of time) into sections allotted

to different occupations.
1619 HAI.KS Lett. .Synoil Dart 15 Jan. in ColJ. Kent.

(1673) II. 76 One amongst them there is who hath taken the

pailies to Mappe out your behaviour since your first

footing in the Synod. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORU Dr. Claudius
v, A woman of her position probably., mapped out her year
among her friends. 1891 I.am Times XCII. IJQ/I These
volumes.. map out before us the whole law affecting the

marriage contract.

c. To divide (a country) into districts, as by lines

on a map.
1860 MOTLKY Xetherl. u868) I. i. 5 The territory of these

countries was mapped out by no visible lines. 1870 E.
PEACOCK Ra/fSkirl. II. 248 The Continent was not then
mapped out with tourists routes.

t Map, a.- Obs. rare- 1
, f? cogn. with MOPE f.]

trans. To bewilder.
c 1415 Festivals 175 in Leg. Rood (1871) 216 Oure lady. .

lay still doted and dased As a womman mapped and mased.

Map : see also MOP.

Mapamond(e, obs. form of MAPPBIONDE.
Mapkin : see MAP sb.~

Maple (m. i-p l). Also 4-5 mapil(l, -ul(le, -el,

7 mayple. [Oli. *inapel, *inaptil, only in inapelMom
MAPLE-THEK, and in &amp;gt;/iapuliiero(\\K same meaning :

cf. OS. niapuldcr (Gallue), MLG. mapddorn.
The late ON. nifpiir-r (rare&quot;

1

) seems to be an alteration
of the Kng. word after the synonymous but unconnected
ON. iiifisnrr : see MAZER. Beside the O 1 eut. type &quot;map!a-

represented in the Kng. and OS. word, there was a synony
mous *-inallp- represented in OHG, inavraltra, mod.G.
in.iszholdcr ; the relation between these two forms has not
been explained.]

1. Any of the trees or shrubs of the genus Acer,
flourishing in northern temperate regions, many i

of which are grown for shade or ornament, some
valued for their wood, and some for a sugar pro
duct. The Common Maple is Acer catnpestre.
The fruit of these trees is a double-winged samara :

or key .

770 [see MAPLE-TREK). ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rant. Rose 1384 i

Maples, asshe, ook, asp, planes longe. 11386 A . .Vy. i

2065 Mapul. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 9 The Maple seeldom
inward sound. 1632 T. MORTON Nc-.u Eng. Canaan II. ii.

&amp;lt;

1(537) 05 Mayple,. .very excellent, for bowles. 1732 CentI.

\\r&quot;

ff 673 &quot;1= JIa
!

&amp;lt;: blushing gratifies the Sight. 1856
WHITTIER Ranger v, Silver birches, golden-hooded, Set with
maples, crimson-blooded.

b. With qualifying word, applied to various

species of the genus Acer : e. g.
Bird s-eye Maple (cf. 2)--. sugar mafic; Black or

Black Sugar Maple, A. /{; Cretan Maple, .4. i

cnliamt; Dwarf Maple, A . gtatrmu (Cent. Diet. 1890);
Goose-foot Maple - striped mafic libid.}; Great or
Greater Maple = sycamore maple ; Hairy Maple, A.

*. platanoides; Red or Red-flowering, Scarlet
scarlet flowering Maple, A . rubrum ; Rock Maple ~
sugar mafic ; Silver, Silver-leaved, or White Maple,

149

f
A. dasycarfiuiit, of eastern North America ; Soft Maple,
either the red or the silver maple (Cent. Diet.) ; Striped
Maple, A. pcnnsyi- anicmn (or stn&tMH\ moosewood ;

Sugar Maple, A. saccharinum of North America, which
yields maple-sugar ; Swamp Maple - red maplc\ Syca
more Maple, A. Pst-udo-pltitanus (:-ee SYCAMORE; Vine
Maple* A, circinatum {Cent. Diet.). Also Ash-leaved
Maple, any tree of the genus bfcgHtido\ box-elder.

1597 GKRARDE Herbal in. cxii. 1300 The great Maple, not

rightly called the Sycomort; tree, .is a stranger in Kn^Iand.
1797 Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3! *.\. Acer. 1800 Med. *Jrnl. IV.

246 The sugar and silver maple, Acer saccharimuit, and ./.

dasycarpon. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1876 HuKRort,HS Wintfr
Sunshine (^f)^} 93 Soft maple makes a very tine white sugar.
2. The wood of any of these trees, tiird* s-cyc

maple (see BiRD s-EYK 4). Curled maple \ a wood
in which the grain is much undulated or contorted,
obtained from the broad-leaved, red, and sugar
maples. Mottled, Russian maple (sec quot. 1X75).
1396-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 214,, ix saw.sars de

Mapill. 1663 COWI.KY Kss.tAgric. Wks. 1710 II. 714 He
scats him in ;i Throne of Maple, 1664 K\ KI.YN Sy/vti x. ^8
The Maple. . was of old held in equal estimation almost with
the Citron ; especially the Bruscum, the French-Maple,
and the PeacocKs-tail-Maple. 1805 WORUSW. Prcl. i. 515
The naked table, snow-white deal, Cherry or maple. 1847
W. DARLINGTON Antt-r. JfVtviV, etc. (1860) 92 The wood of
the Red Maple especially that variety or form of it, known
asCurled Maple. 1875 i re s Diet. Arts\ II. 216 ! he Russi.ui

maple IS thought lo he the wood of a birth tree.., The bird .s

eye maple is- the American variety.. .The mottled maple in

a commoner variety.

3. attrib. and Coib.
t
as maple grovet leaf, f wurr

(
^ knot in tree , ivood\ quasi-(^//. with sense made

of maple wood
f

,
as in maple chair

^ cup, dish. Also

t maple biscuit, some kind of confectionery ;

t maple block, a block of maple wood on which
tobacconists cut tobacco; maple-borer, an insect

which bores the wood of maples ( Cent, /)ict. 1 890^ ;

maplo bush, the mountain maple, Acer spicatitm ;

maple disease, a disease of certain maples caused

by the fungus Phyllosticta acericola {Cent. Diet.} ,

maple eye, in graining, an eye-shaped mark like

those found in maple wood; f maple face, a

spotted face ;
so maple-faced adj. ; maple grey,

a kind of grey pea; maple-honey ( .S,, the un-

crystallizcd part of the sap of the sugar maple
(JJartlett Diet* Amer. 1859) ; maplo key, the

fruit of a maple-tree (sec KEY j/ .
1

14&quot; ; maple
knob (see quot.) ; maple molasses, syrup f .A .,

a syrup obtained by evaporating maple sap or dis

solving maple sugar (Cent. Diet.} , maple rounci-

val, a kind of rouncival pea (cf. maple grey] ;

maple sugar, the sugar obtained by evaporation
from the sap of certain maples; maple sugary,
a maple sugar factory. Also MAPLE-HOOT, -TREE.

1755 Mem. Cnj&amp;gt;t. P. Drake II. iii. 45 A Flask of Pontack,
..with Cakes, *AIapIe Biscuits, and other Sweetmeats [at
A I lost, in Flanders]. 1610 B. JONSON Atch. r. iii, He has his

&quot;maple block, his siluer tongs. 1821 SCHOOLCKAI-T Trav.
162 The small red twigs of the..*maple hush. 1649 OGILHY
,-Eiieis viii. (1684) 292 A *MapIe Chair, graced with a Lion s

Skin. 1679 ULOUNT Anc. Tenures 7 The service of present
ing the king with three *Maple-Cups on the day of his

Coronation. 1634 MILTON Conins 391 Who would roh a
Hermit of his Weeds, His few Books, or his Beads, or &quot;Maple

Dish? 1873 E. SI-ON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 424/2 1 ut
in the

v

maple eyes by hand. 1633 B. JONSON Talc of Tnh
M. i, What ! Kowle-powle ! *Maple-face ! All felfowes !

1650 IJuLWKK Anthropoutct. 159 Ere long these adulterate
Colours will moulder, and then the old maple-Face ap-
peares. 1607 MIDDLETON Five Gallants iv. vii, Von un
lucky, *maple-faced rascal. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pratt.
Agric, II. 583 The Marlborough gray, the horn gray, the

*maple gray. 1876 Encyct. Brit. IV. 773/2 A *maple grove
. .is. .regarded as a valuable feature on a Canadian farm.

1664 EVELYN A a/. Hort.
t Oct. (1679) 26 Ashen, Sycomor,

and *MapIe keys. 1858 HOMANS Cycl. Coinnt. 1316/1 In
addition to the above-named varieties [curled and bird s-

eye maples], two other kinds occur in the ivenst or ex

crescences, which grow oil the trunk or roots of this tree.

..The most valuable variety is known by the name of

Variegated *Maple-knob. 1418 E. E. /Y//j(i882&amp;gt; 36 Wroght
wit *mapil leues and fret of .iij. foill. 1900 Daily News
i Jan. 3/2 The Canadians ; the wearers of the maple leaf.

1762 MILLS Syst. Pract. Husb. I. 466 The green and the

maple rouncivals require a stronger soil than the white.

1784 J. BKLKNAFJII li. Papers (i^jj)ll. 181 A sauce composed
of raspberries, cream, and *maple sugar. 1890 K. W. GoflSB
/ . //. Gossc 93 A log-hut, .a young *mapie-sugary, and four
tons of hay. 1579 SpEft&BR S/tef/t. Cat. Aug. 26 A ma/er
ywrought of the &quot;Maple Warre. 17. . MORTIMER Husb. (J,),
Of the rottenest *maple wood burnt to ashes they make a
strong lye. 1805 Med. JrnL XIV. 172 Maple wood is..
much used for the lathe.

Hence Maple cl ^mt i p ld) a., grown with maple?.
1851 WHITTIER Chapel ofHermits 371 This mapled ridge,

shall Horeb be.

Maple, variant of MAPPLE
Ot&amp;gt;s.,

a mop.
Maple-root. The root of the maple, formerly

used medicinally.
15*3 SKELTOM Carl. Laurel 1377 [In the list of his own

compositions.) The Murnyng of the mapely rule. 1609
/ . RavenscrofCs Patimii lla xxxi. C 3 b, My l^adie s cone to

Canterbury, S. Thomas be her boote. Shee met with Kate
uf Malmsbury, why wcepst thou maple roote ? 1640 PAK-
KINSON Theat. Bot. xvi. xxvi. 1427 Or Maple roote in pouther
made Take oft in Wine, a present med cine knowne.

Ma-ple-tree. ^MAPLK i.

770 in Birch Cart. Sax. (1885) I. 290 Of Jam syrf treowe
in -p ruj* mapel treow in forweard werdune. c 1425 I oc. in

MAR.
Wr.-Wnlcker 646/19 ffcc asccr, m.ipullctre. 1579 IYIY
Euphucs (Arbj 100 Is not..dunge [taken] out of thu Manlt
tree by the Scorpion? 1859 Gto. KLIOT A. Ucdc ii, As Dinah
walked, .towards the cart under the mnple-tree.

Mapold, -olt, mappel : see MAPI-I.E 0/&amp;gt;s.

Mappemonde nnupmJu-nd). Now only 7//V.
Konns : 4-5 mnppemounde, mapamor.d(e, f

mappamo v
u nd, y mappemonde. [a. V. mappc-

woitttc, ad. med.L. mappa tmtndi map of the world.
Cf. mod.I r. mapomoiindo, Sp. mapanutihii] \ hr

map of the world
; in early quots., the world itself.

138. CHAUCER 7&amp;lt;i Rosentounde 2 Madame, ye ben of al

beautc slnyne As fer as cercled is the mappcimmnde [JAY.
mapamonde]. xjgoCxmKK Conf.\\\. 102 And sette proprely
the boumle A ft re the forme of Mappemounde. c 1450 H&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i-

i.ANi) J/int lnt 3-8 Marchonis in the mapamnnd . .nixt duki-,
in dignite. 1533 )!KI U:NUI:N Livy I rol. ii, The twynkland

i sterms about
J
e mappamound. 1560 ROU.AN H &amp;lt;&quot;//. l\-ttn*

n. i
.--,

&amp;lt; If all pallcc it was the luminair, That cuer }it as
m.iid on Mappamond. 1864 MAJOU in Arckenfogia XI-. t

Memoir on a Mappemonde by Leonardo da Vinci, 1891
J. \\I\SOK ( ulntnbus ii. 61 The mappemonde, which was

1 drawn in 1300, by one of Columbia s pilots, Juan du l.i

Cosa.

Ma pper. [f. MAC vl + -KR V] A map-maker.
1635 I KHSOX I lifti-ift-s [. 44 Our nioderm- N.i\innior-&amp;gt; and

Mapper.s. 1883 ULKION .S; CAMKKON Cold Coast \. ii. ;j
Columbus, .lived as a mapper with his father-in-law.

So Ma*ppry(&amp;lt;w/te/w/mwj), the making &amp;lt;&amp;gt; I maps.
1606 SIIAKS. I r. \ Cr. i. iii. ^05 They call (hi-- Hed-worke,

Mapp ry, Clo.sset-Warre. 1840 J aifs Mag. VII. 411 I m-
,

tocols. .and what not, the m&amp;lt; re mappcry and paper projection
of w hat ha-, had, or may have, sonic relation !o a deed.

Mapping nuTL&quot;piij,j
/ /.^. [f.MArz-.l + -IM;

.]

1 he action of M .\r r.
;
the drawing ol mnps, mnp-

; making; planning. Also with onf, down.
1775 in ASH

Suf&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;l. 1849 MI/KCHISON Siluria v. 9 , ( . ,r-

n- Huns bcin.^ made in ihe mapping of faults ami :-!i,it,i.

1856 Mi;s. l!i)\\MN(; Ant: Lci^h \x. o~S Less mapping &amp;lt;&amp;gt;ut

of matler to be saved. 1860 (Jiio. Ki.ior Mill tin //. n. i,

Wlicii the miller talked of mapping and summing in

a vaj^iic and diffident manner. 1868 Lot KYKR tr. Cniilfiuiti $

J

Hea-vcns (ed. ^ y,o The actual mapping down of the spectra
I of several of the brightest stars.

attrib. 1866 W. I- . STANLEY Math. Drawing lust r. 12 A
M.Ty tiiR- kind of writing-pen, termed a mapping pen.

Ma ppist. rare. [i.MAPz;.
1 + -1ST.]

- MAITKII.
n 1618 SVIA KSI KH Little P&amp;gt;arfas 31 1 Learned Mappi^t.s, on

!
a Paper small, Draw (in Abbridgement) the whole Type uf
all. 1888 Actitit my ---8 Jan. 63/3 The mappist Collins tall-

the river between Oxford and Wallingford tlie I.six

t Mapple. Obs. In 5 mappel, mapolt, -old,

!

6 maple. [; pl&amp;gt;.
nd. late L. mappnla (? in nio-

I

naslic use), dim. of mappa napkin : sec MAT .(/&amp;gt;.
,

MOP
sb.~\ A mop.

c 1440 Promp. Pat-c. 325 j Mappel, idem
&amp;lt;}uod Malkyn.

1466 Mann, fy Ilousch. Exf. (Roxb.) ^46 Thromnns t&amp;lt; r

I pyche mapoltes. 1486 Xaval Ace. Hen. I ll (1896) 16 Shepe
skynnes for mapukk-s. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stujffe Ded.
A -j With Cales beards, as broade as scullers maples, that

they make cleane their buate.-&amp;gt; with.

Ma ppy, .
[f. MAP sbl + -Y.] Like a; map.

1861 THORNHUKV Turner (1862) I, 230 He had a horror of
what he said Wilson called being too mappy , 1873 Miss
I&amp;gt;KOL (,MION Xancy III. 152 A dead colourless flat, dotted
with little round trees, ..one of those mappy view.-, that

lack even the beauties of a map.
Mapulile, obs. form of MAPLE.

Maquaroon, obs. form of MACAROON.

Maquerel, -el(l)a: see MACKEREL ! and 2
.

II Maqili (mak/&quot;).
Also Smague. [Chilian Sp.]

The Chilian shrub Aristotelia Maqui (N.O. Tili-

at csf), yielding a valuable fibre, and producing
berries often used in the adulteration of wine.

1704 Ovallc s Chili in ChurchilCs Voyages III. 48 There
are also trees call d M agues. 1809 tr. Molina s Nat. Hist.
Chili I. 37 The maqui t a species of cornel. 1860 Treas. Bot.

7 in/a Maqui (Fr.J, Aristotelia. 1890 Daily Ncivs 5 Feb. 5/4
The Chilian Con.sul-GeneraI expresses his opinion that the
attention of our farmers will soon be called to the cultivation
of the plant known in Chili as the Maqui. ..The sudden
demand for the dried Maqui berry in France is . . not without

significance.

Mar (maA sb. Also 3 mer^e, 6 marr, 7 marre.

[f.
MAK v.]

fl. A hindrance, obstruction; an impediment in

speech. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 67 For Jmn sal mede witouten mere, lie

mettc for dede or bettur or were. Ibid. 2480^ A gret resun
wel sceu he cuth, wit-vten ani mer in muih. 1653 R. BAILI.IK

Dissuas. Vind. (1655) 43 The main marre ol their labour
was the common error of Independency. iftuMACUfiQAET
Callovid. Encycl.) Maunt^ to speak thick and fast ; to have
a marr in the speech.
2. Something that mars or impairs; a drawback

to. In early use, f a fault, rare.

1551 ASCHAM Let. to E. Raven 18 May Eng. W ks. (1761)

384, I trust my will to write shall match the marrs I make
in it. 1876 DK. KUINUURGH in Daily Xcivs i May 2/6 I lm

only mar to the pleasure 1 feel in again hoisting the pennant.

1901 Pall .Mali Mag. Sept. 70/1 It was no mar to the day
for Kuderic to share Miss Allan thus.

Mar (miu), v. Forms: i merran, mierran,
mirraii, myrran, 3 msere, 3-5 merre, 3-6mer(e,
3-7 marre, 3-8 marr, 4 mire, 5-7 mare, 4- mar.

[Com. Tent. OK. myran, corresponds to Olris.

mcria to hinder (only once, in 3rd pers. sing. pres.

ind. meert)j OS. merrian to cause to stumble or

err, to hinder (MLG., MDu. merrett to hinder,



MAB.

also- intr. to loiter, mod.Du. marren to fasten, tie

up, to loiter), O1IG. nianva, merren to hinder,

disturb (MHG. merren to hinder, also intr. to

linger, delay), ON. mcrja to bruise, crush, Goth.

mai-Jait to cause to stumble, offend. A parallel

formation from the same Teut. root *niar^- appears
in OE. mcarrian to go astray, err, MUG. marren

to linger, loiter. The Teut. word was adopted in

Romanic as OF. marrir to lose (one s way), to
;

lead astray, perplex, afflict, distress (mod.F. only

in pa.pple marri grieved), It. sinarrire to bewilder,

Sp. marrido adj., grieved.
According to some philologists, the OTeut. nMrzJMl is

formally equivalent to Skr. marsaya-, causative stem of turs

to forget Undogermanic root *icrs-, whence Llth. mirszti

to forget) ; the root may have had a wider sense than that

preserved in Skr. and Lith.]

fl. tram. To hamper, hinder, interfere with,

interrupt or stop (a person, event or thing;. Obs.

t 1000 .tunic Ejcod. v. 4 Hwi mirra3 *it bis folc fram

heora weorcum? a 1300 Cursor .I/. 2254 Now we haue vs

sped sa ferr Vr w il may he noghl vs merr. &amp;lt; 1375 &amp;gt; Leg.

Saints xiii. (Marcus) 7; Salhanas s:d nocht mare me. c 1440

York Myst. xli. 100 Bot thowe, inyghty Lorde, my mornyng
mar ! Mar )-e, for it shulde me well pay, So happy to se

hyme yf I warr. 1513- DOUGLAS .-Ends x. vn. 173 So thyk

in stayll all marryl wol.x the rout, Oneys mycht ony turn

hys hand about To wej Id his wappin. 1530 PALSCR. 705/2

If these hordes shrinke, all my purpose i marred. 1578 1 ;.\N.

ISTER//IJ/. Man vin. 109 Mouyng is marred,when . .solution

ofcontinuitie i made. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. H\afons 3

In case anie horseman, .should bee wounded., his fighting for

that day were marred. 1727 A. HAMILTON AViu Ace. E.

Ind. I. xxv. 308 [He] had certainly dispatched him. if a

large Brass Lamp which was burning over his Head, had

not marred the Blow. 1827 CARI.YI.K tr. Ticck s Khes,
Germ. Rout. II. 121 Then we shall see which of us is

swifter . Done , said Mary, and began to run; for we
shall not mar one another by the way [orig. so hindernviir

KHS auch iticltt auf tleinsdben U cgc\. 1849 Chamttnt
Inform. 1 1. 653/2 [Glasgow regulations for Bowls.) If a bowl

is accidentally marred by an opponent, it shall be in the

option of the party playing to let it rest, or play it over again.

2. To spoil, impair, a. \Yith obj. a material

thing : To damage so as to render useless ;
to de

stroy or impair the quality of. Now rare. Also

in OE. f to waste, squander (property).

cSyj K. /ELFREU Gregory s fait. C. xliv. 325 Dylajs mon

unnytlice mierre 8a:t 6a;t he hxbbe. 13.. E. E. A Hit. J .

C. 474 J&amp;gt;en
wakened be wyse of his wyl dremes, & blusched

to his wodbynde bat brobely was marred, c 1400 Dcstr.
,

Troy 5700 But his bhippes. .rut on a Rocke, & rent all to

peses, pat mony was mard & the men drow net. 1483 CAXTON
G. dc la Tour H iij b, Wyn taken ouer mesure. .marrethE

!

and corrupteth the good blood. 1530 PALSGK. 458/2 You
have blotted this shete of paper so sore that it is marred.

? 1538 LELAND///. VII. 47 Fische Garthes marre the Haven.

1562 TURNER Baths i The bathes of brimstone hurte the

stomack and mar it. 1611 BIBLE Mark ii. 22 The wine is

spilled, and the bottles will bee marred. 1612 HRINSLEY

Litd. Lit. 252 Making markes vnder euery hard word in

each page, without marring our bookes. a 1677 BARROW
Stria. Wks. 1716 I. 22 There is ever some dead fly in our

box, which marreth our ointment. 1728 YOUNG Love tame
iv. 52 Thunder mars small beer, and weak discourse, a 1848

R. W. HAMILTON AV.T. ff I unishnt. vii. (185.5) 336 The
vessel is so marred lhat it cannot be repaired. 1878 URUWN-
ING La Saisiaz 36 The breath is not the flute, Bom together
make the music ; either marred and all is mute.

b. With immaterial obj.: To impair fatally,

ruin. Often in proverbial antithesis with make

(see MAKE z/.i 46 b) or MEND v. In mod. use with

somewhat lighter sense : To detract from the per
fection or completeness of.

c 1230 ffali Mcid. 9 Adam &eue. .merden urecunde. // /&amp;lt;/.

4j Sone so bu telles te betere ben an o5er..bu marres ti

meidcnhad [US. tiodlty metres! bin meiShad]. a 1300
Cursor M. 17988 Harde hap he werred me a}ay_n,

And
myche marred of my mayn. c 1440 York Myst. xxiii. 87 It

marres my inyght. a 1568 ASCHAM Sckolcm. I. (Arb.) 34
Some wittes, moderate enough by nature, be many lymes
marde by ouer moch studie. Ibid., dalene saith, mod)
Musick marreth mens maners. 1579 YV. WILKINSON Confnt.
Fantilye ofLoue- 4 An euill exposition marreth the text. 1605
SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 369 Striuing to better, oft we marre what s

well. 1616 SURFL. & MAKKH. Country l ann n It marreth
the voice, bringing Hoarsenesse, and a little Cough. 1624
WOTTON Arcliit. i. 23 It will marre all the mirth in the

House. 1719 YOUNG Revenge IV. i, There they ll revel, and
exult to find Him sleep so fast, who else would marr their

joys, a 1732 BOSTON Crook in Lot (1805) 4 What God sees

meet to mar, one will not be able to mend in his lot.

1744 HARRIS Three Treat, i. iii. (1765) 172 The Dread of

them may marr the Rectitude of our Purposes. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Eriery Creek v. 99, I cannot mar my satisfaction

by groundless doubts. 1867 LADY HnBnrCwtfi /-. \iii.

212 Tire pleasure of shopping was marred by the surliness of

the inhabitants. 1896 .V. tf &amp;lt;J.
8th Ser. IX. 160/1 Though

marred by eccentricities and extravagances of language, the

play has genuine dramatic fibre.

t c. 1 hrases. To mar all: to act so as to prevent
a project or operation from being carried to a suc

cessful issue ; to spoil everything ,
to act badly.

To mar (one s) market : see MARKET sb. 40. Obs.

1-1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 57 5if bou cast salt her to,

iwys pou marres alle, so have I blis. 1535 COVF.RUALE Jtidg.

ii. 19 Whan the iudge dyed, they turned backe, and marred
all more then their fathers. 1624 CAPI . SMITH Virginia 90 As

they had beene troublesome at Sea, began againe to marre
all ashore.

fd. intr. for reft. To become deteriorated; to

spoil ;
to perish. Ubs.

150

c 1230 Hali Mcid. 13 pat ha [n . hire limen & hire wittes]

ne merren ne formeallen burh licomliche lustes i flesche

fulfte. 13.. E.E.Allit. / .C.I 72 Loalsynkes in his synne
& for his sake marres ! c 144 l w* .Vyi*. i. 93 My mlghle

and my mayne es all marrande, Helpe, febm, in faylhc I

am fallande. 1530 PALSC-R. 638/1 The besle thyng in the

worlde, if il be myskept, will marre in processe uf lyme.

1609 C. Uuii.LK l- cm. Man. i. (1623) C iv, The Host. .could

nut choose in that space but melt and marre.

3. trans. To harm, injure (a person, etc.)- a. To
inflict destructive bodily harm upon. In later

use, to mangle, disfigure (now airA.).
1 1205 LAY. 1003 Vfele he (a wrestler) hine mxrde ah na

wilit he hit ne mende. Ibid. 22345 ArSures men Iclten neon

vniinete nan and merden
Irisc; folc, & hit swide ualden.

, 1400 Dcstr. Tray 5553 What mighty were inarm, & martrld

to dethe. c 1470 Gal. ft Ga.iv. 96 (Juhy has thow marrit my
man, with maislri to mene t c 1489 CAXTON SOHHCS o/Ayiium
vi. 140 Guo backe agen, & marre not your horse about

noughte. 1530 PALSGK. 598/2 And you heale his legge up
afore you kyll the deed fiesshe quyte you marre hym for

ever. 1535 COVKKUALL Isa. iii. 15 Wherfore do ye oppresse

my people, and marre
y&quot;

faces of the innocentes? 1575

TUKUKRV. rcncriczi You may kepe ihem from going out,

and that other dogs do not byte them, or that they be trodcn

upon or marred with mens feete. 1656 CLI-PEI-EK Eng.

Physic, enlarged 59, I am confident . . That if you mar tlie

very Apple of their [young swallows ] Eyes with a Needle,
she shal recover them again. 1692 RAY Disc. I. iv. (1713)

57 Those. .Embryos may, by a violent cause, be marred or

deformed in the womb. 1812 SCOTT Let. la Miss J. Haillie

17 Jan., in Lvckhart, The watchword of these young heroes

. . was Mar him. 1845-6 TKE.NXH Huh. Lcct. Ser. II. vi. 233
Some limbs of his body broken off and some marred and
battered by the . .waves. 1887 How KN i

&quot;irg.
/Eiicid Vi. 495

Noble Deiphobus here he beholds, all mangled and marred.

fb. To ruin, damage seriously (a person, his

fortunes, etc.). Often in antithesis with mend. Otis.

L 1350 Will. 1 alcrn* 1171 Hei}h king of heuene . . ne

fauore nou^t my fo {.IfS. so my] bat falsly me so marreb.

c 1394 P. PI. Crcde 66 pe foles foundeden hem-self frercs of

the Pye, And maken hem mendynauns & marre be puple.
f 1400 Dcstr. Troy 720 Soche a maiden to mar bat be most

louel ! c 1440 York Myst. xxvii. 119 The fende is wrothe

with jou and me, And will 5011 marre if bat he may. 1560

ULCON Sick Man s Salve Wks. II. 220 b, Thys sycknesse
hath vlterly marred me. 1607 SHAKS. Lear I. i. 97 Mend
your speach..lest it mar your fortunes. 1611 BIBLE Jcr.

xiii. 9 After this maner will 1 marre the pride of ludah. 1614

CHAMBEKLAIN Let. in Court
&amp;lt;y

Times Jos. /, I. 320 The^par-
liament will mend him or quite mar him. 1616 k. C. Times
Whistle in. 1151 But now this boy. .doth all his fortunes

marre. 1612 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) I04 l i&quot;ie

marreth the whole cittie.

c. To ruin or damage morally. Obs. exc. dial.

to spoil a child by indulgence: cf. MARRED///, a.

1530 PALSGR. 483/1 You cherysshe this chylde so mpche
that you shal marre him. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. ii. i

That it [learning] doth marre and (jeruert
mens dispositions

for matter ofgouernment and policte. a 1639 \V. WHATELEY

Prototypes u. 11640) 153 Those that have these good abilities,

must take heede of marrying [sic] themselves, and defiling

them by being proud of them. 1684 WOOD Life 9 Oct.

(O.H.S.) III. 114 Digby Lord Gerard. .was utterly mar d

by keeping company with base lewd fellowes.

t 4. To confuse, bewilder ; to perplex, trouble ;

[Cf. OF. man-it-.} Obs.

as a mased man an marred neij honde. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints vi. (Thomas) 354 He.. Is lyk a man hat merknes

merryse. 1485 Digby Myst. IV. 1054 To blame ye are,

With this dedty sorow your-self
to marre. 1535 STCWABT

Cron. Scot. II. 523 O mad monstour ! marrit out of thi mynd.
1500 Si ENSEK X Q. ill. x. 31 But minds of mortall men arc

muchell mard And mov d amisse with massy mucks unmeet

regard. 1603 rhilotus cxlviii, As ane out of his mynde or

marrit, He hes mee of his hous debarrit.

1 5. intr. To err ;
to go astray ;

to be or become

bewildered or confused. Obs.

1-950 Littdiif. Gasp. Matt. xxii. =9 *ie menas v?l sc

duellas [Vulg. crratis\ c 1420 A iitiirs ofA rtli. 1 10 (Douce
MS.) Hit marred, hit memered, hit mused for madde.

0-1440 York Myst. xliv. 166, \Doct. pai arc drounken, all

)-es men?e, Of muste or wyne, I wolle warande. ii Doct.

Nowe certis bis was wele saide, pat makis her mynde to

marre. CI475 KaufCoifyar 22 Arnang thaymyrk Montanis

sa madlie thay mer. a 1510 DOUGLAS A&quot;. Hart 1. 104 All

that couth attene the caslell neir, It made thame for to mer

amiss, and mang.
Mar, obs. f. MAYOK, MERE sbs. ;

MOUK sb. and a.

Mar-, M. item, prefixed to sbs., forming sbs.

(chiefly 1 7th cent, nonce-wds. ) ,
with sense one who

or something which mars
,
and ai/js., with sense

that mars ; as mar-all sb. and adj., mar-feast,

-good, -hawk, -joy ; inar-right adj. ; &quot;\ mar-tail,
a derisive term for a prostitute. Also MARPLOT.
1611 FLORIO, Ser sparecchia, a *mar-all, a spoile-all, a

busie-headed fellow. 111625 FLETCHER Chances l. i, And
what now Meane they to study, Anthony, Morall Philosophy,
After their mar-all women? 1821 SCOTT AV//w. i, I will

drink a round, .rather than be termed a *
mar-feast. 1647

i TRAPP Coinnt. Rev. iii. 2 Hypocrisie, that pernicious *mar-

good. 1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 142 Such a man.. shall

seldome prove a perfecte falconer but a &quot;marrehawke. a 1628

F. GHEVIL Atahain iv. i, He hath no good : you have no ill

but he: This *Marre-right yielding * honors Tyranny.

j

c 1620 FLETCHER Chances iv. ii, Well, my succt mistress,

well, good madam *martaile !

b. esp. in mar-prelate, first used in the pseudonym
Martin Marprelale , adopted by the writer or

writers of certain tracts issued in 1588-9, which

gave rise to a fierce controversy ; hence atlrib., as

MARABOUT.

Marfrelate controversy, tracts
;
also Marprelate

v., to inveigh in the style of Marprelate ; Mar-

prelatist, attrib. belonging to the Marprelateparty.
Also in many nonce-words occurring in the Mar-

prelate tracts or in later works referring to them.

1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 20 You are called Elmar, but

you may be belter called inarelme. .hauing cut them all

downe. 1589 Mur Martitie 6 Hee might have cald himselfe

Mar-preest. 1589 llay any Work (1844) 32 As for Mar-

church, and Mar-religion, they haue [etc.]. Ibid. 44 You

Mar-prince, Mar-law, Mar-magestrate. 1636 H. SYDENHAM
.Scrnt. Sol. Occ. (1637) 270 Those tongues which . . Mar-
1 related . . of old against the Ecclesiasticke Hierarchy.
1862 R. VAUGHAN Nonconformity 56 The notorious Mar-
prelate tracts. 1879 Sat. Rev. 6 Sept. 298 The series of

marprelatist characterizations of the contemporary Anglican

c-piscopate.

Mara (ma ra). A large hare-like cavy, Doli-

i/totis paiachonica, native of Patagonia.
1833 I cuny iycl. 1. 214/2 The Mara or Patagonian Cavy.

i859\Voou .\ at. Hist. I. 578.

I: Mara -
(.mirra;. [Skr. Mara, f. // to die.]

The Satan of Buddhist m)thology.
1871 ALAHASI EH H liccl ofLaw p. xliii, The army of Mara,

the evil one. 1879 SIR K. ARNOLD Lt. Asia \i. xix. 159 The
len chief Sins came Mara s mighty ones, Angels of evil.

t Marabas. &. Obs. [After F. bonnet a la

t//arrat&amp;gt;aise (Rabelais), from OK. marrobnit erypto-

Judrcus , MAKKANO.] attrib., in marabas bonnet

a large flat cap ( Jam.).
1538 llurgn. Rcc. Edin. (1871) II. 91 To ilk ane of the said

7 ofnceris ane marabas bonet with ane o,uhyte fedder. 1539

Ld. Trail. Ace. in Pitcairn Criiu. Trials I. 297* AneMar-
rabas Bonett.

Marabbofr^h,-abbutt,-abot(e:seeMABABofT.
Marablane, obs. form of MYKOBALAN.

Marabou :
(ma.- rab). Also marabout,

marabu. [a.
F. marabou(t, app. repr. a vulgar

Arabic use of murabit hermit, MARABOUT. The

stork is said to be Mral t, i.e. holy (Pagni in

Dozy Sttppl. aux Dictt. arabes, s.v. murabit).}

1. A large stork or heron, Leptoptilus marabou

or crumenifer, a native of Western Africa. Now

applied also to the adjutant-bird of India, Lcpto-

ftiltis ihtbius or argala. Also marabou stork.

1826 Den/tain $ Clapfcrton s Trav. N. *r Central Africa

App. 203 M. Temminck . . has given it [sc. this African

species] the name of Argala, while for the Indian bird,.,

he proposes the name of Marabou. We have ventured to

reverse the order of these names ; . . we have assigned the

African species the title of Marabou, which . . is a word

peculiar to Africa. 1861 Du CHAILLU Equal. Afr. xiv. 223

The ugly marabouts, from whose tails our ladies get the ..

feathers for their bonnets. 1872 BAKER Kite Tribut. XL

175, 1 shot a crocodile, and a marabou stork.

2. A tuft or plume of the soft white downy
feathers found under the wings and tail of these

birds, used for trimming hats and dresses. Also

marabou feather, plume. Also collect, sing.,

trimming made of these feathers.

1823 Refos. A rts, etc. Ser. 111. I. 57 A good many [hats] arc

trimmed with marabouts only. Ibid. 184 Marabout plumes.

1828 LADY GRANMLI.E Lett. (1894) n. 15 Lady George in

a toque with marabouts. 1839 THACKERAY Second Led.

1-inc Arts ii. Wks. roooXIII. 276 A marabou feather which

she wears in her turban. 1884 Illustr. Loud. AVM n Oct.

338/3 Ladies who rejoice in the soft fluffy white feather

Irimming called marabout.

transf. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year tn Sweden II. 444 Birch

varies the scene with its drooping marabouts.

3. An exceptionally white kind of raw silk which

can be dyed without first removing the natural gum.
1835 Uul: I hiloi. Mamif. 248 It is only a finishing degree

of twist which marabout receives after dyeing. 1879 CVii-

selfs TeJin. Educ. IX. 155 Marabout is silk thrown twice.

|| Marabou -
. [Louisiana Fr.] (Sec quot.)

1859 IJARiLtlT Diet. Amcr., Marabou, the variety of

negro which springs from a mulatto and a grille.

II Marabout (muriabwt). Forms: 7 mari-

bot(t, marybot, -buck, morabit, marabot, mo-

rabot, marabou, 8 marabbot^h, marabbutt,

marahbut, marabote, marbut, 9 marabut, 7-

marabout. [repr. Arab.
Ja&amp;gt;^.

iintrabil hermit,

monk. The mod. F.ng. form is from Fr. Cf. Pg.

inarabutc, Sp. niorabito.]

1 A Mohammedan hermit or monk, particularly

amongst the Moors and lierbers of North Africa.

a 1623 R. JOBSON in Purchas Pilfri*U (1625) II. ix. 1572

Their Marybucks or Bassareas, are their Priests or Reli

gious Arsons. &amp;lt; 1645 HOWELL Lett. (.650) II. xi. 11 Their

Hog-ic*, Magilian? and Maribotts. were tamprlng with

the^ll Spirit of the Air. 660 F. BROOKE tr. Le blanc s

1 ra-. 15 In a certain place there, the Marabouts immolate

Sonalki, who does. 1903 r,. J. un-i-u.-. ... -
,\

Feb 281 Marabouts foretold the coming of divine wraln.

2. A shrine marking the burial-place of a mara-

1850 I. W. BLAKESLEV 4 Months Alg. ii. 25 Besides the

mosques, there are several marabouts m Algiers and Ihe

neighbourhood. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-Ik., Marabul.

Sniall edifices on Barbary headlands, occupied by a priest.

1881 Times 10 May 5 The French troops took yesterday th

Sidi-Adallah-Ben-Djcmel, which is the most venerated mara

bout in all Tunis.



MARABUTO.

Marabout, marabu : see MARABOU .

t Marabuto. Naul. Obs. Also marabut. [a.

Sp. marabiito, also maraifuto.] A jib-sail.

1622 MABHE u.AleiiiaiisGuzmand Al/.\\.\\.\. loiThey
tooke out another lesser one [sc. sail] which they call Mara
buto. .which is a kinde of triangulary sayle. 1659 HOWKI.L

Lei., I ocal . vi, The marabut, a triangular kind of sayl be

longing to a Carvel, // inaratuto. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

H oraM:, Maral iit, a sail which galleys hoisted in bad

weather.

Maracaibo (mxrakai ba). Name of the north

ern province of Venezuela, used attributively in

Karacaibo-balsam, a coj^iba
obtained from

Copaifera officinalis ; Mara.caibo-ba.rk, the bark

of Cinchona tiicttjcnsis. 1889 in Syd. Soc. I.e.r.

II
Maracaii (mxrakoe n). Also 8 marucana.

[a. Tupi maracana.} A lirazilian macaw.
X7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., Maracana. 1828-32 WEBSTER,

Maracan. In mod. Diets.

Marace, obs. form of MARISH.

llMaraCOCk.mce-rakfik). fAr.exc. Hist. Forms :

7 raariooek, maraooco, -eoko, amaracoo, 7-8

raaracoc, 8 maracot, marococ, raarcor, 7-
maracock. [From the Virginian dialect of Algon

quin.] The fruit of certain American passion

flowers, esp. the may-pop , PassiJIora incarnata,
native of Virginia, and the granadilla, Pnssijlora

quadrangularis, of lirazil and the West Indies.

Also the plant itself.

1612 STRACHEY I irgiaia (Hakl. Soc.) 60 The maricock

apple. 1612 CAPT. SMITH Virginia- 17 They plant also

Maracocks a wild fruit like a lemmon. 1649 Per/. Descr.
l irginia(\Zy]} 18 Fruits they have, Strawberries.. Mara-
cokos [etc. ]. 1660 SHARKOCK I tgetables 34 The Amaracoc
or Passion flower. 1704 Diet. Knst. ft Urb. s.v. March,
Toward the end [of March] sow . . Marcors or Passion-

Flower. 1707 Curios, in Ilusb. ff Gani. 285 The Maracot
is a Plant that creeps like Ivy. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.
s.v. Granadilla, The common granadilla, called the maracot
and passion flower. 1896 P. A. BRUCE F.cm. Hist. Virginia
I. 98 In addition, there were . . maracocks or mayapples,
beans and pumpkins.

II Marae (mara^ ). Also 9 marai. [Poly

nesian.] An altar or sacred enclosure at which
human sacrifices are offered amongst the Tahitians

and other Polynesians.
1814 W. BROWN Hist. Propag. Chr. II. 350 Many were the

marais and altars reared at his command. 1865 TYLOR F.arly
Hist. Man. iii. 46 A large white cloth, spread on the pave
ment of a marae.

Marag, obs. form of MARRIAGE.

II Marah (ma-ra). Also 4-5 marath, 4 mara,
5 marra. [Ileb. mo mdrtO1

, fern, of TO mar
bitter.] The Heb. word for bitter or bitterness ,

used as a proper name in two different applications

(Exod. xv and Ruth i : see below) ; hence used in

allusions to the Scripture passages.
[1382 WYCI.IF Exod. xv. 23 Thei my}ten not drynk the

watris of Marath, forthi that thei weren bitter ; wherfor and
a couenable name he putte to the place, clepynge it Mara,
that is, bitternes. Knth i. 20 Ne clepe ?e me Noemy,
that is to sey, fayr, but clepith me Mara, that is, bittir. ] 14 . .

HOCCLF.YE Wks. (E. E.T. S.) III. p. xlii, Wei may men call

or name me * marra Fro hen[ne]s forth. 1678 1 ng. Man s

Call. 13 The young man by mistake fondly calls it Naomi,
and says it is pleasant. The elder by dear-l)onght experi
ence finds it Marah, and cries out Oh 1 it is bitter ! 1831
MACAULAV Ess., Byron (1887) 168 Never had any writer so
vast a command of the whole eloquence of scorn, misan

thropy, and despair. That Marah was never dry. 1852
LONGF. Jew. Cemetery at Newport 40 The wasting famine
of the heart they fed, And slaked its thirst with marah of
their tears.

Marahbut, obs. form of MARABOUT.
Marai, Marais : see MAUAE, MARISH.

Marakina, variant of MARIKINA.

Marakle, obs. form of MIRACLE.
II Marai (ma-ral). [A Tartar word.] The Cas

pian or Persian red deer, Cervus marai.
1863 MRS. ATKINSON TartarSteppes viii. 181, I must now

tell you ofa marai we had. 1894 Ray. Nat. Hist. (ed. Lydek-
ker) II. 348 In the Caspian provinces of Persia, .. the red
deer group is represented by the marai (Cenms marai).

Maram, variant of MARRAM, reed-grass.

Maramotto, obs. form of MARMOT sb.

Maramuffe : see MARRY-MUFF Obs.

II Maraiiatha (mxranar)&amp;gt;a). [In Gr. form

Hapavaffd ; the Aramaic form is variously conjec
tured to be n pn maran atha Our Lord has
come

, or wi N:TO marilnd tha. O our Lord,
come thou

.] An Aramaic phrase occurring in
l Cor. xvi. 22

; often erroneously regarded as com
posing with the word that precedes it in the text
a formula of imprecation, ANATHEMA MARANATHA.
Hence (as an abbreviation of this formula) used
siibst. for : A terrible curse.
Coverdale s spelling (see below) is a corruption of Luther s

tnaharam tnotha
t which represents the fictitious Heb.

nmo Cirro mohoram mavthtl devoted to death .

1382 WYCI.IF i Cor. xvi. 22 If ony man loued not oure
Lord Jhesu Crist, be he cursid, Maranatha, that is, in the

comynge of the Lord. 1526 TINDALE ibid.. Anathema
maranatha. 1535 COYERDALF. ibid., Anathema Maharan
Matha. 1604 R. CAWDREV Table Alph., Maranatha, ac
cursed. 1640 BP. HALL Chr. Moder. it. iv. 20 Those who. .

shall invent,. pernicious doctrines,. .are worthy of 3.Maran-
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atha, and the lowest hell. 1721 V.AILEV, Maranatha, the

highest Degree of Excommunication. l88a FARRAR Karly
Chr. I. ix. 193 How does tlie writer meet their objections?
Not by thundering forth with yet deeper conviction Maran
atha, hut [etc.J.

Marane, Marang : see MARRANO, MERINOUF,.

Maranism, -ismus, obs. ff.MAKRANISM, -ISMUS.

I
Marailite. Min. Obs. [ad.G. maram / (Link

i Sol), f. name of the Sierra cle Marao (Portugal; :

see -ITE.]
= CHIASTOLITE.

1884 in Casscll s Encycl. Diet. 1896 in CHESTER Diet.

Miii. 167.

t Marant. f!ot. Oh. [Anglicized form of

next.] Limlley s name for any plant of the old

N.O. Marantacex.
1846 LINOI.EV / V^. Kingd. 168.

II Maranta manie-nta). Bot. [mod.L. (Plumier
X

73)&amp;gt;
f- tne name of liartoloinmeo Maranta of

Venosa, a iCth c. writer on medicinal plants.]
A genus of herbaceous plants native of tropical
America ; a plant of this genus.
1812 J. SMYTH I ract. of Customs (1821) 29 Arrow Root,

produced from a Plant called .Maranta, is a fariiiaroiir.

alimentary root. 1882 Garden 14 Jan. 20/1 Fine foliaged

plants, such as Marantas, Crotons [etc. J. 1899 KOUWAY
Guiana ll ilds 32 She made a cup of a maranta leaf.

I Maranta ceous, . /&amp;gt; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/. Ol&amp;gt;s. [f. mod.L.

Marantafese, f. MAIIANTA : see -ACKOTS.] Per

taining to the (obsolete) N.O. Marantaw of which

MARANTA was the typical genus.
1863 BATES Nat. Amazms iv. (1864) 84 A lone;, flexible

cylinder made of the peel of a marantaceous plant, plaited
into the proper form.

Maraiitic (marse ntik), a. Path. [ad. Gr.

/lapapTt/fos, f. napaivfiv to wither, waste away.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, marasmus.
1866 A. FLINT Priuc. Mi tt. (iSSo) 28 Maraiitic thrombi.

1890 Allhntfs Syst. Mfd. VII. 594 Marantic thrombosis.

Maras, variant of MARISH.

II Marasca (marre-ski). Also 9 marazque,
marasque. [It. marasea, aphetic f. amarasfa,
f. amaro bitter.] A small black cherry, J nnnis

avium, grown in Dalmatia, an&amp;lt;l esp. about /ara,

for the distilling of maraschino.

1864 Chambers * F.ncycl. VI. 146^ Alnrascliifio is ilis-

tilled from cherries, .a very firm delicately-flavoured variety,

called Marazyiies,. .is used. 1889 Syd. Soc. /. t-., Mara^ a

chi-rry, a cultivated variety of the cherry.

Maraschal, obs. form of MARSHAL.

I] Maraschino (mseraskrno). Also 8 mari-

sohini, maresehini, 8-9 mareschino, mara
squin, 9 maresquino. [It. f. marasea : see prec.

Cf. F. marasqitin ,
whence some of the Eng. forms.]

A liqueur distilled from the marasea cherry.

1791-3 inspirit Put. Jrnls. (1799) I. 321 Hob-a-nobbed in

some right marasquin. 1793 Knrop. Mug. XXI 1 1. 466 Such
fine liqueurs with nectar may compare, From Marischini to

the Yin Musca. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina I. 297
After they had drank their mareschino, Lady Selina ordered

tea. 1797 SOUTHEY Lett, Kesid. Spain 394 He. .regularly
after dinner drank a bottle of maresehini, and lived in peace
with all men. 1818 .Monxi-: Fudge Fain. Paris (ed. 8) 83

Divine maresquino, which Lord, how one swallows !

1831 Society I. 104, I recommend this Mareschino. 1842
BAKHAM Ingol. Lfg. Ser. II. Blasphemer s ll ara., Maras

quin, Curafoa. Kirschen Wasser, Noyeau. 1875 J AS. GRANT
One of the 600 I. vii. 98 The mocha and maraschino.

b. attrib., as maraschino jelly, punch.
1820 SHELLEY CKdipns n. ii. 31 Oive me a class of Mara

schino punch. 1850 THACKERAY FenJcnnis 1 1. i. 6 Did you
taste the plombiere, ma am, and the maraschino jelly ?

t Marasme. Obs, [a. F. marasme.] MA
RASMUS.
1625 HART Anat. Ur. u. vii. 95 It is againe sometimes an

Hecticke, which endeth in a Marasme. 1714 I hil. Trans.

XXIX. 76 About the 4oth day he dy d of his Marasme.

Marasmic (mirsfanik), a. [f.
MARASM-US +

-1C.] Pertaining to or arising from marasmus;

suffering from marasmus.
1876 tr. H agner s Gen. ratlin!, (ed. 6) 582 Emaciation and

a series of marasmic conditions set in. 1899 A llbutt s Syst.

Med. VI. 587 She became progressively marasmic.

Marasmoid (marre zmoid), a. Mcd. [f.
MA

RASM-US + -DID.] Resembling marasmus.

1895 in Funk s Stand. Diet. 1902 in CASSELI. Stifff.

Marasiuolite (mane zmJbit). Alin. [f.
Gr.

napaaniis decay : see -LITE.] A rotten sphalerite

or zinc blende, containing Iree sulphur.
1851 C. U. SHEPARD in rroc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. IV.

315 Marasmolite. Primary form, cube [etc.].

MarasmOUS (marse-zmas), a. [I.
MARASM-US

-t--c

s, f. fiapaivftv to wither, waste.] Wasting

away of the body.
1656 TRAPP Comm.

Jol&amp;gt;
xi.v. 20 (1657) 171 Now, alas, I lie

under a miserable Marasmus. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.

ff Min. 29 Diverse having kept them in their beds, have got
an hectick feaver or marasmus thereby. 1753 N. TORRIAXO

Gangr. Sore Throat 76 How often was I apprehensive, Miss

Blossac would fall into a Marasmus or a Languor ? 1837

SVD. SMITH Let. Archd. Singleton \Vks. 1859 &quot;:

a6s/ 2

Everybody has their favourite death : some delight in

apoplexy, and others prefer marasmus. 1856 Athenxttin

26 Apr. 515 The milk itself has been yielded by stalled cows

dying of marasmus.

MARAUDING.
b. transf. andyff.

1681 NEVII.E Plato Red!-. 1

. 24, I am one of those Unskilful

Persons, that cannot discern a Stale Marasmus, when the

danger is so far off. 1885 tr. Ue tn s ll and. I l. -V Anim. 23
The notion that there is any such thing as a senile maras
mus of nature.

Marasque, variant of MAUASCA (cherry).

Marasquin, variant of MARASCHINO.

Marasse, variant of MARISH.

Marathi, obs. form of MAHBATTI.

Marathonian (mccrajum-nian), a. [f. L.

Marathdni-us (f. Marathon + -AX.] Of or per

taining to Marathon, or to the battle of Marathon

(490 u.c.) in which Athens defeated the Persians.

Also sfi., a native of Marathon.
1767 [W. L. LEWIS] Statins Thcbaid Xll. 108? Hut as the

Son of ^r.gMis high display d The Spear of Marathonian

Oak, whose Shade O erhangs the Foe. 1797 J.ntytl. l&amp;gt;t it.

fed. 3) X. 552 The Marathonians worship those who were
slain in the battle. 1871 S\VINIUT;NE Songs bt-f. Sutnist-,

I-.
1

:- of Rrvol. io*~&amp;gt; Sea, have thy ports not heard Somi-

Marathonian word? 1875 BROWNING Arisfopli. Apol. i i&quot;

The Marathonian muscle, nerved of old To maul the Me&amp;lt;!e.

t Maratism. 0/&amp;gt;s. [f. name of Jean Paul

Alarat, a leader in the French Revolution, assas

sinated by Charlotte Corday in 1793: see -ISM.]
The anarchic doctrines advocated

l&amp;gt;y

Marat. Also

fMaratist, one who supports these doctrines.

fMaratize v. trans, (noncf- i d^). to assassinate as

Marat was assassinated.

1793 A. YOI-VG /..vamp. France led. 3) 157 The red hot

Maratism of the miscreant Society. 1794 Sporting Ma*. .

IV. 106 In pursuit of Robespietn-, whom she vowed to

Maratise in due time. 1795 HAURI-HI. Hist. Cltr^y linring
French AY- 1

. 323 &amp;lt; )ne muvt have sprnt four years in Frum e

amidst the Constitutionalists, the Girondins, the Maratists,
and the Jacobins of every description, to conceive [etc.],

1798 Jl.n KRSON It rit. 11859}! V. 254, I have contemplated
every event which the Maratists of the day perpetrate.

Maraud (man/d), .t/ . rare. [a. ! . maratldc,

f. marauder : see MARAUD f.] The action of raid

ing or plundering. Also in phr. On the viaraii.l:

intent on plundering.
1837 YV. IRVING (. apt. nonncvilU II. vst It was the h.Hlr

for Indian maraud. 1839-40 n olfctt s 1\. (1^55) 9 He
had an Indian s sagacity in discovering when the enemy
was on the maraud. 1884 St. Xicholas XL 554 Certain

neighboring trilies that make maraud upon them.

Maraud Binary-d\ i . Also S marodo. [a. K.

maraud-tr, f. maraud rogue, vagabond.
Cf. Sp. jnfrodear to maraud, mt rodt masc., act of maraud

ing; also G. inarodircn to maraud, marottt: adj., worn out

with marching Isaid orig. of stragglers belonging to an

army&amp;gt;,
inarode fein., act of marauding, mnrodebrttder,

itmrfdt-reitt-r straggler, deserter. I he Fr. words were

adopted in German in the 171)1 c., and were punningly
associated with the name of Count Merode, an impen.Ui-i

general in the Thirty Years War, whose troops were nolo-

rious for want of discipline.]

1. intr. To make a raid for the purpose of plun

dering. Const, on
, upon.

1711 AnmsoN Spftt. No. 165 ? 5 They met with a Party of

French that had been Marauding. 1711 MRS. CFNTI.IVRK

.Marplot l. i, Ask your Brother, Uon Lopez, who will have

it that you send your eyes a maroding for English forage.

1813 SCOTT Tritnn. ll. i, The Saxon stern, the pagan Dane,
Maraud on Britain s shores again. 1856 Dovi. Logic Chr.

Faith IV. ii. 5. 229 He [the Arab] will no longer maraud, be

cause..!^ is placing himself in danger of being marauded

upon.
b. transf. To go about pilfering.

1770 Monthly Ke-.: 132 A flea. .Upon a taylor s neck was

taken Marauding for a dinner. 1816 SCOTT Antig. xxxiv,

Juno who, though formally banished from the parlour,

failed not to maraud about the out-settlements. 1844 Ln.

BROUGHAM A. Lunel I.v. 138 He was an old offender, prob

ably come from Marseilles to maraud at the Candlemas
fair of Nismes.

2. trans. To plunder ; to harry.

1829 W. IRVING Chron. Granada I. xii. 112 The tract of

country they intended to maraud was far in the Moorish

territories. 1894 G. MooRK l.sthcr Waters yi One is al

ways marauding the other s territory.

Marauder (mSrJ^dai). Also 7-8 maroder.

g.

MARAUD v. + -KR J
; after ! . maramfeur.&quot;]

ne who roves in quest of plunder; a freebooter,

plunderer.
1698 [R. FERGUSON] J lew F.cdes. 89 To be a Maroder and

Pillager upon the street anil Field of Humane Credit and

Reputation is worse, .than to turn common Padders. 1712

Lond. Gaz. No. 5031/5 A Band of Maroders, consisting of

Men of several Nations. 1782 VALI.ANCEY Collect. l&amp;gt;e Kel-us

Hibcrnicis No. 10. 72 note. To keep the cattle safe by

night from moroders [sic]. 1808 SIR J. MOORE in Jas. Moore

Camp, in Spain (1809) 19 He is determined to shew no

mercy to plunderers and marauders. 1870 BURTON Hist.

Scot. (1873) VI. Ixx. 212 The marauders hovered round

them like vultures round a wounded man.

b. transf. (e.g. of animals).

1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane u. 79 Some place decoys, nor

will they not avail, Replete with roasted crabs ; in every

grove These fell marauders gnaw. 1847 11. .MILLER First

Impr. v. (1861) 65 Exposed to every hungry marauder of

the deep. 1862 TROLLOPK OrUy F. xxii, The raisins shall be

come the prey of those audacious marauders only who dare

to face the presence of the ghost.

Marauding (marg-dirj), vbl. sli. [f.
MARAUD

v. + -INC, V] The action of the vb. MARAUD.

755 Connoisseur No. 58 r 3 They might also be of
grea^t

use in maroding, or getting in forage. 1839 W. IRVING (/ ot-

ftrt s R. (r855) 7 The yeomanry who had suffered from



MARAUDING.
these maraudings 1858 FROI*DE //is/. Eng. IV. xviii. 4
A population who were trained from their cradles in licensed

marauding.
attrib. 1764 GOI.OSM. Hist. I ng. in Left, 1. 128 The history

of a maroding party in one of our modern gazettes. 1879
VROVDF.Cystirx. 118 His campaign was not a marauding raid.

Marau dillg, ///. a. [-ING -.] 1 hat marauds.

1798 MALTHUS Popul. (1817) I. 184 Surrounded by ma
rauding neighbours. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library
(1892) II. vii. 227 He watches the marauding sparrows.

Maravedi (maeravJi di). Obs. exc. Hist.

Forms: 5, 7 maravedis, 6 marivade, marvedie,
marvadie, 7 marvedi,marvedee,myravid, mer-

viade,maravidi,8 marevedi, 7 crron. malvady.

7- maravedi. [a.Sp.ff*aMV&amp;lt;#(
= Vg,inaravedini),

a derivative of Arab. AajL* AInriibitJn (pi. of

mttrabit : see MARABOUT), the name of a Moorish

dynasty (usually designated the Almoravtdes^ this

being tlie same word preceded by the Arabic article)

which reigned at Cordova 1087-1147.]
1. An old Spanish gold coin, weighing about

60 grains and of the value of fourteen shillings.

1645 1&amp;gt;RYNSK *&amp;gt;&amp;lt;* /Vavr Par1. App. 64 Imposing 5. Ma-
ravidis of gold for every person. 1700 ASTRV tr. Saavedra-
J *a.vtirdo II. 138 Henry III. who tax d em at live Mar-
vedees of Gold apiece.

2. A former Spanish copper coin and money oi

account, valued at about J of a penny sterling.
i 1430 in Punrha* Pilgrims 11625) ! vni - I23 And then

into Spayne fear ye schon, lakkes ben ther of little prise:
For there beginneth the Marauedisez, 1540 Act 32
Hen. VIII&amp;gt; c. 14, Ixx. maruadies, which is ,xi. d. and the
third parte of a peny starlyng. 1606 HEYWOOD Chall, for
Beauty n. i. (1636) C 3 If you distrust his word, take mine.
which will passe in Spaine for more Myravids, then the best

Sqniers in England for Farthing-tokens. 1690 DRYIUCM Don
Sebastian \. (1692) 14, I ask for him [a slave] a thousand
Crowns. \$t Mer. Thou mean st a thousand Marvedis.

1706 PHILLIPS, iMalvady^ a Spanish coin, of which about 13
make one Farthing. [Some error : Marav?dis\* also given,
with the correct value.] 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. v. 313 He
never parted with a maravedi but with the view ofpocketing
a Ducat, if not a Doblon. 1819 SCOTT Ivan/toe xxxiii, I will

strip thee of every maravedi iliou hast in the world, a 1839
PKAKD Poems (1864) II. 408 He Hung the Slave who moved
the lid A purse of m.iravedis. 1891 J. WINSOR Columbus
ix. 209 He promised a silken jacket, beside the income of
ten thousand maravedU.

Maray (man
7*

). [? Native Australian.] An
Australian food-fish, Clnpca sagax^ closely resem

bling the pilchard.
1882 TENISON-WOODS Fish % Fisheries N. .S . Wales 147

The maray (Cltffeasagax) is a very rich, oil} ,
well tasted

fiOi of the herring family.

Marazque, variant of MARASCA (cherry).

Marber, marbir: see next.

Marble (maub l), sb. Forms : a. 3-7 marbre,
4 maubre, 5 marbir, 6 maxber, raarbyr. )3.

3-5 marbel, 4 merbel, -ul, 4-5 marbil, 4-6
marbyl, -ul, 5 marboll, -ole, -elle, -ylle, -ulle,

-ille, merbyl, 5-6 marbill, -yll, -ull, 6 marbell,

4- marble. [ME. marbre, marble, a. F. marbre^

(OF. rarely marble, malbre by dissimilation)
= Pr.

marme-Sj Sp. mdrmol, Pg. marmore^ It. marmot

Roumanian marmure : L. mannor^ ad. or cogn.
w. Gr. pdpnapo? shining stone, marble (prob. orig.
an adj. sparkling , whence ttappaipdv to sparkle).
The L. word was adopted early into theTeut. langs. : OK.

marma (in comb. marni-\ ()HG. warmiil (MHG., mod.G.
marmel) also warmor), MDu. manner^ Jitarntel, more

commonly inarbcr^ marbel from Fr. (mod. I Mi. warmer
marble, tnartttel marble to play with), ON. inar)nari.\

I. The simple word.
1. Limestone in a crystalline (or, less strictly, also

a granular) state and capable of taking a polish.
There are many varieties of this stone (see b),
which is much used in sculpture and architecture.
When used without qualification, the word suggests either

the pure white varieties commonly employed in sculpture
(hence often referred to as a type of whiteness), or those with
mottled or variegated surface (cf. senses 5, 7 e).

a. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 1.249/315 InonetoumbeofMarbre
he was Meld. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 124 A tumbe riche..
Of marbre and ek of jaspre stones. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholays l- oy. iv. xxv, A great bridge of stone of Mar
bre. &quot;1693 Urqitharfs Rabelais m. xxviii. 227 The most
durable Marbre or Porphyr.
ft. [t; 1200 : see MARBLK-STONE.] 1-1320 Sir Benes 4609
A faire chapel of marbel fm. ^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 341 Of marble is be stone, & purtreied ^er he lies.

&amp;lt; 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iii. 9 All be pilers er of marbill.

1474 CAXTON Chesse 92 Also colde and harde as marbyl].
&quot;553

EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 25 Ouer this ryuer is

a very fayre bridge of marble. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 162
All the pauement is most Ijeautifull of ingrauen Marble,
1794 MRS. RADCLIF- FE Myst. Udolpho xv, From the portico
they passed a noble hall to a staircase of marble. 1857
RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art i. 46 Marble. .lasts quite as long as

granite, and is much softer to work.
Proverb. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, m. ii. 50 Hee plyes her

hard, and much Kaine weares the Marble.
b. With qualifying word : (a) an adj. denoting

colour or appearance, e.g. blacky fibrous^ GREEN
(i2$) t grty t

RED (176), variegated, white marble
\

(f) a proper name denoting the locality in which
it is found, e.g. African^ Carrara, Derbyshire],
Egyptian, English &amp;gt; Genoese, Italian* Kilkenny ,

N, renielican
%
J ortsoy, I ltrbuk marble

; (c)
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applied to substances resembling or made to imitate

marble, as t brimstone marble, a preparation of

brimstone in imitation of marble; metallic mar
ble, native sulphate of barium (Syd, Soc. J.ex.

1889). See also URECCIA, UROCATELLA, CIPOLLIN,
FIRE (B. 5), FOREST (sh. 5), LANDSCAPE (5),

LUMACHELLA, MADREPORE (4), ONYX (4), RUIN,

SERPENTINE, SHELL, VKRD ANTIQUE marble.

(a) a 1300 Cursor J7. 8288 Vnder
|&amp;gt;is

tre. .A stapul was o

marbul grai. ^1386 CHAUCKR Kttt. s T. 1035 A gate of

Marbul whit. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays I oy.

Ii. i, A harde slipperie roc ke of black marber. 16*4 CAPT.

SMITH Virginia iv. 126 Noplace hath more white and blew

Marble than here. 1659 HOWRLL Lex., I ocai . xxvi, The
Marble gentle, viz. the whitest hard marble. .Serpentine or

streaked Marble [etc.]. a 1728 \YOODWARIJ l- ossils (1729)1. 1.

ai Black Marble.

(/ ) 1681 GREW Mits&nm in. vi. 316 Two pieces of /Egyp
tian Marble. Ibid., A Piece of the worst sort of Cornish

Marble, used for Lime. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Der

byshire Marble is variously clouded and diversified with

brown, a 17*8 WOODWARD Fossils i. (1729) I. 20 The white

Genoese Marble. Ibid. 25 The common white Carara
marble. 1891 T. HAHUY Tess (1900) 8/1 With your effigies

under Purbeck-niarblc canopies,
(c) 1753 CHAMUFRS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Brimstone, Ilrimstone

Marble, a preparation of brimstone in imitation of marble.

c. A kind or variety of marble.

1640 WILKINS AVro rianet \\. (1672) 119 That this rocky
Substance is a Loadstone, rather than a Jaspis, Adamant,
Marble, or any other. 1813 HAKKWKLU Introd. Ceol. (1815)

87 Very beautiful marbles occur [in Kngland] which will re-

ceive a high polish. 1879 RUTI.KV Study Rocks iii. 20 Lime
stones . . capable of receiving a polish are called marbles.

d. Taken as a type of something hard, inflexible,

durable, or smooth.

1586 \VHITNKV Choice of Emblems 183 In marble harde
our harmes wee alwaves graue. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. u. iii.

144 The inilki: thou suck st from her did turne to Marble.

1613 PrKCitAs PilgrimagS (1614) 638 Writing all injuries in

marble. 1620 Sit ctnant arraigned G 4 b, Can you behold
this sacred Cabinet,. . And not let fall a teare : you are
vnkind. Not Marble but would wet at such a sight. 1812

Miss MiihORnin L Kst range Life (1870)!. vi. 219 Sir Charles
Grandison. .is a man of marble, or rather a man of snow.
1818 SHKI.LKV Rosal.

&amp;lt;y

Helen 1252 The liquid marble of

the windless lake. 1886 Miss URAPDON One Thing Need
ful ix, She had done all in her power to deter Clarice;..
but Clarice had made up her mind to be a marchioness, and
she was marble.

e. The stone as being the material of which a

tomb or tombstone is made. poet. (Cf. 2 b.)

1613 SHAKS. lien. I /Il, in. ii. 434 When I am forgotten. .

And sleepc in dull cold Marble. 1757 GRAY Kpit. on Mrs.
Jane Clerke i Lo ! where the silent marble weeps, A friend,
a wife, a mother sleeps. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. lxvi[i],

Thy marble bright in dark appears.

2. A piece, block, or slab of marble ; a marble
monument j f a marble vessel. Also _/?.
c 1290 Kt ckct 2118 in .S

1

. Eng. Leg, I. 167 pe point of is

swerd brak In be Marbre ato. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5701 To
a gret holw marbre was he bro^t, .. Whych was wonyd beo
fillid

wy|&amp;gt; wyn. 1590 SPENSER / . Q. in. v. 33 The soveraine
weede betwixt two marbles plahie Shee pownded small.

1644 EVELYN Diary 22 Oct., The vacant
stayrecase, marbles,

statues [etc.]. 1715 LEONI Palladia s Archit. (1742) II. 62
An Inscription

on a Marble. 1865 KINGSLKY Heretv. x, The
blood stained marbles of the Amphitheatre.

f b. A marble tomb or tombstone. Obs.

1330 R. HRUNNF. Chron. (1810) 230 At Westmynstere he
Us toumbed richely, In a marble bis of him is mad story.
a 1533 Ln. RRRNERS Cold. Bk. M. Attrel, (1546) Ii ij b. In
the felde of Elinos, vnder a marble, is the pouders of Sysifo
Seteno. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Ladies Priviledg? iv. Plays 1874
II. 141 My Ancestors, whose dust Would a broke through
the Marbles, to revenge To me this fatal! infamy. 1730
Poi-E Epit. Fenton i This modest Stone, what few vain
Marbles can, May truly say, here lies an honest Man.

C. Antiq. (//.) Applied, with specific qualifica

tion, to certain collections of sculptures, etc. ; e. g.
Aritndeti Arundcltan, or Oxford marbles, a collection of

sculptures and inscribed stones made by the Karl of Arundel
(died 1646) and presented to the University of Oxford.

Elgin marbles,!*, collection (now in the British Museum) of
ancient sculptures from the Parthenon, which was brought to

England by Lord Elgin and sold by him to the nation in 1816.

[1624 J. SELDEN (title} Marmora Antndeliana.\ 1667
EVKLVN Diary 19 Sept., To London with Mr. Hen. Howard
of Norfolk, of whom I obtain d the gift of his Arundelian
Marbles. IW-AI CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Arundel Marbles,
..or the Oxford Marbles. 1817 KKATS (title) On the Elgin
Marbles. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 142/1 The ^Eginetan, added
to the Athenian, and Phigaleian marbles which we possess
in the British Museum, would have formed a complete
specimen of Grecian sculpture, as applied to the decoration
of temples.
3. techn. [=*F. marbre.] a. A slab of marble

used forgrinding paints on; b. Aprinter simposing-
stone (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; c. = MARVER.
1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 466 Which they grind upon a

Marble, such as Painters use. 1745 DE COKTLOGON Univ.
Hist. Arts ^ Sci. II. 3 To give it [the glass] a Polish, we
roll it to and fro on a Stone, or Marble.

4. [
= G., Du. marmel.] A little ball (varying

from about inch to an inch in diameter), origin

ally made of marble, now usually of baked clay,

porcelain, or composition, used in a children s

game ; hence in //. the game itself. Also a similar

ball (e. g.
of glass) used in other games.

In playing the game, a number of marbles are arranged
in a ring (or sometimes in a row), from which the players
attempt to dislodge them by shooting a marble at them
with the finger and thumb.

MARBLE.

1694-5 J. HOUGHTON Collect. Husb. ff Trade No. 189

(1727) II. 29 The next are marbles for boys to play with.

i7j STEELE Tatltr No. 112 f 3 A Game of Marbles, not
unlike our modern Taw. 1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. \.

142 On yon gray stone, .we shot the marble thro the ring.
1866 R. CHAMUKHS Ess. Set. n. 3 There was the floor on
which.. I had played at marbles, a pattern in the carpet
serving as the ring. 1885 New Bk. Sports 301 Marbles is

not the popular game it once was.

1 5. A mottled or dappled colour resembling that

of variegated marble; hence, a cloth of such a

colour. (Cf. 7 e.) Obs.

1510 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 274 Pro xiij virg. panni
lanei coloris marble. iftii-2 Act 33 Hen. F///, c. 18 Ker-
seies..of the colours ofblack, marble, russet, and white.

1549 Act 3 fy 4 Ediv, V/t c. 2 i Russets, Musters, Marbles,
Grayes, Royes, and suche lyke colors. 1555 Richmond.
Wills (Surtees) 86 A yard of marble xxd

. 1720 STRVPE
Sfew s Surr. Lend. (1754) I. i. xxix. 297/1 In a livery
of grey Marble.

b. Bookbinding. The marbled pattern or paper
used in ornamenting books.

1699 WAN-LEY in Lett. Lit, Men (Camden) 277 In knowing
what sort of Paper is in use, ..or to please myself.. with

looking on the tine colors, marbles, c. 1817 DIBUIN Bib

liogr. Decameron II. 532 In lieu of gilt, you may.. order
marble coloured edges : but gilt upon the marble oh! tis

the very luxury the ne plus ultra of the hibliopegisticart !

1813 Hookbindi r s Comfl, Instructor 28 Common Marble.
Ibid, 29 Transparent Marble. Ibid. 30 Egyptian Marble..

Purple Marble.. Stone Marble. Ibid. 31 Rice Marble..
Chinese Marble. .Red Marble. Ibid. 32 Wainscoat Marble.

t6. //.a. French marbles-, syphilis. Obs.

[? Corruption of F. worbilles the small pockes (Cotgr.VJ
a 1592 GRF.ENK Thievesfalling out (1615) C 3, Looke into

the Spittles, aad Hospitalles, there you shall see men dis

eased of the French Marbles.

b. As irons! . of L. warmer: A stony concretion

in the joints of a horse.

1748 tr. Renatits* Distemp. Horses 190 Oftentimes in the

knees or joints there arises either a Phlegmon, ot Marbles,
or Puffs or Wind-galls.

II. Attrib. and Comb.
7. attrib. passing into adj. a. Made or consist

ing of marble. (For the corresp. parasvnthetic

adjs. see 8 c.) Also, like that of marble.

13. . Coer de L. 6182 He leet make a marbyl ymage. 1381
WVCLIF Esther \. 6 Thei weren vnderset with marbil pileeris.

1577 II. GOOGE Heresbach s Husb. \. (1586) 8 Suche stately

dwellinges and marble floores. 1646 EVELYN Z?;a^(?Apr.i,A marble MadonalikeaColosse. 1747 MRS. GLAlflBCMWT
ix. 78 Take a Quart of Almonds, .and beat them in a Marble
Mortar. 1851 M. ARNOLD Empedocles n. 88 Herflush d feet

glow on the marble floor.

b. \Vhite, hard, cold, or rigid like marble.

(Rarely used predicatively.} Hence in parasyn-
thetic adjs. marble-breasted, -hearted, -minded.

1591 FLORIO -2nd Fruites 43 P. Oh filthie .. fashion of

some Englishmen, to ride with these hard, straight, and little

saddles. T. They are Knglish toyes, to vse . . such marble

pinching sadles [Ital. qncstt selU marnioree\. 1593 SHAKS.

3 Hen. r/t in. i. 38 Her teares will pierce into a MaAle
heart. 1601 Ttvtl. N. v. i. 127 The Marble-brested Ti-

rant. 1611 Wint. T. v. ii. 98 Who was most Marble,
there changed colour. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. ii. 94 Her
Marble-minded breast, a 1618 SVI.VKSTKR ll ood-tnans Bear
l.vxv. (Grosart) II. 312 Moan 1 must for never was Marble-
hearted Mermidon Itut would moan (etc.]. 1675 SOUTH
12 Strm. (1692) 570 His Marble, obdurate Heart. 1784

Unfortunate Sensibility I. 175 What is virtue? is it a

certain marble-mindedness, the elder brother of insensibility.
i8iz ItvRON C/i. Har. n. xxxiii, That seeming marble-heart.

1817 SHF.I.LEV Rev. Islam vi. xxxiii, Her marble brow, and

eager lips. 1818 Kosal.
&amp;lt;y

Helen 186 His fancy on that

spring would float, If some invisible breeze might stir Its

marble calm. 1875 JOWRTT Plato (ed. 2) II. 102 Under
the marble exterior of Greek literature was concealed a

soul thrilling with spiritual emotion.

C. Knduring as marble, or as if carved in marble.

1596 FITZ-GKI-I-RAV Sir F. Drake (1881) 27 Cease to eter

nize in your marble verse The fals of fortune-tossed Vene-
rists. 1681 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. m. 17 They write

not their obligations in sandy but marble memories.

d. poet. Smooth as marble. (Cf. L. warwo-
rettni get/nor.) Hence marble-faced %&}.

1557-8 PHAF.R JEneid vi, R iij b, All what marblefacyd
seas conteines of monstrous fries. 1667 MII.TON f. L. in.

564 Through the pure marble Air.

e. Of a variegated or mottled colour (f occas.

used predicatively) \ marbled, f Also, made ot

cloth or stuff of such a colour (see 5). Hence
marble-colonred, -covered^ -edged adjs.
c 1430 Tivo Cooktry-bks. 29 Caste ^er-to Saunderys & Saf-

roun, & loke it be marbylle \Askmole A/S. marbelyj. Ibid,

34 Take a lytyl Saunderys & a lytyl Safroun, & make it a

niarbyl coloure. 1539 Test. Ebor. (Suitees) VI. 91 To Wil
liam Cay my marbill jacket. 1545 Ibid. 230 My marbell

colered cote. 1591 Lane. Wills 1 1 L 54, 1 geve Willm Cooke

my marble hose. 1703 Lend. Gaz. No. 3930/4 An Alma
nack, .with a Marble Vellum Cover. 1705 Ibid. No. 4108/3,

77 half Chests of Marble-Soap. 1808 HAN. MORE Coelebs II.

74 Countless marble-covered octavos. 1811 Self Instructor

120, 3-thread fine marble stockings. 1817 DIBDIN Bibliogr.
Decameron II. 533 The peau de veau of the French, with

gilt upon marble edges ! 1876 ROCK Text. Eabr. vii. 76
Marble silk had a weft of several colours so woven as to

make the whole web look like marble.

f Marble colours : uedj^f. by Drummond to

express ostentatious splendour. Obs.

1613 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 118

The marble colours of., funeral pomp, a 1649 Hist.

Jas. ///, ibid. 41 The marble colours of false greatness.

8. Obvious combinations, a. attributive (of, per

taining to, or concerned with marble), as marble



MARBLE.

^grit, mart, -mason, -mill, -quarry, saw, (used
in the game of marbles) as marble-ring; b.

objective, as marble-cutter, -polisher, -worker; c.

parasynthetic
and instrumental, as marfilf-archeii,

-cluqatrtd, inuged, -para!, -piled, -pillared, -ribbed,

-sculptured &jt.\ d. similative, vivtarblt-ccnstant,

-hard, -like, -looking, -white adjs. ; marble-wise adv.

1636 G. SANDYS Paraphr. Ps. viii. 9 The * marble-arched
Skie. 1879 F. W. ROBINSON Ctnvard d&amp;gt;nsc. I. iv, Across
the &quot;marble-chequered hall. 1606 SHAKS. Ant, ff Cl. \.

ii. 240 Now from head to foote I am *Marble constant.

1611 COTGR., Marbrier. A *marble-cutter. c 1420 Pallad.
on Hush. I. 405 With *marbul greet ygrounde A mixt with

lyme. a 1618 SvLVKSTER Klegy }{. Parnis \Grosart) II.

328 In his stone-breast no pitie moves relenting, Rough and

remorselesse, more then *marble-hard. 1833 [R. CATTER-

MOLK] Beckett, etc. 179 With all thy high and &quot;marble-

imaged line. 1530 PALSGR. 318/1 *Marbylyke, of the cploure
of marbyll. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) I. ix. 163
He could impress a marble-like immovableness upon his

features. 1846 DK QL INCEY Antigone Wks. 1863 VIII. 221

The unchanging expression in the &quot;marble-looking mask.
1818 BYRON L /i. liar. IV. 1, The paltry jargon of the *marbk;
mart. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Set. .y Art II. 808 The
plasterers, *marble-masons, and other artisans who use this

article. 1835 URE I hilos. Manitf. 58 Sawing compre
hends every species of mill .. such as. .*marble-mills. 1812
BYRON Ch, Ifar. u. Ixii, In &quot;marble-paved pavilion. 1777
WARTON Poems 45 What though no *marble-piled bust
Adorn his desolated dust. 1754 ARMSTRONG Forced Marr.
v. iv. Misc. (1770) II. no This &quot;marble-pillar d castle. 1756
BURKE Sitbl.

&amp;lt;y
B. Introd., Wks. I. 113 In the question

about the tables, the &quot;marble-polisher will unquestionably
determine the most accurately. 1887 J. C. HARRIS Free Joe,
etc. (1888) 127 To invest money in Georgia marble-quarries.
1820 SHELLEY Tower of Famine n Each &quot;marble-ribbed

roof. i8 CLARE / ill. Minstr. I. 5 The I spy ,
halloo

,

and the *marble-ring. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Atech. 1393/1
*Marb!e-Saw. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Br&amp;lt;*ivn Rosary in. xii,

He knelt like a child &quot;marble-sculptured and white. 1877
A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xxii. 720 The quarried cliffs of

Toora, &quot;marble-white. 1687 MIEGE Fr. Eng. Diet. s. v.,
I o marble

Paper, to paint it marble-wise with several
Colours. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1393/2 &quot;Marble-worker s

Files.

9. Special comb. : f marble butterfly, ? =
marbled white; t marble-crab, a crab having a
marbled or mottled shell

; f marble dew, some
imaginary antaphrodisiac ; f marble-flint, ? flint

having a mottled appearance ; marble gall, a gall
made by the insect Cynips Kollari

;
marble leg,

the pale shining leg of Phlegmasia dolens (Syd.
Soc. Lex.) ; marble-paper, paper coloured in

imitation of marble ; marble pasta, ,1 white

porcelain paste used for casts of statues (in recent
Diets. : a Iransl. of K. pate lie inarbre} ; marble
seal, Phoca fetida ;

marble veal (Cookery), potted
veal interspersed with lumps of tongue, having a
mottled surface when cut ; marble-wood, (a) see

quot. 1753 ; (t) a large East Indian tree, Diospyros
KtOTsii, having a variegated wood (Cent. Diet.) ;

(f) an Australian tree, Olea paniculata, having
mottled timber (Morris Austral Eng.).

749 B. WILKES Eng. Moths , Butterflies 52 The Mar.
moris, or *Marble-Butterfly. 1796 NEMNICH Polygl. Lex.
Nat. Hist., Marble-butterfly. Pap. Galathea. The black-

eyed Marble butterfly. Papilio Semele. 1668 CHARLETON
Onomast. Zoicon 176 Cancer .. Marmoratns sive Varius
(quod testa tegitur . . maculis viridibus, caeruleis, albis, nigris,
cmereis.. i, the &quot;Marble Crab, a 1621 BEAUM. & L. Thi
erry % Thcod. in. i, The teares of mandrake and the*marble

1680 I.and. Gaz. No. 1566/4 Two Books . . covered with
&quot;Marble Papar. 1737 BERKELEY Letter Wks. 1871 IV. 247,
1 would have these pamphlets covered with marble paper
pasted on white paper. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhh. II.
xxvin. 5 Marble papers. 1896 J. W. KIRKAI.DY & E. C.
POLLARD tr. Baas Text Bk. Zool. 519 The Ringed or

*MarbleSeaI(/V;.yaV;V;Vi). 1789 FARLEY Land. A rt Cookery
u. lii. led. 6) 27 1

&quot; Marble veal. 1753 CHAM BKRS Cycl. Snpp.,
Marble^ ll^oflif, a name given by the people of some parts

of America to the lignum rhodium, or rose-wood, from the
heart of the tree being sometimes variegated like Marble.

Marble (ma-jb l), v.
[f. MARBLE sb. Cf. F.

marbrer.~\
1. trans. To stain or colour (paper, edges of

books, soap, etc.) so as to give the appearance
of variegated marble.
1683 /,&amp;lt;W. Gaz. No. 1874/4 A.. strong leather Pad-saddle

marbled. 1686 PLOT Stajfordsh. 123 Which two colours
they break with a wire brush, much after the manner they
doe when they marble paper. 1714 GAY Sheph. ll eek \l.

13 Marbled with Sage the hard ning Cheese she press d.

1725 DUDLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Potage, Marbling it with
very brown Veal-Gravy. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. faint. 1. II. VI.
. 19 With about as much intelligence or feeling of art as
a house-painter has in marbling a wainscot. 1885 J. PAYM
Talk of Trnun II. 228 Liquids used by bookbinders in

marbling covers.

b. Tomake(adesign)bythe process of marbling.
1883 C.G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 267/1 Take

&quot;o

^ re
,

en ca^ ai &amp;gt;d marble a tree upon it.

2. To make white like marble, rare.

17?
H. WALPOLE Let. to Han. More 29 Sept., Mrs. Por-

teuss accident. .may have marbled her complexion, but
1 am persuaded has not altered her. .good-humoured coun
tenance. 1878 B. TAYLOR DeukaliM u. iii. 67 Thy features,
marbled by the moon.
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f3. To pickle (fish). Oh.
[1598, 1611 : see MAKI, r-.^J 1661 RABISHA Cookery Dis

sected 14 To M;irl)le Suwls, Plaice, Flounders, Smelts.

Marbled (.maub hl), ///. a. [i. MARBLE sh.

and v. +
-Ki&amp;gt;.]

1. In various occasional uses : Portrayed in

marble ; having buildings or sculptures of marble
;

turned into marble (fig~) ,
decorated or covered

with marble.

1599 STORER H olsey C 4 b, Looke how the God of Wis-
dome marbled stands, Bestowing Laurel wreathes. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool of Qnal. (1809) III. 143 Marbled effigies
and monumental deposits of tiie renowned. 1821 BYRON
Juan in, Ixxxvi. xvi, Place me on Suniuiu s marbled steep.

1844 LD. HOUGHTON Af?w. Matty Scenes, Scott at Tomb of
Stuarts 132 His marbled form will meet the attentive eye.
1851 G. MEREDITH Sleeping City 109 A marbled City planted
there With all its pageants and despair. 1885 H. O. FORBES
Nat, U and. E. An/tip. 6 Fine residences, .conspicuous by
the blaze of light that lit up their pillared and marbled fronts.

2. Variegated in colour like certain marbles.

a. Coloured or stained by a technical process with

variegated patterns.
1671 KOYLE Usef. Nat. Philos. 1 I. iv. 14 1 hose Hue Covers

of Hooks that, for their resemblance to speck Id Marble, are
wont to be call d Marbled. 1699 WANLKY in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 276 Common marbled paper. nij6g S. DAUKS
M haliey In Dodsley Coll. Poems (1782) V. 106 Variety of

troops.. In marbled regimentals, 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Work
shop Receipts Ser. iv. 242/1 The edge of marbled books
should correspond with their marbled ends.

b. Veined, mottled, or dappled (^with markings
of various colours). Chiefly Nat, Hist, and J^ath.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late I oy. u. 18 The snow was marbcl d,
and look d as if it were boughs and branches of Trees. 1719
D URFF.Y /&amp;gt;

i//s(iS&amp;gt;j2) VI. 557 At the break of morning light,When the marbled Sky looks gay. 1818 Art Preserv. Feet
154 If the chilblain is merely neglected, the skin, .becomes
livid and of a marbled appearance, 1890 WOODBURY Encycl.
Photogr. , Marbled Prints, a defect in printing.. .The prints

appear, .unevenly marked, somewhat resembling the ap
pearance of marble. 1899 Allbntt s Syst. Med. VIII. 462
It [i. e. an eruption on the skin] may be uniform, or figured,
or marbled.

C. Of meat : Having the lean streaked with thin

layers of fat. (A sign of the best quality.)
1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) IV. 355 There is no

better sign of good flesh, than when it is marbled. 1834
VOUATT Cattle 270 The meat is finely marbled and well-

flavoured.

3. Used as the specific designation of various

animals and plants which have mottled or dappled
markings (freq. L. specific name marmoratns y -a\
Marbled beauty, the moth Bryophila perla marbled

green, the moth Bryophila glandifera ; marbled white
Cbnttrfly),^rf*/vi/aMtfrt; marbled rose (see ROSEJ&).
1699 PETIVER afwtei Petiver. 33 The white marbled female

Butterfly. 1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 164 The Marbled
Rose, . . its Leaves are larger, of a light red Colour marbled
and veined, tfyoCwiersAmm. Kingd. 95 The. .Marbled
Cat (F\elis\ marmoraia}. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm
III. 762 The common long red or marbled mangel-wurzel.
1867 H. T. STAINTON Brit. Butterflies &amp;lt;y

Moths iii. 31 The
Marbled White Butterfly. Ibid. vi. 66 The Marbled Beauty.
1870 Eng, Mech. 25 Feb. 571/2 The Marbled Green (firyo-

phila glandifera}. i&fiEncycl. Brit. IV. 595/2 The Marbled
White (Arge galathea} is the species often met with in

,

Britain.

Marbleize (maub biz), v. U. S.
[f.

MARBLE
sb. + -IZE.] trans. To colour in imitation of marble;
= MAKBLE v.

187$ KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1391/2 Marlleizing Slate,
coloring its surface in imitation of variegated marble. 1884
Adi t., All white and marbleized.. wrotight-iron hollow ware.
1888 HOWELLS Annie Kilburn xi. 114 The marbleised iron
shelf .. supported two glass vases. 1892 Harpers Mag.
936/2 Soap of a marbleized reddish color.

Marbleuess (maub lnes). rare 1
, [f. MAR

BLE sb. + -NESS.] Hardness like that of marble.
1629 DONNE 26 Serin. (1661) 65 Myholy sighs, .have worn

out my Marble Heart, that is, the Marbleness of my heart.

Marbler (maMblaj). Also 5 marbyler, mer-
bler, 6 marbular, merbeler, 5-6, 8 marbeler.

[f. MARBLE sb. and v. + -ER 1
. Cf. F. marbncr

(= senses I, 2), marbreur (sense 3).]
1. A qnarryman or hewer of marble. ? Obs.

1457 in Dugdale Wanvicksh. (1656) 355 lohn Bourde of
CorrT Castle, in the County of Dorset, Marbler. 1478
Chureh iv. Ace. St. Andreivs East Cheap in Brit, Mag.
XXXII. 37 Item to a Marbeler for hauyng oute of a Mar
byll Ston liijd. 1538 LKLAND /tin. i. 94 (1768) I. 88 Marble,
wont to be taken up . . by Marbelersof Barnardes Castelle and
of Egleston. 1885 Harper s Mag. Jan. 243/1 The quarriers,
or marblers

,
as they are called in&quot; the old papers relating

to the body [at Purbeck].

1 2. One who carves, or works in, marble
;

a

sculptor. Obs.

1469-70 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 73 Robert

Spillesby . . equitanti pro les merblers . . 37$. $d. a 1470
TIPTOFT Orat. G. Flammens (Caxton 1481} He [Socrates]
had to his moder a nvydwyf and to his fader a marbyler.
1538 LKLAND lim. VII. 25 Many Marbelers working in

Alabaster. 1649 FCLLER Jnst Man s Funeral 23 Let..
the most accurate Marbler erect the Monument. 1720
STRVPK Stow s Snrv. Land. (1754) II. v. xiv. 312/1 The

Henry VI s tomb, an. 1472] The
* marbler (or, as weshould

now say, the statuary).

3. One who marbles paper, etc. Also, an instru-
.

nient used for marbling paper. i

MARC.

I
l83SJ- HANNETT Bibliopegia 206. 1885 CRANE Bookbind

\ for Aii.-afcurs 97 Of all the varieties of gum, there is but
|

one that is ofany use to the marbler. .1511111 tragacanth 1800
ZAEHNSDORF Bookbinding 75 Leo s Nfechanical Marblers.Ma rble-stoiie. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : see

|

MAKBLE s/&amp;gt;. ; also MAKM-STONE. [Cf. chalkstone,
limestone] = MAKBLE; a marble floor, monument
tomb, etc.

ci2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 145 Hie [marie ma^dalene] nam
ane box jemaked of marbelstone. a 1225 Leg, Kath. 1480
pu schalthabben..ofniarbrestana temple. 1297 R. GLOUC
(Rolls) 9787 pe point of is suerd brec in

|&amp;gt;e marbreston a tuo!
( 1386 CHAUCER Prioress&quot; T. 229 In a temple of .Marbul
stones cleere Enclosen they bis litel body swcete (-1430
LYDG. Minor Poems (Percy -Soc.) 50 Harde to lyke hony
out of a marble stone. 1530 PALSCR. 530/1 Water by often

; droppyng may make a hole in a marbyll stone 1585 T
WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay s Voy. i. vi, In the micldcst of
the pauemcnt which was of Marbcr stone. 1682 CRKECH
Lucretius (1683) 94 If that s an 111, why not as great an
one To be opprest with Karth, or Marble-stone ? 1896 A. K.
HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad \\, I met a statue standing still*
Slill in marble stone stood he, And .stedfastly he lookedat me.
Marblet maubli-t). [f. MARBLE sh. + -ET, after

theF. itiarbn*.] A South American
\\zM&amp;lt;\,J o/}&amp;gt;chnis

nianiioratus.

1840 Cuz irrs Aiiiw. Kingd. 276 The Marbh ts .. have
palatal teeth, and femoral pure?,, likt- the !i;iiana&amp;gt;. 1800 in
Cent. Di\t.

Marbling (maubliij), vbl. sb. [f. MARIJI.K v.

+ -1M; 1

.] 1 hc action of the vb. MAKIILE.
1. The process, practice, or art of staining paper,

etc. with variegated colours in imitation or con
ventional imitation of marble.
1686 /W._ Gaz. No. 21974 A New Art. .of Making,

, Marbling, Veining, and Finishing of Mantle-pieces. 1731
: BAILEY vol. II, Marbling ut&quot; Hooks (in Book-binding) the

sprinkling them with colours on the nut side. 1753 in Pa-

j

tents Specif., Skins etc. (1872) 3 For the making, marbling,
l

veining [etc.] any linen, silks, canvas paper, and Urathtr.

: 1901 /W/j Chron. 3 Dec. 9/6 Graining and Marbling
wanted.

2. concr. Colouring or marking resembling that
of marble, or some conventional imitation of it.

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Porcelain^ There is. .a kind
of marbled porcelain, which is not made by applying the

marblings with the pencil. 1774 GOI.HSM. Nat. Hist. VII.
7 The only marblings, which appear in its body, are the
colour of the food, which is seen through its transparent
intestines. 1883 SOLON Art Old Eng. Potter 93 Agate-ware
was a complicated process; the marbling, instead of being
produced on the surface, went through the body. 1894 R. li.

SHARPE Handbk. Birds Gf. Brit. (1896) 1.97 Marblings and
spots of light brown or reddish-brown. \tiyjAltfatCsSyst.
Med. II. 103 In children infested by fleas or lice the general
tint of the rash may be deepened by very numerous petechi;e
or by marbling .

3. A marble-like incrustation, rare.

1872 C. KING Mountain. Sierra AVr. i. 21 The summit
piercing through a marbling of perpetual snow up to the

height of ten thousand feet.

4. Comb. : marbling-rod, the rod or pole used
in the apparatus for glazing marbled paper; mar
bling trough, the trough into which the paper is

dipped in the process of marbling.
1835 HANNETT Bibliopegia 82 After this they [the books]

must be glaired equally over, and when dry placed upon
the marbling rods, the sides of the books extending over,
and the leaves hanging between. Ibid. 184 The marbling
trough is generally made of oak.

Marblish (maublij&quot;),
a. rare-*, [f. MARBLE

sb. + -ISH 1
.] Resembling marble.

1826 MOORE Mem. (1854) V. 80 The smooth, marblisli,
effeminate colouring.

Marbly (maubli), a. Also 5 marbely, 7 mar-
blie. [f. MARBLE sb. + -T.] Resembling, or having
the appearance of, marble. Hence, rigid, cold, or

calm like marble.

1439 [see MARBLE sb. 7 e, quot. c 1430]. a 1619 FOTHERRY
Atheont. 11. i. 4 (1622) 179 Whatsoeuer Monsters strange,
in marbly S^as doe breed. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi. (1643)

299 Salt-gem.. is also called stonie, marblie Salt, a 1814
Mermaid u. i. in New Brit. Theatre II. 486 The marbly
lustre of her skin. 1843 BROWNING Bishop orders his tomb
75 And have I not. .mistresses with great smooth marbly
limbs? 1856 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. i. (1858; 69 Above the
blue sea rose the white marbly terraces. 1858 G. MAC-
DONALD Phantasies (1878) II. xiv. 33 The marbly stillness

of thousands of years.

Marbole, -boll, inarbre, obs. ff. MARBLE.

tMarbryn(e, a. Obs. [a. OF. marbriii, I .

marbre MARBLE sb.] Of marble.

1319 in Riley .#/&amp;lt;*;. (1868) 131. a 1400-50 Alexander^^Ne mote ne marbryn werkis. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xx\. 74
Her wymmen..bare her in-to her chambre marbryne.

Marbul(l, Marbular : see MARBLK, M ARRLER.

Marbut, obs. form of MARABOUT,

Marbyl(l, -yr, -yler: see MARBLE, MARBLER.
IKEarc (miuk). Also

J marre, mare : and sec

MURK. [a. F. marc\ explained by Hat/.-Parm.

as a vbl. noun f. marcher in the sense ;

to crush .

The c in the Fr. word is mute, even before a vowel
;
hence

prob. the i7th c. Eng. forms marre, mare.}
The refuse which remains after the pressure of

grapes or other fniits.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 530 The marre [ed. 1634 mare] or

refuse of grapes after they be pressed. 1670 EVELYN Syfoa
viii. (ed. 2) 56 The Lees, or Marc of the Pressing [oil from

walnuts] is excellent to fatten Hogs with. 1707 SI.OANE

Jamaica I. p. xlv, The Marc or remainder of the Sugar



MARCAN.
Canes after the juice is squeezed out. 1707 Curios, in Hnst&amp;gt;.

% Card. 138 Marc of Olives after they are press d. 1852
MORFIT Tanning *f C?trrying(i&53)45 The marc, or pressed

cake, which still retains some tannin, is made to yield it.

1883 R. HALDANK Workshop Receipts Ser. n. 10/2 The juice
and the refuse ( marc

&quot;)
are fermented.

b. attrib. ; marc brandy, brandy distilled from

marc.

1852 FOWNES Man. Elfin. CAi*/. (1863* 512 The fusel-oil

of the ware-brandy of the South of France.

Marc, obs. form of MARK, MARQUE.
Marcal, variant of MEBCAL.

Marcan (ma ikan), a. [f. L. Mart-its Mark +

-AN.] Pertaining to the Gospel of Si. Mark.

190* J. A. ROBINSON Study ofGospels iv. heading, The use

of the non-Marcan Document by St. Matthew and St. Luke.

1903 H. B. SWETE in Expositor June 415 The Marcan-
tradition.

t Marcantant. Obs. rare&quot;
1

. [Corruption of

It. mtreatttttteA A merchant.

1596 SHAKS. 7ani. S/ir. iv. ii. 63 Tra. What is he..?

Bio. Master, a Marcantant [so Folios and Qo. \ Pope reads

mercantant, Capell mercatante], or a pedant.

tMarcasin e. Obs. rare. Also marcassin.

[
= F. marcassin (Cotgr.).] =next.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 509 These two Marcassms. Ibid.

588 There is another fire stone going under the name of

Pyrites or Marcasin. // /(/., These Marcasines.

Marcasite (ma-Jkasait). Min. Also 5 mar-

kasit, 5-8 marchasite, 6 -it, marcaeite, 6-7
-quesit;e, 7 -quisat^e, merquisate, marchesit(e,
-gasite, 7-8 -caait, -c(h)assite, 8 -kasite. Also

in mocl.L. form 7-8 marcasites, (7 margasites).

[ad. med.L. marcasita (whence F. marcassite, Sp.

with suffix L. -Jta, Gr. -irrjs, -1TE 1
.

The etymology is obscure, as the Arabic marqashithS or

tnarqashitd, often cited as the source, is probably adopted
from some European language.]

1. Pyrites, esp. the crystallized forms of iron

pyrites used in the i8th c. for ornaments ; by some
restricted to the arsenical varieties of pyrites ;

in

recent use, white iron pyrites (iron disulphide).
For the vague notion attached to the word in pre-scientific

chemistry, see quots. i6i6and 1727-52. The marcasites of

gold and silver seem to have been specimens of copper and
iron pyrites with the lustre of gold and silver, and hence

wrongly supposed to contain traces of those metals.

1471 RIHLEV Comp. Alch. Ep. i. in Ashm. (1652) 116 Our
Marchasite, our Magnete, and our Lead. 1572 J. JONES
Bathes ofBath n. 20 Copper, Iron, and Marquesite. 1610

B. JONSON Alch. n. iii, ^ our marchesite, your tutie, your
magnesia. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos,, Marchasite^
a stone participating with the nature of some mettall, yet
in so small quantity, that the mettall cannot be melted
from it, but will vapour away in smoake, the stone turning
to ashes. 1684 tr. Bonet s Merc. Contpit. xix. 852 Glass of

Antimony .. is nothing but the meer Marchasite of Lead.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. 172 A common Mar
casite or Pyrites shall have the Colour ofGold most exactly ;

. .and yet. .yield nothing of worth, but Vitriol, and a little

Sulphur. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Marcasite, Marcasita, a
sort of metallic mineral, supposed by many to be the seed or

first matter of metaK On this principle, there should be as

many different marcasites as metals.. .There are only three

kinds in the shops, which are called, marcasite of gold, of

silver, and of copper : though some repute the loadstone to

be a marcasite of iron ; bismuth, marcasite of tin ; and zink,

or spelter, marcasite of lead, a 1718 WOODWARD Fossils i.

(1729) I. 172, I could never perceive any
Arsenic in the

Pyritae ; in which they differ from the Marcasits, most of

which contain more or less of that Mineral. 1778 WOVLFE
in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 15 The Derbyshire and Eckton

Caul:, which is commonly covered with copper marcassite.

1796 KIRWAN Eton. Min. (ed. 2} 11. 256 Arsenical Pyrites or

Marcassite. 1836-41 HRANDF. Chetn. (ed. 5) 861 Bismuth

white Iron Pyrites. 1879 RUTLKY Study Kocks x. 157 Mar-
casite resembles pyrites, except that it crystallises in the

rhombic system.
attrib. 1588 LUCAR Colloq, Arte Shooting App. 17 The

marchasite stone. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 558 It commeth
of a certaine marquesU stone, wherupon also they call it

Chalcitis. a 1738 WOODWARD Fossils \. (1729) I. 181 The
Marcasite Grains are of a bright Yellow.

2. A piece or specimen of marcasite; an orna

ment made of crystallized iron pyrites.
Formerly used for striking a light : cf. FIRRSTONE i.

1S5S EDEN Decades \\$niargin^ Marchashes are flowers

of metnls by the colours wherof the kyndes of metals are

knowen. 1681 N. O. Boileau s Lntrin in. 54 From his

Pocket He takes his Marchasite, begins to knock it With
hardntd Steel, out springs an Active spark. 1773 GOLDSM.
Stoops to Cong. in. i, Half the ladies of our acquaintance,
.. carry their jewels to town, and bring nothing but paste
and marcasites back. 1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 307
Two hearts surmounted by a crown . .set with marcasites.

Hence Marcasi tal (rare&quot;
1

}, Marcasi tical

adjsn) pertaining to or containing marcasite.

1670 BOYLE Tracts Cosm. Qual. etc. iv. 21 A great quan
tity of marchasiticall Earth, if 1 may so call it. 1731 BAILEY
vol. II, Marcasitnl [ed. 1737 Marcasitical}, of or pertaining
to marcasites. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 30 On one side

there was a slight marcasitical coating.

II Marcassin (majk^e sin}. /fer, [Fr.] A young
wild boar, used as a charge.
1717 in BAILKY vol. II. 1847 Gloss. Heraldry, Marcassin,

a young wild boar, distinguished from an old otie by having
iis triil hanging down instead of twisted.

Marcassin, variant of MARCASIN(B.
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Marcassite, obs. form of MARCASITE.

Marcatt(e, Marco, obs. ff. MARKET, MAIIS.

Marceline 1 (maMselin). Also marcelline

(Diets.)* [Fr.] A silk fabric used for linings.

1835 Court Mag. VI. p. ii/i The breakfast dress is lined

with coloured marceline.

Marceline- (maMselin). Min. [a. F. mar-
feline (Beudant), f. name of St. Marcel, Piedmont.]
A siliceous oxide of manganese.
1849 J- NICOL Man. Min. 1883 Kncycl. Brit. XVI. 387/2

Marceline has violet tarnish.

Marcella, marsella ^mn-ise-la). [Anglicized

pronunciation of MARSEILLES.] A kind of twilled

cotton or linen cloth used for waistcoats, etc.

1812 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 81/2 In black silk stockings,
black small clothes, Marcella waistcoat, and dressing gown.
1861 Eng. Wont. DOIII. Mag. III. 263/1 The waistcoat may
be made either in white silk or marcella. 1882 CAULFEILD&
SAWARD Diet. Needlework^ Marcella or Marsella, a de

scription of cotton Quilting or coarse Pique,. .for making
toilet covers, dressing table mats, and other articles.

Iffarcellian (maise lian). Ecd. [ad. med.L.

Marcellian-its, f. AfarcellusA A follower of Mar-

cellus, bishop of Ancyra in the fourth century, who
is said to have held heretical views resembling
Sabellianism. Hence Marce llianism.

1607 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1625) 6 Some denyed the Trinity
..: sodid..theMarcellians. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Mar-
fellianistn, the doctrine and opinions of the Marcellians.

Marcerye, obs. form of MERCERY.

Marcos, obs. pi. of MARCH sb.%

Marcescent (majse scnt), a. (sb.) Bot. [ad.
L. marcescent-cm t pr. pple. of marcescZrc* inceptive
f. marcere to be faint or languid.] Of parts of a

plant : Withering but not falling off.

1737 BAILEY vol. II. 1777 ROBSON Brit. Flora 29, 32. 1870
BENTLEV Man. Bot. (ed. 2) 222 When it is persistent and as

sumes a shrivelled or withered appearance, it is marcescent,

b. sb. A plant having marcescent parts.
1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 254/2 A single cell of the leaf

of a marcescent . .is seen still to contain a primordial vesicle.

Hence Marce scence [see -ENCE], marcescent

condition.

1837 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 232/2 Cessation of vegetation
and marcescence. 1890 Temple Bar Nov. 443 They are

ugly in their marcescence and scent incipient putrefaction.

t Marce SClble, a. Obs.- In early Diets.

spelt marcessible. [a. F. marcescible (in i6th c.

written marcessible), f. marcesctrc : see MARCESCENT
and -BLE.] Liable to wither or fade. Hence
Marce scibleness, Marcescibi lity.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Marcessible, apt or easie to rot or

putrifie. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Marcessibility, a pining away,
a Consumption. 1731 ltid.

t Marccssiblencss, withering or

fading nature.

Marcgrave : see MARGRAVE.
tMarch., sb.* Obs. Forms: i merici, merice,

(Northitmb. meric), merece, merce, niearce, 4-7
merclie, 6march(e. [OE. merece str. masc. =OS.
(glosses) rnerk, merka (N1LG. ?/?vi inasc.), G. merk

masc., MSw. market merkie fcm., Da. merke.]
Smallage or wild celery, Apium graveolens.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 24 Apio^ merici. a 800 Corpus Gloss.

182 Apio, merice. c iooooa.r. Leechd. II. 134 Genim merce
nioboweardne. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. (Z.) 27 Apiasttr, merce.
IMBTRRVISA Barth. De / . R. xvn. xiit. (Helmingham MS.),
Merche is calde Apium. 1545 ELYOT Diet., HiJ&amp;gt;po$elinon&amp;gt;

some suppose it to bee the herbe called smallache, or marche.

1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 68 b, Hipposelmon hath leues lyke
vnto march or smalache, but roughe. 1572 BOSSEWELL
Annorie \\. 76 b, A Pyle in poyncte betwene two slippes of

Merche, verte. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xlii. 606 Of Marish
Parsley, March or Smallache. 1631 Gitillittfs Heraldry \\.

xvi. (ed. 2) 353 Apium.. is called in English Merche.

March.(maitJ),^.2 Forms: 3-4Marz,4Mars,
3 Marrch, Mearch, 4-7 Marche, (6 Sc. Merche),
4- March. [Karly ME. march, a. AF. marche

(Gaimar), OF. march(e (Godefr. Cotnpl.), a north

eastern var. of the more usual marz
t
mars (mod. F.

mars] : L. Martiitm (nom. Martins sc. mensis, lit.

month of Mars), whence also Pr. marts, mars, Sp.

marzo, Pg. inarco, It. marzo, OHG. Merzo (MHG.
Merze, mod.G. Miirz), MDu. maerte, merit (modDu.
Maart), Sw. Mars, Da. Marts, late Gr. Hdpnor.]
1. The third month of the year in the Julian and

Gregorian calendar. Abbreviated Mar.
In the Roman pre*Jul!an calendar it was the first month,

and originally began at the vernal equinox.
[c 1050 Menologium 36 Hrime ^ehyrsted, ha^olscurum

fer5 geond middanjeard MartiusreSe, Hlydahealic.] c 1200
ORMIN 1891 l&amp;gt;at wass i Marrch, ace Marrch wass a Neh
all gan ut till ende. a nas Juliana 79 pe fowrtuSe Ka-
lende of mearch bat is seoSoen. a 1300 Cursor M. 10926 J&amp;gt;e

dal bat hir was send bis saand O marz [c 1375 Fairf.
march] be fiue and tuentiand. ^1386 CHAUCKR Nvit s

/ r. T. 368 The Monthe in which the world bigan That
highte Marche. 1390 GOWEII Conf. III. 371 And afterward
the time is schape, To frost, to Snow,.. Til eft that Mars
be com ayein. c 1440 Protnp. I*an&amp;gt;, 326/1 Marche, monythe,
tnarcius. 1500-20 DUNBAR Foews ixiv. 11 Merche, with
his cauld blastts keyne^Hes slane this gentill herbe. 1601

SHAKS. Jnl. C. in. i. i Cars. The Ides of March are come.
Sooth. \ Csesar, but not gone. 1711 SWIFT JrnL to Stella
26 Mar., I forgot to wish you yesterday a happy New Year.
You know the twenty-fifth of March is the first day of
the year. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Far. I. i.

10^ Welcome,

MARCH.
O March ! whose kindly days and dry Make April ready fot

the throstle s song.

Personified. 1398 TRF.VISA Barth. Dt F. R. ix. xi. (1495^

355 Marche ispaynted as it were agardyner. 1821 SHELLKV
Dirgefor I ear iv, March with grief doth howl and rave.

1842 TKNNYSON Gardeners Dan. 28 Love. .made, .that hair

More black than ashbuds in the front of March.

b. Proverbs. (See also 2 a, 2 b.)

1598 IJ. JONSON Case is Altered v. iv. (1609) K, Marche
falre al, for a faire March is worth a kings ransome. 16*4
FLETCHER \Vifcfor Month it. i, Me. 1 would chuse March,
for 1 would come in like a Lion. To. But you ld go out
like a Lamb, when you went to hanging, a i6 G. H HU
BERT Jacula Prudent. 739 February makes a bridge and
March breakes it. 1678 RAY Prov. (ed. 2) 44 March many
weathers.

2. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as March
air, dusty morning, wind.
1863 TENNYSON Welcome Alexandra 16 Clash, ye bells,

in the merry
*March air ! c 1530 HKVWOOD Play of ll etfier

622 (Hrandlj One bushell of march dust is worth a kynges
raunsome. ISS/TUSSER 100 Points Hnsb. cii, A bushel of

Marche dust, worth raunsomes of gold. 1685 BOYLE Sahth;
Air iii. (1690) 55 It is proverbially said in England, that a
Peck of March Dust is worth a King s Ransom : So un-

: frequent is dry Weather during that Month, in our Climate.

1833 TENNYSON May Queen Concl. vii, All in the wild

!

*
March-morning I heard the angels call. 1530 PALSC;R.

[
484/1, 1 chyppe, as ones handes do,.. with the *Marche-

I
wyndc. 1846 Denhanfs Coll. Prov. (Percy Soc.) 36 March
winds and April showers Bring forth May flowers.

t&amp;gt;. Special comb. : March ale, beer, a strong
: ale or beer brewed in March ; also attrib.

; March
brown, a fly used in angling ; f March chick

1

trans/., applied to a precocious youth ; March
hare, a proverbial type of madness (see HAKH

!
sb. I b) ; t March mad = mad as a March hare ;

March moth, the moth of a caterpillar infesting

plum trees (see quot.) ;
March violet [cf. OF.

j

molette de Mars\ y the common garden violet, Viola

odorata ; also attrib.

1633 LITHGOW Trav. in. 106 Strong ^March-Ale, surpass
ing fine Aqua-vita;. 1576-7 Acts Privy Council 298 Beare
.. commonly called

*March beere. 11704 T. BROWN Last
Obsen&amp;gt;ator in Collect. Poeins (1705) 101 Hast with thee

brought some. . Protestant March-lleer, to raise my Fancy?
1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 245 The

*March-
Brown. 1863 OUIDA Held in bondage (1870) 8 Flinging
his March brown into the stream. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado
i. iii. 58 A very forward *March-chicke. 14. . BlowboFs Test.

(MS. Rawl. C 86 If. in b), Thanne bey begynne to swere
and to stare, And be as braynles as a *Alarshe hare. 1526
SKELTON Magnyf. 930 As mery as a Marche hare, a 1529

Replycacion-ft) I saye, thou madde Marche hare, a 1619
FLETCHER Matt Lover i. i, Keep him darke, He will run

i

*March mad else. 01615 Noble Gent. i. i, He is March
mad ; Farewell Monsieur. 1890 Miss E. A. OBMEROD Injur.
Insects (ed. 2) 335 &quot;March Moth. Anisopteryx aescularia,
Schiff. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \\, i. 148 The sweete Violet

is called.. in English Violets the garden Violet, the sweete

Violet, and the *Marche Violet. 1601 HoLLANu/V/y II. 621

It turneth into a March Violet colour.

March (mjutf), sb. t Forms: 3-7 marche,

6-7 Sc. merch(e, 3- march. PI. i, 4-6 marchis,
5 marchez, ys, 6 marces, marchesse, marchies,
Se, marchis, merche(i)s, mer(s)chis, mairches,
4- marches, [a. K. marche fern., a Com. Rum.
word = Pr., Sp., Pg., It. marca, ad. Teut. *marka

(OHG., OS. marka, OE. mean} : see MARK *M]
1. Boundary, frontier, border, a. The border or

frontier of a country. Hence, a tract of land on
the border of a country, or a tract of debatable

land separating one country from another. Often

collect, plural, esp. with reference to the portions
of England bordering respectively on Scotland and
on Wales. Now Hist, and arch.
In early examples the March (of /K/)isan etymological

rendering of Mercia. Court of(the} Marches: seequot. 1848.
r i*9O.V. Eng. Leg. I. 345/2 He was kyng in Engelonde;

of be Marche of Walls. 1x97 R. C.LOUC. (Rolls) 60 pe king
of westsex and of kent & of norbhomber . . & be kyng of be
march bat was here aimdde. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvi. 357
Of the marchis than had he The gouernale and the pouste.

1387 TKKVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 61 Schroysbury
is a citee

vppon Seuarn in be marche of Engelond and&quot;^ of Wales.
n 1400-50 A lexandcr 913 pan was a man in Messadone in

te marche duellid, A proued prince. 1415 Rolls ofParIt.

IV. 276/2 Wardeyns of cure Est and West Marches. 15*3
LD. BEKNERS Froiss. I. cxxxvii. 165 The queue of Englande
. . was as thanne in the marchesse of the Northe, about
Vorke. 1531-3 Act 24 Hen. J ///, c. 12 2 Any personne
.. resiaunte .. within any the Kinges saide Dominions or

Marches of the same. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Conim, 50
Henry Zutphan was put to death . . by them of Dietmary,
which is in the inarces of Germany. 1577-87 HOLINSHKI*
Citron. III. 1213/1 * ne or^ Hunsdon lord warden of the

east marches, and gouernor of Berwike. 1584 WHITGIFT
Let. to Bnrleigh in Fuller Ck. Hist. ix. (1655) 157 Sure I am
it is most usuall in the Court of the Marches (Arches rather)

whereof I have the best experience. x6oa WARNER Alb.

Eng. Epjt. (1612) 355 The Pictes . . then occupying those

parts which we now call the middle Marches, betwixt the

English and Scots. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-oib. vii. 8 The
Herefordian floods . . with their superfluous waste Manure
the batfull March. &amp;lt; 1630 RISDON Sun*. Devon 225(1810
238 And twas twixt liritts and Saxons made the march.

1655 Fi LLKR Ch. Hist. ix. vi. 51 This Oath .. is usually
tendered in Chancery, Court of Requests, Councel of

Marches, and Councel in the North. 1848 WHARTON La:c
Lex. s.v., Court of Marches, an abolished tribunal in Wales,
where pleas of debt or damages, not above the value of so/.,

were tried and determined. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint
&amp;lt;y

Enid ^\ He craved a fair permission to depart And there



MARCH.

defend his marches. 1867 KKKKMAN \orin.
G&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/. (1876) 1.

iv. 157 Granted in fief ..as a march or border territory. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xvi. 345 Hugh came into collision

with . . the rest of the rival lords of the marches.

b. The boundary of an estate; the boundary
dividing one estate from another. Chiefly Sc.

1540 in 5^ Rep. Hist. MSS. Comtn. 609/1 The rycht
meithis and merchi s is and salbe . . betuix the said is landi^.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) iy6 No man shall

ever let me see where any of the apostles sat as judges to

other men, or to .sett in marches, or to divyde men s land&amp;gt;.

1818 HoGG/VvmwiV of B. vii, It was. .in the march between
two lairds lands, that he preached that day. 1839 UK
Qt iNCEY Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 2 Woodlands, .inter

vening the different estates with natural sylvan marches.
1886 Act 49 4- 50 Viet. c. 29 21 Any questions relating to

the boundaries or marches between crofters holdings.

tc. A boundary mark, landmark. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS JEncis xn. xiv. 30 Ane aid crag stane ..

Quhilk ..was Hggand neyr, A marche set in that gruud..
Of twa feildis. 1577 HOLINSHKD Chron. t Hist. Scot. 255/2
In the middest of Stanemoore there shall be a Crosse set vp,
with the king of Englandes image on the one side, and
the king of Scotlands on the other, to signifie that the one
is marchc to England, and the other to Scotland.

A. fig.
1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. Ixxxti. (1862) I. 207 When., ye

are in the utmost, .border of time and shall put your foot

within the march of eternity. 1786 A. GIB Sacred Content
/&amp;gt;/.

269 A march ought to be fixed between his private and his

public obedience. 1879 ti. MACUUNALU P. Faher III, xvi.

265 Over the march of two worlds, that of the imagination,
and that of fact, her soul hovered fluttering.

e. To redd, rid
% ride the marches : see KEDD #.-

2 c, Rio v., RIDE v.

f 2. Used for: Country, territory. [Cf. V^Jines*]
13.. A . A Us. 3019 He hath y-wonne . . 1 heo marche of

Fraunse, and of Spayne, And Tolouse, and eke Alniayne.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 438 And Jwrw myracles .. al Jat
marche he [Austyn] torned to cryst. 1470-85 MALOKV
Arthur i. x, Vlfius & Brastias . . shold haue suche chere a*,

myghte be made them in tho marchys. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon vi. 138 Blessed be the hour that ye were
borne, and cam in to thyse marches.

3. In renderings of continental names of terri

tories, f a. Applied to the MARK of Brandenburg
(ods.}. b. =It. Marca (see quot. 1875).
1716 l.i OM AlbcrtCs Archit. I. 30/2 In the March of

Ancona,. -they find a white Stone, which [etc.]. 1758 Ann.
Keg. 20 Richlieu . . made his way into ., the old marche of

Brandenburg. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 9/2 Ancona . . forms

part of the old district of the Marches, which passed from
the dominion of the Pope to that of Victor Emmanuel in

1860. The Marches comprise the March of Ancona on the
north and the March of Fermo on the south.

4. attrib. and Comb., as (sense I b) march-balk,

-dike, -ditch, -fence, -line, (sense i a) march
-f* cap-

tain
} f cause, ^garrison, law&amp;gt; -treason (arch.) ;

t march-day, ? a court held to try cases of infrac

tion of border laws; f march-gat (?GATE sb.-\
? a way across a frontier ; -j- march parts, -party,
the marches ; f march-ward,

* a warden of the

marches (Webster 1864). Also MARCH-LAND,
MARCH-MAN, MARCH-STONE.
1683 Fountainhalts Decis. Lds. Cffutic. Session (1759) I.

224 fn regard the witness had deponed upon her tilling

andriveingout the &quot;rnarch-bnlk. \$yj St. PapersHen. I ///,
M. 453 Every of His Gracis subjectis, having landes in

like places of daungier, bee orderid to departe therwith
to *marche capitayns. 1538 Ibid. III. 37 Marches capi-
taynes. 1537 tbid. 489 That ther were, in every marche,
wardens .. whiche shulde have auctprytye . . to here and
redresse all robberyes, *marche causeis[etc.]. 1900 A. LANG
Hist, Scot. I. x. 293 In ruling the Borders, making raids
and holding &quot;March-days. 1794 R. HERON Gctu View
Hebudx 90 Let the landlords take upon themselves the

expence of building every where sufficient
:

march-dykes.
1830 W. CARUETON Traits Peas. (1843) I. 118 This river . .

was the *march ditch, or tneriti between our farms. 1882
Bellas Diet. Law Scot.

6ip&amp;lt;

/2 A tenant, .is bound, .to main
tain *march-fences erected by the landlord during the lease.

1537 St. Papers Hen. / ///, II. 429 Distrusting to commytt
the custodie of dyvers of the *marche garrisons to any of
this landes birthe. a 1400-50 Ate.\atider 5076 He leuys all

l&amp;gt;e *march gats I neuend yw before. 1612 DAVIES Why
Ireland, etc. 123 That no Englishman be ruled in the de
finition of their debates by the*March-Law or the Brehon
Law. 1886 G. MACDONALD H kaCs Mine s Mine III. ix. 158
If he did not everywhere know where the *march-line fell,
at least he knew perfectly where it ought to fall. 14..
Chevy Chase 120 (Skeat) For lowe such captayns as slayne
wear thear on the *march parti shall neuer be non. Ibid.

138 Ther was neuer a tym on the &quot;marche partes [etc.l. 1805
SCOTT Last Minstr. iv. xxiv, We claim from thee William
of Deloraine, That he may suffer *march-treason pain.

March, (maitf), sb Also 6 martch. fa. F.

marche, vbl. noun from marcher , see MARCH z&amp;gt;.

2
]

I. Action of marching.
1. Mil. The action of marching; the regular
forward movement together and in time of a body
of troops. Also, the orderly forward movement
of a company, an exploring party, a procession, etc.

p 159 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. 8 Also, whereas
it hath been the vse of all great Captainos and Chieftaines,
vpon anie long march and enterprise intended. 1591 SHAKS.
i
ffe**f

I /j iv. iii. 8 Two mightier Troopes . .Which ioyn d
with him, and made their march for Durdeaux. 1667 MILTONA L. v. 775 For whom all this haste Of midnight march.
1672 SIR W. TALBOT {.title) The Discoveries of John I^derer,
in three several Marches from Virginia to the West of
Carolina. 1781 SIMES Mil. Guide (ed. 3) 12 They [pioneers]
are to. .make preparations for the march of the army. 1837
W. IRVING Capt, Botmcvillc I. 159 A march of three or four

155

days . . brought Captain I onneville to . . Jackson s Hole.

1850 (&quot;.ROTE Greece n. Ixx. (1888) VII. 270 Three days, of
additional march brought them to the Euphrates.

b. Phrases. Column of march (see quot. 1876).
Line of march , direction or route of marching;
transf., course of travelling, way. In (f a full f

/i, on or upon (a or their] march : inarching.
Articles Mil. Discipl. n Kvery man is to keep his

own rank and file upon the march. 1667 MILTON / . /.. i.

413 When he entic d Israel in Sitlim on their march from
Nile. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4353/1 The Duke of Savoy ^

Army are in a full March for this Place. 1734 tr. Rollings

Anc. Hist. (1827) II. ii. ii. 2 They attacked the Cartha-

fimans,
who were upon their march. 1780 A. HAMILTON

v&quot;ks. (1886) VIII. ii All the army is in march toward you.
1781 SIMKS Milit. Guide (ed. 3) 12 The routes must be so

formed, that no column cross another on the inarch. 1835
W. IKVING Tour Prairies xviii, They crossed the line of
our march without ..perceiving us. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India II. 236 Detachments of the 6jth regiment, ..

on their march to join the 4th division. 1860 TYNDALI,
Glac. i. xxvii. 202 The snow above us, broke across, forming
a fissure parallel to our line of march. 1875 JOWKTT Platf
(ed. 2) III. 414 Whether in actual battle or on a march.

1876 VOVLK &. STKVKNSON Milit. Diet.) Column cf Marih,
a formation assumed by troops on the line of march.

c. Applied to steady progression of animals on

a long journey. Also, with reference to persons,
a long and toilsome walk.

1691 RAY Creation it. (1692) 124 The swiftness and con
tinuance of the march, for which this Animal [the camel} is

almost indefatigable. 1697 DRVDKN Vir. Gcorg. \\. 86 The
Motions of their hasty Flight attend ; And know to Floods,
or Woods, thetr airy March they [Bee&amp;gt;] liend. 1705 ADDI-
SON Italy 238 We came to the Roots of the Mountain, and
had a very troublesome March to gain the Top of it. 1832
LYTTON Eugene A. i. ii, I have had a long march of it.

1888 Harper s Mag. July 198/2, I knew they \sc. elephants]
would be on the march again before daylight.

d. In comb, with following adv., forming nouns
of action to phrases of the verb, as march out, a

sortie; march past (see quot. 1876).
1863 [llustr. Lond. News 27 June 706/1 During the march

past the band played. 1869 A. W. WARD tr. Curtins* Hist.

Greece II. HI. i. 273 Themistocles insisted upon a second
march-out against the enemy. 1876 VOVLE & STEVENSON
Miltt. Diet.) March Past^ an expression made use of when
a regiment or any larger body of men pass in review order
before the sovereign or reviewing officer.

2. transf. andy?^. Advance, forward movement,

progress. Also, course or direction of advance.

a. With reference to the journey* of life.

a 1625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, in. v, Our lives are but our
tnartches to our graves. 1804 CAMl BELL.SWrtY^- j Dream
iv, I flew to the pleasant fields travers d so oft In life s

morning march, when my bosom was young. 1816 BVRON
C/i. Har. HI. xcviii, We may resume The march of our exist

ence. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 6 Voltaire s march wa.s

prepared for him, before he was born.

b. Of physical things.
1683 A. SNAPE Anat. Horse \. xxviii. 63 [The Veins] con

tinue their march through the AUantoides to the Chorion.. .

Their [sc. Arteries] march and insertions are the same with
those of the Vein. 1794 COWPER Needless Alarm 29 The
sun, accomplishing his early inarch. 1899 A llbutfs Syst.
filed. VI. 108 Mediastinal cancer, .makes its onward march
involving whatever may come in its path. Ibid. VII. 260

Then followed a march of a sensation of pins and needles
down the opposite side of the body. Ibid. 290 No exact

description is given of the march of the spasms.
C, Of time, events, population, etc.

a 1797 H. WALPOLE Man. Gco. /// (1845)1.1. 3 The regular
march of history. 1798 MALTHUS PopuL (1817) II. 40 The
march of the population in both periods seems to have been

nearly the same. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Pref., He did not

conform to the marcn of time. 1833 Frascrs Mag, VIII.

343 The common person [is] sadly puzzled to understand
the ordonnance and march of the plot, 1852 GROTE Greece
u. Ixxii. (1856) IX. 259 Doubtless each [Lysandrian Dek-

archy] had its own peculiar march : some were less tyran
nical , but perhaps some even more tyrannical [than the

Thirty at Athens]. 1871 FRKEMAN Xorui. Conq. (1876) IV.

.\viii. 108 These Northumbrian disturbances had little

bearing on the general march of events.

d. Of knowledge, etc., esp. in the phrase march

of intellect or mind. Also attrib.

Very common (esp. in ironical allusion) between 1827 itlie

date of the foundation of the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge) and 1850.

1827 GentL Mag. XCVII. n. p. ii, What is the march of

intellect The mighty march of mind ? 1833 R. H. FROUDE
Rent. (1838) I. 309, I tried hard to get up the march-of-mind

phraseology about pictures and statues. 1844 S. R. MAIT-
LAND Dark Ages 185 He was quite a march-of-intellect

man. 1852 TENNYSON Ode Wellington 167 And drill the

raw world for the march of mind, Till crowds at length be
sane and crowns be just.

3. Mil. The portion of marching done continu

ously; the distance covered by troops in one day.
Forced march : see FORCED///, a. 3.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. ii. 13 From Tamworth thither,
is but one dayes march. 1650 R. STAI-VLTON Strae/a s

Low C. \Varres \\\. 77 He by long Marches passing the

Rhine came to Delph in Holland. 1724 DE FOE Mem,
Cava/icr(i&4o) 171 It gave the king u full day s march of

him. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. (1838) X. 431 The
army are., within two or three marches of the Ebro. 1895
United Service Mag. July 430 The precautions for the

night march to prevent a light from being seen.

fig. 1845 LONGK. Keifry of Bruges^ Carillon^ Still I heard

those magic numbers, As they loud proclaimed the (light

And stolen marches of the night.

b. Phrases. To (gain,geC)jt march on or npon :

to get ahead of to the extent of a march. To steal

MARCH.
a march (on or upon} \ to gain a march by stealth

;

often Jig.

1707 Lond. Gaz. No 4353/3 Hi^ Royal Highness hath
gain d a March upon Monsieur de Guebriant. 1745 H. WAL-
POLE Lett. 11846) II. 59 The young Pretender . .has got a
march on General Cope. 1833 MAKKYAI P, SifttjMf xxut,We must be off early,.. and steal a long march upon them.

4. The regular and uniform step of a body of

men, esp. of troops. Also with qualifying adj., as

double, quick) slow march. See also QUICK M ARCH i.

1773-83 HOOI.K Or!. Fur. xvi. 566 So loud their march,
the Scots suspended hear, They leave their ranks and stain

their fame with fear. 18*0 SIH.I.I.KY Ode to Naples i-j;

Hear ye the march as of the Earth-born Forms Arrayed
against the overliving Gods? 1889 Infant &amp;gt;y

7W/ 25 The
length of which [plummet-string], .must be as follows for

the different degrees of march. Ihid. 29 The .Slow March.
Ibid. 31 The Quick March. Ibid. 32 The Double March.

b. fig. Of verse : Rhythmic movement.
1635-56 COWLKY Dai ideis \. 450 Till all the Parts and

Words their Places take And with just Marches Verse and
Mustek make. 1737 POPE Her, l-.pist. IT. i, 269 Hut Dryden
taught to join The varying verse, the full-resounding line,
The long majestic march, and Energy divine.

5. AliL A beating of the drum in a particular

rhythm as an accompaniment to the marching of

troops.
c 157* GASCOIGNE J- ruitcs U arre, L enuoie, If drummes

once sounde a lustie martch in dec-tie, Then farewell booko,
for he will trudge \vitli speede. 1617 MORVSON /tin. in. ?

&amp;gt;}

A man can hardly distinguish betwcene the beating of the
drums of the Swettzers, and Germans, saue that the former
march is more graue and slow. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Drum, There are divers beats of the Drum : as the march,
double inarch, assembly, charge [etc.]. 1781 SIMI.S Miltt.

Guide led. 3) 12 The general beats at 2; the assemble at 3 ;

and the march in 20 minutes after, ffiid.. The drummers
are to beat a march, and fifers play nt the head of the line.

0. RItts. A tune or composition of marked rhythm
(of which the rhythmical drum-beats, sense 5,

originally formed the essential, and still often

form a subsidiary, part , designed to accompany
the marching of troops, etc.

;
also any composition

of similar character and form
; usually in common

time, and with a subsidiary intermediate section or

trio*. So also inarch past. Dead march: see

DEAD D. 2
;
3\so funeral march. Rogue s march,

wedding march (see KOGUK, \\
EI&amp;gt;I&amp;gt;IN&amp;lt;;;.

1603 DKKKKR King s Entcrt. (1604) Ea, Nine Trumpets,
and a Kettle Drum, did very sprightly & actiucly sound
tin.- Danish March. 1706 Aunisos Rosamond \. iv, Tis

Henry s March ! the tune I know. 1719 Dancing-Master
II. 29 Duke of Marlborough s March. Ibid. 221 The toot-

guards march : Or, ttoaiswain William s Delight. 1784
COWPER Task iv. 647 He hates the field, in which no fife

or drum Attends him, drives his cattle to a march [etc.].

1821 UYRON Werner \\. i. 272 I ll play you King Gustavns
march. 1839 LONGF. Psalm of Life iv, Our hearts .. Still,

like muffled drums, are beating Funeral inarches to the

grave. 1876 VOVLE is: STEVENSON Mitit. Diet. 244/1 Each

regiment in the British service has its special march for

marching past. 1896 NEWNHAM-DAVJS Three Men
&amp;lt;y

a God

77,1 could hear Kelley. .whist ling the regimental march-past.

b. attrib.
,
as in march-movement ,

-time.

1864 UROWNING DIs aliter risutn viii, Schumann s our

music-maker now; Has his march-movement youth and
mouth?
7. Euchre. (See quot.) [Cf. It. mania ( a Inrch

or maiden set at any game (Florio).]
1886 Kitchre ; hmu to play it ToS March, where all the

tricks are made by one side. 1895 in Funk s Stand. Diet.

(with phrase to make a march}.

II. Various senses adopted from F. marchc.

+ 8. Foot-print (of an otter). Qbs.rarei. (Cf.

MARK sb^ 130.)
c 1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby iS-j) x, Men clepeth

|&amp;gt;at
be siepes or be marches of be Otyr, as men clepeth fy;

traces of *pe herte.

9. Chess i
etc. The move of a * man \

1672 BARBIER Saul s Fam. Came Chcsse iv, ^yhat
is the

draught or marche of each peece. 1850 Bohn s liandik.

Games 503 (Polish Draughts) The march of the Pawn.. is

the same as in the English game.
fig &quot;5*7

GREENE Cardc of Tancic (1593) E, Houerinjj
betweene feare and hope, hee began the assault with this

march. Madame (quoth he) for that [etc.].

10. Weaving. (See quot.)

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech, 1393/2 March [Weaving), one ot

the short laths laid across the treadles under the shafts.

March (miutj), z.l Forms : 4 marchen, 4-6
marche, 6 Sc. mairch, mearch, 6-7 merch, 5

march. [In sense i, a. OF. wan/iir, f. marchc

MARCH sb.* Tn sense 2, f. MARCH sb&\ cf. obs. F.

marcher to bound ^Rabelais).]

1. intr. To border upon ;
to have a common

frontier with* Formerly also f const, to, unto.

Said ot&quot; countries, estates, etc., and hence of their

rulers, owners, or inhabitants.

c r R. BRUNSE Chron. U ace (Rolls) 7929 He graunted

bem^nnne to haueSotithsex, Oxenfordschirt, iS: Middelsex,

ffbr bey marchen vpon Kent. 137$ HARBOUR Bruce i. 99

Till occupy Landis, that war till him marcheand. ?rt 1411

Lvnc. Two Mcrc/i. 16 This riche lond . . With Surry marchith

toward thorient. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. ii. 66 Europe.,
tndureth fro the weste unto the north, & marcheth vnto

Asie, 1515 St. Papers Hen. 1 IIf, II. 19 Orayly is the

strongeyst Iiyshe rebell that marcheyth with the countye

of Meathe. c 1530 Lu. BEKNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 100

loynynge to thys erledome there marched a duchy. 1598

HAKLUYT Voy. I. 65 The .. Don, vpon the banke whereof

86-2



MARCH.
marcheth a certain prince. 18x8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxviii,

She displayed so much kindness to Jeanie Deans, (because
she herself, being a Merse woman, marc/ted with Mid-

Lothian, in which Jeanie was born) [etc.]. 1822 GALT Pro
vost xl. (1868) 117 A piece of ground that marched with the

retrain iroin lighting because tney marcn on eacn otner anu
do a good business across the frontier, 1889 Times 25 Feb.

9/4 The frontiers of Dakota, Montana, and Washington
march with the Canadian Dominion.

fb. ? To join. Obs.
The quots. may possiMy belong to MARCH v.-

1377 LANGL. P. 1J/. IJ. Prol. 63 Many of his maistres Freris

mowe clothen hem at lykyng, For here money and marchau-
dise marchen [1362 meeten ofie] togideres. a 1578 LINUKSAY

(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.j I. 270 The Inglischemen
war all come ower the brige and the wangaird was neir

mearchant togither. Then the trumpitis blew .. and the

wangaird is ioynitt togither.

f2. ?To serve for the defence of a frontier. Obs.

1577*87 HARRISON England i. xii. in Holinshed^ At this

Poulruan is a tower of force, marching against the tower
on Fawy side.

f3. trans. To fix the bounds of; to mark the

boundaries of with landmarks. Sc. Obs.

1541 Aberdeen Reg. XVII. (Jam.), The IJaillie ordanit the

lynaris to pass to the ground of the said tenement, and lyne
and marche the same. 1588 Rurgli Rec. Glasgow (1876)
I. 121 And to stob and meiche the samyn [landis] that the

quantitie may be knawin. 1659 A. HAY Diary (S. H. S.)

42, [I] did set fut-stons and mrch and meith all the propertie
of Locarthill wher it is contiguous w l Symontoun.
March (maitj), v.- Also 6 mersh, merch,

6-7 martch. [a. F. marcher^ orig. to tread, tram

ple (lath c.), hence, to walk. In the specific mili

tary application the word has been adopted not

only in Eng. but in other European langs., as Sp.,

Pg. marchar) It. inarciare^ G. marschireHj L)u.

marcheren^ Da. marschere^ Sw. marschera.
The etymology of F. marcher is obscure; the prevailing

view is that the oldest recorded sense to trample was de

veloped from a sense *

to hammer
,
and that the word repre

sents a Gaulish Latin *
iiiarcdre, f. L. ittarcus hammer.]

1. intr. To walk in a military manner with

regular and measured tread ; of a body of men or

troops, to walk in step, to go forward with a

regular and uniform movement. Also, to begin to

walk in step ;
to start on a march, to set out from

quarters. Also with advbs., as away^ forth, for
ward, off, on, out

, past.
1i$\$Scotish Field 146 in Percy Fol. I. 2i9The.n hebowneth
him boldiye ouer the broadwaters,& manlye him Marcheth
[Lyme MS. iChetham Misc. 1856 II) reads marketh) to
the Mill feelde. a 1548 HALL Citron., Rich. Ill 39 The
duke with all his power mershed through the forest of
deane. 1591 Carrara s Art li arre 54 They, .which march
in the formost ranckes. 1617 MORVSON Itin.. HI. 267 When
they are to march, the law commands them to lay aside all

priuate quarrels. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4710/1 The Garrison
marched out.. in the Forenoon. 1742 I

JOI-E Dune. iv. 101

There raarch d the bard and blockhead, side by side. 1781
SIMES Milit. Guide (ed. 31 12 The army marches to-morro\v.

Ibid.) The field-pieces march with the columns. 1828 SCOT r

F. M. Perth xxxiv, The champions were now ordered to
march in their turns around the lists. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India II. 453 The troops marched against the Arabs.

1855 TENNYSON Mand \. v, 10 Singing of men that in battle

array, .. March with banner and bugle and fife. To the
death. 1860 Illustr. Lond. News 23 June 598/3 When her

Majesty returns to the Royal standard the volunteers will

march past in quick lime.

t b. Conjugated with be. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \\, \. 187 Fifteene hundred Foot,
flue hundred Horse Are march d vp to my Lord of Lan
caster. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 206 His tertia,

consisting of 5 regiments, is alreadie marcht. 1707 FREIND
Peterboroivs Cond. Sp. (ed. 2, corrected) 220, 1 hope Collouel
Wills is March d.

C. fig.

1684 T. HOCKIM Gods Decrees 352 In the camp, where sin
and vice did march uncontroul d. 1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg.
in. 370 The spumy Waves proclaim the watry War; And
mounting upwards, with a mighty Roar, March on wards, and
insult the rocky Shoar. 1711 ADDISOS Spect. No. 34 P ii

,

Having thus taken my Re-solutions to march on boldly in
the Cause of Virtue and good Sense.

d. ffBtaktram, To go upon (a warfare) ;
to

traverse (a distance) in marching. Also rarely
trans, by ellipsis ofprep.
1619 SIR J. SEMPiLL^ocr//,^ Handled App. 38 Whether I

we march a Warfare in our Conquering Word, Dieu ct tnon
\

droit\ If [etc.]. 1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius I. in. 1240 He. .
j

bade his legion march the briny main. 1884 J. COLBORNF,
Hicks Pasha 27 Forty-five miles have to be traversed

;
this ,

will be marched in three days.
e. Mil. Used in the imperative as a word of

command. Also march on.

^593 SHAKS. Rich. //, HI. iii. 61 March on, and marke !

King Richard how he lookes. 1760 New Manual Exerc.
(ed. 3) 4 On the Word March, the Officers stepping offwith &amp;gt;

their Left-feet [etc.]. 183* Regnl. Instr. Cavalry \\\. 116
Walk, Trot, or (Jallop, March. 1833 Ibid. \. si The word
MarJi, given singly, at all times denotes that slow time
is to be taken.

2. To walk in a steady or deliberate manner
; to

go, proceed, travel. Also with advbs., as off, on. out.

1573 Lament. Lady Scotland ^-yz in Satir, Poems Reform.
xxxiii, Becaus

, quod thay,
*

that }e alone tuik Pryde, And
tiiocht that we suldnot marche ^owbesyde . 1585!&quot;. WASH
INGTON tr. Nicholay s l- oy. it, xxv. 66 If a man did see
them |flnecian women] as they do march, he woulde take
them to be Nymphes. 1594 T. B. La Primaitd. Fr.
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A cad. II. 409 That God hath made them men, and not

beasles ramping on the earth, or marching vpon all foure.

1604 E. G|KIMSTONE] D^Acosta s Hist. Indies i. iii. 13 In

my trauell passing the great gulfes of the Ocean, and

marching by other regions of so strange lands. 1634 W.
TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. I.) 77 From thence I march
into a meddow. 1735 POPE Donne Sat. iv. 249 Thus fin-

ish d,..They march, to prate their hour before the Fair.

1770 MME. JJ ARBLAY Early Diary 7 Feb., Tea being over,
we marched into a larger room, and minuets were begun.
1810 Splendid Follies 1. 156 Do march on and shew the

village lions. 1852 MRS. STOWB Uncle Tout s C. xxv, Miss

Ophelia marched straight to her own chamber. 1896 A. E.

HOUS.MAS Shropshire Lad xvii, Now in Maytime to the

wicket Out I march with bat and pad.
Jig. cis86 CTKSS PEMBROKE Ps. L. vii, Loe, thou see st

I inarch another pace And come with truth thy falshood to

disclose.

3. In various transf. and fig. senses, a. Of in

animate things : To travel, go with a steady and

regular movement.
1604 E. G[RIMSTONK] D Acostas Hist. Indies i. ii. 7 This

space and region by which they faine that stars do con

tinually march and rowle. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 392,
I haue scene in an euening march along for Recreation
aboue 60 coaches. 185* CLOWJH Songs in Absence i. 6

Without a strain the great ship marches by.

b. To advance, make progress. Also to march on.

1648 J. UEAUMONT Psyche in. l.xiii, So wrought this

nimble Artist, and admir d Her self to see the Work march
on so fast. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I. xvii. 200 His symp
toms marched rapidly to their result. 1868 J. H. BLUNT
Kef. Ch. Eng. I. 250 After this events marched quickly.
1882 SERJT. HALLANTINE

K.v/&amp;gt;cr,
ii. 14 Bricks and mortar,

marching in all directions, have eaten up many a green field.

1884 Pall Mall G. 12 Aug. 3/1 The Congress at Versailles

is at last beginning to march. 1889 SKKINE Mrm. E. Thring
203 It was the president who made the enterprise march.

t c. To be assigned to a specified rank or position
in a series ; to

* rank with, offer, etc. Obs.

1600 K. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio 69 Making them march
in one degree of equall Justice with their inferiours. 16*5
HART Anat. Ur. i. iv. 37 My purpose is, first to propound
some reasons against the same : and in the next place shall

march some authorities of the learned. 1630 R. Johnsons
Kiitgd. &amp;lt;$

Coinmw. 96 Nor are our Cities of sufficiencie to

march in the first ranke of magnificence. 1640 BP. HALL

Episc. in. i. 208 These [Elders] sometimes marched with the

highest offices; so we have Elders and ludges, .. Princes
and Elders.

t d. To march off: (a) to become a bankrupt ;

(b] to die. Obs.

1683 LfTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) I- -5 1 Mr. Temple, an
eminent banker ,.,is lately broke for ^150,000, and tis

thought severall of that calling will march off also. 1693-4
WOOD Life Jan. (O. H. S.i III. 441 Lord Sidney, .was taken
also with a fit, and would have marched off, had it not been
for. .Dr. RadcIifThis physitian.

4. trans, (causatively). To cause to march or

move in military order.

*595 SHAKS. John in. i. 246 [Shall we] Vn-sweare faith

sworne, and on the marriage bed Of smiling peace to march a

bloody hoast? _i64in Buidench MSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm.)
I, 527 There are great numbers both of horse and foot raised
and inarched into divers parts of this our Kingdom. 1701
LUTTRKLL Brief Rel. (1857) V. 9 That they may be ready to
march them on any occasion. 1724 Di: FOE Mettt. Cavalier
(1840) 66 As they were wheeled, or marched, or retreated

by their officers.

b. To cause (a person) to walk or go, to force

to go, to conduct. Also to march off.

1884 Maneh. Exam. 4 June 4/7 Many a Persian peasant
..has been marched off captive by Turcoman slave-raiders.

1896 M. VIKLD Atti/a u. 45, I should be glad to march you
to the gate.

March, obs. or dial, form of MARSH.
Marchal(e, -all, obs. forms of MARSHAL.

Marehalsey,-sy(e,etc.,vars.MAKSHALCY,-SEA.
Marchand, -ant, etc.: see MERCHANT, etc.

t Marchantia (majkarntia
1

). [mod.L,: f. the

name of a French botanist N. Marchant (a 1678).]
A genus of plants including the liverwort (M. po/y-

morphfi] ; a plant of this genus.
1861 H. MACMILLAN Footn.^Nature 51 The most interest*

ing of all the scala-mosses is the common marchantia or
liverwort {Marchantia polymorpha}.

Marchaa(s)ite, obs. forms of MARCASITK.

Marchasye, obs. form of MARSHALSEA.
Marchaulcy, -ausy: see MAHSHALCY, -SEA.

Marchaund, -aunt, etc. : see MERCHANT, etc.

Marche : see MARCH j.l, wild celery.

Marcheis, obs. pi. MARCH sb.-, obs. f. MARQUIS.
Marchell, obs. form of MARSHAL.

Marcher 1
^mautfai). 06s. exc. Hist. Also 5

marchere , marcheyre , marchowr
, 5-6 mar-

chier, 5, 7 marchour, 7 murcheour, -iour.
[f.

MARCH JA- + -KR; there may have been an AK.
*marchier. \

1 1. One whose territory adjoins that of another.

Const, to. [Cf. med.L. ttiarchio. } Obs.
c 1440 Partonope 5044, 5047 Ther ys no lord that now ys heere

Hut he ys in lond A marchere To som of lords afore sayd.
Eche of hem therfore wold be wyll payde To haue hyni a
kyng to whom he ys marcheyre.

2. An inhabitant of a march or border district.

1470 in tot /i AV/. /list. MSS. Comtn, App. v. 308 Who tliat

ever marchour, be lie 1 rishe or Inglish . . ifsuch marchour lake

tiny chalaung_e or action againste ony man duellyng within
the saidc citie. 1607 COWELL lnterpr. % Marchers, be the
noble men dwelling on the Marches of Wales or Scotland :

MARCHING.
who in times past, .had their prluatt Uwex much like as if

they had beene Kings. 1612 DAVIES Wky Ireland^ etc.

(1787) 132 And euery lord of a country-, and euery marcher,
made war and peace at his pleasure. 1621 HOLTON Stat.

Ircl. Kp. Ded. a 4 b, Many of those Stat. ..concerning
Marchiors.. are. .repealed. Ibid. 14 The said Marcheour&amp;gt;

..doe guide the said Irish enemies and their theeues into

the English countrey. 0x648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII

(1683)492 That Marchers j-hould dwell upon their March
Lands. 175* CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 166 Sir Thomas Whar-
ton and Sir W. Musgrave advancing against them with a

body of marchers they fell into confusion. 1856 Fnouut
Hist. Eng. II. 269 The robber chief instantly rose and
attacked the pale. The Marchers opened their lines to give
his banditti free passage.

b. Lord Marcher (pi. Lords Marchers}) a lord

who enjoyed royal liberties and had exclusive juris

diction over territory in the marches which he

obtained by border warfare. Hence Lordship
Marcher, territory so obtained and held.

1449 Rolls of Parlt. V. 151/1 The Lordes Marchiers, of

the whiche such misdoers. .holden ther Londes. 535-6
Act 27 Hen. T///, c. 26 19 The Lordes Marchers..
have used to putt their tenauntes within their Lordshlppes
Marchers under suche common maynprise [etc], 1614 SEL-

UEN Titles Hon. 216 The ancient Lords Marchers of Wales.. .

Of these Marchers mention is in the Statute of Prerogative :

Exceptis Fcodis Comitum ff Baronutn de Marchia.
a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. F/// (16831 435 Insomuch, that

in atx&amp;gt;ut some 141 Lordships Marchers.. many strange and

discrepant Customs were practised. 1700 TYRRELL Hist.

Eng. II. 913 A day.. was assigned for. .the Lords Marchers
to appoint Arbitrators. 1863 Sat. Rev. 384 While the Lords
Marchers did the border this good service, they grew apace
in powers of combined action.

t c. Earl Marcher : used for MARGRAVE.
1630 A . Johnson s Kingd. fy Commw. 402 Saros Patak,

where the Palatine or Earle-marcher of that part of Hun-
garta. .usually keeps his residence.

1 3. A border-territory or march. 06s.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 45 Carenten, and Valoigney,
withe alle othir forteressts and villages in that marcher.

4. ait-rib., as marcher-baron
&amp;gt; -lord, ~town.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 187 It is a fron

tier, and Marchier Towne of this Shyre. 1841 HARTSHORNE
Salop. Antiq. 497* Marcher Lords. Ibid. 498 This policy
led to the erection of the Marcher Lordships. 1877 GREEN
Hist. Eng. People 1. 305 Indignities which the Marcher-lords
had offered to the body of the great Earl. 1887 Diet. Nat.

Biog. XI. 72/2 Representing the marcher barons.

Hence Ma rchership, the office of Lord Marcher.

1859 PARKER Turners Dom. Archit. III. n. vii. 372 All

this area was parcelled out into marcherships, holding from
the English crown by the sword* only. 1875 STL-BBS

Const. Hist. Il.xvi. 341 Wales, where the chief marcher-

ships were in the hands of the great English earls.

Marcher- (mtotfax). [f.
MARCH ^.- + -ER

.]

1. One who marches or walks. Chiefly with adjs.

of qualification.
*-i6i CHAPMAN Iliad xix. 162 Thirst, hunger,, .take away

a marcher s knees, a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal (1673) 23
What nettle thus, great marcher [L. Gradive\, does inflame

Thy nephews i 1809 SIR J. MOORE 10 Jan. in Jas. Moore
Camp. Spain 199 Soldiers who pretend to be bad marchers.

1869 E. A. PAKKES Pract. Hygietu (ed. 3) 394 The best

marchers are men of middle size.

1 2. Some part of a draw-net. Obs.

1737 BKAULEY Fam. Dzct.s.v. Draxv Nef, Fasten it, by
j

i tiing some of the Ends of the Marcher //. against the

Stick //.

Marches, obs. form of MARQUIS.
!l Marchesa (markt

7
-za). [It. : fern, of MAR-

CHKSB.] Jn Italy: A marchioness.

1797 MRS. RAOCLIFFE Italian i, The Afarcltcsa had ob
served his absence. 1878 L. W. M. LOCKHART Mine is

J /tine I. iv. 75 The favourite maid of an Italian inanhesa.

Marchesal : see MAKQUISAL.
II Marchese (mark^w), sb. [It.

: sec MARQUIS.]
In Italy : A martjiiis.

1517 TOKKINGTON nigr.d^} n All these thyngs I sawe
whanne they war shewyd to the Marchose [tread Mar-

Lhese] of Mantua. 1754 RICHARDSON Granciison (ed. 8vo) III.

ii. if The Manhese della Porretta..is a nobleman of great
merit. 1797 MKS. RAOCMIPE Italian i, But the Marchese
did not return home til) after Vincentio. 1806 CHARLOTTE
I-&amp;gt;ACRE Zofleya I. 2 At this time the Marchese di Loredant
had been married seventeen years.

t Marchese, ^. Obs. [ad. obs. K. marchiser

(CotgrO.flwaww^MABCHJPi*] intr. ^- MARCH w. 1

1535 LD. IitKNEKs J- roiss. II. xxii. 48 Which countie

. . marche^ed on the countre of Tholousin.

Marchese, obs. form of MARSHALSKA.

Marchesit^e, obs. forms of MAUCAHITE.

Marchesse, obs. pi. of MARCH sh:-\

Marchet, obs. form of MARKET, MEKCUET.

Marchier, obs. form of MARCHER ]
.

Marchies, obs. pi. of MARCH 5^.-*

Marching (ma-JtJin ), vbl. sb.
[f.

MARCH v.-

+ -ING 1.]
1 he action of MARCH v.~ ; an instance

of this.

1560 UIBLE (Geney.) i Mace. vi. 41 All they that heard the

noyce of their multitude, and the marching of the companie,
..were astonished. 1617 MORVSON /tin. iv. iv. iii. (1903)

379 No people .. vseth lesse Ccremonyes and Pompous
shewes or marchings, in festiuall solemtutyes than those of
the Vnited Provinces. 17*4 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840)

53 The discipline and order of their marchings, camping,
and exercise was excellent. 1855 BROWN INI; An Epistle^
The country-side is all un fire With rumours of a marching
hitherward. 1861 W. H. RUSSELL in Times 24 Sept., The
drills ..are still of the most elementary character, but their

marching is very good indeed.



MARCHING.

fb. The move of a chess-man. Obs. rart~ l
.

1562 KouiioiiiAM Play ofCtifasts A vij, Hcliolde here his

inarch tuges, and his liherlie prouided that he haue had no
chccke.

c. Marching-fast. The action of performing the

march past (MARCH sb.^ i d). Also attrib.

1833 Regal. lustr. Cnvalry^ I. 37 In marching past, the

Lieutenant-Colonel is to l&amp;gt;e in front of the leading Troop.
1860 lilnstr. Loud. News 23 June 598/3 During the march

ing past the Staff, .will be drawn up opposite the Royal
standard. 1896 NswNHAM-DAVIs Three Men fy a God 120

On marching-past parade.
d. attrib.a.n& Comb.: marching day,front, music,

parade; fmarohing malady, ? (of a horse) illness

caused by travelling; marching money (see quot. ; ;

marching order, equipment for marching; //.,
orders to march.

1781 SIMES Milit. Guide (ed. 3) 8 On &quot;marching days, he
follows the Major-genera! of the day with the encampment.
1888 Eucycl. Brit. XXIV. 362/2 The men marched eight
abreast. .. This unusually wide &quot;matching front was taken

up by the infantry. 1611 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Taylors
Motto A 4 b inarg., I will turne Farrier. I doe not thinke
that any Horse-leech can blazon such a pedigree of *march-
ing maladies. 1837 Col!. Warrants ft Kcgul. Army (1844)

7 A daily Allowance in South Britain of *Slarching Money
. . as the payment to the Innkeeper for the hot meal which
he is required to furnish to the Soldier. 1853 STOCQUELEK
Mil. Encycl., Marching Motley, the additional pay which
officers and soldiers receive for the purpose of covering the

expenses necessarily incurred when marching from one place
to another. 1866 CARLVI.F. Inang. Addr. 197 A kind of

road-melody or &quot;marching-music of mankind. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors ll ord-l k., *Marclting order. A soldier fully
equipped, .carries from 30 to 35 His. In service marching
order. . he carries nearly 50 Ibs. Hut hea-.-y inarching order
..was yet heavier. 1848 THACKERAY I titt. Fair xx, The
Duke s in Belgium already, and we expect marching orders

every day. 1791 BEXTHAM Panopt. Postscr. 168 Even the
roof of the building, mijjht. .be made to answer the purpose
of a [prisoner s] &quot;marching parade.

t Marching, ///. a\ 06s. [f. MARCH v.i +
-ING a

.]
That marches or adjoins ; that serves as

a march.
1444 Rails o_fParlt. V. 108/1 The seide Shire of North

umberland, is marchyng to the Scottes the Kynges Ene-
myes. 1548 UUAI.I. Erasm. Par. Luke v. 33 He was as
a marchyng bordre betwene the la\ve y1 should afterward
ceasse, & the libertee of the ghospell shortely after to arise.

1577 HARRISON England m. iv. in Holinshcd 103/2 In old

tyme he onelie was called Marquise, Qiti liabnit terrain
limitaneam, a marching prouince vpon the enimies coun-
treis.

Marching (ma-jtjirj), ///. a.-
[f.

MARCH v.-

+ -ING -
.] That marches.

1. Mil. That marches or is used in marching.
Marching regiment (see quot. 1802).

1667 in loth Kef. Hist. MSX. Comui. App. v. 31 Your
petitioners were directed by the Lieutenant of his Majestie s

Ordnance to make a marching barricade, to carry six small
gunns. 1690 I.I-TTBELI. Brief R el. (1857) II. 2 He should
provide two hospitalls. ., a fixt one and a marching one.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. i, This is my return, -for putting
him, at twelve years old, into a marching regiment. 1802
C. JAMES Milit. Diet., Marching Regiments, a term given
to those corps who had not any permanent quarters, but
were

_
liable to be sent not only from one end of Great

Britain to the other, but to the most distant of her posses
sions abroad. 1883 Pall Mall G. 7 Dec. ;/i All this does
not mean that the Mahcli will have an effective marching
army wherewith to advance on Egypt. 1885 Athcnxitm
18 Apr. 5p2/: From the point of view of the marching soldier
the physical aspect of the country . . is far from attractive.

2. Progressive.
1842 J. AITON Domest. Eeoit. (1857) 56 These pushing, ;

marching, money-making times.

t Marchion. Obs. In 4 marchiun, 5 Sc.

marchon, merschion. [ad. med.L. marchion-em,
f. nuirca MAKK, MARCH sl .s (The med.L. equiva-

!

lent of MAKU.UIS.)] A captain of the marches.
a 1380 St. Augustine 1609 in Horstni. Allengl. Leg. (1878)

89 MenofPapyeWerenitake..Of |&amp;gt;e
marchiun of Malaspyn

And m a prison put. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 328 Goiss i

Halkis war..Marchonis in the mapamond. Ibid. 685 Mer- i

schionis of myelitis.

tMarchionat. Obs. ran-*, [ad. med.L.
]

marchioiiat-us, f. marchion-em : see prec.] Mar-
quisate or march (of Ancona).
CI449 Pi;eocK Rcpr. in. xiii. 359 Matilde a greet ladi

which jafthe greet .. marchionat of Anchon to the pope.
Marchioness (ma-jjanes). Also7-esse,-isse,

marquionesse. [ad. med.L. manhionissa, f. mar-
chion-ein : see MAKCHION and -KSS.]
1. The wife or widow of a marquis, or a lady

;

holding in her own right the position equal to
that of marquis.

t 533 in Rymer s Fcettera XIV. 477,:\ Cum . . Domina Anna,
*&quot;nc Marchiomssa Penbrochisc, nunc vero Regina). 15..
Kk. Precedence in Q. Elh. Acad. (1869) r 4 Item, a dukes
daughter is borne a Marchionesse. Ibid. 15 A Marquessemust goe after his Creation.., and the Marchionesse his
wife according to the same. 1611 COTCR., Mar,,,,ise, a
Marchionesse. 1613 SHAKS., etc. Hen. VIII, n. iii. 63 The

8J, aiestv - Doe s purpose honour to you no lesse flow
ing, Ihen Marchionesse of Pembrooke. 1613 THOMAS Lat.
Viet., Praises limitaneus, a marques, or marquionesse. c 1630KISDON Sun: Devon 312 (1810) 324 The lady marchioness
of Wmton. 1631 B. JONSON Underwoods c. Elegy on Lady
rS&quot;m-

&quot; * * silee was tne Lady Jane, and Marchionisse
Of Winchester ; the Heralds can tell this. 1819 LYTTON
Disowned xl, His day with the beautiful marchioness was
over. 1883 Encycl. lirit. XV. 565/1 His [a marquis ) wife,
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who also is most honourable , is a marchioness, and is styled
my lady marchioness .

b. allusive. A maid-of-all-work.

[1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop Ivii, To make it seem more
teal and pleasant, I shall call you the Marchioness, do you
hear? 1 The small servant nodded.] 1883 SAI.A in Illitstr.

Lond. N. 24 Nov. 409/1 A little bit of a maid-of-all-\vork. . .

This Marchioness ..has., been the object of the most
astounding manifestations . 1885 J. S. WJNTKR Booties

Baby ii. 36 To develop into the unnaturally widened and
unkempt hand of a Marchioness .

2. A kind of pear. (Cf. MABQUIS 4, MABQUISE 2.)
1706 LONDON & WISE Retired Card. I. 32 The Marchiones&amp;gt;.

. .&quot;i is very bntterish, and of a sweet Muskish Juice. 1875
HOGG Fruit Man, (,ed. 4} 479.

3. A size of slate measuring 22 inches by ii, or
20 by 1 2.

1878 D. C. DAVIES State $ Slate Quarrying- 136 Prin
cesses . . Duchesses . . Marchionesses . . Countesses.

Marchiour, obs. form of MARCHER 1
.

Marchis, obs. pi. MARCH s&J, obs. f. MARQUIS.
Marchiun, variant of MAKCHION Obs.

Ma rch-land. [f.
MARCH sb:^t LAND sb. (OK.

had mean-land in the same sense.)] Land com
piling the marches of a country ;

a border territory ;

border-land, frontier-land.

1536 AV. Papers Hen. I ll/, II. 369 Litle ynough..for the

surveiyng of the Kinges marche landes. 1611 SI-KKI&amp;gt; J/ist.
&amp;lt;Jt. Brit, ix. viii. 36. 552 Some march-lands betwixt two
neighbour-Nations. 1869 FREEMAN Norm, Cony. (1876) III.
xiii. 315 A warrior from the marchland of Tours and lilois.

1893 T. F. Tot-r Kduwd /, xi. 186 In the great marchland
of Glamorgan one Morgan broke out in rebellion.

Ma rch-man. t)Ar.exc./ftr/. Also 5 marches-
man,

[f.
MARCH s/&amp;gt;.-&amp;gt; f MAN

j&amp;lt;5.]

1. An inhabitant of the marches or borders.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2540 A \vatere ..pat \\ith ^a marches-

men [/?# MS. marche.men] Mocian was hatten. 1494
FABYAN Chron. vn. 634 They., gatheryd to them a stronge
hoost of men, as of Marchemen and other. 1586 l- i KM;
Blaz. Centric 136 In the old Teutch or Dutch speach he
was called a Marquier, that is to saye the marche-mun or
frontier man. 1617 DRAVION Agincourt, etc. 9 Of March-
men mustring a rebellious Band, Henry againe his South-
erne people prest. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. i. xxx, Now
I owden Moor the march-man won, Ami sternly shook his

plumed head. 1889 KUSKIN Pneterita III. 172 The march-
men, .of Cheviot.

2. = MARKSMAN 4 (see qiiot. 1813 there).

Marchon, variant of MAKCHION Obs.

Marchour, obs. form of MARCHER i.

Marchpane (.mautjp^n), marzipan (mauzi-
pse n). Forms: a. 5, 8 marchpayne, 6 marche
payne, -pane, (martspaine, martchpane\
march pain, (-payine, -pine), 7 marchpayn,
(6, 9 marchpan), 6-7 marchpaine, 6- march
pane. 0. 6-7 mazapaue. 7. 6 marzepaine,
9 marzipan, (marzapane, marcipan). [Occurs
as K. masscpain (in i6th c. marcepain}. It. marza-

pane, Sp. mazapan, Pg. ma$apao, Ger. marzipan
(jnartzepan 1521, glossing pants marcins), Du.

marsepeift(tnarcepan\Q. 1486), Da., 8\v. marsipan\
the Kng. forms come from various continental

sources. In recent times the sweetmeat has been
known chiefly as imported from Germany ; hence
the Ger. form marzipan has at least equal currency
with the traditional Kng. form.
The word is believed to have come into the other Rom.

langs. from Italian. Its etymology is obscure. What seems
to be the same word occurs in various Rom. forms and in

med.L. with the senses small box , a certain mediaeval

weight \ and a mediaeval coin . Kluyver, in Zcit&chr.f.
dentsche IVortforschung} uly 1904, ingeniously tries to prove
that the last-mentioned sense is the source of all the others.
He identifies the word with med.L. matapantts^ a Venetian
coin bearing a figure of Christ on a throne (Du Cange), and
suggests that it represents Arab, manthabdn a king that
sits still (Lanet, which he conjectures to have been used by
Saracens as a derisive name for this coin.]

1. a. A kind of confectionery composed of a paste
of pounded almonds, sugar, etc., made up into

small cakes or moulded into ornamental forms.
a. 1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 49b/2 Deyntie dysshes as

marche payne, tartes, &c., Bcliaria. 1587 HARRISON Eng
land \\. vi. (1877) i. 148 Marchpaine wrought with no small
curiositie. 1592 SHAKS. Rotn. #f Jut. \. v. 9. ? 1606 DRAVTON
Poems Lyr. &amp;lt;y Past., Eel. iv. E i b, The silke well couth
she twist and twine, And make the fine Marchpine. 1615
MARKHAM Eftg: Honseiv. (1660) 93 To make the best March
pane, take the best Jordan Almonds. 1715 BRADLEY Fain.
Diet. s.v. ( The Paste in that which they call the Royal
March-Pane. 1848 QXENFORD tr. Goethe s A utobiog. (Bonn)
I. 64 The tarts, biscuits, marchpane and sweet wine. 1884
Health Exhib. Catal. 151/2 Marchpane and other cakes
and confectionery made with honey. 1901 Board ofTrade
Jrnl. 1 1 July 84 The edible article known variously as march- !

pane , marzipan , or marcipan , which consists of. . flour,
j

sugar, almonds, &c, made in fancy forms. .is. .dutiable.

ft. 1598 FLORID, Pasta,, .marchpane, or mazapane.
y. 1866 HOWELLS I enct. Life xviii. 278 A cake culled

uiarzapane. 1897 Daily Xe?vs 23 Nov. 2/1 The stuff. . smelt
very much like the sweetmeat called marzipan.

b. A cake or shaped piece of this composition. ;

a. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vir. 587 A march payne gar- !

nyhshed with dyuerse fygures of aungelJys. IS^TOKKIM;.
TON Pitgr. (1884) 13 The Duke sent to the Pilgryms gret ;

basons full of Marchepanys. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke
vii. 25 Wylde honey and locustes bathe he preferred before
the martspaines and other swete delycates of kynges. 1616

SuKfr L, & MAKKH. Country Farm 585 Marchpanes art made

pi

[e

MARCIONIST.
of verie little flower, hut \\itli addition of greater quantitie
of Filberds, !&amp;gt;inc Nuts, Pistaces, Almonds, and rosed Su^ar.
1713 BHADLKV Faw. Diet. &amp;gt;. v. Tourte, For a Sugar d Pan-
ie . . take five or six Biskets, Marchpanes, or Macaroon 9

[etc.]. 1853 SOVKR Pantropk. 288 Begin by covering the
whole of the base with a layer of marchpans. i88z Miss
YONGK Unknown to Hist. I. 254 All the ladies and serving
women were called on to concoct pa&amp;gt;ties. ., cakes and march
panes. 1884 Hcaltk E.\Iiii&amp;gt;. Catal. 151/2 Polish Honey
Cakes, Marchpanes, and Chocolate.
0. 1657 TOMMNSON Kfuou s

Dis{&amp;gt;. 106 A certain kinde uf
1 condite which is called Pasta Regia or a Maxapane.

y. 154* UDALL Erasm. Apofh. 128 To feede of tartes and
mar/epaines, the meates of denty mouthed persones.

f c. figt Chiefly as the type of something de
licious or exquisite. Obs.

1592 G. HARVKY Four Lett. 5 Ray]in~ was the Ypo-
cras of the drunken rimester ; and Quipping tfie Marclie-

pane of the madde libeller. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rcr.
iv. i, Mor. I was then esteemd . / /;/ . Tlie very MaiLli-

pane: of the Court, I warrant / 1613 BICATM. & FL. Cox
comb iv. iii, You are very curious of your hand. .. Let me see
it ?- Ay marry, lie re s a hand of march-pane, a 1652 Ij KOMI:

City Wit iv. ii. You have your Kickshaws, your Players
Marchpaines ; all shew and no meat.

2. attrib.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinskcd III. 1355/1 A verie
statelie tragedie named Dido^ wherein the quints bankt- L

..was liuelie described in a marchpaine patterne. i6oz
SIR H. PLATT Delights for Ladies 11611! 1! 4 b, To make
an excellent Marchpane paste to print off in molds for ban
queting dishes. 1616 R. C. Times ll histlc vi. 2771 Candid
eringoes, and rich marchpaine stuffe. 1891 J. S. WINTER
Litnilt-y iv. 31 Mampan bon-bons,

t b.
quasi-rt&amp;lt;//. with the sense : Dainty, superfine.

598-9 B. JONSON Case is Altered iv. iv, A march painc
wench. 1640 (ij.Ai

iMORNK II*it in Constable v. What would
j-ou ve done With two such March-pane hu&amp;gt;bandM . 1649
G. DANIEL Trinarch.^ //en. K, ccclxvi, I,et not these March
pane follits Dull your Sence To better rellUh.

Hence t March panado v. [see PANADA], trans.

to mould, after the manner of marchpane.
1650 B. Discollinrinium 46 The constitution of my body

was a cleare transparent Mannulate, .March Panado d into
the shape of a strait Gentleman.

March. Stone. Chiefly 6V. and north, dial.

[f. MARCH ^.3-t- STOKE sb. Cf. MARKET-ONE.] A
stone set up to mark the boundary of an estate.

1536 Laing Charters (1899^ 108 To the nieixh steane with
ane croce on the held theiron. 1587 in A. Peteikin Notes
Ork.

&amp;lt;5-

Zctl. (1822) 127 They to set down march-stane-.
thereafter to stand for ever. 1639 Dcclar. C/tas, I Tumults
Scot. 164 What is the use of nierch-stones upon Iwrders of

Lands, the like u&amp;gt;e hath Confessions of Faith in the Kirk.

1789 HKANU Hist. Newcastle \. 461 Round the moor the

march-stones, i.e. the boundary-stones, are placed a tittle

within the hedge. 1899 Shetland AViw 29 Apr. (li. D. D.,,
I sat me doon apoti a mairch stane.

Marchys, obs. pi. of MAUCH sb. *&amp;gt;

Marciable, variant of MEUCIAKLE a. Obs.

Marcial, -ian: see MARSHAL, MARTIAL, -IAN.

llMarciaton. Mcd.Obs. Also 6 mart-. [med.L.
marcidton (Du Cange).] Some kind of unguent.
c 1550 LLOYD Trcas. Health K ij b, Washe thy handes, or

anoyntethemwyth Martiaton. lbtd.0 iij.Takeof niarciaton,

waxe, pitche, ship rosen [etc.]. 1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lei .

t Ma rcid, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. [ad. L. marrid-ust withered,
f. niarce-re to wither.]
1. a. Withered, wasted, decayed, rotten, b.

\Veak, feeble, exhausted.

1656 BLOL NT Glossogr.) Marcid. withered, rotten, feeble,
Htlier. 1657 TOMLINSON Rcnott s Disfi. 503 Poppies heads. .

must be cocted till they be flaccid and marcid. 1693 BOWLES
in Drydcii s Juvenal v. (1697) 101 He on his own Fish

pours the noblest Oil..That to your marcid dyintj Herbs
assign d, By the rank ^mell and taste betrays its Kind. 1822
T. TAYLOR Apnlcins 85 She dismissed her marcid eyes [L.
uiarcentes ocitlos\ to sleep. Ibid. 260 Sleep surrounding me,

again oppressed my marcid mind [L. marccntem aninunn}.
2. marcidfewer \ a fever that causes wasting.
1666 HARVEY Kforb. Angl. ii. (1672* 6 The softer and

moister parts being thus melted away, the Febril heat con
tinuing its adust ion upon the dryer fleshy parts, changes
into a Marcid Feaver. 1684 tr. I-ionefs Merc. Comfit, xix.

814 In Hectick and other marcid. .Fevers, Venesection is to
be rejected.

t Marcidious, a. Obs. rarc~. [f. MAHCID +

-lous.] (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Gfesxogr., Marcidious, very rotten, feeble,

&c. 77S ASH, Jlarcidions, lean, withered.

tMarcidity. Obs. rare*, [f. MARCID + -ITY.]
Wasted or withered condition.

1658 PHILLIPS, ^farcidity t
a withering away, rottennesse.

1775 ASH, Marcidity, leanness, the want of flesh.

Marcie, Marcill, obs. ff. MEHC-Y, MAKTIAL.
MarcioiiisiH (maujumism). Eccl. [f. Alarcion

+ -JSM.] The doctrine of the Marcionites.
188* SALMON in Smith s Diet. C!i&amp;gt;: Kiogr. III. 821/2 If

we accept this as the original form of Marcionism, Marcion
owed more to the older Gnostics than we should otherwise
have supposed.
Marcionist (oaS jj^hist)* EccL A\sQ6erron.

Martionist. [ad. late L. Manionist~at late Cir.

NapKiwvtaTr} ; ; see next and -IST.] MARCIONIT.
1546 GAKDiNKRZ tr/rfr. Art. Joyc^o And then theArryane

inaye be saned by his faythe, and. .the Marcyonlste by hy*
faythe. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. IVitcker. i. i. (1886) 2 The
Martionists acknowledged one God the authour of good
things, and another the ordeiner of evil!. 1882-3 SCHAFF
Encycl. Retig. Knmul. II. 1402 Theodoret tells us, that, .he

had converted more than one thousand Marcionists.

attril\ 1875 Expositor 434 Tim Marcionist paity.



MABCIONITB.

Marcioilite ma jjVnait^.
Keel. Alao6&amp;lt;fTMh

Harciauite. [ad. late L. Marcioitit-a, f. Marcion :

see -ITE.] An adherent of the sect founded at

Rome in the 2nd century by Marcion of Sinopc.
Marcion accepted as sacred books ten of St. Paul s epistles

and a garbled form of the gospel of Luke, and regarded the

creation of the material world and the revelation of the Old

Testament as the work of a finite and imperfect God, whose

authority is abrogated by the manifestation of the supreme
God in Jesus Christ. He discouraged marriage, and in

culcated the most rigorous asceticism.

,11540 BAKNES U ks.(,\^f 315/2 The Marciamtes, they re-

ceiue no man to bee a Christen man, excepte hee forsweare

maryage. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.w. xi. 9 Slanderers of the

Law and Prophets, such as Marcionites & Manichees were.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Ditctor Dtibit. n. iii. rule 14. 8 (1676) 363.

1883 Cli. Q. Kci&amp;gt;. XV. 394 By Encratites and Marcionites

intoxicating liquors would have been denounced.
attrib. 1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng. III. 288 It is

not unlike the Marcionite heretics.

Hence Marcioui-tic, Marcioni-tish a., of or

pertaining to the Marcionites; Ma rcioniti sm, the

doctrines of the Marcionites.

1874 Supernal. Relig. II. II. vii. 86 Much of the Mar-
cionltish text was more original than the Canonical. 1875
W. SANDAY in for/a. Kcv. June 859 The Marcionitic Gospel.

1894 Thinker Mag. VI. 355 This is a modern Marcionitism.

Marcipan : see MARCHPANE.

Marck, obs. form of MARK.
Marconi (majkou-ni). The name of the in

ventor of a system of wireless telegraphy ;
used

allrib. in designations of this system, and things
connected therewith.

1897 Daily Xcivs 10 June 5/2 The new Marconi system of

signalling. . . Marconi messages have been sent between

Penarth and Brean Down. 1898 R. KKRR Wireless TcU-gr.

97 [The box] contains a small Marconi receiver. Ibid. 104

The filings in the Marconi coherer.

Hence Marco niffram, a wireless telegram;
Marco nigraph, the apparatus used for transmit

ting these messages; Marco-nism, the theory or

practice of Marconi s telegraphy.
1901 Daily Chron. 30 Jan. 6/4 When do you expect to

start sending Marcomgrams at commercial rates across the

Atlantic? 1903 H t-stm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 9/1 Installations of

Marconism on the sea-coasts. Ibid., A monopoly of Mar-
conism and cable-methods. 1903 Daily Chron. 21 Mar. 5/2
A school for Marconigraph operators.

Marcor (maul^u). Also 7 -our. [a. L. manor,
f. marcere : see MARCID.] fa- Sen - Decay (obs.}.

b. Path. Emaciation or wasting of the body.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 124 The resolution

and languor ensuing that act in some, the extenuation and
marcour in others. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan s ])isp. 160 That

they may be long conserved without putretude and mar
cour. 1665 HARVEY Herb. Angl. ii. n The said Marcor

may likewise be caused by famine. 1741 A. MONRO Anal.

(ed. 3) 61 Afarcarznd Alropliin of the whole Body. [1876
tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 287 Simple emaciation, macies,

einaciatifi, ntnrcor, . . is distinguished from . . tabes.]

Marcosian jnajkJu ziani ,.(/ . and a. Hist. [f.

Eccl. Gr. Map/tiicTi-os (Epiphanius; app. f. Syriac

Marqus Marcus) + -AN.] a. sb. An adherent of a

Gnostic religious system founded by a certain

Marcus in the 2nd century ; known mainly from the

account by Irenseus. b. adj. Belonging to this sect.

1587 T. ROGEKS 39 Art. 11. 29 Some, as the Marcosians, at

the ministration of Baptisme haue vsed certaine Hebrue
wordes. 1708 BINGHAM Orig. Eccl. xl. ii. i Those who
were called Marcosian heretics. 1875 LIGHTFOOT Ctmill.

Col. 209/1 The baptismal formula of the Marcosians.

Marcour, Marcs, obs. forms of MARCOH, MARS.

Marcure, -ry, obs. forms of MERCURY.

Marcussotte, var. MARQUISOTTE Obs.

Marcyable, -al(l : see MARTIABLE, MARTIAL.

Marcylite (mausilait). [f. the name of Gen.

R. B. Many, its discoverer (1854) + -LITE.] An

impure or decomposed form of copper pyrites from

the Red River district of Louisiana.

1884 in CASSELL. 1896 in CHESTER Diet. Names Mill.

Marcz, obs. form of MARS.

Mard, -er : see MARKED, MERD, MARTER.
Mare l (mej). Forms : I myre, mire, 1

, 3-6
mere, 4 mure, maare, 4-5 mer, meer(e, 6 St.

meir, meyr, 6-7 meare,
&quot;

Sc. meire, J? mear,
i- mare. [OE. mjre (\VS. mlere, myre) wk.

fem. = OFris., MLG., MDu. mer(r}ie (mod.Du.
merrii), OHG. meri/ia (MUG. meriche, merhc,
mod.G. with altered sense mcihre jade), ON. merr
str. fern. (Sw. man; Da. mser): OTcut. *

marhjS(ii)- t

f. *marho-z horse (OE. mearh, OHG. marah,
MHG. marc, ON. marr) : pre-Teut. *marl:o-s (

Gaulish itapaav ace. sing., Pausanias X. xix
; Irish,

Gael, man, Welsh march},]

1. The female of any equine animal (as the horse,

ass, or zebra), but esp. applied to the female of

the domestic horse (Equus caballus}.
ayyo tr. Bxda s Hist. m. xii. [xiv.] (1800) 196 Cwist flu

JirCt be sy leofre \rxre myran sunu Jwnne p;et Godes beam?
&amp;lt; 1000 yKLFHic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 119/^6 Eyiiit, mere.

c 1175 I.ainb. Hoin. 85 He brohte hine uppen his werue

[ jumcntutn Luke x. 34] bet is unorne mare, c 1290 Keckct
1161 in .S&quot;. Eng. Leg. \. 139 po wende forth a man, bat with

him code : and huyrde him a mere, For an Lnglichs peni.
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve s T. 161 Youre hors goth to the fen

With wilde mares. 1398 TREVISA Bnrtll. DC P. K. XVII. xl.

158

(M95) Sot A maare foolylh slondynge and louyth her colics

passynge other beestys. a 1400-50 Alexander 2853 Meerls

& mulis & all mancr of bestis. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wulckei

horse & meyris did fast nee, & the folis nechyr. 1ST* &amp;gt;&quot;

Kifail Cli. Ads (Surteesl 377 An old meare. 1594 in Black

nk. Taymauth (Bannatyne CI.) 298 Off greit nieirns xlvl ;

off t\va yeir auld hors, v...Off greit means xxxvm..off

yeir auld meiris, iiii. 1615 CKOOKK Beth of Man 344 A
Bitch whelps at foure moneths ; a Mare Foales the ninth.

a 1774 GOLUSM. tr. Scan-on s Com. Romance (1773) I. 295

A park, where he kept mares for breed. 1855 THACKERAY
NriKtmct II. 152 He comes to me with another letter and

a face as long as my mare s.

H Used for : The mother, dam (of a horse).

I400 Octouian 1416 Thys ys a stede of Arabye..An

vnycorn . . Begat hyt thare : A rabyte. .Therto was mare.

b. In various proverbial phrases.
Grey mart : see GREY a. 4 b.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prm: (1867) 43 Of auncient fathers she

tooke no cure nor care, She was to them, as koy as a crokers

mare Ibid. 62 This btteth the mare by the thumbe, as

they sey. 1561 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) i. 1 42 The heidismen

lies cor mundum in bair mouth, Bot nevir w mynd to gif

be man his meir. 1590 SHAKS. MiJs. ft. m. ii. 463. i$97

2 Hen. II
,
n. i. 47 How now ? whose Mare s dead ( what s

the matter? 1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (Grosart) 68 Can

seeme as sober as a Millers Mare, And cannot blush at any

villany. 1607 Ace. Christinas Prince (1816) 40 Now flight

growesold, yet walkes here in his trappinge Till Daye come
catch him, as Mosse his graymare, nappinge. 1611 COIGR.,

l,rVj&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n7KT ,atvnawares..vnlookedfor;napping,asMosse
tooke his Mare. 1659 HOWELL. Lex., Prcr.i. 6/2 Money

MARECHAL.

(1890) 74 A bullock of one yere hold, and.a mare colic. 1600

SURELET Countrie Fartne I. xxx. 200 The mare-mules are

..longer liuers then the horse-mules. 1886 BI RTON Arab.

Nts. (Lady B. s ed.) I. 232 He came up, riding a mare-mule.

b. simple attrib., as mare-head; objective, mare-

milker, mare-stealing; similativc, mare-faced,

-headed, adjs. Also mareful Se., as much as a

hod will hold (cf. 4 b) ;
mare grass, grazing-grass

sufficient to feed one mare; fniare roiling, the

condition of rutting in a stallion ; f mare-wood a.,

mare-mad (of a stallion).

1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2036/8 A light dapple Gray Gelding,
. -long pastemd, . .and a little *Mare-fac d. 18*3 TENNANT
Card, Beaton v. iv. 155 I ve a *marefu o* as good lime

here as ever cam out o a lime-kill, 1523 FITZHERB. Sum.
3 A horse grasse or a *mare grasse maye be dere ynoughe
twelfe pens or twentie pens by y&quot; yere. 1709 Land. Gaz.

No. 4&J3/4 A .. Gelding, .. with a thickish *Mare Head.

1684 Ibid. No. 1950/4 A Black Nag, about 14 hands high, . .

Mareheaded, and Kat-tailed. 1847 GROTE Grrece n. xvii.

III. 317 Other tribes, .whom the poet knows as milk-eaters

and *marc-milkers. 1580 FLEMING I irg. Georg. in. 4^ Th
horsmastcrs earnest be Before the time (of *marerolling).

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 564 The severity of our laws

against Mare-stealing. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage VI. i. 464
In the Spring they are *mare-wood.

C. Combinations with mare s, as mare s-milk;

f mare s evil, a disease ; mare s fat dial.,
=

FLEABANE ;
mare s son, a horse.

of the Beau yet ! but he must nave his mare again.

c. Applied contemptuously to a woman.

1303 R. BRUNNE Hamil. Nynne 7980 And shame hyt ys

cuer aywhare To be kalled a prestos mare . 1508 KEN-

NKUIE P lytiugw. Dunltar 261 This Dewlbeir, gellerit of a

meir of Mar, Wes Corspatrik, Erie of Merche.

2. transf. in various applications, chiefly with

implication of a metaphorical riding.&quot;

a. The gallows. ? 06s.

1568 FLLUEI.L Like mill to like C iv, This peece of land

wherto you inheritours are : Is called the land of the two

legged mare. 1685 Koxb. Hall. V. 600 Should it.. be his

Fate (as needs he must fear) To leap from low Pillory up
the Mare, She ll swear she had never such rider before.

1694 Moma-x Katelaisv. iv. (1737) 14 The two or three-

legg d Mare that groans for them. 1834 H. AINSWORTH
Rookivovd in. v, Here s to the three leg d mare. Ibid., For
the Mare-with-three-legs, boys, I care not a rap.

fb. The wild mare: (a) a see-saw; (/&amp;gt;)

a wooden
frame on which soldiers were made to ride for

punishment ;
= HORSE sb. 6 b (also wooden, timber

mart). Shoeing the wild mare : some childish

Christmas game. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia II. (1590) 21 1 b, Bestriding the

mast, I gat . . towards him, after such manner as boies are

wont, (if euer you saw that sport) when they ride the wild

mare. 1609 ARMIN fluids of More-Cl. (1880) 92 Christmas

gambuls, father, shooing the wtlde mare, a 1625 FLETCHER
Woman s Prize II. v, She should ride the wild Mare once
a week, she should, a 1670 SPALDISC Troub. C/tas. I

(Spalding Club 1850) I. 290 Ane tymber meir, quhairvpone
runnaget knaves and runaway soldiouris sould ryde. Ibid.

295 He.. syne rode the meir, to his gryte hurt and pane.
1680 [J. SPEED] Batt u/&amp;gt;on

Butt 5 Our Bait can. .play. .At

..Shooing the wild Mare. 1819 SCOTT Leg, Montr, xiv,

He had an hour s ride on the wooden mare for his pains,

t C. Hick s mare (see quotA Obs.

1585 HIGINS Junius Noinenclator, Oscillatio . .3. kind of

gambol called the haltering of Hix mare.

IT For Shank?s mare (i.e. one s own legs as a
means of conveyance) see SHANK.
3. dial. (See qnots.)

1670 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 3} s. v.
;
To cry the ntttre is an

ancient custom in Herefordshire, viz. when each husband
man is reaping the last of his Corn, the Work-men leave a
few blades standing, and tye the tops of them together,
which is the Mare, and then stand at a distance, and throw
their Siccles at it, and he that cuts the knot has the

prize [etc.]. 1883 BURNE & JACKSON Shrojish. Folk-lore

373 Crying, calling, or shouting the mare, is a ceremony
performed by the men of that farm which is the first in any
parish or district to finish the harvest.

4. Sc. a. A kind of trestle used by masons, b. A
bricklayer s hod.
a. 1651 fiiirgh Recs. Stirling (1889) 306 For half a hunder

nailles to mak the meare. 1821 GALT Ann. Parish xxxvi.

295 The three were seated aloft, on a high stage, prepared
on purpose, with two mares and scaffold-deals, borrowed
from Mr. Trowel the mason.
b. 1813 TKNSANT Card. Beaton v. iv. 155, I think I set

my apron and my mare as weel as you your apparel.

5. A particular throw in wrestling. Also_/fy/&amp;gt;y

mare (c(.flying horse s.v. FLYING,///, a. i d).
1602 CAREW Corn-wall 76 Many sleights and tricks ap^per-

taine hereunto [ wrastling ] . . Such are the Trip, fore-Trip, . .

the Mare and diners other like. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-alb, i.

245 Or by the girdles graspt they practise with the hip,

The forward, backward, falx, the mare, the tunic, the trip.

754 [sec FLYING ppl. a. i d]. 1863 TIIORNBURY True as

Steel 111.40 An old wrestling trick, well known as the

flying mare .

6. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, as mare coll,

foal, mule.

1523 FITZHERB. Hitso. 68 At the foolynge tyme I haue

vpon one daye a horse fole, and on the nexte day, or seconde,
a mare fole. 1532 J. CATVOORD in Weaver Wells Wills

1598 Mare s milk [see COSMOS !
). 1607-1876 [see KOUMISS).

1470-85 MALORY A rthur ix. iii. 342, I calle my self neuer

the wers knyght whan a *marys sone fayleth me. Ibid. XX.

xxii. 837 Vf tTiys niarys sone hath faylled me, wyt thou

wcl a kynges sone and a queues sone shal not faylle the.

t Mare -
Ol&amp;gt;s. Also i msere, mere, 6 meare,

maare, 6-7 Sc. mair. [OE. mare wk. fem. = MLG.
marmasc. and fem., M])u. mare,m ?-masc.,OHG.
mcira fem. ^MHG. mar, mare masc. and fem.,

mod.G. dial, mahr masc.), ON. mara fem. (Sw.

warn, Da. mare] : OTeut. *maron-, -an-
; cogn.

w. the synonymous Polish mora, Czech mura.

The Tent, word is the source of OF. mare, ap

pearing also in the compound raK^warnightmare,
f. (aucher, to trample.]
1. A kind of goblin supposed to produce night

mare by sitting on the chest of the sleeper; the

nightmare itself.

a 700 Epittal Gloss. 558 luciiba, maere. c 1000 Sax. Letchd.

II. 140 Gif mon mare ride; jenim elehtran. 14.. I ac. in

Sicke men. 70 The verie cause is, liyng or slepyng on their

backe. And not through the mare, or night spirit, as thei

term it. 1565 Cool ER Thesaurus S.V., F.phtaltes, the disease

called the maare. a 1585 MONTGOMERY J- lytixg 319 The
mair and the migraine, with the meathes in the melt. 1626

BACON Sylva 066 The Incubus, which we call the Mare.

1627 DHAYTON .\ymfhidiav\\, And Mab.. by night Bestrids

young Koikes that lye vpright, (In elder Times the Marc
that hight). 1755 in JOHNSON.

b. transf. The bluts , melancholy,
a 1529 SKELTON E. Ruiintiytig no Now away the mare

And let vs sley care, a 1536 Intcrl. Beauty ff Gd. Prof.
II fin. A ij, Tush, syr, lie mery, let pas awey the mare. 161 1

T. Ravmtcrefts Melisinata vi, Eigh ho, away the Marc,
let vs set aside all care.

2. A spectre, hag.
c 1440 Promp. Par-, . 326/1 Mare, or wyche, magus, mnga,

: siigana. a 1529 SKELTON P. Sfarrtnt1 76 From Medusa,
that mare, That lyke a fende doth stare.

3. Comb, in mare-hag: see HAG si.1

1638 FORD Fancies iv. i, Out mare-hag mule ! avaunt !

t Mare a
- Obs. (See quot.)

1688 K. HOLMK Armoury in. 288/2 If in the Reeling of

the Yarn upon the Reel, they chance to lay a thred cross or

contrary to the true way of Reeling : it is in our Countrey
termed a Mare.

Mare : see MAR, MAIIC, MAYOR, MERE, MORE.

Mareag(e, -agh, obs. forms of MARRIAGE.

MareTjlob(me-i jbVb). Ots. exc. dial. Also 7

blab, 9 mere-blob. [? f. mare MERE sl&amp;gt;. + BLOB.]
The marsh-marigold.
1649 BLITHE Kng. Imprm. finfr. (1653) 19 That corrupt

feeding, or springy moisture, that breeds and feeds the

Rush, Tlag, and Mareblab. 1866 Treas. Bot. 721/2 Mare-

blobs, Caltlia palustris.

t Marechal. Obs. In 7 marshal, S mare-

chelle.mareschal, 8-9 marechale, -chall,-chftle.

[App. some kind of application of F. marhhal

marshal, or marechale marshal s wife. But cf. Sp.
marcial an aromatic powder.] a. A scent or

perfume, b. A hair powder scented with this.

Also attrib.

1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso III. 55, I have . . Frangipand,
Neroly, Tuberose, Jessiminc, and Marshal. 1687 SEDI.F.Y

Bellamira I. 2, I gave her but a dozen pair of Marshal
Gloves. Ibid. 6 Her Gloves right Marshal. 1778 SHKRIUAN

Cattip II. iii, Battle-powder mixed with marechelle. 1782

[T. VAUGHAN) l- ashionable Follies I. Ixxxix. 136 She could

not bear the smell of marechale powder. 1788 ANNA SEWARU
Lett. (1811) II. 91 [A wigl powdered with marechall. 1790
Trans. Sac. Arts VIII. 218 Powdered, they [the leaves of

: Cinnamon! are a good aromatic species, or mareschal per-
fume. 1820 Hermit in London V. 35 Marechale powder,



MAREKANITE. 159 MARGARITE.

Maree, Marees: see MARROW
st&amp;gt;.*,

MAHISII.

Maregolde, -grave: secMAKiuoi.i&amp;gt;, MAKGKAVK.

Marejeuen, var. MORYEVE, morning-gift .

Mareing, obs. form of MARRYING rltl. st&amp;gt;.

Mareis, variant of MAHIS Ol&amp;gt;s.,
womb.

Mareis(h, obs. forms of MABIHH.

Mareit, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of MAKBY v.

Marekanite (nwr/kinait). Alin. [Named

by Pallas 1/93, from the Siberian river Marckanka : i

see -ITK.] Pearl-stone.

1811 J. MAWE New Catal. Mia. (ed. 4) 91.

Marekin, -kyn(e, variants of MAROQCIN Oh.

Marelady, ? misprint : see MAY-LADY.

Mareleyne, variant of MARGELINE Ois.

Maremaid, -man, obs. ff. MKBMAID, -MAN.

II Maremma (mare-ma). PI. maremme. [a.

It.maremma, acountryby the sea shore* i^Baretti).]

Low marshy insalubrious country by the sea shore.

1832 tr. Sisintmtirs Ital, Rep. vii. 170 Telamone, a port in

the maremma of Sienna. 1866 RI:SKIN Kth. Dust 227 The

steady increase of deadly maremma round Pisa and \ enice.

b. Iransf. The malarial exhalations of a ma
remma. In mod. Diets.

Hence Maremma- tic, Maremme se adjs., be

longing to a maremma. In recent Diets.

Maremusset, obs. form of MAKMOSKT.

Marenell, Marener : see MABINAL, -ER.

Marenga, variant of MORENGA.
M-areniiin ^mare nin). [f. Marenn-es, the ;

name of a district in France: see -IN.] A peculiar
j

pigment which gives to the Marennes oysters their !

characteristic green colour.

i88s E. RAY LANKF.STER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XXVI.
87, 1 propose henceforward to speak of the blue pigment of

Navicula ostrearia as Marennin. 1898 A at. Science Nov.
|

294 Other forms of greenness .. have no connection with

copper, but depend upon the presence of a special pigment,
Marennin.

Mares, obs. form of MARISH.

Mareschal, -cy, -ay, obs. ff. MARSHAL, -CY.

Mareschini, -no, obs. ff. MARASCHINO.
Mareshall, -elsey : see MARSHAL, -ALSEA.

Mare s-nest. [MAREI. Cf. ^horse-nest, \

which is recorded earlier (HORSE sb. 27).] Ori-
;

ginally in the fig. phrase to have found a mare s
i

nest to imagine that one has discovered something !

wonderful, which in fact has no existence. Hence,
an illusory discovery, esp. one that is much vaunted
and displays foolish credulity.
a 1619 FLETCHER Konduca v. li, Why dost thou laugh ?

What Mares nest hast thou found? 1738 SWIFT Pol. Con-
;

versat. 51 You have found a Mare s Nest. 1840 HOOD Up \

tht Rhine Pref. i Such Critics as are fond of climbing up
a Mat de Cocagne for a Mare s Nest at the top. 189* Times
(weekly ed.) 21 Oct. 18/2 Colonel S. s discovery is a mere
mare s nest.

F Confuted use. 1857 J. W. CKOKRR in C. Papers i Feb.

(1884) I. iii. 83 Tierney \vas ashamed of himself to be taken
in such a marc s nest.

Hence Mare s-nest v. to go after mare s-nests.

1859 LEVER Dav. Dunnx.v. 134 He s always mare s nesting.

Marespike, variant of MORRISPIKE.

Maresquino, obs. form of MARASCHINO.

Mares8(e, marost, obs. forms of MARISH.

Maresshall, obs. form of MARSHAL.
Mare s tail, mares-tail (me^-jzt^l).
1. Acommon book-name foraquatic or marsh plants

of the N. O. Ifaloragcx, esp. Ilippuris vulgaris, I

formerly called Female Horsetail (see HORSETAIL
j

2 b) ; often wrongly applied to the cryptogamous
genus Eqnisetum (HoKSETAlL 2). Also attrib.
i?6j HUDSON Ft. Anglica 2 Hippttris .. Anglis Mare s-

tail. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmers / . 92 The petty marestail
forest, fairy pines. 1868 SIR J. HOOKER Addr. in Rep. \

Brit. Assoc. p. Ixv, The existing family of Equisetacese. .
I

contained previously but one genus, that of the commo
mare s tails of our river-banks and woods..

^
Wild Life in S. Co. 374 On the shore, where it is marshy,

[

the mares-tail flourishes.

2. pi. Long straight streaks of cirrus, supposed
to foretoken stormy weather.

1775 DALRYMPLE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 408, A. M. sky i

mare s tails. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856) 246 It
resembled the mackerel fleeces and mare s tails of our !

summer skies at home. 1895 Edit,. Rev. Apr. 531 It is the
\

cloud known to seamen . . as goats hair or mares tails . I

attrit. 1886 HUXLKY in i9M Cent. XIX. 202 The wildest
streaks of marestail clouds in the sky.
3. Anat. Rendering mod.L. cauda equina, the
name given to a bundle of nerves at the lower

extremity of the spine. In some recent Diets.

Maretine, obs. form of MARITIME.

Marevedi, obs. form of MABAVEDI.
Marew, obs. form of MARROW sbl

Mareye, Mareys(e, obs. ff. MABBY, MARISH.
Marfaylle, obs. form of MARVEL.
Mar-fire (ma-jfaiw). dial. Also mer-. [app.

a half-translated adoption of ON,
nian&amp;lt;-eld&amp;gt;;

mfru-cUr (Da. morild) phosphorescence, esp. in

the sea (according to Vigf.
= *maitra-ehir, ants

fire ,
but form and sense are both difficult

; Torp
and Falk connect the fu&amp;gt;t element with words

denoting putrescence). Tlie Kng. forms might
however represent an OF., type *mpi-f^r, sen-

fire
.] Phosphorescence on the sea.

1887 HALL CAINE Dttmstcr xi. 74 When we re lying at

anchor, .. and the stars just makin a peep, and the moon,
and the mar-fire. 1892 Xwthiuiibld. ( A ji\, Mtr-fire, the

luminous appearance of the sea at night. 1894 R. LEIGHION
ll reikCioldcn Fleece 31 There bean l much mar-lire moving.
Marfounder: see MORFOUNDER.

Marg xni5ag% Nowrtfa/. Alsomurg. pShortfor
MARGABKT. Cf. the synonymous margan, Morgan
(! _]&amp;gt;. I).).] Stinking Camomile, Anthemis Cotula.

(Also pi.: cf. mayt/ies.)
1609 C. lll TLER 1-em. Mfln. vi. H .

,
The most slinking and

poysonful weeds, as redweed, marges \itiarg. Mathers or

May-weed], henbane. 1883 Hampsli. &amp;lt;,7i .vi .
, Ma&amp;gt;-,

. . Mtirg,
A ntlit misfa tida,

Margaceons (maJg^ Jas), a. rare~ l

. [f.
1-.

marga marl : see -ACKOU8.] Marly.
1804 J. PARKINSON O&amp;gt;gaH. A fiit. 1.423 I he soft margaceons

. .matter, on the borders of lakes.

Margant, obs. form of MABGENT.

Margarate (nia jgar,V. Chew. [f. MA ROAR- ic

+ -ATE.] A salt of margaric acid.

1819 BKANDE C/ifin. vii. 9. 455 IMargaritic acid] unites

with potassa in two proportions.. .These compounds lia\e

been termed margarates of potassa. 1897 AtfbHtfs
A&amp;gt;&amp;gt;7.

Mcd. IV. 235 Margarate, stearate, and palmitate of lime.

Margareit, obs. form of MAKGAIUTE .

Margaret (maMgaret). Also 3 Marherete,

Maregrete, 4 [Magote], Margret, Mergreta,

4-6 margarete, 5 -ette, 6 -ite. [a. OF. Alar-

garele, -ite (mod.F. Marguerite), ad. late I..

Margarita, a female name, an application of 1..

margarita pearl: see MARCARITEI.]
1. A female name.
[a 1300 Cursor- M. 25456 (Colt.) Wit magote and wit ma-

riori.] 1362 I.ANGL. / . rl. A. iv. 37 Hou lie Rauischede. .

Mergrete of hire Maydenhod. &amp;lt; 1380 Wvcl.lF // /is. 1 1880)

205 Sussanne, katerine, margare [7 . r. margarete], anneys.
n 1649 DRU.M.M. OF HAWI n. /\&amp;gt;ems, An J .pitapl) of one named
Margaret. In shells and gold pearls are not kept aline,
A Margaret here lies beneath a stone. 1696 Pmu.irs (ed. 51,

Margaret, (Greek) Pearl ; the Christian Name of divers

Women, contracted Marget.

1 2. A daisy ; esp. Jlellis pcrennis : called also

herb Margaret (see HERB sb. 7 b), Margaret s herb,
brave Margaret. (Cf. MARGUERITE.) Obs.

(According to French etymologists, this use of F. tnar-

giierite is not from the personal name, but comes directly
from the sense pearl (see MARGARITE 1

}, having reference

to the appearance of the flower (?or bud). It has, however,
commonly been associated with the proper name : hence in

recent times Daisy has been current in England as a pet-
name for Margaret.]
(11500 Assentb. Ladies 57 With margarcttes growing in

ordiuaunce. 1503 H AWES Exatiip. I irt. XH. xxii, Itryngynge
me a floure called the margart-te. 1597 GKRARDK Herbal
n. cxciii. 512 The Daisie is called, .of some Herba Marga
rita: or Margarites herbe. a 1607 LYTE J/.V. notes in Do-
doens (Bibl. Mus. lirit. 442, h. 9) p. 126 (liritten & Hoi!.),

lirave Margaret. 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Hot. Table, Mar
garites herbe or Daysies.
3. A variety of apple, and also of pear.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. July (1679) 2O T^e Margaret-

apple. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) f I. 294 The Margaret,
the Maudlin, the Cluster Pear. 1834 renny Cycl. II. 190/1

(Atflc) Early red Margaret.
4. A magpie ;

= MADGE 1 2.

1854 Miss BAKER Kortliamft. Class. II. 2. 1890 Cent.

Diet.

5. U.S. = MARGATE-FISH. k\?,oi&amp;gt;iargaret-griint

(Cent. Diet.). Bastard margaret (see cjuot.).
1903 J. A. HENSHAI.L Kass, etc, 330 The Sailor s Choice

(Hxiiinlon parra}. This grunt is sometimes called bastard

margaret by the Key West fisherman.

Margaret(e, -ette, obs. ff. MARGARITE i.

t Margaretton. Obs. (See Diamargariton in

DIA- pref?)
1485 Digby Myst. ill. 339 Dya, galonga, ambra, and also

margaretton.

Margari, variant of MARGERY Obs., a pearl.

(inajgre iik), a. Chem. [mod. f. Gr.
=

/lapyapirr/s pearl -(- -1C, in reference to

the pearly lustre of the crystals or scales.] In

Margaric acid : ( a. orig. the name (acide mar-

garique) given by Chevreul to one of the three

fatty acids (oleic, margaric, stearic), the glyceryl
derivatives of which (olein, margarin, stearin) were

thought by him to form the chief constituents of

animal fats. The composition assigned to margaric
acid was (reduced to the new notation) C 17H 3|O2 .

So margaric ether. Obs.
It was shown by Heintz in 1852 (Joitrn. Prakt. Chem.
LXVI. i) that the three fatty acids of animal fat are the

oleic, palmitic, and stearic, and that the margaric of

Chevreul was really a mixture of palmitic (CieHsaOs) and
stearic acid (CisHseOa) ; and in this use the name is now
obs., though it remained long in popular manuals, and its

former prevalence is commemorated in the names MARGA
RINE and OI.EO-MARGARINE.

1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chetn. Anal. 314 Margaric acid was
obtained from hog s lard by Chevreul in 1813. 1836 BRANIJE

Chem. in. vii. 12 (ed. 4) 962 Margaric Acid, so named
from its pearly lustre, ..bears a striking resemblance tn
stearic acid. It is obtained by decomposing the margarate
of potassa. 1863 FOWSES Client, (ed. 9) 533 Margaric ether
is prepared by a similar mode of proceeding, t 1865
LETIIEBV in Circ. Sci. 1. 95/2 Margaric, ..and other. .Fatty
Acids, are obtained from the oiU.

b. liy recent chemists, applied to an acid of

composition CiyH^Og, artificially prepared.
1865-8 WAITS Diet. Clu ni. III. 852 Margaric acid forms

white crystals, melting at 59*9, and solidifying in crystal
line scales on cooling. 1891 Tiiom E Diit. Appl. L hc .

II. 101/2 Margaric acid CieHgaCOOH maybe formed by
Ixjiling margonitrile with alcoholic potash. 1892 Moui.KV &amp;gt;S;

Mum II atIs Diet. Chem. 111. 194. 1899 K. F. SMIIII

A* ic liter*sOygaii.Clu-m. 1.250 Margaric Aciu.l nHstCV. , does
not apparently exist naturally in the fats. It is made in an
artificial way by boiling cetyl cyanide with cai^tic potash.

Margarin (maugarin). Chem. Also -ine.

[ad. K. margarine (Chevreul), i.m&amp;lt;xrgariqtte
MAH-

GARIC : see -IN.] The margarate of glyceryl or

glyceride ofmargaric acid. fa. Originally applied
to a fatty substance contained in certain animal and

vegetable oils, supposed to be the glyceride of the

margaric acid of Chevreul, really a mixture of

stearin and palmitin. Obi. b. Now, the glyceride
of margaric acid in its later application ;see prec.
b . Also attnb.

1836 liKANlit Chem, ill. vii. 12 (ed. 4) 963 Margarine.
This substance forms a part of mutton-suet, hogs .

lard, and
some other animal faN. 1852 WATTS tr. (iielins Handbk.
Cli&amp;lt;-in. VII. 237 Itninan fat (a mixture of margarin and
oleinl. ,1865 1.KTHI.MV in (Yn. S&amp;lt; i. I. 93/1 We have.,
tallow ami its derivatives stearine and stearic acid, marga
rine and margaric acid. 1878 l-.iuyil. /, ;//. VI. 104/2 The
oil (cod-liver oil] contains olein and margai in. 1899 C AGNEY
tr. Jaksfh s Clin. Ditign. iv. (ed. 4) 1 36 ratty Ci y-.tals Mar
garine needles). These are seen chiefly in puuid bronchitis

and pulmonary gangrene.

Margarine (maug&rm). [a. F. margarine, a

misapplication of the chemical term : see jirec.]

The legal name (by Act 50 & 51 Viet. c. 29,., for

any substitute for butter, made from OLEOMAR
GARINE ,q.v.), and for all substances, whether

compound or otherwise, prepared in imitation &amp;lt;,t

butter ,
and offered for sale. (Cf. I ITTERINE.)

1873 r. .V. Patent Specif. No. 146012. 1876 World V.

No. 111. 12 Margarine is no novelty; it was brought out

two or three years ago in Paris. 1887 EARL WKMVSS iti

Titnes 4 Aug. 8/3 On Friday next the great fight Bntlerine

versus Margarine will come off in the l.oids. 1888 /V^/ci

3 Jan. 4/5 After adopting successively the names oleo

margarine , bulterine
,

and margarine , Parliament

finally, after several struggles, resolved on the last. Ibid.

0/4 Margarine, as we formally record this morning, has

begun its actual legislative existence. 1888 Lancet i^ Jan.

83/1 The word margarine is, from a scientific point of

view, inappropriate.

b. attrib., as margarine factory ; Margarine
Act, Act 50 & 51 Viet. (1087) c. 29, by which

the name margarine is given to butter imitations.

1887 Act 50 ff 51 / ia. c. 29 i This Act may be cited as

the Margarine Act, 1887. 1895 H estm. C,az. it Sept. 3/J

Other particulars about the margarine factories.

C. attrib. = sham, bogus .

1891 F. S. HADEN in igM Ceal. May 780 One of those

things which &quot;I fear I must call a margarine substitute for

an etching. 1897 SIR W. HAKCOI-RT in Daily AXs26 Nov.

3/3 Take care you do not get margarine Liberalism.

Margaritacean (rnajgarit^ Jian). a. and sl&amp;gt;.

Conch, [f.
mod.L. Margaritace-a, f. L. margarlta

pearl + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to he Margari-

lacea, De Blainville s third family of lamellibran-

chiates. b. sb. A bivalve of this family.
In recent Diets.

MargaritaceOUS (margaritii Jas), a. Nat.

Hist. [I-
mod.L. niargaritacfiis, f. margarila : see

-ACEOU8.] Pearly.
1826 KIRBY & Si . Enlomol. IV. 282 Margaritaceous. . .

Glossy white with changeable tints of purple, green, and

blue. 1843 JOHNSTON in J rat. Beitv. \al. Club II. No. to.

35 Shell cinereous, . .interior magaritaceous.

Margaritate (ma-jgaritc t). Chem. [f.
MAB-

OABITIC : see -ATE 1.] A salt of margaritic acid.

1839 1 ennyCycl. XIV. 414/1.

Margarita J
(maugarsit). Obs. exc. arch.

Also 4-6 margaret, -it, -yte, 5 raargrite, raar-

guarite, -garette, 6 raargareit, -garete, -grete,

mergreit. [a.OF. margarile(moA.. marguerite),

ad. L. margarila (whence OF. margerie MARGEBY,

Sp. margarita, It. margarita, margherita),&A. Gr.

ftapyaptrrji (also /Mpyaptns or papyapis At flos, and

simply ftapyapts , f. ^apyap-ov pearl, ndpyap-os

pearl-oyster + -ITIJS: see -ITK. In the early Tent,

langs. the word was adopted with etymologizing

perversion: the Goth. marikreitiis (from the Greek),

is influenced by man-, marei sea, while the \VGer.

forms, OK. myegrot, -grata, OS. merigri(o)ta ,

OHG. mcrigrecn,, marigrecn,, MHO.
mergriei,(e^

are altered so as to express the sense sea-pebble .

The word is prob. adopted from some oriental lang.

(Pliny refers to it as barbarous ) : cf. Skr. manjari cluster

of flowers, also (according to the I ndian lexicographers!

pearl, cogn. w. nianju beautiful. The Pahlavl tHarvarlt

C- inary-), Pers. menMd, Syriac marganMhH (whence

Arab, rrtarjan) are prob. from Greek.]



MARGARITE.

1. A pearl.
Now only air/i.

[c 1000 Age. Cosf&amp;gt;.
Matt. xiii. 46 pa he funde baet an

deorwyroe meregrot.] 1310 in Wright Lyric / . v. 26 The

inyhtof the margarite haveth this may mere. i38a\VycLiF
Matt. vii. 6 Nether sende je Jour margaritis \gloss^

or

preciouse stoony.s] before swyne. 11 1450 Kut. tic la Totir

(i868j 163 A precious margarite, the whiche is a bright thinge,

rounde, white, and clene. 1535 STEWART Cron. Seal. 11.

367 The relict of Sanct Andro . . Adornit wes..With dia-

montis ding, and margretis mony one. 1567 MAPI.KT Cr.

Forest 14 1 he Margaret of all Uamno, those which l m
their kindes white, is esteemed the chiefest. 1698 FRYER

Ace. E. India f; P. 321, I have taken out of these Shell-fisli

many Margarites. 1772 NIGKNT tr. Hist. Friar C.erimd

I. 207 That margarite or pearl, .in a dissolution of which..

Cleopatra drank Anthony s health. 1885 R. V. BURTON
Aral: A ts. (18^7 III. 327 A collar set with margaritcs and

rubies.

attril: 1387-8 T. USK Test. I.we m. i. (Skeat) 1. 35

A Margarit perle, that is so precious a geme with clere and

litell. 1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) 20 Rich Margarite Pearle.

il b. Taken to mean precious stone .

c 1430 LVDG. Min. I ferns (Percy Soc.) 1 83 Men shuld not

put a precious margarite, As rubies, saphires, . .Kmeraudes

ner rounde perles whight, To-fore rude swyne.

160

Cayenne Cat. 1838 HCNTF.R Iv.Azaras Quadntp. Para- \

giiay 239 Buffon describes a margay, which name, after

Abbeville, he derives from.. inarafaya, the appellation he

supposes to be given to it in Brazil. 1859 WOOD Nat.

Hist. I. 185 The Margay is a very handsome example of

the Tiger Cats.

Marge (miids), sb. Now poet, or rliet. [ad.

F. marge: L. margin-cm MARGIN.]
1. = MARGIN sl&amp;gt;. i.

1551 RECORDS I ath-.u. Knmvl. II. Ixxvi, The marge or

edge of the circumference of the circle. 1596 SPENSER / . Q.

iv. viii. 61 As by the flowrie marge On a fresh streame I

marfiuare vno . . .

Scotlande, the margareit and perle of princessis. 1635

BKATIUVAIT Five Senses, etc. in Archaica (1815) II. 37

Meantime, that precious margarite, incased in this art-

affected cabinet, may lose her lustre.

t 2. (See MARGARET 2.) Ol S.

I lence t Margari tal a., pearl-like.
a 1618 SYLVESTER .So. .\ii. \Vks. (Grosart) II. 323/2 The

(

margaritall-gem For praise deserves thy name.

Margarite- [maMgarait). A/in. [f.
Gr. pap- \

yapuv pearl + -ITE.] Pearl mica ,
a hydrous

silicate found in scales having a pearly lustre.

1823 W. PHILLIPS Inttv.l. Min. (ed. 3) 208 Margarite.
This mineral is in the mass of a greyish white colour. .. It

has lately been brought into this country from the Tyrol.

Margaritic (majgaritik), a. Chem. [f.
L.

margarita pearl + -ic.] Margaritic acid: fa. used

for Chevreul s aside margarique (MARGARic a)

(o/is.) ; b. the name (a. margari/iytie) given by

Hussy to one of the fatty acids resulting from the

saponification of castor oil.

1819 BRANDF. Chem. vii. 9. 455 A peculiar acid, called by
Chevreul, from its pearly appearance, margaritic acid.

Margaritiferous (maigiritHeias), a.
[f.

I., margarilifer (Pliny), f. margarita MARGARITE:

see-FEKOlis.J Producing pearls. Also (ttonce-iise ,

wearing pearls.
1656 Hl.ol NT Clossogr., Margariliftrms. 1681 T. A. Caro

lina 26 Some of which [oysters] are margiriteferous [tic],

1838 -\ e-.v Monthly Mag. LI II. 554 The margaritiferous
reader. 1839 SOVVERBY Condi. Man. 6. . 1887 Standard 30

Apr. 5/2 Hut it is only within comparatively recent times that
j

Western Australia has been known to be margaritiferous.

Margaritite (maugaritait). [f.
MARGAIUTE

+ -ITE.J A fossil pearl-producing shell.

In recent Diets,

Margarodite (maMgar&lsit). Min. [ad. G.

margaroJit (Schafhautl, 1843), f. late Gr. fiap-

yapuiSt]* pearly, f. napyapov pearl : see -ITE! 2b.]
A variety of potash mica having a pearly lustre.

1849 WATTS tr. Cmelm s Handbk. Chem. III. 451 Marga-
rodite forms the matrix of the black tourmaline from the

Zillerthal. 1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 223.

Margaron, -one (ma ugar&amp;lt;n, -yun). Chem.

[ad. F. margarotie (Bussy 1832), f. margarique
MAitiiAHiC: see -ONE.] A solid fatty substance

crystallizing in pearly scales, formed by the distilla

tion of margaric acid with lime.

1834 Loud. ff Edinb. Pliilos. Mag. V. .153 On Margaron,
Stearon, and Oleon. 1836 URANIJE Clieni. m. vii. 12 (ed. 4)

963 Margarone. 1863 FOWNES Client, (ed. 9) 533 A fatty

body, incapable of saponification, termed margarine.

Margary, variant of MARGERY Obs., a pearl.

Margasite, obs. form of MABCASITK.

Ma-rgate-fish, Ma rgate-grunt. [Of
obscure origin : variants given in Diets, are market-,

maggot-fish and margaret-grunt. Cf. MARGARET

5.] A pearly-white fish, Hxmnlon album, found

in the Gulf of Mexico.

1734 MORTIMER in rhil. Trans. XXXV11I. 315 Perca
Marina Giblosa eineren. The Margate-Fish. This is

esteem d very good Meat. 1775 ROMANS Florida App. 19

Margate-fish, rock-fish [etc.]. 1903 J. A. HF.NSHALI. Bass,
etc. 328 The Margate-fish (IIxmulon album &amp;gt;. Themargate.
fish, or margate grunt, is the largest of the family.

II Margaux (ma jgc&quot;,
Fr. margo\ Also 8

raargose, margou. Claretmanufacturedinthecom-

mune of Margaux, department of Gironde, France.

1705 Lend. C,az. No. 4128/4, 230 Hogsheads ofnew Pontac
and Margose Wine. 1725 WEI.STED Oikngraphia 12 Nor
Margou, stor d in Priestly Cells, That on the Palate grate
ful dwells. 1734 SHERIDAN Let. to Swift 16 Aug. S. s Wks.

1841 II. 724, 1 drink right French margose. 1858 HOMANS
Diet. COHIIH. 192 (Bordeaux) The third-rate wines comprise
those called 1 atiillac, Margaux, .SV. Jnllien, St. Esti-phe,
St. l ~milion, etc.

Margay (ma-jg^i)- Fa- F. margay (Buffon),

altered from margaia (Claude d Abbeville 1614),
an inexact representation of Tupi mbaracaia^\ A
Smith American tiger cat, fe/fs tigrina.

1781 SMKLUE tr. lliijfott (1791) VII. 249 The Margay, or

western marge of Thurston-mere. 1849 M. AHNOl.n.V/ray,

Reveller 16 The ivy-wreath d marge Of thy cup. 1898 \\ .

K. JOHNSON Terra Jenel r. 72 By the marble marge of un

stirred wells.

b. of immaterial things.
i

hi

our journey marge Ample for the wayside wonders.

2. = MARGIN 2. rare.

1377 HANMER A tic. Keel. Hist. vi. xii. 570 (marg.) In the

marge of the Greeke copie there was written as followeth.

1657 J. SERGEANT .Schism DisfacKl 74 As cited in the

marge by himself. 1859 TENNYSON V i- ieti 519 Every page

having an ample marge.
Hence Marge r. trans., to fringe, edge.
1851 Erasers Mag. XLVI. 166 Little bays, marged with

printless yellow sands.

Margeant, obs. form of MARGENT.

Margelene, obs. form of MARJORAM.

f Margeline. Obs. Also 7 margellane, mare-

leyne, morgeline. [Corruption of F. morgeline
ivie Chickweed, Ilenne-bit ; also, the small, or fine

Chickweed; also, Pimpernel (.Cotgr.).

Cooper 1565 (s.v. Anagallis ] gives niargelirta as Latin.

F. morgeline is:-L. iimrsns gallinz, lit. hen s bite&quot; (cf.

HENBITJ.J
The Scarlet Pimpernel, Anagallis arvensis.

1571 HL LOET (ed. Higins), Margeline an herbe, asyla.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 234 They haue recourse .. to an

herbe for remedy called in Greeke Asyla, and by vs in Latine

Ferus oculus (; . the wild and cruell eie, or Margellane).
1611 COTGK., Mau-. ais ail, Ivie Chickweed, Morgeline,
Henbit. 1648 HF.XHAM, Roodt Gnychelhryl, Red Mareleyne,
an herbe. 1783 AINSWORTH l.nt. Jiicl. (ed. Morell) v, Asyla,
.. an herb wherewith cattle cure themselves, when they have

eaten of pimpernel, or margeline.

Margent (maud^m), sb. Now arch, and poet.

Also 5-6 margente,6 mergence, 7 marg(e)ant,
-gint. [Altered form of MARGIN sb. ; cf. ancient,

pageant, peasant, pheasant, tyrant. ~\

1. = MARGIN sb. i.

1538 KI.YOT Diet., Margo, the brymme or edge of euery

thynge, the margent. 1553 EDEN Treat. AV:cc//A( .(Arb.)25
Grauen Lions on euery syde adourning the rayles or highest

margentes of the same. 1596 SPKNSKR / . Q. v. x. 3 From
th utmost brinke of the Armericke shore Unto the margent
of the Molucas. 1634 MILTON Camus 232 By slow Meander s

seen Full many a sprightly race Disporting on thy margent

green. 1837 Miss MITFORD Country Starifs (1850) 107

Coppices with wide turfy margents on either side. 1853

G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. K. Bard. I. 157 It .. often hides

midst brushwood on the margent of a bum. 1901 HENLEY
Hawthorn

&amp;lt;V

Lavender 6 From reluctant woods . . And

sering margents, forced To be lean and bare.

Jig. 1679 Pru.KR Mailer. Ch. Kng. (1843) 329 By catching

at some little scattered parts, of the skirls and margent of

the cause.

2. = MARUIX sb. 2.

c 1485 nighy Myst. iv. 273 Looke How many bludy letters

beyn writen in Jis bnke, Smalt margente. her is. 153* MORE
Confnt. Barnes Mil. Wks. 776/1 And thys himselfe collfesseth

in the mergcnt of his Ixjoke. 1555 KIJEN Decades 188

Whiche the lymmers of iiookes arc accustomed to paynte
on the margentes of churche bookes. 1588 SHAKS. /.. /.. /..

v. ii. 8 A sheet of paper Writ on tx&amp;gt;th sides the leafe, mar

gent and all. 1611 HRINSLEY Lint. Lit. 71 Let them lejtrne

euery rule .. and the summes of the rules which are set in

the margents. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1851 IV. 345
A big margent, litter d and overlaid with crude and huddl d

^notations. 1711 SEWEI. Hist. Quakers (1795) 1. IV. 364
We have seen some of your laws, that have many Scriptures
in the margent. 1834 LANDOR Exam. Sltaks. Wks. 1853 II.

282/2 Such were the very words; I wrote them down with

two signs in the margent.
b. The margin of a book as being the place for

a commentary upon or summary of the text ; hence,
the commentary or summary itself.

1579 W. WILKINSON
Con/til. Familyc of Lout 48 These

his vayne payntyngs of his margent, shall hereafter make
his cause more odious. 1589 LVLY J apfe if. Ilatchft Wks.
1902 HI. 413 Beware my Comment, tis odds the margent
shall bee as full as the text. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. $ JnL \.

iii. 86 And what obscur d in this faire volume lies, Find
written in the Margent of bis eyes. i6oa Ham. v. ii. 162.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees I. 18 As the Margint renders it.

1733 SWIFT Krother I rolest. Wks. 1755 IV. I. 182 That
blockhead. .Who knows in law nor text, nor margent.
3. = MARGIN sb. 4 a.

1678 MOXON Alcch. K.\erc. 106 The Middle Rail hath

commonly two breadth* of the Margent of the Stile. Ibid.

no. 1823 [see MARGIN sb. 3 a].

4. at/rili. (or quasi-adj.
= marginal).

1555 KIIEN Decades Contents adJin., Reade the nmr^ente
notes of the same. 1643 K. SALTONSTALL To ll itliraf

MARGIN
(Cent.), Margent notes upon a French text. 1811 W. R.

SPENCER Poems 113 The margent thistles of the Tweed.

Hence t Margent v. trans., to insert as a marginal

note, to add marginal notes to.

1610 R. NICCOLS Eng. Eliza To Rdr., I present it in one
whole entire Hymne, distinguishing it only by succession

of yeares, which 1 haue margenled through the whole slorie.

1661-3 PEfVS Diary 23 Jan., Finishing the margenting of

my Navy-Manuscript.

Margerain, -ome, -yn, obs. ff. MARJORAM.
i MaTgery. Obs. Also4margari, -ary,-yrye,

mariari, -iori, 4-5 margerie, -ye. [a. OF. mar-

gerie:\.. margaritam . see MARGAHITK!.] A
pearl. Chiefly atlrib. in margery pearl, stone.

13.. Prcipr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig Arthiv
LXXXI. 113/16 He fond a precious Marg_ari-ston. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. XI. 9 A c// tnittere margeri-perles Among
hogges. 13. . E. K. A Hit. P. A. 1036 pe portalez pyked of

rych platez & vch jate of a margyrye, A parfyt perle }&amp;gt;at

neuer fatez. c nyt/ ilgr. LyfManhode I. ci. (1869) 55 It is

thing michel more worth than a margerye, and more pre
cious. 1530 PALSGR. 243 i Margery perle, nacle.

t Ma rgery-pra ter. Cant. Obs. Also 7

mergery-. A hen.

1567 HAR.MAN Caveat 83. 1601 FLETCHER Beggar s Bush
v. i, Or mergery-praters, Rogers And Tibs o th buttry.

1641 BROMR Jav. Crew n. F 3, Here s Grunter and Bleater,

wiih Tib of the Buttry, And Margery Prater, all drest

without sluttry. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Can/. Crmi.

Margl^e, Marghty, obs. ff. MARROW j*.l, -y.

Marjen, obs. form of MORN.

Margin (ma-jdjin), sb. Also 4-6 mar-, mer-

gyn(e, 4-7 margins, (6 mergin, Sf. mairgeane) ;

and seeMARGENT. [ad.L. margin-em (nom.margo},

cogn.W.MARK sl&amp;gt;.

1 A single instance ofOF. marghie

(i 5th c.) is cited by Godefr. Cf. F. %arge (see

MARGE), Sp. margin, Pg. margent. It. margine.
The word was little used in the I7th c., its place being

taken by MARGENT. J

1. That part of a surface which lies immediately
within its boundary, esp. when in some way marked

off or distinguished from the rest of the surface; also,

the space immediately adjacent to a well, a river,

or piece of water ;
an edge, border, or brink.

138* WVCI.IF Exod. xxviii. 24 The rynges that ben in the

mergyns of it [Vulg. marginihis ; 1388 brynkis). , 1391
CHAUCER Astrol. I. 21 The names of the sterres ben wnten
in the Margyn of the riet. 1463-4 Rolls n/l ar/t. V. 501 2

In the utter partie of the mergyne of the same cloth. 1530
PALSGR. 243/1 Margyn or brinke of any thyng, tort ; rine.

1730 S. SHARP Siirg. Introd. 4 All the Advantage to be

gathered from it is only from tne Evenness of its Margin.

1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Sun: iv. 41 On the Margin
of a Lake, close to the Edge of the Water. 180$ SOUTH KV

Madoc in II . vii, Between the mountain-base And the

green margin of the waters. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. v. 40
The chasms at the margin of the glacier. 1*70 F. R. WILSON
Ch. Lindisf.^ Tweedmouth Church stands upon the margin
of the Tweed. 1887 MOLONEV Forestry II . Afr. 4^6 Limited

to swampy lowlands or margins of lagoons.

b. Mat. Hist. Applied either to the contour or

boundary line of a body, or to a distinct border

differing in texture, etc. from the main body.

1760 I. LEE Inlrod. Rot. l. xi. (1765) 24 The Variations of

the Calyx in respect to .. its Equality, Margin and Apex,
or Top. i87-6 S. COOPER First Lines Snrg. !ed. 5) 467

At the very point where the spermatic cord emerges from

under the lower margin of the transverse muscle. 1861

BENTLEY Man. Hot. 133 The lines connecting the base and

apex of the leaf are called the edges or margins, or collec

tively the ciruimscriftion. 1871 L. P. MERKDITII Teeth

(1878) 240 One of his upper incisors broken entirely off at

the margin of the gum.
fc. A boundary. Obs.

i 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. xcvm. ii, (God s promise)
ev ry margine of this earthy spheare Now sees performed.

2. Jig. a. A condition which closely approximates
to the limit below or beyond which something
ceases to be possible or desirable.

1863 FAWCETT/W. Earn. n. iii. 141 In any given condition

of a country there is some land which will just pay for cul

tivation if it is let at a nominal rent. Thus, as it were,

a margin of cultivation is marked, below which the cultiva

tion of land cannot descend, unless some circumstances

should occur which should either induce men to be satisfied

with smaller profits, or should increase the productiveness

of land. 1869 RIK.ERS Adam Smith s W. N. I. II. iii. 335

twte. No tax can be levied from those who are on the

margin of bare subsistence.

b. An amount (of space, time, money, material,

etc.) allowed or available in addition to what is

estimated to be strictly necessary for a certain

purpose, and serving as a provision for unforeseen

contingencies, or admitting of being applied to

other purposes.
1851 E. WARBL RTON Damn Introd. I. 5 The pimhase of

an annuity. . secured to him an ample supply for his simple

wants, and left him besides a wide margin for the charities

in which his brave old heart delighted. 1858 FROI IU: Hist.

Knf. 111. xiii. 145 The King, in his instructions, lefl a wide

margin of discretion to the generals. 1865 MILL I ol. I.con.

(ed. 6) IV. iv. S 5 The fall of profits would be retarded if

money wages did not rise, or rose in a less degree ; but the

margin which can be gained by a deterioration of the la

bourer s condition is a very narrow one. 1865 DICKENS

Mut. Fr. in. vi, Within a certain margin of hours. 1866

ROGERS Agric. ft Prices I. iv. 81 The narrow margin of

profit had been reduced to a minimum. 1873 HAMKRTOS
Inttll. Life v. iii. (18751 190 The shortening of the hours of

labour may afford some margin of leisure.



MARGIN.

c. Slockuroking and Comiii. a} A certain sum

deposited by a speculative seller or buyer with his

broker to cover the risk of loss on a transaction on

account. (6) U. S. A deposit made by each of

two brokers, parties to a contract, when one is

called up (as it is termed) by the other (i tnl.

Diet. iSgo).
1882 / a/I Mall G. 15 July 5/1 Egyptian Unifieil bonds

went crawling down to below 48, and alarmed bankers wrr&amp;lt;-

sending after their margins . 1883 St. Jaint-xsiiaz, i Nov.,
In Liverpool sales of cotton for future delivery are made
without any deposit of margins . 1885 Harfet l Mag.
Mar. 6ti/r The speculators were .. caught without any
margin. 1888 ] tm:E Amur. L oitintw. III. xcii. 288 Ohio

punishes by fine and imprisonment the offering to sell

options or exhibiting any quotations of the prices of

margins ,
futures or options . 1902 // cstm. Cay. 1 1 Nov.

1 1/3 The bulk of the shares in what are called the specula
tive lines are held by speculators on margin.

d. Life-insurance.
= LOADING vl&amp;gt;l. sb. 3.

1881 [see LOADING ? /&amp;gt;/. sl\ 3],

3. The space on a page between the extreme edge
and the main body of written or printed matter,

often partly taken up with notes, references, illu

minations, or the like. Often in narrower sense,

applied to the margins at the sides of the page
( inner and outer margins) as distinguished from
the head and foot.

1362 I,ANGL. P. /Y. A. viii. 20 Marcliauns in
J&amp;gt;is Margin

[of a bull] hedden mony^eres [of pardon]. 1398 TKI.\ ISA

liartft. DC / . A*. XV. xxiv. (1495) 497 Loke in the nexle

pagyn in thende of the mergyn. 1531 MORB Confitt. Ilfirnrs

vnr. Wks. 756/2, I lette passe that he noteth in the margine
these woordes how a manne maye knowe the church. 1589
Reg. 1 rhy Council Scot. IV. 442 Tbay wer nocht contenit

in the body of the said principall letter . . bot interlynnit on
the mairgeane thairof. 1611 BIBLE Transl.Prff. r 15 Some
peraduenture wonld haue no varietie of sences to be set in

the margine. i6ai IIP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 219 For this

we haue Scripture and Fathers in the marline. 1783 JOHN-
SON in Boswcll i May, 1 know when I have been writing
verses, I have run my finger down the margin, to see how
many I had made, and how few 1 had to make. 1817
DIHDIM Bibliogr. Dtceutt, II. 471 Hooks with larger margins
are no where to be found. 1851 I.ONGP. Goltt. Leg. iv. .Serif-,

tin-iuin, I . . will sketch her thus, in her quiet nook, For the

margin of my Gospel book.

b. The annotations placed in the margin of a
work (cf. MAROENT 2 b) ;

in quot. trans/., an ex

planatory indication.

1824 Mono Cotif. Sinner 83 She viewed Mrs. Logan with
a stern, steady gaze, as if reading her features as a margin
to her intellect.

4. a. Joinery. The flat part of the stiles and
rails of framed work. b. Building, That part
of the upper side of a course of slates which appears
uncovered by the next superior course (Gwilt).
[1678: see MARGF.NT sl&amp;gt;. 3.] 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.

liiiild. 226 Margins or Margents. The flat part of the stiles

and rails of framed work. 1853 F. REINNI-X Masons, etc.

Assist. 70 The part of the back of every course which is

exposed to the eye is called the margin of that course.

5. allrib., as margin-fell, light, sand; margin
draft, draught = DRAFT sb. 6 a (Ogilvie 1850);
margin line A aut. (seeqiiot.); margin-tailed a.,

having a marginate tail (Cent. Did?),
1882 VINKS Sachs Bot. 142 This wall intersects the dividii

transom, and about five inches below it, at which place ter

minate all the butts of the bottom planks abaft. 1810 KKAIS.

Hypfrion I. 15 Along the margin-sand large foot-marks
went.

Hence Ma-rginless a., having no margin.
1839 D. MACMILLAN Mem. (1882) 89, I have had to cut

away all the margin. . . This marginless volume. . will be [etc. |.

Margin (maudlin), r.
[(. prec. sb. Cf. late

L. marginare, F.
marginer.&quot;]

1. trans. To furnish with marginal notes
;

to

annotate or summarize in the margin.
1607 HIERON Defence I. 78 Though it be his use, to margin

his English, with greek or latin or both. 1616 SIR T. Ron
Jrnl. 4 Sept. (1899)260, I receiued my Articles back from
Asaph chan, who tooke now alt last many exceptions, and
margined them with his Pen in most Insolent sort. 1651
C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. l. 52 If any man may be per
mitted to appeale to Scriptures : margind with his own notes.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. t. i. 7 (1740) 18 These he deals
forth . . as the notable Matters, margined for better Notice.
1885 E. S. FFOULKES Prim. Consecr. iv. 73 Of the four
prayers margined by Mr. Hammond as Recital of the work
of Redemption, Words of Institution, Confession of Faith,
and the Great Oblation , not a trace occurs in S. Cyril.
2. To specify in the margin of a page.
IT 1640 J. SMVTH Lives Berkeley* (1883) I. 294 Wheretoadd

these records here margined. 1868 i oife of Truth May
117 There are no fewer than 2283 articles, all numbered,
n ne

,

cl
&amp;gt;

a &quot;d l!le Places tne
&amp;gt;

came from carefully margined.
3. To provide with a margin, edge, or bonier.

Freq. in pass.
1715 tr. ramimllus Remm Mem. I. IV. ii. 158 Hats.,

were margin d with Brims, as a commodious Shelter. 1725
t\. BOURNE

Anti&amp;lt;], fiilgares 65 If its water was. .margin d
with the tender grass. 1797 MRS. RADCI.IFFE Italian xix.
102/1 Entering the little bay, where the hamlet margined
the beach. 1860 GOSSE Ram. Nat. Hist. 35 The broad belt
of reeds which margined the river. 1865 Pall Mall &amp;lt;;.

16 Sept., A vellum pamphlet .. each leaf of which was
numbered and neatly margined with red ink. 1883 F. M.

VOL. VI.

161

l CIUWFORD Dr. Claudius \, A variety of mathematical
figures, margined all round with odd-looking equations.

b. Naf. Hist, and Path, (Cf. MARGIN st&amp;gt;. i b.)
1840 Cnvier s Anini. Kingd. 244 The feathers margined

1 with greyish during the winter. Ibid. 249 The membranes
margining the toes. 1849 J. E. GRAY Catal. Specim. Snakes
Krit. MHS. 113 The upper band-like, transverse, like a

, frontal, margining the rostral. 1881 J. S. GARDNER in Nature
XXIH.25I The leaves are smaller, .the parenchyma re

duced to a narrow expansion margining each vein. 1898
j J. HUTCHINSON Arch. Snrg. IX. 125 [The eruption] con-

I

sisted of patches which were not abruptly margined.
4. Stockbrokiiig. To deposit a margin upon

, (stock). Also intr. ia 71? margin up l^U.S.) ; to

I provide additional *

margin* when what has been

j
paid is insufficient.

18.. Arner. Economist III. 176 (Cent.) The concern then
had

:j2,500,000 locked up on Bourse, having trebled its

liabilities in the vain attempt to margin up after a fall begun
1

In September, 1881. 1896 ll estin. Gaz. 4 Aug. 7/1 The
banks are indifferent, as the stocks held are securely
margined.

Marginal miiud^inal), a. and j^. [ad. mod.U
marginaliS) f. margin- ^ niargo, MAKGIN sl&amp;gt;. Cf. K
marginal^ A. adj.
1. Written or printed in the margin of a page, as

marginal note, reference. Hence marginal bible,

one with marginal notes.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. J.fiist. 54 margin, Thes words are
..made plaine, in the fii&amp;gt;t Epistle, Li. 6. in a marginal!
note. 1611 COTGR. s.v. J/&amp;gt;r

t
Looke the next marginall

word. 1641 Mi I.TON t //. iiorf.M. 41 To club quotations
with men whose learning and beleif lies in marginal stuffing-;.
a 1656 HALES Hold. Ran. (1673) 288 That so you may bring
them [xi\ scattered notes] together by marginal references.

1683 MOXON .]/(-//. /I .u- ;r., Printing xxii. PS Marginal
Notes come down the side (or sides, If the Page have two
Culnmns). (11732 T. HOSTON Crook in Lot (1805) 78 Ik-it.-

there is a line reading, and a marginal. 1733 NKAI, Hist.
/ ;-//. II. 48 Mr. Canne, author of the Marginal References
to the Bible. 1860 DICKKNS Lett. (1880) II. 113, I thought
the marginal references overdone. 1885.^^48 I hf. c. 15
Sched. ii. Precept 35 You are .. to publish . . the regUter
with your marginal additions. 1903 Expositor July i fuller
lists .. in what are called marginal bibles .

fb. MarginalJinger : a finger or hand set in

the margin to call attention to something ; henccy^.
1604^ DKKKER Honest \\ h. Wks. 1873 II. 6 Let it stand

Within the Wizards booke (the kalendar) Markt with a
marginall finger. 1632 MASSINGER & FIKI.O J- atal

D&amp;lt;nvry

lit. i, To haue rneris marginall fingers point At Charaloys,
as a lamented story !

2. Pertaining to an edge, border, or boundary ;

situated at the extreme edge (of an area, mass, etc.X

1658 PHILLIPS, Marginal, belonging to the margin or

margent, /. the brink or brim of any thing. 1831 HRF.U s i I.R

Optics\\. 54 The central parts of the lens .. refract the rays
too little, and the marginal parts too much. 1873 UI.ACK
Adi&amp;lt;. Phaeton vii. TOO A marginal growth of willow and (lag.
i88a Garden 25 Mar. 202/2 Lobelias .. are most useful, as

marginal plants for flower beds and borders. 1893 LANK-
POOLED

nie&amp;gt;/gr.H&amp;gt;
xii. 190 The extreme point south of Trichi-

nopoly, and the marginal possessions of the Portuguese.
b. Nat. Hist. (Cf. MARGIN sl&amp;gt;. i b.)

1776-96 WITHERING Hrit. Plants {ed. 3) IV. 97, I never
observed the seeds exposed in the marginal sinus&amp;gt;es. 1800
Phil. J rans. XC. 436 When the marginal lips are brought
together, the animal will have a considerable power of
suction. 1859 J. K. GREF.NK Man. Anitn. Kingd.^ Protozoa
20 To send forth pseudopodia through the marginal pores.

1875 BF.NNF.TT & DVKR tr. Sachs
1

Rot. 298 Adventitious

shoots, arising in the lhalloid forms from cells of the older

marginal parts.

3. That is on the *

margin *, or close to the limit,
below or beyond which something ceases to be

possible or desirable.

1887 Daily Neivs 23 May 2/8 Competition is as keen as
ever and prices as marginal as they can be. 1890 MARSHALL
Princ.

Hcon.^
in. in. (1898) 168 That part of the thing which

he is only just induced to purchase may be called his

marginal purchase^ because he is on the margin of doubt
whether it is worth his while to incur the outlay required to

obtain it. And the utility of his marginal purchase may be
called the marginal utility of the thing to him. 1903
F, W. H. MYKRK Hunt. Personality I. Introd. 14 They
speak of fringes of ordinary consciousness ; of marginal
associations.

B. sb. A marginal note, reference, or decoration.

Now rare.
t6oz -2nd Pt. Return

f&amp;gt;\
Parnass. I. ii. 248 For Lodge and

Watson, men of some desert, Yet subiect to a Critticks

marginall. 1618 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeley* (1883) 11.205
What great services hee often did against the French,, .the

marginall will informe his posterity. 1641 SMECTVMNUUS
I ind. Ansiv. 4. 50 Doth not the Marginall tell you.. that
the holy Church was founded in the state of Prelacie 1 1743
KMKKSON Fluxions 34 The Values of the Marginals on the
left. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Oct. 7/4 The text is printed
in old black letter type, with pictorial headings and marginals.
Hence Ma*r?inal i&amp;gt;. trans.

,
to enter in the margin

of a book
; to add marginal notes to.

1618 J. SMYTH Lives Kerkeleys 11883) 2I2 The records
here marginald. 1787 BENTHAM Wks. (1843) X. 170, I am
marginaling Essai snr les Recompenses. All I have to say
. .is marginaled and ready for reading.

II Marginalia (maidgin^i lia), sb. pi. [L. neut.

pi. of marginal?s MARGINAL.] Marginal notes.

1832 COLERIDGE Let. 22 Apr. (1895) II. 761 A facsimile of

John Asgill s tracts with a life and copious notes, to which
I would affix Postilla et Marginalia, a 1849 POF {title}

Marginalia. 1853 LOCKHART in Croker Papers (1884) III.

xxviii. 294, 1 have read some slips of Moore, and when I

get a larger portion will send you a set with marginalia.

MARGINICIDAIi.

1891 J. WINSOK C,)/iinil&amp;gt;iis \. 7 Some manuscript marginalia
found in three different books . . are also remnants of the
autographs of Columbus.

Marginalic (majd.^inas-lik), a. nonee-wd. Sug
gestive of marginalia .

l849 I OE Marginalia Wks. r864 111. 484 A model of
manners, with a richly marginalic air.

Marginalize (ma-jdjinaUiz), v. rare. [f.
MAIICINAI. + -I/.K.] trans, and intr. To make
marginal notes (upon).
a 1832 BKNTHAM Mem. ff Curt: Wks. 1843 X. 68, I used.,

to marginalize and make notes on cards. 1872 F. JACOX
Aspt-cts of Authorship 102 Augustine s Confessions . . he
[Ahp. LeightonJ similarlymarginalized. Ikid. 112 wjV, Byron
could marginalize with similar fertility and facility.

Marginally (maud^inali), adv.
[f.

MARGINAL
+ -i.v -!] In the margin of a page ;

as a marginal
note

; Hot. towards the margin.
1601 lip. W. BARLOW Defence 218 That text of S. Paul

marginally misalleaged. a 1682 Sis T. BROWNE Tracts 7
Still retained at least marginally in some translations. 1882
WOLSELKY in Standard 9 Sept. 2/1, I advanced with the

troops marginally noted. 1884 BOWEK & SCOTT De Baty s
J harifT. 301 In Ginkgo the two bundles which pass from

i the petiole into the lamina, branch repeatedly into mar-
ginally dir.-cied forks.

Marginant (ma-jdginant), a. Bot. [ad. L.

marginant-tm, pr. pple. of margindre to MARGIN.]
Becoming marginate. In recent Diets.

Marginate (maudlin,&quot;! ,
a. Nat. jJist. and

J ath. [ad. 1.. margindt-iis. ]&amp;gt;a. pple. of mar
gindre, i. margin- MAUGIX sb. } Having a distinct

margin, marginated.
1777 KOIISON /!&amp;gt;/ /. I lora 35 Marginatt, having a leafy

border. 1822 J. MAWK Woaanh i Conchol. (ed. 21 p. xiii,

Marginate lin Univalves!, having the sides of the shell

thickened; (in Bivalves), surrounded with an elevated mar
gin. 1826 KIRP.V & Sp. EnloimiL IV. 327 Marginate...
When an impressed line or channel separates the edge of

i
the prothorax from the rest of its surface, and so forms a
margin. 1874 COOKK fiiiifi 57 The marginate spedes. 1897

|

Alllnitt s
.Sji .v/. /!//. 111.50 The erythemas occur chiefly

in children, in marginate, papular, or urticarious forms.

Marginate (ma-adzintH), v.
[f. L. marginal-,

ppl. stem oi marginal !, f. margin- MARGIN sb]
f 1. traits. To annotate with marginal notes.

1609 lip. W. BARIOW Ansiv. A aiufftss Cath. 335 That
speech is vseil but onely in one of those places, marginated
by his Maiestie.

2. To furnish with a margin or border.

1623 COCICKKAM, Marginate, to make brimmes or mar-
gents. 1880 K. B. WAI SON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. loo
Suture sharply impressed, .being marginated on its upper
side by a minute flat surface. 1881 Ibid. 440 Marginaling
the suture below is a fine thread.

Marginated (maudaineited), ///. a.
[f.

I,.

marginnt US, pa. pple. of margindre (see prec.) +

-EJI-.]
= MAKUINATK a.

1727 IJAII.EV vol. II. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Ruff. s. v.

Lycopirdm, The smooth, oblong and inwardly marginated
, lycoperdon. 1802 BINC;I.I.Y Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 145 The

marginated water-beetle. 1839 SOWERBV Conch. Man. 62

Marginated, having an edge or border thicker than the rest

of the shell. 1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry Yd. (1858)
53 Golden Hamburgh fowls . . of barred or marginated

i markings.

Margination (maidgrafi-Jan). [f. MARGINATE

j

v. : see -ATION.] A marginated appearance or

marking.
1896 A lll iitl s

Syst.
Med. 1. 69 The so-called margination

of leucocytes. Ibid. 71 A commencing margination of the
white corpuscles was discernable. 1898 SIR H. HOWORTH
in Archzol. Jrnl. LV. 128 Obvious either from the nature
of the print or from distinctly-marked margination.

t Marginean, a. Ol&amp;lt;s.- [f.late L. margine-us
\

(f. margin- MARGIN sb.) + -AN.] Marginal.
1656 BLOI NT Glossogr.

Margined (maud^ind), a. and ///. a. [f.

j

MARGIN sb. or v. + -ED.] Having a margin, esp.
i one of a specified kind

; chiefly Nat, Hist. ^often

j

as pple. followed by with ) ; Rol. applied to
! seeds having a distinct projecting edge.

In spec, names of animals it represents L. tnarginatus.
1826 KIRBV & Sp. Entoniol. III. xxix. 97 The mar-

fined
egg just mentioned. 1838 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist.

. 212 Wings and tail black, margined with gray. 1832
Pop. Zool. 390 The Margined Tortoise ( Ttstudo Marginata).
1844 J. E. GHAV Catal. Tortoises, etc. Brit. Mus. 61 The
Margined Crocodile, Crocodilns tnarginatus. 1882 M,
ARNOLD Irish Ess. 245 Books shapely, well printed, well

margined. 1897 AlllmtfsS)St_. Med. II. 280 If it be ery-
thema the redness will shew itself in abruptly margined
patches.

Marginellacean(m;ud.z,ineI.?i-Jan),&amp;lt;7. Conch.

[f. moaA-.Mai-ginellacea, f. Marginella (see below),
f. margin-, margo MARGIN sb.] Pertaining to the

Marginellarea or Marginellidx , a family of gas-

teropods. So Margine llid, a gasteropod of the

family Marginellidm ; Margins-inform a-, having
the form of a gasteropod of the genus Marginella ;

Margine lloid a., resembling the genus Mar
ginella. In recent Diets.

Marginicidal (maud^inisai:dal),a. Bot. [f.
L.

margin^)-, margo (see MARGIN
s/&amp;gt;,) +-cid-, weak

ened root of cxdtre to cut -I- -AL.] (See qnot.)
1889 Syd. Sac. Lei. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot.

Terms, Marginicidal, dehiscent by the disjunction of the

united margins of the carpels, a form of septicidal dehiscence.
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MARGINIFORM.

Marginiform(mn.id3i-nif(
TJm\(?. [ad.mod.L.

j

margiiiifarm-is: see MARGIN^, and -KOKM.] Ke-

sembling or forming a margin.
1856 MAYNK Expos. Le.r, Ularginiforuiis... Applied by

II. Cassiui lo the appendices of the pcrichmum of the

Syiiauthcrex, when they resemble a border : niargmiform.

1890 Century Diet, (citing COVES).

Margining (maudjinii)). [f.
MAROIN sb. or v.

+ -INC; i.] Margins collectively ; edging of a dis

tinct colour or texture from the main body.

,

MAKI;IX s/i. + rostr-iim beak + -AL.] Of feathers :

(Irowing round the basal margin of the bill.

1837 MACCII.LIVRAY Hist. Brit. Birds I. 80.

Margint, obs. form of MARGF.NT.

Margon, obs. f. MUIIGEON rf.l.dirt, earth.

Margorie, margorum, obs. ff. MAR.IORAM.

I

1 Margosa ,majg( sal. [Short for Pg. amar-

gosa. fern, of amaygoso bitter.] An East Indian

tree, Azadirachla indiea (Melia Azadirafhta], yield

ing a bitter oil ;
also called mem.

1813 AINSI.IE Mut. MeJ. Hindustan 127 A certain portion
of Margosa oil. 1846 LIXIILEY I lff. Kingd. 464 It is sup

posed that the Melia Azedar.ichta, pr neem-tree of India,

p .. vsses febrifugal properties ;. .it is also called the Mar-

^.isa-tree. 1871 MATEE8 Tntraitcore 98.

Margose, ruargou, obs. forms of MARGAUX.

Margravate (ma-jgnVt). [f.
next 4- -ATE i.]

= MAIMHAVIATE.
1802 Praokes Gazetteer (ed. 12), Lusatia, a margravate of

Germany. 1864 UfRTON Scot Ah: I. v. 260 Inexhaustible

varieties of palatinates, margravates [etc.].

Margrave (maMgrr v). Hist. Also 6 mer-

grave. 6 S marc-, 7-9 markgrave, 9 mar(k )-

graf. [a. MDu. markgrave (mod.Du. markgraaf),
UHG. marcgr&vo (MUG. markgrave, mod.G.

markgraf], lit. count of a mark or border terri

tory : see MARK sb. 1 and GRAVE sb.* Cf. med.L.

margraviits, F. margrave. ] A German title, orig.

given to the military governor of a border province;

subsequently the hereditary title of the p.inces of

certain states of the Holy Roman Empire.
Rendered in Latin by warchio , in Fr. and Kng. formerly

sometimes by marquis.
1551 ROIIINSON tr. Mores Utop. i. (1895) 23 The chiefe and

the head of them was the Marcgraue (as they cal him). 1568

GRAFTON Citron. II. 84 All Such Rulers of townes or

Countries as are nere the sea, are called Mergraue, as at

this day in Andwarpe. 1577-87 HOLINSHED C/tron. III.

1208/2 Christopher prince and margrave of Baden. 1614

SELDES Titles Hon. 209, 213. 221. 1617 MORVSOX Itin. in.

236 The Margraue (or Marquis) of Brandeburg is.. the last

of the Electors, but more powerfull then any of them in the

number of Vassals. 1695 Land. Caz. No. 3130/2 The Mar-

grave of Bareith is still at Amsterdam. 1790 WOLCOT (P.

Pindar) Adv. to Fnt. Lunreat Wks. 1812 II. 335 Emperors,

Electors, dead to hospitality, Margraves and miserable

Dukes. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Ref. (1861) I. 472 John van

Immerzeel, Margrave of Antwerp.
Hence Ma rgravely, Margra vial adjs., per

taining to a margrave.
1761 tr. HusMngs Syst. Ceog. V. 378 The marggravial

territory of Onolzbach. 1865 J. SKEI.TON ( Shirley ) Cam
paigner at home vii. 136 Many royal, margravely, princely

crimes. 1876 Tinsley s Maf. XIX. 61 In the grand duchy
of Baden, in the fair margravial land.

Margraviate(majgrt?i-vi|A). [ad. med.L. type

*&amp;gt;nargraz iatsis, f. margravius MARGRAVE.] The

territory ruled by a margrave.
1702 Land. G ttz. No. 3870/2 They proceeded to the Mar-

craviate of An.ipach. 1870 BURTON Hist. Scot. (1873) VI.

ixx. 206 German grand-duchies and margraviates.

Margravine ^maMgrcVin). Also 7 -iune. [a.

])u. markgravin (= G. markgra/in) fern, of mart-

^O-I/II/MABGBAVE. Cf. F. margravine.] The wile

of a margrave.
1692 Land. Gaz. No. 2738/3 There is a Discourse of a

Marriage lacing proposed between his Electoral Highness
and the Margravinne of Anspach. 1753 HANWAY Trav.

(1762) I. vil. xcii. 423 He placed the margravine of Bareith

at his right hand.

Margrete, -rite, obs. forms of MARGAHITE!.

Margthe, obs. form of MARROW sb. 1

Marguarite, obs. form of MAHGARITE!.

Marguerite (mffjger/t). [a. F. margiterife

(see MARGARET 2), originally the name of the

daisy (Jlellis percnnis) and hence applied to larger
flowers of similar shape.]
1. The common Daisy (Bellis perennis). rare&quot;.

i86 in Treas. Sot. 1878-86 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-

n., Margaret s Herb, or Marguerite. In recent Diets.

2. The Ox-eye Daisy, Chrysanthemum Leucan-

thcmum ;
also C.fnitescens or Paris Daisy. Blue

Marguerite, Agathsa (Detris) ca leslis.

1866 Miss THACKERAY I illage on C/i^ xiv. (1867) 218 A
drawer in the bureau where she had already thrown some
dead marguerites. 1882 Garden 18 Feb. 122/1 Klowers of

the blue Marguerite (Agaih&a ctflesfis). ll id. 16 Dec.

526/1 Paris Daisies, or white Marguerites, constitute just
now one of the chief features in the gardens at Chiswick.

Margnllie, t&amp;gt;- & Also murgullie. [a. OF.

margul\l}ier, -goillier to roll in the mud, soil,

pollute, bruise, mutilate.] trans. To spoil, to

destroy, to mangle; lo mar any business (Jam.).

1*8

i7i RAMSAV A ddress to Town Council i, They sppil
d my !

sense, Mid staw my cash, My muse s pride murgully d. 1774

C. KEITH Farmer s Ha Ivii, Nature, unhurt by thrawart

man, And nae mai gullied by chicane. 1836 J. STKVTIIHKS

J&amp;gt;K/niii ni in. 142 Wasting time murgullying Greek.

Margyrye, vaii.mt of MAIUJKKY Obs. (pearl).

Marhatta, obs. vnriant of MAHKATTA.

Marhen^iue, variant of MOBYKVE Ol&amp;gt;s.

Mari, obs. f. MARKOW si. 1 , MABBY, MARY.

Mariable, Mariage, etc. : see MABBI ABLE, etc.

Maria-glass. Min. Anglicized formofMABlKX-

CI.A.S (Chester Diet. Names A/in. 1896).

t Maria-groschen. Oh. In 7 -grosh(en.

[ad. G. Mariengroschen, f. Marien- Mary + GKo-

SCHI X.] A German coinequivalenttoeightpfennigs.
1617 MORVSON I/in. I. 35 Here each man paid..seuen

maria-^roshen for meat. Ibid. 286 At Brunswicke a Duller

was worth six and thirty Maria Grosh, which are of equall

value with foure and twenty siluer MUen Grosh.

Maria! 1

. 06s. rare- 1
. Some herb.

1486 Ilk. .&quot;it. A loans C vj b, Take Fencll Maryall and

Kersis ilich moch.

t Marial-. Obs. [ad. med.L, maridlc, ncut. of

mnrldlis, f. Maria Mary : see -AL. Of. Sp. mariat.]

Something written in praise of the Virgin Mary.
i6aa S. WARD Christ All in All (1627) 12 They gine it

[= ascribe honour] to the blessed Virgin, in the Closes of

their riming Marials.

Marialite (me&amp;gt;rial3it).
Mill. [zA.G.marialit,

peril, f. Maria Mary, on account of its whiteness :

see -LITE.] A silicate of aluminium, calcium ami

sodium, found near Naples ; also = HA I YXITE.

1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 230 Hauyne .. Marialite,

Ryllo. 1870 RuTLEY Study of Rocks x. 112 The species

meionite and marialite are closely related to scapolite. 1896

CHESTER Diet. Names Min.

Marian (me&amp;gt;rian),
s/&amp;gt;.

1

1. A female name ;
in quot. applied to a light

woman. See also MAID MARIAN.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 62 Hee. .offeres the same closely to

this manerly marian.

2. Marians (occas. Marian} Violet [repr. med.L.

Viola Mariana}, Coventry Marian, rarely simply
Marian: Canterbury Bells, Campanula Medium.

1578 LVTF. Dodoens n. xx. 171 Whan they be close, they
haue fyue crestes or playtes like the Belflpures,

or Couentrie

Marians. Ibid. xxii. 173 Of Marians violet, or Couentrie

Belles. 1629 PARKINSON Farad, in Sole (1656) 357 We call

it generally. .Coventry Dels. Some call it Marian, and

some Mercuries Violets. 1658 PHILLIPS, Mariets, a sort of

violets, called also Marian Violets.

Marian (me- rian), o. 1 and sb.- [f.
L. Maria.

Mary + -AN.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to the Virgin Mary, or characterized

by special devotion to her.

1701 (.title) An Account of Livonia with a Relation of the

! Rise, Progress, and Decay of the Marian Teutonick Order.

1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 106 The propagandist* of

I the Monkish and Marian religion. 1865 PUSEV Truth Kng.
\ Ch. 120 In Spain and Portugal devotion to the Hand
1

Virgin is in its natural home. They are familiarly called

Marian Kingdoms.
2. Pertaining to Maiy Queen of England or her

time (1553-58;.
1608 WII.LET llexapla Exod. 61 The late dates of the

Marian persecution in England. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.

I vil. i. 29 Of all the Marian-Martyrs, Hooper, and Ridley
suffered with most torture. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kag. v.

I. 647 In this way, with the help of some invention and

exaggeration, was formed a copious supplement to the

Marian rnartyrology.

3. Relating to Mary Queen of Scots (1542-87).
1902 A. LANG Hist. Scot. II. x. 267 A Marian conspiracy

worked by Lennox.

B. sb.

1. A worshipper, or devotee of the Virgin Mary.
1635 A. STAFFORD Fein. Glory 223 Till they are good

Marians, they shall never be good Christians ; while Ihey

derogate from the dignity of the Mother, they cannottruely
honour the Sonne. 1693 Ettiiliannt s Hist. lUonast, Ora,
in. 287 [The Teutonic knights! built there. .a Church in

honour of the Virgin Mary, from whence they were called

Marianes. 1699 T. DORKINGTON Fres. St. Kelig. 58 It would

;
. . be no hard and unjlibt Appellation, if one should call the

People of that Communion rather Marians than Christians.

2. An adherent of Mary Queen of Scots
; also,

one who takes her side in historical discussion.

1893 Athenxuui 1 1 Nov. 653/2 Fortwentyyears Mr.Skelton
has been known as a prominent Marian. 1902 A. LANt;

Hist. Scot. II. xii. 293 Sir Robert Melville, a strong Marian,
had organised the business.

Also Maria-nic a. --- MARIAN a. I.

1845 G. B. CHKEVER H and. Pilgrim lix. (1848) 311 The
artful mixture of the Gospel scheme of redemption . . in this

-Marianic system.

Marian :me&amp;gt;rian), a.- (and rf.3) [ad. L.

Marian-iis, f. Mari-tis (see below).] a. adj. Of
or pertaining to Gaius Marius, a famous Roman

general (died 86 B.c.\ or his party, b. sb. A
follower of Marius. (In the first quot. the pi. is

used instead of Mariuses.*)

1579-80 NORTH I lntarch, Carsar (1806) V. i Sylla told

them againe, that, .there were many Marians in that young
boy [Julius Caisar). 1797 Encyil. ISrit. (ed. 3) XVI. 375/3

Sertoiius, one of the generals of the Marian faction. 1842
! fenny Cycl. XXI 1 1. 253/2 After this defeat of the Marian

party, Sulla repealed the laws of Sulpicius.

Marian (me&amp;gt;rian), a. 3
[f. Mariatms : see

MARIGOLD.

below.] Used to designate a method of lithotomy,

introduced by Marianus Sanctus in 1524.

1839 I tnuy (. ret. XIV. 52/1 Apparatus Major, or Marian

Method. IHit., The -Marian section. 1889 -S&amp;gt;r.
S,\: Lex.

s.v. Lithotomy, Marian L., the older form of median

lithotomy.

Marianism(nic &amp;gt;-rianiz m). rarer ,
[f.
MARIAN

a.l + -lsM.] =next.

1845 G. II. CHEKVEK M and. Pilgrim xxiv. (1848) 159 Our
Mother who art in heaven (says this great system of Marian-

ism, instead of Christianity).

t Maria nity. Oh. rare-*, [f.
MARIAN a.

after Christianity.] A religious system based upon
the cultus of the Virgin Mar) .

1677 \V. HLCHKS Man ofSinn. iii. 50, I think the World
hath much nicknam d l&amp;gt;oth the Romanists, and their Re
ligion likewise. This, at the best ought to be called Mari-

anity, and not Christianity.

I MarianO latry. Oh. rare. [f.
MARIAN* a.

+ -^OLATRY.] = MARIOLATKY. SoMarianolatrist
= MARIOLATER.
1736 BAILEY (folio) Pref., Marianalatrisis [sic]. 1755

AMOKY Mrm. (1766) II. 188 If they had not blended with

this religion a marianolatory [s/rj. Hid. 193 A mariano-

latry, a demonolatry [etc.].

Mariari, variant of MARGERY Oh.

t Maria-tree. Oh. [
- Sp. drbol de Maria

tiee of Mary .] The lulu tree.

1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Ansou s I oy. 168 The Maria-Tree

is lufty, and its Leaves not quite unlike the I .ay, but larger

and thicker. 176072 tr. Juan f, Ulloa s i ,&amp;lt;\: (ed. 3) I. 48

The cedar, the maria, and the balsam tree.

Maribone, obs. form of MARROWBONE.

Maribot(t, obs. forms of MARABOUT.

Marice,&quot; Mariche, var. ff. MAHIS, MARISH.

II Mariche. Obs. ran . [It. mariche pi., in

G. Bolero lienese Kclationi (1605) I. i. 1 23, hence

the passage is taken.] A beast alleged to exist in

Cambodia (see quot.).

1613 PtKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 459 In these parts [si:

Camboia, Siam, etc.) are huge woods, harbours of Lions,

Tigers, Ownces, and Mariches, which haue Maidens faces

and Scorpions tftues.

Maricock, obs. form of MARACOCK.

Maricolous .mari-k^bs), a. [f.
L. mart-,

mare sea + -coins inhabiting, colfre to inhabit.]

Inhabiting the sea. In recent Diets.

II Maricl (mse-rid). [repr. two Arabic forms :

j.U md rid pr. pple. of marada to rebel, and Jj^
inarl d, f. the same root.] In Mohammedan

demonology, a jinn of the most powerful class.

1839 LANK Arab. Nts. (1859) I. 72 When the Marid heard

these words of the fisherman, he said, There is no deity but

God ! 1889 J. PAYNE Alaeddin 92 Alaeddin looked and

saw a Marld.

Marie, obs. f. MARROW tt\ MARRY, MARY.

Mariege, obs. form of MARRIAGE.

II Marieiiglas. Also 8 -glass. [Ger., f.

MaricH, comb. f. Marie Mary + glas GLASS.]
A name applied to mica and selenite.

1761 tr. Buscliings Syst. Geoff. I. 380 The famous Ma-

rienglass, called by some Muscovy glass, or ising-glass.

Ibid. 474 Marienglas. 1799 W. TOOKE r/Vtc Russian Einf.

I. 358 A window of glass or marienglass.

Marierim, -om(e, -um, obs. ff. MARJORAM.

t Mariet. Oh. In 6 marietta, [a. F. mariettt,

(. Marie Mary.] The Canterbury Bell, Campanula
Medium.
1597 GERARDE Herbal\\. cix. 363 Couentrie bels are called

in Latin I iola Mariana, or Mercuries violets, . .and of

some Mariettes. 1611 COTGR-, Mariets, Mariels, Marians

Violets, Couentrie bells. 1658 [see MARIAN st. 1
v\.

Marigenous (miri dj/DSt), a. [f.
L. mart

, sea + -GKN + -ous.] Produced in or by the sea.

1599 R. LINCHE Fount. Anc. Fiction N iv b, One of those

Tritons . . (or as wee may tearm them) marigeuous men.

1799 KIRWAN Ceo/. Ess. v. 224 Secondary or epizootic moun
tains. These are either marigenoui or alluvial. 1843 HUMBLE
Diet. Ceol.. etc.

Marigh, obs. form of MARROW si*

Marigold (msc rig^ld). Forms : 4, 6-7 mary-

gould, 4-6 marigolde, 5 -9 marygold, 6 mary-,

maregoidejinarigoulde.marygowles, Sc. mari-

guild, 7 marry-8ld &amp;gt;

&amp;lt;&amp;gt; marigold, [f. the proper

name MARY (presumably with references lo the

Virgin Mary) + GOLD sb*

Cf. MDli. inarienl loemkijn, MLG. marienHome, Mary s

Mower , rendering solsrquium in glossaries.]

1. The name ot several plants having golden or

bright yellow (lowers.

a. A plant of the genus Calendula (N. O. Com

posite), esp. C. officinalis,
common in country

gardens ; it has some medicinal properties ;
its

flowers were formerly made into a conserve, and

are still sometimes used as a flavouring for soup,

and to give a yellow colour to cheese.

The property possessed by the flower of opening when the

sun shines (whence the L. name solseaiiiuin, F. solid was

often referred to by writers of the i6-i?th c.

13. . in Med. Wks. 14^/1 C. led. Henslow) 81 Take. .1 qua-

Iron of mary-goulden. ,i 1400 in Relif. Anl. I. 55 Another

itrynk to wounde : tak confer) , marigolde, matfeloii [etc.].

14.. Shane MS. 5 in Fromp. Part . 361 not,: Soliequium.
Rodewort. oj*r marysoldjs. 1 1516 Crt. t Utrtall cxxxi,



MARIGOLD. 163 MARINE.

C.ilendula. Mary Bowles, or ruddes. 1578 I.YTE Dotiofns

ii. xiii. 164 The conserue that is made of the fioures of Mary-

goldes..cureth the trembling. .of the harte. 1594 NASHI-:

ifn/ort. Trav. 9 The Marigold, which opens and shuts with

the Sunne. 1597 GEKARMK Herbal \\. ccxlin. 6oaCalcndnla

tmtltiflora orl icitlata. Double Globe Marigolde. Ibid. 6oj
Calendula afyina. Mountaine Marigold, a 1613 OVKRBURY
A Wife* etc. (1638) 70 His wit, like the Marigold, openeth
with the sun. 1714 GAY S/ieph. Week \. 46 Fair is the Mary-
gold, for Pottage meet. 1848 DICKENS Dontbey viil, The
small front-gardens had the unaccountable property of pro

ducing nothing but Marigolds. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist
: Eng.

iii. I. 321 They.. brewed gooseberry wine, cured marigolds,
and made the crust for the venison pasty.

fig. (allusive. ) 1558 [HALKS] Orat. Q. Eliz. in Foxe
A. fy M. (1631) III. xii. 977/1 Men. .who were Marigoldes,
that followed Maries mad affections.

b. Any plant of the genus Tagetcs^ native to South

America and Mexico, also grown in India and

China, and much cultivated in gardens. African

Marigold, T.erecta\ French Marigold, T.patula.
1548, 1578 [see FRENCH A. 5 a]. 1597 GKRARDR Herbal \\.

ccxlvi. 609 There be extant at this day flue sorts of Turkic
GilHfiowers or African Marigolds. 1611 COTGR., Oeillct

d fttdc, the Turkic, or Affrican Marigold, or Gilliflower ;

also, the French Marigold, or Gingiolme flower (which is

the single kind of the Affrican). 1785 M.\KIYN A ousscau sliot.

xxvi. (1704) 395 French and African Marigolds, two of the

gaudy annuals of the flower-garden. 1895 MRS. H. M.
CROKER i illage Talcs (1896) 150 Wreaths of evil-smelling

marigolds (that noxious flower so amazingly dear to the

native of India).

c. Chrysanthemum segetum ; usually CORN-MAUI-

UOLD, also
/&/&amp;lt;/, wild) yellow marigold.

1578 IATE Dodoens \\. .\\.\iii. 190 (.)f Goldenfloure, or the
wild Marygolde. 1597, etc. [see CORN MARIGOLD]. 1818
KEATS Endym. \\. 397 Ripe October s faded marigolds.

1838 MARY HOWITT Birds -y / /., Harvest-Field J- l. ii, The
poppy red, the marigold, The buglos brightly blue.

d. Applied with qualification to plants of other

genera. fMarigold of Peru, the sunflower, llcli-

anthits ; Cape M., any plant of the genus Dimor-

phothcca (Cent. Diet.
1890&quot;);

Fetid M., Dysodia
ckrysanikemfidts(\\)\A.)\ f Spanish M., Anemone
coronana; Water M., Bidens Beckii (Treas. Bot.

1866); West Indian M., Wedclia carnosa (ibid,).

For bur. Jig mangold see the first words. Also
MAR.SII MARIGOLD.
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxlvii. 612 Of the flower of the

Sunne, or the Marigolde of Peru. 1629 PARKINSON Paraif.
in iSWtf xxv. (1656) 207 The great double Windflower of

Constantinople. .. Some gentlewomen cal! this Anemone,
The Spanish Marigold.
2. An ornamental representation of the flower.

1634 in Anc. Invent. (Halliw. 1854) 24 One other linnui

sweete-bagge imbroydered with marygolds.
3. A variety of apple (in full marigold apple} :

see quot. 1676. ? Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. 87 We haue at this day
that are cheefe in price the Pippin, the Romet, the Pome-
royal, the Marligold [sic], 1664 EVKLYN Kal. Hort., Jan.
(1679) 8 Winter-Queening, Marigold, Harvey-apple. 1676
WORLIIJGK Vinetttm Brit. 40 The Marigold-apple (some
times called Johns Pearmain, the Kate-apple, and the Onion-
apple). Ibid. 159 The Marigold-Apple (so called from its

bting marked in even stripes in the form of a Marigold).

f4. slang. A gold coin ;
a sovereign. Obs.

1663 COWLEY CntterofColentan-st. \\. iii, Aur. Give but
a Hill under your Hand to pay me five hundred Pounds
when fetcl... Pun. .. I ll .. presently go put five hundred
Marygolds in a Purse for you.

t5. ? Some yellow enamel. Obs.

15*9 in Wills Doctors* Comm. (Camden) 19 A mullett of

dyamountes set in maregolde.
6. A small cake garnished with almonds and

currant jelly, made to resemble the flower.

1896 Sun ii Dec. 1/7 Those dainty little cakes called

mangolds .

7. attrib. and Comb., as marigold arrangement,
colour, flower. lcaf\ marigold apple i^see 3) ;

marigold bird, finch, the golden -crested wren or

kinglet, Regulus o
f

istatits\ ~\ marigold sun flower,
Gerarde s name for the female sunflower; fmari-
gold (flower) water, a decoction of marigold
flowers

; marigold window Arch, y %. rose window.
1899 CAGNKY tr. JakscKs Clin. Diagn. \. (ed. 4) 65 Where

the segments are fewer. ,aud result in the characteristic

^marigold arrangement, the diagnosis ot quartan fever may
be made. 1771 RLTIY .\

T
at. Hist. Dublin I. 313 Nettle

creeper or
v

Marigold Uird, from the fine crown on its head,
of the colour of a Mangold flower. 1774 GOLDSH. Nat.
Hist, (1776) VIII. 56 A gummy fluid, of a *marigold colour.
18*8 FLEMING Brit. Anim. 7-2 Golden-crested Wren..

*
Mary-

gold Finch. 1566 PAINTKR Pal. Pleas, I. 32 The fiariu-

*marigold floure, which in the inoste feruent heate of the
pommers day, doth appeare most glorious. 1747 WESI t-:v

Print. Physic (1762) 89 Eat Marigold Flowers daily as a
Sallail. C14SO ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 169 Tak *mari-

apWe leues..& do ber to a good qunntyte of hony. 1597
GKRARDI-; Herbal n. ccxlvii. 614 The female or *Marigolde
Sunne flower hath a thicke and wooddie roote. 165* T.
CADEMAN Distiller of Loud. 12 A(/. Calendula, *MarigolJ-
water. 1692 Y-WOHTH Art Distill. 78 Aquti Calcndnlarnm,
or, Marigold Water. 1696 SALMON Fain.* Diet. (ed. 2\ Mari
gold-Water,. .This is an excellent Water for Inflamed Eyes.
..Marigold-flower-Water. 1736 F. DKAKK Eboracnm 11. ii.

5^9 A fine piece of masonry [in York MmsterJ in form of a
wheel, or as Mr. Turre writes a marygokl, from whence it is

called the *marygold window. 1837 R. I!. WINKLKS French
Lathedrals 7 A rose or marigold window is placed over the
central Opening.

Ii Marigot (rn;eTi|3 t\ [F. marigot (Littrc).]
In Western Africa, a side channel of a river.

1759 tr. Adanson s I oy. Senegal in PinkcrtotCs Collect.
(1814) XVI. 610 litfore I could gel thither, I was obliged to

cross two niarigots \ these are rivulets with which the whole

^ country is intersected. 1864 R. F. BURTON Dahome I. 35
Passing up a marigot or branch channel, worn down by
porters feet to a deep wet ditch. 1894 Q. Rev. July 273
The French troops, .crossed 172 marigot.s ,

with steep banks
and full of water.

Marigrapli (m^-rigraf). [f.
L. inaj i-, marc

sea + -GH.vi H.J An instrument for automatically

recording the rise and fall of the tide; a title-

gauge. Hence Marigra phic ., pertaining to or

obtained by a marigraph. Also Ua rigram. [sec

-GBAM], a record made by the marigraph. (In recent

Diets.)

1858 SiMMONDS/Vc/. Trade, Martgrafih. 1884 -S&quot;,/. Aincr.

Suj&amp;gt;pl.
28 June 7067/3 For registering the height of the tide

at every instant, hydrographic services generally adopt quite
a simple marigraph.

Mariguild, obs. Sc. form of MARIGOLD.
Mariit, obs. form of MAIWIEI*.

Mariken, -kin, variants of MAitogrix Obs,

\\ Marikin = next. (In recent Diets.)

II Marikina (mserikrna). Also S marikini, y
marakina. [repr. Tupi fitiriquind ;

the form

inarikina conies (through liuffon) from Claude
d Abbeville Mission en Maregnatt 1614.] A small

South American monkey, the silky lamarin, l\Iidas

rosalid) having silky golden-yellow hair.

1774 (ioi.DSM. *Vrt/. Hist. IV. 237 The fourth is the Mari
kina ; with a mane round the neck, and a bunch of hair at

the end of the tail, like a lion. 1854 H. G. DAI.TON /&amp;gt;V/7.

tittiana (1855) II. 452 The Marakina or Silky Tamarin.

1893 MIVAKT Types Aniut. Life ^1894) 3^ The marikina or

silky marmoset, is clothed with furof a golden yellow.

1651 T. \\\v.K.\.K.Art ofAngling (1653) 14 Baked Tiout^,
Trouts niarilled.

Ii Marimba (mari mbii;. [Congo.] A kind of

xylophone, used by natives in Africa.

1704 tr. Merolla^s \ oy. Congo i. in Churchilfs I oy. I.
6g&amp;gt;

The Instrument most in request Ub d by the Abuiuli . . is tin:

Marimt&amp;gt;a; it consists of sixteen Calabashes orderly plac d
along the middle between two side-boards join d together,
or a long frame, hanging about a Man s Neck with a Tin in-.

1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrn. s. (.1873) I. Mi-
.;&quot;,

Marimbas
and square drums formed the bands* 1873 MONIKIKO An
gola II, 138 The Marimba is the musical instrument par
excellence of the natives of Angola.

Ii MarimOHda (mccrim^*nda . [American Sp.,

jirob. from some native lang.] A spider-monkey
of tropical America, Aides bchebuih*

1758 J. ADAMS tr. yuan fy Vlloas I ay. \. i, The*e fort-sis

[near Caracol] are. .infested with snakes and monkey-, par

ticularly a kind called Marimondas. 1871 KlNGSLKY^l La*t

xvii, The very fine Marimonda . . now dying, I fear, in the

Zoological Gardens at Bristol.

; Marina ;

(mar/ -naX Also erron. marine. [It.

and Sp. : Jem. of uiarino MAKINE
.]
A promenade

or esplanade by the sea.

1805 W. IRVING in Life^ Lett. (iS64^ 1. 106 The wln.Iu

town was immediately in an uproar; the Marino was
crowded with spectators. 1869 LONGK. in Lije (1891) III.

130 Then we landed at the Marina [at Capri] amid a noisy
crowd of men, women, and donkeys. 1901 Scrilncrs Jllag.

, XXIX. 441/1 We were gently wafted over the bar in a

;
lighter and deposited, . .on the marina, cf Rabat.

Marina (marrna). Dyeing. (See quot.)
1874 CKOOKKS HeuttUtk, Dyeing 232 The madder., is next

dried in the sun, and after this treatment is known as
Marina.

Marinade (mserin/i d), sb. [a. F. marinade^
ad. Sp. marinatfa

t f. marinar (= It. mannare, F.

inarincr} to pickle in brine, f. uiarino MARINE a.~\

1. A pickle, generally composed of wine and

vinegar, with herbs and spices, in which fish or

meat is steeped ; also, the fish or meat thus pickled.
1704 Did. Kitst. (17-26) Hh iij b, Marinade, ?(. pickled Meat

either of Flesh or Fish. 1725 I)KAI&amp;gt;I.KV l ,iin. /&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;,/. s. v.,

A Marinade of Veal serves to garnish forced Breasta of Vtal.
// /(/., To the Kiui that the Marinade may penetrate into the

Mesh. 1859 F. K. PAGKT Cnrate Cmnberworth, etc. 243 In

making the marinade in which it is tu be stewed, she hail
1 fallen into the heresy of using red wine only. 1863

* OUIDA
Held itt Bondage II. ii. 40 Of course they will , said I&amp;gt;e

Vi-ne, eating his marinade leisurely. 1877 Cassclt s Dktf

( ookery 408 1 reparo ;i marinade [forlish] by builing together
I . . vinegar . . an union in rings, and some cayenne and sail.

2. A cake made of the edible cure of the cabbage-

palm in the West Indies.
1888 Harper s 3fag. Aiu;. 3^7/11 Those delicious little

cakes called marinades^ which yuu hear the colored peddlers
calling out for sale.

Marinade (nurriiwid), v. [f. MAKINAHK sl&amp;gt;.]

trans. To steep in marinade
;

to marinate. Hence

Ma-rinaded///. a f) Ma rinadjng vbl. sb.

, i68z J. COLLINS Sa/tty Fishery n-o To Marine or preser\e
l &quot;ish. .after the Italian manner, called Marinading. 1727
BlADLBY Fain. Diet, s.v. Breast, To Marinade a Hreast ot&quot;

Veal ; cut it into great Slices, marinade them in Vinegar
K tc.]. 1807 SIKH. DAVY Kcm. (1858)68, lam much obliged
to you for the marinaded pilchards. 1901 Daily A tii-s

1 5 June 6/2 Should a close, stifling day arrive, . . any meal
that cannot at once be cooked should be marinaded.

t Marina* do, v. Obs. [f. *tiiarinaJo sb., cor-

j ruptiou of Sp. inaritiada MAIUNADE sb.~\
=

prcc.

( 1682 J. COT.I INS ,S\(//
&amp;lt;y

/- is/u fv iuS Signiur Oominicc is

noted for the many sorts of Fisli, wliicfi he Marines, or
renders Marinado d.

t Marinage. Obs.
~

[f. M AKINK sb. + -AGK
;

Sp. marinage, (Ot . had marinage adj., mari

time, and sb., seaman.)] Seamanship.
1511 (luvLFOKDK nigr. (Camden) 6j The wynde fell sum-

what mete to put vs, with helpe and crafte uf marynage,
frum the shore.

t Mari lial, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : 4-6
marinel, 6 mariuell, -enell, marynol, -el, 6-7
marinall, 7 -al. [a. OK. marinaL, -el, adj. and

sb.,ad.med.L.?;/(7; 7/w//5f ^.mann-us MARINE a, :

see -AI,,] A. adj. MAKINK.
1. Of or pertaining to the sea ; saline.

1614 ! . ADAMS Divells Banket 2iThe--e, line, ar&amp;lt;_- Fi stiunll,
not Maiinall Waters. 1640 J. (JOWKK O -ids l- cst, iv. 76 The
same insiinct [of lo\&amp;lt;j]

tlutli guide inarinall tilings, Which
fills with thousand fish the water-springs.
2. Nautical.
1620 tr. titxcticcici s Decant. 52 lieint; no way able lo cum-

prehend. -what course they tooke, neither by marinal jud.ui.--

nn;nt, or any apprehension whatsoever, a 1644 (JIAKIIS
.\i&amp;gt;L Recant.

t
Sol. i.v. 21 The prudent I ilol \\hose niaiiii.iil

skill Makes the pruud windes obedient to hib \\ ill.

B. sfi. A mariner, sailor. Sc. ami north.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 24850 (Gutt.) pe marine!:- [

&quot;, 7. .

mariners] \\
-ar st-lcuth radd. 1540 Aberdeen Rtg.*\ si\\ I.

17 ;
To deliuer the marenellis thair fui^, 1549 Couipl. Scott

\\. 42 The master gart al his marynalis & men of veyr lialil

tlicm quiet. 1565 Durham Dcpos. (Surtees) 83 Wiiliam Loyc,
of Newcastle upon Tyne, mariuell. 1596 1 ).\i HVMI-I.!-; Ir.

Leslie s Hist. Scot, x. 378 The craig, quhilk the marine] is

tal S. I .hhis hci.l.

tMarinaller. Oh. In 5 maryneller. [1.

prec. + -KB 1
.]

A mariner.

1470 in Rye Cramer 11889) 156 [Will of Nkhs. Kaye of

Cronmer], maryneller.

Marinar, obs. form of MAKIXKK.

tMarinary. Obs. rare. [ad. niLd.L. *(ar*)
inarlnaria the art ol&quot; navigation.] Seamanship;
knowledge of navigation.
1684 Bucanurs Aincr. in. (ed. 2) 4^ Through their ignur*

ance in Marinary, they stranded their Vessel.

! Ma rinate, ///. . Obs. Also 7 niarrionute.

[ad. It. imii inato, ]&amp;gt;a. pple. of uiarinarc : sec

MAKIXADE j/
.]

Marinated.

1651-7 T. DAKKKK Art
t&amp;gt;fAngIing(iZ;c&amp;gt;\

\ : Tl&quot;j m.n &amp;gt;

I -nate

Trout.. wil keep. 1789 KAKU.V Lond. Art {. okcry i. xii.

(*:d.6.l 140 Maiinate Soles. 1886 K. I
1

. l!uino.\ Arab. A /A.

(abr. ed. I. 1 1 ^ Stews well marinate.

Marinate (mse rintf t), v. Also 7 marinat,

mar(r;ionato, marrinate. [ad. It. inarinare or

F. mariner , see MAKIXAPE sb. and -ATI..]

1. trans. To pickle (fish, etc.) with marinade.
ri645 Hinvtxi. Lett. I. v. xxxviii, He can marinat li-li.

1651 T. HAHKKK Art ofAngling (165.0 15 The way to mar-
rionate a Trout ur other (isli. 1725 BRADLEY /- am. Dii.t. s.v.

f rogs^ 1 hiise [frogbl being marinated with Verjuice, iVpp- r,

Salt,, .must be ft y d till they assume a fine Colour, 1863
H. C. PtssEi.L Anglcr-nat. 170 A few do/tn Bleak mari
nated form an excellent breakfast dish.

jb. To prepare (poultry) by a ceitain method
of stuffing. Obs.

1747 MKS. GLASSE Cookery H. 38 To marinate Fowl-. 1805
Kuz. KAF^ALD Eng. Housekeeper {new ed.) ii?6 To marinate

a Goose.

f 2. slang. To transport over sea. Oh.
1673 R. HKAU Canting A cad. 16 llm other was tnul/d)

hang d, and the last (marrinated) transported. &amp;lt;t 1700 I!. 1,.

Diit. Cant. Crew, Marinated, transported into some

foreign Plantation.

Marinated ^m^*rin^ tt. d%///.(J
F

.[f.prec. + -ED 1

.]

fl. Impregnated with salt
;

saline. O/ S.

1658 EVELYN /&amp;gt;. Can/. (1675 286 This [Urim-] we call

Marinated water. 1674 I i LOU NT Gfassogr. (ed. 4 , Marinated,
[lertainin^ to the Sea, that tastes of salt water.

2. Tickled with marinade. f Of fowls (see
MARINATE v. i b\
1659 HOWELI, 7,( .r.

(
I ccal . xliii, Marinatuil or pickltd

fi.sh, j&amp;gt;esce
nuu-inato, 1696 Piin.i.il S ted. 5*, Marinated

Fish, . . Fish fryed in Oyl, and then put up in I ickle. 1725
BRADLI-:Y Fam. Diet. s.v. Roach, A Side-dish of marinated
Roaches. 1789 FARLV:Y Lend. Art Cookery i. \i. ied. 6) 134
Fowls marinated. 1875 M. G. PEAKSE Van. Qnorm 122

Marinated pilchards.

Marine (marrn) a. and s/&amp;gt;. Also 4 -yn, 5-6

-yne, 7 marrice. [a. 1 . niariti (fcm. marine)
=

Sp., It. marino (fern, -a*), Pg. marinhoiL.
ntann-ns, f.

;//&amp;lt;?//-,
marc sea.

The present pronunciation with (-In) instead of (-win) is due
to the influence of the Fr. fern, marine. Owing to the non-

occurrence of the word in rimes, it is not possible to say
when this pronunciation aro^e.]

A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to the sea ; existing or found

in the sea
; produced by the sea ; Zool. inhabiting

the high seas, pelagic.
Marine rainbow : a rainbow formed on sca-spiay. Marine

sauce: a name for the common laver, I orpliyra vittgaris

(Treas. Bot. 1866).

(.1420 Pallad. on Ifitsl . xi. 291 Of see (|uyele vptaketh

tlu-y maryne Water purest. 1484 CAXTUN Fakles tfTogc v,

Ther was fnnd within a j;rete Ryuer a monstre maiyn or of

ihe see. 1592 Kvn Sol. rtr Pt rs. I. iii. 80 The earth i* my
Count rev, As the aire to the foule, or the marine moisture

To the red j;uild fi-h. 1637 HKVWOOD Royal Ship 28 Then,
O you marine Gods, who with amaze On this stupendous
worte (emergent) gaze. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS O &quot; - s -v - A rt(-

fc7~2



MARINE.

ton , The marine or sea-bow is a phainomenon sometimes
]

observed in a much agitated sea. 1832 DE LA BECHE Gtal.

Man (ed. 2) 219 Several marine shells are discovered in

these strata. 1833 LVELL PritK. Geol. III. MS i term

marine alluvium is, perhaps, admissible if confined t&amp;lt;

banks of shingle thrown up like the Chesil bank, or to

materials cast up by a wave of the sea upon the land, or

those which a submarine current has left in its track. 1855

W. S. DALLAS Syst. Nat. Hist. II. 176 The Bermcle Geese

..are marine in their habits, and feed..upon Alga [etc.].

1878 HUXLEY I hysiogr. 181 Marine denudation is not

equally active at all depths of the sea.

t b. Old Chem. Applied to substances obtain

able fiom the sea. Marine alkali : soda. Marine

salt: common salt, sodium chloride ; later, any salt

of marine acid ,
a chloride. Marine acid : the acid

obtained from marine salt , hydrochloric acid.

Dephlogisticated or oxygenated marine acid or gas :

chlorine. Marine ether: chloric ether. Marine

Epsom : magnesium chloride. Marine selenite :

calcium chloride. Obs.

1605 TIMME Quersil. I. v. Da b, Three kindes of Salts :

namely, the marine and fixed., the Niterus .. and the Ar-

moniac. 1758 REID tr. Manner s Chym. I. 306 The affinity

which Mercury hath with the Marine Acid. 1790 WEDGWOOD
in Pliil. Trans. I.XXX. 313 Crystals ofmarine alkali, melted

and dried. 1791 HAMILTON Btrthollffs Dycingl. i. i. iii. 46

The properties of oxygenated marine acid. 1796 KIRWAN
Elem. Min. I. 6 Nitrous selenite, heated to redness, easily

parts with its acid .. but marine selenite obstinately retains it.

Ibid. II. 33 It [fibrous salt] usually contains Marine Epsom,
which renders it deliquescent. 1797 Encycl. Brit. led. 3) IV.

579/1 The dephlogisticated marine acid.. does not dissolve

ice nor camphor ;
in which respects it diflersfrom the common

marine acid gas. Ibid., Marine ether. Itiii. 579/2 Dephlo

gisticated marine gas. 1800 tr. Lagmnge s Chem. I. 273

The muriatic acid drawn from marine salt by the sulphuric

acid. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 761 Digest the

ore in marine acid.

t c. Ofsculptured figures, etc. : Representing sea

gods, fishes, sea-shells, or the like. Obs.

1703 MAUNDRKLL Journ. ferns. (1732) 137 Sea-gods,, .and

other Marine Figures. 1727-41 CHAMHERS Cycl. s.v. Foun

tain, Marine Fountain, that composed of aquatic figures,

as sea divinities, naiads, tritons, rivers, dolohins, and other

fishes, and shells. Hid. s.v. Freeze, Marine Freezes are

those representing sea-horses [etc.].

d. ( )f a painter, etc. : That depicts sea subjects.

1883 G. H. BOCGHTON in Ihirpcr s Mas. Jan. 176/1 The
river Maas . . is most sketchable to a marine painter. 1889

BRYDALL Art in Scot. xiv. 311 He was employed as a

marine-draughtsman.

t 2. Belonging to, or situated at, the sea-side
;

bounded by the sea
;
maritime. Obs.

1610 R. NICCOLS Eng. Eliza in Mirr. flag. 819 With loud

clamour to the marine shore, The armed people clustred

in thicke swarmes. 1632 LITHGOW Tra-j. \. 189 Tripoly . .

standing a mile from the marine side. Ibid. vn. 353 The
marine Bourge of Molino. Ibid. vm. 362 The marine

Prouinces which lye betweene ^igypt and Sewty. 1728
ELIZA HEYWOOD Mine, de Gomez s Belle .4. (1732)

II. 59

Happening in this marine Ramble, to pass by this Coast.

3. Connected with the sea in operation, scope, etc.
;

pertaining to shipping, a navy, or naval force ;

relating to naval matters.
Marine Axirrf (see quot. 1867). Marine insurance, insur

ance against perils at sea. Also occas. in collocations where
maritime is more usual, as marine interest, marine lau 1

.

1566 Act 8 KHz. c. 13 i Men . . browght upp to Water

Crafte, most meete for her Matlel
Marine^ Service. 1579

ueemea ic no aiscreoit to oorrow . . iruiu me VWUNUUIMUM
and Sicilians, the Art Marine. 1683 J. Houghton s Lett.

Husb. % Trade IV. No. 5. 107 His Merchants are every
where respected, and he is now one of the great Ma
rine Princes of the World. 1763 BLACKSTONE Comm. I.

xiii. 405 The laws of Oleron ..are received by all nations

in Europe as the ground and substruction of all their marine

constitutions. 1772 Act 12 Geo. Ill, c. 67 An Act for In

corporating the Members of a Society, commonly called

The Marine Society [founded in 1756). 1839 Penny Cycl.

XIV. 418/2 Marine insurances differ .. from fire and life

insurances in the mode of conducting the business. 1848,

1872 (see INSURANCE 4). 1838 HOMANS Diet. Comm. 1603/2

Wages in such cases would be contrary to the principle of

marine law that freight is the mother of wages [etc.]. 1860

(title) Reed s New Guide Book to the Local Marine Board
Examinations of Masters and Males. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

Word-uk., Marine Boards, establishments at our different

ports for carrying into effect the provisions of the Merchant

Shipping Act.

4. Of soldiers : Serving on board ship, as marine

force. ^Marine regiment (
= maritime regiment:

seeMAWTiMEa.3 ): the marines. -^Marine soldier:

a marine ; so marine captain, etc. (but cf. B. 6 b).

1690 LUTTRELL Brie/Ret. (1857) II. i The earls of Pem
broke and Torrington have each a commission to raise a

marine regiment. 1699 Lett. cone. Mariners 6 The Marine
Soldiers on board receive the Wages of Sailors. 1708 Royal
Proclam. 20 May in Lond. Gaz. No. 4440/1 To the Marine-

Captains, Sea- Lieutenants and Master, shall be allowed one

Eighth Part . .The Marine-Lieutenants, Boatswain, Gunner,
Purser,, .one Eighth Part. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5 176/3 That
several of the Marine Soldiers .. have obtain d their Pen
sions by forged . . Certificates. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1780), Marine, or Marine-Forces, a body of troops em
ployed in the sea-service, under the direction of the lords

of the admiralty. 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet. s.v., The marine
forces have of late years been considerably augmented.

b. slang. (See qnot. and 13. 4 d.)

1785 GROSE Diet. Vnlg. Tongue, Marine Officer, an empty
bottle, (sea wit) marine officers being held useless by the
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5. Used or adapted for use at sea; chiefly in

technical names of instruments, as marine baro

meter, chronometer, galvanometer, watch.

Marine alarm, an alarm used at sea and operated by

water or wind iKnighl Diet. Mcch. (1875) 55/2 ; tmarine
belt (see quot. 17651 ; marine boiler, a boiler adapted for

use in steam vessels (Knight); marine chair, a contrivance

from which the celestial bodies may be steadily observed at

sea; tmarine collar, a life-preserving appliance to I&quot;

placed on the neck to keep the head out of water; marine

engine, a form of steam engine used in seagoing v.

marine glue, an adhesive composition used in ship cat-

l entry (Young Naut. Diet. 1846 ; marine governor, the

jvernorofa marine engine (Knight) ;
marine metal (see

quot.); marine railway, a slip for hauling
vessels on to

repair (Smyth Sailer s Wordblt. 1867 ; marine soap(s

quot.) ; tmarine surveyor, a machine designed for mea

suring the way of a ship.

1704 J H M&amp;lt;RIS /.M-. 7YY*. I, &quot;Marine Barometer, is an

Instrument contrived by Dr. Hook, for the use of those that

would make a Philosophical Experiment at Sea. 1765

H. WALPOLE Let. 27 Aug., There is a man who has just

invented what he calls a marine belt
; you buckle it on, and

walk upon the sea as you would upon a grassplot. 1891

TRIPLEX (title) &quot;Marine Boilers. 1765 C/i on. in Ann.

Kf 86/2 Christopher Irwin, esq. ;
inventor of the marine

chair 1862 Catal. Internal. K.\-liib. II. xv. 66 Marine

chronometers. 1764 in Titles Patents (185,) 148 A grant

unto William Walker ..& John Carass . .oftheir new invented

marine collar & belt. 1822 Specif, of Brunei s Patent

No. 4683. 2 The marine engine represented with Its parts.

1873 F. &quot;JLNKIN
Klectr. t; Magit. xiii. S 12 (1881) 199 The

Marine galvanometer is a galvanometer adapted for use at

sea. 1866 HRANIIE S: Cox Diet. Arts, etc., &quot;Marine Metal,

an alloy of lead and antimony with about two per cent, of

mercury, introduced in 1833 by Wettersteclt for sheathing

ships. 1873 E. SKIN Workshop Receipts Ser. I. 381/2 This

soap [cocoanut-oil soaplis sometimes called &quot;marine soap, as

it will lather well with sea-water. 1767 .-)&amp;lt;;. Keg. 103 A new
*marine surveyor : the machine consists of an open tube.

._on

the outside is fixed an oblique plane like a screw, upon which

the water acts so as to turn it round swifter or slower. 1854

W. K. KELLY & TOMLIXSON tr. Arago s Astron. (ed. 5) 161

*Marine watches, or chronometers, are of great assistance

in determining longitude.

B. sb.

\\. [= F. marine; cf. MARINA 1
.]

The sea coast

or shore
;
a promenade by the sea

; also, the country
or district in immediate proximity to the coast. Obs.

13. . Coer tie L. 4881 That they scholden hye Ones more
forth by the maryn To the cyte off 1 alestyn. a 1400 (&amp;gt;&amp;lt; to-

jtian 1361 Maryners hym broghte to the maryn Of Gene
cost, e 1450 .Merlin 230 That . . hadde robbed . . all the ma-

ryne and the portes toward Dover. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav.

245 Every evening they solace themselves along the Marine

(a place left throughout betweene the Citie wall and the

hauen). 1687 I!. RANDOLPH Archipelago 46 In the summer
time every evening the marine is full with all sorts of people
with musick, singing, and dancing. 1698 FRYER Ace. K.

India f; I . 118 They supply the Marine with Carts drawn

by Oxen, the Ships with Wood and Water. 1703 MAUNDKELL

Jouru. Jems. (1810) 41 We rid out after dinner to view the

marine. It is about half an hour distant from the city.

2. [
= F. marine.] The collective shipping, fleet,

navy, or naval service of a country ;
maritime

interest as represented by ships ; sea-going vessels

collectively, esp. with reference to nationality or

class, as mercantile marine (now the chief use).

1669 R. MONTAGU in BtialeiiJi MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm )

I. 455 The well-regnlating of all things belonging to the

marine. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey, The Marine, th---

whole Body of a Navy or Fleet ; as The Officers of the

Marine. 1757 J. H. GROSE /
&amp;lt;y.

E. Intties 67 All these vessels

that formed the military marine of Bombay were chiefly

manned with English. 1769 HUHKE Late St. Nation Wks.

1842 1.98 What naval force,what naval works,and what naval

stores . . are necessary to keep our marine in a condition com
mensurate to its great ends. 1842 BORROW Bil&amp;lt;!c in Spain
xxxi, To this inconsiderable number of vessels is the present
war marine of Spain reduced. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 18

France knew that America had the largest mercantile marine.

1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Heft 6 The Navy., has always
been based .. upon the existence of a merchant marine.

II 3. That department in the French and other con

tinental governments which deals with naval mat

ters, corresponding to the Knglish Admiralty.
1784 Life Paul Jones (ed. 4) 24 Count D Oryillicrs

trans-

initted an account of his expedition to the Minister of the

Marine. 1835 URE Pfiilos. Manvf. 1 1 2 The French Minister
of Marine. 1848 W. H. KELLY Ir.L. Mane s Hist. Ten } . 1 1 .

501 It left the ministry ofpublic wurks to M. Martin (duNord),
that of marine to M. de Rosamel. 1886 LD. BRASSEY .\ ii.:

Annual 503 The Council of the [Russian] Empire. . ordered
the Ministry of Marine to present a plan of construction.

4. One who serves on board ship, t a. A sailor,

mariner (obs.~). [= F. inarin]
c 575 J- HOOKER Life Sir P. Carew (1857) 13 He had in

his ship a hundred marines, the worst of them being able to
be a master in the best ship within the realm. 1634 BRERE-
TON Trai . (Chetham Soc.) 14 If any soldier, marine, or
tradesman die.

b. A soldier who serves on board a man-of-war
;

one of a body of troops enlisted to do military
service on board ship, also at dockyards or on
shore under certain circumstances ; also in pi. used

collectively. [See A. 4.]

Royal Marines, troops who serve on British men-of-war.
See also HORSE-MARINE a

.

1672 CAFT. S. TAYLOR Let. 30 May in I,. Edye Hist. K.
Marines (1893) I. 148 Those marines of whom I soe oft have
wrote to you behaved themselves stoutly. 1703 Land. Gaz.
No. 3912/1 A Detachment of 400 Men, and the Regiment
of Marines. 1709 STEELE TatlerNo. 79 P2 An honest roui;h

Relation of ours . . who is a Lieutenant of Marinws. 1740

MARINER.
Lond. Mat;. 413 Sir, a Soldier and a Marine are, I may say,

quite different creatures. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III.

142 A commission in the marines. 1876 VOYI.E S; ST EVENSON

Mil. Diet, s.v., The royal marines are a non-purchase Corps,

and the officers..rise by seniority. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON

Rrit. Fleet 478 The red-coated marine may DC seen all over

the world sharing the work . . of his blue-frocked brolher.

c. Phr. Tell that to the marines : a colloquial

expression of incredulity.

1823 BYRON Island II. xxi, Right , qtlolh lien, that will

do for the marines . [\ole] That will do for the marines,

but the sailors won t believe it , is an old saying. 1824 Scoi l

Kcitgauntlct ch. xiii, Tell that to the marines the sailors

won t believe it. 1864 TROLLOPE Small Ho. at Allinglon

xli, Is lhat a story to tell to such a man as me ! You may
tell it to the marines !

d. (Dead) marine : an empty bottle, slang.

(Cf. A. 4 b.)

1831 TRELAWNY AJv. Younger Son I. 48 To see their

case-bottles properly filled, no marines among them, with

plenty of grog in their lockers. 1880 J. B. STEPHEN A ustral.

Hall., Drought ff Doctr., We filled a dead marine, Sir, at

the family watering-hole.

e. A atit. slang. (See quot.)

1840 R. H. HASA Be/. /l/rixvii.(i854) 86
/&amp;lt;,

Marine

is the term applied . . to a man who is ignorant and clumsy
about seaman s work a green-horn a land-lubber.

5. Painting. A sea piece.

1846 RUSKIN Mod. Painters (ed. 3) I. II. v. i. 340 One of

the marines of Salvator. 1884 E. MASON in Harper s Mag.
Feb. 416/1 Ruysdael s marines are easily distinguished.

6. alt ril&amp;gt;. and Comb. a. t marine-set a.
, placed

on the sea-coast.

1632 LITHGOW Trail. Ml. 333, I haslncd to the ne.vt

Watch-tower, marine set.

b. = Belonging to the marines, as in marine

barracks, boat, coat, officer, provost.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Provost, The French have a

provost-general of the marines, .besides a marine provost

in every vessel. 1797 NELSON 17 July in Nicolas Disf.

(1845) II. 417 To put as many Marine coats or jackets on

the seamen as can be procured. 1801 Mcd. Jrnl. V. 204

The prodigious numbers received from the ships of war and

marine barracks, labouring under Phthisis Pulmonalis. 1867

SMYTH Sailors ll ord-bk., Marine Clothing-room, a com

partment of the after-platform, to receive the clothes and

stores of the royal marines. Ibid.. Marine Officer, an

officer of the Royal Marines. Jocularly and witlessly ap

plied to an empty bottle. 1890 F. T. BULLEN Way Navy
55 A Marine boat s crew from trie Hannibal .

t Marine (marrn), v. Obs. [ad. F. mariner :

see MAKINADE sb.] trans. = MARINATE v.

c 1682 J. COLLINS Salt ff Fishsry 108 Fish, which he

Marines, or renders Marinado d. Ibid, 120 To Marine or

preserve Fish . .after the Italian manner, called Marinading.

Marined (man-nd), a. Her. [f. MARINE a. +

-El).] (See quot. 1823.)
1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., Marined, an epithet for an

animal in coat armour that has the lower pan of the body
like a fish. 1847 Gloss. Heraldry s.v., Lion manned: see

Lion fioisson.

Marinel(l, var. forms of MARINAL Obs.

Mariner (marrinaa). Forms : 4 marineer\o,

marynare, 4-5 maroner, marynere, marener,

4, 6 maryuar, 4-7 maryner, 4, (8-9) marinere,

5 maryneer, marouner, maronner, 6 merriner,

maryoner, marryner, marinar, marinour, 6-7
marriner. 3- mariner, [a. AF. mariner = F.

mat-inter, Sp. marinero, Pg. marinheiro, It. marin-

ajo, med.l,. marniarius, (. L. marinas MAKINEC.]
1. One who navigates or assists in navigating a

ship ;
a sailor, seaman ;

in law the term includes

all persons employed on ships.

(1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 320/220 Marineres us token into

heore schipe. 13.. Mclr. Jloiii. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig

A rchiv LV1 1. 313 A pore schip broken marinere. 13. . -S/V

Beucs (MS. A.) 2556 A dromond hii fonde
l&amp;gt;er stonde, ..

Boute pai nadde no maroner. c 1386 CIIALCEK 1 rioress T.

Prol. 3 Now longe moote thou saille by the cost,.. Dentil

Maryneer! 1430 LYDG. Mitt, t ocms (Percy Soc.) 152

A blynd maryneer that doth no sterre knowe. c 1450 M, rlin

379 Thei..entred in to the shippes..and hadde .. goode
maroners hem for to gide. 1481 CAXION M) rr. II. i. 63

Another sterre that ledeth the maronners by the see. 1517

TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 60 The Maryoners made a grett

Showte. 1585 i . WASHINGTON tr. Niclio/ay s I oy. i. xi. 13

If our marriners had not nimbly bestirred them selues in

taking in of their sailes. 1598 STOW SUIT, xxvii. (1603) 233

Sir Francis Drake, that famous Mariner. 1610 SHAKS.

Ttmp v. i. 98 There shall thou flnde the Marriners asleepc

Vnder the Hatches. 1677 \V. HUBBARD Narrative if. 75

\n Ancient Marriner yet living in these parts, a person of

good Credit. 1774 GOLIWM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 348 Tne

mariner takes one part of the year to go from Java to the

Moluccas [etc.]. 1798 COLERIDGE (title] The Rime of the

Ancyent Marinere. 1817 W. SELWYN Lam Nisi Prius (ed. 4)

II. 1144 No mariner shall fail in any action, &c. for the re

covery of wages, for want ofsuch agreement being produced.

1836 W. IRVING Astoria I. 40 They were to take with them

fifty or sixty men, artificers and mariners. 1858 HOMANS
Diet. Comm. 1693/2 Mariners are bound to contribute out

of their wages for embezzlements of the cargo, or injuries

produced by the misconduct of any of the crew. 1871

MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 10 Whole generations that might
have produced their share of skilful and intrepid manners.

b. Master mariner: a shipmaster or captain

of a merchant vessel (Adm. Smyth).
1838 D IERROLD Men Char. 11.322 Edward Seabnght,

master.mariner. 1886 Daily Tel. 23 Apr. 4/8 Most of them

[officers] the possessors of master-mariner certificates,

t c. Cant. (See quot.) Obs.

1567 HAK.MAN Caveat 48 These freshwater Mariners, their
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shipes were drowned in the playne uf Salibbery. The^e

kynde of Caterpillers counterfet great losses on the sea.

f 2. j/tv. A fighting man on board ship; n. marine.

41642 SIR W. MUNSON A&quot;&amp;lt;/7 &amp;lt;z/ Tracts \. (1704) 214, 500
Men at Sea, whereof 340 Mariners, 40 Gunners, 120 Sailors.

1690 \titlc} A Letter to a Member of Parliament concerning
The four Regiments commonly called Mariners.

3. Tasmania. A bron/c-coloured shell.

[Said to be a corruption of a native name mcrrina.]

1898 in MORKIS Austral /&amp;gt;V-

4. aftrib. and Comb,) as mariner- 1ike atlj. ;

t mariner portage, ?a sailor s outfit
;
mariner s

card, compass, needle (see those words); fmari-
uer s ring, the astrolabe.

1548-67 THOMAS Fttil. Dicf. t Marinaresco, &quot;marinerlike,

1522 in iut/i Kt/i. Hist. J/.V.V. Cointn. App. v. 327 The

hying of mariner portages. 16*7 HAKKWIU. Ajwl. MI. x.

4. 263 Among other rare Inventions, that of the *M:irritiers

compa&se is most worthy of admiration. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn* II. xiii. i Like as the We^t Indies had never been
discovered if the use of the *mariner j needle liad not been
first discovered. 1574 UofuxK Regimentfor Sea vi. (1577)
26 b, Tlie Mariners Ring, called by them the Astralaby.

Hence f Ma rinersliip, the mariner s art.

1542 UUALI. Erasnt, Apoph. 6 To sitte and hoKle the

stierne in a shyppe, hauyng none experience in ye feats of

mariner^hyp. 1613 PURCHAS J i/^riina^c 11014) go The
Phrenicians, famous for Merchandise and Marrinership.

M&rine store s.

I.//, a. (Sec cjuot. 1867.) b. Old ships mate
rials as an object of merchandise.

1831 J. HOLLAND Mnnuf. Metal I. 144 Old iron . .is col

lected. .by a class of persons calling themselves dealers in

marine stores . 1852 DICKKNS Bleak Ho. v, A shop, over
which was written .. Krook, Dealer in Marine Stores, 1867
SMYTH Sailors tt oni-hk.. Marine Stores* a general term
for the ironwork, cordage, sails, provisions, and other outfit,

with which a vessel is supplied.

fig. 1858 CARLVLE Frcdk. Ct. VIM. i. II. 295 These con
fused Prussian History-Books, opulent in nugatory pc-
dantisms and learned marine-stores.

2. sing, A shop where marine stores are sold.

1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xli, Old Nanny, .kept a marine
store.

3. atti ib. and Comb., as marine-store dealer, shop.
1836-9 DICKENS S&. AVc, Scent s xxi, There is not a marine-

store shop in the neighbourhood, which does not exhibit for

sale some faded articles of dramatic finery. 1869 Pundit

17 July 22/1 They were marine-store dealers.

Marinism (marrniz m). [f.
Marini + -ISM.]

The affected style of writing characteristic of the

Italian poet Giovanni JJattista Marini (/. 162^}.
1867 Pall Mall G. No. 813. 1007/2 Euphuism and Mali-

nism. 1886 SVMONDS Kenaiss. Ii.,Ciit!i. React. 1. 11.71 The
Renaissance riots itself away in Marinism, Gongorism, Ku-
phuisin, and the affectations of the Hotel Rambouillet.

Mariilist (marniist). [Formed as prec. + -IST.]
An imitator of Marini. Also attrib.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 297/1 The extravagant notions of
the Italian Marinists. 1864 Chambers s tincycl. VI, 528/2
The Marinist school of poetry. 1885 K. W. GOSSL Shaks.
to Pope 15 Chiabrera. .disdaining the folly of the Marinists,
. .attained a position somewhat analogous to that of Cowley.
Marino: see MAUINA.
Mariliorama (mar/&quot;:nora ma). rare&quot; ,

[f.

MARINE after panorama^ A panoramic repre
sentation of sea views.

1847 in WKBSTER. In mod. Diets.

II Mariola (marai Jla). [eccl. L.,dim. ofAfarfa
MARY. Cf.MAiuoLK.] An image ofthe Virgin Mary.
[1299-1300 Liber QitotuL Contrarot. Garderolne (1787) 352

Quatuor mariole beate Marie.] 1876 W. BAYLISS Witness
ofArt 74 Fresco and canvas, mariola and shrine.

Mariolater (me*ri^-latai). [f. Gr. Maptft

Mary + -Xarpr/s worshipper.] One who practises

Mariolatry.
1861 STANLEY East. C/t. iii. looThe grand gathering of all

the Heretics of the world, Sabemans, Mariolaters, Arians.

Mariolatrous (me*rijrlatr3s\ . [f. as prec.
+ -OUS.] Characterized by Mariolatry.
1844 Ecclesiologist III. 181 Mr. Close charges us with
Mariolatrous doctrine. 1889 Whitehall Kez&amp;gt;. 24 Aug. g One

of them preached a sermon which was considered Mariola
trous by the Father Superior.

Mariolatry (menip lfctoi), [f. Gr. Map/a Mary
+ Aar/xia (see LATKIA, -LATRY), after IDOLATRY.]
The idolatrous worship of the Virgin Mary at

tributed by opponents to Roman Catholics.
1612 T. JAMKS Corrupt. Scripture \\, 85 The reading, ipsa

[in Gen. hi. 15} (the best ground of their Mariolatrie). 1844
CLOSE Reply to Arnold 36 Whether this exhibition of Mari
olatry had destroyed many souls . . none can tell. 1874
GREEN S/torf Hist. v. $ i. 214 The religious enthusiasm
had developed into the pretty conceits of Mariolatry.
t Mariole. Obs. [OF.] -MARIOLA.
^1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 94 pe Mariole [AF. La

Maryc} ^er
sclio sat.

Mariology ^me^rip-Iodgi). Also Maryology.
[f. Gr. Mapi-a MARY + -OLOGY. Cf. Christohgy^
The body of dogma and pious opinion relating to

Mary as Virgin mother of the Son of God.
1857 J. S. HARFORD Michael Angela I. 295 In the cycles

of the third, and of the earlier part of the fourth century,
and even later, we find nothing that can be resolved into

Maryology. 1903 Dublin Rev. Jan. 211 Mariology is ex
haustively treated in the four hundred and fifty pages which
are here devoted to it.

Mariolyne, obs. form of MARJORAM.
Marionate, obs. form of MARINATE.

1 Marionette (ma:ri&amp;lt;She

-t\ Also 7 -onet, 9
-onnette, marrionette. [a. ! . marionnetle, f.

Marion, dim. of Marie MARY: SCC-ETTE. Cf. OK.
marioltc in tlie same sense.]
1. A puppet actuated by strings and used to

i represent persons (or animals) in action.
&amp;lt; 1620 W. BKOWNE Brit. fast, in. i, A little spruce elfe

then (just of the sett Of the French dancer or such mario-

nett). 1664 KTHKKEDGE Coin. AVv. in. iv, Me did look tu

see De Marrionetc and de Jack-pudding. 1789 MRS.
I lozzi Jonm. 1 ranee I. 115 One word of solid instruction
to the ear conveys more knowledge to the mind at last than
all these marionettes presented to the eye. 1839 LONC.I.

Hyperion \\. iii, Quick, nervous, hinge-like motions, much
resembling those of a marionette.

Jig. 1863 OL-IDA Held in Bondage I. 258 Men and women
are marionettes. 1868 HANNAY S\rui. Thackeray (iSfi )l 15
He did not invent a complicated intrigue and then a set of
marionettes to carry it out.

2. The buffle-headed duck, Hueepkala albeola.

1838 AfDUBON Oruith. King. IV. 217 IJuffel-headed Hurk ..

being known in these different districts [of the U. S.] by the
n. lines of. .Marrionette, Dipper, and Die-dipper.
3. A mechanism at the end of the batten in a rib

bon-loom, for actuating the racks of the shuttles, the

. movements ofwhich suggest those of a marionette.
1890 in Century Diet.

4. atlrili., as marionettefigure,play,player, shmv.

1856 R. ArVArc-HAN Mystics (1860) I. 34 The countless
marionette figures in the brain of the theosophist. 1868
LlGHTKOOT Ep. rhilippians (iS6o&amp;gt; 268 In the marionette

plays of his native Spam St. Seneca takes his place by the

side of St. 1 ettfr and St. Paul. 1875 JOWKI i t lato (ed. 2) V.

41 The marionette-players will please the children. 1885
K. GAKKKTT (Mrs. Mayo) At Any Cost ix. 152 No drama

at all, but only a very cleverly managed marionette show.

Marionite (inseTii nsit). Min. [f. the name
of Marion County in Arkansas -I- -HE.] Hydrous
carbonate of zinc.

1858 W. KLDERHOKST in Ceol. Hep. Arkansas 153 (Chester
Diet. Mix.).

Marioram, -um, obs. forms of MAIUUBAM.
Mariori, variant of MAKGEKY Obs.

Mariposa lily (moerip&amp;lt;w-sa|lHi). [f.Sp. mari-

posa butterfly + LILY.] A plant of the genus
Calochortus, native to California and Mexico.
1882 Garden 30 Sept. 291/1 The Mariposa Lily.

II Mariput (ma;Tipt\ [Native name.] The
African zoril, /.orilla capcnsis, a small animal of

the weasel family with black and white stripes.
Formerly named I iverta zcritla in accordance with the

erroneous notion that it was a kind of civet.

1828-32 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

t Maris. Obs. Forms: 4-5 marice, marys,
marrys, maris, mareis. [a. OF. marris : L.

niatrict-m
vsee MATRIX

.]
The womb.

f 1340 HA.MPOLE I saltcr lvii[i]. 3 Aliend ere synful fra

magne \MS. .5&quot; marice]. c 1400 I.anfranc s Cirnrg. 94 If

bat he be growen . . in be mareis [jtfS. Add. marys] . . it is

Detten nou^t to cure be cankre
j&amp;gt;an

to cure. Ibid. 209 If
be enpostym. .be in a woninians maris, ban [etc.]. 1422 tr.

SeeretetSccret.^Priv. Prh. 232Theseede wythynthe marice
is defiet. ? 14. . MS. Addit. 12195 If. 158 iHalliw.) Marrys.

Maris, obs. form of MAHISH.
II Marisca (man-ska). Path. [L. ;

lit. a coarse

i

fig. (For the application cf. FitTs.)] llnjmor-

rhoids, piles ; also, an excrescence of a fleshy
nature from the eyes or eyelids {Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
Hence Mari scal, Mari scous adjs. of the nature

of mariscrc ; affected with mariscse.

1693 Btancard*s I /iys. t)i\ t. (ed. 2), Marisca, the same
that [sic] J icJts. 1706 PHII.LII JS (ed. Kersej t, Marisca, the
Hemorrhoids or Piles. l8aa Clooo Study Mcd. 1 . 347 M ai is.

cal tumours.. are most common in persons who possess a

! very strong action of the sphincter ani. Ibid. 348 Mariscal
excrescences. 1856 MAYNK J

..vf&amp;gt;os.I.C-V., Atarisca, ..applied
to a hemorrhoidal tumour, like a large fig. Ibid., Marts-

cosits, Having, or full of Marisca:: luariscous.

Mariscall, -ischal(e, obs. ff. MAHSHAL sl&amp;gt;.

Marischini, obs. form of MARASCHINO.
Marish (inse rij), sb. and a.1 Obs. exc. poet, and

dial. Forms: a. 4-5 mar^r&amp;gt;is^s, marys(e,
mares, 4-6 mar(r N

eis, -eys, smaryce. -ysse, -ise,

-eyse, -eyes, 5-6 maress(e, marres(s(e, -ys, 5-7
marisse, 6 -ice, -is, -ese, -ees, marryee, 6-7

marris(e, marrice, 7 marraies; 4-5 marace,
maras, 4-6 marras(s, 5 marasse, 6 marrase.

/3. 6 marysh, marys(s~he, marris(c)he, -ysh,

merish, 6-7, 9 marrish, 7 mareish, (marest
1

,

6- marish. [ME. mareis, mares, a. OF. ma-

rais, mareis (mod.F. tnarais} : med.L. maristus

a. OTeut. *maristf-KtO8M sl&amp;gt;. The origin of the

^ forms is somewhat obscure ; they may represent
i the occasional OF. maresche (: med.L. *marisca

; fern.), or may possibly stand for a dialectal variant

: of the native English MABSH (cf. the disyllabic
! OE. inyisc beside nipsc).

The It. inarese is ad. F. inarais , if independent, it would
1 represent a popular L. type *intiyensis adj., the Fr. form of

which would coincide with that of iiiariscjis.]

A. st&amp;gt;.

1. = MARSH.
a. 1330 R. BRUNNfcCVtnwMiSio) ^25 William Waleis,. .

In mores & mareis with robberie him fedes. 13.. Coer de L*

6038 Kyng Richard gnrte nl the Ynglys Schere rysches in
|

the marys. 1375 P.ARB&amp;lt;&amp;gt;LU /&amp;gt;;&amp;lt;&amp;gt; \i. 53 He.. vent hym
doune till a marrass. c 1400 MAUNUKV. i.Roxb.) xiv. 65 Men
may no^t welc

&amp;lt;;a
bat way. .fur waters and marace/

)&amp;gt;at
er

t...,.
..... - i , // : , J ... iU^n.\ ii * n_.i.

4.1 1C.

. . xt a tauciif. 1480
CAXTON Chron. A wi .cl.vx. 155 As his burs ran it stcrt into :i

myre of [nareys vp to the
l&amp;gt;t:ly. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. lion. i.

iv. The soyl was nodlt but niai res, slikc, and siind. 1535

0. 1523 Ln. |!I.:HN-!:HS l- roiss. \. Iviii. 32 b, Sir Vanflart &amp;lt;k-

la Croyse, who was in the marysshe, trnst&amp;gt;n^ ..to haue

actry Misc. 1735 V, 166 Like a Hrid^ that joiiii

o Moorlands of a diff rent Parish. 1765 A.a ars o oorans o
]&amp;gt;ICK.SON Trent, stgru . NX. (ed. ^} 1^9 ere ae a

inarishes in Scotland. Some have ln-en drained. 1830
TKNNVSON Dying Sit an ii, Far thru the marish i:reen ami
stilt The tangled water-courses slept. 1858 MOKKIS Sir / .

11arpdvn s End 74 We ?-triigi:led in a marish half the day.
1880 Tiuit-s 17 Sept. B/5 [Yorkshire] In the carrs and
marishes holh corn and turnips are under water.

2. attrib.

1398 TKIAISA l&amp;gt;arth. DC P. R. xix. Ixxix. ^495)910 1 lgge^
of marreys fonle ben yelowe. 1489 CAXION j- uj tc*

/&amp;gt;J

A.
I. xiv. 38 Fer from eny palux he or mates ^roinule. 1625
K. LONG tr. l&amp;gt;art/fiy s . h-^cnis 11. ii. 71 The King s horse^

. . chafed with the stinging of the marish gnats. 1658
OSBORN Ath . Son Wks. (1673) 234 Making a like use of

Scripture and Reason of State, as Marishmen do of their

Sluces, by which they keep ont the Sea. 1830 TKNNVSON
Maritina. 40 The ciuster d marish-mosses.

tb. Iii spec, names of plants, as inarish dog-
stones (see DOOSTONES), inarish mallow = MAKSH

MALLOW, marish parsley (see PAKSLKY). inarish

whorls (tr. Bot.L. I uccinia falustrid ,
cranberries.

1548 TUKNKK X^iiu S ofllcrbcs (i88i) ii Altliea. .is named

many thicke blunt leaues next the roote.

B. adj.

1. Of the nature of a marsh, marshy ;
such as is

produced in a marsh.
The ending -ish has given to the sb. used attrib. the aspect

of an adj., and has thus favoured the development of the

genuine adjectival Use.

1543 TKAHERON Visa s Cliirnrg. II. ix. 42 He must abstaine

. -from marryshe fyshes and fennie. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi.

Ixviii. 633 This herbe groweth also in moyst marrishe places.

1600 SUKFLET L nuntry j- arni iv. v. 637 If there be any
marrish or dead water in . . your medow : you must cause it

to..draine out. 1601 HOLLAND rliny II. 142 A kind of

marish or moorie Lentils. 1685 DOYLE Salni r. A ir 3 Marrish

Grounds, and wet Soils are wont to be unhealthfull. 1859
WHITHER Pivpli. Sain. Xciuitll 160 Hillside berries am!

marish seeds. 1883 STKVKNSON Silverado Sy. 7 A wooden

footway, bridging one marish spot after another.

t b. Used predicatively. Obs.

1549 in Cat. Scot, faffrs (1898) 1. 145 Cutters of mosses

for makinge of mean landes of trios that be but marresse.

1616 SfKFL. & MAHKII. Country farm 13 That [earth] . .

which is watrie and marish. 1707 SLOANI: Jamaica I. p.

Ixxix, The country thereabout is marish and wet. 1775
CUANDI.KK Trav. Greece (1825) II. 368 The other wells are

not easily to be. .examined the spot being marish.

C. fa.

1599 HAKSNKT Agst. farcll 235 He would neuer haue

set the frame of all his coscning practises vpull that moist

and marish conceit that Somers in his fits was
_altogether

sencelesse. 1602 MABSTON Antonio s Rev. n. iii, What danke

marrish spirit But would be fyred with impatience . 1869

LOWELL Dara 24 The frank sun of natures clear and rare

Breeds poisonous fogs in low and marish minds.

t 2. Salt, saline. (V A misapprehension.) Obs.

1609 Kv. Woman in Hum. I. i. in IJullen O. PI. IV, That

mooving marish element, that swels and swages as it please

the Moone. i6zi QUARI.KS (? Asttr K 4 b, Her cheekes

o leflowne With marish teares.

Hence t Ma rishness, marshiness.

1652-62 HEYI.IN Casmogr. n. (1682) 107 The Marishness of

the Ground. 1678 WANLEY Woud. Lit. H ortii IV. xxvii. i.

409 i Work was hindred by. .the Marishness of the Grounds.

Marish (me-rij\ . rare. In 7 mareish.

[f. MAKE sb. + -ISH.] Like, or like that of, a mare.

1679 Lniui. Caz. No. 1452/4 A bay. . a little white on his,

two hind fetlocks, and a Mareish head.

Marishal, obs. form of MARSHAL.

tMa rishy,.0/^.[f.MAKisHrf.
+ -Y 1

.] Marshy.

1607 TOPSKLL I- i ur.f. llcasts 207 The Palustrians or

Marishye Klephantes. 1690 J. MACKENZIK Siege London-

jX-rry -4/-&amp;gt; Hoggs, and Marishy places. 1727 A. HAMILTON

ffciuAa. E. Ind. H. xiv. 148 The inland Country is ..

towards the Sea very low and marishy.

|| Marisma ,jnar -smaX [Sp. : cf. MAKKMMA.J
The waste lands near the Guadalquivir.
1884 A. CHAPMAN in IHi Her. v. II. 70 My next expedition

was to the marismas of the Guadalquivir. Itid. 71 In

winter the marisma abounds with wildfowl. 1889 H. SAUN-

DERS Man. Brit. Kirds 548 The Black-winged Stilt, .breeds

..abundantly in the marismas of Southern Spain.



MARISSE.

t Marissc. z
1

. Obs. Also 4 marissch, marissi,

[irrc^. ad. F. warier MAUUY .] trans. To marry.
r 1315 SHORKHAM i. 1476 Ry;t y-marisschcd M-hclle liy be

In lieucne-ryche blysse. 1340 Aycni&amp;gt;. 48 pe vifte Ikind uf

adultery] is mid wyfma.ii yinarissed. Ibid. 220 Wy}&amp;gt;oute ^el

J&amp;gt;ct
he him mo^e marissi yef he wyle.

Marisse, obs. form of MAUISH.
Marist (me- i

rist). [a. F. jVariste, f. Marie

Mary : see -IST.] Amember ofthe Roman Catholic

Society of Mary, founded by a French priest early
in the igth century and devoted to the work of

foreign missions and to teaching. Also attrih.

1877 W. M -DOWAU, in F.ucycL Brit. VII. 528/1 A com
mercial academy connected with the Marisi Brotherhood,
and dedicated to St. Joseph. 1880 Daily Acu S 1 1 Nov. 5/8
A sympathiser with the Marists. 1894 Hid. 3 July 4/5 The
Jiapel of the Mari^t Fathers nt-ar Leicester square.

Marit, obs. form of MAKRIKD.

Maritage Law. [ad. med.L.

f 1. = DOWER, DOWRY i, 2. Obs.

1502 AKNOLDE Chron. 82 A \vydou after
y&quot;

deth of her

husbond . . must haue maritage & her heryia^e whiche that

her husbond and she helde y l day of the ubyt of him her

husbond. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenurts 137 If y husbande
of the wife alien the heritage or maritage of hi&amp;gt; wife, 1609
SKKNK Reg. Maj. zq b, Lands given as Maritage, or Tocher.

2, Hist. The rij^ht possessed by a feudal superior

(in Kngland only by the king
1

, of exacting a fine

for the marriage of a vassal ; also, the profits

accruing to the crown or lord from this source.

Also in L. form maritagium.
The waritagia within a certain district were sometimes

granted to a particular person or corporation.

1563-87 FOXK .-f.
&amp;lt;V

M. (1596) 251/1 Maritage-; which K..

Tohn committed to his keeping at the daie of his death.

1851 Orig. raroili., .SV\ //^ L 283 King Koljert JJrnce .. in

1326 granted to the monks all wards, reliefs, mar itages [etc.]

.. belonging to himself and heirs within the -sheriffdom of

Roxburgh.
Marital (nuc ritrd), a. Also 7 -all. fad. J..

inantaliS) f. marit-us husband : see -AL. Cf. F.,

Sp., Pg. marital. It. maritalc.}
1. Pertaining or relating to a husband; husbandly.
1616 HI;LLOKAR Eng. fc.vpos.^

Marital!
&amp;gt; husbandjike,

1644 MAX\VICI.I, Prcrog. Chr. Kings 23 A woman by her

choice and consent designeth her husband, but the marital!

power and dominion is onely from God. 1726 Avi.iui:

rarergon 49 Christian Charity as well as Marital Affection,

1861 THACKERAY Philip vii, The two poor sisters had had
to regulate their affections by the marital orders, and to be

warm, cool, moderate, freezing, according to their husbands
;.iate fur the time being.

2. Of or pertaining to marriage; matrimonial,
connubial.

1603 FLOKIO Motttaigtu in. v. (1632) 476 He depainteth
her somewhat stirring for a marital I Venus. 1660 J KR. TAYLOR
Duct. Dttbit. n. ii. rule in. 27 J he Dearnesses ofBrotherand
Sister .. if they were not made holy and separate by a law
would easily change into Marital love&amp;lt;. 1840 THACKERAY
fans Sk.-bk. (1872) 81 What a deal of marital discomfort

might have been avoided. 1858 Li&amp;gt;. Si. Lt ONAKHS Hamly-
fik. l

f

r^p. Lfim xii. 79 The restitution of marital rights
would be enforced if sought for. 1902 A. THOMSON Lander
\ Lando-tialc xiii. 131 Although the two Houses were in

marital relationship, they were almost always at daggers
drawn.

Hence Maritality, excessive affection of a wife

for her husband (^correlative to uxorfousness) ;

Ma ritally adv .

,
as if married, as a married person.

1812 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXIII. 42 The iix-

OliottSOCM of the husband was in neither case requited by
the maritality of the wife. -11832 I!KNI HAM Dcont.W*.
184; L 235 Maritality, uxorialuy, paternity, materiiity,
iilialily. 1869 Daily Xcws 13 Feb., The tlleKitimale chil

dren are the offspring of people living maritally ami as

quietly as married people. 1880 Daily Tct. 13 Nov., An
other of the prisoners, ECvutkofixky. with whom she h.ul

been living maritally, according to N ihili-t notions of ethics.

Maritan(e, obs. forms of MAKITIMK.

t Maritated, pa. pplc. Obs~ [f. \,. mari
tal-its pa. pplc. ot tnaritarc to MARUV : see -KH

.]

Having a husband ; married. 1727111 LAILEY vol. II.

Maritayne, obs. form of MAKITIMI:.

t Marite. Obs. [a. OF. marit (mod.F. mari)
or its source L. marltus^\ A husband.
(1330 K. BKUNNI-: Chron.. (1810) 210 William he Vu!it to

grene, for
l&amp;gt;at grete despite, (&amp;gt;at

he withouten leue, Ins
doulitcr gaf maiiie. 1398 TKKVIS\ tiarth. DC / . A , xv. xii.

(Tolleni. M S.)|&amp;gt;ey [the Amazons] woldecompelle here marites
to wende from hem.

Mari tici dal, a. rare.
[f. L. maritus husband

+ -cntE 1 + -AL.] Husband-slaying.
1819 H. BUSK I cstriad iv. 500 Near each the bteel mari-

ticidal Bleeds. 1821 AVrc Monthly Mag. II. 39^ The
iiiariticidal mother.

t Mari timal, a. Obs. Also -all. [f. L. ma-
rititn-us MAIUTUIK + -AL.]

= MARITIME a.

1586 J. HOOKKK Hist. Irrl. \\\ Holinslied II. 161/1 An
excellent maritimall man. and verie expert in all seruices.
at the seas. cz6n CIIAPMAV Iliad xxm. 50 Tlie. friend, ill--

Chores maritim:dl Sought for his bed. 1627 .Sri:i:u England
xx\ iii. -2 Mineral! and Maritimall reuenew.

t Mari timate, a. Obs.
[f.

L. marilim-its

(see next) + -ATK (? after legitimate ^ ultimate.}
MAKITIMK. (Freq. in Sir \V. Raleigh.)

1601 K. JOHNSON Kingd. .V Comnr.v.^ I eru .. contaiiiLth

by the MiariliiiLaU: i oast u^ioand 600 miles. 1614 RALKJGII
Hist. H ortdi, (1034) 183 This City being inaritimate n&amp;gt;ed,

166

all their devotions to Neptune. 1638 Sin T. HKRBERT Ttav.

(ed. 2) 323 Ports and Villages marittimat. 1665 Trar.
1 1677) 352 Upon which consideration it is (as I suppose) that

Mercator stretches Aurea Chersonesus from Sumatra to

Japan, both in reference to the Isles and Coast Maritimate.

Maritime ^mse ritaim)) a. and sb. Forms: a.

6 myrytayne, maritayne, ; maritan(e, maritin.

raarratine, ;-S maritine; . 7 marittime, 7-8

maritim, 6- maritime, [ad. L. marittm-tts, f.

man-, mare sea + suffix -limits (occurring \\\ftni-

tiimts neighbouring, $ptoVwftf lawfiU ;
also forming

superlatives as intinnts inmost, ultinms last).

The ft forms are from the L. directly or through mod.F.

wari/iwe(cf. Sp. niarftitno, Pg. maritiwo, It. ntarittiitw.

An OF. form, mantim, was corrupted, partly owing to con

fusion of suffixes, into maritin^ inaritaiw, iitaritaitt (latin

ized mat-itanus], whence the a forms above.]

A. adj.
1. Of countries and peoples : Bordering on the

sea; living near the sea-coast, t occas. predicative.
a. 1623 COCKERAM. Maritan, bordering on the sea. 1627

HAKKWIU. Apol. n. vi. 3 (1630^ 115 And in them specially
their maritine parts. 1632 LITIIGOW Trar. YIII. 365 Tents,

MARJORAM.

xi. 398 Krcocoand the less Maritine Kings Mom baza [etc.].

#. 1598 BARRET Tlior. M arres v. i. 122 If the confines

of the Kingdome bee Maritime or sea coast. 1603 HOLLAND
PIntiirclCs Mor. 489 To inhabit the maritime cities and

townes, neere unto the sea hide. 1634 SIK T. HERBEKT
Trav. 225 Hrittany (a marittime part of France). 1654
FLECKSOE Ten Years Tra-u. 19 Comparing them with the

Maritime Women of other Seas (for the most part fowl,

ugly, and weather-beaten). 1673 TKMPLE Obsen&amp;gt;. United
Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 44 The opening and cleansing of the

old Channel of the Rhine .. by which the Town of Leyden
would grow Maritime. 1692 LuTTRSLL BriefRfI, (1857) II.

359 The king, before he leaves England, intends to visit all

the maritime yards. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver \. v, Seamen, who
dwell in the maritime parts. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric.Devon
i Devonshire is a maritime county. 1854 MILMAN I*at.

C&quot;//r. iv. iv, (1864) II. 265 Though a maritime people, on
a line of seacoast, they were ignorant of the art of fishing.

b. Of animals, plants, etc. : Living or found

nunr the sea.

1608 Tors ELL iVi-/f/jf (1658) 798 There are Maritine Rock*
called Stdest&. 1763 MILLS Sysf. Pract. Hitsb. IV. 409
Tht; anticnts looked upon the olive asli maritime-tree. 1807
I. ! ,. SMITH Phys. Dot. 418 Statite^ .. a beautiful maritime

genus. 1856 GKIXDUN Life xxv. (1875) 319 Broccoli and
i lie cauliflower are modifications of the coarse maritime

cabbage. 1881 GKKKNER Gun 525 Undrained and mur.shy
land is .. best suited to this bird [the lapwing], who.se

habits are partly maritime.

2. Connected with the sea in relation to naviga

tion, commerce, etc.; relating to or dealing with

matters of commerce or navigation on the sea.

Maritime insurance marine insurance. Maritime
interest, premium or interest on a bottomry bond. Mari
time positions, the intersection of the geographical co
ordinates of the latitudes and longitudes of places on the

globe
1

iSmyth Sailor s Word-bk. 1867). Maritime State,
that department of the state which consists of the officers

and mariners of the navy,
a. c 1615 God iV the King (i660 25 In this maritane pas-

: sage he submiuelh himself unto the conduct and direction

of the pilot. 1638 LITHGOW Trar. vm. 362 Two thousand
and three hundred Maritine miles. 1675 OGILBY Brit.

IJed., You have laid open to us all those Maritin Itineraries.

1686 J. S[KRGEANT] Hist. Monast. Convent. 150 The Cham
berlain .. exerciseth his Jurisdiction amongst Marriners ;

and what relates to Maritine affairs.

ft. 1591 HORSKV Trai\ (Hakl. Soc.) 159 Novogorode and
Plojsco, two greatest mart maritime or traide towns . . of all

&amp;lt; the easteren pat t^. 1601 K. JOHNSON Khtgd. f? Cotmnw.
(1603) 24 The Knglish people are maruellous expert in

it lari time actions. 1654 KARL MONM. ir.Jicntiwglws ll tirrs

/ landers 113 lli&amp;gt; want of skill in maritime affairs. 1765
III.ACKSTONE Cotntit, I. Introd. i. 14 The spiritual and
maritime courts of ibis kingdom. Ibid. xiii. 405 The mari
time state is nearly related to the former [rvr.the military]:

though much mute agreeable to (he principles of our free

constitution. /(W., In the maritime reign of queen Kli/a-

beth. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Stm r
. n. i. 69. 1776

(fiuiiON Dccl.
&amp;lt;S~

/ . xiii. I. 364 Ilritain, .. already assumed
iis natural and respectable station of a maritime power.
1813 WHI.UN-CTON* in Gurw. Dcsf. (1838) X. 361 To prevent
the enemy s maritime communication between Bayonne and

. Santoria. 1841 Penny CycL XXI. 406/2 A maritime insur
ance is a contract (etc.]. 1846YoUHO.&*/. Diet. 43 A high
rate of interest, termed Maritime Interest, or Bottomry
Premium, being charged. 1861 BRIGHT

*&amp;gt;/*.)
A merit a

I

4 Dec. 11876) i|6 Maritime law .. consists of opinions and
precedents for the most part.

3. Of a
fighting

force: Intended for service at sea.

f- Maritime regiment : earlier name of the marines.
&quot; 55 J- COKE Kuj;; $ J r. Heralds 105 (1877) 90

Tli erle of Arundell .. with a pui-saunl army inyrylayne
ilystroyed . . nil the navy of Flanders. 1653 Nisstna

4&amp;lt;j

Without much weakening the Maritin forces. 1707 FKIUNIJ
/V/rr/imm/ .v C&amp;lt;n/. ,S/. iSo We hope for a Maritine Force
betimes in these seas

ft. 1668 in L. Kdye Hist. Marines (1893) I. ioa, 2 Mai him
Regim&quot; consisting of 26

Conipa&quot;&amp;gt;&quot;. ,53^ /_/,./ Military 15
His Royal Highness the Duke of York and Albany s Marii-
lime Regiment of Foot. 1839 Fenny Cycl. XIV. 419/2 In
ilie beginning of Queen Anne s reign (1702), MX regiments
i f maritime soldiers were raised.

4. Of, pertaining to, arising from, or existing in,

the sea. Now rare or Obs.

1624 B. JONSON Ntftnnf$ Triumph Stage Direct., A
maritime Palace, or the house of Oceamis. 1663 Bovi i,

I
*&amp;gt;/. Exp. Nat. l^hilvs. it. xiv. 252 The Maritime Air and

t
iieames, 1784 CO\\TLK Task n. -j^S That no rude savour

I maritime invade The nose of nice nobility ! 1796 H. HUNTFR
tr. St.-I icrre s Stud. Nat. {17991 II. 139 The maritime winds
unite their efforts toward the autumnal equinox. 1835 SIK

J. Ross Narr. vtd I
7
ty. v. 67 An interesting maritime land

scape.
5. Characteristic of a seaman ; nautical.

1743 HfI.KELKY & CUMMINS / oy. S. Seas I)ed. 5 The fol

lowing Pages . . are written in a plain maritime Stile. 1848
DICKKNS Dombcy iv, He was far from having a maritime

appearance. 1889 D. HANNAV dipt. Marryai viii. 12- Tins
sailor had an altogether maritime ignorance of women.

B. sb.

1 1. The sea-coast
;
a country or region adjoining

the sea. Obs.

1591 Decl. Gt. Troubles 5 Certayne skroles or beadrolles
ofnames ofmen dwelling in sundry partes ofour Countries,. .

but specially in the maritimes. 1598 HARKET Ttuor. Warns
(iloss. 251 Maritime is sea coast couritrie, or countries ad-

ioyning vnto the sea. 1635 PACITT Christiattfgr. I. ii. (1636)

83 In the south Maritime and in Kthiopia. 1657 THORM.t.v
tr. L^Hgttf Daphnis ty Cliloc 75 The General . . comes up
to the maritims of Mitylene, and hoslilely invades them.

t 2. A person living near the sea. Obs, rare
~

.

1655 STANLEY Hist, f hilas. 1. (1687) 27/1 Lycurgus was
head of the Country-men, Megacles of the Maritimes.

Ma ritonu-cleus. Bio!, rare. [f. marito-, used

as comb. f. of L. maritus. married + NUCLEUS.]
(See quot.)
1884 HYATT in Proc. Koslon Soc. Kat. Hist. XXIII. 54

Reserving .. the name of maritonucleus or married nucleus
for the renovated nucleus of the egg after its union with the

male pronucleus.

t Marito rious, a. noinc-wd. [Humorously f.

L. maritus husband.] Fond of one s husband.

1607 CimrMAN A A.y fyA nibois n. 22 Dames maritorious

ne re were meritorious.

Maritu rient, a. rtonce-wd. [Formed ^in jocular
imitation of L. desideiatives) on L. maritare to

marry.] Kager to marry.
1765 GRAY Lut. to T. ll Iiarton 29 Apr., Our friend, the

Precentor, who has so long been in a mariturient way, is

not yet married.

Marivade, obs. form of MAKAVEUI.

Marjoram (maudjaram . Forms : a. 4-6
maiorane, 5 mageron, -am, maioron, -um, 6

maioram, -om, magerym, 67 majoram, 7 -an.

/3. (chiefly St.) 6 mar-, meriolyne, maryolayn.
margelene, 7 majorlame. y. 6. margerain,
-am, -om(e, -urn, -yn, marierum, -ierom,

-ioram, -om, merierum, -geium, 6-7 mari-

erome, 7 -jerim, -jerom^e, -Jorom, -gorum, Sc.

margorie, 7-9 marjorum, 7- marjoram. (In

the earlier forms i =j.) [a. OF. majorant (i3th c.),
*
marjoraitie ,

whence F. (frcMn 14th c.) by dis

similation marjolaine, 1 r. majorana, Sp. ma-

riina, mangcronx, It. majcrana,
Rumanian magheran, med.I.. majorana (once

niajoraca or -us . The Kom. word has passed
into the Tent, and other langs., as Ml )u. mayolcinc,

margtlkinc, mcicratn (mod.Du. marjolein ,
MHO.

inargram, mei^ramme, mtycron, maigaron, niai-

cran, etc. (mod.Ci. majoran, dial, airigrani;, Sw.

me/ram, Da. mcriait, Russian (? from G.) Maepam.,
inod.Gr. nar^ovpava.
The ultimate etymoloRy is obscure. Many of the Rom.

forms appear to have been prrvtiled by assimilation to I,.

tnSjar (It. maggiart, Sp. mayi&amp;lt;r\ greater. There seems to

be no adequate ground for the currrnt asMimption that tl.e

ultimate source is the I- antaracits (a. (Jr. aMapa &quot;&amp;lt;*i

-ol \
which was in the Middle Ages identified, peril, correctly,

with marjoram.]

Any plant of the genus Origattum (N.O. Lati-

c/a:); esp. 0. Tiil^arc, \Vilil Marjoram (Common,
Field, -fGrove M.), a common plant in limestone

or chalky districts, and C. Majin-ana, .Sweet Mai-

joram (t Marjoram gentle, t English, t Fine,

Knotted M.), an aromatic herb used in cookery.

. Onitcs is Tot or \Vinler Marjoram, O. hcradc-

olicum, Winter Sweet Marjoram.
&amp;lt;z. 1390 HOWI.R C&amp;lt;mf.

III. ij.; Of Majoranc his hcrbe_is
grounded, c 1440 /Vv;///. run-. 319/2 Mageratn (A&quot;,

maio-

rum, .V. mageron, / ., // . maKi-rym, 7. margtryn], 1481
UOIONKK TwUt iS l&amp;gt;/i/ .-t:,

re fs Kosemaryiies, maiorons,

gylofres. 1573 TLSSKR 1/ */&amp;gt;. (1878) 95 Maierom knotted,

.-owe or set at the spring. 1597 (ii-RAKDK llerlaln. ccvii.

539 Marierome is called .. in English Sweete Marierome,
Fine Marierome, and Marierome gentle-; of the best sort

Maiorane. 1601 HOLLAND I liny I. jSj Maiuran, . .in Cy
prus & at Milylene, where great store of sweet Majoran

grows.
f. 1513 DOUGLAS JEnch I. x. 69 Tendir mariolyne [L.

uiollii aiaaracus] and sweit flouris. is7 ANDREW Knots-

.ly/it i Distytt. Waters L vi b. 1370 Salir. 1 fcms Kcform.
xv. 10 Thow Lauatld, lurk ; thow time, be tint ; Thow Mar

gelene, swaif. 1689 in T/tani:s(&amp;lt;JCa Mio&amp;gt;-(S\ia.\i\. Club) 353,

i unce Majorlame, los.

v. 1523 SKKI.I ON Garl. Laurel uo6 With margerain ientyll,

The flovvre of goodlyhede. nsgo LI.OVD Treat. Health

XV. E vb, \jtA thy teeth be washed with the decoction of

wildc Margerum [1583 Margeram]. 1578 I.vi K l^odotns n.

l\ix. 236 Origanum Hcra^leatictttti. Spanish Origan.
I .astard Margerom. Origanum sylucstrc. \\ ilde Origan,
t .roue Margerom. ///&amp;lt;/. 237 iMarntn tjiiiintsdani. English

Margerom. 1597 GERARDK Herbal it. ccvii, 539 The pot
Marierome is also called Winter Marierome. Ibid. ccix.

543 1 raforiganum. Goates Marierome. 1640 PARKINSON



MARK.

The/it. Hot. 12 The wilde or field Marjerome. 1656 MAR-
]

NFTTE/Vr/Tt oo/fcll. i Take the tops of Time and Margerum
and Winter Savoury, a handfull of each. 1689 in Thanes

ffCamdor (Spald. Cluli) 352 Sweit Margone time drap, 6s.

1760 J. LKE Introd. Hot. App. 318 Marjoram, winter sweet.

1856 Miss MTLOCK 7. Halifax xxi. (18591 =20 A plant of

wild marjoram. 1882 Garden 25 Fb. 137/1 Knotted Mar-

jurani, sweet Savory, and Sweet Basil are much sought after

in early spring.

b. attrib. and Comb., as marjoram bed, leaj ;

marjoram-leaved adj. Marjoram camphor, a

camphor obtained from oil of marjoram (Watts
tr. Gmelin s llandbk. Chem. 1860, XIV. 379).
1821 C I.ARK / ///. Miaslr. I. 115 Thy Marjoram-beds so

doubly sweet. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Lond. Disp. 11818} 277

Common Marjoram leaves. 1882 Harden 4 Feb. 82/3 The
j

Marjoram- leaved Toadflax.

Mark (milk), sA. 1 Forms I mearo, Anglian ;

mere, (also samieree, 53mroe, Northumb.

meroe, merca), 2 marc, 3-5 merk^e, (Orm.
merrke),m8rc(k, marck(e, 4,7 marque, 4-mark.

[OE. mean, Anglian mere, str. fern., boundary,

landmark, sign OFris. merilt(f, merke, boundary,

sign, OS. market boundary (Ml)u. marke, mod.Du.

mark], OHG. marcha boundary (MHU., mod.C i.

mark fcm.), ON. nifrk (known only in the derived

sense forest ; S\v., Da. mark field, ground
1

!,

(Joth.OTr/(iiboundary )
landinark: OTeut. *marka.

A neuter form (:
OTeut. type *markdn ) exists in

several Teut. langs. with the senses sign ,
land

mark , standard , etc. : MDu. mark (mod.Du.
merk), MHG. mark (mod.G. has marke fern.,

prob. influenced by F. marque), ON., MSw. mark.
|

The ME. form merke (disyllable), while normally .

representing the OAnglian pronunciation mere, i

may in part descend from ONorthumb. mp ce (also

written myca), token, sign, and in part also from

an adoption of the equivalent ON. merki neut., i

landmark, standard, sign (Sw. miirke, Da. merke): \

OTeut. type *markjo
m

,
f. *marka (see above) ; it

,

may also, in northern dialects, represent partly the
i

ONorthumb. geme_ree sign, token (
= \VS. gemiercf, \

OHG. gimerchi boundary : OTeut. *ga-markjo
m

),

as the prefix
- of sbs. did not survive into ME., \

and the palatalized c in final syllables became k in

northern Eng. According to phonetic law the

ME. merke regularly became mark in mod.Eng.,
thus coalescing with the descendant of WS. mearc.

\

The Teut. word and its derivative vb. were early !

adopted into Romanic ;
the sb. appears as OF.

mere, marc masc.
, F. marque fern., mark, sign, etc.,

marche (ONF. marque) boundary (see MARCH s6.3),

Pr., Sp., Pg., It. marcel mark, sign, boundary.
Some of the senses developed in F. marque have

coloured the application of the Eng. word.
The OTeut. iiiarkA appears to be cogn. w. L. margo

MARGIN, OCeltic *mrogi- country (Gaulish brogi- in place-

names, Welsh brtt, Olrish inruig, bntip, Persian man
boundary. The extra-Teut. relations confirm the view
which is suggested by the evidence of Teut. itself, that the

primitive sense is boundary . The order of development
of senses which appears most probable, and is assumed as
the basis of the arrangement below, is boundary , sign of
a boundary , sign in general , impression, trace or device
used as a sign , impression, trace, etc. in general . Some
scholars, however, have considered the sense visible trace

as primitive (comparing Lith. inargas parti-coloured), and
have supposed the sense boundary to be either derived
from this or to belong to an independent word.]

I. Boundary.
1. A boundary, frontier, limit; rarely in //.

t territories. Ofo. exc. Hist, and arch.

701 in Birch Cart. Sax. (1885) I. 148 Swa be mearce to

grenmenes sti^ele . . bonon su3 andlang mearce to bes gores
sud ende. 1:1250 Gtn.

&amp;lt;y

Ex. 3490 He ledde hem to 3e
muntes fot, Non but non [ 1 rto^he] foroere i

137 REVISA gen \os .45 ut aterwar, o

weyes were not so sette wib certeyn markes [orig. certis lni-
tibiis distinctx], be weies were vncerteyn and stryf was by-
gonne. Ibid. 103 pe merkes and be meres berof [Merciajvvere
in fewest sideberyuer Dee..; inbeest beestsee, inthesoub
Temse. (-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xiii. 144 In bat contre of

libye is the see more high ban tlie lond, and it seineth bat
it wolde couere the erthe, and natheles 311 it passeb not his

markes. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 36 In a vvode of
ihe markeys of that cuntre Two hermytys dwellyd. 1494
VtXtlMC&nm. v. cix. 82 The meris or markis of this Kyng-
domeof North humberlande were [etc.]. 1530 PALSGR. 243/1
Marke bytwene two places, liinite. 1535 COVERDALE Pr&amp;lt;n&amp;lt;.

viii. 29 He shutt the see within certayne bowndes, that y*
waters shulde not go ouer their marckes. ? 1831 li. CORN
WALL (B. W. Proctor) Sea i, The Sea ! the Sea ! the open
Sea !. .Without a mark, without a bound. 1883 Chamb.
Jrnl. 36 When the Marquis of Leominster was a Marquis
indeed, with a mark to guard. 1892 HHNLEV Song ofSword,
etc., Lond. Volitnt. iii. 22 The afflicted city, prone from mark
to mark In shameful occultation.

fb. Of immaterial things: A limit or precise

boundary line or point. Obs.
a 1000 Cxdmon s Gen. 1719 (Gr.) pa bses mxles waes mearc

agongen. a 1225 Ancr. K. 228 Auh iSe temptaciun he
haueS iset to be ueonde a merke, ase bauh he seide temple
hire so ueor [etc.]. 1340 Ayenb. 223 Lrjtliche huanne be
lost ne paseb na?t be markes ne be zetnesses of spoushod.
t 1400 Destr. Troy 7696 The Sun in his Sercle set was o

107

loft, At the merke of be mvdday. 1435 MISYN Fire o/Lovr
38 pou art be end of heuynes, be mark of labirs, begfoyng
of fruyts. c 1449 PKCOCK I\tpr. i. x. 50 These i rattis kepten
not to hem silf her proprc and seuerel to hem silf houndis

and markis.

2. Hist. The name applied in mediaeval Germany
to the tract of land held in common by a village

community. Hence used by many modern scholars

to denote the tract of land similarly held by one of

the village communities of primitive Teutonic times.

Also altrib., as in mark-community, -family,

-system; markmoot (pseudo-fl/r/f.), a (supposed)

assembly of the inhabitants of the mark .

Kemble s fancy that OE. mearc was the name of a unit of

territorial organization next below the shire (sclrotgal has

no foundation. The alleged OK.
*
mcarcniot mark-moot

,

has no existence: the iiierceuiot occurring in a schedule uf

Ixmndaries of land at Barrow-on-Humber in97i_(Iiircti
(. . .s.

No. 1270) may perh. mean parsley-bed ,
and in any case

does not admit of Kemble s interpretation.

1848 KEMBI.E Salons in Eng. (1876) I. iii. 76 As then tin:

word Mark is used lo denote two distinct things, a terri

torial division and a corporate body, so does the word C:i

or Scir denote both [etc.J. 1867 FREK.MAN Xoriii. Com/.
(1876) I. iii. 84 Such a community occupies its own territory,

its mark. Il id. 98 The unit is the .Mark, roughly repre
sented by the modern parish or manor. 1874 S I i BUS L oi/st.

Hist. (1875) 1. ii. 34 We have not the mark system. Ibid, v.

84 note, That the markmoot was a court of justice . . seems

altogether improbable. Ibid. 65 It is as an owner of land,
not as a member of the mark-Community, that the freeman
has rights. 1876 I)K;BV Keal l ivp. i. i. 5 Kach commu
nity occupied a territory or mark, which was divided into

three, or rather four portions. 1887 l-.din. AY:-. Jan. 10 In

all Teutonic countries the same contlict uas waged between
the manor and the mark.

3. Used to represent G. Mark as the proper
name of certain principalities, esp. the Mark of

.Brandenburg. \ Also repr. It. Marca \nthcMark

of Ancona. (Cf. MAUCH sb.&quot;- 3.)

1726 LEOM Alberti s Arclut. I. 65/1 The Town of Cin-

goli..in the Mark of Ancona. 1797 Kmycl. Krit. led. ;)

III. 514/2 They reckon in the whole Mark [of Brandenburg]
120 towns [etc.]. 1884 Harper s J/tii

1
&quot;. Apr. 690/2 The two

Frederics.. were to have the Mark.

II. An object indicating a boundary, position, etc.

f4. A pillar, post, stone, fence, etc., placed to

indicatethe position of a boundary; = LANDMARK i.

f 1350 Gen.
&amp;lt;y

Ex. 440 Met of corn, and wi^te of fe, And
merke of felde, first fond he. c 1320 Sir Trhtr. 2710 Her
fader .. }af hem londes wide .. Markes were set hi side.

c 1330 R. BRUNNECVww. (1810) 77 Saynt Cutberte sclerkes..

At Ueruans set her merkes, a hous be gan vpspede. c 1440
1 roinp. Parv. 333/2 Meer, marke be-twene ij. londys, tttcta,

ineris. 1535 COVERDALE Dent, xxvii. 17 Cursed be he, y l

remoueth his neghbours mark. 1697 DHVUEN I irg. Gcorg.
1. 193 No Fences parted Fields, nor Marks nor Bounds Pis-

tinguish d Acres of litigious Grounds.

1 5. A stone or other monument set up or

standing as a memorial, or as a guide. Obs.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Exod. xxiv. 4 Moyses .. ?;etjmbrode twelf

mearca. c 1250 Gcti. fy Ex. 1887 Jacob dalf hire and merke

dede, Sat is 3et sene on Sat stede. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind_.

1139 Whan graue was be graie ston be grime king rydus it

alle meven his men fro |:e marke euene. 1565 COOPER
Thesaurus, Cippits, a littell hill or marke called a barrow.

1582 N. LICHEFIEI.D tr. Castanheda s Conq. E. fnd. i. ix.

9 b, A certaine marke or Filler, with the King of Portingales

Armes, and a Crosse. rtijgi
H. SMITH Serin. (1594) 237

Being now recouered to his right way, [he] stands like a

marke of knowledge in the turningcs .. to direct al those

that passe by.

Jig. 1511 COLET Serin. Convoc. B vb, Vnto you we loke as

vnto markes of our direction.

f 6. A standard or banner. Obs.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Gram. Ixiv. (Z.) 71 Victricia toliite signa,

nymacS ba sijefeestan mearca. ^1205 LAY. 18869 Beorncs
scullen rusien reosen heoren ma^rken [c 1275 marke]. Ibid.

19099 Cador be kene seal beren has kinges marke.

7. A target, butt, or other object set up to be

aimed at with a missile or projectile. Hence

transf., the thing that is or may be aimed at in

shooting or throwing.
c 1*05 LAV. 4229 Heorse sceaftes weoren strake of his flxsces

heo makeden here marce [c 1275 marke]. c 1305 St. Edin.

King 44 in E. E. P. (1862) 88 Hi stode afur & bende here

howes, & here arewes ri^te And as to a merke schote to him.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 160 The sayd arowe is

caryed to the marke. 1535 CovKRDALE^aw. iii. 12 He hath
bent his bowe, and made me as it were a marck to shute at.

1617 HIERON \Vks. II. 400 A shooter, who afarre orTaymeth
at a marke in the midst of a white ; hee seeth the white, but

not the marke
;
hee cannot hit the marke, which he seeth

not, except hee hit the white, which hee seeth. 1660 F.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 167 Then the hunters all

choose their marke, taking pleasure in darting their lances.

1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 570 None sends his arrow to the

mark in view, Whose hand is feeble, or his aim untrue. 1856
STONEIIENGE Brit. Knr. Sforts 508/2 Do not look from

the mark to the arrow, and back again. 1859 Musketry
lustr. 23 To fire with accuracy it is necessary the sights
should be carefully aligned between the eye and the mark.

t b. The quarry of a hawk, etc. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s /fust. iv. (1586) 157 b, They. .

are alwaies the fairest marke in a Hawke, or a liussardes

eie. 1589 GREENE M-a//;0(Arb.) 42 The Hobhiecatcheth
no pray, vnlesse she mount beyonde her marke. 1672 DKYDEN
A/arr. a la Mode v. i, It vexes me to the heart.. to have
flown her so often to a mark, and still to he bobbed at re

trieve. 1686 BLO.ME Gentl. Recr., Hawking v. 30 After she

hath flowen to mark, she will sit or fly according _to
her

mettle and nature. 1691 DRVHEN A . Arthur III. ii, Oh,
still thou think sl to fly a f&amp;lt;K&amp;gt;l to mark.

MARK.

c. The object at which a blow or thrust is aimed ;

spec, in Pugilistic slang^ the pit of the stomach,
the * wind . Also *f* Brottghton s mark.

1747 J. GOMFRKV.SV/. Defence b \\\v smaller his [a fencer s]

mark is, the harder it is for him to hit. Ibid. 57 Grettin^
had the nearest Way of going lo the Stomach {which i-.

, what they [pugilists] tall the Mark) of any Man 1 knew.

1823 J.IiKi-: Diet. Tnrj\ Afarfc(rtttg)t ihe pit of the stomach
is termed the mark

,
and *

Broughton s mark . 1851 HOK-

ROVV Lareugro l.\.\.x\iii, 1 happened In liit Tuin, of Hoptun,
, in the mark, as he was cumin:; in, so that lie lost his wind.

d. Jig. or in fig. context. Also slant* (see quot.

1897).
1549 Coitipl. Scot. xv. 123, I nm the merk of the tint, run-

tr. ir the quhilk euere man schutis arrnus uf tribultuione.

r 1586 C TKSS PEMBROKE /V. i.v. i, [I am] A mark tu wrath,
:md liate, and wrong a.ssign d. 1608 I &amp;gt;.

I U \ n
I
AVj\ / c/. A

Mor. 114!*, Must needes discoum- tlie maike of his djs-

ordinate Ambition. 1742 Yoi NG A f. Til. v. 1^11 Dealli love-.

a sliming Mark, a signal lilow. 1753 /&amp;gt;/j-ii&amp;gt;:&amp;lt;. J. j\ntltt &amp;gt;

(td. 2) 4 At Niglit the Horses came by, and tie sliew d us all

one particular Pack, and said that s your Maik. 1842 TI.N

NVSON ll alk. Alailb:, He thought himself A mark for all,

and shuddeied lest a cry Should hreak Ins sleep by ni^ht

1871 I .LACKIK Four f /uisi-s i. 10 There was something.. that

could not fail to make h m the mark of general ohservati. n.

1871 k. El.Lls tr. Ciiliillits Uviii. 2 lliy sad tear-scra\\Td

letter, a mark to the storm. 1897 BAKH&UB &_ J.KLAM-.

A/ark (Swindlers), one marked by thieves or swindlers as

easy to dupe or rob.

e. ]n phrases, l&amp;gt;esittt, -| A sides, far from, near,

short of, U ide of (or \from the mark
;

to hit.

miss the mar/;, to attain or rni&amp;gt;s some desiied object
or end.
c 1350 St. Andrew 290 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1881) Z

In saint Andrew lie had swilk trist ; And of
)&amp;gt;at

merk no

thing he myst. &quot;1352 Misor 1 otms ix. 13 Hot now has

sir Dauid missed of his nierkes. 1633 T. STAFFORD 1 ti,.

//// . I. v. (1821^ 71 IJoth one and the other were besides the

marke. 1655 Fn.l I-:H Ch. jlitt. n. iii. 17 Venerable was
found out as an Kxpedient to accommodate the Difference,

luckily hitting the Mark, as a Title neither too high nor too

low. 1666 PK.rys Diary 23 Sept., It cannot, I believe, be far

wide from the mark. 1749 Kn.i.niM; / &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/// %&amp;gt;r.r
VI. ix. As

when two doves,, .or as wlien Strephon antl Phyllis (for that

comes nearest to the mark) are retired into some pleasant

solitary grove letc.J. 1845 M CLU.oai Tii.ititioH i. iii.

(1852) 92 It may, however, be. .very wide of the mark when

applied to the case of out-of-door labourers. 1889 J. STALHKK

Imago Christi ix. 5 11891! 178 Many a preacher misses the

mark because, though he knows books, he does not know
men. 1861 SViiVTK .Mn.vn.u-: HwiJoi- frothing I. 146 Gil

bert s efforts to amuse her often fell short of the mark. 1883

|
ee KKSIOK I!, sb], 1885 J. K. JKUOMK ( /: t/u- Stags 6 i i\e

or six pounds per week would be near the mark.

f. /fowls. The JACK. Also, a position \\hidi

is allowed for the jack ;
a fair Lowling distance

v see cjuot. 1753).
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wit tr Mirth Wks. n. igs/-

I he marke which they ayme at hath sundry names and

Epithites, as a Blocke, a Jacke, and a Mistiis. 1753 CHAM-
BKRS Cycl. Siifp. s. v. Hm liiig, Mark is a proper bowling

, distance, not under so many yards ; and being at least a

yard and a half from the ed.je of the green. 1875 STONI.-

IIKXGE Brit. Spurts in. I. iii. 3. 683 If the leader in two
trials shall fail to deliver the jack a mark, his opponent is

then entitled to set the mark. 1876 Eacyil. Brit. IV. 180/2

A game termed carrcan . . somewhat similar to bowls, the

jack or mark being set up on a square stone at the end of

an alley. Ibid.. Mark
,
or set a mark ,

means the delivery
of the jack at the commencement of a game.

8. A post or other object placed to indicate the

terminal point of a race; a goal. Often fig., an

object desired or striven for (cf. 7 d).

c 1330 R. BRUNNK Citron. (1310)271 Sir Roberd Roos of

Werk with |
e Scoltis fled, He set so ille his merk.

(&amp;gt;at
neuer

eft tie ne sped. 1535 COVERDALK I lui. iii. 14, 1 forget that

which is behynde . . & preace vnto
y&amp;gt;

marck apoynted. 1555

LATIMER Let. in Strype Eccl. Alem. (1822) III. n. 305 He
that runnytheat the merk doth not loke on other that stands

by . . but lokyth altogether on the glove or merk, and on

them that ronnewith him. 1561 T. NORTON Cah in s Inst.

n. viii. (1634) 187 Let this, be our perpetual marke, to aide

; all men faithfully. 1642 ROGEUS franmaii Ep. Ded. 3, I

j
know your Honour hath long made this your marke. 1789

i COWPER Let. to Mrs. King i Aug., The end is in view ; I

seem almost to have reached the mark. 1850 TENNYSON In

Mem. liii, For fear divine Philosophy Should push beyond
1

her mark, and be Procuress to the Lords of Hell.

9. An object on shore or at sea, which, by its

ascertained and known position, serves to guide a

, traveller proceeding in a given direction, esp. a

i -LANDMARK, leading-mark (?ee LEADING i b),

SEA-MARK. A1soy?f.
[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvii. cxlii. (1495) 699 Ofte

knottes ben made on trees and in busshes : in token and

marke of the higlie waye : to shewe the certen and sure

waye to waye farynge meal 14.. Sailing J ircct. (Hakl.
:

Soc.) 12 Yif ye go oute of Orwell waynys to the Naisse ye
must go south west fro the Nasse to the merkis of the spetis

your cours is west south-west. Ibid., bring your markis to

gidre that the parissh steple be owte by est. the abbey ot

Seint Hosies. 1577 STANYHUHST J)escr. Ircl. iii. in Holiii-

s/ieit, Hulke tower, which is a notable marke for pilots,

in directing them which waie to Sterne their ships [etc.].

1598 MANWOOD Lames Forest i. 4 They seeme to vnder-

stand this word Mfta, a marke, for any tiling that hath an

ascending from the ground vpward in height, that they call

a marke, as, a hill, a Church, a Tree, or such like. 1650

HOBBF.S Hum. A at. v. i. 44 Men that have past by a Rock

at Sea, set up some mark, thereby to remember their former

danger, and avoid it. a 1676 HALE Nurr. Custamcs iii. in

S. A. Moore l-oresliore (1888) 338 As fixing of piles, or
lay-

inge in of anchors without buoyes or markes. 1708 PBNN in

fa. lliit. Stic, Mm. X. 2jo, 1 have shewn my regard to
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him, and a fair mark I gave him to direct his
steps. 1781

JUSTAMOND Prw. Life Lewis -VK, II. 120 note. This is a

mark, sometimes made by a floating tun. sometimes by
a mast raised upon a bank. 1834 A nt. / hi/us. III. Xavig.
\. iii. 9 (Useful Knowl. Soc. ) The marks themselves are

called the leading marks.

III. A sign, token, indication.

10. An appearance, action, or event that indicates

something; a sign, token, symptom.
(&quot;950 Lindisf. Cosp. Mark xvi, 17 $emerca [Vulg. signa}

Sonne 8a 3a$e ^elefdon da
sefylseS.

c 1200 OKMIN 17982
& wha sitt iss )patt takebb wipb Hiss wittness tunnderr-

fanngenn, He settebjj merrke off batt he wiss Iss Godd
sobfasst i spa;che. a 1225 A tier. R. 250 LokeS nu ^eorne,
uor his deoruwurSe lime, hwuch one merke he leide up-

pen his icorene, boa he steih into heouene. aiyxt Cursor
M. 18330 Lauerd , bai sard, al wit a steuen, Als bou

has sett bi merck in heuen O bi bUs lauerd godd [etc.].

c 1386 CHAL ( KR t ars. T. f 819 That hooly ordre is chief of

al the tresorie of god, and his especial signe and mark of

chastitee. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. iii. 255 Shee s a faire

Lady, I doe spie some markes of loue in her. 1604 K.

G[RIMSTONK] D Acosta s Hist. Indies in. xiit. 160 They
found peeces of blew cloth, and other markes and signes that

some men of Europe had passed there. 1669 GALK Crt. C,eu-

tiles i. Introd. 6 Is it not a great Marque of Honor. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 73 f 10 She bestows a Mark of her

Favour upon every one of them. 1725 WATTS Logic n. v.
.j

In some Reports there are more Marks of Falshood than of

Truth, and in others there are more Marks of Truth than
of Falsehood. 1748 Ansons I oy. it. vi. 192 Our people soon

observed several lights, .in the fort, and other marks of the

inhabitants being in great motion. 1842 HORROW Bible in

Spain Ivii, Mis body .. exhibited every mark of strength
and vigour, a 1862 Hi CKi.E Civiliz. 1,1873) HI.

y. 463 How
unusual it is to meet with any one .. whose writings bear

marks of. .original thought. 1884 SKKAT Gamelyn Introd.

ii The master outlaw in the tale of Gamelyn is left un
named. This is a mark of a somewhat early date.

b. A characteristic property ; a distinctive

feature, criterion; spec, in Logic (see quot. 1860).
1522 MORE Deqnat. Noviss. Wks. 73/2 He that by good

vse and experyence, hathe in his eye the ryghte marke and

very trewe lustre of the Dyamonte. 1561 T. NORTON tr.

Calvin s lust. i. xv. 53 Neither is their opinion to be ap-

proued, which sett the Image of God in the power of

dominion geueu vnto him, as if he resembled God onely in

this mark, that he is [etc.]. i6ia HACON Ess.
y Wisd. for

Man s Self (Arb.) 184 Therefore let Princes. .chuse such

seruants, as haue not this marke. -11625 FLETCHER Noble
Gent. iv. iv, Vet from this pitch can I behold my own, (From
millions of those men that have no mark). 1774 GOI.DSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 232 By these marks the monkies of

either continent, may be readily distinguished from each
other. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 51. 78 Those pr-
perties by which we recognise any object, and assign it a

place under some appropriate conception, are called marks,

1884 tr. Lotze s Logic i. iii. 89 Life without intelligence is a

possible mark of an animal, but not intelligence without
life. 1885 R. L. & F. STKVKNSOS Dynamiter 194, I recog
nise in you the marks of an accomplished anarch.

C. spec. A depression caused by a fold in the

enamel of a horse s incisor tooth, which by its

appearance and gradual disappearance gives some
indication of the age of the animal. (Cf. C OU.NTEH-

M.VKK, sb. 3.) Also mark of month.
c 1420 Pallad. on li?isl&amp;gt;. iv. 886 Their [horses ] myddel teeth

alx&amp;gt;ue at too yeer a^e They cause, at yeeris iiij another

gage ;. .At v!j yeer are alle ylike longe, The mark is of their

at;e ar lost at seuen. 1626 HACON Syfoa 754 At eight
yeares old, the Tooth is smooth, and the Hole gone, And
then they say ; That the Marke is out of the Horses Mouth.
1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1562/4 A Bright Bay Gelding, near

15 hands high, ..the mark out of his mouth. 1707 Curios.
in Hitsb. iV Card. 41 We may. .say. .as the Jockeys do of
a Horse of eight or nine Years old, who has no longer cer
tain Teeth in his Mouth; that his Mark is out. 1852 R. S.

SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tourx\\v, He s past mark of mouth ;

but I think a hunter s age has very little to do with his

worth. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 537 (Horse) Mark, the hollow

upon the top of a young horse s teeth which wears down
with years.

fig. and allusive. 1589 R. HARVKV /V. Perc. (1590) 4 The
marke is not out of thy mouth, for thou hast a Colts tooth
in thine head still, a, 1616 BKAI .M. & FL. Wit without
Money iv. v, Biscuit That bawds have rubb d their gums
upon, like corals, To bring the mark again. 1824 MAC-
TAGGART Gaffopfo. Encycl. s.v., Old maidens are said some
times to have lost the marko mouth. 1857 G. A. I.AWRF.NCF,

Gny LIT. viii. 77 Two ancient virgins, long past mark of
month .

f d. A vestige, trace. Obs.

(^1325 Mctr. Horn. 61 Hot of thair not yet standes merk,
In Babilony the tour yet stands. 1583 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholays Voy, iv. xxv. 141 In whiche place are the
markes of the mines of Lacedemonia.
11. A sign affixed or impressed for distinction.

a. A device, stamp, seal, label, brand, inscrip
tion, written character, or the like, placed upon an
article as an indication of ownership or origin, as

an attestation of quality, as a means of identifica

tion, etc. f In early use often, the stamp or

impress of a coin.

c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;V

Ex. 457 He was hirde \vittere and wal; Of
merke, and kinde, and helde, & ble, sundring and sameni[n]g
taste he. 1377 LANGL. / . PI, B. xv. 343 j&amp;gt;e

merke of bat
mone [sc, the lushburg] is good, ac be metal is tieble. c 1394
P. Pl.Crede 177 Wyde wyndowes-.Schynen wi(&amp;gt; schapen
scheldes . . Wlb merkes of marchauntes y-medled bytwene.
1420 in /-. E. ll

ills^ (1882) 46 A tastour of siluer with myn
owne merke ymade in be bottom, c 1440 Pronip. Pan . 334/1
Merke, tokyne, sign tint

t
caracter. c 1450 in Rel. Ant. II.

280 Thay salle be brynte on the hippe, chapmans merke.

1477 Kolls ofParlt. VI. 185/1 The merke or signe of every
Goldsmyth, shuld be knowen to the Wardeyns of the same
craft. 1524 Act 14 -5-15 Hen. I ///, c. 3. 9 This present act

..for limittyng of markes to the maker of worsteds, saies,

and stamins. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 33 The markes shalbe

pycked out cleane, and [the clothes] conuayed craftely fare

of, to sell. 1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. u. 543 Hee
will appoynt tu haue a stone layde vpon his graue, in which
his naiiu- shall bee ingrauen, & his marke, or some such like

thing. 1607 HEVWOOD M om. Kild TC. Kindn. Wks. 1874
II. 142 Take with thee every thing that hath thy marke.

1617 MOKYSON //in. i. 38, I set a marke vpon these peeces,
lest I should spend them. 1687 A. LOVKLL tr. Thevenot s

Trtw. I. 201 We spent all Tuesday, .in getting Marks put

upon our Arms, as commonly all Pilgrims do. 1696 PHILLIPS

ted. 5), Mark t . . Also a particular Character imprinted by
Public Authority upon several things, either for the payment
cf Duties, or to prevent Adulteration. 1698 FRYER Ate. E.

India $ P. 207 The Company s Mark upon all their Goods,

Hales, and Parcels. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World ii. v. 293
1 A mark of the artificer impressed upon his work. 1797

Directory Sheffield 137 Directory of the Manufacturers, with

their marks. &quot;1838
DICKENS O. Twist ix, I ll show you how

to take the marks out of the handkerchiefs, c 1850 Ami:
\ts. (Ktldg.) 640 The robber quickly made a mark on the

. door with some chalk he had for the purpose. 1885 Encycl.
Jirit. XIX. 186 The first of these [Hall-marks] was the

/\ hiifs marka, leopard s or lion s head crowned.

b. With prefixed defining sb., as age, cattle^

. flock, gunpowder, pedigree, pitch, raddle, sheep,
wool mark. Also KAK-, HALL-, TRADE-MARK.
1523 FIT/HERB. J/nsl: 52 And se that they [sheep] be

well marked, both eare marke, pitche marke, and radel

marke. 1573 TVSSFK llnsl: (1878) 38 A sheepe marke, a tar

;

kettle [etc.]. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 56-7 As many
as they can finde by the tare marke, for woolle markes is vsed
but of few. 1607 COWKLL Intcrpr. s.v. Clackt

To clack

wooll is to cut off fhe sheepes marke which maketh it to

waigh less. 1802 JAMF.S JMil. Dict. t Mark. .Gunpowder
Marks. The different sorts of gunpowder are distinguished

; by the follow ing marks. 1833 H r. MARTINEAT ftriery Creek
ii. 34 What about the cattle-marks? 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-

|

Fanning 147 Sheep Marking The flock mark, the age
mark, and the pedigree mark, are all put on the ears of the

;
stock lambs.

c. A visible sign, as a badge, brand, etc., assumed

by or imposed on a person ;
occas. in //. f insignia.

jCkrisftt Gotfsinarff
t iiiarki]fclerg

iyt ofholy church . the
tonsure, Mark ofthe Beast : sec Rev. xvi, 2 and BEAST sb. 7.

c 1200 / ices
&amp;lt;S-

/ irtues 57 Sume o3re nimeS godes marc on
hem, wande^ here elates and naht here peawes. c 1205 LAV.

29855 liiscopes and clarrckes and preostes mid godes mserkes.
c 1250 d fn.

&amp;lt;s-
Ex. 1003 Quuo ne bar 5anne is merk [sc. cir

cumcision] him on fro godes folc sulde he be don. a 1300
Cursor J/. 27252 Quar he..clething beres bat feris to clerc,

i or cron bat es o clergi mere. Ibid. 29283 Qua smites preist
or clerk or ani berand cristes merk, als munk, or frer, nun,
or chanun,. .he is cursd. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810)

130 porgh God I be forbede to chalange any clerke In lay
courte for non nede, of holy kirke has merke. 1340 HAMPOI.K
Pr. Consft 4402 Bot with ^as bat had Criste forsaken And
the merk of anticrist had taken [etc.]. 1382 WVCI.IF /\ &amp;lt;T .

xvi. 2 The carecte or marke of the beast. 1399 LANCL.
Rich. Redeles n. 78 Me thynketh, That no manere meyn-
tenour shulde nierkis bere, Ne haue lordis leuere be lawe to

apeire. 1535 COVKRDALK C,?n, iv. 15 And the Ix&amp;gt;rde put a
marck vpon Cain. 1560 DAI S tr. Sleidane s Comm. n8b,
Neyther maye any others, than suche as have the grcate
beastea charact, or Pialles marke, be permitted to occupie
that trade of marchaundyse. 1592 Nnves fr. Scotld.,

Life $ D. Dr. Fian B, They suspecting that she had
lieene marked by the Diuell (as commonly witches arc)
..found the enemies marke to l&amp;gt;e in her fore crag. 1604 K.

G[RIMSTONE! IfAcostas Hist. Indies v. viii. 350 The priest
..was decked with the markes of the idoll. 1680 True
Protest. Intelligence No. 3. 1/2 One of them, as it is

sai&amp;lt;l,

liad the Thieves mark in her hand. 1706 tr. Duphfs Eccl.

Hist. i6f/t C. II. v. 4 He [Catharinus] believes the Marks of
St. Francis, 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Herald^ Their

persons are under tne protection of the law of nations, when
they hear the marks of their offices publicly, i. e. the trum

peter his trumpet, and the drummer his drum ; as the herald
his coat. 1874 GLADSTONE Ritualism in Contemp. Kev.
Oct. 672 [The undivided clerical waistcoat] was deemed
so distinctly Popish, that it acquired the nickname of The
Mark of the Beast ; and. .among the tailors, .was familiarly
known as the M.B. waistcoat . 1881 SANDS Sk. Tranent

39 It was believed that Satan put a mark upon alt who had
enlisted into his service.

fd. Cod s marks: an appearance betokening

impending death. (See GOD sb. 16 c.) Cos.

e. A character made with a pen, usually a cross,

used by illiterate persons in place of a signature.
(io2o Rule St. Btnct (Logeman) Iviii. 98 OSSe so5es ^if

he na can stafas, o3er fram him ebedeii write & se nicu-

mena mearce do. 1434 &amp;gt;
n & E* Wilts (i38a) 102 And y

pray yowe loki thys marke and thys Seell, acorde as y Roger
wyl answere afore god. 1588 in Arber A!ar/&amp;gt;rcl. Control. 82
William x Stanchions marke. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /- /, iv.

ii. no. 1627 in Barn/Ields Poems (Arb.) Introd. 17 Peter
Serieantes his x mark. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xx.

305 Which custom our illiterate vulgar do . . keep up; by
signing a cross for their mark when unable to write their

names. 1851 H. MELVII.I.I: !l halt- ,\\ iii. 100 Dost thou sign
thy name or make thy mark V

f. A written symbol.
737 J- CIIAMBERLAVNE St. Gt. Brit. n. in. 150 (List Council-

men Lond.) This * Mark denotes the New Members. 1862
ANSTKD Channel Isi. n. ix, (ed. 2) 200 A mark of interroga
tion (?) [will denote] doubtful species. 1890 H. SwBBT/YvM.
Spoken Eng. 2 The stress-marks are put before the element
on which the stress begins. Ibid. 3 The tone-marks are put
before the word they modify.

g. (a) Good, bad mark , a written character used

by teachers, jailers, etc., in their registers a* a symbol
of an instance of good or bad conduct respectively ;

hence fig. a point noted or remembered to a

person s credit or discredit. () Originally, in

schools, a vertical line placed opposite to a pupil s

name as a record of a correct answer in class or

some other point of merit, his place in the class

being determined by the number of marks which
he obtains. Hence, the unit of the numerical
award given by a teacher or examiner to the person
whose comparative merit is to be ascertained.

1829 LYTTON Devwenx i. iii, I was one hundred marks
before my brother. 1837 Orders fy Regttl, Harvard Unit 1

. 8

The average of the marks given by the members of the

[examining] Committee. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw,
(1892) 124 Inking- in,, .and shading,. .are not required in the

examination, and receive no marks. 1891 H. MATTHEWS in

Law Times XCII. 96/1 A convict who gains by steady
industry the maximum number of marks during each day
of his sentence. 1893 LELAND Mem. I. 73 The punishments
were bad marks, and for every mark the boy was obliged to

go to bed an hour earlier than the others.

{
h. In schools, a badge worn by the pupil who

had last committed some particular fault. To

pass the mark : to get rid of the badge on detecting
a schoolfellow in the same fault ; alsoy^f. Obs.

1832 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. v. 198 French was the
universal language of the house, and an English mark was

passed among the young ladies, transferred from culprit to

culprit as they were detected in the fact, and called for three

times a day, when the unlucky damsel who happened to be
in possession of the badge was amerced in the sum of three

pence ;.. this order of demerit [was] an oval piece of wood,
with KNGLISH, in large capitals engraven on its front, sus

pended by a riband from the neck. 1849 THACKERAY Pen-
dennis xxxi, Bacon liked to be treated with rudeness by
a gentleman, and used to pass it on to his inferiors as boys
pass the mark. &amp;lt; 1855 MRS. GASKF.LL Traits fy Stories

Huguenots ad fin., I have now told all I know about the

HugtienOts. I pass the mark to some one else.

i. Her. A small charge added to a coat of arms
as a sign of distinction ; esp. in mark C^CAHOOT.
170* [see CADENCY]. 1718 PRIOR Henry y Emma 49 Thi*

lord.. Had brought back his paternal coat enlarg d With
a new mark. 1797 Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 445 Of all

the forementioned marks of distinction, none but the label

is affixed on the coats of arms belonging to any of the royal

family.

j. Freemasonry. Used attrib. (with reference to

sense 1 1 a) to designate a degree, grade, or rank

immediately superior to that of the free and ac

cepted mason (see 23).

12. Something (e.g. a line, dot, notch, or an

object fixed or attached) intended to record or

indicate position.
Plimsoirs mark : a load-line required by the Merchant

Shipping Act, 1876 (the bill for which was introduced by S.

I limsoll, M.P. for Derby) to be placed upon the hull of a
llritish vessel to indicate how far she may be loaded.

c 1460 Towneley Mysl. xxiii. i^Qnartus tortor. That was
welldrawen that that; flare fallhym that sopuld ! ffortnhaue

Retten
it to the marke, I trow lewde man ne clerk Nothyng

ettershuld. 1530 PAI.SGR. 529/1 You have dronke to me, but

you muste drinke agayne, for you tolde me nat whether you
dranke to a marke or els al out. 1635-56 COWLF.V Darideisiv.

Note 29 Almost all great changes in the world are used as

Marks for separation of Times. 17*5 J. BRADLEY in
/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

Cycl. (1836) V. 320/1 Adjusted y* marktothe Plumb Line and
then y* Index stood at 8. //W,, 1 y this observation y*mark
is about

3&quot; i too much south, but adjusting y* mark and

plumbline I found
y&quot;

Index at Si. 1807 HUTTON Course
Mtit/i. II. 59 Having set up marks at the corners, which is to

be done in all cases where there are not marks naturally ;

measure [etc.]. 1870 Miss UKIDGMAN AW . Lynne \. xiii. 2if&amp;gt;

She slips the letter in her novel for a mark. 1881 Daily Tel.

28 Jan., I see PlimsolPs mark there pretty high up, isn t it,

skipper? 1903 Daily Chron. 8 Jan. 5/2 The floods . . call

attention to the little interest that is taken by local authori

ties as regards erecting flood-marks.

b. Kant. A measured notification on a hand

lead-line, indicated by a piece of white, blue, or

red bunting, a piece of leather or a knot.

Marks and
i1,-ff&amp;gt;s

: the method of indicating the depths on

the hand lead-line, the marks being indicated fathoms and
the deeps estimated fathoms between the marks iSmytb
.Sailors IVonf-JM: 1867).

1769 KAI.CONKR Diet. Marine (1780) s. v. Sounding, If the

mark of 5 fathoms is close to the surface of the water he

calls *IJy the mark five! ri86o H. Si CART Seaman s

Catech. 43 Suppose you had five fathoms of water, what

soundings would you call? Hy the mark five.

C. Jig.) esp, in certain phrases, as to he above t

beneath, ttear, under, up to, within the mark \ to

be above (etc.) a fixed or recognized standard.

1765 FOOTR Commissary in. (1782) 75 He is rather under

your mark, I am afraid ; not above twenty at most. 1821

JEFFERSON Aitttibiog. Writ. 1892 I. 15 He feared that

Mr. Nicholas, whose mind was not yet up to the mark
of the times, would undertake the answer. 1822 COBBETT

Weekly Reg. 2 Feb. 286 If prices fall a great deal lower

xlii

hi

rather below than above the mark. 1851 MAYHF.W Lond.
Labour I. 336/2 Say half a million turned over in a yeai,

Sir,, .and you re within the mark. 1861 (iosciiRN For. K.vch.

14 The indebtedness under the present hypothesis is not

excessive but under the mark. 1861 K. W. ROBINSON j\ .&amp;gt;

Church I. 309 He made the sum come pretty near the mark

just a five pound note out. 1878 GKO. EI.IOT Coll. BreakL
P. 629 A vanity Which finds the universe lieneath its mark.

1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess viii, John .. guessed that he

could not weigh less than seventeen stone, and he was well

within the mark at that. 1888 W. E. NowtlS JP^flW ix,

There wouldn t be much excuse for me if I weren t up to the

mark. 1890 STOCKTON in Century Afag. Feb. 543/1 The story

don t step up to the mark.
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d. Rugby Football. The heel-mark on the

ground, made by a player who has obtained a
* fair catch .

1867 Ru$y School Football Laws 2 A Fair Catch is a

catch from a kick, or a knock on from the hand .. of the

opposite side, or a throw on, when the catcher makes a mark
with his heel. 1896 Field i Feb. 17-2/2 A mark by a Devon
man gained much relief. Ibid. 173/1 A goal had also been

kicked by Finlay from a mark. Ibid. 8 Feb. 207/1 Hughes
made his mark without success.

13. A visible trace or impression diversifying a

surface, whether produced by nature, accident, or

design, as a line, dot, written character, spot,

stain, discolouration, scar, or the like. Also with

prefixed sb., as birth-
&amp;gt;
bullet-,file-mark.

ciy$Metr. Horn. 57 Thar his throt was scorn wit knif, A
red merk was al his lyf. 1388 WVCLIF Lev. xix, 28 Nether

3e schulen make to sou ony fyguris, ether markis in joure
fleisch. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxvi. 84 The
honoure of suche persones ben many markes of woundes.

1500-20 DUNBAR roans xiv. 19 Sic losm sarkis, so mony
glengoir markis Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

1530 FALSER. 699/1 It was scaulded whan I was yonge, but

I shall beare the marke so longe as I lyve. 1590 SHAKS,
Com. Err. i. ii. 82, I haue some markes of yours vpon my
pate; Some of my Mistris markes vpon my shoulders.

1503 Liter. 538 For markes discried in mens natiuitie,

Are natures faultes, not their owne infatnie. 1613 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage vn. x. (1614) 702 Their blacke skinnes,
white eyes, and cauterised markes seeme to conspire a
dreadfull and gastly deformitie in their faces. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trai . \. g The Arms of the Great

Masters^ who have been wounded in Action, are to be seen

there, with marks upou them. 1805 RING in Mcd. Jriil. XIV.
405 The marks he bore, were deemed a sufficient security
against, .the small-po.v. 1828 FLKMING Hist. Brit. Anim.
96 Some feathers have a dark mark in the middle. 1831
Ann. Reg.) (Citron. 112 The mark of a bunch of currants

on his breast, with which the boy was born. 1848 W. H.
BAHTLETT Egypt to Pal. x. (1879) 220 The long marks of
ancient cutting-tools were still seen overhead and around.

1849 DICKENS Dai\
Coj&amp;gt;p. x.v, She has borne the mark ever

since, as you see;..and she ll bear it to her grave. 1858
O. W. HOLMES A nt. Rrcakf.-t. (1883) 86 A bullet-mark on his

right cheek. 1868 DARWIN /!//, ^ PL II. xiii. 42 A Spanish
mule with strong zebra-like marks on its legs. 1888 HAS-
LUCK Model Rngin. Handybk. (1900) 131 File-marks running
in straight parallel lines.

b. To leave, make a mark : to leave or make a

permanent, important, or obvious impression. 7o
make one s mark : to attain distinction.

1857 BUCKLE Ciinliz. I. xiii. 707 The movement was now
becoming sufficiently active to leave its marks on the writings
of far inferior men. 1867 O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel 11.

v. 95 Not one promised to make such a mark in society if

she found an opening. 1868 MissItKAonoN Dead Sea Fruit
n. ix. 211 Those little verses, .have made their mark. 1893
F. F. MOORE / Forbid Banns (1899) 7 It may safely be pre
dicted that they will make their mark in the world. 1898
Daily Nt^us n Jan. 6/7 Politicians who have left their mark
upon the fir&amp;gt;t sixty years of New Zealand s existence.

C. Hunting. Applied spec, to the footprints of
certain animals. (Cf. MARCH sb$ 9,)
11700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crw, Marks, the Footing of an

Otter. 1737-51 CHAMHKRS Cj i/. (s. v. Hunting),
d. Cards. (See quot.)

1876 CAPT. CRAWLEV Curd Players
1 Man. (Quadrille) 196

Mark means the fish put down by the dealer.

1 14. Sc. A stone or cluster of stones of larger
size, placed at intervals in a jewelled chain. Obs.

1573 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 247 Ane chayn of rubeis
with twelf markes of dyamontis and rubeis, and ane mark
with twa rubeis.

15. That which is signified by a mark. fa.
Those who bear a particular mark or stamp (yf.);
a person s race, sect, etc. Obs.
c 1385 CHAUCER Wife s Prat. 696 They [wommen] wolde

han wrlten of men moore wikkednesse Than all the mark of
Adam may redresse. 1542-5 BRINK LOW Lament, n Not the

Bisshppe of Rome alone, but he and all his marke with hym.
1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xliv. 124 The
Magistrates and Gentlemen may have like cause against
them [Popish clergy], and al the Company of that Mark,
which . . was Cause of their Perjury.

b. A particular brand
, make, quality, or size

of an article.

1669 STVRMV Mariner s Mag. v. xiL 68 In regard of the
several differences of the length and marks, or Diameter of
her Base and Muzzle-ring, no certain proportion can be
generally assigned, 1758 Monthly Rn&amp;gt;. 204 The prices of

Grinding, .and Diamond-cutting the several Marks or Sizes
lof plate-glass]. 1904 Speaker n June 240/2 The same
mark varies so much from year to year that no one would
dare to purchase without examining a sample bale [of wool].

C. vulgar. (One s)
(

style of thing , what will
suit one s needs or tastes.
1760 FOOTE Minor u. (1767) 53 Hark e, knight, did I not

tell you, old Moll was your mark. Here she hath brought
you a pretty piece of man s meat already. 1887 HF.NLKY
Culture in Slums Hi, My mark s a tidy little feed, And
hnery living s gallery.

1 16. A Hock or game of swans marked with
the same identifying brand. Also swan-mark. Obs.
U&iRoibo/Pmrlt.Vl.tu Markes and Games of Swannes,

in divers Countres. 1489 WUtofN. Hardy, Unum marke de
signis. 1500 Will of R. TylUworth, All that my marke
and game of Swannys swymmyng within the Kinges ryver
of the Thainyse. 1550 Will of L. Batvdrey, Ix&quot;. the price
of a swan marke.

1 17, V A bundle or packet of definite size. Obs.
1583 Rates Custom Ho. E iijb, Sheres for Sempsters tha

mark contayning two dosen.
18. (God} bless (or save) the mark (or f sample} :
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an exclamatory phrase, prob. originally serving.
as a formula to avert an evil omen (cf. quot. 1833)
and hence used by way of apology when some
thing horrible, disgusting, indecent or profane has
been mentioned. In mod. literary use (after some

,

of the examples in Shaks.), an expression of im

patient scorn appended to a quoted expression or
to a statement of fact.

[It has been affirmed (see W. A. Henderson in N. $ Q. 8th

;

ser. VII. 373) that the phrase was used by mid wives at the
birth of a child bearing a * mark \ This may possibly be
Its original use: cf. quot. ^1625 below. The meaning of
mark in the expression may, however, have been sign or
omen (see n&amp;gt;. There is no foundation for the statement

copied in recent Diets, from Dr. Urewer, that the phrase was
-. originally used by archers.]

1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. iv. iv. 21 Hee had not bin there

i (blesse the marke} a pissing while, but all the chamber
[ smelt him. 1592 Rom. .y Jut. in. ii. 53 (Qo. 2, 1599), I vuv

the wound, I saw it with mine eyes, God saue the marke,
here on IQo. i, 1597 the sample, on] his manly brest. 1593
CHUKCHYARD Challenge 240 Krowne and blacke I was, God
blesse the marke : \Vhocalsmefairedooth scarce know Cheese
from chalke. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //

,
i. iii. 56 (Qo. i, 1598)

To see him. .talke so like a waiting-gentlewoman, Of guns,
and drums, and wounds. .God saue the mark. 1604 { ///.

33 (Q- J
&amp;gt;

T ^22) He in good time, must his Leiutenant

be, And I, God blesse the marke, his Worships Ancient, a 1625
FLETCHER Xohle Gent.iv. iv, Indeed hewasjust such another
coxcomb as

your husband, God blesse the mark, and every
good manschilde, 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xxxiii, My
father, .had no more nose, my dear, saving the mark, than
there is upon the back of my hand. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch
/&amp;gt;U-., Sleepy Hollow (i86s)44oThe motherly tea-pot sending
up its cloud of vapor from the midst Heaven bless the
mark ! 1824 CARLVI.K in Froude Life (1882) I. 261 The best
of my talents (bless the mark) shut up even from my own
poor view. 1833 Dni lin renny Jrnl. II. 23/2 An 1

they
say&quot;, remarked a third, that if a body swears in the wrong
wid that [the garvnrryj about his neck, his face ll be turned
to the back of his head, God bless the mark ! 1849 JAMKS ,

ll wdniun ii, God save the mark, that I should give the
name of king to one of his kindred. 1901 W. JAMES Varic-

j

tit s Reltg; Exp. 204 note,The crisis of apathetic melancholy
|

. .from which he emerged by the reading ofMarmontel fi Me
moirs (Heaven save the mark \) and Wordsworth s poetry.
19. A die or stamp for impressing a manufac- i

hirer s mark on goods. (Cf. mark-maker in 23).
IV. Remark, notice (= senses of NOTE

s/&amp;gt;.}.

f20. Attention, notice. Obs.

1377 LAKGL. / . PI. B.XVII* 103 And mayvch man se and gode
merke take, Who is bihynde and who bifore, and who ben on
hors. -1440 York Myst. viii. 63 Of shippe-craft can I right
noght t Oftnermakyng haue I no merke. i6ooHoLLASD/.;z^
vn. xxxiv. 273 All this went hee to espie..clad in a com
mon souldiours jacket . . ; to the end, that the enemies
might not take marke of theGenerall himselfe. 1671 SIR C.
LYTTF.LTON in Hatton Corr. (Canulen) 70 One marke they
take of it is employing Sr George Downing embassador
thither. 1823 SCOTT t everil ix, lattle matter worthy of
mark occurred.

21. Ofmark*, noteworthy,important,conspicuous.
Chiefly following a sb. ; rarely predicative. Also

ofgreat ^ little^ etc. mark.
Cf. F. hoimne de marque (Cotgr.). The etymological allu

sion is probably to the mark placed on goods to indicate

quality (see sense n).

1590 NASIIB FasqitiCs Apol. i. Wks. (Grosai t) I. 220 The
wisedome of the land, .compared our Nobilitie and men of

marke, to the flowers that stand about the Princes Crowne,

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7K, in. ii. 45 A fellow of no marke, nor
: likelyhood. 1600 HOLLAND f.i~yx\\i. xxxiii. 609 They were
1 of greater marke and calling than the rest, a 1614 D. I YKK
i Myst. Self-deceiving (ed. 8) 355 They grieue at those good
i

works of others, if of any marke, wherein they haue had no

j

hand themselues. 1622 S. WARD Christ All in All *,i 2 7) 8

I
This whole Vniverse, . . and all the things of mark and vse

in it,, .but for him should not have been. 1647 MAY Hist.
Part. Pref. 4 Sufferings of. .so high a mark. 1791 P.I-HKK

:

App. Whigs Wks. VI. 200 These are the notions which ..

several persons, and among them persons of no mean mark,
have associated themselves to propagate. 1860 LONGK.
H aysitfe /, A&quot;. Olaf ix. it, A learned clerk, A man of

; mark. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges i, A rascal of more
than ordinary mark. 1879 MCCARTHY Own Times II. xxix.

: 399 He still held a place of groat mark in literature. 1885
I

Alag. Art Sept. 450/1 Granada \\as a place of little mark as

compared with Cordova.

22. (dial, and slang.} A mark on (something) :

one with an astonishing appetite for.

1883 Miss URADDON Golden Calfxxv. 274 Vernon was what

Rogers the butler called a mark on strawberries and
;

cream. 1893 DOWNE Ballads 31 (E. D. D.) A mark on
swearin? Ah, sir, that he be.

V. 23. attrib. and Comb. : f mark-arrow, an
arrow used only for target practice ; mark-boat, a

boat moored at a particular spot as a seamark ;

mark-book, a book for recording conduct marks;
f mark-feast, a school feast provided at the end of

the half-year from the scholars fines for holding
the mark (sense n h); mark-getter, a student who
obtains marks; mark-lodge, a lodge of mark
masons ; mark-maker, a maker of stamp marks

;

I mark man, mark mason, mark master (mason),
a freemason holding a certain rank in mark masonry ;

mark masonry (see 1 1 j) ; f mark-mear, a boun

dary ; marks paper, a paper for recording students

or other merit marks ; f mark s point, the bull s-

eye of a target (Jig.) ; t mark-shotj the distance

between the butts in archery ; mark tooth, the

tooth of a horse containing the mark (cf. 1 1 e) ;

MARK.
mark-vessel, - mark-boat

; f mark-white, the
bull s-eye of a target (fig?).
1527 Lane, \nils (Cbetham Soc. 1854) 31, I will that the

said Percyvail . .have., the half of my *marke arojs. 1879
Daily Revs 7 Apr. 3/2 They paddled below the *mark-
boats. and drifted up with the tide. 1894 Outing I . S.)
XXIV. 36/1We were still fully iwo miles from the mark-boat.
1900 li csfttt. (iaz. 28 June 2/1 My *mark-book with its blank
column for disorder-marks against her name was a striking
contrast to those of the other mistresses. 1832 Miss MITFOKD
Village Ser. v. 200 Readily would the whole company have
foregone all the luxuries of the *mark-feast. ? c 1860 W. COKV
Lett.

&amp;lt;y Jrnls. (1897) 571 A good examination
boy&quot;, or

*mark-getter, 1869 l-.din. Rev. Oct. 554 The highest mark-
getters generally turn out well. 1898 Mark lodge [see
titark jnasie&amp;gt;\. 1797 Directory Sheffield 56 Cartwright,
Oeorge, mark-maker, and penknife cutler. 1883 Kelly s

Sheffield Directory 194 Ashmore, Cornelius, mark maker and
letlercutter. 1853 OLIVKK l&amp;gt;icf. Symt-ol. Masonry s. v. Masw
Afar&st Tho&C brethren who have been initiated into the de

grees of*Mark-Man and &quot;Mark-Master. Ibid.*
&quot;Mark Ma

sons. The degree of Mark-Master Mason may be considered
as iippendant to that of Fellow Craft, although entirely
distinct..from it. 1862 Guilder \ Nov. 784/3 Gunn, who
had cut out the cup, was a good mark-mason. . . Referring to

&quot;mark-masonry,
Mr. Gowans said [etc.]. 1898 Daily New

25 Oct. 2/1 There was a distinguished gatheiing of Mark
Master Masons atWindsor yesterday, when the Grand Mark
Master of ]*!ngland, the Prince of Wales, having ^sued a
warrant for a new *Mark Lodge to be established at Windsor,
the consecration took place at the Masonic Hall. 1582
STANVHURSTv4?m i. (Arb.)28 Thow scest large AfTrick, thee

Moores,andTowneofAgenor,Thee Libyeland*marckmears.
1880 riain Hints Needlework 13 This should always have a

special column in the &quot;marks-paper. 1553 KINNI.DV Com-
pcmi. Tract, in H edrinvSoc. Misc. (1844) 103 In the under-

stamlingof this consist is t he heale purpose, and
*markis poynt

(jiihiik we sch u teat. 1375 BARBOURj&rwc^xu, 31 .Schir Henry
of 1 Jo wine. .Co in on a steid, a *merk-schot neir IJefor all olhir

that thair uci. 1*1450 Merlin 287 The! were putte bakke
the space of a markshote. 1626 BACON Sylt-a 754 At foine

yearcsold there commeth the *Maik-Tooth,. .at eight yeares
old, the Tooth is smooth, ..and then they say; That the
Marke is out of the Horses Mouth. 1884 ll or/d 20 Aug.
22/2 The Royal London Yacht Club had.. a &quot;mark-vessel

oil&quot; Lyinin^toii. 1596 SI-KNM K } . Cj. v. v. 35 At the *inarke-
wliite of his hart she roved.

Mark (mfuk\ $b Forms: 1-5 (also from
IT. 8-9) marc; 4-7 marke, 5 marcke, 5-6
Sc. merke, 5-9 Sc. merk, 3 mark. [Found in all

the Tent, and Rom. langs. ;
I.nte OK. marc neut.

(9th c.), OFris. inerk fern., MDu. marc fern.,

neut., masc. (Du. w#r/meut.), MUG. murk, marks
fern. (mod.G. mark fern.), ON. mprk fern. (.Sw.,

Da. mark] ; med.L. marca (? 9th century) ,
marcns

(i2th c.), F. marc masc.
.(
IJt^ c.), Pr. marc masc.,

Sp., Pg., It. marco masc., It. marca fem.
The form of the OE. word (with a nut broken before re)

shows that it is not a native word ;

rome scholars have sup
posed it to be from ON., but the gender perhaps points rather

to popular Latin as the source. The proximate origin ap
pears to be Romanic; whether the word is ultimately Teu
tonic (connected with MARK jA 1

) is doubtful.]

1. A denomination of weight formerly employed

(chiefly for gold and silver) throughout western

Europe; its actual weight varied considerably, but

it was usually regarded as equivalent to 8 ounces

(= either \ or \ of a pound, according to the

meaning given to the latter term).

a. As an English or Scottish weight, or without

reference to locality. Obs. exc. Hist.
886 sElfred $ Guihrmifs Peace 2 Ealle we laetaS efen

dyrne Engliscne & Deniscne, to viii. healfmearcum \v. r.

marcum] asodenes goldes. c 1205 LAV. 22392 5et ich wulle

ma;re . . aelche 5ere of mine londe seouen Jnisand punde [thee

send] & senden heom to
f&amp;gt;m

e londe & sixti mark of golde.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 11724 To the grekes bus vs gyfie, to

grau nt vs for pes, Twenty thowsaund thristy, J&amp;gt;riingyn to-

gedur, Markes full mighty, all of mayn gold. 1438 in E. E.

Wills (1882) in Euery cuppe weynge a mark & a half of

Troye.
-
83 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 189 b/i He departed

einonge them a marcke of golde. 1505 Ld. Trcas. Ace.

Scot. (1900) II. 244 Quhilk weyit Iv mark, and ilk mark
contenand

viij
unce of gold. 1530 PALSGR. 243/1 Marke

of golde or silver, marc. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 735
A hundreth Markes of siluer made i Plate, whereof euery
Marke is .viii. ounces sterlyng.

b. Used to represent its etymological equivalent
in various continental langs., as the name of a

foreign weight.
1731 Gent 1. Ma%. I. 112 Fine silver at 24 [Dutch] Guilders

2 Stivers Banco per Mark fine. 1811 P. KELLY L niv. Cam
bist I. 96, 480 Marks Cologne weight-45i Ounces English

Troy. 1901 myeLnt.XXVU. n/i In silver and copper

mining the marc (8 ounces) is commonly used to express the

richness of the metal [in Chile].

fc. In the Orkneys: see quot. 1859. Obs,

Lispund or Setteen, gradually raised to 20 ounces.

2. A money of account, originally representing

the value of a mark weight of pure silver.

a. In England, after the Conquest, the ratio of

20 sterling pennies to an ounce was the basis of

computation ; hence the value of the mark became

fixed at 160 pence
=

13^. ^d, or of the sterling.

Ohs. exc. Hist,
In legal use (in stating the amount of a fine) as late as

1770. Sir Roger de Coverley s use of the mode ofreckoning

6 c



MARK.

by marks (quot. 1712) is prob. intended as an example of an

old-fashioned habit of speech.
c 1050 O. E. Chrmi. an. 1040 (MS. C), S\vi3e slrang xyld.

man hit uneaoe acorn, -JJ
\v;c^ viii marc &amp;lt;et ha. a 1200 Moral

Ottc 296 3ut hi bud a wurse stede on
J&amp;gt;ere

belle grunde ne

sculle hi neure comen vp for marke ne for punde. 1297

R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8o3+ He..borewede
)&amp;gt;er uppe of hi

. . ..

hondred ^ousend marc, c 1386 CHAUCER far,/. T. 62 By
this gaude have I wonne, yeer by yeer, An hundred mark

sith I was Pardoner, a 1400 Octmiiaii 889 That wyf hym
taught markes and poundes ; He purueyde haukes and

houndys. ci4ii HOCCUEVE De Kef. Princ. 1224, Vj marc

yeerly, to scars is to sustene The charges ^at I haue. 1526

SKF.LTON Magnyf. 1121 In my purse was twenty marke.

they haue no Coynes, yet is there no name more in vse than

they. 1607 NORDKN Sim. Dial. IV. 173 Thirteene shillings

and foure pence, or a Marke of money. 1651 riyinautk Col.

AVc.(i8s5) III. 12 Leiftenant Samuell Nash, .is to haue for

his wages 20 marke p. annum, i^n ADDISON Sfict. No.

269 F s, I .have deposited with him thirty Marks, to be

distributed among his poor Parishioners. 1771 Gtntl. Mag.
XI.I 82 On the 28th of November 1770, the defendant was

brought up for judgment... Thejudgment of the Court was,

to pay ten marks (i.e. 61. i3S&amp;gt;4d.)
to the King.

b. In Scotland, the value of the mark was

lowered proportionately with that of the shilling

and penny, so that it represented 13$. $d. Scots,

reckoned as =
\T,\d. English. \Mark mark like

Sc. [after MDu. mark markgelike\ : mark for

mark, in the same proportion.
1480 Acta Dam. Condi. \ 1839) 72/2 pat the saides Macolme

8- Arthure sail pay in like proporcioune of
J&amp;gt;e

said annuel,

efferand to
|&amp;gt;e part of be land bat ather of bairn has, mark

mark lyke, comptand be be aid extent. 1481 Bond in

Thanes Cmviiur (Spalding Cl.) 66 Fyw hundreth merkis of

the usualle money of Scotlande. 1639 DRL-M.M. OF HAWTH.
Consiii. to Parlt. Wks. (1711)187 Underthe pain often merks.

1710 Agreement in Family ofRose ofKilravxk (Spalding
Cl.) 401 Ane contract of wodseate. .seting and resing the

tenents at tuo thusand merk per chalder of free rent. 1858
M. PORTEOL S Souter Johnny, To llurnsa Twill cost some
fowks twal hunner merk. Or aiblins near.

c. Representing the various continental forms

of the same word, as a name of foreign moneys of

account. Mark banco (Hamburg) : see BANCO.

Mark LuUsh, Liibs: see I.UBISH a.

475 Kk. .Votltssc iRoxk.) 32 Lifelode of londes and tene-

mentis yoven in the counte of Mayne to the yerely valeu of

.x.M 1
. marcs yerely, whiche was .Ix.MUi. Turneis. 1523

LD. BF.UNF.RS Frviss. 1. xiv. 14 The kyng..dyd gyue hym
cccc. markis. Iti,i., The kyng. .dyd gyne to Philip of Chas-

taulxe, his chef esquyer, . . C. marke of rent yerely. 1753
HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. I. iii. 17 They [Hamburg tradersl

keep their accounts in marks and schillings, sixteen schil

lings to a mark. 1902 Rncycl. lirit. XXXI. 289/2 The first

reform in the coinage of the German Empire occurred in

1871, when the new gold money was introduced, which had
for its unit the silver mark (a money of account) of 100

pfennigs.

3. Shetlatid. A denomination of land, from the

feu duty formerly paid to the superior.
1774 G. GIFFORD in G. Low Orkney (187^9) MS The term

Pennyland. .in Schetland. .marks the qnality,and according
to the value of the land, every Mark contains more or fewer
Pennies. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl. V. 195 note. In some
instances, a merk may be less than an acre ; in others,

perhaps, equal to two acres. 1884 Sfotsrtt,in 26 July 3 !

(Shetland Advt.) Three Merks, One Ure and One-Third of
an Ure of Land.

4. As the name of a coin. (Never so used with

reference to English coinage.)
a. In Scotland, a coin of the value of 13^. jd.

Scots (see 2 b). Half-mark : a coin of the value

of 6s. SJ. Scots. Oh. exc. Hist.

1480 Acta. Dom. Condi. (1839) 74/1, v marcis scotis for ilk

pund Rrete. 1570-1 Kfff. 1 rivy Council Scotl. XIV. 89
Ane silver penny to have course and passage for xiijs. iiijd.

of this realme, to be callit the merk peice, and the half of

the same for vjs. viiid., to be callit the halff merk peice.

b. Used to represent its etymological equiva
lents in various foreign languages, as the name of

various copper and silver coins current at various

times on the Continent, esp. a modern silver coin
of the German Empire first issued in 1875, con

taining 7 7. 16 grains troy, and worth slightly less

than the English shilling.
1727 52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Mark is a copper-coin in

Sweden, equal to two-pence farthing sterling. 1839 Pennv
Cycl. XV. 324/2 Marlt, a silver coin in Hamburg. . .The
mark is worth is. 2jd. 1883 Kncycl. llrit. XVI. 732 no.e.

The substitution of the mark for the older thaler came into
force [in Germany) ist January 1875.

f- 5. attrib. : mark pound, weight (see qnots.).
1576-77 K?. Privy Council Scotl. II.ooi Deduceing onelie

for his panis sex schillings for the merk wecht. 1706 PHIL
LIPS (ed. Kersey), ^tark-iveiglit, a foreign weight commonly
of 8 Ounces ; and Mark-Pound is two such Marks, or 16

Ounces. 1902 D. MACI.KANK Coronation 123 [The oblation

ofj A Purse of Gold was, until Victoria, a Mark weight
of gold i. e. 8 ounces troy.

Iffark (mark), v. Forms : i (msercian, mear-

cian, Norlhumb. mercisa), 2 merki, markian,
3 raseroen, 3-5 merke, 3-7 marke, 4 merkke,
4-6 merk, 5 marc, mirk, mork, 6 merck, 6-7
marck(e, 4- mark. [OE. mcarcian = OFris.

merkia, OS. markon, gimarkon to destine, appoint,

observe, remark (MDu. marken, merken to set a

mark on, to observe, Dn. merken to set a mark
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on), OHG. marclwn to limit, plan out, destine

(mod.G. as new-formation marken to set a mark

in, stamp), ON. marka to draw the outline of,

put a mark on, observe : OTeut. *markojan,

f. *marka MAKK s/&amp;gt;.

1 A parallel formation from

the sb. (OTeut. *markjon) appeal s in OIIG.,

MHO. merchen, merken (mod.G. merken}, ON.

mcrkja (Sw. mar/ta, Da. merke]. The Rom. langs.

have a corresponding formation from the adopted

sb. : F. marqutr (which is the source of some of

the uses of the Eng. vb.), Pr., Sp., Pg. marcar,

It. marfart.]
I. To put a mark upon.

1. traits. To trace out boundaries for; to plot

out (ground) ;
to set out the ground plan of (a

building);/^. to plan out, design, a. simply.

(Now on\yfig. in poetic use.)
c 888 K. K.U-KKD Boeth. xxxix. 6 /Elc crajfleja 3encS &

mearcaS his weorc on his mode a;r a;r he hit wyrce. c 1000

/Ki.KRic Dent. i. 33 Se .mearcode (ra stowa be [Vulg. me-

tutus est locum, in t;iw] fce eowre fceteld on slean sceoldon.

a 1225 St. Marker. 20 pu wisest wruhte of alle, markedest

eorSe, bu stores mon of sea stream, bu wissent ant weldent

of alle wihtes. 1197 R. Gl-OL c. (Rolls) 2500 In an harderochi

stede is buong aboute he drow & ber wibinne al to is wille

Markede place inou & rerde ber an castel. c 1384 CHAUCER
//. Fame ill. 13 If..thouWilt helpe me toschewe now That
in myn hede y-marked is

[etc.]. 1604 E. G{RIMSTONE]
D Acostds Hist. Indies iv. vi. 222 To note and marke the

mine, and so much ground in circuite for him, which the

Lawe graunts.. those that discover any mine. 1747 V. FRAN
CIS /{or. Sat. I. i. 140 Some certain mean in all thing! may
be found, To mark our virtues, and our vices bound. 1844

[see IDEA sb. 2].

b. with out.

1611 BIBLE Isa. xliv. 13 The carpenter stretcheth out his

rule :. .he marketh it out with the compasse, and maketh it

after the figure of a man. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist. Koine (17861
I. 411 This extraordinary man [J. Cjesar]. .had, from the

beginning of his life, marked out a way to universal empire.

1842 BORROW liibU in Spain xxx. (Pelh. Libr.) 2i8Toascend
the mountain, where, no doubt, he has been marking out a

camp. 1879 BROWNING Martin Relph 78 And all that time

st- &amp;gt;od Rosamund Page . . Bandaged about, on the turfmarked
out for the party s firing-place. 1890 R. BOLDRF.WOOD
Miner s Right v. 52 The Major and I . . are on our way to

mark out that very claim.

f C. poet, in alliterative phrases : To fashion,

frame. 06s.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4286 For horn wit Jacket Of

(&amp;gt;e
Godhed

gifien, bat grew from the sun, pat all mightyle made &
merket of noghl. 14. . Siege Jems. 1 12 Pe hridde in heuen

myd hem is pe holy goste, Neber merked ne made bot

mene fram hem passyb. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) Ivii,

The fayrist kny^te, That euyr ;ette I see with syjte, Sethen

I was market mon. c 1460 Tmrnieley Myst. xix. 3 God, that

mayde both more and les, . . And merkyd man to his lyknes,

f d. To fix the position of
;
to set or place (in

a particular situation). 06s.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 142 By-jonde be broke . . I hope[de]

fat mote merked wore. Ihid. B. 637 Messez of mylke he

merkkez bytwene.

2. To make a mark or marks on (anything) as by
drawing, stamping, impressing, applying, cutting,
or the like.

it 1035 Laws o/Camitc n. c. 32 (Schmid) Gif beowman zt
bam ordale ful weorSe, mearcie man hine set bam forman

cyrre. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87 God het Moyses..bet heo
sculden . . merki mid ban blode hore duren. a 1300 Citrsi r M.
21698 To tuelue men taght baiwandes tuelue, Ilkan merked
his him-self. c 1410 Fallad. on Hnsb. n. 401 Nowe is tyme
..The lambis and t!ie beestis more & lesse To marke.

71466 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 293 Ther is on potte
that is morkyn ondre the bottome ij tymes

with thyes letteris

M. P. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 431 b/i He was marked or

tokened on the lyppes ofhym with an hote and brennyngyron.
c 1490 Rull XI. Ktnet (E. E. T. S.) 136 Vf that he can not

write & marke it with his owne sygne. 1523 FITZHERB.//WJI*.

52 Se that they [the sheep] be well marked. 1560 DAI S

tr. Sleidant s Comm. Sob, The
byshoppes

ministers are

wont to marke mens foreheades with Asshes. i6it SHAKS.

Cymb. in. iii. 56 My bodie s mark d With Roman Swords.
1681 True Protest. Mercury No. 105. 2/2 He stole a Silver

Tankard, marked I. F. 1711-13 SWIFT Jml. to Stella

22 Feb., Miss is recovering [from the small-pox]. I know
not how much she will be marked. 1844 HALLIWELL Octa-
I ian (Percy Soc.) Pref. n In the Cambridge manuscript,
now marked Ff. ii. 38, his name is spelt Octavyan. 1868

1 1 ICKKNS Uncomwi. Trav. xvii, The Guard comes clambering
round to mark the tickets.

absol. 14.. Debate Carpenter s Tools in Halliw. Nugx
Poet. 15 Je, }e , seyd the lyne and the chalke., 1 schall

merke upone the wode And kepe his mesures trew and gode .

Mod. This pencil won t mark.

b. spec, f () To embroider (o6s.} (6) To place
an identifying mark on linen or other household
furniture by means of embroidery or stitching, or

with marking-ink.
c 1400 Evtare 386 She tawghte hem to sewe and marke all

maner of sylkyn werke. 1530 PAI.SGR. 633/1 All my thynges
be marked with this marke. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 3981/4
Handkerchiefs, marked with W. 1713 Rules Lambeth Girls
Sch. v. in N.

A&amp;gt; Q. (1902) 9th Ser. X. 256/2 They are to
be taught to Read, Write, Spin, Knit and Sew and Mark.
1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge xvii. II. 17 We are marking
the house linen. 1890 SARAH TYTI.F.R Jean Keir 42 She
marked their handkerchiefs.

c. Comm. To attach to (an article) figures or

signs indicating the price. To mark down: to

label (goods) with a lower figure; to reduce the

, indicated price of (anything).

MARK.

1894 Daily Ttl. 16 Jan. 5/7 AH seaborne qualities [of coal]
were marked down 3^. per ton. 1896 HOWELLS Impressions
Kf Kxp. 53 She was dressed in a.. ready-made suit, which
somehow suggested itself as having been marked down .

Moii.Ath t. All goods are marked in plain figures.

d. pass* To have or bear natural marks. Also_/f^.
r 1400 Destr. Troy 5477 His kyngdom was clene clustrit

with hilles,AIl merkyd with mounteyns.it with mayn hyllt-s.

1600 Maydes ftletamvrph, v. i. 127 Is not this hard luck to

wander so long, And in the end to finde bis wife matkt

wrong. [She has been transformed into a man.] 1697
DRYDES i irg, Georg. iv. 150 The better Brood, unlike the

Bastard Crew, Are mark d witli Royal Streaks of shining
Hue 1855 W. S. DALLAS in Sy&t. Nat. Hist. I. 387 The

species of the genus Argynnis . .are elegantly marked with

silvery spots.

3. To form or portray by making marks.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 123 The nynthe Signe. .Is cleped
Sagittarius, The whos figure is marked thus, A Monstre with

a bowe on honde. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. \. 12 Next the

for&amp;gt;eide Cercle of the Abe., under the cros-lyne, is marked
the scale, a 1400-50 Alexander 2636 He cled him all in

clene stele a conyschaunce ouire, pat made was & merkid
on be messedone armes. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tktftmtft
Trav. i. 201 They ll have this to be the Figure of St. Jerome,
which tiotl was pleased should be marked upon that Stone,
because of the great love he had for that place,

t 4. Used to render I,, signare
* to seal*. Obs.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 66 Signantes lapidew,
mercandeSonestan. 1382 WVCLIF John iii. 33 He that hath

takun his witnessing, hath markid that God is soihfast.

f 5. To make with the hand (the sign of the

cross) ;
to make the sign of the cross upon (one s

breast, etc.), to cross (oneself). Also, to invest

(a person) with the sign of the cross in token of

his joining a crusade. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 127 Vppon heom alswa we er seiden

I

we sculen markian be* tacne of ^ere halie rode. 1303
1 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7848 pe Wilde, ne hym, ne durst

J&amp;gt;ey louche, So had he marked hym with be crouche. a 1330
Otuet 891 pei markeden hem alle bre, To him bat bolededcb
on tre. 1*1440 Alph. Tales So pan }&amp;gt;is

holie man sayd vnto

hym ; Bruther, Cros & mark bi harte ! what is bat att bou

spekis vnto bi selfe? 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 155

Herry [III] was merkyd with the tokne of the Holy Crosse,
for to go to Jerusalem, c 1550 Battle of Otterhnni xliv. in

Child Ballads III. 297 Euery man thynke on hys trewe-love,
And marke hym to theTrenite. 1577 in YiclonL pool Finnic.
Ktc. (1883) 1. 49 First of all he did mark himself unto God.

6. fig* To designate as if by placing a mark

upon; to destine. Const, for f to, to and inf.

-f* Also with complement, to designate as being (so

and so). (Obs.}
a looo Cxdmoris Gen. 459 (Gr.) pa him to ^ingran self

metod mancynnes mearcode selfa. 1362 LANGU / . /V. A.

xi. 253, I was markid withoute mercy & myn name entrid

In be legende of lif longe er I were, c 1400 Destr. Troy
12136 My maydynhed I merk to myghtifull goddis. c 1440
York Myst. xvii. 257 Hayll ! bou marc us bi men and make
vs in mynde. 1566 CLOUGH in Burgon Life Grcsham^1839
II. 168 Some that were his friends bade hym gett hym
awaye for that he was markyd : wheruppon he went home,
and went to his bed. 1590 MARLOWE AWrc. //, in. ii, A
boy.. Thou art not marlct to manie dales on earth. 1596
SHAKS. i //^. // ,

in. i. 41 These signes haue markt me
extraordinarie. 1599 Hen. / ,tv. iii. 20 Ifwe are markt to

die, we are enow To doe our Countreylosse. 1638 QUARLES
Hieroglyph, i. 46 Ere he had life, estated in his Vrne, And
markt for death. 1750 GRAY Klegy Kpit. 4 Melancholy mark d

him for her own. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Ktig, (1858) I. Hi. 265
The persons whom he named .. became marked at once (or

persecution. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cfniq. (1876) IV. xviii.

154 The high ground, .which William s keen eye would at

the first glance mark as the site of the future castle. 1892
KIPLINC: Barrack-r. BaMatis, CJea&amp;gt;eii\\ t They never marked
a man for death..They only said intimidate .

b. with out.

c 1400 York Myst. xxx. 519 And berfore, to go with yone
gest, Yhe marke vs out of be manliest men. 1706 K.

WARD Wooden World Dtss. (1708) 20 That lucky Youth
i;, certainly mark d out for a Commission. 1818 CRUISR

Digest (ed. 2) III. 345 The law will not pass him over,

and marks him out, / ret exetnplujn et infnntiam. 1853
LVTTON My Novel\\\. xxiv, Suspected persons were naturally
marked out by Mr. Stirn, and reported to his employer.
1862 STANLEY yw. Ch. (1877) I. xviii. 338 The little mantle

. .had from his earliest years marked him out as an almost

royal personage. 1871 FREEMAN Nornt. Cong. (1876) IV.

xviii. 241 The men of Durham, who had been marked out

for the slaughter. 1893 TRAU.L Social Eng, Introd. 48 The

country.. wnich had been marked out by destiny to become
the greatest manufacturer in the world.

f C. To mete out, allot, apportion. (Chiefly in

alliteration with meed.} Const, dot. Obs. poet.

1340-70 Alisannder
284^

Hee.. swore swiftliche hisothe..

too merken hem care. IM. 497 With menneof Mesopptame
to mark be teene. c 1375 Cursor M. 272 iFairf.) Mirb he

merkis mon to mede. 1377 LANGL. / . /V. Ii. xn. 186 Wo
was hym marked that wade mote with the lewed ! c i

Rule St. Hcnet 66/678 He til vs merkes slik mede. c l.

Townelcy Myst. xx. 630 He shall no more hym godys ;

call. We shall marke hym truly
his mede. c 1470 l, i&amp;gt;l

(raw. 807 Yone berne in the battale wil ye noght forbere, 1

was hym marked that wade mote with the lewed ! c 1400
Rule St. Kcnet 66/678 He til vs merkes slik mede. &amp;lt;- 1460

Townelcy Myst. xx. 630 He shall no more hym godys son

We shall marke hym truly
his mede. c 1470 liW. H

i. 807 Yone berne in the battale wil ye noght forbere, For

al the inobil on the mold, merkit to meid.

d. To separatefrom something else as by draw

ing a boundary line or imposing a distinctive

mark. Now chiefly with off.

1703 ROWE Ulyss. iv. i. 1532 This Night. .Mark d from

the rest of the Revolving Year, And set apart. 1792 CHAR
LOTTE SMITH Desmond I. 63 Amiable people of rank, .who
are no longer marked by their titles from that canaille with

which [etc.]. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 264 The

Popular Tale is thus marked off by features of its own from

ordinary stories, 1871 G. MEREDITH H.Richmond\\\, I know
that this possession of hers [her courage], which identities

i her and marks her from the rest of us, would bear the ordeal
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offire. 1877 tr. /&amp;gt;V/f .s Hist, Rclig. 16 He marks off the

Semites from them very decidedly.

7. To express or indicate In marks or signs.

a. f To indicate in writing, note. Qbs. Also,

to indicate or represent by symbolic marks.
a 1000 P/ttvni.v 333 Weras . . mearciao

1

on niarm-stane

hwonue se daefc and seo tid dryhtum *eeawe fraetwe flyht-

hwates. a 1225 A tier. K. 4-2 peo ureisims |et ich nalibe buie

imerked beo3 iwriten oueral. f 1374 CHAIX:KR Boctlt. \\,

met. vii. 47 (Cainb. MS.) What Is now brutus or stierne

catoun 1 The thynne fame yit lastinge of hir ydel names
is marked with a fewe letterys. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)

387 pai wer not constrenyd be nede for to begge; as grete
clerk is merken vp-on bis worde of be gospelle where criste

&ai| bus : When bu makist bine feeste, hat i.s

1

, of almes,
calle pore, feble, lame & blynde . 1387 TREVISA Higdcn

(Rolls) I. 41 Wherfore in bis book I schal marke as t may
how and in what lucres such defautes fille. a 1794 GIBBON

Atttobiog, (1896) 257 After marking tlie date.. the maim-

script was deposited in my bureau. 1879 PKROWKB in 7iU -

Posiior IX. 411 He draws the chart and marks ihe sunken
reefs. 1890 H. SWEET Print, Spoken Kng. 3 If a word has

two strong stresses, .both must be marked.

b. In games : To record (the points gained by
the players). Chiefly absol* and in phr. to mark
the game.
1816 SINGER Maying Cards 239 If he cannot answer Mm

by shewing the third of them, he who asks the question
marks five points. 1861 WHYTE MKLVII.LE GoodJvrN. \.

154 John Gordon good-naturedly proposed a [billiard] match
with the young lady, if Miss Jones would come and mark .

1870 CAVENHISH
* Game flfBezique 21 Eleven counters arc

required by each player one large round one that marks

500 [etc.]. 1886 Euchre: how to play it 108 Marking
the Game, counting,

c.colloq. Tomarkttp . toadd(an item)toatavern
score ; hence, to give credit for ;

= CHALK v. 3 b.

1899 Tit-Bits 22 July 322/1, I shaved a gentleman who
aiked me to mark it up.

d. absol. Of a horse : To indicate its age by
; mark of mouth .

184* C. \V. JOHNSON Farmer s Encycl. s.v., A horse.. is

said to mark when he shows his age by a black spot, .which

appears at about five and a half years old, in the cavities of

the corner-teeth, and is gone when he is eight years old.

e. Of a graduated instrument : To show,
*
re-

gUtcr (so many degrees, etc.).
1882 FLOVKR Unexpl. Baluchistan 179 The barometer

marked 27-265, being about 3,540 feet.

8. In immaterial sense : a. To make perceptible
or recognizable, by some sign or indication, b. To
manifest, testify (one s approval, displcasure,etc.)

by some significant act, or by reward orpunishment.

(Now only with obj, qualified by possessive.)

f Also, with clause as obj. : To indicate by action.

a. 1904 Grave s Diet. J//. 1. 18/1 The famous instrumen
talists of the classical school, .were accustomed to mark the

natural accent, .by a hardly perceptible prolongation of the
first note of the bar,

b. 1791 Duchess0fYork\\ t
y\

The Kingcontinued to mark
the same degree of favor to htm as ever. 1807 C. SIMKON
in Carus Man. fy Life (1847) ix. 227 Unless God, by a

special interposition of his Providence,..mark his own will

respecting it. 1808 SCOTT Mann, vi.xxvii, Eustace. .A look

and sign to Clara cast, To mark he would return. 1863 MRS.
GASKELL Sylvias Ltn-ers xliii, She dusted a chair.. fur

Sylvia, sitting down herself on a three-legged stool to mark
her sense of the difference in their conditions.

9. To be a mark of or upon. a. To be an in-

dicntion of the position or course of.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. ThwenoCs Tray. I. 265 Pillars.. are

put there to mark the way, because it is a Desart. 1697
DRVDES Vtrg. Georg. i. 486 The Sov reign of the Heav ns
has set on high The Moon, to mark the Changes of the Sky.
1762 FALCONER Shipwreck (1796) I. 164 Eternal powers !

What ruins from afar Mark the fell track of desolating war.

1770 ? LOGAN Cuckoo ii, Hast thou a star to guide thy path
Or mark the rolling year? 1823 F. CLISSOLU Ascent Mt.
Blanc 23 A circle of thin haze.. marked dimly the limits be
tween heaven and earth. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxvii. 209
A withered pine on the opposite mountain marking the
other terminus. 1868 M. ARNOLD Sch. $ Univ. Cont. 154
Wolf s coming to Halle in 1783. .marks an era [etc.]. 1869
To/; MR ilight. Turkey I. 36 The Bunarhashi river, which is

marked at first by the plantation at its source, and after

wards by the green marshes which fringe its sides. 1878
BROWNING La Saisiaz 17 Where the blue lake s wrinkle
marks the river s inrush pale.

b. pass. Of lines, features, etc. : To be (more or

less) strikingly noticeable. Chiefly with adverbs.

^Cf. MARKED ///. a.)
1824 MACAULAY Mitford s Hist. Greece Misc. Writ. 1860

I. 156 The line of demarcation between good and bad men
is so faintly marked as often to elude the most careful

investigation. 1850 Ltucii tr. (. . ( . Mutters A tic. Art
204 (ed. 2) 19^ The wrinkles about the eyes and mouth

[are] strongly marked. 1860 TYNUALL Glue. n. x. 280 The
junction between it and its neighlxnirs is plainly marked.

c. To be a distinguishing mark or character of

i^a person, etc.) ;
to be a noteworthy feature or

attendant circumstance of (an action, incident).
Often pass., to be characterized, distinguished, or

made remarkable (now only const, by .

ai66i FULI.KR Worthies (1662) i. Essex 334 They being
mark d alike in their poeticall parts (etc,]. 1791 UUSWKLL
Johnson an. 1744 His [Savage s] character was. marked by
profligacy, insolence, and ingratitude. 1863 FK. A. KKMIU K

Rcsid. in. Gcorgitt iN. \ . ed.) 246 To-day, .my visit to the

Infirmary was marked by an event which ha* not occurred
before the death of one of the poor slaves while I was
there. i863CowDEN CLARKE 6&quot;haks. Char. ,\. 253 No triumph
no exultation, .marks her manner. 1874 GREEN Short

ffts/, ii. i. 62 The long internal tranquillity which maiked
the rule of our foreign masters. 1878 MACLEAR Celts ii.

(1879) 20 Solemn ceremonies marked the gathering of the

plant.

d. To diversify, be a landmark upon.
1830 TKNNYSON Mariana, 43 For leagues no other tree did

mark The level waste, the rounding gray.

10. Mil. a. To indicate the pivots, formations,
etc. in military evolutions.

1796 Instr. -V Keg. Cavalry (i8i3&amp;gt;
160 Its adjutant and

those of the regiments standing to its left, .will mark each
his own left, the adjutants of the regiments to its right ..will

mark each its own right [etc.]. 1889 Infantry Drill 88 If

the horses are unready, they [the officers] must dismount
and mark the points on foot. Ihid, 186 The assistant adju
tants-general of the base division will mark the point of

appui, and assistant adjutants-general will mark the distant

points for their respective divisions.

b. 7*o mark time \ to move the fuel as in march

ing but without advancing. Also transf. andy?^.
1833 Rtl- 1nstf. Cavalry I. 17 On the word Mark Tinu;

the foot then advancing completes its pace, after which the
cadence is continued, without gaining any ground. 1837
MACAULAY Ess.

t
Bacon (ed. Montague) II. 200 The human

mind accordingly, instead of marching, merely marked
time. 1903 F. W. H. MYERS Hittn. rcrsonality II. 296 The
Agnostic s appeal to us to halt and mark time.

II. To direct one s course or aim.

fll. To direct (one s way). Also reft, and intr.
t

to proceed, advance. Obs.

c 1205 LAV. 5642 pa cnihtes weoren wise .. and heotn
markcde furfl, touward Munt gtu heu fcrtlen. Ibid. 26309
For5 ba eorles wenden..and ma:rcoden enne waji be oner
anne munte l;ei. 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xvi. \.Magdtilcna)

784 Scho til wildirnes has socht, ..& ycldir ewinely tan hyr
mark. ? a 1400 Mortc Arth. 3595 Nowe bownes the bolde

kynge with [his! beste knyghtes,. -Merkes ouer the mown-
taynes fulle mervaylous wayes. 14.. Hcnrysoris Tiva J/yjv

195 in Bannatyne MS. fi88i) 965 Quhen schowas furth and

fre, scho .. mirrely mirkit vnto the mvre. 1500-20 Dt/NBAR
Poems Ixxi. 20 Oft tliow lies rcfusit Till cum ws till, or ^it

till merk ws neir. 1513 Dot-.; i.AS ^Eneis Exclamacioun i

Now throw the deip fast to the port I mark. 1596 DAL-
RYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 406 The Quene hard this

ansuer,quliilk quhen scho hard, she markes to Dunbar.

1 12. To aim a blow or missile at
;
to strike, hit.

13. . Gait 1
.

&amp;lt;$

Gr. A&quot;/. 1592 pe nion merkke/ hym wel, as

baymette fyrst,..Hit hym vp to be hull. 1399 LANGI.. Rit.Ii.

Rcdetes in. 268 Rewlers of rewmes..Were not yffoundid. .

To leue al at Hkynge. . Hut to laboure on be lawe..And to

merke meyntenourz with maces, la 1400 Morte^ Arth. 2206

He merkes tliurghe the mayk-z the myddes in sondyre.
a 1400 PUtill ofSusan 320 He [an Angel] hah bramlist his

brond brennynde so bri;t. To Marke pi middel at a Mase
in more ben in bre, No lese. c 1400 Destr, Trt&amp;gt;y 73^7 He
merkit hym in mydward the mydcll in two, put he felle to be

flat erthe. c 1402 Lviw. CompL /&amp;gt; /. A ut. 462 Who that is

an archer, and ys blend, Marketh nothing, but sheteth as he

wend. 1513 DOUGLAS JStttft xn. v. 132 Of (.juham this dart

hit ane. .at the myddill inarkyt hym full rycht. 1529 RAS-
TEI.L Pastyme (1811) 172 One marked hym with a quarell
and smote hym in the hede.

fb. intr. To aim a blow. Const, to. Also

St. to aim, intend to do something. Obs.

a 1400 Sir l\-rc. 2067 lly then hys swerde owt he get,

Strykes the geant withowttene Iett t Merkes evene to his

nekk. 1400 Destr. Troy 7034 He merkit to Menestaus
with a mayn dynt, pat he hurlit fro his horse to be hard

erthe. c 1470 HENRVSON Mor. Fab. v. Par/. Beasts xxxv,
Of this meniye markand to get remeid. i$?oSatir. Poems

Reform, xii. 76 Sen double murtlier markis to reule the

rout. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie*3 Hist. Scot. x. 399 Pre-

pareng with al . .thair harte, the destructione of the Catholik

and Romane Kirk, quhilk vttirlie tha mark to ouirthraw.

III. To notice or observe.

13. To notice or keep the eye upon (a person or

material object) ; to observe ; to watch, Now/^/.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xii. 132 Lyueres to-forn vs vseden

to marke The selkouthes that thei seighen her sones for to

teche. 1463 J. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 122 They ar morkyn
well inowe, and so is John Bylyngforthe. 1530 PALSGR.

730/2 Mark hym whan he daunseth, you shall se hym
springe lyke a yonckher. &amp;gt;59&amp;lt;S

SI-KNSKR F. Q. VI. ii. 5 Him
stedfastly he markt, and saw to bee A goodly youth of

amiable grace. 1667 MILTON P. L. xii. 50 God who/jft
descends to visit men Unseen, and through their habita

tions walks To mark their doings. 1711 HODGEJ.I. Sffcf.

No. z 16 P 5, I saw a Hare pop out. . . I marked the Way she

took. 1725 POPE Odyss. XVH. 448 Full well I mark d the

features of his face. 1757 FOOTE Author i. 12 He has not

mark d me yet. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude iv. 390 So ntar

that.. I could mark him well, Myself unseen, 1810 SCOTT

Lady ofL. ii. vi, While yet he loiter d on the spot, It seemed
as Ellen mark d him not.

14. To consider ; to observe mentally, give lieed

or attention lo. Often with well.

CI430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.l 119 Marke this

in yowre mynde. 1481 CAXTON R t ynard(\v\-&amp;gt;.\ He muste

.. eruestly and diligently marke wel that he redeth.

15*9 Snpplic. to King (E.E.T.S.) 36 Marke well what

they purpose by this estatute. 1535 COVEKHALE Isa. .\\viii.

2 ? Take hede and heare my voyce, pondre and merck

niy wordes we!. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. /-&quot;/, in. i. 153 Antl

if your Grace marke every circumstance, You haue great
reason to do Richard right. i6it IlittLE Ps. xxxvii,

^7 Marke the perfect man, and behold the vpright : for

the end of that man is peace. 1788
MRS. HrctiES Henry

,y Isabella III. 30 They had marked a more than ordinary

regard in his Lordship s behaviour to her. 1790 Xorman $
Bertha. II. 166 She recollected the husband of her former

attendant,, .and having marked him framed for villainies

[etc.]. 1814 CARY Dante, Paradise \\. 123 Mark me well.

1842 MIALL in Xonconf, II. 8 Another feature of the times

is worth marking. 1865 KINGSI.KV Hereiv. xxii, Mark my
words, Sir Hereward, that cunning Frenchman will treat

with them one by one.

15. Sport* a. trans. To note and keep in mind
i the spot to which

t
the j;ame) has retired after

having been *

put up . Also to mark down.
When pheasants or partridges are driven from cover, and

ate flying towards the guns, the boaters cry Mark Over !

c 1450 Treat. Hawking in Rcl. Ant. \. 297 If she ncnu; oon
rewarde her apon here foule, then merke the covey and goo
afore them somwhat. 1486 Ilk. St. Albans biij b, And go
after y

l by laysour to the partrich that 1; marked and doo
as I shall tell yu\v here folowyng. 1749 Fn I.DING Tom
Jones in. ii, The birds flew into it, and were marked, (as it

is called) by the two sportsmen. 1803 COL. HAWKKK Diary
11893) I. i We marked the former [ducks] down. 1849 E. K.

NAPIER F.xcurs, S. Africa II. 331 He now dashed, .tip th*j

opposite bank, having marked a second flock of oxen. 1864
Cornli. Mtig. X. 840 It is no good to talk uf having niark-j-l

birds down, unless you have distinctly sr n a certain toss

up of the uings as they pitch. 1874 J. W. I,ONG Ani,r.

Wild-fowl Shooting 154 Mark ! Let them go over. I ll call

them down. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. q.? Mark drnvn, to

keep in view or memory the spot at which the boar went
tO COVtjI.

I). Ol a bound : also absol.

1880 CAHNECU: Pract.
Tr&amp;lt;ij&amp;gt;.

16 The dog markfij when it

i iied the hole again. //&amp;gt;/(( ,, The dog still remained marking,
VJ I went back. 1899 H cstm. Gas. 17 Nov. -/- A fox

:
was then roused, .and h-vund-i ran him . .finally marking to

j

ground after a gallop lasting nearly half an hour.

C. Football. (See quot. 1897.)
1887 SHKARMAN Athletics &amp;lt;V Football 317 When practic-

, able he should mark the same man throughout the game,
and when the ball is thrown he should always be uii the

! alert. 1897 Entyd. Sport I. 429 (Football) Marking a ntnn,

i keeping close to an opponent in order to hamper him if lie

|

should receive the ball. 1901 Xcotsitmn n Mar. 4/8 The
Scottish players, .marked the opposition too carefully to

| permit of their being very troublesome.

16. absol. or intr. To take notice ; to keep watch
;

to fix
v
one s) attention

;
to consider. Sometimes

I followed by indirect question : To ascertain by
j

observation (what, whether, etc.).

1526 TINUALE Lnl;e\. 36 And marke, thy cosen Elizabeth,
hath also conceaved a &amp;gt;onne in her oldcage. 1563 T. Wii.-

SON Logike (1580) 61 The aunswerer inu^te at the firste

hearing of hys [opponent s] argument, marke whether it

bee made accordyng to rules of fxJgique, or otherwise,
a 1591 H. SMITH Serin. (1637) 309 You marked when your
Master taught you your trade. 1596 SHAKS. Mcr&amp;lt;.h. I , iv.

3*3 O vpright ludge, Marke lew, o learned lud^c. 1611

IJIHLE i Kings x.\.
^ Marke, I pray you, and see how this

man seeketh mischiefr. 1669 STUKMY Mariner s hlag. v.

xii. 72 Mark diligently until the Plumb- Line, .cut tne^e

assigned decrees, .that you are to Mount the Gun by. 1781
COAVPER Tntili 59 Tlie self-applauding bird, the peacock
see, Mark what a sumptuous Pharisee is he ! 1875 BKVCI-:

/My Koiti.
Enif&amp;gt;.

i. (ed. 5) 3 We shall mark how the new
religion, rising in the midst of a hostile power ends by em
bracing and transforming it. 1875 JOVVKTT Plato (ed. 2} I.

282 What they say is mark, now, and see whether their

words are true they say that the soul of man is immortal.

Mark, obs. form of MAKO.UE, MIKK.

Markable (ma-ikab l),a. Also 7marckable,
markeable. [f.

MARK v. + -ABLE.]

T 1. AVorthy or capable of being marked or noted ;

remarkable. 06s. [Cf. obs. F. marqitable (i6lh c.).]
t 1449 PKCOCK Rt-pr. iv. iv. 447 Tho othere now st-id bisch-

opis, which thei made aft irward out of the noumbre of

xij., as therto sowneth mifhe the processe, Acts i&quot;. i!., b!

inanie therto markable wordis. 1584 Leyccsters Cominonw.

(1641) ii Such a one . . so markeable to the simplest subiect

of this Land by the publique insignes of his tyrannous pur

pose, 1608 HIEKOS Defence n. xii. 162 Some special! &
markeable defectes in his plea. (11645 HAHINGTON .S wri .

II ore. in Ifive. Hist. Soc. Proc. \\. 155 And theasc which

male seeme to some scarce worth the wrytynge, to a curious

eye maye perhaps be marckable. 1651 RaleiglCs Ghost 260

Men.. illustrious and markable. .for sanctity of life.

2. Capable of receiving a mark or imprint, rare.

1862 MRS. CROSLASD Mrs. Blake III. 288 He thought

Kmily Neville a beautiful name, and now all markable

gifts were so inscribed.

Hence f Ma rkably adv., remarkably.
1650 I-JUUVER Anthropomct. 262 So maikably uncertain

and giddy-headed herein are we.

Markal, variant of MEKCAL Sc. dial.

Markasit(e, obs. forms of MAKCASITE.

Marftfe, obs. form of MARQUE, MIKK.

Marked (maakt),///. a. [f. MARK v. and sbt

+ -ED -]

1. Having a visible mark. Also, impressed or

affixed a* a mark
; expressed by a mark.

931 in Kirch Cartul. Sax. (1887) II. 358 Dsere semearco-
dan asc tet aleburnan. 1609 DOUI.AXI&amp;gt; Ornith. Aficrol. g Of

Keyessome are.. marked Keyes, others are called vnmarked

Keyes. Of the marked, there are fine principal! .. which

the Ainbrosians . . did mark with colours. 1617 MOKYSON
Itin. i. 227 A marked stone in the pavement. 1753 CHAM
BERS Cyct. Sitpp. s.v. Card, Among sharpers divers sorts of

false or fraudulent cards have been contrived; as marked
cards. 1768 A . ( a &quot;. Col. Rec. VII. 853 From the top of Tryon
Mountain beginning at the marked Trees thereon [etc.].

1875 Chtunb. Jrnl. 16 Jan. 45 A number of prettily marked

ones \sc. snails]. 1893 F. ASSTKV Voces Populi Ser. n. 5

Herr Von K. is preparing to fire a marked half-crown from

a blun-lerlniss.

absol. 1623 WODROKPHE Marnrm Fr. Tongue 319/2 From
! the Marcketfof the Hand of God, and from Traytors Hands,
i the Lord keepe vs.

b. Special collocations : marked bar, a par
ticular form of pig-iron ; marked file, a file of

: newspapers or journals upon the articles in which

i
the names of the writers have been recorded ;



MARKEDLY.

marked iron = marked liar
;
marked price, the

\

price indicated by written signs placed on goods
offered for sale ;

marked proof, an impression

of an engraving in which some detail is left un

finished as a mark of an early state of the plate.

1887 Daily News 19 Oct. 2/6 In many instances the

marked prices are clearly prohibitive. 1888 ll id. 24 Sept.

2/7 Marked bars are almost the only class of iron that have

not been advanced. . . Most marked bar houses are in a

better position than they have been for a year or two past.

Ibid, to Dec. 2/8 Marked iron is unchanged. 1902 Daily
Chron. i May 5/2 There are many marked files in the

British Museum.

2. Marked man : one whose conduct is watched

with hostile intent; one who is kept in mind as

an object for suspicion or vengeance.

1833 HT. MAKTINEAU Manch. Strike xi. 125 You are a

marked man in Manchester, . . no master in any trade will

take you in among his men. 1835 MACAULAY His!. t.ng.

xviii. &quot;IV&quot;. 235 If they had fancied that they were marked

men, they might.. have become traitors. 1882 J. H. BLUNT

Ref. Ch. Eiig. II. 285 On the accession of Queen Mary he

naturally became a marked man.

3. Emphasized, rendered evident ; clearly defined,

easy to distinguish or recognize. Also with pre

fixed adv., as well-, strongly-marked.

1795 LD. AUCKLAND Corr. (1862) III. 281, I do not think

the rule applicable to this case ;
it WM too marked and too

official. 1797 M. BAILLIE Marl: Anat. (iSojl 72 Any well

marked example of this disease. 1802 MAR. EoGEWORrll

Moral T. U8i6) I. vii. 42 He looked at the flower-put with

marked disdain. 1836 J. M. GULLY Mageatlie s Formal.

(ed. 2) 9 A quarter of a grain has generally a marked action

on a healthy man. 1841 KREWSTKK Mart. Sci. n. iii. (1856)

134 We slightly resented a piece of marked incivility. 1853

LVTTON My Novel x. xiv, Of those qualities enumerated

above, .. Audley Egerton only exhibited to a marked degree
the common sense and the readiness. 1875 W. S. HAY-

WARD Lore agst. World i, The third with more marked
features. 1888 Poor Xcllic 82 George avoided you in the

most marked manner. 1899 Allbntts Syst. Mcti. VIII. 933
The antipyrine-rash . . is not accompanied by marked fever, i

b. Of rhythm, accent, etc.

1818 HALLAM Mid. Agts IX. i. (1868) 599 Their hymns de-
j

pended, for metrical effect, on the marked accents and
;

powerful rhymes which the Latin language affords.

Markedly (maukedli), adv. [f.
MARKED a.

+ -LY -.] In a marked manner or degree.
A favourite igth c. adverb.

1811 in Southey Life A. Bell (1844* II. 389 The Bishop. .
|

was markedly civil, both to myself and Davis. 1842 J. SIEK-

LING Ess. etc. (1848) I. 442 The collection includes poems
of four markedly different kinds. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. .!/(/.

VIII. 838 As. a rule epithelioma of the muco-cutaneous
functions affects the glands early and markedly.

Markedness ma-jkrdms}. [f. MARKED a.

+ -NESS.] The condition of being marked.

1846 POE L. G. Clark Wks. 1864 HI. no The markedne,,

by which he is noticeable for nothing. 1865 J . GROTF. Moral
Ideals xix. 451 Individuality of character is markedness.

Markee,Markenes,obs.ff.M.\uyui:E,MiKKNE.ss.
Marker (maukaj). [f.

MARK v. + -ERl. OE.
had mearcere as a gloss on L. HOtaritu.]
1. O.ie who marks, a. One whose duty it is to

mark game (see MARK v. 15).

1486 Bk. St. Allrans B iij b, Let yowre spanyellis fynde a

Couy of partrichys and when thay be
putvpp. .ye most haue

markeris to marke som of thaym, and then cuwple vp yowre
houndys. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 75 When either of the
markers has marked birds, he should blow his whistle once.

b. One who records the score in competitive

games (e.g. tennis, billiards, etc.), or at target

practice, t In Cricket = scorer.

1532 MORE Confut. 7 indale Wks. 403/2 It is pitie yfc the
man wer not made a marker of chases in some tenis play.
1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Chas.

&amp;lt;V Jets. (Camden) 177 John
Webb, John and Charles Dimion, markers in the tenis courts
at Whitehall and \Vindsor. 1754 J. LOVE Cricket (1770) 5
Save when the [billiard] Marker bellows out, Six lo~i. C. 1774
Covent-Ganteri Mag. Aug. 283/j [Cricket] If one of these

gentry should be appointed marker, he will favour the side
that he wishes to win. 1859 LEVER Davenport Dunn 27
Sam Crozier was a marker at a billiard-table in Tralee.
1861 Times 23 Aug., A private of the Royal Marines . .

was acting as a marker at the targets during the firing of
the Volunteers. iS&fcncycl. Sport II. 242 Most games [of
rackets] at clubs, and all matches, are played under the eye
and voice of a marker who is placed in the gallery.

c. One employed to keep a record of attendances,
in a class, school, or college.
At Cambridge, a person appointed to prick off the names

of those present at the service in a college chapel.
1798 COLERIDGE Let. 19 Feb., Every ward [in Christ s Hos

pital] was governed by four Monitors, . . and by four Markers.
1820 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Christ s Ilosp. 35 Yrs. a%o. The
markers (those who were appointed to hear the Bible read
in the wards on Sunday morning and evening). 1849
Black. Mag. May 601 His name prick d off upon the
marker s roll, No twinge of conscience racks his easy soul.

1893 Month Aug. 49} There are [in a Manchester indus
trial school] two non-commissioned officers, or monitors,
who are termed the striper and marker respectively.

d. In \Velshslatequanies: An official employed
to check the quantity of work done by the men.
1901 Daily Chron. 15 May 8/6 One man. .who occupied the

position of marker in the quarries, .turned back.

e. Mil. One who is placed as a pivot or forma
tion mark in military evolutions.

1796 Instr. ff Rfg. Cavalry (i%i 100 Markers will always
be placed, to give the precise ground on which the counter
march is to be made. 1832 Prop. Rcgnl. liistr. Cavalry

172

111. 53 The Markers to be employed for Regimental Move- I

merits are the Adjutant, the Regimental Serjeant Major, !

and one non-commissioned Officer for each Squadron.

f. One who puts a mark, stamp, brand, etc.

upon something. Marker-off: a workman who per

forms certain processes in pianoforte scale making.

1553 Act 7 Edw. VI, c. 7 i The penaltie . . dependeth . .

not upon the seller, ne maker, marker or fellor of the same

[Fuell] 1737 Chamberlayncs St. Gt. Brit. n. ill. led. 33)

9+ Marker of Dice, John Rollos. 1889 Work 23 Nov. I.

Chron. 3 Dec. 10/6 P
off wanted.

tg. One who notes or observes. Oat.

f i55oCiiFKF.lAtrY.xvi. wofc.Asin y beginning of Orestes

of Kuripides it mai appear, and els whear communli to a

marker hearof.

t h. slang. (See quol.) 06s.

1501 GREENF. ttui / t. Canny catching Wks. (Grosart) X.

86 In Lifting Law, He that first stealelh (is) the Lift. He
th.it receiues it the Markar.

i. nonce-use. A marksman.
1820 SCOTT Monast. xviii, The best marker may shoot a

bow s length beside.

2. An implement or tool for marking.
In many specific applications, e. g. an implement for tracing

lines on the ground in laying out garden beds, preparing
for planting rows of tiecs, etc. ; an appliance in a sewing
machine for making a crease on the cloth to serve as a guide
for stitching or folding ; a pointed tool or stylus for marking
wood to be cut.

1715 W. HALFPENNY Sound Building 5.2 With a Marker

describe the Cross-Joints. 1870 Aiivt., Bezique Playing
Cards.. with Markers. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.

584 2 Marker. . .An implement for marking off rows on the

ground, as a guide for planting or dropping.

3. = Book-marker ^BooK sb. 18).

1852 Miss MITFORD Recoil. II. 184, I had no marker, and

the richly bound volume closed as if instinctively. 1853

DALE tr. BaldeschCs Ceremonial 293 When carrying the

Missal, he will take care not to displace the markers.

4. slang. Something worthy to be compared.
1895 H. P. ROBINSON Men Born Equal 145 It ain t a

marker to what s ahead.

Market (ma-iki-t),rf. Forms: a. 2 (daf.\ 4-6

markete, 3 dat). marcatte , 4 markatte, 4-6 mar-

kette, 4-6 raarkat, 4-7 marcat, -kett,6 marcatt,

(4 marked, 5 markyth(e, marget, 5-6 markit, 6

-yt,-yd,-eth,marchet, 7marquet),2-market. 0.

(chiefly Sc. ) 4-6 merkat, 5-8 mercat, 5-7 mercate,

(4 merkete, 5 -et, 6 -ett, -it, -yte, 7 merkate).

[Late OE. market, a. ONF. market (Central OF.

marchiet, marfhii, mod.F. marchi) = Pr. marcat-z,

Sp., 1 g. mercado, It. mercato : L. mercatu-s, f.

mercarl to trade: see MERCANTILE. The Romanic

word was early adopted into the Tctil. langs. : cf.

OHG. ntarkdt, merkat, merchat iMHG. market,

inerket, mod.G. markt
,
OFris. mcrked,\)\i.markt

(see MAUT si.\ ON. markaSr, ntarknaSr (Sw.
marknad, Da. marked}.
It is not certain that the word was introduced into Eng

land before the 12th c., though it occurs in documents

ostensibly of the nth and loth centuries; even if these be

in substance genuine, they are modernized in language.]

1. The meeting or congregating together of people
for the purchase and sale of provisions or live

stock, publicly exposed, at a fixed time and place;
the occasion, or time during which such goods are

exposed for sale ; also, the company of people at

such a meeting, i High market: the time when
the market is busiest.

After to orfrom the article is very often omitted.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1125 (Laud MS.) He ne mihte

cysten a;nne peni at anne market. &amp;lt; izzo Bestiary 401 De
man oat ofter biswikeS . . in mot er in market, c 1380 WVCLIF
It ki. (1880) 172 Prestis also ben ma[r]chaunlis. .& beten

markctis (etc.). 1413 Pilgr. Somie (Caxton 1483) ill. vii. 54
Vsurers wyllen nought be hyghely renomed of theyr craft ne

cryen it in the markelt. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccvi. 187
He lete crye thurgli his patent in euery faire and in euery
markete of Englond. 1563 in W. H. Turner Selct t. A ci .

Oxford 306 Everye Satterdaye . . there shalbe a common
markett for . . cattell. 1564 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 280

l To by or sell any maner of tyrnmer, greit or small, hot in

oppin and plane marcattis. a. 1649 WINTHROP New l-.ng.

\
(1853) I. 148 By order of court a mercate was erected at

Boston, to ba kept upon Thursday. 1775 S. J. PKATT
l.ilvial Opin. xlviii. (1783) II. 67 There (at Smithfieldl
it is high market. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 424 When
the whole bulk of the articles to be sold is brought into the

market . . ,
the market is called a pitched market ;

when only
a small portion is brought ..it is called a sample market.

1849 LYTTON Caxtons 39 My mother had coaxed Caxton to
walk with her to market. 1899 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 4,/-
A rendezvous . .where a market was opened for the Indians
in the vicinity.

fig. 1340 Aycnb. 23 pet is be dyeules peni huermide he
bay|? alle be uayre pane-worbes me the markatte of bise
wordle. 1600 SIIAKS. A. Y. L. in. v. 60 Thanke heauen,
fasting, for a good mans loue ; . .Sell when you can, you are
not for all markets.

b. 1 hrases, more or less metaphorical, f To be

at market : to be for sale (lit. and jig.). To bring
to market: to offer for sale (Jit. andyff.). To bring
ones eggs (or ones hogs] to a bad market : to suffer

the failure of one s schemes. To feed (cattle) to

i

market : to feed for sale. To go to market: (colloq.}

|
to make an attempt at something. To go (bad(y, etc. )

MARKET.

to market: to make a (bad, etc.) bargain. To

put into market : to make a matter of bargain
and sale, f To run before one s horse to market :

to count the gain before the bargain is made.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. i. 160 But yet I run before my
horse to Market. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Citpid s Rev. i. i, We
haue brought Our eggs and muskadine to a faire market,

rt 16x6 Bonduca v. li, You have brought your hogs to a
fine market. 1639 G. DANIEL Ecchts. x. 25 Such a Man
would bring His Soule to Mercate. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.
I. vii. I. 68 When the quantity of any commodity which is

brought to market falls short of the effectual demand. 1800

JEFFERSON Let. to jf. Madison 4 Mar., Writ. 1854 IV. 324
H. Marshal voting of course with them, asdid, and frequently

does***, of** *, who is perfectly at market. 1801 Let. to

Monroe 24 Nov. Ibid. IV. 420 A very great extent ofcountry,
north of the Ohio, ..is now at market. 1809 MALKTNLf7//&amp;gt;Y&amp;lt;M

II. ix. F7 The schoolmaster, .brought his eggs to a bad market.
1812 Sptrtixflfmf. XXXIX. 23 When ..they found they
had been badly to market, thay declared themselvesoff. 1821

LAMB Eliii Ser. l. Intperf. Sytnp., They seldom wait to

mature a proposition, tut e en bring it to market in the

green ear. 1844 EMEKSON Lect., Vug. Ainer. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 300 This is the good and this the evil of trade, that it

would put everything into market. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD
Col. Reformer I. xi. 168 If you hadn t come forward . . the

first time he propped, he mightn t have gone to market at

all. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 156 These [sheep] being

specially fed to market.

C. Market overt (in Law) : open market
;
the ex-

posal of vendible goods in an open place so that

any one who passes by may see them.
1602 FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 7 If a felon sell a Horse

without couin in a Market ouert, this doth alter the pro

perty. .1766 Bl.ACKSTONE Cotnln. II. XXX. 449 Market overt

in the country is only held on ..special days .. ; but in

London every day, except Sunday, is market day. 1880

Sat. Rev. 28 Feb. 281 A certain article was submitted for

analysis by its proprietors to a distinguished analyst, who
thoughtfully provided himself with another sample of it

bought in market overt.

d. Stock Exchange. (See quot. 1887.)
1880 Guide to Stock Exch. 35 The distinctions between

classes of business on the Stock Exchange are known as
1 markets ,

and each jobber is supposed to operate in his

own market. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 557/1 What are

known as the markets in the stock exchange are simply

groups of jobbers distributed here and there on the floor of

the house.

2. Law. The privilege granted to the lord of a

manor, a municipality or other body, to establish

a meeting of persons to buy and sell.

[?&amp;lt;i Io66-]n5o Charter of Eathveard in Kemble Cod.

Vipl. IV. 209 pset . . se abbod and 3a jebroSra into Kame-

sege habben 6a socne on eallen bingen ofer heom and 5at

market a;t Dunham. 1464 Rolls ofPatit. V. 521/1 Courtes,

Warennes, M creates, Rentes . . to the seid Priory., belong-

yng. 1607 COWELL Intcrpr., Market, ..signifieth. .also the

liberty or priuiledge whereby a towne is enabled to keepe
a market. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 276 So where

a man has a market to hold on the Saturday, and he holds

it on another day, the market shall be forfeited.

3. A public place, whether an open space or

covered building, in which cattle, provisions, etc.

are exposed for sale
;
a market-place, market-house.

e 1150 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 33 So ha kam into be

Marcatte so he fond werkmen bet were idel. 13 . . A . Alts.

1515 A temple ther was, amydde the market. 1477 CAXTON

Jason 79 They began a bataile upon the market. 1511

Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 4 A howse in the marketh. 1549

Compl. Scot. xvii. 149 The comont pepil . . conuoyit them

to the plane mercat befor the Capitol. 1718 LAIJV M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to C tess Bristol 10 Apr., The markets are

most of them handsome squares. 1872 All Year Hound

13 Apr. 470/1 This charitable lady decided on building
a market.

b. With prefixed word, indicating the chief

commodity sold, as cattle, corn, fish, meat-market,

etc., for which see those words.

4. The action or business of buying and selling ;

an instance of this, a commercial transaction, a

purchase or sale
;
a (good or bad) bargain, lit.

znAJig. Obs. cxc. in certain phrases : see c.

1525 LD. BERNFKS/VO/M. II. xxxviii. 116 Lytell and lytell

w e shall wynne the aistells that these pyllers holde, though

they departe nowe with a good market. Ibid. xci. [Ixxxvii.]

272 He hadde so good a markette as to escape alyue. a 1548

HALL Chron., Hen. VI 130 b, The remmaiint not likyng
their market, departed. 1548 UUALI. Erasm. Par. Luke
xiv. 126 b, I must.-goe to

p_roue them, whether I haue

made a good mercate in bying of them or not. c 1550

CHEKE Matt. xxii. 4 Y1
. . went yeer wais, sum to his own

ground,
sum to his mercat. 1599 Warn, faire ll oin. I. 525

he must defer her market till to-morrow. 1620 MIDDLETON
Chaste Maid H. ii, Second Pro. I prithee look what market

she hath made. First Pro. Imprimis, sir, a good fat loin of

mutton. 1625 I). JONSON Staple- of N. n. iv, What Lick-

finger? mine old host of Ram-Alley? You ha some mercat

here. 16*0 T. M. Hist. Independ. iv. 12 The Juncto..

willing to make the best of a bad market, prepare for war.

1689-90 TF.MPLE Ess. Pop. Discont. Wks. 1731 I. 257 Every
Man speaks of the Fair as his own Market goes in it. 1693
DKYDEN Persius v. 201 And with Post-haste thy running
Markets make, Be sure to turn the Penny. 1699 KIKKTON
Ch. Hist. (1817) 373 She hade two daughters, . . and for

these she thought she might make a better mercat in Scot

land than in England.

t b. The marketing or selling of (a commodity).

t^safg. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Han:, iv. iv. 34 (Qo. :) What is a man, If his

chiefe good and market of his time He but to sleepe and

feede, a beast, no more. 1680 Mouots Gcog. Reel., Tar-

lary (1685)80 Some of them now grown Wealthy, by the

Market of their Slaves, . .wear Sables.



MARKET.

c. Phrases, t T wakt market : to trade, buy
and sell \ fig&quot;

to have dealings or intercourse with.

To makt a or one s market of (a possession, an

occasion) : to make (it) an object or occasion of

bargaining or profit, to barter away; also, rarely,

to victimize, make illicit profit out of (a person).

To make one s market , to do one s bargaining or

dealing (///. andyf^.)- T mai~ onet/furs or ones

market , to spoil his or one s own trade (//
/. and

fig }
T Mtfal onJs market: to improve one s

bargain.
1340 Ayenb. 36 And huanne hy hise y/ej? poure and nyed-

uol :
|&amp;gt;anne makt:)&amp;gt; hy mid ham marcal to do hire niedes.

a 1400-50 Alexander 421 He .sa^e, as him tho^t, Amon Ins

awen god in armes with his qwene, And make with hire

market as [he] a man were. 1529 FRITH Antithesis Wks,.

( 573) 3/2 He tllilt saM it is better to give our charily
to the poor..goeth aboute to marre the Popes market.

1577 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 658 He , . ressavk ane coip
bill as ane marchand, gevand him licence to mak inarcat in

the cuntre. iijgySi icNSEK.SY^//*. Cal. Sept. 37 They, .maken
a market [1579-91 marl] of their good name. 1601 UKNT
Pathw. Heaven 94 So far off are you from mending your
market any whit thereby. 1605 in Burgh Rcc. Glasgtriv

11876) I. 230 It is. .ordainit. .that it salbe leasum to owttin-

townis fleschouri^ ilk day in the oulk to mak markat of

flesche in this towne. 1611 UIULE Transl. Prcf. P 17 It is

a grieuous thing lo neglect a great fatre, and to seeke to

make markets afterwards, a 163$ NAUNTON Fragnt. Reg.
(Arb.) 58 There was in him. .a humour of travelling : which
had not some wise men about him laboured to remove . . he
would (out of his naturall propension) have marred his own
market. 1681 DRVDEN Abs. ^ A chit. \. 503 The next for

interest sought to .. make their Jewish markets of the

throne. 1709 S. SHWALL Diary 17 Feb., Mr. Gerrish courted
Mr. Coney s daughter: and if she should have Mr. Stod-

dard, she would mend her market. 1713 STEKLK Gnarditin
No. 6 P 3 With his ready Mony the iTuilder, Mason and

Carpenter are enabled to make their Market of Gentlemen
.. who inconsiderately employ them. 1714 GAY Sheph.
Week Thur, 121, 1 made my market long before twas night,

My purse grew heavy, and my basket light. 1793 BURKK
Policy Allies Wks. VII. 171 Prussia, .thinks of nothing but

making a market of the present confusions. 1861 HKVWOOU
Prcf. to y. Staton s Let. (Chetham Soc.) 3 Houses here

ditarily accustomed to make a market of their swords.

5. Sale as controlled by supply and demand ;

hence, demand (for a commodity).
1689 EVELYN Diary (1827) IV. 315 They expect a quicker

mercate. 1781 COWTKK Charity 522 *Tis called a Satire. ..

Strange! how the frequent interjected dash Quickens a

market, and helps off the trash. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. I.

m. ii. 4. 529 The extra quantity can only find a market,
by calling forth an additional demand equal to itself. Ibid.

5. 531 Had they persisted in selling all that they pro
duced, they must have forced a market by reducing the

price. 1861 M, PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 47 Such commo
dities, however, . . found little market as yet. 1896 KUITH
THOMPSON in Monthly Packet Christm. No. 83 Stredza ..

has lived long enough to know that there is a market for

treason.

b. 73? make a market (Stock Exchange) : to in

duce active dealing in any particular stock or shares,

by being both a buyer and a seller at about the

same price ; to bring an enterprise to the notice of

the public by interesting dealers in it (by means of

options or otherwise).
1899 Westtn. Gaz. 6 Mar. 8/1 Amongst the points in com

pany law reform . . the next [question] will relate to the old
abuse of making a market.

6. Oppoitunity for buying or selling. To lose

ones market : to miss one s chance of doing busi

ness. To oi erstand one s market : to stand out
about terms till the opportunity is lost.

1684 DRYDEN tr. Theocritus Idyll, iii. 85 What Madman
would o erstand his Market twice? 1691 LOCKE Money
Wks. 1727 II. 6 He that wants a Vessel, rather than lose
his Market, will not stick to have it at the Market-Rate.
1822 LAMB EHa Ser. i. Mod. Gallantry, When the phrases
antiquated virginity , and such a one has overstood her
market . . shall raise immediate offence.

7. 77f market , the particular trade or traffic in

the commodity specified in the context. Chiefly
in in or on the market. To be in the market ; (of
a person) to be a buyer ;

also fof a possession) to

be offered for sale (so to come into the market
}*

To engross the market : see quot. 1872.
1678 R. FILMEK Disc. Usefur Money 38 The borrowers do

trade by buying and selling in the Mercat at the same prices
that the owners ofmoney do. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. X. i..\i. I.

265 There are commonly in the market only fourteen ur fifteen

ounces of silver for one ounce of gold. 1791 WASHINGTON
Lett. Writ. 1892 XII. 66 A great quantity of bonds, thrown

suddenly into the market, . .could not but have effects the
most injurious to the credit of the U.S. 1841 LEVER C.

CfMnlley vi, Every imaginable species of property coming
into the market. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 535 Enoch..
bought Quaint monsters for the market of those times. 1866
Standard 7 May 2/3 A backwardation of per cent, was
freely paid for the delivery of shares, such was the scarcity
of them in the market. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 379
Edicts, .against engrossing the market, i. e., buying up the
stock of any commodity in order to sell it again at an en
hanced price. 1883 liLACK Yotande I. v. 89 If ever Mona-
glcn comes into the market, she ll snap it up. 1890 R.
BoLDKtcwooij Col. Reformer II. .vx. 169 You d have had
your mony in your pocket now, and might have been in
the market for some of these, .store cattle. 1891 Cycl.Tour.
Club Monthly Gn^. Nov. 320 The only type of air tyre on
the market.

b. \\ ith specifying word prefixed. For topper-,

173

! ore-, wage-market, etc., see those words. Also
MONEY-MAKKKT.
1831 Frascr s Mag. IV. 720 Even the home market was

thrown open to the goods of the stranger. 1840 DICKKN.S
Old C. Shop xxxii, In this depressed state of the classical

market, Mrs. Jarley made extraordinary efforts to stimulate
the popular taste. 1886 C. Scovr Shetp-FaYnting 137 Sheep
intended for the fat market.

8. The rate of purchase and sale ; price in the

market, market value.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Pnru. (1867) 31 The market gotli l&amp;gt;y
the

market men. 1586 A. DAY
Aw.e&quot;. Sccrt-tary II. U6-5J 71, 1

hope you will hane regard to the selling of these commodi
ties to my best atluantage, wherein I pray yon doe your best
endenour as the Market serueth. 1647 WARD .V/V///. Cvl lcr

11843) 7 They deal wisely that will stay till the Market is

fallen. 1780 BUKKB
,V/&amp;gt;.

Kcmt. Rfform Wks. III. 272 These
lands at present would sell at a low market. 1800 Pi I i in

Ci. l\oscs Diaries 11860) I. -j8o The market. .has..fallen ?i.

per quarter. 1886 T. HAKDY Mayor c/Castcrbr. x.xiii, Just
when I sold the markets went lower, and I bought up the
corn of those who had been holding back. 1890 k. lioi.MKii-

woon Col. Reformer (1891) 246 The cattle having tupped
the market

, and sold extremely well.

fig. 1535 I.YNUESAY Satyrs 3186 The markit raisit belie sa

hie, That Prelats dochtours .. Ar maryit with sic superllui-
ties [etc.]. 1614 KAI.KIGH Hist. World Pref. A 4 b, Fur
those Kings, which haue sold the bloud of others at a low
rate

;
hane but made the Market fur their owne enemies, to

buy of theirs at the same price. 1650 TRAIT Cinnin. Dent.
ix. 4 We are all apt to. .set a price upon ourseh e-, above the
market. 1751 K. PALTOCK / . ll ilkins (1884) II. xxiii. 279
For tis all one to her with whom she [sc. a mistress] en.

gages, so she can raise hut the market by a change.
9. A place or seat of trade; a country, district,

town, etc. in which there is a demand for articles

of trade ; hence, the trade of such a country, etc.

1615 K. S. Britain s Ktiss in Arb. Garner III. 651 Study
it were too great poverty for English minds ,. to fear to

speed worse in any market or place than ihey. 1752 HUME
Ess. ff Treat. (1777) I. 334 We lost the French market for

our woollen manufactures. 1821 SUKI.LKV (l^dipus n. i. 18
The failure of a foreign market for Sausages, bristles, and
blood puddings,, .is but partial. 1891 S. C. SCKIVENKU Our
Ficliis

&amp;lt;y

Cities 90 Professor Scely tells us that all the wars
since 1700 have been wars for a market. . . A blustering
Yankee captain, who was lighting for a market for goods
manufactured in the Northern States.

10. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as

market-boat, -cart, -Jnc, -girl, -hall, -keeper, -maid,
-talk, -time, -toll , (with reference to the money-
market) as market-money, -operator, -quotation.
1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Traiie, Market-boat. 1863 L ariili.

Mag. Feb. 180 The market-boats bring alongside his ship
the grapesand figs with which [etc.]. 1833 HT. MAR-IINKAU
Briery Creek iii. 49 Her employer was driving his market-
cart. iSjjJowiTT / // (ed. 2) III. 303 &quot;Market and har
bour dues. 1832 TENNYSON Latiy ofSKalott n. ii, The red
cloaks of *market girls. 1733 LEIJIAKD Set/tos II.vin.

j&amp;lt;&amp;gt;7

They saw before them the greatest market-hall in I.ixa.

1835 1st Munic. Ct rp. Coinin. Rep. App. in. 1686 [Preston]
Other Officers of the Corporation are..Maiket Looker,
&quot;Market Keeper. 1578 WHETSTONE 1st ft. Promos tf Cass.
iv. vi, Other &quot;market maydes pay downe for their meaie.
But that I haue bought, on my score is set. 1606 SMAKS.
Attt.

&amp;lt;y

CI. III. vi. 51 But you are come A Market-maid to

Rome. 1891 G. CLAKK Money-Market Primer xii. 127

&quot;Market-money, roughly speaking, is other people s money.
1893 A. J. WILSON Glvss, Stock Excli. 62 *Market operators
are tempted by a drop in the price to sell for the fall. 1891
G. CLARE Money-Market Printer ix. 105 Immediately it

*market-becomes known that gold has actually arrived, the *

quotation gives way. 1670 KACHAKU Cont. Clergy 44 Such
things as are ridiculous, that serve for chimney and*market-
talk. 1303 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 6 It shall be lawful . . to put
them in the Pillory all the *Market-time. 1832 Boston
Herald 6 Mar. 4 Acts of parliament to establish the right
of ^market tolls.

b. Special comb. : market basket, a large
basket used to carry provisions, etc. purchased in

the market; spec, see quot. 1884; t market-

beater,one who idles or lounges about a market
;

market bell, a bell rung to announce the com
mencement of a market

;
market-clerk = clerk of

the market (see CLERK sb. 6 c) ; market-coin,
coin current in the market ;

in quot.y?^. ;
market-

crier ? U.S. (see quot.) ; market-custom, the dues

levied on goods brought to market
; t market

dame, a strumpet (Farmer); f market-dasher

market-beater; market fair dial., a fail ing or pre
sent from the market ; market-fish U.S., (a) fish,

esp. cod-fish, ofamarketable size(see quot.); (6) a

corruption of marSttie-JlsA (Cent. Diet. 1890);
market-fresh a. dial, (see quot. 184!;; f market-

friendship, a friendship in business affairs ;
mar

ket-fuddled a. dial. market-fresh ;
market-

garden, a piece of land on which vegetables arc

grown for the market; hence market-gardener ,

t market geld, f?eld (see quots.) ;
market-horse

(slang), a horse simply kept in the betting-lists
for the purpose of being betted against (Ho/ten s

Slung Diet. 1874); market-house, a building in

which a market is held
;
a small house erected in

a market-place for the use of market-folk
; fmar-

ket lash, public Hogging ; in quot. Jig. ; market-

lead, in Silver-refining, that portion of the metal

which is sufficiently desilverized to be sold as lead;

market looker (see quot. 1821) ; market-maker,

MARKET.
t (a) a bargain-maker (ois.~); (6) in the Stock Ex
change (see 5 b) ; so market-making; market-
master (1 ennsylv.), an officer having supervision
of markets (Cent. Diet.); f market-match, a
match made for pecuniary gain ; market-merry a.
dial. market -fresh ; hence market - merriness

;

t market-monger, one who engrosses the market ;

market-mongeriug, discreditable dealing in the

share-market; market-ordinary, the ordinary pro
vided for market people ; market-peace Hist.

[
= G. marktfrieile\, the peace or truce which pic-

vailed in a market on market-days; market-penny,
a perquisite made by one who buys for another;
t market-plenty, plentifulness of the market

;

market pot, in Silver-rejining, the last of a scries

of crystallizing pots, containing the market-lead ;

market-price, the current price which a com
modity fetches in the market; f market-quality,
the quality of being a market town

; market-rate,
the current value of a commodity ; market-rigger,
one who rigs the market ^see RIG t

.) ;
hence

market rigging vbl. sb.
; t market ruuner -

market beater; f market-set - MAKKKT-I I.ACH
;

(-market-sieve, V one for sifting rice for the

market; market-stall, a standing-place or booth
in a market

;
market stallage, the right of electing

or the rent paid for a market-stall
; market

stance .SV. MAUKET-PLACK ; market-table, one

frequented by marketers
; market-trot, a steady

trot like that of a person going to market ; market-

value, current value in the market, saleable value
;

market-woman, (a) a woman who sells in the

market
; ,l&amp;gt;)

with adj., one (more or less ) skilled

in marketing ; market-work, the growing of

produce for the market. Also MAHKET aiusis,

1IAV, MAN. -I LACK, -STEAD, TOWN.
1884 Casselfi Kncycl. Diet., Markef-l-ask, !, a basket used

by dealers in the London fruit ;iml vegetable markwts. It

contains 56 Ibs. of potatoes. 0380 WYCI.II-- H ks. (iSSot 242
^e, bou} he be a market betere. ( 1386 CllAletK AViTt- .

T. 16 He was a market-beter atte fnlle. 1483 Cath. Atii;!.

236/1 Merketbeler, cinuntfiraiiits. 1591 SHAHS. I lien. VI,
in. ii. 16 Watch. Knter, goe in, the *Maiket Bell is rung.
1616-61 HOLYIMY Pcrsins 290 Being &quot;market-dark .. He
break their earthen vessels less then measure. 1817 COLK
uni .t: /&amp;gt; /&amp;lt;

.&amp;lt;,

I-it. 212 Words used as the arbitrary marks of

thought, our smooth *markel-coin of intercourse. 1846
WoRCESlL u (citing LI:K\ Market-critr, a crier of the

market. 1844 H. Si Knit. NS / .(. I- arm II. 89 The .. due.^

incidental to the road and muikets, such as
toll&amp;gt;, forage,

ferries, and &quot;market-custom. 1705-7 K. WARD Hint. Kali- .

(1715) II. n. ii. 25 Punks, Strolers, Market Dames, c 1440

Protttp. Pan 1
. 326/2

* Market daschare, cireunifinann^.
1821 Black-.v. Mag.\\\\. 433 The rogues escaped from task,

Here take their stand, the &quot;market fair to ask. 1894 Otttin^

(U.S.) XXIII. 404/1 Market fish are those [cod] measuring
less [than 22 in.], but weighing 3 Ibs. or more. 1841 HAHIS-
HOKNE

.SW&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/.
Ant. 498

*
Market-Fresh, that dubious degree

&amp;gt;f sobriety with which farmers too commonly return horn j

not by any means *market-fuddled . 1840 Fenny Cy&amp;lt;t.

XVII. 96/1 (The land] would make excellent market-

gardens. 1865 DICKKNS Mnt. l- r. n. i, Where the railways
still bestride the market-gardens that will soon die under
them. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 188/1 &quot;Market-gardeners,

who raise vegetables .. for the supply of the London markets.

? a 1500 in Hlount La;u Diet. (1670) s.y.,
Et valent per

an. le Streteward & le *Marketxeld xviiis. 1684 MANLEY
Co-.vclfs Interpr. (ed. -J

1

, Market^cld, more truly Mnrket-

%clii, H signifies Toll of the Market. 1561 STOW Eng. Citron.

(1565) 136 This yeare the &quot;market house called the Stockes

in London was bcgon to be buylded. 1840 Penny Cyel.

XVII. 102/1 A town-hall [at Witney]. .with a piazza under

neath for a market-house. 1627-77 FELTHAM Kcsok cs i.

Iviii. 91 Every offence meets not with a &quot;Market lash. Pri

vate punishments sometimes gripe a man within. 1877
RAYMOND Statist. Mines

&amp;lt;y Mining 181 Rich lead on the

one hand and &quot;market-lead on the other. 1591 Munch. Court

Lett Rcc. (1885) II. 57 To delyuer . . them [the weights]
to the &quot;marketlokers. 1821 DE QUINCEY A ichter Wks. 1863
XIII. -L^note, Market-lookers is a provincial tenn v for

the public officers who examine the quality of the provisions

letef* hare benefices ober chonge|?. 1902 ll estm. Ga-,

14 Jan. s/i He put down contracts ofthis kindas advertising

and market making . 1605 BREIOS OldMan s Lesson B iij b,

&quot;Market-matches where Marriages are made without affec

tions. 1898 WATTS-DUNTON Aylivin (1900) 143/1 The mo
ment that he had passed into market-merriness . 1847

HALLIWELL Pro-Jtnc., Market-merry, tipsy. 1629 GAULE

Holy Maiiu. 389 A &quot;Market-monger, Corne-hoorder. 1901

ll estin. Gas. 10 Jan. 9/1 The evils of such a system
of market mongering. 1769 BLKKE Lett., to Alar,/.

Kockinghani (1844) I. 193 i he freeholders dined., at a

arket-ordinary. 1872 YEATS Crvmtk Comin. 379 Ihe

(1816) I. 53 Your cook.. never considers her market penny
an unfair advantage. 1643 TRAIT Coinm. Gen. xxvi. 28 1 he

Church of Rome borrows her mark from the &quot;market-plenty,

or cheapness. l8o Ure s Did. Arts (ed. 5) II. 664 The

market pot . 1440 &quot;Jacob s H cll 212 Jif b&quot; selli: &quot;V
m

derere ban be markett prise, bou owyst to restore it. 1601

SHAKS. All s Well \. iii. 219. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM t truv.
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Bark 4^4 The quinine will be sold at market prict.-v 1745
H. WAUOLB Let. G. Montagu ~j June, On the ij-lit and
left.. He two towns; the one of &quot;market quality, and the
other with a wharfwhere ships come up. 1700 PKIOR Robe s

Geogr. 2-2 To Those, who at the *Market-Rate Can barter

Honour for Estate. 1825 M cCuLLOCH Pol. Econ. tii.vii. 336
The market rate of wages. 1881 GOI.DW. SMITH /,&amp;lt;. &amp;lt; Y.

&amp;lt;y

Ess.

179 A mere *
market-rigger and money-grubber. 1897

H cstm. Gaz. 23 Aug. s i The rise.. is largely attributed to

*market rigging. 1486 Cat/t. Angl. 236/1 A Merkett ryn-

tier, circtitit/orfiritts. 1552 LATIMKR Semi.
,
St. Jo/in Eva-tig.

Day (1584) 284 It was a common stable in the A Market set.

1761 Descr. S. Carolina 8 Afterwards, by a Wire-Sieve called

a Market-Sieve, it is separated from the broken and small

Rice. 1859 LD. LVTTON Wanderer (ed. 2 276 Those win
dows with the market-stalls before. 1832 Boston Herald
6 Mar. 4 &quot;Market Stallage. 1899 Blaclnv, Mag, Jan. 46/1
The &quot;market-stance in the wilderness was free to aft comers.

1850 W. P. SCARGILL Eng. Skctch-Bk. 3 Such agricultural
bucks, .are generally, .the oracles of the market-table. 1856
}Iousch. Wds. XIII. 497/1 The ex-groom, .walked bis pony
on in silence, .breaking occasionally into a market-trot.

1848 MILL Pol. Econ. I. in. ii. 4. 5^ There are per-
*ons ready to buy, at the *market value, a greater quan
tity than is offered for sale. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Pert*?.

Bark 109 Bark from that district is of no market value.

1552 HUI.OKT,
A Market woman, foratia. 1624 MASSIN&amp;lt;;KK

rarl. Love \\.
i, Ufsuch as trade in the streets, ..Of pro

gress laundresses, and marketwomen. 1755 Connoisseur
No. 91 ? 2 My wife is particularly proud of being an
excellent Market-woman. 1863 Miss HKADDON Eleanor s

Viet, i, To buy peaches.. of the noisy market women.

Market (ma-jket), v. [f.
MAUKET sb.]

1. intr. To deal in a market, buy and sell ;
to

go to market with produce ; to purchase provisions.
1635 HMYLIN Sabbath 11. (i6j6) 214 That no man should

presume to Market on the Lords d:iy. 1747 MRS. (JI.ASSE

Cookery xxi. 160 How to market. 1776 AI&amp;gt;AM SMITH JK. -V.

i. xi. I. 246 A contr.ict of this kind saves the farmer the ex-

pence and trouble of marketing. 1821 MOORE Mt tn. (1853)
III. -jo/ Went into town, .in order to market for to-morrow s

dinner.

2. trans. To dispose of in a market, to sell ;

also, to bring or send to market.

1649 ( . DASIKI. Trinarch.) Hen. I
, xcviii.The Treasurer. .

for a Price Mcreates his Maister, to extend his Purse. 1657
Hi-. H. KING Poems in. (1843) go The Captiv d Welch, in

Couples led, Were Marketted, like Cattell, by the Head.

1791 CoWPKR Iliad xvui. 358 Our wealth Is marketted.

1865 Daily Tel. n Aug., The Seven-thirty Loan has now
been all marketed. 189* Times 24 Sept. 12/2 Foreign
fanners are obliged to market their corn immense distances

by rail, canal, and sea.

Marketable (ma-Jketab l), a. Also 7 mar-

kettable, mercatable. [f.
MAHKET v. + -ABLK.]

1. Capable of being marketed ; that may or can

be bought or sold
; suitable for the market; that

finds a ready market
;
that is in demand

;
saleable.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. ii. 103 Ros. Then shal we be newes-
cram VI. Cet. All the better: we shalbe the more Marketable.
1610 Temp. v. i. 266 Seb. Will money buy em? Ant.

Very like : one of them Is a plaine Fish, and no doubt
marketable. 1652-62 HEVLIN Cosmogr. iv. 11682) 7 They do
transport their Marketable Commodities from one place to
another. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 151 This Corn, .proving Mer-
catablr, is now become one of the commonest grains of this

County. 1745 De Foe s Eng. Tradesman ii. (1841) I. 16

The goods are not of a marketable goodness. 1812 I VRON
Waits Kp., Our girls being come to a marriageable (or, as

they call it, marketable] age. 1851 BRIMI.KY Aff., ll ords-
wort /i i6a Unpossessed of any marketable talent. 1890
* K. BOLDKKWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 241 Such fat cattle
as were up to the marketable standard.

2. Of or pertaining to buying or selling ; con
cerned with trade. Of price, value : That may be
obtained in buying or selling.
1602 Ft LRECKK \st Ft. Parall. 3 If hee scnde him to

Fayres or Markets, to buy, to sell, or to doe other thing*
marketable. 1690 LUTTHKI.L Brief Rcl. (1857) II. 91 Their
goods unladen, and they are sent home with assurance of a
marketable price for the same. 1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-
told T, (1851) I. xi. 186 lining calculated to reduce the
marketable value of the true gem. 1872 YEATS Growth
Conun. sgSTo enlarge the marketable area by enfranchising
other ports would violate the Navigation Act.

Hence Marketability, Ma rketableness, the
condition or fact of being marketable.
1809-10 COLKRIIXJE /V/VW(i8i8) II. 65 The marketable-

iies&amp;gt; of our manufactures in foreign marts. 1877 K. (.In i IN
Stock Exch. .Securities 89 The difference of marketability
arising . . from the greater mass ofsome securities than others.

1884 M&amp;lt;tcm, Mug. Oct. 415/1 The marketability of land.

Marketably (mariktt&bU), ofo [f, MARKET
ABLE + -LY -.] So as to be marketable.
1842 Jrul. R. Agric.Soc. III. n. 337 A sufficient judge of

beasts to know whether they are marketably fat or not. 1873
C.ontemp. Rev. XXII. 700 Meagre or turgid attempts at

being . . marketably graphic.

Market cross. A cross erected in a market

place (see also quot. 1850).
1448 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 17 John Vuket .. yheide to

the inerkate cores, and opynly proclamyt the land.. to he
said. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot, III. 457 Content he wes. .

In Lunuonn toun cvin at the mercat corce, On fit to fecht.

1702 Loud. Caz. No. 3806/7 The Mayor, .caused an Ox to
be roasted whole at the Mark* Cross. 1850 PARKKR Gloss.

Archit. s,v. Cross, Market crosses were initially polygonal
buildings with an open archway on each of the sides, and
vaulted within, large enough to afford shelter to a consider
able numbr of persons.

Market day. The fixed day on which a

market is held.

1436 Rolls of Tarlt. IV. 497/2 At every market day within
two wekes. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 62, I haue scene

1 him whipt three Market dayes together. 1672 PETTY Pal.

Anat. (i6yij 63 The number of People living within a Mar

ket-days Journey. 1871 CAKI.VI.K in Mrs. C. s Lett. I. 141
It must have been Saturday,. .Carlisle market-day.
Proverb. 1695!. SACK Article Wks. 1844 1.235 Behold

the difference in Market-days, as we say.

Marketeer (maJketi- u). [See -KEH.]
1. One who sells in a mnrket ;

a market-dealer.

1832 Boston Herald (&amp;gt; Mar. 4 Placing the permanent taxed

shopkeepers more on a level with the weekly untaxed mar
keteers. 1847 ^t&amp;gt; BlJ ^ lnatter Life 1 16 The sucker marketeer
drew off a few paces, to be ready to run. 1859 SAI.A Tw,
rontui Clock (1861) 10 A genuine HHlingsgate marketeer.

2. Racing slang. (See quut.)
1874 Ifotteifs Slang Diet.) Marketeer, a Letting man

who devotes himself, by means of special information, to

the study of favourites, and the diseases incident to that

condition of equine life. The Marketeer is the principal

agent in all milking and knocking-out arrangements.

Marketer (ina jkete.i}. fl/.S. [f. MAHKET v. +

-KB !. ] One who goes to market ; one who buys or

sells in a market.

1787 M. CUTLER in Life. etc. u888* I. 271 The marketers
seemed to be all in and everything arranged. 18.. Pop.
Set, Monthly XIII. 430 (Cent.) A superficial sameness in

the appearance of meat which it is the business of a
go&amp;lt;d

marketer to see through. 1900 H. JAMKS Little Tour
Axiv. 166, I sat down with a hundred hungry marketers, fat,

brown, greasy men.

Marketh, obs. form of MARKET.

Marketing (maukethj), vbl. sb. [f. MARKET
;

v. + -IM;
.]

1. The action of the vb. MARKET; buying or

i selling; an instance of this. Also_/fy.
1561 T. NORTON Calrin s Inst. iv. xviii. 148 How filthy

markeltinjjes they vse, how vnhonest gaines they make w*
their massinges. 1636 H KYI.IN Sabbath \. v. 108 All other
market ting was unlawfull on the Sabbath daycs. 1833

, LVTTON Eng. &amp;lt;y Engl. (ed. 2) I.
124^

A notorious character-

;

istic of English society is the universal marketing of our
,

unmarried women. 1885 MABEL COLLINS Prettiest Woman
ix, He did certain necessary marketings, and returned for her.

attrib. 1619 J. DYKE Countcrpoison 24 A marketting and
a iunketting, a selling and a swilling day both.

b. The action or business of bringing or sending
(a commodity) to market.

1884 Harper s Mag. Mar. 506/1 This marketing of sup
plies was the beginning, .of its prosperity. 1894 Daily
News 26 Jan. 5/4 Facilities for the marketing of labour in

country districts.

2. a. Something bought in the market; a purchase.
1701 PEPYS Let. 4 Dec., Sorting and binding together my

nephew s Roman marketings. 1755 Connoisseur No. 91
P 2 Above half her marketings stink and grow musty, before
we can use them.

b. Produce to be sold in the market
; also, a

consignment of such produce.
1886 P. FITZGERALD Fatal Zero Ii. (1888) 290 The honest

creatures, .who till the soil here and bring in marketing.
1893 Times 10 July 4,6 The marketings of dairy butter have
been smaller than of late.

Marketing (mSMktirj), ///. .
[f.
MAHKET v.

+ -ING -.] That markets, in the senses of the verb.

1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles xi. 105 Money in this marketing
world of ours may buy much. 1872 HOWKLLS if edd. Joitrii.

\ (1892) 28 A marketing mother of a family.

Market man. One who deals in a market ;

one who goes to market to buy or sell.

1542 UI&amp;gt;ALL Erasm. Af&amp;gt;o6/t. 336 b, As the mercatemenne..
dooe bryng out a Htle modicum of wheate. .in a treen disbe

1

/or a saumple. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K/, v. v. 54 So wortb-
lesse Pe/ants bargaine for their Wines, As market men for

Oxen. 1654 GATAKKR Disc. Apol. 18 The Market-man
counteth that but an evil Market-day, that he hath not

gained somewhat on. 1762 Ann. Reg. 127 He being always
the market-man for cheese, as he knew how to buy it Rood
better than any other of the family. 1868 HROWXIXI: King
V Bk. i. 98 Thick -ankled girls.. made place For maikeimeti

glad to pitch basket down.
b. Stock exchange. vSce MAUKET sh. I d.)

1895 ll cstm. Gaz. 19 Jan. 7/1 Market men who attended
. .reckoned that the natural course of the shares was to fall.

Ma rket-place. The place where a market

is held, nsuallya squareorwide open space in atown.
c 1386 CHAIJCKK Merch. T. 339 As whoso toke a mirour..

And sette it in a commune market-place. i53 **f^
&amp;gt;9

Hen. / //, c. 6 It shall !&amp;gt;e lawful.. in the Market-place to

put them in the Pillory all the Market -I imt--. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor. i. v. 27 Go sound thy Trumpet in the Market place.

1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trai\ (176 &amp;gt;)
III. 3 In the market-place

..is a superb bron/e statue of I iban VIII. 1847 Act io&amp;lt;f-
it

Viet. c. 14 14 Aft&amp;lt;jr the Market Place or Place for Fairs is

opened for public lNu.

Marketstead (mfrjJcttsted). arch. [f.
MAK-

KKT sh. + STEAD.] - MAUKKT-PLACK.
1386 Mem. A /)V/uSurtee;0 1. 134 DC unoburgagio in Rjpun

in le Markt-tstede. 1:1425 St. Mary of Oignies ll. ii. in

Angliti VIII. 152/17 A place in he cuimm markelstede.

1577 liitrgh KfC. Glasgow (1876) 1. 63 It is..ordanit that ibt:

marcatt sted of
gtr&amp;gt;. stray, and hay be in the New Kirk

yarde. 1650 FUI.LKK / is^ah II. ix. 189 Tile greatest place
of receipt in Samaria (which might serve them for a market,
stead . 1870 MOKHIS Earthly Par. 1. I. 118 Through the
niitrkelstead Swiftly he passed.
Market town. A town which has the privi

lege of holding a market
; also, f a trading town.

1449 Rolls of / arlt. V. 150/2 In. .markettownes. 1553
KUEN Treat. JVfv hid. (Arb.) 12 Of Calicut, the moste
famous markeiie towne of India. 1632 MASSINGHK City
Madam Ml. iii, Here lay . . a sure deed of gift for a market
town. 1715 GAY //7m/ d?ye call it ( i. 3 They would have
burnt him at our Market Town. 1809-10 COLERIDGK Friend
(1865) 148 A small market town in the south-west cf England

Markgraf, -grave : see MARGRAVE.

llMarkhor;e(ma Jk^j). Nat. Hist. Also9mar-
khoor.

[Pers.j,y*.jL6 markhor^ lit. seipent-eater .]

A large wild goat \Capra falconcri], of a slaty

gray colour, with long spiral horns, native of the

mountainous country between Persia and Tibet.

1867 A. L. ADAMS M and. Nat. in Ind. 213 The markhore
..is found on the mountains of Persia, Afghanistan, and..
is plentiful on the ranges round the Khvber Pass. 1868 OAK-
WIN A tiittt. *( Tl. I. 101 note, The Asiatic markhor. 1889
Spectator 9 Nov. 637/1 A herd of markhor.

Marking (ma-jkirj ,,
vbl. $b. [f. MARK v. +

-ING .]

1. The action of the verb MARK.
c 1313 SHOKKHAM Poems 15/415 f&amp;gt;e signe his ofbissacre-

ment Slid creyme J&amp;gt;e markinge. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i.

288, I doe confesse much of the hearing of it, but little of the

Tii.-irking of it. 1672 C. HKALK in H. Walpole Vertne s A need.
Paint. (1786) III. 130 Much more.. then my heart cou d
with her most carefull marking learn from his painting
either this, or Dr. Cradock s picture. 1726 I.KOSI Albertfs
Arckit. \. 37/1 The very marking out of the Platform ought
to be done under proper Auspices. 1840 DICKKNS Old C.

Shop viil, The art of needle-work, marking, and sampler y,

(taught] by Miss Jane Wackles. 1904 Grave s Diet. Mas.
I. 14/1 The strong marking of the accent seems to have
been only usual in dance music.

fb. Manner of marking ; notation. Obs.

1597 MOKLKY Introd. Mns. 90 For when they marketripla
of three niinimes for a stroke, they doe most vsuallie set

these numbers before it J : which is the true marking of

sesqui altera.

f 2. -Notice, consideration. Obs.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicltolnys \7oy. Ep. Ded., Doth
it not deserue diligent marking and remembring ? 1603
KNOLLKS Hist. Turks (1638) 171 But it is worth the marking,
how things appointed lo befall us are by no means to be
auoided.

3. concr. A mark or pattern of marks, natural or

artificial.

1382 WVCLIK Kings Prol. p. 2 The Lamentaciouns of

Jeremye.. with the same abicees or markyngis ben noum-
brid [L. iisiietn alfi/tal&amp;gt;t:tis vel tncisionihus

sn/&amp;gt;flutant&amp;gt;ir}.

1641 [see MARL r. 1

3]. 1803 MONTAGUE Ornith. Diet. (1831)

326 These birds are subject to some variety in markings.
1837 GORING & PRITCHAKD Microgr. 162 No one who.. did
not know there actually were lines or markings upon it,

would suspect their existence. 1894 R. Ii. SHAKI&amp;gt;K Handbk.
Hirds Gt. Brit. (1896) I. 42 Kggs. .exactly like those of the

Goldfinch in size and markings.

4. attrib. and Comb. t as tmarking axe, an axe used

by foresters for marking trees ; marking board,

(a) a board constructed to register the score in

certain games ; (bj a board in the Stock Exchange
upon which transactions are posted ; marking
cotton (see quot. 1882); marking flag, a flag
used by soldiers for marking a position ; f marking
fruit = warkingnnt\ marking-gauge = GAUGE
sb. ii

; marking ink, {a} an indelible ink used for

marking linen, etc.
; (6} a mixture used for marking

packing-cases and the like with a stencil or other

wise; tmarking instrument = next; marking
iron, (a) a branding iron

; (; see quot. 1 747 ;
mark

ing-nut, the fruit of the tree Semecarpits Anacar-

diiim, the juice of which makes an indelible black

stain on linen, etc. ; marking-nut tree, an Indian

tree which bears themarking-mit; marking-plough
(see quot. 1805) ; marking-pot, a vessel contain-

ingpaintforstencilling packages ; marking-stitch,
a stitch used in marking linen, etc.; f marking-
stone, an earthy stone used for marking cattle, etc. ;

marking wheels, two wheels attached to a sowing
drill to regulate the distance between the rows;
f marking-yarn (see quot. 1 744).
1384-5 Durham Ace. AW/v(Surtees^ 390 Pro j *m kyngax,

xvjf/. 1856 CRAWI.KV Milliards (1850) 4 A..Thurston
table, cues, balls, and &quot;marking lj:ird, all complete. 1900
\\ cstm. (,as. 26 Sept. 9/1 [Stock Exchange.] The marking
board should be above suspicion. 1805 K. S. HOWNK in

Scril ner s Mag. II. 180/2, I enclose the marking cotton.

1882 C.ui.i KII.U & SAWAKD Dut. AYivrV&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;w, Jfar&it/g

Cotton, an ingrain coloured sewing cotton, to be had in

Turkey-red and blue, and sold in small balls and reels. 1901
K i I I.ING Khn .\iii. 345 The Halm, the slack of his thin gear

snapping like a *marking-flag in tbe chill breeze, stood by.
1866 Treas. Hot. 722/2 *.Marking fruit, Semttarpus Ana
cardinal. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. J/n//.,

*
Mwrkbtgfagt. 1710

Loud. Gaz. No. 4719/4 Shopkeepers common Writing or
*
Marking Ink. 1819 HKANDE C/tft/t. 315 Nitrate of silver

..is employed for writing nputi linen, under the name uf

indelible or marking int.: 1888 J. I AVN Myst. Mirbrid^c
xvii. II. 21 It won t wash out any more than that marking-
ink. 1398 TKKVISA Jtart/i. De / . R. xvi. vii. (1405) 557
A merkynge instrument [L.. canfcrtitm] of syluer kepytli
from stynkynge: and comfort yth feble inemhres. c 1420
Pallad, on Hash. i. 1163 Here most be f

markyng yrons for

uure bcestis, And loolis forto gt-Ule, and clippe. and shere.

1538 in icM Rep. Hist. JfSS. Comin. Ajip. iv. 425 A inark-

yng irne to brene a convyct clerke. 1682 -2nd Pica for
yonconf. 51 Let them receive from us some Tokens of

Affection, and not be burnt with the Mai king-irons of Anger.
1747 MRS. (ii.Asse Caokery viii. 75 Shape your I ppcr-crust
. .and mark it with a Marking-iron for that purpose, in what

Shape you please, lo be hollow and open to see the Fruit

through. 1756 KLI.IS in Phil. Trans. XI, IX. 873 They arc

known all over India by the name of *Marking-nuts. 1830
LINULKV Nat. Sysf. Ifot. 128 Semecarpus anacardiunt, the

marking nut-tree ofcommerce. 1805 R. W, DICKSON Pract.

\
Agric. 1. 13 The Marking-Plough is au useful instrument



MARKING.

for the purpose of straightening, as well as regulating the

distance of ridges, where the practice of drilling is in use.

1868 M. H. SMITH Stau&BlttSfautffn&amp;gt;flt -V. J ork2$2 They
did the hard work, swept out the store-;, made the fires, used

the marking-pot. 1880 riaiu Hints Xecdlt-ivork 22 The
real &quot;marking stitch, called in old times Urave Bred stitch,

..lasts longer. 1545 A a. fs Cnstomc lift. b vij b, Markynge
stone the pounde iiii. if. 1676 WORLIDGE Cyder 51 It is good
with a Marking-Stone or piece of Chalk, .to mark one coast

of every Tree. 1793 Tuu. Hane-llacing llusl\ xxiii. 381

To a Drill that plants upon the Level, Marking Wheels
are necessary. 1744 Rigging St Seamanship 55 Mfrkmg-
ytirn, a white thread, untarred, laid in rope for the king s

or East-India Company s mark.

Marking (maukirj), ///. a. [f.
MARK v. +

ISO -.]

f 1. Observing, observant. Obs.

1577-87 HOUNSHED Citron. I. 178/2 It would make a dili

gent and marking reader hoth muse and moorne. c 1580
SIDNKV Ps. t. i, Night and day he calls [Gods law] to mark

ing mind. 1605 CAMDEN Rein. 213 Whosoever will with a

marking eie consider [etc.J.

t2. Expressive. Obs. (Quot. 1766 may belong
to sense I.)

1766 I.ifeflfQuin i. 5 He had. .an expressive countenance ;

a marking eye ;
a clearvoice. 1778 HUB. D AKBLAvZ&amp;gt;/fi;^

Sept., lie has repeatedly asked me to read a tragedy to him,
. .and when I ask him why, he says I have such a marking
face.

3. Mil. That marks v see MARK v. 10).

1796 Instr.
&amp;lt;y Reg. Cavalry (1813) 32 The horses heads

of the line, and of the marking per^ns will then touch.

AW., When divisions come up.. successively into line, they
come up to the horses heads of the marking persons.
4. That characterizes or accentuates.

1795 BURKK Corr. (1844) IV. 319 What you are to say of
the character . . of a man, must . . consist rather of a few light

marking touches than of a long discussion. 1797 MRS.
RADCLIKFK [tulian ii. (1824) 541 A full sense of the value of
birth is a marking feature in the characters of the Marchese
and Marchesa di Vivaldi. 1884 Ath&amp;lt; n.Tum 30 Aug. 271 i

The tragic story of Saigo Kichinosuke s despair and death
. .for all time must be the marking incident of its history.

Hence t Ma rkingly aJv., attentively.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia l. (1598) 404 Pyrocles markingly

hearkened to all that Dametas said.

Markis, Markiseese : see MARQUIS, -QUISESS.

Markland (ma jkla-nd). Sc.
[f. MARK s6.2 +

I.AND.] A division of land, originally of the
annual value of a mark ; MARK sb2
As ; a markland and a mark (of) land were equivalent,

it is often difficult to determine whether in the early examples
the combination is a compound or a syntactical collocation.

1550 in Black Dk. Taymoiitk (Bannatyne CI.) 407 The
markland of Drimleyort, the half markland of Glenkinglas
[etc.J. 1774 PRNXAST Tour Scoi. in 1772, 197 The island
is divided into marklands, each of which ought to maintain
fourteen cows and four horses. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot.
VII. 393 The lands are reckoned by a peculiar measurement,
by what are called merks-land. Each merk-land ought to
contain 1600 square fathoms. 1884 CAMi BEU. AVt. Argyll
61 This parish, divided into 116 inarklands, is [etc.].

Markless (ma-iUt-sl, a. [f. MARK rf.l +

-LESS.] Without mark or a mark.
1834 LD. HOUGHTON Mem. Many Scenes, / /V. Argonauts,

A.. plain.. Trackless and markless as fresh-fallen snow.

Hence Ma-rklessly &amp;lt;/; ., unnoticed.

1844 THOM Rhymes H eavcr 39 Unkent, uncared its ruin,
Sae marklessly it grew.

Marklet (ma-jklet). rare- , [f. MARK rf.l

+ -LET.] A little mark ; in quot. )
a badge.

1647 WARD .SVw/. Cobler (1843) 32 Souldiers use to we.tre
other marklets or notadoes in time of battell.

t Markly, a. Sc. Obs. [f. MARK rf.i + -tv ^.

Cf. ON. merfHiga.] Definitely.
1533 GAU RicAl Yay (1888) 69 Sanct Paul vritis .. Plane

and marklie of our lordis resurrectione.

Marklynis, obs. form of MIKKLINGS adv.

Markniau (maukmoen). [f. MARK j/ .i +
MAN sty\
fl. = MARKSMAN I. Also_^y. Obs.

IS77 STANVHURST Descr. Irel.
yiii.

28 in Holinslied, The
kerne, who is an ordinary souldior, vsing . . sometimes hys
peece, beyng commonly so good markemen as they will
come within a score of a great castle. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
*t Jul. i. i. 212 A right good marke man. 1654 FLECKNOE
Ten Years Trai: 78 Arrows (with which they are the best
mark men in the world).

2. Antiq. A dweller in a mark (MARK rf.l 2).
1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 49 Each of the mark-men

has there his homestead.

Markoia, obs. form of MARQUIS.
Maikoko, obs. form of MOORCOCK.
Markque, obs. form of MARQUE.
Markry, obs. form of MERCURY.
Marksman (ma-jksma;n). [f. mark s, genitive

of MARK sb^ + MAN sby\
1. One skilled or practised in shooting or aiming

at a mark. (Cf. the earlier MARKMAN.)io F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 1 10 Often, the King
gives rewards to the best marks-men. 1709 STEKLE Tatlcr
No. 39 p 36 A good Marks-man will be sure to hit his Man
at 20 Yards Distance. 1816 SCOTT An/if, xx, M Intyre is
said to be a marksman. 1883 Mancli. Exam. 14 July 4/6
the rather low records made by old marksmen on the
Common.

b. A title of merit awarded for a certain re

cognized degree of proficiency in rifle practice.
1859 Musketry Instr. 72 Certain of the first-class shots to

be styled marksmen .

175

2. One who marks out land.

1654 in Sir W. Petty Down Snrz&amp;gt;. iii. (1851) 16 The ad-

mea-.urers..paid little for their diet and lodging, tfounders,

marksmen, spademen, &c.

3. One who makes a mark in place of a signature.
1777 NICHOLSON BI P HN Hist. M estimireld.

&amp;lt;y
Cwnl crl.

11. 324 note, In the Original Solemn League anil Covenant
. .there are abundance of marksmen, all of whom, from their

abhorrence of popery., leave the cross unfinished. 1813 COL.
IIAUWKLL S^. Ho. Connn. 24 Feb., Of these 3000 names, none
were marksmen. 1885 T. HUGHES in Law Times LXXX.
45/1 The. .drover who signed the contract was a marksman.

4. A grade or degree amongst Orangemen.
1800 in Orange Syst. Exposed (18231 81, I will keep this

part of a Marksman from an Orangeman, as well as from
the ignorant. . . I will be aiding and assisting to all true
honest Orange Marksmen. 1813 den. Hist, in Ann. Reg.
93/2 The oath ofa Marchman or Marksman, the name of one
further initiated in their secrets.

5. One who ranges competitors in a race.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 62 s.v. Athletics.

6. ^See quot.)
1901 Blackw, Mag. Nov. 660/1 The Marksman ..whose

function it is to superintend the marking of the Forest Ponies.

Ma-rksmanship. [f. prec. + -SHIP.] The
function, quality or art of a marksman.
1859 Ti-.NNEST6Vj /( II. vm. iii. 324 There is little oppor

tunity for the display of marksmanship in an elephant bat-
tut:. 1899 Daily T?l. 23 Oct. 19/2 The Cape Police, .deride
the Boer marksmanship.

Markstone (ma jk,sUmn). Ol&amp;gt;s. exc. dial. [f.

MARK $b + STONE sb. Cf. G. markstein] A
boundary stone.

1364 Durham Halmote Rolls {Surtees) 31 Promisit quod
ipse venire faciet le merkstans. 1535 COVI-.KDALK den. \.\\i.

45 Then toke lacob a stone and set it up for a piler or
markstone. 1587 HARRISON England i. v. 12/1 in Holinshfd^
The marke stone [1577 stone] which Turnus threw at /Kneas.
1610 HKAI.EY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 841 They are wont to

lay coales vnder bounders and marke-stones for lands. 1824
AlACTAGGART Gallorid. Kncycl. 338 Markstanes

t
stones set

up on end for marks in the days of yore, that farmers might
know the marches of their farm--.

Ma-rkswoman. [Cf. MARKSMAN.] A woman
practised in shooting at a mark.
1801 .Snorting Mag- XX.

3&amp;lt;x&amp;gt;

She is an excellent marks-
woman. 1824 SCOTT ,V/. Rowan*s xviii, There might
then he room for less exalted but perhaps not less skilful

markswomen to try their chance.

Ma;rkworthy, a. [f. MARK st.i + \YORTHY
&amp;lt;7.;

after G. nitrkwiirdig^\ \Yorthy of note.

18*7 SCOTT Napoleon i, And mark-worthy circumstance !

in La Vendee alone was any stand made. 1865 Ci. .Mi \.\ -

IHTH Rhoda Fleming xxviii. (1889) 236 A rather murk-

wurthy young man.

Markyd, Markys, obs. ff. MARKET, MARQUIS.

Markyt, -yth e, obs. forms of MARKET.

Marl (ma.il), sbJ- Also (4 marll, 6 merle),
4-9 marie, [a. OF. marie (still in dialects; re

placed in mod.Fr.
\&amp;gt;y

the variant marne} : late L.

wargifa (whence OHG. mergil% MHG-, mcxl.G.,
l)u. mergel (M On. also marl from Fr.) ,

Da. merge/,
Sw. mtirgel), dim. of L. marga (whence It., Sp.

marga) t
said by Tliny to be a Gaulish word.

It does not, however, occur in the mod. Celtic langs. : the

alleged Breton ;//arjf does not correspond phonetically; the
Ureton inert is from Fr., and the Welsh marl and Irish and
Gaelic marlti are from English.]

L A kind of soil consisting principally of clay
mixed with carbonate of lime, forming a loose

unconsolidated mass, valuable as a fertilizer.

The marl of lakes is a white, chalky deposit consisting
of the mouldering remains of Mollusca^ Entomostraca, and
partly of fresh-water alg;u* t,Geikie in Kncycl.Hrit. X. 290/2).

1371 Durham Halmote Rolls (Surtees) 115 Quod nullus
eorum permittat aliquibus capere marll. 1387 THEvisA
Higden (Rolls) II. 15 In bis itond vnder be torf of be lond
is good marl i-founde. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xm. 231 Lond
ouere-layde with marie and with dorige. c 1420 Pallad. on
Husb. x. 25 For laak of donge in sondy lond be spronge
Good marl, c 1440 Promp. Pajv. 327/1 Marl, or chalke,
creta. 1513 FITZHERB. Ihtsb. 2 Some meane erthe, some
medled with marie. 1530 PALSGK. 244/2 Merle ground,
marie. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 296 A more stiff

clay or marie. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 10 Chalks,
marles, and all such earths as ferment with vinegar, are

nothing more than a composition of shells. 1846 M cCuL-
i.ocnAcc.iirit.

&mftr*iit$4}
I. 183 Turnips form the basis

of the Norfolk husbandry; and, in conjunction with marl,

may be said to have made the county , 1879 CasseJFs
Techn. Editc. \\, 67/2 Amber .. occurs .. in the Cretaceous
marls of France and Germany.

b. With qualifying word, e.g. an adj. of colour

or a word denoting the composition, preponderant
element, source, etc., as argillaceous^ blue, cal-

careous, chalky, chloritic, cfay, earth, gravel, grecn-
snnd, sand, sandy &amp;gt;

sea
y shell, white, yellow marl.

t Cushat marl (see quot. 1682); dice or steel marl
(see quots. 1682, 1766); delving or peat marl, flag,
shale, slate, or stone marl (see quots. 1682, 1707, 1762).
For chalk, lime* ancl/a/cr marl see the prefixed words.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) n Claye marie, stone

marie, lyme, sande, or gravell marie. Ibid. 71 Claye Marie
soe called for difference betweene it and the sea marie. 1682

A. MARTINDALE in J. Houghton Coll. Lett. Hush, fy Trade I.

121 Cowshut-Marle (so called, as I suppose, for its resem
blance in colour to Stock-doves, or Queoca, which the Vulgar
in this Countrycall Cowshuts) being of a brownish colour, be

spangled with blew veins. . . 2. Stone-Marie, or Shale-Marie. . .

3. Peat-Marie, or Delving-Marle, which is.. very fat or unc-

MARL.
tuous. . .4. Clay Marie, resembling it in colour, and in my Opi-
nion, being of great affinity to Clay... 5. Steel-Marie in the
bottom of some Pits, which of it self is apt to break into littlr-

Bodies almost Cubical. 1686 PLOT Xtuffordsh. iii. 120 Harder,
stony, slatty sorts of Maries, at some places called Slat, at
others Dice-Marie. 1707 MOKTIMKR I!n&b. (1721) 1. 87 Stone,
Slate, or Hag-marie, which is a kind of a soft Stone ..ofa
blue or bluish Colour. 176* Miu.s Svsf. Pratt, Ilnsb. I. 38
The marie which is usually found at the depth of about two
feet .. in wet boggy grounds .. is commonly called p--at-

marle.ordelving-mark-. \ fifoCompletc Farmer 5 M 2/2 Dice
Marie, a name given by the people of Staffordshire to a
reddish marie, that breaks into small .square pieces like dice.
X 799 J* ROBERTSON Agrk. Perth 203 Shell marie i&amp;gt; found
for the most part in small lakes. 1832 Di: LA HKCHK Gcol.

223 That the blue marls were deposited in a .sea, perhaps
somewhat similar to the Mediterranean. 1834 /&amp;gt;///. J/nsl&amp;gt;.

(L. U. K.) I. 309 For all practical purpj.ses, it may bt Miffi-

cient to divide it [shelly marlj into earth-marl and shtli-

ntarl. 1877 Kncycl. ttrit. VI. 353/2 The Chloritic Marl in

the Wealden district.

c. Red marl: (a] mnrl of a red colour; (/&quot;

reddle ;
(&amp;lt;)

Geol. the New Red Sandstone.

^1630 RISDON Sitrv. Devon (1810) 4 It consists of a red
and blue marie. 1748 J. HIM. Hist. Fossils 46 The Red
Maries. Ibid. 47 Soft, heavy, red Marie, call d Common
Reddle. 1833 LYKI.I. Princ. Geol. III. 333 A group of red
marl and sandstone ..is found in England interposed be
tween the lias and the carboniferous strata. 1867 \V. \Y.

SMYTH Coal
&amp;lt;y Coal-milting fa On the south-east of Tain-

worth, the clearing away of the red marls reveal 1- a conltirM.

cl. Burningmarl \ used symbolically, after Milton,
for the torments of Hell.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 296. 1814 CARV Daniels Inf. \\\\.

30. 1876 GKO. KLIOT Dan. Der, vni. Ixvi, It seems the un-

joyous dissipation of demons, seeking*diversion on the burn

ing marl of perdition.

2. poet. Used generically (like clay^ for : Earth.

1590 Si tNSKK F. Q. u. xj. 33 To seixe upon his foe Malt

lying on the marie. 1599 SH\KS. M.-n/i Adi u. i. 66 To
make account uf her life to a clod of waiward nuulr . ,i 1770
AKI .NSII.-K Poems 1.1789.) II. 56 Now, Hcsper, guide my feet

Down the red marl*: with moss o ergrown. 1898 HAM.
CAINI. in Daily .AVn-v 30 May 5 His feet laid hld of the

marl and earth, his head was in the sky.

3. Short for marl-brick.

1815 J.
SMITH Panorama Set.

&amp;lt;V
Art I. 187 The marls are

made in the neighbourhood of London. 1855 I- . KI.I.NM i.

Masons, etc. Assist. 33 Marks, Ntot.ks, and place-bricks.

4. a//r//&amp;lt;.,
as marl-bed^ -brick, clay, -/r/v, soil.

-stock \ also marl-like adj.; marl-gras.s, Xi&amp;lt;;/:ii;

Clover, Trifolium medium
;
also Red CloverJ 7 .

pratcnse ;
marlslate Geol.

t
see quot. 1877) ;

marl
stoue Geo/.y argillaceous and ferruginous limestone.

which lies between the upper and lower I.ias of

Knjjland. Also MAUL-PIT.
1828 FLEMING Hist. A nun. Kingd. 28 Hones of indi\ iduals

[pigs] are occasionally found in marl-beds, a 1670 STAUJ-
ING Tronb. (. has. I (1829) 45 A. .great bed of sand, .mixed
with &quot;marie-clay and stones. 1876 PACK Ad-; . 7&amp;gt;.r/-/ /,.

Geol. xx. 411 Marl-clay., occurs as a wlmi.sh friable clay
with an admixture of lime. 1778 W. HUUSON Flora AngL
326 Trifolinm alpcstre . . perennial Trefoil, Clover, or
*
Marie-grass. 1875 LyeWs Print. Geol. II. in. xl\ iii. 573
A *marl-lake in Forfarshire. 1796 MORSF, Amcr. Gt-og. 1.

171 note, A sediment of one inch of impalpable &quot;mark-like

substance. 1877 A. H. OHEFN Phys. Geol. ii. 6. 72 If the

rock [marl] splits into plates it is called &quot;marl-slate. ? 1842
I,ASCK Cottage Farmer 6 Marsh, alluvial aiul &quot;marl soil-.

1836 Penny CvcL V, 409/1 *MarI stocks .. differ from the

bricks just described. 1839 Ibid. XIV. 4^9 i Marlstone,

sandy, calcareous, and irony strata, which divide the upper
from the lower lias clays.

t Marl, $b Obs, exc. dial. Contraction of

MAUVKL si.

1609 H. JONSON .SW. ll om. in. i, Your band, and cuffes, ..

Tis mar l you ha hem on now. 1616 R. C. Tinted H histle

Sat. v. 2132 Noe marie though be with drunkennesse dis-

pence. 1746 Exmoor Scolding (V*. D. S.) 130 ?!s marl who s

more vor Rigging or Rumping. .than thee art thy/el. 1886

ELWOKTHV fr, Sem. U ord-bk. s.v., Tis a marl, howevei

twas, they had n all bin a killed.

Marl (mail), stf. &amp;gt; dial* Contraction of MARBLE.
1860 GKO. ELIOT Mill on FL v, How stodgy they [a boy s

pockets] look, Tom ! Is it marls (marbles or cobnuts?

Marl (mail -, v.
1 Also (5 marly, 6 merl\ 5-8

marie, [f.
MAUL s/&amp;gt;.

1 Cf. F. mamer, M Pu.

marlen, med.L. marldrel\
1. trans. To apply marl to (ground) ; to fertilize

or manure with marl.

1387 THEVISA Hidden (Rolls) II. 15 Euere pe J&amp;gt;ickere ^e
felde is i-marled, be better corn it wi! bore. 14.. I oc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 576/23 Cretlfico, to marly. 1538 I,IU.ANI&amp;gt; ///.

V. 90 The Sandy Grounde of sum Partes of Shropshire ..

wille not here Corne plentifully but it be merlyd. 1625 H.

JONSON Staple ofN. u. iv, Who would hold any Land To
haue the trouble to marie it? 1882 JKSSOFP in \qth Cent.

748 It was a general practice to marl the land periodically.

fb. To spread (marl) as manure. Obs.

1791 Trans. Svc. Arts IX. 82 If any good marl can be

had. .it should then be well marled upon the clover root.

2. To enrich as with marl ; to manure, fertilize.

1544 tr. Littleton s Tenures 16 Vf I dtlyuer to a man my
shepe to dunge or marie his lande. a 1555 URAUFOBD in

Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 462 Vf god .. beginne to

mucke and marie you : to pour hys showers vpon you [etc. |,

1651 OGILBY.^&amp;lt;M* (1665) 135 Realms, marl d and water d

with the fertile Nile. 1833 H. COLERIDGE Fields ofFame,

Marl d with bleaching bones.

f3. intr. To crumble away like marl. Obs.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 70 Some advised to putte

eight pownde of pitch
to a gallon of tarre, but that is thought

to make the markinge over brittle, and to breake sooner and
marie away.



MARL.

(maal), v.~ Also 5 marlyn, 8-9 marie,

[a. Du. and LCi. niarlen (whence Sw. inarla
t
Da.

merle] v app. a frequentative f. MDu. mcrrtn to tie.]

fl. trans. To tie, noose. 0/&amp;gt;s.~
n

i 1440 Prom/ . Paii . 327/1 Marlyn, or snailyn, illaqneo.

2. Naitt. To fasten with marline or small line;

to secure together by a succession of hall-hitches;

to wind marline or other small stuff round (a rope),

securing it with a hitch at each turn.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s.v. Marline, Marling a

sail; is, when being so rip cl out of the Bolt Rope, that it

cannot be sewed in again, the Sail is fastened by Marline . .

unto the Holt Rope. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine \\. (1780),

Merliner nne voile, to marie a sail to it s foot-rope. i8zo

SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Rtg. II. 482 The two edges were
marled to two pieces of a hawser, c 1825 CHOYCK Log of
Jack Tar (1891) S; The catamarans were made of bundles

of dry bulrushes well marled together, c 1860 H. STUART
Sfanians ( aiech. -,o .Marl them well down.

hMarl, 7 1

.-
* Ols.~ [Of obscure origin; cf.

MARILL #.] (See quots.)
1598 FLORIO, Carpionato fasce, fish that is marlde, as they

vse at Hampton. 1611 Ibid., Accarpionare, to souse . . lish

with vinegre to bee eaten cold, to marie fish.

Marl, ^. 4 Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 mar le, 7-9
marie. Contraction of MARVKL v.

1598 Ii. JON RON /&amp;gt;. Man in Hum. (Qo.) r. H. 351 1 niarle, sir,

you weare such ill-fauourd course stockings, Kauing so good
a leggeas you haue. a 1627 MIDDL.ETON // ottt. bnvare 11 OIH.

i. ii, I mar l m^Gunrdianer do s not seek a wife for me. 1648
MAINE Amorous \Varre v. vii. 79, I inar le, my Lord, Our
Amazons appeare not. iTgjWoLCOT (P. Pindar) Royal Tour
Wks. 1812 III. ^39 (.They] niarle that children talk as well

as kings. 1822 ScOTT*JV3gpV/ iii, I niarle the skipper took
us on board ,

said Richie. 1886 EIAVORTHY // . Sow. Word*
bk.. Marl.
Marl dial. : see MERELLES.

Marlaceous (mails /as), a. [f. MAUL sfi.i +

-ACKOUS.] Of the nature of or resembling marl.

1794 RIRWAS Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 373 This niarlaceous

luain may be either sandy or clayey.

Marlberry (maulbe:ri). U.S. A small tree,

Ardisia Pickeringia or Icacorea paniculata (N.O.
Afyrsinacex)) native to the West Indies, etc.

In recent Diets.

Marlborough. jnaulbora; often mg lbro). The
name of a town in Wiltshire

;
used attrib. in Marl-

borpugh chalk, ? chalk for writing with; Marl-

borough dog [from the title of the Duke of

Marlborough, owner of Blenheim Palace], a Blen

heim spaniel (see BLENHEIM); Marlboroughwheel
Meek., a thick

(

idle wheel (see IDLE a. 5 b).

1764 Low Life (ed. 3)94 Publicans taking the Advantage of
their Companies being either in a deep Discourse, half

Drunk, or at Supper, to vse Marlborough-Chalk. 1841 K.
WILLIS Princ. Mechanism 205 Such a thick idle wheel is

termed a Marlborough wheel, in some districts. It is

employed in the roller frames of spinning machinery. 1861

CAatOt rs
t

s Encycl. II. 153 BlenJieim l^og, or Marlborough
Dog, a small and very beautiful variety of spaniel.

Marlburiaii (nuulbiu riSn). [f. Marlboroitgh

(as if in form *Marlbury} + -AN.] One educated
at Marlborough College.
1881 HUGHES Rugby, Tennessee in. iii. 130 A nephew of

mine, aged twenty-one, a Marlburian.

t Marie (mill), dial. Obs. Also 7-8 marrel,
9 marl, ? erron. male. (See quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Marrcl, a Bird about the

bigness of a Knot. 1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery 162 How to
choose . . Goodwets, Marie, Knots, Ruffs, Gull, Dotterels,
and Wheat Ears. On ed. 1767 indexed as Marie, a fish,
how to chuse .] 1864 ATKINSON Prov. Names Birds, Marl,
Prov. name for Knot, Tringa Canutns. 1885 SWAINSON
Prov. Names Birds 105 Knot . . variousnames. . Male (Essex).

Marie, variant of MEDLB Obs.^ medlar.

Marled (maild), ppl. a* [f. MARL sbl or z/.l

+ -ED.] Manured or fertilized with marl.
1610 W. FOI.KINGHAM Art o/Surveyi. x. 32 They let and

set such Marled grounds, vnder twenty yeeres at an in
credible rate of monies in hand. 1707 MORTIMER Husb.
(1721) I. 139 All sorts of Pease love limed or marled Lands.

Marled (maild), ppl. a? Chiefly Sc. Also 9
merled. [Cf. OF. mere/ft*.] Marbled, mottled,
spotted, variegated, streaked.

1603 MONIPBNNIK Cert, Matters Scot. K, They delight m
marled clothes, specially, tliat haue long stripes of sundrie
colours. 1698 FRYER .-ire. E. India $ P. 216 Agatsfor Hafts
of Knives, white and well marled are good. 1703 M. MAR-
i IN /F. Is!. Scot. 58 Marled Salmon, . . being lesser then the

ordinary Salmon, and full of strong Large Scales. 1787
BURNS Answ. I erses fr. Gnidwi/e oftt

r

auihoj&amp;gt;e-Honse v,
The marled plaid ye kindly spare. 1793 \OUNG Ann.
Agric.. Kent XX. 266 (E. D. S.), The fine eating meat being
that which is marled flesh and spread well. 1820 Blackw.

Mag. VI. 568 The merled neck and smooth breast of the
Maivis. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold i, Its pale yellow
marled sheepskin binding.

Marler (maulai). dial. ff. MARL v.1 +-ER 1
.]

One who digs marl. Also, one who spreads marl
on land (see E. D. D.).
1808 Athenaeum IV. 291 The men who are employed in

getting the marl out of these pits are termed marlers. 1810
Ann. Keg. 672 The most prevalent custom of this county
(Cheshire] is the shouting of the marlers, when any money
has been given to them.

t Marlet . Obs. Also 6 -ett(e, 7 -ot. [a. OF.
mer/e/tethe heraldic martlet, app. a dim. of merle

blackbird.] A martin or martlet.

176

1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 5 a/i A marlette, whiche i

the quantitee of a swalow, hauyng no feete to go, but onely

stumpes, cypsellns. 1578 COOPER Thesaurus, Cyfselus,..
a hyrde called a marlett [ed. 1565 martlette]. 1605 SHAKS.
Much, i. vi. 5 The Temple haunting Karlet [rt .ut MarletJ.

; 1645 C. MORTON Enquiry in Harl. Misc. (iSio) V. 499
The summer birds that breed here, as the nightingale, the

\
cuckow, marlot, &c. Ibid. 505 The swallow swift and mar-

let are almost always flying.

Marleyon, obs. form of MERLIN.

(I Marli (ma-ili). Also marly. [Fr.]
1. A kind of lawn or gauze used for embroidering ;

embroidery on this material. (Cf. QoiNtlK.)
1821 H. WILSON Wonderful Char. II. 213 She sews ami

hems perfectly well, and is no less skilful in making marly.

2. The raised rim of a dish or plate.
In recent Diets.

Martian, -in, obs. forms of MERLIN.

Marli11. [?Cf. MABLK.] Applied in the east

coast of North America with qualification to any

species of curlew or godwit (Newton).
1893-6 NKWTON Diet. Birds :fij America possesses two

species of the genus [Lit/rosa], the very large Marbled God-
wit or Martin, L. fedoa,. .and the smaller Hud.sonian God-

wit, I*, hwdsonica.

Marline (maulm), sb. A auf. Forms : 5 mar-

lyne, 6 marlyu, 6-8 marlin, 7 merlin, (mart-

ling), 7-8 merline, 7- marling, marline. [Perh.
two synonymous words have been confused : mar
line a. Du. marlijn (f. warren to bind + Hjn LINE

sb.) and marling V a. Du. marling vbl. sb. f. MARL
V. *

(
= Du. marten) + -iNf; *. The two words seem to

have bren confused already in Du. Cf. MLG. iner-

link t marlink (mod.LG. marlink
] ;

the word has

passed into other longs. asSw., Da.xvfr/zArf(aUo Sw.

mcrla, Da. merle) , Fr., Sp. merlin, Pg. inerKm.]
Small line of two strands, used for seizings.
1485 Xaval Ace. Hen. I ll (1896) 70 Canuas . . j bolte,

Saile twyne, .vi lb f Marlyne..vi Ib. 1558 in /*V/A- .y Inv.
N. C. {Surtees No. ?) 167, xij

ll) of marlyn iiij&quot;. 1627
CAI-T. SMITH Statttatt s Grant, v. 25 Marling is a small line

of vntwisted hemp, very pliant and well tarred, to sease
the ends of Ropes from raueling out, ..if the Saile rent
out of the Hoitrope, they will make it fast with marlin
till they ha ue leisure to mend it. 1666 URVDHN Ann.
Mirab. cxlviii. Some the galled ropes with dawby marling
bind. 1723 Trial Pyratcs taken by Capt. Ogle 31 He.,
was down seeing and ordering her Sails out on board the

Pyrate, in particular some Marling and Housllng. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine 11. (1780), Merlin, marline, or

merline. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 604/1 Marling, soft-

laid white line for securing sails to the bolt rope.

Ma rline, v. rare , [f. prec. : perh. a mere

error.] trans. MARL v2 2.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Marling a Sail. [A mis

apprehension of quot. 1704 under MARL v* 2.] 1721 IJAILKY,
To Marline a Sail. 1828 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Marline-spike, marlinspike (mauHn-
spaik), sb. Also 7 marlin-speek, 7-9 marling-,
8- marlin e)spike. [orig. app. marling-spike,
f. MABLING vbl, sb2 + SI-IKE sb.

t
the first element

being subseq. interpreted as MARLINE
st&amp;gt;.~\

1. Naut. An iron tool tapering to a point, used

to separate the strands of rope in splicing, as a

lever in marling, etc.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 3 The Boteswaine

js
to haue the charge of all the Cordage . . sailes . . and marl

ing spikes. 1693 K. LVDE Trne Ace, -retaking
* Ji

rietFd&quot;s

Adventure* 14, flook t about the Beams for a Marlin-speek,
or any thing else to strike them withal. 1757 SMOI.LKIT

Reprisal n. xv, As brisk a seaman as ever greased a marlin

spike. 1863 P. BAKRV Dockyard ECon. 178 The British sea
man who can only fight with his fists or with a marlinspike,

b. attrib,: marline-spike hitch, a certain hitch

used in marling (see quots.); marline-spike
seamanship U.S., skill in handling the marline-

spike.
1867 SMYTH Sailors ll ord-bk.i Marline-spike hitch, a

peculiar hitch in marling, made by laying the marline-spike
upon the seizing stuff, and then bringing the end of that

seizing over the standing part, so as to form a jamming
bight. i88a NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 21 Mai ling-spike, or

Midshipman hitch. 1888 Harpers Mag. July 170 ! Before
this is ended he has learned a great deaf of marline-spike
seamanship. 1896 United Service Mag. 187 There is not

nearly so much martin-spike seamanship as in the days of
our forefathers.

2. A sailor s name for a tropic-bird (Ph&ethoti)
nnd a jager or skua-gull (Stercorarius}, in allusion

to the two long pointed median tail-feathers.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-hk.^ Boatswain-bird, Phaeton
&amp;lt;Yt/ierens.,,\\, is distinguished by two long feathers in the

tail, called the marling-spike. 1890 Century Diet.

Marling (maulirj), vblt sb\
[f. MARL z&amp;gt;.

1 +

-ING!.] TheactionofMAULt .J; manuringwithmarl.
a 1400 ParIt. 3 Ages 142 His rentes and his reches rekenetl

he full ofte Of mukkyng of marlelyng and mcndynge of
howses. 14 . . I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 576/25 Certificatio [sic],

marlynge. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 74 This kynde
of Marhnge is neclected. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) I. 38
The marling of St. Foin, when tis almost worn out, makes
a great Improvement of it for three or four Years. 1875
Act 38 .-j- 39 IJict.

c. 92 5 Where, .a tenant executes on his

holding an improvement comprised in .. claying of land,
liming of land, marling of land.
attrib. 1556 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 9-, On mmlyn^

wembell. 1577 /r-. in Hall Eliz. &r. (1887) 153 Marling

. MARLY.

Ma rliiig, vbl. sb* A aitt. [f. MARL y.2 +
-i\&amp;lt;; 1.] The action of MAKL 7 1

.
2

Chiefly attrib. :

marling cord, -line, -twine = MARLINE
;
mar-

ling-hitch
-

Marling-spike hitch
; f marling

iron = MARLINE-SPIKE.
1485 Xaval Ace. Hen. //

(1896)51 Merlyng Irenes. 1496
Ibid. 167, x Ib weight marlyng 1 wyne. 1548 Privy Council
Acts (1890) II. 174 Marlin lyne, Ix Ib. 1668 J. WHITE A ich

Cab. (ed. 4) 113 Strong canvas being.. tyed hard on a pike
with marlin cord, 1760 FALCONEH Diet. Marine (1780),

Marling, the act of winding any small-line, as marline, spun-
yarn, packthread, &c. about a rope. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

H t&amp;gt;rd.lk. s.v. Marie
^
To attach the foot of a sail to its bolt-

rope, c., with marling hitches, // it/., Marline-holes, holes
made for marling, or lacing the foot-rope and clues in courses
and topsails.

t Ma rling, r / /. s/&amp;gt;.% Obs~ [f. MARL v.3 +
-ING V] The action of MARL z;.3

1598 FLORIO, Accarfionan; to dresse any maner of fish

with villager to be eaten colde, which at Southampton they
call marling of fish.

Marlm v g
x

spike: see MARLINE-SPIKE.

Marlion, obs. form of MERLIN.
Marlite (mauloit). A/in. Also -yte. [f.

MAKL sb} + -ITE 2
.] A variety of marl which

resists the action of the air.

1794 KIRWAN Elent. Min. (ed, 2) I. 82 So mixed with argill
as rather to pass for marlytes. 1850 JAKI.I. znd I isit U.S.

42 The common name for the marine, of which this treeless

soil is composed, is rotten limestone*. 1879 DANA A/an.

Geol. (ed. 3) 233 Calcareous marlytes.
Hence Marlitic (majH tik) a. rare~\ partaking

of the, qualities of marlite.

1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 361 This earth may be

pure, . .or marly, or marlhic.

Marlock ;ma jUk), sb. dial. A frolic, gambol ;

a piece of fun ; a sportive gesture. (See E. D. D.)
Also Ma rlock v. ittfr.

t
to frolic, gambol.

c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) J *&amp;gt;:* Lanes. Dial. (1862)

70 He blest an he pray d, an mede sitch Marlocks that [etc.].

1860 MRS. GASKELL Sylvias L. xt, Dost ta mean to say as

my Sylvie went and demeaned hersel to dance and marlock
wi a th fair-folk at th&quot; Admiral s Head ? Ibid, xxvii, As if

thou d send thy eyes after him, and he making marlocks
back at thee. 1885 E. F. EYRRNK Entangled 1. i. xii. 231
There s a deal less harm in the Fiend when he s marlockint;
in the air than when he s harboured in th heart.

Marloes (maubz), sb.pl. local. Also marleys

(see K.D.D.). [?f. MARL^] Marbles.

1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 92 Boys.. who would play at

jnarbles (or marloes) with you. 184* G. DANIEL Metrie

Kng. I. ix. 191 Oh yes ! I pass my time at dumps and marloes.

Marlovian (aaitanrin). a. (sb.} [f. the name
of the di amatist Christopher Marlowe (1564-159^0
+ -IAN.] a. adj. Pertaining to or characteristic of

Marlowe, b. sb. An admirer orstudent of Marlowe.
So Marlowe-sque, Ma rlowish adjs. Also Ma*r-

lowism, the style, opinions, etc. of Marlowe.

1593 G. HAK\E\ Pterce sSttftfr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 234 No
honesty, but pure Scogginisme ; HO Religion, but precise
Marlowisme. 1798 LAMB Lett. 1,1888) II. 07 Your recipe for

a Turk s poison is invaluable, and truly MarlowSsh. 1885
I. M. HART in Nation (N.V.i 26 Mar. 264/3 Which / the

Marlovians, past or present, has bethought him of the simple
device of reprinting verbatim, side by side, the editions of

1604, 1609, and 1616? 1887 Pall Mall Budget 28 July 30/2
This, .is Marlovian. 1896 A. W. VERITY MarlwesEdiv. //,
Gloss. 124/2 The phrase quenchless fire is Marlowesque.

Marl-pit (maulpit). [f. MARL j*.l Cf. MUu.
imirUpitt.\ A pit from which marl is dug.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 274 He walked in the feeldes

for to prye Vp on the sterres..Til he was in a Marleput
yfalle. c 1440 Prowp. Pan . 327/1 Marlpytte, or chalke-

pytte, cretariunt. 1538 LELAND Itin. V. 81 bum [Pooles] be

likelyhod have begon of Marie Pittes. 1615 FLETCHER &
SHIRLEV Nt. Walker in. i. (1640) E 4 Or shall I drive her. .

over some rotton bridge, Or by a Marie pit side? 1^07
MORTIMER Huso, (1721) I. 294 Carps delight in Marlpits.
1868 PEARU Watcr-Fann. xv. 158 Old marl or gravel-pits.

Marly (mauli), a. 1 Also 6, 8 -ey, 7-8 -ie.

[f. MARL sb.* + -Y.] Resembling, or partaking of

the qualities of, marl ; composed of marl ; abound

ing with marl.
c 14*0 Pallad. mi Httsb. i. 252 Lond is best for whete If hit

be marly, thicke, and sumdel weete. 1571 J. JONRB Bathes
Bnckstone i b, It should not onely bee of another collour

marly yellow, or swarty greene ; but also (etc.], 1616 SCRFI.,

& MARKH. Country Farm 13 All Clayes which are black t-,

gray, or marlie. 1791 W. UAKIKAM Carolina 183 A loose.,

sandy loam, on a
clay

or marley foundation. 1866 GEO.
ELIOT F. Holt 3 The land around was rich and marly.

Marly (mauli), a* Sc. and dial. Also Sc.

mirl(e)y. [See MARLED ///. a.-] Spotted,
streaked, marbled.

1711 RAMSAY Tartana 161 But if behind some marly cloud

he [the sun] steal. 1790 A. WILSON H n-u Poem-; 188 \Vh:it

woe Gars thee sit mourning.. And rive thy mirley breast /

1807 TANNAHILL Poetns (1815) 191 The mirly-breasted birds.

Marly, variant of MAHLI.

Marlyn, obs. form of MARLINE, MERLIN.

Marlyng, variant of MERUNG Obs.j whiting.

Marlyon, obs. form of MKIUJN.
Marm: see MA AM.

Marmacluc, -ady, ? misprints forMABAVEDi.
1571 Q. EI.IZ. Let. in Digges Compl. Ambuss. (1655! 41

He hath not the value of a Mannaduc in land or livelihood.

1605 riay ofStitclty lab, Why should there want a Mar-

inady ? a mite?

Marmadyn^e, -maide(n, obs. ff. P



MARMALADE.

Marmalade (nia-jmal&amp;lt;~ d). Forms : 6 mar-
mylate, -elad, -ilat, -ilade, mormelade,marm-
let, merraelado, 6-7 marmelet(t, -alad, -alate,
6-8 marmalet, -elade, 7 marmilad, -ilitt, -alit,

-alett, -ulade, -ulate, -ulet, -aled, -eleta, -elate,

mermalade, 8 raarmolet, mermelade, 6- mar
malade. [a.F. marmeliide, in Cotgr. mermelade,
a. Pg. marwelada, f. marmelo quince, repr. (witli
dissimilation of consonants) L. melinielum, a. Or.

fuJkljuftM/ ( honey-apple ,
f. i*i\t honey + /*rj\ov

apple) the name of some kind of apple which
was grafted on a quince. From the Pg. word are

also Sp. marmclada, It. marmellata, and (through
Fr.) G., Du.

,
Da. marmelade, Sw. marmelad.]

1. A preserve or confection made by boiling
fruits (orig. quinces, now usually Seville oranges)
with sugar, so as to form a consistent mass.
Often with prefixed word, as apricot, lemon, orange,

quince marmalade ; when there is no word prefixed, orange
marmalade is now commonly meant.
(1514 in Lett, f, I apers Hen. C///(i87o) IV. I. 339 Pre

sented by Hull of Exeter one box of marmalade.] 1533
ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 44 b, A piece of a quynce rosted
or in marmelade. Ibid. 79 b, Marmalade of quynces. 1580
LYLY Euplnies (Arb.) 266 Therfore you must giue him leaue
after euery meale to cloase his stomacke with Loue, as
with Marmalade. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. II. ii. l. i, Mar
malet of plummes, quinces &c. 1634 SIR T. HKRBERT Trm&amp;gt;.

168 A healing powder of Gall and Marmalate of Dates. 1767
MRS. GLASSE Cookery App. 353 Marmalade of cherries. Put
the cherries into the sugar, and boil tliem pretty fast till it

be a marmalade. 1769 MRS. KAFFALD Eng. lloitsekpr.
(1778) 223 To make Orange Marmalade. Take the clearest
Seville oranges you can get [etc.). Itud. 225 To make Apri
cot Marmalade. 1845 KI.IZA ACTON Mod.Cookery 457 Mar
malade for the [Apple] Charlotte. Weigh three pounds of
good boiling apples, .let these stew over a gentle fire, until

they form a perfectly smooth and dry marmalade. Ibid.

489 Very fine imperatrice-plum marmalade. 1862 ANSTEO
Channel Isl. iv. xxi. (ed. 2) 487 The fruit is without much
flavour,.. though it is well adapted for marmalade.

b. Proverbial xa&fig.
1592 G. HARVEY ffew Letter Wks. (Grosart) I. 280 Euery

Penode of her stile carrieth marmalad and sucket in the
mouth. 1607 WALKINGTON Oft. Glass 53 The marmalade
and sucket of the Muses.

2. The fruit of Lnciitna mammosa
; also, the

tree itself. Also called natural marmalotle.

, 797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) L 69/1 [Ac/iras mammosa.]
Fruit ..inclosing a thick pulp called natural marmalade.
1821-2 LINDLEY in Trans. Horticult. Soc. (1824) IV. 97
The Mammee Sapota . . is called Natural Marmalade.
1846 I cg. A i/tf,/. 591 The Marmalade (Achras mam-
nwsa). 1866 J n-as. Bot. 698/1 Lucuma mammosnnt . .

is cultivated for the sake of it* fruit, which is called Mar
malade, or Natural Marmalade.

3. attrib. : marmalade box, (a) a. box for mar
malade;

(l&amp;gt;)
the fruit of Genifa americana =

GENIPAP
; f marmalade-eater, ? one daintily

brought up ; marmalade fruit, the fruit of the
marmalade-tree

; f marmalade-madam, a strum-

pet ; marmalade-plum, the fruit of the marma
lade-tree or the tree itself (J. Smith Diet. Pop.
Names Plants, 1882); marmalade-tree, the mam-
mee-sapota (see sense 2).

1624 Alt/iarf MS. in Simpkinson WaMriftons (1860) App.
p. Iviii, 6 galley potts and 12 &quot;marmalett boxes for Mrs. Se-
grave. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xxviii. 318 A singular
kind of fruit, called here the marmalade box, . . the husk . .

opens in halves like a walnut, when the pulp appears like
that of a medlar. 1614 R. TAILOR Hog hath lost Pearl
ii. U, Th art as witty a *marmaled eater as euer I conuerst
with. 1840 SCHOMBURGK Brit. Guiana 100 The Pine-apple,
the Guava, the Marmalade fruit. 1674 JOSSELYN ISoy. New
Kng. 162 The Gallants a little before Sun-set walk with their

Marrnalet-Madams, as we do in Morefields. 1717 E. WARD
Wks. II. 351 More Marmulet Madams will be met strolling
in the Fields, than Honest Women in the Streets. 1866
Ireas. Bot. 722/2 *Marmalade-Tree, Lucuma mammosum.
t b. quasi-adj. = sweet . 06s.

1629 MASSINGER Picture i. i, I cannot blame my ladies
Vnwillingnesse to part with such marmulade lips.

Hence Ma/rmalady a. (rare
1

), resembling
marmalade in sweetness, etc. (in quot._/?^.).
1602 MIDDLETON Blurt in. i, The Frenchman you see has I

a soft mermaladie heart.

Marmala-water(maumala|W9-taj). [i.*mar- (

mala corruption of Pg. marmelo : see MAHMELOS.]A liquid distilled from the flowers of the mar-
melos, used in Ceylon as a perfume for sprinkling.
1837 in BALFOUR Cycl. India.

Marmaled, -et(t, obs. forms of MARMALADE.
MarmaUte, variant of MARMOLITE.
Marmaric (maimrc-rik), a. Also 5 -merike,

-morike, 7 -marieke. [ad. L. Marmaric-us, \

adj. of Marmarica (see below).] Of or belonging
to the ancient Marmarica (now liarca) on the
north coast of Africa. So Marma-rican a., in
the same sense ; s6., an inhabitant of Marmarica.

1 1470 HARDING Cftron. XLIX. i, As proude and bryme as
lyon Marmerike. Ikid. ci.xxxvn. iii, In all the world was
hen no prince hym like . . in the felde a lyon marmorike.
593 Q. ELIZ. Boeth. iv. met. iii. ii Another the Marm[ar]i- :

can hon [orig. Marmaricus lea ; CHAUCER has a lyoun of (
;

centre of marmorike] With Tuske and paw indueth. 1607
1 OPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 359 These also are the epi-

i

thets of hons: wrathful,.. violent, Marmarican. 1627 MAY
Vol. VI.

177

tr. Lttcfin in. E 2 b, Marmaricke troops the horned Ammon
prest. llnd. iv. G 5 b, Swift Marmaricans.
t Marmaritin. Obs. rare- 1

, [app. f. \,.mar-
mar/tis a plant that giows in marble quarries, a.

Gr. /tapfiapiTts (not recorded in this sense), f. pap-
ftapos marble.] Some drug.
1604 MIDDLKTON \yitck (1778) 70 Firestone. I have some

Mar-martin, and Mandragon. Iteccaty. Marmaritin, and
Mandragora, thou wouldst say.

Marmarize (ma-jmaraiz), v.
[f. Gr. fiap-

Hap-os marble + -IZE.] trans. To subject to mar-
marosis. (Cf. MARMOBIZE v.)

1893 GEIKIE Text-bk. Gent. IV. vm. ii. (ed. 3) 603 On the
east side of the great intrusive mass of Fair Head the chalk
is likewise marmarised.

Marmarosis (majmareirsis). Ceol. [f. Gr.

ftdppap-os marble + -osis.] The conversion of
limestone into marble by rnetamorphism.
1882 GKIKIF. Tejct.bk. Geol. iv. vm. ii. 577 Marmarosis.

Marmaset(t, -it, -assed, obs. IT. MARMOSET.
Marmatite (ma jmatait). Min. [a. G. mar-

niatit, f. Alarinato (S. Amer.).] A ferriferous variety
of sphalerite. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 781/2.

MarmaycVen, obs. forms of MERMAID(EN.
Marmazat, -et, obs. forms of MARMOSET.
Marmelade, -ate, -et(t, obs. ff. MARMALADE
II Marmelos (maum/lcs). [mod.L., f. Pg. mar-

nielo tjuince.] The liengal quince, sEgle Marmehi.
1823 CKABB Technol. Diet. 1866 Treas. Hot. 722/2 Mar

melos, sp^gle Marmelos. 1887 Standard 16 Sept. 5/3 On
how many tables does the marmelos make its appearance /

II Marmeimill (majme-nil). [Icelandic ; dim.
f. mar-r sea + maun-, maS-r man.] A merman.
1805 Naral Chrtm. XIV. 303 It was the body of a Mar-

menill, and not that of a human being. 1863 BARING-GOULD
Iceland 352 The verses sung by a marmennill, when he
was carried back to his favourite element.

Marmerike, obs. form of MARMARIC.

Marmeset(te, -ot, obs. forms of MARMOSET.
Marmilad(e, -at, -itt, obs. ff. MARMALADE.
Marmissed, -isset, obs. forms of MARMOSET.
Marmit (maumit). dial, and Naut. ? Obs.

[ad. F. marmite pot or kettle.] (See quots.)
^1758 Inv. in Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. 2 Potts %

i Marmitt. 1841 ft\tnsno*tiKSai0pia Antig.yxiMaratJt,
a pot with hooks at each side. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s II itrrf-

bk., Marmit, a pot fitted with a hook for hanging it to the
bars of the

galley-range. 1879 Misa. JACKSON Shropsh.
Word-bk., Marmint, Afarwot, a three-legged iron pot
holding about four quarts to be hung over the fire.

II Marmiton (marmnon). [Fr., f. marmite
pot, kettle.] A kitchen scullion.

1754 CHESTERF. Let. to Dayrolles 2 Apr., I wish . . that you
could find me at Brussels an humble marmiton, tournebroche,
or other animal, who could roast and boil decently. 1847
DISRAF.LI Tattered t. i, One of my marmitons has disap
pointed me.

Marmlet, obs. form of MARMALADE.
Marmol(e, variant forms of MORMAL Obs.

Marmolet, obs. form of MARMALADE.
Marniolite (ma-jmJbit). Min. Also mar-

malite. [Formed by Nuttall, who refers to Gr.

/Ufftaifnai to shine: see -LITE.] A laminated

serpentine, of a pearly lustre and pale green colour.
1822 T. NUTTALL in Amer. jfriil.Sci. IV. 17 A contiguous

substance which as a peculiar mineral I shall distinguish by
the name of marmalite. Ibid. 19 Marmolite. 1848 C. A.
JOHNS Week at Lizard 107 Rare minerals, such as marmo-
lite. 1849 WATTS tr. Gmelin s llandbk. Chem. III. 395
Noble Serpentineor Ophite (together with Marmalite [etc.]).

t Mariuor. Sc. Obs. Also 4, 6 -our, -ore.

[a. L. marmor MARBLE.] Marble. Also attrib.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement) 888 pai . . fand a kyrk

. .of marmore mad. 1396 DALRYMPLF, tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot.
i. 79 This marmore stane in forme of a chyre. Ibid. 129 The
marmour chyre of Destinie. Ibid. 132 The sentences in
Marmor war hewin.

Marmoraceous (niajmorf -jas), a. rare. [f.

L. type *marmarace-us, f. marmor MARBLE : see

-ACEOUS.] Pertaining to, or like, marble.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 313/1 Marmo{ra]ceous, a

Marble colour, a black blue. 1822 T. NUTTALL in Amer.
Jrnl. Sci. IV. 18 Thismarmoraceous mineral. 1848 MAUNDER
Treas. Nat. Hist.

Marmorate (ma-amoK t), a. [ad. L. mar-
morat-its, pa. pple. of marmorare to overlay with

marble, f. marmor MARBLE.]
) 1. Overlaid with or enclosed in marble. Obs.

1537 Egitapk in Fuller Worthies, Lond. ii. (1662) 205
Under this Stone closyd and marmorate Lyeth lohn Kite.

2. Nat. Hist. Variegated or veined like marble.
i826KiRBY&Sp. Entomol. IV. 289. 1866 Treas. Bot. 722/2.
So f Ma rmorated a.

1731 BAILEY vol. II, Marrnorated, made of, wrought in,
covered with marble.

Marmoratioil (majmor,? J~3n). rare~. [ad.
i

late L. marmoratiftt-tm, n. of action f. marmorare
(see prec,).] (See quots.)
1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Marmoration, a building

with marble. 1730-6 BAILEY (fol.), Marmoration, a covering
or laying with marble.

Marmoreal (majmooT/ al), a. poet, and rhtt.

[f. L. marmore-ns
(f.

marmor MARBLE) + -AL.]
1. Resembling marble or a marble statue; cold,

smooth, white, etc., like marble.

MARMOSET.
l 1798 LANDOR Gdnr Wks. 1846 II. 494 Looking recumbent
how Love s column rose Marmoreal. 1817 SHELLEY Rev
Islam i. xlix, Paving with fire the sky and the marmoreal
floods. 1868 BROWNING King f,- Kit. \\. 5) Marmoreal neck
and bosom uberous. 1892 Sat. Kei . 15 Oct. 443/1 Blank-
verse studies of merit, but somewhat cold and marmoreal in
their severity.
2. Made or composed of marble.
1823 iVmu Monthly Mag. XIII. 181 Spurs of marble, and

marmoreal limbs. 1860 W. WATSO-J Prince s Quest, Sunset
(1892) 134 Minaret And terrace and marmoreal spire.
Hence Marmo really adv.

1847 SlK A. UK VKKK ist / /. Mary Tudor v. iii, Cold, but
composed, marmoreally rigid ! 1887 SAINTSBL-RY Elii. Lit.
455 The marmoreally-linished minor poems of Ben [Jonson].

Marmorean (majmo^-wan), a. [f. L. mar-
more-ns (f. marmor M \RBLK) + -AN.] Composed,
or made, of marble ; resembling marble.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Marmorean. ., of marble, or that is

like it in colour, hardness, Me. 1836 Eraser s Maf. XIV.
24 Her neck s marmorean whiteness. 1902 Speaker i Mar.
608/1 The marmorean Leconte de Lisle.

t Marmoreous, a. Obsr&quot; [Formed as prec.
+ -OUS.] --prec. i727liAiLEvvol.il.

Marmoric (maam^-i-ik), a. rare- 1

, [f.
L.

marmor marble + -1C.] Of marble.
1811 PINKERTON Petrahgyl. ijo Hardness, between mar-

moric and basaltic.

Marmorize (muMmoraiz), v.
[f. L. ma&amp;gt; mor +

i
-IZE. Cf. F. mannoriser and mod.L. marmori-
satio.]

= MARMAKIZK v.

1897 GEIKIE Anc.i o/cnii.es I. 32 Marrr.orised limestone.

II Marmortinto (maimSjti nto). [
f A mistake

for It. marmo tinto (mart/to marble, tinlo dyed,
coloured).] An Italian process (used in the i8th c.)
of decorating walls, etc. in imitation of marble.
1844 Meek. Mag. XL. 31 The inventor of marmortinto

was born in 1762. 1854 FAIRIIOLT Diet. Art, Marmortinto.
Marmose (maumous). [a. F. marmose (Buffon),

possibly from colonial I)u. : cf. MDu. marmoyse,
mermoyse (see MERMOYSE), marmoset, blieved to

be a shortening of F. marmotiset.] One of several

species of small South American opossums (as

Didelphys dorsigera and D. mnrina) which have

only a rudimentary pouch and carry their young
on their back.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 162 An animal greatly
resembling the former [/. e. the opossum], is the Marmose.

Marmoset (maum&amp;lt;fee- t). Forms : 4-5 mar-
musette, marmesette, 5, (9) marmozette, -usete,
-isset, maremusset, 5-6 marmesette, -osette,

5-7 marmeset, 6 mermoset, -osito, marmosete,
-azat, -asit, -issed, -esot, mornfosett, marmsat,
6-7 marmaset(t, 6, 8 marmouset, 6-9 marmozet,
(9 marmozette), 7 marmositfe, -azet, -osat,

-uset, -ousite, -osett, mormaset, malmaset, 5-
marmoset. [a. OF. marmouset grotesque image,
in 1280 latinized marmosetum (not marmoretum as

given by Littre) ;
in mod.F. the word means also

little man
;
the sense ape , though not found

in Fr. diets., is in provincial use (see Honnorat Diet.

Prov.}. Hence MDu. marmoset in all three senses.
The origin of the Fr. word is obscure

; it has been con
jectured to be a derivative of L. marmor marble, but the
form is not easy to account for. It can hardly be uncon
nected with F. marmot little child (whence prob. It. tnar-

mocchio), in early use also monkey , grotesque statuette ;

forms app. cognate are med.L. jnarmonetiis, tnamlnenetus

(Promp. Parv.), mammon-em monkey. Some have supposed
the source to be OF. merme small (: L. minimus) ; others
have suggested that the word in the sense grotesque figure
was an architectural term derived in some way from Gr.

fAop^ui bugbear.]

1 1. A grotesque figure, a. Applied in scorn to

an idol. Obs.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 20954 To worshepe A Mar
moset, Wych to helpe. . Hath no puissaunce. 1563-83 FOXK
A. ff M. II. 882/2 Get thee away from me thou naughty
person : with thy marmoset of wood.
attrib. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 259 A mar

mouset idolewas borrowed fra the Gray Freiris.

ft). (See quot. 1 706) Obs.-&quot;

1687 MIEGE Gt. Fr. Diet, n, Marmoset, a kind of Grotesk,
Marmouset. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. KerseyJ, Marmoset, . .an
odd kind of Grotesk figure in a Building. 1736 NEVE
Builder s Diet.

2. f a. In early use : Any small monkey (obs.).

b. Now restricted to the tropical American mon
keys of the family Hapalidie (or Mididse), com

prising two genera, Hapale (the true marmosets)
and Midas (the tamarins).
The Hapalidz are of the size of a small squirrel, have

non-prehensile bushy tails, and (in many species) long ear-

tufts or a mane of whitish hair. They are gentle and play
ful, and make amusing pets.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. L (1495) 748 Some
beestes seruyth for..mannys myrth : as apys and marmu-
settes [MS. Bodt. marmesettes] and popyngayes. c 1400
MAUNDEV.(i839) xix. 210 Apes, Marmozettes [A o.r^.marniu-

setes; Fr. orig. ntarnioz], Babewynes, and many other dyverse
Bestes. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 639/32 Hie ztnozefhalus,
maremusset. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 109 b, The marmesethath a

very longe tayle. iss ROBINSON tr. Mare s Utopia n. vi.

(ed. Lupton) 215 A mormosett chaunced vpon the booke . .

whyche.. plucked owte certeyne leauefi, and toore them in

pieces. 1559 W.CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.Glasse 191 Mermo*
sites. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. u. ii. 174 The nimble Marmazet.

89



MARMOT.
1625 Pt RcMAS Pilgrims \\. 1771 There are many Monkies I

or Marmosets, that doe great hurt to the Palme trees. 1679

T. TRAPHAM Disc. Jamaica 115 The Malmaset, as among
the Indians of the more Southern Main of America. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey , Marmoset, a sort of black Monkey,

having a shaggy Neck. 171^
tr. Pancirollits Rcrutii Mem.

1. n. xvi. 104 An Egyptian Cat, which we call a Marmoset,
or Monkey. 1822 SCOTT Nigel viii, I have seen her.. as

i

changeful as a mannozet. 1840 Curler s A aim. Kingd.
62 Marmosets (llnfale, as restricted i. 1863 HATES A at.

Amazons \ 1. 55 The monkeys belonged to a very pretty and

rare species, a kind of marmoset. 1893 [see MARIKINA].

attrib. 1851 P. ll.GossF. Nat. in Jamaica 327 note, 1

have heard the Marmozette Monkey (Jacchns) produce the

very same sound. 1876 OUIDA ll inter City vii. 224 The

quick marmoset eyes of little Mme. Mila.

1 3. Applied to a person : a. to a woman or child,

as a term of endearment or playful reproach: cf.

monkey. Obs.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 462 What, wanton, wanton, nowe
well ymet ! What, Margery Mylke Ducke, mermoset ! 1604
DEKKEK \st ft. Honett II- A. vl. C 4 b, Saue thee little Mar
moset : how doest thou good pretty roague? 1614 BEAUM.
& FL. ;/ // at sen. U eaf. HI. i, Sir Greg. [To his niece.]

O dissembling Marmaset ! 1754 RICIIARUSON Grandison

(1781) VII. xliii. 2ii How shall I hold the little marmouset,
if you devour first one of my hands, then the other i

b. to .1 man, as a term of abuse or contempt :

cf. ape. Sometimes (as in OF.) a favourite, ingle .

? a 1500 C /ifster I I. x, I will . . mar that misbegotten mar-

moset. 1523 Ln. HICKXEHS J* reiss. I. ccclxxxvii. 661 Al-

wayes the Erie hath these marlnosettes about him, as Gylbert
Mahewe and his bretherne. a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Gar-
ntsche ii. 39 Thow mantycore, ye marmoset, garnyshte like

a Greke. a 1585 POLWART Flyting m. Montgomerie 795
Held bisset ! marmissed ! tansprezed to the lownes ! 1615

HRATHWAiT.5Yni/&amp;gt;/(Trfo(i878) 48 See, see her cerus cheeke,
made to delight Her apple-squire, or wanton Marmosite.

1825 SCOIT Talism. xxiv, A king s son. .is at least a match
for this marmozet of a Marquis.
Hence fMarmose tical a., characteristic of a

marmoset
; apishly foolish.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) H it
f,-
Mirth Wks. n. 187/2

A Mercers seruant espying his marmositicall Apishnesse.

Marmot (mii jmj t).
Also 8 mar(a)motto,

marmotta, lerron. marmout, 8-9 marmotte.

[ad. F. marmotte fern, (whence prob. Sp., 1 g.

marmota, It. marmotta, also f marmo/to masc.),

prob. an altered form, due to assimilation to OF.

marmotte, marmot monkey (see MARMOSET), of

Rumonsch murmont : L. type mftrein mantis

mountain mouse
,
whence OHG. mitremunlo,

nnirmainti, mnrmen/i,MHG. miirmendin, mod.CJ.

dialects nntrtnentel, miirweten, mtinnetli, mod.G.

murtneltier, whence Du. mormelilicr, Da. miir-

meldyr, Sw. muflwtJjur.]
1. A rodent of the genus Arctomys or sub-family

Arctomyinm of the squirrel family, esp. A. mar
motta, which inhabits the Alps and the Pyrenees,
sometimes called the Alpine marmot.
With qualification applied to other animals of the same and

allied genera : t American or Maryland m., the wood-
chuck, A. monax; Bobac or Polish m., A. Mac (see
BOBAC) ; t Canadian or Quebec m., .^permvphilits em-

fitra; Earless or Pouched m.t the suslik, S.citillns ,

Hoary m., the whistler, A. prumosus; \ Lapland m.,
the lemming ; Prairie m., the prairie dog (genus Cynontys).
1607 TOPSELL Hist. Foiir-f. Beasts (1658) 405 Scaliger de-

scribeth them in this manner, a Marmot (saith he, for so he
tearmeth an Alpine Mouse in French) is a Beast about the

bigness of a Badger. 1704 RAY Creation II. (ed. 4) 337 The
Marmotto or Mas Alpinns, a Creature as big or bigger
than a Rabbet, which absconds all Winter. i753CHAMHFns
Cycl. Snpp., Marmottt&quot;, Marmotta, the mountain rat, a
creature very common in many parts of Europe. 1761 tr.

nnsching s Syst. Gcpg. I.
4_95 Mice, maramottos, and wild

fowl are their favourite dishes. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) IV. 38 The Marmot is .. almost as big as an hare,
but it is more corpulent than a cat, and has shorter legs.

1781 PENNANT Quaiirup. II. 396 Alpine Marmot. Ibid. 397
Quebec Marmot. Ibid. 398 Maryland Marmot. Ibid., Hoary-
Marmot. Ibid. 399 Hobuk Marmot. 1796 [see EARLESS]. 1797
F.ncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 463/1 The monax, or American
marmot. .. The bobac, or Polish marmot. ..The empetra,
or Canadian marmot. 1861 G. F. BERKELEY Sportsm. IV.
Prairies xv. 259 The prairie dog or marmot. 1896 KIRKALDV
& POLLARD tr. Boas Text Bt. Zool. 529 The Pouched Mar
mot {Spermophilits citittus) of East Europe.

ti b. In full Cafe marmot, marmot of the Cape :

the Cape cony or daman
, Hyrax capensis.

1861 HULME tr. Moqiiin-Tandon n. in. ii. 122 The Daman
of the Cape (Hyrax Capensis), . . commonly called , . Mar
mot of the Cape.
2. A kind of bathing cap. [After F. marmatte.]
1897 Westtn. Gaz. 22 July 3/3 Tne newest bathing cap is

1 the marmotte . .fastening in a knot on the forehead. 1902
Ibid. 31 July 3/2 The silk caps are a liltle more varied in

shape; one sees the tammie and the marmot.

t Marmot t aiie. Obs. rare. [a. OF. mar-
mottaine, corruptly repr. L. murem montanam
mountain mouse.] -= MARMOT i.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 216 The Rats .. of the Alpes, i.

Manuottanes, which are as bigge as Brockes or Badgers.
Il id. 217 Such like Marmotanes there be in ^ gypt.

Marmour, variant of MARMOR 5V. Obs.

Marmouset, -ousite, -ozet(te, marmsat,
obs. ff. MARMOSET.

t Marm-stone. Obs. [OE. marmstan, also

marmanstan, f. marm marble + stdn STONE.]
Marble; a block, slab, etc. of marble.
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971 niicltl. Html. 203 Beforan Saere norSdura b&amp;lt;ere ciri-

cean on baem marmanstane. ciooo ^ELFRIC Saints Lives

xxxi. 1128 pa afylde sum cnapa |&amp;gt;a:t
fk-t unwaerlice uppon

bone marm-stan. (-1205 LAV. 1138 [A temple] imaked of

marine staene [ta/er text marbre stone). Hit 13171 32O97-

Murmulade, -ate, -et, obs. if. MARMALADE.

Marmuset(e, -ette, obs. forms of MARMOSET.

II Maro (maT0). [Polynesian.] A loin-cloth

used by certain South Sea Islanders.

1772-84 Cook s Voy. (1790) VI. 2047 A piece of thick cloth,

called the maro, about a foot in breadth, which passes be

tween the legs, and is fastened round tile waist.

Maro, obs. form of MARROW sb. 1

Marocchine, -okin(e, obs. ff. MAROQUIN.

Marode, obs. form of MARAUD.

t Maron. Ol&amp;gt;s. [a. obs. F. marron (Rabelais) ;

in med.L. mar,r)dn-em.] A mountain guide.

1506 GUYLFORDE Pilgr. (Camden) So We tok moyles to

stey vs vp the mountayne, and toke also marones to kepe
vs frame fallynge. 1611 CORVAT Crudities 80 My authour

of this tale or figment is our Maron of Turin \_marg. That
is guide or conductor], 1670-98 LASSELS Voy. Italy I. 49

Marons, or men with little open chairs to carry you up and
down the hill for a crown. Ibid. 51 After two hours tugging
of our chairmen or Marons we came to the top of the hill.

Marone, Maroner : see MAKOON, MARINER.

I Maro nian, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. [f.
I.. Maron-em the

cognomen of Virgil + -JAN.] Virgilian.

1648 HKHRICK Hesper., Tc&amp;gt; M. Denham, Thy brave, bold,

and sweet Maronian Muse. 11693 L rijiihart s Kabelnis

in. x. 84 The Maronian Lottery [ong. sors l irgilianes\.

t Ma ronist . Obs. [f.
L. Mann-em + -IST.]

A disciple of the poet Virgil (Publius Vergilius

Maro) ; a Yirgilian student or scholar.

1597-8 Bll
. HALL Sat. L iv. 7 He, like some imperious

Maronist, Conjures the Muses that they him assist. 1599
J resen . Hen. I ll (1866) 10, I would I were but as Ennius
to a fine Maronist.

t Maronist-. Ol&amp;gt;s.~&quot; Variant of MARONITE.
1737 in BAILEY vol. II.

Maronite (ma.&quot;n&amp;gt;hait),
sb. (and a.) Also 6

Moronite. [ad. late L. IfarSnlta, f. Maron name
of the founder of the sect : see -ITE.

There was a Syrian of this name in the 4th c., and another

in the 7th c. ; the sect was probably named from one of

these ; recent authorities favour the earlier date.]

( )ne of a sect of Syrian Christians, dwelling in the

Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ; they were originally

Monothelites, but subsequently became united with

the Roman ChuHh. Also attrib. (quasi-aa/.).

CIS&quot; ist Kng. Ilk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 31/1 The syxte
[cristened] nacyon. .. They be named Moroniten. 1617 MokY-
SON /tin. I. 215 A Maronite Christian. 1703 MAUNDRELL
Jonrn. Jems. (1721) 35 The Maronite Bishop of Aleppo.

1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v., A schism was caused through
Greek influence, and a Maronite Patriarch fell away. .. Ever
since [1216] the Maronites have been steadfast Catholics.

Maronner, obs. form of MARINER.

Maroo, obs. form of MARROW sb?

Maroon (mar n), s/&amp;gt;. and a. 1 Forms: 6-9
marron, 7-9 marone, 8-9 marroue, 9 marroon,

7, 9 maroon, [a. F. marron, ad. It. marroneJ]
A. sb.

fl. A large kind of sweet chestnut native to

Southern Europe ; also, the tree bearing this nut.

Also marron chestnut. Obs.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays It Key 28 Dates, chestnuts, and
marrons. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 525 Such plots of ground
as do affoord coppices of Chest-nut trees, are stored with

plants comming of marrons or nut-kernels. 1609 EVELYN
Acetaria App. H viij, Roasted Maroons, Pistachios, Pine-

Kernels [etc.]. [1877 SCUDDER Recoil. S. Breck iii. 66 The
fine large marron chestnuts were brought to us. .for a cent

a hundred.]
2. [-F. marron, from the quasi-adj. use as in

(Oiileur marron.] A particular kind of brownish-

crimson or claret colour.

1791 HAMILTON Berthollefs Dyeing 1. 1. It. i. 144 Darker
colours such as browns and marones. ///./. II. n. in. vii

216 This gives it a cinnamon colour, or light marrone. 1835
Court Mag. VI.

p. ii/i Some velvet [mantles] of maroon
and other rich winter colours. 1844 HAY Law Harm.
Colouring (ed. 5) 17 A series of other colours, such as brown,
marone, slate. 1882 Garden 14 Oct. 347/1 A rather small

flower . . of a deep rich maroon.

b. A coal-tar dye obtained from the resinous

matters formed in the manufacture of magenta.
(11873 CRACS-CALVERT Dyeing, etc. (1876) 433 Aniline

Maroons and Browns.

3. A firework composed of a small cubical box
of pasteboard, wrapped round with twine and
filled with gunpowder ;

it is intended to imitate

in exploding the report of a cannon.
1749 Machine for the Fireworks 15 Marrons, 5000. 1818

Handbill July in Pall Mall G. (1885) 5 Nov. 4/2 A bat

tery of maroons, or imitation cannon. 1840-1 HOOD A&quot;//-

mansegg, Birth xviii, To have seen the maroons, And the

whirling moons. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1401/2 Marron.
1884 .V/. James s Gaz. 13 June 10/2 The display last night
included signal maroons .. rockets, and shells.

b. Artillery. (See quot. 1876.)
1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 282 Marroons

are boxes containing from i to 6 ounces of powder. 1859M CuNTOCK Yoy. Fox in A retic Sea i. 9 Powder for ice-

blasting, rockets, maroons, and signal-mortar were furnished
by the Board of Ordnance. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Mi/it.
Diet. (ed. 3), Marroons, decorations for rockets. They are
cubes filled with grained powder, and enveloped with two
or three layers of strong twine or marline.

MAROONEB.

c. A bright white light used for signals in the

East Indies (Ogilvie Stiff!. 1855).
B. adj. Of the colour described in A 2.

1843 JAMES Forest Days ii, He was dressed in close-fitting

garments of a dark marone tint. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last

li, A most lovely Convolvulus, -with purple maroon flowers.

1876 OUIDA ll inter City\\, 114 They had put out her mar-
ron velvet with the ostrich feathers. 1878 FOSTER rhys. II.

ii. 3. 267 Venous blood of a dark purple or maroon colour.

Com/ . 1840 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. I. St. Gengiilptuts,

Good, stout maroon-colour d leather. 1876 HARLKV Mat.
Med. 233 A maroon-red precipitate.

Maroon (maifm), sb.t and a.- Forms : 7-8
maron, 8 marone, meroon, 8- maroon, [a. F.

marron (niaron in Hist. Antilles 1658, p. 322), said

to be a corruption of Sp. cimarron wild, untamed.]
A. sb.

1. One of a class of negroes, originally fugitive

slaves, living in the mountains and forests of

Dutch Guiana and the West Indies.

[1626 NICHOLS Sir F. Drake revived (1628) 7 TheSymerons
la blacke people, which about eightieyeeres past, fled from the

Spaniards their Masters). ] 1666 J. DAVIES Hist. CaribbyIsles
202 They will run away and get into the Mountains and

Forests, where they live like so many Beasts ; then they
are call d Marons, that is to say Savages. 1795 Hist. Evr.
in Ann. l\er. (1796) 60/1 The hostilities against the free

negroes in the Island of Jamaica known by the denomina
tion of Maroons had been carried on a long time without

effect. 1797 Encycl. fait. (ed. 3) X. 694/2 (Mauritius) The
Marones, or wild negroes. 1843 MARRVAT M. I iolet xl,

A gang of negro maroons was hanging about. 1893 Nation
tN. Y.) 8 Aug. 98/2 The savage Maroons were called in

and let loose upon the peasantry.
attrib. 1796 (title) The Proceedings of the Governor and

Assembly of Jamaica, in regard to the Maroon Negroes.
1828 G. w. BRIDGES Ann. Jamaica II. xv. 221 Many who
distinguished themselves in the Maroon war of Jamaica.

b. fig. (Also attrib.)

1823 MACAULAY Misc.H rit., R. SK. Lit. (1860) I. 22 It

will furnish a secure ambuscade behind which the Maroons
of literature may take a certain and deadly aim. a 1859

Hist. Eng. xxiii. (i860 V. 113 A warrant of the Lord
Chief Justice broke up the Maroon village [of thieves in

Epping Forest] for a short time.

2. Seathem U.S. In full matoon \frolic, party :

A pleasure party, esp. a hunting or fishing excursion

of the nature of a picnic but of longer duration.

1779 I. ANGELL /J/arytiBog) 59 Lt. Cook. .Come from the

Meroon frolick last night. [Editor s note : A hunting or

fishing trip, or excursion, in Southern United States, to

camp out after the manner of the West Indian Maroons.]

3. A person who is marooned.

1883 STEVENSON Treat. Isi. xi. Well, what would you think?

Put em ashore like maroons?

B. adj. Kun wild, having reverted to a state of

nature (Cent. Diet.). [So F. marron.]

Maroon (mar-n), v. Also 7-8 mo-, [f. prec.]

f 1. a. passive or intr. To be lost in the wilds.

b. intr. (?_/?) ? To miss one s object. 06s.

1699 DAMPIER fay. II. ll. 84, I began to find that 1 was
(as we call it, 1 suppose from the Spaniards) Morooned, or

Lost, and quite out of the Hearing of my Comrades Guns.

1716-17 S. SEWALL Letter-Sir. 15 Jan. II. 63, 1 had rather

myself bear part
of the charge, then that the poor young

man moroon d and return home with shame and disap

pointment.
2. trans. To put (a person) ashore and leave

him on a desolate island or coast (as was done by
the buccaneers and pirates) by way of punishment.
1716 Slice s Weekly Jrnl. i July 2 He farther says, that

Lowe and Spriggs were both maroon d, and were got among
the Musketoo Indians. i8a&amp;gt; SCOTT 1 irale xxii, I was..

condemned, .to be marooned, as the phrase goes, on one of

those little sandy, bushy islets, which are called, in the West

Indies, keys. 1891 Atlienxutn 17 Jan. 82 2 Magellan ma
rooned a mutinous priest on the coast of Patagonia.

3. intr. Of slaves: To escape from service and

take to the woods and mountains.

1831 TYERMAN & BF.NNET Voy. ft Trai . II. lii. 496 The
.slaves [in Mauritius] sometimes maroon, as it is called,

that is, they run away from their bondage.

4. Southern U. S. To camp out for several days
on a pleasure party. (Cf. MABOON sb.- 2.)

the former continues several days, the other lasts but one.

1871 KINCSI.EY /)//.&amp;lt;!!/ vi,A bathing party ofpleasant French

people, marooning las picnic-ing is called here) on the island.

5. To idle, hang about .

1808 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) 1 1 . 59 To juniperise within doors,

to maroon without. 1865 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 2 To pur-

chase for these 300,000 blacks the liberty to squat and

maroon or to hang about the towns of the island.

Hence Maroo-ned ///. a.

1883 STEVENSON Treat. Id. xv, The marooned man in his

goatskins. 1889 CLARK RUSSELL Marooned xxv, As decent

a lodging as marooned people have a right to expect.

Marooiier (mani-nDj). Also 7 ? marownar.

[f.
MAROON v.]

1. A buccaneer, pirate.
1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaicab-i A few French Buckaneers,

or Hunting Marownaes [? read Marownars]. 1728-36 Bvxu

Iftstover Wafers (184!) 13 On the south shore dwelt a

marooner, that modestly called himself a hermit. 1887 ii.

PVLE in Harper s Hag. Aug. 357 (art.) Buccaneers and

Marooners of the Spanish Mam.
2. One who maroons persons on a desolate coast.

1881 Sut. Kev. 3 Sept. 293 The original marooners of

Anadne were soon out of hail,



MAROONING.

b. A person left on a desolate island as a punish-

ment ;
MAHOON sb.- 2. In recent Diets.

3. Southern U. S. One who goes marooning

(see MAROONJ^.- A. 3). In recent Diets.

Maroo ning, vbl. sb. [f. MAROON v. + -ING *.]

1. The action of MAROON v. 2.

1724 C. JOHNSON Hist. Pyrates 170 Marooning. This was
a barbarous Custom of putting the Offender on Shore, on

some desolate or uninhabited Cape or Island. 1896 Sffcta- \

tor 2 May 639 Cabot.,was apparently the inventor of the

ruthless practice called marooning.

2. The action or practice of going on a maroon-

part) . Chiefly attrib. in marooningparty ,
season.

777 G* KORSTER Voy. round World I. 165 It may be

curious to know the nature of our marooning parties, as the

seamen called them. 1814 SOUTHEV Lett. (1856) III. 425
She is very much mi-sseil here at all times, and will be still

more so when the marooning season begins. 1856 OLMSTKD
Slave States 411 Two lads., had returned, .from a ma-

,

rooning party ,
with a boat-load of venison [etc.].

f Maroquin, a. and sb. Obs, Forms : 6 mary-
kyne,marekyn(e,maryskyn,marokin(e,-ockin,
7 marekin, marocchine, mariken, -kin, 7-9
mar(r)oquin, 8 meroquin. [a. F. maroquin,

orig. an adj. pertaining to Morocco , f. Maroc

Morocco.] a. adj. (in maroquin skins j leather] also
;

with the sense made of morocco )
= MOROCCO a.

b. sb. Morocco leather.

1511 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. (1902) IV. 196, v marykyne
skynnis to ane saclill and harnesing of the Kingis mule.

1546 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 236 Tua Marekyne cotis,

ane reid . . ane wther blak. 1548 Ibid. XX. (JanO, iitj

dosoun of maryskyn skynnes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON Nicho-

lay s Voy. \\ . xxv. 141 Faire maroquins and skins of al sorts.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vi. xi. 518 That lether which, .is

called Marocchine. 1644 EVELYN Diary i Apr., Bookes, all

bound in maroquin and gilded. iQ6*Sc.ActsChas. 7/(i82o)
VII. 253/2 Mariken skmnes made in Scotland. 1711 W.
ROGERS l^oy. (1718) 33 The fine Marroquin leather. 1731
BAILKY vol. II, lilarroijnin^ commonly called Morocco.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxxiv, Shoes of blue meroquin.
1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe vii, His maroquin boots and golden
spurs. 1813 CRABB Technol. Dtcf.

t Maroccoor marroquin.

II Marotte (mawt). Also 7 marrot. [Fr.]
1. A fool s bauble, f 71? crown with a marotte

=--F. coiffer (Tune marotte^ to make a fool of.

In the first quot. the explanation is meant derisively.
1611 R. PHILIPS Panegyr. Verses in Coryafs Crudities

c 7 b,Thee of the Marrot worthy doe we deeme. [Marg. i.e.

Lawrell from Marrot a French Poet.] 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Laugh fy be fat Wks. n. 72/2 They crowne
theewlth a Marrot or a Marti. 1840 H. AINSWORTH Tower
Lond. \\. xiv ( This last shaft likewise hit its mack, though
lane [the Fool] endeavoured to ward it off with her marotte.

2. A pet notion, craze.

1851 Li&amp;gt;. MALMKSBURY Mem, (1884) I. 324 To be Emperor
has been his \sc. Louis Napoleon s] marotte since he was
twenty years old.

Marou, -ough(e, -0113, -ouh, obs. ff. MARROW.
Marouner,Marow\e: see MARINER, MARROW.
Marower, obs. Sc. form of MOREOVER.

Marowna, ? obs. form of MAROONER.
Marplot ,maM|pVt), sb. and a. [See MAR-.]
A. so. One who mars or defeats a plot or design

by officious interference, or hinders the success of

any undertaking. Said also of things.
1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Susie Body Dram. Pers., AFar/&amp;gt;lot.

1824 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. May (1894) I. 295 What a mar
plot anxiety is. 1876 GF.O. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxii, But
what is the use ofmy taking the vows and settling everything
as it should be, if that marplot Hans comes and upsets it all ?

B, atij. That mars or defeats a plot or design.
1850 KINGLAKK Crimea VI. ix. 230 There were some of his

fellow-countrymen . . whose marplot disclosures seemed likely
to bring down, -a new onslaught of Russian masses.

Marprelate: see MAR-.

Marque (maik). Forms : 5, 8 mark, marc,
rn argue (? errorfor marque), 6 markque, merk,
6-7 marke, 7- marque, [a. F. marque (OF. also

twite), ad. Pr. fttarta, vbl. sb. f. marcar (med.L.

mat-care) to seize as a pledge.
It is uncertain whether this is connected with MARK sb.*]

fl. Reprisals; occas. = letter of marque (see 2).

[1354 Act 27 Edw. ///, Stat. 2 c. 17 Purveu. .que. .nous
eions la lei de Mark & de represailles. 1417 Act 4 Hen, f

t

Stat. 2 c. 7 Que de toutz attemplatz faitz par ses ennemys. .

encountre le tenure daucunes Trieuves..en les quelles nest

pas fait expresse mencion que toutz marques & reprisailles
cesseront. .nostre Signior le Roi a toutz qi lour sentiront en
tiel casgreveZjVoet grauntier marque en due forme.] 1456 SIR
G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 205 Be way of mark. . ; that
is to say.. a lettre of leve to tak ony man of that contree.
Ibid. 220 The king aw to geve letter of powar to tak mark
apon thaine. 1473 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 65/2 Any Sentence,
Jugement, Margue or Reprisale yeven. 1614 SELDEN Titles
Hon. 210 The lawes of Marque, or Reprisales.
2. Letter of marque, a. Usually pi., letters of \

marque (and reprisal]. Originally, a licence
j

granted by a sovereign to a subject, authorizing
him to make reprisals on the subjects of a hostile

state for injuries alleged to have been done to him
by the enemy s army. In later times this became

practically a licence to fit out an armed vessel and

employ it in the capture of the merchant shipping
belonging to the enemy s subjects, the holder of ;

letters of marque being called a privateer or corsair, ,

and entitled by international law to commit against j
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the hostile nation acts which would otherwise have

been condemned as piracy. Also f letters of mart :

see MART sfi.&

So far as European nations are concerned the issue of letters

of marque was abolished by the Congress of Paris in 1856.

1447 l\olls of PayIt. V. 135 To grannie to youre saide

Besechers, letters of Marc and Reprisail. 1543 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 10 Ane letter of mark gevin and grantit be ,

the inaist cristin king of France, a 1548 HALL C/tron., .

Hen. l 1/f 145 b, Shewytig hym how their goodes were
taken, by letters of Marke, their shippes restrained fete.].

170* Royal Dcclar. June in Land. Gaz. No. 3815/3 Her
Majesty having Impowered the Lord High Admiral of

Kngland to grant Letters of Marque, or Commissions for

Privateers. 1789 {. oustit. U. S. Art. i. 8 Congress shall ,

have power, .to grant letters of marque and reprisal. 1855
MOTLKY Hittih Rep. (i86i) II. 2yg To make war upon Alva
was the leading object of all these freebooters, and they
were usually furnished by the Prince of Orange, .with letters

of marque for that purpose.
b. A ship carrying letters of marque ; a privateer.

c 1800 Miss KNIGHT Atttobiog. I. 106 A Ragu*an com
manding a letter-of-mark. 1836 MAHRYAT Midsh. Easy
xxxviii, As letter ofmarque, I shall have the right of capture.

c. attrib. in letter of marque man, ship.
1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3910/4 A French Letter of Marque

Man. 1708 !bid. No. 4440 2 Any such Privateer or Letter
of Marque Ship.

Marquee (majkr). Also 8 marquee, marki,
8-9 markee. [An assumed sing. f. MAKO,I:ISE

apprehended as pi.] A large tent, as an officer s

field-tent, or one used at a public entertainment,

exhibition, or the like.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2542/4 A good Marquee, two French
Tents. 1758 Lond. C/tron. 19-22 Aug. 173/3 General Aber-
crombie would not suffer any of the officers to carry any
chests, beds, or markees, with them. 1774 M. MACKENZIK
Maritime Sun . 106 A Captain s Tent and Marki. 1812
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 99 The. .band was stationed in a mar

quee on the lawn. 1831 TRKI.AWSY Adv. Younger Son II.

118 A summer-room, exactly of the form and colour of a

markee. 1884 Tim,-s (weekly ed.) 7 Nov. V- The meeting
was held in a marquee erected behind the Fountain Hotel.

b. attrib.) as in marquee manufacture, tent ;

marquee coop t .S., a tent-shaped hen-coop.
1775 Connect. Col. Rec. 11890) XV. 15 Ninety marquee or

officers tents. 1834 Taifs Mag. I. 218/2 Benjamin Edg-
ington,MarqueeanaTent Manufacturer. 1849 I^J- BROWNE
Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 122 The marquee toop.

Marques, Marquesate,etc. : see MARQUIS, etc.

Marquesit v
e : see MARCAHITE.

Marquet, obs. form of MARKET.

Marquetry, marqueterie (mauketri).
Forms ; 6 marketrey, merquetry, 7 marquet-
trie, (marhutery), 6- marqueterie, 7- mar
quetry, (-ie). [a. F. marque/eric (1416 in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. marqtieter (1386) to variegate, f. marque
MARK sby\ Inlaid work, esp. as used for the

decoration of furniture.

1563 SHUTE/lrcA//. Fj b, Fine woodes in marketrey. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poestc 11. xifi]. (Arb.) 108 All set in iner-

quetry with letters of blew Saphire and Topas artificially

cut and entermingled. 1596 DANETT tr. Confines (1614)279
The curious worke called Musaique, or Marqueterie. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 49 Marquetry and other inlaid works.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 138 Of that kind the

Arabs called Marhutery, but the Jews Mosaick. 1817 MOOKK
Lalla R., Veiled Proph. (ed. 2) 89 The flashing of their

swords rich marquetry. 1847 DISRAELI Toncrcd \\. &amp;gt;iii, .

A large table of ivory marquetry. 1881 YOUNG Every titan

his awn Mechanic 39 Hungarian Ash. .suitable as a

groundwork for marquetry.
b. attrib. and Comb.

1849 THACKKRAY Pcndenins .v.xxvii, Marqueterie tables.

1851 in Illustr. Lond. News (1854) 5 Aug. 119/2 Occupations
of People, .marqueterie-inlayer. 187* OLIVER Elent. Rot.

it. 159 Tunbridge marquetry ware. 1879 KNIGHT Diit. Mcch.

2803 Yacca-wood [used for) Cabinet and marquetry work.

Hence f Ma rquetrize v. (noncc-wd.} intr^ to

make inlaid work : in quot. Jig.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM^/?^ of Survey To Rdr. 3 What

curious-quaint Em[b]ellishmentb diffuse? Musakk-Mazes-
Marquetrizing Muse ?

Marquionesse, obs. form of MARCHIONESS.

Marquis, marquess (ma*jkwis,-es). Forms:

4 marchis, 6 marches
; 4-5 markis, markys,

5 markcsso, markeys, markois, 5-6 raarkyse,

markes, 6 markas, marcas, -cus, marks ; 5 mar-

quoys, marquyus, 5-6 marques, 5-7 merques,
6-7 marquesse, 6- marquess; 5 marquys, 6

marquisse, marquise, 6-9 marquiss, 7- marquis.

[a. OK. marchis
)
later altered to marquis (whence

Du. markies) ; corresponding to Pr. marques, -is,

Sp. tnari/Mtfs, Pg. marquez, It. marchese ;
f. Com.

Rom. marca (see MARCH s&. *
t
MARK sb. r) frontier,

frontier territory + -ese : L. -ensem suffix forming

adjs. from place-names (see -ESE). The word is I

thus etymologically an adj., the sb. understood

being that represented in ling, by COUNT, so that

the title was equivalent to MARGRAVE. The med.L. ,

representative was marchionem {^marchio}^ still pre
served in heraldic Latin : cf. marchioness.
The prevailing spelling in literary use appears to be ntar-

tjnis. Some newspapers, however, use mftfauess, and several

English nobles bearing the title always write U in this way.J ,

1. In various European countries, the title of the

ruler of certain territories (originally
* marches or ,

MARQUTSAL.
frontier districts). This gradually passed, in

Romanic-speaking countries, into a mere title in

dicating a certain grade of noble rank, immediately
below that of duke and above that of count. In

English it is commonly used to designate a person
of this titular rank in the modern nobility of foreign
countries (though the foreign forms, It. marches?:,

Sp. marques, etc. are sometimes retained), and
also Hist, as the appellation of those territorial

lords to whom it was applied in earlier times.

Formcily it was often employed (now rarely) as

the English equivalent of MAK&amp;lt;;UAVE.

13.. Guy iytint . (A.) 5171 Herhaud of Ardern, be gode
marchis. 1330 R. HHVNNK Chron. (1010) 177 pc marchis
of Mounfraunt. (1386 CHAUCER CUrtfs T. 8 A Mnrkys
whilom lord was of that londe. 1387 TKK\ ISA Ifigden (Kolh)
VI. 417 Albericus the markys [1432-50 markes^c] expulsede
Saracenys from Ytaly. c 1475 Partcnayb^v For discended
is fro so hy A place, Off kynges, Dukes, Markois full of grace.
1503 in Lett. Rich. 111$ Hen. F//(Rolls) I. 200 The marques
of Brandenburg[he]. 15*9 RASTELL Pastytue uSi 1)71 The
markes Hrandonburgh. 1535 HARM i. In Ellis Orig. Lett.
Str. ir. II. 75 The Marks of Guaste hath in Sicilc 150 saili^.

1552 ASCHAM Ajfairs ofGermany (1570) 15!), There be at

this day fine Marchesses of IJradenhurge. Ibid. 16 Marches
Albert is now at this day xxxi. yeares old. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. V. i. i. 125 A Venecian. .that came hither in com-

p.-uiie of the Marquesse of Mountferrat. 1636 HRATHWAII
Rom. Entp, 121 Neare the suburbans Orchards of the Mar-

(]uesse CastelH. 1756^7 tr. Kcyslers Trav, (1760) III. 39

Many a spot of hind not worth above fifty dollars a year
gives the title of marquis to the owners. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 248 The Dukes, Counts and Mar
quesses had in this way grown into sovereigns. 1871 E. C. G.
MURKAV Member for Paris II. 282 Our ex-contributor
M. Horace Gerold (the Marquis of Clairefontaine).

2. At the end of the I4th c. the title was intro

duced into England to designate a specific degree
of the peerage, between those of duke and earl.

Late in the i5th c. this degree was adopted in the

peerage of Scotland. The title still continues,

indicating the same relative rank, in the peerage
of the United Kingdom and in those of Scotland

and Ireland. \Vhen a duke is also a marquis, his

second title is given by courtesy to his eldest son :

thus the eldest son of the Duke of Devonshire is

called the Marquis of Hartington
1
.

The title of a marquis is usually territorial in form, as

the Marquis of Salisbury ,
but in some instances Mar

quis is prefixed to a surname, as * the Marquis Cornwall is .

1399 Rolls of ParIt. III. 452/1 The Dukes, .and the mar

kys here present. 1445 Ibid. V. 394 William de la Pole,
than Marquoys and Erie of Suffolk. 1451 Ibid. 226/1 The
Name or Estate of Duke, Marquys or Erie. 1473 WARKW.
Chron. (Camden) 4 The Kynge matte Lorde Montagu,
Marquyus Montagu. Ibid. 10 Of late tyme hntle he made

hym Markes of Montagu. 15. . Bk. Precedence in Q. AY/.:.

Acad. (1860) 13 Item, a Dukes Eldest sonn is Rome a Mar
quesse, and shall goeasa Marquisse. 1509 FISHER Funeral
Serin. C tcss Richmond Wks. (1876) 293 Erles, marky.se?,

dukes, and princes. 1513 MOKK Rick. ///, Wks. 38/2 The
Lorde Marques Dorset te the Queries sonne by her fyrste

housebande. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, t. iii. 255 Peace
Master Marquesse, you arc malapert, Your fire-new stampe
of Honor is scarce currant. 1646 WniTELOCKE Man. (1853)
II. 26 The king sent orders to the marquis of Mont rose to

disband his forces. 1701 RO\VK TamerI. Ded., To the

Right Honourable William Lord Marquiss of Hartington.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 147 Information of the

death of Marquis Cornwallis arrived in Kngland at the end
of January, 1806. 1901 Empire Rev. I. 466 First in rank
come the dukes, ..then follow in order of precedence, mar

quises, first created by Richard II.

f3. In the i6-i;th c. often employed as a female

title, equivalent to the later MARCHIONESS. Obs.

It is not easy to see how far this was regarded as an appli
cation of the masculine title, and how far it was taken as an

uiglicbatkm of MARQUISE. The spelling marquess was

commonly preferred in this use, prob. through association

with the suffix -ESS. Lady was often prefixed.

1503 WillofKatherinc Lady Hastings (Prerog. Crt. Canter

bury), Marquesse Dorset. //(/., My ladymarquisse. 1527 8

WillofLady Dorset (ibid.), I lady Cecill marques Harring
ton and Bonvill late the wife of the right honorable Thomas
marques Dorset. 1529 Act 21 Hen. VHI, c. 13 28 Any
Chaplain of any Duchess,&quot;Marquess, Countess, Viscountess,
or Baroness. 1538 WARNER in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. i. II.

97 My lady Marques ys in the tower. 1539 CROMWELL in

Memman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 214 The marquise hath

bene examyned, and. .albeit shepretendeth Ignorance [etc.].

1623 in Archxologia XLVI1I. 211 Given. .by the kinge s

owne hands to the Ladie Marquesse of Buckingham a cupp
of gold and cover. 1626 PORV in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. i.

III. 243 The Foure Englishe ladies sworne of her Bed
chamber are the Duchesse of Buckingham, the Marques
Hamiltoun, and the Countesses of Carlile and Denbigh.

1669 PKPYS Diary 30 Apr., My Lady Marquess of Win

chester, Kellassts, and other great ladies. 1691 D\Eii-
lianne*s Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3! 223 Two Ladies of

Quality, the one a Lady Marquess, and the other a Countess.

4. attrib. \ marquis hat, a particular shape of

ladies headgear ; marquis pear = MARQUISE 2,

.. f

Marquiss as the name of a pear occurs in London & Wise

Retired Card?ncr(^&amp;lt;&) I. 48.

1901 IVesttn. Gaz. 6 June 3/2 The Marquis, or thiee-

cornered hat, ts perhaps more popular than ever.

Marquisado, variant of MARQUISOTTE Obs.

Marquisal(ma .ikwisal),rt. noncewd. Inquots.
marchesal (after the Italian form), marqucsal.

[See -AL.1 Pertaining to a marquis.
89-2



MARQUISATE.

1832 M.ACINN in JMac iw. J/Oir. XXXII. 426 note. The
promises of ducal and marche.srn head-pieces, so copiously
and judiciously employed by the present Ministry. 1857
TROLLOPE Barchcsttr 7 .(i86i)309 The countess, who. .had
been accustomed to see all eyes, not royal, ducal, or mar-

([uesal, fall before her own, paused.

Marquiaat(e, obs. forms of MAKCASITE.

Marquisate (ma -ikwis/i). Also 6, 9 mar-

quessate, 7 marquesad(e, -at, -quisat, -quizat,

marchasate,-esate, -isat(e. [f.MAKQCiH f -ATM 1
,

after F .marquisat^ \\.marchesato, Sp. marquesado,]
1. The dignity or status of a marquis. Also, t a

place from which a marquis takes his title.

15. . Bk. Precedence in Q. Eltz. Acad. (1869) 15 A Mar-

quesse must goe after his Creation, and not after his mar-

quisate. 1675 OGFLBV Brit. 4 Worcester, .a city honoured
with the title of Marqmsate in the Right Noble Henry
Marquess and Earl of Worcester. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertnfs A need. / aint. (1786) I. 218 She restored him too

to the Marquisate of Exeter. 1844 DISRAELI Coniugsby i.

ii, The very day he was raised to his Marquisate, he com
menced sapping fresh corporations. 1902 A thenxnm 26 Apr.

521/2 On the duke s death the marquessate of Douglas.,

passed to the Duke of Hamilton, as male heir.

2. In various countries of Europe : The territorial

lordship or possessions of a marqnis or margrave.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Marquesado, a Marquessate.

1612 BREREWOOD Lang.fy Relig. lo Rdr., The marchasates
of Silesia and Drandeburge. ///&amp;lt;/.,

The marchesates of

Lusatia, Moravia [etc.J. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. -5-

Comm-iv. 300 In Germany (you are to understand) a Duke-
dome may be contained within a Marquisate. 1711 Land.
Gaz. No. 4803 ! An Earthquake has been felt in the Mar
quisate of Ancona. 1843 MACAU LAY Ess. t Frndk.Gt. t

\$.\iem *-

berg is a fertile and smiling spot, in the midst of the sandy
waste of the Marquisate.

t Marquisdom. ? Obs.
[f. MARQUIS + -DOM.]

= MARQUISATE.
1530 PAI.SGR. 243/2 Marquesdom, inarquisat. 1586 HOLIN-

SHED Chron. Scot. 284/1 Francis Scotia lord of Pine and

Mondone, and other nobles of the marquesdome of Saluce,
are descended from the Scots. 1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen.
xlvi. 32 Galeacius Caracciolus. .returned to his Marques
dom in Italy. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Marquisate or

MarqnisedoM, the Territory or Jurisdiction of a Marquess.

|j Marquise (ma.ila~*z, Fr. mark/~z). In sense

3 also 8 erron. marquis. [K. marquise, fern, of

marquis, in senses i, 2, 3.]

1. = MARCHIONESS. Only as a title of foreign

nobility. (But cf. MARQUIS 3.)

1894 Nation (N. Y.) 30 Aug. 160/1 She anticipates not

only the French marquise, of the last century, but even
more our American great ladies.

2. A kind of pear. (Cf. MARCHIONESS 2.)

1706 LONDON Si WISE RetiredGard nerl.b^ Dwarf Pears.

. .The Marquise. 1741 Coinfl. I-am.- Piece \\. iii. 406 These
Pears

; [Nov.] Martin Sec,..Sutrevert, la Marquise. 1875
HOGG I ntit, Man. (ed. 4} 479.

3. A kind of tent (see quot. 1788) ;
- MARQUEE.

1783 in Conway Life T. Paine (1892) I. 197 The tables

were spread under a marquise or tent, 1788 GROSE J///rV.

Antiq. II. Descr. Plates 2 A field-officer s tent or marquis.
The word marquis and tent are promis^uou-ily used, though
strictly speaking they ;ire different things ; the internal part
commonly made of ticking, the marquis ;

the external

covering, canvas. 1791 FENNELL Narr. / nv. Paris 187
A great marquise was erected on the east side of the altar.

4. In full, marquise ring : A finger-ring set with

a pointed oval cluster of gems.
1885 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Marquise-ring. 1806 ll cstw.

Gaz. 30 Jan. 5/3 Other witnesses deposed to as to the promise
of a marquise ring. 1903 Ibid. 10 Dec. 4/2 A marquise
formed of a single diamond, or a single sapphire, or a single
ruby, is, of course,, .not very usual.

t Marqnisess. Obs. [f. MARQUIS + -ESS.]
= MARCHIONESS.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk*s T. 227, 1 wole with othere maydens

stonde-.and se The Markyses&e. 1491 Act ^ Hen,. VIl&amp;gt;

c. 16 13 Anne Marquisses Berkeley, a 1548 HALL Chron .^

Hen. VIII 216 Euery Marquesses put on a demy Coronal
of golde.

fMarquieina. Obs. rare~\ [?ad. It. mar-
chesina young marchioness, dim. of marchesa ; but
Sterne was prob. thinking of marchesana = mar-
chesa.] An Italian marchioness.
1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. {Rtldg.l 321 ( Translation}, I was

..just entering the door of the hall, when the Marquisiiia
de F*** was coming out.

t Marquisotte, v. Obs. Also 6 marquesotte,
-ezate,rnarcu3sotte,marquisado, 7 merquizotte.
[f. F. marquisotte ( Barbe faitte & la marquisette,
cut after the Turkish fashion, all being shauen away
but the raustachoes/ Cotgr.).] trans. To cut (the

beard) in the fashion described above. Al
of the person, to have the beard so cut.

1567 GOLDING Ovitts Met. xui. 169 b, His sturre stiffe

heare he kembeth. -And with a sythe dooth marcussotte his
bristled berd. c 1580 JEFFERIE Bugbears i. iii. 81 in Archiv
Stud. neu. Sfir, (1897) 3 J 3 ^e *s coombed and slicked and
frizeled and marquisottcd. 1588 Losses Sflatt. Navy in

ffarl. Misc. (1753) I. 135 A very little Beard, marquesotted.
*59* GREENE Dcf. Conny-catching Wks. (Grosart) XI. 72
Then hee must be Marquisadod, with a side peake pendent.
1619 North*s Gncuara*s Diall Pr. 625/1 To see a foolUh
Courtier .. have his beard merquizotted.

t MarquissMp. Obs.
[f. MARQUIS + -SHU .]

MAKQUISATE.
1464 Rolls ofrarlt. V. 565/1 The markeship of the holy

Empere. isBfiSiANiHURjiT Chron. frel. 118/2 in llolin&hcd^
As for the marqueship of Corke being a matter of great

180

weight [etc.]. 1587 HOUNSHED Chron. III. 1336/1 An offer I

of the manjue.ssliip of the sacred empire made to the nion-
j

sieur. 1676 LADY FANSHAWE Mem. (1830) 184 We took otir

leave of Cordova, lodging that night at Carpio, the Mar-

quisship of Don Lewis de Haro.

t Marquisy. Obs. rare 1

. In quot. mar-

quesy. [f. MARQUIS + -Y.]
= MARQUISATE.

1586 T. It. La rrimaud. Fr. Acad. i. (1594) 561 One..

politicall communion compounded of manic villages, towne.s,

. .barronies, counties, marquesies, dukedomes.

Marquois ^naukwoiz). Surveying, [app.
a blunder for K. marquoir marking instrument,

*a sort of mler used by tailors (Hatz.-Darm.).]
Used attrib. in marqnois scale (and triangle)^ an

,

apparatus devised for the purpose of drawing equi
distant parallel lines with speed and accuracy.
Sometimes written Marquofs, Afarqitois s, as if the geni

tive of a proper name.

1834 Catalogue Instr, Tronghton &amp;lt;y

SIMMS 2 Plotting,

Marquois and Gunter s Scales. 1849 HEATHER Altii/i.

Instr. 45 The pair of Marquois b scales now before us. *

1878 MARKS in yrnl. Franklin lust. CV. 418 An improved
j

form of Marquoi s .scale. 1883 W. H. RICHARDS Text Bk.
Milit. Toj&amp;gt;ogr. 153 A large rolling ruler, or the marquois
scale and triangle, is available for carrying a parallel line.

1886 Atlmn&um 4 Sept. 307/2 There is one . .instrument,

namely, th^ martjuois scales, which it is rather surprising to

see omitted in this list.

t Marquot. Obs.
[a.

1 . marquottt (Cotgr.),
now martotte.] A Sucker, or young plant, that

spurts vp from the root of a vine, Sec. ; or is of it

selfe rooted
*

(Cotgr. 161 1).
1600 SURFLET Country Farm vi. vi. 737 How.ioeuer the

plant set of a crpsset may make the better foote and route,

yet for certaine it is harder to take then the marquot [orig.

la tnarqaottc\

Marr, dial, form of MERE sb.

Marrais s, obs. forms of MARISH.
Marram (mre ram). AlsoSmarem, rnarran,

morrane, 9 raaram, mar(r)urn, murram. [a. ON.
maralm-r, f. mar-r sea + halm-r HAULM.]
1. A local name (chiefly E. AngL) for the Sea
Reed or Uent Grass, Psatnma arenaria, the roots

of which bind together and keep stable the sands

of the sea-shore in Northern Europe. Also man am-

grass )
sea marram.

1640 PARKINSON Thcat. Iwt. 1200 We in English [tall

Spartum\ Hehne and Matweede, but the people all along
the Coasts of Norfolke and Suffolke call ii Marram. 1726
THRBLKBLO Syn. Stirf. Hihern. K 5, Our Country Women
in Fingall call these Morranes. 1787 W. MARSHALL Nor
folk (1795) II. 383 Gloss., Marram or JAmw, Arnndt&amp;gt;

aretiana^ sea-reed-grass. 1830 LYKU, Princ. Ceol. I. *:68

Dry ^and, bound in a compact mass by the long creeping
roots of the plant called Marram. 1834 l\-nny Cycl. II.

427/2 A ruttdo arcnana^ the sea-reed or marrum-gra^s.

1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. 11. 274 The Sea Maram.
53. A sand-hill grown over with this grass.

1834 PAGET Nat. Hist, Yarmouth Introil. 22 The hills of

drifted sand which form the marrams. 1867 LYELL / rim.
Geol. ii. xx. (ed. 10) I. 513 Hills of blown band, called Mar
rams ,

. . now occupy the site.

attrib. 1879 R. LUBBOCK fauna ofNorfolk 1 12 The marutu
banks on the coast.

Marrangle, erron. form of MutTHOUB.
1826 Miss MITFORU Vill. Ser. 11. 211 My good cousin..

left it to my own senses to discover the merits of brioche and

marrangles.

II MarrailO (mara*n&amp;lt;?).
Obs. exc. Hist. In 6

rnarrane, rnaranne, pi. marrany, 6-7 inarau o,

marano. [Sp. warrant), of unknown origin.] A
name applied in mediaeval Spain to a christianized

Jew or Moor, esp. to one who merely professed
conversion in order to avoid persecution.
1583 STOCKER Civ. Warrcs Lowe C. iv. 50 The women,

chose rather to drowne them selues. .then to be dishonored
with so Barbarous a Maran. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nu/wlay s Voy. 11. xiii. 49 An infinite multitude of Icwes
and Maranncs driuen out of Spain. Ibid. iv. xvi, 130!),

The Maranes of late banished and driuen out ofSpaineand
Portugale. 1509 SANDYS Europe Spec. (1632) 164 A sort of

people of the Marrany as they terme them, who are
J&amp;gt;ap-

tized Jews and Mcores. 1600 O. E. Repl. Libel i. ii. 55
1 hose that will not suffer Christians to tine, .dispense with

apostataes, maranoes, and rinegued Turkes. Ibid. n. iii.

58 They absolue..most wicked rebels, yea Marans and

apostataes. 1645 PAGITT Hcrt siogr. (1662) 205 A very
christened Jew, a Maran. 1001 H esttn. Gas. 12 Aug. 3/1

Two years later the Crypto-Jews or Marranos of Lonaon
had acquired untrammelled trading rights .

Hence t Ma rranized ///. &amp;lt;/., t Ma rrauism.
[ 563-83 FOXE A. V M. II. 905/1 All these thinges were

a meere Maranismus, that is, sauoured of the law of Mura-
nor;nii,\ 1611 COTGK., MarranisCf Marranized, renegadetl,

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. (1737) 216 Apostates and mar-
rani/ d Miscreants. 1737 OZKLI, Rabelais III. 232 not?,
There were several Sons and Grandsons of the Family,
which Jos. Scaliger suspected of Maranism (Judaism).
Marras, variant of MAKISH.
Marratine, obs. form of MARITIME.
Marrch, obs. form of MARCH j/&amp;gt;.

1
(the month).

Marre: see MAK, MAUC, MERE, a lake.

Marred (maid), ///. a. [f. MAR v. + -Ei)i.]
fa. Perplexed, distracted, b. Spoilt, injured.
Now rare exc. dial, of a child : Spoilt , peevish.
c. Disfigured, mutilated.

1350 //-7//. Fulfmt 66^, I am Meltors, nei^h marred,
man, for bi sake. 1447 BOKENHAM *5&amp;gt;y/&amp;gt;j(Horstm.) \,(Mar-

, garete) 291 Euere musynge in his marryd mood How..

MARRIAGE.
He mylit bcreuyn hyre liyr virginyte. 1553 LVNDESAY
31ona.rc.lie Prol. y^o t&amp;gt;ick marde MUM&amp;gt; may muk me no sup-

plee. 1611 BIBLE fsa. Hi. 14 His visage was so marred more
then any man. 1611 COTCR., M&amp;lt;utvais. .depraued, corrupt,
mard. 1790 PENNANT London (1813) 358 A marble groupe . .

with London and Commerce whimpering like two marred
children. iSgSGuALDnni ILJttSWKtSerrvmtfffGiittftity
II. i, 2 The grandfather gave it [a baby] impatiently back
to the nurse with the observation that It was very marred .

1870 fail Mall G. 10 Dec. 12 The shadow of their marred

journey rest:&amp;gt; upon the souls of all the Knglish members of

the party. 1898 W. K. JOHNSON Terra. Tenfbr. 92 Let
the marred earth tremble and pass. 1903 Blackw. Mag.
June 632/2 With his marred face [said ol a man whose nose
had been cut oflfj.

Hence Ma rredness.
1587 GOLDING DC Mornay xvii. 275 Notwithstanding all

this marrednesse, yet the Soule liueth . . pure and clean in God.

Marree, variant of MKRI a
,
Maori war-axe.

Marreis, obs. form of MARISH.

t Marrement. Obs. rare~\
ff.

MAR v. +

-MEM.] Trouble, affliction.

&quot;390
fiowHR Con/, III. 196 And thus upon his marrement

This paien hath made his preiere.

Marrer (ma rej). [f. MAR v. + -ER l
.] One

who mars; a destroyer, injurer, spoiler.
i 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 690 Marrers of mater?, and

money makers. 1519 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 295/1 They
be y

1 marrars & distroyers of the real me. 1581 MULCASTEK
Positions xxxiv. (1887) 218 The deuill him^elfe. .our most

suttle, and despiteful! marrer. a 1619 FOTHEKBY Atkeont.
n. x. 4 11622) 307 One is the maker, and One is the marrer
of euery number. 1639 FUI.LKK Holy \\ ,\r\\. xviii. (16401

igo^His friends, the Pisans and Genoans, reviled him as the

marrer of their mart. 1830 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 180
As for the Fitz-Romilly law-menders, makers, or marrers,
I think of these as you do. 1877 Tinsley s Mag. XXI. 203
She was no match-maker, but she was no match-marrer.

Marret, variant of MABBOT, a guillemot.

Marre(y)8(se, obs. forms of MARISH.

Marriable (mce riab l), a. Now rare. Also

5-6 mari-, raaryable, 6 marryable. [a. OK.

mariable, f. mari-er to MARRY.] That may be

married ; in early USC^MARRIAGKABLE.
(1440 Prontp. raw. 326/1 Maryable, .. nnHlis. 1543
GKAHON Contin. Harding 540 The lorde Harbarte had a

sy.ster niaryatrle. c 1555 HARI-SFIELD Divorce Hen. l
rllf

(Camden) 154 Until that Sela came of marriable years.

1569 AHP. PAKKEK Corr. (Parker Soc.) 352 The parties
marriable must be so allowed by two justices of the peace
or by the Ordinary. 1587 HOLINSHEU Chron. III. 38/1
The kings daughter . . being now viripotent or mariable.

1820 CoLtRiixiE in Lit. Rein. 11839) ^. 150 The Reformed
Church of England with its marriable and married clergy*.

Marriage (marredg). Forms: 3-7 mariage,

4-6 maryage, 4 marlag, 5 mareagh, maryag,
-ache, 6 marrage, marag, mar(r)yge, ma-

rie(a)ge, 7 mareag(e, mariadge, 6- marriage.

[a. F. manage (from i ith c.)
= Pr. maridatge, Sp.

maridaje (Tg. lias a different formation, marsdwffa),
It. maritaggio : popular L. type

*muritaticum f.

manf-us husband : sec MARITAL a. and -AGE.
In Eng., as also in Fr., the word tends to be apprehended

(in accordance with a frequent function of the suffix -a^)
as if it were a derivative of the related verb.]

1. The condition of being a husband or wife ;
the

relation between married persons ; spousehood,
wedlock.

i97 R. Gi-ouc. (Roll.-.) 1490, & [he] sede
J&amp;gt;at

it wius to him

gret prou & honour To be in such manage alied to \K em-

pcrour. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xx. By In bat CUM tree e-

na mariage betwene man and womman. 1456 SIK G. HAYK
Law Arms (S. T. S,) 21 tnarg.. The marcagh of kyrk num.

1513 BRADSHAW St. tt erbnrge i. 1754 Many dytiers per-
aunes . . Refused this worlde . . Kenounsynge vayne pleasures

rychcs and maryage. 1567 dude $ Godlie K. (S. T. S.) 202

1647 COWLKV Mistr,
t
Constant ii, All Love ts Marriage on

thy Ix&amp;gt;vers side, For only Death can them divide. 1767
A. YorNG Farmers Lett, to r&pU 189 Marriage will ever

flourish, when there is no danger of children proving an

incumbrance. 1873 MERIVALE in Summary Proc. St.

Etkcldicda l-\-st. 17 The two pillars upon which Clod has

founded the edifice of civilized society are, after all, pro|erty
and marriage,

f b. In certain phrases used for : The marriage
vow. Obs.

(-1386 CHAUCER ll ife s / rot. 710 He. .writ in his dotage
That wommen kan nat kepe hir mariage ! a 1450 A&quot;/. de

la 7&amp;lt;wr(i868)6o No man nor woman sliuldc , . breke her

mariage. 1530 PAI.SGR. 464/1 Thou haste broken thy inar-

ryage, tu asfautce ton mariage.
C. Phr. with preps, hi marriage (now arch..*:

in the matrimonial state, in wedlock. To give,

take in (t to, f into) marriage : to give, take as

husband or wife, f tint marriage (Sc.) : unmanied.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 12667 A man in mariage hir tok. c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 107 My spouse . . has giftine me
in mariage, pat neuir sal fal?e, his herytage. ci47 HENKY
Wallace iv. 723 Thai . . said scho snld be weddyt with ant

knycht - . that was but mariage. 1535 COVEKDALK Ps.

)xxvii[t}. 63 Their maydes were not geucn to mariage. 1594
MARLOWE & NASHE Dido \\\. ii, Why should not they then

ioyne in marriage? 1700 DRVDKN Pal. ff Arc. m. iiso

Then I propose that Palamon shall be In marriage joined

xvilh beauteous Kmily. 1877 |see GIVE v. 5].

d. Anthropol, with defining word. Communal

marriage , the system prevailing amongst some

uncivilized peoples, by which within a small com-



MARRIAGE.

munity all the men are regarded as married to all

the women, and vice versa ; sometimes called

group marriage. Plural marriage : polygamy.
1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Ciyiliz. 67 Communal marriage, where

every man and woman in a small community were regarded
as equally married to one another. 1880 FISON & HOWITT
Kamil. -V Knrnai 146 Considering how easy it is to mis

take instances of group marriage for polyandry.

2. Entrance into wedlock ; the action, or an act,

of marrying ;
the ceremony or procedure by which

two persons are made husband and wife.

Civil marriage : a marriage performed by an officer of

the state, as distinguished from one that is of the nature of

a religious ceremony. Fleet marriage : see FLEET sb.- a.

Scotch marriage \ a marriage according to the Scots law,
effected by a mutual declaration before witnesses, without

other formality ; chiefly applied to the runaway marriages

^formerly frequent) of couples who crossed from England
into Scotland in order to escape the restrictions imposed by
English law on the marriage of minors without the consent

of their guardians.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3337 pe mariage f&amp;gt;en

did he tnak

Kitui.x rebecca and ysaac. c 1386 CHALCKK Merck. T. 75

Mariage is a ful greet sacrement. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos
xiv. 52 Yf I wyst that tliou, vcnus, were not of accorde for

the maryag of eneas to dydo, 1 shulde make liym fyrst to

departe wythout eny respyte. c 1555 HAKI-SHELD Divorce
//en. VIII (Camdenl ^45 St. Hieroine and St. Gregurie that

will not call our ladie s marriage nuptialls. 1699 T. UKOWN
in K. t* Estranges F.rasin. Co/toy. (1725) 341 For when
Marriage is once legally contracted, no human Power yon
know can disannul it. 1766 ULACKSTONK Connn. II. 334
As, when lands are conveyed to the use of A and B, after

a marriage shall be had between them. 1832 MARRYAT
N. Forster xxxiv, A marriage on board of a king s ship, by
the captain, duly entered in the log-book, is considered.,
valid. 1879 Miss BKAUDON Cloven Foot xix, A good many
years ago. . I got myself entrapped into a Scotch marriage.

b. The nuptial ceremony together with the ac

companying festivities ; a wedding. ? Obs. or arch.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife s Frol. 558, I made my visitacions

..To pleyes of myracles and to manages. 1536 TINDALK
John ii. 2 lesus was called also and his disciples vnto the

mariage. c 1610 \l&amp;gt;\nnen Saints 17 He reprooueth Virgins
that were present at manages.
3. A particular matrimonial alliance or union.
Cross marriage : applied to the marriage of a man to the

sister of his sister s husband.

1473 WARKW. Chron. (Camden) 3 The Erie ofWarwyke was
sent into Fraunce for amaryage for the Kynge. 1539 CROM
WELL in Merriman Lifcfy Lctt.(igQz) II. 175 To induce and
persuade the kinges hieghnes..to make a crosse maryage
bitwen the yong duke of Cleves and my lady Mary. 1559
Mirr. .Ifag., Dk. Suffolk xi, I sought a mariage for my
soveraine Lorde. 1580 LVLV Kuphucs (Arb.) 471 Mariages
are made in heauen. a 1586 SIDSKV Arcadia \\. (1590) 129
Kuarchus made a crosse mariage also with Dorilaus his

.sister. 1586 A. DAY F.ng. Secretary n. (1625) 50 You haue
deliuered forth . . that . . I . . led him . . into a deceitful! mar
riage. 1663 DRYDEN Rival Ladies \. i, For hapning both to

Love each others Sisters, They have concluded it in a cross

-Marriage. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. xxxi. (1893) V. 304 The
fears of Renard . . were occasioned by the unanimity of
Catholics and heretics in the opposition to the marriage.
Mod. They disapproved of his marriage.

fb. concr. A person viewed as a prospective
husband or wife ; a (good or bad) match. Obs.

15*3 I,o. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccliii. 375 The erle of Flaun-
ders . . thought that the yonge duke of Bourgoyn was a mete

mariage for her [his daughter]. 1621 LADY M. WROTH
Urania 357 He was perswaded .. to go see a Lady, a great
marriage, and to wooe her. Ibid. 438 A great marryage
she was likely to be.

4. tramf. and Jig. (from the preceding senses).
Intimate union.

1:1420 Pallad. on ffusb. iv. 27 Into the lend let synke
A reed right by, and bynde in mariage Hem to, lest wynde
ofTende her tender age. c 1570 (title) A new and Pleasaunt
enterlude intituled the mariage of Witte and Science.

41586 SIUNKY Arcadia in. (1590)331 The cruel villayne
forced the sworde with another blowe to diuorce the faire

marriage of the head and body. 1613 Pvmau&Ptjgr&liqffl
iv. i. (1614) 342 They plant their Vines at the foote of great
Trees, which marriage proneth very fruitfull. a. 1693
AUBREY Lives (1898) I. Briggs 123 He considered, .the
convenience of making a mariage between those rivers.

1876 T. HARDY Et/telbcrta(\%qo) 68 In which of the cases
do you consider the marriage of verse and tune to have
been most successful ?

5. =. MABITAGE 2. Ot S. CXC. Hist.

1459 Roth ofParlt. V. 371/1 The Warde and Maryage
of Thomas, .belonged unto the Kyng. 1460 FORTESCL i;

Abs. $ Lint. Mon. ix. (1885) 130 The grete lordis ofT )

lande by reason, .off mariages, purchasses, and ober titles,
shall often tymcs growe to be gretter than thai be now.
&amp;lt; 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chroit. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 62
The Earle of Douglas, .obtenit fie the King the ward and
marieage of [AnnasJ Dunbar. 1885 PLUMMEK Fortescne s

Abs. % Lim.Miin. rjQiiitirg., Lord s right of marriage under
the feudal system.

t6. A dowry. Obs. (Cf. MAKITAGE I.)
c 1330 R. BKUNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 2328 perfore y sclial

niyn heritage Gyue by sistres in mariage [Wace : en tun-

riagc], 1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. it. 50 To witnesse . . In what
manere that Meede in mariage was i-feffed. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Citron. III. 1131/2 He [John Gresham] gaue
also to maids manages.
7. Cards. In certain games, e.g. beziqtie, the

declaration of a king and queen of the same
suit.

1861 Mncm. Mag. Dec. 138/2 [Baxii]ue.]. . King and queen
of the same suit are called marriage ,

and score two ; but
the marriage of trumps scores four. 1870 CAVENDISH
Game ofBeziqtie 16 King and queen of any suit not trumps
(called marriage). King and queen of the trump suit (called
marriage in trumps or royal marriage).

181

8. attrib. and Comb., as marriage-blessing, bond^
f

-bowert -ceremony % chain, chamber, choice, contract,

covenant, -day, -dinner, dowry, -dues, duty, faith,

feast, fruition, -hater, -hindering adj., hour, joy,

-knell, -knot, life, -maker, market, -monger, -morn,

-morning night, -register, -rites, slate, supper, table,

-tic, -treaty, -vow. Also Marriage Act, any of the

Acts of Parliament regulating inairiages(see quot.;;

marriage articles, an antenuptial agreement em-
;

bodying the terms agreed on by the parties with re

spect torights ofproperty and succession; fmarriage

bawd, an opprobrious term for a match-maker; I

marriage bell, a church bell rung on the occasion
j

of a marriage in token of joy; marriage brokage,

brokerage, consideration given lor bringing about

a marriage (contracts for which are void by English

law) ; f marriage broker, an opprobrious term for

a match-maker; f marriage deed =- marriage
articles , marriage favours,

l knots of while rib

bons or bunches of white Mowers, worn at weddings

(QgHvie5w///?l8g5); fmarriage finger, the finger
on which the wedding-ring is placed ; f marriage
gear (6V.), f marriage good, marriage portion,

dowry; marriage lay marriage-song \ marriage
licence, an official permission to marry (in England,
a document granted by the ordinary or his surrogate,

authorizing a couple to be married by a clergyman
of the Church of England without the proclamation
of banns); marriage lines, acertificaloof marriage;

marriage portion, a portion or dowry, etc., given
to a bride at her marriage ; marriage-ring, a

wedding-ring; marriage service, the form ui

words prescribed for the religious ceremony ot

marriage ; marriage settlement, an arrangement
made by deed in consideration of an intended

marriage, whereby certain property is secured for

the wife, and sometimes also for the children;

marriage-song, an epithalamium. See also MAU-
UIAGE BED.

Marriage life, marriage state, formerly common explo
sions, are now almost superseded by married lijc, mat rial

state.

75? Gciitl. Mag. Sept., Contents, Accounts of the new

&quot;manage act. 1841 STEPHEN^ Contin. (1874) II. 246 The

principal marriage Acts now in force, are 4 Geo. IV. c. 76,

and 6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 85. 1711 STI-.ELK .S/tvC. No. 2 f 2 The
Father sends upevery Post Questions relating to

&quot;Marriage-

Arliclesj Leases, and Tenures. ibgSVANBRUGH/VtfU. \l ife\ .

iii, My innocent lady.. turns marriage-bawd to her niece.

1816 BYRON Cn. liar. in. xxi, And all went merry as a &quot;mar

riage-bell. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 106 Honor, riches, mar

riage blessing . . be still vpon you. 1644M i I.TON Jitdgni. ttncer

xxvii, That under pretence of the &quot;marriage bond they be

not sold to perpetual vexations. 1831 CAHLYLE Sart. Res,

HI. iii. The fair clustering flowers that over-wreathe, .the
*
Marriage-bower, a 1721 VEKNON Chancery CASCS (1726) I.

412 The Bill was lo be relieved against a *Marriage Brocage
Bond. 1787 W. P. WILLIAMS Chancery Cases III. 75 note,

Cares of direct marriage brocage. 1681 OTWAY Soldier**

Fort. iv. i, Make me a Match-maker? a tilihy &quot;Marriage-

Broker ! 1847 ADDISON Laiv of Contracts 568
*
Marriage

brokerage contracts. 1766 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 106 Thus
was she led. .to the altar, where the &quot;marriage-ceremony
was performed. 1703 KOWK Fair I enii. \. i, Never to load

it with the Marriage Chain. 1611 BIBLE. Tobit vi. 16

When thou shall come into the &quot;manage chamber, c 1586
C TESS PEMBROKK Fs. LXXVIII. xxv, The virgins live des-

pair d of *mariage choise. 164^4
MILTON Judgm, Bucer

xxvi, That all holiness and faith of *marringe covenant

should be observed. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHL Dido i. i,

These linked gems, My luno ware vpon her marriage day.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 834 For what can we pretend
t inherit, Unless the *marnage-deed will bear it? 1552
LATIMER Serin., Parable Kings Son, (1584) 183 b, This
banket or *mariage dinner. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.Jor M._ in.

i. 230 The portion and sinew of her fortune, her &quot;marriage

dowry. 1767 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 64 A young nobleman

..gave five guineas. .in order to. .pay the *marriage-dues.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1847) 222/2 Diversity of re

ligion breeds a greater dislike to &quot;marriage duties than

natural disagreement. 1671 Samson 1115 Breaking her
*
Marriage Faith to circumvent me. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.

n. i. 40 At a *marriage feast ..saw I this Longauill.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 58 P 13 To get the Measure of his

Mistress s *Marriage- Finger. 1645 MILTON 7V/rwA.Wk.
(1847) 207/1 (Matt. xix. 9) That a person so hatefully ex

pelled should,, be turned.. out of all &quot;marriage fruition.

1515 in Fain. Rose of Kilravock (Spalding) 185 For the

quhilk mariage the said Huchon Ros sail
gift&quot;

sex scor^of
Merkis of *

manage geyr. 1600 HOLLAND Livyy.L\\. xxxiv.

1134 [My wife] brought nothing with her for *marriage-

good, but freedoms of birth [etc.], 1692 D URFtv (title}

The *Marriage-Hater Matched. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmcr s

F. 374 This filthy ^marriage-hindering Mammon. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. u. iv. 179 We are betroathd : nay more,
our *mariage howre Determin d of. 1594 Ric/i.^ Ill,
iv. iv. 330 The sweet silent hpures of *.Marriage ioyes.

1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. v. xiii, I thought the chimes of

verse were passed, when once the doleful *marriage-knell
was rung. 16*7 SANDERSON Serm. I. 262 In the &quot;marriage-

knot there is some expression and representation of the

love-covenant betwixt Christ and His church. 1850 TEN
NYSON In Mem. Concl., Demand not thou a *marriage lay.

1797 Encyd. Brit. (ed. j) X. 584/1 To forge.. a *marriage
licence. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Scenes viii, Doctors

Commons being .. the place where they grant marriage-
licences to love-sick couples. 1711 STEKLE Sfeet, No. 149

p 5 The *
Marriage- Life is always an insipid, a vexatious, or

j

an happy Condition. 1829, 1840 &quot;Marriage lines [see LINE

i&amp;lt;5.

2
23 f]. 1591 PfcKUVALL Sp, Diet,, Casamentero, a *mar- i

MARRIED.

riage maker, 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. xx. iii, A dinner and
then a dance For the maids and marriage-makers. 1875
Chainb. Jrnl. No. 133. 54 Lord Hardwicke s Act caused quite
aflutter in the *

marriage-market. 1854X1*ACKRRAYAVwfWAi
1. 305 There are articles which the marriage-monger cannot
make to convene at all. 1842 TENNYSON Move Eastward

,

All, bear me with thee . . And move me to my *inarriage-niorn.
1821 BYKON Juan v. Ixxvi, The finest lace Which e er set
oft&quot; a marriage-morning face. 1664 LD. FALKLAND (title)
The Mariage Night. 1766 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 106 The
girl was advised to do this, that he might be intitled to no
other niarriage-portiun than her smock. 1797 Encyd. Brit.

(ed. 3) X. 584/1 To make a fal.ie entry into a &quot;marriage-

register. 1825 J. NKAL Bro. Jonathan II. 154 She never
had sich a cold in all her life, as when she left her *maniai;e
ring off. a 1661 HOLVUAY Juvenal vi. (1673) 9 1 He Acts no
new sinne, Posthumus, that sleights The (ieniuti of another ^

&quot;Marriage-Kites. 1833 Tractsfor Titties Xo. 3. p. i There
are persons who wish the &quot;Marriage-Service emended. 1712
STI-:I-:I.K .V/V\ t. No. 272 P i, I have a young Kinsman, .who
shall shew ymi the rough Draught of the &quot;Marriage Settle

ment. 1597 DKAYION Heroic /./.. Dk. Suffolk to Mary the
1- r. Queen ii&amp;gt;2 And in precession as they a me alung, u ith Hi-
mcneiis sang thy &quot;marriage song. 1714 Spectator No. 607

5 Good-Nature is a third necessary Ingredient in the
*
Marriage-State. 1611 llim.K Rev. xix. 9 Blessed are

they which are called vnto the &quot;marriage supper of the

Lambe. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i, ii. jSi The Funeral! IJakt-

nieats Did coldly furnish forth the &quot;Marriage Tables. 1693
DKVIH.N tr. ( hnd s Met. \. 653 Give me.. to live and die A
spotless maid, without the marriage- tie. 1710 I AI.MF.H/ ^V-

rt-rfs 127 He that loves at lirst sight.. finishes a &quot;marriage-

treaty without taking so much time as [etc.]. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. n. ii. 258 The ward of her purity, her reputa
tion, her ^marriage-vow.

Marriageable (mrc-rodsab l), a. (jV Also

6-7 marriageable, [f.
MAUKIAGL; +-ABLK.]

1. Of persons: Fit for marriage, ofan age to marry.
(.-1555 HAUI-SIILIU /)t\vne Hen. I ll! (Caimleni 174 If

you would tarry nnlil they should be marriageable, you
should be old women ere you married. 1625 K. LONG tr.

Barclay s Argents iv. iv, 252 There were no neighbour-
princes which were marriageable. 1712 ADDISON Speit.
No.

311 F i, I am the Father of a young Heiress, whom
I begin to look upon as Marriageable. 1841 LVITON* Nt.

&amp;lt;V

Morn. i. i, He boasted two very pretty marriageable
daughters. 1885 J. I AYN Talk ofTwn II. 56 Your united

ages scarcely make up that of a marriageable man.

b. transf. Of plants, csp. the vine : l &quot;H to be

joined to other plants.
1663 Cowi.i.Y I crses

&amp;lt;y Ess., Ifafipy the Man 9 Some
times the beaut otis Marriageable Vine He to the In sly

Bridegroom F,lm does joyn. 1667 MJI.IOX / . /.. v. 217.

1824 /&amp;gt; (W&amp;lt; kif. Mag. XV I. -2 The ruby clusters of Bacchus him

self, glowing amidst the foliage of borne tall marriageable elm.

C. Of n^e (f formerly also of qualities, etc.);

Hetitting marriage or the manicd state.

*597 ^- IV^ ^ 1 Roytil E.i ih. 43Wch manageable tearmes
.. teacheth..husbands and wyvefi to be so lyncked in love

as to lyve and love togethers most affecttonally. 1643
MILTON Dirorce \. xii, It is mo.st sure that some. .are desti

tute of all other maiiageable gifts. 1725 DE FOE I oy.

round ll orld (1840^ 246 Twelve year-- uld, which the

Spaniards count marriageable. 1889 JKSSOI-P Cotiri/tg of

Friars v. 228 A. .damsel, .very ntar the marriageable age.

2. sb. A marriageable person.
1826 MOOKK Metn. (1854! V. 49 Dined at Mrs. Uranigan s :

a children s party in tlie evening, with the intermixture of

two or three rather pretty young marriageable:*.

Hence Ma-rriagealjleiiess; Marriageabi lity

(in recent Diets.), rare&quot; .

1687 MIEGK Gt. Fr. Diet, n, Marriageableness, age (Cttre

marie. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Marriage-bed. The bed used by a married

couple ; hence transf* marital intercourse, with its

rights and duties. To defile, violate tht marriage-
bed , to commit adultery.

1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. it. i. 27 Adit. This seruitude

makes you lo keepe vnwed. Ltici. Not this, but troubles

of the marriage bed. 1675 TKAHEKNE Chr. Ethics 414 The

great felicity which lovers promise to themselves, and taste

also when they meet together in the marriage-bed. 171*
ADDISON Spect. No. 446 ? 6 We do not find any Comedy. .

raised upon the Violations of the Marriage-Bed. 1776
ADAM SMITH W. N. n. iii. (1869) I. 351 The marriage-bed
of James the First of Great Britain was, a few years ago,

the ornament of an alehouse at Dunfermline. 1869 LECKY

Knrop. Mor. (1877) II. iv. 7 During the period of penance,
the penitent was compelled to abstain from the marriage-
bed. 1896 A. E. HoURMAH^Ar^Mirt /Wx.xviii, Ages since

the vanquished bled Round my mother s marriage-bed.

Married (ma.&quot;rid),///.tf. [f.
MARRY v. + -ED!.]

1. United to another in wedlock; living in the

matrimonial state.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 109 ^if |&amp;gt;ou
beo Mon I-Mariet

..Hold be stable. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Laiv Arms (S. T. S.)

241 The knychtis wyf beris the privilege of hyr maryt
husband. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.(\V.te\V. 1531)252 Kynges,

prynces, . . and maryed persones, and all christen people

[etc.], 1606 SHAKS. Ant. * Cl. i. iii. 20 What says the

married woman? 1752 HuME^/W. Disc. x. 174 Marryd
slaves., were esteem d very inconvenient. 1897 MARY
KINUSLEY IV. Africa. 648 Your Kruboy is very much a

married man.

b.fig.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ jful. I. iii. 83 (2nd Qo. 1599) Examine

euery married liniament And see how one an other lends

content. 1703 Poi E Vertittittuis 66 And this fair vine,

but that her arms surround Her marry d elm, had crept

along the ground. 1856 RKYANT After a Tempest v, The

noise ofwar shall cease from sea to sea, And married nations

dwell in harmony.
2. Pertaining to or characteristic of married

persons or matrimony.



MARRIER. 182 MARROW.
1588 SHAKS. L.L. L.\\ ii. 912 Cuckow, Cuckow : O word

of feare, Vnpleasing to a married eare. 1608 l
y
er. n. v. 4 ;

That for this twelue-month shee le not vndertake A marled
life. ITU STEELE .Sfect. No. 278 F 2 When I enter into a
married Slate. 1834 BUCKSTONE (title* Married Life ;

a comedy. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy 11.57, Put on
a silk gown.. as looking more married than the cobweb
muslins 1894 J. S.WINTKR Red-Coats 47 He. .turned to

the orderly officer and growled out, I wonder why the

devil the other married quarters can t be kept like thib?

Marrier ;morri|3.i). Also7maryer. [f.
MARRY

v. + -ER 1

.] One who marries (in various senses).

1589 Rare Tri. Love
&amp;lt;y

Fort. \. in /&amp;gt;: Old Plays
(Roxb. C!.) 146 Youle have us marry her, heere be them
come of the marriers. 1629 Keg. Privy Council Seal. N. S.

III. 258 Persounshuspect. .of thecrymes particularly under-

wiittin, viz.,, .maryers of twa wyfies. .stealers of beeskaips.

1830 Miss MITFORD I lliagc Ser. iv. 91 The Rector of Ashley,
. . the favourite marrier of the county, was wanted to tie

the hymeneal knot. 1883 Harper s Mag. June 100/2 The
determined marrier who. .chooses a Jewess.

Marrinate, -ine, etc., obs. (T. MARINATE, etc.

Marring ^ma-rirj), vbl. si . Forms : see MAR v.

[OE. unerring^ myntng, f, mierran, myran : see

MAR v. and -ING *.] The action of Ihe verb MAR
(in various senses); f squandering, waste; t hin

drance ; injury, impairment.
897 K. /KLKREIJ Gregorys Past. C*. xx. 149 Dylaes..se

ayila for his goda mierringe ie]pe. (.950 Lindisf. Cosf.
Mark, Argt. (18711 5 Merrunga )

ivrt
r

i//&amp;lt; &amp;lt;-j. a xysoCrtrsor J\L

8779 pai fand gret merring in bair merck, pe wrightes bat
j,uld rais be werck. 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 124 Withouten
ony merryng of hir modirhede. 1561 DAUS tr. Jiullinger on

Apoc, 94 b, Of the traditions of men, and their marring of
the Scripture, ariseth darkenes. 1649 MII.TON Eikon. vi,

The making or the marring of any I_-aw. 1860 PfSEY Ulin.

Proph, 65 Alan shrinks from the violent marring of his out-
;

ward form.

Marring (ma-rig), ///. a. [-ING-.] That mars.
Hence Ma rringly adv.

1831 Hlackw. Mag. XXIX. 677 This open expression.,
brings out marringly the lesson. 1836 GLADSTOXK in Morley
Life (1903) I. n. iii. 36 [WordsworthJ named the discrepancy
between his [Shelley s] creed and his imagination as the

,

marring idea of his works. 1891 R. UOWLINI; Isle ofSurrey :

256 Mottled with marring blotches of scorbutic red.

Marrionate, obs. form of MARIXATK.
Marrionette, variant of MARIONETTE.

Marriage, -ische, -ish^e, obs. ff. MARISU.
Marrock, variant of MARROT.

Marroe,Marron(e: see MARROW sb. 2
, MAROON.

t Marroneer. Obs. [a. F. Mart-enter, f. mar-
ron : see MAKOON sd. 1

] A kind of chestnut-tree.

1693 KVELVN DC la Quint. Compl. Card., Reft. Agnc.

47 A Wallnut, a Marroneer, an Orange, or Cherry-Tree.

Marroquin, obs. form of MAROQUIN.
Marrot (marrat). Also marrock, marrott,

morrot, murot. [Origin obscure
;

cf. MUURE.] A
local name for the guillemot, razor-bill, and puffin.
1710 SIBBALD Hist. Fife 48 Alka Ifoicri . Our People

cal! it the Marrot, the Auk or Razor-Hill. 1863 KINGSLEY
Water-Bab. 259 The very marrocks and dovekies have got
wings. 1880 Act 43 $ 44 Viet. c. 35 {Wild Birds Protect.
Act) Sched. Marrot.

Marrou.Marroiih, obs. ff. MARROW j/&amp;gt;.-antU/&amp;gt;.i

Marrow (mse&quot;), $b.^ Forms : a. i maer*,
mers, mearh, mserh, 4 mer$ , mar 3, 4 5 margh(e,
(5 margthe, 6 marthe), 4-5 northern merghe,
4-6 northern^ 6-9 6V. mergh, 4-9 Sc. merch, (6
Sc. mairch). 0. 4 maru}, mar(r)ouh, merou}.
-owj, 4-5 ruarou}, 56 marugho, 6 marough(e,
4 merewe, 4-5 merow(e, 5 maro, 4-5 marw^o,
(5 marwhe), 5-6 merwe, 5 marew, 4-7 marowe,
6-7 marrowe, 6- marrow. 7. 3 meari, 4-6
mary(e. (5 marigh, merryghe), 5-6 maree,
marie, 6 marry. [Com. Teut. : OE. mcarg,
mearh (Angfcfl werg^ m&rh) neut. (once masc.J, ;

corresponds to OFris. mcrg^ mcrih neut. and masc.,
OS. marg (Ml hi. march

t marg-, mod.Du. merg
neut.), OHG. Marg, marag neut. (MUG. mfHf,
marg-, mod.G. mark neut.}, ON. merg-r masc.

(Sw. tnergi marg, Da. marvj : OTeut. *wazg&-:
pre-Tent. *mozgho- 1 corresponding to OS1., Russian

M03n&amp;gt;, Aveslic mazga\ the Skr. majjan is anoma- ;

Ions, as it would point to an OAryan type with^ :

instead of gh^\
1. The soft vascular fatty substance usually con

tained in the cavities of bones. (The marrow of
animals used for food is regarded as a dainty.)
In OE. the word occurs as a gloss on lucanica^ which means

;

a sort of sausage ; hut this was prob. a mistranslation.
n 700 F.pinal (Jfoss., Lncanica, maerh. 7*$ Corpus Gloss.

(Hessels) Lzg4 Lvcanicat maerh. Ibid. M 195 Medulla^
mers- tiooo Sax. Lccchd. I. 366 Wi3..1eooa sarum nim
Icon ftdynde ^theories mcar^. \&..As, ^ oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
292/10 Medulla, mearh. a 1225 Juliana 58 t?at meari weol
ut imenget wiS blode. c 1375 AV. Leg. Saints xlviii (Juliami)
161 Syne hir banys sa to-quassyt, pat^ self merch out pasnyt.
1382 WYCLIF Job xxi. 24 The bones of hym ben moistid with

mar? [ 1388 merowisl. 1382 Ps. lxv(i], 15 Brent sacrifises ful

of mer^ [1388 merow^l I shal ofTre tothee. r 1386 CHAUCER
rard. T. 214 Out of the harde Ixines knokke they The mary.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 47 (&amp;gt;e

schuldre to ^e elbowe
be kutt al at wo, so

)&amp;gt;at J&amp;gt;e
marie go out. 14.. Nom. in :

Wr.-Wulcker 678/36 Hec medulla^ margthe. 1436 Lvnc.
De Guil.Pilgr. 24216 First I souke vp t^for the nones) The

mary closed in the bones, t* 1440 Anc. Cookery in Housek.
Ord. (1790) 453 Take..pouder of pepur, and maree, and

tempur hit logedur. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 44 pen take

merow, & putte it on a straynourys ende. Ibid. 51 Take
fayre Marwe, & Datys y-cutte in ij or iij & Prunez. 1513
DOUGLAS Aineis iv. ii. 38 The subtell quent fyre WaistU
and consumis merch, banis, and lyre. 1528 PAVtif-LLSaUerrie s

Regim. G iij, The mary of veafe. .is moste holsome. 1533
ELVOT Cast. Hclthc (1539) 31 Marowe is more dilectable

than the brayne. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon s Quest, Chi-

rurg. C j b,The membres colde and moyste are the fiewme,
fat or the grece, and the maroughes. 1562 BULLHYN Bk.

Simples 86 b, What sale you of Mary, whiche in some place U
called Marthe ; contained within the bone of beastes ? 1567
GOLDING Ovid s Met. ix. (1593) 215 The poyson even in hi&amp;gt;

bones the maree melts at length. IfMTunnv. Faulconrie

297 That done, take suger clarified, and the Maree of a
Beefe. 1717 PRIOR Alma. in. 214 He din d on Lion s mar
row, spread On toasts of ammunition-bread. 1769 MRS.
KAFFALD Eng. Housckpr. (1778) 179 Shred half a pound of

marrow very fine. 1823 BYRON yuan vn. viii, By SouvarofT,
or Anglice Suwarrow, Who loved blood as an alderman loves
marrow. 1896 CLKLAND & MACKAV Anat, 30 Marrow is of
two kinds, the yellow. .and the red.

b. Proverbial and hyperbolical nses. (In i6th-
1 7th c. love was often said to burn or * melt the

marrow .)

15*0 WIIITINTON I*nig, (1527) 27 b, A man myghte as
soone pyke mary out of a mattock, as [etc.]. 1592 SHAKS.
/&quot;(. ^ Ad. 142 My flesh is soft, and plumpe, my marrow
burning. 1594 NASHE Un/ort. Trav. Wks. ((irosart) V. 168

They basted him with a mixture of Aqua fortis, allam water,
and Mercury sublimatum, which . . searcht him to the mar
rowe. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. in. 428 When at the

Spring s Approach their Marrow burns . . The Mares to cliffs

of rugged Rocks repair. 1763 CHURCHILL Duellist r, O for a
noble curse Which might his very marrow pierce. 1798
SOUTHEY tip. Bruno 62 His marrow grew cold at the touch
of Death. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Kudge xvii, The very
marrow in my bones is cold. 1886 KIPLING Depart. Ditties

(1888) 22 For twenty reeking minutes, Sir, my very marrow
froze.

c. The substance forming the spinal cord. Now
always spinal marrow,
1398 TKEVISA Barth, De P. R. v. Iviii. (1495) 174 The

marowe .. of the rydge bones .. is callyd Mycha amonge
physicyens. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Hclthe \. i. (1541) 13 The
mary of the backbone. 1615 CROOKE Body of Afan 871
Of these Nerues . . others are deriued from the Brayne
and the spinall Marrow. 1626 BACON Sylva 750 The Skull
hath Braines, as a kinde of Marrow, within it. The Back-
Hone hath one Kinde of Marrow, which hath an Affinity with
the Hraine. 1874 CAKPESTKK Mcnt. Phys. i. ii. 61 (1879)
62 The spinal cord (commonly termed the spinal marrow;.

f d. Used (chiefly after L. medulla} for : The

pith (of a plant) ; the pulp (of a fruit). Also
marrow of wheat : a literal rendering of medulla

,
the finest flour. Obs.

c 1000 Sa.i: Leechd. II. 358 \ViJ magan wzrce wudu bistles

J&amp;gt;one grenan mearh be bifi on bam heafde sele him etan mid
hatan ele. c 1340 HAMHOLK tr. Dent, xxxii. 14 (r 21) in

rsaltcr (1884) 516 And gayte with merghe of whete. (Simi
larly 1382, 1388 WYCLIF and 1609 (Douay).J c I374CHAUCKR
Boetk, in. pr. xi. 84 (Camb. MS.), [Herbes and trees] shedyn
by hyr maryes hyr wode and hyr liark. 1398 TREVISA
Hartk. De P. R, xi. vi. (Tollem. MS.), He [sc. dewj. . makejj
floure, pibbe and marghe encrese in come and graynes.
i 1420 Pallad,, on llusb. iv. 477 Thay seyn their bitter margh
wol chaunge swete. Ibid. xi. 236 Yf a tender tree Me kitte

at footis tweyne, and thcnne hit cleue Vnto the route, and
with an yron se The mary rased out. 156* TURNER Herbal
n. Aj b, It that is within, whiche they cal the marye, the

pythe, and the harte. 1567 MAPLKT Gr. Forest 30 The
Alder tree ..is in his Wooa and inwarde Marie very soft.

1623 DIM, HAM Xciuipkon 31 This was the place, where the

Souldiers first fed vpon the Marrow of the Nuts of Palme.

1727 BKADLKV Fain. Diet. s. v. Cnvt
Take some sweet

Almonds.., pound cm with some Vinegar, and strain cm
thro a Linnen-clotli. ., that you may have the Marrow or
Milk of them. 1793 MAKTYN Lang. Bot.^ Marrow, Mfdulla.
The pith of a vegetable.
2. In various figurative applications.
a. Taken as the type of rich and nutritious food.

Chiefly in the Bible phrase marrow andfatuess.
1382 WVCLIF Gen. xlv. 18 And I shal 3yue to 5ow al the

good is of Egipte, that ^e eeten the mary of the loond [Vulg.
tncdullam tcrrx}. 1535 COVKRUALE Ps, ]\ii|i]. 5 My soule
is satisfied euen as it were with marry & fatnesse. 1818
HAZLITT Eng. Poets vi. (1870) 151 His words are ofmarrow-
unctuous, dropping fatness. 1845 JAMES A, \cil iv, He left

that paper with me, which he said must be marrow and
fatness to all well-disposed noblemen like yourself.

b. Viewed as the seat of animal vitality and

strength.
f 14*5 vSVrv* Sag. (P.) 1685 My lordys merryghe bys

welne gone. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 154 If I were
in Ihe pearlc of my youth, and had in my bones marrowe
.. I wold not [etc.]. 1601 SHAKS. AlFs Well n. iii. 298
Spending his manlic marrow in her armes. 1602 &quot;zttd Pt.
Return fr. rarnass. iv. iii. 1935 Spending the marrow
of their flowring age In fruitelcsse poring on some wornie
cate leafe. 1793 HOLCROFT tr, Lat atc^s Physiogn. xvii. 87
All English women ..appear to be composed of marrow
and nerve. 1x823 (* BHATTIE John o Arnha* (1826) 40
Alack-a-day! waesucks for John! His mergh an mettle
now are gone. 1847 DISRAELI .S&amp;gt;/i7(Rtldg.) 315, I always
was against washing; it takes the marrow out of a man.
1848 LVTTON ll&amp;lt;irold\, iii, The pith and marrow of manhood.

C. The inmost or central part.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 91 Wene we not be gospel to be in wordis

of writingis, but in wit ; not in oner face, but in be merowe.

1434 MISYN Mend. Lift- 118 he inhirltest mergh of our hartis,

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Jos. 28 Expressing by
godly workes, that which he slicked fast in the marye of
the soule. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. My Relations, He never

pierces the marrow of your habits.

d. The vital or essential part ;
the essence

; the

goodness . Formerly often in titles of books.

Often pith and marrow.
1530 TINDALE Ans-w. More Pref. IVks. (1573) 247/2 He

neuer leaueth searchyng till he come at the bottome, the

pith, the quicke, the lyfe, the spirit, the marow, & very
cause why. ? 1-1560 HOLLAND Seuin Seagts 261 This was
the Mairch of the mater in deid. 1570 BILLINGSLKY Euclid
x.def. 1 1. 232 Wherein standeth the pith and mary of the hole
science. 1599 Broughton s Let. vii. 20 You set vpon him with
this. . LJbell, wherein is contained the marrow of your wise-
dome. 1614 T. GENTLEMAN Eng. Way to Wealth 12 They
haue sucked out all the marrow of the Mault and good
Scotsh-ale. 1640 T. B[RUcis}(//V/r)The Marrow of Physicke.
1647 TRAI-P (title) Mellificium Theologicum or the Marrow of

Many good Authours. 1650 S.CLARK (title) The Marrow
of Ecclesiastical Historic. 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks.
1851 V. 383 To how little purpose are all those piles of

Sermonsj .. Bodies and Marrows of Divinity, besides all

other Sciences, in our English Tongue. 1665 BUNVAN Holy
Cftie(i66g) 169 Christ in all his Benefits is the very Marrow,
Life and Sum of all their Teaching. 1680 CHARSOCK /V-

light itt Prayer Wks. (1849) 23* Delight is the marrow of

religion. 1763 COLMAN Deuce is in hint Prol., Thus gave
at once the bards of Greece, The cream and marrow of the

piece. 1862 MERIVALE Roin. Emp. Iv. (1865) VII. 12 The
clients and retainers of the old nobility .. still formed the

pith and marrow of the commonwealth.

e. Short for
* The Marrow of Modern Divinity ,

the title of a book (advocating strongly Calvinistic

views) written by E. F. in 1645, the condemnation
of which by the General Assembly of the Church

pf Scotland in 1720 led to a prolonged controversy.
Used attrib. as in Marrow controversy ;

also

Marrow-men, the designation of those members
of the Assembly who defended the book.

1720 T. BOSTON Mem. (1890) 351 The assembly s act con

demning the Marrow. 17*5 WODROW in W.Corresp. (1843)
III. 204 The Marrow people. Ibid. 205 The Marrow affair

was ended. 1853 BURTON Hist. Scot. II. 319 Those who
adhered to this document, received the party-title of the

Marrow men. //&amp;lt;/., The Marrow controversy. IS^CROCKETT
Lilac Sunbonnet 1.12 Allan Welsh, minister of the Marrow
Kirk in the parish of Dullarg.

3. Vegetable marrow : a. A kind of gourd,
the fruit of Cucurbita ovifera, used as a table

vegetable.
1816 J. SABINE in Trans. Hort. Soc. (1822) II. 255 (title of

paper) A Description and Account of the Cultivation of a

Variety of Gourd called Vegetable Marrow. i88a Cardfn
25 Mar. 191/3 In no other country does one see so many
Vegetable Marrows as in this.

b. The fruit of the avocado, Pcrsca gratissima.
&quot;763 (see AVOCADO} 1866 Tre*s, Bot. 867/1.

4. A marrowfat pea.
1882 Garden 15 July 58/3 A dwarf round blue Marrow.

5. atlrib. and Comb., as inarrow-eater \ mar-

row-boiling) -burning, -ckillingt -eating t -freez-

ittgt -like^ -melting^ -pierdng, -searchingt -thrilling

adjs. ;
marrow cell, Histology ,

one of a particular
class of cells (resembling enlarged white blood

corpuscles) occurring in marrow
;
marrow pasty,

= marrow pie ; marrow pea, = marrowfat pea ;

marrow pie, a pie containing beef marrow ; mar
row pudding,

:

\a) a pudding made with (beef or

vegetable) marrow; (6) West Indian^ a kind of

worm
;
marrow sheath, the white matter of

Schwann surrounding the cylinder axis of a mcdul-

lated nerve fibre (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889) ; marrow-

spoon, a spoon for extracting the marrow from

bones ;
marrow-squash, an American name for

the vegetable marrow (Webster 1864).

1598 SVLVESTKR Du ft.irtas ii. i. i. Eden 5 57 Their *mar-

row-boyling loves. 1592 KVD Sol.
&amp;lt;V

f crs. v. ii. 14 Such is

the force of *marrow burning loue. 1877 SCHAI-KR Histol. 92
The so-called proper marrow-cells. i6ia W. PARKES Cur-
taine-Dr. (1876) 16 Lust, the &quot;marrow-eater of the world,
the canker of health. \yy* SHAKS. I ttt. \ Ad. 741 The
y

marrow-eaiing sicknessc, whose attaint Disorder breeds

by heating of the blood. 1894 H. NISBKT Rusk Girls

Runt. 184 The large succulent grubs.. which the natives

enjoy either roasted or raw, delicate
~

marrow-like pup*.

1807 Allbutfs Syst. .!/&amp;lt;&amp;lt;/. IV. 756 A gumnia which looks

yellowish and marrow-like just before breaking down, a 1618

SYLVESTER Tetrastica xlvi. (Grosart* II. 27 That heart-

swelling, *Marrow-mehing Fire. 1696 SALMON Fain. Diet.

(ed. a),
mMarrow-Ptisty . Take six Marrow-Bones (etc.J.

1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Hn$b. xxii. 349 Sufficient for all

sorts of Corn and Seeds which we commonly sow, from
* Marrow Pease to Turnep-seed. i598MAKSTON Sco. i illanie

iii. 71 Hence Holy-thistle, come sweet &quot;marrow pie, Inflame

our hacks to itching luxurie. 1674 T. P. etc. Eng, &amp;lt;y

/&amp;gt;. Cook

157 Marrow Pyes. Take Veal, mince it [etc.]. 1616 U. JONSON
Devilisan Assn. i. No youths, disguis d Likecountry-wiues,
with creame, and &quot;marrow -puddings. 1664 ULILKH Hud. n. ii.

794 Pamper d and edili d their Zeal With Marrow-puddings
many a Meal. 1789 P. BROWNE Jamaica 383 Kasciola

4. Marina major verucosa. The warted Marrow-Pudding.
Fasciola 5. Marina maxima glabra. The large smooth
Marrow- Pudding. 1846 D. JEKROLD Mrs. Candle xi,

And then you recollect her marrow puddings? 1617-47
FELTHAM Resolves 405 Wishing .. that he had such wings
as could procure his escape from death and &quot;marrow-search

ing Judgment. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2853/4, J Sweat-meat

Spoon, i &quot;Marrow Spoon, i Ladle and Skillet. 1795 WAI.KKK
in /V///. Trans. LXXXV. 273, I use a marrow-spoon. 1888

FENN Dick o
1

the Fens 281 A strange &quot;marrow-thrilling cry.

Marrow (marr^u), j^.2 obs. exc. dial. Also

5 raaroo, marwe, 5-7 marow e. 6 mar(r)ou,
marrowe, marroll. 7 marroo. [Ofobscure origin.



MARROW.
The localities would seem to point to a Scandinavian

etymology, but no possible Scandinavian source is known, un

less indeed the sense of the Eng. sb. can have been developed
from that of ON. marg-r (lit. many ) friendly, communica

tive. Phonologically this etymon would be admissible, as

the word occurs so late that the absence of recorded forms

with guttural causes no difficulty.]

1. A companion, fellow-worker, partner, mate.

c 1440 Promf. Parv. 327/2 Marwe, or felawe yn trauaylc,

sociits, amifar. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. xiii. 436 Com coll

and his maroo, Thay will nyp vs full naroo. c 1470 HENKYSON
Mor. Fab. XIII. (FrogSr Mouse] xxii, Better but stryfe allane

to leif in le, Than to be matchit with ane wickit marrow .

ICMDOUGLAS sEneis vi. ix. 9 Bot sone hym warnis Sibilla. .

His trew marrow [L. coma]. 1561 Keg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 159 That nane of thame speik nor commune of ony mater

nor round with his marrow. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 134

Vet chopping and changing I cannot commend, with theefe

and his marrow, for feare of ill end. 1577 GRANGE Golil.

Af&amp;gt;hrod. Fiiib, Forsakyng his marroll {i.e. his partner in

adance). a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)cV; t-on. Scot. (S.T. S.)

I. i93Quhair he waslyand with his marrow and companioun
Sir Edward brakinberrie. 1578 WHKTSTONE is/ Pt. Promos

H Cassand. n. iv, Marrowes adew : God send you fayre
wether. 1621 B. JONSON Mettuii. (,ifsies Wks. 1640 II. 68

Oh, my deare marrowes ! 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal ff Tri.

Faith (1845) 325 Faith with love cannot endure a marrow.

1822 GALT Sir A. H ylie I. v. 37 It was nae a richt thing

o us to be marrows in ony sic trade wi cripple Janet. 1843
HARDY in Prec. Serw. Kat, Clnl&amp;gt; II. No. ii. 54 Only two
individuals play, but they can have an indefinite number of

marrows or sidesmen. 1860 F.ng. &amp;lt;y

For. AIin. Class. (New-
castle Terms), Marrw, a partner.

f b. Apparently misunderstood by Blount.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Afarro-tr (Fr. maraiild), a fellow,

a knave, or Rascal.

2. A husband or wife. (Cf. HALF-MARROW I.)
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 132, 1

maryed ane puire woman to be marrow to me. 1632 RUTHER
FORD Lett. (1862) I. 97 Christ s fair Bride, a marrow dear to

Him. 1721 RAMSAY Mary Scot iii, When Mary Scot s

becomemy marrow, We ll make a paradise on Yarrow. 1724
W. HAMILTON Braes of Yarrtnu i, Busk ye, busk ye, my bony
bony bride, Busk ye, busk ye, my winsome marrow. 1816

SCOTT Rob Roy xxxv, I hae been misdoubting your cousin

Rashleigh since ever he saw that he wasna to get Die Vernon
for his marrow.

3. One s equal or like ;
one s match in a contest.

1548 Compl. Scot. xx. 173 lulius vald nocht hef ane mar-
rou in rome, and pompeus vald nocht hef ane superior,
a 1572 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. (1846) I. 89 Thare did everie

man reaconter his marrow, a 1578 LINDKSAY (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 174 He contit no lord to be marrow
to him. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 300 You have

many marrows. 1896 IAN MACLAREN Kate Carnegie 212

Ay, ye may traivel the warld ower or ye see his marrow.

b. Used of things.
1596 DALRYMTLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 46 The tonne

. . standes in sa pleisand a place, that it hes na marrow.
c 1690 N. BURN Leader-haughs 15 in Roxb. Ball. VI. 607
One house there stands on Leader side .. Men passing by do
often say in [th ) South it has no marrow. 1891 BARRIK
Little Minister xv, Sam l Fairweather has the marrows o t

on his top coat.

4. A thing which makes a pair with another.

1674 RAY A . C Words 31 A pair of gloves or shooesarenot

marrows, i.e. fellows. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (1751)
1 8 Some had bows, but wanted arrows; Some had pistols
without marrows. 1737 RAMSAY Sc. Prov. (1797) 101 Your
een s no marrows. 1787 J. BEATTIE Scolicistns 16 My
buckles are not marrows. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.,
Marrmi S, pairs to match ; fellows or equals. 1889 BARRIK
Thrums xv. 138 Wearin a pair o boots at wisna marrows !

Ma rrow, a. Obs. exc. dial. [From the ap-

positive use of MARROW rf.-] Resembling some

thing of the same kind.

1585 /HZ . R. Wardr. (1815) 320, I ressavit of the marrow
garnissing of thir fourtene pece thre chattonis, quhilk makis
xvii in the haill. 1861 E. WAUGH Birtle Carter s T. 21 Aw
never sprad my e en upo

1

th marrow trick to this !

Marrow ^marr0n), v. Sc. and north, [f.

MARROW sb. *]

1 1. trans. To join, associate ; to match, pair.
Also refl. Obs.

1488 Burgh Kecs. Edinb. (1869) I. 55 Sic a burges bot na
vther persoun marrow him with ane maister of substance

[etc.]. 1542 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) II. 414/2 Ane to be put
and marrowit to bairn by my lord gouernour at his plesoure.
1823 GALT Entail I. xvii. 132 Charlie Walkinshaw and Bell

Famerlans were a couple marrowed by their Maker.
b. intr. To be a partner or fellow-worker (witK).

&quot;538
A berdeen Reg. XVI. (Jam.), To marrow and nycht-

bour with wtheris. 1842 J. AITON Domestic Econ. ( I 857) 152
Saunders Heavyside, with whom he marrows. 1844 THOM
Rhymes 53 Hae ye fausely strayed mang misty groves, Wi
ice.wreathed maidens to marrow. 1851 A. MACLACAN Poems
280 He s wise wha marrows wi content, Though in a
rustic biel .

2. trans. To be a companion to ; to many.
1721 RAMSAY Mary Scot i, Did you there see me mark d

to marrow Mary Scot the flow r of Yarrow? 17.. Song by
a Buchan Ploughman in Burns Wks. (1800) II. 152 Thou
shalt not sit single, but by a clear ingle I ll marrow thee,

Nancy, when thou art my ain.

3. To resemble, to be equal to ; also, to produce
something equal to

;
to match.

a 1586 MONT&amp;lt;;OMERIE Misc. Poems I. 38 Venus . . Wald
have preferrit this paragon, As marrowit, but matche, most
meit The goldin ball to bruik alone. 1785 W. MUTTON
Bran New Wark 1. 14 (E. D. S.) On the sabbath we say
aur prayers, and the rest of the week ya day marrows an-
other. 1877 P. BUKN Poems (1885) 294 A beild 1 hae that
marrows thy ain.

Marrowbone (mae roubcan). [f.
MARKOW sbV\

1. A bone containing edible marrow.

183

r 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 380 A Cook they hadde with hem for

the nones, To boille the chiknes with the Marybones. c 1430
Tivo Cookery-bks. 5 Take beeff and merybonys, and

l&amp;gt;oyle

yt in fayre water. 1555 W. WATKKMAN Fardle Facions il.

vii. 158 The bridegrome eateth to his .supper . . a litle of the

marilxme of a Chamel. 1632 T. MORION AV?c Eng. Canaan
II. vii. (1838) 59 For daintmesse of diet they [Basse] excell

the Marybones of P.eefe. 1768-74 TCCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 655 There is no more reason, .why the sight of a human
skull and bones in a charnel-house .should shock us more
than the sight of a calve s head or a pair of marrow-bones
in a dish. 18460. WARBURTON llochelaga I. 155 The wretch
sucked a couple more marrow bones, and became torpid.

b. fig. in various applications.
1554 LATIMKR Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 483 Ye said

ui&amp;gt;on

Saturday last, that ye could not find the mass nor the mar
row-bones thereof in your book. 1634 S. R. Noblt 1 Solitirr

i. ii. in Mullen O. PI. (1882) I. 268 What I knocke out now is

the very Maribone of mirth. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phrast ol.

Gen. (1693) 471 This is the marrow bone of the difference or

matter. 1878 A . Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 13 The scraps and
marrow-bones of office.

2. Marrowbones and cleavers: see CLEAVER a b.

3. //. Jocularly : The knees. (Rarely sing.)
1532 MOKK Confnt. Titidalc Wks. 727/2 Down he fel vpon

liis innribones. 1667 DKYDKN & DK. NEWCASTLE Sir M.
Mar-all n. ii, Down on your marrowbones, and confess the

truth. 1791 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Remonstrance i, Firing on
bis marrowbones th apostate down. 1870 KINGSLKY Legend
La Urea 95 Magic brings some positivisls Humbly on their

marrowbone. 1888 G. MACDONALD l-.li\t Lady 108, I only
want to bring them to their marrow-bones.

b. To ride in the marrow-bone coach or stage,

to go on foot. [? With allusion to Marybonc =

Marylcbone]
1838 Monthly Mag. (Fliigel\ Marrow-bone stage.

4. //. = CROSS-BONES.

1831 SCOTT Redgaiintlet ch. xiv. [xv.], I ..sailed under the

black flag and marrow-ljones. 1875 W. M C ![.WRALTH Guide

Wigtownshire 40 Here are the typical marrow-bones, skull,

and sandglass.
5. //. (slang). Fists as weapons ;

? pugilists.
a 1625 FLKTCHKR A ol leGent. III. l. (rst fol.) 35/1 The great

Band Of Maril&amp;gt;ones that
|&amp;gt;eople

call the Swit/ers. 1812

Sporting Mag. XL. 249 He was alike a stranger to fear in

the field ofeither bayonets or marrowbones. 1818 ll iti. N . S.

II. 165 Tile distance of twenty-four miles from Lunnun rather

damped the ardour of the Marrow-bone fraternity.

t tf. A child s game. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1532 MoRKConfut. Tindalc Wks. 574/2 Suche..playes. .as

chyldren be woont to playe, as cheristone, mary bone [etc.}.

7. attrib., as t marrowbone-man (? sense 2 ? or 5),

nnisit, fie, pmlding (cf. marrcnv pie, pudding),
1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair \, i, None but a scatterd coney

of Fidlers, or one of these Rag -rakers in dung-hills, or some
*Marrow-bone man at most, would haue beene vp, when thou

wert gone abroad. 1884 Graphic 13 Sept. 270/5 Making the

most unearthly *marrow-bone music on frying pans, tin

kettles and empty pails. 1595 W. W. Menycmi i. ii. in Six
OldPlays (1779) 118 Some oysters, a &quot;mary-bone pie or two,
some artichockes, and potato rootes, 1608 MIDDLETON Alaii

World l. ii. B i b, All her wanton Pamphlets, as Hero and

Leander, Venus and Adonis, oh two lushious mary-bone pies
for a yong married wife. 1623 WEBSTER Deuils Law-case
i. ii. B 4 b, Let none of these come at her . . Nor the woman
with *Maribone puddings.

Marrowed(ma- rcud),///.a. Also .(.merghecl,

meryhed. [f.
MABROW sb. 1 + -ED -.]

1. Full of marrow, lit. znAJig.
a 1300 E. E. Psalttr lxv[i]. 15 Offrandes merghed [Vulg.

holocausta tnedullata] bede I sal To be. a 1340 HAMPOLK
Psalter ibid. 1612 AINSWORTH Anttot. Ps. Ixvi. 15 Mar-
rowedrammes: thatis,fatandlusty. i644QL

T

ARi.ES/?&amp;lt;(Wrtifa

$ B. i. (1651) 19 They can . . devour and gurmundize . . and

wipe the guilt from off their marrowed mouths. 1654
GATAKER Disc. Afol. 84 Some called Separatists., are better

marowed, and more Evangelical, then these Pulpit /fries-

fatui. 1840 BROWNING Sordelh v. 500 He was fresh-sinewed

every joint, Each bone new-marrowed.

t 2. Cooked in marrow. 06s.

1633 MASSINGER Guardian \\. iii, Fride Frogs, Potato s

Marrow d, Cavear [etc.J.

Marrowfat (marro ifxt). [f. MARROW s6. 1 +

FAT st.] (More fully marrowfat pea?) A kind of

large rich pea. (Cf. marrow pea, MARROW st.l 5.)

1733 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 2) s.v. Pisum, The Marrow
fat or Dutch Admiral Pea. ftirl., Observing to allow the

Marrow-fats . . at least three Feet between Row and Row.

1766 Complete Farmer s.v. Pease, The marrowfat is the

best tasted of all the large kinds of peas. 1840 BARHAM

Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. Tragedy, The Duchess shed tears large
as marrow-fat peas. 1864 Reader 13 Aug. 191

In Jersey. .

peas attain nearly double the size of the British marrow-fat.

Marrowish. (ma&amp;lt;Toif), a. [f.
MARROW rf.i

+ -I8H.] Of the nature of, or resembling, marrow.

1597 LOWE Chirnrg. (1634) 143 The nerue which is soft,

and marrowish. 1621 BURTON Atiat. Mel. I. i. n. iv, The
Braine, which is a soft marrowish and white substance.

Marrowless (nwnwles), a. 1
[f.
MARROW sb.i

-t- -LESS.] Having no marrow, lit. unAJig.
1605 SHAKS. Mack. m. iv. 94 Thy bones are marrowlesse,

thy blood is cold. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. i. i, O, that

marrow-lesse age Should stuffe the hollow Bones with

dambd desires. 1707 tr. Whs. C tess D Anois (1715) 451
Break off this ungodly Match between this Marrowless Cur

mudgeon and your young Daughter, a 18236. BEATTIE John
o Arnkef (1826) 58 They . . lent each other ruthless paiks
Athort the bare and merghless spaiks. 1877 ROSENTHAL
Muscles $ Nerves 104 These marrowless fibres are grey.

Ma-rrowless, a.2 dial. [f. MARROW st&amp;gt;.- +

-LESS.] Without a marrow ; companionless ;

unmarried; unequalled, unmatched; not matching,

wanting the other member of the pair,
odd .

MARRY.
1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 433 My matchless, and

my most marrowless and marvellous Wellbeloved. 16*0
DICKSON Sel. Writ. (1845) I. 58 Know thou art not marrow-
less in thy exercise. 1844 CKOSS Disruption xxiii. lE. f). D.).
A marrowless glove.

t Ma-rrowshi]). Sc. Obs.
[f. MAKROW sl&amp;gt;.- +

-SHU .] Association, companionship,
15.. Abcrd. Reg, (Jam.), Thioucht fait of marrowscbip fjr

insufficient nychtbomschip.

Marrowy (msewP, a. Also 4 merewi, 5

marghty, 6 marowy, 8 Si: merchy. ft. MARKOW
rf.i + -vl.]
1. Full of marrow. Also_/f^-.
1382 WYCI.IF Isa. xxxiv. 6 The blod of merewi wetheres

[Vul;4. iitedullatontm itrit-titrn], 1435 MISYN Fire of Love
75 A ir.arghty offerynge [L. holoianstti medullata : cf. MAR-
ROWED i, (21300]. 1709 BRITK Svitt Confirm. 18 (Jam.)
The Lord is reserving a merchy piece of the word of bis

promise to be made out to many of his fi iends and people.
1820 HAZLITT l.ect. Dram. Lit. 79 In his ll omen etwart
ll tt/iii H there is a rich marrowy vein of internal sentiment.
1882 HOLMES in Atlantic Monthly LI. 66 The period .. of

marrowy and vigorous manhood.

2. Of the nature of marrow.
1541 K. COPLAND Giiydon s Quest. Chirnrg. C ij b, It i&amp;gt;

colde and nioyste, bycause it hath a marowy snbstaunce.
1662 J. CIIANMI.KR Van llelmont s Oriat. 185 The Hrain

being wholly a marrowie part. 1764 GRAINIER SitffarCane
\. 45 note, When ripe, the skin peels easily off, and discovers
a bulyraceous, or rather a marrowy-Hke substance. 1872
J. G. McKi iiv L otnin. LtT. iii. 9 The tail of the broad -tailed

sheep, .consists almost wholly of marrowy fat.

Ilcncc t Ma rrowiness ^in S Sc. inerchiness}.

1709 lliv-i/CE Soul Confirm. iS (Jam.) The Israelites had
ne\er known the merchiness of that promise, if a Red Sea
had not made it out.

t Marm be. Obs. Also 4 in Latin form mar-
rubium.

~,
marube. [ad. L. niamttittffl, peril, con

nected with the name of the 1 .atin city jl/ar&amp;gt; nbium
or Alarnenium. Cf. OF. nianilire.] The plant
horehound, Alarnibiitm vnlgare.
1390 CiOUKR Colt/, III. 130 The Saphir is his propre Ston,

Marrnbinm his herbe also, a 1400-50 .SVoc/,-//. Me&amp;lt;t. MS. 2^,5

Marube or horrowne : marnbina. 1607 TOPSCI.L Four-/.
Kteuts (1658) 69 The fat of a Calf and Marrubc with the

juyce of Leeks.

Marmbiin (niccrj( bi|in\ diem. [f. I,, mar-
riibi-tii (see prec.) +-IN. Cf. F. marnliine.~\ A
bitter principle obtained from Marrubium vu/gare.
1871 WATTS tr. Gmelin s Handbk, Chem. XVIII. 234

Marrubiin. The bitter principle of Marnl iniu vitlgare.

Marrum, variant of MARRAM.

Marry (mre-ri), v. Inflected marrying, mar
ried. Forms: 3-4 (6 Sc.] mari, 3-7 marie, 4

mari3e(n,4-5 marie(n, 4-6 marye,4-8 mary, 5

marye(n,(maryyn),6 mareye, marrye, (mariy),

6-7 marrie, 6- marry, [a. F. marier = Pr., Sp. , Pg.

maridar. It. maritare:i. maritiire, f. martins
\&amp;gt;\&amp;gt;\.

adj., married (.also as sb. masc.
, husband, whence F.

mari, Pr. marit-z, Sp., Pg. marido, It. marito
;
and

assb. fern, marita married woman), f. mari- (nom.

mas) man, male; the L. ppl. a. must have been

originally used of women, and acquired its wider

sense by a later extension.]
I. trans.

1. To join in wedlock or matrimony ; to join for

life as husband and wife ; to constitute as man and

wife according to the laws and customs of a nation.

Const, to (unto, Sc. on, ttpoti) ; also together.

a. in passive (with ref. either to the act and

ceremony, or to the wedded state as a result).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 709 pe fader, .bad ire vnderstonde

To ^wan sse wolde imaried be. 13. . K. E. Allit. P. B. 815
His two dere doBterez. .pat wer maydenez ful meke, maryed
not ?et. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 102 pane agues
sad hym scnortly : certis, gud sir, mary t ame I . c 1400
MAUNDF.V. (1839) xviii. 193 5if a man, that is maryed, dye in

that Contrie, men buryen his Wif with him alle quyk. 1533
BELLENDEN Livy i. (S. T. S.) 100 ?oung tulha, .. was

maryit on Aruns terquyne. 1536 Cron. Scot. (1821) I.

127 The eldest of hir dochteris wes married upon. .Marius.

53* WRIOTHESI.EY Chron. (1875) I. 43 The King was maried

secreetlie at Chelsey..to one Jane Seymor. 1603 SHAKS.

Meas. for M. iv. iii. 183 They would . . haue married me
to the rotten Medlar. 1722 DE For. Relig. Courtsh. I. i.

(1840) 4 Well, girls, you little think now, which of you all
i_s

like to be first married. 1888 HOWELLS Annie Kilbitrn xi.

133, I presume she isn t very happily married ; he s too old.

ta. Said of tjje priest or other functionary who

performs the rite. Also absol.

1530 PALSGR. 633/1 What preest was it that maryed them

togyther: quel frestrefnl ce qtii les marya ensemble 1
. 1559

in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. xiv. 183 As to minister the

Holy Communion to them that shall be thereto disposed,

as to mary and baptize. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 125

Come sister, you shall be the Priest, and marrie vs. 1714

GAY What dye Call it n. viii, Tell him .. that he [the

Curatelshall marry the Couple himself. 1891 Century Mag.
Nov. 64 He asked if I could marry people.

c. Marry up : to tie up or preoccupy in matri

mony, colloq.

1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 225, I believe that the girls

there are all married up. 1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago II.

8 Married up, when a girl, to a man for whom she did not

care 1865 Htrew. xvi, I would have married her up to

my poor boy, if he had but lived. 1865 MRS. CARLYI.E Lett.

III. 274 My only fear about her is that she will be marned-up

away from me.



MARRY.

2. To give in marriage, cause to be married.

Said esp. of a parent or guardian.
1297 R.Gi.ouc. (Rolls 700 Ich |wole marie [r. rr. marten,

marten] wel . . To J?e nobloste bacheler
l&amp;gt;at ]nn herte wile lo

stonde. c 1330 R. BeuwwCAwi. WK*(Rolls) 2338 In
J&amp;gt;ys

tyme. .He marieile
f&amp;gt;e o|&amp;gt;ere doughtres bo|&amp;gt;e.

c IjHCHAOcn
ttertfs T. 1074 And richely Ins do-hter maryed he Vn-lo

a lord, c 1400 MAUNDBV. (1839) v. 35 He wolde have maryed
me futle highely, to a gret Princes Daughtre, ;if 1 wold han

forsaken my Laweand my Beleve. a 1450 Knt. dc l.i 1 our

18 She knew welle that folke were aboute to marie u* to-

gedre. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. xxii. 2 The kyngdome of heven

is lyke unto a certayiie kinge, which maryed his sonne. 1598

SHAKS. Merry li
r
. HI. iv. 87 Good mother, do not marry me

to yond foole. a 1633 G. HEKBF.RT Jacuta PnafaUvm 149

wisheherjoy. 1861 M. PATTISON AM. (1889) I. 33 The same

influence led him.. to marry hisdaughter to Henry the Lion.

1894 BARiNG-Goui.n Deserts S. France 11. 248 Napoleon
married him . . to his youngest sUter.

3. Said of either of the contracting parties : To
take in marriage ; to accept as husband or wife.

Now the most familiar use,

1432-50 tr. /il&tcn (Rolls) III. 439 He [Alexander] .. suf-

frede his knyshtes and men to mary [13^7 TKF.VISA weddel
women whom he had taken in captivue. 1456 SIK G. HAVE
Law Arms (S.T. S.)4o[He] had maryte king l^iynis sister.

577 tr. linllingcr s Dtcadts \ 1 592) 228 1 hat vsuall Prouerbe :

Marrie a wife of thine owne degree. 1611 HIHLE Mai. ii. n
ludah . . hath maried the daughter of a strange God. 1711

ADDISON S/&amp;gt;ect.
No. 94 F 8 He married a Woman of great

Beautyand Fortune. 1830 TKNNYSON A/rrwa/46Th king
of them all would carry me, Woo me, and win me, and marry
me. 1888 K. HI-ME Afwf. Midas \. i, He had added to his

crime by marrying a pretty girl.

1 4. refl. and reciprocal. Ols.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10692 Hereof in consait suld
|&amp;gt;at spek,

And depeli ..
J&amp;gt;al

suld lok hu Sco moght hir mari and hald

hir vou. 1393 LANCL. / . PI. C. xi. 281 Maydeoes and

maydenes manej&amp;gt; jow to-gederes. c 1412 HOCCLEVEM A
;-,;.

-

1 rinc. 16^,2 pey bat marien hem for muk & good Only, it

might for loue of pe persone. 1535 COVKRDALE Ir istf. viii. 2,

1 dyd my diligence to mary my self with her, soch loue had
1 vnto hir beutye. 1611 LADY M. WKOTII Urania 454 The

young Princesse soone after tooke her minde and former

resolution, marrying her selfe with her chosen loue. 1697
POTTER Anti,/, Greece (1715) I. i. xxvi. 170 No Athenian

Woman shall marry herself to an exotick Family. ^ 1774
GOLDSM. Song Intendedfor Stoofls to Conq\ Ah me ! when
shall I marry me? Lovers are plenty; but fail to relieve me.
1818 SCOTT Proud Maisit ,

Tell me, thou bonny bird,

When shall I marry me?

5. transf. and fig. To unite intimately, join

closely or permanently.
1536 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 293 b, This conformyte

of loue maryeth the soule to god. 1576 FLKMIXG tr. Cains

Dogs in Arb. darner III. 261 The natures of men are so

moved, nay rather married to novelties. 16x0 Ii. JONSON
Alch. n. iii, .SW. Are you sure, you loos d hem, 1 their

owne menstrue ? Fac, Yes, sir, and then married hem.

1632 MILTON ISAllegro 137 Lap me in soft Lydian Aires,
Married to immortal verse. 1649 OGILBY l

r

irg. Georg. i.

inif. t In what Gx lestial Signs 1 is good to Plow, and

marry Elms with Vines. 1673 GREW Ace. I eget. Roots

30 It is then the Oy], chiefly, by which these Vessels are

Tough : for being of a tenacious Nature, by taking hold of
other Principles it marries them together. 1693 EVELYN
De la Quint. Comj&amp;gt;l.

Card. II. 115 They must be joyn d

together neatly, plaining and proportioning the Extremities
that are to be Marry d together exactly. 1796 BURKE Let.

Noble Ld, Wks. 1842 II. 273 Revolutions which consoli

dated and married the liberties and the interests of the two
nations for ever. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. 360 The un

equal lines of the couplets to which he married his fiery

thoughts. 1890 SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizab. Lit. ix. 342 This

hybrid and bizarre vocabulary is . . admirably married to

the substance of the writing.

b. Naitt. To fasten (two ropes) end to end, in

such a way that the joining may not prevent their

being drawn through a block. (See also 1867.)
1815 Falconer s Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), To Marry, in

splicing ropes, is to join one rope to another, for the purpose
of reeving it, which is performed by placing the end of each
close together, and then attaching them by worming. lbid.

t

To Marry two Ropes, is to knot the yarns together in a
kind of splice, so as not to be thicker at the juncture than
at any other part, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catech. 29
Marry both ends together. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.)
To Marty the A 0/, Braces^ or Falls, to hold both

together, and by pressure haul in both equally. Also so to

join the ends of two ropes that they will pass through a block.

C. In certain card games. Of the king or queen,
To be married: to be declared as held in the

same hand with the queen or king of the same smit.

Cf. MARRIAGE 7.

1870 CAVENDISH Game ofBeziqite 20 The bezique queen
. . having been once married.. cannot be married again.

II. 6. infr. a. To enter into the conjugal or

matrimonial state; to wed, contract matrimony; to

take a husband or wife. Const, with (formerly

very common) ; occas. to, also (Sc.) upon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10653 pan did ^e biscop command bar,

bat all
|&amp;gt;e

maidens. . Be send all to bair frendes dere, For to

mari and forto spus. cigix \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.)
Introd. 31/2 They mareye but qries in theyr lyfe. 1526
TINDAI.E i Cor. vii. 39 Yf her husbande slepe, she is at her

Uberte to mary with whom she woll, only in the lorde. 1530
Anrtv. More Hi. xiii. Wks. (1573) 313/2 For, when the

husband is dead, the wife is free to mary to whom she

will. 1590 GREENE Never too late i. (1600) C 3, Such as

marry but to a faire face tie themselues oft to a foule

hargaine. t6oa SHAKS. Ham. HI. iv. 29. 1614 DAY
Ftstivals ^1615) 282 Marrying in hast, and Repenting

184

at leisure. 1639 DKUMM. OF HAWTII. Consiii. to Parlt.

Wks. (1711) 187 That the church-race marry only among
themselves, ministers sons upon ministers daughters. 1662

SIILI.INGH.. tlrif.Sacrx n. ii. 9 Especially when he. .mar

ried into that branch of the family that was remaining there.

1755 J. SIIKBBKAKE /.j lfia (1769) I. 319 lieseeching him ..

never to permit his daughter to marry with any man lieneath

noble. 1819 HVHON yuan i. Ivii, She married . . With an

Hidalgo. 1845 I mich s Almaiiack}m., Advice to persons
alwnt to marry. Don t. 1849 TIIACKKBAY Pmdttmit viii,

Gentlemen., occasionally marry out of their kitchens.

fb. To contract a matrimonial alliance with. Oh.

1476-7 1 aslan Lett. III. 168 My husbonde. .wold that je

schuld go un to my maistresse yowr modur, and asaye if

3e myght gete the hole xx Ii. in to jowr handes, and then

he wolde be more gladd to marye with 5owe, and will

gyffe jowe an C Ii.

c. transf. anAJig. To enter into intimate union ;

to join, so as to form one.

MARS.

862
&amp;lt;IIK

Parents, he is loath they should ever marry againe. 185
TKNNYSON hi Mem. Ixxxv, First love, first friendship, equ:

powers, That marry with the virgin heart. 1855 Brook

81, I . . crost By that old bridge, .where the waters marry.

Marry (marri), int. Obs. exc. arch, or dial.

I \&amp;gt;rms: 4-6 marie, 4-7 mary, 5-7 marye, 6

marrye, 6-7 marrie, (9 dial, marrey), 5- marry.

[Originally, the name of the Virgin MARY used

as an oath or an ejaculatory invocation. In the

1 6th c., when marry had prob. ceased to be com

monly apprehended as anything more than a mere

interjection, the sound of the oath By Mary Gipcy

(i.e. By St. Mary of Egypt ) seems to have sug

gested the addition to it of the interjections GIP,
GUP

; and, as these were commonly used in driving

horses, the equivalent come up (COME v. 69 lc) was

afterwards substituted.] An exclamation of as

severation, surprise, indignation, etc.

a. Simply. (.Often used in answering.! question,
and implying surprise lhat it should be asked :

= why, to be sure .)

c 1350 Will. Paltrne 4840 if arie, sire , sede
)&amp;gt;e

messageres

}e mowe vs wel trowe, be milde mayde meliors in palerne
now dwelles. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeoin. Prol. ts T. 509
Ye sire, and wol ye so? Marie ther-of I pray yow hertely !

, 1450 /&amp;gt;//. llusli. ft Gent, in Roy RfJe tne (Arb.) 136
HmboxdmaH. Howe dyd they youre auncesteres compel!?
C.intillman. Mary in threatnynge the paynes of hell. 1550
LEVER Serin. (Arb.) 128 Yea marrye, why should we not

kepe oure corne in oure owne barnes? 1553 LATIMKR Serin.

(1584) 227 b, What is that? Marry fayth : and beliefe. 1598
SHAKS. Merry Ii . i. i. 170, I will say marry trap with you
[?= be off with you J, if you riiiine the nut-hooks humor on

me. 1605 WILLKT llcxapla Gen. 405 Many suddenlie will

say (marye) hauing no intent to sweare. 1693 CONC.REVE

Old Kiich. I. iv, Marry, quotha ! I hope, in heaven, I have

a greater portion of grace. 1766 GOLDSM. ^ /V. W. xii, Marry,

hang the idiot, .to bring me such stuff, 1816 SCOTT Antiq.

xxxv, Marry, my lord, the fhtxa had the better. 1855
ROBINSON \Vkitby Gloss. s.v., One person says,

It is coming
on rain, the other will add, Ay Marrey ! it is, sure enough ,

f b. with asseverative words : marry (a) Gfif,

marry (and] amen. Also marry of God, God s

marry, marry a me, marry of me (all in Look

about you, 1600 . Obs.
c 1574-5 G. HARVEY Story M. llan ty Wks. (Grosart) III.

94 By y Marie-god. 1592 SHAKS. Rout, fy 7ltl- Iv - v- 8 God
forgiue me : Marrie and Amen : how sound is she a sleerje ?

1600 Look aboutyou E 3 b, Mary a god my wife would chide

me dead. 1601 SHAKS. Tuitl. -V. iv. ii. 109 God buy you
good sir Topas: Marry Amen. I will sir, I will. 1606

Hi YWOOD 2x4 PI. Ktunu not tne Wks. 1874 I. 267 Shake

hands; by the many-god, Sir Thomas, what else! 1695
CONGREVE I.oi e for L. in. i, Miss ! miss ! miss Prue !

mercy on me, marry and amen ! Why, what s become of

the child 1

c. with interjection or exclamatory phrase :

marry gip, marry (and} gup (gap, gep, gulp, in

Scott erron.
&amp;lt;/?/)

: see GIP, GUP, QUEP ints. Also

marryfaugh, marry-go-look (in quot. used as sb.).

[1513 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 1455 Thynke what ye wyll
Of this wanton byl! ; By Mary Gipcy, Quod serifsi, scripsi.]

1590 GREENE Nfz er too late ll. (1600) K3 Marry gep
giglet. thy loue sits on thy tongs end. 159* LYLY Mitins

v. ii, Melancholy? marie gup, is melancholy a word for

abarbars mouth? 1598 E. GUILFIN Skial. (1878) 44 Mary
and gup ! haue I then lost my cap? 1600 DEKKER Slice-

maker s Hoi. ii. (1862) 12, I . . looked at him, he at me,
indeed spake to him, but he to me not a word, Marry
gip, thought I, with a wanion ! He past by me as proud
Marry foh! are you grown humorous, thought I? 1601

MUNDAY Downfall Earl Unntington i. i. (1828) 15 He
thinketh all lost In tumbling of books Of marry go looks.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. vi. D, Marry fah, hang-em.

1605 CHAPMAN etc. Eastw. Hoe i. i. Qvick. Mary lough

goodman flat-cap. 1607 HEYWOOO Fayre Mayde E.rch.

Wks. 1874 II. 43 Mary gip Minx. 1611 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Taylors MottaWks. (1630) n. 44/1 Marry gep With a

horse night-cap doth your ladeship skip? 1631 Celestiiia

xvul. 179 Imbrace him? Mary gup with a murraine ! I had
rather see him under the power and rigour of the law.

1663 BUTLER Hitd. i. iii. 202, 1 thought th hadst scorn d to

budge a step, For fear. (Quoth Echo) Marry guep. Am
not I here to take thy part? 1676 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer
ill. i, Marry-gep ! if it had not been for me, thou hadst

been yet but a hearing-counsel at the bar. 1699 M ISAURUS

Honour ofGout (1720) 34 Marry Gap, quoth she.

d. Marry come up : used to express indignant
or amused surprise or contempt :

= hoity-toity .

1591 SHAKS. Rom. 4- Jul. n. v. 64 Marrie come vp 1 trow,

Is this the Poultis for my aking bones ? 1608 Per. iv. vi.

159. 1642 J. KATON Honey-c. Free Justif. 14 Taunting
and reproachful! termes, as, Marry come np. 1663 COWLF.V

Cutter ofCuleman St. Wks. 1710 n. 804 Marry come up:
won t one of my chusing serve your turn as well as one of

your own. 174* FIELDING J. Amirf-.vs iv. i, Slipslop, .de

parted tossing her Nose, and
crying, Marry come up!

there are some People more jealous than I, I !&amp;gt;elie\e .

Tom Jones x. iv, Her tongue .. muttered many marry-

come-ups* . . with other such indignant phrases. 1863

BORROW Wild Wales I. xxiv. 276 Unworthy? marry come

up ! 1 won t hear such an expression.

Marry,Marryce, obs. ft MARROW rf. 1
,
MAKISH.

Marry-gold, obs. form of MARIGOLD.

Harrying (mK ri|irj),
vbl. sb. [f.

MARRY T.

+ -IXG !.]
1 he action of the verb MARRY.

a 1300 Cursor Af. io6=;7 Bot maria wald na mariing, Bot

maiden liue til hir ending. 1549 SIR T. HOBY Tray. (1902)

17 Venice . . they have a wonderous great ceremome abowt
the marying of the see. 1579 E. K. (,7ir. Spenser s Sheph.
Cat. Mar. 97 He was busie aboute the marying of rolyxena.

1667 MILTON / . L. xi. 716 All now was tum d to jollitie

.. Marrying or prostituting, as befell. 1891 Atlicnsnim

17 Jan. 86/3 There is plenty of love and some marrying.

b. atlrib. as in marrying age, Jay; t marrying

riiig, a wedding-ring.
1504 in Bury II ills iCamden) 98 Item 1 bequeth to ou

Lady of Walsyngh m .. my marveng ryng. 1S46 J- &quot;&quot;

WOOD I ror. (1867) 1 5 Sens our one mariyng or marryng dale.

,1 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. I III. 240 b, Aboute her mariyng

ryng was written : God sende me wel to kepe. 1869 TOZER

Ilighl. Turkey II. 120 Daughters. .when they reach nine

teen. .are looked upon as almost past the marrying age.
&quot;

Marrying (mx-ri|irj), ///. a. [f.
MARRY v.

+ -INC; -.J a. Inclined or likely to marry, b. That

performs the marriage ceremony.
1778 Miss Bl KNF.Y Evelina Ixxv, I think Miss Anville the

loveliest of her sex ; and, were 1 a marrying man, she, of all

the women I have seen, I would fix upon for a ife. 1855

DICKENS Dorrit n. xv, She had not thought Edmund a

marrying man. 1861 THACKEKAY Four C.eorges i, Duke

George, the marrying duke. 1891 E. KINI.LAKE A ustralian

at H. 62 If a minister knowingly marries a minor without

consent of guardians he is liable to a fine of 300. . . These

marrying gentry- are not much given to inquiring into the

circumstances under which their clients come to them.

t Marry-muff, sb. and int. Obs. Also 7 mary-,
maramuffe.
A. sb. Some kind of cheap textile fabric; a

garment made of this.

1604 MeetingofGallants Ii 2!), He that would haue braude

it., might haue made a Sute of Sattin cheaper in the

I lasile-time, then a Sute of Marry-murTe in the Tearme-

time. 1604 MnmLKTON An! f, .\iflit. F 3, She drewe hi-r

while riountifull hand ont of her Mary-muffe, and quoited
a single Halfe.peny. 1640 in Enlick London (1766) II. 178

Piramides or Maramuffe, the piece, narrow, i&amp;lt;/.

B. int. Used as a derisive exclamation. (Cf.

MAHEY /.)
1601 MIDDLKTON Blurt II. ii, Wearied Sir? mary muffe.

1605 TryallChe-.-alr. in Bulleni . I l. (1884) III. 288 Mary
mufti ! . . I scorne to humble the least part about me to

give answere to such a trothing question. 1613 WIIHFK
Aliases Stript i. in Juvenilia (1653) 13 His Poetry is such

as he can cull From Plaies. . And yet
his fine coy Mistresse,

Mary-MufTe, The soonest taken with such broken stuffe.

Marryner, obs. form of MARINES.

Marrys, variant of MARIS Obs., womb.

Marrys(h, obs. forms of MAHISII.

Mars (majz). Also 4-5 Marcz,Maros,Maroe.

[a. L. Mars (stem Mart-), app. a reduced form of

the archaic Mdvors (Afavtrt-). The Oscan name
of the god, Mamers (Manicrl-} is prob. cognate,

at least so far as the first element is concerned.]

1. The Roman god of war ; identified from an

early period with the Greek Ares. Often, after

Roman practice, used for: Warfare, warlike

prowess, fortune in war.

Camp orfield ofMars, Mars field, the Campus Martius

at Rome. Mars kill, liillofMars, the Areopagus at Athens.

r374 CHAUCER Coinpl. Mars 75 (Harl.) Venus kyssith

Mars [Cam*. MS. Marcs] be god of armes. 1387-8 T. USK
Test. Lai e I. vii. ii (Skeat), I profered my body, .that Mars
shulde have juged the ende. 1411 HOCCLEVE De Keg.
PriiK. 3905 Mars ha|&amp;gt;

euer ben frend to jour worbi lyne.

1590 C TESS PEMBROKE Antonie 1061 A man .. In Maises

schole who neuer lesson learn d. t6o SHAKS. Ham. HI. iv.

57 An eye like Mars, to threaten or command. 1611 BIBLE

Acts xvii. 22 Then Paul stood in the mids of Mars-hill.

1616 HOI.YDAY Persius Sat. v. (ed. 2) D 3, A third doth

Mars-field wrastlings duely keepe [L. Hie canifo indulge!}.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 04 Bengala is a Province

. .peopled with Mahometans and Idolaters, addict to Mars
and Merchandize, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Son of
Mars, Soldier. 1715 POPE Iliad n. 139 Ye sons of Mars!

partake your leaders care. 1785 BURNS Jolly Beggars,
I am a son of Mars, who have been in many wars.

b. allusively. A great warrior.

1569 PRESTON Catnbyses 10 A manly Marsis heart he bare.

593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. iii. 101 The Black Prince, that yong
Mars of men. c 1630 RISDON Sur-.i. Devon 134 (1810) 149
This Mars vanquished the Arragonois.

2. Astr. The fourth planet in the order of distance

from the sun, revolving in an orbit lying between

that of the Earth and Jupiter.
The hill or plain ofMars : in Palmistry, the fleshy part

of the thumb.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2589 Hypermn., A rede Mars was

that tyme of the sere So feble that his maleyce is hym be-

raft. 1578 BANISTER Hitt. Man iv. 62 b, That fleshy part

of the thombe, which Palmesters do tcrme the hill of Mars.

i 1601 SHAKS. A ir* Well i. i. 206 Hel. You were borne vnder



MARSALA.
a charitable starre. Par. Vmler Mars I. 1630 A&quot;. Johnson s

Kingd. fy Coininu . 15 Those who have Mars Lord in their

Nativities, become either Souldiers or Trades-men. 1653
R. SANDERS Physingn. 56 Wee allow to Mars all that space
within the Triangle, which is made by the line of the Liver,
that of the Head, and that of Saturn ; and we call that place
the Plain of Mars,., the strongest place of the Hand. 1855
TENNYSON Maud m. vi. 13 [She] pointed to Mars As he

glow d like a ruddy shit-Id on the Lion s breast.

fb. OldChein. The name ol the metal iron. Obs.

Crystals, salt, or vitriol of Mnrs : green vitriol, (ferrous

sulphate). Extract ofMars : a tincture of a salt of iron

(Sytl. Sec. Lex. 1889). Saffron ofAlttrs, Mars stiffron : =
I crocus of iron (see CROCUS 3).

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeoin. Frol. % T. 274 Sol gold is, . .

Mars Iren Mercuric quyk siluer we clepe. 1676 BOYLE
AV?c Exper. Fluids n. in Phil. Trans. XI. 807 A Mass of

Regulus made of Antimony without Mars. 1678 SALMON
Loud.

l)isj&amp;gt;. 836/2 Filings of Steel are digested in Spirit of

Vitriol, to make Vitriol of .Mars. Ibitl., The Salt of .Mars.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Crocus, Crocus martis aperiens,
opening saffron of mars. 1758 [see JUTITER 2 b].

fc. Her. The name for the tincture red in

blazoning by the names of the heavenly bodies. Obs.

1572 lIossEwEi.i. An/writ- 11. 67 The fielde is partie per
Fesse, Saturne, and Mars.

d. = Mars yellow : see 3.

1899 B. W. WARHURST Colour Diet. 47 Mars, dull deep
yellow, also an orange.
3. altrib, and Comb., as Mars-adoring, -beloved,

-daunting, -like acljs. ; Mara colours, as Mars
brown, red, violet, yellow, pigments prepared from

earths, and coloured with iron oxide
; f Mars-

starred a., born under the planet Mars.
111649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. J ocms Wks. (1711) 39/1 A
-Mars-adoring brood is here. 1598 SYLVESTER Dit llartas

11. ii. 11. Babylon 688 &quot;Mars-daunting Martialist. IHd.
H. i. n. Imposture 628 The valiant Heav n-assisted sword
Of &quot;Mars-like Essex. 1894 Altit-n:rnin 5 May 584/2 Her
&quot;mars-red gown over a yellow petticoat. 1635 HEYWOOD
Hierarch. vi. 395 The Scythians (souldiers not to be
despis d) A &quot;Mars-starr d people.

Mars, obs. form of MARCH sb. 1
(the month).

II Marsala (majsa-la). Also Marsalla. [The
name of a town on the west coast of Sicily.] (More
fully Marsala wine.) A class of white wines re

sembling a light sherry, exported from Marsala.
1806 JEFFERSON in Harper s Mag. (1885) Mar. 541 Two

Pipes Marsalla wine. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snots xxv,
I prefer sherry to marsala when I can get it.

Marscal, -schal, -schel, etc. : see MARSHAL.
Mars(e)banker, -bunker,var.ff. MOSSBUNKER.
I

I Marseillais
(mars&amp;lt;7f) ,

a. (s6.) Also 7
Marsillies, 8 Marsellois, 9 Marseillois (angli
cized Marseiilese). [Fr., f. Marseille Marseilles :

cf. -ESE.]
1. adj. Belonging or pertaining to Marseilles.
1686 tr. Chardin s Trav. Persia 1.7 [The Turks call Spanish

money] Marsillies, by reason that the Merchants of Marseilles
first brought it in great Quantities into Turkic. 1864 in

WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

2. atsol. as sb. pi. a. Inhabitants of Marseilles.
1837 CARI.YI.E Fr. Rev. vi. iv, Those black-browed Mar.

seillese marching, dusty, unwearied. 1839 PennyCycl. XIV.
446/2 The Marseillois appear to have been actively engaged
in the Crusades.

b. Hist. The membere of the Cordeliers Club
in the French Revolution.

795 &quot;&quot; Barniel s Hist. Clergy during Fr. Rev. 2n [The
section] of Cordeliers had taken the name of Marsellois.

II Marseillaise (marayfz, majsel^-z). Also
Marseillois e, Marseillais. [Fr., fern, of prec.]
(Also Marseillaise hymn.) The national song of the
French Republic, written and composed by Rouget
de 1 Isle in 1792 ; so named from having been first

sung in Paris by a band of patriots from Marseilles.
1826 MOOKE Copy Intenep. Desp. viii, If the Marseillois

Hymn could command Such audience, though yell d by a
Sans-culotte crew. 1837 SCOTT Napoleon V. 66 Chenier,
author of the hymn of the Marseilloise. [1831 CARLYLE.SVzr^.
Kts. ill. iii.Vour. . Marseiilese Hymns, and Reignsof Terror.]
1843 BORROW BiMe in Spain vii, The drunkard then com
menced singing, or rather yelling, the Marseillaise hymn.
1848 [see LABIAL a. A. ij.

b. Comb.- Marseillaise-wise&amp;lt;zrfz .,inthe manner
customary when singing the Marseillaise.
1870 DICKENS E. Drood ii, As the boy. .lays a hand on

Jasper s shoulder, Jasper cordially and gaily lays a hand on
Ins shoulder, and so Marseillaise-wise they go in to dinner.

Marseilles (mais^-lz). Also 8 Marsailles.
[The Eng. name of a seaport (in Fr. Marseille) in
southern Fiance ; used altrib. and ellipl]
1. A stiff cotton fabric, similar to pique

1

. Also
Marseilles quilting.
1761 BICKERSTAFFE Love in Village in. iv. (1765) 60

(our counterpanes in Marsailles quilting. 1824 Miss MIT-
FORD Village Ser. I. 223 Her exterior garment was always
quilted, varying.. from simple stuff, or fine white dimity, or
an obsolete manufacture called Marseilles, up to silk and
satin. 1893 GEORGIAN* HILL I/hi. Eng. Dress II. 234White waistcoats of Marseilles quilting were generally worn.
i. Marseilles hartwort, French haitwort, Seseli

torliiosum ^formerly massiliense). Marseilles
vi negar,Acetum prophylacticum or thieves vinegar.
1822 PARIS Pharinacologia (ed. 5) II. 15 not?, Thieves Vine

gar, or Marseilles Vinegar. 1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.
Marsella : see MAKCELLA.
Marsenient, obs. variant of MERCEMENT.
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Marsh (miuj). Forms : a. i mersc, meersc,
merisc, 3 mersche, 3-6 mershe, 4 merss, 4, (7)
mersh, 5 merseh, merche, merssh(e ; Ii. f&amp;gt;

mars(s)he, marche, 7-9 dial, march, 9 dial.

mash, 5- marsh. [OK. ntysc, myisc masc.
.M.I )u. Hicrsc!i{e masc., fern., MLG.mersc/i, marsch,
masck iem., neut., whence G. marsch fern., Da.
marsk neut.

; repr. W.Ger. *marisk- (whence med.L,.
mariscus and its Rom. forms : see MAUISH sb) f.

OTcut. *mari- sea, lake. MKBE sb. : see -ISH.]
I. 1. A tract of low lying land, flooded in winter

and usually more or less watery throughout the year.
t 725 Corfus Gloss. (Hessels) C 140 Caliiictnin, mersc.

971 Blickl. Gloss. 261/1 On s[a]ltne mersc, in stiUila^inem.
a 1250 Oit l A

1

-

Night. 304 Wenestu that haveck bo the worse,
Thoj crowe bi-grede himbi the mershe ! 1382 WYCLIF (ien.
xli. 18 Seuen oxen.. the which in the pasture of mershe
[1388 marreis] the grene leswis cheseden. t 1475 / /&amp;lt;/. (W.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 796/17 Hoc inarcscnni, a merche. 1523
Ll). BgRNBRS Froiss. \. xviii, There were ineruaylouse
great marshes and daungerous passages. 1594 SIIAKS.
Rich, III, v. iii. 345 My Lord, the Enemy is past the Marsh.
1673 TiiMi LK Obs. United t rift . Wks. 1751 I. 8 By.. the
Course of Waters from the higher into lower ( Grounds, .the
flat Land grows to be a Mixture of Earth and Water,.,
which is call d a Marsh. 1770 N. NICHOI.LS in C orr. .

Gray (1843) 118 The marshes which I see from my bed
chamber window are become an ocean. 1835 THIRI.WAI.L
Greece i. I. n The lake is little more than a marsh, con
taining some deep pools. 1875 JOWF.IT 1 iafo (ed. 2) I. 490
Like ants or frogs about a marsh.

II. attrib. and Comb.
2. a. -Simple attrib. sometimes passing into adj.

(cf. MAUISH) : Consisting of a marsh or marshes
;

existing, found, or constructed in marshes; arising
from or caused by marshes or their exhalations.
II.., etc. [see MARSHLAND]. 1386 CH.UTER Sontf-n. T.

lEllcsin. MS.) Ther is in Yorkshire.. A rnerssh \other texts

mersshy] contree called Holdernesse. 1523 r nzuK.KH. Ilusl\

54 Peny grasse. .growcth lowe by the erthe in a marsshe
grounde. 1634 W. WOOD Nino F.ng. i msf. (1865) 44 On
the other side of the River lieth all their Medow and
Marsh-ground for Hay. 1726 LEONI Albert?s Arcliit. II.

no/ 1 Of all Marsh-water that is accounted the very worst
which breeds horse-leeches. 1799 Hied. Jrnl. II. 181 Not
far dissimilar from marsh-miasmata. 1813 VANCOUVER
Agric. De&quot;. on 30.? Should ihe marsh-ouze be required for

ploughed ground, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. .Ynu Aw^etc.
(1821) I. 183 The substance which here so rapidly accumu
lates is what in this country is called marsh-mud ; the mate
rial, of which its salt marshes are composed. 1852 WIGGINS
Embanking 75 In Essex, .the soil is particularly favourable,
both to sustain embankments, and as a material for making
them, and is called Marsh clay. 1869 E. A. PARKF.S i ract.

Hygiene (ed. 3) 71 Villages placed under the same condition*
as to marsh air.

b. Applied to persons, animals, and plants living
in marshes.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 165 The.same.. driveth
Gnats or marsh-flies out of a house. 1626 BACON Syli a
526 To take Marsh-Herbs, and Plant them upon Tops of

Hills, and Champaignes. a 1861 WOOLNER My l!eanti/ui
Lady (1863) 109 Lone marsh-birds winged their misty (light.

1870 SWINBURNE Ess. H Stud. (1875) 326 A tuft of marsh-
lilies midway on a steep and bare hill-side. 1890 R. BOL-
DREWOOD Miner s Right (1899) 122/2 Dismal waterlogged
flats, where only the marsh-frogs made chorus.
3. Objective, instrumental, locative, etc., as marsh-

dweller ; marsh-dwelling, -girt, -like adjs.
1891 J. A. OWEN etc. Fishing Village 287 The slow think

ing and acting graziers and old &quot;marsh dwellers. 1889
C. C. R. Up for the Season 259 Sad, &quot;marsh-dwelling,

death ? 1888 RIDER HAGGARD Maiwas Revenge iv. (1891)
40 We. .took up the spoor. .and followed it into the marsh-
like land beyond.
4. Special combinations : t marsh butter, ? =

bog-butter (see Boo s//.
1
4) ; marsh fever, malaria

fever ; marsh-fire, -light, a will-o -the-wisp ;

t marsh mutton, mutton reared on Tilbury
Marshes in Essex, from September to Christmas

;

marsh-poisoning, poisoning caused by the in

halation of vapours rising 1rom marshes ; marsh
rod, a measure of length used for embanking work
(see quots.) ; f marsh wall, a dike

; marsh-work,
work done on marshes; also f an establishment for

j

making salt by evaporation of sea-water. See also !

MAE.SH-GAS, MARSHLAND, MARSHMAN.
c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 217 Tak anote schale, &

ful hyt wy(&amp;gt;
&quot;merseh butter. 1752 PRINGLE Obs. Dis. Army

(1765) 173 These &quot;marsh-fevers are..apt.. after intermitting
for some days, to change again into continual fevers of a
putrid and malignant nature. 1801 HAMILTON (title) On ;

Marsh Remittent Fever. 1882 OUIUA Maremiiia I. 38
Her sons had died of the marsh fever. 1865 BARING-GOULD
ll ere^volvcs 3 Its tongue out, and its eyes glaring like
marsh-fires. 1870 MORRIS Karthly Par. III. iv. 213 With

gleaming, sand choked, reed-clad pools, And &quot;marsh-lights
for the mock of fools. 1770 H. CHAMBERLAIN Sum. Land.
649/2 This is what the butchers call, by way of excellence
right &quot;marsh million . 1885-8 FAGGE & PYE-SMITII I riitc.

Med. (ed. 2) I. 186 The remittent forms of marsh-poison
ing. 1790 Trans, .toe. Arts VIII. 94 At the rate of thirty
shillings the &quot;marsh rod of twenty-one feet. 1852 WIGGINS
Embanking in At 5*. per marsh rod of 18 feet forward.

577 B. GOOGE Heresliach s Hnsb. I. (1586) 9 Some building
vpon Riuers, some without or within the &quot;Marshe walles.

1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4453/3 A Dwelling-house and a
&quot;Marsh-work. .with large Store-ponds, and Sun-ponds, for

MARSH.

]

making of Brine. 1869 P.I.ACKMORK I.orna D. liv, Seeingthus no track of men, nor anything but marshwork and
stormwork. 1897 &quot;Jrnl. K. Ag,ic. .S-. Dec. 614 The boots
. .are similar to those used for marsh-work.

b. In names of animals inhabiting marshes, as
marsh blackbird, the American red-winged black -

bird or starling, Ageisms phcenicetis ; marsh cow
J\iltxont., a breed of cattle of which the remains

; are found in the Swiss lake-villages; marsh deer,
a South American deer, CariacHspaludosus; marsh-
diver, some kind of marsh-bird, ?the \Vater Rail,
tiallus ayualicus ; marsh-fish, the mudfish, Amia
calva; marsh-goose, the greylag goose, Anserci-
ncreus; marsh harrier, the moor buzzard, Circus

irniginosus ; marsh hawk, the American marsh
harrier, C. /unison/us ; marsh hen, the moorhen,
Callimilachloropus ;

( . .\. applied to other rails,

esp. l\allus elegans and K. crepitans ;
marsh hog

1 alieont., a variety of the domestic swine of which
the remains are found in the Swiss lake-villages;

,

marsh quail U.S., the meadow lark. Sturnclla

magna; marsh ringlet, the butterfly Ca-iioiiymf/ui
Jlavns (Stainton /;///. flutter/lies 1867); marsh
shrew, a North American aquatic shrew, A eosorex

fa/iiitns; marsh tern, the gull-billed tern, Sterna

anglica, or the genus llyjrochelidon ;
marsh tit

;

or titmouse, I ants faliist; is; marsh worm, a
worm used as a bait in angling (see quot. 1856) ;

marsh wren U.S., awren of the genus Cislolhonts.
1831 A. WILSON & HONAPARIF. Anier. Ornitli. I. 199 They

[red-winged starling^] rue knoun by varii&amp;gt;ns names in the
different Slates of the Union; -udi as.. marsh blackbird
[etc.]. 1863 I.YKLL

A&amp;gt;i!i,/.
Man 24 I here were two races

of cattle, the most common being of small si/e, and called
by Rutimeyer. .the marsh cow. 1893 K. LYDKKKER Horns
*r lloc/s 343 The &quot;marsh-deer (C. paludosus). 1847
TENNYSON j rtncess iv. 105 &quot;Marsh-tiivrrs, rather, maid,
Shall croak thee sister. 1836 J. RICHARDSON fauna Her.
A liter, in. 236 Ainia ocflliciuul.i. Maish-fish. 1768
PENNANT Brit. Zool. II. 448 The marsh-goose, or grey-
leg. 1802 G. MONTAGU Ornitlt. Diet. (1831) 315 &quot;Marsh

(

Harrier. A name for the Moor I!u//aid. 1831 A. WILSON
S liosApARTE Antcr. Ornith. I. 90 Formerly the &quot;marsh

1 hawk used to be numerous alonj; the Schuylkill and Dela-
I ware. 1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1831) iSSG.illinule

.. Provincial. Moor-ben. &quot;Marsh-hen, a 1849 Pop. Gold
.Ci Jupiter.. bustled about to prepare some marsh-hens

for supper. 1863 LVELL Anti,/. M.in 25 There were two
tame races of ihe pig.., one large.. the other smaller, called
the &quot;marsh-hog

1

,
or Sits scrofa palustris. 1883 Century

Mttff. 653 The meadow laik or &quot;marsh quail. 1829 J. RICH
ARDSON Fauna Bor. A liter. I. 5 Sorex I tilustris, American
*
Marsh-Shrew. 1831 A. WILSON & BONATARTE Atiter. Ornith.

III. 152 The &quot;marsh tern is fourteen inches in length [etc-].

1852 MACGILLIVRAY Hist. Brit. Rtnis V. 658 Hydroehelidfn
nigra, the Black Marsh-tern. 1802 (i. Mosr.u.u Ornith.
Diet., &quot;Marsh Tit. 1676 WillugUys Ornitlwl. 175 The
&quot;Marsh Titmouse or Black.cap. 1653 WALTON Angler
iv. 94-5 The &quot;marsh-worm. 1856 STONKHKNGE Brit. Rural
Sforts 236/1 The Marsh-Worm, or Blue-Head, is found in
moist and undrained localities .. In colour they are of a
light dirty or brownish-purple. 1831 A. WILSON & BONA.
PAKTE Amer. Ornith. II. 194 The marsh wren arrives in

Pennsylvania about the middle of May.
c. In the names of many plants that grow in

marshes, as marsh asphodel, Xailhecium ossi-

fragum; + marsh beetle (BEETLE s/&amp;gt;.*),
the reed-

mace, Tyfha latifolia ; marshbent (grass), Agros-
tis vitlgaris; marsh centaury, Cicendiajiliformis ;

marsh fern, Nephrodium Thelypleris; marsh
flower, any species of Limnanlhemttm, esp. /.

nymphmoides ;
marsh gentian, Centiana Pneu-

monanthe
;
marsh gilliflower, ragged robin, Lych

nis Fios-cuculi
;
marsh grass, any grass that grows

in marshy land, spec, one of the genus Spartina ;

marsh-locks, Comanim palustre ;
marsh nut,

the marking-nut, Semecarpus Anacardiitm
; marsh

orchis, Orchis latifolia ; marsh penny-wort,
llydrocotyle vulgaris ; f marsh pestle = marsh
beetle ; marsh reed, fliragmites commnnis ;

tmarsh rocket, a kind of watercress
;
marsh

rcsemary, Ledum paluslre, Andromeda polifolia,
Statice Limoniiim, or S. caroliniana (Treas. Hot.) ;

marsh samphire, glasswort, Salicornia herbacea
;

marsh tea, Ledum palustre (Cent. Diet.) ;
marsh

trefoil [tr. L. Trifolium palustre }, the buckbean,
Menyanthes trifvliata. Also MARSH - MALLOW,
MARSH MARIGOLD, MARSHWORT.
For marsh arrow-grass, in. bog-bean, in. cinque/oil, in,

clover, tti. daisy, tit. elder, tn. /ehvort, in. jleawort, m.
haivfi{s\iveett, m.kelleborine, in. hog sfennel, in. horse-tail,
in. lonseiuort, in. parsley, etc., see these words.

1863 PRIOR Plant-it. 145
* Marsh Asnhodel. 1578 LYTE

Dodoens IV. liii. 513 Turner calleth it.. in Englishe, Reede
Mace, and Cattes taylc : to the which we may ioyne others,
as WaterTorche, *Marche Betill, or Pestill. 1764 Museum
Ritsticnin II. Ixxxviii. 300 The grass, .proved to be the flote

fescue, with a mixture of the &quot;marshbent. 1857 Miss PRATT
Flon-er PI. V. 70 &quot;Marsh Bent-grass, 1796 WITHERING
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 194 Kxtieumjiliforinc. . Least Gen
tian, &quot;Marsh Centory. 1857 Miss PRATT Flo^ver. PI. VI.

173 &quot;Marsh Fern. 1866 Treas. Bot., &quot;Marsh-flower, Litn-
natitheinitm. 1722 QUINCY Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2) 349
*Marsh-Gentian. 1578 LYTE Dodoens II. vii, 157 The fourth

. .is called V etonica sylttestris : in English wilde Williams,
&quot;Marshegillofers, or Cockow gillofers. 1796 MORSE Atner.

90



MARSHAL. 186 MARSHAL.
Gcog. I. 180 Every appearance of a salt marsh, that is *marsh
grass, marsh mud, and brackish water. 1776 WITHERING
Hot. Arrangent. Vegetables I. 310 Comarnm .. t atnstre,
Marshlucks. 1866 Trt-tis. Hot. 1047/2 Malacca-beans or

&quot;Marsh-nuts. 1857 Miss I KATT Flower. /Y. V. aio*Marsh
Orchis. 1761 SIILLISGFLEET Cat. Flora 27 June, &quot;Marsh

. . , grows by t

rivers and in standing waters. 1739 MILLER Card. Diet.
II. Stsytiibt nun palitstrg minus. .the lesser *Marsh-rocket.

1787 tr. Linnxns Fain. Plants I. 294 Ledmn. *Marsh

Rosemary. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Pot, \. App.
173 Statiff limoniitm (marsh-rosemary, sea-lavender). 1727
THRF.LKEI.D Synopsis Stirphtm Htbern. F2b, The Eng
lish use the pickled shoots like Sampire to stir up an

Appetite, and call it &quot;Marsh-sampire. 1597 GKRARDI:
Herbal n. cccclxxxi. 1025 Marish Trefoile is called.. in

English marsh Clauer, *marsh Trefoile, and I uckes Beanes.

1764 Museum Rnsticum I. 435 That the marsh-trefoil will

cine the rot, I cannot, from experience, corroborate.

Marsh, obs. form of MASH .i, MKSH.
Marshal ^nijrjjal), sb. Forms : a. 3 marescal,

3-9 rnareschal, 5 maresshall, mareschaul,
5 7 mareshall, 6 mareschall(e, marischale, 7

mariscall, 7-8 marishal, 8 marischal, rnaras-

chal; #.
, ,-4 marschal, 3-5 marchal, marschalle,

4 marscal, 4-5 marschale. marchall, 4 6 mar-
Nchiill, 4 y marshall, 5 marschael, -schail,

marchale, -chell, marshalle, -schel(l, -sshall,

ruerschale, -sshall, 5-6 mershall, 6 merchal,
marchaele, 4- marshal

; y. 4 marcial, 5 mar-

chiale, 5-6 marciall, marcheall, 6 7 martiall,

7 marshial, 7, 9 martial, [a. OK. mareschal,
rnarescat (mod.K. marshal) = Vf.manescalc-s^ It.

mariscalcQ) maliscah O, maniscaho farrier, marshal

(Sp., Pg. marisitil. It. tttareseia/fo, marshal, are

from OFr. or Fr.) : Krankish Latin ntanscalnts,
ad. OHG. marahstalh or OS. *marhscalc (MUG.
marschahh, -schalc, early mod.G. marschalk, later

marscha!l\ ML&amp;lt; \, marschalk, M Du. matrscha/c,
mod.Du. maarschalk\ S\v. marskalk, Da. marshal
are from LG.) : OTeut. type *marhoskalko-z lit.

horse-servant
,

f. *marho-z hoise (whence fern.

*marhja MARK) f *$kalko-z servant (OK. scealf

servant, G. schalk rogue). Compounds of equiva
lent meaning are OS. elm-scale, OK. horsfe&n.
For the development Ijy which a word originally meaning

a groom or stable-man tame to be a title of various high
offices in royal households and in the army, cf, the parallel

history of CONSTABLE. In Fr. and It. the sense farrier
has subsisted alongside the use as a title of dignity ; in the
Teut. langs. only the titular use has survived.]

f 1. a. One who tends horses ; esp. one who
treats their diseases, a farrier. (Cf. horse-marshal
s.v. HOKSK sl&amp;gt;. 27.) b. A shoeing smith. [F.
marshal Vt ttrinaire, marshalferrant.] Obs.

( 1330 R. KiirxN-K C/tmn II ace (Rolls) 11179 P^r maistres
mareschnls ferde aboute, Deliuered nines

[i&amp;gt;.r. stedesj wyj-
ynne & wy(&amp;gt;oute ; ISordes broughle, cordes & cables, &
made mangers to stande in stables. 1428 in Snrt,Ys A/IM.
(1888) i Hum, smyth in Houthnm and John Holgate, mars-
sball in the sulmrbe of Walmegatc. 1474 CAXTON Chtsse
in. Ji. E vj, Alle maner of werkmen ; as goldsmythes, mar-
challis, smythes of alle forges. 1588 Riihmond Wills (Sur^
tees) 256 note, I have made an estatt unto Robert Selbye,. .

of my tenement .. now in the tenure of Mr. Wedringlon,
mersnall, and of the housses, stables, and prownde ower
agaynst yt. 1618 SIR W.

HoPE(/ft6rjj
The Parfait Mare

schal, or, Compleat Farrier. 1639 T. UK GREY Coinpl.
Horsem. 45 Skilfull ferrier or marshall he shall never be.
t 17*0 W. GIHSON Farriers Guide u. xxii. (1738)71 Such
remedies as the Practise of the best Marishals has war
ranted.

2. One of the chief functionaries of a royal house
hold or court ; in the middle ages usually en
trusted with the military affairs of his sovereign.

a. A high officer of state in England ; now EARL
MARSHAL, q.v. Formerly also Marshal ofEngland,
High, A irtg s, Lord Marshal.
1258 F.ng. Praclam. Hen. Ill Rog liigod eorl on Northfolk

and Marescal on Engleneloand . 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)
10081 po be king adde normandie in god stat ibrou^t al put
lond he tok to loke willam

|&amp;gt;e
mareschal bat was erl of

penbroc. 1330 R. KRUNNK Citron. (1810) 292 After pe ers-

bisshop be erle Marschalle Rogere Bifor
\&amp;gt;e kyng ros vp.

1480 CAXTON L hrcn. kng. ccxiv. n 5 b, Thomas of Brother-
tone the Erie marchall. 1548 HAI.L Chron,, lien. II7 13
The erle of Westmorland his high Marshal. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. Il t iv. iv. 2 Heare this sealed liriefe With winged
haste to the Lord Marshall. 1596 DALRVMIM.F. tr. Leslie s
Hist. Scot. vui. 142 The Duke of Norfolk is sone, cheif Tre-
surer and Merchall in Jngland. toft aYLVBSTXa Du Bartas
n. i. n. /mtaf/wvfaS Alars-like Lssex, England s Marshall-
Earle. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 447/2 One of the principal ;

officers of state is the king s marshal, which office is now
held hereditarily by the duke of Norfolk.

b. (Usually with spelling marischal^} A similar

high officer of state in Scotland.
The office was hereditary in the family of Keith, and from

1458 the holder had the peerage title of Earl Marischal.
The office became extinct by the attainder of George loth
Earl Marischal in 1716.
c 1375 HARBOUR Kmce xi. 456 Schir Robert of Keth, that

wes Marshall of all the host of fee. 1461 Liber Flitstar-
densis x. x, Comes Kril Marschael [v,r. Marschail, Mar-
chiale] nominatus. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie^s /list, Scot.
v. 302 That in perpetuall ane of that surname (Keith] sal be
Mareschall in the kingis hous. 1715 EARL OF MAR Prod.

in Thanes Caivdor (Spalding Club) 41 1 Some of his faithful

subjects and servants met here, vi/. the Lurd Huntley, the

Lord Tullybardine, the Earl Marischal [etc.].

c. Karl Marshal of Ireland , a title conferred

in 1574 upon Walter Dcvereux, Earl of Essex.

3. As a title of military rank.

fa. In early use employed vaguely: A com
mander, general. Subsequently (esp. in the forms

marshal of the field or camp* FIELD-MARSHAL), an

officer of a definite rank, which varied according
to period and country. Obs.

&amp;lt;i 1300 Cursor M. 76so Of a thusand men o wal, He made
him ledder and marscal. 1362 LANGL. /*. /Y. A. in. 194
Hedde I be Marchal of his Men. 1456 SIR O. HAVE Law
Arms (S. T. S.) 112 The ledare of the bataille, that men
caliis now constable, or marschall in his absence, a 1450
Kttt. de la 7&amp;lt;Dwr(iB68) 16 The king of Hungry, that is of

right marschalle of cristendom in the werres ayenst the

hethen. 1548 UDALL, etc, Erasm. Par. Acts y.vC\\\. o-ioThe
marciall [L. trihnnus\ fearyng lest that Paul [etc.]. 1571
Dic.fiKs Pantom. Pref. Aijb, The Marshall of the fielde

shall . . appoynt place conuenient for his Campe. a 1587
&amp;lt;;ARKAKD Art ll^ar (1591) 234 The high Marshall of the

fielde, or maister of the Campe. 1593 NASHK L r
&amp;gt;ifort.

Trai&amp;gt;. Wks. (Grosart) V. 33 The Marshall general I of the

Held. 1611 HIBLE Jer. Hi. 12 Nebuxaradan the captain of
the guard [ntarg; chief marshal], u 1628 F. GKFVILLK
Sidney 11652) 143 Meeting the Marshall of the Camp lightly
armed. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Marshals are also Military
Officers, as the Camp-Marshal, who is the next Officer to
i he Lieutenant General.

fig. 1612 UACON /ijj., Atheism (Arb.) 332 That an Army*
of infinite small portions or seeds vnplaced should haue

produced this order, and beauty without a diuine Marshall.

b. A general officer of the highest rank in certain

foreign armies. Often as prefixed title, fin iSthc.

usually with semi-Fr. spelling mareschal.}
In the French army the full designation is Marfchnl de

I1 ranee (Englished Marshal ofFrance}.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Conim. 422 b, There were manye

of the Nobilitie taken, amonges whome was the hyghe
Mareshall of Fraunce. 1630 R. Johnson*s Kingd. A? Coinnnt:

157 For the Marshals 01 France, 18000 [crownes] apeece,
when they were but foure; for now it is a Title only, with
out either pension or command, save only in the foure cliiefe.

1710 STKELF, Tatler No. 174 r n He and the Duke of Ber
wick are to command the French Army, the rest of the

Mareschfils being only to assist in Council. 1752 HUMT
Kss. ff Treat. (1777) II. 285 Such is the excellence which
St. Kvremond ascribes to mareschal Turenne. 1816 J. SCOTT
I is. Paris (ed. 5) p. Ixi, Some of our Marshals have been
invited to visit the Allied lines. 1878 BROWNING J-a Saisia&quot;.

80 What miitht be the Marshal s next move, what Garn-
betta s counter-play.

t c. An officer in gome military orders. Obs.

1615 G, SANDYS Traz&amp;gt;. 230 The Marliall, the Malster
of the Hospital), the Admiral!, the Chancelor, &c, [of the

Knights of Malta].

1 4. An officer of a court of law answerable for

the charge and custody of prisoners and for the

keeping of order, and frequently entrusted with

the keeping of a prison. Also Marshal of the

Exchequer , ofthe Kings (or Queens} Bench. Obs.
These officers obtained the title as being deputies of the

Marshal of England (see 2 a).

1290 Becket 802 in S. Eng. Leg. \. 129 Obur is Marschales
scholden swi^e anon is bodi to prisone take. Ibid, 805 pe
Marchales i-redie weren to prisone him lede a-non. 1437
Rolls of I arlt. IV. 509/2 Was committed to the Marchall, m
prison to abide. 1485 Ibid. VI. 291/2 The same William, was
late Marshall of the Marshallsie of the Kings Bench. 1530
TINDAI.R Gen. Table Exp. Words s. v., And therfore 1 call

him cheffe marshall an officer as is the lefetenaunte of the

toure, or master of the marshalsye. 674 ^-&quot;h, A&amp;gt; Court
ofRome ^ He that . . goes at large on his Parole . ., is .. no
less a Prisoner, than when under Guard, and in the Mar
shals custody. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2541/2 William Lent-
hall Esq; now Marshal of the King s Bench. 1768 BI.ACK-
SIONK Connn. III. 285 When once the defendant is taken
into custody of the marshal), or prison-keeper of this court

[of king s bench]. 1855 [see MARSHALSEA ij.

b. Marshal of the culnriralty : an officer of the

Court of Admiralty.
1769 Ann. Ke^. 102 From the marshal of the admiralty in

Holderness. 1802 Naval Chron. VIII. 423 The Deputy
Marshal of the Admiralty.., with his silver oar. 1875
Encycl. Brit, \. 162 s.v. Admiralty^ The marshal is now
paid by a salary of 500, in addition to his travelling ex
penses.

e. Judges marshal: an official (now usually a

barrister) who accompanies a judge on circuit, and
is charged with certain duties chiefly secretarial.

1861 M.ARNOLD Lett. 20 Mar., My brother-marshal, young
Thesiger,. .is a very good fellow.

5. An officer charged with the arrangement of

ceremonies, esp. with the ordering of guests at a

banquet, etc. (in this use often f marshal ofthe halt].
In the English royal household the Marshal of the cere

monies is now an official of the Lord Chamberlain s depart
ment, ranking below the Master of the ceremonies .

13.. Coerde L. 1543 Hys mareschal swythe com hym too:

Sere, he sayde, hou schal we doo? Swylk fowayle as we
bought yistyrday, For no catel gete I may . c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 752 A semely man oure hoost was with alle For to
been a Marchal in an halle. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture
1002 The office of a connynge v.schere or marshalle with-owt
fable must know alle estates of the church goodly and gre-
able. 1495 Act n Hen. W/, c. 33. 14 John Hanley
Squyer, oon of the Marshallis of oure Hall. 15*0 WHITIS-
TON Vnlg. (1527) 4 After that the marshall [A.V. John \\. 9 \

ruler of the feast) dyd taste of the water tourned in to wyne. i

1631 FCLLF.R Davids Sinnt xxxvi, Othersstrive Like sturdy !

martialls, far away to drive The drowsy droanes that harbour i

p
la

1 in the hive. 1636 FHAII.V Clavis Afysi. iii. 31 They.. send
their Harbingers befure to take up lodgings, and Mar-
tials to make way. 1706 PHILLII-S (ed. Kersey), Marsha!
of the Ceremonies, an Officer whose Business it i.s in all

things, to receive Commands from the Master of the Cere-
monies .. for the Queen s .Service. 1813 SCOTT Trierw. n.

xlv, A shrilly trumpet shook the ground, And marshals
clear d the ring.

fig. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. ii. 120 Reason becomes the
Marshall to my will, And leades me to your eyes.

fb. Marshal of the Kings (or Queen s} house ;

= Knight marshal (see 6 b). Obs.

&quot;433
Rolls ofParlt. IV. 447/1 The Steward and Marshall

of his [the King s] houshold. 1543 tr. Act 2 Hen.1V&amp;gt; c. 23
The mareschal of the mareschalsye of the court of our
soueraygne lord the kinges house. 1641 Termes de la Ley
200 b, The Marshall of the K. house. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Ker&amp;gt;ey), Marshal ofthe Queers House, whose Office is to
hear and determine Pleas of the Crown within the Queen s

Palace... Clerk Marshal oft/is Queens Sfaut. an Officer
that attends the Marshalfof theQueen s House] in his Court.

C. (More fully City marshal} An officer of the

corporation of the City of London. (See quot.)
1632, 1714 [see CITY o]. 1761 Lond.fy Environs IV. 265

City Marshal. . . His business is to see the laws of the

city put in execution, and in solemn processions he rides
before the Lord Mayor. 1905 tt hitakers Almanack 356
Officers of the City of London. .Marshal, Capt. E. J. T.
Kearns.

6. Knight marshal, f a. A military officer,

with functions corresponding to those of quarter
master ; often used to render L. trilntntts militwn.
Obs. b. Hist. An officer of the Knglish royal

household, who had judicial cognizance of trans

gressions
* within the king s house and verge , i.e.

within a radius of twelve miles from the king s

palace. The office was abolished in 1846.
[1548: cf-3a.] iSS6CAr0w.(&amp;gt;.^&amp;gt;/Vir.r{Camden)65Edmund
Boner beynge prisoner in the Marchelse. .the knyght mar-
challe takynge away hys bedde.. because he wolde not gev*-
the knyght marchall x li. 1599 NASHK / . Penile&se (ed. 2)

i8b. The Knight Marshals men, that naile vp Mandates at
the Court gat. 1601 HOLLAND riiny II. 116 Heing a colonell
and knight marshal of the campe [orig. tribunns niilitnn/
ah exercitii\. 1617 MINSHKU Ductor s.v. Knight, Knight
Martiall . . 1 rtbntnts wititiim, inariscallus. (623 COCKF.RAM
i.s.v. Tribune, The other was called Tribune of the Souldlers,
who had charge to see them well armed and ordered, being
as the Knight Marshall is with vs. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No.
5*35/3 His Excellency was receiv d at the Palace Gate by
Sir Phillip Meadows, Knight-Marshal.
fig- & S9 1 H. SMITH Strut. (1594) 518 That God would
make him [Satan] Knight Marshal! ouer the world, to slay
and kill as many as he hated.

7. The title of various functionaries charged with

certain police duties, or with the office of super
intending the infliction of punishment.
fa. = PROVOST-MARSHAL. Ofo.

1596 SPKNSER State Irel. Wks. tGlobe) 644/1 That were
a harde course, Eudoxus, to redresse every abuse by a M.u -

shall. 1633 T. STAFFORD J*ac. Hib. \. vil (1821) 97 Morogbe
Mac Shiny, Marshall to James Fits Thomas, and the Mar
shall of Dermond. Ibid. u. xxi.4i6 The President, and the
Marshall advanced forwards toward-, the Scout.

+ b. Naitt. An official on board ship who super
intends the carrying out of punishments. Obs.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram. viii. 35 The Marshall
is to punish offenders, and to see Justice executed according
to directions; as ducking at the yards arme [etc.J. Ibid.

xv. 73 In English ships they seldome vse any Marshall.

8. In Knglish university use. a. Oxford. The
chief of the proctors attendants or bulldogs .

b. Cambridge. Each of two officials appointed
by the Vice-chancellor to act as his messengers, to

summon meetings, etc.

1810 Oxford Univ. Cal. p. xvii, University Officers, &c...
Belman... Marshal. 1853 C. BlOC*(E. Hradley) Verdant
Green xi, The proctor with his marshal and bull-dogs.

9. U.S. a. In America, a civil officer, appointed

by the President and Senate of the United States,
in each judicial district, answering to the sheriff of

a county. His duty is to execute all precepts
directed to him, issued under the authority of the

United States (Webster 1828-32).
1793 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 52 Rescuing a vessel out

of the hands of the marshal who had arrested her by process
from a court of justice. 1800 J. AIMMS H A-s. (1854) IX. 76,
J have agreed to the appointment of Majur David Hopkins
to be marshal of Maryland. 1856 OLMSIKU Slave States

513 By the returns of the South Carolina marshals, the cash
value of land, in the State, appears to be $5-08 an acre.

1872 RAYMOND Statist. Alines fy Mining 107 The aggregate
production [of bullion] was reported by the assistant marshal
as follows.

b. Marshal-at-arm$ : an official in the House
of Representatives corresponding to the English
sergeant-at-arms.
1791 M. CUTLER in Life (1888) I. 483 The Speaker. .sent

the Marshall-at-Arms to summon them to attend the House.
C. An officer of a body of men or a society

appointed to regulate its ceremonies, etc.; e.g.yfrv-
marshal, the chief officer of a fire brigade.
1903 Daily Chron. 31 Dec. 5/5 The fire marshal himself

went up to the balcony.

TI10. For marshal court, law, see MARTIAL a.,

COURT-MARTIAL.
Marshal . mu-j(al ,7-. Forms : 5 mar(s)chal,

meiv s ^chal, marschel, marc hell , 6 merschel,6-7



MARSHAL.

marshall, 6-9 martial, 7 marshial, 5- marshal.

[f.
MARSHAL s&,]

I. fl. tratts. To tend (horses) as a farrier.

Also, to doctor or * fake up for sale. Obs.

(.1430 Pilgr. LyfMtinhode in. xxviii. (1869) 150 Man ye
harmes dooth this hand ; (&amp;gt; time she marchaleth |orig. F.

c ossonne\ hors, and maketh
J&amp;gt;e

badde seeme good to hem ^at

wolen bigge hem. 6-1470 HENRY Wallace v. 762 With his

^ud suerd the captayn has he tayn, Quhill hors agayne he

marscheld neuir nayn. 1506 Ld. Tre.is. Ace. Scot. (1901)

III. 202 Item, to deif Andro that marshalit foure hors to the

King xiiijj.

II. Senses relating to MARSHAL sb. 3 and 5.

2. trans. To arrange, place, or rank in order at a

feast, table, etc.

c 1450 HOLLAND H&iulat 693 All war mer&amp;gt;challit to meit

meikly and myth, c 1470 Caw.
&amp;lt;y

Col. 1160 The merye&amp;gt;t
on

mold marschalit at mete. 41548 HALT, Chron., Hen. VHl
ob, The Kyng caused the Queue to kepe the estate, and

then &amp;gt;atte the Ambassadours and Ladies, as they were Mar
shalled by the kyng, who would not sit, hut walked from

place to place. 1709 STEELK Tatler No. y6 P i It has cost

me very much Care . . to marshal and fix the People under

their proper Denominations. 1814 SCOIT /.&amp;lt;/. of Isles u. vi,

And there he marshall d them their place, First of that com

pany. 1815 LVTTON Ztcci 76 The guests were marshalled to

the board. 1843 MACAULAV Ess., Mine. D Arblay(^A.^&amp;gt;\o\\-

tague) III. 299 In order that we may . . marshal her to the

exact seat to which she is entitled, we must carry our exam
ination somewhat further.

f b. To put in a certain company, among or

with certain people. Obs.

1530 LYNDKSAY Test. Papyngo 587 The Erie of Marche we*,

merschellit yam amang. 1583 in Strype Ann. R(f. (1728)
III. 183 The painful Pastors and Ministers of the Word ..

are marshalled with the worst Malefactors.

fc. To arrange (a banquet). Also with
///&amp;gt;.

Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1490/1 The vshers

marshalled the feast. 1613 DEKKKR Strange Horse-Race^
Rankrouts Bang. K 3 b, These Bankrouts. .Martiald vp a

Banquet, rellishmg likewise of their name, carriage, and
condition.

3. Her. To combine (two or more coats of arms)
in one escutcheon, so as to form a single composi
tion

; also, to associate (accessories) with a coat of

arms, so as to form a complete heraldic composition.
1571 BOSSEWELL Armorie it. 121 b, ! haue omitted to

marshal the same [coat] either with helme, wreathe, or

mantle. i6ioGuit-UM Heraldry \\.\\. (1611)256 Ifa bordured
Coat be to be Marshalled amongst other Coats quarterly.

1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, fy Pop. xiv, 139 The arms of a
Husband and Wife are marshalled in a single Shield.

4. To arrange or draw up (soldiers) in order for

fighting, exercise, or review
;
to arrange in a body or

procession ; to arrange (competitors) for a race, etc.

1587 GREKNE Enpkues Censure \Vks. (Grosart) VI. 254
A day of battell was set, wherein when both the armies
were martialed..in their seuerall ranckes. 1598 BARRET
Theor, Warres HI. I. 49 To commaund the men to be mar
shalled into the order that shall bee appointed. 1601

DANIEL Civ. Wars v. xvii. (1609) 117 Those .. troops so

marshalled,..That euen his soule seem d onely to direct So
great a body, such exployts t effect. 1611 BIBLE Josh. i. 14
Ye shall pass before your brethren armed \inarfr, marshalled

by five]. 1785 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia I. xxvi, A new way
of martialing his army. 1791 COWPKR Iliad iv. 271 Mar
shalling his numerous host. 1838 PKESCOTT Ferd. fy fs.

(1846) III. xii. 71 The duke . . had marshalled his forces in

a very different order. 1853 C. BRONTE t- illette xxxiu, We
were marshalled in order and soon started. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (1876) II. viii. 260 Henry and William, .were
now marshalling their troops.

b. transf. andyf^.
1698 [R. FERGUSON} ISiew Ecclcs. Pref., Vet being other

wise Regimented and Marshal d into sentences. 1853 M.
ARNOLD Etnpedocles n. 276 Ye stars, Who slowly begin to
marshal . . Your distant, melancholy lines ! 1878 Bosw. SM ITU

Carthage 226 The hostile Senate, .had even then marshalled

against him a long array of omens and portents.

t c. To marshal soldiers along (streets). Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1332/1 Ten others

[ensigns] had marshalled the streets unto the market place.

d. reft, and intr. To take up positions in or as
in a military array or a procession.
1687 Deaths Vis. vii, See, How they Marshall ! How

their Forces Join ! 1691 RAY Creation \. (1692) 49 These
new diminutive Particles should again assemble and marshal
themselves into Corpuscles. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 37
The procession was marshalling. 1854 S. DOBELL Balder
xxviii. igo Her serving men . . marshal mutely round, and
look from each to each with eye-lids red. 1903 P&quot;. C. MON
TAGUE Macaitlay s Ess. III. i His ideas marshal themselves
in an unbroken rhetorical order.

5. trans. To dispose, arrange or set (things,
material or immaterial) in methodical order.
Now chiefly with some metaphorical notion of an armed

force or a procession ; in the i7th c. used much more freely.
^1550 Voxpo}.) vox Dei 335 in Sktlioifs Wks. (1843) II.

405/2 Then showld ye se the trade That marchantmen fri^t

, .

ijjha
the fal of theyr inheritances by limitation vpon limitation
euen to the tenth son of theyr body begotten. 1586 I . ROSSE
Verses pref. to Feme s Bias. Centric, In like sort shall you
see How states of men are martialed. and placed in degree.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World u. (1634) 542 These narrations
of Herodotus may every one of them be true ; tho not
in such order of time as he hath marshalled them. 1624
WOTTON Archil. (1672) 21 There are five Orders of Pillars
. . thus marshalled. 1639 FULLER Holy War in. xxx. (1640)
161 Provident Nature in marshalling the elenients, as.signed
fire a place in the verge and border uf this lower world.

187

1666 Ptpys Diary 21 Dec., So to the office in the evtnin.:; 1

to marshall my papers. 1715 POPE Oayss. i. 249 With feeble
;

.steps from marshalling liis Vines Returning. 1765 BLACK-
M ONE Comm. I. 472 Having thus marshalled the several

species of corporations, let us [etc.]. 1859 SmiLxmStlf~f/t/f
iii. (1860) 59 With his books of reference marshalled round
him on the floor. 1891 Law Times XC. 463/2 Clients . .

need to be represented by those who are adepts in marshall

ing facts and handling witnesses.

b. Comm. To arrange (assets or securities) ac

cording as they are available to meet various kinds

of claims.

*773 VESEY C/i(.vry AY/. II, 5 Though the court will help
her by marshalling assets. i8i8CnuiSE Digested. -2} II. 178

[Thecourt sjrulesformarshallingassets. 1902 H. G. NKWTON
in Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 136/1 s.v. Bankruptcy in U.S.,
In partnership cases the creditors of the partnership elect i

the trustee. . . The assets are marshalled, partnership a-^ct*

being applied first to partnership claims and individual

assets to individual claims.

C. U. S. * To arrange (the cars of a freight-train)
in proper station order

7

(Cent. Diet.*}.
1880 Car-Builders Diet. (Cent.).

6. To usher, guide (a person) on his way ; to

lead as harbinger ; to conduct ceremoniously ;

also (nonce-use } to point out (the way).
1586 MARI.OWK ist J t. Tamburl. in. iii, Our conqueiin.i;

swords shall marshal vs the way We use to march upon
the slaughter d foe. 1605 SHAKS. Macl&amp;gt;. it. i. 42 Thou mai-
shall st me the way that I was going. 1606 DKKKER A&amp;gt;r.

Shines vi. (Arb.) 39 Mark in what triumphant and proud
manner, he is marshalled through Newgate, a 1764 LLOYD
Prol. 10 Himself shall marshal out the way to taste. 1821

HvHON Tuv Fosc. iv. i, Each night I see them Stalk frowning
round my couch, and, pointing towards The ducal palace,
mar&amp;gt;hal me to vengeance. 1831 SCOTT Casf. Dung: x, The
abbot marshalled him to the door of Augustine s chamber.

1867 TROLLOI-E Chron. Barset II. Ixiii. 211 Mr, CrawU-y
had marshalled him into the room.

Hence Ma rshalling///. a.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thnlc xxvn, The fust scouts of the mar

shalling forces of the clouds crunc up in flying shreds.

Marshal, obs. form of MARTIAL.
Ma rshalate. [f.

MARSHAL^. + -ATK 1
.]

The

period of the rule of Marshal MacMahon as

President of the French Republic (1873-79).
1874 Daily News 12 Jan. 5/2 What if we are to have a

second Marshalate in Europe? 1889 W. S. LILLY Cent.

Renolnt. 2 This is the movement . . which, thwarted for

eighteen years by the Second Empire, and for rive years
more by the Marshalate, has since [etc.].

Marshalcy (mauJSlsi). Forms : a. 4 mar-

schalcie, 4-5 marchalsy\e, -sie, 6 marshalcye,
6-8 -sy, 7 -sie, mar-, merchaulcy, mare-

schalcy, 8 -sy, 7- marshalcy. 0. 4-5 mar-

chalsey, -se, 5-6 marshalse, 6-8 marshalsey, 7
marchalee

;
and see MARSHALSEA. [ME. ///#/ -

.

schalcie^^, AK. inareschalcie (OF. marcsc/iaucie} . I

Frankish L. inariscatcia, f. mariscalcits MARSHAL
j

sb. The forms represent the OF, mareschaitcite
\

(mod.K. mar&haussee] , an extended form corre- i

spending to med.L. mariscaldata (1232 in Du
|

Cange). As now used, the word is prob. a new j

formation on MARSHAL sh. * -CY, parallel with
j

generalcy, captaincy , etc.]

f 1. The art or occupation of a farrier
; farriery.

&amp;lt;

a 1400 Octoniait 1389 [He] seyde he hadde lerned mar-

chalsye. . And all maner of hors he knew, c 17*0 W, GIBSON
Farrier s Guide n. v. (1738) 17 Times and seasons . . which
we find so much observ d in Books of Marshals)*.
2. The office, rank, or position of a marshal.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 292 pe kyng for on sent,

Sir Geffrey Geneuile, & of be marschalcie presented him be

3erde. c 1330 Chron. IVace (Rolls) 7102 Fortyger hadde
alle be maystrie, pe kyng at wille, it be marchalsye [v. r,

marchaucie ; WACK senescaiccu-]. 1599 THYSNK Animadv.
(1875)72 You shall here some what of the marshalls office

sett downe . . in the Customes whiche Thomas of Brother-

tonne., challenged to his office of marshalcye. 1614 SEI.DKN
Titles Hon. 232 Edward ii. afterward reciting this Surrender
of Bigod grants the Honor and Marshalsie to his Brother
Thomas of Brotherton in Taiie.

b. Hist. The department of the marshal of the

king s house. Also attrib.

1601 F. TATE Honseh. Ord. Edit: II (1876) 38 A chief
clarke of the marshalsy. Ibid. 39 He shal take

iiijJ ob a day
for his bouche in the marshalsy rolle.

t3. The military force under the command of

a marshal. Ohs. Chiefly as tr. F. martchausste*

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eitg. clxxxix. 167 The children that
were put in hostage, .folowed the kynges marchalsye many
dayes fetered in strong yrens. 1691 Emiliannes Frauds
Row. Monks (ed. 3) 386 The Archbishop, .sent away all his

Marshalsey, composed of the Barigel or Provost, and Three
score Sbirries or Serjeants. 1726 CAVAU.IKR Afcui. iv. 317
Fifty Archers of the Mareschalsy of Diion. 1748 ,SY. James s

Even. Post, M. de Beauvais, Grand Provost of the Army.,
with all his Marshalsey and So Grenadiers.

Ma rshaless. [f. MARSHAL sb. + -ESS.] The
wife of a marshal.

1787 CHARLOTTE SMITH Romance Real Life I. 205 The
Marshaless her mother, Madame Saligni, sister of the de
ceased Marshal. 1882 Standard 26 Dec. 3/1 The adven
turous little Marshalesses.. of the Third Empire. 1888 Univ.
R i-. . Oct. 227 The Marshaless struggled to keep in society.

Marahalist, obs. form of MARTIALIST.

Marshalled (m.rjjald), ///. a. [f.
MARSHAL

.

v . + -hl&amp;gt; 1.] In senses of the verb : Drawn up in

ranks, arranged in order, etc.

MARSHALSEA.
1667 MILTON / . L. ix. 37 Marshal d Feast Serv d up in

Hall with Sewers, and Seneshals. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal
x. (1697) 246TJnwieldy Sums of Wealth, which higher mount
Than Files of Marshall d Figures can account. 17*6 POPE
Odyss. xx. 342 By Heralds rank d, in marshal d order move
The city-tribes. 1853 M. ARNOLD Sohrab \ Kustum 140
Marshall d battalions bright in burnish d steel.

t Ma rshaller. Obs. rare. [f. MARSHAL v. r

-EU !.J One who marshals; a marshal.
1616 J. LANKCV/W. .S./r. s T. XL 247 Within awhile more

trumpettes gann resound, that more knightes binn arivd..
for whome lar^e space was made by th rnurshallers.

Marshalling (ma-jjalirj),^/.^. [f. MARSHAL
v. + -ING V] The action of the verb MARSHAL.
,1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 1165 Thus may ye devise

you re marshallynge,. .to J?e honuureand worshippe of youre
souereyu euery where. 1591 PKKCIVAI.L Sp. Diet. Fiv, The
marshalling uf the let UTS in the alphabet. di6NAUNTON
FragrtttReff, (Arb.) 39 (Kno&quot;v/^) If I be not a little mistaken
in their names and mat hailing. 1768 BLACK STONE Ct tnnt.

III. 105 The marshalling of coat-armour .. is now greatly
disregarded. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. xxviii, The midnight
brought tlie signal-sound of strife, The morn the marshalling
in arms ! 1877 I .LAtK 6&amp;gt;&amp;lt;v fast x\\i,The marshalling of
the innumerable hosts of heaven.

Marshallist, obs. form of MAKTIAIJST.

Marshal-mail. Orig. marshal s man. The

designation of various officers, a. (Mure fully

f knight-marshal*s man (obs.), kings marshal-

man.] One of a number of men (formerly under the

orders of the knight marshal) belonging to the royal

household, and going before the king in processions
to clear the way. b. A similar officer under the

orders of the marshal of the City of London.
1638 RANDOLPH Muses Lo^king-gl. \. i. 3 l?ailies, Pro-

mooters, laylors, and Apparitours, Ileadlcs, and Mariialls

men, the needfull instruments Of the Rcpublique. 1697
/.iitit/. daz. No. 3341/2 The Messengers of the Chamber
and Knight-Mareschalls Men attending the Proceeding in

their proper Stations. 1707 J. CHAMBERI.AVNF; Pres. St.

Kng. \\. in. 541 {List Hoiisc/i, Off. bcUnv Stairs) Sir 1 hilip
Meadows Knight-Marshal. John Lester [etc.], Marshal s

Men. 1763 Brit. 3lag. IV. 219, ist, the kiiig ^ niarshalineii,

two and two. 1778 Ann. Reg. 175 The court then prot-ctded
to the election of a marshalman. 1879 Daily Chron. 26

fune, WilHarn Wiltshire, formerly marshnlman ;it Hampton
Court I alace. 1902 // estm. Caz. 1 1 Aug. 9/1 II is Majesty s

Marshalmen, in scarlet.

Marshalment (maujalment). J aw.
[f.

MAI;-

MIAL v. + -MKNT.] The act of *

marshalling assets.

1818 CiU lsi: Digest (ed. z) I. ^14 That the whole annuity,

by an equitable marshalment, shall be thrown upon the two
remaining thirds.

Marshalsea (maujals/). Hist. Forms : see

MAUHHALCY; also 4 marchasye, ^ marfcchalse,
6 marshialshy, mareshelsey, marchese, mar-

shashey, 7 marshall sea, (martial sea), 6- mar-
shalaea. [The same word which in other senses

is spelt MARSHALCY. In the i6-i7thc. the word was

imagined to be f. MARSHAL + SEE, seat.]

1. A court (abolished in 1849) formerly held

before the steward and the knight-marshal of the

royal household of England (latterly before a

barrister appointed by the knight-marshal), origin

ally for the purpose of hearing cases between the

king s servants, but afterwards with wider juris

diction. Also, a prison in Southwark under the

control of the knight-marshal (abolished in 1842).
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 354 He sholde make whitbred,

and wel y-bake, after e sale of corn, and vp-on t&amp;gt;e a-syse of

J&amp;gt;e marchasye. 1428 in E. E. Wills (1882) 78 The prisons
of Ludgate, Marchalsie, Kyngesl.enche. 1436 Ibid, 106 To
the Prisoners of the Marchalse. c 1500 God speed the Plough
77 Then commeth the tipped-staves for the Marchalse, And
saye they haue prisoners mo than Inough. 1501 in Bury
Wills iCamden) 89 The prisoners in Newgate, Ludgate, to

the Kyngs Benche, and to the Marshalsy. c 155 Mttniftii
Detect. Diceplay (Vele) C iij b, Your fine chets, .made both

in y kings bench & in y5 marshalsea. 1545 BRINKLow

Compl. xi. Cvj, The court of the marshalse. 1549 LATIMER

4/A Sff/n. be/. Ediv. I l (Arb.) 120 Thre wekes sessions at

newgate, and fourthnyghte sessions at the Marshialshy. 1556
Chron. Cr. Friars tCamden) 63 He was send unto the Mar
chese. 1591 LAMB.ARDE Arcket0tt(t6$$ 21 The Marshajsey
for matters within the Verge or limits assigned to the Kings
House or Palace. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. /&quot;///,v. iv. 90 He finde

A Marshallsey, shall hold ye play these two Monthes. 1639
in Verney Papers (1853) 215, I praye lett mee heare how
businesses goes att the man-hall seas, boat[h] in the prison
and in the courte. 1641 PRYNNE Antip. 239 He was com
mitted to the Marshashey among Rogues and murtherers.

1654 WARREN Unbelievers 236 We.. must commit his Minor
to the Marshalsie as a Rebel against reason. 1660 Trial

Regie. 146 In the Case of Martial sea, and in the Common
Pleas. 1768 BLACKSTOSE Comni. III. 76 The court of the

marshalsea, and the palace court at Westminster, though
tuodistinct courts, are frequently confounded together. 1855
DICKKNS Dorrit \. xxxii, The Marshal of the MarshaUea . .

had got him hard and fast.

attrib. 1764 BURN Poor Laws 48 A reasonable allowance

to the constable, .to be paid out of the gaol and marshalsea

money. 1813 Gentl. Mag. r. 480 The Southern boundary wall

of the Marshalsea Prison, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Afiglia,

Marshalsea-inoney) the county rate.

2. Used as the name of certain prisons elsewhere

than in London.
1657 Fittington etc. Vestry Bks. (Snrtees) 309 For payment

of the arreares for the jaole and niarshalsey [Houghton-Ie-

SpringJ.

T 3. Used Hist, for MAR.SHAI.CY 2 b.

1004 MARY BjatMwAftoffif.SfVt.f&tt.Stc, II. lutiod. 10
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MARSHAL-SHIP.

(A record of 28 Ld. 1] siiuws that a number of persons were
not at the king s wage in the roll of hib niarshalsea [ortg.

in rotnlo Marescaltic stte],

Marshalship niaMjalJip . [f.
MARSHAL sb.

+ -SHIP.] The office or position uf marshal.

1530 PAI.M;K, -43/i Maishalshyppc, umrchal~.ee&amp;gt; 1549
ED\V. VI Jrnl. Lit. Kern. (Roxb.) II. 244 The lord Protect-

our..lost his proltctour^hip, trea&amp;gt;ourirshipe, inarbch.tl&amp;gt;liii&quot;_

[etc.l, . . by acte of parliernent. igga Kvu ij*. Trag. in. vi.

28 To your marshallship Kir.it I cunfesse . , I am the man.
1606 G. \V[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstinc xia. 58 The Marshall-

ihip of the campe fortuned to Scleuchus, tlie sonne of An-
tiochus. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals H. in. 187 To that

Mars,haIship[Marisciallo di Santa Chiesa], belongs the ktep-

ing of the Conclave. 1815 SOUTHKY in Q. Rev. XIII. 49,
The more ambitious spirits who aspired to MarshaWiips
[etc.]. 1881 Art//*tN. YOXXXII. 362 When theytind the

Administraiion giving marshalships . . to persons [etc.J-

Marshashey, obs. form of MAKSHALSEA.

Marshbanker, -bunker : see MOSSBCNKKK.

Marsh gas. Light carburetted hydrogen,CH4 ,

found in coal-mines and about stagnant pools.

^Cf. FIRE-DAMP.)
1848 FOWNES Elem. Chan. 189 Marsh-gas. 1881 igt/i

Cent, No. 48. 245 Light carburetted hydrogen, or marsh gas,
. . is the cause of explosions in collieries.

Marshial^e, -iall, obs. ff. MAKSHAL, MARTIAL.

Marshialshy, obs. fo;m of MABSHALSEA.
Marshiness x

ma ajiiu s). [f. MARSHY + -NESS.]

Marshy nature or condition of ground.
1710 Lond, Caz. No. 4757/1 The wet Weather and the

Man&amp;gt;hyness of the Ground make uur Approaches very diffi

cult. 1763 W. ROBERTS Florida 64 The worst circumstance
. . was the marshiness of the soil, where they were bome-
times obliged to sleep in the water. 1876 Daily Ncivs -27 Oct.

5/5 The marshiness of the alluvial soil about the river.

Marshing jna
-

jjirj\ vbl. sb. local, [f. MAKSH
sb. + -ING -.] a. The keeping of cattle for a period
on salt marshes, b. \Vork done on a marsh.

1778 [W. MAKSHALL] Minutes Agric, 7 Nov. 1776 [To]
give them [sc. cattle] three weeks or a month s marshing,
during the summer-vacation. 1892 P. H. K.MI.USON -Vc of
Fens 78 Mashing includes marsh-mowing, dyke-cutting,
bottom-fyin^, dike-drawing, c.

Marshland ma-jjila^nd). [OE. mysctynd:
see MARSH sb. and LAND sb.] Land consisting of

marsh
; marshy country.

ciuj O. E. Chron. an.
io.&amp;gt;8

Kor neah ailc til 5 on mersc
lande for ferde. [a 1300 E. E. Psalter^cvi. 34 In saltmersche
laud fruitberande.] 1436 LVDG. De Guit. Pilgr. 21044
A Maryssh, or elles a mer:&amp;gt;she lond, That peryllous was,
and ful profounde. 1651 N. HACON Disc. Cai t. Eng. \\.

xxxiii. (1739) 150 M^alicious breakings of the Dikes and
Banks in Marshlands. 1700 TYKKKI.L l/ist. Eng. II. 803
The Marshland of Norfolk. rt-y^Good^s Study med, (ed.4)
I. 602 The febrile miasma issuing from marsh lands. 1901
Spectator 1 7 Aug. 215/2 On the other side of the creek a flat

expanse of marshland extends for a mile or two.

b. attrib. or as adj.
1870 MORRIS Eartkly Par. III. iv. 220 The marshland

haze. 1889 HISSEY Tour in Phaeton 182 Rich marshland

pasturage. 1893 J. A. OWEN, etc. Forcit Tithes 195 One
marshland farm I often visited.

Hence Ma rshlander (see quot.).
1787 W. MARSHALL Norf. (1795! II. 383 Marshltindcrs,

c;ittle of the marshland or short-horned breed.

Marshlock, obs. form of MASH LOCH Sc.

t Ma rshlyy? O&s.rare 1

. In^mersschly.
f f. MARSH sb. + -LY *.] Marshy.

&amp;lt;. 1386 CHAUCER Sontpn. T. 2 (Harl.)
J&amp;gt;ere

is in Engelond,
I gesse, A mersschly lond, called Holdernesse.

Marsh-mallow. Forms : sec MARSH sb. and
MALLOW. [OK. mysemeal-we. ] (Also //., const,

as sing.) A shrubby herb, Althea officinalis (NO.
Malvaceae], which grows near salt marshes, having
ovate leaves, pale rose-coloured flowers, and a

mucilaginous root.

For various local applications of the name see E. D. D.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 140 Deos wyrt be man hihiscum &

o3rum namen mersc mealwe nemnab. a noo AS. I oc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 296/21 Arthen, merscmealewe. c \\y&amp;gt;Alphita

(Anecd. Oxon,) 22/2 Bismalua, alta malua, altea idem, ..

wyrnalue uel marshmalue. 1543 TRAHERON / igo s Chirurg.
II. ii. 14 b/i Take., of the rootes of Altea called Holyhock e,
or marche mallowes. ., a pounde. 159^ GKRAKDE Herbal \\.

cccliii.
(163^3) 935 The leaves of Marsh Mallow are of the

power to digest. 1683 TRYON ll ay to Health 576 Mallow&amp;gt;

and Marsh-Mallows, .will cure near Fifty Diseases. 1718
QvmcvContfl.Disp.ii zAtthxx. Marshmallows. Itflowers
in July and August. i876tr.rw/ Zieinsscn s Cycl. Med. IV.
210 For the relief of the irritable cough,..an infusion uf
marsh mallow or expectorant herbs.

attrib. 1612 WOODALL Sttrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 205 Decoc
tion of March Mallow roots in water. 1753 BARTLET Far
riery 96-7 The marshmallow ointment. 1836 J. M. GULLY
Magcndte s Formul. (ed. 2) 105 Marshmallow syrup.

b. A confection made from the root of this plant,
1884 Chamb. Jrnl. 4 Oct. 640/2 Gum-arabic, .makes about

thirty per cent, of the best quality of gum-drops, marsh-
mallow, and jujube paste. 1902 Wcstin. Gaz. n Aug. 12/1
C nocolates, marsh-mallows ,

and other toothsome delicacies.

Ma rslnuail, A dweller in marshy country ;

an inhabitant of a particular stretch of marshland,

e.g. Romney Marsh.

1573 TUSSER Hitsb. (1878) 38 Sharpe cutting spade, for the

deluding of mow, with skuppat and skauel, that marsh men
alow. 1587 FLEMING Cotttn. Holinshcd III. 1540/2 That
sir Thomas Scot would throughlie informe himselfe by con
ference with the marshmen. 1610 HOLLAND Catttdens Brit.

i. 350 In the Saxons time the inhabitants heereof [Kumney]
were called Mersc-wari, that is Marshmen. 18*7 Sporting

188

.!/&amp;lt;,
. XX. TO Thoe birds (calymbiis mmutia*sut - .called

l&amp;gt;y

the Mknbnn Sfiiier Divers. 1889 DOYLE Aiicak Clarke

294 The riot had now changed into open mutiny among
these maohmen and miners.

Harsh marigold. Also 7 March-. A ra-

mmculact:ous plant, Caltha palustris, growing in

moist meadows and bearing showy golden flowers.

1578 LYTK Dodoens \. xx. 31 The small Celandyne, and

the Braue Bassinet, or Marsh Marigold, do grow in moysl
medowes. 1597 GEHAKDE Herbal 11. cclxxx. 670 Marsh

Marigold hath great broad leaues somewhat round, of a

gallant greene colour, . . among which rise vp thicke fat

slalkes . . whereupon do growe goodly yellow flowers. 1637

S. PUBCHAS Pol. I lying-Ini. \. xv. 94 Bees gather of these

flowers following .. In April .. March-marigold. 1756 C.

I.UCAS Ess. Waters II. 131 All over it [grow] rushes, red

rattle, marsh-marygold[etc-J. 1833 TtNNYSON May Queen i.

It The wild marsh-marigold shines like fire in swamps and
Fiollows gray. l88a Garden 15 Apr. 261/2 Wild Marsh

Marigolds, fill a large bowl on a hall table.

Marshwort (,ma jj,wojt). [See MABSH sb.

and WOKT.] The umbelliferous plant Helosciadium

(Stunt} nodiflorum.
1776 WITHERING Bot. Arraiigan. Vegetables I. 127 Marsh-

wort, Samoliis. 1897 Jml. A . Agric. Soc. Dec. 617 Pro
cumbent marsh-wort, Helosciadium Hodijloritm, is a plant
with the habit of watercress.

1 An error for marsh or tnarish whorl (see
MAKISH 2 b). 1864 PRIOK Plant-n. 146.

Marshy (ma-jji),rt. Also4mershi. [f. M^KSH
sb. + -Y.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a marsh

;

consisting of or containing marshes or marshland.

ijSa WYCLIF Gen. xli. 2 Thei weren fed in mershi places.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tons, Lieu inarescageux,
marshy ground. 1697 DRYUEN Virg. Georg. in. 605 And
from the marshy Land Salt Herbage for the fodd rirrg Rack

provide. 1703 MAUNDEKLL Journ. Jcrus. (1732) 21 A rest

less night, in a marshy and unwholsome ground. 1876
HANCROKT Hist. U. S. VI. liv. 425 Over a marshy ravine in

front of the right, a large redoubt was placed.

b. Produced in or characteristic of marshland.

1697 URYDKN I irf. Georg. 111.277 Their wanton Appetites
not only feed \Vilh Dedicates of Leaves, and marshy Weed,
l!ut [etc.]. 1870 A. R. WALLACK Nat. Scl. (1871) 53 The
prevalent forms and colours of marshy vegetation.

I! Marsilea vmajsi l/ a). Bot. Also marsilia.

[mod.L. ^Linnjcus 1742), f- name of L. K. Marsigli

(Afarst/ius), an Italian naturalist (died 1730).]
The typical genus of the N.O. Marsiletuex of

cryptogamous plants ;
a plant of this genus.

1887 Atltenxitin 7 May 610/3 The ferns with the salvmuts

and marsilias are united into one group.

Marsileaceous (maasilu
;l

j3s ;, a. Bot. [f.

inud.L. Alarsilcace-K ^f.
Marsilea: see prec. : see

-ACEOUS.] Belonging to the N.O. Alarsilcaccx.

1856 in MAYNE
/v.r/&amp;lt;w.

Lex. 1862 ANSTKD Channel 1st. 11.

viii. (ed. 2) 184 A little marsiliaccou.s plant (IstH-tes hystri.\}.

t Marsi lian. Obs. Also marsiliane, mar-
81 liana, [ad. It. marsig/iana, f. RIarsiglia Mar

seilles.] (See quot. 1769.)
1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2246/3 Being embarqued, the Foot

on 8 Ships and the Horse on 6 Marsilians. 1769 KALLONKK
Diet. Marine ll. (1780), Marniliane, a square-itemed ship,

navigated on the Gulph of Venice . . the largest carrying
about 700 tons. 1867 SMY I n .SVi//orV // &amp;gt;

r,i-l&amp;lt;k., Marsiliana,
a Venetian ship of burden, square-stcrned.

Marsipobranch (mt nip0bm||k), sl&amp;gt;. and a.

/.ool. [Anglicized form of mod. 1 ,. Marsipobraiichii,
f. Gr. itapaitro-s pouch (see MAHSITIUM) + 0/&amp;gt;dyxia

gills.] a. sb. One of the Marsipobranchii, a class

of vertebrates having gills in the form of pouches,
and comprising the lampreys and hags. b. attrib.

or adj. Pertaining to animals of this class.

1872 MLVART Elein. Anat. 42 All Vertebrates, save those.,

like the Lancelet and Marsipobranchs. 1875 HUXLKY in

l-.ncyel. Rrit. I. 770 2 The skull of the lowest Uroiiela has
..advanced but little beyond the Marsipobranch stage.

Hence Ma rsipobra-nchiate sb. and a. =
prec.

1872 T. GILL A rrangeiii. Fam. Fishrs p. xx, The Marsipo-
branchiates (Lampreys, etc.). 1889 Sy&amp;lt;/.

Site. Lex., Marsipo.
I ranckiati

, having gills in the form of small pouches.
I Mal SOlilie. O/&amp;gt;s. [ad. li.wai-zo/ino.] A kind

of cheese made near Florence.

1636 DAVENANT IVits iv. i, Your Marsoline and Parmesan
of Lodi.

II Marsouiii (marswffil. Also 7-9 marsuin,
&amp;lt;j

Canadian marsocn imn.is/7 n). [Fr. : sec MKUK-

SWINE.] A name applied to various cetaceans of

the family DelphiiiiJus.
In early quots., after liuropean Kr., the porpoise. In

recent examples, after Canadian Kr., -BELUGA -j.

1666 J. DAVIES Hist. CariMy Isles 101 The Marsouins are

the Sea-hogs or
Porpose*. \a 1672 WiLLLGHbv Hist. Pist.,

(1686) 31 Cimbris Marsuin vel Porcus marinus: Angl. A
Porpesse.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cy&amp;lt;l. Supp., Jtftirsitin, a name
by which many have called lhe///rC4*rt or /xu-fessc. 1854
KMEBSON Lett, f, Soc. Aims Wks. (Bohn) 111. 208 Every
body now appears to me narwhale, porpoise, or marsouins.

1884 GOODK, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anini. I. iS The names
[of the White Whale] in use are. . Maisuin or Marsoon in

Canada.

Marsupial ^maJsi/? pial), a. and jA Also7-eal.

[ad. mod.L. inarsitpiatis, f. L. mai siipi-uni pouch,

purse (see MAHSUPIUM). The zoological use of the

j

L. word was introduced by Tyson, who in 1698 uses

I the neuter marsupials as a genetic name for the

I opossum ;
he also has ossa marsttpialia marsupial

! bones (see A. 2 b).]

MARSUPIUM.

A. adj. 1. Pertaining to or resembling a mar-

supium or pouch. Marsupial muscle (in mod.L.

innsailtis marsupialis) : see quot. 1696. Marsupial

capsule: in a colony of Polyzoa, an individual

serving only for the reception of ova.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. s&amp;gt;, Marsupcal Muscle, the ninth Muscle
in order whereby the Thigh is inov d. 1843 OWEN Lett.

Coiiip. Anat. liivertcbr. 109 In this state they are trans

ferred from the ovarium to the marsupial vesicles. .. In the

ova of the marsupial sacs, Siebold could no longer discern

the germinal vesicle. ..The marsupial ova next assume an
increase of size. 1878 BELL Gegenbaurs Comp. Anat. 132

Some persons may serve only for the reception of ova, and
form the so-called marsupial capsules.

2. Used as a designation of mammals (including

the kangaroos, opossums, etc.) of the family Marsu-

pialia, characterized by having a pouch (covering
the mamills) in which to carry their young, which

are born imperfectly developed ;
of or pertaining

to this family.
1825 Zoal. Jrnl. I. 405 These three states of genital pro

ducts require three distinct situations, which in the normal

mammifera, are found within the sexual canal ; but in the

marsupial they are very differently distributed. 1832 LYELL
f rinc. Gcol. 11. 89 More than forty species of the marsupial

family. 1870 ROLLESTON^/&amp;gt;. Li/eft* From the reproduc
tive gland to the marsupial pouch. 1898 MORRIS Austral

Eug. 288 Marsupial Mole, the only species of the genus

Kotoryctes, .V. typhlops,

b. Connected with the pouch in marsupial animals.

1819 REES Cycl. s.v. Didelphis, The abdominal pouch is

sustained by means oftwo bones of a peculiar structure, and

which in allusion to their functions have been called the

marsupial bones. 1834 OWEN in Phil. Trans. CXXIV. 334

These bones . . defend the abdominal viscera from the pressure
of the young as these increase in size during their mammary or

marsupial existence. Ibid., The subject of marsupial genera
tion. 1896 KIRKALDY & POLLARD tr. Boas Text Bk. Zool.

496 The Marsupials have marsupial bones.

B. sb. A marsupial animal.

1835 f tuiy Cycl. III. 127. 1839 Ibid. XIV. 450 The

leading peculiarity in these Marsupials is, so to speak,
the premature birth of their young. 1896 [see A. 2 b].

attrib. 1885 H. FiNCll-HATTON Advance Australia 106

An Act known as the Marsupial Act was accordingly passed
to encourage their destruction. . . Some of the squatters have

gone to a vast expense in fencing in their runs with mar-

supial fencing.

Marsnpialian (maJsiHpi|i?Hian), a. and sb.

[t. mod.L. marsupial-is (see prec.) + -IAN.]
=

prec.

1848 MAUNDER Treas. Nat. Hist. 793 Mnrsufialian, be

longing to the class Marsupialia.

Marsupialization (mnjsi/^pialaizfi Jan). [f.

.next + -ATIUN.] The formation of a pouch, or of a

pouch-like cavity (Syd. Sof. Lex. 1889).

Marsnpialize (majsi pialaiz), v. [f. MAR
SUPIAL + -IZE.] trans. To convert into something

resembling the pouch of a marsupial.
1899 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. 23 Dec. 102 The operator managed

to marsupialise the edges of the pouch, which was drained

through the abdominal wall with gauze.

Marsn-pialoid, a. and sb. [I. MARSUPIAL -t

-CUD.] Resembling the marsupials.
1860 WOR.KSTER (cit-ing HITCHCOCK). 1895 Fip. Sci.

Monthly Sept. 693 A few marsupialoids.

Marsupial! (maJsiH pian), a. and sb. [f.
MAH-

sui it M + -AN.]
= MAUSUPIAL.

1835 KIHBY Hai&amp;gt;. ff Inst. Anitu. II. xvii. 175 A marsupian
animal like the Kanguroo. 1854 BAKKWELL Gcol. 50 The
lower jaw bones of animals, which Prof. Owen has deter

mined belong to the genus of marsupians, or opossums.

Marsupiate (majsi pi| t), a. and sb. [f.

M.MiSUPl-UM + -ATE.] - MAKStll lAL.

1834
&amp;lt; &amp;gt;wn\ in nil. Traus. CXXIV. 361 The impregnated

uteri of the Kdentateaiid Marsupiate genera. 1849 Fnutr l

Mag. XXXIX. 207 A marsuplnte sea-monster is horribly

unorthodox. 1858 W. CLARK tr. / an &amp;lt;/&amp;lt;&amp;gt; llocvtn s Zoal.

II. 594 The placenta, .occurs in the nutnimals alone; but

it is, however, wanting in the Marsupiates and Monotremes.

llenee Marsn-piated///. a. in the same sense.

1800 in Century Diet.

Marsupite (mausirfpait). Geol. [mod. L

marsHpites, f. MAHSUPIUM: see -ITE.] A fossil

crinoid, the shell of which resembles a purse.

1835 KIRBY Hat. A&amp;gt; Ittst.Anim. 1 1. xiii. 1 1 The Marsupiu-s
. . form the link which connects the proper or pedunculalcd
Criiioideans with the Stclleridans. 1883 t iKiKiB TextM.
(lea/, led. 2)828 The middle division, or Margate Chalk, has

K en named the Marsupite zone by Dr. Barrois.

II Marsupiuni (majsi/7 pimn). Also 9 (after

Gr.) marsupiou, marsypiou. [L. inarsfipiiim,
!

inarsuppium, ad. (jr. ^apavirioy, -aiTiiov, dim. of

/mpffciros purse, bag.] In various scientific uses :

A bag or pouch, or something resembling a pouch.
1. Zool. a. The bag or pouch of a marsupial.
1698 TYSOM Anat. Opossum ir Herein all agree, that the

use of this Bag, POUL!I, or Marsupjum, is foi the Preserva

tion of the Young Ones, and securing them upon_any Occa*

sion of Danger. 1825 /.ool. Jrttl. 1. 406 The difference ..

is solely in the fcctal domicile ; we call it matrix in the one,

and pouch, or marsupium in the others. 1839 l\-nny Cy&amp;lt;l.

XIV. 450 Their young, .attach themselves by the mouth ti,

the teats, which are situated in the marsupium, or
i&amp;gt;ouch,

of

llir mother. 1891 Fi.oui.u & LYDKKKKK hitrjd. M^itintals

160 All the species have a marsupium or pouch formed by
a fold of the skin of the abdomen.

b. A pouch for similar use in other animals,

e. g. a receptacle lor eggs in certain crustaceans,

marsipobranchiate fishes, etc.



MART.

1843 OWES Led. Comp. Anat. Invertchr. 289 The develop
ment of the ovum takes place in this temporary marsnpinni.

1851-* WOODWARD Mollus^a 245 In Cyclas the inner gills

form the marsupium, and only from 10 to 20 of the fry are

found in them at one time. 1896 KIRKALDY & POLLARD tr.

Boas Text Bk. Zool. 214 The Isopoda possess a marsupiuni
under the thorax, formed of the lamellate appendages of the

basal joints of the thoracic limbs.

c. A folded or corrugated vascular membrane in

the eye of a bird; - PECTKN 3 a.

1795 HOME in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI, 16 In the eyes of
birds there is a substance which is peculiar to that class of

animals, called the marsupium. 1841-71 T. K. JONES Aniin.

Kingd. (ed. 4) 779 A vascular organ, called the nuirsupium
or pecten, which is lodged in the posterior part of the vi

treous humour.

2. Anat. a. The large sac ot&quot; the peritoneum
(Syd. Soc.Lex. 1889). b. A term for the scrotum

If&id.), C. The alar ligaments of the knee-joint

(Cent. Diet.}.

3. Sttrg. (See quot.)
1855 puNGLisoN Diet. Med. (ed. 12), Marsupion^ a sac or

bag, with which any part is fomented.

Mart (maat), sb^- dial. Forms: [i meaifl,
meerth, meift, 2 ? merthe], 8- mart. [App.
evolved in the mod. ling, period by analysis of

foulmart (FOUMART), where -mart is an altered

form, due to absence of stress, of OE. mearft masc,:
see MARTEN, MABTEB. Exc. in this compound, the

OE. word did not survive beyond the I2th c.,

being superseded by MAUTER.] The marten.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 425 Ftfruncns, mearth. c 893 K. /Ki.-

fKEvOros. I. i. 18 Se byrdesta sceall xyldan fiftyne mearoes
fell. ciaoo Moral Ode (Trin. MS.) 366 Ne aquerne ne
me[r]theschele \Egerton. MS, martres cheole] ne beuer ne
nbeune. 1713 RICHARDSON in / ////. Trans. XXVIII. 170
Foumart^ quasi {Q\I\ Mart, or stinking Mart, in opposition
to the Martes which emit a musky Smell. 1801 \V. SEWAI--II
YordesCave 9 The Otter fierce, the badger and the mart.
1830 Blackiv. Mag; XXVIII. i Wolves, hyenas, foxes, marls,
and hares. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1249/3 Wanted, fresh

caught badger,, .sweet mart, foumart, and ouer. 1895 Wcstnt.
Gaz. 3 Oct. 2/3 A Mart Hunt [in Westmorland].

Mart (mait), sb? Sc. and north. Forms: 4-6
niarte, 6 merte, (9 mert), 6-9 raairt, 4- mart,

[a. Gael, mart -^ Irish mart cow, ox.]
1. An ox or cow fattened for slaughter.
As marts were usuallykilled about Martinmasasprovisum

for the winter, the word popularly acquired an etymological
a&amp;gt;sociation with Martinmas ; cf. Martinmas beef.

1307-8 Dur/i. Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 2 In ccxxviij martis
cmptis..non deductis coriis [etc.J. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 454
Marlirs [? read martis] as it ware pat husbond men had
boost. 1368 Priory of Finehale (Surtees) p. Ixxx, Et tie

viij li. vs. receptis de xv marts de eodem manerio venditis.

1489 Sc. Acts Jos. IV (1814) II. 219/1 pat all .. martis
mutounes poultre . . may cum in to cure souerane lorde. 1520
Extracts Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 7 In byin of mertis,
mutton, talk and skennis. 1573 *n &* Privy Counc. Scot.
II. 269, xxx martis of salt beif. 1(1670 SPALDING Tronl .

CJtas. 7(1829^ 25 They. .caused to kill altogether threescore
marts. 1798 p. CRAWFORD Poems 16 (E.D.D.) He may next
year get for his mart a highland cow. 1820 SCOTT Monast. i,

Each family killed a mart, or fat bullock, in November. 1872
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 135 In a pastoral state of so

ciety he [the ox] was of comparatively little use except as a
mart to be eaten. 1881 GKEGOR Folk-Lore N.E. Scot. 151
The mairt or the pig, that was to be salted, must be killed
when the moon was on the increase.

b.yf.,
15*9 R. BRUCE Serin. (1843! 166 As for the fed-marts of tliis

world the Lord.. has appointed them for slaughter. 1722
RAMSAY Tkrcc Bonnets in. 41 Get up, get up, ye la/ymart.
t C. transf. A carcase, slain animal. 06s,

&quot;375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulas) 842 [He] faiul :i tre. .

and syne on It slewit hym-self rycht to
|&amp;gt;c hart, and oflerit

to \K fend
(&amp;gt;at

mart. 111400 Sir J eic. 207 His modir hasc ,

gyffene hym that darte, Therwith made he many marte.

t2. (.See quot.) 06s.

1689 R. Cox Hist. Irel. \. Expl. Index, Mart, a yearly 1

Rent in Beef.

t Mart, s&.3 Olis. [ad. L.Afart-ei/i: sec MAIM.] i

1. Mars, the Roman god of war.
c

&quot;384
CHAUCKR //. Fame in. 356 For yren Martes metal :

ys, Which that god is of bataylle. 1513 DUNBAR Poems
x.vxiii. 67 Sum held he had bene Dedalus, . .Sum the Martis
myth Wlcanus. 1390 SPENSER F. Q. i. Introd. iii, Tri-
umphant Mart, In loves and gentle jollities arratd.

2. \Var, battle. (/ equal mart = L. xtjito Marled)
1431-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) II. 149 The Scottes. .wente

furthe and toke to theyme seetes, what thro marte [L./erro]
other fauor, nye to the Pictes. 1513 DofCLAs sEncit I. Prol.
516 The horrible sterne dedisof Mart. 1567 TUHBKRV. Ovitfs
Ep. vii. G iij b, But if thou long for warre, or young lulus
seeke By manly Mart to purchase prayse, and giue his foes
the gleeke. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vi. xxxvi, These fooles
thus vnderfoot I tread, That dare contend with me in equall
mart. 1636 MASSINGER Bash/. Lover 11. vii, My father (on
whose face he durst not look In equal mart).
3. The planet Mars. (Frequent in Gower.)
1390 GOWER Can/. III. 130 Complexion he taklh of Marte.

Mart (majt), jM Also 5-7 marte. [a. Du. .

markt (formerly also written mart, and still com
monly so pronounced) : see MARKET rf.]
! A periodical gathering of people for the purpose

of buying and selling (in early use chiefly with
reference to the Low Countries) ; a fair. Obs. march.
1437 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Songs (Rolls) II. 179 And

wee to martis of Braban charged bene Wyth Englyssh
clothe. 1483 CAJCTON Dialogues 19/1. I thinke to goo..To
the feite of biugcs, To the marte of aildwarp, To the muite

\

189

of berow. 150* ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 231 At y* free passe
marte of this said towne of Barowe last passed. 1530 TIN-
DALE Pratt. Prelates H iv b, The Cardinal!. .lefie nothing
vnprouided to bring the marte from Antwarpe to Cales.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 34 They .. shall .. hold within
the said borough two faires or martes euery yere. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. I. i. iSSiracusian Marts and Fayres, 1631
T. POWELL Tom AH Trades (1876) 163 To benefit betweene
the Mart and the Market. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n.

(Globe) 540 The Fair or Mart, usually kept in this Place,
had been over some Time. 1748 Anson s I oy. 11. x. 245
At the time of the mart, whilst the Manila galeon is in

the port. 1788 COWPEK Negro s Compl. 46 By our suffer

ings, since ye brought us To the man-degrading marl. 1839
SIONEHOUSE Axhointt 309 After Gainsbrough mart in Octo
ber, until the next mart at Easter, the people in these vil

lages seldom thought of going anywhere.

fb. spec. The German booksellers fair, held at

Easter, originally at Frankfort, and afterwards at

Leipzig. ^Sometimes app. used transf, for the

publishing season in England.) Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 177 Let him reacle fiu.v-

dor/ius and his Bitliotheca Rabbinica^ printed this last

Marl. 1620 E. BLOUNT tlone Subs. 42 Copied out of Mime
absurd booke, printed the last Mart, c 1620 WOTTON in

Relitf. (1651) 472 We may expect some Pamphlet the next
Mart from Ingolstat, or Collen. 1655 DIGUES Compl. Am-
bass. 273 By certain that returned from Frankfort Mart,
I understand that one of the Gentlemen . .died.

2. A public place for buying and selling; a

market-place, market hall, etc. Now
/to.?/,

or rhe

torical, exc. in the sense of auction room* (more
fully auction-mart^ , and as applied by tradesmen to

designate their shops, as in boot and shoe mart.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \. ii. 74 My charge was but to feti.li

;ou from the Mart Home to your house. Ihid. in. i. r._-

k ou beat me at the Mart. 1616 R.C. Times l\ histlc\\.

1235 Our lawes for Mammons cursed golde Like as at open
mart are bought and solde. 1764 GOI.DSM. l rm\ -^95 The
crowded mart, the cultivated plain. 1815 Scon Ld. of
Isles vi. i, When breathless in the mart the couriers met.

1844 LONGF. Nitremburg 14 Fountains. .standing in the
common mart. 1863 HURTON Rk. Hunter 60 Hie fashion
able mart where all the thorough libraries in perfect con
dition went to be hammered off. 1882 P. FlTZGERALU
Rtcreat. Lit. Man (1883) 189 This [goblet] I had seen in
the window of a mart.

3. In wider sense: A city, region, or locality
where things are bought or sold

;
an emporium.

1611 BIBLE fsa. xxtii. 3 She is a mart of nations. 1719
W. WOODSurv. Trade 283 Cadi/, Port St. Mary s, &c., which
Places were the Mart of our Manufactures for the Indies.

1850 MEKIVALK Rom. Emp. (1865) I. v. 228 They possessed
no great cities, no great marts of industry and commerce.
1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1875) I. iv. 61 London, the mart
of the merchants. 1874 GfiEKN Short Hist. vii. 5. 386
Antwerp and Bruges were, .the general marts of the world.

b. transf. and _/?*.
1602 MAKSTOS Antonio s Rev. iv. iii. O world,.. He leave

tliee ; farewell, mart of woe. 1762 GOLUSM. Nosh 21 To
this great mart of every folly, sharpers from every country
daily arrived.

1 4. Buying and selling; traffic; bargaining.

Also,abargain. Phr. To make a(vi ones] mart. Obst

1568 GRAFT-ON Chron. 11.716 The lowe Countries, where
the Englishe men for the most part, made their martes.

1575 GASCOIGNE Dan Barthol.^ Posies Flo^vcrs 69 Then
mighte you see howe fansie fedde his minde. Then all alone
he mused on his marte. 1579 SPENSER Shcph. Cat. Sept. 37
They..maken a Mart of their good name. 1596 SHAKS.
Teun, Shr. n. i. 329 Now I play a marchants part, And ven-

lure^madly on a desperate Mart. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.
v. xii. 5 Christ could not suffer that the temple should
seme for a place of Mart. 1599 MARSTON Sco. I illanie I. ii,

Vengeance pricks me on, When mart is made offaire Religion.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Maidens Blush 464 Therefore forthwith
one to them let us send, The mart to offer, and the price to

make, As of a Slave. 1637 R. HUMPHREY \x, St. Ambrose
i. 1 18 Places of mart where hee may best vent them.

f5. attrib. , as in mart-day , -time, -town,

1641 HiNUE y. Krucn xxxii. 102 That he might., buy Wine
and Milk without money,. .upon such of the Lords *Mart
and Market dayes. 1624 MASSINGER Renegado \. i, This
*Mart time Wee areallowde free trading. 1549 COVERDALK,
etc. Erastit. Par. Corinthians i Corinthe. .was.. the moste
famous, and richest *marte towne of all Asia. 1647 TRAPP
Comtn. i Cor. v. 9 It [i. e. Corinth] was. .a most filthy Mart-
town of abominable lusts. 1736 DRAKE Eloracnm i. vii. 227
That York was formerly the chief emporium, place of trade,
or mart-town in thenorthof England iscertain. 176* London
&amp;lt;y

Environs IV. 6 During the Saxon heptarchy, London was
..as we are told by I ede, a princely mart-town.

t Mart, s&.5 Obs. [Alteration of MARQUE app.
by association with MART sb.^ Cf. CONTRA-,
CONTRE-, COUNTHRMAKT.] -^ MARQUE ; in phr.
letters (scripts, writ} of marl.

1587 GREENE Penelopes Web Wks. (Gro^art) V. 197 Abra-
dus the great Macedonian Pirat thought euery one had a
letter of mart that bare sayles in y Ocean. 1602 WARNER
Alb. E.ng. xi. l.xiv. (1612) 277 With letters then of credence
for himselfe, and marte for them, He puts to Sea for England.
a 1612 HARINGTON Epigr. it. xxx. (1618) E 7, You le spoile the

Spaniards, by your writ of Mart. 1627 DRAYTON Bait. Agin-
court 10 All men of Warre with scripts of Mart that went.

1726 J.KERjl/t /. 153 Letters of Mart were issued to Sundry
People, who all went to the East-Indies.

b. attrib.) as in letter(s of mart man, ship.
1693 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) III. 543 Three letters of i

mart ships are ordered for the West Indies. 1704 Lond.
Caz. No. 4071/3 The Good Alliance,.. being taken by a
Letter of Mart-Man belonging to this Port. 1753 N. TOR-
RIANO Gangr. Sore Throat p. xv, Thus much by way of

Preface to this Translation ; after which I shall send it into

the World as a Letter of Mart Ship,.,hoping that it may
j

meet with some Prize of Approbation.

MARTBL.

t Mart (man .,v. Obs. [f. MART ^.4; cf. Du.,
|

G. markten (G. dial, marten). }
1. inlr. To do business at a mart

; hence, to

chaffer, bargain.
553 AV?. True-hearted Eng. 5 Our marchauntes do by

martyng in Antwarp spende yerely [etc.]. 1598 SYLVESTEK
/ Bartas it. i. 11. Imposture 349 She would, she should
not

; glad, sad ; corns and goes : And long she marts about
a -Match of Woes. 1602 Fi I.HECKK Pandectes^ The Athe
nians, who had vtterlie secluded them from their Hauens,

i

and from marling with them. 1628 GAUI.K Pract. Theory
i (16^9) 181 Judas is busie marling and chaffering among
,

them.

2. trans. To make merchandise of, to traffic in.

AUo \\ ith out.

iSSj* WARSKK All: F.ng. vi. .\xi.v, Let Pesantes marte their

marriages-, and ihriue at peraduenture. 1598 K. JONSON
A :

1

. Man in Hunt. (Q.) i. i. 172, I had thought my son could
not have stntied, So farre from Judgement, as to mart him-
sclfc J hus cheapely, (in the open trade of scorne). 1601
SHAKS. 7/. (&quot;. iv. iii. 1 1 To sell, and Mart your Offices for

Gold To Vndeseruers. 1652 G.UI.F. Magastront, xxvi,
Hereupon the a^trulogers doe mart or vent the effects of the
lir.L\cns ami the stars, Jvc. 1788 ANNA SKWAUD Lett. iSrr)
II. 6 Reviewers may be venal without directly marling out
their decisions for money.
Hence t MaTting vbl. $h.

J553 [*vc i]. 1608 Uf. HALL Epi*t. \. i, Marling of pardon?.

Martabaii (ma itabsen). Also 7 mortaban,
7 S mortivan. The name of a town in Pegu,
used attrib. \

esj&amp;gt;.

in Martahan jar] as the designa
tion of a kind of glaxed pottery made there. Hence
as sb. Martaban ware, a Martaban jar.

[The ware has been called in Arabic jLj^ marialdni
from the Mthc.l

^ ^
1698 FKVI i; ./. /;. India 4- r. i3o An huge Heap of

long J.ns like Mortivans. 1699 DAMI-IKK t- cy. II. i. ^,8
These tliey call Mortulian Jars, from a Town of that name
in Pegu. 1711 C. LOCKVI H A&amp;lt;-c. Trade India 35 Mortivan
;ui(I SITI ii! Jars. 1903 A^H/TC. Ma^. Feb. 2J9/I Large
gla/tjd enrthen jars c;il!eil by Kurupenns Pegu jars ami
known all over the East by the name of Martabaii .

MartagOll (maMtagon). Also 6 mortegon,
/martagan, -igoia. [a.K.w^?y^wi = Sp..I

&amp;gt;

g. mar-

tagonjA.. ;//a;-/a
(5;/tf,a.Turk. ^jUL^U mat-lagan a

special form of turban adopted by Sultan Muliam-
med I; lience the martagon lily*

(

v l\edhouse,.]
The Turk s-cap lily, IMiiint Martagon. Also
Scarlet martagon: the Scarlet Tiuk s-cap, L.chal-

cedonicttm,

1477 NORTON Ortf. Akh, iii. in Ashni. (1652) 39 Hcrbes
.. as ..Vervains, Lunara, and Martagon. . 1540 tr. I i^o s

Lyt. Tract, .\x.\viii. II iij l&amp;gt;,

The powdre of Mortegon. 1548
TuBNKKA&quot;(i/// t-jf)///i-r/,i (] ,. U.S.) {--5. 1597 GKKARDK//^ -i-al

\. .\civ. 4. 152 The Lillie uf Constantinople is, called like

wise in England Martagun of Constantinople. 1629 Pu 1 -

KIN.SON Farad, in Sole iv. q The Marlagons, both wliin.-

and red, both blu^h and yellow, that require to be set by
them* seines apart. 1637 \\. JONSON Sati Sheph. n. vii, Tiie

Stupifying Hemlock ! Atlders tongue ! And Martagan !

J 737 !* COLI.INSUN in Darlington Man. J. Barttam -y //.

Marshall (1849) 97 The Marsh Martagon is going to Mower

very strongly. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (187;-) I. vii.

171 Here and there the scarlet martagon.
attrib. 1773 H. WALPOLE Let. 29 May, I send you two

niaitagon roots. 1892 DOBSON ib//t Cent. Vignettes 146
Scarlet martagon-lilies.

Martail : see MAR-.

Martar, variant of MAKTKR Obs.

Marteir, obs. form of MAKTVK.
Martel (ma-Jtel). sb^ Also 4 martell

; 5 //.
martewsj marteaulx, y marteaux. [a. OF.
0ia?fc/ (mod.F- martcaii} Pr. martel-s, Sp. mar-

tillo,Yigi .)\\..martello\\&amp;gt;&amp;lt;j\).\ 1.*fiiartclluni\ asynon.
L. ///? ////j occurs in Pliny, and otherpost-Augustan
writers have niarccllus^narcuhis^narnts^ but the re

lation between theseforms hasnotbeen determined.]
1. A hammer; after the i^th c. esp. one used in

i
war. Also

||
Martel-de-fer [Kr. = iron hammer ]

(see quot. 1824). Obs, exc. Antiq.
1474 CAXTON Chcssc 70 Al maner of smythes ben signefyed

by the mart el or ha mer. 1481 Afyrr.ll.xxvuL i22Smytynge
ofmar teaulxor haulers. KttHLBERNBRSJ^VV2f.(l8l3)lt.CXClV.
S9S The lorde Olyuer of Cly.sson had not . . delyuered vp
the Martell, \vhiche is the token of the Constable of Fraunce.

1824 MKYHICK Anc. Armour III. Gloss., Mtirtellus, the

martel de fer, a weapon which had at one end a pick and
at the other a hammer, axe-blade, half moon, mace head or

other fancy termination. 1857 Archxol. Jrnt. XIV. 280

A Turkish martel, the head inlaid with brass, ornamented
with punched markings. 1868 Ibid. XXV. 141 A large
number of marteaux or horsemen s hammers of a peculiar

type. 1890 A. PRINCE Faloniide 93 The storm Of thunder-

hoofs, of martel, spear and sword.

f2. //. The game of five-stones* or snobs .

[So in OFr. ; Rabelais has the form martre^ Ron-

sard martes^\
1426 LVDG. DeCnil. Pilgr. 8433 At the martews, the gentyl

play Vsyd in fraunce many day.

t Martel, sb Obs. [? Corrupt form of MAKTEB
or MARTEN.] - MARTEN.
1607 Tot &quot;*&amp;gt;v.\*\* Four-f. ticasts 495 Of the Marder, Martell,

or Marten.

t Ma rtel, J^- :i Sc. Obs. Shortened form of

MartilmaS) MAHTINMAS.
17.. in Scots Songs (1790) I. 60 Oh, Mattel s wind, when

wilt thou blaw And ibuU the se.u leaves aM the tree?



MARTEL.
&amp;lt; Ma rtel, z&amp;gt;. Obs. rare 1

,
[f.

MARTEL sb.
1

Cf. F. martdcr^ Sp. martillar, It. martellarc^\
intr. To hammer, deal blows as with a hammer \pti}.

1500 SI-ENSER F. Q. lit. vii. 42 Her dreadfull weapon ..

Which on his helmet martelled so hard That [etc-].

t Ma rtelaise. Obs. In 5 marteleise, mar-

tilsys. [a. OK. martelais
(: med.L. type *war-

tellaticiitm }, f. martcler : sec prec.] A fighting
with martels ;

a hammering.
01450 Merlin 211 Ther was soche marteleise and soche

noise as so many Carpenteres in a wode. Ibid. 334 Thei ..

haue all day. .endured the medle and the martileys.

Marfcelege, variant of MAHTILOGK Obs.

Martelet;t(e, obs. forms of MAKTLET.
Martelilie (ma Jtelin). [a. F. marteline^ f. OF.

martel . see MAKTKLj^l A small hammer, pointed
at one end, used by sculptors and marble-workers.

Martcline chisel, a sculptor s chisel, driven by a

mallet or hammer. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Martellate (mauteltfit), v. nowe-wd. [f. It.

martcll-are + -ATE -.] trans. To hammer
(_/&quot;.).

1829 LAS DOR hnag. Conr., Albani fy Pict.-Dcalcrs Wkb.
1853 II. 9/1 They belabor and martellate my ears worse
than the terza rima of Dante.

Martello (nuute ltf). [Corruption (through
association with It. marlcUo hammer) of the name
of

Ca[&amp;gt;e
Mortclla in Corsica (from It. mortella wild

myrtle), where there was a tower of this kind

which the English fleet captured with some diffi

culty on 8 Feb. 1794 ;
it had been captured by

the Knglish and again abandoned in Sept. 1793-
The tower was of a type common in the Mediterranean ;

the slant resistance which it was able to make with a small
force led to a belief among Knglish military experts that

the construction had great defensive value, and the erection

of * martello
*

towers was therefore strongly urged on the

British government, but it was not until 1804 that any were

actually erected. Windham s account of the events of

1793-4 is grossly inaccurate, but there appears to be no
room for doubt that he refers to these.]

Martello ttnver (also, rarely, martello} : a small

circular fort with massive walls, containing vaulted

rooms for the garrison, and having on the top a

platform for one or two guns ; usually erected on
a coast to prevent the landing of enemies.

(1794 LT.-GES. DUNDAS
Disji.

21 Feb. in Ann. Reg. App.
to Chron. ioi*/i Expecting tittle opposition from Mortella
tower. Ibid. * The same day we began to baiter the tower
of Mortella.] 1803 WINDHAM Sp. 9 Dec. (1812) II. 140
What were known to our officers under the name of Mar
tello Towers, a species of edifice so called from a memorable
instance of one at Martello, in Corsica; where, by a tower
of this sort, garrisoned by some ten or a dozen men, and
mounted with about two guns, a ship of the line of ours,
and a frigate, were, during the last war, completely foiled

and driven off&quot;. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 470 A mar
tello is built circular, and thus difficult to hit. 1883 BLACK
Shandon Bells xxvii, The wide water, the Martello tower.

Jig. i8a8 J. W. CROKKR Diary 1 1 Jan. in C. Papers (1884)
I. xiii. 405, 1. .told him [Herries] that in quitting his finance

lie had surrendered his Martello-tower. 1848 LOWELL fiig-
/ttiv P. Poems 1890 II. 88, I esteem my ignorance of other

languages as a kind of Martello-tower, in which I am safe

from the furious bombardments of foreign garrulity.

Kartell (mautcn . Forms; a. 5 martiron,
martren, martroun, -tryn, marterouut, 5-7
martron(e, 6 marteron, -tyron, 5-8 martern(e.

. 6 matron, materne, 7 mattern(e. 7. 6-y
martin, 7 martyn, marton, 6- marten. [Late
ME. martren

j a. (perh. through MDu. martreii)
OF. martrine marten fur, subst. use (with ellipsis
of peau skin) of martrin adj., pertaining to

the marten, f. martre: see MARTEH*.
The word, originally denoting the fur, came to be used as

the name of the animal itself, instead of MAKTKR s6.1
, which

it finally displaced. The dropping of the r in the last syl
lable may have been partly due to association with MARTIN.]

1 1. The skins or fur of the animal now called

marten : see sense 2. Often v& plural. Obs.

14.. LYDC. Life Our Lady (MS. Soc. Antiq, 134 If. 25)

(Halliw.), Ne martryn, ne sabil, y trowe, in god fay, Was
none founden in hire garnement. 14x2 in E. E, U ill$\,\%&-2\

50 Myn eche daies gowne of marterount. 1436 Libel Kng.
Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 186 Irish wollen, lynyu
cloth, faldynge, And marternus gode. t 1489 CAXTON Blan-
chardyn xv. 50 A longe guvvne furred wyth fyn martrons.

1555 A a //&amp;lt;;. Wills II. ic}2 My newe clothe gowene furred \v l

Maricion&amp;gt;. 1575 hiv. in Archxol. XXX. 17 An old tawny
damaske cas.iock, edged with matrons. 1596 DANETT tr.

Comincs (1614) 85 A goodly jjown furred with martins.
tt 1612 HAftmGTOH&&oo&nif ID Babecs Bk. (1868) 255 Gar
ments of .. Martyn or Wolfe-skinnes. 1653 H. COUAN tr.

rint&amp;lt;?s 7Vir . xl. 160 Crimson sattjn cassocks lined with mar-
terns. 1696 PfiiLLirs led. 5), Martetncsl

or SabUs, a kind of
rich Fur.

2. An animal belonging to any one of certain

species of J\Ittstela
t yielding a valuable fur. Often

with distinguishing word, as beech-marten, stone
marten, M. foina\ pine (or ffir) marten, Jlf.

martes ; American pine marten, M. americana.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 595/8 Martrix

}
a martron.

1463-4 Rolls ofParIt. V. 505/1 fr urres of Martirons, Furres,

Letyce, 1486 Bk. St. Albans e j, The Fox and the Martron,
and the wilde Koo. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong,
} nc Martc* a beaste that is called the Marten. 1587 HAK-
RISUN England n. xix. (1877) i. 310 The beasts of the cliase

were commonlie the bucke, the roe, the foxe, and th-- mar-
tcrne. 1589 ( LYLY I appc w. Uatckct Wks. 1902 III. 40^

190

Be thou Martin the bird or Martin the beast. 1594 in

Crompton Jurisd. 195 b, One claimed a free chase within

the forest, for Hare, foxe, wild cat, and martrons. 1602

CAREW Cornwall 22 Heastes of Venery persecuted for their

case, or dammage feasance, are Marternes, Squirrels. 1643
HORN & ROB. Gate Lang, Unl. xvii. 209 l he..inatterne

(poll-cat), sable, and ermine are good for furres. 1675 Duc-
UALE Baronage I. 467/1 Certain Dogs for the destruction of

Wolves, Foxes, Martrons, Cats, and other Vermine. 1741
CoinfI. Fain, -Piece n. i. 307 A Martein is about the Bigness
of a Cat, having a long IJody and short Legs, with a Head
and Tail like a Fox. 1768 PKSSANT lirit. Zool. (1776)
I. 78 Tine Martin. 1827 J. F. COOPER Prairie \. \. 17
The martin s fur of his cap was of a fineness, .that a queen
might covet. 1859 WOOD Xat. Hist. I. 345 The chief dis

tinction between the Pine and the Beech Martens.

b. Zool. By some writers used as a vernacular

name for the genus Muste/a, including the ferret,

weasel, etc., together with the species ordinarily
known as martens.

1896 KIKKALDY & POLLARD tr. Boas 7.ool. 516.

3. Spotted marten : a name for an Australian

marsupial of the genus PkfUCohgaU. (Not in

Monis Austral Engll} 1890 in Century Diet.

4. attrib.
%

as&amp;gt; marten-skiit, -tails \ marten-cat,
-weasel, = sense 2

; marten-cub, a marten of

the first year (Phillips i6y6) ;
marten family

Zool.) the Mustcliddt, (see quot.).
1798 CHARLOTTK SMITH Yng. rhilos. II. 170 The wood ..

was infested by Wild or *Martin cats. 1845 Zoologist III.

1018 A specimen of the rnarttn-cat (Maries l*oina} was
taken in a trap. 1884 rail Malt G. 9 Sept. 2/2 The martin-
cat is nearly extinct. 1896 KIKKALUY & POLLARD tr. Boas
Zool. 516 The &quot;Marten family \Mitstcltifx) [comprises] (a)

Martens (Mnstcla) . .
(l&amp;gt;)

The Otters (Lutra} . . (c) Hadgers
(Meles taxns\ 1823 J. F. COOPER Pioneers i. (1869) 4/2
A cap of martin skins. 1691 Loud. Caz. No. 2711/4 A
large Muff of ^Martin-Tails. 1607 TOI-SLLL Fonr-f. Beasts

497 So may this *Martin-weasel render a sweet e.xcrement.

Marten, -enet, -enist : see MARTIN, -ET, -IST.

Martensite (ma-rtenzait). Metallurgy, [f.

name of Prof. A. Martens^ a German metallurgist
+ -ITE.] See quot. 1902. (Cf. PEABLITE 2.)

1898 ROBERTS-At1si KN Introd. Metallurgy (ed. 4) 147
Martensite is the very hard substance of which hardened
steel consists. 1902 H. M. HOWE in Eniy^l. Brit. XXIX.
572 Mtirtcnsitc, the characteristic and chief constituent of

hardenedsteel,is a hard brittle mass, with a needle-like struc

ture, consisting of iron containing carbon in proportions
which vary from nothing up to about 2 per cent.

fMa rter 1
. Obs. Also 3-5 martre, martir,

6 matter, martyr, 7, 9 (from Ger. originals)
marder. [ME. martre, a. F. martre (recorded
from nth c.) = It. martora, ad. W.Ger. *marfr-
in OS. *mart/iar ^whence marthrin adj. ;

Du. has

inartcr from Fr.), OHG. mardar (MHG., mod.G.

marder) masc. ; app. an extended form of OTeut.

*tnarj&amp;gt;u-z (OE. nu arti, MHG. mart, ON. ?jtpr8-r,

Sw. mdnij I)a. maar\ whence the Rom. forms

F. marte fern,, Pr. mart-z masc., Sp., Pg. marta^\
The marten.
ia.. M oral Ode 182 (Egerton MS.) Ne ocquerne ne mar-

tres cheole [Triu. Coll. MS. meihescheU-, see MART $i&amp;gt;?\

ne beuer ne sabeline. 1481 CAXTON Reynard {\t\&amp;gt;?)
112 The

o^trole, the Martre .. and the squyrel. 1588 PARKE tr.

Mendo-as Hist. China &amp;gt;-u tiiarg., (Ireat abundance of
Marters furres. [1607 TOI-SELL Eour-f. Beasts 405 It is called

a house, and rocke-marder. 1805 Mcd. Jml. XIV. 334 The
owl, the marder.]

b. //. The fur of the marten.

1420 in / . E. Wills (1882) 53 Also I will
J&amp;gt;at

Gerard my
brolhir haue a newe fure of martirs. 1466 in Somerset Mid.
Wills (1901) 210 A gowne of cremesyn, fnrrid with martees

[ . read marieresj. 1530 I ALSUU. 559 Martyn and sabyls be

fur great estates.

fMa rter-. Obs. Also C martar. [f.
MART

v. T -Eli 1
.] One who bargains; csp. in thieves

blang, a dealer in stolen goods.
1591 (IKELNK Disc. Coosnage \\. (1592) 3 The Priggar is he

that steales the hor*e, and the Martar is he that receiues

him, and chops and chan^elh him away in any Fuire, Mart,
Hi other place. 1598 FLOKIO, Barattiert.; a barterer, a

trucker, a matter, . . a fripper.

Marter, -erisse, obs. ff. MAKTVK, MARTYRIZE.

Martern(e,marteron,-ovint,obs. IT. MARTEN.
Martews: see MAKTEL sb.i

Marthe, Marther, obs. ff. MARROW, MARTYR.
Marthy, obs. variant of METHY, burbot.

Marthyr, obs. form of MAUTYU v.

t Ma rtiable,&quot;. Obs. Insmarciable. [? Altered

form of MARTIAL
&amp;lt;*,,

after -ABLE.] MARTIAL.
1470 HARDING Chron. LXXIH. xv, For many were, through

actes marcyable [rime honourable] Depended then by
warres violence.

Martial (mfrajal), &amp;lt;/. and sl&amp;gt;. Forms : 4-6
marciai, 5 marcyal^l, martialle, (5 marcill, 6

merahal), 5-6 marciall, mercial(lj mercyall,

5-7 martiall, 6 martyall, 6-8 marshal;!, (7

raarshiall), 6- martial, [a. F. martial ( Sp.,

Vg. martial) It. ftiarziale}, ad. L. martialis of or

belonging to Mars, f. Mart(i)- MARS.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to war or battle.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1641 (1669) Ne veyn delit, ..

or torney Marciai, . . Ne made me to Kewe on you re dlstresse.

1430-40 LVDG. Bochas viii. i. (i494)Ciijb, His victorious

marcyall hye prowesse Done in almayue. (1430 Min.
Fottns (Percy Soc.) 5 Alle assautis that were nuitialle ! ui

MARTIAL.
his sake he proudly wold endure. 1519 LVNDESAY Cotnplaynt
4S7 Thow,.hts thy honour done awance. In Scolland, Ing-
land, and in France, Be Merciall dedis honourabyll. 1531-3
Act 24 Hen. VIII. c. 13 lustes, tourneis,. .or other marciai
feates or disgulsings. 1586 MAKLOWE \$t n. Tamburl.
i. ii, My martiall prises. . Wun on the iiftie headed Vuolgas
wanes, a 16*$ FLETCHER & MASSINCKR Laws of Candy
i. ii, That yong-man, who was not .. bkil d In Martiall play.

1671 MILTON / . K. in. 304866 .. in what martial equipage
They issue forth. 1676 HOBBES Iliad n. 180 In counsel or
in Martial Array. 1760 JOHNSON Idler No. 96 f i His
martial achievements remain engraved on a pillar of flint.

1773-83 HooLEcV/. Fur. xvi. 307 Rinaldo flies, with mania!
ardor prest. 1791 COVVPLR Iliad \\. 515 With martial orilt-r

terrible. 1872 BAGKHOT Physics ty Pot. (1876) 81 So long as
there was continual fighting there was a likelihood of im

provement in martial virtues.

b. Of sports, exercises, etc.
; Serving as training

for warfare,

1412-20 Lvix;. Ckrou. Troy Prol., V* longeth to man-
Kode .. To haunte his bod ye in playes inarciall. 1568
GRAKTON Chrott. II. 670 The king entendyng to see this

martiall sport, ..caused listes royal 1 for the Champions
. . to be newly erected in West Smithfield in London.

,11586 SIDNEY Apol. Poctric (Arb.) 51 Before Poets did
soften vs, we were full of courage, giuen to martiall exercise^.

1632 PAKKER True Tale ofRobin Hood -^ in Child Ballads
III. 2_9 And shewd to them such martiall sport, With his

long bow and arrow. 1776 GIBBON Dccl, ff J*\ xvii. (1869;
I. 458 They soon became careless of their martial exercises.

1815 WORDSW. Laodtttnia 118 While my youthful peers
before my eyes . . Prepared themselves for glorious enterprise

)}y martial sports. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cany. (1876) III.

xii. 227 There he was entertained with martial exercises.

c. Of music: Appropriate to warfare.
1662 DRVDEN Astrya, Kedux 198 The incensed powers

beheld . . An heaven . . Which durst with . . martial bras*,
belie the thunder s sound. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 540 All

the while Sonorous mettal blowing Martial sounds, a 1704
T. BROWN Praise of Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37 The
martial kettle-drum. 1708 POPE Ode St. Cecilia 37 When our

Country s cause provokes to Arms, How martial musick
ev ry bosom warms ! 1784 COWPEK Task vi. 3 The ear is

pleased With melting airs or martial. 1869 RAWLINSOK
A tic. hist. 36 They had a lively and martial music.

2. Of or pertaining to
* the Army ,

or the military

profession. Obs. exc. in COURT MARTIAL,
*

military
as opposed to

*
civil or *

civilian *. t Martial
name : a fictitious name adopted by a soldier

(= F. notn de guerre).
1470 HARDING Chron. CLXXVIII. xx, Without rule of marcill

gouernaunce. 11548 HALL Chron.) Hen. IV 7b, He..
caused dyvers lustie men to appele divers oMe men upon
matters determinate as the common lawe in the court

marciai. 1590 R. WILLIAMS (title) A Briefe Discourse of

Warre : with his opinion concerning some parts of the

Martiall Discipline. x6ai BACON Jiss., Love (Arb.) 447,
I know not how, but Martiall Men, are giuen to Loue. 1631
WEEVKK Anc. Funeral Mon. 546 Dauid de Argenton, a

Norman, and a martiall knight. 1715 Lond. Caz. No. 5322/3
To be Advocate-General, or Judge Martial of all His Ma
jesty s Forces in England. 1757 CHESTERF. Lett. (^93) IV.
cccxxiv. 102 Some are for a Parliamentary inquiry, others
for a Martial one. 1761 Ann. Keg. n. 3 They laid aside

their surnames, and assumed nick-names, or martial names.

3. Martial law. a. That kind of military govern
ment of a country or district, by which the ordinary
law is suspended, and the military authorities

are empowered to arrest all suspected persons
at their discretion, and to punish offenders without

formal trial, f b. Formerly sometimes applied
to what is now called

*

military law *, viz. the body
of enactments and rules for the government of

the army ; an enactment or rule forming part of this.

Originally these two senses (in which the adj. has re

spectively senses i and 2) would not always be distinguish

able, as military law existed only in war-time, and consisted

mainly of temporary and occasional ordinances ; our earliest

tiuots., however, distinctly exhibit the same use as is now
current. In early examples the adj. is often assimilated in

spelling to MARSHAL^., and it was a common opinion that
* marshal law

1

was so called as being the law emanating
from the lord marshal. Mod. Fr. has loi inartiale^ but perh.
from Knglish.
1533 MORI-; Dcicll. Saletn n. xv. 61 V f the lawe were so

that the iudges myght procede and put felons to answere
without endyghtumentes, as in treason is vsed in thys realme

by the lawe marshal! vppon warre rered. 1537 HEN. VIII
Let. Dk. Norf. in State Papers (iSjo) n. 537 Wt doo ryght
well approve and allowe your proceedings in the displayn^;
of our Baner. And forasmocne as the same is now.. dis

played, .the cours of our lawes must geve place to thorden-

aunces and estatutes marciall; our plea&amp;gt;ure
is that..you

slial. .cause such dredfull execution to be done upon a good
nombre of thinhabitauntes of euery towne, village and ham
let that have offended in this rebellion, .as they may be

a ferefull spectacle to all other herafter, that wold practise

any like mater, a 1548 HALL Chron., lien, f /// 231 Ac
cording to the law mersliiil tlici wur adiudged to die. 1568
in J. Hooker Life Sir P. Careiv 11857) 207 Not by mar

tyall lawe, but by veredicte of twelve men, orderly. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. I

, iv. viii. 46 Please your Malefic, let hi^

Neck answere for it, if there is any Marshall Law in the

World. 1617 MOKVSON Itin. n. 27 His Lordship had power
..to make Martiall Lawes, the being Lord Martiall of

England), ami to punish the transgressors. 1633 T. STAF
FORD Puc. Hib. n. xxiv. (1821) 449 Wte doe hereby giue,
and commit unto you full power and authority to execute

by Marshall Law, all notable and apparent Offenders.

c 1645 HowELL Letters n. lix. (1650) 86 The Lawes them

selves, civil as well as martiall, were publish d and executed
in I-atine. a 1676 HALF. Common Law (1713) 40 Touching
..Martial Law, these Things are to be observed.. .First,

That in Truth and Reality it is not a Law, but something
indulged rather than aljowed as a Law; the Necessity of

. .Order and Discipline in an Army, ia that only uhich can



MARTIAL.

give those Laws a Countenance.., Secondly, This indulged I

Law was only to extend to Members of the Army, or to those

of the opposite Army. 1751 Affect. Narr. Wager 40 [He]

protested that he would go as far in punishing the Criminal*

as the Martial Law would
permit. 1827 HAI.I.AM Const.

Hist. (1876) I. v. 241 For this ordinary crime the queen
could hardly l&amp;gt;e prevented from directing him to be tried

im-tantly by martial law. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India

II. 143 Martial law was proclaimed. 1851 WELLINGTON in

Hansard s Part. Deb. Ser. lit. CXV. 880 Martial law was

neither more nor less than the will of the general who com

mands the army. In fact, martial law meant no law at all.

nttrib. 1900 Daily News 12 Mar. 5/3 Newspapers.. pub
lished outside the Martial Law districts.

4. Warlike; brave; valiant; given to fighting.

Formerly often with some notion of sense 7 a.

1430-40 LVDG. Bochas vni. vi. (1494) Cvb, A werre began

Guyne romaynes this marciall [1554 ed. mercial] woman.

1591 SIIAKS. i //c. 17, n, i. 21 Bur. But what s that Pu/ell.

.. 1 al. A Maid, they say. lied. A Maid? And be so

martiall? 1625 BACON Ess., I iciss. Things (Arb.) 573
The Northern Tract of the World, is in Nature the more

Martiall Region. 1642 FULLER Holy % Prof. St. \\. xix.

120 Women have often been the nets to catch and ensnare

the souls of many Martiall men. 1736 S. WKSLF.Y Battle

of Sexes 56 Sounding trumpets breath Kindles in martial

breasts stern love of war. 1744 HAKKIS Three Treat. (1841)

40 There are sounds to make us cheerful, or sad ; martial,

or tender. 1821 BYRON Afar, l- al. ML ii, My nephew and
(he clients of our house Many and martial. 1870 BRYAN \

Homer I. n. 56 Wake the martial spirit in their breasts.

Couth. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist. Turks (1638) 296 Tlie poore
Prince, .as a martiall minded man. .said [etc.]. 1629 H. BUR
TON Babel no Bethel 97 Who seeing the Martiallikc Prelate

accompanied with armmed men, begun to laugh.

5. Characteristic of or befitting a warrior.

1592 SIIAKS. A oin. fy Jnl. in. i. 166 He Tilts With Peircing
steele at bold Mercutio s breast, Who. .with a Martiall

scorne, with one hand beates Cold death aside, and witti

the other sends It back to Tybalt. 1602 Twel. N.
in. ii. 45 An. Will either of you beare me a challenge to

him? To. Go, write it in a martial hand, be curst and
briefe. 1608 D, T[UVIL] Ess. Pol. % Mor. 37 b, By reason of

his Martiall carriage and aspect. 1784 COWPER Task iv.

640 He steps right onward, martial in his air, His form,
and movement. 1816 L. HUNT Rimini in. 20 Some tastes

there were indeed that would prefer Giovanni s countenance
as the mai tialler. 1817 WOLFF: Burial Sir J. Moore iii,

Hut he lay like a warrior taking his rest, With his martial

cloak around him. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. \eighb.
xxvii, (1878) 474 With almost a martial stride the little

creature walked up to the speaker.
6. Resembling what pertains to tlie god Mars.
1611 SHAKS. Cyinb. iv. ii. 310 His Foote Mercuriall : his

martiall Thigh : The brawnes of Hercules.

7. Of, or
l&amp;gt;elon^ing to, tlie planet Mars.

a. Astrol. (often, subject to the influence of

Mars ; hence applied to venomous animals and to

plants with violently active properties), b. Astron.

(= MARTIAN). Now with capital initial.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. n. i. ii. (1676) 27/1 Gregorius
Tholosanus makes seven kinds of astherial Spirits or Angels,
according to the number of the seven Planets Saturnine, &amp;gt;

Jovial, Martial. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xiv.

(1658) 417 The fixed Stars, .are esteemed Martial or Jovial,

according to the colours whereby they answer these Planets.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. xv. 84 A Martiall Man, is many
times full faced with a lively high colour. 1652 CULPEPPER
Eng. Physic. (1656) 377 Suppose a Man be bitten or stung
by a Martial Creature, Wormwood an herb of Mars, giveth
you present cure. Ibid. 42 They are furious Martial Plants.

1784 HKRSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 273 The point
Aries on the martial ecliptic answers to our 19 28 of Sagit
tarius. 1868 LOCKVEK Gnillemin s Heavens (ed. 3) 210
The Terrestrial and Martial seasons. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop.
Astron. in. iii. 321 Clouds in a Martial atmosphere.
8. In early Chemistry : Of or pertaining to iron

;

containing iron. Obs. exc. in certain names (now
little used) of chemical compounds and pharma
ceutical preparations.
1684-5 BOVLK.W. /Artery ad fin., I found., that more than

one of our English Martial Springs .. were too much
weakened by the Water that Rained into them. 1704 J.
H ARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Martial RegnlnscR Antimony. 1708
J. PHILIPS Cyder \, 36 Our Mines produce As perfect Mar
tial Ore. 1741 HANKEWITZ in Phil. Trans. XLI. 828 All
Martial Waters will, with Galls, turn blackish or inky. 1756
C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 14 This volatile acid.. flies

oft&quot;, \

leaving the iron to precipitate in the form of a martial earth.
\

1776 J. CLEGG in T. Percival Ess. (1776) III. App. 333 Lime-
water tends to deepen the colour produced by some astrin- i

gents and martial vitriol. 1789 A. CRAWFORD in Afed. I

Commun. II. 311, I had. .made trial of the tincture of mar
tial flowers. 1796 KIRWAN Elent. Alin, (ed. 2) II. 82 It was

j

a compleat Martial Liver of sulphur. 1822 IMISON Sci. $
Art II. 105 Black oxide of iron formerly martial ethiops.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 330 The smallest quantity

!

of clay, gypsum, or martial matter. 1825 J. NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 765 Humid Assay of Gold mixed with
Martial Pyrites. 1889 Syd. Soc. Lex., Martial prepara
tions, medicaments containing iron or a salt of iron.

t 9. Of the month of March. Obs. rare~ l
.

43 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxci, Thankit mot be the sanctis

marciall, That me first causit hath this accident.

B. s/ .

fl. pi. Poems about wars, nonce-use.
1589 FLEMING Virg. Argt. 3 His Bucoliks, or Pastoralls..

his Georgiks or ruralls. .hisJEneids or Martialls.

f2. ?One born under the influence of Mars. Obs.
1^S TIMME Qnersitanns i. xi. 47 There are starres which

haue their most cold & moyste spirites. .others most hote &
drie, as the Solarie & Martialls.

f3. A martial person, a soldier. Obs.
ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad win. 469 The Queene of martials

And Mars him selfe conducted them.

191

4. A Martian, rare.

1880 1 . GKI-.G Across Zodiac I. v. 115 Every Martial ran

write at least as ijuickly as lie can speak.

Martial, obs. form of MARSHAL.
Martialism (ma jjali/. m). [f. MARTIAL a. +

-ISM.] Warlike qualities.
1608 1). PRICK Chr. ll arrt: 8 Wrestling, running, fighting,

and other feats of Martialisine. 1784 / /v/. JA/.j,
1

. VI. nj
A clue portion of martialism elevates tlie soul in a remarkable

degree. 1885 A. FORHES Souvenirs someCont, 38 A ru^u-rd,

motley crowd of staunch fighting men, of whose martiamm
he had had experience in his Asiatic warfare.

Martialist (xn&uj&list).
Also 6 martialiste,

6-7 marshallist, martiallist^e, 7 marshalist.

[f.
MARTIAL a. + -IST.]

fl. Astral. A person born under the influence of

the planet Mars. Obs.

1569 J. SANFORU tr. Agrippcts I ati. Arts 50 b, Slic pro-
nounceth..that man a Martialiste or Solist. 1647 LII.I.Y

C //y. Astral, x. 67 Generally MartialLsts have this forme.

1686 GOAU (.\lest. Bodies m. iii. 449 He not dreaming of

such Mariialists, hath recourse to the Nature of the Month.

2. A military man; one skilled in waifare; a

warrior. Also transf. and/&amp;gt;.
Xo\v rare.

1576 FLEMING Panppl. Epist. 296 Your sonne died in the

quarel of his countrie, like a valiant Martialist. 1595 LYI.Y

IToHf. in Moone n. i, He worke such warn? within 1 aiulo-

raes brest, . .That. .She shall become a vixen Martialist.

1603 H.CKOSSK / crtucs COMWH . (1878) 49 A true Martialist

he is indeed, that by strong hand labours to ^npprusse his

rebellious lusts. 1611 SPKICIJ ///.v/. (,V. /In /, ix. xxii. Gi

The French sought to trie fortune for their lies in the Sea*

..their preparations were great, and their Marshal lists

many. 1658 \V. HUSTON I tin. Anton. 67 St-piimius Su-

verus .. deservedly equalled, with the greatest Martialists

of any age. 1749 J. 1 orK Hist, of M indsor 130 The
stoutest and most famous Martialistsof thatage. 1830 Miss
MITFOKD Village Ser. iv. 123 Their wives. .were as com

plete martialists [etc.]. 1882 SWINBURNE Child s Rattles

in Trisir. Lyonessezju Howe er he look demurely, &amp;lt; hir mar-

tialist will surely Have his way. 1884 Daily .Vcnw u Feb.

5/4 These martialists of tlie smug pattern.

3. A Martian, rare.

1870 PROCTOR Other Worlds 101 Then it imi&amp;lt;t 1&amp;gt;c n fine

day for the Martialists, for clouds over Mais., must prndm &amp;lt;

Hiute as bad an effect, .as similar phenomena on earth.

Martiality (majj^ae lfti), [f.
MAKTI.U, a. \

-ITY.] The ijuality or state of being martial.

1632 LlTHGOW Trav. iv. 134 This Kmperour. -was IIUHC

giuen to venery, then martUntie. 1823 Ulucln^. Mn^. \\\ .

529 He., acquires a superior fieri L-iurss or martiality of aspect.

Martialize inaMjftlaiz ,
v. rare. Also 6 mar-

tiallize, [f. MARTIAL a. + -l/.r:.] trans. T&amp;gt;

make martial. I It nee Martializa tion.

1600 TOUKNKUR Transf. Met. Ixxviii, Only the muses
deare to Martialize. 1685 F. SI KNCK tr. I arilttfs Ht\
Mfdici 57 They could not conceive, why, his army being tin-

strongest and best martialH/ d, he [etc.]. 1823 AVrc Monthly
Mag. VII. 126 The Rebellion broke out, and the genius of

loyalty martializcd the various classes of the community.
1848 L. HUNT Tenon (1858) 439 [The march in Figaro J

has ever since been played there to the martialisation of

hundreds of little boys.

Martiall(e, obs. forms of MARSHAL, MARTIAL.

Martiallist(e, obs. forms of MAKTIAUST.

Martially (mfiujali), adv.
[f.

MAUTIAL a.

+ -LY -.] In a martial manner.
1586 WARNER Alb. Ettg,\v. xxi.(i 592) 95\Vhil st either king

thus Martially defends. 1596 DAI.UVMI I.K tr. Leslie s Hist.
Scot. \. 167 Galdie. .obteines na les triumphe. .than gif he
i n. t nia 11 if and valjeantlie had ouirciuu thame. 1670-98
LASSELS Voy. Italy 1. 158 It did not become Rome built by
the son of Mars to take towns otherwise than martially. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 46 r u Who could be the Author of a

Piece so martially written.

f b. In accordance with martial law. Obs.

1583 Exec.for Treason (1675) 33 Shall she forbear.. to put
his Souldiers..to the Sword martially, or to execute her
Laws, .civilly.

t C. ? With regard to military matters. Obs.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Cen. Poems, etc. (1677) 94 Look upon

him Martially, and he is a Justice of War.
Martialness .ma-jjalnes). [f. MARTIAL a.

-f- -NESS.] The quality or state of being martial.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1844 L. HUNT Imag. &amp;lt;y

l-ancy
(1846) 22 In some far island which its foes besiege, Who all

day long with dreadful martialness [Iliad \\\\\. 209 orvycjxp

&quot;Ap*)i] Have pour d from their own town.

Martial sea, obs. form of MAUSHALSEA.
Martian (mft jjai),*!. and sh. Also 4 Marcien.

[f.
L. Marti-ns pertaining to Mars (f. Mart-em

MARS) + -AN.] A. adj.
1. fa. Having the temperament due to the in

fluence of the planet Mars (obs.} b. Of or per

taining to Mars or its supposed inhabitants.

^1386 CHAUCER Wife s Prol. 610, I am a Venerien In

felinge, and myn herte is Marcien. 1880 A. R WAI-LACK
/si. Life 160 The duration of such phenomena on Mars
being reckoned in Martian months equivalent to one-

twelfth of a Martian year. 1892 Pall Mull G. 6 Aug.
1/3 We may therefore perhaps be excused for taking a more
immediate interest in Martian matters than in the affairs

of worlds so infinitely more distant. 1898 H. G. WELLS
War ofWorlds n. ii. 210 Long before the Martian invasion.

T&quot;
2. Of or pertaining to war or battle. Obs.

MARTIN.

1842 M\CAn.AY Lays, I. ilk*. Ri^illus 17 Gay are tlie Mar-
ti:m Kalends.

B. sb. An inhabitant of the planet Mars.

iSgzl a/l illa/U:. 6 Au. =/i Can it lie. Jiat ihc Martians
. are endeavouring to signal ID some otlirr planet . 1898
II. C. WKU.S ll ar of ll ur/its i. v. 31 Tlie j-limi.se I li.,d

had of the .Martians emerging fruni llie cylinder in which
tliey had t.ome tu the earlli from their planet.

t Ma-rtiated, ///. &quot; chcm. Obs. [f. *,,ia&amp;gt;--

liale vb. (f. L. A/arti-its pertaining to Mars) + -KH
.J

Impregnated with iron.

1694 SALMON /-W.- j-
l)ix/&amp;gt;f)is. (1713) 195/1 The mattiattd

Salt, siihlimM fruin Gads of Iron. Ibid, 369/1.

Martiaton, variant of MAKCIATON.

Martichore, variant of MAXTICOKK.

t Marti colist. Obs. rare- . [I. I.. Marli&amp;lt;ol,i

[i. Marl\i,- MAILS + icl-fi c to worship) f -IST.]
A worshipper of Mars. 1727 in I!AH.I-.V vol. II.

Marticora, variant of MAXTICOUK.

t Marti-genous, a. 0/&amp;gt;s. [f. I.. Mai-tij-n &amp;lt;i

(f.
Mart .i]- MAHS + geu- t gigufrt \n beyct + -ors.]

Mars-born, begotten by Mars. 1727 HAILI.V vol. 11.

Martilage, -ildge, -ilege, var. IT. MAUTILOCK.

Martilet, olw. loini of MAKTI.KT.

Martileys, variant ni MAKTKI.AISE.

Martilmas: sue MARTINMAS.

I Ma rtiloge. Ac&amp;lt;7. Cf S. Forms : 4 ,;
mar

tilagc, martilogie, -ye, martirlogi, 4-6 marti-

loge, 5 martelege, martilege, -logge,martloge,
martylogye, mertelage, mertilloge, 6 marty-
lage. [ad. mcil.L. martihgium, -hyinin, corrupt
lonns of iiiaiiym/u^ iiim MAin vitoi.otn.] A list &amp;lt;n

register of martyred saints; a martyrology.
!&amp;lt;

1000 DC Consnct. Mi&amp;gt;nach.\\\ Anoint XI II. 400 pt-ah

J&amp;gt;e
on martirlosian (L. in inartvth gh*} na si h:efj&amp;gt;. | 13..

.V. J-:&amp;gt;-l-eitMili&amp;lt;f 15-1 in ll.iistm. .Utt ii.fl. Leg. (it Sil z6g
Merkid is in oure maitila^e his niynde f .r eiui. 1387
TUKVISA lli&len (Rolls \ ! 81 liy J)e niartiloge it semeth

|^at he regnede sixtene ^ere. (1425 St. MutyiJ (
/&amp;lt;&quot;/&amp;lt;

-

&quot;

n. viii. in .-lii^/iu \ III. 173,3&quot;
^ lc hal-.ui d festfn! ila\ &amp;lt;---

\vi iten in hir niynde and impressed in hir herte as in a niarti

loge. 1432-50 tr. Ili^lcii i Rolls) 1.331 When-fore hit is redde

in theTn;uli!oL;e: Sucbe a day at ScotlandeSeynte Brigida .

1483 (. AXION d l /i/. Leg. 164 . . Of whome the niartiloge itf

linly . hirciie spck&amp;lt;jth
not. 1524111 Nichols Mtwn.*Attc. 1 iii:i &amp;gt;

11797) ^7: . A l.oke called a l ye,aiula h. .ke called a Maitylage.

1548 L liAi.l. I.rasm. I ar., I.iikt 1 n-f. 4b, The holye Biljie,

legendu Sanctorum, ..& martiloges.

ISfartin (mautin). Also 5 martoune, 6, tj

marten. 7 martyri. [Presumably a use of Martin

v
a. F. .Martin, ad. L. Marlinns). a male Christian

name common in Western Europe after St. Martin

bishop ol Tours (4th c.), whose festival is iith

Nov. (M.ucriNMAs). The name is applied in t r.

to various birds, as in iHHrtin-chctssenr, the hen-

harriLT, inarlin-fccheiir, the kingftslur; the dim.

martinet (see MARTINET) denotes the house-martin

and the swift.

The application of the Christian name to birds has no ob

vious reason, and may have been purely arbitrary. Many
writers of the I7thc. say that the martin is .so called because

it comes in March and departs about Martinmas. J

1. A well-known bird of the swallow family,

CheliJoii itrbica. It builds a mud-nest on the

walls of houses, etc. ;
hence called house-martin.

Thesand-martiuorbauk-martiu is Colileriparia;

the purple martin of N. America is Prague snbis

or purpurea. For Australian use see quot. 1883.

Bee-martin, the American king-bird, Tyrattnns caroli-

nensis. Black martin, Screech-martin, local names
for the swift, Cypschts apits.
c 1450 HOLLAMJ llm lat 213 The Martoune, the Murcoke,

the Myresnype in ane, Lichtit, as lertt men, law by that

laike. 1589 I LvlY Papfe w. Hatchet C b, There is small

difference between Swallowes and Martins, either in shape
or nature. 1391 PEKCIVALL Sp. Diet., A rrexaquc, a bird

called a marten. 1678 RAY M tllughby s Orititlml. 213

The Sand-Martin, or Shore-bird. IbiJ. 214 The black

Martin or Swift, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tiaits 107 Kuild-

ing in holes of pits, like some martins. 1773 G. WHITK.

A cltoriw, To Harrington xvi, The house-martin, or martlet.

1774 Jl iii. xx, The sand-martin, or bank-martin, is by much
the least of any of the llritish himndhies. Ibid, xxi, The
swift or black-martin. 1808-14 A. WILSON Anier. Ornith.

581/2 The ordinary Martin of Australia is the Hirundo or

tlylochcliiton nigricaus of most ornithologists, and another

and more beautiful form is the Ariel or Fairy-Martin of the

same country, Hinindo or Lagmeflmtta arid. 1887 J. C.

HARRIS Free Joe, etc. (r888) i4r In the upper air a bee-martin

was fiercely pursuing a sparrow-hawk,

t 2. A dope. Obs. [Perh. a different word.]

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vi. 398 The Beasts that

KNSER J

adowne descended.

fill d&quot; the Martian Field With blood and slaughter. 1506
SPKNSER F. Q. iv. v. 6 The judges. .Into the Martian field

3. Of or pertaining to the month of March.

1623 COCKERAM, Marcian-montth, the moneth of March.

LANDS Martin Mark-allG, I haue heard . . a high-way lawyer

rob a man in the morning, and hath dined with the martin or

honest man so robbed the same day at an Inne. 16*1

FLETCHER Isl. Princess n. i, We are all meere Martins.

3. attrib. and Comb., as martin-haunted adj. ;

martin-box, -coop, a box or coop used in America

for martins to build in; martin-snipe, a provincial

name lor the green sandpiper, Totanus ochropus.



MARTIN.
1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. Note-Kks. II. 47 Its lofty,

machicolated and baltlemenled lower, .looking exceedingly
like a &quot;martin-box, on a pole. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824)
264 Knocking o^yMi a mouldering &quot;martin coop, wilh his
lennis-ball. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer s F. 163 Almosl to the
martin-haunted eaves A summer burial deep in hollyhocks.
1870 H. SIKVENSON Birds Norfolk II. 224 Provincially, this
bird [the Green Sandpiper] is known as the. . Martin Snipe .

t Ma rtin 2
. Obs. [The name Martin (see

prec.) given to the monkey in Keynardthe 1 ox.] A
kind of monkey. Also martin-ape, -monkey.
13.. A&quot;. A Us. 6464 Visage after martyn apen : Folke heo

bulh ful eovel y-schapen ! 1388 WYCLIF Isa. xxxiv. 14
(gloss) Marlynapis ben liyk apis, and ben lailid. 1589
V LYLY Whipfor an Ape 7 Who knowelh nol, lhal Apes men
Marlins call. 1607 TOPSELL Foitr.f. /leasts 7 The Cepus,
or Marline Munkey. The Martin called cepns of ihe Greeke
word,.Kepos. a 1697 J. AUBBKY Z.r&amp;gt; (i8o8) II. 48 Their [the
Martins ] crest is an ape ; men use to say a Martin ape .

b. Comb.: martin-drunk (cf. ape-drunk, lion-

drunk, etc., in the same list).

1502 N ASIIE / . Peiiilesse 24 The sixt [kind of drunkard]
is Martin drunke, when a man is drunke and drinkes him-
selfe sober ere he stirre.

Martin (ma itin). Also 6 Marten, -yn,
Mertaryn. The name of St. Martin (see MARTIN )

used uttrib. and in Comb.
fl. Martin chain, a sham gold chain. (Cf. jb.)
01560 BECON Jewel of Joy Wks. II. 19 b, Cerlayne lyght

braynes ..wyll ralher weare a Marten chayne, lh.: pryce of
.\ \\\.d. ihen ihey woulde be vnchayned.
2. More fully f Martin dry, also [Fr.] ||

Martin
see : a kind of pear, so called from being ripe at

Martinmas. [Cf. G. Martinsbirne^
1664 F.VFI.YN Kal. /for/. (1679) 34 Pears... November...

Martin sec. 1672 Ir. /&amp;gt;. Gard. (1675) 118 (Pears) The
dry Marlins. 1708 KERSEY, Martin-dry, a kind of Pear,
lhat ripens at Ihe middle of November. 1860 HOGG Fruit
Man. 200 Martin Sec (Dry Martin). 1875 Ilnd. (ed. 4) 479
The Marlins are perhaps ihe earliest varieties [of pears]
grown amongst us.

3. fa. St. Martin : St. Martin s day, Martinmas.
533 Prcseutm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1888) 34 That

every man make his fens . .before Seynt Merleryn.
t b. St. Martin s : the parish of St. Martin-le-

Grand, London, formerly celebrated as the resort

of dealers&quot;in imitation jewellery.
1572 in Extracts Ace. Kevels at Court (Shaks. Soc.) 24

John Wever of Saint Marlins for Copper silver frenge, xvij
ozfil al [blank] ihe ounce. 1607 DFUKF.R It estui. Hou. i,

You musl lo Ihe pawne lo buy I^awne : lo Saint Martins for
Lace. 1618 MYNSHULL Ess Prison 23 They are like ihe

rings and chaines boughl al S. Marlines, that weare faire
for a little time, bnt shortly after will proue Alchimy or
rnlher pure Copper.

c. i St.) Martin s, in composition. St. Martin s

bird, the hen-harrier [
= F. oiseait de S. Martin,

Cotgr.] ; St. Martin s day, the i ith of November,
Martinmas; (St.) Martin s eve, the eve of St.

Martin s day, loth November ; St. Martin s evil,
drunkenness (Cent. Diet.) ; St. Martin s flower (see

quot.); fSt. Martin s fowl, = St. Martin s bird;
St. Martin s herb, = HerbofSt.Martin(s&amp;lt;xHv.v.B

7 b) ; St. Martin s Lent, the forty days between
Martinmas and Christmas Eve (see LENT sb.^ 3 b) ;

t St. Martin s rings, imitation gold rings (see

3 b, and cf. St. Martin s ware
) ; f St. Martin s

stuff, ware, counterfeit goods (cf. 3 b) ; St. Mar
tin s Summer, a season of fine mild weather

occurring about Martinmas
; o\soflg.

1897 F. S. ELLK Keyiiar,/ $S And straightway hove within
his sight Saint &quot;Martin s bird. 1517 in Nichols Mann.
Anc. Times (1797) 272 Payd on Seynt &quot;Marten s day, for
bred and drynke for Ihe syngers, vs. 1592 STOW Ann. an.
1280. 300 On S. &quot;Martins euen a great Ihunder ouerthrew
many houses and Irees in England. 1598 Bp. HALL Sat. iv.

iv. 30 Dried Fliches of some smoked lieeue ; Hang d on a
wrilhen wilh since Martins eue. 1866 Treas. /lot. 46/1
Alstromeria Flos Martini, the St. *Martin s Flower of
Chili. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 73 The myllane, and
Sanct &quot;Martynis fowle, Wend he had bene the hornit howle,
1866 Treas. Bat., St. &quot;Martin s herb, Sauvagesia erecta.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. / ere. 4, I doubl whelher all be gold
lhal glistereth, sith Saint &quot;Martins rings be but Copper
wilhin. 1617 FENNOR Compter s Commomv. 28 This kind-
nesse is but like Alchimy or Saint Martins rings, thai are
faire to the eye, and haue a rich outside, bul if a man
breake ihem a sunder and looke inlo Ihem [etc.]. 1598
GuiLpiN.SX-/a/.(i878) 4 i, I had Ihoughl ihe lasl mask.. Had
. .Taught thee S.

* Martins stuffe from true gold lace.

summer of his faded love. 1884 St. James s Gaz. 7 Nov.
14/2 The arrival of November has only varied matters by
bringing in a St. Martin s summer. 1648 C. WALKER Hist.
In,lepend. i. 122 These letters may be St. &quot;Martins ware,
counterfeil stuffe.

Martin 4
(ma-Jtin). [Perh. called from the

surname of inventors or makers.]
1. A grinding-tool consisting of a brass plate

with a flat stone facing (Knight Did. Afcfh.}.
f2. Martin panel.
1760 FOOTE Minor i. Wks. 1799 I. 241 Let the Martin

pannels for the vis-a-vis be carried to Long-Acr*, and the
pye-balls sent to Hall s to be bitted.

3. Martin bit : see quot.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meet. Suppl., Martin Kit (Manlge\

a slilT-bar bit, having a spoon-shaped |&amp;gt;n [-tr ].

192

Ma rtin 5
. dial, (from Yorks. southward : see

E. D.D.I = FBEEMAKTIN. Also mar/in-calf, -heifer.
The sense 4

spayed heifer
, quoted in E. D. D. from Ken-

nett Par. Antii/. (1695) and Peacock Lonsdale Closs. (1869 ,

if genuine, is now obsolete.

Martin, variant of MARTEN.
t Ma rtinet . Gbs. Forms: 5 mart(e)net,

mertenet(te, mertinet, 5-6 martynet, mart-

nette, 7-9 martinet, [a. F. martinet, dim. of

the proper name Martin: see MARTIN
.]

1. A name for the martin and the swift. (Cf.
MARTLET 2 I .) Bank martinet, the sand martin.
c 1460 J. RTSSELL /&amp;gt; . Nurture 437 Qnayle sparow larke

Htelle mertinet. 1513 l!k. Keruynge in fialees tik. 159

Quayle, sparow, larke, martynet. 1530 PALSGR. 243 2 Mar
tynet a byrde, martinet. 1544 TURNER Avinin Frxcip.
Hist. F 2, Minores [apodes] Angli uocant rok martinetles or
chirchemarlnelles. . .Tertium genus, quod in ripis nidulatur,
Angli a hank martnet.. dominant. 1565 COOPER 1 hesattrus,

Apits . . a martnette, the seconde kind of swallowes. 1601
HOLLAND 1 tiny I. 288 A third sort there is of these Swallows
and Martinets. 1610 [see MARTLF.T -

2]. 1678 RAV ll illugh.
by s Ontttkol, 213 The Martin, or Martinet, or Martlet.

1691 RAY Creation I. (1692) 147 Those Birds which have
but short Feel, as the Swift and Martinet. 1736 AINSWOKTH
Lat. Ditt. n, Apiastra, . . a bird that eateth bees, called

midwal, or martinet. 1833 RENNIE (i, Montagu s Ornith.
Diet. 316 Martinet. A name for the Window Swallow.

||
2. Hist. .See qtiot.)

1831 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 405 The martinets
or scholars of the University (of Paris] not belonging to

Colleges at all. 1883 Durh. L ni-.: Jrnl. VI. 104 Day-
studenls werewell-known in medieval daysin the University
of Paris; and they were called Martinets because they
had their dwellings, so to speak, beneath the eaves.

t Ma rtinet-. 0/&amp;gt;s. \sn\.mrM\.\. martiuetlus,

marrt&amp;gt;w//.f(Grillandus), dim. ofMartfmsMnrtin.]
The demon who had the office of summoning
witches to their assemblies. (Cf. MAHTINIST 4.)
1609 B. JONSON Masque Queens B 2, Their litle Martin

is he that calls them to their Conuenticles. Ibid. B 4 h,

Which makes that their little Masters or Martinets, of
whom I haue mention d before, vse this forme in dismissing
their conuemions.

Martinet (ma-atiiuH). Also 5 martymette,
6 martynette, 6-9 (sense 4) martnet. [a. F. mar
tinet in various unconnected senses, possibly belong
ing to etymologically distinct words.]
1. A military engine for throwing large stones.

Ol s. exc. Hist.

1523 hn. BFRNERS Ftoiss. I. cxx. 144 These four mar-

tynettes dyd cast out . . great stones. 1795 SOUTHEV Joan
/ / - hr VIM. 259 Him passing on, A ponderous stone from
some huge martinet, Struck.

t 2. A water-mill for an iron forge (Cotgr.). Obs.

1483 Cath.Angl. 229/2 A Martinet!, irristiticiis,tfdicitvr
tie Irrigno.

t 3. (See quot.) Obs.

1489 CAXTON l-aytes ofA. n. xxiii. 137 Litel cartes called

martymettes for to carye the mantelles & the tymbre that
serueth for y engins from the shippes vnto the place
where as thei shal be dressed.

4. Naut. One of the leech-lines of a sail.

1581 N. LICHKFIFLD tr. Castanheda s Conq. E. Ind. I.

-\\viii. 71 The Mariners and ship boyes, some in the fore-
castell haling boilings, braces, and Martnets. 16*7 CAPT.
SMITH Seaman s Gram. v. 24 The top-saile martnets are

French schools.
1881 Dt&quot; CHAILLU Land Midnight Snn II. 262, I saw . .

what resembled a policeman s club, at the end of which was
a thick piece ofleather, the whole reminding one of a mar
tinet.

Martinet 4
(ma-Jtine t). [From the name of

General Martinet, a French drill-master of the

reign of Louis XIV.]
f 1. The system ofdrill invented byMartinet. Obs.
1676 WVCMKRLKV / /. Dealer 111. i, What, d ye find fault

with Martinet?.. tis the best exercise in the World.
2. A military or naval officer who is a stickler

for strictness of discipline; hence in wider sense,
a rigid disciplinarian.

779 J- MOOKK Vina Sac. ft: (1789) I. xxxix. 339 I,et our
Martinets say what they please. 1816 Quiz Grand Master
yu. 24 If a tyrannic low-bred Colonel Would be a martinet
infernal. 1847 DISKAKLI Tancred II.

yii,
She knew that the

fine ladies .. were moral martinets with respect to any one
not born among themselves. 1868 Lr&amp;gt;. BLOOMFIELD in l^ady
G. Bloomfield Reniin. (1883) II. xix. 320 He is considerate,
strict but not a martinet. 1888 Poor Nellie 300 A true-born
martinet never thinks he is at all severe.

*\ b. One who drills with precision.
1853 KANE C.rinnM Exp. xxix. 11856) a54 We had drilled

with knapsack and sledge, till we were almost martinets in
our evolutions on the ice.

3. attrili. passing into adj.
1814 SCOTT Ifav. lii, A sort of martinet attention to the

minutiae and technicalities of discipline. 1821-30 LD. COCK-
BURN Mem. i. (1874) 26 Martinet dowagers and venerable
beaux acted as masters and mistresses of ceremonies. 1873
H. SPENCER Stud. Social, vii. 163 Protests like those made
against martinet riding regulations . . and against our ridi

culous drill-book . 1903 A. AINGEK Crabte viii. 145 The
martinet father and his poor crushed wife.

Hence Ma-rtinet p., to act the martinet
;
Ma r-

tinetdom, Ma rtinetship, the system of govern
ment by martinets ; Ma rtine tism, the spirit or |

MARTINISH.

[
action characteristic i.f a martinet

; Ma rtine t-

(t)ish a., having the characteristics of a martinet ;

whence Martinet tMshness.
1817 Sporting Mag. XX. 107 Betwixt the system of mar-

tinetting too much and too little, the pro s and con s are
nearly equal. 1827 Hon. SMITH Tor HUH 1838 II. 236 No
garrison had ever been governed with so rancorous and
unrelenting a martinetship. 1835 Rtackiv. Mag. XXXVIII.
322 He called them discipline his boast being martinetism.
1851 JERDAN Autobhg. I.

yii. 53 The martinettish General
had . . enough ado to keep his Aides under military discipline.
1866 CornA. Mag. Nov. 554 Educated in the traditions of
military martinetdom which Frederick the Great had handed
down to his successors as the basis of Prussia s greatness.
1878 R.H. HuTTON.SV0//i. 4 Sir Walter s father reminds one,
in not a few of the formal and rather maitinetish traits which
are related of him, of the father of Goethe. 1882 / ,r// Mall
(/ . 13 Sept. 3 Disgust at the martinettishness of iheir com.
manding officer. 1887 Standard 16 May 5/3 A martinetism
. . repugnant to the Knglish character.

Martingale (mautingjil), sb. Also 6-7 mar-
tingall, 7-9 martingal. [a. F. martingale (Cotgr.
16 1 1 in sense i\ of obscure etymology.
First found in Rabelais in chausses a la martingale hose

that fastened at the back (hence Sp., It. niartingala z sort
of hose, in Sp. also cuishes). This is commonly supposed
to mean literally hose after the fashion of Martigues tin

Provence), and the martingale for a horse is assumed to
have been so named from its similarity to hose of this kind.
It is, however, doubtful whether Rabelais s a la martingale
is anything but a jocular application of the term of the

manege, though the mod. Prov. diets, give martegalo as
one of the Pr. forms of the word.)

1. A strap or arrangement of straps fastened at

one end to the noseband, bit, or reins and at the

other to the girth to prevent a horse from rearing
or throwing back his head.

1589 ?LVLV Pappe iu. Hatchet Wks. 1902 III. 410 Thou
shall be broken as Prosper broke his horses, with a muz-
roule, portmouth, and a martingalL a 1616 BEAUM. & FL,

Seornf. Lady II. i, Lord what a hunting head shee carries,
sure she has been ridden with a Martingale. 1661 HOWELL
Twelve Treat. 237 Some people are to be rid with strong
bitts and curbs, and martingalls. 17*7 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s.v. Colt, Then put on a Martingal. 18*6 DISRAELI / ;&amp;gt; .

Grey MI. iv, If you found a martingale for the mother,
Vivian, it had been well if you had found a curb for the

daughter. 1905 Blaclnu. Mag. July 83/1 Where is the

saddle, the martingale?
2. Naut. A rope for guying down the jib-boom

to the dolphin-striker ;
also called martingale-

giiy, -stay. Flying martingale, a similar sup
porting rope for the flying jib-boom. Martingale
backropc,-a. guy-rope for the dolphin-striker.
1794 Rigging ff Seamanship I. 233 Martingal-stay, to sup

port the jib-bpom. 1815 Falconer s Diet. Marine ted.

Burney), Martingale in a ship is a name given to the rope
extending downwards from the jib-boom end to a kind of
bumkin. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/, flfastxxxv. 132 Tackle [was]
got upon the martingale backrope. 1882 NARF.S Seaman
ship (ed. 6) 13 The flying jib-boom is supported downwards
by a flying martingale.

b. A dolphin-striker (see DOLPHIN 9).
1794 Rigging AT Seamanship I. 170 Martingal, an ash

bar, fixed downwards from the fore-side of the
bowsprit-cap,

and by which the martingal-stay supports the jib-boom.
1853 KANE Grinnell F.xp. lii. (1856) 27 We ran into an ice

berg.., and carried away our jib-boom and martingale.
1899 F. T. BULLEN Log Sea-wai/ ij Seated far out ahead
of the ship by the martingale.
3. A system ingambling which consistsin doubling

the stake when losing in the hope of eventually

recouping oneself.

1815 Paris Chitchat (1816) III. 52, I found him and his

Mentor. . calculating the infallible chances of a martingale.
1854 THACKERAY Neuwmts 1. 266 You have not played .IN

yet ? Do not do so ; above all avoid a martingale if you do.

1878 Daily Neivs 9 Mar., She was to pay him ^20 per
annum at the end of 1875. 40 at the end of 1876, /So in

1877, and so on, in a sort ofmartingale. 1894 MASKKLYNE
Sharps &amp;lt;y

Flatsxiv. 325 Sometimes, of course, the martingale
will answer its purpose splendidly for a while.

Martingale (ma-JtirjgJiI), v.
[f.

MARTINGALE
sl&amp;gt;. Cf. F. martingaler in sense i.J

1. intr. (See quot.)
18*3 Jon BEE Diet. Turf, Martingale, at play, to

double stakes constantly, until luck taking one turn only.

repays the adventurer all.

2. trans. Natit. To secure with a guy-rope.
1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 211 If the wind is likely

to freshen, martingale the . . studding-sail boom.

II Martingana (martiijga-na). Also anglicised
-gane. [Sicilian It.] A kind of boat used in Sicily.
1886 List ofShips Reported Dec., Abbrev., Ma. Martin

gana. 1893 F. M. CRAWFORD Children ofKing 1 . 6 A couple
of clumsy martinganes .

Martini (maJt/ nz). Short for Martini-Henry
rijle (see quot. 1870).
1870 Colburn s United Serttict Mag. I. 361 The rapid im

provements which have taken place, .since the introduction

of. .Brown Bess in 1842, to that of the Martini-Henry in

the present year. Ibid. 367 The only thing then remaining
to be done was to fit the Martini breech to the Henry
barrel, and thus we have the Martini-Henry rifle complete.
1876 Rifle Shot s Man. 21 With the Martini . . a consider

ably increased allowance can be made. 1890 Kll LlNt; Sol
diers Three (1891) 65 Tbe good and virtuous people who
hardly know a Martini from a Snider.

Martinia, variant of MABTYNIA.
I Ma rtinish, a. Obs. [f. Martin + -ISH.]

Of or
p&amp;lt; rtaining to the Martinets.



MARTINISM. 193 MARTYR.

1592 G. HARVF.Y Fonr Lett. ii. Wks. (Grosart) I. 203 This

Martinish and Counter-martinish age.

Ma-rtinism. [ Martin + -ISM.]

1. The tenets cii Martin Marprelate (see MAR- b).

1589 /
as&amp;lt;i

nil s Ret. A iv, It is a common reports that the

faction of Martinisme hath mightie freemls. 1597 HOOKKR
Eccl. Pol. v. Ded. $7 The scurrilous and more then Satyri-

call immodcstie of Martinisme.

2. Tlie system of L. C. de Saint-Martin (see next 3).

1879 Eacycl. Brit. IX. 751 (art. Freemasonry}, The rivalry

ofsuch romantic systems as Martintsm was still . .keenly felt.

Martillist l.maMtinist). Also 7 martenist.

[f.
the proper name Martin + -I.ST.]

1. A partisan of Martin Marprelate .

1589 ?LYLY Pappc ?v. /fatih&amp;lt;-t Wks. 1002 III. 405 Twas
a mail knane and a Martinist, that diuided his sermon into

parts for memorie sake, a 1600 HOUKKH F.ccl. Pol. vu. vi.

7 Tell tin- M.ntinist of the High-Priesis great authority
..what other tiling doth ser\-e his turn hut the self-same

shift. 1659 GAUDF.N Tears Ch. I. v. 61 After such . . Satyrick

Pasquils (worthy of such Ma&amp;gt; tcnisis
1

* came open menacings
of Princes and Pai laments, Priests and Pople too.

2. A follower of Martin Luther (as described by
Swift in The Tale of a Tub}.
1751 EARL OBREIIY Ktmarks Swift (1752) 194 The criti

cisms of the Martinists (whom we may suppose the members
of the church of England*.

3. [F. ifartittistc.] A member of a mystical school

of religionists founded by L. C. de Saint-Martin

(1743-1803), a disciple of Martinez Pasqualis (died

779)-
1871 MORI.EV Crit. .Misc. Ser. i. 183 Peradventure the

twelve apostle s might please you better than the philan

thropists and Martinists.

f 4. ? Used erron. for MARTINET -. Obs.

1652 GAUI.E Afagastrom. 179 How many magicians, astro

logers, [etc.].. have hail tlieii . .martinists, maisterels, and
ministrels, their imps and familiars, as well as other witches:

Martinite (ma Jtin.iit). Min. [Named by
J. II. Kloos 1887-9 after Prof. K. Martin, who
collected it.] Hydrous phosphate of calcium found

at Curajao (Chester Diet. Min. 1896).

t Ma rtinize, . Obs. [f.
Martin + -IZE.] intr.

To discourse in the strain of Martin Marprelate .

1591 GRKENK I- are-M. Folly Ded., Wks. (Grosart) IX. 228,
I cannot Martini/e, swuare ly my faie in a pulpit, and rap
out gogs wounds in a tattcrne.

Martinmas (mautinmas). Forms : 3, 5 mar-
tinmasae, 4 martynmesse, 4 7 niartimos, mar-

tymes,5martymasse,martynmese,myrtynmes,
6 martil-, martylmas, -mease, mertymas, -rues,

6-7 martlemas, 7 martinmass, martynmasse, 8

martilmaase, 9 martinmas.
[f.

Martin + MASS.]
1. The feast of St. Martin, n Nov. Formerly

sometimes f Martinmas in Winter, tor distinction

from the feast of the translation of St. Martin, 4July.
In Scotland one of the two term-days recogni/ed by com

mon law. In many parts of England it was until recently
the usual time for hiring servants, and fairs were often held
on this day. It was also common to slaughter cattle at
Martinmas to be salted for winter provision.
\OE. Chron. an. 918 Foran to Marlines maessan.] 1297 R.

GLOUC. (Rolls) 10579 A conseil hii made at martinmasse at
bristowe ich vnderstonde. ^1330 R. BRUXNE Citron. (1810)
230 After be Martynmesse bat he died here. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce IX. 127 This wes eftir the Martymes, Quhen snaw
had helit all the land. 14. . Plitmpton Corr. (Camden) 148,
iiij mark 8: xxd. now dew unto him at this Martymasse last.

c 1450 Merlin vi. 06 The kynge is now deed sithe Martin
masse. 1471 Prescntm. Juries in Snrtees Misc. (1888) 26
We desyer bl he be wodyd be Myrtynmes next comyng,
1513 FITZHERB. Snrv. viii. (1539) 12 From Myghelmas to

Martylmas. 1557 TUSSER loo Points Husb. xxxiii, For
Easter, at Martilmas hange vp a biefe. 1609 SKENE Keg:
Maj., Qnon. Attach. 91 b, The ane half at the feast of Whit
sunday, and the other halfe at the feast of Martymes. 1641
I!KST Farm. Bits. (Surtees)i2o Att Martynmasse,. .weesette
our foreman tocuttingeofwhite.wilfes[etc.]. 1666 88 DALLAS
Sti\fs(i6g-j) 536 At two Terms in the year, Whitsunday and
Martinmass in Winter. 1838 BELL Diet. Lam Scot. 986
The crop is understood to be fully sown at the term of
Whitsunday, and to be reaped at the term of Martinmas.
1867 FREEMANAVv.CoK?.(i876) I.v.345 After Martinmas
they took up their winter quarters. 1889 JOHNSTON Cttron.
Gleiil itckie 81 Ye ken it [money lent] should have been paid
at Martinmas.

f2. Used as a derisive appellation. Obs.

597 SHAKS, 2 Hen. II
, n. ii. no And how doth the Mar

tlemas, your Master? [rc. Falstaff: cf. in. iii. 199,0 my
sweet Beefe.]

3. Cotn/i., as Martinmas term; fMartinmas beef,
flesh, meat, the meat of an ox salted at Martinmas;
Martinmas Sunday St., the Sunday nearest to
Martinmas

; Martinraas summer, = St. Martin s

summer (in quot. fg^).
1530 PALSGR. 243/2 Martylmas befe, trezil. 154* BORIJE

]&amp;gt;jvtary xxix. (1870) 292 Kefrayne from eatynge of red
herynge, martylmas beef and baken. 1620 VF.SNKR I in
Recta (1650) 72 Beefe Salted, and after dried, which we
commonly call Martimas-Beef is of very hard concoction.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. ^15 Under Charles the
.Second it was not till the beginning of November that
families laid in. their stock of salt provisions, then called
Martinmas beef. 1656 KIDGI.KY Pract. Pliysick 329 Martle
mas flesh a year old, tosted and dried. 1352 \\~ynnere f,

Wattatm 345 For alle es Martynmesse mete bat I with
moste dele Noghte bot worttes with the flesche without
wilde fowle. 1885 R. BUCHANAN Annan Water\, It was
Martinmas Sunday. 1895 G. ALLEN Woman ivho did 178,

1 almost feel tempted to give way to this *Martinmas sum-
VOL. VI.

mer of love. 1592 Extracts Aterd. Rtg. (1848) II. 79 The
^Martomes termc last bypast and Witsonday terme to cum.

Martionist, obs. form of MAKCKIXIST.

Martir, variant of MARTKR, a marten.

Martin s, obs. forms of MARTYR sb. and v.

Martirlogi, variant of MARTILOOF. 01&amp;gt;s.

Martiron, obs. form of MARTEN.

Martite (mautait). Min. [f. L. Mart-em (see

MARS) + -ITE.] A pseudomorph of hematite after

magnetite (Chester Jlict. Min.).
1851 WATTS tr. dmelin s Ilandl ft. Chcm. V. 194 Ses&amp;lt;|ui-

o.\ide of Iron.. .Occurs in the forms of .. Iron-glance, Red
H. umatite. .and Martite. 1879 Rtrn.F.v .Stint. Kocks xi. 200
The magnetite probably being converted into martite.

Martlemas, obs. form of MAHTIXMAS.

Martlet 1

. O/ S. Also 5 mertlete. [Altered
form of MARTHKT. Cf. MDu. tnarte/, var. of marter

marten; also med.I,. martaliis marten (once in

DU Cange from a document written in Germany).]
A marten

; also, the fur of the marten.

1440 in PeaOH.k /-.&quot; /.v- (, //. Furniture (i&66) 182 A vestment
of white fustiane with black merlletes. 1693 RAY Syii.

Qitadr. 200 Maries nliis l- oyna, a Martin or Martlet. 1753
CHAMBERS L ycl. Sn/&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;., Maries, the Martin, or Martlet.,

the name of a creature of the weasel kind. 1802 SlBBAI.O

Chron. Scot. Pot-try IV. dloss., Martlet, more rnmmonly
Mertrick, a kind of large weesel, whitJi bears a rich fur.

Martlet 2
(m.rathH). Also (&amp;lt; mart(e)letto,

7 martilet, 8 mart(e)lett. [a. F. inartcl,-!, app.
an altered form of martinet see MARTINI-:! *

,

peril, assimilated to roitelct wri-n.]

1. The swift, C.ypselus apns, formerly often con

fused with the swallow and the house-martin, to

which some of the examples refer.

1538 KI.VOT Diet., Apeiles, a byrde \vlic&amp;lt;.e feti- he so lytlf,

that they seeme to haue none. I suppose they be inart-

lettes. 1575 TURRERV. Fanlcmric 134 Vong span &quot;\M .

martelettcs and other small byrdes. 1596 SIIAKS. ,!/,-;,. /.

K. [I. ix. 28 Which . .like the Martlet Builds in the weather
on the outward wall. 1666 DRYDEM Ann. Rtirab. ex, Fiisl

the martlet meets it in the sky. 1678 [see MARTINI i 1
1.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 June, The sweet twitter of

the martlet at my window. 1773 [&amp;gt;L-e
MAKIIN i]. 1821

Hlackiv. Mag. X. 443 I ll stay here till the woodcock comes,
and the martlet takes her wing. 1854 Svn. DORELI. Balder
xxiii. 109 When airy martlet, sipping of the pool, Touches it

to a ripple that stirs not The lilies.

2. Her. An imaginary bird without feet, borne as a

charge. Used as a mark of cadency for a fourth son.

In French heraldry the corresponding bird (described as

having neither feet nor beak) is called merit-tie (OF. merlctt,
meslete , AF. heraldry had inert-lot, inerlot, with differing
dim. suffix). This word is app. a dim. of merle blackbird ;

according to I.ittre it has the sense female blackbird ,
but

only the heraldic sense appears in Hatx.-Darm. It seems

possible that the heraldic bird may originally have been in

tended for a little blackbird , represented without feet by
accident or caprice, or with symbolical intention, and that the

English heralds of the :6th c. or earlier identified the bird

so depicted with the martlet or swift, which has short

legs, whence its mod. specific name a/&amp;gt;ns
(Jr. dirous footless.

It is noteworthy that the martlets (so called in the i6th c.)

in the pretended arms of Edward the Confessor were at an

early period portrayed with feet. The anglicized form of
mt-&amp;gt; Icte, MARLET, does not occur in heraldic use, but ap

pears in several i6thc. instances with the sense of martlet,
i.e. a swift or a martin. According to English heraldic

writers, the use of the footless bird as a mark of cadency for

younger sons was meant to symbolize their position as having
no footing in the ancestral lands.

Baring-Gould t( Tiviggis West. Armory (i

5 riodleigh : Arg: 5 martlets 3, 2, on a cheife sab: 3 coro
nets or. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xvii. (1611) 163 He
beareth Azure, a Bend Argent, Cottized Or, betweene six

Martlets of the same. . . The Martlet or Martinet (saith

Bekenhawh) hath leggesso exceeding short, that they can by
no meanes goe. 1642 FULLER Holy ty Prof. St. \. xv. 48 The
fourth Brother gives a Martilet for the difference of his

Armes. 1664. BUTLER Hn,/. n. iii. 417 The strangest long-

wing d Hawk that flies, That, like a Bird of Paradise, Or
Herauld s Martlet has no legs. 1704 J. HARRIS Le.r. Ttchn.

I, Marttet, the Term in Heraldry for a Pidgeon, with its

Feet erased or torn off; tis also the Difference, or mark
of Distinction in an Escutcheon for the fourth Brother or

Family. 1880 G. T. CLARK in Encycl. Brit. XI. 600/2 The
imputed arms of the Confessor, gules, a cross patonce be
tween 5 martlets or .

t Ma-rtlit. Obs.- 1 A aut. ? = MARTINET.
1626 CAI-T. SMITH Accid. Vug. Seamen 15 The Robins,

garnit, Clew garnits, tyes, martlits.

Martloge, variant of-MARmocE Obs.

t Ma rtly, a. Obs. [f. MART sb.* + -LY
1.] Ap

pointed every mart or periodical fair-time.

1655 *n Thurloe St. Papers (1742) III. 119 It is in the
breast of the company orderly assembled . . to make choice
of a martly deputy or for what other term or continuance

they shall find convenient.

t Ma rtly, adv. Obs. [f.
MART rf.&amp;lt; + -LY 2.]

Every mart or fair-time (the period when ac

counts were made up in Germany).
c 1600 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. (1002) XVI. 45 Foure

and twentye Assystents..to bee chosen martly or as occasion
shall serve from tyme to tyme. 1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II.

n. x. 327 The Emperor. .ran ..martely great and excessive

interest for large sums already had.

Martnet(te, variant forms of MARTINET.

Marton, Martoune, obs. ff. MARTEN, MARTIX.

Martre, variant of MARTER Obs., MAUTVK.

Martren, obs. form of MARTEN.

t Ma rtret. Obs. [f. mar/re MARTER + -KT.]
A pole-cat.
14.. I ve, in Wr.-Wiilcker 582/28 Fccontria, a martret.

t Ma rtrix, martrick. Sc. Ol&amp;lt;s. Also 5 (&amp;gt;

mar-, mertrik, &amp;lt;&amp;gt; matrik, 5-8 mertrick. [a. and
ad. med.L. martrix (\Vr.-\Yulcker 595), a fern,

coined to correspond to marlor MARTEII, the suffix

being apprehended as if that of an agent-noun.]
A marten ; also, the fur of the marten.

1423 J.\s. I Kingis Q. clvii, The hugill, dtaware by his
hornis grete; Themartrik, sable, the foyn^ee, and monymo.
11470 HENRYSON Mi r. Fal\ v. (/ ;/. Kcasts\ xvii, Tin-

mertrik with the culling and the con. 1536 BELI.ENDEN
Croti. Scot, (1821) I. 21 Mony hidis and skinnis of oxin,

scheip, gait and martrikis. 1564 AV&amp;lt;

r
. Prh-y Coiintil Scot.

I. ^oS Ane goun of drogat, lynit witli martrikis, hegareit
with velvot. 1596 I&amp;gt;Al.RVMri.K tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 21

He dryues the Toxis, the martrix, the brok and the wilkatt.

1630-56 SIR R. GoimoN Hist. Earls Sutherland 1 Mai-

tiixes, hares, and fmnarts. 1703 M.MARTIN nescr. ll t-st.

1st. 36 The Mi-rl rick.. about the size of a big Cat, is pretty
numerous in this Isle. 1707 MIEGE St. (H. Krit. ii. 30

Deer-skins, Foxes, .. Mertritks. 1802 (see M.Miri i-i ].

altril&amp;gt;. 1424 Sf. Arts Jas. I 11814! II. 6/1 p 1 na man
half inertiik skynnis out of the reahnr. 1535 SIKWART
C&amp;gt;vn. Scot. (1858) I. 151 For fox and fulmar! and..) im-mil:

skin, Anew tliair wes tha lanths than within.

Martron(e, martroun, obs. ff. MAKTEN.

Martspaine, obs. form of MARCHTAXK.

Martyall, obs. form of MARTIAL.

Martylage, -logye, var. ff. MARTILOI;E C /i.

Martylmas, -ruesse, obs. ff. MAUTINMAS.

Martymasse, -rues, obs. ff. MARTINMAS.
Maitymctte : sue MAKTINKT.

Martyn, obs. form of MARTEN, MARTIN.

&quot;Martynia maJti nia). fiol. AlsoS martinia.

[mod. I.,. (I.innrtus), f. name of Prof. J. Martyn,
died 1768.] A genus of American plants of the

N.O. J eilalinex
;
a plant of this genus.

753 in CIIAMUERS Cycl. Suff. 1796 H. HUNTER tr.

St.-l itm s Stint. *\ at. (1799) II. 220, I did not know of

\vhat country the martinia was a native. 1860 DARLINGTON
Amfr. M t-i-ds 222 Long-beaked Martynia, Unicorn I lant.

. .This plant, .is cultivated for its singular fruit which, in

its young state.. is used for making pickles.

Martyr (ina Jt.u), sb. Also 1-6 martir, 3-6

-ter, 4 -tire, 4-5 -tyre, -tre, 5 -tier, 6 St. -teir,

-ther. [OE. martyr, ad. Eccl.L. martyr, a. Gr.

fidprvp, .Folic and late Gr. form of fiaprvs (stem

papTvp- )
witness (in Christian use, martyr), f. Aryan

root * smer- (whence Skr. smar} to remember.
The Gr. word was adopted in Goth, as martyr. The I,at.

word passed into all the Rom. langs. (OF. martir, Pr.,

mod. 1-., Pg. martyr, Sp. martir, It. mnrtirc} and S.IMH- of

the Teut. langs. (OFris., OS. martir, MLG. marter, Sw.,
Da. martyr} , in Ger. and Du. the sense was expressed by
a derivative (OHG. martirarj, MH(1. mcrtt rtr, mod.G.

mnrtyrer; MHG. martclsfre, M I.G. martclere, M Du. mar-

telare, mod.Du. martclaar), f. OHCi. martira, martclti

(MHG. jnarttrf, inartel, mod.G. marter, MDu., MHG.
tnartelc, mod.Du. murtel- in Combs.) fern., ad. L. mar-

tyrium martyrdom. In ON. pislan dttr \ torture-witness )

was substituted.]

1. Eccl. The specific designation of honour (con

noting the highest degree of saintship) for : Onewho

voluntarily undergoes the penalty of death for re

fusing to renounce the Christian faith or any article

of it, for perseverance in any Christian virtue, or for

obedience to any law or command of the Church.
A sect which regarded its distinctive principles as part of

the Christian faith could apply the title, in this strict sense,

to its own members who died under persecution, while by
others the application would be repudiated, or only conceded

ironically. Popularly, however, this sense has long tended

to be apprehended as a specific use of sense 2.

11900 tr. Kxda s Hist. I. vii, Da:r waes ba heafde beslajen
se strengesta martyr Sancts Albanus. e 1000 Menologinm 69
Sculan we hwzoere j$yt martira xemynd ma areccan. 1154

O. E. Chrou. an. 1137 (Laud MS.) Ne uuaiien na:ure nan

martyrs swa pined alse hi wseron. a 1225 Ancr. R. 50 ]?e

reade [creoice] limpeS to beo
|&amp;gt;at beo5, nor Codes luue, mid

hore blodshedunge irudded & ireaded, ase Je martirs weren.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 35 He gate of hirS. Edward,
bat is be martere. c 1388 in Wyclifs Set. Wks. III. 489 Of
Seint Steven men bene certayne by holy writte bat he is a

gloriouse martire. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 3488 Dyssmembrit
as marters, & murtheret to dethe. 1474 CAXTON Chessc 61

Abel was the fyrst martir in the olde testament. 1529 MORE
Dyaloge I. Wks. 134/2, I thanke god & his holy marter, I

can se nowe as well as any man. 1586 B. YOUNG Gnazzos
Civ. Conn. IV. 218 b, If I had not giuen credence to that Pro-

uerbe, That it is better to bee a Martyr than a Confessour.

1611 BIBLE Acttxxa. 20 When y blood of thy martyr [other

versions witness (Vulgate testis)} Steuen was shed. 1653 A.

Ross View of all Kelig. xii. 403 Barrowists, so called

from Barrow, their first Martyr. 1672 EVELYN Diary 20 Feb.,

K. Charles our Martyr. 1704 NELSON Fest. * Fasts xxvir

properly belongs to St. Edward, for his death was not volun

tary, nor from any religious cause.

II The events of the Reformation period caused

the word to be popularly associated esp. with

death by fire. Hence sometimes transf.
1666 DRYOEN A nn. Mirab. cii, And burning ships, the mar

tyrs of the fight, With paler fires beheld the eastern sky.

ft). Used with sarcastic emphasis for : Onewho
suffers death iu an evil cause. Obs.

n



MARTYR.

c 1380 \VVCLIF Se-!. II ks. 111. 171 But Lord ! what mede

were it to feden and norischen bus Anticrist martres 1

II7.-S (1880) 211 Sathanas children S: marteris of glotonye.

1577 VAUTROUILLIER Luther on Ef. Cat. 234 The doers ol

thelawe . are rightly called the Deuils martyrs. They take

morepaynes. .in purchasing hell, .then the Martyrsof Christ

doe in obtaining heauen. 1653 H. COGAN tr. 1 intos Jrar.

xxxvii 247 This action of theirs brought these Martyrsof the

Divell into the Number of the Saints. 1841 Lu. HOUGH-TON

One Tract More to Melancthon mentions that the German

Lutherans named those that had suffered for the reformed

cause in England, tin Devil s Martyrs.

c. Used in the etymological sense of: \\itness.

1642 MILTON Afol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 301 These open

ing the prisons and dungeons cal d out of darknesse and

bonds, the elect Martyrs and witnesses of their Redeemer.

a 1677 BARROW Serm. (1686) III. 95 Having such a cloud o

Martyrs [fM. xii. i].

2. One who undergoes death (more loosely, one

who undergoes great suffering) on behalf of any j

religious or other belief or cause, or as a conse- ,

quence of his devotion to some object. Const, to.

.997 SHAHS. 2 Hen. W, iv. i. 193 Were our Royall faiths

Mirtyrs in Loue. 1652 lip. HALL Invis. World n. I, That ,

heathen martyr Socrates. 1695 CONGREVE Lore/or L. l. 11,

Who would die a martyr to sense in a country where the

eligion is folly? 1715 DE FOE Fam. Instruct, l. iv. (1841)

1 q- Vou are like to be a Martyr in the worst cause that -

ever saint suffered in. 1737 POPE I/or. Ef. 1. L 151 The

Fool whose Wife elopes some thrice a quarter. For matri

monial solace dies a martyr. 1777 WATSON 1 hilipll 11839)325

His father had died a martyr for that cause, which he now

wanted so basely to betray. 1793 BURKE Ctrr. (1844) I\ .

185 That patience and fortitude.. which distinguished the

martyr, of your family in their last calamitous struggle. ;

1863 CVfc&quot; . .\V;M 14 Feb. 84/1 (heading) A Martyr to Science.

b. One who dies a victim (to . . ).

1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. l. 286 [He] sinks a martyr to

repentant sighs. 1800 MAR. EdGEWORTH Muradm, Murad

. .died a martyr to the immoderate use of opium.

3. hyperbolically. One who suffers tortures com

parable to those described in the legends of martyrs ;

a constant sufferer. Const, to (an ailment, etc.).

A common use in mod. Fr. (In the first qnot. the word

may be a verb intr., to suffer as a martyr : Godef. cites a

very similar passage as example of the OF. martirer. }

c 1560 A. SCOTT J oems (S. T. S.) xvi. 12 To lufe & serf

bis lady brirht, And want hir syne, As 1 do, martir day and

nyt. 1847 FK. A. KIMBLK in Rec. Later Life 118821 111.

186 She is a martyr to dyspepsia and bad cooking. 1892

Law Times XCII. 160/1 The deceased . . had been a martyr

for years to rheumatic gout.

b. To make a martyr of: to subject to hardship

or inconvenience. Now often jocularly, to make a

martyr of oneself: to make a real or pretended

sacrifice of one s inclinations for the sake of gaining

credit for it.

1599 PEELE.SVV C/iw&quot;. Wks.(BullenUI.i68 He even means

to make a martris [sic : 1 meant as an illiterate blunder] of

poor Shift his man. l88a Miss BRADOON Ml. A jya/iv, Vou

shall not make a martyr of yourself for my sake.

4. attrib. and Com! , a. appositive (quasi-n&amp;lt;jO.

1651-3 IHR. TAYLOR Seim.for 1 ear II. iv. 43 The monu
ments of the Martyr Prophets. 1710 POPE Windsor For.

313 Here o er the martyr-king the marble weeps. 1833 MARS-

ui-:N Early 1 urit. 9 The martyr-bishop Hooper. 1863 I.

WILLIAMS Baptistery n.xxii. (1874) 67 That fam d Antiocb s

martyr-maid. 1883 Century Mag. July 328/1 One [town|

called Garfield, in honour of the martyr president.

b. simple attrib., as martyr-cell, -conduct,

death, -fire, -flame, -legend, -spirit, -slake, -task,

-train, -seal; martyr-like adv. c. objective, as

martyr \ -qneller, -slaying. Also martyr-maker,

-man, contemptuous names for the martyrologist

John Foxe (1517-1587); martyr-vase Anliq.,

a vessel in which relics of a martyr were preserved.
1860 W. H. AINSWORTII Oningtlean Grange 242 Dulcia may

be . . placed .. in the
&quot;martyr-cells

beneath the White-Hart.

1831 CARI.YLE Charact. Misc. 1857 III. 17 Heroic martyr
Conduct. iTgSSoTHEBY tr. H ielunifsOlieron (1826) II. 129

Huon with lingering martyr-death decays. 1849 STOVEL

Introd.CannesNccess. 50 Meeting.. round the &quot;martyr-fires

which consumed their brethren. 1830 TENNYSON To ii,

Nor martyr-flames, nor trenchant swordsCan do away that

ancient lie. 1902 W. M. RAMSAY in E.if&amp;gt;ositorOc\. 284 A good
example of the way in which &quot;martyr-legends grew round a

really historical name. 1580 HOLLYH\NI&amp;gt; Irens.Fr. Tang.,

Martyrement, Martyr like. 1826 W. E. ANDREWS Exam.
Fox s Cat. fi ot. Saints 413 The &quot;martyr-maker appears
to have been unacquainted with their Christian names.

1826 COBBETT Hist. I rcit. Reform, xvi. 471 The pious

young Saint Edward , as Fox, the martyrman, most im

piously calls him. 1532 MORE Confitt. Tintt&amp;gt;ile Wks. 352/1
Murtherers &quot;martyr quellers. 1826 E. IRVING llalylon I.

in. 189 This new &quot;martyr-slaying power. 1817 MRS. HE.MANS
Atoft. Greece xlii, The &quot;martyr-spirit of resolve was fled. 1798
SOTHEBY tr. Wielanifs Oberon (1826) II. 210 Already stand

before the &quot;martyr-stake The pair that perish for each others

sake. 1827 MRS. HE.MANS Last Constautine xix, Some high

martyr-task. 1827 KEIILE Chr. ) ., Holy Innocents, Their

palms and garlands telling plain That they are ofthe glorious

martyr-train. 1846 C. MAITLAND Ch. in Catacomlis 147 Be
tween the heathen lacrymatory and the so-called &quot;martyr-

vase there exists no well defined difference. 1805 SOUTHEY
Matioc in Azt. xv, Her Priests, .fought with &quot;martyr zeal.

Martyr (mautaj), * . Forms: I (se)mar-

tyrian, se)martrian, 3-4 martri, 3-5 martre(n,

3-7 -tir(e, 4 -trye, -tiry, 4-6 -ter, -tyre, 5 -tur,

mertre, 6Sf. marthyr, 4- martyr, [f.
MARTYR

sb. ; cf. OF. martirer.]
1. trans. To put to death as a martyr ;

to make
a martyr of. (t occas. reft. )

19*

c 8m K .Ft -n Oivs. vi. \ i. (Sweet) 262 prct hie Petrus &
Paulus vinartredon. a 900 tr. /&amp;gt;W .r //W. l. vn, Da was ,

cac swylce heafde beslesen & BMHUtynd se mon, se 3e. .

wiosoc bat he Sone Godes andettere 51056. ruos LAV.

10901 Pus ferde Maximien : he martrede semt Alban. 1197

R GLOUC. (Rolls) 1601 Heworrede cristenclom. .*; let martri

seint denis. a iyx&amp;gt;Ciirsor
M. 8924 fis womman [Maximlllal

was be first men wist pat martird was for ihesu cnst. 1377

LAHGL. / . /V. B. xv. 551 In sauacion of the fayth seynt ,

Thomas was ymartired. 1450-153 *QWV &quot;&quot;&amp;gt; I-&quot;&quot;? &quot;4 lrl

reate desyre to be martyrde for the loue of oure lorde lesu

cryste. 1480 CAXTON Citron, ling:, xl. 28 Seynt peter, .wente
;

to Rome and was made pope til that Nero the emperour ,

lete hym martren. 1641 J. JACKSON True t--f- &quot;&amp;lt;

Matthias.. was. .Martyred by the Axe or Hatchet. 1709

HEARNE Collect. S Jan. (O.. H . S.) II. .62 1 ynda e was mar-

tyr d at Fylford. 1853 J- H. NKWMAS lint. .S*. (1873 ILl.
I

iii. .04 The German tribes, .martyred St. Boniface and other
|

. . missionaries who came to them.

f 2. To kill, slay, esp. by a cruel death. Also

with down (cf. cut down). 0/&amp;gt;s.

c 1305 St. Ktiulm 101 in E. E. J . (1862) 50 Oure louerd

nold no;t bat he scholde so li^tliche ymartred beo. f 1400

Dfstr. Troy 5553 What mighty were marrit, & martnd to

dethe. a 1400-50A lexander-ifm pare was be Medis martird.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 377 Our kingis men he haldis at

aret wnrest, Martyris thaim doun. 1530 PALSGR. 633/1,
j

I martyr a person, I put him to dethe by turmentynge. . .

They have martyred hym amongest them. 1579 LVLY

KuMnes (Arb.) 81 My father shall sooner, martir mee in

the fire than marye me to Philautus. 1^94 J. WILLIAMS

Slirare Tuesday n When Strathmore s Countess martyrs

all her Cats.

3. To inflict grievous suffering or pain upon ;
to

torment, torture.

1:1140 li ohiinge in Colt. Horn. 283 Lauedi moder and

meiden bu . . was wiSinne martird ibi moderliche herte.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 704 Wrecched Palamoun, That

Theseus martireth in prisoun. 1491 CAXTON I lias Pair.

(W de W. 1495) I. li. 104 b/2 Soo moche as they martnd linn,

soo moche more he louyd theym. ,; 1533 I.n. BsiNEU
Hnon xxvi. 81, I shall so inarter thee that thy body shall

not endure it. 1596 SPKNSEH F. Q. iv. vii. 2 The lovely .

Amoret, whose gentle hart Thou martyrest with sorow and

with smart. 1611 LADY M. W KOTH Urania 4 If you be. .

some furie of purpose sent to vex me, vse your force to the

! vttermost in martyring me. 1737 POPE Hor. Kp. \. vi. 54

Rack d with Sciatic!!, martyr d with tlie Stone. 1860 HAW-

THORNE Mart. Faun 11879) H. xxiv. 237 They must.. pelt i

him and absolutely martyr him with jests. 1893 R. 1 .

JEFFREY I isits to Calvary 116 His blessed Ixxly martyred
and quivering in its every nerve with aching torture,

f 4. To inflict wounds or disfiguring blows upon ;
&amp;gt;

to mutilate; also, to disfigure (the face) with

weeping. 0/is.

1590 C ri-ss PEMBROKE Antonie 734 Hir faire discouer d

hrest . . she still martireth with blowes. zSjl LADY M. WROTH
I rania 53 With the flowing of teares, her face was martyred
so much, as [etc.). a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 316 Theodo-

tus himself, .sorely martyred with wounds.

tb. Iransf. To mutilate, spoil a thing). Of&amp;gt;s.

1-1450 Erie Tolons 1 1 10 They hcwfl thorow helme^and
basenet, And martyrd many a mayle. 1600 Si KI LET Conn-

trie l-arme III. xxviii. 485 Apples must be gathered, .by

hand.. otherwise the fruite would be much martred. 1655

FULLER Cii. Hist. I. iv. n Of such Monuments as were

transmitted to Posterity, it is probable most were martyred

by the Tyranny of the Pagans. i6j8SiRT. B*am*fffdrift.
Kp. Ded., Time hath so martyred the Records, that (etc.].

5. To represent as a martyr, nonce-use.

1649 MILTON F.ikon. Pref., Though the Picture sett in front

would Martyr him and Saint him to befoole the people.

Martyr, variant of MABTF.R, a marten.

tMartyragO. Otis, nonce-u d. [After virago.]

A female martyr having the courage of a man.

1654 \VHITLOCK y.ootomia 562 That one speech of a cheer-

full Martyrago, when she said, farewell Faith .. farewell

Hope.. but welcome Love.

Martyrdom ;mfiMtOKlom). Forms: seeMAR-
TVU .t/ .

1
;
also 4-5 -dam, 4 7 -dome. [&amp;lt;

)K. inar-

lyrdtim : see MARTYR .?/ . and -i&amp;gt;M. Cf. mod.G.

miirtyrerthum (in Goethe also martyrlhnm}, Sw.,

1 )a. martyrdom]
1. The sufferings and death of a martyr. Also,

the act of becoming or condition of being a martyr,
rtooo tr. Bxda s Hist. I. vii, Etetr wa;s cyrice geworht..

bis ^rowunge & martyrdome wyrbe. c 1200 / ices fy Virtyes
129 Mani^e busend . . here clannesse ihelden and mames-

kennes martirdom 3ar fore 5olede. 1197 R. C.Loue. (Rolls)

9830 He huld it al wreche of god vor sein tomas martirdom.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun s T. 274 The palm of marlirdom

for to receyue. 1456 SIR G. HAVE J.nw Arms (S. T. S.) 32

The faith has lane . . strenth throu the tribulaciouns and per-

secuciouns, and marterdome of haly martens. 1590 SPENSER

/&quot;. Q. in. iii. 39 An huge host.. With which he godly Os
wald shall subdew, And crowne with martiredome his sacred

head. 1634 BRERETON Trot . (Chetham Soc.) 58 We saw . .

anothershow, representing the martyrdom ofall the Apostles.

1704 NELSON Fist. 4- Fastt viii. (1739) 101 The Martyrdom
of the Holy Innocents, .is. .commanded to be for ever cele

brated in the Church. 1856 FROUDE Hist.Eng. (1858) II.

ix. 374 He had spent his time in encouraging catholics to

persevere to martyrdom for their faith.

attrio. 1688 EVELYN Diary 30 Jan., The Martyrdome day
of K. Charles the First.

b. Iransf.

111703 BURKITT On N. T., Matt. xiv. n It is as true a

martyrdom to suffer for duty, as for faith. 1847-9 HELPS
Friends in C. (1851) I. 107 Social martyrdoms place no saints

upon the calendar. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. vii. II. 215

To suffer martyrdom for the property and liberty of his

plunderers and oppressors.

c. The name given to the N. W. transept of

Canterbury cathedral, where Becket was murdered.

MARTY RIZATION.
1631 \Vn\lR Anc. funeral Man. 228 Here lies intened

in I he Martyrdome an Archbishop. 1691 Wool) A th. Oxoti.

1. 551. 1855 A. P. STANLEY .Mem. Canterb. 65.

t 2. Slaughter, esp. in to make martyrdom. Olis.

1375 BAKBOLK Brine vl. 289 He sic marlirdome thair maid,

That he the fuide all stoppit had. c 1450 .Merlin x. if&amp;gt;3 As

soone as the kynge Ban com in-to the medlee he be-gan l

do so grete martirdom of peple, and so grete occision, that

[etc.], 148$ CAXTON Chas. Gt. 188, 1 shold make grete inar-

terdom on these Paynyms.
3. Torment, torture ; extreme pain or Buffering

&amp;lt; 1386 CilAt CEH Knt s T. 602 Who koude ryme in englyssh

proprely His martirdom [sc. in prison]? c 1489 CAXTON
.taunts ofAymon iv. 117 Yf we were suche as I trowed we
sholde not suffre the martyrdome that we endure. 1550

COVERDALE Death II. i. 177 Chryste hangynge in great

Martyrdome vpon the crosse. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE //&amp;gt;

driot. iii. (1736) 36 Were the Happiness of the next World
as closely apprehended as the Felicities of this, it were a

Martyrdom to live. 1811 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Life

(1870) I. v. 139 Only think what martyrdom I underwent in

entertaining, .this prim damsel from one o clock to seven.

t Martyre. Oh. Also 4-6 martir;e, 5 -ter.

[a. OF. martin, earlier martirie (inod.F. martyrt)
: eccl. L. martyrium, a Gr. ^aprvfuov, f. fmprvp-

(see MARTYR rf.).] Torment, torture; extreme

suffering; also, slaughter (in phr. to make martyre .

c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. ll ace (Rollsj 15382 Oner mj-kel

w asjjeir ire, Of so fele to make martire. 1399 Gow ER Praise

ofPeace 341 Whan him was levere his oghne deth desire

Than do the yonge children to martire. &amp;lt; 1400 Rom. Rose

2547 Than thou shall brenne in greet martyr, c 1450 Merlin

xiii. 193 It was merveile to se the martire that Gaw ein made.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 45 O what payne is to a true louar tin-

fortunat for to be in contynuel martire. c 1489 Xonnfs

tifAymon iii. 93 The whiche kyll and slea your folke, And

put them to a greate marter. 1597 TOKTE J.anra in Atia

(i88o&amp;gt;
Introd. 33 My griefes and martires, which I snll

^Martyred (mautaid), ///. a. [f.
MARTYR v.

+ -Ki)l.J Made to suffer martyrdom; made a

martyr of; f tormented, mutilated (obs.).

1580 in Stanyhurst /Eneis, etc. (Arb.) 152 Martyred Alban.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. x. 483 What a martyrd anatomy I was.

1636 BRATHWAIT Kim. Kuif. 289 Seeing such a strange

spectacle of martir d faces. 1685 EVELYN Diary 2 Oct.,

His [K. James IIJ martyr d and blessed father. 1711 POM:

Y w/. / /&amp;lt; 174 Here hisabode the martyr d Phocion claims.

1855 BROWNING Before, Who s the martyred man? 1897

H. S. MERRIMAN In Ke,lar s Tfittsxiv. 154 Vou are always

kinder to her than you are to me
,
went on the lady in her

most martyred manner. 1904 F.itin. Rev. Jan. 140 The

martyred legionaries of Sebaste.

t Martyrement. Obs. [a. OF. martirtma*,
!. mariirer to MARTYR.] Intense suffering.

1340 Aytxk. 77 F.flerward waycs of pouerte, of zorje, and

of martirement.

tMartyrer. Otis. [f.
MAKTVU -,: + -KB .]

One who martyrs.
1471 CAXTON Recnyell led. Sommer) I. 29 Shall thy moder

be thy marterar. [A mistranslation : Fr. has marrastre step

mother.] 1551 LYNUKSAY Monarche 5807 Those creuell bludy

Iwwchouris, Martyreris of Prophetis and Prechouris. 1617

W. SCLATKR A .r/. 2 Tliess. (1629) 29 To Manyrers of Saints

[belongs] the depth of hellish torments.

t Martyress. OH. [f.
MARTYR rf. -t- -ESS.]

A female martyr.
1471 CAXTON ReciiyelKtA. Sommer) I. 107 Alas my fader

am 1 born vnder so vnhappy conslellacion for to be a mar-

icies-e and prisonner. 1678 / / Anglo-Kaniana 125 Si.

Lucia. Unspotted Virgin, and Resolute Umitjmu.

I Martyrial, a. Ot&amp;gt;s. rare-
1

, [f.
L. martyr.

em MAKTYK sl&amp;gt;. + -IAL. Cf. med.L. marlyrialis

(f. marfyrium).] Befitting a martyr.

1678 J. J[ONKS] Brit. Ch. 592 A martyrial breast, and a

fixed resolution.

Ma-rtyring, vtl- sl&amp;gt;. [f.
MARTYR v. + -INO

.]

1 he action of the verl) MARIYU.
f 893 K. /KLERED Oras. (Sweet) 254 Vmbe Cristes tacnunija,

&amp;lt;^ ymhe his martyrun^a [L. fassitme]. a 1300 Cursor- M.

910! pat .sarf, bat scam, (&amp;gt;at martiring, Was neuer sene on

suilk a king ! 1607 MARKIIAM Camil. l. (1617) 85 This ty-

rannicall martyring ofj)Oore horses. 1692 LOCKK Toleration

in. ix. Wks. 1727 II. 398 &quot;1 is well if Drasooning and Mar

tyring can do it.

Ma rtyring, ///. a. [-IXG 2.] That martyrs.

1674 J. B[RIAN] Ham. Home vii. 45 To bear so many a

martyring misery. 1830 W. MACKRAY Church ,J Rome 26

She lighted up the martyring tires of Smithlield.

t Martyriologer. OH. rare- 1
, [f.

assumed

Gr. *fiapTvf&amp;gt;io^u-jos (f. naprvpiov testimony, martyr

dom + -\ufos) + -ER !.J A martyrologist.

1643 PRYNNF. Sen . Poner Part. ill. 143 As an ancient

Martyriologer saith.

Martyrish (ma-atariJ), a. nonce-wd. [f.
MAR-

TYII sl&amp;gt;. + -ISH.] Having the air of a martyr.
1888 F. BARRETT Recoiling I engeance II. VL 83 Awdrey s

&amp;lt;iuiet, long-suffering, martyrish manner.

t Martyrizate, v. In pa.t. and pa.pple. mar
tirizate. [f.

L. martyrizat- . ppl. stem of mar-

. tyrizare to MARTYRIZE.] = MARTYR v. i.

1432-50 tr. lligden (Rolls) V. n Sixtus, the pope suc

ceeded Alexander, whiche was martirizate. Ibid. 95 1 his

emperour.. martirizate mony trewe peple of Criste.

Martyrization ^mautirsiz^-Jsn). [ad. med.L.

martyrisatio, f. martyrizare : see next and -ATIOX.]

The action of subjecting to martyrdom.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 381 The matirizacion of Seynte

Thomas of Canterbery. 1789 MRS. Piozzl Jourti. France

II. 115 Three fountains.. which were said to have burst from

the ground at the moment of his mart yrizat ion.



MABTYEIZE.

fb. Alch. Applied to the various processes to

which metals were subjected in the laboratory.
1610 1!. JONSON Alch. ll.

y.
Name the vexations, and the

marlyrizations of mettalls, in the worke.

Martyrize v
m -:i Jt r3 z); v. Also 5 7 mar-

tirize, 6 marterisse, -ize, 7 -yzo, martarize. [ad.
med.L. martyriJire, f. martyr: see MABTVK s/&amp;gt;.

and -IZK. Cf. F. martyriser, Sp. martiritar, I g.

martyrisar, It. marlirizzare.]
1. trans. To make a martyr of, cause to suffer

martyrdom; &amp;lt;= MAKVYH v. I. Now rare.

c 1450 i\lironr Salnaciaitn 2832 When Abel of wikked
kayiue was slayne and niartiri/id. 1588 A. KINO tr. Cani-
sius Cntcch. in Cath. Tractates (S. ! . S.) 185 S. Dynipna
virgin dothter to the king of I Hand maru-rissed he hira\vin
father vnder Leo the 3. 1657-^83

E\ KLVN Hist. Relig. (1850)
II. 124 Thousands of Christians, .were all martyrized so

soon as they had finished the work. 1834 BECKFORD Italy
II. 207 St. Vincent .was martyrized near the Cape.
trausf. 1595 SI KNSER Col. Clout 475 To her my heart

I nightly martyrize.
2. To cause suffering or misery to; =M.\KTVllz .3.

1656 KAKI. MONM. tr. Boccatittfs Ailvts.fr. I arnass. I. i.

(1674) -2 Many loathsome things present themselves, .to the

sight . . ; and to behold them is to martyrize ones self. 1797
W. TOOKE Cath. 77(1798) III. xiii. 347 note, He martyrized
them [st:. Jews] by stripping them naked in the depth of the

winter, and pouring cold water on their heads. 1803 MAHV
CHARLTON ll ife A- Mistress IV. 150, I must still martyri/e
the curiosity of Caroline. 1885 SI:LLY in igf/i Cent. June
963 How thought can crucify and martyrise any one.

f3. To disfigure or mutilate by the inHiction of
wounds or blows: = MARTYR v. 4. Olis.

1635 J. HAY\VAK tr. Jjiontiis Banish d I irg. 106 Mar
tyrizing her with so many wounds, that her Iwxiy was seene
all over pierced through witli stabbes. 1637 MoNHoTi.r/W.
II. 151 Now men are marteryzed and cut downc..by those
furious and thund ring Engines of great Cannon. 1718 J r.

HUTCHINSON ll itchcraft xiii. 210 Thousands martyrizing
their own Bodies, by tearing the Flesh.

4. To cause to suffer hardship on behalfofa cause.

1844 THACKERAY Bejcf/tftetltW\n,(lSmp. ed.) XI II. 403
The Irish press is at present martyrising the most successful
member of its body. 1879 I,. WINGFIKI.D Lords ofStroguc
III. i. 12 It would be impolitic to martyrise them too openly.

b. reft. To make a martyr of oneself.

1887 Miss BKAUUOH Like ff Unlike xxviii. She is martyr
ising herself and for what? 1896 A. MORRISON Child of
the Jago 86 She proceeded to martyrise herself by a show of

setting to rights in the room.
5. iittr. To be or become a martyr, rare.

1514 WILL. MALVKRN in R. Clone. Chron. (1724) 582 Arilde
that blessed Virgin, Which martyrized at Kinton. 1846
LAHDOR Alhani t, Picturc-d.\VV.s. II. 14 We must bleed
and martyrise : no end or remission of our sufferings.
Hence Ma-rtyrized ///. a., MaTtyrizing vbl.

s/i. Also Ma rtyrizer, one who martyrizes.
635 J. HAYWARD tr. Bioniii s Banish d Virg. 84 An ex

quisite (though martirized) beauty. 1636 BRATHWAIT Rom.
Kni/&amp;gt;. 141 The martyrizing and bannishmg of the Christians.
1810 BxtrniAH racking (iZti ) %$ This noble army, not of
martyrs but of martyrizers. 1843 THACKERAY Mr. ff Mrs.
Frank Berry ii, She only gave a martyrised look, and left the
room. 1900 A. LANG Hist. Scot. I. xvi. 436 Henry quotes
the_ deeds of the murderer Jehu as warrant for his own mar-
tyrising of a bishop.

Martyrly (mautajli), a. rare.
[f.

MAKTYR
st&amp;gt;. + -LY 1.] Resembling or characteristic of a

martyr ; martyr-like.
1659 GAUDEN Tears o/Ch. Embl. Trees **4 Without any

respect to their . . Martyrly Constancy. 1891 G. MEREDITH
One ofour Con,]. III. iii. 47 [He] mused on London s East,
and martyrly service there.

So Ma rtyrly adv., in a manner befitting a martyr.
1818 BYRON Juan- i. ccxi, The Edinburgh Review and

Quarterly Treat a dissenting author very martyrly. 1823
in Spirit ruh. Jrnl;. 419 Enduring the scorn of all England
most martyrly.

Martyrolatry (maJtVlatri). [f. MAKTYR
sb. + -OI.ATKY.] The worship of martyrs.
1889 FARRAR Lives o/Fathers I.xii. 702 The Christianity

which he despised, .was mainly associated with a super-
smious martyrolatry and a grovelling relic-worship. 1894
Wesim. Gaz. 20 Aug. 3/2 This Anarchist martyrolatry began
with the famous execution at Chicago in 1887.

t Hartyrologe. Obs. Also 6 marteralage,
7 martirologe, 8 erron. martyrologue. [a. F.

martyralogl, ad. med.L. martyrologium : see MAR-
TYHOLOOY.] = MARTYUOLOGY i.

1500 tnv. Ch. Goods in C,cntl. Mag. (Dec. 1837) 569/3A niarteralage and a sawter. 1563-87 FOXE A. fy .17. (1596)
41 i The martyrologe of Isuardus. 1622 DIIAYTON Poly-
nil , xxiv. 26 She.. Of her deare Countries Saints, the Mar.

tyrologe would sing.
Comb. 1716 M. PAVIES Athcn. Krit. I. 223 There were

in the same dark ninth Century two Martyrologue-makers.
b. transf. MAUTYHOLOGY i b.

1631 WEEVER AHC. Funeral Man. 752 Registred in the

Martirologe of this house.

Martyrological (ma:itirol? -dgikal), a. [f.
MAHTYROLOGY + -ic + -AL.] Pertaining to martyr
ology or a martyrologist ; concerning the history or

sufferings of martyrs. Also rarely Martyrolo gic a.

1656 OSBORN Atlv. Son i. ii. 60 To be registred in one of

ms_[jc. Love s] Martyrological Ballads, & sung by dairy
maids toa pityfull Tune. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus
l. Hydriot. etc. 37 Some Martyrological Histories. 1849
fraser s Mag. XXXIX. 288 The meaning of Christian and
martyrologie symbols. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. I.

352 Stripped of its martyrological sensationalism, that story
offers a good illustration of the stale of feeling in 1514-1515.

195

ist(maJtir^ lodgist). [f. MAKTYK-
OLOGY + -1ST.] A writer of martyrology; one versed
in the history of martyrs.
1676 I. MATHER K. Philip s War ( t^2 ^ 100 That famous

Maityrologist Mr. Fox. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertues
Anc&i. Paint. (17861 V. 133 Samuel Clarke, martyrologLst.
1841 W. Si ALniNG Italy ,y It. 1st, II. 34 The legends of
the martyrologihts.

Martyrologue. rare -.
[f. MAIITVK s&.;

see -LOGUK.] A
martyrolo^ist.

1647 TRAIT Coinui, Philemon \. 10 The Roman Martyro
logue saiih, that he was stoned to death at Kuine. 1657
Coiitin. Job xvi. 8 Mr. John Fox the Martyrologue.

Martyrology imiitfip lddgi). See also MAK-
TILUOE, MABTYBOLOOE, [ad. med.L. martyrolo^ittm^
a. late Cir. papTvpo\uytoi\ f. fwprvp NfABXYH sb.\ +

\vyo$ account : see Louos.]
1. A list or register of martyrs ; spec, a book con

taining a list of Christian martyrs and other saints

in the order of their commemoration, with some
account of their lives and sufferings.
1599 SANDYS Europx .V/Vc. (1632)95 The Martyrologies of

such as rendred by their deaths a testimonie to that truth
which [etc.}. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 335 In
the ancient Martyrolugies of the Church, we meet with

sundry Relations of the Appearances of Angels. 1846 MAS-
KKLL Man. Kit, I. p. cxliii, It was at length ordered that

nothing should be read in the Marlyrolo^y, but the name
and date of the martyrdom of the Saint.

b. Antiq. The necrology of a religious house.
1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II.

c. transf. An account of those who have suffered

death in a cause.

1659 Gcntl. Calling Pref., I fear if the martyrologie even
of these suffering times were scanned, Venus and I acchus
would be found to have had many more martyrs, than (_&amp;gt;od

and Loyalty. 1732-8 NKAL Hist. Purit. (1822) I. 87 It is

not within the compass of my design to write a martyrology
of these times \ nor to follow bishop I Jonner and his brethren
through the rivers of Protestant blood which they spilt.

2. The histories of martyrs collectively ; that de

partment of ecclesiastical history or literature which
deals with the lives of martyrs.
[Properly a distinct word, as if f. a Or. type m -Aoyia : see

-LOGY.]
1801 FUSELI in Led. Paint. x.\i. (1848) 377 Monastic legend

and the rubric of martyrology. 1849 MACAULAY Hist, ting,
iv. I. 501 The courage of the survivor was sustained by an
enthusiasm as lofty as any that is recorded in martyrology.
1867 FREEMAN Norm. Canq. (1876) I. vi. 493 We are here on
the dangerous ground of martyrology.
Ma rtyrship. rarer 1

,
[f.

MARTYR sl&amp;gt;. +

-SHIP.] The status of a martyr.
*i 1661 FULLER Worthies \\\. (1662) I. 13 [They] now will

willingly allow Martyrship to those from whom they wholly
with-held (or grudgingly gave) it before.

Martyry (mautiri). See also MARTYRK. [ad.
mcd.L. martyrium^ a. Gr. papTvpiov witness, mar

tyrdom, f. papTvp MARTYR sb. Cf. F. martyre t

Sp. martiriO) Pg. martyrio^ It. martirio^ martiro^
martorio. A derivative of the med.L. word appears
in OHO. martara

y
martini (G. marler torture).]

f 1. a. Martyrdom, b. Suffering, torment. Obs.

ci-$*$Metr. Hont, 158 For than pin we our bodye, With torfir

and with martyrye. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. m. 131
Clemens Alexandrinus cals martyrie the purgation of sin.

2. A shrine, oratory, or church erected in memory
of a martyr ;

an erection marking the place of a

martyrdom or the spot where a martyr s relics lie.

1708-22 UINGHAM Oriff. Eccl. vin. i. 8 Wks. 1840 II. 349
Constantine . . adorned. .Constantinople with many, .ample
martyries. a 1727 NEWTON Observ. Propk. Daniel^ i. xiv.

(1733) 206 Those of the Church are not allowed to go into the

Ccemeteries or Martyries, as they are called, of hereticks.

1842 J. H. NKU.MAN Miracles (1843) 146 The proposed
Martyry or Church of the Resurrection. 1889 FARKAK
Lives ofFathers I. 86 They met year by year at his mar
tyry to celebrate the day of death. 1901 T. R. GLOVER
Life &amp;lt;5-

Lett. $tk Cent, vi, 136 On her way back she made
a deviation to see St. Thecla s martyry.

Marughe, maru;, obs. forms of MARROW sbl

Maruni (me^r^m). Obs. exc. arch. [a. L.

martini) ad. Gr. papov.] A name for two aromatic

labiate plants (natives of Spain, etc.), Thymns
Mastichina or herb mastic, and Tencrium Alarum
or cat-thyme, formerly used A/ed. as errhines.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. Apr. (1679) 15 Slip and set Ma-
rums. 1693 tr. BlancartVs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Manttn t

an
Exotic Plant, like in Figure and Vertue to Marjoram. 1707
MORTIMER Ifnsb. (1721) II. 151 Mastick Tyme or Maruni is

increased by slips. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Masti-
c/ii j/a,., the herb mastic, or garden inarum. 1774 GOLUSM.
Nat. Hist. (1862) I. iv. i. 357 The cat is excessively fond of

some plants, such as valerian, marum, and cat-mint. 1834
LANDOR Exam. Sheiks. Wks. 1853 II. 268/1 No kitten upon
a bed of marum ever played such antics.

Marum, variant of MARHAM, beach grass.
Maivadie, -vedee, -vedi(e : see MARAVEUI.
Marvel (mauvel), sb. Forms: a. 3, 5-7 mer-

vel, 4 merwayle, -wal(e, -waal, 4-5 merveille,

-vaille, -veyle, -vayl, 4-6mervell, -veile, -vayle,

4-7 mervaile, 5 mereeil(l, -velle, -vale, -veylle,

-vayll, 5-6 mervaill, -val, -vaylle, -well, S(,

-waill(e, 5-7 mervail, 6 merveyll ; . 4 marveil,

4-7 marveile, -vaile, 4-8 rnarvail, 5 marvile,
-velle (marfaylle), 5-6 marveyle, -vayle, 4-7
marvaylle, -veyl, -veille, 6-7 marvell, 6-

MARVEL.
marvel. See also MARL sb:- [a. OF. mo-veille
fem. (mod.F. nte&amp;gt;&quot;veillc\

a Com. Rom. word - Pr.

meravclha, Sp. maravitta, Pg. maravilha, It.

maraviglia^ meraviglia, a fem. sing. sb. repr. (with
some irregularities of form not fully explained)
L. imrabilia

t neut. pi. of mlrabilis adj., wonderful,
f. mirari to wonder at.]

fl. ^ MlKACLE I. Ofa.
a iyoo Cursor AT. 16762+147 (Cot i.) Mony bat stode & sa^e

poo mervL-U doyn in dede, Torned & wore baptized, c 1375
St. Leg. Saints Prol. 67 How til hel he vent in hy, & of fxj

merwalis he vrocht ^are. c 1400 MAUNDEV. 11839) v - 61

Lord, thi Merveyles ben thi Witness. 1483 CAXION Goid.

Leg. 55 b/2, I shal stratche out my hand and shal smyte
egypte in all my meruaylles tliat I shal doo ainyd emonj;
them, a 1600 MoNii,&amp;lt;tMi-:im; Sonn. ij. 13 Prai&amp;gt; him, O man !

His mervels that remarks.

2. A wonderful or astonishing thing; a cause of

surprise, admiration or wonder
;
a wonder.

1330 K. liki NNE Chron. (1810) 178 Oft tille our Ingiir,
men was scheweda mervaile grete, Adarte was schui to K i

,

bot non wi.st who it schete. c 1386 CHAUI KR .S /r.V T. 6^-
Neuere yet was herd so grete meruailles. 1387 TKEVISA

Higtien (Rolls) I. 361 In pe vttermestc endcs of be worl l

fallcb ofie newe meruailles and wondres. 1390 Clo\\ KR Con/.
II. 70 The worthi Hercules, Wlios name schal ben endeles
I or the marveilles whiche he wroghtr. 1-1420 Antnrs

&amp;lt;]/

ArtJi. 73 pis mekel mervaile bat I sh;d of nieiie. c 1450
.Merlin \. j Thei. .tolde their maister the marveile of the

nioreyn, tliat was fallen a-moiige the be^tt-s. 1485 CAXTON
Malory s Arthur Pref. 3 Wherfor it is a memayl why lie !&amp;gt;

nomore reuomed in his owne contreyc. 1526 nigr. Pcrf.
(\V. de W. 1531) 39 b, Therfore theyr werkes were mer-

uayles, but no myracles. 1555 KDKN Decades To Kdr., It

was acconipted for one of the marueyls of the worlds. 1674
UHEVINT Saul at Emtor $r$ Sprinkle a little of thi:, holy
water upon yourself.. ; it will do Marvails. 1798 KKKKI \

lliustr. Sterne vi. 168 All these curiosities are.. great mat
\els for fouls. 1808 .SI.OTT Mann, in. xvili, Marvels still t!nj

vulgar love. 1818 KYHON Ch. liar. iv. xviii, [Venice] Per
chance even dt-arer in her day of woe, I han when she was
a boast, a marvel, and a show. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann,
Q. Xeighb. vii. (1878) 113 It was a marvel to me afterwards
that nobody came near me. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) III.

229 Among other marvels he beheld a hollow brazen horse,

t b. A subject for surprise. Obs.

1456 SIR (&amp;gt;. HAVE Law Anns (S.T.S.) 7 It suld nucht be

grete mervaillis to se grete weris and bataillU in this warld
here, c 1540 J. HKYWOOD Four P. P. 701 And whiiJie of

you telleth most merucll, And most vnlyke to be true, Shall

most preuayle. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholcnt. i. (Arb. 58, I will

tell yow the most meruel! of all, and yet soche a trothe, as

no man shall denie it.

c. Wondcrfulness.
1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis xix, And all the marvel of the

golden skies.

d. A wonderful example 0/&quot;(some quality;.
1873 BLACK Pr. Thulc xxv. 418 The house was a marvel

of neatness and comfort.

f3. A wonderful story or legend. Obs.

13.. A&quot;. Alts. 6755 Wite ye eghwar by my weyes. Any
merveilles by this wayes, That Y myghtedo in storye. 1303
R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc^gio pe porter ^ede vp to be halle,

And bys merueyle told hem alle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13776

(heading) Here Ye A Meruayle Of A Lady Uy Nygra-
inansy. 1483 CAXTOS G. dc la Tour E j b, I shalle reherce

yow merueil which a good lady dyde recount to me. 1484
Fables ofPage v, The whiche merueylle was announced

or sayd to the sayd Pope.

4, Astonishment, surprise, admiration or wonder.

Obs. or arch. Phrase, f To have marvel , to be

struck witli astonishment or wonder.

1303 R. BKUNNE//rt&amp;lt;//. Synne 3927 pelordeand be gestes
alle.. Had merueyle bat hyt was so, pat he my^te swych
myracle do. 13.. F. It. Allit.P. A. ii29Delit |&amp;gt;e

lombe fur

to deuise, With much meruayle in mynde went. ( 1386
CHAUCER S/r. s T. 79 In at the halle ne was ther spoken a

word, For merueille of this knyght. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
4954 pai..hade maruell full mekull of Jat niayne place.

CI4SO Merlin i Whan the fendes sien tliat, they hadden

right grete feer and gret merveile. 1493 A . RiaitUf Rec.

(1894)125 Toourgreat marvileand displeasure. 1535 COVER-
DALE Rev. xvii, 6 When I sawe her I wondred with greate
mervayle. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 26, I haue

great marueile that, .we can by no possibility heare of your
being. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Bren)insx\v, Our peace did all to

ioy and maruaile move. 1601 W. T. Ld. Remy s Civ. Con-
sitt. 8 To the great meruaile of the French themselues, [he]

consented that his sonnes should compound with the French.

1618 ROWLANDS Sacred Mem. 31 They said with maruell

and great admiration, How strange and sodaine is this alter

ation? 1805 SCOTT Last A/instr. H. xxxii, Use lessens

marvel, it is said. 1884 W* Morn. News n Sept. 4/3 Sir

Richard Cross, .is. .to nobody, if the look of marvel in his

eyes may be trusted, a greater marvel than to himself.

fb. Phr. To marvel (= &amp;gt; . & meroeilU}\ won

derfully. Obs.

c 1500 Mclnsiiie 348 Wherof they were al joyfull & glad to

meruayll.
5. Phrases, f It is marvel: it is a wonder

(&amp;lt;?fo.).

What marvel, no marvel: ^ what wonder, no

wonder (arch, or rhetorical}.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 265 It Is grett meruaile |;at god

. .distroiebnot alle bis cursed peple. 6*1420 \siVG.Assembly

ofGods 103 Hit was gret merueyle how I myght endure.

c 1450 Cursor J/. 17406 (Laud) No marvayle though ye vs

not trow. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur\\\. ix. 225 Merueylle me

resteth all. 1529 S. FISH Supplic. Bcggcrs (1871) 3 Is it any
merueile that youre people so compleine of pouertie? 1545

BRINKLOW Compl. xi. (1874) 26 It is meruel.. that fyre de

scend not down from heauen. 1607 HIEKON Wks. \. 204 It
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is no meruaile though there bee euery where so many
empty soules. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. p 4 And what
maruaile ? Ecclits. xvi. n It is merueile, if he escape
vnpunished. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew, Card.
(1626) 31 No maruell then, if Trees make their shoots, and

put their spraies disorderly. 1647 CLARENDON It ist. Rcb.
i. 10, I say, it is no Marvail. .that he could think of no
better way [etc.]- 1815 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. xxvii, No
marvel, mid such musings high, Sleep shunn d the monarch s

thoughtful eye. 1857 BuCKUcCiP/K*. I. x. 609 What marvel
if-. the most insignificant trifles should swell into matters
of the highest importance?

f b. with inf.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1985 A myst and a merkenes was mer-

uell to se. a 1400-50 Alexander 318 How he is merkid
made is mervaile to neuyn. Ibid. 1245 Silk a niynd vn-to

me ware meruaill {Dubl. MS. mervellj to reken. 1470-85
MAI.ORY Arthur xvi. i. 664 And eyther made grete loye ol

other, that it were merueylle to telle.

6, Marvel of Peru, of the -World. The plant
Mirabilis Jalapa, native of tropical America, with

handsome funnel -shaped flowers of various colours

which expand towards night :
= FOUK O CLOCK i.

1597 GEKAKDE Herbal n. liii. 272 The maruell of Peru, or
the maruel of the world. 1660 SHARHOCK Vegetables 28 In

the seed of Mervayle-of-the- world . . you must chuse out such
flowers as be variable while they blow. 1711 MORTIMER Hitsb.

(ed. 5) II. 230 Marvel of Peru, so termed from its wonderful

Variety of Flowers on the same Root. 1882 Garden 6 May
317/3 Marvel of Peru, .will look well at the back part of the
borders.

7. Conib.
t
as marvel-monger \ marvel-loving adj.

1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xvm. xcii, The Marveilmongers
grant that He Was moulded up but of a mortal metal. 1903
Edin. Rm. Apr. 326 The marvel-loving chronicler.

t Marvel, a. 0/&amp;gt;s. [a. OK. mtroeil adj., evolved
from mcrvcille sb. : sec prec.] Marvellous, won
derful.

13. . /:. E. Alllt. P. C. 81
J&amp;gt;is

is a memay 1 message a man
for to preche. c 1420 Pallad. on. Hitsb. v. 87 Eke meruel

things affermeth Marcyal. c 1420 Chron. I ilod. S8o And
vnder a tre he doune hym leyde, A meruayle sweuene po con
he mete. Ibid. 1429 Bot when bey seyn bis merfeyle sy}t. .

pey cryede god mercy alle bat nygt. c 1460 Towtttlty afyst,
xiv. 422 And also, sir, lo you I tell The meruellest thyng
thateuer fell. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur \\. xiv. 92 He is the

merueyllust kny^t that is now lyuyng. 1533 Lu. BEKNEKS
Froiss. I. 384 They..dyd ther feates of arrnes mervaile to
recorde. 1525 Ibid. II. liii. flii.] iS8 They were the falsest

peuplt and of the merueylest condycyons y 1 were in all the

royalme. 1530 RASTELL Bk. Purj-at. i. xvii, Thys is now
one of the mervelest conclusyons that ever I herd.

Marvel .mauvel),!/. Now only literary. Forms:
see the sb. [a. OF. merveillier, f. merveille : see

prec. sb. Cf. Sp. mamvillar, Pg, maravilhar, It.

maravigliarei mcravigliare,]
1. ititr. To be tilled with wonder or astonish
ment

;
to be struck with surprise. (In mod. use a

stronger word than womier.) a. without construc

tion.

13. . A&quot;. Alis. 5^14 Also the kyng was meruelynde, A cry
he hereth gret behynde. c 1374 [see MARVELLING///, a.].

1:1450 Merlin i. 3 When the heirdessye their bestes so deyen
in the feldes, thei meryeyjed gretly. 1563 Homilies it.

Recciv. Sacrament i, I Hi iij, Take then this lesson. .that
when thou goest vp to the reuerent Communion.. thou mar
uell with reuerence. 163* SANDERSON Scrm. 481 Let vs not
mervaile if he begin to deale something strangely. 1782
WOLCOT in J. J. Rogers Opie &amp;lt;$

Wks. (1872) 22 The Queen
turned up the whites of her eyes, marvelling. 1839). H.
NKWMAN Par. St-rw. IV. xix. 333 A religious mind is ever

marvelling, and irreligious men., scoff at it because it does.

b. const, at-, formerly &quot;\oft ~\ on, &quot;\~ upon.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. n. pr.v. 32 (Camb. MS.), I wondre

gretely bat men meruaylcn on swyche tbynges. c 1375
Cursor M. irj7i(Kairf.) What they had herd & sene thei
told Alle marvailid on. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Katerine)
in Bot bu suld moyse here & merwall, of hewine & erth.
a 1425 Cursor J/. 187/4 (Trin.) Code men of galile wher
vpon merueile ;ee? 1535 JOVE Apol. TindaU (Arb.) 37
Meruel not at this thyng. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. 11. ix. 41
Guyon mervayld at her uncouth cace. 1605 in \oth

Rcj&amp;gt;.

Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 372 Let not any man mervayfle
of the manyfould downefalles into synne. 1666 BUNVAN
Grace Ab. r 41 Presently I found two things within me at
which I did sometimes marvel. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. S5i Into
the Heart of Eve his words made way, Though at the voice
much marveling. 1841 W. SPALUING Ita.lv ,y //. Isl. 1 1 1. 250
Their annual liquefaction of the blood of Saint Januarius,
over which they never tire of marvelling. 1865 TKOLLOPK
Helton Est. xiii. 142 She was one of those whose lot in life

drives us to marvel at the inequalities of human destiny.
indirect passive. 1583 R. TANNER Prob. Conjcct. B

iij b,
It is a thing greatly to bee meruayled at. 1585 T. WASH
INGTON tr. Nicholny s I7oy. \. viii. 7 b. It is not to be mar-
ueiled at thogh they haue great plentie of such pullen.

c. with clause, expressing the object of wonder.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 117 Now schalt thou noght forthi

mervaile That I doun fro my Charr alihte. 1465 Pasfott
Lett. II. 220, I merveyll that I here no tidyngges from yow
hough ye have do at the assises. 1538 STARKKY England
I. iii. 88, I can not agre wyth you, but rather I maruayle
that you can say so. itiii BIBLE Gal. i. 6. 1784 Cow PER
Task iv. 713, 1 marvelled much that, .his beauties had then
first Engaged my wonder. 1820 SCOTT Abbot ii, I marvel
your ladyship could bear so long with her insolence.

d. const, inf.

1535 COVERUALE Ps, xlvii. 3 They marveled, to se soch
thinges. 1535 CROMWELL in Merriman Lifeff Lett. (1902) I.

437, I cannot a little marvayle to understand that, .ye have
(etc.]. 1582 N. LicHf.vtKi.nCas(afi/i?i/a sC0nt?. E. Ind. \. ix.

21, He shoulde not meruaile to see them bring theyr weapons.
2. To feel astonished curiosity ;

to ask oneself

wonderingly. Const, interrogative clause.

c- 1380 WYCLIF IVks. 11880) 366, I merueyle wher be pryue-
logib uommen alonde wherby [etc.]. ijnoGowu Conf. III. 7

Everich be himself merveilleth What thing it is that me so

eilleth. c 1400 Melayne 529 Thay mervelde why the bellis

so range, c 1470 HKNRY Wallace viii. 497 Sotheroun mar-
ueld giff it suld be Wallace. 1330 PALSGR. 581/1, 1 marvayle
what you meane. 1606 SHAKS. fr. $ Cr. i. ii. 238, 1 maruell
where Troylus is. 1643 SIK ^ BROWNE Relit*, fried. \. 45,

I cannot but marvaile from what Sibyl or Oracle they stole.

the Prophesie of the worlds destruction by fire. 1875
MRS. RANDOLPH ll ild Hyacinth I. 44 Christian was mar

velling more and more what her father could possibly want
with her.

t 3. a. refl.
= senses I and 2. Ofis.

6-1330 R. HKUNN*: Chron. Wace (Rolls) 963 Merueille
J&amp;gt;e

nought 5yf bey haue grace, ffraunchise& frcdom topurchace.
: a 1400 Merle Arth, 1314 My lorde meruailles hym mekylle
..Why thow morthires hismene. r 1400 MAUMJEV. (Roxb.)
xv. 70, 1 meruailed me gretely. c 1489 CANTON Blanchardyn
ii. 15 BUnchmrdyn . . coudc not merueylle hym self to moche
..of the dyuerse and strange \\trkes that he perceyued.
1548 G ESI E / r. Masse Ii iv b, I maruel me muche that many
of them, .haue in earnest meyntenaunce transubstanciation.

t b. ijiipers. Me marvels : ^ I marvel, (occas.
with direct obj.) 0/&amp;gt;s.

c 1325 Song of Yesterday 97 in E, E. P. (1862) 135 Me
meruayles ouer al pat god let monymon croke and elde.

c 1330 R. BRUNXE(.V(&amp;gt;V. (1810165 Me meruailesofmy boke.

1390 GOWKR Conf. II. 277 So that the more me merveilleth,
What thing it is mi ladi eilleth. ? 1401 Pqf. Poems (Rolls)
II. 75 Me merveilith moche of thin lewidheed ! 1x1425
Cursor J/. 11671 (Trin.) Marye he seide me merueileb he

pat seest be he^enes of bis tre. 1496 Dives *rPaup. (W. de W.)
Int. x. avb, Me ineruaylleth moche why Cryste taught
more that yon^e riche man the commaundcnientes of the

secondc table than of the fyrste.

t C. pass.
- senses i and 2. (Chiefly const, of.}

1390 (,IOWKK Conf. II. 196 Wherof the world is yit mer-
vtiled Of the maistries that he wroghte. a 1400-50 Alex
ander 3218 He..Was on be make of bat mote 11051 mer-
vallcd a lytyll. 1523 LD. ULHNKRS Froiss. I. 324, I am
greatly marveled of the letters ye have sent me. Ibid.

cclxxiii. 409 They arc all greatly niarueylt-d. . that, .ye wolde
nat yssue out of your strayte to tight with them.

f 4. trans. To wonder or be astonished at.

(Often in pass, with clause attached.) Obs.

1382 WVCLIK yuditk x. 7 rThei]..stone)ende merueileden

[Vulg. tiiirafi sitnt} ful miche the fairne--.t; of hir. .1400
Row. A cif 2062, I merveile thee asking this demands.
1432-50 ir. //rX&M (Rolls) 1. 233 Hit is to be mervaylede how
that so heyy a thynge myghte be speerecte. 1513 DotGLAS
.-Eneis i. xi. 31 Thai mervalit the riche glftis of Knt:as. 1523
Lu. BKHNKKS / roiss. I. 441 It myght well be marveyled
howe they endured so long. 1565 T. SIA^LETON I-ortr.

Faith 46 That were, surely, worth the kniing, and much to

be marvailed, if [etc.]. 1625 KAO N /; ss., Deformity (Arb. \

255 I^et it not be Maruelled, if BOmetinwi they prone Kx-
cellent Persons. 1819 W. TBNMANT Papistry Stonn d i.

(1827) 33 Sir Knicht did hing a while on wing, Marvcllin
the nieaniu

1

o
1

that tiling.

t 5. To cause to wonder
;
to astonish. Obs.

a 1400 Kerlam .y Josaphat 260 (Harl. MS.) pis meteyng
meruaild all his mode. 1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) II. 369
There were iij. sustyrs as of oon pulcritude, whiche nier-

uayledetheirebeholders. 1470-85 MA.I.OKY Art/iurxvi. 1.665
One thynge merucilled me. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. I cnm, i.

505 This inater inaruellis me [etc.]. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, vii. 15 It dois merwell me Qunat causit hcs the
Lordis of Scotland Tuk on ane enterpryse of sic folie.

t Marvellable, a. Obs, [a.OF.*Knvtffa&ft:
see MABVKL v. and -ABLE.] MAUVKLLOUS.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 430 b/j God. .wyllyng hym self

shewed wonderful and meruaylablc. ( 1500 Alclitsine 177
Theire mcruayliable shottyng with gunnus & arowes.

t Marvella tioil. Obs. (Meanl as a vulgar
ism.} [f.

MAKVKL v. + -ATION.] Cause ofwonder.
1599 PLELK Sir Clyom. Wks. (Rtldg.) 518/1 Why, it is

marvellation to sec.

Marvelling (mauvulirj\ vbl. sb. [f.
MAKYEL

v. + -ING !.] The action of the verb MAKVEL.
^1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 40 Whiche hath turned vsalle

in suche stonyynge and merueylyng. 1552 I.ATIMKR Scrm.
^rdSttnd. Epiph. (1584! 305 Which word [of God], if it light

vpon a good ground.. it turneth with his strength the same,
and bringeth a meruaylyng. 1592 STOW Ann. an. 1280, 300
On S. Martins eut-n a great thunder ouerthrew many houses
and trees in England, to the maruailing of many.

Marvelling (ma-jvelirj), ///. a. [f.
MARVEL

v. + ING -.] That marvels.
c 1374 CHAUCKK Hocth. \. Met. iii. 5 (Camb. MS.) Thanne

. .phcbus. .smyteth with his beeines in nuirveylynge Eyen.
1839 liAiLty Festus vi. (1852) 78 These same marvelling eyes
uf mine. 1841 DTsRAELi Amen. Lit. (1867) 212 They. .im

pressed on the marvelling reader that [etc.].

HenceMa rvellingly adv.) in a marvelling manner.
1891 (&quot;.. MEREDITH One of our Conq. III. viii. 155 Nataly

marvellingly natiK il Mi&amp;gt;. John Corwyn.

Marvellous (mauvebs), a., (sb.} and adv.

Forms: a. 4-7 merveil(l)ous, 4 mervilous, mer-
velis, merva(i)lous(e, inervellos, merveilows,
4-6 mervel(l)ous(e, 5 mervel(l)us, mervey llous,

mervelo(i)se, merveyleux, -l^i)ouse, mervel-

iou8,mervelyow8 ve,inerwalus,6mervaylous(e,
7 mervailous

; 0. 4 marvelliows, 5 marvelus,
5-6 marveylous, 6 marvaylus, marvayl(l)ous,
(5(r.)marwolus,7 raarveilous/&amp;gt;-() marvelous, 6-
marvellous. SnperL 4-5 merveillousest, -oust

(-ous), mervelyouste(ste, mrrviloste, merveil-
uste.^marvelloussest. [a.()F.wf;7/c///^(mod.K.
ina vcilleux}) f. Merveillc . see MAKVEL sb. and
ous. Cf. Sp. maravilloso, It. mcraviglioso.]

A. adj. Such as to excite wonder or astonish

ment; wonderful, astonishing, surprising.
13.. A&quot;. Alis. 6445 Another folk bysyde ther is, Swithe

merveillous folke, y-wis. f 1330 R. HRUNNE Chron. (1810)
228 Men norise childre her inne, on merveilous wise. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 59 pe Meruiloste Meetynge Mette I

me benne
J&amp;gt;at

euere dremede driht In dreccMynge. a 1400
Stockk. filed. MS. 141 A maruelliows drink, ta 1400 Morfc
Arth. 129 Sir Lucius. .That es be meruelyousteste mane bat
on molde

lenjjez.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1572 And all of marbill

was made with meruellus bestes. c 1410 Master of Game
(MS. Digby 182) xxxiv, For certeyne it is \K merueiluste
beeste bat is. &amp;lt;; 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 1513 Where I

behelde the meruelous story That euer I yet s*iw in any
pycture. c 1450 Merlin iii. 56 Ther Pendragon dide mer-

veloiseknyghthoclea-mongehisenmyes. 1471 RIDLEY CYw//.
Aliii. \ , x. in Ashm. (1652) 150 Lyke to the Raynbow mer-

vcloseuntosyght. 1470-85 MALORY A rt/turii. xix. 99 Balyn
and Ealan foughte to gyders the merueillous batail that euer
was herd of. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Iniitatione in. v. 199
The marueylous warkesof

jjod. 1533 (j.\\iRicht Vay (1888)

39 The marwolus conceptione and birth of lesus Christ.

1548 LATIMER Plonghers (Arb.i 29 Moyses was a meruelous

man, a good man. 1612 T. TAVLOR( oinin. Titns\\. 13 Finally,
he shall be glorious, yea merueilous in his Saints. 1651
HoBBEsZ,f7 /rtM, it. xx vi. 1 48 Miraclesare Marvellous workes:
but that which is marvellous to one, may not be so to another.

1742 YoL SG-AV. Tli. vii. 1423 We nothing know, but what
is Marvellous; Yet what is Marvellous, we can t believe.

1802 WORDSW. Resol. fy Indcpcnd. vii, I thought of Chatter-

ton, the marvellous Boy. 1894 H. DRUMMOND,-/.Y #/ Man
352 Nature always makes her changes with a marvellous

economy.
b. spec. Of poetic material : Concerned with the

supernatural.
1715 Poi K Iliad Prcf., Fable may be divided into the

probable, the allegorical, and the marvellous. .. The mar
vellous fable includes whatever is. sujwriuitura], and especially
the machines of the gods. i869ToztR Highl. Turkey II.

259 The marvellous element is introduced with such perfect

simplicity. .as to appear perfectly natural.

c. The marvellous: that which is prodigious
or extravagantly improbable.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones Contents vui. i, A wonderful

long chapter, concerning the marvellous. 1755 JOHNSON N.V.,

Thi iiiati t llotis is used, in works of criticism, to express

any thing exceeding natural power, opposed to the probable.
1761 GIBBON Misc. /Ti. (i8i4)V. 488 1 he history of Richard I

of England, .is alluring by the marvellous. 1825 WAIKK-
TOS Wand. S. Amcr. i. ii. (18791 I2 7 The f&amp;gt; lst have erred

by lending a too willing ear to the marvellous. 1873 M.
ARNOLD Lit.

&amp;lt;V Dogma (1876 53 The prodigies and th-- mar
vellous of Bible-religion are common to it with all religions.

d. Marvellous apple Balsam apple : see

BALSAM 10.

1578 LVII-; Dodoens 111. Ixxxviii. 441- Charantia, Balsam

apple, the male, Maruelous apples.. the Marvelous apples
are named Charantia. Ibid. 443 The Oyle of Molnordica,
or Maruelous Apples . . putteth away al scarre^ and blemishes,
if it be applyed thereto. 1866 HOGG Fruit Afan. (ed. 3) 31

(Apples) Marvellous. Fruit small and oblate.

t B. sb. [=- F. incrvciUcux.] An exquisite,

dandy. Obs. rare.

1819 Metropolis (ed. 2) II. 57, 1 did not stay very lat-- at

the party; and our marvellous promised to give u&amp;gt; a list of

the company, .the ensuing day. [CC p. 59 Our military

Exquisite.]

fC. adv. MAUVKLLOUSLY. Obs.

i- 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 174 Sir, ouer meruailou&amp;gt;e

our duellyng here is hard. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 52

Mtjrveylouse grete it hye. 1530 RASI 1:1. [./&amp;gt;&amp;gt;(. Purgat. Prol.,

Sayd y 1 he woldbe mervelous glad. 1535 COVKUDALK Ps.

rxliv. jcxlv.] 3 Create is the Lorde, & matuelous worthy to

lie prayscd. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. \. iv. J. 26, I am maiuellous

hairy about the fact-. 1621 HUHTOS Anat. Mel. n. ii. MI. (1651)

264 The country ..hath a marvellous fair prospect. 1664 H.
MOKE I\Iyst. Initi. 408 ToScKaTOf rtjs rrdAtoj? will have a sense

marvellous coincident therewith. 1777 SHEKIIMN Sch. S&amp;gt;n&amp;gt;r-

dal iv. i, Here s my great uncle, Sir Richard Ravelin, a

marvellous good general in his day.

Marvellously i maMvOlosli), adv. [-LY -.]

In a marvellous manner or degree.
(-1330 R. I HUNNE Chron. (1810) 95 His dede com him

Miytne meruellosly. 1377 LAM.!.. P. PI. \\. vii. 159 And
Joseph mettc merue illously how the mone and the sonnc,
And the elleuene sierres hailsed hym alle. -1470 HENRY
ll itlliuc iv. 151 He with power partyt mer\\alusly. 1530
PALSGR. 425/1 He his mervaylously come up within a yeie
or Iwo. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicholay s l

&amp;lt;\v.
iv. i\.

121 b, The children of Israel..had marucllously passed dry
foote through the redde sea. 1640 HOWELL Dodona s (, r.

(1645) 127 His tutelar Angel stil mervailously garded him.

1710 Tat/t r No. 190 P 2 The People of this Land be mar-

velously given to Change. 1874 MOTLEY JJaruwMl. ii. 1 17

The King was marvellously out of humour. 1881 LAI-V

HI-JRBERT Edith 7 Her hands and feet were marvellously
.small.

MarvellOUSneSS (mauvebsnus). [-Xss.]
The

&amp;lt;|uality
of being marvellous.

1557 Sarutn Primer L vij, Open myne iyes, and I shall

consider the merveilousnesse of thy la\ve. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World i. xi. 2. 204 The niaruelousnesse of some
workes. .hath beene the cause of this slaunder. 1794 Kir;-

WAN Eleni. MIH. (ed. z) 1.452 The sublimity and marvel-
lousness of these stupendous operations. 1862 H. SPENCER
First Princ. i. iii. 17 (1875) 56 Habit blinds us to the mar-
VL-Ilousness of this phenomenon.

t Ma rvelly, ft. andaw fc . Obs. Forms: 4-5 mer-

velly, 5 compar. marfeyllogur. [f.
MAKVEL sb.

+ -LY.] -MARVELLOUS, MARVELLOUSLY.
t 1330 R. I RUNNE Chron. /Fc*( Rolls) 1691 Merueyloslike

[&quot;
.r. Meruelly] was he hardy, c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1370

j
is miracle was do bus as ychaue sayde, 8: more marfeyllogur

ben y telle cone. &amp;lt; 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 156 yii saw
I nevyr so mervelly a syne Shapyn upon the skyes.

B



MARVELMENT.

Ma rvelment. rare. [f. MARVEL sb. + MF.NT.]

The condition of marvelling.

1823 T. G. WAINKWBIGHT Ess.
&amp;lt;y

Crit. (1880) 311 The

Cample which genuine travellers occasionally expose to the

marvelmcnt of the commons.

t Ma rvelness. Obs. [f. MARVKL a. + -NESS.]
= MARVELLOUSNESS.
1434 MISVN Mending Life no Of wylfull pouert on ^Ls

wyse takyn proceclis vertues & mcruilnes vntrowed,

Marver ma Jvoj^,^. [Corruptly a. F. marbrc :

see MAHIU.K sb. 3.] A polished slab of marble or

iron upon which glass-blowers roll and shape the

plastic glass while still on the blow-pipe.
1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain fy Gl. 169 The next operation

is to roll the glass on. .a smooth horizontal iron plate called

t he marver, a name corrupted from the French word marbrc.

1890 \V. J. GORDON Foundry 132 [One of the men] rolls the

lump of glass on a flnt slab of stone called a marver \

Hence Ma*rver v., to roll v glnssj upon a mnrver.

1852-4 (&amp;gt;-/. tjssf.
Arts (cd. Tomlinson 1866)

I_. 768/1 He
then mnrvers it, . . and plating the hot glass in a brass

mould [etc.].

Marvyl^e, marvile, obs. forms of MAKVEL.

Marwe, -whe, obs. forms of MAKHOW.

Mary (me**ri). Forms: i Maria, 1-6 Mario,

3 0;v//. Mar5e . 5 7 Marye, 5- Mary. [OK.^/^nVz,

Marie, a. L. Maria ^
a. Gr. Mapia t Mapm/*, a. Ileb.

DHD Mirya/n, Miriam (the name of the sister of

Moses, Kxod. xv.).] A female Christian name.

1. The mother of Jesus Christ, commonly called

the (Blessed) Virgin Mary, or Saint Mary.
Herb Mary \ see HEKU sb. 7 b.

c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. i. 16 lacob j^estrynde Joseph
marian wer. \_Lindisf. maries, Knshiv. maria, Ilatton, mariL-.]

a 1175 Cott. Hoitt. 237 Acenned of ^am nnwemmede mede
suite Marie. 1200 ORMIN 2335 pe laffdi} Sanntc Mar^e.

11394 P, PI. Crcde 48 }&amp;gt;ei [the Carmelites] niakej? hem
Maries men .. And

hej&amp;gt;
on our Ladie many a longe tale.

c 1460 J. Russiit.t, Bk. Nurture 691 Maydon mary |?at holy
virgyne. 1850 KossiiiTt Blessed Dantozct ii, A white rose

of Mary s gift For service meetly worn.

b. In asseverations (cf. MAUKY inf. ].

t
-

1350 ll ill. Pa/erne 838 Be Marie in hcuene. Ibid, g-,$

For Marie loue of heuene. i 1410 SirCft-gi-s 25-; I!e Gud
and Seint Mari. 1423 JAS. I A t/i^is(J. xvii, Help, Calyopu,
and wynd, in Marye name ! 1530 Proper Dyalogc in Roy
Rede me lArb.) 149 By seynt mary syr that is a staicke he.

1542 UDALL Ernsin. Apopk. 147 By saint Marie, I begynnc
to double whether [etc.]. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. Vlff, \. ii. ; ;

By Holy Mary (Butts) there s knauery. a. 1650 Sir- Laml c-

u dl 500 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 160 He bad his barons

giue tud^nient, or I will my-selfe, by mary gent .

c. Combinations and phrases : Mary-ale, a

merry-making held on a festival of the Virgin

Mary; mary-bud (obs. exc. in echoes of Shaks.),
the bud of a marigold ; f Saint Mary day, one of

the festivals of the Virgin Mary (cf. LADY-DAY I

;

f Saint Mary garlic, some unidentified plant;

Mary-lily^the white or Madonna li!y;tSaintMary
maythe (see MAYTHE) ; f Saint Mary priest,

a chaplain employed to say mass in honour of the

Virgin Mary ; f(Saint)Mary
5
s bath [tr.L.////

J/rt;vaj], see BATH s/ .
1

14; (^Saint) Mary s flower,

(a) the Rose of Jericho, Anastalim hicrochuntina
;

(/ ) theWestern Aiistraliangenus^/rtrmM5(Treas.
Bot. 1866) ; Mary -sole, local name for the whiff,

Rhombus mega-stonta, or the smear-dab, Pleuro-

ncitcsniicrocephahis\ t Mary s seal,Black liryony,
LADY S SEAL 2

; f Saint Mary s seed, Sonchtts

olcraccus-, Saint Mary thistle ^LADY S THISTLE,
Carditus Marianus.
1857 Alary-ale (see ALK A. 3]. x6n SHAKS. Cyml&amp;gt;,

n. iii.

25 And winking *Mary-buds begin to ope their Golden eyes.
c 1310 MS, Aslunol. 4^ in S. Eng. Leg. p. xiv, 25 \St. Mariu
dai in leynte. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrichj 232 Taktalow
of an hert, suchashepyssej?by twene two seynt marydayes.
1623 MAHKHAM Eng, Housc-iv. i.i. (ed. 2), Take the stalke of
Saint *Mary Garlyck, and burne it. 1893 Wcstin. Gaz.

2\ Feb. 5/1 The wliite flower of the Italian painters is the

*Mary-Lily. 1446 Bury Wills (Camden)23i Capellano vul-

gariter nuncupato \seyntmnripriest. 1600 SUKFLET Country
Farm r. xii. 76 For them that are more dainty and delicate,

you shall distill the said snailes in *MarIes bath [orig.
&amp;lt;( bain dc JlfarJc}. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 105 Rose
of Jericho. .The Jews call it Kaf Maryam, or St.

&quot;&quot;Mary
s

Flower. 1822 &quot;Mary ^ole [see lantern-fish^ LANTERN^. 9].

1836 YAKKELL Brit. Fishes II. 221 Lemon Dab. Smooth
Dab.. .Mary-sole, Devonshire. i6ooSi Ri- u-:r Country Farm
H. ii. 204 lesamin, *Maries scale [orig. scan nostrc dame],
nuibke roses. 1597 GKKAKDE Herbal App., S.

* Maries seede
is Southistle seede. 1579 LAHGHAH Gard. Health (1633) 635
Make broth of S. &quot;Mary Thistle.

2. Australian slang. A native woman.
1884 Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 2/1 The vessels generally

average a little over 100 tons, 130 to 150
(

boys and Marys
may be regarded as an average full cargo. 1898 DAVITT
Life &amp;lt;y Progr. Anstriilasia\. 273 Ifa Kanaka hasa Mary
on enlisting the woman comes too and works like a man.

1 3. Mary royal (Sc.) : see quot. Obs.

1565 Reg. Prii-y Council Scot. 1. 413 That thair be cunyeit
ane penny of silver callit the Marie ryall.

Mary, obs, f. MARKOW st&amp;gt;.

1
,
MAKKY

; var.

Maryall, variant of MAKIAL i.

Marybot, -buck, obs. forms of MAKABOUT.
Maryce, obs. form of MAKISH.

Marye, obs. form of MARROW sb. l
t
MAEBY.

Maryes, obs. form of MARISH.

197

Marygo(u)ld(e,marygowles:seeMARiGOLD.
+ Maryliinchc h. o. Obs. (See quots.)
1610 MARKHAM .Vaster/*, 11. cxvi. 415 The string-halt, of

some called the mary-hinchclio, is a sodaine twitching vp of

the horses hinder legges. 1614 H. JONSON Bartk. Fair til.

ii, Poore soule, shee has had a Sringhall, the Maryhinchco.

Maryiuass (me^ rimses). Alsu 6-7 Sc. Mary-
mess, [f. MARY + MASS rf.l]

I. A festival of the Virgin Mary, esp. f (a) in

OE., Candlemas, 2 Feb.; (/&amp;gt;)

the Assumption, 15

Aug. (now only local Sc.) ; t (f) latter Ataryniass,
the Nativity of the Virgin, 8 Sept. Also attrili. in

f Marymas fast, Maryinass holidays.
(iooo Mcnologinm 20 (February) And

\&amp;gt;x*
enibe ane niht

J aet \ve Marian majssan healdao..for ban heo Crist on
\&amp;gt;;\\\\

dajje. .brohte to K-mple. 1052 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV.

290 Ehta da^as to d;ere a:rre sancta: Marian mxssan and
ehta da^as to (tare ;uftran sancta Marian m.-cxsan. 1492

, Acta. Dam. Ciic. (1839) 265/2 pe somme off inerkis. .at \K
fest of Sanct lohne

|&amp;gt;e baptist call it midsummer ni.vt locum,
& ane vther j

c mcrkis at
|&amp;gt;e

latter marymess nixt j-areftir.

1546 A iy. Pri-.y Council Scot. I. 34 This letter niaryiness.

1578 \VMKTSTO\K is/ I t. rroinos
&amp;lt;V

Cuss. n. v, Tenne to one

I read his fortune by the Marymas fast. 1823 GALT A . (, //-

liaizc xiv, Was na it my Lord himsel
1

,
at last Marym:^,

when he sent for me to make a hoop to mend her leg. 1903

Glasgoiu Herald 20 Aug., Irvine Harbour. Maryma-ss
Holidays. |\V ork suspended between Friday 21 Aug. and

Tuesday 25 Aug.]

t 2. A mass in honour of the Virgin Mary ;
in

i6th c. used in the asseveration by the Mary nuns.

1532 MORE Canfut. TinJafe Vfks. 715/2 She. .sayde hewer

worthy by the mary masse to be banged by tbe necke. 1553

Respnl lica \\. ii. n (Ilramll) 301 Yea, by tbe Marye Masse.

1852 ROCK CA. of Fathers &quot;ill. I. 264 The gilds ill tbe

parish often helped to keep up the Mary-Mass.

Mary-mulfe, variant of MAKIIY-MUFF Obs.

Marynal, variant of MAKINAL.

Marynai\e, -neer, obs. forms of MAUINEH.

Marynel, -eller : see MAUINAI-, MAHIXALLKU.

Maryner(e, -nes: see MAKINKK, MEURINEM.

Maryology, variant of M.UUOI,&amp;lt;H;Y.

Maryoner, obs. form of MAKINKK.

Marys, variant of MAKIS Obs., womb.

Marysfe, -ysh e, obs. forms of MAIUSII.

Maryskyn, variant of M.uuniflN. Ol&amp;gt;s.

Marysse, -yssh^e, obs. forms of MAKISII.

Marz, obs. form of MARCH j/&amp;gt;.l (the month .

Marzepa(i,ne, Marzipan: seeM.uicHi A.Nt.

Marzhaunt, obs. form of MKKCHAXT.
Bias. Also 6-7 masse, 7-9 mass, 7 mes, 8-9

mesa. Cf. also MAST sli* [Shortened f. MASTER 5*.]

I 1. A vulgar or jocular shortening of master,

usually followed by a proper name or official title.

1575 Ciaintn. Gurtoii Prol. 12 Mas Doctor was sent for,

these gossyps to stave, because he was Curate, and estemed
full wyse. 1578 WHKTSTOXK ist 1 t. rronws

&amp;lt;y

Cass. v. v,

Well, masse Grimball. 1588 Marfrel. Kfist. (Alb.) 4 An
Archb. is very weakely defended by masse Dean, ti 1592
GREENE Jos. IVt v. iv, What sees Mas Lawyer in this state

amiss? 1605 U. JONSON IJolponcn. i, Is Mass Stone dead !

1625 Staple i/ N. H. iv, Sir, by both Your worshipful!

there any thing so disagreable on earth as the sayings of
Miss and Mass repeated?

2. Mas John, applied jocularly oreontemptuoiibly
to a Scottish Presbyterian minister, in contradis

tinction to an Anglican or Roman clergvman, arch.

? 1661 JliK. TAYLOR A erm. Wks. 1850 VIII. 533 To prefer
the private minister before the public, the presbyter before

a bishop,. -and Mas John before the patriarch of Jerusalem.
1672 MAKVELL AV//. Trausp. \. 136 In. .Scotland there were
I know not how many Mas Johns restored in one day to the

work of their Ministry. 1682 H. MOKE Contirt. Remark.
Stories 27 The Narration ..being rather a Colluctation of

Mes John and the Presbytery on one side, and the foul

Fiend . . on the other side. 1695 SAGE Fund. Cliarter
rreslyt. (1697) 395 Hut Mas John takes the Chair without
Klection ; and would not be a little grated if tbe best Laird
in the Parish should be his Competitor. 1790 ] ,L KKE /&amp;gt;.

Rtv. Wks. V. 44 .These new Mess-Johns in robes and
coronets. 1821 GALT Ann. l\iri$k i. 14 The bairns, when
they saw me coming, ran crying to their mothers, Here s

the feckless Mess-John. 1826 SCOTT tt oodst. xxviii, You
are not, I apprehend, either a Catholic priest or a Scotch

Mass-John to claim devoted obedience from your hearers.

Mas, obs. f. MASS sb.^, and makes, MAKE v.

Masage, -aker, obs. ff. MESSAGE, MASSACKE.

Masalyne, Masar, obs. ff. MASLIN !, MAZEU.

Mascabado, variant of MUSCOVADA.

Mascagniue (mreskarnyain). Min. Also -in.

[Named by Karsten 1800, after the discoverer, Prol.

Mascagni : see -INK] next.

1836 T. THOMSON Min., GtoL, etc. I. 95 Sulphate of Am
monia, Mascagnine. 1846 Penny Cyel. Suppl. II. 308/1 Mas-
cagtiin. 1849 WATTS tr. Ginelins IlantUK. Client. II. 462.

Mascagnite (marskanyMt). Miu. [See prec.
and -ITE.] Sulphate of ammonium, occurring in

crusts and stalactitic forms near volcanoes .

1806 CHKSTKK Diet. Min.
Mascal, Maacall : see MASCLE st&amp;gt;.

1
,
MASCUEZ&amp;gt;.

Mascalonge, variant of M.vaKiNONGii.

Masuarade, -ado, obs. ff. MASQUERADE.
Mascellez, vaiiant of MASCLBLKSS.

MASCUB.

Mascellin e, -celyn(e, obs. ff. MASLIN.

Mascerate, obs. form of MACERATE.
Maschel : see MASHEL Obs,

Mascherade, -ate, obs. ff. MASQUXKADK.
Masohes, maschets, variants of MACHES Ola.

t Maschevalent, ? error for MACHIAVELLIAN.
1600 R. LOGAN Let. in 1 itcairn s Crini. Trials (1833) II.

i. .-85 The Maschevalent massakering of owr deirest frendis.

Maschscherel : see mash-roll, MASH sb.&amp;lt; 5.

Mascle .mcrsk l), sl&amp;gt;.\ Also 4 maskle, 5

maskill, maseule, 7 mascal. [Of somewhat
obscure etymology.
Senses i and 2 coincide wilh senses of L. niitiitia ;

senses 2 and 3 with senses of V.^nacle, first quoted from

1584, and regarded by French lexicographers as ad. L.

macula ; OF. mascle ~- sense 3 below) occurs in tbe K&amp;lt;&amp;gt;I1 ft

Caerlaverock 4:1300, and with date 1397 in Nicholls AVv.
ll ills (1780) 155; cf. further nied.L. inascnla mesh itarly

r5th t. in Diefenbach, perh. an alteration of L. tttofttla after

OHG. jitasca mesh), and UK. in.i scre, glossing L. macula,
whether in the sense of mesh or in that of spot is doubtful.

With sense t cf. the i6th c. Du.wrtJ C/w/spot, stain (Kilian.l. 1

t 1. A spot, speck. Obs,

13.. /-:. A . Allit. / . A. 725 With-outen mote o)icr mascle
of sulpande synne. Ibut. 1&amp;gt;. 556 Withouten maskle o^er
innte. a 1400-50 Alexander 498y All

(&amp;gt;e body . .Was finely
fiorischt . .Of gold graynes is: ofgoulesfull ofgray mascles.

t 2. ^ MESH of a net. Obs.

1329 in Riley Idem. Loiut. (r868) 172 [The meshes of which
nets which are called] mascles [ouLzht t(j be i incb in si/c|.

c 1410 Master ofCame iMS. pigbj
-

fol. LM Men taketh hem
[.u . foxes), .with buyes, and with pursntttes. lUlt he kuttetll

with his tetli pe niasLles. 1688 K. HOLME Armoury \. io8/j

Mascle, a Mash of a Net. 1696 PillLLirs, Mascle, ..the
mash or hole of a net.

t b. atlrib. in mascle lace. Obs.
a 1500 .l/.S . Hart. 2320 f. 62 in Catal&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;*nc, [Kinds of lace

in fashion under Hen. VI. and Kdw. IV.] Lace Maskel.

3. Her. A charge in the form of a lozenge \\iili

a lozenge-shaped opening through which the field

appears. (Cf. MESH.) Also atlrib.

1486 /-. St. Allans, Her. F iijb, Here ye shall knaw the

dil ferans be twix fusillis, masculys and losyngys. 1572
I!OSSK\VELI, Armoric II. 126 Whensoeucr ye shall seeeylher

l.osenge, Mascle, or other tbynge voyded of the tielde,

Fesse, bende &c. whereon theye stande, it is sufficient to

saye, voyded, onelye. 1610 GUILI.I.M Heraldry iv. xix. (1632)

359 A Mascle dilTereth from both tbe Fusill and I/./enge;

iirst, because [etc.]. 1680 /.&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/. Ga~. No. 1503/4 Several

pieces of Plate engraven with a Leopards head, and five

Masiuls. 1688 K. HOL.ME Armoury in. 322/2 A Mascle
1-iickle liottony..is generally termed by tbe name of a

Losenge or Mascle Shooe Buckle. 1797 1-^ncycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

VIII. 455/1 Opinions have varied very much about the ori

ginal of the mascles or mashes. 1893 Ci ssAxs Her. (ed. 4)

;r Tbe Mascle is a I.o/enge voided.

trans/. 1863 KIXCI.AKI: Crimea II. 204 The outline of the

ground covered by their troops took the shape of a In/enge.
Within the mascle or hollow lo/enge thus formed, there

inarched the Turkish battalions.

4. Antiq. One of the perforated lozenge-shaped

plates of metal fastened to the outer surface of the

military tunic of the 131)1 century. (Cf. MAI-I.K 4.)

1822 C.ciitl. Mag. XCII. I. 3c-8 I!ut iwo different kinds of

mail, the mascled and Hat ringed, are all that can be found

in them, the mascles being sometimes lozenge-shaped and

sometimes square. 1824 MEYRICK Ane. Armour I. Intr-.r .

69 A tunic,, .coated with perforated lozenges of *teel, called

. .mattes, or mascles. 1846 FAIKHOI.T Ci stume in Kiiff. 88

These mascles were lozenge-shaped plates of metal.

t Mascle, a. and sl&amp;gt;,* Obs. Also 5 mascul.

[a. early OF. mascle : seeM.VLEa.] -MALEa. and

sb. Masctilthure : male incense (see MALE a. 6).

1:1410 Master a/Came (M S. Digby 182)!, An hare shall

dure well ml. myle or more or lasse, and she be an olde hare

mascle. Il id. iv, For alie be sesoun a mascle and a femell

abydith togyders. c nzol altad. OH Hnsli. XI. 412 A vnce of

mascul thure Wet smellynge, and an vnce of pipur dure.

M55 Rolls of Parlt. V. 320/2 Thaim and thaire heires

mascles. 1587 STANVHUHST Dcscr. Ircl. ii. 19 in Holinshed,
Without the coupling of mascle or female.

Masclechon, obs. form of MASLIN 2
.

Mascled (ma-sk ld), a. [f.MASCLEi^.l + -ED-.]
Covered with mascles.
1818 MEVRICK in Archieohgia (1821) XIX. 126 The earliest

specimen I have found of the mascled hauberk. 1828-40
TYTLER Hist. Seat. (1864) I. 321 He [Alexander Illappears
clothed in a complete coat of mascled mail. 1846 FAIUHOLT

Costume in Kug. 88 The mascled armour of this era [i3th c.].

tMa SCleless, a. Obs. In 4 mascellez, mas-

kel(l)ez, -es. [f.
MASCLE si/.

1 + -LESS.] Spotless.

13. . E. K. Allit. P. A. 731 To bye hym a perle was mas-

celfe/. Ibid. 780 A makelcz may & maskellez.

Masclin^e, -yne, obs. forms of MASLIN.

Maseobado, vaiiant of MUSCOVADA.

Mascot (m&amp;lt;e skf!t). slang. Also 9 mascotte.

[ad. provincial K. mascotte,peA. cogn. with mod.Pr.

Masco witch. The word was brought into notice

by E. Audran s opera La Mascotte , played 29
Dec. 1880.] A person, or a thing, animate or in

animate, supposed to bring luck.

1884 Lisbon (Dakota) differ ii Dec. 7 This dining

room girl .. lays claim to being a mascot. 1899 E. PlllLb-

I OTTS Human Hoy 118 That rat s a sort of mascotte to

me. A mascotte s a thing that brings luck.

t Mascne, v. Obs. Also 5 maskowe, mas-

kewe, mascall. [Variant of MACHECOLEZ*.] trans.

To machicolate.

1411-20 LYDG. Citron. Troy n. xx. (1513) M iv, Theyr wall

mascued and agayne our skalys Trusteth thcron made great
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ordynaunce. 1431 Thebes (E.E.T. S.t 2757 [Ethiocle.s]

niaskowcd his walles and his heghe tours. 1461 Rolls of
l^firlt. V. 493/2 To enbatell, carnell, mascall, or to make

city Toure, Castell ur Forteresse.

Mascul : see MASCLE a. Obs.

MaSCUlarity Onivskiwla-riti). rare. [f.
L.

mascul-us + -AH -f- -ITY.]
= MASCULINITY.

1817 N. DKAKK S/ia&s. II. 67 The subsequent sonnets..

l&amp;gt;ear the strongest . .testimony to the mascularity of the

l&amp;gt;erson addressed. 1853 KANE Grinnell E.\-p. xK i. ( 1856) 425
To some the unmentionables might savor of mascularity.

Ma SCiilate, f. rare. [f. I&amp;gt;. mascul-us (see

MALE a.) + -ATK.] trans. To make masculine.

i6z3CockEK.\M, Masculfitf) to make strong. iSiz SOUTMKV
Omniana II. 56, 1 am

j^jt
sure (he adds; whether in time it

may not perfectly masculate the sex.

t Ma-sculated, a. Her. Obs. [f. Anglo-L.
mascul-fi MA.SCLE -f- -ATK + -KI&amp;gt;

.]
-- MASCULY.

1486 fib. AY. Alfansi Her. cv, Thi^ cros is called a cros

nmsculutit for he is made of tnasculys.

Iffasculation (maekiI/i Jn). [f.
L. mascul-us

male + -ATTON.] Artificial fertilization (of plants).

1855-6 K. F. I .fKTox El Medinah (1861) II. 202 January
and February are the months for the masculation of the

palm. 1859 Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. C.eog. Sin: XXIX. 368
Bees also swarm in the jungles, performing an important

part in the vegetable economy by masculation or caprifica-

tion, and the conveyance of pollen.

Mascule, Masculee: see MASCLK, MASCULY.

IVEasculine (marski//lin), a. and sb. Also 4,6
masculin. 6 masculyne, 7 masculen. [a. K.

Hiastitliii, -inet ad. J.. masculin-its f. mascul-ns :

sec MALE a. and -INE.] A. att/.

1. Of j)crsons or animals : lie-longing to the male
sex

; male. Now rare.

(1374 CiiAi cKH noeth. n. Pr. iii. 28 (Camb. MS.) The
oportunite and noblesse of tlii masculyn chyldren bat is to

seyn thi soues. 1398 TRKVISA Barth. DC P. R. iv. vii. (1495)
(ji Vf a woman that is with a chylde masculyn be sodenly
callyd, she meuyth first the ryght fote. 1545 RAYNOI.D

flyrt/i Metttkytuie 90 Vf the ryghte breste slake or flagge,
the masculyne or male byrth is in parell : yf the lefte, the
female byrlhe. 1604 in Eng, Gilds (1870) 432 The lord shall

haue his best oxe orcowe and all his masculen horses. 1606
SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. v. i. 20 I atro. Male Varlot you Rogue?
What s that? T/tcr. Why his masculine Whore. 1614
TAILOR Hog hath lost \\. I), Could any Masculine flatterer

on earth So far bewitch thee, to forget thy selfe, As now to

leaue me 1 1661 LOVELL /list. Anint. fy J\Iin. 55 The Mas
culine, or male Goat. 1667 MILTON f. L. x. 890 O why did
God.. that peopl d highest Heav n With Spirits Masculine,
create at last.. this fair defect Of Nature. 1688 Land. Caz.
No. 2348/1 God Almighty, as we hope and pray, will grant
You an Heir Masculine of your Body.

b. With reference to the vegetable kingdom :

- MALK a. 2.

1691 RAY Creation I. (16^2) 97 The Flowers serve to

cherish, .the masculine or prolinck Seed contained in the

Chives or Apices of the Stamina.

f2. Said of inanimate objects to which the male
sex was attributed on the ground of some quality,

e.g. relative superiority, strength, activity, etc.

Masculine hour (Astrol.) : one ruled by a mascu
line planet. Obs.

1590 Si rTNSF.E / . Q. n. ix, 22 Tliu one \sc. tlie triangle] im
perfect, mortall, fojmiiiiiic, Th

1

other [sc. the circle] immoi-
tall, perfect, masculine. 1601 HOLLAND riiny I. 44 \Vec
haue been taught, that this Planet [the Sun] is Masculine,
frying and sucking vp the humidity of all things. 1613
M. KiULiiV J/rtjf. Bodies 82 The Adamant is Masculine
unto his beloved the Iron and Steele, and these are Feminine.
i6ai ItuKTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. vii. (1651) 167 The Km-
peror would not touch his new Bride, till an Astrologer had
told him a masculine hour. \6^Yi\\\.i.U S,Masculi&amp;gt;te Tlancts
or Sigtist are those which excel in active Qualities, that is,

Heat and Coldness. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astrol. 285 For

tunately all the masculine planets are diurnal. Ibid, 286
Masculine signs.

t b. Masculinefrankincense^gum = male incense

(see MALE a. 9). Obs.
JS5S EDEN Decades 79 A greate barell of woodde full of

moste excellente masculine frankensence. 1603 U. JONSOM
A&quot;. Jiis. s Entertdinm. (1604) I&amp;gt;2 Heere no wight To sacri

fice, saue iny deuotion comes, That brings, insteed of those
thy Masculine gu mines. My Cities heart.

c. The designation of a choice kind of apricot.
1629 PARKINSON Parad. in, Sole (1656) 579 The Mascoline

,\pricock. 1718 J. LAWRESCIC Fruit-g. Kalcndar 78 The
latter end of this Month [June] the Masculine Aprecot is

ripe. 1860 HOGG Fruit Man. 41 Red Masculine [Apricot].
o. Grata. Of or pertaining to the gender to which

appellations of males normally belong.
a 1380 St. Theodora no in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg. (1878)

36 Hire name, ^at was femynyn Of gendre, heo turned in to

masculyn. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love 11. iii. (Skeati I. 14
No mo genders ben there but masculyn and femenyne. 1530
I ALSGR. Introd. 24 A substantive of the masculyne tender.
1612 I. UKINSLEV Lud. Lit. 128 Hee can shew it, to bee the
Masculine Gender, because in wordes of three terminations,
the first is the Masculine, the second the Feminine, the
third is the Neuter. 1875 Expositor 171 Sun and sea and
streams had, in the infancy of the world, masculine and
feminine names.

b. Prosody. Masculine rime : in French versi

fication, a rime between lines ending in stressed

syllables, as opposed to the* feminine rime ending
in a mute e. Hence gen. a* single rime on a stressed

syllable. (Cf. MALE n. 7.)

1581 SIDNEY AfoL Poetric (Arb.) 71 Kuen the very ryme
it selfe, the Italian cannot put in the hist silable, by the

Hunch nunicU the Masculine rymc. 1727-41 CIIA.MULKS

198

Cycl. s.v. K/iytiif, Masculine Rhymes are those of all other

wurds [than such as end with an imituj. 1844 [see FEMI
NINE 6 b]. 1870 LOWKLL Study Wind. (1871) 201 The verses

of the first [stama] have all of them masculine rhymes. 1891

J. C. PARSONS Eng. I crsrf. 44 Rhyme between final syllable^
is called single or masculine rhyme.
4. Pertaining to the male sex ; peculiar to or

assigned to males; consisting of males.
1601 SHAKS. TwcL .\~. v. i. 257 If nothing lets to make vs

happie both, But this my masculine vsurp d attyre : [etc.].

1616 H. GOSNOLD in LisinoM Papers Ser. 11. (1887) II. 20

We ioyne in our thankful 1 commendaccons to ye all, con

gratulating of your masculin increase, a 1618 KALEIGH
J- rcrog, Parl. (1628) 10 Hee was soone after slaine in Ireland,

and his whole Masculine race, ten yeres extinguished. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. n. i. 4 The People of the same Place. .

erected a Masculine Church (Women being interdicted the

Entrance thereof). 1781 COWPER lfo/&amp;gt;e
6?6 Whether at the

toilet of the fair He laughed and trifled . . Or if in masculine

debate he shared. 1790 GIBBON Misc. ll ks. (1814) 111.360
The genuine masculine descent of the Princes of Brunswick
must be explored beyond the Alps. 1801 CHAKLOTTK SMITH
Lctt.Solit. M and. 11.317 She assumed masculine attire.

1880 H. C. COOTK Eng. Gild Knights 17 That peculiar
fashion of devolution which the Normans had introduced
masculine primogeniture.
5. Having the appropriate excellences of the

male sex ; manly, virile ; vigorous, powerful.

Rarely of persons; usually of attributes, actions,

or productions.
16*9 H. BURTON (title) Babel no Bethel. ..In answer to.,

two masculine Champions for the Synagogue of Rome. 1639
N. N. tr. DH Boss s Cotnpl. Woman i. 35 Masculine spirits

very easily resist this tyrannic. 1647 CLARENDON ConUmfL
on Ps. Tracts (1727) 433 The argumentation of Manoah s

wife., might very well have Income the more masculine

understanding. 1678 WANLKV Wond. Lit. ll orldv.ii. 89.

473/1 He proved a stout and masculine Prince, a 1704 T.

BROWN Eng. Sat. Wks. 1730 I. 28 His heat was masculine
and always pointed against vice. 1712 ADUISON Sped.
No. 363. P 10 Adam s Speech abounds with Thoughts, .of a
more masculine and elevated Turn. 1756-81 J. WAR TON

Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I.vii. 401 note, The forcible and masculine

images with which the ancients strengthened their com

positions. 1829 LYTTON Dwereux i. iv, 1 grew more gentle,
and he more masculine. 1850 BLACKIE M&chyfas I. Pref.

6 Aeschylus, .was famous, .for the fearless, masculine licence

with which he handled the most flexible of all languages.
1856 EMEKSON Eng. Traits^ Lit. Wks. (Hohn) II. 105, I find

..the whole writing of the time charged with a masculine

force and freedom.

t b. Of material things or physical qualities :

Powerful in action, strong. (Cf. 2.) Obs.

1637 T. MORTON New Sftf. Canaan (1883) 188 [Heroes]
of a more maskuline vertue than any of the same species in

Kngland. 1664 BEALE Aphor. Cider 57 in Kvelyn Po
mona 29 Let the Cider be. .Masculine and in full body, yet
. .well tasted of the Apple. 1675 KVELYN Earth (1676) 66

Let this pulveriz d Karth..be expos d for a Summer and
a Winter to the vicissitudes and changes of the seasons.,

you will find it will have obtained such a generous and mas
culine pregnancy,.. as [etc.]. 17*8 EARBHRY tr. Burnets
Sf. Dead 11.45 The true Fertility that brings Corn to a
Masculine Perfection, is in Countries far from the Equinox.
6. Of a woman, her qualities or attributes :

Having the capacities, manners, appearance, or

tastes appropriate to the male sex. t Masculine-

feminine : a mannish woman. Obs.

1617 MORVSON Itin. in. i The masculine women of the

Low Countries vse to make voyages for trafiicke. 1620 (title)

Hie Mulier : or, The Man-Woman : Being a Medicine to

cure the Coltish Disease of the Staggers in the Masculine-

Feminines of our Times. 1766 FOKDYCE Serttt. J w^. Wow.
(1767) I. iii. 104 A masculine woman must be naturally an

unamiable creature. 1801 STKUTT .S&amp;gt;.
&amp;lt;V

Past. Introd. 4 ;.

48 Some of these masculine females have occasionally made
their appearance. 1808 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XL 86 That
masculine feminine, the late Princess DashkofF. 1838 THIRL-
WALL Greece V. 279 She was a woman of masculine spirit.

Comb. 1683 TKYON li ay tollcalth xi. (1697) 192 Neither
are any [Women] so . . Masculine Spirited. 1899 CROCKETT
Kit Kennedy 207 A.. masculine-looking woman.
B. sb.

1. That which is of the male sex.

c 1550 Schole-Honse Women 342 in Hazl. E. P. P IV.
118 And all that euer they may imagine, J;&amp;gt;

to alure the

masculine. i6ai LADY M. WKOTH Urania 16 They slept
back in wonder to see that beautie, which yet in the mascu
line they came neere to. 1650 BULWER Anthrcpotmt. 87
Nature makes the Masculine perfect.

2. A person of the male sex.

1652 GAULE Magastrotn. 265 If he had abused hunselfe

with a masculine, .he was forced. .to kill lumselfe. 1739
G. OGLE Gualtherus $ Crisctda 107 You, the Masculine,
to Labour bred. 1886 I .VNM:K A. ^iitrriaga .\.\vii. 306, I

shall be ill at ease among such an arrayof masculines. 1890
K W. ROBINSON Very Strange Family 63 She flounced out

of the room and left the masculines to themselves.

b. transf. of the signs of the /odiac. (Cf. A. J.)

1653 H- SANDERS Physwgti. 7 Of these Signs, the mascu
lines are fiery and aiery; the Feminines earthly and watery.

3. Gram. The masculine gender ;
a word or form

of the masculine gender.
1530 PALSGK. 67 As consile&amp;gt; miracle be masculynes. Ibid.

70 All adjectives whose masculyn gendre endith in t\ have
their masculynes and fernynines all one. 1607 TOPSELL

Ifour-/.
Beasts (1658) 90 The plurall of the Masculine is

Zebaini, and of the feminine Zebaoth. i6iz [see FEMININE
11. a]. 1872 MORRIS Eng. Accut. 83 There are three ways
of distinguishing the masculine and feminine in Knglish.

Iffasculiliely (mic skiwlinli), adv. [f.
MAS

CULINE a. + -LY -!] In a masculine manner. Also,
in the masculine gender.
1611 II. JONSON Catiline in. iii. H b, You haue done most

iiutsculinely within, And plaid the Orator. 16*7 VV. St.LATt.K

MASERS.

Exf&amp;gt;,
2 Thfss. 11629) 230 Whither hee incanes masculinely,

that cttill one, the diuell..or rather cuill workc.. v* no
matter of curious inquiry. 1731 J. WHALEY Poems 48 The
Face was masculinely hard. 1865 Sat. Rev. 29 Apr. 514/1
A man.. who can admit that an author s style is.. mascu
linely vigorous and sublime, and yet cannot admire it !

t b. In the male line. Obs.

1658 WALTON Life &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/

Donne (ed. 2) 5 His Father was
masculinely. .descended from a very ancient Family.

c. Of riming: of. MASCULINE a. 30.
1837-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. I. i. i. 30. 26 All the lines in

each stanza rhyming masculinely with each other.

Masculineness (mifskitflinim*). [f.
MA.S-

cULiNErt. + -NESS.] The quality of being masculine.
1662 J. SPARROW tr. Bchmc s Rein. /K/\v., Cousid. upon

Stiefel 16 His Sprout groweth in Gods Kingdome ;..Not in

Adams Masculinenesse. 1806 W. TAYLUK in Ann. Rev. IV.

250 All the excesses of masculineness broke loose and over

spread the country. 1901 Daily \ewsg Mar. 6/1 She affects

a DMUCuHneneu of diction which [etc.].

Masculinity (m^skiwli-niti). [ad. F. mascu-
Unite1

,
i. masculin : see MASCULINE and -ITY.]

1. The quality or condition of being masculine.

1748 T. RUUDIMAN Dissertation 42 Besides the Preroga
tive of his Sex, or Masculinity (as the French call it*. 1865
Sat. Rev. 21 Oct. 527/1 The obnoxious airs of masculinity
affected by some of his countrywomen. i88a Athenzum
No. 2867. 462 It is not easy to see why courbe, taugfttti\

Parallel*:^ are given as exceptions to the masculinity of

parts of speech when taken substantively . 1898 UODLF.Y
France II. iv. ii. 354 Some.. inheriting, too, the masculinity
uf that illustrious princess.

b. //. Things characteristic of the male sex.

1877 MRS. OurtiANT Carita II. xxiv. 144 That furtive

cigars and other precocious masculinities were not criminal.

2. That which is masculine.
1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on Fl, i. v, This pink-and-white bit

uf masculinity with the indeterminate features.

1 Mascull, a. Obs. Also 5 maskyll. [Of
obscure origin : I identical with MASCLK a.] J ttn

inasciill : some variety of the tun (liquid measure).
1432 Rolls Partt. IV. 405/2 [ The wynes of Gascoigne and

Guyen had only 4 or 5 inches of lees] in a tonne maskyll.
1531 in Sfi. Pleas Admiralty (&e\&zn Soc.) I. 36 Accounting
always a ton mascull for a ton, ij pipes for a ton, [etc.].

Masculo- (marskittltf), used as combining form

of L. masciil-iis male. Ma sculo-fe minine a,,

partly masculine and partly feminine. Ma soulo-

nu cleus/;7irp0/0,) (seequot. 1884); henceMa s-

culo-nu dear a., pertaining to a masculo-nucleus.

1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pseud. Ef. MI. xvii. 149 Hermaphro-
diticall and masculo-feminine generations. 1830 LYICI.L

rrinc. Gcol. I. 1 1 One . . fiction of the Egyptian mythology
was the supposed intervention of a masculo-femiifine prin

ciple. 1884 HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII.
54 We propose.. to call the original undifferentiated gene
rative body the nucleus, and its products respectively the

male or masculonucleus, and the female or feminonucleus.

Masculonge: see MASKINONGK.

t Ma sculous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. mascul-iis

male + -oi:s.]
. MASCULINE a.

1619 HALCANQIAL Lett, in Hale? Gold. Kent. II. (1673)

117 It was learned, devout, and the stile inasculous. 1633
W. STRUTIIER Trice Happines 101 This is not only the

language of Canaan, but also the masculous Schiboleth.

Masculy (,moe skiSli\ a. Her. Also 9 mas-

cu!6e, masoally. [f. *tnascule, MASCLE + -Y.]

j

Covered with mascle-shaped figures.
rtI55 n Baring-Gould ff Twiggc s West. Armory (1898)

4 fielmarsh. .GuT: masculy arg: 4, 3, 2, i. 1561 LKIGH
Annorie (1597) 35 b, Vert a crosse Masculy Argent. 1610

I
GUILLIM Heraldry v. iv. (16321 377 Masculy, that is. .Mas-

j

cle-waies. 1864 liouTELL Her. Hist.
&amp;lt;y

/ / /. xv. 1 06 Shields

ntascutte . .may ha\e been intended by early Heralds to

indicate Difference. 186; W. S. ELLIS Antit;. ofHer. viii.

163 twte. We see on the wings, .the mascally pattern. 1878
I!i KUIC Gen. Armory 819/2 Poivges, Ar, masculy so.

Mascun, obs. form of MASON.

Mascurado, obs. variant of MASCJUKBADE.

Mascy tinter, obs. form of MEZZOTINTO.

t Mase. Obs. rare. Also masse, [a. G. inase

(now dial.) cf. MASEKS.] A spot, freckle.

1517 ANDRKW Brunmylte s Distyll. Waters F iv b, The
same water . . withdryveth the spottys and masses oute of the

face. Ibid. L ij b, Mases.

Mase, obs. form of MACE, MAZE, MEASE, MESS.

Masedliche, obs. form of MAZEDLY.

Maseer, obs. form of MAZER; var. MAIISEEK.

Masel, Ma8ele(y)n(e : see MKASLE, MASLIN .

Maseliche, obs. form of MAZILY.
I Maselill. Obs. [a.&amp;lt;,).tnaselin,a\so&amp;gt;iiazt:rin,

maderin, f. masre, madrc, bowl of maple-wood.]
A bowl of maple-wood ;

= MAZKU.
a 1*90 ,S&quot;. Eustace 395 in Horslin. AHctizl. Leg. (1881) 219

Men bedell him sitten and drinken vin Wi^ coupe and eke

wi(&amp;gt;
maselin. ci}30 Artli. ft Mcrl. (Kiilbine) 6944 Plater,

clissf, cop & maseline. c i386CllAUCK.y&amp;lt;V Thofas 141 They
setle hym first sweete wyn And Mede eek in a Mazelyn.

Maselinges, obs. form of MEASLINGS.

Maseljohn, obs. form of MASLIN *.

Maselyd, obs. form of MEASLED.

Maselyn, -yn(n)e, obs. forms of MASLIN I.

Masement, variant of MAZEMENT.

Masendewe, -due : see MEASONUUE, hospital.

Maser, variant of MAZEK.

fMasers. Obs. [a. (i. iiutscru.] ^MEASLES.
1561 HoLLYBi:stl //c;;/. Apoth. 41 b, Variole is a disease

that noyeth children greatly called Puckcs and iMascis.
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Mash (m:yf) Forms : I masc-, infix- (in

ft-i) mesh, 6- mash. See also MAHH-FAT. [OK.
Wf/V-, ttttix-i corresponds to late MIKI., mod.G.

meisch masc., crushed grapes for wine-making,
infused malt for beer (also, in i.sth c. coupled
with met mead, in a j^loss for 1.. ;/////y//;/;), and to

S\v. mask) Da. mask, grains for pigs. It has been

variously regarded as related by ablaut to OK.
miscian to Mix, and ascogn. w. OS1. mczga sap.]

1. Brewing. Malt mixed with hot water to form

wort.

[c 1000 : see mash-wort in 5 below. 1335, etc. : see MASH-
FAT. J 1587 HARRISON England \\. vi. 169/2 in llolinshfd&amp;gt;

Six; letteth her mash run till the malt he left without liquor.

1719 G. SMITH Fermentation. 28 Some farther sprinkle the

top of the Mash over with dry Malt ground. 1741 Lond. .v

Country Brew. i. (ed-4) 23 The Malt.. is worked by several

Men with Oars, .and is called the first and stiff Mash. 1830
M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 151 The first mash is agitated
and allowed to rest during a longer period than the second.

1889 BARNARD Noted Breweries I. 241 The grist is covered
with water a second and sometimes even a third time, the

exiract being always called a mash .

fb. transf. The substance upon which the liquor
is poured in Hxiviation.

v
Cf. MASH z. 1 I c.) Obs,

1775 AVw Hamf&amp;gt;sh. Frov. Papers (1873) VII. 653 The
Liquor may then be. .put on another mash [in the making
of salt petrej.

2. A mixture of boiled grain, bran or meal, etc.,

given as a warm food to horses and cattle. Also
with qualifying word, as bran-mash : see BRAN.
1577 H. GOOGE Heresbaclts Hush. in. (1586) 131 Oraines..

mingled with Floure, fried Beanes, and meale of Lentyls all

stirred together, and giuen him in a mash. 1614 IS. Jossox
Barfh. Fair iv. in, How now ! my Galloway Nag, the stag*

gers ? ha !. .I le gi him a mash, presently, shall take away
this dizzinesse. 1669 WOKI.IIM;K Syst. Agric. (1681) 328
A Mash, or Mesh; Ground-Corn, or such like, boiled in

Water for Cattle to eat. 1716 SWIFT C,nlliver iv. ii, So that

each Horse and Mare eat. .their own Mash ofOats and Milk.

1844 S FEPH ESS /&amp;gt; . ofFarm 1 558 The mash [for farm-horses]
consists of either steamed potatoes, boiled barley or oats,
mixed sometimes with bran. 1881 BESAXT Si RICE Chaf&amp;gt;L

of Fleet n. xix, [He] was. .superintending the preparation
of a warm mash for his hack.

3. gen. Something reduced to a soft pulpy con

sistence, by beating or crushing, by mixing with
or steeping in water, etc.

1598 KI.ORIO, AIfst ola,,.a. medlie, a mixture, a blending, a
mesh, a hochpoch. 1658 A. Fox ll nrtz* Srtrjr. in. xxiii,

291 Boil it [lle-,h] again to a mash. ..Then spread that mash
on a thick cloth, apply it like a Cataplasm. 1690 N. LKK
Massacre ofParis v. ii. 45 With this mangled flesh held to
Heav n, This horrid mash of Blood, and I lone, and Marrow
..I beg the Power Divine [etc.]. 1701 PKNN in Pa. Hist.
Sot: Mem. IX. 50 An empty pipe or two to put the mash
of the apples in. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 June, The
pallid, contaminated mash, which they call strawberries;
i-oiled and tossed by greasy paws through twenty baskets
crusted with dirt ; and then presented with the worst milk.
Ibid. 13 July, One of his great toes was crushed into a mash.
1816 I.. TOWNK Farmer fy Grazier s Guide 13 After the
Grass has been chewed over again, it is reduced to a kind
of Mash, not unlike boiled Spinach. 1880 J. PAYN Conjiti.

Agent II. 107 The streets are one mash of snow.

transf. 1852 SURTF.ES Sponge s Sp. Tour viii. 33 He [a
huntsman who had had many injuries from falls] was a com
plete mash of a man.

b. fig. A confused mixture
; also, a muddle,

hash*. (Cf. MISH-MASH.)
1598 B. JONSON Ei&amp;gt;. Man in Ifum. iv. xl, Bray. I haue

made a fane mash on t. 1851 HKI.FS Comp. Solit. vi. (1874)
85 Our charity is so mixed up in a mash of sentiment and
sickly feeling. 1861 THORSBURY Turner (rtfa) II. 163 His
will is an extraordinary mash of grammar.

c. (without article.) The state of being mashed
or reduced to a soft mass. ///. andyi^. Chiefly in

to beat, boil, etc. to mash, in mash.
1630 LORD Banians 88 Some [of the earth s inhabitants]

blowne from the tops of high mountains, other bruised to
mash. 16.. Ballad ofRobin Hjod .$ Tanner xx.\. in Child
Ballads III. 138/2 For here we may thresh our bones all to
mesh. And get no coyn at all. 1691 J. WILSON Belphegor
in. iv, She as beaten me to mash. 1693 DRYDF.N /,/. \Vks.

1893 XVIII. in I !uy me a sieve-full [ofdamsons] to preserve
whole, and not in mash. 1751 LADY I.uxBOROUGH Let. tt&amp;gt;

Shenstone 5 Sept., The paper is boiled to mash. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Foolo/Qual. (1809) II. 115 [He] dashed all the
eggs into mash. 1839 J. RAYSON I\wns (1858) 34 But we ve
a gipsy creature here In vice will bang them aw to mash.
4. - MuA-j^f(Heraldry).
1688 R. HOLMK Armoury in. 206/2 He beareth Azure, a

Breven Mash in Bend sinister.

5. attrib. and Comb. : mash f bawl, f coomb,
faeve\ f mash-back, a receptacle into which the
mash is drawn off from the mash-tub; mash-cooler
(seequot.); mash copper, a copper in which wort
is made; mash-liquor, the water put to the malt
is the process of mashing ; mash-machine (see
quot.) ; mashman, an operative in a brewery or

distillery who has charge of the mashing of malt
m&ah--pnl-per = mas/i-mac/iine (Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl. 1884); mash-roll (dial, -rule), -rudder,
staff, the instrument used to stir the malt
in the mash tub

; mash-tub, tun, vat, a tub in
which malt is mashed; fmash-wise adv., after
the manner of a mash ; mash-wort (OE. masc-
wyrt\ wort, infused malt. Also MASH-FAT,

1729 O. SMITH Fermentation 28 Put em into the *Mash-
hacks to ferment, a 1529 SKKLION ],. K nmmyjig 196 Than
Elynour taketh The *mashe bolle. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech,, *Mas/i-ctwU r
t
a Stirling-trough in which mash or

wort are stirred to expedite cooling. 1588 Lane. Wills 111.

137 In the..brewe house. .one flmflshe combe. 1864 AitId

/4jT93*l*h measurement of the &quot;mesh copper. 1815 J. SMI in

Panorama Sci. A&amp;gt;
A &amp;gt; t II. 580 The worts., were run through

the *mash-kieve. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. 1. 155 If a
*
mash-liquor be of such heat as is [etc.]. 1839 UKE Diet.

Arts in The malt is agitated. .by a mechanism contained
within the masli-tun. . . The mash machine is shown . . in

tig. 106. 1889 BAKNAKD Noted Breweries 1. 191 Two or three

of the *ma^h-men . . had been in the same occupation., over

forty years. 1388-9 in ii/ Rep. Hist. MSS. L omnt. 8o/i
L)e xviii./. solutis pro ii. *tnasslie rolles in pistrina. c 1440
1 romp. Pan&amp;gt;. 328/1 Maschel, or rothyr, or maschschcrel,
remuatt, palmula, mixtorinm. 179 . PICGGI-: Derbicisms
(K. D.S.) in Mash-roil, the staff with which they stir the

malt in the ma&amp;gt;h-tub. 1854 Miss HAKI-.K Nortlitunpt. Gloss.,

Mash-rule, the instrument used for .stirring up the malt
and hops in brewing. 1454 in Rogers Agric. &amp;lt;s

/ rices III.

555/1, 2 *mash roihers. 17*7 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Baking^ Let one put in the Water, and another with the

Mash- Rudder stir some of the Flower therewith. 1688 R.
HOLMK Armoury 111.296/2 The Pole is termed a Mash- Stall&quot;.

1841 HABT8HORKE t$V*Ar/. Anti-j., s. v. Mashfat ^
The grain is

stirred round with a wooden implement, termed a mash-
staff. 1543 in Trti dyan Tapers (Camd.) 185 The bruyng
howse. ..Item ij. new inalte sackes. . . Item a *max&amp;gt;tuhe.

1683 TKYON Way to Health 154 1 ut it into your Mash-
Tub. 1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Ba. Trades (1842) 69 The
( mash-tub ..19 a large vessel which has a false bottom

..pierced with small holes. 1713 J. WARD }~m?. Math.
1 1 Hide (ed. 2) 450, I have omitted the Business of gauging
Mash-Tuns. 1741 Compl. Fam. fiece I. \ i. 277 Your M csh

Tun must be. .big enough to contain 6 Bushels of M.tlt.

1880 Act 43 .y 44 / ict. c. 24 23 (3! The distiller must eomx-y
the specified sugar, .to the nuLsh tun. 17*9 CJ. SMITH Fer
mentation 28 I he Malt l^eing first put into your Masli-

vat or Tub. 1610 MARKHAM JMa&terp. \. Ivii. ui Let his

drinke be warme water and branne made * mash-\v ise. c 1000

Sa*. LeechiL II. 216 Drince werniod on &quot;max-wyrte awyl-
lede. ///(/. III. 74 ^cnim mascwyrt. 1875 I t^s Ditt.

Arts 1.316 The whole of the drainage, when mixed with the

first mash-wort, constitutes [etc.].

Mash (intof), sl&amp;gt;2 [Hindi wasft.] A common
Hindu pulse, Fhaseohts radiatiis.

1800 Asint, Ann. AV^., J//V. Tracts 44/1 The principal
crop of this country [Assam] consists of rice and mash,

Mash (mxj), sl&amp;gt;* slang, [f. MASH v.^\
1. A person on whom one of the opposite sex is

mashed* (see MASH v2 2\ Also, a dandy, swell .

1882 Funck ii Feb. 69/1 At his fav rite burlestuie theatre
he s known as such a Mash . 1888 KICUNG Phantom
Rickshaiu 25 She s a hot-headed little virago, yuur ma-h.

2. The action of the vb. MASH L&amp;gt;

,
in on the mash.

1888 Daily Tel. 15 Nov. (Farmer ,
An impecunious fellow

who was always on the mash.

Mash (nwf), $b. [?f. MASH v.1 (sense 2} ;

cf., however, K. masse sledge-hammer, MACE ^. ]

A hammer for breaking stones. Also mask-hammer.
1825-80 JAMIKSOM, Mash-hammer, a large weighty ham

mer for breaking stones, &c., Aberd. 1886 J. BAHROWMAN
ti /ass. Sc. Mining: Terms in A . $ Q. Ser.^vii. (1888) VI.

264 Mash, a double-headed hammerfor breaking coals. 1893
Northumbtd. Gloss. , Mash* a mason s large iron hammer.
1902 Casselfs Cycl. Mech, II. 205/1 [Granite] mouldings.,
are cut . . with a small hand hammer, called a mash hammer.
Ibid. 238/1 Tools for dressing Granite.. .A hand hammer
(sometimes termed a mash or maul).

Mash (mcej), z&amp;gt;.l Forms : 3 meahe, meysse,
5 rmische, 6 mas(s)he, mes(s

&amp;gt;

he, 6-7 meash(e,
6, 8 mesh, 7 messh, 8 marsh, 6- mash. [f. MASH
sb^ the earliest forms appear to point to an OK.
*fftmscait ( .*maiskjaji} f. masc- (see the sb.). Cf.

G. weischen, Sw. Mte&0| Da. inrsk&C\

1. Brewing, trans. To mix
v malt) with hot

water to form wort. (Also with up.)
13.. [implied in MASHING vbl. s/&amp;gt;.]. c 1440 Promp. Pan&amp;gt;.

328/1 Maschyn, yn brewynge, tnisceo. 1577 HARRISON
F.ngland \. m. i. 96/1 in Holinshed, They seeth theyr woort
..before they mashe, or mixe it with the mault. 1598 HAK-
LUVT I oy. I. 496 Quasse, which is nothing else (as we say)
but water turned out of his wits, with a litle branne meashed
with it. 1616 SUKFL. & MARKH. Country Farm 589 You
must boile it [the mall] well, then mash it. 1688 R. HOLMK
Armoury \\\, 104/2 Terms used by Ueer-Brewers. ..Mask it

/, blend or mixt [sic] the Malt and warm Water together
in the Comb. 1745 DOUSI.F.Y Agric. i. 131 Some expert..
To mash the malted barley, and extract Its flavour d strength.
1880 Act 43 &amp;lt;$ 44 I ict. c. 24 24 A distiller must not mash
any materials .. between eleven o clock [etc.], 1889 BAR
NARD Noted Breweries I. 22 Each tun mashes 800 bushels
at one time.

absol. or intr. 1692 Y-WORTH Art Distill. 10 The stifier

you Mash, the better it is. 1743 Land, fy Country Brewer
iv. (ed. 2) 272 Stir the Malt very well in, and let it stand
two Hours, and let that run, and mash again. 1830 M.
DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 223 The practice of some distillers

is to mash four times.

t b. To brew (ale, beer, etc.). Also with out.

1530 PALSGR. 633/2 Come and drinlce with us, we mashe to

morowe. Ibid. 759/1, 1 tonne, I masshe ale,yV brasse. 1592
GREENE Up$t. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 274 And you
masse Brewer, that.. mash out a tunning of smale beare.

1633 P. FLETCHER Pnrple Isl. ix. xxviii, Yet was it Angels
wine, which in her eyes was masht.

fc. To lixiviate (ashes). Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

1605 TIMME Querstt. n. iii. 115 The lye-wash which is made
of ashes and water ; the which being oftentimes messhed and
drawen away, the ashes leave all their life and strength.

d. dial. To infuse (tea). Also intr. of the tea :

To draw. (Cf. MASK v$ 2.)

1845 Round Preacher v. 83, I suppose as you. .put the tea

in the oven to mash, lie fort 1 yon uo .t m ( hapel, 1876 Miss
BKAUOON y. Ilttggard*s l)a:t. 1.304 The tea s mashed ,

she said. 1891 CoTKfl 2 Girls &amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Ha&amp;gt;ge 36 Mis. Harare
mashed our tea. . .To mash your tea is colloquial canal.

2. To beat into a soft mass; to crush, pound, or

smash to a pulp. Also with up.
a 1250 OivI ff Night. 84 Ac ^u bretest to mine fleshc, Mid

bine cltures woldest me meshe, 1642 H. Mom: Si/t^i&amp;gt;/ Son/
lit. A pp. Ixxxvit, Let him . .persist Th intentumall &amp;gt;.pccies

to

mash and bray In marble morter. 1679 C. NKSSK Atiti&amp;lt;f,

ttgst. ropery l&amp;gt;ed. 3 A sharp threshing instrument, .to mash
in pieces those mighty mountains. 1715-20 I ori-: Iliad xxni.

778 This hand shall.. Mash all his bones, and all his body
pound. 1719 I .AYXAKD //en/t/i (1731) 28 It s [sc. the heart --

j

office is to inc-ih and beat, Ami make the Chyle consimulate
with balmy Ulotxl and nitrons Air. 1780 / /;//. Tiaim.
LXXI I. 44 The foot . . looked as if two had been squeezed \

rather mashed together. 1781 Encyi I. I*rit, (ed. -2} \ I I. 481,.-

The mum .. fell down, killed all the persons in it, and s,&amp;gt;

mashed their bodies, that, .they could not be known one
from another. 1844 I!KO\\ MM. Laboratory 9 Grind

aua&amp;gt;,

moisten and mah up thy pa-4e. 1865 I IK KKNS Mitt. / &amp;gt;

.

lit. ii, She [a Bteam-DOat] mashed up Thames lightermen
with her paddles. 1893 .SY &amp;gt;//&amp;lt;v jr jl/&amp;lt; A

1

- June 71 ;/2 A falling

limb [uf a tree] mashes MJMIC poor fellow s shoulder.

b. To pound or stamp ones way.
1859 I &amp;gt;U;KI-:SS / . 7&quot;:. /&amp;gt; Cities i. ii, With drooping heads and

tremulous tails, they mashed their way through the thick

mud.

f c. To make a hash of. Obs.

1642 II. Mi &amp;gt;I&amp;lt;K Song ofSoul Notes 162/1 Greek writers have

strangely innsh d tliib word mrr, sunie i. all in .; it napa.,

orliers tow.

d. intr. To admit of being crushed or pounded.
1877 I.K COMI-; Elt in. Gcol. (1879) 183 The lower one

[laimnaliun line), .consists of Coarse sand which could not

mash, and therefore has been thrown into folds.

3. esp. in the preparation of lood : To reduce

(fruit, vegetables, etc.) to a homogeneous mass by

crushing, beating, or stirring.

1615 MARKHAM Eng. Houseiv. (166-)) 83 Open the pye,
and put the Cream therein, and mash the Codlins all about.

1699 1-AKi.YN Act taria 105 Yolks of. . Kggs. .to be mingl d
and ma^h d with the Mustard, Oyl, and Vineuar. 1747
MKS. (ii.AjiSK Cookery \. ii Put them [sc. turnip.-] in a Pan
and mash them with Butter and a little Sail. 1759 tr. Dn-
hainel s Hiisb. in. xii. 6. 417 [The grapes] are thrown into

large tubs, and there mashed or binised to pieces. 1*1845
Hoou Drop ofdin iii, No cold mutton to hash,, .not even

potatoes to ma&amp;gt;h. 1861 CAI.YKKI.KV i here stands a City

45 At my side she mashed the fragrant Strawberry.
b. fit.

1827 -Srorr Jinl, 28 Mar., I can clear the ground better

now by mashing up my old work. .with new matter. 1858
K. FlTzGEBALD Lett. 11889) 1- 26 Many Quatrains are

mashed together. 1865 Load. Rev. 9 Sept. 271/1 There is

no tendency whatever on the part of womaiuluin to mash
uj&amp;gt;

i heir rights and wrongs into a patent treacle .

f4. To mix, mingle. Obs.
a 1591 H. SMITH Serin. (1594) 467 The Lord will not haue

the wine of his word to be mingled and mashed with the

water of humane inuentions. 1607 {cf. MASIIINC b], 1611

COTGR,, Mistionner, to mix, mingle, mash, mell, blend, -u

temper with. 1722 SKWKL /list. Quakers vn. 383 Ye are su

forward to mash the Innocent and Guilty together.

5. To feed with a mash. rare.

1859 Times 28 Mar. 8/4 How say you, Lord Derby?..
Will you be stalled and stabled, and mashed, .in Lord Pal-

merston s stables i

Mash. ^nia.j), v. 1 slang. (? orig. U. S.}

1. trans. To fascinate or excite sentimental ad

miration in (one of the opposite sex). Also absoL
1882 IJ-LANU C,yfsies loS These black-eyed beauties by

mashing men for many generations, with shafts shot side

ways and most wantonly, at last sealed their souls into the

corner of their eyes. 1883 Masher 4 July 3/1 When a fellow

is married, he can t go on mashing, don t you know. 1885
F. ANSTKY Tinted Venus v. 59, I saw directly that I d
mashed her. 1897 BARRERF. & LF.LAND Slang^ Jitrgtw

&amp;lt;v

Cant s. v., About the year 1860 mash was a word found only
in theatrical parlance in the United States. When an

actress, .smiled at. .a friend in the audience, she was said to

mash him.

2. pass. To be mashed on : to have a sentimental

admiration for, to be gone on. Also intr.

1883 Pall Mall G. ii Oct. n/i The participle mashed
was in use in America before the substantive. A person
who was *

very spooney on another was said to be mashed .

1893 MILLIKEN Arry Ballads 66 Bell Bonsor is mashed
on me proper. 1893 MCCARTHY Dictator II. 22 He is fond

of mashing on to young and pretty women.
Hence Ma*shicg vbl. sb. and///, a.

1883 lllustr. Land. Netvs 9 June 563/3 Cornet Masham,
whose name may.. be intended by the author to cover his

involuntary mashing capacity. 1884 Pall MallG. 1 1 Aug.
6/2 The ex-Parisian gallant and mashing gay deceiver.

: Mash, v. :&amp;gt;
&amp;gt; Sc. Obs.

[f.
MASH sb*] intr.

To use a * mash hammer.
1762 BP. FORBES JrnL (1886) 228 The General made his

way. .with blowing and mashing, most of the Road being

altogether forced on the Declivity of. .Mountains.

Mash, dial. f. MARSH ;
obs. form of MESH.

Mashallah. (maejbe-la),
int. [Arab, phrase

,UJ| li I* ma sha lldk, what God wills (must come

to pass).] An exclamation used by Mohammedans.
1855 in OGILVIE Suppl. 1857 DUFFERS Lett. High LaS.

(ed. 3) 148, I. .dismissed the disconsolate culprits, with the

Asiatic form of condonation : Mashallah, you have made

your faces white 1 Go in peace !

Mashed (m^Jt),///. a. [f. MASH $.!+-*.]
1. Beaten or crushed to a mash.

1635 l- oy. Foxe $ James to N. If. (Hakl. Soc.) II. 281

Wee had great store of masht Ice. 1693 DRYOKN TfcWMf



MASHEL.
iii. (1697) 65 Nor Limbs, nor Bones, nor Carcass wouM re*

main : But a mash d heup, a Hotchpotch of the Slain. 1727
GAV /- iil les i. xxxvii. 126 Her mash d eggs bestrow d the

way. 1747 MRS. GLABSI Cookery ix. gy Mashed Potatoes.

1841 THACKKKAY Men fy Pictures Wks. 1900 XIII. 328 The
cool clear shadows are mashed-down masses of sienna and

indigo. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons &amp;lt;S
/ &quot;. ii, Kacon and a

few mashed turnips. 1856 KANK Arct. Expl. I. xxiii. 289
IWe] set forward over the worst sort ofmashed ice.

2. Brewing. Of liquor ; Treated with mash.

1839 URF. Diet. Arts 99 The mashed liquor is let off into a

large back.

t Mashel. Obs.rart. In 5 maschel. [f.
MASH

SJ.I + -EL.]
= Mash-rudder (see MASH shl 5).

( 1440 Pronip, Parv. 328/1 Maschel, or rotbyr, or masch-

scherel, rentulns t patmula^ ntixtorimii,

Mashelton, dial, form of MASLIN -
.

Masher 1
(mce Jaj). [f.

MASH z .
1 +-EH 1

.]

1 1. One who mashes (malt) or mixes (wine). Ofa.

?rt 1500 Chester /&amp;gt;/., Harrowing ofHell II. 82 With all

mashers minglers of wyne in the nighte. a 1603 T. CARP-

WRIGHT Confut. Rhtm. N. T. (1618) 449 The difference

onely between these minglers and your mashers, is, that

they put not so much water into the wine, that it ceased

to be wine still. 1611 FLORIO, Mescitore
t
a mesher, a

mingler, a blender.

2. A machine, vessel, or instrument for mashing
malt, fruit, vegetables, etc.

1878 i rc s Diet. Arts IV, Masher . .[for use in] a new

system of preparing the mash for the distillation of potato

spirit. 1889 UARNAKD Noted Breweries II. 337 A spray of

hot liquor issuing from the top of the masher. 1893 K. SAN-

BORN S. California 155 The ponderous rollers and kt-en

knives of the masher mash the fruit.

Masher -
(mct-jajj, slang. A name applied to

a fop of affected manners and exaggerated style of

dress who frequented music-halls and fashionable

promenades and who posed as a *

lady-killer*.
The word was common in 1882 and for a few years after.

It is said to have been introduced from the U. S.

1882 Theatre Nov. 316 The Mather 1

,
that poor debili

tated sickly creature of 1882. iH&$ Globe 16 May 1/5 Moths
of fashion who have come to be generally known by the

feneric
title of mashers . 1889 I!I-;SANT Hell ofSt. PanCs

. 7 The once brilliant masher of the music-hall.

b. attrib. passing into adj. Pertaining to or

characteristic of a masher.

1884 Girls Own Paper Nov. 58/1 A very feeble looking
blue, with tiny white dots, is called a masher blue ; because
it was affected by those weak boys for their waistcoats.

1890 J. HATTON By Order ofCzar (1891) 195, I hate those

horrid comic, .bragging masher songs.

t Mash-fat. Qbs* Forms: 4massh-,masche-,
5 mach-, maysh-, masshe-, mesch-, 5-6 mas-,

5-7 mesh-, 6 mashe-, messhe, 8 mesch-, 5-
mash-, and see FAT sbj- A mashing-vat.
*335i n Riley Mem. Land. (1868) 194 fOne] masshfat [value

iBf/.J. 1465 J aston Lett. III. 435 A grete lede to brew v.

comb make with. .a mayshsate [read mayshfatej. a 1529
;

SK ELTON E. Ruitnnyng IQO The hennes ron in the mashfat.
,

&quot;577
B. GOOGE HtresbacK* Husb. i. (1586) 28 b, I.. put the :

meale into a Mash Fatte. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 76 Mesh-
J

fats for Brewing. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Bmo$Hgi \

Many put their Malt first into the Mesch- Fat, and then pour
in their Liquor for the first Wort.

Masliie, mashy (maeji). Golf. [? Corrupt
a. F. 0MU7iftf clnb.1 An iron club (see quot. 1881).
1881 FORGAN Golfers Handbk. ii. 15 The

*

Mashy is used
for the same purposes as the Niblick proper, and only differs

from it in its sole and face being straight instead of rounded.

1891 Daily News 23 May 5/2 All the forms of the golfing

iron, from the driver to the cleek and mashie.

Mashing
1

(mce pirj), vbl. sb. [f. MASH v.^ +
-ING !.] The action of MASH v. 1

a. Brewing. The action or process of mixing
malt with warm water to form wort.

3 M X53z i
X573 tsee washing-fat) -tnl&amp;gt; in c below]. 1692

Y-WORTH Art Distill. 9 Pouring on as much warm Liquor
as you intend to make use of in that Mashing. 1707 itofr
TIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 318 In all the Mashings. .before you

jet
it run out, you draw out some of the Liquor first, and see

if it run clear. 1822 IMISON Scf. fy Art II. 156 When the

mashing is completed the tun is covered in. 1887 HARNARU
Whisky Distill. 10 The mashing with hot water on the same
grains was then repeated.

b. In other senses of the verb.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 328/8 Maschynge, mixture^ mixtio.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. \. \. 31 This iustifieth. .the

Adiaphorist in all his mixtures and meashingswith poperie.
1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 472 A mashing up of

proceedings at police-offices along with scraps of plays,
gambling-house news and boxers* slang. 1877 LE CONTK
EUm. Geol. iii. (1879) 253 A mashing together horizontally.

c. attrib. (cf. MASH sb. 1
5), as mashing-hack,

-gtart machine, machinery, oar^ rake&amp;gt; staff, stage,

-stick, -tu/&amp;gt;, -tun, -vat (t^z/), water.

1889 BARNARD Noted Rreweries \. 23
*Mashing-backs for the

reception of weak worts. Ibid. 22 They [sc. tuns] all

possess double-acting *mashing-gear. 1839 URK Diet. Arts
113 Fig. 106 is the *mashing-machine. 1830 M. DONO
VAN Dont. Econ. I. 224 The mashing machinery should
be kept in motion for two or three hours. 18*6 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. n. 233 He has .. lost a finger in a

*mashing-mill. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 403/2 [The malt in

the mash-tub] is worked up by means of instruments termed

&quot;mashing oars. 1688 H. HOLME Armoury \\\. 296/2 The
Pole is termed.. a *Mashing Staff. 1889 HARNARU Noted
Breweries II. 299 Leaving the &quot;mashing stage we descended
to the underback room below the tuns. 1830

*
II. MOUDRAY

Dom. Poultry, etc. 317 A Funnel, *Mashing-s&amp;lt;ick, Casks.

1573 Lane, Wills (Chetham Soc.) III. 60 One &quot;mashtowiube

{read mashintowbe]. 1707 MORTIMER Ifnsb. 565 Put one
third part of it into the Meshing-tub. 1865 Pall Afall G.

200

17 May 7 One of the supervisors . . found in the mashing tub

five quarters, two bushels, and seven gallons of malt. 13..
Moss. U . lie JiiMesw. (Camb. M.S.) in RcL Ant. II. 81/1

Mahssingfate \sic\ keuertl. 1532 MOKK Confut. Tindal?

Wks. 679/2 He maye happe ere aught long, to fal into the

niesshing fatte. 1741 Compl. I am.-Piece i. vi. 285 Be
sure you cover your Meshing-fat very well. 1743 Loinl.

ff Country Brew. iv. (ed. 2)272 *Mashins-Vat. 1830 M.

DONOVAN Dom. Eton. I. 89 Well-mellowed malt will permit
the use of a hotter *

mashing water.

i Ma sliip. Otis. Forms : 6 mas(s)hyp(pe,

mas(s;hip(pe. [An abbreviation of mastership :

cf. MAS. Common in i6th c.] -MASTEHKHII-.

Only with poss. pron., as his, your maship, etc.

Apparently the abbreviated form (at least when used in

writing) implied disrespect : cf. quot. 1567-9.

15*6 Hundred Mcry Talys (1866) 16, I shall gyue your
mashyp a good reward. 1546 Br. GARDINER Declar. Art.

Joys 51 b, And so your masshyppe hathe sayde truelye.

1567-9 JEWEL Def. Afol. (1611)412 Howvainelyyou snap. .

now at our Masterships : now at our Maships : (for this is

the sobriety and grauitie of your speech). 1579 GOSSON
Sch. At itst , Af&amp;gt;ol. (Arb.) 74 And because his mashippe
would seeme learned, he heyred him seruauntes with great

stipendes. 1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 132 He must

(if out of credit with their maships) do soin desperate act.

Mashlam, -lin, dial, forms of MASLIN-.
Maslllocll (ma jtex;- & Also 6 masleach,

loch, mashlowe, marshlock&quot; 7 maischloch.

[? Alteration of MASLIN.] = MASLIN -.

1575 Rec. Elgin. (New Spalding Cl. 1903: I. 150 Katherein
Kos. .wes decernit to keip neborat in schawing masleach in

the Schanehery hill. 1584 Bitrgb Rec. Kdinb. (1882) IV.

340 Na baxteris .. sail grynd any masloch bot sic as

cumis furth of vther cuntreis. 1595 DUNCAN
Aj&amp;gt;p. Etynn&amp;gt;l.

(E. D. S.), Farrago, a mixture of sundrie stuffs ; mashlowe.

1609 SKENE Reg. Mitj. t
Stat. Gild 143 b, Na man sail pre

sume to grind quheit, maischloch, or rye, with hand mylnes ;

except [etc.]. 1780 ARNOT Hist. Edin, ii. (1816) 45 In the

Mescelin or Mashloch, the flour was almost entirely sifted

from it, a portion of rye was mixed with the bran. 1884
ROGERS Soc. Life Scot. I. vii. 236 The mashloch was of

sifted Hour conjoined with rye.

Mashlum, Sc. form of MASLIN 2
.

Mashy (inrc-ji), a. [f. MASH sW + -vl.] Of the

nature oi&quot; a mash.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 700 Then comes the crushing
swain ; the country floats And foams unbounded with the

ma^hy flood.

Mashy, Masicot: see MASHIE, MASSICOT.

Masin, obs. form of MASOX.

!l Masjid (rnxrsdjHl). Also musjid. [a. Arab.

j^*- masjid: see MOSQUE.] A mosque.
1845 STOCQI ELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 204 There

are many mosques or musjids in Patna. 1840 E. B. EAST-
WICK Dry Leaves 38 In the small island of Khwaja Khizr

. . is a masjid, or mosque, 1882 FLOYER Unexpl. Baln-

c/tistau 96 A ground plan of a house marked in white stones

and evidently intended for a masjid.

Mas John : see MAS.

Mask, J& 1 Obs. exc. dial. Also i max, 5-
tnaske. [It is uncertain whether the mod. word

represents OE. *masc (by metathesis wax) str.

neut., or is adopted from the cognate ON. mpskve ;

in the former case the phonology may be com

pared with that of ASK v, (For the further ety

mology see MESH j.)J A mesh. (In OE. a net.)
tr 1000 ./ELFRIC Colloq. m Wr.-Wiilcker 92 Ic brede me

max, Plecto tniki retia. Ibid. 93 Ic asti^ie min scyp
and wyrpe max mine on ea. 1343 in Kiley Mem. Lotto. (1868)

215 [Seeing that the] masks [of the same nets, according to

the custom of the City, ought to be 2 inches wide at least).

c 1440 Jacob s Well 239 Smale lytell fyssches skyppyn thru}
the maskys of a nett into the watyr. c 1575 [see HECK
*A* 2). 1584-5 Act 27 EHz. c. 21 Create destruction of the

Frye of Fissbe there enseweth, by reason of the smallnes

of the Maskes of suche Nettes as they use. 1607 Lingua
ii. vi, The maskes [of a net] are made so strong, That I my
selfe vpon them scal d the heauens. 1669 in North Riding
Rcc.\l. 134 Two men presented for fishing with a net of
which every maske was not 2 in. broad and i in. long. 1886

Chester Gloss.
t Maske, a mesh of a net.

fMask, s&2 Chiefly Sc. Obs. [Northern \ar.

MASH j/ .
1
]

= MASH jtf.i Also Comb., as mask
wither ( rudder), wort. Also MASK-FAT.
1508 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scof. IV. m Item,. .for mask is

of malt to the said hors. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, viii.

35 Ane mask of malt. 1588-9 Extracts Rec. Glasgow
(1876) 1. 129 Ane mask ruther.

Iffask (mask), sb.% Forms: (6 measque),6-7
maske, 6-9 masque, 7- mask. [a. F. masque
masc. (in i6th c. also fern.) of disputed origin,

whence also G-, Du. maske fern., Da. maske com.,
Sw. mask fern. MASQUE sb. was orig. a sense of

the same word, now differentiated in spelling.
The Fr. word (first recorded in i6th c.) is usually be

lieved to be ad. the synonymous Sp. mascara. It. mas-
c/ifra (see MASKER $b. 1

, MASQUERADE), But it is diffi

cult to believe that the word has no connexion with med.L.

wascus, tttascat which render O^grfma mask, spectre, in

the Corpus Glossary c 725. Mascha is used c 680 by Aid-

helm in association with larva, which had the senses mask
and spectre ,

and masca occurs in the Lombard Laws
c 800 with the sense witch ; cf. Pr, masco witch (see MAS
COT). On the whole the most plausible view seems to be that

the representative of med.L. mascns^ masca survived in

some Fr. dialect, and was thence taken into literary use as

an equivalent of the like-sounding Sp. mascara. The origin
of medJj. inascns, Masca, is undetermined ; some scholars

think the original sense was mask ,
and that the word

was from Teut. *tna$kwo- net (see MESH SP.).]

\:

MASK.

1. A covering for the face, worn either as a dis

guise or fur protection.
a. A covering, usually made of velvet or silk

1 with apertures for seeing
1

), concealing the face or

the upper part of it, worn for disguise at balls,

masquerades, etc. /// was = masked.

1534 I-n. UKRSKRS Cold, ttk: M. Anrel. (1535) 102 b, The
vices that they brought [from Asia] to Rome. .The patri-

is bt-aryug McasijiR s, the IMebeyens usynge smelles,and
the emperours to weare purple. 1581 PETTIE tr. Gitazzo s

( /: . Conv. (1586) i. 28 There are certaine glorious fellowes,
\\hoatshrouetide goe with Maskes on their face, and yet
woulde faine be knowne what they are. 1617 MORYSOS
///. in. 177 Gentlemen and Citizens wines when they goe
out of dores, weare vpon their faces little Maskes of silk,

lined with fine leather. 1666-7 I*EPVS Diary 18 Feb., One
of the ladies would, and did sit with her mask on. 1691
Loiid. Gaz. 2651/3 To march out with their Arms and Hag-
gage, Colours Flying,.. 30 Covered Wagons, and 50 Per
sons in Masks, &c, 1721 DK FOE Moll Flanders 341, I had
no Mask but 1 ruffled my Howls so about my face that

[etc.]. 17*7 E-iig. Tradesm. x. (1732) I. 117 A Hall,
where people appear in Masque, and act a part to make
sport. 1833 HT. MAKTINKAI Three Ages \. i A troop of

gentlemen, .whose country could not be divined from their

complexions, since each wore a matk.

b. A covering worn on the face for protection ;

now esp. a screen of wire, gauze, etc. to protect
the face from injury in dangerous games or manu
factures.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. iv. 158 Since she did neglect
her looking-glasse, And threw her Sun-expellins M;i-.[u

away. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 367 He. .hath a thicke Loife

or maske 1 L. persona densnsque reticulus\ about his head,
for doubt that bee should bestow any [frankincense] in mouth
or eares. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 13/1 A Mask... This
i-; a thing.. Gentlewomen used to put over their Faces., to

keep them from Sun burning. 1823 ROLAND Fencing 25

notf, Kach fencer wears a closely wrought wire mask for

the security of his face. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic
xii. (1833) 306 A casque or cap, with a mask large enough
to leave a proper space

between it and the asbestos cap.

1844 BROWNING Laboratory i, Now that I, tying thy glass
mask tightly, May gaze thro these faint smokes curling

whitely. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Mask,, .a wire cage to

protect the face from a stray cut or thrust with a foil in

Jencing. . .A face protection to be worn in glass-works or

foundries, to protect against radiant heat. 1901 H. M CHL(GH

John Henry 68 Baseball masks.

c. Antiq. The hollow figure of a human head

worn by ancient Greek and Roman actors, intended

both to identify the character represented and to

increase the volume of the voice.

1705 ADDISON Italy 103 (Venice), Could we suppose that a

Mask represented never so naturally the general Humour
of a Character, it can never suit with the Variety of Pa-sions

that are incident to every single Person in the whole Course
of a Play. 1732 LKDIARD Sethos II. x. 435 The actor whose
mask represented Cheres. .went off from the stage, a 1862

BUCKLE Misc. Wks. I. 487 The Romans sometimes played
without masks : the Greeks never.

d. A grotesque representation of a face, made
of pasteboard moulded and painted ; worn at

merrymakings, carnivals, etc.

1837 D. JERROLD in New Monthly Mag. LI. 317 The mask
fixed upon the effigy [of Guy FawkesJ.

e. A likeness of a person s face in clay, wax, etc. ;

esp. one made by taking a mould from the face

itself. Also death-mask (see DEATH sb. 19).
1780 ROGERS in Arch&ologia (1782) VI. 107 An account of

certain earthen Masks from the Musquito Shore. . . Masques
. .which, bis Indian conductors told him, were the likenesses

of chiefs, .who had been formerly buried there. 1846 Penny
Cycl. Supp. II. 705/2 They [the wax imagines of the

: Romans] were probably cast from moulds taken from models.

I though such masks (taken after death] may have been used

j

in the formation of the models. 1877 CLARA BELL tr. Ebers
, Uarda I. 311 note, Such a mask of the dead is not unfre-

i quently found at the head of mummy cases.

2. Jig. a. A cloak , disguise, pretence; esp. in

\ phr. under the mask of, to put on, assume, throw

offi putt off&amp;gt;
or drop the mask

(of}&amp;gt;
etc.

1577 F. de L isle s Legendarie Fivb, That their nephue
Francis serued but as a maske and cloke to their fellonie.

1605 His Maiesties Speach, etc. H b, And the Racke onely
offred and shewed vnto him [Guido Fawkes], when the

maske of his Romaine fortitude did visibly begin to weare
& slide off his face. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keh. in. 31
No man had ever a greater power over himself, or was less

the man that he seemed to be. which shortly after appeared
to every body when he cared less to keep on the mask. 1701
DE FOE True-born Eng. 8 The Mask thrown off, Plain

Devil his Title stands. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1768)

IV. 350 If I write not in time, but that them hast actually

pulled off the mask ; let [etc.]. 1766 GOLDSM. I ic. W. xxx,
A base, ungenerous wretch who under the mask of friend

ship has undone me. 1812 CRABBE Tales xvi. Wks. 1834 V.
i ?8 She veiled her troubles in a mask of ease. 1832-4 DF
QUINCEY Caesars Wks. 1862 IX. 31 He himself by way of

masque attended a public spectacle. 1849 MACAI LAY Hist.

Eng. I. 400 He had covered his failings with the mask of

devotion. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xvii. 37 The way
in which., wrong contrived to assume the mask of right.

b. Something which covers or hides from view.

1752 MASON Elfrida 25 To. .be led Veil d in the mask of

night, to Edgar s chamber, A counterfeit Matilda, a 1821

KKATS Sonn., Lwer s
Cow/&amp;gt;l.,

The new soft-fallen mask Of
snow upon the mountains. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cam
bridge III. 540 The series of melancholy attempts. .to con

vert the medieval style of our colleges into Italian by a
mere mask of ashlar.

3. A masked person ;
a person wearing a mask

or in masquerading dress
;
a masker.

1580 LYI.V Eitphnes (Arb.) 335 By this time entered an



MASK.

other Masque. 1676 ETIIEREDT.E Jlfart ofblode I. i. (1684)

3, 1 remember there was a Mask observed me indeed. 1712

AUDISON S/&amp;gt;ect.
No. 383 p 6 A Masque, who came behind

him, gave him a gentle Tap upon the Shoulder. 1749 KlKl.n-

ING Tom Jones xm. vii, This Ma.sk was one of those ladies,

who go to a masquerade only to vent ill-nature. 1794 MRS.
KAIKLIFFB Myst. Ut{olpho xvi, Groups of masks were seen

dancing on the moonlight terraces. 183* DE QCINCKV
Kfaslerheim ix, A Masque, armed cap-a-pie. 1834 /-.

Hunt s Lend. Jrnl. No. 25. 198 Amongst the
ainbulaLJ^

masks. .1 must not omit the most interesting.

tb. ?A masquerade dress, domino. 06s.

577 n Cunningham Revels Accts. 114 A large Maske of

murrey satten. .with sleeves of gold tyncell.

4. Various technical uses.

a. Arc!i.,Kic. A representation (often grotesque)
in stone of a face or face and neck, used in panels,

keystones of arches, etc.
;
a similar representation in

metal on a shield. Also, a kind ofcorbel the shadow
of which is like a man s profile ;

= BUCKLE si&amp;gt;. 4.

1731 BAlLtvvol. II, Basque (with Architects), certain pieces
of sculpture, representing some hideous form ; grotesque or

satyrs faces, used to fill up or adorn some vacant places. 1784
H. WALPOLE Let. 7 Sept. (1858) VIII. 502 Mrs. Darner her
self is modelling two masks for the key-stones of the new
bridge at Her.ley. 1848 T. RICKMAN Styles Archil, (ed. 5)
Introd. xxx, A good bold corbel-table.. carried on masks, a
name given to a peculiar corbel because the shadow of it is

the same as that from a head.
187^0 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lin-

disfame in The labels terminate in grotesque masks. 1874
BOUTELL Arms \ Armour ii. 19 The shield, .in either case
was adorned by having the hear! of an animal nailed in the
centre. .or a mask executed with the hammer (repousse] in

bronze, was fixed in a similar position.

b. Hunting. The face or head of a fox (occas.
of an otter). Phr. to set his mask for (said of a

fox) to header, makefor.
1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 244 The masks of a bitch fox

and five of her cubs were nailed against the door of his

keeper s kennel. 1853 C. BEDE Verdant Green vii, Over
the mirror was displayed a fox s mask. 1891 County Genii.
XXIX. 1684 A second fox. .set his mask for Vowes s Gorse.
1904 Westtnorld. Gaz. 2 July 5/5 Captain Thompson pre
sented., the pads [of the otter) to the Misses Cheetham...
and the mask, .to Isaac Fletcher, the huntsman.

C. Fortif. A screen to protect men engaged in

constructing a work, to conceal a battery, etc.;

also, a casemated redoubt serving as a counter-guard
to the caponier (Voyle & Stevenson Mil. Diet. 1 8;6\
1801 JAMES Mil. Diet, s.v., Several masks must be hastily-

thrown up, whilst the men are employed behind one. Ibiit. t

The engineer, or artillery officer, places himself behind this
mask and draws his plan. 1884 Mil. Engln. I. 86 A floating
mask, may be necessary for the protection of the men form
ing the head of the bridge- The mask should be of planks
covered with iron or steel plate if possible. Ibid., As the
work proceeds, a pnrapet must be erected on the causeway
under cover of the mask to protect the men from the flank-
fire of the enemy.

d. Ent. The enlarged labium of the larval and

pupal dragon-fly. Also Zool. a formation or colora
tion of the head resembling a mask.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 20/1 (Libella) This mask,

fastened to the insect s neck,, .serves to hold its prey while
it devours it. 1840 Cuvier s Anim. Kingii. 174 The mask,
formed by the fringed feathers that surround the eyes, is

Kre;illy extended [in the bam owl]. 1896 tr. Koas Te.rt-M:
Zoat. 255 The larvae [of dragon-fliesj. .are characterised by
the modification of the labium into a long eversible prehen
sile organ tthe mask).

e. Photogr. A piece of opaque paper used to

cover any part of a negative, lantern-slide, or print
which it is desired to obscure or shade; esp. the

margin, of a piece from which a disk has been cut.

1876 AUNKY Photogr. (ed. 3) irS [Sunning down a bright
spot on a print] may be secured by making a brown paper
mask, cutting out the shape of the object to be toned down.
1889 T. C. HhpwoRTH Bk. Lantern (ed. 2) 141 Now take a
slide, duly fitted with its black mask, and a cover glass.

f. Surg. A piece of linen, with apertures for the

eyes, nose, and mouth, used for applications to the
face (Syd. Sof. Lex. 1890).
6. attrib. and Comb., as mask-maker ; mask-like

adj. ; mask-ball, a masked ball, masquerade; mask-
crab, a crab of the family Coiystidse, with mask-
like markings on the carapace, as Corystes cassive-

launus
; mask-flower [tr. of the Peruvian name

rifaco, or ricarcd], any one of several Peruvian

plants of the genus Alonsoa
; mask-man, a masker;

mask-shell, any spiral marine-shell of the genus
J ersona, having a curiously twisted aperture
(Funk s Stand. Diet.) ; mask-wall Fortif., the

scarp-wall of a casemate (Cent. Diet. ).
1818 LADY MORGAN Autokiog. (1859) 286 This fashion in

France of profitine; by the custom ifintriguer nt masque
balls. 1895 G. A. SAI.A Life &amp;lt;V

Adv. II. xxxviii. 78 In the
evening we went to a grand mask ball at the Opera. 1863
Wooii Nat. Hist. III. 596 The Mask-crab buries itself in

A nights I. ii, The maskmakers were so afraid of him, They
would not copy them. 1651 KIRKMAN Cleriofi Losiafy For
this hour hath this same *Maskman talked to me in Italian.

Mask, 7 .
1 Obs. exc. dial. [f. MASK sbV\ trans.

To mesh, enmesh : lit. andyf^.
CI374 CHAUCER Tr. Sf Cr. in. 1734 He was so narwe y-

masked and
y-knet,

That [etc.]. 1556 J. HEVWOOD Sf. 4file xv. 20 Neuer was there Hie in this net, thus masked,
lhat euer scapte. 1628 FEI.THAM Krsohvs \. ii. 4 Like a
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Partridge in the net, he maskes himselfc the more, by the
anger of his fluttering wing. 1815-80 JAMIKSON, To Mast,
to catch in a net. In this f-ense, a fish is said to be maskit,
Ayrs[hire]. i88a Bl CKI.AND \otestt Jottings 69 We quickly
perceived from the bobbing of the corks that the fish, .were
masked in the trammel.
alisol. 1557 in TolteTs Misc. (Arb.) 133 Thus in the net

of my conceit I masked styll among the sort Of such as fed

vpon the bayt, That Cupide laide for his disport.

Mask, z.-.
2 Obs. [app. a shoitened form of

MASKEK z.J intr. To be bewildered, lose one s

way. Also quasi-/ttzj. (quot. 1599).
c 1190 S. Brandan 1 18 in .V. ].ng. Leg. 223 Hi wende alond

as maskede [v.r. masid] men, hi nuste \vhar hi were. 1387
TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) II. 67 Klidurus. .fonde his broper
Archgalon nuukynge [L. nbcrruntem} in a wode [FAUVAN
Cliron. II. xl. (1811) 28 has maskelyng or wandryng in the

thykest of y wood], a 1550 Image Ilypocr. in Skelton s
Whs. (1843! II. 433/2 Lest it be to iate To trust on hadd I

wist, I masked in a myst. 1581 J. DELL Haddon s Aunu.
Otarim 119 Followyng herein (as it seemeth) his forerunner
Hosius, who maskyng in the like maze, doth affirme [etc.].

1599 HP- HALL Sat. iv. iii. 59 Or whiles thou seest some of
thy Stallion-race, Their eyes boar d out, masking the mil-
ler s-maze. 1639 FULLER Holy /Far in. xii. 129 He doeth
the benighted traveller a discourtesie..who lendeth him a
lantern to take it away, leaving him more masked then he
was before.

Mask ( mask), zvi Si. [Northern var. MASH f. 1

]
1. trans. =MASHZ/.I (occns.afo0/.). Also.tobrew.
1480 Cat/:. Angl. 230/1 To Maske, ctrmdare. 15. . Clial-

iiierliiii .-lyre. 26 6 (in Sf. Acts 1.) Item |.;it |iai grynd jt
[malt] our small bat jt will nocht ryn quhen jt is maskit.
1639 RUTHERFORD Lett, i Oct. 11881) 4^9, I hope, for His
sake, who brewed and masked this tup [of affliction] in

heaven, ye will gladlydrink. ( 1650 \ti W.Ras*AttrdourQ
Inchcoline x. (1885) 284 [To impose a fine. .on browsters
who masked on Sabbath night]. 1743 R. MAXWELL Trans.
Soc. linprov. Agric. 352 A Hrewing-keeve, wherein Urewers
mask their Drink. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xxx.

214 There s naething like a starn gweed maut, maskit i yer
[lain bowie.

2. To infuse (tea) ;
- MASH vl i d.

1814 SCOTT Wav, xlii, I hope your honours wil lak tea. .

and I maun gang and mask it for you. 1883 ANNIE S. SWAN
Aldersydt: n. i. 78 Marget will mask amther cup o tea
for ye.

trans/. 1846 JOHNSTON in Proc. Benv, Nat. Club II. 176
One dozen stalks are masked in a pint of boiling water.

3. To be masking: (rt)ofastorrn, to be *

brewing ;

() of a person, to be sickening for a disease.

183. ALEX. RODGF.RS in Whistle- Innkic Ser. i. 108, I saw
the storm was masking fast, That soon wad fa on me. 1866
W. GKEGOR Banff. Gloss., Mask, to gather..; as, It s

maskin , or maskin upforanither shoor . 1876 Whitby Gloss.

s.v.. It s masking for thunder. 1887 SKKVICI: Dr. Diignid
xviii. 116, I could see that he was maskin for the pocks.

MaskCrmisk),^.* Also6

[f. MASK sh$ Cf. F. masquer]
1. trans. To cover (the face or heacl^ with a mask.

Chiefly pass. To wear, be disguised with, a mask.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 157 The Trompet sounds, be

maskt, the maskers come. 1593 Liter. 794 Where now I

haue no_one to blush with me, . . To maske their browes and
hide their infamie. 1611 DKKKER & MIDDLETON Roaring
&amp;lt;7/r/204Good faces maskt are lewels kept by spirits. Hide
none but bad ones. 1617 MORVSON /tin. in. 173 The Women
no lesse then Men..goe masked. 1711 SIKKI.K tyec/. No. 8
P 4 All the Persons who compose this lawless Assembly are
masked. 1825 LVTTON Zicci 15 A tall figure, masked and
mantled, appeared. 1839 LANK Arab. Nts. I. 73 At the fair

of Okaz, the heroes were masked.
b. gen. To disguise.
1847 TENNYSON Princess v. 386 A rout of saucy lx&amp;gt;ys

Brake
on us. .Mask d like our maids. 1903 Edin. RW. Apr. 411
His ghost masks himself in no futile disguises.
2. transf. To hide or conceal from view, by in

terposing something.
1583 STANVHURST JKncis in. (Arb.) 86 Whilste thee sun

beams are maskt, hyls darcklye be muffled, c 1600 SHAKS.
Sow*, xxxiii, The region clotide haih mask d him from me
now. 1605 Macb. n. i. 125 Masking the Businesse from
the common Eye. 1634 CRASHAW in T. S. tr. Lessius Hy-
giasticon To Rdr., A soul, whose intellectuall beams No
mists do mask, no lazle steams. 1833 LYKLL Print. Gcol.
III. 210 The talus//, r, which masked the inland cliff until

it was artificially laid open to view. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Enr. iv. (1894) 102 Rocky fragments .. frequently
masked by cushions of fresh fallen snow.

b. MIL and Fortif. (a) To conceal (a battery,
a force, etc.) from tke view of the enemy. () To
hinder (a fortress, army, Meet) from acting on the

offensive by watching it with a sufficient force.

(r) To hinder the efficiency of a friendly force by
standing in the line of its fire.

1706 Land. Gaz. No. 4256/2 Many Persons might march
out with the Garison masked as the Governor should think
fit. 1763 British Mag. IV. 204 The seamen, .mounted all

the guns in the battery, which we masked. 1802 JAMES Mil.
Diet, s.v., One toise and a half of epaulement will require
two chandeliers, and 60 fascines, to mask it. 18x1 WEL
LINGTON in Gurw. Desp. VII. 338 The other fleche was
masked. 1868 KIRK Charles the Bold^ III. v. iii. 411 The
idea of leaving Moral unassailed, masking it with a poriion
of his army while prosecuting operations with the rest. 1870
PallMallG. 3 Sept. 2 Bazajne.. has succeeded in convincing
the Prussians that it requires a large force to mask him.
1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 268 Such boats
must be cautioned not to mask the fire of any boats employed
for the same purpose. 1884 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 2/2 To
command the sea we must be prepared at a moment s notice
to mask the enemies fleets by forces, .equal to his.

c. Arch.
1828 STEUART Planter s Guide 518 It appeared extremely

MASKED.
desirable to that artist to m.isk or conceal the Approach from
the House and ailjoining grounds. 1867 HAKKV Li/,- Sir C.
Barry viii. 291 A cloister with one story above it, or an
open arcade, might mask the building from the high ground
of Bridge Street. 1879 SIH G. SCOTT Lect. Archil. II. 100
The roofs, internally, may be proved to have been masked
by level ceilings.

d. /.oof. and Bot.

1843 OWEN Invert. Anim. (1855) 436 That stage of the
Orthopterous.. insects, in which they are masked by the
vermiform or true larval condition. 1857 A. GRAY \st Less,
in Bot. xv. u866) 106 In Catalpa this number is ma&amp;gt;ked in
the calyx by irregular union, and in the stamens by abortion.

e. Cookery. (See quot.)
1877 Cassell s Diet. Cookery 1177/2 Mask, to cover meat

with any rich sauce, ragout, &c.
f. Plwtogr. To cover, shade or mount with a

mask. 1881, 1884 [see MASKING vtt. sb? 2].

3. Jig. To disguise (feel ings, etc.) under an assumed
outward show ; to conceal the real nature, intent,
or meaning of.

1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. i. n. 98 Most immaculate thoughts
Master, are ma&amp;gt;k*d vnder such colours. 1594 PLAT Jeivell-
ho. i. 55 Howsoeuer the same was masked, or disguised in
shew. 1656 UKAMHALI. Keplii. iii. 153 Sedition masked under
the Visard of Religion. 1777 SHICKIDAN Sch. .\cand. i. i,

He has been obliged to mask his pretension:-.. 1841 D ls-

RAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 683 Polemical studies become
political when the heads of parlies mask themselves under
some particular doctrine. 1865 DICKKSS Mnt, / r. in. v, Its

old simplicity of expression got masked by a certain crafti

ness. 1870 MORKIS Earthly Par. I. i. 215 Maskin- with a
smile The vain regrets that in their hearts arose.

f4. intr. To take part in a masque or mas
querade ;

to be a masquer, to masquerade. Also
to mask it.

Alsoyi&quot;^.
Obs.

^1562 O. CAVKSDISH Wolscy (1893) 108 An other maske
..of noble genii I men, who daunced & masked with these

fayer ladyes. 1589 NA8HK/&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;U0WlY/&amp;lt;$

&amp;gt; Marforins i, I wonder
how I missed you? Pasguill. Neuer manuiile at that, I

haue learned to maske it. 1591 SI-KNSKR Tears of Muses
180 Where be the sweele delights of learnings treasure. . In
which I late was wont to raine as Queene, And ma&amp;gt;ke in

mirth with Graces well beseene? 1597 BEARD Theatre GotCs

Jitdgcm. (1612) 435 Six [masquers] that masked it to a mar
riage at the hostel! of St. 1 aules in Paii^. 1606 Choice,
Chance fy Change (1881) 50 After they had masked and
mummed, away they went. 1731 I AILKY vol. II, Mask,..
to go to masks or masquerades.

fb. trans. To perform after the fashion of a

masque. Obs.

1560 PII.KINGTON ]*..\-pos. Aggeus (1562) 58 These be the
dueties of good shepebeardes.,uml not maskynge inas&amp;lt;e~,

and mumming mattyns.

t 5. intr. To be or go in disguise; to hide one s

real form or character under an outward show.
Often yf^. Obs.

579 SPENSER Shep. Cal. Jan. 24 Now is come thy wynter s

stormy state, Thy mantle mard, wherein thou niaskedst
late, c 1585 Fairs Em \. 86 Thus must we mask to save our
wretched lives, a 1591 H. SMITH .S /.r Serm. (16181 A 4, Like

/Ksops Asse, masking in the Lionsskinne. 1619 II IKKON M ks.

I. 21 The spiritual! venome that masketh vnder these deceit-
full shadowes, is either not beleened or not thought vpon.
1632 LITHGOW Trar. ix. 394 The French men. .were cruelly
massacred..; which exploit masketh vnder the name of

Vesper! Siculi. 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. (1711)

170 How bravely soever ye mask and flowrish in words.

Mask(e, var. ff. MASQUE ; corrupt var. MAST sb.~

Maskalonge: see MASKINONOE.

Maskarado, obs. form of MASQUERADE.
t Masked, ///. al

[f.
MASK z .a + -Enl.]

Amazed, bewildered. c 1290 [see MASK v.&quot;
2
].

Masked (maskt),///. a. 2 Also 7-9 masqued.
[f.

MASK x.3 or v. 4 + -EH.]
1. Having, wearing, or provided with a mask.
a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods^ Death Sir H. Morison 23

For, what is. .masked man, if valu d by his face, Above his

fact? 1681 WVNDHAM King s Conccalm. 75 Thus entred
these masqued Travellers, to enquire where they were. 1751
H. WALPOI.E Lett. (1846) II. 397 Where there are a few good
pictures, and many masked statues. 1841 SI ALHING Italy
II. 371 These characters were represented by masked actors.

b. Masked ball [F. bal ntasquf\ : a ball at which
those taking part wear masks; = MASQUERADE i.

1813 Sk. Character (ed. 2) I. 201 She s going to give a

masqued ball in February. 1825 Greenhouse Conip. I. 250
At masqued routs. 1873 OUIDA Pascarel \. 151 It was the
masked ball of the Carnival.

C. Used (often repr. L. larvatits, personatits} as

the specific name of animals having some conforma
tion or marking resembling a mask.

1840 Cuviers Anim. Kingd. 130 The Masked Hoar (Sus
larvatus), 1859 WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 245 Paginna laruata,
..Masked Glutton. 187. Cassetfs Nat. Hist. II. 343 The
Japan, or Masked Pig (Sits pliciceps, Gray). IHd. IV. 162

The Masked Finfoot (fodica personala). 1882 Il id. VI.

200 The Masked Crab [=inask-crao, MASK j/-.
s

5]. 1896
H. O. FORBES Handbk. Primates I. 163 The Masked Ti:i.

Calltthrix pcrsonata.
d. Bot. Of a corolla : - PERSONATE.

1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Persoxata corolla, a personate
or masked corolla. 1839 LINDLEY Introd, Bot. (ed. 3) i. ii.

167 If the upper and lower sides of the orifice are pressed

together, as in Antirrhinum, it [the corolla] is personate or

masked, resembling the face of some grinning animal.

2. transf. and fig. Having the real features or

character concealed or disguised. &\$Q occas. Con
cealed from view.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nii-ftofiiy s Voy. ni. xviii. 105
The masked hynocrisie of this olde foxe. a 1586 SIDNEY

92



MASKELER.
Arcadia \\. (1590) 223 b, [He] was not the sharpest pearcer
into masked minds, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonti. llv, When sommers
breath their masked buds discloses. 111628 LD. BROOKE
f aettt$

t Of Humane Learn. Ixxxi. 38 Nothing new Hut
masked euill winch still addeih terror. 1815 \V. H. IK BLAND
Scribbleomania 270 note, Others, .pursue it. .with invidious
sarcasms and masqued sneers. 1904 HEW LICIT Queens Qnair
i. viii. 113 None could under-read her masked words.

b. Nosology* Of diseases, esp. intermittent fevers:

presenting anomalous symptoms; not recognizable

by the usual criteria.

1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 234/1 (Fever). Masked inter-

mittenls. Ibid. 235 \ Masked ague. 1843-71 WATSON Led.
Prtttc. .y 1 ract. / /ywV (ed. 5) I. 821 Sometimes the patient
is said to have ///?/&quot; gout or tftat&Sti gOtot. 1897 sl/lhntt s

Syst. Med. II. 317 Masked malarial fever. 1899 Ibid. VIII.

558 The psoriasis may remain masked.

3. Mil. and l-ortif. Chiefly in masked battery.
see MASK v* 2 b. Alsoyf^.
1759 DILWORTH Life Pope 52 Mr. Addison, to vent his

spleen against Mr. Pope by the means of a masked battery.

1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Man iv. (near end), You shall . .

burst out upon the miscreant like a masqued battery. 1783
JUSTAMOND tr. KaynaFs Hist. Indies V. 462 A masked bat

tery, intended to cover the harbour and town of Parama-
biro. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Keg. II. 145/2 The attempt which
was made to annihilate an inquiry of such importance, by
the masked battery of an amendment.

t Ma skeler. Obs. Also masculer. [? altera

tion of MASKER sb^\ ? A mask. ? Hence (by sub
stitution of suffix) Ma skeling (in quot. -yn) t a

masquerade.
1511 in Collier Hist. Dram. Poetry (1879) I- 79 T Richard

Oybson opon a warraunt for the revells, called a maskelyn at
New-hall in Essex, 207^. 55. ifyd. 1512 lbid,

t
Also for mas-

culers and other diverse things, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. K///8ob| Euery one visered himselfe, so that they
were unknowen . . and so in maskeler passed the touneofArde.

Maskeles, -ez, var. ff. MA.SCLELESS Obs.

Maskeline, obs. form of MASLIN -.

Maskelles, -ez, variant ff. MASCLELESS Obs.

Maskelonge, -enozha, var. ff. MASKINONGE.
Masken: see M.vsquiN Obs.

t Masker, sb. 1 Obs. Also 6 maskyr, [ad. It.

muschera : see MASQUERADE
s/&amp;gt;.]

A mask. Phr.

In masker \ disguised with a mask, in masquerade.
1519 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. T. I. 143 The King..woll

come . . and see your Grace in Calais in maskyr. 1532 MORE
Confnt. Barnes vin. Wks. 758/1 Their maskers [to be] taken
of and their hipocrisie to be dyscouered. 1548 THOMAS Ital.
Grant. (1567), Maschera^ a masker, or a visour.

Masker, ^.-, masquer (ma-skai). [f. MASK
.
4 ^ ER 1. Cf. F. masquenr.] One who takes part

in a masquerade or masque ;
a person in masquer

ade, a masquerader.
o. a 1548 HALL Chron.

t
Hen. VIft 16 After the banket

doen, these Maskers came in. 1590 SPBHSKR F. Q. in. xii.

6 The whiles the maskers marched forth in trim aiay. 1613
CHAPMAN Masks Inns Court A i b, Then rode the chiefe

maskers, in Indian habits, all of a resemblance. 1723 STEELE
Conscious Lovers i. L (1755) 12 You know 1 was last Thurs
day at the Masquerade :..the Maskers you know followed
us. 1828 SCOTT F. Kf. Perth xiii, They show themselves in

the streets as the companions of maskers. 1867 PARKMAN
Jesuits in N. Ainer. iii. (1875) 15 A party of maskers at the
Carnival.

0. 1580 LYLY Enphites (Arb.) 332 Masquers do therefore
couer their faces that they may open their affections. 1625
BACON Ess., Of Masques (Arb.) 540 Let the Sutes of the

Masquers, be Graceful!, and such as become the Person,
when the Vizars are off. a 1777 GOLDSM. Epil. to S/sfers
12 The world sa masquerade ! the masquers, you, you, you.
1814 SCOTT Lord ofIsles v, xxiv, In masquers quaint attire

She sought his skiff. 1849 DICKENS Barn. Rudge iv, Your
blockhead father, .slips him on a mask and domino, and
mixes with the masquers. 1873 OUIDA Pascarel I. 23 The
masquers reeled on out of sight.
Comb. 1593 NASIIE Christ s T. 71 b, Your mornelike

christall countenaunces shall be netted ouer, and (Masker-
like) cawle-visarded, with crawling venomous wormes.

fb. transf. andy?A
r

.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. 73 b, England,, .the continual!

Masquer in out-landish h.ibilements. 1647 CLARENDON Con-
tsmpl. P$. Tracts 11727) 406 Those maskers in religion and
honesty.

Masker (ma-skai), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

a.4malscre, malskre; 0. 5-9 masker, ;? maskar,
maskre). [OE. *ma/scrian

t implied in malscntng
vbl. sb. ; app. cogn. w. Goth. *malsks (? foolish) in

^i^lt^la-malsks precipitate (tr. Gr. Tr/wirer^s heady*
A.V., headstrong* R.V., 2 Tim. iii. 4), OS. malsc

proud. Cf. MASK v.%] a. trans. To bewilder,
confuse. I), pass, and intr. To be bewildered.
Hence Ma skoring vbl. sb. and///, a.

c?*$ Corpus Gloss. F55(Hesse!s) Ffstinatio [i.e. fnsci-
natio\ malscrung. c 1000 Sax. Leecitd. III. 36 \ViS mals-
crunge minrafVr^m^ manra] wihta. -1350 Will. Palcnte
416 How he hade missed is mnyne & malskrid a-boute.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 991 pe ledtz of
J&amp;gt;at lyttel toun wern

lopen out for drede, In-to bat malscrande mere, a 1400-50
Alexander 1270 And bat left ware on lyfe hot a litill me^ne,
Ware als malscrid [mirurrittert malstrid : Dttbt. MS. inai-

fttrettlftnuued, c\^ytCast. Petw. (E.E.T.S.) 76/75 Man-
kynd is maskeryd with mekyl varyaunce. 1577-87 HOI.IN-
SHED Chron. II. 716 They. .so maskered his understanding,
that, .they brought him to tract the steps of lewd demeanour.
1600 HOLLAND Livy in. Ix. 129 To masker their troubled
heads the more, bee assaileth them wiih a great shout and
niuine violence. 1601 DKACON it WALKKR Ansiv. to Darel
To Rdr. 4 An intricate Labyrinth, or maskaring ma/e. 1681
H. MORI-: Expos, /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/. 1 ief. 7 Why might not the wise men

202

. .be so ma.skard that they could not read the handwriting
on the wall ? a 1800 PEGGK Snppl. Grose (1814), Masker*d^
stunned ; also nearly choaked. North. 1841 HARTSHORSE
Salop. Antiq. 503 Sich a dark neet I was masker d like.

1879 Miss JACKSON Skropsh. W ord-bk.^Maskered, confused,
bewildered.

Maskerade, -at, obs. forms of MASWUKUADE.
t Ma skery, ma squery. Obs. Also 6 mas-

; karye, mascarie. [a. F. masqnerie, f. masque
MASK sb. & : see -ERY.] Masking, wearing of masks;
a masquerade. Also, masquerader s attire.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, VIII 80 b, Another compaignie
of .x. lordes in whiche maskery the kyng was himselfe. 1554
in Mattland Ess. Reform. (1849) 33 -Such as have most

wickedly called the Mass a Maskarye. 1554 YAXLEY in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 313 A brave maskery of cloth

raj. in. xui.
&amp;lt;)5 u, uisguy:&amp;gt;ing inemseiues WHO ceriaine

masquerie, as with heades and Cranes neckes. 1640 NABBKS
Unfort. Mother E 4 b, Mac. Wee l first thanke Heaven,
And then wee l see some maskery.

! Jig. 1569 J. SANFOKD Agrippa 170 b, They attire him \sc.

, Christ] in diners masker tes of sophismes. 1598 MAKSTON

I

Sco. Villany in. viii, G 3, Me thinks 1 heare swart Martius

[ cry, Souping along in warrs fain d ma&kerie. i6ssGuRNALi,
C /if. in A rnt. \. 306 The masquery and cheating glory of the

great ones of this world.

Masket, masquet (ma-ska), dial. [The phr.
a Masket perh. represents ( &amp;gt;K. *gemalscrod, pa. pple.

. of *malscrian MASKER z/.] To go, run a masket :

I

to lose one s way.
1570 JEWEL Holy Script. (1582) 158 The Professours

. thereof oftentimes runne a masket ; they leese them selues.

1697 Let. in JAV. Lnnsd. No. 1033. 2 (Halliw.) To go a
masked. 1897 THORNTON Retain, vi. (E. D. D.), O sir, do ee

! please come down, the gentleman has gone a ma.squet,

Maskett, obs. form of MASSICOT.

Maskette (maske-t). [f. MASK sb + -ETTE.]
! (See quot. and of. MASKOID.)

188 1 -2 \V. H. DALL in yd Rep. Bureau Ethnol. (1884) 93
j

The Maskette, an object resembling a mask, but intended
to be worn above or below the face. Ibid. 105 A number of
maskettes and head-dresses from New Mexico and Arizona.

Maskewe, var. MASCLE v. Obs.

t Mask-fat. Sc. and north, dial. Obs. Forms:

3 mascfat, 4-6 mask fat, (4 maxfate), 5-6 mask-
, fatt, (6maskefatt, -fate). [Northern var. MASH-

;

FAT: see MASK sb? and FAT^. J
] A mashing vat.

1263 Excheq. Rolls Scot 1. (1878) I. 14 Item, in ij cunys,

j

scilicet, mascfats, ernptis, ij s. 1367 Finchale Priory Ace.
\ (1837) p. Ixxviii, j maAkfatJ gylfat. 1378 in Test. KarleoL

(1893) 1 27 Unum plumbum cum unomaxfate. \q&Test.Ebor.
(Surtees) II. 12 Unum maskfatt. 1567 Wills q- In- . N. C.

! (Surtees) I. 267 A maskfatt and a swett wort fatt. 1600
|

Ace. Bk. W. ll- nty in Antiquary XXXII. 279 Item one
maskefate. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp, s. v. Brtwtr. The
. . utensils of a brewer . . are a furnace . . a copper . . a mask-fat.

t Ma Skful, a. 06s. rare- ,
[f. MASK st&amp;gt;.3 +

-FUL.] Of the nature of masquerade.
1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion v. 1 1 There is a great Feast

within, full of all maskfull Recreations.

Maskill, obs. form of MASCLE s6. }

Masking (ma-skirj\ vbl. s6.1 Obs. exc. Sc. or
dial.

[f.
MASK z&amp;gt;.

:
&amp;gt; + -ING 1.]

= MASHING vbl. sb.

1654 Extracts Burgh Kecs. Stirling (1887) 211 They sail

pay for ilk maskene lost in thair default fourtie shilling.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 544/1 (Brewing), This part of
the operation is called masking.

b. Asufncientquantity(oftea, etc.)foran infusion.

1835-80 JAMIKSON. 1893 Nortlutwblil. Gloss.
, Maskin.

c. Comb. (cf. MASH, HLt&BVM},amestitifJut,
lead (see LEAD $b. 1

5 a), -loom (see LOOM sb.l 2),

rudder, tub
; masking pot (pat) Sc., a tea-pot.

? 4x1400 C hahtierlan Ayr c. 26 (in Sc. Acts \. 337/1) Etea
est causa quod cum coquitur in lie masking fat non currit.

1659 A. HAY Diary 1 1901) 94, I payed him for the great mask
ing fat 4 merks. iSza SCOTT I irate xxiv, She found him
drowned in his own masking-fat. 1465 Finchale 1 riory
Ace. (1837) p. ccxcix, In primis j &quot;maskyng leyd. 1711 RAM
SAY Maggy Joltnslmtn xii, The pith of broom That she
stow d in her *masking-Ioom. 1786 BURNS ll /irn Giiilfcrtl

good i. Then up they gat the maskin-pat. 1648 Invent, in

Spottismooiie Misc. (1844-5) 372 Ther is in the brewhous
..and ane *maskine rudder. 1457 Peebles Charters, etc.

(1872) 119 A *maskyn tub with the laf that langis it.

Masking, masquiiig (mu-skiij),z//&amp;lt;/.
sb.-

[f.

MASK v.4 + -ING .]

1. The action of performing or taking part in

a masquerade or masque.
a. 1546 BALE Eng. I otarits i. 11548) sob, Theyr mask-

ynges in y night after y* paganes inaner. c 1560 in T.
Ifarien i Life Sir T. 1 ofe (1772) 85 In Shrovetide, 1556,
sir Thomas Pope made for the ladie Elisabeth all at his
owne costes, agreate and ricbmaskinge in thc-greate halle at
Hatfcldc. &amp;lt; 1640 C TESS LINDSKV in Ituccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) i. 285 There will be masking at Quort at

Twelfth-night. 1711 I.nnil. C,,iz. No. 4836/1 There was a
pulilick Masking permilted for three Days and Nights. 1864
IJuRTON Scot A/tr. I. v. 309 Those who thus go a-masking
on New Year s eve,, .are called gutsards or gui/ers.
P. a 1616 B. JONSON l.o-. e Restored ad init., I tell thee,

I will haue no more masquing. 1716-8 LAUY M. W. MON
TAGUE Lett. I. xxi. 64 The carnival is begun, and all sorts
of diversions, .except that of masquing. 1741 H. WALPOLK
Lett. (1903) I. 175 The Duchess, makes a grand masqueing
next week.

b. Used with contemptuous reference to the Mass.
[1546, 1550: see 3.] 1555 PHILPOT in Foxe A. \ M.

(1583) H, 1828 Ve haue deceiued the people with that your

MASKOID.

|

sacrifice of the Masse, which ye make a masking. 1563-83
I FOXE A. fy M. II. 1203 Playne, seeing a Priest go to Masse,

said, Now you shall see one in masking.
2. Photogr. The action or process of using a

,

mask (see MASK sb$ 40).
1881 ABNKY Photogr. 242 In the printing of the picture ..

1 by a judicious masking of parts he can cause pictures which
would be inartistic to become merely inoffensive. 1884
Ibid. (ed. 6) 212 Masking the Negative.

, 4& attrib. passing into adj. Used in, appropriate
to, or consisting of a *

masking or masquerade ;

masquerading.
1542 Nottingham Rcc. III. 220 One maskynge garment

,

of sarcenet. 1546 BALK \st Exam. A. As&amp;gt;kciv 34 b, Their
popish portyfoFyoms and maskynge takes, c 1550 BF.COX

Tym/gr^MrWks. 1560 11. 30 The papists affirme y l

thcyi
massekyng Masse is a perfecte sacrifyce for the quycke and
the deade. Ibid. The papistes put on masking apparel Albes,
girdels [etc.J. 1581 G. PETTIE tr. Guazzo sCiv. t otx&amp;gt;. m. 137
To maintaine their wiues in suche pompeous and masking
sorte. a 1586 SlDtMYAJffZ. Poetrie (Arb. 141 Therefore [they]
made Mistres Philosophy very often borrow the masking
rayment of Poesie. 1612 in Bucclench MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) i. 243 Now the masking sports shall follow.

1649 MM.TON Kikon. Pref., The conceited portraiture before
his Book, drawn out to the full measure of a Masking
Scene, c 1670 A. WOOD in Life (1848) 77 note, He hath com
positions in courtly masquing ayres. 1673 DKYDEN Afarr.
a la Mode Pro!., We shall show to-day A masking ball, to
recommend our play. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. \\. Ixxviii, In

motley robe to dance at masking ball. 1821 SCOTT Kenihv.
xl. Men, still habited in their masquing suits.

t Ma-sking, ///. a. 1 Obs. [f. MASK v? +
-ING 2

.] Bewildering.
1387 TREvisA /ftjfwtwf. Rolls) II. 219 Man..fel. .out of hous

in to maskynge and wayles contray [L. de domo ad derium],

tMasking,///.a. 2 Obs. [f. MASK z.i + -ING-.]

I

Ensnaring, trammelling.
i578TiMME Calvin on Gen. 170 When we are so carried

, away with the maskingnettes of beauty, that [etc.J. 1601
i DEACON & WALKER Spirits &amp;lt;y

Divefo 287 You are almost
1

quite ferreted foorth from all your starting holes, and are
now brought in a manner before the very mouth of that

masking net, which will so entangle your toong, as [etc.].

Masking (ma-skin), ///. 0.3 [f. MASK v* +
ING *.] That masks, in various senses of the vb.

In early use, f hypocritical.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1143/1 She should both to
Christ shew hir selfe a false Christian, and vnto hir prince
a masking subiect. 1596 GOSSON Pleas. Quips Geiitlew.

(Percy Soc.) 7 Our masking dames can sport, you knowe,
sometime by night, sometime by day. a 1652 J. SMITH.SW.
Disc. vi. 237 That which was acted upon it . .every one will

grant to have been a masking or imaginary business. 1725
RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. in. iv. Prol., Sir William draps his

masking beard. 1863 W. THORNBURY True as Steel II. 133
No one ever confesses that he has committed an injury ; he
calls it retaliation, or ju.stice, or conceals it by some masking
name, 1900 Westm. Gaz. 2 May 5/2 The masking force
will have to be a strong one.

Maskiiioiige vn^skinp nds, -^&quot;ndjj/). Also
8 maskinunga, 9 masquinong6, -ongy,masque-
uonger, muscanouge, maskinong, -ongy,
maskenozha ; masc-, maskal 1 ouge, muscal-
(l)onge, masculouge, muskallunge, -al(l)onge,
-alounge, -oM unge, maskelonge, masque
alonge ; Diets, maskaluiige, muskullonge,
-alinge, -elunjeh, moskalonge, etc. [Odjibwa ;

spelt mackhionge, micikinonge by Cuoq Lexiqiu de
/a

/fl;/7&amp;lt;a^;/^/*z ;/ (where f represents/). Accord

ing to Cuoq, f. mac, mid great + kinonge pike ;

according to Baraga tlie first element is mask ugly.
The varieties of form are partly due todiversities ofnative

dialect, partly to a French popular etymology which took
the word as masque long or masque allonge, long mask \J

A large pike, Esox nohilior, inhabiting the Great
Lakes of North America, valued as a food- fish.

1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. I. 352 Maskin ungas, a very
large species of pickerel. 1809 A. HENRY / ray. 30 Among
the pike, is to be included the species, called, by the Indians,

masquinonge. 1836 J. RICHARDSON Fauna Hor. Anit-r. in.

127 A fo.r estor (Le Sneur), The Maskinonge. 1855 LONCK.
Hiawatha vni, And he said to the Kenozha, To the Pike,
the Maskenozha. i868LossiNti The Hudson 6 1 Lakeileorge
..abounds with fine fish, the largest and most delirious

being the Masque alonge. 1884 G. .B. GOODE, etc. Nat.
Hist. Aijiiat. Anim. I. 466 At Sacket s Harbor very few

Muskellunge are caught. 1894 Outing XXIV. 454/1 A
dinner of muscallonge steaks. 1899 Pali Mall Mag. Apr.
445 The big trout and maskinonge were stirring themselves in

the depths of the lake.

Maskins (mse-skinz). Obs. exc. dial. Also
nieskiu.s. [f.

MASS sb.^ + -kins, as in l&amp;gt;odikins
t

pittikins (cf. -KIN).] By the mad-ins : by the

mass ; an asseverative exclamation.
i6zz CHAPMAN May-day iv. I 2 b, By the meskin me

thought they were so indeede. 1647 BARON Cyprian Aco.tt.

i. 53 By the Maskins I would give the best LOW in my yard,
to find out this raskall. 1664 COTTON Scarron. iv. U74&amp;gt;

85 And now this Swabber, by the Maskins, Thunders up
Dido s (ialligaskins. 17*1 in BAILEY. [For igth c. examples
(Vorks., Italics, i^ Derltysh.) see i:ng. Dial. Diet.]

Maskle, obs. form of MASCLK sb. 1

Maskoid (ma-skoid). [f.
MASK sb.- + -oin.]

(^See quot. and cf. MASKETTE.)
1881 2 W. H. DALL in yd J\tp. Hureau Ethnol. (1884) 93

The Maskoid, an object resembling a mask or face, but not

intended to be worn at all. Ibid. 105 Maskoids of stone.

. .jasper, and jadeite. Ibid. 166 Wooden mortuary maskoid.

Maakowe, variant of MASCUE v. Obs.



MASLIN.

Maskre, variant of MASKKK v.

Masleach, variant of MASHLOCU Se.

Maslin (marzlin). Now dial. Forms : i

m8Dstlinig)e, -ling, Norlhumb. m8eslen(n, 3

rae(a)stling, 3-4 mastling, 4 masalyne, mes-
selinge, -lyng, 4-6 rnaselyn, 5 mastelyn, mas-

celyne, masselen, messlyng, messelyne, 5-6
maslyn, 6 mastlyn(e, -line, masolyne, mystil-

tyne,maslyne,-leyn,-lenn,-lyn(n,raaseleyn(e,
-lyn(n)e, -len, raasselleu, measelen, meslyri,

messilliug, messelyng, 6-7 maslen, 7 mastlin,

masline, masoellin, 4- maslin. \QJLmsu(f)ling,
mseslen neut., app. formed (? with suffix -LING -) on
an unrecorded *ises (the / being possibly a euphonic
insertion) cogn. w. MHG. mess(e neut., brass (early
mod.G. mess, moss, mesch, miisch; still aial.~),

whence, withsuffix = -ING ^) the synon.MHG.,Ml)u.
messinc, missinc inasc., neut. (G., Du. messing
neut.) ; adoptions from this or an equivalent LG.
form were ON. messing, nursing fern. ,O^W -

mSsinger, Sw. messing masc., Da . messing com. ) ;

LG. has a parallel formation mesken (see -KIN).
Most scholars have regarded the OHO. iness(i: neut., brass,

as identical with MHG. Htdssi; mcssc fern., lump iof metal),

usually believed to be a derivative of I., /uttssft MASS st&amp;gt;.

2

The supposition involves serious difficulties, and has latterly
been questioned iKluge, Franckl, but no plausible alterna
tive has been found. It does not seem possible to connect
the words with L. txs) iniscclliiiu mixed brass, or with the

popular Lat. word represented in MASUN &amp;lt; The MHG.
messinc passed into Slavonic ^/ech, Upper Serb, tnosaz,
Lower Serb, mjcsttik. Little Russian nwsaZ, White Russian
nioscnz . *rnost:iigju) and I.itb. (meuatUs), The view of
Schrader that the Slav, word is the source of the MHG. is

improbable, and leaves the OK. forms and the MHG.wtwe
unexplained. On the other hand, Schr.lder s comparison of
certain oriental words for brass (Kirghiz i,&amp;gt;cs,

Kurdi-sh mys,
Persian mis, Mazendoran mcrs, mis] seems worthy of con
sideration.]

1. A kind of brass. Now only attrib. (see 3).
c 950 Liaitisf. Gosp. Mark vi. 8, its, imuslen. a loop Colloi;.

sElfric in Wr.-Wulcker 96/20 Maeatlingc tcr and tin, attri-

calcttm, &s, ct stagtiinn. a 1225 Ana: J\. 284 note. Golt,
seiner, stel, iru, copper, mestling, breas : al is icleopet or.

c 1230 Halt Mciti. 9 And is
|&amp;gt;at

tu wendest gold iwnroen to

meastling. c 1320 Sir Beucs 3998 (Kiilbiug) Foure houdred
copes of gold fyn And ase fele of maslin. 1398 TKKVISA
Bctrth. DC P. R. XVI. v. (1495) 554 Laton. .though it be bras
of Messelyng : yet it sbyneth as golde wylhout. 1403 *\ ot-

tinglia.ni Rcc. II. 20, ij. patellarum de maslyn. 1509 Test.
El or. (Surtees) V. 4 A fore basyn of mystiltyne. 1530
PAI.SGR. 243/2 Masclyne brasse. 1601 HOLLAND I iiny II.

487 This precious Mascellin, this compound mettall I mean
of gold, siluer, and brasse. 1607 Lingua iv. i. G 4 b, It must
not be.. Brasse, nor Copper, nor Mastlin. 1688 R. HOLME
Armour}! in. 29/2 An Atchison, is a Mettle peece, neither

Silver, Copper, Brass, Lead, or Tin, it is like Masline.

2. A vessel made of maslin
; now (dial.) =

maslin kettle (see 3).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark&quot; vii. 4 Calicea frym&i & ceaca &

arfata & maistlinga. 1854 .V. I, ( . ist Ser. X. 393 An old
brazier informs me that three-legged pots made of the same
metal as tops, generally called bell-metal, were formerly
known as maslin pots, or maslins. 1882 [see 3].

3. atlrib. or adj. Made of maslin . Now
chiefly in raasliu kettle, a large pan used mostly
for boiling fruit for preserve.

&amp;lt; 1450 ME. Mcd. Bk. (Heinrich) 99 Take a quart of good
whit wyn, and do hit in a clene masselen panne. 1492

bassens. 1870 in Miss Jackson Shropsh. H oni-frk., Maslin
kettle.

_
1882 .V. f; Q. 6th Ser. VI. 158 Brass vessels for boil

ing fruits, &t:., are called iiinstin pans in the Birmingham
trade

; and from this cast iron enamelled goods for the same
purpose are also called maslins. 1896 Wanvkkshirc Gloss.,
MtuKttJttttle, a brass preserving-kettle.

Maslin -
(jiiievlin). Now dial. Forms : a. 4

mastlyoun, c, mestylyon, -ilione, mystelon,
mystlyone, masti^oii, 5-6 mestlyon(e, mes-
telyn. /3. 5 mastcleyne, 5-6 mestlyn ,

6 mastlin.

(also y\ -linge, mestlen, -lin. 7. 6 maselyne,
maskeline, rayskeleu, 7 mesclin. 8. 6 mas-
celyn, miscelin, -yne, mescelline, raasseliug,
misseling, miscelling, 6-8 mesoelin(e, 7 mas-
celline, masolin, mis(s)elin(e, miscel(l)an(e,
-el(l)iue, misciline, messeline, -ling, missel-

lan(e, misceling, 8 measeline, massellin. . 6

mascleehon, masseljon, -jen, maseljohn.misle-
den, 7 massledine, masslegen, 8 mesledine, 9
machelson, maslegiu, masselgem, mashelton.
f. 6 mislin, myslen, 6 7 meslen, mesline,
-lyne, 7 maslen. -land, -lyne, mislane, -leyne,
mealing, -lyn, -Ion, 7, y mashlin, 8 masling,
mislen, (Sc. 8 9 mashlum. 9 -lam), 7- meslin,
(&quot;&amp;gt;- maslin. (See also K. D. D. s.vv. Mashelton,
Masliii^-.) [a . OF. mcsteillon (for the many varieties
of form see G odcfr.) : late I., mistilioitem, extended
lot in of *1mitUium (wlience OF. mcsteil, mod.F.
niifteil), f. L. mist-its, pa. pple. of misccrc to mix.
Cf. Ml)u. masteluun (Du. masteluiif).
Of the manyEng. forms, some represent dialectal varieties

in OF.| others are due to popular etymology (the word
having esp. been often associated with Eng. mash sb. or

vli. 1

; others again tu learned pseudo-etymology, the spelling
being assimilated tu that of L miscellanea hodge-podge ,

ncut.pl. of miscellancits isee MISCELLANEOUS, MISCELLANE).]
Mixed grain, esp. rye mixed with wheat. Also,

i
bread made of mixed corn.
a. 1303 R. UKUNNE Handl. Synnc 10125 pe paste.. Shal

nat be of no mcdcl corne, .. pe ma.itlyoun ^hut men lete.

;
c\^&amp;gt;Proinf&amp;gt;. fan: 334/2 Mestlyone, or inonge corne (..
A&quot;, mesiilione). 1466 Mann.

&amp;lt;y
Houstft. A .r/. iRoxb.) 21 1

! A coml&amp;gt;e mystelon for the kervellt. 148* MARG. PASTON in

j

/ . Lett. III. 295 [They] lodyti bothe cartes witli mestlyon
i and wbete. 1483 Cath. Attgl. 230/1 Ma.stil^on, bigernien,

mixtilio. 1530 PALSC.R. 244,2 Meitlyon corne.

&. 14 . . Hail. .l/.V, 1 587 in t ronip. Pan . 335 note, Mast-
i cleyne, mixtitio. 1466 Faston Lett. II. 269, ii bushel of
1

mestlyn, xw 1573 TUSSER llusb. xxxvii.i 1878 90 If workc
for the thresher ye mind for to haue, Of wheat and of mcst-
len vnthreshed go sane. 1616 SUKI L. & MARKH. Country
Farm 501 Sow it . . with mastling and wheat. 1815 rockling-
ton Canal Act 52 Rye, Mastlin, I ease.

&quot;/ *$3P PALSGK. 244/1 Masclyne corne. 1538 /?-. Merc-
vale Abbey in Front

f&amp;gt;.

fan*. 335 note, Grayne at the nujnas-

lery, myskelen, &amp;gt;\\ stryke&amp;gt;. 1558 Will of li yldc iSuincrstt

Ho.), A quarter of maskeline. 1635 Mesclin [see c].

6. 1534 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 121

Mascelyn, benes, and pesen. 1577 B. GOOGK Ho-esbnili&quot;^

Httsli. (1586) 32 b, Amongst the sommer seedes is miscelin
to be reckoned. 1619 W. SCLAIKK Exp. i T/tess. (1630) 426
The Lord to Israel permitted no medleyes :. .his people might
not. .sow their field with Mis&amp;lt;ellane. 1631 Celestina Kp.
DedM It is good plame hou&amp;gt;hold-bread, hone&amp;gt;t messeline.

1654 WHITI.OCK Zwtonria 459 S ou may know, .who eateth
Masolin, who pure Wheat. 1665 Phil. Trans. 1. 93 The
Kinds of Grain or Seed usual in England, being supposed
to be either Wheat, Miscelane, Rye, Barley. 1677 Pi.oi

Oxfordsh. 244 Its most agreeable grains are. .miscellan, i.e.

wheat and rye together. 1741 Contpl. J ani.-f it-ce in.

422 Rye is a Grain used next to Wheat for Bread, and
sometimes both are mixed together in the sowing, which Ls

called Measeline. 1745 tr. Coluniellas Hnsh. xi. ii, One
inudius of., mescelin. 1789 MADAN tr. rcrsius

(1795) 133
note, Farrago is a mixture of several grains mescehne.

f. 157* Wills A&amp;gt; I&amp;gt;r&amp;gt;\ N. C. iSurtees) I. 387 One pecke
of wheat and one pecke of mascleehon. 1599 A. M. it.

Cjabelliouers Bk. riiysi^ke 360/2 Take vnpeeleu Uarlyt ,

M.iiij. i&amp;lt;: Misleden. 1631 in J. J. Cartwright Chapters
Hist. Yorks. (1872) 316 Masslegen under 19

&quot;&quot;

shillings the
load. 17*7 Bwcy/ey ftcck Act 2 Every quarter of wheat,
rye, mebledine. 1819 Kees

1

Cycl. XXII, Mashetson, a term
used to signify a mixture of wheat and rye, or what is some
times called meslin. 1829 J. HUNTKR Hallftmsh. Gloss.

App., Maslegin, bread made of wheat ami rye mixed. 1829
BHOCKKTT N. C. Words, M&amp;lt;issetgenr. 1855 [see b].

&amp;lt;f. 1561 [see c]. 1577 ^- GOOGK Heresbailis Husb. i. (1586)
35 b, Tares and Oates make a good meslyne sowed together.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. /W. iv. vi. jj 3 Charging them \\ithall

not to sow their tields with inesline [^f. Lev. \ix. 19]. 1600
SURFLKT Conntric Marine v. xvii, 084 Maslin . . is not one
kind of corne but a mixture of wheats and rif. 1652 lit? , in

Gent/. Mag. (ib6n II. 506, 2 quart s of mashlin. 1655 GAU-
DKN Hit-rasp. 30 When they sow that forbidden mislane,
the Tares and Cockle of passionate novelties. 1765 Museum
Rustiiitm IV. 225 They who like meslin..may mix them
to their mind when carried to the mill. 1811 W. AITON
Affric, Ayrshire 270 The late pease were frequently sown
with oats which in Ayrshire was denominated mashlum.
1864 .y,it.

Rtv. 478 2 Maslin . . is . . used [in the Northern
counties] as a somewhat cheaper food than wheaten flour.

tb. fig. A mixture, medley. (See also MISCKL-
LANE s/&amp;gt;. and a.}

1574 WiiiTGii-T Def. Aunsw. ii, You haue made very euill

meslyn, and you haue put in one, things which are nut payres
nor matches. 1668 KIKKMAN fcng. Rogue \\. xviii. (1671)
162 Having his pockets well lined with Maslin of Gold and
Silver. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fySeh .ioz They were neither

Hogs nor Devils .. but a meslmg of two. 1855 ROMINSON
WhitbyGloss., Mashelton or Machelson, a mixture of wheat ;

and rye in a mash. A person is said to make mashelton of I

his discourse, who puts fine and coarse words together with
an affected pronunciation.

c. attrib.) as maslin brecut, corn, seed; also as

adj. (fig.)i mixed, mingled.
1544 Will Dando ofLittleton (MS.), j bushell of mastlinge

corne. 1561 in Lelamt s [tin. (1769) VI. Pref. 17, 3 Loves
Mislin Bread. 1575 Durham Dcpos. tSurtees) 305 Masseljon
corne, being most part benes. 1584 COGAN Have* Health
iv. (1636) 29 A kind of bread named mis^eling or masseling
bread. 1590 BARROW & GREENWOOD in Confer.^ This pro-
phane miscelyne people. 1597 J- KING On Joints (1618)

59 Such meslen seed [cf. Lev. xix. 19] light vpon that ground
which I wish no prosperity vnto. 1607 B. JONSON Volpone
Ded., The present trade of the Stage, in all their rnlscMine
Enterludes. 1626 BI-. HALI. Contempl. O. T. xxi. i, These
mesline Jewes. 1635 J. TAYLOR (Water P.I Old Parr
C 2 b, Course Mesclin bread. 1649 BLITHE Etig. hnpror,
Impr. (1653) 109 Wheat, Rye, or Meslin Stubble, a 1659
BI-. BROWNKIG Ser//t. (1674) L iv. 61 God abhors a mis

celing Religion. 1735 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Mailing-far,
Food made of Wheat and Rye by putting them to steep
in Water. 1786 BUKNS Earnest Cryxx, I ll be his debt twa
mashlum bonnocks. i&m Ayrshire Wreath 154 There way
a big bing o mashlam scones.

Masloch, variant of MASHLOCH Sc.

Masly : see MASSILY Obs.

Masnel : erron. form of MASUEL.

Masochism (mce-z^kiz m). [f.
the name of

Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, an Austrian novelist,

who described the thing + -ISM.] (See quot.)
\%9$Dungtison sMed.Dict.(zt\. 21 \Masochism, sexual per

version, in which a member of one sex takes delight in being

dominated, even to the extent of violence or cruelty, by one.

of the other sex. \toftAllhutt\sSyst. Mtd. VIII. 196 [Group
ill] with predominant perversion of moral and sexual nature

tfor example, moral insanity, uranism, masochism, etc.).

Masolin, obs. form of MASLIN a
.

Mason (m^-d n), J/ .
1 Forms : a. 3 machuu,

al

MASON.

machouu, mascun. 0. 4 mazoun, 4-5 ma-
con, masown ^e, 4-6 masouu, 6 masin,

1

mas-
son, maiaon, meson, St\ maissoun

, 7 Sr.

measou, 5-6 masone, 4- mason. [The a and
forms arc respectively a. ONF. machun and Centr
UK masson, macon (mocl.F. ma$on} i.masso\

popular Latin lyjje either *m%cidn-em (ttiacioj or
*inattidn-em (maftio~). Tlic recorded forms in

i med.L. are machio (yth c. in Isidore, who explains
1 the word as a derivative of mdchina machine),

niatio
&amp;gt;,8th c. in the Reichenau Glosses, c icoo in

-T &amp;gt;lfric

x

,
macio

t matlio^ mattio
t
and (latinized from

|

the Fr.) mac/iO) tnaco.
The ulterior etymology is obscure. The evidence of IM-

! dore tends to show that the form with c is original, and
some scholars have suggested that the word is fcuin the root
of L. tti t -rna. vail. &amp;lt;

&amp;gt;n the other hand, the st^m inattidn-

agrees^
with the OHG. tnezzo (also in comb, stcimnezzo,

mod.G. slcinmetz, stonemason) ; prehistoric *ntattjon-.
1 his is commonly regarded as the source of the Rom. word,
but it IKIS no affinities in Teut. umles.s it be cogn. w. OK.
mattui MAITOCK

,
and may Le adopted from late Latin.]

1. A builder and worker in stone; a \\orkinan
who dresses and lays stone in building.

L izos LAV. 15465 Machunnes heowcn. Ibid, 15478 Mn
chunes [f 1275 machuns]. . 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 71 31
Machouns .. Bi laddren cloumlien up and doun.

&amp;lt;zi3oo

J-lo&amp;gt;is y A/. (Cambr. MS.) 326 Ber wib be squire and
schauntillun, AUo

(&amp;gt;u
WLTC a gud .Mascuit. 13.. A . ,///,i.

2370 On either half they laiden MH So the mason &amp;lt;m the
ston. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4148 Aboiite him lefte he no ma-
sou n, That stoon comic leye, ne imerrour. &amp;lt; 1489 CAXION
SOHHCS ofAynion xxviii. 577 Ye are more like a Kyng than
a mason or laborer. 1535 Cuvi KUAI.K i (.hron. \\iii. \ -,

Mesons and carpenters in stone and lyrnher. 1599 SH.\K&amp;gt;.

Hen. I
,

i. ii. 198 The singing Masons l.uildin^ roofes of
&amp;lt;;old. 1697 K. LHWVH in Phil. Trtins. XXVII. 503 The
Masons Marks on the Stones. 1703 MOXOM 3/ech. Excrc.
237 The White M.ason, which is the Ht-wtr of Stone. 1874
^M/LKERCot/i.Arckit. i. iii. 34 The Normans being far better
masons than the Saxons. 1878 JI-VONS rriiit. /W. Econ. 71
Masons totally declined to set stones shaped and dressed
by machinery.
2. = FllEKMASON I, 2.

[1425 Rolls
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

Tai-lt. IV. 292 Lfs annuelx congregaions
iS: confederacies fait/ pnr Masons en lour general! Chapiters
& Assembles.] 1483 Ahcrdecn Reg. 11344) L 39 The nia-

sownys of the luge, 1672 MAKVKI. RJicarsal Trnnsp. i.

Wks. (Grosart) III. 55 As those that have the Mason s wurd,
secretly discern one another. 1731 (ientl. Mag. \, 4^1 The
Author tells us, thai a Mason is obliged by his Tenure, toobey
the Moral Law. 1772 \\ i SI.KV Jrnl. -&amp;gt;.? Apr. (1827; III. 446,
I preached, .in the Masons Lodge. 1776 ABIGAIL AUAMS in

J. Admus* I-am. Lett. (1876 151 The Dr. was buried on

Monday; the Masuns walking in procession from the Stale
House. 1845 D. JKKKOUJ Mrs. Caudle viii, Do you suppose
I d ever suffered jou to go and be made a mason, il I didn t

suppose I was to know the secret, too?

3. (tttrib. and Comb, as mason-tra/i \ mason-like

adv.; mason-work, stone- wo, k, masonry ;
also in

a number of obt;. compounds where ihe alt rib.

use takes the
]&amp;gt;lacc

of the possessive nmsoi$) as

mason-axe, -chip, -device, -line, -lodge, -ntle.

1412-13 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtecsi 610 Kactura de
&quot;Mason axes, pickes [etc.]. (&amp;lt; 1440 rromp. / &amp;lt;(?-. 329/1

Masonys ex, lathomega.} 1497-8 Fabric Rolls \ ork
Minster (Surtees) 90 Pro vj mason axis. 14.. Now. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 687 32 Hie
/&amp;gt;etro,

a &quot;mason schype. 1509-10
Fabric Holts York Minster (Surtees) 95 Pro tariagio lyme,
. . mason chippes and fier erth. 1412 Cattcriik t&quot;//. Contract

(Raine 1834)8 He sail make the Kirke . . newe als werke-

manschippe and
*
mason craft will. 1418 Twenty-six Polit.

P. (E. K. T. S.) 62/4 j pe wyseman his sone forbed Masoun-
craft and all clymbyng. 1831 CARLYLK Sart. Res. (1858) 59

Bright, nimble rreatures [swallows], who taught you the

mason-craft? 1-1400 Destr. Troy 1645 Toures .. Made all

of marby 11 with *mason deuyse. [/Hd. 10584 A toure ..

Meruelously made with masons deuyse.] 1387 in Rcgistr.
Cart. Ei-cl. S. Egidii (Bann. Cl.) 25 Tha ylk men sal mak. .

a wynclow with thre lychtys in fourme *masonnelj ke. 14..
Noin. in Wr.-Wiilcker 687/35 flee ainns$is&amp;gt; a *m;isoti lyne.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 215/1 In some *Mason Ixxlges in

his neighbourhood, Burns had soon the fortune .. to gain
the notice of several gentlemen (etc.]. 14.. Now. in Wr.-

Wiilcker 687/33 HM ri-gtt/a, a
* mason rewlle. 1629 Burgh

Rec. Glasgon) (1876) I. 370 for working of the &quot;nieason

work .. of the Hberarie lious. 1859 TKNNVSOM I iricn 4 It

look d a tower of ruin d masomvork. &$ArckmoL ?rn/.
IAll. 39 Detached blocks of stone, presenting well-marked
indications of mason-work.

b. in the names of animals, esp. certain insects,

which build a nest of sand, mud, or the like; as

mason-ant
,
= F. fottrmi ma^o/tfie), -fly\ mason-

bee (
a F. abeille ma$onne) y

an insect of the genera

Osmia, Chalddoma and Anthophora\ mason-

spider, a trap-door spider (A/j^-vz/i:); (free mason-

wasp. a solitary wasp, Odyncnts tnurariits. Also

mason-shell, a genus of molluscs (/ /writs or

Xcnophora] which carry pieces of coral, stone,

etc. rtxed to the shell : a carrier-shell.

1816 KIKBY& SP. Entomol. xvii. (1818) 11.97 M. Huber..

speaking of a ^mason-ant, not found with us. 1774 GOLDSM.

.Vat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 03 &quot;Mason Hees make their cells

with a sort of mortar, made of earth. 1867 lutcll. Ob
sen\ No. 60. 415 Mason-bees of the genus Anthophora.

I750G. HUGHKS Aar/WfX.M-83 It is called a &quot;Mason-fly from

the great quantity of mire and mortar which it carries into

houses and elsewhere, wherewith to build its nests. 1884

Riwside Nat. Hist. (1888) I. 326 The.. genus. .Phorns,
which embraces the carrier or *mason-shells of the eastern

seas. i826KiRBY&Si-. En,tomoL\\\. xJGHV.tpftTbetrapdoor



MASON.
or &quot;mason

nni(ltr(A&tf&amp;gt;&&amp;lt;vmc*AfrtpX
1861 Hi LML r. Mo-

qu!it-Tan- ion II. v. ii. 260 The Mygales (Crab Spiders and
Mason Spiders). 1792 M. RIDDKLL / ~oy. .1/a&amp;lt;iV/V&amp;lt; 73 The free

*mason wasp is so domestic as to build its nest, which is

made of mud or clay, in the inhabited chambers of houses.

1815 KIRBY & Sr. Entomol. (1818) I. 449 One species called

by Reaumur the mason-wasp \Odynerus muraria, Lair.}.

ilence Ma-sonship.
1833 CARLYLE Cf. Cagliostro ii. A/isc. (1857 III. 270 Ca

gliostro, then, determines on Mason.ship, 1881 Daily t \en&amp;gt;s

17 Feb. 5/2 His [Herr Pietsch s] elaborate investigation uf

Goethe s fifty years of Masonship.

t Ma SOU, sb2 slang. Obs. One who acquires

goods fraudulently by giving a bill which he doL-s

not intend to honour. Also f Ma soner (in the

same sense) ; I Ma soning vbl. sb. and///, a.

1753 Disctn*, y. Poultcr (ed. 2) 6, 24, 27, 29.

mason mJ -s n), v. Also 5 masown, masson.

[ad. F. macon-ner (i2th c.), f. ma$on MASON sb.*\

trans. To build of stone (or brick, etc.); to con

struct of masonry; to build up or strengthen with

masonry. Also with together, out.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode \, x. (1869) 7 She hadde founded
ihilke house and masowned it .. xiij c. yer and xx.v bifore

that time. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. \\. xiv. 117 With cer

tain yssues and steppes welle massonned. 15^3 LD. BEKXERS
1 roiss. I. i. i Al buyldynges are masoned and wroughte of

ilyuerse stones. 1682 WHKLER Jonrn. Greece iv. 295 A round

Temple of Brick, masoned together with a very hard cement.

1703 Chat&ivorth BuildingA ccts. in Jrnl. Derbysh. /J rchxol.

Soc. (1881) III. 31 For masoning, raising and setting upp
4 other urnes. i86a LATHAM Channel 1st. in. xviii. {ed. 2)

412 About fifty yards south from the temple were five tumult,
masoned on every side. 1881 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 510 The
watercourse beneath it is masoned out with solid stone.

aHol. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 40/9 Laurence the ma
sone Hath take to masone.

fb To build in or into (a wall). Obs.

1527 ANDREW Rrtmsuykcs DistylL Waters b iv, A trevet
in the middest of the forays with the iii fete masoned in the
wall of it. 1596 DASETT tr. Conines (1614) 217 He caused
also to bee masoned into the wall a great number of iron

speares.

Hence Ma soning vbL sb.

1711 C. LOCKYKR Trade in India ii. 44 Masoning is what
they understand least of.

Mason-dewe, -due, obs. forms of MEASONDUE.
&quot;Masondre, obs. form of MASONRY.
Masoned (m^-s nd), ///. a, [f. MASON v. +

-ED I.] Formed of or strengthened with masonry.
1612 Two Noble K. v. i, The masond Turrets. 1869 LD.

LYTTON Orval 93 Moss-mason d haunts where hermit
violets hide. 189* King I

op/&amp;gt;y
\v. 42-2 The gallery ended

in the mason d base Of a deep well-shaft.

b. Her. (Also 7-8 massone^e = F. mafonne.}
Marked with lines representing the joints or divisions
between blocks of stone.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury i. 69/1 He beareth Argent,

Masoned into seven divisions Sable. Ibid. i. 94/2 The
French lllazon it. A. Massonee of seven pieces S. 1718
NISBBT Ess. Armories, Terms fler. t Mass-one, is said
of Castles, Towers, and other Buildings, when the Ce
ment is of a different Tincture from the Stones, as in the
Arms of Castile. i7a Syst. Heraldry I. 418 A Castle

Triple Towered Or, Masoned Sable, Windows and Ports
shut Azure. 1727 BAILEY vol. II. Massent^ Mnssoncd, 1864
BOUTELL Her. Hist. 4- Pop. xxix. (ed. 3) 446 A low pillar,
the base and capital masoned. 1868 CrssANs Her. xiv. 167
The Mural Crown, .has the circle masoned. 1900 HOPE in
1 orks. A rch.eol. Jrnl. XV. 282 The whole wall surface was

* masoned with broad red or white lines.

Masone Dew, obs. form of MEASONDUE.
Masoner. Obs. exc. dial. (See E. L). D.) [f.

MASON v. + -ER .] A mason or bricklayer.
1605 J/.V. Indenture, Francis Hooll. .of Brough,co. York,

masoner. 1847 HALLUVELL, Masoner, a bricklayer.

Masoiiess (nWnes). nonce-wd* [f. MASON
si .

1 + -ESS !.] A female freemason.

1833 CARLVLE Ct. Cagliostro ii. Misc. (1857) III. 270.

Masonic (masp nik), a.
[f. MASON sbj- + -ic.]

1. Of or pertaining to masons or masonry, ran .

1810 SIR A. BOSWELL Edinburgh Poet. Wks. (1871) 55 The
City grows and spreads on every side, In all the honour of
masonic pride. 1821 BYRON Juan v. bail, The masonic folly
Of those. .Who give themselves to architecture wholly.
1895 S. R. HOLE Little Tour Atner. 308 The Washington
Obelisk, said to be the highest masonic structure in the world.
2. Relating to, or characteristic of, freemasons

or freemasonry. Also tratisf.

1797 Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 625/1 Some scrupulous
brethren, who were alarmed at the publication of the masonic
constitutions. 1810 WELLINGTON Let. 4 Jan. in Gurw. Dtsf.
V. 410, I beg . . that the meeting of the masonic lodges in

their corps and the wearing of all masonic emblems and
all masonic processions may be discontinued during the
time they may be in Portugal. 1831-57 DE QUINCKY
Whiggism Wks. VI. 125 This sublime masonic tie ofbrother
hood we ourselves possess, we members of Christendom.
1836-9 DICKENS Sk. Boz^ Scenes xxiii, Cheap silver pen
holders and snuff-boxes, with a masonic star. 1879 STEVENSON
Trav. Cevenncs (1886) 18 [He] finally taught me the true

cry or masonic word of donkey-drivers.

Masonite 1
(nvt s nait). [f. Mason -f -ITE.]

An adherent of the fanatical ,millenarian)doctnnes
of John Mason of Water Stratford (died 1694).
1710 STEELE & AUDISON Tatler No. 257 F 12 Brownists,

Independents, Mas&amp;gt;onites, Camisars, and the like.

Masonite (.nuri s iwit). Min. [Named by
C. T. Jackson, 1840, after Owen Mason : see -ITE.]
A variety of cMoritoid found in Rhode Island.

1840 C. T. JACKSON Gcol. Rhode /si. 88 (A. H. Chester).
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Masonry ^nv -s nri), sb. Forms : 4 mason-
erie, 4-5 masonrye, 5 masonri, masynry,
masounrye, masondre, 5-7 masonrie, 6 mas-

sonnery. 5- masonry, [a. F. ma$onnerie(\^ c.),

f. ma$on MASON sb.i : see -EBY, -BY. Cf. med.L.
massoneria (l)u Cange).]
1. The art, skill, or occupation of a mason; the

art or work of building in stone. Now rare.
a 1400 Constit. Masonry &amp;lt; Halliw. 1844} 13 At these lordys

prayers they cownterfetyd gemetry, And }af hyt the name
of masonry, f 1420 S. fctheldred 789 in Horstm. Alten^l.

Leg. (18811 300 Of no ma,synry to dey;t pat ston, bey nadde
no nede. 1449 PECOCK Kffr. i. x. 50 Lijk as he schulde
vnresonabili and reprouabih aske, if lie askid of a treuthe
in masonry, where it is groundid in carpentrie. 1530 PALSGK.

429/1, I am skylled or connynge in physicke or palrnestrye
or massonnery. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Iv, When wasteful!
warre shall Statues ouer-turne, And broiles roote out the
worke of masonry. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 261 [It] hath
l&amp;gt;eene hewen out of the Rocke, by . . men, experimented in

Masonry. 1748 HUME A&quot;., Understandings. (1777) II.

152 Brick and stone and mortar, and all the instruments of

masonry.
2. concr. That which is built or constructed by

a mason ; work executed by a mason ; stonework.
la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 302 Sorowe was peynted next

Envye Upon that walle of masonrye. c 1384 //. Fame
lit. 213 Hit nedith nought you more&quot; to tell. .how they
hate yn masoneryes, As corbettz fulle of ymageryes. 14*6
LVDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 335 The masounry wrought ful

clene, Off quyke stonys bryht & schene. 1586 J. HOOKER
/fist. IreL in Holinshed II. 151/2 The faire bridge of
Athlon .. he builded with masonrie and free stone. 1601
SHAKS. Alls Well 11. i. 31, I shal stay here . . Creeking my
shooes on the platne Masonry, ijg S!ASON Elfrida Poems
1830 II, 33 From its base. .All is wrchoicest masonry. 1843

lioRKpw Bible in Spain xv, Several gates had been blocked

up with masonry. 1865 CARI.VLK Fredk. Ct. xxi. it. (1872)
IX. 276 It shows excellent sound masonries. 1876 ROUT-
LKDGE Discov. 29 The exterior is formed of a casing of
solid masonry strengthened with iron hoops.
trans/. 1774 PRNNANT ToitrScotl. in 1772, 120 The strata

narrow and regular, forming a stupendous natural masonry.
1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. i. 3 The particles . . arrange them
selves in layers, like courses of atomic masonry.
3. The craft, principles, and mysteries of free

masons
;
= FREEMASONRY i, 2.

1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 316 A large parchment volum they
have amongst them, containing the History and Rules of the
craft of Masonry. 1753 Scots Afag. Sept. 427/2 In Masonry
let me be blest, 18x6 JAw. Margravine ofAnsfiack II. i.

14 He was ignorant of the machinations of modem Masonry.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 482/2 An act was passed against
Masonry in the third year of Henry VI.

4. attrib. Composed or built of masonry.
1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. Havrez Winding Mack. 96 M.

Kraft ha$ carried his drum shaft upon a group of cast-iron

columns, without any masonry walls whatever. 1880 Re-

sfonsib. Opium Trade 5 It is exposed for a considerable
time in large masonry tanks. 1899 U estm. Gaz. 4 Dec. 2/1
Girder bridges can obviously be destroyed much more ea^ly
than masonry arches.

Hence Ma sonry v. trans., to build or strengthen
with masonry. Also Ma sonried

/&amp;gt;//.
a.

184* Mechanics Mug. XXXVI. 480 If they [certain

tunnels] were not masonried throughout .. a serious fall of
earth and rock will take place. 1864 C. P. SMYTH Our In
heritances, xxii, It .. can be explained in a much easier

manner, than by going up, in the teeth of masonried facts,
to the primeval antiquity of the world. 1883 Sidcrittl Mc$-

$cnger\\. 177 Marked by masonried staLJon signals.

Masooka, rnazuca mu/.vku . U.S. [VCor-
niption of Sp. fasugo sea-bream.] (See quot.)
1884 G. B. GOODE, etc. Nat. Hist, Aquat. Anim. I. 370

The Lafayette or Spot Lies founts xanthnrus^ , , is known
..in the Saint John s River, Florida, as the Masooka .

1902 WEBSTER Suppl., M,aznca.

Masoola, Masor: see MASSOULA, MAZER.
!l Masora h, Massora h. (maso^ ra). Also

Mas(S;Oretll(mas6 &amp;gt;

re)&amp;gt;). [Morecorrectly^/a^-
retk) repr. Heb.rPDD masoreth, a word occurring
in Kzek. xx. 37. where (by those scholars who do
not regard the text as corrupt) it is interpreted
bond (of the covenant) , and referred to the root

&quot;IDS to bind. In post-biblical Heb. the word
became common in the sense of tradition*, being
apprehended as from the root 1DD to deliver, hand
down

;
on this view of its etymology the normal

punctuation would be rODD ttiassorel/i, which many
modern scholars have adopted, though without
ancient authority. The mod. Heb. (&quot;DIDO mdsorifi

(whence mod. Latin Masora, F. Afassora, Massore^
G, Masora, Eng. Masora, Masorak}, is said to date

only from the i6thc., and (with this vocalization) is

an abnormal formation from the root 1DO.] The
body of traditional information relating to the

text of the Hebrew Bible, compiled by Jewish
scholars in the tenth and preceding centuries ;

the

collection of critical notes in which this informa
tion is preserved. Also occas. used as a collective

name for the scholars whose opinions are embodied
in the Masora* and to whom is ascribed the con
stitution of the present Hebrew text and the addition
of the vowel-points, etc.

1613 PURCHAS rilgrimage (1614) 179 That most profitable

Treasure, which is called Masoreth. i6u B. JONSON ^lugn.
Lady i. (1640) 15 She could the liible in the boly tongue; \

MASQUE.
And rtade it without piick^: had all her MaM&amp;gt;rcth. 1659
Br. WALTON Consid. Considered 263 The Masora . .was not
written all nt one time, nor the work of one man, or per
fected in one age. 17*3 S. MATHER Vind. Bil-lc 60 These
sections of the Taw are quoted by the Masorah, instead of

chapters. 1870 F. J. SMITH Ewald s Heb. Gram. icd. t 37
Since .. the Massora, or the grammatical doctrine of the

schools, could not venture to alter the letters of the text.

1904 Athenaeum 13 Aug. 205/2 This rather abstruse little

treatise will be studied eagerly by specialists in Hebrew
grammar and Masorah.

IT Milton seems ^misled by the rendering tradi

tion *) to have supposed the word to be applicable
to the exegetical traditions of the Rabbis, by which
the severity of the Law was increased.

1643 MILTON Divorce Introd., Wks. 1851 IV. u He who
hedg d in from abolishing, every smallest jot and tittle of

precious equity contain d in that Law, with a more accurate
and lasting Masoreth, then either the Synagogue of Ezra,
or the Galilean School at Tiberias hath left us.

Masorete, Massorete (mx-sorftX Forms:
6 Massoreth, Mazaroth, 7 Masoreth, Massorat,
(9 erron. Mazorete), 7-9 Massoret. y Masorct.
8- Massorete, Masorete. [Originally a misap
plication of Masoreth, better form of MASORA. So
Y.Afassoretz pi. (Rabelais) ;

the later F. Massorctes,
G. Afas(s orct(h}ett) mod.L. Mas s oretx, Eng. Mas-

(s]orefcs, are due to association of the ending with
that of words of Gr. origin like exegete, athlete.

7 he apparently abnormal formation led to the invention
of MASORITE as a more correct substitute, but the older word
is still the more frequently used.]

One of the Jewish scholars who contributed to

the formation of the Masora.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxx. 486 In stead of Cant, .the

Jewes will needes reade Ca art .. : their Massoreths iwho
naue made a Register of all the Letters of the Scriptures)
doe witness that in al good Copies it is written Cam. Ibid.)
The Jewes. .are warned by their Mazaroths, that that sence
Is vnperfect. 1642 MILTON

Ajx&amp;gt;l.
Sinect. Wks. 1851 III. 282

Which the Masoreths and Rabbinicall Scholiasts not well

attending, have often us d to blurre the margent with Kert
instead of Ketiv. 01693 Urquharfs Rabelais in. xiv. 123
The Cabatists and Massorats, Interpreters of the Sacred

Scriptures. 1778 LOWTH Transl. Isuiak xxxviii. 13 n^tc,
The Masoretes divide the sentence, as I have done. 1866

J. G. Mt RPHY Conitn., Kxod. xxiii. 13 It is remarkable that

the Masoretes have no division whatever at this point of
the text. 1875 FARKARUI Exfositor\. 106 The long labours
of the Jewish Masorets. i88a Athen&nm 7 Oct. 456/3
These causes [of errors in Hebrew MSS.] are. .admitted., by
some even of the Massorets. 1886 C. A. KRIGGS Messi
anic i

f

rophccy x. 301 note, An example of introverted paral

lelism, which has escaped the notice of the Massoretes.

Masoretic, Massoretic(mces6re-iik),tz. [
f-

prec. + -1C. Cf. F. inassorftiquej G. massoretisch]

Pertaining to, or proceeding from, the Masoretes.
JTOX GREW Cosni. Sacra iv. i. 140 The Jerusalem Talmud

.. is observed to mention some of the Masoretick Notes.

1778 LOWTH Transl. Isaiah Prelim. Diss. (1822) I. p. Ixxi,

The Masoretic punctuation . . is in effect an interpretation
of the Hebrew text made by the Jews of late ages, probably
not earlier than the eighth century. 1870 F. J. SMITH
Eivalds Heb. Grain, (ed. 3) 37 In the Massoretic schools of

learning. 1881-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1430
Thi: so-callfd Massoretic text.

Masore tical, a. Now rare. Also 8 Mazo-
retical, 9 Masoretbical. [See -AL.] =prec.

it 1693 Urijnharfs Ralelais in. xxxviii. ^17 Masoretiml
fool. 1713 S. MATHER I ind. Bible 258 This Masuretital

note is mentioned in the Talmud. Ibid. 306 Later para-

phrasts, who wrote since the Masoretkal age. 1755 Gentl.

Mag. XXV. 9 In a place where the daecshforte is used by
Mazoretical writers. 1835 fenny Cycl. IV. 372/1 The gene
ral correctness of the Aliisorethical text.

Masorite (mivsonit). Also 7 Mazorite, 9
Mazorete. [f. MASOHA*[H + -ITE.J

- MASOHETK.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 179 Martinius affirmeth,

That these Masorites inuented the prickes wherewith the

Hebrew is now read. 1645 MILTON Tetrack. Wks. 1851
IV. 234 Why . . .should they be such crabbed masoiites of

the Letter, as not to mollifie a transcendence of literal

rigidity? 1817 TOWNLICY Reasons Laws Moses 35 The Ma-
sorites or Mazoretes ..were the first who distinguished the

books and sections of the books of Scripture into verses.

attrib ,fi68a SIR T. BROWNE Tracts viii. (1683) 132
Whereas by the Mazorite Points and Chaldee Character the

old Letter stands so transformed, that [etc.].

Masoun de Dieu, obs. form of MEASONDUE.

Masowyr, obs. form of MAZBK.

Masq^ie l,mask). Also 6-7 maske, 7-9 mask.

[Orig. the same word as MASK sh.-\ the Fr. spelling

masque , formerly used indifferently with mask(e
in all senses, is now retained to distinguish the

senses explained below.]
1. A masquerade, masked ball. [So in Fr.]
Now raft.

1514 Liber \mner. .SYrttv. Hen. l I/I in Cullier Hiit.
Dram. Poetry 11831) I. 78 nott\ Johi. Farlyon Custod. ..

apparatuum omnium singulorum jocorum, larvatorum, vocat.

Maskes, Kevelles, and Disguysings. 1533 MORE Ansu\

Poysoncd Bk. Pref., Wks. 1039/2 Some .. full boldlye come
daunce in a ma^ke. a 1548 HALL L /trctt., Ifen. I III 16 The

kyng with a .xi. other were disguised, after the maner of

Italic, called a maske, a thyng not seen afore in England*
1601 SHAKS. Tu-el, N. i. iii. 1-21, I delight in Masko and
Reuels. 1667 MILTON / . /.. iv. 768 Mixt Dance, or wanton

Mask, or Midnight Bal. 1719 D*U0KTWr(i87) IV. 146

lately I went to a
Ma&amp;gt;t|ue

at Court Where I see Dances
uf every sort. 1735 POPK Kp. Lady 26 Sappho fragnint at an

tv nins Masque. 1903 Smart Set IX. 58/2. I should have

liked to go to a ball a masque would have suited me best.



MASQUERADE.
2. A loan of amateur histrionic entertainment,

popular at Court and amongst the nobility in

England during the latter part of the 1 6th c. and
the first half of the jythc. ; originally consisting
of dancing and acting in dumb show, the per
formers being masked and habited in character;
afterwards including dialogue (usually poetical)
and song.

1003-4. 1021 in r.uis ung, i^eic. .&amp;gt;er. i. 1 1 1. 12? .At tlie prac
tising of a Maske that is intendid by the Queene to be pre
sented to the Kinge. a 1674 CLARI-:MX&amp;gt;X Hist. ltet&amp;gt;. xiv. 67
There being a Masque at the Court that the King liked

II l_ .. _ .1 _j .L_ l~.^. _.. ii

iiicic ucniji .1 Hjuaijuc &amp;lt;n Liie v.uuri mai me js.mg llKeu

very well, he perswaded the ChalKellor to see it. 1791-1813
D lsKAELlOr. Lit. (1858)111. 8 The essence of the Masque
was pomp and jjlory. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II.

viii. 38 The queen . . had performed a part in a mask at
court. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton ii. (18801 21 A Mask was
an exhibition in which pageantry and music predominated,
but in which dialogue was introduced as accompaniment or

explanation. 1898 H. A. EVANS Eng. Masques Introd. 34.

b. transf. andyff.
1641 FULLER Holy % Prof. St. v. xvii. 427 His phansie

...., . .. ...... ...... ,,,,,M|!H-, Ivanhoe . 1860 HA1
THOKNE Marl . Faun (1879) II. xviii. 185 And now, after a
mask in which love and death had performed their several

parts, she had resumed her proper character.

3. A dramatic composition intended for the kind
of representation described under sense 2.

1605 B. JONSON (title} The Qveenes Masqves. The first,
Of Biacknes.se. 1637 MILTON (title of Camus) A Maske
presented at Ludlow Castle, 1634. 1709 STKKLE Taller
No. 98 p 7 A .Passage in a Mask writ by Milton. 1865
LKCKY Ration. (1878) II. 315 The musical dramas known
under the name of masques elicited some of the noblest
poetry of Ben Jonson and of Milton.

1 4. A set of masquers. Obs.

599 B - JOKSON Cynthia s Rev. v. iii. Stage direct., The
Masques ioyne, and they dance. 1625 BACON Ess., Of
Masques ^Arb.) 540 Double Masques, one of Men, another
of Ladies, addeth State, and Variety.
5. attrib. and Comb.
1634 BP. HALL Contempt. N. T. iv. 167 If it were but

some mask-house, ..neither white staves nor halberts could
keepe you out. 1645 Jrnl. Ha. Comm. 16 July IV. 210/1
Ordered that the boarded Masque House at Whitehall.,
be forthwith pulled down and sold away. 1647 TRAPP Conuti.
Matt, xxiii. 23 Capistranus. .got a great deal of respect
to his doctrine by putting down, .mask-interludes, &c. 1768
BARETTI Mann, ff Cast. Italy II. 2: She.. had found means
in mask-time to get out of the convent. 1903 ANUF.KS
Shakespeare s Bks. 153 Puck and the other fairies give a
very masklike performance at the close of Midsummer
Night s Dream.

Masque, obs. form of MASK sb.- and v.-

Masque alonge, Masquenonger, var. forms

_of MASKINONGE.
Masquer : see MASKER sb.

Masquerade (masker&amp;lt;n-d), sl&amp;gt;. Forms : a. 6

masquerada, 6-7 mascarado, masquerade, 7
maseurado, maskarado. j8. 7- masquerade ;

also 7 masearad, maskerade, -at, mascherade,
7-8 mascarade. [ad. Sp. tnascarada (whence F.

mascarade), f. mascara mask, MASKER sbl (= It.

maschera, whence mascherata masquerade).
The Sp. mascara. It. masttiera, are regarded by most

recent etymologists as a. Arab. i.s^ maskhara 1

laugh
ing-stock, buffoon (the sense man in masquerade , given
by Richardson and Kocthor, is said by Dozy to be a modern
importation from Romanic), f. root sakhira to ridicule.
Some scholars, however, reject this view, and connect the
word with Pr. masiarar, Catal. mascarar, Pg. mascarrar,
OF. mascurcr, masehtrer (mod.F. macliunr) to black (the
face) of Teut. origin : cf. OE. tnxscre macula flspot, or
, mesh), MDu. maschcl, tuaxfur spot. For the possible
relation to MASK si .-, see that word.)
1. An assembly of people wearing masks and

other disguises (often of a rich or fantastic kind)
and diverting themselves with dancing and other
amusements ; a masked ball.

.. 1597 MORLKV Introd. Mas. 181 The Italians make
their galhardes. .plaine, and frame ditties to them, which in
their mascaradoes they sing and daunce. 1612 I. MORK in
Btudtuck il/. .iHist. MSS. Comm.) I. 126 The masquera-
does on Monday and Tuesday. 1653 A. WILSON Jos. 1 104He loved such Representations, and Disguises in their
Ulaskaradoes, as were witty, and sudden. 1660 F. BROOKE
r. Le Blanc s Trait. 365 They have sometimes their Mas-
curados called Quaconcs, disguising themselves like Devils.

, ? i

1
?*3

DHUMM - &quot;F HAWTH. Tears Death Moeliades
1614) To Rdr., The Name which.. he Himselfe in the Chal
lenges of his Martiall Sports, and Mascarads, was wont to
vse. 1632 LITHGOW Trai . vin. 369 They haue Bull-beating,
laskerats, singing of rimes, and processions of Priests.

1671 LADY M. BERTH in i2//&amp;lt; Kef. Hist. JAV.V. Comm.
? u : 23 y say lne King hath put out a Proclamation

Tk i

maskerad - c 1720 PRIOR Vcmis s Adv. Muses 8
ie loose dance, and wanton masquerade. 1742 H. WAL-
LK Lett, to Mann (1834) I. 106, I was last week at the

nasquerade dressed like an old woman and passed for a

11&quot;?
8?7 MAR - M - GBANT Sun-Maid vii, You

would do for a masquerade in that costume.
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b. transf. MV\ Jig. usually with reference to the
fantastic or motley character of a masquerade.
1587 HAKMEK tr. Hcza sScrm. Cant. 134 The Masquerada

of a high masse. 1608 Toi SKl.L Serpents (1658) 668 Although
they pretend a matchlesse understanding in these mysteries
of Philosophy, they have caused others, .to be blinded with
the mascarados of absurdities. 1612 Proc. I irginia 45 in
(. aft. Smith s Wks. (Arb.) 124 These feindes .. cast them-
seines in a

ring_
about the fire, singing and dancing with

excellent ill varietie; .. Hauing spent neere an honre, in
Ibis maskarado fete.]. 1614 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Urania ii,

A Nought, a Thought, a Mascarade of Dreames. 1702
POPE Wife of Batk 284 Visits to ev ry Church we daily
paid, And march d in ev ry holy Masquerade. 1750 JOHN
SON Rambler No. 75 f 16 The rich and powerful live in a
perpetual masquerade, in which all about them wear bor
rowed characters. 1841-4 EMERSON Kit., Poet Wks. (Bohn)
I. 167 /Esop reports the whole catalogue of common daily
relations through the masquerade of birds and beasts.

2. Disguise such as is worn at a masquerade ;

masquerade dress, fa. lit. 06s.
1668 DRVDEN Even. Lore in. i, There are some women

without in masquerade. 1691 Einiliaiinc s Frauds Rain.
Monks (ed. 3)399 ^ s ^e was S n S 9ne Evening to the Play-
House he met with a Ladyof Quality in Masquerade. 1774
H. WALI-OLE I.ct. to Mann 8 June, Everybody is to go in

masquerade, but not in mask. j
b. transf. (contemptuously). Also, the action

of masquerading .

1868 Miss BKADDON K:n, to Earth I. xi. 260 What, in

heaven s name, is the meaning of this masquerade? The
surgeon removed his broad-brimmed hat [etc.]. .. Nothing
could have been more perfect than his disguise. 1902 ELIZ.
HANKS Newspaper Girl 268 During my masquerade as an
American heiress.

C. fig. Disguise; false outward show; pretence.
1674 Cli. % Court cfRome 23 Tliis convention .. was no

thing but a Scene dressed up in Masquerade. 1680 lion.
Cavalier 16, I openly declare, without any Masquerade,
That [etc.]. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxoti. II. 21 The Presby
terians said.. that he [Chillingworth] was always a Papist
in his heart, or, as we now say, in masquerade. 1726 DE
FOE Hist. Devil 11. iii. (1840) 204 The Devil in masquerade,
Satan in full disguise. 1781 CRABBE Library 25 The smooth
tongue s habitual masquerade. 1823 BYRON Juan xi.xxxvii,
And, after all, what is a lie? Tis but The truth in mas
querade. 1863 WOOLNER My Beautiful Lady Introd. 7 For
none can strip this complex masquerade And know who
languishes with secret wounds.

d. cone:: A travesty, counterfeit, rare.

1847 DISBAKLI Tancred in. v, Thou son of a slave ! ex
claimed the lady, thou masquerade of humanity !

f3. One who takes part in a masquerade. 0/&amp;gt;s.

1651 tr. De-las-Covt-ras Don Ft-nise 244 All the company
were mute, considering for what cause this troope of un
known people were come into this assembly. Some thought
that they were some Mascarads. 1667 Land. Caz. No. 130/3
Several Citizens .., going disguised as Mascarades. 1670
LASSELS I oy. Italy II. 187 Here also it is that the Masca
rades march in Carneval time. 1727 BOVER Fr. Diet.,
Masque, (Personne masqute.) a masker, a mascarade.

1 4. A Spanish cavalry exercise. Obs.

(11674 CLARENDON Life (1761) I. 223 The Masquerade is

an Exercise They learned from the Moors, performed by
Squadrons of Horse, seeming to charge each other with
great Fierceness ; with Bucklers in their left Hands and
a Kind of Cane in their right.

t5. Used as a name for one or more textile

fabrics. Obs.

1711 Cottntrey-M^an s Let. to Curate 95 He goes Generally
in Winter in good thick Rug, and in Summer most part in
a Highland Plaid, masquerade being at any time too Limber
for him. 1714 A. JAFFHAY Let. in Scott. N. ft Q. June 12
If you want any women s cloth or mascarads for your ladie.

1846-60 FAIKHOLT Costume in. Eng. (ed. 2) Gloss., Masquer
ade, a shot silk of various tints.

6. altrik., sometimes passing into adj.
=

befitting
a masquerade ; alsoyff.
1720 WF.LTON Suffer. Son of God II. xvi. 430 This very

same Temptation oftentimes attacks the Servants of God,
in a more Masquerade Address. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones xin. vii. The female slill speaking in her masquerade
voice. 1766 GOI.DSM. I ic. W. (1767) I. xviii. 84 [He] de
manded whether I was the real chaplain of the company,
or whether it was only to be my masquerade character in
the play. 1766 PORNY Heraldry vi. 3 (1787) 222 This Orna
ment [st. the mitre], with other Masquerade Garments. 1772
FOOTE NaMt u. Wks. 1799 II. 304 A masquerade ticket,
is more negotiable there than a note from the bank. 1772
Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 249 An ass may look fierce in
a masquerade dress. 1824 Miss MMFORD I illage Ser. I.

236 A Spanish masquerade-dress. 1841 MARRYAT Poacher
xliii, The first masquerade-night at Vatixball.

Iffasquerade (mosker^i d), v. Also 7 mas-
cherate. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. trans. Todisguiseasata masquerade. Obs. rare
1634 COKAINE Dianca II. 131 Wicked man,.. how skilful!

thpuarttomascheratethyexcuses ! 1681 T. FLATMAN Hera-
f.litHs Ridens No. 34 (1713) I. 218 Torying, Tantivying and
Masquerading his Majesty s most loyal and dutiful Subjects.
1717 KILLIN&amp;lt;;BECK Serin, xi. 229 To masquerade Vice, and
to make it wear the Habit and Shape of that Virtue it most
resembles.

t 2. To make like a masquerade, as by variety
of costume. Obs. rare .

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances (1767) IV. 239,
I am just come up from the Shore, which I left masqueraded
with People, I believe, from every Nation of the Earth.

3. intr. To appear or go about in disguise ;
to

pass oneself off under a false character ; to have or

assume a deceptive appearance.
1692 R. L ESTRANGE Fables ccxxiv. 196 An Ass .. Mas

querading up and down in a Lyon s Skin 1809-10 COLE-
KIUC.L Friend 11865) 215 He . , masqueraded on the bloody

MASS.

stage of revolution, a Caligula with the cap of liberty on
hU head. 1850 H. ROGKRS Kss. (1874) II. ii. 123 Some may
probably deem that .. philosophy is here masquerading it

a little too freely fur her character. 1863 W. PHILLIPS
Speeches x.xiv. 533 Virginia has a government, and is not
a horde of pirates masquerading as a itate.

t Masqueraded, ppl.a. Obs. rare.
[f. MAS-

&amp;lt;iUEBA])K sb. Of V, + -El).]
1. ? Coloured like (

masquerade .

1678 Lond. Caz. No. 1 348/4 Eight pieces of. . taffaty Kiboti,
all cloth-colour, one ashe, one maskeradtd.
2. Disguised.
1752 A. MUKPHY Grays Inn Jrnl. (17561 I. i 42 A vt:ry

Considerable Number of masqueraded Shillinub .. so will
disguised, that they passed among the Company for Guineas.

Masquera der. [f. MA-syrEUADK v, + -EH
&amp;gt;.]

a. One who takes part in a mnsquerade. b. One
who *

masquerades or assumes disguise, lit. andy?^.
1677 LADY CIIAWORTH in izM AY/. Hist, J/.S.S . Connn.

App. v. 36 Lord Purbecke hath hired .. Sir John IJenett s

house, .for to make a ball to the Mascaraders in next week.
1718 HICKKS NKLSON J. Kttttovcll m. xv. 221 Ht:

strenuously Opposed such Religious Masqueraders. 1775
SHERIDAN Rivals i. i, Love . . has been a masquerader ever

sincethedaysofJupiter. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin 7&amp;gt;ww/.(i876j
206 Many masqueraders on the stage of real life betray
themselves by overacting their part. 1879 ^ w - HOLMKH
Motley Jiv, 94 Diplomatic masqueraders of the i6th century.

Masquerading, vbl, sh.
[f. MASQUERADE v.

+ -INO 1

.] The action of MASQUKRADE v.
; par

ticipation in masquerades; assumption of disguise.
1672 DRYDKN Marr, a la Mode iv. ii, This masquerading

is a most glorious invention. 11715 HURNET Own Time
(1724) I. 262 At this time the Court fell into much extrava
gance in masquerading. 1886 Athenxum 20 Feb. 257/3How much of dramatic masquerading there is in any poem
no critic can ever say.
attrib. 17*3-4 DK. WHARTON True Briton No. 71 II.

609 An Intrigue that began last Masquerading Time. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rmige ii, No masquerading tricks , said
the locksmith. 1850 KINCSLEY Alt. Locke i, They were to
me God s angels shining in. .fairy masquerading dresses.

Masquera ding, ///. a.
[f. MASQUERADE

v. + -ING -.] That masquerades ;
addicted to mas

querading.
168* Roxb. Ballads (\$&$ 193 From all the Masquerading

French,. .Libera nos, Doming t 1717 CRoxAi.LtV/rfVs Met.
x. Down with his masquerading wings he Hies. 1856 R. A.
VAUGHAN Jltystfcs (iB6o) II. 732 In this masquerading world
of ours. 1876 T. HARDY Kthctberta (1890) 89 You don t

escape me, masquerading madam.

Masquera-dish, a. rare. [f. MASQUERADE
sb. + -IH.] Befitting a masquerade.
1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclittts Ridens No. 6 (1713) I. 36 It

makes him look so Masqueradish, that all the Women and
Children, .take him for a Devil Incarnate. 1819 Hermit in
London III. 170 Her very masqueradish figure.

t Masquin. Obs. Also 6 masken, 7 mas-
quine. [? for MASKING vbl. sb.] A masquerade
or masquerading costume.

1578 Inv. A*. Wardr. (1815) 237 Fyve masking garmentis
of crammosie satin, .. Sex maskenis of the same. 1653 J.
HALL Paradoxes 67 They must put off their Masquine
habits. 1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821)23 The Church
of Rome. .where mattins are metamorphosed into masquins,
collects translated into collations [etc.].

Mass (mses), $b Forms: 1-3 meesse (North-
umb. measse), 1-7 messe, 2-7 masse, 3 (in

comb.), 4-6 chiefly Sc. and north, mes, 4-6 Sc.

and;w; M., 7-9 (sense 6) mess, 4-7 mas, (4misse,
5 mase, mese, 6 miss), 6- mass. [OE. msssse

(Kentish and Mercian messe} wk. fern., a. vulgar L.

messa (whence F. messe, Pr., It. messa\ Sp. misa,
] g. missa, are from written Latin) : Eccl. L. missa.

The Teut. forms, partly from vulgar Lat. and partly
from written Latin, are : OKiis., OS. missa (MDu.
misse, messe, mod.Du. mis\ MHO. misse, messe

(mod.Cr. messe
,
ON. messa (Sw. messa, Da. messe,.

It is now generally agreed that the L. missa is a verbal
sb. (formed like repulsa, collccta, offensa) from L. mittere

(pa. pple. missus) to send, send away, dismiss. The earliest

known examples of the word belong to the last quarter of
the 4th century, occurring in the Epistles of St. Ambrose
and the Itinerary of Silvia of Aquitanja. In the early cen
turies it had the general sense of religious service , being
applicable, e.g., to matins and vespers, though in an eminent
sense it always denoted the Eucharist. In secular applica
tion it occurs, though rarely, in the lh and 6th centuries
with the sense dismissal . The origin of the liturgical

application has been much disputed. Isidore (^636) con

jectured that the original reference was to the dismissal of
the catechumens which was the preliminary to the eucha-
ristic service. This explanation is not favoured by modern
scholars, who consider that the wider sense religious ser

vice is more likely than the narrower sense to have been the

original. Some think that missa at first denoted the solemn

dimissory formula at the conclusion ofa service, //f,;rraz?.r/t

and hence caine to be applied to the service itself. Others (as

Kattenbusch in Herzog s Kncycl.} have suggested, on con

fessedly slender and doubtful evidence, that missa in secular

use had some such sense as commission
,

official duty ,

and was therefore adopted as the rendering of Or. \firovpyia.
see LITURGY), which had primarily a similar meaning, but
n ecclesiastical language was used for religious service*

md specifically for the Eucharist. Several other theories

have been proposed, but none of them has gained wide

acceptance among scholars.]

1. The Eucharistic service; in post-Reformation
use, chiefly that of the Roman Catholic Church.
In the i6th c. the Protestants generally objected to the

term as being unscriptural, and as associated with the
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popish view of the nature of the sacrament. (In Sweden
and Denmark, however, the equivalent words are applied
to the Lutheran communion service.) In the first Prayer-
book of Edward VI (1548-9) the heading of the service

reads The Holy Communion, commonly called the Masse
,

but in the subsequent Prayer-books the word was not used.

In recent years some of the Anglican clergy have applied
the term to their own rite.

a. The celebration of the Eucharist. Freq.
without article, e.g. at mass, (to go) to mass\ to

say, sing, hea&amp;gt;\ attend mass.
a 900 tr. BmtUf* Hist. iv. xxii. (Schipper

1

) 460 i Kram un-

derntide, fcmne mon niKssan oftust singed, c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 9 Ic eou segge . . bet nis hit nan berf bet me . . for his

saule bidde pater noster ne messe singe, a 1225 An-.r, R.

32, I be messe .. sigge5 beos uers stondinde. 41330 K.

BBUHMK Chron, ly ace (Rolls) 7620 Of prest was her no beni-

soun, Ne messe songeti, ne orysoun. 13.. E. * A Hit. P.
A. 1114 Mylde as maydenez seme at mas. 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce xi. 376 Thai herd the mess full reuerently. 1457
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 207 The stall quer I sit at mese.

1538 STARKEV England i. iv. 132 They can no thyng dow
but pattur vp theyr matyns and mas. 1646 SIR J. TKMH.I;
Irish Rebell. (1746) 177 Fiti-Patrick .. did endeavour all

lie could to turn them to mass. 1686 K\ t I.V.N Diary 19 Jan.,

Dryden .. and his two sonns .. were said to go to masse.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. in. Wks. 1813 I. 263 The earls

of Lennox, Athol and Cassils openly attended mass. 1885
MAHKL COLLINS Prettiest Woman iv, She goes to eariy mass
each morning. 1893 Ch. Times 6 Oct. 997/4, I commenced
having Mass on all Holy Days at 9 a.m.

b. A particular celebration of the Eucharist, esp.
one having a special object or intention. Often//.

831 C//&amp;lt;xrA r()j7t
//y&quot;in Sweet O.E. 7V.r/ ,S444Da;tae^hwiIc

messepriost ^esinge fore Osuulfes sawle twa messan. c 1200
I ices

iff
I irtues 65 Durh masses and bienes and a:! messes

5e me do5 for 3e. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11321 Hii m.issen
&: orisons uaste uor him bede. a 1300 Cursor M. 21 189 pe
first mess bat sent petre sang Was bar ban na canon Jang.
c 1380 WYCI.IF Il fcs. (1880) 212 To make solempnyte whanne
riche men ben dede wib dirige & messis. 1420 E. E. II ills

(1882) 48, xx trentalez off messez for my sotde. 1562 Ar.
tides ofReligion xxxi. (1571) 19 The sacrifices of Masses,
in the which it was commonly said that the Priestes did
offer Christe for the quicke and the dead. 1648 ( JACK West
Ind. xv, (1655) 102 They are not able to continue in the
Church while a Masse is briefly hudled over. 1797 MRS.
KALMJLIFFK ftaliiin xi, [This] announced that the first Mass
was begun. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xx, Suitable masses
said for the benefit of his .soul. 1845 FOKD Handbk. Spain
i. 55 The Spaniards always, whenever they can, hear amass.
2. In pre-Keformation use, the sacrament of the

Eucharist
; subsequently, the Eucharist as adminis

tered and doctrinally viewed by Roman Catholics.

cixKto&lfrtfs Past,
E/&amp;gt;.

x.\i. in Thorpe Laws II. 376
Nu is seo maesse. .^emynd his (Drihtnes] mjeran browunge.
13.. Minor Poems fr. Vfrnou MS. xlvi. 69 pou leuest not
in be Mes, hat euer God ber in Is. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass
Bk. (MS. B.) 2 po worthyest bing . . In al bis world, hit is

bo messe. 1560 DA us tr. Slridane s Coinm, 34 These men
.. admonishing .. to put downe the Masse. 1563 WIN^KT
Four .SV,&amp;gt; T/irc Quest. To Rdr., Wks. 1888 I. 56 The
may&amp;gt;t blissit, feirfull, and haly sacrifice of the mes. 1635
PAGITT Christiauogr. i. iii. (1636) 96 A true, Reall, Prcpi-
liatorie and unbloudie Sacrifice, under the name of the
Masse. 1853 MARSDEN Early Purit. 28 Admitting a real

presence in the mass.

b. The rite or form of liturgy used in the (pre-
Keformation or Roman) celebration of the Eucharist.
c 1375 ,V&amp;lt; .

J,c^.
.Saints \\.\ix. (Cosine .y Datttyaiie) i Of

haly messe in pe secre Syndry sane t is set we se. 1548-9
(Mar.) /&amp;gt; . Com. Prayer^Communion (heading), The Svpper
of the Lorde, and the holy Communion, commonly called
the Masse. 1628 I*. SMART Van. Superst. Popish Cerem,
*ij b, The Author of this sermon telling him [Cosens] upon
occasion the Masse is disallowed: bee replyed roundly:
Will you deny that our Service is a Masse? 1634 CANN*E
Neccss. Stfar.(i&4al&5 The papists like well of the English
massiforso King James used to call it). 1879 T. F. SIM
MONS Lay Folks Mass Bk. 352 The York use . . was in the
main the ancient Gregorian mass, according to the Roman
rite of the eighth century. 1883 J. S. BLACK in Eiuycl.
Brit. XVI. 509/2 The Statio ad S. Mariam Majorem (etc.]

prefixed to most ofthe masses in the Gregorian Sacra ineiitary.

U C. Shakspere s mention of evening mass is

prob. due to ignorance or forgelfulness of the fact

that mass was not (normally) celebrated in the

evening. In ecclesiastical antiquities, however, the

expression is a literal rendering of L. t/tissa vesper-
tina, where the sb. has the wider sense mentioned
in the etymological note above.

1593 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;y JuL iv. i. 38 Are you at leism*:, Holy

Father now, Or shall I come to you at evening Mas^V
1903 W. II. Him ON F.ng. Stunts iii. U2 It was Saturday
night, and he [Columba] went to the chapel for the evening
mass (as Adam nan still calls the night office).

d. Phr. ^Neither mass nor matins : nothing of

very serious import.
1538 SIR T. MOKK Dial. cone, Hcresycs i. xx. Wks. 145/2

Men say sometyme when they would saye or doo a tnyng
and cannot well come thereon.. it niaketh no matter they
saye, yc maye b--gimm agayne and mende it, for it is nother
masse nor mattyns.
3. With qualilication denoting the ritual form or

the intention of the service.

a. High (or solemn or tgreat) mass, mass celebrated
with the assistance of deacon and sulxleacon, with incense
and music. (Also attrib. in high mass time. ) Low (or

t little^ mass* mass said wit bout note and with the minim urn

of ceremony. (Also ME. switncsse- silent mass.) Mass
of the day, t(&amp;lt;&quot; the first mass of the day (or morrow-
mass ); (/ ) the mass wliich has its variable parts correspon
ding with the choir office of the d.tyon which it Ucdi-bralud

(opposed iGvotii tntiiss*. Private mass, &amp;gt;.* as rendering
of mis&a privatti) a term sometimes applied to a mass cele

brated otherwise than in presence of a congregation, e.g.,
in a private oratory (also sometimes explained as Iow
mass] (/&amp;gt;) by the Protestant controversialists of the i6th c.

applied to a celebration at which the congregation, though
present, were not allowed to communicate. Dry mass [L.

missa siccei), a celebration without either consecration or

communion.

b- In the titles of occasional masses, as mass of the

, Trinity, of tlie Holy Ghost, of our Lady, MARY-MASS,
; Jesus mass, \ Apostle s mass (at St. Paul s Cathedral!.

C. See also mass of the PKKSANCTIFIED, of REQI ICM,

MORROW-MASS, HUNTER S, HUNTING mass, red mass (Rtn
a. 19), fSouL-www, VOTIVE mass.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1125 He sang ffone hen messe on
Kastren dsei. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 97 Prest hem sei3

atte swimesse turned be bred to fleis and be win to blod.

\ c 1386 CHAUCKR Merck. T. 650 Whan bat the heighe masse

t

was ydoou. ?i4-. in Q. Eliz. Acad. (1879) 34 Masse of our
; I.ady. Ibid., The second masse of the trynite. Ibid,, The
: third masse must bee of Requiem, c 1450 Merlin 97 Thei

rounge to messe ofthe day. \qya Aberdeen ^^.(1844) 1.46 At
1

hie mestim. c 1550 BALE A&quot;. &quot;Johan (Camden) 41 Masseof the
v wondes. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars in Monnm. Franciscana
i Rolls) II. 220 A commandement from the councelle vn-to
Powfles that they shulde haue no more the Apostylle masse
in the mornynge. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Com/ft. 15 After

y* all be comen together, they shal haue a messe of the holy
Ghost. 1560 BECON Catech. v. Wks. 1564 I. 453 In times

paste, before this deuelishe priuate masse brast in, the
minister and the people together *dyd receive the holy
misteries of the body and bloud of Christ, and not the priest

alone, as the manner is now. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

300, After the thirde Agnus was sayde in time of a low
Masse. 1770 BARETTI *Jonrn. London to Genoa II. 199 The
Priest who celebrated the Great Mass this morning. 1898
C. WORDSWORTH Medixval Services 22 The Mass of the

day at the high altar, fbid. 33 When the Bishop was per
forming a solemn Mass.

4. Qualified by the name ofa saint, etc. : A feast

| day or festival. Survives as -mas in CANDLEMAS,
CHILDERMAS, CHRISTMAS, LAMMAS, MARTINMAS,
MICHAELMAS

;
also All/ialloww(is(s. Ladymass^

MARYMASS.
c 950 Lindisf. Gos/i, John vii. 2 Temples macssa, sccnopegia.

c 1000 /ELFKIC Gram. tZ.) 43 December; se monod
ongin&amp;lt;5

anum dai^e sfter andreasmxssan. c 1330 Arth.
&amp;lt;$

mtrL
3391 (Kolbtng) Sone after seyn Jones misse [rime lesse].

1452 Paston Lett. I. 236 Be twixt this and Seynt Margretys
messe. 1584 in Lhtlejohn Aberd. Sheriff Court (1904)
Introd. 44 To Andirsme^ livin nixtocum.

5. A musical setting of those parts of the mass
which are usually sung, viz. the Kyric, Gloria,

Credo, lienedictus, and Agnus.
1597 MORI.EV Introd. Mas. 21 In the Tenor part of the

Gloria of his Masse Ane Marts stetla. 1667 SIMPSON Com-
pcnd. Pract, MHS. 137 Masses, Hymn-;, P.salmes, Anthems. .

&c. 1782 BURNEY Hist. MHS. II. 494 In every movement of

Jostjuin s Mass, some part or other, but generally the Tenor,
is singing the tune in different notes and measures. 1846

Penny O&amp;lt;7. Suppl. ,s.v. Palestrina^ His first work, consist

ing of four masses fur four voices.

6. Used in oaths and asseverations : by the mass,
mod. dial, amcss, and simply mass (often mess}.

( 1369 CIIAUCKK Dethe Blaunche^&quot;^ By tlie masse I durste
swere ..That [etc.]. 1526 SKKUOS Magnyf. 2-joi By ihe

messe, I shall cleue thy heed to ihe uaslc. 1592 KYL&amp;gt; Sol,

&amp;lt;V

Pers. ii. i. 220 Mas, the foule sayes true. 1599 SHAKS.
//&amp;lt;-. /

, in. ii. 122 By the Mes, ere theise eyes of mine take
theimelues to slomber, ayle de gud seruice. 1695 CONGKKVI-:

Lovefor L. in. vi, So. so, enough Father Mess, I d rather

kiss ihcsu ()t:nik-\vomen, 1754 KICIIAKDSON Grandison
(iSn) II. xxviii. 276 Pray, sir, do you withdraw, if you
please. Air. Gr. Nut I, by the mass! 1756 FOOIK /.tig.

fr. Paris \. Wk-.. 1791; I. 98 Ob, a British child, by the

mess. 1816 W. IRVING in Life % Lett. (1864) I. 350 By the

mass 1 look back with .. much lunging to her bounteous
rst.iblUhiiiL-nt. 1848 KIXUSLEY SainCs Trag. i. ii, Ma-t. !

I had forgoL

7. attrib. and Comb.^^.^inass-b) cnd^ church, -goer,

music
j
-i ile)~tii)iC)- ucstnient) -work

; objective, etc.,

as wass-lieariHif, -hunter, -mumble)*^ -sayer, -say-

iHgi-scct i-singing; mass-borrowed, -like^-inninblni^

adjs. Special combs. : mass-bell, () a bell that

calls people to mass ; (/) a bell that is rung

during mass, a
sacring-l&amp;gt;ell ; f mass-cake, an

ojijirolirious term for a wafer used in the mass;
f mass-closet, a Roman Catholic chapel ; f mass
clothes, mass vestments; f mass-cope, a chasuble;

f mass-gear, the instruments, etc. used in cele

brating mass ; t mass-gospeller, a protestant who

(.hypocritically) attends mass; f mass-groat
MAS8-FKNHY ;

mass-hackle (now arch.}, a chasu

ble ; t moss-kiss ; M K. me$scio$\ . tlie kiss of peace
. at the mass ; mass-money, (a] offerings of money
made at mass ; (/&amp;gt;) money paid to a priest for

sayin^mass; tmass-reaf,mass :vestments; f mass-

song, the singing or celebration of mass; f mass-

while, the hour for celebrating mass. Also MASK-
BOOK to MASS-THIEST.

14.. iti Rel. Ant. I. CM Quhan I rynge the *messe belle.

1863 LONGF. IVayside Inn. .Sa^a A . Olaf\\. viii, Tlie mass-
bells tinkled. 1642 MILTON Afiol. Smcct. Wks. 1851 III.

200 Scandalous ceremonies and *masse-l&amp;gt;orrow d Liturgies
1473 Ace. Ld. Trcas. Scot1. (1877) I. 64 Item for *mcs.s bred
for the hale sere. 1579 FULKK Hcskins s ParL 78 Their
whole &quot;Masse cakes. &amp;lt;i 1555 BHAUKOKIJ Iftirt of hearing
Mass (Copland i C vj. As though the masse cliurch were y
catholyke churche. 1656 HEVLIN Sttrv. France 92 Little

Chappels, ur *Masse-closets. 1440 Alph, Tales 144 Me.,
did un lii-^ mes clot bis & studc att (c altar bvforpe bwlioiy.
13. . Minor Poemsfr, Vernon MS. xxxvii. 773 Cum whon

he [be prest] dob of his *ma:&amp;gt;se-cope. c 1300 Havelok 188
The caliz, and the pateyn ok, The corporaus, the *messe-
gere. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain \\\ i, Antonio, though by
no means a &quot;mass-goer [etc.]. 11555 BRADFORD Hurtofhear
ing Mass (Copland) Cvij, Suche be popyshe protestaunte^,
iiKisse gospellers, or, as they woulde be called, bodelye

mav.semongers and spirytuall gospellers. 1550 HALE Eng.
I otaries \\. I iij, Of them that gaue auhre cluthes . .*masse
grotes and trenials. c 1122 O. E. Chron. an. 963 (Laud MS.)
Min &quot;messe hacel, & min stol, & min rzf. c 1200 Trin.
Coll.Hom. 163 De meshakeleisof medeme fustane.

g. a 1555 -

i ing Mass (Copland) C vj, They that are &quot;masse hunters.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 91 Tocne of sehtner-.se, bat is *messe

j

cos. 1:1300 ticket 1779 He nolde cusse ma^secos to cus^e
Seint Thomas. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk iWodrow Sot.)

\ 394 The Communion is discharged to be before the pulpit. .

,
ifor that were not so *Ma&amp;gt;se-lyke). 1664 H. MORE Myst.
/nig. 431 *Mass-money, Oblations to Saints and their

Images, and the like. 1897 Daily News 18 Nov. 6/1 For

j

the purpose of earning mass money men are ordained at
the earliest possible age. 1543 BALE YetaCoitrse, etc. 88 b,
*Masse momblers, hoTye water swyngers [etc.]. 1566 Pas-

j

qitine in a, Traunce 106 b, So many thousand of *Masse-
i mombling priestes. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 24/2 The accom

paniments to the songs and the *ma&amp;lt;s music, a 1000 Canons

I

of Edgar c. 33 in Thorpe Laws II. 250 Dat aelc preost
hsbbe .. eal &quot;ma:ssereaf wur5lice behworfen. (.1200 Trin.

I
Coll. Hoin. Ji5 Boc o&er belle, calch o5er messe-ref. 1803

i SCOTT Eve ofSt. John 91 He who says the *mass-rite for

the soul of that knight. 1554 BRADFORD Let. Wks. (Parker
Soc.) I. 393 Then these *mass-sayers and seers shall shake.
c 1440 Alph. Tales 442 And so be bisshopp was trublid

herewith, & lefte his *mes-saying. 1546 BALK Eng, Votaries
i. (1548) 31 For the fyrst .iii. [considerations] a prest ought
not, be sayth, to abstayne from his masse sayenge. 1554
*Mass seer [see quot. for mass-sayer]. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 3702 pat *mes syngyng Hay litest be saul out of

j
payn bryng. 1553 BECON Keliqnes of Roinc{\^&amp;gt;^ 198 b, In

j

Masse singyng, in almosse geuing. 11900 tr. Useda s Hist.
\ I. xxvi. (Schipper) 58 On bysse cyricean aerest

|&amp;gt;a hal^an
\

lareowas ongunnan . . *mKssesong don. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex.
2466 Elmesse-gifte, and messe-song. 1530 PALSGH. 804/2 At
masse tyme. 1879 T. F. SIMMONS Lay Folks Mass Bk, 335

; note, The full *mass-vestment of the priest. 13.. Gaw. q
Gr. Knt, 1097 5e schal lenge in your lofte . . To morn quyle

. be *messe-quyle. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes (1858) 282 Fasts,

vigils, formalities and &quot;mass-work.

Mass (mes), sb Also 5, 7 mase, 5 8 masse.

[a. F. masse (recorded from nth c.), ad. L. inassa,

prob. (as ancient grammarians believed) a. Gr.

fiafa barley-cake, perh. cogn. w. (/r. naoaew to

knead : *inaky-: pre-Hellenic *w&amp;lt;/y-,
f. root

*mnq-, menq- ; cf. Lith. minkyti to knead.]
1. A coherent body of plastic or fusible matter

, (as dough, clay, metal), not yet moulded or fash

ioned into objects of definite shape ; a lump of

raw material for moulding, casting, sculpture, etc.

Now merged in sense 2. In (the} mass: said of

metal in the form of masses or lumps.
1400 MAUNDKV. (1839) xiv. 158 Men fynden .. hard Dya-

mandcs in a Masse, that cometh out of (lold, uhan men
puren it . .out of the Myne. 1582 N. LICHKHKLH tr. Cnstan-
heda s Cony. E. Ind. \, xxviii. So Two Masses of sillier.

1611 BIBLE Efdns. xxii. 15 Sand, and salt, and a mas&amp;gt;c ui

;

of yron is easier to beare then a man without vndei standing.
, 1630 PRYNNK Anti-Annin, 166 Out of the same ma^u ;uc
made vessels of mercy. /^ 17*9 CONGRKVK tr. Ovid s Art

! of Love in. Wks. 1730 111.307 Myro s Statues, which for

i

Art surpass All others, once were but a shapeless Mas?.

t b. Metal, csp. gold or silver, in the lump.
1477 Kelts ofParlt. VI. 184/2 Nor Plate, Vessel!, Mas-.-,

Bullion, nor Juelx of (Jold. 1555 W. WATKKMAN bardie
bacions it. i. 115 Lhnall of goide in greate plentie, Whichc
they .. do ncuer fine into masse. 1597 HOOKKK EccL Pol.

v. Ixxix. 5 Of Gold in Masse eight thousand .. Cich;rs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 46 Brasse and lead-in the masse or

i lumpe, sinke downe, . . but if they be driucn out into thin

plates, they Hole.

c. An amorphous quantity of material used in

i or remaining after a chemical or other operation ;

I in Pharmacy^ the compound or other substance

,
from which pills are made.
1562 KIJKX Let. in \st Eng, Hks, Atncr, (Arb.) Introd. 44/1,

I stilled of the wilier from the masM.- or Cliaus Icflu of llurm

i
bothe. 1643 J. STKKR tr.

E.\/&amp;gt;. Chyrm^. xiii. 51 With

Srr/t/&amp;gt;.
/\t&amp;gt;sar. /cnit., make a Mnsse of Pill. 1666 Buvi K

Orig. l-\n-ics -V Cjnal. 31:9 The remaining Mas^ would be

j

. . of an Alkalizale nature. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I.

122 The best method is to wash the whole mass carefully.

1809 Mf-d. Jrnl. XXI. 351 A compact tn;iss produced in an

; operation, which weighs nearly 100 grains. 1880 GARROU
A; llxxiKi; Mtit. Med. 196 One grain of opium is contained

1

in five grains of the pill-mass.

t d. A kind of matter capable of being fashioned
;

a plastic substance. Obs.

1471 Rii Licv Comp. Alch. Prcf. in Ash in. (1652) 123 As of
1 one Mase was made all tbyng. 1596 SI-KNSKK F. Q. i\. .x- 3 i

The Godde^se selfe did stand Upon an altar of some costly
masse. 1700 DRVDEN V/^ - V GUIS.

$(j-&amp;gt;
When the world began,

\

One common mass composed the mould of man.

2. In wider sense : A body of coherent and (ically
1 or .apparently) ponderous matter of relatively large

bulk ; a solid physical object filling a gicat amount
of space. In modern Physics^ often contrasted with

molecule or atom.
&amp;lt; 1440 Pretitf*. Pan . 328/2 Masse, or gobet of mete, or

other iyke, tnassa. 1547 SUKKKV sEnt id 11. (1557) A i &amp;gt;-

Wherto was wrouglil the masse of this huge hOB? 1581
SAVILK Tacitus Agricola (1604) iS8 A deepe masse of &amp;lt;.*ML-

tinuatl iea ia slower slurred to rage. 1692 BLNTLEY Bsylc



MASS.

Led vii. 247 Those Atoms would there form one huge

spherical Mass. 1810 SCOTT Laiiy o/L. \. xi, Round many
an insulated maxs, The native bulwarks of the pass. 1842-3

GROVE Corr, Phys. Forces 73 When the magnet as a mass

Is in motion. 1849 JAMKS Woodman i, A large gray, indis

tinct mass stretched all along from east to west. 1860 1 YN-

DAUL Glac. i. ii. 21 Adjacent to us rose the mighty mass

of the Kinsteraarhorn. Ibid. \\. xix. 329 What is true for

masses is also true for atoms.

f b. applied to the created universe or the earth.

^$7 GOWIKG De Ahrnay iii. (1617)33 When hee had layd

the foundations of this goodly Ma.sse. 1602 SHAKS. Hani.

in. iv. 49 Yea this solidity and compound masse,. -Is thougbt-
sicke at the act. 1697 DRYUKN Virg. Georg. iv. 324 God the

whole created Mass in&amp;gt;pireN

t c. Phys. The whole quantity of blood or fluid

dispersed through an animal body. Obs.

1693 tr. Blancani s Phys. Diet. ted. 2), Afassa, all the

lilood is commonly called the Mass of Hlood. 1698 FRVKK
Ace. E. India % P. 16 That the Misty Vapours might not

hinder the kind operation begun on their tainted Mass of

lilood. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Xat. Aliments (1735) 175
If there

is not a sufficient Quantity of Blood, .to subdue it, it [acid]

may infect the whole Mass of the Fluids. 1732 LAW Serious

C . xi. 178 Poison, .corrupts the whole mass of blood.

&amp;lt;L Mining. (.See quots.)
1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 83 Masses an some

times termed pipe-veins by miners. ..The best conception
that can be formed of them is, that of an irregular branching

cavity, descending either vertically or obliquely into the

rock, and filled up with metalliferous matter. 1883 C- LK
N. FOSTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 441/2 Masses. _Theseare
deposits of mineral, often of irregular shapes, which cannot

be distinctly recognized as beds or veins,

3. A dense aggregation of objects apparently

fo.ming a continuous body.
1609 UIHLE (Douay) i Sam. xxv. 18 Two hundred mases

[Vulg. massas} of drie figges. 1660 F. UKOOKE tr. Le
Blanks Trav. 15 The Mosca or Temple of Meka is a masse
of stones built round. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 26 p 4
Such a beautiful mass of colours. 1776 WITHKKING Brit.
Plants (1796) II. 503 The whole mass of seeds upon the

fruitstalk. 1866 Treas. Bot.^ Masses. Collections of any
thing in unusual quantity ; as, for example, pollen-masses,
which are unusual collections of pollen. 1875 AUCKLAND
Log-bk. 90 One solid mass of living cod. 1880 OUIUA Moths
H.32 There were masses of camellias and azaleas. 1884
HOWER & SCOTT De barys Phaner. 361 A many-layered
mass of sclerenchymatous fibres.

4, transf. BDajSf. (from senses 2 and 3).

a. A large quantity, amount, or number (either
of material or immaterial things) ;

often with the

notion of oppressive or bewildering abundance.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s I oy. \\. vi. 36 b, The

whole masse. .may amount too about 150. caces. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. \\. iii. 289, I remember a masse of things, but

nothing distinctly. 1626 T. H[AWKINS] duissiti s HolyCrt.
71 The children of rich men become droitthy amongst a
masse of fountaynes. 1630 A*. Johnsons Kingd. &amp;lt;y

Comm u.

227 In the Silver-Mines, which were discovered in Potosie
.. hath beene found so huge a masse of Bullion, that [etc.].

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 4 Like so many atoms con

tributing jointly to this mass ofconfusion now before us. 1650
FULLER Pisgah 396 Of this \&$\\i&amp;gt;iz. saltja mass was spent in

the Temple. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. (1820) 353 Taking the
whole of it together . it constitutes a mass ot demonstration

..complete .. to the human mind. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist.

Eng. vi. II. no A mass of near twenty thousand pages.
1855 Ibid. xi. III. 87 They removed a vast mass of evil

without shocking a vast mass of prejudice. 1865 TYLOR
Early Hist. Man. L 13 Any one who collects and groups a
mass of evidence. 1879 RUSKIN Arrows ofChace (1880) II.

206 Theie is a mass of letters on my table this morning.
t b. spec, of money, treasure, etc. Also absol., a

sum of money, a stock or funfl. In Gaining (rare~ a
t

after F. 0ftur?)ythe amount of a person s stake. Obs.

I568GRAFTON Chron. II. 37 By reason whereof he gathered
a great mas^e of money. 1577 HELLOWES Gitenaras Chron.

89 The officers of the treasune, that is to saye, suche as bad
the collection and keeping of the masse of Rome. 1592
WARN KK Alb. li.ng. vii. xxxiv. (1612) 166 And he for Masses
great was brib de Earle Henry to betray. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen.

/&quot;/,
i. iii. 134 Thy sumptuous Buildings, .. Haue

cost a masse of publique Treasurie. 1622 BACON Hen. VII
159 Hauing alreadie made ouer great Masses of the Treasure
ot our Crowne. 1650 FULLER Pisgak iv. iv. 65 Carefully
keeping their money fur them, till it amounted to a mass.

1727 JiovK K / V. Diet., Masse (fonds d une Heredite ou d une
Socie te , Mass, or Stock. lbid.

t
Mass?t (en Termes de jeu

de hazard) the Mass, at Play.
c. used hyperbolitally, esp. in phrase To be a

(or one) mass of (e.g. bruises, faults, mistakes, etc.\
1616

(

B. JONSON Devil an Ass iv. iii, I am a woman ..

match d to a mass of folly. 1623 GOUGE Serin. Extent
God s Prorid. 15 Papists, .whose doctrine is a masse of
ancient heresies. 1845 MAKKYAT 5 Apr. Life % Lett. (1872)
II. 197 The country is really, without exaggeration, one
mass of violets. 1867 SMILES lln^uenofs Eng. i. (1880) 2
The Church itself was seen to be a mass of abuses.

d. applied to an extensive unbroken expanse
(of colour, light, shadow, etc.). Also, in fine
Art, one of the several main portions whicli the

eye distinguishes in a composition, each character
ized by a certain degree of unity in colour or

lighting throughout its parts.
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. v. 120 There are some parts in

them commonly to be distinguished from the Mass in gross ;

for example, the hairs in miMi, eyes, teeth, nails, &c., that
as .^ne would conceive such lines, or hatches on those masses,
others may likewise be as well fanci d upon those lesser, and
more delicate members. 1695 DRvuEN*/&amp;gt;wy&amp;gt;v.TtyV Art
Paint. 141 This he did . . by making the Masses of the
Lights and Shadows, greater and more disentangl d. 1710
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. \\,Masses,\\\ Painting, are the large
parts of a Picture containing the grt-at Lights and Shadows.

207

f 1797 K tcycl. Rrit. (ed. 3) XIII. 609/1 Some technical know-

ledge of the effect producible by masses of light and &amp;gt;hade.

1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. 11. n. v. 10 1 he masses which
remit from right concords and relations of details are

|

sublime and impressive; but the masses which result from

ihe eclipse of details are contemptible and painful. 1875
MLAKEN Serin. Ser. n. x. 173 All striped with solid masses

j

of blackness. 1895 ZANGWILL M&amp;lt;tstcr 11. i. 121 The occa- !

sional fineness of line, the masterly distribution of masses.

e. A volume or body of sound; in Music used

esp. of the effect of a large number of instruments

or voices of the same character.

1879 STAINKR J///ivV ofttiblc 174 The grand musical results

of harps..and other simple instruments, when used In large
numbers simultaneously or in alternating masses.

ff. ? Something burdensome; a grief. Obs. rare.

1592 WVRI.KV.-J rtnoric 144 It is a world to marke theiollitie

Of seamen fluting in the liquid sea.. .A mas.se it is to note

lus miserie When raging tempests bustle on the Hood.

5- Of human beings : A large number collected

in a narrow space ; a compact body. Also, a
i

multitude of persons mentally viewed as forming
an aggregate in which their individuality is lost.

1713 BICKKKLKY Guardian No. 83 P i The whole mass of
i mankind. 1814 SCOTT Wai 1

, xlvji, Their extended files were
, pierced .. in many places by the close masses of the clans. :

1

1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc s Hist. Ten Y. 1. 134 The
j

king. .sent him orders, .to concentrate the troops round the

Tuileries, and to act with masses. 1860 E.MLKSON (, oiui.

, Life vii. \iS6i) 145 Away willi tliis hurrah of masses, and
let us have the considerate vote of single men. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. lv. i. 155 The unconquered Britons had sunk

, into a mass of savage herdsmen.

b. AHL A formation of troops in which the

battalions, etc. are arranged one behind another.
1

Opposed to line.

1889 Infantry Drill 165 A Mass wheeling into Line of

j Quarter Columns. .. A Line of Quarter Columns wheeling
!

Into Mass.

6. The (great} mass of , the greater part or

majority of.

1625 BACON Ess., Vicissitude of Things (Arb.) 571 Comets
. .haue. .Power . .ouer the Gross and Masse of Things. 1711

;
SWIFT Contests Athens ty Rome v. Wks. 1751 IV. 61 The
mass of the people have opened their Eyes. 1806 JEKFERSON
6th Ann. Message Writ. 1854 VIII. 68 The great mass of

the articles on which impost is paid is foreign luxuries.

1863 H. Cox Instil, i. viii. 107 The great mass of the people
had no part in the election of representatives. 1875 Jo\\ i-: i i

riato ^ed. 2) III. 158 We cannot expect the mass of man
kind to become disinterested.

b. The mass: the generality of mankind; the

main body of a race or nation.

1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol, \. i. 65 The Corrupted Mass

simply considered was the object of no one of all these

graces. 1845 BROWNING Lnria v, Those who live as models
for the mass. 1848 LOWELL tiigioiu Papers Ser. i. v, The

i mass ough* to labour an we lay on sofnes. 1875 WHITNEY
Life Lang. ix. 159 The language of the mass goes on chang
ing unchecked.

C. The masses : the populace or * lower orders \

The now current antithesis wiih the classes seems to

:
have been first used by Gladstone in 1886.

1837 MOOKE Mem. (1856) VII. 174 One of the few proofs
, of good Taste that the masses

,
as they are called, have yet

i given. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches vi. 139 The masses are

governed more by impulse than conviction. 1887 M. ARNOLD
Kaiser Dead vii, Since gainst the classes, He heard, of late,

the Grand Old Man Incite the masses.

7. fa. In wass^ Ex MAS.SE, bodily, all at once.

1798 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (iSii) V. 133 Our nation has

,

almost risen in mass. 1807 SOUTH HY Espriella s Lett, I.

, 179 The levy in mass, the telegraph, and the income tax

are all from France. 1869 F. W. N i-:\\ MAN Misc. ?3 To adopt
their superstitions in mass.

b. In the mass: without distinction of com

ponent par s or individuals; in the aggregate.
c 1820 S. ROGERS lealyt

Nat. Prej. (1834) 149 We condemn
i millions in the mass as vindictive. 183* HT. MAKT1MBAU

Hill
&amp;lt;V Valley v. 75 We speak of society as one thing, and

regard men in the mass.

c. In a mass : in a lump sum.

1845 MAKKYAT Let. to Forstcrm Life $ Lett. (1872) II.

196 They have .. become a little income to me; which 1

infinitely prefer to receiving any sum in a mass.

8. abstr. a. Solid bulk, massiveness.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. iv. 47 This army of such mass and

1 charge Led by a delicate and tender prince. 1606 Tr.

! &amp;lt;V
t&amp;gt;. i. iii. 29 Hut in the Winde and Tempest of her frowne,

j

Distinction . . winnowes the light away ; And what hath

masse, or matter by it selfe, Lies rich in Vertue, and vn-

mingled. 1757 J. H. GROSE Voy. E. Indies 245 When ex-

: asperated by wounds, to which their mass makes them \sc.
;

elephants in war] a mark hard to miss. 1856 RANK A ret.

Expl. II. xxiii. 225 Gathering mass as it travelled.

b Physics. The quantity of matter which a

body contains; in strict use distinguished from

, weight , though the two terms are often used in-

i discriminately. Centre ofmass \ see CENTRED. 16.

1704 J. HARRIS Le.v. Techn. I, Afasse, this Word is used

] by the Natural Philosophers to express the Quantity of
! Matter in any Body. 1812 16 PLAVFAIK Nat. Phil. (1819)

II. 283 The mass of the Comet, .cannot have been jfcth of

! the mass of the Earth. 1868 LOCKVKR Gnillfinin s Heavens
\ (ed. 3) 25 The mass of the Sun alone however is equal to

I 750 times the united masses of all the bodies which it main-

I

tains in its sphere of attraction. 1876 TAIT AVc. Adv. Phys.
\ Set. (1885) 357 When you buy a pound of tea you buy a

! quantity of the matter called tea equal in mass to the
! standard pound of platinum. 1893 SIR R. BALL Story of
i
Suu 97 What ihe periodic time of the Moon would have

i been if our satellite had been devoid of m.^s.

MASS.

^9. Used for med.L. massa, a holding of land.

1854 MILMAN Lat. C/tr. I. 443 notet One mass or farm had
been compelled .. to pay double rent.

10. attrib. and Com6. a. Arch. *

Arranged
in large masses , as mass-pier* b. MIL, etc.
*

Involving masses of people ,
as mass drill, vote.

c. Physics, as mass-attraction^ -brightness^-moment.
d. Special comb. : mass-area Physics (see quot.) ;

mass-copper,
* native copper, occurring in large

masses (Raymond Alining Gloss. 1881); mass
meeting (see quot. 1847 54 : orig. /...$*.); mass-
resistivity, -vector Physics see fjuots.).

1876 MAXUI i.i. flatter ,y Motion Ixviii. 56 When a mate
rial particle moves from one point to another, twice the area

swept out by the vector of the particle multiplied by the

mass of the particle U called the *iiui&amp;gt;^-area of tin: displace
ment of the particle with respect to the origin from which
the vector is drawn. 1903 AGM-.S Ci.r.KKi; i rt&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;lt ms in

Astr^physiis 3 The universality of an apparent mass-

attraction was a great fact. 1890 Syst. Stars 209 The
*
mass-brightness of these objects is twelve times that of

the sun. 1896 Daily AVa-j 25 Nov. -3/7 All these smart
little children were doing a *ma&amp;gt;s drill. 1847 54 \\ i u-

STEK,
*Mass-meeting, a large assembly of the people to

be addressed on some public occasion, usually political.
{ . States. 1855 MUTLKY Dutch Rep. 11861.1 I. 23 Tlu^e
tumultuous mass-meeting. 1882 MIXCIIIN L nipt. Kine-
niat. 108 The theorem of mass-moments, which expresses
the distance of tin; centre of mass of any body., from

a plane, in terms of the masses of the constituent part Lies

and their se\eral distances from the plane. 1848 B. \\ n:n

Continent. / ,&amp;lt; /r.v/W. 253 Tla-re arc *mass-piers below lbo&amp;gt;e

of the upper church. 1902 J. J. THOMSON in Encycl. tirit.

XXVIII. 5/1 We may express the resistivity [of a metal]

by statin.; ih&amp;lt;; resii-rnice in uhms offered by a wire of the

material in uniform cross-section, one metre in length, and
one gramme in weight. This numerical measure of the re

sistivity is called the *Mas*~l\sisti-i ity. 1876 MAXWKLI.
blatter $ Motion li.v. 50 Let us define a mass -vector as

the operation of carrying a given mass from the origin to

the given point. The direction ofthe watt-vector isthesani?

as that of the vector of the mass, but its magnitude is the

product of the mass into the vector of the mass. 1887

Spectator 24 Sept. 1265 A &quot;mass vote of the people.

t Mass, sl&amp;gt;. Obs. [a. Du. inaas.] A mesh.

1641 S.S.Miin I/erring fiiiss Trade 3 Four Deepings of 70
Masse.s apiece, makes a Net.

Mass (inresj, x .
1 Now rare or Obs. Forms :

i msessian, 3 messe,massi, 5 massy, 6-7 masse,
6- mass. [OK. nncssian, f. in&sse MASS j/ .i]

1. intr. To celebrate mass; to say or sing mass.

(From i6th c. used derisively.) t Also to mass it

and with cognate obj.
tiooo /KLFKIC Saints Lives (1900) II. 276 He. .code to

cyrcan and sona mitssode. a m$Ancr. A . 268 Ase ofte ase

th

1453 in Trei flyan / . iCauidenj

84 Item, the chaplan, and all his successours, shall attend

. .unto ten of the clocke. and then massy. 1546 UAI.K Eng.
Votaries i. (rs5^) 60 b, He ma&amp;gt;sed without consecracion, he

gaue holye orders in hys stable [etc.]. 1562 Attsv. Apol. i riv.

Mass\\\. 19 Inonechurcheyeshalhaueatonetime.vii.or.viii.
massing in sundry corners. 1570 Diirhain Depas. (Surtees)

157 He .. came to Robert Peirson. .being redy to go to

masse, and said to hym Do you masse this?
1 And he.,

said, Ye . 1624 HP. MOUNTAGU Gtigg 57 Your morrow

Massmungers when they masse it alone. 1677 \V. HUGHES
Man of Sin \\, \\. 219 He [Silvester II.] perceived his death

whilst he was Massing. 1851 S. WILBKKFOKCE Let. in K. S.

Wilberforce Life (1881) II. iv. 124 What blind belief in a

prie-st massing for them !

1 2. To hear mass. Obs. rare.

c 1770 J. GRANGER Lett. (1805* 11. 70 Chapel so contrived

that men and women may mass, and not see one another.

3. trans, in occasional uses : To subject to the

operation of the mass ;
to pass away vtime) at mass.

1546 HALE Eng. I otaries i. (1560) 92 b, They are .. Mat-

tensed, Massed, Camleled, Lighted, Processioned, . . Per

fumed and worshypped. 1784 K. BACK Barhaw Doit-ns

Il.Sg And I find the ancient might sacrifice, and the modern
Mass away a dozen hours per diem in all holiness.

Mass ^mces%
- Also ^?4 mace), 7 masse.

[a. F. tnasser (from i3th c.), f. masse MASS j/;.-]

1. trans. To form or gather into a mass
;
to collect,

arrange, or bring together in masses, f Also with

up, to heap up, to amass.
The first quot. is doubtful : the word may be miswritten

for y-maked.
c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 3326 Her with-inne ys gold y-maced

faste to cast out day & ny^t. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions

vi. 343 When the rich man hath massed vp his treasures.

1622 MABBE tr. Alemans Guzman &amp;lt;i Atf.\. 206 Ifthouaske
these men, why they masse vp money. 1820 SHEI.I.EV

Settsit. PL in. 33 Indian plants . . Leaf after leaf, day after

day Were massed into the common clay. 1827 STEUART

Planter s G. (1828) 513 The style, in which the removed are

mixed and massed up with the oldtr Trees. 1849 M. AR
NOLD To Gipsy Child 4 Who mass d, round that slight brow,
these clouds of doom I 1898 Kev. Brit. Pharm. 27 The
whole being mixed and massed with kaolin 115 gi&quot;.

b. fainting.
7S3 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xiii. 112 Painters .. divide

theirs [sc. compositions] into fore-ground, middle-ground, and

distance or back-ground ;
which simple and distinct quan

tities mass together that variety.which entertains the eye.

1843 KL-SKIN ;]/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/. / aint. 1. n. n. v. 18 It is impossible to

go too finely, or think too much about details in landscape,

so that they be rightly arranged and rightly massed.

c. Mil.
; also, to

* concentrate (troops) in a

particular place.
1861 MUSC;KAVK Byroads 305 Instead of dispersing :ht*ir

force in brigades . .they massed them in phalanx form. 1878

cyrcan ana sona msessoae. a 1225 n ncr. A . 200 ASC one ase

}&amp;gt;e preost messed & sacre3 bet meidenes beam, Jesu. c 1290
St. Mi^liel 129 in .V. Eng. Leg. I. 303 5 w:&quot;ie buy a-reretli

anie churche, to massi Inne, 1453 in Trei tlyau / . iCauulenj



MASS.

Rosw. SMITH Carthage 116 His infantry he masses much
more closely together and in n.uch deeper formations than
was common among the Romans. 1885 Manch. Examiner
10 Nov. 4/6 Austria is massing troops in Herzegovina.

d. Law. To mass an estate : see quot.
1896 H. H. Ji TA Selection ofLeading Cases n. in The

language of the Privy Council in clause (a) [viz. the mutual
will disposes of the joint property on the death of the sur

vivor, or, as it is sometimes expressed, where the property
is consolidated into one mass for the purpose of a joint dis

position of it] has given rise to the expression massing of
an estate . 7/ iV/,, Hy the mutual will in that case only part
of the joint estate was massed .

t 2. ? To occupy with a mass of soldiers. Obs.
a i67 HAVWARD Edw. I l (1630) 108 They feared least . .

the French might.. either with filling or massing the house,
or else by fortifying make such a piece as might annoy the

haven.

3. refl. and intr. To collect, assemble, or come

together in masses.

1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 248 The Clangregour ..

lies massit thame selfis in grejt cumpanyis hot als [etc.].

1861 TULI.OCH Eng. Pnrit. ii. 282 His reasonings run
in great lines, or mass in blocks of system. 1869 RUSKIN

Q. ofAir 16 Hut all these virtues mass themselves in the

Oeek mind into the two main ones. 1879 STEVENSON Traz&amp;gt;.

Cevenues 74 The weather had somewhat lightened, and the

clouds massed in squadron. 1892 W. PIKE North. Canada
45 The great bands of caribou, .mass up on the edge of the

woods.

f4. Gaming. To set the mass or stake. Obs.&quot;~

1727 HOVER I r. Diet., .Ifnsser, (Terme de jeu de Hazard)
to mass, lay, or set.

Mass, t .
:i rare. [ad. F. masser : see MASSAGE.]

trans. To massage. (Cf. MASSING vbL sb?*}

1786 Misc. in Ann. Reg. 119 i A servant .. then jnasses,
and seems to knead the body without giving the slightest
sensation of pain. 1888 D. MAGUIRK Art of flfassage (ed. 4)

42 In going from one extremity to the other of the part to be
massed. Ibid. 56, 1 will commence my description of general
massage by that uf massing the superior members.

Mass, obs. form of MACE sh\

Massa m^u so . Also written Mas r. A negro
corruption of master.

1774 FOOTE Co-e&amp;gt;u rs in. Wks. 1799 II. 190 Who opened
the window?. .Little massa. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s
C. vi, Lord bless us, Mas r , said Sam. 1881 R. M. BAI.-

LANTVNE Giant of North v, What am it, massa? Why, it

am a bit o salt pork.

Massa-bowl. [app. f. G. masse (
= MASS

y.-) in the sense of *

paste for porcelain, pottery,

etc.] A pipe-bowl made from the waste parings
of meerschaum.
1858 HOMANS Cycl. Comm. 1533/1 The kind of meerschaum

bowls called ntassa-howls,

Massache, obs. form of MESSAGE sb.

t Massacote. Obs. [a. Sp. mazacote : see

MASSICOT.] = BARILLA 2 a.

1621 MAI.YNES Anc. Law-Merck. 275 The stuflfe called
Soda Hariglia, or Massacote whereof Glasses are made.

Massacre (mx-sakaa), sb. Also 6 massachre,
-aquer, 7 mas(s)aker, massacker, -cher, massa- I

cry, 8 (9 illiterate] massacree. [a. F. massacre

masc., in OF. macacre, machacre
t
macecle

y mececle

shambles, slaughter-house (whence maceclier^ AF.
/war^vvVrbutcher : see MACEGRlEPs),also &amp;gt; butchery,
slaughter ; in the latter sense latinized in the 1 3th c.

mazacriuni) masacrium.
Spenser stresses inassn cre, Shaks. and Marlowe ma ssacre.

The origin of the OK. word is unknown; Diez suggested
derivation from a Teut. source, comparing LCI. tnat&ken
(i8th c.) to hack to pieces, but this word is itself of Rom.
etymology. The forms tuacecle synon. with L. maceliiiin^
and maceclier with tnacellarins, suggest the possibility of
these being corrupted adoptions from monastic Latin.]

1. The unnecessary indiscriminate killing ofhuman
beings; a general slaughter, carnage, butchery;
also occas. the wholesale killing of wild animals.
1586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. \. 718 There is no

corner of this kingdome where the people.. have not com
mitted infinite and cruell massacres. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
v. i. 63, I must talke of Murthers, Rapes, and Massaucs.
1590 WEBBE Trav. (Arb.) 23 How the women of ye towne
did plie themselues with their weapons, making a great
massacre vpon our men. 1611 BIBLE i Mace. i. 24 Hailing
made a great massacre. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 143
They made a massacre of Deere and Hogges. 1655 MILTON I

(////* ofSonnet) On the late Massacher in Piemont. 1688 i

R. HOLMK Armoury in. 271/1 She went down into Egypt
from Herods Bloody Massacry. 1774 FLKTCIIKR Hist. Ess.
Wks. 1795 IV. 15 The horrible massacres of Catholics. 1843
BOKKOW Bible in Spain xxxvi, Plunder and massacre had
been expected. 1897 GLADSTONE E. Crisis 4 They are
Heading on the burning cinders of the Armenian massacres.

b. In appellations of certain historic massacres.
Massacre ofSt. Bartholomew (earlier often \m . offaris] \

the massacre of the Huguenots of France on the 24th of

August 1572, M.ofGlencoe . the massacre ofthe Macdonalds
of Glencoe on February i3th 1692 by their enemies the

Campbells, acting under an authority obtained from William
III. M. of the Innocents : see INNOCENT B. 2.

[1:1592 MARLOWE (title) The Massacre at Paris.] 1617
MORVSON /tin. i. 131, I wondred to see the Massacre of
Paris painted vpon the wall, a 1715 BURNF.T Own Time
(1734) II. 156 The Massacre in Glencoe made still a great
noise. Ibid. 157 The Report of the Massacre of Glencoe
was made in full Parliament. 1756-7 tr. Keysler s Trav.
(1760) II. 394 A Venus, by Titian ; the massacre of ihe Inno
cents, Susanna, and Galatea, by Lanfranchi. 1833 L.
RITCHIE tt- amt. by Loire 187 The massacre of Saint Bar
tholomew did not take place here [at Nantes].

208

!

c - fig-
1595 SPESSER Amoretti \, See how the Tyrannesse doth

ioy to see The huge massacres which her eyes do make.
1608 ARM IN Nest NIMH. (1842) 29 The maydes.. finding such

! a masakerof their dairie,. .thought a yeere s wages could not
1 make amends. 1748 JOHNSON I an. Hum. Wishes 22 The
knowing and the bold Fell in the gen ral massacre of gold.

f 2. A cruel or peculiarly atrocious murder. Obs.

1589 GRKKNE
Sf&amp;gt;. Masquerade E i b, He. .caused.. some

to be torne with horses, some to haue their handes cut off,

and so many sundry Massaquers as greeueth any good
in hide to report. 1594 SHAKS. Rich, ifI, iv. in. 2 Tyr, The
tyrannous and bloodie Act is done, The most arch deed
of pittious massacre That euer yet this land was guilty of,

1608 D. T[uvn.] Ess. Pol. $ Mor. 43 b, Nor was the massacre
of this his warlike sonne the period of his furie.

3. Her. A pair of antlers or attires attached to

a piece of the skull, used as a bearing (Cent,
Diet. 1890). [Fr. massacre^\
[172* KISBET Syst. Heraldry I. 338 The French use the

Word Massacree, for a Head Caboched.]
Massacre (mae*aikw), v. Also 7 masakre,

massacar, massacher, 8
vy illiterate) massacree,

9 Sc, mashacker. [a. F. massacrer, f. massacre :

see prec.]
1. trans. To kill indiscriminately (a number of

human beings, or occas. animals) ; to make a

general slaughter or carnage of. Also occas. absol,

1581 SAVILE Tacitus
1

Hist. (1612) 180 The cohort was mas-
1 sacred by the fraude of the Agrippinenso. 1588 SHAKS. Tit.
i A. i. i. 450. c 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris i. v, These are

the Guisians, That seeke to massacre our guiltles liues. 1606
!

G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist, Ivstine vin. 39 When men of warre
run massacaring vp and down in euery corner of a city.

1670 MILTON Hist. Kng. vi. Wks. 1851 V. 245 He caus d the
Danes all over England . . in one day perfidiously to be mas-

|
sacherd, both Men, Women, and Childern. a 1715 BURNET

j

Own Time (1724) I. 502 To tiring over a French army and
to massacre all the English. 1727 C. GOLDEN Hist. /-Vrv hid.
Nations 83 Your Warriors, .have Massacreed Men, Women
and Children. 1809 SCOTT Poacher 102 Grouse or partridge
massacred in March. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.v.\\. III.

650 They were, .always forming plans for massacring their
! tyrants.

fig. 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 330 Satan doth continu
ally. . massacre innumerable soules.

2. To murder cruelly or violently, f Also refl.
to lay violent hands upon oneself.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 500 Harmodius and Aristogiton,

massacring the tyrant Pisistratus. 1606 Siteton. Annot.
8 Caesar.. was masakred with 23. wounds. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. vi. (1651) 160 Two brothers of Ix&amp;gt;vain

..in a discontented humour massacred themselves. 1661
I irginia Stat. (1823) II. 24 That execrable power that
soe bloody ly massacred the late king Charles the first. 1834
JAMES J. Marston ///*// viii, That he would be massacred
the moment he showed his face amongst the infuriated mob.
1881 SHORTHOUSR J. Inglesant II. xviii, Hut that his coach
was resolutely defended, .he would have been massacred by
the furious mob.

Jig. 1880 RUSKIN ArrowsofChace (1880) II, 280, I heard
William Tell entirely massacred at the great opera house.

f 3. To mutilate, mangle. Obs.

1589 Hay any Work 19 That the magistrate may lawfully
cut off the members of Christ from his body, and so may
lawfully massacre the body. 1651 tr. De*las-Coi&amp;gt;eras Don
Fenise 303 The shame of seeing my face massacred by his

rash hands. [1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvii, Her throat s sair

misguggled and mashackered.]
Hence Ma*ssacred, Massacring ///. adjs.
1590 SPKNSKK / .(?. in.iii. 35 And Bangoi- with massacred

Martyrs fill. 1597 A. M. tr, Gnilletnfatt
t

& /*V. Chiritrg. io 2

The fracture is soe greate, with such a huge quantitye of
massacred and cm&amp;gt;hed bones. 1738 NEAL Hist. Pitrit. IV.

561 Imagining the massacring knife to he at theii throats.

Massacrer (mLVsakrai). [f. MASSACRE v.

+ -EH
.] One who massacres.

1581 ML L(;ASTKR/V///(&amp;gt;$iv.{i887)2oTo[o] much moisture,
. . the most vile, and violent massacrer, of the most, and best

studentes. 1600 W. WAISON Decacordon (1602) 58 Cursed
be these bloudie massacrers, 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace \.

Wks. VIII, 132 Assassins, M;^s^acrers, and Septembri/ers.
1891 ,Va/:&amp;gt;(N.Y.) 17 Nov. 371/aCoconaswasoneof the most
active massacrers in that fatal night of Saint Bartholomew.

Ma ssacriug, M. sb. [f.
MASSACKE v. +

-ING!.] The action of the verb MASSACRE.
i6oa F. HERRING Anat. 20 Such torturing and massacring

of Men. 1680 H. MOKE Af&amp;gt;ocal, Afloc. 216 There shall be
. .no more bloody massacrmgs of the Faithful Witnesses of

Christ. 1840 CAHLYLE Heroes (1858) 293 A poor barren

country, full of continual broils, dissensions, massacring.
1863 J. C. MORISON St. Jiernaret i. vii. 93 The perpetual. .

plundering and massacring, caused by the baronial wars.

t Ma-ssacrons, a. Obs. [f.
MASSACRE sb. +

-ous.] Of or pertaining to massacre; murderous.

593 G. HARVEY Piercers Safer. 155 In his impetuous
and massacrous sat lyes. 1593 NASHK Christ s T. (1613)63
The massacrous monstrousnesse of this quicke Marshal-law.
1608 O. T[UVIL] Kss. Pol. V Mor. n^b, What massacrous,
and impious thoughts, had..anchred in his bosom.

Massacry, obs. variant of MASSACKK sb.

Massage (nuesa 3\ sb. Therapeutics, [a. F.

massage^ f. masser to apply massage to (the body).
The Fr. verb (ntacer, tnnsser) is given by 1^ Gentil (Voy.

duns les nters de fludel. 1 28) as the word used by the French
colonists in India in 1779. It is perh. a. Pg. amassarlo
knead, f. trtassa dough (-MASS sb;*).]

The application with the hands of pressure and
strain upon the muscles and joints of the body, by
friction, kneading, etc., in order to stimulate their
action and increase their suppleness. Also attrib.

1876 HARTHOLOW Mat. .4/^(1879) 73 Ma^sare by friction

MASSED.
consists in rubbing, rolling under the fingers, and gently
pinching the skin, and rubbing, tapping, kneading, and
exercising the muscles and joints. 1888 L). MAGUIRK Art
of Massage (ed. 4) 14 She could not bear it longer, e.spe-~

(I1

. M.daily if she attempted several massages per day.
CKAWFORU Three Fates II. 4 There s nothing for you,
Tom , she said, but a milk cure and massage . 1896 A//-
bittfs Syst. Aled. I. 375 Most massage procedures, to be of
use, should be repeated at least once daily.

Massage (moesa ,5), &quot;V. [f. prec.] trails. To
apply massage to

;
to treat by means of massage.

1887 TIBBITS Massage 14 In Massaging joints. 1889
Lancet 2 Mar. 423/1 Although abdominal massage will

effect a great deal of good, it will not be productive of

lasting benefit if we omit to massage the spine. 1897 All-
butt s Syst. Med. III. 187 The stiffened and swollen joints
should be cautiously massaged.

Massage, obs. form of MESSAGE.

Massageer, -ger, obs, forms of MESSENGER.

Massagist (mcvsa^ist ;. [f. MASSAGED, -f -IST.]
One who practises massage ; a masseur or masseuse.

1889 A . York Tribune 30 May (Cent.), A slashing criticism

by one massagist of another s book. 1899 KKI.SKY tr. Mart s

Pompeii 195, The sound varying according as the massagist
strikes with flat or hollow palm.

Massalian, variant of MESSALIAN.

Massaly, variant of MASSILY Obs.

Massanger(e, obs. forms of MESSENGER.
Massard, obs. f, MAZARIJ sb. t kind of cherry.
II Massasauga (msesasg-ga). Also -saugua.

[Presumably American Indian.] A small, very

venomous, dark-coloured, North American rattle

snake of the genus Crotalophorus (or Caudisona}.
1842 HOLBROOK N. Auter. Herpetol, III. 32 Dr. Ktrtland

..observes that this animal \Crotalophorus. Kirtlandi} is

commonly known under the name Massasaugua, a word of
Indian origin. 1853 BAIRU & GIRAKD Catal. N. Amer,
Reptiles i. 14 Crotalophorus Af3p0wA*Kf..FnSrii Rattle

snake, Massasauga. Ihid. 16 Crotalophorus Kirtlandii, .

Black Massasauga. 1884-5 Riverside A a/. Hist* (i888t
III. 397 Caudisona tcrgemina^ the black rattlesnake or

massasauga, is found in Ohio and Michigan [etc.].

Massay, obs. form of MASSOY.
Massbanker : see MOSSBUNKEB.
Ma ss-book. [f. MASS S&J-+ BOOK sb.]

= MIS
SAL. (Occas. used en on. for other service books.)
c 1000 Canons of sElfric c. 21 in Thorpe Laws II. 350

Saltere and pistolboc, godspellboc and ma-sseboc. .&as bee
sceal maessepreost nede habban. f isoo OK.MIN Ded. 31 pa
Goddspelless, .patt sinndenn o be messeboc Inn all be ^er att

mes.se. c 1300 Havelok 186 A wol fair cloth bringen he dede,
And theronleyde the messebok. c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880)

290 Blessed be god, bat in euery chirche hab ordeyned
masse bookis to witnesse his gospel, c 1440 rrowp. l- arv.

334/2 Messboke, missale. 1511 Ld. Treas. Aic. Scot. IV.

322 Ane miss bulk bocht be him to the chapele. 1642 MILTON
Apol. Sntat. Wks. 1851 III. 315 We then using a Liturgy
farre more like to the Masse-book then to any Protestant set

forme. 1714 MS. Catal. Bks. bequeathed to Corf&amp;gt;. Cltr.

Coll. Oxf. vy Dr. T. Turner
^
A Primer (or Masse Book) in

Englisti and Latin. 1873 LONCI- . Wayside Inn in. Monk
of Casal-Maggiore 23 A. .monk. .Who. .to the mass-book

gave but little heed.

t Mass-creed. Obs. [MASS^M] TheNicene

Creed, as occurring in the service of the Mass.
i looo Canons of sElfric iv. in Thorpe Laws II. 144 On

bam sinofc&amp;gt;e [on bajreceastre Nicea] wsron ^esetteba bujpui
cyricbenunga, & se msesse-creda. t 1125 Ancr. R. 20 Kt te

messe crede. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxvii.

771 Atome mai^t |&amp;gt;ou
do good nede And come to be masse-

crede. c 1440 Cast. Persev. 2371 Take it sothe as mes crede.

1563-83 FOXE A.
&amp;lt;V

M. II. 1670, I beleeue all the Articles

conteyned. .in the Creede called the Masse Creede.

Ma*SS-day. arch. [OE. msessedseg: see MASH
j&amp;lt;M and DAY $b.] A feast-day.

971 Blickl. Horn. 47 pact hi Sunnandajum & maessedajum
Codes cyrican iconic secan. 115^ O. E. Chron. an. 1132
He com on S Petres messe dei..into

^&amp;gt;e
minstre. a 1300

E. E. Psalttr Ixxiii. 8 To reste make we mes-daies alle Of
(iod fra erthe for oght mai falle. c 1315 SHORKHAM Poems
(K.K.T.S.t i. 2031 Ne hy ne wondeb messeday, Nenone holy

tyde. 1867 FKEKMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. v. 313 The ob
servance of Eadward s mass-day was ordered in 1008.

II Masse (mre-s^ mas*), a. and sb. Milliards.

Also masse. [Kr., pa. pple. of master to make a

stroke of this kind, f. masse MACK sb.] Applied
to a stroke made with the cue held perpendicular.
1873 HKSNETT & CAVENDISH Milliards 351 The ha/artl

may be made by a masse stroke. 1897 tt estm. Gaz. 27 Feb.

2/3 The technicalities of nursery cannons, masse cannons,
and winning and losing hazards. 1901 Q. Her. Apr. 484
1. He] played the MMCMWVU for an Knglishman.

Masse ^mce s*), v. rare. [ad. K. masseri see

MASSAUK sb.] trans. To massage.
1887 Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. IV. 660 In masseing the

face of a fat patient, the tissues can only be rolled and
stretched under the fingers and palm. 1888 1* MAGUIRB
Art of Massage (ed-4&amp;gt; 55 We aie no longer in tho^e days
when four, or six, or eight persons were employed at one
time to masse you. [In ed. i (1886) the writer uses unisser

(in roman) as an imperative.]

Masse, obs. f.MACK, MASS,MAZE; var. MAS Obs.

Masseager, obs. form of MESSENGER.

Massed (.maest), ///. a. [f.
MASS v* + -EI

&amp;gt;.]

(lathered into a mass. Also with up.
1884 J. PARKER 4post. Life 1 1 1 . 3 1 5 Do not ask for proofs in

words and paragraphs and massed-up sentences. 1885
W. C. SMITH Kildrostan i. i. 259 The breeze Rustles their

higher leaves over a tower Green with massed ivy. 1896

Daily Ntit S2i May 5/1 Thirtymassed regimental orchestras.



MASSEDNESS.

t MaSSeclueSS. Of&amp;gt;s. In 4 massydnes. [f.

MASS sli.- 4--KD- t-NESs.] Massiveness.

1398 TRKVISA Jl.trtA. He / . K. v. xxvii. (1495) 136 The
bones of the armes ben holow that they ben not lo heuy bi

massydnes.

Massee, Masselen, olw. IT. MASSY, MASLIN 1.

Masselgem.-ing.-jen.-jon.-lincseeMASLiN-.
Massels, Massely : sic MEASLKN, M.vssn.v.

I Masseng er. Obs. [1 ossibly repr. an AK.
form (cf. talinger) of OF. massonycr, iitaisonier :

late L. mansioiiariits: see MANSIONAKY. Cf. the

surname Massinger ^whieh, however, may be for

messengtr)I\ ? An inmate of a religions house. (But

).erh.
for mass-singer or messenger.)

1553 BKCON AV//V///CV fif Route (1563) 190 The brethren

or m.i^sen^ers of the said order, a 1564 -Acts ofChrist *t

Antichr. \Vks. MI. 401 To Minstrels, to Masfiengers, to

Friers, to Flatterers.

( Ma sser . [OE. mtessere, f. mwssian,
MASSP.I: see-ERl.] One who celebrates mass;
a mass- priest ; also, one who attends mass. (After
OE. only ns a Protestant term of deiision.)
a 1000 .tzarias 149 lileLsion l?e (&amp;gt;ine sacerdos, soSfaest

cynin, milde m:esstra* mxrne dryhten. 1543 HALF. Yet ft

( DHJ-XI , etc. 38 A good mattenser, masser, and so forth : hut

no true jrospell preacher. 1579 J. SiL nnr.s Ctifittg Gulf
A viij, The Spanish nuissers had thcyr customers more
then ynough.

fMasser 2
. Ois.rare&quot;

1
, attiib. masser-soourer,

said to mean gong-farmer or scavenger.
c 1515 Cocke Loreli s I&amp;gt;. 3 Than came a gonge fermourer,

Other wyse called a masser scourer.

Masser , -or (mre s.u). [f. F. mass-er (see
MASSAGE rf.) + -ER

, -OR.] One who practises mas

sage ; a masseur or masseuse.
1888 D. MACUIRE Art of Massage (ed. 4) 32 The masser.

[Perh. a misprint for &amp;gt;/rassettr,-w}nch occurs twice on thesam^

page.] 1899 Alt/ tdt s Syst. Med. VIII. 158 A successful
m;issor (if f may coin a word we stand in need of) ofeither sex
must have gentle manners, anda delicate touch. 1902 /Incycl.
Brit, XXX. 573 A single masser should have strength
enough to do the work without too obvious exhaustion.

Masser, obs. form of MACEH 1, MAZER.

Masserate, obs. form of MACERATE.

Massereen, obs. form of MAZARINE sb.\

Masseter (majsf taj). Anat. [a. mod.L. mas-
sftsr (whence F. masseler^,^. Or. fiaarfrqp (formerly
miswritten naas-), agent-n. from naaaaSai to chew.

(The Gr. sb. occurs in apposition with ^Gs muscle.)]

(Usually massetcr muscle.
)

One of the principal

masticatory muscles, passing from the malar bone
and zygomatic arch to the ramus of the lower jaw.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1676) 77 It [the upper jaw] hath ..

one wonderful pair of Muscles, called, the Masseters. 1694
Phil. Trtitis. XVIII. 24 A Child . . who had just then re

ceived a large Wound upon the Masseter Muscle. 1849
St. f-tcjrgSs Hosp. l\cf*. IX. 685 The masseters were rigid.
1881 D.WKYin yrnl.Psychol. Mcd. VII. i, A tetanic rigidity
of the temporal and masseter muscles.

t Masseteral, a. Obs. rare. In 6 -all. [ad.
mod.L, masseteralis : see MASSETEB and -AL.]
= MASSKTERIC.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man 1. 15 Towards the sides where the

temporall Muscle is, as also the originall of the Masseterall.

Masseteric (nuesfte rik), a. axvisb. [f. MAS
SETER + -ic.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the masseter muscle.
1831 R. KNOX Ctojiiefs Anal. 463 The . . masseteric,

buccal and pterygoid twigs. 1891 FLOWKK & LYDKKKER
Introti. .Mammals 171 The masseteric fossa of the mandible.

B. sb. A masseteric nerve, muscle, artery, etc.

1840 E. WILSON Anat. I aiie M. 386 The masseteric,
which crosses the sigmoid notch with the masseteric artery
to the masseter muscle. 1875 SIR W. TURNER in Rncycl.
Brit. I. 836/1 The lower jaw. .is elevated by the temporal
muscles. .and by the masseterics.

Masseterine (mte*f-trin), a. fa. F. mas-
setcrin : see MASSETER and -INK.]

=
prec. A.

1855 DUNGI.ISOM Mud. Lex. (ed. 12), Afasseteriite Artery.
. . Maaetennt Nei-ve. . .tilasseterine I eiti.

II Masseur (masor). [Fr. ; agent-n. f. masser:
see MASSAGE

s6.~]
A man who practises massage.

1876 UARTHOLOW Mat. Miff. (1879) 73 Afasseitris a male
rubber, and niassensez female rubber. 1899 AllbutCs Syst.
Med. VIII. 22 It is very important that the masseur should
be gentle in the exercise of bis craft.

II Masseuse (maswz). [Fr. ;
fem. formation

conesp. to prec.] A woman who practises massage.
1876 [see MASSEUR). 1897 A /limit s Syst. Med. IV. 342

Treves has seen a normal kidney worked out of its place by a
vigorous masseuse who mistook it for a fxcal mass.

Massey, ubs. form of MASSY a.

Ma ss-house. Obs. exc. Hist. [MASS rf.i]
In i^-iSth c. a common designation used by Pro
testants for a Roman Catholic place of worship.
1644 in Wallington Notices ofReign ofChas. I (1869) II.

205 They build their Mass houses in every street. 1688
EVELYN Diary 7 Oct., A Jesuite, who in the Masse-hou.se
..had disparag d the Scripture. 1780 JOHNSON Lett, to
Mrs. T/irale 9 June, At night the outrages began by the
demolition of the mass-bouse by Lincoln s Inn. 1809 KEN
DALL Treep. III. Ixvii. 54 On the farm are small remains of
the missionary church, called by the protestant colonists the
mass-house. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. F.ng. vi. II. 101 Great

&quot;/?
assemkled n Cheapsideto attackthe new masshouse.

Massi, obs. form of MASS v. 1
, MASSY a.
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Massicot (marsik(rt). Forms : a. 5-8 masti-

coto, 6 mastecott, 7 masticoate, -cut, 8 -coat,
6- masticot. . 6 maskett, 8 masicot, 7- mas
sicot, [a. V. massicot (1480 in Ilatz.-Darm,), in

iGlh c. once masticot (Godefr., who explains it as
* mastic

, app. erroneously). Of obscure origin : cf.

the synonymous It. marzacotto
; also Sp. mazacote

kali, mortar.] Yellow protoxide of lead, used as a

pigment.
a. 1472 Fabric Rolls Ysrk Minster (Surtees) 79 Pro ij Ib.

masticate pro pictura supradictornin candelabrorum. 1546
In-.&amp;gt;. Ch. Surrey (1869) 106 Item for a li. of UKisUrott \\ .

1573 Art of Limning 2 The like sise may you make with
. .red or yellow okir, orpiment or ma&amp;gt;ticot. 1658 W. SANUKR-
SON Graphic* 84 Yellow. The best is Masticoate. 1695
DRYDEN Du b resnoy s Art Paint. 172 The Masticot is

very Light, because it ts a very clear yellow, and very near
to white. 1735 Diet. Polygraph, s. v.

/-Vi&amp;lt;v,
For the faintest

and weakest colour .. [use] a very small quantity of pink
or masticote. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pnict. ttuild. 415 Masti-

cot,as a pigment is flake-white, or white-lead gently calcined,
by which it is changed to a yellow.
& 1532 in E. Law Hampton Crt. Pal. (1885) I. 363, 12 Ib.

of white lead .. x Ib. of maskett. 1658 1 im.ui-s, Massicot,
a kinde of Oaker, ma&amp;lt;le nf Ceruse, or white Lead. 1776
Phil. Trans. LXVI. 620 The mas-.irnt had a pale greenish
cast, owing to iron. 1796 KIKW.AN I-Jcni, Klin. (ed. 2) II.

488 Masicot or yellow Calx. 1873 l \r,vn, s
t Chew. ted. u)

450 Litharge or massicot.

Massie, obs. form of MASSY.
I! Massif (niie-sif). Also 6 -ife. [Fr.: subst.

use ^iu various applications) of w(wj/y MASSIVE a.]
fa. ?A block of building (obs.}. b. ?A mass
of stone, c. A mass or clump of plants or shrubs.

d. A large mountain-mass ;
the central mass of a

mountain
; a compact and more or less independent

portion of a range.
1524 ml/aklnyt s I oy. (1599) II. i. 86 The sayd trauerses

and repaires. . began ne at the massife of Spaine made by the
reuerend lord great master Mery d Amboise, & ended at the
church of S. Saluador. 1862 ASSIKIJ Channel Isl. \\. xi.

282 The massif of the north pier at St. Peter s Purt. 1885
GEIKIE Text-bk, Geol. (ed. 2) 40 A large block of mountain
ground, rising into one or more dominant summits, and
more or less distinctly defined by longitudinal and traverse

valleys, is termed in French a massif a word for which
there is no good English equivalent. 1888 Ulackiv. Mag,
Aug. 219 Those monsters of horticulture known as ittassijs.

1899 \atnre 15 June 152/2 The central part of the massif. .

of Mont Blanc consists of a granitoid rock called protngiiu-.

1899 Ibid. 2 Nov. 20/2 The formation of a dune tract or dune
massif appears to be chiefly determined by the presence of

ground moisture.

Massif(f}e, obs. forms of MASSIVE.
Massiforill (mse sif^im), a.

[f. I,, mass-a
MASS sb.- + -(I)FOKM.] In the form of a mass

*

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
Massilian, variant of MESSALTAX.
t Massily, ailv. Obs. Also 5 masly, $-6
massely, 6 -alie. [f. MASSY + -LY a

.] Massively.
c 1400 Destr. Tmy 3923 Troilus

J&amp;gt;e
tru was.. Full massely

made, & of nrayn strenght. Ibid. 3975 Kcnba, the onest &
onerable qwene, Was. . Massily made as a manlyke. ci^zo
Avow. Art/i. iii, He [the boar] is masly made. 1513 DOUG-
LAS /Em-is x. xiii. 38 The tother . . Abydis stowtly, fermyt
in his fors, And massely [:-. r. (1710) massalie] vpstude with
bustuus cors. a 1668 SIR \V. WALLER Div. Medit. (1839) 86
Let our houses be never so strongly and massily built, if

..we lean upon them, they shall not stand.

Maasindewe, obs. form of MEASONDUE.
Massiness ^mse-sines). [f. MASSY + -NESS.]
The quality of being massy ; massiveness.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. b
ij, The Solidity, Massines and

Eody of the Sonne. 1587 GOLDING De M^ornay 47 The mas-
sinesse of things is that., that maketh them vnable to do
things. Contrariwise the more spirituale a thing is, the
more actiue it is. 1625 LAUD Wks. (1847) I. no It is

not the great massiness of a pillar, but [etc.]. 1712 J.

JAMES tr. Le Blond s Gardening 33 Avoiding too great a

Slenderness, as well as too great a Massyness ofOrnaments.
^773 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Titrate 12 Aug., The cathedral
lias a massyness and solidity such as I have seen in no other

place. 1810 SHKI.LEY Znstrozzi xv, A lamp, whose rays.,
showed. . the extreme massiness of the passages.

Massing y.mre-sirj), vbL sbJ- Also 3 mesing-,
4 mesin-, 4, 6 messyng, 5 mesyng. [f. MASS
v.\ + -ING 1

.] The action or practice of celebrating
mass.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3589 Four manors of helpes. .

frayer
and fastyng, And aim us dede and messyng. 1542-5

SRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 105, 1 will exhorte all prestes. .to

fie and geue ouer that abhominable massynge, which is a

blasphemy to Christes bloude. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries i.

(1548)19^, Pranked vp with tabernacles lyghtes,sensynges
& massinges. 1661 J. STEPHENS Procurations in, I cannot
fix the original of this due, forasmuch as the act of Massing
quolibet die dominico being too general! . . doth not fitly
denominate the pay. 1850 Elder s House 166 These Catho
lics are always for praying and massing.

fb. attrib. and Comb.
t
us massing apparel, cope,

furniture, matter, robe
t room, sacrifice^ vestment^

wine; massing closet, = mass-closet ; massing-
mate ^nonce-wd.)^ the celebrant at mass; mass
ing penny = MASS-PENNY; massing-priest
MASS-PUIEST.
1566 Ansiv. Kxatn. pretendingto inayntayne Apparelli^i

Being required of papisticall persecutonrs to do on all their i

*massing apparel!. 1656 HF.VLIN Snrv. France 180 In this .

&quot;Massing Closet over the Altar there was hanged a tablet, i

1610 BP. HALL Apol. Rrrnvnists 46 What m^ane you to
|

MASSIVE.
charge our churches with earned and painted images ?..
Wh;it more? Massing copes and surplices . 1594 HOOKER
Eccl. /W. IV, xi. a All their Massing furniture almost they
tooke from the law. 1607 R. QAKKW] tr. Estimate s World of
Wonder* 294 The &quot;Mnssing-mate [Fr. incssatiz&amp;lt;int\ halh the
Deacon and Subdeacun to assist Lim. 1549 LATIMFR 5/A
Semi.

{&amp;gt;,-/.
Edit; ^/(Arb.) 139 Sca/a arli, is a preathynge

matter I tell you, and not a &quot;massyng matter. 1292 Durham
Ace. AW/s (Surtees) 490 Kt de ixs. iiij ( /. o!&amp;gt;. de

&quot;Me-&amp;gt;ingpenis

de e[odem] l[ermmoj. 1536-7 ///,/. 667 De niessytmpeniiy^
nichil.quia dimittuntur cum tola villa. 1560 UFXON CateJi.
v. Wks. 1564 I. 457 Hut iftherhee none other remedy but
that the fr

massinge prieslcs will sacrifke Chri&amp;gt;,te in their
masses. 1574 Life 7of/t Alp. Canterb. To Rdr. F ij, It
had some reason to call the Massinfie 1 riesie, a priste
secular. i6s6jFANi-.fi l-itl&amp;gt;i.( hrist 63 Their massing priest,
and masse .sacrifice. 1623 Gousafoio s Sfi. Inqvis. 140
They despoiled him of those vile and wicked &quot;Massing
robes. 1623 GOAD Dole/. Kuen-Song\-2 A Chamber.. being
the vsuall Massing roome for the English resorting thither.

x. 2 He thought h.-liad never Milliciently mingled his nos
ing wine with water.

Massing (mrc-siij\ vhl. sb;-
[f.

MASS v.- \-

-i.Nd l
.] The action uf MASS v.-

1804 K. \VniTK Let. A . A. 7 May, What the painters call
the massing, or getting the eflect of die mor&amp;lt;- prominent
lights ami shades by broad dashes of the pencil. 1870 AI//I-
AVrcj 9 Dec., To-day there has been a making of ( .irmnu

troops, but no lighting.

Massing (m:t-shj\ I ll. */&amp;gt;. The action of

MASS v. -
&amp;gt;

\
the practice ol inass;i^e.

1855 Di Nr.i.isoN- McJ. /,,M-. (ed. n&quot;. Afassing.fhampooing,
1902 J-incycl. ttrit. XXX. 57^ Without going su far as to
make massing a closed proiV.-s.sion.

Massive (ma&quot;siv), a. Forms: 5 massiffe,
massyve, 5-6 massife. 6- massive. [ad. F.

massif^ f. rnasse MASS jA.- : see -IVK.J
1. Kenning or consisting of a lar^emass; having

great size and weight or solidity. 1&quot;
Of a pcison :

Bulky, large-bodied (o/&amp;gt;s.\

^1410 LYDG. Rcas. fy S&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;is. 2730 Ful of trees. . MassifTo
and grete and evt-ne \pryglit. 1481 (, AXTON blyrr. \\. .\xi.

h 4 b, The erthe meueth so strongly, that it behoiu th to falle

all that \vliii_he is theron thaugh it were a massyue t^ur.

1485 Chas. Gt. 165 The portyer. .is a paynymhydoua and
grete, massyf, stronge and felonnous. a 1806 Ui 1

. HOKSI.KV
.SV;-/;/. (1816 I. vii. 124 The common military sword is a heavy
massive weapon, for close engagement. 1840 DICKKNS tim-&amp;gt;i.

Rn&amp;lt;fg{&amp;gt;\,
Its ceilings .. heavy with massive beams. 1868

J. H. BLUNT Kef. ( //. Kng. I. 342 The buildings were too
massive to be destroyed.

b. Of aiticlcs of gold or silver: Solid, not

hollow or plated.
1582 STANYHURST &neis n. (Arb.) 68 Theare massiue gonkl

cups bee layd. 1662 K\Ki-Y&amp;gt;J Diary 9 June, The greate
looking-glasse. .ofljeaten and massive gold. 1851 D. WILSON
Freh. Ann. (1863) II. in. v. 133 A massive silver chain.

fc. Solid, having three dimensions. = MASSY ic.

1589 Pt TTENiiAM Ettg. Focsit (Arb.) 310 Painting and
kerning, whereof one represents the naturalL.in the super
ficial! or flat, the other in a body massife.

fd. Of textile fabrics: Thick, substantial. Obs.

1670-98 LASSELS I oy. Italy I. 87 The silk-stockings.. are
twice as strong as ours, and very massive.

e. Of architectural or artistic style : Presenting

great masses, solid.

1841 W. SPALUING Italy % It. Isl. I. 162 That broad, mas
sive, severe classicism which marked the newly emancipated
age of Phidias. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 44 When
the Company proceeded to rebuild, they no longer did so in

the massive and imposing style of the fourteenth century.

f. Of the features, head, forehead, etc. : Largely
moulded or modelled.

1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. iv, His forehead was singularly
high and massive. 1885 Miss P.RADDON Wyllard s Weird
I. i. 14 The features are firmly modelled, bold, and massive.

2. tramf. and fig. a. Of immaterial things :

Solid, substantial
; great or imposing in scale.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 221 Religious
skill is farre more&quot; massiue. 1833 HERSCHRL Astron, iii. 134
One result of maritime discovery on the great scale is, so to

speak, massive enough to call for mention as an astrono
mical feature. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy itt Noic~lik$. (1871)
I. 262 Mighty figures, .looking as if they were necessarily so

gigantic because the thought within them was so massive.

1874 L, SiKi HEM
Ilours^ in Library (1892) I. iv. 151 Scott

was a man of more massive and less impulsive character.

b. Psych. Of a sensation, a state of conscious

ness : Having large volume or extensive magnitude.
1855 BAIN Senses fy Int. 92 A massive or voluminous feeling

of comparatively little acuteness or intensity. Ibid. 132 The
..sensation of chillness.. is . . not acute but massive and

powerful. 1872 SPENCER Princ. Psychol.^^iT, II. 579 As this

aggregate [of pleasurable recollections] grows by accumu
lation, it becomes vague in proportion as it becomes massive.

i8gz STEVENSON Across the Plains 4 All the activities of my
nature had become tributary to one massive sensation of

discomfort,

C. Path. Of a disease, etc. : Affecting a large
continuous portion of tissue.

\%y] Allbntt s Syst. Mcd. II. 767 Massive gangrene some
times occurs. 1899 Ibid. VIII. 496 In massive swellings of

the tongue and throat relief has been given by [etc.].

d. Mns. Presenting a large volume of sound.
1861 CALVERLEY I crses, There stands a City* 28 Still

I . . Hear you humming of the gal you d Left behind in

massive bass. 1885 Athenaeum ^ Feb. 192 Some numbers
were splendidly given, notably the massive chorus, .. and the

whole of the processional choruses.
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MASSIVELY.

3. Forming a solid or continuous mass; compact,
|

dense, or (sometimes, merely) uniform in internal
j

structure ; existing in compact continuous masses.

Now rare exc. Mill, as the epithet of minerals not
;

definitely crystalline, and Ceo/, as applied to rocks
i

or formations presenting no structural divisions.

1558-68 WARDE tr. Alexis Seer. 64 If it should boile but a ,

little more than it ought to boile.it would lie thicke and mas-
,

sife. Ihiil. 64b, Steth them in a kettle untill they be neither to

much nor to litle boiled, but even hole and massive not broken.

1573 Art of Limning 7 The galles must be smal curled,

and massive within. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II.

226 Mercury.. Second family. Slaty. . .Found Massive. 1860

RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vn. ii. 112 Clouds maybe broadly con-

sidered as of two species only, massive and striated. I cannot

find a better word than massive, though it is not a good one,

for I mean it only to signify a fleecy arrangement in which
|

no lines are visible. 1871 Jukes Man. Geol. (ed. 3) 99 Ine I

leading differences of structure among igneous rocks are the

liedJfd. .
; amorphous. . ; massh-e, occurring in large masses

which can be broken or quarried in any direction [etc.].

fig. 1600 TOUHNEUR Transf. Metam. Ivii, (Had he beene
j

a man of massive hart) He would haue melted at her mer-

maide s part.

4. Pertaining to masses as distinguished Irom

molecules; molar.

1877 E R.CONDER Bas Fai.h iii. r22The control of mind

over the material world, .is limited to the power of produc-
j

ing motion, massive or molecular.

Massively fmaj-sivli), adv. [f.
MASSIVE +

-LY -.1 In a massive manner or form.

1550 SIR R. BOWES in Hodgson Hist. Northumt. ill. (1828)

II. 200 That side to be massively rampiered with earth. 1844

MRS. BROWNING I ision of Poets 747 And so .. Rose the full

notes; now parted off In pauses massively aloof, Like mea-

sin ed thunders. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Note-Bks. I.

?;9 Houses built so massively, .that [etc.].

b. nonce-use. By masses of persons.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. lix, An assumption which.,

was massively acted on at that date of the world s history.

Massiveuess (mre-sivius). [f.
MASSIVE +

-NK.SS.] The state or quality of being massive.

1530 PALSGR. 243/2 Massyfnesse, soliiiite. 1603 North s

1 lutaich, Life Plutarch (1612) 1204 Doest thou think it is

by reason of the massiuenes or weight, or by the swiftnesse,

or stiength of the eyes ? 1620 VENSER &amp;lt;- / Recta i. 19 Bread

made of Rie. . is cold, heauy, and hard to digest, and by reason

ofthe massiuenesse thereof, very burdensome to the stomacke.

1855 BAIN Senses t,-
Int. 92 The peculiarity of it \sc. the

feeling of fatigue] as a pleasure is not intensity or acuteness,

but quantity, masMveness, or volume. 1870 F. R. WILSON
Cfi LiiiJis/.qi The sombre massiveness of the tower.

Massledine, -legen, obs. ff. MASLIN 2
.

Massless(mre-sU s),. [f MASS sb? + -LESS.] ;

Having no mass.

!879 THOMSON & TAIT A at. Phil. I. I. 345 A material

particle supported by massless springs.

Ma SS-1110 nger. arch. [MASS rf. ] A con

temptuous term lor a Roman Catholic.

Common in the i6thc.

1550 BALE Kug. Notaries II. 27 Callynge both hym & hys

masmongeis.-fleshe makers. 11649 KKUMM. OF HAWTII.

Skiamacliia Wks. (1711) 199 Ye are mass-mongers, adorers

of angels, [etc.]. 1826 SOUTHEY I iitri. Keel. Angl. 211

This scheme for bringing custom to the mass-mongers at

Tunnacester,

So f Ma-ss-mo ng-ing- vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1552 LATiMEK.SVrw. 23nr* Sitnti. Trin. (1584) 20^
Another

denying of Christ is this Massemongyng. 1607 R. QAREW] tr.

Estienne s World of Wonders 204 Another Masse-monging
gentleman of Lorraine. 1612 W. SCLATER Minister s Portion

8 Things giuen to superstitious vses, suppose to maintain

masmonging.
Masson, -nery, obs. ff. MASON, MASONRY.
Massondew: see MEASONDUE.

Masson6;e, Her. : see MASONED///, a. 2.

II Massoola h (ma&amp;gt;s;7-]a).
Forms : 7 musoola,

7, 9 mussoola, 8 (mausolo), 9 (masuli), muss-,

mas(s)ulah, mussoolah, 89 mas(s)oola, mas-

soolah. [Of obscure origin : see conjectures in

Yule.] A large surf-boat used for conveying pas-

sengets and goods between ships and the shore

on the Coromandel coast. Often massoolah-boat,

1685 W. HEDGES Diary 3 Feb., This morning two Musoo-
las& two Cattamaranscameofftoy : Shippe. ..[We] got into

y Mussoola. 1760-1879 [see quots. in Yule s. v. Mnssao/a}.

1793 HODGES TraT. India 4 A boat of the country, called a

Massoolah boat. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Log Sea.-.miftm The

crazy massulah
1

boats. .so often described by visitors to

M adras,

Massor : see MASSEB sb?, MAZEB.

Massora(h: see MASOIIAH.

Massorat, -ete, -ite : see MASORETE, -ITE.

Massoy (morsoi). Also 8 massay, 9 massoi,

mussoey, rnussoi, Diets, missoy. [a. Malay i_^~~*

&amp;gt;/tasiii.~\
The bark of an Kast Indian tree, Cinna-

momum Kiamis. Also inassoy-bark. JMassoy-

camphor, oil: products obtained from this bark.

iBoaAiiaf. Ann. Reg., Cliron. 35/2 Bird s nests, tripangs,

massay, agamgar.. shall pay 5 per cent. Ibid., Misc. Tracts

74 note, It is much more esteemed than the massoy bark.

1859 Times 29 June 9/2 A fragrant aromatic bark, called

mussoey. 1860 WATTS tr. Gmclin s Haudit. Cluni. XIV.

380 Oil of Massoy. Ibid. 381 Massoy. camphor. White

powder, heavier than water. HA+F.ncycl.Brit. XVII. 389/2

Massoi bark.

Ma SS-peimy. arch. [MASS sbS\ An offer

ing of money made at mass.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 217 Prestes. . Askeb Meede and
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Masse-pons and heore Mete eke. c 1386 CHAUCER Samfn.
T. 41 A goddes halfpeny or a masse peny. i47-85 MALORY

Arthur Ktl\\. xx. 761 Praye for my soule & bery me atte

leest & offre ye my masse peny. 1528 TINDALE Oberl. L/ir.

Man Pref. xv, He..fetteth here a masse peny, there a

trentall, yonder dirige money. 1849 ROCK Ch. ofl-athers

II vii. 504. 1877 Miss YONGE Cameos III. xvn. 156 He
had been at the chapel, .and offered his mass-penny.
attrib. 1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser s Sheph. Cal. June 25

Theyr packed pelfe and Masse-penie religion.

Ma SS-priest. arch. [MASS rf. 1

] A priest

whose function it is to celebrate mass.

In OE. applied gen. to any priest (Christian or Jewish);

in ME. app. used spec, for a secular priest as opposed to

a monk, or for one employed to say masses for the souls of

the dead. From the i6th c. chiefly a contemptuous designa

tion for a Roman Catholic priest.

1:893 K ^ELFRED Oros. (Sweet) 282 Arrlus se masse-

preost. c looo ^LFRIC Horn. Pref., Ic JE\(nc, munuc

and nuessepreost. ri2&amp;lt; Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 panne he his

muchele synnes . . biniurneS, and sheweo hem his messe

preste. ^1205 LAY. 29872 Vt wenden munekes &
(&amp;gt;a

masse-

preostes. 13.. Gam.
&amp;lt;v

Gr. Knt. 2108 Monk, ober masse-

prest, ober any mon elles. 1554 BRADFORD Let. Wks.

(Parker Soc. ) I. 39r God is no merchant, asour mass-priests be.

1632 LITHGOW Trial. HI. 92 Among tlie foure Friars, there

was but one Masse-Priest. 1686 EVELYN Diary ii July,

The late King s glorious chapell [at Windsor) now sciz d on

by the masse priests.

Massy (moe-si), a. Also 4 massee, 4, 6 massye,

5 massi, 6-8 massie, -ey. [f.
MASS */&amp;gt;.- + Y. In

early instances perh. a. OF. massi, massis, masseis,

f. masse with suffix repr. L. -tins, -Tchis, -aticiits.

Formerly in common use ; now rhetorical or arch.
;

in

ordinary prose use superseded by MASSIVE.]

1. Full of substance or mass .

a. Solid and weighty; heavy as consisting of

compact matter. Said esp. of the precious metals:

Occurring in mass
; wrought in solid pieces, without

hollow or alloy.

1381 WYCLIF Ecclus. \. 10 As a massee vessel of gold.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. vii. (1495 555 The syluer

~ gold. 1553 ,_- -

in that citie an incredible treasure .L.M. talentes of massy
silver uncoyned. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. ii 80, I can

march all day in massie Steele. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s

Lett. (vol. Ill) 175 There are none now but poor Gentlemen
that will offer to weare the Massiest silver lace. 1777
SHERIDAN Sell. Stand. 111. iii, A great quantity of massy old

plate. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstrel Introd. 33 Whose pon
derous grate and massy bar Had oft [etc.]. 1853 MACAU-
LAY Bieg., Atterfairy(i%6i) 10 An inestimable treasure of

massy bullion. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile i. 20 Seen in

certain lights, the Pyramids look like piles of massy gold.

f b. gen. Solid, not hollow. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Exed. xxxviii. 7 And thilk auter was not

massye [Vulg. solidum}, but holwj of tabled thingis, and

with ynne voyde. 1:1440 /Vow/. / an: 528/2 Massy, 11051

hole, solidus. 1673 I liil. Trans. VIII. 6004 By cramming
into them many Crystal-bullets, both hollow and massy ones.

T c. Solid, having three dimensions. Applied to

sculptures, as opposed to paintings on the flat.

1551 RECORDE Path. Kntruil, i. Def., By Depenesse. .

I meane the massie thicknesse of any bodie, as in e.v-

aumple of a potte. 1571 DIGGES Pantom., Math. Disc.

Hllij, A Transformed Dodecaedron is a massie or solide

figure. 1612 BREREWOOD Lang. A&amp;gt; Relig. xviii. 167 Reject

ing carved or massie images, but admitting the painted.

1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 331 Abhorring the use of

massy statues.

d. Close, compact, dense (in texture or consis

tency). ? Obs.

1519 HORMAN I nlg. 37 b, They that haue massye bonys
lieuer sweteor thrislethe. 1567 AlAPLET Gr. Forest 33 It is

nothing solid or massie, but much porouse. 1579-80 NORTH

Plutarch, Komuliis (1595) 39 A giosse vapour, darke &
massie. 1805 R. W. UICKSON 1 rart. Agric. I. 428 The
more massy sorts of manure. 1814 CARY Dante, Paradise

MM. 6 Stars, .. that, with lively ray serene, O ercome the

massiest air.

2. Consisting of a large mass or masses of heavy
material

; having great size and weight. Of build

ings : Consisting ofgreat blocks or piles of masonry.
1587 GOLDING De Ahriiay i. 2 Yee see . . the_

Earth alto

gether heavie and massie, and yet notwithstanding . .hanged
in y Aire. 1660 PF.PYS Diary 26 Apr., It was^very plea
sant to observe the massy timbers that the ship is made of.

&quot;775
A. M. TOPLADY Let. Wks. 1828 VI. 270 He hurled the

massy folio at the poor bookseller s head. 1821 SCOTT

Ktnil:v. vi, A massy oaken table. 1855 MACAULAY tlist.

Eng. xiv. III. 422 The massy remains of the old Norman
castle. 1871 R. KI.I.IS tr. Catullus Ixiii. 40 The rude seas,

earth s massy solidity.

b. Of architecture : Presenting great masses.

1819 SHELLEY Let. Pr. Wks. 1880 IV. 85 The proportions
are extremely massy. 1846 GROTE Greece i. xx. (1862) I.

498 The massy and Cyclopian style of architecture em
ployed in those early days.
3. Spreading in a mass or in masses; having

considerable bulk or volume.
1672 MARVELL Reh. Tramp. \. 68 Stragling by Temple-

bar, in a massy Cassock and Surcingle. 1727-46 THOMSON
Summer 669 Deep in the night the mas&amp;gt;,y locust sheds

Quench my hot limbs. 1812 BRACKENRIIXIK Vie:vs Louisiana

(1814) 112 The foliage of the corn is so rich and massy, that

it shades the earth. 171834 LAMB Reynolds Gallery Misc.

Wks. (1871) 367 The long, graceful, massy fingers. 1839
ALISON Hist. Europe liv 5311850) VIII. 610 Their infantry
in four massy columns was observed to be descending.

b. Of persons and animals: Bulky, large-bodied.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3885 He was massy & mekull, made

for be nonest. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass ii The mas-

MAST.

sier and more gyantly body must be maintained with large
..diet, a 1667 Co\\ LEY Ess., Greatness, He would have
no Servants, but huge, massy Fellows. 1824 BYRON Juan
XVI. Ixxx, There were some massy members of the Church.

1849 H. MILLER j-
ootpr.

Creat. \\. (1874* 119 One of the

massier fishes disporting amid the same four or five small

ones. 1866 CARLYLE Reinin. I. 255 A . . massy, earnest,

forcible-looking man.

4. transf. xn&jig. (of immaterial things).
1588 GREENE Perimedes G 2 b, She sits shrind in a Canna-

pie of Clouds, Whose massie darkenesse mazeth euery sense.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 215 The most grosse
and massy paradox that ever did violence to reason and

religion. 1663 Bp. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. ix. (1668) 46 How
solid and massy those future enjoyments are. 1794 MRS.
RADCLII-FE IMyst. Udolpho viii, She turned her eyes from
the massy darkness of the woods. 1822-56 DE Cn lNCEV

Confess. (1862) 155 It cost eight and-twenty massy hours for

us . . to reach the General Post-office. 1840 Tfi. Grit.

Trag. Wks. IX. 72 The dialogue [of Greek tragedy] is

always, .severe, massy, simple.

5. Comb., as massy-proof adj.

1788 WABTON Odefor New Year i Rude was the pile, and

massy proof.

Massymore (ma?simo&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
j\ Sf. Also 8 mas-

more. [? ad. Sp. mazmorra dungeon : cf. MATTA-

irghshire.J &quot;Ihe dungeon called tne i\las-i\lore is a deep
hole, with a narrow mouth. 1802 SCOTT Minstr Scott.

..still may we explore. .The darkness of thy Massy More.

Mast (mQst),^.
1 Forms: i msest, 4-6maste,

V mast. [Com.Teut.: OE. mxst masc. - MDu.,
Du., OHG., MHG., mod.G. mast, Icel. mastr,

Sw., Da. mast : OTeut. *masto-z : \V. Indo-ger-
manic type *mazdo-s, whence L. mains (with the

change of d to / frequent in L.).
The Teut. word appears in popular L. of the 8th c. as

niastus, whence OF. mast (Fr. mat}, Pr. mast, mat, Pg.

masto, mastro.\

1. A long pole or spar of timber, iron or steel

set up more or less perpendicularly upon the keel

of a ship, to support the sails.

A felt-mast is made of one piece (see POLE), a made-mast
of several pieces (see MADE 2 b). The larger masts are

composed of several lengths, called Itnver mast, TOP-MAST,
TopGALLANT-wms/ and RoYAL-wof/. See also FOREMAST,

MAINMAST, MIZZENMAST, jigger-mast (JicGERi/ .
1
8) ; Ji RV-

MAST, SPAN KF.R-wast, etc.

Ht&amp;lt;miilfiy&amp;gt;$ (Or.) pa wa;s be mseste menhnegh sum, se^l

sale fast, c 1205 LAY, i roo Heo ratrden heora masles, heo

wunden up seiles. c 1300 Havelok 709 Hise ship he preyb-
ede . . an . . per-inne dide a ful god mast. &amp;lt; 1374 CHAUCER
Anel. fs An. 314 She that hem trustith shall hem fynde
als faste As in a tempest is be roton maste. a 1440 Sir

Eglam. 1262 Sche askytb be what chesone he bare A schyp
of golde, bothe maste and ore. 1390 SHAKS. Com. Err. \.

i. So A small spare Mast, Such as sea-faring men prouide
for stormes. 1642 HOWELL 1 or. Trait. (Arb.) 71 To see..

The New Towne of Amsterdam, and the Forrest of Masts,
which lye perpetually before her. 1667 MH.TON / . L. i.

293 The tallest Pine Hewn on Norwegian hills, to be the

Mast Of some great Ammiral. 1834 I.YTTON I ompeii i. ii,

Afar off you saw the tall masts of the fleet.

trans/. 1868 Ru Sk lN I ol. Econ. Art Add. 194 To look

well at the beautiful circlet of the white nettle blossom,

and work out.. the way it is set on its central mast.

b. A piece of timber suitable for a mast. Now

spec, (see quot. 1847). Hand mast: see HAND ^.63.
1496 Naval Ace. Hen. K/7 (18961 183, ij mastes to make

a newe Mayne yarde for the seyd Ship 1842 GWILT A rckit.

1706 From Riga a great deal of timber is received under the

name of masts and spars : the former are usually 70 or So

feet in length, and from 18 to 25 inches in diameter ;
when

of less diameter they take the latter name.

2. Phrases. Afore or before the mast: see AKOHE

B. i, BEFORE B. 2 d. At the mast: on deck by
the mainmast (the usual place of assembly for

public sale, conference, etc. on board ship). Dolphin

of the mast : see DoLi HlN 6 b (a). To nail one s

colours to the mast : see COLOUK sb. 7 d. To spring,

step a mast : see SPRING, STEP vbs.

[1626 CAPT. SMITH Anid. Yng. Seamen 6 The Lyer..is

so proclaimed at the maine Mast by a geneiall cry, A Iyer,

a Iyer, a Iyer.] 1745 P THOMAS Jrul. Alison s r oy. 273
We sold some of the Prize Goods .. at the Mast, as it is

called, or publick Auction.

3. A pole resembling the mast of a ship ; e.g. the

tall upright pole of a derrick or similar machine ;

a climbing pole in a gymnasium.
1646 F.VELVN Diary (1879) 1. 282 We passe by several! tall

masts set up to guide travellers [in the Alps] 1762 FRANK-

LIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 407 To secure a powder magazine

from lightning I think they cannot do better than to erect

a mast not far from it. 1880 Kiitycl Brit. XI. 350/2 The

horizontal bar, the bridge ladder ..and the mast . . permit

of a great variety of exercises. 1886 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 222

The Vistas of lamp-posts, electric-light masts, and tele

graph poles.

4. attrih. and Comb.,w-,mast-pole, -top; objective,

as mast-maker, -making; instrumental, as mast-

thronged adj.; similative, as mast-great, -high, -like

adjs. and advs.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso in. xvii, *Mast great the speare was

which the gallant bore. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. I. xiil,

Ice &quot;mast-high came floating by. 1855 KINGSLF.Y Heroes

IV. ii. (1868) 124 He saw a heron come flying mast-high.

1807 I. BARLOW Coliiml . I. 787 Their cluster d dates the
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&quot;mast-like palms unfold. 1666 Pins m.iry 10 Aug., Mr.
Wood s .son the &quot;most-maker. 1794 Rigging** Seamanship
\, 13 The practice of *mastinaking. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 511 1 hat *Mast-poIes comming thereof should be able
to beare saile in wind and weather. 1647 TRAIT Connn.
Mnlt. xxvi. 45 Will ye. with Solomon s drunkard, sleep upon
a mast-puli! If 1833 TENNYSON (.Enone 116 Tax and toll,
From many an inland town and haven large, *Mast-lhrong d.

1871 R. EI.LIS tr. Catullus Frag, v, Where yon lucent *mast-
top |

L. airehesia], a cup of silver, arises.

b. Special comb. : mast-buoy, one which carries

a mast ; mast-cloth, ^ (a) a piece of bunting
placed for decoration on a mast (obs.~) ; (6) see

quot. 1794; mast-coat (sec quot.) ; mast-dock, a
dock in which, vessels arc fitted with masts; mast-
hole, -hoop (see quotsO ; mast-house, a build

ing in a dockyard in which masts are made and
stored

; mast-leech, the border or edge of a sail

next the mast
; mast-lining = mast-doth ; mast-

partner (see quot.); mast-pocket, a socket for

the mast of a derrick-crane
; mast-pond, -prop,

-room (see quots.) ; mast-rope, one for raising
and lowering a mast ; mast-ship, a ship which
carries a store of masts

; mast-step, a block fixed
to the keelson into which the mast is set

; mast-
tree, a name given to certain tall erect trees (see
quots.); f roast-yard 1

,
a yard of a tnast; mast-

yard 2
. a yard in which masts are made.

1673 Land. GHZ. No. 1005/4 A Mast-Buoy to be laid on
the West-side of a dangerous Rock. 1642 CHAS. I Dccta&amp;lt;:

12 Aug. 21 Lighters, and Long-boats .. dressed up with
KMastclOthes and Streamers. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship
I. 88 Mast-cloth, the lining in the middle on the aft side of
the topsails, to prevent the sail being chafed by the mast.
Ibid. 170

*

Mast-coats, coverings made of well tarred canvas
to prevent the water going down the mast-hole. 1689 Land.
Gaz. No. 2162/4 The Crown and the St. Anthony,., each
lying in the &quot;Mast-Dock at Deptford. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
Wor&amp;lt;Uk., *Mait-kollf, the apertures in the deck-partners
for stepping the masts, ll iti.,

*
Mast-hoops, the iron hoops

on made or built masts. 1770 Ann. Reg. 132 A fire .. in
the dock-yard, .communicated itself, .to the little ^last-
house. 1794 Rigging tf Seamanship I. 88 The curve on
the_ *mast-leech of some fore and aft sails. 1886 Encycl.
Brit. XXI. 154/2 Such pieces as *mast-lining clew and
head, tack, and corner pieces. 1846-63 YOUNG Xant. Diet.,*
Mast-partners, pieces of timber let in between two of

the beams to form a framing for the support of a vessel s
mails. 1890 Cent. DLt. (citing Car-Builiter s Diet.), &quot;Mast-

pocket. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine it. (1780), Fosse anx
mats, a mast-pond, or place where the masts are kept
afloat in salt-water, in a dockyard. 1840 MARRVAT I oor
Jack xxxviii, Our ship laid at the wharf, off the mast pond.
1805 Shipwrights fade-in. 117 Large carlings which are
placed at

_the
sides of the mast-rooms, c 1830 Rudim.

Navig. (Weale) 131 Mast-rooms, the spaces between those
beams where the masts are to be fixed, a. looo Cxdmotis
Exod. 82 (Gr.) Swa ba &quot;maest-rapas men ne cu3on ne 3a
sejlrode jeseon meahton. 1841 R. H. DANA Seaman s Man.
21 To send up a Topmast. .. Lash a top-block to the head

peculiarly for that use . . carry from forty-five to fifty good
masts per voyage. 1863 YOUNG Nant. Diet., &quot;Mast-step.
1597 GERARDE Herbal m. xl. 1182 Abies:., in English Firre
tree, &quot;Mast tree, and Deale tree. 1862 BALFOUR Timber
Trees India (ed. 2) 127 Cnatlcria longifolia .. Mast tree.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 405/1 The extensive forests [of Bor-
neo). .produce, .sago palm, and the mast (Catopkyllum) and
camphor trees (Drabalonops). c 1530 Battle ofAginc. A ij,
These goodly shyppes lay there at rode, With *mast-yardes
a crosse. 1763 Ann. Reg. 97 A &quot;mast-yard adjoining to
the river.

c. with prefixed numeral forming an adjectival
compound with the sense having two (etc.) masts .

1804 XavalCliron. XL 456 A Peliangaa, a two-mast boat
used by the Caribs.

Mast (mast), sd.% Forms: i, 3 mtest, 5-8
maste, 3

- mast 0. 7 maske, 9 mask. [Com.
WGer. : OE. m/est masc., MDu., MLG., OHG.,
MHG. mast masc., fern., neut. (mod.G. mast fem.)
: OTeut. type *masto-, -A

; believed to represent
a pre-Teut. *masi/o- :inadJo- (cf. Skr. meda fat),
f. UAryan root m?J- to be fat, to flow

, whence L.
madere to be wet, Goth, mat-s food (see MEAT).]
1. A collective name for the fruit of the beech,

oak, chestnut, and other forest-trees, esp. as food
for swine. Rare rn.pl.
825 in Birch Cart. Sax. I. 536 Drim hunde swina mzst.

c 1205 LAY. 21263 Al wzs be king abolsen swa bid be wilde
bar

)&amp;gt;enne he i ban maate [c 1275 maste] monie swyn imeteb.
c 1374 CHAUCER Former Age ^ They eten mast liawes and
swych pownage. 1523 FmKffiB. Sum B Whanne there is

any mast growyng in y lordes wodes. 1607 SHAKS. Timoil
IV. in. 422 Ihe Oakes beare Mast, the Briars Scarlet Heps
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 10 Bacchus and fost ring Cereslow rs Divine, Who gave us Corn for Mast, for Water
Wine. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. v. 66 Acorns, Dates, Ches-
nuts, and other Maste. .whereof these Animals are fondest.
1822 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Roast Pig, The swineherd, Ho-ti,

[laving
gone out into the woods . . to collect mast for his

hogs. X824 LOUDON Encycl. Gardening (ed. 2) 977 Trees and
Shrubs bearing Nuts, Acorns, Masts, Keys, etc. 1870 YEATS
-\at. Ihst.Comm. 87 Oak, beech, and chestnut fatten with
their mast immense numbers of hogs.
ft 1640 FULLER Joseph s Coat 147 Like Hogs, eating up

!

Se Maske, not looking up to the hand that shaketh it downe.
1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Mask. Mass
acorns; mast. 1882 H. FRIEND Dcvonsh. Plant-n., Masks,
.Vasts, acorns. Also applied to the fruit of the Beech.
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Jig. a 1617 PONM- Let. Wks. 1839 VI. 3fg, I stand like
a tree, which once a-year bears, though no fruit, yet this
mast of children.

t 2. The state or condition of feeding on mast.
Only in phrases to lie at mast, to fjct to mast. Obs.
1620 MARKHAM famv. ffusfr. xvii. 158 Now put your

swine to mast. 1664 COTTON Scan-on. 51 We were . . sent
. . To fetch a Sow that lies at Mast.

\3. Jig. Luxurious or fattening food. 0/is.

.1575-85 Aur. SANDYS Ser,,,. x. 157 He..feedeth still vpon
his mast, and blesseth himselfe when hee waxeth fat. 1592
NASIIK / . t enitcsse 20 b, There is no mast like a Mar-
cbaunts table.

4. attrib. and Comb.: a. simple attrib, as mast
hog, time, year; b. objective, as mast-bearer;

mast-bearing adj. ; c. instrumental, as mast-fed
adj. Also mast cell [after G. mastzcllc}, one of
the cells tilled with basophile granules, found in
the connective tissue and in foci of chronic inflam
mation (Gould Diet. Med. 1900 ; mast-tree, a
tree producing mast (recent Diets, explain it as
cork-tree

, app. after the OE. gloss suberies,
msestentriow

, \Vr.-\Viilck. 137/23); mastwood
tsee quot.) ; mastworts //., Lindley s name for
the Corylacest. Also MAST-HOLM.
1664 EVELYN .Sylvil 109 Where a single Tree is observ d

to be . . a constant, and plentiful &quot;Mast bearer. 1610 Hoi
I.AND Camiten s ISrit. n. 92 Woods of Mast-bearin&quot; tree-
1898 Allbulfs Syst. Mcd. V. 638 Leucocytes with &quot;mast-
cell granules. 1899 IHd. VIII. 472 Mail-cells ate in no
great abundance. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. iv. Gviijb,
Mastefudde bores, c 1440 Protnp. Par;: 329/1 .Mast hoc

._.
maialis. 1682 S. WILSON Ace. Carolina 14 In the Mast

time they are very fat. 1577 &quot; GOOGK Hercsbach s Husk.
II. (1586) lot The mast trees [L. plandiferas], and such as
seme for tymber. 1652 ULITH Rug. tmfrov. Impr. (ed. 3)
166 The Beech is also a mast-tree. 1864 GRISEDACH Flora
H , hid. 785 &quot;Mast-wood, yellow, Totinia coriacca. 1846
LINDLEY \ eg. Kingd. 200 Corylacex Mastworts. 1760W. DOUGLASS Brit. N. Amer. II. 375 Anno 1733, a good
*mast year, one man.. salted up three thousand barrels of
pork.

t Mast, st&amp;gt;.
-

0/&amp;gt;s. [? Corrupt form of MASS sl&amp;gt;.-

In quots. c 1420 and 1502 that word may be in

tended
; in quot. 1502 the weight differs from that

assigned in quot. 1674 to the mast
.] A weight

(for certain articles of commerce) ^zj Ibs. Troy.
[c 1420 Cliron. Vilod. 3493 He . . come to Wiltone . . And

brouU w l hym of wax a mast. 1502 Will ofCorner (Somer
set Ho.

,
A mast of corall weyng vj

&amp;lt;

skant.J 1545 Kates
Custom-ho., Ainbre the maste \.j-j-. Coiall the mast xx.sj-.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 73 Troy Weight hath seldom any
greater denomination than the pound, yet sometime ?\ Ib.

thereof is called a .Mast allowed for Amber and Gold and
Silver Thread. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mast ofAmber,
the quantity of Two Pounds and a half Weight.
t Mast, sb,*, shortened form of MASTER.
Possibly merely a graphic abbreviation. Bui cf. MAS.
c 1460 Hoiv Marehantte dyd hys Wyfe betray 59 in Had.

E.P. P. 1. 199 The marchandys man lo hys mast dyd speke.
&amp;lt;&quot; 55 John Bon

f,- Mast Person ibid. IV. 5 Nowe good
morowe, mast Parson.

t Mast, sb? Billiards. Obs. [Corruption (by
confusion with MAST s6. l

~)
of F. masse MACE sb.^]A kind of heavy cue, of which the broad end was

used for striking.
1731 Cent/. Mag. I. 268 The Capt. gave the Boy a blow

on the head with his Billiard Mast. 1734 SEYMOUR Con,pi.
Gamester in. (ed. 5) 73 Of Billiards. There is belonging to
the Table an Ivory Port, . . two small Ivory Balls and two
Sticks (called Masts). . . The Masts are made of . . weighty
Wood, which at the broad End are tipped with Ivory 1784
OOWKII Task IV. 221 A billiard mast Well does the work of
his [sc. Time s] destructive scythe. [1873: see MACE sfr.

1

3.]

Mast (mast), v\
[f.

MAST ^.l Cf. OF.
master (F. water).] trans. To furnish with masts.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram. iii. 15 When a ship is

built, she should be masted. 1682 S. WILSON Aec. Carolina
12 Pynes big enough to Mast the grealest Ships. 1705
Land. Gas. No. 4117/4 Directions to Build, Rigg, Yard,
and _Mast any Ship. 1813 HOBHOUSE Journey (ed. 2) 903
Engines for masting ships. 1856 T. GUTHRIE Ezek. 319
Here is a noble ship. . .The forests have masted her.

tMast, z. 2 Obs. Alsosmeyste. [OE. tnxslan
OHG. masten, mesteii (mod.G. niasten} Du. (vet}-
u stc&amp;gt;t:-\\G. *mastjatt, f. *masto- MAST sb:-~\
1. trans. To feed (animals) on mast ; to fatten.

974 in Birch Cart. Sa.i: III. 629 Ic wylle bjet man maeste
minum wiue twa hund swyna. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 329/2
Mastyn beestys, sagino. Ibid. 334/2 Meysten, idem qvod
mastyn.
2. transf. To feed (oneself) gluttonously.
a 1360 BECON Jewel cf Joy Wks. 1560 n. 9 b, The bene-

fyced men..mastyng them selues lyke hogges of Epycurus
_flpck. 1647 TRAPP Marro-MGd. Antli. in Comm. Ep. 613
Those greedy gully-guts, that, .mast themselves like hogs.

Mast, obs. form of MOST, MUST v.

II Mastaba h (moe-stabaX Also 7 mastabe.

[Arab. iJz^o
&amp;gt;&quot;if-&amp;gt; ma&amp;lt;;taba!

1

(of Pers. origin).]
1. A bench, seat.

1603 KNOLLES Ifist. Turks (1621) 834 Sitting vpon a pallet,
which the Turks call Mastabe. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT i

Trail. (1677) 175 At the upper end (surmounting the rest
so much onely as two or three Mastaba s or white silken

shags would elevatel sat the Pot-Shaw. 1687 A. LOVEI.I.
tr. The-i cnot s Trar. it. 29 A Mastabe is a kind of n half

pace, that s to say, that the Floor is raised two or three
foot from the ground, and there the Travellers lodge.
2. An ancient Egyptian tomb, rectangular or

MASTER
1

square in plan, Hat-topped, with sides sloping out-
waicl to the base.
i88a Nature XXVI. 57 The maslabas were the maiuolea

of the richer and more important personages. 1883 V. Si CART
I-XSpt 469 Stone maslabahs with inscriptions.

Mastage vm
strd,^).

Obs. exc. Hist.
[f. MAST

s/&amp;gt;.- or z&amp;gt;.2 + -AUE.] The fruit of forest-trees col

lectively: = MASTJ.*I. Also, the right of feeding
animals on mast.
1610 W. FOI.KINGHAM Art ofSurrey \. vi. 13 What Trees,

Plants, Shrubs : what Fruitage, Mastage, Gummage. 1762
tr. RusMiig s Syst. Geog. VI. 287 The mastage .. from the
oaks and bteclt. 1794 PKINGLE Agiic. Sum. Westmorland
51 Regulations, .full of the mention of forests, and chaces,
.

;
aml mastage, and pannage, and vert. 1881 Cornli. Mag.

XLIV. 342 The English .. divided out the land ..wilh . .

righl of. .mastage for so many swine in the woodlands.

II Mastalgia (mn.sta&quot;ld,5ia,. Path. [mod. I.,
f. Gr. HCLIJTVI breast + -aA-yia, aA-yos pain.] Neu
ralgia of the breast.

1856 in MAYNE E.rpos f.e.\: In some recent Diets.

t Mastard. Oh. A stallion.

1598 Kipon Corporation Rec. 10 June, Whusoe\er hath
any stum:d horse or mastard uppon the Comons atTutesaid.

II Mastax (marstseks). [mod.L. mastnx, f. Gr.

pama( mouth.] (See quot. 1855.)
iSssGossEin Phil. Trans. CXLVL 425, I propose then

to_appropriate lo the sub-globose muscular bulb, which con
tains the manducatory organs in most Rolifera, the teim
masta.v. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. lin: Ai.-im. iv. 187 At the
bottom is a muscular pharynx, or maslav.

Maste, Mastecott, obs. ff. MOST, MASSICOT.
Masted .mcrsted), ///. a.l [f. MAST v\ or si:.

+ -HI).]

1. Furnished with a mast or masts.

1627 CAPT. SMIIH Seaman s dram. ii. 15 If either too
small or loo short, she is vnder masted or low masted. 1725
DE FOE Voy. round W orld (1840) 100 A greal heavy boat
..but ill masted. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snfp. s v., A ship
is said to be mas!ed \\ hen she has all her masts compleat.
1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. it. xvi, Slow enlarging on the view
Four manned and masted barges grew. 1836 MAHRYAI
Midsh. Easy xiii, A one-masted xebeque. 1877 Daily Ne .vs

19 Oct. 5/3 There will not be another masted ironclad forth

coming for years.

2. Of a harbour, etc. : Thronged with masts.
&quot;757

DYER Fleece III. 591 Our various hills and vales, No
where far distant from the masted wharf. 1882 J, HAW
THORNE Fort. Fool I. xviii, Away to the right mighl be dis
cerned the . . masted harbour of a town.

t Masted, ///. a.- Obs. In 5 mestyde, mas-
tid, 7 mested. [f. MAST t .2 + -EDl.] Fed with

mast, fatted.

c 1440 Promp. Pan . 151/2 Fat fowle, or beste, mestyde to
be slnyne, altile. MV Ibid. 329/1 Mast hog (MS. K.
mastid swyne , maialis. a 1622 AINSU ORTH Annot. Pcutat.
Dti t. xx\ii. 24 Burnt, .others translate it, filled or mested.

Mastelyn(e, obs. forms of MASLIN.
Master (ma-staj), ^.1 Forms : I msejister,

msegester, majister, 2-3 meistre, 2-5 meister,
3 Ormin ma53stre, 3-5 maystre, 3-6 maistre,
mayster, 3-7, 9 (dial.} maister, 4 maystir,meys-
ter, mesteir, maistere, 4-5 mastir, maystur,
4-6 maistir, jmeistir, maistur, mastre, ma(y)s-
tyr, mastur, 6 muster, maiester, 3- master.

[ME. meister, -tre, maister, -ire, partly: OF.

niSj^ester, ma^ister, a. L. inagister, iiwgistrufttt
in

vulgar Latin pronunciation (ma -Vster, -tro\ whence
also OFris. master, mister, OS. mister (Du., LG.
meestcr), OHG. (MHG., mod.G.) meisler, ON.
meistare (Sw. mastare. Da. mester) ; partly a. OF.
maistre (mod.V. mattre) = Vi.magcstie-s.maestrc-s,

OSp. mestro, -tre (mod.Sp. maeslio, -tre), Pg.
mestre, It. maestro, mastro : L. magiitr-uiii, ma-
gister (in OLatin magester), related to magis adv.,
more, as the correlative minister (see MINISTER sb.)

to minus less.]
I. A man having control or authority.

1 1. gen. One having direction or control over
the action of another or others

;
a director, leader,

chief, commander
;
a ruler, governor. Obs.

c looo /ELFRIC Exod. i. it Witudlice he sette him weorka
magestras [Vulg. magistros oper:nn\, (&amp;gt;jet hi^ ^ehyndon
mid hefe^um byrSenum. c 1175 Lamk Hoin. 43 And heore

[the 12 master devils ] a^ene pine neure uere be lesse bah
heo meistres weren. a 1240 Wolutnge in Cott. Hoin. 281
Hwen buweshenged bituhhe twa beofes. As hwaseseie, He
bis is mare ben beof, And for bi as hare meister he hengas ham
bituhhen. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4072 &amp;gt;e mestres of 5ise hore-

men. a 1300 Cursor M. 6408 Moyses ban cald sir iosue And
mad him maister o bat semble. 13.. Sir Beues (MS. A)

1643 A_nd, for is meisters [i.e. the two jailers] wer bobe ded.

pie daies after he ne et no bred, c 1330 R. BRUNNH Chron.
M ace (Rolls) 13084 pe Bretons .. toke Petron, be maister

Romayn. c 1450 Merlin .xxvii. 549 These foure hit herden
that were maistris of the hoste and condiloure*. 1596 DAL-
RYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 104 Quhen thay sett yrjon
the elinimie. .thay pas in ordour, following thair maistiiis.

b. transf. (Chiefly of animals.)

1390 COWER Cotif. I. 197 The vessel!. .Which Maisler was
of al the Flete. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. i. 15 Like stinging
Bees.. Led by their Maister to the flowred fields. 1710
ROWE tr. Lucan ix. 1237 Some Master of the Herd, some
mighty Bull. 1748 Anson s I oy. n.i. 121 The Master of the

herd posted himself fronting the enemy, the rest of the

goats being all behind him.

2. spec. (Naut.~) a. The captain of a merchant
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MASTER.

Vessel, called also master mariner (see MAKINEK
I b) ; t in early use also //., ? the officers or

the crew. b. The officer (ranking next below

a lieutenant) entrusted with the navigation of a

ship of war as distinguished from the commander
of a ship during warlike operations. Now styled

navigating officer (Robinson Brit. Fleet, 1894,

p. 406). fc. Master and commander : until 1814
the title of the officer in the navy since called COM
MANDER. Obs.
c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12085 PO maistres

\r.r. mariners] bat were slie. c 1350 // / //. Palerttc 2744 pe
maistres. .nianU in come, & faire at be fulle Mod bei ferdtn to

sayle. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 124 The maister of tlie Nicolas.

1553 CABOT Ordinances in HakluyCs l
r
oy. (1589) 259 The

master and pilot of euery ship, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholtati. i.

(Arb.) 61 An vnhappie Master he is, that is made cunning

by manic shippe wrakes. 1594 tst Ft Content. F i b,

And then enter the Captaine of the ship and the Maister,

and the Maisters Mate. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 48
The Master, the Swabber, the Hoate-swaine & I. 1626

CAPT. SMITH Act id. Vn. Seamen i The Maister is to see

to the cunning the Ship, and trimming the sailes. 1725 DE
FOE Voy. round World (1840) 18 Our pilot, or master, as

we called him. 1748 I,IND Lett. Navy ii. (1757) 76 }
he

master, and some other gentlemen of the Es^ex. 1801 NEL
SON in A. Duncan Life (1806) 198 Captain Bedford, . . with

Captain Gore,., offered their services to serve under a master

and commander. 1849 MACAULAY /fist. Eng. iii. I. 303 The

captain . . treated the master with lordly contempt. 1860

Ret-ifs Guide Kk. Lvcal Marine fid. Exams, n A Ma-ter
must be twenty-one years of age. 1902 Encycl. llrit. XXXI.
775/1 Pilotage certificates may also be granted, .to masters

and mates of ships.

d. Master s mate, an officer subordinate to but

working with the master of a ship of war. A\$ofi.
1496 Xaral Ace. Hen. r//(i8$6) 166 The Maisters mate

iiij quartennaisters. 1598 W. PHILLIP Linschotcn i. iii.

4 The St-ti&amp;gt; Pilofo, which is the Masters mate, hath 1200

reyes. 1642 KULLLK Holy $ Prof. ^t. iv. xvi. 322 It often

hapning in Commonwealths, that the Masters mate steers

the ship thereof, more then the Master himself. 1724 K.

FALCON t.R I oy. (1769) 6 There s an excellent Master s Mate.

1836 MAKKVAT Midsh. Easy xviii. 59 The worthy master s

mate.

3. One who employs another in his service : cor

relative with servant, man ;
also with apprentice,

where the original sense is that of branch II.

1362 LANGL. / . PL A. in. 211 Seruaunts .. Takep Mcede
of neore Maystres. 1386 CHAI CKK Cook s T. 35 This iuly

prentys with his maistir bood. i 1450 Merlin i. 3 The
heirdes .. tolde their maister the mervelle. 1526 llnndnd
Mcry Tales (1866) 146 Here is nother mayster nor man.

1596 SHAKS. Mcrch. I , v. i. 47 My Master will be here t-re

morning. 1623 JAS. I in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 127
He is a happy man that serves a good Master. 1711 STEI-.I.K

Sficct. No. 107 P i The general Corruption of Manners in

Servants is owing to the conduct of Masters. 1728 SWIM
My Lady s Lament. 174 Who s master, who s man. 1765
BLACKSTOKC Cowni. I. xiv. 416 A Master may by law cor

rect his apprentice. 1835 UFK Phifos. MannJ. 319 List of

Prices . . as agreed to by Masters and Men. 1843 CARLYLK
Past 4- Pr. n. x, Continued vigilance, rigorous method,
what we call the eye of the master

1

,
work wonders. 1843

UOKROW Bible in Spain xxxiv, I have lived in many houses
and served many masters. 1880 M CCARTHY Own Time IV.
liv. 171 The masters and the workmen.

to. Proverbs.

1548 [ fatie LIKE a. z dj. 1554 in Strype Eal. flfet/t. (1721)
III. xxiii. 190 The old proverbe is true .. such a master,
such a servant . 1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. ix. vi. 34 He
crossed the Proverb, like Master, like Man, the Patron

being Cruel, the Chaplain Kinde. 1665 BOYLE Occas. RfjL
iv. viii. (1848,1 218 Fire and Water, they cannot be so good
Servants, but that they are worse Masteis. 1692 R.
L EsiHANGE Fables xxxviii. 38 Fire and Water,, .are Good
Servants, but Bad Masters.

C. Applied to a sovereign in relation to his

ministers or officers. Now chiefly Hist.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. xxiii. 151 The woful knyghte
told her how his mayster and lorde was bit rayed. 1596
DALAYMPU tr- Leslie s Hist. Scot. \. 96 Thay ar bent mair
\\illinglie. .gif thair maistir commande thame, to seditione.
1601 SHAKS. Alt s Well iv. v. 75 The King my master.
1611 BIBLE i Saw. x\ iv. 6 The Lord forbid that I should
doe this thing vnto my master the Lords Anoynted. i6iz
BACON ss. t Fortune (Arb.) 379 Extreme Loners of their

Country, or Masters, were neuer fortunate. 1711 SWIM-
Jri. to Stella 21 Dec., The Spanish Ambassador desired
him to tell me that his master, and the King of France. .

were more obliged to me than any man in Kurope. 1885
LOWE BismmnSl, 396 M. le Comte Benedetti, French Am
bassador at Berlin, .sped to Vienna with the latest proposal
of his master.

d. In public school use: The boy whom another
serves as a fag.

1833 LVTTON Ens. &amp;lt;\ EngL (ed. 2) II. 108 The fag loathed
his mnster. 1863 [HF.MYNG] Eton School Days iv. (1864)
42 College rolls . . were never so templing to me when I

had been to get them for my master .

4. The owner of a living creature, as a clog,

horse, slave; also, the man whom an animal is

accustomed to obey. Also in Jig. context.

14.. Sir/Jem s (MS. M.) 3758 Stedis. .With oute maisters.
. 1440 Alphabe( of Tales 188 pe hunde . . gruchid not to be

burnyd with his maister bodie. 1535 Co\ EKUALE Isa. \. 3
An oxe knoweth his lorde and an Asse his masters stall.

1611 SHAKS. tt int. /&quot;. i. ii. 157 My Dagger muzzel d, Lest it

should bite its Master. 1718 PRIOK Solomon n. 424 Till

the lov ddog [should] declare his master near. 1788 COWI-EK
Xfgfo s Complaint iii, Think, ye masters iron-hearted.

1833 WHITTIER Abolitionists Pr. Wks. 1889 III. 64 A
majority of the masters . . are disposed lo treat their . .

slaves with kindness. 1863 WOOLNLK My Beautiful Lady

212

64 An unruly horse Checked by a master s hand. 1884
RITA My Loni Conceit I. in. iii. 297 The little dog ..

sat. .looking as if he were holding a court-martial upon the

proceedings of his two little masters.

Proverb. 1605 CAMDKN Rew. t Prov. (1614; 313 The
Maisters eye maketh the horse fat.

5. The male head of a house or household.

1536 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. So Mr. Shelton saythe
he cs Master of thys Hows. 1577-87 UOLINSHKD Hist. Siot.

278/1 The people generallie lamenting his death with no

lesse sorow . . than as is scene in a priuat house for the tie-

ceasse of the welbeloued maister and owner thereof. i6it

BIBLE Exod. xxii. 8 The master of the house shall be

brought vn to the ludges. 1651 BAXTKR Saints A*, (ed. 2) in.

xiii. ii The last whom I would per*wade to this great

Work, .is Parents, and Masters of Families. 1709 STEELE
Tath-r No. 82 p 4 The Master of a Family that wholly de

pended upon his Life. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 309/1
As a husband, a father, or the master of a family, he was as

nearly faultless as the imperfections of humanity will easily

permit. 1798 Monthly Mag- V. 395 Mr. Munday, late

master of the Falstaff inn. 1841 LANE Arab, Kts. I. 123
The master of the house begins first.

b. With possessive adj. : ^One s) husband, dial.

c 1400 Deslr. Troy 8430 A fuerse dieme, That she met of

hir maister. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 435 As for my mayster,

my best beloved that ye call. 1852 DICKKNS Bleak Ho, viii,

I m a-watching for my master. ^879 J. FOTHF.RGILI. Pro
bation i. xix, A rough measter to make and mend and
do for.

6. A possessor, owner. Now raret exc. in the

phrase to be master of: to possess, have at one s

disposal (now usually, some immaterial thing) ;

often, with approach to sense 14, to have a mas

tery or thorough knowledge of (a subject).
c \yx&amp;gt;Apol. Loll. 55 Wen-.^ei are opunly maistris of alle

iuelis, how are bey not heretyks . a 1450 Knt. dc /a Tonr
(1868) 58 Whanne that two vices be setie one euelle delite,

gladly they bringe her maister into templacion. 1456 SIK
&amp;lt;J. HAVE Law Arms (S.T

f
.S.} 178 How suld thai be callit

sauf condytis, hot gif thai condyte thair mai&teria saufly?
1484 CAXTON Fables of ^Esop in. vi, Synne retorneth etier

vpon his mayster. 1563 B. GOOGE Sonn. (Arb.) 97 Eche
Torment. .Lyght bete vpon this cmsed liand. .And plague
the putt that durst presume his Mayster to disgrace. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies iv. viii. 229 Divers
mines which are. .divided betwixt divers Masters. 1607
DEKKER & WEBSTER North*.: Hoe iv. i. \Vks. 187.? III. 45
Clothes sometimes are better Gentlemen than their Masters.
1608 Merry Devil ofEdmonton (1631) 9 To see if he could
finde the Maister of the tongue that called him. &amp;lt;i 1715
I .L KNKT Oit-n Time (1724^ II. 353 Some houses fell and
crushed their Masters to death. 1736 SWII-T Gulliver \\.

M, Those . . qualities of mind that he was master of. 1785
TRUSLEK Mod. Times III. 29, I was master of more than

twenty pounds. 1787 G. GAMUAUO Acad. Horsemen (1809)
21 Scarce one of them [dray-horses] but is master of thirty
stone or upwards. 1818 CKUISK Digest (t-il. ?) III. 19

Judgement and discretion, which an infant was not master
of. 1853 C. I!EUE / enfant (.it-ecu i. iv, Mr. Filcher was
laden with t-oats and boots that had just been brushed and
blacked for their respective masters.

7. One who has the power to control, use, or

dispose of something at will. Chiefly predicative.
01340 HAMCOLI-: fsaltcr xvii, 47 God makis vs may.stt.-rs

of vices, c 1400 Ctamclyn 314 We wiln be maistit:s hcer.

t 1470 HKNKV Wallace i. 131 Quhar that slayne is, Scottis

suld mastir be. 1500-20 DuNBAR I vems ,\1L 13 Be now and

ay the maistir of jour will. &amp;lt; 1510 MUKI-: / /-//i \Vk&amp;gt;. 5 .

He was his owne master. i54z UDALL Et t tsin. Apcph. vi/& b,

To be myne owne Minister. 1600 HOLLAND Li y a,\,\ 1 in.-y

saw the enemies maisters of the land, 1601 K. JOHNSON
Kitigd. ff Comur.v. (1603) 48 No man is maister of liimselfc.

1606 SHAKS. Tr.
&amp;lt;y

Cr. v. x. i Yet are we maisters of the field.

1670 COTTON Esfernon \. i. 43 To make themselves Maister^
of Affairs. 1693 H i{ino:t&amp;gt; s / on-u A v, The Master of my
own Time. Ibid. 39 Ev ry Woman that will make a Man
Master of her Person, .makes him Master uf IILT Purse. 1697
DHVUKN I irg. Gt otg. iv. 709 Th

1

unwary Lover cast his Eyes
behind, Forgetful of the Law, nor Master of his Mind. 1706
E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 102 It would be a..

scandal to him to go off Master of his Le^s. 1768 A nn Kfg.,
Char. (1786)29/1 Master of the Queen s sou 1, which he guided
as he pleased ; [etc.]. 1782 Pmt.sn.KV Corrupt. Chr. II. x.

262 The bishops were almost masteis. .of France and Ger
many. 1790 liuifKK

ffr.
l\ei&amp;gt;. 318 The person who really

commands the army is your master; the master (that is

little) of your king, the ma.ster of yout Assembly, the master
of your whole republick. 1872 VI-AIS Growth Comin.
100 Yon will become masteis of at! ihc gold in Christen
dom. 1874 GKKI-:S Short ///i/. \ii. 6. 410 To secure a

landing at all, the Spaniards had to be masters of the
Channel. 1891 Law AY/., Weekly Xotcs 200/1 The tenant
for life was master of the situation. 1904 l*cople 4 Dec. 17/7
Two . . cart horses ; suitable for coal or timber IIKTC hunts ;

master of two tons.

b. transf. of things more or less personified.
1362 LANCI.. /*. /V. A. in. 162 Such a Mayster is Mccde

A-Mong Men ofgoode. 1390 GOWKR Con/. I. 42 I/ove is

maister wher he wile. 1591 SHAKS. Tt\.-o dent. i. i. 39 Lone
is your master. 1633 Br. HALL Otc&amp;lt;\s. Alcdit, (1851) 114 An
honest man s word must be Ins master. 1678-9 I&amp;gt;RYi&amp;gt;tN&

Lv.v. U^dipus i. i, But it s a hard world, neighbours, If a
man s oath must be his master. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer \.

vi. 44 Language is not his master, but he is ttie master of

language. 1873 BRIDGES Poems, Triolet, When first we
met we did not guess That Love would prove so hard
a master.

He. 7o be master-, to be free to do as one

pleases \\\\ a specified matter). [A Gallicism.]
1752 CHEST F:KF. Lett. (1792) III. cclxxxv. 304 Would you

saunter at some of the small courts, as Brunswick... t You
are master.

8. One who overcomes another, a victor.

&amp;lt;rt90
S, Eng. Leg. I. 11/342 With bis signe \&amp;gt;ou

schalt
maister beo. &amp;lt;i 1400 Octavian 923 The people to the wallys
can go To sec tlie batctle bclw LUC them two. .hys fadur, wo

MASTER.
was he Tylle he wybte wliych schulde maystyr be. 15..

Smytk &amp;lt;V

Dame 159 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 207 Than our
Lorde gan say,. .Smyth, ..Thy mayster thov me call. 1557
HARCLAV tr. Sallnst 84 b, Him which is strongest and is

maister hauynge the vpper hand. 1864 TKNSVSON En. Ard.
31 If they quarrel I d, tnoch stronger-made Was master.

9. Bowls. [Short for master bowl.} A small bowl

placed as a mark for the players to aim at;

JACK st&amp;gt;.

1 18. (Cf. MISTRESS.)
1530 PALSGR. 478/1 Who shall caste the mayster boule?

1579 GODSON Stk. Abuse (Arb. 60 At Bowles euery one
cranes to kisse the maister. 1600 HEYWOOD -2nd l t. Edw. /y,
iv. iii, This cheese shall be the maister.

II. A teacher
;
one qualified to teach.

10. A man to whose care a child or children are

committed for purposes of instruction ; a tutor,

preceptor ; in later use chiefly a teacher in a school,
a schoolmaster ; also, a professional teacher of

some special subject, as an art or a language.
r888 K. /ELFHED Boeth. xxix. 2 Se unrihtwjsa Neron

wolde hatan his avenue ma^ister (orig. frxceptorcm-jnc
snum}. .acwellan. a 1225 Ancr. R, 64 Sum is so wtl ilered . .

bet heo wolde bet he wuste hit ; be sit 8; spekeS. .& bicumeft

meister, be schulde beon ancre. 13.. A&quot;. A/is. 665 The
sevethen maister taught his pars. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VI. 435 |&amp;gt;e

childes maister si^ |?at, and slow be seweie
anon, c 1430 LYDC. A/in. Focins (Percy Soc.) 185 It sittethe

a maister.. at large to teche his lesson. 1596 DALKYMPLK
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. vm. 126 He. .was elected maister
to the prince. 1599 SHAKS., etc. Pass, / ilgr. xv, It was a

Lording s daughter . . That liked of her maister as well as
well might be. 1694 BoVEl (title) The compleat French-
master. A short grammar, [etc.]. 1711 STEEI.B Sfect.
No. 168 P 3, I was bied myself, Sir, in a very great School,
of which the Master was a Welchman. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS .

Viii. 196 The village master taught his little school. 1856
(title) French in a fortnight without a Master. 1867 C. S.

PAKKKK in Cjitcst. Reformed 1 arl. 164 Without consulting
the vicar, he dismisses the certificated nuiMer.

11. He whose disciple one is; the teacher (in

religion, philosophy, art, science, or scholarship)
from whom one has chiefly learned, or whose doc
trines one accepts. 1he (our, my, Siis, etc.) Mailer \

often applied to Christ, with mixture of sense 3.
claooORMiN 12898 patt ta twa Lerninngcnihhtess Herr-

denn whatt te^gre maggot re space Off Chi 1st [etc.], a 1300
Cursor Af. 20915 His maister. .And he aght noght haf al a

dome. For he was noght vprjM ber-till. 1383 WYCUI- Jonn
iii. 10 Art thou a maistir in Isiael, and koowift not thes

thingis? 1412-30 LYPG. Troy-bk. end (Schick), My mais
ter Chaucer. 1539 MOKK Dyalcge \\. Wks. 179/2 Yet bee
there not onely as many scctes almoste as men, but also

the maisters them selfe chaunge theyr mi tides and theyr

oppynions euery daye. 1533 GAU A i\/it I ay &amp;lt;i88Sl 25 We
neid noiier to seik or k ir ofoder vane maisters quhat guid
\vaikis we Mild dw. i6z$i ML KI: True Crucifix 3125 With
In arts i ight set, their Master s will to know. 1748 THOMSON
( a$t. Ituiol. ii. Iii, Nc had my master Spenser charmed
bis Mullas plains. 1771 BURKK Corr. (18.44) I. 284 The
advii.c of one uf our ^reat masters in the science of life

and morals. 1817 WILLIS Hftilii,g Daughter Jainis 57
Closer drew The twelve disciples to their Muter*!vide. 1843
MORROW Bible in

S/&amp;gt;ain xxxviii, Why should I be ashamed
of their company when my Master mingled with publicans
and thieves? 1904 SAINTSBURY Hist. Crit. III. 427 John
Keats .. and his master Leigh Hunt.

1 12. A man of approved learning, a scholar of

authority. Oh.
u 1225 Lee-. Kath. 120 Modi meistres & fele fundeden hire

ofte o swioe fele halue, for to undernimen hire, a 1300
Citrsor Jlf. 1 1462 And did he suith to samen call pe maisters

of his kingiik all, And fiaiud at bairn if
|&amp;gt;ai wist, Quar suld

he be born, bat crisl. 1377 LASGL. / . /V. B. x. 384 Mais-

ties bat of goddis mercy lechen men and prechen. 1456
SIK G. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.I 17^ And as for me
and othir maisteris and doctouris, me think this the rycht

oppin. 1597 HOOKEK Eicl, Pol. v. Ixxviii. i Terming..
Scrilws and interpreters of the law, Masters.

b. Master of the sentences (fnagistcr sententi

al itrn\ the name given to 1 eter Lombard, Bishop
of Paris in the 1 2th c., from his book Sailentiantm
lihri quatitor, a collection of patristic comments
on passages of Holy Scripture. Master of Stories

(inagistcr in historiis}, a name given to Petru*

Comestor, from liiswork tn\\v_(\.llisto}ia Scholastics.

tfX38oWvcLiK Wks. (180-) 2 [Of the KSM. IHJS] speke| be

maister of stories. 1387 Tut \ ISA Higden (RolK) VIII. 43
He wroota^enst be maister of [?e sent CHL*-[ 1432-50 sentencez|.

!3^8 Barth. De / . A , xni. xii, As y maysler sayth in

Historiis. 1594 HOOKKR A aV. Pol. \\.
yi.

8. 1605 HACON
Adv. Learn, n. xxv. 11 The first writings of the fathers,

whence the Master of the Sentences made his sum.

13. Jn academic sense, med.L. magistcr: One
who has received a specific degree, originally con

veying authority to leach in the university. In

Knglish use (until recently : see below) confined

to the Faculty of Arts (the corresponding title

in the other faculties being doctor)
: the full

designation of the graduate is in I,, artium ma-

gister, in Eng. master of arts (formerly -\ of art),

denoted by the abbreviation M.A. or (now rarely,

exc. in the U.S.) A.M. In recent times the de

grees of Master ofScience (M.Sc.), JMoMfer in or of

Surgery (Afafisttr Chirurgix, M.Ch.) have been

given in certain British universities.

Master ofdivinity, theology (obs. exc. Hist. ), titles belong

ing to graduates of certain continental univenitnc

138. WVCLIF Set. li A-s, III. 376 Capped frerjs, Jat ben

calde maystres of dyvynite. c 1400 KOMI, Rose 6553 The
iiuiLstres of divinitee Sointyinc in Puk c 1425 [see AM
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j/ . 7]. 1484 CAXTON Fables of Toge ad fin., J here were

duellynge in Oxenford two prestes bothe maystres of arte.

1494, 1604 [see KKGKNT sb, 33]. 1573 G. HAKVKV Lctter-bk,

(Camden) 2 This is mi year to commens master in. a 1661

Frr-LKR Worthies \. 11662) 150 A Boisten horse and a Cam
bridge Master of Art, are a couple of Creatures that will

give way to nobody. 1709 STEEI.E Taller No. 39 P 4 Being
a Master of Arts of Oxford. 1847 PRESCOTT rent (18551

II. v. I. 215 He [Pedro de la Gasca] received the degree of

Master of Theology. 1853 C. BEDE Verdant Greenl.\yt

Please not to walk on the grass, sir; tliere s a fine agen it,

unless you re a Master. 1888 Encyd. Brit, XXIII. 835/1 It

is in this licence \licentia docemii} that the whole signifi-

1900 Ox/or
lion for the Degree of Master of Surgery, ,5.
14. Originally, a workman who is qualified by

training and experience to teach apprentices and

to carry on his trade on his own account. (Chiefly
in appositional combs., as master carpenter etc.,

for which see 24 d.) Hence, (a) a workman who
is in business on his own account, as distinguished
from a journeyman ; in modern use merged in

senses ; (d) a workman of approved skill, one who
thoroughly knows his trade ; also transf. and _/?.
c 1400 Desfr.

Tr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;y 8733 po maisturs gert make a meruelous
toumbe. c 1489 CAXTON tonnes ofAytntm x. 265, I sholde

goo gyve you suche a stroke .. that ye sholde saye it is a
stroke of a maister. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s

Voy. iv. xxiv. 140 An ingenious maister .. proposed vnto
him [Alexander] that .. he would make to be cut in humain
figure, the mount of Athos. 1693 Ilnntottrs Town 35
Masters in their Profession 1706 E. WARD Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 27 In this kind of Billingsgate Clashing he s a
much greater Master, than [etc.]. 1759 JOHNSON Rassdas

yi. (1893) 50 He . . found the master t-u.sy in building a s.iil-

ing chariot. 1829 SOUIIIKY Sir T, Msrc II. 174 A craft in

which any one may commence master, without having
served an apprenticeship.

fb. Used predicativcly without article (quasi-

a&amp;lt;fy.}
with the sense

*

highly skilled . Const, inf.
1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9325 Mayster he is to bitraye, is

word is al falshede. c 1375 &quot;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;:. Leg. Saints xix. (Cristofore}
84 f*e dewd is mare master ban Jni. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes
ofAymon xSiv. 49^, I am mayster for to bcgge brede. 1642
FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. v. vii. 387 He was a man master
in the art of dissembling. 1712 RAMSAY Monk .y Millers
Wife \yj Think ye. -his gentle stamock s master To worry
up a pint of plaister.

15. An artist of distinguished skill, one of those
who are regarded as models of excellence in their

art. Old master: a master who lived before the

period accounted * modern ; chiefly applied to

painters from the ijth to the i6th or 1710. century.
!533 &quot;fi5&amp;gt; ( see FENCED. 2]. 1598 R. HAYUOCKI-; tr. Lo-

inazzo s Art Paint. I. 23 Raphael I,
Per in o del Vaga, . .and

all other famous Maisters. i6za PEACHAH Con/pi. Gent,
xi. 102 Peter Phillips, . .now one of the greatest Masters
of Musicke in Europe. 1662 EVKLYN Chttlcogr. 36 Albert
Durer [at the ageof 10-14] performing such things as might
shame most of the best Masters. 1703 ROWK Fair Penit.
ir. S. 530 Let the Master touch The sprightly String. 1711
ADDISON Spat. No. 120 P i Great Masters in Painting never
care for drawing People in the Fashion. 1747 J. GODFREY
Set. Dejcn&amp;lt;e 18, I. have now done with the Small-Sword,
and shall only do Justice to the Merits of two or three
Master^. 1757 GRAY Bard 21 With a Master s hand, and
Prophet s lire. 1797 Ency.l. Brit. &amp;lt;ed. 3) XIII. 609/1 The
observations of ancient authors on the best paintings of the
ancient masters. Ibid. 615/2 A painter ought attentively
to consider . . all the different styles of the great masters.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII, 145/2 As a painter of animals
Edwin Lariuseer far surpasses any of the old masters. 1841-4
EMERSON Ass., Art \V\ts. (Bonn) I. 149 The pictures of the
Tuscan and Venetian masters. 1870 6. HAKTE Dickens in

Camp iv. He read aloud the book wherein the Master Had
writ of 1

Little Nell . 1897 MRS. LYNN LINTON Ceo. Eliot
in Women Novelists 101 A task beyond the power of any
but the few Masters of our literature.

b. Used for : A work (of painting or sculptured
by a master. Now only with qualification, as old

master, and occasionally modern master.
(1694 DRVDEN Sir G. Kncller 141 Those masters, then but

seen, not understood, With generous emulation fired thy
blood.] 1752 FOOTE Taste \\. Wks. 1799 I. 18 Tis a thou-
t-anJ pities that any of these masters should quit England.
1851 D. JERROLD .V/. Giles xxviii. 287 As a picture-dealer
stares at an alleged old master.

III. As a specific title of office.

16. The head or presiding officer of many societies
or institutions: e.g. of certain colleges (in Oxford,
Cambridge, and elsewhere), guilds, corporations,
livery companies, etc. (in some of which, however,
the title is given not to the head but to the members
of an administrative body subordinate to him ,

hospitals, etc. Formerly also used for GRAND
MASTER, Great master (see 19 , the title of the
head of a military order. Also with post fixed adj.
(after med.L.) in the titles of dignitaries of monastic
and other religious organizations,as master-general,
master provincial.

t Matter of Prussia (Prusc, Pruseland} : the grand
master of the Teutonic Order. Master of the Tonpie :

(a) Hist, the grand-master of the Knights Templar ; (/;) the
principal clergyman of the Temple Church, London, ap
pointed by royal letters patent.
1389 in l-.iig. Gilds (1870) 4 pe maistres & brethercn tofore

said. i4z7 in Heath Grocers CVw//. (i 869) 4 John Melborne,
John Olyve, Maistres. 1430-1 Kails of Parlt. IV. 370/2
Ma^itr and Prestes of the Chapel!. 1442 Ibid. V. 65/2 The

Kyng wille and is disposed, to sende his Letters to the
Maistr of Pruce. 1463-4 Ibid. 502/2 Every Mayer, where

Mayer is; every Maister, where Maister i^, where noo

Mayer is. 15$ CROWLEY ll ny to Wealth Uj, A Maister
of an house in Oxforde or Cambridge. 1560 DAIS tr. Slci-

danes Connn. 48 b, Albert of Hrandenburge, master of
Pruselande [orig. 95 Prussia Magister]. 1568 ASCHAM
.Scholeitt. ii. i.Arb.) 143 Pelting matters, soch as in London
commonlie cum to the hearing of the Masters of Uridewell.

1586 Keg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 74 Maisteris Andro and

James Mclvillis, maisteris of the New College. 1642-6 in

Quincy Hist. Harvard L niv. (1840) I. 517 The Overseers
and Master of the College. 1648 GAGE H cst Ind. 210 Fryer
Nicholas Kodulfius of the same whole Order [of Preachers]
Master Genera) 1. .. Fryer Nicholas Master of the Order.
. . Fryer Ignatius Ciantes Master Provincial! of England.
1654 GATAKKR Disc. Afiol. 36 Mr. Masteis Master of the

Temple. 1691 WOOD Atli. O.von. L 101 He was made
Master of Balliol Coll. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Templars,
a Religious Order, which, .had a Governour. .in England,
who was styled Master of the Tanfile .. , Whence the

chief Minister of the Temple-Church in London . . is still

dignify d with that Title. 1722 m Cox OtdConstit. Masons
1,1871) 23 A Lodge of live Free-Masons, at the lea^t, whereof
one to be a Master or Warden of that Limit or Division
where such Lodge shall be kept. 1762 tr. Kit\chiugs Syst.
Geoff. V. 450 Master of the Teutomck order in Germany.
1825 SCOTT Talisui. ix, The celebrated Master of the Tem
plars. 1829 Hv..\-i\i Grocers L oaip. (1869) p. vii, The Master,
Wardens, and Court of Assistants of the Worshipful Com
pany of Grocers. 1853 C. UKOE Verdant Green I. iv, Mr.
Verdant Green, .proceeded with his father to Brazenfnce

College to call upon the Master. 1876 IMKTII Munic. Lond.

50 The name of
*

Livery Company has remained. .. The
control by Master or Wardens of the dress of members has
ceased .

17. In the designations of certain legal function

aries, as Master of the (or in} Chancery, -a
; until

1852, one of the twelve assistants to the Lord

Chancellor, the chief of whom was Master of the

Rolls;
(/&amp;gt;)

since 1^97 anX onc * f lir chief clerks

of the Chancery Division of the Supreme Court
;

blaster of the Court (of Common J /tas, of the

Kings Bench) of the Kxeheqtter^ any one of five

officers in each of those courts (now, in the corre

sponding division of the Supreme (Joint; charged
with the duty of recording the proceedings.
Also Master of the Faculties, see FACULTY sl\ Tib;

Master in Lunacy &amp;gt;

see LUNACY $b. i
;
Master of the

Ki ifiu sts (} M. of Request)^ ^ee RKO.I;I-:M ; Master of the
Wards \ojtd Liveries}, see WARD.
1425 Rolfs of Parlt. IV. 306. i Maistres (_f ye Chauncerie

beyng occupied in ye Chaunceric. 1797 fcncycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
XIII. 763/1 On the other wool-sacks are seated the judges,
masters in chancery, and king s coum.il. iSiSCufisi-: Pi^est
(ed. 2) IV. 260 The usual order was obtained, referring it to

the Master to inquire whether a good title could be made.

1837 Act 7 Will. IV
&amp;lt;y

i I ict. c. 30 3 There shall be in

each of the said Courts .. Five Piincipal Officers, and no
more, to be called respectively the Masters of each of the
said Courts. 1846 Act 94- 10 rift. c. 95 62 A Master

Extraordinary in Chancery. 1853 DICKENS ftteak Uo. i,

Every master in Chancery has had a reference out of it

(Jarndyce and Jarndyce]. 1886 Encycl. lint. XX. 342/1
In the Queen s Bench Division . . the duty of registrars is

performed by the masters. 1891 Law Times XCII. 107/1

Application was made by the plaintiff[in the Court of Q. B.],

to a master at chambers, for leave to issue execution. 1897
Westin. Gaz. 4 Mar. 10/1 Tlie Chancery chief clerks are
henceforth to be styled

*

Masters*.

18. a. In many designations of officials having
duties of the nature of control, superintendence,
or safe-keeping, as }? 1\faster of Assay = ASSAY-
MASTER; f M. of the Coin ^ M. of the Mint; M.
of the {King s, Queen s) Household (also Sc.

t blaster Household)^ an officer under the Steward
of the Royal Household; M, of the Jewel-house,
the keeper of the Crown Jewels in the Tower of

London; M. of the {Kings} Music, an officer of

the Royal Household, the conductor of the King s

band; f /!/. of the Posts (see quot. 1706); J\L of
the KobcS) of the Wardrobe, the keeper of the
*

great wardrobe of the King, Queen, or other

exalted personage; Master of (the] Works or (now
dial.) Work) an official who superintends building

operations.
For blaster ofCeremonies, Af. ofthe Mint* M. ofMisrule^

M. ofthe Rtvcls, M. of the Kolls^ see the second sbs.

1423 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 256/2 The forsald Maistre of the I

koyne. Ibid.* The Maister of the mynte aforeseid. 1454
Ibid. V. 273/2 Hi th* oversight of the Malstir of the Werks
there. 1528 S/. Papers Hen. K///, VII. 61 The Maister
of the Postes shall gyve horses to noo man, oonles [etc.].

I5Z9 in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. XXX. (1896) 53 Ane lettre . .

nutkand hym maister of wark within the castell of Strive-

Hng. 1548 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. HI. 297 The M r

housholde to tlie Queue. ^1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) ^hron.
51 of. (S. T. S.) I 334 Maister houshald witht niony wther
ofTeceris. 1597-8 Act 39 Etiz. c. 7 12 Maister of the Juell
House. Ibid., Master of the Warderobe. 1677 in \-2th Ref&amp;gt;. I

Hist, JlfSS. L omni. App. v. 42 Master of the Robes to the
j

Duke. 1696 PHILLIPS, Master of the King s Houshold.
\

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3914/4 His Giace. .was served at Table
by . . the Duke of Argyle, as Master Houshold. 1704 in

BncfUmh A/SS. (Hist. MSS Comm ) I. 352 Your son shall
|

have the reversion of the Master of the Great Wardrobe :

for life. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Master of Assay. \

Ibid.) Master of the Posts, was an Officer of the King s

Court, who hod the appointing of all such throughout J &quot;ng-

land as provided Post-horses for the speedy passing of the

King s Messages, &c. 1901 Lond. Gaz. 8 Oct. 6569 Sir

Walter Parratt, M.V.&amp;lt;
&amp;gt;.,

to be Master of The King s Music
in Ordinary to His Majesty.

b. Mil. in various titles ofcommand, as ^A/aster
of the Armoiuy, f M. of the Artillery; Master
{General} of the Ordnance^ the controller of the
Ordnance and Artillery i^now, the head of the
Board of Ordnance}. Also (in translations from
Latin or Kr.) t master of chivalry.
1382 WVCLIT Gen. .\.\\\ii. ;6 pu tiphar, the Reldynp of

Pharao, the mayster of chyualrye. 1485 Rolls
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/

Parlt. VI.
354/2 The Offices of Maister of oure Ortlinaunces and
Maister of on re Arrnery. 1489 CAXTON I- aytc* f A, i. vii,
The souerayn maystre of tlie chyualrye of the nrynce. igiz
Aberdeen Reg. 11844) 1.83 Maisteris of the said artail^cric.

1533 BF.LLENDEN Liry n. .\\iii. (-S. T. S.) 159 Spurius t,-assius

[was) be fust mai-ter of chcuclrie. 1548 PATTEN
E\-j&amp;gt;.

Sc&amp;lt;&amp;lt;f. A i b, Syr l- faurn es Klemniynge knight, master of the
ordinaunce. 1597-8 Act 39 Eliz. c. 7 S 12 The Maister and
Leiftenaunte of the Ordynance, .. Maister nf tlie Armory,
[and others]. 1695 Loud. Haz. No. 3131/3 The Karl of

Komney Master- (lemjral of the Ordnance. 1863 II. Cox
Instit. in. viii, 708 The Mastci-Genc ral of tlie OidnatKe.

c. Master of the Horse \ (a) the officer who has
the management of the horses belonging to a

sovereign or other exalted personage; in Kngland,
the title of the third official of the royal household

(formerly sometimes t &quot; of horses
; also rarely

transf. in jocular use, a head groom or stableman
;

:/
&quot;

Antiq. used as transl. of L. inagister niiltint,
master of the knights or horsemen (

v
cl. Hmt.sK

st&amp;gt;. 3 b), under the Roman republic the title of the

commander of the cavalry appointed by a dictator.
ai 1449 AWA ffTtirlt. \

-

. 154/1 Ily theavysof the M;iM- i

of the Kyngs Hors for the tyinc beyii^. c 1450 / . Cnr-
tasyc6\i in tial c ts /? / ., A niaystur of liorsys a Mjuycr \&amp;gt;^r

is. 1568 ORATION C/iri u. II. 7 ,-. &amp;gt;i;- J.ilm Cheiney, ni;u&amp;gt;ttr

of the Kinoes horses, 157081 in Diggcs C0ti/6t, At tdass.

( l ^55) 3J The Emperors Ambassador, \\ho is Master of the
hor.se. 1754 RICHARDSON Gretndiscn dSn) I. xxxv. 258,
I \v:is to lit: this gentleman s master of the horse abroad.
1886 Kncyi I. / &amp;gt;//. XXL 37/2 The master of the horse is the

third dignitary of the court.

i/ ) 1781 (iihiioN Dec I.
&amp;lt;y

/ . xvii. II. 33 notC) The masters
of the hur.se uf the ancient dictators.

d. The official custodian of certain animals kept
lor sport or pleasure, formerly in many titles of

office in the English court, as Master of the Hears t

of the Hawks
&amp;gt;of

the Sivans
;
now chieHy in Master

of the BitckkoundS) the fourth great officer of the

household. Also Blaster of the Came: tlie officer

entrusted with the preservation of game in certain

royal forests; Q(^CA$. Jocularly a gamekeeper.
&amp;lt; 1410 Master of Game (M.S. iJigbyj fol. 3 The uliklii;

booke shall . . be named . . maistre of game. 1449 Rolls of
1 atlt. V. 167/2 William lirocas Squyer, Maister of your
lUikhounds. 1485 Ibid. VI. 354/1 The Office of Maister of

the Hcrtlmnds. Ibid. 360 2 The Office of Maister of cure
Swannes. Ibid. 365/2 Maister and Kuuler of the Kin^-.
Heres. 1530 J ALSCK. 916/1 The master of ha\vkes, le grant
faiilconncr. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg, Necess. 132 M r

. Pit-

Larne&amp;gt;. (the Master of the Ha\vkes) Man. 1711 Si LEU:

Sfcct.
No. 118 P2 Sir Roger s Master of the Game. 1860

II OUSTER Gr. Reutonstr, 104 The fee of the Master of the

Cocks [under James I] exceeded the united salaries of two
Secretaries of State. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXL 38/1 The
master of the InickhouiKU, who is also one of the ministry,
ranks next to him \sc. the master of the horse].

e. Master of hounds : one who owns, or has the

control of, a pack of hounds; usually, the member
of a hunt who is elected to have the control of tlie

kennels and of the hunting arrangements generally ;

chiefly equivalent to Master offoxhounds (abbre
viated M.F.I I.). Also in/;/, of beagles ^

harriers t

staghoiinds, etc., and \\ith the designation of a

particular pack of hounds.

1781 COWI-KK Progr. Error 114 He takes the field, the
master of the pack Cries Well done, saint ! and claps him
on the back. 1852 R. -S. SUKTKKS Spongfi Sp, Tour (1893)

130 Masters of hounds are always jealous of each oilier.

.. No man in the mastcr-of-hound world is too insignificant
for censure. 1856 STONHHENGE Brit. Sports 101 The
master of a pack of foxhounds, staghounds, or even of

harriers, ought [etc.]. 1868 HOLMK LKI-; A . Godfrey xxviii.

147 Sir Ralph has the hounds, and is a very good master.
1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 394/2 It is the master s duty to say
what covers are to be drawn. 1899 T. M. ELLIS Three

Cats-eye Rings 29 The master of the Storr-hinton beagles.

f!9. Great master. GKANP-.MASTEK i and 2.

1524 in Hakhiyfs Voy. II. i. 86 The massife of Spaine
made by the reuerend lord great master Mery d Amboise.

1551 CROMWLI.L- in Merriman Life &amp;lt;y

Lett. (1902) I. 341
l!is Highnes also \voll that ye shall moue the gret maister

[of France] in that behalf. 1547 EARL SUSSEX in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. i. II. 137 The Lord St. John lord president of

the Counsaile and Gret Master. 1577 / . de L isltt s Lc-

gendarie Aviij b, The Constable at that time great master

and Marshal of France entreated for him. 1685 Lond. Go,-.

No. 2114/1 The great Master [of the Knights of Malta] has

given Orders [etc.].

IV. As a title of rank or compliment,
20. Used vocatively as a term of respect or

politeness, a, sing. ^=Sir. Now only in unedu

cated use. b.//. ;in later times always tny masters}
= Sirs, gentlemen. Now areh, or rhetorical, chiefly

in ironical or derisive context.
In the first quot. rendering L. magister^ prob. applied lu

Nectanabus as being a man of learning.

1340-70 Alisaitnder 587 pe Qucene. .quikly.saide, Maist^r,

welcome, ywis; wi!1[e] yeesitteT 1536 in Wriothesley -Vinv*.

(Camden) L 39 The Lord of Rocliford. .sayde these wordes
. . on the scaffolde . . Maisters all, I am tome hither not to
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preaeli and make a ;.ermon. 156,3
A fy. J^riry Council Scot.

\. 144 Sa hes it pie-sit the Quenis Majestic, my maisteis, to

frant
the Uk commissioun. 1591 SHAKS. i //en. fV, i. i. 152

arwell my Masters, to my Taske will I. 1602 Ham. n.

it. 440 V arc welcome Masters, welcome all. 1608 MIDDLE-
TON (//V/f) A mad World, my Masters. 1653 WALTON Comf&amp;gt;l.

. \ngler$t$ Come on my masters, who begins ? 1798 WORDSW.
// V fire Seven 64 O Master! we are seven . 1837 MAR-

RVAT l^og Fiend xxix, Put up your fiddle, master . 1843
HOKHOW /&amp;gt;/// in Spain xxxi, Many is the wetting that you
will get, my masters, before you reach Oviedo. 1903 Eng.
Pial. Diet.) Master, a term of address to a superior or

stranger ; Sir.

21. A litle prefixed to the name or designation
ol a man. Originally used only in speaking of or

to a man either of high social ranl^gr
of learning

(sometimes, esp. in Scotland, applied spec, to a

Master of Arts), but gradually extended in appli
cation. In ordinary use now only &amp;lt;///.,

but in

literature sometimes arch, or Hist. ; otherwise

superseded by MB. (pronounced mrstaj).
The obscured pronunciation resulting from proclitic use

doubtless began while the written form master was still

commonly employed. Lefore the end of the 171!] c, the

abbreviation Mr. (originally only one among many others

used for the word i n al I applications) had come to 1)6 restricted

to the use in which the pronunciation was obscured, and to

be the only permitted mode of writing the word in that use.

( henceforward master and J/r. were practically two words,
distinct bjth in function and in form. In this Dictionary
the abbreviation MR., in all its historical varieties of u^c,
will be treated in its alphabetical place.

a. Prefixed to a surname or a Christian name.
Down to the i6th c. or a little later, master could be pre

fixed to the name of a knight or a bi-hop; at an earlier

period it was freely used with the names of personages of

ancient history and ancient writers. Some modern dialects

have only one form for Muster and Mr. as prefixed titles ;

others have both prefixes with a difference of function, Mr.
being the superior title. (See E. D. D.)

1297 R. f.u ic. (Rolls) 8722 Maister willam gyffard he ^ef

Jc bissopriche Of Winchesters & maister anselin J?e erche-

bissopriche. a 1300 Cursor .W. 6936 Fosterd he was And
lered wit mai&amp;gt;ter moy^es. c 1330 R. BRTNNE Chron. Wace
t Rolls) 57 One Mayster Wace pe Frankes telles, pe Brute,
all Jat JTC Latyn spelles. 14*5 W. PASTON in / . Lett.
I. 19 Maister John Ixworthe told me that he hadde lettres

fro a frende of yowres. 1459 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) L 22

Maister John of Levington, vicar of Inuerugy. 153* in

Kills Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 252. I have harde hym soo
often breke Master Precyens hede. 1563-83 FOXE A.

&amp;lt;V

M.
(ed. 4) 1770 Maister Latymer encouraged Maister Ridley
when both were at the stake. 1570 Ane

Tr&amp;lt;tg.
8 in Satir.

Poems Reform, x. 82 Schir Morpheus .. led me captiue
vnto Maister Slumber. 1579 SPKNSKR (titled The Shep-
heardes Calender. .. Entitled to..M. Philip Sidney. 1612
WEBSTER White Devil To Rdr., The right happy and
copious industry of Master Shakespeare, Master Dekker,
and Master Heywood. 1650 B. DiKolliminium 33, I could
wih we might be allow d to call him Master Charles, for

most men thinke He is a Gentleman borne. 1861 M. PAT-
TISON Ess. (1889) I. 45 Two allegorical pieces by Master
Hans Holbein.

fb. Prefixed to a title of office or profession, or

occas. to a personal designation of some other kind.

1470^85 MAI.ORV Arthur x. lix. 514 Maister maronners
said sire Tristram what meaneth that letter. 15*3 St.

Papers Ifc&amp;gt;i. l //f, VI. 122 The Popis Holynes, informed
by Maister Doctor Hanibal of my commyng, sent word that
I .shulde tary a day. 111548 HALL C/trttu., Hen. VIIf 54
The master of the rolles & master Subdeane with other
tloctours unknowen. 1548 PATTEN Exped. Scot. A ij, My
lorde Lieuetenaunt and Master Treasurer [of the Army],
1550 BALE Apol. 42 But tell me maistre person, who hath

taught yow to playe so wycked partes as these are. a 1555
LATIMER Let. in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) 174: They . . craftely
defeated mayster Maiorsappoyntment. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.
iv. jj. 87 Marry M. Schoolmaster, hee that is Hkest to
a hogshead. 1599 Mitch Ado in. iii. 17 Master Constable.

1607 Timon iv. ii. i Here you M. Steward, where s our
Master? 1609 B. JOSSON Si/, Wont, v. i, Cnt. By your
fauour Master Parson Ott, You shall giue me leaue,
Master Doctor. 1625 HART A nat. Ur. n. ix. n6And yet
master Parson must not be called couetous. 1640 in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 125 Master Speaker, the first Writs
that were sent out .. 1 ..was as ignorant of, as any one
Member of this House.

22. In early use (iny}young waster, little master,
occur as designations applied by servants and in
feriors generally to the boys and young men of the
families of their superiors. App. as a develop
ment from this mode of expression, the word master
\ after the phonetic separation of Mr?) came to be
the usual prefix to the name of a young gentleman
not considered old enough to be entitled to be
called Mr. . Hence occas. masters and misses =
young people, t Master-miss : an effeminate youth.
1563-83 FOXE A. fy M. (ed. 4) 1596 The time was thought

to be nie, that this young Maister IQueen Mary s expected
child] should come into the world. 1596 SHAKS. Merck.
I , it. ii. 52 Talke you of yong Maister Launcelet ? 1601 IJ.

TONSON Pettmtttf \. i, Young master, master Ovid, doe you

nnd little master . . in a third [coach]. 1720 Mod. Ednc.
Wks. 1755 II. n. 35 These wretched pedagogues are en-

joyned .. that master must not walk till he is hot. 1754
FOOTE Knights n. (?i7781 5 The master-misses of the pre
sent age. 1754 RICHARDSON Gtattdhon (1811) II. xxix. 304
Miss Cantillon, Miss Barnevelt, and half a do/en more
misses and masters. 1760 H. BROOKE FootofQual. 1. 18
Lord Richard and some other masters of quality kbout his

age. 1775 in J. L. Chester We&tm. 4M0rtf(xfy$4i0

May 12, Master Frederick Gel! ; uged \2 days. 1776 ///./ . 241
Mar. 20, Master Albany-Charles Wallis, a Westminster
scholar

; in his i4
lh

year. 1824 Miss FKKKM.K Inh,-&amp;gt;; xxxii,

Well-dres;&amp;gt;ed. talking, smiling, flirting masters and misses.

1849 Die KIN-- f\i&amp;lt;
r

.
Copf&amp;gt;. iii, Wait a bit. Master Davy,

and I ll I ll tell you something. 1898 ( .. II. SHAW Flays*
} ou nct tr tan tell II. 242, I presume, sir, you are Master

Philip. Fhili/&amp;gt;. I was Master Philip.. ; just as you were
once Master Finch.

23. The heir-apparent to a Scottish peerage;,below

the rank of earl ; formerly, below that of marquis
is in many instances known as The Master of ;

the specific designation being usually identical with

the baronial title of the family.

1489 Ld. Trcas. Ace, Scott. (1877) I. 107 The Maister of

Crafurde. 1530 Aberdeen I\cg. (1844) I. 139, I Johne Lord
Forbes. .becummiss souerte..for myself, Johne Maister of

Forbes, my sone {etc.]. 1548 PATTEN E^ped, Scot. B vii,

Anderwyke perteined to the lorde of Hambleton, and was

kept by hys sonne & heyre (whom, of custume they call the

Master of Hambleton). 1569 Re$. Privy Coitmit Scot. II.

2 Johnne Maister of Urahame nepote and heyre to the Erll

of Montroise. Ibid., William Maister Murschctl .sone to the

Erll Marschell. Ihid. 37Quhilk Andro .. presentit to him
ane writting of the Maister of Marschellis. 1584 Ihid. III.

644 M r
. Thomas Lyoun, Master of (ilammis. 1641 R.

IJAILLIK Lett.
&amp;lt;y Jrnls, (1841) T. 379 Before King James

went to England, noblemens eldest sonnes were hot

Masters, and their younger brethren pretended not to take

place of Barrens. vji$ Monthly Mag. VI. 437 The Viscount
of Arbuthnott s eldest son is stiled Master of Arbuthnott.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, ix, The Master of Ravenswood led

the way.
V. Attributive uses and Combinations.
24. Used appositively or as adj. in the sense

that is a master
1

, a. Formerly prefixed freely
to all kinds of designations of persons, with the

sense *

chief,
*

leading ,

(

commanding*. Now
rhetorical, with implication of imposing greatness
or power, esp. in master spirit (after Shaks.).
cii75 Lamb, llom. 41 And ba welle bi-wisten .xii. meister

deoflen swilc ha weren kinges. c 1*00 OBMIN 7454 Wass
ma^st red wale, andefless beww, patt Arriuss wass nemmned.
i 1250 Gen. -V A .r. 3756 Meistres princes he wolden hem
maken. a. 1300 Cursor HI. 13594 pe maisters luus Jan
bigan To mistru o

J&amp;gt;is
sinful seli man, a 1300 A . Horn 659

pe meyster kinges heued He haddit him by reued- 1375
Sc. Lcff. faints xxviit. (Margaret) y&amp;gt;2

Scho ourcurnyne had

pe maister feynd. 1382 WVCLIF Jcr. Ii. 23, 1 shall hurtle
in thee dukes and the maister ^ugis [Vulg, tiiagistratns}.

1400 Odavian 559 J^e maysterowtlawe spake thene.

1449 PECOCK Repr. y.
i. 478 In ^ou schulen be maistris

liers, that schulen hringe yn sectts of perdicioun. c 1450
Berlin xxiii. 436 Merlin is maister Coun^eller to kynge
Arthur. 1575 Car/fin, Gnrton iv. ii, The master-deuil, Bel-

sabub. 1590 STOCKWOOD Rules Construct. A iij b, My master
schollers of the higher forms. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. i. 163
The Choice and Master Spirits of this Age. 1607 B. JONSON
I olpone Ded., The great and Maister Spirits of our World.

1609 Si7. Wont. in. ii, That falls out often, madam, that

hee that thinkes hlmselfe the Master-wit, is the Master-foole.

1617 Janua Ling. To Prince, Whose but yours, that are a

muster-prince. 1643 *F. GREVM.LK 5 Yrs. Jas. I 44 One
Simon, master sen-ant unto Sir Tho. [MonsonJ. 1701 Rowi;
Amb. Step-moth, in. iii, See where tlie Master Villain

stands ! 1725 POPE Odyss. xxiv. 26 Vet still a master ghost,
the rest he awed. 1759 MASON Caractacns 84 The master-
mover in this business. 1837 ALISON Hist. Euiop* (1849-50)
VIII, xlix. 96. 101 The master-spirit had fled from the

helm when Lord Wellesley embarked for England. 1849
AVTOUN Execution ftlrq. Montrose vii, The master-fiend

Argyle ! 1865 KINCSLEY Hcrew, xxv, One of those un
fathomable master-personages.

b. Prefixed to names of animals, to denote the

leader of a herd, or one superior in fighting strength
to the rest. (Cf. i b.)
1589 FLEMING - Vr. Bucol, ix. 27 Take heed to meet the

maistergote. 167* TEMPLE Ess. Orig. Nat. Govt. Miscell.

i. (i6So) 56 This makes the Authority., of a Master-Buck in

a numerous herd. 1693 R. L ESTRANGE Fables cccxxxiv.

292 A Master- Pike, that for his Bulk, Beauty, and Strength,
was look d upon to be the Prince of the River. 17*5 POPE
Odyss. ix. 523 The master Ram at last approach d. the gale.

1764 Museum Rust. III. xxxix. 175 A master hog deters a
weaker from approaching. 1812 SIR

J.
SINCLAIR Syst. Hush.

Scot* i. 21 The cattle must often be injured, .by master cattle

preventing the others from feeding. 1850 R. G. CUMMING
Hunter s Life S, Aft. (1902) 7/1 A princely master-stag.

1856 KANE A ret, Expl. II. xxii. 222 Toodla, our master-dog,
was seized with a violent fit. 1860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour
174 The antlers of the master-hart.

C. In titles of office or employment, to distin

guish the official who has the command over the

others similarly designated. Now chiefly Hist.

(see also 29). Hence also in derivatives denoting
the offices, as master forcsftnhip, sergeantship,

ushery.
cizso Gen. ft Ex. 3412 AI bi Shuseiu 3is folc was told,

lie ohusent adde a meister wold. Ibid. 3886 Eleazar . .

Was mad bissop and meister prest. a 1300 Cursor M.
4434 Son was Joseph halden dere wit pe maister jailere.

1413 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxv, The maister portare, callit

pacience, That frely lete vs in. c 1440 Alphabet of
Talcs 514/2 Som tyme l&amp;gt;er

was a kyng hat had a warcl-

rop(er] bat was maister-shaper [cf. quot. 1658 in d] of his

cluthyng; and he had many servandis vnder-nethe hym.
1450 Rolls of Tarlt. V. 192/1 Oure Maister Foster of the
said Forest. 1455 Ibid. 31 2/2 The Maister Fostcrshipps of
the Forestes of Macclesfeld, Mare and Mound renic. 1464
// /&amp;lt;/. 545/1 Th Offices of Maister Carpenter of otire Cast ell

of Lancastre. 1485 Ibid. VI. 369/1 The Office of Maister
Sergeauntship of the Vale of Monmouth. 1508 KKNNKDIK
Flytingiv. Ufttt&ar+y] InParise wyth the master buriawc
Abydc, and bt his prentice. 1551-4A &amp;lt;^. PrkyCottncilStat,

I.I5J Oidanis my Lord. Thesaurar to deliver furth theprent-
ing irnis .. to the Maister Cmiyear. 1565 Ibid, 347 The
offices of Chahnerlanerie and Maistir Ischearie. 1604 K.

G[KIMSTONE] D Acostas Hist. Indies in. x. 154 The report
which the master Pilot that passed it made, seemeth notable
vnto me. 1676 Lomi. Caz. No. 1127/4 Mr. Chi flinch Masttt
Falconer to His Majesty. 1682 G. ROSE (title) A perfect
School of Instructions For the Officers of the Mouth : shew
ing The Whole Art of. .a Master Carver, a Master Butler, a
Master Confectioner, a Master Cook, a Master Pastryrnan.
1702 If find. Gnz. No. 3822/4 Her Majesty has been pleased
toconstitute .. William Bridges Ksq. ; Master Surveyor, .of
the &amp;lt; hdnance. 1769 FAIXONKR Diet. Marine (1780) Y y iij b,
To observe that the master-shipwrights do in no ways depart
from the draught. 1862 J. GRANT Caft. Guard \, The king s

master butcher.

d. In designations of trade, to denote one who
is a * master* as distinguished from an apprentice or

journeyman, or one who has others in Ms employ.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1666

J&amp;gt;i

self sal be )re maister wright.
1444 Rolls of TarIt. V. 112/2 Ye wages of eny free Mason
or maister Carpenter, excede not by the day iiiirf. Ibid.^
A maister Tyler or Sclatter. 1483 CAXTON G. dc la Tour
A vj b, It cam from the handes of the mayster goldsmythe.
1496 Xtwal Ace. Hen. VIf (1896) 180, iiij Smythes .. iij of

theym takynj*. . xv&amp;lt;&amp;gt; by the weke. . .And the iiij
* as Maister

Smyth viij&quot; vj
d

. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Jtn cnat^i The master-
barber now Trimms thee. 1658 R. FRASCK North. Afctr/.

(1821) 146 Here [Perth] they call a taylor master-fashioner
forsooth. 1683 MOXON Meek. Exert., Printing ii. F i,

I shall begin with the Office of a Master-Printer. 1707
FLEETWOOD Chron. free. (1745) 133 A Master Calker. 1739
LABELVE Short Ace. Piers Wcsttn. Ur. Pref. 4, I consulted
the respective Master-Artificers. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.
v. ii. (1869) II. 461 The rise which such a tax might
occasion in the wages of manufacturing labour would be ad
vanced by the master manufacturer. 1800 MAR. KDCEWORTH
Mnrad i, In these disturbances the master bakers fre

quently lose their lives. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Fract. Build.

423 The master-glazier takes upon himself the risk of win.
dows being broken. 1834 ist Rep. Poor Law Comm. (1885)

199 Master barbers who might have saved enough money
to keep them from the parish. 1837 LOCKHART Settt Ixiv,
The master-pi inter is entitled to an equal sum. 1863 KINGS-
LEV Water-hab. i, He would be a man and a master-sweep.
1897 Daily JVVtt j 8 Mar. 3/1 Mr. George Holder, master

sinker, who had charge of the pit.

e. \Yith the sense supremely or consummately
skilled . Also, in ME. occas. consummately
wicked*, accomplished

1

,
as in f master gaveller.

1340 Ayenb. 35 pise byef* pe mayster gaueleres. c 1440
Jacob s Well 123 }if )x&amp;gt;u

be wel plesyd Jerwyth, \&amp;gt;ou
art

maystfcr vsureie. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 6 pis Abbott
said vnto ^is maister thieff [etc.]. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus,
AntolictiS) a maister thiefe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 515
That great architect and master deuiser, of Alexandria . .

Dinocrates. 1677 GII.PIN Demonol. in. ii. 11 We may rely

upon the great Master-contriver, for relief, .or deliverance;
as there is need. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat,-l.ng. Dict.^ Athleta,
a master-wrestler, a champion. 1751 J. HARRIS Hermes i.

vii. (1705) in The character of a Master-Artist, or Man of

radical Wisdom. 1850 TENNYSON In Man. Ixxxvii, And
asi the master-bowman, he, Would cleave the mark. 1900
U cstm. Gaz. 4 Jan. 1/3 The French consider the English
the master-colonists of the world.

25. Applied transf. as a qualification of things,
with the sense main

, principal ,

(

controlling .

In some of the combinations so formed, master is appre
hended as a separate adj. ; the majority, however, are al

ways felt as compounds, while in many the grammatical
character is uncertain or fluctuating.

a. Of material things (after the similar use of F.

maitrc
; esp. frequent in terms relating to building,

machinery, and popular anatomy%as master-attar,

-{&amp;gt;ttini, &quot;\-(&amp;gt;onet \-borottgh, -bough, branch^ -chont,

\city, current
, -drain, -feeder, fortress, furrow,

-gate, &quot;\gonfanon, -line, -/ot/e, -metal, -moulding,

pillar , &quot;\-pock, river, sailj -screw, -shoot, star, J

street, -string, temple, -tissue, tooth, tower,

f -turnip, wave, way, -wheel, wire.

1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Lobe 116 The * master-altar.

1632 SHERWOOD, A summer (or great &quot;master-beame in

building), sonnnicr. 1638 DKUMM. OK HAWTH. Irene Wks.

(1711) 170 The props, stays, master-beams of religion, being

faith, hope, and charity. 1677 W. VINCENT in Harl. Misc.

(1809) II. 328 One hand ling rotted from the wrist, that you
may not only see through the &quot;master-bones, but also fetc.J.

1800 C. WINTER in W. jay Mem. J. s Wks. 1843 v -

,57
Th

master-bone of my leg was broken, c 1150 tien.
&amp;lt;y

K.\. 3881

Long wei^e and costful he 5or fond, for5 bi archim Oat

meister bur}. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Iloitscw. (lard.

(1626) 35 Let him spread as far as he list without any *master-

bough. 1642 ROGERS Saainan To Rdr. i Yet they \sc.

trees) haue some * Master and chiefe ones [sc. branchesl,

into which the maine sap .. is carried. 1667 WATK8HOU9I
I- he f.f&amp;gt;nd. 131 A main Pillar nnd Master-branch in Kng-
lands Grandeur. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. I III, m.ii. 106, I would

twer somthing y 1 would fret the string, The *Master-coid

oil s heart. 1842 TENNYSON Will Iv ttterfr. 27 The master-

chord Of all 1 felt and feel. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns
(S.T.S.) 47 Their *maister citee was als mekle as Rome.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 120 It is connected with *master-

currents below the surface. 1652 HLITH Eng. Improv.

hnpr. ix. (ed. 3) 56 Thither draw a good substantial &quot;Master-

drain through all thy Lands. 1796 Trans. Sac. Arts\l\ .

184 In carrying up the valley the master drains. 1789 T.

WKIUHT Meth, Watering Meadows (1790) 19 The bottom
of the first work, or &quot;master-feeder, ought to be as ik-cp

as the Iwttom of the river. 1450 Merlin vii. no Than
Iitctell com to the &quot;imuster forteresse wliere as the kynge
\v;is. 1649 Ui.n H Kng. hnproi . xviii. 109 A gooti Drayne or

Master-Furrow. 1808 J. WAI.KHR Econ. Hist. HtMJt* \
J/iefil. Scot. L 168 The master-furrow at the head of the field

..should be led in a very gentle slope. ci45 Merlin xxiii.

422 He com to the *maisu:r gate of the palcys. 1715 LEON!

j
],.



MASTER, 215 MASTER.

Q. tlynde 324 No clamour rose, .. Fbeame or &quot;master post was loosed out of the place. 1677
YARRANTON Kng. Improv. 64 The Thames and Severne
are the two great Master Rivers. 1555 EDEN Decades 195
They sayle with twoo sayles as with the master sayle and
the tiinkette. ipoa Eniycl. Brit. XXXIII. 809/2 The
screw is an important productive measuring instrument,
whether used as a micrometer-strew of less than an inch
in length, or as a &quot;master screw of 20 feet in length. 1711
J. JAMES tr. Le Blond s Gardening 17 j Bringing the two
Sides as near as possible to the *.Master-Shoot. ,; 1300
Cursor M. 527 Seuen maisler sterns ersette in heuen 1601
HOLLAND Winy II. 33 If their leaves bee cropt off before
the &quot;maisler stern or spire be growne big. C13&6 CIIAUCFR
Kut. s T. 2044 The

1615 CKOOKE Body a/Man 217 The great Mai

fugiliue.
Art thou

Harmony or Discord to me. c isSs CiMucER L. (J. II .

1016 Dido, The maystir temple of al the toun. 1806
Allliutes Syit. McJ. I. 161 Certain &quot;master tissues. . pos
sess, .a special function. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 341 The
great &quot;master teeth and grinders of a wolfe. 1:1386 CHAD-CM Sqr. s T. 218 (Hengwrt MS.) The Mirour, That
born was vp vn to the maister tour. 13 .. .y. Erktxwoldt
26 in Ho.strn. Alttngl. Leg. (1881) 266 Londone..(&amp;gt;e metro-
pol & be mayster.tone. 1385 CHAUCKR /,. G. H . 1591
Hipsiph., laconitos, That was the mayster toun of al
tolcos. 1733 Tun. Horse-Hoeing Huso. x. 100 We contrive
to leave the Master-Turneps ..and spare such when near
one another. 1840 MARRYAT four Jack xlii, A master
wave, as it is termed, from being of larger dimensions than
Its predecessors. 1726 Ucoxi Albert?* Arc/lit. I. 80/1 The
Houses of Princes .. shou d have an entrance from the
Master \\ ay. 1640 lip. REYNOLDS Passions x, The Master-

wheel or first mover in all the regular motions of this pas
sion [Love] is the Love of God. 1761 CHURCHILL Nifhtroems 1769 I. 89 Let but the puppet; move, I ve my desire
L nseen the hand which guides the &quot;Master-wire.

b. Of immaterial tilings, as
master-appetite,

-argument, -bias, -cause, conscience, -duty, -error,
exercise, fact, -feeling, -form, -genius, -idea, jest,
light, -hist, -mind, -miracle, -mischief, motive,
-passion, principle, -proof, reason, -sin, -spell,
-stratagem, -tone, -vice, -virtue, -word.
1741 Vot-No A /. Tli. MI. 863 Great Nature s Master-

appetite destioy d. 1678 BUNYAN Jems. Sinner Saved
\\ks. (1845) 73 This is Satan s master-argument 1807
WOROSW. Happy n arrior 59 A Soul whose &quot;master-bias
leans

^lo
homefelt

pleasures 1677 HORNECK Gt. Lam

1624 SANDEKSON Serm. I. 82 Here then the magistrate
.. may learn., his &quot;master-duty. 1674 ALLEN Danger En.
t/insiasm 96, I deem it a Mother and a Master-Error
1604 SHAKS. Otli. n. i. 268 Hard at hand comes the Master
and mame exercise. 1831 BKKWSTER Newton (1855) 1
ix. 202 It is to Dr. Thomas Young.. that we owe the

^master
fact. 1806 Sunn Winter in Land. II 28 This

master feeling of his soul. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud
f-p. ill. XVH. 147 Other degenerations which come up in
unexpected shapes, when they want the support . . of the
ptimary and master. formes, a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet.
W*S. 172, III. 293 Had Athefts ..To our great Homer s
Master genius bow d . . They [etc.). 1809-10 COLERIDGE

rri&amp;lt;n,l (1865! 69 The three master ideas, announced in

27. Objective, as master-killer -leaver
; instru

mental, as master-mortified adj.
1606 SHAHS. Ant. f, Ci. iv. ix. 22 But let the world

ranke me in Register A Master
1608 SYLVESTER l&amp;gt;u Bai-tas n. iv
there Zimri, cursed Parricide 1 Fell masler-killer, canst
thou chuse but fear For like offence, like punishment se* etc- ?

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. xv, The poor, low, creeping
abject, self-mortified and master-mortified Mrs. Jewkes.
t 28. In contracted forms of certain syntactical

combinations used as titles of office, as master-
household - master of the household (see 18 a) ;

master-hunt = master of the hunt (but cf. HUNT
j

sl&amp;gt;.

1
), a head huntsman

; master-voyage, ?the com
mander of a fishing licet. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1656 EARL MOS.M. tr. ISxcalinis A,/:ts _/r. P.irnas* 196
/ienofon, Apollos Master-hunt. 1761 Ann. Kff. 188 Every
boat-masler, splitter, and master voyage, who are the chief
people among the fishermen [French, Newfoundland] and
shoremen, being the catchers and curcts offish.

29. Special comb. : master attendant, an
officer in the royal dockyards appointed to assist
in the fitting or dismantling, removing or securing
vessels of war, &c. (Smyth) ; f master-bee, (a)
a queen bee icf. KING sb. 8 a); (t,) ! a. worker bee;
t master-bowl (see sense 9) ;

master fault Ceo/.,
a fault which governs the configuration of the

surrounding area ; f master gunner (see GUNNEU
I c) ; hence f master gunnership, the office of a
master gunner; master hand, (a) the hand of a
master, the agency of one highly skilled or one
possessing commanding power; (/;)

a highly skilled

worker; master joint Ceo/., a principal joint in
a rock mass

; master mariner, the commander of
a ship (for mod. use see MAKF.VKR I b) ; f master
note MIIS., a semibreve (see quot.); fmaster
shipman, master-mariner; master sinew, a
main sinew; tip. the tendon in the hock of a quad
ruped, corresponding to the tendon of Achilles in

man; f master water, a liquid having powerful
chemical effects; ^rattlesnake) masterweed C.S..
a plant regarded as an antidote to rattlesnake bites

(cf. rattlesnake-master) ; f master woman, an
imperious or masculine woman; master-worker
= master-workman ; also spec, in the Mint (see
quot. 1670); master workman, a workman tho-

roughlyconversantwith his trade; onewhoemploys
workmen; alsoyfj,*-.; master-yaw, = mamma-pian
(see MAMMA id). See also MASTKR-UHLDEK,
-CRAFT, -FAST, etc.

1669 PEI-VS Diary 25 Mar., I did., rattle the * Maste

1774 Med. Ess. V. n. 793 Sometimes after, .the Salivation is

over, there remains one large Yaw, high knobbed, red and
moist

; this is commonly called the Master yaw.
Master (ma-stsj), sl&amp;gt;.-

[f. MAST sb.l + -Ei! l
i
.]A vessel having (a specified number of) masts, ns

in three-master, seven-master, etc.
1880 in WEBSTER Snppl. 1887 [see FIVK C. i c] igoi

Daily Cliron. 26 July 5/2 The keel of a gigantic seven-
master has been laid.

Master ima stsj), i). Forms: see MASTKII rfj
[f. MASTKII j&amp;lt;M Cf. OF. maistrier (perh. the source
in early instances), med.L. magistrare, OIIG.
meist(e}rSn (G. meisteni), Dti. mccstcren, Sw.
mestra, Da. meslrc.]
1. trans. To get the better of, in any contest or

struggle; to overcome or defeat. \Vithmaterial or
immaterial subject or object.
n 1225 Lef. Kath. 548 Ha wiS hire ancs mot meistreS us

Bile, a 1300 Cursor M. 25365 Quen bai faandin- maister
wele, Crund er bai wit mikei sele. 1303 K. HRUSM. llaiull.
Symie 7909 V dredde hyt [synne] wide ha may.slrede me.
1375 HARBOUR Brnce\u.-2li The sleip masterit hym. ,1 1400Morte Art/i. 2683 He maisterede bat mane, so my-htly
of strenghes. 1530 PALSGR. 633/2 Be he never so stronge
I put no doutes to mayster hym. 1567 MAPLET C&amp;gt;: Forest
83b, [Somedogges] haue Maystred and benegood innugh for
the Lyon and Elephant. 1576 BAKER Jewell oj Ilealtli
1310, Ihe sayd water drunck maystreth and expclletli

poysons.
ii SPENSER Kiiincs o/Kome xviii. These brave

Pallaces, which mayslred bee Of time. (11623 Fi KTCIIEK
Lore s Cure v. iii.d647), Kings nor authority can master fate
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keo. l. Z r The King .. was very
quicksighted in.. raising objections, and very slow in mas
tering them. 1664 POWER l-:xp. Philos. II. 109 The smaller
weight of Quicksilver is not able to master the Elastick
pressure of the external Ayr. 1703 MAI NDRKLL jean.
Jems. (1732) 112 Here we had a very steep and rocky
ascent ; but however in half an hour we master d it 1725UK FOE Voy.ronnd World (1840) 33 The chief conspirators
would be on .shore.. and.. then I thought I could master the
rest on board well enough. 1798 BKRESHORD in L,t Amt-
l.ind s Corr. (1862) III. 414 Lord Edward was mastered,
brought to the Castle, and committed to Newgate. 1838

JSrigandxx, Ueep grief masters me. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD
Jess vi, A crash that almost mastered the awful crackling of
the thunder.

2. To reduce to subjection, compel to obey ; to

break, tame (an animal).

for all maner of men of warre to entre . . to thentent to
mayster them of Parys. 1580 in Liturg. Sen . Q. KHz.
( 847) 573 Masters, unable to master their own affections
are become servants to other folks servants. 1586 I

HOOKER Hist. tret, in llolinshed II 13
~&quot;

because noted by our Saviour as a master-miracle, a 17091LLIDGE m M.Hen r-jLife (1710) 65 Atheism., is the &quot;Master-
miscnier of this Age. 1860 MILL Refr. Govt. (1865) 51/1ihe guiding and master motives in the conduct of averagehuman beings. .732 POPE Ess. Man it. 131 One master
rassion in the breast, Like Aaron s serpent, swallows up
therest. ,794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 118 A vindication

A 5
reat or

S&quot;
la l, master piinciples on which they were

founded 1610 lip. HALL Afol. Brwnistsv. 14, I nnde theseas your Master-proofes, set as Challengers in every of your
ices. 1608 SHAKS. Pericles iv. vi. 8 Her quirks, her

reasons, her master reasons. 1607 HIERON Wks. \. 227inose
master-sinnes, ignorance, contempt of the wordand godhnesse. 18.6 BVRON Ch. Har. ,. cvii. The lordof irony.-that master-spell, Which stung his foes to

&quot;J.5. ^ JR
,

APP
?&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;

2 n - &quot; 7 Themselves will
&quot;mle in the triumphs of their own wits . . as at a

PHILLIPS Geology 63 The faults, .generally cross the anti
clinal axis, and terminate in a remarkable master fault or axis
of elevation.ofelevation. 1565 Keg.Priry Council.Seat. I. 396 The said

&quot;OWNING UramaofL.rile Poems 1850 I. 71
office of maistir gunnaischip. 1625 in Crt f,- Times Jas I n)

aster wl n a look Your lion at his fasting.
(18491 II. 502 Mr. Gibson.. who had in reversion the master-

UOT Da
^-

&amp;gt;er

.\
&quot; xxv

.
lii He meant to be

. . 1709
_ _ He is a Poet, and Merchant,

1 is seen in Two Master-Words, Credit Blossoms.

gunnership of England. 1709 Porn Ess. Crit. 145 Nameless
graces.. which a master-hand alone can reach. 1806-7 J
liERESRORD MiseriesHum. Lije(i 826) II. x, The master-hand
of Tacitus. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. iv. ii. (1883) II. 202 It
mightseem that, the master-hand withdrawn, all would return
totheformeranarchy. 1879 HoVKWti.Amnffftll.xmn,He sa niaster-hand to converse, any way. iSsgMfRCHisoN
j.

f r&amp;gt;

. tyst- L xx. 244 The surprising regularity of the
direction of the master joints. 1879 Eniycl. Brit. X. 297/2
Granite., is traversed by two sets of chief or master-joints .

13.. Coer de L. 1831 On the morwe he of-sent his coun
sellors Of the pates the master mariners, c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Lliron. Hace (Rolls) 12089 (*&amp;gt; mayster mariner was byhynde,
pe schip to stere by be wynde. 1838, 1886 [see MARINER
1

,! j
* &quot;tAYFoD Sltitl ,\li,s. i. vii. 23 The Semibrief. . is

called the Master Note, being of one Measure by himsell ;

all ihe other Notes are reckoned by bis value, by Augmenta
tion or Diminution. 1390 COWER Can/: III. 311 The *Maister
schipman cam and preide With othre suche as be therinne.

&quot;- x. 10 i ne Rreat n
STEELE Taller No. 17 r
which is seen in Two M:

, .. ... , , m ... w ,Uv..^ Uo ^ i,^,,,,n c - r ,,
26.

Attributive, with the sense: PerTaTnin
tr&quot; to i

45 LOVEIICH Grail xxxvi 499 ThanneA MalsteTschip- I facility in using (an instrument, etc/) .

Proceeding from, or characteristic of a mister r;, f&quot;

an 8an for h to gon. ai3oo Cursor Itf. 394! lacob was I 1740 J. CLARKE Educ. Yonll, led. 3) 16-r ^n ,
ban hurt wel sare, pe -maister sinu of his the. 1607 Top-

.

mastered his Syntax. &amp;gt;7

8i COWPEK Par,

passions. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 393 The
Zebra., could never be entirely mastered. 1844 MRS.
BROWNING Drama of Exile

;

Poems 1850 I. 71 This shall..

1876 Gi:o.
. . master of a

woman who would have liked to master him.
3. techn. To temper or season

; to modify. Now
only in Dyeing, to season or age (dye stuffs), and
in Tanning, to subject (skins) to the action of an
astringent lye. (Cf. MASTERING vol. sb. 2.}

1308 TREVISA Rarth. De P. R. xix. xxxiii. (1495) 878 And
wyth Attrament ynke is tempryd and maystryd [orig. aciti-

tur\. Ibid. 879 The colour purpura is maystred [orig.
aciiititr] and amended wyth blood that droppyth of certen
shellefysshe. a 1648 DIGBV Closet Open. ( 1677) 59 That the hot
herbs may be mastered with the cool. 1841 in Titles 1 atents
(1854) 1145 An expeditious mode of unhairing, mastering,
and tanning, .hides and skins. 1862 O NEILL Diet. Calico
Print, tt Dyeing Index, Mastering or ageing of logwood.
4. To make oneself master of (an art, science,

etc.) ; to acquire complete knowledge or under
standing of (a. fact, a proposition), or complete

63 A boy has . .

rnt 9 Belinda s



MASTERABLE.
maitls are soon preferred To tench him now nml then n word,
As Poll can master it. 11839 PRAED /Vvw.s(i864) II. 176

A\vay with ye, visions of law, Of cases I never shall master.

1865 KiNGSi-EY Here, viii, Grammar, rhetoric, Latin prose
and poetry . . she mastered ere she was grown up. 1866 (.

.MACUONALD Ann. Q. A cight . xiv. (1878) 21)6 When he con

sidered that he had mastered the meaning of it. 1878
R. W. DALE Lett. Preach, iv. 91 The instrument you have

to master stands before you the soul of man. 1901 Athc-

nxum 27 July 120/3 He has not mastered the difference

between would and Should .

fb. To execute with skill (J.). Obs.

1624 UACON ( visit?. M ar w.Spain (1629) 3, I doe not take

my st-lfe to bee so perfect in the customer, .and priuileges
of that Kingdome of Uohemia, as to be (it to handle that

part ; and I will not offer at tli.it I cannot master.

5. To act the part of master towards ; to rule as

a master; to be the master of (a servant, scholar,

house, etc.).
1611 SHAKS. Cynttr. iv. ii. 383, I will not say Thou shall be

so well masier d. Ibid. 395, I good youth, And rather

Father thee, than Master thee. 1711 Swn T JrnL to Sttlht.

2 Aug., The dog [his man Patrick] thinks he has the whip-
Hand of me; lie begins to master me; so now I am re-

sulvud to part with him. 1715 M- DAVIKS A then, 7&amp;gt;V/V.

I. 19 He doubtless would have ordered it [St. Paul s

School] to he MasterM by Learned Chaplains alone. 1790
K. TYLER Contrast ii. ii, Father said 1 should come as

CuLmd Manly s waiter, .. but no man shall master me.

a 1845 HOOD Lantia\. 128, 1 have a house, .within the walls

nf Corinth : Will you not master it as well as meV 1864
A. M KAV Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 366 I m your equal :

I ll be maistered nae langer. 1881 Daily News 14 Sept. 3/1

The estate is not well mastered. 1898 Ibid. 30 June 6/7 \ t

was. .a magnificent school,.. magnificently mastered.

t b. intr. To act the master. Also to master it.

1656 S. H. Golden Law 67 He. .did justly master it, and
rule over his masters. 1793 MMK. D ARBLAY Diary V. ix.

402, I have been scholaring all day, and mastering too \ for

our lessons are mutual.

(
6. trans. To have at one s disposal ;

to own,

possess. Also intr. in to master of. Qhs.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 863 He hath it [treasure] when he can-

not vse it, AndJcaues it to be maistred by his yong. 1596
Merch. ! . v. i. 174 The wealth That the world masters.

( 1600 Sonn. cvi, I see their antique Pen would have

cxprest Etien such a beantie as you maister now. 1638 SIR

T. HF.KBEitr Trav, (ed. 2) 175 Had hee mastered^ any
weapon, he had doubtlesse saved himselfe ; but wanting it

his breath failed. 1654-66 1 .MU, I )KKKKV Parthcn. (1676,1 314

liidding his Treasurer give him higher rewards, than the

prisoner could Master of.

fb. To take possession of. Obs. (^^once-iise.}
1826 J. F. COOPER Mohicans xxv,The Hurons would follow

up our trail, and master our scalps.

7. To address by the style of master \ nonce-use.

1583 STUBHKS Aunt.
AJ&amp;gt;its.

i. (1879) I22 ^ e wno natr*

nioni enough shalbe rabbled 8: maistered at euery word.

Masterable (ma-storab l), a. [f.
MASTEH v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being mastered.
1882 PROCTOR Fain. Sci. Stud, i Man might believe, .that

every kind of knowledge is . . inalterable,

Ma ster-at-a rms. Nant. Formerlyawarrant-
officer in the navy appointed to instruct the officers

and crew of a ship of war in the exercise of small

arms, and to act as principal police officer on board

(
= MARSHAL 7 b), but now a first-class petty officer

doing duty in the latter capacity only. Also

/ratzsf., the principal police omcer on board a ship
of the mercantile marine.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxix, I was taken prisoner,
and carried to the poop by the master-at-arms. 1861 TUKING
Crim. Law Navy 53 The Commander-in-Chief appoints
some person (usually the master-at-arms of the flag-ship) to
act as provost-marshal. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 74,

500 cabin passengers, to look after whose comfort and con
duct there are employed six dozen stewards,.. two masters-

at-arms, and a surgeon. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet

474 A master-at-arms with a staff of ship s corporals is

allowed in the larger ships.

Ma ster-bui Ider. [MASTER sbl II.]
1. One who is skilled in the art of building, an

architect. Chiefly in rhetorical use or fig. context.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) i Cor. \\\. 10 As a skilful master builder
I haue layd the foundation: and another buyldeth theron.

594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad, \\. 18 If we consider the

ordinary generation of men, the matter is humour: natural!
heate is as it were the master buylder. 1611 SPEED Thcnt.
Gt.

^Brit. Pref., So many master-builders having in this

subject gone before me. 1642 VICARS God in Mount (1644)
39 Our blessed Master-builders in Parliament. 1855 Miss
COBUK/ntuit. Mor. 35 The depth of the foundation shows
how high the Master-builder will carry his temple. 1865
J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar ofFire (1872) 47 The Egyptians are
not only master-builders in architecture, but [etc.].

2. One who employs workmen in building.
1714 SWIFT Pres. St. Aff, F 10 When a IJuilding is to be

erected, the Model may be the contrivance only of one
head ; and it is sufficient that the Under-workmen be ordered
to cut stones into certain shapes, [etc.J : But the several
Master-builders must have some general Knowledge of the

Design, without which they can give no orders at all. 1738
KIRCH Ltfe Milton in A/. s ll ks. (1738) I. 61 Anne [Milton]
married a Master-Builder.

3. Nant. A petty officer formerly employed on
the construction of ships.

1799^ NELSON n Oct. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 47 My
directions to the Master-builder relative to the Ships.

Ma stercraft. iionct-wd. [f. MASTEU sb^ +

CRAFT.] Politic dealing characteristic of a master.

1711 HICKER Two Trent. Christ. Priesth. (1847) I. 140
There is no more, .priestcraft in the clergy, .than master-
craft in the father of a family.

216

Masterdom (rn.rst3.utom). [f.
MASTER sf .

1
-H

-TOM.]
1 1. The office of a master or teacher ;

the degree

of master (of divinity). Obs. rare 1

.

a 1050 Liber Scintill. xniL(tMg) 120 Fondas magisttrii,

hefe nuesstertloines. 1384 Wvci.lF.SW. Wki. III. 3?6\\ hat

cursidcnesse is
l&amp;gt;is [fora friar] to nete hym a cappeof may-

terdome, by preyer of lordis, and grete giflis.

2. The position of being master ; dominion, ab

solute control, supremacy ; f victory in battle.

In I7S5 Not in u*e ().).

1475 A
1

*. ffMfsst (Roxb.) 7 When the due off Burgoyn by

cyvyle bataylle by maisterdom expelled the due of Orlyance

parlie. .owl of Parys cytee. a 1500 Chaucer s Dreme 1784

And cursed the time that ever sl.mth Should have such

nasterdome of trouth. 1596 SM.NSKU / . Q. v. ii. 15 With

cruell chaufe their courages they whet, The maysterdome of

each by force to gaiue. 1605 SFIAKS. Mad . I. v. 71 Which
shall to all our Nii&amp;gt;hls,

and Dayes to come, Giue solely
d Masterdome. 1656 H. MORE Entfaa,

. Jedge that has pt
is so weak as to arrogate the Masterdom of it alone to himself?

1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Sliaks. 26 The stage which he [Mar
lowe] was born to. .re-create by the might and masterdom
of his genius. ^886 ULACKIE U /iat I/MS Hist. Teacli ! 73
The mastcrdom of the Roman Pope.

fb. Masterful behaviour. Obs.

1596 STKNSER / . Q. iv. i. 46 For Love is free, and led with

selfe delight, Ne will enforced be with maisterdome or might.

(3. = MASTERSHIP. Obs.

1588 Marprtl. Kpist. (Arb.) 3 Mine Epistle vnto your
venerable masterdomes. 1589 PasqviFs AW. D iv, May it

please your Masterdom. 1601 CHKTTLE & MUNDAV Death
Earl llunlington Dab, Apolloes master doone {read
masterdom] I inuocate.

4. Grand masterdom : the office of grand master.

1762 tr. Itjtschiiig s Syst. Geog, V. 450 The administration

of the grand masterdom is ever .since become a mere title.

Plastered (ma-stcud ,///. a. [f.
MASTER -:

+ -ED.] In senses of the vb.

SCOTT I,d. of Isles lit. xxix, The master d felon .. gasp d

beneath a mortal wound. 1899}. CAIRD Univ.Addr. 33 The
mastered and established facts of knowledge.

Btasterer (nifi-st3r9.i). rare. [f.
MASTER v. +

-Kit
.]

One who masters or overcomes.

1607 HIERON )/&quot;/. I. 256 Who would thinke that this re-

iected person, .should be.. the conquerour of Sathan, the

masterer of death. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator No. 23 (1822)

I. 184 But oh ! thou Love s and Nature s masterer.

tMa sterfast, a. Obs. [f. MASTER ,r&amp;lt;M +
FAST a. 4.] Hound to a master.

1469 Paston Lett. II. 388, I wyll not make me mastyrfast
with my Lord of Norff. c 15*0 St. Mayd Kmlyn 167 in

Hazl. . P. P. IV. 88 He that is mayslerfast . .dare not

ronne and playe. 1516 SKEI.TON Magnyf. 2573 To day
maysterfest, to morowe he hath no holde. 1541 UIULL
Erasm. Apopli. 78 b, Whoso hath ones marryed a wife, is . .

in maner half maisterfast.

Masterful (ma-sUiful), a. [f. MASTER si.l

-H-FC L.]

1. Of persons (occas. of animals) or their dis

positions : Addicted to acting the part of master;

accustomed to insist on having one s own way;
imperious, self-willed, overbearing. Of actions :

High-handed, despotic, arbitrary.

13. . E. E. A/lit. / . A. 401 Maysterful mod & hyse pryde
I hete

\&amp;gt;e
arn heterly hated here, c 1374 CHAUCER Trvyltts

H. 756 Ei|&amp;gt;er fiey [husbands] ben ful of lalousye, Or mais-

terful. 1388 WYCLIF 2 Mace. iv. 27 Sostratus . . made
maisterful axing [Vulg. exaclioiicm]. Luke xii. 59 To
the maistirful axcr [Vulg. cxactori^ c 14*0 Cliron. V ilod.

2926 pe laylardes. .sayden bat ^ey wolden be ^ates vp barste,

And other maystrefull werkus bey wold wyrche. c 1550
K.tam. W. Thorpe in Foxe A.

f&amp;lt;

M. (1583) 533 Though such

tyrautes be maisterfull and cruel in boasting and manasing.

1636 SANDERSON Strin. (1681) II. 53 What a-do there is with

him, before.. his masterful spirit be soundly subdued. 11639
WHATELEV Prototypes It. xxvi. (1640) 72 Some children are

very masterful! and disobedient. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess.,

Overrent Wks. (Bohn 1884) I. in Yonder masterful cuckoo

Crowds every egg out of the nest. 1860 TROU.OVE Framley
P. (1861) III. 193 She was proud and masterful. 1899 J-

HUTCHINSON in Arch. Snrg. X. 107 This masterful dis

regard of logical thought.

fb. Law. (chiefly Sc.} Of robbers, beggars,
or their actions : Using violence or threats. Obs.

1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 166 For the wranguis,

violent, injust and maisterfull spolatioun. 1564 Ibid. 289
The maisterfull reiff and stowth fra the said Johnne, furth

of his dwelling hous..of Ixxx scheip. 1585 Kid, HI. 747

Wandering people, maisterfnll beggaris, and utheris. 1747-8
Act 21 Geo. II, c. 34 20 The masterful taking away or

detaining the same [cattle]. 1754 ERSKISE Princ. Sc. Lam
(1809) 507 The slaughter of night-thieves, house-breakers,

assistants in masterful depredations, or rebels [etc.].

t c. Of natural agencies : Violent, overwhelming.
1313 DOUGLAS /Ends v. xiii. 57 Thi self is wilnes quhow,

laitlie, our the laif, Sa maisterfull storme amyd the Libyan
see Scho raisit sone. 1641 S. MARSHALL Ptaa-offitrinf 5

They are compared to the most masterfull and mercilesse

creatures of fire and water.

fd. ?Stronginresistance,hard to overcome. Obs.

&amp;lt;-j470
HENRY Wallace iv. 159 That land is strait, and

maisterfull to wyn.
2. Having the capacities of a master ; qualified

to command
; powerful and vigorous in rule.

Formerly sometimes, f having authority, in a

position to rule (obs.~).

MASTERING.
?&amp;lt;! 1400.Morte Artll. 3414 the fertile was syr Judds. .The

maysterfulle Makabee. c 1470 Kauf Coilyar 442, I haue
na myster to matche with maisterfuil men. 1608 PANKE I at

pf linliel 116 Great Marvaile it were that Damasus should

be. .growne potent, and masterfull over the bUhops of the

East. 1675 Art Contenttn. HI. 16 Has given us the use of

reason wherewith to manage that soveraignty, without which
we had only bin the more masterful sort of brutes. 1890
HOSMKR Anglo-Saxon Freedom 165 What if the occupant
of the throne..had been a ruler really good and gifted.,

arbitrary but masterful?
al sol. 1887 G. MEREDITH Ballads A&amp;gt; P. 141 Errors To be

by his young masterful repaired.

b. Of language, appearances, etc. : Indicative

of mastery or controlling power.
1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. 264 A certain trium

phant masterful look in his eyes. i86z StuLF.v (J. Skelton)

Nitgz Crit. ix. 375 The masterful words of a great man.

3. Characterized by the skill that constitutes a

master ; masterly. Now only in somewhat rhetori

cal use, with mixture of sense 2 : Characterized by
commanding power.
1613 W. BROWNE Shcph. Pipe I. (1614) C 4 b, Not might it

been hid How masterfull a leech he had him kid. 1641
MILTON Aniwath 1

. ll. 62 Variety ..erects and rouses an

auditory, like the masterful running over many chords and
divisions. 1733 GENT Rippon xi, The most masterful strokes

engrav d on Copper. 1830 Frasers Mag. \. 128 The manly
and masterful novels of Sir Walter Scott. 1877 MKS. OLI-

vnwT Makers Flor. Introd.,The same masterful hand which

carved the lovely anguish of the Dawn. 1883 RCSKIN Art
ofKng. ii. (1884) 65 Whether pleasing or displeasing to your
taste they are entirely masterful.

Masterfully (ma-stojfuK), adv. [f.
MASTER

FUL a. + -LY*.] In a masterful manner (see the adj.).

1388 WVCLIF Le-. . vi. 2 A soule that synneth..ethir takith

maisterfnll a thing hi violence, ether makith fals chaleng.

1457 Att 35 //&amp;lt;. I i in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 24 They
doe. .masterfully take their goods without any pity. 1563

Keg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 238 Violentlie, maisterfullie

and unjustlie reft, .andtakin. n 1603 ! . CARTWRIGHTC&amp;lt;W/H/.

Rhem. N. T. (1618) 83 Peters [heart] . . was so masterfully
holden by the spirit of God. (11670 $TtLnnnTmii.Ctml.J
(1829) 24 [They] took some money frae Mr. Robert Jameson
..violently and masterfully. 1695 HUMFRRV tftetotria 39
The Masterfully Learned Bishop Forbs. 1883 A. FORBES
in ig/A Cent. Oct. 723 That reproach Britain strove cal

lously and masterfully to perpetuate. 1899 T. M. ELLIS

7 7u-,-c Cat s-eye Kings 29 I ll lake it to her , shouted Polryn,

laying hold of it masterfully.

Masterfulness (ma stsafulnes). [f.
MASTER-

Fl i, a. + -NESS.] The quality of being masterful.

(11586 SIDNEV Arcadia III. (1590) 314 That imperious
maisterfulnesse which nature giues to men aboue women.
1880 Daily Tel. 22 Nov., He had held.. the two great law

offices, .with unmatched felicity of language and masterful

ness in opinion. 1893 igW Cent. Jan. 47 Masterfulness long
survives mastery.

t Ma sterhead. Obs. rare. [f.
MASTER sb* +

HEAD.] =MASTKHHOOD.
1381 WVCLII Km. Prol., That to men not knowende desyr

of seching be set, and to men sechende frut of trauaile, and

to God the doctrine of maisterhed be kept.

Masterhood (ma-stajhu d). [f. MASTER rf.l

+ -HOOD.] The condition or quality of being a

master, t Good masterhood : patronage.
CI4S4 Paston Lett. I. 284 Thankyng you. .of your gret

jentylness and good mayslyrhod shewyd on to me. a 1586

SIDNEV Arcadia I. (1590) 53 Who., (like to childish maistersi

thinke their masterhood nothing, without doing iniury to

them, who [etc. ]. 1637 EARL MoNM.tr. Mahvzzfs Rtmatha

ff Tarquin 138 A little master-hood seemes enough where

there is none at all. 1864 D. W. THOMPSON Daydreams
Schoolm.v&&amp;lt;) My masterhood slipt off me like a loose robe.

l869KusKiNg. ofAir (1874) 200 There is enlire masterhood

of its business up to the required point. 1875 SCRIVENER

Led. TextN. Test. iSTo decipher adouble palimpsest calls

for the masterhood of a Tischendorf.

Mastering (ma stsrin), vil. s&. Also 6 mas-

tringe, 8 -ing. [f.
MASTER v. + -ING .]

1. The action of the verb MASTER.

1654 tr. Martinfs Conq. China 37 Considering at how dear

a rate he had bought the mastering of that City. 1740 J.

CLARKE Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 159 As much Time., will be

requisite for the mastering of them, as was. employed upon
the Historians. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 4. 71 His life

was one long mastering of difficulty after difficulty.

2. spec. \nDyeing ami Ttauung(et MASTER v. 3).

Hence concr. a kind of lye made of lime or other

astringent and used by tanners. Also attrib. as

wastering-trough .

c 1460 E. E. Misc. (Warton Cl.l 89 For the masterynge, ?e

moste caste owte }oure olde note of ^oure maderynge. 1553

Kti/. True-hearted Eng. (Shaks. Soc.) 5 The Ixist wodde that

our dyars occupye is masterynge. 1586 lt i/1 y. I alfiy,;

llniinster, My mastringe troughe, Ixames, working irons

and all other workinge tooles belonging to my occupation of

a tanner. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed.3&amp;gt;
XVIII. 307/1 They

[skins) are put into a pit of water impregnated with pigeon

dung (called a graineror mastring) forming a strong alkaline

Icy. l8oz Citron, in Ann. Keg. 454 To beam or work green

hides and skins out of the mastering or drench. 1815 J.

NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic Gloss., Mastering.. Prepara

tion of lime used by tanners.

Mastering (ma-starirj), ppl. a. [f.
MASTER v.

+ -ING *.] That masters, subdues, or controls. fOf
an army, a garrison : Superior in force (a/is.).

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. vii. 2 Her white Palfrey, having

conquered The maistring raines out of her weary wrest.

1596 HfmncIIctK . fieauti,- 214 Ne conld that Painter

(had he lived yet) . . Have purtrayd this, for all his mais-

triiiK skill. 1599 PORTER Angry Wont. Abingt. (Percy

Soc ) 33, I could . . Carry a mastering eye vpon my maidc.
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Notes Past. Let,
/&amp;gt;/.

Unmet \, 58 Moses s Serpent was the

MNGLAKK LnffBM ii. 499 LUHI ^nuscway u.ticiy wmiii,
until it was touched by the mastering key, had barred the

mouth of the Pass. 1897 R. H. STORY Apostolic Min. Scott.

Ck. viii. 291 The mastering passion.

fb. Mastering vein ^ MASTER-VEIN. Obs.

1605 DRAYTON Idea,*As in some countries , First make
incision on each maistring vaine.

Master-key. A key that will open a number
of different locks, each of which has its own key
that will not open any of the rest. Alsoyf^.
1576 J. DEE Gen. % R&amp;lt;*rt Mem. (1577) 8 This Pety Nauy

Koyall is thought to be the onely Maister Key wherewith
to open all Locks. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 376 The Keys
shall neither of them open each others lock, yet one Master-

key shall open them all. 1748 HARTLEY Oeftrv. Man \. iii.

352 A Master-key for unlocking the Mysteries in the Con
st itution ofnatural Hodies. 1821 SCOTT AYw/Au.xxiii, Janet.,
had a master-key which opened the postern-door. 1872 O. \V.

HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. ix. (1885) 233 These same yellow
disks are the master-keys that let one in. 1882 Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 748/2 The owner, .may have one master-key that

will open them all.

Masterless (ma sta.iles), a.
[f. MASTER s&J-

and (sense 2) v. + -LESS.]
1. Having no master. Of animals : Deprived of

a controlling hand or influence.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11131 pai mellit with the mirmydons,
hat maisturles were. &amp;lt; 1420 LYIX;. Assembly of Gods 881

Full lothe they were to be [printed he] mastyrles. c 1430
Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 4192 Many a feire stede went a-stray
Mastirles that same day. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 19 His
silver shield, now idle, mausterlesse. a 1600 Elodden F. iv.

(1664) 34 And many a servant masteries*. 1673 Lady^s Call,

i. il. 12 God sets not the same value upon their [widows]
being masteries*, which some of them do. 1686 Land. Gaz.
No. 2196/1 The Grand Signior. .has. .turned loose his Grey
hounds to run up and down the streets Masterless. 1834
JAMES y. Marston Hall xiv, The Count s horse, masterless
and foaming, darted into the courtyard. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. I. ii. 582 Yielded towns were set aflame; For all the
land was masterless. 1887 C. T. MARTIN in Diet, Nat.

Biog. IX. 59/2 Being again left masterless, he [Carew] went
over to the enemy s camp.

b. In 16-17111 c. statutes, etc., used to designate
one who has no reputable means of living ; vagrant,

vagabond. Obs. exc. Hist*
c 1471 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 279 Like maysterles men

away thay wente. 1530 PALSGR. 563/2, I loyter as an ydell
or masterlesse person dothe. 1535 Act 27 Ifen. VI //, c. 25
Such ruffe lers. .as. .shall frequent hunt or loyter masteries
and out of seruice. 1555 Act 2 y 3 Ph. % Mary c. 16 i

Watermen., for the most parte been masteries men. 1626
in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 474 All idle ami
maisterlesse personnes and such others as shall not fincle

Misters or men of quallitie to undertake for them. 1651
HOBBKS Leviath. \\, xviii. 94 That dissolute condition of

masterlesse men. 1720 STRVPE Stoics Sum. (1754) II. v.

xxx. 535/1 Valiant and sturdy rogues and masterless men.
1881 SHORTHOUSK J. Inglesant \. xvii, A number of vagrant
and masterless people.

t 2. That cannot be mastered ; ungovernable. Qbs.

1619 W. SCLATRR Expos, i Thess. (1630) 290 Their p:iwer
masterlesse on earth, makes them forget that they also haue
a Master and ludge in heauen. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt.

Eng. ii. xiii. (1739) 74 The King, .yielded up his Power to
his Queen, (a masterless and proud woman). 1687 I*ond.
Gaz. No. 2275/2 The flame grew at last masterless. 1767 G.
WHITE St ll&amp;gt;orne

t
To Pennant vii, Such vast heath-fires are

lighted up, that they often get to a masterless head.

Hence Ma sterlessne ss.

1827-48 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1867) 476 For Johnson to
make such a parade of musterlessness as he does by prefix
ing these lines to the Rambler.

t Ma Sterlike, a. and adv. Obs. [f. MASTER
s.* + -LIKB.] a. adj. Resembling a master, or what

pertains to a master; despotic, autocratic, sovereign;
authoritative, magisterial; exhibiting misterly
ability or skill, b. adv. In a *masterlike manner.
?rt 1500 Chester / /., Harrowing /rW/(Shaks. Soc.) II. 75
Who is he.. That so maisterlike comes us amonge. 1580
Ord. Prayer in Litnrg. Sen1

. Q. Eliz. (1847) 573 Servants
. 1581 J.

asterlyke
. 637 EARL

MONM. tr. Malvez^fs Romulus fy Tarqitin 294 He who
writ of so many things, and writ so masterlike in all. 1641
SIR F. WORTLEY Truth Asserted 5 Not exercising a master-
like or Kingly command. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. fiocca/ini s

Advts.fr, Parnass. \, xliii. (1674) 58 He would teach .. bow
to repulse the wrestlers . . ; and other excellent master-like
tricks. 1665-6 PEPVS Diary 23 Feb., I begin to doubt the
picture., is not of his making, it is so master-like.

Masterliness (ma-stailines). [f.
MASTERLY

a. + -NESS.] The quality of being masterly.
1731 WODROW Corr. (1843) !! 590 He can lay claim to little

masterliness in eloquence, who knows not how to handle his

subject elegantly. 1838 J. STERLING Ess. t etc. (1848) I. 245
The thorough masterliness of the style. 1865 Ch. Times
ai Oct. 332/2 Lord Palmerston. .submitted his natural good
judgement to the pretended masterliness of him with the
phylacteries.

Masterling (ma stailirj). Also dial, ir.ais-

terlin .
[f. MASTER j&amp;lt;M + -LING 1.]

fl. One who has the power of a master; a con

queror, a chief. Obs.

VOL. VL

(i2oo Trin. Colt, Horn. 113 ToUite for/as, Prindpcs^
nestras. ,^e mnisterlinges of besternesse opened }iwer gaten.

13. . A&quot;. A/is. 400 Y have bygeteon the a kyng That schal b&amp;lt;o

Phelippes maisterlyng. a 1400-50 Alexander tfoi A proude
feste of princes &amp;gt;s; ilukis, With maisterlingis of Messadone.
2. As diminutive : A petty master.

1869 Lonsdale C/oss., Maisterlin\ a would-be master, a

petty master. 1880 L. FAGAN Sir A. Panfrzi I. 52 Your
most benign petty ma*terling s lawful authority.

Masterly (mirstaih), a. [f. MASTER sb. 1 +
-LY 1.]

f 1. Belonging to, characteristic of, or resembling
a master or lord; usually in bad sense, arbitrary,

despotic; imperious, overbearing, domineering. Obs.

1531-* LATIMKR Let. in Foxe A.% J\f. (1583) 1750 The
Galathians. .were in a quiet trade vnder the dominion of

maysterly Curates. 1561 T, NORTON Calvin s hist. (1634

Pref, They stablished. .so many canons, so many masterly
[F. Magistrates] determinations, without any word of God.
a 1618 RALEIGH Prerog. Parl. (16281 43 It was a proud and

maisierly speech of the Duke. 1645 MII.ION Tetrach. Wks.
1851 IV. 188 It gives place to maisterly power, for the

Maister might take away from an Hebrew servant the wife

which hee gave him. 1649 Eikon, v. ibid. III. 370 He
told them with a maisterly Brow, that [etc.]. 1667 DRVDKN
Sir Martin Mar-all iv. i, You are a saucy, aiasterly com
panion ; and so I leave you. 1685 HAXTKK Paraphr. N. T.

i Tim. ii. ii Let them [women], .not be over-talkative and

masterly. 1766 KNTICK London I. 277 If he had been ap-

pri/ed of his masterly behaviour.

2. Of persons, their qualities, actions, etc. : Re

sembling or characteristic of a master or skilled

workman ; skilfully exercised or performed.
Masterly inactivity : see INACTIVIIV b.

1666 UKVDEN Ace. Ann. Mirab. Wks. (Globe) 40 When
action or persons are to be described . . how masicrly are the

strokes of Virgil ! 1609 HKXTLKY Phul. Introd. 2 We must

expect nothing from Him, but what is masterly and gieat.

1713 GAY Guardian No. 149 P6 You may see tli-
1

masterly
hand of a painter in three or four swift strokes of his pencil

1773 MKS. CHAPONB Iwprov. Mind (1774) II. 1491 I do nut

wisn your knowledge to be exact and masiL-rly. 1804 Mi.:/.

Jrnl. XII, 174 The small, but masterly work of Le Di;ui

on Gun-shot Wounds, 1815 W. II. IKKI.AND .Scrif&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;iec-

inania 139 note, She has blended truth with fiction in a

masterly way. 1874 L. SFKI-HKN /fours in Library (1892)
II. iii. 68 The thought is masculine and the expression
masterly. 1880 M (-C.\RniY Own Times IV. 1. 6r The-

speeches themselves were masterly as mere literary produc
tions.

3. Masterly fade (in Mining) : a main lotle. Cf.

master lode
)
MASTER $b^ 25 a.

1880 Pioneer /Hilling Co, /,;///., Deb, Prospsctits i It is

traversed, .by a powerful masterly lotfe. 1895 II. St. oil in

H estm. Gaz. 18 Nov. 4/1 A shaft has been sunk.. on a

strong masterly lode, many feet in thickness.

Masterly (ma-stDali^ adv.
[f.

MAHIKU .f/ .
1 +

-LY -.] In a masterly manner.
c 1394 P. Pl.Crede 847 Y will uou^t f&amp;gt;is

matere nuuVtrcly
auouen. ^1400-50 Alexander 228 Hnile, modi qwcne of

Messidoyne he maister-like said, c 1410 Lvno. Reas. fy Stns.

2396 He lean. . Maisterly revel and Daunce, Pipe and lloyte

lustely. 1599 W\*HE. Lettten Stujfi
Wks. (Grosart) V.^33,

I might enamill and hatch ouer this deuice more artificially
and masterly. 1611 SHAKS. II int. T. v. iii. 66 Masterly
done : The very Life seemes vvarnie vpon her Lippe. 1726
I.KUNI AlbertPs Archil. II. 62 They are masterly wrought.

1887 HISSF.Y Holiday on Road 382 Its wooden gables.,
showed how masterly they had been carved of old.

Master-man (ma-sts-miceii). [f. MASTER sd. 1

+ MAN sb.i Cf. MDu. Mccsterman.]
fl. A chief, leader (chiefly -SV.). Obs.

13. . S. Erkeniuolde 201 in Horstm. A Itengl. Leg. (1881) 270,
I was committed & made a mayster-mone here Tosytte vpone
sayd causes, c 1375 -SV. Lee, Saints v. (

e

jolian*i&amp;gt;-s\ 402 He. .

vent ban to sterk thefis, . .pare master man pai sone hym
mad. 1424 .SV. Acts fas. 7(1814) II. 8/1 pe quhilk sail be

haldyn Dekyn or maister man oure pe layff. c 147 HENUV
Wallace iv. 87 The maistir man with sa gud will straik he

letc.]. 1616 Orkney Witch Triaim Dalyell Darker Snpcrst.
Scot. (1834) 536 Ane great numl&amp;gt;er of fairie men mett her

[together with] a maister man.
D. dial. The head of a household or family,

a husband 1

(K.D.D.).
1885 HALL CAIMF. Shadow Crime I. x. 208 Towards nine

the inaistL-r men of Wythburn liegan to arrive. Ibid. xiii.

291 The njaister men . .made their way. .to the village inn.

2. a, A person skilled in some art or craft.

(Cf. MISTERMAN, with which this word was perh.
sometimes confused.) Obs. exc. Hist. b. An em

ployer of work-people.
c iago Gen.

&amp;lt;$

Ex, 664 To maken a tur, wel he? Si strong. .

Twelwe and sexti men woren 3or-to, Meister men for to

maken it so. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1599 Ali maister men pat
on molde dwellis. 1825 BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized,
Indie. (1830) 39 Not a farthing even given to the hapless
masterman. 1898 TAUNTON Eng. Black Monks I. 94 Among
its monks were to be found master-men.

Master-mason. [See MASTER s/&amp;gt;.
1
24 d.]

1. A mason who designs and carries out building
in stone or who employs workmen to shape and fit

stonework.

1428 in Heath Grocers Comfi, (1869) 6 Mason s weages
with maistre mason s rewarde ^5 9 2. 1560 PILKJNGTON

Expos. Aggeus (1562) 53 In buyldinges there bee maister

masons and carpenters which do devise the worke. 1697 G.
DALLAS Syst. Stiles \\. 89 Gifts to be the King s Master-

Printer, Master-Mason, Master-Wright, Bower, Sclatev (etc.].

1729 FENTON Observ. Waller s Poems 30 Stone, who was
master-mason to King Charles I.

2. A fully qualified freemason, who lias passed
the third degree.

[c 1430 /Vtv;;/rtiW;v(HalHw.) 15 The mayster mason moste
be ful securly liothe stedefast, trusty, and trwe.] 1723
J. ANDREWS it DBSACUUERS Constit. J ree Masons 10

Though tlieie were employ d al^out it no less than ^,600
1 iiiiix--, or Master-Masons, 10 conduct the Work according
to Solomon s Directions. 1737 S. HMCHAKI) Masonry Dis-
sfctcd (tA. -) 25 (,).

Are you a Mahtc-r-Mnson ? A. I am
;

try me, prove me, disprove me if you can. 1797 Encyt I. J&amp;gt;rif.

(ed. 3; X. 624/2 Having voted the oldtst master-mason
then present into the chair, constituted themselves a grand-
lodge.

t MasterOUS, a. Obs. In 7 maistrous. [f.

MASTER sbj- + -ous.] Characteristic of a master.

1642 MiLTON Apol. Sweet, 5 Must we learne from Canons
and quaint Sermunings .. to wreath an Enthymcnia witlx

maistrous dexterity?

Masterpiece v
ma

stajp/&quot;s). [f.
MASTER sb.1

-t PIECE sb.

Prob. after Du. weesterstttk or G. weisterstHik^ which
occurs much earlier, antl primarily denoted the piece of work

by which a craftsman gained from his guild the recognized
rank of master . Cf. the following examples (in the former
of which the Du. word appears in an adapted form) :

-

1579 Al-crdfcit Keg. (SpaldingCl.J II. 34 (Juhill the person
creven to Le ndinitlit frt-e ofliis craft first coinpoiiu will) the

said i:ri;.is of gild, .tlie maisterstik of the person to be ad-

inittit being exhibit. 1658 A. Fox tr. ll /&amp;lt;rfz Surg. i. i.\. 17

Taylors, .suffer none to set up his Trade, unless he have
made first his Master-piece (ung. sein Metslersltiik}.]

\. A procluction of art or skill surpassing in ex

cellence all others by the same hand ; also, in

wider sense, a production of masterly skill ; a con

summate example of some department of art &amp;lt;&amp;gt;r

skill, or of some particular kind of excellence.

In early use, often applied to man as the masterpiece i.f

God or Nature.
1610 MAKKIIAM (title) Markhams Malsta-peece. Or, Wli:it

doth a Horse-man lacke. 1615 CKOOKK Body of Man 60

Beeing now to dissobte this goodly frame of Nature, aiul io

take in pieces this Maisttrpiece. 1617 Junna Li&amp;gt;ig.
lo

Prince, This maisterpeece of curious schollership. 1635

QuARLF.sAw/^/. ii. vi. (1718) 87 Man isheav n s Master-piece.

1711 AUDISON Sf-ect. No. 253 P 5 A very fine I oc-ni, I mean
The Art ofCriticism ,

which . . is a Master-piece in its kind.

1749 FIKLDING Tom Jonfs x\ i. \
iii, This is indeed a master

piece of assurance. 1756-7 Keyslef
fs Trav. (1760) III. -j(&amp;gt;3

A crm itixion, by Guido Rheni, which is extremely adiiiiit-d

as a real master-piece. 1790 MMK. D AKBI.AY Diary Oct.,
One letter I have from him [l&amp;gt;r. JuliiisunJ that is a ma-^ler-

piece of elegance and kindness united. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. \. I. 5 The ma.ster-pieces of Sophoclt-s, uf De

mosthenes, and of Plato. Hid. li. 259 Speeches \\lii&amp;lt;h,.

weie remembered as master-pieces of reasoning, of wit, and
of elmjuence. 1871 L. STEI-HKN riaygr. Eur. ix. 11894) --o;

Some ma^erpiece in painting. 1871 FBFEMAN Xontt. L .;.

(1876) IV. .\\ii. 54 U was the master-piece of William s policy
uf outward legality.

fb. A person s greatest achievement ;
an action

of masterly ability. Obs.

1605 H. JONSON l
olf&amp;gt;ont!

v. i, Here, \ve must rest ; this is

our mai?-ier-i&amp;gt;eii_e ; We cannot thinke to goe beyond thU.

1605 SiiAKS.il/mA n. iii. 71 Confusion now has made his

Ma*&amp;gt;ter-peece. 1634 W. TIKWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett. 209 It

is expedient to shew a Master-peece of state, to give reputa-
tiun lo the present current of affaires. 1702 Eng. JJu o-

pltrtist. 113 Tis a court master-piece to draw chestnuts out

of the lire with other People s fingers, a 1715 BuiuiET0/
Time (1724) I. 254 It was certainly the master-piece of King
Charles s life: And, if he had stuck to it, it would have
been both the strength and the glory of his reign.

&quot;I*

2. The most important feature, or the chief

excellence, of a person or thing. Obs.

1612 DAVIES Why Ireland^ etc. 282 This is the Mailer-
piece, and most excellent part, of the worke of Reformation.

1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Ef-isc. 72 Wee come to Ordination ;. .

Tl is i.s the main and Master-piece of all Episcopacy. 1644
MII.TON Editc. Wks. 1738 I. 140 What Decorum is, which
is the grand master-piece to observe. 1647 CLARENDON Hi**-

Kfl&amp;gt;. HI. 81 His learning in the law being his master

piece. Ibid. VIM. 9 Heating up of quarters was his master

piece 1697 G. DALLAS Syst. Styles in. Kp. Ded., Experi
ence, (ihe great Master-peice of Humane Things).

8. The original or main piece. rare~ i
f

iSzs H. HEWLETT Cottage Comforts i. 4 Their clothes

were so patched, that it was hard to tell which was the

master piece.

t Master-prize. Obs. Also master s prize.
MASTERPIECE i, i b.

1604 DKKKKK Honest Wh. I. x. G 4 b, Nay, let me alone
to play my maister, prize [sic . the speaker is an apprentice
disguised as his master). 1607 K. UARNFS Devils Charter
in. v. F i b, Now Frescobaldi play thy masters prize.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 414 In criticall euacuations &
in notable Maister-prises of Nature. 1621 QuABLE*Xmi/ha
&amp;lt;V

/ . (1678) 68 Mischief, that now was bent to play Upon
the Stage her studied master-prize. 16*4 MIDDLETONVI///*
at Chess in. i. 213 Some notable masterpri/e of roguery This
drum strikes up for. a 1635 RANDOLPH Poems Wks. (1875)

643 Thus have I finish d beauty s master-prize. 1653 A.

WILSON Jas. J 26 It behoved him to play his Master-prize
in the Beginning.

t Master-root. Obs.

1. The main root of a plant.

1578 LYTK Dodoens vi. vi. 664 Two or three foote from the

principal! or maister roote. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 513
The more., safe way.. was rather to cut the stocke and

maister Root. 1725 BRADLEY Earn. Diet. s.v. l- ivacious,

They are obliged to take some [Rootsjaway, . .to disburthen

the Master-Root of them.

2. = MASTERWORT.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner s Bk. Physicke 221/2 In like sorte

is also verye good heervnto the Masterroote.

Mastership (ma stajjip). Forms: see MASTER
sb. 1 and -SHIP. [Ci. G. mcistcrschaft.]
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MASTERSHIP.

1. The condition of being a master or ruler;

dominion, rule, ascendancy, control.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \\. iii. (Skeat) 1. 40 Whan these

sely women .. beleven your wordes . . than graunt[en) they

to you their hertes,. .wherlhruugh their liberte in maystre-

sbip that they toforn had is thralled. ^1440 Alph. Talcs

248 per be son hathe a reule, or a maistershupp, or a gouer-

nans abown be fadur. 1548 PATTEN Exp. Scot. Pref. bvij,

Yet seke we not the mastership of you, but the felowship.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Gm t. Eng. \. xxxyiiL (1739 58 The

[real men .. hereby lost ..the mastership of the Life or

&amp;gt;eath of the meaner sort. 1683 KESNETT tr. Erasin. on

Folly (1709) 44 The other .. is indeed the most slavish of

serving men, m being subject to the mastership of lust and

sensuality. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, xliii, He at once exerted

that mastership over his heated, .imagination [etc.]. 1894

Daily News 15 Nov. 5/3 That mastership., which the &amp;gt;ea

has always conferred upon its unquestioned rulers.

b. Mastery, upper hand . ? Obs.

573 TWVNE Mneid xn. N n ij, When contention falles two

mi&quot;htie Kulles betwixt, ..That for dominion euermore, and

mastershippe do trie. 1641 BEST Farm. /&amp;gt; *c. (Surtees) 123

They [swannes] beginne to strive for the mastershippe

about Ladye day. 1727 rhilip Quartl (1816) 28 An animal

. as big as himself, kept him a great while struggling for

mastership. 1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. ^82 Whatever

were the force and power of these feelings, it was not now
the time to let them get the mastership.

c. The authority of a master or teacher.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 155 So long as

the child shalbe-.vnder maistership in schole. a 1603 T.

CARTWKIGHT Confnt. Rhcm. N. T. 11618) 299 They were

taught of the Holy Ghost, through the immediate Master

ship or Doctorship of Christ. 1865 UUSHNKLL Wear. Sacr.

Introd. (1868) 15 The immense following that has accepted
his masteiship.

2. The office, function, or dignity of a * master ,

or the term of office of a master, in any of the

official applications of that title.

1455 Rolls of Parlt. V. 316/1 The Maisterships of oure

Forest of Simonswode, and of oure Parkes of Croxtath.

1509 BARCLAY Shypof Folys (1570) Pf vj, Hut if that any one
lit: in suche inaner case That he will chalen^e the master-

\

ship fro me [etc.], 1591 A. NOWELL in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camdein 87 The quietness of St. John s College durying

hys Mastershyppe there. 1609 CAKLETON Let. 8 June in

Court
&amp;lt;y

Times Jas. /, I. 98, I hear Sir Ralph Winwood
aimsataMastershipofRequests. i6a6in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1659) I. 325 The chief Mastership of that Order. 1721 Lond.
Caz. No. 5918/1 The Pope s Hulls fur the Great Mastership
ofSt. Lazarus. 1873 .Vrt/. Rev. 9 Aug. 163/1 The Mastership
of the Rolls has been offered to the Attorney-General. 1882

Society 18 Nov. 6/2 He has accepted the Mastership of the

I jui Foxhounds, 1891 /.aw Times XC. 419/2 A mastership
in lunacy.

*] nonce-use. The district ruled by a * master*.

1707 (////(} [tr. from Sp.] A Journal of the Siege of San

Matheo, Capital of the iMastership of the Military Order
of Montesa.

b. The position of a master in or of a school.

1806 H. K. WHITE Let. to Sister 25 June, The mastership
of the school must be held by a clergyman. 1814 G. HAR-
DINGE Let. in Nichols Lit. Anecd. i8M C. (1814) VIII. 544
Dr. Sumner vacated the Upper-mastership of Eton. 1881

MASSON in Macin. Mag: XI,V. 76 The Annan mathematical

mastership lasted about two years.

1 3. With possessive pron. : The personality
of a master. Often abbreviated M. (See also

MASHIP.) Obs.

1440 in Fine/tale Priory (Surtees) 72 Whilk mater at the

raverence of ?owr maystership is fulfillid. 1526 SKKLION
Magnyf. 1853, I PraV ^od your maysiershyp to saue. 1533
FRITH AHSIU. More D vij b, And where hys masier-shyp
alleageth this texte for the Sacrament that [etc.]. iSpiSiiAKS,
Two Gent. in. i. 280 How now Sigmor Launce? what nevves

with your Mastership? 1591 in 7!vdHWi^CattMlbr(Spftjduig
Cl.) 199 For vijquarterisof Londun claith to be your maister-

chip cott and breikis. It&amp;gt;id., Stiffing gray to your M.
doublat. c 1622 FORII, etc. // itch Edmonton i. ii, No
Gentleman, I, Mr. Thorney ; spare the Mastership, call me
by my name, John Carter.

t 4. Goodmastership: patronage, protection. Obs.

1463 Bnry Wills (Camden) 37, I beqwethe to William Clop-
ton,, .my best gypcer,.. for a tookne he vowchesaf in tyme
comyng to shewe his good maistershepe to my wil. 1465
Paston Lett. II. 199, I shall ly stille in pry-son, .withoute

your good maisterchippe shewed to me at this tyine.
5. The skill or knowledge constituting a master.

1607 SHAKS* Cor. iv. i. 7 Common men could beare, That
when the Sea was calme, all Boats alike Shew d Mastership
in floating. 1662 GERBIEH Princ. 42 The Grecians and
Romans (who have shown their Master-ship in them
[Triumphal! Arches]). 1726 Diss. Dumpling 20 The greatest
Mastership in Cookery is requir d to make the Pudding
Palatable. 1837 CAKLVLE Fr. Rei&amp;gt;. II.

y. ii, Mastership in

tongue-fence ; this is the quality of qualities.

b. Mastery, thorough knowledge (of a. subject\
a 1697 AUBRKY Lives (1898) I. 120 He is much beholding

to him for Ins mastership of that language. 1883 American
VII. 184 A mastership of the technicalities of their work.

c. The status or degree of a recognized master

(in a craft, a university, etc.).
1688 True Spirit of Popery 44 They rendred all Arts and

Trades almost inaccessible to the Protestants, by the diffi

culties of arriving to the Mastership of them. 1831 SIR W.
HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 410 To commence student in

Medicine, it is necessary to have obtained a Mastership in

Arts. 1831 C\RL\ LESart. fit s, in. i, An honourable Master
ship in Cordwainery.
6. The existence of * masters or employers as the

characteristic of a form of industrial organization.
1868 RUSKIN Time fy Tide (1872) 6 The points at issue, in

the comparison of this system with that of mastership, are

by no means hitherto frankly stated. 1886 Pall Mall G.

29 Nov. 12/1 After a detailed description of the results of
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mastership and the effect machinery has had on the labour
|

market ..Mr. Morris spoke of the upper class.

7. Hist. A body of master workmen; agtiild. rare.

i8az RANKEN Hist. France IX. x. L 178 A third [decree]

dissolved the corporations and masterships of towns.

Master-singer (nia staisi^aj). Now some-
j

what rare. Anglicized form of MEISTEBSINGEH.
1810 WEBER Melt: Rom. III. 335 In the time of the

melodies and rhymes.

Master-spring (ma-stajsprirj). ? Obs. [See

MASTKB rf.l 25 a.]
= MAINSPRING 2 (fig.}.

a 1586 SIDNEY Artadia in. 059) 257 D
. Knowing them

[his men) to be the .. master-spring (as it were) which makes

all the rest to stir. 1682 DRVUEN & LEE Dk. Gnisc v. in, You

are the master-spring that moves our fabric. 1784 COWPKR
|

Task IV. 203 The slope of faces,. .(As if one master-spring

controll d them all) Relax d into a universal grin. 1816 F. H.

NAYLOR hist. Germany 1. I. ix. 348 Religion undoubtedly
formed the master-spring of all his actions. 1835 J. H.

NEWMAN Par. Serin. (1837) I. xxii. 331 The one master

spring of their whole course of life for the future.

Master-stroke (ma-stojstronk). [See MASTER
sb.1 253. Cf. (i. meisterstrcich.}

1. A masterly line or touch (in painting, etc.
N

;

also trans/.
1679 URVDEN Tr. A&amp;gt; Cr. Prol. 14 In this my rough-drawn

play you shall liehold Some Master-strokes. 1784 COWPER
Task M. 398, I would trace His master-strokes, and draw from

his design.
2. A masterly exertion of skill

;
a surpassingly

skilful act (of cunning, diplomacy, policy, etc.) ;

one s cleverest move or device. (Cf. K. cmip de

matin.}
1711 W. KING tr. Naude s Rtf. Politics ii. 59 In these

masterstrokes of state, the thunderbolt falls l&amp;gt;efore the noise

of it is heard. 1711 KLACKMORE Crcnt. \T.&95The. .stupen
dous Art, And Master-strokes in each Mechanick 1 art. 1762-

71 H. WALPOI.E Verities Annd. Paint. (1786) IV. 87 The

steeple . . is a master-stroke of absurdity. 1768 GOLDSM.
C,ood ti. Ulan I. i, There s my master-stroke. I have resolved

not to refuse her. 1825 COI .BKIT Kttr. Rides (1885) I. 404
This was a master-stroke on the part of France. 1849
THACKERAY Lett. 4 Sept., A master-stroke of diplomacy.

t Master-vein. 06s. [See M ASTER rf. 1 25 a.]

1. One of the great veins or arteries of the body ;

spec, applied to the saphena and perh. to the carotid

artery or the jugular vein.

(1400 Laud Troy Bk. 12604 He schet And hitte him in

his gorget, That it }ede thorow his pesayn And cut in-two

his mayster-veyn. 14.. / oc. in Wr.Wiilcker 632/8 Sophena,
the mayster vayne. 1494 FAIIYAN Chron. vn. 300 At Yorke

[Jews] to the nombre of .cccc. K mo, cutte theyr mayster
veynys & bled to deth. 1683 C.u E Ecetesiaslici Introd. 36
One of the Master- Veins breaking, all the Blood in his Body
emptied it self out at his Month.

fix- x*47 TRAI-P Marrow C,d. A nthors in Comtn. Ep. 732
The venome of original! lust, the master-vein wherein is

Atheisme. 1677 GII.PIN Dimonal. (1867) 241 By some called

the master-vein of our original corruption.

H slang phrase.
1592 GREENE Disful. Coimy-c. C i b, My faire daughter

was hit on the master vaine and gotten with childe.

2. A principal vein in a mine.

1670 PETTUS l-odiax Reg. 42 For, say they, when we
approach to the Master-vein of a Mine., they usuallie here

knocking.

Master-work (ma staawMk}. [See MASTER
s6. 1

25 a. Cf. (1. tneistenoerk.&quot;]

1. An action or procedure of chief importance.
ci6o6 DANIEL On Death of Erie of Dfron. 216 That

famous seige, the Master-worke of all. 1719 YOUNG Re
venge Ii, My next care is to hasten these new nuptials, And
then my master-works begin to play. 1719 LONDON it WISE
Contpl.Gard.\\. 109 The Master Work of Gardening, which

2. A work of pre-eminent merit ;
a masterpiece.

1617 MORYSON Itin. l. 4 A . . Clocke, in the top whereof is

a picture,, .which Painters esteeme a master worke. 1667
MILTON P. L. vn. 505 There wanted yet the Master work,
the end Of all yet don. 1789 GIBBON Antobiog. (1854) 13

Mr. Law s master-work, the Serious Call, is still read. 1843

J. A. SMITH Product. Farming (ed. 2) 56 The flowers.,

appear as the master-work of Nature in the vegetable king
dom. 1880 SWINBURNE Stnd. Shaks. 74 Being thus, as he

is, the English masterwork of Shakespeare s hand.

f3. A main channel for draining or irrigation. Obs.

1652 BLITH F.ng. Improv. hnpr. ix. (ed. 2) 54 Then must
not of necessity all the Out-lets or Mouths of all the Master-

work, and Sluces, and Water-gates be widened? 1789 J .

WRIGHT Meth. Watering Meadoivs (1790) 47 The master-

work which waters the highest, .part of the land.

Masterwort (ma-staJwzMt). [f.
MASTER sb.1

+ WORT sb.
,
after G. meisterwurz ;

the same sense

is expressed by the 1 6th c. L. name imperatoria,
but the reason for the appellation is not clear.]

a. The umbelliferous plant feucedanitm (////-

peratorid) Ostmthiitm, formerly cultivated as a

pot-herb, and used in medicine, b. Applied to

other genera, as Astranlia (lilack Masterwort) ;

the goutweed, /Egopodium Podagraria (Knglish or

Wild Masterwort) ; and the American plants An
gelica atropurpurea and Heracleum lanalurn.

1548 TURNER Names of Hertes (E.D.S.) 61 The seede of

pilletory of Spayne called masterwurt. 1568 Herbal ill. 36
!t were best to call it after the Duche Maisterwort. The

|
Physicianes of Italye call it Imperatoriam. 1578 LYTE Do-

\
tioens II. cix. 300 The seconde Imperatoria, or wylde Master-

MASTERY.

wort. 1579 LANGHAM (, nr&amp;lt;/. Health (163-0 474 The wilde

master-wort called lierbe (jerard. 1597 UKRAKDK llerlal

li. ccclxii. 828 Aslrantia nigra : . . it may be called blacke

Masterwoort. 1656 KiijGLiiY /Vat/. Fhysick 141 One dram
of root of Masterwort. 1713 J. PKTIVK in Phil. Trans.

XXIX. 239 Great black Masterwort. 1796 JMonsi: Aincr,

tjeog. 1. 189 Angelica, or American Masterwort (Angelica In-

ciifal. 1847 DAKUSGTON Amer. Weeds % Useful I l. (1860

148 Woolly Heracleum .. Masterwort. 1866 Titos. Hot.

724/2 Masterwort, English, jEgopottiiim. 1893 M CCARTHV
Red Diamonds II. 42 Masterwort wkich in earlier, .days
was known as the divine remedy .

Mastery (ma stsri). Forms : 3 meistrie,

mesterie, 3-5 maistri, maistre, 3-7 maiatrie,

4 meistri, maystri, 4-5 maystre, maistrye,

mastrie, 4-6 maystery, maystry(e, masterye,

mastri, mastrye, 4-7 mastry, 4-7, 9 dial., mais

try, 5 maister, mastre, maiestrie, .S c. raaistir,

5-6 maistery, 5-7 raasterie, 6 mayster, mays-

terie, mastere, 6-7 maisterie, 5- mastery,

[a. OF. maistrie, f. maistre MASTKB s/&amp;gt;.
1

: cf. Sp.

maestria, 1 g. mestria, It. maestria.
In Fr. this word was superseded by the parallel formation

titaisfntf (now tiiaHritc), whence ME. MAISTKICK. From
its resemblance in sound to the latter, the plural ti.asterifs

occurs in several of the senses illustrated below.]

1. The state or condition of being master, con

troller or ruler ; authority, sway, dominion ; an

instance of this.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 108 Muchel hofleas is
l&amp;gt;et

cumen into

ancre huse, ..vorte sechen else berinne it mesterie, & more

lefdischipe ben heo inuhte habben iheued, inouh reSe ioe

worlde. Ibid. 406 Luue haueo one mcistrie biuoren alle oore

jiinges. a 1300 Fall A&amp;gt; f assiau 21 in K. K. f. (1862) 13 God

}af him a gret maistre of al bat was in watir an londe.

&amp;lt;i 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 20 pe utter man haf noghl

maistry of be inere. c 1386 CHAL CER Doctor s T. 58 Kacus

hadde of hire mouth right no maistrie. c 1400 Destr. Troy

n662 This Merion hade maistri but a meane qwile, The
lond to Laerte he leuyt as kyng. 1423 JAS. I Kingit Q.

xxxvii, Hath he vpon mire hertis suich maistrye? &amp;lt; 1460

Toifatley Myst. \. Creation 81 Luei/tr. If thai ye will

behold me right, this mastre longys to me. 1535 COVKRDALK
Kiclas. xxv. 22 Yf a woman gelt the mastrie, then is

she contrary to hir hus/bande. 1614 RALEIGH J/ist. IVorLl

ill. (1634) 114 Conon the Athenian.. recovers the mastery
of the Seas. 1651 HOBBF.S Gir. t. 4 Sac. xvi. 16. 285 The
Priesthood was not a Maistry, but a Ministry. lyigBuTUEB
Srrin. \Vks. 1874 II. 32 The appetites and passions, .often

strive for mastery with judgment or reflection. 1844 H. H.
WILSON Brit. India II. 366 They.. needed only. .guidance
to dispute with the victors the mastery over Hindustan.

1874 GKKKN Short Hist. v. i. 221 Edward s aim. .was.,

to save English commerce by securing the mastery of the

Channel.

t b. Predominance ; predominating feature
;

prevailing character. Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Akh. iv. in Ashm. Theat. C/iem. Brit.

(1652) 48 That is the Mastrie of all our intent. 1561 LEIGH

Armorie(\y:fl) nsb, The mastery ofcolours must betawney.

//&amp;gt;/i/.,
The maisterie of the colour must bee Carnation. 1641

FULLER Holy % Prof. St. n. v. 68 A burning-fever, to which

his body was naturally disposed, as appeared by the mastery
of rednesse in his complexion.
2. Superiority or ascendancy in competition or

strife ; upper-hand ; victory. Now only with

mixture of sense i : Victory resulting in the sub

jection of the vanquished.
111225 Leg. Katlt. 134 Al ha cneowen ham cranant

ouercumen, & cweSen hire be meistrie. &amp;lt; 1290 S. ting. Leg.
1. 96/128 Heo ne couben answerie hire of neuere a word and

jeuen hire be maistrie. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1147 foru godes

giace Hii adde be maistrie of veld, a 1300 Cursor M. 21404

pe mastri has king constantin Thoru be cros and cristes might.

c 1330 R. liKUNNE Chron. (1810) 27 Edward had be maistri, &
bafiked God. a 1400-50 Alexander 4502 Mars for his mais-

terris & for his many weris [etc.], 1423 JAS. I KingisQ. lix,

Sum bird may cum and stryve In song with the, the maistry
to purchace. c 1440 Prom/ . Parv. 320/2 Maystrye, or

souercnte, and heyare honde
y(n&amp;lt; stiyfe or werre. 1513

DOUGLAS SEneis v. ii. 50 First sail I ordane for my Troiams
. .With all thair force to strife for the maistry. 1535 COVER-

DALE 2 Tim. ii. 5 And though a man stryue for a mastrye

[1611 for masteries]. 1577 F. de L islc s LtgButnruG vy b,

To the end in case they yet once againe got the maslene,

they should not harme her. 1667 MILTON / . /.. II. 899 Four

Champions fierce Strive here for Maistrie. 1845 S. AUSTIN

Katike s Hist. ReJ. I. 103 He. .always gained the mastery
in the end.

t b. For the mastery : as if aiming at mastery ;

hence, extremely, in the highest- degree. Frequent
in MK. poetry. (Cf. 4 b.) Obs.

13. . Cuy ll arw. (A.) 4961 pedoukehaddeafeirdouhter for

be meistri. 1400 MAUNDEV. (18391 xxv - 268 The &amp;gt;ates
that

Kyng Alisaundre leet make of grete Stones, .wel symenled
and made stronge for the maystrie. e 1412 HOCCLKVK l&amp;gt;e

Kef. Priiic. 1390 Whan, .bat I poore am eek for be mayMrie.
c 1460 I.aiin/al 957 Twey stones of Ynde, Gay for the

1 3- Superior force or power. To have to mastery,

to have in (one s) power. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 53 pe folc of denemarch . . pat ofte

wonne englelond and helde it bi maistrie. Ibid. 9182 pat he a|&amp;gt;

inome
wif&amp;gt; trayson we ssolle wi|&amp;gt;

maistrie. 11340 HAMPOU
Prose Tr. 37, 1 halde it noghte spedfulle ban to a mane for to

prese to mekill bare-till as if he walde gete it by maystry.

crfaSirPtruM. 1904 And y wer now on by mastrye, as bou

art her in myne, Tel me. .how wostou ban do by me. 1426-7

in Cal. Proc. in Cluuic.Q. Eliz. (1827) I. Introd. 20 Symkyn
Yve . . be maisteryand supnorlacion of lordship . .deprived and

disherite John Haryngton. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 43/25

Afler that the euyll doers Haue knowlechid her euyll dedes,

He hath them to mastrye. 1513 DOUGLAS jEnei*; x. i. 121

And command eyk, with gret fors and maslry The burgh of



MASTEBY.

Cartage doun thring Italy. 1590 SI-KNSKR F. Q. in. i. 25

Ne may love be compeld by maistery. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxxii, These wicked people, .stopped me by violence

and mastery.

fb. Proverb. (Cf. OF. laforce paist Upri.}
ci4*$ WYNIOUN Chnm. (Wemyss MS.) Ixxx. 1499 It is

said in commone sawis that mastry mawis
^&amp;gt;e

medow
doune ay.

4. The skill or knowledge which constitutes a

master. Obs. or arch. exc. with mixture of sense

7. Also, in early use, f a department of skill or

knowledge; an art or science (obs. }.

13.. A&quot;. Alis. 3 Clerkes wel y-lerid, Faire y-dyght this

myddel erde, And clepid it, in here maistrie, Europe, AflTryke,

and Asyghe. 1388 WYCLIF Eccl. 1. 5 That hadde the maistrie

[
\ \\\&amp;lt;. pr&valuit} to make large the cite. 01386 CHAUCER
Millers T. 197 Somtyme, to shewe his lightnesse and

maistrye He pleyeth Herodcs vp on a Scaffold hye. 1460

Lybenus Disc. (Kaluza) 1783 ftlen of maistrie, Clerkes

of nigremauncie. ^1475 Partway iS8 Thys noble Erie..

Of astronemye wyse was. .So moche ther-of knew he the

maistrie. 1477 NORTON Ord. A left. vii. in Ashm. Theat.

Chcm. Brit. (1652) 105 Use maketh Masteric. 1597 MORI.KY
Introd. A!us. 85 This waie argueth maistrie, and. .hee who
can doe it. . needeth not to stand telling his cordes. a 1637
B. JONSON Underwoods* Poet to Painter, O, had I now
your manner, maistry, might,. . How I would draw. 1680

:&amp;gt;ur

manner, maisiry, mignr, . . now i wouia jraw. moo
D. ROCHESTER Allusion to Horace i. x. 47 With just bold
trokes he dashes here and there, Showing great Mastery
ith little Care. 1830 CUNNINGHAM Krit. Paint. \\. 5^

Such mastery rarely wailed upon the ambition of this am

depicts, that redeems its homeliness,

fb. A rule, method, or process of an art. For

(the] mastery. ? as required by the rules of art. Obs.
c 1420 Liber Cvcorum (1862) 44 Coloure hit with safroun

for he maystrc. 1460-70 Bk, Quintessence 9, I wole teche

3011 (&amp;gt;e
maUtrie of departynge of gold frosiluir. 1695 DKVUEN

Parallel Poetry fy Painting Ess. igco II. 122 Painters and
sculptors. .advance their art above nature itself in her indi

vidual productions; which is the utmost mastery of human
performance.

fc. ^ MAGISTEKY 3. Obs. rare&quot; .

1610 B. JONSON Alc/i. iv. i, I am the Lord of the Philo

sophers Stone. . . DoL How Sir ! ha1

you that? Mam. I am
the Master of the Maistry.

1 5. An exercise or work of skill or power. To
do

t make, work, etc. (a] mastery or masteries : to

perform a wonderful feat or trick ;
to exercise one s

skill or power on or against a person ; to *

play
the devil* (with}. Obs.
a 1225 Aucr. A . 390 And wrouhte ueole wundres, and

dude ueole meistries biuoren hire eihsih5e. a 1300 Cursor Af.

12319 lesus vp (?e water heint, And bar it ham als in a ball,
. . Quen maria had sene tis maistre, Sco hid it in hert

priu .lie, Ihid. 18215 Quatkin maistri mas
J&amp;gt;ou

on hus? 1303
R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 532 Now shal y, As

J&amp;gt;ou
hast do,

do bymaystry. 13.. Senyn Sag. (W.) 2020 The king of
Poile hadde gret enuie, That the Romayns made swich
maistrie. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. ^- T. 507
Ye shul wel seen at eye, That I wol doon a maistrie er
I go. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 196 The world is yit mer-
veiled O? the maistries that he wroghte Upon the marches.
n 1400 Sir Pcrc. 1048 Korthe rydez he thenne, . . His
maystres to make, c 1430 Hymns Virg. 20 pe feend away
from us pou dryue Whanne deeb with us maistrie schal
make. 1440 York Myst. xxv. 64 Saie, what are ;e J&amp;gt;at

makis here maistrie? c 1450 J/d r//78Therthedukea-bode,
and dide many maistries in armes. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
vii. 1 284 Thar Cetoun met him. .andmekill mastir maid. 1494
FADYAN Chron. vn, ccxxiv. 250Ye Welshmen, .brakeoutvpon
the Englysshe men in ybordour. .and there mademasteryes
for awhyle. ^15*9 SKELTON Bowge ofCourts 329 With vs
olde seruauntes suche maysters to playe. 1546 BALE Eng.
I oturies i. (i5fx)^95 b, That ye maye knowe. .what masteryes
they haue played. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625)
23 by a number of odde speeches .. you doe yet suppose to
liaue wrought a mastery.

t b. It is great, little, much, no mastery : it is

a great, no, (etc.) achievement, it is hard or easy
(to do something). Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 235 pervore silui him let sle ac ^at
was lute maistrie. a 1300 Fall # Passion 50 in E. E. P.
(1862) 14 pat was a gret maistri

J&amp;gt;at J?e do^tir ber
|&amp;gt;e

fader.

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 17^38 So me helpe God!* quep Beues
ho,

* Hit were no meistri, me to slo . c 1412 HOCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 1900 No maistri is it for be, if

J&amp;gt;ou
woldist

To be releeued. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 17 Yt is no
more mastery to god to make of ought & to make ofnought.
1456 Paston Lett. I. 380 It is no grete maistre to gader
up that mony. 1576 FLEMING tr. Cains Dogs 17 They
[sc. duckes] go so slowely and so leasurely, that to a
mans thinking it were no masteryes to take them. 1601
R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Conumv. (1603) 157 P&amp;gt;y

these helps it

was no masterie to vanquish and subdue them. 1636 B. JON
SON Discav., Ingen. dhcrim. i, It is a little Maistry to know
them. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. (1673) in. 8/2 For a man
to be good in other places, is no mastery ; but in Asia to
lead a temperate life is indeed praiseworthy. 1667 MILTON
P.

L.^
ix. 29 Warrs, hitherto the onely Argument Heroic

dcera d. chief maistrie to dissect With long and tedious
havoc fabl d Knights In Battels feign d.

t 6. A competitive or emulative feat of strength
or skill

; csp. in phrases to assay, play, prove, try
masteries, to *

try conclusions . Obs.

1390 GOWKR Conf. III. 298 Thei sholden come Unto the

famen.
.To do such maistry as they might, c 1450 -V/. Cuth-

eri (Surtees) 1028 He proued many maystryes. 1475 Bk.
Noblesse (Roxb.) 77 King Edwarde iij

( that exercised.. all
his noble sonnes, in such maiestries, wherby they were more
apt in haunting of armes. 1530 PAI.SGR. 736/1, I styckyll
betwene wrastellcrs, or any folkes that prove mastries to se
that none do other wrongc. 1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xvii, The
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great game of Olympus, whertq.. came the ntoste actife and
valiant persons to assay maistries. 1534 MOHK Com/, agst.
Trih. ii. Wks. 1191/1 A iugler that woulde for a shew, .plai
masteries at a feast. 1555 KOKN Decades 24 Many daiin^-

ynges..and other tryinge of mast ryes. 1594 Pi. \T Jewell-
ho. i. 47 [Soil] fitter for gardens, or for the trial of maisterits,
then for the enriching of arable or pasture grounds. 1606
HOLLAND Sufton. Annot. 30 Stage-playes, Gyimiicke Exer
cises, and Masteries in Musicke. 1615 HKYWOOD /- cure
Prentisesi. Wks. 1874 II. 237 Let ys try this maistry. 1625
BACON ss., Empire (Arh.) 301 This is but to try Masteries
with Fortune. 169* R. L/KSTKANGE Joscphns^Antig. \\. xiv.

(1733) 51 He [Pharaoh] seemed to take a Vanity. .to try
Masteries with God Almighty. 1697 / /;//. Trans. XIX. 501

They were soon..kill d like other Venison as well for the

sake of Food as Mastery and Diversion.

7. (transf. from I.) Intellectual command over

(a subject of study).
1668 HALE Pref. lo R oik s Ahridgnt. b j b, To get a ma^-

tery of the full knowledge of it, requires not only reason l)iit

study, ft 1680 lit ILER Kent. (1759) I. 241; To commend
without IK-sert Requires a Mastery of Art. 1828 Miss
MITKORD in L Kstrange Life (1870) 11. xi. 257 She lias a

mastery of the subject. 1870 DISUAKU Lotnair Hi, This
consummate military leader., was distinguished l&amp;gt;y.

.a mas

tery of method rarely surpassed. 1880 JJIXON Windsor III.

viii, 73 His mastery of English was supreme.
b. .Influenced by MASTKK r.) The action of

*

mastering
1
a subject.

1797 GODWIN Etigttintn, vi. 48 It is essential to the just

mastery of astronomy. 18*3 SCOTT Pem ril xxvi, It is

matter beyond my mastery. 1870 ll.u.mv. |KO\VS /:/.
Truth (1871) 219 Tlie problems of Christian ministry become
more difficult of mastery year by year.

Mastew, obs. Sc. form of MASTIFF.

t Ma Stfol, (J. 0&s. rare. [f. MAST j/;.- + -FUL.]
Full of mast ; producing mast.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. 560 Tlie Mast-full Okc.

1697 DRYU&N Virg. Georg. n. 20 The inartful Giesnut,

Mast-head, sb. (Stress variable.) [MASTi.t]
1. The head or highest part of a mast ; usually,

the head of the lower mast (as a place of observation

or punishment ,
or the highest part of the whole

mast as the plr.-ce
for the display of flags, etc.

1748 Ansoris l* oy. n. iv. 162 We had no sight of the ship
from the mast-head. 1835 \V. IRVING Tour Prairies 326

[He] took a look-out, like a mariner from the mast-head at

sea. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy .\ii, Go up to the mast

head, and wait there till I call you down. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess iv. 255 Like the mystic fire on a mast-head, Pro

phet of storm, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catech. 74
Above the hounds is the masthead to receive the rigging.
1888 FKOUDE Eng. in IV. Ind. iii. 33 The signal to engage
was flying from the masthead of. . Rodney s ship.

b. fig. (a) Phr. To the mastheoii ; to the full. .SV.

({}} jocttlar. (Afcw/.) A person s head.
1821 W. I.IDDLE Poems 97 (E.D.D.) An Idiot cram d to the

mast-head \Wthatinsatiate glutton weed. 1884 H. COLLING-
WOOD Under Meteor Flag 35 Slip down to the doctor, and
get him to clap a plaster over your mast-head. 1887 STH-
VKNSON Afisaafv* y. Nicholson i, He was. .enjoying to the

mast-head the modest pleasures of admiration.

2. One who is stationed at the mast-head ; a

mast-head man. In recent Diets.

3. allrib. and Comb. 9 as masthead-light, man,

pendant ;
mast-head high adv. t to the height of

the masthead.
1822 SCOTT Pirate ii, The sea-snake, .with his broad glit

tering eyes, raised &quot;mast-head high, looks out, as it seems
..for victims. 1878 KEMP Yacht fy Boat Sailing 358/2
*Masthead Light, the white light which steam vessels

are required to exhibit at the masthead when under way.
c 1860 H. STI ART Seaman s Catech. 45 The *mast head
men putonasail-tackle whip. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.^
Mast-head men, the men stationed aloft to keep a look

out. Ibid.,
vMast-head pendant. 1878 KEMP Yacht $

Boat Sailing 358/2 Masthead Pendants, the pendants and
runners which help support the mast.

Mast-head,* , [f. the sb.]
1. trans. To send (a sailor) to the mast-head as

a punishment.
1829 MARRVAT F. Mildatay iv, The next morning I was. .

mast-headed, to do penance, a 1845 SVD. SMITH in Lady
Holland Mem. (1855) I. 260 If you masthead a sailor for

not doing his duty, why should you not weathercock a

parishioner for refusing to pay tithes? 1884 Century Mag.
XXIX. 172 The one-armed hero is mastheaded.

transf. wn&fig. 1861-8 LOWELL Emerson. Pr. Wks, 1890
I. 357 The lecturer built up so lofty a pedestal under certain

figures as to lift them into a prominence of obscurity, and
seem to masthead them there. 1883 STEVENSON Trcas. 1st,

in. xvj They re [sc. the goats] all mastheaded on them

mountings for the fear of Benjamin Gunn.

2. To raise (a yard, sail, etc.) to its position on

the mast or at the mast-head.

1840 R. H. DANA Kef. Mast xxv. 80 Before our yards were

mast-headed, the Ayacucho had spread her wings. 1881

Daily Tel. 24 Feb., I waited to see the men masthead the

revolving lamp. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 199 The
topsails are mast-headed.

Hence Mast-headed ///. a., Mast-heading
vhl. sb.

1836 MARKYAT .1/VV.s/*. Easy xii, There is not one word
of mast-heading in the whole of them. 1888 STEVENSON
Black Arrow 53 Like a mast-headed seaman. 1893 SLOANK-
STANLEV Remin. Midshipm. Life xiii. 167 Mast-heading
h;ul been forbidden by the Admiralty.

Masthede, variant of MosTHKAD Obs.

t Mast-holm. Obs. [f. MAST sb* + HOLM -.]

The holm-oak, Quercus Ilex.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacJis Hush. (1586) 101 b, The Mast-

holme,., in Lathe Ilex. Ibid., Forrestes,. .consiste of Oke,

MASTIC.

Beeche,. . Mastholmc. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 458 The..
mast-Holme Ilex. 1726 LF.ONI Aibertis Arc/lit. I. 25/2
The Mast-Holm [It. Quercia] never consumes with Age.
Masthwat, variant of MOSTWHAT Obs.

Mastic (marstik), sb. Forms : 4-5 mastyfc)k,
-ik,5 -ykk, 6 mastyke, (-ike), 6-7 masticke, (6

-yc),6-9ma8tick,mastiche ? 7-9mastich,6-mas-
tic. AlsoinlateL. form5-8mastix,(7-ixe). [a. F.

mastic masc. (from I3th c.), ad. late L. mastichitm

(also mastix), altered form of I,, masticha, t?ia-

stiche, mastice^ a. Or. /HKTTIXIJ. Cf. Pr. mastic,

mtistec, V^.mastiqnc, Sp. t mastitis (dsontwastigti,
almastic, almatiga, through Aral), al-ma^ika, -kl

,

It. masticc, mastico, G.
mastix&amp;gt; Du. maslik.

The etymology of Or. ^aari\t) is somewhat obscure. As
maotic is in the Kast commonly used as a chewing gum ,

it U
not improbable that the word is (as Apollodorus .suggested)
from the root of naaaaQnn to chew; cf. udo-iaf jaw,/naa-Ti\a-
(once, in Hesiod) to gnash the teeth

;
but the formation has

not been explained.]
1. A yum or resin which exudes from the bark

of Ihstacia Lcntiscus and some other trees (see 2).
It is known in English commerce in the form of roundish,

oblong or pear-shaped tears, transparent, and of a palu

yellow or faint greenish tin-r. Formerly nun.li ustd iu

Medicine. Now used chiefly in the manufacture of varnish.

1398 TKKVISA /mr///. DL&amp;gt; / . A , xvii. .\c. U-495
1 6 57 Of tlic

rymle [of Lentiscus] comyth Kesinn, that hyalite Mastyk,
and this quinine masty k hath the name of masiigando : of

cliL-wynge. a
i4cx&amp;gt; 50 Stock/t. Mcd. MS. 9 Oyle of maslyk.

6-1450 Ml-.. Mcd. /ik. (Heinrich) 82 Make. .by mastik..
in abrasen mnrter. 1534 XottingJiant l\t\; III. 192 Coin
Masstyc. 1579 LANGHA.M (, ar&amp;lt;/. I!cultk (1^33) 359 The
Masticke is also good against spitting of bluud. 1597
GtRARDK Ifcrbal\\\. Ixxviii. 12-14 The Knscn is called .. in

Latine Lcnfistina Resina, and likewise Mastiche : in Sliops
Mastix :. .in Kngti^h Mastii ke. 1602 W. VALTJMAN Direct.
Health (1626) 16*; Reutenil er before you re^ to chew
downe halfe a do/en graine-. of Mastike. 1712 tr. r^mct s

Hist. Drugs 1.63 The Ma.stick in Tear..i, a resinous (linn

which drops during the great Heat. 1860 _/// J car Round
No. 42. 364 Mastic resembles gum Arabic; it is crystally
cracked, yellow in colour, .. ana lias no taste at all to men
tion. 1883 Etiiycl. l&amp;gt;rit. XV. 621/2 I istatia Khhtjttk,
Stocks, and / . cahnlica, St.,. .yield a kind of mastic which
. .when met with in the European market is known as East
Indian or Bombay mastic...Cape mastic, .. not exported to

England, is the produce of Euryofs mitltijidus. . . Dammar
resin is sometimes sold under the name of mastic.

fig* 1598 SYLVESTKR Du Bartas n. i. in. Fit&amp;gt;its6$ And
innocent A&trzea did combine All with the mastick of a love

divine.

2. (In full mastic tree.} An evergreen shrub yield

ing mastic gum, Pistachio, Lentiscus of the Levant.

Applied also to oilier species of J i^tachia^ and to

the West Indian Bitrsera guinmifera and Peruvian

Sihiniis Molle.
t 1410 Pallnd.on Hnsb. m. 1039 And now The bones hard

of mastik tre wol seme Ysowe. 1638 SIR T. HERBEKT Trar.

(ed. 2) 136 Abounding in. .knotty Pines, fragrant Masticks,

Kingly Oaks [etc.]. 1640 PAUKINSON Theat. Bot. 1524
Lentiscus Peri ana. The Indian Masticke tree. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Suj&amp;gt;p. App. s.v., Indian Mastic, the name

by which the Molle, or Peruvian Lentisk is sometime-,

called. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1825; II. 181 Some
boughs of green mastic served us at once for table-cloth and
dish. 1864 GRISEBACH Flora IV, Ind. 785 Mastic tree,

Bnrseragnmmtfera, 1866 Trcas. Bot. s. v., Barbary Mas-
tich. Pistaciaatlantlca. . 1867 LADY HERREKTOnVtf /,. ix.

2-} j The mastic, with its pendant white bell-shaped blossoms.

3. A valuable timber tree of the West Indies

and Florida, Sideroxylon Mastichodendron. (Also

mastic-tree.}
1657 LIGON Barbados 73 The Ma&tick is a tree very tall

but the body slender. . .The timber of this tree is rank d

amongst the fourth sort, three being better then it. 1683

J. POYNTZ Tobago 28 The Mastick is a Timber Tree of so

fine a grain, that it plains like our English Box. 1750
IT. HUGHES Barbados 149 The Mastich-tree ; Lat, Calaba.

1775 ROMANS Florida App. 32 The peninsula affords in this

place Lignum-Vitae, Mastick and Mohogany. 1830 MAY-
COCK Flora Barbad. in Sideroxylon Elastickodcndron . .

Mastick Tree.

f4. (In full Herb Mastic.) The plant Thymus
Mastichina (see MARUU). Obs.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccx. 544 Of herbe Masticke. The

English and French Herbarists at this daie do call this

plant Masticke or Mastiche. Ibid. (Table En g. names), Bas-

larde Masticke, that is Goates Marierome. 1640 PAHKISSON

Tkeat. Bot. 12 Mtitnmvulgare. Hearbe ^Iasticke. Ibid.

13 AfarwrtSrriaCMM Vti Crtticittn. 1 he Syrian or Candye
Mastick. This Candye or Syrian Marjerome. 1741 Coinpi.

Fain.-Piece u. iii. 375 It is not yet too late to plant Slips of

. . Marum, Mastick, and some other aromatick Plants. 1836

LOUDON Encycl. Plants 508 Thyinns Mastichina^ Mnstick.

5. a. A resinous or bituminous cement, b. A lime

cement used by builders. (Cf. mastic cement \n%.}

1706 LONDON & WISE Retired Gardner I. 85 Cover the

Top of the Stem with some Mastick.. -This Mastick must be

compounded of. . Rosin, - . Wax, . . Pitch, and . . Mutton Suet.

1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 156 P 9 As for the small par

ticles of brick or stone, the least moistness would join them

together, and turn them into a kind of mastick. 1839 UBB
Diet. Arts 274 {Cements) Mastics of a resinous or bitu

minous nature which must be softened or fused by heat.

1881 YOUNG Every Matt his ovsn Afec/t. 625 An asphalte

composition called. . Patent India Mastic. Ibid. 627 The. .

heads of the nails are afterwards to be coated with the same

asphalte mastic. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 87/1 Patent

Joint Mastic for making joints of all kinds.

6. A liquor, used in Turkey and Greece, made

from grain-spirit or grape-juice, flavoured with

^urn-mastic. (Cf. mastic-brandy and RAKI.)
M-J



MASTIC.

i882E.O OoNovAM.l/( -r7-(&amp;gt;rt$/j 1.452 In Turkey we always
drank mastic on such occasions- 1887 Pall AlallG. 23 May
4/2 [Stamboul] Their mothers prefer mastic, the spirit that

fortifies and induces the loose, indolent mood.

7. The colour of mastic
;
a shade of pale yellow.

Also as adj.
1890 Daily AVr/ -T 27 Sept. 2/1 Coats and jackets in mastic,

cigar-colour, and shades verging on terra-cotta. 1899 (I cstm.

Gaz. 17 Aug. 3/2 A gown, .of mastic cloth.

8. attrib. and Comb., as mastic gum, pill, seal,

timber
\ mastic-chewing ;

mastic brandy =- sense 6

above ;
mastic cement, cloth, fly (see quots,) ;

mastic paint, a kind of cement used for plastering
walls

; f mastic patch, a patch for the face (a)

fastened on with mastic, or (/ ) composed of mastic,

and worn as a remedy for the tooth-ache ; mastic

plant, cat-thyme, 7Vcr;w/^/ff//// ;masticshr Lib

= mastic tree ;
mastic thyme, Thymus Jl/as-

tichina (see 4) ;
mastic tree (see sense 2) ; mastic

varnish, a fine varnish used for varnishing pic

tures; mastic-wood, the wood of the maslic tree.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 621/2 *Mastic brandy. 1815 in

Titles Patents (1854) 690 A mastic cement or composition,
which he denominates Dihl s mastic. 1875 lire s Diet. Arts

fed. 7), Mastic cement, a mixture of lime, sand, litharge, and
linseed-oil. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Snck v, Preliminary
media of understanding, such as pipes, chocolate, or *masti .:.

chewing. i88a CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Ncedlrtvork^
*Mastic Clothes, new variety of canvas, designed for embroi

dery purposes. It is woven in alternate stripes. i7ooPKTH ER

Mvsei Petiver. 66 Capricornm Barbadensis major, .from. .

ISarbadoes where they are very plentifull and call d by them
the *Mastick-fly. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbadoes in. 8t The
Mastich-fly.. derives its name from the Tree it feeds upon.

1837 /Vff*^C&amp;gt;e/. VII. 91/1 *Masticgum. iSll+HcaltkExkib.
Catal. 87/1 Heat Resisting &quot;Mastic Paint (cf. 1839 UKE
Diet. ArtsSfy Hamelin s mastic or lithic paint to cover the

facades of brick buildings, &c.]. 1597-8 13 p. HALL&Z/.VI. i.

115 Or Gellia wore a veluet *mastick-patch Upon her

temples when no tooth did ach. 1639 MAVNE City Match
in. iii, When there was not fire enough to warme a Mastick

patch t apply to his wives Temples In great extremity of

toothach. 1697 GKEW F.psom Waters 57 Take of Mastick

Pills, two Scruples. 1718 QUTNCY Coiupl. Disp. 80 Afari

Syriaci, the *Mastick Plant, as some call it. It is reckon d
a kind of Marjoram. 1837 SIR F. PAI.GHAVE Aferc/t. $ Friar
\. (1844) 18 Suppose the letter completed,, .and sealed with

the *mastic seal. 1682 WHEI.KR Jour*. Greece i. 61 Lentis-

cus, or the *Mastick shrub. 1640 PARKINSON Tktat.Bot. 6

Thymnm latifaiium. *MastickeTyme. 1707 [see MARUM].
1833 },\

&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;?. f. x?;n Artificer s I^ex. 228 *Mastic timber, specific

gravity per foot cube, 53 Ibs. 1510 in Willis Si Clark Cam
bridge (1886) II. 199 *Mastyke vernysch. 1841 E. FITZ-

GERALD Lett. (1889) I. 78 The picture has just been var

nished with mastick varnUh. 1669 H. STUBRF. Let. in Birch

Life Boyle (1744} 191 To let you see, what *mastick wood
will do in the gout. 1699 G \KTII Dhpens. 111.90 And on the

structure next he heaps a load Of. .mastic wood. 1856 MAVNE
Expos. Lex., Mastick tt ooti. ..A tincture is made from it.

t Ma*stic, v. Obs. rare. [f.
MASTIC sb.] trans.

To treat with a preparation of mastic : a. as a

setting for a stone ; b. as a varnish.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 91/1 [Jewellers terms.] Mas-

ticking, is setting a Black between the Stones to set them
off. 1697 EVELYN Numism. vi. 217 Masticking them over

very Artificially,. -to elevate both the Figures and Letters

with the Vernish.

Masticability (maestikabHTti). [f. next: see

-ITY.] The capability of being masticated.

1849 Frasers Mag. XL. 130 The same simple expedient
suffices to convert, so far as. .masticability is concerned, an
old fowl into a young capon. 1894 Conttntp^. Rev. LXVI.
648 You can always rely upon the masticability of the dish.

Masticable (mcc stikab l), a. rare. ff.
MAS

TICATE v. + -ABLE.] That may be masticated.

1846 WORCESTER (citing Jour. Sci.), 1890 Chamb, Jrnl.

15 Mar. 162/1 Her bread is like so much masticable lead.

Masticate (mse stikcU), v. Also 7 mastigate.

[f. late L. masticat-) ppl. stem of tnastica-re (4th c.)

to chew, whence It. masticare, Sp. mascar, Pg.

masgar (and the learned forms Sp. was/tear,

inastigar, Pg. mastigar} %
OF. mascher (mod.l .

I/lacker}, Pr. wastegar, maschar.
A plausible suggestion is tliat late L. tuasticare may be f.

L. mastichS MASTIC, the assumed original .sense being to

chew mastic , to treat as one treats mastic . But it is pos
sible that the verb may be f. Gr. HOO-IOK-, /iciaraf jaw, or an
unrecorded Latin cognate of this.]

1. trans. T.o grind (food) to a pulp wilh the

teeth ;
to chew.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exeinjt. \. Disc. iv. 128 Some chewed
bitter pills and masticated gummes. 1746 R. JAMES Movfefs
ffealth s Jinprffv. Introd. 3 It Is . . a very great Error to

swallow the Aliment before it is duly masticated. 1827
ROBERTS l

r

oy. Centr. Amer. 130 Indian corn, partly boik-d

and masticated [in the preparation of a drink called mish-

law ]. 1872 HUXLEY Physiol. vi. 139 To these ends food

is taken into the mouth and masticated. 1880 GUNTHEK
Fishes 119 Some fishes,, .provided wilh broad molar-like

teeth, masticate their food.

fb. fig. ^MANDUCATE r&amp;gt;. Obs.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. \. 30 Except we eat the

flesh of the Son of man, and drink his bloud, we^have no
life in us; him we must mastigate, and chew by faith.

2. To crush or knead (india-rubber or gutta-

percha) to a pulp ;
to combine with (gutta-percha)

in the process of mastication .

1849 C. NICKELS in Repcri. Patent Invent. (1850) XV. 226

The pieces of such india-rubber will admit of being kneaded
or masticated. Ibid., India-rubber. .. manufactured by
kneading or masticating therewith, .flowers of sulphur.

220

Hence Ma sticated///. a.

17*7 BAILKV vol. II, Masticated, chewed. 1799 Phil.

Trans. LXXXIX. 253 This middle ^.pace .. becomes filled

up with the masticated food. 18490. NICKELS in Rcpert.
Patent Invent. (1850) XV. 227 The kneaded or masticated
mass (of gutta-percha] . . is to he subjected to pressure.

Masticating (moe-stik^tirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MAS

TICATE v. + -ING i.] The action of the vb. MAS
TICATE. Also attrib.

1827 ROBEKTS Voy. Centr. Amer. 129 Some few of the

young men also joined in the masticating process. 1849
C. NICKELS in Rfpert. Patent Invent. (1850) XV. 224 That

process of preparing and manufacturing india-rubber (caout

chouc) called grinding, mast Scat ing, or kneading. 1854 OWEN
,S/tr/. ff Teeth in Orr s Circ. Sci, I. 294 A masticating appa
ratus, to serve the requirements of a gigantic animal, .was

provided by a succession of different molar teeth. 1855
BAM Senses -V //. i. ii. 18 (1864) 49 The first operation

upon the food in the mouth the chewing or masticating.

Masticating (mrc-stik^tin),///. a.
[f.

MAS-
TICATK v. f -ING *.] That masticates.
i8oa PLAYFAIR Illustr. Hniton, Th. 468 The grinder of

the boar is similar to that of the elephant, in the extent of

the masticating surface. 1827 HOOD True Story i, Some
bit of masticating bone, That . .only seems to gnaw itself.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 771 i The masticating Crus
tacea being the highest in point of organization.

Mastication (msestik^i jM). Also 7 mastu-
cation. [ad. late L. mastication-em, n. of action f.

mastica-re to MASTICATE. Cf. F. mastication.]
\. The action of masticating or chewing.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Confectio esiarmn.. Mastication

or chewing of the ineate. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 134
All Aliments., after mastication or chewing., are swallowed.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. Hydriot. etc. 56 After

a fuller mastication, and salivous mixture. 1854 EMERSON
Lett, ff &trc. Aiius, Comic Wks. (Uolin) III. 210 To put

something for mastication between the upper and lower

mandibles. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 329 Dentition.. adapted
for the prehension and mastication of crustaceous. .animals.

fig. a 1631 DONNE Scrtn. Uiii. (1640)637 It is writ in gall

and wormxvood.. ; but if we can bring it. .to that mastica

tion, that rumination, which is [etc.].

fb. = MANDUCATIOX. Obs.

1601 BP. W. BARI.OW Defence 128 They, which., haue
turned .. the supper into a spectacle .. feeding the peoples

eyes with the pnestes eleuation, and sole mastucation.

2. The action or process of pulping (gutta-percha)*
1881 Times 18 Apr. 4/6 The gutta percha is not masticated

in any way, Mr. T. holding that mastication utterly de

stroys the material. 1885 C. G.W. LOCK Workshop Rcct-ipts

Ser. iv. 1/2 At some works this process of mastication [in

waterproofing] is omitted.

Masticator (marstik^ui). [f. MASTICATE v.

+ -OR.] One who or that which masticates.

1. //. The teeth or jaws, jocular.
1694 MOTTKUX Rabelais v. xxiii. (1737) 103 Her Masticators

..chew d it. 1765 STMRNE Tr.Shandy vii. viii, Just Heaven !

What masticators \ What bread ! 1797 ANNA SEWARD Lett.

(1811) IV. 311 His. .preference of such impure masticator

to the clean ivory supplied by the dentist. 1816 Quiz
Grand Master in. 66 Their masticators they employ, On
. .beef, and goat. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain 1. 27 It requires

powerful masticators, a vigorous appetite and digestion.

2. A person or animal that masticates or chews.

1824 W. IRVINC T. Trar&amp;gt;. (1850) 124 Never was there a
more, .thoroughly sustained attack on the trencher than by
this phalanx of masticators. 1826 KIKBY & Si-. Entomol.

III. 417 Insects of late have been divided into two great

tribes, masticators and suckers. 1854 UADHAM Halicnt. 434
The Shark is not a careful masticator. 1860 TRISIRAM Gt.

Sahara vi. 95 The dyers actually hire masticators to provide
them with tannin.

3. A machine for grinding or pulping.
1858 in Patents S/ccif.,

India Rubber (1875) 133 The gutta

percha is then.. submitted to the masticator. 1875 KNIGHT
/&amp;gt;/(/. Affc/t., Masticator^ a small machine to cut up meat

for aged persons or those who have lost their teeth or the

power of chewing. 1885 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts
Ser. iv. 1/2 The rubber.. is introduced into the masticator

1

,

which consists of a strong cylindrical box, containing a stout

deeply-fluted
1

drum, which revolves within the box.

II Masticato rium. [mod.L.J
= next sb.

(-1550 I,I.OYI&amp;gt; Tt-cas. Health Fiij, Masticatorium is a con

fection w niche is held in the mouth & chewed to purge the

head of flcgme. 1592 NASHK Summers Last Will 1C i b,

Physicians with their. .Mastica,t0r\i\utnwn& Cataplasmata.

1693 tr. Blaitcard s Fhys. Diet. (ed. 2), Masticntorium, a
Medicine which is to provoke spitting.

Masticatory (nue*suUtan)j a. and sb. [ad.

mod.L. mastiiatorittS) -orium, f. masticare to MAS
TIC ATE : see -OKY * and L&amp;gt;

. Cf. F. masticatoire adj.

and sb.] A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or concerned

with mastication. Masticatory foot (Ent.)-^/-
jaw : see FOOT sb, 35.

1611 CoTCiK., Masticaimre, masticatorie, chewing, champ
ing. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xv. (1737)60 The molar,

masticatory and canine Teeth. 1769 BAHCBOTT (rttfewi 262

The masticatory and digestive organs of carnivorous and

omnivorous animals. 1852 DANA Crust, n. 1035 This pair

of legs is often called a pair of maxilla-feel, jaw-feet, or

masticatory feet. 1862 Jrnl. .Vcr. A rfs X. 324/2 The Para

rubber.. if not injured by masticatory processes in the manu
facture,, .will [etc.). 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Mcd. VII. 680

Paralysis of the masticatory muscles.

b. Of diseases or symptoms : Affecting the

organs of mastication.

1853 tr. Romlergs Man. Nervous Dis. (Syd. Soc.) II. 289
This serves to distinguish masticatory from histrionic para

lysis, 1878 tr. //. von Ziemsseris Cycl. Mcd, XIV. 358 The
so-called masticatory facial spasm.

B. sb. A medicinal substance to be chewed.

1611 COTGR., Masticattnrtt a Masticatorie ; a medecine for

MASTIFF.

the rhewmc chawed, ur held betweene the teeth. 1621

BURTON Anal. Mel. \\. iv. n. iii, Or Apophlegmatismes,
masticatories to be held and chewed in the mouth, a 16*6

BACON llfed. Rem. Wks. 1827 VII. 235 To remember mabli-

uitories for the mouth. 1733 CHEVNE Eng. Malady n. ix.

S 5 ( 734) 21Z Some gentle Masticatory (such as Mastick,

Pcllitory. Tobacco, or the like) 1880 GARROU & BAXIKR
Mat. Meii. 201 It is used as a masticatory in paralysis of

parts about the mouth.

Mastice, Mastich(e : see MASTIFF, MASTIC.

Masticic(rna;sti-sik),mastichic mwsti-kik ,

a. Chent. [f. MASTIC sb. + -1C.] Masticic add

(see quots.).
1845 COOLEY Cycl. Pract. Kectifts (ed. 2) 584 Mustichic

acid. . . The portion of mastic soluble in alcohol. 1855
UGH.VIK Suppl., Masticic acid. 1885 ! L. HRUNTON Plutr

iiititci. (1887) 897 Mastich. .consists of about 90 per cent, of

an acid resin (mastichic acid).

Masticin (m^ stisin). Chem. Also -ine. [f.

MASTIC + -IN.] The substance which remains un-

clissolved after dissolving mastic in alcohol.

1844 in HOBLYN Diet. Meti. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV 621/2
The insoluble portion [of Mastic), Beta resin or Masticin. .

is a translucent colourless lough substance.

t Masticine, a. Obs. rare. [ad. lale L. i/ias/i-

cin-us, inastiihitius, a. Or nao-ri\tvvs, f. /taaTixi
MASTIC. Cf. OK. mastMii.] Of or pertaining to

mastic. In quot. c 1420 absol. = oil of mastic.

c 1410 Fallaii. on /hub. iv. 144 Her seed yf me reclyni; In

. .luce of rose, other in masticyne. Or madifie hit so in oil

lauryne. 1656 Buot ST CtiKwijr., MastiLiiit, of, or pertain

ing to, or of the colour of mastick.

Mastick.e : see MASTIC.

Masticoat(e,-cot(e, -cott,-cut: see MASSICOT.

Mastiff (ma-ftif ,
sb. PI. mastiffs. Forms:

a. 4-5, 7 mastif, 57 mastife, 5-6 mastyf(e, (5

mestyf, 6 mastyve, Sc. mastew), 6-8 mastive,

6-7 mastiffe, 7- mastirT; //. 4-5 masteves, 4-6

mastyves, 5 mastyfes, maistyves, 6 mastiffes,

maistiffes, mastyvys, 6-9 raastives, 7- mastiffs.

0. 5-6, 9 dial, mastis, mastice. 7. 5-7, 9 i/ial.

raasty, 6-7, 9 dial, mastie, (6 raastye). [repr. OF.
tnastin (mod.F. tnAtitt)

- Pr. masti-s, Sp. mastin,

Pfj. mastim, It. iiiastino : popular L. type *man-

suclinus, f. L. mansuetus tame (see MANSUETE .)

The form of the Eng. word is difficult to account for.

Possibly the word was first known to Englishmen in the IV.

form wasti-s; as this coincides with the form that would
have been assumed in early OF. by the subject-case of a
noun *masti/, the a forms may be due to grammatical inter-

pretation, while the ft and y forms may have been taken

directly from Pr. The word was more or less confused with

OK. mesti/ mongrel. The form MASTIN occuis only in

Caxton s translations from Fr. : cf. MATIN.]

A large, powerful dog with a large head, drooping
ears and pendulous lips, valuable as a watch-dog.
Also mas/iff dog.
o. c 1330 K. BRUNNE Cliron. (1810) 189 On her first eschel

he smot in fulle hastif, & borgh bam ilka del, als grehound
or mastif. 1387 TKF.VISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. i87rloundes
and masteves [MSS. f, v mastyves, CAXTON maistyves]

beel&amp;gt;
i-slawe in all be forcstes of Engelond. 1400 MAUN-

DEV.
d8j9&amp;gt;

xv. 167 There lien Rattes in that He, als trete

as Houndes here : and men taken hem with grete Mas-

tyfes. 1494 FABYAN Chrnn. vii. ccxxxi. 263 A masttfe or

great curre dogge. 1509 FISHER Serin. Hen. VII, Wks.

(1876) 278 Euen as ye se these wood dogges these grele

mastyues that be tyed in chaynes. a 15*9 SKELION

,S/&amp;gt;.
I artot 321 Suche malyncoly mastyvys and mansye

curre dogges Ar mete for a swyneherde to hunte alter

hogges. 1550 CROWLEY Efigr. 1 1 b, To kepe wyth daunger,
a greate mastyfe dogge. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. Y, in. vii. 59

Their Mastiffes are of vnmatchable courage. 1601 HOL
LAND Pliny I. 218 The Colophomans and Castabaleaus

maintained certain scjuadrons of mastiue dogs for their war

seruice. a 1651 BROME Queenes Exch. v. i. Wks. 1873 III

537 There s a crust I brought To stop the open mouth of

the Mastive, if he had flown at us. 1717 DE FOE Ment.Cn.
.Scot. 111. 06 A Gentleman who was set upon by a Furious

Mastive Dog. 1807 Med. Jrnl XVII. 273 In the porch.,
was lying a large, savage, mastiff dog. 1809 SCOTT Lei. to

S0HVUJ 14 Tan. in Lockhart, We can only fight like mastiffs,

b. &amp;gt; Idly, blindly.and faithfully. i8ia SOUTH f.y Omuiana 1.293

Sir Thomas Roe took out some English mastives to India.

1877 Encycl. Krit. VII. 330/1 The Mastiff, .is usually of a

buff colour, with ears and muzzle darker.

f. 1483 Cat/i. /I lgl. 230/2 A Mastis, lichens. ? 1500

barest Lams 12 in i c. Acts (1814) I. 690/2 Ande gif ony
mastice be fundyn in he forest [etc.]. 1513 DOI GLAS /Eneis

IX. Prol. 49 The cur, or mastis, he haldis at small availl.

18159 Loitsiiale Class., Mastice, . .corr. of mastiff. 1878 CMU-
bolii. Glass., Maslis. 1893 NortliunMd. Clcss., Mastis.

y. 1540 St. Papers Hen. I III, V 1 1 1. 482 Certeyne mas-

ties.. for his hunting. 1566 DKANT Horace Sat. II. vi. (end),

Also the vaste and ample house of mastie dogges did sounde.

1577 B. GOOCE HertOaeVl Husk. in. (1586) 154 The mastie

that kcepeth the House. 1651 DOROTHY OSBORNE Lett,

to Sir W. Temple (1888) 105 A masty is handsomer to me
than the most exact little dog that ever lady played withal.

1676 WVCHERLKY I l. Dealer iv. i, Surly, untractable, snarl-

ing Brute ! he ! a Masty-dog were as fit a thing to make
a Gallant of. 1687 MIEGE Gt. Fr. Diet. u. s. v., A great

Masty, vn grits Matin. i88a W. Wore. Gloss. Add.,

Mastit-dog, mastiff.

b. with an adj. prefixed, indicating a foreign

variety, as Cuban, Dutch, German, Thibet
mastiff.

1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. III. 286 The Dutch mastiff.

1859 WOOD Hlnstr. Nat. Hist. I. 307 The Cuban Mastiff

is supposed to be produced by a mixture of the true Mastiff

with the bloodhound. 1877 Encycl. Kril. VII. 330/2 The
Thibet Mastiff is larger than the English breed. 1883 K.

GROOM Crcat Dane 4 The German Mastiff.



MASTIFF.

C. transf. SXiAj^ft
1602 -2nd Pt. Returnfrom / amass, v. iv. (Arb.) 71 furor.

Farewell my masters, Furor s a mastydogge. 1610 Ii. JON -

SON Al&amp;lt;-!i. i. i, M;ty, murmuring mastifTe ? I, and doe, 1781
COWPKK Table-talk 35 To see a people scattered like a (lock,

Some royal mastiff panting at their heels.

d. attrib. and Comb., as mastiff-bitch t ^-cur,

dog (see i), t -hound, mouth, race, ^ slrind (Sc.) ;

mastiff-fox, a variety of fox (see quot. 1828).
1851 GOSSK Xat. in Jamaica 159 The Chestnut Mastiff*

liai. 1871 CnssclFs Nut. Hist. I. 319 Tlie Pale Chestnut
Mastiff liat \Nyctinonni$ bra$iliensi$\. . . This species is

found commonly in South America ami the \Vcst Indie*.

Ibid. 320 The Smoky Mastiff Bat \Molossns nastttits\. .\&amp;gt; ;i

well-known South American species. 1621 in NamortIi

Housek. Bks. iSurtees) 184 A &quot;mastie bich. 1797 COLK-
KiDGt Christabcl i. 7 Sir Leoline-.Hath a toothless mastiff

bitch. i$aa SKEI.ION Why not to Court f 294 Our barons..
Dare not loke out at dur For drede of the *mastyue cur,
For drt-de of the bochers dogge. 1608 T. JA.MKS APol.
ll yclifw They did as it were so inaine woollies, ur nui^tiu

curs woorie them [the duck]. 1781 H. WAU-OLK Let. to

H. S. Conway 5 June, Last week we had two or thre j

&quot;mastifl days; for they were fiercer than our common dog-
days. 1774 *i\IastirT fox [see GREYHOUND 41 1828 J. FLEM
ING Hist. Brit. Anint. 13 Mastif-Fox.- This is of a dark
brown colour, somewhat less [thati the Greyhound Fox], but
more strongly made, a 1400-50 Alexander 321 A mouthe
as a &quot;mastif hunde vn-meiely to shaw. 1475 Bk. NoH.-ssc
iRoxb.) 16 Every man kepyng the scout wache hadama-.ty
hound at a lyes. 1500-20 DuNBAB Poems liii. 47 Quhou
^mastew-lyk \v. r. masiive lyk] about seid he ! 1851 ( iossi-:

Nat. in Jamaica ?$$ The mastiff-like physiognomy j.of the
monk bat], 1809 \V. IKVING Knickerb. (1861) 35 He was
a short, square, brawny old gentleman, with a double chin,
a &quot;mastiff mouth, and a broad copper nose. 1877 !&quot; &quot;&amp;lt; yd*
Brit. VII. 330/1 The Mastiff race of dogs .. includes the

Mastiff, the tfull-dog, and the Pug. 1500-20 DUNBAK I ottns
!x. 21 Mismad mandragis of *masiyf slrynd [v. r. kynd].

t Ma-stiff, a. 06s. Also 5 mestyf. [Seems
to be partly a derivative of MAST sb:~, and partly
a perversion of MASSIVE, in both cases due to

association with MASTIFF sb. Cf. MASTY a.]
1. Ofaswine: Fattened; MASTEna..M.\sTV. 2.

c 1440 Proinfr. Farv. 334/2 Mestyf, hogge, or swyne,
niaialis.

2. Massive, solid, bulky.
495 Trevisa s /iartA. Dn P. K. v. Ivii, Some [bones]

ben .. holowy. And some inastyfife [JAS*. Hodl. nuu&ye]
}

and sadde for the more stedfa&amp;gt;tness. 1733 CHEVNK Eng.
Mal,vty I. .vi. 4. 101 Those [persons] of large, full, and
(as they are call d) inastiiT Muscles, . .are generally of a
firmer State of Filjres, than those of little Muscles.
3. Burly, big-bodied ;

= MASTY a. 3.
1668 KIKKMAN Eng. Rogue 11. xi. (1671) 96 Perceiving

them to be too hard for us (for they were two stout Mastiff
Queans), a 1675 W HITKLOCKI; Mem. (173-. ) 112, I did the
like to another great Mastiff Fellow, an Officer also of the
King s Army, and took away his Sword from him.

t Mastigadour. Ohs. Also 8 masticadour,
;

9 (in Diets.) mastieador. [a. P . mastigaiiour
(.Solleysel i68j\ ad. P(j. mastigadouro = mod.L.
maslicatorium MASTICATORY j/

.] i^See quots.)
1720 GIBSON DM. Horses vii. (1731) 103 He [Solleysell]

orders the Horse to have a small Watering-bit, or Mastica-
dour put upon him. 1727 HAILEY vol. II, Mastigadoiir, a
Slabbering Uit, a Snaffle of Iron.

Mastigate, rare obs. form of MASTICATE.

Mastigophore (m:e-stigjfojj). Zool. [ad.
Gr. naaTiyoipupos : see MASTIGOPIIOROUS.]
1 1. Antiq. (See quot. and next word.)
1658 PmLLirs, Mastigophore (Greek), an Usher that with I

stripes makes way in a croud.
2. A protozoan belonging to the class Mastigo-

pliora, the members of which are provided with
one or more flayella. 1890 in Century Diet.

t Mastigophorer. Obs.- [formed as prec.
+ -ER 1

.] (See quot. and prcc. I.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mastigopltorer, a fellow worthy
to be whipped ; also an usher, who with whips removed the
people, where there was much press.

Mastigophoric (marstigjfc-rik), a. [formed
as next + -ic.J

- MASTIGOPHOROUS.
i8i6T. L. PEACOCK Headlong HaUv\, Hewould beat his

drum in Grub Street, form a mastigophoric corps of his own.
1902 WEBSTER Xnffl., Mastigophoric,. .having a lash-like
ulium ; flagellate ; said of the Flagellata.

Mastigophorous (mxsltigfS6n), a. [f. Gr.

tiaoTlytxpupos scourge-bearing (f. paarty-, navrtf
scourge +

-&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;upoy bearing) + -ous.]
1. That carries a scourge, scourge- bearing. Only

in humorously pedantic use.
l8l

?r
PAlili Lcl - to c- Burncy 12 Dec., Wks. 1828 VII.

4]iJ
10 meet all the mastigophorous subscribers would

Sladden my heart. 1826 SVD. SMITH m-s. (1859) II. 94/1ot what this medium boy can do while his mastigophorous
superior is frowning over him, but ielc.]. 1871 M COLLINS
Mrij. f, Merck. II. v. 149 The sharp discipline of a mastigo
phorous schoolmaster.
2. Zool. Provided with llagella ; belonging to

the
Mastigophora, a class of Protozoa.

1890 in Century Diet., and in later Diets.

Mastlgopod (mLC-stigyppd), sb. and a. [ad.
mod.L.

Mastigopoiia neut. pi. (lit. whip-footed
animals), f. Gr.

/ia&amp;lt;m-y-, ^ao-rif whip + woS-, TTOUS

foot.] a. sb. I luxley s name for a protozoan fur
nished with cilia or flagelia. b. adj. Furnished
with cilia or flagelia, or both (Cent. Diet. 1890).

1875 Hii.xi.KY in Encycl. tt&amp;gt;/f. If.
5-&amp;gt;/i

n,e myxupod ..

gives rise by division to bodies provided with long Hagelli-
forui cilia, .which may be termed mastigopods. 1877
Anat. fnr. Annn. ii. 76 It \\ill be convenient to distinguish
those Protozoa, .which are provided with dlia or flagelia, iis

mastigopods, 1898 SEDGWICK Students Te-tt-t-k. Zool. I.

29 Forms which pass through both the myxopod and ma.sU*

gopod condition.

Hence Mastigo-podous a. -prcc. adj.
1890 in Century Diet.

Mastigure (mseiligiiwi). [ad. mod.L. masti-

gftra (Fleming 1822), tnastigftr-us, f. (jr. paaiiy ,

fjitnTTi whip + oiiftd tail.] An ngamotd li/nid

of the genus Uroniastijc* (Cetit. Diet. iSyo),
1863 WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 90 The Kgyptian Mastigmr,

or Spine-fooled Stellio, is a native of Northern Africa.

Mastik(e,Mastil5on,obs.ff. MASTIC, MASU.N-.
I Ma stin. 0/&amp;gt;s. we. [a. OF. mastin \ sic

MASTIFF.] = MA.H NKF s/&amp;gt;.

1483 CAXFON &amp;lt;/ . tic U Tour H vij. IMiulde t IK-SI: ^rete
dogges that men call inastyns. 1485 - tVm.v. (if. i llu:

roltand. .came vpun tlie mn-,tyn sarasyns.

Masting (mtrstin), vhl. j//.i
[f. MAST z/.

1 +
-ING I.J

1. The nction or process of fitting with masts.

1617 C.U T. SMI in X,-an/ans drain, xi. 54 Tim Masting of
a Ship is much to be considered, and will . . cau^e her In -.ulc

well or il! 1794 Risking .y .Va///fi;/.\//// I. i In malting. .

the complete height of a mast is gainnl by erecting one
mast on the top of another. 1870 Daily AV?t j } (

&amp;gt;Lt., They
considered the tripod system of mailing one that answered
well for the support of the inasLs.

b. Masts collectively.

t 1702 C MATHER Magn. l h&amp;gt;: i. vi. (1852) 84 All her mast

ing seemed blown away by the board. 1757 _[. Ii. (IKUSK

Voy. K. Indies 175 The masting generally u-,cd in tlie

country-ship, arc Pohoon-masts, 1794 l\i^in&amp;gt;^ -y Seaman
ship II. 276 Observations on the different inclinations given
to the masting of ships.

2. VThc action of felling trees for masts. U.S.
1792 J. UiLi.KNAi Ilist. Nciv Hauiftsh. III. j Persons..

employed in surveying, masting, hunting and scouting.
3. a?/rt.,as wasting-sheers ^ trcc\ maating-house

(see quot.); masting pine, Pinus Strobus of N.
America,
1855 Oun.viK .9/////M Ulast-hojtSL , *Masfiug-house1 a plai e

where ma-,is, Jtc., are deposited. 2. A building furnished with

apparatus for fixing vessels masts. 1755 (///. Mag. XXV.
503 A white-pine or *masling-pine,.. seven feet eight im.ht.-s

diameter at the hut end. 1760 W. DOUGLASS Brit. .V.

Anter. II, 53 The Pines may be subdivided into the masting,
or white pine, the pitch pine,. .and others. .used as lumber.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck.*
*
Matting-shears. 1893 DAHI.-

STKOM tr. ll tis&ai/i.
&amp;lt;y

Herrmann s Mah. Hoisting Mac i.

vi. 252 A large masting sheers designed at the machine
works at Walijen, in Bremen. 1760 W. DOUGLASS Brit. N.
Amer. II. 53 note. In New Hampshire, .is much good ship
timber and *masting trees.

Masting (nursthj), vbl. sb2 rare. [MAST j.-]
The nction of producing mast. In quot. attrib.

1760 W. DOUGLASS Brit. iV. Amcr. II. 375 The price of

pork, .depends upon the goodness of their masting years.

Mastis, Mastiso, see MASTIFF, MESTIZO.

[[ Mastitis (msestai-tis). Med. [mod.L., f. Gr.

fMar-os breast -t--rns.] Inflammation of the female
breast.

1842 in BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc! 1875 H. C. WOOD Thcrap.
(1879) 262 In mastitis.. its local application to the breast is

often very efficacious. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. A/cd. VIII. 911
Gangrenous mastitis in sheep.

Mastive, obs. form of MASTIFF.
-XUastix (marstiks), repr. Gr. ^dartf scourge,

freq. used in the lyth c. (rarely later) in quasi-Gr.
combinations formed after Homeromastix (Oprjpo-

HaffTi)
*

scourge of Homer (the name given to

the grammarian Zoilus on account of the severity
of his censure of the Homeric poems), and designat

ing persons violently hostile to some person or

class, as Episcopo-uiastix, Infanto-mastix^ Puri-
tano-inastix

,
etc. Also in titles of books severely

attacking some person, class, institution, etc., as

Atheomastix [Gr. a&tos atheist] (Fotherby a 1610),
Histriomastix [L. histrio actor] (Prynne 1632),
Satiromastix (Dekker 1602, attacking Ben Jensen

1

.

1604 lip. W. BARLOW Sum Conference (1638) To Rdr., In
one ranke whereof you may place our Hercules-Limbo-
mastix. 1623 HP. MONTAGU App. Caesar 2.51 Incomparable
Hooker, that Puritano-mastix, might well say [etc.], 1651
H. L EsTRANGfc (title) Smectymnuo-mastix : or, Short Anim
adversions vpon Smectymnuus [etc.l. 1656 S. HOLLAND
Zara. (1719) 76 It would have puzzell d that Female Mastix
Mantuan to have limm d this she Chymera. 1656 HEYLIN
Extraneus Vafi. 234 [St. Augustine] in condemning In
fants unbaptized to the pains of Hell, .incurred the name of
Infanto-Mastix. 1660 GAUDEN Serin. Funeral Bronnrig
Ep. Ded.,Those unreasonable Episcopomastix, whose malice
is as blind, as it is bold, against all Bishops. ^ 1662 H ICY-

LIN Cypr. Attglicits (1668) 50 Humphries ..got the title

ofaPapisto Mastyx. 1671 GLANVILL Disc. Jlf. Stubbe 10 i

And when the Virtuoso-AIa^tix hath proved that these are
not Complements [etc.]. 1818 F. HODGSON (title, in Byron s

Works 1901 V. 278) Laiino-Mastix z8z8 -r (Ibid.) Sa;culo-

Mastix, or the Lash of the Age we live in.

t b. As independent sb. Obs. rare.

1678 CUOWORTH hitell. Syst. i. iv. 15. 273 Hierocles, who
as the Mastix of Christianity and Champion for the gods.

Mastix(e, Mastizo, see MASTIC, MESTIZO.
Mastless (mu-stles), a.1 [f. MAST s6.* +

-LESS.] Without a mast or masts.

MASTOID.
1593 T. WAISON Tears t*f Faini.- liii. I oems (Arh.) 205

I.ike a mu^tlcs shipe at seas I w.uidcr. 16*4 Hi-.vuoi .T&amp;gt;

Gnnaik. \. 258 [Perseus] whom Acrisius caused with his
mother to be sent to sea in a mastlessc lioat. 1849 ROCK
Ch. of fathers II. 495 The niastlehs vessel ..(.repi softly.,
up the Mrcani. 1884 I ail .Mall G. 16 Oct. 1/2 Our mastles-,
ironclads he like hulks uii the water, incapable of motion or
direction without coal.

MastleSS (jmrstK s), rt.
-i rare

- 1

,

[f. MAST sb.-

+ -LKSS.] \Vithout mast, without acorns.
1700 DKYOEN / /. $ Arutc in. 208 A uown of ni:u&amp;gt;tU.^

oak adot n d her head.

Mastlin(g(e, -yni.e, -youn, obs. ff. MASI.IX.

Masto- (niifbto\ usid
(.-I Hal. and / //;.) a. tn

represent MASTOID
s/&amp;gt;.,

in coniljinnlions with (lie

general sense pertaining jointly to the mustoid

process or bone and some other part of tlie skull
,

as mafto-occipilal, -parietal, -sijiiamoits, \ -lyin-

panic adj&amp;gt;. ;
b. as combining form of Gr. itaaius

breast, in names of diseases of the female
l&amp;gt;na&amp;gt;l,

as iiiaslo-carcincwa, -clionJiviis, -nirr/ius (Maynu
I.xpos. J.ex. 1X56); also MASTODYMA.
1855 HUI.DI-.N //;;/. Ostci l. 118781 114 Tlie Ml:itui&amp;lt;l part a!

the temporal is connected lu the pu.slciiur inferior an^le uf
the parietal bone hy the &quot;ina-t-j paiietal suture. 1858 H.
(IKAY Atint. 54 The stituies at tlie hase of the skull aie. .

the petru-OLcipital. the nia&amp;gt;to n^cipilal [etc.|. 1899 ///

I lilt s
.S&amp;gt;.

. .l/-rf. VII. 597 Time may l,e no local u-dema
o\ er tlie mastoid. ill fact Mo ^niasto-squamous ahsee^. 1890
Cei:l:i,y 1 itt. (tiling K. ( ) l.N),

*
Mai.lo-tywpauil. a boil&quot;

of llie skull ot some
iepli!tj&amp;gt;,

\vhu_h should correspond to the

opistholic (juadiate of modern noineiiLlatnie.

Mastodon (mcc sWdjm). 1 alxont. [mod.J..,
f. Gr. ^ai7T-os In-cast -t- oSufT-, ii&ovs tooth.
The word was used in Fr. form (in,istt&amp;gt;ilont

&quot;&amp;lt; by Cuvier in

1806111 Ann. Mas. II tit. Xnt. de 1 aris VIII. 270.)
A large extinct mammal resembling the elephant,

characterized by having nipple-shaped tubciclcs in

pairs on the crowns of the molar teeth.

1813 liAkiiiVELt. Introd. &amp;lt;/Yo/. (1815) 430 The bones of the
mastodon and mammoth are found only in the upper strata.

1842 TKNNVSON- Epic 36 NaUne bungs not back the .Masto
don. 1883 Eiuyit. Brit. XV. 425/j All known Mastodons
are gigantic animals.

_//y. 1847 t-MtKSON Rcpr. Men, ?&amp;gt;-.cc(h&amp;gt;i/
t&amp;gt;ig.

One of the
missouriuins and mastodons of literature, he is not to be
imasmed by whole colleges of ordinary scholars.

Mastodonic (ma-StJdfrmk), a. [f. prcc. +

-ic.]
= MASTODOSTIC a.

1853 RANK GrinncU K.\p. xxxi. (1856)269 Annette, nc-arly
six feet high, received it with mastodonic grace.

Mastodoiisaurian (m;je sWd^nsg-rian), o. [I.

mod.L. Mastoiloinaiir-iis (Jceger 18^,8, f. Gr. /larjTos
breast +

V!&amp;gt;OI&amp;gt;T-,
vSovs tooth + oavpos lizaid) + -IAN.]

Of or belonging to the Mastodonsattnis, a genus of

l.abyrinthodonts.
1865 LYELL Elein. Geol. (ed. 6j 508 Labyrinthotlonts of the

Mastodonsaurian type.

Mastodont (ma stW^nt), a. and sb. [ad.
mod.L. maitodont-, stem of MASTODON.] a. atlj.

Having teeth like a mastodon, b. sb. A mastodon.
1890 in Ct iUitry Diet. 1897 A*/. Stieiitt- Oct. 259 Large

upper and lower tusks, as in the older Mastodonts.

Mastodontic (msestAJ^ntik), a. [formed as

prec. + -It
.]

Of or belonging to a mastodon; re

sembling the mastodon.

1857 H. MILLER Test. Rot ks ii. 90 The mastodontic period
is removed hy two great geologic eras from the present
time. 1886 Cttitnry 31&amp;lt;ig.

XXXI. 355 Some men of large
si/e ; others of mastodontic proportions. 1895 Athenxum
2 Mar. 285/3 I he African elephant, .belongs, as regards its

dentition, to an earlier and mastodontic type.

So Mastodo-ntine a. = prec. (Cent. Diet. 1890) ;

Mastortcrntoid a., resembling the mastodon.

1842 OWEN in Ann. Nat. Hist. XI. 12 The .. collector

and transmitter of the Mastodontoid fossils.

Mastodonton. Incorrect var. of MASTODON.
1815 J. SCOTT i- ts. Paris (ed. 2) App. 295 Bones of.. the

American Mammoth, or Mastodonton.

II Mastodynia (macstoidai-nia). AfeJ. Also

-dyny. [mod.L., f. Gr. paoT-os breast + oSucr;

pain.] Neuralgia of the female bieast.
1801 .!//. Jrnt. VI 1 1. 493 Cases admitted.. Mastodynia 3.

1879 KIIORY Frinc. filed. 16 Mastodynia is often due to

uterine.. irritation. 1880 WEBSTER
-S//&amp;gt;/., Mastodyny.

Mastoid (mse stoul), a. and sb. Chiefly Anal.

[ad. mod.L. mastoid-es, f. Gr. /xatrro-s (woman s^

breast : see-oiu. Cf. F. masloide, i6thc. in Littre.j
A. adj. Shaped like a female breast.

a. Anat. Mastoidprocess, a nipple-shaped, coni

cal prominence of tlie_ temporal bone. Mas/on!

bone, a bone of the skull, in fishes and reptiles,

homologous with the mastoid process.
1732 MONRO Anat. Bones (ed. 2) 100 Into the mastoid Pro

cess the SternO inastoidens Muscle is insetted. 1841 k. E.

GRANT Compar. Anat. 84 Anterior to the mastoid bones are

the upper portions of the tympanic bones. 1878 A. HAMIL
TON Ncrv. Dis. 81 Leeches being applied to both ears, and

cups over the mastoid processes. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 57
The formation . . is completed by the mastoid and parietal
bones.

b. Path. AfasloiJ cancer, a kind of firm carcino-

matotts growth, the section of which is thought to

resemble the boiled udder of the cow.

1857 in DUNCLISON Mid. Lex.
c. Lichenology. Teat-like .

1873 W. A. LEIGHTON Liclutt-Jloia (ed. 3).



MASTOIDEAL.

d. ,j,v. ran.

1877 CESSOLA Cyprus \\.66 \ mastoid or breast.liapcd hill.

B. absol. as il&amp;gt;.
- mnstoiiiprocess or bone.

1842 E. WILSON .-JK/. I ade M. 34 The masloid forms the

posterior part of the hone. 1846 OWEN Comfar. AMU.
Pcrti tir v. 93 The second ring of bones [of a fish s .skull]. .

includes the parietal* , and the mastoids . 1899^ ///&amp;lt;&quot; i

.Sj i. . -I/.//. VII I. 45 The method may be supplemented by
iilaciir&amp;gt; a pole on each mastoid for a few minutes.

b. attrib. = of or pertaining to the mastoid
;

process ,
as in mastoid cell, muscle.

1800 / /;//. Trans. XC. 9 The cavity of the tympanum, ,

where the masloid cells open. 1821-34 GonCs StHdf
Me,!.

(ed. 4) III. 237 An excess of muscular action, particularly of

the mastoid muscle. 1899 Allbutft Syst. Mid. VII. 276

The abscess was secondary to mastoid disease.

Hence Ma stoidal a., of or belonging to the

mastoid process.
1831 R. Kxox ClO/iufs Anal. 89 The mastoid process

limited before by the nicatus aiiditoriusexlernus.aiid behind

by the mastoidal suture. 1881 MlVART Co/66 This ttiangulK
tract is the mastoidal region of the temporal bone.

Mastoideal (msestoi dial), a. [Formed as

next -t- -A r,.] =nc\t. 1848 in CKAIU; and in later Diets.

Mastoideail (mxstoi d/an), a. [f.
moil. I,.

mastojde-us pertaining to the mastoid
((.

tnastaid-ei

MASTOID) + -AX. I. 1 . mastoidien.\ Of or be

longing to the mastoid.

1841 OwEN in /&amp;gt;V/V. Assse. Rep. (1842) 75 The mastoidean

angle is not uninterruptedly united with the back part of

the articular process of the tympanic. . . The mastoidean
bone lias a concavity at its descending part. 1846 BRITTAN
ti. Nnlgaignc s Man.

(&amp;gt;/Vr.
.S&amp;gt;-. 104 The second [move

ment] causes [the sternomastoid muscle] to project forwards

. ., placing its mastoidean insection on a plane anterior.

II Mastoiditis (msestoidsi tis). Path. [-ITIS.]

Inflammation of the mastoid process.

1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1900 OPI |-:SHKIM Dis. Childk. 618

Mastoiditis may be marked by external rupture.

Mastoido- (msestoi do), used as combining
lorm of MASTOID, as inastoido-huineral adj., con

necting the mastoid process with the humerus.

M^QuaiVsAuat. (ed. 7) II. 193 Thus forming a mastoido-

humeral muscle.

t MastO logy. [f.
Gr. /jaerros breast + -OLOGV.]

A proposed substitute for MAMMALOGY.
1819 Pantologia, Afaslofagy. . We trust we shall not be

accused of pedantry in coining this term. 1839 rainy (.yd.
XIV. 352/2 Mammalogy, a hybrid word. . Accordingly M.
Desmaiest has proposed the term Mastology, and M. de

Blainville that of Mastozoology.
Hence Mastolo gicala -- MAMMALOGICAI.; Mas-

to-logist = MAMMAI.OUIST. 1890 in Century Diet.

Mastopathy (ma-stfi-paf.i). [f. Gr. fiaaroi

breast + Traflos feeling, suffering: see -1 ATHY. Cf.

F. inaslopathie.] Disease of the female breast.

1856 MAYXE Expos. Lex., Alastffathia, pain in the
female breast : mastopathy.

t MastozoO logy. Oh. [ad. F. maslo^oologie,
f. Gr. naaru-s breast + COJO-P animal : see -LOGY.]
= MASTOLOGY. 1839 [see MASTOLOGY].

tMastozoo tic, a Ola. [td..maslotootifw,
formed as prec. vim irregular suffix.] Of a geo

logic formation or period : Characterized by the

presence of mammalia.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 93 (art. Mcndij } Elephants, horses,

. .and other animals of the mastozootic zera.

Mast-quat, obs. foim of MOSTWHAT.
Mastras, -68(8,6, obs. forms of MISTKKSS.

Mastres, -ice, -is, var. ff. MAI.STKICE Obs.

Mastring, obs. f. MASTERING, kind of lye.

Mastucation, rare obs. form of MASTICATION.

t Mastuprate, v. Obs. Etymologizing altera

tion of MASTUKBATE v. So f Mastupra tion =
MASTURBATION

; Mastuprator = MASTUKBATOB.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. iii. it. iv. (1651) 205 Those

rapes, incests, adulteries, mastuprations, [etc.]. Ibid. MI. ii.

vi. v. (1651) 581. 16*3 COCKKRAM, Jl/anftitrate. 1647 K.

STAPVI.TON Juvenal 88 Whilst the hid knave attends, And
mastuprates, mad to be so delay d. 1855 [see MASTCKBATOK].

Masturbate (me stjbfit), 7 .
[f.

L. maslurbat-,

ppl. stem of masltirbar}
,
of obscure origin : ac

cording to Brugmann for *mastiturbari f. *mazdo-

(cf. Gr. /ffa pi.) virile member + turbo, disturb

ance. An old conjecture regarded the word as

f. inanu-s hand + stufnire to defile ;
hence the

etymologizing forms MANL STUPRATION, MASTT-

ritATE, -ATION, used by some Eng. writeis.] intr.

and rcfl. To practise self-abuse.

1837 ACTON Reprod. Organs 69 note, He had masturbated
himself. ri88o H.VARI.EY Let!. Men (1884) 30 The patients
. .have at last acknowledged that they still masturbated.

Hence Masturba tic a., caused by masturbation ;

Ma sturbator, one who practises masturbation
;

Ma-stiirbatory a., pertaining to masturbation.

1855 DUNGLISOS Med. Lex., Masturbator, Mastuprator.
1864 tr. Casf. r s Haiuil k. Forensic Med. (N. Syd. Soc.)

III. 334 Masturbatory pxderasti.i. 1874 HUCKNILL& TI-KI-;

r&ych, Med, (ed. 31 318 M;i-4urbatic Insanity.
i8j&amp;gt;9

AH-
butt s Syst. Med. VII. 692 In masturl&amp;gt;.-Uors there i

i than in any other persons, ll id. VIII. 149.

Masturbation (insettMbfiJiwX [ad. L. mas-

turbdlidn-etii, n. of action f. masturbarl to MASTUR

BATE.] The action or practice of self-abuse.

222

1766 A. HCME (title) Onanisin : or a Treatise upon the Dis-
[

orders produced by Masturbation. 1851 ACTON Urin. &amp;lt;V

Cenerat. Organs (ed. 2&amp;gt; 232. 1899 Alllmtt s Syst. Me&amp;lt;1.

VIII. 382.

Hence Masturba tional ., pertaining to or

caused by masturbation. 1890 in Century Diet.

t Ma-Sty, a. Obs. [f. MAST sb? ^ -y 1.]

1. Producing mast.

1575 TURBLRV. I encrie 217 In tlie vineyards in the hollow
mastie woods. 1592 K. I).

fly/&amp;gt;n&amp;lt;-rt&amp;gt;t&amp;lt;nna&amp;lt;liia ;2 Shaddowed
with greene ami tender leaues of mastic Okes, l&amp;gt;eei hes [etc.].

1611 COTGR., Glaiuleitx, maslie, full of Mast. 1630 I.TAVLOK
I Water P.) Satyre Wks. It. 259/2 1 he Masly lieeciic.

2. Of a swine: Fattened. (Cf. MASTED a. and

ineslif, MASTIFF a. I.)
c 1384 CHAUCER //. 1 amc in. 687 Ye masty \Fairf. MS.

maisly] swyne, ye idyll wrechys. 1530 PALSC-R. 318/1 Masty
fatte as swyne \je,gras.

3. Bnrly, big-bodied ; -MASTIFF a. 3.

1665 HOOKI-: Microgr 164 Some few of these stout and
resolute soldiers with these little engines, do often put to

flight a huge masty Bear. 1687 MIEGK Gt. Er. Diet. n. s.v.,
!

A masty Fellow, mt r&amp;lt;&amp;gt;s 1 aistin. 1886 .S&quot;. W, Line. Gloss.,

Masiy, very large and big : as They re a niasty family .

Masty, obs. and dial, form of MASTIFF.

Mastyc, -yck, -yk^e, obs. forms of MASTIC.

Mastye, -yfe, -yve, obs. forms of MASTIFF.

t Masuel. Obs. rare. In i-fth c. texts crron.

masnel, mansell. [a. OF. massuellc, f. uiassue

club.] A mace use 1 in battle.

l$..Ci&amp;gt;er
de L. 351 Forth he toke a mansell. Ibid. 5660

Before his arsoun his ax off steel By that other syde hys
masnel. 13.. Sir Relies 4503 Wib an vge masnel [.l/.V.

niasnelj Beues a hite on be helm.

Masulium, Masure, obs. ff. MAUSOLEUM,
MAZER.
t Masures, sl&amp;gt;. pi. 0/&amp;gt;s. rare. [a. F. masures

sb.pl.] Ruins (of buildings) ; squalid and tumble-

down habitations.

1623 tr. Famine s Theat. Ifon. vi. i. 103 Out of the mines
and masures [orig. mines ct titasures] of them, fouie other

Moderne Citties were rebuilded. 1791 J. TOWNSEND Journ.
6/m(i792) I. 399 We. .quitted the ravin, and began crossing
all the masures of the country.

Masyd, -ness, obs. forms of MAZEU, -NESS.

Masyl, obs. form of MEASLB.

Masyn-dew\e, obs. forms of MEASONDUE.

Masynry, obs. form of MASONKY.

Mat (mivt , ,
s6. 1 Also i matt (? matte), meatt,

meatte, (3 //. maten), 4-6 matte, 6-8 matt.

[OE. (only in glossaries) matt, tneatt str. (? fem.\
meatte wk. fem., ad. late L. matta ;4thc.), whence
It. matta, and the Tent, forms OHG. matta (MUG.,
mod.G. matte, also dial, maize), MDu. matte (Du. ;

mat), Sw. matta, Da. matte. A synonymous late !

L. natta ^Gregory of Tours, 6th c.), whence F.

natte (see NAT), is commonly regarded as an

altered form of matta, with n for m as in F. nappe
table-cloth, from L. mappa.]
1. A piece of a coarse fabric formed by plaiting

rushes, sedge, straw, bast, etc., intended to lie,

sit, or kneel upon, or for use as a protective

covering for floors, walls, plants, etc., or in pack
ing furniture.

C75 Corfus Class. 487 Sfiato [for psiato, ia0tu], matte.

e 1000 /KLFRic{7/&amp;lt;55. in Wr.-Wiilcker 154/2 Storea, tiel
f&amp;gt;siata,

mealta. a ixoo I oe. ibid. 328/34 Malta, meatte. a i5
Ancr. R. 10 Seinte Sare, & seinte Sincletiee, & monie oflre

swuche weopmen & wommen mid hore greate maten & hore
herde heren. c 1375 -V. Austin 1490 in Horstni. Altcnsl.

Leg. (1878) 87/1 In
J&amp;gt;e

chirche an old monk sat, Seyinge his

psauter vppon a mat. 1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) VII.

579 pe matte [L. malta] t&amp;gt;at
was under hym whan he bad

his bedes. 1392-3 Earl Derby s
E.rf&amp;gt;.

(Camden) 322 Item
]

pro vj mattes ad cooperiendum le biscwhit in galeia, vj&quot;.

xij
1

. 1462 3 Durham Aee. Rolls (Surtees) 279 In duabus &amp;gt;

inattis emp. pro aula, vij. d. 1511 Guyljorde s nigr. (Cam- i

den Soc.) 17 Jacobyns.. brought vnto vs mattes for oure

money, to lye vpon. 1553 EDEN Treat. New? Ind. (Arb.)
|

18 Laying them on mattes or couerlettes. 1587-8 in Swayne
Sarum Chnrelnv. Ace. (18961 138 A Matt for the Clarke to

kneell vpon, 6d. 1626 BACON Sylva 696 Fleas breed Prin

cipally of Straw or Mats, where there hath beene a little

Moisture. 1666 PEPVS Diary 15 June, A very fine African

mat, to lay upon the ground under a bed of state. 1703
MAUNDRELL joitrn. &quot;Jems. (1721) 128 Shaded over head with

Trees, and with Matts when the Boughs fail. 1716 SWIFT

Phftlit 15 She. .on the Mat devoutly kneeling, Wou d lift

her Eyes up to the Ceiling, a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. v. 118

(1740) 388 The Discovery of S:&amp;gt; Musquets in the Lord Grey s

House, that were packed in Matts. 1766 C. BEATTV Two
Months Tour (1768) 44 It is covered with an handsome

matt, made of rushes. 1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World
I. 131 They appeared to be dressed in mats. 1830 Encyel. .

Brit. (ed. 7) II. 632/2 Mats, swung fiom trees serve them

[S. Amer. Indians] both as seats and hammocks. 1837 J. T.

SMITH tr. Vieafs Mortars 96 Colonel Raucourt dc Charlc-

ville recommends straw-mats to be suspended in front of

the walls. 1856 DELAMER Ft. Card. (1861) 34 In winter, i

cover with mats during frosty weather.

t b. As the name of a material : Tlaited or

woven rushes, straw, etc. ; matting. Obs. e.xc. at/rib.

1523-4 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (E. E. T. S.) 322 Paid for

ij yerdys of wykur matt for be childrens fete, xvj d. 1555
\V. WATRKMAS Fanile Facions n. viii. 175 These aie ap-

pareilled in matte, made of a certayne softe kinde of mere

rushes. 1594-5 in Swayne Sarum Chttrehw. Aee. (1896)

143, 40 yeardes of matte for y parishoners to kneelc on

tht lime of commvnion. ^1619 FLETCHER Bondiica iv.

MAT.

ii, 1 defie thee, thou mock-made man of mat.

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 348, 461 yards of
Matt. 1707 MORTIMER Hntt. (1721) II. 259 Having, .ready
for your Work .. Woollen-Yam, Bass-matt, or such like to

bind them withal. ri7ioCKi,l.\ FIENNES Diary (1888) 284
Kowles of Matt very naturall at their head and feete. 1732
Porn

Ef&amp;gt;.
Uat/inrst 299 In the worst inn s worst room, with

mat half-hung.
c. Applied to bast used for tying plants. Also

attrib. in mat-tie. (Cf. MATTING viil. sb. 3 b.)

1824 LOUIKIN Encyel. C,ard. 1514 The flat-headed, .nail,

med either with lists, loops of cord, or mat ; and the eyed . .

nail, used with mat-ties. Ibid. 1519 When mat, bark, rush,
. .or straw are used [for tying].

d. A bag made of matting, used to hold sugar,

coffee, flax, etc.

1798 ////// Advertiser \ Dec. 2/1, 40 mats Lexia raisins.

ll id. 15 Dec. 2/1, 26 malts of best Rake Liebau Flax. 1885
MRS. C. PKAED Head Station (new ed.) 157 Sacks of flour

and mats of ration sugar.

2. a. An article (originally such as is described

in sense I
,
but now more usually made of other

materials) intended to be placed near a door for

persons entering to wipe their shoes upon (
= DOOR

MAT), or similar to those so used.

Now commonly of rectangular shape and considerable

thickness; made either of some coarsely woven material (as

hemp, coco-nut fibre, latterly often wire), or occasionally of

perforated or corrugated indiarubber, cork, etc.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 6 A very convenient subslance to

make Bed-matts, or Door-malts of. a 1818 Miss ROSE in

(/&quot;. A tise s Diaries (1860) II. 75 There had been a heavy mat
on the floor-cloth. 1841 BROWNING Pifd Pipfr 51 Only a

scraping of shoes on the mat. 1848 DICKENS Dtmtcf xxiii,

They found that exemplary woman beating the mats on the

door-steps. 1886 FKSN Master o/Ceremouiis v, He paused
on the mat to draw a long, catching breath.

b. A thin flat article ^originally made of plaited
straw (cf. sense i), but now often of leather or

oilcloth) to be placed under a dish, plate, or vessel

in order to protect the table from heat, moisture,

etc. Also applied to various other ai tides of

similar use, e.g. a disk or square of fancy work

placed on a dressing-table to support articles of the

toilet, etc., or merely for ornament.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meeli. 1904 Pilot 2 Apr. 307 Muslin

hangings to your looking-glass, bows on your chair-rails,

mats on your tables.

3. trtauf. A thick tangled mass.

1835 URE Philos. Mann/. 164 To break the mats of the

raw wool and to render it light. 1852 MRS. STOWE ( nele

Tom s C. ix. 77 A very heavy mat of sandy hair. 1872 H.

C. WOOD Fresh-m. Algx N. Amer. (18741 56 A number of

individuals of one or more species [of Scytoiiewacez] are

almost always associated to form on the ground little mals.

1897 Oiitiuf V.S.) XXX. 219/2 The favorite haunts of the

bass are about reefs, mats of weeds [etc.].

4. A aitt. A ihick web ol rope yam used to protect
the standing rigging from the friction of other ropes.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 251 Crete mattes for

coueryngof the seid Cordage. 1644 MANWAVRING Sea-mans

Diet., Matts are broad clowtes, weaved of synnet and thrums
. . and are used in these places : To the maine and fore-yards,
at the ties, (to keep the yards from galling against the mast)

[etc.]. 1769111 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780). 1867 SMVTH
Sailor s tt ord-bk. 473 Where it is possible, rounding is now
used instead of mats.

attrib. 1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-fainter s Log iii. 49 Were
it not for the many chating-battens, mat-service, and other

gear often renewed upon them.

5. a. The coarse piece of sacking on which the

feather-bed is laid (K.D.D.). b. A woollen bed-

covering.
1702 MRS. CENTLIVRE Beau s Duel iv. i, I ll have no Malls,

but such as lie under the Feather Beds. 1790 Flitckley

Vestry Kk. 25 Oct. (E.D.D ). Fram matt and cords, a 1894

J. SHAW in R. Wallace Country Schoolm. (1899) 550 In Ren
frewshire a mat meant a thick woollen covering for the bed,

generally wrought into a pattern.

6. Engineering. A woven structure of brushwood
secured by ropes and wires, used as a revetment

for river banks. 1884 in KNIGHT Diet. Mali,. Sufpl

7. I.ace-makiitg. (See quot.)
iSSaCAui.FEii.u & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Mat, a lace

maker s term for the close part of a design.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib ,
as mat-

awning, -bag, -hut, -lodge, -roof (hence mat-roofed

adj.), -sail, -satthel, -screen, -shed; b. instru

mental, as mat-dad, -cove: ed adjs. ;
C. objective,

as mat-maker, -mating, -mender, d. Special comb.:

mat-boat.- bra d (see quots.); mat-canvas, a dress

material of a coarse texture ; mat-grass, (a) Nar-
diis slricla, (Ii) Psamma arenaria, the marram

grass ; mat-platting, in Kindergarten work, the

weaving of patterns by means of strips of coloured

paper; mat-pole (see quot.); t mat-reed, the

leaves of Typha iatifolia; mat-rush, the bulrush,

Scirpits locustris; also = ma/u ied; matweed, a

name for various rush-like grasses (see quot. 1866

and cf. mat-grass ); mat-tree, -wood [ir.
F. bois

de ttattc], a species of Imbricaria found in Mauri

tius ; mat-work, (a) matting ; anything resembling

matting; (//) Arch. =NATTES (Cent. Did.}.
1730 CAVT. \y.\VuiGLESwoRTii US. I.og-H: o/the Lycir

-;&amp;gt; Aug., Received a New *Matt Awningand fixed it for the

Main Deck. 1856 FAULKNER Diet. Coinm. Terms, Mat-

bags, arc formed of the leaves of the date and other palm
trees, and are extensively used in Bombay and many parts
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.,1&quot; India for packing goods. 1884 KNIC.HT Diet, Mech.

Supp!., *Mat boat. ., a frame of ways supported on scows,

on which mat for revetment is woven. 1883 CAULKEILU&
SAWAKD Diet. Ntedlnvork, *Mnt-brtrid, a thick worsted

Uraid, woven after the manner of plaiting, . .employed as a

trimming. 1902 Daily Chron. 14 June 10/4 &quot;Mat canvas is

decidedly a fashionable fabric. 1852 G. C. MUNDY Our
Antipodes II. xiii. 386 These are the lineal successors

to the tattooed, *mat clad, cannibal old caterans. 1903
ttlackw. Mag. Nov. 605 The cat.. scrambles quickly on to

the*mat-covered floor. 1789 J. PILKINGTON View Derbysh. I.

331 tVanfus stricta, &quot;Matgrass. .. This grass is stiff and

hard to the touch. 1818 LATROBE jfrnl. Vis. S. Africa 372

[St. Helena] A peculiar kind of grass, called mat-grass, from

its spreading, .over the ground in such thickness, that it

forms a cover resembling thick matting. 1882 FI.OVEK

Ihic.vftl. Halnchistan 195 We found a small village of

three or four families and as many *mat huts. 1807 1
J
.

GASS Jrnl. 20 $ \Ve encamped at two *rnat-lodges of the

natives. 1530&quot;
PALSGR. 599/1, I knyt, as a *matte maker

knytteth,yV fys. 1881 ftistr. Census Clerks 17 Mat maker.

1880 riain Hints Needlework Gloss. 76 The rudimentary
leaching of this darning is taught in the Kindergarten

system, under the name of *mat platting*. 1884 KNICHT
Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Mat polt . .,a pole . . used in placing
mats of brush for shore protection, jetties, etc. 1578 LYTK
Dodoens iv. Hit. 513 The leaues are called &quot;Matte reede,

bycause they make mattes therewith. 1897 Daily AVittf

15 Jan. 5/3 The snake was sliding through the *mat roof.

1895 KITLING Hay s l\
f

ork^ Maltese Cat^ome of them were
in *mat-roofed stables close to the polo-ground. 1578 LVTE
Dodoens iv. lii. 511 The fourth is called .. in English, the

pole Rushe, or bull Rushe, or *Mat Kushe. 1611 COTGR.,
lone ti cabaS) the pole-rush, mat-rush, fraile-rush. 1640 [see

matweed}. 1894 II. THOMSON S. Sea yarns 80 The great
mat-sail was spread upon the sand. 1777 G. FORSTER Voy.
round World \\. 321 Most of them were married, and carried

their children in a *mat-satche! on their backs. 1812 tr. De
Gitigne s Obsem&amp;gt;. in rinkcrtoti s Voy. XI. 92 Among the

trees of the Isle of France must be noticed, .the *mnt tree

[orig. bah ifa nattc\ 1597 GERARDE: Herbal \. xxviii. 2. 38
Hooded *.\Iat weede. Ibid. 3. 39 English Mat weede
hath a rushie roote. 1640 PARKINSON Tlieatr. Bot. xm.
xxxv. 1197 Matt weed or Mat Rushes... Our Mat weed or

Marram, .the other of our Sea Matweedes. 1787 tr. Lin-
nxus Fam. Plants 1.41 Lygeum. Mat-weed. 1866 Trcas.

Rot,, Matweed, Ammophila artnariti, also called Sea Mat-
weed. Hooded Matweed, Lygtunt Spartitm. Small Mat-

weed, Nardtis stricta, 1793 TRAPP tr. Reckon*s Voy,
Madagascar In trod. 28 [In the Isle of France ;ire| *:nat-

wood, tacamacca, stinking-wood [etc.]. 1859 K. F. liumoN
Cfittr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geoff. Soc. XXIX. 290 A thick growth
of aquatic vegetation, which forms a kind of &quot;mat \\.uk.

Mat (mai

t), s/&amp;gt;.~ Also matt. [a. F. wat
y
subst.

use of mat, MAT a.]
1. Glass-painting. A layer of colour matted

on the glass (see MAT v* b).
1881 Art Interchange;(N. Y.) 27 Oct. 90/3 [Painting on

glass.] Laying a mat will greatly facilitate tracing.. .There
are two kinds of mat in use, water mat and oil mat .

1896 H. HOLIDAY Stained Glass i. 23 Stipple-shading.. is in

common use now together with another method, consisting
of a series of matts .

2. a. Gilding. The effect of mat or unburnished

gold. b. Metal-work. A roughened, frosted, or

figured groundwork.
1866 7Vw/r*u0tt j Cycl. Useful Arts I. 757/2 (Gilding.)

Parts of the gilding which are to be in dead gold, (called
matt). 1887 C. L. HASLOPF. Repousse Work 51 These [mark
ings] may be arranged so as to touch one another, forming
a close mat, or placed a little distance apart, as an open
mat, so as to form a grounding to the picture.
3. A border of * dead gold round a framed

picture ; sometimes applied to a border or mount
of white or tinted cardboard.
In recent U. S. diets, referred to MAT &b, 1

1845 Pract. Hints on Daguerreotype 37 Leather Cases,
with.. gilt mats and glasses complete. 1886 P. FITZGEKALD
in Art Jrnl. 327/1 It is common.. to set off water-colours
with a broad golden mat of pasteboard. Ibid,, A snow-white
cardboard mat. 1890 HOWFU.S Shadow ofDream 163 En
gravings with wide mats in frigid frames of black.

4. = matting-punch,
1890 Home Handicrafts (ed. Peters) 19 (Repousse work.)

When backgrounds with patterns upon them are required,
punches shaped like crescents at the point, or as circles,

stars, crosses, will be required. These fancy punches. .are

technically called mats . 1898 T. B. WIGLKY Goldsm.
&amp;lt;$

YfWtffer 79 Punches of various shapes, called. . Freezer-
Mat. Dead Mat. Hair Mat.
5. attrib.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 170/1 Matt-work is protected with
one or two coats of finish-size

;
but burnished gold is [etc.].

1896 H. HOLIDAY Stained Glass 1.24 The painter has.. to

repeat the two matt processes.

Mat (maet), sb$ Card-playing. [Short f. MATA
DOR.] = MATADOR a.

1766 [ANSTEY] Kath Guide Epi!. 10 Madam Shuffledumdoo
. . Has sold your poor Guide for two Fish and a Mat. 1861
Macm. Mag. Dec. 131 The three best trump cards.. are
called Matadores. .or shortly Mats.
Mat (meet), sb dial. [Either shortened from

or cogn. with MATTOCK.] A tool for stubbing
furze, ling, etc.

;
a mattock (E.D.D.).

Mat (maet), a. Also 7 matte, 9 matt. [a. F.
mat-, see MATE a.] Of colours, surfaces : Without
lustre, dull,

( dead .

a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 215 Smooth like silver
between polished and matte. 1864 Reader 26 Nov. 675/1The traces are made with diamond points on mat-black
paper. 1887 Sci. Amer. 7 May 297/2 Most kinds of varnish
that will dry bright under ordinary circumstances will
become matt if subjected to a chill. 1890 Anthony s
I hotogr. Bull. III. 14,1 like a landscape photograph, if
not too small, better on plain paper as we call a mat sur

face print, than on a glazed surface. 1896 Codsy s !\fa^.

Apr. 448/2 Others are of mat Roman gold.

Mat (meet), t-.l
[f.

MAT j.l]
1. Gratis. To cover or furnish with mats or mat

ting. To mat up : to cover (a plant&quot;)
with matting.

1549 rrh&amp;gt;y Council Acts (1890) II. 269 To James Rtiflbrd
for matting of the chambers at Westminster. 1576-7 Dnr-
luun Ace. Roils iSurtees) 717 For mattings y com nn

pne, 2s. &/. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trai 1

. 24 Temples,
kept cleane and malted neatly. 1664 F.VKI.YN AW. nort.
Dec. 81 Keep the Doors and Windows of your Conserva
tories well matted. 1672-3 Cknrchiv. Act. K. Bndlcigk
(1894) 13 For stopping of the presentment at the Deane
Ku rails Renewing ffor nolt matting the .scales. 1752 JOHN
SON Rambler No. 200 p 14 He mats his stairs and covers
his carpets. 1782 Miss UCKNT.V Cecilia i. xi, The three
eldest ., were bard at work with their mother in matting
chair-bottoms. 1851 tttcJfs Florist Aug. 184 It will with
stand the vicissitude of our climate when planted against
a wall, if matted up during severe frosty weather. 1882
FLQYEK Unexf&amp;gt;l. Baluchistan 5^ A side room ,. well and
neatly built of mud, and matted with plsli matting.
2. transf. To cover as with a mat or malting ;

to cover with an entangled mass.

1577 1!. GOOCK HeresbacKs Husk. n. 11586) So The ground
is matted, and as it were netted with the remaiites &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the olde
Rootes. 1610 W. FOLKIN\;IIAM Art ofSurvey \, u. i^Witb
what Herbage the Oust or Sword is matted, mantled and
swartht-d. 1627 DKAVION Quest cfCynthia 76 The IJanck
with 1 t.ilTaiiillics dj-lit, with yrnsvc like Sleaite was matted.

1747 KKANKLIN Let. Wks. 1887 II. 82 Take the whole to

gether, it is well malted, and looks like a green corn-field.

1825 Grettikpitse Coinp. I.
\(*-j

If the ball is much matted
with roots.. it is a sure indication of the vigour of the plant.

1849 ROBERTSON Sen/t. Ser. i. xix. (1866) ^43 A ttmple..
matted with ivy, 1901 Scotsman 2y Oct. i,/i Mountain
chains of Oregon and Washington, mailed with the tower
ing growth of the mighty evergreen forest.

3. To form into a mat : a. to entangle or entwine

(together) in a thick mass.

1577 U. GOOGE Ilcresbaclis Hnsb. n. (1586) 51 Whtn
I haue thus done, I matte it

[,v&amp;lt;
. a plashed betl^c] thicker

and thicker entry yuere. 1626 !!AI;ON Syfra 746 Uats haue
beene found in Ouens, and other Hollow Close 1 lait/s

Matted one vpon another, 1682 II. M.QW&.Contin. Remark.
Stories ^5 In the night, the Daughter had., her hair snarled
and matted together in that manner, that [etc.]. 1701 GKI.\\

Cosm. Sacr. i. iv. 17. 19 In the Skin.. the tibers are

Matted, as Wooll is in a Hat. 1768-74 TL CKFK Lt. .\ af.

(1834) I. 594 To. .disentangle the boughs where they bad
matted themselves tog i? ther. 1824 W. I HUNG ! . Trai-. II.

9, I sought my mother s grave : the weeds were already
matted over it. 1897 Allbittfs Syst. Mcd. IV, 120 Some
times the material which mats the intestines together can be

stripped off.

b. To make by interlacing, to form into a mat.

1824 LOUDON Ency&amp;lt;.l. Gard. 1506 Garden or bass mats
are woven or matted from the bast or inner bark of.. the
lime. 1865 TVI.OK fcarly Hist. Mien. vii. 188 Weaving,
whicb consists of matting twisted threads.

4. intr. To become entangled, to foim tangled
masses. Chiefly with together.
1742 Lond. $ Cmtntry Brinu. u. (ed. 2) 92 Malt. .in that

Time, would grow musty, or matt together. 1763 Min.s.9rs/.
Pract Hnsb. IV. 144 They will mat together, and rot eauh
other. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. i. 69 The [wheatj
plants get too forward, and do not mat on the ground. 1851
Ibid. 3vII. I. 134 The wheat..began then to mat and to

tiller. iS-jgCasse/Fs Tcchn. Ednc. IV. 339/1 It is these pro-

t&amp;gt;ortions of t be wool which interlock and mat together in the

milling process. 1807 KHOSCO.MYL White Rose Arno 217
la the face of this bluff there dripped and matted a close-

grown thicket of oak and ash, hazel and holly.

Mat (mrct), z .- [a. F. mater ^
f. mat\ see MAT,

MATE adjs^\ trans. To make (colours, etc.) dull;
to give a mat* or dull appearance to (gilding,

metal, etc.) ; to frost
(glass&quot;).

1602 J\yd*s fy. Trag. in. xii. H 3 b, IMe haue you paint
me. -In your ode colours matted. 1737-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. Gilding^ The work being thus far gilt, when dry, re

mains either to be burnished, or matted. ..To mat, is to give
it a light Hck in the places not burnished, with a pencil dipt
in size. 1854 KEINNEI. Carpenters etc. Coutp. 74 Those
parts of your work which look dull from not being burnished,
are now to be matted, that is, are to be made to look like

dead gold. 1877 G. B. GEE Pract. Gold-worker 133 A
design may be rendered more distinct after the pattern has
been greatly brought out in relief, by simply matting the

ground. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm. 173 The
Swiss silver the work first and then mat it by scratch brush

ing. 1898 H. MACLEAN Photogr. Print. Process xvi. 137
Many a time a print is distinctly improved by being on the
one hand matted, or, on the other, enamelled. 1900 CasselFs

Cycl. Mech. (1902) 1. 153/2 Now pour on white acid, and let

it remain until the glass is matted.

b. Glass-painting.
* To cover (glass) with gum

or other colour, smoothed over with a badger
softener* (SufHing Glass-painting, 1902).
1885 F. MILLER Glass-Paint. 53 A method frequently re

sorted to. .to give tone and softness to white glass is to matt
each square when traced, with umber or ancient brown.

Mat (meet), v. t
[f.
MAT j/;.

4
] trans. To break

up with a mattock.

1853 ynil. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. n. 319 It is a better way
to mat up the hassocks and ant-hills.

Mat: see MATH, MATTE, MAY z/.
1

,
METE v.

II Matacllia. Obs. [? Algonquin of Canada.]
(See quot. 1613.)
1609 P. E. Nova. Francta \\. xi. 203 [The suitor] will haue

a new gowne. .well garnished with Matachias. 1613 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 750 The women .. stripped them-
selues naked, .keeping on still their Matachia (which are

Paier nosters [marg. Beads] and chaines, enterlaced made of

the haire of the Porkespicke died of diuers colours).

Matachin(m?etap&quot; n). Ol&amp;gt;s.e\c.Antiq. Forms:
6 machachina, 6-7 matachine, 7 matachiria,
mattachene, -in(e, (mattasin), 7-8 mattacina,
(i- matachin. [a. F. matachin (i6th c. : now
Mtitassin), a Sp. malachin s It. mattacino}^ con

jectured to be a. Arab, ^^a.*** MUfawajjiktn t pr.

pple. plural of fawajja/m ti&amp;gt; assume a mask, de

nominative verb from waj/i face.]
1. A kind of sword-dancer in a fantastic costume.

1582-3 Act. RwclsCrt. tShaks.Soc. 1842) 177, xxj ll

yard*
ofcotten for the Matachins. 1591 HAUINGION ir. .-J &amp;gt; /W.&amp;gt; \ i.

l\i. .(5 .Monslruiis of shape and of an vgly hew, I.ike nuiskln-

Machachmns all disguised. 1621 Ir. Luna s / insult I. a a-

ritlo xvi. 173 They. . looked one vpon another ;is if th -y had
bcene Matachines. 1807 DOUCE /Mustr. S/ia&s. II. 4 ,

-, [A
dance] well known in France and Italy by the name \ tin-

dance of fools, or Matachins. 1896 Edin. Rev. Apr. \.\\.

t 2. A dance performed by matach ins. Obs.
A pp. performed by three dancers, representing a triangular

duel : see quot. a 1586, and quot. 1624 (Smith) in 3.

1/1586 SIHNKV Arcadia \. (1590) 74!), Who eucr sawe a
matachin daunce to imitate (i^luin^, this was a fight that

did imitate the m:tUichin : for they bein^ but thice that

fought, euerit: one bad (two] aduersarirs. 1596 HAKIM, io.\

Anat, Mi-taw. Ajax I.ijb, Sin.li as I h:uic &amp;gt;uc-ne in stayc

playcs when they daunce Machnchinas. 1606 Svi.vi.su-.it

Dit S urtas n. iv. ir. Magiiif. 873 Th Antike, Moiisku, ami
the Mnttachine. 1612 WEBSTER White Dtril 1, 4 b im.-ai-

end), L^d. \\c hautj brought you a Ma^kc. / /. A inaia-

chine it seems, liy your ilrawnt; swords. 1624 HI.YUUOI*
Gnuaik. \ . 21 s The Malaclu nt: or swoid daunce.

b. transf. and fig.

1594 NASHK Terrors .\ f. Wks. (Grosart) III. 280 The
night is for you with a blacke saunt or a mut:u hint-.

1622 HACON Henry [ II 36 He was taken into senuce..to
a l&amp;gt;ase office in his Kitchin ; so that (in a kind of Mattacina
of humane fortune Hee turned a Uroacli, that had uoine
a Cii\vnc. n 1625 KLKICHKR I.lJcr llrot!u-r \. i. Hut that

1 inu patient, . . Ide daunce a matachin with you, Should
makr yuu sweat yuur lujst blood for t. 1660 Wnnut

Sf&amp;gt;ei.

-S/ ulat. 26 We may thrreby |&amp;gt;c-rcliaiK;i!,
Kre many Spiings,

&amp;lt;

imi]K-l|&amp;lt;jd In- to tlancL- Another Matachin. 1677 K. CAHV
C/tx ii. L n, i. i. \iv. 11-9 Acting in a Matachin of Discord,

c. The music for a matachin d;mce.

1589 ? l.vi.v Pappew. iltitchet Wks. r.,.j III. 41^;, I mi^t
tu:,L- my fiddle, and ft-tt.h MHIK- HUTU IM/CD, tlial it male
siuieakt out .Martins Matachine.

3. itttrib., ns matachin dance, suit, ivar.

1584 Ace. A c:; /s Crf. tSl.ak^. S&amp;lt;:. iS-i- l iSS, xxx 1 * ells of

sarcenet for fi&amp;gt;uic matachyne Mites, a 1586 SIUNKV . In aditt

u. (1590) 123 ( )ne time he damned the Matachine daunce in

armour. 1624 T. SCOTT
/&amp;gt;ctg.

Soitidittr 10 They deposed &amp;gt;

&amp;gt;n

:u iut her, aiul ai it \\ere with a Mattachene dance ofdlsordt r&amp;gt;

many times three Of foureat once followed their Competi
tors with whole armies of revenge. 1624 ( AIT. SMIIH

Virginia 177 Concluding a tripartite pvace of their Mala
chin warre.

Mataco (mae taktf). Also matacho, matico

(Diets.), [prob. S. American.] The thrce-brmded

armadillo, Tolypeittes tricinctus, a small
sj&amp;gt;ecies

which is able to roll itself up into a ball.

1834 Penny Cycl, II. 353 The Mataco. .is found in llra/il,

Paraguay, ami Buenos Ayres, but is nowhere very common.
1845 ItARWlN I oy. Niit. v. (1873) 96 The apar, cummmi!&amp;gt;

called Mataco. 1849 Sb Nat. Hist., Mammalia IV. iy;
The Mataco, or Ilolila (little ball) as :t is sometimes called.

Alatador (mjftad^i). Also 7-9 matadoro, 8

mattador(e. [a. Sp. matador . L. w&amp;lt;ichiti&amp;gt;i -tni y

agent -n. f. mactdrs (Sp. inatar) to kill.]

1. In Spanish bull-fights, the man appointed to

kill the bull.

1681 DKYUFN.S)*!?/;. Friar \. 10 Stranger! Cavalier, .will you
not hear meV you Moore-killer, you Matador. 1797 Encyil.
Brit, (ed-3) III. 772 The matador at length .ylves the mortal

blow. 1812 BYHON Ch. Har. \. Ixxiv, The light-limli tl

Matadore. 1882 L)E WINDT Kqnator 134 The bull- fishier-,

themselves are of four grades : the espada or matador, the

picadores [etc.].

2. Card-playing. Insomecard games (as quad rille,

ombre, solo), a name applied to certain principal
cards.

1674 COTTON Co})it&amp;gt;l.Ga)nester(\f&Q) 70 [Ombre.] The Ma
tadors (or killing Cards) which are the Spadillo, Mallil/io,
and Bastotte the chief Cards. 1728 SWIFT &quot;Jrnl. Mod. La*iy
Wks. 1755 III. ii. 190 Well, if I ever touch a card ! Four

mattadores, and lose codill ! 1778 C. JONKS Hoyle s Hawes
Impr. og Four Matadores in Hearts. 1876 CAI-T. CRAWI.KV
Card Tlayers Man. 194 [Quadrille.] There are three mata-

dores viz., spadille, manille, and basto.

3. Dominoes. (See quot.)
1865 Covtpl. Domino-Player 14 The Matadore Game. In

this game, instead of fitting the same numbers together, you
are only allowed to play by placing a number at one or the

other end, which added to the number there, will make
seven; but those dominoes whicb will make that nunilwr in

themselves are termed matadores, and can be played at any
stage of the hand,. .These are the i, f, and | ; the double

blank is also a matadore, and can be played at any time.

1897 FOSTER Compl. Hoyle 563.

Matseology (mcetzV^sO- A ^so 7 mateo-

logie. [f. Gr. ^aratos vain -f -Koyia discourse :

see -LOGY.] Vain or unprofitable discourse.

1656 ELOUNT Glossogr., Alatcologie (matxologia) vain en

quiry, or over curious search into high matters and mysteries.

1873 F. HAI.L Mod. Eng. 37 The bead-roll of matzeology
embodied in the extract here following.

So f Matseclo giaii, one who discourses vainly;

f-
Matseolo g-ical a., of or pertaining to *mat;eo-

logy *, vain; fMataaolograe, an unprofitable talker.

1653 URQUHART Ra/&amp;lt;glais i. xv, The doling maieologlans
of old lime. 1716 M. DAVIBS Atken. Brit. II. 184 The



MATJEOTECHNY.

matreologicnl forestalling of the Apocalyptick Chronology
of the end of time. Ibid. 168 Those Sacerdotal-Secular
Mat:u ilugufs of Do\\ay and Lisbon.

t Mataeotechny. 06s. In 7 matajotechnia,
mateotechnie, -y. [f. (Jr. ^drato-s vain + rex* 1

?

art.] An unprofitable science.

1576 XKWTON Leitmies Complex. To Rdr., Such a peevish

practice, and unnecessary Mata:otechny. 1675 GKEGOKV in

Kigand Ctn-r. Sci. Men (1841) II. 278, 1 am much mistaken
if to force an equality between a negative and affirmative

root be not a mere useless mataeotechnia.

Matafund (nire*taf/ nd). Antiq. rare~ l
. fad.

med.L. matafunda ^OK. inacefontie, mcuhefonde.
Southey app. regarded the word as f. Sp. ittatar to kill +

.

An ancient engine of war.

[1788 GROSE Mtlit. Antiq. II. 304 The matafunda; this

was a stone-throwing machine, probably by means of a

sling.] 1795 SOUTH KV Joan ofArc\\\\. 163 That murderous

sling The matafund.

Matagasse, -gesse, var. ff. MATTAGKSS Obs,

II Matagouri ^mietagft- Ti). Also matakura.

[Corruption of Maori lumataknrit Morris Austral

Engl.}^\ A prickly shrub of New Zealand, J)is-

(aria toumatoit.

1859 Otago Caz. 22 Sept. 280 (Morris) Much of it is encum
bered with matakura scrub 1892 W. McHi irtn SON(

ai/&amp;gt;

Life in i- iordland 8 (Morris) Trudging moodily along in

Indian file through the matagouri scrub and tussock.

I! Matai (matai). Maori name for a New Zea

land coniferous tree, rodocarpits spicata ;
the Black

Pine of Otago. Also, the wood of this tree.

183* W. YATE Ace. N. Zealand (ed. 2) 50 Matai (Tn.rrts

.&quot;\fatah, a plant with n small yew-tree leaf, a strong smell,
and a rough bark. 1875 Offic. Hnndhk. J\

T
. Zealand 40

Valuable woods.. matai (or black pine) [etc.].

Matakura, variant of MATAGOUKI.

Matalasse, variant of MATEI.ASSE.

Matalent, variant of MALTALEXT 06s.

Matalle, ob*. form of MKTAI,.

|! Mataniata (maitamcvta). [?S. American;
used as zoological Latin in 1822 by Mcrrem in /sis

690.] A South Ameiican turtle, Chelys funbriala.
1840 Cn-. iers . luiin. Kitig&amp;lt;{. 272 The Mataniata (Testudo

Jtnihria, t im.). 1876 Jient deris Anita. Parasites 58 The
Matamat.t, a turtle living in the brackish water of Guiana.

Matainoro, matamorre, var. ff. MATTAMOUK.

Matapi ^mn.-tap/&quot;).
Also matapee. [Ara-

wnk.J A pliable basket used in Guinna for ex

pressing the poisonous juice from the root of the

cassava or manioc.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet, Trade. 1899 RODWAV Guiana ll itds

117 The matapee fi&amp;gt;r pressing; out the poisonous juice.

Match (mxtf), s/&amp;gt;.

1 Forms : i xamaecca,

fsemseccea^semecca.meecca, 2 imeecca.meecche,

3 meche,3-4meoche, 3-5 macche, (4 machche\
4-5 mach, (5 mehche, metche), 5-6 macho,
matche, 6- match. [OE. genwcca, gerttffea (for

the formation see Biilbring Ae. Ehmenlarhuch
1 77) : OTent.type *gamak/on~* related to *ganm-

kon-, OK. getnata, MAKE s/&amp;gt;.

1 Jn branch II the

word inherited from OK. seems to have coalesced

with a new formation from MATCH vA]
I. One of an associated pair.

fl. A husband or wife, a mate, consort, a lover.

Also said of animals. O/ts.

(1831 Charter of Osiwlf i in Sweet O. E. Texts 443 Ic

osuulf aldormonn. .ond beornSryS min ^emecca sellaS [etc.],

971 lilickl. Horn. 23 Twe^en turturan sermirccan. c 1000
%LPRIC Saints* Lii cs (1900) II. 340 His maecca min modor.
c 1000 Ags. (icsfi. Matt. i. 20 Nelle |ni ondraedan marian

J&amp;gt;ine

^emaecce.in to onfonne. n.. i oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 537/12
Lnniiin.r, imaecca. c 1160 ffatten ttosf*. Matt. i. a.j [

a ;u;i;

ioseph..& he on-feng hys maecchen. c izoo ORMIM 200

/akari^fss macche KlysabieJ?. t 1220 Bestiaryjib Vre Sowle
atte kirke dure dies hire crist to meche, he is ure suuli:

spuse. 13. . K. E. Allit. 7*. H. 695 Vch male mas his ma. b
a man as hym-seluen. a 1400-50 Alexander 831 Philip..
with a fest huge Had wed him anober wyfe. .[Alexander
says to him :J Now \ron mas K* slike a mangery & macdns
rhang is. 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 40 But what maketh
this tor Mai y anil her matche Phillippe? -11569 KINGKS-
MVLI. (iodfy Advise (1580*31 Suche quarrelles as the unequal
matches laie one in the others dishe, 1631 WKF.VER Anc.
Funeral Mon. 853 This Heroicall I rogenie of the Howards
and their Matches 1658 1 iur.ui s, Match, A Term in

Hunting, when a Wolf desires copulation, he is said to go
to his match or to his mate.

f2. One s equal in age, rank, station, etc. ;

one s fellow, companion. Obs.
1 975 A ;/5/nc Gosp. Matt. xi. 16 Xelic is cnehtum. .bsm

be clipende to heora ^emeccum [Vulg. coxqwalil&amp;gt;its\ cweba5
[etc.]. 13.. E. E. Allit. } . H. 124 Vch mon with his rnach
made hym at ese. r 1440 J romp. Parv. 331/1 Mehche,
. .par,coipar, 1533 MoHK/4j7w. Poysoned Bk. Wks, 1035/1
If. .there shoulde neither felowship of their matches, nor
feare of any such as are after the worldly compt accompted
for theyr betters, any thing let or withstand them, .to [etc.].

1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 166 Marry thy
match. 1553 WILSON Rhtt. 64 A proude disdainful! marine
. .that, .thinketh hymself. .ouer good to haue a matche or

felowe in this life. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 66

He thair exemple lerne experience, Ane forene mache or

maister to admitt.

3. fa An opponent, antagonist, rival. Obs.

c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 9236 Eche man rides vnto his

macche. 1400 Rowland $ O. 809 There es no mache
un-to mee, And that me lykes ille. 1513 UOUCI.AS /tenet s
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v. vii. 27 Ane vthir mache to hym was socht and sperlt.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxiv. 62 Euery man with his

matche. 1565 COOPER Thesaitrns, Glattiatwt s tonttitittere,

to sette matches of swoorde players together, c 1570 Mart:
tt it fy Set. in. i, Your matdie is monstrous to behoukle and

full of might. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. / /, v. ii. 10 Match to

match I haue encountred him.

b. A person (occasionally a number of persons,
a thing) that is able to contend or compete with

another as an equal. In phrases to jind, meet

onJs match ; (to be, prove oneself} a match for.
Also More than a match for : able to overcome or

defeat, t Rarely of two persons, 70 be matches :

to be equal in prowess.
ci3oo Celtstin 488 in Anglia I. 79 Amonges vs [sc. the

devils] shako drecche : So longe hastou ben oure mecche,

Day and }ere. 1305 Miracle of St. James 48 in E. E. P.

(1862) SQ pe schrewe fond his macche
\x&amp;gt;.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13563 pat wel

cou|&amp;gt;e feighte, he fond

his mecche. a 1450 Le Aforte Arthur 1607 Neuyr yit er

my mache I founde. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. viii. 426,
I gyue you leue to goo where ye lyst. Gramercy said kyng
Mark For ye & I be not matches, a 1568 Knt. ofCnrtesy
352 (Ritson) His mache coulde he no where finde. 1621

HURTON Anal. Mel. \. ii. in. x. (1676) 66/1 Hannibal. -met

with his match, and was subdued at last. 1645 HP. HALL
Remedy Discontents 75 Men that are not able matches to

their passions. 1718 ADDISON
S/&amp;gt;ect.

No. 297 P 6 The Hero
in the Paradise Lost is unsuccessful, and by no means a
Match for his Enemies. 1761 GOLDS M. Cit. It , vii, I fancy

myself at present . . more than a match for all that can

happen. 1833 HT. MAKTINCAU Loom fy Lugger \. iv. 58 If

the rival manufactures are a match for each other, let them

fight it out. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. v. I. 601 His fol

lowers, .were no match for regular soldiers. 1871 KINCSLEV
Lett. (1878) II. 362 The honourable man who will pay his

debts is no match for the dis-honourable man who will not.

1874 GREEN Short /list, vii. i. 347 So long as Henry sup
ported him,. .he IT. Cromwell) was more than a match. .for

his foes.

4. A person or thing that eqnals another in some

&quot;ity.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. v. 81 Of his strengthe and
qualii

hardynesse I knowe not Ins matche lyuyn^e. 1586 A. DAY
/Inif. Secretary \, (1625) 37 The match or like of him therein,

:
was seldome or neuer in those daies any where found. 1631
LITHGOW Trav. x. 499, I neuer found their matches amongst
the best people of forrane Nations. 1866 MRS. GASKKI.L

!
ll i? es fy Dan, I. xxi. 235, 1 don t believe there is his match

anywhere for goodness. 1888 Daily AVTCJT 26 Sept. 6/1
Where., is there the match of thfcimpeiishable tale of the re

lief of Lucknow?

5. A person or thing that exactly corresponds to
! or resembles another, or th.it forms an exnct pair
with another.

CI53O in Gutch Coll, Cur, II. 284 Gone Potte new made
unto a matche. 1551 RKCORDK / ///. Knowl. n. iv. When

i two lines are drawen from the endes of anie one line, and meet
in anie pointe, it is not possible to draw two other lines of

i like lengthe ech to his match that shal begin at the same
I pointes, and [etc.]. 1583 FULKE Defence xiv. 381 Your eies

i
were not marches, or else they were daseled with a mist of

malice, when you [etc.], a 1616 KEAUM. & FL. Wit without
I M. n. ii, A maide content with one Coach and two horses

not falling out because they are not matches. 1626 BACON
Sy/va 391 Try them [Waters] in Seuerall liottles, or Open
Vessells, Matches m euery Thing else. 1674 Moxos Tutor
Astron. n. (ed. 3) 84 You might by.. looking through any

;
Star on the Globe see its Match in Heaven. 1808 PIKK
Sources Mississ. in. (1810) App. 22 Extraordinary matches
for carriages have sold at 400 dollars per pair. 1818 ]. PAL
MER Jrnt. Trail. 129 You ve got two nice creatures, they
are right elegant matches. 1893 STEVF.NSON Catriona 5

Ragged gillies, such as I had seen the matches of by the

dozen in my Highland journey.
II. The action ot matching.
f 6. A matching of adversaries against each

other ;
a contest viewed with regard to the equality

or inequality of the parties. Obs.

7/21400 JA r/t- Arth. 4071 This was a mache vn-mete. !

t- 1400 Dfstr. Troy 1324 Vninete was the Macche at be
j

mene tyme. 1599 DKAYTON AfVvr, Trncet gentle f.0rt ,
]

Jlad is the match where neither party wone. 1602 SHAKS.
j

Ham. n. ii. 493 Ynequall match, Pyrrhus at Priam driues,
in Raye strikes wide. 1603 DKAVTON Bar. Wars n. xxii. !

31 Ferrer his Taberd . ., well knnwne in many a warlike

match Ixffore. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.
&amp;lt;v

Cr. iv. v. 46 It were no .

match, your naile against his home. 1628 HORRRS T/tncyd.

(1822) 98 A profitable garland in their matches of valour.

fb. Man of match: ? a champion. Obs.

1640 IlAHiNr.TON Q. Af-r&amp;lt;igon ii. i. C 2 b, Seest ihou that
,

nun ofmatchThough small in stature, mighty lie s in soule.

7. A contest or competitive trial of skill in some
j

sport, exercise, or operation, e.g. in archery, cricket,

football, ploughing, etc., in which two or more
;

persons or bodies of persons are matched against
each other; an engagement or arrangement for !

such a contest. Also applied to a contest in which
animals are made to compete in a trial of speed, ;

fighting power, or the like.

In modern sport ing language a match ts ordinarily under
stood to mean a formally regulated contest between two

permanent bodies (as two cricket or football clubs, two
counties), or (as in billiards) l&amp;gt;etween two recogni/ed experts
in a game.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 91 To make matches to

assemble archers togyther, to contende who shall shoote best,

and winne the game, encreaseth yevse of shotynge wonder

fully amonges men 1567 HARMAN Cai&amp;gt;eat (\^fx^^ Wheie
he harde. .xl pence gaged vpon a matche of wrastling. 1595
SHAKS. John m. I. 336 Assured losse, before the match be

plaid. 1611 COTCK., Partit,..& match, or set, at game.
1651 CLEVELAND Poems 44 [He] leaves it a drawn match.

MATCH.

1676 LADY CHAWOKTH in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Connn.

App. v. 32 They have made four matches to be run at New
market. 1711 BUDGKI.L Spect. No. 161 P 3 A Foot-hall

Match. 1747 Gen. Advertiser 4 July, Mr. Richard New.
land, .with two of hU Brothers, anil two others, .having
advertised that they would play a Match at Cricket . .against
Five of any Parish of England [etc.]. 1812 Sfivtittg Mttg.
XXXIX. 107 [Coursing] All matches to Le entered in the

match book. 1847 MRS. GORE Castles in Air xxxiii. (1857)

326 A match was skated upon the lake. 1882 PKUODV ng.

Journalism xxi. 159 He speaks to his constituents, .at a

ploughing match.

1 8. A suitable conjunction or pairing. Also,
above one s match : above one s level. Obs.

1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cix, It is no mach, of thyne vnwor-

thynesse To hir hie birth, estate, and beautee bryght. 1542
UDALL Erasin. Apoph. 225 To the entente that wee may
after a sorte make soome lykely matche of Koomains with
the Grekes, we shall [etc.]. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(181 1) VI I. 55 If I found any of them above my match.

9. concr. A (more or less) well-matched or ac

cordant pair ; two persons, thinjjs, or sets each the

counterpart of the other.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apopk. 333 Plutarchus. .compareth
theim twoo together as a veraye good matche and wel

coupleed. 1807 PIKK Sources Alississ. (1810) 105 Discovered
one of my skigh dogs was missing..; this was no little

mortification, as it broke the match, whose important ser

vices I had already experienced. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick.

xxii, If they were a little better match . . I mean if they
were a little more of a size.

10. A matrimonial compact or alliance ; esp. one

viewed as more or less advantageous with regard
to wealth, rank, or social position. To make a

match : to bring about a marriage by influence or

contrivance.

1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serin, xvi. 288 The common sort of

men, in making their matches this way, haue chiefly two
outward vntoward respects. 1599 SHAKS. Much Aden. i.

315 His grace hath made the match. 1676 LADYCHAWORTII
in i2?A Rep. Hist. Tl/.S.V. Cotnm. App. v. 28 Twas a match
of his friends and not his owne making. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 182 T 4 Whose hope is to raise themselves by
a wealthy match. 1793 MARO. BUCKINGHAM in \*th Kef.
/fist. jl/.S .S . Camta. 390 The match which is settled between

Sir W. Young and AIiss Talbot. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick.

xlvii, Matches are made in Heaven, they say. 1866 G.

MACDONALD Ann. O. freight, v. (1878) 59 It seems to me a

very good match for her. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii.

4. 378 It was by a match with Henry Stuart that Mary
determined to unite the forces of Catholicism.

ft&amp;gt;.
A matrimonial alliance as represented

heraldically. Obs.
1628 COKE ( Lilt. Pref., A tomb with his statue upon it

together with his own match and the matches of some of his

ancestors. 1640 YORKE (title) The Union of Honour. Con

taining the Armes, Matches And Issues of the Kings, Dukes,

Marquesses and Earles of England. 1686 PLOT Maffordth.
298 The Windows illustrated with the Armes and matches
of the Chetwynds in painted glass.

f C. The action of marrying ; relationship by

marriage. By match : in consequence of a marriage.
1574 J, DEE in Lett Lit. Men (Camden) 39 In direct line,

braunche, collateral!, or match. 1605 CAMDF.N Rim., Kpit.

35 Who in these 2. funerall verses, contained her princely

parentage, match, and issue, c 1630 RISIWN Sun: l&amp;gt;en:it

&amp;lt;! 53 (1810) 58 By match, it came to Tremenet. 1655 FULLER
( ii. Hist. ill. iii. 6 He possessed fair lands in Anjou and
Maine ; by Match in right of Queen Elianor his Wife.

d. concr. A person viewed with regard to his or

her eligibility (esp. on grounds of fortune or rank)
as a partner in marriage.
1586 A. DAY Kng . Secretary I. (1625) 125 We will finde

out a better match wherewith to delight thee. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry II . 111. iv. 77 She is no match for you. 1615 MAS-
SINGER Nno Way IV. i, A maid well qualified, and the

richest match Our north part can make boast of. 1688

1 rxioN Guardian s Instf. (1897) 25 When I had provided
nn agreeable Match, his Comrades, .taught him to rail at

Matrimony. 1710 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 20 Oct., Lord

Ashburnham, the liest match now in F,ngland. 1774 H.
WAI.POLE Lett, to Mann 28 Mar., He, the first match in

England. 1809 MALKIN Gil Was l. xi. r i He left me so

little property, that I was a bad match. 1866 G.. MAC-
DONALD Ann. (J. Neighb. xxvii. (1878) 472 He s a very good
match in point of property and-family too. 1879 G. MERE
DITH Egoist xxxv, He s the great match of the county.

fll. An agreement, an appointment ;
a compact,

bargain. // is a match (or elliptic-ally, A match!):
said in concluding an agreement or a wager ;

=

Agreed ,
Done . Obs.

1569 T. PRESTON Cambists 250 (Manly) A match ye shall

make straight with me. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in

Holinshed 1 1. 37/2 These things came not thus to passe, as

it were by a set match, but (etc.]. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. S ir.

v. ii. 74 A match, tis done, a 1628 PRESTON New Cm&amp;lt;t.

(1634) 217 If a man be holy but by halves, that makes not

the match, it makes not the agreement between the Lord

and us. 1655 WALTON Angler i. iv. (1661) 74 A match,

good Master, lets go to that house. 1706-7 FAROUHAR
jleanx Strat. I. i, A Matcli !

III. 12. attrih. and Comb. : (sense 10) t match-

broker, -marring, -\-monger; match-book, in

horse racing, ?the book in which a list of the

dates of matches or races is kept ; match-game,
a game (esp. of chess) forming part of a match ;

also U. S. = sense 7 ; t match-horse, a horse

entered for running in a match or race ; match-

play, the play in a match (sense 7) ; also in Coif,

play in which the score is reckoned by counting
the holes gained on each side; so match-flayer;
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match-rifle, a rifle used in firing competitions;
match-rifling CteMMtflMtf, a method of rifling

guns to adapt them for long-range shooting in

matches. Also MATCH-MARKKA, -MAKING vhl. s6. 2

1812 &quot;Match book [see 7]. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootontia 204
What Consultations, what Embassies, and a whole Councell-

]!oard of Banes-Wrights, or *
Match-brokers, must go to the

knitting of a Princes Love-Knot. 1871 G. R. CUTTING
Student Life at Ainhcrst Coll. 113 Base ball had hardly
been introduced, when certain enthusiastic students con

ceived the idea of a *match game
1

with Williams College.
1888 rail Mall G. 2 July 5/2 A champion chess player will

often lose a match game to a far inferior opponent. 1607
MARKHAMCVtz a/. in. (1617) 79 These Tryers..ought to ride by
the*mntch-horses all the day long, i&yoAthetuntm 28 June
828/2 There are four or five young people, and two old

widowers do the matchmaking and the *matchmarring. 1681

KYCAUT ir. Grecian s Critick 250 He demanded a handsome
Wife, which they sold him at the Price ofan Aching- head, and
the *Match-monger assured him, that [etc.]. 1886 Pall Mall
G. 2 Aug. 3/2 There has been a revival of some of the old

sporting gambits which had for long fallen into disfavour for

*match play. 1893 Bally s Mag. Oct. 279/1 The champion
ships are played on different principles, the amateur being

by holes or match play, and the open by strokes, 1894
Wfstm. Gaz. 5 Apr. 2/1 Steinitz is the first &quot;match-player

living. 1881 GREENER Gun 159 The recoil with a lolb.

&quot;match-rifle is inconsiderable. Ibid. 146 The Metford &quot;match-

rifling is very expensive to produce.

Match, (msetf), sb* Also 4 macche, 4-6
matche, 5 mec(e)he, 6-7 mache, 7 metch, 6-
match. [a. OF. mesche, meiche (mod.F. mhhe)
= Pr. mecca, meeka, fatal, metxa, Sp., I*g. mecha^
It. miccia : vulgar L. types *Mtcca, *miccia.
The ulterior etymology is obscure. Some have attempted

to connect the word with Gr. nva, L. myxti mucus of the

nose, nostril, nozzle of a lamp, in med.L. lamp-wick : and
with L. mucctts mucus of the nose, whence It. moccolo (:-L.
*
Miuccitln&) snuff ofa candle.]

f 1. The wick of a candle or lamp. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvii. 213 As thow scest some tyme
..a torche. The blase there-of yblowe out }et brenneth the

weyke, With-oute leye or lijte that the macche brenneth.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvir. clx. (1495) 708 Matches
for candelles. 14** tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Prfo. 237 Yf
the mecche be ouer depe y-sette in the oyle,hit shall anoone
be y-queynte. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 113 The fatnesse
of oyle may not burne tyl a weyke or matche be put therto.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr -Wiilcker 754/20 Hie lichinus, meclie.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. Hi. 510 Pith the whiche. .serueth for

Matches to burne in lampes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 161

Of the grapes which this Palma Christi, or Ricinus doth

carie, there be made excellent weiks or matches for lamps
rind candles. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psettd. Ep. vi. xii. 335
Nor will it [the smoke of sulphur] easily light a candle,
untill. .the flame approacheth the match.

2. An instrument consisting of a wick, cord, or

rope of hemp, tow, cotton, etc., so prepared that

when lighted at the end it is not easily extinguished,
and continues to burn at a uniform rate ; used for

firing cannon or other fire-arms, and for igniting a
train of gunpowder. Also in Mining (see quot.
1851). f To cock a match : see COCK v^ i.

The slow-match now consists of loosely-twisted hempen
cord steeped in a solution of saltpetre and lime-water, and
burns at the rate of one yard in three hours. The QUICK-
MATCH is a cotton wick, impregnated with saltpetre, or
coated with gum and mealed gunpowder.

G 4 And thereafter searching the fellow [Guido Fawkes], . .

found three matches.. ready vpon him. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto s J rav. xxii. 81 Tied four and four, and five and five

together with the matches of their muskets. 1657 North s

Plutarch, Add. Li^es-jz It wasaMorian slave that strangled
him [Atabalipa] with a match. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
VIII. 235 A musket, or musquet, is a fire-arm .. formerly
fired by the application of a lighted match. 1828-40 TYTLKK
Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 237 They . .laid a train, which was con
nected with a lunt

,
or slow match. 1851 GREENWE LI.

Coal-trade Terms Northunib.
&amp;lt;$

Durh. 36 Match, A small

piece of candle end, or greased twine or tape . . used to

ignite the gunpowder in blasting. 1863 KINGL\KE Crimea
(1876) I. xiv. 240 The other was the man standing by with
a lighted match and determined to touch the fuse.

fig. 1602 MARSTON Ant. % Mel. \\. Wks. 1856 I. 19 The
match of furie is lighted, fastned to the linstock of rage.

b. The material of which matches consist
; curd,

etc., prepared for ignition.
S72 Nottingham Rec. IV. 143 Gunepowder and matche

that wase had at the Watch on Mydsomer Evyn. 1598
BARRET Theor. IV arres in. i. 34 Three or foure yards of

match, in seuerall peeces hanging at his girdle. 1633 T.
STAFFORD Pac. Hib. \. vii. (1821) 97 Fiue Lasts more of
powder, with Match and Lead. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke s

Voy. E. Ind. 47 The outward Coat of the Nutt is good to
make Match. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 195/2 When
there is any apprehension of danger, his [i.e. a gunner s]
field-staff is armed with match. 1866 BRANUE Cox Diet.
Set., Lit., $ Art s. v., Before the invention of locks, small
arms were fired by means of match.
3. An article of domestic use, consisting of a

piece of cord, cloth, paper, wood, etc., dipped in
melted sulphur, so as to be readily ignited by the
use of a tinder-box, and serving to light a candle
or lamp, or to set fire to fuel. Obs, exc. Hist.
1530 PALSGR. 243/2 Matche to lyght a candell, alumeite.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 20 When the steels and the
flint be knockde togilher, a man may light his match by the
sparkle. 1608 MIDDLETON Fain. Love v. i. 37 To light their

SS.
e8 at my l nder - l695 CONGRKVK Love for L. n. i,n hat a world of fire and candle, matches and tinder-boxes

did you purchase ! 1710 Lond.Gaz. No. 4677/4 There were
VOL. VI.

found about them, .several Fir-Matches dip d In Hiimstone.
a 1776 R. TAMES Diss. Fevers (1778) 84 There are many
ways of lighting a candle, by a piece of paper, by charcoal,
by pit-coal or by a brimstone match, a 1822 SHELI.KV//X///W
Alerc. xviii, Mercury first found out for human weal Tinder
box, matches, fire-irons, flint and steel. 1889 J. NICHOLSON
Folk Speech E. Yorks. 18 The present paraffin match has

quite superseded the old brimstone match, made of a splinter
of wood about six inches long, and dipped at both ends.

b. A similar article used for fumigation.
1703 A rt ff Alyst. Vintners 23 French and Rhenish Wines

are . . commonly preserved by the Match. 1753 CHAMHKKS
Cycl, Supp. s. v. Matching^ Melt brimstone.., dip into it

slips of coarse linnen cloth. . .Take one of these matches, set

one end of it on fire, and put it into the bung-hole of a cask.

1839 UKL; Diet. Arts 1303 It is useful to counteract the.,

tendency to acidity, by burning a sulphur match in the
casks. 1853 ll id. II. 125 To make writing-paper matches,
which burn with a bright flame and diffuse an agreeable
odour, moisten each side of the paper with tincture of ben
zoin [etc.]. 1872 T. HARDY Greenwood Tree iv. ii, Curious
objects about a foot long, in the form of Latin crosses (made
of lath and brown paper dipped in brimstone called matches
by bee-fanciers).

f c. A small torch used for giving light. Obs.

ci59S CAPT. WYATT A1

. Dudleys Voy. IV. Ind. (Hakl.
Soc.) 25 The which [flirsj make resemblance as if they wean:
so manic light matches. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 118 Hang
ing out kindled matches to terrific the theeues. 1638 SIR T.
HKRBKHT Trav. (ed. 2} 14 Fire or a lighted matche only
scaring them \sc. Hons].

4. A short slender piece of wood, wax taper, or
other material, tipped with some chemical composi
tion which bursts into flame when rubbed on a rough
or specially prepared surface (or, as in the earlier

contrivances, when brought into contact with some
chemical reagent). Now the ordinary means of

producing fire. To strike a niatth: to ignite a
match by friction (the verb is taken over from the

earlier phrase to strike a light}. Cf. LUCIFER 3.
Paraffin niafchj one having the splints dipped in paraffin

to facilitate ignition of the wood. Safety match, one which
can Ije ignited only by striking on the box.

1831 T. P. JoNKsAtwC0z/. C/w.xxiv. 245 These matches,
after being covered with sulphur, are dipped into a mixture
of chlorate of potassa, sugar, and sulphur, made into a paste
with gum water. They are then dried, and when touched
with sulphuric acid, instantaneously inflame. 1833 Nek
ton s Lond. Jml. Conj. Ser. I. 258 [An] apparatus for pro
ducing instantaneous light, on the principle of the match
and bottle has just been imported from Paris. 1845 BHOWN-
ING Meeting at Night 10 Tne quick sharp scratch And blue

spurt of a lighted match. 1870 DICKENS E. I) rood xii, [He|
puts a match or two in his pocket. 1889 Paraffin match :

see 3. 1903 Longm. Mag. July 252 He struck a match on
his thole-pin.

b. Phr. ( To shatter] into matches , into splinters.
1898 Times 10 Jan. 13/3 Captain Norie.. whose left arm

was shattered into matches by a bullet.

5. attrih. and Comb., as match-sellerp

, -selling ;

T match-bottle, a phial containing phosphorus, for

igniting sulphur matches ; match-box, f (a) Mil.

a metal tube, pierced full of holes, for a soldier to

carry his lighted match in
; (d) a box to contain

matches ; match-box bean, the hard seed of the

Queensland Bean, Entada scandens, of which
match-boxes are made (Morris Attstral Eng^} ;

match-boy, a boy who sells matches ; f match-
cock (in a matchlock) =CocK sb.^ 13 a; t match-

cord, rope, or a piece of rope, prepared as a

slow-match
; match-girl, a girl who sells matches ;

match-head, the piece of some chemical com
position with which a match (sense 4) is tipped ;

match-holder, a receptacle for a supply of matches;
match-line - match-cord , match-machine, a

machine for making matches; match-man, (a)
a man who fires the match of a gun ; (/&amp;gt;)

a man
who sells matches; match-paper, touch-paper;
match-paste, the paste used for making the heads

of matches; match-pipe, a pipe used to con
tain a lighted match for a matchlock ; match-
safe U.S., a box to contain matches for use

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; match-splint -

match-stick; match-staff, a staff with a slot in

the upper end and a spike in the lower, used on

shipboard to hold a slow-match (Cent. J}ict.)\

match-stick, the wood of a match (cf. match

wood}; match-thread, the thread used as match
for firing guns, etc.

; match-tub, in ships-of-war,
a tub having a cover perforated with holes, in

which slow-matches were hung ready for use with

the lighted end downwards (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855) ;

matchwood, f (a) touchwood; (&amp;lt;)
wood suitable

for match-sticks ; (f) in phrase (to break etc.) into

matchwood, into minute splinters.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 954 Phosphoric &quot;match-bottles.

1786 (IROSE Anc. Armour $ U cafons 65 The musqueteer
should also have a little tin tube.. big enough to admit a

match, and pierced full of little holes, that he may not be

discovered by his match . . ; this was the origin of the &quot;match

boxes, till lately worn by our grenadiers. 1866 LOWHLI. Wks.

(1890) 11.93 Mr. Carlyle is for calling down fire from heaven
whenever he cannot readily lay his hand on the match-box.

1887 Pall Mall G. 9 Nov. z/i Twopence-halfpenny per

gross is paid for matchbox-making. 1819 Snorting Mag. V.

122 Society of the present day, from the nobleman lo (he

*match-boy. 1643 Plymntth Col. Rec. (1855) II. 65 A mus-

kett, either firelock or *matchcock. 1644 NYE Gunnery \. 38
The Gunner is always, when feature will permit, to choose
good *Matchcords. 185* MME. DE CIIATELAIN tr. Ander
sen s Tales 301 The Little *Match-Girl. 1898 Westnt. Gaz.
17 Sept. 4/3 To Mr. Rosenthal belongs the credit of finding
a paste for &quot;match-heads which is not poi&amp;gt;onous. 1884
Harpers Ma. Dec. 134/2 A porcelain match-holder h If

full of matches. 1824 tAwKlCKAnf. Armour III. 77 The
soldier is made to carry the *match-line lighted at both ends.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. MccJi. 1410/1 Young s &quot;match-machine
cuts the splints from a block or bolt of wood [etc.], 1815
BOWLES Missionary \\\. 128 Last rolled the heavy guns, a
sable tier, By Indians drawn, with &quot;matchmen in the rear.

1904 T. WRIGHT in Daily Cliron. 23 June 3/2 The mntch-
;

man, with his bundles of great sulphur tipped matches,
whom you could smell a mile off. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV.
6^5/1 Instead of tinder, *match-paper or touch-paper. .

and amadou or German tinder, .were often used. 1898
li estnt. Gaz. 19 July 10/1 The Belgian Government has
voted a sum of ,2,000.. to anyone who can compound a
marketable &quot;match-paste without the aid of yellow phos
phorus. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory \. 41 The &quot;match

\ pipes, the most preferable of which are either iron, lead, or

wood, . .should he. .filled with slow charges. 1884 Harper s

Mag. Sept. 581/2 Takes out a cigar and looks in *niatch-

|

safe. 183* Miss MITFOKD Village Ser. v. 7 Some poor wrttch,
bcggnr or &quot;match-scllfr. 1891 C. J.A.MKS Rom. RigiitaroU-

\ 67, I. .tried my hand at ^match-selling in the Kast end. 1880
M. P. BALE Woodworking Machinery xxviii. 252 Machines
for cutting &quot;match splints. 1791 J. LJCARMONT Poons 24
The deil made &quot;match-sticks o

1

his bains. 1901 Wide ll- &rlit

Mag. VI. 449/2, I saw the vagrant telegraph-posts trailing

along the horizon like a row of match-sticks. 1799 ( .

SMITH Laboratory I. 40 1 ut in the &quot;match-thread and stir it

about, till it has drawn in all the matter. 1597 GERARDK
Herbal Table Kng. Names, *Matchwoode, that is Touch,

wopde. 1838 Civ. Engineer \. 396/1 We wish we could see a
series of experiments made upon a more enlarged scale
than upon these bits of match wood. 1861 Ann.

AY&amp;lt;,*&quot;.
21

Most of the ships that struck were broken up into match
wood. 1887 Lady 20 Jan. 38/3 The huts tumbled into
matchwood.

Match, .niajtj), a. [From the predicative and

appositive uses of MATCU .rdM]
1. That matches

; corresponding. Obs. exc. techn.

in certain special collocations (usually hyphened),
i

in most of which match- may be interpreted as an
attrib. use of the stem of MATCH v)- : match-
gearing, two cog-wheels of equal diameter geared
together (Knight Diet. Alech. 1875) ; rnatch-

I hook, a double hook or pair of hooks in which
one portion forms a mousing fertile other (ibid.) ;

match-joint, the part by which two corresponding

]

sections of a structure are joined; match-plaue,
.;

either of two planes used in grooving and tonguing
i boards, one plane being used to form the groove,
;

and the other to form the tongue; match-plate
I (founding)^ a plate upon the opposite sides of
I which the halves of a pattern are placed corre-

! spondiugly, to facilitate the operation of molding
|
(Knight 1875); f match-term Math. t one of a

i pair of corresponding terms in a proportion ;

;
match-wheel, a cog-wheel adapted to mesh into

or work with another (Knight 1875). Also
i MATCH-BOARD.

1483 CAXTON Cato Kviijb, Thou oughtest to forbere and
to favoure in tyme and place hyin whyche thou knowest not

matche ne lyke to the. 1551 RECORDE J*athw. Kitoiul. n.

i, The whole triangles be of one great nes, and euery angle
in the one equall to his matche angle hi the other. 1551
Cast. Knowl. (1556) 207 That arke of the Equinoctial! is

equall with his matche arke in the Zodia&amp;lt;_ke. 1600 T. HILL
Arit It in. \\. viii. 119 b, Wherefore each couple of them which
so agree and match together in like sirnaine or quality are

..properly to be called match lermes .. ; for in such cases

the one couple are the antecedents and the oilier couple
are the consequents. Ibid. 128 b, I see.. that si ells.. is the

third number, .and that 4 of an ell being the matche ternic

thereof is the first. 1683 MOXON Mct/t. /i.icrc., Printing x.

F 9 Two Match half-Joynts fastned on the Frame of the

Tympan. Ibid. xxiv. P 7 The Frisket must be Cut : which
to perform, the Press-man fits the Match-Joynis of the

Frisket into the Match-Joynts of the Tympan, and pins
them in with the FrUket-pins. 1833 LOUDON Encycl. Cottage
Archil. 297 The edge of one board grooved, and the ad

joining board tongued, with a pair of planes fitting into each
other, called match planes. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his own
Mechanic 395 Match planes are so called lx.-c.uise the

width of the projection left by one plane matches or tallies

exactly with the width or groove cut by the other.

2. Comh.\ match-lined a., lined with match
board; match-lining = MATCH HO.UIDINO.

1865 Price List
ofji&amp;gt;iue&amp;gt;y 17 Extra for j in. match-lined

back [of a cupboard J. Ibid. 19 The back lined with S

match lining.

Match (maetf) ,
v.l Forms : 4 mache, macche,

6 matche, 6- match, [f.
MATCH sb. 1]

1. trans. To join in marriage (chiefly used with

some reference to the fitness or unfituess of the

conjunction); to procure a match* or matrimonial

alliance for (e.g. a son or daughter) ;
to connect

(a family) by marriage. Also rarely, f to couple,
mate (animals). Const, to (t unto} ,

with.

1390 GOWKR Conf, II. 308 Sche was evele macched And
fcr from alle loves kinde. 1513 MOKK in Graft on Chron.

(1568) II. 762 Whose bloud..was full vnmeete to be matched
with hy*. 1530 PALSGR. 633/2, I matche the male and the

female togyther of any kynde...And you can matche this

bitrhc you shall have pretye whelpes. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist,
Ircl. in llolinshed II. 137/2 Tht-y were.. by wate of mari-

ages matched and combined with honourable and great



MATCH.
houses. tgoj SHAKS. Two Cent. HI. i. 62, I haue sought To
match my friend Sir Thurio, to iny daughter. 1612 UAVIES
// by Ireland, etc. (1747) 218 Whose sole daughter then was
matcht to William de Valencia. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi.

681 Those ill-mated Marriages.. Where good with l*ad were
matcht. 1680 EVELYN Diary 6 Sept., He match d his eldest

son to Mrs. Trollop. 1703 J. TIFPEK in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 305, I am heartily glad your dear Sister is so

happily match d to Mr. Stevens. 1731 FIELDING Grub St.

Op. i. ii, Now I rely on you to match them up to one
another. 1754 FOOTE Knights n. Wks. 1799 I. 85 Tim has
fallen in love with a young woman. ., and tis partly to pre
vent bad consequences, that I am. .so hasty to match him.

1842 TENNYSON Ulysses 3 An idle king.. Match d with an

aged wife. 1849 MARKYAT Valerie xi. II. 140 Try if you
can match her with a Duke. 1878 SIMPSON Sch. Shaks. \.

25 Henry 1 1 . proposed to match him with some great heiress.

fb. reft. Obs.

1362 LANGU P. PI. A. x. 193 Bote maydens and maydens
maccheth ou ysamnie [1377 U. ix. 173 macche $ow togideres].

1581 PETTIE Gnazzo s Civ. Com . \\. (1586) 80 Povertic

bringeth.., that he is sometime driven to match himselfe in

marriage with some woman of base parentage.
c. intr. for refl. To ally oneself in marriage.

Const, with. Now rare exc. dial, f To match

into (a family) : to become connected by marriage
with, f Also rarely of animals : To pair.

1568 ORAFTON Chron. II. 670 Not to bevnworthy to matche
in matrimonie, with the greatest Prince of theworlde. 1586
Ii. YOUNG Gitazza s Cii .Conv. iv. 226!}, It is (saide Lord
lohn) a greate griefe of the minde, and heart breaking, to

match with a foolishe Woman. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n.

i. 68 Truly I hold it a sinne to match in my kinred. 1611

CQIGK., S*AJparier. to couple, or match ; as birds doe in

the Spring. 1620 GATAKRR Mariage Prater 8 They shall

neuer haue my blessing, .if they match without my consent.

1647 Si RiGGK Anglia Rcdiv, i. ii. 8 He matched into a most
noble and martial family. 1680 DltYDBN &&. Fryar\\\ ii. 63
Let Tyger.-. match with Hinds, and Wolfs with Sheep. 1766
GOI.DSM. Vic. \V. iii, If he had birth and fortune to entitle

him to match into such a family as ours. 1820 HAZLITT
Lect. Dram, Lit. 348 A young woman . . who would not
think of matching with a fellow of low birth. 1844 MAID-
MENT Spottiswoode Misc. I, 5 This marks rather that the

Spotswoods have matched with the Gordons.

t 2. trans. To associate, join in companionship
or co-operation (persons or things) ;

to put together
so as to form a pair or set with (another person
or thing). Ol&amp;gt;s. (Cf. sense 5.)

c 1470 Gol. .y Gaw. 1159 Quhen thai war machit at mete,
the mare and the myn. 1534 MOKE Contf.agst. Tnb. \\.

Wks. 1209/1 When god hath by suche chaunce sent hym to

me, and there once matched me with him, I recken my self

surely charged with him, tyl [etc.]. 1575 85 ABE-. SANDYS
Sertn. iii. 47 Matching alwaies with Justice inercie. 1588
SHAKS. L. L, L. n. i. 49 A sharp wit match d with too blunt
a Will. 1599 Much Ado \\. i. m God match me with a

good dauncer. 1599 H. HOLLAND Wks. K. Greenham i

Some busie themselues in Church-discipline, and are slender

sighted in their priuie corruptions ; . . but it is good to match
both together. 1605 UACON Adv. Learn. \. vii. 6 [Adrian]
having his [Christ s] picture in his gallerie matched with

Apollonius. 1645 USSHKR liody Div. (1647) 68 It was matched
with many infirmities and passions.

f b. reft. To make an agreement with. Obs.

13., K. K. A Hit, P. C. 99 Maches hym with
J&amp;gt;e maryneres,

makes her paye, For to towe hym in-lo tarce.

3. To encounter as an adversary. Also (now
always), to encounter with equal power, prove a
match for.

13.. Cmu. ff Gr. Knt. 282 Here is no mpn me to mach.

(1400 Deitr. Troy 7042 Manly he macchit horn with his

mayn strokes, c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 199 Oure meyne
with myght At mydnyght hym mached. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur y..\\\\. 426 Ye arc not able to matche a good knyght.
1587 HARRISON Kngland n. iii. (1877) I. 73 The townesmen
of both [Oxford and Cambridge] are glad when they may
match and annoie the students. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in.

ii. 305 You perhaps may thinke, Because she is something
lower then my selfe, That I can match her. 1642 ROGKRS
Naautan 39 Tell me, if God had not matched thee, who
could? 1666 DRYUEN Ann. Mirab. 190 Sharp remembrance
on the English part And shame of bein^ matched by such a
foe Rouse conscious virtue up in every heart. 1856 KROUHE
Hist. Kng. (1858) I. ii. 173 No knight in England could
match him in the tournament except the Duke of Suffolk.

fb. intr. To meet in combat, tofijht(7wV/0. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3607 To mache with sike a multitude

of men & of best is. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9678 Thus macchit
(&amp;gt;ose

men till the merke night, c 1470 HKNKV Wallace v.

42 Quhen xl macht [v.r. matchtt] agayne thre hundyr men.
1559-66 Wodro^u Soc. Misc. (1844) 69 The Congregation and
the- Frenchmen were often assembled, and were neare match
ing-

*5&amp;lt;&7

MAPLF.T Gr. Forest 86 The Falcon is a bird of

haughtie stomacke matching with blrdes a great dealt I iy^cr
and mightier then him selfe. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 330
Strength matcht with strength, and power confronted power.
4. trans. To array or place in opposition or con

flict with
;
to

*

pit (a j&amp;gt;erson
or thing) against an

other. Chiefly refl. and pass. Occas.const. f/0, -\on.
fa 1400 Morte Art/i. 1533 pay hafe bene machede to daye

with meiie of be marchez. (1400 Destr. Troy 8288 He
macchit hym to Menelay. 15.. Scotish 1 ielde 197 On who
was thou mached? 1523 LD. BURNERS Froiss. (1812) I.

cxxx. 158 He is hardely matched, wherfore he hathe nede
of your ayde. 1578 C/ir. Prayers n8b, The sinfulnes that
we haue receaued from our first Parents, hath matched the re

bellious flesh against, .the mind. 1667 MILTON / . L. \\. 631
Eternal might To m;itch with thir inventions theypresum d
So easie. 1781 COWPKR Retirement 580 The estate his sires

had owned in ancient years Was quickly distanced, matched

again*! a peer s. 1840 DE QUINCKV Style \. Wks. 1862 X.
161 What if a man should match such a bauble against the

Pantheon? 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes v. ii. (1868) 156 Let them
match their song against mine. 1903 Expositor Aug. 113

They had to match themselves against the wily Greek or

Syrian trader.

226

5. To pnir or assort (persons or things) with a

view to fitness or equality ;
to arrange in a suitable

or equal pair or set
;
to provide with an adversary

or competitor of equal power. Often in passive
with adv., as to be well, ill matched.

1530 PALSGR. 633/2, I matche one with a felowe, I set one
to another that beequall of power and strength. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. iv. i. 120 My hounds are bred out of the Spartan
kinde, .. Slow in pursuit, but match d in mouth like bels.

a 1645 A. STAFFORD Few. Glory (1869) p. xcix. Never Prince
and Church-man were better match t then theise two.

1696 R. H. Sch. Recreat. 146 Match your Cock carefully.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. x. 392 Cicero all the while, like

a master of Gladiators, matching us and ordering the Com
bat. 1842 Miss MITKOKD in L Est range Life (1870) III. ix.

142 In point of wearisome insipidity Sir Kol&amp;gt;ert and Lord
John are well matched one against the other. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. i. (1873) 25 The savages in South Africa match
their draught cattle by colour. 1874 SAYCR CVw/rtr. rhilsl.
v. 181 Compatibility of existence on the part of two races

depends upon their being more or less nearly matched in

culture. 1883 FROUOK Short Stud. IV. i. iii. 27 The two
great antagonists, .wer* more fairly matched than Hecket

perhaps expected to find them.

b. To proportion, make to correspond to or with.
1680 KARL ROSCOM. Horace s Art Poetry 4 Let Poets

match their Subject to their strength. 1708 ROWF. Roy.
Convert \\\. i. 29 Mine [sc. my hopes] have been still Match d
with my Birth. 1861 WHITTIEH Our J\h-cr 71 To match
our spirits to our day And make a joy of duty, a 1888 M.
AKNOLD Thekla s Answ. v, God doth match His gifts to
man s believing.

c.
* To furnish with a tongue and a groove, at

the edges; as to match boards
1

(Webster 1897).
1833 etc. [see MATCHED///, a. 2],

6. To place in competition with
;
to compare in

respect of superiority. (Cf. sense 4.)
1581 MULCASTKR Positions xxxix. (1887) 192 If tn com

parison ye match a toward priuate teacher with a weake pub-
like maister. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. &amp;lt;V Jnl. n. Prol. 4 Thatfaire..
With tender lulietmaicht, is now not fa ire. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
Hwtn.CoHvcrsat.bttiu.B, J. tyW. A Wks. (171 1)226 The
earl of Surrey, sir Thomas,Wyal(whom, because oftheir anti

quity, I will not match with our better times). 1717 POPE
fcf&amp;gt;.

to yervas 36 Each heav nly piece unwearied we com
pare, Match Raphael s grace with thy lov d Guide s air.

1791 COWPKR Iliad iv. 478 Their glory then, match never
more with ours. 1820 SHELLEY .S ^y/rtr/t 68 Chorus Hymenscal,
Or triumphal chaunt, Matched with thine would be all Ijtit

an empty vaunt. 1867 HOWF.LLS Hal. Journ. iii. 29, I saw
the custodian had another relic, .which he was not ashamed
to match with the manuscript in my interest.

f&quot;
b. To compare in respect of similarity ;

to ex
amine the likeness or difference of. Obs. rare.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. /&quot;,

Wks. (1711) 103
By matching the faces of one of those strangers with a por
trait she had of King James.

f 7. To regard, treat, or speak of ns equal. Obs.

1580 SIDNEV Ps. xxvi. v, Sweete Lord, write not my
soule Within the sinner s rowle : Nor my life s cause match
with blood seekers case. 1593 J. KING Queens Day Serin.

in Jonas, etc. (1618) 702 Whensoever afterwards, there was
taken vppe any great lamentation, it was sampled and
matched with that of Hadadrimmon, in the field of Megiddo.
1605 WILLKT Hexapla Gen. 468 This is great presumption..
to match Gods arke and losephs coffin together. 1606

SHAKS. 7V. iV Cr. i, iii. 194 To match vs in comparisons with

durt, To weaken and discredit our exposure.

8. To be equal to, to equal ;
to resemble suf

ficiently to l&amp;gt;e suitably coupled with ; to correspond
to, be the match or counterpart of. Also absol.

of two or more things : To be mutually equal ;
to be

sufficiently similar to be suitably coupled together.

1592 SHAKS. I en. fy Ad. 1140 All loues pleasure shall not

match his wo. 1603 OWEN Ptmbrv&ttkin iv. (1892) 40 In

shorte tyme they are like to match the other inhabitaunts in

nomber. 1631 LITHGOW Trav. m. 81 These fiue Cities are

so strong, that.. I neuer saw them matched. 1643 SIR T.
UKIIWNK Rclig. Med. \, 44 All the valiant acts of Curtius,

Scevola, or Codrus, do not parallel or match that one of

Job. 1663 IlL TLt.K /lint i. i. 190 For his religion, it was fit

To match his learning and his wit. 1781 COWPER Charity
118 He. .Imports what others have invented well, And stirs

his own to match them or excel. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci MI.

ii. 71 Mamo s hate Matches Olimpio s. 1853 C- BRONTE
Vil{(ttexx\\ \i Life is so constructed that the event docs not,

cannot, will not, match the expectation. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 17 May 4/8 There exists in no Continental country

anything that can match the City and Guilds Institute.

Mod. The colour of the carpet does not match the wall

paper. These patterns do not match.

b. intr. To be equal with ; to be suitably coupled
with ; to correspond, be suitable to. Also (rarely),

to fit or * dovetail into.

1567 MAI-LET Gr. Forest 32 b, Cut herein good heed
must be taken, least we match and march with the greeke
Sophister. 1577 I*. GOOGE Heresbach s Hush. \. (1586) 39)1,

It groweth,.to suche a heyght, that it matcheth with indif

ferent Trees. I599SHAKS. Hen. I
, n. iv. 130 To that end, as

matching to his Youth and Vanitie, I did present him with
the Paris-Balls. 1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign Law v\\. (1871)

343 Other minds were working at the same time whose
labours were to match with a curious fittingness into his.

c. To match (used quasi-adv. or qnasi-adj. after

a sb.) : corresponding in number, size, style, etc.

with what has been mentioned.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxxiii, A tall gentleman in. .drab
breeches and boots with tops to match. 1850 TKNNYSON In
Mem. i, Who shall so forecast the years And find in loss a

gain to match? 1857 G. A. LAWRENCE Guy Liv, iii. 21 After
twelve pipes over-night with gin-and-water to match. 1891
Leeds Mercury 27 Apr. 4/7 Theresa. .was attired in wine-

coloured velvet, and wore a jet bonnet, trimmed with velvet

to match.

MATCH-BOARD.
9. trans. To furnish with a match.
a. To find, procure, or produce an equal to.

1596 J. NORDEN Progr. Pietie (1847) 114 Someone of these
his subtle sects in shew meeteth,andas it were matcheth every
godly endeavour and sincere course that the children of God
do practise. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa Introd. 56 Ex
cellent wines, and sugars which cannot be matched. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. ThevenoCs Trav. i. 123 The body of the
Pillar is of one entire piece of Garnet, so high, that the
world cannot match it. 1773 JOHNSON 30 Apr. in Bosivell^
I can match this nonsense. 1842 TKNNYSON Gardener s
Dan. 31 Go and see The Gardener s daughter; trust me,
after that, You scarce can fail to match his masterpiece.
1886 CONSTANCE K. WOOLSON E. Angels i. 15 To match it

[the climate] one must seek the Madeira Islands or Algiers.
b. To fit or supply with a suitable addition or

counterpart ; to find, select, or obtain something
sufficiently similar to or accordant with (a colour,

pattern, an article of dress, etc.).
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. ii. 127, I could match this begin-

(
ning with an old tale. 17*4 SWIFT Use of Irish Manuf.

I

Wks. 1755 V. n. 3 There may be room enough to employ
their wit and fancy in chusing and matching patterns and

I colours. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 16 F 5 Every maid..
matched her gown at Mr. Drugget s. 1770 FOOTE Lame

\ Loiter i. 20, [I] promised to.. match a coach-horse for Bri

gadier Whip. 1861 WHVTE MELVILLE Goodfor Nothing I.

xi. 132 Can you match me this piece of yellow silk ? 1881

J. HAWTHORNE Fort, fool i. xxxtv, As if it were a question
of matching knitting-yarns.

C. To compare so as to select one suitable to.

1718 POPE Let. i Sept. in Lady M. W. Montagu s Lett.
(1861) I. 438 John was now matching several kinds of pop
pies and field flowers to her complexion, to make her a

pifvcnt of knots fur the day.
1 10. To procure as a match. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. m. i. 81 Here comes another ol

the Tribe, a third cannot be matcht, vnlesse the diuell him-
selfe turne lew.

Match (maetf), w.2
[f.

MATCH sb? Cf. F.
1 meeker^\ trans. To fumigate (wines or liquors, or

casks) by burning sulphur matches ; now chiefly
in Cidei*making. Hence Matching vbl. sb.

1703 Art fy Myst. Vintners 28 Stum is nothing else but

pure Wine kept from fretting by often racking and matching
it in clean Vessels. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. 6&quot;////., Matching^
in the wine trade, the preparing vessels to preserve wines
and other licjuors, without their growing sour or vapid. 1832
Trans I*rov. Mat. $ Snrg. Assoc. VI. n. 200 The sweet
ness of the cider prepared for exportation is preserved by a

process, . which., is known by the term Matching . 1864
JrnL R. Agric. Soc. XXV. r. 90 Most of the cider that
is matched in this way has a peculiar taste.

Matchable (mse-tjab l), a.
[f.

MATCH z&amp;gt;.* +

-ABLE.]
L That can be matched, equalled, or rivalled.

a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 59 So manic notable

Capitaines in warre for worthinesse, wisdome and learning,
as be scarse matchable no not in the state of Rome. 1591
SPENSER Ruins of Time 89 To tell my forces matchable to

none, Were but lost labour. 16x4 HEYWOOD Gunaik. in.

143 A Lady scarce matchable before her time or since. 1678
Life Black Prince in Harl. Misc. (1809) HI. 153 He was a

prince so full of virtues as were scarce matchable by others.

f 2. Comparable ; equal ; similar, analogous.
Const. to t with. Obs.

J57* J- JONES Bathes ofRath n. lob, Neyther be such

vapours, or dashinges, matchable to fyre in neate. a 159*
Selimiis 1864 Aga, thy grief is matchable to his. 1608
DOD & CLEAVER Expos. Prov. xi-xii. 190 Many great

pibbles are not matchable in worth with one pearle which
is farre lesse then they are. 1653 GATAKER \ ind. Annot.

Jer. 149 The War. .was in divers respects not matchable

onely unto, but even gieater then any that had gone before

it. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1723) 28 [Shells] not

matchable with any upon our Shores.

t3. Suitable, well suited, accordant. Obs.

1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, i. xix. (1668) 81 They be
ever most matchable, strong, nimble, and ready for your
pleasure. 1614 D. DYKE Myst. Selfe-Deceiuing (1630) 297
The party affected hath pietie matchable both to person and
portion. 1815 Zehica 111. 162 Now if you had married
such a superior character as Miss Emcotts, so truly match-
able with you.
Hence fMa tchableness, fMa tchably adv.
1611 COTGR., Equalit?, etjunlitie, euenness, matchablenesse.

Esgallewenti equally, euenly, alike, matchahly, &amp;lt;&amp;gt; 1637
1!. JON.SON Eng. Gram. Pref. 9 We shew the Copie of it, and
Matchablenesse, with other tongues.

Match-board (Bsetjbfcid), J& Joinery, [f.

MATCH a.; cf. MATCH vl~\ A board which has

a tongue cut along one edge and a groove in the

opposite edge, so as to admit of being fitted into

!
other similar boards to form one piece with them.

I Also collect. = match-boarding.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Match-boards^ a kind of

plank used for flooring. 1883 Daily News 10 Sept. 2/1 This

building.. is described as encircled by match boards nailed

to posts supporting the roof. 18.. Med. Ntivs LI I. 670
(Cent.) The walls.. consist partly of brick piers and partly
of corrugated iron lined by felt and matchboard.

Hence Ma tch-board v. trans., to cover or sup

ply with match-boards; Ma tch-boarded a., having
or composed of match-boards ; Ma tcli-boardingf,

match-boards fitted together to form a material for

lining walls, forming partitions or light structures

such as poultry-houses, etc.

1865 Price List of Joinery 28 Match Hoarding, .forming
Partitions in Bedrooms. 1882 Garden 18 Mar. 188/1 The
house is., cased inside with match boarding. 1889 J. K.

JEKOME Three Men in lioat 81 It was expensive work.

Had to match-board it all over first. 1894 ll estitt. Gas.



MATCH-CLOTH.

16 July 8/1 What with the match-boarded character of the

house and the uprush of draught by the staircase, the

chances of escape would have been small incited. 1903

Longm. Mag. June 126 We discovered our quarters in a

bare match boarded room with a flapping canvas ceiling.

Ua tch-cloth. [? f. match- in MATCHCOAT.]
1855 OGILVIE .S w///., Match-cloth, a coarse woollen cloth

for the Indian trade (American).

MatcllCOat (martj kiwt). Obs. exc. Hist. Also

7 matchoo, mach-oot, 9 matchicoat. [Orig.

tiialc/ico, prob. an American Indian word : cf.

Ocijibwa matchigode petticoat, woman s dress

(liaraga) ; afterwards corrupted by popular ety

mology, as if f. MATCH sb. 1 or t .
1 + COAT

s/&amp;gt;.]

a. A kind of mantle formerly worn by American

Indians, originally made of fur skins, and after

wards of match-cloth, b. The material out of

which matchcoats were made.

1642 in Archives of Maryland (i^Z-j} IV. 94, 2 rackoonc
matchcos and 15. arines length of ronoke. 1661 Sttit. yir-

4 / i&quot;rt (1823) II. 36 He paying, .for the use of those Indians

thirty Matchcoats of two yards a peice. 1685 Pennsylv.
Archives I. 94 Twenty Gunns Twenty fathom Matchcoat
[etc.]. 1698 G. THOMAS Pensih ftnid 10, I. .have very good
Shot, with red and blue Mach-cots. 1705 UKVF.RLEY Vir.

flHta in. i. 3 (r722) 142 The proper Indian Match-coat,
which is made of Skins, drest with the Fur on, sowed to

gether. .. Fig. 2 wears the Duffield Match-coat, bought of
the English. 1788 .Vew Lond. Mag. 115 A large mantle or

match-coat, thrown over all, compleats their dress. 1814
SpjrtiHg Mag. XLIV. 280 A matchicoat and leggins red.

Matched (nuetjt), ppl. a.
[f.

MATCH
z.i_+ -EH.]

1. Having a match or equal. Chiefly in ill-,

well-matched, q. v.

2. Of boards : Furnished with a tongue on one

edge and a groove on the other. ^Matchedjoint
match-joint (MATCH a. i). AlsoC&quot;0/^.,match3d-

boarding, -lined a. = match-boarding, -lined.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 114/1 The several Parts. ifa

[Printing] Press. The Matcht Jpynt, is the Joynt or Hin^
fastned to the Tinipan and hinder Raile of the Coflin.

1833 LOUDON Ettcycl. Cottage Archit. 297 Five-eigluh-
inch deal matched (the edge of one board grooved, and the

adjoining board tongued. .) and beaded boarding. 1857-9
TARBUCK Ettcycl. Carpentry ,y y^incry 208 In Fig. 10 the

edges are shot;. .in Fig. 12 matched. 1865 Price List uf
joinery 33, 6.6J Matched-lined enclosure to stairs. 1873
I ARS Trftlgolds Carpentry 242 Matched-boarding.
Matcher (rme-tjaj). [f.

MATCH v^ + -ER .]

1. One who matches, in senses of the vb.
1611 COTCR., Mariciir, a matcher, a marier. 1638 FORD

Lovers Mel. I. ii, A mere matcher of colours. 1682 H. MORK
Attitot. GlanvilCs Lux O. ^ It would argue the wise and
just God a very unequal Matcher of innocent Souls with
brutish Bodies. 1806 Daily Pfsivs 4 Jan. 5/3 An assort!-
seur , or matcher of coloured textiles.

2. Amatching-machine (Webster 1897). Matcher-
hecK.1: the head in a planing machine which carries

the cutting tool (Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884).
Matchcole, matchecold: see MACHKCOLE v.

Matchet (mart/ft). Forms : a. 7 matoheat,
7-9machette, 9 machete, matchet, -ett(e. 0. 7
in quasi-Sp. form macheto. [ad. Sp. machete. \
A broad and heavy knife or cutlass, used, esp. in

Central America and the West Indies, both as a
tool and a weapon.
1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 414 A dozen of machetos to minch

the whale. 1648 GAGE West fatties 129 They have no
weapons but a Machette, which is a short Tuck. 1685
WAFER Voy. (1729) 278 Having no tool with us except a
Macheat or long knife. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 13 We
tempted him with Heads, Money, Hatchets, Matcheats, or
long knives. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mann/. Metal I. 142 These
tools consist of matchets, canebills and hoes. 1854 J. L.
STEPHENS Centr. Ainer. 70 The Machete, or chopping-knife
..varies in form in different sections of the country. 1863
K. F. BURTON Abeokitta II. 92 Little things here means
matchets and mirrors, kerchiefs and blue baft, rum and
tobacco. 1897 MARY KIN-GSLEV IC./4/nVai6i Awallmadeup
of strong tendrils and climbing grasses, through which the
said atom has to cut its way with a machette.
atlrifr. 1881 Ittstr. CensusCterA-s(i&Ss) 44 Matchett Maker.
1887 MOLONEY Forestry IV. Afr. 233 The vines..are being
used only for matchet handles.

Matchevilv l;ian, obs. ff. MACHIAVELLIAN. .

1632 LITHCOW Trai . i. 4 Simonaicall Matcheuilians.

Matchia-, matchievillian : see MACHIA-.
Matchiat, obs. form of MATCHET.
Matchicoat : see MATCHCOAT.
Matehination : see MACHINATION.

Matching (martjig), vbl. sd. 1
[f. MATCH v.l

+ -ING
l.J

1. The action of the vb. MATCH in various senses.
156&quot; J- HEVWOOD/&amp;gt;

rffi/.^/^-r.(i867)iioGreatpatchynR,
small matchyng. 1623 MANDEVILLB in Bncclciich JfSX.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 262 He propounded to me the
matching with Warwick for my son. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776)111. 293 The greatest pains had been taken with
these to enlarge the breed, both by food and matching. 1873
\ STON Workshop Receipts Ser. i. 414/2 Matching is to
bring different pieces of timber, in an article of furniture, to
a responsive tone of colour. 1874 Spans Diet. Engin. 3097
, P s machine for moulding and matching. 1889
4lhtna&amp;gt;,,m 18 May 623/2 There is like risk oibad matching
when the undertaking is a poem.
2. A quality of wool in the best part of the

lleece (Bowman Struct. Wool 1885, p. 356).
1881 Daily News 22 Aug. 3/6 About 1,200 packs of English

fleeces, matchings, skin, and other wools.

227

3. attrib,^ mati/iing-s/top (nonce-wd.); match-

ing-machine, a machine which tongues and

grooves the respective edges of a board
; matching-

plane = match-plane (Knight Diet. Meek, 1875).
1803 lr. P. Le Brnn&quot;s Motts. Botte I. 179 She couples

ruined young men to rich widows..; and she runs away with
all the business from the offices that you see at the corner
of every street, called matching shops, 1874 Spans Diet?
Engin. 3097 A planing and matching machine.

Matching, vbl. sb;- : see MATCH w.-v
Matching (martjin), ///. a. [f.

MATCH v. 1 +

-ING-.] That matches; corresponding; to match*.

1630 A*. Johnson s Kingd* fy Cotnnnv. 97 If you will let

loose the Queene of Cities, as they terme Paris, to looke bigge
and angerly upon us, our London can affront her with a

matching countenance. 1898 Westat. Caz. n June 1/3 The
good plain family cook, with matching morals.

Matchless (mart/Its), a. [f.
MATCH j.i +

-LESS.]
1. Having no match, without an equal, peerless.
1530 PALSGR. 839/1 Matcheles.se, nonpareil, 1590 GRKENK
Never too late (1000) 63 Then should, .the furrowes in my
face be numberlesse, as the griefes of my hart are match-
lesse. 1631 GOUGE Gotfs A rr&amp;lt;rws ni. 94. 360 They . . plotted
the matchless*:, mercilesse, devilish, and damnable gun
powder-treason. i663GtKHiEK Counsel a 5, The matchlesse

capacity of your Hitjnnesse. 1762-71 H. WALI :OLE Virtue s

Anecti. Faint. 1 1786) I. 166, I have also a matchless portrait
of the king. 1871 H. AINSWORTH T&amp;lt;nver llilli, iii, There
she stood before him, in all her matchless beauty. 1874
GREEN Short Hist, vii. 3. 374 Her malchleas activity u^-ed

the year to guod purpose.
b. Used as adv.

1871 Jo.vju IN MILLER Songs Italy (1878) 90 And men did
turn and marvel so And men did say how matchless fair !

t 2. That are not a match or pair. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q, iv. i. 28 With matchlesse cares de
formed and distort.

f3. Unmarried. (In quot. punningly. } Obs.
it 165* HROME Dainoisellc i. S, A maiihluxsu Knight In

deed, and shall be matchless still for me.

Hence Ma tchlessly adv., in a matchless manner
or degree (Bailey, fol. 1736) ;

Ma tchlessness,
the state of being matchless (Bailey vol. II. 1727).
1818 J. FERNIK St-rt/t. 379 The matchlessly great and

happy, holyand just God. 1884 Cyclist s four. CY. Monthly
Gaz, Mar. 78/2 A castle so matchlessly situated.

t Ma tchlike, adv. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [f. MATCH
sb. 1 + -LIKE.] In pairs.
1582 STANYHUKST sKncis HI. (Arb.) 87 Horses. .Al yoked,

and matchlyke teamed with common agreement.

Matchlock ^martJI^k). [f. MATCH sb:- +
LOCK j.-]
1. A guu lock in which slow-match is placed for

igniting the powder, b. attrib. : matchlock mus
ket -= 2.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. In&amp;gt;iU $ r. 1^9 The Infantry [con&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;]

of Gentues, with Match-Lock Muskets. 1727-53 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Carabine^ The carabine . . was formerly made with
a match-lock, but of late only with a flint-lock. 1786 GROSE
Anc. Armour

&amp;lt;y Weapons 64 Musquets were fired with
match locks, a. 1854 H. REED*ec& Brit. Poets viii. (1857)
289 The clumsy matchlock musket of olden time. 1859 .4 //

Year Round No. 4. 87 The hand guns were used with a
matchlock till the pyrites wheel lock was invented.

2. A musket having a matchlock.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. Iiuila. % /*. 99 Matchlocks, Swords,

and Javelins. 1795 ANDERSON Brit. Emb. China 71 Others
are armed with match-locks ofa very rusty appearance. 1875M \i\K Hist. hist, x, 290 The battle was waged out of Court
with sword and matchlock.

b. attrib. : matchlock-man, a soldier armed with
a matchlock.

1783 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. (1783) 32/1 No less than
1,800 were match-lock-men. 1893 FORBES-MI TCHELL Rent in.

Gt. Mutiny 254 Some seven or eight hundred matchlock-
men opened fire on them.

Hence Ma tchlocked a.
t having matchlocks,

armed with matchlocks.
1871 FOKSYTH Highl, India 296 A whole posse of match-

locked shikaris.

Ma tch-make, v. rare. [Back-formation from
MATCH-MAKER! or -MAKING 1.] intr. To plot or

contrive to bring about a marriage.
1865 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 670, I am the last person in the

world to match-make. 1902 BARNES-GRUNDY Thames Camp
262 It. .will be a lesson to me not to match-make again.

Ma tch-maker 1
. [f. MATCH si .

1 + MAKER.]
1. One who brings about or negotiates a match

or marriage ; usually, one who is addicted to ;

scheming to bring about marriages.
a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes i. xi. (1640) 102 Pray to

\

God to give a wife or husband to your sonne and daughter, ;

and make piety and vertue the chiefe match-makers. 167-8
BUTLKR Hud. in. i. 420 Who. .would have hir d him and his

\

imps, To be your match-makers and pimps. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl. Let. i. 14 June, Perhaps the match-maker is to

|

have a valuable consideration in the way of brokerage. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 724 Clarendon assumed the
character of a matchmaker. 1881 E. J. WORHOISE Sissiexi, i

Mrs. Williams, .was frequently accused of being a match
maker

, and bent on marrying her daughters brilliantly.

2. Sporting. One who enters into a match ; one
who arranges a match.
a 1704 T. BROWN Table Talk in Collect. Poems 123 Horse-

coursers and Matchmakers make no Conscience of Cheating.
1893 Rally s Mag. Oct. 273/2 A match that called forth

many encomiums on the match-makers.

Ma tch-niaker -. [f. MATCH sb* + M

MATE.
1. One who makes match for guns.
1643 [ANGIF.R] Lane. Vail. Acho* 9 He that could finde M&amp;gt;

many Souldiers when there was none, was not to seeke for
one Match-maker in time of need. 1644 PRVNNK& WALKF.K
l- icnness Trial Apo. 21 They hada Match-maker, a Ihillt-t-

maker in the Castle. 1723 Lond. Caz. No. 6126/4 John
Withers, of Hlack-Heath,., Matchmaker.
2. One who makes lucifer matches.
1851 Knight s Cycl. Industry 1182 These splints are s&amp;gt;,!d

by the hogshead to the lucifer match makei&amp;gt;. 1893 Diit.
.Vaf. Biog. XXXIV. 200 The match-makers uf the Kast-tnd
of London took fright at a suggestion which might prove
fatal to their trade.

Ma tch-making, vbl. sit* [f. MATCH sl&amp;gt;.*]

1. The action or piaclice of scheming or con

triving to bring about a marringc.
1821 Miss MIIFOKD in L Estrange Life II. vi. 125 Mrs.

Dickinson has had great success in match-making lately.

1858 R. S. Su RILES Ask Mamma ix. 31 As well try to re

strain a cat from mousing as a woman from match-making,
1887 Poor Nellie 11888) 82 Perfect matchmaking requires
experience and practice.
attrib. 1823 JON BKM Slang s.v., Jew-King opened a

match-making office in Old Bond-street, about 1797. 1881
H. JAMKS Portr. Lady xlix, There were people who had
the matchmaking passion.

2. Rating. The action of arranging a match.
1812 Xportins Mag. XL. 282 Within fourteen days fiuin

the match-making he was backed to win.

Ma tch-making, vbl. sl&amp;gt;.~ [f. MATCH sb;-]
The piueess or trade of making lucifer matches.

1875 KNIGHT Dict.Mtch. 1410/1 Match-making Machine.

1892 i\tll Mail G. 16 May 7/1 Match-making has been the
most successful of all the industries instituted in Japan in

imitation of those existing abroad. 1898 Cath. Bk. Xotcs

June 171 The recent .shocking revelations with regard to

the match-making and lead-glazing trades.

Ma tch-making, ///. a. [t. MATCH sb. 1

]

(jivcn to attempts to hiring about marriages.
1700 CoNCREVE Way ofWorld \\\. xviii, FoiMe &amp;gt; n h;iwd,

an arrant, rank, matchmaking baud. 1886 KISKIN /V.r-

tcrita I. v. 167 The entirely best-matched pair I have yet
Mjtn in this match-making world and dispensation.

Matchy nuvtji), &amp;lt;/. dial.
[f. MATCH sb.^ + -v.]

Suited to torm a match.
1868 Daily JSi-ws B Dec., Three finer, and more matchy

sheep are rarely found. 1888 Jackson** (
.iyW&amp;lt;/

&quot;&amp;gt; nil.

i Sejit. ^./^ They [live show eu e~) were vt_ry matchy and
gootl lucking.

Mate (nu~!t), st&amp;gt;.
1 Chess. Forms: 4 mat, 5

maat, 5- mate. [ME. wat
t

a. OI1
&quot;. mat in eschcc

mat CHECKMATE sb] The state of the king when
he is in check and cannot move out of it (involving
the loss of the game to the player whose ting is

so placed) : =- CHECKMATE. Also, the move by
which the king is checkmated. Often in figura
tive contexts, with the sense of total defeat . To

give (the} mate (to} : to checkmate, f 70 take the

mate , to t-e checkmated.
&amp;lt; 1330 Arth.fy Mtrl. 9346 (Kolbing) Naciens. .& ek Heiui

.VI. hepen kinges driuen hardi,.For to ^euen hem her mat.
t 1407 I-.YIX3. Rca. fy Sens. S^3 Whan the play I-endtd was
. . thus stood the cas Without a maat on outher syde. 1426
AuutLAV Poems (Percy Soc.) 23 After chec for the rdke
ware fore the mate, a 1547 SCRREY To Ladic that scorned
her Lotur in TotteCs Misc. (Arb.) 21 Although I had a

check, To geue the mate is hard. 1579 LYI.Y Eaphufs
(Arb.) 66 Sure I am at the next viewe of thy vertues, I shall

take thee mate : And taking it not of a pawne but of a

Prince, the losse is to be accompted the lesse. 1588 GKEKNK
Pandosto (1843) 2y Fortune . . began now to turne her back
. . intending as she had given Fawnia a slender checke, so

she would give her a harder mate. i6ai BURTON Ana/,
Mel. n. !i. iv. (1651) 275 It [chess] is a testy cholerick Rame,
and very offensive to him that loseth the Mate. 1625 BACON
Ess.) Of Boldness (Arb.) 520 Like a Stale at Chtsse, where
it is no Mate, but yet the Game cannot stirre. 1626 MID-
DLETON Women Bnvare Women n, ii. 310, 1 give you check
and mate to your white king. 1647 N. BACON Disc, i.&i t.

Eng. i. xvi, (1739) 32 The Church-men or Prelates checked
them often, but could never give them the mate. 1735
BERTIN Chess 73 The knight takes that pawn, and gives a

check, and mate. Ibid. 75 The pawn takes the white

knight and gives mate.

b. with defining word.
fool s mate : a form of game in which the first player, by

two unwise moves, incurs checkmate at his adver.-ary\
second move. Scholars mate: a form of game in which
the second player blunders so as to be mated by his adver

sary s fourth move. Smothered mate (see quot. 1863). See
ako STALE MATE.

1529 MORE Dyaloge \. Wks. 149/1 Mary quod he, this is

a blind mate indede. 16x4 A. SAUL Famous Game CffffM

Play viii, The Mate at two Draughts a Fooles Mate. Ibid.

C iij, The Mate with a Quene, a louing mate, A Mate with

the Bishop, a gentle mate [etc.]. 1859 H. KINGSLEY G.

Hamlyn vi, A simple trip, akin to scholar s mate at ehess.

1863 Handbk. Chess ff Draughts 14 Smothered Mate. This
is a description of mate which can be effected only by the

knight, when the adverse king is surrounded, or smothered,

by his own forces.

Mate (n^ !

t), sb2 Also 5-7 mat, 6 maat ; Sc.

6 meat, 6-7 mait. [Late i-jth c. mate, app. a.

MLG. mate or MDu. *male (mod.Du. maat, earlier

tnaef}, shortened form ofgemate (Flemish gcmaaf}
= OHG. gimaqtp (MHG.ffe/tta^e) : OTeut. type

*gamaton- companion, lit. mess-mate
J

,
f. *ga- (see

Y-) implying conjunction or participation + *
ttiat-

(see MEAT). Cf. OK. gemtfta (:*gamatjo)i-} t

ME. MKTTE, companion at table.]
1. A habitual companion, an associate, fellow,
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MATE.

comrade; a fellow-worker or partner. Now only

in working-class use. See also MKSSMATE, PLAY

MATE, SCHOOLMATE.
c 1380 Sir Ferutnh. 1372 Florippe . . sayde : Maumecet

my mate y-blessed mot
Jx&amp;gt;u

be For aled
|&amp;gt;ow

hast muche
debate to-ward bys barnec 1

. c 1440 Proiup. Parv. 329/2

Male, idem quod Kclaw. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends n. xi. 83 A1-

kyne stcrage affray it andcausit grow, Baith for my byrdiny
and my litle mail. 1515 BARCLAY Eglogcs \. (157^ A

&quot;J.

When ihe good is gone (my mate lliis is the caset Seldome

the better i tcntretb in the plate. 1521 MS. Ace. St. Johns
/tos/&amp;gt; , Canter^., To John Kenet Si hys mate, carpenters,

for ij dayes. 1568 GRAKTON Chr.w. 1 1. 633 The Duke of

Yorke and his mates were lodged within the Cine. 1583

Let;, B/&amp;gt;.
St. Andrei* 316 He sought ane vthcr, Anc devill

. Kxceading Circes in conceattis, For chaungene of Wlisses

meat is. ci6i^ MURK Dido % /Knca^ \. 508 Pane at the

ports, as sentinells abide, Vnloade tlieir mat s and drowsie

ihon s do kill. 1653 FULLER C//. Hist. i. i. 4 Aristobulus,

though no Apostle, yet an Apostles Male, ..by Grecian

Wriiers made Bishop of Britain. 1725 PonO&amp;lt;fyss. 11.365

Each in jovial mood his male addrest. 1821 BYRON Cardan.

Ii. i. 48 The she-king, That less than woman, is even now

upon The waters with his female mates. 1866 MRS. GAS-

KELL Wives
&amp;lt;?

Dait. xxii. (18671 223 He was inferior in edu

cation to those who should have been his mates. 1878

JEVONS Prim. Pol, Econ. 32 Each man usually takes one

part of the woik, and leaves other parts of the work to his

males. 1885 MRS. C. PRAED Head Station 64 I ve sent my
mate to pro-peel for a new claim.

trans/, and tig. 1669 LVBOUKN (title} A Platform for

Purchasers, aGuidefor Builders, and a Mate for Measurers.

1671 MILTON Samson 173 Thee whose strength, while

veilue was her male Might have subdu d the Earth.

b. Used as a form of address by sailors, la

bourers, etc.

c 1450 nigr. Sea-l oy. 14 in Stac. Rme 38 What, howe !

mate, thow stomlyst to ny, Thy fclow may nat hale the by ;

Thus they begyn to crake. 1549 Cornel. Scot. vi. 41 The
master cryit on the rudir man, mait keip ful and by, a luf.

1582 STANYHUKST sKncis in. (Arb.) 79 My maais skum the

sea froth there in oars strong cherelye dipping- i6tp B.

JONSON Alch. n. vi. How now ! What mates-? What Bniards

lia wee here? 1637 HKYWOOD Dialogues \. Wks. 1874 VI. 96

My Mate (It is a word That Sailors interchangeably afford

To one another) spe;ike. 1869 Kentledge s Ev. Hoy s Ann.

554 Mates, I spoke just now. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as

I am \ t Who s the magistrate hereabouts, mate?

t C. A fellow, chap ; often used contemptu

ously. Obs.
&amp;lt;i 1380 -SV. Bcrnant in Horstm. Altengl Leg. (iS/Sj 56 2

He [sc. be fend] made a mouwe, bat foule mate, And seide

[etc J. 1573 TUSSFR Husb. (1878) 113 As for such mates, as

vertue hates. 1577 G. H ARVEY Lettcr-bk. (Camden) 57 Tliou

art a merry mate. 1584 K. SCOT Discov. tt itchcr. vi. ii. (1886)

91 These witches are but lieng mates and couseners. 1612

T.JAMES Jesuits Dou&amp;gt;tif. 13 These lesuits are cogging mates.

d. To go mates with \ to be an associate or

partner of.

1880 SUTHERLAND Tales of Coldjields 59 Brown lost no

lime in making a ton tract lo go mates wilh another digger.

1890(7^. Words Mar. 211/1, I will accept his proposal to

go mates with him.

2. A suitable associate (for adversary) ; an equal
in eminence or dignity. Now only arch.

1563 IJ. GOOGE Eglogs, elc. (Arb.) 126 No man so hauty
tyues on earth, but ons may fynd his mate. 1577 tr. /&amp;gt; /-

lingers Daades (1592) 123, I am a iealous God, enuious

against my riuall .. nor by any meanes abyding to haue a

mate. 1667 MILTON /*. L. iv. 828 Ye knew me once no mate
For you, there silling where ye dutst not soare. 1688 K.

HpiMii Armoury in. 229/2 Cardinals, .now. .are Mates for

Kings. 1833 TENNYSON Lady Clara Verc de Vcre 11,

I know you proud to bear your name, Your pride is yet no
mate for mine.

3. One of a pair. (Cf. MAKE j.l)
a. One ol a wedded pair, a husband or wife.

\ow only, a fitting or worthy partner in marriage,

f Also {rarely}) a lover, paramour.
1549 LATJMKK ist Sernt.

l&amp;lt;ef.
Edw. VI {Arb.) 34 For lo

giaunt oure kynges grace suche a male as maye knyt hys
hert and heres (etc.]. 1573 HAHMAN Caveat ($&. 2) 41 This i&amp;gt;

their custome, that when they mete in baine at night, euery
one getlelhamate [ed. i make] lo lye wythall. 1593 SHAKS.
Lncr. 18 What priselesse wealth the beauens had him lent,

In ihe possession of his beauteous mate. 1615 BKATHWAIT
Strappado 118 (A wanton Priest) there was Who made ap
pointment with a Cottntrie lasse, .The place where these two
louely mates should meet Was a va-,t fone&amp;gt;t. 1676 TOWKK-
SON Decalogue 383 Lest .. men should think it enough to

assume a mate .. without any obligation upon themselves.

1735 SOMERVILLE Chase in. 174 His good old mate With
choicest Viands heaps the lib ral Board. i786MMH.D ARBLAY
Diary Nov., I made a visit to Mrs. Smell, and engaged her
and her excellent mate to dinner. 1841 TICNNYSON Dora
166 Mary took another mate ; But Dora lived unmarried lill

her death. 1843 LYTION Last of tiarens \\. i, lsal&amp;gt;el of
Warwick had been a mate for William the Norman. 1894
BESANT In Deacons Ordcr&*.\c. Peer fy Jfeiress in Happy
is the man who finds his mate !

b. Of animals, esp. birds : One of a pair.
1593 Tell-Troths N. Y. Gift (1876) 38 Nor fish, beast,

foule, nor fiuit, but takes the mate. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxxiv.

15 There shall the vultuies also be gaiheied, every one with
her mate. 1667 Mi LI ON/ . /,. vn. 403 ShoalesOf Fish, .part

single or with mate Graze ihe Sea weed ibir pasture. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII, 89 Whether ihis proceeds
from ihe desires of thefiog,di&amp;gt;appoinied of its proper male,
or [elc.]. i8za BVKON I/cat in 4 Earth \. Hi. 38 A doom
which even some FCI pent, wilh his mate. Shall scape to save
his kind to be prolong d. 1871 K. ELLIS tr. Catullns Ixviii.

122 Not in her own fond mate so turtle snowy dt-lightetb.

c. Of things : The fellow of a pair; a counter

part or parallel.

1578 KANISTER /list. Man v. 71 Two Nerues .. beyng the

228

mates of those Arteries. 1611 I!IHI,E /sa. xxxiv. 16 No one
|

of these [sc. prophecies] shall faile, none shall want her i

mate. 1668 CUU PEPFER& COLE Barthoi. Atiiit. Man. in. i.

^25 Every Nerve hath its mate or Companion. 1892 Kir-
;

I.ING Barrack-r. Ballads 81 Ye have taken the one la

pistol] from a foe ,
said he; will ye take the mate from

a friend ? Mod. dial. These boots are not mates.

4. Nautical uses.

a. An officer (now only on a merchant vessel) i

who sees lo the execution of the commands of the

master or (fommander, or of his immediate superior,

and in the absence of the master takes command
of the ship. In the Royal Navy the title has been

changed to Sub-lieutenant ; and in the merchant-

service, mates hold functions not greatly inferior to :

those of lieutenants in the Royal Navy. Formerly \

called master s mate (sec MASTER sb^ 2 d).

1496 etc. [r&amp;gt;ee
MASTKK .v/ .

1
2d]. 1595 Trag, Sir R. Grinuile

01
ij, Th other Maister, and the other Mat s, Disented from

the honour of their minds, 1612 DRAYTOS Poly-ol!&amp;gt;. ii. 426
The danger quite forgot wherein

the_y
were of late; Who

halfe so merrie now as Maister and his Mate? i6a6 CAPT.
SMITH Accid. Vug: Seamen 2 The Maister and his Mate is

to direct the course, comrraund all the Siiylors, for steering,

trimming, and sayling the Ship. 1669 SIURMV Mariner s ,

Mag. n. vi. 64 Some there are that will not understand, ..

yet Ito my knowledge) are Mates to good Ships. 1748
SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xvi, The stranger . . informed me
that he himself had passed for third mate of a third-rate/,

about four months ago. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 644/2
A first-rale man of war has six mates. 1833 SIR J. Ross
Narr. -znd Voy. ii. 23 After some interchange of significant
looks and whisperings between the mates and the men [etc.],

1903 W. H. GRAY Div. Shepherd in. 42 An old scholar, who
was first mate on board a ship when a mutiny broke out.

b. An assistant to some functionary on board

ship, esp. to a warrant-officer of the navy, as in

boatswains male, carpenter s mate, cook s mate,

gunner s mate, sail-maker s mate
t etc., for which

see the first words.
i6ioSnAKS. Temp. 11.11.49 The Gunner, and bis Mate. 1702

Royal Dectar. i June in Land. Caz. No. 3815/2 Carpenters
Mates, Boatswains Mates.Gunners Mates,. .Quartermasters
Males. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. ii, The cook s mate of

the ship. 1748 Attson s Voy. u. ix. 226 One of the sail-

makers mates was fishing. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyt.1. Supf* ,

Mates, on board a ship, are assistants to the several officers ;

as master s Mates,. .corporal s Mates. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

Word-bk., Mate generally implies adjunct or assistant.

c. In the navy, an officer who assists the surgeon,

usually called surgeon*s mate (see SURGEON) ; in

the army, an assistant who acts as dispenser and

dresser. See also hospital mate, s.v. HOSPITAL sb. 6.

1612 WOOIJALL (title) The Surgeons Mate or Military
& Domestique Surgery. 1758 J. S. Le Dran s Ofiserv.

Surg. (1771) 163 He was dressed, -by the Mate of the Regi
ment. 1783 F. MICHAELIS in Med. Cominun. I. 308 The
medicines were.. given by the mates of the hospital. 1806

Mcd. Jrnl. XV. 88 Medical Mates [in ihe Military Medical

Department]. These are gentlemen who are supposed to

be acquainted with the compounding of medicines. 1811

Self Instructor 577 The surgeon .. is allowed a mate to

assist him,

d. U.S. Navy. *An officer of the navy, next

below a warrant-officer, who is not in the line of

promotion
1

(Funk s Stand. Diet. 1895).
1890 in Century Diet.

5. aitrib. and Comb., as mate boat, fellow, -hunt

ing ; mate fish, a whale with calf.

1756 Rhode /si. Col. Rec, (1860) V. 543 [He] represented
unto this Assembly, that there is a ferry set up at the Long
Wharf, in the town of Newport, which hath no *mate boat.

1887 HALL CAINK Deemster xxxix, If he had found me a
cheerier

*
mate-fellow, I doubt not we should have had some

cheerful hours together. i7*S DUDLEY in / /r/V. Trans.
XXXIII. 261 Caie is taken by those who kill these *Male

I Fish, .only to fasten the Calf, but not to kill her, till they
have (iisl secured the Cow. 1837 ! . HOOK Jack //w.j&amp;gt; vi.

The system of &quot;mate-hunting through the medium of the

i Mate, 0/&amp;gt;s. Also 3 matt, 3-5 mat, (4

mete;, 4-5 maat, 5 maate, matte
;
Sf. 5 maytt,

5-7 mait, 6 mayt. [a. OK. mat mated at chess,

confounded, exhausted, dull (mod.F. mat indecl.,

|

mated, ttiat, fern, mate, dull, whence MAT rt.)

; med.L. mattits tristis (Gloss. Paris, loth c.),

j

Pr, mat, Sp., I g. mate dull, faded, It. matto dull,
foolish. From OF. are MUG. mat (G. matt ,

MDu., Du, mat, Sw. matt, Da. mat. The K&amp;lt;m.

word is a. Pers. mat at a loss, helpless (used in

s/ui/i mat i the king is helpless , CHECKMATK).
Gildemeister, Dozy, and other modern scholars, dispute

ihe customary view that the Persian word is a. Arab, i/ttit

he has died .]

1. Mated at chess.
? 1370 Kol f. Cityfa 184 WiJ&amp;gt;

o drati^t he was chckmat [//.

male], e 1407 LVDG. Keas.
&amp;lt;V

Sens. 10, 1 . .Was of a Fers so

Forlunat In-to a corner dryve and maat. &amp;lt;t 1500 MS. Ash-
mole 344 (liodl.l If. i6b, The blake kyng shalbe mate at v

draughtes. lind. 18 b, Then art thou mate w hys pon.
a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. /*. xx. 20 That nou thair is no

I nek, Nor draught to mak debate, Bot let it biisl or btek ;

I

For love must haif it mait.

2. Overcome, vanquished, worsted, confounded.
a 1225 Leg , fcath. 2015 Maxence alle hise balden ham

male, a 1225 Ancr. R. 382 And ^ifeni nion ei swucb biii.H

or trowed bt him, he is more mat ben be beof inumen mid

beof&e. a 1300 Cursor Af. 10041 Pride .. es ouercuninien,
;md mad al malt, i 1386 CHAUCER Man of Lavas T. 837

,
O Golias. . Hou myghie Dauid make thee so maul, c 1450

MATE.

Merlin viii. 125 And so was Claudas made pore and maat.

1513 DOUGLAS Ai ncis iv. Prol. 253 Dido.. In hir faynle lust

t.0 mait, within schorl quhile, Thai honestie [etc.].

3. Exhausted, worn out, dead tired, faint.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15875 Mate and weri war bai ban. 13. .

Can: $ Gr. Knt. 1568 He was so mat, he my^t no more
renne. 1420-2 LYIXJ. Thebes n. in Chaucer s tt ks. (1561)

366 b, Tideus of bledyng was wonder feint Mate and wearie,

and in greate disUesse. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos ii. 15 Hir. .

vysage mate by frequente sources of grele leeris, 1536
HELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (iSzi) J. 66 Mony of Gillus folkis,

wery and mate.rvrf itiiu m&amp;lt;ue.

4. Dejected, downcast, discouraged, sorrowful.

13. . Guy Wanv. (A.) 597 He fercl as he wer mat, Adoun
he fel aswoune wib bat. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1776 Whanne
he bis felawes founde of his fare bei wondred, whi he was
in bat wise wexen so maat. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvn, 704
With mate cher the assalt thai lelt. 1390 COWER Con/. III.

7 Riht so mi lust is overthrowe, And of myn oghne thoght
so mat I wexe. c 1460 To-wncley Myst. xix. 245 That sorow-

full sight shall make hir may It. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus
ii. 314 In all my dayis was 1 not half sa mayt {rime words

dissimulat, fortunail, debait].

Mate (mt), v. 1 Forms : 3 maten, 3-5 mat,

5 maat(e, (mat(t)yn), 6 Sc. mayt, mait, 4-
mate. [a. OF. mater, f. mat MATE a.]

1. trans. (Chess.} To checkmate. Also absol.

Sometimes in fig. context or allusively.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 315

*

Child, what willow lay ? O;ain
an hauke of noble air Tventi schillinges, to say Wheber so

mates ober fair Here hem bobe oway . c 1440 I &amp;gt; out/ . Parv.

329/2 Matyn at the chesse (MS. -V., / . mattyn). tnato.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonues ofAymon 478 Playe well, my childe,

for ye shall be mated, a 1533 LU. BERNF.RS Hnoii xxxvi.

113 He sawe a .M. men plaing at the chesse a nother .M.

that had played & been matyd. 1563 K GOOCE Eglogcs
viii. (Arb.) 66 With costly clothes. .Who then dare gyue me
checke? Garments som time, so gard a knaue, that he dare

mate a Knyght. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Com: I.

(1586) 34 b, Suffering a Gentlewoman to male him at Chests.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortalitie viii. Wks. (Grosart) II.

223 The Chess-boord. .Where pawns and kings have equal

portion: This leaps, that limps, this checks, that necks, that

mates. 1642 FULLER Holy $ /
&amp;gt;/.

St. v. xviii. (1652) 465
Tame Traytours all ! that could behold an Usurper, Mate
and Check your lawfull Emperour, and neither wag hand or

tongue in opposition. 1646 EARL MONM. tr. Biondt s Civil

H arrts n. 79 All the above-named were like so many paunes
at Chesse, which advancing too rashly, were lost ; whilst the

great men. .endeavouring to mate [oiig. staccheggiando} the

King, met with the like fortune. 1864 Field 2 July 3/2
White to play, and mate in 3 moves. 1865 MEKIVAI.K Rom.

Emp. VIII. Ixiii. 13 Nerva had mated his assailants; but

his own game was now nearly played out. 1886 Daily
News 19 July 3/1 Pollock was mated at the 46th move.

Tb. intr. To undergo checkmate, be mated. Obs.

1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. clxviii. Help now my game, that is

in poynt lo mate, a 1585 MONTGOMKRIE CkcrrieQSlaevri
For vnder cure I gat sik chek, Quhilk I micht nocht re-

muif nor nek, liot eyther stail or mait.

t 2. trans. To overcome, defeat, subdue. Obs.

a m$Ancr. K. 98 O none wise ne muwe Je beteresauuen
ou suluen, ant maten, & oueicumcn him betere. c 13*0
Cast. Love 830 Prude. .al malyd and overcome wes Thuigh
bucsomnesse thai sheo dies. &amp;lt; 1450 J/mmr Saluaciotoi

3281 The qwene of heven liym maiid with hire sons pas-

sionne. c 1500 Mclnsinc 216 Your noble cheualrye & puys-
saunce haue not only mated me & made lasse myn honour,
but also letcj. c 1590 MAKLOWK J-aust. Chorus 2 Not

marching- now in fields of Thracimcne, Where Mars did

mate the Carthaginians.
trans/. 16*5 HACON F.ss., Death (Arb.) 385 There is no

passion in the minde of man, bo weake, but it Mates, ami

Masters, the Feare of Death.

TI b. App. used for : To destroy ;
to kill.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21041 pat Imperur wend him (John] lo

mat; In a tun was welland hat Fild of oyle he did him
scholt. ( 1400 Destr. Troy 9532 Fyve hundrhh fully of

fc-ere fyne shippes, [hade
l&amp;gt;enj

Consumet .. And mony mo
were bere marred, ; mated with fire.

f3. To nonplus, baffle, render jtowerless i^a per

son) ;
to render nugatory (a design), Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8479 Was na clcrc sa ciafti kend, ..^at

moght be clerc wit clerge mat pal culh be bokes bat be

wrat. l5apMouZ&amp;gt;y^MI. Wks. 148/2111 what point quod
he, hath that mated you? 1596 DANKIT tr. Connnen^(1614)

277 They [wisdom and good government] might easily
haue mated his enleipii^e in Italic. 1611 aFECD Hist. (.it.

Brit. vn. xii. 262 They mated ihe Saxons in all their tie-

signes. 1623 FI.LTCHEK Rule a ll i/t- in. i, He slooil up to

me, And nutted my comtnancls ! i6afi HACON Syli n oo^

Wee see Audacilie tlolh almost binde and mate the Weaker
Sori of Minds. 1642 CHAS. I Mess. /&amp;lt;- /lo. Comtn., -V AHMC.
8 Which then would have mated and weakned the Con

spirators in the beginning. 1670 COTTON Esficrnon \. 11.

65 By whose assistance he thought wilh less difficulty to

mate the ambitious Designs of the League.

f4. To put out of countenance ;
to render helpless

by terror, shame, or discouragement ; to daunt,

abash
;
to stupefy. Obs.

&amp;lt; 1416 HOCCLEVK Rlin. Poems xv. 23 Lat nat the strook of

inili^c-nce vs male. 1586 MARLOWI-: \st Pt. Tamburl. i. i,

How now, my Lord ? what, mated and amazed Toheare the

king thus thr[e]aten like himselfe? 1597 _LvLV Woman in

Moone iv. i. 157 O buryall thy anger in thiskisse, And mate
me not with vttering my offence. 1605 SHAKS. Macb.
v. i. 86 My minde she ha s mated, and amaz d my sight,

I thinke, but dare not speakc. 1632 LK GRVS tr. I eltehts

Paten. 211 The army. .
l&amp;gt;eing

mated wilh his comming, his

vigor and his glory retidred it selfe to him. 1636 DAVK-
NANT Witts v&amp;gt; i, Your Wine mates them, they understand
it not. 1646 KAKI, MONM. tr. Hiond?s Civil H atrtsv. 101

This and some other lo^e-, had rather madded them thru

mated [orig. sl&amp;gt;inttiti\ the English. 1651 N. UA:ON /&amp;gt;wr.

itoz t. Kttg. n. .xx vi. (1739) 116 The Dutchessof Dargundy. .

mated him wilh Phantoms and Apparitions of dead Bodies

of the House of York. 1706 Piittui s (ed. Kersey), To



MATE.

Mate, ..to amaze or astonish, to daunt, dash, or put out of

countenance. i8a; HALLAM Const. Hist, x, (1854) III. 275

Twenty years of depression and continual failure mated the

spirits of the cavaliers.

f 5. To exhaust, weary ;
to cause to be weary or

tired out; to dull or weaken (passion). Obs.

a 1400-50A lexander 1 270 Mased & matid ofbaire strenthes.

1489 CAXTON Faytcs ofA. \. xxiv. 77 The fyfthe that they
be not mated nor traueylled nor made the more feble for

honker. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis ix. x. 37 Our chyldir ;yng
. .Wyld deyr throu out the woddis chais and mayt [L. Ve-

\

natit invigilant paeri silvasqne faligant\. a 1693 Urqit-
harCs Rabelais in. xxxi. 258 The Ardour of J^echery is very
much subdued and mated by frequent Labour.

Mate (nvu), v* [f.
MATE ^.-J

1. trans. To equal, rival ; to vie or cope with
;

to be a match for. ? Obs.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xliii. (Percy Soc.) 212 Infinite

I am, nothing can me mate. 1580 Ord. ofPrayer \n Litnrg. :

Sent. Q. Eliz. (1847) 573 The Hoy mateth the man of aged

fravity.
1613 SIIAKS. Hen. /Y//, in. ii. 274 MyeuerRoiall

laster, Dare mate a sounder man then Surrie can be. 1690
CHILD Disc. Trade (1698) 74 Nor ever did we greatly prosper

upon it [our trade to East-India}, till our interest was much
abated by laws, nor ever shall mate the Dutch in it, till our
interest be as low as theirs. 1697 DRYDKN / irg. Georg. in.

^71 They [the Waves] mate the middle Region with their

height. 1718 I OI-K Iliad xin. 414 In standing fight he

mates Achilles force. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of IsUs \. xii, In

speed His galley mates the flying steed.

b. intr. To claim equality with. arch.

169* Vitid. Carol, iii. 40 When the safety of the Nation
was at stake, [they] insolently contend, nay mate it with
their Sovereign. 1702 ROWE Tamerl. \. ii. 678 Thou. .

hast dar d To lift thy wretched self above the Stars Anil

mate with Power Almighty. 1884 TENSVSON tiecket i. iii,

If Canterbury bring his cross to court, Let York bear his to

mate with Canterbury.
2. trans. To match ; to marry ; to join in mar

riage ; to take or give in marriage.
1607 SIIAKS. Tiinon i. i. 140 How shall she be endowed, If

she be mated with an equal 1 Husband? i84zTEMNvsoN hocks-

ley Hall 47 Thou art mated with a clown. 1843 LYTTON Last
Bar. ii. iii, I fear that the king will be teased into mating
my sister with the Count of CharoloU. 1862 MEKIVALE
Rom. Einp. (1865) V. xl. 57 The females of ingenuous birth

were not numerous enough to mate them.

re/I. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 55 I d sooner mate me
with A cloud,. .Or wed a polar bear.

b. intr. for refl.

1589 WARNER Alb, Eng. vi. xxxi. (1612) 154 The gayest
Females mate With Loutes as soon as Lordes. 1838 LYTTON
Leila \. iii, Permission were easier given to thee to wed the
wild tiger, than to mate with the loftiest noble of Morisca.
1861 WHITHER Amy Wentw. 149 Oh, rank is good, and
gold is fair, And high and low mate ill. 1895 A. C Fox-
DAVIES Armorial Fain. p. xx, In England men mate with
whom they will.

3. trans. To pair (animals, esp. birds) for the

purpose of breeding. Also with tip.
1601 SHAKS. All s Well\. i. 102 The hind that would be

mated by the Lion Must die for loue. 1859 DARWIN Orig.
Spec. i. (1873) 3 Pigeons can be mated for life. 1885 Truth

\

28 May 836/1 Two of her Majesty s cows have been sent to

Herefordshire to be mated with the famous bull, Lord Wil
ton. 1899 Feathered World 10 Mar. 477 The birds had
been previously mated up.

transf. 1882 OuiDA Maretnma I. 165 One does not
mate a trailing weed with a young oak ,

she said.

b. intr. Of animals, esp. birds : To pair.
1870, 1903 [see MATING///, a.]. 1877 BURROUGHS Birds

$ Poets (1895) 103 These birds do not mate.

4. trans. To join suitably with
;

to associate,

couple, treat as comparable with. Also, f to pro
vide with what is suitable.

1593 SHAKS. Ven.
&amp;lt;$

Ad. 909 Her more than hast is mated
with delayes. 1626 J. HAIG Let. in J. Russell //&amp;lt;? (1881)

178, I pray you .. write to my Colonel .. desiring him ..

to mate me in clothes if you be not able. 1669 DRYDKN &
DAVBNAHT Tempest \. i, And on a night, mated to his design,
Antonio ope d the gates of Milan. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. i. i.

52 Twou d make Comparison . . monstrous seem, as if to mate
A Mole-Hill with Olympus. 1891 J. WINSOR Columbus ii.

54 None knew th better than those, like Las Casas, who
mated their faith with charity of act.

5. intr. To consort, keep company with.
a 1832 BARRY CORNWALL The Owl $ Not a bird of the

forest e er mates with him. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I

II. i. ii. ii The judge, debarred from punishment, Mates
|

with the felon ere he endeth. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl.
ofFleet \. 160 It was a shame that a gentleman of his rank .

should mate with men whose proper place was among the
j

thieves of Turumill Street.

b. trans. To accompany suitably.
1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 369 How sweet it would

j

be, could I hear, Soft music mate the drowsy afternoon.

Mate, obs. form of MEAT.
II Mate (mce te). Also 8 mathe, mathe, 8-9

matte, mati. [Sp.w&amp;lt;zte,a. Qnichua ;;/cz//, explained
in Gonzalez Holguin s Vocab. de la lengua Quichua
(1608) as vessel or dish made of calabash .]

1. A vessel, usually a gourd or calabash, in which
the leaves of mate (see 2) are infused; also matt-cup.
1717 Jr. Freziers Voy. 252 They put the Herb [of Para

guay] into a Cup, or Bowl, made of a Calabash, or Gourd,
tipp d with Silver, which they call Mate. i8z6 SIR F. B.

;

HEAD Journ. Pampas 87 He used to get it for me . . in a little

mate cup, which did not hold more than an egg-shell. 1842
Penny c&amp;gt;/. XXIV. I35/i It [the Mate ] is drunk out of a
vessel called mate. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 9/1 Speci
mens of Mate* or Paraguay Tea, with Mate Cup.
2. a. An infusion of the leaves of the shrub Ilex &amp;lt;

sis
; Paraguay-tea (see PARAGUAY). |
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(farmers) are great .,..... ^
of mate or Paraguayan tea,

b. The shrub itself
; also, its leaves prepared for

infusion.

1768 J. BYRON Xarr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 193 Matte, a herb
from Paraguay. 1777 ROBERISON Hist. Awe* Note ci.

II. 518 From the trade of Afathc
t
or herb of Paraguay.

1818 T. BLAND S. Auicr. in Amcr. St.-Papers, For. Relat.

(1834) IV. 279 The young shoots and leaves of the matte,
it would seem, have received the name ofytrfra, rather from
[etc.]. 1859 All Year Round No. 32. 127 Cultivate the mati.
1866 Trcas. Hot. 618/2 The drinking tul&amp;gt;e is then inserted,
and boiling water poured on the Mate. 18796 assell s Techn.
Educ. in. 186 Paraguay Tea, or Mate&quot;. .. A small shrub
with oval, wedge-form . .smooth leaves.

C. attrib.) as matt pot, ioood\ mate mangos-
teen, Garcinia purpurea (Drury Useful PI. India

1873, p. 223).
1879 J. BEERBOHH Patagonia iii. 30 The tobacco-pipe and

the mate-pot went round the circle without any intermission.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 627/1 A yerbal or mate wood.

Mate^e: see MATY.

Mateco, variant of MATICO.

t Ma-ted, ///. a Obs.
[f. MATE w.i + -ED

&amp;gt;.]

1. Confounded, amazed.
1581 T. How ELL Denises (ityq) 211 The bitter smarte that

st raines my mated ininde, 158* STANYHURST sEneis \\.

(Arb.) 51 A feare then general mens mated senses atached.
i 1586 C TI-SS PKMHKOKE Ps. XLVIII. ii, The things they sec
Ama?e their mated mindes.

2. Checkmated.
1656 COWLEV Pindar. Odes, Dcstinic i, Here I the losing

party blame For those false Moves that break the Game,. .

And above all, th ill Conduct of the mated King.
Mated (m^-tcd), ///. &amp;lt;*.- [f. M ATK z/.- + -ED 1.]

Matched; married; chiefly in ill- or wellmated.
1667 [implied in ill-mated: see ILL- 7]. i8ai JOANNA

BAII.LII-; Mctr. Lcg. t Lady G. Baitlic Iii, Sweet union held
of mated will. 1899 Scribner s Mag. XXV. 50/1 Two well-

mated young lovers.

Matefeioun, obs. form of MATFELLON.
t Mate-griffon. Hist. [repr. Pr. matagrifitn

(* Kill-Greek ), f. matar to kill + Grifun GKIF-
FON !.] The name of a siege-tower used by
Richard T.

c 1200 RICH. DKVIZES in Chron. Stephen, Hen. If
&amp;lt;\

Rich. I

(Rolls) III. 402 Rex Anglia: .. fecit castellum ligneuni ..

juxta muros Messana;, quod, ad opprobrium Grifonum,
Matcgrifun nominavit. 13.. Cocr de /.. 2878 Ther lect

he pyght hys pavyloun, And arerede hys Mate-gryffon.
Ibid. 6063 The Robynet and the Mate-Griffon, Al that they
hytte wente adoun. c 1330 R. BKUNXE Chron. (1810) 157
His pele fro fat forward he [Richard I] cald it mate Grif-
fonn. 1788 GROSE Milit. Antiq. 11.303 The robinet and
mate-griffon threw both darts and stones.

Matel, obs. form of METAL sb.

II Matelasse (mat?las^). [Fr., f. wa/fr /tfj MAT
TRESS.] A French dress goods of silk, or silk and

wool, having a raised design. Also attrib. or adj.

having a raised pattern like quilting.
1882 CAULFFILD Si SAWARD Diet. Needlework s.v., Mate

lasse silk is employed for dresses and mantles. 1884 KNIGHT
Diet. Mec/i. Suppl. 587/2 Alatelasse, a silk-and-wool French
dress goods. 1897 Daily News 9 Sept. 6/5 There are endless

designs in matelasse cloth, a considerable mixture of silk

being woven in with the wool.

Matelent, variant of MAI/TALENT Obs.

Mateless (nvi tles), a. [f.
MATE ^.-4 -LESS.]

1. Without a mate, partner, or companion.
1599 T, M[oi KETl Silkivarntcs 13 Shalt thon alone die

matelesse, Thisbe mine? 1612 I KACHAM Minew. Brit. n.

1 86 The Thrush a tenor ; oft&quot; a little space, Some mateless
Dove doth murmur out the base, 1703 TATI-; Warriours
Welc. xliv, I ll teach you then the Charm that shall . . make
..The Mateless Nightinga! no more complain. 1837 Neiu
Monthly Mag. XI, IX. 23 One mateless dove is answering.
1887 BOWEN Virg. sKneid iv. 553 Mateless and all un-

blamed, untutored in love and its pain !

f 2. Unrivalled, matchless, unparalleled. Obs.

1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. i. (1880) i Good Muse de

clare, my force to wealce can not therto attaint Ne can dis

close the mysteries, of such a matelesse raigne. 1624

QUAHLE.S SWH S Elegies \. 12 Say, if e re your eyes beheld.,
more unparallel d And matelesse Evills. a 1644 G. SANDYS
Virg. sEneis vi. (R.), The clouds, and lightnings matelesse,
To forge with brasse, and speed of horn-hooft force.

II Matelote (mat?10t),.r. Also 8-9 matelottc,

9 matelot. [Fr., f. inatelot sailor.]

1. A dish of fish served in a sauce of wine, onions

and other seasoning, such as mushrooms, oysters,

etc. ; also, a dish of other viands similarly dressed.

1730-6 BAiLEY(fol-), Matelotte\\\\ Cookery], victuals dressed
after the seamens way. 1747 MKS. GI.ASSE Cookery 32 A Pig
Matelote. 1759 W. VERRAL Cookery xviii. 97 This sauce

may serve for several good uses ;
but for your matelotte pre

pare it with a ladle or two of your culhs, with a few nice

button mushrooms. 1818 MOOKE Fudge fram. Paris xii.

i?8 The bliss Of an eel matelote. 1823 SCOTT Quentin L).

Pref., The matelot of pike and eels. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng.
Char. (1852) 47 An unctuous matelotte of eels.

2. An old sailors
1

dance, in duple rhythm, similar

to the hornpipe. rare~. 1890 in Century Diet.

Hence Matelote v. trans., to make into a mate

lote (sense i).

MATERIAL.
1844 THACKERAY Grcenwicti Wks. 1886 XXIII. 381, I havi-

tasted him [the ec!J charmingly matelotted with mushrooms
and onions.

Mately (nvi-tli), a.1 rare.
[i. MATE sb:* +

-LY *.] triendly, sociable, intimate.
1822 T. MITCHKLL Aristoph. II. 184. \Vitli Cleon he s

friendly and niately.

Mately, .- Her. Alsomateley. An alleged
synonym tor URDE.
1688 R. HOI.ME Armoury i. 49/1 A Cross Urdtjc ..

goeth under several terms. . a.s, a Cross Mately, a Cross
Flanked [etc.]. 1889 in ELVIN Gloss. Her.

Matens, obs. pi. form of MATIN I.

Mateo- : see MAT.EO-.

II Mater (m^-tai). [L.
- MOTIIKH.]

fl. The thickest plate of the astrolabe. (Cf.

mother.} Obs.

1594 Hi.l NDKViL I- xcrc. vi. I n trod. (1636) 599 The f -rc-p.nt

contayneth two ]&amp;gt;riiKipalI part?., that is, the Mati i. \vl.i-.h

is immovable, and the Kete, which is movable. Ibid. 600.

2. Anat. See DURA MATEK, PiA MATEK.
3. Chiefly in schoolboys slang, used familiarly

for mother, ((. f. pater.}
1864 Ht.MVNG Ettm S&amp;gt;-!wol Days i. 3 Goud-bye, niatur ;

good-bye, Letty , said Philip, Mind you write often ,said
his mother. 1888 J. PAYN Klyst. Mirbridge xxvii, The
Mater will do anything for me. 1897 l&amp;gt;rit. Weekly 7 Jan.
214/3 lirydon s mater was a veritable matchmaker.

Mater, obs. form of MATTER, MEIITAU.

Materas, obs. form of MATTRESS.

il Materfamilias (n^^ t^fami-liasV [I,.,
f.

mater mother + jamilids^ old gen. of Jamilia
FAMILY.] The mother of a household.

1756 (i. HARKIS Justinian 28 Denominated according to

their sex, either faffes fitwi/iat&quot;t(ttt, or tnatres faintliarnut,
1861 Wheat

&amp;lt;y

Tares ii. i^ Mrs. Leslie seemed rather over

powered by her responsibilities as Materfamilias, i8gi [s^e
I .UKKI-AMII.IAS -2\.

Materfil(l)on, obs. forms of MATKELLON.
1 Mate riable, . and sb. Oh. rare. [f.

L.

inatcria MATTER j^. 1
+-ABLK-]*=MATERiAta.andj^.

1471 RIPLEV Coinf. Alch. Kp. iii. in Ashm. (1652) in Re
duced to theyr l&amp;gt;ej;inning matei iable. 1652 /.iftl Examine*!
Add, 13. 45 Some visible and solid materiable of forcible

Laws.

Material (matl^ iia!), a. and sb. [ad. late I,.

materialist f. matcria MATTEU sb^ : see -AL.

Cf. F. materiel adj. and sb., inatcrianx sb. pi., Sp., P.U.

material^ It. materiaie\ also the mod.Tetit. forms (chiefly
from Fr.

, G. matcriell adj., material sb., L)u. material
adj., wateriaal sb.]

A. adj.
1. Scholastic Philosophy and Thcol. (Opposed to

FUKMAL.) a. Pertaining to matter as opposed to

form. Material cause \ see CAUSE sb. 5. fOfnuin-
! her : Concrete.

c 1386, c 1430 [see FORMAT. A. i]. 1447 COKKNHAM Scyntys
(Roxb.) In trod, i The fyrst is clepyd cause efficyent The

. ;&amp;gt;ecunde they clepe cause materyal. 1588 KYI&amp;gt; Honsch.
Phil. \Vks. (1901) 280 Formal I number may mhnitly encrease,
but the Material! cannot multiply so much. i66ojKR.TAYi.oi:
Worthy Commitn. i. 3. 52 Not the sound, or the letters

and syllables, that is, not the material part, but the formal.

1669 [see FOI;M.\L A.
i|. 1697 tr. Bvrgersdicius his Logic \.

xvi. 56 Form is. .divided, .into Material and Immaterial,
i Material Form is that which is produced out of the Power
,

of Matter, or which dependeth upon Matter in that self

i same Moment and Act, by which it is made. 1713 [see FORM
ALLY i]. 1827 [see FORMAL A. i],

b. That is (so and so) merely so far as its

matter* is concerned.
Material sin: a wrong action apart from the evil in-

j

tention that is necessary to constitute it a sin in the full

sense of the word ; so material heresy, schism, schismatic
&amp;gt;

1 etc. Material righteousness , righteousness as definable

by conduct, without regard to its motive.

1656 BRAMHALL RcplicA*. 341 They who separate actually
without just cause, may doc it out of invincible ignorance.

makes a man formally Righteous.

2. Logic. Concerned with the matter, as distin

guished from the form, of reasoning. (Opposed to

: formal?)
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 232 A material! Illation is when

i
the consequent gots with the Antecedent : yet so as it

fpl-

..consists of two syllogisms, the former whereof proves the

cause by the effect ; and the latter the effect by the cause.

1727-52 Ibid. s.y. Object, Material Object.. is the thing
itself that is considered, or treated of. . . Formal ( )bject is the

manner of considering it. 1850 WHATKLY Elem. Logic (ed. 9.1

in. 3 The remaining class (viz. where the Conclusion does

follow from the Premises) may be called the Material, or

Non-logical Fallacies. 1864 BowtN Logic vi. 149 The
material truth of the Conclusion depends upon the material

truth of the Premises.

3. Of or pertaining to matter or body ;
formed or

consisting of matter ; corporeal.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xlix. 4 Fire materiel or of ill

consciens, sail bren. 1380 WYCLII- Eng. Wks. (1880) 376
Whan he [Christ] was sou?te to be a kynge & to haue taake

up-on hym ^e material swerde. ci386 CMAUCEK Pars. T.

p 108 He
|&amp;gt;at

is in helle hat defaut of light material. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De / . K. vm. xvi. (1495) 323 Thickenes and



MATERIAL.

boystousnes of materyall parties is cause and welle of heuy-

nesse and of lyghtnesse. 1413 Pilgr. Somle (Caxton) v. i.

(1859) 73 Mundus is the material world, but seculum IS

taken for the endurynge of the world, c 1440 Gesta Rom.
xix. 66 (Harl. MS.) pere belli two maner of medycyns, bat is

to sey, material, and spiritual, a 1533 FRITH Disp. Pnrg.
To Rdr. A vi b, I meane not his materiall crosse that he hym
self dyed on, but a spretuall crosse. 1563 Homilies II. Place

ty Time ofPrayer i. (1859) 344 GlX d01 &quot; allow ihe material

temple made of lime and stone.. to be his house. 1655

EVELYN Diary (1827) II. 104 He believed the sunn to be a

material fire. 1736 BUTLER Anal. I. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 68

The material world appears to be, in a manner, boundless

and immense. &amp;lt;ii862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 365

While heat was supposed to be material it could not be con

ceived as a force. ,

atsol. 1850 O. WINSI.OW Inner Life i. 6 The penahlngof
the material is not the annihilation of the immaterial. 1874

SAYCE Compar. Philol. vii. 263 The analysis of the material

is not the same as the analysis of the mental.

fb. Forming the material or substance of a

thine. Obs. rare
1
.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 35 She that her sclfe will sliuer

and disbranch From her materiall sap.

fc. Applied to the terrestrial sphere. Ols.
- ntainin

IOgy ,\O tH 3 I lllltlrctl, *1*. jn *. u . .

and Astrologers attribute the Invention of ihe Maleriall

Sphere lo this subtill Philosopher [Archimedes].

f d. Of diseases : ? Organic as opposed to

functional. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1528 PAYNEL Salcrue s Regim. iv. If
they, .eyther incline

to maleriall sickenes or to vnmateriall. ll id., If the sicke-

nes be materiall one maye eale the more at diner. 1341 R.

COPLAND Gnydsn s Qutst. Chimrg. Oiv, They [catileres]

lie necessary, .to be gyucn in all dysposycyons of maladyes
and specyall in materyal maladyes.

4. Concerned with or involving matter or cor

poreal substance, its presence, use, or agency.

Material theory (of heat) : the theory that heat is

a material substance ( caloric ).

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Excuif. i. v. 149 These temptations

are crasse and malerial, and soon discernable ; it will require

some greater observation to arm against such as are more

spiritual and immaterial. 1822 COLERIDGE Tal lc-t. 29 Dec.,

Schiller has the material Sublime : to produce an effect he

sels you a whole town on fire [etc.]. a 1824 CAMPBELL To

Rainbow; When Science from Ci cation s face Enchanlmcnl s

veil withdraws. What lovely visions yield their place To
cold material laws! 1863 TYNDALL Heat ii. 17 (1870) 23

Two rival iheories. .which are named respectively Ihe ma
terial theory, and ihe dynamical, or mechanical, theory of

heat. 1867 H. MACMILI.AN liil lc Teach. Pref. (1870) 14

Agriculture, ihough the mo&amp;gt;t material of all our pursuits,

is leaching us Irulhs beyond its own direct province. 1874

GREEN .Short Hist. ix. 1.590The attempt to secure spiritual

results by material force. 1877 MRS. OI.IMIANT Makers l ~lor.

iv. 94 The painter s art is at once ethereal and material

1881 T. H . GREEN in Mind No. 25. 19 The material atomism
of popular science.

b. In opprobrious use, usually coupled with

gross : Characterized by conduct, a tendency, point

of view, etc. which is not elevated; nnspiritual.

1588 KVD 1/onsfh. Phil. Wks. (1901) 267 Nol of scruile or

materiall wilt, but..apl to studie or conleniplat. 1700 DRY-

DEN Cymon ff Iph. 1^5 His gross malerial soul at once

could find Somewhat in her excelling all her kind. 1850

ROBERTSON Scrm. Ser. in. vii. (1863) 101 The Romish

doctrine contains a truth which it is of importance to dis

engage from the gross and material form with which it has

been overlaid. 1853 C. BRONTE \ illcttc xxxvi, What I saw

struck me. .as grossly malerial, not poetically spiritual. 1875

MANNING Mission H. Ghost l*. 257 The gross heavy material

love of the world.

c. Relating to the physical, as opposed to the

intellectual or spiritual, aspect of things ;
concerned

with physical progress, bodily comfort, or the like.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico i. iii. I. 57 note. The Mexican

heaven may remind one of Danle s in ils malerial enjoy
ments ; which, in both, are made up of li^ht, music, anil

molion. Ibid. iv. ii. II. 128 It was the material civili/a-

tion, which belongs neither to the one nor Ihe other. 1858

MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 379 Belter material accommodation

you could have nowhere. 1861 M. PAITISON Kss. (1889) I.

39 The old bonds of relationship, and community of material

inleresls. 1873-4 DIXON Tiuo Queens IV. xix. iv._25
When

the fury ceasea, the city was a moral and malerial wreck.

1879 M. ARNOLD Equality Mixed Ess. 70 France.. is the

country where material well-being is most widely spread.

5. Of serious or substantial import; of much

consequence ; important.
1529 MORE Dynloge i. Wks. 125/1 Silh this thing is much

material, as wherupon many great thynges do depcnde.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. i. 136 Whose absence is no lesse

materiall to me, Then is his Fathers. 1623 BACON Ess.,

Cunning (Arb.) 439 He would put that which was most

Materi.il! ill the Post-script. 166$ GLANVILL Def.l un. Dogm.
23 Tis a pertinent and material enquiry to ask, whence the

Soul is! 1666-7 MAHVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 209 The
Poll-bill is printed, but wilh no maleriall errors. 1709 Sw IFT

Adv. Rclig. Wks. 1755 II. l. 117 Thai is no material ob-

jection against the design itself. 1719 DE FOE Crusot II. xv,

I have nothing material to say. 1769 Jnnilis Lett. in. 19

The last charge.. is indeed the most material of all. 1769

BURKE Lett., Mr,]. Koekingham (1844) I. 211 His conse-

imence in Ihe India House is much more malerial to him

than his rank in parliament. 1823 SCOTT PtVfrtlxx, When
aware of Ihis material fact, it became Julian s business lo

leave Liverpool directly. 1827 II ALLAH Canst. Hist. (1876)

I.v. 276 In one point more malerial,. .Ihe commons success

fully vindicated their privileges. 1847 GROI v. Greece II. xxxv.

(1862) III. 248 The Athenians had a material interest in the

quarrel. 1896 Century Mag. Nov. 22 [He] seldom interlined

a word or made a material correction.
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I b. Predicatively, with inf. or clause as subject. |

1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottcs b virj, Whelher he came

out of Italy or not, is nol muche maleriall. 1590 SPENSER

1 . Q. n. x. 74 That were too long their infinite contenls

Here to record, lie much materiall. 1622 MABBE tr. A Icman s

Guzman cTAlf. H. 102 II is not much materiall which gate

wee goe out at. 1641 WILKINS Math. Mafic* \. vii. (1648)

so Tis not materiall to the force of this instrument, whether

the rundles of it be big or little. 17&quot;
M. HENRY Commnn.

iv. God i. Wks. 1853 I. 205/2 It is essential to a letter thai it

be directed, and material that it be directed right. 1802

Mcd. Jrnl. VIII. 256 It is very material to distinguish

Ihemwith accuracy. 1890 LD. HALSBURY in Law limes

Kef LX IV. 3/2 Before dealing wilh the parlicular clauses

..it is material to notice the problem which the Legislature

had to solve.

c. Pertinent, germane, or essential to.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 232 Those [things] that be

most materiall and necessarie for mans felicitie. 1611 SHAKS.

Cymk. i. vii. 207. 1665 MANLEY Grotins Lmv C. H arres

121 Nor was it a little material, lo their advantage, if [etc.].
;

1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. It. 1 49, 1 pass ihe resl, whfce ev ry
j

Race and Name, And Kinds are less malerial lo my Theme. 1

1819 SCOTT Ii anhoc xxvii, Cerlain passages material to his

understanding the rest of this important narrative. 1824

COLERIBGE Tatle-t. 10 June, A slight contrast of character

is very material lo happiness in marriage. 1876 GLADSTONE
Homeric Synchr. 145 The poinl material to the present in

quiry is thai [elc.].

d. Chiefly Law. Applied to evidence or facts

which are of such significance as to be likely to

influence the determination of a cause, to alter the

character of an instrument, etc. Also const, inf. :

Serving materially (to prove).
1581 LAMBARD Eiren. it. vii. (1588) 513 To take. .the In

formation . . (or so much thereof as shall be materiall lo

prooue the Felonie). 1601 R. JOHNSON Kixgd, ft Coinmu .

(1603) So What they did one against another in the time of

Charles the flft, is not much materiall to prove their

courage. 1799 Hull Advertiser 14 Sept. 3/3 He has been

twice examined, but a material witness was wanting. 1848

ARNOULD Mar. Insur. (1866) I. II. i. 489 Facts, the statement

of which may reasonably be presumed likely to have such

an influence on the judgment of Ihe underwriter are called

material facts ; a statemenl of such facls is called a malerial

represenlation. 1881 LD. COLERIDGE in Times 5 July 4/2

The alteralion which vitiates a contract must be material

that is, one which alters ihe characler of the instrumenl itself,

f e. quasi-rtf/z . In an important degree. Obs.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopiiis Pref. A 2, Procopius. .was a

very malerial concerned Agenl in all these Wars.

f6. l- ullof matter,sound information, orsense. Ol s.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iii. 32 A materiall foole. 1601

; B JONSON Poetaster v. i, What thinks Maleriall Horace ot

his learning? c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxiv. 566 His speech

euen charm d his eares : So orderd ; so materiall. 1612

IHcoN Ess., Despatch (Arb.) 247 Beware of being too

materiall, when there is any impediment, or obstruction in

metis will. 1665 J. LIVINGSTON Mem. Charact. ini.
0nKj

(1841;) I. 335 Mr. James Simson, a very able and materiall

preacher: 1685 EVELYN Mem. (1857,)
II. 224 Her discourse,

which was always material, nol Irifling.

t7. In physical sense: Bulky, massive, solid. Obs.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees u. 166 Wild maleriall fruit-trees

have no power to engraft themselves. 1715 LEOSI Palla

dia s Archil. (1742)!. ii The Tuscan is so rude and material,

that it is seldom used above ground. 1735 in Popes Lett.

I. Suppl. 30 This was only in ordine ad, lo another more

material Volume,
B. sb.

il. //. Things that are material. Obs.

1387 GOLDING Dt Mornay xiv. 206 What doth.. mailer

[bring forth] but matter, and materiall but maUnallaj
1605 TIHMB (?/. i. iv. 14 Simples may be dnttnguuhed
..into those things which are simply formats, and into those

which are simply materials.

2. The matter from which .in article, fabric, or

structure is made. Chielly collect, pi. or sing.

Ka-.u materials : unmanufactured material ;
material which

is in apreparatory stage in a manufacturing process. Also/if.

/&amp;gt;!. 1556 Ahcrd.Kcg. (1844) I. 294 To by stanis, lyme, and

all materiallis neidfull thairto. 1610 I!. JONSON A kh. 1. I,

Your stills, your glasses, your matenalls. 1622 MASSINGEK

/
m

irg. Mart. ill. i, [He] Took from the matrons neck the

richest jewels And purest gold as the materials To finish up

his work [:. an imagf!. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/I. (1848) 340

This Child.. despising meer Bread,. .his Mother is fain to

disguise the Materials of it into Cake. 1725 DE JOE Voy.

round World (\ttp) 320 Gunpowder, .with other materials

for kindling fire. 1716 SWIFT Gulliver III. iv, A palace may
be built in a week, of materials so durable as to last for ever.

1796 [see RAW A. 2 e]. 1864 BURTON Scot Abroad I. m. 118

Adventures which would make good raw materials for

several*ovcls. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times 25 Considering

how perishable are the materials out of which clothes are

necessarily formed. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 2 With

out a considerable knowledge of raw materials, and of their

adaptations, we could not live.

sing. 1638 JfNius/ &amp;lt;uf. Ancients 47 Art can doe nothing

without the materiall ;
whereas the materiall without Art

hath her own worthinesse. 1661 GEROIER Prime. (1665) 25

When Builders see their Copings [etc.]., to decay they must

have patience, since there is no Material but is subject

there unto. 1796 HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre s Stud. Nat. (17991

1 1 1. 648 By drawing from a foreign country the raw material

of their clothing. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857! I. 206 It is not

the material but the workman that is wanting. 1835 URE
Philos Maimf. v. 207 Flax . .constitutes the material of linen

cloth. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 351 The ordinary

material was brick. 1855 Hid. III. 4 7 The raw material out

of which a good army may be formed existed in great abund

ance among the Irish. 1863 P. I!ARKY Dockyard Bern, 100,

2 1,186 izj. 4Jrf. for material, and 797 6*- * for labour.

1868 [see RAW A. 2 e].

b. The elements, constituent parts, or substance

of something (whether physical or non-physical).

MATERIALISM.

1641 ROGERS Kaaman To Rdr., As they say of the

malerealls of the world, they would soone dissolve if [etc.).

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 59 If the very materials of the

Church were a Ceremony, then the Church it self should

be but a Ceremony. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., 1 he

Main Body and Essentials of it (as well in the chlefest mate

rials, as in the frame and order thereof) have continued the

same unto this day. 1864 KIRK Cltas. Bold 1. I. n 1 he

material of the character was coarser and more robust. 1878

HUXLEY Physiogr. 189 The solid materials are bhot forth

into the air.

C. //. In Ireland : The ingredients for making

whisky punch. Now almost always shortened to

mails, even in a bill (H. C. Hart).

1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xxxviii, She ..set about

netting the materials for making punch. 1888 H. SMART

Master of Rakehelly II. 53 Take my advice, leave the

matarials alone to-night and stick to the claret.

3. In various non-physical applications: bomc-

thing which can be worked up or elaborated, or

of which anything is composed ; esp. documents,

etc. for historical composition; evidence from which

a conclusion may be framed.

1624 USSHER in Lett. Lit. Men (Camdenl 131 To you

I must be more beholding for furnishing me with matenalls.

1625 BACON tt.,.iVrfi/ (Arb.) 399 Concerning the Mate-

riallsof Seditions...The surest way to prevent Seditions.,

is to take away the Matter of them. 1690 LOCKE Htm.
Und. n. ii. 2 The simple ideas, the materials of all our

knowledge. 1713 HEARNE Remf, Collect. 25 June (O.H.S.

IV. 205, I have read part of he B of St - As
?f

h 5
-
L

,

fe *
St Winifrid. for w&amp;lt;&quot;&amp;gt; I helped him to several Materials out

of Bodley. 1783 COWPER Lett. 7 Mar., Were my letters

composed of materials worthy of your acceptance, they

should be longer. 1830 D IsRAELI Chas. I, III. Pref. 3 Re

search and Criticism, only furnish the materials of Medita

tion. 1864 BOWEN Logic ii. 33 Perception, Memory and

Imagination, through which we collect the materials for

thinking. 1867 HOWELLS Ital. Jo,n. in. 37 1 heir books

are material, not literature. 1877 OWEN WtlUstey s Dot.

p xlv, Wellesley..was anxious to secure fresh and malle

able material ,
rather than overformed or misformed agents.

4. A stuff or fabric ;
in Dressmaking, woollen or

cloth stuff as opposed to silks, etc.

1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. iv, A cool material with

light glazed surface, being the covering of the seats. 1875

Plain Needlework 10 The material used in the South to

.strain milk, called Cheese Cloth in the trade.

5. Tools, implements, or apparatus for perlorm-

ini; an action. Now only in writing materials.*

mi BAILEY vol. II, Materials, tools or stuff proper for the

making or doing any thing. 1778 P^CE Mm. Cornut&amp;gt;. 32.

Materials all tools and tackle, timber and implements, that

belong lo a Mine ;
and in large Mines a person is apnointe,

to take care of them, who is called the Material-Man.

1855 PRESCOTT rhilip II, u. iii. (1857) 226 De Seso called

for writing materials.

6. The maliricl of an army, rare- .

18.5 SOUTHEY in Q. Kcv. XIII. 521 Their [. the French

:,riny .s] baggage, equipage, tumbrils, artillery, the whole of

what is called the material, were taken.

7. attril .: materials clerk, a clerk who controls

thesupplyofmaterialsinabusinesshouse;
material

dress, a dress made of woollen stuff ; materials

man, () see q l - 77s ! CO one who dcals in ma
i

terials for building, etc. ; material yard, a yard

in which materials are stored.

1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 707 It is the duty of the

material clerk to see that sufficient material is in stock, or

ordered, to provide for orders in hand. 1904 Daily Chrvn.

2 June 9/3 Timekeeper and Materials Clerk required by

large West-end contractors. 1884 Daily Neva 27 Oct. 2/1

The increasing popularity of silks as opposed to what are

known as &quot;material
1
dresses. 1778 Material-Man [see 5].

1819 WHEATON Cases Supreme Court U. S. IV. 438 Ma
terial men furnishing repairs to a domestic ship. 1832

BABBAGE Eeoii. Manf. xx. led. 3)
202 A Materials-man

selects, purchases, receives and delivers all articles required.

1888 HRYCE Amer. Comanu. II. App. 679 Mechanics, mate

rial-men, artisans, and labourers, .have a lien upon the pro

perty upon which they have bestowed labour or furnished

material. 190. 7- BlicHt Carf. f, Build., Scaffolding S,

The smaller builder, bavins.. no &quot;material yard, has no

convenient place to store poles when not in use.

t Mate rial, v. Obs. [f.
MATEKIAL a. and s6. J

1. trans. To bring into material form.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig. Mcd. I. 37 That the whole

fram? of a beast.. is left in the same state after death, as

before it was matcrialled unto life.

2. To furnish material for.

1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. 174 Comets, .are materiall d

of vapours. Ibid. 216 Plants are partly material d of water.

Materialism (mati-rializ m). [a. mod.L.

malcrialismus, f. L. material-is MATERIAL a.: see

-ISM. Cf. F. materialism! (i 751 in Hatz.-Darm.).J

1. Philos. The opinion that nothing exists except

matter and its movements and modifications ; also,

in a more limited sense, the opinion that the pheno

mena of consciousness and will are wholly due t

the operation of material agencies. Often applied

by opponents to views that are considered logically

to lead to these conclusions, or to involve the

attribution to material causes of effects that should

be referred to spiritual causes.

1748 NKEDIIAM in Phil. Trans. XLV. 665 Not that

imagined that.. you.. would think nw Principles any w

tendim; to Materialism. 1758 GRAY Let. 18 Aug. Wks. i5&amp;gt;8E

II. jj5 I am as soiry as you seem to be, that our acquaint

ance harped so much on the subject of materialism. 1823

COLLKIUGE TaUft. 3 Jan., And man became a hvmg



MATERIALIST.

soul . Materialism will never explain these last words.

1877 K. CAIRO Phi/os. Kant ii. 13 Sensationalism necessi-

tales materialism, for it must explain sensations as impres
sions made by a material object, 1898 J, K. II.LINGWOKTM

Div. Immanence vi. 137 The mechanical automaton that

materialism believes him [:/:,. man] always lo he.

2. Transferred uses. a. Applied in reproach to

theological views (e. g. on the operation of the

sacraments or the nature of the future life) that are

supposed to imply a defective sense of the reality

of things purely spiritual.

1850 ROBERTSON Serin, m. vii. (1863) 103 The miserable

materialism of the mass. 1898 J. k. ILLINGWORTH Div. Im
manence vi. 143 The growth of the sacramental system was
an historical necessity) which, despite of the religious mate
rialism into which it too frequently lapsed [etc.].

b. In art, the tendency lo lay stress on the

material aspect of the objects represented.
1850 MRS. JAMKSON Leg. Monast. Ord, (1863) 421, I give

a sketch from a Spanish picture just to show the materialism
of the conception. 1852 Lee. Madonna (1857) In trod. 33
The grand materialiMn of Michael Angelo is supposed to

have been allied to the genius of Dante.

e. Devotion to material needs or desires, to the

neglect of spiritual matters ;
a way of life, opinion,

or tendency based entirely upon material interests.

1851 HAWTHOKNE Snow Image (1879) 31 The stubborn
materialism of her husband. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish

505 Good old customs, which modern selfishness and cold
materialism shrink from. 1899 W. K. INGK Chr. Mysticism
viii. 3J7 Teutonic civilization .. is prevented from sinking
into moral materialism by its high standard of domestic life.

1903 A. & E. CASTLE .Star Dreamer 24, I fear., you will

never rise beyond the grossest everyday materialism.

^|3. concr. The system of material things; the

material universe.

1817 CHALMERS Astron. Disc. vii. 231 He, who instead of

seeing the traces of a manifold wisdom in its manifold
varieties, sees nothing in them all but the exquisite struc
tures and the lofty dimensions of materialism. Ibid. 233.

Materialist (materialist). [ad. mod.L.
materialista : see prec. and -INT. Cf. F. mattri-
aliste (1 8th c.).]

I. Senses related to MATERIAL a.

1. An adherent of the philosophical system known
as materialism.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial., The ProperCharacters ofthe Per

sons in the ensuing Dialogues. . . Hylobares, A young, witty,
and well-moralized Materialist. iSjSCuDWORTH Intell. Sysf.
i. v. 759 The Old AtheUtick Materialists. 1739 HUMK Hum.
Nat. i. iv. 5 (1888) 239 The materialists, who conjoin all

thought with extension. 1856 SIR B. HKOUIE PsychoL Im/.
I. ii. 38 The materialist argues that we know nothing of mind
except as being dependent on material organization.

11 k fig* w itn reference to disbelief in
*
soul .

1807 SOUTHEY Spec. Later Eng. Poets I. Pref. 31 Those
who hold that poetry is an acquirable art, the materialists
of fine literature.

c. Used to render Eccl. L. wiitcriariT: see

MATERIAKIAN.
1701 ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 514 The heresiarch Hermo-

genes.. maintained, .that all evils proceeded out of matter;
from whence he and his followers were called Alaterialists.

1730-6 in BAILEY (fol.) ; and in modern Diets.

2. Applied by Berkeley to believers in the ob
jective existence of matter.
c 1705 BERKELEY Commpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 472 The mind,

even according to the materialists, perceiving onely the im
pressions made upon its brain.

3. One who takes a material view of tilings.
1853 LYTTON My Novel vn. vi,

* O materialist ! cried i

boy . .
*

you would debase the gods to a gin-palace .

4. A believer in the materiality of heat. rare.

i863TvNDALL /feat ii. 18 (1870) 24 The development of
heat by mechanical means.. was a great difficulty with the
materialists.

5. attrib. or as adj.
= Materialistic.

1833 LyrroN Eng. &amp;lt;y Engl. (ed. 2) II. 238 He has studied
Locke, and become materialist. 1869 M. PATTISON Serin.
(1885) 172 A materialist tone is said to pervade all our
reasonings about practical questions. 1876 M02 LEY Univ.
Serin, iii. (1877) 61 This horrible materialist indifference to
the extinction of our being.

II. Senses related to MATERIAL $b.

f6. A druggist; *a merchant who sells the articles

of the materia medica* (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. [ G.
materialist, mod.L. (Pharm.) materialistal\ Obs.
rare* . 1728 KAILEV, Materialist, a Druggist.
7. One who mixes the materials for whisky

punch. ? nonce-use.

1843 THACKERAY /rfshSk. Bk. viii, There is a dirty coffee-
room, with a strong smell of whisky; indeed three young
materialists are employed at the moment.

Materialistic (matl^riali-stik), a. [f. MA
TERIALIST + -ic.]
1. Pertaining lo, characterized by, or addicted to

materialism, in any -of the senses of the term.
1845 MAURICE Mor. $ Met. Pkilos. in Encycl. Metrop. (1854)

II. 45 The search for ejements by the Ionic School struck
Clemens aa simply materialistic. 1877 DOWDEN Shaks.Prim.
vi. 102

Sly is of the family of Sancho Panza, gross and
materialistic in his tastes, and habits. 1877 E. CAIRO Pkilos.
hant\\. 13 A materialistic explanation of the universe. 1898
J. R. ILLINGWOKTH Div. Immanence i. 3. 21 Minds of a
materialistic bias.

2. Pertaining to the material theory &quot;of heat. rare.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xix. 331 According to the mate

rialistic view of heat, bodies are figured as sponges, and
heat a kind of fluid absorbed by them.

b

231

So Materiali stical &amp;lt;7. in the same sense (Ogilvie

Suppl. 1855). Hence Materialistically adv., in

a materialistic manner.
1851 BUNSKN Hippolytus II. 60 The form of expressing

the manifestation of God in the mind, a* if tod was Himself
using human speech to man., was originally never meant to
be understood materialistically. 1890 J. PULSFOKD Loyalty
to Christ I. 333 A materialistic mind will think materialisti

cally even about the teaching of Christ.

Materiality (niatHna&quot;liti), [a.mod.L.//m*-
iilitas, f. late L. materialis MATERIAL a. : see -ITY.

Cf. F. mat^rialit^ (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That which constitutes the matter of some

thing: opposed to formality. ? Obs.
The first quoi. is app. unmeaning, but attests the existence

of the word at that date.

a 1529 SKHI.ION Col. Cloute 561 And bryng in materialites
Ami qualyfyed qualytes Of pluralytes. 1592 (J, HARVKY
l* oiir Lett. Wk-i. (&amp;lt;m&amp;gt;s:trt) I, 2-? ) As in other thinges, so in

Aries, formality doth well; but materiality workelh the
feat. 1646 II. LAWKKNci-:6&quot;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/;. AngelIs i ju Kighteousnes,
which is, as I may say, the materiality &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f prate. 1647
TRAI-P Coinm. Mark ii. 28 The schoolmen say that (Jod
can dispense with tlie materiality of any precept in the

decalogue, the three first exrepted. 1652 I,. S. /V. //.-V

Liberty xviii. 45 Whether..God..can di-pence with the

Commandements of the 2d. Table, according to the mate-
rialitie of them. 1660 JKH. TAYLOK Duct, / WvV. \\. ii. Rule
ii. (1676) 215 If blood be taken in its own materiality when
the beast is dead.

2. The quality of being material.

1570 DUE Math. Pn-f. *j, Neither Number, nor Magnitude,
haueany Materialise. 1647 If.MoRK/Virw-s1 108 Viiality I tnth
move th inert Materiality Of great and little worlds. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. iii. 6 He. .will scarce find his reason
able to determine him fixedly for or against the soul s

materiality. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. -V Kxp. Philos. \ vii. 250
The decomposition of the rays of light proves their male*

riality. 1863 TVNDALI, Heat ii. 25 The dynamical theory- .of

heat, discards the idea of materiality as applied to heat.

1871 TYI.OR Print. Cult. 1.412 Wuttke says, the ghosts of the
dead have to him a misty and evanescent materiality.

b. That which, is material
; //. things material.

1811 SHKLLEY St. hiyne xii, Let them suppose human
nature capable of no influence from anything but materiality.

1822-34 Gootfs Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 85 To enable it to

behold God in the materialities of his winks. 1821 LAMB
l-.lia Ser. I. Old Kent hers Inner / ., When the grown world
flounders about in the darkness of sense and materiality.

iB^Af/iettiVHi 3 Nov. 1267 The former believes in VIMOMS,
i he latter in materialities. 1880 W. WALLACE Kpicnrt-ani&tn
vi. 102 The soul is a subtler and more refined materiality,
which is thus endowed with more.. refined perceptions than
the bodily organs.
3. Material aspect or character

;
mere outward

ness or externality.
1599 SANDYS

Euroj&amp;gt;x Spec. (1632) 18 Their acts of Pietie,

being placed more in the very massie materialise of the
outward worke, than in the puritie of the heart. 1651 JI.K.
TAYLOR Serin.Jor Year II. ii. 15 The materiality and im
perfection of the law. 1765 JOHNSON Prcf.toShaks. p. xxvi,
It is false, that any representation is mistaken for reality;
that any dramatick fable in its materiality was ever credible.

4. The quality of being material or important
for the purpose contemplated. Now legal.

1644 VICARS God in Mount 96 A peece of unexpressible
materiality and advantageous benefit to. the whole Cause.

1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, ix. 3 There are two points
with regard to which an act may have been advised or un
advised, i. The existence of the circumstance itself. 2. The
materiality of it. 1824 H. J. STEPHEN Pleading 256 Rules
which tend to secure the materiality of the issue. 1849 J. P.
KENNEDY W. /KiV/(i86o) I. xiii. 154 The relevancy or mate

riality of the papers referred to was not shown. 1884
Manch. Exam. 29 Mar. 5/2 As he had an affidavit swearing
to the materiality of the documents he asked for the order.

Materialization (matlariatoiz^-Jan). [f. next

+ -ATION*.] The action of the verb MATERIALIZE.
1. The making a thing material (esp. as opposed

to spiritual) ; tha giving a material form to.

1843 For. fy Col. Q. Rev. II. 338 Is not this symbolization
or materialization necessarily connected with deism in the
abstract? 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860! II. ix. L 125
The materialization of spiritual truth. 1899 W. R. INGE Ckr.

Mysticism vii. 263 A truer view sees in them [miracles) a
materialisation of mystical symbols,
2. Spiritualism. The appearance of a spirit in

bodily form,
1880 in WEBSTER, Suppl. 1881 Dr. Gheist 39 This is what

Mr. Faxton calls Materialisation. 1882 Con/. Medium 47
We changed the form of the circle for the materialisations.

Materialize (mati^riaUiz), v. [f. MATERIAL
a. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To make material or represent as mate

rial
;
to give or ascribe a material existence to ; to

invest with material attributes.

1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 154 P 6 Virgil, .having with
wonderful Art and Beauty materializ d (if I may so call it)

a Scheme of abstracted Notions. 1713 STEELE Guardian
No. 172 p 4 By this means we materialize our ideas, and
make them as lasting as the ink and paper. 1764 REID
ftu}itiry\\\. (1801) 448 These analogies will be apt to impose
upon philosophers .. and to lead them to materialize the
mind and its faculties. 1843 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Bks.

(1883) 333, 1 had the glimmering of an idea, and endeavoured
to materialize it in words. 1848 R. I. WILBKRFORCE Doctr.
Incarnation iii. (1852) 40 Those who would materialize

spirit. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. W. ii. (1884)

76 He insists on having all things materialised before his

eyes in Nature.

2. Spiritualism. To cause (a spirit,etc.) to appear
in bodily form.
1880 in WEBSTER Suppl. 1881 Dr. Gkeist 39 Mr. Faxton

MATERIALLY.
firmly believed . . that the spirits of the dead may Income ma
terialised. i&&*Ci*nf. Medium 46 Hunches of art ifiuial tlowt-rs
were either materialised or levitated. 1885 WIIITIIKR /V.
Whs. (1889) II. 314 A Newbury minister.. rode. .ovrr t,&amp;gt;

Hampton to lay a ghost who had materialized himself.

b. intr. To assume a bodily form.
1884 1&quot;. MATTHKWS in Harder s Mag. May 911/1 The. .

gluxsts. .gave dark seances and manifested and mau-riah/L-d.

c. transf. To come into perceptible existence;
to become actual fact; to * come oft (orig. U.S.
in journalistic use).
1885 Miss WlVRFRKRPryf/t.Gt.Smety Mount. \. 18 Some

fifteen or twenty huunds that suddenly materialized among
the bee-hives and the althca bushes. 1887 Boston (Mas-,.)

Jrnt. 12 Dec. 2/6 That attack upon the Interstate Com
merce law, which was predicted toixxur as&amp;gt;,uon as Congress
met, does not materialize. 1891 /&amp;gt; /&amp;lt; /:&amp;lt;-. Mn^. May 711
Year after year passed and these promises failtd ti&amp;gt; mate
rialise. 1898 Specttitor?^ July 106 The Protestant revoJters

fiom the Unionist party Killed, as the Americans say, ID m.i-

terialise, but instead appeared an angry ciowd of Irishmen.

1900 Ibid. 6 Oct. 445 Out of the mist of notes and protocols
..a policy seems gradually to be materialising.

3. trans. To make materialistic. Also intr. to

favour materialistic views.
1820 [see M.\TKRiAi.iziNfiJ. 1836 Eraser s Mag. XIII. 219

The public mind is not yet so thoroughly materialised by
long dealing with, .exact sciences [etc.J. 1840 OLADSIONK
Lit. f rinc. 182 Those who materialise in religion. l84z
MRS. (loKi: J- ttscin. 144 A soul materiali/ed by gluttony.
1866 LIHDON /&amp;gt; /?#//*/. Lect, iv. (1875)185 There is in mini

unhappily a tendency to materialize spiritual truth. 1882

M. ARNOLD Irish /-..\s., etc. ui The system . .tends to inn

terialize our upper class, vulgarize our middle class, brutalize

our lower class.

Hence Mate rialized
//&amp;gt;/.&amp;lt;*.,

Mate rializing- v(&amp;gt;l.

sb. (tittrib.) and///, a. Also Mate rializer, one

who materializes.
1820 HASKKN Hist. France VIII. iv. 370 The Kpicineaii

or materialising tendencies of bis immediate predecessor
( la^emli. 1824 AV:c Monthly Mag. X. 82 These malerial-

i/crs of the airy nothings of the mind. 1852 MHS. JAMKSON
Leg. Madonna (1857) 184 This materialised theology. 1874
CiLAns IONIC in Content/*, Ret . Oct. 677 The materializing
tendencies of the age. i88 Con/. Mtdinm 44 Materialised

spirits can vanish like a Hash oflightning. Ibid. 48 This is

the first materialising seance that my friend has ever at

tended. 1898 WAT i s-lJuN i ON
.-)_)/&quot;

&quot;- v
. Thcguld whii h

modern society finds to be more precious than, .all that was
held precious in less materialised times.

Materially (matl ri&li), adv. [f.
MATKKIAI,

a. + -LY -.]

1. Chiefly Pkilos. an&amp;lt;l Logic. With regard to

matter as opposed to form. Also, with regard to

constituent matter
;
in

respect
of material cause.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. tie W. 1506) I. iii. 22 Some
thynges they make in operacyon wythout all onely, the

whiche thynges are not in the soule materyally. 1646

J. WHITAKER Uzziah 6 Men may doe many things right

materially.., and yet themselves, .may not be upright. 1651
I .iGGS A t-w Disf, f 250 A Catarrhe is materially from va

pours out of the stomnck. 1658 BAXTER Saving Faith iii.

18 May I not say, that materially a Ship and a Barge do
differ but gradually, because ex materia they are not a Ship
or Barge? 1675 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 59 Though the

Damned sin materially, .yet tis a great Question whether

they may be rationally affirmed formally to sin there. 1685
SOUTH Tivefce Serin. (1692) 482 An 111 Intention is certainly
sufficient to spoil, .an Act in itself Materially Good. 1685,

1697 [see FORMALLY \\ 1864 BOWKN Logic ii. 42 What is

formally correct may be materially false. 1876 L. STEPHEN
Kng, Th. in i8M C 1 1. ix. vi, The good deeds of the heathen,
like the good deeds of the brutes, are materially not form

ally virtuous.

2. In, by, with, or in respect of matter or material

substance ;
in the state of matter ; J.).

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. i. (1636) 275 Superficies (are)

the bounds of a body, which is that which hath imagina
tively, but not materially, both length, bredth, and depth.

1646 SIR T. BROWNR Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 124 The generation
of bodies is not effected., of soulcs, that is, by Irradiation,. .

but therein a transmission is made materially from some

parts, and Ideally from every one. 1660 K. COKE fewer
&amp;lt;y

Aw/&amp;gt;/. 32 All rightful Kings are so, whether they be mate

rially anointed, .or not. 1717 L. HOWEL Desiderius (ed. 3)

175 As he created all Men out of the same matter, they are

materially equal.

1 3. Of speaking or writing : \Vith an appropriate
or sound use of matter ; soundly ; to the point. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. xxi. 7 There is small doubt
but that men can write best and most really & material}
in their owne professions. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.^

Beasts

(1658) 266 Finding nothing of substance in him, which is not

more materially, perspicuously, profitably, and familiarly

..expressed by them. 1638 FEATLV Strict. Lyndom. \. 13
What hee materially answereth to the Knights allegations.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. iii. 70 Bcetius de Boot,
..in his Tract, de lapidihus $ gemmis, speakes very mate

rially hereof. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II. 282 The late

Lord Townshend always spoke materially with argument
and knowledge, but never pleased.
4. In a material degree ; to a material or im

portant extent ; substantially, considerably.
1654 lr - Scttdery s Curia Pol. 179 There are many Circum

stances most materially considerable in them, as their age,

their humour, their inclination. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.

(73?) HI- Misc. v. iii. 332 It is sufficient that they know
that those Copys which they leave, are not materially cor

rupted. 1817 SHELLEY Let. to Godwin 7 Dec., My health

has been materially worse. 18460 ROTE Greece \. xvii. (1862)

1 1 . 422 Tribes differing materially in habits and civilization.

1853 BRIGHT Sp, t India 3 June (1876) ii To comprehend
how materially the great manufacturing interests are con

cerned. 1800 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 126

Short cuts, by.. which the road was materially shortened.



MATERIALNESS.

5. In respect of material interests.

1871 MORI.EY I oltaire (i886j 9 People with whom the

world goes fairly well materially.

Mate rialness. [f. MATERIAL a. + -KESS.]

The quality of being material.

1587 GOI.DING De Mort:ay iv. 47 The imperfections which

are in all things, (as chaungeablenesse, weakenesse, mate-

1811 Chron. in Ann. Keg. 363 A sort of criterion by which

to judge of the materialness of a book. 1903 A. 1!. DAVIDSON

Old Test. Propli. xiii. 222 The outstanding characteristic of

the Old Testament dispensation was its materialness.

II Materia medica (mati^ria me-dika).

[med.Latin, literal transl. of Gr. t/Ar; iarpucri

(Galen) = medical material.]
1. The remedial substances used in the practice

of medicine.

1699 M. LISTER Journ. fans 244 The Arabians were

wise, and knowing in the Materia Medica, to have put it in

their Alkermes. 1752 BERKELEY Tit. on Tar-water Wks.

1871 III.496 Can any instance be produced in the whole

maleria medica. .of the virtue of a medicine tried on greater

upposed tins bag c

of the nation, I examined it with some attention.

fig. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. AVi/. (1834) II. 97 What I may
call the materia medica of morality. 1783 J. BEAT ni; Let.

30 Mar. Life, etc. (1806) II. 122 It would be a valuable

addition to the materia medica of government. 1796 BURIU:

Regie. Peace iv. Wks, IX. 124 Among other miserable

remedies, that have been found in the materia medica of

the old College, a change of Ministry will be proposed.

2. That branch of medical science which treats

of these substances.

1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. n. (1818) i. 1843 E.

BALLARD & A. B. GARROD (title) Elements of Materia

Medica and Therapeutics.

f Materian. - next sb.

1730-6 BAILEY (fol.), Alatcrians.

t Materia rian, a. and sb. Obs. [i. late L.

aiateriiiri-its (f.
materia MATTER) + -AN.] Applied

to ancient heretics who believed in the eternity of

matter.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. | 6. 197 Hermogenes and
other ancient pretenders to Christianity did . . assert the self-

existence and introduction of the Matter, for which cause

they were commonly called Materiarii, or the Materiarian

Hereticks. Ibid., These Materiarian Theists acknowledged
God to be a Perfectly-understanding Being.

f Materiary, a. Obs. rare . [ad.L. materi-

drins, f. materia : see MATTER sb. 1 and -ARY.] !

Pertaining to matter (in quot. ellipt.}.

1650 BI LWER Anthropoinet. 130 An excrement, not
_a part,

and if a part, altogether an excrementitious materiarie.

t MatC liate, a. and sb. Obs. [ad.L. materi-

at-us, f. maleria MATTER ; see -ATE.] A. adj.

1. Produced from material; composed or con-
j

sisting of matter.

1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. l. iii. 16 b, The matter and

the thing materiate. 1619 SIR A. GORGES tr. Bacon s De
\

Sap. Vet. 23 They that would haue one simple beginning
referre it vnto God : or if a materiate beginning, they would

haue it various in power. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies in. iv.

507 The Potency, .of that great Congress call d me to look

toward some materiate Cause. 1694 R. BURTHOGGE Reason

*f Nat. Spirits 157 Local Motion. -is not Matter, or Mate

riate, but yet is in Matter, as United unto it.

b. Solid, dense.
1626 BACON Sylva 326 Gold (which is the most Pon

derous and Materiate amongst Metalls).

2. Involved in matter: said of persons and things.
1626 BACON Syhia 114-5 After long Inquiry of Things,

Immerse in Matter, to interpose some Subiect, which is

I mmateriate, or lesse Materiate. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey s
.

Chiriirt;. n. (16781 46 Epicures, and other, too much natural

and materiate Philosophers. 1647 J. HALL Poems 95 Mate-
;

riate and grosse.

3. Mctaph. United with matter ; embodied in i

matter : said of an Aristotelian form (Cent. Diet.}. ;

B. sb. A material substance; a thing formed

of matter (Ogilvie 1882).

Materiate (matiTi^t), v. Now rare or Obs.

[f.
L. material-, ppl. stem of maleriarc (in class.

Latin to construct of wood, in scholastic use as

in i below), f. materia MATTER sb.^~\

1. trans. In scholastic use. a. To supply or be

the matter or material part of; in passive, to be

constituted materially by something.
1680 BOVLE Scept. Chem. it. 157 When the material Parts

..retain their own Nature in the things materiated, as some
of the Schoolmen speak. 1691 BAXTER Nat.Ch. iii. loThe

Empire,, .headed by one Christian Soveraign, and materi

ated by Christian Subjects, .was all one National Church.

b. To render i^a
form ) inherent in a particular

matter .

1653, 1654 [see MATERIATED ppl. a.\ 1823 DE .QUINCEV
Lett, to } nf.

Mail Wks. 1860 XIV. 57 note, The particular

error by which this mere formal term of relation was mate-

riated vif I may so say) in one of its accidents.

1 2. In the class. Latin sense : To construct of

wood. Obs. (? nonce-use}.

01693 Urouliarfs Kalv/ais\\\. Iii. 429 Wooden Furniture

. .should be materiated of this kind of Timber.

Hence Mate riated ///. a.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. v. 3 The effects of an in-

advertent form (Xdyo? enAot) of materiated or incorporated

art or seminal reason. 1654 WIIITLOCK Zootomia 396 How
many [elements] go to Mans Creation (or any materiated

Substance), .is much debated.

t Materia tion. Obs. [ad. L. matendtion-em,

in class. Latin n. of action to materiari to

procure timber, f. materia timber, MATTER sb. 1 ;
in

scholastic Latin n. ofaction to matcriare : see prec.]

1. (See quots.)
1623 COCKEBAM, Matcriation, the felling of timber for

building. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Materiatiommateriatio)

the felling of timber for building, preparing of timber wood

for service in War. Dr. Br[owne].

2. The action of MATERIATE v. i.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. vi. i. 274 Creation; that

is, . -a formation not only of matter, but of forme, and a ma-

teriation even of matter it selfe.

t Materiative, &quot; Ots. [f. med.L. materid-

tivus, f. matcriare : see MATERIATE v. and -ATIVE.]

Providing the matter (of).

1652 URVUHART ynoel \V\ts. (1834)198 An alphabet ma-

teriative of all the words the mouth of man.. is able to

pronounce.
Materiature (mati-&amp;gt; riatiiii). rare. [f. L.

materia MATTER
;

cf. med.L. maleriatura work in

wood.] That which constitutes materiality.

1890 J. H. STIRLING Philos. tr Thcol. 349 As you may
wash away all colour from a clot of blood, and be left at

la-.t with, -a pure transparent web which held the colour, so

you may discharge materiature from any particle of dust,. .

and be left at last with a pure diamond of fibres intellectual.

Materie, obs. form of MATTER s/&amp;gt;.

1

II Materiel (material). [Fr. : see MATERIAL a.

and rf.]

L a. The mechanical or ; material portion of

an art; technique, rare. b. The stock-in-trade ,

available means or resources, for carrying on any
business or undertaking.
1814 Edin. Rev. XXIV. 162 Mr. Hogg, .is excellently well

appointed as to what may be entitled the materielof poetry.
There is too much mere embellishment, and too little stuff

or substance in his writings. 1822 DE QUINCEY Confess. 41

The quantity of esculent materiel, .was little more than a

roll, or a few biscuits. 1853 RUSKIN Stones Ven. III. vii.

212 If this be so, the question as to the materiel of educa

tion becomes singularly simplified. 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT
Lect. Archil. I. 156 Both [forms] should be admitted on

equal terms as portions of our general materiel.

2. Used as a collective term for the articles, sup

plies, machinery, etc. used in an army, navy, or

business, as distinguished from the personnel or

body of persons employed.
1827 Lincoln ff Lincolnsh. Cabinet 29 A more

easy
method

F transporting the materiel for their army. 1856 EMERSONoft

Jan. 75 The Turkish army in Epirus is in desperate straits

for materiel and money.

Matering, obs. form of MATTERING.

t Mate rions, a. Obs. [ad. late L. mdteriffstis,

f. materia MATTER: see -ous.] Material.

1645 MILTON Tctrach. 198 This sensuous and materious

cause alone can no more hinder a divorce against [etc.].

657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koinj x. 118 Things.. having
no direct concernment with faith or manners, are not so ma
terious to be recorded.

Matermone, -moyn(e, obs. ff. MATRIMONY.

Matormonial, obs. form of MATRIMONIAL a.

t Mate rn, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. matern-us :

see next.] That is a mother, maternal.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. n 5erne ws guberne, wir-

R III matern, Of reuth baith rule and ryne.

Maternal (mats-mal), a. (sii.)
Also 5-7 -all,

6 -ale. [ad. F. maternel (Oresme, I4th c.), f. L.

matern-tts, f. mater MOTHER sb. : see -AL. Cf. It.

maternale, Sp., Pg. maternal.]
1. Of or pertaining to a mother or mothers;

characteristic of mothers or motherhood ; motherly.
1492 RVMAN Poems xviii. 4 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.

LXXX1X. 187 This inaydeil..Withoutcn maternall doloure

Ouresauyourhath borne. IHri. Ixxviii. 3 Mi/. 243Thewhiche
thou were worthy to bere Without synne and maternall

payne. 1616 BULLOKAR as;. Expos., Maternal!, Motherly.
1654 in Niclwtas Papers (Camden) II. 121 He told him

Regall autority was above maternall and that the
_
King

was his soveraigne. 1692 DRYDEN Kleonora 218 At his first

aptness the maternal love Those rudiments of reason did

improve. 1703 MAUNDRELL Jonm. Jerus. (1732) 64 She
had her maternal fears turned into joy. 1790 COWPER On
Keteipt My Mother s Pict. 27 Ah ! that maternal smile !

1858 O. W. HOLMES Anl. Break/.-t. xii. 119 The great
maternal instinct came crowding up in her soul just then.

b. (One s) mother s.

1605 T IMME Qtiersit. i. XL 47 The seedes of the elements. .

1 are coupled with the seedes of the starres, setting and putting
their contayned into the maternall lappe. 1865 DICKENS
Mnt. Fr. in. iv, That s exactly what Ma has been doing ,

interposed Lavvy, over the maternal shoulder, ever since we
got up this morning . 1894 K. GRAHAME/VrfvzH / . ro6 Obli
vious of. .the embrace maternal, the paternal smack.

c. Maternal language, tongue : mother tongue,
native language. Now rare.

The earliest recorded use both in Fr. and Eng.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. III. xxiv. 192, I haue presumed and

emprised this forsayd translacion in to our englissh and ma
ternal tongue. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506)
I. vi. 52 These Crysten men ought for to knowe the Pater

noster, the Aue maria, and the Credo in theyr langage ma-

MATERNITY.
ternall. 1530 PALSGF. 895 To whom the sayd tonge is ma
ternall or naturall. 1632 LITHGOW Trim. x. 453 In Greeke,

Latine, or their maternall tongues. 1858^9 MAKSH Eng.
Laiig.i. (1860) 24 English-speaking missionaries have planted
their maternal dialect at scores of important points.

lid. nonce-use. Belongingtoone smothercoiintry.
1761-9 FALCONER Shifan-. (1796) i. 138 Heaven. .Restored

them to maternal plains at last.

2. Of persons, animals, or personified things :

a. That is a mother, or one s mother. Now rare.

1513 DOUGLAS SEncis yn. xiii. 137 His cheif maternall

ciete full of mycht, Aricia, furth sent this worthy knycht
[L. insignem quern mater Aricia j/tisit]. 1659 HOWEI.I.

Lex., Brit. Im . To Kdr., The Cymraecan Toung, which
is ranked by all Glottographers among the fourteen Mater

nall, and independent vernacular Languages of Europe.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 31 But paternal and maternal

tyrants are the worst of all. 1873 Sat. Rett. 6 Sept.

309/2 The rooks bereave many a maternal pheasant that

haunts the covers commanded by the rookery.

b. Having the instincts ol motherhood, motherly.
1784 COWFEX Task in. 436 As if in her [Winter] the stream

of mild Maternal nature had reversed its course. 1817
SHELLEY Rt*v. Islam \. \\xiii. 7 Maternal earth, who doth

her sweet smiles shed For all. 1891 GERTRUDE ATHERTON
naauisiuoiuau ii, She is not maternal . . 1 never saw a baby
held so awkwardly.

c. slang. Used ellipt. as sb. = MOTHER.
1867 Routledgcs Ev. Boy s Ann. Dec. 728 Then is the

governor driven to his wits end.., while the maternal has

to rouse herself up out of her arm-chair (etc.].

3. Inherited or derived from a mother; related

through a mother or on the mother s side.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Maternal.. on the mothers side.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2&amp;gt; III. 378 The same gradation
takes place in the maternal line. 1828 B. B. WISNER Mem.
Susan Huntington i On the maternal side Mrs. Hunt-

ington was descended from.. the Rev. John Elliot. 1837
LYTTON E. Maltrat . i. xii, From a maternal relation, Ernest

inherited an estate of about four thousand pounds a-year.

1854 THACKERAY Neivcomcs v. I. 49 When he was first

brought home a sickly child, consigned to his maternal aunt.

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. v. 264 Alongside of

him stood his maternal uncle.

4. Of benevolent organizations : Providing for the

requirements of maternity.
1856 KINGSLEV Led. Lailies 57 There are clubs, clothing-

clubs, shoe-clubs, maternal-clubs. 1890 Century Diet, s.v.,

Maternal association ; maternal hospital.

6. Phys. Of parts of the placenta : Uterine

(opposed iofa-taT).
1816 J. & C. BELL Anal. .$ PhysM. Body (ed. 4) III. 465

The maternal part of the placenta is thrown off w-ith the other

secundines. 1890 Syd. Sac. Lex., Maternal namtrmut,
..the decidua vera, decidua reflexa, and decidua serotina.

6. Pertaining to the matrix of algae.

1871 H. C. WOOD Fresh-w. Algae U. S. (1874) 100 Nu
merous cells., are arranged on the periphery at equal dis

tances, and are connected by the maternal jelly. 1874 Ibid.

16 Filaments simple.. floating in a maternal jelly.

Maternality (msetajnae liti). [f. MATERNAL
a. + -1TY.] The quality or condition of being
maternal ;

motherhood ; //. (nonce-ttse) motherly
remarks or discourse.

1711 BAILEY, Maternality, Mother-hood, &c. [sic}. 1865
Miss MULOCK Chr. Mistake iv. 90 It was worse, far worse,
than poor Mrs. Ferguson s stream of foolish maternalities,

i vulgar, but warm and kindly, and never ill-natured.

Materualize (mata analaiz), v. rare. [f.

MATERNAL a. + -IZE.] trans, a. To make ma
ternal, b. absol. To employ maternal methods

(iionce-use).

1877 T. SINCLAIR Mount (1878) 296 Comte and Giorge
Eliot would methodise, paternalise, and materialise, till

there would be nothing at all wrong in their curious Eden.

1896 A. LANG in Longm. Mag: Jan. 315 Blanche Amoryand
the maternalised Laura. 1899 AoHUmyy* Sept. 331/1 The

subjection of women has involved the materialising of man.

He has had to love and care for someone besides himself.

Maternally (mata-Jnali), adv. [-LY
2
.]

In a

maternal manner; on the maternal side
; f as one s

mother tongue.
1633 LITHGOW Trav. ill. 116 Tiiey speake vulgarly and

Maternally here the Hebrew tongue. 1817 G. ROSE Diaries

(1860) I. 17, I am descended, .maternally from the family nt

Rose of Westerclune. 1868 BROWNING Ring ff ISk. ix. 1 177

A brow maternally severe. 19031 A. LANG Hist. .V.c/. II.

xiii. 355 The heir presumptive is inateriKilly of the house

of Ardkinglass.

Materualiiess (matounalni s). [f. MATEKNAL
a. + -NESS.] Motherliness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Matenialness, motherliness, motheily
Aflection. 111839 GALT I liintn

i&amp;gt;J l&amp;gt;estiuy, etc. (1840) 74
The patted cheek, the fond maternalm-ss.

Materne, obs. form of MARTEN.

t Maternine, a. Ms.&quot;, [f. L. ma/ern-tis +

-1NE.] Maternal. 1613 COCKEIIAM /./. . Did. n.

Maternity (mat.V.miti). [ad. F. maternitl --

med.L. maternitas, f. L. matern-us: see MATKRNAL
and -ITY.]
1. The quality or condition of being a mother ;

the character or relation of a mother ;
motherhood.

1611 COTGR., Matertiili , maternitie. 1633 (H. HAWKINS]
1 artlten. Sacra 47 In the Violet Marie may you consider

. .the golden coulourof Maternitie or Charilie in her; since

her Charitie was the cause of her Maternitie. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Maternity, motherhood, the Ijeing a mother.

1847 CAROL. WISKMAN Unreal. Anglic. /&amp;gt;V//&amp;lt;/Ess. (1853)

424 It is impossible to realize a belief in the maternity 01

the Blessed Virgin, without thus considering her. 1874 J.

TAYLOR l-.trtisc. Res. 57 A state of society in which.. mater-



MATERTERAL.

nity constituted the only relationship that could legally be

recognised. iSyy i ovKGEEFtuj/ s Err. i. 9 The wife of a year,

as the perils of maternity drew nigh in the absence of her

husband. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 23 Even_in the

lowliest world of plants the lalxnirs of Maternity begin.

fb. Asatitleof the mother superior of aconvcnt.
a 1693 Urquharts Rabelais lit. xxxiv. 287 The Pope did

represent to their Maternities.

c.
I

S&QI\.[Q\ maternity hospital. [SoF.#ta/tfrtt*&.]
1889 Lancet 7 Sept. 509/2 The hospital, .has also a

larg&amp;lt;:

extern maternity attached.

2. The character or qualities properly belonging
to a mother; motherliness.

1804 Something Odd 1,1.
186 Mr. Macdonald was delighted

at this maternity. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. J
oor^ Kelations,

His stars are perpetually crossed by the malignant ma
ternity of an old woman, who persists in calling him her

son Dick . 1841 ORDERSON Creol. xv. 175 An interesting
loveliness that endeared her.. to the maternity of the two

elderly ladit-s. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. \Y.

(ed. 2) 154 The tender maternity of the bird.

3. attrib. : maternity hospital, a hospital for the

reception and treatment ofwomen during the period
of confinement ;

so maternity nurse, ward, etc.

1881 [see EXTERN B. 2 c]. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Mar.

591/1 Manchester has long felt the want of a maternity
hospital. 1902 Daily Chron. i Mar, 4/3 Miss F., a maternity
nurse. 1903 Strand Mag. Apr. 423/1 In addition to the

general wards there are.. a maternity department [etc.].

Materteral (matauteral), a. humorously pe
dantic,

[f. L. malertcra maternal aunt.] Character
istic of an aunt. So Mate-rterine a.

1823 W. TAYLOR ill Monthly Rev. CII. 447 With ma
ternal and materteral anxiety. 1874 M. COLLINS Frances
1 1. 95 A kindly materterine message.

Matery, obs. form of MATTER si.l, MATTERY.

Mateship (nvi-t|Jip). [f.
MATE i*.- + -smp.]

1. The condition of being a mate; companion
ship, fellowship ; t equality.
1593 NASHE Christ s T. 30 Empery admitteth no matc-

shyppe. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh vn. 1088, 1 sate

among them equally, In fellowship and mateship. 1897 P.
WARUNG Tales Old Regime 215 It was pleasant, as it was
unusual, this mateship.

fMatesy. Obs. [? var. of MATHESIS.]
c 1470 HARDING Chron. xcvn. xviii, Walshemen . . haue suche

aprophecyefwc.of the reconquest of England). Thusstande
they yet, m suche fonde matesye, In truste of whiche vague
fantasye [etc.].

Matey (m&amp;lt;?i-ti). [f. MATE sb.- : see -Y.] A
diminutive of MATE s6.2 ; a companion, mate.
1833 MARRVAT / . Simple viii, I asked of a bystander who

these people were, and he told me that they were dock-yard
mateys. 1889 P. H. EMERSON Eng. Idyls 56 Good-night,
matey , concluded the voice in the fast fading barge.

Mateyns, mateynys, obs. ff. MATINS.

Matfell&amp;lt;m(m3e-t|febn). Obs.e-nc.dial. Forms:
4 matfelonn, 5 matefeloun, maidfeloun, mat-
felon(e, mathfelonn, mattefelon, 6 mater-
fil(l)on, matflllon, matreflllon, 6- matfellon.

[a. OF. matefelon, app. f. mate-r MATE v. + felon
FELON 2

; named from supposed curative properties.]
KNAPWEED ; also black matfellon.

01387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 24 Jada nigra,
matfelonn. 14. . [see KNAPWEED], 1450 Alphita (Anecd.
Oxon.) 83/2 lacea nigra, mathfelonn. 1483 Cat/1. Angl.
230/2 Mattefelon (J/.V. .-I . Matfelone) ; iafen, herba est. 1578
LYTE Dodoens i. Ixxiii.

io&amp;gt;
The fourth is now called on

Shoppes lacea nigra, and Materfilon : and it hath none
other name knowen vnto vs. 1597 GERARDE Herbal 11.

ccxcix. 704. 1640 PARKINSON T/ieat. Dot. 469 We call
it in English Hullweede, and Knapweede, as also Mat
fellon. 1758 MRS. DF.LANV in Life ft Corr. (1861) III. 507
Matfellon and figwort flourish here remarkably. 1766
Museum Rust. VI. 451 Common, or Black Knapweed, Mat-
fellon, Black Matfellon, or Bulweed. 1829 GLOVER Hist.

Derby I. 124 Centanrea Jacea, common knapweed or mat-
fellow [IK-]. 1866 Treas. Hot. 724/2.

Math ! (mobV Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. D.
1

).

Forms : i
maej&amp;gt;, 6-7 mathe, 6- math. [OE. mxp

(once in Bosw.-T., gender not shown), = MHO.
mat, mM- neut. and fem. (mod.G. malid fem.)
f. OTeut. root m;t- to Mow.
The normal moil. 1C. form would have been meatJi

(m&amp;lt;|&amp;gt;);

the existing form is due to the shortening of the vowel
through loss of stress in the combinations aftermath latter-
math, day-math. Cf. MOWTM.]
A mowing ; the amount of a crop mowed. (See
AFTEKMATH, I)AY( S-MATH, LATTERMATH.)
963 Lease in Birch Cart,d. Sa.r. III. 343 pat he mid

eallum crafte twuja on scare [t insert wyrce] sne to mxbe& o3re sioe to ribe. [1523, 1530 : see AFTERMATH, LATTER-
MATH.] 1585 HIGINS Nomenclator 124 Fccmtm cordnni,
te math, or lateward hay. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I 573When this hearbe Medica or Claver grasse beginneth once

&amp;gt; Hour, cut it downe.. .Thus you may have sixe mathes in
oneyeare. 1633 Br. HALL Hard Texts, Amos vii. 557 The

st mowing thereof for the King s use (which is wont to be
oner then the common mathe). a 1656 USSHER Ann. iv.
5) 37 At the end of the spring, at the second math of

jrasse. t8o4 COLEBROOKE Htisb. Bengal (1806) 71 Revenue
arawn from

fruit-trees, pastures, and math, and rent of
fisheries.

II Math 2
(mzJth). Indian. Also mirth, mutt.

Hindi math, repr. Skr. matha, hut, cottage.] A
Hindoo convent of celibate mendicants.
1834 Baboo II. i. 3 He was to drive to an old Mutb near

Garden Reach. 1862 BEVEKIDGG Hist. India II. iv. ii. 7,
I hey live like other mendicants collected in maths. 1883Madras Mail 5 Dec. 26/1 Mutts and temples are closed
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to him. 1885 Sm W. HfNTER /////. Gaz. India XIII. 323
There are two maths or religious establishments!.! the village.

Mathe. Obs. (? exc. St. : see E. D. D.) Forms :

I mafia, ma)m, 2-6
maj&amp;gt;e, mathe, 3 meaUe, (4

matj&amp;gt;e), 5 math, methe; S c. 5 maith, 6 rneathe, 9
maithe. [OE. tnuf&amp;gt;a

wk. masc., mafu str. fem.,
cogn. w. OS. malho (Strasb. gl.) (MI hi., MI.G.,
mod.Du. matlc), OII(j. mado mnsc. (Ml Hi. made
masc., mod.G. made fem.), Goth, mapa : OTeul.

*maj&amp;gt;on-, *ma/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&quot;:,

of obscure origin : some have

comparedSkr. w//Cv?bug.] A maggot, giub,worni.
c 1000 I t c. in \Vr.-\ViiIt:ker 205/8 Cnne.i . .

ma(&amp;gt;a. c looo
^KLFRIC Gloss, ibid. 122/3 Cimex, mabu. a 1240 Suivlt-s
Wardc in Cott. Horn. 251 As meaSen iforrotet llesch. c 1330
Arth.KtMfrl. 484 iKiilbing) For he lete cristcn wcdde haben
&meyntourblod, as flescheS: matben. a v&o Minor Poems
fr. Yemen MS. 447/167 Heore bodies bat weoren so softc
I-baben. -perhitschal cre[&amp;gt;e

fill of Maben. a 1425 L ntsor l\l.

1 1836 (Trin.)Mabcs [other tex Is wonnes] cruk-il in him |in.
a 1440 Proinp. Pat . . 321/1 Make, mathe, wyi in yn be (leslu-.

(-1460 in Rel. Ant. I. ;;o2 Fur n:ethys that uevoiith the

pennys of an hawk, i- 1470 HKNKVSON Mar. Fal-, I. (Cock f,-

Jaspi xi. Riches. .Quhilk maith [t .r. moith], nor moist, nor
vther rust can screit. 1481 CAXTON Reynard x.vviii. (Arb.)
69 Yonder lyeth a dede hare full of mathes and wormes.
15*3 FnzHERB. Hnsb. 45 If a shepe bane mathes, ye shall

perceyue it by her bytynge [etc.]. - 1585 MONIGOMEKIK
Flyting 7c. Pohvart 319 The mair and the migraine, with
the meatlies in the melt.

Mathe : see MATK, MATH!, MAYTHE(H, MKATII.

t Ma thele, v. Obs. [OE. maielian (also
mteSlan : see MEI.L V. 1

), (. mssSel meeting, dis

cussion = OS., OIIO. mahal assembly, tribunal,
Goth. ma]il : OTeut. *//&quot;*.] intr. and trans.

To speak; to talk, prate. Hence tMaSelungr 1/ /.

sli., f MaSelinde pfl. a.; -\ MatSelere, a talker;

|
MaSelild, a female chatterer, gossip.
BiOMitlf 371 HroSgar mabelode, helm Scyldinga : Ic

hine cilice cnihtwesende . c 725 Corpus (iloss. C 854
(Hessels) Contionatur, maftalade duclamat. a 1000 in Na
pier O. E. Glosses 38/1419 I eroositiK, gewyrd, mabelung.
a 1000 Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 212/17 Contionalor, i. locutor,
motere, nel mabelere. a 1225 After. A . 74 Hore muS
madeleo euer. Ibid. 80 Heob openeS hire mu5 mid muchc
maSelunge, ^t brekeS silence [etc.]. Ibid., Ne blo\ve ^e hire

[hope] nout ut mid maSelinde liiu3e, ne mid ^eoniinde
tuteles. Ibid. 88 Ane maSclild [MS. T. inaoelere] j) maSeleA
hire all be talen of be loilde.

Mathematic (mreb/mje-tik), a. anil sb. Also

4 (sb. sense i), matematik, 6 methamatio, 4-7
mathematique. [The adj., first recorded in the
i6th c., is ad. F. mathiniatique or its source L.

mathlmaiicUS, ad. Gr. /wtfl^^aTi/fos, f. ^a;;^nT-,
ftaOr/fia something learned, science, f. root of ^ar-
Oavfiv to learn. The substantival senses H. j (from
I4th c.) and B. 2 (from i6th c.) are, so far ns Eng.
is concerned, independent words, but are placed
together here because they represent absol. or

elliptical applications of the Gr.-Latin adj.]
A. adj.

= MATHEMATICAL a., in various senses.

Now rare.

549 Compl. Scat. vi. 62 Ptholoinc, aucrois, aristotel, ga-
lien, ypocrites or Cicero. ..var expert practicians in metha-
matic art. 1370 DEE Math. I rcf. *, For the causes alleged
..in respect of my Art Mathematike generall. 1593 PKELK
Hon. of Garter, Ad Mxunatem Prol. 8 That admirable
Mathematique skill, Familiar with the starres and Zodiack
(To whom the heaucn lyes open as her booke). a 1609
DONNE Lett., To Sir H. Goodycre (1651) 163 A Mathema
tique point, which is the most indivisible and unique thing
which art can present. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 602 They
were wise astrologers, who by the Mathematicke art (as

Cyprian speaketh) knew the force and course of the planets.
111619 FoiiiERBV Atheom. n. ix. 4 (1622) 297 Like the
Punctual is in Mathematicke body. 1664 H. MORE Mysl.
/HI /. 270 That the Seven-beaded Beast cannot be the
Turkish Empire, we may conclude with Mathematick cer
titude. i67oWALLis in Rigaud Carr. Set. Men (1841) II.

519 Mathematic books . . to be had very cheap, a 1680
BUTLER Kern. (1759) I. 214 The mathematic Lines, Where
Nature all the Wit of Man confines. 1700 W.\LLIS in Col
lect. (O. H. S.) I. 320 There be mathematick lectures. 1705
Loud. Gaz. No. 4116/1 Isaac Newton Esq. ; formerly Ma
thematick Professor. 1807 BVRON Th. Coll. F.xai. \, De
nouncing dire reproach to luckless fonls, Unskill d to plod
in mathematic rules. 1850 LVNCH Tlu-o. Trin. xii. 235 He
..went to matbematic studies. 1863 LD. LVTTON AY;/;,-

Atnasis II. 266 From his earliest years, he had brought,
with mathematic precision, his voice, his manners, e.ven the
lines of his face, into a harmony undisturbed by expression.
B. sl&amp;gt;.

1. [a. OF. mathematique (mod.F. mathematique~)
--

Sp. matematit a, Pg. mnthematica, It. matetna-

tica, ad. L. mathematica (sc. ars mdiscifltaa), Gr.

naerjfiaTtKrj (sc. rfx&quot;1, Otapla), fem. of L. mathi-

malleus, Gr. f*adij[j.aTtrjt: see above. &,(j.mathe-

malik.} Mathematical science, MATHEMATICS.
The word became obs. early in the i7th c.

,
but has been

revived by some writers in the latter part of the loth c.

(? after G. mathematik}, for use instead of mathematics in

contexts where the unity of the science is emphasized.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 342 pis witt bat crist spekib of

stonde|&amp;gt; not in mannes lawe, ne in obur curiouse lawes, as

matematik, or lawes of kynde. 1390 GOWER
C^onf.

III.

89 The thridde point of Theorique, Which cleped is Mathe
matique, Devided is in sondri wise.. .The ferste uf whiche
is Arsmetique, And the secounde is seid Musique, The
thridde is ek Geometric, Also the ferthe Astronomic.

1586 T. H. La Primand. Fr. Acad. i. (1589) 72 Al arts and
sciences handled by reason were divided into three prin-

MATHEMATICAL.
cipnll kindes: into Philosophic, Rhetorike and Mathe-
niatike. 1594 K. ASIILI-.V tr. I.oys le Roy 25 h, Phylosophy,
Hhyncksand the Mathematick, were translated out ofthe
Greeke into Arabian. 1605 B.U;ON Adv. Leant. \\, viii. g i

Another part of Nalurnll philosophic., is inatheinaticke. 1854HlCKOK Aft-nttil Sci. 125 All puru mathematic is thus a
science of pure intuition. 1881 Aihenxutn 27 AUR. 26^/1
Mr. Venn points out most clearly the distinction between
symbolic logic and symbolic mathematic. [But Mr. Venn
has mathematics .]

f 2. [.id. I,. mathcmaHtits, dr. fMOypaTtKus. Cf.

Sp. matemdtuo, l&amp;gt;g.
viathcmatico

y It. matcma-
tico\ also l)u. matheniatictts

t
(1. mathematiker]A mathematician. In translations from late L.

olten : An astrologer. Obs.

i547-64 UAULDWIN Mor. / ////,. (Palfr.) 7 Archelaus..
\\as iirst an hearer of Antilochus a inathcinntii ke. 1579-80
NORTH flutarc/t, Solon (1595 87 Hippocrates the inatht:-
matike. 1587 GOLDJNG DC Momay xxvi. 403 i uteoti a
Mathematicke dt-clareth expresly in a booke, what it (ttie

Arkc] contained foote by foote. 1598 SVLVISIIH /&amp;gt;/,

!&amp;gt;artas \\. ii. nr. Colonies 294 i he Memphian Priests were
deep Philosophers, .and great Mathematikes, ?ci6oo /&amp;gt;is-

tmeted Eip. i. i. in llullen O. PL III. 169, I have seem:
Your conference with witches.. and the damned frye Of
cheating mathematicks. 1610 HKAI.KV St. Aug. Citic oj
Ci oitv. ix. (1620) iy7 Those cornet-lures of the Muthrnatkjues
he layeth flat. 1688 R. HOI.MK Amionry n. 277. Mathe-
mati&amp;lt; k, one that Calculateth Nativities, an Astrologer, or a
Mathematician.

j
3. //. Dice mathematically tine . Obs.

1692 AfintigMi, S/ t-ff/. 1 afi-ntt, /
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;}

*, etc. (1871) 2 A new
sort of dice knowne by the name of matheniaticks, CUlt per
fectly square by a mold. 1721 [sue llociOR sb. 12].

Hence f Mathematic v. trans,
t

to bring out
with mathematical accuracy.
1627-77 FIU.TIIAM Resolves n. \.\ix. 218 Words cnm&amp;lt;- m,i

then digested and matbematic d out, by ..reason, but (etc. j.

Mathematical (ma.-|v
v

in;-L--tikal), a. and sb.

Also 6 methematycall, mathametical, mate-
matical.

[f.
L. ffia//??w/atc-i(SjSee MATHEMATICS.

and -ICAL,] A. adj.
1. Of, pertaining to, relating to, or of the nature

of, mathematics.

1530 KASIKI.L /&amp;gt; /-. Pwgat. n. MX, The metliemaiycall
styei.s. 1538 STAHKF.Y tinglami \. \. 16 The conclusyonys
f,J&quot;aitys mathematical are euer referryd tutheyr pryncypullys.
1570 ttiL!.iNG&amp;gt;4i.KY Em lid 357 1&amp;gt;,

The ^nat Mechanical! vse

(I esides Mathematical! Considerations) which [etc.]. 1646
;

Sin T. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. iii. 76 A piuMeme Malhemati-
( all, to fmde out the difference of houn.^ in different plat . s.

i6QoI.orK|.. Ihtnt. f W. iv. iv. 6 (1695) 324 The KnnuU-.l-r
i we may have of Mathematical Truth-., I* not only certain, but
! real Knowledge. 1785 Ki in Intell. /Vii tv.v 607 Mathema

tical notions are founed in the understanding by an abstrac-

I

tion of another kind, out of the rude percept ions ufour senses.

1843 KUSKIN Arrows o/Chace (1880) I. 21 VVe will listen to
i no comments on Newton from people who have no matin-

i

matical knowledge.
b. Such as is recognized \&amp;gt;y

mathematics ; being
what the name imports in mathematics. Chiefly

i

in mathematicalpoiftt \ see POINT sb,

The scholastic term mathematical body was much bandied

|

about in the transubstantiation controversies of the i6th c.,

i
and gave rise to much misunderstanding, being variously

!
taken to mean (i) a body having .spatial accidents, and

! ( . ) a body consisting of mere spatial accidents (without
substance).

1547 HOOPER Christ $ Office viii. H viij b, Then it is no

body for a trew body phisicalland maternal ical : asChristes

l.ody is: cannot be except it ocopi place. 1549 IJONNKR in

Foxe A.
&amp;gt;y

Jlf. (1563) 700 [Hooper] in effect denieih the

verity of Christes blessed body vpon the crosse, calling it

Mathematical. 1570 DEE Alat/t. Pr,-f. *j, Of Mathema-
ticall t hinges, are two principall kindes ..Number, and Mag-

;
nitude, 1660 JI-:K. TAYLOR Duct, Dnbit. n. iii. rule u. 17

Negative precepts have no parts of duty, no degrees of

obedience, hut consist in a Mathematical point. 1840
I.AKUNi .R Ccont. i. 7 If a mathematical point be conceived
to move through sj ace,, .leaving, .a trace.., that trace.,

will be a mathematical line. 1897 M. DZIEWICKI n r

ytli/*s
J &amp;lt;- f.ogitn u8y9) III. Inlrod. so Christ s Body.. is present
without cither position 01 shape. The bread is not anni

hilated ; what remains is n purely mathematical body, but
not nothing.

C. Learned or skilled in, studying or teaching,
mathematics.

1522 SKKLTON Why not to Court 705 But let mi masters
mathematical Tell you the rest, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholtm.

(Arb.) 34 Marke all Mathematical heades which be only and

wholy bent to those sciences. 1622 PKACHAM Compl. Cent.

ix. (1634) 77 Mr. Doctor Hood, sometime Mathematicall
Lecturer m London. 1692 LUTIKELL BriefRel. (18571 U-

327 The governour of Christs hospitall waited on the king
with the mathematical boys. 1713 J. WARD Yttg. Math.
Guide A i b, H. Ditton, Master of the New Mathematical
School in Christ s Hospital. 1837 WHEXVELL Hist, Induct.
Sci. (1857) I. 253 The Science of the mathematical mechan
ician. 1839 Penny Cyct. XV. 12/1 The mathematical stu

dent. Ibid.i He will neitfier impede nor advance his mathe
matical rarecr.

d. Adapted to be used in mathematical opera
tions. Afathematical instruments , now usually, the

instruments (such as compasses, rulers, scales, pro

tractors) employed in drawing geometrical figures.

i6s N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. iv. (1635) 78 Philosophers
haue found out by diners Mathematicall instruments. 1663
COWI.EV College Wks. 1721 II. 567 A Mathematical Chamber
furnish d with all Sorts of Mathematical Instruments, being
an Appendix to a Library. 1678 MOXON Klech. Dyalling $\
Mathematical Instrument-Makers. 1696 Land. Gaz. No.

3224/4 Lost. .,a small Pocket-Rook of Mathematical Paper.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. ii, A large table filled with globes,
and spheres, and mathematical instruments. 1849 NOAD

96



MATHEMATICALLY.
Electricity (ed. 3) 284 A celebrated mathematical instrument-

maker.

2. transf. Of proofs, certitude, precision, etc. :

Resembling what is found in mathematics ; rigor

ously exact.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. \\. i. 3 To bring matters of

fact into Mathematical demonstrations. 1664 H. MORI;

Myst. Iniq, iv. 10 It will follow with certitude plainly Ma
thematical. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. vii. (1693) J 7 J sup

pose all the Particles of Matter to be . . situated in an exact

and mathematical evenness. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend

(1865) 124 A theory conducted throughout with mathe
matical precision.

b. Constructed with mathematical regularity.

1776 BURNEY Hist. Mns, I. 449 The voice varied a little

up and down, and did not strictly keep to one mathematical

line of tone. 1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets \, (1870) 3 Plato

banished the poets from his Commonwealth, lest their_de-

scriptions of the natural man should spoil his mathematical

man. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool i. xiv, Within are

straight paths and mathematical grass-plots.

f3. Astrological. Obs.

1548 HOOPER Declar, Commandm. \\. 90 Thowghe I..

damne this damnable art Mathematical!, I do not damne
souche other artes and sciences as be associatyd and annexid

with this vnlawfull Astrologie. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in.

viii. 9 That Egyptian and Chaldasan wisedome Mathe-

maiicall, wherewith Moses and Daniell were furnished.

1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinquart. (ed. 2) 90 He pretended a

full perswasion of a Mathematical fate or destiny, yet.. he
was out of measure afraid of Thunders.

f 4. Mechanical. Obs.

1565 JEWEL RepL Harding 419 The Mathematical Dooue,
that Architas Tarentinus made, that was hable to flie alone.

f5. = GKOMKTKICAL. Obs.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. (1634) 367 Cosmographers
in their descriptions of the world . . fill the same with strange

lieasts, Birds, and Fishes, and with Mathematicall Lines.

1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes, Dr. Scarborough vi. noti t

Archimedes, .being found in his Study drawing Mathe
matical Lines for the making of some new Engines to pre
serve the Town.

B. sb.

1. //. Mathematical objects, rare.

1555 EDEN Decades 324 Such vniforme paries as arejn
mathematicals. 1904 Athenxnm 23 Apr. 521/3 Dr. Caird

is. .right. .In rejecting the ascription to Plato of the concep
tion of matheiuaticaU as an intermediate grade of being
between ideas and sensiblcs. [Dr. Caird s own words are

mathematical principles .]

f2. pi. Mathematics; astrology. Obs.

1563 SHUTE Archit. A ij b, By a sertaine- kinred and affi-

nitie [it] is knit vnto all the Mathematicalles which sciences

and knowledges are frendes. 1566 PAINTER Pal, Pleas. II.

175 b, The rare knowledge of Mathematicalls and other

hydden and secrete Artes. 1594 CARF.W Ihtartts Exam.
Wits (1596) 103 From a good imagination spring all the

Arts and Sciences.. .Such are Poetrie, Eloquence, Musicke,
..the Mathematicals, Astrologie [etc.]. Ibid. 117 They
profit well in the Mathematical, and in Astrologie, because

they haue a ^ood imagination, a 1619 FOTHKKUV Athconi.

n. ix. i (1622) 295 Mathematical* are proportioned vntu

diuinitie, as rhe shadow to the Body.

t 3. A mathematician or astrologer. Obs.

1566 PAINTKR Pal. Pleas. II. 376 A Scholar, .learneth a

more cunnyng lecture of Mystresse Helena, than he didde of

the subtillcst Sorbone Doctor, or other Mathematicall from

whence hee came. 1577 tr. Bullingers Decades (1592) Ti6

The signes in the firmament shall be strange Gods, if wee

being deceiued with the Mathematicals shall wholie hang
on them. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay viii. 94 Protagoras was
banished Athens for it, and the Mathematicals were vtterly
condemned for it.

Hence f Mathematicality, f Mathematical-

ness, mathematical quality ; formal accuracy.
1641 Exam. Answ. Reas. agst. Votes Bps, Purl. 27 If

they by their Ordination bee bounded Morally, the House
of Commons will never .. trouble themselves about the

Mathematicality of the Vow. 1698 [R. FERGUSON] View
Eccles. 99 The Art and Mathematicalness cf Thinking.

Mathematically (moeI&amp;gt;/&quot;rn;xrtikaU)(
adv. [f.

MATHEMATICAL a. + -LY -.]

1. In a mathematical manner; by mathematical

methods
; according to mathematical principles.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. aij, A Point, by his motion, pro-

duceth, Mathematically, a line. 1579 J. JONES Preserv.

Boilic y Soule i. xl. 90 Whether they be Mathematically
measured, or Metaphisically pondered. 1668 WILKINS AVi?/

Char. 163 He [Joh. Buteo] proves Mathtmattcally that there

was a sufficient capacity in the Ark, for the conteining all

those things it was designed for. 1730 A. GORDON MaffeVs
Amphith, 362 It being .. mathematically repugnant, that

part of the Arch of a Circle can be at the same lime ellip

tical. 1847-8 H. MILLEK First Impr. xvii. (1857) 283 If in

the science of i;_ omeiry, it must be settled mathematically.
2. \\ith mathematical accuracy or exactness.

1567 MATLET Gr. Forest n Iris is a kinde of Stone Mathe
maticall ye wrought. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. vii.

Si. 3 Dial Planes are not Mathematically in the very Planes
of Great Circles ; for then they should have their Centers in

the Center of the Earth. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 228
His Government of the World is no less Mathematically
exact than his Creation of it. a 1715 BURNET Own Time
(1724) I. 295 Was their opinion so mathematically certain,
that they [etc.]? 1814 D. STEWART Hum.Mind\\. ii. 3. 163
The correctness of the solution is as mathematically certain,
ns the truth of any property of the triangle, or of the circle.

t 3. As regards quantity or number. Obs.

1607 SchoL Disc. ngst. Antichr, \.\. 35 The chaunge..was
mathematically little.

Mathema ticaster. rare. [quasi
-
L., f.

mathematics$ : see -ASTEH.] A petty or inferior

mathematician.

1872 DE MORGAN Budget of Paradoxes 483 Mr. Slum..
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converted the idea into that of a hit at Mathematicasters,
as easily as he turned the Warren acrostic into Jarley.

Mathematician (mze:j&amp;gt;z&quot;matrjan).
Forms : 5

-icion, 6 -ieien, matimatioian, 6- mathema
tician, [ad. F. mathtmaticien, f. L. mathematicus ,

mathematica, MATHEMATIC sb. i and 2 : see -IAN.]

One who is skilled or learned in mathematics.

1432-50 tr. liigdm (Rolls) IV. 469 Puttenge in to exile

mony mathematicions [1387 TREVISA mathematicos] and

philosophres. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. *iij, The Rule of False

positions .. by two excellent Mathematiciens .. enlarged.

1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 370 The Globe of the

earth.. is after the Mathematicians computation one and

twentie thousand miles in compasse and above. 1687 LUT-

TRELI. Brief Ret. (1857) I. 396 Sir Samuel Morland, the

mathematician, is lately married. 1803 IMISON Sci. * Art
I. 261 It [the pump] was first invented by Ctesibius, a mathe

matician of Alexandria, about 120 years B.C. 1821 J. Q.
ADAMS in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 139 A committee

. .consisting of five of tbe ablest members of the academy
and most eminent mathematicians of Europe.

t b. An astrologer. Chiefly Hist, as rendering
of L. mathlmaticus, Obs.

1589 RIDER Bill. Sc/wl., A Mathematician. ..2. Chaldzus.

1591 HORSEY Tray. (Hakl. Soc.) 173 He..was verie inquisi

tive with one Elizious Bomelius.. Doctor of phizicke in
JEjlg-

land, a rare matimatidan magicion ,
. . what years Quen

Elizabeth was of. 1611 COTGR., Mathemaiicien. a Mathe
matician ;..a caster of Natiuities. 1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra
v. iv. 327 Mathematicians, among the Romans, were for

some time, specially meant of Astrologers, or Star-Prophets.

1710 SHAFTESB. Ckarac., Adv. Anth. in. i. (1711) I. 289

Astrologers, Horoscopers, and other such are pleas d to

honour themselves with the Title of Mathematicians.

Mathematicize (miej /mis tisaiz), v. [f.

MATHEMATIC a. + -IZE.] a. trans. To consider or

treat in a mathematical manner. b. inlr. To
reason mathematically; to make mathematical

calculations. Hence Mathema ticizing ///. a.

1849 FROUDK Nemesis 161 The dry mathematicizing reason.

1885 MRS. H. WARD Amiel s Jrnl. (13 Dec. 1859) I. 131 The
mind of Naville is mathematical and his objects moral. His

strength lies in mathematicising morals.

IVTathema tico-, used as combining form of

I., malhematictts in hyphened compounds with the

sense partly mathematical and partly .

1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil, III. iii. 274 Their conti

nental neighbours both in Germany and France were push
ing forward in the career of niathematico-physical discovery.
1881 JKVONS in Nature XXIII. .(85 Recent contributions

to mathematico-logical science.

Mathematics (msetiftnse tiks), si. pi. [pi. of

MATHEMATIC H. I. Cf. F. les mathi!maligaes (fern.).
Gr. had the neut. pi. ra ^adtj^aTiKa in the sen^e of mathe

matical objects, principles, facts, etc., as well as the fern.

&amp;gt;j tiaOrittaTiicri mathematical science, MATHEMATIC B. i. The
Fr. and Eng. use of the plural (known from the i6th c.)

seems to have originated as an elliptic expression for mathe-
matic sciences

,
and to have had at first no connexion with

the Gr. use of the neuter plural. The analogy of names
of sciences like//yi/rJ, nretaphysics (in which the pi. form
is of Gr. origin) has, however, caused the sing, to he_ in

English entirely superseded by the plural ; in Fr., which
has not tbe plural form in the other instani.es, the sing.

niatheitiatitiue survives in use as well as the plural.]

Originally, the collective name for geometry,

arithmetic, and certain physical sciences (as astro

nomy and optics) involving geometrical reasoning.
In modern use applied, (a) in a strict sense, to the

abstract science which investigates deductively the

conclusions implicit in the elementary conceptions
of spatial and numerical relations, and which in

cludes as its main divisions geometry, arithmetic,

and algebra ;
and (/ ) in a wider sense, so as to

include those branches of physical or other research

which consist in the application of this abstract

science to concrete data. When the word is used

in its wider sense, the abstract science is distin

guished as pure mathematics, and its concrete

applications (e.g. in astronomy, various branches

of physics, the theory of probabilities) as applied
or mixed mathematics.
In early use always construed as a plural, and usually

preceded by the. In recent use the is commonly omitted,
and the sb is almost always construed as a sing., exc. in

(///&amp;lt;:) higher mathematics.

1581 MULCASTER Positions v. (1887) 35 Whose vse [sc. of

Drawing] all modelling, all mathematikes, all manuaries do
finde and confesse to be to so notorious and so needefull.

1587 HOLINSHEU Hist. Scot. 461/1 A learned man in all philo

sophic, astronomic and the other mathematiks. 1596 SHAKS.
Tam.S&r. i.i. 37 The Mathemaltckes, and the Metaphysickes
Fall to them as you find your stomackeserues you. Ibid. \\. i.

82 As cunning In Greeke, Latine, and other Languages, As
the other in Musicke and Mathetnatickes. ai6iS RALEIGH
Mahomet (1637) 14? He wrote divers bookes of tbe Mathe-

matiques. 1641 WILKINS Math. Magick I ii. (1648) 12

Mathematicks . . is usually divided into pure and mixed.

1696-7 WALLIS in Hearne R. Brnnne s Lattgtoft Pref. 147
Mathematicks (at that time..) were scarce looked upon as

Academical studies 1712 BENTLEY Corr. (1842) II. 449 Ma
thematicks was brought to that height, that [etc ]. 1726
SWIFT Gulliver i. i, Navigation, and other Parts of the Ma
thematics, useful to those who intend to travel. 1739 JOHN
SON Life BoerhanveTNV.?,. IV. 335 A very uncommon know
ledge of the mathemalicks. 1755 fl.in No. 35. 3 Mathe
matics derives its accuracy. -from logic. 1838 DE MORGAN
A ss.

,
Probab. 68 The approximative methods of the higher

mathematics. 1875 JOWETT Plato led. 2) IV. 271 By the

help of mathematics, we form another idea of space.

MATICIN.

t Mathematist. Obs. [f. Gr. ^fl^r- (see

MATHEMATIC) + -IST.] An astrologer.

579 J. JONES Present. Bodie f, Sonle \. xliv. 115 Not
regarding the words of. -the Chaldean Prophetes, or rather

Mathematists and Gymnosophistals.
Matkematize (m:e-b/matai:z), v. [Formed

as prec. + -IZE.]
= MATHEMATICIZK.

1719 Frcetliinker No. 117 P7 Persons of a Profession.,

have been advised by very great Men to Mathematize a

little, in order to acquire an habitual Caution in other
Studies. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) I. 365 If, e. g.,

you feel disposed to mathematise. 1894 Univ. Exten
sion Jrnl. i Oct. ji/2 The author has carefully avoided
the error of needlessly mathematising what can be better

described in words.

Mathemeg (marb/meg). [a. Cree mathemeg,
lit. ugly fish

,
t. mathe ugly + -meg, ending of

names of fishes. Watkins s Cree Diet, gives mnclte-

mak, which represents a dialectal variant.] A cat

fish inhabiting the North American lakes.

1787 PENNANT Arct. Zool. Suppl. 115 Mathemeg. In-

habits the lakes of Hudson s Bay. 1836 J. RICHARDSON
Fauna Bor. Ainer. HI. 135 Sihtrus (Pirtielodlis} Borealis

(Richardson), The Mathemeg. Ibid., The mathemeg or land

cod of the residents of the fur countries is taken sparingly.

Mathemes, obs. Sc. form of MATINS.

Mathen, obs. f. MAIDEN sb}, var. MAYTHEK.
Ma ther(n. dial. Also 6, 9 mathers.

&amp;lt;)

mad
ders, mauther(n,maythern,moitliern. [Variant
or derivative of MA\THE, MAYTHEN.] =MAYTHE.
1578 LYTE Dodoens 11. xxx. 185 Cotulafietida. Mathers

or stinking Comomill. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. ix. 241 This

[land] never requires a double stirring, nor must be made
too fine and light, for then it runs to May-weed, or Mathern,
as they call it. 1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts 258-268 Maud-

lin, or Mathern, or Wild Chamomile. These weeds usually

prevail when the ground is overworked or made too light.

1842 AKERMAN Wilts Gloss., Manthern, the ox-eyed daisy.

1863 BARNES Dorset Dial., Madders, or Mathers. The
stinking chamomile (anthemis cotula). 1879 Miss JACKSON
Shropsh. Word-btf., Maythern.. . Aloithi rn. 1880 JEFFERIKS
Gt. Estate 155 Last year there had been nearly as much
mathern (wild camomile), .as crop.

II Mathesis (mahf-sis). arch. Also (~&amp;gt; mathesi,

-y. [Gr. na8r)ais action of learning, f. root of

liavBdviiv to learn.]
In verse formerly often stressed ina thesis.

Mental discipline ; learning or science, esp. mathe

matical science. Also personified,
1426 LVUG. DeCuil. Pilgr. 21152 Mathesis. .Gaff yt (sc. a

hand signifying chiromancy] to me. 1538 LEI.AND /tut. IV.

63 Johannes Rous. .was well learned in those dayes in Ma
thesi. 1546 BALE Eng. AWtir/.-si. ^550)35 Hesett upagreat
scole at Caunterbury of all mailer scyences, as Rhetoryck,

Logyck, Philosophy, Mathesy [etc.]. 1593 PF.ELE Hon. of
Garter, Ad MsKcnattm Prol. 7 Thrice noble Earle,..That
artizans and schollers doost embrace, And clothest Mathesis

in rich ornaments, That admirable Mathein.iticjue skill [elc.1

1742 POI-E Dune. iv. 31 Mad Mathesis alone was naconfin o,

loo mad for mere material chains to bind. 1813 Morn.
C/mn. 10 Aug. in Spirit Pub. Jrnh. (1813) XVII. 205 As
erst old Mathesis in chair of state sat. tt 1876 M. COLLINS

Th. in Garden (1880) II. 218 They can make immense pro

gress in the infinite fields of malhesi&amp;gt;.

llMatlietic(mahe tik),&amp;lt;z. [ad. Gr./*fl0r;Ti(a&amp;gt;s per

taining to learning ; cogn. with prec.] Pertaining

to learning or scientific knowledge. Also (Bentham)
in combining form mathetico-.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestomathia n. i Mathetic. . exercises :

exercises, . . by which progress is made, proficiency obtained,

or a lesson got : simply mathetic, to distinguish them from

those which may he termed malhetiu -docimastic, .. by which

progress is made, and at the same time exhibited. Ibid. t&amp;gt;.

During the whole of the school-time, the scholars are, all of

them, employed, either in simply mathetic, in simply pro
bative, or in organic (i. e. mathetico-probative) exercises.

1865 J. GKOTK A-t//&amp;lt;?&amp;gt;-.
rhilns. l. 175 Technicalism ought to

stand upon a general basis of good mathetic logic.

Mathfelonn, obs. form of MATFELLON.

Mathiglin: see METHEGLIN.

Mathingis, obs. Sc. form of MATINS.

Mathook, variant of MATTOCK.

Matluirm (mae-jriurin). Also Mat(h)urine.

[Said to be named from the chapel of St. Mathurin

at Paris, near which they had a famous house.]

A member of the order of tegular canons (officially

called Trinitarians) founded (A.D. 1198) by St.

John of Matha for the redemption of Christian

captives. Also atlrib. or adj.
1611 COTGR., Matliurin, . , a Malhurin Frier ; (of th Order

of the Trinitie). 1693 Kinilianne s Hist, ^lonast. Ord. xiv.

Wks. Skelton I. Introd. 37 Robert Gaguin was minister-

general of the Maturities. 1900 w - WATT Aberdeen ,

Banff \\. 48 King William s Maturine establishment on the

bank of the Dee. 1904 WORDSWORTH & LITTI.EHALES Old

Service-aits. 289 The Trinitarian Order of St. Robert by

Knaresborough (English Mathurines).

Mati, obs. form of MATE.
Matias (mre tias). [Of obscure origin.] In

Matias bark = MALAMBO tart.

1844 HOHLYN Diet. Med., Klalambo bark, Matias^ bark,

the bark of a tree said to be procured from Columbia, and

used as a substitute for cinchona. 1890 Syd Soc. Lex.

Maticin (martisin). Chem. Also -ine. [f.

MATICO + -IN.] A bitter principle obtained from

the leaves of the matico-plant.



MATICO.

1844 HODGKS in Loud, etc. rhitfs. Mag- XXV. 206 A
yellowish-brown extractive matter, muticine, remained. 1871

WATlstr. Gme/in s UtinJlik. C/iem. XVIII. 234 Maticin.

Matico (matf lw). Also mateco, matica.

[Sp. ycrba Matico (yerba herb; Matico dim. of

Matco Matthew) ; alleged to be named from a

Spanish soldier who discovered its styptic pro

perties.]
A Peruvian shrub, 1 ipcr angustifoliutii

(Arlanthe c/ttga/a). b. The leaves of this plant
used as a styptic.

1838 JCM RKVS in Lancet 5 Jan. (i8ju) 567 The name of

the plant from which the leaves are collected, is Mateco.

1842 rrevincial Med. ff Sitrg. Jrttt. June 209 The South

American styptic niatioi . 1849 J. H. RAI.FOUR Man. Hal.

1034 The substance called Matico ur Matica. 1880 GARROD
& BAXTER Mat. Mcd. 415 Bleeding from leech-bites may
be stopped . .by matico.

c. attrib., as tiiatiiO leaf, oil, plant.
1880 GARROH & BAXTER Mat. Mat. 351 Matic.v Folia.

Malico Leaves. 1885 Cass. ifs Ettfycl. Diet., *Matico-o:t.

1871 WATTS tr. C.inelMs Handlik. Chciu. XVIII. 234 The
leaves of the ^matico pfcint.

Mutico: see MATACD.

Katie ^nu r
ti). Also mattie, matje, maty,

fa. Du. maatjcs (/taring), earlier mactgens-, maegti-
dckens- (cf. MLG. inadikeshcrink, mod.LG. tnaid-

kens-MHng), f. niaagd MAID rf.l + -ken -KIN. Cf.

MAID si .
1

7, MAIDEN s6. 8
;
also FAIII MAID.] A

herring in what is considered the best condition

for food, when the roe or milt is perfectly but not

largely developed.
1858 SIMMONDS Did. Trade, Maties. 1863 Rep. Coni-

miss. Herring-trawling Scotl. 51. 26 The herring is

found under four different conditions : ist, Fry or Sill ;

2d, Maties or Fat Herring ; jd, Full Herring; 4th, Shot-
ten or Spent Herring. 1864 Macttl. Mag. Aug. 344 In

the next stage [i.e. the second] of the herring, it is called

a matie. 1883 S. WALPOLE Brit. Fish Trade (Fish. Exhib.
Lit. I.) 33 Klatties , or young herrings cured. 1894 K.
LBIGRTOM \Vrcck Golden Fleece 38 Not many maties among
em, eh ? Maties? No. I aren t seenadacent-sized herrin

come aboard yet.
attril . 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

6&amp;lt;;,
i Barrel Mattie

Herrings. 1898 .S/icttanit tfews 27 Aug. (E.D.U.) Exclud
ing the Lewis and Uarra matje fishings.

Matieri^e, obs. forms of MATTER.
Matilent, variant of MALTALENT Obs.

Matimaticion, obs. form of MATHEMATICIAN.
Matin (martin). PI. matins (mje tinz).

Forms : //. 3-4, 7 tnatiues, 3-5 matynes, 4 ma-

teyns, matinis, matynys, 4-5 metenes, 4-6
matyns, 5 matens, maytenys, mayteynesse, 6

mattyns, mattenee, St. matynnis, mathemes,
mathingis, 6-7 mattens, 4- matins, 6- mattins.

sing. 4 matyn, 4-5 matyne, 7 mattiu, matine,
7- matin, mattin. [Early ME. matines, a. F.

iiialines fem. pi. (nth c.)
= Pr. marinas: Eccl. L.

inatfttinas (nom. ;;/&amp;lt;f///&amp;gt;w),
fem. pi. of tiiiltiitinus

pertaining to the morning. The more usual forms
in med.L. were the masc. sing, matulinus (hence
Sp. mailines masc.pl., also matntino) and the masc.

pi. malutiHi. Cf. F. matin, Pr. mati, It. mattino

morning: L. matutlnuin (sc. tempus).
With regard to the coexistence of the masc. and fem. forms

in med.L., cf. the use of vespers fem. pi. and vcsperi masc.

pi., for VESPERS. Some scholars have suggested that the
form matutinx is ellipt. for matntinx vigilix : cf. vigilia
tiuitiitina morning watch i Sam. xi. n.]

I. In the plural form.

1. Eccl. a. One of the canonical hours of the

breviary ; properly a midnight office, but some
times recited at daybreak, and followed imme
diately by lauds.
In modern Roman Catholic use the office as said by secular

clergy is usually anticipated ,
i.e. said on the afternoon

or evening before.

cizgoS.Eaf.Lef. 1.91/156 Asebe Monekes weren ech-one
A ny^t at Matines. c 1330 Arth.

&amp;lt;y

Merl. 6490 (Kolbing)
Ich ni}t it was

be&quot; queues maner, To chirche gon & matins
here, c 1440 A Iphabet of Tales 197 On a nyght as he stude
at be psahnodie at matyns. ^ 1440 rromp. Fan . 329/2
Mateynys, mainline. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Latlye 122

Thys versycle {F.sto Mft&ffyf sayde bytwene Matyns and
Lawdes. Ibid., Some tyme mattyns were

sayde by them-
selfe in the nyghte, and laudes by them selfe at morow
tyde, and the same ys yet vsed of some relygyons. c 1483
CAXTON Dialogues 27/17 He ariseth alle the nyghtes For to
here matynes. 1560 DAUS tr.Sleidane s Comm. 1 14 b, They
came to mumble up their mattyns at mydnight, after their
accustomed maner. 1601 F. GODWIN Bps. of Eng. 327 As
he came from the morning seruice then called the Mattens
which was woont to be said shortly after midnight. 1863
J. M. NI-:ALE Ess. Liturgiol. 6 Matins are preceded by the
Pater Noster, the Ave Maria, and the Credo. 1896 SWETI:
Ch. Set vices y) The night services consisted of Nocturns,
Mattins and Lauds; at daybreak came the supplementary
Mattins.

t b. Often used as a designation for the whole
of the public service preceding the first mass on

Sunday. (See quot. 1904.) Obs.
cizSo LutclStith Scrm. 69 in O. E. Misc. 190 (Cott. M.S.)

Masses and matines ne kepeb heo nouht. 13.. Minor
Poems ft: Vernon MS. xxxvii. 852 $\( b w herest matyns
and masse and takest haly brcde. c. 1380 WYLLIF Eng. Wits.
(1880) 10 j ^if prestis seyn here matynes, masse Sc euensong
aflir Salisbury vsse (etc.). 1470-85 MALOHV Arthur \. iii-v. 40
Whan matyns & the first masse was done. 1510 Burgh
Kecs. Stirling (1887) 5 At Mes, Mathemes and Ewinsang.

235

( 1529 &quot; EH i.s Or/A . Lett. Scr. i. I. K-.IJ He. . is alvvayt- present
:il Mat ten-* ,nnl all Ma-.se w l cvyn song. 1549 LATIMKR $th
Scrnt, bcf. Edw. VI (Arb.) 108 1 hys bysliop answered hys
chaplayne..as I was goynge to hys Sermon, I remembrecl
me that I had neyther sayed masse, nor mattens. 1904
WORDSWORTH & LiTTLKiiAi-EstY&amp;lt;/6Yrz//&amp;lt;r-W-.v. 21 Then, even
as now.. the church was rarely used on Sundays more than
three times, i.e. for Mattinsat 6 or 7, for High Mass then at 9,
and for Evensong at 2 p.m., 2.30 p.m., or 3 p.m. Hut with
Maltins (we conjecture) Lauds and I rime would be amal

gamated.
C. The order for public morning prayer in the

Church of Kngland since the Reformation.

Structurally the service is a combination of element of the

breviary offices of matins, lauds, and prime.
1548 Act-z\ 3 Eihv. F/, c. i 6 The Mattens, Kvtmsonge,

I.etnnye, and all other prayers. 1549 f May) Ilk. Com,
rraycr \ An Ordre for Mattins dayly through the yere.

1559 Act i Ellz. c. 2 2 All and singler Mynysters . . shall

..use the Mattens Kvunsong Celebracion of the l.ordes

Supptr [etc.}. 1733 TICKKLL Her Majesty s Rebuilding 12

To couch at Curfeu-tiinc they thought no si:orn, And froze

at Matins, every winter-morn. 1863 J. M. NKAI.K /;\s.

Liturgiot, 7 No one, we imagine, but must have felt the

lamentable want of this [Invitatory] in our own Matins.

1896 SWETK Ch. Services 73 Subsequent revisions of the

Prayer Book have introduced into the Knglish Mattins and
Evensong elements foreign to the ancient Hours.

lid. In a form of oath. (Cf. MAUYMASH 2.)
t nonce-use.
1606 Wily Beguiled K i b, Now by the Marry mattens,

Peg, thou hast [etc.].

f e. Black matins: at Christ Church, Oxford,
the college matins (as distinguished from the

cathedral matins at which surplices are worn). Qhs.

1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT English Spy I. 30^ If you re fund
of fun, old fellow, jump up and view the Christ Church men
proceeding to black matins tins morning.
2. In various allusive and fig. uses.

a. Chiefly of birds: To sing (etc.) matins
,
to

sing their morning song. poet.
c 1530 Crt. o_f Love 1353 On May-day.. To matetis went

the lusty nightingale. . .Dottiinc labia^ gan he crye. 1595
SPENSER Epithat. 80 The merry Larke hir mattins sings
alofi. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Hollander iv, Wks. 1874 I. 133
The shrill Organd Cocke Shall cease to carroll Mattens
to the morne. i8iz J. WILSON Isle of Palms in. 435 And
kneeling there to Mercy s fane. . The Maid her matins sinus.

1866 NEALE StOitences \ Hymns 81 The birds sing early
Matins. 1903 LoHgtn, Aftig. Nov. 30 Tlie thrushes weie
still at matins.

f b. Devil s matins : a service of Satanic wor

ship attributed to witches
; Iransf. an uproar. Obs.

1625 MASSINGER New Way iv. i, Sir Giles Ouerreach Made
such a plain discouerie of himselfe, And read this morning
such a diuellish Matins, That [etc.]. 1634 W. WOOD New
Eng. Prosp. 11. xii, Hee (the Devil] was wont to carry away
their wives and children, because hee would drive them to

these Mattens. 1820 [see DEVIL sb, 25].

C. Parisian matins (= F. matines de Paris, in

Cotgr. matines parisiennes} : the massacre of St.

Bartholomew (Ang. 24, 1572), which began about
2 a.m. (Cf. Sicilian vespers.)
1614 [see PARISIAN B]. 1683 in Lend, Gaz, No. 1856/5

Murders, and Massacres, not to be parallel ^ by the Parisian

Mattins, or Sicilian Vespers.
d. A morning duty, occupation, or performance.

1641 MILTON Ch, Gout. u. (1851) 142 These and such lessons

as these, I know would have been my Matins duly, and my
Even-song. 1814 WORDSw. Excursion u. 140 The music
and the sprightly scene Invite us

;
shall we quit our road,

and join These festive matins ?

II. In the sing. form.

f3. A morning. Obs. rare.
In the first quot. matine is a trisyllable riming with tre

t

and would therefore be strictly a distinct word, ad. F. ma-
tintc: see MATINEE.
[c 1400 Laud Troy Bk, 8692 The sonne schynes on euery a

tre, Hit is a fair matyne.] x6pa SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 8p The
Glow-worme showes the Matine to be neere, And gins to

pale his vneffectuall Fire. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil (1863) 244
This morn. .1 learnt how your matins were now spent.

4. A morning call or song (of birds), poet.
1632 MILTON L?Allegro 114 Ere the first Cock his Mattin

rings. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. \. 438 The sprightly Lark s

shrill Matin wakes the Morn. 1840 J. S. POLACK Mann. #
Cttst. N. Zealanders 1. 166 His shrill early matin, giving the

signal to rise.

III. 5. attrib. and Comb. a. -with matin : (a)
1

pertaining to or used at the time of matins \
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems ii. 14 God and man y-take was At

matyn-tyde by ny^te. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magfia-
lena) 905 In sammyne tyme J?at wont war thay In matyne
offyce for to ryse. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 24 To saye
. .mattyns, at mattyn tyme, & pryme at pryme tyme. 1708
OZELL tr. Boilcau s Lntrin$7 And call the Yawning Priests

to Matin Pray r. 1709 POPE Jan. fy May 523 He rais d his

spouse ere Matin-bell was rung. 1796 SCOTT Wild Hunts
men x, To muttering monks leave matin-song, c 1820 S.

ROGERS Italy (1839) 133 Those who assembled there at matin-

time. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. iv. Refectory; To your cells,

And pray till you hear the matin-bells.

() passing into adj. in the sense belonging to,

the early morning, morning-, matinal .

\dq$Farington Papers (Chetham Soc.) 09 Matin Chamber.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 7 The shrill Matin Song of Birds. 1717
POPE Eloisa 267, I waste the Matin lamp in sighs for thee.

a 1732 GAY Fables (1738) II.
vjii. 77 At noon (the lady s

matin hour) I sip the tea s delicious flower. 1810 SCOTT

Lady of L. \\. i, All Nature s children feel the matin spring
Of life reviving, with reviving clay. 1863 WOOLNER RIy
Beautiful Lady 45 At matin time where creepers interlace

We sauntered slowly.

b. with matins: as matins book&amp;gt; monger^ mum-

MATLOCKITE.

Ming, time
; f matins mass, the mass before which

matins is recited.

1303 R. KRITNNK Handl. Synuc 823 pat day [Sunday] bou
owyst. -For to here by seruyse al ; Matyns mess-- here [/?/-
.v/VA MS, matenys Jt messe],to rede or sync^e,. .Comefyrst
to matyns, }yf Jwt bou may. 1395 /-;. E^ ills (1882) 5 A
peyre Matyns book is. 1484 CAXTON Fables of A Ifonce i,

The Cocke. .watcheth and waketh atte matyns tyme. 1530
PALSGR, 804 2 At mattyns tyme. Ibid. 183 I tics herns, a
primer or a mattyns boke. 1543 HALE Yet a ( ourse S3 b,
Mattens mongers, masse momblers, holye water swyngers.
iS55 ( MARSH in Fo.\e/f. fy M. (1583) 1565 Holy water

tasting, procession gadding, Mattins mumbling [etc.].

II Matin ^maUvn). [Kr. : see MASTIFF.] A
large French watch-dog.
1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 298 He llmftbnj bml

up a young wolf, .with a matin dog of the same agt-. 1845
Yot .M i /&amp;gt;(&amp;gt; 2 7 The French matin {Cams laniiiriits^.

Matinal (nuviinul), a. Now rare. [ad. 1 .

mutinal, f. matin morning: sec MATIN and -AL.

Cf. MATUTINAL.]
1. Belonging to or taking place in the morning;

early. Also, early-rising, matutinal.

1803 MARV CHAKI.TON Wife -V Afis/u ss II. i. n To attend
(lie matin;)! t/tyfifm

;ts of old ( Iruffy in town. 1819 H. Hi ^K
I cstrmd \ . L 7 I he ^rey-ey d Hou climb up the slat i y
way To meet fair maidens matinal a* ihey. 1842 MRS. F.

Tnoi.LOPB I is. Italy I. xiv. 219 As If my very matinal sun
and myself had constituted the whole parly. 1860 I.n.

I.VTTON Ltuiie \\. v. g. 30 The malinal chirp of a bird.

1862 MRS. H. WOOD Clia&amp;gt;inhiS II. 74 lielievin^ it could
be nobody less than the bishop come to alarm them with

2. Geol. The name given by II. D. Rogers to the

third of his subdivisions of the pnkioxoic strata in

the Appalachian chain, and hence to the period at

which these were formed.
1858 H. I&quot;). ROCKKS Gcol.Pcnnsylt. II. 11.749 These periods

. .are the Primal, Auroral, Matinal, Levant, Sur-ent [LIT.],

Ibid. 783 Depositions and Disturbances of the Matitial
Period. 1850 PACK llandbk. Gcol. Terms. 1863 I )ANA Man.
Ceol.yjg Matinal Limestone with blue shale.

i! Matinee ^mn.- tinf
,
P r. mat/nc;. [K. matinee

morning, what occupies a morning, f. matin morn

ing.] A morning (i. e. afternoon) theatrical or

musical performance.
[1848 THACKERAY / an. Fair Ixiv, A matinee musicals.

1850 LONGFELLOW in Life (1891) II. 170 Charles Perkins

Rives matinees mnsicales.} 1880 Standard 2a Dec., The
Gaiety matinees. 1898 St. &quot;James s Gaz, S Nov. 4/1 No
efforts of theatrical managers seem able to cope with the
nuisance of the matinee hat .

t Ma ting, rbl. sbl Obs. [-ING .] The action

of MATED.1
; checkmating. Also attrib.

c 1330 R. KRUNNK Chron. Wace (RolK) 11399 At i]ka mat-

tyng [r. r. matyng] hei seide chek \ c 1407 LYIJG. Reas. ^V

Sens, 46 Ye shal fynde anoone ryght liy and by in this scrip
ture Of my maiynge the Aventure. 1440 Prowp. Pan .

329/2 Matynge at the chesse, matacio. 1592 G. HARVEY
Ntrw Letter Wks. (Grosart) I. 275 In a mating age, none are
free from the check, but kinges. a 1649 DRUMM. OK HAW.TH.
l aw. F.pist. Wks. (1711) 146 The mating of the king is the

conclusion of the game [of chess],

Mating (mt
7

i

tirj), vbL sb2 [f. MATE v. 2 +
-ING !.] The action of MATE v.- ; matching ;

marrying; pairing ; esp. of birds (occas. with up*}.

Also attrib., as mating-ground.
1621 liRAiiiwAiTK Xatnrcs Embass. Shejih. Tales 213

So shall we Honor d be, In our mating, in our meeting.
1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxi. 268 A solitary pair, who
seem to have left their fellows for this far northern mating-

ground. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)III.6i Do you [a breeder
of birds and animals] not take the greatest care in the

mating ? 1896 Wcstm. Gaz. 28 May 3/1 The mating of the

blue gown with the pink or crimson hat is eminently smart.

1899 Ftathtred World 10 Mar. 474 Having described the

mating-up of the breeding pens of pure brown-reds.

b. Fishing. (See quot.)
1887 GOODE, etc. Fisheries U, S. Sect. v. II. 259 Sometimes

two or more crews belonging to different vessels unite in the

capture, and if successful an equitable division of the oil is

afterward made. This is called mating .

Ma ting, ///. a.
[f.
MATE v,- + -ING 2

.] That
mates ; pairing.
1870 F. W. H. MYERS Poems 100 No ringdove murmurs

on the hill Nor mating cusliat calls. 1903 IVestm. Gaz.
ji Feb. 2/3 Sing more softly for his sake, you mating birds

on bough.

t Matins, v. Obs. [f. matins: see MATIN.]
intr. To perform matins ;

also trans, to honour (a

saint) with celebration of matins. Hence f Ma-

tinsed///. a., f Matinsing vbl. sb. Also f Ma-
tiiiser notice- ivd.) one who performs matini.

1543 Mat tenser [see MASSER ]. 1546 BALE Eitg, Votaries

i. (J55o) 72 b, Whan theyr feastfull dayes come, they are.,

with no small solempnite, mattensed, massed, .. sensed,

smoked, perfumed and worshypped. 1547 Latter Exam.
A. Askew Pref. S These clowted, canonysed, solempnysed,
sensed, mattensed, and massed martyrs. 1553 BECOM AV-

liq**SfffRot*g(*y6$ 141 b, Al other fashions of Mattensyng
and Massyng-.vtterly put away.

Matine, obs. foums of MATTER.

Matirmonye, -moyne, obs. ff. MATRIMONY.

Matje, variant of MATIE.

Matlockite (mjE-tl^Jkoit). A/in. [f. Matlock^
name of a town in Derbyshire : see -ITE.] f 8&quot;

= PHOSGENITE. Obs. b. A yellowish oxychloridc
of lead occurring at Cromford near Matlock.

1843 E. J. CHAPMAN Pract. Min. ^o Matlockite. Chloride

of Lead, from Derbyshire. Kerasinc, Bend. ; Murio-Car-



MATLONG.
bonatc of Lead, rliil. ; Horn-lead. 1831 R. P. GKEU in

rhilos. Mag. Ser. IV. II. 120 A description of Matlockite,

a new Oxychluricie of Lead.

Matlong, (?erron.) var. of MALTLONG Obs.

1614 MAKKIIAM Cheap llnsb. 35 Hints on the C ronet, as

the quitterbone or Matlong. lad., The Quitterbone is a
hollow vlcer on the top of theCronet, and so is the Matlong.

Matraee, ubs. form of MATRASS, MATTKESS.

Matracy, obs. form of MATRASS.

II Matranee (inatra-n/&amp;gt;
Also matraney.

Anglo-1iiiitan. [Corruption of Hindi melitariim,

fem. of MKHTAK.] A female sweeper (of a house) ;

a female house-servant in India whose duty it is to

perform the most menial offices.

c 1804 SMKRWOOD in Life Mrs. X. (1854) 294 A Matranee. ;

r 1813 MKS. SHKRWOOD Stories Cti. Catech. xxxvii, 376 A
procession of sweeper-women, or tnatraneys. 1886 YULE &
BURNKI.L Angla-lmi. Class., Matranee,. .a. female sweeper.

i Matrass . Obs. In 6 mattresse. [a. OK.

maicras, matt/as, of obscure origin.] A quarrel
or bolt for the cross-bow.

1530 PALSGR. 244/1 Mattresse for a crosbowe, niartelas.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s Wcrd-hk.

Matrass 2
(martr&s). Forms: 7 raatrat,

(matraey, from mod.L.), matraoe, 7 8 matras,
S-o. mattras(s, 7- matrass. [a. F. tualras,

in 15-17111 c. malheroi (Ilatz.-Darm.), matraz,
tnalrac (Cotgr.) ;

- Sp. matraz, pharmaceutical
L. malracium.
By some considered to be a transferred use of matras

MATRASS*, with reference to the shape of the vessel. This
view is supported by the existence of the Eng. synonym
UOLT-HEAU 2, unless the latter l&amp;gt;e merely a quasi-literal
translation of the Fr. word. Pevic suggests adoption from

the Aral). tna(ra
h leather bottle; cf. mod.L. utatraciuni

a little sack, wherein is calcinated tartar or the like, pricked
here and there for the emission of liquors (tr. Blaticard s

Pliys. Diet., ed. 2, 1693).]

1. A glass vessel with a round or oval body and

a long neck, used by chemists for digesting and

distilling.

1605 TIMMK Qut-rsit. it. v. 123 Vessels which are called

iiKitrats, like unto round globes, having straite neckes. _i6s7
TOMI.INSON KCIIOII S Disp. 592 Some include it [quicksilver]
with aqua fortis in a Matracy. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol.
Chyni. 166 Put a., quantity thereof in a matrass, lute it

exactly [etc.). 1681 tr. Willis* Real. Med. H ks. Vocab..

Malrace, a vessel used for cliymical distillations. 1698
H. SLOANK in / /://. Trans. XX. 73 Put all into a Matras,
and pour upon them a Quart of 1 randy. 1721 W. GIBSON
/ uriit-r s Disp. II. i. 81 Instead of a Matrass, may he used
a Florence Wine Flask. 1763 W. LEWIS Coinin. Phil. Tetlin.

34 A Long necked malras or bolt head. 1811 A. T. THOM
SON Loud. l }

isf&amp;gt;.
(1818) 468 Apply a moderate heat to the

matrass. 1849 R. V. DIXON Heat i. 155 The ball of a small

mattrass. i88oGAKROD& BAXTER Mat. tiled. 48 A matrass

containing twenty-two ounces of water.

attrib. 1683 I KTTUS h leta Mia. II. 12 The word Dell is

also applyed to a glass . .which the Chimists call a matrass

2. A urinal (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1 890).
1855 DUNGLISON Med. [.ex. (ed. 12) s.v. Matraciutn.

Matrass, -at, obs. ff. MATTRESS, MATRASS.

Matre, obs. variant of MI&amp;lt;HTAK.

Matrefillon, obs. form of MATFELLON.

Matremoine, -mony, obs. ff. MATRIMONY.

Matres, obs. form of MATTRESS.

Matriarch (m&amp;lt;?ftriajk). [f. L. mcitr(i}-, mater

mother : on the supposed analogy of PATRIARCH

(apprehended as if f. pater father).] A woman
having the status corresponding to that of a patri

arch, in any sense of the word. In various nonce-

uses, now usually jocular.
1606 HIKNIK Ki&amp;gt;-k-Ruriatt Ded., Your Spouse now llie

yong fnilLtuI Mutriarch of that nuilti putciit Marqucsatl.

1629 DONNE Fifty Scrm. (1649) xliv. 41 7 The learnedest Nun,
and the best Matriarch, and Mother of that [the Roman)
Church, 1 think, that ever writ, Heloyssa. 1837 Sou THEY
/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;?c/0rcxvii. IV. 158 Dr. Southey has classed this injured
Matriarch [Job s wife] in a triad with Xantippe and Mr-.

Wesley. 1883 J. W. HALKS in Athenxum 24 Feb. 248,
I believe this yt- iilleinan [Father Hubbard] to be an after

thought -to be a mere weak masculine reflex of the matri

arch. 1893 Ha&amp;gt;-/&amp;gt;er

t

s Weekly 7 Jan. n/i Miss Flora Me-
Flimscy, who nowadays must be a matriarch of some
thirty-five seasons standing.
tramf. 1860 i 1). COI.KKIDGE in Philol. .SVc. Trans. 168

1 he relation which our Indian .sister holds to the ancient
Hadrian matriarch, nay of the great mother herself to the

surrounding families.

Matriarchal (m^triaMkal), a. [f.
MATRIARCH

+ -AL, after PATRIARCHAL.] Of or pertaining to

n matriarch or to maternal rule
; pertaining to, ol

the nature of, or based on matriarchy.
1863 JOWETT in Life fy Lett. (1897) I. xi. 363 They [Tenny

son s boys] are getting too old for the matriarchal form of

goveimnent. 1881 rail Mall G. 12 Feb. 1/2 [In France]

nothing is commoner than that two or three generations
should continue to live in the same house. . .This little com
munity is ordinarily rather matriarchal than patriarchal.
It is the eldest of the women who usually organixes and
rules it. 1884 TYI.OR in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 905 The Indian
tribes further south are largely matriarchal, reckoning de
scent not on the father s but the mother s side.

Hence Matria rchalism, the condition of life

under a matriarchal system. Matria rchalist, a

supporter of the theory that tribal society was

primitively matriarchal.

1884 TVLOR in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 906 MatriurchaHsm has

only in places yielded to the patriarchal system. 1885 I

tu Academy i Aug. 67/2 The effect which the researches of

the matriarchalists had on his mind.

Matriarchate (m^triauk/t). [f. MATRIARCH
-f -ATE, after G. matriarchat.] A matriarchal com

munity or system. Also attrib.

1883 KEDHOUSE in Jrnl. Roy. Asiatic Soc. Gt. Brit. Apr.

276 It does not even attempt to prove, .that a matriarchate

system was ever in existence among the Arabians, 1894
II. DRUMMONM Ascent ofMan 401 ttachoven has familiarized

us with the idea of a Matriarchate, or Maternal Family.

Matriarchy (mmriajki). [f. MATRIARCH,
after PATRIARCHY.] That form of social organi
zation in which the mother, and not the father, is

the head of the family, and in which descent and

relationship are reckoned through mothers and not

through fathers.

1885 Athcn.rum 21 Mar. 379/3 Mr. J. W. Redhouse made
a few remarks with reference to a paper he has prepared
for the- Journal vt the Society .. On Matriarchy, or Mother

Kight . 1892 GOMMK Ethnology in folklore 131 The prin

ciple of matriarchy is more primitive than that of patriarchy.

Matric (^matrrk), colloq. shortening of MATKI-

OULATION.

1885 Punch 16 Mar. 233/2 Younger brother comes to-day
from Harrow for Matric.

Matrical martrikal, matrai kal), a. [ad. late

L. matriciilis (vena matricalis, Vcgetius) f. matric-

MATRIX : see -AL. Cf. F. matrical (Cotgr.).]

f 1. Pertaining to the matrix or womb. Obs.

1611 COTGR., I crttllcr, to swell, or increase, as women s

breasts doe when the matrical I veins are stretched by the

men.struall blood. 1651 Life leather Sarfi (1676) 34_
They

arc presently filled with the sudden and violent motions of

the matrical humours.

2. Pertaining to the matrix of algae.

1882-4 COOKK I reshw.Algx 56 Composed of very numer
ous cells arranged on the periphery at regular distances,
connected by llie matrical gelatin.

II Matricaria (nuetrike&amp;gt;ria). Also anglicized

6-7 matricarye, -ie. [med.L. matricaria (Die-

lenbach), f. matric-
,
MATRIX. Cf. K. matricaire

(i6th c. in
Liare&quot;). (The plant was so called on

account of supposed medicinal properties.)] f a.

The plant feverfew, Chrysanthemum Parthenium.

(0/&amp;gt;s.}
b. Hot. A genus (Linnaeus 1735, following

Tournefort) of plants, belonging to the N.O. Com-

posifa
1

) originally including the feverfew and other

species, which have since been separated and re

ferred to other genera; a plant of this genus. (A
well-known species is the wild camomile, M.
Chamomilla.) c. attrih,^ as Matricaria-camphor,
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoiter s Bk. Physickc 220/2 Take

redde Roscleaves, Camomille, & Matricarye. 1633 SHKR
WOOD, Matricarie. 1664 EVKLYN h al. Hort. Apr. (1679) 15

Transplant such Fibrous-roots .. as Violets.. Mellebor,

Mntricaria, c. 1706 J. GARDINER tr. Rafiin of Gardens

(1728) 49 Now on high Stemswill Matricaria rear Her silver

Blooms. 1767 AHERCKOMBIE Ev. Man his otvn Card. (1803)

704/1 Mntricaria, or feverfew. 1885 L asscll s Encyil. Dut.,
Mdtricnria-cantphor^ a camphor isomeric with laurinol,

obtained from the oil of feverfew. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v.,

OU of Matricaria^ a thick tenacious volatile oil obtained
from the flowers of 717. chainoinilla.

Matrice (rm
7il

tris, martris). Also 4-5 matris,

5 matryce, 6 mattrice. [ad. L. niatric-em MATRIX.
Cf. F. matrife (also in popular form OK mams :

see MARIS).]
fl. The uterus, womb (of mammals); offas. the

ovary (of other animals) ;
^ MATRIX. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg. 1 75 J&amp;gt;e
matris of wymmcn. 1471

RIPI.KV Camp. Alth. iv. x. in Ashin. (1652) 146 That after she

hath conceyvedof the Man, The Matryct of her besliyt. 1561
HOLI.VBUSH Horn. Aj&amp;gt;oth. 24 There wyth is hyr matrice cr

mother chafed. 1601 1 &amp;gt;OLMAN La Priniaud. l r. Aca.d.

(1618) III. 821 Some are engendered . . of cgs, as Serpents :

and also by an other manner, which is perfected in the malrirc

by egs, as the viper. 1661 LoVEtl Hht. Aiiiin.
&amp;lt;V
Mm. 116

It. .warms the matrice, and causeth the courses 1774 WALSH
in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 468 In the right matrice he met with

four such fetuses and nine such eggs,

fb. tramf. andy^.
1602 FUI.IJKCKK Pandcctcs 62 Looke into tlie &amp;gt;&amp;gt;owels &

matrice of the earth, ye shall haue gold, sillier, brasse, to

exceed all other mettals. 1624 FISIIKR in F. White Rcpl.
l-ishcr 590 Bringing them backe againe to the Roote and
Matrice of the Catholicke Churcli. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles

i. i. xii. 76 This ptL-rsuasion, of the Egyptian Tongue, .being
iht; old Matrice of the Greek, is but a dream of Kirchers.

1698 FRYKK Ace. / -. India fy P. 333 For the most part this

is an hospitable Soil, cherishing in its Matrice whatever is

kindly sowed.

2. Die-sinking a.w\ Type-founding. -= MATRIX 4.

Now rare ;
the pi. coincides graphically with that

of MATRIX.
1387 in Plomer Abstr. Wills Eng. Printers (1903) 27 My

printinge wholy furnished with presses letters carncters cf

cast met tell, and the mattrices. 1587-8 Reg. I rrvy Council
.Scof. IV. 265 James Achesoun . . sinkis and makis irnes,

instrumentis and matriceis, alswcill for prenting of .silver as

of lattoun. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., NIatrices of letters

or Characters, are those moulds . . in which the Letters . .

which Printers use are formed. 1727-41 CiiAMBKKsCj f/.s.v.,

When types are to be cast, the Mat rice is fastened to I he end
of a mould. 7/vV., Matrices used in coining, are pieces of

steel In form of dyes. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Oj&amp;gt;emt. Mfchanic

Gloss., Matrice, the concave form of a letter in which the

i \ IK s are cast. 1868 SEYD Knllion (1880) 278 A well made
Matiice will remain in use for about 15 years.

MATRICULAR.
Comb. 1683 MOXON Me&amp;lt;h. Exerc., Printing xv. p 1 1 Close

by the .. side of this Notch is a small square Wyer-staple
driven, which we may call the Matrice-Check ; for its Office

is only to keep the Shanck of the Matrice from flying out

uf ihis Notch. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury \\\. 113/2 The
Maurice or Mould-Maker [etc.] all called Letter Founders.

t 3. (See quots.) Obs.

1727-41 CHAMBERS
t&amp;gt;&amp;lt; /., Matrice, or Matrix, in dying, is

applied to the five simple colours. ..These are, the bl.ick,

white, blue, red, and fallow. 1731 BAILEY vol. II, Matrice^
[with Dyer-;] is apply d to the first simple colours.

4. MATRIX 3. rare.

1855 J R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall 131 Man digs into dark

ness,.. He breaks up the veins from the matrice.

Matrices, pi. of MATRIX.
Matricidal (mJ -tris.ii dal, mrc lri- , a,

[f.

MATRICIDE! aml 2 + -AL.] That kills his or her

mother. Alsoyf^.
1846 r.ROTE Greece i. xvi. I. 545 The remorse . . of the mati i-

cidal Alcmieon. .is also mentioned by Thucydides. 1861

HOOK Lives Ahps. I. v. 235 A scheme most deadly, serpen

tine, and even matricidal. 1869 PALGRAVE Lyr. /\vt/ts

(1871) 145 When one fair land. .Saw herself rent in twain by
matricidal hand.

Matricide 1
(ntfi trisoid, moc tri-). [ad. I,.

matricida, f. mdtr(t)-, w&amp;lt;7/r mother: SCC-CIDE !.]

One who kills his or her mother.

tfoftSfiEKWOOD, A Matricide (or mother-killing), Matricide.

1638 MAVNK Lucian (1664) 242 Amphilocus, the son of a

wicked Matricide. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apuleins 232 A matri

cide, because be had attempted to kill his stepmother. 1879
KARKAK St. /*/( 1883! 740 The now unchecked tyranny of

the incestuous matricide.

Matricide -
(nvi trisaid, rmetri-). [ad. L.

matriad-ium : see prec. and -CIDE 2. Cf. F.

matricide (mod. rare).] The action of killing one s

mother. Also Comb.
1594 O. B. Quest, Profit. Concern. 13 b, Now from vipe

rous matricide sellers, good Lord deluier vs. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. A/. HI. xvi. 145 Nature, compensates the

death of the father by the matricide or murder of the mother.

1659 T. PECKK Parnassi Pucrp. 183 A Generation, Bald-

pate Time ne re Ey d : That durst concurre, in voting
Matricide. 1846 GROTE Greece \. xiv. I, 381 note, The
matricide of Orestes. 1882 FAKKAR Early Chr. I. 64 Hers
was the jealousy which bad goaded Nero to matricide.

t Matricious, a. Obs. rare&quot; , [f. L. matric-

MATRIX + -iocs.] = MATUICAL i.

1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr, s. v. I cirt, Matricious vein {- cna
tnatricis) the matrix vein, or a vein that runnes along the

Hank neere the Reines.

II Matricula(inalrrki/na\ Obs. c\c..llist. Also

6 matricola. [Late L. matrtcnla, dim. of L.

matrix (see MATRIX), which in late L. occurs in

the same sense. (The development of meaning in

late L. is obscure.) Cf. F. inatricule, Sp. matrlcula,

Pg. matricitla, It. matricola^ G. matrikel.\
1. A list or register of persons belonging to an

order, society, or the like. Also, a certificate of

enrolment in such a register.

1555 EDEN Decades 348 To cause this to bee entered in the

booke cauled the Matricola of owre housholde vnder the

tytle of knyghtes. 1617 MOKYSON /tin. I. 177, I shewed
them my Matricula, that is, a paper, witnessing..! was a
schollerof Paduoa. x645F.VKi.VN Diaty (1879) 1.254 [Padua.]
I . . In the afternoone(3o July) received my nttitricitla, being
resolved to spend some moncths here at study. 1601 WOOD
AtA. Oxon. I. 471 His name occurs not in the Matricula,

only that of John Shcrley, a Sussex man. 1840 DE QUIN-
CEY Style in. Wks. 1862 X. 237 It would exclude the two

PHnys, the two Senecas,. -and others, from the matricula

of Roman eloquence, a 1851 /list. 5*. Columbia Coll. 64

(B. H. Hall College JF&amp;lt;Wj) We find in its Matricula thu names
of William Watson [etc.]. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3)566/2
Matritnla* the roll containing the names of the clergy per

manently attached to a cathedral, or a collegiate, or a parish
church ; also, the list of the names of the students regularly
admitted into any university.

2. spec. In the Holy Roman (and the present

German) Empire : see quot.
1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke s Hist. Kef. I. 179 note, The Matri

cula. . was the list of the contingents, in men and money, which
the several States were bound to furni&amp;gt;h tu lire empire.

Matriculant (matii-kiwlant). [ad. med.L.

tnatrifttlantetn
t pr. pple. of matriculare : see

MATRICULATE^.] One who matriculates; a can

didate for matriculation.

1883 American V. 390 They are ready to favor the de
mand upon matriculants for a pielhmnat y qualification.

1897 AthcHxmtt 12 June 780 A notable increase of matri

culants in the University of Wales.

Matricular (matri kirflaj), a. and sb. fad.
med.L. matrifularitts and -arts, \, matrlctila\ see

MATRICULA and -AR. Cf. F. matri(ttlaire^\
A. adj.
I. 1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

matricula* or official register of persons belonging
to a university, an association, etc.

1575 TURLER Trauciler 69 Although their names be
written in the Matricular bookesofstudients. 1611 COTGR.,

JAzrrYlr, a Register, or Matricular boukt. 1727 in J .AILKY

vol. II. 1804 in Spirit I ut-t. Jrnls. (1805) VIII. 80 Our
..Grand Officers of the Giand Legion of Honour, an. nr-

dered to insert the name of Citi/en Morning Post in the

Matricular Register of our said Legion.
b. With reference to Germany : Pertaining to

the t matricula (see MATRICULA 2).

1762 tr. tiitsihinifs Xyst, (.iftiff. IV. 560 The Elector of

Cologn has a matricular evaluation of sixty horse and two



MATBICULARY.

hundred and seventy-seven foot, or 1828 florins. 1894

!9//j Cent. XXXVI. 237 Prussia had to pay 211,000,000 m.

of matricular contiibutions.

II. Used as if a derivative of MATRIX : see -UI.AR.

H 2. Of a language : Original ;
from which others

are derived. 06s. (1 nonce-use).

1793 HELY tr. O I- lalicrlys Ogygia II. 89 There were

seventy-two matricular Babylonian tongues. Ibid. 90.

3. Of or lielonging to the matrix or womb.

1896 AUl utfs Sftt. Mtii I. 200 Regeneration can only

occur when matricular cell elements still exist to proliferate.

fB. sf&amp;gt;.
= MATBICl LA 2. Obs.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. 7Vfcj(i62i) 1277 The perfecting of

which Malriculer, the Kmperour would haue in this assem-

blie to 1 amongst them considered of.

t Matriculary. Obs. [ad. mcd.L. malrtcu-

larius: see prec. and -ARY.] A catalogue.
1686 GUNTON /list. Peterborough 49 A publick Library

. .stored with al&amp;gt;ove 1700 Hooks, or Tractates, as by an

antient Matriculary of that Library may appear.

Matriculate (matri-kiUlt), a. and sb. [ad.

med.L. mdtriculdl-tts, pa. pple. of matrhul-ari :

see MATRICULATE v.} A. adj.
= MATRICULATED.

1487 Hen. I ll in Kpist. Aca,i. Oxaii. (O. H. S.) 11.514
He nethere ys contributorye unto the charge, ne yett ys

matriculate, a I^SKELTON Ph. Sfamue 1288 Whyshuld
she take shame That her goodly name . . Sholde be set and

sorted, To be matriculate With ladyes of estate?

B. sl&amp;gt;. One who has been matriculated.

1712 ARBUIHNOT John Bull Pref. (1755) 4 The matriculates

of that famous university. 1848-9 Cat. i/nir. N. Carolina

(B. H. Hall College Words) The number of Matriculates has

..been greater. 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 Aug. 9/1 [He] had

been a matriculate at Trinity College, Dublin.

attrib. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 376 The day fol

lowing the matriculate examination.

Matriculate (matri-ki/Jlirit), v. [f.
med.L.

*matriculiit-, ppl. stem of *mdtriculare, f. mali-i-

ctila: see MATBICULA. Cf. Sp., Pg. matricular,

It. matricotare.}

f 1. trans, gen. To insert (a name) in a register

or official list
; usually, to admit or incorporate

into a society or body of persons by insertion of

the name in the register ; to enrol (soldiers). Obs.

1577 HuNttERAnc.Eccl.Hist (1619)460 For vntothat time

y&quot;
names of the Senators or Aldermen were matriculated.

jjSi SAVILE Tacitus Hist. (1591) Annot. sr Vnder the Em
pire . .six hundreth at the least were matriculated in a Legion.
1600 HOLLAND Liny xxxm. xxiv. 839 In

_this
number

[sc. of coloners] none of them should be matriculated, who
..had beene enemies to the people of Rome. 1602 SEGAH
Hon. Mil. * Chi. I.

yii.
10 Hlaues, and base people were

matriculated for souldiers. 1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alfili.

(ed. 3), Marliculate [sic], to register or inrole. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Funeral Mon. 202 This murdered Bishop was
. . matriculated by the Pope a glorious Saint and Martyr.
? 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. 37 Have the English Protestants

matriculated themselves into their congregational Assem
blies? 1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 222 The.. Church

Register or Warden, who oftentimes . . would matriculate

sometimes all he could hear of.

fb. transf. andyff. Obs.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 348 Wee acknowledge our

selues incorporated and matiiculated into that Christian

warfare, wherin they entred our Names. 1638 CHII.LINGW.

Kclig. Prot. I. Pref. 5 Lovers of truth (in which Company
1 had been long agoe matriculated). 1654 WHITLOCK Zoa-

te-tnia 188 Such as are matriculated in Albo Sapietttix.

71656 BRAMHALL Kcplic. vi. 271 It was.. their obstinacy
thus to incorporate their errors into their Creeds, and ma
triculate their abuses among their sacred Rites. 1783 W. F.

MARTYN Geog. Mag. I. 741 Until the boys are matriculated

into the society of the men.

f c. In occasional uses (app. modified by quasi-

etymological association with L. mater mother) :

To adopt as a child ;
to adopt or naturalize (an

alien, a foreign custom, book, etc.) ; also, to con

sign to maternal care. Obs.

1579 J. SiuwesGafing GulfC j b, The slate, which can
ncuer so kindly matriculate him [sc. an alien] as ;he childe

which she hath born in her owne wombe. 1640 Bp. HALL
Chr. Moder. \. 5. 42 Mathew... when he. .was now_ to be

matriculated into the family of Christ, entertained his new
Master with a. -banquet. 1686 F. SI-ENCE tr. I aril/as Ho.
Kledicis 215 Tho Luxury was sufficiently great at the

Pope s court,, .where they had matriculated it of late. 1704
HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 136 A Work so excellent.,

that all Nations have chosen to Matriculate it and make it

speak their own Tongue. 1768 [W. DONALDSON] Life Sir
1&amp;gt;. Sapskull II. xxi. 164, I was matriculated to the care of

the good lady my nurse.

2. spec. To enter (a name) in the register of a

university or college ; to admit (a student) to the

privileges of a university. Alsoy?j,
r
.

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 24, 1 haue bene matricu
lated my selfe in the schoole, where so many abuses florish.

1622 MABBE tr. Alcman s Guzman tCAlf. n. 286 Loue had
now matriculated me in his Schoole. 1642 HOWELL For.

Trav. (Arb.) 16, I take it for granted, bee hath been ma
triculated, .and learn t to chop Logick. 1703 HICKERINGILL
Priest-cr. \\. v 53 For about so long I have been matricu
lated in the University. 1711 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.)

III. 257 Let Mr. Allen have eight Shillings to be matricu
lated with. 1826-7 L)E QUINCEY R. Bentley Wks. 1857
VII. 46 Bentley was matriculated at St. John s College, Cam
bridge. 1904 J. T. FOWLER Durham Univ. 150 He entered
at University College, and was matriculated in October, 1836.

b. intr. To be entered as a member of a univer

sity or college.
1851 DIXON IF. Penn iii. (1872) 26 Penn the Younger went

to Oxford, where he matriculated as a gentleman com
moner. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Ox/. 1. Introd. i
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Tom Brown . . went up to matriculate at St. Ambrose s

College.

lie. trans. To initiate as qualified. Const, to.

1863 Gi:o. KLIOT I\omolei\y., No. man is matriculated to

the art of life till he has been well tempted
3. Her. To record (arms) in an official register.

1586 KERNE Rlaz. Centric- 151 It is a part of their office to

register and matriculate the anntient acts of honor and the

merits of gentlemen. 1809 J. Hovicin Na.-.;ilChron. XXIV.

192 The linsigns Armorial, .are matriculated in the public:

registers of the Lyon Office. 1815 SCOIT Guy M. xlii,

Mr. Gumming of the Lyon Office.. being at that time en

gaged in discovering and matriculating the arms of two

commissaries from North America [etc.].

Hence Matrrculating vbl, sb. and ///. a.

(11631 DONNE Serin. Ixxxvii. (ed. Alford) IV. 116 A regis

tering, a matriculating of their names in the hook of the

profession of the Christian religion. 1644 liui.wER Chiivl.

143 This in the sacred language of Scripture is Chirothesia

. .and is a matriculating gesture.

Matriculated (matrrki/iflfUed), ///. a.
[f.

MATRICULATE v. + -Jin 1
.] Admitted by enrol

ment, esp. as a student of a university, etc.

1642 MII.T.ON Apol. Smcct. Wks. 1051 III. 310 My ma
triculated confutant. 1771 Act Amending Mile ll &amp;lt;i\ .\

Oxford 65 If any matriculated Person or Persons, .shall

wilfully break., any of the Lamps[etc.]. 1858 (title) A List

of the Matriculated Members of I he Merchants House of

Glasgow, 1768-1857. 1893 /!./, g Nov 647/1 It will

practically have the effect of opening the College associate-

ship to any matriculated student.

Matriculation (matrikitfl^i Jan). [f. MATRI

CULATED. + -ATION. Cf. It. matricola-ione (inatri-

culationc, Florio 1611), Sp. matriculation.]

1. The action of matriculating, or of registering

among the members of a society, enrolling as :i

soldier, etc. Now chiefly in academic use, formal

admission into a university or college. Sometimes

used for matriculation examination.

1588 FKAUNCE Lamieri Log. Ded. iv b, Having once

knowen the price of an admission, Salting, and Matricula

tion, with the interteyning of Freshmcnne in the Rhetorike

schooles, they returne whence they came. 1614 Bp. HAI.I.

Contempt. O. T. vili. iii, VIII. 970 VV ee have no right of in

heritance in.. the Church of God till we have received the

sacrament of our matriculation. 1633 I). ROGERS Treat.

Sacriutl. I. 71 l&amp;gt;aptisme..is called our Union \\ith
Christ^.,

our Matriculation, Cognizance, and Character of Christ.

1638 BRATHWAIT Barnatecs Jrnl. II. (1818) 71 Thence to

Highgate, where I viewed . . th borne of matriculation

Dtunk to th freshmen of our nation. 1653 in Somers
Tracts I. 502 No Person .. shall take an Oatli upon Ma
triculation in either of the Universities. 1711 HEARNK
Collect. (O. H.S.) III. 257 He had 51... to go towards his

Matriculation. 1833 C. BEDE Verdant Green i. ii, He s

now quite old enough, and prepared enough for matricula

tion. 1881 MRS. CRAIK Little Mother n. (1882) 43 Papa
said he must [go out to India] if he failed in his matricula

tion. 1900 Oxf. Uni- . Cat. 72 These Dues are for each

quarter of the first four years from Matriculation.

fb. A certificate of matriculation; - MATRI-

CULA. Obs.

1648 J. RAYMOND // Mcmirio Italico 233 Our Matricula

tions wee had from Padua did us much service,

c. attrib., in matriculation examination ;
matri

culation book, a book for the registration of ad

missions to a college or other association.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. 99 Those only whose

names were entred into the Matriculation Booke. 1726
AYLIFFK 1 arcreon 16 A Scholar, that is absent from the

University for five years, . .is.. rased out of the Matricula

tion Book. Ibid. 384 He is presum d to be a Merchant who
is found enrolled in the Matriculation-1.ook belonging to

Merchants. 1833 Assurance Mag. Ill 273 Institute of

Actuaries. .Matriculation Kxamination 1852.

2. Her. A registration of armorial bearings.
1810 Naval Ckron. XXIV. 192 He has obtained the

following copy of matriculation from the Lyon Office,

Edinburgh. 1901 Spectator ip Mar. 461 The doctrine.,

that the right to bear arms is dependent upon their matri

culation in &quot;the College of Arms.

Matriculator (mStri kHkt3i). p. MATRICU

LATE v. + -OR.]
= MATRICULANT.

1869 Globe 13 Nov. 7 The matiiculators last Michaelmas
term numbered 529. 1888 Q. Kcv. CLXVII. 209 At Ox
ford the matriculator subscribed the Thirty-nine Articles.

Matriculatory (matri ki;?latori), a. [f.
MA

TRICULATE v. : see -ORY.] a. Pertaining to the

matriculation (of students, etc.). b. = MATRI
CULAR i b.

1884 Atlicuznm 19 July, We should like to see. .the addi

tion of a modern language to the matriculatory subjects.

1883 Pall Mall G. 15 Jan. 8/1 The increase in the matncn-

latory contributions.. has to be taken into account. . .The

portion of the matriculatory contributions not covered by
the revenue will be met by loan.

Matriheritage (meitrihe ittedj). rare. [f.

L. matr(f}-, mater mother + HERITAGE.] A pro

posed name for the system, existing in certain

communities, according to which relationship

through the mother, and not through the father,

constitutes the title to inheritance. So Matri-

he rital a., pertaining to matriheritage .

1886 SIR G. CAMVIIELL in Nature g Sept. 455/2 The best

specimen.. of the matriarchal, or perhaps I should raVher

say matri herital system. Ibid., The result of observation

of the Khassyahs has been to separate in my mind the two

ideas of matri heritage and polyandry.

Matrimoi(g)ne, -mono, obs. ff. MATRIMONY.

Matrimonial (maetrimou nial), a. and sb. [a.

MATRIMONY.
F. matrimonial (i-jth c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ad. late

I., matrimmial-is of or pertaining to matrimony,
f. matrimSnium : sec MATRIMONY and -AL.]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to matrimony.
1532 Du YVi.s Intnuf. I-r. in I alsgr. 1049 The secondc

love is called nKitiiniolliall. cl6io Il tmien Saints 67 King
Kcgfride promised him greate summes. .if he could persn.ide

theQneene to vsc matrimonial! companic with him. 1675 9
MCLGKAVI-: Ess. .Satire 185 He lugged about the matrimonial

load. 1768 UI.ACKSIONK Coiiuit. III. 72 Matrimonial causes

. .are another. . branch of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction. 1780
COWPKR Tal&amp;gt;le-t. 74 With close fidelity and love unfeigned,
To keep the matrimonial bond unstained. 1829 IAMON-
/&amp;gt;C7vmixi. i,

He had an exceeding distaste to the matii-

monial state. 1884 KlTA 1 My I. it. Conceit vn. ii, The
m.urimomal knot is not an easy one to slip out of.

b. fig.
(11568 COVEKDAI.K IS/.-. Death XXMX. (1579) 182 To open

vnto ihe Lorde, to let him in, and with him to passe foorth

into his royal and matrimonial! palace of the euerlastyng

iojfull kingdoinc. 1576 NKWION [.ramie s Complex. I. ix.

73 li, To keepe..an equal poy/e of malrymoniall consent and

agreemente together betweene them [sc. mind and body).

2. Derived from mairingc.
1577-87 Hol.iNSHEi&amp;gt;CVir&amp;lt;., Hist, Scft. 365/1 The Dolphin

of France. -did vehtmcntlic reiiuest that the crowne (which

tliey ternie matrimonialh should be giuen vnto him. i6zz

HACON Hen. F//4 If he (Henry VII
|
rclieil vpon that Title

(his marriage with Elizabeth of York], he could .. but ..

hane rather a Matrimonial! then a Rcgall power.

3. Calculated to promote matrimony; inclining

towards marriage.
1730 Sun i Ih titti \ Daphne, His matrimonial spirit fled.

17491 li-l.i lM; / c/// Join s y.\. iv, She had matrimonial charms
in great abundance.

t B. sfi. A marriage. Obs.

&amp;lt; 1475 1 artcnay 95.1 With gical ioy made ihys matri

monial.

Hence (netia-wits.) Matrimo-nialism, the doc

trine of the excellence of matrimony. Matrimo ni-

alist, one empowered to celebrate mnningcs.
1811 SHELLEY in Dowden/./&amp;gt;(i887l I. 174. I will hear your

arguments for matrimonialism, by which I am now almost

convinced. 1834 Eraser s Klag. IX. 385 Some of those ..

gentlemen who are hoping. .to exalt tlidr sons and cousins

..inlo a sort of official dignity, as licensed matrimonialists.

Matrimonially fmsetrimoo niali), adv. [f.

MATRIMONIAL- + -I.Y-.]

1. Accotdingto the manner or laws of matrimony.
1606 MANSION l- a-.fiu Wks. 1856 II 75 The Romans..

thought that a woman might mixe her thigh with a stranger

wantonly, and yet still love her husband matrimonially.

,11631 UOSNR f
i/tj&amp;gt;

Scrm. (1649) i6How Matrimonially so

ever such persons as have marled themselves may pretend

to love,., yet.. all that life is but a regulated Adultery. 1726

AYI.IKFE I arergon 123 He is so matrimonially wedded unto

his Church, that he cannot quit the same. 1865 DlCKENS

Mut. J* r. i. iv, According to the principle which matrimoni

ally unites contiasts.

2. By right of marriage.
1880 MuiRHEADt?azJlli.i 3 The same may be said of her

who is matrimonially in inami of a grandson.

3. As regards the state of matrimony.
1886 I.a-.u Times LXXX. 336/2 Both parties actually did

regard themselves as matrimonially free.

t Matrimtvnious, a. Obs. [f.
MATRIMONY :

see -ot:s.] a. Pertaining to marriage, b. Con

ducive to matrimony.
1643 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 175 The miserable

work that mans ignorance and pusillanimity would make in

this matrimonious busines. 1837 LADY URANVILLE Lett.

(1894) II. 224 The green room is mMrimonious.

Hence Matrimo niously adv., matrimonially.

1839 Dtackiu. Jtcig. XLVI. 28 When a man is matrimo-

niously inclined, let him keep his own counsel.

t Matrimonize, . Obs. [f- MATRIMONY +

-!7,E.] trans. To cause to marry.
1612 W. PAKKES Cnrtaiue-Dr. (1876) 12 It could not matii-

nionize age and youth.

Matrimony (mae trimani). Forms : 4 matir-

ntoyne, -monye, matrimon, matermoyn(o, ma-

tremoyne, matermone, matrimoyne, -moine,
.s&amp;lt;-. matrimone, 4-5 raatrimoigne, 4-6 matry-

raony, matrimonye, 5 matremony, 6 matry-

monio, 6-7 matrimoiiie, 4- matrimony, [a. OF.

uialrcuioiiic, -oync, -oit;&amp;gt;ie,
a. L. mdtrimani-um

wedlock, marriage, f. matr-em mother : see -MONY.]

1. The rite of marriage ;
the action of marrying.

1303 R. ERUNNF. Ilandl. ~Synne 11156 The syxte sacrament

ys matrymony, pere hyt ys do ry5twusly. 1362 LANGL.

/ . PI. A. x. 2or Sekben lawe hab I-loket bat vche mon haue a

make In Mariage and Matrimoyne I-Medlet to-gedere.

1-1386 CHAI-CEK Knt. s T. 2237 Bitwixen hem was maad

anon the bond, That highte matrimoigne or manage, .c 1440

Gesta Rom. xlviii. 214 (Harl. MS.) What tyme that the

solempnite of the matrimonye is made, holdlthe him with

yow 1508 DUNUAR Tna jnariit Wet/ten 152 Sen man ferst

with matrimony }ow menkit in kirk, How haif ?e fame

be ?our faith? 1547 Homilies I. Agst. SmtariUfl. ( S59&amp;gt;

75 The saciament of matrimony knitteth man and wife in

perpetual love. 1548 CRAMMER Cntech. 70 The fayth
and

promise made in matrimony. 1651 HoniiES Leviatli. iv.

xlvii. 383 Teaching that Matrimony is a Sacrament, givetn

to the Clergy the Judging of the lawfulnesse of Marriages.

1660 K. COKE Power &amp;gt;r X:tt&amp;gt;j. 78 Matrimony is the act of two

free pei sons, .mutually taking one another for husband and

wife. 1763 I;LACKSTONECO/&amp;lt;//. I. xvi. 444 All childien hoi

before matrimony are bastards by our law. 1841 LANE

Aral,. Nts. I. 65 The tie of blood is, to him [an Arab], in

every respect, stronger than that of matrimony. 1901 1 . M.
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LINDSAY Ch. fy Ministry in Early Cent. v. 198 In such .1

solemn action ab matrimony the blessing of the Church
should be joined to the Civil contract.

personified. 1500-20 I.)UNBAR Poems xlii. 97 Matrimony,
that nobill king, Was grevit.

fig, c 1440 Gesta Row. ix. -26 (Harl. MS.}, Our lord ihesu

crist,. .drowe matrimony with vs, bat is to say, when bat he
tooke our kynde.

j-b. A joining in wedlock J a marriage; an alli

ance by marriage. Obs,
c 1380 WVCLIF Stii \yks. III. 348 [&amp;gt;ci

makcn many divorsis,
and many matrimonies, unleveful. ciqooDestr. Troy 9223
A manage & matremony hole. 1532 LATIMER Let. to ttayn*
ton in Koxe A. $ M. (1583) 1751/2, I haue had more busines

in my little cure since I spake with you, what with sicke

fulkes, and what with matrimonies, then I haue had .since I

came to it. 1533 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902)
I. 404 The saide Bisshop of Rome.. ought to approbate and

confyrme this present matrymonie. 1622 MABBBtr.X/MMa f

Gitsttian d Alf. \\. 253 That which they doe .. is noother

thing, then to dissoluen matrimonie, and to openadooreto
the Devill, 1660 R. COKE Justice Vin&amp;lt;{. -2 If he were just,

because he did adorn his Sisters with highest matrimonies

[etc.]. 1737 WHISTON Joscphus, Antiq. xx. vii. 3 He
forsook at once this matrimony.

fc. A manner of marrying; nuptial ceremonial.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett, to Ctess Bristol (1887)
I. 242 What is most extraordinary in their customs, is their

matrimony.

fd. The marriage service. Obs,

1700 [JKVDEN Sigiswonda 165 The holy man. -Made haste

to sanctify the bliss by law; And muttered fast the matri

mony o er. 1724 MKS. M. DAVYS Reformed Coquet 86, I

doubt not but your Chaplain has the Matrimony by heart;

but, if not, pray let him con his lesson before he comes.

2. The state or condition of being husband and

wife
;
the relation between married persons.

(-1325 Mctr. Horn. 121 Ef Crist paled no ware Of matir-

moyne \Camb. MS. matrimon]..he noht thar [sc. til Cana
Galile] Cumen. c 1340 HAMPOLK Prose Tr. n In assys or

cause of matremoyne. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 219

Matrimoigne with-oute
moillerye

is nou^t moche to preyse.
f 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. P 843 Matrimoyne is leefful assem-

blynge of man And of womman. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.
^

Priv. Priv. 192 Matremony is a dingnite ordeyned of god.

1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) II. 391 Hercules gate a son.,

whiche reignede after hym, not geten in trewe matrimony.
1529 MOKE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 307/2 Then shall matrimony
be much better kepte. 1643 MILTON Divorce \. Pref., i he

misinterpreting of the scripture .. hath chang d the blessing
of matrimony not seldom into a familiar and co-inhabiting
mischief, 1722 DE FOE Relig. Conrtsk. i. iii. (1840} 93 The
very laws ofmatrimony forbid it. 1829 LYTTON Dcvereux \.

i, Nothing in his estimation was less becoming to a wise

man than matrimony.

f b. Phrases. To break matrimony : to commit

adultery. To make matrimony, to join in wedlock.

To make to matrimony : to take to wife. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. xv. 235 If be! lacchen syluer And
matrimoigne for monye maken & vnmaken. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) IV. gTakenge the do^hter of Darius to matri

mony. 1526 TINDALK Matt. v. 32 Whosoever put awaye his

wyfe . . causeth her to breake matrimony. 1568 GRAFTON
Citron. II. 443 Forbiddyng them aboue all thinges the

brech of Matrimonie, the vse of swearyng [etc.J.

f 3. A husband or wife. Obs.
c 1620 FLETCHER & MASS. Little I- r. Lawyer iv. v, Restore

my Matrimony undenTd. 1673 DRYUKN Marr. d la Mode
n. i, That sign of a husband there, that lazy matrimony.
f4. (See^quot.) Obs.

1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 41 If these Oxen do not

weigh this weight, the practice of Matrimony is then intro

duced.. . It is weighing the Fore Quarter of a heavy Ox with
the Hind Quarter of a light Ox, by which conjugated State

they, .produce the Standard Weight.
5. A game played with a full pack of cards and

resembling Pope Joan. Also, the combination
of king and queen of trumps in Pope Joan, Matri

mony, and other games of cards. (Cf. MARRIAGE 7.)
1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. iv. ii. 296 We have also the

Game of Snake, and the more modern Game of Matrimony,
with others of the like kind. 1830 R. HARDIE Hoyle s Gamcs

%

Pope Joan 82 Matrimony is the king and queen, and Intrigue
the knave and queen of trumps. Ibid.) Matrimony 83 The
game. . consists of five chances, viz. Matrimony, which is king
and queen [etc.]. 1837 DICKENS Ptckw. vi,When the spinster
aunt got matrimony , the young ladies laughed afresh.

1876 CAPT. CRAWI.EY Card Players? Man. 211 Matrimony.,
is played with a full pack of cards. 1887 All Year Round
5 Feb. 66 There was Matrimony [in Pope Joan].. the win

ning of which caused such delightful confusion to the in

genuous maid of the period.

6. slang and dial. A mixture of two comes
tibles or beverages.
1813 Examiner 17 May 317/1 That injudicious mixing of

wines, which is called matrimony. 1882 OGM.VIE, Afatri

;#_) .. 4. A name given jocularly to raisins and almonds
mixed, and various other common combinations. 1892
MARIANNE NORTH Recollect, Happy Life I. 103 They Ravu
us glasses of matrimony , a delicious compound made of

star-apple sugar and the juice of Seville oranges.

7. Comb, in matrimony cake dial. (cf. 6), a

round cake consisting of a layer of currants between

two layers of pastry ; matrimony-vine, a name
for Lyciunt barbanim or L. vulgare.
1866 Trcas. Rot., Matriinony-i iue.

Matriotism (m^ triJuz m). nonce-wd. [Al
tered from PATRIOTISM, afterL.w^rmother.] Love

ofone s mother country or of one s alma mater .

1856 TX&amp;gt;WELL Lett. (1894) I. 301, I am delighted with

your matrintism Rome, Venice, Cambridge ! 1885 H. C.

BEECIIINC; in Academy 14 Feb. 109/2 Though Mr. Lang s

mntriotism is thus divided, he has only one fatherland.

Matris, obs. form of MATIUCE.

fMatrisate, v. Obs. rare*, [f. ppl. stem
of L. miitrissare, f. matr-cm mother.] intr. To
imitate a mother. 1727 in KAILEY vol. II.

Matrix (nu i

triks). PI. matrixes, matrices.

fa. L. matrix (stem matnc-} t in late L. womb, in

older Latin pregnant animal, female animal u^cd

;
for breeding ; app. f. mater mother, by change of

the ending into the suffix of fern, agent-nouns.
!
Cf. MATKICE.
The L. plural matrices is normally pronounced (miitroi s/x),

but in the industrial sense 4 the prevailing pronunciation is

(mae tris*/), prob. from association with the pi. of MATRICES]
1. The uterus or womb. Also occas. used for

OVARY, esp. with reference to oviparous animals.

1526 TINUALE Luke ii. 23 Every man chylde that fyrst

openeth the matrix shalbe called holy to the lordt*. 1547
HOORDE Hrev. Health iii. 8 Abhorsion .. maye come by
ventositie and lubricite of humours in the matryx. 1615
CROOKIC Jiody ofMan 272 The paries of the Female are the

j

wombe and the rest which by a general name are called
matrices. 1655 MOUFET & HKNNET Health*s Inifrov. (1746)
202 The Matrix of Beasts.. is but a sinewy and hard Sub
stance. 1716-31 TINDAL Rapiris f/ist. Eng. (1743) II. xvn.

74 note, The women that attended about Queen Mary
alledged that her Matrix was consumed. 1765 Treat. Dom.
Pigeons 15 The ovary, or upper matrix of the hen, or female
bird. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 57 The matrix . . was uncommonly
small, and the right ovarium .. had attached to it small
excrescences. 1816 KIRDV& Si . Entomol. II. 36 This part. .

is now a vast matrix of eggs. 1840 Cm ier s Anim, Kingd,
40 The foetus, immediately after conception, descends, .intu

the matrix.

2. A place or medium in which something is

bred , produced, or developed.
1555 EDEN Decades 31 margin^ Mountaynes are the

matrices of golde. ibid. 141 They founde certamc pearles

coommynge fporthe of their matreces. 1594 PLAT Jcivett-ho.
I. 22 That which is yet chalke within the Matrix of the earth.

1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 161 Untill they. .be received

into certain matrixes in the earth which may make them put

|

forth this potent tall saltnesse into act. 1671 J. WEBSTER
Metallogr. iii. 46 Framed in their several seminaries, ma
trixes, or seed-husks. 1691 KAY Creation n. (1692) 82 A con
venient Harbor or Matrix to cherish and hatch their Eggs.
1713 DKRHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. xiii. 230 These Matrixes may
much conduce to the Maturation and Production of the

Young. 1727-5* CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. t The earth is the

matrix wherein seeds sprout ; and marcasites are by many
considered as the matrixes of metals. 1853 KANE Gritinell

Exp. xviii. (1857) 138 The question whether unmixed snow
can act as a vegetative matrix. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. .5-

Pov. x. ii. (1881) 453 This is the matrix in which mind un
folds. 1880 BASIIAN Brain 39 This intermediate tissue is..

the probable matrix wherein and from which new nerve
fibres, .are evolved in animals.

b. A place or point of origin and growth.
1605 CAMIJKN AV&amp;gt;//. (1637) 56 The old German tongue,

which undoubtedly is the matrix and mother of our English.

1867 MANNING Eng: fy Christendom 242 The root and matrix

of the Catholic Church. 1896 Peterson Mag. VI. 263/1 The
matrix of the anti war feeling was in New England.

C. The formative part of an animal organ, e.g.
the pulp and capsule of the mammalian tooth ;

the hair-papilla (Syd. Soc, Lex. 1890) ; the bed

in which the finger or toe-nails grow.
&quot;835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 351/2 The matrix, or organ by

which the perfect feather is produced, has the form of an

elongated cylindrical cone. 1854 OWEN Skel. .y Teeth in

Circ. -SV;., Organ.. Nat. I. 280 The matrix of certain teeth

does not give rise, .to the germ of a second tooth. 1858 H.

GRAY Anat. 545 The part of the cutis beneath the body and
root of the nail is called the matrix.

d. Bot. The body on which a fungus or a lichen

grows.
1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Hot. 39. 54 The nature of the

communication between the plants and matrix in the para
sitic fungi. 1874 COOKE Fungi 25 These spores .. deposit
themselves . . on the surface of the Tremclla and on its

matrix.

f e. The inward, soft, pithy and spungy part
of any Tree or Plant (Phillips, ed. Kersey, 1706).
1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Matrix,.. Amon^

Vegetables it signifies the Marrow or Heart ofa Plant. 1704

J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Matrix of a Tree or Plant, is the

same with what the Botanists call Cor.

3. An embedding or enclosing mass; esp. the

rock-mass surrounding or adhering to things em
bedded in the earth, as metal (see GANGUE), fossils,

gems nnd the like.

1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 161 Which, .as yet have no
saline tast, untill they mett with such principles, and be
received into certain matrixes in the earth. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler s Trav. (1760) I. 48 In the matrix of an emerald, you
may see how this gem concretes. 1802 PLAYFAIR lllnstr.

Hniton. Theory 78 Some of the species of whinstone are the

common matrices of agates and chalcedonies. 1871 Trans.
Amcr, Inst. Alining Engin. I. 95 Their [sc, oresj earthy
portions we designate as their matrix or gangue . 1884
Knowledge 4 Apr. 222/2 The consolidated eruptive mud
of the mines was believed by some to be the true matrix
of the diamond.

b. /Hol. The substance situated between animal
or vegetable cells.

1802 Med. Jrnl, VIII. 300 Their vascular structure \sc.

of bones] is enveloped in a matrix. 1875 KKNNETT & DYER
tr. Sachf Bpt. 54 The matrix which surrounds the grains
of aleurone in oily seeds is. .always a mixture of oily matter
and albuminoids. 1881 MIVART Cat 17 The structureless

substance and fibres form what is called the matrix of the

tissue. 1890 COOKE Introd. Fresh-iv.Algx 156 The mucous
matrix containing the families of culls seems [etc.]. 1896 All-

butts Syst, Med, I. 115 The intercellular matrix undergoes
modifications or degenerative changes during inflammation.

I 4. A mould in which something is cast or shaped ;

m Type-founding^ a piece of metal (usually copper)
on which the letter lias been stamped in intaglio

by means of a punch, so that it forms a mould for

,
the face of the type; in Coining, the stamp and

i

* bed used for striking coins; in Stereotyping^ the

paper squeeze of a form of type, serving as a mould
for a type-metal cast.

i6z6 USSHER Lett. (1686) 343 His Matrices of the Oriental

Tongues are bought by EucVk the Printer. 1695 WOOD
WARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1723) 22 These Shells having served
as Matrices or Moulds to them [sc. fossils], 1709 TANNKR
3 Oct. in Kallard JlfSS. IV. 53 They find the want of
Matrices at their Press. 183* UABBACE Eion. Munttf. xi.

(ed. 3)74 Each matrix being in fact a piece of copper of the

same size as the type. 183* Act 2 Will II
,
c. 34 10 Any

Puncheon, Counter-puncheon, Matrix, Stamp, Die, Pattern
or Mould in or upon which there shall be made or impressed
. . the Figure [etc.], .of any of the King s current Uold or
Silver Coin. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) I. n. ii. 347
Moulded into form in the double matrix of stone or metal.

1859 SALA Gas-light &amp;lt;y

D. ii. 27 His nimble lingers are shap

ing out the matrix of a monstrous human face, for a panto
mimic mask. iSG&Archxol. Jrtil. XXV. 247 Matrix of the

seal of William Picard [exhibited] 1879 J. TIMBS in Cas-
sclfs Techn. Educ. i. 27/2 Founding metal types in a matrix
or mould, igoa HOIJCKIN Kariora II. 52 The discovery or

invention of the leaden matrix, which played . . so important
a part in very early typography.

b. Antig* The bed or hollowed place in a slab

in which a monumental brass is fixed.

1861 HAINES Mon. Brasses i. cxxiii, There is the matrix of

a brass at Tormarton. i8faSntG.G SCOTT Glean. Westttt.

Abb. (ed. 2) 150 Traces of the matrices of two brass shields.

1864 UOUTELL Her. /fist, fy Pop, xx. 337 Deeply scored with

the matrices of the lost Brasses. 1890 J. T. FOWMCK in

Proc. Soc. Antiq. Ser. n. XIII. 39 The grooves and holes

for running lead to the rivets are distinctly seen in the

matrices.

5. Dentistry. A plate of metal or composition
to serve as a tempoiary wall for a cavity of a tooth

during filling.

1883 G. CUNNINGHAM in Dental Rtcord III. 458 No
matter whether one or two or even all the walls of the

cavity are gone, they may l&amp;gt;e restored by a matrix. Ibid.

529 Ordinary tinned iron, and also dental alloy, have been
used for the purpose of matrices, but have been entirely
discarded by me in favour of platinum.

6. Math. A rectangular arrangement of quan
tities or symbols.
1858 CAYLEY in Coll. Math. Papers (1889) II. 475 The

term matrix might be used in a more gene Mil sense, but in

the present memoir I consider only square and rectangular
matrices. 190* Encycl. Brit. XXV. 277 2 A matrix has in

many parts of mathematics a signification apart from it-,

evaluation as a determinant. Ibid. 278/1 The matrix con
sists of rows and columns.

7. attrib. and Comb., as matrix--maker, \ -suffoca-

tion\ matrix //&quot;,
vase

,
matrix-encircled &&}.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. m. Furies 566 Such are

the fiuitfull Matrix-suffocation, The Falling-sickness, and

pale Swouning-passion. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini s

Advts.fr. Pnrnass. 101 This Serjeant was son to a Matrix-
maker. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858)!!. 353 This matrix

vase was made of a very fine bright red clay. 1873 C.

ROBINSON N. S. Wales 57 Irrespective of vein or matrix tin.

1890 R. BOLUREWOOD Miner s Right (1809) 177/2 Many a

quaint fragment, or matrix-encircled nugget, ..was tians-

ferred. .on that auspicious day.

Matron (nv&amp;gt;*tr3n).
Forms: 4-7 matrone, 5

matroun, 6- matron, [a. F. matrone (- Sp.,

Pg., It. t/iatrona), ad. L. matrona, f. matr-em,
water mother.]
1. A married woman, usually with the accessory

idea of (moral or social) rank or dignity.
Roman matron: sometimes referred to as a proverbial

type of feminine dignity of character or bearing. British

matron : in recent use, jocularly taken as the representative
of certain social prejudices and rigorous notions of conven
tional propriety supposed to be characteristic of married

women of the English upper middle-class.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxix. (Cosine fy Dainyane) 35 In

Jat cyte wes a matrone, pat of gret gndnes had renon.

c 1430 LVDaJfl*. Poems (PercySoc.) 70 &amp;lt;) noble matrouns,
whiche have al suffisaunce Of wommanhede, yowre wiltes

doth up dresse. c 1440 Promfi, Parv. 330/1 Matrone, eld

woman, matrona. a 1548 HALLCfovm, Hen. I V/aob, She
was layed naked in the bride bed, in the presence of diuerse

noble matrones and Prynces. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. i. 279
Matrons flong Clones, Ladies and Maids their Scarfles, and

Handkerchers, Vpon him as he pass d. 1667 MILTON / . L.

XL 136 Leucolhea. . when Adam and first Matron Eve Had
ended now their Orisons. 1695 DRYDEN Parallel Poetry &amp;lt;y

Painting Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 129 Neither is there any ex

pression in that
story,

which a Roman matron might not

read without a blush. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxxii, The

question was, whether my eldest daughter, as being a matron,
should not sit above the two young brides. 1802 WORDSW.
Sailor s Mother^ And like a Roman matron s was her mien

and gait. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam iv. xxi. 7 Virgins

bright, And matrons with their babes. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece I. 327 A dignity of character, which makes them

worthy rivals of the Roman matrons. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron.

ttarset (1869) I. xxiv. 25^ She was fat, heavy, and good-

looking ;. .a youthful British matron every inch of her.

TI b. in personifications.
1581 SIDNF.Y Apol Poelric (Arb.) 68 So is that bonny-

flowing Matron Eloquence.. disguised, in a Curtizan-like

]iain ted affectation. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;V Jut. in. ii. ii Come

ciuill night, Thou sol&amp;gt;er suled Matron all in blacke.

c. Eccl. As the distinctive title of a married

female saint. (Cf. virgin. )

1519 Aberd. Keg. (1844) I. 96 In honor uf God and the
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glorious matron Sanct Anne. 1862 Br. WORDSWORTH Hymn t

1 Hark %
the sound ofholy voices* ii, Saintly Maiden, godly

Matron, Widows who have watch d to prayer.

2. spec. A married woman considered as having

expert knowledge in matters of childbirth, preg

nancy, etc.; now only injury of matrons (see

JURY 2 f.1. f Also, applied in plural to married

women who render assistance, or friendly offices in

or after childbirth.

(So F. matrone \ cf.also inod.L. matrona midwife (Sytt.

Soc. Lex.).}

1491 CAXTON rtfat Pair. (1495) 198 J he matrones or

myddcwyfes that were come to her for to receyve the

cliikl. 1631 MILTON l-.pit. .March. Winchester 23 Once had
the early Matrons run To greet her of a lovely son. 1650
WianON Crt. Jas. I 79 A Jury of grave Matrons ..after

their inspection gave verdict, she was (intacta virgo).

3. A woman (not, according to present usage,

necessarily a married woman) who has official charge
of the domestic arrangements of a public institu

tion such as a hospital, school, prison, etc.

1557 Order of Hospitalls E ij b, The Matron, in govern-

inge the wemcn and keping the provision of Bedds, Sheets,
Shirts and other committed to her charge. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Matron.. .Also one of the grave Women that have the Over

sight of Children in an Hospital. 1780 JOHNSON Lei. to Dr.

Vyse 30 Dec., The matron of the Chartreux is about to

resign her place. 1791 BENTHAM ran&amp;lt;*pt. \. Postscr. 43 There
must be a Chaplain, a Surgeon, and a Matron. 1801 Rled.

Jrnl. V. 291 The servants of the House shall consist of

a Matron, who shall superintend the domestic concerns ;

three ordinary nurses [etc.J. 187^ Rep. Directors Convict
Prisons 444 Superannuated, i engineer, i matron. 1896
AllbutCs Syst. Med. \. 424 This power [of moving pro
bationers) should be vested in the matron, herself a trained

nurse.

4. attrib, qoasi-dtjr (pertaining to or character

istic of a matron) as matron air, 6row, cap^ cheek,

face, form, grace, heart, lip, step, weed
, years \

(consisting of matrons) as matron-train.

matron airs, Who gravely lectures her rebellious doll.

1725 POPE Odyst* i. 534 When the star of eve with golden
light Adorn d the *matron brow of sable night, c iSao S.

ROGERS Italy (1839) 29 Young as she was, she wore the

&quot;matron-cap. 1810 JANE PORTER Scot. Chiefs 338 Wallace

pressed her &quot;matron cheek to his. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal

Opin. xxxviii. (1783) I. 223 The dear furrows of her *matron
face. 1718 ROWE tr. Litcan i. 353 Her awful head Rome s

rev rend image rear d, Trembling and sad the *Matron form

appear d. 1813 SHKLLKY (J. Mab viii. 120 Autumn proudly
bears her &quot;matron grace. 1779 Rocks of Meillerie 51 Ye
piteous sighs, that burst my *matron heart. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 501 He..press d her * Matron lip With kisses pure.
1784 COWTKR Task iv. 246 With matron step slow moving.

1716 POPE Odyss. xxn. 521 The &quot;matron-tram with all the

virgin band Assemble here. 1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems 15
To gem the &quot;matron weeds of night. 1810 S. GREEN A , -

fonnist II. 7 The wanton wife, whose ^matron years and
situation should teach her gravity.

Matron, obs. form of MARTEN.

Matronage (m^-troned^). [f. prec. + -AGE.]
1. A body of matrons ; matrons collectively.
1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton II. 56 Some sort

of foundation, under the government of a respectable
matronage. .would certainly be an institution most devoutly
to be wished for. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII.

192 His exemplary Queen, at the head of the matronage of
this land. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xi, The Lady of Hugh de

Lacy will be one of the foremost among the matronage of

England. 1860 HOOK Lh es Afys. (1868) 1. iii. 477 The
matronage of England rose up in chaste indignation.
2. Guardianship by a matron.

1771 MKS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton II. 270, I was
under the matronage of my aunt Marriot. 1774 VVestnt.

Mag. II. 257 He should be able finally to place her under
the safe matronage of his dear wife. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH
Yng. Pkilos. III. 175 If you had thought proper to have
transmitted your daughter to the protective matronage of

your truly estimable mother. 1878 1 ins/ey s Mag. XXIII.
94 A species of. .picnic, under the matronage of the volatile

Rosamund. 1878 J. GRANT Ld. Hermitage 249 She.. had
only done so. .under the matronage of the housekeeper.
3. The state or condition of being a matron.

1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 165 Underscorings in

young ladies letters [are] a wonder.. to themselves under
the colder north-light of matronage. 1884 MRS. F. MILLER
Ht. Martineau 52 Matronage is a profession in itself.

Matronal (matronal), a. [a. F. matronal

(Cotgr.)ad. L. matronalis^i. matrona : see MATRON
and -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or appropriate to a matron.
1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 36 Others do loue the

decent, and as it were, matronall carriage of the eight [tone].

1619 Si it A. GORGES tr. Bacon s De Sap. Vet. 19 Besydes
(for her matronall chastity) shee was held venerable by
Antiquity. 1622 BACON Hen. I ll 218 He iuttl heard of the
Beautie .. of the young Queene of Naples, .. being then
of Matronall yeares of seuen and twentie. 1777 JOHNSON
Let. /0 Mrs. Thrale 19 May, When you are, with matronal

authority, talking down juvenile hopes. 1822 T. TAYLOR
Apnleins 59, I have always despised matronal embraces.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. Ixvi. 285 Susanna Smith
Elliott., stepped forth, .in matronal beauty.
2. Having the characteristics of a matron.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. 18 The dialogues

between the old matronal lady and the young lady. 1847
SMEATON Builders Man. 203 Draped matronal figures.

1849 CLOUGH Amours de t oy. i. 160 Eager for battle here
Stood Vulcan, here matronal luno.

Hence Ma tronally, adv. rare&quot;* .

i77 r BAILEY vol. II.

II Matronalia(martront
T

i

lia). [L.Afdfriht&amp;lt;ifia t

neut. pi. of matronalis : see prec.] A festival in

honour of Mars celebrated by the Roman matrons.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1869 LECKV Euro}. Mor.
(1877) I. ii. 301 The Saturnalia and Matronalia. . were the
most popular holidays in Rome.

Matronhood (m^-tranhud), [f. MATRON +

-noon.] The state or condition of being a matron.

1836 MRS. GORE Mrs. A rmytage 1 . 142 Had not matronhood
and maternity chanced to recall her to the softer duties of
her sex. 1868 M. COLLINS Siuecl Anne Page III. 271 A
very dainty presentment of matronhood.

Matroiiism (m/i tr&niz m). rare.
[f.

MATROX
+ -ISM.] a. The qualities appropriate to a matron.
b. Guardianship by a matron.
1606 BIRNIK Kirk-Buriall\)z&., Your Mother, the mirrour

of all godly graue matronisme. 1815 /.eluca I. 95, I know
that in this age female matron ism is as serviceable as

paternal vigilance can be to daughters.

Matronize (m^-Uonaiz;, v. [f.
MATRON +

-I/.E.]

1. trans. To render matronly,
1754 RICHARDSON Crandison (1781) VII. xxxix. 190 She

will be matronized now. The Mother must make her a
Wife. 1797 MKS. A. M. BENNETT Jieggar Girl 11813) II.

137 Every step taken by him, to lessen the expencus of his

family, and matronize his wife. 1843 CAROLINE B. SOUTHKV
Poet. ll ks. (1867) 197 Life s grave duties matronixe the bride.

2. intr. To become or be made a matron.
1802 H. MAKTIN Helen ofClenross I. 212, I respect matri

mony, and should be sorry not to see you some day matron
ized. 1871 M. COLLINS Pr. Clarice II. xix. 216, I love Isi*.

in its maidenhood, before it matronises into Thames.
3. trans. To act as a matron to ;

to cha[x,
iron.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salinag. 11824) 7 When young ladies

used to go a sleigh-riding at night, .without being matron
ized. 1818 Miss FERRIKK Marriage I. 295 Lady Mae-

laughlan ..will matronize you to the piny. Ibid., Ymi rut-

rather young to matronize yourself yet. 1881 M iss BRADDON
Asph. II. 206, I wish we could have old Spicer in to ma-
tronise the party. 1888 Scrilmcr s Mug. Oct. 455/2 Suine
married cousin had been found to matroni/e them.

b. L
T
.S. To preside as a matron over, to act as

hostess to (a party, etc.).

1892 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 17 Nov. 8 j Members of the

committee will matronize the rooms daily. 1897 llmvEi.t.s

Landf, Lion s Head 204 The lady who was malroni/ing the

tea recognized him.

II 4. Used humorously for patronize when said

of a feminine subject.

1830 Blackw. Muff. XXVIII. 893 Madam, you do not

matronise and, sir, you do not patronise waltzing? 1833
ibid. XXXIII. 146 The poetry matroni/ed by fashion i-.

sufficiently so-so-ish.

Hence Ma*tronized
//&amp;gt;/.

a., Ma tronizing vbl.

$b. and ///. a.

a 1825 FUSRLI Aphor., Life % Writ. (1831) III. 128 Th&amp;lt;:

Madonnas of Rafiaelle. .are uniformly transcripts, .of some
favourite face matronized. 1867 MKS. WHITNKV /,. Cold-
thwaite iv, They were to. .participate, .under her matron-

izing.in city gave ties. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 283 The
matroni/ing of a houseful of hungry school-boys. 1897
HOWELLS Land!. Lion s Head -21^ They stood before the

matronizing hostess.

Matron-like (m^-tranlaik), &amp;lt;?. [f.
MATROX

+ -LIKE.] Resembling or befitting a matron ;

matronly. Alsoy?^.
1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serm. xvi. 281 The husband shold

labour to reforme his wife; to.. frame her to discretion,

sobrietie, al matron like vertues, & all godlinesse. 1577
NOKTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 150 Their daunces were..ma-

tronelyke, moiling scarce little or nothing in their gestures
at all. 1643 HOWKLL For. Tra^&amp;gt;. (Arb.) 17 Whereas Religion
should go array d in a grave Matron like habit, they have
clad her rather like a wanton Courtisane in light dresses.

1645 EVELYN Diary June, The heads of two matron-like

servants or old women. 1710 ADDISON Tatlcr No. 120 f 5

The Front of it was raised on Corinthian Pillars, with all

the meretricious Ornaments that accompany that Order;
whereas that of the other was composed of the chaste and
matron-like Ionic.

Matronly (mt
7
-tronli), fl. [f. MATRON + -LV *.]

Like a matron ; characteristic of or suitable to a

matron.

1656 Artif. Handsoii . 72 Painting, polishing, and pruning
(beyond a matronly comelinesse or gravity), a 1660 HAM
MOND Semi. Wks. 1684 IV. 564 Noted by all the neighbour
hood for an absolute Wife; a grave, solemn, matronly
Christian. 1754 RICHARDSON Graudison (1811) II. v. 86 In

every matronly lady I have met with a mother: in many
young ladies,, .sisters. 1824 Miss MITFOKD / illage Ser. i.

26 She was making a handsome matronly cap. 1882 Miss
BRADDON Mt. Royal II. x. 212 The figure was a shade
more matronly.
Comb. 1818 LADY MORGAN Antohiog. (1859) *3i note*

This mild and matronly-looking lady.

Hence Ma tronliness, matronly quality.
1851 JAMES Peqninillo III. 236 A certain composedness of

manner and matronliness of dress. 1881 Miss G. M.CRAIK
Sydney II. ix. 247 You have a pretty kind of matronliness

about you.

Matronly (m^ -tranli), adv. [f.
MATRON +

-LY ^.] In the manner of a matron.

1590 SPENSER F.Q. i.x. 8 She., toward them full matronely
did pace. 1824 GALT Rothelan 1. 1. xil 109 Being, .matronly

engaged.. in soothing her little orphan to sleep.

Matronship (m^-tranjip). [f.
MATRON +

-SHIP.]
1. The personality of a matron. In your, her

matronshipy jocularly used as a title.

1591 LYLY Endym. n. ii, I crye your Matronship mercy.
1620 SHELTON Quix. III. xxxviu 264 But for her Matron-

ship, I like it, that ye stir not a Foot. 1718 D URFEY

Grecian Heroine in. ii, Is your Matronship grown mad o
th sudden. 1868 HOLMK LKE /&amp;gt;. Godfrey xv. 81 Which
time only can answer to your judicious matronship s

satisfaction.

2. --= MATRONHOOD.
1831 Frast-r*s Mag. IV. n The above galaxy.. of staid

matronship, frisking maidenhood, and sweet romance.

3. The office of * matron* in a public institution,

as a hospital, workhouse, or the like.

^1843 DICKENS Lett. (1880) III. 43, I can t state in figures
. .the number of candidates for the Sanatorium matioiiship.
1888 Scott. Leader 5 Oct. 5 Dundee Infirmary Matronship.

Matroiiyntic (msetamrmik). [Hybrid f. I,.

Mtlfr-, water mother, after PATHONYMIC. Cf. It.

matronimico.] A. = METRONYMIC a.

1874 I. TAYLOK Etnisc. Res. 224 The Etruscan matronymic
suffix is occasionally -nal instead of al.

B.= METRONYMIC sb.

1794 MRS. PIO/ZI Synon. II. 4^ Men . . were . . named . .

sometimes by matronymics, as Anson, Nelson, &c. 1817
COLEBROOKK Algebra 30 note^ Arjunn, sin named Part ha :

his matronymic from Prlt hS. 1888 ( 1. \&amp;gt;\ I .I-IRM-.VAL in N.
\ (J. 7 Jan. 14/1 The Spanish custom of nppuiding tlie

matronymic.
b. A metronymic suffix.

1874 I. TAYLOK Etnisc. Res. 223 Ant, a form which may
exactly represent the sound of the Ktruscan matronymic -al.

So f Matronymioal a. (in quot. app. misused in

the sense of * vernacular ).

c 1640;. SMYTH Hundred of Berkeley (1885) 35 (There is]

a little nuade called Ktam, \\hither on Sunday next after

Whitsunday resorted the youthes of both sexes.. a (lay

known in all the quarters thereabouts by the matroninucall
name of Riam-niead Sunday.
MatrOSS (matr^s). Mil. Obs. exc. Hist. Also

1 matroze, moutross, 8-9 niattross. [a. I)u.

inatroos sailor (whence G. matrose, Da., iSw. ma-

tros\ app. a corruption of K. matcfat sailor.] A
soldier next in rank below the gunner in a train ol

artillery, who acted as a kind of assistant or mate
In the U. S. the term was synonymous with private uf

artillery.

1639 in Grose Alilit. Anti]. (1786) I. 373 Captain of the

pioneers, Quarter master, Four conductors of toe matrozes

Forty matio/ci. 1646 in Ku^hw. Hist. Coll. iv. I. 252 To
execute Martial Law.. upon all Gunners Matrosses and
Soldiers there in pay. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

&amp;lt;y

/ .

-

There beini; in pay ..of Kii-li^i and Portuguez, 700. reckon

ing the Montrusses and ( .miners. 1745 Gentl. Mag. 249

Artillery: Wounded i conductor, ? Serjeants .. 13 ma
il osses. 1787 Kent. I rav. Cmuf-anwn 24 A laboratory,

where the mattrosses are employed in the composition wt

fireworks and cartridges. 1793 .Stat. Massachusetts ^-2 June
(in force until 1810], Kach company of Artillery shall con

sist of one Captain, two Lieutenants, ..six Gunners, six

Bombardiers,, .and thirty two privates or MatrrKses. 1800

DuNDAsinOwen llfcHestey*s ^^.(1877)564 Each company
to have an additional Lieut. -Fireworker, and ten addi

tional matroises. 1815 Citron. App. in Ann. Reg. 212

Total of killed and wounded .. n mattrosses. 1876-7 J.

CHANT ///. India I. vii. 40/1 The battery was guarded
. .by only fifty sepoys and a few European matrosses.

Matroun, Matroze, Matryce, Matrys, O!K.

ff. MATRON, MATKOSS, MATHICK, MATTKKSS.

|| MatSU(niv^ tSK) [Japanese.] An ornamental

pine, Pimts Massoniana t
native of China, Japan

and the Malay Archipelago, and widely cultivated

for its valuable timber.

1890 in Cent. Diet. ioo in WEBSTER. [1863 A. MURRAY
rincs ff Firs Japan 23 Pinus Massomana. Wo matsn.

Japon., i. e. Pinus mas, sive Kuro mat$n, i. e. Pinus nigra.)

Matt, variant of MAT, MATE a.

Mattachene, etc., obs. forms of MATACHIN.

Mattadore, obs. form of MATADOR.

t Ma ttageSS- Obs. Also 6 matagasse, 7

matagesse. [a. southern Fr. matagasse, a. Pr.

*mataga$sa lit. magpie-killer*, f. mata-r to kill

-f agassa magpie (see HAGGESS).] A butcher

bird&quot;,
Laniits exatbitor.

1575 TURBERV. Fanlconrie 72 Though the Matagasse be

a hawke of none accompte or price neyiher with us in any
use. 1678 RAY Wllfagktyt Ornith. 85 The Matagesse or

great Butcherbird. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suf&amp;gt;p.
s. v.. The

word Afattagess is borrowed from the Savoyards, and signi

fies the murdering pye.

|j
Mattamore (maet&m6 j). Also 7 wftte-

morre, 9 matamoro. [a. F. matamore, a. Arab.

5,Jxa matmiird*) f. tamara to store up.] A
subterranean habitation, storehouse, or granary.

1695 MOTTEUX St. Olotfs Morocco 73 Lodging only in

Matamorres or Subterraneous places. 1849 Sou they s

Comm. pl. Bk. Ser. n. 473 They leave stones heaped over

the Mattamores as marks. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab VH. 123

Several very large domed cisterns or matamoros, which

have been carefully cemented.

t Matte \ Obs. In the trivial oath By the

matte, ? alteration of By the mass. (Cf. MACK sW)
a. 1551 UDALL Royster D. \\. vii. (Arb.) 75 By the matte

but I will. Ibid, viii. (Arb.) 77 Come away, by the matte

she is inanklne.

Matte- (meet). Metallurgy. [a.F*AO#*J An

impure and unfinished metallic product of the

smelting of various ores, esp. those of copper.
1839 UKE Diet. Arts 80-2 Matte is a crude black copper

reduced, .from sulphur and other heterogeneous substances.

1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. HI. 59/2 &quot;

matte is termed
* white metal . 1899 Daily News 13 June

4/4 They ask that Canada shall not impose a duty on nickel

ore or nickel matte.



MATTED.
attrib. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ff Mining 288 The

employment of the method for the purpose of matte-smelting
..is objectionable on the ground that [etc.]. Ibid. 391 They
are melted in the matte-furnace with rich gold ores.

Matte, variant of MATE a. Obs., obs. f. MATK.
Matted (masted), ///. &amp;lt;z.l [f. MAT z;.

2 + -ED l.]

Dulled, deprived of lustre or gloss. (See senses of

the vb.)
1823 RUTTER Fonthill 15 Lights glazed with matted glass

in lozenge lattice. 1865 Price List of Joinery 8 Front
Doors .. glazed with matted glass. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
IVatch ty Clockm. 17^ The granular surface formed on watch

plates and wheels prior to gilding is spoken of indifferently
as matted or frosted. 1899 Westitu Gaz. 27 June 1/3 A fine

silver-gilt Jacobean goblet . . with foliage and cone ornament
on matted ground.

Matted (race-ted), ///. a? [f. MAT v.1 + -ED *.]

1. Laid or spread with matting or mats.

1607 MIDDLETON Fata. Love iv. i. 116 Like a horsekeeper
in a lady s matted chamber at midnight. 1712 STEELE

Spect. No. 429 P 12 He has chosen an Apartment with a
matted Anti-chamber. iS^a DICKENS Bleak Ho. i, The
various solicitors, .ranged in a line, in a long matted well.

1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. vi, The servant led us down a
matted passage.

b. Formed of mats as a covering.
1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton viii. (1840) 141 We pitched

our matted tents. 1841 J. L. STEPHENS Ccntr. Autcr. II.

iii. 47 The little matted tents of the market-women.

c. Made of plaited rushes. Of chain-,, etc. :

Rush-bottomed.

1692 PRVDEN Cleowt HCs Prol. 6 Who. .print our matted
seats with dirty feet. 1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5891/4 Tho.

Smith, Citizen and Turner, of that Branch called a matted

Chair-maker, is in want of Journeymen, .either for Matting,
Turning, Joining or Carving, in the said matted Chair busi

ness.. .Tho. Smith maketh..all sorts of matted Work, and
fine mimick Wallnut-Tree. 1745 De Foe s Eng. Traticsinan
xxvi. (1841) I. 266 The ordinary matted chairs. 1777 W.
DAI.KYMPLE 7Vaz ..S/. -V Port, xv, We find, .matted bottom

chairs, in their principal rooms. 1833 LOUUON Encycl. Cot-

tage Archil. 2145 A child s chair, .having . .a malted seat.

2. Of vegetable growths, also of hair or other

fibre : Tangled and interlaced, or covered with

tangle.
1613 I UKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 696 The places in their

Winter.. covered with water, doe grow thicke
;
and matted

with abundance of little trees, herbes and plants. 1661
K. W. Conf.Charac., High Constable (1860) 36 His matted
noddle is so stuft with the windy conceit of his mastership,
that [etc.]. 1663 MOXON iMech. Exerc.^ Printing xxiv.

P 19 [He] Teizes his Wool!, by opening all the hard and
almost matted Knots he finds in it. 1697 DKVDEN l

irg&amp;gt;

Past. iv. 36 Through the Matted Grass the liquid Gold
shall creep. 1745 COLLINS Ode Death Col. Ross vii, Her
matted tresses madly spread. 1749 WAKTON Tri. fsis 57
Cam meandering thro the matted reeds. 1770 GOLDSM.
Di s. Vill. 549 Those matted woods, where birds forget to

sing. 1832 LYTTON Eugene A. i.vi, The grass sprung up lon^
and matted. 1865 DICKENS i\fut. Fr. i. i, Half savage as the
man showed, with no covering on his matted head. 1877
BLACK Green Past, xlii, The matted underwood and the
rank green grass.

b. In names of plants, as matted pink , thrift.
1625 UACON Ess., Gardens (Arb.} 558 Then rincks, specially

the Matted Pinck, and Cloue Gilly-flower. 1678 PHILLIPS,
Matted^ an Epithete given to Plants when they grow, as if

they were platted together, as Matted Pink, Matweed, &c.

1706 LONDON & WISE Retird Gardner \, xxi. 98 Matted
Pink. 1861 Miss PHATT Fl&amp;lt;nver. PL IV. 254 Matted Thrift.

c. Compressed into the semblance of a mat.

i8s Greenhouse Camp. I. 168 Loosen the earth and
matted roots. 1831 WILLIS Poem Brown University 175
Tender moss, and matted forest leaves. 1845 Florist s

Jrnl. 148 The roots are very apt to get matted in the pots.

1849 MURCHISON Silitria xii. 295 Such Lower Coal.. had
been often transported in large matted masses from the
mouths of great rivers,

d. Covered with a dense growth.
1791 E. DARWIN Rot. Gar,/. \. 79 liy thee the plowshare

rends the matted plain. 1818 KKATS Endym. \. 151 His eye
Steadfast upon the matted turf he kept. 1877 HHVANT Xwtg
ofSower iv, The matted sward. 1881 M. AMOCO U estnr.

Abbty ii, That new Minster in the matted fen.

6. rath.

1897 Alll ittt s Syst. Med. IV. 121 The ascitic fluid is

sometimes loculated between the matted intestines. 1899
Ibid. VI. 10 The matted valves may remain rigidly fixed.

3. Enclosed or wrapped in matting. Also with///.
1758 GRAY Let. 2 Dec, Wks. (1884) II. 3S8 A wainscot

Chest of Drawers, malted up. Ibid., If the matted things
fright you on -the same account [sc. the danger of fire], the

coverings may be taken off, and laid by in some dry place.

1798 Hull Advertiser 15 lice. 2/1 For Sale,. .10 tons Kig.i
matted flax. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 86
Flax. .. In Matted Hales, with thick ropes. 1855 MRS.
GASKELL North ft S. xxvii, The matted-up currant bushes
. .at the corner of the west-wall.

Hence Ma ttertly atfo., in a matted manner.
1894 Du MAUKIEK Trilby I. 87 More greasily, mattedly

unkempt than even a successful pianist has any right to bu.

Mattefelon, obs. form of MATFELLON.
Matter (moe tai), s/ .

1 Forms: 3-4 materio,
4 mntery, 4-5 matiere, mate e)re, matire,
-yr(e, 4-6 -ir, 4-7 mater, matier, (5 mateer,
mattir, 6 mattier, mattar, .Yr. mailer), 5- matter.
MK. ?nafcrie

t matere^ watierc, a. OF. matere
&amp;gt;

matiere (mod.F. matiere} j ad. L. materia (also
itiateru s), building material, timber, hence stuff of

which a thing is made, subject of discourse or con

sideration, also (in philosophical use) matter in

contradistinction to ( mind or to form*.

p
L

240

It has been conjectured that L. materia represents a pre
historic *dmtlteria

t
f. *dma- (cf. Doric Or. i-eo-S/xd-ros new-

built) related to the Indo-germanic root *dem-t *dotn- (oc

curring, e. g. in L. damns house and Errg. TIMBER). The
rimary sense continued to be prominent in late popular
atin : cf. Sp. wadera, Pg. madeira wood, and the deriva

tive F. merrain timber :-late L. inateriamen (Lex Salica,

etc.). The sense-development of the word in Latin was in

fluenced by that of the Gr. uA/, of which it was the accepted

equivalent in philosophical use. In the derived senses the

Latin word has been adopted in all the Rom. langs. : Sp.,

Pg,, It. materia, Roumanian materie.\

I. In purely physical applications.
1. The substance, or the substances collectively,

out of which a physical object is made or of which
it consists; constituent material ; also, a particular
kind of substance serving as material. Now only
with implication of sense 3 or 5.

1340 Ayenb. 152 pet hi [sc. be speche) by y-we^ease guode
moneye..bet is

t&amp;gt;et
hi by of guode matire, ase of guod metal

and of guode ssepbe bet is of guode manere y-speke. 1390
GOWER Con/. I. 36 If a man were Mad al togedre of o
matiere Withouten interrupcioun. IffaCAXTDIlGM&./Cf.
195 b, To assemble matere wherof rnyght be made and ede-

fyed a chyrche. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 15 He vsed no
golde but pure beryll and christall, and other like mattier
lo drinke in. 1573 G. HARVEY Common-pi. Bk. (1884) 25 As
there is matter of poison to the spider where wuld be matter
of hpni to the bee. 1604 E. (BRIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist.
Indies m, xxi. 187 Vpon that coast there rise no vapors,
sufficient to engender raine for want of matter. 1617 MORY-
SON /tin. i. 89 The glasse makers of Venice.. have a more
noble matter, and thereof make much better glasse than we
can. 1639 LEAK Watcnvks. 33 The matter of the Summer
which ought to be of Oak. 1709 STKKLE Tatter No, 137
P 13 In all Operas, .where it thunders and lightens.. the
Matter of the said Lightning is to be of the finest Rosin.

1728 tr. Newton s Treat. Xyst. World i marg., That the
matter of the Heavens is fluid. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. i. i.

i 11876) 15 The matter of the globe is not an inert recipient
of forms., impressed by human hands.

fb. Timber, wood. Obs. rare. [A Latmism.]
c 1420 rallad. on Hitsb. n. 437 Nowe matere is to falle. .

For pale, or hegge, or hous, or shippe.

f 2. A substance used or acted upon in a physical

operation ;
Obs. (merged in 3).

c 1375^. Leg. Saints xxxii. (lustin) 735 [He gert]. .bare-

in be done blak pic & . . brynstane bla, & vndir it a fyre gert
ma, til bat mater wes moltyne thyne. (1386 CHAUCER Can.
Yeom, T.-2.\-} The care and wo That we hadde in our mat ires

sublyming. c 1460 Kk. Quintessence 4 pis is be wntri mater
fro which is drawe oure quinta essencia. 1530 PALSGR. 666/2,
I make the prime of a thyng in any mater or stuffe. 1635
N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. iii. 54 Electrical! bodies drawe
and attract not without rubbing and stirring vp of the matter
first. 1680 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 175 As there is different

Matter or Substance to be Turned, so there is also different

Ways.. to be used in Turning each different Matter. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thevcnofs Trnv. \\. 85 They beat tins Stuff

with one hand . . stooping at every blow, and nothing but the
flat side of the Club hits the matter. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) VII. 772/1 {Glass)) He takes up a small ball of matter,
whicb sticks to the end of the tube by constantly turning it.

3. In wider sense : Used as a vague designation
for any physical substance not definitely particu

larized, e.g. applied in Physiology to the fluids of

the body, excrementitious products, etc. Often

with qualifying adj., as in colouring^ extractive,

fsecal^ etc. matter.

Grey matter^ white matter (f^X the brain) : see the adjs.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirnrg. 03 Cankre. .come|&amp;gt; of a wounde

yuel heelid, to whom comep a malancolient mater iuii.1.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONK] D Acosta^s Hist. Indies in. xxv. iy6
Ther are places in th* earth, whose vertue is to draw
vaporous matter, and to convert it into water. i6o8Toi&amp;gt;SKLL

Serpents (1658) 725 There is no part of the Frog so medi-
cinahle as is the liloud, called aNo the matter or the juyce,
and the humor of the Frog. 1664 EVELYN Sytoa i. 16 Oaks
bear also a knur, full of a Cottony matter. 1797 KntytL
Brit. ted. 3) X. 684/2 The earthy and stony substances in

which these metallic matters are inveloped. 1813 SIR H.
DAVY Agric. Chem. (1814) 18 Animal matters arc the, soonest

destroyed by the Operation of air, heat and light. Vege
table substances yield more slowly. 18315 J- NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 737 Mix these matters in a large iron or

copper pan. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. vi. School Salerno^ To
report if any confcctionarins Mingles his drugs with matters
various. 1891 Lau&amp;gt; 7YwtffXCII94/3 Milk which on analysis
proved to be deficient in fatty matter to the extent of 33 per
cent. 1897 AlUnitt s Syst. Med. III. 794 An obstruction to

the passage of matter along the intestines. 1899 Ibid. VIII.

730 Hyperidrosis. .soaking the boots and stockings with a

stinking matter.

4. spec. (
= corrupt matter.&quot;} Purulent discharge,

pus. [So K. mattire
^\

[c \qx&amp;gt;I.anfram $ Cirnrg 52 Poudre of mirtilles . .cnstfy to

bt: wounde pe corrupt mater bat is in be place bat is
l&amp;gt;rusid.]

,1420 St. Ktheldreda in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 293
A gret swellyng abou^t my throte btr is,. . We

%
re hit ybroke

& he mater 0115! y-renne,. .To my body . . myche eysse hit

wolde do. 1486 /&amp;gt;*. St. Albans cvij, Kutt theys botclies

with an knyfe and let owte the mater of theym. 1523
FITZHERH. J/ttsb. G 5 b, A glaunder, whan it breaketh, is

lyke matter. 1641 FRENCH Distill, vi. (1651) 191 It. .expells
the matter of a carbuncle by sweat. 1722 Land. Gaz. No.

6045/8 The, Matter taken on a Person who has had the
Small Pox by Inoculation. 1885 W. ROBERTS Pract. Treat.

Urinary Dis. (ed. 4) in. v, She licgan lo pass considerable

quantities of what she considered matter with the urine.

5. Physical or corporeal substance in general (of
which the chemical elements and their compounds
are the separate kinds), contradistinguished from
immaterial or incorporeal substance (spirit, soul,

mind), and from qualities, actions, or conditions.

MATTER.
a z6s6 BACON New AtI. (1900) 24 Wee maintaine a Trade,

not for Gold. .Nor any other Commodity of Matter. 1677
GALE Crt. Gentiles u. iv. 307 Metaphysic mater. .without
the least physic extension or mater. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. iv. x. 10 Matter,.. by its own strength, cannot pro-
ducc in itself so much as motion. 1692 BmtmXV JSfj&amp;gt;tt tft.
ii. 40 Matter and Motion cannot think, a 1721 KEILL Alau-
/ertius* Diss. (1734)6 In order, .for the former to be in ;i.-qui-

librio with the latter, it would be necessary for it to contain
a greater quantity of Matter; it ought to be longer. 1759
JOHNSON Rasselas xlvii, Matter is inert, senseless, and life

less. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxiv. (1819) 397 The essential

superiority of spirit over matter. 1846 SIR W. HAMILTON
Reid s Wks. 935 Mind and matter exist for us only as they
are known by us. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 271 Alt our
applications of mathematics are applications of our ideas of

space to matter. 1885 WATSON & BusBURY Electr, fy Magn.
I. 46 Let there be at c? a particle of matter of mass m.

fb. Snbtile matter [tr. materia snbtilis\ : the
name given by Descartes to a fluid which he

supposed to fill the whole of space. Obs.

1717 PRIOR Alma in. 55 Deny Des-cart his subtil matter,
You leave him neither fire nor water.

IL Metaph.) Logic^ etc. : contrasted \i\\h.form.
6. Philos. In Aristotelian and scholastic use :

That component of the essence of any thing or

being which has bare existence, but which requires
the addition of a particular* form* (see FORM sb. 4 a)
to constitute the thing or being as determinately
existent. Also f matter subject : see SUBJECT a.

^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. iv. (Morris) 164 pe wit com-

prehendij* fro wib outen furbe be figure of ^e body of be
man bat is establissed in be matere subiect [L. in sitbjecta
tnateria]. Hut the ymaginacioun comprehendhh only the

figure with owte the matere. 138. WVCI.IF Set. Wks, III.

257 Matere, and forme, and ende of her graunt. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 1582 As matier apetitith forme alwey.

1398 1 RKvisA Barth. De P. R. x. ii. (1495)372 Matere is neuer
seen wythout fourme. 1413 [see FORM sb. 4 a]. 1561 T.
HOBY tr. Castiglipnes Courtyer in. (1577) O iij b, It is the

opinion of most wise men that man is likened to the Forme,
the woman to the Mattier. 1586 T. B. La Primaitd. Fr*
Aamd. i. 162 Aristotle saith, that nature in one respect
is said to be the first and chiefe matter subject of every
thing that hath being. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 46 It

is that will, .that keepes a comely decorum in observing the

time, the
place,

the matter subject, the object, and every
singular circumstance. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. 1. 1.

(1635) 7 The principles whereof the Spheare is composed
are two; viz. Matter, and Forme. i634CANNE Necess. Sefar.
(1849) 197 Piscator affirms The matter of a particular
church to be a company of believers . 1651 HOBUF.S (tit/c)

Leviathan, or the Matter, Forme, and Power of a Common
wealth. 1727-52 CHAMBERSO C/.s.y.,

Aristotle makes three

principles, matter, form, and privation. 1845 STODDART in

Encyi:l.Metrop.\.^l\ By the form., of language., we mean
its signification ; by the matter of language we mean the
sound of words in speech [etc.J.

fb. The result of the first creative fiat was
often viewed by the scholastics as consisting in the

production of matter without form. Hence liacon

speaks of * the matter as equivalent to * Chaos*. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 348 J&amp;gt;e

mater first
f&amp;gt;er

of he mad, bat rs

be elementis to sai
[&amp;gt;at

first scapless al sanien lay. a 1340
HAMI-OLE PsalU r xxxii. 9 He sayd..& bai ere made, fat
is, bai erefourmydof vnfourmyd matere. 1625 BACON Ess ,

Truth (Arb.) 500 First he breathed Light vpon the Face of
the Matter or Chaos.

c. First matter ( L. materia prima, Gr. ^
irpwrij v\rj} : cf. the quots.
1619 PURCHAS Mitrcxosm. Iviii, 564 Vncreated Chaos, or

Hy la, or first Matter. 1667 MILTON / . L . v. 47 One first matter

all, Indu d with various forms, various degrees Of substance.
a 1687 H. MORE App. to De Philos. Cabbal. viii. (1713) 183
I hat Hyle or first Matier is mere Possibility of Being, ac

cording to Aiistotle.

fig. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Gm&amp;gt;t. Kng. \. xL (1739) 60 Though
tii- Saxons were in name our first matter.

d. In Kantian and subsequent use, applied to

that element of knowledge that is supplied by
sensation, regarded apart from the * form which
it receives from the categories of the understanding.
1838 tr. Kant s Critick of Pure Reason 90 Experience,

which contains two very dissimilar elements, namely, a
A/a/tcrfor cognition arising out of the senses, and a reriain

Form to order it, arising from the internal source of pure
intuition and thought.
7. Theol. (Sacraments are said to have matter

and form : see FORM sb. 4 1.)
c 1315 SHOHKHAM Poems i. 366 Ich mot of

(&amp;gt;is
sacremcnt ^ou

telle be materie. Ibid. 1170 pe matyre of bissacremenl Hys
ry;t |&amp;gt;e uylle allone. 1548-9 iM:ir.) Kk. Com. Prayer, With
what thyng, or what matter they dyd Baptise the childe.

n 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. 3 Surely to admit the matter
as a part, and not to admit the form, hath small congruiiy
w ith reason. 1883 Cath. Diet. (1897) 812/2 The Scotists, whu
make absolution both the form and matter of Penance.

8. Logic. The particular content of a proposition
or syllogism as distinguished from its form.

1697 [see MATERIAL a. 2). 1827 WHATELV Elcm. Logic u.

ii. 3 (ed. 2) 81, 82 All islands (or some islands) are sur

rounded by water , must be true, because the matier is

necessary : . .again, some islands are fertile *,
some are not

fei tile , are l&amp;gt;oth true, because it is Contingent Matter. 1855
A HP. THOMSON Laws Th, Introd. 19 The matter of any
representation is that part of it which with reference to

any given law is non-formal. 1864 BowEN Logic vi. 149 In

respect to their Matier, both the Premises and the Conclusion

may he false.

III. Material of thought, speech, or action.

9. Material for expression ; something to say ;

fact or thought as material for a writing or speech.
Also * matter subject : see SUB.TKCT a.



MATTER.
a 1300 Cursor M. 93 Mater fynd ;e large and brade ?

)&amp;gt;of

rimes fele of hir be made, Qua-sa will of hyr fayrnes spell.
Find he sal inogh to tell. 1340 Ayenb. 1 18 Oils be-houeb to

spekene mid greate reuerence of zuo he}e matiere ase of );e

zeuen holy yetbesof be holygost, c 1450 HOLLAND Honlate
35, I haue mekle matir in metir to gloss Of ane nothir
sentence. 1543 LELAND N.-Y. Gift in Strype Eccl. Mem.
(1721) I. A pp. cxviii. 331, I have matter at plenty already pre
pared to this purpose,that is to say, to wryte an hystory. 1386
T. B. La Primaud. f r. Acad. I. 28 We will intreat of the
passions of the soule, as of our chiefe matter subject. 1600
SHAKS. A. V. L. n. i. 68, 1 loue to cope him in these sullen fits,
For then he s full of matter. 1605 BACON Adv. I.earn. i. iv!

3 Heretherefore.is the first distemper of learning, when men
studie words and not matter. 1611 BIBLE Job xxxii. 18 For
1 am full of matter, the spirit within me constraineth me
1634 W. TIRWHYT Balzac s Lett. I. 43, I will here conclude,
rather out of discretion than for want of matter. 1697
DRYDEN yirg. Georg. in. 455 The mean Matter which myTheme affords, To embellish with Magnificence of Words.
1709 STEEI.E Taller No. 150 p 8 Whether they have Matter
to talk of or not. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. Pref. 6 A clear
line of demarcation, both as lo matter and method.

f 10. The subject of a book or discourse
; a

theme, topic, subject of exposition. Obs.
&amp;lt;ri33o

R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 321 Turne we tille our
matere, & on our gest to hie. c 1330 Artli. f, Mcrl. 663
(Kijlbing) Al hou, y no may nou^t tellen, ywis, Mi matery
wer to long, a 1340 H \MPOLE Psalter Prol. 4 The matere
of this boke is crist & his spouse. 1-1430 Merlin xxvii.
503 But now repcireth the tale to his maler that he hath
lefte for to telle this thinge. a 1568 ASCHAM ScMem. \.

(Arb.) 86 But to my matter, as I began. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. PofSie (Arb.) 161 It behooueth the maker or Poet to
follow the nature of his subiect, that is if his matter be high
anrl loftie that the stile be so to. 1390 Si F.NSER F. Q.m. iv.

3 Thee, O Queene ! the matter of my song. 1625 A. GILL
Sacr. P/iilos. Pref., Raimund de Sabunde though his writ
ings be easie and quicke, yet his matiers are scattered. 1704
PRIOR Let. Despreaux 54 How hard is it for me To make
my matter and my verse agree !

11. The substance of a book, speech, or the like
;

that which a spoken or written composition con
tains in respect of the facts or ideas expressed ;

often as opposed to the form of words ( manner )
in which the subject is presented.
c

&quot;3*4 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 353 Hard langage and hard
matere Is encombrous for to here. 1592 A. DAY Eng. Secre-
taiy n. (1625) 62 This invective seemeth to have been over-
sharpe in the matter but not in manner. 1392 SHAKS. Rom.
J /

&amp;lt;&amp;lt; IJ.
83 Was euer booke containing such vile matter

So faircly bound? 1641 J.JACKSON True Jirang. T i 5
1 his Text. .is rich as the High Priests pectoral both for
words and matter. 1693 DHYDEN Parall. Poetry f, 1 aint-
m^Lss. (ed. Ker) II. 123 Though I cannot much commend the
style, I must needs say, theie is somewhat in the matter
174 WATTS Improv. Mi,,d\v. Wks. (1813) 34 If the matter
ot a book be really valuable and deserving. 1769 BLACK-
STONE Comm. IV. xi. 150 It is immaterial with respect to the
essence of a libel, whether the matter of it be true or false
1800 COLOUHOUN Comm. Thames Pref., The importance of
the Work.. can only be appreciated by a.. Review of the
various matter it contains. 1871 MORI.EY I oltaire (1886) 9
-ie was always serious in meaning and laborious in malter
1883 Nature 19 Mar. 453/1 When we look from the manner
to the matter of his speech, we are unable to bestow such
unqualified praise.

tb. Sense, substance (as opposed to nonsense
or

trifling). Ol&amp;gt;s.

59? SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 344, I was borne to speake
all mirth, and no malter. 1603 Learn, vi. 178 O matter
and impertinency mixt, Reason in Madnesse.

t c. There is (a) malter in it : some importance
attaches to it. Obs.

1549 LATIMER 4tA Scrm. bef. Edm. VI (Arb.) iro If Salo.
mon sayd it, there is a matter in it. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in.
iv. 139 1 here s mailer in t indeed, if he be angry. in _
W,nt. T. iv iv. 874 To him will I present them, there may !

be matter in it.

fl2. That with which a science, art, law, etc.
has to do; that which belongs to a subject of
study ; the subject-matter of a study. Obs.
01300 Cursor M. 28868 We find.. bat almus, Es be best

blgingmg Of alle penances. .And for ber mater es gode to

!t&amp;gt;

a
n iTw s

??
for ber drau - 387 TREVISA Ihgden

(Kolls) IV. 403 pis Seneca .. hadde .. greet knowleche of
pynges, and wel nyh al matir of study (L. omnem studwrum
maltriaui] of witte and of sciens. 1390 COWER Conf. Ill
89 Of Arsmitique the matieie Is that of which a man mai
lere, What Algonsme m nombre amonteth. c 1391 CHAUCER
Astral. 11. 4 Natheles, theise ben obseruauncez of iudicial
matiere & rytes of paiens, in which my spirit ne hath no ;

feith. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Centric r49 The matter of all
armes..ts seuered into the same three parls that the Em-
bleme is. 1394 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. ,. xv. 3 The subject or

!

ma ter of laws in general is thus far forth constant : which
&quot;TQ &quot;V?

or the dering whereof laws were instituted.
Id. Ground, reason, or cause for doing or being 1

something : f a. Followed by an inf. or clause
or simply. Often qualified by an adj., as good \

much, httle. To seek matter : to seek a pretext or
occasion. Obs.

ki^H A3
\??\.

I36 He [
.f ** milde hertel ne wille nenne zuo

Kuead,. .tot he ne can dra?e materie god uor to herie. ciwCursor M. 20080 (Fairf.) Pai me do file bis shame, wib-omemater here I blame. 1373 BARBOUR Bruce m. 301 He
7S~f. ,

ma
*_ beuir ch

. Then he had matir to, be ferl

ft ft ? y 9 Thow gcs matir to men m ny dayllorlo speke of
&amp;gt;i spede. c 1450 BURGH Secrees 2236 He

;
culy beeke mateer, And soone consente to thyn de-

struccioun 1332: CROMWELL in Merriman /-,/* Lett. (1902)1-347 So his high pleasure is that ye shall do if ye see goodnat.ertobereit. ^n Satir.Poems Reform, xli. 81 ?it hes
&quot; mm* .^KGlRlMSTONE]/)^^^

Vol &quot;vi

x 3 shewed&amp;gt; that he burning
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Zone is much subiect vnto raine, it appears that there is
i matter in it, to temper the violence of the heat. 1607 SHAKS

Cor. in. Hi. 58 What is the matter. That . . I am so dis-
honour d, that [etc.). 1630 B. JOXSON Magn. Lndy in. iv,
I have done the part of a friend . . In furnishing your fear

i

with matter first, If you have any; or, if you dare fight,To., comfort your resolution. 1644 MILTON Divorce n. iii.

38 This is the matter why Interpreters, .will not consent it
to be a true story.

b. Const for, of. Now only : What occasions or
is fitted to occasion some specified feeling : chiefly
predicative.

&amp;lt;ri4p rioughntaiis Prayer in Foxe A. I, M. (1583) 4oo/r
Here is much matter of sorow, to see [etc.]. 1509 FISHERH. (1876) 305 Yf she had contynued in this worlde, she
sholde dayly haue herde & sene mater and cause of sorowe.
625 BACON Ess., Envy (Arb.) 512 Neither can he, that
mmdeth but his own Businesse, finde much matter for Enuy.
1667 MILTON / . L. ix. 951 Matter of scorne, not to be given
the Foe. 1713 M. HENBV Daily Comm. GWWks. 1855 I.
in. 235 Whenever we go to bed, we shall not want matter
for praise, if we did not want a heart. 1726 SHEI.VOLKE Voy.
It arid Pref. 22 Making it a sufficient matter for his con
tempt of any man, that he had served in the navy. 1819
SCOTT Iran/we i, Mynheer Calf, .is Saxon when he requires
tendance, and takes a Norman name when he become-, mat
ter of enjoyment. 1826 DISRAELI / Vr. Grey v. xiii, Theacqui-
sition of which has been, to me, malter of great sorrow.
1805-6 TENNYSON Ittoodon a Tower, in Gil. Wants IX.
144 Science enough and exploring .. Matter enouph for

deploring, But aught that is worth the knowing? 1884Munch. Exam. 17 June 5/2 The annual migration of
the \ iceroy to Simla is an old matter of complaint. 1896
A. E. HOUSMAN Shnfskin Lad I, &quot;Tis sure small matter
for wonder If sorrow is with one still.

C. with attributive sb. prefixed.
1676 W. ALLEN Addr. A one-on/. 121 Theyare prayer matter,and thanksgiving matter.

1 14. Means of doing something. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1580 LYLY Euphucs (Arb.) 265 They perceiued a kinde of
courtly Maiestie in the mindeof their host, though he wanted
matter to shew it in his house. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on
Dent. xv. 89 In all the benefites which wee haue receiued
of God we must consider in \\ hat taking wee had bene if wee
had gone without them: and wee shall haue matter good
Store wheiewith to doe that if we are not wilfully Uii.de.

f!5. Material cause; element or elements of
which something consists or out of which it is

developed. Obs.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid vn. ii. 184 Vnitie is as it were
the very matter of number 1581 J BKLL HadJan s Ans-M
Osor. 2sSVoydeofallmatterofprobabilitie. 1607-12 BACON

ss., Of Seditions (Arb.) 308 Let vs.. speake of the Ma-
tenalls, and the causes, and the remedyes. The matter of
seditions is of two kindes, Much povertye and much discon.
tent.

&amp;lt;ii6i9 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. x. 3 (1622) 304 His
vnconipounded siinplicitie is the true matter of his Viatic.
75 HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841) 208 To know the nature
and powers of the human voice, is in fact to know the matter
or common subject of language. 1825 BENTIIAM Ration. Kc-
mard 237 There are many things which may constitute part
of the

matte_r
of wealth, which, when taken separately or in

small quantities, would hardly be called wealth.
10. In vague sense, nearly equivalent to things ,

something ; esp. with qualifying words (adj. or
sb. prefixed, or of with sli. following), things or

something of a specified kind, involving or related

1449 Kolls o/Parlt. V. 148/2 It is mater of Parlement

to a specified thing.
1449 Kolls of Parlt.

longyng to the Kynges Highnesse. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary n. (1625) 26 The first [Letter] whereof shall be for
matter of unkindnesse. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n. vii. 2
I hat in matter of fact there is some credile to be giuen to the
testimonie of man, but not in matter of opinion and iudge-
ment. 1599 SHAKS. Hen.

If,
v. ii. 365 The King of France

hailing any occasion to write for matter of Graunt. 1601 B.
JONSON Poetaster v. i. I haue Malter of danger, and state,
to impart to Caesar. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. IL ii S 1 1 The
Chronicle . . red before Ahassuerus . . contained matter of
affaires. 1651 G. W. tr. C07w/\f /list. 198 This is rather
matter of fact then of Law. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Ductor
Di,oil. m. v. Rule iv heading, The Fathers power does not
extend to matter of Religion. 1788 G. WHITE Selborne v,
This must have been matter of mere accident. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xiii, I have matter for thy private ear. 1873M. ARNOLD Lit. ,( Dogma (1876) 388 Certainly in the Cos.
pels theie is plenty of matter to call out our feelings. 1884
Manch. Ejcam. 29 May 4/7 That it is eminently desirable
to attain this end is not now matter of dispute.

b. spec, b Law. Something which is to be tried
or proved ; statements or allegations which come
under the consideration of the court. Matter in

deed, matter of record, nude matter (see quots.).
1531 ST. GERMAN Doctor f, Stud. n. liv. 138 It is nat alleged

in the Indytement by matter in dede that he had suche
weapon. 1607 COWEL Interfr. s.v., Mater in deede seemeth
to be nothing else, but a truth to be proued, though not by
any Record : and mater of Record, is that which may be
proued by some Record. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) S.V.,
Nude Matter, is a naked Allegation of a thing done, to be
prov d only by Witnesses, and not by a Record, or other
Specialty in Writing under Seal. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
foreign Matter, in law, is matter triable in another
county ; or matter done in another county. 1766 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. 344 Assurances by matter of record are
such as do not entirely depend on the act or consent of the
parties themselves. 170.7 Encycl. Brit. led. 3) IX. 413/2 He
may plead the general issue, and give the special matter in
evidence. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Matter, . .

\

in reference to court-martials, .the specific charges which
are brought against a prisoner, and to which the president
and members must strictly confine themselves.

fc. Matter in deed, also (?orig.) by matter in
deed: in point of fact, ns a matter of fact; truly,

really. Matter in fact : a matter of fact. Obs. :

MATTER.
IS.. New Notormne Mayd 144 in Hazl. E. P. P III ,

Matter in dede. My sydesdyde blede For man. 1530 PALSCR
833/1 By matter in dede, par ejffet. ,533 IrErasmvJ
l:.rf,os Com,,,. Crtde 78 The lewes do graunte . that lesuswas crucified verve matter in dede. 1621 ELSING Debate*Ho Lords (Camden) 113 The question whether this causehad a sufficient hearmge, or noe, which is matter in facie.

17. a. Things printed or written
; often with

qualification, e.g. printed, manuscript, type-written
matter. In Printing applied techn. to (a) the
body of a printed work, as distinguished from the
titles, headings, etc.

; in newspapers, the general
contents as distinguished from the advertisements;
(t&amp;gt;) type set up ; (c) manuscript prepared for

printing, copy .

1683 MOXON Mtch. Exerc.. Printing xxii. P 5 He Sets the
Title of the Chapter or Section in a.. different Chaiatlcr
than his Matter is Set in. Ibid, xxiii, The like maik he
makes in Matter and Margin ifiwo Letters are Transport)
Itnl. 3S6 Ofcn Matter. Full of Breaks and Whites 1824
J. JOHNSON Tjfofr. II. xviii 588 A new mode in the ar
rangement of the matter. 1838 MKS. CARI.YI.K Lett. I , u r,

We have
punted half the mailer. 1875 [see lire ma. lfr

LIVE ,;.
8]. J886-94 SITNCLR Aiitabtog. I. xxxiii. 512

-Matter which has been revised in manuscript, and again
revised in proof. 1887, 1890 [see FACE v. 8 c].

b. (j ostnl) matter: whatever maybe sent by post.
1891 Century Did. s.v. J irst-class, First-class matter, in

the
postal system of the United States matter which is in

writing, or sealed against inspection. Ibid. s.v. Second-
&amp;lt; lass, Second class matter, . mail matter consisting of news
papers and other periodical publications. Ibid, s v Third-
class. 1896 Strand Jlaff. 338/2 [Letters and other] postal
matter, such as book parcels, post-cards, newspapers circu
lars, telegrams, etc

18. Idiomatic phrases, a. // makes no matter,
later it is ;occas. f skills

-

no matter = it is of no con

sequence or importance ;
now often with ellipsis of

the vb., A o matter, also What matter . . 1 Often
with dependent clause or an interrogative pronoun
or adv. used ellipt. f (It is] no matterfor : there is

no importance attaching to, (the thing in question)
does not malter. Also with mixed constr. t // is

not a (one) farthing matter.
1478 [see MAKE v. 25]. 153 . TINDAI.E Expos. Ufa/I, v-rii.

(! 1550) 61 What mater maketh it. yf I speake wordes whych
I vnderstand not? c 1550 BALK A&quot;. Jolian (Camden) 14
A&quot; lo the church, I trust, ye wyll be obedyent. A&quot; J. No
mater to yow whether I be so or no. 1576 FLEMING
I anopl. Epist. 128 My behauiour hathe not deseiued, any
such doggihe dealing: but makes it any gieat matter?
1591 SHAKS. Tuo Cent. m. i. 334 .\fi Item, she doth talke
in her sleepe. La. It s no matter foi that, so shee sleepe not
in her talke. IHd. n. vii. 66 No matter who s displeas d,

&quot; 11. ii. uu nu mailer \vno s oispieas u
when you are gone. 1609 DEKKKR Gills Horne-bk. vii. 33How course soeuer the stuffe be. tis no matter so it hold
fashion. 1634 Sin T. HERBERT J ra-.,. 45 No great matter
where. 1670 mConnsCorr. (Surtees) II. 251 It skills no
matter what Neile s atturney said to you. 1678 BUNYAN
Piigr. i. 39 So be we get into the way, what s matter
which way we get in ? 1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. iv. xv,
Bell. My patch, my patch. L.rt...flo matter for your patch.
1712-13 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 3 Mar, Tis not a farthing
malter her death, I think, a 1774 GOI.DSM. Snrv. Exp.
Philos, (1776) I. 351 But no matter for the tides in the moon ;

it is very well if they have satisfactorily explained the tides

upon earth. 1802 MAR. EDGF.WORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xix.

169 He has lost the key of the trunk . .&quot; No matter ; we can
break it open . 1862 SPENCER first Princ. i. iii. 21 (1875)
66 After no matter how great a progress in the colligation
of facts. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 18 But what matter
. . from whom I heard this ?

b. f To mate much (no) malter of: to make
much (nothing) of (obs.~). To make a malter: to
make a fuss or to-do.
a 1586 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems iii. 19 For men of merit

sho Isc. Fortune] no mater maks. a 1649 WINTHROP New
Engl. (1853) I. 175 Much matter was made of this. 1893
STEVENSON Calriona 82 Because you said a word too much
in a friend s ear. .to make such a matter !

IV. A thing, affair, concern ; corresponding to
L. res, which it is often employed to render.
19. An event, circumstance, fact, question, state

or course of things, etc. which may be an object of

consideration or practical concern; a subject, affair,
business.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 270 Of bis ilke materie ich spec muchel

beruppe. c 1386 CHAUCER Ifi/e i Prol. 836 Lo, goode men,
a file and eek a frere Woln falle in every dissche and matiere.
1411 Rolls of Parlt. III. 650/1 He knoweth wel that in the
matier on hym surmetted by the sayd Bille, he ne hath
noght born hym as he sholde hav doon. c 1450 Merlin vii.

114, I praye yow,.. that ye will me counseile in this matere.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane -s Comm. Ded. A 2, To judge by
matters past, what shalbe the consequent, and end of things
to^come. xfin BIBLE Acts xix. 39 But if yee enquire any
thing concerning other matters, it shalbe determined in a
lawful! assembly. 1625 BACON Ess., Truth (Arb.) 499 One
of the later Schoole of the Grecians examineth the matter,
and is at a stand [etc.]. 1710 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 12 Oct.,
He. .then falls on his sword ; and, to make the matter sure,
at the same time discharges a pistol through his own head.

1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 73 Upon this we
dropt the Matter, and began to discourse concerning the
Provisions. I768STERNE.SV/. Joum. (1778) I. i They order,
said I, this matter better in France. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 105 The brewer cut the matter short,

by saying, he had not time to argue. 1842 BORROW Bible in

Spain xxviii, To mend the matter, the hostess was a most
intolerable scold and shrew. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858)
I. ii. 154 In default of help from Rome, he would lay the
matter before parliament. 1883 Manch. Exam. 24 Oct. 4/6
One of the leading matters under consideration was the
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MATTER.

report of the Ecclesiastical Commission. 1887 E. STUART
/// His Grasp iii. 39, 1 tried to lead the conversation to per

sonal matters.

b. with possessive (or equivalent) : An affair or

business specially belonging to some person or

persons ; (one s) cause, concern, or affair. ? Obs.

In later use app. only collect, plural.

^1350 Will.Palcrneb\^ I wold meng al mi mater 3if I

mijt for schame. c 1386 CHAUCER Mclib, P_775- 2$3* We
putten-.al our matere and cause al hoolly in your goode
wil. c 1412 HOCCLEVE DeReg. Princ. 1794 Lordeshan for to

done Somych forhem-self, bat my mateereOut of hir mynde
slippith away soone. 1:1460 FORTESCUE Alts, fy Lint. Mon.
xv. (1885) 145 Thai were so occupied with thairowne maters,

and with the maters off thair kynne, . .M thai entendet but

lille. .to be kynges maters. 1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. xn.

234 By me your mater shall be well sped. 1530 PALSGR.

473/2 If thou se my lerned counsayle in Westmynster hall,

call upon them to lemember my mater agaynst Bulkyn
[Fr. mon proces contre Bulky*}. igM ASCHAM&A0//W.I.
(Arb.) 83 Though, for their priuate matters they can follow,

fawne.and flatter noble Personages. 1612 BREREWOOD &amp;lt;!-.

$ Rflfg.xv. 157 You may see them, .in Possevinsbook of the

matters of Moscovia. 1623 BACON Ess , ffMgr(Arbj 5*2 To

advice, Jack,. . try them both. Manage your matters well-
lead ihem both on. 1857 BORROW Rom. Rye xi. 74 Let the

matters of my sister and Jasper Petulengro alone, brother.

c. pi. (without article or qualification) : Events,

affairs, circumstances, etc., understood to refer to

a particular occasion, but not further specified.

1570 SIK H. SIDNEY Let. in LifeofSirP. Careiu (1857)

241 Thornond matters have gone verie leisurelie on. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. \. \. 79 If matters gtow to your likings.

a 1649 WISTIIROP AV.f F.ng. (1853) ! 369 At Providence

matters went after the old manner. 1671 MiLTON .S. A.

1343 Matters now are strain d Up to the highlh, whether

to hold or break. 1699 T. BROWN in R. L Estrange s

Erasmus Collog. (1725) 390, I will take a proper occasion

to discourse matters with your Husband. 1760-72 H.
BROOKE FoolofQuaL (1809) IV, 52, I will bring you to her

as a stranger, and so you may bring matters about. 1769
HLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 351 This seems to be carrying
matters too far. 1868 Pall Mall G. g Dec. 10 Matters

are very different in France. 1879 CasselFs Tec/in. Educ.
IV. 235/2 A state of matters which . . was . . attended with

heavy loss to this country.
d. In plural sometimes used vaguely of concrete

things. ? Obs.

1709 HEAHNE Collect. (O. H.S.) II. 291 Which MS , he
has been pleas d to give to the writer of these matters.

1743 BULKHLKV & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 207 That we did
not want great Matters, only barely enough to support
Life. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) IV. 50 After
a short repast of some small matters. 18*4 SCOTT St. Ro-
tta&amp;gt;fs ii, She [the landlady] retired after these acts of hospi

tality, and left the stranger to enjoy in quiet the excellent

matters which she had placed before him. 1826 DISRAELI
Vi^&amp;gt;. Grey v. iv, Cups, balls, and rings, and other mysterious-

looking matters, which generally accompany a conjuror.

20. contextually. A subject ofcontention, dispute,

litigation, or the like. More explicitly matter in

dispute, qttestion, \ variance, f difference.
c 1386 CHAUCER Mettbeus p 65 Thilke luge is wys, that

sone understondeth a matere \v. r. matiere] and iuggeth by
leyser. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 181 Non withinne the cite

In destorbance of unite Dorste ones moeven a matiere.

1462 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 314 Hitisgrawnt. .that

hit be lawful! to determe all maner materis and make lawes.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur XVIIL i, 726 And quarels and
maters thow hast now a dayes for ladyes and gentilwymmen
more than euer thou were wonte to haue. 153* CROMWELL
in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) L 348 Touching a certen
matier in varyaunce betwixt thexecutours of Sir William
Spencer disceasyd and my lad ye spencer. 1535 COVHRDALE
Dent. xvii. 8 Yf a matter be to harde for the in Judgment
betwixte bloude and bloude. 1597 BACON Cottiers Gd. fy

Evill (Arb.) 140 If the matter should be tryed by duell be-
tweene two Champions. 1774 [see DIFFERENCED. 3]. 1774
BURKE Sp. Amer. Taxation Sel. Wks. I. 147 Not being
troubled with too anxious a zeal for any matter m question.
1825 [see DISPUTE sb. i b]. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON Paston
Careiv riii, They rarely met without crossing swords on
one matter if not another.

fb. Phr. To make a matter to(p. person), to pick
a quarrel with. To have a matter with m against,
to have a quarrel with. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 618, I make a mater toone, I pycke a quarell
to him. .1 make no mater to hym./d ne luy demande riens.

1535 COVFHDALE Judg. xiL 2, I and my people hadagreate
matter with y

9 children of Ammon. 1611 BIBLE Acts xix.

38 If Demetrius, andthecraftesmen. .haue a matter against
any man, the law is open.
21. With qualification (attribute, or

^/&quot;and sb.) :

A thing, affair, subject, etc., of the kind denoted

by or pertaining to the thing denoted by the

qualification.
For the illustration of such phrases ^&galley^ halfpenny^

hanging^ laughing^ massing^ money matter, see the first

element. See also MATTER OF COURSE, MATTER OF FACT.

1425 WYNTOUN Chron.i. xvii. (MS. Cott,) heading, pe
fyrst materis of mawmentry pat clerkis callis ydolatry. 1508
DUNBAR Tita Mariit Wemen 122 Euer ymagynyng in

mynd materis of evil!. 1509 FISHER Funeral Serm. C tess

Richmond Wks. (1876) 292 She dyde translate dyuers
maters of deuocyon out of Frensshe into Englysshe. 1549
LATIMER sCA Serm. bef. Edw, VI (Arb.) 149 It is taken
for a laughynge matter. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons
Ded. 4 b, All their ancient orders and proceedings in mat
ters Militarie. 1598 SHAKS. Marry W. i. i. 2, I will make
a Star-Chamber matter of it. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 73
Matters of faith.. are so plainly setled by the Scriptures,
that [etc.]. 1678 WANLKY Wond, Lit. World v. i. 99. 468/1
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Mens Consciences are not to be forced in matters of Reli

gion. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xcvi[ij. 31 She knows but

matters of the house, And he, he knows a thousand things.

1900 Daily News 22 Oct. 3/4 The campaign is nearly over

as a field matter it is fully at an end.

b. A matter of: a circumstance which involves

or brings into play . .
;
a * case of.

1802-12 BF.NTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 179
When once we steer a haii s-breadth out of the sphere of

every day s practice, everything is a matter of cross and

pile. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amitsent. 51 As a matter of

economy, it is suggested [etc.]. 1843 GROVE Corr. Phys,
Forces (1846) 35 This, however, must be taken merely as a
matter of opinion. 1849 JAMES Woodman ix, This is a
matter of life and death. 1868 W. K. CLIFFORD Mental

Development Lect. & Ess. (1879) I. 104 The power of
cieation is not a matter of static ability;, .it is a matter of

habits and desires.

22. Used, like thing, as an indeterminate sb. to

which to attach an epithet. Also in phrases like it

is no such matter
,
another matter.

4:1384 CHAUCER //. Fame HI. 427 But hit a ful confuse
matere Were al the gestes for to here. 14.. LYDG. /sop.

(Zup.) 48 In matyrs bat louche poetry. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. /I ,

ii. iv. 301 Instinct is a great matter. ci6oo
Sonn. Ixxxvii. 14 In sleepe a King, but waking no such

matter. 1610 Temp. n. i. 88 What impossible matter
\vil he make easy next? 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxxv. 20 They de-

ui-ie deceitfull matters against them that are quiet in the land.

1692 RAY Disc. (1732! Pref. 9, I had taken notice of five

matters of ancient tradition. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \\. i. Wks.
1874 1. 153 It cannot in any wise be an indifferent matter,
whether we obey or disobey those commands. 1828 Miss
M II FORD in L Esi range Life (1870) II. 249 If actresses are

bad, no manager can help it; but to take pains to turn a

bad woman into an actress is another matter. 1841 BROWN
ING Waring \. iv, Truth s a weighty matier. 1847 TENNY
SON Piincess iv, 438 Who desire you more Than ..dying
lips, With many thousand matters left to do, The breath of

life. 1876 BLACK Madcap V. xvii, The pronunciation of the

word allegro is not a matter of very grave moment,

t b. All is a matter : it is all the same. Obs.

1589 PCTTENHAM Poesie n. xii. [xiii.] (Arb.) 127 Whether
we make the common readers to laugh or to lowre, all is a
matter. 1682 N. O. Boileau s Lutrin n. 118 Let me sob,

roar, or swoon, tis all a matter To marble- hearted John.

fc. (Wwy, some, no) great matter-, (something,

nothing) considerable. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. % M. (Cattley) (K. O.), It is no great
matter. 1622 BACON Hen. y/f 120 It did shew manifestly
vnto the World, that hee [Perkin] was some Great matter.

c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) II. 554 This, .may seem to

be no great matter at first sight. 1717 BERKELEY Jrnl.
Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 528 We saw an armoury which
seemed no great matter.

d. For that matter : = for the matter of that
*

(see 25 e).

1673 DRYUEN Marr. a-la-Mode in. ii. 47 Pala. But who
told you I was here ?../?/. O, for that matter, we had in

telligence. 1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. iv. xxii, No, no, for

that matter, when she and I part, she ll carry her separate
maintenance about her. 1898 Times 10 Jan. 13/3 The
. .shivering drivers, .who (like every one else, for that mat
ter) had to lie out in it [the rain] without tents.

23. a. With qualifying adj., usually small: A
(certain) quantity or amount (0/). tObs.

1630 K. Johnson&quot;
1

* Kingd. $ Commw. 265 [He] sold them
their liberties for a small matter. Ibid. 271 It is thought
that the Empire receiveth every way above seven millions,
which is a great matter. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Selden^s Mare
Cl. 472 At first an easle matter was demanded by the King
of Denmark, and now more exacted than they canpossibly
bear. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tktvenofs Trav. 71 They can
live upon a small matter; and provided they have Rice [etc.].

1712 W. ROGERS Voy. (1718) 53
It produces a small matter

of Indico. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6142/3 One sorrel Horse

Colt,.. with a small matter of White in his Face. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones iv. v, I.. sent a small matter to his

wife. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Foot ofQua!. (1809) III. 114 My
son here has been of some little matter of use to you. Ibid.

IV. 26 You will oblige us by.. taking some little matter of

supper with us.

b. A small matter^ occas. a matter^ used advb.
= Somewhat, slightly. Obs. or arch.

1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (ed. 4) 133 Very large quantities
of Timber..may be had, though some small matter dearer
than in Norway. 1700 CONGREVE Way of World in. xv,
I have thought to tarry a small matter in town to learn

somewhat of your lingo. 1705 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 275
Open them a small matter wider, or shut them a small

matter closer. 1788 SMEATON in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 4
The socket and spindle being a small matter taper. 1834
LANDOR Exam. Skaks. Wks. 1853 II. 267/1 Carnaby did

quail a matter at these words.

24. A matter of: used to qualify a numeral, in

dicating that it is not to be taken as literally exact.

Also rarely matter of (1 obs.), the matter of.
c 1645 HOWELL. Lett. (1655) I. 193 The French that came

over with Her Majesty.. are all casheer d this week, about
a matier of sixscore, wherof the Bishop of Mende was one.

1652 GAULE Magastrotn. 360 [He] lets him have a great
deal of it for a matter of a shilling. 1653 COGAN tr. Pinto

1

s

Trav. xi. 34 Accompanied with a matter of seven hundred
men. 1771 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 7 July, He had
had, as he phrased it, a matter of four wives. 1829 LANDOR
Imag. Conv. Wks. 1853 I. 378 Hither have I been riding of
matter of thirteen miles. 1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pres. n. i,

Lackland .. boarded once, for the matter of a fortnight, in

St. Edmundsbury Convent. 1862 BORROW Wales Ixxxiii.

(1901) 258
* Is it long since your honour was in Durham

county ? A good long time. A matter of forty years .

25. The matter (in various idiomatic uses).

\ a. That which is contemplated, intended, or

desired. To the matter \ to the point, relevant(ly) ;

MATTER,.

= L. ad rem. From the matter : irrelevant(Jy ).

Much about the matter : not far from the point. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane*s Comm. 30 a, Thou aunswerest

Luther, more unreverently, then it becommeth thee, and not

sufficientlye to the matter, 1597 BACON ss. t Discourse

(Arb.) 22 To vse too many circumstances ere one come to the
matter is wearisome. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 169. 1626
BACON Sylva 326 To helpe the Matter, the Akhymi.sts
call in.. many Vanities, out of Astrologie. 1658 ROWLAND
tr. Moufcfs Theat. Ins. 951 It shall not be from the matter
to tax in brief the madnesse of the ancient Gentiles, 1669
SIURMY Mariner s Mag. v. xiL 55 If you take 5 parts Lead,
and one part Stone, it will come very near the matter, a 1694
TILLOTSON Serin. (1714) I. 12 He grants it [sc. the deluge]
to have come so near the matter, that but very few escap d.

1725 BAILEY Erasnt. Collog. 41733) 483 You re much about
the Matter [L. hand multum aberras a sco^o].

b. The circumstance or state of things which

actually involves or concerns some person or thing,

esp. one which calls for remedy or explanation ;

chiefly in What is the matter? and similar ex

pressions. Phr. (colloq.) What is the matter

with . . ? s=&quot;\\hat ails, troubles, or is amiss with . .?

hence (jocular) \Vhat is the objection to, What is

there to complain of in . . ?

1469 Plnmpton Corr. (Camden) 23 Maister Rochif asked
him what the matter was, if I might have any ease. 1535
COVERDALE Ecclus. xxii. 8 Whan he hath tolde his tayle, he

saycth: what is the matter? 1560 DAUS to.Sleidane s Comm.
323 b. No man knew what the matter was. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. n. iii. 163 What is the matter heere ? 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn. I. vii. 15 Alexander happed to say: Doe you thinke

these men would haue come from so farre to complaine, ex

cept they had iust cause of griefe ? and Cassander answered,
Yea, that was the matter, because they thought they should
not be disprooued. 1682 N. O. Boileaifs Luttin in. 6 The
Cantoiells you, what s the matter. i7*$SwiFTCadertus$ Va
nessa, Why she likes him, ad mire not at her ; She loves herself,
and that s the matter. 1715 DE FOE Fam. Instruct, i. iv.

(1841)1.88, 1 beseech what is the matter with you. 1802 Spirit
Publ. Jrnls. (1803) VI. 8 What s the matter with the peace ?

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages ii. 75 The children.,
amused themselves as if nothing was the matter. 1837 (see

Lf.cst&amp;gt;. i). 1847-9 HELPS /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt; in C. &quot; (1851) 5 There was

something the matter with the old man. 1885 F. ANSTEV
Tinted Venus 69 What s the matter? Nothing is the

matter, Matilda , he said.

f c. On or upon the matter (also upon the whole

m.): taking the thing asa whole, speaking generally ;

for all practical purposes, practically speaking. Obs.

c 1560 Misogomts in. i. 192 (Brandl), Pounder matter, well,
if she should not knowt, who showlde knowe ? 1612 BACON
u. t Deformity {Arb.) 254 So that vpon the whole matter

[ft/. 1625 vpon the matter], in a great wit, deformity is an

aduantage to rising. 1639 FULLER Holy War \\. xxxvii.

(1640) 93 That Christians are not bound to keep faith with

idolaters, the worshippers of a false god, as the Egyptian Ca
liph was on the matter. 1679 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 120 The
Kules they both work by are upon the matter the same, in

Sawing, Mortessing,..&c. 1689 BURNET Tracts I. 79 This
is upon the matter a Pension paid under a more decent name
to the most considerable Men of the Country. 1691 SOUTH
Serin. (1823) II 188 Upon the whole matter it is absurd to

think that conscience can be kept in order without frequent
examination, a 1710 Bi1

. BULL Serm.
xyiii.

Wks. 1827 I.

439 He is upon the matter sure of a long life.

d. Phr. In the matter of (
= law Latin in re) :

in relation to, with regard to
; chiefly in Law.

1790 AMBLER Chancery Rep. 78 In the Matter ofAnnesley,
a Lunatic. 1834 ADOLPHUS & ELLIS i K. B. Rep. 843
In the Matter of Elmyand Sawyer. 1876 Law Rep.^Prob.
Diz&amp;gt;. L 423 In the Matter of the Petition of Sheehy. 1881

SAINTSBURY Dryden\v, He[Dryden] had seen many others ,

as an admirable Gallicism has it, in the matter of attacks.

1882 Times 30 June 5 In the matter of Egypt,, .the German
Chancellor will leave them to act as they like. 1904 Stan
dard 29 Nov. 9/7 In the Matter of an Arbitration between
the Manchester Carriage and Tramways Company (Claim*

ants)v. TheSwinton and Pendlebury Urban District Council

(Purchasing Authority).
e. tor the matter of that : as far as that goes.

1764 FOOTE Mayor o/G. I. (1783) 24 For the matter of that,
we can afford it well enough as it is. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.
xxi, Consider, my dear ,cries the husband, she is a gentle
woman . . . As for the matter of that , returned the hostess,
*

gentle or simple, out she .shall pack with a sussarara .

26. a/SnAand Comb^mmattr-hating&amp;gt;-mouldedt
-woven adjs. ; f matter-bear (see quot.).
1612 S. STURTEVANT MetalHca (1854) 117 The matter-beare,

is a generall part of a Furnace which beereth and holdeth
the substances of the Raw-matters. 1850 TENNYSON In
Aletn. xc[i]v, In matter-moulded forms of speech. 1853
KINGSLEY Hyfatia viii. 98 Facts, objects, are but phantoms
matter-woven. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) 1. 17 The
matter-hating principles of this school.

t Ma*tter, sb.* Obs. Also 7 matteyer. [f. MAT
sb.l + -ER !.] A mat-maker.
14.. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 613/38 Storiator, a mattere.

^1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. Txvii. (1869) 101 Whan bus
hadde seid me be mattere [F. natier\ who he was. 1611

COTGR., Nattier^ a Matter \ or maker of mats. 1614 Ace.
Revels at Court (Shaks. Soc. 1842) p. xliv, To Richard An-
sell Matteyer to his Ma y.-for his paines and chardges in

nayling downe the greene clothe in the Banquetting House
..for the Maske.

Matter (mje-taa), v. Also 6 mattre, matier.

[f. MATTER *U]
1. intr. To discharge matter or pus; to suppurate.
1530 PALSGR. 633/2 Whan thynke you that your byle wyll

matter? 1541 PHAER Bk. Childr. (1553) S ivb, The .. skin

of an adder, .boiled in oile .. is also good for an eare that

mattereth. 1658 A. Fox Surg; Guide in. iv.227 Every wound
mattereth, and desireth to make a separation of that which
is destroyed. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Dict.^Sjippuro,.. to



MATTERATIVE.
matter, to suppurate. [1875-86 ELWORIHV W. Sam. Glass.,
Mattery, to discharge pus.]

t b. To exude in the form of matter or pus.
1635 QUARLES Emtl. i. xii. 49 Earth s milk s a ripen d core

That drops from her disease, that matters from her sore.

2. To be of importance; to signify: chieHy in

interrogative and negative sentences. (Freq. ; /-

personal \ii\\\ dependent clause.) Const, to; also

(poel. rare) with dative.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. iv. (1612)161 Sosianus Sagitta
were men vile & of no account, neither mattered it where
they liued. (11617 BAYNE Led. (1634) 68 What those are
who are not under our houshold gouernment. matteieth not
to our discredit. 1633 HALL Occas Mtdit. (1851) 18 It

matters not, O God. how I am vexed here below, a while.

1711 STEELK Sfcct. No. 252 r i What matters it what she
says to you? 1817 SOUTHRY Wat Tyler \ i. Poet. Wks. II.

25 What matters me who wears the crown of France ? 1840
MARRYAT 1 oor Jack xxvi, We haven t spent any to matter.
1846 LANDOR Imag. Conv. I. 156 Nor does it matter a straw
whether we use the double e instead of etc in sivret. 1873
DIXON Two Queens I. iv. i. 175 His pretext mattered little.

1878 TENNYSON The Revenge xi, We die does it matter
when? 1884 Law Rep. 26 Chanc. Dii&amp;gt;. 128 It mattered
nothing to them whether the other Corporators were eight
or a thousand. 1883 F. ANSTEY Tinted Venus i8i lt
matters not

,
she said, calmly.

3. With a negative : To be concerned about,
care for, regard, heed, mind. (Sometimes with

dependent clause.) Obs. exc. dial, in the sense :

To approve of, like.

1649 BLITH Eng. Itnprov. Imfr. (1653) 96 Let his Land be
fit for one, or fit for another use, he matters it not. 1664 H.
MORE Myst. luij. xi. 37, 1 matter not what careless abuses
there may be put upon a word. 1720 Humourist Ded. 13
They matter it not of a straw. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \\.

vi, If it had been out of doors I had not mattered it so much.
1760-72 H. BROOKE Foal of Qual. (1809) I. 26 He did not
matter cold, nor hunger, nor what he eat,nor what he drank.
1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Talc wit/writ Title I. 215 Oh ! as
to your fine speeches, Miss, I matter not them a straw. 1892
M. C. F. MORRIS Yorksh. Folk-Talk 89 If a workman does
not take kindly to his occupation, he would say that he did
not matter it much.

b. absol. or intr. To care, mind. 1 Obs.
1677 MOXON Meih. Exerc. 43 Let it somewhat fall short

or exceed that number they matter not. 1713 in G. Sheldon
Hist. Deerfield, Mass. (1895) I. 350 If he would not marry
them they matter d not. 1729 WALKDEN Diary (1866) 80,
I mattered not if we exchanged, so he took my box, and
I his.

1 4. To arrange the subject-matter of. nonce-nse.
1548 GESTE Pr. Masse Ded., Whiche I can neyther word,

matier, ne reason accordynglye, and so [etc.].

t Ma tterative, a. Obs. Also 7 mattrative.
[irreg. f. MATTER sb. 1 or v. + -ATIVE, with re
collection of maturative.] Characterized by the
presence of matter or pus.
1639 T. DE GRAY Compl. Horsem. 40 The corruption which

the horse venteth : if that mattrative stuffe be green [etc ]

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Fever, His Eyes are so
swell d that he cannot easily open em for matterative Stuff.
Ibid, s.v. Wen, [Wens] being as to the outward part, Flesh,
but toward the Root, matterative.

t Ma-ttered, a. Obs. rare.
[f. MATTER sbl +

-ED *, after med.L. mdleriatus.]
1. Metaph. = MATERIATED.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 57 A mattered effect, or

effect of the matter, is euery thing made of some matter.
1654 Z. COKE Logick 159 From the common matter put or
taken away, . . to put or take away the mattered, . . is a con
tingent inference : as, In Germany is much wood, therefore
they have many ships.
2. Containing matter or pus.
1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick v. vi. (1639) 278 A mattered

tumour is more safely opened with a knife then with burn
ing medicines.

Matterful (mas-twful), a.
[f. MATTER si.i +

ruL.] Of a book, an author, or the like: Full
of matter or substance.
1819 LAMB Lett. x. To Wordsworth 97 From thence I

turned to Vincent Bourne ; what a sweet, unpretending
pretty-manner d, matterful Creature. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON
Nancy I. 147 In sweet and matterful verse. 1887 Sat Rev
3 Sept. 337 The cheap little collection, .called the Biblio-
theque utile

, seldom admits numbers which are not mat-
teiful and factful , as some singular people say
Hence Masterfulness.
1883-4.GROSART Nashe s Wks. I. Introd. 45 One is struck

with their terseness and matterfulness.

t Ma-ttering, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. MATTER v.
+ -ING

.]

1. The formation of matter or pus, suppuration.
1528 PAYNELL5-a/w,f

l

ij?c,f/;,,.Xiiij,Nothynge is better to
heale matterynge at the eares, than the ieuse of wylowe
leaues. 1631 WIDDOWES Nat. 1 hilos. 55 Extraordinary
mattering is, when .. the humors or parts themselves are
made full of corrupt matter. 1749 BRACKEN Farriery (ed 6)
xxx. 258 Mattering of the Yard, .in Stoned Horses is often
no other than a Gonorrliam Simflex.
2. Caring, minding.
1693 EVELYN Dt la Quint. Compl. Card. I. 35 The Cloth

as it were, should always be laid m a fine Garden, without
tering to see what passes in the open Fields.

t Ma-ttering, ///. a. Obs. [f. MATTER v. +
-ING 4] Forming or discharging matter, purulent.
15*1 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Afolk. 20 Scabbes, ..mattering

sores, . . and the canker. 1589 RIDER Bitl. Schol. s.v., A mat-
tering, or running sore.

tMa-tterish,a. Obs. [f. MATTER sb.i + -ISH.]Jf the nature of, full of, forming, or discharging pus.
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1580 BLUNDF.VILLE Curing Horses Dis. 59 Akindof Scab.,
which is full of fretting matterish water. 1673 R. HEAD
Canting Acad. 74 The Matterish clouts that are wrapt about
[the sore). 1723 ATKINSON in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 341
There had been discharg d a small Quantity of matterish
Substance.

Matterless (mos-tsjles), a. [f. MATTER sb.^

+ -LESS.]
1. Having no matter

;
not embodied in matter

;

immaterial. Now rare.

1548 GESTE Pr Masse Hv.The broken bread.. is material
& not mattierles. 1602 J. DAVIF.S (Heref.l Minim in inorfntn

(Grosart) 20/1 Who being immaterial!, cannot change, (For
that s immutable thats matterlesse). a 1849 H. COLERIDGE
Ess. (1850 I. 56 He cannot live upon malterless forms. 1890
J. H. STIRLING Cijford Lett. xv. 304 A matterless form
would vanish.

f2. Without materinls. Obs. rare 1
.

M&quot; PUgr. So-.vle, No more men maye glosen withouten
text than bylde materles.

t 3. Devoid of matter
, sense, or meaning. Obs.

i6&amp;gt;2 T.TAVI.OR Comm. Titus To Rdr., With multiplication
1 of matterless words, a 1637 B. JONSOX llor.: Art / . 460

All fine noise Of verse meere-matter-lesse. 1767 MRS. S.

PENNINGTOX Lett. III. 37 Some dissipation is necessary for

you, and therefore, my matterless lines may have their use.

4. Immaterial, of no concern or importance.
Chiefly dial.

11650 MAY Olil Couple n. (1658) 10 Tis matterless in

goodness who excels: He that hath coyn, hath all perfec
tions else. 1875 Stanley ft Corringhain Gloss. s.v., It s matter-
less which waay you Ink th waiter. 1889 Arcliaeol. Arlinna
(N.S.) XIII. 280 It being matterless whether a saint is incor
ruptible or, as in the case of Bede, corrupted.

b. Applied to persons : Of no consequence ; in

competent, shiftless, helpless, dial.

1794 HUTCHINSON Hist. CumUd I. 225 note, Mr. Robinson
. .a simple matterless body. 1876 Whitby Gloss.

Matterne, obs. form of MARTEN.
Matter of coarse. Something which is to

be expected as following the natural course or order
of things.
1739 [see COURSE sb. 363]. 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bins \. xii.

(1866) 27 Having as a matter of course sold my cloak-bag.
1878 S. WALPOLE Hist. Kngl. II. 525 Protestants guilty of
killing Roman Catholics were acquitted, as a matter of
course, by Protestant juries. 1884 Munch. Exam. 22 May
5/2 It was a matter of course that France should retain the
territory she had conquered.

b. at/rib, or as adj. (written with hyphens),
rarely as predicative adj. : Occurring or following
as a matter of course ; to be expected. Freq. of

persons or their mode of action : Taking things as
a matter of course.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rmtgc liii, The cool matter-of-course
manner of this reply. 1854 LOWELL Jml. Italy Pr. Wks.
1800 I. 129 A sudden change in the scenery, like those that
seem so matter-of-course in dreams. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown at Oxf. xxx, I won t have that sort of matter-of-
course acquiescence. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac. v. icoThe belief
in it is so necessary and so matter-of-course an act in us, that
[etc.]. 1892 W. S. GILBERT Foggcrty s Fairy 190, 1 said some
matter-of-course words to the effect [etc.].

Hence Matter-of-coivrseness nonce-wd.
1890 Temple Kar Sept. 78 A naturalness, a matter-of-

courseness that admitted of no questioning.

Matter Of fact (m^tarsvfae-kt), sb. and a.

[See MATTER sbl 16, 21 and FACT sb. 6.]
A. st. a. Law. That portion of a subject of I

judicial inquiry which is concerned with the truth
or falsehood of alleged facts; a particular question
or issue that is of this nature : opposed to matter

of law. b. What pertains to the sphere of fact as

opposed to opinion, probability, or inference ; also,

something which is of the nature of a fact. Phrases,
As a matter offact, in matter offact : in point of

fact, really.
1581 E. CAMPION in Confer, it. (1584) M b, He speaketh of

a matter of fact. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n. vii. 2 If it be
admitted that in mattei of fact there is some credite to be
giuen to the testimonie ofman, but not in matter of opinion
and judgement. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. iv. 9 It is

either a beleefe of Historic (as the Lawyers speeke, matter ,

of fact :) or else of matter of art and opinion. 1621 ELSING
Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 112 The House to consider of
the matter of facte. 1661 EVELYN Diary i Oct., He then
commanded me to draw up the matter of fact happening at
the bloudy encounter. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Una. iv. xvi.

(1605) 380 Some particular Existence, or, as it is usually
termed, matter of fact, which falling under Observation, is

capable ofhumane Testimony. I7O9ADD1SON Tatler So.iax
Pi

^It
is true in Matter of Fact, I was present at the in

genious Entertainment. 1727 A. HAMILTON Neiv Ace. E.
Iml. II. xxxiii. 9 The Story was really true Matter of Fact.

1730 A. GORDON Maffri l Ampliith. 289 The Matter of Fact
is, that.. the two Gates, .will undoubtedly be found wider.
1739 HUME Hum. Nat. I. iii. 7 (1888) 94 All reasonings
from causes or effects terminate in conclusions, concerning
matter of fact; that is, concerning the existence of objects
or of their qualities. 1776 My own Life, This is a matter
of fact which is easily cleared and ascertained. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone L. 119, I have strictly adhered to matter of fact.

i8i6-6oWHATELYCw&amp;gt;H.-&amp;gt;/. ^.(1864) 131 Bya matter of fact
is meant something which might conceivably be submitted
to the senses, ^and about which it is supposed there could
not be any disagreement among persons who should be

Present

and to whose senses it should be presented. 1842
. H. NEWMAN Eccl. Mirac. (1843) 56 There exists, in matter

of fact, that very connection, .between Ecclesiastical and
Scripture miracles. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Ixvii. (1862) VI.
38 note, Great number* of Aristophanic jests have been

MATTING.
transcribed as serious matter-of-fact. 1888 BRVCE Amer.
Commw. II. la. 311 They did not receive, as matter of fact,
the good government which they desired. 1889 J, K.
JKROMB Three Men in a Boat 283 As a matter of fact, you
are quite right. I did catch it.

B. attrib* passing into adj. (Usually written
with hyphens.) Pertaining to, having regard to, or

depending upon actual fact as distinguished from
what is speculative or fanciful

; unimaginative,
prosaic.
iTia STEELE Spect. No. 521 p i, I contemn the Men given

to Narration under the Appellation ofa Matter of Fact Man.
1787 BURNS Let. 15 Jan., Wks. (Globe) 323 To write him a
mere matter-of-fact affair, like a merchant s order. 1856
STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. i. 67 The scene is not impressive in

Itself, that at Suez especially is matter-of-fact in the highest
degree. 1875 JOWETT Hato led. 2) II. 277 The more Calli-
cles is irritated, the more provoking and matter of fact does
Socrates become. 1887 K. N. CAREY Uncle Max xi. (1887)
84 [She] hade her drink her tea before it got cold, in a
sensible matter-of-fact way.
absol. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. (1873) I2 5

I is oscillations between the ideal and the matter-of fact.

Hence Ma tter-of-fa ctism, the principle or

practice of regarding or relying upon matier of
fact only ;

so Ma tter-of-fa ctist, one who regards
matter of fact only; Ma.tter-of-fa-ctly adv., in a
matter-of-fact manner; Ma tter- of- fa ctness,
matter-of-fact quality or character.
1860 SARA HESNELL Thoughts in Aid ofFaith 195 Hard
matter-of-fact-ism, a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Utitit. PhiL

xviii. (1870^ 283 Positivism and matter-of-factism, that is, the
refusal to take account of any tiling else in things except that

they are. 1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXIX. 165 The
* mat

ter-of-fact
is^ts

will put down as your sober opinion .. the eireo

ttTfpofi/ra inspired by the festivity of the hour. 1865 J.
GROTE Explor. Phiios. i. 80 Thorough positivists..or, I

may say, matter-of-factists. 1873 Miss KKOUGHTON Namy
I. 47 You mean us, I suppose , I answered *matter-uf-

factly. 1816 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 28 Nov. (1884),
[The] success.. I attribute altogether . . to the *matter-of-
factness, with which it is written. 1879 W. KNICIIT Stud,
rhitos,

&amp;lt;y

Lit. 291 The infelicities, .in Wordsworth s style.,
its sinking from ideality into matter-of-factness.

Mattery (mrc tari), a. Also 4-7 mattry.
[f. MATTE K sb.\ + -Y 1.]
1. Full of, forming, or discharging matter or pus ;

purulent. Now rare.

1398 TREVISA Earth, De P. R. xvn. ci. (1495) 667 Oleum
mil turn . . cleiisyth mattry eerys. 1527 ANDREW Bmnsivyke s

DistylL Waters I va, Impostumes whiche roune of mattery
humours and moystoures. 1666 J. H. Treat. Gt. Antidote 1 1

It brought away much mattery substance. 1871 NAPHEYS
Prev, $ Cure Dis. m. xiii. 1070 A mattery sore.

t 2. Full of matter or sense. Obs. rare 1
.

1601 B. JONSON- Poetaster iv. v, Away with your Mattery
Sentences. . ; They are to giant and wise, for this meeting.

Matteyer, variant of MATTEH sb Obs.

Matthean (moebran), a. Also -sean. [f. L.
Matth;\&amp;gt;-its Matthew + -AN.] Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of the evangelist St. Matthew.
1897 Expositor Aug. 152 The closing sentence being dis

tinctly Matthaean. Ibid. Dec. 448 In two of the Matthean
login the Lord speaks of His disciples collectively as the
ecclesia.

Mattie, Mattin : see MATIE, MATIN.

Matting (mse tirj),^/. J^. 1
[f.
MAT z*.

1 and j^. 1
]

1. The action of becoming or state of being matted
or tangled. Also with down, together.
1682 H. MORE Contn. Remark. Star. 41 This Magical mat

ting of the Daughter s hair into a Witch-lock. 1707 MOR
TIMER Husb. 570 It [sc. the Malt] sinks gradually, distribut

ing its strength to your Liquor equally without matting.
1865 GOSSE L.and$ Sea (1874) 19 The matting of the vegeta
tion, impeding the flow of the water. 1884 W.S. B. M CLAREN
Spinning (ed. 2) 2 The property of felting or matting, which
is so characteristic of wool. 1897 Attbittt s Syst. Med. III.

809 Obstruction [of the bowel] by the matting together of
several coils of intestine. 1899 !bid.\ll. 480 The. .matting
down of the velum interpositum.
2. a. The process of making mats or matting.

b. The covering of a floor, etc. with matting.
a. vjiaLond. Gaz. No. 5891/4 Tho. Smith, .ofthat Branch

called a matted Chair-maker, is in want of Journeymen, .for

Malting. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 7 Among the textile
arts are to be ranged matting, netting [etc.].

b. 1813 L. HUNT in Examiner ^-2. Feb. 114/1 Matting and
carpeting have done much for the stone floor.

3. concr. A fabric composed of a coarse material,
e. g., coir, bast, hemp, grass, etc., used as a covering
for floors or roofs, or as material for packing, for

tying plants, etc. Also Naitt. MAT sb.^- 4.
Different kinds of matting are known as Canton, Dutch,

India (see INDIA 6), Russia matting; also Coco-nut
matting (see Coco 4 d), Sword matting (see SWORD).
1748 Anton s Voy. in. v. 341 The sail.. is made of matting,

and the mast, .cf bamboo. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms
(1821) 154, 20 Rolls Dutch Matting.. .Matting is used by
the Cabinet-makers for packing of goods. 1819 Mem. Caled.

Hort, Sec. 1 1 1. 1 1 1 Through the heads of these nails, strings
or strands of matting are introduced. 1843 MRS. HOUSTON
Yacht yoy. Texas (1844) I. 27 The floors, .are spread with
a fine matting. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed.4)
II. 324 The scion, which you will tie to it slightly with
a piece of wetted matting. 1861 DELAMER Flower Gara,
31 The cold frame (covered with matting). 1866 GEO.
ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 10 The broad stone staircase with
its matting worn into large holes. 1901 HASLUCK Bamboo
IVork iii. 48 The top [of the table] is of wood covered with

Japanese matting.
b. Materials for mats.

1847 in WEBSTER ; and in recent Diets.
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4. attrib. or as adj. Covered with or composed of

matting.
i833J. BENNETT Artificers Lex. 190 Matting hassocks,.,

oval or round. 1888 Literary JK&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r/&amp;lt;/( Boston) 4 Aug. 246/3

Matting roofs. 1895 C. HOLLAND Jap. Wife 24 The matting
floor. 1900 P. K. WARNER Cricket in many Climes 219 An
ideal ground as far as a matting wicket ever can be so.

5. attrib. and Comb., as matting line, needle, tie

(cf. 2a,b); matting-boat= mattress-boat: seeMAT-
TBESS 4 (Cent. Diet. 1 890) ; matting-loom, a loom
in which matting is made; see also quot. 1875.
i86a Catnl. Internat. Exhib. II. xix. io &quot;Matting lines, |

twines, coir yarn and fibre. 1853 in Abridgm. Specif. Pa-
\

tents, Weaving (1861) 423 My invention consists in making
mats in a &quot;*mauing loom. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Mat
ting-loom (Weaving), one in which slats are introduced into

the shed to form the woof. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

273/2 Their [sc. Upholsterers ] Pack or *Matting Needle.

1825 Greenhouse Comp. I. 172 Common &quot;matting ties.

Matting (mas-tin), ^/.J^.
2
[f.MATz*.2+ -iNG 1

.]

1. The production of a mat* surface, in Chasing, \

Gilding, etc. Also, the mat surface thus produced. ;

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 259/2 Matting or Hatching,
is to make a Beast or Lion Hairy, a Bird Feathers, Fish

|

Scales, and Flowers and Leaves, Veins and Threads. 1758
Handmaid to Arts 381 The deeper and obscure parts of the

carving. .are coloured after the gilding; which treatment
|

is called matting. 1854 REINNEL Carpenters fy Gilders* \

Comp. 74 Matting or Dead Gold. 1885 F. MILLER Glass-
\

Paint. 53 If this matting [/. e. antiquing glass with umber !

or ancient brown] is done to deceive, it is certainly false.
|

X.L. boo Ihe matting ot gelatine prints has become very
general. 1898 T. B. WIGLEY Goldsm.

&amp;lt;* Jeweller 146 The
term . . surface chasing is generally applied to the feather

ing of birds, . . the matting of foliage, &c.

2. The furnishing (of a picture) with a mat; concr.
= MAT sb.- 3.

1864 WEBSTER, Matting, an ornamental border of thin
rolled brass, placed between the plate and glass of a da

guerreotype picture, to prevent abrasion. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech.) Matting, the passepartout over a picture. A mat.

1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 141 The matting and
framing of a [photographic] print.

3. Corn! ., as matting-pattern, -plinth, -tool.

1877 G. H. GEE Pract. Gold-worker 133 An effective mat
ting-punch was at once produced. This matting-tool ap
pears to have been greatly used by the mediaeval gold-
workers. 1898 ! . Ii WIGLEV Goldsm,

&amp;lt;y Jeweller 120 Pass
ing the wire through flattening rolls with matting pattern.
Mat tins : see MATIN.

Mattock .mse tak;, sb. Forms: i mattoc,
mettoc, metoc, meottuc, 1-2 mattuc, 4-6 mat
tok, 4, 6 matock, 4-7 matok(e, 5 mattoke,
5-6 mattokk, 6-7 mattocke, (6 mathooke), 7-9
mathook, 6- mattock. [OE. mattuc, mcoltuc

masc., of unknown origin : the Welsh matog and
Gael, madag are from Eng.
The ending would appear to be the dim. suffix in OE.

bulluc bullock. The word has not been found in continental

Teut.; its relation, ifany, to the synonymous Russian motyka^
Lith. niatikkaS) is not clear.]

An agricultural tool (of which there are several

varieties) used for loosening hard ground, grubbing
up trees, etc. It has a socketed steel head (fixed

transversely at the end of a straight handle), having
on one side a blade shaped like that of an adze,
and sometimes on the other side a kind of pick.
a 700 Epinat Gloss. 565 Lagones, mettocas. a 800 Corpus

Gloss. (Hessels) L i6r Ligones, meottucas. 893 K. AL
FRED Oros. iv. viii. 2 ponne het he hiene mid fyre onha&amp;gt;

tan, & sfyban mid mattucun heawan. aitoo Gere/a in

Anglia (1886) IX. 263 Mattuc, ipping-iren, scear. 1303
R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 940 Mattok is a rjykeys. 138*
WVCLIF Joel\\\. io Bete to gydre..3our pikoysis, or mattokis

[1388 mattokkis], in to speris. c 1420 Pallad. on. Hush. \.

1153 Yet tolis mo, The mattok, twihil, picoys forth to go.
1494 FABYAN Chron. iv. Ixix. 48 He. .with a Pykax or Mat
toke, with his owne hande, breke the grounde. a 1533 LD,
BERNERS Hiton xxx. 93 With pykes & mattokes they brake
downe a corner toure. igSSSHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ui.ii Tis you
must dig with Mattocke, and with Spade. 1649 J ER. TAVLOR

iv. 13 Repentance, .likea mattock and spade
he roughnesses of thepasbage. rti734NoRTii

14 (17,40) 592 Spades and Mat hooks. 1771
wer. (1778) I. iv. 335 After digging the

ittocks, they sowed or planted it. 18x4
d. (ed.2) 1296 The mattock, .is some-

also a grubbing-axe, hoe-axe,
. jric. Soc. IX. ii. 537 Stony or

juire..to be pecked with a mathook
or pick. 1851 STEPHENS Bk. Farm fed. 2) II. 652/1 The
common mattock which on one arm has a horizontal cut

ting face, and on the other a vertical one. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. \. a. 13 The debtor, unable to discharge his
debt,. took up the labourer s mattock.
attrib. and Comb. 1855 TENNYSON Maudi. xvm. iv, Born

To labour and the mattock-harden d hand. 183* Planting
37 (L. U. K.) Mattock planting is confined chiefly to rocky
ground. Ibid. 60 An active workman with a steel mattock-
hoe will clean round the plants [etc.].

Mattock (mse tak), v. [f. MATTOCK sd.] trans.

To turn up with the mattock. Alsoyf^.
1649 BLITH Eng. hnprov, Impr. 140 Prejudice. .sodeeply

rooted, as will aske hot water to Mattock up. 1791 A. YOUNG
Trav. France 411, I have seen them..mattocking up every
corner of a field where the plough could not come. 1840
Cottager s Manual 45 (L. U. K.) No plant is so much im
proved by deep, .mattocking bet \\een the rows as the potato.
1854 Jrnl. A\ Agric. Soc. XV. it. 274 Have all the ant-hills
and hassocks mattockcd up.

Gt. Ex,
breaks
I.xam. 7

ROBERTS
field with
LoUDON
times ca-l!

&C. 1848 Jr.

gravelly, so as

244

Mattoid (mse toid), a. and sb. [ad. It.

mattoide, f. malto insane: see -oil).] See quot.

1891.
1891 tr. Lombroso s Man of Genius iii. 209 This variety

forms the link between madmen of genius, the sane, and the

insane properly so called. These are what I call semi-insane

persons or mattoids. Ibid. iii. 223 Mattoid theologians. . !

have unfortunately been taken so .seriously as to be burned
\

alive. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 196 The so-called ,

borderland cases between sanity and insanity for example
;

eccentrics, cranks, mattoids.

Mattras(s, obs. forms of MATRASS.

Mattrative, variant of MATTRATIVE.

Mattre, obs. form of MATTER.

Mattress *
(mse-tres). Forms : 3-6 materas, 4 !

matrace, 4-5 materace, 6 mattrace, 4-6 ma-

teres, 5-6 matres, 6 mattres, 6-7 mattresse
T -iss,

matteris, (5 matras(e, -ess, -ys, materis, -os,

matteras, 6 mattrys, matrice, 7 matt(e)rice), 5,
;

8-9 matrass, 9 mattrass, 6- mattress, [a. OF.
materas (mod.F. matelas), ad. It. materasso, com-

:

monly viewed as identical (exc. for the Arab. .

prefixed article at-} with Sp. and Pg. almadraque,
\

Pr. almatrac, ad. Arab, al-matrah, place where
|

something is thrown, in mod. use also mat, cushion,
,

f. ToottaraJia to throw. The MHG. matraz (mod. I

G. matratze} is from Fr.]
1. A contrivance used as a bed or (more com-

j

monly) as a support for a bed, consisting of a case

formed by two pieces of canvas or other textile

material quilted together, stuffed with hair, flocks,

straw, or the like. In recent use extended to in

clude other appliances serving the same purpose,

esp. one consisting of wire cloth stretched upon a

frame.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 188 Goth ,

he seide, and maketh
a bed.. Of quoiitene and of materasz . 1395/1. E. Wills

(1882) 5 My secunde bebt fetherbed, with caneuas materas.

c 1425 Hotci.EVE Minor Poems xxiii. 779 The pilwes nesshe ,

and esy materas. 1495 Nottingham Rec. III. 38 Duo ma
trasses, pretii vs. 1519 HOKMAN Vttlg. 24 b, The flesshe

lieth bytwene the bone and the skynne lyke a ninttresse of
cotton. 1588 Fitch s Voy. in Hakl. Voy. (1811) II. 388
Gownes of cotton like to our rmu traces and quilted caps.

1624 Iment. in Archaeologist XLVIII. 136 A bedsteed,
a matt, a matterice, a fetherbed. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal &amp;gt;

vi. 128 She.. On a hard Mattress is content to sleep. 1764
HARMEK Observ, 82 Their beds consist of a matrass laid

j

on a floor, and over this a ^heet. i8ia Chron. in Ann.
\

Reg. 86 He hid it between a mattrass and a bed. 1848
in Abridgm. Spa if. Patents, Furniture, etc. (1869) 551

\

An elastic mattiess entirely metallic. 1850 Ibid. 158 A
:

very portable spring mattress. 1877 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.
\

2291 Spring-mattress, one having metallic .springs beneath
the hair or mo^s filling. Ibid. 2792 Wire mattress. .. See

j

patents: ..79,040. June 16, 68 [etc.]. 1890 Syd. See. Lex, .

s.v. Mattress, Water mattress, a waterproof case containing
water, used for the prevention of bedsores. 1900 CasselFs

Cycl, Mech. (1902) IV. 325 A full-size wire mattress.

t 2. A protective covering for a floor or for

plants; a MAT. Obs.

1644 EVELYN Diary 17 Oct., By their careful! covering
them [sc. plaster floors in the palace of Neg_ros, Genoa] with

,

canvas and fine mattresses, where there is much passage
[etc.]. 1658 French Gardiner (1675) 239 Shelter them

[peas] with pannels of Reeds, or Mattrasses. 1664
Kal. Hort. Apr. 65 Covering them [delicate plants] with
Mattresses supported on cradles of hoops. 1706 J. GARDINER
tr. Rapin ofGardens (1728) 59 Your Flow rs defend with
Matresses of Straw.

3. Engineering. A strong mat consisting of brush

wood bound or twisted together, used in layers in

the construction of dikes, piers, etc.

1875 Proc. /nsf. Cii&amp;gt;. Engin. XLI. 161 In commencing
the construction of the dam. .the first step was to cover the

entire site with a strong fascine mattrass. Ibid. 167 The
body of the pier takes from five to six mattrasses, averaging,
with the stones, about 3 feet 3 inches thick. 1886 Etuycl.
Brit. XX. 581/1 The parallel jetties [at the mouth of the

Mississippi] consist of tiers of willow mattresses.

4. attrib. and Comb. : a. attrib. (sense i), as

mattress-maker ,
-making; tick

; (sense 3), as mat
tress diket sill\ b. special comb., as mattress

boat, a boat on which mattresses for dikes, etc.

are made and from which they are launched;
mattress-coat, needle (see quots.) ; f mattress

rubber, ?a rough mattress-cover; mattress suture

Surg.i a continuous suture through both lips of a

wound, in which when a stitch has been taken the

thread is tied, and the needle inserted on the same
side from which it emerged.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Medt. Suppl., *Mattiess Boat. 1641

BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees Soc.) 20 When woll is well risen

from theskinne, the fleece isasitweare walked togeather on
the toppe, and underneath it is but lightly fastened to (he

undergrowth ; and when a fleece is thus it is called a mat-
trice-coate. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 581/1 The entrance.,
was contracted . . by means of &quot;&quot;mattress dykes ; and mattress
sills were laid right across the entrance. 1381 Rolls Parlt.

III. 112/2 Johannes Button, *Materas- maker. 182^ Register
ofArts III. 51 In the manner of *mattress making. 1884
KNIGHT Dit t. Meek. Suppl. 236/2 Curved * Mattress Needle

(Hydraulic Engineering), a needle for sewing brush mats
with No. 13 wne. a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Wit at Sev.

IVeap. 11. ii. (1647) 76/1 Here s a promising palme..heies
Downecompatecl with Flocks and quilted Straw, thy Knight s

fingers Are leanc (1679 and mod. edd. read lean] mat-

trice rubbers to these Feathers. 1886 * Mattress silt [see

MATURATE.
mattress dike], 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 24 Dec. 1682/2 In

suturing up the wound in the kidney in the ordinary way
ihe stitches frequently, on tying them, cut through. To
avoid this..l have again followed Kelly who advises the
u&amp;gt;e of *mattrass sutures. 1857 Subj. Matter Index of Pa-
tents 924 Weaving looms (for making. .*mattress-ticks, &C.X

Mattress-, mattriss (msetres, -is). [Of
obscure origin; cf. iSth c. Fr. maitressei see Fiy
loc. cit.] (See quot. 1867.)
1685 Lend. Gaz. No. 2500/4 Playing-Cards. .the Mattriss

at IQS. 6tt. per Gross, Fine Matttiss at isj. per Gioss [etc.J.

1867 FRY Playing~Card Terms in Philol. Soc. Trans. 56
Mattress, Mattriss^ rejected playing cards, .placed at the
bottom of the sorted bundle, to be . suld at a cheaper rate. . .

Fine Mattress is. .applied to cards which are less defective \

Common M. to cards which are more defective.

Mattresse: see MATRASS . Obs.

Mattrice, Mattross, obs. ff.M ATRICE,MATROSS.
Mattry, obs. form of MATTERY.

II Mattulla (ma?t la). [mod.L., npp. f. L.

matta mat, after medulla^ (See quots.)
1849 J. H. BALKOUR Elem. Bot. 57 In Palms also a similar

[brown chaffy] substance occur.-, called reticnlttm or mat-
tulla (inaita, a mat). Ibid. 96 Tlie bases of the leaves. .

surrounded by the mattulla or reticulum.

Matty (mse ti), a. rare. [f.
MAT sit. 1 + -y.]

Matted. Also in Comb, matly-haired adj.
1820 CLARE Rural Life (^. 3) 141 And brush ihe weaving

branches by Of biiars and thorns so matty. 1824 J. SVM-
MONS tr. jKsdiylus

1

Againemnon 52 And, matiy-hair d, our
soldiers look d like btasts.

Mattyn, obs. form of M ATE v.1

Matulat, variant of MALTALENT Obs.

Maturable (matiu-*rab l), a. [f. MATURE v.

+ -ABLE.] That may be matured.

1889 Critic in Nation 9 May XLVIII. p. iv, Abilities,

which, if immature, are yet matuiable. 1902 Cassette

Encytl. Diet. Suppl., MaturabU,.. specif, in Surg., used
of an inflamed part that may be brought to suppuration.

t Maturant, a. and s/&amp;gt;. ? Obs. [ad. L. ma-

turant-em, pr. pple. of maturdre : see MATURE
z&amp;gt;.]

= MATUHATIVE a. and sb.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anifii.
&amp;lt;fr

Min. 363 Inflammation.. ;

it s cured, by . .maturants, rumpents [etc.]. 1844 HOBLVN
Diet. Terms Mcd. (ed. 2) s. v. Maturation, Applications
which promote suppuration have been called maturants.

1856 MAYNE E.ipos. Lex.^ Matitrans. .maturing : maturant,

t Maturate, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. matttrat-

$, pa. pple.ol wrt/r&amp;lt;zr: see MATURE v.J Matured.

1556 Ann. Barber-Surg. Lend. (1890) 312 His well dc-

fycell cures.. w ch can not be dooen w out maturate judg
ment, and Learninge.

Maturate (mx tiur^ t), v. Also 6 maturat.

[f.
L. matitrat

j ppl. stem of maturare to ripen, f.

matur-ns ripe : see MATURE a.]
1. trans. (Affd.} To cause (matter, a boil, pustule,

etc.) to ripen or suppurate; to *

bring to a head .

Also al&amp;gt;sol. t to cause suppuration. Now rare or Obs.

1541 R. Coi LAND Guydon s Form. R iij b, Whan they
[remedies] fynde maier redy to rypenesue they do maturate
and to resolue, they resolue. 1547 BOOKDE Brev. Health
cix. 41 b, Than excoriat tlie skyn and maturat the matter.

1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 27 The said tumours

being now imperfectly maturated, .are to be opened. 1694
\V. SALMON Bate s Dispels. (1713) 687/1 It is a delicate

Anodyn ; it lenifies or softens, and maturates. 1779 Gentl.

Mag. XLIX. 80 [It] is frequently used to maturate boils.

1801 Mfd. Jrtil. V. 404 They [pustules] continued filling

till they were completely maturated. 1890 in Syd. SfC. Lex.

t 2. To mature, ripen (fruits, vegetable juices,

liquors, etc.). Also^ff. Obs.
1628 FKI.THAM Resolves \. xix. 35 Which may strongly

argue the Intentions of the Soul to DC good ; though unable
to maturate that seed that is in it. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.

i. i. 8 By powring every night warm water on the root

thereof, a Uree may be maturated artificially, to bud out in

the midst of Winter. 1676 WOKLIDCK Cider ii. 3 14 This

Juice or Sap [in Fruit]. .is by the continual animating heat

of the Sun, maturated. 1732 BERKELEY Minute Phiios.

(1732) 36/2 Aromatic Oils maturated by great length of

time turn to Salts. 1743 Loud. $ Country Brew. in. (ed. 2)

206 It is not Boiling that maturates and preserves Malt-

Liquors, but a right and due Fermentation. 1756 P. BROWNE
Jamaica 13 Dung adds waimth to the soil, and maturates
as well as it enriches the juice,

f3. To mature, develop, make perfect. (With
object a person or personal attribute.) Obs.
1612 C. Fiiz-GiiFFRV Eiisha ^ Yeares must maturate nien

to such Functions. i66a HOPKINS Sertn. (1685) 104 Time,
to maturate these growing hopes. 1791 SM EATON Edystone
L. Contents 8/2 Dovetailing considered. ..The idea of Dove
tailing maturated.

t4. a. Alchemy. To purify and digest (a metal) by
maturation; to exalt by purification into. b. Metal

lurgy. To bring (an ore) into the metallic state.

1641 FRENCH Distill, vi. (1651) 176 A petfect metall, as

gold, hath [not] this impurity; I mean when it is fully ma
turated and melted. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydtot. Chym. 58
The ripening coagulating fire of the embtionate Sulphur
..exiccates and maturates the radical Mercurial moisture,
and terminates it in a Metalick species. 1686 PLOT &taf-

fordsk. 160 Binning it [a stone] in a Crucible.il was quickly
maturated into Iron. 1758 W. BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cotniv,

202 The metal becomes thoroughly maturated, that is, as

ductile, and fiee from stone [etc.], .as fiie itself can make it.

t5. (See quot.) O6s.-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

1623 COCKERAM, Maturate* to hasten.

t 6. intr. Of fruit : To ripen, mature. Obs.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 388 Such [fruits] as will

not maturate with us in England. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica.
20Q It will soften and mutuiale in a few days.



MATURATION.

7. Of a pustule : To ripen, suppurate.

1746 Brit. 3fag. 101 About 50 or 60 small Pox came out,

which maturated and scabbed. 1858 J. COPLAND Diet.

Prnct. Mcd. III. 812/2 From tlie fifth to the eighth day of

ihe eruption, the pustule maturates.

Hence Maturated///, a., Ma-turating vbl. sb.

and ///. &amp;lt;z.

1628 ALEX. LEICHTON Man s Plea agst. Prelacy (ed. 2) 26

Rattier than they would suffer the plague soare of their

oppressing pride to be burst by the maturating Cataplasmes
of \vholesoin Laws. 1698 [R. FERGUSSON) View of Ecclesi-

rating Cataplasms. 1897 AlWiitts Syst. men. ill. 171 im
addition of various, .substances to the maturating medium.

maturation (meeting Jan). Also 6 madura-

cyon, maturacion, 7 erron* -ition. [a. F. ma-

turatioK) ad. L. maturation-em
^

n. of action f.

maturdre-. see MATURATE and MATURE
vds.&quot;]

1. Med. The ripening of morbific matter ;
the

process by which matter is formed in an abscess

or a vesicle becomes a pustule, suppuration; the

action of causing this process.
1541 COPLAND Guydons Form. S iij, The fyrste [cure] is

to rype the mater. The seconde after the maduracyon to

open it. 1543 TRAHERON tr. Vigo s Chirurg. 11. i. 13 b/z

Humours, .whych nature canne not..bringe to maturation
or suppuration. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillernenu s /&amp;gt;. Chirurg.

23/4 Perseaving it to be come to his full maturation and

ripnes. 1684 tr. Bonet s Merc. Comhit. i. 17 The parts
affected may be cleared of the Thrush by maturation of it.

1791 BOSWHLL Johnson an. 1760, Mr. Sharpe is of opinion
that the tedious maturation of the cataract is a vulgar error.

1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 502 The progressive stages of inflam

mation, maturation, and scabbing. 1861 GRAHAM Pract.

Med. 665 The period of maturation of the eruption. 1897
Allbutt s Syst. Mcd. II. 565 The maturation of the pocks.

f 2. Alchemy. The operation of converting a baser

metal into gold. Cf. MATURATE v. 4. Obs.

1612 WOOD ALL Surg. Male Wks. (1639) 273 Maturation is

exaltation of a substance, rude and crude to that which is

mature and perfect. 1626 BACON Sylva 326 We conceive

indeed, that a perfect good Concoction, or Digestion, or

Maturation of some Me tails, will produce Gold. 1671

J. WKBSTKR Metallographia ii, 31 Whose Art of. .Matura
tion of Metals he laboureth to prove to be false.

1 3. Physics. The (supposed) natural ripening or

development of material substances by the opera
tion of heat and motion. Obs.

a. 1652 J. SMITH Scl. Disc. iv. iii. (1821) 75 The very grass

..may. .after many refinings, macerations, and maturations,

..spring up into so many rational souls. 1665-6 Phil.

Trans. I. 338 Whether, .the Mine will afford Ore or Metal
in tract of time,.. and whether to this Maturation of the

Mine, the being exposed to the free Aire be necessary. 1733
SHUCKKORD Creation fy Fall 133 Little Particles .. which
have . . in the Maturation of Ages, remained sandy and
sabulous, .or become Rocks or Minerals.

4. Of fruits, the juices of plants, etc. : The action

or process of ripening or becoming ripe ; develop
ment to ripeness ; also, an instance of this.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. u.v, Maturation is especially
obserued in the fruits of trees. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg.
Ess. (1803) I. 49 Maturation of their seed, seems all that is

required of them. 1791 HAMILTON BertkolUfs Dyeing I. i.

I. vi. 115 By maturation, the fruit from having been hard

grows soft .. and sweet, 1839 URE Diet. Arts 292 After
the maturation of the fruit, .they are plucked. iSSzCnroen
7 Jan. 4/1 Perfect maturation of the foliage, which means
maturation of the bulb.

b. Of liquors or other things undergoing pre

paration for use: The action of maturing; the pro
cess of becoming matured.
1605 TIMME Quersitanns \\. vi. S b, So wee see, that wines

in whose maturation or rypening the heate of the sunne failed

are made more crude and sharpe. 1626 BACON Sylva 312
For the Maturation of Drinkes, it is wrought by the Con
gregation of the Spirits together. 1675 EVELYN Terra 59
If. .the ground seem to require an hastier maturation, there

may be a crop of Beans [etc.] sown upon it, which will

mellow it exceedingly. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II.

348 Ginger accelerateth the Maturation of Cyder. 1743
Loud, ff Country Brew. in. (ed. 2) 201 The Liquor has
before received due Maturation in the Copper and Mash-tun.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minnies Agric. 17 Oct. 1774 The idea
of making compost useful while in a state of maturation.

1835 URE Philos, Mantif. 83 The downy filaments of cotton
. .get more or less flattened in the maturation and drying of
the woo!. 1902 Daily Chron. 7 Jan. 6/3 A lengthy process
of maturation in sherry casks is required to make it [whisky]
a wholesome beverage.
5. The action or process of coming to full growth

or development : a. of man, his faculties, etc.

1616 J. LANE Contn. Sqr. s T. v. 492 Our care to feede
them [children],, .our after cares, as they gaine maturation.
1660 G. FLEMING Stemma sacrum 6 From the first time
that could begin any Maturition to his Judgement. 1693
J. TYRRELL Laiv Nat. 30 There happens to us Men.. Ma
turation, Decay, and Dissolution. 1820 FOSTER Ess. Evils
Pop. Ignor. 294 The maturation of the spiritual being, to
the highest attainable degree. 1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor
clxxxv. (1862)483 Imputing to the decay of our nature that
which results fiom its maturation.

b. of plants, animals, etc.

1664 POWER
Exj&amp;gt;.

Philos. \. 6r To give, .vegetation and
maturation to Plants. 1655-87 H. MORE

A/&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;.
Antid. xiii.

(1712) 223 He found these Birds [Tree-geese] in several de
grees of maturation. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts

&amp;lt;y

Sci.
lit. Xi. 376 The Maturation, and bringing to Perfection the
Chicken contained in Embryo. 1826 KIKBV & Sr. Entomol.
IV. 146 Organs, .which are appropriated to the. -matura
tion, exclusion and deposition of their eggs. 1884 W. K.

245

PARKER Mammal, Descent ii. (1885) 55 The growth and
maturation of the germs. 1904 Brit, tiled. Jrnl. 17 Dec.

1643 The maturation and fertilization of the ovum.
C. of a disease.
1818-20 E. THOMPSON Cullen s Nvsol. Mcth. (ed. 3) 331

d. transf. and fig* esp. the completing or per

fecting (of a plan, work, etc.%

1655 Thcophania 165 The birth, growth and maturation
of our Love. 1751 JOHNSON Ramblef No. in P 3 Time
sufficient for the icgular maturation of our schemes. Ibid.

No. 156 p 12 A play represents some transaction, through
its regular maturation to its final event. 1845 J. H. NKW-
MAN Dei dopin. Chr. Doctrine (1878) 38 The germination
and maturation of some truth. 1884 G. ALLEN I hitistia

III. xxxvii. 273 The pamphlet and the paper were in course
of maturation.

f 6. The forwarding (of a business, etc.). Obs,

1584 Leycesters Contmoniu. (1641) 98 It,,tendeth directly
to Maturation of the principal! purpose. 1623 COCKKRAM,
Maturation^ a hastening. 1655 FULLKR Church Hist. ix.

xvi. 173 The said Convocation met.. fur the maturation of

business with the more expedition.

Maturative (m&tiue r&tiv), a. nnd sb. Also

5 maturatif, -yf. [a. F. matunitift ad. L. nui-

tnrativ-it$) f. maturdre to MATURE.]
A. adj.

1. Med. That causes maturation or the forma

tion of pus; pertaining to or characterized by
maturation. t^Cf. MATTEKATIVK.)

c 1400 f.anfranfs Cirurg. 44 He leide berto a plastic

maturatijf. 1543 TRAHERON tr. \&amp;gt; igo*s Chirurg. it. i. 14/1
We haue seen that coruption of an Apostemc hath chaunccd

thorough defaute of appliynye conuenyent maturatyue
Medicines. 1568 SKEVNK Thf /Vi/(i862j 42 Quhilk is mar-
uelous maturatiue, distroyand all venome. 1620 VENSKR
Via Recta v. 88 Butter.. is of a moystnmg, mollifying, ma-

turatiue, and rc.tolutiue faculty. 1725 SLOANK Jamaica II.

02 Birdlime is maturative. 1831 J. DAVIKS Mat. Mfti. 391
Its leaves bruised and boiled arc frequently used as a ma
turative poultice. 1858 J. COPLAND Diet, Pratt. Mcd. I.

810/1 The maturative, or suppurative .-&amp;gt;tage [of small-pox].

t 2. Having the power or function of maturing
or ripening (fruits, etc.) ;

of or pertaining to

maturation.

1646 SIR T. BKOWNB Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 227 They, .have

their second Summer hotter and more maturative of fruits

then the former. 1658 Card. Cyrus iii. Uydrioi. etc. 50
The maturative progresse of Seeds. 1685 BOYLE .SainIn ,

Air 25 Some maturative power, whereby an inanimate Body
may gradually admit of such a change.

B. sb. A maturative remedy.
i398 l*REviSA Bartk. De P. R. vn, xxi. (1495)239 Thenne

men must werke fyrste wyth colde maturatiues rypynge.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 211 If ber hajr be kid berto ony
maturatif so bat be mater berof be rolid, (

an opene it. 1543
TRAHERON tr. Vigo s Chirnrg. n. i. 14/1 Auicenne. .coun-

selleth vs, to applye colde and moyste inaturatyues. 1665
G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 27 We are to give them
[tumours] vent as speedily as possible, by applying . . Ma-
turatives. 1743 tr. Heisters Snrg. 183 These compound
Maturatives. 1831 I. DAVIES Mat. Med. 195 It is employed
as a maturative and stimulant, 1855 DCNGLISON Med. Lex,

(ed. 12), Matnrath&amp;gt;et a medicine which favours the matu
ration of an inflammatory tumour.

Mature (matiuau), a. [ad. L. mdturus ripe,

timely, early. Cf. MURE.]
1. Complete in natural development or growth.
a. Of fruits, etc. : Ripe. Obs. in lit. use.

1599 A, M. tr. GabelJioiter s Bk. Physlcke 58/2 When as. .

the seede [of Fennell] is mature cut it there of. 1676 WOR-
LIDGE Cider ii. 3. 14 Cider well made of Mature Fruits.

1791 COWPKR YardleyOak 33 Thou [the acorn] fell st mature,

fig. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxi, There cannot come a
mellower change, For now is love mature in ear.

b. Of an embryo, foetus, plant, etc.: Full grown.
1801 Med. yrnl. V. 45 A living mature foetus. 1843 Florist&quot;

1

s

frnl. 274 The proper season for repotting mature plants.
1881 VINES Sachs* Bat. 775 The green leaves do not grow
after they are mature.

f c.
*

Ripe
*

or ready for. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. iii. 26 This [insurrection] lyes glow
ing, .and is almost mature for the violent breaking out. 1667
MILTON P. L. xi. 537 Till like ripe Fruit thou drop.. or be
. .Gatherd, not harshly pluckt, for death mature.

2. Of a person : Having the powers of body and

mind fully developed. Of personal qualities, etc. :

Fully developed or ripened.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa Ded. A 2 M. Richard Hak-

luyt : who out of his mature judgement m these studies,. .

was the onely man that mooved me to translate it. 1606

SHAKS. Tr. % Cr. iv. v. 97 The yongest Sonne of Priam;
..Not yet matuie, yet matchlesse. 1667 MILTON f. L. x.

882 To trust thee [Eve] from my side, imagin d wise, Con
stant, mature. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 79 A Time
will come, when my maturer Muse.. a nobler Theme will

chuse. 1718 PRIOR Solomon \\. 164 Mature the virgin was
..Grace shap d her limbs, and beauty deck d her face. 1726

youth.
b. const, in.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. \. iv. 31 Boyes. .mature in know
ledge. 168* DRYDEN Mac Fl. 16 Shadwell .. Mature m

i dulness from his tender years. 1784 COWPER Task v. 296
I When they are grown mature In wisdom. 1875 JOWETT

Plato (ed. 2) V. 243 No animal at birth is mature or per
fect in intelligence.

MATURE.
c. Of or pertaining to maturity or manhood, rare.

1611 SHAKS. tt int. T. i. i. 27 They were trayn d together
in their Child-hoods ; . . Since their more mature Dignities.
made seperation of their Societie [etc.].

3. (The earliest use.) Of thought or delibera

tion : Duly prolonged and careful. Of plans, con

clusions, etc. : Formed after adequate deliberation.

1454 Rolls of Farlt. V. 239/2 The Justicez, after sadde
communication and mature deliberation hadde amonge
theim, aunswered-.that [etc.]. 1543 in W. H. Turner Scli-ct.

Rcc. O.*f. 170 After long and mature debating of the

mattar. 1578 Reg. Privy Coitndl Siat. III. 54 Eftir mature
advise nnd deliberatioun. 1638 JUNIUS / //. Ancients

A3 Things. . which, .in the review and more mature cogita
tion I wished might be altered. 1726 SWII.T Guiltier it. iii,

Upon mature thoughts, 1 began to doubt whether I was in

jured or no. 1792 UURKE Ptes, Sf. Aff. Wks. 1842 I. sSs
On a full and mature view and comparison of the historical

matter. 1839 JAMKS Louis XIV, I. 389 Till his plans for
revolt were mature. 1848 LYTTON Harold \\\\ iv, The in

terval, .allowed no time for mature and careful leflection.

1879 FAKRAR.Y/. /Viw/xxxviii. (1883.637 His ripest thoughts,
and . . the matures! statement of the Gospel which he preached.

t 4. That lakes place early ; prompt. Obs.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso Xl.x. xcviii. 356 Hardly I scapt their

hands by mature flight. 1672 MARVKLL Corr. Wks. 1872-5
II. 407 Carrying things on with the maturest expedition.

f5. Of an event: Occurring when the fitting

time has come. Of time : Due. (The opposite of

premature .) Obs.

1605 SHAKS. l.ear iv. vi. 282 In the mature time, With
this vngracious paper [He] strike the sight Of the death-

practis d Duke. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 862 The birth matuie
Of this our native Hcav n.

6. A/ed. In a state of suppuration ; ripe.
1828 in WEUSTKR ; and in later Diets.

7. Comm. Of a bill, etc. : That has reached the

time for payment ; due. 1882 in OGILVIE.

Mature ;niatiu-&amp;gt;u), v. Also 6 madure. [Partly
ad. obs. F. maturer, also madurer, ad. L. malurare,
f. iiialfirus MATURE; partly f. MATUKE a]
1. trans. {Med.} = MATURATE v. I.

1541 Cori.AN u tr. Guydon s J- orin. S iij b, In mundyfyenge
it inadureth, and sufTreth nat to fystule. 1599 A. M. tr.

C.abt-Uuntcr s J&amp;gt;k. Physic 95/1 A potione to mature, or ripen,

an Apostematione. 1898 Alllnitfs^jst. Med. V. 39 To
mature, that is to loosen the [bronchial] catarrh.

2. To bring to maturity or perfect development ;

to ripen (fiuits, wine, etc.); to bring (a plant or

crop) to full growth. Alsn/&amp;lt;z.
= 6.

1626 KACON
.S&amp;gt;7z&amp;lt;&amp;lt;z 3t4 Crcame is Matured. .by Puuinij

in Cold Water. Ibid. 326 To see if the Virtual! Heat of

the Wine.. will not Mature it [an apple]. 1701 J. PHILIPS

Splendid Shi/ling 117 Nor taste the Fruits that the Sun s

genial Rays Mature. 1781 COWPER Charity 442 A ship,

well freighted with the stoies Ihe sun matures on India s

spicy shores. 1853 ROBERTSON Scrtn. Ser. lit. viii. (1857)

114 Warmth, .expands the leaf, matures the fruit [etc.].

fig. i8ai SHELLKY Hellas 575 The Greek has reaped The

costly harvest his own blood matured.
absol. 1626 BACON Syhm 3^6 They are euer Temperate

Heats that Digest, and Matuie.

3. traiisf. To cause to develop fully (the mind,

judgement, etc.) ; to perfect the development of (a

person) mentally and physically.
1660 R. COKE Power $ Subj. 75 Whenas judgment is ma

tured by age. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 281 Till time mature

thee to a Kingdom s waight. 1742 YOUNG N. Th. v. 772

Virtue, not rolling suns, the mind matures. 1766-88 GIBBON

Dec!. $ F. II. xliii. 597 His prudence was matured by ex

perience. 1842 TENNYSON Lew thou thy land* x, Nature

..Thro many agents making strong, Matures the indivi

dual form. 1851 MACAULAY Ess., Fredk. Ct. (1877) 661

Suffering had matured his understanding.
alisal. a 1861 MRS. BROWNING Little Mattie ii. Poems

(1862) 2 Just so young but yesternight, Now she is as old

as death. . . An hour matures.

4. fig. To make ripe or ready ; to perfect (a plan,

work, etc.) ;
to bring to a head.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 660 But these thoughts Full Counsel

must mature. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. Y, III. x. 222 He
had leisure to mature his schemes. 1784 COWPEH Task in.

450 An art That toiling ages have but just matured. 1817

JAS. MILL Brit. India I. m. ii. 500 His vizir, .matured the

dissatisfaction of the Omrahs, and. .dethron

GALLENOA Italy 195 The great events

the destinies of the common country in I

H. PHILLIPS Ainer. Paper Curr. II. 23

evidently not yet matured.

b. Const, into.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 2

would be at once matured into fearful vig

Civilisation I. ix. 585 Their habits of self-reliance, enabled

them to mature into a system . . the right of private judgment.
1861 T. WRIGHT Ess. Archzol. II. xxii. 197 This taste for

gallantry was matured into a system.

t 5. To forward or hasten duly. Obs. rare.

1660 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 24 The House hath

been, .busied in. .maturing those bills. i6i- Ibid. 77 Be

maturing your own businesse hither as fast as may be.

6. intr. To come to maturity or perfect develop

ment ; to grow ripe : a. of fiuits, seeds, wine, etc.

1626 BACON Syha 324 It islike they [sc. fruit] would mature

more finely. 179$ NAPLETON Adit, to Student v. 55 It (It

seed] may. .grow and mature where you see it not. 1843

Penny CVAXXVII. 463/2 The wine is left in the cask.. to

mature. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Led. i. 8 In some cases the

stigma has matured before the anthers are ripe,

b. of animals.

1887 F. FRANCIS Jun. Saddle f, Mocassin 163 You want

the cattle that s easiest handled, and easiest sold, and that

matures quickest and keeps in best condition.

ie passions. .

1857 Bl CKLE



MATUBED.

c. trans/, of persons.
&quot;1844 BROWNING Boy ff Angel^3 The man matured and fell

away Into the season of decay. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair xl,

But what pleases me most are his manners...! never knew

any one who had so matured.

d. fig. To ripen or develop into or to.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc I. xvii, Such thoughts, As might
. .have matured To penitence and peace. 1875 POSTE Gains

i. (ed. 2) 78 Possession could not mature by usucapion into

ownership.
7. Comm. Of a bill, sum of money, etc. : To

reach the time fixed for payment ; to become due.

1861 GOSCHEN For. Exih. 10 Those bills being all forced

upon the money-market for discount at once, instead of

being gradually encashed as they mature. i8pa Daily News
20 Feb. 2 4 In March as much as g8o,oco/. will mature. 1896

Law Times C. 436/2 Debentures which had matured for

payment.
Hence Mativrer rare, one who matures.

1863 W. HANNA Our Lord s Resurr. 18 The nourisher, the

maturer of that eternal life which is for our souls in him.

Matured (,matiu-ad\ ///. a. [f.
MATURE f. I

+ -El) !.] Ripened ; fully developed or grown ;

perfected or completed.
1676 EVELYN Terra 53 On this [cast] a layer ofwell-matur d

Dung. 1805 A. KNOX Rein. (1834) I. i This matured state

of grace. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Sec. Amer. III. 75 He
brought a rich and matured mind to the first employment of

it. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Rotnola vi, The matured scholarship of

Messeie. 1882 A. W. WARD Dickens vi. 166 He seemed to

stand erect in the strength of his matured powers. 1886

C. SCOTT Sliecp.fartning 38 Sheep prefer the fresh growth
to matured blades.

Maturely (matiu-&amp;gt;-jli),
adv. Also 6 maturly.

[f. MATURE a. + -LY -
.]

1. With full deliberation, after mature considera

tion.

1594 PARSONS Conf. Next Success, ll. iv. 85 A sentence

..so maturely giuen, could not be reuoked. 1611 BIBLE
Ttansl. Prcf. T 11 To haue the translations of the Bible

maturely considered of. a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch.

Scot. II. (1677) 89 They might more matuiely advise what
course was fittest to be taken. 1735 BERKELEY Free-

think- in Math. 43 Wks. 1871 III. 327, I had long and

maturely considered the principles of the modern analysis.

1841 JAMES BrigandXXV, T:he rest might stand over till both

you and I had thought maturely of the matter. 1865 CAR-
LYI.E Fredk. Gl. IX. x. III. 168 Our Crown-Prince, some
what of a judge in after years, is maturely of opinion, That
the French Lines were by no means inexpugnable.

f2. With due promptness: in good time; not

too late
; early. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xxii. (1546) 72 Consult before thou

enterpryse any thyng. and after thou hast taken counsel, it

is expedient to do it maturly. 1662 H. MORE Antid. Atheism
III. xv. (1712) 135 They.. were never able, .maturely to

discover the approaching dangers. 1692 HKNTLKY Koyle
Lect. iii. (1693) T7 We give him thanks for. .receiving us

more maturely [than the long-lived antediluvians] into those

Everlasting Habitations above. i79oCowpER OJyss. n. 227
But let us frame Effectual means maturely to suppress Their

violent deeds.

3. With full development ; ripely. Also, in a

manner indicative of maturity, rare&quot;
1
.

1841 MYERS Cath. Th. in. 47. 128 The formation of a ma
turely Christian mind. 1886 CONST. F. WOOLSON East

Angels ix. 176 But Garda Thorne isn t immature, she talks

as maturely as I do.

Maturement (matiii &amp;gt;Mment).
rare~^. [f.

MATURE v. + -MENT.] The action of maturing.
1883 D. WINGATE Lost Laird xviii, To do a little day by

day towards the maturement of his plans.

Matureness (matiu&amp;lt;&amp;gt;Mnes). [f. MATURE a. +

-NESS.] The state of being mature, maturity.
1701-2 Narr. Lower Ho. Convoc. Vind. 51 The.. Mature-

ness of their final Resolution. 1717 in BAILEY vol. II. 1833
G. R. PORTER Trap. Agric. 227 By. .extracting a piece of

pith, and examining its degree of matureness.

Maturescence (mretiure sens). [f. L. nia-

turescentcm : see next and -ENCE.] The process of

maturing.
1856 W. L. LINDSAY Pop. Hist. Brit. Lichens 66 The effect

of maturescence of the spores.

t Mature Scent, . Obs.~ [ad. L. mature-

scent-em, pr. pple. of maturescHre, f. mdtiir-us:

see MATURE a. and -ESCENT.]
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Mattirescent, waxing ripe. 1847 in

WEBSTER.

t Matu rify, v. Obs. rare&quot; . [ad. late L.

matiirefacere to make ripe : see -rY.j trans. To
maturate or exalt (a metal) into (gold).
1641 FRENCH /to/i/S. .(1651)138 It[Oilofsand)maturifieth

impetfect metals into gold.

Maturing (matiii&amp;lt;&amp;gt;Tin.),
vti. sb. [f. MATURE v.

+ -INC. .]
1 he action of the verb MATURE

1626 BACON Sylva 326 The Maturing of Metalls, and

therby Turning some of them into Gold. \V&$Athc&amp;gt;txittH

25 Apr. 534/3 The gradual maturing of the young hero s

mind. 1897 Allbulfs Syst. Med. II. 843 The maturing of

wine is the process of development of these ethers.

Maturing (matiuTirj),///- &amp;lt;* U- MATURE v.

+ -ING 2
.] That matures, in the senses of the verb.

1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba in. xiv, His lip was darken d by
maturing life. 1820 KEATS To Autmtin 2 Season of mists

and mellow fruitfulness, Close bosom-friend of the maturing
sun. 1903 Blackiu. Mag. Jan 44/2 A patch of maturing
tobacco.

Maturish (matiu-rij&quot;),
a. rare-*, [f. MATURE

a. + -ISH.] Somewhat mature.

1885 MEREDITH Diana III. xii. 244 She played.. the ma-
turish young woman smitten by an adorable youth.
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Maturity (matiu Titi). Also 4 maturite, 5

-yte, 6 -itee. [ad. F. maturitt (!5-i6th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) or its source L. maturitas, f. maturus:

see MATURE a. and -ITY.]

f 1. Deliberateness of action ;
mature considera

tion, due deliberation. Obs.

c 1375 HARBOUR Brna xi. 583 Bot nane of thame sohardely
Ruschit cmang thame as did he, Bot wilh fer mair maturite.

1534 LD. HERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrcl. (1546) B v b, A thyng
that a sage personne with greatle maturitie and deliberation

hath written. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions II. x. 41 Voong
men and women .. resolve rashly, and performe rarely,

because that they concluded without maturity. 1611 BIBLE

Transl. Pref. P 14 Matters of such weight and conse

quence arc to bee speeded with maturitie. 1706 tr. Dupin s

Ecd. Hist. i6M C. II. in. xxi. 387 It shall be done, after

Examination of the Case, with the utmost Maturity. 1734
tr. Ratlin s Anc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 15 The study of pro-

fane history when entered upon with judgment and maturity.

t 2. Due promptness. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Cmi. \. xxii. (1546) 71 b, Yet of these two

[celeritie and slownesse] springeth an excellent vertue,

whervnto we lacke a name in englishe. Wherfore I _am
constrained to vsurpe a latine worde, callyng it Maturitie.

c 1540 tr. Pol. I erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 77 Agricola. .

hasted with maturitee [L. inatiirnt] to resiste this eminent

perrill. Ibid. 172 Which thing this yonge impe executed

with great maturitee [L. mature fecit}. 670 MARVELL
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 339 All things will be perfected

doubtlesse with all possible maturity.

3. The state of being mature
;
fullness or per

fection of development or growth.
a. Of a person (mentally and physically) or his

attributes ; also, the state of being of age.
1426 LYDG. DC Gnil. Pitgr. 23918 She was of gret sobre-

nesse . .and of gret maturyte. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 664
To abide and tarie the maturitie and decent full age of this

noble princes, 1603 DANIEL Panegyr. to King Ixiv, Thy
full matuiitieOf yearesand wisdome. 1651 G. W. tr. Ctnt ffs

fust 29 This age [one and twenty] with us is perfect and
full maturity. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace \. Wks. VIII.

146 When I was very young, a general fashion told me I

was to admire some of the writings against that Minister :

a little more maturity laught me as much to despise them.

1845 S AUSTIN Range s Hist. Kef. \. 115 Till she reached

years of maturity, she was confided to French guardianship.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t xi. 106 Lines which em
body the subdued and limited desires ofmy maturity. 1876
FKKEMAN Norm. Cony. I. vi. 531 In the full maturity of life.

b. Of animals, plants, etc. : The state of being
full grown.
1597 GERARDE Herbal c\\v \\. 1391 In short space after it

[the barnacle-goose] commeth to full maturitie, and falleth

into the-ea. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ft Cr. l. iii. 317 The seeded Pride

That hath to this maturity blowne vp In ranke Achilles, must

. .now be ciopt. x69ZijESTLEV Iloyle Lect. iv. ii4The inclosed

Foetus ; which at the time of matuiity broke through those

Membranes. 1753 HOGAKTH Anal. Keanty vi. 29 A single

spreading oak. grown to maturity. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) V. 328 She lays four or five eg^s ;
of which but a part

..come to maturity. 1833 G. R. PORTER Tropical Agric.

158 All the [tobacco] plants throughout the same field do

not arrive together at their full maturity. 1879 HARI.AN

Eyesight ii 25 Each one [eyelash] reaches maturity in about

five months, and then drops out.

C. Of fruits, wine, etc. : Ripeness.
1665 BOYLE Occat. Refl. (1848! 68 Green Fruit., being

neither sweetned nor concocted by Maturity. 1676 WOR-
LlDGECV&amp;lt;iVrii. 3. MThe Bloud of the Grape obtains not that

degree of Maturity in the Fruit, as [etc.]. 1707 MORTIMER
Hush. (1721) II. 302 Large Shoots that impede the Fruit

from its due Maturity. 1843 Penny C)cl XXVII. 464/1
When wines have been kept in the wood for the period.,

proper for attaining maturity.

4. Of immaterial things: The state of being

complete, perfect or ready.
1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argents in. xi. 187 He may

be sent backe..upon hope of being recalled, when things
are come to better maturity. 11635 NAUNTON Fragin.

Reg. (&amp;lt;Vb.) 36 The Secretary might have had end of dis

covery on a further maturity of the Treason. 1719 F. HARE
Ch. Authority I ind. 26 Till things were come to that ma
turity that the dispensation of the

Gospel
did no longer

want them. 1731 SWIFT Repeal. Test Wks. 1761 III. 291

They must wait maturity of time. 1785 REID Intell Powers
I. vi. 241 One science may be brought to a great degree of

maturity. 1844 H. H WILSON Brit. India III. 265 Mea
sures which., were nearly biought tomaturity. 180 CONY-

BEAKE & HOWSON St. /Ja/(i862) I. 54 The revolution of

which Herod had sown the seeds now came to maturity,

t b. //. Matured conditions. Obs rare~ l
.

1633 ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter i. i Canaan . . was already fur

nished to their hands : Nature had emiched it with commo

dities, and Industty beautified it wilh buildings and matu-

5. Comm. The state of becoming due for payment;
the time at which a bill becomes due.

1815 DALLAS in TauntonC0. Pleat Rep. (18181 VI. 311

The peiiod that intervened between the refusal to accept

and the bill arriving at maturity for payment. 1860 Com-

merc. Handbk. 15 The period of the date of maturity of bills

at or after sight 1861 GOSCHEN For. Exch. 115 When their

drafts come to maturity. 1901 Scotsman 30 Oct. 5/1 For six
1

months maturities the rate is still maintained at 3} to 38.

6. The state of an abscess in which the pus is

fully formed (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1890).

1676 WISEMAN Surg. i. xvii. 79 Three or four days after

i they [sc. pustules] came to maturity, and brake

Matutinal (mictiwtai nal), a. [ad. L. matii-

tiital-is, i. matfillnus : see MATUTINE. Cf. F.

matutinal^ Of or pertaining to the morning,

occurring or performed in the morning, early.

Also rarely [? after F. matinal], rising early.

MAUDLIN.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Matutinal, belonging to the morn

ing, or morning prayer, a 1800 PEGGE Anted. (1814) 277
Another matutinal expression in ancient use was Give you
(i.e. God) good Day . 1834 JAMES J. Marston Hall xiv,

Our household was not the mo&amp;gt;t matutinal in the world.

1839 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-tlt., Fr. School Paint. (1869) 53
The matutinal dews twinkling in the grass. 1855 BRISTOWE
Th. *r Pract. Med. {ed. 2) 101 There is usually a matutinal

fall, and an evening rise [of temperature]. 1869 BROWNING

Ring IT Book vt. 1443 What? Matutinal, busy with book so

soon Of an April day? 1874 Lays Mod. Oxford 12 While

undergraduates masticate 1 he matutinal muffin. 1897 All-

6utt sSyst. Med. I V. 1 92 The matutinal use ofsaline aperients.

Hence Matuti nally adv., every morning.
1897 P. WARUNG Old Regime 107 Three workers only

and six mustered nightly and rations for six drawn matu-

tinally.

Matutinary, a. rare 1
, [f. L. matutln-us

(see next) + -AUY.] Matutinal, early.

1858 HAWTHORNE fir. $ It. Nalt-bks. I. 239 We ..were

ready to start between five and six ; being thus matutinary
in older to get to Terni in time.

Matutine (mje-tiHtain), a. (and sb.) [ad. L.

matfttin-us, i. Matfita (occurring only as the pro

per name of the goddess of dawn, but prob. oiig.

appellative), allied to maturus early, MATURE a.]

1. Of or pertaining to the morning ; occurring in

the morning.
c 1445 LYDG. Nightingale 187 This oure of morow, cleped

matulyne, Falsly be-trayed. 1549 Coitipl. Scot. vi. 38 The
crepusculyne lyne matutine of the norht norht est orizone.

a 1602 W. PERKINS Cases Came (1619) i66The first (canoni
cal hour) they call the matutine, before the sunne rising.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \. xii. 62 [They] hint a Lunation

following the next Feria at hor. 2 Matutine. 1848 CLOUCH
Botliie l. 32 Hewson and Hobbes were down at the matutine

bathing. 1871 M. COLLINS Man;, f, Merch. I. ix. 279 Covent
Gaiden awoke to its matuline business.

b. Of a star ; spec, in Aslron. and Astral. :

That rises or is above the horizon before sunrise.

1500-20 DUNBAR 1 oems i. 4 Wp sprang the goldyn candill

matutyne. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I 587 According as the

said stars begin either to shine out or bee hidden in the

morning before the Sun be up, or at evening after the Sunne
is set, they.. are named Maluline or Vespertine. 1652-61
HEYLYN Casniogr. in. (1682) 109 The rising and setting of

the Stars, whether. .Matutine, or Vespertine, as the Artists

phrase it. 1690 LEYBOURN Curl. Math. 449 She [Venus] is

. .Gibbous,, .as well when she is Vespertine as Matutine.

1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astral. 286 The Moon is matutine

until she has passed her first dichotome.

t 2. sb.pl. Matins. Obs.

[Cf. (i 1602 in sense i.| 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist vi. 287 Ma-
tutines : At the first hour, or six of the clock.

Hence Ma tutinely adv., in the morning.
1833 Ntw Monthly Mag XXXVIII. 442 [He) was wont

to walk, matutinely, knee-deep into the sea.

Mat-weed : see MAT sb. 1

Maty (iruf -ti), mate (rn^t). Anglo-Indian.
Also matee. [Of obscure origin : cf. Skr. mctha

elephant-keeper, and Eng. MATE sb~ ; see Yule.]

j

A native servant, esp. an assistant or under-servant.

1810 T. WILLIAMSON E. Ind. Vade M. I 241 In some

families, mates, or assistants, are allowed, who do the

i drudgery. 1837 Lett.fr. Madras xii. (1843) 106 Here is

our establishment : one butler, one dress-boy, one matee,

(etc.) Ibid., A cook s maty or helper. 1873 Sat. Rei .

6 Sept. 312/1 One of the attendants [of an elephant], who
in Indian phraseology is termed a mate

,
the title of Ma

hout being reserved for the head keeper.

Maty, variant of MATIE.

Matyng, variant of METING Obs., dream.

Mau, variant of MOWE Obs., kinswoman.

Maubre, obs. form of MAKBLE.

Maucauco, obs. form of MACACO sb.*

Maucht, -less, etc. : see MAUGHT, -LESS, etc.

I Maud 1
. Obs. [app. a use of the name MauJ

\ (-.-Afahald)
= Matilda.] A hag, beldam.

1532 MotKCV //. Timtale Wks. 685/1 So I see well Tindall

meanelh for hys mother, some olde mother mawde. 1566

L. WAGER Marie Magd. (1904) 717 In good faith, when ye
I ar come to be an old mantle, Then it will be best for you

toplay the baude.

Maud- (md). Also 9 mawd. [Of obscure

! origin : cf. MALDY.] A grey striped plaid worn

by shepherds in the South of Scotland ;
also a

travelling rug or wrap resembling a maud.

1787 MRS. SCOTT in Burns s Wks (Chamb.) 66 A honest

Scotsmen loe the maud. 1831 SCOTT Ci. Rott. Introd. Addr.,

A grey maud, . . completed such an equipment as, since

Juvenal s days, has been the livery of the poor scholar. 1885

Advt., Rugs and Mauds of every description. 1901 Daily
Chron. 13 July 8/3 A long maud

,
I

cover-all from neck to ground.
attrio. 1877 W. Ross Past. It ork in Covenant. Times v.

93 Shepherds with their maud plaids.

Maude, obs. pa. t. of MAKE v.l

Maudelard, obs. form of MALLARD.

Maudle (mg d l), v . rare. [Back-formation f.

MAUDLIN a., taken as pr. pple.] a. trans. To
make maudlin, b. intr. To talk maudlinly.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerseyl, To Maudle, to besot, or put out

of Order, as drinking strong Liquors does in a Morning.

lbiJ.,Maudlin,m*uA\tA: half drunk. 1826 Examiner 124/1

Leaving John Bull to suck his thumbs, and maudle about
1

his good Queen Anne .

Maudlin (mg-dlin), sb. Forms: 4-5 rnaude

leyne, mawd(ejleyn, 4, 6 maudelen, 5 mawde-

layn, -en, 6 maud(e)lene, -elein, -elyn, -lein(e,

mawdel(e)in, -(e)leyn, 6-7 maudlen, mawdlin,



MAUDLIN.

7 maudline, mawdlen, -line. [a. OF. Madelaine,

semi-popular ad. L. Magdalcna, MAGDALEN(E.]
fl. As proper name : = MAGDALEN i. Obs.
c 1320 R. BKUNNE Medit. 445 To maudelens hous Ion went.

1380 WVCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. 382 Marie Mawdeleyn.
t 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii.67 Mawdleyn witnesberesthat
Uiesus rose from ded. I56$JEWEL Kepi. Harding( 1611} 257
Mary Maudlen. 1573 TUSSER Hiisb. (1878) 49 Gehezie, Lots
wife,.. Rough Esau, with Mawdlin.

t b. trans/. A penitent resembling Mary Mag
dalen. (Cf. MAGDALEN 2.) Obs.
1602 [? BRETON] Pass. Disconl. Mind A 3 b, To play a

poore lamenting Mawdlincs part. That would weepe streams
of bloud to be forgiuen. 1631 BKATHWArr Eng. Gentleiv.

(1641) 288 They fall into a poore Maudlins distemper by
giving reines to passion, till it estrange them from the

soveraignty of reason.

1 2. = MAGDALEN 3. Obs.

1603 OWEN Pentfiro&eshire (1897)1 1 Diuerse priories, ffriers,
Maudlens [printed Mandleus], Almehouses [etc.].

3. fa- COSTMAKY, Tanacctum Balsamita. Obs.

b. The herb Achillea Ageralitm. (Also sweet

maudlin?)
cn6o J. RUSSELL Bit. Nurluie 132 Gynger valadyne &

maydelyn ar not so holsom in mete. 1548 TURNER Names
Heroes 37 Thys is not Eupatorium Mesues,for that is called
in englishe Maudlene. 1578 I.VTE Dodoens u. Ixxvi. 250
The second kinde [of Balsamynte] is called, .in English
Mawdelein. 1597 GKRAKUK H?rball\\. cxcviii. 524 Maud-
lein is without doubt a kinde of Costmarie. 1612 DRAYTON
Poly-olb. xv. 197 They hot Muscado oft with milder Maudlin
cast. 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Hot. 78 Ageratum purpurenm,
Purple sweete Maudeline. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n.
08/2 Small Maudlin hath the stalk full of small slender
leaves of whitish green. 1718 QUINCY Comft. Disp. J3o
Maudlin, is a kind of Agrimony, & flowers about July.
1866 Treas. Bot., Sweet maudlin, Achillea. Ageratum.
t 4. The name of a kind of peach (

- MAGDALEN
4) ;

also of a kind of pear (
= magdalen pear). Obs.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. June 68 [Pears]. The Maudlin
(first ripe)..&c 1699 IHit. Aug. fed. 9) 100 Peaches and
Abricots.. . Bourdeaux Peach, .. Maudlen, Minion Peach.
1676 WORLIDGE Cyder 167 The Margaret, the Maudlin
. .and many other early Pears are in esteem for the Table in

July. 1707 MOKTIMKR Husb, (172!) II. 294 The Margaret,
the Maudlin, and the Cluster Pear.

5. [From the adj.] What is maudlin
; weak

or mawkish sentiment.

1838 LYTTON Alice VI. ii, I allow that there is a strange
mixture of fustian and maudlin in all these things. 1865
Spectators Feb. I53 Let us at least have them tried like all

others, with as little maudlin and romance about . . withered
hearts.. as may be consistent with sincerity
6. Com/&amp;gt;. : f maudlin daisy, the ox-eye daisy,
Chrysanthemum Leucanthennim

; Maudlin day,= Magdalen day ; f maudlin pot, ?some kind of

drinking vessel; maudlin tansy - sweet maudlin
(see 3 b) ; maudlin tide, the time of the feast of

St.Mary Magdalen, 22 July; maudlin-wort (? obs.)= maudlin daisy ; f also applied to the yellow
ox-eye. Chrysanthemum segetiim.
1861 Miss PKATT Flower. PI. III. 312 (Great White Ox-

eye) . . The plant was formerly called &quot;Maudlin Daisy.
c 1470 HARDVXG Chron. clxii. (1812) 297 The kyng vpon the
*Maudeleyn day. At Fowkirke fought with Scottes in great
aray. 1638 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) III. 204 A dozen of
silver spoones and a little &quot;Maudlin pott of silver. 1856MAYNE Expos. Lex., Maudlin Tansy, c 1530 LD. BERNERS
Arth. Lyt Bryt. (1814) 7 Arthur, .demaundyd of him yf he
had receyued at y mawdeleyn tyde y reuenewes of the
forest. 1551 ELYOT Diet., Amaranthus, an herbe, of the

169 The great wild Daysie, or Maudelynwurte. .hath grene
leaues. 1766 Museum Rust VI. 451 Greater Daisie Ox-
eye, or Maudlin-wort. 1866 Treas. But., Maudlinwort,
Chrysanthemum Leucanthennim.

Maudlin (mg-dlin), a. Forms : 6 maudlayne,
mawdlen, 7 maudline, mawd(e;iin, 8-9 maud-
ling, 7- maudlin. [From the attrib. use of
MAUDLIN sb., in allusion to the pictures in which
the Magdalen was represented weeping.]
1. Weeping, tearful, lachrymose. Obs. or arch.
1607 MIDDLETON Michaelm. Term 11. i. 137 That s a peni

tent maudlin dicer, a 1680 BUTLER Kern. (1751;) II. 136 He
laments, like Heraclitus the Maudlin Philosopher, at other
Men s Mirth. 1715 ROWE Lady J. Grey v. i, No Maudlin
Gazers.To wet their Handkerchiefs. 1847 LYTTON L ucrelia
(1853) 52 Blooming amidst those maudlin eyes.
2. Characterized by tearful sentimentality ; mawk

ishly emotional
; weakly sentimental.

a 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 145 It was matter, which I might
very well have left unwritten, having too much of the Maud
lin humour in it. a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Poverty Wks.
1730 I. 98 A thousand maudlin oaths of friendship. 1770SHERIDAN Critic n. ii. Is this a time for maudling tenderness ?

1845 DISRAELI Sybil (Rtldg.) 3I7 The mob became not only
enthusiastic but maudlin. 1877 FARRAR Days ofYouth xiii.
123 Doing right only in maudlin dreams, not in manly effort.
o. (First in maudlin-dntnk : see 4.) Used to

designate that stage of drunkenness which is char
acterized by the shedding of tears and effusive

displays of affection. Phrase, f To drink maudlin.

,,.

R - 9 Ti&quot;&quot;f Whistle v. 1958 The second kinde we
maudline drunkards call. 1668 R. L EsTRANGE Vis. Quev.
1708) 40 Am not I here, the Fifth Husband of a woman yet
living in the World, that hopes to.. drink Maudlin at the
* ilteenth Funeral ? a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Mawd-
Itn, weepmgly Drunk, as we say the Tears of the Tankard.
1714 ADDISON Sped. No. 561 r 12 When they grow Maud-
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lin, they are very apt to commemorate their former Partners
with a Tear. 1789 E. DARWIN Rot. Card n. (1791) no
Drink deep, sweet youths , seductive Vitis cries, The maud,

lin tear-drop glittering in her eyes. 1840 DICKENS Old C.
Shop xxiii, The maudlin state or stage of drunkenness. 1860
All \ ear Round No. 49. 533 His potations had rendered
him somewhat maudlin.

4. Comb, (with another adj.) as maudlin-kind,
-moral; maudlin-cupped, having drunk enough
to become maudlin

; maudlin-drunk, f drunken
[orig. a similative comb, of the sb.], in the maudlin
stage of intoxication.

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxix. 220 Claudius.. being
Maudline cupp d, he grew to lament the Destiny of his

marriages. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Polys (1570) 33 Some
&quot;maudlayne dronke, mourning loudly and hye. 1592 NASIII:
/ . Peai/eueaj b, Mawdlen drunkc, when a fellow wil weepe
for kindnes in the midst of liis Ale and kisse you. 1709
STEBLE Tatler No. 47 PS Such a Tragedian is only maudlin
drunk. 1836 Miss MUI.OCK 7. Halifax xix, Another ill-

looking frllow, maudlin drunk. 1685 G. MERITON Yorks.
Ale 8 Some &quot;Maudlin drunken were, and wept full sore.
a 1668 DAVENANT Man s the Master Wks. (1673) 367, I am
&quot;Maudlin kind, would I had one of thy Hoods to cover my
face. 1842 TENNYSON Will H aterpr. 208 It is but yonder
empty glass That makes me &quot;maudlin-moral.

Hence Man dlinize v. trans., to make maudlin,
to cause to be in a maudlin state of intoxication

;

Mau-dlinism, the state of being maudlin-drunk.
a 1652 HKOMK Cer.-ent Garden iv. ii, I hope twill maud-

lenize him. 1837 DICKENS Pick, xxxviii, Mr. Benjamin
Alk-n hail perhaps a greater predisposition to maudlinism
than he had ever known before.

Maudliuly ijny-dlinlO, adv.
[f. MAUDLIN a.

+ -LV -.] Iii a maudlin manner.
854 LADY LYTTON Behind Scenes I. i. iv. 129 It would have

been impossible to have looked more maudlingly than lie did
at the assembled crowd. 1882 Prater s AJag. XXVI. 255He becomes maudlinly eloquent.

Maues, Mauf: see MAUGH.
Maufesour, variant of MAI.FEASOR 0/&amp;gt;s.

t MaU frey. Obs. rare-*. [Short for GALLI-

MAUFHY.] = GALLIMAUTKY 3.

1647 WAKD Simp. Col lcr 21 Such a mullimonstrous mau-
frey of heteroclytea and quicquidlibets.

Mauger, variant of MAI-CHE.
I Maug h. Obs. Forms: 3 mo} , 4 pi. maues,

mohwes; St. and north, dial. 4 raawch, mach,
macht, 4, 6 magh, 4-6 mawch(e, 5 mawieh(e,
maygh(e, ?mawth, ?mayth, 6 maich, meache,
mawggh, 7-9 m(e)augh, 8-9 mauf. [a. ON.
mag-r son-in-law, brother-in-law, father-in-law

(Sw. mag, Norw. maag son-in-law), corresp. to OE.
w/ag kinsman MAY se&amp;gt;.l (pi. ma^as, whence possibly
the I4th c. form mohwes], Orris, mcch, OS. mAg
(MDu. macch, mod.Du. maag kinsman), O11G.
mag, Goth, titfg-s son-in-law :-OTeut. *m$go-z,
prob. related by ablaut to *magu-z, OE. magu boy,
young man.] A near (male) connexion by mar
riage ; a brother-in-law or a son-in-law.
The glossaries of North and Mid Yorkshire give a sense
colleague, partner .

c 1250 Gen. f Ex. 1761 (Laban calls Jacob] Min moj, min
neue, and felaje. a 1300 Cursor M. 2811 (Cott.) Loth went
and til his maues [Giilt. mohwes] spak. Ibid. 7650 pan
bade be king.. His magh [Triu. sone in lawe] dauid man
suld himsla. c iyj$Sc. Leg. Saints x\n\.(Cecile) 214, 1 grant
l&amp;gt;is day pat bu [sc. her husbands brother] art my mach
verray. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron n.xvii. 1637 (Cott.) [Turnvs]

iiiiii(.ii iis me saia peruius. Ana sa pe King gnu mm nnaiie
his dochter in mariage. 1565-75 Durham Defies. (Surtees)
no John Tompson, alias Percivall, is this examinate s

mawggh [here brother in law}. n6oo JAS. MEI.VILL Diary
(1842) 199 The Archbishopes meache and graittest associat,
Mr. Alexander Home. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 55
Meangh t my meaugh , my wives brother, or sisters hus
band, 1788 W. MAHSHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.)

Alaufi a brother-in-law. 1829 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2)

^/&amp;lt;&quot;j/i
Mangk, Meaughi a brother-in-law.

Mauglit, maucht (mxO- Now only Sc.

Forms : 3-4 majt, maght, 4 mau^t, 4, 9 macht,
4-5 mawcht, 4- maucht, 4- maught. [App. a.

ON. */fl^/-r(Icel. / //-/): OTeut.type*0*a///-,
a parallel formation with *mahti-z fern. : see MIGHT
sbj\ Strength, might, power, ability.
c 1220 Bestiary 541 Dis deuel is mikel wiS wil and ma^t.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6720 pe lord bat bat beist aght, Sal bar-for
ansuer at his maght. c 13*0 Sir Benes (A.) 860 A swerd of
miche maujt. c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement} 454
He . . hyre embrasit with al his macht. c 14*5WYNTOUN Cron.
v. x. 3065 Wytht mekyll mawcht. 1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 41
Ane Tang draucht, ane lang draucht, mair maucht, mair
maucht. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 22 They had nae
maughts for sick a toilsome task, a 1774 FERGUSSON Poems
(1789) II. 96 Fearfu

1

aften o their maught. 1825-80 JAMIE-
SON s.v. Maucht, Of a person who is paralytic, or debilitated i

by any other malady, it is said ; He has lost the machts, or :

his machts.

Hence Man-grhtless (also mauchless) a., power- i

less ; Mau chty a.
t powerful.

1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 17 Jeering, they d say, Poor
[

Lindy s maughtless grown. Ibid. 22 Amo the herds that I

plaid a maughty part. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm d
(1827) 38 Whairat the mauchty knicht took fire. 1882 J. ,

WALKER Jannt to A uld Reekie, etc. 27 Flat on the floor..
Where mauchless he in beastly stupor fell.

Maugrabee (mp grab;)* Also 8 Mogrebee.

MATJGRE.

[a. Arab.
gjx* mayradiy western, f.

i^^c yarl&amp;gt;

west.] An African Moor.
1704 J PITTS Ace. Mohammetans vii. TOI A Turk ask d

me what Countryman I was
; a Mogrebee (said 1) i. e. one

of the West. 1813 BYRON Br. Atydos i. viii, The sire . . With
Maugrabee and Mamaluke, His way amid his Delis took.

Maugrabin (mg-grabin). Also Mograbian.
[a. Arab, ma-^rabiyin, pi. of ma^rably : see prec.]

])rec. Also attrib.

1823 Scorr Quentin D. xvi, The men beyond our tents call
me Hayraddin Maugrabin, that is Hayraddin the African
Moor. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Mograbiant, or men
of the 7t&amp;lt;est. a name formerly given to a species of Turkish
infantry composed of the peasants of the Northern parts of
Africa. 1889 J. PAYNK Aladdin 57 One day. .behold, a
Maugrabin dervish came up.

Maugracious, variant of MALCRACIOUS.

Maugre (mg-goj), sb. and/;-,/. Forms : a. 4-5
maugrep, mawgrethe, malegrefe, -greue, maw-
gref(e, 4-6 maugref(e, 5 maugreue. 0. 4 7
malgre, j-jr malgrye, 5-8 maulgre. y. 4 ma-
grei, maugray, magrey, 4 5 maugrey, maw-
8r(e)y, 4-6 magry, maugrie, -y, magree, 4-7
maugree, 4-9 magre, 5 mawgre, magger, Si:

magra, 5 S mauger, 6 mawger, mager, -ir,

maugrea, mawgree, magrie, 3- maugre. [a.
OK. maugre , malgre ,

= Pr. tnal grat, It. ma/grado)
i. mal bad, evil +grj (see GHEE si.-). The mod.K.
MAI.CRK lias sometimes been used by Eng. writers
as a foreign word

; so in the i6th c. the It. MAL-
GBADO.]
fA. it. Obs.

1. Ill-will, displeasure, or spite, borne by a person
towards another. Often in phr. to can or con

maugre (see CAN v. 1
10, CON v.\ 4 b).

c i3ao.S /&amp;gt; Tristr 2017 He ne conhe him hot maiifire. 13. .

f-.. I:. A Hit. / . B. 250 per was malys meicyle^ & mau^re
much scheued. ^1422 HOCCLEVE Learnt to Die 28 j Why
was y nat ferd of goddes maugree ? c 1460 Towneley Myit.
XXIV. 270 Take it to you with all the mawgre of inyn and
myght of maliinvne. 1470-85 MALOKY Arthur ix. xl. 405,
1 haue herd moche of your maugre ageynst me. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 185 Wyte it not me,..nc conne me noo
maulgre 15.. Curs. J. Rwlis 161 in Uatuiatyne MS.
(Hunter. Cl.J 303 Malice, rancour and inv-y, Witb mai^ry am!
malancoly. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ent-is ix. Prul. 17 Wirk na mal
gre, thocht thou l&amp;gt;e nevir sa wyght. 1515 HAKCI.AY

/.^/&amp;lt;^v.9

v. (15701 Diij b, I thought no mauger, I tolde it fur a liourde.

1542 UIJALL Erasm. Apoph. 259 Pollio..had none other
cause to surceasse his maugre.

b. Phr., bongre maugre (F. ban gr mal
gr&amp;lt;! ,

whether one will or no, willy-nilly.
c nyPi igr. LyfManhode in. xxxiv. (1809) 154 Thi god he

shal be boongree mawgree.
2. The state of being regarded with ill-will.

Chiefly in phr. to have, get maugre. Also, an
instance of this.

1:1290 St. Nicholas 457 in -V. Eng. Leg. I. 253 ;if bat |ou
voidest bure-fore bou haue maugre. a lyxtCitrsor M. 21471
Maugre [l- airf. maugrefe] bar-for mot bai haf, c 1330 K.
BRI NNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12898 5yf hit falle wei, wel
schal vs be

; 3yf hit ne do, we gete maugre. c 1380 WYCI.IF
\Vks. (1880) 465 Heere may cristenmen soone wite which
clerk or lord,.ha}&amp;gt; wille to stonde berfore & suffere a ma-
grey. 1415 HOCCLEVE Let. Cupid 376 Wyteth the feend,
and his be the maugree. c 1430 H(nu U ise Man taujt his
Son 47 in Babees Bfc., And gete bee mawgre heere & beere
More ban bank. 1453 in ijt/i Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm.
App. III. 9 Gyf ony of thaim happyns to inryn fedis or

maugreis. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xx. xi. 815 Here Wynne
ye no worshyp but maulgre and dishonoure. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 231/1 A Mawgry, dcineriiunt. 1560 ROLLAND Crt.
Venus n. 167 5e haue seruit greit magrie to jour meid.

3. In (the) maugre of: in spite of, notwithstand

ing ;
= B (below).

c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixiv. 277 (Harl. MS.) In malgre of bi
tethe. a 1500 Chely Chase 3 in Skeat Spec. Eng. Lit. in. 68
That he wold hunte In the mowntayns. .In the magger of

doughte dogles. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 687 [He]
wan the wod in magir of thame all. 1871 W. ALEXANDER
Johnny Gibb vii. 50 An* we ll dee t still, i maugre o an
Erastian Presbytery.
B. (adv. and) prep.

1. In spite of, notwithstanding ; notwithstanding
the power of. arch.
c 1264 Sang agst. King Almaigne in Pot. Songs (Camden)

69 Let him habbe, ase he brew, bale to dryng, maugre
Wyndesore. ^1350 Will. Palerne 3745 A kni^t..hade him
out of be ost mawgrey hem alle. 1377 LANCL, P. PI. B. vi. 69
[To] make hem mery bere-mydde maugre who-so bigrucch-
eth it. c 1400 Stnvdone Bab. 1442 Thai were agon, Magre
who so wolde. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey xxiii. 55 Ther wente
wel somtyme .X. M or more, maulgre the barons. 1581
MARBECK Bit. ofNotes 939 He threw it into the fire, maugrie
all the Cardinalls that were about him. 1596 SPENSER f. Q.
iv. i. 48 Tell what thou saw st, maulgre who so it heares.

1686 F. SPENCE tr. Varillas Ho. Medicis 177 The quarrel,
wherein they were engaged, maugre their endeavours and
inclinations for peace. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4061/3 Keeping
the Mastery at Sea, . . maugre the . . Strength of the Enemy s

Fleet. 1755 SMOLLETT Qitijc. (1803) IV. 202, 1 persevere in this

career, maugre and in despite of my own understanding.

1765 Museum Rust. iv. xliv. 193 Maugre my most sanguine
expectations, the field by no means answers. 1854 H.
MILLER Sch. ty Schtn. xxii. (1857) 488, I continued my
rounds, maugre the suspicion. 1892 Nation (N.Y.)4 Aug.
93/3 La DebScle , maugre all faults, stands out as Zola s

best and strongest work up to the present time.

^J Used by Spenser for : A curse upon . . !

1590 SPENSER F. Q. it. v. 12 [Fortune] That hath (maugre



MAUGRE.
her spight) thus low me laid in dust. Ibid. lit. iv. 39 Yelt,

maulgre them, farewell my sweetest sweet !

fb. Maugre hi:

s, ours, etc. : in spite of him, etc.

[Cf. OF. tnangre suen t tnaugre vostre, etc.] Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4305 Maugre his, he dos him lute, f 1330
R. BRUNNEC//rtf. JFac(Rollsl 10266 Maugre oures, forsofre

hit was. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 3 God wot that is malgre

myn. (&quot;1450 Merlin xiv. 214 Magre hirs thei were driven

bakke. c 1500 Lancelot 115 Al magre thine a seruand schal

yow bee.

f C. Maugre of, to, with : in spite of. Obs.

1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 393 Thow sal! ws se. .Battaill to

gyff, magra off all thi kyn. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vii.

(1520) 100/2 The kynge. .gate the castell maugre of them all

that were within. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clx. 150 He
than assemblyd to hym a strong hoost, and recoueryd his

wyfe, malgre to all his enmyes. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm,
Par. Mark iii. 30 Whose power the findes are compelled
maugry of theyr heades, to geue place unto. 1646 EARL
MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Warres iv. 67 She was maugre
with those which would have defended her, taken prisoner.

d. without regimen. (Cf. MALOBI, quot. 1608.)
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. xxiv, So infortunate was vs that

fremyt day, That maugre, playnly, quhethir we wold or no

[etc.]. 1596 SPENSRR / . Q. v. i. 29 Until that Talus had his

pride represt, And forced him, maulgre, it up to reare. 1620

HP. HALL Hou, Mar. Clergy i. xvii. 94 He shall (maugre)
be forced to confesse, that [etc.].

2. Phrases. Maugre (a person s) teeth t
head: in

spite of (his) resistance, notwithstanding all (he)
can do (arch, and *#/.). t Formerly also in many
other forms now obs., as maugre (bisj beard, cheeks,

eyes, face, heart, mind, mouth, nose, visage, will.

i97 R. GLOTC. (Rolls) 2090 Maximian was su}?Je aslawe

maugre [MS. B. magrei] is nose. 13. . A&quot;. Alis, 5840 He. .

maugre the teeth of hem alle, Sette his rigge to the walle.

13.. E. R. Atlit, P. C. 44 Much maugre his muii, he mot
nede suffer. 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 1201 Maugre
myn heed, I muste haue tolde her or be deed. cijSoWvcLiF
Se/. Wks. III. 170 pe fend may not do but if bat it turne to

|&amp;gt;e worschipe of God mawgrethe hys wille. c 1386 CHAUCER
Wife s Prol. 315 That oon thou shall forgo, maugree thyne
eyen. a 1400-50 Alexander 1747 Made to be meke male-
eteue his chekis. 1470-83 MALORY Arthur xx. xi. 816

Kynge Arthur shalle haue his Quene and the maulgre thy

vysage. 1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 274/1 So should al

our dedes good or badde, ascend or de-,cende by the violent

hande of God, magre our mmdes. c 1550 BALE K. Johan
(Camden) 5 Quodcunque ligaveris, I trow, will playe soch

a parte, That i shall abyde in Ynglond, magry yowr harte.

555 tsee BEARD sb. iej. 1614 TOMKIS Albuniazar i. iv.

(16151 C, Not haue his sister? Cricca, I will haue Flavia,

Maugre his head. 1860 MOTLEY NetherI. (1868) II. xix.

513 He may see your Highness enjoy your blessed estate,

maugre the beards of all confederated leaguers. 1891 BARRIF,

Little Minister xliii, But, dominie, I couldna hae moved,
magre my neck.

t Mau gre, v. Obs. [a. F. maugreer, f. maugrj
MAUGRE sb.] trans. To show ill-will to; to defy,

oppose. Also with down.

1597 BEARD Theatre God s Jndgem. (1612) 179 Except by
horrible bannings and swearings theydespight and maugre
God. c 1609 WEBSTER Appius *? I irginia n. iii. Whose
bases are of Marble, deeply fixt To mauger all gusts and

impending stormes. 1631 TATHAM Love crowns the end

(1640) K ij, Had you smil d as you did frowne, All his

strength I d mauger d downe.

Maukin, Maukish: see MALKIN, MAWKISH.

Maul, mall (m?!)* ^-
l Forms : a. 3 meallo,

3, 6 male, 4 mayl, 4-7 malle, 5 mal, 5- mall.

(See also the northern MELL sb.} 0. 6-7 maull.

mawle, maule, 7-8 mawl, 7- maul. [a. F. mail

(in OF. pronounced mal*) -Pr. malh-s, Sp. mallo,

Pg. malhO) It. maglio : L. malleum (nom. malleus)

hammer.]
I. 1. - MACE so. 1 i. Also, a wooden club.

06s. exc. arch, and Hist.

1240 Saivtes Warde in Cott. Horn. 253 Hare unirude

duntes wi3 mealies istelet. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4229 Is

male [v.r. mace] he dude ek bituene ac bat blod adoun
wende. 13.. Erasmus in Horstm, Altengl. Leg. (1878) 202

These he suffred of
J&amp;gt;e

turmentours. .xviii was betyng on his

body withe brennyng malles. 13.. St. Cristofer 547 ibid.

(1881) 461 His false goddis he smate bame alle In sondir

with ane Iryne malle. c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 4653 A mayl of

Ire he bar an honde. c 1450 Merlin 339 Whan Arthur

saugh the Geaunte lifte vp his malle he douted the stroke.

15*3 LD. BERNERS froiss, I. ccccxvii. 730 They were of har

nessed men..mo than xxx. thousande, and as many with

malles. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 70 A leaden maule,
or suche lyke weapon, to beate downe his enemyes withall.

1563-87 FOXK A. fy M. (1596) 40/1 Felix and Philip had
their braines beaten out with mawles. 1590 SPENSER F. CJ.

i. vii. 51 With mighty mall The monster mercilesse him
made to fall. 16*7 DRAYTON Agincourt^ etc. 30 With
Battle-axes, Halberts, Bills, and Maules. x68z BUMVAM
Holy War 48, I have a Maul, Fire-brands, Arrows, and
Death, all good hand weapons. 1686-7 AUBREY Rem. Gen-
tilhm iff Judaism (1881) 19 The Holy-mawle, w&amp;lt;* (they

fancy) hung behind the Church dore, w ch when the father was
seaventie, the sonne might fetch, to knock his father in the

head, as effoete, and. of no more use. 1891 Cornh. Mag.
Oct. 444 Steel caps, mail brigandines. .completed this equip
ment, while in some cases the murderous maule or five-foot

mallet was hung across the bow-stave.

T&quot;
b. //. A name given to the Parisian insurgents

of i Mar. 1382, who were armed with leaden clubs.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxxxv. [clxxxi.] 563 The
sayd Constable put downe the malles of Parys, and punyshed
them for their rebellyons.

2. In early use, a massive hammer of any kind.

Now, applied to various special kinds of heavy
hammers or beetles, commonly of wood, used, (e.g.)

248

in driving piles, in shipbuilding, in mining opera
tions, and in various operations on board ship.

Top-mall (Naut.) : see TOP sb.

ci4po Lan/ranc s Ciritrg, 127 pou schaU smyte wif&amp;gt;
a

mal eiber an hamer on be greet eende. ciqtoChron. Vilod.

4332 Bot his hedde was gret, leyge to a gret malle. 1438-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 229 Tuba! hauenge delectacion in the

sowndeof the malles [etc.]. 1460 CAVOUYxdnMI* (Rolls) 34
With a malle and a nayle sche smet him in the hed. ? 1:1475

Hunt. Hare 91 Then euery man had a mall Syche as thei

betyn clottys withall. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. ^77(1896) 39
Lede malles feble. .xiiij. 15.. Smyth &amp;lt;y

Dame 17 in Hazl.

E. P. P. III. 202 He covde werke wyth a mall Manymaner
of metall. 15*3 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 15 And if the barleye

grounde wyll not breakewith harrowes..it wolde be beaten

with malles. Ibid. 126 Take thy mall agayn and dryue
downe the edderynges and also thy stakes. 1591 SYLVESTER
Dn Bartas \. tv. 342 Th Iron Maule that chimes The intire

Day in twice twelue equall times. 1676 WORLIDGE Cyder
(1691) 96 Others beat them [apples] on a table with mauls.

1680 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 203 The loyner s Mallet would

supply the Office of this Tool ; but Use has made the Mawl
more handy for them. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 312/2
The Executioner with the Violence of a Blow on the head
of the Axe with his heavy Maul, forced it through the

Mans Neck. 1764 Ckar. in Ann. Rtg. 23/1 The instruments

i

of agriculture they use. .are a bpnde, a mall, and a rake or

i harrow. 181* Chron. in Ann. Reg. 5 The stake, with the

mall, was driven through the body. 1840 R. H. DANA Ref.
Mast ix. 20 We.. stopped the mall with rope-yarns. 1874

J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining (1875) 61 Hammers. The
chief kinds used in metal mines are mallets or malls .

1886 R.C. \^.$L\V. Sea-painter s Log \\\. 154 The .shipwright s

maul.
U. S. slang. 1872 SCHELE DE VERB Americanism* 616

Maul and Wedges, .often used to denote the whole of a
man s possessions, his movables.

fb. transf. and fig. after L. malleus. (Often,
like hammer, scourge, applied to a person as the

irresistible foe or the terrible oppressor of some

person, class, or institution.) Obs.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 351 pe stake is )?e synne hardud
in mannus hert ;

be malle bat he driuej) it
wi|&amp;gt;

is newe

rehersynge of synne. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 43 The
Sawden and duke of Turkes, the grete malle of Cristen

peple. 1577 VAUTROUILLIER Luther on 6,Gal,i$$ God
must needes take this maule in hand, the lawe I meane, . .

to bring to nothing this beast. 1624 H. MASON Art of
Lying iv. 59 Luther was a great mawle, that battered their

Babel. 1658 ROWLAND tr, Afoit/rt s Theat, Ins 951 That
flower of Knighthood, and Maul of the Spanish pride,
Francis Drake. 1711 HICKES Two Treat., Chr. Priesth.

(1847) 1 1. 34 Optatus . . the great mall of the Donatists.

II. [From MAUL v.] f 3. A heavy blow, as

with a hammer. Obs.

1664 BUTLER Hud. u. i. 527 Give that Rev rend Head a

mall, Or two, or three, against a Wall.

4. Rugby Football. A mauling or tackling. Maul
(in goal) : see quot. 1871.
1867 Rugby School Football Laws 18 Only those who are

1

touching the ball with their hands may continue in the

maul inside goal. 1871 in Rugby U. Football Ann. (1874-5)
6 A Maul in goal is when the holder of the ball is tackled

inside goal line, or being tackled immediately outside, is

carried or pushed across it, and he, or the opposite side, or

both, endeavour to touch the ball down. 1874-5 Rvgby U.

\
Football Ann. 38 A maul occurred in the centre of the

1 ground, from which Edinburgh emerged victorious. 1892
CAIL in Field 17 Sept. 458/1 This year the maul has finally
been relegated to the past [by the Rugby UnionJ.

Maul (ml), $b dial. Also 5 malle, 9 maule.

[Variant of MALLOW.] = MALLOW.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 644/34 Hec nta/t&amp;lt;a, malle.

1674-91 RAY M C. Words 46 Mauls, Mallowes. 1788 W.
MARSHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Maulst tnalvx, mal
lows, 1866 Treas. Bot.. Maule, Malva tylvestris. 1876

i Mid-Yorksk, Gloss., Manls, the herb marsh-mallows.

Maul (mgl), v. Forms: a. 3 meallen, 5-6
malle, 4- mall. 0. 6-7 maule, 7 maull, mawle,
mawll, 7-9 mawl, 7- maul. [f.

MAUL st&amp;gt;.

1
]

f 1. trans. To beat or strike (with or as with a

maul or hammer) ; to hammer, batter; also, to

beat or knock *, along, Obs.

? a 1400 Morte A rtk. 3038 Mynsteris and masondewes they
malle to be erthe. c 1420 rallad. on Ilusb. u. 17 The
cloddis mailed be with mannes hond. Ibid. v. 516 This

pece [of woodj amydde his trunke hit is to malle. 1530
PALSGR. 632/2 Nowe that he hath done with plowynge of

53
- - of

our grounde go mall the cloddes. 1609 J. DAVIES Holy
Roode (Grosart) 12/1 See how they mall it on, in ruthlesse

rage. 1633 T.JAMES Voy. 51, I ordered the Cooper to..

looke to all our Caske : those that were full, to mawle in

the bungs of them.

Jig. 1607 HIERON Wks. (1610-20) II. 373 A certayne
hammer, which the Lord vseth in ibis seruice of mailing and

breaking the heart.

b. U, S. To split (rails) with a maul and wedge.
1686 in P. A. Bruce Econ. Hist. Virginia (1896) I. 318

note^ Johnson, .doth.. impower you.. to fall, mall, and set

up.. 400 panels of -sufficient post and rails. 1789 ANBUKEY
Trav. II. 323 Fence rails, which are made out of trees, cut

or sawed into lengths of about twelve feet, that are mauld
or split into rails. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 207, I

always have two hundred rails mauled in a day. 1896 P. A,

BRUCB Econ. Hist. Virginia \. 317 Among the terms.. in

the contract . . was one requiring the latter to maul six

hundred fencing rails.

f-
c. intr. To hammer. Obs.

a 1375 Joseph Art ;//, 508 Mi?tfu1 men mallen borw scheldes.

1615 BBATRWAIT Strappado (1878) 113 Her hands like Ful

lers wheels, one vp, one downe, Which still lie mailing on

my costrell crowne.

f2. trans. To strike (a person or animal) with

a heavy weapon ;
to knock down. Obs.

MAULER.
a 1240 Sa uh S Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 Dcoflen

f&amp;gt;at
ham

mealli5 ant derueS aa ant dreccheft wi5 alles cunnes pinen.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3841 And mett hyme in the myde
schelde, and mallis hyme thorowe. Ikid. 4037, 1 salle cvene

amange his mene malle hym to dede. 1530 PAI.SGR. 632/1
If he mall you on the heed I wyll nat gyve a peny for your
lyfe, 1537 MATTHEW Judg. v. 22 Then they mailed the

horsses legges, y l their myghtie coursers lefte praunsyng.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xi. 8 The sad steele.. lighting on
his horses head him quite did mall. 161* CHAPMAN Widen**
T, v. K 3 b, Lys, Would not my Ghost start vp, and flic

vpon thee? Cyn. No, I de mall it down againe with this

[/. f. a crowbar]. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage \\u. xii. (1614)

805 Many Gentlewomen, .while his [the king s] bodie was

burning were mailed with clubbes, and buried foure and foure

in a graue. 1648 GAGE Weft hid. xiii. (1655! 72 They
mawled with a club those which had the Garlands.

3. To beat and bruise (a person) ;
to maltreat ;

to knock about.
r 1610 MIDDLETON Widow v. i. 138 Your women.. will so

maul him With broken cruises and pitchers.. He ll never

die alive. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to SteUa ^ Aug., My lord s

business is to hasten the peace before the Dutch are too

much maiil-d. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1812) 314 It

was proposed by Bragwell that we should ..maul the watch.

1858 DORAN Crt. tools 105 Thrashing the.. bishop and

terribly mauling his body of followers.

4. transf. To damage seriously; to shatter,

mangle. (Said, e. g., of storms, shot, etc. ; for

merly of disease or the like.)

1692 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1697) II. 41 Nor is Excess the onely

thing by which Sin mauls and breaks Men in iheir health.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. i f 5 This Passion has so extremely
mauled him, that his Features are set and uninformed. 1758
Ann. Keg. 100 Her larboard side is most terribly mauled :

there are seventy shot.holes on that side. 1805 in Nicolas

Disf. kelson (1846) VII. 190 note, Saw some of the Fleet at

times, very much mauled and greatest part partly dismasted.

1817-18 COBHETT Kesid. U. S. (1822) 145 America is not

wholly exempt from that mortal enemy of turnips, the fly,

which mawled some of mine. 1883 RUXCIMAN bluffers ff

SA. 112 The sea was mauling her pretty badly.

5. fg. To subject to damaging criticism, injuie

by criiicizing, cut up , pull to pieces .

1593 N ASIIK Four Lett, Con/tit. 50 By the eternal iests he

would maule thee with. 1695 CONGREVE Prol. Hopkins
Pyrrlins 25 Far hence they vent Iheir Wrath, Mauling in

mild Lampoon th intriguing Bath. 1711 Medley No. 21. 240
The poor Whigs are every day so maul d off by the Tories

for their Fanaticism, that [etc]. 1759 DILWORIH Pofe 94

Finding themselves let pass free of all censure, and seeing

the other sex so mauled. 1785 CRABBE Newspaper 412 To
vex and maul a ministerial race. 1875 JOWETT flato (ed. 2)

I. 187 They are a class who are very likely to get mauled

by Kuthydemus and his friends. 1883 Mamh. Exam.
25 Feb 3/3 Poor Sir David Brewster, a really harmless man,
is mauled in quite a wicked fashion.

6. To handle roughly or carelessly (chiefly with

about) ; to damage by rough or careless handling.

Alsoyf^. To maul down (dial.) : to lift down.

1781 COWPF.R Coni ersat. 290 We that make no honey,

though we sting, Poets, are sometimes apt to maul the thing.

1817 CLARE Shepk. Cat. 156 She came smiling out, Saying
she hated to be mawled about With their black faces. 1847

BUSHMILL Chr. Nurt. n. ii. (1861) 264 He is a man that

mauls every truth of God. 1856 MKS. BROWNING Aur.

Leigh III. 906 To see them laugh and laugh and maul their

texts. 1878 T. HARDY Kit. Native vi. iv, Maul down the

victuals from corner cupboard if canst reach, man. 1885
FOREAR Cornish Poems 17 You mustn t maul the fish about.

1899 Ch.Q. Rev. Jan. 541 We ..regret ..that it [the First

Prayer Book of Edward VI. J was suffered to be mauled

about in deference to the rather impertinent objections of

7. intr. (dial.) To toil, work hard. [Perh. a

different word : cf. MOIL v.~]

1821 CLARE I ilt. Minstr. I 16 When he a ploughboy in

the fields did maul. Itid, 138 Huge baskets mauling on.

1871 BKIERLEY Cotters o/ Mossonni xv. 141 [She] Likes

maulin amung pigs and keaws.

8. J-ootball. trans. (See quot. 1856.)

1856 R tilts Football St. Peter s Sell. York vii, The player

holding the ball may be mauled ; i.e. he may be held and

the ball if possible wrested from him. 1867 Kugty School

Football Laws 18 When a player holding the ball is mauled

by one or more of the opposite side outside goal.

9. Comb., as maul-text a., that mauls his text.

1881 Du CHAILLU Land Midnight Sun I. 162 This maul-

text preacher was reading in a loud voice verses of the Bible.

Hence Mauled///, a., bruised, disfigured.

(1857) II. 305 The print of six horsenails on his own mauled

visage. 1854 E. FORBES Lit. Papers vii. (1855) 197 Though
severely mauled, the huntsman was able to make his way.,
to his quarters. 1904 Daily Chron. 2 Jan. 8/5 At this the

grievously-mauled nigger began to skin him (a lion].

Maular, -ard(e, obs. forms of MALLAHU.

Maulavi, variant of MOOLTEE.

t Maule, mawle, v. Obs. [Echoic: cf. MIAUL.]
intr. To cry like a cat ; to mew.
1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., To Maule like a cat. 1611

Cotgr., Moiitiner, to mawle, yawle, or cry like a little child.

Mauler (m bj). Also 7 mailer, [f.
MAIL

v. + -KB 1
.] One who mauls. (Sometimes used

to render L. malleus MAUL sb.^ i b.)

1618 NAUNTON in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 74 The mailer

and confounder of theyr battel. 1653 [see HAMMER sb. i b).

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Camli. (1662) i. 178 Thomas Lord

Oomwell (the Mauler of Monasteries). 1858 CARLYLE

Fredk. C,t. m.v. (1872) I. 165 The Polish King, Casimir IV.

(late mauler of the Tcutsch Kilters). 1884 A thenxum i Mar.

378/2 Vice tht great vampire and violence, the great mauler.



MAULEY.

Mauley (mp-li). slang. Also maul(l)y, maw-
l(,e)y, morley, ? myHer. [?f. MAI:L v.; but cf.

Shells (tinker s dialect) malya, said to be a trans

position of Gaelic lani/i hand.] A hand, a fist.

1780 G. PARKER Life s Painter 116, I say, how are you?
Slang us your mauly. Ibid. 139 A Queen Elizabeth in her
maully, that is, the key of the street door in her hand 1841
DF. QvnxtStt4.Gmu Wks. 1862 XII 1. 326 Holding in his
dexter mauley ared herring. i888 R. BOI.DREWOOD Robbery
under Arms i, It takes a good man to. .stand up to me with
the gloves, or the naked mauleys. 1891 CAREW A-ulob.
Gypsy xxxv. 414 Being jest a bit too andy with my myliers.

b. The hand that one writes ; handwriting.
1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 313 If they granny the

mauley (perceive the signaturejof a brother officer or friend.

Maulgre, variant of MAUGBE.

[f.MACl.+-INGl.]
I he action of MAUL v. 1

c 1400 &amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;lt;-. Trey 9520 Mallyng burgh metall maynly with
hondes. 1621 MOLLE Camerar. Lh . Lit&amp;gt;r. v. ii. 32r He fell
a mawling of his souldiers. 1831 TRELAWNY Adv. YoungerSon I. 129, 1 have never seen a fellow endure such a mauling
in my life. 1864 Field 17 Dec. 425/3 During the whole
match there was a great deal too much mauling .

Mauling (mg-Iirj), ///. a. [f. MAUL v. +
-ING -.] That mauls.
1778 MMK. D AKBLAY Diary 18 June, Allowing for my

mauling reading, he gave it quite as much credit as I had
any reason to expect.

Maulkin, Maulmy: see MAI.KIX, MALMV.
Maul oak. [?ad.Sp. mania imposture, sham.]

IX.)

An American oak, Ojtercus chrysolepis.
1884 SARGENT Rep. Forests N. Amer. (io//&amp;lt; Census ., ,

146 Querais chrysolepis.. .[Syn.] Live Oak. Maul Oak
V alparaiso Oak.

Maulstick (mg-lstik). Also 7 mol stick,
7-8 mostiek, 8 mallstick, 9 mahlstiok. [ad.
Du. maahtfk, f. malen to paint + stok stick. Cf.
G. malerstock (maler painter), malstab (stab =
staff).] A light stick used by painters as a support
for the right hand, and held in the left. The upper
end is surmounted by a ball of cotton-wool covered
with soft leather.

1658 PHILLIPS, A Mostick fed. 1706 Mal-stick\ a word
used m painting, being a round stick about a yard Ion&quot;

which the Artist doth rest upon when he paints. 1672 SAL
MON Polygraphiec 165 The Stay, or Mol-stick, is a Brazil
stick (or the like) of a yard long; having [etc.). 1845
HACKERAY Charac. Sk. Wks. 1898 III. 537 When Titun

dropped hismahlstick.the Emperor Charles V. picked it up
1872 J. HATTON / all. Poppies I. xiii. 216 In her left hand
she holds a maul-stick, upon which her right arm rests
1890 KIPLING Light thatfailed iv, I d let you go to the
deuce on your own mahl-stick.

Maulvi, variant of MOOI.VEE.

tMaum, v. vulgar. Obs.- 1

trans. In phrase
mourning and gauming : To paw .

1738 [see GAUM r. J.

Maum(e, variant forms of MALM.
Maumenye, variant of MALMENY Obs.

Maumerye, variant of MAHOMERY 06s.
riiSo Sir l-erumt. 2534 To be maumerye bo sche wente.maumet (mg-met). Obs. exc. arch, and dial.

Forms : a. 3 mahimet, (//. mawmez, -ex, mau-
mez), 3-4 maumete, 3-5 mawmete, 4 -med,
-mat, maunmet, 4-5 maumraet, mamet, niiu-
mett, 4-6 mawmette, 5 mowmet(t8, mawjmette,6 maumette, mawmot, mammot, 6-7 mawmett,
9 mom(m)et, mammelt, 4- mammet, mawmet,
3- maumet. /3. 4 momenet(te, mamenst, (pi.
momenss), 4-6 maument, 4-6, 9 mawmentj
5 mamnet, mamente, mawmente, -mentt, 6
mamant. [a. OF. mahumet idol

;
a use of Ma

humet MAHOMET, due to the common medieval
notion that Mohammed was worshipped as a god.]
tl. A false god, or an image of one; an idol. Obs.
^1205 LAY. 14585 And bilzue be hahje godd,& luuieheore
lahimet. Ibid. 29221 per inne he hafde his maumet, ba he

heold for his god. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 190, 192
S&amp;gt;ne shal noght to any be sette Wilhoutyn leue of mfmau.
lette. 1 he munke seyd he graunted weyl Aftyr hys mau

mette to do euery deyl. 1340 Ayeab. 6 pe ilke bet worMJpebbe n .omenes c 1400 MAUNDEV.(Roxb.) xix. 86 pe kirke.es
mykill and fan-e and full of ymagery of baire mawmets.
ttlVl,

&quot;&quot; 488 Whe l
&amp;gt;ure were strenger god in hevyn Orall the

mawjjmeites. 1513 DOUGLAS A,,eis x. Prol. 153 Lat
. Virgyll bald his mawmemi, till hym self; I wirschip noder
idol, stok, nor elf. a 1529 SKELTON Spcke, Parrot 395
Moloc, that mawmett, there darre no man withsay. ijiiMOKE Dtaloge i. Wks. 119/2 The ydolles and mammettei

I the paganes. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 90. And ma-
mantis als he hes gart mak also, Of Phebus, D&M. and of
Apollo. ,608 WILLET Hexapla Gen. 326 Such images andmammetts were found m lacobs house. 1647 TRAPP Cow,
f. M-*&quot;!;

*5 Wealth is the worldlings god, which he prizeth

i u , &quot;2

mawmet - l i54 : see MAUMETRY i.J
t D. tra,,sf. A person or thing that usurps the

place of God in the human affections. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psatlerxcvi. 7 Sum has syluyre his maw

met. ,38. WVCUF Sel. Wks. III. 38 Lovynge* mooreidsban virtues, and so bei serven mawmetis. ^1386 CHAUCERfars. 1 749 Euery floryn in his cofre is his Mawmet.
pe. Applied by Protestants to the images of

Christ and the saints. Obs.
1581 J. BELL Haddons Ansiu. Osor. 309 If those Maw-

es, and signes of Sainctes, be erected in their churches
ne other ende, but to put the beholders in remem-

lunceof the Samctsthemselvesletc.]. 1650 TRAPP Comm.

249

Dent, vii. 5 Those mnwmets and monuments of idolatry, theRood of grace, the blood of Hales, &c.
2. An image, dressed-up figure ; a doll, puppet ;

also, a
person

of grotesque appearance or costume^
a guy . Now only dial.

1494 FAHYAN Chron. vn. 554 The cytie of Roan.. made
them a mamet of a falte Si vnwyldely as. 1530 PALSCK.
244/1 Maument, marmoset ; potipcc. 1583 STUBBES Ai,at.
AOIIS. (1877) 75 Mawmets of rags and cloutes compact to
gether. 1596 SHAKS. I Hen. IV, ll. iii. 95 This is no world

MAUND.
t 2. Idols

collectively. Obs.

r Godlle Ball. 71 Stock and stane is Mammontrie^
t b. An idol. Obs. rare.

the floure of thwell, would nedes bringe the same on ..

barrow into ye churche in prayer times. 1600 LVLY Maydes
Metntji. ii. ii. 60 lo. What Mawmets are these? Fris O
they be the Fayries that haunt these woods, a 1608 DEK
Kelat. Stir. i. (1659) &quot; There stand a great many of Maw-
mets, little ugly fellows at the lop of the hill. 1609 E-,
Hawaii in I/,,,,,, v. i. in liullen O. / /. IV, JulitisCxsar,acted by the Mammets. 1642 FULLER Answ. Feme 2 Hee
..sets up.. a Mawmet of his owne dressing. 1892 SARAH
nt.vif.Tt Peasant Sp. Devon 15 It was at one time customaryfor village children to canvass the neighbourhood for sub
scriptions for materials to make a Guy Fawkes momet

use not distinguished from sense I.)
1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw s T. 138

H- _- -- ,---- e u ....j tui.
&amp;gt; -&quot; HAMWiiiciryie roab d his soule with true faith in Christ. 1805 SOUTMFV

Kail, t, Metr. T. Poet. Wks. VI. 239 Now shall the Crescent
wane,. .Woe, woe to Mawmetry !

Maumsay, obs. form of MALMSEY
I9o.

--, - - . aumy, obi. form of MALM Y a.
t o. Jig. A person who is the tool or puppet Maun (mgn), a. Sc. Also 8 maan f ? reprof another

; a man of straw . Obs. atttib. use of ON. magit sb. : see MAIN sb. ] Greatj
huge; chiefly associated with mickle.
17. . Herds Coll. (1776) II. 99 A meiklc maan lang draket

grey goose-pen, a 1774 FERCLSSON Poems (1789) II 68 To
screen Iheir faces Wi -

hats and muckle maun bongraces.Maun (mon, nign), . (fres. ind.) Sc. 1- orms :

4- man, (4-6 mane), 9 maun, 6- maun. [a.OX. man, pres. t. of miinu : see M UN v.]
= M r.ST

-
.

&quot;375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (A adreas} 1060 Sa mane we bane
trew, bat [etc.]. a 1400-50 Ale.ia,iritri6Si pemenof.Medi
man, be ;oure leue, Lang all in oure lawe lely to.gedire.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxi. 54 With sum rewaird we

Wherefore she (the duchess) sent Pcrkyn Werbeck, her new
inuented Mawmet first into Portyngall. 1593 G. HARVEY
Pierces Super. 141 Nash,. . Greene,. .Euphues, . .the three
famous mammets of the presse.
3. Applied to a person as a term of abuse or

contempt. Now dial.
a 1529 SKELTON Agsi. Gariiesche 170 Thou imirrionn, thow

mawment, Ihou fals stynkyng serpent. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
ff Jul. in. v. 186 A wretched puling foole, A whining mam
met. 1600 Look About You Lsb, Downestubborne Queene,
..Downe, Mammet. 1608 MACHIN Dumb Knt. in. F 4, (!
God that euer any man should looke Vpon this maumet and
not laugh at him. 1610 Ii.

.

mane him quy t againe. 157

B. JONSON Alch. v. iii, Slight you
&amp;gt;uld louse you, now. 1630 MAS-are a Mammet ! O, I could touse you, now. 1630

SINGER Picture i.
i, How the mammet twitters ! 1891 HARDY

V ess xlii, What a mommet of a maid !

t4. A kind of pigeon ;
= MAHOMET 5. Obs.

1678 RAY U illughtys Oniitlwl. 182 Mawmets, called (as
I take it) from Mahomet. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury n.
244/2 Of Pigeons. . Mawmets. .exceed all others, .from their
reat black eyes. 1735 etc. [see MAHOMET). 1835 P. J.ELBY Nat. Hist. Pigeons 164 Turkish or Mawmet Pigeon.

Columba Tunica.
t5. atti-ib. and Comb., as niatiaief god, house,

place, wood, war-shipper.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Kings xviii. 4 He. .hew} doun the mawmett

wodis [Vulg. lucusl 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 23^/2 A Mawment
place (A. A Mawment howse) ; jdolinm. Ibid. 232/1A Mawment wyrscheper, idolatra. 1618 FLETCHER Isl.
Princess iv. v, Where I meet your maumet Gods I le

swing em.

t Mau jneter. Obs. In 5 mawmenter, maw-
metrer.

ff. MAUMET + -ER!.] An idolater.
c 1440 rromp. Pan:. 330/2 Mawmenter, or he pat dothe

mawmentrye, ydolatra. 1496 Dives f, Paup. (W. de W.)
VI. viii. 243/1 Ne mawmetrers, ne glotons, ne wycked spekei s,
. .shall haue the kyngdome of heuen.

t Mau metrous, a. Obs. In 6 mammetrouse.
[f. prec. or next + -ous.] Idolatrous.
1546 HALE ist Exam. Anne Askew 21 b, Their most mon-

struose Masse or mammetrouse Mazon.

Maumetry (mg metri). 0/v.exc. arch. Forms:
see MAUMET

; also 4 mamentre, (4-5 //. mau-, ,

mawme(n)tryse), 6 mamoutrie, malmontrye,
mammon(t)rie, mammitrie, -ye. [f. MAUMET
+ -RY. Cf. MAHOMETBY.]
1. The worship of images ; idolatry. Also false

religion , heathenism.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6623 &amp;gt;ai . . heild his comamentes right,

ne heildid til na luametri. c 1330 King of Tars 803 Ml
maumetrie ichul forsake, And Cnstendom ichul take. ^1330
R. BRUNNE C/iroa. (1810) 320 pe Kyng said. .be pape..
Errid mislyuyng, haunted Maumetrie. 1387 TREVISA Hig-
den (Rolls) II. 279 Of

)&amp;gt;e bryngynge forj&amp;gt;
of mawmetrie

com wel nyhal be feyningeof poetrie. a 1400-50 A lexander
4486 Maumentry,. .J&amp;gt;at

dose jow dompe to be devill quen
he ere dede hethen. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1600
And to maumetry bai bairn graythe. la 1500 Chester PI.,
Balaam 6, I wyll, you honour no God saue me, ne Maw
mentrye none make yee. 1530 Compend. Treat. (1863) 49
Kinge Antioche.. compelled ye

people to do maumentry.
J535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 505 All mammitrie fra he gart
thame forsaik. Ibid. II. 180 With all thair micht..to mag-
nifie Mahoun thair maister with fals mamoutrie. 1552
LYNDESAY Monarche 235 To sic mischeand Musis nor mal
montrye. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 268 Let
the souldiours ofSatan and superstitious Mawmetrie, howle,
and cry out [etc.). 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 107/1The Eastsaxons.. continued in their wicked mawmetrie
[ni654 SELDEN Table-T. (Arb.) 88 Heretofore they call d
Images Mammets, and the Adoration of Images Mam-

j

mettry : that is, Mahomet and Mahometry.]
( b. //. Idolatrous beliefs or practices. Obs.

c
&quot;340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. (1866) 9 All mawmetryse, all

wychecrafte and charemynge. c 1357 Lay Folks Catechism
176 (MS. T.) In this commandement is forboden us..al
mawmetries. 1550 BALE Apol. 142 Theyr vowes to holy
churche the mother of theyrolde mammetryes. 1563-87 FOXE
A. ff M. (1596) 610/2 They falsly and cursedlie deceiue the
people with their false mammetries and lawes.

&quot;1
- fig-

~ IDOLATRY 2. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xcvi. 7 Auerice is seruyce of maw-
metry, and ilke man makis bat his mawmet bat he mast
lufis. &amp;lt; 1440 Jacob s ll ell 120 pe firste fote brede of bis

wose in coueytisc is mawmetrye.

c mm quy t agame. 1577 ? 3&quot;
A ep. Hist, MSS. Comm

419/1, I man prepair me to keip the same, r 1620 A. HUM
Brtt.Tonflil i. ii, To make a conformitie baeth in latin
and English, we man begin with the latine. 1721 RAMSAY
fnsfect of Plenty 112 Maun bauld Britannia bear IJata-
vias yoke? 1788 BURNS My bonie Mary, And I maun
leave my bome Mary. 1816 SCOTT Axtiy. xxvii, What s
dune in the body maun be answered in the spirit. 1894CROCKETT Lilac Sunlonnet 34 Ye maun hae been terrible
bonny in thae days !

Maun (mgn), v.- Sc. Also man(n. [a. OX.
magna, i. magn : see MAIN

sb.~\ To manage lo do.
1790 A. WILSON Poems 202 Death s maunt at last to

ding me owre. Ibid. (1816) 46 (Jam.) Sud ane o thae, by
lang experience, man To spin out tales. 1895 CROCKETT
Men ofMoss Hags 226 The thought of his kindness made me
like him better than I had manned to do for some time.

Maunance, obs. form of MENACE.
Maunch, var. MAXCHE

;
obs. f. MVxcn.

Maunche present. Obs. Forms: smonge
presawnte, mawnchepresande, 6 maunche,
mounch, 7manch, l-%(Dicts. manche-present.
[? f. manche, MUNCH v. + PKESEXT sb.

; there may
have been an AF.

*&amp;gt;nange-present, f. stem oimanger
to eat.] (See quots.)
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 342/2 Monge presawnte. sichophanta.

1480 Lath. Angl. 232/1 Mawnchepresande, sicofanta. 1530
PAI.SGH. 244/1 Maunche present, briffavlt. 1560-1 AWDELAY
Frat. Vacab. (1869) 14 Mounch present is he that is a great
gentleman, for when his Mayster sendeth him with a pre
sent, he wil take a last thereof by the waye. 1589 RIDER
Bibl. Schol., A Manch-present, Dorophagus. 1623 COCKERAM,
Manch-presents, notable bribe-takers.

Maunchet(t, obs. forms of MANCHET.
Maunciple, obs. form of MANCIPLE.
Maund (mgnd), rf.l Forms: i mond, i, 5-9

mand, 5 mande, mawnde,5-7mawnd,maunde,
7 moane, 8 maand, 9 dial, maun, mawn, mound,
5- maund. [OE. mand, mpmifem. = MDu., MLG.
mande fern., masc. (Du. mand fern.), mod.G. dial.

mand(e. The forms maund(e, mawnd(e, however,
represent the OF. mamle (mod.F . manne, dial, and
techn. mande}, adopted from Du. and LG.

; it is

uncertain whether the mand of some dialects repre
sents the OE. word or the later adoption from OF. ;

as, however, the word has not been found in Eng.
between the nth and the ijth c., the latter sup
position seems more plausible.]
1. A wicker or other woven basket having a

handle or handles. Now only local, applied spec.
in various districts to denote particular kinds of
baskets (see quots. in E.D.D.).
c 725 Corpus Gloss. C 635 (Hessels) Coffinus, mand. 950

Linaisf. Goip. Matt. xvi. jo Hu monij monda [L. sportas],
c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 370/19 Coftinos,

manda. 1459
Invent, in Paslon Lett. I. 481 Item, ij. maundys. ?u 1480
Promp. Parv. 330/2 (MS. S.) Mawnd, skype, sportula. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. xxxv. 152 Men may lete doune fro

the walles certayn persones in grete maundes by nyght.
1535 COVF.RDALE Ecclus. xi. 30 Like as a partrich in a
maunde, so is the hert of the proude. 1546 Kirton-in-Lind-

sey Ch. Ace. in Antic/vary Dec. (1888) 20 A mand for hully
bred. 1597 SHAKS. Lover s Compl. 36 A thousand favours
from a maund she drew Of amber, crystal, and of beaded
jet. 1609 N. F. Fruiterer s Seer. 13 There must be pro-
uided great baskets, or (as some call them) Maunds, of

quarters or halfe quarters. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 260 Sweete
composures Of violets haue I for thee in maunds of Osiers.

1623 R. WHITBOURNE Newfoundland 75 For pots and liuer

Mands A.ooo l&r. off. 1669 WORLIDCB Syst. Agric. (1681)

328 A Maund, A Basket, or rather a hand-basket with two
lids to carry on ones Arm. 1678 H. MORE Postscr. in Glttn-

98



MAUND.
vilfs Saddncismus (1681) 46 Her own short Cloak, which
she used with her maund under her arm to ride to Fairs or
Markets in. 17*1 PERRY Duggcnham Breach 16 Great
Maands, or Baskets, filled with Chalk. 1814 HITCHINS &
DREW Hist. Cormv. 11.471 The pilchards, .are invariably
carried by men.. in large maunds. 1864 BLACKMORE Clara
Vaughan (1872) 114 After carrying into the kitchen the

mighty maun. 1888 W. H. H. ROGERS Mem. of the West
xiii. 275 A great maund of cabbages.. fills up the body of
the little vehicle.

b. The contents of a * maund ; a basketful.

1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. viii, I will bring you such a
maun of things. Ibid. Ixviti, As fine a maund as need be
of provisions, and money, and other comfort.

2. A measure of capacity varying with the locality
and the commodity to be measured. Now dial.

&amp;gt;545
Kates Custom-Ho. a v, Bokes vnbounde the basket

or maunde \\\\l. Ibid, c viij, Trenchers the maunde or bas-
kete xx.s. 1583 Ibid. F iv b, G loiters clippings the maund
or fat. 1660 Act 12 Chas. //, c. 4 Sched. s. v. Books^
Bookes unbound the basket or maund, containing 8 bales
or 2 fats. 1674 JEAKE Arith. Sttm. (1696) 66 If the Fish be
small

;
the Maund or Moane, holdeth about a Gallon. 1714

Fr. Bk. Kates 38 Coal Stone per Maund oo 04. 17*7
SWITZER Pract. Card. in. xxx. 154 They sell them [arti

chokes] from two. .to five shillings per maund, that does
not hold above a dozen. 1833 J. BENNETT Artificers Lex.
229 Maundy of unbound books, is 6 bales of each 1000 Ibs.

weight. 1884 West. Morn. Neius 4 Sept. 4/5 Thirty trawlers
landed from 4 to 15 maunds of common fish per sloop.
3. dial. A utensil for moving grain in a barn or

granary. Hop-maund, a vessel used in breweries.

1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 283 Wechts or maunds for

taking up corn are made either of wood or of skin, attached
to a rim of wood. 1868 Gloss. Sussex Words m Hurst
Horsham (1889), Hop-mand.
4. attrib. and Comb., as maund basket, fonn t

-maker, -woman.
c 1481 CAXTON Dialogues 38/19 Ghyselin the mande maker

Hath sold his vannes. 1551 RBCOROE Cast. Knmvl. (1556)
147 This forme maye be called maundforme, or bellforme,
bicause it is like a maunde basket, or a bell. 1678 H. MORI-;
Postscr. in Glan-vilfs Saddncismus (1681) 47 A Maund*
womans Cloak. 1843 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. n. 581 In

stacking the oats, 1 have a maun-basket drawn up the
middle.

II Maund (mnd), st&amp;gt;2 Forms: 6 mao, man a,

7 maune, mahan, mawn(d, maon, mein, 7, 9
man, 8 maun, 7- maund. [English pronuncia
tion of Hindi and Persian man.
According to Yule, ultimately from the Accadian mana,

whence also the Gr. ^va, the L. mina, and the Heb. MAKEH.
The early form mao is from a Portuguese source, the word
having been, by a natural sound-substitution, adopted in Pg.
as mao {ma&amp;lt;m), homophonous with the Pg. word for hand .]

1. A denomination of weight current in India and
Western Asia, varying greatly in value according to

locality. The standard maund of the Indian empire
is no\v = 100 Ibs. troy, or 82^ Ibs. avoirdupois.
In India the past and present local values of the maund

range from under 19 Ibs. to over 163 Ibs. avoirdupois. In
Persia the maund of Tabriz is nearly 7 Ibs., the royal
maund (man shaht) is twice that weight.
1584 \V. BAKKF.T in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. i. 271 A Mana

of Babylon is of Aleppo i roue 5 ounces and a halfe : and
68 manas and three seuenth parts, make a quintall of

,

Aleppo, which is 494 // . 8 ounces of London. 1598 W.
PHILLIP Linschoten i. xxxv. 69 They [of Goa] haue likewise

:

another wayght called Mao, which is a Hand, and is twelue

fjumls.
1611 H. MIDDLKTON in Purchas Pilgrims I. 270

ach maund being three and thirtie pound English weight.
1614 \V. HAWKINS in Purchas Pilgrimage \. xvii. (ed. 2)

^

545 Which, .amounted to threescore maunes in gold, euery
;

maune is fiue and fiftie pound weight. 16*5 PURCHAS Pil
grims I. 524 The weights [of Persia] differ in diuers places : i

two -M.ih.ins of Tauris make one of Spahan. 1634 SIR T. ,

HEKHKKT Trav. 65 A Mawnd is six pounds. 1665 Phil.
Trans. I. 104 They now sell us a Maon of 6 pounds for two I

Rupias. 1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Taveriiier s Trav. n. 11. 128
It [indigo] is sold by the mein which contains. .51^ of our

pounds. 1681 FRYKR Ace. E. India
&amp;lt;y

P. iv. vii. (1698) 205
The Surat Maund. .is 40 Sear, of 20 Pice the Sear which
is 37/. The Maund Pucka at Agra is double as much.

1687 LOVELL tr. Thewnofs Trav. u. 89 The Man of Ispahan
U a weight of twelve pounds. 1788 Trans. Sac, Arts VI.

124 At the rate of twelve Rupees a Maund of nearly eighty-
two pounds avoirdupois. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. i. v. 72
Four rupees per maund, of 83 Ibs.

2. As a liquid measure: see quot.
1875 BEDFORD Sailors Pocket Bk. ix. (ed. 2) 323 Liquid

measure. Maund = 8 Palli=9-8i British Imperial Gallons.

t Maund, sb$ Cant. Obs. Also mawnd. [f.

MAUND v. 1
] Begging. Also, with prefixed word :

A begging imposture of a specified kind.
1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all E 3, What maund doe

you beake, what kind of begging vse you? lie myll your
maund, lie spoyle your begging, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creiv, Footman s Mawnd, an artificial Sore made with
urislack d Lime, Soap and the Rust of old Iron, on the
Back of a Begger s hand, as if hurt by the bite or kick of a
Horse. Ibid., Rum~mawrid, one that Counterfeits himself
a Fool. Ibid.) Souldiers-Ma-wnd, a Counterfeit Sore or
Wound m the Left Arm. 1785 GKOSE Diet, Vulg. Tongue,
Mason s mawnd, a sham sore above the elbow, to counter
feit a broken arm, by a fall from a scaffold.

t Maund, v. 1 Cant. Obs. [Of obscure origin:

possible sources are F. mcndier and qtttmandtr to

beg. Cf. also Romany mang in the same sense.]
trans, and intr. To beg. 71? maund #, to go a

Begging .

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 84 To maunde, to aske or re-

quyre. Ibid. 85 Yander is the kene, dup the gygger, and
maund that is bene shyp. Ibid. 86. 1608 DEKKER Z.aM.

&amp;lt;S- Candlelight B 2, The Rnffin cly the nab of the Har-
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man beck, If we mawnd Pannam, lap, or Ruff-peck, Or
poplars of yarum. 1610 KowLANDs^l/rtr^/ Mark-all}^?, He
maunds Abram, he begs as a madde man. 1618 B. HOLYDAY
Technogamia \\.

yi,
Wee had rather Mawnd then Mill to

keepe vs from Trining. 1622 FLETCHER Beggar s Bush n.

i, You must hereafter maund on your own pads, he sales.

1641 BROME Joviall Crew in. Wks. 1873 III. 395 Let me
hear how you can Maund when you meet with Passengers,
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, AJaitnd-ing, to Beg, Jkgging.
1720 PENNECUIK Streams Helicon 67 Ilk an must maund on
his awn Pad. 1791-1823 [see quot. s.v. MAUNDING vbl, sb.\

t Maund, v.2 Obs. rare~ l
. [f. MAUND jM]

trans. To pack in a * maund or basket.

1609 N. F. Fruiterers Seer. 16 How to packe or maunde
apples.

Maund(e, variants of MAND v. Obs.

1578 WHETSTONE znd Pt. Promos $ Cass. iv. ii, The King
maunded him her strayght to marry.

Maund, Maunday, obs. ff. MOUND, MAUNDY.
t Mau uder, sd. 1 Cant. Obs. [f.

MAUND z*.1

+ -KB .] A beggar.
1609 W. ROWLEY Search for Money (Percy Soc.) 40 The

Divill dike a brave maunder) was rid a begging himselfe
and wanted Money. 1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all
G 4 To write of his knaueries, it would aske a long time : I

referre you to the old manuscript, remayning on record In

maunders hall. 1641 BROMR Joi-iallCrew n. Wks. 1873 III.

377 The great Commander of the Maunders, and king of
Canters. 1719 D UnFEY/V/&III. 100 A Craver my Father,
a Maunder my Mother. 1829 LYTTON Distntmea I. ii. 12
Hark ye, my maunders, if ye dare beg, borrow, or steal a
single croker [etc.].

Maunder (mS-ndw), sb*
[f. MAUNDER z&amp;gt;.

2
]

Idle incoherent talk or writing.
1880 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov. 656 Beatrice Melton s Discipline

U not so much a story as a maunder without beginning or
end. 1892 Pall Malt G. 22 Mar. 3/2 The discussion that
followed was little better than amiable maunder.

t Mau nder, t -
1 Cant. Obs. [? f. MAUNDER

J&amp;lt;M]
intr. To beg.

1611 MIDDLETON & DBKKKR Roaring Girle Ksb, I in
structed him in the rudements of roguery .. so that now he
can maunder betier than my selfe. c 1616 FLETCHER &
MASS. Thierry tf Thcod.v. i, Beg, beg, and keep Constables

waking, ..maunder for butter-milk.

Maunder (mg-ndai), v.- Also 7 mander.

[Of obscure origin; perh. imitative: with senses

2 and 3 cf. daunder, DANDER v.]

f 1. intr. To Crumble, mutter or growl (Phil

lips, ed. Kersey, 1706). Obs.

Very common in the i7thc. Quot. 1848 may belong to 3.

1621 BURTON Anai. Mel. in. iii. n. i, At home, abroad, he
is the same, still inquiring, mandring, ga/ing, listening,

affrighted with every small object. 1622 MABBE tr. Alt
marts Guzman, d&quot;A If. \. 253 When I heard them thus mutter
and maunder against him, I came vnto them, a 163*
T. TAYLOR God s Jndgem. iv. (1642) 55 She began to mander
and murmur, a 1708 BEVERIDGE Priv. Th. \. (1816) 149 Not
repining at their master s commands, not muttering and
maundering against them. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella
28 Apr., I hate to buy for her : I am sure she will maunder.
1740 DC Mouhy s Fort. Country-Maid 11782) II. 286/1 The
door was opened ; He maunder d

;
but Julia was beforehand

with him. She said [etc.]. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, vi,

What are ye maundering and greeting for? 1848 KINGSLF.Y
Sainfs Trag. iv. i,Let halting worldlings. .Maunder against
earth s ties, yet clutch them still.

2. To move or act in a dreamy, idle, or inconse-

quent manner. Const, along^away. Cf.D-UTDEBfM.
c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) fr iew Lane. Dial. Wks.

(1862) 64, I maundert up on deawn hereobeawt ogen, oth
seme sleeveless arnt. 1790 MRS. WHEELER ll estmld.Dial.
(1821) 25, I lost me sel on thor plaguy Fels, an I been
maunderin twoa heaul neets an twoa days. 1841 LYTTON
Nt.

&amp;lt;V

Morn. II. vi, A day-dreamer who had wasted away
his life in dawdling and maundering over Simple Poetry.
1887 JESSOPP Arcady vii. 218 He came maundering after

Miss Tasker thirty years ago. 1890 H. FREDRHIC Latvian
Girl 56 She. . maundered along wearily through such tasks
of the day as forced themselves upon her.

b. quasi-trans. with away.
1867 S. WILBERFORCE

Sf&amp;gt;.
Missions (1874) 61 To take things

as they are, and not to maunder away our lives and our
sympathies.
3. To talk in the dreamy and foolish manner

characteristic of dotage or imbecility ;
to ramble

or wander in one s talk. Also trans, to utter

(something) in this manner. Cf. DANDER v. 2.

1831 CARLYLK Sarf. Res. i. iv, Mumbling and maundering
the merest commonplaces. 1860 W. COLLINS Worn. White
121 While he was maundering on in this way I was.. re

turning to my senses. 1860 All Year Round No. 74. 569
Signer Tagliafico s double maunders out good Tory port
wine sentiments. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. vi,
The help.. was maundering away some, .sentimental ditty.

1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi iii. 68 We might maunder away
about intellect. 1869 TROLLOPE He Knew, etc. Ixviii, Men
. .had heard the old Major maunder on for years past.

tMau nderer 1
. Cant. Obs. [f.

MAUNDEII
2/. 1 + -ER 1

.]
A professional beggar.

x6n MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roaring Girle K 3 b, I am
. .a maunderer vpon the pad I confesse.

Maunderer -
(mg-ndsrai). [f. MAUNDER v*}

fl. Amurmtirer; a grumbler . Obs.

&quot;755
in JOHNSON.

2. One who rambles in his talk ; a twaddler.

1827 Blackiv. Mag. XXI. 783 An honorary member of the

right worshipful company of Maunderers. 1864 Morning
Star 28 May 5 The inanities of some prosy maunderer.

Maundering (mandarin), vbl. sb. [f, MAUN
DER v? + -ING C]
f 1. The action of grumbling or muttering. Obs.

MAUNDY.
i6zz MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roaring Girle L, Mol. Be

sure you meete mee there. Trap. Without anymore maun-
dring I le doo t. a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1823) V. 245 The
maunderings of discontent are like the voice and behaviour
of a swine. 1740 tr. Dt Mouhy s Fort. Country-Maid (i-j41)
II. 262 [She] had not digested the Blows, nor the continual

Maundering she had undergone. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, v,
The principal object of her maundering was to display her

consequence and love of power.
2. Rambling or drivelling talk ; dotage.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Worship Wks. (liohn) II. 397

In creeds never was such levity; witness the. .maundering
of Mormons. 1881 Garden 30 Dec. 577/3 The crazy maun
derings of sentimental anti-vivisectionists. zoos Edin. Rer.
Oct. 282 The nonfossnmits of the Vatican left an impression
of senile maundering.

t Mau ndering,///. a. 1
[f. MAUNDER^ +

-ING.*] Begging.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Begger Wks. i. 100/1 Suppose

a Begger to be in the shape of a maundering or wandering
souldier.

Maundering (mg-ndarirj),///. a.2
[f.
MAUN

DER v.-+ -ING-.] f Grumbling (pbs,}\ wandering
aimlessly ; doting, drivelling.
1848 KINGSLEY Saint s Trag. i. iii, Sour old maids, and

maundering Magdalens. 1850 BLACKIE JKschyltts II. 69
Lest with idiocy the thunder Harshly blast your maundering
wits. 1865 Tfipi.Loi K Belton Est. xvi, The squire with a
maundering voice drawled out some expression of regret.

1904 lUackiv, Mag. Feb. 191/2 Nothing is more irritating
to an active long-striding sportsman .. than a sluggish
maundering dog.

t Mau ndiug, vbl. sb. Cant. Obs. [f. MAUND
v. l + -ING 1

.]
The act of begging ;

an instance of

this ;
an abusive demand.

1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all
G^\&amp;gt;,

Being borne and
bred vp in the trade of maunding, nipping, and foisting.
1620 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY World Tost at Tennis 4 If you
take me a maunding, . . let em show me the House of Correc
tion, a 1670 HACKET/!^*. Williams \\. (1692) 116 He dealt

fairly with him ; not reckoning by his maundings and rough
language. 1791-1823 D lsRAELi Cnr. Lit. (1859) II. 312
Uttering a silly maunding, or demanding of charity.

1 Mau nding, a. Cant. Obs. [I.
MAUND z .

1 +
-ING -.] Mendicant.

1636 W. CARTWRIGHT Royall Slai&amp;gt;e iv. iii, Some counter

feiting trick of such maunding people, c 1645 Roxb. Ball.

ti886) VI. 321 A maunding Cove that doth it love. 1713
C TESS WISCHELSEA Misc. Poemsfa My Wife.acknowledg d
such thro maunding Tribes, As long as mutual Love, .can
bind our easy Faiths.

Maundrel, -11 : see MANDREL.

Maundy (mg-ndi). Forms : 3- maunde, 4
mandee, niondee, 4-5 mande, maundee, 4-6
maundye, 5 mawnde, rnonde, ruawndee, 5, 8

maundey, 6 mawndy(e, -daye, mawneday,
6-7 manday, maundie, 6-9 maunday, 7-8
mandy, 6- maundy, [a. OF. mandf, ad. L. man-
datum, lit. commandment *

(see MANDATE sb.).
The ceremony of washing the feet of poor persons on the

day before Good Friday was instituted in commemoiation
of Christ s washing the apostles feet at the Last Supper, and
of his injunction that his disciples should in like manner
wash one another s feet (John xiii. 14). The words A new
commandment (mandatnm navnni) give I unto you, that ye
love one another (ibid. 34) from the discourse which followed
the washing of the apostles feet, were adopted as the first

antiphon sung at the commemorative observance, which
hence acquired the name of tnandatutn. (Hence OHG.
tiiandt\t

t
m Otfrid s paraphrase of John xiii. 11-14.) I 1 ater

use, perh. owing to the currency of dies mandati (Yii. day of
thecommandment )asa name for the day before Good Friday,
mandatnm frequently denoted the Last Supper itself.]

1. The ceremony of washing the feet of a number
of poor people, performed by royal or other eminent

persons, or ecclesiastics, on the Thursday before

Easter, and commonly followed by the distribution

of clothing, food, or money. In England (except

among Roman Catholics), the distribution of

maundy money (see 4) is all that remains of this

ceremony. Phr. to make, keep, hold ones maundy.
c 1*90 St. Brendan 364 in S. Eng. Leg. 229 And sethbe he

[bis procuratour] wuchs hore fet alie be mannde for-todo huy
[J&amp;gt;e Monekes] heolden (?are heore maunde. a 1300 Cursor
M. 21611 A-poti )&amp;gt;e

dai o ^e mande [Goit. monaee, Fairf.
mandee]. 150* Privy Pnrse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) i

To the Quene for xxxvij
&quot;

pore women every woman
i ljs. )d. for her maunday upon Shire Thursday. 1533
FITZWILLIAM in Ellis Orig. Lett.^vc. \. II. 27 That my
Lady the Kings Grauntdame during her lif kept a yerely

Maundy. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Ctiron. III. 914/2 Upon
Maundie thursdaie he made his maundie, there naiting nine
and fiftie poore men, whose feet he washed. 1667 PEI-YS

Diary 4 Apr., My wife, .had been to-day at White Hall to

the Maunday, .. but the King did not wash the poor people s

feet himself, but the Bishop of London did it for him. c 1700
in A. J. Stephens Bk.Comm. Prayer (\%y!) II. Sop note, The
Order ofthe Maundy. The Sub-Dean begins the txhortation

[etc,]. 1850 A. J. STEPHENS Bk. Comm. Praytrll. Boonoff,
In England the rite of the Maundy continued to be performed
by our sovereigns till the time of James II, who is said to

have been the last sovereign who celebrated it in person.
Ibid. 891 note, The Office for the Royal Maundy*.

b. The dole made at the ceremony.
[150*: see i.] 1850 A. J. STEPHENS Bk. Cotnttt. Prayer

II. 893 note. Every recipient of the Maundy must be sixty

S:ars
of age or upwards. 1865 Pall Malt G. 10 Apr. 7

n Thursday next Her Majesty s Royal Maundy will be

given by the Lord High Almoner.. to forty-six aged men
and forty-six women.

*i&quot;C. fig. Almsgiving, bounty, largesse. Obs.

1595 COPLEY Witst Fits $ Fancies 78 A Scriuener was
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writing a Marchantes last will.. in which the marchant

expressed many debts that were owing him. . .A kinsman of
tins Marchantes then standing by. .saide vntothe Scriuener:

hagh, hagh, what saith my vncle now? Doth he now make
his Maundies? No (answered the Scriuener) he is yet in his
demaunds. 160* BOYS Wks. 396 Thy neighbour is bountiful
in relieving the poor ; thou seest his maundie but thou
knowest not his mind. 1647 HERRICK Noble Numbers 43 All s

gone, and Death hath taken Away from us Our Maundie ;

thus. Thy Widdowes stand forsaken.

\ 2. The Last Supper. 06s.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xvl. 140 The borsday byfore bere he
made his maundee, Siltyng atte sopere he seide bise wordes
[etc.]. !38oWvci.lF Sel. Wks. III. 415 Crist beggldahouse to
eete inne his inauudye. 14. . Pol. Rel. .y L. Poems 156/381
A tabull her ys, bat men mey se That cryste made on his
monde. 1533 MORE Answ. Poysoned Kk. Pref. Wks. 1038/1
The maundye of Christ with his apostles vpon sheare
thursday, wherin our sauiour actually dyd institute the
blessed sacrament. 1566 STAPLETON Ret. Untruths to Jewell
i. 7 The example of the twelue at Christes maunde where
that most holy mysteries were wrought. 1640 lip. HALL
Strut, xxxi. Wks. 1837 V. 419 He should see him making
his Maundy with his disciples, on the Thursday ; and cruci

fied, on Good Friday.

f b. The Lord s Supper or Eucharist. Obs.

533 FRITH Answ. Mare H vij b, The breaking of breade
at the Maundye is not the very deathe of Chrystes bodye,
but onelyea Representacion of the same, c 1555 HARPSFIELD
Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 58 Nor to be secluded from the

holy Maundy of the body and blood of Christ.

f3. A feast. To make ones maundy : to feast.

[1533 FRITH AIIS-.P. More M i b, Thys Lambe muste they
eate hastelye and make a Merye maundye. 1545 BRINK-
LOW Lainenf. 102 Vnto all beleuers the ceremonye of eatinge
the paschalle lambe ceassed . . when Christ had chaunged
it in to a maundaye of thankesgeuinge.] 1646 QUARLES
Sheph. Oracles 66 Their flocks do fare No better than
Chameleons. .Making their Maundy with an empty sent.

4. attrib. Applied to things distributed at a

maundy, as maundy ale, bread, cup, or to people
receiving them, as maundy man, people, woman

;

also f maundy-like adj. ; maundy dish, purs3,
a dish, purse used to hold the money to be distri

buted at a maundy (Cent. Diet?) ; maundy money,
silver money (scequot. i866)distributed bythe royal
almoner to poor people on Maundy Thursday at

Whitehall
;
so maundy coin ; maundy-supper

sense 2
; Maundy-week, Holy Week.

laid. 73 &quot;Maundy brede, liji. 1883 hncycl. Brit. XVI. 482/2
note. The number and weights of the fourpences, twopences,
and pence, being *Maundy coins, are the same for each of
the years [1871-81]: 4518 fourpences, 4752 twopences, and
7920 pence. 1534 MORE Dial. Comfort i. xix. (1553) E ij b,
Not

hys^ &quot;maundy like merite, as hys passion, nor his slepe
like merite, as his watche and his prayer. 1838 Times 16
APr 5/5 The Queen s Royal alms were distributed.. at the

Almonry-office, to the &quot;Maunday men and women placed on
the supernumerary lists. 1856 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
&quot;Maundy money. 1866 CRUMP Banking*. 231 The Maunday
money consisted of 4, 3, 2, and i penny pieces in silver. 1887
Roy. Prod, in Standard 18 May 3/2 Pieces of Silver money
called The Queen s Maundy Monies . 1826 Ann. Reg.
47/2 About eleven o clock the *

Maundy people arrived. 1538
MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 660/2 At the Maundaye
supper, when he \sc. Judas] went to betraye the headde of
that churche, 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. (1870) I. I. 322
As by the fire-light Peter swore of old, When in that

*Maundy-week the night was cold.

Maundy Thursday. [See prec.] The
Thursday next before Easter.

[1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 66 Ther we a bode Mawd-
leyn thursday, Good fryday.) 1530 PALSCR. 244/1 Maundy
thursday, jevdy absolv. 1346 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. 98 Wash-
yng of feet on Maundye thursday, that the priestes vse
among them selfes, and nobles to inferiour persons. 1363-83
FOXE A. f M. 1232/2 The Sacrament that Jesus Christ
instituted at his last supper on Maundye Thursdaye. 1678
Gtinptnudcr-Trcas. 4 The Pope on Maunday-Thursday did
Censure and Condemn all Hereticks in the general. 1717-52
CHAMBERS Cjvl., Maundy, or Maundey Thursday, Dies
Maadati. 1840 HOWITT Visits Remark. Places Ser. i. 260
On Maunday Thursday he washed and kissed the feet of fifty
poor people; gave each twelve pence, three ells of good can.
&quot;ass, for shirts ; a pair of shoes

; and a cask of red herrings.
Maung- : see MANG-.
Maungee, obs. form of MANJEE.
1832 G. C. MUNDV Pen f, Pencil Sk. Itui. II. 148 The

Maungee gave the word of weighing.
Maunkie, variant of MANGO Sc.

Maunt- : see MANT-.

Maupe. dial. Also7maulpp,malpe, gmwope,
mawp. [Of obscure origin : cf. the synon. ALP i

,

OLP, NOPE.] A bullfinch. Also attrib.
1654 Goostrey Chnrchm. Ace. in Earwaker Sandbach (1890)

248 For killing a dozen of maupes. 1670 Wilmsltrtu
L/mrc/im. Ace. in Earwaker E. Cheshire (1877) I. 115 Paid
for 16 maupe heads 6d. 1673 Rostherne Church. Acc. m

. , .....p(Lan ..

t Maur. Olis. Forms : 5 mawr, mowr(e,
mour(e, 7 maure. [a. ON. maur-r; for the

\

affinities of this word see MIKE
s/&amp;gt;2]

An ant.
Also attrib. in maur-hill, house, an ant-hill.
c 1400 Destr. Troy in How Mawros were men made on

a day At be prayer of a prinse bat peopull hade lost.

1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 149 When fe wedir es nojt
hate, ne mowres hydes bairn nojt in be erthe [etc.). 15
Scott. N. T. Matt. vi. 20 Quhar nouthir roust noor mowris
destroyis. c 1450 st. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2408 For Salomon
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biddes a slaw mart ga To be moure. 1483 Cuth. And. 244A pys Mowre (A. A Mowre); formica. A pyss Mowre-
hylle (A. A Mowre hylle) ;/ormicarium. A Mowre howse ;

formicalian. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 379 marg., Maure-
hils, corruptly called Moule-hils: for Ants were in old
English called Maures.

Maure, obs. form of MOOR sb?
Mauresque, variant of MORESQUE.
Maurian, -en, var. forms of MORIAN Obs.

Maurisk, variant of MOURIS.
Maurist (mg-rist). [f. (St.) Maur + -IST.] A

French Benedictine monk belonging to the congre
gation of St. Maur, founded in 1618, famous for
the learning and liternry industry of its members.
Also attrib. (qunsi-flf^O
tiSoo C. BUTLER Life , Writ. A. Kutlcr in Lives of

Saints (1847) I. 12 Dom Ruinart, a Maurist Monk. 1893
Dual. Rev. Apr. 394 I he name Maurist became synonymous
with a man given wholly to God and to study.
Mauritius (mgrr/M). [Name of an island in

the Indian Ocean so called by the Dutch in 1598
after the Stadtholder Maurice.] Used allrib. in

Mauritius-weed, a lichen (Koaella fucifonnis)
from which archil is obtained.
1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade.

Mauser (mnu-zor). [f. the name of the in

ventor.] (More fully Mauser rifle.) A military
rifle adopted by the German military experts in

1871, and perfected in 1884.
1880 Kncycl. Brit. XI. 284/2. 1882 VOVLE & STEVKNSON

Milit. Diet. Suppl. Manur Rifle. 1887 Pull .Mall G. 25jau.
3/1 In the original Mauser.. the soldier had to give the
stock a smart stroke so as to throw out the used cartridge.
Hence Mauser v. (nonce-iva.) trans., to shoot (a

person) with a Mauser rifle.

1903 KIPLING Five Nations 168 When you want men to
be Mausered at one and a penny a day.
t Mausole, mausolee. OI&amp;gt;s. Also 7 mau-

solse, -ly. [Anglicized forms of MAUSOLEUM. (OF.
had mausofe.} ]

= MAUSOLEUM. Also atlrib.

1583 JAS. I Kss. Pocsie (Arb.) 35 The Mausole tombe the
names did eternise Of Scope, Timotheus, liriace and Arte-
mise. 1603 HEYOON Jud. Astral, xiii. 325 The most sump
tuous Pyramide, Mausole, Colosse, triumphant Arche, or
other monument. 1603 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. n.
Vocation 1424 No gorgeous Mausole, grac t with flatt i ing
verse. 1614 T. WHITE Martyrd. St. George 04, In which
Georg had no gorgeous Mausola;. 1618 HOI.TON 1 lorns

(.1636)316 She betooke hcrselfe to the Mausoly (so call they
the Scpulchers of their Kings). 1663 Let. in Taternier s
Trav. (1684) II. 94 Two wonderful Mausolees, or Tombs,
that give to Agra so much advantage over Delhi.

Mausoleal (mjs^l/ -al), a.
[f. MAUSOLE-UM +

-AL.] Having the character of a mausoleum.
1883 A. J. EVANS in Arch&ologia XLIX. 53 It was in fact

an example of the circular mausoleal churches.

Mausolean (mgsJb an), a. Also 7 mauso-
tean, -Han, S -loean.

[f. MAUSOLE-UM + -AN.]
fl. Mausolean sepulchre, tomb = MAUSOLEUM.
1607 TOPSELL I-our-f. Beasts (1658) Pref., The Mausolean

Sepulchre, the Colossus of Rhodes, or the Pyramids of Egypt
might sooner be renewed. 1616 R. C. Times Whistle li.

593 The brave erect Mausolian monument. 1631 R. H.
Arraignm. Whole Creature xii. 5. 143 The Mausolean
Tombe.
transf. and_/ff. 1337 GRIMALD in Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 117
No costly tomb.. Nor Mausolean masse, hoong in the ayre.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 248 Short-lived Pyramids, or
Mausotaan Piles of stone, a 1734 NORTH Exam. II. v. 53
(1740) 347 He hath erected, .a Mausolean Pile of Scandal.

2. Pertaining to, or resembling, mausoleums.
i78$CowpER Taskv. 183 Some have_. .sought By pyramids

and mausolajau pomp.. to immortalize their bones. 1831
WORDSW. Welt Sang the Bard , That new Pile, For the

departed, built with curious pains And mausolean pomp.
1871-74 J. THOMSON City Dreaiif. Nt. x. v, These shapes
lit up that mausolean night.

Mausoleum (mgsolfom). PI. mausolea
(-Ira), mausoleums. Also (erron.) 7-8 mau-
solaeum, 7 pi. mausoleas. [a. L. mausoleum,
ad. Gr. uavffoj\ftov, f. MauewAos Mausolus.]
1. The magnificent tomb of Mausolus, King of

Caria, erected in the middle of the 4th c. B.C. at

Halicarnassus by his queen Artemisia, and ac

counted one of the seven wonders of the world.

1546 LANGLEY/W. f^erf. in. vii. 71 b, Mausoleum that was
the Tombe of Mausolus kynge of Caria. 1869 RAWLINSON
Anc. Hist. 151 Artemisia II. B.C. 353, the builder of the
famous Mausoleum .

2. A stately edifice erected as a commemorative
burial place for or by some person of distinction.

1600 HOLLAND Livy 1397 Augustus made a Mausoleum,
to serve for a sepulchre as well to himselfe and all the

Emperours, as also for his whole house and name. 1638 SIR
T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 337 It includes many stately

buildings; and Mausoleas. 1819 T. HOPE Anast. (1820) I.

xii. 220 Aqueducts, and temples, and mausolea. 1841 ELPHIN-
STONE Hist. tnd. II. 151 Shir Shah was buried atSahseram,
where his stately mausoleum is still to be seen.

f b. loosely. A stately tomb.
1688 fffiu Hist. China 47 There are . . six Hundred Four

score and five Mausoleums. 1756-7 tr. Keysler
s^

Trav.

(1760) III. 241 Her husband Constantius, together with their

son Valentinian HI, in a mausoleum on the left. 1802 Sk.

Paris II. xliv. 88 Lewis XIV never conceived the idea of

erecting, in the Hotel des Invalides, mausolea, with the

statues of the generals who had led .. the armies of the nation.

1824 in Spirit Pitb. Jrnls, (1825) 374 His mausoleum may
repose under the altar of St. Sophia.

MAUVE.
C. trans/. a.n&amp;lt;\J!g.

1696 BROOKHCUSE Temple Open. 29 After some time, it

vST&quot; u i
U&quot; Mausoleum a perfect New Creature of

Whitish colour, with Wings and Legs. 1760-72 H Hun*
Foolo/Qnal.^

IV. , O! Londo^ondonTZu-
mausoleum of dead souls ! 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. Ix The
dead, Whose names are mausoleums of the Muse.
t3. = CATAFALQUE i. Obs.
1693 Land. Gaz. No. 3059/2 The Body . . was deposited

under a magnificent Mausoleum. 1695 LI-ITRFII BriefRel
(1857) III. 505 Stealing part of the fringe from the queen s
mausoleum in Westminster Abbey. 1703 Land. Gaz. No.
410.1/1 A very magnificent Mausoleum is preparing iii the
..Chapel.. where the body is to be Deposited 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl., s. v.

Mausure, obs. form of MAZER.
Mautalent, -telent, var. ff. MALTALENT Obs.
Mauther (mg-iiSaj). dial. Forms : 5 moddyr,

moder, 5 8 modder, 6 moether, 6-7 mo(a)ther,
7modher, mothther, 9morther,8-mawther, 7-
mauther. [Of obscure etymology.
Oflen regarded as a variant of MOTHER, on the ground

that in Norwegian dialects mor ( mother ) is often used
vocatively to little girls, as/ir ( father ) to boys ; but this
explanation is not very satisfactory. The suggestion that
It may be a derivative or compound of ON. mfy-, ;;/ ;r-r(seeMAY s/:), or of some cognate of OE. m.r^eg .see MAIDEN)
involves difficulties npp. insuperable. In vocative use a
shortened form maw i

, mor, is common : see E. D. D.]A young girl.

Chiefly current in East Anglia and the adjoining counties,
but instances (with the senve great awkward girl ) are
quoted in the Eng. Dial. Diet, from Gloucestershire, Herts.,
and Sheffield.

^1440 rreiiif. Pan. 341/1 Moder, servaunte, or wenche
(.S. moddyr), cat-ilia. 1373 Tf.ssER Husk. (1878) 37 A sling
for a moether, a howe for a boy. Ibid. 39 With mother or
boy that Alarum can cry. 1591 FKAUNCE Yiiychiirch A iv b,
v\ ill Phillis still be a Modder, And not care to be cal d by
the deare-sweele name of a Mother V 1610 B. JONSON Akli
iv. vii, Away, you talke like a foolish .Mauther. 1674 RAY
.V.

,( /-.. C . /&amp;lt; onts 72 A tl/oit/ieror Madder, Mothther ; a girle
or young wench : used all over the Eastern part of England
1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk (1705) II. Gloss., Manther,*
litile girl (in common use). 1798-1800 KLooMfinLtiJlicaartl
ft Kate xii, When once a niggling Ma%vther you, And I a
red-facd chubby ISoy. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Copf. xxxi,
Cheer up, my pretty mawther! said Mr. PeRgotty. 1865W. WHITE K. Eng. I. 70 Throngs of noisy girls, factory
mawthers ,

as thuy are called in Norwich. 1893 ZINCKE
It /lerstead 100 Down to thirty years ago in this neighbour
hood a young woman was always spoken of as a mawther

,

or morther .

Mauther, mauthern : see MATHEB(JT.
II Mauvaise honte (movjz ont). [Fr., lit. =
ill shame .] False shame ; painful diffidence.

i7ii_I,ADY
M. W. MONTAGU Lett., toC tess Mar (1887) I.

325 Nothing hindered me but a certain tnauraise honie
which you are reasonable enough to forgive. 1835 BEN-
THAM Ration. Reiv. 86 A kind of littleness and manuaise
honte, which avoids, with timid caution, everything that is

bold, striking, and eccentric. 1877 L. W. M. LOCKHART
Kline is Thine xvii, The tiuuivaise honte and artificial

cynicism so constantly to be observed in the Anglo-Saxon.

II Mauvais sujet (movj sfist). [Fr. = bad

subject .] A worthless fellow, a bad lot .

1847 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. Ml. Bros. Birchington, Snob,
(An obsolete term, which.. We should probably render by
manrais sujft). 1881 FORSTER in Standardly Jan., A large
proportion of them again are the Jnanvais snjets of the

neighbourhood.

II Mauvais ton (movg ton). Now rare. [Fr.
= bad taste .] Predicatively. What is disap
proved by good society ;

bad form .

1784 HAN. MORE in W. Roberts Mem. (1834) I. 341, I know
it is maiivais ton to have so little enthusiasm on this subject.
1814 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron, xxxvi, With men of sense
she found it was not maitvais ton to use her eyes for the pur
poses of instruction. 1835 Gwri! Mag. VI. p. xiv/i It would
be considered maiivais ton to appear in any spring fashion
till the season had been opened at Longchamps.
Mauvaniliue (nuJvas-nilain). [f. MAUVE +

ANILINE.] An aniline substance prepared by heat

ing aniline and dry arsenic acid together, for the

production of purple-red dyes.
1883 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet.

t Mauvasty. Obs. Also 5 mauayste. [a.
OF. malvaistie

, mauvaislii, wickedness, f. malveis,

mauvais, bad. Cf. MAVITE.] Wickedness, malice.

1474 CAXTON Chesse ir. i, Thou ne say that thou shall do
it by pouerte but by euyl and mauayste. Ibid. n. v, A gyfte
of grete felonye and of mauastrye \sic\ 1483 G. de la

Tonr xxii. L iv, In this, .is not loue, but rather it is grete
falshede and mauuastye.

Mauve (m&amp;lt;?v),
si. and a. [a. F. mauve : see

MALLOW.] a. si . A bright but delicate purple

dye obtained from coal-tar aniline ; the colour of

this dye. b. adj. Of the colour of mauve . Also.

Comb, mauve- colour, -coloured adjs.

1839 R. F. BURTON Centr.A/r. in Jrnl. Geogr.Soc. XXIX.
427 Keads .. mauve-coloured round or oval. 1859 Blach-

woods Lady s Mag. XLVI. 61 The lower part of the skirt

Is trimmed with ruches of mauve-colour crape. 1860 Miss
YONCE Stokesley Secret ix. (1861) 137 Her mauve muslin . .

flounced up to her waist. 1861 .SV. James s Mng. I. 292
The fashionable and really beautiful ttiattve and its varie

ties. 1863 Fotvnes s Client. 672 Mauve thus prepared forms

a brittle substance, having a beautiful bronze-coloured sur

face. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. ii. 126 Some
beautiful mauve patches of almond-blossom. 1882 Garden
21 Oct. 353/3 A pretty variety . . finely edged with pale
mauve-
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MAUVEINE.
Hence Mau vish a., somewhat mauve.
1896 VIZETEU.Y Zola s Rome 187 Whose blue, mauvUb

eyes paling with enthusiasm he now. .remarked.

Mauveine ,m&amp;lt;J
vin\ Chan. [f. F. mauve mal

low + -IXE
&quot;

.] The base of the purple aniline dyes.
1863 W. H. PERKIN- in Proc. Roy. Soc. XII. 713 This sub-

stance is a base which I propose to call Mauvtine. 1869

RpbCOE Elein^ CheiH. (1871) 410 It contains a base of com
plicated constitution, termed mauveine.

Kaux. 06s. exc. dial. Also mawk(e)s, mox.
[Cf. maukin, MALKIN .] A low woman : a. a

slattern (so in mod. dial. : see E. D. D.) ; b. a

prostitute. Also used as plural.
1596 LODGE Wits Miserie (1879)44 You seeme to be an

honest gentleman, go prettie maid & shew him a chamber ;

now maux you were best be vnmanerly & not vse him well.

1677 OTWAY Cheats of Scapin EpiL, Shall steal from th

Pit, and fly up to the Box, There hold impertinent Chat
with taudry Maux. 1706 PHILLIPS (eel. Kersey), Mau&amp;gt;ks

t
zs

A great !\tau&amp;gt;ks, i. e. a dirty nasty Slut. 1728 Street Rol&amp;lt;-

Ieries Considered 25, I had the clever st Mauks in town.

17.. Conipl. Letter-writer (1768) 215, I was sensible that I

should appear to no Disadvantage after his former Maux.
179 . PEGGE Derbicistns (E. D, S.) 45 Max,, .for Maux, by
which they mean a foolish and slatternly woman.

t Mauze. Ol/s. [Arab,jy mauz] The plan
tain-tree.

1681 GREW Miaxum H. 223 The Spike or Head of the

/Egyptian Mauze. 1753 CHAMBEBS Cycl. Supp., Mauz,
a name used by some authors for the musa, or plantain-tree.

Maveis(s, obs. forms of MAVIS.
Mavelard, obs. form of MALLABD.
II Maverick (marvsrik), sb. Also mavoriok.

[Said to be named from Samuel Maverick, a Texan
rancher about 1840 who habitually neglected to

brand his calves.]
1. U. S. In the cattle-breeding districts, a calf or

yearling found without an owner s brand.

i87iScHELE DzVBKtAmmcaitimitli. 1887 F. FRANCIS
Jun. Saddle

&amp;lt;$

Moccasin 172 Nowadays you don t dare to

clap a brand on a mavorick even. 1894 REMINGTON in

Harpers Mag, Feb. 356 In a dell in the forest we espied
some mavericks , or unbranded stock.

2. transf. a. A masterless person ; one who is

roving and casual.

1892 KIPLING Life s Handicap 195 A very muzzy Maverick
smote his sergeant on the nose. 1903 Critic^

XLIII. 358/2,
I felt as if I. .for once was a happy maverick soul in the
world at large.

b. Western U. S. Anything dishonestly ob
tained, as a saddle, mine, or piece of land {Cent.
Diet. 1890).
Hence Ma verick v. trans., to seize or brand

(an animal) as a maverick ; hence, to take pos
session of without any legal claim

; appropriate
dishonestly or illegally (Cent. Diet.}.
Mavis (m^ vis). Now poet, and dial. Forms:

4-6 mavys, 5 mawys(se, mavyoe, raauvys,
mavis.?, 6 mavyss, Sc. maveis, maves, 6-7
mavisae, 9 dial, mavish, 6- mavis, pi. 4-6 as

sing, (also 5 raavies) ; 7- mavis;s)es. [a. K.

mativis masc., in OF. fern. (i2-i3,th c.), *&amp;gt;nalvis

(med.L. inalvitiits, ijth c. ; Anglo-L. tnaviscus,
1 5th c.),

= Sp. malviz (? from Fr.), Neapolitan
marvizzo

; the ulterior etymology is unknown.]
1. The song-thnish, Turdus musictis.

?ni366 CHAUCEH Rom. Rose 66s Throstles, terins, and
mavys, That songen for to winne hem prys. c 1440 Promp,
Parv. 330/1 Mavyce, byrde, tnaviscus, nternla, fallica.

&amp;lt; 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat 712 The Maviss and the Merle
syngis. 1471 RIPI.F.Y Comp.Alch. Ep. iii. in Ashm. (1652) 115
Crowes, Popingayes, Pyes, Pekocks, and Mavies. a 1529
SKELTON Ph. Spartnue 424 The mauys with her whystell
Shal rede there the pystell. 1549 Contpl. Scot. vi. 39 The
maueis maid myrtht for to mok the merle. 1595 SPENSEK
Epitkal.\x.\\\\, So does the Cuckow, when the Mavis sings,
Begin his witlesse note apace to clatter. 1604 DRAVTON
Owte 113 In yonder goodly Tree, Where the sweet Merle,
and warbling Mavis bee. 1626 BACON Syh tl 676 In Birds ;

Kites and Kestrels haue a Resemblance with Hawkes;..
Black-birds with Thrushes, and Mauisses. 1725 RAMSAY
Gentle Sltefh. n. iv, Delightfu notes That warble through
the merle or mavis throats. 1791 BURNS Lament AFciry Q.
Scots 13 The mavis mild wi many a note, Sings drowsy day
to rest. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. iv. xii, Merry it is in the

H , - eggotty said. 1876
OUIDA In Winter City viii. 237 The mavis and blackbird

were singing.
transf. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. v, I must visit this mavis

[Amy Robsart], brave in apparel, .and gay in temper.
2. Mavis skate : a British species of Ray, Raja

oxyrhyncha.
1810 NEILL Fishes 28 (Jam.). 1828 FLEMING Hist. Brit.

Anim. 171 Sharp-nosed Ray. ..May Skate, Mavis Skate,

t 3. [Perh. a different word.] Some kind of
tobacco. Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Artittmry in. xxii. (Roxb.) 274/1 Sorts of

Tobacco. Pig tai!e...Antago. Mavis.

t Mavite. Sc. Obs. Also 4 mawite, mawyte.
[a..OY.nial-,mattviti/&amp;lt;, vzr.ofmalvaisli*!: seeMAU-
VASTY.] Malice, evil intent.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 126 Bot ?e traistyt in lawte As
sympile folk, but mawyte. Ibid. vi. 212 And he, that of thair
mavite Wist na thing, his vay has tane.
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II Mavors \ni^ -vpjz). [L. : see MAKS.] =-Mars.
a 1592 LODGE & GREENE Lookitig-gl. (1598) C 2, Nymphes,

Knancks, sing for Mauors draweth nigh. 1602 Narcissus
11893) 33= &quot;ie sweat hot breath of blowing Mavors. 1633
J. FISHER Fuiants Troes Pro!., Mavors for Rome, Neptune
for Albion stands. 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius 82 Then would
1 cry to thee To kiss thy Mavors, roll thy tender arms
Round him.

t Mavo rtial, a. Obs. [ad. L. *mavortialis
of or belonging to Mavors, f. Mdvort-, Mavors :

see prec. and -IAL.] ^ next adj.
1595 Locrine iv. i, Once was I guarded with Mavortial

bands.
^
1616 J. LANE Cent. $qr s T. tChaucer Soc.) 57

Mavortial Cambuscan. 1639 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Cltal-

lenge Knls. Errant \Vks. (1711) 231 Awaken your sleeping
courages with mavortial greetings.

t Mavo rtian, a. and sb. Obs. [I. L. M&vorti-
us

(f. Mavort-em Mavors) + -AN.] a. adj. War
like, martial, b. sb. A warrior.

ISS7 GRIMALD Of A&quot;. Cli. in Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 115 Ma-
uprtian moods, Saturnian furies fell. 1598 MARSTON Sco.

i
yillaitie II. vii. 205 Behold yon sprightly dread Mauortian.
1600 TOURNKUR Transf. Metam. l.\vi, O peerelesse worth !

O worth Mavortian !

II Mavoui lieen (mav rnm). Also 9 mavour-
nin. [Irish mo mhurnin.] My darling.
1800 CAMPBELL Exile ofErin v, Erin mavournin. 1883

H. JAY Connauflit Cousins I. ix. 209 Hush, mavourneen,
don t cry.

Maw (nig), ji.l Forms: I masa, mase. 2

mahse, 3 mahe, maugh, 3-7 mawe, 4 magh,
maje, mau(e, 4 maw. [Com. Teut. : OE. maga

i

wk. masc. (once mage wk. fem.) = OFris. maga,
MDu. maghc (mod.Uu. maag) fem., OHG. mago
(MUG., mod.G. magen) masc., ON. mage wk.
masc. (Sw. mage, Da. mave) : OTeut. *magon-.~\
1. The stomach (of men and animals) ;

the cavity
of the stomach. Now only (exc. in ludicrous use)

applied to the stomach of animals, esp. mammals;
! spec, the last of the four stomachs of a ruminant.

t To close the maw, to stop looseness of the bowels.

t To chaw (one s) maw, to fret internally.

cyinS of acolodum majan, a 1225 Ancr. K. 370 pe
was iwuned, upr his kolde mawe uorto nutten hole spices.
ci*7S XI Pains of Hell 148 in O. E. Misc. 151 Gripes
freteb heore Mawen. &amp;lt; 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law s T.

388 Who kepte lonas in the fisshes mawe Til he was
spouted vp at Nynyuee? 1393 LANCL. P. PI. C. xvn. 218

;

The man that muche hony eet his mawe hit engleymeth.
c 1430 Tiuo Cookery-bits. 39 The grete wombe ofbe Schepe.bat
is, be mawe. 1513 Bit. Keriiynge in Balees Bk. 266 Mylke,
creme, & louncat, they wyll close the mawe, & so dooth a

\ posset. 1544 PHAER Regim. Life (1553) E ij b, The mawe
i

of an olde cocke dried, and made in pouder, is exceding

food
to drink in red wine. 1590 SPENSER / . Q. I. iv. 30

tut inwardly he chawed his owne maw At neighbours weltn.

1605 SHAKS. Macli. in. iv. 73 If (Jharnell houses, and our
Graues must send Those that we bury, backe; our Monu
ments Shall be the Mawes of Kytes. 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimace (1614) 354 Euery tenth man being by lot tithed to
the shambles, and more returning in their fellowes mawes,

! then on their owne legges. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World
|

Diss. (1708) 102 It s a plain Symptom, that his Maw s out
\ of order. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.. The Atomatus,
. popularly called the ntaiv, is the last of the four [str. stomachs

of ruminants], 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778)
17 Scald the maw or paunch [of the turtle]. 1819 BYRON
yuan n. xxxiv, Fright cured the qualms Of all the luckless
landsmen s sea-sick maws. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt.
xxxviii, The night-hawk has filled his ravenous maw. 1861
I. PYCROFT Agony Point (1862) 381 A shark with a sailor s

baccy-box in his maw. 1887 W. MORRIS Odyss. ix. 296
Whenas the Cyclops had filled his mighty maw.

b. transf. and fig. : chiefly with reference to a

metaphorical voracity.
(Cf. sense 3, which in figurative uses blends with this.)

1:1386 CHAUCER S/tifman s Pro!. 28 Ther is but litil

latyn in my mawe. 15991 MIDDLKTON Micro-Cynicon Wks.
(Bullen) VIII. 134 The wide maws of more scopious lakes.

1607 SHAKS. Timon in. iv. 52 Then they could smile, and
fawne vpon his debts, And take downe th Intrest into their

glutt nous Mawes. 1654 WIIITLOCK Zoolomia 403 Time
. . whose Maw bath devoured the very Ruincs of those
stately Piles [etc.]. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 991 Death Shall
. . with us two Be forc d to satisfie his Rav nous Maw. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. vn. 022 Pluck d from foul Devastation s

famish d Maw. 1833 MARRYAT / . Simple xxix, Yellow Jack
had filled his maw, and left the rest of us alone. 1875
GLADSTONE Glean. VI. xxxvi. 218 The devouring maw of
the agents of the Popedom. 1880 OUIDA fllotlis III. 25

I

It is only the prison s maw that is never full.

fc. Inmost recesses. Obs. t? nonce-use.)
1630 LORD Banians 81 Some of the Rajahs yetlded, others

flying to retyrements impregnable, lay in the Mawe of the

countrey [etc.].

2. Applied to other internal parts, fa. The
abdominal cavity as a whole ; the belly. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6363 Here is bat knif al blodi
J&amp;gt;at

ich brp^te him wib of dawe & smot in boru be foundement
& so in to be mawe. a 1300 Cursor M. 22394 All be
filthes of his maugh sal brist vte at his hindwin. 1482 Monk

)

of Evesham (Arb.) 85 The maw and inwarde bowels of him
yat sate in the sadelle were sore smyt thorow.

f b. The womb. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxxviii. 13 Fra magbe ofe mi moder

me keped bou. c 13*5 Mctr. Horn. 124 Quen sain Thomas
was in hir maw. a 1340 HAMPOLF. Psalter Ivii. 3 Aliend ere

synful fra maghe \v.r. marice).

t c. The liver. Obs.

MAW.
1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxix. ij The talle of the mawe. 14..

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 588/36 Jecur, the mawe. a 1400-50
Alexander 4508 Cupido has

fc&amp;gt;e
custodi & cure of

J&amp;gt;e mawe.
&amp;lt; 1440 Ptomf&amp;gt;. Pam. 330/1 Maw, _/Vt;/-. c 1500 New ,\ ot-l&amp;gt;r.

M&amp;lt;iy(zi6\u Hazl. E. P. P. III. 10 My herte and mawe To
rent and drawe . . Cheseth not he ?

f d. The honey-making apparatus of bees, 0/&amp;gt;s.

1577 R GOOCE Heresbach s Husb. iv. (1586) i8ob, Beeing
sucked vp from the leaues by the Bees and digested in their
mawes. 1609 C. BUTLER Fcm. Men. iv. (1623) Hj, You
ihall neuer find his [the Bee s] maw without a good drop of
the purest nectar.

t e. The crop of a granivorous bird. Obs.

1658 ROWLAND Mou/et s Theat. Ins. 1023 Hens feed on
Earwigs:..! have found a great number of them in their
Mawes. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Nat. Aliments

(1735)
222 Their

[sc. granivorous birds ] maw is the Happer which holds and
softens the Grain, letting it drop by degrees into the Stomach.

f. The * swim-bladder or sound of a fish.

(-1430 Tivo Cookery-bks.i^, Take the Mawes of Turbut,
Haddok, or Codeling. 1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts
Ser.

11.^355 Isinglass or fish glue, in its raw state, is the
sound

,
maw

, or swimming bladder of various kinds of
fish.

3. The throat, gullet ;
now chiefly, the jaws or

mouth (of a voracious mammal or fish).

1530 PALSGR. 244/1 Mawe of a beest,yv/&amp;gt;r. 1814 GARY
Dattte^ Paradise iv. 4 A lamb between the maw Of two
fierce wolves. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. vii. The philoso
pher s hand closed on thtm as the fish s maw closes on the
bait. 1867 F. FKANCIS Angling\. (i88o&amp;gt; i Within reach of
its voracious maw. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount. # Mere \\. 9
A little black ball has gone down the hungry maw of a pike.
fl

S&amp;gt; 851 H. MELVILLE Whale ix. 44, I saw the opening
maw of hell.

f4. Used (like stomach} for: Appetite, inclina

tion, liking. Obs.

1598 JONSON v. Man in Hum. in. iv. (1616) 38 O, I doe
stomack them hugely ! I haue a maw now, and t were for
S r Bevis his horse, against hem. 1602 MARSTON Antvnio s

Kcv. iv. v, Have you no mawe to restitution? 1607 MIIJDI.E-
TON Fain. Lot-c v. iii. 146 If you have any ma\v, feed here
til! you choke again. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. 1851 IV.

365 Next the word Politician is not us d to his maw, and
thempon he plaies the most notorious hobbihors. 1668 R.
L EsTRANGE I is. Qnev. (1708)37, I have no great Maw to
go home again. 1704 GIBBER Careless Husb. v. (1705) 50,
I have no great Maw to that Business, methinks.

5. attrib, and Comb.^ as maw-bound a., consti

pated (Sytf. Soc. Lex, 1 890) ; also fjA, a constipated
disease in cattle; f maw-gut (see quot. 1607);
t maw-mother, a mooncalf or *

false conception
f

(tumor ventns) ; t maw-skin, the stomach of a
calf which has fed on nothing but milk.

bound) a great and dangerous distension of the rumen of
cattle. 1607 TOPSELL Four~f. Beasts (1658) 153 He hath his

j;;ill in his *maw-gut- Ibid. 509 The maw-gut differeih
from all other, for it is Coecutu, that is, as I take it without
a passage out of it into any other part then the other guts
[etc.]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 232 *Mawmoder, inolucrmn. 1784
TWAMLEY Dairying 41 The * Maw-skin .. is the Maw or
Stomach of Calves. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.
(cd. 4) I. 205 The water thus impregnated with the maw-
skin is passed through the sieve into the milk.

Maw (m), sb:2- Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-6 mawe,
9 (//. constr. as sing.} maas, mawse, maws. [var.
of MALLOW. Cf. MAUL sb.}

= MALLOW.
c 1435 WYNTOUN Cron. i. viii. 433 Froyt & gyrs thai oysyd

tyll etc As kers, or mawe, or wyolete. c 1450 Alphita
(Anecd. Oxon.) 23 Malva ortolana vel domestica. g. mauue,
ang. mawe. 156* TI KNER Herbal n. 45 The vertuts of
mallowe or mawes. 1568 SKEYNE The Pest (1860) 40 Fo-
mentit with the decoctioun of the rule of lilie, maw, althe,
cammeile. 1696 in Analecta Scot. II. 13 Aduertes me, jjif
he hes the seid of a! sort of mawes, purpie, and soriehs.

1893 Northitwhld. Gloss.) Maast Mawse. //rf., Alaius
t
the

maws mallow or marshmallow.

Maw (rn), j/ . i Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 mau,
7-8 mall. [a. ON. md-r (dat. mave&amp;gt; f/idfe, pi.

mavar} = OK. myw : see MEW sby\ A gull, esp.
the Common gull, Lants canns.
c 1450 HOLLAND How/at 179 The Se Mawls war monkjs

the blak and the quhyte. 1500-20 DUNUAK Poems xxxiii.

90 Thik was the clud of kayis and crawis, Of marle^onis,
mittanis, and of mawis. 1549 [see^W/-wrtiv, GULL s6. 1

c].

1678 RAY Willughby s Omithoi. 345 The common Sea-

Mall, Lams cinereus minor. 1698 M. MARTIN Voy. St.
Kildet. (1749) 28 The Fulmar, in Bicness equals the Mallsof
the second Rate, c 1825 Jolly Goshaivk iii. in Child
Ballads II. 360/1 The thing of my love s face is white It s

that of dove or maw. 1851 MACGILLIVRAY Hist. Brit. Birds
V. 593 Gavia ridibunda. . .[Syn.] Laughing Gulf.. .Black

cap. Hooded Maw.

Maw (1119), sb.i Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6 mall,

6-7 mawe. [Of obscure origin.] An old game
at cards. It was played with a piquet pack of

thirty-six cards, and any number of persons from
two to six formed the party (Halliwell). A set

at maw : a party or game at maw. To seta maw :

? to arrange a game. 70 heave at (the] maw : a

technical phrase of the game, app. designating its

characteristic feature. (Cf. MAYO.)
1548 FORREST Pleas. Poesye six. 58 b, At ale howse too silt

at mack or at mall. 1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie, In Com-
mend. Hawk. 77 To checke at Chesse, to heaue at Maw, at

Mack to passe the time. 1593 RICH in Greene s Neivesfr.
Heaven $ Hell To Rdr., Although the knave of trumpes be
the seconde caide at Mawe, yet the five-finger may corn -

maunde both him ;:.nd all the rest of the pack. 1594 HI.MS-



MAWK.
LOWE 0Av7(&amp;gt;&45) 46 [Title of play] the inawc. Ibid, 47 note,
The seat at mawe. a 1612 HARINGTON Epigr. iv. xii. (1618)

K6b, Then thirdly fullow d heaving of the Maw, A game
without Ciuility or Law. 1614 GATAKKK Wife in Deed 62
Whom a pint of wine drunke together,, .or a set at Maw
maketh Friends. 1630 BKATHWAIT Eng. Genttem. (1641)
126 In games at cards the Maw requires a quicke conceit or

present pregnancy. 1633 FORD Laves Sacr. III. ii, My lord

you were best to try to set a maw. 1864 Reader No. 105.

826/1 Primero yielded the ascendency to Maw.

f b. A help at maui : app. a term of this game,
but occurring onlyyfy. a means of evasion,a resource.

1644-7 CLEVELAND Char. Land. Diitrn. 7 If any thing fall

out amiss, which cannot he smothered, the Diurnall hath a
help at Maw. 1660 R. COKE Justice I intl. 13 But it may
be our Author has a help at Mawe ; for our Author Ground
8. saies It is evident [etc.]. 1678 Ii. R. Let. Pop. Friends 4
A Dispensation, .is always an Infallible Help at Maw, a sure
Antidote against Perjury.

f Maw, v. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare~ &amp;gt;

. [a. Du. mauuien.&quot;] in/i:

Of a cat = MEW v.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 22 Tybert coude not goo
awaye, but he mawede and galped so lowde that [etc.].

Maw: see MAUUH, MAUL, Mow.
Mawa, variant of MAHWA.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Mine. Tracts 131/2.

Mawch(e, Mawde, variant ff. MAUGH, MAUD .

Mawdelard(e, obs. forms of MALLARD.
Mawdelayn,-lein,-len, etc., obs. ff. MAUDLIN.
Mawe : see MAUGH, MAUL, Mow.
Mawen, 3rd pi. pres. incl. of MAY z&amp;gt;.l

Mawer, obs. form of MAYOR, MOWER.
Mawfesour, variant of MALKKASOK Obs.

Mawger, -gre(e, -gref\e, etc., var. ff. MAUGUK.
Mawggh, Mawhown: see MAUGH, M.VHOUMD.
Mawichfe, obs. Sc. variant forms of MAUGH.
Mawk (mjk). Ol&amp;gt;s. exc. dial. Also 5 mawke.

5, 7 make, 6-8 mauk, 7 mauke, malke, 8 //.
mox. [ad. ON. ma&k-r: seeMAoixicK.] = MAGGOT.
c 1425 Voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 643/2 Hie cimex, mawke.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 332 Alt be laste mawkis bred berin.
c 1440 Promp. Fan . 321/1 Make, mathe, wyrm yn be flesche.

1623 SANDERSON Serin. I. 9; He is a sorry shepherd, that is

busie to kill flies and maukes in his sheep, but letteth the
wolf worry at pleasure. 1641 BEST l-ar;n. Kks. (Surtees) 79
In what part of the woll soever it bee, there will malkes
breede immediately. 1684(7. MKRITON / raise Yorks. Ate,
etc., Clavis, Mawks are Maddocks. 1789 DAVIDSON .SVaj0 /.r

5 The cloken hen to the midden rins..To scrape formauks.

1^9.
PEGGE Derbkisms (E. D. S.J 112 Mox, moths. 1894

CROCKETT Lilac Sunbonnet 73 A mawk on a sheep s hurdie.

Mawkin, obs. form of MALKIN.

Mawkillgly, a. Obs. exc. dial.
[f. mawking,

MALKIN + -LY l

J Slovenly.
1636 Artif. Haiidsom. 87 Some silly soules are prone to

place much piety in their mawkingly plainnesse, and in
their censoriousnesse of others, who use more comely and
costly cmiosities.

Mawkish (mg-kij), a. Also 7-8 malkish,
maukish.

[f.
MAWK sb. + -ISH 1

.]

f 1. Inclined to sickness ; without appetite. 06s.
1668 DRYDEN Eneiit. Love iv. i, I feel my Stomach a little

maukish. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mawkis/i, sick at

Stomack, squeamish, a 1745 SWIFT Progr. Marriage 60
The dean who us d to dine at one, Is maukish, and his
stomach gone. 1755 Connoisseur No. 82 (1774) III. 83 He
constantly goes senseless to bed, and rises maukish in the

morning. 1836 T. HOOK C,. Gurney II. 59 The feverish,
heated, mawkish, wretched state in which I was.

tb. Having no inclination to. Ols.

1679 DRYDEN- Trail, f, Cress, iv. ii, Who knows but rest

may cool their brains, and make them rise mawkish to mis
chief upon consideration ?

2. Having a nauseating taste ; now, having a faint,

sickly flavour with little definite taste.
a 1697 AUBREY Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) I. 215 The medi

cated Springs here.. have a maukish Taste. 21700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, IVallowish, a malkish, ill Taste, a 1719
ADDISON Virg. Georg. iv. 117 Others look loathsom and
diseas d with sloth, Like a faint traveller whose dusty mouth
Grows dry with heat, and spits a maukish froth. 1728 POPE
Dune. III. 171 Like thine inspirer, Beer,. .So sweetly mawk
ish, and so smoothly dull. 1786 tr. Beckford s Vatluk (1868)
89 He regarded the ragouts of his other wives as entirely
maukish. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 492 It is without smell, lias
a maukish taste, and has hut little consistence. 1872 Cooper s
Diet. Pract. Surg. II. 643 Pus has a sweetish, mawkish
taste.

3. fig. Feebly sentimental
; imbued with sickly

or false sentiment
; lacking in robustness.

1702 F.ng. Theopkrast. no It is one of the most nauseous
maukish mortifications under the Sun.. to have to do with
a punctual finical fop. 1776 FOOTE Bankrupt I. Wfcs. 1799
II. 104 His mind is so maukish, that should he be con
fronted with Lydia, he would betray our whole plot in an
instant. 1818 KEATS Lett. Wks. tSSg III. 141, I hate a
mawkish popularity. 1819 metropolis I. 47 The mawkish
tepidity of his manner. 1885 Spectator 8 Aug. 1048/2 The
mawkish and unreal sentiment which constituted Mr. Dick
ens s chief fault. 1889 D. HANNAY Capt. Afarryat viii. t25
It \Masterman Ready} is pathetic, and yet it is not mawkish.
t4. slang. Slatternly. Obs. rare-&quot;.

1725 AVw Cant. Diet., Ma:ukish, Slatternly.

Mawkishly (mg-kijli) ,
adv. [-LY 2.]

1. So as to be mawkish in flavour.
1758 Monthly Rev. 592 Swallow it neither too hot nor

mawkishly cool. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bat. xxix. (1794)
461 The berry is red, and mawkishly sweet not poisonous.
A. In a feebly sentimental inanner.
1816 J. GlLCHHiST/V;//&amp;lt;tt. Etym. 230 A feeble, finical race,

mawkishly puling about taste. 1853 RFADK Clir. John-

253

stone 279, I should have been very kind to you mawkishly
kind I fear, my sweet cousin. 1867 BUSHNELI. Hlor. Uses
Dark Th. 282 Goodness is no such innocent mawkishly
insipid character.

Mawkishness mg-kijnes). [-NESS.]
1 1. The condition of being sick or squeamish .

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mamltishncs:, .. Sickness at the

Stomach, Squeamishness.
2. Insipidity or sickliness of flavour.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mawkishness,..^ nauseous Taste.

1876 BARTIIOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 350 Wines should have a
taste free from mawkishness, and indicative of instability.
1887 HEATIV- KINGSTON Music ff Manners II. 308 White
beer

,
a liquor of paramount mawkishness.

trans/. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard s Dau. II. 70
Their music was sweet to mawkishness.
3. Sickly sentimentality.
1818 KEATS Entiymion Pref., There is a space of life be

tween [sc. boyhood and manhood] in which the soul is in a
ferment,, .the ambition thick-sighted; thence proceeds mawk
ishness. 1824 E-\amincr 595/1 The languid mawkishness of
the loungers. 1833-40 J. H. NEWMAN //if/. Sk. (1873) II. iv.

iv. 406 He is.. as removed from softness and mawkishness
..as any bishop among them. 1849 ROCK Ch. a/ 1&amp;lt; atlie.ru

I. 35 note, That mawkishness of taste . . shewn by some
people for what is classic.

b. Dullness ol spirits, ennui, rare.
1861 HL-GIIKS Tom Kronm at Oxf. \. (1889) 44 All the

companionship of boating and cricketing, .won t keep him
from many a long hour of mawkishness.

Mawky (mg-ki^, . dial.
[f.
MAWK + -Y.]

1. a. Maggoty, b. Full of maggots or whims
;

crotchety.
1790 GROSE Pror. Gloss, (ed. 2), Ma;vky, mai;otty, N.

1837 WHITTOCK, etc. A1

*&quot;-. Trades (1842) 466 We can neither

understand, nor relish, this mauky affectation of candour
on the part of our former friend. 1855 ROBINSON U hilby
Gloss., Ma.vky, maggoty, whimsical, hypochondriac.
2. - MAWKISH.
1830 JON I .EE Ess. in l- oute i H is. I. p. xxiii, Even John

Dryden penned none but mawky plays, nor did Byron succeed
at all as a dramatist. 1881 Oxfortisft. Gloss. Suppl., Maivky,
over-sweet.

Mawlard, Mawl.e, obs. ff. MALLARD, MAUL.

Mawra(e, variant forms of MALM.
Mawmany, -mene(e, etc.: see MALMENY.
Mawment, -trie : see M.U:MET, MAUMETKY.
t Mawmer, -ar. .S c. Oks. [Cf. Du. mam-

mitring scupper-hose .] The discharge pipe of
a ship s pun)]). Also attrib. in mawmer-leather.
1497 Ace. I-d. Treat. .Scotl. (1877) I. 379 Item for ane

mawmar to the pomp of Lord Kennydyis schip. 1512 Ibid.

(1902) IV. 455 Item for mawmer ledderis for the greit schip.
Ibid. 456 Item to the plummair for vi mawmeris to the litill

bark callit the Gabriell.

Mawmet : see MAVMET.
t Mawmish, a. Obs. [f. manm MALM a. : of.

MALMISH, MALMY.] Mawkish, disgusting.
1668 R. L ESTRANGE i is. Quev. (1708) 200 The Flesh was

so Cursedly Mawmish and Rotten, that [etc.]. 1692
Fables ccccl. 426 One of the most Nauseous, Mawmish
Mortifications under the Sun. 1866 J. SHANKS Elgin 43
The fear of offending mawmish delicacy.

Mawnchepresande, var. MAUKCHE PRESENT.

Mawnciple, -cypylle, obs. ff. MANCIPLE.

Mawngery, variant of MANGERY Obs.

Mawnge(u)r, -joure, obs. forms of MANGER.
Mawp, variant of MAUPE.

t Maw-pie. Obs. [The first element is of

obscure origin.] The magpie, Pica caudata.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Hoiisew. Card. (1626) 45 Your
Cheries and other Berries when they be ripe, wil draw all

the Black-birds, Thrushes and Maw-pies to your Orchard.

Mawseed (mg-sl). [Half-translated ad. Ger.

dial, niahsaat, mohsamen. f. mah, moh (literary G.

mo/ill) poppy + saat, sainen seed.] The seed of

the opium poppy, Papaver somniferum.
1730 SOUTHALI. Bugs 21 The Eggs are. as small as the

smallest Maw-seed. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. His . (1776) V. 343
Feed them with, .bread, maw-seed [etc.]. 1812 J. SMYTH
Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 208 Maw-seed. 1866 in Treas. Bat.

Mawth, ? obs. Sc. variant of MAUGH.
Mawworm 1 (mg wwm). ? 06s. [f. MAW rf.i

+ WORM.] A worm infesting the stomach or

intestines of man and other mammals, esp. applied
to species of Ascaris and Oxyuris.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 336 It will presently

destroy and consume the maw or belly-worms which are

within him. a 1619 FLETCHER Bonditca i. ii, Your warlike

remedy against the maw-worms. 1694 SALMON Bate s Dis-

pens. (1713) 672/2 If. .you add Powder of Maw-Worms . vj.

it will be much more effectual. 1784 UNDERWOOD Dis.

Children (1790) I. 142 The very small maw-worm, or asca-

rides, resembling bits of thread. rtzx-$\Good s Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 275 The term Maw-worni, according to P. Harvey,
is derived from the occasional visits which this animal makes
to the maw or stomach.

fig. 1651 BENLOWES T/ieoph. m. xii, No Glutt nies Maw-
worm ; nor the Itch of lust No Tympanic of Pride.

Mawworm &quot;(mfwtan). (Properly with initial

capital.) A man who resembles Mavnvorm, a

character in Bickerstaffe s play The Hypocrite,

1769 ;
a hypocritical pretender to sanctity.

1850 Tail s Mag. XVII. 547/2 Can it be that these.,

wailing* have in their motive something of the Maworm
spirit, I like to be despised . 1861 J. HOLLINGSHEAD in Gil.

Words 441 We all know precisely what a mawwortn is...
|

He is a slimy villain. 1866 SALA Barbaty vii. 130 There
|

was a sanctified Mawworm expression, too, about this fellow.

MAXILLIPED.
1

1872 GEO. KI.IOI Middlcm. I. ii, He would be the very Maw
worm of bachelors who pretended [etc.]. 1891 R. BUCHANAN
Coming Terror^ The Scapin of Politics walks hand-in-
hand with the Mawworm of Morality.
Hence Ma wwormisli a., Ma wwormism sb.

1850 Tail s Mag. XVII. 547/2 Mawormism is a thing un
known north of the Tweed. 1883 K. BLIND in Genii, Mag.
Nov. 488 Luther, .was.. no maw-wormish mar-joy.
t Max. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] Gin.
1811 Lex. Balatran.,Max, gin. 1819 BYRON Juan II. xvi,

The dying man cried, Hold ! I ve got my gruel ! Oh ! for
a glass of max ! 1840 BARHAM [ngol. Leg. Ser. I. Bagman s Dog, Who, doffing their coronets, collars, and ermine,
treat Huxers to Max, at the One Tun in Jermyn Street.

1851 MAVHEW Land. Labour (1864) I. 168 The stimulant of
a flash nf lightning ,

a go of rum
,
or a glass of max

,

for su a dram of neat spirit was then called.

Maxhill: see MIXHILL.

II Maxilla (maksi-la). Pl.maxillse (maeksi-lf).

[L. maxilla jaw.]
1. A jaw or jaw-bone, esp. the upper jaw in

mammals and most vertebrate animals. Inferior,

superior maxilla, the lower, upper jaw.
1676 WISEMAN Snrg. i. xix. 93 The same Patient com

plained of a hard Tumour fixed under that Ear and Mnxiila.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The maxillx are two in

number, denominated from their situation, superior, and in-

ferior. 1797 Kucycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 683/1 Of these [bones]
six are placed on each .side of the maxilla superior. 1846
BKITTAN tr. Malgaigiie s Man. Oper. Surf. 115 Tlie lower
border of the inferior maxilla. Ibid., The inferior pos
terior border of the maxilla. 1888 ROLLESION 8: JACKSON
. hum. Li/c 92 The maxilla [sc. of the common perch],
which i&amp;gt; edentulous- -lies behind and parallel to it

[s&amp;lt;.
the

pnemaxilla]. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 539 The word
Maxilla is frequently used to express the whole of the upper
jaw. 1897 A lllmtt s Syst. Med. 1 1 1 . 150 A simple superior
maxilla i&amp;gt; sometimes alone affected by hyperostosis.
2. One of the anterior limbs of insects and other

arthropods, so modified as to serve the purpose of

mastication. Also attrib.

1798 AFZELIUS in Trans. Linn. Soc. IV. 275. c. the tops
of the maxilla-, d. the labium. 1826 KIRBY Si . Lntotnol.
II 1-47 Both labium and maxillje being furnished with jointed
moveable organs peculiar to annulose pedate animals. 1852
DANA Crust, l. 20 The organ consists of two oblong flat

lobes, in some Decapods, somewhat maxilla-like in form.

1896 tr. Koas Text Bti. Zool. 184 The second and tliird [sc.

pairs of mouth-parts in Arthropods] ate known respectively
as the first and second maxilla?.

t Maxillar, a. Obs. [f. MAXILLA + -AR.] Of
or pertaining to the jaw, esp. to the upper jaw.
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Alaxillar, belonging to the jaw

bone. 1682 T. GIBSON Anal. (1697) p. iv, The Parotides
and maxillar glands convey the saliva into the mouth. 1720
HALE in / Ail. Trans. XXXI. 5 The external Maxillar
Glands in Brutes are of the Conglomerate kind.

Maxillary (mseksi-lari),a. and sb. [(.MAXILLA
+ -ARY. Cf. F. tnaxillaire. ] A. adj.

1. Belonging to, connected with, or forming part
of the jaw or jaw-bone, esp. of the upper jaw of

vertebrate animals.
1626 BACON Sylva 747 There is the Skull of one Entire

Bone; there are., the Maxillary Bones [etc.]. I7I3DERHAM
riiys.-Theol. iv. xi. (1714) 195 The .. Maxillary Glands.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. 402 The horn is entirely solid,

growing from the upper maxillary bone. 1804 ABEKNETHY

Snrg. Obs. 36 The external maxillary artery was unavoid

ably divided. 1874 COL-ES Birds TV. W. 135 But even
the youngest specimen shows no maxillary stieaks. 1883
MARTIN & MOALE Vertebr. Dissect. 158 The Superior Max
illary Nerve passes outward, f&iit., The Inferior Maxillary
Nerve, .divides into two branches. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACK-
SON Anim. Life 68 The maxillary teeth [of a snake].

2. Belonging to, connected with, or forming

part of the maxilla: of arthropods. Maxillary

system : the system of classification of insects based

on the form of the maxillae.

1826 KIRBY & Sr. Extomol. III. 358 Palfi Maxillarcs

(the Maxillary Feelers). Ibid. IV. 450 Which [system],

from the maxillx being principallyemployed to characterize

the Classes or rather Orders, may be called the Maxillary
System. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur s Camp. Anat. 246 In many
Diptera the maxillary setae are rudimentary.
B. sb. maxillary bone.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 211/1 The vertical plate is

short to correspond with the short vertical diameter of the

upper maxillary. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 307 1 he maxillaries,

prolonged into barbels, come off from the lower jaw.
1880

GUNTHER l isfies 90 No part of the maxillary is situated

behind the premaxillary [of fishes-].

Maxillated (mse-ksikued), a. Zool. [f.
MAX

ILLA + -ATE - + -ED I.] Furnished with maxilla;.

1852 DANA Crust. I. 14 The maxillated Entomostraca.

Maxilliferous (mceksili-feras),^. [f.
MAXILLA

+ -(I)FEHOUS.] Bearing maxillae.

1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol, Ill.xxviii. 17 Most commonly
four antennae, with a maxilliferous mouth seldom rostriform.

Maxilliform (mEeksi-lif^m), a. [f.
MAXILLA

+ -(I)FOKM.] Formed like a maxilla; having

the shape or form of a cheekbone (Cassell 1885).

1835 KIRBY Hob. ft Inst. Anim. II. xvi. 78 The whole

organ maybe regarded as maxilliform. 1877 HvxLtvAnat.
fm&amp;lt;. Anim. vi. 257 With Maxilliform Gnathites.

Maxilliped, -pede(ma:ksi-liped,-pfd).
Zool.

[f.
MAXILLA + L. ped-etn,pfs foot.] A foot-jaw

(see FOOT sb. 35). Cf. jaw-foot s. v. JAW s/ .
1

7.

Foot-jaw was app. the first term used, and this was ren

dered by maxillipcci, which in turn was translated ja-U -foot.

1846 DANA in Anur. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. II. I. 226 Order

Eutomoslraca. Tribe CycIopacea...Maxillipeds, one pair :



MAXILLO-.
sometimes simple maxillx. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool, 207
Two pairs of maxillipedes. 1883 PACKARD in Ann. fy Mag.
Nat. Hist. Nov. 342 They are somewhat analogous to the

maxillipedes of Crustacea.

Hence Maxillipe dary ., pertaining to maxilli

pedes.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 311 The sternal regions

of the three maxillipedary somites have the same characters.

Maxillo, taken as comb, form of MAXILLA in

the sense *

pertaining to the maxilla and . . ; so

maxilh-mandibular^ -palatine, -pharyngeal^ -pre-

maxillary^ -turhinal, etc. (see Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
187* MIVART Elem. Anat. 115 The maxillo-premaxillary

suture is for a long time or permanently very evident on the
face. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 188 The
nerve divides into three main branches, the orbito-nasal,
the palatine and the m;mllo-mandibular, 1875 C. C. BLAKB
Zool. 46 There are no maxilloturbinals in any skulls. 1887
MARSHALL & HUKST Pract. Zool. 371 The maxillo-palatine
process. 1890 Couts Field $ Gen. Ontith. 240 They are

commonly described as if they were independent bones,
under the name of the utaxillopalatines.

Maxim (mse-ksim), sb Also 5-7 maxime, 6

//. erron. maximies. [a. F. maxime , ad. L.

maxima fern. sing, of maximus greatest, used ellipt.

(see below). Cf. Sp. maxima, Pg. maxima
,

It.

massima.
Boethius (6th c.) used

j&amp;gt;rot&amp;gt;ositiomaxima^ greatest propo
sition } in the sense of axiom (synonymous with dignitas=aiWa, but especially used with reference to rhetoric).
Albertus Magnus (i2th c.) used maxima with ellipsis of pro*
positio, but applied it to a class of universal propositions not

intuitively certain like the dignitates or axioms, but capable
of being assumed as practically indisputable. Elsewhere
(according to Hamilton in Reid s Wks. 767, where the refer
ence is incorrect) he identifies maxima and dignitas \ and
Petrus Hispanus and later logicians use maxima in the
sense of * axiom .]

fl. An axiom; a self-evident proposition assumed
as a premiss in mathematical or dialectical reason

ing. Obs.

1426 LVDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 5603 Thys greueth me most at

a), That my maxime apryved [sc. that the whole is greater
than its part] Ye in dede han yt reprevyd. Ibid. 6000.

1556 RECORDS Castle Knowl. 108 Then takinge that for a
maxime in argurnente, I annexe this minor, that [etc.]. 1690
LOCKK Hum. Und. iv. vii. i. 299 There are a sort of Pro

positions,
which under the name of Maxims and Axioms,

have passed for Principles of Science. 169* UENTLEY Boyle
Led. vi. 209 It is urged as an universal Maxim, That
Nothing can precede from Nothing.
2. A proposition (esp. in aphoristic or sententious

form) ostensibly expressing some general truth of

science or of experience.
1594 DRAVTON Idea 391 In ev ry thing I hold this Maxim

still, The Circumstance doth make it good, or ill. 1605
VKRSTEGAN Dec. Intell. iv. (1628) 98 This maxime or prin
ciple must be granted. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. i. ii. 318
This maxime out ofloue I teach : Atchieuement is command.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 214 What seriously exerciseth
one Mans Uraine to defend as a Maxime, tickleth anothers

Diaphragme no lesse than an Epigram. 1770 G. WHITE Set-
borne iii, I lay it down as a maxim in ornithology, that as I

long as there is any incubation going on there is music.

1827 COLERIDGK Table-t. 24 June, A Maxim is a conclusion

upon observation of matters of fact. 1874 BI.ACKIE Self-
Cult. 89 The maxim that knowledge is power is true only
where knowledge is the main thing wanted.

b. esp. in Law.
1567 R. MULCASTER Fortescue*s De Land. Leg. (1672) 21 b,

They are certaine universall propositions which they that
be learned in the Laws of England, an,d likewise the Mathe
matical*, do terme Maximes. 1590 SWINBURNE Testaments
59 It is a maxime in the common lawes of this realme, that
he that is outlawed doeth forfeite all his goods. 1628 COKE
On Lift. 67 A maxime is a proposition, to be of all men con
fessed & granted. 1766 BLACKSTONF. Comm. II. 199 It is

an antient maxim of the law, that no title is completely good,
unless the right of

possession
be joined with the right of

properly. 1893 Wtefyjf Notes 67/2 He considered at length
the meaning of the maxim,

* a man s house is his castle .

3. A rule or principle of conduct; also, a precept i

of morality or prudence expressed in sententious
form.

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-Ik. (Camden) 66 Is not this the ;

principal! fundation and grande maxim of our cuntry pollicy
not to be over hasty in occupying a mans talent [etc.]. 1590
SiwJ. SMYTH Disc.lVeaponsftt&.f) All great Captaines- .have
baracn for a Maxime, to preserue by all meanes possible the

j

liues of their soldiers. 1640 HOWELL Dodonas Gr. 6 Selfe de-
!

fence hath beene alwaies held the first maxime of policy. 1642
FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. w.

y. 258 Some think it beneath ,

a wise man to alter their opinion : A maxime both false and
!

dangerous. ITO^STEELE Tat/erNo. 47 F i, I knew a Gentle
man that made it a Maxim to open his Doors and ever rim
into the Way of Bullies. 1757 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889
I. 494, I have all along laid it down as a maxim, to represent
facts freely and impartially. 1807 ROBINSON A rckxoL Grxca
u. xvii. 173 The art of comprising moral maxims in short
sentences. 1830 S. COOPER Diet. Pract. Surg. (ed. 6) 817
All prudent surgeons.. have laid it down as an invariable
maxim, never to. .undertake lithotomy, without having first

introduced a metallic instrument. 1832 HT. MAHTINEAU Hilt
&amp;lt;y Valley iii. 35 Her maxim was, that it was time enough to
come when she was called. 1868 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877)
I. xvi. 117 He wrote a book of maxims, even on etiquette.
1896 R. O. MOULTON Ecclesiasticus Introd. 12 The Maxim
is the prose counterpart to the Epigram.
4. attrib.) as maxim-maker^ -making, monger.
1806 MAR. EDCKWORTH Leonora (1833) 47 Some maxim-

maker says that past misfortunes are good for nothing but to
be forgotten. 1851 KnnG*M. Soiit. v. (1874) 64 Cleverly
put, but untrue, after the fashion of you maxim-mongers.
1895 Daily News 19 Apr. 5/1 Maxim-making was a favourite
game in French society.
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Maxim fmae-ksim), sfi.- [From the name of Sir

Hiram S. Maxim, the inventor.] In full Maxim
{machine} gun, Maxim mitrailleuse, or bomb
Maxim : A single-barrelled quick-firing machine

gun, the barrel of which is surrounded by an outer

casing filled with water to keep the parts cool, and
the mechanism so adjusted that any number of
shots can be fired in a given time up to six hundred
rounds a minute. Also Maxim-Nordenfelt gun, a
modification of the original Maxim gun.
1885 Nature 5 Mar. 414/2 The Maxim Gun. fiiii. 415

Fig. i Maxim Mitrailleuse. 1889 E. ROGKRS Machine
Rijte-batterits 26 The barrel of the Maxim is. .surrounded
by a water jacket. 1892 GKKENBR Gun (ed. 5.1 186 The Maxim
machine gun. 1900 Daily Nevus 19 Mar. 4/1 The Maxim-
Nordenfeldt, or pom-pom, is thought very highly of. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 2/2 Our soldiers . . had not so much
as the moral support of a bomb Maxim with them.

t Ma xini, a. and sli. A Obs. [ad. L. maximus.]
A. adj. = GUEATEST (in certain technical uses).
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies m. iii. 442 Conjunctions maxime

in the Fiery and Watry Trigons, . .are above our reach.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 72 He concludes this Discourse
with a Table, containing all the Notes and Intervals, ex

plaining how each of those in the Diatonick Scale are com
posed of those three Degrees, viz. Minor, Major, and Maxim.
B. s/&amp;gt;.3 Mus. = LARGE sb. 4, MAXIMA 2.

In recent Diets.

Maxim (irut-ksim), v. nonce-wd. [f. MAXIM
sb;\ trans. To kill with a Maxim gun.
1894 Sat. Re&quot; . 20 Jan. 61/2, I Maxim you by three thuu-

sands, that is fair war and glorious victory. 1903 KIPLING
/Wf Nations 82 Said England unto Pharaoh, I must make
a man of you,. .That will Maxim his oppressor as a Christian

ought to do .

II Ma xima. Obs. [L., fern. sing, of maximus
greatest, used ellipt. for maxima proposilio, &amp;gt;iota.~\

1. = MAXIM rf.i

5*5 JEWEL Reft. Ifardingxxn. 619 This maie stande wel
for a Maxima, as one of the greatest truethes of M. Hard-
inges whole booke. 1584 COGAN Haven Health 195 This
Maxima isgenerally to be observed . Sani siiniies\fi\.c.\. 1594
PAKSONS Confer. Success, u. i. 4 The bishop alleageth many
proofes that ther is no such maxima in the common lawes
of Ingland.
2. Mus. = LARGE C. 4, MAXIM sb.3

1781 BURNEY Hist. M:is. II. 186,453. 1818 BUSBY Gram.
Mus, 65 Former musicians used the Maxima, or Large.
Maxima, pi. of MAXIMUM a. and sb.

Maximal .marksimal), a. [f. MAXIMUM +

-AL.] Consisting of, or relating to, a maximum
;

greatest possible ;
of a size or duration not to be

exceeded.
1881 V. IUELSON in Land. Med. Rec. No. 36. 318 The

average increase is equal to 8 millimetres maximal to 17
millimetres. 1883 L. BKUNTON in Kature 8 Mar. 438 The
maximal contraction of which the tissue is capable. 1898
A Mutt s Syst. Me,i. V. 470 It [sc. blood-pressure in the ven
tricle] slowly increases throughout the systole becoming
maximal immediately prior to relaxation.

Hence Ma ximally adv., in the maximum degree.
1884 W. JAMES in Mind IX. 12 Those portions of the

brain that have just been maximally excited retain a kind
of soreness.

Maximate (mse-krim/lt), v. [f. L. maxim-its

greatest + -ATE 2
.J

= MAXIMIZE v.
i88 W. E. FORSTER St. in Ha. Cam. 5 Apr., The hon.

Member v said that I had in certain circumstances minim
ized, and in others maximated, the statements of evictions.

Hence Maxima tion = MAXIMIZATION.
1891 W. J. GREENSTRKET tr. Gnyan s Kiiuc.

&amp;lt;( Heredity
100 Herbart very clearly saw the tendency of the human
mind to maximation .

Maxi-inic, a. noiue-iud.
[f. MAXIM ji.1 + -ic.]

Resembling a maxim.
1854 LADY LYTTON Behind Scenes II. u. viii. 33 It being a

favourite short turn of his to interlard his frivolities with
maximic gems of thought.

Maxi-mical, a. nonce-wd. [-AL.]
=

prec.
1778 [W. MARSHALL) Minnies Agric., O/iser? . 4 Each dis

tinct Minute, or each distinct passage of a Minute, was en
deavoured to be compressed into a Maximka! Sentence.

t Maximious, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [(.L. maxim-
,

us greatest t -lous.] Of great power.
cis66 Merie Tales of Skelton x. in S. s Wks. (1843) I.

p. Ixiv, Coste, more pertaynyng for an emperoure or a

maxymyous kynge, then for such a man as he was.

Maximist (m.-e-ksimist). [f. MAXIM s/&amp;gt;.

1 +

-1ST.] One who makes maxims.
1855 in OCILVIE Sufft. 1889 I. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit.

Mctlwti 221 The maximist makes the subtler analyses of

amonr.f&amp;gt;ropre. 1889 EARL OF DESART Little Chatelaine II.

xx, 63 When you trust one rogue you trust all roguedom,
as ought to have been said by some other maximist.

Maximistic (mzeksimi stik), a. [f. L. maxim-its

greatest + -IST + -ic.] Pertaining to the school
of maximizers .

1888 Dublin Rev. Tuly 12 note, Even the maximistic*
side admitted that infallible pronouncements are far rarer*
than other official acts of the Pope.

Maximite (mavksimait). [f. the name of Hud
son Maxim, the inventor + -ITE.] A smokeless gun
powder composed of gun-cotton, nitro-glycerine,
and castor oil.

1897 Daily Neivs g Feb. 7/4 We call it cordite. For the
,

purposes of the inquiry I propose to call it Maximite. 1901
IVtfSiiii. Gaz.^ Mar. 8/^ Air. Hudson Maxim s new explo
sive, Maximite , is claimed to be the highest explosive yet
discovered.

MAXIMUM.
t Maximity. Obs.

[f. I,, maxim-us greatest
+ -ITY.]

*

Exceeding greatness (Blount Glossogr.
1656-61) ; also, maximum amount.
1651 BIGGS New Di$p. 98 The maximity or greatest quan

tity of it.

Maximization (mseksimsiz^-Jgn). [f. MAXIM
IZE v. + -ATIOK.] The action of raising to the

highest possible point, position or condition.
Common m Bentham.
1802 KENTHAM/V*;/C. Judic. Procedure Wks. 1843 II. 6/1

The maximization of the happiness of the greatest number.
1854 OWEN Skel. $ Teet/i in Circ. Set., Org. Nat. I. 260
A particular use, dependent on the maximization of the
brain. 1886 E. B. BAX Relig. Socialism 94 That the supreme
end of life is the maximisation of labour, and the minimisa
tion of the enjoyment of its product.

Maximize (mae-ksimsiz), v. [f.
L. maxim-us

MAXIM a. -f -IZE.]
1. trans, a. To increase to the highest possible

degree. (Common in Bentham.) b. To magnify
to the utmost (in estimation or representation).
i8oa BENTHAM Princ. Judic. Procedure Wks. 1843 II.

8/2 By this means, appropriate moral aptitude may be
maximized. 1866 ALGLR Soiit. Nat. fy Man w. 360 Instead
of minimizing he maximized the distinction of himself from
other men. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 282 The tur

pitude is maximised. 1902 W. JAMES Varieties Relig. Exf.
130 In contrast with ^uch healthy-minded views as these. .

stands a radically opposite view, a way of maximizing evil.

2. intr. To maintain the most rigorous or com
prehensive interpretation possible of a doctrine or

an obligation. Chiefly Theol.

1875 J. H. NKWMAN Cert. Diffic. Anglic. (1876) 36^ When
I speak of minimizing, I am not turning the profession of it

into a dogma ; men, if they will, may maximize for me, pro
vided they too keep from dogmatizing. 1882 W. S. LILLY
in Conienip. Rei&amp;gt;. Feb. 243, I am far from wishing to max
imize upon this matter. 1898 KNOX LITTLE in Our Churches^
etc. 13 The Roman Church may be said to maximise, the

Anglican to minimise. The Anglican teaches just what is

necessary to be believed for the salvation of souls ; the
Roman turns pious opinions into necessary doctrines.

Maximize*1

(mse ksimaizaj). [f. MAXIMIZED.
+ -ER!.] One who maximizes; spec, one who
accepts the dogma of the infallibility of the pope
in its most comprehensive interpretation.
1868 E. S. FFOULKES Chnrclfs Creed (ed. 2) 37, I am not

aware that any demur to this conclusion . . can be raised even

by maximisers. 1874 Contemp, Rev. XXIV. 296 The Ultra-
montanes themselves ..now are divided into Maximizers
and Minimizers.

Maximum (ma^-ksim^m). PI. maxima,
rarely -urns. [a. L. maximum, neut. of maxi
mus, superl. of magnus great. Cf. F. maximum.]
1. Math. The greatest of all the values of which

a variable or a function is capable ; the value of

a continuously varying quantity at the point at

which it ceasts to increase and begins to decrease.

1743 EMERSON Fluxions 104 In Case it.. passes through
one or more Maximum* or Minimums; then the several
Parts of the Fluent, between any given I oint and each
Maximum or Minimum must be separately found by dis

tinct Operations. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. II. 306 If we
would find the quantity eta - .t- a maximum or minimum;
make its fluxion equal to nothing. 1856 SABINE in Phil.
Trans. CXLVI. 505 The declination has two easterly and
two westerly maxima in the interval between two successive

passages of the moon over the astronomical meridian.

2. gen. The highest attainable magnitude or

quantity (of something) ; a superior limit of magni
tude or quantity.
1740 CIIEYNK Regimen 306 In the Works of the God of

Nature, there is no Maximum or Minimum assignable, or

conceiveable by us. 1755 WINTHROI* Earthquakes 28 Laws
of this sort are sufficiently vindicated. -if upon the whole

they produce a maximum of good. 1806 COI.QCHOUN Indi

gence 43 The art of conducting a nation to the maximum
of happiness and the minimum of misery. 1855 BAIN Senses

&amp;lt;V
//. ii. ii. \ 14 (1864) 137 The animal powers attain their

maximum in cold climates. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY Ck. ff

Ministry in Early Cent. vii. 279 A strange compound of

minimum of fact and maximum of theory.

3. The highest amount (esp. of temperature,
barometric pressure, etc.) attained or recorded

within a specified period.
1850 EDMONDS in

Ref&amp;gt;.
/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;//. Assoc., Sections (1851) 32 The

following remarkable maxima oftemperature. 1860 MAURV
Pfiys. Geoff. Sea (Low) vii. 348 The barometer also has its

maxima and minima readings for the day. 1880 Daily
NWS 18 Sept. 3/7 The maxima to-day were below 60 deg.
in the Shetlands and Hebrides. 1902 IVestM. Gaz. 16 June
5/2 The years of sunspot maximum.
4. A superior limit imposed by authority ; esp,

in French Hist., a limit of price for corn.
1821 SYD. SMITH ll ks. (1859) I. 352/1 The danger of in

surrection is a circumstance worthy of the most serious con
sideration in discussing the propriety of a maximum. 1835
ALISON Hist. Europe (1847) IV. 164 They [the farmers,

1793] were compelled to part with their grain at the price
fixed by the w/ii.ri/www/, which was calculated on the scale

of prices before the Revolution.

5. attrib, a. quasi-mjy. or adj., with the sense :

That is a maximum, or that stands at the maxi
mum ; greatest. [Cf. K. la dcpense maximum.]
1834 MKS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Set. xxvi. (1849) 297

Surround two poles of maximum cold. 1860 MAURY Phys.
Geog. Sea (Low) ix. f} 430 The maximum density of average
sea-water. 1861 Times 23 July, The maximum contract

price
for the conveyance of these emigrants was ?^L i8s. 411. per
statute adult. 1879 U. I tuiscoi r Sp. Telephone 96 A point
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ofmaximum disturbance. 1876 GRANT RurgJiSch. Scotl.\\.\\.

103 The heritors paying the maximum salary and the town

paying 12 annually for the support of a master. 1880 C. R.

MARKHAM Perttv. Hark 405 The latter helping to produce
a maximum temperature favourable to coffee cultivation.

b. Simple attributive : Pertaining to a maximum
or maxima, as maximum period; maximum ther

mometer, a thermometer which records automati

cally the highest temperature within a given period.

1852 Newton s Loud. Jrnl. Conjoined Ser. XLL 402 An
improved maximum thermometer. 1868 LOCKYER Elem.

Astron. ii. (1879) 49 There is a minimum period, when none

are seen for weeks together, and a maximum period, when
more are seen than at any other time.

Maxite (mse kssit). Min. [ad. G. maxil (Las-

peyres 1872), f. name of Max Bratm, a Belgian

mining engineer : see -ITE.]
= LEADHILI.ITE.

1885 in Casstlfs Encycl. Diet. 1898 in A. H. CHESTER
Diet. Min.

t Maxy. dial. Obs. [Corruption of MARCASITE.]
In Tin-Alining = MUNDICK.
1671 Obscn . Mines CornwalfirDevon in Phil. Trans, VI.

2102 And so continue sinking, .till we find either the Load to

grow small, or degenerate into some sort of weed, \vhich are

diverse ; as Mundick or Maxy (corrupted from Marchasitc)
of 3 sorts; white, yellow, and green. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex.
Te-hn. II. 1730-6 BAILEY (folj.

May (m^i), sblpoet. (arch.) Forms: [?
I mses,]

3 ma}}, may}. 3-4mai, 4-6maye, 5mey, 4-may.
[Perh. a. ON. mfyj- (nom. mie-r, accus. mfy,
mey; Sw. mo. Da. mf) = Goth, vtaivi : OTeut.

*manja-, *ma wja-, fem. f. *magtt-z (Goth, magu-s)

boy, son : see MAIDEN.
The OK. poet, mxy kinswoman (cogn. with mxy masc.

MAY s/&amp;gt;.

2
) often occurs with the sense woman , and some

times appears to mean maid or virgin . This use has
been commonly regarded as the source of the present word ;

the OE. and the ON. word may have coalesced in ME.]
A maiden, virgin.
[/i 900 CVNEWULF Crist 87 (Gr.) Sio ead^e 111x3.. Sancta

Maria, a 1000 Cxdmcin s Gen. 805 (Gr.) Him ba freolecu

mae$ [sc. Eve], .andswarode.] c 1200 ORMIN 2489 pattclene
ma}} batt shollde ben Allmahhti} Godess moderr. c 1275
LAV. 30486 pe king dude [vnwis]dom bat he bat like may
nom [earlier text maide]. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 194/26 To
&quot;bringue lut&amp;gt;er bou}t In-to bis swete }ounge may}. 111300
Cursor M. 10267 Pat man.. pat has na barn, ne mai ne
knaue. c 1330 K. BKUNNECAri&amp;gt;. (1810) 95 pe coiounyngof
Henry, & of Malde bat may. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xn.
in Marie moder and may. CI386CHAUCER Man o/La-.vs
7 . 753 Thowglorie of wommanhede, thow faire may. 1513
DOUGLAS SRneis vi. i. 22 Sibilla the may. 1579 SrENSK.it

Sheph. Cat. Nov. 39 The fayrest May she was that euer
went. 1590 GREENE Mourn. Garm. (1616) C 3 b, Nor was
Phillis that fair May Halfe so gawdyor so gay. 1607 llar-

ley-Breake (1877) 5 Old Elpin with his sweete and louely

May Would oft prepare..To keepe their sheep. 16.. Sir
Catiline iii. in Child Ballads 1 1. 58 Deerlye [he] lovde this

may. i8i8T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare Abbey 119 For ill be

seems in a reverend friar The love of a mortal may. 1855
prater s Mag. LI. 92 The maiden is pure all mays above.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 349 Amid these latter

words of his, the may From her fair face had drawn her

hands away.

t May, sb? Obs. Forms : I maes, (mees, rues),

//. masas,2mai3,3 m8Bi,maB5,mei,niey,(meay) l

mai, may. [Com. Teut. : OE. mieg = OFris.

mhh, OS. mag (MLG. mdch, Du. maag), OHG.
mAg (MHG. m&c, mug-), ON. mdg-r (adopted in

northern Eng. as MAUGH), Goth, meg-s : OTeut.

*m$go-s, prob. related by ablaut to &quot;magu-z son,

boy (Goth, magit-s, ON. mog-r) : see MAIDEN.]
A male relative, kinsman.

Moral Ode 187 Nolde it mouwe don for mey ne suster for

brober. c 1205 LAY. 3838 purh be haueS Morgan mi man
U 1275 mey] is monschipe afallet. a 1300 in E. E. P. (1862)

17 Alle we beb meiis and mowe.

May (met), sb.3 Forms: 4-5 Maij, 4-6 Mail,
5-6 Mai, 6 Maie, Maye, 3- May. Also in

Latin form 1-4 Maius, (4 May us), [a. F. mai :

L. Maium (nom. Maius, sc. mensif). Cf. Pr. mai,

Sp. mayo, Pg. maio, It. maggio; also (from Fr.)
MHG. Mei(g}e (G. Mai), MDu. mey(e, meide (Du.
Met), Sw. Ma/, Da. Mai, late Gr. Mai os.

Theetymology of the Latin nameis obscure; someancient
writers connected it with the name of the goddess Afaia.]
1. The fifth month of the year in the Julian and

Gregorian calendar.

1:1050 Byrhtferih s Handboc. in Angliet (1885) VIII. 316
Nouember & december habbaS nf& twenti^ ealdne monan . .

& aprelis & maius eahta & twenti^. a 1121 OE. Chron. an.

io8o(MS.E)pisdydonNor3hymbranonMaiesmon3e. ci2oo
.V. Eng. Leg. I. 26/83 (St. Austin of Canterbury) His day is

toward be ende of May. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus 11. 1098, 1

may not slepe neuere a Mayes morwe. c 1391 A strol. I. 10

lanuare, Februare, Marcius, Aprile, Mayus [etc. ]. a 1400-50
Alexander 1699 pai made as mery melody & musik bai

sanng As in be moneths of Mai or mydsomere euyn. c 1430
LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 23 When the larke. . Salveth
the uprist of the sonne shene,. .in April and in May. 1598
BARNFIELD Ode, As it fell vpon a Day, In the merrie Month
of May. c 1630 MILTON Sunn. Nightingale, While the jolly
hours lead on propitious May. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 62
Ihe season smiles,. .And has the warmth of May.
personified, c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 50 In may bat
moder is of monethes glade. 1508 DL NBAR Cold. Targe
82&quot; There saw I May, of myrthfull monethis quene. 1593

SHAKS. Rich. II, v. i. 79 She came adorned hither like

sweet May. 1630 MILTON On May morning 5 Hail boun
teous May, that dost inspire Mirth atid youth and warm de
sire. 1826-34 WORDSW. To May i, Though many suns have
risen and set Since thou, blithe May, wert born.

b. In proverbial and allusive phrases.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 92 He was as fressh as is the Monthe

of May. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 261 Surmounting
ewiry long terrestriall, Alls fer as Mayes morow dois myd-
nycht. 1588 SHAKS. /.. /.. /.. iv. iii. 102. 1599 Muck
Ado \. i. 194 There s her cpsin. .exceedes her as much in

beautie, as the first of Maie doth the last of December.
1600 A. Y. L. iv. i. 148. 1658 H. PLUMPTRE Let. in I2//*

Kef. Hist. MSS. Comnt. App. v. 6 Wishing that all your
yeares yet to come.. may partake more of Mayes then

julyes. 1659 HOWELL Prov. n/i As welcome as Flowers
in May. 1732 T. FULLER Gncunologia 276 Leave not off a
Clout Till May be out. 1742 GKAV Spring 50 We frolick,

while tis May. 1889 I). HANNAY Cnpt. Marryat 150 If

he bad not spent his summer while it was May at least he
had run through it far too soon.

C. fig. Bloom, prime, heyday, poet.
a 1586 SIDNEY Astr.

A&amp;gt;
.Stella xxi. (1591) B 2, If now the

May of my yeeres much decline. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado
v. i. 76. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s AVz 1

. I. i, We both were
rivals in our May of blood Unto Maria. 1633 MASSINGKR
Guardian I. i, I am in the May of my abilities, And you in

your December. 1847 TFNNYSON Princess n. 439 Others

lay about the lawns, Of the older sort, and murmur d that

their May Was passing. 1859 Elaine 553 A Prince, In
the mid might and flourish of his May.

d. May and January or December: used to

describe the marriage of a young woman to an old

man.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 449 That she, this mayden,

which bat Mayus highte..Shal wedded be vn-tothislanuarie.

//&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/.642ThilkedayThat lanuarie hath wedded fresshe May.
1581 T. HOWEI.I. Devises I ij, In fayth doth fixven Innus
double face, Such fauour finde, to match with pleasant Maye.
1606 DF.KKER Scv. Sins (Arb.) 44 You doe wrong to Time,
inforcing May to embrace December. 1891 k. BUCHANVN
Coming Terror 267 When asthmatic January weds bu.vom

May.
2. The festivities of May-day. Queen ofthe May,
f Queen of May, Lady of the Afay (cf. MAY-LADY; :

a girl chosen to be queen of the games on May
day, being gaily dressed and crowned with flowers,

t King, Lord cf (the) May = MAY-LOUD.
1506 &quot;ACC. I., I. Trcas. Scat. (1901) III. 195 Item, to ane

Qut ne of Maij at the Abbay }et, be the Kingis command
xiiijs. 1515 in Glasscotk Kec. St. Mickaets, Bfi. Stortford
(1882) 34 Item pd for brede and ale th same day that Sa-

bysford may was whan they of Sabysford did come rydynd
to the toune to sett ther may. 1568 T. HOWF.I.L Arbour o_f

Atnitie 36 b, Ich beare the banner before my Lordeof May.
&quot;577

&amp;lt; &amp;lt; Assembly in Child Ballads III. 45 Discharge

playes of Robin Hood, King of May, and sick others, on
the Sabboth day. 1611 HEAUM. & Fr. K nt. I&amp;gt;nrn. Pestle v.

iii, I . .by all men chosen was Lord of the May. a 1634 RAN
DOLPH Amynlas Prol., How shall we talk to nymplis so

trim and gay, That ne er saw lady yet but at a May ? 1673
DRVDEN Marr. a la mode II. 28 Then I was made the Lady
of the May. 1686 Loyal Garland (ed. 5) B 5, Cloris Queen
of all the May. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 80 r 2 The Girls

preceded their parents like Queens of May, in all the gaudy
Colours imaginable, on every Sunday to Church. 1802-16

MRS. SHERWOOD Susan Gray ix. (1869) 58 Why, Susan, you
look as handsome as the queen of May in that hat. 1832
TENNYSON May Queen i, For I m to be Queen o the May,
mother, I m to be Queen o the May.
3. Blossoms of the hawthorn (CralKgus Oxya-

cantha~); hence occas., the tree itself: so called

because it blooms in the month of May.
&amp;lt;zi548

HALL Chron., Hen. I- III 7 b. On May daye..

hys grace . . rose in the mornynge very early to
fetcjie

May or grene bows. 1592 NASHE Summers Last Will

(1600) B 3 The Palme and May make countrey houses

gay. 1604 E. G[HIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies v.

xxviii. 413 In this moone and moneth, which is when they

bring Maie from the fieldes into the house. 1626 JACKSON
Creed VIII. xix. i By such a maner or trope of speech, as

the English and French doe call the buds or flowers of haw.
thorne May. 1820 SHELLEY Question iii, The moonlight-
coloured May. 1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss ff Gain iL 5 The
laburnums are out, and the may. 1866 M. ARNOLD Tliyrsis

vi, With blossoms red and white of fallen May.

4. Cambridge Univ. a. (sing, or //.)
= May

examination ; b. (//.)
= May races : see 5.

1852 C. A. BRISTED 5 Yrs. Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 63 The Col

lege Easter Term Examination, familiarly spoken of as the

May . Ibid. 64 The May is one of the features which

distinguishes Cambridge from Oxford; at the latter there

are no public College examinations. 1879 JULIAN HOME
Si: Camb. 53 And in the trials, in the Mays, From stroke to

bow, ..they keep the river head. 1901 Daily Chron. 6 May
8/3 The annual Mays paradoxically held in June are

fixed for the $lh of the latter month and following days.

5. altrib. and Comb., as (sense i) May-born adj.,

morning, -night, season, lime, -yeaned adj. ; (also

with reference to I c) May month, moon, morn ;

(sense 2) May-eve, feast, fool, -keeper; (sense 3)

may-bloom, -blossom, -blossomed &f\]., bough, branch,

t basket, leaf, tree ; f may ale, ? an ale-drinking

held on May-day ; t May bishop, an oppro
brious name for a titular bishop ; May-drink

[
= G. maitrank, Du. meidranK\, white wine medi

cated with woodruff, drunk in Belgium and northern

Germany ; May examination, a college examin

ation held at the end of the Easter term at Cam
bridge ; May-gad (see quot. and GAD sb.l 5) ;

May-Hill, used in the phrase to have climbed

May HUl, to have passed through the part of the

year most dangerous to health (perh. with allusion
to May Hill as a local name); May-house (see

quot.y ; t May-king = king of the May (see 2) ;

May-kitten, ? a kitten born in May ; ) May-
like adv., with the freshness of May; fMay
Marian (see quot. and cf. MAID MAKIAN) ; May
meetings, a series of annual meetings of various

religious and philanthropic societies held during
the month of May in Exeter Hall, London, and
other buildings ; May queen, the Queen of the

May (see 2l; hence May queenship ; May races,

intercollegiate boat races held in the Easter term
at Cambridge (now in June) ; f May -roll v. trans.,
to roll in the grass as a May-day game ; t May-
sel. May-time ; t May skin, ? the skin of a sheep
sheared in May; May-term, colloq. name for the

Easter term at Cambridge ; May-week, the week
of the May races at Cambridge ; t May wool,
?wool taken from a sheep in May. Also MAV-
m. TTEU, -DAY, -DKW, -GAME, -LADY, -LORD, etc.

i5i6inGlasscockAVir. St. MichaeTs, Bp. Stortford (tWi)T,s,

Itemresseyvydofthe &quot;may
ale above all charged. 1565 JEWEL

l)ef. Apol. (1611) 585 Your late Chapter of Trident, with your
worthie number of forty Prelates, whereof certaine were
onlie *May Bishops, otherwise by you called Nullalenses.
1818 Tom&amp;gt;, *May.bloonl, the hawthorn. 1599 I!. JONSON
Cynthia s Rgti. v. ii. \\ ks. 1616 I. 248 Mcr. Sweet Ma-
dames., your brests and forehead are whiter then gotes
milke, nr *May-blossomes. 1872 TENNYSON Garetk fy

Lynette 575 A damsel of high lineage, and a brow May-
blossom, and a cheek of apple blossom, a 1789 MICKLK
Eskdalc ISraes 29 The *May-Mossom d thorn. 1788 TURN.
Hi ii. Laura, The sweetest May-born flowers Paint the

meadows. 1530 PAISGR. 666/1 In stede of a trapper
lie pricked his horse full of *maye bowes. 1560 in Sow-

crby Eng. Bot. (18641 HL 2 4 Those boys who choose it

may rise at four oclock to gather \May branches. 1823
in Hone l-.vcry-day /&amp;gt; . (1859; I. 565 On May morning, .ihe

girls look with some anxiety for their May-branch. 1579
SPKNSEK Sliepk. Cal. .May to To gather *may bus-kets and

smelling brere. 1850 LONGF. Gold. Leg. I. Court-yard of
Castle, Fill me a goblet of *May-drink, As aromatic as the

May From whicli it steals the breath away. 16.. Songs
Lond. Prentices (Percy Soc.) 18 Upon &quot;May Eve As pren
tices on Maying vent. 1825 CROKFR Fairy Leg. A;- i rad.

S. Ireland \. 307 May-eve is considered a time of peculiar

danger. Ibid. 308 Another custom prevalent on May-eve
is the painful and mischievous one of stinging with nettles.

1852 C. A. HRISTED 5 Yrs. Kng. Uni~: fed. 2) 85 After the

trial heat of the first *May examination, the field of can*

didates for Honours begins to assume something like a

calculable form. 1778 HUTCHINSON Vieiu Northnntb., Anc.
Customs 14 The syllabub, prepared for the *May feast.

471591 H. SMITH Serin. (1594) 394 May-games, and May
poales, and *May fooles, and Morris-dancers are vanitie.

1724 STUKELEV///. Curios. I. 29 Making a procession to this

hill with &quot;may gads (as they call them) in their hands, this

is a white willow wand the bark peel d off, ty d round with

cowslips, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Dcrhysli. (1662) I. 252

Whereas, in our remembrance, Ale went out when Swallows
came in, ..it now hopeth (having climed up *May-hill) to

continue its course all the year. 1824 Miss MITFORD

Village Ser. I. 89 From the trunk of the chestnut the May-
houses commence. They are covered alleys built of green

boughs, decorated with garlands and great bunches of

flowers, .hanging down like chandeliers among the dancers.

1904 Edin. Kcv. Jan. 55 Other &quot;May-keepers whose symbols
are now but relics. 1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 277 b, It is the

custome that euery yere we shal haue a may kynge.

1690 DRVDEN Amphitryon 111.33 Blear-ey d, like a May-
Kitten. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lost Bcr.ver xxix, There

fell Two white &quot;may-Ieaves . . From a blossom. 1592
T. L[ODGE] Kuflt. Shadow (1882) 16 When.. I. .&quot;May-like

young, of pleasure gan to taste. 1582 FETHERSTON Dial,

agst. Dancing D 7, In your maygames. .you doe vse to

attyre men in womans apparrell, whom you doe most com-

menly call *maymarrions. 1849 CLOUGH Dipiychus I. iv,

Sweet eloquence . at next May Meeting How it would tell

in ths repeating . 1470-85 MALORY XrMwrxvm. xxv. 771

Lyke as * may moneth floreih and floryssheth in many gardens.
1600 S. NICHOLSON Aalasttu(ify6)% In the Maymoneth of

my blooming yeares. 1737 FIELDING Tumble-Down Dick

Ded., Aplayjudiciously brought on by you in the May-month.

1576 GASCOICNE Steele Gl. Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 43 In the *May
moone of my youth. 1813 MOORE Yng. May Moon i The

young May moon is beaming, love. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, \.

ii. 120 My thrice-puissant Liege Is in the very May-Morne
of his Youth. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic xv, On May.
morns, that primeval rite Of temple-building, .lingers. 1377

LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 5 On a &quot;May {Text A. Mayes]

mornynge on Maluerne hulles. 1601 SHAKS. Tmel. N. m.
iv. 156 More matter for a Maymorning. 18596. MEREDITH
R. Fererel xviii. (xv.), The hand was .. white and fra

grant as the frosted blossom of a *May-night. 1832 TEN
NYSON (title) The May Queen. i88t RUSKIN Lett., to

Faunthorpe (1895) I. 49, I hope the May Queenship is be

ginning to be thought of. 1893 in Camb. Univ. A Imanack

(1894)209 DuringtheLentor May Races. 1656 R. FLETCHER

Poems 210 The game at best, the girls *May rould must bee.

1508 DUNBAR Tna mariit Wcmen 24 Grein . . as the gress

that grew in May sessoun. 14. . Stockh. Med. MS. n. 407

in Anglia XVIII, 5if it be gaderid in *may-sel. 1497 HALY-

DURTON Ledger (1867) 46 Item..asek off May skyms con_

tenand 300. 1534-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) .09 Pro xj

may skylines. 1905 Cambr. Rericio 4 May 281A The

-May term is seldom a good time for serious concerts.

1804 WORDSW. She was a Phantom of delight ,
But all

things else about her drawn From May-time and the

cheerful Dawn. 1895 CaaelTs fan,. Mag.June 518 So

many visitors are attracted to Cambridge for the

week 1720 STRYi E Stow s Sxrr. (1754) H. v. xiv. 325/2

Fallen May wool rotten and other ill wool. 1884 Centnry

Mag. Feb. 518 In June, when the &quot;May-yeaned lambs were

skipping in the sunshine.

b. In names (chiefly local) of animals : May-



MAY.

beetle, the cockchafer ; also, the CHOW
; May-

bird, the whimbrel, Nnmenius phseopus; U.S.
the bobolink (Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1859); May-
chafer [cf. G. maikafer\ = May-beetle ,in quot.

Jig.}} t May-chick - May-bird; f May-chit (see
Cnns/ .

4
) ; May-curlew = May-bird; May fish,

a name for the twait shad, because of its entering
rivers in May; U. S. a killifish, fundiilus majalis ;

May-fowl, -jack = May-bird ; May parr, peal,
local names for salmon at certain stages of growth;
May-skate, the sharp-nosed ray,Raia oxyrhyncha;
May-sucker U.S., the hare-lipped sucker, Quas-
silabia laecra ; f May-worm, an oil-beetle (genus
Meloe). Also MAY-BUG, MAY-FLY.

1720 ALBIX Nat. Hist. Insects 60 In the middle of May
came forth a brown Beetle called the Chafer, Oak Web, or

&quot;May Beetle. 1842 T. W. HARRIS Insects injur. I eget.
(1862) 31 The best time, .for shaking the trees on which the

May-beetles are lodged, is in the morning. 1860 J. CURTIS
Farm Insects, Index, May-bug or beetle Atiisoplia korti-

cola. 1864 E. Cornw. Words in Jrnl. Roy. lust. Cornw.
Mar. 18 *May-bird, the whimhrel. 1870 H. STEVENSON
Rirds Nor/. II. 199 The appearance of the main body [of

whimbrcls] in May . . is so invariable that this species is

alway spoken of as the May bird by the gunners in

both localities. 1827 CARLYLE Gt-riuan Romanic III. 132
Your idle *May-chafers and Court-celestials. 1577 A .t/.
fcnti-rt. Gcrhambrtry in Nichols Progr. Rtiz. (1823) 11.

57 Quails. ,*Maychicks..Malards. 1885 SU AIXSON Prov.
.\anu-s Birds 200 Whimbrel. . . May curlew . . (Ireland).

1836 VARRELI. Fishes II. 133 The Twaite Shad. .in con
sequence of the time of its annual visit to some of the
livers of the European Continent is called the *May-fish.
1896 JORDAN & EVERMANN Fishes .V.

A&amp;gt; Mitt. Amer. i.

639 Killifish
; Mayfish ; Rocknsh. 1853 MACGILLIVRAY Hist.

Brit. Birds IV. 253 (Syn.) Whimbrel, Little Curlew..
*Mayfowl. 1880 Antrim fy Doiun Class.

t *ftlny jack,
the whimbrel. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 364/1 The smaller
summer parrs (called, in Dumfriesshire, *May parrs). 1861
Act 24 &amp;lt;y 25 Viet. c. 109 4 All migratory fish of the genus
salmon, whether known by the names . . mort, peal, herring
eal, &quot;may peal, pugg peal, harvest cock,, .or by any other
ocal name. 1828 KLEMING Hist. Brit. Aiiim. 171 Raia
oxyrinchns. Sharp-nosed Ray. ..White Skate, Friar Skate,

p
lo

May Skate. 1884 GOODE Nat. Hist. L sef. Aquatic Anim.
614 The Rabbit-mouth , Hare-lip ,

. .or *May Sucker
is found in abundance in many rivers of Tennessee and
..Ohio. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufet s Ttieat. Ins. 1017
They hang the *May-worm (for so he cals the Oyl-beetle)
about the neck with a thred, especially in the moneth
of May.

c. In names of plants and fruits : May-bean
(see quot.) ; f May-blossom, lily of the valley
(see also 5 above) ; May-cherry, (a) a small early
kind of cherry; (/&amp;lt;)

[/.S. the fruit of.4aielanc!iierca-

nadensis, the June-berry; f May-fern (see quot.) ;

MaygowanfseeGowANz) ; ( May grapes, fiotry-
(hium Lunaria ; May grass, Panicum latifoliitm

(J. T. Maycock Flora BarbaJensis 1 830, 6 1 ) ; May-
haw see HA\V si.- 3); May lily, lily of the valley

(see LILY 2) ; May-pop U. S., the fruit of the

passion-flower, esp. of Passiflora incarnata
; also,

the plant itself; May -rose, a name for any rose

flowering in May ; also the guelder rose, Viburnum
Opulus; May-thorn, the hawthorn

; May-wort,
Galiumcruciatum (Treas. Bot. 1866). Also MAY-
APPLE, MAY-BU.SH, MAY DUKE, MAYFLOWEB.
1802 Kng. Encycl. IV. 473/1 The May-beans are a larger

sort of ticks, and somewhat earlier ripe. 1578 LYTE Dfrloens
II. xx vi. 178 LyllieCo)iuall,isnow called, -in English. . *May
blossoms. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort., May (1679) 16 The
*May-Cherry. 1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 07 F 4 To
Zeliuda two sticks of May-Cherries. 17x8 J. LAWRENCE
Fruit-g. Kalcmlar 78 The little early May-Lherry is in
deed worth nothing. 1832 L. HUNT Sir A . Eslier (1850)
142 The finest apples and pears, strawberries, and May-
cherries. 1884 SARGENT Rrf. forests N. Amer. (\oth
Census IX.) 84 Aniclanchicr Ca/fa&amp;lt;/ensis. . .May Cherry.
1658 tr. Bcrgerac s Satyr. Char. xii. 41 A girdle of *May-
fearne [orig. fongere de May] woven in tresses. 1548
TURNER Names of Herbcs (E. D. S.) 85 Lunaria minor,
which may be called in englishe litle Lunary or *Maye
Grapes, the duch cal this herbe..meydruuen. 1887 J. C.
HARRIS 1-rce Joe, etc. (1888) 200 An 1

I folch you some &quot;May-

pops too. 1753 CHAMBERS C)d. Stiff, s. v. Rose, The small
red rose, commonly called the May rose. 1802-16 MRS.
SHERWOOD Susan On? xiii. (1869) 94 In her hand she had
a bunch of May-roses. 1844 MRS. BROWNING l^is. Poets
Concl. 105, I receive The &quot;maythorn, and its scent out-
give ! 1882 KEARY Outlines Prim. Belief 107 Even the
maythorn is to be met with.

May (m/i ; unstressed m*
, m/), z;.l Forms :

see below. [A Com. Teut. vb., belonging (by
conjugation if not by origin) to the class of pre
terite-presents, in which the present tense has the
inflexion of a strong preterite, while the past tense
is formed from the root by means of a suffix : cf.

can, dare, tioiu, mote (must), owe, shall, wot. The
OK.

iseg, magpn, meahte (later mihte), correspond
to OKris. mei, mugitn, machle, OS. mag, mugun,
mahta (Du. mag, mogen, mocht), OHG. mag,
magitm (mitgum], mahta (MHG. mag, magen,
mohte, mod.G. mag. mogen, mochte), ON. ma,
megoiii, matte (Sw. ma, matte, Da. maa, maatte),
Goth, mag, magum, mahta. The primary sense
of the verb is to be strong or able, to have power ;

the root OTeut. *mag-, OAryan *magh-, appears in

256

MIGHT sb., OS1. mogg I can, Or. f5xos contrivance,

^rjxoyrj MACHINE, Skr. mahan great.
The conjugation is abnormal ; according to Brugmann

Gritndriss II. 887 the verb was originally a thematic pre
sent with weak root-vowel, and was attracted into the

preterite-present class by analogy.]
A. Inflexional Forms.
1 1. Infinitive. Obs. Forms : a. i masan, 3

mujen, On/tin mu^henn, 4 mowen, mow,
5 mown, 4-5 moun, 4-6 mowe,n.
c 1050 De Consuet. Monach. in Anglia XIII. 389 Posse

carerc, ma^an bolian. c 1200 ORMIN 3944 patt mann-
kinn shollde mujhenn wel Upp cumenn mntill heoffne.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1818 Hu sal ani man 3e mujen deren?
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xvii. 41 pai sail noght mow stand,
r 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. met. i. (1868) no pou .. shall
mowen retourne hool & sounde. 1390 GOWF.R Conf. II. 2
Thou schalt mowe senden hire a lettre. &amp;lt; 1440 Protnp.
Pan . 346/2 Mown, or haue my^hte . . ,possum. 1495 A ct 1 1

Hen. YII, c. 5 No Ship of greate burden shall mowe comme
..in the seid Haven. 1533 MORE Apol. xxii. Wks. 885/1
Some waye that appered . . to mow stande the realme in

great stede.

0. 5-6 may, (5 maye).
1435 MISYN Fire ofLm c 15, I haue denyed hym to may

be Knawen. c 1489 CAXION Sotines ofAymon i. 26 As longe
that I shalle maye bere armes. 1503 ATKYNSON tr. De
Imitations ill. Ixiv. 258 Nor stronge helpers shal nat may
helpe. 1532 CKAN.MEK Let. in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II.

233, I fear that the emperor will depart thence, before my
letters shall may come unto your grace s hands. 1565
I oorEK Thesaurus, Possum. .To may, or can.

2. Indicative Present.

a. i st and yd. pers. sing. may. Forms : i

mees, me*, (mseis, mas), 2 may;, 2-3 maij, mei,
2-4 mai, 2-5 mey, 3 msei, Ormin maj}, 3-6 ma,
maye, 56 male, 3- may.
The OXorthumbrian writers often use the subjunctive

forms
(mxge, -a?, -0, -i} instead of those of the indicative.

Beowulf 2801 (Gr.) Ne mzj ic her leng wesan. ^825
I esf. Psalter Ixxvii. 19 Ah mej god learwian biod in
woestenne? triioo Gere/a in Anglia IX. 261 ^Efre he
maiij findan on 3am he 171x13 n

&amp;gt;

t beon. riifjo Hatton
Gosf. Matt. vi. 24 Ne may} nain man twam hlaferden
beowian. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Ne \K deofel mey nefre
cumen inne him. c 1200 ORMIN 6195 pa birrb bin macche
ga;tenn J&amp;gt;e

All bait ^lio maj? fra sinne. c 1220 Bestiary
516 De smale he wile ous biswiken, oe grete mai} he
11051 bigrjpen. c 1250 Gen. ft Ex. 295 Dow3te Sis quead,
hu ma it ben ? c 1275 Passion our Lord 68 in t&amp;gt;. /. .

Misc. 39 As ich eu
sejje may. 1382 WYCLIF Phil. iv. 13, 1

may alle thingis in him lhal comfortith me. r 1430 LYDG.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 40 And my paper it conteyne ne
may. 1503 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. 11902) 152 Alex, maye
I trusl ihe ? 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 31 b, This maie
bee true, and this maie bee false. 1567 (Jitife fy Godlie Jl.

(S. T. S.) 33 Hot luke on that, quhilk now ma not be sene.

b. ind pers. sing, mayest, mayst (m&amp;lt;?ivst,

miF st). ! orms : a. I meant. Norlhumb. mseht,
A&amp;gt;H/.meht, i-4miht, 2-3myht, 3maht, (Ormin
mahht), mayhte, maucht, meiht, micht,(mith),
4 maijt, mait, mayt, mate, (mayth), myht,
myjt, 5 mat, my}te.
In I2th-i4th c.

)&amp;gt;

and s are sometimes found for h, $.
8.. Kent.Gl. in Wr.-Wiilcker 58/11 Si uales.. ,xif3u meht.

C 95 Lindisf. Gosf. Luke vi. 42, & hu in.xht [c 1000 Ags.
Gosf. miht, c 1160 Hal/on myhtj 3u cuoa.-o.-i bro3re 3inum
[etc.). c 1200 OKMIN 7779 Depe siniiess bait tu mahht Wel
nemmnenn da-de werrkess. ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 258
Ase

!&amp;gt;u
ert freo & wilt & maucht, c 1205 LAY. 2981 pu mith

[c 1275 miht] me wel ileue. a 1225 Anir. R. 276 And so bu
meilit icnowen bine owune woke unstrenc3e. ( 1250 Kent.
&erm. in O. E. Misc. 31 Yef bu wilt bu me micht makie
hool. 1 1275 Luue Ron 31 Ibid. 94 pus is bes world as bu
mayht seo. a 1300 Cursor M. 26575 for sua bou mate noght
wasch bi wile, c 1330 Sfec. Gy Warm. 881 perfore worch,
while bu mait, For sodeyneliche bu might be caiht. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. I. 146 Her thou miht (B. l. 170 myjtow]
seon ensaumple in hymselfe one. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 8
Ellys i-savyd thou mal no)t be. &amp;lt;r 1450 MYRC 15 Here Ihow
my^le fynde & rede.

/3. 4-5 maiste, mayste, 4-7 maist, (5 maxste),
5-6 maiest, 4- mayst, 6- mayest, may st.

[A new formation on may.\
C 374 CHAUCER Comfl. Mars 112 Wel maist thou wepe

and crien. 1385 L. G. II . 504 That mayst thow sen
sche kytheth what sche is. 1470-85 MALORY Arth. IV. x.

131 Thow arte ouercome and maxste not endure. 1477
EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 21 b, Take not from me that
thai thou maiest not yeue me. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe
Ind. (Arb.) 7 In this Booke thou mayest reade many straunge
thinges. 1640 BROME Sparagus Gartlen n. iii, Thou maist
make a Country gentleman in time. 1717 Pore Eloisa 325
In sacred vestments may st thou stand. 1819 SHELLEY
Cenci v. iv. 155 So mayest thou do as I do. 1821 Hellas
844 Thou mayst behold How cities [etc.).

y. Chiefly Sc. and north. 4 mai, 4-5 may, 4-6
ma, 5 maye.
a 1300 Cursor M. 290 Behald be sune and bou mai se.

375 Sc. Leg. Saints L (Petrtts) 380, I am Kesine, as bou
ma se. a 1400-50 Alexander 1090 May bou o}t, lede, be
Bonder lawelyfl on bi schulder? c 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/.
(W. de W. 1494) i. Ixxii, Thou maye (1533 mayst] not lyue
wythout mete and drynke. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xc. 34
Thow ma rycht weill in thi mynde consyddcr That [etc.].

c. plural, may. Forms: a. i mason, (-un,
;

-an), mahon, mase(n, Northumb. masa, -o, 2-3
malje n, 3 mahen, man, mawe, 3-5 mawen.
OE. Citron, an. 656 (MS. El, Ealle ba ba to Rome na masen

faren. ^900 Ir. Baeda s Hist. I. i. {SchipperJ 11 O3er ealond
..\xs\. we mason ofl leohlum da^um geseon. C9go Lindisf.

\

Gosp. Matt. xx. 22 Ma^aje [^975 Rushw. magon git, c zooo
Ags. Gosf. mage syt, &amp;lt;rnSo Hatton mu^en gyi] diinca
calic oone ic drinca willo. f 1175 Lamb. Hont. 21 We ne i
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majcn alre coste halden crist bibode. a ia5 Leg. KatJt.

361 Cleopest |&amp;gt;eo Binges godes, JKCI nowSersturien ne mahen
ne steoren ham seoluen. a 1250 Pro-: &amp;lt;-Elfred 14 in O. E.
Misc. 102 Heom he bi-gon lere so ye mawe \other text

mu;en] i-hure. 1439 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I.

Introd. 56 Yer is so grete scarstee of maistre-i of gramer,
whereof as now ben almost none, nor none mawen be hade
in your Umversuees.

3. i meeson, 4 mai, twrth. mais, 4-6 ma } etc.

as in 1st and 3rd pers. sing.

c8o-7 K. ^LFKED Gregorys Past. C. xxiii. 176 Da be me-
domlice & wel mx^on [Hatton MS. majon] la;ran. 1:950
Lindtsf. Gosp. John xiii. 36 Ne marjon [975 Ritshw.
ma^unj jie mec nu fylge. a 1300 Cursor M. 5518 We ma
sua our landes tin. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista)
761 Sum cristine bare wonnyne mais. 1390 GOWF.R Conf.
II. 51 Men mai recovere lost of good, c 1400 Cursor M.
29132 (.Cotton Galba) We mey se by saint austin lare [etc.].
a 1400-50 Alexander 684 May je 031 me in any maner to
bat sterne schewe ?

7. 2-3 mu^en, (2 mugon, mu^e), 3 muhen,
muwe(n, mouwen, (Ormin mughenn), mu;he,
Kent, muee, mohe, mo, 3 -4 mo3e(n, 3-5 mowen,
4 mou, mu, 4-5 mowne, moun, mow, 5 mown,
mowghe, 6 mowe.
c 1160 Hatton Gosp. John xiv. 5 Hu muge we banne wet

cunnan ? a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 Ne hi mu^en ne hi nelle5
nane synne 3ewercon. Ibid. 223 Imu^on [

= ye may]
jecnowen eij5er god and euyl. .1200 ORMIN 13408 We
mu3hennsen whatt itt bihallt. a m$Ancr. R.+4 Toward te

preostes tiden herkneS se wel }e muwen. c 1130 Halt Mtid.
41 Ne muhen ha nanes weis bedden in a breoste. t 1250
A cut. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 27 Ye muee wel under-stonde . . bet

[etc.], c 1250 Death 255 Ibid. 184 j&amp;gt;enne
mohe [Jesus MS.

muwe] we cwemen crist at be dom. c 1200 Bcket 070 in S.
*.*, r ._ ._. \IT_I ^ t__L ^ : . -,_rt_

(Kolls) I. 185 Foules mowe not lyue bere. &amp;lt;r 1449 PECOCK
Repr, n. xx. 273 Hem whiche kunnen not rede or moun
not here the word of God. c 1475 Partenay 5446 And ye
mow noght, Alway here byde moste ye. c 1485 Digby Myst.
(1882) in. 392 In alle be hast bat euer they mown, a 1553
UDALL Royster D. iv. iv. (Arb.) 66 Ralph Roister Doister,
whome ye know well mowe [rime you].

3. Subjunctive Present, may. Forms : a. sing.
i mseje, (maehse, meesse), Mercian mese, North-
umb. maesse, mee^i, Kent, meije, 3 meih, 2-

(as in Indicative), plural, i meessri, mesen, North-
umb. maeji, maeson, etc.

/&amp;gt;V(7:t w(/&quot;68o (&amp;gt;eah
ic eal mz^e. 8.. Kent. Ghssesm Wr.-

Wiilcker 81/32 Xe.,non possis^ 5e les 5u ne meije. ^825
I esp. Psalter Ixx. 8 Da;t ic me^e singan wuldur 3in alne

(1*&quot;5- ^950 Kit. Dnnelm. (Suriees) 95 De mae^i hta sedeava
[L;

tihi valeant
af&amp;gt;parere\ ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xxi. 25

Nidoemo ic baetti middan^eord ma^5ibifoa3ailcofla5e[etc.].
c 1205 LAV. 1206, &3if ich bat lend mai[- 1275 mawe]bi.)eten.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 230 5if bu . . meih. 14., in Horstmann
Jiampoles Wks. fiSos) I. 105 If bou may. a 1553 UDALL
Roystcr D. iv. vii. (Arb.) 72 Saue thy head if thou may.

0. sing, i ma$e, 2-3 ma^e, mulje, (3 Ormin
mu3he),muhe, muwe, moje, mawe, 3-5 mowe,
4 mow. plural, i mason, -en, (mahan), 3 Or-
min mu^henn, 4-5 mowe(n,etc. (asm Indicative).
c 888 K. /EIFRKD Bofth. vii. 3 &amp;gt;Sedgefield) 18 pact him ba

stormas derij;.in ne ma;^en [v.r. mahan]. c 1000 ^KLFRIC
Gen. xv. 5 Telle bas steorran, 5 if bu ma^e. a 1000 Cxd-
tiion s Gen. 4ooxif we hit majen wihteabencan. cii2X O. E.
Ckron. an. 675 (MS. E), And he ne muje hit forSian. c 1200
OKMIN 2419 Hu m.i^j bjss forbedd wurrhenn, patt I wibb
childe mu^he ben? c 1205 LAV. 1520 Whefler ich nia^e
[L 1273, mawe] be ufere bond habben. a 1225 A Mtr. ft. 68
13en ilke huse, o&er ber he muwe [flfS. 7\ muhe] Ueon
touward ou.

c^\v]$rrov.SElfred*j;&amp;gt;\ in O. E. Misc. 132 &amp;gt;if..

bu ne mo^e mid sirenghe be selwen steren. a 1300 Havelok
675 Yif me gold and ober fe pat y mowe riche be. 1414
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 59/1 That these, .meschiefs. .mowen ben
amended, c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsl\ \. 131 Chaunge hem yf
thou mowe. a 1450 MYHC 95 And but schomowe se b bed.

4. Indicative and Subjunctive Past.

a. i st and $rdper$. sing,, plural might (mait) ;

wd pers. sing, mightest (martest).
a. \st and yd pers. sing. Forms : I meahte,

mehte, Northumb. meehte, i-4mihte, 2-3 micte,
2-4 myhte, 3 michte, miitte, myht, mahte,
Ormin mihhte, 3-5 mi^te, my^te, 3-6 111151,

my5t, 4-5 mighte, 4-6 Sf. micht, mycht, 4-7
myght, (4miht,mi3th, Sc. macht, 4, 8-9 (chiefly

Sc.} mith, 5 meghte, myte, myth, 6 mythe,

6-7 myt, 7 may t, 8-9 .SV. meith), 4- might.
(-975 Rnshu . Gosp. Matt.viii. 28 Swa l&amp;gt;ante mams maehte

faran burh wa.^e bzm. a jooo Gntlilac 548 Hit ne meahte
swa. a 1000 liocth. Meir. xi. 102 *if hit meahte swa. 1154
OE. Chron. an. 1137 (MS. E), Daet he ne myhte nowioer-
wardes. c 1205 LAY. 1205 To ane wnsume londe ber ich
mihte wunien. a 1225 St. Marker. 13 Ne mahte me na mon
ouercomen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1483 5 f it niiste be ido.

a 1300 A&quot;. Horn 9 Feyrore child ne myhte be born. a. 1300-
1400 Cursor M. 466 (Gutt.) In heuen might [Cott. moght,
Fairf. mi^t, Trin. myjte] he no langer abide. Ibid. 686
Saufli mith bai samen slepe. 4:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 3 He was of grete elde, & myght not trauaile. c 1375
Sc. Lfg. Saints VL (Thomas} 247 Til he thocht quhat vyse
he micnt torment bam. c 1375 Ibid. xiii. (Marcus) 180 pat
stand one fut na man macht. &amp;lt; 1400 Adam Davy s Dreams
14 He ne mi^th hennes goo ne ride. 1415 SIR T. GRRY in

43 Dtp. Kprs. Rep. 583, I said treuly 1 meghte not but I

wolde cum. c 1440 Get ta Ron. Hii. 233 He lernid to be a

phisicien,that myte be in eny place. 1470-85 MALOKY^? //tr
in. xi. in Rydynge..as fast as she iny,t dryue. ^1529
SKELTON Wofftilty Araid 33 in Wks. (Dyce) I. 142 What

I suffir more Than I haue don ? 1536 Anc. Cat. R(.
(1889) I. 499 In that he mythe. .obtayne the kyng
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hys vaverys. 1553 EDEN Treat. Ncwe Ind. (Arb.) 6 It

myghte happelye haue comen to passe. 1567 Satir. Poeuis

Reform, iii. 60 He mycht baue bene ane marrow to ane
Quene. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 168 Would I might But
euer see that man. 1819 TENNANT Papistry Storm d 11827)
116 A man mith weel had heard the clutter, .o their chafts.

b. 2nd pers. sing. Forms : I meahtest, (Subj.

meahte), Northumb. meehtest, (mihtes, mseht-

(t)es &amp;lt;J), 1-3 mihtest, 2 mahtest, myhtes, 2-3
myhtest, 3 mihtes, Ormin mihhtesst, 4 mihtes,
4-5 mihtest, 5 my^t-, mightist, myghttyst, 4-
mightest.
c 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xx. (Sedgefield) 48 Mid hu micelan

feo woldest bu ba habban jeboht (jat 5u switole mihtest toe-
nawan bine frind & 5ine fynd ? agoo CVNRWULF Crist 1431
paet..bu meahte minum weorban m^-wlite xelic. (&quot;950

Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 37 Ne maehtes [R?tsfnv. mashttes,
Ags. & tlatton mihtes] Su an hull ^ewaeccae? 1154 O. E.
Citron, an. 1137 (MS. E), Wei bu myhtes faren all a daeis
fare sculdes thu neure finden man in tune sittende. 1175
Lamb. Horn. 29 Hu mahtest bu gan to bine a^ene liche 5if
bin hefet were offe ? c 1200 ORMIN 5160 5iff batt tu mihhtesst
lufenn Godd. &amp;lt;ri2os LAY. 28112 $et pu mihtest be awreken.
c 1275 Passion our Lord 168 in O. E. Misc. 42 Ne Myhtestu
onetyde wakien myd me? a 1300 Cursor At. 13559 Art bou
not he pat jondir day mihtes not se ? a 1425 Ibid. 9847 (Trin.)

pus mi^testou selcoup calle If bou him say. 1509 BARCLAY
SAjf ofPolys (1570) 62 Then wouldest thou gladly (if thou
might) do well. 1535 COVERUALE Ps. l[i]. 4 That thou
mightest he Justified in thy saynges. [So 1611.] 1567 Satir.
Poems Reform, viii. 48 War nocht cf faith defendit, . .Than
pow myt writte in gennerall.

c. plural. Forms : i meahton (Subj. -en),
mihton, Northumb. msehtun, -on, meejhton,
meehtes, mashtses, (t-2 mihte, myhte we, etc.),
2 mehten, miht(i), mioht(i), 2-4 mihten, (3
meehte, mahte, mijjte), 3-4 myhten, mi;tin,
mi5tten,my3tten,4-smi3ten,my5ten,myghten,
4- as in ist and 3rd pers. sing.
Beatuulfy^ Him ba hildedeor hof modijra torht setashte,

baet hie him to mihton se^mim gangan. 1:950 Lindisf.
Cosp. Matt. xii. 14 Huu nine maehtes to lose jedoa [Vulg.

257

. 326 And bebyrijdc
on. ii .. O. E. Chron. an. 1066 (MS. C), pet hi ne micte

j&amp;gt;a

brigge oferstijan. c 1175 Lain!:. Horn. 129 And ne mehten
per naleng etstonden. c 1250 Pr.ni. SElfred 31 in O. E.
Misc. 104 How ye myhte [c i275\vemi}tin] worldes wrbsipes
welde. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 202 Wher the! the profit
mihten cacche. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. i. 279 That in tho
citees the peple of clerkis myhten.. dwelle. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur iv. v. 125 He was so heuy that an C men myght
not lyfte hyt vp. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting w. Kennedie 468
Thay inicht haue tane the collum at the last. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. iv. 27 Two iron Coffers, .full as they might hold.

1596 DALRYMPI.E tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 93 That, .quhen
thay walde thay myt schote. .a darte.

0. mought (m&amp;lt;?ut).
Now dial. (This form

had an extensive literary currency in the i6th and
1 7th c.

;
it is often difficult to distinguish from the

archaic MOTE v., which was by confusion fre

quently written mought.*) Forms: i-2muhte, 4-5
moht, mo3t(e, moghte, moujt, raowcht, mujt,
rnught, 4-6 moght, moeht, (4 mouht, raouoht(e,
raouthe, mouct(h)e, mowete, 5 mowjt, mouth,
mowth, 6 moughte, 8 mueht, 9 mowt, mout,
mught), 6- mought. Also -2nd pers. sing: 6-7
mought(e)st; pi. 1-2 muhton, -en, 4 mojten, etc.
O.E. Ckron. an. 992 (MS. E), jif hi muhton bone here

ahwaer betrKpJjen. Ibid. an. 1004 He ba jegaderode his

fyrde dislice swa he swySost muhte. Ibid. an. 1140 pa hi
ne leng ne muhten bolen ba stali hi ut & flu^en. a 1300
Cursor M. 2085 He liued lelly quylist he mo}!. Ibid.
14830 And quar-for sent we yow . . Bot for to tak him if

yee moght [Trin. moujt]? 13.. Gam. ff Gr. Knt. 1953
pay maden as mery as any men molten, c 1375 Cursor M.
12686 (Fairf.) His knes ware bolned squa bat he mu?t vn.
nebes ga. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 890 pat
mycht na man . . Sa wel do as he mowcht. c 1400 Cursor Af.

23223 (Edinb.) Quil bou moht turn bin hand about, it sud
worise wit-outen dout. c 1450 [bid. 16538 (Laud) They seid
it not mowth. c 1473 RanfCoilyar 492, I vndertuk thay
suld be brocht, This day for ocht that be mocht. 1488 Ane.
Cal. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 493 A yeman.-keste a spere into
the see. .as far as he moghte. a 1520 SKELTON Col. Clonte
581 They mought be better aduysed Then to be so dysgysed.
a 1557 Mxs. M. BASSET tr. Mare s Treat. Passion M. s
Wks. 1310/1 The traytour mought haue caused hym and
hys dysciples to bee taken. 1563 TURBF.RV. Epit. elc. 25 b,
Thou hast fled the place. .Where thou moughtst chat with
me thy fill. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 42 So sound he slept,
that nought mought him awake. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
ii. Introd. 8 Wher such as were so disposed, mought give
themselves to Histories. 1638 QUARLES Emblems, Hiero^l.
vii. (1639) 347 There was no Cave-begotten damp that mought
Abuse her beams. 1690 in Wolseley Marlborough II. 212 Soe

mought as well, Sir, ax for one of their lives. 1849 C. BRONTE
Shirley viii, I mught as weel tell him that at t same time.

1885 Miss MUBFREE Prophet Gt. Smoky Mis. i. 27 They
mought jounce round hyar ez ef they war bereft o reason.

t5. Present Participle. 06s. Forms: I masende,
Kent, mesende, 4 mowende, 5 mouwynge,
mowing, -yng, 6 maeyinge.
8.. Kent. Glosses in Wr.-WCilcker 61/1 Nee nalens, na

me^ende. c 1000 /F.LFRIC Gram. (Z.) 251 Quiens, masende.
1382 WYCUF /V07-. vii. n Ne mowende in the hous abide slille
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with hir feet, c 1440 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. liv. 109 Peter
. .noght mouwynge reste. c 1450 Miroiir Saluaciouu 2672
Noght mowing dye in realle clothis of his deitee. 1487Will Knight (Somerset Ho.), Not mowyng for hastynesse
of deth to refo me his testament. 1556 Aurelio f, Isab.
(1608) M ix, Maeyinge suffer no more the loue & dcathu of
Aurelio.

t 6. Past Participle. Obs. Forms : 5 mowed,
mowte, mow(e, myght, 6 mought.
(1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxix. 298 Wee wolde han gon

toward the Trees
..jifwM had myght. c 1420 LVDG. Assembly

ofGods 1951, I wold haue be thens, yef I had mowte 1440
in Wars Eiig. in France (Rolls) II. 454 Whiche was not
lyke mowed to be borne. 1490 CAXTON ffmu to Die 7 Whan
the deuyll hath not mowe ne can not induce the man to goo
oute of the fayth. c 1500 Melusine 27 Themie he had nat
mow say one only word, c 1510 MORE Picas Wks. 7/2Ye haue mought oftentimes, & yet maie desceyue me.

t7. Verbal sb. MOWING, q.v. Obs.

B. Signification and uses.
I. As a verb of complete predication.

fl- intr. To be strong; to have power or in

fluence ; to prevail (over). With adv., (if) may
well -with: (it) can well support or endure. If I
may : if I have any power in the matter

; hence, if

I can avoid or prevent it. Ol&amp;gt;s.

InOE. ic mzr wcl=\ am in good health. [So MHG.
ich mag wot.]

l

c 823 Vesp. Psalter ix. 20 Aris dryhten ne me^ mon [Vulg.nan pranaleat homo\. c 1000 Sa.r. Lecchd. I. 300 Heo
maej wi3 maneg.t untrumnyssa. c. 1000 JV.u RIC Ceil, xxix
6 pa cwaeS he: Hu ma:* he? Hi^ cwicdon bast he wel
mihte. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 (MS. E), Hi. .raeucden
munekes & clerekes it ,-curic man other pc ouer myhte.
c 1200 ORMIN 8043 patt ifell gast ma oferr ba pan foll^henn
barrness baawess. c 1373 Cursor M. 5869 (Kairf.) pai salle
for-sob ifatte I may, wirfc ij dayes werk a-pon a day. c 1386
CHAUCER Frank!. T. 690 My body at the lecste way I her
shal no wight defoulen, if I may. 1393 LANCI. / . PI. C. xni.
191 Lynne-seed andlik-seed. .Aren noulitso worthy as whete,
ne so wel mowcn In be feld with be forst. 1398 TIIEVISA
Earth. De P. R. XII. xxvii. (1495) 429 The kite is a byrde
that maye well wyth traueylle. Ibid. xvln. Ixxxi. 833 Shepe
that haue longe taylles may worse wyth wynter than those
that haue brode taylles. c 1430 Pol. Rel. 4- L. Poems 197/93
For & bou ouer me my3tist, as y ouer ^ee may.
f b. With cognate obj. (might, power). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor i\l. 7708 He him soght Wit all be mightes
\Gott. miht] pat he mo^ht. Ibid. 18064 He bat suilkins

mightes moght. c 1373 HARBOUR Bruce in. 366 God help
him, that all mychtis may ! c 1470 HENRY Wallace in. 396
For all the power thai mocht.

II. As an auxiliary of predication ; with n fol

lowing simple inf., or with ellipsis of this.

May shares with various other auxiliary vbs. (as can, ivilt,
sltalt) the characteristic that the inflected past subjunctive
(though coinciding formally with the past indicative) retains
its original functions. Like other past subjunctives, &amp;gt;ni%ht

is frequently used in a sense which differs from that of &quot;the

present form not temporally but modally (partly correspond
ing to the present conditional of Romanic grammar). The
fact that might thus admits of three different meanings is :

sometimes productive of ambiguity, which has to be avoided
by recourse to some different form of expression. Further,
way agrees with certain other auxiliaries in having no pa.
pple. ; hence its

p_a.
t. is used with a following perfect in

finitive where logical correctness would require the plupf.
tense find, or subj.) of the auxiliary followed by a present
infinitive. Thus, in sense 3 below, he might do may be
paraphrased either he was free to do or he would be free
to do ; and he might have &amp;lt;rVH-either he had been free
to do or he would have been free to do .

2. Expressing ability or power ;
= CAN z/.l 4.

Obs. exc. arch.

9. . Durham Admon. in O. E. Texts 176 jif men ferlice

wyrde unsofte, o55e sprecan ne mae^e. c 1173 Cott. Horn.
\

229 Ne michti hi alle hin acwelle. }ef he sylf nold. c 1200
Trill. Coll. Hotn, 185 Swo muchel muriSe is in be bureh of

heuene, j&amp;gt;at
eie ne mai5 swo mucbel biholden. 1297 R.

GLOUC. (Rolls) 349 Corineus . . so strong was of honde . . him
ne mi}te no man ne no geant at stonde. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 577 A best bat men Lynx calles, J&amp;gt;at may se thurgh
thik stane walles. ^1386 CHAUCER Can. Yearn. Prol. 128
We mowen nat.. It ouer-take, it slit awey so faste. (-1440
Gesta Rom, xxxi. 115 (Harl. MS.) The Oynementes shal

lose his tethe, In so muche that he shalle not mow fight

ayenste the lenger. 1480 CAXTON Chron, Eng. cxxvii. 106

Charged with as moche gold and syluer as we mowe here

bitwene our handes. 1330 PALSGR. 670/1 He. .shotte at me
as harde as he myght drive. 1582 BENTLEY Mon. Matrones
ii. 14 No man may separate me from thee. 1627 DRAYTON
Nymphidia (1753) II. 460 Thy mighty strokes who may
withstand ? 1837 tsee 9 a l-

3. Expressing objective possibility, opportunity,
or absence of prohibitive conditions ;

= CAN v.1 6.

Now with mixture of sense 5.
&amp;lt;r888 K. /Et.FRF.n Boetli. xviii. 2 (Sedgefield) 42 Hu mas

Sasr. .synderlice anes rices monnes nama cuman ? 975
Rnshw. Gosp. Mark ii. 4 Hi ne msehtun xebringanhinehim
for men^o. cii7S Lamb. Horn. 15 }e hit ma^en when iwis

bet hit is al for ure sunne. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9 Plente
me may in engelond of alle gpde ise. 1386 CHAUCER Prol.

301 But al bat he myghte of his freendes hente, On.Jernyng
he it spente. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ii. 10 Cedre may not, in

Erthe ne in Watre, rote, c 1450 Merlin i. 22 Alle these

thynges , quod Merlyn,
* ne mowe the hynder in body, ne in

sowle . 1481 E. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 278 Lete me have
knowlache of ^our mynde . . whan }e shall moun be in this

cuntre. 1326 Pilgr. Per/. (W.deW. 1531) 5 b, For the lawe

myght not delyuer them. 1623 WEBSTER Duchess Malfi in.

i, A Count ! he s a meere sticke of sugar-candy, (You may
looke quite thorough him). 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. I. 64 And
when thou comest there, from thence, ..thou maist see to the

Gate of the Coelestial City. 1781 COWPER Ilofe 209 A soldier

MAY.
may be anything, if brave. 1833 TENNYSON Two Voices MI

e knows a baseness in his blood At such strange war with
something good, He may not do the thing he would 1881

&amp;gt;, i j S WAV B
&quot;.

d T getk &quot;- I- 55 Different people mayhold different opinions as to whether life is pleasanter in
large cities or small towns. 1903 D. M LEAN Stud. Apostles
iv. 58 You may force fruit, but you cannot force flavour.

*\ b. The pa. t. indicative in this sense (he might
he had opportunity to

, it was possible for
him to ) is, exc. in actual or virtual obliqua oratio,now obsolete, on account of the tendency to inter

pret might as subjunctive. In poetry might was
sometimes nearly equivalent to did .

This use is
strikingly characteristic of the style of Gibbon

as is also that explained under 5 c
;

it is often difficult to
determine which of the two senses he intended.
a 1450 Kut. lie la Tour 23 She was a ladi of Fraunce, that

might spende more thanne fyue hundred pounde bi yeere
5 5 lir. WEST in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 182 He that

in a lytell tyme past myght spend a hundreth poundes by
! yere.maynottattthysdayspendxx&quot;. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglo s

\ etc. (Arb.) 109 And there 1 might disc-erne the Byrd s that

spnge
m euery tree. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 92 Toward

that shade I might behold addrest, The King and his com
panions. 1676 G. TOWERSON Decalogue 384 In ihe infancyof the world such a practice might be. .r.ece^sary to the
peopling of it. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ff F. xxx. (1828) IV. 51
But the reign of Stilicho drew towards its end

;
and the proud

minister might perceive the symptoms of his approachinc
disgrace.

C. Of an event or state of things.
(11300 Cursor M. 18964 Hu..mai it be, pat vr langage

spek ]&amp;gt;ai bus? 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 330 Bot thei him
|

tolde it mai noght be. 1449 Will Dolman (Somerset Ho.),
After the discrecyonof myne ExLCiito r

&amp;gt; as be shal mow seme
i most.. expedient. 1590 SI-E.NSF.R / . Q. i. vi. 39 Ah ! dearest

Lord
, (quoth she) how might that bee, And he the stoutest~:.^
, v ^iiv, iiutv iuiiiL MI.ii ucc, miu lie Ule siouiesi

knight that ever wonne? 1

1896 Law Times C. ^08/2 One
third, as nearly as may be, of the

d. const, passive inf.

B.. Kent. Glosses in Wr.-Wiilcker 56/27 Et..)ton italcnt

eo!pa&amp;gt;ari, and ne ma^on bion wiSmetene. c 1290 Maf&amp;gt;tta&amp;gt;

lct:a 102 in S. /Tw^. Leg. 465 ludas. .seide it mai beon
i-sold ful deore to Dugge with muchel mete . 1340 HAM-
POLE Pr. Cause. 1194 Worldes worshepe may becald Noght
elles but vanite. c 1386 CHAL CKR Pars. T. p 213 Ther is

noon oother name, .by which a man maybe saued but oonly
Ihesus. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. xv. 93 A bedde arayetl
with clothe of gold the rychest that myghte be thought.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Pecws ii. 95 Thair wes no deth mycht be

deyynd. 1563 Homilies n. Excess of Apfarcl (1859) 39
With whose traditions we may not be led, if we give ear to
St. Paul. ^1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 480 We
have done nothing that may not beabiden by. 1741 WATTS
Iinprov. Mind ii. i When this observation relates to any
thing that immediately concerns ourselves, .it may be called

Experience. 1800 WORDSW. Midtael 481 The remains Of
the unfinished Sheep-fold may be seen Heside the boisterous
brook of Greenhead Ghyll.

t e. Coupled with can. Obs.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 (MS. E), I ne can ne i ne mai
tcllen alle |?e wunder. ^1380 WYCLIF M ks. (1880) 116 Wise
cletkis..f&amp;gt;at myjten, couden, and wolden teche ^e peple \&amp;gt;e

gospel. (-1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 1454 Now helpe me,
lady, sith ye may and kan. 1486 m Four C. Eng. Lett.
(1880) 7 Or ellis resorteageyn toseintuary, if he can or maie.

t f. In ME. poetry often in the formula as ye
may hear (or lere), where shall would now be used.
c 1250 Doomsday 74 in O. E. Misc. 166 Wi3 |?e sunfule also

5e mahen ihere GoS awariede gostes feondes ifere. c 1330
Assump. Virg. 4 (B.M.MS.) 3if ?e wille to me here, Off

pwre ladi ;e maj lere. c 1425 Sei en Sag. (P.) 457 [She] went
into a chambyr i-fere, And ful evyly, as ;e mowe byte.

t g. occas. might = was *
fit to. Obs.

14.. Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems 279/138 Here tendre hert myth
breste on iij Quan she sau heresone fre On rode hys lyf lete.

h. In poetry, might is sometimes used to express

past habit = used to,
( would .

1819 KEATS Lamia 18 And in those meads uhere some
times she might haunt, Were strewn rich gifts.

i. Might (subj.) is often used colloq, (a) with

pres. inf. to convey a counsel or suggestion of

action, or a complaint that some action is neglected;

(/;)
with perf. inf. to express a complaint that some

not difficult act of duty or kindness has been

omitted.

1864 MEREDITH Emilia xxv, I dare say he dined early in

the day ,
returned Emilia.. . Yes, but he might laugh, all

the same. 18946. M. FsHN/tt^&ffftf Valley I. 147 They
might have offered to help us. . said Aunt Ecclesia, pettishly,

4. Expiessing permission or sanction : To be

allowed (to do something) by authority, law, rule,

morality, reason, etc.

a 1000 Last Judgment 3 (Gr.) Oft maeg se
\&amp;gt;e

wile in his

sylfes sefan soS jjejrencan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 2

Ne miht |?u lencg tun-scire bewitan. a iz2$Ancr. R.-p. xxiv,

Of t?e Binges (?e 36 mahen underuon & hwet Binges }e mahen
wlten o5er habben. c 1430 LVDG. Contpl. Bl. Knt. vi, Who-so
that wolde frely mightegoon Intothispark. c 1449 PECOCK

Repr. i. xx. 120 Where is it in Holi Scripture groundid..
that men schulden or misten lauswe? 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur \. \. 35 And yf he wille not come at your somons
thenne may ye do your best. issoCROWLEY^oi/ Trumpet
397 Thou maist not grudge or repine Agaynst thy kynge in

any wise. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. April 91 Pan may be

proud, that euer he begot such a Bellibone. ( 1622 FORD,
etc. Witch Edmonton \. ii, He likes Kate well. I may tell

you, I think she likes him as well. 1646 I. HALL Horx
Vac. 129 Illusory deceits may not bee done though to a good
end. 1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1662) 28 Justice did

but (if I may so speak) play and sport together in the busi-

nesse. 1781 COWPER Conversat, 293 An argument of co

gence, we may say, Why such a one should keep himself
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away. 1784 Lett. Honoria ff Marianne III. 115 If one.,
considers the motives which influence to it, we may Indeed
beamazed. 1818 CRUISE Digest (t&. 2) III. 114 Thegrantor
says, you may go in this particular line, but I do not give

you a right to go either on the right or left. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond in. xiii, May we take your coach to town ? I saw it

in the hangar.

^1 b. Law. In the interpretation of statutes, it

has often been ruled that may is to be understood

as equivalent to shall or must.

1728 SKINNER K. B. Rep. 370 For may in the Case of a

publick Officer is tantamount to shall, 1782 ATKYNS Chan
cery Rep, III. 166 The words shall andmay in general acts

of parliament, or in private constitutions, are to be construed

imperatively, they must remove them. 1873 BLACKBURN in

Law Rep., 8 Q. B. 482 There is no doubt that may , in

some instances, especially where the enactment relates to

the exercise of judicial functions, has been construed to give
a power to do the act, leaving no discretion as to the exer
cise of the power.
5. Expressing subjective possibility, i.e. the ad-

missibility of a supposition.
a. (with pres. inf.) In relation to the future

(may = perhaps will ).

c 1205 LAY. 31098 purh hire bu miht biwinnen lufe of hire

cunnen. a 1300 Cursor M. 11963 Vr neghburs mat \Fairf,
wil, Trin. wol] bam on vs wreke. r 1369 CHAUCER Detke
Blaitnche 556 And telleth me of your sorwes smerte Par-
avnture hit may ease youre herte. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 88 What harmes and inconueinencesmow come therof
to the foule body, a 1533 LD. HERNERS Huon xci. 311 Yf

ye go not to my brother for socoure ye may happeto repent
it. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jut. in. iv. 25 It may be thought
we held him carelesly. Being our kinsman, if we reuell

much, 1621 FLETCHtiK Wild Goose Chase iv. ii, Stick to

that truth, and it may chance to save thee. 1677 FEI.THAM
Resolves i. Ixxi. 109 .Miseries, that but may come, they an

ticipate and send for. 1711 STF.ELE Sped. No. 95 p 5 The
Improvement of our Understandings may, or may not, beof
Service to us, according as it is managed. 1871 MORLKY
Voltaire (1886) 10 The violent activity of a century of great
change may end in a victory.

b. (with pres. inf.) In relation to the present

(way be or do = perhaps is
*
or does *).

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 48 Ther is manye of yow Faitours,
and so may be that thow Art riht such on. a 1400 Rclig.
Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 2 Perawnter be defaute may be in

thaym bat hase baire saules for to kepe. 1707 CHAMBERLAYNE
-V/. Gt. Brit. in. xi. 428 The next thing remarkable in the

City of London, may be the Bridge. 1751 Affecting Narr.
Wager 8 What I have said may seem oddly introduced
here. 1855 M. ARNOLD Summer Night 84 A tinge, it may
be, of their silent pain. 1875 JowKTT/Yrt/0 (ed. 3) I. 463, I

dare say, my friend, that you may be right.

c. In the 1 8th c. it was common to MS^ might be

or do in the sense of perhaps was or did . This
is now rare.

The now current form may have been or done (5 d) is

more logical, as the subjective possibility is a matter of
the speaker s present.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1811) II. xxix. 297 Your
father, my dear, (but you might not know that,) could have
absolved you from this promise. 1762 HURD Lett. Chiv, fy

Rom. 85 After all, these two respectable writers might not
intend the mischief they were doing, c 1789 GIBBON Auto-
I iog, (18961 258 After the publication of my Essay, I revolved
the plan of a second work; and a secret Genius might
whisper in my ear that [etc.]. 1834 7^ractsfor Times No.
22. p. 3 All along the whole length of the garden (which
might be perhaps nearly one hundred yards), .he had fixed
. .stakes. 1862 BORROW Wild Wales xcv. It might be about

half-past two in the afternoon when I left Lampeter.
d. (with perf. inf.) In relation to the past (may

have been or done = l

perhaps was
*

or did
, per

haps has been or * done
*).

1682 PRIDEAUX Lett. (1875) 131 It is not Alestre, y* book
sellers son, whom you may have known. 1860 R. WILLIAMS
in Ess. ff Rev, 91 Reverence, or deference, may have pre
vented him from bringing his prayers into entire harmony
with his criticisms. 1879 Miss BRADDON Cloven Foot xxxii,
The husband, or lover, may have been out of the way.
6. Uses of the pa. t. subj. (in any of the senses 2-5)

in the statement of a rejected hypothesis (or a
future contingency deemed improbable) and its

consequences.
a. in the protasis. (In poetry, sometimes with

inversion: might I = ifI might.}
a. 1175 Coti. Horn. 233 Mihti efre isi, Na ^ewold ham selfe

to bi^eten wrldlic echte. cizoo ORMIN 5160 %ift bait tu
mihhtesst lufenn Godd Swa batt itt ware himm cweme
Wibbutenn lufe ortiwhillc mann. pa mihhtesst tu ben borr-

;henn Wibbutenn lufe off iwhillc mann. a 1300 Cursor HI.

4123 To stint wald he, if he moght, pe folypat his breber

thoght, 1470 Gaw. &amp;lt;$

Gol. 422 Gif pament or praier mught
mak that purchese. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. March 53Mought her necke bene joynted attones, She shoulde have
neede no more spell. 1594 MARLOWE & NASH Dido in. in,
And mought I Hue to see him sacke rich Thebes..Then
would I wish me with AnchisesTpmt)e. 1607 SHAKS. Timon
I. ii. 90 Might we haue that happinesse . . we should thinke
our selues for euer perfect. 1617 Hi EROS Wks. II. 88 Dauid
..mought he haue had his cnoise .. no doubt he would
rather haue had one little drop of mercy. 1807 BYRON Hours
ofIdlenesst Oh ! might I kiss those eyes of fire, A million
scarce would quench desire.

b. in the apodosis, might would be able to,

would be allowed to, would perhaps.
r888 K. ^EI.FRFD Boetk. vii. iii. (Sedgefield) 17 xif baet

bine agne welan waeron be bu mandest paet Jm forlure, ne
meahtest bu hi na forleosan. cxaoo[seea]. c 1374 CHAUCER
Compl. Mars 205 Yf that lelosie hyt knewe They myghten
lyghtly ley her hede to borowe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
iv. xxii. 148 For and he wold haue foughte on foote he
myghte haue had the better of the ten knyghtes. 1664

J. WILSON Projectors i, You mought have come up a pair
of stairs higher if you had pleas d. 1697 DRVDEN Virg.
Georg. iv. 704 A Fault which easie Pardon might receive,
Were Lovers Judges, or cou d Hell forgive. 1764 FOOTE
Mayor ofGarratt i. (1783) 24 If the war had but continued
awhile, I don t know what mought ha been done. 1875
TENNYSON Q, Afary i. iii, So you would honour my poor
house to-night, We might enliven you. 1895 R. L. DOUGLAS
in Bookman Oct. 23/1 Had he but shown a little more
firmness and astuteness, he might have secured infinitely
better terms than he did.

C. with suppressed protasis.
971 Blickl. Horn. 69 To hwon sceolde beos smyrenes J&amp;gt;us

beon to lore jedon ? eabe heo mehte beon xeseald to brim
hunde pene^a. c 1*30 Half Meid. 3 Fleschliche bohtes,
bat. .maken be to benchen. .Hu muche god mihte of inker
streon maxen. 2350 Will. Palerne 5354 No tong mi^t telle

be twentibe parte Of be mede to menstrales bat mene time
was seue. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 21 Of bis Matere I

mihte Momele ful longe. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes i \Verkes that myght be most acceptable to hym.
1576 FLEMING Panopl.Epist.v^j, I my selfe seeme to.. con
sume the time, which otherwise on my booke mought be

employed. 1595 SHAKS. John \. i. 123 Your father might
haue kept This calfe..from all the world. 1621 HP. MOUN-
TAGU Diatril-3eg-$ Diuers haue. .protested against the taking
or holding Parsonages as Lay-fees, when they mought haue
had them vpon good Purchase. 1796 HUNTER \x.St,-Picrre s

Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 477 The same doubts might be started,

respecting the nature of Water. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vi.

i. P 14 Three figures such as ours might have dumbfounded
a better man. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess, (1889) I. 15 In the sixth

century.. a conscientious bishop might be truly said to place
his life In jeopardy every hour. 1860 R. WILLIAMS in Ess.

fy Rev. 92 note, One might ask, whether the experience of
our two latest wars encourages our looking to Germany.
1891 Speaker 2 May 533/1 The book is very much what
might have been expected from the author.

^ d. In the perfect tense have was sometimes

dropped.
1440 in Wars Eng. in France (Rolls) II. 450 And it had

ben wel gouverned, [it] might many a yeere susteyned youre
werres. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. 402 He might wel

escaped, if he had wolde.

7. In questions, may with inf. is sometimes sub
stituted for the indicative of the principal vb. to

render the question less abrupt or pointed.
15.. Kyngfy Herntyt 143 in Hazl. E.P.P. I. igThewey

to the towne if I schuld wynd, How fer may it be? a 1721
PRIOR Phillis s Age i How old may Phillis be, you ask.

1798 WORDSW. We are seven 14 Sisters and brothers, little

maid, How many may you be? 1886 W. J. TUCKER E*
Europe 401 What may you want with our schoolmaster?

b. Similarly might.
1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Laiu v. i, And which might be

your faire Bride sir? 1630 DEKKER 2nd Pt. Honest Wh. v.

ii, What mought I call your name, pray?
8. As an auxiliary of the subjunctive mood.
a. Since the desire for an end involves the desire

for the possibility of the end, may in sense 3 in

combination with an inf. is used, in clauses in

volving the idea of purpose or contemplated result,

to express virtually the same meaning as the sub

junctive of the principal verb. Hence this combina
tion has come to serve as a periphrastic subjunctive,
which has in ordinary prose use superseded the

simple subjunctive in final clauses.

(a) in final clauses introduced by that or lest ;

also occas. with ellipsis of that (e.g. after to the

end}.
c 900 tr. Bzeda s Hist. it. i. (Schipper) 107 Onfoh bu corf^e

lichaman of binum Hchaman jenumen, j&amp;gt;a:t
bu hine eft a^yfan

mx-^e, bonne hine God liffeste. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark
iii. 10 Hiaraesdonon him Alette hine hie ^ehrindon rr/hrina
maihtses. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 229 pa wercte he fe!e wundra
bat men mihten ^elefen bat he was godes beam, c 1273
Sinners fteivare 30 in O. E. l\/isc. 73 Makie we us dene
and skere pat we englene ivere Mawe beon. a lyaoCursor
M. 14578 pat agh be drau be folk emid, |&amp;gt;at

bai pe bab mai
se and here. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret. , Priv. Priv, 205 Youre
lyght so lyght afore men that thay mowen See youre goode
workys. 1540-1 ELVOT Image Gov. 2, I wyshed that it had
been published m suche a lounge, that moe men mought
understande it. 1559 [see LEST i c]. i6$a T. WRIGHT tr.

Camus Nat. Paratiox vm. 176 To the end
t&amp;gt;y

his return
thou maist give o r complaining. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 170 P 7 Lest my appearance might draw too many
compliments. 1807 Med. yrnl. XVII. 342, I took several
children to see the woman . . that they might behold the
nature of the disease.

(6} in relative clauses with final meaning.
c 1220 Bestiary 627 in O. E. Misc. 20 For he ne hauen no

liS c5at he mu^en risen wiS. c 1250 G?H. $ Ex. 573 Al-mi^tin
god him bad it so, And mete quorbi &ei mitten huen. 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxv. (TJtadee) 127 Scho..lefit a hole

quhare men mocht reke hyre mete, as bame thocht. 1638
LISLE A. S. Monum,, Lord s P. T 3 b. Whereby they mought
the better serue their God. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1726) 8

Then let me something bring May Handsel the new year to

Charles my king. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 170 F 3 My
mother sold some of her ornaments to dress me in such a
manner as might secure me from contempt. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 201 It was not easy to devise any expedient
which might avert the danger.

(c} in clauses depending on such vbs. as wish,
demand^ desire, beseech, and their allied sbs.

c IOOO^ELFRIC Horn. (ThJ I. 152 Hwzt wylt Su bait ic Je
do? He cwaeS, Drihten, pst ic mage ^eseon. 1390 GOWER
Conf. I. 10 Unto the god ferst thei besoughten. .That thei

myhten fle the vice Which Simon hath in his office. 1432 Pas*
ton Lelt. I. 32 The said Erie dcsireth. -that he may putte
hem from, .occupacion of the Kinges service. \yfiSt. Papers
Hen. y/II, XI. 162 Wiichyng that, if yt shall so happen,
I mought be agaynst that tyme ready armyd. 1549 Bk.

Com. Prayer^ Coll. ist Sund. after Epipk., Graunt that

they male both perceaue and knpwe what tninges they ought
to do. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 168 Would I might But
euer see that man. 1670 J. SMITH Eng. Improy. Revived
13 It is my great request to God that there might not be
one Family in England want bread. 1771 [see 9 a], 1781
COWPER Conrersat. 124 He humbly hopes presumes it

may be so. 1834 Tractsfor Times No. 22. p. ii, I desired
he might come to me into my Study. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng.\. I. 572 He.. demanded that a large vessel.. might be
detained.

(d) in clauses (introduced by that, lesf] depend
ing on/ear vb. or sb., afraid, and the like.

1563 Homilies \\. (1859) 375 Continually to fear, not only
that we may fall as they did [etc.]. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE]
Hist, Iz stine in. 19 Fearing, least if the Lacedemonians
shoulde be the first that violated the league, they might
haue seized thereupon. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig.
i. 67 Be not highminded, but fear. .least tbou also maist be
cut off. 1691 [see FEAR r. 4bJ. 1816 [see AFRAID ac].

b. In exclamatory expressions of wish, may with

the inf. is synonymous with the simple pres. subj.,

which (exc. poet, and rhet.) it has superseded.
f
The subject normally follows way, but examples are found

in the older lang. in which this is not so.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tamburl. i. i, Long Hue Cosroe,

mighty Emperour ! Cosr. And loue may neuer let me longer
Hue Ihen I may seeke to gratifie your loue ! 1593 SHAKS.
Ven. 8f Ad, 505 Long may they kisse ech other for this

cure ! 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref.T 3 Long may he reigne.

1634 MILTON Comus 924 May thy brimmed waves for this

Their full tribute never miss. 1647 Fletcher s Woman s

Prize Prol., Which this may prove ! 1712 TICKELL Sped.
No. 410 f 6 But let my Sons attend, Attend may they Whom
Youthful Vigour may to Sin betray. 17x7 Entertainers
No. 2. 7 Much good may it do the Dissenters with such

Champions. 1786 C. SIMEON in \V. Carus Life (1847) 7 1

May this be your blessed experience and mine. 18^0
DICKENS Old C. Shop viii, May the present moment

,
said

Dick,. . be the worst of our lives !

C. Might is also used to express a wish, esp.
when its realization is thought hardly possible.
This use appears to be developed from the hypothetical

use (6 a).

a 1400-50 Alexander 1605 (Ashm.)
(

Ay mo}t \Dnbl. mottj
he lefe, ay mo;! he lefe quod ilka man twyse. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. V. n. ii. 98 Lord worship! might he be, what a
beard hast thou got 1852 M. ARNOLD To Marguerite,
CVw/Vi8 Oh might our marges meet again !

d. May with the inf. of a vb. is used (instead of

the simple indicative or subjunctive) to emphasize
the uncertainty of what is referred to :

(a} in indirect questions depending on such verbs

as ask, think, wonder, dotibt
t
and their allied sbs.

a noo Gere/a in Anglia IX. 261 pa;t he asece hu he
yrde

ma;3e fyrme jeforSian Sonne 5zs time sy. c 1205 LAY.
T ^753 Pa 3e* hi* weore a wene whar bu heo mihtes a^e.
c 1220 Bestiary 683 in O. E. Misc. 22 He..weren in Sov,
wu he mijten him helpen ovt. a 1250 Owl ft Night. 1581
*&amp;gt;at gode wif. .fondeth hu heo muhe [Jesns MS. mowe] Do
ing bat him beo Jdu^e. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s T. 53 Ne
;oude nat vs self deuysen how We myghte lyuen in moore

felicitee. c 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 508
And than he demaunded of his seruauntes what it might be

[Fr. orig. quec estoitqii ilauoit}. 1795 COLERIDGE Condones
62 On her enquiring what might be the price of the jewels,
she is told, they were (etc.]. 1861 DASRNT Story Burnt Njal
II. i The Earl a^ked of what stock he might be.

() in clauses introduced by an indef. relative.

1530 PALSGR. 444/2 Be as be maye, vaille qttc vaille. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. \. iii. 146 Come what come may. a 1616
BEAUM. & FL. Qneen of Corinth \. i, I am confirm d Fall

what may fall. 1690 [see HOWEVER i c], 1711 ADDISON
Sptct. 46 P 6 However weary I may go to Bed, the Noise in

my Head will not let me sleep. 178* COWI-ER Hope 596 He
laughs, whatever weapon Truth may draw. z86x M. PATTI
SON Ess. (1889) I. 37 The preceptor, .whatever his other

qualifications may have been, had not earned his promotion
by his Latin style. 1870 RUSKIN Lect. Art (1875! 102 Those
ofyou who may intend passing their vacation in Switzerland.

1899 W. JAMES Talks to Teachers (1904) 57 A tactful teacher

may get them to take pleasure, .in preserving everydrawing
or map which they may make.

9. \Vith ellipsis of the infinitive.

a. In independent sentences, where the inf. is to

be supplied from a prec. sentence
;
or (more freq.)

in subord. clauses, where the inf. is to be supplied
from the principal clause,

a 1000 GutMac 1082 Aras Sa eorla wynn heard hyse.
snottor, swa he hrabost meahte. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke
xvi. 26

f&amp;gt;a

5e willaS heonon to eow faran ne ma^on. 1175
Lamb. Horn. 37 And helpen heom mid bon

f&amp;gt;e
bu ma^e.

c 1205 LAY. 3524 And help him nu for bu miht. c 1250 Hymn
\. 38 in Trin. Coll. Horn. App., pu me sschild }e from be
feonde ase bu ert freo & wilt & maucht. r 1300 Harrow.
Hfll 141 Kepe be $ates whoso mai. 138. WYCLIF Sel. Wks.
III. 510 Obere Crist my^te ^eve sich a reule . . and wolde not

..or ellis Crist wolde ordeyne sich a reule and myjte not.

c 1440 LOVE Bonavcnt. Mtrr. xii. 29 Here frendes comfort-
eden hem as bei myghten. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x.

xxxvi. 472 Kepe the as wel as euer thow mayst. 1513
DOUGLAS SEneis vi. v. 180 And fra his sorofull hart, as that

he mocht, Sum deil expellit hes the dolorus cair. 1547
}Iomilies \. Of Charity it. (1859) 72 To all such we ought,
as we may, to do good. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. K, n. i. 23 Things
must be as they may. 1615 W. BEDWELL Moham. Impost.
i. 29 A h. I know not whether I may aske that question, or

not. Sh. Yes, you may. 1689 A. ASHLEY in King Life
Locke 183 So far was I from learning the discretion I mought
by this that I grew worse than before. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl, 31 May, Perhaps I mistake his complaisance;
and I wish I may, for his sake. 1796 HUNTER tr. .$&quot;/.

Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 456 Be it as it may.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. n. xxiv, He joyed to see the

cheerful light, And he said Ave Mary, as well as he might.
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1851 E. FITZGERALD Eupkriinor (1904) 42 We think the
world is growing wiser ; it may in the end. 1857 M. ARNOLD
Rugby Chapel 34 We. .have endured Sunshine and rain as
we might. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad\t

Twill
do harm to take my arm. You may, young man, you may .

b. With ellipsis of a vb. of motion. Chiefly/^/.
BeowulfTH He on mode wearS forht on ferh5e ; no

\&amp;gt;y
XT

Cram meahte. 0.1000 Christ fy Satan 425 (Gr.) pact ic up
heonon mse?;e. 1154 O. E. Citron, an. 1131 (MS. E), pa;r
man him held baet hene mihte na east na west. 1330 Artk.
fif Merl. 7907 (Kolbing) For we no mow no whar oway. c 1386
CHAUCER Reeve s T. 197 For it was nyght and farther

myghte they noght. 1590 SHAKS. Afids. N. in. ii. 433 That
I may backe to Athens by day-light. 1596 i Hen. /K,
in. i. 142 The Moone shines faire, You may away by Night.

c. With ellipsis of do or be. Also in the phr.
Imay not hut = There is nothing for me to do but.

(Cf. sense i.)

Beowulft&3 (Gr.) Ic hine sweorde swebban nelle. .beah ic

eal mae^e, a 1000 Christ fy Satan 22 (Gr.) Duhte him on
mode, ^aet hit mihte swa, \&amp;gt;xt [etc.]. 1154 O. E. Chron.
an. 1132 (MS. E), fa he nanmor ne mihte. c 1330 K.
BRUNNE Medit. 522 pey bete hym..Tyl Jwy be wery and
mow no more. 1382 WYCLIF Wisd. XL 24 Thou hast merci
of alle, for alle thingus thou maist. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 89
He was a man that mochel myhte. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.^
Priv. Prti . 161 Who so will not whan he may, he shal not
when he wille. c 1450 Guy Wanv. (C.) 6947 He felle downe
and myght no more. 1556 Aurelio fy Isab. (1608) I !j, So
muche mighte her malice, that not oneley she sinnede, but
made hir husbande sinne. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd
III. 1317/2 Much maie that was not yet. 1597 MORLEY
Introd. Mus. 2 If it had beene the pleasure of him who may
all things. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. m. i. 30 The Moore replies.,
that in wholsome Wisedome He might not but refuse you.
1721 KELLY Scot. Prov. 169 He that may not as he will,
must do as he may.
10. For may well, may as well, see WELL adv.

11. as sb. An instance of what is expressed by
the vb. may ; a possibility.
1849 H. MILLER Footpr. Great. 248 Even were we to per

mit the sceptic himself to fix the numbers representative
of those several mays in the case.

f 12. In advb. phrases of the same type as and

equivalent in meaning to MAYHAP : may chance,
may-fall, may-fortune, may-tide. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2759 If

J&amp;gt;ou
bar findes.,

fifty
or fourte o

bi lele men, tuenti mai fall, or tuis fiue, ne sal pai alle haue
fmr-for liue? Ibid. 4977, etc. ^1375 BAKBOUR Bruce i\.

376 Thai that war vithin, ma fall, . . slepit all. c 1460
Towneley Myst. vi. 81 May tyde he will oure giftis take.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. John 7 Mafortune as then y*
tyme did not suffer so inexplycable a mi^terie to be put in

in deed. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xvi. (1887) 72 That
[dancing] onely is reserued, which beareth oftimes blame,
machance being corrupted by the kinde of musick.

May (rm~i), v.2 Obs. exc. arch, in pr. pple. : cf.

MAYING vbl. sb* [f. MAY sb$~\ intr. To take part
in the festivities of May-day or in the pleasures of
the month of May ;

to gather flowers in May.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xix. i. 773 Soo as the quene had

mayed and alle her knyghtes alle were bedasshed with
herbys mosses and floures. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 131

Ladyes to dance full sobirly assayit, Endlang the lusty

rywir so thai mayit. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint s Trag. n. x.

[ix.], Oh ! that we two were Maying Over the fragrant leas.

tlbj|9-*0fe [Aphetic f. AMAY.] trans. To
dismay. Also intr. To be dismayed.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 978 Ac wan Charlis hit wiste & sej for

hymen hym gan to maye. c 1400 Beryn 1685 Full sore he
gan to may. a 1400-50 Alexander 3010 Mayes [Dubl. MS.
mayse] no:jt 3our hertis. Ibid. 5399 Oure mode kyng was
so maled myndles him semed. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus n.

314 In all my dayis was I not half sa mayt.

May, dial. f. MAKE v.\ var. Mo Obs., more.

May- : see MAI-.

Ii Maya (ma-ya). [Skr. mdyd.] Illusion : a

prominent term of Hindu philosophy.
1823 COLEBROOKE in Trans. Roy. Asiatic Soc. (1827) I. 30.

1827 Ibid. (1830) II. 39 The notion that the versatile world
is an illusion (mdyd). 1878-9 J. CAIRO Pkilos. Relig. (1880)

339 Religion, .teaches us that only by looking on the world
and the lust thereof as Maya ,

as illusion) vanity, decep
tive appearance, can we get near to God.

May-apple. U.S. [MAY s6.3]
1. An American herbaceous plant, Podophyllum

peltatum, bearing a yellowish, egg-shaped fruit,
which appears in May.
Called also duck sfoot, hog apple* ivild lemon, mandrake.
1733 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 2), Anapodophyllan, Duck s

foot, or Poniuni Afaiale, i.e. May-apple.. .This Plant was
brought from America. 1788 J. MAY Jrnl. &amp;lt;$

Lett. (1873)
97, I ate frequently of the May-apple, which is of a very
agreeable flavor, and resembling pine-apple. 1876 HARLEY
Jlfaf. Med. (ed. 6) 777 The May Apple is common.. along
the eastern side of North America.
2. =

honeysuckle-apple : see HONEYSUCKLE 8.

1872 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms 400 The same term
of May-Apple is not unfrequently applied to a large, globu
lar excrescence produced by the sting of a wasp on the
miniature flowers of the Swamp Honeysuckle, and.. occa
sionally to the shrub itself.

May-be, maybe (m^-b/), adv., sb., and a.

arch, and dial. Also dial, mebbe, mebbios, etc.

(see E. D. D.). [Shortened from it may be : cf.

MAY-FALL, MAYHAP, and F. peut-gtre,]
A. adv. Possibly, perhaps. Sometimes used like

a conj. with a dependent that (cf. ^ t petit-fare que).

259

&amp;lt;&quot;45 Cursor Af. 17553 (Trin.) May be \Cott. mai fall)
sum goost awey him ledde.

1559 MASSINGKR, etc. Old Law
ill. ii, May.be, some fairy s child . . Has pissed upon that
side. 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. 175 This, maybe, was
the reason some imagin d Hell there. 1733 SWIFT Apol.
\Vks. 1755 IV. i. 209 Impossible ! it can t be me. Or may
be I mistook the word. 1848 THACKERAY Lett. 28 July, Our
Lord speaking quite simply to simple Syrian people, a child
or two maybe at his knees. 1866 DASKNT Gisli 22 Maybe
that others than Arnor utter this. 1871 R. ELLIS \r. Catullus
Ixii. 46 Maybe for all they chide, their hearts do inly de
sire thee.

B. sb. What may be; a possibility, possible
contingency.
a 1586 SIDNEY Sonn. in Arcadia etc. (1625) 525 And thus

might I for feare of may be, leaue The sweet pursuit of my
desired prey. 1603 X. BRKTON Post with, a Mad Packet i.

xhi, May be is a doubt, but what is must be regarded. 1615
DAY Festivals xii. 335 Without all Maybees, the Lord is

never more gracious to his Servants. 1756 Monitor No. 9.
II. 9, I will not. .be scared out of my senses by improbabili
ties and maybe s. 1892 A. BIHRKLL Res Judic. vi. i68[He]
objected to our carrying on a flirtation with mystic maybe s

and calling it Religion.
Proverbs (tunningfy). 1721 KELLY Seal. Prov., Maybes

are no aye honey-bees. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Coaversat. i. 19
May-bees don t

fly now, Miss.
C. adj. Which are possibly to come.

1687 DKYDEN 1/imtff P. m. 294 Those may-be years thou
hast to live.

Ma-y-bug. [MAY sl&amp;gt;.3]
The cockchafer

; also
the CHOW.
1698 FHOGLK I oy. 48 The Colibrie is a small bird, no

bigger than a May-bugg. 1712 [see COCKCHAKKR]. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. 11862) II. iv. vi. 542 The May-bug, or
dorr-beetle. 1884 Christian ll orld 18 Sept. 697/2 The
sparrow, .eats chovies

, or May bugs.

May-bush. [MAY rf.a] a. A branch of haw
thorn, b. The hawthorn or may-tree.
1579 SPENSER Slupli. Cal. May 34 O that I were there, To

helpell the Ladyes their Maybush beare. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal in. xxii. 1146 Many do call the tree it selfe the May
bush, as a chiefe token of the comming in of May. 1598
FLORIO, Bagaiti, the wbite-thorne, hawthorne tree, or lan-
douers maie bush. 1727 W. MATHER Yng.Matfs Coiup. 126
Scandalous Sports and Pastimes, such as May-Bushes,
Morris. Dancing. 1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist. J. Juniper II.

136 His lawney face looked just like that of a chimney
sweeper s boy peeping through his may-bush. 1861 NEALE
Notes Eccl. ff Pict. Dalmatia, etc. 164 Red May-bushes
sending out their fragrance.

May-butter. [MAY sb.?&amp;gt;: cf. F. beurre dc
mai. } Unsalted butter preserved in the month of

May for medicinal use (see quot. 1615).
1584 COGAN Haven Healtli cxcvi. (1612) 157 Yet would I

wish that such as haue children to bring vp, would not be
without May butter in their houses. 1614 MAKKHAM Cheap
Husb. i. Ix. 37 Take the leaues of wilde N epe . . and beating
them in a mortar with May- Butter, apply it. 1615 I:n^.
Hoitse-u. II. iv. 113 If during the month of May before you
salt your butter you saue a lumpe thereof and put it into a
vessel!, and so set it into the sunne the space of that moneth,

you
shall finde it exceeding . . medicinable for wounds. 1660

M. R. Exact Ace. Receipts 10 A pound of May-butter.
b. In fig. and proverbial use.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Anstu. Darel 224 Not any other
but

May-butter it selfe could possiblie melt in their mouthes.
a 1825 FLETCHER Noble Gent. i. i, Mad as May-butter. 1653
WALTON Angler iv. 115 You see it rains May-butter.

Maychance : see MAY v.1

Maycock (mti kpk). U.S. Forms: 6 ma-
oooqwer, 7 macokos, macocquer, 8 macoquer,
7- macock, 8-9 raaycock. [Algonquin (Pow-
hattan dialect) mahcawq (vocabulary in Strachey
Virginia 1612).] A kind of melon.
1588 T. HARIOT Virginia n. C 2 b, They set..Beanes

and Peaze.. among the seedes of Macdcqwer Melden, and
Planta solis. 1613 CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia 17 A fruit

like vnto a muske millen,. .which they call Macocks. 1612
STRACHEY Virginia (Hakl. Soc.) 119 The macokos is of the
forme of our pumpepns. 1633-6 Gerarde s Herbal n.
cccxlv. 919 Macocks Virginiani, sive Pepo Virginianus, The
Virginian Macocke, or Pompion. 1681 GREW Catal. Rari
ties II. 195 The Macocquer. A Virginian Fruit. 1705
BEVERLY Virginia 27 Their macocks are a sort of melo-

pepones, or lesser sort of pompion. 1872 SCHELE DE VERE
Americanisms 60 The.. name survives in its Anglicized
form of Maycock. 1896 P. A. BRUCE Econ. Hist. Virginia
I.o8 There were muskmelons,. .macocks or squashes, gourds,
. .beans and pumpkins.

Maycock, variant of MEACOCK.
Ma y-day. [MAY sb.s\ The first day of May.
/// (or Evil) May-day : the ist of May, 1517, when the

apprentices of London rose against the privileged foreigners,
whose advantages in trade had occasioned great jealousy
(Nares).

1438 in Gross Gild Merch. (1890) II. 65 On Mayday the

yerre of our lorde Kyng Henry |?e Seixt xvi., anno Dom.
1438. 1541 Nottingham Rec. III. 382 Peyd for wyne on

May Dey when we rode Mey. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn.
iv. ii, Out of my doors, you sons of noise and tumult, begot
on an ill May-day. 1645 EVELYN Diary i May, On May-
day the greate procession of the Universitie and the Mula-
tiers at St. Antonie s. 16.. Songs Land. Prentices (Percy
Soc.) 17 How 111 May-day first got the name. 1863 Chaw-
bers sBk. Days I. 571/1 The observances of May Day.

b. altrib., as May-daygames, garland, morning;
May-day sweep, a chimney-sweeper decorated
with ribbons and flowers at the London sweeps
May-day festival.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. Vfll, v. iv. 15 Tis as much impossible
. .To scatter em, as tis to make em sleepe On May-day
Morning. 1615 HEYWOOD Four Prentices i. B 2 b, Hee will

not let mee see a mustering, Nor in a May-day morning

MAY-FLY.
fetch in May. 1832 MARRYAT N. For&tcr xl, The frolic

gambols of the may-day sweep. 1843 JAMES Forest Days
iv, The May-day games of old England. 1850 GOSSE Rivers
Bible (1878) 160 note, As sometimes two hoops are fastened,
to carry May-day garlands.

Maydese, variant of MAIDEUX Obs.

Ma y-dew. [MAY sb2] Dew gathered in the
month of May, supposed to have medicinal and
cosmetic properties.
c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 217 Whan buddys

first appeere, And the May-dewhe round lik perlys fyne.
1602 PLAT Defy/its for Loafts(i6u)H 8b, Some commend
May-dew gathered from Fennell and Celandine, to be most
excellent for sore eyes. 1626 BACON Sytvu 781, I suppose,
that he that would gather the best May-Deaw, for Medicine,
should gather it from the Hills. 1667 PEPYS Diary 28 May,To Woolwich, to He there tonight, and so to gather May-
dew tomorrow morning, 1751 JOHNSON Rauihler No. 130
P 5 A regular lustration performed with bean-flower water
and May-dews. 1849 JAMKS Woodman xviii, I have ordered
my knave to bring you a furred dressing gown and a bottle
of essence of mayaew.

May duke, mayduke mji di/7k). [d.May-
cherry (MAY s /&amp;gt;.

& 50) and Duke cherry (DuKE sb.

6\ both in Evelyn 1664.
The statement that this cherry was introduced from Medoc

in France, and thence named, seems to be unfounded.]
A variety of sour cherry.
1718 HRADLEY Improv. riant, ff Card. m. 43 All sorts of

Cherries, excepting the small May, and the May-Duke-Cher-
ries.prosper best when they have Liberty. i8ao H. MATTHEWS
Diary ied. 2) 465 Medoc whence by the way comes our
cherry whose name we have corrupted into May Duke.
1828 Miss MITFOKU Village Ser. in. 28 He would persuade
you that brill was turbot, and that black cherries were
Maydukes.
Mayed, obs. form of MAID sb. 1

Mayer (nvi-3.0. [f. MAY v.~ + -Kii 1
.] One

who *

goes a-maying .

1756 TOLDERVY Hist. 2 Orphans II. 152 They set out on
foot to join the merry niayers. 1825 HONK ET-ery-day Bk,
I. 566 Parties of these Mayers are seen dancing. 1893 Q.
Delect. Duchy 23 All but a few of the mayers had risen
from the table.

Mayer, -ery : see MAYOR, MAYOKY.
t Mayey, a. Obs. rare. Also -ie. [f. MAY

sb. t + -ey, -Y.] Flowering in the month of May.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions i. iii. 14 To..enioy the roses till

they flourish, not to let wither the Mayie flow res of their

flesn. &amp;lt;t 1618 SYLVKSTER Maidens Blush 470 And up hec
comes as fresh as Mayey-Rose.

Mayflower (mi-nauaj). [f. MAY sb3 +
FLOWEK sl&amp;gt;. Cf. G. maiblunu, Du. meibloent lily

of the valley ;
so may-blossom (MAY sb. & 5 c^.]

1. A flower that blooms in May : used locally as

a specific name for various plants, as the Cowslip
{Primula ueris], the Lady s Smock (Cardamine
pratensis} ; see Britten & Holland Flant-n.

1626 BACON Syh a 507 They are commonly of rancke
and fulsome Smell ; As May-Flowers, and White Lilltes.

(1659 HOWELL Prov. 12/1 April showers bring forth May
flowers.] 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 70 The Cowslip. . we
call it a May-flower. 1776 MICKLE tr. Ctutioetvf Lusiad \.

24 May-flowers crouding o er the daisy-lawn. 1817 KEATS
/ stood tiptoe 29 A bush of May-flowers with the bees

about them. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Bot. E. Bord. 33 Cardamine
Pratensis. . -In Roxburghshire, .it is called the May-flower.

fig&amp;gt; 57** GASCOIGNE Steele Glass (Arb.) 119, 1 hope very
shortly to see the May flowers of your fauour.

2. A variety of apple.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. Aug. 72 Apples. . .Cushion Apple,

Spicing, May-flower.
3. N. America, a. Azalea mtdiflora. b. The

trailing arbutus, Epigxa repens.
1838 LOUDON Arboretum II. 1140 Rhododendron nudi-

florum Torr. (Azalea nudiflora L.). .the American Honey
suckle ; May Flowers. 1853 W. H. BARTLETT Pilgr. Fathers
iii. 182 The beautiful May-flower with its delicate roseate

blossom and delicious scent. 1882 Garden 13 May 323/1
The May-flower. .is the emblem of Nova Scotia, with the

motto, We bloom amid the snow .

4. The &quot;West Indian Dalbergia Brownei and

Ecastaphyllitin Brownei.
1864 GRISEBACH Flora W. Ind. 785.

5. The South American Laelia majalis.
1894 WRIGHT & DEWAR Johnsons Card. Diet.

May-fly, [f. MAY sb$ + FLY sb.]
1. An insect of the family Ephemeridst ; esp.

as an angler s name for Ephemera vulgata and
E. dania or an artificial fly made in imitation of

either of these.

1651-3 T. BARKER Art ofAngling 6 As for the May- File

you shall have them alwayes playing at the River side. 1653
WALTON Angler iv. 115 First for a May-flie, you may make
his body with greenish coloured crewel. 1769 G. WHITE
Selborne (1789) 68 What time the may-fly haunts the pool
or stream. 1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 650
Caddies are the larva; of the ephemera, or May-fly, as well

as the stone-fly and the caddis- fly. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling
vi.(iSSo) 223 The May Fly or Green Drake, called in Wales
the Cadow.
2. An insect of the family Phryganeidse or Sia-

nidx (e.g. Stalls lutaria} the caddis-fly.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. ix. (1818) I. 282 Phryganeae

[In their imago state are called] may-flies {though this last

denomination properly belongs only to the Sialis Intaria...

and Ephemera:. Ibid. II. 295 [The larvae] of the true may
fly (Scmblis lutaria, F.). .use their legs in swimming.

f 3. A dragon-fly. Obs.

1744 COLLINSON in Phil. Trans. XLIV. ^29 The May Flies,

a Species of JLibella. 1750 Ibid. XLVl. 400 A further

99-2
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Account of the Libellas or May-flies, from Mr. John Bartram
of Pensylvania.
4. attrib.i as may-fly season, tribe.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxi. (1818) II. 240 The May
fly tribe (Phryganea, L., Trichoptera, K.). 1857 HUGHES
Tow. Brown \, ix, But now came on the may-fly season.

May-game. [MAY sbZ]
1. a. pi. The merrymaking and sports associated

with the first of May. b. sing. A set performance
or entertainment in the May-day festivities.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasti. Par. i Tim. 8 In such
maner of apparaill, as the commen sorte of vnfaithfuH women
are wonte to goe forth vnto weddynges and maygames.
5^3 R. ROBINSON Anc. Order Pr. Arthur L4.b, A May
game was of Robyn-hood, and of his traine that time. 1589
GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 56 He was chosen Lord of the

May game, king of their sports, and ringleader of their

reuils. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen iii. 12 The holy Sabbaths of
the Lord were, .spent, .in May-poles and May-games. 1888
CHILD Eng. # Sc. Ball. III. 46 Maid Marian is a personage
in the May-game and morris.

2. transf. and gen. Merrymaking, sport, frolic,

entertainment ; foolish or extravagant action or

performance, foolery.
1571 GOLDING Calvin, on Ps. Ixxiii. i He cryed out.. that

the endever of living well was but a Maygame. 1660 R.
COKE Power ty Sitbj. 50 It were a fine may-game to be a

King, if Kings might make their Will the rule of their

actions. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt, Nat, (1834) 1. 357 The vulgar
[have] their, .coarse jokes, and may-games. 1843 CARLYLE
Past $ Pr, m. xiii, Life was never a May-game for men.
3. An object of sport, jest, or ridicule; a laughing

stock. Also in phr. to make a may-game of.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippas Van. Aries 158 A manifest

foohshnes, and a maie game to the multitude. 1583 FULKE
Defence iv. 137 Whereas in one translation we vse the worde
Generall for Catholike, you make a greate maygame of it.

1644 QUARLES Barnabas
&amp;lt;$

B. 253 What is man but.. the

spoil of time, the may-game of fortune? 0:1739 JARVIS
Quix. i. in. xxv. (1885) 146 She.. makes a jest and a may-
game of everybody.
4. attrib. , as may-game king, lordt morris, pas

time \ also as adj. with the sense
*
trivial .

1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 79/3 This
maigame lord, named indeed Peter (in scorne Perkinj War-
becke. 1602 I. RHODES] Ansiv. Rom. Rime C 3, Your
May-game pastimes. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World iv. ii. 4.

148 In this sort came the Maygame-King into the field,
incutnbred with a most vnnecessary traine of Strumpets. 1653
DELL Trytd Spirits 86 School Doctors, that is, Trifling or

May-game Doctors. 1888 CHILD Eng. fy Sc. Ball. III. 45
The relation of Robin Hood, John, and the Friar to the

May-game morris is obscure.

Hence f Maygamester, one who takes part in

may-games.
c 1585 R. BKOWNK Answ. Cartwright 37 Drunkardes,

Maygamesters, blasphemers.

Maygh(e, variant forms of MAUGH.
Maygne, -gnelle, obs. ff. MEINIE, MANGONEL.

Mayhap (m^hie p, m/i hsep^otfv. Now*wr//.,
rhetorical and dial. Also 8 mehap, ^-9 mayhaps.
[The phrase (it) may hap (see HAP v.} t taken as
one word.] Perhaps, perchance.
a 1536 Interl. Beauty $ Gd. Prop. Women A v, May hap
ye stomble Quod he on the trewth, as many one doth. 1575
Gumni. Gnrton v. ii. (Manly), There is a thing you know
not on, may hap. 1706 MRS. CENTLIVRE Basset-Table iv,
Sir Richard, mehap a woman may not like me. 1718 MOT-
TEUX Quix. {1733} III. 67 I ll trust no longer to Rewards,
that mayhaps may come late, and mayhaps not at all. 1840
DICKENS Bant. Rndge Ixxii, Mayhap she s hungry. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. II. m. 37 Or hast thou mayhap
wandered wide? 1900 HOPE in Yorks. Arch. Jrnl. XV.
300 Pins or hooks, mayhap for hanging cui tains from.

Mayhappen, adv. Novrarck. and dial. Also
mappen, etc. (see E. D. D.). [The phrase (it)

may happen (see HAPPEN v.), taken as one word.]
prec.

(-1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 747 in Babccs Bk. 102
Another tyme may happen he may doe as much for thee.

rti843SouTHEY/&amp;gt;oc/&amp;lt;7rInterch. xxiv. (1847) VII. 83 Mappen
they ll sarra us. 1887 W. MORRIS Otiyss. x. 269 Let us
. .flee ; if yet mayhappen we may scape our evil day.

Mayhem (m/ -hem), sb. Old Law. Forms: 5
mahyme, 5-7 mayme, 6 mayom, maiheme,
mayheme, mahym, 6-7 mairae, 6-8 raayhim,
7 mahin, 7-8 maim, 7-9 maihem, mahim, 7-
mayhem. [a. AF. mahem, mahaym^ maihcmc,
maheyng, etc. : see MAIM sb.] The crime of

violently inflicting a bodily injury upon a person
so as to make him less able to defend himself or

annoy his adversary.
1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 54/2 For the punycion of the

said murdre and maymes. 1503 Ibid. 550/1 The same Sir
William, suyde Appele of Mayme ayenst the said Sir Ed
ward. 1523 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 33
Morders, fellonyes, mayoms. 1529 S. FISH Supplic. Beggers
(1871) 8 Robbery, trespas, maiheme, dette or eny other
offence. 1620 J. WILKINSON Coroners

&amp;lt;$ Sherifcs 22 May-hem is properly said where any member of a man is taken
away. 1641 Tennes de la Ley 108 Thecutting off of an eare
or nose, or breaking of the hinder teeth, or such like, is no
Maihem. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 130 Those members
which may be useful to him in fight, and the loss of which
only amounts to mayhem by the common law. 1802-12
BENTHAM Ration. Judic. E-vid. (1827) V. 139 All imagin-
ablecrimes, rape, robbery, burglary, mayhem, incendiarism.
1853 1. WHARTON Digest Cases Pennsylv. (ed. 6) 486 An in
dictment for maihem which does not contain the words
lying in wait is bad.

jig. 1868 LANIEK Jacquerie it. 44 Thou felon, War, I do

arraign thee now Of mayhem of the four main limbs of
France. 1894 Critic (U. S.) 30 June 444/1 The literary

mayhem becomes as inexplicable as it is unpardonable.
Hence Mayhem v, trans., to inflict mayhem on.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII^ c. u Diuers..haue beaten, may-
himed..and somtimes murdered diuerse of the same pur
suers. 1743 Conn. Col. Rec. (18741 VIII. 579 For that he
. .did feloniously mayhem the body of one Thomas Allyn.
1879 TOURGEE Fool s Err. xxxix. (1883) 251 To buy, to sell,

to task, to whip, to mayhem this race at will.

Mayhime, mayhme, obs. forms of MAIM v.

Mayht, obs. form of MIGHT sb.

Mayie, variant of MAYEY a., Obs.

Maying (nvHrj), vbl. sb. [f. MAY ^.2] The
celebration of or participation in the festivities of

May-day or the month of May. Chiefly in phr.
to go a maying, t to ride on maying.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xix. i. 772 That erly vpon the

morowe she wold ryde on mayeng in to woodes. 1598 STOW
Sitri . 74 These great Mayinges and Maygames were made
by the gouernors. .of the Citie. 1632 MILTON L Allegro 20

Zephir with Aurora playing, As he met her once a Maying.
1674 PLAYFORU Skill AIus. i. 64 Now is the Month of May
ing. 1712 IJUDGELL Spect. No. 365 f 10

Proserpine
was

out a Maying, when she met with that fatal Adventure.

1824 Miss MlTFORD Village Ser. i. 81 A country Maying is

a meeting of the lads and lasses of two or three parishes,
who assemble in certain erections of green boughs called

May-houses, to dance. 1899 Q. Ship of Stars x. 79 It

had been a grand Maying.
b. altrib. in maying-party U. S., a party

making an excursion for gathering flowers.

1833 W. H. BARTLF.TT Pilgrim Fathers iii. 182 It is a
favourite pastime to make Maying parties in the woods.

Mayl, obs. f. MAUL sb Mayl- : see MAIL-.

Ma-y-lady. Obs. exc. Hist. [MAY sb:&\ A
Queen of the May. Also, a puppet in a May-day
game (see quot. 1802).
1560 BECON Catech. vi. Wks. 1564 I. 516 b, To be decked

and trimmed like a Marelady [sic : f mfj^rttt/^&rMaie-], or
the Quene of a game. Ibid. 533 As though they were mare-
ladiesTnV] or Popets in a game. 1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas
u. ii, Or you must marry Malkyn the May Lady. 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. u. iii. 573 Some light huswife be

like, that was dressed like a may lady, and as most of our
gentlewomen are. 1802 AUDLEY Camp, to Almanack 21
The custom, .of children having a figure dressed in a gro
tesque manner, called a May-lady ; before which they set a
table, having on it wine, &c. They also beg money of pas
sengers,. .their plea to obtain it is, Pray remember the poor
May-lady .

Mayll easse, variant of MALEASE.

Mayllet, obs. form of MALLET sbJ-

Ma y-lord. [See MAY sb. t and LORD sb. 14 a.]A young man chosen to preside over the festivities

of May-day ; transf. one whose authority is a
matter of derision.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 9 Cerdicus. .was the first may-
lord, or captaine of the morris daunce that [etc.]. 1622
WITHER Mistr. Philar. in Juvenilia (1633) 741 Wealth
and Titles would hereafter Subjects be for scorn or laughter,
All that Courtly stiles affected Should a May-Lords honour
have. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Is/, i. ii, The Shepherd-
boys who with the Muses dwell Met in the plain their May-
lor&amp;lt;.U new to choose., to order well Their rural sports. 1639
SHIRLEY & CHAPMAN Ball u\. iii, [1] blush within to think
How much we are deceived ; I may be even With this

May-lord, a 1670 HACKET^/. Williams \. ( 1692) 40 [TheyJ

will prove to be May-lords in Fortune s interlude.

Maymot, obs. form of MAIMED///, a.

Mayn: sec MAIM, MAIN, MOAN.
Maynat, obs. form of MINA a

.

t Mayiie, &quot;v. Obs. Also 5 mene, 6 raayn,
rneyne, meane. [a. OK, meine-, str. stem of
mencr to lead. Cf. DEMEAN v.*\
1. trans. To lead (a horse).
a 1400 Sir Perc. 711 The childe gone his mere niayne After

the stede. Ibid. 1402.
2. To mayne evil[ = . malmemr\ : to maltreat.
1481 CAXTON Godfrey cxxxix. 208 The Archiers. .that so

fledde were so euyl mened that they were but a fewc whan
they retorned in to thoost.

3. To conduct, direct, manage (an affair).
1520 in Edinb. Burgh V&amp;lt;-.(i86g) I. 200 And gif ony truble

or debait happinis amangis ony of the saidis craftis, thai
till meyne the samyn amangis tham self in cheritable maner.
1537 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) II. 92 It is

Bruted that there shuld be a communication of a peax to
be mayned by others. 1541 HEN. VIII in St. Papers III.

332 Howe We thinke you maye best mayn thinges there to
our purpose. 1546 Ibid. XI. 225, I will do what I can to
meane the thing : if there be no remedye, then must Godd
worcke. 1549 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. App. 117 Be-

seching God to give you the grace to mayne and conduct
them, as I do wish.

4. refl. To conduct or demean oneself (in a par
ticular way).
1352 MINOT Poems \, 29 Of Scotland had

\&amp;gt;a\
neuer sight

Ay whils J?ai war of wordes stout pai wald haue mend
bam at

(&amp;gt;aire might And besy war bai |&amp;gt;areobout. c 1400
Destr. Troy 11313 How may ye J&amp;gt;us

meane you with nialis,
for shame 1

Hence f Mayning vbf. sb.

1527 WOLSEY in St. Papers Hen. F///, I. 200 The uni
versal peace, which is now in mayning and treating. 1550
in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1822) II. App. PP. 139 The mayning
and directing of our affairs.

Mayne, Mayneal, obs. fT. MEINIE, MENIAL.

Maynerey, variant of MANGEBT Obs.

Mayngate, Maynhe, obs. ff.MANCHET,MAIM v.

Maynor, -oure, -oyre, etc., obs. ff. MANURE.
Mayntelle, Mayny, obs. ff. MANTEL, MEINIE.

Maynyseynge, obs. form of MENACING.

t Mayo. Obs. rare~^. Some game.
Possibly= MAW s&. 4 which is often mentioned in connexion

with Primero .

: c 1650 SIR G. RADCLIFFE in Strafforde&quot;s Lett, fy Disp.
(1739) II. 433 He [StrafTord] played excellently well at
Primero and Mayo.
t Mayo(c)k. Sc. Obs. ? Arbitrary alteration of

MAKE sb^
r 1600 MoNTGOMERiE Cherrie $ Sloe (2nd version) \\, The

painted pawn with Argos eyis Can on his mayock call. 1638
H. ADAMSON Muse s Thrcn. (1774) 160 Balthyock, Where
many peacock cals upon his mayok.

II Mayonnaise (mt i-fa^z, Fr. mayonfz). [Fr.,
of uncertain origin.] A thick sauce consisting of

yolk of egg beaten up with oil and vinegar, and
seasoned with salt, etc., used as a dressing for

salad, cold meat, or fish ; also, a dish (of meat,
etc.) having this sauce as a dressing.
1841 THACKERAY Mem. Gormand. Misc. Ess. (1885) 396

A mayonnaise of crayfish. 1883 Chatnb. Jml. 316 The dress

ing, or mayonnaise, of the salad is then commenced.

Mayor (m^,3j, meVi). Forms : 3 mer, 3-7
(latterly Sc.) mair, 4 meire, 4-5 meir, meyr,
4-6 mayr, meyre, 4-7 maire, mayre, 5 maieur,
mere, majer, maiere, naeer, mar, mawer, 5-6
mayer, maier, meyer, 5-7 mare, 6-7 maio^u)r,
6-8 major, 6- mayor. [Early ME. mair, mert

a. F. maire (from 13111 c.): L. major nom., pro

perly adj., greater (see MAJOR). OF. had also a

form maor^ meoriL,. majorem ace., which may
be represented in some of the ME. forms. The

spelling maio(ti)rt
common in the i6thc., seems to

be intended to represent the L. major, but as the i

could be read as a vowel, this form became pho
netically nearly coincident with those adopted from
Fr. The substitution of_y for * was in accordance

with the orthographical habits of the i6-i7th c.,

and need not be ascribed to imitation of the Sp.
form mayor.
The med.L. tnajor&s a title was adopted as OHG. jneiitr,

whence MHG. meier, fnei^cr,mod.G. meier farm bailiff,

farmer. Du. meier has both senses,
(

mayor and farmer . J

1. The head or chief officer of the municipal cor

poration of a city or borough.
The title is used in England and Ireland (see also LORD

MAYOR), in the British Colonies, and in the U. S. It was
formerly borne by the heads of certain royal burghs in Scot

land, but has there been long superseded by pro7.&amp;gt;ost.
It

occasionally renders its etymological equivalent (F. tttaire)

as the tiile of a similar municipal officer in French towns,
though the Fr. word is now more commonly used ; similarly,

mayor was formerly used occas. to designate certain admin
istrative officers in Holland and Switzerland (cf. MAYORALTY
3, MAYORv).

The continued practice of electing mayors in some de

cayed boroughs (e.g. Queenborough in Sheppey) which had
become mere villages or hamlets is a common matter of

jesting allusion in the literature of the i7th c. There are
also in various parts of the country instances in which a so-

called mayor is or was elected periodically with burlesque
ceremonies; ofthesemock-digmtariesthe Mayor ofGarratt

,

near Wandsworth, is the best-known example.
1297 K. GLOUC, (Rolls) 11226

[&amp;gt;e

mer [of Oxford] was
viniter. ^1330 R. HRUNNE Chron. H ace (Rolls 8031 pe
Meyre of Kermerdyn. 1386 Rolls of PatIt. III. 225/1
When free men of the Citee \_sc. London] come to chese her
Maire. 1415 Prod, in York Myst. Introd. 34 Ye Mair and

ye
Shirefs of yis Citee. c 1450 Lay Folks Mass Bk. 69

We sail pray especially for be meet. 1:1460 I. R JSSELL
Bk. Nurture 1137 in Babees

./&amp;gt;&amp;gt;&., J&amp;gt;e meyre of london, notable
of dignyte, and of queneborow J&amp;gt;e meire, no bynge hke in

degre. c 1488 Plmnpton Corr. (Camden) 87 To the behaufe
of the mawer of the Cyte of Yorke & his bredren. 1537
WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 31 Sir John Allen, maiour,
being also one of the Kinge s Counsel!. 1555 Inv. Ch. Goods
(Surtees Soc., No. 97) 157 One of the attorneys within the

mayeres courte. 1599 Bronghtons Let. ii. 9 As the runn-

away apprentice thought, the bels recalling him, told htm
he should be Mator of London, a 16*7 MIDDLETON (title) The
Mayor of Quinborough. 1654 WHIT LOCK Zootomia 311 Hee
were an arrant Mayor of Quinborrow, that should send to

the Indies for Kentish Oysters. 1764 FOOTE (////*) The Mayor
of Garratt. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. 176 A
corporation, consisting of a mayor, eight aldermen and a
recorder. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 115 The mayor of
the said city shall have full power., to receive and record all

and every such fine and fines. 1902 Westnt. Gaz. 22 May
2/3 A boatman on the Bolton and Bury Canal has been
selected as Lord Mayor of the village of Ringley . Ibid. %

In some parts the burlesque civic official was designated
1

Mayor of the Pig Market 1

, and in Dublin Mayor of the

Bull Ring
1

.

fb. Mayors peer : app. a person eligible for

the office of mayor. Obs.

1560 in Picton L flool Mimic. Rec. (1883) I. 33 Every
Mayor and Mayors peer.

f c. In Ireland, app. applied to several members

(? chief or capital burgesses) of the municipal body
of which the mayor properly so called was the head.

1557 in io/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 416 That ther

be no more but twellve Mayors and the Mayor for the tyme
beinge.

d. Mayor ofthe Staple : see STAPLE.

t 2. Used gen. for one in high judicial office. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7036 pair leder and fair maister mair.

1362 LANGL. / , PI. A. vm. 171 3e meiresand je maister iuges.



MAYORAL. 261 MAYTHEN.
c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kailt. v. 1241 There was a man in

Alisaundre.. Meyer and leedere of alle the puple there.

f 3. In Scotland (ordinarily spelt mair), formerly

the title of various officers differing widely in

rank, having delegated jurisdiction or executive

functions, either under the sovereign or under some

judicial authority. Mair offee : a king s mair

holding his office as a heritable possession. Obs.

Hence Gaelic maor, steward, policeman.
HzgSc. Acts 7as. 7(1814) II. 17/2 A mayr of fee quheber

he he mayr of be hail schirefdome or of part sal haf powere
[etc.]. 1470 HENRY Wallace IV. 359 The mar kepyt the

port of that willage, Wallace knew weill. 15*2-3 Ld. Treas.

Ace. Scot. V. 209 Deliverit to the lord Zesteris held mare
our soverane lordis lettrez. 1544 in E. D. Dunbar Docuw.

FOUNTAINHALL in M. PT Brown Stippl. Decis. (1826) IV.

564 The malversations of their mairs or messengers,

t b. Mayorsfeud : the fee of a mair . Obs.

1608 in E. D. Dunbar Docnm. Moray (1895^ 69 The said

office of Mairsfeod of the forsaid earldom of Murray is held

in chief of James Earl of Murray.

4. Mayor of the Palace (Hist.):
= F. maire du

palais, a mod. translation of med.L. major domus

(occas. in. palatii), the title borne by the prime
ministers (under the later Merovingians the virtual

sovereigns) of the Frankish kingdoms. Also mayor
of Australia, of Neustria.

1529 RASTELL Pastyme (i8u) 77 Cloyter son of Clouis..

ordeynyd mayrs of y palys. 1711 W. KING tr. Nancies

Ref. Politics v. 171 The Majors of the palace.. in France
. .embroiled the kingdom to make themselves necessary.
1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1841) I. i. 5 Ebroin and Grimoald

mayors of Neustria and Austrasia. 1875 MAINE Hist. lust.

v. 139 The Mayor of the Frankish Palace became King of
the Franks.

5. attrit&amp;gt;.a.n&Coib.,3smayor-choosing; fmayor-
corn, an ancient Scottish tax of corn given to the

mair
; f mayor-town, a town ruled by a mayor,

a municipal town
;
also Sc. a farm or piece of land

held by a mair in right of his office.

1823 T. BOND E.
&amp;lt;$

IK. Loos 277 *Mayor-choosing Pays.
The following Table, .shews the Daysof the Mayor-choosing
at East Looe. 1606 in E. D. Dunbar Docvni. Moray 68 The
haill *Mair cornes, reik hens, and uther casualities and feis

quatsumevir of the tounis and lands of Tarress [etc.]. 1623
J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Discov. Loud. Salisb. A 4 Then downe
to Erith, gainst the tyde we went, Next London, greatest

*Mayor [1630 Maior] towne in Kent, c 1710 CELIA FIENNF.S

Diary (1888) 4 Ya Assizes is allwayes kept at Salsebury and
is a Major town though Wilton about 2 mile off is

y&amp;gt;

County town. 1778 Eng: Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Sitting,

barn, In the reign of Elizabeth this was made a mayor-
town. 1798 W. ROBERTSON Index Charters^ 120 Carta to

William Herowart. of the office of Mairship of the east

quarter of Fife, with the land called the Mairtoun, whilk
William Mair resigned.

II Iffayoral (mnyora l), sb. Forms: 6 mayorall,
7 maioral, 9- mayoral. [Sp., f. mayor greater

(see MAJOR a. and sb., MAYOR).] A conductor
in charge of a train of beasts of burden ; also, a

head shepherd ; occas. the conductor of a diligence.
1598 BARRET Tlieor. Warres v. iv. 136 A Harbenger, and

a Mayorall, which goeth with euery thousand beasts. 1622
F. MARKHAM Bk. \Var\\\. ii. 85 The Master Gunner.. is.,

to command all the inferior Gunners, Clerkes, Harbengers,
Maiorals, Gill-Masters and other depending vpon the Ord
nance. 1833 LONGF. Outre Mer Prose Wks. 1886 I. 138
Here our conversation was cut short by the Mayoral of
the diligence. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain 1. 18 The Mayoral*
or conductor . .is responsible for the whole conduct of the

journey. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Edttc. I. 149 A mayoral or

chief shepherd at their head.

Mayoral (m^ oral.
me-&amp;gt;Tal),

a. [f. MAYOR
H--AL.J Pertaining to a mayor or mayoralty.
1698 SWIKT Let. to tyindert^ Jan., Wks. 1841 II. 436,

1 was at his mayoral feast. 1703 W. PENN in Pa. Hist.
Soc. Mem. IX. 181, I hope Randall carries a hat for Ed
ward Shippen of a mayoral size. 1869 Daily News 30 Mar.,
The Mayoral order was that certain leading thoroughfares
were to be closed. 1883 Standard 14 Apr. 5/2 Mr. Alder
man Fowler, M.P., has consented to serve for the remainder
of the Mayoral year.

Mayoralty (me^ ralti). Forms: 4mairaltee,
5 mayraltye, 5-6 mairalte, mayraltie, 5-7
mairaltie,6 merialtie, meralty,mayralte,mayre-
raltie,6-7 maioraltie, 7 majorality, mairoltie,

myraltie, maioralty, mearaltie, 8 may ralty,

mayorality, majoralty, 7- mayoralty, [ad.
OF. mairalte

,
f. maire MAYOR, after principalte,

mod. principality.]
1. The office of a mayor.
1386 Rolls of Parlt. III. 225/1 The eleccion ofMairaltee

is to be to the Fre men of the Citee. 1438 in loM Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 330 Onycitsaine bering office of
Mairaltieorofbalifs. l534\VmTlNTON Tnllyes Offices I. (1540)
65 Pericles sayd well whan he had a felowe in offyce in his

mayraltie [orig. in prztura\ called Sophocles poete. 1571
CAMPION Hist. Irel. n. vii. (1633) 96 This Majorality both
for state and charge of that office.. exceedeth any Citty in

England, except London. 1702 Toleration 17 The May ralty
and other Offices are confin d to their City Councils. 1851
D. G. MITCHELL Fresk Gleanings 75 The office of Mayoralty
in the . . American cities. 1890 GROSS Gild Merck. \. 07 The
mayoralty, which gave them a chief officer of their own
election.

2. The period during which a mayor holds office.

1494 FABVAN Chron.\. (1533) II. 30/2 The mayraltie of

John Tolesham. 1540 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
(1880) 159 Hys ij yeres mayreraltie. 1632 in loM Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 480 The yeare of the myraltie of Sir

Vallentin Blake. 1727 W, MATHER Yng. Man s Coinp. 105
Nor has the Lord Mayor of London, during his Mayorality,
a less Title than Right Honourable. 1870 LOWELL Study
Wind. 108 Of his mayoralty we have another anecdote.

f 3. The district over which a mayor has juris

diction. Obs. rare~ l
.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4113/3 The Mayoralty of Boisleduc
..and the Country beyond the Maese, are directed to have
in a readiness 1700 Wagons.
4. attrib.

1573 in \otk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 423 Mr. An
drew Brown, .bemge then in his Meralty office. 1647 Ibid.

496 Wee. .thought fitt to record the same in the Mearaltie
booke of this Corporation. 1822 C TKSS. RLKSSINGTOS M^ic
Lantern 22 The Lord Mayor s coach, with all the para
phernalia of mayoralty finery. 1887 Diet. Nat. Biog. XL
102/2 The mayoralty pageant provided [1635] by the Iron

mongers Company for Clitherow.

Hence t Mayoraltyship, the office of a mayor.
1582 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 432 The

office of Meraltyship. 1600 Ibid. 459 The office of Maior-

altishipp or Baillifshipp.

Mayordom (me- Mdsm). Obs. exc. /list. See

quot. 161 1
; also Sc. the office of a mair of fee .

1611 COTGR., Mairerie, a Maiordome; the office, or place
of a Mayor; also, his inrisdiction, or the precincts thereof.

1872 COSMO INNKS Lect. Scot. Legal Antiq. ii. 78 We had
numerous mairdoms or subdivisions of sherindoms, and
several mairs of fee, that is, hereditary mairs.

Mayordom^e, -domo, obs. ff. MAJOR-DOMO.

Mayoress (ineVrt-s . Forms : 5 meyresse,

5, 7 mayresse, 6 mayras, mojoris, maiores, 7

mai-, majoresse, 8-9 may ress, 7- mayoress.

[f. MAYOR + -ESS. Cf. F. mairesse (now only

jocular).] The wife of a mayor.
Also sometimes applied, when a mayor is unmarried or a

widower, to a lady of his family who fulfils the ceremonial
duties normally belonging to the mayor s uih-.

The wife of a LORD MAYOR is called Lady J\layoress.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhodt n. viii. (1869) 78 What is this?

Art thou meyresse? 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. (1533) II. 223

b/2 The kynge..sent vnto the mayresse and her systers,
aldermennes wyfes two hartes and .vi. buckes, wyth a tonne

of wyne. 1541 Cal. Anc. Rcc. Dublin (1889) I. 410 Such

obprobrious words.. spokyn by Maisteras Mayras. 1558
Reg. St. George s, Cantcrb., M res Agnes May, Majons,
buried in the Church. 1587 in Picton L pool Manic. AYc.

(1883) I. 105 She whose husband. .hath been Mayor of this

said town.. shall take her place, .nearest to M rJS Maiores
for the time being. 1619 MIDDLETON Tri. Love $ Anti,j.

C3 This king.. sent to the Lady Maioresse.,2 Harts [etc.].

a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods Ix. Elegy, The Lady Mayr
esse. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3842/2 She was pleased to

admit Mrs. Mayoress.. to the Honour of kissing Her Ma
jesty s Hand. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Westbury
on Trin, William Cannings, .built an alms-house here, allow

ing the mayor of Bristol to put in one of the men, and
Mrs. mayoress one of the women. 1824 BYRON jfnan xvl.

xlv. note, The mayoress of a provincial town.

2. nonce-use. A woman holding the office of mayor.
1895 N. Amcr. Rev. Sept. 267 When women shall have

become, .mayoresses and alderwomen.

t Mayorhood. Obs. In 6 mayrehod. [f.

MAYOR + -HOOD.] The office of a mayor.
1586 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 5 This year [40 Edw. 1 1 1]

in Januarij Adam Bury was dyschargyd of hys mayrehod.

Mayor-let (meVjlet). rare 1
. [f. MAYOR +

-LET.] A petty mayor.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. in. iv, The Patriotic Mayor or

Mayorlet of the Village of Moret tried to detain them.

Mayorship (me&amp;gt;.ijip). [f.
MAYOR + -SHIP.]

1. The office, position, or dignity of a mayor.
1485 Rolls cfFarlt. VI. 357/1 The Offices of Maireshipp

of Glawdstre in Radmoresland. IS44 in E. D. Dunbar

parsons as have borne thofiice of Mayorshippe. 1611 COTGR.,

Mairie, a Maiordome, or Maiorship ; the office, or place of

a- Maior, or of a village-Maior. 1801 RANKEN Hist. France

I. 259 Clotaire consented to confirm him for life in his

mayorship.
2. tionce-use. As a mock title : Your Mayorship.
1822 SCOTT Pirate xxxiv, If it please your noble Mayor-

ship s honour and glory.

II Mayory. Obs. Also 7 -ery- [f. MAYOR + -Y,

after F. mairie, Du. meierij. ] The district over

which a mayor (Dutch or Swiss) has jurisdiction.

1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1393/3 The French, .are resolved to

exact the Contributions they demand from the Mayery of

Bolduc. 1705 Ibid. No. 4146/3 The Enemy s Parties, .infest

the Mayory of Boisleduc. 1756 MORSE Amer. Geog. II.

322 This republic [Neuchatel] is divided into four chatel-

lanies, and 15 mayories.

Mayple, obs. form of MAPLE.

Maypole (mfi-p&amp;lt;Jul). [f.
MAY .ri.s + PoLE rf.]

1. A high pole, painted with spiral stripes of

different colours and decked with flowers, set up
on a green or other open space, for the merry
makers to dance round on May-day.
In quot. 1597 applied for the nonce to a barber s pole.

1554 in Vicarjs Anat. (1888) App. iii. 176 That no..per-
sones. .cause to be. . sett vppenymaner ofmaye pole, .in any

opyn streat. 1597 G. HARVEY Trimming: T. Nasne Wks.

(Grosart) III. 25 My shoppe in the towne, the teeth that

hange out of my Windowe, my painted may-poole. 1642

MILTON Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 306 He had the whole

bevie at command whether in morrice or at May pole. 1702

Lend. Gaz. No. 3783/4 The Wine-Cellar under the Flower-
de-Luce against the May Pole in the Strand. 1863 Cham
bers Bk. Days I. 572/2 The May Queen . . was placed in

a sort of bower or arbour near the maypole, there to sit in

pretty state.

b. transf. Applied jocularly to a tall object,

esp. a tall slender man or woman.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 296 How low am I, thou

painted May-pole? 1611 RICH Honest. Age (Percy Soc.)

37 Such monstrous May-powles of hayre. 1648 J. RAYMOND
// Merc. Ital. 201 This Place is much frequented by the
Venetian walking May Poles, I meane the women. 1765
E. THOMPSON Meretriciad (ed. 6) 33 Maypoles love you
because you re wonderous small. 1773 GOLDSM. She stoops
to Conq. I. ii, The daughter, a tall, trapesing, trolloping,
talkative maypole. 1871 MRS. H. WOOD Dene Hollow i,

He was turned sixty, a lean maypole of a man.
2. a. The American Aloe, Agave americana. b.

The tree Spalhelia simplex of Jamaica {Treas. Bot.

1866).
1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 223 The May-Pole; Lat. Aloe

Americana muricata. 1769 E. HANCROI-T i\ at. Hist. Guiana
46. 1848 ScHOMBURGK /list. Barbados 588.

3. attrib., as maypole dancer, green , maypolc-
Kke adj. ;

also quasi-adj. -
(i) very tall, as may

polefigure, freshman ; (2) such as are associated

with maypole festivities, as maypole face, virtue.

1610 in yd Rep. 11ist. MSS. Comm. 57/2 Acting a stage

play.. upon a Maypole green. 1632 I.ITHGOW tfav. i&amp;gt;:.

406 What a May pole Dauncer, was lohn 12. ..who made the

Lateran. . a playne Stewesor Brothel house, a 1634 RANDOLPH
Muses Looking-glass v. i,\Vill virtues dance ? O vile, absurd,

maypole, maid-marian virtue ! 1647-8 WOOD Life (O. H. S-)

I. 140, I am none of those May-pole freshmen, th;tt ate tall

cedars before they come to be planted in the academian

Sarden.
1670 J. SMITH Eng. Improv. AYrvt ^ 74 So many

tay-pole-like-Trees. 1789 CHAKLOTIK SMITH I-.tlifliutic

(1814) II. 222 That maypole-like figure. 1902 LOUNDKS

Camping Sk. 85 We soon descried his maypole figure on the

opposite side against the sky.

Mayr(e, obs.ff.MAYOK, MEKE s/&amp;gt;.

1
;
Sc.ff.MoKE.

Mays : see MAKE z/.i, MAIZE.

Mayse : see MAZE, MEASE.

Maysilles, obs. pi. form of MEASLE.

Mayson-dew(e, etc., obs. forms of MEASONDUE.

Mayas, Mayst : see MAKE z .i, MAY i;.i, MOST.

Mayster, -ir, -ry, etc. : see MASTER, etc.

t Maystrial, a. Obs. rare- . - MAGISTRAL.

1576 BAKER Jeiuell ofHealth I26h, A maystrial baulme of

unknowne Aucthour.

Maystries, etc., Mayt, Mayth : see MAIS-

TRICE, MATE, MAUCH.

+ Mayth. Obs.. In i m%$, 3 Ormin ma}}];.

[OF. nwgO str. fern.] A family, race, tribe.

c 1000 /K.LFRIC Num. i. 4 peera mxs&a ealdras [Vulg. prin-

cipes tribltitnt]. c 1200 ORMIN 7678 Hire faderr Fanuail

Wass off Assasress ma^be.

t Maythe(S. Obs. Forms : a. I masope,
-e}&amp;gt;e, -ape, maxpa, 5 mawth. 0. i meesepe,

meespa, 4, 6 mathe, 4, 8 maithe, 4-7 maythe,

5 mathge (?), 6-7 mayth. [OK. magopc wk.

fern., msegfia wk. masc., of obscure origin ; some
have suggested connexion with OE. mzegeS maiden.]
1. Stinking Camomile,Anthemis Colitis. Applied

also to various other composite plants resembling

this, as Anthemis nobilis, Matricaria Chamomilla,

M.inodora, Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum, Pyre-
thrum Parthenium.
c 1000 Sax. Leeclui. I. 120 Das wyrte (&amp;gt;e

man camemelon
6 oSrum naman magebe nemneS. Ibid. II. 140 pa readan

ma^o^an. Ibid. 206 Wermod & wildre ma^ban wyrttruman.

(.1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 296/29 Bcneotentem, magaSe,
uel camemelon. Itid. 297/3 Bucstalmum [read Buoftal-

mnm\ hwit maegeSe. Ibid., Obtalmon, majeSe. I387

Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 10/2 Amarusca, maythe.
Ibid. 16/2 Cocnla_fetida, maythes. 14.. Sloane MS. 5 in

Promp. Parv. 321 note, Amarusca calida, Gall.ameroche,
A ng. maithe. 14 . . l- oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 563/23 A marusa, a

mathge. c 1450 Alphila (Anecd. Oxon.) 45/2 Consolidu

media, . . whit-bothel uel seynt Mary maythe. 14 . . in A rchxo-

logia XXX. 410 Mawth. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 20 Dogge-
fenell and mathes is bothe one. 1578 LYTE Dodoens H.

xxx. 186, I haue Englished it Unsauerie Camomill, foolish

Mathes, and white Cotula without sauour. 1597 GKRARDE
Herbal Table Eng. Names, Stinking Mayth, that is Male

weed. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Htist. i. Table of Hard Words,

Maythe, is a weede that growes amongst come, and is

called of some Hogs- Fennel!.

2. Red Maythe(s: Red or Purple Camomile,
Adonis aittumnalis.

1548, 1551 [see MAIDWEED]. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n.

Ixxiv. 310 Adonis flower is called in Latine Flos Adonis. .

in English we may call it red Maythes. 1713 PETIVEU

Catal. Ray s Eng. Herbal v. PI. xxxix. 8 Red Malthes.

Maythen (nvi-S n). Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

4 mapen, 6 maythen, mawthen, 8 maithen, 9

mathen, -an. [Repr. OE. m&(e)J&amp;gt;an, mafofait,

oblique case and pi. of msegefa, ma^ofe : see prec.

Cf. MATHER(N.] = prec.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de BMesw. in Wright Voc. 162 Ameroke

e gletoner [glossed mathen (maythe) and cloten]. I5Z4

Crete Herball cxxxvii, Consolida media. Maythen. 1597

GERARDE Herbal App., Mawthen is Cotulafoitida. 1845

Jrnl. R.Agric.Soc.V. 11.431 The mathen and crow-needles

grow more thickly. 1883 Hamps/i. Gloss., Mathan, Anthe-

mis Cotula.

Blaythern, variant form of MATHERN.

May-tide : see MAY v.1 12.



MAYWEED.

IKCayweed (m^ w/d). \^^\*maythe-weed: see

MAYTHE and cf. MAIDWEED.] = MAYTHE i.

1551 in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. App. A. 145 That ground,
which, .was most to be nobly adorned with corn,.. now. .re

plenished with mayweed, thistles, docks. 1573 TUSSER Husb.

(1878) 112 The Mayweed doth burn and the thistle doth
freat. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxlix. 617, i Cotnlafatida.
Maie weede. 2 Cotula. lutea. Yellow Male weede. 1657
C. BECK Univ. Cltarac. I iv b, Oxe-eye, vid. may weed.

1672 JOSSELYN Xew-Eng. Rarities 86 May-weed, excellent

for the Mother; some of our English Housewives call it

Iron Wort. 1758 R. BROWN Compl. Fanner (1759) 94 Rub
the place with wormwood, nettles, may-weed. 1892 JEF-
FERIES Toilers ofField 310 The mayweed fringes the arable

fields with its white rays and yellow centre

Mazagan (mx zagaen). [Said to be named
from Mazagan in Morocco, where it grows wild.]

In full mazagan bean: a small early variety of

the broad bean, Faba vulgaris.
1754 JUSTICE Scots Gardiners Director 190 The Mazagan

and the early Lisbon are the earliest kinds ; but I prefer the

Mazagan Bean. 1759 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 7) s. v. Faba,
The Mazagan Bean is the first and best Sort of early Beans
at present known ; these are brought from a Settlement of

the Portuguese on the Coast of Africa, just without the

Streights of Gibraltar, 1846 J. BAXTER /,/ /. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 425 Sow. Melons, cucumbers, peas, beans, the

broad sorts, or the mazagans, if wanted early.

Mazame (maz^ -m). Also mazama. [a. F.

mazame (Buffon), a. Mexican mazame (cited in

the Sp. transl. of Hernandez, 1615), pi. of ma$atl
deer, mistaken for a sing.
The U- S. Diets, give the above pronunciation ; the

original word is (masa m^).]

1. Used as a name for various American species
of deer ;

also applied to the Pronghorn.
By some recent zoologists the mod.L. mazama is used as

the name of a genus including all the American Cervida:.

1791 SMELLIE tr. Buffon (ed. 3) VII. 31 These roebucks,
or mazames and temamacames of Mexico. 1890 Century
Diet,

,
Mazame. i. The North American pronghorn. 2.

The pampas-deer of South America.

2. The antilopine Rocky Mountain goat, Oreani-
nus or Haplocents montanus.
Hence the name of The Mazarnas

, given to a society of
mountain-climbers organized on the summit of Mount Hood
i:] July iSgv (Gd. Words Feb. 1901, p. 101).

1852 J. E. GRAY Caiat. Specim. Mammalia Brit. Mus.
Hi. 114 Mazama Americana, The Ma/ame or Spring-buck.
1871-82 Casselfs Nat. Hist. III. 27 The Mazama or Moun
tain Goat of California and the Rocky Mountains.

Mazapane, obs. form of MARCHPANE.
Mazar, obs. form of MAZAKD sb.- t MAZER.
Mazard (mce-zaid), sbl Also 7 mazerd, 7-9

mazzard. [app. an alteration of MAZER, by as

sociation of the ending with the suffix -ARD.]
fl. A mazer; a cup, bowl, drinking vessel.

Also attrib. Obs.
1601 FULBECKE \$t Pt. Parall. 86 The Baeotians did giue

..Bacchus his mazard with a cluster of grapes. 1632 Proc.
Star Chamb. (Camden) 303 In Salisbury they have digged
up an old Bishop out of his grave and have made a mazzard
of his scull. 1696 AUBREY Misc. (1857) 213 They, .drank

good ale in a brown mazard.

2. jocular, arch. a. The head.
1602 SHAKS. Ham, v. i. 97 Knockt about the Mazard with

a Sextons Spade. 1621 MOLLE Camcrar. Liv. Libr. v,

xiv. 376 Certaine young men, hauing their mazerds well
heated with drinking. 1624 MIUOLETON Game at C/iess in.

i. 306 The red hat, fit for the guilty mazzard. 1709 Brit.

Apollo II. No. 39. 3/i A. .Fellow.. takes me o er the Ma
zard. 1876 BROWNING Pacchiarotto iv, With fancy he ran
no hazard: Fact might knock him o er the mazard.

b. The face, countenance, phiz*.
1762-71 H. WALPOLE l

r
crtue s Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV.

103 His countenance harmonized with his humour, and
Christian s mazard was a constant joke. 18x0 MOORE Fables
ii. 82 In vain the Court, aware of errors In all the old
established mazards, Prohibited the use of mirrors, And
tried to break them at all hazards.

3. slang. {^Anglo-Irish^} The *head of a coin.
iSoa MAR. EDGEWORTH Irish Balis 129 Music ! says he

*
Skull ! says I and down they come three brown mazzards.

Hence t Mazard v. trans., to knock on the head.
i6i6 B. JONSON Love Restored, The rogues let a huge

trap-dore fall o my head. If I had not been a spirit, I had
been mazarded.

Mazard (marziid), sb? dial. Forms: 6-7
raazar, mazer, 7 massard, 7- maz(z)ard. [Of
obscure origin : possibly a use of prec.] In the
s. w. counties, a kind of small black cherry ;

in

some other localities applied to the wild cherry;
also attrib., as mazard cherry.
1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. I. 723 The common small Cherries,

or Mazars. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 136 The
gumme of the mazer or wilde Cherytree. c 1630 RISDON
Suru. Dwon 322 (1810) 332 A fruit, called mazards here,
elsewhere black cherries. 1676 LADY FANSHAWE Mem. (1830)
70 They have, near this town [ Barnstaple], a fruit called a
massard, like a cherry, but different in taste. 1782 M. CUT
LER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 90 Set out some mazzard cherries
I brought from Mr. Balch s, at Newbury. 1790 GROSE
Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Mazards, black cherries. Glouc. 1855
KINGSLEY West-w. Ho ! i, Red quarrenders and mazard
cherries.

Mazare, obs. form of MAZER.
t Mazarine, sbl Obs. Also 7 mazerine, 8

massereen, mazareen. [Of obscure history.
Phillips 1706 mentions a phrase a la mazarine (not given

by Fr. lexicographers), used to designate a particular mode
of dressing fowls, and, possibly f. the name of Cardinal

262

Mazarin (died 1662) prime minister of France, or of the

Duchesse de Mazarin, who died at Chelsea in 1699. Maza
rine dish, plate, may perh. be attributive uses of this word.]

a. In early use also mazarine dish, plate : A deep
plate, usually of metal, b. (See quot. 1706.)
1673 MARVELL Reh, Transp. n. \Vks. (Grosart) III. 451

What ragousts had here been for you to have furnish d the
Mazarines on your table ! 1674 Land. Gaz. No. 863/4 Stoln
. .Seven Mazarine Plates, One Mazarine Plate of a smaller

size, Ten Pottage Plates [etc.], 1687 Ibid. No. 2237/4 Stolen

. .18 Plates, 4 deep ones or Mazarines. 1688 Ibid. No. 2315/8
There has been lately stolen out of Her Majesty s Kitchen, a
Silver Mazarine Dish. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Maza
rines, a kind of little Dishes to be set in the middle of a large
Dish for the setting out of Ragoos, or Fricassies ; also a sort

of small Tarts fill d with Sweet-meats. 1736 BAILEY Housh.
Diet. 234 Put them on a mazarine and bake them. 1747
MRS. GLASSE Cookery xiv. (1796) 224 When that is done,
set it into a massereen, throw sugar all over, and garnish
with orange. 1773 Land. Chron. 7 Sept. 248/3 Mazareens.

Mazarine (mEezarf n), sd.~ and a. Also 7

mazarien, 8 mazerene, mazarene, 7-9 mazarin.

[Perh. from the name either of Cardinal Mazarin

!

or of the Duchesse de Mazarin (see prec.) ;
but

evidence is wanting. (Not in Kr. Diets.)]
1. In full mazarine blue : A deep rich blue.

1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2150/4 The other [saddle] with Gold,
! Silver, and Silk, of several Colours, upon Mazarine Blue

I

Velvet. 1753 Disiov. J. Poulter (ed. 2) 16 We sold . .the Ma-
; zerene blue Coat for one Pound. 1819 SAMOUELLE Entontol.

Cowpend. 381 Mazarine blue moth (Lycsna Cywon). 1879
. J. J. YOUNG Cerani. Art 132 The mazarine blue is similarly

j

treated.

2. A stuff or a garment of a mazarine blue colour.

1694 Land, Gaz. No. 3003/4 The Coach was lined with blue
! Shag or Mazarien. 1766 [ANSTEY] Bath Guide ix. 92 Bring
! my silver d mazarine, Sweetest gown that e er was seen.

b. A London common-councilman j so called

from his mazarine blue gown.
vj6iAnn. Reg. 238 Mr. , who was. .a mazarine.. .It is a

sort ofnick-name given to the common-councilmen on account
of their wearing mazarine blue silk gowns upon this occasion

[Lord Mayor s day].

3. as adj. Of a mazarine blue colour.

1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1959/4 He hath or. a Nutmeg colored

Coat, faced with Mazarine Shag at the hands. 1688 Ibid.

; No. 2405/4 A bay Nag. . with a Mazarene Saddle. 1866 GEO.
ELIOT F. Holt xxxi, Some with the orange-coloured ribbons

j

and streamers of the true Tory candidate, some with the

ma/arine of the Whig.

t Mazarine, v. Obs. In 7 mazzarine. [Prob.
from the name of the Duchesse de Mazarin : see

MAZARINE .y^. 1
] trans. To decorate with lace in

some particular manner.

1694 Acct.for lace supplied to Q. Mary in Mrs. Parser s

IHst. Lae(igo2) 343 Three yards of lace to mazzarine ye
pinners at 25 shillings.

i Mazarine hood. Obs. (See quot. 1 708.)
1689 SHADWELL Bnry Fair 11. i, Millencr. What d ye

lack, Ladies ? fine Mazarine Hoods, Fontanges, Girdles

[etc.]. 1708 KICRSEY, Mazarine-food, a hood made after

a particular fashion, such as was us d by the Duchess of
Ma/arine.

Mazaroth, obs. form of MASORITE.
Mazdaism (mfle zd/iiz m). Also Mazdeism.

[f. Avestic mazda, the name of the good principle

(Ahura-mazda, Ormuzd) of ancient Persian theo

logy.] The ancient Persian religion as taught in

|

the Avesta ; Zoroastnanism.

1871 P. SMITH Anc. Hist. East m. xviii. 384 The Zend-
avesta claims to be the revelation of Mazdeisnt. 1886

, Encyct. Brit. XX. 360 Zaratbustric religion (Mazdaism).
So Mazde an, -as an a., pertaining to the religion

j

of the Avesta; sb. an adherent of this religion.
1880 DARMESTETER tr. Zend-Avesta i. Introd. 42 There

was a Mazdean literature in existence in those times. 18. .

J. MILNE Relig. Persia in Cycl. Set. I. 601 The Mazdean s

idea of the resurrection glorified man s body as his eternal

companion.
Maze (m&amp;lt;?iz),

sb. Forms: 3-8 raase, 4 masse,
4- maze. [See MAZE v.]

t 1. The maze. (The use of the article is some
what difficult to account for, but cf. the similar use

with names of diseases.) Obs.

a. Delirium, delusion ; disappointment.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6585 Wile he sede alle men

J&amp;gt;at
an

erbe wonieb her pat it nis bole be pure mase \B. masse) eni

kinges poer. f 1305 Judas Istariot 14 in E. E. / . (1862)

107 pis wyf was wel sore adrad : to hire louerd heo tolde

[her dream] anon }e, he seide, hit is
\&amp;gt;c

mase. 1363 LANGL.
/ . PI. A. in. 155 Heo ledej&amp;gt; )&amp;gt;e

lawe as hire luste and loue-

dayes make|&amp;gt;, pe Mase for a Mene mon b;iu} he mote euere.

1377 Ibid. B. Prol. 196 Better is a litel losse ban a longe
sorwe pe mase amonge vs alle bou$ we mysse a schrewe.

b. Vanity, vain amusement, dissipation.
1361 LANGU P. PI. A. i. 6 Sixt bou

J&amp;gt;is peple Al hou bisy
bei ben aboute be mase? 14. . HmvGoodeiuyfefa in Q. Eliz.

, Acad. 46 Go not as it wer A gase Fro house to house, to

j

seke be mase.

t 2. a. A delusive fancy, b. A trick, deception.
^1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 468 Al this nas but a mase

[v.r. maze], c 1386 Nnn*$ Pr. T. 273 Men dreme al day
of Owles or of Apes, And of many a maze ther-with-al.

1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy v. xxxvii. (1555), All was done
for an ydell mase. 14.. Kyngfy Hermit 417 in Hazl. E.
P. P. I. 29 Hopys thou, I wold for a mase Stond in the

myre there ?

3. A state of bewilderment. Obs. exc. dial.

In early examples it is uncertain whether a maze or AMAZE
sb. is intended.

1430 [see AMAZIC sb. i]. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn liv.

MAZE.

221 The faire Beatrix, .stood in a maze. 1535 JOYE Apot.
Tindale (Arb.) 48 Orels leue the reder as yt were in hys
Maze. 1577-87 HOLISSHED Chron. \\\. 1139/2 The maze
was such, that besides his sonne maister Arthur Grcie..not
a man else did follow him. 1631 HEYWOOD znd Pt. Faire
Maid of West m. Wks. 1874 II. 374 Six, to the maze Of all

the rest, were slain. 1653 Ctoria fy Narcissus 274 Admira
tion stands at a maze. 1666 BUNYAN Grace Ab. 20 (1900)

302 At this I was put to an exceeding Maze. 17*1 SEWEL
Hist. Quakers (1795) I. iv. 271 That he came to a perfect

recovery from his having been in a maze seems to appear
plainly. 1819 W. TENSANT Papistry Stormed 11827) 136
(He] up the street Rade on in mickle maze I ween, For
fient ae face was to be &amp;gt;een.

U b. Used by Scott for : Confusing haze.

1813 SCOTT Trierm. Concl. i, When a pilgrim strays, In

morning mist or evening maze, Along the mountain lone.

4. A structure consisting of a network of winding
i

and intercommunicating paths and passages ar

ranged in bewildering complexity, so that without

guidance it is difficult to find one s way in it
;
a

labyrinth ;
occas. \r\ plural, the windings of a laby

rinth. Also iny?^. context.
Sometimes loosely applied to a structure in which there is

a single path winding in such a manner that the distance
from the entrance to the end is enormously greater than it

1 would be in a direct line. (So in quot. 1903.)
c 1385 CHAI CER L. G. W. 2010 Ariadne, The hous is

krynkeled two & fro, And hath so queynte weyis for to go
For it is shapyn as the mase is wrought. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(RolU) I. 311 In that yle is also oon of the nij. mases [L. de

quatnor labyrinthis\. 1534 MORE Contf. agst. Trio. 11.

Wks. 1202/2 They walke round about as it were in a round
mase. 1577 B. GOOGK Heresbacli s Hitsb. u. (1586) 66 Roses

growing in Borders, and made m a maze. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
N. n. i. 99. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado^ (1878) 104 There
doth grow, A groue of fatall Elmes, wherein a maze, Or laby
rinth is fram d. 1763 FALCONER Shtp&r. \\. 207 Such arduous
toil sage Daedalus endur d, In mazes self-invented long im-

mur d. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece v. I. 133 He vanquished
the monster of the labyrinth, and retraced its mazes. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. Boz, Seven Dials, The gordian knot was all

1 very well in its way : so was the maze of Hampton Court:
so is the maze at the BeulahSpa. 19030. E. JEANS Handhk.
Line. 222 A maze, called Julians JSovuer, is cut in the

grassy brow of the cliflfl

b. transf. andyf^.
In i6-i7th c. often in phr. to tread a maze, perhaps with

allusion to 4 c.

1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 106 Leadynge them in

an endlesse mase of dyrtye tradicyons and folyshe cere-

monyes. 1578 Chr. Prayers 17 To the intent we should not

wander any longer vp and down in the mazes of this world.

1596 KEYMIS &quot;2nd Voy. Guiana G 4 In the discouerie of

Guiana, you may read both of Oreliano .. and of Berreo,
with others that haue trode this maze, and lost them selues

in seeking to find this countrie. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
n. xi. i The trauaile therein taken seemeth to haue ben
rather in a Maze, then in a way. 1615 CROOKE Body of
Man 15 The Labyrinthaean Mazes and web of the small

arteries. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. EA. i. x. 42 To lose

us in this maze of error. 1781 CRABBE Library 121 Whether

I

tis yours to lead the willing mind Through History s

mazes, and the turnings find. 1837 DISRAELI I enetia iv. ii,

They were lost in a delicious maze of metaphor and music.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 347 Bath was . . a maze of

only four or five hundred houses. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phot-ton

|

vi, 74 A tangled maze of bracken and briar.

C. A winding movement, esp. in a dance,
1610 Histrio*tn. in. 232 The world doth turn a maze in

giddy round. 1617 B. JONSON Vision of Delight (near end),

|
In curious knots and mazes so The Spring at first was
taught to go. 1704 POPE Windsor For. 122 To plains with
well-breath d beagles we repair, And trace the ma^es of the

circling hare. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Tk. ix. 9 Dancing, with the

rest, the giddy Maze, Where Disappointment smiles at

Hope s Career.

yd. ? A mode of plaiting the hair. Obs.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes 16 Their haire not shorne. .close

to their headsj nor in quarters, and mases.

5. attrib., as maze-like adj. and adv.; Maze-
Monday dial. (Cornw.), the Monday after pay-day

!
at a mine (cf. Mazed Monday^ MAZED ///. .)

(E. D. D.) ; t Maze-Sunday dial. (Devon), some

i particular Sunday set apart for feasting.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. iv. Columnes 749 The
Maze-like Mean that turns and wends so fair, 1700 T.

BROWN Ace. Jourti. Exon Wks. 1709 III. 103. I arrived

at Exon.. .The next Day being Sunday, call d by the Natives
of this Country Maze-Sunday, (and indeed not without some

Reason, for the People look d as if they were Galliedj I was
waked by [etc.). 1889 PATER G. de Latour (1896) 35 Its

maze-like crypt, centering in the shrine of the sibylline

Notre-Dame. 1904 ll eitnt. Gaz. 15 Mar. 1/3, I looked

down on to rows of clipped, regular, hornbeam hedges, with

grass paths between them, maze-like.

Maze (miz), v. Forms: 3-6 mase, 5 mayze,
6 mayse, 4- maze. [The vb. and the related

MAZE sb. appear before 1300; OK. may have had

*Masian vb. or *M,TS, *ma$e sb.
;

a compound
dmasod (= AMAZED) occurs once in the alliterative

phrase amasod and amarod (Be Domes Dse&e

125, whence quoted by Wulfstan Horn. 137).
Possible cognates are Norw. dial, mas exhausting labour,

annoying pertinacity, whim, fancy, idle chatter ; ntasa to be

busy, toil, to pester, worry, to chatter, passive to fall into a

J

doze ; Sw. mas sluggard, ntasa to crawl, walk lazily, refi.

I

to bask, sun oneself.]

1. trans. To stupefy, daze ; to put out of one s

wits; fto craze, infatuate. Chiefly in passive.
Now arch, and dial.

d 1300 E. E. Psalter l.\xvii[ij. 71 [65] And wakened^es
lauerd als slepand, Als mased [Vulg. crapitlatus} of wine

mightand. c 1374 CHAUCEK A net. fy Arc. 322, I am so mased



MAZED.

bat I deye, Arcyte hathe borne aweye t&amp;gt;e keye Of all my
worlde, and my goode Aventure ! c 1586 Man ofLaw s

T. 428 She seyde, she was so mazed in the see That she

forgat hir mynde, by hir trouthe. a 1400 Cursor M. 27891

(Cott. Galba) Dronkinhede. .mase a man., bod for to speke
and do foly ; . . so es his minde mased and mad. c 1400
Destr. Troy 13280 Folis..J&amp;gt;at

heron the melody [of the

Sirens], so mekill are masit in hert, Lettyn sailis doun slyde,
& in slym fallyn. c 1425 [see MAP v.2 ]. 1530 PALSGR. 633/2
You mased the boye so sore with beatyng that he coulde nat

speake a worde. 1563 B. GOOGE Sonn. (Arb.) 88 Gorgon ..

who with her Beautie mazed men, and nowe doth raygne
in Hell. 1591 Troub. Raigne K. John H. (1611) 79, I am
mad indeed, My heart is maz d, my sences all foredone.

1610 B. JONSON Alch. v. v, Finding This tumult bout my
dore (to tell you true) It somewhat maz d me. i68MANTON
Exp. Jude 16 Wks. 1871 V. 318 This is the devil s device,
first to maze people, as birds are with a light and a bell in the

night, and then todrive them into the net. 1716 13. CHUKCH
Hist. Philip s Ifar (1865) I. 21 The Pilot yet sat his Horse,
tho so maz d with the Shot, as not to have sense to guide
him. 1725 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s.v. Milk, Neither should
the Milk-maid . . affright the Cow or maze her. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot xix, The lad is mazed ! said the falconer to himself.

1855 A. MANNING O. Chelsea Bun-house xiv. 232 My head
was mazed with my journey. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvias
L. III. loo, If I could but think; but it s my head as is

aching so ; doctor, I wish yo d go, for I need being alone,
I m so mazed. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 295 Then
said the King,

* 1 he man is mazed with fear .

1 2. intr. To be stupefied or delirious ; to wander
in mind. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 438 A fers feintise folwes me oft,..

J&amp;gt;at
i mase al marred for mournyng neish hondes. c 1386

CHAUCER Merck* T. 1143 Ye maze, maze, goode sire
, quod

she. 01568 ASCHAM Scholcm. n. (Arb.) 159 All men may
stand still to mase and muse vpon it.

3. trans. To bewilder, perplex, confuse. Often
with some notion of a figurative maze or labyrinth.
1482 CAXTON Trcvisa s Higdtn i. xxx. 40 b,Who that gooth

In to that hows [a labyrinth] & wolde come out agayn . . shal
be so mased that out can he not goo. a 1500 A sseinb. Ladies
38 Other ther were, so mased in her mind, Al wayes [of a maze]
were good for hem, bolheeestand west. 1768 JOHNSON Pref.
Shaks. Wks. IX. 245 He who has mazed his imagination in

following the phantoms which other writers raise up before

him, may here be cured of his delirious ecstacies. 1868
ROGERS Pol. Econ. Pref., The historian who is ignorant
of the interpretations of politic.il economy is constantly
mazed in a medley of unconnected and unintelligible facts.

refi. 1627 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 73 Wee maze
our selues sometimes in following Schoolemen.

4. intr. To move in a mazy track, f Also to

maze it.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. iii. 86 Like as moulten Lead
being poured forth Upon a levell plat of sand or earth, In

many fashions mazeth to and fro. 1756 LANGHORNE Poems
(1760) 44 Thus silver Wharf. .Still, melancholy-mazing, seems
to mourn. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQnat. II. 12 Walter
led his. .patron though this field and that field ;. .till, having
mazed it and circled it for. . three hours, he finally conducted
the Serjeant to the very gate at which he had first entered.

1865 CARLYLR Fredk. Gt. xix. i. (1872) VIII. 108 They struck
their tents everywhere,..and only went mazing hither and
thither.

t b. trans. To involve in a maze or in intricate

windings; to form mazes upon. Obs.
1606 SYLVESTER DM Bartas n. iv. i. Trophcis 1003 Mean

der-like. .Thou run st to meet thy self s pure streams behind
thee Mazing the Meads wher thou dost turn & wind thee.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia To Author A iv, Some maze their

Thoughts in Labyrinths, and thus Invoke no Reader, but an
Oedipus.

Maze, obs. form of MAIZE
; var. MEASE.

Mazed (m^zd),///. a.
[f. MAZE v. + -ED!.]

In senses of the verb : Stupefied, dazed, crazed
;

bewildered, confused ; f terrified.

Mazed Monday (dial. Cornw.) : (a)~ Maze-Monday (M,\ZE.
sl&amp;gt;. 5) ; (fl the Monday before Christmas (E.D.D.).
c 1350 Will. Paleme 884 So witerly was bat word wounde

to hert, bat he ferd as a mased man an marred nei^ honde.
H93 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 71 b, They.. walked up
downe in y

e countre lyke mased beestes. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. v. viii. 38 Like mazed deare. .they flew. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. VIll, n. iv. 185 Many maz d considerings, did throng
And prest in with this Caucion. 1755 WESLEY Wks. (1872)
II. 342, I said To be sure it is some mazed man . 1830
MRS. BRAY Fitz ofF. iii. (1884) 28 He had very much the

appearance of what the country people here call a mazed
man. 1836 KEBLE in Lyra Apost. (1849) 222 The voice in

effable Wakening your mazed thoughts with an Almighty
spell.

Hence f Ma zedly adv., f Ma zedness.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerks T. 1005 She ferde as she had stert

out of a sleepe, Til she out of hire mazednesse abreyde.
14. . HOCCLEVE Min. Poems (1892)44 Syn my spirit nat dar
putte vp his bille,..But in his mazidnesse abydith stille.

1530 PALSGR. 243/2 Masydnesse, musardiet desuere, effroy.

Mazeful (m^ zful), a. Obs. exc. arch. [f.
MAZE sb. + -FUL.] Bewildering, confounding.
1595 SPENSER Ef&amp;gt;ithal. 190 And stand astonisht lyke to

those which red Medusaes mazeful bed. 1897 F. THOMPSON
New Poems 3 It was a mazeful wonder.

Mazels, obs. pi. of MEASLE sb.

Mazelyn, variant of MASELIX Obs.
t
a mazer.

Mazemelit (m^i zment). Also 6 masement.
[f. MAZE v. + -MEXT.] Stupor ; a state of stupor
or trance. Also = AMAZEMENT.
ns8o MuMDAY 7m Sundry Examples (Shaks. Soc.

1851) 97 Call to mind the greevous and suddain Earthquake
..which caused such a mazement through the whole Citie.

1598 Tom Alia (1880) 72 Though that it be such As euery
eye with masement it doth fill. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Maze-
went, amazement. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister 167
Just wait till I get near you, and we ll see if I can t find

263

another ma?ement for you. 1901 KIPLING Kim \\. 264 A
very few white people, but many Asiatics, can throw them
selves into a mazement as it were by repeating their own
names over and over again to themselves.

Mazer (m^ zaj),^. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 3-
mazer, 4-9 raaser. Also 2-3 mazere, 4 mazre,
4-5 maseer(e, 5 mausure, masour, masowyr,
5-6 masar, masere, 6 meyser, mas(s)or, masser,
masure, mazur, mazare, 6-7 mazor, mazar.

[a. OF. mascre, inasre (inasdre^ madre, whence F.

madrt veined, variegated) used in senses i and 2
;

of Teut. origin : cf. OHO. masar excrescence on a

tree (glossing L. tuber^ nodus}, MHG. maser ex

crescence on a tree, maple, drinking cup, mocl.G.
maser markings in wood

;
MDu. maeser maple ;

ON. mgsur-r maple (\*masur-oz}.
The Teut. root *mas-

t
*ws-

t expressing the notion of

spot or excrescence , is found also in OHG. Jinisa

(MHG. rrtiise) clcatrix, spot on the body, early mod.Du.
wase, masse spot, mesh (Du. ttraas mesh, maashont maple-
wood) ; Norw. dial, masa to grain, paint in imitation of the

grain of wood
;
and the words cited s.v. MEASLE.

The Welsh masarn maple, sycamore, is certainly from

KngHsh, though the evidence of the use of mazer in this

sense in Eng. is somewhat scanty.]

1. A hard wood ^ properly maple; but cf. quot.
c 1500 in b) used as a material for drinking cups.

i 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 De caliz [is] of tin ; and hire

[the priest s concubine s] nap of mazere. 1419 // ill of.Miinn*
ford (Somerset Ho.\ Ciphuin de mazer legatum cum ar-

gento. 1593-1656 Rites
&amp;lt;y
Mni. Ch. l&amp;gt;nr/i. (Surtees 1903} 80

The goodly Cup called S l Beedes Bowl, the outside whereof
was of black Mazer.

t b. The tree yielding this wood. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare.

14.. Metr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 629 [In list of trees]

Iwnparus, Inbrusctiqite, inirra^ jenupyrtre wyld vyne ma-
sere. 1483 Catk. Angl, 229/2 A Maser, cantants, murra ;

initrrens\ inttrpis (A. innrrus) Arbor est. c 1500 in Turner
Dont. Archit. \. 144 note, Take many rype walenottes and
water hem a while, and put hem in a moiste pytt, and hile

hem, and ther shalbe grawe therof a grett stoke that we calle

masere. 1547 SALKSBI/KY Welsh Diet., Masarn, Masar.

2. A bowl, drinking-cup, or goblet without a

foot, originally made of mazer
1

wood, often richly
carved or ornamented and mounted with silver and

gold or other metal. Often applied to bowls

entirely of metal or other material.

1311 in Arch&ol. (1887) L. i. 176,] mazer cum pede ar-

genteo. c 1330 R. BRUSNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11418 He
gaf..Somme masers of riche pris. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882)

46 Also .i. bord mausure with a bond of seiner. 1424 Ibid.

56, I wull he haue my maser of a vine rote. 1530 Burgh
Rec. Edinb. (1871! II. 39 A masser of siluer ourgilt. 1555
W. WATRF.MAN 1 ardle Facions )l. ix. 193 Of the Skulles of
the heades thus slaine, thei [Scithians] make masures to

drincke in. 1579 SPENSER Sluph. Cal. Aug. 26 A mazer

ywrought of the Maple warre. 1645 EVELYN Diary 25 Jan.,
They shew d us. .mazers of beaten and solid gold set with

diamonds, rubies, and emeralds. i6g7DRYDES

MAZY.

Ma ziug, v6l. s/&amp;gt;. [f. MAZE w. + -iso 1.] The
action of causing amazement, astonishment.
1600 S. NICHOLSON Acolastus (1876) 39 Sweeping they

came, and seemd to brush the ground, Their tipto-tripping
pace bred double mazing, Their ratling silkes my sences did
confound.

Mazing (m^i-zirj), ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.]

ausing confusion, bewilderment, or
c 1449 PECOCK Kefr. n. xiv. 230 He schal ful

Ann. (1863) II. w. ix. 488 The royal Mazer, or convivial bowl.

fig. 16292. HOYD Last Battctl 1123 Take now the Cuppe
of Saluation, the great Mazer of his mercie.

t 3. The head
;
= MAZARD sbl 2. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddon s Ans~v. Osor. 77 b, Being imagined
in your own braynsicke mazer, a 1652 BROME Love-sick

Court iv. iii, So wilt thou whilst thou canst lift thy bottle To
that old Mazer.

b. transf. A helmet.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iv. 614 Hardy Laelius.. All in

gilt armour, on his glist ring MazorA stately plume, ofOrange
mixt with Azur.

4. attrib. and Comb. : f mazer-band, the silver

binding of a mazer; mazer bowl, cup, -dish =
2; f mazer tree = I b

;
mazer wood, = sense i.

1441 In Arefi&ol. (1887) L. i. i87Unum*maserband. 1562-3
I Ibid. 193 A *masar bole wth a border of sylver and gilt abowt

j

ytt. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 49. 1686-7 AUBREY Rem.

\

Gentilism fy Judaism (1881) 35 A Mazar-bowle of maple
(Gossips bowle) full of beer. 1434 E. E. WiV&dSSa) 101 A
litil *maser coppe. 1656 TRADF.SCANT Mns. Tradesc. 52
*Mazer dishes. ? c 1475 Syr. Lffive Degre 689 She. .closed

hym in a *maser-tre. 1595 DUNCAN App. Etymol. (E.D.S.) 66

Acer, the maser tree. 1656 TRADESCANT Mns, Tradesc. 44
The plyable

* Mazer wood, being warmed in water will work
i to any form.

Hence f Mazer -v. trans., MAZARD v.

1596 NASHE Saffron-Walden V4 He terrefies mee with

insulting hee was Tom Burwels the Fencers Scholler, and
that he will squeaze and mazer me whensoeuer he met me*.

Mazer, Mazerd, obs. ff. MAZARD sb.~ and sbJ-

Mazerine, obs. form of MAZARINE sb?

Mazey, Mazi, variants of MAZY a. and sb.

Mazil, obs. form of MEASLE.

Mazily (m^-zili), adv. [f. MAZY a. + -LY 2
.]

In a mazy manner.
a 1225 A tier. 1?. 272 pe bimasede Isboset, lo ! hwu he

dude maseliche [AfS. T. masedliche]. 1839 BAILEY Festits

xviii. (1852) 226 While six sister goddesses mazily tread The
bright fields of air. 1855 S. BROOKS Asfett Crt. I. x. 144
Those mazily cut Valentines one sees m windows. 1864
TENNYSON Milton^ The brooks of Eden mazily murmuring.

MazineSS (m^i-zines). [f. MAZY a. + -NESS.]
The state or condition of being mazy.
1847 in WEBSTER. 1857 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, fy Art

(1862) 435 This peculiar feature, .gives to Indian mythology
a haziness and maziness which set arrangement and strict

definition at defiance.

Causing confusion, bewilderment, or perplexity.
c 1449 PECOCK Kefr. n. xiv. 230 He schal ful ofte bi masing

studie be ful idil, whanne he my^te be weel and fruytfulii
occupied. 1556 }. H&vy/ooDSfiaer ,5- f. Iviii. 30 This ant
. .Hath cast manic masing mists before your iyse. 1623 tr.

Famine s T/icat. Hon. VI. v. 132 Clewes, to guide us out of
these mazing Labyrinths. 1833 Pliilol. Museum II. 442
The mazing and dazzling power of a rich system of har
monies.

Mazo- (nvi za), used as comb, form of mod.L.
maza placenta, a. Gr.

/&amp;lt;5fa
cake.

|| Mazocaco-
thesis m 7

i:z(
ka-k^-h/&quot;sis) [Gr. aos bad + fleVis

a placing], malposition of the placenta ;
hence

Ma zocacothe-tic a. \\ Mazolysis (m^zp lisis)

[(jr. Xvais a loosing], the separation or detach
ment of the placenta ; hence Mazolytic a.

|| Mazopathia ^nv /A . C bia) [Gr. irdflos suffering,

feeling: see -PATHY], a disease of, or originating
from, the placenta; hence Mazopa thic a.

1856 in MAVNK A
.i/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;s.

Le.i:

: . Mazodynia (nu-izAbi-nia). J/6YZ
7

. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. /Jaf-ds breast + oSui

i; pain.] = MASTODVNIA.
1850 HiKKia i /V.s-. l &amp;gt;nasl 18 The severe neuralgic affec

tion comprehended umkT the term mazodynia.

t Mazo logy. [f. Gr. //a(,V,-s breast + -LORY.
Cf. MASTOLOUY.] Urewstcr s substitute for MAM
MALOGY.
1807-29 Rdinb. F.ncycl. XIII. 393/1 SFazology. .is that

branch of zoology which treats of the class of mammiferous
animals. 1828-32 WKHSTI .K, Mnr.olcgy t

. . the doctrine or

history of mammifcrmis animals.

IIcncelttazolo-gfical. = MAMMALOGlcAL; Mazo--

logist = MAMMAI.OOIST.
1807-29 t.diiil*. l:.ncycl. XIII. 393/2 The two most eminent

mazologists of antiquity are Aristotle and Pliny. 1828-32
WkBSTKK, 3!a~elogii al, . . Mazologist.

Mazor, obs. form of MAZER.

Mazorete, -etical, obs. ff. MASORETE, -ETICAL.

Mazouelle. Antiq. MASUEL.
1857 Archrol. Jrnl. XI V. 281 A German mazouelle of steel.

Mazoun, obs. form of MASON* sb. 1

Mazourca, -ka, obs. forms of MAZURKA.
Mazuca, Mazur: see MASOOKA, MAZER.
Mazurka (mazfr-ka, mazua jka). Also 9 mi-

zurko, mazourca, mazourka. [a. Polish ma-
ztii kii woman of the Polish province Mazovia. In Fr.

masurka, mazurka, -ourka, -urke, Ger. masurka.]
1. A lively Polish dance resembling the polka;

the music is in triple time.
1818 T. CREF.VF.Y in Sir H. Maxwell Papers etc. (1904) I.

283 My delight was to see the Mizurko danced by Madame
Suwarrow and her brother the Prince Nariskin. 1831 Society
I. 306 A large party had assembled there., to practice the

Mazourca. 1842 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. iv. 116 He is at

all the parties perpetually, and perpetually dancing the

mazurka. 1883 MABEL COLLINS Prettiest Woman x, The
aftur-supper-dance is called the White-Mazurka, because it is

kept up till the daylight is broad and clear.

2. A piece of music intended to accompany this

dance, or composed in its rhythm.
1854 THACKERAY Ne-vcoines xxviii, The Austrian brass

band. .plays the most delightful mazurkas and waltzes.

Mazy (irKT -zi), a. Forms : 6 macy, 6-7 mazie,

7 mazi, 7, 9 mazey, 7- mazy. [f. MAZE sb. + -Y i.]

1. Resembling or of the nature of a maze ; full

of windings and turnings.

!g79 SPENSER Sheph.Cal. Dec.zs, I wont toraunge amydde
the mazie thickette. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. i. Eden
510 Not treading Sin s false mazy measures. 1615 CROOKE

Body of Man 465 A mazey laberynth of small veines and
arteries. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix, 161, L.prie In every Bush
and Brake, where hap may finde The serpent sleeping, in

whose mazie foulds To hide me. 1714 POPE Rape of Lock
II. 139 Some thrid the mazy ringlets of her hair. 1728
Dune. i. 68 Pleas d with the madness of the mazy_ dance.

1797 COLERIDGE Knbla Khan 25 Five miles meandering with

a mazy motion., the sacred river ran. 1844 HOOD Haunted
Ho. xxxiii, The cobweb hung across in mazy tangle. 1888

BRYCE Amer. Coninmi. (1890) II. Ixi. 434 It is hard to keep
one s head through this mazy whirl of offices, elections [etc.].

b. Moving in a maze-like course.

1725 POPE Odyss. xvn. 355 With him the
youth pursu d the

goat or fawn, Or trac d the mazy leveret o er the lawn.

c. as sb. jocular. Short for the mazy dance .

1840 DICKENS OldC. Shop Hi, In remembrance of her with

whom I shall never again thread the windings of the mazy.

2. spec, in Mitt. Having convoluted markings.
1811 PINKERTON Pttral. 1.465 Mazy alabastrite, of a deep

brown, with lighter veins.

3. Giddy, dizzy, confused in the head. dial.

c 1510 Songs (MS. Royal, App. 58) in Anglia XII. 268 My
hed is all macy and meruelowsly dothe werke. c 1746 COL

LIER (Tim Bobbin) Vinu Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 43 Sum-

heaw it made meh meazy. 1896 Daily Neivs 5 Sept. 2/4

Deceased seemed to have accidentally fallen in [the water],

probably during a mazy bout , she being subject to severe

headaches.

4. Comb.
1728-46 THOMSON Spring 576 Oh pour The mazy-runmng

soul of melody Into my varied verse.



M.B.

Mazzard, Mazzarine . see MAZARD, MA
ZARINE v.

M.B. (em Iw). [Abbreviation of Mark of the

Beast (see MABK sb. 1 n c, BEAST sb. 7), used

with jocular allusion to the popular view that this

garment was a badge of Popery .] M.B. waist

coat : a kind of waistcoat with no opening in front,

worn by Anglican clergymen (originally, v 1840,

only by adherents of the Tractarian party, but

afterwards by many belonging to other schools).
1853 CONVBEARE in Edinb. Rev. Oct. 315 Who does not

recognise, .the sti(T and tie-less neckcloth, the M.B. coat

and cassock waistcoat [etc.]. 1874 [see MARK sb. 1 11 c]. 1876
MRS. OLIPHANT Pliabe Jun. xvi. (1877) 114 He smiled supe
rior at the folly which stigmatised an M.B. waistcoat.

Iff.B., abbreviation of L. Medicinx Baccalaureus
bachelor of medicine: see B (the letter) III. i.

M.D. Abbreviation of Latin Midiciitse Doctor
doctor of medicine : see D (the letter) III. 3.

Often used colloq. (pronounced em
d/&quot;)

for : One
holding the degree of M.D., a physician.

&quot;755
in JOHNSON. 1766 REID Let. Wks. I. 47/1, I think

our surgeons eclipse our M.D s. 1888 MAPLESON Man.
(ed. 2) I. 209 She gave bonds for her appearance when called

upon, in order to save her trunks from seizure, which the
M.D. had threatened.

Me (m?, mz
, m/), pers. pron., 1st pers. sing.,

ace. and dat. Forms: I- me; also I (ace.) mec,
Northumb. mech, meh, 3-4 mi, 4-7 mee, 8-9
dial, (unstressed) ma. [The OE. me accus. re

presents, like OFris. mi, OS. me, mi? (Du. mi/),
L. me, Gr. e/, pt, Olrish me (mod. Irish mi),
Welsh mi, the bare stem, OAryan *eme-, *me-,
from which in all the Indogermanic langs. the

oblique cases of the pronoun of the 1st pers. sing,
are formed. OE. had also a form mec (which did

not survive into ME.), corresp. to OFris. mic/i,
OS. mik (MDu. mik), OHG. mi/i (MHG., mod.G.
mich&quot;}, ON. mik (Sw., Da. mig), Goth, mik : Pre-
Teut. *mege ( Gr. e/ -ye), in which a limiting

particle *ge (
= Gr. ye, at least ) is added to the

simple accus. The OE. m? dative corresponds to

OFris. mi, mir, OS. mi (MDu. mi, mod.Du.
nit/&quot;),

OHG., mod.G. mir, ON. mir, Goth, miz : Pre-

Teut. *mes ; the final s, which is the sign of the
dative also in the Teut. pronouns of the 2nd pers.

sing., has not been explained with certainty, but

Brugmann has suggested that it may have arisen

from the analogy of the Pre-Teut. *nes (Skr. teas),
the stem of the 1st pers. plural, which was used
uninflected as a dative, and of which Teut. *uus

(Eng. Us) is an ablaut-variant.]
I. The accusative and dative form of the pro

noun of the first person 7.

1. Accusative, as direct object.
Beowulf 447 if mec dea6 nimeS. (rg^o Lindisf, Gos/&amp;gt;.

Matt. x. 32 E^huelc. .seSe ^e-ondetas meh [^975 Ritsliw.

mec, c 1000 Ags. Gosp. mej before monnum. a 1250 Owl ff

Night. 160 Ich wiste wel [?at Jwu me misraddest. 1363
LANGL. P. PI. A. vir. 88 He is holden, Ich hope to haue me
in Muynde. 1470-83 MALORY Arthur vn. xxxii. 264 Spare
me not to morne when I haue restyd me. 1535 FISHER m-s.
(E. E. T. S.) I. 382 He wil not forsake me nor suffer mee to

perish. 1611 BIBLE Rittli i. 20 Call me not Naomi, call mee
Mrtrah. 1762 BICKF.RSTAFF Love in Village \. x. (1765) 20
Well, my lad, are you willing to serve the king? Country
man. Why, can you li-st ma? 1832 TENNYSON (Enone 38
Hear me, for I will speak.
2. Dative, a. As indirect obj. ;

also (now rare
exc. arch.) in dependence on certain impers. vbs.

(cf. MESEEMS, METHINKS, LIST v. 1 ), adjs., and ad vs.

Betnuitlj^2155 Me Sis hildesceorp Hroftgar sealde. c 1175
Lamb. Mom. 113 Her is min child fe me is swiSe leof.

a 1300 Cursor M. 361 1 Dar-efter now mi langes sare. 1390
GOWER Can/. I. 45 So hard me was that ilke throwe That
[etc]. 1:1440 York Myst. viii. 15 Me repentys and rewys
for-|&amp;gt;i. 1533 MORE Detell. Salem Wks. 1024/1 Me nedeth
neuer to loke more for that matter. 1654-66 EARL ORKFRY
Part/ten. (1676) 343 Those strange Accidents which had
arrived me. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes $ Qnal. 395 The
quantity presented me was less inconsiderable. 1898 RIDER
HAGGARD Dr. Tlierne 21 Will you lend it me?

b. As dat. of interest (=for me), chiefly in

commands, arch.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xiii. 8 Ne 5uoas c$u me tVulg.

until] foet. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W, 46 In myn bed there
dawith me no day That I ne am

vp_. 14. . Tundale s I is.

87 Loke me my sparthe, where ever it stonde. 1603 SHAKS.
Meas.for M. n. i. 121 Come me to what was done to her.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 488 F 2 A large Family of Daugh
ters have drawn me up a very handsome Remonstrance.
1765 STKRNE Tr. Shandy VII. xliii, 1 ie me up this tress

instantly. 1849 M- ARNOLD Sick King in Bokhara 45 Prick
me the fellow from the path !

c. Used expletively in passages of a narrative

character. (The so-called ethical dative.) arch.

Formerly often in vulgar or colloq. phrases (now obs.) such
as then says me I

,
what did me I but , etc.

13.. Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt. 1905 pay fel on hym alle, & woried
me

}&amp;gt;is wyly wyth a wroth noyse. 1535 Goodly Printer,
Passion iv, But Peter .. cometh me back again unto the
fire, c 1500 Kafyn Mode II. St. 100 (Child) Here be the best
coresed hors That euer yet sawe I me. 1596 SHAKS. Merck.
y. I. iii. 85 The skilfull shepheard pil d me certaine wands.
1697 VANRRUHH /F.sop i. n. i I se get our wife Joan to he
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the queen s chambermaid; and then crack says me I!
and forget all my acquaintance. 1724 SWIFT Prometh.
Wks. 1755 III. n. 151 Prometheus once this chain [of gold]
purloin d, Then whips me on a chain of brass. 1820 LAMB
Elia, Ser. I. Oxf. in l^at:., With great exactitude of purpose
he enters me his name in the book.

3. Governed by a preposition.
^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 35 Se5e elefes on mech

[Kns/nv, mec]. c 1200 ORMIN 237 puss hafej&amp;gt;b Drihhtin don
wibbme. a 1250 Owl % Night. 367 pu liest on me hit is

isene. ci-yj$Canticum deCrcatione n in Horstm. Altengl.
Leg. (1878) 124/1 pe rode treo pat god on deyde for ^ow
meo. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vm. xxiii. 307, I pray to

god that he neuer be.. shamed for me. 1616 B. JONSON
Forest ix, Drink to me, onely, with thine eyes. 1642
CHAS. I Sp. Wks. 1662 I. 401 You see that My Magazine is

silent towers.

4. Qualified by an adj.
01586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1590) 179 b, Vntil you came,

after so many victories to make a conquest of poore me.
1608 SHAKS. Per. i. iv. 69 To. .make a conquest of vnhappie
mee. 1646 CHASHAW Poems 149 And full of nothing else
hut empty me. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. x, As for poor
little me, . . I was sent to the foundling hospital.

5. Reflexive (
=
myself, to or for myself). Now

chiefly arch, and poet.
a 1000 Juliana ^-2. (Gr,)J?er ic swibe me

byslicre ser^ra^e
ne xewende. a izoo Moral Ode 6 penne ich me bi-J?enche
wel sare ich me adrede. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 480 Ich.. toe
me him to lauerd. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 235, I pur
posed fermely to shryue me. c 1570 Pride fy Lowl. (1841)
61 Thinking to me they meant to gone us by. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. Pref. f, I provided me a Tube of Brass. 1703
ROWE Ulyss. \\. i, Methought I found me by a murm ring
Brook. 1819 KEATS La Belle Dame 44 And I awoke, and
found me here. 1859 TENNYSON Marr, Geraint 281 Where
can I get me harbourage for the night? 1867 MACFARREN
Harnwny vi. (1876) 209, I must content me with the bare
statement.

6. For the nominative, a. Chiefly predicative;
as subject now only dial, and vulgar.
In uneducated speech commonly used where the pron.

forms with another pron. or asb. the subject of a plural verb.
a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (i8n) 108 Be it knowen to a! men

by theis presentis me, T. H. of Oxenford glouar, ordeyne
I [etc.]. 1519 in Charters, etc. Peebles (1872) 49 Be it kennit

tyll all men be thir present letteres, me James Baroune..
i grantis me to haif rasawit [etc.]. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n.
i iii. 25 Oh, the dogge is me, and I am my selfe. 1733 SWIFT

Apol. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 209 To dine with her ! and come at

,

three ! Impossible ! it can t be me. 1758 GOLDSM. Mem.
Prot. (1895) I. 201 There was left surviving only me. 1865

I

DICKENS Mitt. Fr. I. viii, Me and Mrs. Boffin stood the poor

j

girl s friend. 1886 BESANT Childr. Gideon it. xxvii, We re
an easy-going lot, me and my friends. 1893 [see HIM 3].

b. After as, than.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cl. in. iii. 14 Is she as tall as me?

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa I, x. 58, I am fitter for this world
than you, you for the next than me. 1804 BYRON Let.
2 Nov., Lord Delawarr is considerably younger than me.

fc. In the absolute participial construction. Obs.

1450 tr. De Imitatione in. v. 69 These folke, me beyng
displesed [L. me eis adversantc], ofte tymes fallen into gret
temptacions. 1671 MILTON Samson 463 Dagon hath pre-
sum d, Me overthrown, to enter lists with God.
7. In various exclamatory uses, without definite

syntactical relation to the context.

a. In interjectional phrases, as Ah me I Ay me !

me! Dear me! f Fore me! f God s me! etc.

See also BODY $t&amp;gt;. 4, GOD sb. 8 b.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 66 Ay me vnhappie. 1591-
1860 [see AY 2]. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster i. i, Gods a

1 me !

1607 SHAKS. Cor. \. \, 124 What then? Fore me, this Fellow
speakes. 1610 [see O2J. 1632 ROWLEY Worn, never vext
iv. 59 Rob. O me my shame ! I know that voyce full well.
Ibid. 60 O me, mine Vncle sees me t 1798 in Spirit Pub.
Jrnls. (1799) II. 216 Dear me ! O la ! Good me ! 1819
KEATS St. Agnes xii, Alas me ! flit ! Flit like a ghost away.

b. In imitation of Latin uses (e.g. memiserum!}.
1667 MILTON P. L, II. 73 Me miserable ! which way shall

1 file Infinite wrauth, and infinite despaire? 1889 BROWNING
Pope &amp;lt;y

Net iii, Unworthy me ! he sighs : From fisher s

drudge to Church s prince it is indeed a rise .

C. In surprised interrogation
= * Do you mean me ?

1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L. i. iii. 44 And get you from our Court.
Ros. Me Vncle. Duk. You Cosen. 1760 FOOTE Minor m.
(1767)72 What says your father ! Sir Will. Me ! Oh, I ll

shew you in an instant. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia iv. vii,

Then, turning to Miss Larolles, Don t you dance?
1

he
said. Me ? cried she, embarrassed, yes, I believe so.

d. Vulgarly, and me ... l

especially con

sidering that I am . . . .

Cf. the similar use of/, as in Burns Banks o Doon t And
I sae weary, fu

1 o 1

care.

1812 MAR. EDGEWORTH Absentee xi, Which would be hard
on us and me a widow. 1864 G. MEREDITH Emilia xv, And
twenty shindies per dime we ve been havin\ and me such a
placable body, if ye ll onnly let m* explode.

e. Followed by an inf. in exclamations of surprise
or indignation at some proposal or statement.
So F. inoi. The nom. / is considered more grammatical.
1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage 16 Me ! me pay ! I ex

claimed, rendered ungrammatical by surprise. What for?
*

8. quasi-j. Personality, individuality ;
EGO.

1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 86 Haunted and blinded by
some shadow of his own little Me. 1855 BAIN Senses $ fnt.
n. i. 12 A not me as opposed to the me of passive sensi

bility and thought.

t Me, indef. pron. Obs. Also 4 ma. [A further

reduced form of MEN pron., weakened from MAN
pron.] = ONE 21,

MEAD.
c 1175 Lauib. Horn. 17 Hit is ribt

\&amp;gt;ct
me hem spille.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 54 pus, ofte, ase me sei5, of lutel wacseS
muchel. ^1380 Sir Fcrumb. 2828 Ma calb me Gyoun of

Borgoygne. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 9 To do as thou woldest
me dud oy the. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 6/20 Thinges That
ben vsed after the hous, Of whiche me may not be withoute.

t Me, ? int. or con/. Obs. [Of obscure origin :

some have compared the MDu., MLG. men, but

(whence Da. men, Sw. man in the same sense),
but it is doubtful whether this is connected.] A
particle (exclamatory or adversative) employed
(mainly in texts of the Katherine group ) to

introduce a question, or (less commonly) a state

ment : = lo , now
,

*

why *.

a 1225 Leg Kath. 327 Me hwat is mare madschipe pen for
to leuen on him. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 185 Me nis
he fol chapmon J&amp;gt;e bu|&amp;gt;

deore a wac )?ing [etc.].

Mea, Sc. variant of Mo (
= more) Obs.

Meace, Meach, obs. ff. MESS sb., MICHE.
t Mea COCk. Obs. Forms : 6maycocke, mey-

cocke, mecock(e, meicocke, 6-7 meacock(e. [Of
obscure origin : perh. orig. a name of some bird (cf.

quot. 1575). (The suggestion that it is f. MEEK a,

is untenable.)]
1. An effeminate person ;

a coward, weakling.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 69 b, He sholde be no

cowarde, no maycocke, no fearfull persone that dare nothynge
enterpryse. 1563-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1596) 394/2 [The bishop]
rebuked the maior and his brethren for mecocks and das
tards. 1575 R. B. Appius $ Virginia B, As stout as a
Stockefish, as meeke as a mecocke. 1590 Tarlton s Neivs

Purgat. 39 Shee found fault with him, because he was
a meacocke and a milkesoppe. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Hol
lander n. Wks. 1874 I. 98 They are like my husband,
meere meacocks verily. 1719 D URFEY Pills (1872) IV. 14
For my part I will no more be such a Meacock To deal with
the plumes of a Hyde-Park Peacock. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR
A rtei&amp;lt;elde\\\, ii, A bookish nursling of the monks ameacock!
2. attrzb. passing into adj* Effeminate; cowardly.
1587 CHURCHYARD Worth. JWf$ (1876)41 Yonder effemi

nate and meycocke people. 1601 CHESTER Love s Mart.
(N. Shaks. Soc.) 59 Let vs giue onset on that meacocke
Nation. 1639 G. DANIEL Vet-vie. 176 Shall .. Warwicke
keepe The strength of Callice ? meacocke King, you sleepe.

Mead *
(mid). Forms : a. i medo, meodu,

3-7 mede, 4 meed, meode, 5 med, meyde, 6

meade, 6-7 Sc. rneid, 6- mead. j8. 3-4 meth,
4-5 meeth, 4-6 methe, 6 meedth, 6-7 meathe,
6-8 meath. [Com. Teut. and Aryan : OE. meodu
str. masc. OFris., MLG., MDu. mede (Du.
mede, mee\ OHG. metu, mitu (MHG. me/e,

met, mod.G. met\ ON. mtp8-r (Da. mijd, Sw.

mjod}, Gothic *midu-s (not recorded exc. in Gr.

transcription as /xt Soy, given by Priscus as the name
at the Hunnish court A.D. 448 for the drink which
there took the place of wine) : OTeut. *mcdu-z :

OAryan *tntdhu-s
;

cf. Skr. mddhu neut., honey,
sweet drink, OS1. medfi honey, wine, I.ith. midu-s

mead, medus honey, Gr. ptffv wine, Olrish mid
t

genit. meda, Welsh medd. The word may have
been orig. an elliptical use of an adj. meaning
sweet (

= Skr. mddhu adj.).
The )S forms may be partly from ON. and partly from

Welsh ;
with regard to the latter cf. the adoption from

Welsh of the synonymous (but unrelated) METHEGLIN.]
An alcoholic liquor made by fermenting a mixture

of honey and water : also called metheglin.
The distinction alleged in quot. 1609 (under |3) was prob.

merely a figment of the writer s own,
a.

Be&amp;lt;nvulffx&amp;gt;4 (Gr.) G^b eft, se
J&amp;gt;e mot, to medo modfc.

a 1000 Riddles xxi. 12 (Gr.) paer hy meodu drincaS . (1205
LAV. 6928 Ah longe leouede here Cherin, muchel he dronk
mede \c 1275 me^] and win. 1390 Earl Derby s Exped.
(Camden) 43, xxiiij barellis de meed, c 1460 Toivneley frlyst.
xxviii. in It is swelter then med. 1483 Cath. Angf. 232/2
Meyde (A. Methe), idrotnellnm, ttiedns, medo. 1625 K.
LONG tr. Barclay s Argeni& \. xviil. 49 By occasion of their

Mead, they fell into talke of Bees. 1712 ADDISON Spect.
No. 383 P 6 A Masque . . asked him if he would drink a

Bottle of Mead with her? 1767 MRS. GLASSE Cookery App.
353 How to make mead. Ibid. 374 To make white mead.
1891 T. HARDY Tess II. 62, I found the mead .. extremely
alcoholic.

/3. c 1275 [see a], c 1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 194 He
sente hire pyment Meeth and spyced Ale. ri449PECOCK
Kefir, i. xx. 121 Without sidtr and wijn and meeth, men and
wommen my?te lyue ful long. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s

Husb. n. (1586) 58 b, They say they will be verie pleasant,
if the seede be steeped in meedth. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern.
Man. (1634) 162 Meth or Hydromel is of two sorts, the
weaker and the stronger (Mede and Methjeglen 1

. a 1674
MILTON Hht. Mosc. i. Wks. 1851 VIII. 480 Thir Drink is

better, being sundry sorts of Meath. 1747 MRS. DELANV
Lifefy C0rr.(i&6i) II. 463 He begs a thousand acknowledge
ments to you for all favours, particularly the meath.

b. transf. (a] poet, nonce-use (see quot.). (b)
Now applied to several made beverages, esp. U.S.
a sweet drink charged with carbonic gas, and

flavored with some syrup, as sarsaparilla (Cent.
Diet. 1890).
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 345 For drink the Grape She crushes,

inoffensive moust, and meathes From many a berrie.

c. attrib. and Comb., chiefly arch, or Hist, in

terms relating to Teutonic antiquities, as mead
horn ; mead-bench (OE. medubpic), a seat at

a feast when mead was drunk
; mead-hall (OE.

wedtiheall\ a banqueting hall. Also t mead-inn,



MEAD.

an inn where mead is the beverage sold ; mead-
wine, a home-made wine prepared from mead.
1860 HOOK Lives Alps, I. v. 181 Nobles left their halls and

the &quot;mead-bench. 1881 GREEN Making of l- ng. 173 The
leader, .gave them, .a seat in his &quot;mead hall. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. II. in. 391 Shun the *mead-horn. 1621 l!rx-
TON Altai. Mel. i. ii. 11. ii.

(i6ji) 74 Be merry together. .as
our modern Muscovites do in their *Mede-Inns. 1804-6
SYD. SMITH Mar. rhilos. (1850) 248 Every clergyman s wife
makes *mead-wine of the honey.

Mead 2
(mfd). Now poet, and dial. Forms :

I msed, Anglian m6d, 3 mod, 3-6 mede, 4 maied,
4, 6 meed(e, 5 Sc. meide, 5-6 Sc. meid, 6 mydde,
6-7 meade, 6- mead. [OE. mxd str. fern.:

OTeut. type *msedwd : see MEADOW.
By phonetic law the w was dropped in the nom. sing, in

OE., and retained in the other forms. Although the regular
inflexion is the more common, the oblique cases and pi. are
sometimes found assimilated to the nom. sing., as gen. and
dat. wide (dat. also mtda as from a w-stem), pi. mxda.}= MEADOW i.

c 1000 in Napier O. E. Glosses 5/138 Praia, i. uiriditates,
maida. 41250 Owlf, Night. 438 pe blostme ginneb springe
and sprede Beobe ine treo and ek on mede. c 1290 Beeket

med wiboute toun. 1:1386 CHAUCER Prat, 89 Embrouded
was he, as it were a mede Al ful of fresshe floures,
whyte and rede. 1508 DUNBAR Tita jnariit M etnen 514And all remuffit the myst, and the meid smellit. 1551
TURNER llertali. Rv, The second [kind of garlickjgroweth
in myddes and feldes in euery cuntre. 1573 TUSSKR Hush.
(1878) 195 Kiuers sweete along the meedes. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear I. i. 66 Of all these bounds. .With plenteous Riuers,
and wide-skirted Meades We make thee Lady. 1612 DRAY-
TON

Poly-oll&amp;gt;. xii. 160 A goodly mead, which men there call
the Hide. 1713 C TESS WINCHILSEA Misc. Poems 292 The
loos d Horse . . Comes slowly grazing thro th adjoining
Meads. 1799 W. TOOKE Vinu Russian Jiinf. I. 73 Arti
ficial meads, as not deemed necessary, are unusual. 1812
KRACKF.NRIDGE Views Louisiana (1814) 105 These natural
meads. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad v, Oh may I

squire you round the meads And pick you posies gay ?

f b. Meadow-land
;
= MEADOW I b. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3887 In be ober half bebgrete wodes
lese mede al so. 1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 313/1, vii acres
of Mede, liggyng in the Mede beside the Brigge. 1670 Conn.
Col. Rec. (1852) 1 1. 133 This Court grants Mr. Benjamin Eenn,
two hundred and fifty acres of land, whereof there may be
thirty of mead.

c. atlrib. and Comb., as f mead-gavel, a rent
for meadow land

;
mead grass, meadow grass,

esp. Poapratensis; mead ground, meadow land
;

mead-month, quasi-a&amp;gt;r/2.,
an alleged OE. name

for July; f mead-rattle, app. ground ivy or

speedwell ; f mead silver (see quot.).
&quot;35-53 Realalia Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 54 Hii

qui solvunt MedgaveI. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes

(1880) 336 Fyve acres of meade ground lying in Botley
meade. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 584 In
*mcde month ; Hay time. 1714 FORTESCUE-ALANO Fortes-
cues Abs. ff Lim. Man. Notes 116 July was called Mjede-
monaB, Mead-Month. 1849 LYTTON A&quot;. Arthur vm. xiv,Roved the same pastures when the Mead-month smil d.
1:1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 28/1 Camepiteos. .uel ger-
Jitandria. maior. .angl. &quot;mederatele. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer
(ed. 2) t,v.CaUam, The parishioners pay no tithe-hay, but
a composition., of K/. an acre, which is called &quot;Mead Silver.

Mead, obs. form of MEED sb.

Meaddowe, obs. form of MEADOW.
Header (mf-dai). dial. [repr. OE. mseSere =

MDu., MLG. mader, meder, OHG. mAdari (MHG.
madfcre, mod.G. mahder, mdhder) : OTeut. type
*m$farjo-z, f. the sb. represented in OE. mseft MATH
sby\ A mower.
a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 235/3 Falcarius, i.falcife-

shoulder. 1864 E. Cormv. Words in Jrnl. Roy. lust.
Cornu . Mar. 18, Meader, a mower.

Meader, obs. form of MADDEK sb.z

Meadow (me duu), sb. Forms : I sing, (oblique
cases) meedwe, mgdwa,//. msedwa, smeduwe,
3-4 midu, 3-5 medwe, 3-6 medewe, 4-5 medou,
medoe, medew, 4-6 medo, 4-7 medow(e, 5
medue, meedewe, mydew(e, 5-6 middow, 6
medoy, me(a)ddowe, myddoe, 6-7 middow,
meadowe, 7 Sc. meadou, 6- meadow, [repr.
OE. m&dwe oblique case of meed str. fern, (see
MEAD2 :_OTeut.te*OT&j?zJ:-re-T*..,
f. root *me- (whence Mow z/.).
The precise formal equivalent does not occur in any other

Teut. lang., but cognate words of similar meaning are
OFris. mlde, ODu. mada (Franck), MDu., MLG. made,
early mod.Du. matte (now matt, MHG. mate, matte
(mod.G. matte). See also MATH.. . .

1. Originally a piece of land permanently covered
with grass which is mown for use as hay. In later

d to includ

d for cropp
applied es

nd, usually
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medewen heo meowen. Ihid. 4817 Meduwen and mores
& ba \\xifi muntes. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 214/491 A fair
Medwe he sal} with swete floures. a 1300 Cursor .&amp;lt;!/. 4573
In bat medu sa lang bai war pat etten

|&amp;gt;ai
had it erthe bare.

13. . E. /:. Allit. P. B. 1761 pe myst dryues por} be lyst
of be lyfte, bi be lo; medoes. 1390 GOWER COT:/. II. 327
Nature.. Wole.. With herbes and with floures bothe The
feldes and the medwes clothe, c 1400 Song Roland 306
Amonge medos, and moris, & evyil bankis. c 1400 MAUN-
DEV.(Koxb.) xxxiii. 148 All be tymes of be }ere er..[&amp;gt;aire

mydews grene. c 1430 SyrGencr. (Roxb.) 5653 Comen was
the king of kinges And armed in the middow rode. 1463
Bury It- iils (Camden) 34 The medwe at Babwelle. 1488
Act 4 Hen. I ll, c. 15 2 Divers pastures and medues.
1326 Pilgr. 1 crf. (W. de W. 1531) 74 The dayes of this
worlde be but transitory, as the floure of y medowe. 1551
TURNER Herbal i. II viij, Althea .. groweth naturally in

watery & marrish myddoes. 1560 DAUS tr. f!lcidane s
Coatm. 220 Beyng brought foorthe into a meddowe and

use often extended to include any piece of grass
land, whether used for cropping or pasture ;

and
in some distiicts applied esp. to a tract of low

,

well-watered ground, usually near a river.
960 T.ease in Birch Cartul. Sa.r. III. 532 An medwa be-

neooan bzm hlibe. c 1205 LAV. 1942 Cornes heo seowen
VOL. VI.

W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. I.) 77, I march into a
Meddow. 1717 LAIIY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Abb{ Conti
29 May, The rest of our journey was through fine painted
meadows. 1846 J. BAXTER Li/ir. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. ^70The proper grasses which constitute the produce of the
richest permanent pastures and meadows.
traits/. andjif. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. in. i. 125 Looking

all downewards to behold ourcheekes How they arestain d
in meadowes, yet not dry With miery slime left on them by
a flood. 1777 [see MEANDER v. i b].

b. Land used for meadows
; meadow land .

cii2i O. E. Chran. an. 777 (MS. E), Mid la;swe & mid
maedwe. 1330 R. BRCNNE Chron. (1810) 75 Alle mad he
wasteyn, pastur, medow, & korn. 1532 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)
VI. 31, 16 acres of meadow in Kellome. 1636 Rec. Dedhain,
Mass. (1892) III. 21 He shall haue for a Fearme. .soe much
medowe & vpland as shalbe sufficient. 1799 J. ROBERT
SON Agric. /VrM 204 It is perhaps more proper to name
all land, from which hay is taken, meadow. 1846 M^CuL-
L&amp;lt;xnAce.rii. Kmfirei 1854) I. i3r Above 500,000 [sc. acres]
are arable, meadow, and pasture.
2. N. America, a. A low level tract of uncul

tivated grass land, esp. along a river or in marshy
regions near the sen.

1670 D. DENTON Descr. Neiu Vark (1845) 14 After-skull
River puts into the main Land on the West-side,. .There is

very great Marshes or Medowson both sides of it, excellent
good land. 1778 T. HUTCHINS Descr. Virginia, etc. 14
On the North-west and South-east sides of the Ohio.. are
extensive natural meadows, or Savannahs. 1779 D. LIVER-
MORE Jrnl. in Coll. N. Hampshire Hist. Soc. (1850) VI.
316 The intervale or meadow extends four miles from the
banks of the river. 1881 E. H. ELWELI. in Coll. Maine
Hist. Soc. (1887) IX. 214 It was the fertility of these meadows
which attracted the adventurers of a century ago.

b. Beaver meadow, the rich, fertile tract of
land left dry above a demolished beaver dam.
1784 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. roo A swamp, or

beaver meadow, in which Ellis river takes its rise. 1836
Backwoods ofCanada 144 Ail these are found on the plains
and beaver-meadows. Ibid. 259, 1863 Miss E. H. WALSHE
Cedar Creek xii. 92 Why is that green flat called a beaver
meadow?. .Well, they say that long ago beavers dammed
up the current in such places as this [etc.].

3. a. An ice-field or floe on which seals herd .

b. A feeding ground of fish {Cent. Diet. 1890).
1877 Rep. U. S. Fish. Commiss. (1879) 541 The fishing

grounds , cod-meadows
,
have an extent of about 200 geo

graphical miles in length, and 67 miles in breadth.

4. attrib. and Comb.
a. ( )bvions combinations, as meadow-base, -croft,

-field, -jloiver, -gale, -hay, -leet, -lot, -man, -road,

-side, -swell, -verse, -watering.
1832 TKNNYSON Pal. of Art ii, A huge crag-platform,.,

whose ranged ramparts bright From great broad *meadow-
bases of deep grass Suddenly scaled the light. 1812 W.
TENNANT Anster F. n. Ixvii, Anon uprises. .On the green
loan and *meadow-crofts around, A town of tents. 1822
I. WILSON Lights ft Shad. Scot. Life 37 Dancing all day
like a butterfly in a *meadow-field. 1492 RVMAN Poems
Ixxxiv. 2 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXIX. 253 As
*medowe floures of swete odoures. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. I

Mar. vi. xii, It fann d my cheek, Like a *meadow-gale
of spring. 1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xiv. 180 If

;

&quot;Meadow-Hay cannot have good Weather to be cut [etc.].

1856 Farmer s Mag. Jan. 36 As much phosphate cf lime. .

as though he consumed meadow-hay. 1877 BLACKMORE
Erenta II. xl. 288 The *meadow-leet..was dry as usual. !

1637 Boston Rec. (1877) II. 21 It is agreed that Mr. Atherton

Haulgh shall have., the rest of Bretheren s ^meadow Lotte
there. 1880 World 29 Sept. 15 The farmers and *meadow-
inen seem to entertain no objection to people wandering. .

amongst the mowing-grass. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Breakf.
P. 825 Watched with half closed eyes The *meadow-road,

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xcviii. 119 They lay alonge by
a fayre *medowe syde, and made a great dyke about their

host. 1835 BROWNING Paracelsus v. 137 The gulf rolls like

a *meadow-swell, o erstrewn With ravaged boughs. 1648
HERRICK Hesper., Parting Verse Poems (1869) 149 Herrick
shall make the *meddow-verse for you. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agric. Chem. \. (1814) 24 &quot;Meadow-watering. .acts not only
by supplying useful moisture to the grass, but [etc.].

b. Prefixed to the names of animals regarded as

denizens of meadow land
;

as meadow ant, the

small British ant, Lasiasflavus ;
meadow bird =

BOBOLINK (Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1859); meadow
brown (butterfly), a common British butterfly,

Hipparchiajanira; meadow chicken (see quot.);
meadow clapper, the salt-water marsh-hen ( Cent.

Diet. 1890) ;
meadow crake, drake = CORN

CRAKE
;
meadow crane-fly = DADDY-LONG-LEGS

;

MEADOW.
meadow fly, an American fire-fly ; meadow galli-
nule = COHN -CBAKE

; meadow hen (see quot. for

meadow-chicken}; meadow lark, (a)
= TITLARK

;

(b)
U. S. the grackle, Sturnella magtia or ludovi-

ciaita; meadow mouse, any field vole (Arvicola) ;meadow mussel, a mussel found in American salt

meadows, Modiola plicatulo. (Cent. Diet.); mea
dow pipit = TITLAHK; f meadow rat, the field

vole, Arvicola agrcstis ; meadow snipe, (a)
=

grass bird (see GRASH 13) ; (b) U. S. the common
American snipe, Gal/iiiago Wilsoni; meadow
titling = TITLARK

; meadow vole = meadow
mouse

; meadow worm, the common earthworm,
Lumbricus terrestris or Agricola.
1879 T.UF.EOCK Sd. Led. iv. 136 The yellow *meadow-ant

keeps the underground kinds [of Aphides]. 1720 ALBIN
Nat. Hist. Insects 53 On the 1 1 th ofJune came the &quot;Meadow
Brown Butterfly. 1819 SAMOUKLI.E Rntomol. Compend. 396Meadow brown butterfly, HifparcKia Janira. 1893 NEW-

]

TON Diet. Birds 539 *MeadminluckeH and Mcadtnv-hcn,
names given in North America to more than one species of
Kail or Coot. 1833 SEI.BV Illastr. Brit. Oriiith. II. 177 TheMeadow Crake.. affecting rich meadows [etc.]. 1847 TEN
NYSON Princess iv. 105 Marsh-divers, rather, maid, Shall
croak thce sisler, or the meadow-crake Grate her harsh
kindred in the grass. 1802 BlNaiXY Anim. /Sit f.(iSn) III.

310 The &quot;Meadow Cran.-.fly, or Long-legs. 1867 EM ERSON
Lett. It, .SVv. Aims- vii. (1875) 180 Fresh and delicate as the
bonfires of the &quot;meadow. flies. 1843 YAKKKM. Brit. Birds
I. p. xxiii. Meadow Gallinule. 1611 COTGR., Alouette de
prf, the chit, or small &quot;meddow-larke. 1863 LONCF. J&amp;lt; ay-
side Inn I. Binls KilliiiiC.i . 142 Is this more pleasant to

I you than the whirr Of meadow-lark and her sweet rounde
lay? 1893 NEWTON Diet. Hints 512 The Meadow-Lark
of America.. is an Icterus. 1801 SHAW 7.ool. II. I. Si
&quot;Meadow Mouse. 187. Casselfs -\ ,if. Hist. III. 117 The
most abundant North American species is the Meadow-
mouse (Ar-.iicola rifarinfi. 1893 Leaflets Hoard c-f Agric.
(1894) 35 Arvicvlii ti^rcstis. Locally known as. .Meadow
Mouse. 1825 SKI.HY Itlustr. llrit. Orintli. I. 216 &quot;Meadow

Pipit or Tit. 1781 PENNANT Hist. Q:i,uiruf. II. 460 &quot;Mea

dow [Rat]. Musagrestis. i8z8 FLEMING Hist. Brit. Anim.
75 A\.nthns\tratensis. &quot;Meadow Titling. 1863 C. ST. JOHN
Nat. Hist. Moray Index, Arricola ripnria. &quot;Meadow vole.

1787 BEST Angling (c&. 2) 16 Marsh, or *Meadow-worm.
e. Prefixed to names of plants, to denote varieties

or species growing in meadows : often in book-
names as a rendering of the Latin specific name
pratcnsis, -etise, as in meadow barley, clover, crane s

bill, dock, pea, sage, trefoil, vetchling; nlso in

meadow beauty (see quot.) ; meadow-bell, the

harebell
;
meadow campion, the Ragged Kobin,

Lychnis Flos-cttciili (Britten & Holland 1886);
meadowcress (see CRESS I b) ,

meadow crocus -

meadowsaffron ( Britten& I lol land&quot;
; meadow fern

,

a North American shrub, Myrica Comptonia (Cent.
Diet. 1890); meadow fescue (see FESCUE 4^;
meadow gowan MARSH .MALLOW (Britten &
Holland) ;

meadow grass, any one of the

grassesofthe genus/kajesp. P. pratensis; meadow
mMahYoora.stgaricuscampestris ;

meadow orchis,
Orchis Gloria ; meadow parsnip (see PARSNIP

2); meadow pine, J imis cnbensis (of the southern

U.S.); meadow pink, (a)
= RAGGED ROBIN

; (f)
= Maiden fink (see MAIDEN 10 b) ; meadow( s)

queen = MEADOW-SWEET (cf. queen of the mea-

dow(s, QUEEN sb. 6 b) ; meadow rhubarb, rue,
Thalictrum flavurn (Britten & Holland) ;

also

alpine meadow rue = Feathered Columbine (see
COLUMBINE sb* 3) ;

meadow saffron, Colchi-

cum aulumnale
;
meadow (pepper) saxifrage

(see SAXIFRAGE).
1866 Treas. Dot. 727/1

*Meadow Beauty, an American
name for Rhexia. Ibid. 972/2 Commonly called Deer-grass,
or Meadow-beauty. 1827 G. DARI.EY Sylvia 136 Like soft

winds jangling &quot;meadow. bells, c 1275 Lnite Ron 16 in O. E.
Misc. 93 Vnder molde hi liggeb colde and faleweb so dob
&quot;medewe gres. 13. . Minor Poemsfr. I ernon MS. xxxvii.

537 pe eor]&amp;gt;e jeldet* not fruit as hit wont was. Of corn of be
feld ne of be medewe-gras. 1597 GERARDE Herbal I. i. i

Common Medow grasse hath very small tufts of rootes.

1840 J. BUEL Fanner s Contp. 232 The red meadow-grass
{Poaaquaticfi}. 1884 Leisure Hour Nov. 703/2 The popu
lar name of the common edible agaric is everywhere the

&quot;meadow mushroom . 1866 Treas. Bot., &quot;Meadow-orchis.

1882 Garden 4 Feb. 81/1 The common Meadow Orchis. .is

not to be found wild everywhere. 1884 SARGENT Rep.
Forests N. Atner. (icM Census IX.) 202 Finns Citcensis . .

Slash Pine. . .&quot;Meadow Pine. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot.

xix. (1794) 276 &quot;Meadow Pink. Lychnisflc-s cucnli. 1625
B. JONSON Pan s Annivers.. Star d with yellow-golds, and
&quot;Meadowes Queene. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. ii. iv. 4.

83 &quot;Meadow Rue. 1863 BARING-GOULD Icelatut 190 The
tremulous dancing flowers of the Alpine meadow rue. 1884

Gardening Illustr. 8 Nov. 425/2 Allied to Columbines are

the Meadow Rues. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 111. xxxv. 367
&quot;Medowe Saffron .. is found .. about Bath in Englande.

1878 tr. H. von Ziemssen s Cycl. Med. XVII. 734 Some

seed-capsules of the meadow-saffron. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh.

356 Produces the &quot;Meddow-trefoile.

d. Special Comb. : meadow green (see quot.);

meadow ground, (&amp;lt;z) ground laid down in meadow;

(/;) prairie land; meadow land = meadowground;
meadow-ore, bogiron ore (cf. LIMONITE) ;

meadow
thatch, coarse grass or rush used for thatching.

1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 28 &quot;Meadow green-
lively green, in which however the yellow predominates.
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MEADOW.
5*3 FITZHERB. Sun&amp;gt;. 2b, Lowe gioundes *medowe groundes
and marsshe groundes for hey. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 644
A Band.. drives A herd of Beeves.. From a fat Meddpw
ground. 1802 WORDSw. Sonn. *

Here, on otir native soil*
t

Those boys who in yon meadow-ground In white-sleeved

shirts are playing. 1653 Early Rec. Lancaster, Mass.

(1884) 29 Wee Covenant to lay out *Meddow Lands, 1844
DISRAELI Coningsby iv. iii, A broad meadow land. 1817
THOMSON

6&amp;gt;jA
Ghent, (ed. 5) III. 478 *MeadowOre. 1430-

31 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 231 Empcio tignorum,
straminis, et *Medewthak.

Meadow (me d^u), v. [f. prec.] trans. To
devote (land) to the production of grass.
1768 [W, DONALDSON] Life Sir X. Sapskull II. xxiv. 191

By meadowing a great deal, and feeding a little, they im

poverish the land. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. iii, I didn t

know you ever meadowed the park. 1885 Law Times
28 Mar. 384/2 During this period they [grass lands] were
neither meadowed, grazed, nor cropped.

t Mea dowage. Obs. [f.
MEADOW sb. + -AGE.]

(See quot.)
1611 COTGR., Prcage, Medowage ; or, a freedome to put

cattell into other mens medowes.

Meadowed, ///. a. [f. MEADOW sb. or v. +

-ED.] Having, or cultivated as, meadow land.

Tennyson {Morte d*Arthur 262) has deep-meadoirfdi para-

synthetically f. MEADOW sb., in imitation of Gr.^afluAei^wc.
1670 Mass. Col. Rec. I .11.461 Plantation., exceeding well

meadowed. 1831 J. WILSON Unimore ii. 177 That meadow d

plain as green as emerald. 1888 Harper s Mag. Apr. 735
The Gulf has eaten three miles into her meadowed land.

Meadower me-douM). [f. MEADOW j. OTV.+
-ER 1

.] One who waters meadow-lands to increase

or preserve their verdure (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855).

Meadowing (me d&amp;lt;7irj),
vbl. sb. [f. MEADOW.]

1. Land used or suitable for the growth of a crop
of grass. Also attrib.

r 1598 in Harwood Lichfield (1806) 385, ij closes and j

piece of meadowing. 1611 COTGR., Preir, to make Medow-
ing of; to turne into Medow. 1630 Plymouth Col. Rec.

(1855) I. no Prouided he be allowed meddowing elswhere
in hie thereof. 173* Pennsylv. Gaz. 31 July-y Aug. 4/1
A very good Plantation, .with plentiful Meadowing fit for

the Scythe. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. i. 108 On leaving
Dunham I observed some good meadowing.
attrib. 1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. xix. (1614) 37/1

Meadowing-pastures upon both sides of the river Came.
1675 Providence (R. /.) Rec. (1893) IV. 39 Ye two shares of

ye meaddoing ground.
2. The action of cultivating meadow land.

1735 Pennsylv. Gaz. 15-22 Mar. 2/2 Several Tracts of

good Land . . good Part of it fit for Meadowing. 1894
Morning Post 3 Feb. 2/1 Less valuable land, worthless for

the purpose of meadowing, would be left.

attrib. 1796 WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1892 XIII. 259,
I am altogether in the farming and meadowing line.

t Mea dowish, a. Obs. [f. MEADOW sb. +

-ISH.] Resembling meadow.
1668 isf Cent. Hist. Springfield, Mass. (1899) II. 98 The

Town granted unto Abell Wright, .ffourteen acres of Med-
dowish Land up the Little River. 1681 Plymouth Col.
Rec. (1857) VII. 238 Which fence stood on the said Wood-
worth swampy, meddowish land.

Meadowless (me d^ies), a. [f.
MEADOW sb.

+ -LESS.] Lacking meadows.
1887 Century Mag. Dec. 171 The bare rocks, meadowless

inclines, and treeless shores of Galilee.

Meadow-sweet (mexfousw/ t). [f.
MEADOW

sb. + SWEET a. (The earlier form was MEAD-
SWEET,)] The rosaceous plant Spir&a Ulmaria,
common in moist meadows and along the banks
of streams, growing on erect, rigid stems to a height
of about two feet, with dense heads of creamy
white and highly fragrant flowers. In the U. S.

applied to another species, S. salidfolia.
1530 PALSGR. 244/1 Medowe swete herbe. 1507 [see MEAD-

SWEET]. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 97/1 Queen of the

Meadows, or Meadow sweet, or Mead sweet. 1856 LEVER
Martins ofCro* M. 306 The odour of the white thorn and
the meadow-sweet.
attrib. 1840 HOOD Kilmansegg, Honeymoon xxi,O blessed

nature.. Who does not sigh for its meadow-sweet breath?

Meadow-Wink (me-d^wirjk). U.S. local, [f.

MEADOW j. + wink (? echoic).] BOBOLINK.
1884 COUES Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 400 Dolichonyx

oryzivorns. . Bobolink. Meadow-wink. Skunk Blackbird.

lowy (mexM), a. [f. MEADOW sb. + -T i.]

Resembling a meadow.
1598 FLORIO, PiaggiosO) medowie, large, bleach, fieldie.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. x.g4 Thy full and youthfull breasts,
which in their meadowy pride, Are brancht with riuery
veines, Meander-like that glide. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scott.
in 1772, 328 This terminates in a meadowy plain. 1805
WORDSW. Waggoner iv. 40 Yon meadowy bottom. 1871
PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 80 Miles of meadowy splendour.

Meadsman (mrdzmaen). dial. [f. mead s,

genitive of MEAD sb? + MAN.] = HAYWARD.
1893 MRS. STAPLETON Three Oxfordsh. Parishes y.\ Boats

using this towing-path pay toll to the meadsman.
Meadstead : see MERESTEAD.
t Mea dsweet. Obs. Forms : 5 medeswote,

-sewte, 6 -swete, -sweete, 8 meadsweet, 6-8

corruptly maidsweet. [app. f. MEAD ^ + SWEET
a.

;
but it is possible that, as in MEADWORT, the

first element may originally have been MEAD*.
The MDu. medesoete has the appearance of being etymo-

logically equivalent (mede occurs both for MEAD honey-
drink and for MEAD&quot; meadow), but it meant marigold ,

an application difficult to reconcile with either of these
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etymologies. Zedler Universal-lex. i733,s.v. Barba-Ca^rx,
gives Medes&ss and Medkraut as Ger. names for meadow
sweet, and also cites a latinized form medesitsivm from
Cordus (i6th c.).]

= MEADOW-SWEET.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 595/29 Melessa, medeswote.

Ibid. 607/20 Regina pratit medesewte. 1450 Atyhita
(Anecd. Oxon.) 40/2 Citria, vtellissa idem, anglice medswete
vet bonrefair. 1578 LVTE Dodoens i. xxix. 41 Medesweete
or Medewurte..hath great, long brode leaues like Egri-
monie. 1597 GERARDE//-&I:/II. ccccii. 886 Of Medesweete,
or Queene of the medowes. .. It is called, .in English Maide-
sweete [(1636) 1043 Meades-sweet], Medowsweete, and

Queene of the medowes. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., 67-

inaria . .Meadsweet,ormedewort [ed. 1783 meadwort] goat s

beard. 1750 W. ELLIS Country Honsew. 252 Maid-sweet
that grows like a Kecks in wet Meadows.

t Mea dwort. Obs. Forms : I medo-, mede-
wyrt, 3 medwurt, 4, 8 medewort, 5 -wourth,
6 -wurt, 5 medwor, -wert, 6 Sc. meduart,
-wart, 6 medsewart, medow wurt, 7 medowort,
8 mead-wort. [OE. wedowyrt, i. medo MEAD! +

toyrt WORT, plant; corresponding to Sw. dial.

mjodort (and equivalents in Norw., Da., mod.Icel.) ;

possibly the flowers may have been used for flavour

ing mead. The first element was, however, early
associated with MEAD 2 (= MEADOW), the confu

sion being helped by the circumstance that another

name for the plant was queen of the meadow*

(L. i-eginaprati) F. reinc desprts^.wiesenkonigin,
t)a. cngdronning},
With regard to the possibleuseof meadow-sweetforflavour-

ing mead, cf. the statement in Zedler Universal-lex. (1733)
s.v. Barba-carae t that the flowers were used to give to wine
a flavour like that of malmsey.]
1. = MEADOW-SWEET.
ciooQSax.Lccchd. II. 70 senime neobowearde medowyrt,
& lustmocan. r 1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 555/8
Ri*gina t reme, medwurt. 0:1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd.
Oxon.) 29/2 Melissa, ..medewort. 1:1450 Alphita (ibid.)

115 ! Mellissa^ ..medwor. Ibid. 156/2 Reginela,. .mtfa-
wort. Ibid. 177/2 Scropknlaria, . .medwert. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 42 Than the scheiphyrdis vyuis . . gadrit mony
fragrant grene meduart. x468TURNER/?tfr&amp;lt;z/in.8OfMede-

wurt, or Medow wurt, or Medeswete. .. It groweth about
watersydes. a i578LiNDESAY(Pitscottie}CA..S/.(S.T.S.)
1. 336 The fluir laid witht greine cherittis witht sprattis med-
wartis and flouris. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 388
Medowort : Drinke the decoction or powder of it to stop the
laske. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. viii. 20 The metall first he
mixt with Medsewart, That no enchauntment from his dint

might save. 1736-83 [see MEADSWEET].

f2. ? Watercress. Also women s meadwort. Obs.
a 1400-50 Stockholm Med. MS. fol. 209 Freynch crease or

wymmannys medewourth : nascorinm galltcamim. ?i4..
MS. Harl. 3388 in Sax. Leechd. II. 399 Nasturtium crto-

lan\nm\ medwort.

Meag, obs. form of MEAK dial.

Meagre (nw-gaj), a. (sb.} Forms : 4-7 megre,
5 megire, meger(e, 6 meiger, Sc. megir, 6-7
maigre, megar, 6-9 meager, 7 meaguer, 6-
raeagre. [ME. megre, a. OF. megre, maigre
(mod.F. maigre} Pr. magre, maigre^ Sp., Pg.,
It. magro, Roumanian macru . L. macrum (niacer\

cogn. with Gr. /za/cptis long, /m/5i/os tall, slender,

/47}/foy length. The synon.Teut.*#wgr0- (OE. w#gert

MLG., Du. mager, OHG. magar, mod.G. mager,
ON. magr, Sw., Da. mager ; wanting in Goth.) may
represent a pre-Teut. *makr6- L. macro-, Gr.

fuuepo ; the nature of the sense renders this more

likely than the alternative supposition that the

Tent, word was adopted from Latin.]
1. Of persons and animals, their limbs, etc. :

Having little flesh; lean, thin, emaciated.

13.. Coer de L. 1079 The lyoun was hungry and megre.
13. . E. E. Allit. f. B. 1198 Fro bat mete was myst, megre
bay wexen. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. Ixxxvii. 568, I am
megre and haue ben longe seke for the loue of la Beale
Isoud, 1591 Si ENSF.R M. Httbberd 509 Thou art so leane
and meagre waxen late. 1596 I*. Q. iv. viii. 12 With
neary glib deform d, and meiger face. 1603 DEKKF.R
Wonderful Year Bjb, She .. was deliuered of a pale,
meagre, weake childe. 1634 W. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac s Lett.

(vol. I.) 151 There are others.. who make use of all the
secrets in Physicke to have a megar aspect. 1673 O.
WALKER Educ. i. ix. 95 [They] are alwaies lean, maigre and
consumptive. 1748 Ansons Voy. n. xiii. 275 The wan and
meager countenances of the crew. i8so SCOTT Monast. ix,
The meagre condition of his horse. iSaaW. IRVING firactb.
Hall ii. 13 A meagre wiry old fellow. 1872 BLACKIE Lays
Highl. Introd. 55 As for us, meagre mountaineers, we shall

continue . . to make the best of our granite rocks. 1883 F. M.
WALLEM Fhh-Supply Norway 29 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The
Italians prefer meagre fish to plump.

b. with personifications, esp. Famine, Envy.
1594 KVD Cornelia i. i. 176 Maigre famin, which the

weake foretell, a 1615 FLETCHER Cust. Country v. i,

Maugre [tread maigre] palenesse Like winter nips the roses
and the lilies. i784CowpER Tasku. 185 He calls for Famine,
and the meagre fiend Blows mildew from between his
shrivelled lips. 1809 HKBER Palestine 13 Lawless force,
and meagre want are there.

^[c. Applied to what produces emaciation.
i6ia DEKKER If it be not good Wks. 1873 III. 282 Your

order. .Tyed to religious fasts, spends the sad day Wholy in

meager contemplation.

fd. absol. as sb. Leanness, emaciation.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1164 Slik mischife in be mene quile

emang his men fallis For megire [Dul l. MS. meger] Si for

MEAGRENESS.
meteles ware mervaile to here. 1530 PALSGR. 244/1 Megre a

sicknesse, maigre.
2. Deficient or mean in quantity, size or quality ;

wanting in fullness or richness
; poor, scanty.

a. oi material things ; esp. of soil, vegetation.
t In the first quot. without disparaging implication : ? small

in size; ? delicate in sound.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. \. xxxv, Quhalrfra dependant
hang thir megir bellis. 1595 SHAKS. John in. L 80 The
glorious sunne. .playesthe Alchymist,Turning. .The meager
cloddy earth to glittering gold. 1596 Merck. V. in.

ii. 104 But thou, thou meager lead. .Thy palenesse mouesme
more then eloquence. 1681 CHETHAM Anglers Vade-ni.

xxxix. 286 Cankered, and very Maigre, Hungry* Soil. 1806

Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 136 A sandy plain . . covered with a

meagre, green, benty pasture. 1848 DICKENS Domfoyxxxiv,
An old woman . . sat. .crouching over a meagre fire. 1856
STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. xiv. (1858) 465 On its shabby roof

r (1879) 71 Little Langdale
looking very meagre.

b. Of food, fare, diet : Scanty ; deficient in

quantity or goodness.
1663 COWLEY Verses

&amp;lt;$

Ess. (1669) 123 We must excuse her

for this meager entertainment. 1831 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Ellis-

toniana t
\\e meagre banquet. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. \. vi.

56 The meagre allowance of two pounds of raw flesh every
other day. 1898-9 J. A. WYLIE Hist. Protestant. 237 The
meagre meals he allowed himself.

C. Of literary composition or material, informa

tion, subject-matter, artistic treatment, or the like:

Wanting in fullness or elaboration ; jejune.

1539 CHOMWELL in Merriman Life &amp;lt;V

Lett. (1902) II. 193,
I haue caused them \sc. letters] to be writen in suche a maigre
sorte as I thought the case required. 1582 STASYHURST
j nets Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 4 Oure Virgil not content wyth
such meigre stuffe. 1696 PHILLIPS s.v., Figuratively we
say a Meager Stile, a Meager Subject. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. IV. 353 All we have is a meagre fragment, a

traditionary tale. 1841 D !SRAF,LI Amen. Lit. (1867) 112

The continuation of a meagre chronicle. 1898 J. MURRAY in

Westm. Gaz. 14 June 8/2 Collecting the best stories and

stringing them together with the very meagrest amount of

comment,
d. Of pleasures, intellect, ideas; also of resources,

possessions.
1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II.) 53 The pleasures of

the Country are too gross and meager for a taste that is used
to more delicate and solid pleasures. 1755 YOUNG Centaur
iii. Wks. 1757 IV. 169 It is one of their minute, and meagre
pleasures. 1862 J. MARTINEAU Ess. (1866) I. 199 It is but a

meagre and imperfect form of faith. 1871 R. ELLIS tr.

Catullus Ixviii. 33 Books if they re but scanty, a store full

meagre, around me. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2} IV. 397
Their meagre minds refuse toattribute anything toanything.

1893 SALTUS Madam Sapphira 19 There was the house, the

meager income and his professional hopes.
e. Min. Harsh, dry. ? Obs.

1794 KIRWAN Eletn. Min,(ed. 2^ I. 12 Calcareous earths

feel dry, meagre, and harsh. Ibid. 116 Meagre lime takes up
less sand. 184* E. J. CHAPMAN Char. Minerals 53 This
sensation [touch] ma}- be either rery greasy^ ex. talc;

greasy^ ex. steatite ; rathergreasy, ex. asbestus ; or meagre,
ex. chalk.

3. = MAIGRE. Soup meagre tr. F. soupe maigre.
1705 ADDISON Italy 474 (Switzerland) The best meagre

Food in the World. 1756-7 tr. Keytier s Trav. (1760) 1.331 On
meagre days the Roman-catholics here fare very badly. 1796
SOUTHEY Lctt.fr. Spain (1799) 352 After doing penance for

forty days on fish and soup meagre, they [etc.]. 1832 Veg.
Subst. Food 222 The church enjoins a number of meagre
days. 1855 DELAMER Kitc/i. Card. (1861) 55 _

The Red
cabbage . . is generally eaten . . during Lent, when it forms an
excellent meagre dish.

b. absol. as sb.
*

Maigre* diet. Phrases, To eat,

make meagre. (Cf. MAIGRE a. 3.)

1770 IiARKTTi jfourn. Lond. Genoa III. Ixv. 220 The
Spaniards do not eat meagre on Saturdays. 1834 BECKFORD
Italy 1.335 Every thing., which, .the rules of meagre could
allow. 1851 J. H. NEWMAN Cath. in Eng. 326 Prejudice. .

whichwould . . call it Popish persecution, to be kept on meagre
for a Lent. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond n. iii, We make meagre
on Fridays always.
4. C0rn0. t

as meagre-hued^faced, minded^ etc. adjs.

1596 R. L[INCHH] Diella (1877) 58 That pale leane-fac d

meager-hewed enuie. 1644 HOWELL Ene. Teares Ded., Me-
thlnks I spie mea;re-fac d Famine malcing towards thee.

i86$TROLLOPE Helton st,xx, 230 Cold-hearted, thankless,

meagre-minded creature as I know he is.

t Meagre (mrgsa), v. Obs.
[f.

MEAGRE a.

Cf. F. maigrir.] trans. To make meagre or lean.

1563-87 FoxE-4.4- M. (1596) 1696/2 Soweriedand megered
for want of sustenance, that [etc.]. 1700 DRYDEN sKsacus

Trans/. 54 His ceaseless sorrow for the unhappy maid

Meagred his look, and on his spirits preyed. 1807 SIR R.
WILSON Jrnl. 16 June, I am meagredtoa skeleton.

Meagre, variant of MAIGRE sb.

Meagrely (mf gaili), adv. [f. MEAGRE a. +
-LY ^.J In a meagre manner.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1598) 430 Alas thou helpest

meagerly, When once one is for Atropos distrained. 1616

J. LtitiECoHt.Sqr. s T. xi. 334 Next came a knight, .vppon
a pale horse, meagerlie bestridd in armor, plumes, capari-
sone all pale. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages ii. 71 An
hospital, meagrely supplied with the comforts. 1878 F.

HARRISON in Fortn. Rev, Nov. 689 Austin has treated these

questions somewhat meagrely. 1886W. J. TUCKER E. Euro^f
179 A meagrely furnished room.

Meagreness (mrgainef). [ + -NESS.]
1. Leanness, emaciation.

1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkworwes 55 Lest belly break, or

meagernesse ensewe, By giuing more or lesse then was their

due. a 1656 HALES GeM. Rent. (1688) 58 His ill Colour and



MEAGRY.
Meagerness. 1756 W. DODO Fasting (ed. 2) 9 This paleness
and meagerness of visage. 1830 D ISRAELI Chas. /, III. vi.

H2 The reason which induces me to consider this portrait as
an original, is the meagreness of the countenance.

transf. 1875 MASKELL Ivories 44 The figures in Byzan
tine work . . begin to be characterised by sharpness and
meagreness of form, and lengthiness of proportion.
2. Scantiness, lack of fullness; poorness of quality.
1622 BACON Hen. I 7/138 The Meagernesse of his Seruice

in the Warres.
175(8

FERRIAR lllustr. Sterne, Eng. Hist.

230 The most striking defect . . is not meagreness, but infla

tion. 1831 J. JKBB in C. Forster Life (1834) II. 593 An ante-

script, which will indemnify you for the meagreness of this

[letter]. 1876 SMILES Sc. Xatitr. xiv. (ed. 4) 279 The meagre-
ness of the list of Crustacea and Testacea. 1884 CHURCH
Bacon ix. 215 [The Essays] are austere even to meagrenes*;,

t b. Littleness (of heart). Obs.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xxi, Had not bene that, certes

my iiart had brokin For megirnes and pusillamitie.

Meagrim, variant of MEGKIM.

t Mea gry, a. Obs. rare. [f. MEAGRE a. + -Y.]

Having a meagre appearance.
1603 DEKKER H onderf. Yeare B b, She was deliuered of

a pale, meagry, weake child, named Sicknesse.

Meaguer, obs. form of MEAGRE a.

Meak (m/~k). dial. Also 5 meeke, meyke, 6

meake, 7, 9 meag, 8-9 make. An implement
with a long handle and crooked iron or blade used
to pull up or cut down peas, bracken, reeds, etc.

Also pea-meak (see PEA! 7), pease-meak (see
PEASE sb. 5).
1478 Maldoit (Essex) Court Rolls Bundle 50 No. to , Hoi-

well come out with awepen called a meyke. ii$\-qoHaward
House/i. Bts. (Roxb.) 113, I paid Gravely for vj. meekes.
573 TUSSER Hnsli. (1878) 37 A meake for the pease, and to

swinge vp the brake. 1674 RAY Collect. Words 71 A Meag
or_ Meak, a Pease-hook. 1865 W. WHITE Eastern Eng. I.

vii. 100 We.. cuts the reeds down as deep as we can with
a make, a kind o* short-bladed, long-handled scythe.
1895 P. H. EMERSON Birds, etc. Nor/. Broatiland 74 Dis
turbed by meak or crome that drags forth the lamb s-tail.

Hence Meak v., trans, to cut with a meak. dial,
absol. 1892 P. H. EMERSON Son ofFens xiii. 99 Which are
you going to do meag or mow ? Well, we d better meag,
now the water is up.

Meaken, obs. form of MEEKEN.
Meakenes, obs. form of MEEKNESS.

Meaking (mrkirj), vbl. sb. Naut. Also 9
meeking. [? f. MEAK -t- -ING 1.] Only in meaking
iron : The tool used by caulkers to run old oakum
out of theseamsbeforeinserting new (Smyth 1867).
According to information supplied by Mr. G. Crocker, of

H. M. Dockyard, Devonport, the term is now often mis
applied to the making-iron (MAKING vbl sb. 10) ; the first

quot. is an example of the erroneous use.

[1852-4 Cycl. Usef.Arts(e&amp;lt;!L. Tomlinson 18661 II.jir/iT wo
men, one of whom holds, .the meeking or making iron to the
caulked seam, while the other man drives it in with the beetle.]
1878 D. KEMP Yacht 4- Boat Sailing 358 Meaking iron, an
instrument used to extract old caulking from seams.

Meakle, obs. dial, form of MICKLE, Sc.

Meal (m/1), sb* Forms: i melu, -o, -a, meolo,
meala {inflected melw-, melew-, -ow-,-uw-,
meolw-, mealew-) ; 3-4 mel, 3-6 mele, 4 meel,
melow(e, 4, 6 meill, melle, 4-6 meele, 5 meyle,
6 meell, Sc. maill, meil, 6-7 meale, 7- meal.
[Com. Teut. : OE. melo, melw- str. neut. = OFris.

mel, OS. melo (MDu. melt, Du. meet), OHG.
melo, mela-Ji- ^MHS. mel, melw-, mod.G. mehl},
ON. mifl, miolv- (Sw. mjol, Da. meel, now met) :

OTeut. *mehvom , f. root *mel-, mal-, mill- (pre-Teut.
*mel-, mol-, ml-), whence Com. Teut. &quot;malan to

grind (found in all Teut. langs. exc. Eng.), cogn. w.
L. molere, OS1. mleti, Lith. ntdlti, O Irish melim

;

further cognates are L. mola, molina (see MILL
sb.), Gr. /JVA.I7, ftv\os mill, millstone.]
1. The edible part of any grain or pulse ground

to a powder. Now commonly understood to ex
clude the product of wheat (this being called

FLOUR). Also spec, in Scotland and Ireland =
j

OATMEAL
;

in the U. S. the meal of Indian com
[

(- Indian meal: see INDIAN a. 3). Wholemeal:
j

see WHOLE.
cSS8 K. yELFREU Boetlt. xxxiv. 11 Swa swa mon meolo

j

syft. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. i345enimmerce nioboweardne
& hunis & hwaetenes meluwes smedman. c 1200 ORMIN I

1552 pu sammnesst all bin mele inn an & cnedest itt togeddre.
{

c 1300 Havelok 780 Hise pokes fulle of mele an korn. 1382 ;

WYCLIF Num. v. 15 The tenthe part of a busshel of barly
melowe [1388 barli meele]. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.R.
iv. iv. (1495) 84 Branne of whete or of rye,, .and also sope
and meele of beenes wasshe awaye the fylthe of the face and
of all the body. (1440 Promp. Parv. 331/2 Meele of corne

j

growndyn,_/wma. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting w. Kennedie 147
As gredy gleddis, }e gang With polkis to mylne, and beggis j

baith meill and schilling. 1546 in W. H. Turner Select, i

Rec. Oxford (1880) 179 The untrue and excessyve tollinge
of certayne quarters of wheate meale. 1556 Chron. Gr.
Friars (Camden) 57 The howse for the markyt folke in

Newgate market for to waye melle in. i6n BIBLE 2 Kings
iv. 41 He said, Then bring meale. 1707 MOKTIMER Httsb.
(1721) I. 257 Some.. feed them with Curds, Barley-meal,
Bran, &c. 1775 JOHNSON Journ. W. Isles 68 Her two next
sons were gone to Inverness to buy meal, by which oatmeal
is always meant. 1832 TENNYSON Miller s Dau. 104 The
very air about the door Made misty with the floating meal.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bit. Fartti I. 137 A third lot was fed on
. . turnips and bean-meal. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 150/1
Chick Pea Meal, Mais Cariaro Meal.

267

|

b. Applied to the finer part of the ground grain,

j

in contrast with bran. Often
fig. ? Obs.

1579 LVLY Enfhues (Arb.) 123, I haue thorowly sifted the
disposition of youth, wherein I haue founde more branne
then meale, more dowe then leauen. 1607 SHAKS. Cor in i

322 He.. is ill-school d In boulted Language: Meale and
Bran together He throwes without distinction. 1611
Cymb. iv. ii. 27 Nature hath Meale, and Bran ; Contempt
and Grace.

fc. Phr. Of the same meal: of the same kind
or quality ;

= L. ejusdein faring?. Obs.
iSll B. JONSON Catiline K. ii, Except he were of the same

Meal and liatch. 1677 GALK Crt. Gentiles in. 155 Thomas
Aquinas, Bonaventura, and others of the same meal did
many and wonderful things at Paris.

2. transf. A powder produced by grinding (e.g.
in linseed meal) a powdery substance resembling
flour. In Hot. applied to the powder covering the
surface of the leaves, petals, etc., of certain plants.
1549 Privy Council Acts (ifyolll. 348 Brymston in meale,

ij barrelles. 1561 HOLLYBUMI Horn. Apolh. 14 Take fyne
mustard sede mele. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram.
xiv. 71 Serpentine powder in old time was in meale, but now
corned. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 536 Auriculas, enrich d

I

With shining meal o er all their velvet leaves. I784COWPER
,

Task III. 538 The bee transports the fertilizing meal From

j
flpw r to fiow r. 1796 KIKWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 436

I

The arsenic rises in the form ofa white meal. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 300 [Primulafarinosa] Glabrous above, meal
below white or sulphur-coloured.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Obvious combinations,
simple attrib., as meal-ark dial., -barrel, -chest,

-dust, -girtial Sc., -husk, -kist Sc., -market, -mill

Sc., -pap, -poke, -sack, -sieve, -trough ; objective,
as meal- -\maker, -miller Sc., -monger Sc., -seller,

-sifter, -weigher.
594 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 199 One ^meale arkc-.

1814 SCOTT ll- av. x, When a Whiggish mob destroyed his

I
meeting-house, .. intromiltii .g also with his mart and his
meal-ark. 1840 J. Bvu.Farmers Comp. 65 The meal-chest
must be occasionally replenished. 1535 COVEKUALE /sa.

j

xxix. 5 For the multitude of thine enemies shalbe like meal-
dust. 1902 CORNISH Naturalist Thames 101 Meal-dust
hung from every nail, peg, and rope-end on the walls. 1548
AterJ. Reg. 11844) I. 259 Thre *meill girnalis, out of my
loft, xxx f. 1830 CARLYLE Chartism v. (1840)45 Peasants
living on &quot;meal-husks and boiled grass. 1856 J. AITON

I

Clerical Eton. v. (ed. 21 304 Muck is the mother of the
*meal-kist. a 1400 in York Myst. Introd. 40 *Mele-makers.
1721 WODKOW Cli. /fist. I. 288 John Bryce, Mealmaker, in
Cainbusnethan parish. 1555-6 in Edinb. Burgh Rec. 11871)
II. 366 For the itnis at the kirk dur, *meill merkat, tlesche
merkat. 1703 Luna. G,iz. No. 4169 ! They intend to Let
to Farm the Tolls, .of the Meal-Market at Fleet-Chanel.

1793 State, Leslie of fowl s etc. 67 (Jam.) A small island

lying between the *meal-mill race, and the north grain of the
river. 1892 R. LOVETT J Gilmour ofMongolia i. 18 Our

MEAL.

tween the laird of Kiltlegirth s black mare and Johnston the

meal-monger s four-year-old colt. 1799 Undenvood s Syst.
Med. (ed. 4) I. 154 Violent convulsions, which disappeared
entirely, upon the prohibition of *meal-pap. 17.. Rol in
Hood ft ISeggarv. in Child Ballatls III. 160 His meal-pock
hang about his neck, Into a leathern fang. 1818 SCOTT Br.
Lamm, v, Shame be in my meal-poke, then, c 1400 Y-^aine
Jjr Gaw. 20 j2 That da he kest than in his nek, Afs it was a
*mele-sek. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxxvii, It is always best to

be sure, as I say when I chance to take multure twice from
the same meal-sack. 1552 HULOET, Mealeman or *meale-

seller, stiffarranens. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Farinnriniit

cribrum, a *meale sieue. 1624 in Arck&ologia XLVIII. 148
A meale sive. 1552 HULOET, *Mealesifter, pollintor. 1623
MINSHEU, A Meale trough, harinal. 1825 J.

NICHOLSON
Operat. Afechfinic 100 The buckets, dipping into the meal-

trough, convey the flour to the upper story. 1671 F. PHILLIPS

Reg. Necess 363 Three *Meal-\Veighers. 1812 Examiner
19 Oct. 662/2 The Lord Mayor, after inspecting the Meal
Weighers Return, . . ordered the price of Bread to fall yi. in

the peck-loaf.

b. Special Comb.: meal-bark, a name for certain

species of Cycas, so called on account of the starchy

matter in the trunk
; meal-beetle, a coleopterous

insect (Tencbrio inolitor), which infests granaries,

etc., and is injurious to flour; meal-berry, the Red

Bearberry, Antostaphylos uva ursi (Treas. Bot.

1 866) ; f meal-house, a place where meal is stored
;

f meal-malt, malt ground to a powder (as for use

in distilling) ; meal-mite, the Acarusfaring, (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1 890) ; meal-Monday, a Monday given
as a holiday in Scottish universities, formerly for

the purpose of allowing the students to go home to

fetch enough meal to last till the end of the session ;

meal-moth, a book-name for two species of moth,

Asopia farinalis and Pyralis farinalis, the larvae

of which feed on meal or flour; meal-powder,
finely ground gunpowder ; meal-tree, the wayfar

ing-tree, Viburnum Lantana (called also mealy
tree) ; meal-tub, a tub for containing meal ; also

atlrib. in Meal-tub Plot, the pretended conspiracy
of the Duke of Monmouth in 1679, the evidence

for which consisted of papers found in a meal-tub;

meal-worm, the larva of the meal-beetle ;
meal

worm beetle = meal-beetle.

1822 GOOD Study JtfeJ. I. 4 The .. *meal-bark (cytas
circinalis). 1836-9 TODD CycL Anat. II. 863/2 The
*meal-beetles, Tenebrionidx. c 1050 Sitppl. SElfric s Gloss.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 185/27 tariaale, &quot;mealehus. c 1330Durham

cc. Rolls (Surtees) 518 In J sera emp. pro le Meihous iijrf.1582 bxtroN //. Fansie i.Grosarl) 16/1 The Pastrie, Meale.
house, and the roome wheras the Coales do ly 1702 6 HEY
mT T

ew (H885)
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Mr Oats nwith -meal-malt. 1842 1. W. HAKRIS Insects injur Veect u8&amp;lt;Ihe meal-moth ryralis farinalis^ 1781 THOU

^if Ir&quot;:&quot;,,:

L
u
X

:

XI - 2 M.al-powdei is moreinflan-

1681 BAXTER A

, ecause
ivas found in a Meal tub came to be called the Meai-tub
plot. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. xxi. nd. 4 , 93
1 hat Cameleon had been observed to drink water and de
light to feed on &quot;Meal-worms. 1774 GOLDSM. A ai. Hist V
265 But meal-worm insects they . . swallow ed . . most greedily
1863 WOOD Xat. Hist. 1 1 1. 474 The Meal-worm . . is The larva
of a beetle named Tenebrio inolitor. 1860 J. Cum is -/ &amp;gt;/

Insects 334 The .Meal-worm Beetle.

Meal.m/l), sb.- Forms: i meel, mel, 2-3 mel,
3mael, 3-6 mele, 4 male, 4-6meel(e, 5 maile, Sc.

maill,mell,6-o.meale, 7 meall, 3- meal. [Com.
Teut. : OE. W/neut., mark, sign, measure, fixed

time, occasion, meal - OFris. mel, mdl (in phr.
al to mal always, etnial space of 12 or 24 hours

,

OS. -nial sign, measure ^MDu. mael masc., fern.,
neut., mark, sign, landmark, fixed time, meal-time,
Du. iiiaal neut., meal, masc., time), OHG. mal
neut., timeCM.HG.mil neut., spot, point of time,
meal, mod.G. /&amp;lt;z/lime, a/4/meal),ON. wizVneut.,
mark, measure, point or portion of time, meal
time (Sw. mal mark, measure, meal, Da. maal
mark, measure), Goth, mel time (pi. mi-la marks,
writing) :-OTeut. *mlom

,
f. Indogermanic root

*mc- (Skr, md-
) to measure.]

1 1. A measure. Obs.
c 1000 Sax Lccchd. II. 184 Diles bieo cucler mail, c 1382

WYCLIF Ex. xxv. 2 [A] coroun with foute fingur mele hei5t
[Vulg. attain guatnor digitis\ c 1400 Lanjrnnc s Cirurg.
154 AJ maner wounde |at is madd in be extiemitees of be
lacenis as .iij. fyngir mele brede vndir be schuldiis.

2. Any of the occasions of taking food winch
occur by custom or habit at more or less fixed
times of the day, as a breakfast, dinner, supper, etc.

i 897 K. /KLFRED Gregory s fast. C. .\Iiii. 316 | e 3a=t nyle
Searfum sellan Sxt he oonne on mzele laefS. c 1175 Lamb.
Hem. 31 He wule festen and eaten ;if he mei et ane mele
swa muchel swa et tuam. c 1205 LAY. 19690 /Klche dteie
on a mail ure mete truke?. a 1225 Ancr. K. 428 Bit\^eonen
mele ne gruselie 36 nouoer frut, ne ooerhwat. c 1290 ^&amp;gt;&quot;.

E&amp;gt;ig.

Leg. I. 469/232 f&amp;gt;o
it was time of mele buy wcnden to heure

mete. 1390 GOWER Couf. III. 25. I have at every meel ()(

plente more than ynowh. 14.. Dietary 67 in Barieitr s
firitce (S. T. S.), Betuix malys drink nocht for na ple^uid
delit. 1463 Bitry tt ills (Camden) 21 He to piey for my
soule at euery meel, mete or sopeer. 1540-1 LLYOT Image
Gov. 45 b, There shuld be at the leaste .vi. houies betwene
euery meale. 1617 MORYSON Itin. 1. 61 They give good fare for
foure grosh a meale. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina xviii, Our
breakfast was the most agreeable meal.. that we have had
since we came to town. 1842 A. COMBE Physiol. Digestion
(ed. 4) 193 Meals, then, ought to be early or late in proportion
to the habits of the individual. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xi.

72 We set about preparing our evening meal. 1897 W. RYE
Norfolk Songs 25 He don t like working between meals
is a succinct description of a lazy man.

b. \Vithout reference to time: An occasion of

taking food, a repast. Also, the material of a

repast ; the food eaten at or provided for a repast.
c 1200 ORMIN 4959 5in~itt iss in bin herrte, To shunenn. .

derewurrbe maeless. c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;y

Ex. 1484 &amp;gt;e fader luuede
esau we!, for firme bir5e & swete mel. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 4204 He wole be limemele To drawe 8: uorsuolwe

par auenture at one mele. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R.
vi. xx. (1495) 207 Meete shall be lyke and of one manere
whyche that men etc atte one meete. c 1400 Gairifl\H 636
He was sore alonged after a good meel. 1481 CAXTON
Reynard (&i\&amp;gt;.\ 13, I shal do late you haue so moche that
ten of yow shold not etc it at one mele. 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err, v. i. 74 Vnquiet meales make ill digestions. 1727-46
THOMSON Summer 1025 Their mangled limbs Crashing at

once, he dyes the purple seas With gore, and riots in the

vengeful meal. 1767 JAGO Edge Hill w. 77 The lusty Steers

..leisurely concoct their grassy Meal. 1853 M. ARNOLD
Scholar-Gipsy xii, The blackbird, picking food, Sees thee,
nor stops his meal. 1857 Bird s Urin. Deposits (ed. 5)

274 The earthy phosphates are always abundant after a
meal. 1902! . M. LINDSAY C/:. * Ministry in Early Cent.

ii. 51 They ate together a meal which they themselves

provided.
transf. 1772 C. JENNER Town Eclogues ii. 8 When.. cits

take in their weekly meat of air.

c. f At meat (obs.), at meals: at table; at dinner,

breakfast, supper, etc. Similarly f(/ go) to meal.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. I. 24 That on clothing is from chele

ow to saue : And that othur mete at meel for meseise of

thiseluen. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe 42 b, For moche abun

dance of drinke at meale, drowneth the meate eaten. 1565
COOPER Thesaurus, Accitbare apud aliauem, to be at the

table in a mans house : to sitte at meale with him. 1620

VENNER l* ift Recta viii. 185 The wholesomnesse of wine..

moderately taken at meale. .is. .well knowne. 1635 PAGITT

Christianogr. I. iii. (1636) 205 They which fast may goe to

meale at ten, eleven, or twelve of the clocke. 1710 STEELE
Tatter No. 235 F 3 It was an unspeakable Pleasure

^to
visit

or sit at Meal in that Family. 1818 KEATS Isabella i, They
could not sit at meals but feel how well It soothed each to

be the other by.
100-3



MEAL.

d. To make a meal of, t to make one s meal on :

to devour.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. ll. i. 113 O thou mine heire..what

strange fish Hath made his meale on thee ? a 183* BARRY
CORNWALL Eng. Songs 143 Have I . . Preyed on my brother s

blood, and made His flesh my meal to-day ?

fig. 1827 POLLOK Course T. viii, Slander early rose, And
made most hellish meals of good men s names.

e. Meal s meat, later meal of meat : = sense

2 b. Now dial, (see E. D. D.).
13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 6845 A meles mete ?if thou me.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvi. 36 Crauede . . A meles mete for a

poure man. c 1410 Sir Cleges 347 For my labor schall I

nott get but yt be a melys mete, c 1440 Promp. Parv.

321/2 Meel of mete.., commestio. 1511 Plumpton Corr.

(Camden) p. cxviii. Sir Robert Plomton . . paid for every
maile of meate . . iiij

1 for himselfe, & ii* for his servant. 1530
PALSGR. 454/2 In this sence I fynde also je inuitc but pro

perly to a meales meate, or to eate. 1613 FLETCHER, etc.

Honest Man s Fort. II. iii, You never yet had a meales

meat from my Table. 1693 J. DRYDEN in Dryden s Juvenal
xiv. Notes (1697) 366 King Saturn, .gave this Example by
making a Meals-meat of his own Children. 1717 Enter
tainer No. 6. 36 The Parasite may smell a Feast at C t,

and go flatter Some-body there for a Meals-meat.

ff. The phrases a merry meal, a sorry meal,

were in ME. sometimes used fig. for : Something

joyful or the contrary. Obs.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 23 O moul bou marrez a myry
mele. 14 . . King &amp;lt;y

Hermit 425, I . . haue hade many merry
mele. c 1440 LOVELICH Merlin 2754 Also sone as the dra-

gouns to-gyderes fele, be-twixen hem schal be-gynnen a sory
mele.

3. a. The quantity of milk given by a cow at

one milking ; also, the time of milking.
1613 \V. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iv, Each shepheard s

daughter with her cleanly peale Was come afield to milke
the morning s meale. 1670 CATT. J. SMITH Eng. Improv.
Reviv d 176 Northern Milch Cows, one of the least of

which shall give 2 Gallons of Milk at one Meal. 1727
BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Cheese, To make a Cheese of two

Meals, as of the Morning s new Milk, and the Evening s

Cream-milk, you must do also the same. 1775 JOHNSON
Journ. Hebrides 187 A single meal of a goat is a quart.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 58 It may be fitted up
with such, .coolers as are sufficient to contain a meal s milk.

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 459 The milk drawn from
the udder at one milking, or meal, as it is termed.

b. dial. (See quot.)

oakinH
4. attrib. and Comb. : meal-going, used attrib.

(after church-going) ; meal-hour, -tray; meal-

pendant, -pennant, U. S. Navy, a red pennant

displayed during meal-times (Cent. Diet. 1890) ;

? f meal-settle, a seat at meals.

1858 HOGG Life Slulley II. 295 Startled at his books by
the sound of the &quot;meal-going bell. 1801 MRS. E. PARSONS
Myst. l

r
isit. IV. 92 He seldom saw her but at &quot;meal hours.

1899 Scribner s Mag. XXV. 89/2 The quartermaster, -hauled
down the &quot;meal pennant. 11235 &amp;gt;^- Marker, n *Mel
seotel softest ant guldene jerde alre gold smeatest. 1905

2 Sh
1

Cent. Jan. 92 She gets ady the patients *meal-trays
in a tasteful manner.

t Mealf
j. :i Obs. Forms: i meli, meeli,

mele, -meele, 3-6 mele, 4 miele, 4-5 meel, 5-6
meyle, 6 meale, meele. [OE. mtfe, (ws&ter}-
mgele str. masc., prob. repr. OTeut. type *m&ljo-z,
and so corresponding to ON. m&li-r measure

;
see

MKAL sb.
3

*] A tub, bucket. Also used as a measure.
In OE. sometimes used to gloss L. Patera^ carchesiitmt

cyafkus, which mean bowl, disn, or cup.
-1700 EpinalGloss. $6Afoiuw, meeli. cioooSax. Leechd.

II. 86 Do bonne mele fulne buteran on. c 1290 S, Eng.
Leg. I. 240/6 pat child. .Ase it was in ane mele i-babed al

one upri^t it stod. a 1300 Cursor M. 3306 Wantes vs here
na uebsell, ne mele, ne bucket, ne funell. 1357-8 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 124 In j Mele empt. pro carbonibus

portandis. 1370-71 Ibid. 263 In una mele lingnea pro pedi-
bus lavandis. 1390 OOWER Con/. III. 21 Thei in hope to

assuage The peine of deth..Of wyn let fille full a Miele,
And dronken til [etc.]. 1408 tr. I egetiits (MS. Douce 291,
If. 47 b), Bokettis, meles, and payles. 1440 Durham Ace.
Kolls (Surtees) 410, viij meel calcis extincUt; empt. ..ad xijrf.

1459-60 Ibid. 89, j kyrn, j meyle, ij Chesfattez. 1565 COOIIEK

Thesaurus^ Alueits. .a meele or vessell to waslie in. 1567
Wills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 278, iij milk meales.

Meal (m/l), .?/&amp;lt;.* Sc. Forms: 5, 8 meel, 6 meale,
7 maile, meill, meil, 8 mail, miel, 9 meil. [a.
ON. mxli-r measure (Norw. msele a measure of

capacity varying in different localities) : OTeut.

type *mljo-z, f. *mxlom measure: see MEAL sb.^]
A relative weight used in Orkney* (Jam.).
1597 SKENE De Verb. Sign. s.v. Serplaith^ Item [in Ork-

nayj, 6 settings maks ane mail. Item 24 meales makis ane
Last. 1624 Wttch Trial \a. Abbotsford Club Misc. I. 148-9
His brother haid twa mells [of corn]. 1629 Witck Trial in

County Folklore (1903) III. 78 She wantit the proffeitt of
ane meill of malt that she was brewing. 1698 M. MARTIN
Voy. St. Kilda (1749) 48 Ancient Measures, as the Maile. . :

this Maile contains ten Pecks. 1793 Statist. Aic. Seotl. V.

412 The stipend consists of 86 mails malt (each mail weigh
ing about 12 stones Amsterdam weight). Ibid. VII. 477,
6 settings make i meel. Ibid, 563 On the first is weighed
settings and miels. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties ScotL V. 52
Six setteens or lispunds make a meil.

Meal (mil), sb.5 dial. Also 8 male, 8-9 meale,
9 miol, miel. [a. ON. mel-r sandbank, also bent-

grass (the latter is prob. the original sense
;
for the

development cf. MABBAM).] A sand-dune.

268

1706 PHILLIPS, Meals or Males, the Shelves or Banks of

Sand on the Sea-coasts of Norfolk : Whence Ingom-meals,
the Name of a Sandy Shore in Lincoln-shire. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Edmonds-Chapel, The coast here is

secured against the incursions of the sea, by sand heaps,

commonly called Meales. 1839 Penny Cyel. XVI. 258 Sand
hills., locally termed meals

,
or marum hills . iSfiySMvm

Sailor s Word-bk., Meales, or Miols, immense sandbanks
thrown up by the sea on the coasts of Norfolk, Lancashire,
etc. 1897 Spectator 209 At present only the highest tides

ever cover trie surface of the meals .

Comb, a 1893 in Cozens-Hardy Broad Norf. 77 Miel-

banks, banks of sand blown up by the wind and consoli

dated by the marum grass also called meal-banks . 1899
CORNISH in Cornhill Mag. Mar. 313 The fascinating but
little known region of the meal marshes which fringe the

North Norfolk coast.

Meal (mfl), v.! Somewhat rare. [f.
MEAL i/ .

1
]

1. trans. To coverwith meal; to powder with meal.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Knt. Burning Pest. v. i, Enter Jasper

with his Face mealed. 1882 Garden 21 Jan. 33/3 All their

flowers will be more or less mealed on the surface.

b. fig. To meal one s mouth : to become mealy-
mouthed

;
to speak in gentle terms. ? nonce-use.

1826 SOUTHEY in Corr. m. C. Bowles (1881) 96 Though
there is as much civility as can be desired . . yet I have
neither mealed my mouth nor minced my words.

2. a. trans. To grind into meal
;
to reduce to

a fine powder, b. intr. To become reduced to

meal or powder.
1669 STURMY Mariner s Mug. v. xiii. 89 Meal all these

very iine,and mix them together. Ibid., I twill Meal presently.

3. intr. To yield or be plentiful in meal.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 155 It U a little earlier

than the old Polish oat, and meals equally well.

Meal (m/1), v.- [f. MEAL st&amp;gt;.-]

1. intr. To make a meal ; to eat meals ;
to feed.

1827 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 218 There were..worms
there. ., which would have mealed handsomely upon him.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxx. 109 Mess, any number of
men who meal together. 1886 M. K. MACMILLAN Dagonet
the Jester 5, I will not meal with a churl, nor moil with a
churl.

2. trans. To feed, give fodder to (cattle). 1 Obs.

1630 WIMHROP Let. in Neiu Eng. (1825) I. 378 Some more
cows would be brought, especially two new milch, which
must be well mealed and milked by the way.

t Meal, zv ! Obs. rare- 1
. [Identical with OE.

mxlan, f. &amp;gt;ndl spot, stain, MOLE so.^

(Northern dialects have mail vb., to spot, stain, f. mail,
northern form of mole : see E. D. D.ij

trans. To spot, stain
; by Shaks. used_/fy.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. IV. ii. 86 Were he meal d with
that Which he corrects, then were he tirrannous.

Meal, obs. form of MAIL si&amp;gt;.-

-nieal, suffix, forming advs. (all obs. cxc./;Vi
-

meal), repr. ME. -mele (down to the I4th c. bome-

times -meluni), OE. -niteluin. The OE. advs. in

-tnxlutn are in form the instrumental case plural
of compounds of ma-l MEAL s/i.-, in the sense of

measure
, quantity taken at one time , as in

cucldrmxl spoonful (as a measure) ,
the instr. pi. of

which would be *cuile!rmselum by spoonfuls. The

particular compounds of this formation actually
recorded in the instr. pi. , however, do not occur in

the other cases, and already in OE. -mxlum had
come to be a mere suffix with the sense expressed
in Latin by -atiin, -tint, and in mod.Eng. by the

repetition of the sb. preceded by by. Examples
which existed in OE. are ciropniselum DBOPMEAL,
jloccmxlum FLOUKHEAL, ftitmxlum FOOTMEAL,

k^afinxliim HEAPMEAL, limm&lum LIMBMEAL,

sctafmxhim sheaf by sheaf, stemmxlum turn by
turn, alternately, stundmselum STOUNUMEAL, stycct-

m:ilum bit by bit, ^arniKlum year by year. The
suffix continued to be productive in ME., among
the formations dating from that period being cantle-

meal, cupmeal, gobbetmeal, littlcmail, parcelmeal,

pennymeal, piecemeal, poundmeal, and the Latin-

isms ravishmeal (Wyclif) raptim , table-meal

tabulatim . A remarkable survival of the OE.
inflexion appears in Wyclifs hipyllmeluni (see

RIPPLE). To the j6th c. belongfitmcal, inchmeal,

jointmeal, himpmeal; in later Eng. the suffix has

not been productive, though nonce-words such as

pagemeal have occasionally been formed, more or

less playfully. A trace of the originally substan

tival character of the sufnx remains in the use of

by piecemeal as a synonym of the simple adv. (cf.

the obs. byjlockmeal, by pennymeal, etc.).

1493 Fcstivall (W. de W. 1515) 8b, Hymselfe with his

owone handes kest away the fleshe lompe mele. 1827 Bltukui.

Mag. XXi. 884 How pleasant it would be to tear it page-
meal, and fling it in the author s face.

Mealable (.nu -lab !), a. [f.
MEAL w.l + -ABLE.]

Capable of being mealed.
1823 Meeh. Mag. No.

p. 138 Satisfied with having their

corn reduced to a mealable form. 1885 A. STEWART Twixt
Ben Nevis

&amp;lt;y
Glencoe xxv. 181 So much mealable grist.

Meale, variant of MELE v. Obs., to speak.
Mealed (mrtd), ///. a.

[f.
MEAL v. 1 + -ED ]

.]

Finely pulverized ; spec, of gunpowder.
1692 Capt. Smith s Seaman s Gram. 11. xxxi. 150 Fine

Mealed Powder. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Arlil. Man. (1862)

89 A hole is bored through the mealed powder at the top.

MEAL-MOUTHED.

Mealer 1
(mrlai). [f.

MEAL sb.- and .
2 + -ER

.]

1. In parasynthetic derivatives
(no&amp;gt;uc-wds.~)

: One
who eats (one, half a) meal in the day.
1849 D. J. BROWNF. Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 48 Certain

hens.. are called Monosita: (that is, one-mealers, or such as
eat only once a day). 1899 R. WHITEI NO 5 John St. 1 1 1 The
half-mealers, who always leave off with a hungry belly.

2. U.S. colloq. One who takes his meals at one

place and lodges at another ; a table-boarder .

1883 M. F. SWEETSER Summer Days 126 That class of the

community known as hauled mealers . 1887 A. A. HAYES
Jesuit s Ring 52 You are a mealer here.

3. slang. One pledged to take alcoholic drink

only at meals.

1890 in BARRERE & LELAND Diet. Slang.

Mealer- (mi-lai). [f.
MEAL vl + -ERl.] A

wooden rubber for mealing powder.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Mealer, variant of MAILEU 1.

Mealie (mi li). Also 9 (from//.) milice. [a.

Cape Du. milje (pronounced n li), a. Pg. mil/to

MILLET
,
used also (with denningv/oidsmi/Aogrande,

m. da India) for maize.] A South African name
for maize

; chiefly used in the pi.
1853 GALTON Tropical S. Afr. vi. 182 The Ovampo had

little pipkins to cook in, and eat corn (milice) steeped in hot
water. 1855 J. W. COLENSO Ten Weeks in Natal, Hist.
Sk. p. vi, The second range of land.. furnishing abundant

crops of hay, oats, mealies, or Indian corn, and barley. 1901
Scotsman 1 1 Mar. 8/1 For eight days they bad to live on
half a pound of mealie a day, with very little meat.
attrib. 1879 Cape A

&amp;gt;gus 5 June (Cent.), A bivouac was
made near a deserted kraal, there being . . a mealie-field

hard by. ..A volley was fired from the adjacent mealie-

garden. 1893 ll estm. Gaz. 10 Oct. 2/1 Their staple diet

then being mealie meal porridge majde with water.

Mealiness vmrlines). [f.
MEALY a. + -SESS.]

The quality or condition of being mealy.
1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Mon. (1634) 127 They [teredines]

offend the Bees also with their mealiness, as the Snails do
with their sliminess. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796)
IV. 69 Leaves covered with a kind of ash-coloured meali

ness. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator No. 37 (1822) I. 294 There
was a sort of exquisite silver clearness and soft mealiness in

her utterance of these verses. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 666 The mealiness consists of a layer of mucilage im

mediately under the skin, covering the starch or farina.

1876 ABNEY Instr. Photogr. (ed. 3) 125 The cause of meali

ness or measles in the print 1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeon.

ii. ii, To bring out the full mealiness of a potatoe.

Mealing (mrliq), vbl. sb.1 Also s melwynge.
[f.

MEAL v&quot; + -ING L]
1. The action of grinding meal ; also, the action

of finely pulverizing gunpowder. Chiefly attrib.,

as in mealing trade; mealing stone, a stone used

for grinding meal
; mealing table, a slab for

mealing gunpowder upon.
14.. Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 582/19 Farracio, Melwynge.

1805 A. F.ULIN (title) On the Art of Bread-making, wherein
the Mealing Trade.. is Examined 1828 J. M. SPEARMAN
Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 78 Mealing Tables. 1866 Reader 22

Sept. 307 A mealing stone with a hollow in which the corn

was bruised. 1880 DAWKINS Early Man 268 Two concave
stone grain-rubbers or mealing-stones .

2. The action of covering with meal.
a 1810 Robin Hoodt, Beggar Ixxix. in Child BaUads(iSBS)

III. 163/2 He thought, if he had done them wrong In meal

ing of their cloaths [etc.J.

Mealing (mrlirj ), vbl. so.3 [f.
MEAL v.- +

-ING 1
.] The action of taking meals; f/.S. the action

of taking meals at a boarding-house.
1659 H. L EsTRANGE Alliance Div. Off. 188 The junket

ings, comessations, and mealing together were soon laid

;iside. 1887 A. A. HAYES Jesuit s King 55 She must draw
the line, .when the hauling cost more than the mealing.

Mealing, obs. form of MAILING.

Meall.e, obs. ff. MAUL sb. 1
,
MEAL sb*

MealleSS (nif l|les\ a. [f. MEAL st.z + -LESS.]

Without a meal.

1894 Season X. 57/2 Many men unnecessarily exhaust

themselves by going a whole day mealless.

Meally, obs. form of MEALY.
Mealman (mflmscn). [f.

MEAL st.i + MAN.]
One who deals in meal.

1552 HULOET, Mealeman or meale seller, siiffarrancus.

1556 Chron, Or. Friars (Camden) 77 Alle save only the

mele-men. 1679 Land. Gaz. No. 1407/4 Mr. Acres Meal
man. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Henley, The inhabi

tants are generally maltsters, mealmen and bargemen 1802

in Spirit Pntl. Jrnls. (1803) VI. 89 All our meal-men and
millers are Esquires.

t Mea lniouth, sb. and a. Obs. [f.
MEAL sb. 1

+ MOUTH.] a. sb. A mealy - mouthed person.
b. adj. Mealy-mouthed.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 19 When the meale mouth

hath woon the bottome Of your stomake, than will the pick-
thanke it tell. 1575 G. HARVEY Lctter-bk. (Camden) 92

[Written to a miller] Those same fine . . milltermcs wherewith

your mealemowthe letter and whitebred solicit ar . . illu

minate, a 1700 B, E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Meal-month, a sly,

sleepish Dun, or Sollicitor for Money.

t Mea l-mouthed, ///. a. Obs. [Formed as

prec. + -ED 12

.]
= MEALY-MOUTHED.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 155 Saying, that you had
flatterers & meal-mouthed merchants in high estimation.

1686 WOOD Life 5 Nov. (O.H.S.) III. 199 Dr. Reynell..in
his sermon was meale-mouthed and timorous.

Mealt(e, obs. forms of MELT v.



MEALTIDE.

t Mea ltide. Obs. exc. Sc. meltith (me-ltih).
Forms: a. 5 mel tid, 4 meel-tyd, 5 melltyde,
6 meale tyde, meltyd, 7 mealtide. . 6mail-

teth, melteithe, 6-9 melteth, 7 mealtite, 8

mealtith, meltet, 8-9 meltit, meltith, 9 mel-
taith. [f.

MEAL sb.- + TIDE s6. : cf. G. ma/ikeit,
Du. maaltijd, late ON. malt19 (Da. maaltid}]
1. = MEAL-TIME. Also, a meal, food.
cixoo Trin. Coil. Horn, 13 pe man be suneS ale5 gest-

ninge. .and haue5 riht mel tid and nutted timeliche metes.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus it. 1556 The morwen com and
neyheii gan be tyine Of ineltid. 1485 Cely Papers (Camden)
177 Item I pd to my noste Gyllani de la Towr for howr inell-

tydes from Sonday tyll Fryday viB viiid . 1534 MOKE Comf.
agst. Trib, ir. Wk.s. 1185/1 He wold not for breaking of his

penance, take anye praye for hys meale tyde, that shuld

passe the prise of syxe pence. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform.
St. Andros Wks. (1892) 7 Every man ane eg at the mailtcth.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisins 1

Cateck. 162
b&amp;gt;
We.,ar content

onelie with ane melltyd on the day. 1614 U. JONSON Bartlt.

Fain, ii, A Suitor that puts in here at Meal-tide. 1655 Ci i.-

PEPPER, etc. Kiverius xv. v. 419 A Bath, into which Blood-
warm let the Patient enter, .far from meal-tide. 17*8 RAM
SAY Daft Bargain 12 [He] seem d right yap His mealtith

quickly up to gawp, c 1826 HOGG in J. Wilson Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 212 Tarn lo ed his meltith and his clink.

2. The quantity of milk given by a cow at one

milking. MEAL sb. 2-

1633 Orkney Witch Trial in Abbotsford Club Misc. 153
Alse mony mealtitis off milk. 1839 J. M. WILSON Tales
Borders V. 0.6/1 She, accordingly brought her evening s mel
tith, and skimmed it into his dish.

Meal-time, [f. MEAL ^.2 + TIME.] The usual

time for eating a meal.

&amp;lt;rii75
Lamb. Horn. 115 He seal hine ibidan on a-sette

tidan and her meltiman metes ne arinan. 13.. Minor
Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xxxvii. 937 Whon mon ha^ at meel-

tynie such as he wile, Tak bat he hab neode of. 1377 LANGL.
P. PL B. v. 500 Aboute mydday whan most li^te is and mele
tymeofseintes. 1611 BIBLE A itt/t ii. 14 And Boaz sayde vnto
her, At meale time come thou hither. 1704 M. HENRY Com.
mun. Conip. iii. Wks. 1853 I. 306/1 The great Master of the

family would have none of his children missing at meal-time.
1860 S. WILUEKFORCE Addf. Ordination 134 We must not
break in on the meal-time of the poor.

Mealy (rru-li), a. Also 6-7 mealie, 7-9
meally. [f. MEAL sbl + -Y.]
1. Resembling meal, having the qualities of meal,

powdery. Of fruits: (see quot. 1725). Of potatoes
when boiled : Forming a somewhat dry and pow
dery mass, resembling flour (considered to be a

good quality : opposed to waxy).
i33 ELYOT Cast.Helthe (1541) 88 b, Some groundes or

residence [in urine] is like to meale, wheate, or barley, and
may be named mealy residence. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card.
Cyrus iii. Hydriot. etc. 58 Though the regular spots in their

[sc. butterflies] wings seem but a mealie adhesion., yet [etc.J.

1672-3 GREW Anat. Roots ir. 30 Many Apples, after Frosts,
eat mealy. 1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Mealy ; a Term used
concerning certain Pears, which having generally surpassed
their Ripeness,, or growing in an ill Soil, have not that

Quantity
of Juice and fine Pulp, which they should have ;

hus
they say of the Lansac, Dean, &c. this Pear is mealy,

this Pear has a mealy Taste. 1758 REID tr. Macquer sChem.
i. 35 By which means its crystals lose their transparency,
become, as it were, mealy, and fall into a fine flour. 1795
Hull Advertiser j Dec. 4/3 Mealy potatoe. 18x8-20 E.
THOMPSON tr. Cullcn s Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 203 Small
clustering pimples . . after three days go away in a small
mealy desquamation. 1840 PKREIRA Elem. Mat. Med. II.

661 Many druggists prefer mealy sarsaparilla, that is, sar-

saparjlla whose cortex is brittle and powdery, and which,
on being fractured transversely, throws out a white dust.

2. Containing meal or farina
; farinaceous.

1501 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. 832 Our mealy grain Our
skilfull Seedman scatters not in vain. 1667 Phil. Trans. II.

485 A Farinaceous or Mealy Tree, serving to make bread of
it. 1694 SALMON Bate s Dispens. (1713) 591/1 The meally
Julep. 1733 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 267 Decoctions of
mealy Vegetables lubricate the Intestines. 1890 Aj-,/. Soc.
Lex., Mealy albumen^ the albumen of seeds which contains
many starch granules, as in wheat.

3. Covered with flour.

1704 N. N. tr. Boccaliufs Advts.fr. Parnass. I. 233 That
some sort of People should be so foolish, to expect to come, as

meally out of the Mill, when they had staid there but a
quarter of an Hour, as the Miller himself. 1773 FERGUSSON/*! (1789)11.68 Mealy bakers, Hair-kaimers[etc.]. 1833
TENNYSON Millers Dau. i, The wealthy miller s mealy face.

1883 H. W. V. STUART Egypt 113 He emerged from the mills
as white as the clown in a pantomime, nor were we less mealy.
transf. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i.iv. 672 The mealie

Mountains (late unseen) Change their white garments into

Justly green. 1839 LONCF. Hyperion i. vi, Winter. . will come
down at last in his old-fashioned mealy coat.

4. Covered with or as if with a fine dust or

powder. Chiefly in Bot. and Ent.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 34 b, Britannick or English Herb,

hath the very looke of the greatest Sorrell, but in Colour a
little more black

;
somewhat Mossie or Mealie. x6o6SaAKS.

Tr.
&amp;lt;V

Cr. in. iii. 79 Men like butter-flies, Shew not their
mealie wings, but to the Summer. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora
316 Chenopodium album.. more or less mealy. 1890 Syd.
Sac. Lex.) Mealy kairs

%
term applied by De Bary to the

capitate hairs, presenting a powdery aspect, found on the
under surface of various ferns belonging to the species
Gymnogramina. Pteris and Nothothtetta [etc.].
Comb. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xv. 141 Some

flye with two wings, . . some with fpure, as all farinaceous or
mealy winged animals, as Butter-flies and Moths.

b. In various specific designations of animals,
plants, and minerals : mealy bug. an insect which
infests vines and hot-house plants (^see quot. 1840);

269

mealy centaury, Centaurea dealbata (Sanders
Entyd. Card., ed. 2, 1896); mealy duck (see
quot.); mealy insect = mealy bug\ mealy
parasol, an esculent fungus, Agaricus granulosus ;

mealy redpoll, -pole, see REDPOLL 1
; mealy

star-wort, AUtrisfarinosa (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890) ;

mealy tree, the wayfaring tree, Viburnum Lan-
tana

; mealy zeolite, an obs. synonym of both
natrolite and mesolite (A. H. Chester).
1814 LOUUON Emyd. (Jard. 3059 M Phail \c 1800] ob

serves, that the red spider, the *mea!y white bug, and the
brown turtle insect are the most injurious to the vine. 1840
Cnvicrs Anim. Kmgtt. 573 The Mealy-bug, C. adonidunt,
is somewhat of a rosy hue, with the body covered with a
white mealy powder. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds
Index, *Mealy bird or -duck. 1890 //. Stevensons Birds
Norfolk III. 219 The immature long-tailed duck is known
to the Blakeney gunners as the *

little mealy duck . 1815
Trans. Horticult , Soc. \. -2$-] Coccus Adonidiun, the *MenIy
Insect. 1887 HAY Krit. Fungi 73 Agaricus granulosus...
The &quot;Mealy Parasol. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), *Mealy
Tree or Wild Vine. 1760 J. LEE IntroJ. Bot. App. 319
Mealy-tree, Pliant, Viburnum.
5. Of colour ; Spotty, uneven. In Photography
MEASLY a. 3.

1784 J- BAKHV in Left. Paint. VL (1848) 216 To give a
richness and depth to the dark colours, by preventing that

mealy appearance which results from the light resting and

glittering^
on their surfaces. 1804 TINGKV Vamisher s Guide

(1816) 3 The u^e of camphor for varnish is limited
; too

great a quantity would render it mealy. 1876 [see MEASLY
a. 3]. 1890 Anthony s Photogr. Bull. III. 86 My greatest
trouble has been mealy prints.

b. Of colours of horses : Spotty, interspersed
with whitish specks. Also Comb.^ as mealy-hut-
tacked, -flanked^

-mouth
ed&amp;gt;

-nosed adj s .
(C f.

MAILY a.)

1675 Loud. G&amp;lt;iz. No. 980/4 Stolen.., a black brown Nag,
. -with a star in the Forehead, a light brown mealy mouth.
1677 Ibid. No. 1198/4 A browri bay Gelding, with a shorn
Mane, mealy mouth d,. . twixt i4and 15 hands. 1691 Ibid.
No. 2692/4 Stolen. ., a black brown Nag, ..mealy Buitock d,
and mealy Nosed with a Star on his Snip. 1703 Ibid. No.
3978/4 A brown Nag. .mealy Flank t. 1708 Ibid. No. 4438/4
A Black Mare of about five years old, ..a small meally
Slip under her Right Nostril. 1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt.
Harb. 19 A mealy bay cob.

6. Of complexion : Floury, pale. Also Comb., as

mealy-compUxioned, -faced adjs.
1838 DICKENS O. Twist xiv, I only know two sorts of boys.

Mealy boys, and beef-faced boys. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.
Ser. i. Hamilton Tighe^ They bring her a little, pale, mealy-
faced boy. 1860 All Year Routid No. 66. 367 The boys
of these London schools are thin and long: white, mealy,
and flaccid. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxvi, A mealy-
cornpiexioned male, 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius
viii,A mealy-faced, over-cerebrated people are springing up.
7. Of the flavour of tea : Soft, not harsh.

1892 WALSH Tea (Phiiad.) 98 Clear and bright in liquor,
and mellow or mealy in flavor.

8. Soft-spoken, given to mince matters
; mealy-

mouthed.
1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft i. 11862) 9 This wench with the

mealy mouth, is my wife I can tell you. 1697 C. LESLIE
Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 173 Therefore, George, notwithstand

ing all thy meally modesty, it is [etc.]. 1720 AMHERST Ep.
Sir y, Blonnt 12 If you don t straitway find out what
The meally Rascals would be at. 1824 Miss FERRIER In
herit, xxvii. (1882) I. 241 A little squeaking mealy voice.

1828 CARLYLK Misc. 1857) IV. 140 Bless its mealy mouth !

1854 DICKENS Hard T. u. viii, I didn t mince the matter
with him. I am never mealy with em. 1862 J. C. JEAK-
FRESON Hk. abt. Doctors xiii. (1862) 156 Well-fed Vicars of

Bray, .with mealy mouths and elastic consciences.

Mealy (mHi), v. Bleaching, [f.
MEALY a.]

trans. BRAN v.
;
to

* dear
*

uiaddered goods by
boiling in bran-water.
i8n SelfInstructor 537 Bran liquors are used to meally

dying- stuffs.

Mealy-dew, obs. form of MILDEW.

Mealy-mouthed (mrli,mau-Sd), a. [Cf.
MEALY a. 8.] Soft-spoken ; not outspoken ;

afraid

to speak one s mind or to use plain terms.
c 1571 GASCOIGNE Fruites Warre Ixxxvi, So were more

meete for mealy mouthed men. 1606 DAY lie o/Gitlsiv. iv,

And ile not be mealely mouthed, I warrant em. 1679 T.
TICKLEFOOT Trial Wakeman j He was not mealy mouth d,
but would.. have talked his mind to Knights, or any Body.
1788 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VII. 106 Carry your point, what
ever it costs. Be not mealy-mouthed. 1855 TENNYSON
Brook 94 Mealy-mouth d philanthropies. 1887 BESANT The
World went x.\\. 138 None ofyour mincing, mealy-mouthed,
fine ladies.

U Used for : Over scrupulous.
1809 MALKIN Gil Bias xii. xiv, You are not mealy-

mouthed about receiving a commoner into your pedigree.

Hence Mealy-moutkedly adv.
} Mealy-moutli-

edness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mcaly-mouthedness. 1838 SOUTHEY

Doctor (1848) 382 He is not given to speak, as his friends the

Portuguese say, enfarinhadamente which is, being inter

preted, mealy-mouthed ly. 1894 Sat. Rev. 24 Mar. 304
School Boards and other engines ofmealy-mouthedness have
laid a ban upon some of our old plant names.

t Mean, sb Obs. Forms : 3-5 mene, 6, 9

meane, 9 meen. [f.
MEAN z/.

2
]
A lament, com

plaint.
ia.. Prayer to Vir$. 34 in O. E. Misc. 196 To be ne dar

i clepien noht to hire ich make min mene. 1300-1400
Cursor M. (Gfitt.) 19758 Widuten ani mene or sare. ^1470
HENRY Wallace iv. 153 Thar petuous mene as than couth

MEAN.

1 ,

n
&amp;lt;-

0&amp;lt; b
.

c
.

k&quot; *
57s LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot.

(a. l . S.I l. 2Bb 1 his biscnope . . maid his meane and complent
i to the lord Home. 18.. in Kinlock s Sc. Ballads (1827) 131She heard a puir prisoner making his meane. 18. MaryHamilton xni. in Child Ballads III. 389 Make never
meen for me

, she says.

Mean (mm), s/&amp;gt;.- Forms : 4-6 mene, 4-7
meane, 5-6 meyne, 5 meene, 6- mean. [Partly
the absolute use of MEAN a.*, and partly adopted
from the similar substantival use in OF.]

I. That which is in the middle.
L That which is intermediate; a condition, quality,

disposition, or course of action, that is equally
removed from two opposite (usually, blamable)
extremes

;
a medium. Often with laudatory adj.,

as GOLDEX, happy, f MEKKY mean.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boctli. iv. Pr. vii. 146 Occupy be mene by

[see MERRY a.], c 1400 Rom. Rose 6527 Richesse and men-
dlcitees lien cleped two extremitees ; The mene is cleped
suflisaunce. c 1420 I allad. on Huslt. n. 27 Demene hit in
the mene of moyst and drie. Ibid. 127 The mene is best
thyn ayer to qualify. 1519 Stifp/ic. to AYf (1871) 45 Be-
twene these extreame contraries there is no meane. 1580
LYLY Evphlies (Arb.) 337, I haue hard that extremities are
to be vsed, where the meane will not serue. 1587, etc. [see
GOLDEN a. 5 c]. 1596 SPE.NSER Hymn Hon. Lo-. e 87 Tem
pering goodly well Their contrary dislikes with loved
meanes. 1654-66 EAKL ORKERY Parthtn. (1676) 5 There
was no mean between my misery and her favour. 1690W. WALKER Idiomal. Anglo-Lat. 297 In apparel the mean
is the best. 1717 SWIFT Poisoning E. Curl! Wks. 1755 III.
I. 152 There is a mean in all things. 1732 BEKKELEY
Aldphr. v. 6 Religion is the virtuous mean between in

credulity and superstition. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii.

(ed. 5) II. 234 It is not easy., to preserve with steadiness
the happy mean between these two extremes. 1879 Cassc/f&amp;gt;

Teclm. Eituc. IV. 24/2 A mean between the darkest and
lightest tint used.

\ b. Absence ofextremes ; moderation, measure.
In a mean : with moderation. To use a mean :

to exercise moderation. Obs.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 17, I woulde desire all . .to vse

this pastime in suche a mean that the outragiousnes of
great gamyng, should not hurte the honestie of shotyng.
1556 A itt clio % /W&amp;gt;. (1608) Diij, The Kinge..axede them
what meane one oughte to keape in suche a case. 1579
GUSSON .SV/f. Abuse (Arb.) 23 So they [versifying, danc
ing and singing] bee vsed with meane, and exercised in due
tyine. 1607 NORDEN Sim. Dial. n. 103, I wish, that Lords
and their ministers would use a meane in exacting. 1621
FLETCHER Wild Goose Chase n. ii, I will be what I please,
Sir, So I exceed not Mean. 1625 BACON Ess., Adversity
(Arb.) 504 But to speake in a Meane. 1655 CULPEITER, etc.

Kit-L rius i. i. 4 Use a mean in sleep and waking. 1718
POPE Iliad xvil. 573 When he seeks the prize War knows
no mean.
2. Mus. f a. A middle or intermediate part in

any harmonized composition or performance, esp.
the tenor and alto. Also, a person performing
that part or the instrument on which it is played.
The use app. survived in dialects until recently : see

E. D. D.

CI330 R. BKL-NNE Citron. Jt- ace (Rolls) 11263 PO clerkes
bat best coube synge, Wyb treble, mene, & burdoun. c 1400
Land Troy Bk. 6599, I schal the teche bothe burdoun and
mene. c 1500 in Burney Hist. Mus. (1782) II. 435 There
are 3 degrees of Discant, that is to say Mene, Treble, and
Quadrible. The Mene beginneth in the 5, abowvyn the

Playn Songe in voys [etc.]. Ibid. And so the Discant of
the Mene Salbegynne hys Discant about the Playne Songe in

Syght. 1526 SKELTON Magny/.i^, All trebyllys and tenours
be rulyd by a meyne. 1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. in. iii,

Trebles and bases make poore musick without meanes.

1698 WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XX. 302 Several Parts or
Voices (as Bass, Treble, Mean, &c. sung in Consort).

Jig. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 54 The [nasal]

organys . . oegynne to syng ther messe, With treble meene
and tenor discordyng. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 33 On
the rocke the waves breaking aloft A solemne Meane unto
them measured. 1616 GOODMAN Fall ofMan 78 The little

chirping birds, .they sing a mean.

t b. A name for the second and the third string
of a viol or lute. Obs.

1879 CHAPPELL Pop. Mus. I. 317 note. If there were two

means, as in the lute, the lower was called the greater ; the

upper, the lesser mean. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. II. 242/2.

t c. ? = NATURAL sb. Obs.

1675 COCKER Morals 20 Grace, .tunes Natures Harp, And
makes that Note a Mean, which was a Sharp.

f 3. The middle (of anything). Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 398 He seyd ereithe[r] sappe

wol condescende Vnto that mene, & glew hem self in fere,

c 1440 Prontp. Paru. 332/1 Meene, myddys (//. P. medyl),
medium. 1688 R. HOLME Armcmry n. 79/1 This leaf is . .

heart-like in the mean, or part next the stalk.

f4. Logic. The middle term of a syllogism. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xiv. i It is in proofe by

Syllogisme ; for the proofe being not immediate but by
Aleane : the Inuention of the Meane is one thinge [etc.].

1 5. Cram. A mean or middle verb (see MKAN
at 8) : = REFLEXIVE sb. B. 2. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 35 All whiche differences of conjuga
tion betwene the actyve verbes and theyr meanes I declare

at length in my seconde boke.

f6. Something interposed or intervening, by
means : through intermediate links (of descent).

Without any mean (
= F. sans moyen) : directly,

immediately, unconditionally. Obs,
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 16 All menes lettande be-twyx

be saule and be clennes of angells es brokene and put awaye
fra it. I4ag Kolls oj Parlt. IV. 270/2 Of whiche Doughter



MEAN.
by racnes is comen ye Erie. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

Ixiii. 85 It was determyned, that bothe parties . .shulde sende
fours or fyue personages, as their embassodours, and to
mete at Arras; and the pope in likwyse to sende thyder
fourc, and ther to make a full confirmacyon without any
meane. Ibid, cccli. 564 All the gentylmen of Flaunders sware
to hym to be good and true . . without any meane, wherfore
therle was greatly reioysed. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. ii. (1888)
18 That the grystle should be a meane betweene the Lyga-
ment and him [sc. the bone]. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen, VI, m. ii.

141 So doe I wish the Crowne, Deing so farre off, And so
I chide the meanes that keepes me from it.

1 7. In the mean : in the meantime. Obs.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Bede s Hist. Ch. Eng. 27 In the meane
suffering no remedies to be applied vnto his owne infirmi

ties. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 58 In the meane, vouchsafe
her honorable toombe. a. 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 193*
In the mean, I shall . . read over your Translation with the

Originall. 1793 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 59 Time in the
mean will be lost.

8. Math. [= F. moyenne, ellipt. for quantity
moyenne. ~\

The term (or, in plural, the terms)
intermediate between the first and last terms (called
the extremes) of a progression of any kind (dis

tinctively, arithmetical, geometric(al, harmonic(al
mean}. Also, in a wider sense, a quantity so
related to a set of quantities that the result of

operating with it in a certain manner n times is the
sameasthat ofoperating similarly witheach oftheset.
In this sense the arithmetical mean (commonly
called simply the mean) of a set of quantities is

the quotient of their sum divided by n; the geo-
metric(al mean is the th root of their product.
1571 DIGGES Pantom., Math. Treat, def. iv. T j b, When

foure magnitudes are. .in continual proportion, the first and
the fourth are the extremes, and the second and thirde the
meanes. 1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 23 Nor [in harmonical
proportion] do the extremes added or multiplied produce
the like number with the mean. 1674 JEAKK Arith. (1696)
570 If between 2 and 54 two proportional Means be sought,
the Lesser will be 6 and the Greater 18. 1709 J. WARD
Yng.Matk, Guide i. vi. (1734) 73 If any Four Numbers are
in Arithmetical Progression, the Sum of the Two Extreams
will be Equal to the Sum of the Two Means. 1881 J. CASEY
Sequel Euclid 88 The Arithmetic mean is to the Geometric
mean as the Geometric mean is to the Harmonic mean.

b. An average amount or value
;
used for mean

pressure, temperature, etc.

1803 SYO. SMITH Catteau s Etats Dane-is Wks. (1850) 51
Upon a mean of twenty-six years, it has rained for a hundred
and thirty days every year. 1855 J.

R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall
182 The temperature of the adit, .is on an average more than
12 above the mean of the climate. 1893 W. L. DALLAS in
Indian Meleorol. Mew. IV. 516 The means of pressure
have been obtained [etc.].

II. An intermediary agent or instrument.

t 9. One who acts as mediator, go-between ,

or ambassador between others; one who intercedes
for a person or uses influence on behalf of an

object. To be good mean, to act as intercessor. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCEK Troyius ill. 205 (254) For be am I becomen

. . swych a mene As maken wommen vn-to men to comen.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. 1. 158 A mene, as be Maire is bitwene
be kyng and be comune. 1:1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 189
He woweth hire by meenes and brocage. c 1440 Proinp,
Parv. 332/2 Meene, massyngere, . .internitncius. Ibid.,
Meene, or medyalowre, ..mmaier. 1455 Rolls of Parlt.
V. 285/1 It myght lyke the said Lieutenaunte and all the

Lordes, to be goode meanes unto the Kynges Highnesse,
that suche a persone myght be purveide fore. 1538 in

EUisLV/^-. Lett. Ser. 1. 1 1. 90 That it might please your Lord
ship to be a meane for us to our Soveraign Lorde the Kynge
is Highenes. 1561 Chilli-Marriages 71 This deponent was
desired of both parties, to be a meane that they might marie
before the day appointed. 1606 J. CARPENTER Solomon s
Solace xii. 47 She would be a meane for him to the king.
1612 BACON Ess., Suitors &amp;lt;Arb.) 47/1 Let a man, in the
choise of his meane, rather chuse the fittest meane then the

greatest meane.

t b. in pi. form, with sing, sense and const.

554 CRANMER Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 445 In most
humble wise Sueth unto your right honourable lordships,
Thomas Cranmer, late Archbishop of Canterbury ; beseech
ing the Same to be a means for me unto the queen s high-
ness. 1559-66 in Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 74 The Mar
ques of D AIbuef, the subtill meanes of the Duke of Guise.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicholays Voy. i. xx. 25 He being
by them praied to be a meanes towards the Bascha. 1611
COTGK., Moyenneur, a means, mediator.

t c. spec. A mediator between God (or Christ)
and man. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 183. I counseile alle cristene
to cne crist merci, And Marie his Moder to beo mene hi-

i

twene. 1377 Ibid. B. xv. 535 pus in a faith lyueth bat
folke and in a false mene [i. e. Mohammed], c 1380 WYCLIK
Wks. (:88o) 403

A prest shulde be a mene bitwixe god & be

puple. 1508 tisilEK Pcnit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 54O blyssed lady be thou meane mediatrice between thy
son and wretched

synners. 1570 T. NORTON tr. Nowels
Catecfi. (1853) 186 We need not then, for access to God,
some man to be our mean. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. 1.

3 There is no union of God with man without that mean
between both which is both.

10. An instrument, agency, method, or course of
action, by the employment of which some object is

or may be attained, or which is concerned in bring
ing about some result. Often contrasted with end.
Often predicatively (of persons as well as things), i

To be the means (or ( the mean) of.
a. in sing. form. Now only arch.

CI374 CHAUCER Troyliisv. 1551 The fate wold his soule
sholde vnbodye, And shapen hadde a mene it out to dryue.
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1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 104/2 Be which subtile meene ye
lose gret part of your custumes. 1539 CROMWELL in Merri-
man Life $ Lett. (1902; II. 226 This .. sheweth a meane
howe. -you may make them yet better. 1611 SHAKS. Wint.
T. IV. iv. 90 Yet Nature is made better by no meane, But
Nature^makes the Meane. i6n W. SCLATER Key (1629) 243
Vncharitable is that sentence of Papists ; that Baptisme
is necessarie as a meane to saluation. 1635 J. HAYWARD
tr. Biondrs BanisKd Virg. 114 Dariacan himselfe had
beene the instrumental! meane ofmy flight. 1785 T. BALGUY
Disc. 31 Let us consider it as a mean, not as an end. 1814
W. BROWN Propag. Chr. among Heathen II. 402 The
Mission to the South Sea Islands . . has . . been a powerful
mean of promoting the interests of Christianity. 1881
SWINBURNE Mary Stuart n. i, God .. procure Some mean
whereby mine enemies craft and his May take no feet but
theirs in their own toils.

b. in plural form and plural or doubtful sense.

By fair means : see FAIR a. 15. Ways and means: see
WAY sb.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 121 pei comen bi false menys
as ypocrisie & lesyngis to bes grete lordischipes. c 1386
CHAUCER Friar s T. 186 We been goddes Instrument:, And
meenes to doon hise comandementz. 1420 in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. I. I. 6 Lettres . . chargyng me to assaye by all

the menesse that I kan to exy te and .stirre sych as Dene able

gentilmen. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 28
The eares, throughe whom as meanes the gospell of Christ
is powred into the obedient soule. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s

Africa III. 180 [He] left no meanes unattempted for the
recouerie of this citie. (11625 FLETCHER Cast. Country \.

iv, Wonders are ceas d Sir, we must work -by meanes. 1733
POPE Ess. Man ill. 82 And find the means proportioned to
their end. \V&Zm(xAmer.Commai. III. xcvi. 341 Vehe
ment declaimers hounded on Congress to take arbitrary
means for the suppression of the practice.

C. in pi. form, with sing, sense and const.

1512 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 192 A good meanys to
know the trowthe. .were to gyve in commandement to John
Style secretli to write the trowthe. i6o G. W[OODCOCKE]
lliil. Ivstine xxxym. 120 Being, .a means to train them vp
in a secure experience to make themselues waye. 1652
H. L ESTKANGE Amer. no Jews 6 To be dashed and de
feated by so weak a seeming means. 1750 BEAUES
Lex Mercat. (1752) 2 Commerce . . is now become an uni
versal means .. for the improvement of., fortune. 1843
BETHUNE Sc. Fireside Star. 28 You were indirectly the
means of getting me introduced. 1843 MILL Logic Introd.

i Writers have availed themselves of the same language
as a means of delivering different ideas. 1863 C. REDDING
Yesterday f. To-day III. 142 note, I was the means of this

being done.

d. Phrases, f To make mean(s : to take steps,
use efforts (obs.}. Tofind (the} means (or -^meaif) :

to find out a way, contrive, manage (now only
const, inf.}.

^1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 155 How thanne may it bee
That ye swiche meenes make it to destroyen, Whiche meenes
do no good, but euere anoyen ? 1461 Paslon Lett. II. 35
That Richard Calle fynde the meane that a distresse may
be taken of such besles as occupie the ground at Stratton.
1462 Ibid. 107 Or hise wryting cam, Wydwell fond the

meanys . . that we had a discharge for hym out of the Chaun-
cery. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare s Utop. n. (1895) 257 They
make all the meanes and shyftes that maye be, to kepe
themselfes from the necessitye of fyghtynge. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 45 Then meanes was made vpon either side for the

deliuery
and exchaunge of prisoners. 1585 ! . WASHINGTON

tT.fttcfuIaptr op.i.mi.&b, I foundelhemeanesfor moneye
and withe fayre woordes to hyre a. .Spaniarde. 1617 MORY-
SON Itin. i. 259 We. .found meanes to pierce the vessell, and
get good Wine to our ill fare. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral
Man. 562 A man much renowned for.. the charges he was
at, and the meanes he made, to adorne. .his Church.

e. Means ofgrace (Theol.): the sacraments and
other religious agencies viewed as the means by
which divine grace is imparted to the soul, or by
which growth in grace is promoted : in Evan
gelical use often employed as a synonym for public
worship. Also occas. with sing, sense, an agency
conducive to spiritual improvement. Under the
means of grace (formerly often f under means} :

subject to the operation of the means of grace.
1642 ROGERS Naaman 5 Shall rise up and convince all

beleevers, I meane such as live under meanes in that day.
1650 BAXTER Saint s R. iv. (1651) 8 Do we not miss Ministry
and Means more passionately, then we miss our God t Ibid.

20, I know the means ofgrace must be loved and valued, and
the usual enjoyment of God is in the use of them. 1662 Bt.
Com. Prayer, Thanksgiving, For the means of grace, and
for the hope of

glory. 1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) V. 187 By
means of grace I understand outward signs, words, or

,

actions, ordained of God, . . to be the ordinary channels

whereby he might convey to men, preventing, justifying, or

sanctifying grace. 1833 Tracts for Times No. M. 2 The
same company that are under the means of grace here. Ibid.
6 The Sacraments, which are the ordinary means of grace,
are clearly in possession of the Church. 1841 A. R. C.
DALLAS Past. Superintend. 185 The number of persons
above the age of education, who ought to attend the means
of grace. 1891 BESANT St. Katherine s x, The discourse
of the preacher was on the fearful condition of those who
disobey the discipline of the Church and refuse the means
of Grace.

ff. pi. and collect, sing. Stratagem, trickery. Obs.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiv. 386 By hir meanes she makys

dysers to sell, c 1470 HENRY Wallaccv\\. 1116 Bot he be
meyne gat his castell agayne. 1537 St. Papers Hen. VI11,
I. 548 Ne any brogges or meanes, that any of those bor
derers or any other, canne make. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng.
ix.

Hi;. (1612) 237 Nor is through Meed, or Means, the weak
betraied to the strong.

1 11. A condition that permits or conduces to

something ;
an opportunity ; in early use //. con

ditions, offered terms (of peace). Also in phrase

MEAN.
in means, in a mean : in a fair way to do some
thing. Obs.

1430- Rolls of Parlt. IV. 371/2 To refuse Pees offred
with menes resonable. Ibid., Yf ycim thynke ye mcnys of
Pees offred. Ibid., To offre for ye Kyngges partie menis

St
shai be thought, a 1552 LELAND Itin. VI. i Asscheforde

lurche was in a meane to be collegiatyd by the Reqwest
of one Fogge. 1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. i. ii. 18 Many a man
would take you at your word, And goe indeede, hauing so
good a meane. 1592 tr. Junius on Rev. xii. 2 She seemed

i near unto death, and in meanes ready to give up the Ghost.
! 1592 R. D. Hyptierotomachia 81 b, My secret thoughts

consented theruntp, consygning a free meane and large
entrance for the discovery of my desire. 31613 OVERBURY
Ckaract., Worthy Commander Wks. (1856) 107 He under
stands in warre, there is no meane to erre twice.

12. //. [- F. moyens] The resources at (one s)

disposal for effecting some object; chiefly, (a
person s) pecuniary resources viewed with regard
to their degree of adequacy to (his) requirements
or habits of expenditure: sometimes more explicitly
means ofliving, of subsistence. In early use some
times more widely : = money , wealth . Man
of means : one possessing a competency.
1603 SHAKS. Meas./orM. n. ii. 24 Let her haue needfull,

but not lauish meanes. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. iii. 2
ludging that meanes were to be spent vpon learning, and
not learning to beapplyed to meanes. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE]
Hist. Ivstine XVI. 66 Having meanes to corrupt tharmy of
Demetrius with great rewardes. 1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to
T. H[iggons] 66, I know no man so respectlesse of bimselfe,
but would willinglie part with one moytie of his meanes,
for his future reliefe. 111625 FLETCHER Cust. Country
v. v, And when thou went st, to Imp thy miserie, Did I

|

not give thee meanes? 1630 J?. Johnson s Kingd. $
Coiniirw. 50 If hee be a man of meanes. and likely hereafter
to beare charge in his Coumrey . . I wishe him to Historic.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Bt.tncs Trav. 284 Two children,
who lived there upon their mothers means. 1775 SHERIDAN
Djienna n. iii, He has never sullied his honour, which, with
his title, has outlived his means. 1823 SCOTT Pevcril ii.We are great enough for our means, and have means suffi
cient for contentment. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 455 My means
were somewhat broken into. 1894 WILKINS & VIVIAN Green
Kay Tree I. n It was very wrong for a man to live beyond
his means.

f b. P ormerly sometimes construed as sing. ;

rarely in particularized use, a livelihood. Obs.
1615 WITHER Shefh. Hunt. v. in Juvenilia (1633) 459,

I waste my Meanes which of itself is slender. 1615 BRATH-
WAIT Strappado (1878) 52 They re, .men that get A slaui&amp;gt;h

meanes out of a seruile wit. c 1642 R. HARRIS Heze/kiak s
Recovery 27 All that meanes. .is little enough to buy a con
stant Preacher bookes and physicke.
13. Intermediary agency or condition,

t a. (Cf. sense 9.) Mediation, intercession ; exer-
j cise of influence to bring about something, instiga

tion. To make mean(s: to intercede, make interest;
to negotiate with

; to make overtures to. Obs.
sing. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 239 He was sente

ageyne the kynge of Araby thro meane of Cleopatra [L. ad
petitionem Clcopatrx]. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictts
i Thurgh the meane of the Mediatrice of Mercy. 1510
Hoars Bl. Virgin 91 Give us the life that ever doth excell,
Through thy prayer & special! meane. 1535 Goodly Prymer
L iij, They must nedes fyrst make meane vnto hym
[a temporal prince] by some man that is in his fauour.
1565 Satir. Poems Reform. L 567 The mr Maxwell, .to
reconcile my meane, on his knees entreated me to hear [etc.].

//. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 131 Sche made grete menes
to be chefe lordys of

}&amp;gt;is yle. 1526 Pilgr. PerfW. de W.
1531) 164 b, By whose suffrage, intercession & meanes we
be holpen in this lyfe. 1536 Cat. AHC. Kec. Dublin (1889)
I. 498 Youre grase hys good mens. 1591 UNION Corr.
(Roxb.) 237 Great meanes have been made for him. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///. i.

_iii. 78 Our Brother is imprison d by

i

b. (Cf. sense 10.) Instrumentality, operation as
an instrument, method, or proximate cause. Only
in certain phrases : see 14.
14. Adverbial, prepositional, and conjunctional

phrases.
a. By all (manner of} means : (a) in every

possible way; (*) at any cost, without fail; (c)
used to emphasize a permission, request, or in

junction, = certainly .

(a) 1491 Act j Hen. VII, c. n i Ye verily intendyng..to
aredie yourself byall meanes to you possible . . to invade upon
your and our auncien ennemyes. c 1520 BARCLAY Jugurth
( J 557) 7h, He.. by all maner meanes made prouysion for

hym selfe. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scotl. i. 129
To this end they labouret be al meines

possible.
(6) 1611 BIBLE Acts xviii. 21, I must by all meanes keepe

this feast. 1754 CHATHAM Lett. Nephew 35 The trick of

laughing frivolously is by all means to be avoided.

(c) 1693 Humours Tmun 31 By all means, Sir, Object and
Return, as often as you please. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners II.

Wks. 1799 II. 168 Flaw. I ll run before, and prepare Mrs.
Fleece em. Mrs. Air. Byall manner of means. x&44DisRAELi
Coningsby in. iii, Tell it us by all means. 1874 Ri SKIS
Fors Claz 1

. xlii. 125 Yes, in God s name, and by all manner
of means. 1895 Law Times C. 101/2 By all means let the

[County] Council drift rudderless.

b. By any (manner of} means (or f mean} : (a)
in any way, anyhow, at all ; f (t) by all means.
(a) 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 207 A band thai maid.. to

wyrk his confusioun, Be ony meyn. 1474 Rolls of Parlt.
VI. 117/2 Undelyvered by any meane unto you. c 1520
BARCLAY Jugurth (1557) 57 b, He lost more people by this

way than by any other meane before. 1537 in Lett. Suppress.
Monast. (Camden) 153 In as large and ample maner and



t yeiJXOBERTS sour Years ray. 13 He coul
in his Hand by means of his late Sickn.
t g. By (the} means (thai} : for the reason that,

because, since. Obs.

1550 CROWLEYZO^ Trumpet 1083 White meate beareth a
greate pryce Which some men thinke is by the meane That
fermes be found such marchaundise. 1565 SPARKE in Haw-
kins Voy. (1878) 24 But sure we were that the armie was
come downe, by means that in the euening we sawe such
a monstrous fire. 1596 HARINGTON Apology (1814) 36, I

guessed at his meaning by means I had once some smatter
ing of the Latin tongue. 1599 Nvgae A nt. ( 1804) I. 257 By
means the weather falls out so monstrous wet as the like
hath not been seen.

15. attrib. and Comb, as (in sense 10 c) means-

maker, -using \ t mean-keeper (cf. sense i b),
one who observes moderation

; *f mean-keeping,

MEAN.
forme as ever I had or aught to have of and in the same or

any part or parcell therof by ony maner of meanes. 1567
J. SANFORD Epictetus 24 Occasion cannot be giuen by any
maner of meanes, nor any arte. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xlix. 7 None
of them can by any meanes redeems his brother. 1809 W.
IRVING Knickerh. v. iv. (1849) 278, I do not by any means
pretend to claim the merit. 1873 RUSKIN Fors Ctav. xlv.

a3 Not by any manner of means. 1893 R. WILLIAMS in

. D. Traill Soc. Eng. i. 32 She was not, however, by any
means the only female deity.

() 1610 B. JONSON Alck. v. ii, Yes, tell her, She must by
any meanes addresse some present To th* cunning man.
j6i6 Devil an Ass v. v, Met: Yes, Sir, and send for his

wife. Eve. And the two Sorcerers, By any meanes !

C. By no means (or *f wean} , by no manner of
means (or f mean)) y&quot; by no manner mean : (a) in

no way, not at all ; (3) on no account.

(rt) 1442 T. BECKINGTON Corr. (Rolls) II. 214 Your said

adversary by no manner of meen may be induced to graunte
us his lettres of saufcondeuct. 1472 J. PASTON in P. Lett.
III. 35, I can not yet make my pesse wyth my Lord of

Norfiolk-.by no meane. c 1520 BARCLAY Jugitrth (1557)

40 This town could by no meanes be well besyged nor taken.

1564 BriefExam. ****\^ They are not to be reiected, as yf
they were by no maner of meanes in the worde of God.
1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia ix. i, I am by no means an ap
prover of that mode of proceeding. 1893 GUNTKR Miss Divi
dends 102 The young men are looking at each other with by
no means kindly eyes. 1893 SWINBURNE Stud. Prose

&amp;lt;y

Poetry (1894) in Basil is by no manner of means an im
peccable work of imperishable art.

(b) 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 123 And if hir
husbande to any thinge agree By no maner meane will she
therto encline. *6oo J. PORV tr. Leo s Africa HI. 161 They
will by no meanes vouchsafe to marie their daughters vnto
them. 1625 BACON Ess., Card. (Arb.) 563 But these to be,
by no Meanes, set too thicke. 1711 STEELE Spcct. No. 51
P i Such an Image as this ought, by no means, to be pre
sented to a Chaste and Regular Audience. 1864 J. H. N EW-
MAN Apol. 35 What word should I have used twenty years
ago instead of Protestant? Roman or Romish? by
no manner of means. 1879 M. ARNOLD Mixed ss. t Falk-
laml 232 Shall we blame him for his lucidity of mind, and
largeness of temper? By no means.

d. By this or that means (or f mean} : (a) by
means of this or that ;

in this or that way ; thus.
c 1520 BARCLAY TitfWfA (1557) 117 By this meanes shal they

be muche beholden to you. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. n
That he might preferre Normans to the rule of the Church
. .and by that meane stand in the more suretie of his estate.

1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 372 By that meanes you
shall take away that most odious and hideous tyrant Max-
imine. 1667 SPRAT Hist. R. Soc. 100 By this means, they
will accomplish their main Design. 1750 BEAWES Lex.
Mercat. (1752) i When by this means an aggregated number
swelled to too great a magnitude, .they were compelled to
seek for remoter helps by commerce. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids
Reft. (1848) I. 31 By this mean, and scarcely without it, you
will at length acquire a facility in detecting the quidpro quo.

t (&) In consequence, consequently.
c 1520 BARCLAY Jugurth (1557) 52 Because lugurth was on

the small hyll before hym, and by that meane on the hyer
ground.

t e. By some manner of means :

&amp;lt;

by hook or

by crook . Obs.

1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 88 Friend, harrow m time, by
some maner of meanes, not onely thy peason, but also thy
beanes.

f. By or through (f the) means (or f wean} of:

(a) by the instrumentality of (a person or thing).
1427 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 326/2 Hit belanged unto you of

TgB )
as wel be ye mene of your birth, c 1450 Merlin 20

Thow purchacest a-corde be-twene the and thi husbonde,
by mene of the person hym-self, for to hyde yowre counseill.

153 PALSGR.6n/2 Sehow moche this chambre islyghtenned
by meane of one torche. 1560 A. L. tr. Calvin s Foure
Serin. Songe Ezeck. Epist., By meane of whose aide.. he
findeth himselfe holpen. 1611 BIBLE Heb. ix. 15 By meanes
of death ..they which are called, might receiue the promise
of eternall inheritance. 1653 LD. VAUX tr. Godeaiis St.
Paul Aij, Having obtained by meanes of your most noble

Lady, a view of this choise piece [etc.]. 1736 BUTLER A nal.
i. ii. Wks. 1874 I. 35, I know not, that we have any one kind
..of enjoyment, but by the means of our own actions. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones viii. xiii, He had succeeded so far as
to find me out by means of an accident. 1807 Miss MIT-
FORD in L Estrange Life (1870) I. 67, I hoped that through
his means you would get acquainted with Walter Scott,

t (V) In consequence of, by reason of, owing to.

439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 32/2 Hynderyng and clamour of
the said diverse of your communes, be mene of the said

purvyance. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1441 That was by the

menys of to moche lyberte. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. 151
He also amended many things., that had beene longtime
out of frame, by meane of the Danes, a, 1626 BACON New
At!. (1900) ii By meanes of our solitary Situation.,we know
well most part of the Habitable World, and are our selues
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moderation; f means-making (cf. sense 13 b),
intercession, use of interest or influence on a per
son s behalf.

IS53 GRIMALDE Cicero s Offices i. (i 558) 62 In which thynges
ther must doutlesse be used a measure that to a meankepyng
[L. ad mediocritatem] muste be reduced. Ibid. n. 98 Soon
after Lucius Crassus with Quinctus Mutius, the greatest
meanekeper [L. moderatissimo] of all men, kept the time
of their Edile office most royally. 1617 BACON

,S&amp;gt;.
on. taking

his place in Chancery in Resuscit. 84 It will also avoid all

Means-making, or Labouring; For there ought to be no
Labouring in Causes but the Labouring of the Counsell at
the Barr. 1625 Apoph. 8 Wks. 1825 I. 351 His wife, by
her suit and means making, made his peace. 1640 FULLER
Joseph s Coat, etc. 172 Looke not.. on the meanes but on
the Meanes-maker. 1642 ROGERS Naanmn 146 What, but
our ascribing to ourselves in our means-using, makes them
so unfruitful ?

Mean (nun), &amp;lt;z.l and adv. 1 Forms : 3 meane,
3-4 mene, 4-5 meen, 5 mean. [App. repr. (with
normal loss of prefix) the earlier I-MENE, OE.^i*-
m&ne OFris.

?;//&amp;lt;*, QS.gimfai (MLG.gemctnc,

gemeim y
mod.G. gemein\ Sw., Da. gemen from

Ger.), Goth, gamains: OTeut. *ga-maini-, f. ga-
copulative prefix (synonymous with L. com-} +
*maini- : pre-Teut. *moim- in L. commnnis (:

*coni-moini~s) COMMON a.

The pre-Teut. *tnoini- is believed to be a ppl. derivative of
the root *wt*/-, tnoi- (as in L. mittare .-* jnoitare) to change,
whence L. miinus

( .- &quot;moinos-) reward, gift, and perh. (with
the notion of change for the worse) OTeut. *maino- wicked,
MAN a.

The primary sense of Teut. *gamaini-^ as of L. com.
munis, is possessed jointly , belonging equally to a num
ber of persons . In OE., and in the early stages of the
other Teut. languages, this was substantially the only sense

;

but in ME., as in Du. and Ger., it underwent a development
corresponding to that of COMMON a., so that it acquired the
senses of* ordinary ,

not exceptionally good , inferior . In

English this development was furthered by the fact that the
native word coincided in form with the word adopted from
OF. meien, meen (see MEAN rt.

2
) middle, middling , which

was often used in a disparaging or reproachful sense. The
uses in branch II below might be referred almost equally well
to the native and to the foreign adj. ; the truth is prob. that

they are of mixed ancestry.
It is often supposed that the sense-development of the word

has been influenced by OE. m&ne false, wicked (cogn. w.
man MAN sb and a.) ; but this does not seem possible, as
this adj. did not survive into ME., while the moral senses of
mean do not appear before the mod.Eng. period.]

I. 1. Common to two or more persons or things ;

possessed jointly. In mean : in common. To go
mean : to act as partners, to share. Obs. exc. dial.

(see E. D. D.).
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 Al bat hie bi ben, hie hauen of

here \sc. underlinges] mene swinche. a 1240 Sawles Warde
in Cott. Horn. 261 Sei us nu hwuch blisse is to alle iliche

meane. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 59 j?ai hald a lawe in

meen betwene vs and be Grekez. a 1598 D. FERGUSON Prov.

(1785) 6 A mein pot plaid never even. 1730 WALKDEN Diary
(1866) 94 That we would go mean at ploughing. Ibid. 116
We concluded to get John Dickenson to measure our ground
we had plowed mean.

II. Inferior in rank or quality.

t 2. Of persons, their rank or station : Undistin

guished in position ;
of low degree ;

often opposed
to nolle or gentle. (Cf. COMMON a. 12.) Oos.
a 1300 Cursor^M. 13272 Nu ches felaus wil he bigin, Bot

noght o riche kinges kin,. .Bot mene men o pour lijf. 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 168 pe mene folk (comonly fulle

gode men & wise) Com to his mercy. Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 11202

J?e legal ; and ober bischopes of mener stat.

c 1420 Liber Cocorttm (1862) 7 Take black sugur for mener
menne. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour A viij b, Therfor

my fayre daughters shewe your curtosye unto the mene
and smal peple. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 154 The Com
mons (specially such as were of the meaner sort) cryed
vpon Thomas fitz Thomas. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist, Irel.

in Holinshed II. 128/1 The opinion . . and judgement of
a meane burgesse, is of as great availe as is the best

lords. 1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 19 O
love, how powerfull art thou, that canst change.. a noble

mind To the meane semblance of a shoemaker. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant.

&amp;lt;$

Cl. ii. v. 82 These hands do lacke Nobility, that

they strike A meaner then my selfe. 121626 BACON Chr.
Paradoxes Wks. 1879 I. 341 He bears a lofty spirit in a
mean condition. 1675 EVELYN Diary 22 Mar., Sir William

[Petty] was the sonn of a meane man somewhere in Sussex.

1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. 35 The meanest English
Plowman studies Law. 1774 Chesterfield s Lett. (1792) I.

xliv. 141 A mean fellow.. is ashamed when he comes into

good company. 1827 ROBERTS Voy. Centr. Amer. 225
The meanest persons smoke tobacco.

transf. 1752 HUME Ess. $ Treat. (1777) I. 198 Where
women . . are bought and sold, like the meanest animal.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 9 As to animals of a
meaner rank, .they very soon alter their natures with the

nature of their nourishment,

t b. Poor, badly off. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 18 Alle maner of men the

mene and the riche. 1558 in Strype Ann. Ref.d-jry^) I. App.
iv. 5 Of. .Men meaner in substance. 1685 BANYAN Bk.

Boys fy Girls (repr.) i Thou shalt not steal, though thou be

very mean, a 1707 BP. PATRICK Aiitobiog. (1839) ii My
father was so mean then, he could not otherwise maintain

me. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. xi. (1869) I. 162 The cir

cumstances of gardeners, generally mean, and always mo
derate,

c. Inferior,
*

poor*, in ability, learning, etc.

Obs. exc. in phr. (to) the meanest understanding

(capacity, etc.) and as in 4.

MEAN.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 93 J&amp;gt;e comyn lettre of

Mathew is ful skars for mene men myjte vnderstonde. 1590
STOCKWELL Rules Construct. A iv, Most cleare and easie for
the capacitie of the verie meanest. 1621 BRATHWAIT Nat
Embassie Ded., The meanest Menalchas that is able to
play upon an oaten pipe. 1678 (title} Cockers Arithmetick,
being a plain and familiar Method suitable to the meanest
capacity. 1711 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 133 A mean
man, and.. altogether unqualify d for a Critick. 1719 F.
HAER Ch. Authority Vind. 39 Many [parts of Scripture]
are plain and easy to the meanest understanding, 1738 NEAL
Hist. Purit. IV. 347 Most of them were very mean Divines.

fd. Of conditions: Abject, debased. Obs.
c x68o BEVERIDGE Serin. (1729) II. 547 Our frail and mean

condition, .requires us to pray always.
e. Mean white : a term of contempt applied to

the poor and landless white men in the Southern
United States, who in the days of slavery were

regarded by the negroes as inferior to themselves.
1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. II. 311 There are a few,

called by the slaves mean whites
, signifying whites who

work with the hands, transf. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD yess
iv, You must have a gentleman. Your mean while will
never get anything out of a Kafir.

3. Of things : f a. Poor in quality ;
of little

value
;

inferior. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 185 Lete hem etewith hogges,..
Orelles melke and mene ale. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb.
vir. 2^ The Fortifications were very mean to endure a
form d siege. 1669&quot;WwiAVGV.Syst.Agric. (1681)260 Although
the Bream be esteem d as a mean Fish. 1766 Conipl.
Farmer s.v. Vinegar, The cyder (the meanest of which
will serve the purpose) is first to be drawn off fine. 1770
LANGMORNE Plutarch s Lives (1879) II. 1059/1 Those poor
Canmans had about two quarts of bad water in a mean bottle.

b. Petty, unimportant; inconsiderable, i Obs.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s I oy. n. viii. 41 Foure
other officers . . to looke vnto the old and new buildings, and
other meane & pollitike nffayres [Fr. ct autres wennr,

affaires Politiq-ues\. 1599 Warn. Faire Worn. n. 1510 For
such a fault too meane a recompence. 1726 LEONI Albertfs
Archtt.) Life 2 He cou d discourse. .of common and mean
things with . .pleasantness. 1743 De Foes Eng. Tradesman
II. xlix. 220 The cider trade may perhaps bethought a trifle

too mean to be mentioned here. 1754 GRAY Pleasure 49
The meanest flowret of the vale. [1807 WORDSW. Ode f?i-

tim. lminort. t The meanest flower that blows.]
c. Undignified, low. Of literary style, etc. :

Wanting in elevation; formerly sometimes without

reproachful sense, &quot;f unambitious, unadorned.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3464 AI be be metire hot mene bus

mekill haue I ioyned. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.)

144 The meter and verse of Plautus and Terence be verie

meane. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 8 An Epistle
..should, .be simple, plaine, and of the lowest & meanest
stile. 1610 SHAKS. Temp, in. i. 4. 1650 MARVKLL Ho-
ratian Ode 57 He nothing common did or mean, Upon
that memorable scene. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. Ix. 6 The
wash-pot, we know, is a mean part of household-stuffe. 1676
EVELYN Diary 19 July, Sir William Sanderson, .author of
two large but meane histories of King lames and King
Charles the First. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 168 p 3
A mean term never fails to displease him to whom it ap
pears mean. 1789 BURNEY Hist. Miis. III. i, In these

Lamentations, .the poetry is too mean and gloomy for any
but modern saints or methodists. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n.

Poor Relations^ He will thrust in some mean and unim

portant anecdote of the family.
d. Of buildings, attire, ornament, personal ap

pearance, etc.: The reverse of imposing, shabby.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa in. 156 A suburbe..the

houses whereof are but meane, and the inhabitants base.

1769 De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 4 Camelford is a
mean but ancient Borough-town. 1855 S. BROOKS Aspen
Crt. I. x. 142 Around which the meaner houses and

shops of the present day clustered. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 92 The robes of state. .made all that

France, .had beheld of the same kind seem mean by com
parison. 1874 MICKLETHVVAITE Mod. Par. Churches 245
Let not your altar be mean and your stove conspicuous.

TT4. A T
o mean : often = no contemptible ,

applied eulogistically to a person or thing.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. ii. 7 (ist Q 1600) It is no meane

[1623 smal] happinesse therefore to be seated in the meane.
1611 BIBLE Acts xxi. 39 A citizen of no meane citie. 1678
BUTLER Hud. m. in. 245 Hence timely Running s no mean

part Of Conduct, in the Martial Art. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder
i. 589 The Roman Legions and great Caesar found Our
Fathers no mean Foes. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1831) I.

136 His correspondence with him, during many years, proves
that he had no mean opinion of him. 1875 E. WHITE Life
in Christ n. xvii. (1878) 224 &amp;lt;?/?,

Mr. Cox, himself no mean
Rabbinical scholar, adds [etc.].

5. Of persons, their characters and actions :

Destitute of moral dignity or elevation ; ignoble,

small-minded.

He.. did me rebuke, For being of sprite sae mein. 1734
POPE.EW. Man\\. 282 Think how Bacon shin d, The wisest,

brightest, meanest of mankind. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I.

vi. 449 A mean submission to illegal power. 1768 STERNE

Sent. Joiim. (1778) II. y&amp;gt;(Address),
How many mean plans

..did my servile heart form! 1771 Juniits Lett, xlix, The

meanest and the basest fellow in the kingdom. 1815 W. H.

IRELAND Scrihleomania 25 Rhymsters who . . meanest actions

eulogize. iSsoD IsRAELi Chas. f, III. viii. 187 Charles the

Second.. was mean enough to suspend her pension. 1874

GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2. 469 James had meaner motives

for his policy of peace than a hatred of bloodsheddmg. 1888

BRYCE Amer. Commiv. III. xcy. 336 Good citizens who

were occupied in . . more engrossing ways, allowed politics

to fall into the hands ofmean men.

b. U. S. colloq. In trivial applications : Dis-
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obliging, pettily offensive or unaccommodating
*

{Cent. Diet,}. Also, Tofeel mean-, to feel ashamed
of one s conduct, to feel guilty of unfairness or

unkindness.

1839 MARRYAT Diary Atncr. Ser. i. II. 224 Mean
[s

oc

casionally used for ashamed. I never felt so mean in all

my life .

C. U. S. slang. Of a horse, etc. : Vicious.

1848 Georgia Scenes 27 He ll cut the same capers there

as here. He s a monstrous mean horse. 1887 F. FRAN
CIS Jun. Saddle

&amp;lt;J-

Mocassin 146 He [a cowboy] gets all-

fired mean sometimes when he s full. 1888 ROOSEVF.LT in

Century Mag. Oct. 836/1 There can be no greater provo
cation than is given by a mean horse or a refractory steer.

6. Penurious, wanting in liberality,
*

stingy*.
1755-1821 [implied in MEANNESS! 5]. 1860 in WORCES

TER. 1878 T. L. CUYLER Heart-Culture 96 The meanest of

misers is he who hoards a truth. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
J}er.xxxv,.\t least he is not mean about money.
7. Comh.\ parasynthetic, as jnean-apparelled, -con

ditioned
, -gifted, -souted, -spirited, -ivitted adjs. ;

whence mean-spiritedness, etc.
; predicative, as

mean-born, -looking adjs; adverbial, as f mean-
dressed adj.

1534 MORE Comf. agst. Trib, i. xu. (1847) 40 Mean-witted

men. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I /, m, i. 335 Let pale-fac t feare

keepe with the meane-borne man. 1596 Tarn. Shr. in.

ii. 75 Oftentimes he goes but meane-apparel d. a i6ao J.
DYKE Worthy Commnn. (1640 Si Shall a poore, mean con
ditioned woman refuse the offer of a Rich husband, a 1683
OLDHAM Poet, Wks. (16861 103 Mean-toul d offenders now
no honours gain. 1694 F. BRAGG E Disc. Parables viii. 293
Away with that mean-spirited religion. 1699 M. HENKY
Meekness ofSpirit (1822)63 Meekness is commonly despised
as a piece of cowardice and mean-&amp;gt;piritedness. 1740-87
Lett. Miss Talbot etc. (1808) 19 A mean dressed man got
into a tree, and from thence harangued them. 1782 Miss
BURXEY Cecilia v. vi., Here a mean-looking man. .came up
to Mr. Hobson. 1824 ! . FENBY Rtfl. in, Fortune s meaner-

gifted, homely maids.

f B. adv. = MEANLY. Obs.
a 1626 I!.\CON Chr. Paratloxes Wks. 1879 I. 341 When he

is ablest, bethinks meanest of himself. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
n. (Globe) 553 If he fed them meaner than he was fed him
self, .they must fare very coarsely indeed.

Mean (mm), .
2 and adv.- Forms : 4-6 men,

4-5 meene, 4-6 mene, 4-7 meane, 5 meen,
meyn, 5-6 meyne, maene, meaine, Sc. meine,
6-7 Sc. mein, 5- mean. See also MESNE, MOYEN*.

[a, OF. men, meen, meien, moien (mod.F. moyeii)
Pr. meian, Sp., Pg. mediano^ It. mezzano:

late L. mediamts that is in the middle, f. mediits

middle : see MID a.] A. adj.

T 1. Occupying a middle or an intermediate place
in order of enumeration or in spatial position.
Mean term (Logic) = middle term . Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 122 And al alsuo ase ine heuene heb bri stages
of uolke..huer-of be on is he^ere be ober men be bridde

lowest. (-1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 270 Crist, mene persone
in trinyte. 1435 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 493/1 To repaire unto

Pruce, and to the Townes of the mene Hans. 1541 R. COT-
LAND Guydons Quest. Chirnrg. E ij, The places called

lacune..be in the meane ventrycle. 1541 A ct 33 Hen. I ///,
c. 15 Al places meane betwene Manchester and Westchester.

1737-5* CHAMBERS Cycl. t Medium^ in logic, or medium of
a syllogism, called also the wan, or middle term. i8zz
G. ROLANDO Fencing (eA. Forsyth) 100 The Counter of Carte

parade, .parries, the wrist in the mean position inclined out
side the arm, the following thrusts.

t b. Mus. Applied to the tenor and alto parts
and the tenor clef, as intermediate between the

bass and treble. Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mns. 17 An example of augmenta
tion. .in the Treble and Meane parts. 1674 PLAYFORD .V/V/
AfHS. i. i. 2 Three several Parts of Musick, into which the
Scale is divided, first the Bass, .. secondly, the Mean, or
middle part, and thirdly the Treble. 1711 A. MALCOLM
Treat. Mus. xi. 333 The Treble or^-Clef is ordinarily set on
the 2(/ Line . . and the mean or c Clefon the yi Line. . . The
mean Clef which most frequently changes Place.

t c. In the mean way : on the way, in the

course of one s journey. Oh.
1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 559 The Erie of Arundell. .de

parted to Mauns, and in the meane way, tooke the Castels
of Mellay and saint Laurence. Ibid. 563 In the meane way
they encountered with syr Thomas Kiriell [etc.]. 1613 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 837 In the meane way they passed
by the Tapemiry Paraibz [etc.].

2. Intermediate in time; coming between two

points of time or two events; intervening. Now
only in phrases in the mean time, while (see MEAN
TIME, MEANWHILE) ; formerly, in the same sense,

f in the mean season^ space, way. Also with
omission of prep., f the mean season, f mean space;
and MEANTIME, MEANWHILE advs.

1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 569/2 Aswell for the sustentation
of youre people of the seid Townes, as of all youre people of
voure Shires in the mean waye. c 1500 MeInsine 347 And
pat meane sayson came two knightes to Lucembourgh. 1519
Interl. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 50 And for lacke of myn-
strelles, the mean season, Now wyll we begyn to syng. 1532
MORE Conf. Tindale Wks. 460/1 In the meane waye marke
me this. 1539 CROMWELL in Merriman Life &amp;lt;$

Lett. (1902)
II. 216, I have in this meane space devised a fourme of
Instructions for Mr. Sadleyer. 1600 Maydes Metatn. v. in

Bond Lyly s Wks. (1902) III. 386 Meane space, vpon his

Harpe will Phoebus play. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKF] Hist. Ivstine
vi, 32 Meane space word was brought that Agesilaus was
very neereat hand. 1627 J. CARTER J^lain Expos. 112 When
the performance of Gods promise is long delayed, and

nothing almost appeareth in the meane season,, .then [etc.].

(11677 HALE Prim. Or:g. Man. 305 There was no mean
portion of Time between their Formation and Animation,. .

they were living Beings . . as soon as they were formed.

1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQtial.(i^og) III. 83 In the mean
space. .Jenkins had his right leg.. carried off by a cannon
shot.

3. Law. Intermediate, either in time or status.

Usually spelt MESNE.
1439 Rolls ofPat-It. V. 15/2 To be holden mene betwene

ye date of ye seide Writ, and ye day of ye returne yerof.

1509-10 Act i Hen, VIII&amp;gt; c. 12 2 They, .shall nott be re

stored to any meane issues or Profyttes of Landes. 1535
Act 27 Hen. F//7, c. 22 The lordes immediat & thother

meane lords haue not put the..acte in dewe and plaine
execucion. 1548 STAUNFORD A ltt^ s Prerog. (1567) 84 b,

The king shal haue the meane issues. 1670 PETTUS Fodiny
Reg. 20 It is good for Princes, and even for mean Lords, to

keep a Claim to their Prerogatives and Customes. 1700
Col. Rec. Pennsylv. II. 9 Griflith Jones, first purchaser and

Henry Elfrith mean purchaser under him complain. 1707
E. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. n. ii. 78 If the mean
Patron present not in due Time.., the Right of Presenta
tion comes to the King.

f 4. Intermediary ; employed as an agent or go-
between

; serving as a means or instrument ; done
for an ulterior end

; intervening as part of a process.
Also mean way\ the course adopted to achieve

an end. Obs.

1377 LANGU P. PI. Ii. ix. 112 pe wyf was made be weye
for to help worche, And bus was wedloke ywrou3t with a
mene persune. c 1380 WYCUF Wks. (1880) 278 pat be sotil

amortasynge of seculer lordischipis bat is don bi menene
[Iread mene] hondis in fraude of ^e statute be viselyen-
quyred. 1382 Gen. xlii. 23 Ui a mene persone vndoynge
both the langagis [\J.ferint&amp;lt;. rfiretet&amp;gt;i].

r 1440 Jacob s Well
205 liothe be theef & be rauenere owyn to aske for}ifnesse

slely be hem-self, or be an-ober meen persone. c 1449
PECOCK

Rej&amp;gt;r.
in. ix. 332 Crist gaf mediath, (that is to seie,

bi meene jtftis to his clergie,) the endewing of immouable
godis. 1451 PastonLctt. I. 215, 1 proferid hym. .ye wold..
leve asumme if he wold a named it in amenemannys hand,
and seche as he hath trust to. 1509 FISHER Funeral Serin.
C tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 296 Oftentynres by herself

she wolde .. courage euery of them to doo well. And som-

tyme by other meane persones. 1549 RIDLEY Let. to Somer
set in R. Potts Liber Cantahr. (1855) 1.245-6 No faut can be
found ether in hir entent or in the mean ways whearby she

wrought toaccompHshe the same. 1563 Homilies n. Peril of
Idolatry\\\.(\^^ 228 To be mean intercessors and helpers to

Clod.
i6i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

CROOKE Body ofMan 55 The mutation or change
of bloud into a bone, cannot be accomplished but by long
interpolation and many meane alterations.

5. Intermediate in kind, quality, or degree. Now
rare.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3187 pa er veniel synnes J&amp;gt;at

may falle, Hathe grete and smale, and men with-alle. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce vi. 347 For-thi has yorschip sic renoune
That it is mene [ett. Hart mid] betuix thai tua [sc, fule-

hardyment and cowardiss ]. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De
P. R. xix. vii. (1495) 865 Aristotle rehercith thise fyue
meane coloures by name : and callith the fyrste yelowe and
the seconde cytryne and the thyrde red the fourth purpure
and the fyfthe grene. 1551 TUKNER Herbal i. (1568) 12

Venus heyre is in mean tempre betwene hote and colde.

1587 HARRISON Eng. I.
yi. 14/1 in Holin$hfdt Ours is a

meane language, and neither too rough nor too smooth
in ytterance. x6oi HOLLAND Pliny II. 328 Of this Si-

nopis.. there be three kindes, the deepe red, the pale or
weake red, and the meane between both. 1610 WJLLKT //&amp;lt; .r-

apla Dan. 297 The meane opinion betweene these is the
best. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. (1701) 134/2 Of af

fections, some are pleasant, some harsh and troublesome,
some mean :. .the mean are neither good nor ill. 1703 T. N.
City fy C. Purchaser 131 Sculpture, .wherein the Figure
sticks out from the Plain whereon it is Engraven,, .accord

ing as it is more or less protuberant, is call d . . Bas-relief,

Mean-relief, or High-relief. 1871 MORLKYO//. Misc.Ser, i.

Vau -cnargnes (1878) 20 We must take them in pairs to find

out the mean truth. 1888 BRYCE Anier. Connmv, III. c. 414
Many experiments may be needed before the true mean course
between these extremes is discovered.

fb. Mean way [= L. via media]: a middle
course (as an escape from a proposed alternative).
c 1374 CHAUCKR Anel.

&amp;lt;$

Arc* 286 Ther ben non other
mene weyes newe. c 1400 K#m.Jt0t*4&44 Men this thenken
. .That lasse harm is .. Disceyve them, than disceyved be. .

wher they ne may Finde non other mene wey. c 1407
LVDG. Reas. $ Sens. 4667 Ther was non other mene weye.
1706 /,. CKADOCK Serin. CVwrnXy (1740) 17 All the mean way
partakes more or less . . of both the opposite extreams.

f c. spec, (a) said of the middle condition be
tween extremes of fortune; () said of the married
state as contrasted with continence on the one hand
and unchastity on the other. Obs.

&amp;lt; 1540 R. MORICE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 24 If he
coulde not lyve chast..he shoulde tak a wif and lyve a
meane lyf. a 1541 WYATT in Tottets Misc. (Arb.) 83 (title)

Of the meane and sure estate.

6. Not far above or below the average; moderate,

mediocre, middling.
t a. Of or with reference to size, stature, or age.

thyes, the necke is shorte grete and moche strengthe of
suche

bestes^
is in the necke. 1484 CAXTON Fables of

SEsop vi. xvi, A man of a meane age whiche tooke two
wyues. 1490 Eneydos xxix. 112 A meane noose, not to

grete nor to lytell, wythout ouer grete openynge. 1544
PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1553) H viij, Geue. .at euery time the

quantity^! a meane chesnutte. a \y$\\^\A*Chron.JIen.Il
r

32 b, This kyng was of a mean stature wel proporcioned and
formally compact. 1575-6 in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823)
II. 2, Two mene perles pendaunte. 1579-80 Ibid. 290 A

snake with a meane white saplure on the hedd. 1577 B.
GCOGE Heresbach s Husb. i. (1586) 13 b, Of a meane age,
that he be not vnwylling to woorke for youth, nor vnable
to trauayle for age. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden liii, It

is of the height and bignesse of a mean tree. 1697 DAM-
PIER Voy. (1729) I. 395 Their Noses of a mean bigness.

t b. Having some quality in moderate degree.
Of wines : ? Moderate in alcoholic strength. Of
the voice : Moderately loud. Of soil : Moderately
fertile. Obs.

1420 Pallnd. on Husb. \. 79 Yf hit [mould] be lene, hit

gooth in al and more; Yt hit be mene [L. wediocris\ hit

wol be with the brinke. 1450 LYDG. & BURGH Secrets

2647 Meene in voys neythir to grete nor smalle, Signe is of
trewthe and rightwysnesse. 1542 BOORDE Dietary x. (1870^

255 Meane wynes, as wynes of Gascony, Frenche wynes, &
specyally Raynysshe wyne that is fyned, is good with meate.

577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hitsb. i. (1586) 25 After a croppe
of Rye in meane ground, you shall haue the same yeere
great Rapes. 1607 NORDEN Stttv. Dial. v. 233, 1 have scene
thistles in meane ground. 1679 PULLER Moder. Ch. Eng.
(1843) 115 A voice mean and grave, fit to excite devotion.

tc. Moderate in amount, or in degree of excel

lence; tolerable, mediocre. (In later use only with

disparaging implication, and so coincident with

MEAN a. 1
) Obs.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. IL in My wynnyngis ar hot meyn,
No wonder if that I be leyn. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxciv.

197 She was . . but of meane fayrenesse as other women were.

1546 Yorks. Chantry Sitn 1
. (Surtees) II. 213 Of honest

qualities and condicions, and meane lerenyng. J55 1 ROBIN
SON tr. Morels

UtoJ&amp;gt;.
n. (1895) 171 The resydewe they sell at

reasonable and meane price. 1580 LVLY EuJ&amp;gt;hnes (Arb.) 308
Let thy apparell be but meane, neyther too braue. .nor too

base. 1600 HOLLAND Liry XLII. Ixvi. 1155 The Consul! con

tenting himselfe with a meane good hand, .retired with his

forces into the campe. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONEJ D Aco$ta?s
Hist. Indies iv. xxxiii. 299 In that countrie it is but a meane
wealth, a 1618 PRESTON Ne-M Co^ t. (1634) 24 It is better

for thee, .to have meane gifts, than to have high gifts. 1719
I)K FOE Crnsoe \\. ii, My own house.. where I should see

there had been but mean improvements.

T cL Using moderation
; temperate. Obs.

c 1425 Eng. Cong. frel. 88 He was . . [of] mete, & of drynke
ful meen & for-berynge,

7. Math. a. Of an amount or value : Having
such a relation to the amounts or values occurring
in a given set of instances that the algebraical sum
of their differences from it is zero ; that is an arith

metical mean. Hence used (as in mean motion,

diameter^ distance, temperature, etc.) in concord

with a designation of variable concrete quantity,
to express the mean value of this. Mean sun : a

fictitious sun, supposed for purposes of calculation

to move in the celestial equator at the mean rate

cf the real sun. Mean (solar] time : the time of

day as it would be shown by the * mean sun (the

time shown by an ordinary correctly regulated

clock) ;
so mean noon, etc. Cf. MEAN TONE (Afus.).

c 1391 CHAUCF.R Astral, it. 44 The residue is the mene
mote for the same day and the same houre. 1694 HOLDER
Disc. Time 20 According to the Mean Motion of the Sun.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tefhn. I, Mean Motion or Mean Longi
tude ofthe Sun, in the Ptolomaick Hypothesis, is an Ark of

the Kcliptick, reckoned from the Beginning of Aries to the

Line of the Sun s Mean Motion. 1709 J. WARD Yng.Math.
Giiide(\T$4) 455 IJythe Bungand Head Diameters, find such

a mean Diameter as you judge will Reduce the propos d Cask
to a Cylinder. 1742-3 Ln. HERVF.Y in Johnson s Debates

(1787) II. 309 The produce of the customs was the last year
less by half a million than the mean revenue. 1743 EMERSON
Fluxions 299 If the mean Radius of the Earth be 21000000,
then [etc.]. 1798 MALTHUS Popnl. (1817) 1. 470 In the Paysde
Vaud the lowest mean life . . is 29$ years. 1860 M AUKY Phys.

Gfog. Sea (Low) v. 282 Rain-gauges will give us the mean
annual rain-fall. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 200 The constant

temperature being nearly the mean temperature of the

surface. 1878 PF.TRIE in jfrnl. Anthrop. hist. (1879) VIII.

113 The circle divided intoequal squares is apparently not

so accurate, the mean error being 7 inches on 130 feet.

b. Mean proportional , the middle one of three

quantities, of which the first has the same ratio to

the second as the second has to the third. Ex
treme and mean ratio (or f proportion&quot;}

: see

EXTREME a. i b.

Originally mean was the sb. and proportional the adj. (cf.

F. moyenne proportionnelle) ; but as the expression is now

apprehended the functions of the words are reversed.

1571 DIGGES Paiitont.^ Math. 7 retct. viii. X iij b, The
Ooctaedrons side is meane proportionall betweene the dia

meter and semidiameter of the circumscribing sphere. 1608

R. NORTON tr. Stci in s Disme D iij b, Seeke the meane pro-

portionall betweene BM and his 10 part BR.

f 8. Gram. Of a verb : In the middle voice,

reflexive. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 33 The mean verbes have also thre

dyvers sortes of conjugations. Ibid. 632/2. 1583 FULKE

Defence v. 151 IIATjpoi nat . . is often taken passiuely : But see

ing it is also found to be a verbe meane, who neede to be

afraide to vse it actiuely?
B. adv.

^ 1. Moderately ; also, comparatively less. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth.DeP.R. xvn. ii. (1495) 595 Bycrafte
of tyllynge..pome garnade is made meane soure. 1535

JOYF, Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 20 Printed the new testament
m a mean great volume. 1565 JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 101

A mean learned man may vnderstand it wel enough. 1576
BAKER Jewell ofHealth 231 b, When out of this you shall

have drawne a cuppe meane full,..distyll it againe in Bal-

neo Mariae. 1612 W. SCLATER Ministers Portion 42 The
meane wealthy amongst their people.



MEAN.

2. Intermediately (in time or character).
1548 STAUNFORD King s rrerog. (1567) 47 For that that

hee that is outlawed was emprisoned ineane betweene the

awardynge of the exigent and the outlawrie pronounced.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. I. 54 They in going meane be-

twene the Philosophers opinions and the heauenly doctrine
are plainly

deceiued. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Ckron. III. 1243/1
Which office it seemeth that he had, meane betweene the
twelfe and the foureteenth yeare of the said king, a 1625
SIR H. FINCH La-M (1636) 46 Any such thing done meane
betwixt the verdict and the judgement. 1642 tr. Perkins
Prof. Bft, xi. 837. 38 If meane, after the first demand and
before the latter end of the moneth the lessor doe happen to
come.

Mean (mh), v.1 Pa. t. and pa. pple. meant
(ment). Forms : I msenan, 3 mseinen, 3-7 mene,
meane, 4 men, meen, 4-5 meene, 4-6 meine,
Se. meyn(e, 5 menne, 6-7 mein, 6- mean. Pa. 1.

a. i meende, 3 mende, 4 meenede, mennede,
4-5 mened, 4-6 Se. menit, -yt, 5 menyd, 6 Sf.

meynd, meind, me(i)nit, 6-9 meaned, (6 Se.

-it) ; 0. 4-5 mente, 4 -7 ment, 6- meant. Pa.

pple. a. i (se)msened, 5 meened, 6-9 meaned ;

ft. 4-5 yment, 5 imente, imeynt ; 4-5 mente,
4-7 merit, 6- meant. [Com. \VGer. : OE. msenan
= OFris. mfna to signify, OS. mlnian to intend,

signify, makeknown(MLG., MDu.w^wtw, mod. Du.
meenen), OHG. meinen to have in mind (hence
also, to love), to intend, signify, make known,
mention (MHG. and mod.G. meinen, now chiefly,
to have in one s mind.tohold or expressan opinion) ;

cf. the compounds, OS. gimhiian to make known,
OHG. gemeinen to proclaim, show forth, biineinen
to decree, destine, dedicate (whence bimeinida

testament). The Scandinavian forms, Icel. meina,
Sw. mena, Da. mene, are from Low German.
The W.Ger. *tnainjan is cogn. w. OFris. inertc opinion,

OHG. meina fern., ?opinion (found only in Otfrid in certain

phrases, thia meina, bi tkia jneina, etc., meaning verily ,

forsooth ).
_
Outside Teut., the OS1. formal equivalent,

ttieniti, exhibits an extraordinarily close parallelism of mean
ing, having all the vaiied senses of the OE. and OS. verb. The
ultimate etymology and the order of sense-development are
doubtful ; the prevailing view that the root is *ten- to think
(see MIND sb.) would account plausibly for all the recorded
senses, but involves phonological difficulties that have not
been satisfactorily disposed of.]

1. trans. To have in mind as a purpose or in

tention
;
to purpose, design. Chiefly with inf. as

obj., less frequently with clause or si.

In modern colloquial use sometimes : To intend with de
termined purpose.
For to mean business, mischief, see the sbs.
&amp;lt;:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. 5 fa ongan he sprecan

swipe fiorran ymbutan, swilce he na pa spraece ne meende,
& tiohhode hit Seah biderweardes. c 1300 Leg. St. Gregory
742 pan alon sche left her inne, Non wist what sche ment.
rj.. K. Alis. 5942 Thoo had kynge Alisaunder y-ment..
The cee haue y-passed ayein. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n.

532 (581) And syn ye woot bat myn entent is clene, Tak
hede ber-of, for 1 noon yuel mene . c 1440 York Myst. xxx.
494 A ! mercy, lorde, mekely, no malice we mente. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidaites Comm. 70 b, The Duke of Saxon, and
the Lantgrave, . . ment to go home. 1567 Reg. Privy Council
Scot, I. 515 Hir Majestic menit to subvert the lawis. 1612
BACON Ea., Wisd.for Man s Self (Arb.) 184 Except they
meane their seruice should bee made but the accessary. I

1617 MORVSON ///. i. 40 These cut-throates. .meant pre- I

sently to returne. 1692 DRYDEN Cleomenes n. i. n Thou
art only Misplanted in a base degenerate Soil ; But Nature
when she made thee, meant a Spartan. 1773 GOLDS.M.
Stoops to Confj. iv, You only mean to banter me. 1845
SIR C. J. NAPIER Conq. Scinde n. viii. 455 The Beloochs
certainly meaned to break out with a counter attack.
1895 KEKEWICH in Law Times Kef. LXXIII. 663/2 We
must not jump to the conclusion that the Legislature meant
to interfere with contracts. 1904 MAJ. A. GRIFFITHS Fifty
Yrs, Publ. Service ii. 22 Even to my young and inexperi
enced eyes it seemed that the attack [on the Redan] was
never meant .

t b. with ellipsis of vb. of motion. Obs.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. rx. i, With shyppes .xii. to Italy

had they mente.

t c. To aim at, direct one s way to. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 4172 Gret schame it is. .That we

durst neuere Troye mene. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Ch.
Porch Ivi, Who aimeth at the sky Shoots higher much than
he that means a tree. 1706 WATTS Hory Lyr. I. 100 The
muse ascends her heavenly car, And climbs the steepy path
and means the throne divine.

d. To design (a thing) for a definite purpose ;

to intend or destine (a person or thing) to a fate or
use. Const, against,for, -^to; rarely dative. fAlso
with complement, to destine to be (obs.}.

_
a 1400 Octotiian 1953 The old emperesse . . hadde the same

jugement That sche to Florence hadde y-ment. 1360 DAUS
tr. Sleitiane s Comm, 242 b, This warre is not ment nor pre
pared against the Cyties. 1580 SIDNEY Ps, xxvn. v, When
greate griefes to me be ment, In tabernacle his, he will Hide
me. i6it BIBLE Gen. \, 20 God meant it vnto good. 1634
MILTON Comas 765 She (sc. Nature] good cateress Means her
provision onely to the good That live according to her sober
laws. 1639 SHIRLEY Gait. 1 en. v. ii, Providence . . made me
worth a strangers piety, Whom your cho(i]ce meant the
rume of my honor. 1643 DENHAM Cooper s Hill 325 Fair
Liberty pursu d, and meant a Prey To lav.less power, here
turn d. 1792 J. BARLOW Conspir. Kings 83 Why to small
realms for ever rest confin d Our great affections, meant for
all mankind? 1842 BROWNING Through the Metidjav, Ere
I:pried, she [Fate] should hide. .All that s meant me. 1884W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 57, 1 think Fate meant us for each
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other. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad\\\\, Say, for
what were hop-yards meant, Or why was Burton built on
Trent ?

e. To intend (a remark, allusion, etc.) to have
a particular reference. Const, f at, -j- by, of, ( to.

Also f absol. to mean by = to intend to refer to.
In the i6th c. to mean (a remark or a designation) by (a

person) was the usual expression where we now say to
mean (such or such a person) by (a remark, etc.) , the vb.

being then in sense 2.

1513 MORE/WIK. F, Wks. 55/2 That ment he by the lordes
of the queues kindred that were taken before. 1542 UUALL
Erasm. Apoph. 230 b, He saied that he would leaue..suche
a successour. . . Menyng by Tiberius. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xix. 8 Gone is the Joy and gyde of this Natioun; I

mene be James, Regent of Scotland. 1596 SPENSER State
Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 621, I do not meane this by the Princes
wardes. 1641 SANDERSON Serm. (1681) II. 184 A flaunting
hyperbole, far beyond the merit of the Party he meant it to.

1749 CHESTKRF. Lett. (1792) II. 230 He. .thinks every thing
that Is said meant at him. 1753 Ibid. IV. 13 They are con
vinced that it was meant at them. Mod. I wonder whether
he meant it of any one in particular.

f. intr. To be (well, ill, etc.) intcntioned or

disposed. Const, to, by, or dative.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylits in. 115 (164) By-sechyng hym..
bat he wolde. .eke mene wel to me. ^1412 HOU:IKVK /V
Reg. Princ. 1986 But how I speke, algate I mene weel.

|

c 1440 Promp. Pan . 332/2 Menyn yn herte, wel or evy],
j

intendo. c 1450 tr. De Imitatumc i. xii. 13 puu} we do wel
& mene wel. 6-1590 GREKNE Fr. Bacon vi. 9 Now shall
Edward trie HowLacymeaneth tohis Soueraigne Lord. 1601
SHAKS. Tu&amp;gt;eL N. iv. iii. 22 If you meane well Now go with
me. 1628 EARLE Microcosm., Resentd Man, He., puts ;

himselfetoagreat deale of affliction to hinder their plot-., ami
designes where they meane freely, a 1680 I.UTLKR Rem. ,

(1759) I. 58 The purest Business of our Zeal Is but to err,

by meaning well. 1719 DF. FOE Crusoe n. xi, You seem to

mean honestly. 1771 Junius Lett. xlv. (1820) 243 They
who object to [his] last letter, either do not mean him

,

fairly, or [etc.]. 1802 UKDDOF.S Hygeia n. 34 The projector i

of a new domestic medicine, meaning well by himself and
the public. 1884 RIDKR HAGGARD Dawn ii, I do not think
that your cousin means kindly by you.

2. trans. To intend to indicate (a certain object),
or to convey (a certain sense) when using some
word, sentence, significant action, etc. Sometimes
with clause as obj. In mod. use often const, by.
c888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxxviii. 2 fcif he Jara nan nyte,

Jjonne nat he hwaet he msen5. ciooo A^LFRIC Gen. xviii. 20
J

God ba Reopenude Abrahame, hwaet he mid
\&amp;gt;&re spraece !

maende. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, u Wat be holie apostle
mene3 b he nemnede niht and niehtesdede. t 1275 ll om.
Samaria 27 in O. E. Misc. 85 Heo nuste hwat heo mende
heo wes of wytte poure. a 1300 Cursor M. 12631 Quat he
wit bis wordes ment, Graithli wist

]&amp;gt;s\ noght be entent.
\

CI375 Sc. Leg. Saints xv. (Barnabas} 89 Gyf }e will wit

qunat ve meyne. c 1380 WYCLIF Sei. Wks. II. 6 And sum (

men seien bat Crist meenide bat he himsilf. .is more ban
Toon Baptist. 1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle i The

j

laddre of heuene, I meene charitee. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis
i. Pro!. 387 Tuichand our tongis penurite, I mene onto coin-

pair of fair Latyne [etc.]. 1530 PALSGR. 444/2 He becked at

me, but I wyste nat what he ment. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i.
\

68 The twelfth day.. wee rode foure miles (meaning Dutch
[

miles). 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xviii. 2. 158 When we
have examined this, we shall vnderstand in what sense it is

meaned that Nature abhorreth from Vacuity. 1671 MILTON
P. R. n. 6, I mean Andrew and Simon. 1711 STEELE
Sped. No. 136 P 4, I mean by this Town the Cities of
London and Westminster. 1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia iv.

x, In both which [sc. reproof and compliment] more seemed
meant than met the ear. 1825 COBBETT Rur. Rides 442
And what is meaned by The fear of the Lord ? 1895
KEKEWICH in Law Times Rep. LXXIII, 663/1 The Act
does not mean literally what it says.

b. transf. in questions of the form What does

(a person) mean (by certain conduct) ? i. e. what
motive or justification has he for it?

1893 MRS. H. WARD D. Grieve it. iii, What, no top-coat
m such weather ! What do you mean by that, sir ? You re

wet through.
3. Of things, words, statements : To have a cer

tain signification ; to signify or import ;
to

portend.
. a 1000 Sal. $ Sat. (Kemble) 472 Saga hwjet ic maene.
c 1200 ORMIN 5502 Swa J?att te^ mu^henn shaswenn juw All

whatt itt se}}b & menebb- c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.( 1810)
8 pei wist what it ment. a 1400 Cursor M. 25395 (Cott.

Galba) Amen , bat menes,
* so mot it be . 1475 MARG. PAS-

TON in P. Lett. III. 135 Some of them..wote full lytyll
what yt meneth to be as a sauger. 1557 NORTH Giteuaras
Diall Pr. 345 From the time I knew what meaned to

governe a common weale, I have alwayes [etc.], a 1584
MONTGOMERIE Chcrric fy Sloe 605 Experience came in, and
speirit Quhat all the matter meind. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxi.

29 What meane these seuen ewe lambes, which thou hast

set by themselues? 1622 BACON Hen. VII 234 His Armes
were neuer Infortunate; neither did hee know what a
Disaster meant. 1648 GAGE West Ind. x. (1655) 35 They
knew not what money meaned. 1667 MILTON P. L, in, 275
Admiration seis d All Heav n, what this might mean. Ibid.

xi. 875 But say, what mean those colourd streaks in Heavn.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxvi, Eachin Maclan what
means all this?

f 4. a. trans. To have in mind, to remember. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6074 Sone ! menest \)O\i

nat what y er seyde? 1-1420 Anturs of Artk. 229 Gyffe
me grace for to. .mene [Douce MS. mynge] the with messes
and matynnes one niorne. &amp;lt; 1440 York Myst, xii. i Crete
meruell is to mene Howe man was made.

f b. re/I, and intr. Const, of, on, upon. Obs.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 5274 (Gutt.) Ne menis gou noght,

nou mani a day, Of a drem ful lang si^en gan? 1330 R.
BRLINNK Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1838 He recouered his strengbe
for tene, Of skabe wold he hym no more mene. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Bruce xn. 269 Menys on jour gret manheid. c 1435

MEAN.
Thomas ofErceld. 30 The Mawys menyde hir of hirsonge.
1438 Bk. Alexander Gt. (Bann. CI.) 67 Mene vpon }our
hecht. 1442 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 307 It is to mene apon
that. .Robert Masoun, and Gilbert Masoun, oblist them
..til a honourable knight. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. Prol.
172 Alfthocht his lord wald meyne On his aid seruis.

f c. impers. Me meaneth = I remember. Const.

ofj on. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16889 v s meins quils he was in Hjf bat

we herd him sai bat [etc.], c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi.

(Magdalena) SSi Menis be nocht of
|&amp;gt;e ewangel, (?at in

be kirk is red vmquhile of mary. c 1423 St. Elizabeth of
Spalbeck in Anglia VIII. 118/7 Atte a dewe cure, and, as
me menib) bytwix sexte and noon.

f 5. intr. To hold or entertain an opinion ; to

think, imagine. Obs.

tti^oo
Cursor M. 14686 *pou mas be godd, and fcou art

man . Soth it es
,
coth iesus ban, Bath i am, qua right

\vil men . c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 6888
Lord

, he seyde, }ow (?^r nought wene, Why y am
( .mull

j$e may wel mene . c 1449 PECOCK AV/r. in. xvii,

3vi Kills Crist in the alleggid x&quot;. chapiter of tuk schulde
naue meened a^ens him silf in the other now alleggid placis.

IS33 GAU Richt Vay (1888) 51 Ciprianus menit that ye
quyk suldbe thesaulis. a 1378 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)C/*w.
Scot, (S.T.S.) I. 31 Evlrie man menit that it sould redound
to bis gret hurt. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I, 221
Knots of straw and things (as they mean) off the way to
heaven.

f6. trans. To say, tell, mention. Obs.. .
, ,

. .

Beowulf%yi J)zcr waes Beowulfes majrSo m;cned. c 1205
LAY. 16333 Wel }e hit majen imunen bat ich wulle meinen.
a 1225 Ancr. A1

. 316 Inouh hit is to siggcn so bet be schrift
feeler witteiliche understonde hwat tu wulle menen. &amp;lt;i 1300
Ctowr .If. 12498 (Cott.) He had

t&amp;gt;ar-for
wel giet pite, And

bus to ioseph it mened he. 1387 TKEVISA Higden . Rolls) II.

345 pey poetes mene [?at lupiter gildede Saturnus. 1:1450
I I&quot;i i.AMI Hc-ivlat 756 Menstralis and musician!-., mo than
1 mene may. c 1460 Toiunelcy Myst. xiv 37 The myght of

me may no man ment&quot;. 1494 FABYAN Chron. n. .\xxiv.z6
(Jaufride meaneth y 1 this Sicillius was but .vii. yeres of age
when his Fader dyed.

fb. intr. (rarely refl.} To speak, tell. Chiefly
const, of, oft, Sc. and north, by. Cf. r e absol. Obs.

a\yQ Cursor M. 24878 Hir succur son to ham sco sent,

pat in sli murning on hir ment. ^1350 Will. PaUrne 1925,
I wol minge of a mater i mennede of bi-fore. a 1400-50
Alexander 1615 (Dubl. MS.) pai amervale b^i ne mekyll as

menys me be writtes {Ashni^. MS. As be buke tellis]. c 1470
HARDING Chron. LXXXVII. vii, A II these were called Westsux,
as liede rnent. la *&aQCAfsterPl. t Pvri/.wj Mary, of mirth
\ve may us meane. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixiv. 12, I dout
that Merche, with his cauld blastis keyne, Hes slane this

gentill herbe, that I of mene. 1535 STKWAKT Cron. Scot,

II. 219 Richt so did he, as my author did meyne. is&z

WINJET Cert. Tract, i. Wks. 1888 I. 3 We mein of the

pa-stores of the Kirk. 1625 BP. MOUNTAGU Afp. C.csar 196
S. Paul speaketh of lustification in the attayning it. . . But
S. lames meaneth of lustification had and obtained.

7. Comb. : f mean-nothing, a meaningless, in

sincere phrase.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 387, I tell you for your good,

and, what is it to me?., with many such non-significants,
or mean-nothings.

t mean, v.2 Obs. (After I5th c. only Sc. and
north, dial.} Forms: i meenan, 2-7 mene, 3

meeno, maine, meane, 5 meene, 5-6 Sc. meyn(e,
6-7 Sc. meine, 6- mean. [OE. msenan : see

MOAN sb.]

1. trans. To complain of, lament (something) ;

to lament for (a dead person).
r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. iv. (heading)^ Hu Boetius hine

singende jebeed, & his earfo5u to Gode maende. 1175
Lamb. Horn, 33 Gif bu me dest woh . . ic hit mene to mine
lauerde. c 1205 LAY. 2438, & s\vI5e heo hit maende to alle

monnen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 224 $i{ heo edmodliche mened
hire neode. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 300 Eftir that, neir

fifty 3heir, Men menyt the heirschip of Bouchane. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias] 203 Scho menyt ofte rycht
sare hyr a sowne. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2596 My greet unese

ful ofte I mene. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis ix. v. 157 The Troianis

. .With tender hartis menand Ewrialus. 1536 BELLENDEN
Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 289 Becaus this Duncane wes ane

tyrane. .few mernt his slauchter. 1599 JAS. I Bao-iA. Awpor
(1682) 20 His fall is but little meaned by the rest of his

subjects.

b. With cognate obj. : To mean (one s) moan,

(one s) complaint.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4277 (Cott.) Oft sco meind til him hir

mane, a 1300-1400 Ibid. 8159 (Gutt.) Unese had he menid
his mode, bat a em fra be wandes stode. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2440 [Lear] ment his mone euen &
morwe. 14. . HARDING C/&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;.Pref,(i8i2) 5 To none other

my complaynte can I mene.

C. To pity.
c 1440 Pol. Rel.

&amp;lt;$

L. Poems (1003) 186 Ifbou be sijk, y schal

J&amp;gt;ee
hele ; If bou moornc ou5t, y schal bee meene. 1508

DUNBAR Tua mariit Wemen 501, I am so mercifull in

mynd, et menys all wichtis. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II.

541 The husband men full lytill now ar ment,Qunome be

we ar vphaldin and sustent. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.)

xxvi. 32 Thay wald be menit, and no man menis. 1603

Philottes clxv, I grant indeid thair will na man me meine,

For I my self am authour of my greif.

d. in predicative phrase, to mean : to be de

plored or pitied.

0330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)335 Alias ! it was to mene,
his vertuz & his pruesse So fele in him were sene, b^t perist

for falsnesse. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) 1. 16 Quhair-
foir thair mister wes the moir to mene. 1719 RAMSAY -yd
Ansii . Hamilton x, An fowk can get A doll of rost beef . .

And be na sick . . They re no to mean. 1788 R. GALLOWAY
Poems 132 Yes, said the king, we re no to mean, We live

baith warm, and snug, and bien.



MEAN. 274 MEANER.

2. intr. To lament, mourn; to complain.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xi. i

J&amp;gt;u

simle mid wope & mid
unrotnesse maenst gif be aenies willan wana biS. c xaog LAV,

29613 pa wolde he
J&amp;gt;er

after sone wenden to Rome and
menen to Gregorie. aizz$Ancr. K. 274 So

|&amp;gt;et
heo mei

weopen & menen ase son mon, mide &amp;gt;e salmwuruhte.

01300-1400 Cursor M. 3059 (Gott.) Quilys scho menyd in

hir mode, Confort com hir sone ful gode. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints vi. {Thomas} 513 Carisius . . for his vif gretly can
men. cijaoAnturs ofArth. (MS. I) no Hyt menet, hit

musut, hyt murret. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 28 Ofte tyme to-

gedur can they meene, For no chylde come them betwene.

c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xx. 22 Off all thy wo and
cair It mends the no1 to mene. a 1800 Proud Lady Marg.
v. in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. (1803) III. 276 If you
should die for me, sir knight, There s few for you will meane.

,b. To complain (/(an offender).
a. 1225 A tier. J?. 362 Uor ^e ueond is affuruht and offered

of swuche and foroi bet Job was swuch he mende of him.

a 1250 Oivl ff Night. 1257 Hwi wulle)&amp;gt;
men of me mene . .

pah ic hi warny al bat yer.

c. impers. Me meaneth = I mourn.
13.. Guy Wano. (A.) 433 Sore me menef?, for me smert,

Miche care is in mine hert.

d. reft, in the same sense.

&amp;lt;rii75
Lamb. Horn. 17 Men be to halie chirche, )&amp;gt;et

is to
ban preoste and to ban folke. 1:1205 LAY. 31504 And heo
gunnen wenden to ban Kinge Pendan and menden heom to

Pendan. a 1225 Ancr. R. 98 MeneS ou to his earen. c 1320
Sir Tristr. 1135 Til mark he gan him mene. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. in. 163 Thenne mornede Meede and menede hire
to the kyng. 0-1400 Destr. Troy 7612 The grekes for be
greuaunce. . Made myche murmur & menit horn sore, c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4174 Gretely he him mened. 1790
MRS. WHEELER Westmld. Dial. (1821) 62 Awr lasshed been
ath shop, for a quartern ea hops, en hard him mean hissel.

3. trans. To state as a grievance; to represent

by way of formal complaint or petition. Sc.

1475 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 33 Fersamekil as it is lam-

mentabilly menit till ws be our louit Johne of Spens,
litster, . .that [etc.]. 1525 Ibid. I. no Forsamekill as it is

humelie meynit and schewin to ws be ane reverend fader
in God [etc.]. 1560 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. in.

(1677) M4 They were forced to mean our estate to the Queen
of England. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 61 Ordain
ing baith the parties, . . to meyne the mater to the said

Generall Assembly. 1752 LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2)

25 It is humbly meaned and shown to Us, by Our Lovit,
C. D. That [etc.].

b. reft. To present a complaint.
1551 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 114 Thai menit thame

diverse tymes to the Lordis of Sessioun. a 1670 SPALDISG
Troub. Chas. I (Spalding Cl.) II. 72 To stramp it out he
meinis him self to the Parliament.

t Mean, v$ Obs. rare. Also 5 meen, 5-6
mene, 6 Sc. meyne. [a. OF. meenner^ moiener^
f. meien (see MEAN a.). Cf. MEAN sb 9.]
1. trans. To mediate.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 332/2 Menyn, or goon be-twene ij.

partyes for a-corde .. medio. ( 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. xix.

263 If lohun be a prouoking meene that the King }eue to
me xx li

. pound of ^eerli fee,.. it mai be seid-.that lohun
dooth and geueth to me thilk fee,.. In this vndirstonding,
that lohun meeneth or helpith, and fortherith in meenyng
that the }euyng be doon. c 1522 DOUGLAS in IVks. (1874) I.

p. ex, Causing thame mene and procure so that the remayn-
ing with hir husband was not payit of her dower. 1654
H. L ESTRANGE Chas. /(i6s5) 138 Nor was any assistance
more like to mean and procure his Restauration then theirs.

2. To moderate (by intervention).
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 47 Our teyne to meyne,

and ga betweyne, Ane hevinle oratrice.

t Mea-nably, adv. Obs. rare 1
, [f. MEAN a?

+ -ABLY.] In a mean or medium degree.
1577 FRAMPTON Joyfull Nerves n. 48 b, Giuying to the

Cholerike lesse seethyng, . . and to the Flegmaticke more
seethyng, . .and to the Sanguine meanablie [Sp. orig. media-
namente],

Meanashing, obs. form of MENACING.
Meander (mzse-ndai), sb. Also (6 meandor),

6-9 meeander. [a. L. meander, Gr. iMtav&pos,

appellative use of the name of a river in Phrygia
noted forits winding course. Cf. F. mtandre (1582
in Hatz.-Darm.), Sp., Pg., It. meandro.}
1. //. Sinuous windings (of a river) ; turnings to
and fro (in its course) ; flexuosities. Rarely in

sing., the action of winding ; one of such windings.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 14 In all which foords or Me-

andors . . if any drowne themselues in them, their Crowners
sit vpon them. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. vi. viii,
The River Niger .. deflecting after Westward, without
meanders, contimieth a strait course about 40 degrees. 1796
W. COOMBE BoydelVs Thames II. 67 The stream loses itself
in a distant meander. 1825 WATERTON Wand. S. Amer.
i. i. 118 Probably .. these apparently four creeks are only
the meanders of one. 1834 BECKFORD Italy I. 166 Springs
whose frequent meanders gave to the whole prospect the
appearance of a vast green carpet shot with silver. 1876
BANCROFT Hist. U. S. III. xv. 235 The river now flowed in

gentle meanders.

trans/, and fig. 1638 BRATHWAIT Barnabees Jrnl. n.
G iij, VVhen my head feels his [sc. Ale s] Mjeander, I am
stronger than Lysander. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 65 Here
rills of oily eloquence in soft Msanders lubricate the course
they take. 1820 SCOTT A Met i, The boy. .lay. .half drowned
in the meanders of the fluctuating delirium.
2. //. Crooked or winding paths (of a maze) ;

labyrinthine passages; windings or convolutions

(of a vein, fissure, line, etc.).

_ IS9? SYLVESTER DH Bartas \\. i. i. Eden 561 Round-wind
ing rings, and intricate Meanders ..of an end-less Maze.
1603 J. SAVILE K. Jas. Entertainm. Theobalds B b, Hee
went into the Laberinth-like garden to walke, where hee

recreated himselfe in the Meanders compact of Bayes,
Rosemarie, and the like. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. 3. 1615
CROOKE Body ofMan 94 Intercepted and deteined within

those Meanders [sc. the guts]. 1666 G. HARVEY Morb.Angl. iv.

34 The effuges, or marauders of the central . . parts of the brain.

1699 GARTH Dispens. \. 25 Now she [Nature] unfolds. .How
ductile Matter new Meanders takes. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 65 F 2 The new path, which he supposed only to make
a few meanders. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. iv. 141 The fibres

of the rind., and the meanders of the nbrillae being equally
discernible. 1801 T. JONES tr. Bygge s Trav. Fr. Rep. xii.

238 The inextricable windings and meanders of those caves.

fb. Jig. Confusing and bewildering ways; in

tricacies (of affairs, the law, a subject, etc.). Obs.

1576 FLEMING PanopL Epist. 285 They being overwhelmed
in Mseanders of miscniefes. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole
Creature \. 5 He was in such Meanders of miserie and

labyrinths of troubles. 1652 H. L ESTRANGE Amer. no

Jewes 71 There are many Meanders and windings in this

question of Plantation. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bnlli.vi,

Ten long years did Hocus steer his Cause through all the
meanders of the Law. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III.

132 In this purpose I am ready, .until by better information
out of England, we shall he led out of these state meanders.

fc. sing. A winding or labyrinthine course or

plan ; a labyrinth, maze. lit. andy?^-. Obs.
c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. CXI.IIL v, Lest awry I wander

In walking this meander. 1610 HEYWOOD Lane. Witches
iv. Wks. 1874 IV. 226 The more I strive tounwinde My selfe

from this Meander, I the more Therein am intricated. 1645
EVELYN Diary Apr. (1879) I. 211 After wandering two or
three miles in this subterranean meander [the catacombs].

1651 BIGGS New Disp. 46 [They] have made of Physick a

Meander, ..and wild labirynth of incertainty. 1796 W.
COOMBE Roydell s Thame$\\. 3 The garden . .retains its early
form, and the lesser walks preserve their original meander.

3. A circuitous journey or movement; a deviation;

a winding course (as in the dance); chiefly//.
1631 WF.EVER Ane. Funeral Mon. 241 For building

Churches sure he goes to Christ without Meander. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 20 Dancing many times, a great
multitude passe together, and in maeanders turne and winde
themselves. 1713 YOUNG Last Day n. 50 So swarming bees,
that. .In airy rings, and wild meanders play. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. xix, He made so many Tours, such Meanders, and
led us by such winding ways. 1891 T. HARDY Tess xliv,
Her journey back was rather a meander than a march.

4. Art. An ornamental pattern composed chiefly
of lines winding in and out with rectangular turn

ings or crossing one another at right angles.
It is used chieflyas a borderornament on walls, pottcry, etc.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Msander^..^. Fret-work in

arched Roofs. 1737 WHISTON Josephus^ Antiq. xit. ii. 8

On the table itself they engraved a meander. 1851 C. NKW-
TON in Ruskin Stones Ven, \. App. 401 Two conventional
imitations [of water], the wave moulding and the Mseander,
are well known. 1857 BIRCH Ane. Pottery (1858) II. 196
The exterior has been ornamented with a maeander, in

white paint.

5. attrib. and Comb., as meander pattern, walk;
meander- like adv.

[1598 SYLVESTER Dti Bartas n. iv. i. TropJifis icoo Now,
like thy Jordan, (or *Meander-Hke) Round-winding nimbly
with a many-Creek.] 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb, x. 94 Riuery
veines, Meander-like that glide. 1851 C. NEWTON in Ruskin
Stones l^fn. App. 401 In the *M^ander pattern [of water]
the graceful curves of nature are represented by angles.

1766 Museum Rust. VI. 80 Lay out the ground in some
gentle &quot;meander-walks.

Meander (rm:e ndDj), v. [f. MEANDER sb.]

1. intr. Of a river, stream, etc. : To flow in

meanders; to wind about in its course.
ci6i2 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Tears Death Mceliades (1614)
A 3, Forth where thou first didst passe Thy tender Dayes,
..Meandring with her Streames. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas
vin. 149 Soft streams mseander d. 1894 RIDER HAGGARD
People of Mist xxxvi, Rivers that., meandered across the
vast plains.
indirect passive. 1751 POPE Ep. Burlington 85 Beds ..

With silver-quivering rills mjeander d o er.

b. transf. and Tig*.

1777 SHERIDAN Scn.Scand. n. i. (ed. Rae 1902), When you
shall see in a beautiful Quarto Page, how a neat rivulet of
Text shall meander thro a meadow of margin. 1784 COW
PER Task in. 202 Pierce my vein, Take of the crimson
stream meandering there. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 462/2
Blue veins are seen meandering on its [the skin s] surface.

1853 FELTON Fam. Lett. xxix. (1865) 257 The smoke ..

meandered in graceful curls among the timbers.

2. Of a person: To wander deviously or aim

lessly. (? Partly suggested by MAUNDER v? 2.)

.

1831 S. LOVER Leg. $ Stones Irel. 151 He wint mean-
dherin along through the fields. 187* CALVERLEY Fly Leaves
(1903) 101, I meandered Through some chapters of Vanity
Fair. 1875 HELPS Soc. Press, v. 71 They will have, .mean
dered about the flower-garden in a listless way.

f 3. trans. To entangle as in a labyrinth. Obs.

1652 UKQUHART Jewel 95 [They devised questions, argu
ments, etc.] thereby to puzzle him in the resolving of them,
Meander him in his answers .. and drive him to a non-plus.
Hence Mea ndered///. a., winding, labyrinthine.

Also Mea nderer, one who meanders.
i6ia DRAYTON Poly~olb. \. 158 Those armes of Sea, .. By

their Meandred creeks indenting of that Land. i6u Ibid.
xxn. 19 Ouze. .in Meandred Gyres doth whirleherselfe about.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 43. 3/1 Love s meander d Paths. 1887
T. N. PACK Ole Virginia (1889) 188 The meanderer was
Drinkwater Torm.

Meandering (mzae-ndarirj), vbl. sb.
[f. MEAN

DER v. + -ING !.] The action of the vb. MEANDER
;

an instance of this.

1652 A. WILSON in Benlowes Theoph. To Author, Or can
the crawling Worm . .With its Meandrings finde the center

out? 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 382 The^grove must
be a paradise that is refreshed by thy meanderings ! 1865
GROTE Plato III. 45, I here repeat the precise state of the

question, which is very apt to be lost amidst the mzander-

ings of a Platonic dialogue.

Mea p

ndering,/// ^
[f.

MEANDERS. + -ING S
.]

That meanders ; Hexuous, winding.
1680 MORDEN

Geoff.
Reel. Introd. (1685) 6 Winding Bays,

Creeks and meandring Inlets. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1811) III. iii. 29 Flesh, .so clear that every meandring vein

is to be seen. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 174 The tentacles.,

margin the meandering cell. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 142
The river flows in a meandering course.

Hence Mea nderingly adv.

1887 STOCKTON in Century Mag. Mar. 886 Through which
a narrow path meanderingly ran.

t Meandrated, ///. a. Obs~ In 8 msean-
drated. [f. L. mseandrdt-us full of curves like

the Mseander + -ED 1
.] (See quot.)

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mzeandrated) turned, intricately

wrought.

t Meandrian, &amp;lt;z. Obs. rare. [i.
L. mxandri-us

(i. maeander: see MEANDER sb.} + -AN.] Like

the meanders of a river
; flexuous, winding.

1608 J. KING Serin. 5 Nov. 27 This serpent surrepent

generation, with their Mseandrian turnings & windings.

1656 S. H. Golden Law 8r Religion s rigidness and Mean
drian intricacies are too hard for most of them.

Meandrically (m* ?e
-

ndrikaU), adv. [f.
L.

m3eandric-ns (F. mtandrique)) f. mteandet + -AL +
-LY 2

.] In a meandrous manner.
1886 R. VON LENDENFELD in Proc. Zool. Soc. 21 Dec. 590

Meandrically winding tubes .. Meandrospongidz.
Meaiidriform (nnse ndrifp-im), a. [f.

L. mae-

andri- MEANDER sb. + -FORM.] Having a winding
form, labyrinthine.
1898 Nat. Sci. Sept. 227 This is covered above and below

by a layer of vermiform and meandriform chambers.

II Meandrina (mfsendrai-na). [mod.L. A/ffi-

andrina t fern, of *mseandrittus adj. : see next.

Cf. F. mfandrine.] A genus of corals the surface

of which somewhat resembles the convolutions of

the human brain ; also, a polype of this genus.
1838 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. (ed. 5) 638 Where the laminz

take a serpentine direction, they are called Meandrina, or

brain stone. 1860 MAURY Phys. Grog. Sea (Low) xiii. 560
Dense masses of Meandrinas and Astraeas.

Meaiidrine (marndrin), a. Also meean-
drine. [ad. mod.L. *m*a*drt**St f. L. mxandr-
MEANDER sh] Characterized by windings ;

said

esp. of corals belonging to the genus MEANDRINA.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 155 There are thus the simple

and meandrine forms of the calicularly branched species.

1884 J. COLBORNH Hicks Pasha 13 Rounded masses o(

meandrine coral with its brain-like convolutions.

i Meaiidrite (m/Vndrait). Obs. Alsomaan-
drite. [f. L. mseandr- MEANDER sb. + -ITE. Cf. G.

Mfiandrit, F. mfandrite (Humboldt).] A coral

belonging to the genus MEANDRINA.
1802-3 tr. Pallas s Trav. (1812) I. 147 Its cells and tubes

extend, as is the case with maandritcs or wadreporites, in

a parallel line from the surface. 18x9 HELEN M. WILLIAMS
tr. HitmboldCs Trav. xvi. IV. 200 Small rocks of meandrites,

madreporites, and other corals,

Meandrous (m/ae ndras), a. Also 7 meean-
drous.

[f.
MEANDER + -ous.J Full of or character

ized by windings and turnings ; esp. of a river.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.s.v. Meander,. .Meandrous is used
for crooked, or full of turnings, a 1657 K - LOYEDAY .Z&amp;gt;/*.

(1663) 268 With whose vertuous rectitude Meandrous fals-

hood is inconsistent. ai66i FULLER Worthies, Bedfordsh,
I. (1662) 114 Ouse .. in this Shire, more Maeandrous then

Mieander. a 1734 NORTH Exam. 11. iv. 86 (1740) 274 That,
in the Prosecution of this meandrous Labyrinth, . .1 may
not . . be thought tedious. 1836 Tail s Mag. 1 1 1. 561 A river,

flowing in a meandrous course. 1892 LD. LYTTON Marah
118 Desire s meandrous labyrinths among.

tMea-ndry, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

MEANDER
+ -T.]

=
prec.

1614 SIR A. GORGES tr. Lucan I. 14 The Trumpets (with
their dreadfull notes Drawn through their hoarse Meandry
throats. .). 1619 tr. Bacons Wisdom Ane. v, 15.

Meane, obs. f. MAIN *.*, MEAN, MESNE, MIEN.

t Meaned, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [i.

MEAN sb. +
-ED 15

.]
Furnished with or having means. Only

with qualifying word, as better meaned.
1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastw. Hoe i. i, There s thy fellowe-

Prentise, as good a Gentleman borne as thou art : nay, and
better mean d.

tMeanel. Obs. See quot. (andcf. MEXALD.)-
? a 1685 T. MORE in Ray s Collect. (E.D.S,) 55 Meanels,

spots called flea-bits in white-coloured horses.

t Meaner 1
. Obs. In4mener, 5 menowre,

menar. [a. OF. meeneur, moiencor, moycnneur.]
A mediator ; an interpreter.
1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) IV. 409 Mark be gospellour,

Paule his disciple and his mener (L. interpres Petri\. Ibid.

V. 397 Austyn . . com alonde wib fourty felawes and som

WHOien\fxftrprtt&tlt\ ci+4f&amp;gt;Prc&amp;gt;&amp;gt;np.Parv. 333/1 Menowre,
or medyatowre. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 747 Thow moder
of all mercy, and the menar.

Meaner -(mrnai). ? Obs. [f.MEANZ .
1
-*--ERi.]

One who means, intends, or purposes. Chiefly
with qualifying adj. prefixed.
1580 LUPTON Sivqila 1 38 We haue the faithfullest meaners,

and truest dealers, that are in all the world. 1590 STENSER
F. Q. in. v. 25 So mischief fel upon the meaners crowne.

1604 HIERON Wks. I. 490 If the meaner be not assured of



MEANER.
the goodnesscof it..his meaning is naught. ai6i6BEAUM.
& FL. Scomf. Lady i. i, A Simile seruant? This roome
was built for honest meaners, that delmer themselues hastily
and plainely, and are gone. 1634 A. WARWICK Spare Min.
(1637) 18 The good meaner hath two tongues. 1712 STEELE

S^ect. No. 504 F 2 Your double Meaners are dispersed up
and down thro* all Parts of Town or City where [etc.].

t Mea lier 3
. Obs. rare. [? Subst use of com

parative of MEAN a. 1
;
or perh. f. MEAN O.I + EII:

cf. commoner.] One of the humbler class.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xn. Ixx. (1612) 203 But of some
meaners, that their Hues haue ventured no fesse, Perform d
as much [etc.]. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 383 Lawyer, Justice,
Gentleman or meaner do within the compasse of their

places [etc.].

Meaneschot, obs. Sc. form of MANCHKT.
t Meaness. Obs. rare 1

. In 6 menesse. [f.

MEAN sb* (9) or MEANER 1
: see -ESS. Cf. OK.

A mediatress.

1450-1530 Myrr, our Ladye 306 Mediatrix^ Menesse of
men, and wassher of synnes, heyle kyngly virgyn.

Meanesse, obs. form of MEANNESS.

Meanie, obs. f. MANY; var. MEINIE Obs.

Cleaning (nu nirj), vbl. sbl Forms : 3-6
mening(e, 4-6 menyng(e, meanyng(e, (.fmen-
nyng, meiieyng, 5 menying, meenyng, 7

meaninge), 6- meaning, [f. MEAN z/.* + -ING *:

cf. OHG. meimtnga (mod.G. mcinung), MDiu
meninge (mod.Du. meening]^\
1. Intention, purpose, arch, f Upon a meaning :

with the intention, t A good meaning : (a) a good
intention, friendly disposition; () a good mind ,

a strong inclination (to do something).
1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. ProL 474 It was myn entente

To forthere trouthe..And to be war from falsenesse.. this
was myn menynge. 1390 GOWER Conf. HI. 254 Whan Col-
latin hath herd hire tefie The menynge of hire trewe herte.
c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Re%- Princ. 2315 [&amp;gt;e kyng..knewe him
and his menynge. 1526 TINDALE i Cor. i. 10 Be ye perfecte
in one mynde, and one meanynge. 1585 SIR A, POULET
Let. to WaUingham 27 Apr. in Letter-Bks. (18^4) n This
cloth of Estate was set up at the first coming hither of this

Queen, upon a meaning that she should dine and sup ordi

narily in that chamber, c 1592 MARLOWE Jeiv ofAlalta iv.

ii, Yet, if he knew our meanings, could he scape V 159*
GREENE Groat s W. Wit_ (1617) 13 Lucanio .. had a good
meaning to vtter his mind. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 190.
I am no honest man, if ther be any good meaning toward
you. 1633 FORD Broken H. iv. i, A man of single meaning.
1781 COWPER^. Lady Austen 98 A.. visit.. made almost
without a meaning, Produced a friendship. 1814 WORDSW.
Excursion iv. 1150 You .. Adore, and worship, when you
know it not; Pious beyond the intention of your thought;
Devout above the meaning of your will. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess HI. 206 Since we learnt our meaning here, To
lift the woman s falPn divinity. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shrop
shire Lad xxxiii, Sure, sure, if stedfast meaning, If single
thought could save, The world might end to-morrow, You
should not see the grave.

2. That which is intended to be or actually is

expressed or indicated. (See also DOUBLE MEANING.)
a. Of language, a sentence, word, etc. : The

signification, sense, import ;
a sense, interpretation.

Also, the intent, spirit as apart from the letter*

(ofa statement, law, etc.). f ( That) is to meaning-.
(that) means.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handt. Synne 6n pe menyng ys, . . Jyf
fau sweryst fals

[etc.]._ 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.R. n.
xvii. (1495) 41 Raphael is to meanynge the medycine of god.
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 85 If we taken the gospel aftir
the menynge. a 1430 Knt, de la. Taurxxxiv. 48 Doughter,
loue and worship youre husbonde..

1

; that is to menying
that ye shulde loue and doute youre husbonde. c 1491
Ckast. Goddes Chyld. 21 The fyrst feuer is callid a cotydian
in whiche is properly in ghostly menyng a varyaunce of the

herte._ 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidatws Comm. 12 b, If this be the
meaning of the lawe, then can no more the Spaniarde be
chosen, then the Frencheman. 1623 BACON Ess., Unity in

Relig. (Arb.) 429 Termes, so fixed, as whereas the Meaning
ought to gouerne the Terme, the Terme in effect gouerneth
the Meaning. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 516 That I [Satan]
might learn In what degree or meaning thou art call d The
Son of God, which bears no single sence. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 1.63 Difficulties maybe raised about
the meaning, as well as the truth, of the assertion. 1843
MILL Logic (1865) II. 233 It may be good to alter the mean
ing of a word, but it is bad to let any part of the meaning
drop. 1876 JEVONS Logic Prim, 23 The confusion which
arises between the different meanings of the same word.

b. That which a speaker or writer intends to

express ; the intended sense of (a person s) words.
. ^133 R- BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16709 After hym
in Englische y hit brought ; Of his meninge y wot \K. weye,
But his fair speche can y nought seye. a 1533 FRITH Disput.
Purgat. (1829) 101, I will briefly declare the meaning of the
Apostle. x6i T. WILLIAMSON tr. Gonlarfs Wise Vieillard
A iv b, I hope I haue hit of his meaning, though I vary
from his wordes. 1841 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 336
The Articles are to be interpreted, not according to the
meaning of the writers, but ..according to the sense of the
Catholic Church. ^878 R. W. DALE *&amp;lt;:/. Preach, vt. 161
You will be good enough not to misunderstand my meaning.

C. Of a dream, symbol, phenomenon, etc. *f/

meaning that : as a sign or token that. Obs.
1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xv. 301 Ac god sent hem fode bi

foules and by no fierse bestes, In menynge [cf. 1393 C. xvm.
33 *n tokenynge] bat meke binge mylde binge shulde fede.

1382 WYCLIF Dan. ii.
$ No hot ;e shuln shewe to me the

sweuen, and the coniecturyng, or menyng, therof. 1597
HOOKER Ecd. Pol. v. Ixvii. n If he haue no such Being,
neither can the Sacrament haue any such meaning as wee
all confesse it hath. 1611 BIBLE Dan. viii. 15 When I..
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had scene the vision, and sought for the meaning. 1702
ADDISON Dial. Medals ii. Wks. 1721 I. 457 What is the
meaning that this transparent Lady \sc. Hope] holds up
her tram in her left hand? for I find your women on
Medals do nothing without a meaning. 1885 CLODD Myths
ft Dr. r. iv. 66 The Greeks had sought out the meaning of
their myths.

d. Of an action, a state of things, etc.

1828-32 WEBSTER s.v., What is the meaning of all this
parade? 1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. Hi. 29 What
could be the meaning of so sudden and so startling a trans
formation? 1878 T. HARDY Ret. Native \. iv, What s the
meaning of this disgraceful performance ?

e. Ingenerali/.eduse: Significance. No-meaning*.
nonsense.

1690 LOCKE //nm. Und. in. xi. (1695) 288 He that hath
Names without Ideas, wants Meaning in his Words. 1735
POPE Ep. Lady 114 True No-meaning puzzles more than
Wit. a 1800 Cowi Eit Ode to Apollo i, Those luckless brains
That . . Indite much metre with much pains, And little or
no meaning. 1865 KISGSLEY Ifemu. i, As he passed the
young lord he cast on him a, look so full of meaning,
that [etc.].

f 3. Remembrance
; only in phr. to have, make

meaning. Also, a commemoration, memorial. Obs.
Cf. MINNING, often occurring in ME. as a variant reading

for this word.
a 1300 Cursor .If. 24748 Quen i ma mening o bat mild,

Quat blis sco bred again vr bale. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handi.
Syntte 5208 Lorde, have on me menyng. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 8320 When bou has of ^i syns meneyng. 1503
Aberdeen Reg, (1844) I. 72 Atour he sal nocht ring Laurence
at the saule messe nor menyngis, bot for the nobill and
hotiorabill personis of the town.

&quot;t*

4. Mention. Only in phr. to make meaning.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 8518 (Gott.) Childer. .Of be quilk i

make na mening here, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 26
pei mak no menyng whan, no in what date. 4:1375 6V. Leg.
Saints xiii. (Marcus) 14 Vthire twa, of quhamu I wel here

menyng ma.

f5. Knowledge, understanding. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

*393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 138
( Ich haue no kynde know-

ypg &amp;gt; quaj&amp;gt; ich, $e mute kenne me bettere, By what wey
hit wexith, and (wheder) out of my menyng .

t Mea iiing,;/. sb~Qbs* [f.MEANz/.
2

-t- -ING J
.]

The action of the vb. MEAN; moaning, lamentation,
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 63 On fuwuer wi^e us bihoueS

turnen to him ; on heorte, on fe^tene, on wope, on meninge.
&amp;gt;3-- Guy IVanv, (A.) 4803 Biside him he herd a mening,
Also it were a woman schricheing. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
vin. 734 Madennys murnyt with gret menyng amang. 1573
Siitlr. Poems Reform, xxx. 27 Dowglas . . & gude Westiraw
.. with lytill meaning, fra the men be past.

Meaning (mf-nirj), sb2 Astr. [f, MEAN a
+ -ING 1

.] The motion of thesuninmeanlongitude.
1884 E. J. STONE in Obset vatory i Jan. 3 And as we make

no distinction in our theories between the real motion of
the sun in longitude and that of the mean sun, the meaning
of the real sun is fixed when [etc.].

Meaning (nu-nirj), ///. a.
[f. MEAN vl +

-ING 2
.]

1. Having intention or purpose. Usually with

qualifying word, as better
^
well meaning^ etc.

1581 MULCASTER Positions iii. (1887) 8 Some well meaning
man. 1633, 1681 Ill-meaning [see ILL-B]. 1748 RICHARD
SON Clarissa (1768) IV. 343 At first .. (and till I observed
her meaning air, and heard her speak) I supposed that she
had no very uncommon Judgment. 1760-72 H. BROOKE
FoolofQiial. (1809) I. 134 One of them. .is. .as little mean
ing of harm to any one as his mother.

2. That conveys or expresses meaning or thought;

expressive, significant.
3728 YOUNG Love ofFame v. (ed. 2) no The motion of her

lips, and meaning eye Pierce out the Idea her faint words

deny. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, ii, Had done business

with him , said Mr. Bonney with a meaning look. 1863
W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia I. 115 The thoughtful expression
of his large forehead and meaning eye. 1885 Maiick, Exam.
10 July 5/5 At this frank confession a meaning smile passed
between Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Childers.

Meaningful (mrninful), a. [f. MEANING vbl.

s&l+ -FUL.J Full ofmeaning or expression; signi
ficant. Hence Mea ningiully adv.

1852 Taifs Mag. XIX. 552 All the little meaningful gifts.

1879 G, MACDOXALD Sir Gibbie xiii, It was a . . meaningful
smile. 1890 SARAH J. DUNCAN Sac. Departure 262 Ortho-
docia glanced at me . . meaningfully.

Meaningless (mrmrjles), a. [f.
MEANING

v&lm sbj- + -LESS.] Without meaning or significa
tion

; devoid of expression ;
without purpose.

1797 LAMB Let. to Coleridge, Ill-digested, meaningless
remarks. 1810 SOUTHEY Kehama xvi. xi, Rayless eyes . .

Glazed, fix d, and meaningless. 1876 Fox BOURNE Locke
II. x. 138 Locke had a healthy contempt for the meaningless
definitions . . of the scholastic writers.

Hence Mea ninglessly adv.
;
Mea ningless-

ness.

1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps i.
7.

16 The expense which is

sacrificed in domestic vanities, if not absolutely and mean-

inglessly lost .. would [etc.]. 1853 Stones Veu. III. i.

39. 26 The modern decorative system .. united the mean-

inglessness of the veined marble with the evanescence of the

fresco. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 436 It is not the

monotony of life which destroys men, but its pointlessness. .

its meaninglessness crushes them.

Meaningly (mfnirjli), adv. [f.
MEANING

///. a. + -LY -.] In a meaning manner ; f in one s

purpose or intention (obs.); intentionally, pur

posely; in mod. use chiefly, with significance of

look, tone, gesture, etc.

&amp;lt; 1449 PECOCK Repr. iv. iv. 444 Who euer biddith openli

ou^where eny thins to ke doon for a cause .. wole priueli

MEANLY.
and menyngH in the same bidding Hjk thing be doon ii

re placis ..
whereas the same cause. iS6z MRS. H.. RS

D
CAa&amp;gt;,,itfs i, He spoke meaningly, as if preparing

for a surprise 1866 G. MEREDITH Vitlaria xxxv
not believe that he . . ever had the intention to betray

us, or has done so in reality, that is, meaningly, of bis own
will. 1894 H. N ISBET Bitfh Gtrr* Rom. 56 Fixing his eyes
meaningly upon her.

Meaiiiugness (mfnirjnes). [Formed as prec.+ -MESS.J The attribute of having a meaning or
intention

; significance, expressiveness.
754. RICHARDSON (irauitison (1781) VI. Ii. 313 She. .looked

..so silly ! and so full of unmeaning meaningness. 1816 JSCOTT yis. fans (ed. 5) 108 Their [French ladies ] beauty

. . consists rather in expression than in feature ; but what
with meaningness of look [etc.). jopi Blackw. Mag. Nov.
678/2, I was more than usually sensitive to the meaningness
of thtir words.

(rru-nij), a. [f. MEAN a. + -ISH.]
Somewhat mean.
1831 DE PUINCKY Whiggism Wks. 1857 VI, 42 Dr. Parr

. . lost nothing in our e.iteem by shewing a meanish exterior.

tMea nlesS, a Obs. rare.
[f. MEAN s&.- +

-LESS.] Having no mean : a. Immoderate, ex
treme, b. Performed without the aid of means
or instrumentality.
1587 T. HUGHES Mis/, flfArthur i. ii, Loe, here the loue

that stirres this meanelesse hate. 1593 NASME Christ s T.

(1613) 130 Since his[Christ s]ascention intoheauen,rneanlesse
miracles are ceased.

Meanless ^nrnK-s), a* ? Obs. [f. MEAN z/.l

+ -Lti.ss.J Meaningless.
&quot;739

G. OCLK Gualtftents $ Gnsclda 69 With sundry
meanless Items, quaint and old. 1832 J. M. REYNOLDS
Aliserriimis (1833) 29 The most meanless phrases of formal
intercourse.

t Mea iily, a. 1 Obs. In 2 mseuelik, 3-j.mene-
lich. [aphetic f. OK. getn&netic, f. gernxiie (see
I-MENE) + -He -LY *.] Common, general.
c 1200 OKMIN 2503 All wass mamelike J?ing Whatt littless se

be3 harTdenn. 111300 in Kel. Attt. I. 282 Icn i-leve .. in
Ihesu Crist oure meneliche loverd.

t Meanly, a.~ Obs. rare 1
,

[f. MEAN a.2 +
-LY 1.] Moderate.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \. pr. vi. 19 (Camb. MS.) By lyghte

and Meenelyche remedycs [L. mediocribusfonientu].

Meanly (mrnli), #.a rare~~*. [f. MEAN a* +
-LY !.]

= MEAN a. 1

1827 CAIT. JI AHUMAN Waterloo 2 Away I ran into his

meanly old hoard.

Meanly jnrnli), advl
ff.

MEAN a. 1
+-LY-.]

1. Indifferently, ill, poorly, badly; with mean
attire or equipment.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Hplinshed III. 1959/2 Sir William

Hamilton, and James Leirmonth .. whose message was so
meanlie liked, that they were faine to .send an herald into
Scotland for other ambassadors. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s

Africa in. 170 They are passing rich, yet go they very
meanly attired. i67oDKYDEN zndPt. Con,].Granada(\^^}
163 [Many of Shaksperc s plays] were, .so meanly written,
that the Comedy neither cans d your mirth, nor the serious

rrt
your concernment. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 55,

think, my dear, I am not meanly off. 1737 BURKE
Abritigin. Eng. f/ist. II. vi, Their towns were meanly built

and more meanly fortified. 1783 Sp. Fox s E. India Bill
Wks. 1842 I. 300 Ministers., caused persons meanly qualified
to be chosen directors. 1851 BORROW Lavengro Ixviti,

A rather pretty-looking woman, but . . meanly dressed.

2. &quot;With reference to rank, state in life, etc. :

Basely, lowlily.
1594 SHAKS. Ricli. III. iv. iii. 37 His daughter meanly

haue I matcht in marriage. 1674 EVELYN Diary 22 July,
She was much censur d for marrying so meanly, being her-

selfe allied to the Royal family. 1765 BICKERSTAFF Maid
ofMill i. v. 10 To what purpose could a man of his distinc

tion cast his eyes on a girl, poor, meanly born? 1869
BROWNING Ring $ Bk. ix. 1135 I

1

the very breast of Jove,
no meanlier throned !

3. In a way that shows a mean or base disposition,
or a small mind; shabbily; sordidly, niggardly,

stingily, illiberally.
1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. iv. ii, He that s a vilaine,

or but meanely sowl d. 1687 DRYDEN Hind
&amp;lt;V

P. \. 436 Nor
will I meanly tax her constancy. 1784 MANN in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 428 That M. Lavoisier .. should meanly
appropriate to himself Mr. Cavendish s excellent discovery.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. iv, We cannot speak a loyal
word and be meanly silent . . in the same moment,

4. To think meanly of\ to have a mean estimate

of; to characterize in one s thoughtasof little worth.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 387 Thinke the meanlier of us when
we thinke the hi^hliest

of ourselves. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n.

l\fa&amp;gt; i. i, Can Olivia think so meanly of my honour ?

t Meanly, adu Obs. Forms : see MEAN a. 2

Also 4 menly, 6 mennly. [f. MEAN a? + -LY 2
.]

1. In the mean or middling degree or manner;
half way between two extremes; moderatelyi

tolerably ; fairly, moderately well.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 31 He..synneb not menely bui

greuously. 1:1450 LYDG. & BURGH Secrees 2694 Fleshe soffte

of disposicioun, Or meenely sharp and of mene stature.

1533 MORE Coti/kt. Wks. 808/2 A church of folke, not

menely good, but of folk so good, so pure, & so cleane, that

[etc.]. 1548-77 VICARY A nat. ii. ( 1 888) zo Strong, and tough,

meanly betweene hardenes and softnes. 1599 PORTER Angry
Worn. Abingt. (1841) 42 Canst thou read ? Nich. Forsooth,

though none of the best, yet meanly. 1641 MlLTOM.fffWm
ii. Wks. 1851 III. 41 He that is but meanly read in our

Chronicles, needs not to be instructed. 1763 MURDOCH in

Phil. Trans. LIU. 182 When a meanly-refrangible ray

passes from water into air.
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b. At a moderate speed, neither fast nor slow.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. 1141, I asked them how many
leagues from Toro to Cairo, they told me 7 days journey
going meanly.
2. With express or implied limitation : Only

moderately; not above the average ; hence (coalesc

ing with MEANLY advl i), slightly, indifferently,

poorly.
1600 SURFLET Country Farm \. xv. 101 They are set on

a row., in an ouen verie meanly warme. 1695 DRYDEN tr.

DM Fresno s Art Paint. Pref. 30 In the Reign of Domi-
tian, . .Poetry was but meanly cultivated, but Painting
eminently flourish d. 1707 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 327
He shews himself, .to be very meanlyskill d in the Fathers.

b. Not meanly : in no slight degree. So also

more than meanly.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 59 My wife, not meanely

pro\vd of two such boyes. 1656 KARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis
Advts. fr. Parnass. \\, xiv. (1674) 159 It would have been
more than meanly pleasing to the Literati, a 1662 HEYLIN
Laud u. (1671) 242 Laud . .was not meanly offended, as he
had good reason to be.

Meanness (mf-n,nes). [f.
MEAN a\ + -NESS.]

1. Theconditionofbeing mean; lowness or humble
ness of rank, birth, etc. ; lowliness; insignificance.
1583 GOLDIKC Calvin on Dent, cxcvii. 1226 Let vs learne

to acknowledge our meanesse with all humilitie. 1653 MIL-
TON Hirelings (1659) 97 Without soaring above the mean-
nes wherein they were born. 1776 GIBBON Dccl. fy F xiii.

I. 358 The rusticity of his appearance and manners still

betrayed in the most elevated fortune the meanness of his

extraction. 1886 SPURGEON Treas, Dav. Ps. cxxxvi. 170
Reaching downward even to beasts and reptiles, it is, indeed,
a boundless mercy, which knows no limit because of the
meanness of its object. 1900 H. W. C. DAVIS in Eng. hist.
Rev. July 561 The meanness of his birth.

2. Weakness, deficiency, inferiority; slightnesSj
scantness. Of physical things: Littleness, small-

ness. Also pi.
1556 ROBINSON tr. Mere s Utpp. (Arb.) 19 To the meanesse

of whose learning I thoughte it my part to submit my stile.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. /W. v. xxxi. 3 The Ministers greatnes
or meannesse of knowledge to do other things. 1682 NORRIS
Hierocles 28 Nor to scoff at the meanness of his under-

standing, a 1716 SOUTH Sertn. (174^) II. 82 The great pur
pose that brought Christ out of his Father s bosom, and
clothed him with the infirmities and meannesses of our
nature. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 64 We suffer

greater injuries from the contemptible meanness of the one
[the mouse], than the formidable invasions of the other [the

elephant]. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Product. Mod. Art, The
large eye of genius saw in the meanne&amp;gt;s of present objects
their capabilities of treatment.

^ 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ ft.

Note~Bks. I. 84 The associations of moral sublimity and
beauty seem to throw a veil over the physical meannesses.

3. Want of mental or moral elevation or dignity;
littleness of character or mind; baseness.
1660 R. COKE Poiver ty Subj. 263 This doth not proceed

from any abject baseness or meanness of spirit. 1718 POPE
Iliad y.\\\ 103 Lives there a Man so dead to Fame, who
dares To think such Meanness? 1878 M. C. JACKSON
Chaperon s Cares II. viii. 91 His dastardly soul would
stoop to the lowest depths of meanness.

b. In//. Instances of this; mean acts.

17*6 DE FOE Hist. Devil i. iv, To descend to the mean
nesses of frightening children and old women. 1879 E.
GARRETT House by Works I. 23 The little one never told
him about sharp words and petty meannesses.
4. Poorness of appearance or equipment. Of

literary or artistic production : Poverty of style,

execution, or design; want ofgrandeur,nobility,etc.
a 1656 Bp. HALL Anthem Christmas Day Rem. Wks.

(1660) 436 The King of Gods in meanness drest. 1672 DRY-
DEN De/. Epil. Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 173 [Jonson] when he
trusted himself alone, often fell into meanness of expression.
1705 ADDISON Italy 419 (Florence), I doubt however whether
this Figure be not of a later Date. .by the Meanness of the

Workmanship. 1816 J. SCOTT
Vis^.

Paris (ed. 5) io4 t
I found

their students, .assiduously copying the hard atrocities and
cold meannesses of their own David. 18326. DOWNES Lett.
Cent. Countries I. 155 Richtenschwyl and its precincts are

very pretty, notwithstanding the meanness of most of the
houses. 1851 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 285 Its intrinsic mean
ness as a composition.
5. Sordid illiberality ; niggardliness, stinginess.
1755 in JOHNSON. iSai LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old % New

Schoolm.t All this [is] performed with a careful economy,
that never descends to meanness. i8za J. MACDONALD
Mem. y. Benson 520 He carefully shunned both meanness
and imprudent expenditure.

t Mea-imess a
. Obs.

[f. MEAN a? + -NESS.]
The condition of being between two extremes;
moderateness in size or other qualities.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. ii. (i495 ) 861 Yf the

matere of clerenesse is meane it chaungeth somtyme to thyk-
nesse and drynesse of erlhe : soo that it passe not and gooth
not beyonde meanesse of erthe. c 1450 LYDG. & BURGH
Secrees 2555 Visage rounde boody hool and right, With
meenesse of the heed is good in ech wyght. 1598 FLORID,
Tefidezza % luke warmth, . . meannes, between hot and cold.

tMeanor. Obs. rare- 1

. Apheticf. DEMEANOUR.
11670 HACKET^^/. IWi/iatns i. (1603) 108 If the Testi

mony of that Lady be true . . I do not snuffle it over as if his
Meanor to the Lord Marquess were not a little culpable.

Meano(u)r, obs. forms of MANURE sb.

t Means, sl&amp;gt;. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MEAN v.i ; the

form perh. represents the jrd pers. sing.] Meaning.
1656 EAKL MONM. tr. Boccalini, Pol. Touchstone 404 The

means of this was soon understood by the French, English
and Italians.

Means : see MEAN sb?
Meant (ment), ///. a. [pa. pple. of MEAN v.1]

In senses of the vb. (q.v. for the predicative uses) ;

rarely attributive, exc. with prefixed adv. (usually

hyphened) as in weU~ t ill-) kindly-meant.
1729 SAVAGE Wanderer n. 284 Wrath yet remains, tho*

strength his fabric leaves, And the meant hiss, the gasping
mouth deceives.

t b. (Well) intentioned. Obs. rare.

1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 1041, I haiff spokyn with lord

Clyffurd tliat knycht, Wyth thair chyftanys weill menyt for

your lyff.

Mean time, meam

ntime, sb. and adv. [Pro
perly two words (see MEAN a.- and TIME sb.) }

and
still often so written in the phrases, less frequently
when used alone as an adv.]
A. as sb., chiefly in various adverbial phrases.

1. In the mean time. a. During or within the

time which intervenes between one specified period
or event and another

;
while something is going on,

at the same time , all the while , f Also, in

the same sense, in mean time, in that (this, which,
etc.) mean time, f In the mean time of: during.
1340 Ayenb. 36 Hi [sc. hire bestes] sterue^ ine mene-time :

do opre me hare stede ase moche worb. 1383 WYCLIF i Mace.
ix. i In the mene tyme [Vulg. ittftrta], c 1430 LYDG. As
sembly ofGods 946 In thys mene tyme whyle [etc.]. 1447 Bo-
KKNHAM S_yitvs(Rox.b.) 20 In the mene tyme of hyr preyer
They rent hyr flesh on every syde. 1503 in Lett. Rich. Ill
y Hen. I ll (Rolls) II. 108 In the moyne time he wold com
mune with the lord Nasso. c 1520 BARCLAY Jugurth (1557)

42 Wherfore (in meane tyme whyle they were counselling)
he [etc.]. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 12 b, In the
whiche meane tyme not one of them all miscaryed. 1575-6
Reg. Privy Council Scot. 11.479 Eftir the committing of
the foirsaidis oppressionis in the menetyme of his being at
the said Lord Regent complening thairupoun. 1638 H.
SI-ELMAN in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 155 In the mean tyme
you would applie your self to the antientest Authors. 1740
\.r.De3Ioi(hy*s Fort. Country-3{aid{\n\) 1. 112 In mean time
the People, surpris d at what had happened, crowded to the
Altar. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 264 The uses, .which

only take place in the meantime, and until the appointment
is made. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 467 In the
meantime the king would be an object of aversion and sus

picion to his people.
b. Used (like at the same time, etc.) in ad

versative or concessive sense : While this is true
;

still, nevertheless. ? Obs.

1633 Bp. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 141 If ought hurt us,
the fault is ours ; in mistaking the evil for good : in the
mean time, we owe praise to the Maker. 1638 JUNIUS Paint.
Ancients 82 Some who making a shew of. .pastimes, doe in

the meane time under that pretence entertaine . . most
dangerous plottes. 1809 SYD. SMITH Serw. II. 113 In the
mean time, there are many habits of thought [etc.]. 1843
BETHUNE Sc. Fireside Star. 49 In the meantime, you know
that my father [etc.].

t 2. Without prep. The mean time, this mean
time :

= in the mean time*, i a. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. {Magdaltnah 986 pe mentyme

be magdelaine criste in his luf sa cane inflame, bat [etc.],

t 1450 Life St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1745 Bot all bis meen
tyme, nyghtes and dayes, Cuthbert for bair heele prayes.
1597 J. KING(? Jonas (\faty 533 To be Justified the meane-
time, or hereafter to bee glorified and liue by them. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. fy CY. in. iv. 25. 1700 BI.ACKMORE yob 91
While the mean time the just and godlike kind From heav n
and earth alike hard measure find.

3. For the mean time : so long as the interval

lasts. Also predicatively : Intended to serve for

the interim.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxviii. 263 Whan he was
yeue to ony occupacion he left al other thyrig for the mene
tyme and tendid therto. 1509 FISHER Funeral Serin. C tfss

Richmond Wks. (1876) 305 Tho the rysynge of the body be
delayed for a season, the soule neuertheles shall for the
meane tyme haue a pleasaunt & a swete lyfe. 1897 Daily
News 17 Feb. 3/2 This order was for the meantime.
4. attrib. Provisional, temporary, rare.

1840 BROWNING Sordello 11. 755 Praise and blame Of what
he said grew pretty nigh the same Meantime awards to
meantime acts. 1873 Red Cott, Nt.-cap 1322 The lost

sheep s meantime amusements.
B. adv.

1. = In the mean time, A. i a.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 169 Meane time, receiue such
welcome at my hand, As Honour . . may Make tender of,
to thy true worthinesse. 1597 J. KING On yonas (1618) 501
What auaileth it to abstaine from eating and drinking, if

meane time we eate and deuour vp our brethren ? 163* HOL
LAND Cyntfaedia. 144 Meane time whiles they came togither,
those foreriders who had skowred the plaines, brought with
them certaine men. 1781 Miss BURNEY Cecilia vi. vii,

Mean-time, evidently offended .. [he] conversed only with
the gentlemen. 1824 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) II. 201, I ..trusted

that, meantime, a kind and generous heart would resist the
effect of fatal^opinions. 1842 ORDERSON Creel, viii. 76 The
ladies, meantime, were on the oui rive. 1879 M CCARTHV
Own Times 11.259 Meantime where was Lord Palmerston?

f2. = In the mean time, A. i b. Obs.
593 SHAKS. Liter. Ded. 5 Were my worth greater, my

duety would shew greater, meane time, as it is, it is bound
to your Lordship.

t

1681 tr. Belongs Myst. Physick 64 Mean
time, it may be said in general, that part of those Rules [etc.].

Mean tone, mea-ntone. Music. [MEAN
.-] a. (As two words.) The averaged or standard

interval (half-way between a greater and less major
second) which is the basis of the system of tuning
in vogue before the introduction of equal tem
perament . b. attrib. or adj. (

= MESOTOMC), as in

meantone interval^ system, temperament.
1799 YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XC. 150 The system of mean

tones, the sistemet participate of the old Italian writers,
still frequently used in tuning organs. 1884 J. LECKV in
Grove Diet. AIus. IV. 72 It will be convenient to take equal
temperament as the standard of comparison, and to measure
the meantone intervals by the number of equal Semitones
they contain. Ibid.^ In the meantone system the interval

GJf Eb is sharper than the perfect Fifth by nearly one-third
of a Semitone.

Meanus, obs. form of MENACE sb.

Mean while, xnea nwhile, sb. and adv.

[Properly two words (see MEAX fl.2 and WHILE
sb.}, and still often so written (cf. MEAN TIME).]
A. sb., chiefly in advb. phrases.

1. In the mean while, a. = *in the mean time*
as in MEAN TIME A. i a. Also f in (that, this,

which, etc.) mean while, ^in meanwhile^ f/ the

mean(s whiles.
c 1350 Wni. Palerne 1148 J&amp;gt;an bofc&amp;gt;e parties .. made hem

alle merie in be mene while, c 1386 CHAUCER Man. o/Law s

T. 570 On this book he swoor anoon She gilty was, and in
the meene whiles An hand hym smoot vpon the nekke
boon. Friar s T. 147 In this meene while, This yeman
gan a litel for to smyle. (-1400 Destr. Iroy 3102 Ho ..

staryt O ^at stoute with hire stepe Ene, There most was
hir mynd in

t&amp;gt;at
mene qwhile. c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng.

Hist. (Camden) I. 286 In the mean whiles it fortuned that

[etc.]. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 285 Arch
bishop Baldwin went into the Holy Lande and died without
returne in which meane while the Chapele of Hakington
. .was .. demolished. 1581 J. BELL Haddon s Answ. Osor.

147 b, And where in the meanes whiles lurketh then the
law that is written within, in the hartes of the faythfull?

1590 MAKLOWE Edw. //, iv. v, We in meanwhile, madam,
must take advice How [etc.]. 1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv.

xxxiv, Yet now in this so happie a meane while. 1606
HOLLAND Sueton. n And in this meane while, .. when the
Senate thought good there should be but one Consul
created, namely Cn. Pompeivs. 1628 E. BLOUNT in Earle
Microcosm. To Kdr. (Arb.) 18 In the meanwhile, I remaine
Thine. Ed. Biovnt. 1707 FREIND Peterborovj s Cond. Sp.
235 In the mean while, my Lord pursu d the Enemies Army.
1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 101 Upon this subject
I will in my next Numoer make an appeal. . . In the mean
while let me pride myself a little on the circumstance [etc.].

t b. In the mean while that : during the time

that. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxxxix. 118 The emperesse in

the mene whyle that the batayll dured escaped fro thens
and went vnto oxenford.

c. In adversative or concessive use; cf. MEAN
TIME i b.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. PoL v. xlviii. 13 We pray, .that God
would turne them away from vs, owing in the meane while
this deuotion to the Lord our God, that [etc.], 1879
MCCARTHY Own Times II. xxix. 368 In the meanwhile we
may regard him simply as a great author.

f 2. The mean while = *
in the mean while ,

A. i a. Also this, that mean while(s, all this

mean while, all that mean while during. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 50 Lay al J?is mene while

Troyfus, Recordynge his lesson in ^is manere. 14.. Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/14 fntcrea, the mene whyle. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur n. iii. 79 The meane whyle that this

knyght was makyng hym redy to departe [etc.]. 1548
UDALL Erastn. Par. Luke 20 b, Al that meane while duryng,
[they] had a priest that could not speake. 1654 EARL
MONM. tr. BentivogHos Warrs Flanders 363 But the United
Provinces lost not the opportunity this mean whiles which
offered it self so favourably to them. 1658 tr. Partita s

Wars Cyprus 40 Generall Zaune, was this mean while gone
from Corfu.

3. For the mean while *
for the mean time ;

see MEAN TIME A. 3.
r 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw s T. 448 Ther was hir refut

for the meene while,

4. Subst. use of the adv. (see B. i). rare&quot;
1

.

1871 W. R. GREG Enigmas Life 191 The long ages of the
Meanwhile.
B. adv. (Cf. MEAN TIME.)

1. = In the mean while
^
A. i a.

c 1440 Prowp. Parv. 332/2 Mene whyle, interim, c 1586
C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXVIII. i, The just meane while shall

in Jehovah s presence Play, sing, and daunce. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. i. i. 408 Let the lawes of Rome determine all, Meane
while I am possest of that is mine. 1678 BUTLER Hnd. nr.

i. 99 Meanwhile the Squire was on his way, The Knight s

late Orders to obey. 17*3 ADDISON Cai& n. vi, Mean while
I ll draw up my Numidian Troops, And, as I see Occasion,
favour thee. 1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. x. 113
The archbishop meanwhile had returned from his adven
turous expedition.
2. = In the mean while, A. I c.

J597 J- KING On yonas (1618) 539 Meane-while, the time,
and cause, and measure of this anger in lonas, I thinke,
are worthie to be blamed. 1837 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr.

Jitstif. 277 Meanwhile, the really primitive and apostolic
and catholic doctrine was that of the Reformers. 1876 L.

STEPHEN Eng. Th. iBf/i C. II. 443 Meanwhile, however,
one characteristic of the English sentimentalists must be
noticed.

Meany(e, obs. ff. MANY; var. ff. MEINIE.

t Meapte. Ohs. [? A blundered adaptation of

L. meatits or F. mtat^\ MEATUS.
S?2 J- JONES Bathes Buckstone n Of the more vehe

ment force, of the breath, followeth necessarily, all the

meaptes to be clenzed. Ibid. i3b, Keepe your bedde for

two or three houres after, lest the small meaptes being
opened, a soddaine alteracion may happen.

Mear(e : see MARE sb. t
MERE sb., a.

t
and v.

Mearaltie, obs. form of MAYORALTY.
Mearch, obs. form of MARCH sbl and .l

Meari, obs. form of MABBOW.



MEASE.

Mearl(e, variants of MERLE.
Mearlew muse, variant of MUKLUIEWS Obs.

Mearmayde, obs. form of MERMAID.

Meary, obs. form of MKBBY a.

Mease(miz). Forms: 5-6mayise,5,6,9meise,
6-8 mese, 6, 9 maise, 6-9 meaze, 7 maze, mes,
7^9 mesh, maze, 9 mais, maize, mase, meas,
meash, 7- mease, [a. OF. meise, maise barrel

(or some other receptacle) for herrings (in I4th c.

latinized meisa} ;
of Teut. origin : cf. OHG. meisa

bundle, box (MHG. meise barrel for herrings,
mod.G. dial, meise basket), MLG., MDu. mese

barrel for herrings, ON. meiss box, basket (MSw.
mes, mese, Sw. dial, mes, meis, MDa. mees), ? cogn.
w. Lith. mdissa-s bag.] A measure for herrings,

equal to five hundreds (usually long hundreds

varying in different localities : see quots.).
In N. Devon the number is 612, i. e. four times 153, app.

suggested by John xxi. n (see E. D. D.).

1469 in lo//: Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 306 He shal

pay for every meise so solde xii.&amp;lt;r*. 1535 in Mem. Fountains
Abb. (Surtees) 259, x maysesallic. rub. distribut dictis pau-
peribus. 1597 SKENE De Verb. Sign., Mese, of herring,
conteinis iiue hundreth. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892)
122 Such store of fishe as pleaseth god to send, sometimes
x meises, sometimes xij. xvj. or xx meises. 1613 in Lex
Scripta of Isle of^Man (1819) ico An anncyent Statute in

this Isle for paying of Custom Heyrings (called Castle
Mazes), c 1682 J. COLLINS Salt fy Fishery 107 [They] take
sometimes 60 Mesh at a Tide, which are three Lasts of

Herrings. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 190 A boat will

catch 6 maze of herrings in a night, each 500. 1883 S.
WALPOLE Brit. Fish Trade (Fish. Exhib. Lit. I.) 37 In
Ireland and the Isle of Man herrings are measured by the

mease, which contains 525 fish. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster
xxxviii, I took more fish by many meshes than I could ever
consume. 1894 Manxman 226 Ten maise of this sort

for the last lot. 1905 Whitakers Aim., Weights fy J/.,

Herrings are sold . . on the .. Isle of Man, and in Ireland,
by the Maze, which contains 5 long hundreds of 123 each.

Mease, var. MESE Obs., MESS sb. and v.

Measelen, -line, obs. forms of MASLIN i and 2
.

Meash, obs. form of MASH, MEASE, MESH.
Meashie, obs. form of MESHY.

Measle (nu-z l), sb. Forms : 5 masyl, mazil,
meselle, -ylle, 6 measel, meazell, 7 meazil, -le,

9 measle. PL 4 maseles, 4-6 mesels, 5 mea-
zeles, meseles, 6 maisils, massels, maysilles,
meselles, 6-7 masels, measel(l)s, 7 maisels,
mazels,measil(l)s, 7-8 meazels, -les, 7-measles.
[ME. maseles pi., cogn. w. OHG. (? and OS.)
masala, occurring as gloss to ~L.flemen, i.e. phleg
mon blood-blister (MHG. masel(e, MLG. masele,
massele, MDu. masel fern., blood-blister, pustule,

spot on the skin; also in pi. measles; mod.Du.
mazeten measles) ;

a related form occurs in MDu.
and mod.G. masern pi., measles; for the Scan
dinavian forms see MEASLINGS. For other deriva
tives of the Teut. root *mas-, *ms-, expressing
the notion of spot or excrescence

,
see MAZEH.

It is possible that the word may have come into Eng. from
continental LG. For its existence in OE. there is no other
evidence than the occurrence, in a i2th c. MS., of mxsle-
sceafe as a spelling of iitzlsccafa MALSHAVE, The phonetic
development is irregular : normally the modern form should
be *mazel (cf. HAZEL ,

for which spellings like hesel, heasle
occur in the i5-i6th c.). That the dialectal form measle
appears in literary English may be due to a mistaken asso
ciation of this word with MESEL leper; a similar confusion
occurred in MHG., where maselsucht (etymologically
measles ) was often used for miselsucht leprosy.]
1. pi. (tin 1 5th c. also sing.). A specific in

fectious disease of man (in medical Latin called
Rubeola and Morbilli), characterized by an eruption
ofrose-coloured papnlje arrangedin irregular circles
and crescents, preceded and accompanied by ca-
tarrhal and febrile symptoms ;

it rarely attacks the
same person twice. (Often referred to as one of
the diseases incident to childhood, although it fre

quently attacks adults.) The plural form is now
usually construed as a sing.
German (formerly also false, French, hybrid) measles :

a contagious disease (Roseola epidemica or Rubella) distinct
from measles, but resembling it in some of its symptoms.
c 1325 Gloss W. de SMtmt. (MS. Arundel 220) in Wright

Voc. 161 Rugeroles, maseles [c 1300 MS. Camb. maselinges]
14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 707/25 Hec serpedo, a mesylie.
c 1440 Promp. Pat-u. 328/2 Masyl, or mazil, sekenesse. 1483
Cath. Angl. 237/1 A Meselle; serpedo. 1489 Plumpton
Corr. (Camden) p. cxiv, At that season ther wer the Mea-
elles soo strong, & in especial! amongis Ladies & Gentil-
wemen, that sum died of that sikeness. 1533 ELVOT Cast.
Helthe (71541) 80 b, Purpilles, measels, and small pockes.

$S*iiWau &quot; &quot; 49 ( Brandl
&amp;gt;,

I can cure the Agwe,
the Massels and the french pocke. 1578 LVTE Dodoens I.

xvn. 27 It is good . . against . . the small Pockes and Meselles.
1601 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 813 Fu
mitory., is good against the meazels. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i.

in. 1248 From whence they start up chosen vessels, Made
by contact, as men get measles. 1696 Land. Gaz. No. 3224/3
I he Princess of Piedmont is fallen ill of the Meazles. 1732
ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. I. 250 The
Small Pox, Meazles, and pestilential Fevers. 1802 Med.

277

attrib. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xiv, The
measles like eruption [of typhus fever] appeared about the
fifth day. 1897 Allbult s Syst. tied. II. 148 The rash for
a time may be suggestive of Scarlet Fever, but sooner
or later it usually conforms more to the measles type.

b. //. The pustules characteristic of this disease;
t formerly sometimes applied to the pustules of

eruptive diseases generally.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. ix. (1495) 870 Colour

ofskynne chaungyth for streyte contynuaunce ofthe skynne :

as it fareth ofte in Mesels : Pockes : woundes : botches and
brennynge. 1399 A. M. tr. Gabclhouer s tik. Physicke 277/2
Others take a fether, and dippe it in the saide water, and
therwith they annoynte all the Measells of the Face when
they are come forth. 1685 Cookc s Mellif. Chirnrg. vi. n.
ix. (ed. 4) 214 Those little Pustles in the skin, with a deep
redness, .are called Measles. 1789 W. BUCIIAN Dam, filed.

(1790) 241 About the sixth or seventh day from the time of
sickening, the measles begin to turn pale on the face.

II c. In exclamatory phrase. ? nonce-use.
1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair in. iv, Why the meazills,

should you stand heere, with your traine [etc.].

2. //. (f formerly also sing. ) A disease in swine,
produced by the scolex of the tapeworm ;

in later

use, a similar disease in other animals.

_[This application of the word arose from a misinterpreta
tion of the adj. mfsel leprous (see MEASLE a.) as used to
designate swine suffering from this disease.)
1587 MASCALL Cmit. Cattle, Hogges (1627) 273 Poultry

dung, which also is ill for hogs, and will increase a measel
among them. 1615 LATHAM 1-alconry (1633) I0 7 Such setled
curnels like vnto the mazels of a swine. 1636 B. JO.NSON
Discw. Wks. (1640) 93 The Swyne dyed of the Measils. I

1793 A. YOUNG Ann. Agric. XIX. 299 Is the small pox I

known among sheep ? It is a little known, but not at all I

common. Called the measles. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. oftarm
II. 245 Pigs are subject to a cutaneous disease called
measles, which is supposed to render the flesh unwholesome.

b. The scolex or cysticercus which produces this

disease. Also atlrib. in measle-disease,
1863 AITKEN Sci. f, t ract. Med. (ed. 2) II. 94, 95 The first

animal he experimented on died from a violent attack of the
measle disease ; and on dissection the muscles were fuund
filled with measles, or imperfectly developed scolices. 1901
OSLER Princ. ft Pract. Aled. (ed. 4) 367 The measles are
more readily overlooked in beef than in pork, as they do
not present such an opaque white colour.

3. //. A disease of trees which causes the bark
to become rough and irregular, and the branch

finally to die (Syd. Sue. Lex.}. Also sing, a blister

or excrescence on a tree. ? Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 539 Oliue . . hath another greefe

and sorance called in Latin Clavus, Fungus or Patella (/. a
Knur, Puffe, Meazil or Blister). 1611 FLORIO, Chiano, a
meazell or blister growing on trees. 1674 JOSSELVN Voy.New Eng. 190 Their fruit-trees are subject to two diseases,
the Meazels, .. and lowsiness. 1679 EVELYN Syha xxvii.

(ed. 3) 141 Trees (especially Fruit-bearers) are infested with
the Measels. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. 392.
4. //. In Photography. Cf. MEASLY a. 3.

1876 [see MEALINESS].

t Mea Sle, a. Obs. Forms : 5-6 mesel, 6

masyl, meazel, messell(e, mesyl, mys(s)ell, 7
meazell, measle. [A particular application of
MESEL a., leprous; the later spelling proceeds
from association with MEASLE.T*.] Of swine, their

flesh : Affected with measles
, measly.

[1398 : see MEASLED a.] 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. ii. 264 Yit

teynd thou not thi mesel swyne? 1519 in Surtees Misc.

(1888)33 Forsellyngmessell porkxxd. 1347 BOORDE Introd.
Knowl. xxviii, (1870) 195 Masyl baken, and sardyns, I do
eate and sel. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet, etc. (1675) 347
Where Meazel Porks are sold at Rumford. a 1652 BROME
City Wit v. Wks. 1873 I. 363 The kell of a meazell hog.

Measle (mfz l), v. Also 7 meazel, meazle,
mezle. [f. MEASLE si.]
1. trans. To infect with measles.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Pied d^oison, Goose-foot, wild Orache ;

called also Swinesbane, because it kills, or meazels, the
Swine which eat of it. a 1845 HOOD Tale of Trumpet Iv,

Though the wishes that Witches utter Can. .Send styes in
the eye and measle the pigs. 1890 Syd, Soc. Lex., Measle,
to infect with measles.

2. transf. To cover as with measles or spots.
In quot. 1678 there is a reference to MESEL

sl&amp;gt;., leper.
1638 WENTWORTH 23 May in Strafforde Lett. (1739) II. !

173, I was so damnably bitten with Midges, as my Face is

all mezled over ever since. 1885 D. KER in Libr. Mag. :

(U. S.) Sept 219 A tall, sallow fellow, measled all over with
|

brass buttons.
absol. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 319 With Cow-itch meazle

like a Leper.
3. intr. To develop the eruptionof measles, colloq.
Mod. The child is measling nicely . The baby measled

at the same time (Dr. W. Sykes).

Measled (rmVld), ///. a. Forms : 4 me-
selyd, 5 maselyd, meselled, 6 meseld, -led,
mezeled, 6-7 measeled, 6-8 meazeled, 7 mes-
seled, miselled, 7-8 meazled, 6- measled. [f.
MEASLE sb., a., and v. + -ED.]
1. Infected with measles.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vn. Ixiv. (1495) 281 Meete
that is soone corrupte as ofmeselyd hogges. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 329/1 Maselyd, serpiginosus. 1499 Maldon, Essex,
Court Rolls (Bundle 58, no. i

), Meselled hog. 1573 TUSSEB
Husb. (1878) 52 Thy measeled bacon. 1647 Ne-M Haven
Col. Rec. (1857) I. 342 [He] obiected against on of the

hoggs wch was miselled. 1713 C TESS WINCHELSEA Misc.
Poems 214 A Pestilential Sow, a meazeled Pork, On the
foundation has been long at work. 1820 J. JEKVLL Corr.

(1894) 144 We dined at A. Ellis s last week with the Poodle

MEASUBABILITY.
who has buried his measled Majesties. 1876 tr Wagner s
Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 114 By the use of measled meat
2. Spotted.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 213 One speckled fish.. is

called the poyson fish, us shaped like a Tench, but meazled
1706 PHILLIPS, Meazled, full of Meazles, Spots, or Blotches
t 3. fig. Poor, scurvy . (Cf. MEASLY

4.)
1596 NASHE Saffron- Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. i 9I That

meazild muention of the Goodwife my mothers finding her
daughter in the ouen, where [etc.].

Hence f Mea sledness, measled condition.
1611 COTGK., Sursemure, the measeldnesse of Hogs.
t Mea sling, vbl. sb.

[f. MEASLE v. + -IXQI.]
Infection with measles.

1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 41 And diligent Cislye, my
dayrie good wench, make cleanly his cabben, for measling
and stench.

MeaslingS (mrzlinz), sb. pi. Obs. exc. dial.
Also 4 maselinges, 7 meslings, 9 mezlings,
mizzlings. (SeeE.D. D.) [Early ME. maselinges,
f. (? Eng. or LG.) masel MEASLE sli. + -ING l. Cf.
Da. msRslinger pi. (recorded from the i6th c.),Sw.
messling, mdsling, mod.Icel. mislingar pi., measles.
The formation has not been found exc. in Eng. and in

Scandinavian ; it is unlikely to have arisen independently
in those two branches of Teut. ; it may have belonged to
early MLG., and thence have passed into Eng. and Da.]
The measles.

vox agro Line, usitatissima . . vide MeaseIs. 1890 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Measlings, measles.

Measly (mrzli), a. Also 8 meazly, 8-9
measley. [f. MEASLE sb. + -Y.]
1. Oforpertainingtomeasles; resembling measles.
1782 W. HEBERDEN Coiiiui. vii. (1806) 20 Distinguished

from the measley efflorescence. 1822-34 Good s Study .Med.
(ed. 4) I. 356 The measley tubercles which form the second
[kind of hydatids, in swine], 1897 Alltutts Syst. Med.
III. 576 A dark measly rash.

2. Of swine, their flesh : Affected with measles.

(Cf. MEASLE a., MEASLED///. a.)
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thnietiot s Trav. i. 89 She saw a

Measly Hog come and Wash in the Water. 1747 MRS.
GLASSE Cookery xxi. i6r If you find little Kernels in the
Fat of the Pork, like Hail-shot, . tis measly, and dangerous
to be eaten. 1885 RUNCIMAN Skippers fy Sk. 5 What s the
grub to-morrow? Measly pork again.
3. Spotty. In Photography. (See quot. 1876.)
1876 ABNEV Instr. Photogr. (ed. 3) irp The result would

be ;

measly or mealy prints i.e. prints in which minute red
spots alternate with darker ones in the shadows after fixing.
^gi Anthony s Photogr. Bull. IV. 254 The remainder, after
even an hour s soaking were only a very measley brown.
1898 TALMAGE in Chr. Herald (N. Y.) 5 Jan. 4/4 The slushy
custards

; the jaundiced or measly biscuits.

4. slang. Poor, contemptible, of little value.

1872 Punch 27 July 39/2 That was a fine old hen . . but . .

the others were a measly lot. 1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto
I. 302 Greenwich, where they take you girls for a measly
day s holiday once a year.
Comb. 1869 ALDRICH Story of Bad Boy 29 A measly-

looking little boy with no shoes.

Measne, obs. form of MESNE.
Meason, ? variant of MAI SON Obs., house.
a 1550 Image Ipocr. in Skclton s Wks. (1843) II. 423/1

{A bishop ought] To spende in tyme and season, And so to

kepe his meason.

Meason, obs. Sc. form of MASON sb.

Mea SOlldue. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 4
masondewe, 4-5 mesondieu, (//. -deux,
-dieux), 5 mayaon-, mesondewe, 5-6 masen-
dewe,maysyndew, 6masonedew,massindewe,
meason de dieu, masoun de Dieu, 6-8 meason-
due, 7-9 maisondieu, 8 massondew, meason-
dieu. [a. OF. meson-dieu, maison-Dieu, lit. house
of God. Cf. F. Adtel-Dieu (HoiEL i c).] A hospital
or poor-house.
1354-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 555 Rogero de

Esshe cooperienti super le Mesondieu. 1362 LANGL. P. PI.
A. VIIL 28 Treu|?e .. Bad hem .. make Meson deu [1377
B. VII. 26 mesondieux] ber-with Meseyse to helpe. 1 a 1400
Morte Artli. 3038 Mynsteris and masondewes they malle
to the erthe. 1429^30 Wills $ fnv. N. C. (Surtees) I.

78 To ye mesondieu of sint kateryne . . for yair eno*-
ments xx 1. 1455 Rolls of Parlt. V. 315/2 A meson Dewe
founded by him by oure licence, in the seid Toune of

Bockyng. 1470 Witl^n Ripon Cft. Acts (Surtees) 144 Pau-

peribus manentibus in Masyndew. 1546 Yorks. Chantry
Surv. (Surtees) 468 There is a Bedehouse or Massindewe of

poure foikes. 1558 Act i Eliz. c. 21 34 Any Hospital!,

Measondue, or Spittel House. 1597-8 Act 39 Eliz. c. 5
To erecte, founde, and establysh one or more Hospitalls,
Measons de Dieu. 1630 ActsofSederunt (1790) 43 Aganis
unlawfull dispositiouns of whatsomevir landes, teinds, or

rentes, dottit to hospitallis or massondewis. 1631 T. POWELL
Tom All Trades (1876) 170, I find not any Meson de dieu

for relieving of mayned Marriners. 1641 Termes de la Ley,
Measondue is an appellation of divers Hospitalls in this

Kingdome. 1842 BARHAM liigol. Leg. Ser. II. Old Woman,
in Grey, Where can I find out the old Maison Dieit ?

Measque, rare obs. form of MASK sb.*

Measse, obs. form of MESS.

Meastling, obs. form of MASLIN i.

Measurabi lity. rare. [f.next + -ITY.] Capa
bility of being measured.

1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 105 Many other. .Attri

butes, are given to Quantity ;
such as are Divisibility, Im

penetrability, Space, and Measurability.
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Measurable ^me-^urab l), a. Also 4-6 mes-.

fa. F. mesurable : late L. mensnrabilis^ f. mensft-

rdrtio MEASUBK. In sense 3 directly f. the Eng. vb.]
fl. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Characterized

bymoderation; moderate, temperate; 0*rZj. modest.

13.. K. Alts. 7050 They beon treowe, and steodefast,

Mesureabele, bone re, and chest, c 1386 CHAUCER Prof.

435 Of his diete mesurable was he. Parsons T. f 862

A wyf sholde eek be mesurable in lokinge and in beringe
and in laughinge. 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)

67 Curteys of language, in spendyng mesurable. 1540 HYRDE
tr. Vives&quot; Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) F vj, Follow his [Christ s]

sober & measurable mother. 1595 SOUTHWELL Tri. Death

(1596) 6 Of feeding shee was very measurable, rather top
sparing, than too Hberalladiet. 1608 T. JAMES Apol. Wycltf
35 Abstinence with prudence was needeful, that is.. mea
sureable fasting, both of bodie and soule.

2. Of moderate size, dimensions, quantity, dura

tion, or speed. Obs. exc. as implied in 3.

a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xxxviii. 7 Lo mesurabils
J&amp;gt;ou

sett

my dayes. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 241 J?at laborers and
louh folk taken of heore Maysires, Nis no Maner Meede
bote Mesurable huyre. 1426 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 22613,
I sawgh oon . . Goon a mesurable paas. 1494 FABYAN Chron.
vii. 413 The Kynge. .assembled a mesurable boost of people.
&amp;lt;r 1548 HALL Chron .^ Hen. I ll, 3 b, Luke warme drynke,

temperate heate, and measurable clothes. 1591 CARKW
I/Martens Exam. It its iii. (1596) 28 The braine should be

tempered with measurable heat.

3. That can be measured ; susceptible of measure
ment or computation ; of such dimensions as to

admit of being measured; spec, (of rainfall) not

less than j^ inch.

1599 HAKLUYI l^y. II. i. 273 Any measurable wares. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Una. ii. xvi. 8 Number.. is that which the

Mind makes use of, in measuring all things that by us are

measurable. 1780 MAKSHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 451
The annual increase of very old trees is hardly measurable
with a string. 1837 CARLYI.E Fr. Rev. l. vii. x, The fire

of Insurrection gets damped . . into measureable, manage
able heat. 1876 BRISTOWE Theory &amp;lt;$

Pract. Med. (1878)

480 The descent of the diaphragm.. causes measurable en

largement of the upper region of theabdomen. 1893 Times

4 May 10/4 A measurable quantity of rain fell over the

western parts of England.
b. I hrase, to come within a measurable distance

0/&quot;(some undesirable condition or event).

1890 Guardian 19 Nov. 1825/1 Reckless dealing in South
American securities brought them.. within measurable dis

tance of bankruptcy.
c. Math. (See MEASURE v. 7 b.)

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 572 A Multiplex of the Product or

least Dividend measurable by those Divisors.

f4. Characterized by due measure or proportion.
1563 Homilies n. Coming doiun of Holy Ghost I. (1859)

458 All which
jjifts.

.are. .given to man according to the

measurable distribution of the Holy Ghost.

fb. Proportionated. Obs. rare~ l
.

1333 KLYOT Cast. Helthc (1541) 40 b, The dyner moderate,
and the drynke therunto mesurable, according to the dry-
nesse ormoystnesse of the meate.

f5. Measured, uniform in movement; metrical,

rhythmical. Obs.

1569 }. SANKORD tr. Agrippa?s Van. Aries 30 b, Todaunce
with framed gestures, and with measurable pases. 1586
W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 22 The force of this mea
surable or tunable speaking. 1597 HEARD Theatre God s

&quot;Judgem. (1612) 435 The graue behauior, the measurable

inarch, the pompe and ostentation of women dancers.

b. Mus. = MENSURABLE.
1614 RAVENSCROFT BriefDiscourse i The Definitions and

Diuisions of Moode, Time, and Prolation in Measurable
Musick. [1879 HELMORE Plain-Song n Portions of Plain-

Song often fall into strictly measurable forms.]

t 6. as adv. Moderately. Obs.

1541 in Hodgson Hist. Northumbld. (1828) in. II. 214 uotet

A iyile town in measurable good reparacions. 1551 TURNER
Herbal i. K v, The leues are . . mesurable roughe.

Mea-surableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] t a.

Moderation (obs.}. b. Capability of being measured.
1 igii COLET in Lupton Life (1887)301 The lawes that

commaunde sobernes, and a measurablenes in aparayle.

1563 Homilies n. Of Matrimony (1850) 303 If he \sc. the

husband] will use measurableness and not tyranny, and if

he yield some things to the woman, 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid
Philos. 182 The same way gives us the plain Notion of

Immensity, by joining a Negation to Measurableness. 1717
BAILEY vol. II, Measurableness^ capableness of being mea
sured.

Measurably ^me^ urabli), adv. [f. MEASUR
ABLE + -LV -.]

f 1. Moderately, in moderation. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF \Vks. (1880) 433

Hou
J&amp;gt;ey

& herne shulen
first take mesurably of bes goais. c 1386 CHAUCER Hit-lib.

p 639 Vse hem by mesure, that is to seyn, spende hem mesur
ably. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. xxv. 72 Mete whan it is

mesurably taken and well defyed : it maketh a man hole in

body. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xxxi. 28 \Vyne measurably
dronken [similarly 1611] is a reioysinge of the soule. 1579
LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 254 An ounce of the iuice of
the root [etc.] purgeth the body measurably.
2. In due measure or proportion ; proportionably.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3985 Ho was mesurably made, c 1449

PECOCK Repr. in. xiii. 358 Constantyn endewid not..eny
chirche in Rome with eny greet habundaunt immouable
pxsssessiouns, but oonli with possessiouns competentli and
mesurabily. 1571 J. JONES Bathes Bnckstone 4 Measurably
qualifyinge the ouerheated members, and drying such as bee
ouer moyste. 1607 I. CARPENTER Platne Mans Plough 176
He may be able to draw forth of his full vessel measurably
unto his flocke. 1701 WHITEHEAD Truth Prevalent 20 If

a thirsty Man comes to Drink at a Well, .he drinks measur

ably as much as he needs.
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3. In some measure, to some extent; in a
measure . U. S.

1756 J- WOOLMAN Jrnl. (i 840) 30 The public meetings were

large and measurably favoured with divine goodness. 1848
LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. i. Introd. Poet. Wks. (1879) 174 If I

know myself, I am measurably free from the itch of vanity.
1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, xii. 254 Until the anomalies of
Semitic language are at least measurably explained.

4. To an extent which admits of being measured.
1866 RUSKIN Eth. Dust 127 Other such phenomena, quite

measurably traceable within the limits even of short life.

1897 Allbntt*sSyst. Med. IV. 374 The primary renal arteries
are measurably thickened in both their coats.

t Measurage. Obs. [a. Y.mesurage (i3th c.),

f. mesiirerto MEASURE : see-AGE.] A duty payable
on the cargo of a ship.
Cf. Droict de nu sitragc in Cotgr.
1460 MaldoU) Essex, Liber B. If. 6b, Mesurage and other

dewtees. a 1676 HALE Narr. Cnstomes iv. in B. A. Moore
Foreshore (1888) 356 Ilusselage, measurage, prises, and tolls

of various sorts. 1744 Admiralty Minute 29 Dec. (MS.,
P. R. O.), For demanding the duty and measurage of all

foreign ships.

Measure (me S ui),^. Forms: 3-6mesur(e,
4-6 mesour(e, -ore, (5 meser, Sc. 6 myssour,
myssuyr, 7 meassour, miasour), 6- measure,

[a. F. mesurc : L. wensura&amp;gt; n. of action f. mcns~
%

ppl. stem of metirl to measure. Cf. Pr. ttte(tt)sura,

Sp., Tg. t/usura. It. misura. Many of the senses

below were developed in Fr., and adopted.]
I. Action, result, or means of measuring.

1. The action or process of measuring, measure
ment. Now rare.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5026 So litel whyle it doth endure That
ther nis compte ne mesure. 1530 PALSGR. 442/1, I awme, I

gesse by juste measure to hytte or touche a thyng. 1557
RECORDE Whetstone Pref. b ij b, Measure is but the nom-
bryng of the partes of lengthe, bredthe, or depthe. 1607 J.
NOKDEN Sum. Dial. m. 150 Doe you imagine that the
truest measure is by triangles? i6soJ.WvBARD Tactometria
3 Every continual! or continued Quantity falling under Mea
sure (in practical! Geometry) is referred .. to the discrete.

1774 MASKELYNE in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 167 The formula,
for the measure of heights, may also be changed. 1875
Encycl. Brit. II. 380/2 [Archimedes] The Measure of the
Circle (KVK\OV jue rp)cri$).

b. By measure-, as determined by measuring
(in contradistinction to weighing or counting).
1553 EDEN Treat. Nnvc Ind. (Arb.) 22 It is solde there by

, measure, as wheat is with vs, and not by weight. 1715
Lond, Gaz. No. 5309/4 The Page Galley, ..burthen about

1

301 Tons by Measure. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 394
In Scotland, grain used to be sold by measure alone. 1863

1 fownes s Chem. (ed. 9) 144 Composition of the Atmo
sphere. Nitrogen. By weight 77 parts. By measure 79-19.

2. Size or quantity as ascertained or ascertainable

by measuring. Now chiefly in phrase {made) to

measure, i. e. (made) in accordance with measure
ments taken (said of garments, etc., in contradis

tinction to (

ready-made ).

To knovj the measure c/ia person s)foot : see FOOT sb. 260.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1668, I sal J?e tell hou lang, hou brade,
O quat mesur it sal be made. 138* WYCLIF Ex. xxvi. 2 Of
o mesure shal be made alle the tentis. c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 32 A stake of

\&amp;gt;e
same mesur & lenthe. 1576 FLEMING

Panopl. Epist. 58 Hee suffered not .. the fourme and mea
sure of his members to be made in met all. 1668 WILKINS
Real Char. 163 Therefore the measure of the cubit must be

larger. 1703 ItfoxoN Meek. Exerc, 126 Their measure they
note down upon a piece of paper. 1851 MAYHEW Lond.
Lab. I. 476/2 The suit is more likely to be bought ready-
made than made to measure . 1857 G. Bird s urtn. De
posits (ed. 5) 61 It is much easier to obtain the measure than
the weight of urine passed in a given time.

b.
/&amp;gt;///, good, short etc. measure (see the adjs.) :

ample or deficient quantity in what is sold or given

by measure. AI*O
&amp;lt;
/^f.

Fnll^ good measure are also appended to designations of

measured quantity, to indicate something in excess of the

stated amount.

1383 [see GOOD a. 19]. 1581, etc. [see OVER-MEASURE sb,\.

1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss.
f

(1708) 68 What s

wanting in his Guns is made up in his Cups, which are

sure to liave full measure. 1887 LOWELL Democracy^ etc. 6

His audience would feel defrauded of their honest measure.

C. To take measures (f measure] : to ascertain

the different dimensions of a body. So, to take

the measure of a. person for clothes, etc.

4:1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) n Euclyde toke

mesures, be craft of Gemytre. 15.. Adam Bel 283 in Hazl.

E. P. P. II. 150 To take the mesure qf that yeman, And
i therafter to make hys graue. 15*0 GRESHAM in Ellis Orig,

Lett. Ser. m. I. 234, I have takyn the measures of xviij.

Chambres at Hamton Cortte and have made a Boke of

them. 1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 290 Like the Taylours
boys, who thinketh to take measure before he can handle
the sheeres. 1590 SHAKS. Corn. Err. w. iii. 9. 1647 WARD
Simp. Cooler 28 He that makes Coates for the Moone, had
need take measure every noone. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.

97 The difficulty I had to get the proper measures taken.

1834 MARRYAT P. Simple ii, The man . . took my measure,
and departed.

d. techn. The width ofa printed page; the width

of an organ pipe.
1683 MOXON pitch. Exerc. t Printing xxtt. r 4 So many

Words as will fill up the Measure pretty stiff, viz. Justifie
the Line. Ibid. xxiv. f 7 A second Form of the same Volumne,

l

Measure and Whites, 18x4 JOHNSON Typogr. II. 93 After
1

having made the measure for the work, we set a line of the

l letter that is designed for it. 1851 SEIDEL Organ 76 The
width of a pipe is called its measure.

MEASURE.
e. Fencing. The distance of one fencer from

another as determined by the length of his reach
when lunging or thrusting. (In first quot. fig?)

Also, in military drill.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 127 Come not within the
measure of my wrath. 1693 SIR W. HOPE Fencing-Master
95 Break his measure, or make his thrust short of you. 1696
R. H. Sch. Recreat. 67 Measure. This is only a distance
between you and your Adversary, which must be cautiously
and exactly observed when he is Thrusting at you ; so that

lope Sw
146 The opposing Files should . . circle Right

*

within
measure. 1868 T. GRIFFITHS Mod. Fencer 69 The Measure
..must be determined by the length of the foil and the

height of your opponent.

ff. Duration (of time, of a musical note). Obs.
x66a PLAYFOHD Skill Mus. i. viii. 26 Pauses or Rests are

silent Characters, or an Artificial omUsion of the Voyce or

Sound, proportioned to a Certain Measure of Time. Ibid.
xl. 36 Hold, .is placed over the Note which the Author in-

tends should be held to a longer Measure then the Note
contains. 1696 PHILLIPS, Pleasure of time, is much to be

regarded in handling Nativities, that when you have a

Direction, you may know how long it will be before it

operates. 1706 [see measure-note in 23].

3. fig. a. In the phrases under 2 c. t To take

measure(s : to form an opinion or opinions ; also,

f to take a fair, wrong (etc.) m. of. To take the

measure of^ formerly to take m. of: to form an
estimate of; now esp. to weigh or gauge the abili

ties or character of (a person), with a view to

what one is to expect from him.
1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living ii. 7 (1686) 118 He onely

lived according to Nature, the other by pride and ill

customs, and measures taken by other mens eyes and
tongues. 1659 Burton*s Diary (1828) IV. 458, 1 know
nothing of it, and therefore must take measure by what
is before me. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 245 They
thought it more sutable to take their Measures, and make
their Conclusions consonant to the course of Nature, 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 58 If we take the measure of

our rights by our exercise of them at the revolution. 1793
Th, Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 253 We cannot assure our

selves, if we take a wrong measure, from the temporary
necessities of one season. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 84, 1

have encountered a good many of these gentlemen in actual

service, and have taken their measure. 1889 DOYLE Micak
Clarke 113 Our hostess . . bustled off. . to take the measure of

the new-comer. 1893 Nation 5 Jan. LVI. 4/1 The people
have taken the measure of this whole labor movement.

fb. Hence, An estimate, opinion, or notion. Obs.

1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Set., Addr, Roy. Soc. A 3 b, I

can expect no other from those, that judge by first sights
and rash measures, then to be thought fond or insolent.

1670 in BucclcHch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 487 He has

given the King of France the character of all our Court
..as he himself thinks of them; so that he has .. given
as wrong measures here as he has given you. a 1678
H. SCOUGAL Life o/God, etc. (:735) 79 All who are enemies
to holinesshave taken up false measures and disadvantageous
notions of it. 1691 T. H[ALK] Ace. New Invent. 20 Be pleased
to receive the Measures of this Companies judging therein.

4. An instrument for measuring.
a. A vessel of standard capacity used for separ

ating and dealing out fixed quantities of various

substances (as grain, liquids, some vegetables, coal).

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8834 False elnen & mesures he

bro;te al clene adoun. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix.

cxxviii. (1495)932 That is properly callyd mesure by whom
fruyte and come and lycour and other thynges moyste and

drye ben mette. c 1440 A Iphabet of Tales 330 If I hafe right-
wuslie. .mesurd with thies mesurs to bairn at I selde ale to.

1508 Ace. Ld. Treas. Scot. (1902) IV. 137 For ane mesure to

the Kingisgunof silvir. 1694 HOLDER Disc. Time 3 A Con-
cave Measure, of known and denominated Capacity, serves

to measure the Capaciousness of any other Vessel. 1865
DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. v, A little wooden measure which had
no discernible inside.

b. A graduated rod, line, tape, etc., used by
builders, tailors, etc. for taking measurements;

false (see quot. 1688). See also
&quot;~

-

1555 EDEN Decades {Arb.) 240 The streates were also

directed with corde, compase and measure. 1595 SHAKS.

John iv. ii. 196 [A tailor] with his Sheeres, and Measure in

is hand. 1688 R. HOLME Artnoury \\. 464/1 Instruments

in the rounds, accorng as t s to a n te g, weter
long or short. 169 . Ad Populum Phalerx i. 24 Our ancient

Rolls, grown useless to preserve Our Rights, may then for

Taylors Measures serve.

5. A unit or denomination of measurement.

1535 COVERDALE i Chron. xxiii[i.] 20 For all maner of

weight and measure [1611 measures and size]. 1555 EDEN
Decades (Arb.) 257 They vse waightes and measures. 1559
W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 56 A Barly corne (being
the least measure). 1650 J. WYBARD Tactometria To Rdr.,

The Standard-measures for Wine and Ale or Beer. x688

LACKSTOE . . . .

derived by squaring those of length. 1842-59 GWILT Archit.

2316 The common measure for tiling is a square of 10 feet,

1843 PennyCycl. XXVII. 106/2 The measures of lime. .are

the only usual ones in which a natural
t

standard exists.

Ibid. 203/1 All the multiples and subdivisions of every
measure [in the metrical system] are decimal.

b. Used for some specific unit of capacity (for

merly also of length) understood from context or

usage ;
in England often applied to the bushel.
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Also, such a quantity of anything as is indicated

by this unit. In translations from foreign langs.
sometimes used to render the name of some definite

unit: e.g. in the Bible of 1611 as translation of

SEAH, COB, and BATH.
1382 WYCLIF Luke xvi. 7 An hundrid mesuris [1388 coris]

of whete. 1494 Will Joan Wynne in Somerset Med. Wills

(1901) 322, ij mesers of Ode [?=woad]. 1535 COVERDALE
i Sam. xxv. 18 Fyue measures of firmcntye. 1604 SHAKS.
Otk. iv. ii. 73, 1 would not doe such a thing for a ioynt Ring,
nor for measures of Lawne, nor for Gownes. 1605 Mact&amp;gt;.

HI. iv. ii Anon wee ! drinke a Measure The Table round.
1606 Ant. $ Cl. ii. vi. 37 To send Measures of Wheate to

Rome. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in, 337/2 A Measure,
an Hoop, or a Strick, is 4 Pecks, or 9 Gallons. Yet some
reckon but 8 gallons to the Measure, which in some places
is also called a Bushel. 1787 WINTER Syst. Huso. 194
This field used commonly to be sowed with twenty measures
of wheat, each measure containing one hundred and six

pounds of eighteen ounces. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl.

II. 253 Between 20,000 and 30,000 measures in shells . . the
measure containing two Winchester bushels. 1870 BRYANT
Homer I. vn. 234 These Brought wine, a thousand measures.

c. Chem. A unit of volume used in ascertaining
the quantity of a gas or liquid, usually indicated

by graduations on a tube (as an alkalimeter or

eudiometer) or other vessel. Also, the quantity
measured by such a unit.

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 149 The gas amounted
to 16 very small measures. 1845 PARNELL Chem. Ana/. 416
Each measure of the alkalimeter represents half a grain of
chloride of lime.

d. In descriptions of mixture or composition :

One of a number of equal volumes indeterminate

in quantity ; a *

part as estimated by measurement.

1837 Civil Eng. &amp;lt;y

Arch. Jrnl. I. 33/2 The concrete, .is to

consist of six measures of gravel and sand to one of ground
lime. 1863 Fewness Chem. (ed. 9) 144 Carbonic acid,
from 3-7 measures to 6-2 measures, in 10,000 measures of air.

6. A method of measuring ; esp. a system of

standard denominations or units of length, surface,
or volume.
Chiefly with qualifying word denoting the class or kind of

system, the substances to which it is applied, or the locality
in which it is used or originated ; e. g. linear, long^ square,
cubic measure; liquid, dry, ale&amp;gt;

corn measure; Irish t

London measure.

1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 30/2 There as any Merchaunt..ex-

cepte at London, will make a Clothe in measuring xxuii

yerdes, they woll make therof xxu or lasse, seyinge that it

is the mesure of London. 1455 Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889)
1.288 Al maner of women that syllyn ale..syll aftyr the

Kyng s ale mesure. 1670 CAPT. J. SMITH Eng. Imfirov.
Reviv d 25 The content of the whole fence by the said Wood
measure is 1466 Perch 12 foot. 1672 PETTY Polit. Anat.
Irel, in Tracts (1769) 299 A perch or pole Irish measure, is

21 foot. 1709 J. WARD Yng. Math, Guide i. iii. (1734) 34
That there should be but one Measure for Wine, Ale and
Corn, throughout this Realm. Ibid. 36 Dry Measure is

different both from Wine and Ale Measure. 1842-59 GWILT
Archit, 2303 In lime measure, what is called a hundred is

100 pecks, or 25 striked bushels (old measure). 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVII. 200/2 Apothecaries fluid measure. 1898
Engineering Mag. XVI. 95 The completed raft contains

450,000 lineal feet of timber, or in the neighborhood of

3,000,000 feet, board-measure.

7. That by which anything is computed or esti

mated, or with which it is compared in respect
of quantity. Chiefly in phr. to be the measure of.

[Cf. Gr. use of peTpov.]
c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. vi. i, Lord,.. let [not] thy rage of my

due punishment Become the measure. 1612 BACON Ess., Of
Despatch (Arb.) 244 Time is the measure of businesse, as

money is of wares. 1635 WELLS Sciographia 113 The tan

gent of SG [the subtending arc] the measure of the angle Z.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., In Philosophy, Time is the
Measure of Motion ; but in Mechanicks, Motion is the
Measure of Time. 1852 C. W. H[OSKYNS] Talpa 19 The
weakest link of a chain is the measure of its strength. 1865
BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc. III. 606/1 The reciprocal of the
radius of a circle is a measure of its curvature. 1892 KIPLING
Barrack-r. Ball. 65 And the measure of our torment is the
measure of our youth.

b. A standard or rule of judgement ;
a criterion,

test
; also, a standard by which something is de

termined or regulated. Now rare.

1641 in Rushworth s Hist. Coll. (1692) m. I. 555 Having
..no measure of happiness or misfortune in this world, but
what I derive from your Majesties value of my affection and
fidelity. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xi. Protagoras ii. (1687)
768 He began one of his Books thus : Man is. .the measure
of all things. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. HI. vi. 22 Our ab
stract ideas are to us the measures of species. 1785 PALEY
Mor. Philos. n. ix, The will of God is the measure of right
and wrong. 1830 TENNYSON Poems 153 Man is the measure
of all truth Unto himself.

C. In collocation with RULE sb. (q. v.).
8. Math. A quantity which divides or is con

tained in another quantity some number of times

without remainder; a submultiple. Thus, 2, 3, 4,
and 6 are all measures of 12. [After Gr. ffcrpo?.]
Common measure = common divisor (see DIVISOR i b}.

Abo &r or allusively. Greatest common measure (abbre
viated G.C.M.): the greatest quantity that divides each of a
number of given Quantities exactly,
1570 DEE Math. Pref. 5 In pure Arithmetike, an Vnit, is

the common Measure of all Numbers. 1570 BILLINGSLEY
Elem. Geotn. 234 b, It is required of these three magnitudes
to finde out the greatest common measure. 1656 HOBBF.S
Six Less. Wks. 1845 VII. 196 One quantity is the measure
of another quantity, when it, or the multiple of it, is coinci
dent in all points with the other quantity. 1727-52 CHAM
BERS Cycl. s. v., 9 is a measure of 27. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN

Gramm. Assent \. iv. 80 The establishment of a common
measure between mind and mind. 1875 COLENSO Elem.
Alg. v. 48 We may sometimes find by inspection the G.C.M.
of two quantities.

9. [i cotter, of sense 2.] A stratum or bed of

mineral; now only//. (Geol.) in coal-measures,
cu/i/i measures (see CULM *

3).

1665 [see COAL-MEASURE]. 1686 PLOT Stafforash. 158
The other Iron Ores.. which lye in some places but thin,
others thicker, and as the coal is, divided into measures of
different denominations. 1795 AIKIN Manchester 523 The
measures or strata, by which the beds of coal are divided.

1837 [see CULM 3]. 1865 LYELL Elem. Geol. 532 The
Devonian group . . its relations to the overlying Carboni
ferous rocks or Culm Measures . 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Measures, strata of coal, or the formation contain

ing coal beds.

II. Prescribed or limited extent or quantity.

1 10. What is commensurate or adequate ;
satis

faction (of appetite, desire, need). Obs.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 55 And he sette muSes mesure on

his ferde bat he gaderede [L. et fecit gulam militia?

sux principem\. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 224 A mannez
dom mo^t dry^Iy demme, Er mynde mo}t malle in hit

mesure. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. /&quot;/, n. iii. 32 Till either

death hath cfos d these eyes of mine, Or Fortune giuen me
measure of Reuenge. 1607 Cor. II. ii. 127 He cannut but
with measure fit the Honors which we deuise him.

11. f a. Proportion ;
due proportion, symmetry.

r 1400 Destr. Troy 806 Sho gafe hym a glasse with a good
lycour, And bade.. To werke it in mesure. Ibid. 1648 The
windowes, woithely vvroght in a mesure. c 1407 LYIJC. l\cas.

ff Sens. 58 Wyth the which she dooth gouerne Kuery maner

creature, With-oute[n] ordre or mesure. 1597 HOOKER Keel.

Pol. v. Iv. 2 Measure is that which perftcteth all things.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio?*, For being an exercise tliat

requireth order and measure, all things were there dis

ordered and confused. 1662 KYF.I.YN Chalcogr. Table, Mea
sure and proportion have Influence on all our Actions.

b. In measure as: in proportion as. [A Galli

cism : cf. F. a mesure que^\
1789 COWPER Let. to Ne-vton 16 Aug. Wks. (1836) VI. 256

[Fame] is a commodity that daily sinks in value, in measure
as the consummation of all things approaches. 1894 &amp;lt; 1.

MOORE Esther Waters 332 His irritability increased in mea
sure as he perceived the medicine was doing him no good.

fC. To hold measure with: to be proportionate
to or commensurate with. Obs.

1611 TOURNKUR Atli. Tragedie I. i, Now let thy trust..

Hold measure with thy amplitude of wit.

12. An extent not to be exceeded
;
a limit. Now

only in certain phrases, as to set measures to, to

know no measure (see also b and c).

!39oGoWER Conf. III. 234 That he schal mesure Hisbodi,
so that no mesure Of fkisshly lust he scholde excede. 1514
BARCLAY Cyt. iy Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 30 Thou pasest

mesure, Faustus. 1530 PALSGR. 572/1 This mater qothe
out of mesure, ceste matierc se desinesure. 1604 E. G[RIM-

STONE] tr. Acosta s Hist. Indies I. vi. 19 Although the great
Ocean stretcheth farre.yet doth it never passe this measure.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Ch. Porch xix, If thy sonne can
make ten pound his measure. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1839)

272 What bounds can we set unto that grief, what measures
to that anguish? 1667 MILTON P. L. V. 517 Full to the

utmost measure of what bliss Human desires can seek or

apprehend. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals i. 14 Fond Love no

Cure will have.. nor any Measure knows. 0:1716 SOUTH
Twelve Se.rm.(\m) XI. i(nTodetermine and give measures

to the divine bounty and wisdom, to tell it what it ought to do.

b. In advb. phr. Beyond (above, t without,

t over) measure, also f out of measure, out of all

measure (arch.): beyond all bounds, excessively.

t Formerly (esp. Sc.) used also predicatively
=

boundless, unlimited, excessive.

c 1375 BARBOUR Bruce I. 570 He wes angry out of mesur.

Hid. xvn. 810 The laiff our mesur war wery. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxx. 137 On lenth it es withouten mesure.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. i. 77 The damoysel made grete
sorow oute of mesure. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. vi. 59

all measour that [etc.]. 1642 ROGERS Naaman To Rdr.

2 So Selfe encountered with a Law, proves out of measure

sinfull. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 356 The air is

usually warm, and at some time above measure. 1706 E.

WARD Wooden World Disi. (1708) 73 He s so often out of

Measure in his Drinking. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics

(1860) I. vi. iii. 166 He was full of Eckart s doctrine, out of

all measure admiring the wonderful man. 1872 BLACK Adv.

Phaeton xxxi. 414 My Lady was oncevexed beyond measure.

c. To keep or observe measure(s : to be moderate

or restrained in action, f To keep measures with :

to use consideration towards (a person).

1551 R. ROBINSON tr. Mart s Utopia n. (Arb.) 135 In re-

wardes they kepe no measure. 1710 SHAFTESB. Charac.

(1737) II. 266 Our Author.. endeavours to shew Civility

and Favour, by keeping the fairest Measures he possibly

can with Men of this sort. 1734 tr. Ratlin s Rom Hist.

(1827) III. 69 He thought fit to observe measures with him
in the beginning, hoping, perhaps, by gentle methods to

bring him back to his duty. Itid. 74 He no longer observed

any measures and reigned like a true tyrant. 1792 W.
ROBERTS Looker-On No. 7 (1794) I. 93 If his taylor continue

to disappoint him, I promise to keep no measures with the

delinquent, a 1832 MACINTOSH Life More Wks. 1846 I. 403

More, having no longer any measures to keep, openly

declared, that [etc.]. 1832 M. ARNOLD Second Best i. 2

Quiet living, strict-kept measure. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE

Shakesf. Char. viii. 198 He keeps no measure in his con

tempt for him.

d. In Biblical phrases. By measure, in measure:

to a limited extent, in part. Tofill up the measure

of: to complete the sum of (one s iniquities), to

add what is wanting to the completeness of (a per
son s misfortunes). [A blending of Matt, xxiii. 32
with Gen. xv. 16; cf. F. conibler la mesure.]
1382 WVCLIF Ezefe. iv. ii And thou shalt drynke water in

mesure [Vulg. in mensura] the sixt part of hyn. [1382
Malt, xxiii. 32 5e fulfillen the mesure of }oure fadris.] 1535
COVERDALE John iii. 34 God geueth not the sprete (vnto

him) by measure. 1581 N. BURNE Disputation 143 The
mesour of impietie begun be him is nocht zit fuflie accom

plished. 1611 BIBLE Jfr. xxx. ir, I will correct thee in mea
sure, and will not leaue thee altogether vnpunished. a 1716
BLACKALL Wks. I. 66 To obtain that Righteousness which

they desire, (here in good measure, and hereafter to the full).

1820 W. IRVING S&. Book 1 1. 267 To fill up the measure of his

misfortunes. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xvi. (1862) 276 The pro

phets having grace only in measure, so in measure they

wrought their miracles. 1856 FROUDE //;;/. Eng. (1858) I.

ii. 91 The church was allowed a hundred and fifty more

years, to fill full the measure of her offences.

1 13. Moderation, temperance. Of measure :

moderate, temperate. By measure, in measure :

in moderation. Obs.
a 1225 Atter. R. 74 Vt of god into vuel, & from mesure

into unimete. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 247 Al in mesure &
mebe was made be veneaunce. 1390 GUWER Conf. 11. 112

Slep..helpcth kinde..Whan it is lake be mesure. a 1400
Sir Perc. 397 Luke thou be of mesure Bothe in haulle and

in boure.
&quot;

c 1430 Lvnr;. Mill. Poems (Percy Soc.) 81 Iche

thynge is praysed if it in mesure be. 1548 CKANMI K Catech.

182 Yf we wyll be contente vilh a meane dyet, and kepe a

measure in our apparell. 1583 BAUINUTON Commandm. 194

It halh euer been hekie, that blu.shing in measure, modestie,

and silence haue been commendable tokens in yong yeeres.

1593 SHAKS. Kick. If, in. iv. 7 My LegRes can keepe no

measure in Delight, When my poore Heart no measure

keepes in Giiefe. 1667 MII.ION/ . L. vn. 128 Knowledge..
needs. .Her Tempetance over Appetite, to know In measure

what the mind may well contain.

personified. 1377 LANCL. / . J l. B. xiv. 70 If men lyued
as mesure wolde. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 502

Mesure is out of londe on pylgrymage.
a 1510 DOUGLAS

A&quot;. Hart ii. 511 That fayr sweit thing [Chastity] ..That..

euirmore is mareit with mesour.

b. Proverbs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 33 Mesure is Medicine bauh boil

muchejeor[n]e. 1399 A icli. Kedclesu. 139 Mesure is a meri

mene. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 208 Men wryte

of oold how mesour is tresour. a 1529 SKELTON .S/. Parrot

64 In mesure is tresure. ? 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvn.

44 Thinkand alwayis that mesure was ane feist, a 1598

FEKGUSSON / TOT. (1785! 13 He that forsakes missour, mi-

sour forsakes him.

f C. ? A compromise. Obs.

1425 Paston Lett. I. 21 If this mesure be accepted.

14. A quantity, degree, or proportion (of some

thing), esp. as granted to or bestowed upon a

person.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xiv. (1660) 171 The Buck.

hath a degree nnd measure of all the properties of the Stag.

1671 MILTON Samson 1439 For never was from Heaven im

parted Measure of strength so great to mortal seed. 1674

W. ALLEN Danger Enthus. 105 Mens differences about

these points proceed . . from their different measures of Light

and undersianding. 1784 COWPER Task v. 309 In whom
lust And folly in as ample measure meet As in the bosoms

of the slaves he rules. 1850 SCORESBY Cheever s Whalem.

Adv. xiii. (1859) r8i We had a good measure of these con

tingents of successful enterprise. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

III. 680 Critias..begs that a larger measure of indulgence

may be conceded to him. 1877 H. A. PAGE De Qmncey
I. x. 200 To do some measure of steady work.

b. In advb. phr. formed with preps.
In a great

or large measure (t in good m., t after some large

m.) : to a considerable extent or degree, largely.

In some or a measure : to a certain extent, in some

degree, somewhat. In (\ upon] the same measure:

to the same extent.

138. WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 36 P&amp;lt;=i [ curatis] shulden

lyve on be puple in good mesure as Poul biddi|&amp;gt;. 1590

SHAKS. Mids. N. \. ii. 3. w &quot; condole in some measure.

1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixxx. 5 Thou..giuest them teares to drinke

in great measure. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 493 The recouery

(after some large measure) of my health. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Oritr Sacr i i. | 20 Which difference of writing is in a great

measure the cause of the different dialect between the Athe

nians and lonians. 1664 EVELYN Pomona Gen. Advt. (1729)

QI Cider cannot be unwholesome upon the same Measure
ii m. Wks.

oo .

in Bookman Oct. 22/2 Louis [XIV] was in a large measure

responsible for the horrors of the Revolution.

15. Treatment (of a certain kind) meted out to

a person, esp. by way of punishment or retribution.

Obs. or arch. exc. in hard measure.

good deees to e eu sp .
.

f, 3 He from mightier Jove. .like measure found a 1715

&?RNET Own Time (1724) I. 5 58 He thought he had met

with hard measure. 1784 COWPER Ef Jos. 8MS*9
happy Britain ! we have not to fear Such hard and arbitrary

measure here. 1887 A. BIRRELL OMterD.cta Ser. n. 67 It

is certainly hard measure on the poor fellow.

III. Measured sound or movement.

16. Poetical rhythm, as measured by quantity
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or accent
;

a. kind of poetical rhythm ;
a metrical

group or period ;
METRE. Now only literary.

Long measure (in hymns) : see LONG a. 1 A. 18.

1450 LYDG. & BURGH decrees 1530 Or of metrys the feet

to make equal, be tyme and proportion kepyng my mesurys.

1589 PL TTENHAM Eng. Poesie II. iii. (Arb.lSi Meeter and
measure is all one, for what the Greekes called torpor, the

Latines call Mensura, and is but the quantitie of a verse,

either long or short. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 139. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. 198 It is an Iambic Verse; and it wasagood
while after the invention of Comedy and Tragedy, before

that Measure was used in them. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple
Mm. vi. 115 The.. Verse consisted of Two Measures, and
each of them of Ten Syllables. 1778 JOHNSON L. / ., Cowley
(1868) 23 To the disproportion and incongruity of Cowley s

sentiments must be added the uncertainty and looseness of

his measures. 1820 HAZLITT Led. Dram. Lit. 73 It is

beautiful prose put into heroic measure. 1869 A. J. ELLIS
E. E. Protmnc. iv. 4. 333 Chaucer s verse seems to consist

generally of five measures.

17. An air, tune, melody. Now poet.

1390 GOWER Can/. III. 301 Bot if ye the mesure pleide,

Which, if you list, I schal you Here, c 1461 E. E. Misc.

(Warton Club) 50 A pype, boy, thou schalt have also, True
of measure schall it go. 1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 304 Shall

braying trumpets, and loud churlish drums, .be measures to

our pomp. 1774 BRVANT Mythol. I. 445 A great musician,
and particularly expert in all pastoral measure. 1842 LYTTON
Zanoni 22 He would pour forth . . strange wild measures, on
his violin. 186. BRYANT Sclla 361 They called for quaint
old measures.

18. Mus. a. The relation between the time-

values of a note of one denomination and a note of

the next, determining the kind of rhythm (duple,

triple, etc.) ; hence, the time of a piece of music.

(Also called MODE.)
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot.

&quot;4
This [triple time] is

the common hackney horse of all the Composers, which is of
so manie kindes as there be maners ofpricking, . . and yet all

one measure. 1601 SHAKS. Tifel. N. v. i. 41 The triplex, sir,

is a good tripping measure. 1662 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i.

vii. 23 Measure, .is a Quantity of the length and shortness
of Time, either by Natural Sounds pronounced by the

Voyce, or by Artificial upon Instruments; which Measure
is by a certain Motion of the Hand expressed in a varietie

of Notes. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Time, The mode
or measure of two times, or the dupla measure. 1797 En.
cycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 533/1 There are properly two kinds
of measures or modes of time : the measure of two times, or

of common time.. and the measure of three times, or of

triple time. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 207/1 It admits but

one measure, the duple. 1901 H. E. WOOLDRIDGE Oxf.
Hist. Mus. I. 102 A special name, Cantiis mensitrabilis,
was indeed often adopted by many authors, to describe the

music in which measure was present throughout.
b. Each portion of a musical composition com

prising a group of notes beginning with a main

accent, and commonly included between two vertical

lines or bars ;
a bar (see BAR so.1 16).

1667 C. SIMPSON Pract. MHS. i. 10. 30 The Mood . .

called Perfect of the Less, in which three Semibreves went
to a Measure. 1878 F. TAYLOR in Grove Did. Music I. 136
The word bar is also commonly, though incorrectly, applied
to the portion contained between any two such vertical lines

[bars], such portion being termed a measure .

1 C. Inaccurately used for L. modus as transl.

of Gr. Tpojroj, appovia : see MODE.
1635 CARPENTER Geog. Dei. \\. xiv. 247 The Northerne

mans humour consortes best with the Phrygian measure, a

loud and stirring harmony. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mns. I. iii.

60 The Lydian measure wasappropriated to .. songs ofsorrow.

19. Rhythmical motion, esp. as regulated by

music; the rhythm of a movement. To keep mea
sure: to observe strict time.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains Dogs 35 Dogges . . which are

taught . . to daunce in measure at the musicall sounde
of an instrument. 1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 104 All this

is performed in measure to the Flute. 1655 STANLEY Hist.

Phihs. I. vii. (1687) 25/1 He first taught Soldiers to march

by the sound of Fifes and Harps, observing a kind of mea
sure in their pace. 1694 ADDISON St. Cecilia s Day Wks.
1726 I. 33 The Bears in aukward measures leap, a 1704
T. BROWN On Beauties Wks. 1730 I. 44 May she in measure
like Clarinda move. 1704 PRIOR To Mrs. Singer 14 If

Amaryllis breathes thy secret pains, And thy fond
_

heart

beats measure to thy strains. 1800-24 CAMPBELL Pilgrim
ofGlencoe 8 Whose crews . . Keep measure with their oars.

1864 D. G. MITCHELL Scv. Star. 253 He would beat the

measure of a light polka on his pallet.

20. A dance, esp. a grave or stately dance ; often

in phr. tread a measure. Now arch.

1509 [see DANCE v. 4]. 1584 LYLY Campaspe IV. iii, To
tread the measurs in a daunce. 1590 MARLOWE -znd Pi. Tarn-
burl. v. i. Where fair Semiramis . . Hath trod the measures.

1671 MILTON P. L. i. 170 All Heaven, .in Celestial measures
mov d Circling the Throne and Singing. 1808 SCOTT Mai--
mion v. xii. Now tread we a measure ! said young Loch-
invar, a 1839 PRAF.D Poems (1864) II. 44 And dancers leave

the cheerful measure To seek the Lady s missing treasure.

1888 W. E. HENLEY Bk. Verses^, Kate the scrubber.. treads

a measure.

t b. To lead (a person) the measures : to lead

him a dance . Obs.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. K 4 b, Hee stript her, and

scourged_ her from top to toe tantara. Day by day he dis*

gested his meate with leading her the measures.

IV. 21. A
plan

or course of action intended to

attain some object, a. //. esp. in phrases to take,

adopt, ^follow, pursue ; certain) measures. (
To

break (a persons) measures [= F. rompre (ses)

mesures] : to frustrate his plans, f In the measures

of : privy to the plans of.

This sense of to take measures (prtndre ties mesures) is

adopted from Fr. ; Littre regards it as developed from the

sense to form an estimate of a situation , in which the

phrase also occurs. Cf. 3 above.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. Iniiiu
&amp;lt;f

/ . si By the Measures they
follow, this also in time must fall into their hands. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke s Voy. E. Ind. 185 We agreed there in

an instant to take our measures about it. 1704 TRAPP
Abra-Mule i. i. 323 On purpose to defeat My close

Contrivances, and break my Measures. 1708 PARTRIDGE

Bickerstaff detected in Swift s Wks. (1755) II. i. 168 [He]
has paid his visits to St. Germains, and is now in the

measures of Lewis XIV. a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1724)
II. 360 He pursued the Measures, which he had begun to

take, of raising new Divisions in that Kingdom. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe ii. (Globe) 594 My Measures being fix d. .

for Arch-Angel, and not to Muscovy. 1767 T. HUTCHINSON
Hist. Prov. Mass. Bay iii. 297 This rupture with the In

dians broke his measures. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II.

v. v. 476 Pondicherry was the object of importance ; and it

was resolved to lose no time in taking measures for its re

duction. 1874 J. R. GREEN Short Hist. viii. 4 (1882) 494
The measures of Laud soon revived the panic of the Puri
tans. 1899 A Mutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 604 To assist the
external measures by internal medication.

b. sing.
1767 A. YOUNG Farmer s Lett, to People 36 Every just

argument that can be urged for or against any measure.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea i. 7 Before, .any measure
of prevention, .could be taken. 1841 BKEWSTER Mart. Sti.

n. iii. 170 His first plan was to remove every thing from

Huen, as a measure of security. 1842 BORROW Bible in Spain
xxxviii, This measure by no means took me by surprise.

22. spec. A legislative enactment proposed or

adopted.
1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. i. Wks. 1851 I. 64 In none of

our historians do we find an instance of any opposition
formed against the court in parliament, or mention ofanydiffi-
culty in carrying through the measures which were agree
able to the king. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 57 The
great measure of this parliament was that respecting re

ligious doctrines. 1879 MCCARTHY O-.uti Times II. xviii.

27 This measure was passed rapidly through all its stages.

b. Phrase, Measures, not men.

1742 LD. CHESTERFIELD 6 Mar. Lett. (1845) III. 138,
I have opposed measures, not men. 1769 Junius Lett. xxvi.

note (1788) 141 Measures, and not men, is the common cant

of affected moderation. 1792 Atiecd. W. Pitt 11797) I. x.

224 Some disliked the measures, others disliked the men. 1839
BAILEY Festus (1852) 113, 1 care for measures more than men.

V. 23. attrlb. and Comb.: measure-filling a.,

filling up the measure (of iniquity) ; measure-full,
as much as will fill a measure ; measure-glass, a

graduated glass for measuring drugs, medicine, etc.;

fmeasure-keeping, moderation; fmeasure line,

a measuring line
; measure-moth, a geometer

moth (Cent. Diet. } ; t measure-note, a semi-

breve ; also, the length of note indicated by the

lower figure in the rhythmical signature of a piece ;

t measure pot, a pot used for measuring out

liquids ; measure-strip, a strip of paper used by
tailors in taking measures ; f measure time, the

slow time of the dances called measures
;

measure-work, piece work (cf. measured work).
1713 M. HENRY Ordin. Serm. Wks. 1857 II. 510/2 Jeru

salem s &quot;measure-filling sin. 1851 BORROW Lavengro Ixyiii,
The largest &quot;measure-full in your house ,

said I... This is

not the season for half-pint mugs . 1899 tr. A , von Jaksch s

Clinical Diagnosis (ed.
^)

vii. 36 Ten or twenty cc.. .each of

solutions j and ij are mixed together in a measure-glass.

553 GRIMALDE Cicero s Offices in. (1558) 165 b, Semelinesse,

&quot;measurekeping [L. iiipderatio]. sobermode, stayednesse.

535 COVERDALE Zech. ii. i A man with a &quot;measure lyne in

his honde. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Measure-Note ..

the Semibreve..so call d because it is of a certain deter

minate Measure, or Length of Time by itself. 1800 CALL-
COTT Mus. Gram. (ed. 2) 36 Compound Triple .Time is

formed by dividing the Measures of simple Triple into nine

parts, and by dotting the Measure Note of the original

Time. 1562 R. WEST in Hist. Comp. Pewterers (1903) i

A ffalse maker of measure pottes. 1887 HALLIWELL Life

Shaks. II. 382 Some deeds had been given to a tailor for

conversion into &quot;measure-strips. 1626 BACON Syl-va % 113

As when Galiiard Time, and &quot;Measure Time, are in the

Medley of one Dance. 1852 C. W. H[OSKYNS] Talpa 25

Furrows are avoided as a nuisance and a loss, except as

a mark for measure-work.

Measure (me-siiu), v. Forms: see prec. sb.

[a. F. mesure-r, f. mesure MEASURE sb. Cf. L.

mensurare]
f 1. trans. To regulate, moderate, restrain. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28918 pat bou can mesure be quen bat

ou giues bi charite. c *yi$Sc. Leg. Saints\\. (Paulus) 166

.fero, mesure bi gret foly. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3928 Troilus

. .mesuret his maners, bof he be myrth vsid. c 1485 Digty

Myst. (1882) iv. 264 Gud Mawdleyn, mesure youre distil-

Huge teres ! a 1500 Mankind 227 (Brandl) Mesure yowur

sylf : euer be ware of excesse ! 1574 tr. Marlorafs Apoca-

lips 40 Too measure our sorow, so as wee giue not our selues

oner too it.

f b. To limit or restrict (a person). Obs. rare~ l

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanc s Comm. 149 b, It was lawful

neither for him nor no man els to prescribe or measure them

in this behalf.

2. To ascertain or determine the spatial magni
tude or quantity of (something) ; properly, by
the application of some object of known size or

capacity. Also, in extended sense, to ascertain

the quantity of (e. g. force, heat, time) by compari
son with some fixed unit.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter lix. 6 The dale of tabernacles

I sal mesour [L. metibor}. 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xxn.

(Lanrcnthis) 552 He gert mesoure be tre sone, & fand It

fe

mare be quantyte bane to be wark nedit be. 1481 CAXTON
Myrr. i. xi. 37 Thus is by geometrye mesured alle thingis.

1530 PALSGR. 634/1, I mesure clothe with a yerde. 1535
COVERDALE Ezek. xlii. 15 When he had measured all the

ynnermer house. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 260/2 Some
measure.. Salmons and Eels by Ale Measure. 1732 POPE
Ess. Man II. 20 Go, measure earth, weigh air, and state the

tides. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xx. 124 Those In
struments called anemometers, which are made to measure
the velocity of the wind. 1816 PLAVFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 41
The angles of these triangles are to be measured. 1844
STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 276 Corn is measured up direct

from the fanners in this way. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xxi.

149, I . .endeavoured to measure some of the undulations.

b. \Vith clause as obj.
1611 SHAKS. Cymt. i. ii. 25 Till yon had measur d how long

a Foole you were vpon the ground.
c. To take (a person s) measurefor clothes, etc.

1836 MARRYAT Japhet xvi, I ordered a suit of the most
fashionable clothes, . . being very minute in my directions to

the foreman, who measured me. 1848 DICKENS Dombey ii,

You have been already measured for your mourning, haven t

you ? 1880 OUIDA Moths \. 57 Measure me for my clothes.

d. fig- To take the measure of (a person); to

look (a person) up and down. (Cf. F. mesnrer.)
1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1768) I. viii. 48 My Brother.,

having measured me, as I may say, with his eyes . . from

head to foot. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad xli, In

many an eye that measures me.

e. With dimensions or amounts as obj. Also,

to mark or lay off (a line of definite length) in a

certain direction.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xlviii. 30 Fro the north coost thou shall

mesure fyue hundrid and foure thousandis. 1535 COVER-

DALE Num. xxxv. 5 Ye shal measure without the cite on ya

East syde, two thousand cubites. 1611 BIBLE Ruth iii. 15

He measured sixe measures of barley, and laide it on her.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama Exile 10 Whence to mark de

spair, And measure out the distances from good ! 1853 SIR

H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 61 Having measured a

line, as A E, . . in any convenient direction. 1882 MINCHIN

Unipl Kinemat. 210 By measuring from P along the lines

PA ,, PA -

t , PAi,.. lengths, Pat, Pat, Pa3 .

f. To measure 1$ out) one s length: to fall

prostrate.
Cf. 1611 BIBLE i Kings xvii. 21 He stretched {margin

Hebr. measured] himselfe ypon the childe. [The Vulgate has

tnensus est, whence Wyclif tnesurede.\

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 429 Faintnesse constrameth

me, To measure out my length on this cold bed. 1605

Lear \. iv. 100 If you will measure your lubbers length

againe, tarry. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xix, He lost his

balance, and measured his length upon the ground. 1853

W. STIRLING Cloister Life Chas. V 163 Many of his cedars

..measured their length upon the discomfited parterres.

fg. To form of, raise or reduce to, certain

dimensions or proportions. Obs.

toppis baith They c

h. absol. or intr. To take measurements ; to

use a measuring instrument.

1611 BIBLE Deal. xxi. 2 They shall measure vnto the cities

which are round about him that is slaine. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 36 The young carpenter should be taught

to measure and use the rule.

i. intr. \,in pass. sense).
Toadmitofmeasurement.

HfeJfemM Rust.lll. 222 My malt.. does not shrink

so much when it comes to be laid on the kiln ;
of course it

measures to more advantage.

j. To measure swords : lit. of adversaries in a

duel, to ascertain that their swords are of equal

length. Hence, to contend in battle, try one s

strength with (cf. sense 10).

Cf. F. mesurer les epfes, mesurerson (pie avec.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 91 And so wee measur d

swords, and parted. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond n. 11,.You. .

wanted to measure swords with Mohun, did you / 10711

Bosw. SMITH Carthage 267 Four times over he had now

measured his sword with the future conquerors of the world.

3. trans. Chiefly with out : To mark the boun

dary or course of; to delimit, poet.

1513 BRADSHAW St. IVerhirgei. 200 The. .ryuer and water

of Mersee-.Mesuryngeand metynge the bondes..Bitwene

chesshyr & lancashyr. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. II. vi. 2

Heere lie I downe, And measure out my graue. 1781

COWPER Expost. 177 A cloud to measure out their march

by day.

4. To have a measurement of (so much).

1671 MILTON P. R. I. 210 E re yet my age Had measur d

twice six years. 823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Cryslallogr.

108 The planes M on M ,
measure 120. 1833 LOUDON Km-

eye I. Cottage Archil. 297 Each shutter measuring four

feet six inches superficial. 1899 Allbutt s Syst, Med. V II.

540 The circumference of his head measures 22 inches.

b intr. To vie in measurement with.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull I. xi, The prodigious dimen

sions of them. In short, they would have measured with

the best bale of cloth in John s shop.

5. trans. To estimate the amount, duration,

value, etc. of (an immaterial thing) by comparison

with some standard.

I lime M.IMU UAI. ys .j*-.. --
. .

ney 5 Tis by the quantity of Silver he gets for It in

tnange. .that he measures the value of the Commodity he

sells. 1790 COWPER Catharina 48 And by Philomel s an

nual note To measure the life that she leads. 1837 LYTTON

Mot
chang-



MEASURE.
E. Maltrav. (1851) 40 We may measure our road to wisdom
by the sorrows we have undergone.
6. To judge or estimate the greatness or value of

(a person, a quality, etc.) by a certain standard or
rule ; to appraise by comparison with something else.

1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. ii. 51 (Camb. MS.), Many
folk mesuren and gessen bat spuereyn good by loye and
gladnesse [L. Plurimi vcro bonifrtictnmgattdio lattitiat/ne
metiuntur\. 1509 HAVVES Past. Pleas, xxi. (1555) loo Who
of this science dooth know the certaynte All maysteries
might measure perfytely. 1586 B. YOUNG Guazzo s Ch:
Coiiv. IV. 195 b, We ought perfectlie to.. understand the
sentences of our auncestors, and measure them with their
customes. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. ii. 65. 1605 Mad .

v. viii. 45. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 199 It is great injustice,
that our actions should be measured by opinion, and not by
reason. 1622 BACON Hen. I ll 45 In all which the King
measured and valued things amisse. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.
i. ii. 4 Men measure, not onelyothermen, but all otherthings,
by themselves, r 1655 MILTON Sonn., to C. Skinner, To
measure life, learn thou betimes. 1784 COWPER Task i. 396
Measure life By its true worth, the comfort it affords. 1879
FROUDE Cxsar viii. 71 Sylla had measured the difficulty of
the task which lay before him. 1884 GILMOUR Mongols 78
Measuring me by himself he supposed that I was merely
telling a lie.

7. To be the measure of, or a means of measuring.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 113 An Ell and three quarters,

will not measure her from hip to hip. 1667 MILTON P. L.
v. 581 Time .. measures all things durable By present, past,
and future. 1775 HARRIS Philos. Arrangtm. (1841) 338 note,
The measurer and the thing measured should reciprocate ;

so that while the gallon measures the wine, the wine should
measure the gallon. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Old Benchers
I. T., The . . sun-dials .. seeming coevals with that Time which
they measured. 1842-59 GWILT Arc/tit. 917 The angle
formed by a tangent and chord is measured by half the arc
of that chord. 1868 LOCKYKR Elein. Astron. v. (1879) 190
For common purposes, time is measured by the Sun.
absol. 1614 RAVENSCROFT BriefDiscourse 3 The Minime

is the first Note that Measureth (being in it selfe indiui-
sible) and the Semibreue the first note Measured.

b. Math. Of a quantity : To be a measure or

submultiple of (another quantity) ; ) refl. to be
exactly divisible by. t Also absol.

1570 BII.LINGSI.EY Euclid 126 The other kinde of a part, is

any lesse quantitie in comparison of a greater, whether it
be in number or magnitude, and whether it measure or no.
Ibid. 234 If a magnitude measure two magnitudes, it shall
also measure their greatest common measure. 1709-29
V. MANDEY Syst. Math., Arith. 6 Every number measures
it self by unity ; so 7 measures it self by i.

8. To apportion by measure
;
to mete or deal out.

(Also absol. or intr., and in indirect pass.) arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27159 Preist..bat mesurs oft-sithes vr

penances. 1452 in Gross Gild Merch. (1800) II. 67 The
sayde .. wardens shall mesure & devyde trulye to ewry of
theme after harr degree. 1530 PALSGR. 635/1 By the same
mesure that you mesure to other men wyll men mesure by
to you. 1579 LYLY Enphues (Arb.) 92 That thou maist be
mesured vnto, with the lyke measure that thou hast meaten
vnto others. 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor 241 If you be
not pleased with this Mesuring Indulgences. 1790 Gouv.
MORRIS in Sparks Life # Writ. (1832) II. 117 Each district I

measures out its obedience by its wishes. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) VI. 165 To measure out the quantity ofestate
that the devisee was to take. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th.
in i8M C. II. xn. vi. 429 Sermons were measured out with

.

no grudging hand.

t b. To deal blows upon, to strike. (Cf. F.
mesurer un coup. )

1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus Nat. Paradox vi. 132 Hee had
his Arm already up to measure Pisides o re the Shoulders.
9. To proportion, adjust (something) to an object,

or by a standard.

1590.
SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 33 On the rocke the waves

breaking aloft A solemne Meane unto them measured. 1642
FULLER Holy A&amp;gt; Prof. St. in. i. 153 Measure not thy enter
tainment of a guest by his estate, but thine own. 1650 JER.
TAYLOR Holy Living ii. 7 (1686) 117 If you will secure a
contented spirit, you must measure your desires by your
fortune, . . not your fortunes by your desires. 1732 POPE Ess.
Man i. 71 His knowledge measur d to his state and place.
t b. To be commensurate with. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 43 Your promise was, that
your dealing shoulde measure their deserumg. 1633 G. HER
BERT Temple, iyd Psalm, Thy sweet and wondrous love
Shall measure all my days.
10. To bring into competition, opposition, or

comparison with. Also refl. to try one s strength
against.
1715-20 POPE Iliadxxm. 888 All start at once ; Oileus led

the race ; The next Ulysses, measuring pace with pace.
1784 COWPER Task iv. 337 To measure lots With less dis-
tmguish d than ourselves. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II.
iv. v. 187 He was pleased to measure dignities with his king.
1838 PRESCOTT FerJ. ff Is. ti. xiv. III. 181 He was compelled
to measure his genius with that of the greatest captain of

w ?ge
l84* FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1875) III. xii. 192

Herbert was not afraid to measure himself against a much
more dangerous enemy.
II. To travel over, traverse (a certain distance,

a tract of country) ; also, f to peruse or read
through. Chiefly poet.
After uses of L. metiri, emetiri.

, ^ aT^^HAUCER
Boeth. v. pr. i. 116 (Camb. MS.), So hat

ri

h ground. 1590
r 32 The Sunne, that measures heaven all day long.

it &quot; x &quot; 36 Fu &quot; dreadfu&quot; thinges out of that balefull
He red, and measur d many a sad verse. 1596

re twentie
, measur many a sa ver

HAKS. Merch. V. m. iv. 84 For we must measur
wes to day. 1682 N. O. Balkan s Lntrin III. 25 With

equal pace the Temples Nave they measure ! 1725 POPE
|

281

I Odyss. l. 339 He.. measur d a length of seas, a toilsome
length, in vain. 1835 WORDSW. Extemp. Eff. Death J.
H.ogg 13.

Nor has the rolling year twice measured, From
HSU to sign, its steadfast course, Since [etc.].

b. To measure back : to retrace (one s steps, the
road). 1 Obs.

1595 SHAKS. -John v. v. 3 When English measure back
ward their owne ground In faint Retire. 1610 Temp. n. i.

2
,

59 A
-,f

p!
!!
:e whose eu ry cubit Seemes to cry out, how shall

tnat Uanbell Measure vs backe to Naples? 1697 DRYDEN
ALneid x. 932 The Vessel . . measures back with speed her
former Way. 1758 SMOLLETT Hist. Eng. III. 150 Theymeasured back their ground with some disorder. 1797 BURKE
Ktfic. Peace in. (ist par.), With a sort of plodding perse-
yerance, we resolve to measure back again the very Mime
joyless, hopeless, .. track. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. ix.

(Ktldg.) 360 Measure back your steps.. to Lirias, and stay
quietly there.

1 12. To turn into metre. Ohs.
^1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. XLIX. i, Wordes shall from
my mouth proceed, Which I will measure by melodious
eare. a 1774 GOLIWM. tr. Scarron s Com. Romance (1775)
I. 278 All nature lay hushed in sleep, .except some poets,who had cramp verses to measure [F. des -Mrs dimcilcs a
tourtier].

1 13. To encircle, encompass. Obs.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew s (E. E. T. S.) 63 She be-

ganne..with a long ihreid to compasse the howse.. .And
..the howse that was mesurid with the threid, hit [the lire]

myght nat hurte. 1680 MOXON Mccli. Exerc. 210 The
String that comes down every Tread, measures a small
Circumference oftner than it does a greater Circumference
Measured (me g iud),///.a. [f. MEASURE sb.

and v. + -KD.]
fl. Moderate, temperate. (Also well measured.)
&amp;lt;ri400 Rule St. Benet 2328 A Priores. .Aw to be mesured

euermair To bind non als hot bai may bere. 1456 SIR G
HAVE Law Anus (S. T. S.) 300 To be wele mesurit in.,
etmg and drinking. 1483 CAXTON Cato F vij b, To be tem
perate and mesured in alle thynges.
2. Determined, apportioned, or dealt out by

measure. Measured work, piece-work.
c 1440 Promp. 1 arv. 335/1 Mesuryd wythe mesure, men-

suratus. 1614 RAVKNSCUOFT Brief Discourse n The break
ing of the Measur d Notes. 1666 P. HENRY in M. Henry
Life M. H s Wks. 1853 II. 666/2 The scripture speaks of
measured miles in a law-case, Deuteronomy xxi. 2. a 1700
DRYDEN Cymoil f, Iph. Fables 553 Scarce the third Glass
of measur d Hours was run. 1784 COWPER Task in. 424
1 he rest.. he disposes neat At measured distances. 1822
GALT Provost xxxviii. (1868) no Two measured glasses of
whisky in an old doctor s bottle. 1834-47 } S. MACAI-I..\Y
Field Fartif. (1851) 57 It is. .cheaper to paya high price for
measured work, than to employ them by the day.

b. Accurately regulated or proportioned.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. To the King 2 This which

I shall say is no amplification at all, but a positiue and
measured truth. 1748 GRAY Alliance Educ. # Go-. t. 40
Here measured Laws and philosophic Ease Fix and improve
the polish d Arts of Peace. 1901 J. WATSON Life of the
Master xxi. 198 For their toil and work they will receive a
measured wage.
t c. Limited, finite. Obs. rare .

1653 ROUSE Myst. Marr. 328 As much as a poor measured
creature may resemble that which is unmeasurable.
3. Consisting of measures or metrical groups ;

written in metre
; metrical. (Cf. F. mcsurj.)

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 50 In ryme or measured
verse. 1682 SOAMES & DRYDEN tr. Boileau s A rt Poetry n.
21 Closing the Sence within the measur d time, Tis hard to
fit the Reason to the Rhyme. 1704 PRIOR Let. Boilcan 50
That we poetic folks, who must restrain Our measur d ;

sayings in an equal chain. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. v, For
the unquiet heart and brain, A use in measur d language
lies. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems Ded., The sweet propriety
of measured phrase.

b. gen. Of motion, sound, flow of language, etc.:

Having a marked rhythm ; rhythmical ; regular in

movement.
1633 MILTON Arcades 71 And the low world in measur d

motion draw After the heavenly tune. 1725 POPE Odyss. i.

196 They all advance And form to measur d airs the mazy
dance. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. n. Ixxx, Music, .timely echo d
back the measured oar. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. n.
vii. 34. 310 It is in many parts very well written, in a mea
sured prose. 1855 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 253, I heard a
measured tread; and then. .advanced on me eight soldiers.

1891 T. HARDY Tess xliii, It [winter] came on in stealthy
and measured glides, like the moves of a chess-player.

c. Mus. = MENSURABLE.
1782 BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. 180 Franco [in his Ars

Cantus Mensnrabilis\ only intends to treat of Measured
Music, of which, he piously observes, plain-chant has the

precedence. 1880 ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 415
Mttsica Mensurata or Cantus Mensurabilis. (Measured
Music), tool H. E. WOOLDRIDGE Oxf. Hist, Mns. I. vi.

(heading* Discant or Measured Music. The Measured
Notation and its Relation to Fixed Rhythms.
4. Chiefly with reference to language : Carefully

weighed or calculated; deliberate and restrained.

(Cf. sense i.)
1802 WORDSW. Resol. $ Independ. xiv, Choice word and

measured phrase. 1847-54 WEBSTER s.v., In no measured
terms. 1898 BODLEY France II. in. iii. 140 Men.. tell the
same story in more measured language. 1903 MORLEY Glad-
stone III. yin. x. 176 In the debate, said Mr. Gladstone,
Lord Hartington restated with measured force the position
of the government.
Hence Mea-suredness.
1854 FABER Growth in Holiness xiv. (1872) 201 How the

world admires . . measuredness of words !

Measuredly (me-3 ujdli) ,
adv. [f. MEASURED

ppl. a. + -LY 2
.]

1. With measured movement or pace.

MEASURER.
1826 J. BANIM Tales O llara F. Ser. n. II. 263 He..

gave, slowly and measuredly, his Sarvent, Miss . 1865CARLYLE Freak. Gt. xvm. ix. (r872) VII. 263 That, ad
vances with its eyes open, measuredly, counting its steps.
1872 LEVER L,/. Kilgotbin liv, His heart could beat more
measuredly.
2. In some measure, rare.
i860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. viii. ,. 2 8l, I can enter

measuredly into the feelings of Correggio.

Measureless (me-s tulis), a. [f. MEASURE
sb. + -LESS.] Having no bounds or limits; un
limited, immeasurable, infinite.

1362 LANGL. / . PI. A. in. 231 per is a Meede Mesure.
les bat Maystrie desyret. a 1541 WYATT /&amp;gt;j. cii. Prol. 18
Here hath he comfurt when he doth measure Measureless
mercye to measureless faulte. 1591 SPKSSER Tears of.Muses
516 lo see thee, and thy mercie measurelesse. 1607 SHAKS.

,?f
v- VV3 Measurelesse Lyar. 1797 COLERIDGE KutlaA han 29 The caverns measureless to man. 1866 LIDDON

Bampt. Lect. vi. (1875) 307 God is parted from ihe highest
forms of created life by a measureless interval. 1887 MORRIS
Odyss. ix. 537 He. .put forth his measureless might.
Hence Mea-surelessly adv., immeasurably, in

finitely ; Mea surelessness, immeasurableness.
1839 BAILF.Y Festus vi. (1852) 77 Joy even in thine

anguish ; such was His, But measurelessly more. 1854
J. b. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xiii. 235 The measure-
lessness of the calamity. 1863 Gi:o. ELIOT Koutola I. xix,
reigned and preposterous admiration varied by a corre
sponding nieasurelessness in vituperation. 1887 DOWDEN
Shelley I. ix. 435 The man whose life measurelessly dear
to her seemed to be placed in her hands.

|- Mea-surely, a. Obs. rare. [f. MEASURE sb.

+ -LY
.] a. Moderate, b. ? Symmetrical.

573 TUSSER Must. (1878) 21 Vet measurely feasting with
neighbors among, shal make thee beloued. 1829 LANDOR
Imag. Conv., Stcete A- Adtlison Wks. 1853 H- 152/2 His
wig even and composed as his temper, with measurely curls
and antithetical top-knots.

t Mea SUrely, adv. north. Obs. In 5 me-
sur(e)ly, -Ii, -le, -like. [Formed as prec. + -LY^.J
Moderately.
c 1400 Cato s Morals 85 in Cursor Jl/. p. 1670 Loke bou

spende mesureli be gode bat bou liuis hi. c 1400 Rule .SV.
Kfni t 8 Ye ne sal noht be prude in heite ; Ne ete our-
mikil ;. . Mesurlike slepe. a 1460 HO-M Good H if thaught
hir Daughter 53 in Hrul. E. P. P. I. 183 Mesurely take iher
ofle, that the falle no blame.

Measurement (me^iiumunt). [f. MEASURE
z 1

. + -MK.NT. Cf. OF. mcstiremcnt.]
1. The action or an act of measuring- ; mensu-

ration.

1751 LABELYE H cstin. I was exempted . . from
having any Concern with Measurements. 1*776 GIBBON
Dccl. ff F. xi. I. 304 The extent of the new wails . . is re
duced by accurate measurement to about twenty-one miles.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 196/2 A greater uniformity has
prevailed in the measurement of angular magnitude than of

any other whatsoever. 1866 CHUMP Banking viii. 160 A
commodity employed for the measurement of the value in

exchange of all other articles.

2. A dimension ascertained by measuring; size

or extent measured by a standard.

1756 BURKE Subl.
$- B. in. iv, It seems amazing to me, that

artists .. have not by them at all times accurate measurements
of all sorts of beautiful animals to help them to proper pro
portions. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dotn. Amusei. 2T Iron vessels,
within the measurement allowed by law. 1880 HAUGHTON
Phys. Geog. ii. 30 This measurement is very important, as

shewing the deep soundings which occur close to the western
coasts of both Americas.

3. A system of measuring or of measuies.
1867 BRANDE & Cox Did. Sci. etc. III. 808/1 The new

measurement is universally adopted for vessels registered
under the Board of Trade ;. .but pleasure yachts still, .cling
to the O. M. or old measurement. 1872 [see LINEAL a. i b].

4. attrib. : measurement goods, goods upon
which the freight is charged by measurement
instead of by weight ;

so measurement cargo.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1896 Daily Nir.us 9 Nov. 7/6

The measurement cargo which the vessel will carry is 18,000
tons, while her dead-weight cargo is down at 11,500 tons.

Measurer (me s uraj). [f. MEASURE v. + -ER i.]

1. One who measures or takes measurements
;

esp. one whose duty or office it is to see that goods
or commodities are of the proper measure.

1552 HULOET, Measurer, dimensor. 1570 DEE Math.
Pref. aiij b, To vnderstand . . how Farre, a thing seene. .is

from the measurer. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farm
519 The second instrument verie necessarily required for

the Measurer to measure assuredly withall . .is the Richards

chayne. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v. Alnager, There
are three distinct Officers, known by the Names of Searcher,
Measurer and Alnager. 1875 PROCTOR Expanse Heav. 241
The measurer of the moon s distance.

b. Jig. (Said esp. of the sun, as measuring time.)

1556 J. HEYWOOD Sfider % F. xcii. 76 This mayde right
mesurer to me is, As I to other haue mesurde wrong. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 352Thefoure quarters [of the year]
. -whicheweknoweto be the measurerand meater ofour life.

1641 HOWELL Vote, Poem to Chas. 1 1 The world s bright

Ey, Time s measurer. 1874 SAYCE Coinpar. Philol. viii. 333
When we call the moon the measurer we at once per.

sonify it.

c. That which is the measure of (something).
1775 [see MEASURE v. 7].

2. An instrument used for measuring, as a rain-

gauge, an honr-i,lass.

1764 HARMER Observ. \. 2 The flat-roof of any building
that hath but one spout for carrying off the water, might be

a measurer of the different quantities of the fallen rain. 1771
102



MEASURING.
BARKER in Phil, Trans. LXI. 227 The height my rain mea
surer stands above the ground. 1821 CLARK Vill. Minstr.
II. 162 [An hour-glass] Old-fashioned uncouth measurer of

the day. 1877 Heat-Measurer [see HEAT so. 14 b].

3. A measuring-worm ;
= GEOMETER 4.

(Cf. LAND-MEASURER 2.)

Measuring (me 3 urirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MEASURE

V. 4- -ING !.]

1. The action of the vb. MEASURE; the process of

taking measurements; measurement, mensuration.

1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 7692 Bot swa sutelle and wise

may na man be, pat bat mesuryng knawes swa wele als he.

1461 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm, App. y. 301 The
wakman of the saide citie . . shall have the mesuring of salte

and corne. 1598 SHAKS. Alerry W. n. L 215. 1656 H.
PHILLIPS Purch. Patt. (1676) Bviij, This measuring by the

Pole.. is very inconvenient. 170^ J. WAKD/*4r9W. Math.
i. ii. (1734) 21 Division is by Euclid fitlytermed the measur-

ing of one Number by another. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 275 The measuring up of grain. 1893 A thenamm 23 Sept.

423/3 The yearly measurings and observations.

f2. Dimension. Obs.

1519 MORE Dyaloge \\. Wks. 188/1 Thei be not cyrcum-
scribed in place, for lack of bodily dymencion and measur

ing- 597 A- M- tr* Guillemeati s Fr. Ckirurg. 2/1 Shee hath
a threefoulde measuringe, in length, bredthe, and debthe.

T 3. Dancing of ( measures . Obs.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie \. i, Hath been at feasts, and
led ihe measuring At Court.

4. attrib. esp. iu the names of various instruments

and vessels graduated for purposes of measurement,
as measuring-chain^ -foot, -glass, -line

t -polet -feed,

-rod (also fig.) , -rule, -staff, -tape, f -yard ,

\ measuring-money (see quot.) ; measuring-
wheel ,(i)

= HODOMETER; (2) =CIRCUMFERENTOU 2

(Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1413/2

*
Measuring-chain, the

Surveyor s chain. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Hcng (1725) 24 The
Difference between our measuring Foot, and the Vicentine.

1842 FRANCIS Dict.Arts
t

*
Pleasuring Glass. 1870 DICKENS

E. Drood xiii, The small squat measuring glass in which
little Rickitts took her steel drops daily. i6iz BIBLE
Zech. ii. i A man with a &quot;measuring line in his hand. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

*
Measuring-Money^

a certain Duty
formerly laid upon Cloth besides Alnage. 1774 M. MAC
KENZIE Maritime Sum. 104 At the End of each Chain, or

&quot;Measuring-pole.
1611 HIBLE Ezek. xlii. 17 Hee measured

the North side fiue hunilreth reedes, with a *measuring
reed round about. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Parch. Patt. (1676)

197 Your *measuring Rod. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. As
sent n. 476 Does Gibbon think to sound the depths of the
eternal ocean with the tape and measuring-roU of his merely
literary philosophy? 1842 59 GWILT Arc/n t, 2212 The
plumber s measuring rule is 2 feet long. 1884 At/ienantm
8 Nov. 586/3 The theodolites, *measuring-staves, and plane-
tables. 18*3 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 386 The *Mea-

suring-tape is a kind of strong tape, graduated, marked,
and coiled up by a little winch into a cylindrical box. 1728
R. MORRIS Ess. Anc. Archit. Advt, Plane- i ables Water-

Levels, *Measur!ng-Wheels. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts,
Perambulator^ or Measuring Wheel, an instrument whicli

being run along a road or other level surface indicates and

registers the exact distance it passes over. 1760-78 H.
BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) III. 19 She whipt up the

measuring yard, and. .flew to the door.

b. Measuring cast : (a) lit. in the sport of

throwing the bar, a throw so nearly equal to

another that measurement is required to decide the

superiority (? obs.) ; (^) fig. a nice question, a
ticklish point; a toss-up (arch.}.

1632 STRAFFORD in Browning Life (1892) 301 As if it weare
a measuring cast, betwixt them, whoe weare like to proue
the greater loosers vpon the parting. 1645 WALLER On
Fletcher s Plays Poems 179 When lusty shepheard* throwe
The barre by turnes and none the rest out goe So farre but
that the best are measuring casts, a 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840) III. 161 It is a measuring cast, whether this proverb
pertaineth to Essex or this county. 1712 ADDISON Sfiect.

No. 538 F
j
Yet I thought some in the Company had been

endeavouring who should pitch the Bar farthest ; that it

had for some time been a measuring Cast, and at last my
Friend.. had thrown beyond them all. 1898 SIR \V. HAR-
COURT in Times 18 Jan. 10/3 That majority you have suc
ceeded in reducing to a measuring cast.

Mea suring,///. a.
[-I&amp;gt;*G

2
-] That measures.

1570 BII.LINGSLKY Euclid 126 The number 5. is a part of the
number 15... And this kynde of part is called commonlypars
metiens or mensnratis

t
that is, a measuryng part.

b. Measuring-worm : the larva of a geometrid
moth

;
a geometer or looper.

1859 CLF.MENS in Ann. Re6. Smithson. fnst. 186 The geo
meters, properly so called, or measuring worms. 1884
Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) II. 445.

Hence Mea suringly adv., as if taking a person s
1 measure .

1879 Miss BIRD Rocky Mountains 44 A hard, sad-looking
woman looked at me measuringly.

Meat (nut), sb. Forms : i mete, meet(e, mett,
2-8 mete, 3 maete, 4-5 meite, mett, meyte, 4-6
raeet(e, met(te, 4-7 meyt, 5 maite, mate,
meett, (pi. meyttes, -is), 5-7 moate,meit, 6 Sc.

meitt, 5- meat. [OE. m$c str. masc. = OFris.

tnet(c, meit
t
OS. meti masc,, mat ncut., OHG. mag

neut., ON. #//-/ masc. (Sw. maft Da. mad} t
Goth.

mat-s : OTeut. types *matt-st *mato-&amp;gt; prob. repr.
an original neuter *matoz- t -tz-i pre-Teut.**&amp;lt;7a&v- l

--, perh. f. root *//- to be fat : see MAST sb$
The LG. and Du. met minced meat (whence Du. met-

worst, G. mettivnrst sausage) is prob. unconnected ; cf.

med.L. mafia pl. t tripe.]
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1. Food in general; anything used as nourish

ment for men or animals
; usually, solid food, in

contradistinction to drink. Now arch, and dial.

Green meat: grass or green vegetables used for food or

fodder (see GREEN a. 4). See also HARD MEAT, HORSE-
MEAT, WHITEMEAT. Meal ofmeat, wears meat \ see MEAL
*M i e.

a 900 tr. Bxda s Hist. v. iv. (Schipper) 568 He code on
his hus & bser mete [v.r. mate] by^ede. cyj^Rushw. Gosf&amp;gt;.

Luke xii. 23 Sawel mara is 3onne mett. a 1050 Liber
Sdntill. xlvii. (1889) 153 Nys rice godes rneta & drinc.

1175 Lamb. Horn. 135 Ne sculen je nawjht ^imstones
leggen Swinen to mete, c laoo ORMIN 3213 Hiss drinnch
wass waterr 355 occ 353, Hiss mete wilde rotess. a 1x40

Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 205 Ich habbe i-suneged ine mete
and ine drunche. a 1300 Cursor M, 898 Mold sal be bi

mete for nede. c 1380 WYCLIF Wles. (1880) 206 Alas, bat so

gret cost & bisynesse is sette abouten be roten body, ^at
is wonnes mete. 1440 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1903) 185

Thy mete shall be mylk, honye, & wyne. 1477 NORTON
Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 76 Without Liquor no Meate
is good. 1578 LVTE Dodoens \\. xlvi. 205 These kindes of

lillies are neither used in meate nor medicine. 16*3 COCK-
ERAM n, Meate of the Gods, Ambrosia, Manna. 1693 TATE
in Dryden s Juvenal xv. (1697) 378 Who Flesh of Animals
refus d to eat, Nor held all sorts of Pulse for lawful Meat.

1775 JOHNSON* Jourti. If, Isl. 86 Our guides told us, that

the horses could not travel all day without rest or meat.

1794 C. SMITH Wanderings of Warwick 66 Sending out
women and children, after a hard day s work, to collect meat
for the cattle. 1819 SHELLEY P. Bell vii. v. 4 He had.,
meat and drink enough. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 709
Meat is then set down to them on a flat plate, consisting of

crumbled bread and oatmeal. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona
xxi. 253 When, .my father and my uncles lay in the hill,

and I was to be carrying them their meat. 1902 Daily
Chron. 12 Dec. 5/6 Imports of fruit and other choice green-
meat,

b. Jig. in various applications, (Also in many
passages of the Bible, e.g. John iv. 32, 34, i Cor.

iii. 2, Heb. v. 12, and in allusions to these.) To
be meat and drink to (a person) : to be a source

of intense enjoyment to.

c xaoo Trin. Coll. Honi. 27 |&amp;gt;e

bridde is for mete bat ilch

man agh mid him to leden
)&amp;gt;an

he sal of besse Hue faren, bat

is cristes holie Hcame. a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter vii. 5 Syn-
ful mannys lif is the deuels mete. 1497 HP. ALCOCK Mons
Perfect. Cjb/2 Obedyence is.. the meete and comforte of

all sayntes. 1533 FRITH Answ. More Ej, It ys meate and
drinke to this cnilde to plaie. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. i.

ii It is meat and drinke to me to see a Clowne. i6ao T.
GRANGER Div. Logike 20 Idlenes is the meate of lust. 1693
Humours Town 5 Petty-foggers, and their Meat and Drink,
the Litigious. 1837 CARLYLE Miscn Mirabeau (1840) V.

139 But then his style !. .Strong meat, too tough for babes.

855 BROWNING Fret Lippo 315 To find its meaning is my
meat and drink.

C. Proverbs and phrases.
115*9 S K ELTON Col, Cloute 450 Swete meate hath soure

sauce. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 8 God neuer sendth

mouth, but he sendeth meat. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, n. iv.

135, I am meat for your Master. 1616 T. DFAXE Bibl.

Sckolasf. 127 One mans meate is another mans poyson.
ti 1623 FLETCHER Lore s Cure in. ii. What s one mans
poyson, Signior, Is anothers meat or drinke. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones xi. viii, My lady is meat for no pretenders. 1809
MALKIH Gil Bias x. ix, Why must one man s meat be
another man s poison?

f d. Phr. To carry meat in one s (or the) month,
to bring in money, be a source of profit; occas. to

afford entertainment or instruction. 06s.
Perh. originally said of a hawk.
1580 G. HARVEY Three Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 02 Those

studies and practizes, that carrie, as they saye, meate in

their mouth, hauing euermore their eye vppon the Title De
pane lucratido, and their hand vpon their halfpenny. 1581
STANYHURST sEneis Ded. (Arb.) 7, I neauer,. omitted yt
[sc. Virgil s epithet Saturnia applied to Juno], as in deede
a terme that carieth meate in his mouth. 1591 GREKNF,

Disput. Conny-catchers Wks. (Grosart) X. 269 The oldest

lecher was as welcom as the youngest louer, so he broght
meate in his mouth. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s AV? . v. ii,

A gentleman of so pleasing and ridiculous a carriage, as,
euen standing, carries meat in the mouth, you see. 1668
KIRKMAN Eng. Rogue \\. xxxvii. (1671) 3^6 He bringing
meat in his mouth, good store of Gold in his pocket, which
he willingly and freely gave me.

e. The edible part of fruits, nuts, eggs, etc. :

the pulp, kernel, yolk and white, etc. in contra

distinction to the rind, peel, or shell. ? Now only
U.S. exc. in proverbial phrase (see quot. 1592).

Also, the animal substance of a shell-fish.

.1420 Pal/ad, on Husb. in. 708 A stanry pere is seyd to

chaunge his mete In esy lond ygraffed yf he be. 1530
PALSGR.245/I Meate of any frute, [ebon, a ij6a G. CAVEN
DISH Wolsey (1803) 30 A very fayer orrynge wherof the mete
or substaunce within was taken owt. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. 4-

Jul. in. L 25 Thy head is as full of quarrels, as an egge is

full of meat. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 506 Of the

meat of the Nut dried, they make oyle. 1679 J. SKF.AT
Art Cookery 30 First take all the meat out of the lobster.

1766 Museum Rust. I. Ixxxiii. 370 Low or swampy grounds
don t answer well for potatoes,, .the meat being generally
scabby, close, wet and heavy. 1801 PALKY Nat. Theol. xx.

(1819) 313 note&amp;gt;
The meat of a plum. 1900 Boston Even.

Tranter. 29 Mar. 7/3 Force through a meat chopper with
one-half pound nut-meats, using Knglish walnut meats,
pecan-nut meats. 1902 Fortn. Rev. June 1012 A bit of
crab-meat.

f 2. A kind of food, an article of food, a dish*.
,

White meat) an article of food made with milk.

06s. (Cf. BAKE-MEAT, MILK-MEAT, SWEET-MEAT.)
c 897 K. ^ELFRED Gregory s Past. C. xliii. 318 Da ineltas be
God self gesceop to etonne fceleaflfullum monnum. c noo
ORMIN 11540 patt time bait himm ;et wass ned To metess &

MEAT.
to drinnchess. 1340 Ayenb. 51 A god huet we hedde guod
wyn yesteneuen and guode metes, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.
u. met. v, 35 (Camb. MS.), They heldyn hem apayed with
the metes fat the trewe feeldes browten forth, c 1470
HENRY Wallace in. 315 He..Maide him gud cheyr of

meyttis fresche and fyne. 1519 Intcrl. Four Elem. {Percy
Soc.) 34 Of all metes in the worlde that be By this lyght,
I love best drynke. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus^ Coccetum,
a meate made of honie and pppie seede. 1598 FLOHIO,
Geladia,. .the meate we call gellie. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim
age (1614) 200 They must not vse the same knife to meats
made of milk, which they vsed in eating flesh. 1667 PEPYS

Diary 2 Sept., In discourse at dinner concerning the change
of men s humours and fashions touching meats. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver iv. vi, He desired I would let him know, v hat

these costly meats were.

fig. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. i, Shun Plavtus and old

Ennivs ; they are meates Too harsh for a weake stomacke.

3. The flesh of animals used for food
;
now

chiefly in narrower sense = BUTCHER S MEAT, FLESH
sb. 4, in contradistinction to fish and poultry.
Dark meat (U. S.) : all the meat of chickens and turkeys,

except the breast and wings, these being called light meat

(Webster Stippl. 1880).

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 637 J&amp;gt;e burne..by fce bred settez

Mete, i 1460 FORTESCUE Al&amp;gt;s.
&amp;lt;V

Lim. A/on. x. (1685) 132
In Fraunce the peple salten but lytill mete, except thair

bacon. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. ii. 57 S. Dro. I tlunke the

meat wants that I haue. ,4/...What s that? S. Dro. Bast

ing. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vin. (1701) 298^1 He
Water drinks, then Broth and Herbs doth eat, To Live, his

Scholars teaching, without Meat. 17*7 ARBUTHNOT Tables

Anc. Cains, etc. xviii. 190 The I ectigal Alacelti, a tax

upon Meat. 1793 BEDDOES Sea Scurvy 59 Considering
fresh meat, or the muscular part of animals, chemically, 1

[etc.]. x8a8 LVTTON Disowned Introd.8 And, harkye, Bedps
..if you eat a grain of meat I discharge you. A valet, Sir,

is an ethereal l.eing, and is only to be nourished upon
chicken ! 1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Sports 182 Thickened
milk and broth, the latter with the meat of the sheep s head
broken up in it. 1881 Daily A tivs i6Sept. 5/4 Wild ass and

antelope meat are also brought in for sale. 1883 MOLONEY
Fisheries \V. Afr. 56 The cleaning, pickling, and drying pro
cess only requires ten days, when the fish, sometimes two
or three inches thick in the meat, is ready for export,

b. //. Different kinds of meat.

1693 CONGREVE in Dryden s Juvenal v\. 22 In Shambles;
where with borrow d Coin They buy choice Meats, and in

cheap plenty dine. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. no And took
to him wine to drink, and boiled meats. 1903 Westm. Gaz.

4 June 7/3 Within a fortnight the price ofmeats all over the

country will be reduced.

C. colloq. or slang, (a) To make meat of \ to kill.

(^) Something enjoyable or advantageous.
a 1848 RUXTON Life in Far West (1849) 4 Poor Bill Bent !

them Spaniards made meat of him. 1886 Century Mag.
XXXII. 701/1 There was meat in the idea, and the pro
fessor chewed it. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 28 Dec. 7/1 There is

a good deal of meat for the actors.

d. Applied proleptically to living animals such

as are killed for food
;
in early use chiefly in -\wild

meat - game . In modern hunting use (^..S
1

.)

one s quarry or prey.
1519 Edinb. Bitrgk Rec. (1871) II. 9 Nochtw ithstanding

William Cawder has..coft certane pluveris and viher wild

meit incontrare the said statutis. 1550 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. L 95 The gret and exhorbitant derth of the wyld mete
of this realme. 1624 Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 390 Great

superfluitie of vennisone and wyld meat of all sortis. 1851
MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, iv. 26 Others, old hunters, had
the meat in their eye. 1884 Century Mag. Dec. 198/2
The ram was my meat.

traits/. 1881 MARK TWAIN* Innoc. at Home iii, Come
along you re my meat now

t my lad, anyway.

f4. A meal, repast, feast. Sometimes used for

the principal meal, dinner. Obs. exc. as in b.
a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 237 3ief he frend were me sceolde ^ief

him his mor;e mete
f&amp;gt;ut

he be bet mihte abide ban-- more
mete. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6632 pou shuldest

nat forgete pe pore man at by mete. 138* WVCLIF Luke
xiv. 12 Whanne thou makist a mete ether souper, nyle thou

clepe thi frendis [etc.], c 1386 CHAUCER Pro/. 348 After the

sondry sesons of the yeer, So chaunged he his mete and his

soper. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 167 Whiche vse mony
diversities of meites at a incite, a 1483 Liber Niger in

Honseh. Ord. (1790) 32 At the furst or latter mete. 1868

MORRIS Earthly Par.^ Man born to be M^Algt 50 And
presently, the meat being done, He bade them bring him to

his throne.

b. In various prepositional phrases (now some

what arck.}\ At meat (ME. at fie ,
at te mete), fa/

meat and meal : at table, at one s meals. Simi

larly, after meat, before meat, f to go to meat, etc.

rt 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 ^Eer banne we mid ure frienden to

3e mete go. r 1200 Trin. Coll. Ho.\ 67 Drinke o tije atte

mete and noht ber after. 1197 R. GLOLC, (Rolls) 1217 After

mete as ri^t was be menestraus eode aboute. c 1386 CHAUCER

Sgr. s T. 165 This knyght. .is vnarmed and vnto mete yset.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 205 He sente Unto the Senatour to

come.. and. .sitte with him at the mete. 14*5 in Entick

London (1766) IV. 354 Everyday, both at meet and soupier,

they eat.. within the said almes-house. i47-85 MALORY
Arthur x.lxxvin. 551 Whyle

;

we ar at oure mete. 1596 BP.

W. BARLOW Three Serm. iii. 117 At sitting downe and

rising from meat, they give him thankes. 1599 NASHE Lent.

Stuffe 47 And then they might be at meate and meale for

seuen weekes togither. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. vii, 3 Your
Soldiers vse him as the Grace Tore meate, Their talke at

Table, and their Thankes at end. 1611 BIBLE Luke xxii.

27 For whether is greater, hce that sitteth at meat, or

bee that serueth? x6ai FLETCHFR Pilgrim n. ii, He s

within at meat, sir ; The knave is hungry. 1853-8 HAW-
THORNK Eng. Note-bks. II. 135 Those who sit at meat.

1880 HOWELLS Undisc. Country ii. 44 She sat long at meat,

morning, noon, and night.



MEAT
6. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. as meat- f

axe, -broth, -cupboard, -diet, -dish, -extract, -hook,

inspection, -jack (
= JACK sb. 1 7), -juice, -pie, -pud

ding, -salesman, -saw, -solution, -stock, t -stomach,

-supper, -trade, -tub, -vessel, b. objective, as

meat-eater, -eating, -hungry adj., -^keeping, \

f -reiver, c. instrumental, as meat-fed adj.

1835 HAUBURTON Clockm. Ser. i. (1862) 237 She was. .as

wicked as a &quot;meat-axe. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Mcat broth,
\

..the fluid obtained by boiling meat for many hours in

water. 1610-11 in Ane, Invent. (Halliw. 1854) 75 The
meat cubbcrd, with plate. 1564 P. MOORE Hope Health i.

ii. 3 A mete diet may sone bee serched out. 1879 St.

George s Hasp. Rep. IX. 601 The patient .. was ordered

meat-diet. 14.. Nout. in Wr.-Wulcker 729/8 Hie escarinus,

a *metdysch. 1899 A Mutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 557 The
worst instances are found . . in large &quot;meat-eaters and topers.

Ibid. VI. 342 Beef-lea, *meat extracts and essences, .should

be sparely used. 1896 KIPLING Seven Seas 51 To our

five-meal, *meat-fed men. 1842 EMERSON Lect. Tran
scend. Wks. (Bonn) II. 289 The martyrs were sawn asunder,
or hung alive on meat-hooks. 1873 E. W. TkRuTrcdgoltCs
Carpentry 286 Meat-hooks are large wrought-iron hooks,

generally tinned over, having a screw on one end, which
is driven into a beam in the ceiling of a larder. 1893
SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 73 Crowds of &quot;meat-hungry

Mashunas. 1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. m. iv, An unfor

tunate rusty &quot;Meat-jack, gnarring and creaking with rust

and work. 1890 Syti. Soc. Lex., &quot;Meat juice, the red

fluid obtained by squeezing raw flesh ; used as a nutrient.

c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 10/1 Almery of &quot;mete kepynge, or a
i

saue for mete, cibutum. 1773 JOHNSON in BosTvellq Apr., !

I generally have a *meat pye on Sunday. 1852 DICKENS
Bleak Ho. xl, He retires to the servants hall to regale on
cold meat-pie and ale. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. vii.

(1891) 97 A mince pie,
or meat-pie, as it is more forcibly

called in the . . villages. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
Meat-pie,

*
Meat-pudding, meat covered or encased with

dough. 1500-20 DUNBAR/ ^WW lxiii.44 Innoportoun askaris

of Yrland kynd ; And &quot;meit revaris. 1851 in llliistr. Lond.
News 5 Aug. (1854) 119/2 Meat-salesman. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech.,

*
Meat-saw, a. saw with a thin blade strained

in an iron frame, used by butchers. 1877 tr. Ton Ziemssen s

Cycl. Med. VII. 458 Only the most easily digestible diet,

such as milk, &quot;meat-solution, &c. should be allowed. 1883
ANNIE THOMAS Mod. Housewife 53 Half-a-pint of any

kind of &quot;meat-stock. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (Shaks. Soc.)

48 There being one joynt of flesh on the table for such as

had *meate stomackes. 1577 tr. Biillinger s Decades
y.

1064 It [the Lord s Supper] diflereth from our ordinarie

&quot;meate suppers, .for y 1 it is specially instituted by the sonne
of God. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,

*
Meat-tub, a tub for

holding pickled meat. 1483 Cath. Angl. 238/2 A *Mete
wesselle, escale.

6. Special comb. : t meat-ambry, a cupboard
for keeping food

;
a meat safe

; meat-biscuit,
a biscuit made with concentrated meat

;
meat-

chamber, a refrigerating chamber in ocean steam

ships for the purpose of transporting fresh meat to

Europe (Cassetfs Encycl. Diet., 1885); f meat-

cloth, ?a table-cloth; meat-crusher, a pair of

rollers for tendering steak (Knight Diet. Mech.

1875) ! meat-earth dial., good and fertile soil ;
j

t meat-failer [cf. quots. under FAIL v. 7] ,
one who

lacks meat, a starveling; f meat-fellow, t -fere, a

companion at meat, a guest; meat-flour, beef

dried at a low temperature and ground into a fine

powder (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890) ; meat-fly, a blue

bottle fly; fmeat-form, a form on which to sit

at one s meals; meat-fruit, the fruit of Arto-

carpus incisa (Syd. Soc. Lex.) f meat-giving,
the providing of meals ; f meat-grace, a grace
used before or after meat; meat-hale Sc. and
north, dial. =* meat-whole (see E. D. D.) ; t meat-

hanger, ? a hanging shelf for a larder ; f meat-

herring ? = MATIE ; meat-hunter U. S., one who
hunts game for profit ; f meat-like a. Sc., having
the appearance of being well-fed ; meat lozenge, a

lozenge made with concentrated meat ; t meat
lust (-lisf), appetite for food ; meat maggot, the

larva of the meat-fly ;
meat man, meatsman,

t (a) one who provides food, a caterer ; ) (4) one
|

who eats meat
; (c) one who sells meat ; meat

market, t (&amp;lt;*)
a market where food of any kind is

sold; (d) a market for butcher s meat; meat meall,
a meal of which meat forms the chief part ;

meat-
meal 2

, meat dried and ground into powder for

cattle; meat-offering, a sacrifice consisting of
[

food
;
in versions of the Bible from the i6th c. used \

to render Heb. nn:o minhah
,
which meant an

offering consisting of fine flour or parched corn and
oil (R. V. meal-offering ) ; t meat pipe, the

oesophagus; j meat-place, a place for eating, a

refectory; meat-poisoning, poisoning by eating

decomposed meat
; meat-rail, a wooden rail for

supporting meat in a larder ; meat rocker, a

mincing knife having a handle at each end, and
worked by a rocking motion (Knight Diet. Mech.

Suppl. 1884) ;
meat safe, (a) a cupboard for

storing meat, usually made of wire gauze or

perforated zinc; also sometimes applied to a

wire gauze cover for meat; (K) transf, a name
given to a kind of hat; meat screen, a metal

j

screen placed behind roasting meat to reflect back i
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the heat of the fire; fmeafc table, (a) a dining-

table; (b) a table on which meat is cut up in

preparation for cooking; t meat-taking, the taking
of food, eating; meat tea, a tea at which meat is

served, a high tea ; f meat time = MEALTIME
;

meat-washing attrib. or adj. (Path. ), applied to

the appearance of the stools in the second stage of

dysentery, when they assume the character of a

reddish fluid containing small flesh-like lumps ;

f meat-while, the time of taking food; meal

time ; + meat whitch, a chest or box for keeping
meat

; meat-whole, dial, having a good appetite
for food; f meat-will, a craving for food ; fmeat-
worth a. Sc. * meat-like. Also MEAT-BOARD.
1457 Peebles Charters, etc. (1872) 119 Alssua a *met ainri

and wessal ammari. 1548 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 136
Ane meit almarye to xiim. 185* J. BELL in Lect. Ct.

Exhib. 141 Mr. Borden s &quot;meat-biscuit a convenient form
of animal food in a concentrated and portable state. 1499
Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 122 A &quot;mete clothe

and a ryng. 1494 in Somerset Med, Wills (1901) 323 A Mete
cloth and iij tuels. 1778 PRVCK Min. Cornub. 324

*Meat-
Earthy soil

;
the superficial earth, fit for agriculture. 1860

Eng. &amp;lt;$

For. Min. Gloss. (Cornw. Terms), Meat earth, the

vegetable mould. 1599 PORTKR Angry Worn, Abingt.
(Percy Soc.) 21 Oh, this &quot;meate failer Dicke ! 1382 WYCLIF
2 Sam. xix. 28 Forsothe thou puttibt me thi seruaunt among
thi *meetfelawis [1388 gestis] of thi bord. Dan. xiv. i

Danyel was *meete feere of the kyng. 1840 Citvier s A nim,

Kingd. 633 Alusca uotnitoria, Linn., the Common *M&amp;lt;_:it

Fly. 1861 HULMK tr. Moqnin-Tandou it. iv. i. 237 The
Blue or Meat Fly (Calliphora Vomitoria) is one of the

largest species found in France, a 1400 Octavian 1245
Whene his swerde brokene was, A *meteforme he gatt par
cas. 138* WVCLIF Ecclus. xxxvii. 32 Wile thou not ben

gredy in alle plenteuous *mete ?yuyng [Vulg. in oinni

L-piilatione}. a 1225 A tier. R. 426 }if neo ne kunnen nout

pe mete graces, siggen in hore stude Pater noster & Aue
Maria biuoren mete. i6a6 in Anc. Invent. (Halliw. 1854} 99

Item, a square *meate hanger. ijsfiDesct; Thames 227 The
*Meat Herring, which is likewise large, but not so thick

nor so fat as the former [Fat Herring]. 1889 Harper s Mag,
May 878/1 The * meat-hunters are still devoting their atten

tion to the killing of larger game. 1762 BI-. FORBES Jriil.

(1886) 216 You see I am *meat-like and cloath-like, as we

say in Scotland. 1903 Longm. Mae. July 129, I took only
some tins of Brand s essence of beef, chocolate,

* meat-

lozenges [etc.]. 1578 tiYTEjDodt&ta v.xxxv. 597 The Rampion
eaten with vineger and salt stirreth up appetite or *meate-
lust. 1746 Exmoor Courtship 560 (E. D. S.) And cham
come to my Meat list agen. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 89
He is as good a *meates man and Catour for him selfe, as

anything liuing is. 1606 HOLLAND5^o. 220 A great feeder

and meate-man by report he was. 1551 ROIJINSON tr. Alore s

Utop. u. (1895) 157 *Meate markettes, whether be brought
not onlye all sortes of herbes, and the fruites of trees with

breade, but also fishe. 1856 Farmer s Mag. Jan. 9 The
Christmas meat-markets. 1896 Allbutt sSyst. Med. I. 465
A substantial *meat meal should be provided for breakfast

and dinner. 1898 IVestnt. Gaz. 8 Oct. 4/2 The residue is

dried and ground into *meat meal for cattle feeding. 1535
COVERDALE NUM. \\\. 13 Full of fyne floure myngled with

oile for a *meatofferinge. 1611 BIBLE Lev. ii. 14. 1633 P.

FLETCHER Purple Isi. u. xxxi. marg.^ The Oesophagus or

*meat-pipe. 1755 JOHNSON, Gullet .. the meat-pipe. 1483
Cath. Angl. 238/1 A *Mete place, esculentuin, 1875 tr.

lion Ziewssens Cycl. Med. I. 50 There is a particular disease

produced by &quot;meat-poisoning. i&uGwiLT.XreAf, 2285.614

Fittings for larder, Two *meat rails, 6 feet long, of wrought fir,

. .suspended from wrought iron stirrups. 1836-9 DICKENS JX:.

Bos, Boarding-ho. i, There were *meat-safe-looking blinds

in the parlour windows. 1840 Old C. Shop xxxvi, The

candle-box, the sait-box, the meat-safe, were all padlocked.
1860 Heads

&amp;lt;$

Hats 23 Various strong-minded heads have

presented to our startled and derisive gaze, sundry tiles ,

wide-awakes , meat-safes ,
and a variety of things by

courtesy called hats . 1830 MARRYAT King s Own xli,

Knife-tray, *meat-screen. 14.. Nout. in Wr.-Wulcker 7^9/7
Hec escaria, a mettabylle. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. Vtl

(1896)51 Moldyng trowghes..j, lanteres..x, Mete tables..

iij- *435 MISYN Fire ofLove \\. x f God we awe to loyf, And
in tyme of our *meet takynge & space be-twix morsels to

jeild him loueyngis with honily swetnes. 1860 SALA Bad-

dingion Peerage I. xi. 193 A good, hearty *meat tea. 1885
BLACK White Heather xxv, This high occasion was to be

celebrated by a meat-tea . c 1400 Rule St. Benet 1 50 pair
sal scho sit in hir prayers vnto

J&amp;gt;e *mete-tym. 1897 Allbittt s

Syst. Med. 1 11.940 In any case the *meat-washing characler

of the stools, .should prevent a mistake. 1435 MISYN Fire

ofLove u. x, With desire in *meet qwhiel to jerne. c 1460
Emare 229 When the mete-whyle was doun, Into hys
chambur he wente soun. 1468 Medulla in Promp. Parv.

335 note, Cibutum^ a *mete whycche. 1590 True Report
etc. in Hakluyfs Voy. (1812) V. 36 In all out seven men
aboord the shippe that were *meat-whole. 1643 in Dalyell
Darker Superst. Scotl, (1834) 492-3 Ye sail have such ane
*meit*will and sail have nothing to eat. 1576 in Pitcairn

Criat. Trials (Bann. Cl.) I. 53 Seis thow nocht me,
baith *meit-worth, claith-worth, and gude aneuch lyke in

persoun?
Meat (mrt), v. Now dial. [f. prec. sb. Cf.

late OE. mtjian to supply with food.]
1. trans. To feed, supply with food or provender.
1568 Jacob # Esau n. iii. C iv, Well ywisse Esau, ye did

knowe well ynouw That I had as muche nede to be mealed
as you. 1575 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 139 Good husbandrie
meateth his friend and the poore. c x6n CHAPMAN Iliad

xix. 196 Haste then, and meate your men. 1641 Bfl8T/!wM.
Bks. (Surtees) 55 Those that trail the sweathrake have

usually 6a*. a day, if they meate themselfes. 1686 tr. Char-
din s Trav. Persia 385 They meat their Horses with Barley.

1776 C. KEITH Farmer s Ha 1

lix, But gae awa* e now (quo
he) And meat the horse. 1866 Rachel s Secret 1. 105 Besides

their own family, there were the five men whom they had to

meat . 1895
*

Q* Wandering Heath 26 My father. .went

out to meat the pig.

MEATUS.

2. intr. To feed, partake of food.
c 1410 Master of Came (MS. Digby 182) xxv, And tuerc,

as he stereth and passeth forth metynge, bei do drawe hem
nere hym letc.]. 1889 Jokes Ser. i. n (E.D.D.) In Aber-
deenshlre where farm-servants meat in the hou^e.

Meat, obs. Sc. form of MATE sb2

Meat(e, obs. forms of MEET a.

t Mea table, a. Obs. [f. MEAT sb. + -ABLE.]
That can be used for food, edible.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. if. 36 These Mcate-

able Rootes, Parsncp, Carrot, Skirrot, Radish.

MeataJL (mzV tal), a. [f. MEAT-US +-AL.] Of
or pertaining to a meatus.
1868 O\VEN Anat. Vcrtebr. III. 230 In the Hare the meatal

part of the tympanic is long. Ibid. 244 The meatal cartil

age. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Mtii. VIII. 108 \Ve should ex-

Eect..that
the perosseous hearing should be affected step

y step with the meatal.

t Meat-board. Cbs. [f. MEAT sb. + BOAKD
j/ .] A table for food, a dining-table.
c 1205 LAY. 3638 Alle bai mete-burdes [c 1275 mcte-borde.- ]

ibiustled mid golde. 138* WYCLIF Exott. xxv. 23 Thow
slialt make a meet bord [Vulg. jiiensain] of the trees of

Siuhym. 1387 TREVISA Uigden (Rolls) II 1 . 475 pe wode is my
mete borde [L. siLl ain pro nicnsa], 1488 Durham Ace. Rolls

(Surtees) 99, j mete-bord. 1572 Rec. I-lgin (New Spald. Cl.

1003) I. 135 Ane metbuird with the treslis and furmis thairof.

Meate, obs. form of METE sb. and v.

Meated ,mrted
N

, a. [f.
MEAT sb. + -ED -.]

j

In Comb, well-meated, (a) of animals, having

plenty of flesh ; (b) of cheese, rich in nutriment
;

open-meated, of cheese, juicy.

1573 TLSSEK Hush. (1878) 37 Strong oxen and horses, wel
shod and wel clad, wel meated and vsed. 1600 SUKI-LET

Coitiitrif Ftinnc i. xiii. 87 A good bull for breed must be

fat, well set togither, and well meated. 1896 Daily Atiw
26 Dec. 2/6 Canadian [cheese] as a rule, is wholesome, well-

meated, and fat. Ibid., The early ripened, open-meated
Cheshire cheese.

i Mea ter. Obs. rare &amp;lt;&amp;gt;. [f. MEAT v. + -EK 1.]

One who provides or gives meat or food.

1649 R. HODGES Plain. Direct. 13 [Homonyms.] A
meater that giveth meat to the cattel. A corn-meter.

Meater, obs. form of METEK.
t Mea t-giver. Obs. [f. MEAT sb.

A giver of food, a hospitable person.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 143 Men. .bymeneth good mete-

gyueres and in mynde haueth, In prayers [etc.]. 171483
Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 18 The fame of an

excellent mete giver. (14. . Kom. in Wr.-Wulcker 688/37
Hie dapifcr, mettes gyffer.J 1567 Sc. Acts Jas. ( / 41814)

111.31/2 The ressettar, . . meit geuar, & intercommonar with

sic personts, salbe [etc.].

Meath(e, obs. forms of MEAD sb. 1

Meathe, obs. variant of MATHE.

t Mea tified, ///. . noiue-wJ. [f.
MEAT sb.

+ -;I)FY + -ED 1
.] /Corpulent.

1607 DEKKEB &\VII.KINS Jests Wks. (Grosart) II. 356 So
that to a man that is meatefyed in flesh, and whose state i in

this world) is desperate, a Sergiant may serue instead of a

Deathshead, to put him in mindeof his last day.

t Mea ting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. MEATV. + -isci.]

The action of the vb. MEAT ; feeding. Of animals,

[ pasturing. Also concr.

1410 Master of Came (MS. Digby 182) ii, After
)&amp;gt;ei

secheth good cuntre of metyng of corne, of appulles, of

vynes. Ibid, xxv, Neuerthelesse it were good redinesse to

loke if bei myght se ony deere at is metynge. 1561 HOLLY-

BUSH Hotn. Apoth. 10 Beware, .of thynges that cause cue!!

humores and of inordinate meatinge or drinkinge.

Meating, obs. form of MEETING.

Meatless (mf-tles), a. [f. MEAT sb, + -LESS.]

1. Having no food.

0900 CVNEWULF Eleiiefiiz paem..be on westenne me3e
& meteleas morland tryde5. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5036

pet folc was meteles. 1362 LANGL. /&quot;. PI. A. vm. 130
ftleteles and Moneyeles on Maluerne hulles. a 1440 Sir

Eglam. 887 Sche was meteles vj. dayes. 1529 MORE Suppl..

Soulys Wks. 302/1 Is not thys a royall feast to leuc these

beggers meateles,& then send mo to dynner to theim. 1607

TOPSELI, Four-/. Beasts (1658) 271 Let him be. .suffered to

stand on the bit meatlesse two or three hours after. 1646,

1860 [see DRINKLESS].
2. AVithout meat.

1845 LEWES Hist. Philos. II. 24 Growling over his un-

envied virtue as a cur growls over his meatless bone.

Meato-, used as combining form of MEATUS,
in some names of surgical instruments, etc. Meato-
meter (mifitpmtoi), an instrument for measuring

,

the meatus urinarius (Cent. Diet. ). Meatoscope

(mi i^i-Ufekflup) [see -SCOPE], a speculum for exam-

! ining the urethra near the meatus (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1890). Meatotome (mzVWt^m) [Gr. -ro/iojthat

cuts], a spring knife for the cutting of a contracted

meatus urinarius(/&amp;lt;W.). Meatotomy(mf|at|?-t6mi)

[Gr. -TOJUO cutting], section of the meatus urinarius

to make a larger opening (Ibid.).

1895 EBICHSEN Surf. (ed. 10) II. 1160 Meatototny being,

performed to allow its [sc. a bougie s] introduction. 1895

Arnold * Son s Catal. Surg. Instr. 573 Meatoscope.

Meatu(a)re, obs. forms of METEOR.

|| Meatus (mz^ tps). PI. meatus (m7 -tis
N

,

meatuses. [L. meatus (?&amp;lt;-stem),
f. meare to

flow, run.]

f 1. A natural channel or tubular passage. Obs.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 187 This Caspian hath

some secret meatus or intercourse with some Sea. 1675



MEATY.
EVELYN Terra (1776) 34 Clay is of all others a curst Step-
dame to almost all vegetation as having few or no Meatus s

for the percolation of the alimental showers or expansion of
the roots. 1698 E. LHUYD in Kay s Disc. (1713) 190 The
Chinks and other Meatus s of the Earth.

2. spec, in Anat. t a. = PORE (ofa.)- *&amp;gt;. With

qualifying word expressed or understood, applied
to certain passages in the body.
Auditory mtatits (L. tn. auditorius} : the channel of the

ear. Nasal or olfactory tncatits : the passage of the nose.

Urinary tneatus : the external orifice of the urethra.

1665 GLANVU.L Sepsis Set. iv. 3. 18 The meatits, or

passages, through which those subtill emissaries are con

veyed to the respective members. 1708 KERSEY, Mcatus, a

Movement, or Course, a Passage, or Way ; also the Pores
of the Body, ifoo SIR A. COOPER in Phil. Trans. XC. 152
A membrane which has been generally considered, from its

situation in the meatus..as essentially necessary to the
sense of hearing. 1878 HOLDEN Hum. Ostcol. 132 The three

meatus
1

or passages of the nose. 1899 Allbutfs Syst.
Med. VII. 540 Over the vertex [of the head] from meatus
to meatus measures 15} in.

Meatwand, obs. form of METEWAND.

Meaty (mrti), a.
[f.

MEAT s&. + -Y 1.]

1. Full of meat ; fleshy.
1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk (1795) II. Gloss., Meaty, adj.

fleshy, but not right fat . 1865 Reader No. 144. 363/2 A
very meaty egg. 1883 G. AI.LK.N in Knowledge 20 July
34/1 In a crab, .the meatiest part .. consists of [etc.]. 1900
AndtrL-cr Advertiser 19 Oct., Meaty steers.

b. fig. (chiefly U. 5.) Full of substance.
1881

G_.
S. HALL German Culture 105, 1 think any discus

sion of it would be likely to be rather more meaty than.,
inane speculations about the nature of the Beautiful and
Sublime. 1896 A dvt. ofPreacher s Compl. Homilet. Coniiii.

(N. Y. 1

,
The Index suggests thousands of meaty themes for

sermons. 1902 Academy 13 Dec. 655/2 The sentences are

really too meaty .

2. Of or pertaining to meat
; having the flavour

of meat.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 27 Sept., Inhaling the glorious
aroma of the meaty Eden. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. \. v,

Meaty jelly.

Hence Mea tiness.

1873 TKOLLOPE A ustralia I. 57, I felt as though I were

pervaded by mealiness for many hours.

Meaugh: see MAUGH. Meaul, Meawl(e:
see MIAUL. Meaw(e : see MIAOW.
tMeaze. Obs. ran 1

. App. a variant of or mis
take for MEUSE, misused for : The form of a hare.
1602 zndPt. Returnfr. Parnass. n. v. 791 A hare that wee

found this morning musing on her meaze.

, Meaze, var. MEASE (measure of herrings).
Meazel, var. MEASLE a. Obs. and MEASLE v.

Meazle, variant of MESEL (leper).

Meazling, obs. form of MIZZLING.

Mebile, meble, variants of MOBLE Otis.

Mecaenas, bad form of M.ECENAS.

Mecanyc, -yke, -ycall: see MECHANIC, -ICAL.

Mecate (mcka-te). [Aztec mecatl corde,

fouet, discipline&quot; (Simeon Diet. A T

ahnail).~\
1. A rope made of the fibre or hair of the maguey.
1877 in BARTLETT Diet. Aitter. 1880 in WEBSTER Suppl. ;

and in recent Diets.

2. A Mexican square measure, equal to about
one-tenth of an acre (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Mecca (me ka). [The name (repr. Arab.
Makkah

) of the birthplace of Mohammed, the

great place of pilgrimage of the Mohammedans.]
1. trans/. and_/f^. Applied to a place which one

regards as supremely sacred, or which it is the

aspiration of one s life to be able to visit.

1850 I .OKER Anne Boleyn l. iii, Make to the Mecca of our
hopes, the king, A solemn pilgrimage. 1887 Times {weekly
ed.) ai Oct. 9/1 Stratford .. is the Mecca of American pil

grims. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 329
He. .was. .free once more to turn his brow erect and un
daunted towards the Mecca of his dreams.

2. attrib. in Mecca balm, balsam = BALM, UALSAM
of Mecca.
1823 in CRABB Techno!. Diet. ; and in recent Diets.

Meccan (me-kan), a. and s/&amp;gt;. [f. MECCA + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Mecca.

1687 DRYDEN Hind f, P. in. 1098 Such as the Meccan
Propnet us d of yore. 1898 Eng. lllustr. Mag. Feb. 511
A crowd of Meccan pilgrims.

B. sb. An inhabitant or native of Mecca.
1855 Bt RioN El-Medinah df Meccah II. 280 The Meccans,

a dark rjeople, say of the Madam that their hearts are black
and their skins are white. 1902 A. B. DAVIDSON Biblical A-

Lit. ss. 224 This appellation being derived from an attack
made on the Meccans that year.

Mecche, obs. form of MATCH st&amp;gt;.

1

Meeenas, bad form of M.ECENAS.

Mech, Meohacan, obs. IT. MUCH, MECHOACAN.
t Me chal, a. 06s. In 7 mechall, miehall.

[f. L. match-us (a. Gr. /*oixs) adulterer + -AL.]
Adulterous. (Only in Heywood.)
1606 HEYWOOD Challenge for Beauty v. i, Her owne

tongue Hath publish d her a mechall prostitute. 1624
Gunaik. iv. 195. 1633 Eng. Trav. Kj, Pollute the

Nuptial! bed with Micnall sinne.

II Mechameck (me-tjamek). [? American

Indian.] The wild potato-vine; =MECHOACAS.
1828 RAFINESQUE Medical Flora I. 123 (heading) Convol

vulus Panduratus, English name, Mechameck bindweed. . .
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The native name of mechameck ought to be given to it as a
distinctive appellation. 1890 in Syd, Sac. Lex.

Mechanic (m/kae*nik), a. and sl&amp;gt;. [ad. L.

mechanic -us
,
a Or. pr]\avtic6s (adj. and sb.;, f. pij-

Xairn MACHINE. Cf. F. inecanique (from I4th c. :

perh. the source in early instances), Pr. mechanic
,

Sp. mccdnico, Pg. mechanico ;
also OE. mechanise^

Ger., Du. mechaniseh, Sw., Da. mekanisk.
The adj. was introduced much later than MECHANICAL,

which in early uses is somewhat closer to the sense of the

Latin word.]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to or involving manual labour or

skill. Now rare : cf. MECHANICAL i b.

1549 Compl. Scotl. Prol. 8 To leyrne sciens, craftis, ande

mecanyke occupations. i6 PEACHAM Compl, Gent. xiiL

(1634) 129 Painting in Oyle. .is. .of more esteeme then work
ing in water colours; but then it is more mechanique, and
will robbe you of over much time from your more excellent
studies, a, 1631 DONNE 80 Serm. (1640) xxxvii. 364 When we
see any man doe any work well, that belongs to the hand, to

write, to carve, to play, to doe any mechanique office well.

i677YARRANTON Eng. ftttArffv.iBf The persons working in the

Mechanick-Arts. 1770 LANCHORNE Plutarch (1879)!. 175/2
If a man applies himself to servile or mechanic employ
ments. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. $ Is.

(184^6)
I. ii. 132 He was

a considerable proficient in music, painting, and several

mechanic arts.

t b. Pertaining to mechanical arts
;
industrial.

1721 BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 7 It is a hard Coal
for Mechanick Uses.

2. Of persons : Having a manual occupation ;

working at a trade. Now blended with the attri

butive use of the sb.

1549 Compl. Scot. ii. 25 Ande mecanyc lauberaris sal re-

proche gentil men. 1655 STANLEY Ifisi. Philos. iv. Mcnc-
dennts i, Though noble by descent, Mechanick by profession
and indigent. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers x. xxiii. 316
Most.. are Labouring and Mechanick men. 1719 DE FOE
Cntsoe i. i, The Labour and Sufferings of the mechanic Part
of Mankind. 1837 HT. MARTINEAL* Sec. Ainer. III. 48 Are
the mechanic and farming classes satisfied? 18^5 R. \V.

HAMILTON Pop. Educ. iii. (ed. 2) 56 If mechanic life be

miserable, if the crowded population which it collects is

degraded.
f3. Belonging to or characteristic of the lower

orders ; vulgar, low, base. 06s.

1599 MARSTON Sea. lfillanie^ In Led. prorsns indignos&amp;gt;

Each mechanick slaue, Each dunghill pesant. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. fy Cl. iv. iv. 32 To stand On more Mechanicke Compli
ment. 1642 CHAS. I Declar. Wks. 1662 II. 170 Suffering
Mechanick, Ignorant fellows to preach and expound the

Scripture. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode iv. i, Writing,
Madam s a Mechanick part of Witt ! A Gentleman should
never go beyond a Song or a Billot. 1705 VASBRUGH Confed.
i. iii, A woman must indeed be of a mechanic mould, who is

either troubled or pleased with anything her husband ca.i

do for her. 1762 LLOYD Actor 40 The PlayYs profession

(though I hate the phrase, Tisso mechanic in these modern

days).
4. Of the nature of, or pertaining to, a machine

or machines; also, worked by machinery. Now
poet, or rhetorical; cf. MECHANICAL a, 3.

i6as N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. iv. (1635) 74 A Ballance,
and other such mechanicke instruments. 1696 MANDEY &
MOXON (titled Mechanick -powers: or, the MLstery of Nature
and Art unvail d, shewing what great things may be per
formed by Mechanick Engines, etc. 1788 Gentl. Mag.
LVIII. i. 77/1 A man of war hove 3 inches by mechanic
force. 1876 Giio. ELIOT Dan. Der. III. xxxvii. /leading,
Fine mechanic wings that would not fly.

b. Mechanic powers or ^faculties : = mechanical

powers (see MECHANICAL a. 30). ? Obs.

1648 BP. WILKINS Math. Magick i. xii, Concerning the
force of the Mechanick faculties, particularly the Ballance
and Leaver. 1701 MOXON Math. Diet- Mechanick P&amp;lt;rwcrs

t

or Mechanick Faculties are Six. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Opcrat.
Mechanic 11 The pulley is the third mechanic power. 1856
EMERSON F.ng. J raits, Literature Wks. (Bohn) II. 112

They [sc. Englishmen] are incapable of an inutility, and
respect the five mechanic powers even in their song.

5. Worked or working like a machine; having
a machine-like action or motion

; acting mechani

cally. Somewhat arch, ; cf. MECHANICAL a. 4.

1697 CONGREVE Mourning Bride n. vm, O impotence of

sight ! mechanic sense, . . Not seeing of election but neces

sity. 1762 LLOYD Actor 2 Acting, ..its perfection draws
From no observance of mechanic laws. 1850 TENNYSON In
Mem. v, The sad mechanic exercise, Like dull narcotics,

numbing pain. 1863 KINGLAKECV/MOC (1876) I. iv. 68 That
branch of industry which seeks to give uniformity and me
chanic action to bodies of men.

fb. Involuntary, automatic. Obs.

1713 LD. BOLINGBROKE in Poke s Pr, Wks. (1741) II. 26 Good
digestions, serene weather, and some other mechanic springs.

1741 BETTERTON Eng. Stage vi. 102 Nature by a sort of
mechanic Motion throws the Hands out as Guards to the

Eyes on such an Occasion.

6. Of agencies, forces, principles : Such as belong
to the subject-matter of mechanics ;

= MECHANICAL
a. 5. Now rare or Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 3 So great is the mechanick
power which Providence has immurd within these living
walls of Jet [vft. a flea]. 1683 T. HOY AgathocUs 18 The
Mechanique Power, by which they move, It self is guided by
some Hand above. 17x1 H. Morn s Antid. Ath, ii. i. SchoL
153, L.perceiv d the motion of the World to be no ways
mechanick. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsly n. i, The supreme
control obtained by man over mechanic power.

f7. Of theories and their advocates; = MECHANI
CAL a. 6. Obs.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 28 These mechanick Theists

MECHANICAL.
have here quite outstripped and outdone the Atomick
Atheists. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 152 On the prin
ciples of this mechanick philosophy, our institutions can
never be embodied, if I may use the expression, in persons.

f 8. Of persons and their aptitudes : Skilled in

mechanical contrivance. Obs.

1713 STEELE Guardian No. i P3, I am. .convinced of the

importance of mechanick heads. 1714 GAY Trivia i. 272
A new Machine Mechanick Fancy wrought. 1748 Attson s

Voy. ni. x. 411 The mechanic dexterity of the Europeans.
B. sb. (See also MECHANICS.)

f 1. Manual labour or operation. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. Ill, 142 Of hem that ben Artificier,
Whiche usen craftes and mestiers, Whos Art is cleped Me
chanique. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n, viii. 3 He . . may
superinduce upon some metall the Nature and forme of Gold
by such Mechanique as longeth to the production of the

Natures afore rehearsed.

fb. A mechanical art. Obs.

1604^
R. CAWDREY Table Alph.^ Mechanic^ handycraft.

1655 in Hartlib Rcf. Cominw. Bees 33 There is not any one

Mechanick, which hath its Basis on Phylosophy, in which
there are not many errors, into which an Artist, that hath
been long versed in the Practique, may hap to fall. 1656
[? J. SERGEANT] tr. T. Whites Perifat. Inst. 387 Consider
the honour of., the Mechanicks. t is the work that s most
proper to mankind. 1691 RAY Creation 11. (1704) 245 Besides
the known uses [of plants) . . in Building, in Dying, in all

Mechanicks, there may be as many more not yet discover d.

f* C. Mechanism, mechanical structure. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, x. 5 The fault being in the

very frame and Mechanicke of the parts.

2. One who is employed in a manual occupation;
a handicraftsman.
Mechanics institutes* institution; the designation adopted

by a class of societies, established (in 1823 and subsequently)
in London and most other towns of England to afford their

members facilities for self-education by classes and lectures.

In many of these institutions, only
a small proportion of the

members now belong to the mechanic or artisan class.

1562 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) i. 174 Merchandis to trafique
and travell to and fro, Mechanikis wirk. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 341 Houses or yards, where Carpenters
or such Mechanicks work. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(ed. 2) 163 These people are most of them mechanicks and
husbandmen. 1713 SWIFT, etc. Frenzy of J. Dennis Wks.

1755 III. i. 142 My friend an apothecary ! a base mechanic !

1777 FLETCHER Bible Calvinism Wks. 1795 IV. 244 An in

dustrious sober mechanic can hardly pay for a mean lodging
in a garret. 1825 HONE Everyday Bk. \. 1549 On the ad of

December, 1823, the London Mechanics Institution was
formed. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. iii. I. 418 An English
mechanic, . . instead of slaving like a native of Bengal for a

piece of copper, exacted a shilling a day. 1891 LECKIE Life
&amp;lt;$

Rt lig. 71 He [St. Paul] was an itinerant mechanic.

b. Used contemptuously. Now rare*

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 83 Do not bid me .. capitulate
Againe, with Romes Mechanickes. 1768 HORNE Disc. \x.

Wks. 1818 II. 171 The meanest mechanic takes place of the

nobles and kings of the earth, if he were a better Christian

than they were. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Pcrtk xxiii, This fellow

is a wretched mechanic. 1843 TENNYSON Walking to Mail
67 Lest . . his nice eyes Should see the raw mechanic s bloody
thumbs Sweat on his blazon d chairs.

fC. A low or vulgar fellow. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Mechanic,, .a mean,, .con

temptible
Fellow. 1733 FIELDING Intrig. Chambermaid \\.

ix, I am glad you have taught me at what distance to keep
such mechanics for the future.

3. In restricted sense : A skilled workman, esp.
one who is concerned with the making or use of

machinery.
In some English manufacturing districts the term denotes

a man who lias the management and repairing of the

machinery in a factory.
1662 HOBUES Consid. (1680) 53 What is here *aid of Chym-

ists is applicable to all other Mechaniques. 1681 Land. Gaz.
No. 1643/4 His Majesty having sent for Sir Samuel Mor-
land . . was Graciously pleased to Declare, that he was

highly satisfied with all the late Experiments and extra

ordinary Effects of Sir Samuels new Water-Engine... After

which, the Lord Chamberlain.. caused him to be Sworn
Ma&amp;gt;ter of the Mechanicks. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. i, A very
handy ingenious Fellow, who was a Cooper by Trade, but
was also a general Mechanick; for he was dexterous at

making Wheels [etc.]. 1835 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange
Life (1870) III, iv. 31 Captain Gore is, amongst his other

excellences, a great mechanic, and a capital working car

penter. 1870 EMERSON Set. ft Solit., Work fy Days Wks.
(Bohn) III. 64 The apprentice clings to his foot-rule, a

practised mechanic will measure by his thumb.

4. One who holds mechanical theories; a me
chanical physiologist, rare. (Cf. MECHANIST 3.)
a 1776 R. JAMES Diss. Fevers (1778) 86, I might produce

the causes of fevers according to the various principles of the

Galenists, the Chymists, the Mechanics.

Mechanical (m/kze nikal^, a. and s6.
[f. late

L. mechanic-its : see prec. and -ICAL.] A. adj.
1. Of arts, trades, occupations : Concerned with

machines or tools. Hence,
a. Concerned with the contrivance and construc

tion of machines or mechanism.
1431-50 tr. Higdtn (Rolls) VII. 73 Certeyne instrumentes

ofhismakynge made by arte mechanicalle, and specially

organes. 1626 BACON New Atl. 38 Wee haue also diuerse

Mechanicall Arts, which you haue not; and Stuffes made
by them; as Papers, Linnen [etc.]. &amp;gt;7S6-7

tr. Kcyslcr s

Trav. (1760) IV. 395 Those who are fond of mechanical

arts, manufactures, &c. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. $
Art I. 124 To make any useful proficiency in mechanical

pursuits. 1871 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 367 Machine-

making . . belongs to a high order of mechanical art.

b. Concerned wilh manual operations ;
of the

nature of handicraft.



MECHANICAL.
c 1450 LVDG. & BURGH Secrees 2097 Whoom his ffadir . .

Hoonde and dysppsyd to crafft mechanycalle. 1477 NORTON
llrd. Alch. iv. in Ashm. Theat. Chem. Brit. (1652) 49
Handie-crafte called Arte Mechanicall. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary n. (1625) 106 A seruant, meanly trained in some
Mechanicall Science. 1605 BACON Atir. Leant, n. To
King 13 Arts Mechanicall contract Brotherhoods in com-
munalties. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) title-p., The Arts
and Sciences, either Liberal or Mechanical. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty 4 Many other little circumstances belong
ing to the mechanical part of the art. 1834 MACAULAV
Ess., Pitt (1899) 288 Almost every mechanical employ
ment., has a tendency to injure some one or other of the

bodily organs of the artisan. 1837-9 [see ILLIBERAL a. ij.

1841 EMERSON Method .Vat. Wks. (Bohn) II. 220, I look on
trade and every mechanical craft as education also.

( c. transf. Pertaining to the mere technicalities

of a profession or art. 06s.

21648 LD. HERBERT He*. fV//(i683) 325 Other Laws
also were enacted, which for being meerly legal, and there
fore relative chiefly to the Masters of the Law, or otherwise

niecnamcal part ol tneir callings (wnicn is to assist Clients
with Counsel, and to plead their Causes), a 1763 SHEN-
STONE .fiji. (1765) 5 The vulgar may not indeed be capable
of giving the reasons why a composition pleases them.
That mechanical distinction they leave to the connoisseur.

2. Of persons : Engaged in manual labour ; be

longing to the artisan class. Now rare, f Hence,
characteristic of this class, mean, vulgar (obs.).
1589 Late Voy. Sp. f, Port. (1881) 102 Wherein mechanical!

and men of base condition doo dare to censure the dooings
of them, of whose acts they be not worthieto talke. 1591
HORSEY Tra;: (Hakl. Soc.) App. 302 Thearby (sc. by com
merce] your marchantes growe riche, your mecanycall people
sette a worke. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. v. 38 Hall d
thither by most Mechanicall and durty hand. 1646 EARL
MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Warres ix. 182 Born at Corneto a
poor village in Toscany, of mean mechanical parentage.
1695 CIBBER Love s Last Shift in, Tis mechanical to marry
the Woman you love ; Men ofQuality should always marry
those they never saw. 1730 FIELDING Author s Farce i. v,
These are represented as mean and mechanical, and the
others as honourable and glorious. 1830 GALT Laivrie T. v.

ii, Settlers of the mechanical orders. 1880 E. WHITE Cert.
Relig. 31 Among the peasantry and mechanical orders.

t b. Occupied with or skilled in the practical
application of an art or science; practical as

opposed to speculative. 06s.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. a iij b, A speculative Mechanicien

. .dinerreth nothyng from a Mechanicall Mathematicien.
1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. in. viii. (1810) 567 If they had
been as good Mechanicall Cannoniers, as they were Com-
maunders.

3. t a. Of the nature of a machine or machines
(obs.). b. In modern use: Acting, worked, or

produced by a machine or mechanism : often in
contrast to what is produced by hand-labour.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 2 Albeston is a stone of Archadie

. . whereof in olde time was built that kind of worke Me
chanicall. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Marcellus (1595) 335
Instruments and engines (which are called mechanical! or
organicall). 1648 Bp. WILKINS Math. Magick n. vi 191
I he volant or flying Automata are such Mechanicall con-
irivances, as have a self-motion [etc.]. 1839 Penny Cycl.XV. 49/1 The centre of gravity might by mechanical means
be made to rise continually higher. 1860 FARADAY Lect.
forces Matter 170 An instrument wrought only by me
chanical motion. 1873 WHYTE MELVILLE Riding Recoil, vi.

(1879) 98 The mechanical horse exhibited in Piccadilly some
ten or twelve years ago. 1902 Daily Chron. 7 Apr. 3/2 The
invention and practical perfectioning of the mechanical
pianoforte player.

C. Mechanical powers or ^faculties : the six

simple machines . (Cf. MECHANIC a. 4 b )

1648 Bp WILKINS Math. Magick i. iii, Of the first Me-
chamcal faculty, the Ballance. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl
s. v , The mechanical powers, are the balance, lever, wheel,
pully, wedge, and screw.

d. Mechanicaldrawing: drawing performed with
the help of instruments, as compasses, rulers, etc.
Mechanical construction (of curves) : construction
by the use ofsome apparatus, as distinguished from
tracing by calculation of successive points.
1842-59 GWILT Archil. 995 Practical Geometry., has

&amp;gt;een denned as the art which directs the mechanical processes for finding the position of points, lines, surfaces [etc.].

4. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Resembling (in
animate) machines or their operations ; acting or
performed without the exercise of thought or voli
tion

; lacking spontaneity or originality ; machine-
like; automatic.
1607 TOPSF.LL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 271 Our Mechanical

=;,HTiF
ai
h
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e many times what they know not -and kill where they might cure, knew they the cause. 1663Bp. PATRICK.Parat. Pilgr. xxi. (,668) 210 The Mechanical
Christian will here find himself to be dead and void of Christ.

rhW r^
E Stat

i.

No 152 2 None of these Men f Me
chanic.! Courage have ever made any great Figure in the
Profess, of Arms. 1766 GOLDSM.Vfr. fV. iv* I always
thought fit to keep up some mechanical forms of good
breeding 1788 REID Active Powers m. v. 6,3 The one we
may for distinctions sake, call mechanical government, the
other moral. ,818 HAZLITT Eg. Poets\ 64 Versifica-

r ,L -ri
hmS n a great degree mechanical. 1841 MYERS

(.at/i. lit. in. 36. 13 i Is not the notion of a mechanical rule-a rule ever ready and everapplicable-in spiritual things,
altogether out of place ? 1871 MORLEV Condorcet in Crit.
Misc Ser. I. (1878) 66 The official religion of the centurywas lifeless and mechanical.

6. Of agencies, operations, and principles: Such

285

as belong to the subject-matter of mechanics
;

in
modern use often opposed to chemical.
1626 B

thorow
SACON Sylva 98 The Cause of all Flight of Bodies
the Aire, and of other Mechanicall Motions. 1662

STII.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. i To explain the Origine
of the Universe.. meerly by the Mechanical Laws of the
motion of matter. 1698 KEILL Exam. Th. Earth Introd.
(1734) 17 The World.. did exist from all eternity, without
any change, or alteration, but such as happened from pure
Mechanical principles, and causes. 1805-17 R. JAMESON
Char. Min. (ed. 3) ,51 If we have recourse to mechanical
division, in order to obtain the cubic nucleus from this kind of
octahedron. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 291/1 Liquid medicines
consisting of several ingredients.. in a state of mechanical
suspension in some viscid medium. 1842-59 GWILT Archit.

:ry

h
they are subjected. 1863 TYNDAI.L Heat i. 9 (1870) 8 The
sea is rendered warmer by a storm, the mechanical dash of
its billows being. Converted into heat. Mod. Common air
is a mechanical mixture, not a chemical compound.
fig- l87S JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) II. 20, The distinction
between the mere mechanical cohesion of sounds or words
and the chemical combination of them into a new word.

b. Geol. Applied to formations in which the

ingredients have undergone no alteration in their
chemical constitution or molecular structure.

^1833
LYELL Princ.Geol. III. Gloss. 73 Mechanical Origin,

ROCKS of. When rocks are composed of sand, pebbles, or
fragments, to distinguish them from those of an uniform
crystalline texture, which are of chemical origin. 1878
HUXLEY Phftugr. xvii. 293 The mere mechanical detritus
of siliceous rocks.

6. Of theories and their advocates : Explaining
phenomena by the assumption of mechanical action.

1692 BENTLEY HoyIn Lect. v. ,45 The Mechanical Atheist.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. 1 cchn. I, Mechanical Philosophy, is

the same with the Corpuscular, which endeavours to expli
cate the Phenomena of Nature from Mechanical Principles.
1707 FLOYER Pulse Watch I. n. ii. 205 Which Method of
Physic is both Mechanical and Philosophical. 1771 T.
PERCIVAI, Ess. (1777) I. 21 The mechanical hypothesis con
cerning the operation of medicines, which is supposed to
depend upon the size, figure, and gravity of their constitu
ent particles. 1860 TYNDAI.L Glac. I. i. 5 The mechanical
theory of slaty cleavage. 1880 HUXLEY in Nature No. 615.
345 The mechanical physiologists, who regarded these opera
tions as the result of the mechanical properties of the small
vessels, such as the size, form, and disposition of their canals
and apertures.
7. Concerned with or involving material objects

or physical conditions.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. 104, I have an Experiment in
Banco which will give some Mechanical Evidence of this

great Mystery. 1665 GLANVILL Def. Vanity Dogtn. 28 There
are Mechanical difficulties in the way of his Solutions. 1675
TRAHERNF. Chr. Ethics ,48 In physical goodness there is a
mechanical fitness, and dead convenience. 1860 MILL

Rej&amp;gt;r.

Govt. (1865) 4/1 Besides these moral hindrances, mechanical
difficulties are often an insuperable impediment to forms of
government.
8. Pertaining to mechanics as a science.
1648 Bp. WILKINS Math. Magick I. i. 3 Art may be said.,

to overcome, and advance nature, as in these Mechanicall
disciplines. 1827 JAMIESON (title) A Dictionary of Me
chanical Science. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Pres. Addr. to Brit.
Assoc. p. Iviii, The mechanical sciences, .may be divided
into Theoretical Mechanics and Dynamics, .and Applied
Mechanics.

b. Having to do with machinery.
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 122 Subjects of mechanical

invention and investigation. 1863 FAWCETT Pot. Econ. i. iv.

(1876) 33 The foremost mechanical genius of this mechanical
age is devoted to the production of weapons of death. 1881
Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 42 Mechanical Engineer, In
ventor. Draughtsman, Student. 1897 MARY KINCSLEY IV.

Africa 669 The great inferiority of the African to the

European lies in the matter of mechanical idea.

9. Math. a. Applied to curves not expressible
by equations of finite and rational algebraical form;
= TRANSCENDENTAL.
So called as admitting of production only by mechanical

construction : see 3d.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Cnrvt, These [sc. transcen-

dental] curves, Des Cartes. &c. call mechanical ones. 1743
EMERSON

Fluxions\i.i-}&amp;lt;) Mechanical or transcendent curves.
1847 J. DWYER Priac. f, Pract. Hydraulic Eng. 75 A
cycloid . . is a mechanical curve of. .curious properties.

b. Mechanicalsolution (of a problem): seequot.
1704 J.HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Mechanical Solution of a

Problem in Mathematicks, is either when the Thing is done
by repeated Tryals, or when the Lines made use of to solve
it are not truly Geometrical.

B. sl&amp;gt;.

1. = MECHANIC B. 2. arch, (as echo of Shaks.).
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. o A crew of patches, rude

Mechanicals, That worke for bread vpon Athenian stals.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 211 These covetous misers
gather wealth together like mightie magnificoes, but they
spend like beggerly mechanicals. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astro!.
clx. 676 It.. expressed in Mechanicals, great Custome and
Trade

; in men otherwise qualified, Preferment, Office. 1830
Westin.^Rev. XIII. zn Socrates! we hear all the vulgar
mechanicals exclaim,, .a poor, mean, pitiful, pennyless fellow!

2. pi. f a. The science which relates to the con
struction of machines. Obs.
i6os

&amp;gt;

BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxi. 6 In mechanicalls, the
direction how to frame an Instrument or Engyne, is not the
same with the manner of setting it on woorke.

b. Details of mechanical construction, rare.
1821 T. G. WAINEWRIGHT Ess. , Crit. (1880) 146 This class

of subjects demands the greatest attention to mechanicals.
1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. ix, They were indifferently well

wrought, specially a chevesail, of which the
1

Sp?.re me

MECHANICALNESS.
the fashion of thy mechanicals, and come to the point in
terrupted Marnutduke.

Mechanicalism (mrtise-nikaliz m). [f. ME
CHANICAL + -ISM.] a. The philosophic doctrine
that all the phenomena of the universe, or some
particular class of phenomena indicated by the
context, are mechanically caused, b. Mechanical
or routine procedure. So Uecha nicalist, one
who favours mechanicalism.
1877 T. SINCLAIR Mount (,878) 71 A mechanicalist would

put one s thoughts very quickly into his shape, no doubt.
1803 Natim (N. Y.) 3 Aug. 88/2 These two things, mechani
calism and infalhbilism, are the great obstacles to any com
mon understanding between religious thinking and scientific
thinking. 1903 Abater 30 May 201/2 Others.. have lost
all touch with human nature, the slaves of an academic
mechanicalism.

Mechanicality (m/tenikre-liti). [f. ME
CHANICAL a. + -ITV.] The quality of being me
chanical, or like a machine

; chieflyyff.
1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Afric., Observ. ,17 This con-

struction was adopted on account of its Simplicity, and, at
the same time, its Mechanicality. 1871 Contemf. Rev XIX
86 bermons . . exhibit a sameness and mechanicality. 1890ABP. BENSON m Life II. 307 By much conversation I do
believe I have prevailed on Wyon to depart much from me
chanicality of touch.

Mechanicalize (m/ kce-nikalai^), v. [f. ME
CHANICAL a. + -IZE.] trans. To render mechanical
(in any sense of the adj.) ; formerly, f to degrade
to the rank or character of a mechanic

;
to render

mean or low (Todd i8iS). Also Mecha-nical-
ized///. a., Mecha-nicalizing vbl. sb.
1611 COTGR., Mechanize, Mechanicalized ; made, or growne

base, vile, ordinarie, meane. 1892 Cosmopolitan XIII. , 5 :/2
t-yen utilitarianism and the mechanicalizing of labor have
failed entirely to take away its significance. 1903 DailyAews 4 Mar. 3/1 The tendency of modern industry to
mechamcalise men.

Mechanically (m/*karnikali), adv.
[f. ME

CHANICAL a. + -LY ^.]
1. By mechanical art, contrivance, or methods

;

by the use of machinery or instruments.
1570 DFK Math. 1 nf. c ij b, Thus, may you Double your

Cube Mechanically. IHd. c iij, Though it be Naturally done
and Mechanically: yet hath it a good Demonstration Mathe-
maticall. 1656 tr. Halites Elein. Philos. (1839) 3,5 The
ancients pronounced it impossible to exhibit in a plane th?
division of angles, .. otherwise than mechanically. 1737
BRACKEN Farriery Imfr. (, 749 ) I. 320 A silly Man carry
ing two Buckets of Water upon his Shoulders with a
round Pole, instead of a flattish one hollowed and mechani
cally fitted to receive his Shoulders. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.
\. xxix. 401 To lift her mechanically above her line of flota
tion. 1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 192,2 Large crowds
gathered in the mechanically flooded fields.

2. By mechanical (as opposed to chemical, vital,

etc.) agencies or processes ;
as a mechanical agent;

in respect of mechanical properties.
1684-5 BOYLE Min. Waters 23 Whether any thing .. can be

. .discover d ..by Chymically and Mechanically examining
die Mineral Earths [etc.], 1691 RAY Creation n. (17041 4,5
They suppose even the perfect Animals, .to have been formed
Mechanically among the rest. 1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min.
(ed. 2) I. ,86 The calx and magnesia may be chemically
combined

_

with the argill, and not merely mechanically
mixed as in^marls. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Atnusem. 25
Being itself insolvable in any known menstruum, and acting
mechanically only, it neither destroys nor is destructible.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxv. ,77 The dust and thin smoke
mechanically suspended in a London atmosphere.
3. As by machinery or mechanical action

; without

spontaneous or conscious exercise of will or thought;
automatically.
1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 202 If atoms formed the world

according to the essential properties of bulk, figure, andMMIEUIUK lu me essential proper! DUIK, ngure, ana
motion, they formed it mechanically ; and if they formed it

mechanically without perception and design, they formed it

casually. 1741 tr. VArgens Chinese Lett. xiii. 85 With
Men who act in a Manner mechanically, who behave so and
so to Day only because they did so yesterday, there is [etc.].
1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fajn. II. 91 Emma, almost

ing n, i mecnanicauy dressed. 1805 IJICKENS .

i, He could do mental arithmetic mechanically.
4. By reference to mechanical causes or principles.
1733; BRACKEN Farriery Imfr. (1757) II. 88 We ought to

explain the Thing mechanically. 1861 H. SPENCER Educ.
(1888) 18 The mechanically-justified wave-line principle.
5. With mechanical tastes or aptitudes.
1726 SWIFT Gulliver i. vi, Having a head mechanically

turned, . . I had made for myself a table and chair. 1890
Anthony s Photogr. Bull. III. 201 Any mechanically in

clined man can make one in a day.

1 6. In a mechanical or nngentlemanly manner ;

meanly. (Cf. MECHANICALS. 2,MECHANica. 3.) Obs.

1613 CHAMBERLAIN Let. in Crt. ft Times Jas. I (1848) I.

224 But his [Sir T. Bodley s] servants grumble and murmur

very much, withwhom he hath dealt very mechanically, some
of them having served him. .above two and twenty years.

Mecliauicalness (m/karnikalnes). [-NESS.]
The quality of being mechanical.
1611 COTGR-, Mecaniqueric, Mechanicallnesse; basenesse

of humor. 1691-8 NOHRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 18 Men
not perceiving the Mechanicalness of its operation, are apt
to have recourse to some inherent Quality. 1874 Conteinf,
fiev.XyiV. 95 Science does not affirm, .mechanicalness in

Nature. 1900 Conferences on Books fy Men xiii. 229 The
very mechanicalness of the routine seems to have soothed
and numbed Cowper s too irritable sensibilities.



MECHANICIAN.

mechanician (mekanrjm). Also 6-7 -ioien,

7 -itian. [f.
MECHANIC + -IAN. Cf. F. mfratufien.]

a. One who practises or is skilled in a mechanical

art
;
a mechanic, artisan. Now rare. b. One who

is skilled in the construction of machinery.
1570 J. DEE Math. Pref. a iij b, A Mechanicien, or a Me-

chanicall workman is he, whose skill is, without knowledge
of Mathematical! demonstration, perfectly to worke and

finishe any sensible worke, by the Mathematicien principall

or deriuative, demonstrated or demonstrable. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. I. ii. lit. ii. 11651) 94, 1 appeal to Painters, Me
chanicians, Mathematicians. 1671 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat.

Philos. II. III. ii By frequenting the Shops and Work
houses of Mechanitians. 1759 DA COSTA in Phil. Trans.

LI. 187 There are even mechanicians in that kingdom
[France], who seriously doubt, whether the fire engine is any
wise useful. 1819 P. O. Land. Direct. 144 Wm. Hawks,
Mechanician and Optician to their Majesties. 1863 FAW-
CETT Pol. Econ. i. v. (1876) 58 The mechanician upon whose
skill the accuracy of a chronometer depends.

t Mecha-nicism. Obs. rare- . [f.
MECHANIC

+ -ISM.]
- MECHANISM 2.

1710 DE FOE in Review No. 119. VI. 474 They would de
nude us of the beautiful Garment of Liberty, and prostitute
the Honour ofthe Nation to the Mechanicism of Slavery !

Mechauicize (mfkoe-nis3iz),z&amp;gt;. [f. MECHANIC
+ -IZE.] trans. To render mechanical.
18. .American X. 39 (Cent.) No branch of the race was

more mechanicized by Lockianisin than the American.

Mecha nico-, used as comb, form of L. me-
chanicus (see MECHANIC), in hyphened combina
tions with the sense partly mechanical and partly

something else , as mcchanico-intellectual,-mcrciful;
mechanico-chemical a., comprising mechanics

and chemistry ; (of phenomena) pertaining partly
to mechanics and partly to chemistry ;

mechanico-

corpuscular a., an epithet applied to the philoso

phy which views all phenomena, material and

spiritual, as explicable by the movement of atoms

according to mechanical laws.

1825 COLERIDGE Aids Rf/l. (1848) I. 327 The utter empti
ness., of the vaunted Mechanico-corpuscular philosophy.
1840 SMART s.v. Mechanic, The Mechanico-chemicalsciences

1866 G. MAC-
many

.MERSON
Soc~,

&amp;lt;f

Solit. vii. 131 [Steam] is yet coming to render many
higher services of a mechanico-intellectualkind.

Mechanics (mrtue niks). [In form a pi. of

MECHANIC : see -ic 2.

Gr. had both 17 ^ij^anxtj and ri
/z&amp;gt;?vai

ijca
; hence in late L.

mechanica fern, sing., mechanical science, mechanica neut.

pi., works of mechanical art. The Rom. langs. use the fern,

sing. : Fr. mecani&amp;lt;iue vin iSthc. also les mecaniqiics fem.\

Sp. mecdnica, Pg. mechanica. It. meccanica \ cf. G. me-

chanlk, Du. mechanica, Da.,Sw. mekanik.]

1. a. Originally (and still in popular use) : That

body of theoretical and practical knowledge which

is concerned with the invention and construction

of machines, the explanation of their operation,
the calculation of their efficiency, b. That de

partment of applied mathematics which treats of

motion and tendencies to motion : comprising (ac

cording to the division now generally received)

kinematics, the science of abstract motion, and

ftyriamics(mc\nding statics and kinetics), the science

of the action of forces in producing motion or

equilibrium in bodies.

Analytical mechanics : mechanics treated by the diffe

rential and integral calculus. Animal mechanics
:_

me
chanics as applied to the study ofthe movements of animals.

1648 Bp. WILKINS Math. Magick I. ii. 12 Astronomy
handles the quantity of heavenly motions, Musick of sounds,
and Mechanicks of weights and! powers. 1671 BOYLE Use/.
Meek. Discipl. Nat. Philos. i, I do not here take the

Term, Mechanicks, in that stricter and more proper sense,

wherein it is wont to be taken, when tis us d onely to

signifie the Doctrine about the Moving Powers, (as the

Beam, the Leaver, the Screws, and the Wedg) and of

framing Engines to multiply Force ; but I here understand
the word Mechanicks in a larger sense, for those Disciplines
that consist of the Applications of pure Mathematicks to

produce or modifie Motion in inferior Bodies. 1770 LANG-
HORNE Plutarch (1879) I- 342/1 The first that turned their

thoughts to mechanics, .were Eudoxus and Archytas. 1828

HUTTON Course Math. II. 139 Mechanics is the science of

equilibrium and of motion. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy ff It.

1st. I. 118 Archimedes.. devoted the best efforts of his skill

in mechanics to the defence of his native town.

1 2. //. Manual operations. Ois. rare~ l
.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver iv. x, I shall not trouble the Reader
with a particular Description of my own Mechanics ; let it

suffice to say, that in six Weeks Time . . I finished a Sort of
Indian Canoo.

Mechanism (me-kaniz m). [ad. mod.L. mc-

chanismus, f. Gr. nixav/i MACHINE : see -ISM. Cf.

F. micanisme, Sp. mecanismo, Pg. mechanismo. It.

meccanismo
;
also G. mechanismus (pi. mechanis-

Hien). Late Latin had mlchanisma contrivance.
The mod. L. word was chiefly used to denote the mechani

cal structure and action of nature according to the Cartesian

philosophy.]
1. The structure, or mutual adaptation of parts,

in a machine or anything comparable to a machine,
whether material or immaterial. (In early use

chiefly with reference to natural objects.)
1662 STILLIMGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. 15. 401 To impute that

rare mechanism of the works of nature to the blind and for*
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tuitous motion of some particles of matter ? 1685 BOYI.E

Enq. Notion Nat. 73, I shall express, what I call d General

Nature, by Cosmical Mechanism, that is, a Comprisal of allll

the Mechanical Affections (Figure, Size, Motion, &c.) that

belong to the matter of the great System of the Universe.

1 1712 WOLLASTON Relie. Nat, v. 100 He. .knows the^
make

of their bodies, and all the mechanism and propensions of

them. 1776 G. CAMPBELL Philos. Rhct. (1801) I. 241 The
wonderful mechanism of our mental frame. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Briery Creek iv. 85 The mechanism of society
thus resembles the mechanism of man s art. 1854 BREWSTER
More Worlds xv\\. 256 The wonderful mechanisms of animal
and vegetable life. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. 11. i. t The
mechanism or anatomy of movement in the animal frame.

1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids iii. ico The mechanism of

the flower. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iii. 96 The door
was a marvel of mechanism.

fb. In somewhat wider sense (see quot. I/55)- ;

1712 Spectator No. 518 T 8 The Contour of his Person,
the Mechanism of his Dress, [etc.]. 1715 DESAGULIERS
Fires Itttpr. 154 The whole Mechanism of it [viz. achimney]
will be easily understood by a sight of the Figures. 1755
JOHNSON, Mechanism, . . 2. Construction of parts depending
on each other in any complicated fabrick.

2. concr. A system of mutually adapted parts

working together mechanically or in a manner

analogous to mechanical action ;
a piece of ma

chinery ; the machinery (lit. or fg^ by means of
j

which some particular effect is produced. Also,

machinery or mechanical appliances in general.
a 1677 HALE/VIM/. Orig. Man. i. ii. 48 That Opinion that

depresseth the natures of sensible Creatures below their just
value.. rendring them no more but barely Mechanisms or i

Artificial Engins. 1758 REID tr. Manner s Chym. I. 129
This is brought about by a mechanism to which we are

strangers. 1802 PALEY Nat. Thai, xxiii. (ed. 2) 447 Median-
j

ism is not itself power. Mechanism, without power, can do

nothing. 1814 D. STEWART Htint. Mind II. ii. 2. 143 The
wonderful mechanism of speech. 1822 IMISON Sii. ff Art I.

94 Tile part of the mechanism of a watch which shows the

hour of the day. 1876 A. B. KENNEDY Re:ileax&quot; Kinem.

Machinery 47 A closed kinematic chain, of which one link

is thus made stationary, is called a mechanism. 1879 St.

George s Hasp. Rep. IX. 800 The vascular dilatation must
be considered as the result of the morbid condition of

the mechanism of the circulation. 1885 tr. Lotze s Micro-
cosmos I. n. iv. 232 The mind is not content to have con
nections of ideas imposed on it by the mechanism of per

ception and memory. 1903 HEVWOOD Music in Churches

7 Average choir boys cannot recite on a low note without

being liable to use the.. chest voice..and the use of their

lower mechanism is usually accompanied with flatness.

b. spec, in musical instruments.

thai the closing of the C sharp and the B natural holes may
be simultaneous by the action of the second finger. 1876
STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mas. Terms, Mechanism,
that part of an instrument which forms the connection
between the player and the sound-producing portion.

C. Kinematics. An ideal machine; a combina
tion of movable bodies constituting a machine, but

considered only with regard to relative movements

(Webster 1897).
f3. Mechanical action; action according to

mechanick laws (J.). Obs.

1671 S. PARKER Dcf. Keel. Pol. 342 The Philosophy of a
Phanatick being as intelligible by the Laws ol Mechanism,
as the Motion of the Heart, and Circulation of the Blond.

1692 BENTLEY Boyle I.ect. iii. 32 He acknowledges nothing
besides Matter and Motion; so that all that he can con
ceive to be transmitted hither from the Stars, must needs be

perform d either by Mechanism or Accident. 1704 NORRIS
Ideal World 1 1. ii.ooThe most that use them [movements] are

utterly ignorant ofthe laws of mechanism and yet order their

footing as artificially as the most skilful. 1731 ARBUTHNOT
Aliments (1735) 34 After the Chyle has pass d through the

Lungs, Nature continues her usual Mecnanism, to convert
it into Animal Substances. 1748 HARTLEY Otserv, Man \.

iv. 500 The Mechanism or Necessity of human ^Actions,
in Opposition to what is generally termed Free-will. 1794
SULLIVAN View Nat. IV. 5 Mechanism has become a learned

word. But, does it mean any more than that one particle
of matter is impelled by another, . . and that stilt by another,
until we come to the particle first moved ?

t4. A contrivance, artifice. Obs. rare.

1670 \V. CLARKE Nat. Hist. Nitre 92 It is also a pretty
Mechanism in Cookery, .which is this, Nitre giveth a Red
Colour to Neats-Tongues, [etc.] 1688 EVELYN in Gutch
Coll. Citr. I. 414 All their [the Jesuits ] other mechanismes
and arts having fail d them.

f 5. Mechanical operations ;
mechanical art. OI S.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 209 F 2 Painting is Eloquence
and Poetry in Mechanism. 1736 AINSWOFTH Lai. Diet.,

Talus. .who first invented the saw.. grew such an artist,

that Dcedalus fearing to be outdone in mechanism put him
to death.

1 6. The opinion that everything in the universe

MECHANOLOGY.
b. Mechanical quality (of literature) ; the

following of set methods for producing effect.

1903 Ln. ROSEBERY in Daily News 27 Nov. 5/5 Lord

Macaulay s works.. are charged now with a certain amount
of mannerism and a certain amount of mechanism.

Mechanist (me-kanist). [f.MECHAN-ic + -isT.]

1. t ft. A mechanic, handicraftsman (ods.~). b.

One who constructs machinery ;
a machinist.

1606 J. KING Serm. Sept. 32 They will turn. .Princes into

mechanistes and artificers. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig.
Philos. (1730) I. x. I 17. 92 Adapted by Mechanists to other

sort of uses. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas vi, Having seen what
the mechanist had already performed, a 1761 CAWTHORN
Poems (1771) 200 Observing this unlucky lailer Was neither

mechanist, nor taylor. 1806 Edin. Rev. IX. 210 The me
chanist could have very little to do with the success of

the play. 1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixxxii. X. 664 He collected

. .all the best engineers, mechanists, armourers, artisans, etc.,

whom Sicily or Italy could furnish.

2. One versed in mechanics ;
a mechanician.

1704 NORRIS Ideal World \\. ii. 90 Placing their bodies in

the aptest postures for their preservation, such as the wisest

mechanist cannot correct. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 117

T i The Mechanist will be afraid to assert.. the Possibility
of tearing down Bulwarks with a Silkworm s thread, a 1774
GOLDSM. Sunt. Exp. Philos. (1776)

I. 212 It is called by
mechanists the center of gravity. 1809-10 COLERIDGE
Friend (1865) 160 One state possesses chemists, mechanists,
mechanics of all kinds, men of science, a 1822 SHELLEY

D,-/. Poetry Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 28 Poets have been challenged
to resign the civic crown to reasoners and mechanists.

t 3. One who holds a mechanical theory of the

universe. Obs. (Cf. MECHANIC B. 4.)
1668 H. MORE Dh: Dial. Characters, Cuphophron, A

zealous. .Platonist and Cartesian, or Mechanist.

Mechanistic (mekani-stik), a. [f. prec. + -1C.]

Of, pertaining to, or connected with mechanics or

mechanism. Also, pertaining to or holding me
chanical theories in biology or philosophy.
1884 Nature 21 Aug. 383/1 The series of curves ofvelocity

given for different mechanistic combinations. 1893 BURDON-
SANDERSON in Athenxnm 16 Sept. 375/2 The mechanistic

view of the phenomena of life. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 3 Dec.

16/3 The mechanistic school.

Mechanize (me kanaiz), v.
[f.

MECHAN-IC +

-IZE
; cf. obs. F. tiu chaniser.]

L trans. To make or render mechanical ; to

import or attribute a mechanical character to ; to

bring into a mechanical state or condition ; to work

out the mechanical details of (a design, idea, etc.).

1678 [implied in MECHANIZING vbl. sb.\ 1704 NORRIS Ideal
II arid ii. ii. 90 God can so mechanize matter, as to make it

capable of doing some things that [etc.]. 1795 COLERIDGE
Condones 32 A system of fundamental Reform will scarcely
be effected by massacres mechanized into Revolution. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. lit. iii, Cannot he.. mechanise them

[sc. motives] to grind the other way? 1843 J- MAB-
TINEAU Chr. Life (1867! 201 You cannot mechanize benevo

lence. 1870 EMERSON Soc. tf Solit.,Art Wks. (Bohn) III.

21 Raphael paints wisdom: Handel sings it,..Shakspeare
writes it,.. Watt mechanizes it. 1879 BARING-GOULD Ger

many I. 127 He [the artisan] is mechanised.

2. intr. (nonce-uses.) To work as a mechanic; to

move mechanically.
1886 T. HARDY Mayor Casterbr. x.vxvi, Rural mechanics

too idle to mechanise, rural servants too rebellious to serve.

1902 Mother Mourns Poems 71 Why loosened I olden

control here To mechanize skywards.
Hence Mechanized ///. a. ; Me chanizins vbl.

sb. (in quot. used attrib.} Also Me chaniza tion,

the action of the verb MECHANIZE ; Me chanizer,

one who mechanizes, a believer in mechanical order

or system = MECHANIST 3.

1678 CUDWORTH Ititell. Syst. I. iii. S 38. 175 Some of the

ancient religious atomists were also too much infected with

this mechanizing humour. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mob in. 180 A
mechanized automaton. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. v, Our

European Mechanisers are a sect of boundUss diffusion,

activity, and co-operative spirit. 1839 J. STERLING Ess.,

etc. (1848) I. 297 The mechanization of the mind, 1842 // ;&amp;lt;/.

1is produced by mechanical forces. Obs.

\TI1 PRIESTLEY Matt. $ Sfir. (1782) I. Intrpd. 5 Mechan
ism is the undoubted consequence of materialism.

7. Art. The mechanical execution of a painting,

sculpture.pieceof music, etc.; technique. (Opposed
to style or expression^
1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint, n. i. vii. 94 note, Canaletti s

i

mechanism is wonderful. Prout s the rudest possible ; but
j

there is not a grain of feeling in the one, and there is
]

much in the other. 1860 Ibid. V. ix. viii. S i. 281 [Teniers :

and Wouvermans] seem never to have painted indolently,
but gave the purchaser his thorough money s worth of

mechanism. 1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mm. Terms,
Mechanism, the physical power of performance^ as dis

tinguished from the intellect or taste which directs it.

mechanised.

Mechanograph (m/&quot;karn&amp;lt;)graO.
rare&quot;. [1.

Gr. fijjxavo &amp;gt;
MXay*l machine + -GRAPH.] One of

a set of copies of a work of art, writing, etc. multi

plied by mechanical means.

1885 in Casseirs Encycl. Diet. ; and in recent Diets.

Mechanographic (me^kanogrsrfik), a. rare.

[f. Gr. nqxavo-, /&quot;/xacTJ
machine + -GRAPHIC.]

1. Treating of mechanics.

1830 MAUNDER Trcas. K nmvl. I.

2. Pertaining to mechanography (Ogilvie Suppl.

1855).

Mechanography (mekanp-grafi). rare- , [ad.

mod.L. mcchanogi-afhia, 1. Gr. jirjxoi O-, nixal&quot;l

machine : see -GRAPHY.] The art of copying or

reproducing a work of art or writing by mechan

ical means. Hence Mechano-grapfcist, one who

practises this art.

[1826 ELMES Diet. Fine Arts, Mcckanographta.) 1840

MAKT, s.v. Mechanic, Mechanography, is the art of imi

tating paintings by mechanical means.

Mechanographist,

1847 WEBSTER

Mechanoiogy (mekanflodsi). rare. [f.
Gr.

r\rixavo-, wxai-rj machine + -LOGY.] The science

of, or a treatise on, machines or mechanism.



MECHABTOTHERAPY.
1840 DE QUINCEV Style Wks. 1859 XI. 194 The science of

style, considered as a machine, . . might be called the mecha-
nology of

style. 1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Mccha.no-

logy, a description of, or treatise on machines, or apparatus
used in medicine or surgery.

Mechanotherapy (rae-kanojje-rapi). Also in

Lat. form -therapia. [ad. mod.L. type *meckano-

therapia, f. Gr. wxavo-, wxavr] machine + Sfpairria

healing.] Cure by mechanical means.

1890 in Syd. Sue. Lex. 1896 Allbntfs Sj-st. Med. I. 373
The practice of mechano-therapy by manipulators usu
ally quite ignorant of medicine. 1901 Wcstm. Gaz. 16

May 2/1 The _Zander Institute at Paris is the home of

mechanotherapia, or cure by mechanical means.

II Mediant (me/an), a. Also fern, m^ehante
(mtfjant). [Fr. See also MESCHANT.] Malicious,

spiteful, wayward, worthless, wicked.
1813 BYRON 26 Nov. in Moore Lett, tr Jrnls. (1830) I. 453

She has much beauty, just enough, but is, I think, me
chanic. 1849 THACKERAY Pendtanis xlvi, Mr. Pendennis
was wicked, mcc/iant, perfectly abominable. 1865 OUIDA
StralAmffre I. ix. 145 That light, mechanic voice that had
mocked him from the mask.

Mechant, variant of MESCHANT Obs.

Mechanurgy (me-kanMd,?i). [As if ad. Gr.

*Mxavovpyia, f. firjxavo-, /iJ/xa &quot;

7 machine + ip-f-ov

work.] That branch of mechanics which treats of

moving machines. 1864 in WEBSTER
; and in recent Diets.

t Mecha tion. Obs. rare-&quot;, [ad. L. mcecha-

tion-em, f. mccchan to commit adultery, f. mcechits,
a. Gr. poixvs adulterer.] Adultery.
1656 BLOUNT Gtossogi:, Mediation, fornication, Whore

dom, strumpeting.

Meche, obs. form of MATCH rf. 1
, MUCH.

Mechef, obs. form of MISCHIEF sb,

Mechel, Mecher, etc. : see MICKLE, MICHEB.
Mechient, variant of MESCHANT Obs.

Mechil(l, obs. forms of MICKLE.
Mechitarist : see MEKHITABIST.
Mechlin (me-klin), a. and sb. Forms : 5

meighlyn, 7 meoklen, 8 raschlen. meoklin,
mechline, maokliu, 8- meohlin. [The name
of a town in Belgium, used attrib. and ellipt.]
fl. Mechlin black : a black cloth made at Mechlin.
1483 Wardr. Ace. in Grose Antiy. Kef. (1807) I. 61 ijpair

of hosen made of..broode meighlyn blac.

2. In full Mechlin lace: lace produced at Mechlin,
t Mechlin cravat : a neckerchief made of Mechlin
lace. Mechlin embroidery (see qnot. 1882).

v ...&amp;gt;. v-/r in. i) *xigiiL jfitniiiU) uy LIH&amp;gt; iiLjiii : W nere
did you get this Lace? 1714 GAY Araminta, The Silver
Knot o erlooks the Mechlen Lace. 1716 POPE Basset-t. 91
With eager beats his Mechlin Cravat moves. 1718 YOUNGLave ofFame v. (ed. 2) 105 Mecklin the queen of lace. 1718
SWIFT Jrnl. Mod. Lady Wks. 1751 VII. 192 Fresh Matter
for a World of Chat, Right Indian this, right Macklin that.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxxiv. (1760) I. 265 His shirt
which was of the finest cambric, edged with right Mechline
1865 MRS. PALLISER Lace 31 All the laces of Flanders, with
the exception of those of Brussels and the point double, were
known at this period [1665] under the general name of
Mechlin. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework,
Mechlin Embroidery, a term applied to Mechlin Lace, as
the thread that was inserted round the outlines of that lace
gave it somewhat the look of Embroidery. Ibid., Mechlin
Lace Wheel,, .formed with a number of Bars crossing each
other, with a circle or wheel ornamented with Picots in the
centre of the space. 1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal Three i. i,The flowing garment .. was to be changed presently for
white satin and old Mechlin lace.

t Mechloic (mzklou-ik), a. Chem. Obs.
[f. ME-

(CONIN) + CHLO(RINE) + -ic.] Mechloic acid-, a
crystallized acid produced by the action of chlorine
gas on fused meconin.
1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie s Formal, (ed. 2) 35 Chlorine

at the fusing point of meconine. .transforms it into an acid,
to which the name of mechloic has been given. 1838 TTHOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 103 Mechloic Acid was dis
covered by M. Couerbe. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 50/2.

Mechlorrnic, a. = prec.
1890 [see MECONIN.]

Mechoacan (metfou-akan). Also 6 mechoi-
oaua, 7 mechoaoham, meohacan, mechocan,
mechoaoauna, (meooacau), 7-9 meehoachan.
[Called from the Mexican province Mechoacan.
(Hence often written with capital M.)]
1. The root of a Mexican species of bindweed,
fpomiea (Batatas) Jalapa, formerly used in medi
cine as a purgative ; also, the plant itself. Also
called white mechoacan.
1577 FRAMPTON Joyfull Newes 23 b, The Mechoacan is a

Koote.. brought from a countrie.. called Mechoacan. 1504BLUNDEVII.Exerc. v. xi. (1636) 555 The chiefe Merchandizes
that come from Mexicana. .are these, Gold, Silver, .. the root !

Mechoicana 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cccviii. 723 That I

Plant.. called Mechoacan, or Bryonie of Mexico. /rf.,The
Hryome, or Mechoacan of Peru groweth vp [etc.]. 1671
JOSSELYN New-Eng. Rarities^, Brionyof Peru. . j some take i

t for Mechoacan. 1676 T. GLOVER in Phil. Trans. XI. 630 I

- [Virginia] grow two Roots, which some Physicians
judg, the one to be Turbith, the other Mechoacan. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury n. 95/2 Mechacan of Peru . . groweth up
like hops by help of a pole. I7o3 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) III. i

453 Mechoacan. A Sort of blush-coloured Bindweed. 1741
Lomfl. Fam.-Piece I. i. 34 The Root of Mechoacan. 1768
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W. LEWIS Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 375 Mechoacan scarcely
yields one sixth part so much [resin] as jalap does. 1840
PEREIRA Elem. Mat. Med. n. 893 The roots of several others
have been employed in medicine on account of their purga
tive properties ; as the root called Mechoacan. . . Their use
is now obsolete. 1856 MAYNE.t/oi. Lex., Mechoacanna,
..the plant mechoacan. 1873 SCHELE DE VERE American-UU 410 Wild Potato Vine (Convolvulus pandnratiis), also
known by its Indian name of Meehoachan, which grows in

sandy soil all overthe United States. 1890 .V)-&amp;gt;/. Sac. Lex.,
Mechoacan, white, same as Mechoacan.
2. With qualifying words, applied to various

other plants of similar properties.
1890 Syd. Sac. Lex. s. v., Black Mechoacan, a synonym of

Jalap. Grey Mechoacan, the root of Myrabilis [sic] longi.
flora. Mechoacan of Canada, the root of I hytolacca
decandra.

t3. A purgative drug obtained from the roots of

Iponisea (Batatas)Jalapa and other plants. O/ s.

i6io[see KERMES i].

Vocab., Mechoacan, a purging drug brought from the In
dies. 1768 W. LEWIS Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 375 The dose of the
mechoacan in substance is from one dram to two or more.

4. attrib., as mechoacan root
; f rnechoaean-ale,

a drink medicated with mechoacan
; niechoaoau

jalap (see JALAP 2).

1696 SALMON Fam.-Diet. 203 Spring and Fall purge with
Mecoacan-Ale. 1631 SIIKR\VOOL&amp;gt; .t. v.. The (Indian) Me

choacan root, Rhamindiijne. 1866 Treas. Hot. 727/1
Mechoacan root, fiatatas Jalapa.

Mecistocephalic (m/krst^stfse-lik), a. [f.
Gr. HTJKIO-TOS longest + KpaAr) head.] Longest-
headed : applied by Huxley to skulls with the

highest cephalic index (69 and under).
1866 HUXLEY Preh. Rem. Caithn. 115 The large increase

in the percentage of meco- and mecistocephalic skulK
So

|| Mecistoce-phali (-ai), sb. pi. [mod. Latin],
men with mecistocephalic skulls. Mecistoce pha-
lons a. = MECISTOCEPHALIC. Mecistoce -phaly,
the condition or quality of being mecistocephalic.
1866 HUXLEY Preh. Rem. Caithn. 112 There is every

stage from brachistocephaly to mecistocephaly to be met
with between Switzerland and Scandinavia. 1878 BAKTI.EY
tr. Topinara&quot;s Anthrop. n. ii. 238 In Mr. Huxley s system
the terms themselves are altered. His mecistocephali are
69 and under. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mecistocephaloits.

Meek (mek). [a. Du. mik forked stick.]
1867 SMYTH Sailor s ll tirii-M:, Meet, a notched staff in

a whale-boat on which the harpoon rests.

Meckelian (mekrlian), a. Anat. [f. Meckel
+ -IAN.] The designation of certain structures dis
covered byJ.F. Meckel (1714-74), or his grandson
J. F. Meckel (1781-1833). Meckelian arch, bar,
cartilage, rod: the cartilaginous rod or bar which
is temporarily developed in the mandibular arch
of the fcetus. Meckelian ganglion, the spheno-pala-
tine ganglion.
More commonly these structures are known as Meckefs

arch, cartilage, ganglion, etc.

(1836-9 Todds Cycl. Anat. 11.285/1 The ganglion. .has
also received the title of Mei kets gans:Hon.] 1858 HUXLEY
in Proc. Roy. Soc. IX. 397 The Meckelian cartilage. [1864
Qiiain s Anat. (ed. 7) 1.66 The remaining part.. is named
Sleckel s cartilage after its first describer.] 1890 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Meckelian bar. 1890 Century Diet., Meckeliangang
lion, rod, etc.

Meckenynge, obs. form of MEEKENING.
Mecklin, obs. form of MECHLIN.
Mecnesse, obs. form of MEEKNESS.

Mecocephalic (rm ktfis/fe lik), a. [f. Gr.

piJKos length + ui&amp;gt;a\rt head.] = DOLICHOCEPHALIC.
1866 [see MECISTOCEPHALIC].

Mecock(e, variant forms of MEACOCK Obs.

Mecodpnt (mrkodpnt), a.
[i. Gr. firJKO-s length

+ iiSovT-, oSovs tooth.] Having long teeth.

1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 760/2 This mecodont
arrangement is strikingly exemplified by Salamandra
maculosa.

Mecography (mzkf-grafi). rare. [f. Gr.AiijKo-s

length + -OBAPHY.J f a. (See quot. 1603.) Obs. b.

(See quot. 1890.)
1603 (title) The Mecographie ofye Loadstone [tr. Nau-

tonnier Mecographie de fEymant), tat is to say ane De
scription of the lenthes or longitudes, quhikis ar fon be ye
observations of ye loadstone. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Meco
graphy, the graphic investigation of the dimensions and
weight of the body.

Mecometer (mtkfmftai). [f. Gr. HTJKO-S

length + -METEK, after F. mtcometre] An instru

ment for measuring length ; spec, a graduated in

strument for measuring the length of new-born

infants, used at the Hospice de la Maternite, Paris.

1855 DUNCLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 12) Mecometer, 1867 DE
MORGAN in Athenxum 19 Jan. 89 In fact, he did his very
best to get larger mercy . And he shall have it

; and at a
length which will content him, unless his mecometer be an
insatiable apparatus.

t MeCO metry. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. MKOS length
+ -METRY.] Measurement of length.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. a iij b. To be certified, either of the

length, perimetry, or distance lineall :. .is called Mecometrie.
1618 M. BARK r Hiftpon. xxxviii. 1.1 7 How can a man . . learne
the knowledge of Mechometry, whereby lengths and dis

tances are measured, if not [etc.].

MECONOPHAGISM.
Meconate (mr-k^n/t). Chem. Earlier meooni-

ate. [f. MECON-IC+-ATE.] A salt of meconic acid.
1833 Land, f, Edinb. Philos. Mar. II. 156 These crystals

are brownish, and consist of mecomne,meconiates,and other
substances. 1836 I. M. GULLY Magendie s Formul. (ed. 2)
38 lo separate the meconate of lime. 1874 GARROD &
BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 192 The meconate and lactate of
morphia and codeia.

t Mectvnia. Chem. Obs. [f. Gr. rfiuuv poppy
+ -IA.]

= MECONIN.
1836 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 4) 1019 Meconia. This sub

stance was discovered by Dublanc and Couerbe. Ibid. The
quantity of meconia in opium is so small, that [etc.].

Meconial (mikoa-niil), a. Med. [f. MECONI-
-UM + -AL.] Pertaining to, or due to, meconium ;

as, meconial colic (Webster Suppl. 1902).
Meconiasin: see MECONINI.V.

Meconic (rm^-nik), a. Chem. [f. Gr. /jr/Kcui/

poppy + -ic.] Meconic acid: a white crystalline
acid obtained from opium. So meconic ether.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 277 Meconic acid is

obtained from opium. 1865 WAITS Diet. Chem III. 861
Meconic Ethers. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary s Phcmer.
184 Morphin combined with meconic acid in opium.
Mecouidine (nuty-nidia). Chem. Also -in.

[f. Gr. H-/IKWV poppy + -in- + -I.NF.S : cf. cjiiinidine.]
An amorphous alkaloid found in opium ; dis
covered by Hesse in 1870.
1871 WATTS tr. Gmclins Handblt. Chem. XVIII. 193

Meconidine. . .Contained in the aqueous extrnct of opium.
II Meconidium (rnJkoni-diOTn). pi. _ia. [mod.

L., as if ad. Gr. *nr;KaiviSiov, dim. of firi/fav poppy.
For the reason for the name see quot. 1871 ; the dim. ter

mination was suggested by gonidinm, blastidiitm, etc.]

One of the fixed medusoid buds produced by
certain Hydroids, which contain the reproductive
elements ; a gonophore.
1849 AI.I.MAN in Ami. Nat. Hist. Ser. in. IV. 137 The

extra-capsular medusiform sporosacs ( meconidia ) of Lao-
medea. 1871 Gymnobl. Hydroids Introd. 16 Meconidium

. it- . .

in this meconidium.

Meconin (mrk&amp;lt;ihin). Chem. Also -ine. [ad.
F. mtconine, (. Gr. nrjKojv poppy : see -IN L] A
white, crystalline, neutral compound existing in

opium, regarded as an anhydride of meconic acid.
Cf. MECONIA.
1833 Land, tf Edit*. Philos. Mag. II. 156 Meconine was

discovered in opium, by M. Couerbe in 1830. 1874GARROU
& BAXTER Mat. Med. 202 Meconine or Opianyl acts on
man as a mild hypnotic. 1890 Syd. Sac. Lex., Meconin
resin, a resin whicn falls on the addition of water to the

chlorine-holding fluid from which mechlorinic acid has been
obtained.

Meconioid (mzkeu-n^oid), a. Med. [f. ME
CONIUM + -DID.] Resembling, of the nature of,

pertaining to, or obtained from meconium.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. s. v. Mcconioides.

Meconisiu (mzkp-nisin). Chem. Also -iasin.

[Arbitrarily varied from MECONIN.] (See quots.)
1887 BRUNTON Pharmacol. (ed. 3) 5. xxxi. 846 The

neutral substances [in opiumj are meconin and meconiasin.

1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. II. 122 MeconisinCsHioOj.
A cryslallizable neutral principle discovered in opium by
T. and H. Smith (1878).

II Meconium (miko^mom). [L. meconium

(Pliny), a. Gr. fir/Hwnov (in senses I and 2 below),
f. nrJKwv poppy.]
1 1. The inspissated juice of the poppy ; opium.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 68. 1681 tr. Willis Rem. Med.

Wks, Vocab., Meconium, the juice of the leaves and heads
of poppy. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies II.

147 The meconium, or common opium is prepared by press
ing the poppy heads that have been already cut. 1804 Med.
Jrnl. XII. 470 Meconium or poppies. For excessive fluxes,
and pains in the uterus.

2. The dark excrementitious substance in the large
intestines of the foetus; hence, the first faeces of a
new-born infant.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules of
Diet in Aliments, etc. 404 All of them \sc. new-born Infants]
have a Meconium, or sort of dark colour d Excrement in the
Bowels. 1899 CAGNEYtr. JakscKs Clin. Dingn. (ed. 4) 244
The term ( meconium is applied to the substance discharged
from the rectum of the child immediately after birth.

3. Ent. The faeces of an insect just transformed

from the pupa.
1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 131 The elasticity of the silk,

as the moths creep through, has the effect of pressing out a
kind of red meconium. 1890 in Century Diet.

4. Applied to the black pigment of the choroid

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).

Meconology (mfk^hp lodgi). rare~. [ad.
mod.L. meconologia, i. Gr. M/cav poppy + -OLOGY.J
A treatise on the poppy or opium.
[1693 tr. BlancarcTs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Meconologia, a De

scription of Opium.] 1721 BAILEY, Meconology, a Description
or Treatise of Opium. 1856 MAYNE Expos.Lex. Meconologia,
..meconology. [In recent Diets.]

Meconophagism (rm k(?b&amp;lt;vfad3iz m). Med.

[f.
Gr. iaix&amp;lt;ov(o)-, prjitaiv poppy + -ifidyos that eats

+ -ISM.] Opium-eating. So Mecono phagist, an

opium-eater.
1886 Alien, fy Neural. VII. 463 The death of the patient

being attributed to causes which are supposed to be discon-



MECONOPSIS.
nected from the meconophagism. Ibid. 471 If they happen
to find solace in opium readily, they become mecono-

phagists. 1893 DUNGLISON Med. Diet. (ed. 21) Me&amp;lt;.ono-

fha%isni) opium-eating.

II Meconopsis (mfkonfpsis). Bot. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. fjirjKcuv poppy + ityts appearance.] A genus
of plants of the N.O. Papaveracese \ also, a plant
of this genus.
1836 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 462 Welsh Meconopsis. 1905

Westnt.Gaz. sj3.

11 - 9/1 The remarkable meconopsis recently
sent from the Thibetan highlands.

t Mecop. Obs. [a. Flem. mekop, f. *men - MDu.
maatij G. mohn poppy + kop head.] The poppy.
c 1481 CAXTOS Dialogues 20/11 Oyle of mecop.

t Mecubalist. Obs. [f.late Hcb./w*^Aa/what
is received, pa. pple. of qibbel to receive (whence
CABBALA) + -IST.] ? One versed in Jewish traditions.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiegn, 202 By searching into the

ancient Cabalists, Mecubalists, and Massorets, I find [etc.].

Mecul(le, obs. forms of MICKLE.

Med, obs. form of MEAD, MEED.

Medaewart, variant of MKADWORT.
Medagle, Medaglion, medallion, obs. ff.

MEDAL sb., MEDALLION sb.

Medal (me dal), sb. Forms : 6-7 medaill(e,

7 medall, -ull, meddal(l, medaile, -el, 7-
medal. Also 7 medagle, pi. -glies. [a. F.

mfdaille (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. medaglia
OF. meaittet maille (see MAIL ^.*),Sp. mtdalla,

Pg. medtilha : Com. Rom. *medallia : popular
L. type *metallea t f. metallum METAL sb. In early
Rom. use the word meant a coin of minute value

;

cf. MAIL j*.*

The Rom. word passed into OHG. as mcdilla^ rendering
the Latin as; in MHG. tnedile, medele occurs for (the
widow s) mite. Mod. G. has adopted the Fr. word as
medaille ; so also Du., Da. inedaille&amp;gt; Sw. tnedalj.]

fl. A metal disk bearing a figure or an inscrip

tion, used as a charm or trinket. Obs.

(11586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1508)342 He gaue Damelas
certaine Medailles of gold hee had long kept about him.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \. ii. 307 He that weares her like her

Medull, hanging About his neck. 1642 HOWELL/W . Trav.
(Arb.) 36 Lewis, .had. .an humour of his own, to weare in

his hat a Medaille of Lead. 1674 UREVINT Saul at Endar
250 Any Meddal when rightly consecrated can do as much.
2. A piece of metal, usually in the form of a

coin, struck or cast with an inscription, a head or

effigy of a person, or other device or figure to com
memorate a person, action, or event ;

also as a

distinction awarded to a soldier, etc. for a heroic

deed or other service rendered to a country, etc.

In collectors use, extended to include coins pos
sessing artistic or historical interest.

1611 COTGR., Manieur de sable, a Moulder, or caster of

Medalls, or prizes in sand. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. I\cb.

i. 119 He..had a rare Collection of the most curious

Medals. 1658 \V. BCRTOS ftfn. Anton. 142 The Coyns and
medaglies of all the Emperours. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 65 r 2 Medals had been struck for our General s Be
haviour. 1712 SWIFT Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. 1751 IV.

256 If any such persons were above Money, . .a Medal, or

some mark of distinction, would do full as well. 1756-7 tr.

Keyslcr s Trav. (1760) I. 285 The king had formerly a very
valuable collection of medals. 1813 Gen. Order 7 Oct. in

Loud. Gaz. 9 Oct., One Medal only shall be borne by each
Officer. 1839 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849-50) VIII. Hii. 50.

447 Two medals were unanimously voted to record the me
morable acts of Bayonne. 1899 Westm. Gaz. i June 7/1
The members of the Mission will be decorated with com
memoration medals.

b. As a reward for merit, or for proficiency,
skill, or excellence in any art or subject.

1751 BERKELEY Let. to A rchdall 22 Nov., Wks. 1871 IV.

329 Gold medals for encouraging the study of Greek. 1839
Jrnl. Geog. Soc. IX. p. ix, The gold medals, awarded re

spectively to Dr.
Riippell.

.and Mr. Thomas Simpson. 1892
Field 16 Apr. 573/2 After the match the Mayor,. presented
the cup and medals to the winning team. 1904 Athcnynm
24 Dec. 880/3 An engraved silver medal awarded by the

Plymouth Independent Rangers, .for skill at arms .

1 3 fig* i various uses : An image, representa
tion (cf. MODEL sb.} ; something beyond the com
mon run (as a medal compared with current coin).
Medals of creation : a rhetorical term applied to

fossils, as commemorating events in the history of

the globe (cf. quot. 1768 s. v. MEDALLIC).
a 1613 OVERBURY Characters^ Prison Wks. (1856) 155 It

[a prison] comes to be a perfect medall of the iron age,
sithence nothing but gingltng of keyes, rattling of shackles,
..are here to be heard. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. i. xi.

(1712) 36 This little Meddal ofGod, the Soul of Man. 1656
Artif. Handsom, 129 Neither the wit nor tongue. .can be
a mint capable to coyne the least farthing sin, much less so

large a piece and medaile as this man pretends to make of

any helping our complexion. 1751 EARL OKKERY Remarks
Swift (1752) 165 As their letters were not intended for the

public, perhaps I was unreasonable in looking for medals,
and not being contented with the common current species.

1804 PARKINSON Org. Rem. I. 7 The illustrious Bergmann
elegantly describes fossils as the medals of creation. 1844
MANTELL (title) Medals ofCreation.

b. Phrases. *f The medal is reversing [cf. Fr.

la medaille est renverst e] : things or events are

changing for the worse. The reverse of the medal .

the other side of the question.
1641 EVELYN Diary 28 June, The medaill was reversing,

and our calamities were but yet in their infancy. 1690

288

! Dialogue betw. Francesco &c., Harl. Misc. (Park) IX. 455
To show you the reverse of the medal. Is it not a pity
that [etc.J. 1868 GRANT DUFF Pol. Surv. 105 Then for the

i
reverse of the medal, you have Mr. Christie s Notes on
Brazilian Questions,
4. attrib. and Comb., as medal-casting, -hunter,

-hunting, -inscription, -monger , -striker* -tract
\

medal-cup, a drinking vessel of metal, usually
of silver, in which coins or medallions are incrusted

and form a part of the decoration* (Cent. Diet.

1890); medal-machine (see quot.) ; medal-play

Golf, play in which the score is reckoned by count

ing the number of strokes taken to complete a round

by each side (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; medal-tankard
= medal-cup (.ibid.).

1847 LD. LINDSAY Chr. Art I. p. ccix, A complete classifi

cation should include artists.. in ^medal-casting, gem and
seal-cutting [etc.]. 1893 Brit. Jrnl. Photog. XL. 795 The

BROWNE Hydriot. i. (1736) 12 As testified by History and

*Medal-Inscription yet extant. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mt-ch.

1418/1
*
Medal-machine, a machine for making copies of

medals and raised or sunk works on a scale larger or smaller

than the original. 1764 FOOTE Patron \. (1781) 10 What, old

Martin, the*medal-monger?.. Martin! why he likes no heads
but upon coins. 1899 ^ fstm. Gaz. 27 Sept. 4/3 In *medal

play a player who drives from outside the teeing-ground is

to be disqualified. 187* SYMONDS Introd. Study Dante 185
No *medal-striker ever made his outlines sharper or his

shadows deeper. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. 73 Great
Brittain has produc d the fewest of * Medal-Tracts and Nu.
mismatical Collectors.

Medal (me-dal), v. [f. MEDAL sb.] trans. To
decorate or honour with a medal; to confer a medal

upon as a mark of distinction.

1822 BYRON Let. to Scott 4 May,
He was medalled. 1860

THACKERAY Round. Papers, Nil nisi Bonum (1899) 174

Irving went home medalled by the King. 1900 Nation
(N. Y.) 4 Oct. 269/2 It would have been much more to the

point, anyway, had he [Herr Menzel] exhibited and been
medalled [at the Paris Exhibition] as illustrator.

Medalet (me-dalet). Also medallet. [f.

MEDAL sb. + -EX.] A small or diminutive medal ;

also applied to small medals bearing the figures of

saints, worn by Roman Catholics.

1789 PINKERTON Ess. Medals I. xiii. 227, I shall beg leave

to give this class the appellation of medalets. 1799 T. CON-
DER (title). An Arrangement of Provincial Coins, Tokens,
and Medalets. 1897 \V. C. HAZLITT Four Generations II.

227 A medalet with the three sisters of Napoleon as the
Three Graces.

Medallary (me-dalari). rare-*, [f. MEDAL j*.

+ -ARY *.] A collection or set of medals.
i88a R. F. BURTON biXMtfmnMVaS Jan - * 25/2 The meda 1 -

lary struck for the ter-centenary festival.

Medalled (me-dal d ),///. a. [f. MEDAL v. +
-ED 1

.] Adorned, furnished, or decorated with a
medal. Of a picture, etc. : For which a medal
has been awarded.
1857 EMERSON May-day (1867) 25 The high-school and

medalled boy. 1889 Pall Mall G. 23 Oct. 1/3 There has
been a good deal of ill-feeling.. in regard to affixing to
medalled pictures the labels explanatory of the nature of

the award. 1900 Ch. Times 2 Feb. 136/4, I communicated
over seventy around a tent.. this morning, from medalled

general to private Atkins,

Medallic (medarlik), a. [f. MEDAL sb. + -ic.]

1. Pertaining or relating to, characteristic of, or

of the nature of a medal ; represented on a medal.
1701 ADDISON Dial. Medals i. (1766) 13, I am afraid you

will never be able, with all your Medallic eloquence, to [etc.].

1768 A. CATCOTT Treat. Deluge 407 Neither do the fossil

rcl nm i,i; of plants and animals . . yield in elegancy and exact
ness to medalic insignatures. 1778 PENNANT Tour Wales
(1883) 1. 17 In the library is a. .numerous collection of books
. .which comprehend the medallic history. 1876 HUMPHREYS
Coin-coll. Man. xxvi. 396 We have modern examples of
medallic caricatures. ri&$Athena!um i Aug. 149/3 Recent
productions of medallic art.

2. Resembling a medal.
1806 HARWOOD Lichfield 367 Small medallic tokens, .have

been stamped. 1875 JEVONS Money vii. 63 Such medallic
coins would become the most durable memorials.

Medallically (medae-likali), adv. [f. MEDAL
LIC + -AL + -LY -,J By the evidence of medals.
1842 DE QUINCEV Paean Oracles Wks. 1858 VIII. 180

Which., historically and medallically can be demonstrated
to have availed [etc.].

Medallion (m/dob-Iyan), sb. Also 7-8 meda-
(gllion, 8 medallion, [a. F. m^daillon^ ad. It.

medaglione, augmentative of medaglia MEDAL sb,]
1. A large medal.

Erroneously explained in Blount Glossogr. 1661 as * a little

medal , after Cotgrave s erroneous rendering of m/ttaillon.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus ii. Hydriot. etc. 41 In
this figure the sitting gods and goddesses are drawn in
medalfs and medallions. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Route 253
Morellius produces a beautiful MedagUon of Commodus.

vL 57 Of the finest epoch (of Syracusan coins) the celebrated
and highly prized medallions, bearing the head of Ceres or

Proserpine are the most remarkable.

2. Anything resembling this
; applied to various

objects resembling a large medal, in decorative

work, as a tablet or panel usually of an oval or

circular shape, bearing objects or figures in relief;

MEDDLE.

a portrait ; also a decorative design resembling
a panel or tablet, as in a carpet, a window, or

title-page of a book, etc.

1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertne s Anecd. Paint. (1786) 1.277
.
A medalion of him in marble. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica (ed. 2)

373 Le Brun. .has given this story as a medallion on one of
the compartments of the great gallery at Versailles. 1849

. Guardian 7 Nov. 733/2 The tympanum, .is filled with a. .

window, and internally with two medallions. 1861 Catal.

,

Internat. Exhib. II. xxx. 9 Circular incised group, on stone
1 a replica of one of the medallions for the pavement of
, Lichfield Cathedral.

3. o//n .and Comb,, as medallionfigure t machi)te,

portrait, size; medallion carpet, a carpet con

taining a large prominent central design or figure

(Cent. Diet. 1890); medallion pattern, a

design for the ornamentation of a surface of which
a medallion or medallions form an important part

{Ibid.*} ; medallion window (see quot.).
1875 W. M clLWRAiTH Guide Wigtownshire 56 A circular

^medallion figure. 1859 Handbk. Turning p. xxiii, The
^medallion machine requires much labour and very expen
sive apparatus. 1902 KI.IZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 292

:

He gave me a *medallion portrait of himself. 1774 I. BRY
ANT Mythol. II. 231 [These coins] were of brass, and of the

*medaglion size. 1847 C. WINSTON Inq. Attc. Glass Paint.
I. 32 *^ledallion windows.. are principally filled with me
dallions, or panels, containing coloured pictures.

Medallion (mfdae lyan), v. [f.
MEDALLION

sb.~\ trans. To ornament with medallions, or to

make to resemble a medallion.
1861 NEALE Notes Dalwatia etc. 81 On the vertex of

the arch is our Lord s monogram, also medallioned and
surrounded by acanthus leaves. 1893 Daily Ne^vs 7 Apr.
5/3 The invitation and the portraits [of an invitation card]
are medallioned upon a coloured ground.
Hence Meda llioned///. a.

1888 Athenyitm 21 Apr. 503/1 An elaborate medallioned

;
title-page of birds, by Mr. J. G. Millais.

Medallionist (m/doe-lysnist). [f. MEDALLION
sb. + -1ST.] A worker of medallions.

1892 Sat. Rev. 15 Oct. 435/2 Mr. Woolner, R.A., a sculptor,

especially a medallionist. 1894 J. M.GRAY J. $ W. Tassie
60 note* James Tassie, the Glasgow Medallionist.

Medallist (me-dalist). Also medalist, [f.

MEDAL sb. + -IST.]
1. One who is skilled or interested in medals,
1682 WHELER Jonrn. Greece m. 281 This is a Medal

hath been valued much by the Medalists beyond the Seas.
1828 SCOTT Jrnl. (1890) II. 135 The General is a medallist,
and entertains an opinion that the bonnet-piece of James V.
is the work of some Scottish artist who died young.

2. An engraver, designer, or maker of medals.

1756-7 tr. Keysler s Trai&amp;lt;. (1760) II. 149 The Pretender
haa a medal struck on this occasion, by Hamerani, the

pope s medalist. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. (ed. 5)
II. 160 Sculptors, painters, and medallists exerted their
utmost skill in the work of transmitting his features to pos
terity. 1851 in Ilhtstr. Lend. Neivs 5 Aug. (1854) 119/2
Medallist and medal-maker. 1885 A thcnxum 14 Feb. 220
The medalists of the Renaissance.

3. A recipient of a medal awarded for merit.

Also in parasynthetic derivatives v&gold medallist.
1 797 Cawbr. Univ. Calendar 214 List of Medallists from

their first Institution to the present Time. 1864 &amp;gt;. Jml.
Set. I. an The Gold Medallists of the Science and Art De
partment. 1898 RIDER HAGGARD Dr. Tkerne 9, I was gold
medallist of my year.

Medallize (me dalaiz), v. rare. [f. MEDAL sb.

+ -IZE.] trans, fa. To illustrate by reference to

medals (obs.). b. To represent on a medal.
1716 M. DAVIBS Atken. Brit. III. 75 The History ofJulius

Csesar has been also Medaliz d by Mr, I

1

Abbe&quot; de Camps.
i88a blag. Art 221 Mr. Legros has also medallised Mr. Con-
stantine lonides, and medals of John Mill, Carlyle, and
Robert Browning, are expected from him very shortly.

Medallurgy(me-dalud3i). Also medalurgy.
[f. MEDAL sb. + -nrgyt after METALLUKGY.] The
art of designing and striking or engraving medals.

1842 BRANOE Diet. Sci. etc., Medallurgy.. t the art of

making and striking medals and coins. [In recent Diets.]

II Medano (nv dano). [Sp. medano^\ A hill

of pure sand
;
a dune {Webster s Suppl. 1902).

1851 BOLLAERT in Jrnl. Geog. Soc, XXI. 101 In these

desert plains [of Peru) may be seen the Medanos , or

moving semicircular sand-hills. 1897 Geogr. Jrnl. IX. 307
The barchanes, or, as we call them, medanos.

Medcin, -cyn(e, etc., obs. ff. MEDICINE, etc.

Meddar, obs. form of MADDER sb*

1689 FAREWELL Irish Hudibras 79 A Meddar . . Which
tho twas reckon d but a small one, Contain d Three halfs

of a whole Gallon. Ibid, 82.

Meddel(l, -er, obs. fT. MEDDLE, MEDLAR.
Meddernex : see MEDRINACK.
Meddes, Meddick, obs. ff. MIDST, MEOICK.

t Me ddle, sb. Obs. rare. [f. MEDDLE v.] The
action, or an act, of meddling or interfering.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 338 The priests found

more fauour at the ciuill magistrates hands, than they [the

Jesuits] could find, bicause they had cleered themselues of

all state meddles. [1864 EARL DERBY in Hansard Parl. Deb.

Ser.m.CLXXIII. 28 The foreign policy of the noble Earl,

. . may be summed up in two short homely but expressive
words meddle and muddle .]

Meddle (me d l), v. Forms: 4-7 medle, 4-5
medele, 4-6 model, 5-6 medell, meddel, rued-

yll(e, medul(l, 5 medill, medyl, 6 meddell,
zneddyl(l, middle, Sc. mydle, 8 Sc, midle, 4-



MEDDLE.
meddle, [a. OF. medley mesttler, a variant (with
euphonic insertion of d between s and a liquid : see

the parallel instances cited under ISLE) of OF.
mcskr Pr. mesctar, Sp. mezc/ar, It. mescolare^

meschiary mischiare : popular L, *nrisculare
t

f.

L. miscere to mix.- Cf. MELL z\]

t L trans. To mix, mingle ; to combine, blend,

intersperse ; esp. to mix (one thing) with (another),
or (two or more things) together. Also const.

among, in, to. Obs.
a 1325 Prose Psalter Ixxiv. (Ixxv.) 7 Grace ys in

J&amp;gt;e

honde of our Lord ful of sharpenes medeled wy|? lyjwnes.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. x, 3 Of Erbe and Eir hit is mad
I-medelet to-gedere. ^1375 ? HVLTON Mixed Life (MS.
Vernon) in Hampotfs H7ks. (ed. Horstm.) I. 267 Thow schalt
medle

f&amp;gt;e
werkes of actif lyf wif&amp;gt; gostly werkes of contem-

platyf lyf, and ben dost ^ou wel. c 1385 CHAUCER L.G. W.
874 Thisbe (Fairf. ^IS.), And how she wepe of teres ful his

wounde, Hew medeleth she his blood with her compleynte.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) vii.76 It is a Roche of white Colour,
and a lytille medled with red. 1450-1530 A/yrr.

our Ladye
22 They are also blamefull that..medel other prayers, or
other besynes with these holy houres. 1486 Bk. St. Albans
B vj b, Medill the blode of the pecoke among the poudre.
1563 T. GALE Antidot. n. 86 He shall in his daylye drynke
meddle three or foure droppes of the same. 1572 MASCALL
Plant. Sf Graff, vii. 45 If ye do then meddle about cache tiee
of good fat earth or dung, ..it shall be good. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 438 Take the ashes of 3 frogs. .meddle them with
bony. 1627 BP. HALL Heav, -upon Eartk xi, Thy prosperity
is idle and ill spent if it be not medled with such fore-casting
..thoughts. 1658 tr. Portals Nat. Magic \. iii. 4 The
Elements, .are all changed, every one of them being more
or less medled with one another.

T&quot;b. To mix (wares) fraudulently. Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI, C. vn. 260 Ich haue .. Meddled my
marcnaundise, and mad a good moustre; The werst lay
with-ynne. 1463-4 Rolls of Par It. V, 501/2 That noo per-
sone .. medell, or put in or uppon the same Cloth, . . eny
Lambes wolle. a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. F iij b/i Where
as marchauntis haue vsed moche false pakyng of ther wood
medlyng y&amp;gt;

better w l y worse. 1622 BP. ANDREWES Serin.

(1629) 231 Thus doth he medle his chaffe ; mold in his
soure levin into Christ s nova conspersio.

\ c. To prepare by mixing. Oh,
^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. iv. 95 (Camb. MS.) Cirtes..

medleth to hire newe gestes drynkes. .maked with enchaunt-
mentz. 1382 WYCLIF Rev. xviii. 6 In the drinke that she
medlide [vulg. miscuit] to

jou, menge ^e double to hir.

f 2. intr. for re/I. Of things : To mingle, com
bine. Also reft. Obs.

1315 SHOREHAM Poems \. 760 [pat sacrement] ne defib

nau$t, ase
\&amp;gt;y meteWy^ byne flench medlyl?. ^1384 CHAUCER

H. Fame in. 1012 We [sc. a lesing and a soth-sa\ve] wil
medle us eche with other, That no man..Shal ban on (ofi

two, but bothe At ones. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 138 Whan
wordes medlen with the song, It doth plesance wel the
more. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 22 More to know Did neuer
medle with my thoughts.

f3. trans. To mix or mingle (persons) with,
among (others) or together. Chiefly pass. Also

reft, to mix oneself in, among. Obs.
f 1290 Si. Brandan 281 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 227 In-to be frey-

tore he ladde heom bo: and sette heom wel heije, I-med-
lede with heore owene couent. c 1330 R. BBUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 13524 Kynge & prynces of Payen Were medled
among Cristen. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 149 pere I

bey wonede long tyme afterwarde i-medled wi^ Britouns.
|

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon i. 43 So medled theymself
the one partye among the other. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis i.

!

vii. 127 Himself alsua, mydlit, persavit he, Amang princis
of Grece. IS^GRENEWEY Tacitus Ann. n. xviii, (1622)

59 By sorting and medling together the runnagates, the
new and raw souldier lately taken [etc.].. he marshalled
them in forme of a legion. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvn.
xxxix. 967 Thus you see all the forces that the Romanes had
besides two thousand Thracians and Macedonians medled
and blended together

t 4. intr. for reft. To mix or join in company ;

to mingle, associate with. Obs.

1375 ?HYLTON Mixed Life (MS. Vernon) in Ham-
Pole s IVks (ed. Horstm.) I. 269 O tyme he [our LordeJ
comuned & medled

wij&amp;gt;
men. a 1425 Cursor M. 5690 (Trin.)

Soone he medeled [Cott. menged] hem amonge. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 38 Alle the personys, man, woman, or cbyld
generally that ever I medlyd with. 1513 DOUGLAS s&neis
iv. iii. 43, I affair me les the fatis onstable. .consent nocht,
ne aggre, That

[etc.]
Or list appreif thai peplis all and

summyng Togiddir middle, or jone in lige or band.

t5. To have sexual intercourse (with}. A\soreft.
1340-70 Alisaunder 964 Dame,, .pou haste medled amis,

methynk, by thy chere. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B, xr. 335
Bothe horse and houndes. . Medled nouste wyth here makes
l&amp;gt;at

with fole were, c nooDestr. Troy 10811 Wemen allone,
Withouten mon, owther make, to medill horn with. 1573
L. LLOYD Pilgr. Princes 75 b, Their women [are] commen
for all men at al tymes to medle [1583 medle with]. 1655
FULLER Ck. Hist. vi. 315 Making her believe that.. as ofte
as they shold medle together,if she were.. confessed by him,
. .she shold be cleere forgiven of God.

f6. To mingle in fight; to engage in conflict,
to contend. Obs.

1340-70 Alisaunder 93 That hee ne myghtwith bo menne
medle no while. 1377 LANGL, P. PI. B. xx. 178

* Now I see
,

seyde lyf, bat surgerye ne Fisyke May nou?te a myte
auaille to medle a^ein elde . 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix.

xxxv. 395 For and I had sene his black sheld I wold not
haue medled with hym. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon iii.

loo Whan Alarde and Guycharde . . saw that they myght not

taynes. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 242 But when the Nc
mans sawe them recule back, .some sayde they are afrayde
to medle wyth vs. 1601 SHAKS. Twcl.N. in. iv. 275 There-
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fore on, or strippe your sword starke naked : for meddle
you must that s certain.

f7. reft. To concern or busy oneself. Const.
with) of, after. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palcrne 2492 Many man by his miijt medled

him ber-after. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XH. 16 And bow
medlest be with makynges. 1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr.
10845 Medle the ryht nouht Tarest pylgrynies by vyolence.
1442 Rolls of ParIt. V. 54/2 Some haven Shippes of here
owne, and some medle hem of freight of Shippes. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur xx. viii. 809, I wyl not medle me therof.

1530 PALSGR. 634/1 You medyll you with maters that you
have naught to do with, a 1553 UDALL R oyster D. \. iii.

(Arb.) 20 Nourse medle you with your spyndle. 1562 WINJET
Wks. (1888) I. 50, I wes almaist astoneist. .that sa obscuir
men durst presume to medle thame aganis all auctoritie.

8. intr. To concern or busy oneself, to deal

with, f of\ to interpose, take part in. Now always
expressive of disapprobation, to concern oneself or
take part interferingly.
1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir J. OMcastle 137 I.ete holy chirche

medle of the doctryne Of Crystes lawes. c 1430 Freemasonry
220 Yn suchea case but hyt do falle, Ther schal no mason
medul withalle, c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues iS/6 Ony ware
Of whiche I medle with, Or that I haue under handc 1526
TINDALE i 7 /iess. iv. it We beseche you.. that ye studdy to
be quyet and to medle with your owne busyncs. 1528
GARDINER in Pocock Kec. Ref. I. 123 It should be well
done your grace meddled not as judge in the matter. 1545
\nVicarys Anat. (1888) A pp. xv. 288 The Bochers . . haue
. .inhaunsed the prices of all kyndes of vytales that they
medle withall & putt to sale. 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures
107 A perpetual chauntry wherof the ordinary hat he nothinge
to medle nor to do. 1622 K HARRIS Serin. 8 Happie that
State wherein the Cobler meddles with his last, the Trades
man with his shop. 1638 HAKKR tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II)

154 He meddles in an infinite number of things with equal
capacitie. ^1694

RAY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 200 The
slender-bill d [birds], .seldome meddle with dry seeds un-
lesse driven by hunger. 1774 FRANKLIN Ess. \Vks. 1840 II.

401 It would be better if government meddled no farther
with trade than to protect it. 1790 BURKE /&amp;gt; Rev. Sel.

Wks. II. 13 Wholly unacquainted with the world in which
they are so fond of meddling. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

II. 462 It [the statute] does not meddle with wills. 1852
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C.\v\{. 161 Some evil persons..
might be disposed to meddle with us if they saw our wagon.
1853 J. H. NEWMAN Mist.S*. (1876} 1 1. in.

y. 328 His enemies
accused him. .of. .meddling in matters which did not belong
to him. 1865 GROT E/Yrtto L ii. 95 Philosophers who meddled
less with debate and more with facts.

b. without const.

1555 EDEN Decades 9 They shuld meddle no further than
their commission. 1686 F. SPKNCK tr. Varillas Ho. Meditis
22 There are Connexions, .in point of Traftick, which are

only well known by those that meddle that way. 1711
SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 28 Aug ,

I was advising him to use
his interest to prevent any misunderstanding between our

ministers; but he is too wise to meddle. 1859 Miss CARV
Country Life (1876) 303 She had better attend her own
affairs, and I will tell her so if she comes here meddling.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life iii. (1861) 65 Do not legislate.

Meddle, and you snap the sinews with your sumptuary laws.

C. Phrases and proverbial sayings. Neither make
nor meddle, etc. : see MAKE z;. 71.
1562 HEVWOOD Prov. n. iii. G, Who medleth in all thyng,

maie shooe the goslyng. 1598 H. JONSON Ev. Man in

Hum. in. it, Nay, he will not meddle with his match, I war
rant you. 1721 KELLY Sc. Proi . 200 It is ill medling be
tween the Bark and the Rind. Ibid. 246 Meddle with your
Match. . . You dare not meddle with your Match.

f d. trans, (with omission of preposition). To
deal with

; interfere with. Obs. rare.

1461 Paston Lett. II, 51, I der say I shuld have had as

special! and as gode a maister of you, as any pour man..yf
ye had never medulled the godes of my maister F. 1523 in

icM Rep. Hist MSS. Comm. App. v. 400 No town dweller
shall meddell nor interrupte nor occupie no mans occupacion
or sience. . but only his own sienc. 1573 [see 5].

Hence f Me ddled ppl. a., mixed.
c 1375 f HVLTON Mixed Life (MS. Vernon) in Hampoles ,

Wks. (ed. Horstm.) I. 268 To bise also longeb bis medled

lyf, bat is bobe actyf & contemplatyf. 14.. Voc. in Wr. i

Wiilcker 625/14 Mtxtilioqnet medylde corne. 1573 T. CART-
WRIGHT Repl. Anstv. Whitgift \. 131 A medled & mingled

|

estate of the order of the gospell & the ceremonies of popery.
(11641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Mon. (1642) 88 A medled

company of all the Tribes of Israel. 1736 W. THOMPSON
Epithalamium [An imitation of SpenserJ xv. i And lo !

what medled passions in him move.

Meddle, obs. form of MEDLEY.
Meddle-come. dial. One who comes med-

\

dling or interfering ;
a meddler.

1857 KINGSLEY Two y. Ago xv, We m old-fashioned folks
|

here, .and don t like no new-fangled meddlecomes.

Meddlenient (me-d lment). nonce-wd. [f.

MEDDLE v. + -MENT.] Meddling, interference.

1842-3 THACKERAY Fitzboodle s Prof. Misc. Wks. IV. 10

For once my sister-in-law was on my side, not liking the

meddlement of the elder lady.

t Meddleous, a. Obs. rare. In 5 medel(o)us.

[f. MEDDLE v. + -ous.] Meddlesome.
c 1430 A. B. C. ofAristotle in Babees Bk. 12 [Be not] To

medelus, ne to myrie, but as mesure wole it meeue. a 1470
TIPTOFT Tulle on Friendsh. (Caxton 1481) B vb, And [it is]

to peyneful to be medelous in other mennes maters [orig.

alienis nimts implicari\.

Meddler (me dtej). [f.
MEDDLE v. + -EB 1

.]

One who meddles, in the senses of the verb.

1388 WYCLIF Bible* Pref, Ep. vi, I holde my pees of

famariens,
and of medeleris of retorik. 1522 CLERK in

His Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 314 John Matheo, secretary vnto

the said Cardinal!, and chief medillar in all affaires her

aboute the Pope. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. iv. 5 They
which erst were medlers with euerytbing, lerne to bee sober

MEDDLING.
& quiet. 1611 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 6 (1619) 108 What
if he will not speak the truth, because he will not be a
meddler? 1730 SWIFT in Portland Papers VI. (Hibt. MSS.
Comm.) 28 He is distinguished as an unfortunate meddler
in poetry. 1851 THACKERAY Esmond i. xiii, And this is the
good meddlers get of interfering. 1895 C. K. B. BARRETT
Surrey iv. m The unfortunate clerical meddler in politics.

Meddler, obs. form of MEDLAR.
Meddlesome (me-d ls#m), n.

[f. MEDDLE v.

+ -SOME.] Given to meddling or interfering.
1615 G. SANDYS Trail. 238 A people.. talkative, meddle,

some, dissentious. 1743 BLAIR Grave i. 179 Honour ! that
meddlesome officious 111, Pursues thee ev n to Death. 1861
PEARSON Early &amp;lt;v

Mid. Ages Eug. 141 The story is a fail-

instance of the meddlesome legislation of those times. 1874
GREEN X/iort /fist. viii. 5. 505 The Queen, frivolous and
meddlesome as she was, detested him [StrarTord]. 1889 W. S.

PLAYFAIR Midwifery (ed 71 II. in. i.\. 4 The time-honoured
maxim that ( meddlesome midwifery is bad .

Hence Me ddlesomely adv., Me rtdlesomeness.
a 1677 BARKOW Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 209 Meddlesomeness

is commonly blamcable. 1858 CARI.YLI-: Fredk. Gt. x. iv.

(1872) III. 246 A Hofkriegsrath .. poking too meddlesomely
into his affairs. 1875 JOWETT rlato (ed. 2) III. 325 A med
dlesomeness, and interference, and rising up of a part
against the whole of the soul.

Meddling ;me-dlirj), vH. sl&amp;gt;. [f. MEDDLE r.

+ -INO 1.]

1 1. The action or process of mixing, blending or

combining, admixture; the state of being mixed or

combined. Ol&amp;gt;s.

? a 1366 Cn.yeKR Ron:. Rose 896 His carnement was ..

y-wrought with Homes, By dyvers medling of coloures.
a 1400 HVLTON Scala Pcrf. (W. de W. 1494) n. iv, For
thenne shall the soule receyue .. the full felynge of god
in all myghtes of it, wythotite medelynge of ony other

affeccyon. 1548-77 VICARV Anat. v. (1888) 50 The senewes
..with the Lygamentes. .in their medling together .. are
made a Corde or a Tendon.

t b. quari-concr. The result of the action ;
a

joining, combination, mixture. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF IMatt. ix. 16 Sothelyno man sendith ynne a

medlynge of rudee, or newe, clothe in to an olde clothe.

14. . \ oc. in Wr.- Wiilcker 605/45 Pula, mt-dlyng of water
and wyne. 1482 Monk of Eieshant (Arb.) no Trewly yn
thys pele and rynging . . a variant medelyng of melody
sownyd wyth alle,

t c. Fraudulent mixing (of goods). Obs.

1495 Act ii flen. VII, c. 23 i It shuld be well and truly

packed, that is to sey, the greate Salmon by it self without

medeling of any Grilles.. with the same,

t 2. (.If persons: The action of mingling together
in a fight or brawl ; also, an instance of this. Obs,

c 1450 Merlin xiii. 199 And than be-gan the meddelynge
amonge hem full crewell and fell. 1481 CAXTON Godiffroy
xix. 49 Yf they wold goo in peas without medlynges and

oultrages a 1533 Ln. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.Aitrel. (1546)

R v b, There was medlyng on bothe parties, the one to bear

awaie, and the other to defend. 1616 T. DRAXE Bikl.

Schalast. 128 It is no medling with short daggers,

f 3. Sexual intercourse. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Gen. xx.v. 42 Whanne the late medlyng [1382

comyng togidere) and the laste conseyuyng weren. 14..
LYDG. Life Our Lady xx. v. (MS. Rawl. poet. 140, fol. 31 ,

Eke serteyn briddes called vultures Wib oute medelinge
[MS. Ashmol. 39 fol. 32 mellyng] conseyue by nature. 1450-

1530 Myrr our Ladye 326 Que sine, whiche hathe begotte

wythoute medlynge of man.

4. The action of taking part ; dealing ; manage
ment. Now only in bad sense : The action of taking

part officiously in the affairs of others
;
interference.

Const, with. Also, an instance of this.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 167 And seyn
j&amp;gt;at

[&amp;gt;orugh \&amp;gt;\

medlyng is y-blowe Yowre bothere loue, bere it was erst vn.

knowe. 1426 LYDG. De Ginl. Pilgr. 3229 He ys nat wys.That
in medlyng ys mor large Than the boundys of hys charge.

1536 Act 28 Hen. Vlll in Bolton Slat. Irel. (1621) 179

Every such person and persons before any actual or reall

possession or medling with the profites,. .shall [etc.] &amp;lt;z 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 150 He [the French king]

thought . . yet again once to haue a medelyng in Italy.

1676 WISEMAN Siirg. iv. iv. 286 But I, being at that

time much indisposed in my health, declined the meddling
with it [a Tumour]. 1795 BURKE Th. Scarcity Wks. 1842

II. 257 This most momentous of all meddling on the part
of authority ; the meddling with the subsistence of the

people. 1877 FROUDE S/iort Stud. (1883) IV. i. x. 112 [He]
had been moved to volunteer .. by another instance of

Becket s dangerous meddling. 1884 Athettzum 29 ^lar.

400/2 The limits of needless meddling with the text of

Sophocles seemed to have been reached.

Proverb. 1539 TAVERNER Erasin. Prov. d54S)57 In Htle

medlinge lyeth greate ease. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867)

47 For of little medlyng Cometh great reste.

Meddling (me-dlin), ///. a. [f. MEDDLE v.

+ -ING -.] That meddles, in the senses of the verb.

a 1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 63 To wyse is no vertue, to

medlyng, to restless. 1530 PALSGR. 318/1 Medlynge, entre-

metteux. c 1588 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxxxi. i, Never. .

have I borne in things to hygh A medling mind. 1629

EARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 88 A medling man Is one that has

nothing to do with his businesse, and yet no man busier

then hee 1634 MILTON Camus 846 And ill luck signes

That the shrewd medling Elfe delights to make. 1798

WORDSW. Tables Turned 26 Our meddling intellect Mis

shapes the beauteous forms of things. 1830 MACAULAY Ess.,

Southey (1850) 112 A meddling government, a government
which tells them what to read, and say, and eat, and drink,

and wear. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany v. 57 That meddling

personage Mrs. Grundy.
Hence Me ddlingly adv.

755 JOHNSON, Pragmatically, meddlingly ; impertinently.

Meddly, obs. form of MEDLEY.

Meddowe. obs. form of MEADOW.
103



MEDE. 290 MEDIAN.

Meddyl(l, obs. forms of MEDDLE.
Mede (mfd), sb. [ad.L. Mldus, a. Gr. Mf)5os.]
1. A native or inhabitant of Media; = MEDIAN 2 B.

&amp;gt;38*i 56? c- ts LAW si. j c, PERSIAN si. i]. 1631 LE
GRYS tr. yeUeius Paterc. 15 Pharnaces the Mede.

t 2. A precious stone described by ancient writers,
said to be found in Media. Obs.
The description in the quot. is taken from Bartholom.

Angl. De Proprietatihts Rerum xvi. Ixvii.

1601 CHESTER Love s Martyr (1878), P, The Meade stone
coloured like the grassie greene, Much gentle ease vnto the

Goute hath donne, And helpeth
those being troubled with

the Spleene, Mingled with \Vomans milke bearing a Sonne.

t Mode, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. medius : see

MEDIUM.] Middle, mean.
1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mns. vi. in The Mede Voice is

..a great advantage to the Greeks. 1709 Rrit. Afolio II.

No. 68. 1/2 It s Mede Length contains.. 2280 Miles.

Mede, obs. form of MAID, MEAD, MEED.
Medeen, variant of MEDINE.

Medel, obs. form of MEDDLE, MIDDLE.
Medele, var. MELL v. Obs.

; obs. f. MEDLEY.
Medeler, obs. form of MEDLAR.
Medell, obs. f. MEDAL, MEDDLE, MIDDLE.

Medel(o)us, variant forms of MEDDLEOUS.
Medely, obs. form of MEDLEY.

Mederatele, variant of meadrdttle, MEAD 2 c.

Mederinax, medernex : see MEDBINACKS.

Medew, obs. form of MEADOW.
t Medewax, medwex. Obs. [f. med (?

=
MEAD 1 or 2

) + WAX sb.&quot;\
Some kind of wax.

c 1450 AfE. Med. k. (Heinrich) 172 note, For to make
a gomed cloth Tak half a quartron of mede wax, half a

quarteron of tcrpentyn [etc.]. Ibid. 174 Entret pur bocches,
biles. .& huiusmodi. Tuk of medwex i II, of barowes grece
..as muche [etc.].

Medewife, obs. form of MIDWIFE.
Medewort, -wurt, -wyrt, var. ff. MEADWOBT.
M3dful(l, Medi, obs. ff. MEEDFUL, MEED v.

II Media (mrdia). PI. (in sense i) mediea
(mrdif). [L., fem. of medins middle, used ellip-

tically.]
1. Phonetics. [Applied by Priscian I. xxvi. (with

ellipsis of litterd) to b, g, d as intermediate in

sound between the tentics (levcs] and the aspirates.]
A voiced or soft mute; = MKDIAL s/i. 2.

1841 LATHAM Eiig. Lang. 103 The Tennes of the Classics
. . are sharp, the Mcdix flat. 1848 K. GUEST in Trans. Philol.
Soc. III. 176, ist, the media:

l&amp;gt;, g, d, ; andly, the tenues/,
k, f; and srdly, the aspirates. 1890 CONWAY in Amer.
yrnl. Philol. XI. 304 The invention of G to denote the
voiced media as distinguished from C.

2. Biol. [Short for L. tunica or memirana media.]
The middle tunic or membrane of an artery or

vessel.

1876 tr. H. Ton Zitritssen s Cycl. Med. VI. 411 In many
cases aneurism seems to be produced by a primary disease
of the media. 1889 LEIDV Attat. (ed. 2) 580 The media is

composed of transverse muscle-fibres with some elastic fibres.

Media (mrdia), pi. of MEDIUM.

Mediacy (rm-diasi). [In sense I prob. ad.

L. medidtio MEDIATION, on the analogy of sbs. in

ACY (cf. OF. mediatie) ;
in sense 2 f. MEDIATE a. :

see -ACY.]

(1. The function of a mediator; mediation. Obs.

1400 Pt-ymer in Maskell Man. Kit. 1 1. 34 Graunte us . .

that thur} hir deseruyngis and hir mediacie we be worth! to

come to the hil that is crist.

2. Logic and P/ii/os. Mediateness.

1853 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss, (ed. 2) 663 Were there in

these syllogisms no occult conversion of an undeclared conse*

quent, no mediacy from the antecedent, they could not [etc.].

1864 BOWEN Logic viii. 250 The mediacy being concealed by
the concealment of the mental inference which really pre
cedes. 1865 I. GROTE Explor. Philos. i. 119 How do pre
sentation and representation thus viewed, stand related to

the notions of mediacy and immediacy of knowledge ?

Mediad (mfdised), adv. [f. MEDI-AL + -ad

(see DEXTBAD).] Towards the middle line or

plane (of a body) ;
mesiad.

1878 BELL tr. GegenbauSs^ Contp. Anat. 260 Two pairs
of. .gills, .an inner pair, which are placed mediad [etc.].

Mediaval,medieval &amp;gt;edi,rval,nm]i|rval),
a. and sb. [f. L. medius middle + Kvum age + -AL.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to or characteristic of

the Middle Ages. Of Art, Religion, etc. : Re
sembling or imitative of that of the Middle Ages.
1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. n. 490 The sculptured repre

sentations of the latter part of the mediaeval era. 1876
STI BBS Early Plantag. 6 Weapons drawn from the store,
house of medieTal English history. 1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT
Lfct. Archil. I. i. 7 Mediaeval architecture. .being the last

link of the mighty chain which had stretched unbroken
through nearly 4000 years.

b. Medisval embroidery : a name given to a

particular style of modern embroidery, worked
with floss and purse silks and gold thread. MeJi-
xval guipure \ an earlier name for MACBAME.
1882 in CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework.
B. sb. One who lived in the Middle Ages.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Painters iv. xiii. 27 III. 193 The

elements of their minds by which . . they are connected with
the mediaeval* and moderns. 1894 PARRY Stud. Gt. Com.
posers, Paltstrina 3 Though their music was so limited the
mediaeval* contrived to make some fine effects with it.

Medievalism, medievalism (medi-, rm-

diit valiz m). [f. prec. + -ISM.] The system of
belief and practice characteristic of the Middle

Ages ; mediaeval thought, religion, art, etc. ; the

adoption of or devotion to mediaeval ideals or

usages ; occas. an instance of this.

1853 RUSKIN Lect. Archil, iv. (1854! 194 You have, then,
the three periods : Classicalism, extending to the fall of the
Roman empire ; Medievalism, extending from that fall to
the close of the i$th century ; and Modernism. 1873
SVMONDS Grk. Poets ix. 301 Renan regards the sentiment
of the infinite as the chief legacy of mediaevalism to

modern civilization. 1886 igtft Cent. May 665 It is a pity
to have our language interlarded with Orientalisms and
Medisevalisms. 1890 STUBBS Primary Charge, Oxford 55,
I am sick of hearing about sai.erdotalism and medievalism
from men who scarcely know how to spell the words.

Medievalist, medievalist (medi-, nu-

di|*~valist). [f.
MEDI.EVAL + -IST. Cf. F. m(-

tfie/viste.}
1. One who studies or is skilled in mediaeval

history or affairs
; one who practises mediaevalism

in art, religion, etc.

1874 RUSKIN ValD Ai-no (1886) App. 137 These outlines

will, .show my pupils what is the real vntue of mediaeval
.work : the power which we medievalists rejoice in it for.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. vi. 232 He
heartily despises the modern medievalists.

H 2. One who lived in the Middle Ages.
1855 M. BRIDGES Pop. Mod. Hist. 445 Such observations.,

would probably be made by any intelligent medievalist,
could he return to these sublunary scenes.

Medisevalize, medievalize (medi-, mf-

diiTvalaiz}, v. [f. MEDI.EVAL + -IZE.] a. trans.

To make mediaeval in character, b. inlr. To
favour mediaeval ideas or usages.

1^54 J. L. PETIT Archit. Stvd. France 173 He tries to
medievalize himself and his ideas. 1859 KINGSLEY Let. 23
Jan. in Life (1877) II. 77 Some illustrators .. have tried to

medievalize them [Bunyan s characters]. 1874 J. FERGUSSON
inContemp. Rev. Oct. 765 Views opposed to the Paganism
of St. Paul s or to the attempt to mediaevalize it.

Hence Medise-valized///. a.
;
Mediss valizing

vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1881 SYMONDS Renaiss. Italy IV. iv. 247 The Mort
d Aithur . .has become the plaything of medievalising folk

in modern England. 1897 Edin. Ret . Jan. 76 The poet s

[sc. Win. Morris] medisevalised mind and turn of thought.,
are more in accordance with the mediaeval character of the

subject. 1900 J.
L. DAVIES in W. E. Bowen Crisis F.ng.

Ch. Introd. 7 The medievalising movement in the Church
of England. /&amp;lt;*/&amp;lt;/. 12 If his whole soul is in the mediaeval-

ising of the Church of England.

Medievally, medievally (medi-, mfdi,r--

vali), adv. [f.
MEDIEVAL + -LY *.] In a medisevrl

manner; in medircval times; in accordance with
medisevalism.
1882 Century Mag. XXIII. 654, I did notfeel mediaevally

inclined that night. 1883 SALA in lllustr. Lontt. News n
Aug. 131/1 The.. Miracle Plays for which Coventry was
medievally so renowned.

Medial (mrdial), a. and sb. [ad. late L. medi-

dlis, f. medius middle: see MKDIUM. Cf. F. medial]
A. adj. ,

1. Occupying a middle or intermediate position ;

middle; (of a letter, etc.) occurring in the middle
of a word. Medial to : situated in the middle of;
intermediate between.
1711 BAILF.V, Medial, belonging to the middle. 1741

BOYSE Patience 235 Beneath the scorching of the medial
line [i.e. the equator]. 1807 F. WRANGHAM Sertn. Transl.
Scrw, 14 This province may be regarded as medial to

Persia, Tartary, Tibet. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. xii.

309 The characters assume a difierent shape according to
their situation, whether initial, medial, final, or single. 1829
COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1839) IV. 28 The understanding is

in all respects a medial and mediate faculty, and has there
fore two extremities or poles, the sensual.. and the intel

lectual. i88z TVNDALL Floating^Matters^ AiryzZ In regard
to the

supply
of oxygen, there is a medial zone favourable

to the play of vitality, beyond which, on both sides, life cannot
exist. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 360/2 A great extension of
Medial plains, stretching in moderate altitude from the
Arctic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico.

b. spec, in Anat., Zoo!., etc. (Cf. MEDIAN
&amp;lt;z.l)

1803 BARCLAY New Anat. Nomencl. ^ What I should
call the proximal, medial, and distal phalanges. 1846
DANA Zooph. (1848) 284 A continuous medial line of

large polyps, with others smaller, scattered on each side.

1880 GUNTHF.R Fishes 313 Medial and paired fins. 1899
Alll it/fsSyst. Med. VII. 390 One set of these vessels, the

medial, enters the medulla in the middle line.

2. Pertaining to a mathematical mean or average,
f Medial line : a line which is a mean proportional
between two other lines {obs. ).

1570 BiLLiNGSLEv Euclid x. xxiii, A right line commen
surable to a medial! line, is also a mediall line. 1704
J. HARRIS Le.r. Techn. I, Alligation Medial, teaches how to
find a Mean in the Price, Quantity, or Quality between the
Extreams. 1811 PINKERTON Pctral. I. 345 According to a
medial sum of many analyses.
3. Of average or ordinary dimensions; occas. of

ordinary attainments.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minnies Agric. 18 Aug. an. 1775,
The distance was medial not half a mile. 1804 C. B.
BROWN tr. Volncy s View Soil U. S. 113 The general or
medial temperature of a country. 1830 LYELI. Princ. Geol. I.

185 The united waters have only., a medial width of about
three quarters of a mile. 1894 Harper s Mag. Jan. 273/2
Exceptional qualifications, .are lacking to the medial man.

4. llfus. Medial accent (see qnot. l879\ Me
dial cadence, in the ecclesiastical modes, a cadence

closing with the mediant of a mode (Grove Diet.

Mus. 1880) ;
in modern music, a cadence in which

the leading chord is inverted. Medial conso
nances (see qnot. 1885).
1809 CALLCOTT Mus. Gram. (ed. 2) 221 When the leading

Harmony of any Cadence is not radical, but inverted, the

Cadence is, in this Work, termed Medial, and is used to

express an incomplete Close. 1879 HELMORE Plain Song
105 The Medial Accent is the fall of a minor third from the

dominant or reciting note. 1885 A. J. ELLIS tr. Helmholtz
Sensations of Tone 194 The major Sixth and the major
Third, which may be called medial consonances.

f5. Phonetics. (See B. 2.) Obs.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 379/2 The middle (or medial) letters,

S&amp;gt;

B. st.

1. A medial letter
;
a form of a letter used in the

j

middle of a word.

1776 J. RICHARDSON Arab. Gram. 17 The initial of the

first, a medial of the second, and the final of the third

i [letter] are generally taken. 1817 COLEBROOKF. Algebra, etc.

Dissert, p. xii, Diophantus employs the inverted medial of

cAAcit/ut, defect or want.. to indicate a negative quantity.
He prefixes that mark ^ to the quantity in question.

f2. Phonetics. A voiced mute; MEDIA I. Obs.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 380/2 The three media!*, B, y, S. 1848
;

E. GUEST in Trans. Philol. Soc. III. 174 Three medial*,
! as they are called, c,$, d. 1880 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue

(cd. 3) 5 If the Classical word begins with an aspirate, the

English word begins with a medial.

Medially (mf-diali), adv.
[f.

MEDIAL a. +
-LT 2

.]
In a medial or central position.

1861 Macm. Mag. IV. 472/2 A tract . . lying medially
between the Atlantic and the Mississippi. 1883 Athenaeum

29 Dec. 870/2 The peculiarity being the manner in which the

solid part of the web was medially swung.

II Mediamne. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.mcdiamna,
{. medius middle + amnis river.] An island in the

middle of a river.

01552 LELAND Itin. 11.31 Diverse Armelettes breaking
out of the 2 streames and making Mediamnes. Ibid. 41.

Median (mrdian), a.1 and sb. 1 Also 6 -ane.

[ad. L. median us (cf. MEAN a.2 ), f. medius middle :

see -AN. Cf. F. mfdian, Sp., Pg., It. medians.]
A. adj.

1. Occupying a middle or intermediate position ;

middle; f neutral.

that wee might be sure notwtstanng, wc way soever

it went. 1656 BLOC NT Glossogr., Median, the middle, half,

mean : not deserving praise
or dispraise. 1771 Anliq.

Saritf. 13 The Gates and the median rampart. 877 J. SULLY
Pessimism 244 In the lower and median latitudes of our
emotional life.

2. Special scientific uses.

a. Anat., as median artery, nerve, vein, now

chiefly applied to certain structures in the arm
;

formerly in various other applications.
Median line : any line in the median plane. Median

plane : the plane which divides any body into two equal
and symmetrical parts ; the mesial plane or meson.

1592 NASHE Strange News K 2 D, This I will proudly
boast . . that the yaine which I haue (be it a median vaine,
or a madde man) is of my owne begetting. 1597 A. M. tr.

iiuillemeau s Fr. Chirnrg. 30 The fourth is the mediane,
or kidneyevayne, situated belowe the foote. 1629 Bp.

HALL Serin, to Lds. ofParlt. 18 Feb.j God and his divine

phisician doe still let bloud in the median vein of the heart.

1831 R. KNOX Ctogutfs Anat. 85 The last-mentioned suture,

designated by the name of the Median or Frontal,, .is gene.

rally indistinct. 1835-6 Toad s Cycl. Anat. I. 217/2 The
median nerve. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 25 The anterior

median fissure of the medulla spinalis.

b. Zool., as median crest, fin, line (see a), etc.

1835-6 Tedtfs Cycl. Anat. I. 706/1 The median parts of

the lobes of the mantle [in Com/ii/era] are extremely thin.

1840 Cuiier s Anim. Kinfd. 197 The Great Tit.. with a

black median list down the belly. 1861 HL-LME tr. Moqtiin.
Tandon H. ill. ii. 112 The median line of the abdomen.

1894 R. B. SHARPF. Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit. 1. 35 The lesser

and median wing-coverts white.

c. Bot.

[1852 HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Terms 105 Medfanns, when
some part originates or is connected with the middle of some

other.] 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary s Phaner. 160 The

Median Wall, in Archegoniates, the wall in a plane at right

angles to the basal wall dividing the proembryo into lateral

halves.

d. Surg. Of an incision : Made through the

middle of a tumour. Median lithotomy : that

method in which the incision is made through the

median line of the perinseum (opposed to lateral).

1854 ALLARTON Lithotomy Simplif. 42 The spot selected

for the incision in the median operation. 1863 (title) A
Treatise on Modern Median Lithotomy. 1891 Lancet 18

Apr. 907/1 He makes a median incision over the tumour.

e. Geography, etc.

Median line, the line along the middle of the calm belt

between the north and south trade winds. Median zone, a zone

along the sea-bottom between 50 and 100 fathoms in depth.
a 1854 E. FORBES Nat. Hist. Euro/*. Seas (1859) 100 The

inhabitants of the median or coralline zone around the

British shores. 1875 CROLL Climate , TYawjdr. 229 During
a glacial period in the northern hemisphere the median line

between the trades would be shifted, .south of the equator.



MEDIAN.

3. Statistics, a. Used to designate that quantity

which is so related to the quantities occurring in a

given set of instances that exactly as many of them

exceed it as fall short of it.

Thus, 6 is the median number of the set i, 1,2, 6, 20,20, 27.

1894 Times rg Dec. 12/2 If graphically arranged, they
would present a curve of error , the median ordinate of

which (to use a phrase familiar to the new school of statisti

cians) would yield a sentence far more satisfactory and just

than many that are every week awarded. 1900 Boston

(Mass.) Transcript Mar., The average age of the population
of the United States, .is twenty-five years ; the median age
is twenty-one years. The latter means the point at which

there are as many people above as below.

b. (See quot.)
1901 U. S. i2//i Census Kep. I. p. xxxvi, The median point

is the point of intersection of the line dividing the popula
tion equally north and south with the line dividing it

equally east and west.

B. sb.

1. Anat. The median vein, nerve, etc.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon s Quest. CAirurf. M iij, Howe
many and what veynes are to be let blode in the body?.,
there be .xij amyd the armes that is to wyte two medyans,
two cephalykes [etc.]. 1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest.

(1888) 41 Fower vnces [of blood must be lettenj. .sometyme
in the Median, sometyme in the Basilica. 1660 CULPEPPKR

T-.io Treat. (1672) 10 In Summer open still the Liver-vein,

In Spring that of the Heart called Median. 1895 Alllo lt s

Syst. Med. VIII. p The simultaneous examination of the

medians can only be made by crossing the hands.

t 2. Something which is in an intermediate con

dition. Obs.

1635 PERSON Varieties I. v. 16 Fumes are medians betwixt

fire and earth, in respect that they are easily transmuted or

changed in the one or the other.

3. Math. Each of the three lines drawn bisecting

the angles of a triangle and meeting in a point
within it.

1888 [see COSYMMEDIAN]. 1888 HALL & STEVENS Text-Ik.

Euclid (1894) 105 The medians of a triangle are concurrent.

4. Statistics. A median quantity (see A. 3).

1902 F. Y. EDGEWORTH in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 287/1
The median (that point which has as many of the given ob
servations above as below it).

Median (mfdian), a. 2 andrf.2 [f.
MeJia + -M!,

or MEDE sb. + -IAN.] A. adj. Of or belonging to

the ancient kingdom of Media, or the Medes.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xii. iii. 359 The Citron tree, called.,

by some, the Median Apple-tree. 1685 Bp. KEN in W. Haw
kins Li/*, etc. (1713)

88 Either the Babylonian, or the Me
dian, or the Persian Idolatries. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 54/2
Pharaortes. .greatly extended the Median empire.

b. allusively. Unchanging. (Cf. Dan. vi. 8.)

1882 H. S. HOLLAND Life ft Logic (1885) 2 A Median

kingdom, .whose laws, -never know, .change.

B. sb. An inhabitant of Media ;
a Mede.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny vi. xv. 122 Two citties of the Par-

thians, built sometimes as forts opposite against the Me
dians. 1901 Expositor Nov. 344 Gobryas, the general of

Cyrus, a Median, appeared before Sippara.

Me diani mic, a. Spiritualism, [f. MEDI-UM
+ L. anima soul + -ic.] Pertaining to medium-

ship. So Me diaui mity, mediumship.
1876 ANNA BLACKWELL Kardecs Mediums Bk. 388-9.

Mediauly (nu-dianlii, adv. [f. MEDIAN a.l

+ -LY ^.] In a median direction or position.
1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. iii. (1873) 76 A large aperture

medianly divided by a vertical partition. 1875 in Encycl.
Brit. II. 151 i The laryngeal sac [of the Semnopithecinx]
opens medianly into the front of the larynx.

Mediant (mediant), sb. Mus. [ad. It. medi

ants, repr. late L. mediantem, pr. pple. of median
to be in the middle, f. medi-us middle : see MEDIUM.
Cf. F. tnldiant ] a. In ecclesiastical music : One
of the regular modulations of a mode

;
in the

authentic modes, it lies about midway between the

final and the dominant ; in the plagal modes, it

varies in position, b. In modern music, the third

of any scale, lying midway between the tonic, and
the dominant.
[1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Mode, The fundamental

[note] is also called l\\cjinal\ the fifth the doininanie , and
the third, as being between the other two, the tnedicinte.}

1753 Cycl. Supp. s. v. Mediants, The Mediant of a mode
is that note which is a third higher than the final ; or that

which divides the fifth of every authentic mode into two
thirds. 1818 _BuSBY Gram. Mus. 3r4 The Triad may have
its mediant either two whole tones, or a tone and a semi
tone, above its Root.
attriv. 1880 STAINER Composition 18 The seventh degree

of the scale can be part either of the dominant or mediant
chords. 1885 A.

J. ELLIS tr. HtlmkttU Sensations of
Tone 462 Modulation into the Mediant Duodene.
Me diant, a. rare~ l

. [ad. late L. mediant-em,

pr. pple. of medidre : see prec.] Intervening.
1853 Miss SHEPPARD Ch. Auchester III. 150, I. .set off on

foot along the sun-glittering road.. till through the mediant
chaos of brick-fields. . I entered the dense halo surrounding
London.

Mediastinal (mfdiaestai-nal), a. Anat. [f.

MEDIASTIN-DM + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a

mediastinum, or partition, esp. that of the thorax.

1826 KlRBY&Sr. Entomol. III. 376 Neura Mediastina
(Mediastinal Nervure). 1831 R. KNOX Cloquet s Anat. r8g
The mediasttnal surface of the sternum. 1835-6 Todd s

Cycl. Aitut. I. 193/2 The posterior mediastinal arteries are

numerous and small. 1899 Allttitt s Sj it. Mcd. VI. 64

Mediastinal diseases.

291

t Mediastine 1
. Obs. Also 7 -in. [Anglicized

form of MEDIASTINUM. Cf. F. mediastin.} = ME
DIASTINUM.

1631 WIDDOWES Rat. Philos. 60 The lesse principal! parts
of breathing, are the midrifTe, and the mediastin. 1653
URQUHART Rabelais \. xxvii, He did transpierce him, by
running him in at the breast, through the mediastine and
the heart. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet in A liments, etc.

339 There is none of the Membranes, .but may be the Seat
of this Disease, the Mediastine as well as the Pleura.

t Mediastine 2
. Obs. rare- 1

. Also -in. [ad. L.

mtdiasttn-tts.] A drudge, or kitchin slave&quot; Phil

lips 1658); also quasi -adj.

1716 M. DAVIKS Athen. Brit. II. 139 A certain mediastin

Genius, porcupin d all over with all the three.

II Mediastinitis (midisEStinsi tis).
rath.

[mod.L., f. MEDIA8TIN-UM + -ITJS.] Inflammation

of the areolar tissue around the organs of the

mediastinum.
1858 COPLAND Diet. Pract. Mcd. II. 825 The Causes of

mediastinitis are chiefly external injuries. 1898 Alloutt s

Syst. Mcd. V. 783 These exo-pericardial adhesions, .may
possibly result from a mediastinitis.

II Mediastiiio- (mdisestai n). Used as the

combining form of MEDIASTINUM. Mediastino-
callous a., descriptive epithet of the form in

which the pericardium becomes thickened {Syil.

Soc. Lex. i Syo). Mediastino-pericardial a., per

taining to the mediastinum and the pericardium.

Mediastino-pericarditis, inflammation affecting

both these structures.

1876 tr. //. ran Ziemsscn s Cycl. Med. VI. 641, Indurated

mediastino-pericarditis. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Mcd. III. 45
Cases of mediastino-pericardial fibrosis.

II Mediastinum (mrdia st.Ti nmii;. Anat. PI. -a.

[mod.L., neut. of med.L. mediastinus, medial, in

termediate, f. meditis middle, after the classical L.

meJiastinus (also mcJiastrinus) sb., inferior ser

vant, drudge.] A membranous middle septum or

partition between two cavities of the body ; esp.

that formed by the two inner walls of the pleura,

separating the right and left lungs.
Anterior mediastinum : the part of the mediastinum ex

tending from the pericardium to the sternum. Middle in. :

the enlarged central portion of the whole space between the

pleura; iSyd. Soc. Lex.). 1 osterior m. : the portion of the

mediastinum between the pericardium and the lower dorsal

vertebrae. Superior m. : the space between the manubrium
of the sternum and the upper dorsal vertebrae.

In medical Latin the name is used, with Qualifications, to

denote certain other structures to which its etymological

meaning is appropriate ;
as mediastinum auris, the mem

brane of the drum of the ear ;
; /. cerel&amp;gt;ri,m. ccrebclli, syno

nyms of/alx cerelri and ccrcbelli (see FALX) ; m. t .stis, Sir

Astley Cooper s name for the septum of the testicle (Corpus

tfighinori),

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon s Quest. Chirurg. Hj, With the

mediastinum wherwith it [the hert] is sleyed and strengthed.

i6isCROOKE Body ofMan 360 The Pericardium toucheth

not the Lunges but by the interposition of the Mediastinum.

1797 M. BAILLIE Mark. Anat. (1807) p. xxv, The Posterior

Mediastinum. 1878 T. BRYANT Pratt. Surg. I. 49 Pericar

ditis or suppurative inflammation of the mediastinum.

Mediate (mjMi/t), s. Also 6 Sc. mediat. fad.

late L. mediat-u*, pa. pple. of mediare : see ME
DIATE . Cf. F. mtdiat. ]

1. Intermediate ; intervening or interposed in

position, rank, quality, time, or order of succes

sion. Now rare.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 179 The membres
inferjalle

persoun that happyr,...- --

vni iii. Ded., I may wish you and yours less mediate trouble

then he had in the course of his Life, a 1661 Worthies,

Suffolk (1662) II. 59 After many mediate preferments, .at

last he became Arch-bishop of Canterbury. 1707 PRIOR

Charity 49 But soon the mediate clouds shall be dispell d.

1829 [see MEDIAL a. i]. 1840 Cmitr s Anim. Kingd. 169

The Marsh-eagles hold a sort of mediate station between

the Ernes, the Ospreys, and the Buzzards. 1857-8 SEARS

Athan. ill. ii. 262 There are three conditions after death,

heaven and hell, and a state mediate between them,

t b. Of a person : Intermediary. Obs.

1571-1 Reg. Pri-y CouncilScot. II. 121 Na maner of per

soun . sail pay or procure to be payit of thair awin substance

or be mediat personis. 1583-8 Hist, fames VI 11804) 290

Quhen he sawe sick apparand disgrace, he trauelht be some

mediat persouns to mak satisfactioun. 1604 EDMONDS Ol&amp;gt;-

seru Cxsar s Comm. 63 These [the Tribunes and Centu-

MEDIATB.
2. Acting or related through an intermediate

person or thing ; opposed to immediate.
a. Feudal Law. Said of a superior and of a

tenant or vassal, when the latter holds of the
former not directly but through a mesne lord.

Also applied to the relation between the two

parties, as in mediate holding, sovereignty, tenure.

1454 Rolls o/Parlt.V. 272/2 To pave.. their rentes arid

dewtees to their Lordis mediates and immediates. 1529
MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 335/2 Y king or any other Lorde
mediate or immediate, that [etc.]. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.
*t Conuuw. 84 As touching his mediat soueraigntie. 1614
SKLDEN Titles Hon, 229 To be free from either a mediat, or
immediat Tenure of him. 1818 H ALLAM Mid. Ages (1841.1 I.

v. 452 Those which had depended upon mediate lords be
came immediately connected with the empire. 1845 STKPHEN
Cointti. La-ti S Eug. (1874 I. iS6 The holding might also be

mediate, that is, in the way of sulinfeudation.

fig. 1839 POE Island
&amp;lt;tfFay Wks. 1864 I. 361 [A planet]

whose mediate sovereign is the sun.

b. gen. Of a peison or tiling in relation to an

other : Connected with the correlate not directly
but through some other person or thing.
Now rate \ many expressions formerly common (e. g. me

diate cause* are now avoided as ambiguous, the adj. being
lialile to be taken in the directly opposite sense I.

1626 HACON Syh a 400 The Immediate Cause of Death,
is the Resolution or Extinguishment of the Spirits; And.,
the Destruction or Corruption of the Organs is but the Me
diate Cause. 1655 Frl.l.ER Ch. Hist. III. ii. 69 Stephen
Langton, his [sc. Beuket s] mediate successor, removed his

bodyfetc.]. 1718 ll odrow^ Corr. (1843) II. 370 Our sponsors
are what I cannot away with, when parents, mediate or im

mediate, can be had. 1752 HCMK t-~ss. ^ Tr,at. (1777 II. 109
Nor is it possible to explain distinctly how the Deity can be
the mediate cause of all the actions of men.

c. Of an action, relation, or effect : Involving or

dependent on some intermediate ngency or action.

Mediate itl/eraueQja%\$ . an inference arrived at through
a middle term. Mediate knowledge (Philos.) : knowledge
which is not the direct result of intuition, but is obtained by
means of inference or testimony.
1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Prulil. 36 Either by Mediate appa-

rance, and reuelation of some vision ; or by Imediate. .illu

mination from God. 1641 H. AINSWOKTH Orth. found.

Rclig. 18 Mediate creation is the making of things of some
former matter. 1642 WOTTON Life $ D. Buckingham 13
The most, .pressing care of a new and Vigorous King was
his marriage, for mediate establishment of the Royall lyne.

1646 P. HULKFLKY Gospel Covt. in. 231 This mediate wit-

nesse of the spirit, .is not to be barkened unto, untill the

immediate witnesse hath spoken. 1704 NoRRIsAztvz/ 11 orld

n. iii. 145 Perception is either immediate or mediate.

. . Mediate, as when we perceive how they [Ideas] are re

lated to each by comparing them both to a third. 1790
P.VLEY Horx Paul. \. 3 Although . . the agreement in these

writings be mediate and secondary. 1817 COLERIDGE Bieg.
Lit. xii. I. 264 All truth is either mediate, . . derived from

some other truth . . or immediate and original. 1836-7 Siu

W. HAMILTON Metaph. (1859) I. 218 What is called mediate

knowledge. 1842 ABP. THOMSON Lau s Th. 83 (1860) 146

This is mediate inference. 1868 M. PATTISON Acaiiem.

..amis, who sail be answerable for them. 1660 R. COKE
Power ff Subj. 193 It will not follow that the Bishop is the

Kings mediate officer in all things and cases which relate

to his Episcopal function and jurisdiction.

c. Serving as a means to an end. t Also, con

ducive, serviceable. O/ S.

1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitations II. xii. 195 He exorted

his disciples, .to take the crosse as the moost medyate meane

to folowe hym. 1741 WARBURTON Div. Ltgat. II. 634 Tl

. .supposition of a mediate and an ultimate religion. 1845

THORPE Lappenberg s Hist. Eng. Introd. 53 A temple f

Diana was mediate to the faith of so many people.

d. nonce-use. That is in the middle of nis

course. In quot. absol.

1839 BAILEY Festus xxviii. (18521 474 Death divine alone

can perfect both, The mediate and initiate.

of ancient English institutions.

d. Law. Of evidence: Directed to the establish

ment of some intermediate fact which is to serve as

a ground of argument for the fact to be proved.
1848 WHARTON Laui Lex., Mediate testimony, secondary

evidence.

e. Med. Mediate auscultation : auscultation per
formed with the interposition of some object (as a

stethoscope) between the body and the ear. Me
diate percussion (see quot. 1843).
R. T. H. Laennec s De I Auscultation Mediate appeared

in 1819, and P. A. Kerry s De la Percussion Mediate in 1828.

1821 J. FORBES tr. Laennec s Dis. Chest, etc. (1834) 27 The

signs afforded by mediate auscultation in the diseases of the

lungs. 1843 SIR T. WATSON Princ. tf Pract. Physic xlvii. II.

10 More recently mediate percussion has been introduced.,

by M. Piorry. In mediate percussion, some splid^
substance

is placed upon the spot, the resonance of which is about to

be explored, and the blow is made upon that substance,

which is called a pleximeter. 1870 S. CtVC.Ausc.uU. !f Per

cuss. I. iv. 62 Auenbrugger s glove was obviouslyan approach
to that mediate percussion which was first systematically

practised by Piorry.

f 3. ? Conciliated, propitious. Ots. rare~ l
.

14. . Why I can t be a. Nun 98 in E. E.P. (1862) 140 Lord

to my mornyng be mediate.

Mediate (mfdwlt), v.
[f.

late L. medial-, ppl.

stem of median (used in various senses derived

independently from the etymology : to divide in

the middle, halve
;
to transact as an intermediary;

to occupy a middle position ; etc}, f. medi-us

middle : see MEDIDM. Cf. obs. F. mcdier.

In English the verb is of late emergence, and may have

originated by back-formation from mediation and mediator. \

f 1. trans. To divide into two equal parts. Obs.

1542 RECORDE Gr. Artes H vjb, If you wold medial or

diuid into 2, this sum. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM A rt ofSurvey

M. vi. 57 The Diameter that mediates the Arch of each

Sector is the Meridian.

2. intr. To occupy an intermediate or midcil

place or position ; to be between
; usually, to form

a connecting link or a transitional stage between

one thing and another.

1642 R. CARPENTER Experience v. xix. 322 There medi

ates no reall tie betwixt you and me, but the worne and old

tie ofold Acquaintance. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies HI. S 7- 21

By theire being crowded together, they exclude all other

103 2



MEDIATED. 292 MEDIATOR.
bodies that before did mediate betweene the litle parts of
theire maine body. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. Angells 72
Betweene the temptation of the Divell and sin there ever

mediates, or goes betweene, cogitation, or thought, in which
the temptation properly and formally lyes. 1850 MRS.
BROWNING Poems II. 388 No twilight in the gateway To
mediate twixt the two. 1862 STANLEY yew. Ch. (1877) I.

xviii. 343 To mediate between the old and the new. ,is the

mission of institutions like ours. 1872 E. TUCKEBMAN Gen*
Lichenutn n Evernia vulpina must be admitted to mediate,
..in an important detail of thalline structure, between the

other northern species and Usnea.

fb. To take a moderate position; to avoid

extremes. Obs. rare.

i6ia WEBSTER White Devil I. i, The law doth somtimes

mediate, thinkes it good Not euer to steepe violent sinnes
in blood.

3. To act as a mediator or intermediary ; to in

tercede, or intervene for the purpose of reconciling.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Mediate^ to deale betweene

two, to make meanes of agreement, as an indifferent party
to both. 1618 EARL OF SUFFOLK in Fortescue Papers
(Camden) 75, I must fly to you as to my pryncipall advo
cate to medyate to his Majestic for my coming to hys pre
sence, c 1620 CAMDEN in Lett* Lit, Men (Camden) 124 Yff

you will mediate with my L. Burghley for the Loane of
Chrisostomes Greeke Copie. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. i.

ii. (1636) 58 Interpreters to mediate between the people and
the Governour. 1712 SWIKT Jrnl. to Stella 24 Dec., I have
been .. mediating between the Hamilton family and Lord
Abercorn, to have them compound with him. 1837 MACAULAY
Ess,, Bacon(i^gf)) 363 Bacon attempted to mediate between
his friend [the Earl of Essex] and the Queen. 1861 M. PAT-
TISON Ess. (1889! I. 43 In vain Cabinets endeavoured tome-
diate. 1893 M. DODS Gosp. Johnll. xiv. 209 He [the Holy
Spirit] was to mediate and maintain communication between
the absent Lord and themselves.

4. trans. ( To effect by mediation
*

(J.) ; to bring
about (a peace, treaty, etc.) by acting as mediator;
to procure by intercession.
c 1593 MAHLOWE JeivofMalta \. iv, Let me go to Turkey,

In person there to mediate your peace. 1600 E. ELOL NT
tr. Conestaggio 139 To mediate with the King a suspension
of armes. 1617 MORYSON Itin. u. 79 Beseeching him to use
his power, in mediating licence unto him, that he might
come over for a short time to kisse the Queenes hand. 1718
Freethinker No. 15 The Friends, on both sides, thought,
they might mediate a Peace with as much Ease as a Truce.

1754 HUME Hist. Eng. I. vi. 142 Anselm ..mediated an ac
commodation between them. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Is.w.

xiii, It is singular that the last act of his political life should
have been to mediate a peace between the dominions of
two monarch* who had united to strip him of his own.

f b. To intercede on behalf of. Obs.
ifiai FLETCHER Pilgrim i. ii, In your prayers, .mediate

my poor fortunes.

C. To settle (a dispute) by mediation, f Also,
?to mitigate (an evil) by mediation. Obs.

1568 T. NORTH tr. Gutuara s Dialt Pr. iv. 99 The
miseries wee suffer, .haue for the most part proceeded from
our parents, and afterwards by our frends haue been medi
ated and redressed. 1623-4 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Sp.
Gipsy u. ii, No friends Could mediate their discords. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl, II. xxii. 222 His companions indulged
in a family conflict . , which was only mediated, after much
effort.

5. To be the intermediary or medium concerned
in bringing about (a result) or conveying (a gift,
etc. ) ; passive^ to be communicated or imparted
mediately.
1630 LORD Banians Introd., Who, to give this undertaking

[the book] the better promotion, interested himselfe in the

worke, by mediating my acquaintance with the Bramanes.
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxv. i. 227 An immediate working
of God . . without convenient and ordinary instruments to
mediate and effect this configuration. 1846 G. S. FABER
Lett. Tractor. Secess. 224 Moses . . mediated an inferior
covenant between Godand the Israelites. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics (1860) II. vin.

yi.
67 Ten years after the first mani

festation he believed himself the recipient of a second, not,
like the former, mediated byanything external. 1861 GOSCHEN
For. Exch. 18 A country which, like England, mediates the
transactions of many others. 1903 J. CONN Fulness of Tims,
etc. vi. 77 Everything we know of Him who is the Light of
the World has been mediated to us through men.

Mediated (mPdwtid), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED l.] Interposed, intervening.
1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) H, 926 The right or duty is

not created or divested by a law without the intervention
of a fact distinct from the law itself but is really created or
divested by a law through a mediated or intervening fact.

Mediately (mrdi/tli), adv. [f. MEDIATED. +
-LY 2

.] In a mediate way : opposed to immediately.
1. By the intervention of an intermediary or
medium ; (in feudal law) through a mesne lord

;

through a medium or mediator, or by a means; by
indirect agency, or by mediation, in indirect con
nexion; indirectly.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 125 Whether it be im-

mediatly of y* holy goost, or els medially, as by y* mynis-
tracyon of some good aungell. 1550 LATIMER Last Serm.
bef.

Edw. ^7(1584) 107 She [sc. the woman] is not imme
diately under God, but mediately. 1596 BACON Max.

&amp;lt;$

Use
Com. Law ii. (1635) 30 All lands are holden of the crowne
either mediately or immediately. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]D Acosta s Hist. Indies vi. iv. 439 For if they signifie things
mediately they are no more letters nor writings, but ciphers
and pictures, a 1661 FULLER Worthies* Wore. (1662) u.

174, I confess he might be medially of Welch extraction,
but born in this County, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Matt.
v. 8 They shall see Mm spiritually and mediately in this
life : gloriously and immediately in the life to come. i8

J.
MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 276 Persons who claimed

immediately from the crown, or mediately, through its

[ grantees or deputies. 1835 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph.
I App. (1859) II. 520 Something different from the realities

externally existing, through which, however, they are me
diately represented. 1874 SULLY Sensation fy Intuition 45
We compare the sensations mediately, by means of the

average strength of either class. 1889 PATER G. de Latour
,

(1896) 50 He derived his impressions of things not directly

i
from them, but mediately from other people s impressions
about them.

2. With a person or thing intervening in time,
i space, order, or succession.

1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 223* Here the particle (not)

, is mediately prefixed before (perisheth). 1794 MORSE A mer.

Geog. 139 Running waters, when turbid, will deposit, first,

the coarsest and heaviest particles, mediately, those of the

,

several intermediate degrees of fineness, and ultimately, .the
: most light. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 370 An estate

: is limited, either mediately or immediately, to his heirs in
: fee, or in tail. 1890 Sat. Rev. 13 Sept. 326/2 A day spent. .

mediately in
pursuit

of sport, it may be immediately in

mountain-climbing.

Mediateness (nw diAnes). [f. MEDIATE a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being mediate.

1704 NORRIS Ideal World 11. iii. 146 The. .mediateness of
our conception. 1860 WORCESTER (cites Bannister}.

II Mediateur. ? Obs. [F. mtdiateur sorte de

jeu de quadrille
*

(Littre) : etymologically = ME
DIATOR. Cf. Sp. mediatory according to the Dice,

de la Academia a name for ombre.] A term in

a variety of the game of quadrille : see quot. 1830.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XV. 732/2 A king is the media-

teur, which is demanded of the others by one of the players,
who has a hand he expects to make five tricks of; and

through the assistance of this king he can play alone and
!
make six tricks. Ibid. 733/1 A fish extraordinary is given

1

to him who plays the mediateur, and to him who plays sans

prendre. 1830 EIDRAH TREBOR Hoyle made Familiar 38

(Quadrille} In order to vary this game, some introduce the

Mediateur or Roy Rendu, which is a king demanded of

I

the others by one of the players, who having a hand by
I which he expects to make five tricks, can, with the assistance

of this king, get six, and so plays alone, or sans appeller.

Mediating (mrdidtirj), ///. a.
[f.

MEDIATE
,

v. + -ING 2
.] That mediates.

1. Of opinions and their advocates : Tending to

mediate between extremes.
a 17*9 J. ROGERS 19 Serin. (&quot;1735) 309 That Corruption of

Manners we lament in the World, we shall find.. owing to

some mediating Schemes, that offer to comprehend the dif

ferent Interests of Sin and Religion. 1885 Athenxum
1

4 July 10/3 ^r Salmon, being no mediating scholar, accepts
the last twelve verses of St. 5lark s Gospel.
2. Acting as a mediator.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn. iii, Regard to my family
hath made me take upon myself to be the mediating power.
1817 Parl. Deb. 1351 A mediating party between the zealous

,
friends of the practice and the public. 1866 LIDDON Bampt.
Lect. vi. (1875) 306 St. Paul dwells often and earnestly upon
our Lord s mediating Humanity.

Hence Me diatingly adv.

1841 Blackw. Mag. XLIX. 466 To go mediatingly.. be
tween others.

Mediation (mtfiPjan). Forms: 4-5 media-
cioun, 4-6 -cion, 5 medyacyoun, 5-6 -oion, 6

medea-,mediacyon, mediatioun, 5- mediation,

[a. OF. mediation (mod.F. mediation), ad. late L.

mediation-em (c 500 in Quicherat), n. of action f.

medidre : see MEDIATE v. Cf. Sp. mediation^ Pg.
o, It. mediazione.]

L Division by two; division into two equal
parts; halving, bisection. Obs.

ci4S Craft Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 14 Mediacion is a
takyng out of halfe a nombre out of a holle nombre. 1543
RECORDE Gr. Aries H vj, Mediation, .is nothyng els but
deuidyng by 2. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 33 To take the
half of any Number called Mediation, Bipartition, or
Division by 2. 1717 BAILEY &quot;vol. II, Mediation (in Geont.)
with respect to lines, is called bissectlon or bipartition.

fb. Mus. [= med.L. mediatio octavx.] The
division of the octave at the arithmetical or har
monic mean. Obs.

1397 MORLEV Introd. Mns. Annot., The fourth may be
set in the eight, either aboue the fift, which is the har-
monicall diuision or mediation (as they tearme it) of the

eight, or vnder the fift, which is the Arithmeticall mediation,

f C. Astron. Mediation of heaven [med.L. me
diatio caeli] : the southing of a heavenly body.
14*6 LVDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 16668 The loode sterre, which

off his nature abydeth ffyx in hys spere, and neuere draweth
ffor to declyn by medyacion. 1633 H. GELLIBRAND in T.

James Voy. R iij, At the instant of the Moones Culmina
tion or Mediation of Heauen.
2. Agency or action as a mediator ; the action of

mediating between parties at variance ; intercession

on behalf of another.

^1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw s T. 136 By the popes media
tion . . They been acorded. 1431 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 280
If these men so chosen, with good mediacion of the alder

man, mowe not brynge hem to acorde. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) Introd., Be the blyssyd medyacyoun Of this

virgyne. 1571 Rtg. Privy Council Scot. II. 134 Be freindlie

mediatioun and laubouns. i66a Bk. Com. Prayer Prayer
High Crt. Parl., These and all other necessaries, .we humbly
beg in the Name and mediation of Jesus Christ. 1667
MILTON P. L. in. 226 All mankind Must have bin lost, . . had
not the Son of God,.. His dearest mediation thus renewd.
1788 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. xlv. IV. 462 As a Christian bishop,
he [Gregory] preferred the salutary offices of peace ; his
mediation appeased the tumult of arms. 1844 THIRLWALI,
Greece Ixiii. VIII. 243 Envoys.. had been sent to offer their

mediation for the purpose of terminating the war.

attrib. 1857 M - PATTISON Ess. (1889) 11.241 The Media-

tion-TheoIpgy itself does not shrink from engaging the

Christological problem.
3. Agency as an intermediary ;

the state or fact of

serving as an intermediate agent, a means of action,

or a medium of transmission ; instrumentality.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. Prol. i By mediacion of this litel

tretis, I purpose to teche thee a certein nombre of con-
clusiouns apertening to the same instrument. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane^s Comm. 21 His fellowes at home, .wrot to Lewis
the Frenche kinge, by the mediation of Erarde Marchiane
Ityshoppe of Liege. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 168 Not to be
touched but by the mediation of a sticke prepared for the

purpose. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. Angells 38 The under
standing receives things by the mediation, first of the exter
nal! sences, then of the fancy. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Cam
den) 205, I intend to corresponde with you by her mediation.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VI II. 156 To seek for peace
..through the mediation of a vigorous war. 1^96 KIRWAN
Eletn. J/m.(ed. 2) II. 269 By the mediation of nickel it will

unite to Bismuth. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iii. 23 Through
his mediation I secured a chamois-hunter.

4. Mus. That part of a plain-song or an Anglican
chant which lies between the two reciting-notes.
The mediation of a plain-song chant is regarded by some

as including the reciting-note, and is then taken to be all

that part of the first half of the chant following the intona
tion .

1845 J. JONES Man. Instr. Plain-Chant 10 When, at the
mediation of the ist, 3d, 6th, and ?th tones, the last word is

a monosyllable, it is joined to the preceding syllable. 1879
HELMORE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 337/2 In the. modern
Anglican chants the Intonation has been discarded, and the
chant consists of the Mediation and Termination only. 1803
J. HEYWOOD Art of Chanting viii, 21 Most of the early

Anglican chants seem to require two accents in their media
tion.

Mediative (mrdi^tiv), a. rare. [f.
MEDIATE

v. + -IVE.] That has the quality of mediating;
pertaining to mediation or a mediator.

1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab v. 232 This commerce of sincerest

virtue needs No mediative signs of selfishness. 1860 WEST-
COTT Introd. Study Gosp. v. (ed. 5) 303 In the Synoptists
faith is the mediative energy in material deliverances as the

types of higher deliverance. 1890 FAIRBAIRN Catholicism

(1890.) 299 All means were inadequate, and so divisive ; as
mediative

thejy
held the spirit out of the immediate Presence.

Mediatization (m^diataiz/ijan). [f. next +

-ATION:] The action of the verb MEDIATIZE; the

state of being mediatized.
*8i8ain.Kfv.XXlX. 349 Mediatisationand confederacy

are courtly and diplomatic terms. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby
ii. i, The mediatization of the petty German princes. 1887
Cornh. Mag. Aug. 202 Mediatisation means retention of

princely title, and surrender of princely independence and

sovereignty.

Mediatize (mrdiat3iz),z;. [ad. F. me&quot;diatiser
t

f. mjcUat : see MEDIATE a. and -IZE. Cf. G. me-
diatisiren.}
1. trans. Hist. In Germany under the HolyRoman
Empire : To reduce (a prince or state) from the

position of an immediate vassal of the Empire to

that of a mediate vassal. Hence, in later times :

To annex (a principality) to another state, leaving
to its former sovereign his titular dignity, and

(usually) more or less of his rights of government.
Also transf. andyf^.
1830 fraser s Mag. I. 158 If Prince Paul.. did such a

thing, he would be mediatised in his princedom of fashion.

184^3
THACKERAY Irish Sk. Bk. ix, Let us trust that the

Prince.. was at least restored to his family and decently
mediatised. 1849 J. M. KEMBLE Saxons in Eng. II. iv. 149
The ducal families were in direct descent from the old regal

families, which became mediatized, to use a modern term.

1876 J. MARTINEAU ., etc. (1891) IV. 357 It [intellectual

purpose] is liable to be deposed and mediatized by advanc

ing knowledge.
2. intr. To mediate, take up a mediating position.
1885 Unitarian Rev. Aug. XXIV. 114 A creed of recon

ciliation which attempts to mediatize between two opposite

parties can never hope for success, if [etc.].

Hence Me diatized ppl. a.

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey yi. iv, His Highness has the

misfortune of being a mediatised prince. 1841 W. SPALDING
Italy &amp;lt;y

//. Isl. III. 102 The mediatized principalities in

Germany. 1887 Westm. Rev. June 334 The mediatized Bey.

Mediator (mrdU taj). Also 4-6 medyat- ; 4-5

ure, 4-6 -oure, 4-7 -our, 5 -owr(e, -er, (6

medeator). [a. F. mediateurt ad. late L. me

diator-em, f. medidre to MEDIATE. Cf. Sp. media-

dor, Pg. mtdiador, mediator^ It. mediatorc.
The Lat. word, though formally implying the vb., was perh.

formed directly on tneditts middle, in imitation of Gr. M&quot;rw

(f. fjLtros middle). The early examples, exc. one in Appuleius
(2ndc.), are all Christian and theological, representing^rt&amp;gt;jy

as used in the N. T.]

1. One who intervenes between two parties, esp.

for the purpose of effecting reconciliation ; one

who brings about (a peace, a treaty) or settles (a

dispute) by mediation.

1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 125 Mediatours goynge
bytwi.xe, pees was made. 1413 PUgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483)
iv. xxxi. 80 These Royal lordes ben menes and medyatours
bytwene the kyng and his peple in euery nede that may
befalle. 1554 Act i

&amp;lt;5-

2 Phil.
&amp;lt;V Mary, c. S 9 It maie please

yor
Majesties to be Intercessours and Mediatours to,. Car-

dinall Poole. 1606 PULTON Kalender of Stat. 18 b (27

Edw. Ill, c. 24), And two English men, two of Lombardie,
and two of Almaigne shall chosen to be Mediators of ques
tions between sellers and buiers. c 1615 BACON Adv. Sir
G. Villiers Wks. 1879 I. 509/1 The trouble of all men s



MEDIATORIAL.
confluence . . to yourself, as a mediator between them
and their sovereign. 1769 ROBERTSON Gluts. V. x. III. 251
The Princes who were present, .acted as intercessors or
mediators between them. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk.
(1873) II. n. iv. 258 He claimed for himself especially the

part of mediator between political rivals. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Clir. x. iv. (1864) VI. 172 The lofty station of the mediator
of such peace became his sacred function.

Jig. 1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars viri. liii, And in deliv ring it.

lifts vp her eyes, (The mouingst Mediatours shee could
bring .

2. Theol. One who mediates between God and
man

; applied esp. to Jesus Christ (cf. i Tim. ii. 5).
a. 1300 Cursor M. 27503 pou has me [the confessor] made

als mediator, AIs mediator and messager, Tuix be and bam
l&amp;gt;air errand bere. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista)
629 Medyature als wes he betwene ws & be trinite. 1382
WYCLIK i Tim. ii. 5 O God and mediatour of God and men.

293

diatory caution, which the wisdom of the peers is to afford.
1806 G. S. FABER Diss. Prophecies (1814) I. 280 The exces
sive veneration of supposed mediatory saints and angels.
1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. xxxii. (1859) II. 245 The
mediatory agency of latent thoughts in the process of sug
gestion. 1885 L pool Daily Post =5 Apr. 4/5 Austria and
Germany are evincing an increased disposition to diuate
terms, but rather of a selfish than a mediatory nature.

U Used = MEDIATE a. i.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. 169 To avell the pleura or lining of
the Thorax from the ribs, which is firmely annexed and im
mediately adheres unto them, by the mediatory ligation of
numerous solid fibres.

Mediatress (mrdicHros). Now rare.
[f.

MEDIATOR + -ESS.]
= MEDIATRIX.

1616 R. SHELDON Surv. Miracles CA. Rome 125 Neither
dare wee associate her as a secondarie Mediatrisse with herWYCLIK i Tim. ii. 5 O God and mediatour of God and men.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. ,531) ,90 b, Sauyour & media- :

S

?&quot;P,

e
,

8 51 *&quot;&quot; Clarissa xhi. (,8,,) III. 249 How
tour of mankynde. 1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Hosea i. 4, The

*ha l such come together-no kind mediatress in the
Prnnh* )&amp;gt;.,-.. ..., i,. i -.u .... ... /-*u..:_. .i-_ Af_j:_- ,

w ay f IOO7 Contentp. l\ez&amp;gt;. V. 57 He does not hesitate tProphet here secretly leadeth us to Christ the Mediatour.
1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 240 Instructed that to God is no
access Without Mediator. 1736 BUTLER Anal.n. v. (Bonn)
240 There is then no sort of objection, from the light of
nature, against the general notion of a mediator between
God and man. 1901 A. B. DAVIDSON Biblical ft Lit. Ess.
247 These saints as intercessors and mediators bridge over
the chasm that separates God from man.

t 3. A go-between ; a messenger or agent. Obs.
^ 375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas) 1063 fane he bat

mediatoure had bene, and hard bis answere all bedene,
recordyt it to be bischope. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. * 893
The fourthe circumstance is, by whiche mediatours or by
whiche messagers, as for enticement, or for consentement to
here campainye with felaweshipe. c 1470 Col. f; Caw. 400
Our souerane Arthour..Has maid ws thre as mediatour,
His message to schaw. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 331
Your highnesse, whom it hath pleased . .voluntarily (without
the helpe of any mediatour) to graunt mee free, .accesse to
your friendshippe. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 98 A
Merchant, haumg many of these Billes..will resort vnto
..another Merchant, commonly accompanied with a Medi
ator or Broker. 1697 in Syllabus Rymer s Fad. (1869) Prcf.
112 The French had received our ratification under the
signett, and putt it collationed into the mediatours hands.
4. Path. Applied to those constituents of a serum
which actively produce haemolysis.
1903 A. S. GRUNBAUM in Bri!. Med. Jrnl. 21 Mar. 654

Ehrlich.. recognized.. that Bordet was right in assuming
the existence of two bodies for the production of this pheno
menon [sc. haemolysis], and that one body (mediator, ambo-
ceptor) was present in quantity in the serum of immunized
animals only, while the other (the complement) occurred in
the serum of normal untreated animals. Ibid. 4 Apr. 784The immune serum merely contains an excess of normal
mediators and not new ones.

5. A variation in the games of ombre and quad
rille. [

=
Sp. mediator. Cf. MEDIATEUR.]

1902 LD. ALDENHAM Ombre 6 Quadrille, Quintille, Pique-
mednlle, Tredrille, Sextille, and Mediator, which are all
variations of the Game of Ombre.

Mediatorial (mfdiatoa-rial), a.
[f. L. type

*medidtori-us (see MEDIATORY) + -AL.] Of, per
taining to, resembling, or characteristic of a
mediator or mediation.

650 W. PYNCHON in First Cent. Hist. Springfield, Mass.
(1898) I. 81 There is no need that our blessed Mediator
should pay both the price of his Mediatorial obedience, and
also [etc.]. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 91. 1/2, I have not yetUlscharfT n mv Al*&amp;gt;Hi^t^riTl Ciffn-i. *.... v~... jvrj TL ...

Strut, v. 106 A mediatorial function .. pervades the whole
dispensation of God s natural providence, by which men
have to suffer for each other.

Hence Mediate Tially adv., as a mediator;
Mediato rialism, mediatorial attitude or position.
1774 A. M. TOPLADY Gd. Newsfr. Heaven Wks. 1794 III

zo8 Christ shall reign . . mediatorially. 1827 CH. WORDS
WORTH Chas. I (1828) 151 And, because, at the same time
they [two Presbyterians] were moderate and mediatorial ,

(they may] have stuck one Episcopalian between them, as
a voucher of their moderation and mediatorialism.

t Mediate Tian, a. Obs. rare. [Formed as
prec. + -AN.] = MEDIATORIAL. SoMediato-rionsa.
a 1659 BP. BROWNRIC Serin. (1674) II. xv. 187 The Arrians

blasphemy of his Deity, tis as fake also of his Mediatorious
Efficacy. 1676 CUDWORTH Serin, on i Cor. xv. 57 (ed 3) 72
Christ after His Resurrection . . having a mediatorious King-m wstowed upon Him- l6 2 BEVERLEY Disc. Dr. Crispihere is a Mediatorian Law and Covenant in theHand of the Mediator.

Me diatorship. [See -SHIP.] The office of
a mediator.
a 600 HOOKER Eal. Pol. vni. iv. 6 Government doth
lelong to his kingly office, mediatorship, to his priestly.

,?H
3
^1

TTREL
K
BriSRd. (1857) III. 242 Their masters had

undertaken the mediatorship of a general peace. 1876

Christ*&quot;

W &quot; V &quot; U877) 8l The mediatorship of

Mediatory (mrdiatari), a. [ad. L. type *me-
aiatori-us, f. mediator MEDIATOR : see -CRT.]
Having the function of mediating; pertaining to,
or of the nature of, mediation.

-
-&quot;?

&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot; inauguration ol our Saviour to his Media.

[ory
Kingdom. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles in. 182 The Phi-

osopners Demons or Mediatorie Lords, which were the
original Exemplarsof Antichrist s Mediatorie Saints. (11711KEN Clinstopkil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 447 Our humble King
began to rear His Mediatory Realm. 1765 BLACKSTONE
TOW. 1.51 If the supreme power were lodged., in the kinga commons, we should want that circumspection and me.

.

employ her as mediatress.

Mediatrice (mrdieitris). Now rare (or only
as Fr.). [a. F. mediatrice, ad. L. mediatrix (see
next).] = MEDIATRIX.
The pi. form mediatrices is, so far as spelling is concerned,

common to this word and the next : the example placed
here may belong to MEDIATIUX.
c 375 ijt: - !-*? Saints xxxiv. (Pclagia} 361 As medyatrice

hyr wil I sende to god. 1447 BOKENHAM Scyntys (Roxb.) 270
Thorgh goddys grace ordeynyd to be A medyatryce for this

c&amp;gt;;te. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 67 Oratrice, media-
trice, salvatrice, To God gret suflragane 1 1540 HYRDE tr.

I ivcs Instr. Clir. ll anr. (15)2) .\ vij. God is the over-seer,
the church is the mediatrice in mariage. 1686

Spc&amp;lt;itln&amp;gt;n

Beatx Virginis 17 They desire her to interceed with God
for them, which also makes her a joynt Medi;itrice with
Christ. 1842 AGNES STRICKLAND Queens Eng. II. 291 The
French monarch .. proposed to make the queen-dowager of
France and Isabella the mediatrices of a peace. 1891 Cnth.
News 24 Jan. 6/6 Our advocate, our mediatrice with Him.

Mediatrix (m/Ui^-triks). PI. mediatrices
(mfdi/trai S(&quot;z)

: see prec. [a. L. mediatrix, fern,

of mediator, MEDIATOR.] A female mediator.

(Often applied to the Virgin Mary.)
i46z-3 Pol- Poems (Rolls) II. 270 Pray the vierge im-

maculat To be good mediatrix. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Ckron.
III. 1183/2 As a meane or mediatrix betweene the parties,

Knights, .invoking them [their Ladies], .as so many Advo
cates and Mediatrixes in their Conflicts and Encounters.
1753 RICHARDSON Grandison IV. iv. 21 War seems to be
declared : And will you not turn mediatrix 1 Ibid. IV. xxviii.

175 Mediators and mediatrices. 1781 WARTON Hist. Eng.
Poetry III. 493 The mediatrix of the factions of France.
1846 PUSEY Let. in Liddon, etc. Life II. 505 The [Roman]
system as to the Blessed Virgin as the Mediatrix and Dis
penser of all present blessings to mankind. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xi, The friendship, .lasted as long as the jovial
old mediatrix was there to keep the peace. 1880 MEREDITH
Tragic Com. xi (end), Here was the mediatrix the veritable

goddess with the sword to cut the knot !

Medic (me-dik), a. and sb. (See also MEDICS.)
[ad. L. medic-its adj. and sb., f. root of mederl to
heal. Cf. OF. medique sb., physician, Sp. medico,
Pg., It. medico adj. and sb.]
A. adj. MEDICAL. Only poet.
1700 POMFRET Reason 84 Should untun d Nature crave

the Medic Art, What Health can that contentious Tribe
impart? 1769 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 242 Order Drops, ye
Medic Dunces, Order Scruples, Drams, and Ounces. 1873
W. S. MAYO Ne-.ier Again xxxii. 417 Thy medic touch be
calms my throbbing brow.

B. sb. A physician, medical man . Obs. exc.
as U.S. college slang for medical student .

1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Pucrp. 16 The Medic heals the
Body. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. z\ Medick, a Physitian.
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. (1737) 232 Your Medic s Friend.
1696 J. EDWARDS Exist. $ Prm id. God n. 136 This author
..was most bitter.. not only against physicians, but all

medicks. 1823 The Crayon (Yale Coll.) 23 (Farmer) Who
sent The medic to our aid ! 1851 B. H. HALL College
Words 198 Med, Medic, a name sometimes given to a
student in medicine. 1885 B. G. WILDER in Jrnl. Nervous
Dis. XII. 281 Medic is the legitimate paronym of medicus,
but is commonly regarded as slang.

Medic, var. form of MEDICK.
t Me dica. Obs. [a. L. medica : see MEDICK.]= MEDICK.
577 B. GOOCE HeresbacKs Husb. i. (1586) 37 Amongst all

sortes of fodder, that is counted for the cheefe .. which ..

the Italians at this day call Medica. 1651 R. CHILD in
Hartlib s Legacy (1655) 71 The plants which are usually
called Medicaes with us, are annual plants. 1664 EVELYN
Kal. Hort., Apr. (1679) 15 Sow .. Medica, Holy-hocks,
Columbines [etc.]. 1712 tr. Pomet s Hist. Drugs I. 12 A
species of Trefoil, ..to which some have given the Name of
Medica, or Median Hay. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s. v.,
The sea Medica.. .The great prickly sea Medica.

Medicable (me-dikab l), a. [ad. L. medica-

bilis, f. medicare, medicari: see MEDICATE v. and
-ABLE. Cf. OF. medecable, medicable (in sense 2),
Sp., Pg. medicable, It. mcdicabile]
1. Admitting of cure or remedial treatment.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Medicable, which may be

healed. 1744 ARMSTRONG Preset-it. Health m. 516 For want
of timely care Millions have died of medicable wounds.
1816 WORDSW. Ode, 1815,81 For them who bravely stood
unhurt, or bled With medicable wounds. 1834 Taifs Mag.
L 15/2 Of the more enduring and less medicable ailments of
his patient, the surgeon knew .. nothing. 1871 NAPHEYS
I rfi: % Cure Dis, i. i. 43 Medicable wounds.

MEDICAMENT.
1 2. Possessing medicinal properties. 06s.

Medical (mexlikal), a. and si. [a. F. medical,
s
f-1

I g- medical, It. medicate, ad. late L!
meiiicnlis, f. medic-its physician : see MEDIC 1
A. adj.

1. Pertaining or related to the healing art or its

professors. Also, in a narrower sense, Pertaining
or related to medicine as distinguished from
surgery, obstetrics, etc.

_Mtdicat man : used as a general term including physician
, surgeon , accoucheur

, etc.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE /&amp;gt;;?. Ep. To Rdr. a 4 , Inthiswork
attempts will exceed performances : it being composed by
snatches of time, as medical! vacations, . .would permit us.
n 1682 Tracts 22 Not onely in medical but dietetical use

. and practice. 1760-72 H. BROOKE l- ool e-fQual. (1809) II.
09. 1 summoned the chief medica] artists, and got the
precious remains.. embalmed. 1778 T. A. MANN in Lett.
Lit. Men iCamden 416 We are here occupied and divided
upon Medical Electricity. 1799 Meet. Jrnl. I. 364 Such an
excess of acid is therefore useless, especially in medical
practice, fii,/.. The Medical Society also desired the Citi
zens Bouillon-La Giange, and Chaussicr, to examine [etc.].
1849 MACAULAY Hist. K,:g. iv. I. 432 All the medical men
of note in London were summoned. 1895 A mold ff Sons
(- atal. Surg. Instruments 19 field Medical Paniers tilted
complete with instruments . . etc. 1809 Alllnitfs Sjst. Med.
VIII. 778 Neither the patient nor the medical attendant.

b. Proper or appropriate to a medical practitioner.
1809 MALKIN Gil Bias ii. iii.? 2 He had got into reputation

with the public by a certain professional slang, humoured by
a medical face.

c. Of diseases: Kequiringmedicalasdistinguished
from surgical treatment or diagnosis.
1885-8 FAGCE & PYE-SMITH Princ. Mcd. (ed. 2) I. 74 In

ternal, or as it may be styled medical pyaemia. 1899 111-

buttsSyst. Med. VI. 174 The preceding remarks .. relate
only to the medical thromboses, and not to the septic and
suppurative thrombo-phlebitides of the surgeon. 1904 Hos
pital ii June, Suppl. 14 By medical diseases is meant those
diseases which are situated either as to their source or their
origin in one or other of the three great cavities of the body.

d. Special collocations : f medical finger =
LEECH-FINGER

; medical garden, a garden appro
priated to the cultivation of medicinal plants ; a

physic-garden ; f medical month (see quot.).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE I seitd. Ep. n . xii. 213 Which . . makes

26. dayesand 22. howres, called by Physitians the medicall
month; introduced by Galen.. for the better compute of
Decretory or Critical! dayi-s. 1653 URQUHART Rabelnis i.

viii, On the medical finger of his right hand he had a Ring
made Spire waves. 1838 CivilEngineer I. 362/2 F our acres
are devoted to a medical garden.
2. Curative

; medicinal, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 269 The mem
branous covering, commonly called the silly how. .is. .pre
served with great care, not onely as medicall in diseases,
but [etc.). 1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) 462
Medical

^properties and uses. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat.
Phil. in. iv-303 The essential medical principlesin vegetables.
B. sb.

1. A student or practitioner of medicine, colloq.
1823 HAWTHORNE in //. ^ H ifc (1885) I. in He is the

best scholar among the medicals. 1834 J. HALLEY in Life
(1842) 15 He determined . .as he said to beat the medicals .

1903 Midland Inst. Mag. Feb. 113 The.. only medical
elected to a University headship since William Harvey was
warden of Merton in 1644.

2. ? U.S. A small bottle or vial made of glass
tubing (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Medical, obs. var. MISKAL, an Oriental weight.

Medically (me-dikali), adv. [f. MEDICAL +
-LY-.] In a medical manner; with respect to medical
science or practice, or the medical profession.
1646 SIR T. BHOWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 227 That which

chiefly promoted the consideration of these dayes, and me
dically advanced the same, was the doctrine of Hippocrates.
1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 393, I was willing to hope that the
case, not viewed medically, might be rendered more for

midable than it really was. 1887 Homeop. World i Nov.
523 These clubs are medically officered by an allopathic
practitioner. 1902 Daily Chron. 8 May 6/2 Educated and
medically-trained women as workhouse inspectors.

Medicament (mrdi-kament, me-dikament),rf.

[a. F. medicament, ad. L. medicamentiim, f. medi
cari: see MEDICATE v, and -MENT. Cf. Sp., Pg.,
It. mtdieamtnto,] A substance used in curative

treatment.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyens Terap. -2 C iv, It semeth that
he had neuer experyence..of any medicamentes, whiche is

a manyfest thynge of the boke that he hath made of medy-
camentes. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnilleint ans Fr. Chirurg. 16/2
Some resolvinge and strengtheninge medicamentes, 1650
BULWER Anthropomet. 160 Hesp_eaks of Cosmetique medi

caments, or the Art of Decoration. 1750 tr. Leonardus*
Mirr. Stones o6_In these they strew soporiferous medica-

IES Manual Mat. Med. 61 Some medi-
les QO In t

31 J. DAVII
hich are c

ments, 1831 ,

caments which are commonly used as astringents. 1899
Allbtttt s Syst- Med. VIII. 922 Certain drug eruptions.,
have their greatest intensity round the part to which the
medicament is applied.

b. transf. andy^.
1614 W. BARCLAY Nepenthes^ A 4, [Tobacco] is the only

medicament in the world ordained by nature to entertaine

good companie. 1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals xix. 32.

235 First, the admonitions, .of his fellow Christians, then
more publike reprehensions, .and upon the unsuccessfnln-:ss
of all these milder medicaments, the use of that stronger



MEDICAMENT.

Phy=ick, the Censures of the Church. 1814 A. HENDERSON
Wines 45 It was only for the inferior wines, however, that

such medicaments were used. 1872 M. COLLINS Two Flung,. -s

for PearL III. viii. 183 There are few medicaments equal to

walking at your fastest pace.

REedi Canieilt, v. [f. the sb. Cf. F. mcdica-

mcnttr. \ trans. To administer medicaments to.

Hence Medi cameuting vbl. sb,

1813 GALT R. Gilhaize xxxvn, But for many a day all the

skill and medicamenting of Doctor Calender did him little

good. 1849 THACKERAY Fcndcnnis liii, He . . hud been
treated and medicamented as the doctor ordained.

Medicameiltal (me-dikame ntal), a. Now
rare. [f.

MEDICAMENT sb. + -AL 1
.] Having the

nature of a medicament ;
medicinal.

1657 TOMLINSON Rfnotis Di$p. 26 Aconitus . . and many
others are both medicrunental and poysonous. 1670 MAVS-
WARING I ita Sanaxni. 119 Sallads of Lettuce, .are medica-
mental aliment. 1755 in JOHNSON; in mod. Diets.

Medicamentally (me dicame ntali), adv. [f.

piec. + -LY -.] After the manner of medicaments.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. u. v. 85 The substance of

gold is indeed invincible by the powerfullest action ofna-
tnrall heat,, .not only alimentally. .but also medicamentally.
1884 -V.

&amp;lt;$ Q. 15 Mar. 210 The fish is.. more wholesome

medicamentally, but not so toothsome.

Medicamentary (me dikame-ntari), a. [f.

MEDICAMENT sb. + -ABY.] Having the nature of a

medicament; curative. Also, of a book, treating
of medicaments.
1590 BARKOI/GH .1/VM. Pktsick\ \\\. (&quot;15961484 Neither was

it necessarie to stuffe this Medicamentarie booke with vn-

usual!.. compositions. 1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 286
We. .must rather fight with medicamentary aliments, then
with Medicaments. 1881 Xatitre 15 Sept. 480/2 Certain
lexical or medicamentary substances. . are not absorbed.

Medicamentation (me dikament^jan). [f.

MEDICAMENT sb. + -ATIOX.] The action of* medica

menting* ;
remedial treatment,

1885 Public Ofin, 9 Jan. 30/1 The crisis of our interests

has passed far beyond the medicamentation of mere talk.

IVIeclicamentous (me:dikame ntas), a. [f.

MEDICAMENT,^. + -ous.] =MFDICAMENTAL.
1684 tr. Bluet s Merc. Conpif. xv. 524 The new-born In

fant, .requires a Medicamentous Milk. 1861 Technologist
II. 30 It reaches the druggist, who has to prepare from it

his medicamentous extract.

Medicaster (me dikaestaj). Also 8 medi-
castor. [a. assumed L. * medicaster (whence also

It. mtdicastrO) F. mtdicastre}) f. medians physician:
see MEDIC and -ASTER.] A pretender to medical

skill ; a quack, charlatan. So t Medica*stra, a

female medicaster*.
i6oa F. HERING Anat. 28 An other Medicastra, a ratling

Gossip .. commended a Drench. 1611 WOODALL Snrg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 244 Andreas Libavius, doth report of a

certain Medicaster of his time [etc.]. 1706 BAYNARD in Sir

J. Floyer Hot fy Cold Bath. u. 393, I could say much more
..to the Shame., of this sorry Medicaster. 1835 J. M.
WILSON Tales of Borders (1857) I. 59 Doctors are quacks
and medicasters to us. 1881 DUFFIELD Don Quixote I. 337
A queen may be leman to a medicaster.

t Me dicate, . Obs. [ad. L. medicdt-tts
t pa.

pple. of medicare (see next).]
= MEDICATED.

1638 T. WHITAKER Blood ofGraft 41 Not but that I take

notice of medicate Wines, and their excellencies.

Medicate (me dik^t), v. [f. L. medicat-^ ppl.
stem of medicare, -art, f. medidts : see MEDIC.]
1. trans. To treat medically ; to administer

remedies to ; to heal, cure.

1633 COCKERAM, Medicate^ to heale or cure. 1691 BAXTER
Nat. Ck. x. 48 All the Physicions Medicate all England.
1757 DYER h Iftee i. 374 To soil Thy grateful fields, to medi
cate thy sheep, . . Thy vacant hours require. 18. . SHELLEY
Ess. 9f Lett. (1852) I. 256 He postponed all other purposes
to the care of medicating himself. 1833 CHALMERS Const.

Man (1835) I. 237 Which mars instead of medicates. 1880

BARWELL Aneurism 94 To feed, and if desirable also to

medicate, the patient in such manner that [etc.].

Jig. 1807 tr. Three Germans 1. 68 What can medicate the

wounds of the mind? 1860 EMERSON Cond. Lift- iv. (1861)

83 What we call our root-and-branch reforms of slavery,
war [etc.] is only medicating the symptoms.

f b. To treat (a thing) with drugs or other sub

stances for any purpose. Obs*

1644 EVELYN Diary Apr., His collection of all sorts of
insects, .is most curious ; these he spreads and so medicates
that no corruption invading them, he keepes them in drawers.

17750. WHITE Selhortu- \ Nov. (1789) 198 A pound of rushes,
medicated (/. e. steeped in tallow] and ready for use, will

cost three shillings.

fis^ &quot;839
DE QL-INCEY Pkilos. Rom. Hist. Wks. 1800 VI.

431 D*id ever Siren warble so dulcet a song to ears already pre
possessed and medicated with spells of Circean effeminacy ?

2. To impregnate with a medicinal substance.

1707 [see MEDICATING T-W. sb.\ 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 40/2
When a course of milk is ordered,, may it not be thus medi
cated much to the advantage of the patient? 1898 All-

butt s Syst. Med. V. 37 The inhalation of steam medicated
with terebene.

fig- X7S* JOHNSON Rambler No. 150 F 3 The antidotes with
which philosophy has medicated the cup of life. 1809 SYD.
SMITH Wks. (1859) 1. 185/2 Youare multiplying..the chances
of human improvement, by preparing and medicating those

early impressions, which always come from the mother.

t b. In wider sense [after L. medicare] : To
impregnate or mix with drugs or deleterious sub

stances; to doctor* (liquors, etc.). Obs.
1662 GRAUNT Bills Mortality 6S The Fumes, Steams, and

Stenches of London, do so medicate and impregnate the

294

Air about it, that [etc.]. 1684 BAXTER Twelve .-trgfs. Prtf.

Fjb, They medicate their Wines with Arsenick and Mer
cury. 1744 BERKELEY Sins n Wines in the time of the

old Romans were medicated with pitch and resin. 1791
COWPER Odyss. x. 291 She.. medicated with her pois nous

drugs Their food.

3. intr. To practise the art of healing, rare.

1835 Taifs Mag. II. 17 Skilled in herbs too, he medicates

successfully for man and beast.

Medicated (me-dik^ted), ///. a. [f. VEDI-
CATE v. + -ED!.] Charged or impregnated \\iih

medicinal substances, drugs, or the like. Also Jig.

1625 Bp. HAI.L Serm. Thanksgiving (1626) 52 If some in-
:

frequent passenger crossed our streets, it was not without
his medicated Posie at his nose. 1676 WISEMAN Surg.
iv. v. 316, I .. prescribed her a medicated Ale .. for her

constant Drink. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. *r F. xxxi. III. 206

note, The beautiful faces of the young slaves were covered

with a medicated crust, .which secured them against the

effects of the sun. 184. MRS. BROWNING Sonn, fr. Portu-

gnese xvii, Antidotes Of medicated music. 1899 Allbntt s

Syst. Med. VIII. 525 Medicated soaps.

Medicating (me diking), vbl. sb. [f. MEDI- &amp;gt;

CATE V. + -ISQ*?} -= MEDICATION i b.

1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 6 The medicating or steep- !

ing of Seeds.

Medicating, ppl. a. [-wo*.] Healing.
1831 CARLYLE Siirt. Kss. in. iii, Leave him to Time, and

|

the medicating virtue of Nature. 1879 STEVENSON Trav.
\

Cevcnnes, Florae, The race of man . . has medicating vir-
j

tue* of its own.

Medication (medik^ijbn). [ad. L. medication-

em^ n. of action f. medicare, mcdicari : see MEDI
CATE v. Cf. F. midication]
1. The action of treating medically or subjecting

to the action of medicaments.

1603 SIR C. HICVOON Jud. Astrol. ii. 99 So doth Galen
attribute much to HomericaH medication. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNK Pseud, Ep. iv. xiii. 222 During those dayes, all

medication or use of Physick is to be declined. 1831 J.
DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 225 Hemorrhage, agitation,

fever, &c. &c. often attend this medication. 1848 THACKERAY
/ an. Fair xli, She hoped that her body might escape medi
cation. itoftAllbnit s .Syst. M,-d. VIII. 604 It is better to

assist the external measures by internal medication.

Jig. 1804 MITFORD Inquiry 158 Rarely indeed more than
three lines together, even of Chaucer s, are found wholly
unwanting medication.

b. Applied to treatment of plants. Also concr.,

something used for
( medication . ? Obs.

1626 BACON Sytra 500 The Watering of the Plant uft,

with ail Infusion of the Medecine. This, .may have more
force than the rest ; Because the Medication is oft renewed.

1796 AVtc Ann. Reg. 137 The cure [for animalcules]. . is

rubbing off with the lard medication. Ibid., I have formerly

quite removed the canker from some nonpareils, which, after

three years medication, threw out shoots a yard long,

2. * The act of tincturing or impregnating with
;

medicinal ingredients (J.) ; the infusion of medi-
i

cinal substances.

755 in JOHNSON. 1898 AUbutt s Syst. Med. V. 37 Mean*
wh lie arrangements are to be made for . . the occasional supply
of steam and for its medication with eucalyptus.

Medicative (me dik^Uy),
a. ft. MEDICATED.

+ -IVE. Cf. med.L. medicattvus!\ Having the

function or power of curing ; curative.

1644 DIGBY .Vat. Bodu-s xviii. 9. 165 If those vapors i

be ioyned with any medicatiue quality or body. 1814
D. STEWART Hum. Mind II. iv. 6. 471 Those physicians
who profess to follow Nature, .by watching and aiding her

medicative powers. 1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess, Ser. u. in
Oh, Nature,. .Thy breath, thy voice, thy placid face, how
truly medicative they are.

Me dicator. rare. [f. MEDICATE v. + -OR. Cf.

late L. meditator^ medical practitioner.] One who

prepares potions.
1830 SCOTT Dcmonol. \. 67 The art of a medicator of poisons.

Medicatory (me dikv tsn), a. rarg 1
. [f. L.

meduat-, ppl. stem of medicare : see MEDICATE v.

and -ORY.] Medicinal, healing.
1864 MRS. H. WOOD Trev. Hold III. be. 123 Not all the

medicatory drugs. . can prevent the diseased vagaries of the

imagination.

icean medisran), a. [f.
mod. L. Medice-

us (f. It. Medici, surname) + -AN. Cf. F. midicien.]

Pertaining to the family of the Medici, who ruled

Florence during the 1 5th c., and to whom belonged

Popes Leo X (1513-21) and Clement VII (1523-
i 34). Used as the designation of the library at

I Florence (otherwise called I.aurentian) founded by
Lorenzo de Medici, and of MSS. there preserved ;

also, of various works of ancient art contained in

the Florentine collections founded by the Medici.

1741 J. MARTYN I irg. Georg. iv. 262 note, Pierius found ant
in the Medicean manuscript. 1833 Penny Cycl. IV. 5/2

The celebrated Medicean and Borgnesan vases. 1893 Gow
Comp. Sch. Classics vi. (ed. 3) 45 The sole authority for

the letters ad Familiarcs is in the Medicean library. 1904
i Pilot 9 Apr. 338/1 A description of Medicean Rome.

Medicerebellar (nmliserfbe liu), a. Anat.

[f. L. medi-us middle + CEREBELLAB.] Situated
1 in the middle of the cerebellum.

1890 J. S. BILLINGS .Vat. Mid. Did. II. 124 Medicerebellar

Artery. Cerebellar Artery, anterior inferior.

Medicerebral (m(&quot;di|SeT/bral),a. Anal, [irrcg.

f. L. medi-us middle + CEREBUAL.] Lying about

the middle of each cerebral hemisphere. Also

atsol. the mediccrebral artery.

MEDICINAL.

1889 Buck s Ifaiidlk. Med. Set. VIII. 234 The Medicere
bral [artery]. The vessel represents the most direct con.
tinuuti jn of the cerebral carotid. Ibid., The medicerebral
in its further course yields two classes of branches.

t Medician. 06s. [f.
L. medicus (see MEDIC)

+ -IAN. Cf. physician. J A physician.
1597 in Sfaiding Club Misc. I. 133 Scho is altogiddir con-

swmit away; and na mediciane nor phisitian that will tak
on hand to cure.

t Medi cianer. Obs. In 6 medicianar, 7
medicioner. Cf. MEDICISER. [f. MEDICIAN +
ER 1.] A physician.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Cfiran. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 362

They war certiffieit be the doctouris medicianaris that no
successioun wald come of hir body. 1634 Medicioner [see
MF.DICINE sb. *

t quot. 1545!-

Medicinable ,me dsinab l),a. and5. Forms:

4-7 medyoinable, 4-6 medicynable, 5 mede-

cynuabil, medycynable, 6 medcynable. med-
sonable, mediscenable, 7 medicineable, 6-9
med einable, 4- medicinable. [a. OF. medecin-

able, i. medctiner: see MEDICINE v. nnd -ABLE.]
A. adj.

1. Having healing or curative properties;
=

MEDICINAL. Obs. exc. poet, or arch.

1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. K. xiv. xxi. (Tollem. MS.),
Olyues and medicynable herbes and swete spices, c 1407
LYDG. Reason

&amp;lt;y

Sens. 5630, I saugh the. .herbes ful medy
cynable. c 1425 St. Christina xi. in AngHa VIII. 124/1
Hee bonde vppe hir legge wib medecynnabil clobes. 1547
BOORDE Introd. Kncwl. xxii. (1870) 177 Welles of water the

whych . . be mediscenable for sycke people. 1577 B. GOOGE
Hercsback s Hnsb. lit. 1586 i4&Cowe milk is most medi
cinable. 1604 SHAKS. Oiji.

v. ii. 351 Drop teares as fast as

the Arabian Trees Their Medicinable gumme. 1634 W.
WOOD New Eng. P^osfi. (186^) to Many..haue beene re

stored by that medicineable Climate to their former . . health.

1796 COLERIDGE To J. Cattle, Herbs of medicinable powers.
1842 SIR A. DE VERE Sfig o/Faitk 72 Paradise Of priceless
and most medicinable fruits. 1885 PATER Marius II. 218

Soothing fingers had applied to his hands and feet, .a medi
cinable oil.

b. Jig. and in figurative context.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 21 Medicinable comyning wib
|&amp;gt;e

kirk or

sacraments of it. c mfl Alphabet o/J~a/fs 422 Be H medy
cynable long I trow at God shall delyver me from my moste
errour. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider ff F. ii. 150 Pacience the

medsonable meane, To take all fautles falles, reioisinglie.
1611 SHAKS. Cymk. in. ii. 33 Some griefes are medcinable,
that is one of them, For it doth physicke Loue. 1798 J.
HIXKS foetus 146 In memory s stores, 1 seek the med cin-

able balm.

t 2. Of or belonging to medicine. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 318/1 Medcynable belongyng to physicke.

1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xl. 268 It yeeldeth no medicinable
tast to the mouth. 1607 MARKHAM Cavat. l. (1617) 57
Then you shall seek by medicinable means to recoucr them.

t 3. Afedicinablejinger- LEECH-FINGER; meJicin-

able ring, app. a blessed ring supposed to cure

diseases. Obs.

1431-50 tr. Hieden (Rolls) II. 313 The Hi)&quot;&quot; fynger, whiche
is callede the fynger medicinable. a 1483 Liber Niger in

Housed. Ord. (1700) 23 Item, to the king s offerings to the

crosse on Good Friday, out from the Countyng-house, for

medycinable rings of gold & sylver.

t B. sb. A medicinal substance. Obs.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 560 A great number of Medi-
cinables. .of our own growth^ proper for the Cure of those

Diseases that are generated in our Elevation.

Hence f Medicinableness.
i6o INGELO Bentiv.

&amp;gt;r

Ur. i. (1682) 167 The medicinable-
ness of every one [of these fruits) is so affix d to its own
Branch that it is not communicated to another.

Medicinal (mfdrsinal),&amp;lt;z.
and.!/ , [a. L. tntdi-

dnal-is of or pertaining to medicine : see MEDI
CINE and -AL. Cf. F. m4Jicial.\ A. adj.

1. Having healing or curative properties or altri-

gacions sholde bene y-makyd in this tyme. 1525 in f tcary
Anat. (1888) App. vni. 214 It may be by the College con
sidered whether the bill were medecynall, or hurtfull, to the

siknes. c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 295
His. . ringe was . . medicinalle againste. . the fnllinge sickenes.

1617 MORYSON Itin. l. 1 16 Most of the waters are medicinall.

1671 MILTON Samson 627 Dire inflammation which no cool-

ing herb Or medctnal liquor can asswage. 1717 LADY M.
W. MONTAGU Let. to Pass of Wales i Apr., Mere are hot

baths, very famous for their medicinal virtues; 1899 AU
bntt s Syst. Med. VI. 429 The medical and medicinal treat

ment of aortic aneurysm.

\&amp;gt;.fig.

c 1400 Wyclifs Bible Tit. ii. 8 (MS. .1/1 Word medicynal

[1382 an hool word, 1388 an hoolsum word, Vulg. sanitm\.

150* ARNOLDS Citron. 174 As in the councel of pxenford it is

..decreed that the sentence of excommunication whiche is

sayd medecinall iiij tymes in the ycre to be pronounced.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin s tnst. in. 213 All this misery of

mankinde. .is a medicional sorrow, and not a penall sentence.

1671 CAVE Prim. Chr. in. v. (1673) 374 The medicinal

vertue of Repentance, lying not in the duration, but the

manner of it. 1794 COLERIDGE To a Friend u Soothing
each pang with fond solicitude, And tenderest tones medi-

cinal of love. 1870 EMERSON Sac. 4 So/it., JSts. Wks. (Bohn)

III. Si Plutarch cannot be spared from the smallest library

. . because he is so . . medicinal and invigorating. 1903 Htbtert

nil. Mar 583 The preaching of Christianity as medicinal

jr soul and body brought success.

t 2. Of or relating to the science or the practice

of medicine. Obs.

1387 TREVISA lligdcH (Rolls) III. 363 He made problem.

I



MEDICINALLY.
medicinal of phisik, c 1400 Lan/ran^s Cirurg. 7 (Add. MS.)
Surgerie..is a medycineal sciense. 1400 tr. Stcretn Se-

cret., Gov. Lordsh. 66 Y wy! delyure to
l&amp;gt;e techinge Medi-

cynal. 1563 T. GALE Antidot. Pref. i Suche medicinal in

struments, as., are mentioned in the same bookes. a 1641
BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 171 Certain medicinall
books and writings of Trismegistu*. 1685 DRVDF.N Threti.

August, v. 170 They min d it near, they batter d from afar
With all the Cannon of the Med cinal War. 1755 I. SHEB-
BEARE Lydia (1769) I. 178 As nonsense and medicinal know
ledge are equally intelligible to most people [etc.]. 1804
Miniature No. 20 (1806) I. 267 The medicinal art.

b. Resembling medicine.

1824 A, HENDERSON Winfs 314 [It] is apt to infect the
liquor with a medicinal taste.

t 3. Medicinal-finger
^ LEECH-FINGEH. Medi

cinal day, hour, month, times when the admi-

295

J
vulgar ; in Scotland and in the U. S. it is app. the prevail
ing usage ; examples of it occur in verse of all periods, from
the i 4th c. onwards.]

1. That department of knowledge and practice
which is concerned with the cure, alleviation, and
prevention of disease in human beings, and with
the restoration and preservation of health. Also,
in a more restricted sense, applied to that branch
of this department which is the province of the

physician, in the modern application of the terra
;

the art of restoring and preserving the health of
human beings by the administration of remedial
substances and the regulation of diet, habits, and
conditions of life; distinguished from Surgery and
Obstetrics.
c 1320 .Sir TrUtr. 1204 pe fair leliedi, be quene, Louesom

vnJer line And slei^est had y bene, And mest coube of me-
dici[n]e. 1:1374 CHAUCER Troytus I. 659 Phebus

j&amp;gt;at
first

fond art of medecyne. 1484 CANTON FaHcf o/ Anian v,
1 am a maystresse iti medecyne, and canne gyue remedy to

Physick, called the Medicinal Moneth/ ^aa QUINCY Z.^ i

al manereof ekene by myn arte. 1500-20 DISBAR Poems
Phys.-Med. (ed. alt.v. Medicine. Medicinal Days, such are

xxxm 30 He murdreist mony in medecyne. 1550 LV.NDESAV
..., ^.,11^-4 u.. .. \\ _:. ...i : __ *-__;_:_ __ r*\ Ziqr. Mcldrutn 1440 And, ats, be his naturall inizyne, He

lernit the Art of Medicyne. 1641 WILKINS .I/a///. Magick
I. i. (1648) 3 Art_may be said, either to imitate nature, as in

nistration of medicine was deemed proper. Obs.
1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemean s Fr. Chirurg. 12 b/i The Me-

dicinalle finger, or Ringe finger, betweene the little finger
and the middle finger. 1623 tr. Famine s Theat. lion. l. v.

48 The medicinall finger of the left hand. 1674 JEAKE
Arith. (1696) 229 The time when most proper to administer

so called by some Writers, wherein no Crisis or Change
is expected, so as to forbid the use of Medicines. . : but it

is most properly used for those Days, wherein Purging or .:
( .4 8) 3 Art

.
may b &amp;lt;= sa d, either to imitate nature, as in

any other Evacuation is most conveniently comply d with.
&quot;mm

\&quot;S

and pictures, or to help nature, as in medicine.

Ibid., Medicinal Hours are commonly reckoned in the ,

7S ATOi/,&amp;lt;yir
i. vi. 10 Medicine is justly distributed

* ;-_&amp;lt;__.?._ _, YT . * ~. - i into Prophylactick. .and Therapeutick. 1828 SOVTT F. M.
Perth vii, The peaceful man of medicine. 1866 A. FLINT
Princ. Med. (1880) 17 Medicine, in the largest sense of the

Ibid., Medicinal Hours are commonly reckoned in the
Morning fasting, about an Hour before Dinner [etc.]. 1747
tr. Astruc s Fevers 120 The antients divided the days of
an acute fever into critical, indicatory, intercalary, and
medicinal.

B. sb. a. A medicinal substance, t b. //.
Matters

pertaining to medical science (pbs.}.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. lii. 18 Anoynte thin ijen with colirie,

{gloss} that is, medicynal for y}en, maad of diuerse erbis.
a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 191 Tis possible Mr. R s

directions, as one well skill d in such medicinals, may
prove available. 1667 H OLDENBURG in Pkil. Trans.
II. 410 In Medicinals we have now and then, .inquired
after some rarities. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III.
Din. Physick 12 The knowledge of all the Medicinals, that
they could come any way to be acquainted with. Ibid. 36
Searching into the Oriental . . Medicinals. 1813 Examiner
15 Feb. 99/2 Brandy, medicinals, c. 1862 LVTTON Sir.
Story II. 5 The remarkable cures he had effected by the
medicinals stored in the stolen casket.

Medicinally (mfdi-sinali), adv. [f. prec. +
-I.YV)
1. With the purpose or effect of a medicine.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 65 They gave it medi

cinally to them which were sick of the Ptisick. 1682 DRVDEN
Medal 150 The Witnesses, that, .Leech-like, liv d on bloud,
Suckingfor them were med cinaUy good. 1725 BRADLEY Fani.
Diet. s.v. Wormwood, That which is commonly made Use of
Medicinally. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magfndic s Formal, (ed. 2)
23 It is now.. fifteen years since I first used.. the muriate
of morphia medicinally. 1899 Allkutt s Syst. Med. VI. 795
The internal administration of specific remedies, .is all that
can he done medicinally.
fig. a 1711 KEN Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 452 Thy
Love,_Lord, I in Pains perceiv d, And sing thy Love when
med cinally griev d.

2. f a. From the point of view of the science of
medicine (obs.). b. nonce-use. In the practice of
medicine.
1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 69 My purpose

..is.. to Anatomise this humour of Melancholy, .and that
philosophically, medicinally, to shew the causes and
seuerall cures of it. 1846 POE y. W. Francis Wks. 1864
III. 38 Connected in some manner with everything that has
been well said or done medicinally in America.

Meclrcinalness. rare-&quot;. [-NESS.] Medi
cinal quality.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Phyiicalness, Naturalness, also Medi-

cinalness.

t Medi-cinary, a. 06s.
[f. MEDICINE si. +

-AHY.] Possessing healing properties.
1607 WALKINGTON Oft. Glass 3 The wise Physitians me-

dicmary prescript. 1638 Anat. Iranian s tongue in ffarl.
Misc. (1809) II. 187 Among these weeds, to supply men s

wants, There grew some medicinary plants. 1657 TOM-
LINSON Renou s Disp. 664 Medicinary Oyls are neither all,
nor

alwayes elicited out of Plants.

Medicine (me ds n, me disin, -s n), ji.l Forms:
3 medioin, 4 medisine, 4-5 medcyne, 4-6
medyoine, 4-6 medycyne, medicyne, 5 med-
eyn, -ycyn, -esyn, metycyne, metteoyn, med-
eoyne, 5-6 medecyn(e, medioyn, 6 medecin,
-yson, -ysyne, medsin, -syn, meddioine, met-
son, 6-9 medeoine, medecen, 7 medoin, 3-
medioine. [a. OF. medecine, medicine (mod.F.
medecine), ad. L. meJicina (j) the art of the

physician, (2) a physician s laboratory, (3) a medi
cament, remedy, f. medic-us physician : see MEDIC.
Cf. Pr. medecina, medicina, me/zina, Sp., Pg., It.

medicina, G. medizin, Du. medicijn, Da., Sw.
Httdicin.
For the formation of the L. word cf. offiana (for *o/i/in&amp;gt;ia\

ruina,rafina. There seems to be no sufficient ground for
the common view that medicina is the fern. .

_ - - -----
.,; &amp;gt;muii. i/.vuiiui^iMuun is jess coilinio!

tngland, and is by many objected to as either pedanti

:erm, comprehends everything pertaining to the knowledge
and cure of disease. In a more restricted sense, the term
is used in contradistinction to Surgery and Obstetrics. 1891
C. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole 93, I took up medicine again in

England.
2. Any substance or preparation used in the

treatment of disease : a medicament
; also, medica

ments generally, physic . Now commonly re

stricted to medicaments taken internally.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 178 pu seist bet te nis no neod medicine

;

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3073 Vor in be verroste stede of affric

geans wule vette pulke stones vor medicine. .Vor hii wolde
be stones wasse &

t&amp;gt;er
inne babie. 01300 Cursor M. 1378

1 Cedre, ciprese, and pine, O bam sal man haue medicen
1398 TXGVISA Hartli. De / . A , vil. l.vix. (1495) 288 Medy
cyne maye neuer be

sykerly take, yf the cause of the etiyll
isvnknowe. c 1440 A Ifliatet of I ules 93 He had burnyd
his hand ill, & his brethir come & made a medcyn & layd

I

ber-vnto. 1464 M. PASTON in / . Let;. II. 160 For Goddys
sake be war what medesyns ye take of any fysissyatis

of^London. 1513 BRADSHAW St. U erburge n. 833 All

phisike and medicyns were founde to her in vayne. 1563
T. STAPLETOX For/r. Faith nob, The more he fancieth
his metson, the better it shall proue with him. 1612
WOODALL Snrg. jtf,,te Wks. (1653) 3 Have ready your me
dicines to bind up the wound again. 1657 TKAPP Comm.
Job xvi. 3 If the eye be inflamed, the mildest Medicine
troubleth it. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Gearg. in. 685 From the
Founts where living Sulphurs boil, They mix a Med cine
to foment their Limbs. 1741-3 WESLEY Extract o/Jrnl.
C 749) J 5 One of the mistresses lay.. near death, having
found no help from all the medicines she had taken. 1842
A. COMBE Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 369 The action of the
bowels may be restored with little or no aid from medicine.
1850 TENNYSON in H. Tennyson Mem. (1897) I. 334 Having
heard that Henry Taylor was ill, CaHyle rushed off from
London to Sheen with a bottle of medicine.
trans/. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 600 Their old

men. .they strangle with an Oxe-taile, which medicine they
minister likewise to those that have grieuous diseases.

b. Colloquially used spec, for : A purging
potion (Dunglison Med. Lex., 1857). Chiefly
in to take (fo) medicine. Cf. F. prendre (fine)
medecine.

1830 SOUTHEY in For. Ret-. # Cant. Misc. V. 290 On the
day when signal was made for sailing, he had taken a medi
cine, which was in those times considered a more serious
affair than it is now.

f C. A method or process of curative treatment.

1390 GOWF.R Con/. I. 267 So longe the! togedre dele, That
thei upon this medicine Apointen hem.. That. .The! wolde
him bathe in childes blod. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 35
Kings & Queenz of this Realm, withoout oother medsin
(saue only by handling & prayerz\ only doo cure it [the
king s evil].

t d. An effectual remedy, cure. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 47Nehyditnoght, for if thou fcignest,
[

1 can do the no medicine, c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees)
[

6140 Scho gat sone medecyne Of be sekenes bat had hir

pynde. 1529 RASTELL Paslyme (1811) 32 Arnold, .wasetyn
with lyse, and coud have no medecin, and dyed.

e. Jig. In 14-15111 c. often applied to Christ or
the Virgin Mary.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 164 puruh medicine of schrifte, & buruh

bireousunge. c 1315 SHOREHAM n. 136 Suche a deab a [sc.

he, Christ] vnder-5ede, Of lyf be medicine. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. i. 33 Mesure is Medicine bauh bou muche $eorne.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. 1 1. 224 Medicyne for alle siche

synneis, to be clobid in Jesus Crist, c 1440 Jacob s // &amp;lt;// 157
Medycyne here-of is, ferst to caste out be wose of glotonye.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat 719 Haile moder ofour maker, and
medicyn of myss ! 1522 MORE De qitat. Noviss. Wks. 93/1
To putte in proofe-.thoperacion. .of this medicine, the re- !

membraunce of these foure last thinges. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.
j

/or M. in. i. 2 The miserable haue no other medicine But \

onely hope. 1638 Fruit. Con/, vii. (1657) 161 If any of their
sins were deemed fit by the Confessor to come abroad in

|

5ublick,
they were admitted to that publick Medicine. 1787

EFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 194 It is, indeed, a strong medi
cine for sensible minds, but it is a medicine. 1842 Miss
MITFORD in L Estrange Life (1870) III. ix 157 He finds in

constant employment a medicine for great grief.

t 3. Applied to drugs used for other than re-

MEDICINE.
! medial purposes : e.g. to the philosopher s stone

or elixir, to cosmetics, poisons, philtres, etc. Obs.
&amp;lt;ri4oo MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 24 If bairn think bam noat

blak ynough when bai er borne, bai vse certayne medecynes
for to make bam black withall. 1477 NORTON Ord. A kh i

in Ashm. (1652) 20 But to make-trew Silver or Gold is noe
ingm, Except only the Philosophers medicine. 1555 W
WKTmUMj^mUffaamt ll. ix. N ii. Then enoint thei both
that Isc. the body] and their face with certaine medicines
. . whereby thei become . . slicke and smothe. IHd AppX vnjb, No Israelite shall haue any medecine of death, ne
otherwise made to do anye maner of hurte. 1580 I.YLY Eu-
/&amp;gt;/iws(Arb.&amp;gt;337 Knowestthou not, that Fish caught with me
dicines, and women gotten with witchcraft are neuer whole-
som ! 1596 SHAKS. i Heir, ll , n. ii. 19 If the Rascall haue
notgluenme medicines to make me loue him, llebehang d.
1601 AUs II ell v. iii. 102. 1604 Oth. i. iii. 61. 1615CHAPMAN Oifyss. xn. 368 And as an Angler medcine for sur
prise Of little fish, sits powring from the rocks.
fig. 1380 WY&amp;lt;:LIF II its. (1880) 463 God hab ordeyn
medicyn to knowe falsed of anticrist.

ed

4. Used to represent the terms applied in their
native languages by North American Indians to
denote any object or ceremony supposed by them
to possess a magical influence; a spell, charm,

:

fetish
; sometimes = MANITOU. Hence used, by

later writers, to express the same or similar mean
ings as current among other savage peoples.
As savages usually regard the operation of medicines as

due to what \ve should call magic, it is probable that their
wouls f jr magical agencies would often be first heard by
civilized men as applied to mcdlune, and hence it would IK
natural that medicine should be regarded as their primary
sense.

1805 PIKF. Stmr.es .1/ississ. (1810) 17 This they called their
great medicine ; or as I understood the word, dance of re

ligion. 1807 P. GABS yrnl. 44 He told them, .he had more
medecine. .than would kili twenty such nations in one day.
1841 CATLINA . /!/,-&amp;gt;-. /wn . (1844)!. vi. 35 The word medicine
..means mystery, and nothing eKe. 1850 R. G. CLMMISG
lliin.er s Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 274 They [the Bechuana
tribes] also believe that for every transaction there is a
medicine which will enable the possessor to succeed in his

object. 1851 MAVNE REID Stalf Hunt, xxvi, All these are
their coats of arms, symbolical of the medicine of the
wearer. 1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Ciyiliz. vii. (1875) 323 When
he sleeps the first animal of which he dreams becomes his
medicine . 1877 DODGE Hunting Grounds Gt. ll est 309

i It [a scalp ] had been carefully cured, and peculiar value
was set upon it as big medicine .

b. = medicine-man.
1817 J. BRADBURY Tr,n: Amcr. 70 Eleven Sioux Indians,

who had given or devoted their clothes to the medicine, ran
into the camp. 1827 J. F. COOPER 1 rrtirie II. xii. 190 The
incantations of the medecine.

5. slang. Intoxicating drink. (Cf. lotion, poison. :

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1864) II. 24/1 As long as

you can find young men that s conceited about their musical
talents, fond of taking their medicine (drinking). 1891 FAP-
MKR Slangs. \. Drinks, What s your medicine?

6. at/rib, and Comb.
a. In sense 2 : medicine bottle, chest, -dropper,

-mixer, -monger, -taker; meditine-Hke adj.; medi
cine seal, stamp, a name for small cubical or

oblong stones with inscriptions in intaglio, found

p.mong Roman remains, which seem to have been
used by physicians for marking their drugs (also
called oculist-stamp, oculist s stamp~); medicine
tree, the horse-radish tree (see HORSE-KADISH 3).
1862 Chambers* F.ncycl. IV. 777/1 *Medicine bottles.

1828 RVMER (title) A Treatise on Diet and Regimen. .To
which are added a Posological Table, or &quot;medicine chest

directory [etc.]. 1841 MARRYAT frlasterman Ready xiii,

The grindstone and Mrs. Seagrave s medicine chest were
then landed. 1898 Allbutt s Syst. Med. V. 565 At short in

tervals by a spoon or *medicine-dropper, [he] should have
small quantities of his mother s milk, c 1555 LADY VASE
Let. in Foxe A . ff A!. (1583) 1829 His sweetenesse. .maketh
al these poticary druggs of ye world, euen *medicinelike in

my mouth. 1860
J.

C. JEAFFRESON Z?. alout Doctors I. 79
The mean *medicme-mixers. .dashing by in their carriages.

1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose s Pop. Err. I. iv. 13, I see no reason
. . that some divines may not be more learned than some
.Medicine-mongers. ^^Fortnight s Ramble 33Uncounted

are the candidates for fame, who humbly crouched to this

mock medicine-monger. 1849 C. ROACH SMITH in Jrnl.
Brit. Archsol. Assoc. IV. 280 On a Roman &quot;medicine

stamp., found at Kenchester. 1851 SIMPSON in Monthly
Jrnl. Med. Sci. XII. 39 Notices of ancient Roman Medi
cine-stamps, .found in Great Britain. Ibid. 238 Roman
*medicine-seals. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Prir. Priv. 87
Yf be sonne and be mone bothe be yn tokenynge fleumatyk,
lightly be *medicyn takere shal forth lede. 1902 WEBSTER
Sitppl.,

*Medicine trte, the horse-radish tree.

b. In sense 4 : medicine animal, arrow, bag,

chief, dance, fast, hunt, lodge, pouch, song, s/one;

medicine-man, a magician among the American
Indians and other savages.
1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. xv. II. 211 The worship paid

by the North American Indian to his *medicine animal

fete.]. 1877 W. MATTHEWS Ethnogr. Hidalsa 69 They
stuck their &quot;medicine-arrows in the ground. 1809 A. HENRY
Tra-!&amp;gt;. 122 One, who was a physician, immediately with

drew, in order to fetch his fcnegnsan, or *medicine-bag.

1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt. xl. 312 One was the

medicine chief as I could tell by the flowing white hair.

1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. (iSiol 132 Dr. Robinson and

myself went to the Grand Village, at which we saw the great

*medecine dance. 1855 LONGF. Hiaw. xv. 145 Then they. .

Danced their medicine.dance around him. 1898 A. LANG

Making Relig. iii. 61 The &quot;medicine.fast, at the age of pu

berty. 1887 Myth, Ritual, &amp;lt;j- Relig. II. 74 The ritual. .

is a mere medicine-hunt. 1814 BRACKENRIDGE Jrnl. in



MEDICINE.

Views Louisiana 258 A great number of girls were collected

before the *medecine lodge or temple. 1817 J. BRADBURY
Trav. Amer. 116, I was accosted by the *Medlcine Man,
or doctor. 1855 LONGF. Hiivw. xv. 87 The medicine-men,
the Medas. Ibid. 143 Then they shook their *medicine-

pouches O er the head of Hiawatha. 1809 A. HENRY Trav.

119 In his hand, he had his shishiquoi^ or rattle, with which
he beat time to his *medicine-song. 1885 HENSHAW in A mer.

Jrnl. Archxol. I. no The use of the *medicine-stones

among the San Buenaventura Indians.

t Me dicine, sb3 Obs. [a. F. mtdedn, ad.

late L. mtdiciniis adj. (see prec.) used absol. as

sbj\ A medical practitioner. Also_/%-.
a 1450 /Cttt. de la Tour 137 She hadde her medicines and

surgens forto hele and medicine alle such as were needfulle.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofsEsop (1889) 66, I dyssymyled and

fayned my self to be a medycyn. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrtk
Mankyndc 92 Aske, and yse

the aduyse ofsome wel learned

medicine [ed. 1634 n. vii. 139 medicioner]. 1601 SHAKS.
Alts Well u. L 75, I haue seen a medicine That s able to

breath life into.i stone. 163* LITHGOW Trar. vni. 37o[There]
flourished the most famous medicines, and Philosophers.

Medicine me-ds n, me disin, -s n\ v. Forms :

see MEDICINE sb. 1
[a. OF. medccitur (modF.

mtdeciner)) f. medicine MEDICINE sb\\
1. trans. To heal or cure by medicinal means; to

administer medicine to.

a 1450 [see MEDICINE $b.-\. 1484 CAXTOS Fables of&sop
(1889) 62 He desyred to be medycyned and made hole of his

_ mt 877 Being
Of her that first did stir that mortall stownd. 1605 BACON
Adr. Ltarti. n. xxii. f 6 As in medicinins: of the body, it

is in order first to know the divers complexions and con
stitutions. .; so in medicining of the mind [etc.]. 1877
RUSKIK Fors C/ar. Ixxv. VII. 75 It [a dogl was warmed
and mediclned as best might be. 1889 J . MASTERMAS Scotts

ofBestminstcr III. xiv. 29 She could medicine the sick.

b. nonce-use. To bring by medicinal virtue to.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 332 Not Poppy, nor Mandragora
. .Shall euer medicine thee to that sweete sleepe \Vhich thou

owd st yesterday. 1820 SHELLEY li itch Atl. xvii.

2. transf. and fig.

1593 ABP. BANCROFT Dating. Posit, in. xv. 127 To medicine
these mischiefes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 544 All remedies to

296

Purple medick or LUCERNE. (Also medick fodder,

trefoil.) Black or Hop medick = NOXESI CH.

c 14*0 Falfati. on Hush. \. i At Auerel medike is forto

sowe. 1561 TI-RXER Herbal n. 52, I haue found no name as

yet in England for it [McJica] : but it may be called honied
clauer or medic fother. 1616 SlRFL. & MARKH. Country
Farme 147 The flowers of Medicke fodder. 1733 MILLER
G,inf. Diet. (ed. 2), Medica marina. .Sea Medick or Snail-

Trefoil. 176* Museum Knst. II. xlvii. 139 The new lucern

is a kind ofmedick trefoil. i8i6-x&amp;gt; T. GREEN Univ. Herbal
II. 102 .Medicago Falcata, Yellow Medick. Ibid., Mcdi-

cagv Lufulina, Hop or Black Medick. 1839 Penny Cycl.
XV. 58/2 Purple medick.

Medico (me diko). [a. It. medico or Sp.
midico : see MEDIC.]
1. A medical practitioner ; also, a medical student.

Now slang or jocular.
1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. fy Expect, xv. 115 It is in

the power of the Medico, to oblige the Husband. 1844
KINGLAKE Eothin xviii. 308 The Medico held my chin in

the usual way, and examined my throat. 1896 Fittd i Feb.

173/2 Again did the Medicos force the ball down.

||
2. Sp. Amer. The surgeon fish.

1901 in WEBSTER StiffI.

Medico- ^me diko), used as combining form of

L. medicus to form combinations denoting the

application of medical science to various subjects

of research, as mcdico-botanic(ai , -chirurgical, -cul

inary, -electric, -galvanic, -judicial, -legal hence

-legally adv.), -moral, -pedagogic, -philosophical,

-physical, -psychological, -statistical, -zoological

adjs. ;
or (rarely) describing a person who regards

a subject from a medical standpoint, as in

+ wudico-tkeologue \
also medico-mania. a mania

for the science of medicine without the necessary

study (Dunglison iSy6\
1838 Prospectus Gardens Rcy. Bot. Sec. in Ci- il Engineer

I, *Medico-Botanic Garden. 1838 Ciril Engineer I. 361/2
Having passed under the promenade, we rearh the *medico-
botanical garden. 1809 {title} *Medico-chirurgical Trans

actions, published by the Medical and Chirurgical Society
of London. Volume the First. 1858 GEX. P. THOMPSON

the&quot; mischiefes. 1601 HoLLD/Y:V, I. 544 All remedies to A &amp;gt; ^ Al1-&quot;- Ixxvm. 32 *Med 1co-Culmary philosophers of

others are mischiefs to it [the cypress tree], and in one word, t mark. 1875 T P. SALT
(t,tl^

&quot;Medreo-Electnc Ap.

go about to medicine it you kil it. 1611 SHAKS. Crm/-. iv. paratus and How to Lse it iSfa CataJ Intanat. Exh.l:
P. .

J ... - T- II v*n! -wuhA/v n-il-Tinrt-Pilirfl Fs\r *m&amp;lt;li/-i-i-tn I vnnii- niir.
ii. 243 Great greefes I see med cine the lesse. 1645 MILTON
Tetrach. ^&quot;ks. 1851 IV. 201 Thus med cining our eyes wee
need not doubt to see more into the meaning of these our

Saviours words, c 1750 SHENSTONE Eiegifs xx. 63 Where
ev ry breeze shall med cineev ry wound. 1868 E. EDWARDS
Raltgk I. xxiL 504 Cares, as usual with Ralegh, were medi-
cined by strenuous and varied labour.

3. nonce-use. To employ as medicine.

1654 GAYTON Pitas. Notes in. iii. 78 Get me these ingre
dients.. Such as the bearded sonne of the smooth-chinn d
Father Apollo us d and medicin d.

Hence t Medicined///. a., medicated, dragged.
1558 PHAER *-Eneid. vi. Argt, ^neas. .casting Cerberus

in a sleape with a medcined soppe. a 1637 B. JOSSON Un-
dtr^t oods Iviii, As men drinke up In hast the bottome of a

med cin d Cup, And take some sirrup after.

Mediciner (m^di-sin^i, me-dsinar). arch, (in

early use chiefly St.* Also 6 medycyner, 4medy-
cinar, 4-7 medicinar, 5 medicinare, 6 med-

cinar,metsouner. Cf. MEPICIAXER. [f. MEDICINE
sb.\ or r-. + -ER 1

: cf. OF. medeti

1. A physician,
* medical man ,

* leech .

c 1375 Sc. Ltg. Saints xxxvi. [Baptista) 1071 pan come
diuerse medicinaris nere, for wynninge of his stat to spere.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S-) 138 A medicinare

may geve hele till a man that askis it nocht. 1533 (title)

Pronostycacyon of Mayster John Thybault, medycyner and
astronomer of the Emperyall maiestie, a 1578 LiNOESAY

(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. 127 Lord James..
quha was hangit be the heillis be the metsouneris to caus

the poysone to drop out, a 1670 SPALDINC Tronb. Chas. I

(1829) 87 Dr. Gordon, medicinar m Old Aberdeen. 1828

SCOTT F. .If. Perth xv,
* He who lacks strength ,

said the

wily mediciner, must attain his purpose by skill . 1873
RUSKIS Fors Clai\ xxxi. 20 How many second-rate medi-
ciners have lived on.. prescriptions of bread pills.

2. nonce-uses, a. Used to translate Gr.
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;appa-

&, poisoner, sorcerer, b. Used for medicine man.
1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess. Development iv. t. 224 Wizard,

mediciner, cheat, rogue, conjurer , were the epithets applied
to him by the opponents of Eusebius. Ibid. 225 St. Ana-
stasia was thrown into prison as a mediciner. 1859 R. F.

BURTON Ctntr. Afr. in JmL Geog. Soe. XXIX. 271 His
forehead is adorned with the two little antelope-horns
worn by sultans and mediciners.

Medicining (rae ds nirj\ vbl. sb. [f. MEDI
CINE r. -t- -iNci.J The action of the vb. MEDICINE.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbachs Huso. HI. (1586) 139 It be-

hooueth the shepehearde to be skilfull in medcening of his

cat tell. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 167 If they [sc. figs) be

brought unto their maturitie by medicining, that is to say,
by caprification, then they are never good. 16x1 COTGR.,
Pkartnacie . a curing, or medecining with drugs. 1633 T.
ADAMS Exf. 2 Peter ii. 22. 1089 The medicining of the one,
and cleansing of the other, did not take away their nature ;

still the one remained a Dogge, the other a Hogge. 1867
CARLYLE Kemin. II. 135 She.. having, .a turn herself for

medicining. 1876 RVSKIN Fors Clar. IxviL 204 They, .pro

pose to themselves the general medicining. .ofthe population.

Medicioner, variant of MEDICXANER Obs.

Medick (m/-dik&amp;gt;. Also 5 medike, 6-7 me-
dicke, 6-9 medic, 8 meddick. [ad. L. medica,
ad. Gr. Miy&/n) (oa), lit.

* Median grass .] Any
plant of the genus Medicago, esp. Af. sattva.

pa . .

II. xvii. 129/1 Galvano-Piline for *medico-galvanic pur
poses. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, in. 97 The delicate

offices entrusted to them \sc. professors ofmedicine] in several

*medico-judicial instances. 1835 CycL Pract. Med. IV.

558/1 Circumstances affecting the medico-legal character of
wounds. 1870 M. GONZALEZ ECHEVERRIA (title. New York),
The trial of John Reynolds *medico-legally considered.
1866 READE G. Gaunt (ed. 2) II. 265 A sort of medico-
moral diary. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept, 679 Many
of the children had much improved under the *medico-

pedagogic treatment to which they had been subjected.

1698 TYSON in Phil. Trans. XX. 132 Two Medico-Philo

sophical Dissertations about these Tophi. I7ao Ql iscv

(title* Medicina Statica,. .to which is added. .*&amp;gt;Jedico-Phys
ical Essays on Agues [etc]. 1890 Syd. Stv. Lex., *.1Fedice-

psychohgical, relating to the department of medicine which
treats of mental disorders 1896 Alll titt s Sjrst. Med. I. 30
The medico-statistical point of view. 171* //. More s

Antid. Atk. III. xi. Scholia 174 He professes himself a

*Medico-Theologue. 1861 HULME tr. Moqvin-Tandtm Pref.

6 An arrangement founded upon the characters of the

animal, or its medico-zoological relations.

Medicommissure (m;dik()
-

misiui). Anat.
Also medio-. [f.

L. medi-us middle + CouMISSfKE.]
The middle commissure of the brain.

i88a WILDER & GAGE Anat. Techn. 446 The mediocom-
missure. iSBs B. G. WILDER in Jrnl. Xen: Dis. XII. 287.

1890 in Syd. Sof. Lex.

t Me dies, sl&amp;gt;.fl.
Obs. [pi. ofMEDIC : see -:c 2.]

The science of medicine.

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 402 In Medicks, we have
some confident Undertakers to rescue the Science from all

its reproaches and dishonors. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect.
Script. 180 Apollo was . . made by the antient sages the God
of medicks as well as musick. 1737 STACKHOL SE Hist. Bible

(1752) II. vii. i. 1018/2 The Masters of the Medicks who have
treated of this Kind of Madness [etc.].

t Medie, v. Oi&amp;gt;s. rare-, [ad. late L. median :

see MEDIATE
&amp;lt;.]

trans. To divide into two equal

parts ;
to halve.

1 1415 Craft Ncmtrynge (E.E.T.S.) 15 pen medye 4 &
t&amp;gt;en

leues 2. Ibid. 16 pou schalt. .do away )&amp;gt;at figure bat is

medied, & sette in his styde halfe of bat nombre.

Mediety (m/dai-eti?. [ad. L. medietas (whence
OF. moietii MOIETY : OF. had also the learned

form mediete} , f. mtdius middle : see -IT.]
1. t a. gen. A half. Obs.

f 14x0 Pallad. on Hvsb. xi. a88 The muste^ decoct to his

medietee Or thridde part, they casteth to their wyne. 1571
DIGGES Pantom. n. iv. M ij b, 140, whose medietie being 70,

diuided by 14, yeldeth 5. 1590 BARROI GH Meth. rhysick
v. xxiv. (1506) 343 The common measure or quantity therof

[sc. of the dose of arsenic], is the mediety of one graine of
wheate. 1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jttd. Astral, xxi. 449 The
medietie of the Moones globe was allwaies illustrated which
is towardes the sunne. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies I. xvi. 106

Let us consider the Occidental Mediety of Heaven.

b. spec, in /aa&amp;gt;. = MOIETT. Chiefly with refer

ence to ecclesiastical benefices.

a rt6i FULLER Worthies, It anv. (1662! II. 126 That good
Mannour (with the alternate gift of the Mediety of the rich

Parsonage thereinX 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor xhi. (1862! 100

A rectory of two medienes, served by two resident rectors.

1877 J. C. Cox Ch. Derbysh. III. 212 Sir Henry Chandos
succeeded to the mediety of the Mngginton manor. 1894

MEDIO-.

A. JESSOPP Random Roaming^ etc. 186 This benefice con
sists of two medicties.

t 2. Middle or intermediate state, position, or

quality. Obs.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 135 A very com-
pounde ofcontrarietyes In thinges indifferent and medietyes.
1610 HEALEY St. Avg. Citie of God ix. xiii. (1620) 333 In

seeking a mediety betweene immortality blessed and mor
tality wretched. 11x639 WOTTON in Rcliq. (1685) 661 The
Pope means, .to carry himself as it were in a Mediety be
tween the King of Spain, and the great Duke, c 1645
HDWELL Lett, (1655) I. vi. xiv. 258 This Cabal .. was reveal d
..to Solomon in a dream, wherby he came to know the

beginning, mediety, and consummation of times. 1651
Bices New Disfi. 183 It ought to consist in a mediety,
betwixt corrupt and very sound bloud.

1 3. Moderation. (Cf. MEAN sb.-} Obs.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abits. i. sig, I tnar^. t Medietie to be
obserued in meats.

f4. Math. The quality of being a mean between
two quantities; hence = MEAN $b2 8. Obs.

1598 J. D. tr. L. LeRoy s Aristotle s Potit. \. 250 Similitude

or likenesse of proportions, and equality, and mediety. 1603
HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 1255 Three sorts of primitive
Medieties there be,, .to wit, Arithmeticall, Geometricall,and
Hannonicall. 1678 CL-DWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 20. 376
The Tetrad is an arithmetical mediety betwixt the Monad
and the Hebdomad. 1694 HOLDER Harmony iv. 47 Now in

4 to 2 the Mediety is 3. Ibid. vii. 168 These two divide

Diapason, 64 to 32, by the Mediety of 45 ; And they divide

it so near to Equality, that in Practice they are hardly to be

distinguished.

Medifjced (rm-difiksf, a. Bot. [f. L. medi-us

middle + FIXED
;

after mod.L. mtdifixus, F.

intdifixe] Fixed by the middle ; said of anthers.

1880 A. GRAY Struct. Bot. 253 Adnate anthers are perhaps
as frequently extrorse as introrse. Others, whether basifixed

or medifixed, are more commonly introrse.

II Medifurca (m/ difiKika). Ent. [mod.L.,
f. L. medi-us middle + fttrca fork.] The middle

forked apodeme which serves for the attachment

of the muscles by which the midlegs of insects are

moved. Hence Medifcrrcal a. (Cent. Diet?}.
18*6 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. 379 Mtdi/nna (the

Medifurca 1
. A branching vertical process of the endo-

sternum.

t Medify, v. Obs. ran. [Badly f. L. medicus

physician + -FY.] trans. To heal, cure.

i- 1470 HARDING tY;v. LXXII. xiii. All his sores to be

medifyed. Ibid. LXXXIY. ii, But this Mordred gaue Arthure
deaths wond, For which he gode his woundes to medine.

Mediglacial (m/digl^-jan, a. rare-1
, [f. L.

medi-us middle -(- GLACIAL a.] Mid-glacial ;
in

the midst of glaciers.
i8j3 SCORESBY North. WJiaU Fishery jo During the next

day we traced the limits of our mediglacial sea.

Medil .1, obs. forms of MEDDLE, MIDDLE.
Medium (m/di m). Antiq. rare. Also 7 me-

dimne. [ad. L. mcdimnns, a. Gr. /ilSt/jro?. Cf. F.

m&iimne. English writers usually employ the

Latin form; pi. wedimnt. ] An ancient Greek
measure of capacity, equal to about ia gallons.
1600 HOLLAND Li:-y xxxvin. xiii. 990 The Consull imposed

upon them a paiment of. .looco medimnes of wheat. 1658

PHILLIPS, Mtditnne, a certain measure, containing six

bushels. 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Graeca L ii. 23 Those
who were worth five-hundred medimnsof commodities were

placed in the first class. [1847 GROTE Greece n. xi. III.

155 Those whose annual income was equal to 500 medimni
of corn .. and upwards, one medimnus being considered

equivalent to one drachma in money.]

ii Medine (medrn). Al$o6
&amp;gt;9medin,6madynef

madayne, madien. 7 madiu, raadein, meydine,
meidin, 8 medina, 9 medeen, medino. [a. F.

medin ^Cotgr.), a. vulgar Arab. mayyidi t corrupt

form of iJftXJu-* mifayyidiy t from the name

Mitayyadi see below.] Originally, a silver half-

dirhem first issued by the Sultan al-Mu ayyad

(I5th c.) ; latterly, a copper coin current in Kgypt,

Syria, etc., valued at -fa of a piastre, or ^ of a

penny. (The Turkish name is PARA ; in Egyptian
Arabic it was commonly called/&amp;lt;z&amp;lt;#/&amp;lt;i*,

i. e. silver .)

1583 J. XEWBERV in Hakluyfs^ \&amp;gt; oy. (1599) II. I. 247, 40
medins maketh a duckat. Let. in Purchas Pilgrims (1625)

II. ix. 1643 Nutmegs fortie fiue Madynes Ginger the Bat

man, one ducket Pepper seuentie fiue Madaynes. 1584 W.
BARRET in Haklttyts ftty. (1509! II. i. 271,47 medines passe
in value as the duckat of gold of Venice. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. (1621) 153 Paying by the way two Medines a head.

753 B p CLAYTON Jrnl. fr. Cairo to Stnai 5 Sept. 1722

ttofe, A medina is id^ English money. 18x9 T. HOPE An.i-

stasiits (1820) II. u. 38 My Coobtic writer, who, with a

salary of six medeens a day... had become.. as rich as a

Sultan s seraf. 1833 J. BENNETT Artificers Compl. Ltx. t

Mcdin, in
Eg&amp;gt;-pt 3 a&amp;gt;pers; at Aleppo is fetc.J.

Medio- (mf di^, used Zool. and Bot. as com

bining form of L. mtdius middle, in various adjs.

descriptive of parts and organs of animals and

plants, with the sense either* relating to the middle

of* (an organ or
part&quot;),

as in medio-carpalt
-colic ,

-digital^ -donal (hence medio-dorsally adv.),

-frontal (also absol. = medio-frontal suture ),

-lateral, -occipital^ -palatine (also absot. = * medio-

palatine bone ), -pantine, -stapedial (absol. in

quots.), -tarsaly -ventral \ or in the middle
,
as

in medic -depressed, -perforate ; also in medio-



MEDIOCRAL.

inferior, -posterior .-= lower middle
, posterior-

middle (margin).
1890 Syd. Sac. Lex.,

*
Media-carpal, relating to the

middle of the carpus. 1871 W. A. LEIGHTON Lichen-Horn

. spine. 1882 VINES Sachs Bot. 449 i,,c HIM ie;u is me
scutiform leaf . . which is placed *medio dorsally. 1865
THUBNAM in Nat. Hist. Rn&amp;gt;. Apr. 246 The almost infallible
closure of the *medio-frontal. 1849 DANA C,col. App. i.

(1850) 698 [The] straight *medio-inlerior margin, parallel
with the dorsal. 1854 OWEN Sktl. *&amp;gt; Teeth in Circ. Sci.,
Org. Nat. I. 214 The *medio-lateral pieces as.. develop
ments of the rihs. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

*
Media-occipital,

relating to the middle of the occipital region. 1884 COUES
Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 173 The most marked &quot;medio-

alatine ossification.. .Such are.. formations which, like the

segment itself off from the ear-capsule. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Mcdio-stapedial, the middle third of the columella of the
ear in the frog. 1884 COUES Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2!
121 note, A bird s ankle-joint is..between proximal and
distal series of tarsal bones, and therefore &quot;marifo-tanal as
in reptiles. 1870 ROLI.ESTON Anim. Life Introd. 40 Re
flected upwards from the medio-ventral line.

t Medio-cral, a. Obs. [f. MEDIOCRE + -AL.]
1. 1 eing of a middle quality ; indifferent ; ordin

ary ;
as metiiocral intellect (Webster 1828-32

citing Addison).
2. Ent. Of middle size ; spec, (see quot.).
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 317 Mediocral, when [the

antennae are] of the length of the body.
Mediocre (mf diflikai), a. and sl&amp;gt;. [a. F. me

diocre, ad. L. mediocris of middle degree, quality,
or rank-, f. medi-us middle.

Formerly often printed in italics and with accent as Fr.]
A. adj. Of middling quality ; neither bad nor

good; indifferent. Said chiefly of literary or
artistic works, ability, or knowledge, and hence of

persons considered with reference to their mental
power or skill.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary L (1625) 10 Mediocre [K.
style] a meane betwixt high and low, vehement and slender.
1659 MACALLO Cai:. Physick 97 A larger diet must be
granted to children then to old folks, and a mediocre to
those of a middle age. 1742 POPE Let. to Warlmrton
27 Nov., A very mediocre poet, one Drayton, is yet taken
some notice of, because Selden writ a few notes on one of
his poems. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 29 There are four silver
clasps, .the style of the engraving of which is but mediocre.
1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma n. xiv. My performance is me
diocre to the last degree. 1829 LYTTON Dcvercux \. iii,
His talent was of that mechanical, yet quick nature, which
makes wonderful boys, but mediocre men. 1847-8 H. MILI.KR
First Impr. iii. (1857) 34 We enter the suburbs, and pass
through mediocre streets of brick. 1865 CARLYLE Frciilt. Gt
xxi. iv. (1872) X. 17 It is thus that mediocre people seek to
lower great men. 1880 VERM. LEE Stud. Italy in. ii. 104 He
held up to contempt all that was mediocre in his art 1884
Graphic 18 Oct. 4 To 3 Captain Ross s Welsh cow gave 46 Ib.
of mediocre milk.
alisal. 1884 SIR R. HARRINGTON in Lam Times LXXVII.

393/2 The mediocre, .always form numerically the largest
portion of every profession. 1903 Speaker 17 Oct. 61/1 The
result would be a kind of nightmare of the mediocre, a
universal Brixton.

B. sl&amp;gt;. Only //. Mediocre persons, rare.
1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor (ed. 2) I. 187 The mediocres in

every grade aim at pleasing the public 1893 D. PRYDE
I lcas. Mem. ix. 131 You must bring forward the whole rank
and lile

duxes,_ mediocres, dullards, and dunces.Me diocrist. Now rare.
[f. MEDIOCRE + -IST.]A person of middling talents or ability.

_ 1787 HAWKINS Johnson 271 If he be but a mediocrist, he :

is surely not a subject of imitation
; it being a rule, that

of examples the best are always to be selected. 1707
MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) I. 211 They :

danced well, sung a little.. and were indeed mediocrists in
all female accomplishments. 1818 TODD [quotes Swift Let.
Pope 3 Sep. 1735; but the early edd. have among the
mediocrihis \. 1823 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. 170 Warburton
draws a very just distinction between a man of true great
ness and a mediocrist. 1903 Sat. Rev. 12 Dec. 722 Mr

,
the cultured mediocrist, so rarely relaxes the firm hold

he has on commonplace, ..thart [etc.].

t Mediocriture. Obs. [irreg. f. L. mediocris
MEDIOCRE + -TURE.] Moderation.
1574 NEWTON Health Magist. 77 An expedient Mediocri-

ture of seasonable exercise.

Mediocrity (mfdip-kriti). Also 5-6 -orite,
6 -oritye, 6-7 -eritie. [a. F. mtdiocriti!, ad. L.
niediocritas, f. mediocris : see MEDIOCRE and -ITY.]
1. The quality or condition of being intermediate

|

between two extremes; mean state or condition,
mediety. Also, something (a quality, position,
etc.) equally removed from two opposite extremes

;

a mean. (Chiefly as a quasi-technical term, with
reference to the Aristotelian theory of the mean .

Now
rare.*)

1531 ELYOT Gov. ill. viii, Fortitude.. is a Mediocritie or
meane betwene two extremities. 1532 SIR B. TUKE in
i nynne Chaucer s Wks. A ij, Such sensyhle and open style,
ickyng neither maieste ne mediocrite couenable in dis-

posycion. 1579 E. K. in Spenser s Slieph. Cal. July
t^mtJt., Albeit all bountye dwelleth in mediocritie, yet
perfect felicitye dwelleth in supremacie. 1609 OVER-
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HURY Okserv. Wks. (ed. Rimbault) 251 At fiCteene they

3uit
bookes, and begin lo live in the world, %vhen in-

eed a mediocritie betwixt their forme of education and
ours would doe better then either. 1643 MILTON Tetracli.
Wks. 1851 IV. 233 As the offence was in one extreme, so
the rebuke, to bring more efficaciously to a rectitude and
mediocrity, stands not in the middle way of duty, but in the
other extreme. 1650 HoniiES DeCorp. Pol. 4 r the common
Opinion, that Virtue consisteth in Mediocrity and Vice in
Extreams. 1759 ADAM SMITH Mar. Sent. i. iii. 49 The pro
priety of every passion excited by objects peculiarly related
to ourselves, ..must lye, it is evident, in a certain medio
crity. 1768 [W. DONALDSON] Life Sir B. Safskullll. xxii.

1 168 His temper was a mediocrity of chearfulness and
solemnity. ,11871 GROTE /;///. Fragm. v. 163 When he places
virtue in a certain mediocrity between excess and defect [etc.].

fb. Golden mediocrity = golden mean (see
GOLDEN 5 c). Obs.

cisio MORE Picas Wks. r 5/i The golden mediocriie, the
meane estate is to be desired. 1605 BACON Adi: Learn n
xxv. g 4. 1661 COWI.EY Croimuell Wks. (1688) 76 Was ever
Riches gotten by your Golden Mediocrities ?

t c. Geom. = MEAN. Obs.

1726 I.EONI Albertis Arc/lit. II. 89/2 These the Philo
sophers call Mediocrities or Means,. .of all which the pur
pose is, ihat the two exlreams being given, the middle mean
or number may correspond with them in a certain deter-

I

mined manner.

f2. Amiddlecourse in action; measured con
duct or behaviour; moderation, temperance. Phr.

\

to keep or observe a mediocrity. Obs.
1531 EI.VOT C,o-j. i. xxvii, Some men wolde saye that in

mediocritie, whiche I haue so moche praised in shootynge,
why shulde nat boulynge, claisshe, pynne-,, and koytyng be
as moche commended 1

; 1564 Anr. PARKER Corr. (Parker
Soc.) 215 He noted much and delighted in our mediocrity,
charging the Genevians and the Scottish of going too far in

:

extremities. 1563 COOPER nesaiintsa.v. Modvs, Statuere
moduin inimicitiariiin, to kepe a mediocritie or measure in

hatmge. 1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol. i. xvi. 7 That law of
reason, which teacbeth mediocritie in meates and drinkes.
597 A. M. tr. Gnillcmeaii s f r. Cllirnrg. 14/1 The Chirur.

giane must, in sowinge, vse rnediocritye, and not take to
i great a qvantilye of the fleshe. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.

n. ii. IV. (1651) 286 Body and mind must be exercised, not
one, but both, and that in a mediocrity. 1637 R. HUMPHREY
tr. St. Ambrose it. 41 A mediocrity is to be kept in liberality.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 1. i. 30 If the Popes had been

j

contented to carry themselves with mediocrity, they had
never run that hazard of losing all. 1774 PENNANT Tivu-
Scoll. in 1772, 135 Reformation in matters of religion,
seldom observes mediocrity.

f3. The condition of possessing attributes in a
medium or moderate degree ; moderate degree or

rate, average quality or amount; tempered con
dition. Obs.

1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 505 The temperate zone
where. .men. .live in a pleasant mediocrity, voide of both
extremities. 1612 BACON Ess., Youth f, Age (Arb.) 260
Menofage..seldomedriuebusinesse home to the full period;
but content themselues with a mediocrity of successe. 1659
MACALLO Can. Physick 56 Sleep likewise surpassing the
bounds of mediocrily, is in like manner evil. 1665 NF.EDHAM
fled. Medicinx 265 There are in the Blond, much Water
and Spirit, a Mediocrity of Salt and Sulphur, and some
httle of Earth. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 292 Let them
beware of strong Drinks, because they heat the blood ^
body beyond Mediocrity. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady n. v.

n ( : 734) 170 To ascertain the Mediocrity of such a Diet
as neither makes the Salts and Oils too many [etc.], 1744
BERKELEY Sins % 89 We enjoy a great mediocrity of climate.
1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. n. i. 65 Whether we. .enjoy
a profusion, or mediocrity of the gifts of providence.

b. Medium size. rare.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogti. aiij, To the predicament of
\

Quantity, appertain magnitude, parvity, and mediociity of
parts. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. hid. (1844) II. Ivii. 220 In
stature he is about at mediocrity.

1 4. Moderate fortune or condition in life. Obs.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione i. xxii. 28 It is [not] mannys fell-

cite to haue temporall godes in abundaunce, but mediocrite
sufficib him. a 1591 R. GREENHAM Wks. (1599) 50 \Vhich
thing ought to humble vs in the desire of outward things,
and to make vs thankfull for a mediocritie. 1681 FLAVEL
Meth. Grace xxviii. 478 A mediocrity is the Christian s best
external security. 1784 COWPF.R Task i. 50 These for the
rich ; the rest, whom fate had placed In modest mediocrity,
..sat on well-tanned hides. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 125
John Gsensfleisch. .was constrained by the mediocrity of
his means to quit his native city of Mentz.

5. The quality or condition of being mediocre ;

spec, a moderate or average degree of mental

ability, talents, skill, or the like
; middling

capacity, endowment, or accomplishment. Now
chiefly with disparaging implication, in contrast

with excellence or superiority.
1588 Marprel. Ep_ist. (Arb.) ir Secondly, you haue to

your mediocritie written against the Papists. 1589 NASHE
Pref. Greene s Menaphon (Arb.) 14 Which makes me thinke
that either the louers of mediocritie are verie many, or that

;

the number of good Poets, are very small. 1605 BACON Adv.
I

Learn, n. ii. 8 For Modeme Histories, .there are some
fewe verie worthy, but the greater part beneath Medio- i

eritie. 1624 FISHER in F. White Kef1. F. 300, 1 am persuaded !

no vnlearned man that hath in him any sparke of humilitie,
or any mediocritie of ludgement, will vndertake it. 1656
SANDERSON Serm. (1680) 440 If a man have once attained to
a good mediocrity in this Art. 1709 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to Miss A. Wortley 21 Aug., Leave me my own me
diocrity of agreeableness and genius. 1776 ADAM SMITH
W. N. i. x. (1869) I. rn To excel in any profession, in which
but few arrive at mediocrity, is the most decisive mark of :

what is called genius. 1822 IMISON Sci. $- Art II. 301 The
j

way to avoid mediocrity, is by the study. .of beautiful pro- !

ductions. a 1859 MACAUI.AY Riog. (1867) 2t2 The most im-

MEDITATE.
I

portant
offices in the state were bestowed on decorous and

laborious mediocrity. ,878 Bosvv. SMITH Carthare 14, Hewho would attempt it must be either a fool or a military

order of tl j
espectable mediocrity has hitherto been the

6. concr. A person of mediocre talents or ability
1694 CONGREVE Dmtlt Dealer n.

i, Methinks he wants a
manner,. .some

distinguishing quality..; he is too mucha mediocrity, in my mind. 1840 MILL Diss. f, Disc. (,859)11.408 He [the American President] is now always eitheran unknown mediocrity, or a man whose reputation has
been acquired in some other field than that of politics i87dGREEN Short Hist. x. 4. Soi Spencer Perceval, an indus-
triotis mediocrity of the narrowest type.

! Me dious, a. 0!&amp;gt;s. rare. [f.L.medi-nsm\Ai\\e
f-ors.] Intermediate in degree.
1657 W. MOKICE Coena quasi Koir-,;

I ref. 20 Some, out of
a medious complyance, hoping by going on part of the way
to draw- them another. Ikid. xv. 233 They impetrate me-
dious, though not the highest metcie.
I Medioxumate.rt. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. L.meifia-
xnm-ns of middle rank or position, applied to

gods ranking between those of heaven and those
of hell, or according to others to demi-gods.]
Only in medioxumate gods (misused by Rowlands:
see ([uot.X
1723 II. R.IWIANDS Mona Ant!,!. Rest. 63 The Stream of

Idolatry .. deflected them [the Druids] from their profo-M
Monotheism, to give Divine Worship to Medioxumate
(Jods ; such as Tarani,, or Jupiter ; Hesus, or Mars [etc.]

t MedioxuniOUS, a. (&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;s. rare- 1

. [Formed
as prec. + -01

s.] prec.
1664 H. MORE Myst. //&amp;lt;/. 40 Mercury and the whole

order of the medioxumous or internuntial deities or daemons.

Medipectus Jmfdipe-ktSs). Ent. [mod.L.,
f. L. mcdi-ns +fcclus breast. Cf. ! . iiu difoitrine.}
The underside of the mesothorax. Hence Mecli-
pe ctoral a., of or pertaining to the medipectus.
1826 KIRIIY ,t Si , l-.ntomol. ill. 378 Mcdipcctns (the

Mid-breast). The umler-ide of the first segment of the ali-
trunk. Ibid. IV. 344 ffedipectoral. The &quot;mid. legs, affixed
to the medipectus. 1848 MAI NDKR Treas. Xat. llist. 704

MmtJfKtoral,
t Medisance. Obs. [a. F. nu disauce, f. nMis-,

nu dire to speak evil.] Kvil speaking, detraction.
1656 lli.orvr

(;/r&amp;gt;ssf&amp;gt;:, Mfdisame, reproach, obloquy,
1

detraction. 1664 Hi i.n I.L fiirintliea 49 Medisance and
slander. [1812 Eliia. Rlv. XX. 107 That gift of sportive
but cutting t&amp;lt; (tisanCL\}

Medisect ^m/dise kt), v. rare.
[f. L. medi-tts

middle + sect-, ppl. stem of seedre to cut.] tram.
To divide (a body) along the median line; to cut
into equal right and left halves. Hence Medi-
se ction, the action of medisecting .

niSoo B. ( .. WILDFR (Cent. Diet.).

Medism (mrdiz m). [ad. L. medismus, Gr.

/inSiafius, i. pTjSiffiv to MEDIZE.] a. Gr. Hist.

Sympathy with the Medes : used to describe the
altitude of those Greeks in the 6th and jth c. B.C.

who were said to favour unpatriotically the interests

of the Persians, b. A word or idiom belonging to

the language of the Medes.
1849 GROTE Greece n. xliv. V. 359 Medism (or treacherous

correspondence with the Persians). 1864 PL SEvZcc/. Daniel
i. 34 Chaldaisms, Medisms, Persisms could, accordingly, be

nothing strange in the Hebrew portion of his book.

t Meditabund, a. Obs. rare- 1

, (humorouslype
dantic.} In 7 -abound. [aA.Ltnedila6itd-tis,f.
meditan to MEDITATE.] Absorbed in meditation.
1681 COLVII. irhigs Supplic. (1751) 120 On the ground He

groveling lies meditabound. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Medita-
bitnd . ., pondering,.. musing, in a brown Studj .

tMeditance. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. next: see

-ANCE.] Meditation.
1612 Tii O Noble A&quot;, i. i, Your first thought is more Then

others laboured meditance.

Meditant (me ditant), a. and sb. rare. [ad. L.

meditanl-em, pr. pple. of meditan to MEDITATE.]
a. adj. Meditating. In quot. \(&amp;gt;\^ jocitlar (quasi-

ffer,). b. si&amp;gt;. One who meditates.

1614 B. JONSON Rarth. Fair Induct., A wise lustice of

Peace meditant. 1748 in Hervey s Medit. To Auth. (ed. 4)

I. p. xii, Celestial Meditant ! whose Ardours rise Deep from
the Tombs, and kindle to the Skies. 1898 Dublin Re: .

July 177 Untrained meditants outside conventual life.

Meditate, Obs. [ad.L. mcditattts, pa. pple.
of meditan : see next.]

= MEDITATED.
1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. n. vii. (1588)250 The law deemeth

that he dpeth it . . with a meditate hatred. 1854 S. DOBELL
Balderw. 18 My early planned, Long meditate, .epic !

Meditate (mexliwt), v. [f. L. meditat-, ppl.
stem of meditiiri, a frequentative f. the root med-,
whence many words expressing the notion of

thought or care, as Gr. niSia8ai to think about,
care for, nr/SenSca to care for, L. mederi to cure.

The Latin uses (which are reproduced approximately in

Eng.) seem partly due to association with Gr. MeAerai*

(f. ^eAeVj) care, study, exercise), from which the word was

anciently believed to be derived.]

1. trans. To muse over or reflect upon ;
to con

sider, study, ponder. Now rare.

c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. v. i, O Lord,. .Consider what I medi
tate in me. 1695 ADDISON King Misc. Wks. 1726 I. 9 Our
British Youth . . Had long forgot to Meditate the Foe. 1791
BURKE Let. Memb. Nat. Assembly 31 Him [Rousseau] they
study ;

him they meditate. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I.

l. iii. in. 222 Albert! had deeply meditated the remains

104
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of Roman antiquity, a 1871 GRCTR Eth, Fragm, ii. (1876)

40 If they thoroughly meditated the circumstances of the
case.

b. To fix one s attention upon ; to observe with
interest or intentness. Now rare.

1700 DRYDEN Sigism. &amp;lt;$_

Guise. 244 Like a lion . .With in

ward rage he meditates his
prey. 1754 RICHARDSON Gran-

dison IV. xvii. 108 He bowed his head upon his pillow, and
meditated me. Ibid. (ed. 2) VI. xlv. 230 She seeing.. that I

meditated the seal with impatience, begged me to read it

then. i8ji G. W. CURTIS Nile Jfotes xlv. 219 At the doors
of their cliff-retreats, sit sagely the cormorants, and meditate
the passing Howadji.

IT C. To meditate the Muse (nonce-use, after L.

Musam meditari, Virg. Eel. i. 2) : to occupy one
self in song or poetry.
1637 MILTON Lycidas 66 What boots it . . To tend the

homely slighted Shepherds trade, And strictly meditate the
thankles Muse?

2. To plan by revolving in the mind ; to con

ceive, plan or design mentally.
1591 SHAKO, i Hen. yf, u. iv. 60 Yorke, Now Somerset,

where is your argument? Som. Here in my scabbard,
meditating, that Shall dye your white Rose in a bloody red.

1651 HOBBF.S Levtath. \. xv, It is also a law of nature, that
all men that meditate peace, be allowed safe conduct. 1715
ROWE Lady J. Grey i. i. n Ev n now she seems to medi
tate her flight. 1774 GOLDSM, Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 167
A creature meditating mischief. 1820 L. Hum Indicator
No. 54(1822) II. 15 Kubla Khan, which was meditated under
the effects of opium. 1879 FROL DE Csesar x\. 135 Catiline
was meditating a revolution, 1885 Blanch. Kxam. 6 Nov.
5/2 They are meditating a reimposition of the tax on corn.

fb. with inf. as obj.

1794 GODWIN* Cal. Williams 283, I meditated to do you
good. 1834 A. F. TYTLER Unh&amp;gt;. Hist. (1850) I. in. vii. 352
The Latins, .meditated to shake off the Roman yoke.

1 3. To entertain as an opinion, think. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas s I oy. Ep. Ded., What
is.. more vn beseeming . . than alwaies to abide at home, .and
not to meditate and thinke that at one time or other it is

meete..to flic abroade. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Pref., What
shal we therefore meditate of the especial prerogative of

English Catholiques at this time ?

4. intr. To exercise the mental faculties in

thought or contemplation ; spec, in religious use

(see MEDITATIOX 2).

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,m. vii. 75 He is., meditating with two
deepe Diuines. 1611 BrBLE Gen. xxiv. 63 And Isaac went
out, to meditate in the field, at the euentide. 1644 MILTON
Areop. (Arb.) 56 When a man writes to the world, .. he
searches, meditats, is industrious. 1847TENNYSON/V/Wcw
i. 95 While I meditated A wind arose. 1897 Cath. Diet.
(ed. ^)6i8 i The understanding considering this truth in its

application to the individual who meditates.

b. const, on, upon, over^ -\of\ (Hebraism) fi .

1560 RIBLK (Geneva) Ps. i.2 In his Lawdoeth he meditate

day and night. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. \\. 163
The better to haue them in meniorie, it often thinketh and
meditateth of those things. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. iv. 219,
I wil meditate the while vpon some horrid message for a

Challenge. &amp;lt;xi6i8 W. BRADSHAW Medit. Man s Mortal.
. (16211 30 When God in anyjudgement, .sheweshis wrath, wee
should thinke and meditate of this. 1630 PRVSSE Artft-
Arnrin. 195 He then that shall vnfainedly meditate on all

these Texts, a 1716 SOUTH Scrm. (1744) X. i. 19 He that .

accustoms himself to meditate upon the greatness of God, :

finds [etc.], 1834 JAMES y. Marston ffattix, Leaving me to

meditate over the future. 1877 MONIER WILLIAMS Hin
duism vi. 76 A Buddhist, .only meditates on the perfections

[

of the Buddha.
Hence Me ditating vbl. sh. and ppl. a. Also
Me ditating-ly adv.

t meditatively.
1643 MILTON Divorce x. Wks. 1851 IV. 49 Those divine

meditating words. 1645 Tetrach. Introd., Some of our
severe Gnostics, whose little reading, and lesse meditating
holds ever, .that which it lookup. 1753 RICHARDSON Gran*
dison III. i. 2 He enquired. .Why she looked so meditat-

ingly ? a 1873 LYTTON Ken. Chillingly v. vii, Meditatingly
propped on his elbow.

Meditated (me-dit^ ted),///. a.
[f. MEDITATE

v. + -ED 1
.] Contemplated, intended ; also, thought

out, produced or prepared by meditation.

1736 GRAY Statins u. 22 Twos there he aim d the medi
tated harm, 17:60 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) II. 120

Walking a meditated turn or two across the tent. 1814
WORDSW. Excurs. ix. 21 The food of hope Is meditated
action. 1841 MACAULAY Ess. % Leigh Hunt (ed. Montague)
III. 43 The Way of the World, the most deeply meditated
and the most brilliantly written ofall his works. 1855 MIL-
MAN Lat.Chr. ix. ii. IV. 49 Already there were dark rumours
of his treachery and meditated revolt.

Meditator, variant of MEDITATOR.
Meditation (medit/^Jw). [a. F. meditation &amp;lt;

or ad. L. meditation-em , n. of action f. meditdri to

MEDITATE.]
1. The action, or an act, of meditating; contin-

!

nous thought or musing upon one subject or series

of subjects; serious and sustained reflection or

mental contemplation.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 256 Fro hevene as thogh a vois it \

were, To soune of such prolacioun That he his meditacioun
Therof mai take, a 1460 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 242 That
the heyere herd with good medytacioun May the pore peple ,

swych wyse avaunce [etc.]. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 233 Meditacyo i is a profoundeorstudyouscogitacyon i

about ony certeyn thynge. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawicrs Log, \

I. i. i Reasoning may be.. in solitary meditations and de
liberations with a mans selfe. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. 11. i.

164 The imperial! Votresse passed on, In maiden medita
tion, fancy free. 1633 EARL MANCH. At Mondo (1636) 5
Meditation, I saw, was but a reiterated thought, proper to

production of good or evill. 1712 LADY M. W. MONTAGU

Let. to Mr. W. Montagu 9-11 Dec., The terrace is .. con
secrated to meditation, .gay or grave. 1820 KVROX Mar.
fal. it. i, My lord, pray pardon me For breaking in upon
your meditation. 1831 LYTTON Godolphin vi, After a fort-

night s delay and meditation, he wrote. 1848 DICKENS
Dombey i, His meditations on the subject were soon inter

rupted, by the rustling of garments on the staircase.

fb. Thought or mental contemplation ^/&quot;some

thing. Obs.

1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. m. Wks. 1235/1 The fleshe

shrinckynge at the meditacion of payne and deathe. 1678
MARVELL Reh. Traiisp. \. 81 It is the wisdome of Cats to

whet their Claws, .in meditation of the next Rat they are
to encounter.

2. spec, in religious use : That kind of private
devotional exercise which consists in the continuous

application of the mind to the contemplation of

some religious truth, mystery, or object of rever

ence, in order that the soul may increase in love of

God and holiness of life.

(71340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol., pare in is discryued. .J&amp;gt;e

meditacioun of contemplatifs. c 1491 Chast. GoddesChyld.
7 Thenne cometh so mery meditacyons wyth plente of teres

of compascyon. 1590 SPENSER / . Q. I. x. 46 Of God and

goodnes was his meditation. 1641 HINDE J. Brnen xlv.

145 His first dayly duty, namely his holy and religious
Meditation. 1704 M. HENRY Cotnimtn. Comp. vi. Wks.
1853 ! 33/r I 1 nieditation we converse with ourselves; in

prayer we converse with God. 1893 PATMORE Kciig. Poetx
34 The hour or half-hour of daily meditation ..is now un
heard of. 1897 Cath. Diet. (ed. 5! 6iS/i It was St. Igna
tius of Loyola who reduced the rules of meditation to a

system.
b. Used for : The theme of one s meditation.

1560 HIBLE (Geneva) Ps. cxix. 97 Oh how loue I thy Law!
it is my meditacion continually. Ibid. 99, I haue had more
vnderstanding then all my teachers ; for thy testimonies are

my meditacion.

3. A discourse, written or spoken, in which a

subject (usually religious) is treated in a meditative

manner, or which is designed to guide the reader

or hearer in meditation.
a IMS Ancr. R. 44 Redinge ofEngHchs, o5er of Freinchs,

holi meditaciuns. c 1320 R. BRUNNE (title) Here bygynnep
meditacyuns of the soper of cure lorde Inesu. c 1386
CHAI/CER Pars. Prol. 55 But nathelees, this meditacion
I putte it ay vnder correccion Of clerkes. 1612 A. STAFFORD
(title) Meditations and Revolutions, moral, divine, politicall.

1710 SWIFT (title) A meditation upon a broom-stick. 1746
HERVEV (title) Meditations among the Tombs,
attrib. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. 95 The essay-

writers,, .reflection-coiners, meditation-founders, and others

of the irregular kind of writers.

Medita-tionist. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -IST.]
One who writes meditations.

1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor Interch. xxii. (1847) VI. 380
Jeremy Taylor s is both a flowery and a fruitful stile :

Hervey the Meditationist s a weedy one.

Meditatist (me-dit^tist). rare. [f. MEDITATE
+ -IST.] One who makes a business of meditating.
1860 in WORCESTER (citing EC. Rev.}. 1873 H. \V.

BKKCHER in Chr. World Pulpit IV. 388/3 Thirdly, there

are the meditatists. .thousands meditate when they have

nothing to meditate on.

Meditative (me ditVUv, me dite tiv),c. and sb.

[ad. late L. mcditattv-its^ f. ppl. stem of meditdn
to MEDITATE : see -IVE. Cf. F. mditatif^\
A. adj.

1. Of persons, their dispositions or state of mind :

Inclined or accustomed to meditation.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Meditative, apt to meditate, or
cast in the mind. 1683 HOWE Union Among Prot. Wks.
(1846,1 108 His musing meditative mind. 1784 BERINGTON
Hist. Abeillard iv. 198 Abeillard . . was pious, reserved,
meditative. 1708 COLERIDGE Fears in Solitude 23 And he,
with many feelings, . . Made up a meditative joy. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. vii. 7. 426 The melancholy and medi
tative Jaques. 1885 J. MARTISEAU Types Eth. / //, I. i. ii.

8. 194 The highest calls of meditative piety.

b. Inclined to meditate or engaged in meditat

ing (something specified). Const, of.

1876 M. COLLINS Fr. Midnight to Midn. II. ii. 223 There
. .is our ontologic poet, meditative of incisive analytic un-
scannable blank verse.

2. Of actions, manner, appearance, etc. : Accom
panied by meditation ; indicative of meditation.

3. Conducive to meditation.
1868 HAWTHORNE Amer. Notc-Bks. II. 64 A stone wall,

when shrubbery has grown around it,, .becomes a very
pleasant and meditative object.

f4. Gram. ~ DESIDERATIVE. Obs.

1755 JOHNSON, Meditative, expressing intention or design,

t B. sl\ A desiderative word. Obs.
ifiia BRINSLEY Pos. Parts (i66oi 127 What Verbs do you i

call Meditatives? 1635 Grammar Warre B viij, Other Ad
verbs : as Meditatives, Deminutives, and Denominatives.
1726 S. LOWE Lat, Gram, 12 Meditatives in -urio. 1845
STODDART Grant, in Encycl. Metrop. (1847) I. 50/1 Most of
the verbs in rio are meditatives.

Meditatively ,me-dit^tivli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY^.] In a meditative manner.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. 305 Then ..medita

tively contemplate, .the beautiful effects of this ordinance.

1893 SALTUS Madam Sapphira 41 Mrs. Nevius. .for a while

puffed meditatively.

Meditativeness (me dit^tivries). [f. MEDI
TATIVE + -&amp;gt; E.ss.] The condition of beingmeditative.

1860 in WORCESTER (citing COLERIDGE). 1877 H. A. PAGE*
De Onincey II. xix. 221 Dreamy meditativeness.

Meditator ,me-dittf t3i). Alsop-er. [f. MEDI
TATE v. + -OR.] One who meditates.

1665 BOVLE Occas. Refl. iv. i. (1848) 46 It is wont to

suggest variety of Notions to the Meditator. 171* LADY
M. \V. MONTAGU Let. to Mr. ly

r

. Montagu 9-11 Dec.,
I would publish a daily paper called the Meditator. 182*
COLERIDGE Table-t, 29 Dec. (1835) I. 3 Lear is the most
tremendous effort of Shakespeare as a poet ; Hamlet as a

philosopher or meditater. a 1859 DE QUINCEY Conversa
tion Wks. 1860 XIV. 153 The mere meditators, .may finally

ripen into close observers. 1894 T. WATTS \n Athenaeum
20 Oct. 530/1 He had the mind .. of the meditater upon
nature.

t Medite, v. Obs. [ad. F. mfditerGi L. medi-

fan.] trans, and intr. = MEDITATE v.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 442/1 The preest medytyng and
thynkyng on the passyon of our lord..sayth [etc.]. 1606
SYLVESTER Du Hartas n. iv. n. Magnif. 770 Who, mediting
the sacred Tempi s plot, By th other twin.. is shot.

t Mediterrane, a. and sb. Obs. Also -an,

-ayne, -en, -ean. [ad. L. mediten an-eus : see

MEDITERRANEAN.] A. adj.
1. = MEDITERRANEAN A. 2.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. i. xiii. 1249 Fra be Mer Medi-
terrayne Lyis souythe on to J?e Occiane. 1598 HAKLUYT
Voy, I. 588 He that neuer saw the sea will not be persuaded
that there is a mediterrane sea. 1621 AlHSWOHH Annot.
Pentat.) Numb, xxxiv. 6 This great sea is commonly called
the Mediterrane Sea. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. \. 25 The
Riuiera of Genoa, along the Mediterrean sea. ibid. in. 77
Now Creta comes, the Mediterren Queene.
2. Inland, interior; = MEDITERRANEAN A. I.

1598 in Haklnyfs Voy, (1904) VI. 357 They that have
scene the mediterran or inner parts of the kingdom of China,
do report [etc.]. 1608 BACON Sp. Gen. Natural. Wks. 1826
V. 54 It is the mediterrane countries, and not the maritime,
which need to fear surcharge of people. 1660 R. COKE
Power $ Sitbj. 262 It were a most unreasonable thing that
the same Lawes should be imposed upon Mediterrane

places, where are observed in Maritime.

B. sb. a. An enclosed piece of water, b. The
Mediterranean Sea.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 197 By what means
then was she moved into this small Mediterrane? 1662
OGILBY A irtf s Coronation 18 Well whip him like a Gig
About the Mediterrane.

I Mediterra-neal, a. Obs. Also 7 -nell.
[f.

L. mediterrane-ns (see next) + -AL.] a. Inland,
interior, b. spec. Mediterranean (sea).
1598 BARRET Theor. Warres Gloss. 251 Mediterranean\

is Inland countrie, or countries distant from the sea. 1609
BIBLE (Douay) Num. xxxiv. Comm., Mediterraneal sea,
called great in respect of the lakes in the holie Land. 1622
F. MARKHAM Bk. War v. vii. 3. 186 All places whalsoeuer,
whether Mediterranell or Maritime.

Mediterranean (mediter^ n/ian), a. and sb.

[f. L. mediterrane-ns (f. medi-us middle + terra

land, earth) + -AX.] A. adj.
1. Of land : Midland, inland, remote from the

coast ; opposed to maritime. Also, intermediate

(between two areas). ) Applied also to the in

habitants of a region so situated.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 501 The Mediterranean or mid
land parts of any country are.. preferred before the mari
time or sea-coasts, a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) 197 The
more mediterranean pans of Russia. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
Waters II. 54 Sea water differs.. not essentially, from the
waters of our mediterranean salt springs. 1773 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs. Thrate 28 Aug., Craggy rocks, of height not

stupendous, but to a Mediterranean visitor uncommon.
1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 12 The rivers of the central

tract are continental or mediterranean ; i. e. they begin and
end without reaching the sea. 1875 J. H. BF.NNET Winter
Medit, n. xi. 340 There is a highland country, an elevated
mediterranean area of mountains and valleys.

transf. 1603 DEKKER Wonder/. Yr. D4 How nimble is

Sicknes,. .The greatest cutter that takes vp the Mediterra
nean lie in Powles for his Gallery to walke in, cannot ward
off his blowes.

2. Of water surfaces : Nearly or entirely sur

rounded or enclosed by dry land; land-locked.

Mediterranean Sea, the proper name of the sea

which separates Kurope from Africa.
The notion expressed by the proper name (late L. ware

jlfft/ittrraitfuttttjlhc. , F. Mer Mtditt rranec\ Sp. Alnr
Mediterrdtteo\ It. Mare Mediterranean may originally
have been the sea in the middle of the earth rather than
the sea enclosed by land .

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Leys le Roy 75 b, All those which are
within the mediterranean sea. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 51
The Pirats. .doe rob on the /Egeanand Mediterranean seas.

1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geot. 182 The boundary of a medi
terranean sea or lake of fresh water. 1846 DARWIN Geol.

Observ. S, Amer. 235 notet The theory that rock-salt is due
to the sinking of water, charged with salt, in mediterranean

spaces of the ocean. 1862 DANA Man. Geol. in. 301 The
great mediterranean sea of the Silurian age.

b. Pertaining to mediterranean waters. (See
also B. i b.)

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 245 The delta of the Missis

sippi has somewhat of an intermediate character between
an oceanic and mediterranean delta.

B. sb.

1. An inland sea or lake; a water area nearly or

entirely surrounded by dry land ; spec, the Medi
terranean Sea.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosntogr. in. g A man of perspicuous eyes
may discern the Euxine on the one hand, and the Medi
terranean on the other. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anini.

&amp;lt;$

Min.
Introd., Some [fishes] are better in the ocean than in the



MEDITEKKANEOUS.
mediterranean, and the contrary. 1704 ADDISON Italy
(1705) 4 There is nothing more undetermined among the
Learned than the Voyage of Ulysses ; some confining it to

the Mediterranean ; others [etc.]. 1853 KANE GrinneU Exp.
(1856) 544 The North Polar Ocean is a great mediter
ranean. 1875 S. Cox in Expositor 251 The blue waters of
the Mediterranean.

b. altrib., passing into ajj. (Cf. A. 2 b.) Per

taining to the Mediterranean Sea.
Mediterraneanftn er Maltafever (see MALTA).
1599 NASHE Lenten Stujfc Wks. (Grosart) V. 229 In M.

Hackluits English discoueries I haue not come in ken of
one mix/en mast of a . . mediteranean sternebearer sente
from her [Yarmouth s] Zenith or Meridian. 1678 YOUNG
S^riH. at Whitehall 29 Dec. 27 One of the Mediterranean
Pirates. 1816 SIR W. BURNETT (title} A Practical Account
of the Mediterranean Fever [etc.]. 1897 M. L. HUGHES
(titl&amp;lt;?) Mediterranean, Malta or Uudulant Fever. 1899
Daily *V*7i r 14 Jan. 6/4 The whole costume is in Mediterra
nean blue cloth.

t 2. An inhabitant of an inland region. 0/&amp;gt;s.

1654 H. L EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 131 Again the Medi
terraneans the Highlanders muttered at the Imposition.

Mediterranell, obs. variant of MEDITERRANKAL.
t Mediterraneous, a. Obs. [f. L. mediter-

rane-us (see MEDITERRANEAN) + -ous.]
1. Inland, remote from the coast.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. iv. 82 It is found in
mountaines and mediterraneous parts. 1692 RAY Disc. iii.

( : 73Z ) 31 Ihe mediterraneous Places above the Shores.

2. In the middle of the earth
; subterranean.

1668 Palp. E- id. Witchcr. 102 The bituminous matter
brought from the mediterraneous Vaults.

t Mediterrany, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. F. mcdi-
ttrrant or L. mediterrane-um.] = MEDITERRANEAN.
1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 150 It rynnez in to be see

Mediterrany. 1432-50 tr. Higden ^ollsj I. 53 Of the grete
see or Mediterranye.

Meditrunk ^mrditrijk). Ent. [ad. mod.L.
meditruiicns, (. L. nudi-us middle + trunctts

TRUNK.] (See qnot.)
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 532 If terms be

thought necessary to designate the two intire segments into
which the alitrunk is resolvable, the first may be the medi-
trunk (mtditrmcits), and the other the potrunk (potritncus}.

II Meditullium (mediu&amp;gt;-lim). [L., f. medi-us
middle ; the second element is prob. cogn. w. tellas

earth.]

1 1. The middle (of anything). Obs.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 396 Baden., lyelh in the very

meditullium of Heluetia. 1638 SmT. HERBERT Trav. (1677)
48 That Meditullium of the earth [India].

2. spec. The cellular or reticulated bony sub
stance between the inner and outer laminse of the

cranium; =DlPLOE I. ? Obs.

1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Meditultiuui, that

Spungy Substance betwixt the Two Lamina [sic] of the
Scull.

3. Bat. The interior parenchyma of the leaves
and other parts of plants; =DiPLOE 2.

1840 PEREIRA Elem. Mat. Med. n. 661 The meditullium
has frequently a reddish tint. 1880 GARROD & BAXTER
Mat. Med. 374 The roots are seen to consist of a cortex or
rind, and a ligneous cord or meditullium inclosing the pith.
Hence f Meditn llian a. Obs., pertaining to the

middle (of the earth).
1670 PKTTUS Fodinx Reg. Introd., As if they were but the

soft Products of those Meditullian Petrefactions.

Medium (iru-diwm), sb. and a. PI. media,
-iums. [a. L. medium, neuter of medius middle,
cogn. with MID a.] A. sb.

1. A middle quality, degree, or condition. For
merly also, t something intermediate in nature or

degree. f/Ka medium, intermediate (lietweeti).
593 TfIt-Troth s N. Y. Gift (t876) 29 There is no con-

corde betweene water and fire, nor any medium betweene
loue and hatred. 1618 E. ELTON Exf. Rom.

yii. (1622)
362 There is no medium : no middle nor indifferent
state and condition betweene these two. 1626 BACON
Sjrfoa 293 This Appetite is in a Medium between the
other two. 1649 BUTH Eng. Improy. linpr. (1653) To
Husb., There is a Medium in all things. 1651 FRENCH
Distill, v. in A saltish slime, and in last.. a Medium
betwixt salt, and Nitre. 1663 Flagcllum, or O. Cromwell
(ed. 2} Pref., I place and reckon this Cromwell as a
Medium or Mean, betwixt . . \Vallenstein . . and Thomas
Anello. 1752 J. GILL Trinity vi. 116 Between God and a
creature there is no medium, a 1770 JORTIN Serm. (1771)
VII. vi. 108 There is a medium between frantic zeal and
sinful compliance. 1811 BUSBY Diet. Mas. (ed. 3), Recita
tive, a species of musical recitation forming the medium
between air and rhetorical declamation. 1811 BYRON Hints
fr. Hor. Ivii, Poesy between the best and worst No medium
knows. &amp;lt;ii820 I. MILNER in Mary Milner Life (1842) 510
Is there no medium between going to Court, and going a
hunting? 1869 STORGEON J. Ploughm. Talk 28 There is
a medium in all things, only blockheads go to extremes.

tb. Moderation. Obs.

1693 Humours Tmun 88 They are generally Men of no
Medium, but continually in Extreams. 1748 SMOLLETT
Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 4 He determined, .to observe no me
dium but.. sent her a peremptory order. 1780 W. PITT in
Ld. Stanhope Life I. 35 The use of the horse I assure you
I do not neglect, in the properest medium.
fc. A middle course, compromise. Obs.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. (Globe) 33 When I let him know
my Reason, he own d it to be just, and offer d me this

Medium, that he [etc.],

t d. Something intermediate in position. Obs.
1726 LEON: Albertfs Archil. 1. 12/1 That the Inhabitants
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may not he obliged to pass out of a cold Place into a hot
one, without a Medium of temperate Air.

f2. Logic. The middle term of a syllogism;
hence, a ground of proof or inference. Obs.
1584 FKNNER Def. Ministers \ 1587) 62 Let him. .conclude

the Apostles question, with his medium, argument, and
(

reason. 1630 RANDOLPH Aristipptts Wks. (1875) 19 Your
drinking is syllogism, where a pottle is the major terminus,

;

and a pint the minor^ a quart the medium. 16^1 I hui.

Sinectymnnus v. 61 This we evinced by foure mediums out
of Scripture. 1751 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIV. 168 An equi
vocal medium proves nothing. 1757 SIR J, DALRYMPLE/TU/.
FeudalProperty (1758) 1 47 1 hey had refused to subject estates
tail to forfeiture, and on this medium, that who cannot
alienate cannot forfeit. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India III.
i. $3 To trace the media of proof from one link to another
..is not, say the lawyers, the way to justice.

f3. A (geometrical or arithmetical) mean; an

average. Obs.
1612 DAVIES Why Jrtlandi etc. 39 The rent-new .. did

not rise vnto 10000. li. pci annum, though the Medium be
taken of the best seauen years. 1638 WILKINS Nt.iv World
in. (1707) 30 Betwixt two Kxtreams there can be but one
Medium, a 1687 PKTTY Pol. Arith, 11690) 55 At a medium
I reckon that the whole Fleet must be Men of three or four

years growth. 1727 Sun r Mod. J *roposal Wks. 1755 II. n.

62, I have reckoned upon a medium, that a child
ju&amp;gt;t born

will weigh 12 pounds. 1731 BAILKV vol. II. s. v., Arithme
tical Medium, is that which is equally distant from each
extreme. lbid. % Geometrical Medium, is [etc.]. 1788 Ln.
AucKLANoCtw. (1861) II. 84The medium ofthe thermometer
continues here at about 70 . 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.

113 The medium of half an inch on a side. 1817 JAS.
MILL Brit. India I. n. i. 94 Only thirty-three years, as a

medium, are assigned to a reign.

4, Any intervening substance through which a
force acts on objects at a distance or through
which impressions are conveyed to the senses :

applied, e.g., to the air, the ether, or any sub
stance considered with regard to its properties as a

vehicle of light or sound. Ofteny^.
1595 CHAPMAN Ovids Bang. Soice D 2 margin^ Sight is one

of the three sences that hath his medium extnnsecally. 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. r. i. 11. vi. 33 To the Sight three things
are required, the Object, the Organ, and the Medium. 1643
A. Ross Mel Heltconiuin 27 The air. which is the medium
of musick and of all sounds, a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. i.

25 They shall no more behold the Divinity through the
dark mediums that eclipse the blessed sight of it. 1709 / ////.

Trans. XXVI. 368 Air is the only Medium for the Pro
pagation of Sound. 1711 ADDISON

Sp&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;.t.
No. - 57

* 3 He
therefore who looks upon the Soul through its outward
Actions, often sees U through a deceitful Medium. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. viii. 243 The Truth, thro

1

such a Medium
seen, may make Impression deep. 1768-74 TLCKKR Lt.
Nat. (1834) II. 443 Both visible and sonorous bodies act

equally by mediums, one of light and the other of air,

vibrating upon our organs. 1794 G. ADAMS Naf.
&amp;lt;V Exp.

Philos. II. xv. 136 By a medium, .is meant any pellucid or

transparent body, which suffers light to pass through it.

1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci.
&amp;lt;V

Art I. 422 In passing into
a denser medium, light is refracted towards the perpen
dicular. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVK Norm, fy Eng. I. 189 The
liability incurred by the nation is refracted through so many
media. 1875 Encycl, Brit. I. 100/1 The air around us forms
the most important medium of sound to our organs of hear

ing. 1880 BASTIAN Brain iii. 60 To rudimentary aggrega- ,

tions of pigment, in some animals transparent media are
|

added, serving to condense the light thereon.

b. The application of the word in sense 4 to the

air, ether, etc. has given rise to the new sense :

Pervading or enveloping substance
;
the substance

or element* in which an organism lives; hence

fig. one s environment, conditions of life.

[1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. ir The aetherial Medium
(wherein all the Stars and Planets do swim).] 1865 GROTE
Plato I. v, 201 You cannot thus abstract any man from the

social medium by which he is surrounded. 1873 HAMERTON
Intell. Life ix. v. (18751 3 20 Tri fi general talk, which is

nothing but a neutral medium in which intelligences float.

1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. i8/A C. I. i. 6 The gradual
adaptation of the race to its medium. 1878 Encycl. Brit.

VIII. 56/2 \yhen the insulating medium, or, as it is called,
the dielectric , is shellac. 1880 M. ARNOLD Lett. (1895)
II. 184-5 The medium in which he [Burns] lived, Scotch

peasants, Scotch Presbyterianism, and Scotch drink, is

repulsive. Chaucer.. pleases me more and more, and his

medium is infinitely superior. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
406/1 Thoroughly conducted cultivations should decide in

what medium the Schizomycete flourishes best.

5. An intermediate agency, means, instrument or

channel. Also, intermediation, instrumentality :

in phrase by or through the medium of.

1603 BACON Adv. Learn, u. xvi. 2 But yet is not of neces-

sitie that Cogitations bee expressed by the Medium of
Wordes. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World it. v. 10. 309 Moses
. .wrought, .by the medium of mens affections. 1659 T.

PECKE Parnasst Pnerf&amp;gt;, 179, I know the Medium to let you
see A wonder. 1726 DE FOE Ifist. Devil w. vi. (1840) 249
The devil has managed several secret operations by the

medium or instrumentality of the cloven foot. 177^ BURKE
Sfi. Cone. Amer. Wks. III. 31 The proposition is peace.
Not peace through the medium of war. 1795 Gcntl. Mag.
544/1 Some useful information, .may. .be hoped for through
the medium of your curious Publication. ciBn FUSELI in

Lect. Paint, iv. (1848) 438 They are the end, this the me
dium. 1856 SIR B. BRODIK Psychol. /*?. I. v. 186 The seal

. .except through the medium of his whiskers,, .maybe said

. .[to have] no sense of touch at all. 1866 FELTON Anc. ff

Mod. Gr. I. i. 16 They [Latin and Greek] were the media
of the scholarship, the science, the theology of the Middle

Age. 1880 Coach Builders Art Jrnt. \. 63 Considering
your Journal one of the best possible mediums for such a
scheme. 1883 S. R. GARDINER Hist. Eng. II. xvi. i84^/t ,

It seems, .more probable that the tarts went backwards and

MEDIUM.
forwards ai media of a correspondence. 1898 ILLIXGWORTHDm. Immanence vi. 156 He [Christ] ordained sacraments

;

selecting, as their media, the two. .most universal religious
rites. Mat/, ihe shire Gazette is the best advertisingmedium in the county.

b. Medium of circulation or exchange, circulat

ing medium : something which serves as the
ordinary representative of exchangeable value, and
as the instrument of commercial transactions

;
in

civilized countries usually coin or written prom ises
or orders for the delivery of coin, f In the Ameri
can colonies often simply medium, chiefly used in

speaking of the local paper currency.
1740 Conn. Col. Kcc. (1874* VIII. 518 The e.vpence^ of

this government are likely to be very heavy, .by reason, .of
a great scarcity of a medium of exchange. 1740 W. Dote.-
LASS Disc. Cnrr. Brit. I lant. Amer. 6 Upon cancelling
this Paper Medium all those Inconveniences did vamMi.
1758 in I). P. Smith //is/. Dttrhiiotitli Call. (1878) 16 Ihe
discredit of our medium. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM .V. ,Y.

II
alc_s (ed. 3) II. 101 Bullion and paper, as mediums of ur-

culation. 1833 Hi. MAKTINEAU Charmed Sea Summary
i
JS
The adoption of a medium of exchange. 1838 PKt:scoil

l- erd. ff /s. (1846) II. xvii. 128 The only medium for repre
senting their property was bills of exchange. 1884 Kef.
Brit.Assoc. 837 Media of Exchange-: SJHJC \utes on the
Precious Metals and their Equivalents.
6. Painting. Any liquid vehicle ;as oi!, water,

albumen, etc.) with which pigments are mixed
to render them capable of being used in painting.
Also, any of the varieties of painting as determined

by the nature of the vehicle employed, as oil-

painting, water-colour, tempera, fresco, etc.

^1854 FAIKHOLT Diet. Art, Medium, the menstruum, or

liquid vehicle, with which the dry pigments are ground and
made ready for the artist s use. 1892 Katwn (X. Y.)
15 Dec. 477/2 There is no man to-day who understands his
medium [viz. water-colour] more perfectly. 1903 Edin. Rei .

Apr. 454 If his colours, his gilding, his mediums were of
inferior quality, they were confiscated.

b. I /iofo^r. A varnish used as a vehicle in re

touching ^sce quota.).
1890 J. Hi BERT J?tf/tfc/*/w- (1903) 33 If your medium will

not take the black lead readily, the former may be thickened.

1892 Phot. Ann. II. 201 The simplest medium to render
the surface of the negative suitable for marking upon is

made by dissolving white powdered resin in turpentine...
The negative to be retouched is prepared by rubbing upon
it . .a drop of the medium.
7. Thealr. A screen fixed in front of a gas-jet in

order to throw a coloured light upon the stage.
1859 G. A SAL.\ Cas-light fr D , Getting up Pantomiint,

Gas pipes with coloured screens called mediums . 1873
Routledge s \ ng. Genii. Mag. 282/1 Fish-tail burners,
guarded by cui vcd metal reflecting hoods on the back and
by wire work on the front side. .so as to allow of red 01

green tammy mediums being dropped over each row.

8. Applied to a person, a. gen. An intermediary
agent, mediator.

1817 BOWDICH, etc. Mission to AshanUe I. iii. (1819) 63
This man. .is our only safe medium, and interprets to the

King anxiously and impressively.

b. Spiritualism, etc. A person who is supposed
to be the organ of communications from departed
spirits. Hence also applied to a clairvoyant or a

person under hypnotic control.

1853 H. Sl lcKK Sights &amp;lt;y

Sounds 88 This lady was a me
dium, and as the subject of spirit rappings was already
[etc.]. 1854 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Life (1870) III.

xiv. 303 Bulwer is in the hands of a set of mediums, and
passes his time in conversation with his dead daughter. 1888
BRVCE A met-. Cotninonlv. III. 659 Attempts to pry by the

help of mediums into the book of Fate.

9. Senses derived from the adj. a. nonce-use. A
person of the middle class.

1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag ii, The tip-toppers are livelier

than the mediums.

b. A soldier of medium equipment, between

light and heavy . (Cf. qtiot. 1876 in B. i.)

1889 -V. tyQ. 7th Ser. VIII. 111/1 The 4th Dragoon Guards
are no longer Heavies , but Mediums . Ibid., Thirteen

regiments of Mediums
, comprising the seven regiments of

Dragoon Guards, numbered i to 7 [etc.].

c. A kind of cotton goods.
1862 Catal. Internal. Kxhib. II. xvm. 4 India twills,

siticias, casbans, and mediums.
B. attrib. and adj.

1. Intermediate between two degrees, amounts,

qualities, or classes.

1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, ix. (1813) 114 A good medium
way is to plant the deciduous sorts [of trees] the beginning
of March. 1859 DARWIN Orig.Spec. iv. (1873) 92 A medium
form may often long endure. 1876 VpYLE & STEVENSON
Milit. Diet. s.v. Cavalry, In the British army cavalry is

classed as heavy, medium, and light cavalry. 1884 Batlt

Heraldij Dec. 6/5 The offal, .is separated into broad bran,

medium bran, and sharps. 1903 Edin. Kcv. Apr. 493 There
is a tendency for land to get into the hands of medium
and large proprietors. 1905 J. HEYWOOU Mus. Churches

17 Average choir boys cannot recite on a low note without

being liable to use the thick register or chest voice instead

of the medium register.

b. Fencing. Medium guard: seequot. 1767.

1747 J. GODFREY Sci. Defence 21 Here are four Guards,
viz. Inside, Outside, Medium, and Hanging. Ibid. 22 The
Medium is the Small-Sword Posture, and that alone may
properly be called a guard. 1767 FERGUSSON Diet. Terms
Small Sword 13 Medium Guard, the arm, wrist, and sword

in this guard ought to be kept in the same height as the

Quarte, and the edge of the sword perpendicular to the

ground.
104-2
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c. The designation of a size of paper between

royal and demy.
The -&amp;gt;heet of medium writing and drawing paper usually

measures 22x17$ inches; in U. S., 23X18. The sheet of
medium printing paper is usually 24 x 19.

1711 Act 10 Anne c. 18 37 For. .all Paper.. called. .Me
dium Fine, .the Summe of Six Shillings for every Reame...
Genoa Medium..Two Shillings and Six Pence for every
Reame. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. 105 A Folio

Observation-book of 4 Quires medium Paper. 1859 Sta
tioner s Handbk. 20, 73.

-t&quot;2. Average, mean. Obs.

1670 PETTUS Fodinx Reg. 9 Two Tun and a quarter of Oar
make a Tun of Metal at a medium rate 3/. los. 1748
Anson s Voy. n. v. 182 The medium heat all the year
round will be 66. 1799 Hull Advert. 14 Sept. 3/2 Both
of which may be accounted medium years. 1800 Misc.
Tracts in Asiat, Ann. Keg. 72/2 The medium height of
a Fahrenheit s thermometer was between 80 and 82.
3. Comb. a. With sbs. used attrib,^ forming adjs.,

as medium-grade^ -pace ;
b. parasynthetic, as

medium-coloured^ -paced, -sized, acljs.

1891 C. JAMKS Rom. Rigmarole 75
*Medium-coloured

hair. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
&amp;lt;y Mining 174 A

stratum of ^medium-grade ore. 1898 ll estm. GHZ. 16 May
4/2 Slow and &quot;medium-pace bowlers. 1884 LillyivhitSs
Cricket Ann. 103 A straight &quot;medium-paced bowler, 1882

J. HAWTHORNE /fcr/. l- oot i. xiv, He was a medium-sized,
full-bodied man.

Mediumism (mrdunniz m). [f. prec. + -ISM.]
The practices of spiritualistic

( mediums .

1864 A. LEIGHTON Myst, Leg. Edin. (1886) 121 The spirit-

rapping miracles of mediumism. 1880 How ELLS Umiisc.
Country xii. 181 A mercenary profebbional mediumism.

Mediumistic fmrdufmi stik), a. [f. MEDIUM
+ -ISTIC.] Relating to mediumism ; having
the characteristics of a medium .

1869 GREGORY in Eng. KTech, 3 Dec. 281/1 Many persons
do not possess the necessary mediumistic qualification. 1876
SAISISHURY in Acaflemy 16 Dec. 582 Maud is a pretty girl,
of supposed mediumistic powers. 1896 H. R. HAWKIS
Dead Pulpit \\. 117 He is for the time, in fact, highly sensi
tized and mediumistic.

Mecliumize (mfditfrnaiz), v t [f. MEDIUM +
-IZE.] trans. To convert into a (spiritualistic)
medium . Hence Me diumiza tion.
1880 Argosy XXIX. 460 He need have laid no command

on the Captain, for the poor man was planted there : chloro
formed, mesmerised, mediumised. 1880 HOWELLS Undisc.
Country \\. (1881) 29 The crude and unsettled spiritual
existence reached by our present system of medminisat ion.

Mediumship (znTdi^mjlp), [f. MEDIUM +

-SHIP.]
1. Intervening agency, instrumentality.
1882 L. WINGFIELD Gehenna II. ix. 274 Subterranean con

vulsions, through whose mediumship volcanic flames, .would
purify the heavens. 1882 RIDER HAGGARD Cctywayo 198
The government announced through the inediumship of the

Queen s Speech that [etc.]. 1890 ANNIE THOMAS On
Children I. vii. 131 He had been made known to them
through the mediuniship of an Aldermanic friend.

2. Spiritualism. The attribute of being a me
dium

;
action as a * medium .

1868 Law Rep., Equity Cases VI. 66 ^ The wonderful
things done by tlie spirits through the Defendant s medium-
ship. 1873 Q- Jrnl. Set. XII. 48 As an instance of heredi

tary mediumship,
* the same man had four daughters, vir

gins, which did prophesy . 1881 PEMBER Earth s Earliest
At

freak of nature, were definitely closed.

Medius (mrdios). Mus. [a. i,.mcdius middle.]
I 1. An alto or tenor voice or part : = MEAN sb2 2.

1565 (title) Mornyng and Euenyng prayer and Com
munion, set forthe in foure partes, to be song in churches.
[title of Part] Medius. 1609 RAVENSCROFT Denteromelia 17
Freemens Songs of 4. Voices. Treble . . Medivs . . Tenor . .

Bassvs. 1758 (title) Divine Melody in twenty-four choice
Hymns ; the first fifteen were set to Music, in two Parts, by
Mr. Prelleur, the rest chiefly by Mr. Moze, who hath also

composed a Medius to every Hymn.
2. In ecclesiastical music MEDIANT.
1781 BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. 583 The Mode, the Dominant,

and Medius, are all the same [in the three chants].

Medize (mrdsiz), v. [mod. ad.Gr. UrjSif-dv, {.

Mf}5oi the Medes: see -IZE.] intr. To be a Mede
in manners, language and dress

; to side with the
Medes. Of a Greek of the 6th and 5th c. B.C. : To
favour the interests of the Median or Persian
enemies of his country. Also trans. To make like
a Mede. Hence Me-dizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1849 GROTE Greece n. xl. V. 101 The leading men of
Thebes.. decidedly medised, or espoused the Persian in
terest. a 1873 LYTTON Paiisanias in. iii. (1876) 248 They
would rather all Hellas were Medised than Pausanias the
Heracleid. Ibid. iv. 265 The Medising traitor is here. Ibid.
w. iv. 341 They accuse him of medising. 1901 Contemp.
Ken. Feb. 176 The Greek thought of Medizing as the sum
of all possible offences.

II Medjidie (med^-dis). Also Medjidy, -deh.

[Turkish (Arabic) wA-ax* mejidic, f. the name

1. A Turkish silver coin first minted by the
Sultan Abdul-Medjid in 1844, equal to jo piastres
(about ,v. 8d.}.

1882 Macm. Mag. XLVII. 19, He kindly offered these
eggs at a mcdjidy apiece. 1901 igtA Cent. Aug. 233 There
arc as yet no taxes but a poll tax of a medjidch.

2. The Medjidie : a Turkish order or decoration

instituted in 1851 by the Sultan Abdul-Medjid.
1856 Ann. Keg., Chron. (1857) 291 The Imperial Older of

the Medjidie of the First Class. 1888 HazelCs Ann. Cycl.

S tfi He [Sir Samuel Baker] has received the Order of the

rand Cordon of the Medjidie.

Mecljidite (me djidait). Min. [f. name of the

Sultan Abdul- Jt/edjid: see -ITE.] A hydrous sul

phate of uranium and calcium, first found near

Adrianople.
1848 J. L. SMITH in Amcr. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. V. 336.

t Medkniche. local. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. med
(? MEED sb., or MEAD-) + KNITCH.] (Explained
in the context as the quantity of hay to be given in

reward to the hayward, being as much as he could

lift with bis middle finger as high as his knee.)
1235-52 Rcntalia Clapton. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 85 Et die

quando levat Langhemede, debet habeie medkniche.

Medlar (me-dbj). Forms : 4-7, 9 medler, 5

meddeller, medeler, 5 medlier, 5-6 meddeler,
6 medlor, 5- medlar, [a. OF. medler (Godefr.

Compl. s.v. A r

esplicr}, f.
* medle (var. of mesle)

medlar (fruit : see MKDLK.
Although the word primarily denoted the tree, it is in our

earliest quot. already applied to the fruit. In present use
sense 2 is the more common, the tree being usually called
medlar-tree ; but Johnson 1755 (who was prob. not in-

flut;i)i.ed by etymological considerations), and later lexico

graphers give sense i the first place.]

1. The fruit-tree Mcspilui germanica.
The chief varieties in cultivation are the Dutch, Notting

ham, and Stvnclt ss medlar.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. III. 1041 The meddeler to grafle

ek tol[d] is how. Ibid. iv. 493 Now meddellers in hoot lond

gladdest be, So hit be moyst. a 1450 Fishins; ivith Angle
(1883) 8 Take a feyr schoyt of blake thorne crabtre medeler
or geneper. a 1500 in Arnolde s Chron. 63/2 The medlar wyl
here welle yf he bee plantyd. 1578 LYTE Dodoens VI. xliiL

713 Our common Medlers doo flower in Aprill and May.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. Nov. (1729) 222 Graff the Medler on
the White-Thorn. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece n. iii. (ed. 3) 374
There are several other Trees and Shrubs which are now in

Flower, as.. dwarf Medlar. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden.
xvii. (1813! 283 The sorts are, the German, the Italian, and
the English or Nottingham Medler. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII.
271/2 The Medlar, Mcspilits germanita, is a deciduous
tree, native of the middle and south of Europe, and found
in hedges and woods in England.

b. Applied to other trees, as Neapolitan or
Oriental Medlar, the AZAHOLE, Cralstgiis Azaro
lus. Japan Medlar, the LOQUAT.
1718 R. BRADLEY New Impro-j. Plant. A&amp;gt; Card. in. 18

The L Azzarole or Neapolitan Medlar is a kind of Service.
..Of late Years it has been brought into England [from
Italy]. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Cratygits, 4. The
jagged-leav d crataegus, called parsley-leav d medlar. 1797
Encycl. Brit. led. 3) V. 513/2 \Cratxgus Azarolus, variety]
the oriental medlar. 1866 Treas. Bot, 727/2 Japan Medlar,
Eriobotyra jiiponica.

2. The fruit of the medlar tree, resembling a
small brown-skinned apple, with a large cup-shaped
eye between the persistent calyx-lobes. It is

eaten when decayed to a soft pulpy state.

? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1375 And many hoomly
trees. . That .. here, Medlers, ploumes, peres, chesteynes.
1:1483 CAXTON Dialogues 13/7 Of fruit.. Pesshcs, medliers
[F. nesplts]. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Htithe (1539) 21 Medlars
ar cold and dry, and constrictife. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. HI.
ii
; 125 You l be rotten ere you bee halfe ripe t

and that s the
right vertue of the Medler. 1755 GRAY Let. in Poems(\-j^)
232 If there were nothing but medlars and black-berries in
the woild, I could be very well content to go without any
at all. 1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk. 248/2 Medlars
should be gathered, and laid by to rot.

/if. 1791 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Rights of Kings xix, The
heart should be a medlar, not a crab,

3. at/rib, and Comb., as medlar-jelly; medlar-like

adj. : medlar tree = i .

1881 BLACKMORE CAritfotveU xxxvl, We will take her some
medlar jelly. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 42 The Fig tree is

of no high growth. .his flower *Medlerlike. 1548 TURNER
Names ofHerbes (E.D.S.) 53 Mespilus. . is called in englishe
a *medler tree. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. ty Jul. n. i. 34 Now
will he sit vnder a Medler tree. 1873 Miss THACKERAY
Wks. (1891) I. 70 A medlar-tree.

Medlay, obs. form of MEDLEY.
t Medle. Obs. Forms : 4-5 medle, meyle,

5 mele, mel, merle, 6 marie. [ME. medle, mcle,
merle, a. OF. *

medle, meele, merle, mesle (Godefr.
Compl. s. v. Nesple] : L. mespila, -us, -urn, a, Gr.

A late L. altered form &quot;nespila is represented by OF.
nt-sple (mod.F. nefle}, Sp. ncspera, Pg. nespera. It. nespola
(cf. also Sp. ntspero. It. nespolo medlar-tree). The L. word
passed into Teut. as OHG. mespila. /&amp;gt;

/ (MHG. mespel,
mispel, nespel, mod.G. mispel), MDu. mispele (niod.Du.
mispel}, Sw., Da. mispel; the Slavonic and other eastern

European langs. have forms chiefly adopted from Ger.]

The fruit of the medlar-tree, a medlar. Also
attrib. in medle-trte.

13.. Sir Betas (A.) 1287 A sat and dinede in a wede
Vnder a faire medle tre. a 1387 Sinon. Bartkol. (Anecd.
Oxon.) 29/2 Ulcspyla simt /ntctns, meyles. c 1425 foe. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 646/28 Hec mescnlus, meletre. 14. . Nom.
ibid. 716/37 Hec mespnlus, a meltre. a 1500 Flower fy Leaf
86, I was ware of the fairest medic-tree That ever yet in a!

my lyf 1 by. a 1500 in Arnolde s Chron. 64 b/2 Chese a
graf ofa good merle tree. 1573 TLSSEK Husli. (1878) 76 Med
lars or marles*

Medle, obs. form of MEDDLE ; var. MELL v. 1

Medle(e, Medler, obs. ff. MEDLEY, MEDLAR.
Medlert, variant of MIDDLE-EARTH.

Medles, variant of MEEDLESS a. Obs., MILDS.

Medley (me-dli), sb. and a. Forms : 4 med-
lay, 4-5 medlee, 4-5, 7 medle, 5 medele, 5-8
medly, (5 medely, 6 medleye), 6-7 medlie,

j

7-8 meddly, 5- medley, [a. OF. medlee, var. of

i meslee (mod.F. mllie: see MELEE) : vulgar L.

type *misatlala, f. *miuulare to mix : see MEDDLE
v. Cf. Sp. mezclaJa, It. mescolata. The primary
sense is thus mixture , but in Eng. the word
occurs first in the sense of mingling in combat.]
A. sb.

1. Combat, conflict ; fighting, esp. hand-to-hand

fighting between two parties of combatants. Now
only arch. Cf. MELLAY, MELEE.
13.. K.Alis. 4612 His folk weore sone, in that medlay,

Pai force y-dryven al away. Ibid. 6532 The olifans, in

medle, And theo lyouns he [the rinocertis] wol sle. 1340
Aytnb. 41 Huanne me makeb medles ine cheiche zno et

ber ys blod yssed. 1470-85 MALORY Arth. i. xv. 56 Lucas
and Gwynas & bryaunte & Bellyas of Flaundrys helde

strong medle ayenst vj kynges. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xi.

41 Ne seche nothyng but thyssue for to flee, yf there were

ony medlee. 1586 WARNER Aid. Eng. \. vi. 21 The medly
ended, Hercules did biing the Centaure bound To Prison.
1601 K. JOHNSON Kingd. t Cowintv. (1603) 197 When the
warre was made in these poppulous countries, .every man
made one in the medle 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto * Trav.
vii. (1663) 19 Stepping before him with 2000 men, he cut oft&quot;

his way. .in so much that the medly grew to be the same as
it was before, and the tight was renewed. 1839 THIRLWALL
Greece III. 301 Cleon..sent all the men who survived the

fir^t medley, .prisoners to Athens. 1862 MERIVALE Rom.
Emp. (1865) V. xlii. 168 Broken by repeated defeats,.. he
was. .less conspicuous in the medley.

I
fig. 1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. 1808 VI. 26 In the

press and medley of such extremities.

2. A combination, mixture.

t a. without disparaging sense. Obs.
c 1440 Promt. Parv. 331/1 Medle, or mengynge lo-gedur

of dyuerse thyngys, mixtnra. a 1529 SKELTON Agst.
Scottes 87 A medley to make of myrth with sadnes. 1577
B. GOOGE Hercsbacli s Itnsb. i. (1586) gb, This kinde of

building hath an equall medlie of the winter windes and
sommer windes. Ibid. 32 b, A medley of sundry sortes of
seedes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 501 He that shall set vines
there . . shall make an excellent medley between the tempera
ture of that aire and the nature of soile together. 1626
BACON Sylva 528 The Making of some Medley or Mixture
of Earth, with some other Plants Bruised or Shauen. 1650
FULLER Pisga/i in. xii. 346 Graves and green herbs make a

good medly seeing all flesh is grass. 1712 tr. Pomci s Hist.

Drugs I. 8 The Perfumers keep it. .to mix among a variety
of other Aromaticks, which is what we properly call a

Medley.
b. in disparaging sense : A heterogeneous com

bination or mixture (of things) ;
a mixed company

(of persons differing in rank, occupation, etc.).
1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 5 An hochpot or

i medly of many nations. 1668-9 PEI-VS Diary 18 Jan., To
the Duke of York s playhouse and there saw The Witts ,

j

ished at the medley of sense and madness they had observed
i in his discourse. 1859 REEVE Brittany 236 A medley of

shining brass pans, bellows, and tubs, are exposed for sale.

1865 GROTE Plato II. xxiv. 256 Principles which are a
medley between philosophy and rhetoric. 1879 CHURCH
Spenser 38 The Shepherd s Calendar, . . an early medley
of astrology and homely receipts.
3. A cloth woven with wools of different colours

or shades ;
= medley-cloth (see B. 4).

1438 K. E. Wilts (1882)111, i
go_wne of Russet medley.

1502 Pray Purse jrf. Eliz. oj York (1830) 70 Item for

making of a gowne of tawny medley. 1609 Slat. Lams Isle

of Ulan (1821) 79 Every Woolen Weaver shall have.. for

every Yard of Medlie id.
Q&amp;gt;

a 1661 FULLER Worthies,
H itts. in. (1662) 143, I am informed that as Medleys are
most made in other Shires, as good Whites as any are
woven in this County. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v.

Fronte-Selit ood, The cloths made here for the most part,
are medleys of 7 or 8i. a yard. 1851 lltnstr. Catal. Ex/lib.

,
I. 98/1, XII. Woollen and Worsted. A. Broad Cloths. ...

i Medleys... N.B. The term Medleys includes all Wool-
dyed Colours, excepting Blue and Black.

1 4. A mixed colour. Obs. rare~.
1499 Promp. Parv. 331/1 (Pynson), Medlef,] coloure, mix-

tnra. 1530 PALSCR. 244/1 Medley!,) colour, melU. 1556
WITHALS Diet. (1568) 34 b/2 Medley, color mixtus.

f6. =MASLIN!I. Obs. rare. (Cf. B. 2.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 487 The Corinthian medley.
6. A musical composition consisting of parts or

subjects of a diversified or incongruous character.
1626 BACON Sylva 113 As when Galliard Time, and Mea

sure Time, are in the Medley ofone Dance. 1811 BUSDY Diet.
Mus. (ed. 3), Medley. ..With the moderns, a medley is a
humorous hotch-potch assemblage of the detached parts or

passages of different well-known songs, so arranged that

[etc.]. 1864 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

7. As the title of a literary miscellany.
? 1630 M. P. (black-letter sheet), An excellent new Medley.

? 1640 A new Medley, or Messe of All-together. 1710
(titk) The Medley. No. i. Oct. 5. 1728-42 POPE Dune.
i. 42 Hence Journals, Medleys, Merc ries, Magazines. 1826
(title) The Entertaining Medley ; being a collection of true
histories and anecdotes.

B. adj.

1 1. Of a mixed colour ; variegated, motley. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 328 (Ellesm.) He rood but hoomly in



MEDLEY.
a medlee cote. 14 . . / *oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 597/7 Multicolor,
Medle. c 1515 Cinkc LorciCs B. 8 A ryche pal . . Made of an
old payre of blewe medly popley hosone. 1595 in Hist.
MSS. Comm. (1894) XLVIII. 309 A tall man.. wearing a

medly russet mandilljane of red and blue, with.. a pair of

medley russet Venetians. 1612 HAKEWILL David s I otv

vii. 252 Hee would not haue his family like a motley cloth,
or a nieddly colour. 1681 \V. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen.

(1693) 876 A medley colour ;
color mixtns.

b. Medley cloth , see quot. 1837.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Wilts, m. (1662) 158 And such a

Medly- Cloth, is the Tale-story of this Clothier. 1712 Lond.
Gaz. No. 5008/2 The Woollen Manufacture of Mixt

,

1837 YOUATT Sheep vi. 222 What are no -

cloths, different coloured wools being mixed together in the
eep vi. 222

, coloured w
thread.. .These.. were first made in Gloucestershire.

gl .

called medley-

f2. 4fe&yfrwjYMA8Lntl. Obs. fCf. A. 5.)
1600 Ace. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 279 One

medle brasse potte.

3. Composed of diverse or incongruous parts or

elements ; mixed, motley.
1594 NASHE Terrors AfyXtt Wks. (Grosart) III. 229 A

Medley kinde of licor called beere. 1597 J. KING On
Jonas (1599) 99 A garment of divers stutTes as of linnen
and wollen, shall not come vpon thee, ..(.May] such medly
garments sit vpon the backes of our enemies. 1624 WOT-
TON Arc/fit, in Rcliq. (1672) 58, I could wish such medly
and motly Designs confined only to the Ornament of
Freezes. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. in. vii. 167 A
medly view (such as of water and land at Greenwich) best

entertains the eyes. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder \\. 55 This
the Peasants blithe Will quaff, and whistle,.. Pleas d with
the medly Draught. 1745 ELIZA HEYWOOO Female Spcct.
(1748) II. 288 That strange, squeaking, nieddly thing of
the doubtful gender, Mr. Mollman. 1798 WORDHVV. Peter
Bell i. xxiii, Of courage you saw little there, But, in its

stead, a medley air Of cunning ajid of impudence. 1838
DICKENS AVc/z. Nick, xxiii, Who could do anything, from a

medley dance to Lady Macbeth. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist.
III. xxi. 557 The medley multitude that held up their hands
for or against the nominees of the hustings.

b. in CHANCE-MKDLEY, q. v.

4. Comb.) as medley-colonred adj.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. v. ii. 7. 8 As the Latjne

Poets describe them [the Uritaines] hauing their backes pide
or medlycoloured. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3758/8 A brown
ish medly coloured streight Coat.

Medley (me-dli), v. [f. MEDLEY sb.] trans.
To make a medley or mixture of; to intermix.

Chiefly in Me-dleyed, me*dlied pa. pple. and

///. a.

c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 14/34 Clothes medleyed [ F. draps
MMfWVJ, Red cloth or grene [etc.]. 1657 W. MOKICE Coena
quasi Koirv} iii. 43 The common fate of men that compound
and medly themselves to comply with several Interests.

1679 L. ADDISON Mahumedtsm xvi. 83 The things taught
by Mahumed are so mixt and confused.. .And yet they are
not more medly d in themselves, than disadvantageous^
represented by Writers. 1710 PHILIPS Pastorals iv. 8 Lo 1

here the King-Cup of a Golden Hue, Medley d with Daisies
white, and Endive blue. 1746 W. HORSLEY Fool (174%) II.

78 This Dish.. was so odly medly d, with Dutch, French,
and Jacobite Materials, as to give universal Distaste. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil I. 297 And stones from stones asunder
wrenched, and smoke Billowing with medlied dust. 1904
Blackw. Mag. July 87^1 Till we came to the medlied
establishments of the native chiefs.

Medlie, obs. form of MEDLEY.
Medlier, medlor, obs. forms of MEDLAR.
t Medlure. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. OF. *medlure&amp;gt;

var. of meslure^ f. medler
t mesler to mix : see

MEDDLE v.] Mixing, mixture.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiii. 82 This syluer
must ben wilhouten mediure of ony corrupte metal.

Medly, Medo, obs. forms of MEDLEY, MEADOW.
Medoc, Medoc (m^dp-k, Fr. m^dok). [a. F.

mtdoc from Mtdoc a district in S. W. France.] A
general name for the red wines produced in

Medoc, comprising all the best growths of claret*.

[1824 A. HENDERSON Wines 180 The fine perfume by
which the Medoc wines are distinguished.] 1833 C. RED
DING Mod. Wines 52 The wines thus embodied are excellent
Medoc. 1842 THACKERAY Miss Lowe Misc. Ess. (1885) 313
He would send some excellent Medoc at a moderate price.
ni849 P E Cask of Amontillado Wks. 1865 I. 348 A
draught of this Medoc will defend us from the damps.
Medoe, Medon, obs. ff. MEADOW, MAIDAN.
Medou, medow(e, medoy, obs. ff. MEADOW.
Medowort, medow wurt : see MEADWORT.
t Medreie. Sc. Obs. rare 1

. [App. an OF.
semi-popular ad. L. metreta, a certain denomina
tion both of liquid and dry measure.] A certain
measure used for corn.
c 375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nycholas} 219 pane askit he

pame to sel vitale, a hundre medreiis [orig. Latin modiis\ at
pe lest of ilke schipe at his request.

Medres(s)e(h), -ressa, obs. ff. MADKASAH.
i66a J. DAVIES tr. Olcarius Voy. Ambass. 333 They [the

Persians] have their Colleges, or Universities, which they
call Medressa. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tfttvenot s Trav. u. 80
Lodging Rooms for the Scholars of the Medrese. 1841
Penny Cycl. XX. 375/2 (Samarcand] The mesids (lower
schools) and medresses (high schools or colleges).

Medrick (me-drik). U. S. Also madrick.
A tern or sea-swallow (according to U. S. Diets.).
1869 LOWELL Pict. /r. Appledore 65 The medrick that

makes you look overhead With short, sharp scream, as he
sights his prey.
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t Medrinacks. Obs. Forms : 6 raethernix,
meddernix, me(d)dernex, mederinax, 7 mil-

dernix, medrinack
se)s, medrianack^e)s, mid-

ri(a)nack(e)s, medrinacles. [Of obscure origin ;

presumed to be ultimately identical with next.
There is nothing to show whether the Eng. word was

,
adopted from Sp. or the Sp. word from Eng., or whether

I both come from a common source. The i6th c. forms bear
i
some resemblance to the place-names Mcttertiich (West
phalia), and ftledernach (Luxemburg), but no evidence of

1 connexion with those places has been found.]

A kind of canvas (see &amp;lt;juots.\

1588 in St. Papers Dom. CCXV. 75 Imprimis, for 6. me-
thernix-es for the Roebuck .7 4 y./. 1588 ibid. CCXVIII.
24 Here is. .not a cable, nether ropes.. Speks, nail Is, but vij
bolts meddernexcs. 1603-4 Act i yas. /, c. 24 Preamble,

. The Clothes called Mildernix and Powle Davits, where of
Saile Clothes. .ar made, were heretofore altogether brought
out of Kraunce and other partes beyond the Se;t&amp;gt;. 1611

; COTGR., Anlonnes, Ouldernus, Medrinacks, J uulc-clauics,
i the canuas whereof sayle^ f^r -hips are made. 1617 MIN

SK i-:t nnit&amp;gt;*r, Mcdrintic/cS) a course canuas that Tailors
.stiffen doublets, and tollers \\itball. Ibid., J^onU-danies,
( hildernes, Medrinackes, the course canvas which taylors
stiffen doublets with, or whereof sayles of .ships art; in;u!&amp;lt;j.

1632 SHERWOOD, Medrianackes. . . Midrinackes. . . Oulder-
nesse (or Midrianacks). 1658-1706 J HILUE-S, Mcdnnaclt s.

II MedrinaC|ue. t Oh. Also 8 madrenaque.
[Sp. medriftaque^ Philippine stuff for stiffening
women s skirts

;
short skirt (Cuyas Applctoifs

\ Sp.-Eng. Diet., N. V., 1903 ;
of obscure origin.

The Sp. word occurs in A. de Morga Succaos dc lax hl&amp;lt;t*

Filipinos (1609) in the forms mcdrinaqnc (p. 1361 and iiitn-

driHaquc (p. 1381. It appears not to be, as might be sup
posed, a Tagal word, for in Santos / ocab. Tagalo i 794 it i^

given as Spanish with various Tagal renderings. (Cf.

MEDKINACKS.)]

(See quots.).
1704 tr. Gt iiiclH-Carp,-ri s I oy. v. in Churchill s \ oy. IV.

442 [The Philippine islanders make) of the Thread of the

Coco-Tree, a sort of Cloth they call Madrcnaqiif, with the

warp of Cotton. 1851 MAC.MICKING Recoil. Manilla ^17 In
Luzon*.the natives make a species of cloth frum the plan-
tain-tree, known by the names of Mcdnnaque and Gainra
cloths. Ibid., The bulk of all the Medrinaque exported

i goes to the United States. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 728 Mc:fri&amp;gt;

naqitC) a coarse fibre from the Philippines, obtained from
the Sago palm, and used chiefly for stiffening dress linings,

c. [In later Diets.]

Medsin, obs. form of MEDICINE sb.

Medsonable, obs. form of MEDICINABLE.

Meduart, variant of MEADWORT Obs.

Medue, obs. form of MEADOW.
Medul(l, obs. forms of MEDDLE, MIDDLE.

II Medulla (m/d^-la). Biol. [L. medulla pith,
i marrow, prob. cogn. w. medius middle.]

1. Anat. The marrow of bones ; also, the spinal
marrow. Also, f the substance of the brain.

1651 Raleigh s Ghost 87 The inward medulla or marrow of
the brain. 1668 Phil. Trans. III. 889 He affirms, that the

! whole Substance called the Medulla of the llrain and the
After-brain is a Heap of Fibres or Vessels. 1813 J. TIIOM-

! SON Lect. Iiiflain. 393 The inner surface of the new bone. .

I is lined with a membrane containing medulla. 1845 Toon
& BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 103 The cancelli are fdled with

fat, or medulla, the marrow of bone. 1854 JONES & SIEV.
I Pathol. Anat. (1875) 147 These tumours always arise either

from the inner layer of the periosteum or from the medulla
of bone. 1873-5 NICHOLSON Zool. Glossary, Medulla.

Applied to the marrow of bones ; or to the spinal cord, with
or without the adjective *sfitutlis*t

attrib. 1904 Brit. Med. jfrnl. 17 Sept. 649, I put her on
red medulla tabloids.;a meauna tabloids.

b. (More fully medulla oblongata\ lit. prolonged
larrow V The hindmost segment of the brain,

lungaia. 1099 AUfftftfS OfSf. iwea.

patch on the left side of the medulla.ch on the left side of the medulla.

c. The central parts of certain organs (esp. the

kidney) as distinguished from the cortex.

d. The soft fatty substance (the white substance

of Schwann) which forms the sheath of a nerve.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 592/2 The real structure
of the primitive nerve fibre appears to be a tube composed
of homogeneous membrane, containing a delicate, soft,

pulpy, semi-fluid, and transparent medulla. 1873 A. FLINT

Physiol. Man, Nc&amp;gt;v. Syst. i. 19 These [nerve] fibres.,

contain, enclosed in a tubular sheath, a soft substance
called the medulla.

e. The nerve cord in certain worms.
1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur s Comp. Anat. 167 A median one

[sinus], .embraces in Clepsine and Piscicola, the alimentary
canal and the ventral medulla,

f. The pith
*

of mammalian hair. Also, the

soft fibrous substance which occupies the axis of

the capsule of a growing feather.
1826 PKICIIARD Researches Phys. Hist. J Art w. fed. 2) I. 136

The pith or medulla [of hair] appears to be endowed with a

species of vitality. 1835-6 OWKN in Todays Cycl. Anat. I.

353/1 When the quill of the feather has acquired due con-

MEDULLARY.
sistence, the Internal medulla becomes dried up. 1842
PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Matt. (ed. 2) 95 Weber declares the
human hair to consist of a homogeneous substance, in which
no distinction of cortex and medulla can be perceived.

g. The endosarc of protozoa.
1888 RoLi.ESTON

&amp;gt;

& JACKSON Anim. Life 833 The proto
plasm is either similar throughout, or it is divisible into an
exoplasm (cortex) and endoplasm (medulla).
2. Bot. The pith or soft internal tissue of plants.
1651 Ralcigtts Ghost 96 In the Medulla or marrow of the

Plant there is a genital power or vertue. 1760-72 tr. Juan
\

&amp;lt;V
Ulloas K0y.(ed. 3) I. 286 The pod [of the guava], opened

longitudinally, is found divided into several cells, each con
taining a certain spungy medulla. 1880 GRAY Struct. Rot.
&quot; S 3* 75 The Pith or Medulla, consisting entirely of soft . .

thin-walled cells.

b. - MEDULLIN.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chcm. Anal. 298 Medulla was ob

tained by Dr. John, from the pith of the sunflower.

t 3. fi^. The pith or * marrow of a subject.
Often in mod.L. titles of books (cf. MAHKUW sl&amp;gt;.\

id); hence used for: A compendium, abridge 1110:11 .

summary. Obs.

1643 MILTON Di~ o&amp;gt;-iC Intrud., Wks. 1851 IV. j-j Their
youth run ahead into the easy creek of a Sy^ttm ur a Me-
dn ll,i. sails theie at will. 1660 Sunn 36 Serin. (1720) II. 17
Their preaching Tools, their .Medulla s Notebooks, their

Mellificiums, Concordances, and all. 1704 Sun r 7 . Tnl&amp;gt;\\

Wks. 1755 I. 97 An infinite Number of Abstracts, Sum-
niarius, Compendium s, .. Medullas . . ami the like. 1769
llrsn ililcrnia Cier, To Kdr. u The abridges, \\-Iiu ..

engage to furni&amp;gt;h you, at a very easy expellee, with the

nu ditilain of your civil history.

Medullar CmAlwlaj), a. ? Obs. [ad. late 1,.

mednllar-is, f. medulla : see MEDULLA and -Alt.]

MEDULLAEY.
1541 R. Coi LAND Guytlai s Quest. Chirurg. K ij b,

Woundes of the scalpe..be niuste peryllous. ..y
1 touctittli

the substaunce medulare. 1670 fhil. Trans. V. 206.1 The
-Metlullar Mass of the JJrain, 1715 CIIKYXK rhilcs, J nn&amp;lt;;.

Relig. I. \ \. 340 Nerves in the Medullar Part.

Medullary m/dylari, me dz lari
,

a. [ad.
late 1,. mcditlliiris : see prcc. and -ARY-.]
1. Anat. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or

resembling marrow. Also, pertaining to the medulla
or central portion (of an organ or structure) ;

occasionally, pertaining to the medulla oblongata.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 302 His assigning.. the Medullary

\SL. part of the brain], or Corpus iallositni
t
for the upera-

ti-jiis of the Phantnsie. 1704 J. HAKIMS Lex. Tec/in. I, Me
dullary Oil, is the finer and more .subtile part of the Mai-
row of the Hones. 1713 CuiiVM-: rhilos. I rinc. Rclig. i. vi.

43 That Medullary Substance, that runs down its Cavity.

1748 HART i,MY Observ. Man i. i. 7 The Nerves arise from
the medullary, not the cortical Part, every-where, and are

themselves ofa white Medullary Substance. 1828 FLEMING
Hist. Brit. Anim. 553 The whole colour [of a mollusc] is

pink, with a dark medullary band. 1847-9 Tod&amp;lt;fs Cycl. Anat.
IV. i. 233/1 The kidneys of reptiles, .have no distinction of

cortical and medullary substance. 1871 TYSDAI.L /vvit;///.

Set. (1879) II. xiv. 352 The human organism is provided
with long whitish filaments of medullary matter. 1878 HULL
tr. Gcgenbaurs Comp, Anat. 42 The medullary tube or

spinal cord [in Vermes], Ibid, 512 The primitive medullary
cavity, .remains open in the lumbar swelling of Llndb. 1878
to.H.vonZiems&eris Cycl. Med. XIII. 863 Diseases which
are proper to each occur in the medulla [oblongata]. Tliis

gives the medullary pathology a very varied character. 1886

Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. III. 174/1 As the medullary

groove deepens, its edges become more sharply defined.

b. Pertaining to the medulla of hair.

1844 CARPKNTER Hum, Phys. (ed. 2) 550 Most Human
hairs consist oftwo distinct substances; an external, cortical,

hard, and fibrous part; and an internal, medullary, granular

portion. 1862 H. MAC.MILLAN in Macttt. Mag. Oct. 462 The

medullary portion, or pith of the hair.

C. Path. An alternative epithet for encephaloid
or soft cancer or sarcoma.

1804 ABERSETHY Snrg. Obsew. Tumours (1816) 57 The
disease is usually ofa pulpy consistence ; and I have, there

fore, been induced to distinguish it by the name of medul

lary sarcoma. 1852 JAS. MILLER I ract. Snrg. (ed. 2) vi.

139 The medullary and malignant nasal polypi may be

regarded as incurable. 1870 T. HOLMES Syst. Sttrg. (ed. 2)

I. 564 Medullary cancer at first spreads chiefly through the

loose cellular tissue.

2. t a. Pertaining to the soft internal substance

or pulp (of plants). Obs. b. Bot. Of, relating to,

or connected with the pith of plants. Medullary

ray : one of the wedge-shaped cellular processes
which divide the vascular bundles and connect the

pith with the bark in exogens. Medullary sheath :

see quot. 1849.
1620 VENNER Via Recta (1650) 133 The pulp or medullary

substance of the Orange is not good to be eaten. i8ia J.

SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 69 Colocynth, is the dried

medullary part of a.. Gourd. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst.

Bot. Introct. 19 Plates of cellular tissue. .called medullary

rays, 1849 BALFOUK Man. Bot. 76 The Medullary-Sheath,
is the fibrovascular layer immediately surrounding the

pith. 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 553/2 The rest of the

thallus consists of the medullary system.

f 3. transf. Pertaining to the inner part of a

mineral formation. Obs.

1778 PKYCE Min. Cormib. 79 Thus, the medullary or inner

part of a Fissure, in which the Ore lies, is all the way en

vironed and bounded by two walls or coats of Stone.

f4. fig. Pertaining to the marrow or inmost

nature of something. Obs.

1651 UIGGS New Disfi. ? 198 This indication is peculiar,

natural!, medullary, and intirely proper to it.



MEDULLATE.

t Medullate, v. Obs.- [f. MEDCLL-A + -ATES.

(Late L. had medullare to fill with marrow.)] To
take out the marrow (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Medullated (m/aw-U ted), ppl. a.

[f. lateL.
niedullat-us having a marrow ^f. medulla : see

-ATE^) + -ED!.] Having a medulla.

1867 J. MARSHALL Out!. Physiol. I. 55 These medullated
tubular nerve-fibres compose the white part of the brain
and spinal cord. 1899 Allbiitt s Sysl. Med. VI. 499 The
medullated tracts of the cord.

Medulle, obs. form of MIDDLE.
Medullin (m/dzvlin). Client. [Used in Ger

man by John (1814) ; f. L. medulla: see MEDULLA
and -is.] A form of lignin derived from the pith
of certain plants, esp. the sunflower.

1817 T. THOMSON- Chem. (ed. 5) IV. 182 Of Medullin.
This is the name given by Dr. John to the pith of the sun
flower, &c. 1830 LIXDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. 200.

t Medulline, a. Obs. [f. MEDULL-A + -IKE.]= MEDULLAUV.
1620 VENXER / ia Recta vii. 120 The medulline part of the

Grape. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Medulline, of or belonging to
marrow.

Medu llispi nal, a. Anat.
[f. MEDULLA +

SPIXAL.] Pertaining to the spinal cord.
1858 H. GRAV Anat. 416 The Veins of the Spinal Cord

(medulli spinal . iW^HMen s Man. Dissect, led. 5) 782
The meduUi-spina] or proper veins of the spinal cord lie
within the dura mater.

Medullitis (medtflsi-tis). Path.
[f. MEDULL-A

+ -ITIS.] a. Inflammation of the spinal cord;
myelitis. (Mayna Expos. Lex. 1856.) b. Inflam
mation of the marrow of bone

; osteomyelitis.
i/1 reves Man. Sitrg. 1889 II. 114.)

Medullose, . /&amp;lt;&amp;lt;-. [f. MEDULL-A + -OSE.]
Having the texture of pith.
1866 in 7&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;zi-. Bot.

; and in mod. Diets.

t Medullous, a. Obs.
[f. MEDULL-A + -ou3.]

Marrowy; pithy ; medullary.
1578 BAXISIEK Hist. Man I. 2 The Vertebres, and other

small bones,. .not beyng much medullous. 1615 CROOKE
Body of Man 947 Plate., saith it containeth a medullous
substance. 1684 tr. lionet s M,-rc. Comfit, i. 18 The me
dullous substance of the Cerebrum and Cerebellum.

Medusa (m/&quot;di/7-sa). Also 4 Meduse. [a.
L. Medusa, a. Gr. Me Sot/cra.]
1. Gr. Myth. One of the three Gorgons. whose

head, with snakes for hair, tumed him who looked
upon it into stone ; she was slain by Perseus, and
her head fixed on the jegis or shield of Athene.
Hence used allusively.

, .
390 GOWER Con/. I. 56 Cast noght thin yhe upon Meduse,

That thou be torned into Ston. 1594 GREENE S: LOMJE
LookingGlasse ,1598) G i, She is faire Lucina to your King,
But fierce Medusa to your baser eye. 1598 HAKLUYT Yoy. \

L 222 Being as it were astonished with the snaky visage of
Medusa. 1667 MILTOX P. L. u. 611 Medusa with Gor-
goman terror guards The Ford. 1753 RICHARDSON Gramli- :

son (1811) IV. xxvi. 207 But, after what Emily told me, she
appears to me as a Medusa. 1882 M. ARNOLD Irish Ess.
179 And the true and simple reason against inequality they
avert their eyes from, as if it were a Medusa.
attrib. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. vi. xlviii, The Me-

du-a-apparition was made effective beyond Lydia s con
ception by the shock it gave Gwendolen. 1901 f/arptr s
Mag. Apr. 684/1 Medusa-like locks fell in wild profusion
over his bare shoulders. 1903 Edin. Rez . Apr. 407 The
tragic beauty of a Medusa head.
2. Zool. (PI. mcdusx, -as.) a. A jelly-fish or sea-

nettle; anyone of the soft gelatinous discophorous
hydrozoans. b. One of the two types of reproduc
tive zooids in hydrozoans : opposed to liydroid.
Applied by Linna:us as the L. name of a genus (from the

resemblance of certain species to a head with snaky curls i.

Now disused as a term of classification, but still employed
descriptively, esp. as denoting one of the types recurring in
the alternation of generations of certain hydrozoa.
1758 BOKI.ASE .\&quot;at. llist.Cornw.-zsf, The Urtica marina

. .is called .Medusa. Ibid. 257 Another variety of the me.
dusa s. 1832 MACGILLIVRAV tr. Humboldt s Trav. i. 28 The
whole sea was covered with a prodigious quantity of me
dusa;. 1835 KIRBY Hal:. A&amp;gt; /ast. Anim. I. vii. 222 They
\sc. Salpes] are gelatinous like the medusas and heroes.
1848 L. FOKBES (title) A monograph of the British naked-
eyed Medusa:. 1888 ROLLESTOX & JACKSON Anim. Life
752 1 he ovum is marked, as it always is in CraspedoteMedusae. Ibid. 753 In C\unina} proboscidea the young
sexually mature Medusa differs entirely from its parent.

c. attrib., as medusa-bud, -budding,form, gener
ation, -larva, -type ; medusa-like, -shaped, adjs.

r
l

u
l

n- \f ?*5 **, ,

os Jrnl L. 268 The *Medusa-bud
falls off before its full development. 1871 ALLMAN Gymnohl.
Hydrants 82 Ihe phenomenon of

&quot;medusa-budding does
not necessarily find its extreme term in the formation
of the medusa itself. 1878 BELL tr. Gegcnbaur s Comp.Anal. 95 Swimming Hydroid colonies, all the persons
ot which have passed into the *Medusa form. 1855 W S
DALLAS in Syst. Nat. Hist. I. 254 A Medusa genera
tion may go on producing Medusa Generations.

and figures *Medusa-like animals in course of production
from Campanitlariit. ^6 DAXA Zoop/i. iii. (1848) 23 The
medusa.shaped young. 1871 ALLMAN Cymnobl. Hydroids

84 A very different &quot;medusa-type.

tMedussean.ff. Obs. [fcUKUfeaMrMipMi
+ -AX.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling Medusa.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 628 The Adder . . hath many
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epithets; as. .hurtful, Medusaean, Cyniphian. 1656 BLOUXT
Glossogr., Mcdiicean [sicj.

Medusal (m/di;? sal), a. Zool. [f. MEDUSA J-

-AL.J Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a medusa.
1847 TULK tr. Okcris Physiopliilos. 591 Fam. 9. Medusal

Worms, Asteriatix. 1859 ALLMAX in Aim. .\ ,it. Hist.
Ser. in. IV. 144 The polypal and the medusa! terms of this
series. 1888 Xature 9 Aug. 356/2 Its endoderm has no direct
communication with the medusal endoderm.
Medusan ,mli-san , a. and**. Zool.

[f.
ME

DUS-A i- -AN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the me-
dusse, or to medtisoid animals, b. sb. A medusan
animal. (In recent Diets.)
1847 DALVELL Rare tr Remark. Anim. Scot. I. 123 The

expanding Medusan lobes. Ibid., Thus the Medusan circle
is of larger diameter than the tentacular circle. 1888
ROLLESTOX & JACKSON Anim. Life 761 The Medusan eye
consists of sense-cells with pigmented. .supporting cells*

i Medusa rian, a. and sb. Zool. Oos.
[f.

mod.L. Mcdusaria neut. pi. (f. MEDUSA) + -AS.]
a. adj. Of or belonging to the (now disused)
family AfeJusaria, consisting of the medusae or

jelly-fishes, b. An animal of this family.
1841 Penny Cyd. XIX. 119/2 The Pulmogratia, or Me-

dusarians. 1847 DALVULL Rare ff Remark. Anim. Scot.
I. 68 The Medusarian race. Ibid. 70 The legions of the
Medusarian family.

Medusa s head. Also, when used attrib.,
Medusa head.
1. Astr. A cluster of stars including the bright

star Algol, in the constellation Perseus.
1706 PHILLIPS fed. Kersey), Algol, or Medusa s Head.

1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astral.

2. a. An ophiuran echinoderm of either of the

genera Astrofhyton and Euryah ; a basket-fish
or sea-basket, b. An extant crinoid, fenlacrintts

capul-ineJusK.
1784 Cook s I oy. (1790) IV. 1292 Upon the beach were

found many pretty Medusa s-heads. 1848 MAUNULK 7 V.vii.
Nat. Hist. 414 Medusa s Head, a name sometimes applied
to those species of Star-fishes which have the rays verymuch branched. Itid. 225 \,Kuryale\ sometimes known by
the name of Medusa s heads. 1863 WOOD Xat. Hist. III.
738 Medusa s He-j.il Pentacrinus Capnt .Medusa;.
3. a.

^km&o{-=\mi&quot;f,EuphorbiaCaput-Meditsx.
b. A species of orchid, (. irrhopctalum A/ei/usee.
c. A species of agaric, Hydnuin Capttt-Aledusee.
1760 J. LEE Introd. /, , /. App. 3 i q Medusa s Head, /:

phorbia. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 181 The
buibnu-, agaric, the Medusa s head [etc.]. 1866 Trcas. Hot.
728/1 Medusa s Head. Euphoitia Capitt Mediisz; also
Cirrhopetalunt Metlnsx. 1871 COOKK Handbk. Fungi 297
Ilydniimcapttt-medusx Bull. Medusa-head Hydnum.
Medusian (mMi-sian), a. and.A Zool. [f.ME-

DUS-A +
-IA},-.] =M tDU.SAN. In mod. Diets.

Medusid m/&quot;di sid), sb. and a. Zool. [ad.
mod.L. MeditsidiK pi., f. MEDUSA : see -ID.] a.
sb. A jelly-fish of the family Afedusidie. b. adj.
Belonging to the ^

,-f
86

,

;
;
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,&quot; P

K
?,
KNE

,

Man - &amp;lt; &quot; Kixgd., Client. 6.
I he adult Medusid. Ibid. 63 Some true Medusids. Ibid

&quot;A group of Medusid form:

Medusidan (mli-sidan), a. andj*. Zool.
[f.

Mediisii/-te (see prec.) + -AN.] a. adj. Of or be

longing to the Medusidx or jelly-fishes (Casse/fs
Encycl. Diet. 1885). b. sb. One of the Medusidx
(Webster, 1847-54).

Medusi-ferous, a. Zool.
[f. MEDUS-A +

-(I)FEROUS.] Bearing or producing a medusa.
1859 ALLMAN in Ann. A at. Hist. Ser. in. IV. 50 A verticil

of medusiferous gonophores.
Medusiform (m/di-sif^m), a. Zool. [f.

MEDUS-A + -(I)FORM.] Resembling a medusa;
medusoid.
1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Medusx 80 An account of the

production of medusiform bodies in a Zoophyte of the Adri.
atic. 1881 Etuycl. Brit. XII. 554/1 The medusiform per
sons being early produced did not separate themselves from
the colony.

Medusite (mWi-sait). [ad. mod.L. Mednslles:
see MEDUSA and -ITE.] A fossil medusa.

In recent Diets.

Mednsoid (m/ais-soid), a. and sb. Zool.
[f.

MEDUS A + -OID.]
A. ndj. Resembling a medusa

; medusa-like.
1848 E. FORBES Naked-eycd Mediisx 8) Zoophytic and

Medusoid forms would have regularly alternated. 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life 162 The medusoid-bud presented
to us in the gonophore of the Sea-Fir.

B. sb. 1. The medusa-like generative bud of a
fixed hydrozoan.
1848 E. FORBES Xakcd.cycd Medusx 72 The full-grown

medusoid of the Corymorpha. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool.
I. 87 These being developed into the sexless Hydrozoon by
which the medusoid was produced.
2. A medusa or medusa-like animal.
1882 Cnsselts Xat. Hist. VI. 282 One of the prettiest free,

swimming Medusoids is more or less bell-shaped. 1800
FOTHEBGILL Zool. Types ff Classif. 12 Free swimming Me-
dusoids or Craspedota with velum.

Medusome (.m/diH-so im). Zool.
[f. MEDUSA

(i -f Gr. OWIM body).] A modified medusoid.
1892 J. A. THOMSON Out!. Zool. 143 Free-swimming

colonies of modified medusoid persons (medusomes).
Meduwe, medwe, obs. forms of MEADOW.
Medwart, -wert, etc. : see MEADWOKT.

MEED.

Medwif, -wyfe, obs. forms of MIDWIFE.
Medyl(l(e, obs. forms of MEDDLE, MIDDLE.

Medyng^e, obs. ff. MEEDING///. a., MIDDEN.
Medys, variant of MIDS.

Meeble, variant of MOBLE sb. Obs.

Meece, obs. plural of MOUSE.
Meech, -er, etc.,var. ff. MICUE, MICHEB, etc.

Meed (mfd), sb. Forms : I m6d, 2-7 (9 arch.)
mede, 3 (?//.) meda, 4 meode, 4-5 med, 4-7
meede, 4-8 Sc. meid, 7 meade, 5- meed. [OE.
mid fern. = OFris. mde, mide, meide, OS. mtda,
mieda, meoda (MLG. mlde, meide, MDu. miede},
OHG. me/a, miata, mieta (MHO., mod.G. miete)

\\ Ger. mida sir. fern., cogn. w. OE. meord fern.,

reward, pay, Goth, misdd wk. fern., reward (:

OTeut. *miidA, -on-}, Gr.
/&amp;lt;rfcfe, OS1. mizda, Zend

niizda reward, Skr. mTdha prize, contest : Indo-

germanic type *inizdho-, -dha-.
The exact nature of the relation between the WGer.

*meda and the OTeut. *mizdti is disputed. According to
some scholars the former represents a Pre-Teut. type
meizdlia (ablaut-var. of

*&amp;gt;nizdha), the disappearance of
the z being due to the long diphthong.]
1. In early use : That which is bestowed in re

quital of labour or service, or in consideration of

(good cr ill) desert
; wages, hire

; recompense, re
ward. Now only poet, or rhetorical, in narrower
sense : A reward, guerdon, or prize awarded for

excellence or achievement
; one s merited portion

of (praise, honour, etc.).

AV3t&amp;gt;K&amp;lt;/2i34 He me mede Jehet. 971 Blidkl. Horn. 45
Ppnne onfoh hi from Gode maran mede. &amp;lt; 1200 OKMIX 4381
Sibbenn shall be Laferrd Crist Uss gifenn ure mede. e 1205
LAV. 17646 What seal beon mi mede 5if ic J?iderride? c 1275
Passion onr Lord 61 in O. E. Misc. 39 Vor alle ^e gode |al
he heom dude hi yoldc him

lu)&amp;gt;re
mede. a 1330 (.&amp;gt;//&amp;lt;;/ 858

Such cas may fallen in sum neede, He mai quiten vs cure
mede. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5355 No long mijt telle be
twentibe parte Of be mede to menstrales bat mene time was
Jeue. c 1374 CHAUCER Anel.ffArc. 305 A scorne shall be my
mede. c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 2392 pov schalt haue an hundred
pound of golde for by mede. c 1449 PECOCK Kepr. I. xv.

83 Forto serue God and deserue meede in hevene. 1509
BARCLAY Shyf ofFolys ( 1 570) 49 He that lendeth to haue
rewarde or mede.. may of helf payne haue dread. 1563
BECON U ks. in. Pref. AAAA iij, In the kepyng of them
there is great mede. 1570 Satir. Poetns Rejortn. xx. 105
That man in deid is worth sum meid, His fault that dois
confes. 1590 SrKNshR / . Q. i. ii. 37 A Rosy girlond was
the victors meede. 1613 HEVWOOD Silfer Age I. i. Wks.
1874 III. 90 As thy guilt s meede, by that monster die.

1637 MILTOX Lycidas 14 He must not flote upon his watry
bear . . Without the meed of som melodious tear. 1658
PHILLIPS, Meed, (old word) merit, or reward, a 1677 BAR-
KO\v Strut. Wks. 1716 II. 158 A long and prosperous enjoy.
ment of the Land of Canaan was the meed set before them.
1725 POPE Odyss. XIV. 177 If so, a cloak and vesture be my
meed ; Till his return, no title shall I plead. 1769 SIR W.
JOXES Palace Fortune Poems (1777) 19 Let falling kings
beneath my javelin bleed, And bind my temples with a vic

. .
,

a a vesure
meed ; Till his return, no title shall I plead. 1769
JOXES Palace Fortune Poems (1777) 19 Let falling
beneath my javelin bleed, And bind my temples wit
tor s meed. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles in. iv, A lordly meed To
him that will avenge the deed ! 1830 DTsRAELl Cltas. I,
III. v. 66 The office of Lord High Treasurer, to which . . the

nobility looked as their meed of honour and power. 1854
S. DOBELL BaUerxxM. 125 Rich loves that, as they list,

Exchange and lake and give Unmeted mede and debts for

ever^
due. 1877 SPARROW Serm. xix. 252 The exacting of

God s meed of praise is only postponed for a little while.

1885 94 R. BRIDGES Eros f, Psyche Apr. viii, To be praised
for Deauty and denied T he meed of beauty.

f b. in collective plural. Obs.

0900 tr. Hxda s Hiit. iv. iii. (Schipper) 358 pa me to bam
heofonlican medum cyzdon & labcdon. c 1205 LAV. 2987
God seal beon bi meda for bira gretinge. a 1225 Leg. Katlt.
38 Summe burh muchele ;eouen & misliche meden. a 1300
Cursor Df. 2353 Lang he led him with delay To mare |ie

medes_of his fai. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxi. 8 The dyuers
colourid shulen be thi medis. a 1400-50 Alexander 2428
3it rad for all baire rebelte resayued bai baire medis.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xvi. 2 Sum gevis for mereit and for
meidis. 1500 SPENSER / . Q. n. ii. 31 She. .winnes an Olive
girlond for her meeds. 1592 CONSTABLE Sonn. xiii, If Love
be ledd by hope of future meedes. (1613 HEVWOOD Silver
Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 127 Theseus, Pcritlious, Philoc-
tetes, take Your valours meeds, a 1616 B. JONSOX Poetaster,
Dial. //or. 9f Trcbatins, Then dare to sing vnconquer d
Caesars deeds ; Who cheeres such actions, with aboundant
meeds.]

C. To meed Jn ME. also to males, OE. t6 mtdes] :

as a reward. Obs. exc. arch. Also t to (one s} meed.
In the OE. form mtdcs is an irregular genitive sing., owing

its inflexion to the analogy of neuter nouns used in similar
advb. phrases ; in ME. it was doubtless taken as a plural.

&amp;lt; 1000 /ELERIC Saints Lives (Skeat) I. 270 God him sylS
to medes bat ece lif. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 155 pet we moten
. . habbe to mede endelese blisse. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
67 Ure louerd ihesu crist..giueS hem to medes eche lif and
blisse. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3150 Wat woste..bulke nion
to is mede ?ine uawe, bat be King aurely bro3te sone of
lifdawe? c 1374 CHALCER Troyltis u. 1152 (1201) My-self
to medes wole be lettre sowe. a 1400 Celestin 75 in Anglia
I.

69,
To meodes I wile bicom bi man at bi somoun. Ibid.

611 ibid. 82 Wratthe and enuie, haue bis to meode. c 1440
Cast. Persrt1

. 603 To medys bou ?eue me howse and londe.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 186 Those who pleasure
had to meed Upon a day when all were glad.

t d. For any meed : from any motive, for no

(kin] meed: on no account, not at all. Obs.
13.. Coer de L. 5404 Off Kyng Richard myght they

nought spede, To take trewes for no mede. &amp;lt;i 1330 Syr
Degarre 614 Lo, what chaunse and wonder strong, Bltideth
man! a man with wrong; That, .spouseth w if for ani mede.



MEED. 303 MEEK.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3120 Me wondirs, I-wisse If he It wete

\vald, for any mede a-pon mold his meneyhe to lyuire.

(71407 LYDG. Keson ty Sens. 62^8
For age taryeth for no

mede. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 135 in Halves Bk. t Ne spit not

lorely, for no kyn mede, Before no mon of god for drede.

c 1460 Launfal 363, I warne the, That thou make no host

of me, For no kennes mede.

fe. A gift. Obs. rare.

1607 SHAKS. Titnon I. i. 288 No meede but he repayes
Seuen-fold aboue it selfe.

If f. Adjudged character or title, rare.

1833 TENNYSON CEnone 85 Pallas and Aphrodite, claiming
each This meed of fairest. 1868 Miss YoNGEGww(i877)
I. xxxiv. 291 Even the world itself could hardly award the

meed of unprofitable to the studies of Roger Bacon.

f 2. Reward dishonestly offered or accepted ;

corrupt gain; bribery. Obs.

136* LANGL. /*. PI. A. in. 241 pat laborers and louh folk

taken of heore Maystres, Nis no Maner Meede bote Mesur-

able huyre. c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 247 False curatis

J&amp;gt;at ^euen mede or hire to comen in-to siche worldly offices.

1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 521 Thow shalt nat swere for

enuye, ne for fauour ne for meede. ^1423 Rolls ofParlt.

V. 407/1 For affection, love, mede, double or drede. 1436
Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 184 That they
take mede wythe pryve violence, Carpettis, and thyn.yes
of price and pleysaunce. 1523 Ln. BERNERS/Vvz&r. I.xviii.

25 He toke mede and money of the Scottis. 1549 COVER-

DALE, etc. Krasin, Par. Gal. 20 He that for corrupte

teachyng the gospel receiueth mede of him, whom he so

teacheth [etc.]. 1550 GROWL KY Efigr. 196 It is a packe of

people that seke after meede. 1591 FI.OKIO 2&amp;gt;ui Fnntes 93
Golden meedes doo reach al heights. 1633 T. STAI-TOKD

Pac. Hib. i. 1. (1821) 33 For any respect of Favour, Meade,
Dreade, Displeasure, or Corruption. 1765 BLACKSTONE
Comni. I. 230 Without partiality through affection, love,

meed, doubt, or dread. 1808 SCOTT Mann. \\. xxii, Her
comrade was a sordid soul, Such as does murder for a meed.

personified. 1362 LANGL. J\ PI, A. n. 16 pat is Meede be

mayden , quod heo,
* bat hath me marred ofte . c 1381

CHAUCER Parl. Faults 228 Fool hardynesse it flaterye &
desyr, Messagerye, & meede & ober thre.

f3. Merit, excellence, worth. Obs.

a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 20 pat is the M&quot;cedes

of be Masse, c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 476 And sib it

Is greet meede to do almes for a tyme, it were myche
more meede to contynue perpetual alines. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) V. 149 A man of grete meryt and mede.

1493 Ftstivall (W. de W. 1515) 47 b, Fayth hath no mede
ne meryte Where mannes wytte gyueth experyence. 1509
BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1570) 42 It is mede, To geue it to

such as haue necessitie. 1565 JEWEL Repl. Harding
375 They say, It is a mater of special meede: and hable to

Confounde Heresies. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. /&quot; /, iv. viii. 38 My
meed hath got me fame, a 1600 Floddau F. i. (1664) 2

Thou imp of Mars thy worthy meeds, Who can discourse

with due honour. 1623 COCKERAM, Meed&amp;gt; desert. 1714
GAY Sheph. Week Wed. 17 Thou bard of wond rous meed.

(Notet ftleed, an old word for Fame or Renown.)

f b. To do meed: ? to do one s duty. Obs.
c 1400 Melayne 1017 Sen ilke a man feghtis for his saule

I sail for myn do mede.

4. Comb, f med3eorn a. [see YERN a. ; cf.

MHG. metegertt\j desirous of bribes.

rt 1200 Moral Ode 256 Medjeorne [v.rr. -ierne, -^ierne,

yorne] domes men.

t Meed, v. Obs, Forms: 2 meaden, 3-6 mede,
3 rnedin, 4 mod, myde, medi, 4-7 meed(e. [f.

MEED $b. Cf. OS. medan (MLG., MDu. inieden},
OHG. miaten (MHG., mod.G. mte/eri). ]

1. traits. To reward, recompense. In bad sense,
to bribe.

&amp;lt;*H75CW Horn. 243 We scule bien imersed alle \read
alsej gode cempen and imeaded mid heahere mede. a. 1225

Leg. Kath. 415 He bihet to medin ham mid swi&e heh
mede. 1340 Ayenb. 146 He [God] , . alle ssel deme commun-
liche and alle medi largeliche J&amp;gt;o

bet habbeb y-hyealde his

hestes. 1350 Will. Palcrne 4646 He . . meded hem
^so

moche wi^ alle maner binges, ..So bat
fc&amp;gt;ei

him bi-hl^t bi a

schort terme, pat bei priueli wold enpoyson be king & his

sone. x387 TRKV isA /////&amp;lt;? (Rolls) III.42ipanneAlisaundre
medede [L. subomabat} be bisshoppes, and warned hem what
answere he wolde have, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.* Gav.
Lordsh. 107 It fallys bat bou mede his werkys, aftyr his

seruyce bat he doos to be. 1496 Dives fy Paitj&amp;gt;. (W. de W.)
ix. xiv. 367/2 They shal be thanked & be meded therfore as

I sayd fyrste, a 1542 WYATT in Tottel s Misc. (Arb.) 223
Mine Anna.. My loue that medeth with disdaine.

2. To deserve, merit, nonce-use.

1613 HF.YWOOD Silver Age i. Wks. 1874 III. 89 Thy body
meedes a better graue.

Meed(e, obs. forms of MEAD.

t Mee der. Obs. [f.
MEED v. + -ER*.] One

who gives bribes.

1556 J. HEVWOOD Spider fy F. vii. 19 Meede, Judgth the

meeder, more, then Justice conteinse.

Meedewe, obs. form of MEADOW.
t Mee dful, a. Obs. Also 4-5 med-, 4-6

mede-, meede-. [f.
MEED sb. + -FUL.] De

serving of reward, meritorious.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter, etc. 499 pe froyte of goed werke
& of medful meditacioun. 1465 Fasten Lett. II. 224 It is

merytory, nedefull and medefull tobere witnesseoftrought.

1530 PALSGR. 318/1 Medefull, weritabfc. 1573 TUSSER
Hitsb. (1878) 177 True pittie is meedeful.

Hence f Meedfully adv., f Meedfulness.
^1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 23 So shalt bou goo from the

oone to the othir medefully, and fulfille hem both, c 1440

Jacob s Well 276 It techyth how., bou schalt medefully

mynystryn..bi temperall godys. 1530 PALSGR. 244/1 Mede-

fnlnesse, merite.

t Mee ding, vbL sb. Obs.
[f.
MEEDS . + -ING*.]

1. The action of the vb. MEED ; rewarding.

ci38o WVCLIF^/. Wks. III. 7 For he [sc. Christ] fallib

no tyme, here in helpinge, ne in hevene of meedynge.
2. In phr. to weeding: as a reward.
a 1300 Siriz 271 Have her twenti shiling, This ich }eve

the to meding, To buggen the sep and swin. 13. . A&quot;. Alis.

5533 The lettre was onon y-write. Kyng Allsaunder it un-

derfynge, And golde and silver to medyng.

t Mee ding, ///- a. Obs. [? f. *mecdc v., ad. L.

medt ri to heal + -ING-.] ? Healing.
1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkwortnes 31 With their friendly hands

and meeding art To hasten that which ready was to part.

Meedles, obs. form of MILDS.

tBEee*dlesS,a. Obs. rare. [f.MEEDj3. + -LKSS.]

Having no meed ; undeserving ; unrewarded.

1435 MlSYN l- ire of Love 67 In kyngis seruis or grete
lorilis grete gyftis meydles ba haue resauyd. 1783 J. YorsG
C n f. (h-ajys lcgy 70 Vet glows not, meedless quite, the

warm desire.

Meedth, Meef(e, obs. ff. MKAD
s/&amp;gt;,^-,

MOVE v.

Meek (m/k),a. Forms : 3 meoc, muk, 3-4
J^ec, 3-5 mek, meok(e, make, 3-6 meke, 4-5
mieke, meyk, myke, .supcH. mekerst(e), 4-7
meeke, (6 myck), 5-7 Sc. meik.

ve, 4- meek.

[I &quot;.arly
ME. meoc^ a. ON. miuk-r soft, pliant, gentle

(Sw. mjuk^ Da. myg) ; related by ablaut to Goth.

*mftk-s in milka-inodci meekness (Gr. irpaurrj^ ;

also to early mud.Du. mitik soft (: *Mftko-}.

According to some scholars the sr\in-: root i&amp;gt; found in OX.
inyki (see MUCK) and, outside Tent., in Olrish mocht

(: *mnkto-} soft, WeUh mivytho to soften.]

1. f a. Gentle, courteous, kind. Of a superior :

Merciful, compassionate, indulgent. Ohs.

c 1200 ORMIN 2501 E^^berr [sc. Mary and Joseph] wasswibji
oberr mec. 1303 R. IIKI:NNE Handl. Synnc 12254 Newt by
shryfte euer ylyke, hyt makeb lesu cryst to be mcke [? . r.

myke]. (&quot;1350 Will. Palcrne 412 Haue here bis bukl barn

S: be til liim meke. 136* LANGL. / . PL A. i. 150 pei} ge ben

mi^ty to mote
bej&amp;gt;

mt;ke of ^our werkis. 1375 IJARHorit

Bruce i. 390 Quhen he wes blyth, he wes lully. And mcyk
and sweyt in cumpany. 1:1400 Dcstr. Troy 215 It loyes
me, lason, of bi just wurkes |&amp;gt;at

so mighty & meke & manly
art holdyn. c 1450 Co- . Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 201 Kvcry
man..Be meke and lowe tlie pore man to. 1530 PALSGR.

318/2 Meke pity full, clt-m.-nt. 1557 C.RIMALD in Tt ttcl s

Misc. (Arb.) 97 Then, for our loue. good hope were not to

seek : I mought say with myst- lf, she will be niL-ck. 1567
Gnde

f&amp;gt;f

Godlie K. (S. T. S.) 115 Tlie Lord is meik, and

mercyfull is he. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. ni.i. 255. I am meeke
and gentle with these Butchers. 1609 HIULK (Douay) Ps.

Ixxxv. Comm., He is meeke to remitte offences,

b. As connoting a Christian virtue (
= Vulgate

mamuctttS) Biblical Gr. Trpaos) : Free from haughti
ness and self-will

; piously humble and submissive;

patient and unresentful under injury and reproach.
c 1200 ORMIN 667 Godess enngell iss full meoc, & milde, &
ffte, & blibe. a 1*25 Lee;. Kath. 103 D-JOS milde meke

&quot;

meiden. c 1290

e;. Kath. 103
En. Leg. I. 47/14 He [Edward the

// /.&amp;gt;

.

Martyr] was meoke and milde inou?. c 1380 \Vvci.ir // /.&amp;gt;.

(1880) 460 Crist .. was porerste man of lif & mekerste K:

moost vertuous. 1382 Matt. xxi. 5 Loo ! thi kyng
Cometh to thee, homly \^loss\ or nieki;, sittynge on an asse.

a 1400 Transl. N. T. iSelwyn MS.) 2 Tim. iii. 4 (Panes

lip) Incontynent, no5[t] inuke, with-outen benygnyte. c 1491
Chast. Goddes L hyld. xxii. 60 He that is not meke is

provide. 15*6 nigr. l\rf. (W. du W. 1531) lob, With a

clene herte & meke spiryte. 1535 CoVERDALE i Pet. iii. 4

A meke & a quyete sprete. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. u. i. 33

Patience vnmou d, no maruel though she pause, They can

be meeke, that haue no other cause. 1637 MILTON Lycidus

177 In the blest Kingdoms meek of joy and_ love. 1667
P. L. in. 266 His words here ended, but his meek aspect
Silent yet spake. 1766 FOKDVCE Serin. Yng. Worn. (1767)

1 1 . xiii. 227 A proud Character was never a meek one. 1838
\,\Ttott Alice 31 God is good to me

,
said the lady, raising

her meek eyes. 1860 WARTKR Sea-board II. 158 Bold bad

men far outnumber the meek ones of the earth.

absol. c izoo ORMIN 9613 Drihhtin hatebb- modi^ mann, &
lufej&amp;gt;b

allemeoke. 1382 WYCLIF Luke i. 52 Heputtidedoun
my?ty men fro seete, and enhaunside meke. 1567 Gude

&amp;lt;y

Godlie R. (S. T. S.) 96 Till slay the meik and Innocent.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxv. vi, The meeke he doth in judgment
leade. issgCovRRDALK Matt. v. 5 Blessed are the meke : for

they shall inheret the erth. 1798 PORTF.US Lect. Matt.\\.

(1802) 139 These [blessings], I apprehend, are the peculiar

portion and recompence of the meek.

c. Submissive, humble (occas. f const, to}. In

unfavourable sense : Inclined to submit tamely to

oppression or injury, easily
(

put upon ;
now often in a

tone of ironical commendation, with allusion to i b.

1340-70 Alisaunder 953 Hee..made all be menne meeke
too his wyll. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. x. 83 Drede is such a

Mayster pat he makeb Men Meoke and Mylde of heore

speche. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s T. 85 Hir meeke preyere
and hir pilous cheere. a 1400-50 Alexander 1747 Made to

be meke malegreue his chekis. 11450 Bk. Curtasye 179 in

Babees Bk., Be not to meke, but in mene be holde, For elite

a fole bou wylle be tolde. 1536 R. BEERLEV in Four C.

Eug. Lett. (1880) 34 My lowly and myck scrybulling. c 1560

A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 142 Than every man gaif Will

a mok, And said he wes our meik. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. I.

x. 44 He humbly touted in meeke lowlmesse. 1741 RICH

ARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 180 When I have asked thee,

meek-one, half a dozen questions together, I suppose thou

wilt answer them all at once ! 1835 LVTTON Ruttfil. i.The

boy was of a meek and yielding temper. 1868 BROWNING

Ring fy Bk. I. 976 He feels he has a fist, then folds his arms

Crosswise and makes his mind up to be meek. 1884 W. C.

SMITH Kildrostan 92, I hate Your meek_and milky girls

that dare not kiss A burning passion, clinging to your lips.

Myi. Spectator 4 July, [They] put up with angry opposition
in a way which, if English statesmen did it, would be de

nounced as meek .

d. Proverbial phr. (in the various senses above)
As meek as a lamb^ a maid, etc., as J\foses.

c 1330 Spec. Gy de Warewyke 260 He bat was woned lobe
Meke as a lomb, ful of pile, t 1386 CHAUCER Millers T.
16 He was. .lyk a mayden meke for to see. c 1470 HENKY
Wallace ix. 1937 In tym oft pes, mek as a maid was he.
1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on Ft. \. xii, Mr. Glegg,. .though a
kind man. .was not as meek as Moses,

fe. Used as adv. = MKKKLY.
(-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (18101 167 Ageyn R. he ferd, to

fot^ he felle fulle meke. a\qt$(. itrsorM. 18982 (Trin.) Kobe
on mon it wommon eke Of prophecie shul bei speke meke.

1605 SHAKS. Mac/ , i. vii. 17 Besides, this Duncane Hath
borne lii.s faculties bo meeke,

2. Of animals : Tame, gentle, not fierce.

r izoo OKMIN 1312 Forr lamb is soffte & stille deor, &
meoc, & milde, & libe. &amp;lt; 1325 Metr. How. 158 Douf aful mec
fuel is. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George] 278 He folouyt
hyre as it had bene

J&amp;gt;e

mekt;-.te quhelpe wes eujr sene.

( 1450 HOLLAND //VivA// 240 I hir ar na fowlis of reif, . . Bot

mansweit, . .manerit and meike. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
.\lviii. in The m&amp;lt;jik plucli ox. 1530 PALSGR. 318/3 Meke
nat wylde, donl.v.

f3. In jihysical applications: Not violent or

strung ; mild, gentle. Obs. or arch.
c 1420 Pallad, on IIn$l\ NIL n,2 His translacion Tliepynys

fruyt [\vol| esy make and nitikc [ ^.fntctittn pineitin trans
lations Mitescere\, 1525 I.i . UKRNLKS J- roisx, II. ii. 6 It

was in the monethe of Maye, whan the waters be peaseable
and meke. 1564 I

1

. MOOKI-: Hope Health n. xii. 49 Then
must, that superfluous Humour be pouryed out. .with a meke
incdiuine. 1781 Cowi KK Conversat. 260 Venus, .with a quiet,
which no fumes disturb, Sips meek infusions of a milder

herb. 1824 Miss FERKIKK Inker, xlv, A nicck, -IT\&amp;gt; ,
:ui-

tuinnal day.

fb. Mt&amp;gt;ek mother tr. PIA MATER^ : see MOTHER.
4. ( omb. chielly parasynthetic adjs,, as mech-

broived, -tyedj -hearted (Jience Meek-heartedness) t

-spirited \ also adverlnal, as mcek-dropt adj.

1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery \, ii. (1874) 22 The r
meek-

brow d child oftruth, Humility. riSzg MKS. HEMANS t ///.W&quot;;

Last .SY.v/ 14 Love, .hath pie-Vd Thy &quot;&quot;meek-drqpt eyelids
and (jiiiet breast. 1629 MILTON Hymn Nativity iii, But tie

her fears to cea&amp;gt;,e, Sent down the *meek-eyd Peace. 1818

BvRoNt&quot;//. Ifar, iv.cxvi, 1 he meek-eyed genius ofthe phi e.

1535 COVERIMLK /V. cxlix. 4 The Lorde. .helpeth the *meke-
harted. 1849 ROCK C/i. ofFathers II. 309 In her *meek-

lieartedness, the royal /Kdilthryda desired, and was buried

in a wooden coffin. 1535 COVI-.KDALI-: Ps, xxxvi. ii The
*meke spreted shal

po&amp;gt;-&amp;gt;esse
the earth. 1759 STI.KNK Tr.

Shandy I. x. (1760) 40 A meek-spirited jade of a broken-

winded horse.

Hence f Me-kelac (ineocleftc, wcokelec) [see

-LAIK], meekness, gentleness, lowliness.

cizoo OKMIN 253, Amul sop meocle^c wass opennlij Inn

hire annd&amp;gt;uere shitxvedd. (71225 ^ t s
r

- Kath. 1240 paH he

ba^t ouercom mon, were aka^t [nirli mon, wi5 meokelec iS:

liste, nawt wi3 luSer strencfle. r 1230 ///; Meid. 676 (Titus

MS. 1 Kur mi lauerd biseh his bufftenes mekelac.

t Meek, v. Obs. Forms : 3-4 meoko(n, 3-6

meke, 4 6 meeke, (4 mike, myke, 5 mekyn,
6 Sc. meik), 6-7 meek. [f. MEEK a.]

1. trans. To make meek in spirit, to humble ;

occas. to appease, mollify.
ci2oo ORMIN 9385 Forr swa to meokenn fce^re hind &

te^^re inodess wille. (11300 Cursor M. 4299 Strenger ben

euer sampson was, pat luue ne mai him mike wit might.

M370 Robt. Cicylc 62 He ete and laye with howndys eke,

Thogh he were prowde, hyt wolde hym meke. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) VII. 27 Hy bat word he meked [MS. y my-

kedel so be kynges herte, bat was to swolle for wrethe, bat

[etc.]. ^1400 Rom. Rose 3394 To preve if I might meke
him so. c 1450 tr. De Imitations \. xiii. 14 Temptacions are

ofte tymes ri^t profitable to man, ..for in hem a man is

mekid, purged & sharply tau^t. 1528 TISDALE Obed. Chr.

Man Pref. 5 b, To humble, to meke and to teach him Gods

wayes. 1680 MRS. ELIZ. NIMMO Z&amp;gt;iary in W. G. Scott-Mon-

crieff Narr. J. -Nimmo (1889) Introd. 16 Theie was much
of the Lord s goodness to be seen in supporting her, and

in meeking her spirit.

b. To bring low
, abase, humiliate.

^1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 30 All that dyes in thaire

pride he [god] mekis thaim in til the lawe pitt of hell. 1483

CAXTOS Gold. Leg. 38/1 By cause she synned in pryde he

meked her seyeng Thou shalt be under the power of man.

1554-9 n Songs &amp;lt;$

Ball. (1860) 12 Withe miche soar hongger
our bodis that he meikys.

c. reft, (also to meek ones heart
&amp;gt; Sffut, mind,

etc.) : To humble or abase oneself.

cizoo ORMIN* 13950 All forr nohht uss haffde Crist Ut-

lesedd fra j?e defell, ^iff ban we nolldenn mekenn uss To
folhhenn Cristess lare. ai22$Ancr. A . 278 O bi.^se wi^e

makieS edmod & meokeS our heorte. a 1300 Cursor M.

17578 For him to find qua will him seke, pair mode til him

&amp;gt;ai most meke. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. iv. 81 penne Meede

Meokede hire And Merci bi-souhte. 1387 TREVISA Higden

(Rolls) V. 423 pe kyng meked hym and ^eede barfoot. c 1400

Rom. Rose 2244 He that pryde hath, him withinne, Ne may
his herte, in no wyse, Meken ne souplen to servyse. c 1450

tr, De Imitatione in. Hi. 124 pou woldist meke \&amp;gt;\^\\
unto

be erbe. 1508 FISHER 7 f enit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876) 19 I he

lyon wyll not hurte the beest that falleth downe and

meketh hymselfe vnto hym. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys

Constantine mesked himselfe so lowly to the King, that [etc.).

2. trans. To tame (an animal).

illlU Ull vrwa tiii &quot;i ....f--.. -~j c,

meked and tamed off the nature offman. 1653 H. WHISTLER

Upshot Inf. Baftisine 50 The generation of Vipers and
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other sort of cruel beasts, meeked with Infants at the En
sign of Christ s Kingdom.
8. intr. To become meek, to be meek.
a 1300 E. K. Psalter xxxiv. 14 Als wepand, and als dreri,

Swa meked I witterli. a 1300 Cursor M. 12373 Pe bestes

mekand knaus me. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 35 Ac nede

is next hym for anon he meketh, And as low as a lombe for

lakkyng of bat hym nedeth. ,1400 Rom. Rose 3541 His
herte is liard, that wole not meke, Whan men of mekenesse
him biseke. f 1400 Destr. Troy 1952 He mekyt to bat

mighty, and with mowthe said His charge fullchoisly.chefe
how he might.
Hence t Mee-ked///. a., + Mee king vbl. sb.

a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter liv.vi Noght anly that i pray_for
my heghynge bot alswa that i pray tor mekynge of thaim.

c moofrymtrm Maskell Mon. Kit. II. 147 Meekid boonys
[L. ossa hnmiliata\ shulen ioie to the lord, c 1450 tr. De
Intitatione \\. ii. 42 To be meke man he grauntib gret

grace, and after his meking lifti|&amp;gt;
him in glory. Ibid. in. Ivii.

135 pou hast neuere despised be contrite it be meked [L.

hitiniliatitni\ herte.

Meeken (rm k n), v. Now rare. Also 4-6
mekeu, 6 raekyn, meaken. [f. MEEK a. + -EN r

.

Cf. Norw., Sw. mjukna.~\
1. trans. To make meek

;
to humble, soften,

tame
; t to mitigate, assuage ;

to lessen the violence

of (a fire&quot;) ;
to *

bring low , abase.

13.. E. P.. A Hit. P. B. 1328 Ofte hit mekned his mynde,
his maysterful werkkes. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione
i. -\iii. 161 Therby man is mekende, pourged, & infourmed

by experyence. 1547-64 UAUI.DWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 1 1

He meekneth the mighty, & exalteth the lowly. 1587 GOM&amp;gt;-

ING De Mornay xii. (1617) 176 Uasenesse to humble them,
sicknes to meeken them. 1591 R. TURNBULL Ex$. St. James
i6ob, Snakes haue beene so meekened, as that men haue
carried them without danger in their bosomes. 1647 TRAIT
Connif. Matt. v. 46 Thou shall melt these hardest metals . .

ihou shall meeken their rancour. 1662 J. SPARROW tr.

Bfhate s Rent. IVks., ist Apol. B. Tylcken 33 Its Fire be
came allayed or Meekened. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 265
This when . . The glaring lion saw, his horrid heart Was
meekened. a 1788 WKSLEY Sariottr, on me the ivant be-

stoiv ii, Meeken my soul, them heavenly Lamb, That I in

the new earth may claim My hundred-fold reward. 1856
MRS. BROWNING Atir. Leigh n. 564, I was quelled before

her, Meekened to the child she knew.

fb. reft. Obs.
c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 284, 1 mekend me befor be bedels

& be mes-.angiers of allmiglui God. 1537 MATTHEW 2 Chron.
xxxiii. 23 Amon. .mekened not liim selfe before the Lord as

.Manasseh his father had mekened himselfe.

2. intr. To become meek or submissive
;
to sub

mit meekly (to something),
1844 MKS. BROWNING Brown, Rosary n, And she so mild?

..As spirits, when They meeken, not to (Jod but men. 18..

Wisdom Unapplied \i\\t If I were thou,O gallant steed,..
I would not meeken to ihe rein, As thou.

Hence Mee-kened///. a.
; Mee-kening vbl. sl&amp;gt;.

and ppl. a.

1537 MATTHEW Ps. Ii. 19 marg., The mortifynge of the

fleasshe and meakenynge of the hert. 1539 TONSTALL Strut.

Palm iS&amp;lt;/. (1823) 93 Thou God wylte not despyse a harte

contryte and mekened. 1597 J. P. \YNI-: Royal Exch. 46
No less rightlie illumminge, ihen as trulie. .humblinge and

mekeninge. 1616 W. IJKOWNR Brit. Past. n. i. 22, I..

climb d Mountaines . . Then with soft steps enseal d the

meekned Vallyes In quest of memory. 1698 M. HENRY
Meekness fy Quietn. Spirit (1822) 166 Repentance, .is very

meekening. 1728-46 THOMSON Springqw Her eyes, Where
meekened sense and amiable grace And lively sweetness

dwell. 18.. MRS. BROWNING fsofaFt Child XKX9* I changed
the cruel prayer I made, And bowed my meekened face,

and prayed That God would do His will. 1859-60 J.

HAMILTON Moses v. (1870) 6 The meekening process in the

mind of God s destined agent.

t Mee khead. Obs. Also 3 mek-, meok-,
mukhede. [f.

MKKK a. +-HKAD.] MEEKNESS.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8004 Milce nas ber mid him non

ne no Manere Mekhede [v.rr. meok hede, mukhede]. a 1350
Birth Jesn 391 (Egerton MS.) Vor he [God] hab be mek
hede biholden of his hine. 1672 CRESSY in Slillingfl. Idol.

Ch. Rome led. 2) 224 Our being beclosed in. .his [God s]

meek-head.

Meekle, obs. form of MICKLE.

t Mee kless, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. [f.
MEEK v. + -LESS.]

That cannot be appeased or rendered meek.

1587 Mirr. Mag., Madan iv, No counsayle could my
meekelesse rmnde asswage.

t Mee kly, a. Obs. In 4 mekliche. [f.
MEEK

a. + -LY i.]
=MEEK a.

a 1350 Birth Jesu 400 (Egerton MS.) Mekliche men
incited he hab also.

Meekly (mf kli), adv. Forms: see MEEK a.;
also 4 mekkeli, mikelik, muekliche, mukly.
[f.

MEEK a. + -LY 2
.] In a meek or humble manner.

c 1200 ORMIN 11302 pe birrb biforr bin Laferrd Godd Cneo-
lenn meoclike & fulenn. 1x1225 St. Marker. 14 {&amp;gt;is

beoS
be wepnen. .eolen meokeliche and druncken meokeluker.

41300 Cursor^ M. 1304 Quen cherubin bis errand herd
Mikelik he him answard. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1945 Loke
bat bou ban mukly speke & to hym mercy crye. c 1450
AIironr Salnacioun 4511 lesu of thi seruants wesshe thowe
the fete mekely. 1547-8 Order Comninn. 12 Mekely knel-

yng vpon your knees. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. \\.

131 He. .answered meekely as a Lamb. 1745 W. ROBERTSON
in Trans/.

&amp;lt;y Paraphr. Scot. Ch. (1786) xxv. ix, Wrong d
and oppress d how meekly he in patient silence stood. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 503 They had . . submitted them
selves meekly to the royal authority.

Meekness (im knes). Forms : see MEEK a.
;

also 4 mikeness, mueknesse, 6 meacknesse,
meakenes, mykenes. [f. MEEK a. + -XKSS.] The

qualityof being meek; gentleness of spirit ; humility.

r i2oo ORMIN 3612 J&amp;gt;att
dide he forr to shaswenn swa

Unnse^endli} meocnesse. n 1240 ll ohunge in Cott. Horn.

273 Meknesse and mildschipe makes mon eihwer luued.

(11300 Cursor M. 9996 Sco serued in vr lauerd dright, In
mikenes suet, bath dai and night. 1340 Ayenb. 65 God bet

louejj Mueknesse and zobnesse. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3941
Eneas was.. A man full of mekenes & mery of his chere.

C 1440 Prowp, Parv. 331/2 Mekenesse, and softenesse, man-
sHetiido, clemencia. 1542-5 KRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 108

Yet for all their outwarde meakenes and holynes, they be
within rauenynge wolues. 1556 Aurclio fy Isab. (1608) N vij,

You shall use towardes me suche meacknesse, lyke as God
usethe unto all sinnars. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. y/ff, v. iii. 62

Loue and meekenesse, Lord, Become a Churchman, better

then, Ambition. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 310 It must
be owing to my Meekness, more than his Complaisance.
1860 WARTER Sea-board II. 161 Gentle natures in which

grace has kindled meekness.

t Mee kship. Obs. [
+ -SHIP.] Meekness.

c 1230 Hah Meid. 659 (Bodley MS.) Miltschipe & meoke-

schipe of heorte.

Meel(e, meell, obs. forms of MEAL.

Meeling, obs. variant of MAILING, a farm.

1595 DUNCAN App. Vy/tf(E.D.S.) 69 Fundits, a meeling.

Meelte, Meen e, obs. ff. MELT v., MEAN, MIK.V.

Meende, Meeng(e : see MINP, MENG.

Meer(e : see MARK*, MAYOR, MERE, MORE.
Meercere, -eery, obs. ff. MERCER, MERCERY.

Meerkat (im- ukoct). Also 5 mercatte, 9
meercat. [a. Du. mecrkat monkey (

= G. meer-

kalze}, app. f. meer sea + kat oat.

Cf., however, Hindi markat^ Skr. marka(a ape. Can
ihe European word (already found in Olid, as mcHcazza)
be an etymologizing perversion oi an Oriental name?]

f 1. A monkey. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 98, I wende hit had be a

mermoyse a baubyn or a mercatte for I sawe neuer fowler

bee-it. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 191 There
are diuer^e ^traunge beastes bred in As-.ia, . . Mercattes.

2. A name given in S. Africa to two small mam
mals : a. Cynictis penicillata^ allied to the ichneu

mon, b. Thcsuricate, .Sw/ /V^/a/tf/rifldfaf/j /a, which
is tamed as a pet.
1801 J. HARROW Trav. S. Africa 1.231 Upon those parched

plains are also found a great variety of small quadrupeds
that burrow in the ground, and which are known lo the

colonists under the general name of meer-cats. 1826 A.
SMITH Catal. S. Afr. Mns. 32 Meer Kat of the Dutch.

Kyza-naSurikatta of the Naturalists. i833OGimvin Trans.
Zool. Soc. (1835) I. 34 The name Mcer-kat ..is of very
general acceptation in South Africa, being applied indiffer

ently to the present species [Cynictis] t the Cape Herpestes,
Ground Squirrels, and various other burrowing animals.

1890 MRS. A. MAKTIN Home Life Ostrich Farm 158 There
are two kinds of meerkats; one red, with a bushy tail like

thai of a squirrel, the other grey, with a pointed tail, and it

is this latter kind which makes so charming a pet.

attnh, 1897 ANNE PAGE Afternoon Ride 62 Meerkat
skins sewn together, as pouches for tobacco.

Meerschaum (mi- -jJjm, -Jam). Forms: 8

? myrsen, 8-9 meershaum, 9 meerchum, mere-

schaum, merschaum, 8- meerschaum, [a. G.
meerschaum

^ lit. sea-foam ,
f. meer sea + schamn

foam (a literal transl. of the Persian name kef-i-

daryd\ Alluding to its frothy appearance.]
1. A popular synonym of sepiolite, A hydrous

silicate of magnesium occurring in soft white clay-
like masses.

1784 [see KEFFEKILL], 1794 KIRWAN Elon. Min. (ed. 2) I.

145 KefTekill or myrsen, which the Germans corruptly call

Meerschaum, is said to be when recently dug of a yellow
colour. 1812 J. NOTT Dckkers Gull s Horn-bk. 176 note,
Those tobacco-pipes which they manufacture of a species
of earth, of the magnesious genus combined with silex, de
nominated meerschaum. 1891 Daily Nws 26 Oct. 5/6 He
bought wholesale little blocks of flawed meerschaum, polished
them, and made them up into pipes.
attrib. 1823 DK QUISCEV Mr. Schnackenbcrgcr vi, The

great meerschaum head of his pipe.

2. (In full meerschattm pipe.} A tobacco-pipe,
the bowl of which is made of meerschaum.
1799 COLERIDGE Let. 14 Jan., A pipe of a particular kind,

that has been smoked for a year or so, will sell here [at

Ratzeburg] for twenty guineas. ..They are called Meer
schaum. 18x2 J. NOTT Dekker s Gulfs Horn-bk. 176 note,
A meerschaum pipe nearly black with smoking is considered
a treasure. 1818 tilackiv. Mag. III. 404 Bobwigs and meer
schaums, pellicoats and sabres. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant.
Breakf.-t, xi,OneStradivarius, I confess, Two Meerschaums,
I would fain possess. 1884 Graphic Christmas No. 5/3 He
produced an enormous meerschaum. 1887 G. K. SIMS Mary
Jane s Mem. 145 He sent me back ihe meerschaum-pipe.

t Meese. Obs. [a. Du. mees = ME. MOSE,
whence corruptly -mouse in TITMOUSE.] Atom-tit.
c 1481 CAXTON Dialogues 10/35 Wodecoks, nyghtyngalis,

Sparowes, meesen, Ghees [etc.].

Mees(e : see MESE, MESS. Meest, obs. f. MOST.

Meet (mzt), sb. [f. MEET #.]
The meeting of

hounds and men in preparation tor a hunt. Also,

by extension, applied to other kinds of sporting

meetings (e.g. of coaches, cyclists).

1831-4 R. S. SURTEES Jorrock s Jaunts (1838) 39 They
overtook a gentleman perusing a Jong bill of ihe meets for

the next week, of at least half a dozen packs. 1854 WARTER
Last ofOld Squires vi. 58 If it so happened that the fox

hounds did not make their usual meets in the neighbour
hood. 1893 Times 4 May 12/1 The interesting meet of ihe

stage-coaches to be held to-day. 1897 Outing (\3. S.) XXX.
493/2 For 16 years the club s meet has been one of the most

popular cycling events.

(m/l), a. and adv. Now arch. Forms :

i (;$e)maete, m6te, 4 met, 4-6 mete, 5-7 meete,
(6 mytt, meat(e, St. meit, meyit), 6- meet.
Also 2-3 I-METE. [ME. mete (with close e. riming
with sivete, etc.) ; prob. repr. OE. (Anglian) *gemte t

\YS. gMweft (early southern ME. I-METE) with
normal loss of the prefix. The OE. gemxte :

OTeut. *gamxfjo- (OHG. garna^i equal, MHG.
geniiKZfi mod.G. gemasz}, f. *ga- (Y-) prefix syn

onymous with L. com- +*mieta measure, f. *wr?/-,
ablaut-var. of *mct- (see METE z .

1
). The ety

mological sense is thus commensurate .

OE. had mxte adj. of similar formation without the prefix,
but it occurs only in the senses *

small, inferior . The
formally equivalent ON. m&t-r, valuable, excellent, law
ful

, may possibly be the source of some of the Eng. senses.
The alleged OE.

g
ef&quot; L t a^j., sometimes assigned as the

etymon, appears lo be merely a predicative use of ?emet
sb., measure, what is fitting ; and if the adj. existed its ME.
form would not have had close e.]

A. adj.

1 1. Having the proper dimensions ; made to fit.

In later use : Close-fitting, barely large enough.
Also Comb, meet-bodied. Obs.

[(.-961 jETHELwot-D Rule St. Bftit t Iv. (SchrOer 1885) 89
ISe^ceawise se abbod and hate besidian tsera reafa jemet,
}&amp;gt;xt hy ne synd to scorte, ac ema:te bam, be hyra noiiao.
a 1300 in Leg. Holy Rooti (1871) 30 [&amp;gt;o

was it bi a foi lo

schorl. .hi ne miste il make Imeie.j a 1300 Cursor M.
8309 Son be tre was heun dun, And squir on-laid and
scantliun, pe tre was als mete and quern, Als animan bar to

cuth deme. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 50 par-
for of spech is a cowyne pa mad til hyme met. 1500-20
DI NBAR Poems xxviii. 13 Sowtaris, with schone weill maid
and meit, ?e mend the faltis of ill maid feit. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis vm, viii. 10 Apon his feyt his meyit schois hoit War
buklit. 16.. Will Stewart $ John Ixi. in Child Ballads
II. 436 lohn hegott on a clouted cloake, Soe meete and low
then by his knee. 1727 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1889) 200

They will allow him [the towns pyper] a meel bodied coat

with the towns livery thereon. 0:1763 Sweet William s

Ghost xili. in Child Ballads II. 229 There s no room at my
side.. My coffin s made so meet. &f-9ojMtlK8QNt Mtet&amp;lt;0mtt

a term used by old people for a coat that is exactly meet
for ihe size of ihe body, as disiinguished from a long coal.

j-2. Equal, on the same level. Const, to. Also
absol. as sb., an equal. Obs.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 484 Of al goodenesse she

had none mete, c 1400 YiLaine .y Gaw. 2114 Thar es na
sorow mete to myne. 1:1440 York Myst. xvii. 281 Hayll !

man bat is made to bin men meete [AfS. mette, rime feete].

f b. To be meet with : to be even or quits with
;

to be revenged upon. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado i. i. 47 You taxe Signior Bene-
dicke too much, but hee l be meet with you. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch s Mor. 187 The foule ill lake me if I be not re

venged and meet with thee. 1687 Death s Vis. Pref. (1713)
12 An Unjust, Terrible Devil. .that. .will be severely meet
with them for all ihe.. Scorn they have cast even on his

Being and Power.

3. Suitable, fit, proper (for some purpose or

occasion, expressed or implied). Const, for, to ;

also to with inf.

13. , Gaw. 3- Gr. Knt. 71 Alle bis mirbe bay maden to be
mete tyme. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1043 (Dido) There
nis no womman to him half so mete, c 1386 Knt. s T.

773 Two barneys .Bothe suffisauni and mete to darreyne
The bataille. (1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 832 Mustard
is nietest with alle maner salt herynge. 1481 CAXTON Key-
nard xv. (Arb.) 32 Hadde we an halter which were mete
for his necke and strong ynough. 1530 PALSGR. 574/1 Of
all monethes Marche is the nietest to set yonge plnnus
and to graffe in. I547&quot;8

Order ofCommunion 10 So shall

ye bee mete parlakers of these holy misteries. 155* in

i ilt
iry&quot;s

Anat. (1888) App. iii. 151 A gate or dore . . for

the Apte, commodyous, and meale passage of the gouer-
nours. 1557 Tottef s Misc. (Arb.) 245 For to deceiue

they be most mete That best can play hypocrisy. 1563
SHUTE Archlt. B ij, Whose names also I thuught not

altogyther the metest to be omitted. 1616 BOYLE in Lis-

ittorc / (

rt/*frj(i886) I. 129, I am to pass back a lease of 40

yearestoCap&quot;TyntatameetRent. a 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840) II. 448 He was happy in a meet yoke-fellow. 1692
BENTLEY Boyle Lect. iii. 8 The Eye is very proper and
meet for seeing. i8ao SCOTT Monast, xviit, To transmew

myself inlo some civil form meeler for this worshipful com

pany. 185* M. ARNOLD Empedoclcs 63 Not here, O Apollo !

Are haunts meel for ihee. MLAltimtftSyskMtd. V. 372
Thrombosis meet lo explain the death is not always found.

b. Predicatively ofan action : Fitting, becoming,

proper. Chiefly in // is wee/ that. . ,
as (or than}

is meet.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3675 Sco..cled him, sum it was mete,

Wit ms brober robe at smelled suele. c 1485 Digby JMyst.

(1882) iv. 686 O swete child ! il was nothinge mete. .To let

ludas kissethes lippes so swete. 1548-0 (Mar.) Rk. Com.

Prayer^ Communion^ It is mete and right so to do. 1611

BIBLE Jer. xxvi. 14 Doe with mee as seemeth good and
meet vnto you. 1653 NEEDHAM Ir. Sclden s Mare Cl. 56

Using far less diligence here lhan was meet. 1752 YOUNG
Brothers i. i, My cities, which deserted in my wars, I

thought it meet to punish. 1833 TENNYSON Poems 1 16 This

is lovelier and sweeter, Men of Ithaca, this is meeter, In the

hollow rosy vale to tarry. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. Introd.

(1862) 38 It was only meet that this Son should be clothed

with mightier powers than theirs.

f4. Mild, gentle. Obs.

1433 LYDG. S. Edmund 1007 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.

(1881) 394 Most temperat he was of his dieete,..To foryef-

nesse most mansuet and meete. 1535 STKWART Cron. Scot,

(Rolls) I. 320 Mansweit and meit, and full of gentres. 1598
GRENEWEY Tacitus Ann. in. vii. 73 The Senators..thought

Lepiclus rather meete [L. mitcw} then a coward.



MEET.

f B. adv. In a meet, fit, or proper manner ;

meetly, fitly; sufficiently. Also, exactly (in a
certain position). Meet to : in close contact with.

1390 GOWF.R Con/. III. 183 His skyn was schape al meete,
And nayled on the same seete. c 1470 HENRY Wallace x.

149 That taill full meit thow has tauld be thi sell. 1542
RECORDE Cr. Aries G vij b, In them the two fyrste fygures
wer set euer mete one vnder the other. 1580 R. ROBINSON
Gold. Mirr. (1851) I Casing in the cloudes, these countreys
for to vew, Meete underneath, the mountaine where I was.
a 1600 MONTGOMERY Misc. Poems xxxv. 68 Diana keeps
this Margarit, Hot Hymen heghts to match hir meit. 1601
SHAKS. Airs Wclli. iii. 333 All yet seemes well, and if it

end so meete, The bitter past, more welcome is the sweet.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 465 The cords being first laid meet
to my skin. 1688 SHADWELL Syr. Alsatia in. i, You have
given me so many bumpers I am Meet drunk already.

Meet (mil), v. Inflected met. Forms : i m6-
tan, Northumb. moeta, 3 meten, 3-4 miete(n,
3-6 mete, 4-7 Sc. meit(e, 5-7 meete, (4 meyt,
met, 5 mett, 6 might, 7 meat), 4- meet. Pa. t.

\ melte, 3-6 mette, 4 meyt, 4-7 mett, 5 Sc. meit,
4- met. Pa. pple. 4 mett, mete, 4-6 mette, 5
meyt, 4- met ; 4-5 ymette, 4-7 ymet, 5 imett(e.
[OE. mctan (Northumb. mdta), also with prefix
gtmftan, wk. vb., corresponds to OFris. me/a, OS.
mSlian (MLG. moten, gemoten, Du. moeten, ON.
m&la (Sw. miita, Da. mode), Goth, gamotjan :

OTeut. *(gd)motjan, {. *motom coming together,
encounter, meeting. See MOOT so.]

I. Transitive senses.

1. To come or light upon, come across, fall in

with, find. Now only dial. exc. with person as

obj., in which use it is merged in 4; otherwise

superseded by meet with.
&amp;lt;r888 K. ALFRED Boetk. xxx. 2 Hwi ofermodrje ge )&amp;gt;on

ofer oore men for eowrum jebyrdum buton anweorce, nu $enanne ne magon metan unsepelne? 971 Blickl. Horn. 217Da he eft ham com, )&amp;gt;a
mette he Sane man forSferedne.

? a 1400 A rthur 343 pe ferst lond
|&amp;gt;at

he gan Meete, Forsobe
hyt was Bareflete. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1830) xv. 164 Summe
of hem worschipe the Sonne,..summe Serpentes, or the first

thing that thei meeten at morwen. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
in. ii. 188, I see a man heere needs not Hue by shifts, When
in the streets he meetes such golden gifts. 1676 WISEMAN
Surf. ii. iii. 174 Of this Intemperies you will find an Ob-
servation in Herpes.. .And whereever you meet it, you shall
find difficulty. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoalofQual. (1809) III.
61, I had not gone.. a mile, when, meeting a dirty road,
I turned over a stile. Mod. Pembrokeshire (E.D.D.), 1 met
this glove on the road.

2. To come face to face with, or into the com
pany of (a person who is arriving at the same point
from the opposite or a different direction).
c 1205 LAY. 18127 In are brade strete he igon mete

J&amp;gt;reo

cmhtes & heore sweines. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 54/7 Ase
he cam a day bi be wei he gan mieten bi cas Ane knijt
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 82 Whon I mette him in be Mar.
kct bat I most hate, Ich heilede him as hendely as I his
frend weore. c 1475 RaufCoilyar 606 He met ane Porter
swayne Cummand raith him agayne. 1330 PALSGR. 635/1,
I mette hym a myle beyonde the towne. 1693 CONGREVE
Old Bach. iv. v, I would have overtaken, not have met myGame. 1824 HOGG Conf. Sinner 130 They perceived the
two youths coming, as to meet them, on the same path.

b. To arrive in the presence of (a person, etc.,

approaching) as the intended result of going in the

opposite direction : often in phrases to come, go,
run, etc. to meet. Hence, to go to a place at
which (a person) arrives, in order e.g. to welcome,
communicate with, accompany, or convey (him).
Similarly, to meet a coach, a train, etc.
a 1300 Cursor Jit. 10555 P&quot;

lauerd es comand als suith, Ga
to mete him. c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 62 Till Noram kirk
he come with outyn mar, The consell than of Scotland meit
hym thar. 15. . Sir A. Barton in Stirtces

Misc.(i%ZV&amp;gt;n To
might my Lord came the kinge and quen. 1598 SHAKS. Merry
W. iv. ii. 96 He appoint my men to carry the basket againe,
to meete him at the doore with it. 1599 Much Ado i. i.

97 Good Signior Leonato, you are come to meet your trouble :

the fashion of the world is to auoid cost, and you encounter
it. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. ex, As in a drought the
thirsty creatures cry And gape upon the gathered clouds for
rain, And first the martlet meets it in the sky. 1667 MILTONf.L.x. 103 Where art thou Adam, wont with joy to meet
My coming seen far off? 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum.
Knowl. 97 Bid your servant meet you at such a time
1808 SCOTT Marin. i. xiii, Then stepp d to meet that noble
Lord, Sir Hugh the Heron bold. 1894 DOYLE i . Holmes
49 I II meet the seven o clock train and take no steps till

you arrive. Mod. An omnibus from the hotel meets all
trains. I was met at the station by my host with a
carriage.

C. Phr. To meet half-way : chiefly in figurative
uses, f to forestall, anticipate (obs.) to respond
to the friendly advances of; to make concessions
to (a person) in response to or in expectation
of equal concessions on his part ;

to come to
a compromise with. To meet trouble half-way :

to distress oneself needlessly with anticipations of
what may happen.
1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. B, Presently he retnembred

nimselfe, and had like to fall into his memento againe, but
it I met him halfe waies, and askt his Lordship [etc.].
S BACON Ess., Judicature T 3 Let not the ludge meet

the Cause halfe SVay; Nor giue Occasion to the Partie
to say; His Counsell or Proofes were not heard. 1638BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. Ill) 112, I like this popu-
lar Ummtie, which meets us halfe way, and stoops a
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little, that we may not strayne our selves too much. 1706
FARQUHAR Recruit. Officer in, i, We lov d two Ladies, they
met us halfway, and [etc.]. 1799 NELSON in Nicolas Disp,
(1845) IV. 66 There is not a thing that the Admiral could
propose that I would not meet him half-way. 1821 LAMB
Rlia Ser. i. Valentine s t/ay, The world meets nobody
half-way. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 5 Sept. 12/2 The Polish
peasantry. .will meet the Czar halfway in whatever he does
for their good.

d. transf. with inanimate things as subj. or obj.:
To come into contact, association, or junction with

(something or some one moving in a different

course). Also, of things that have attributed

motion, as a line, road, etc.: To arrive at a point
of contact or intersection with (another line,

etc.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 23161 Oft i was wit malisce mette. 1590

SPENSER / . Q. in. iii. 21 Lt-t no whit thee dismay The hard
beginne that meetes thee in the dore. i6o32/m /Y. Return
/r. far/iass. n. i. (Arb.) 22 Where so ere we run there
meetes vs griefe. 1833 TmuvsoxLadyo/Shatotti. 3 Long
fields of barley and of rye, That clothe the wold and meet
the sky. 1842 Sir Galahad vi, I yearn to breathe the
airs of heaven That often meet me here. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Kng. v. I. 663 The gibbet was set up where King
Street meets Cheapside. 1898 Kncycl.Sport II. 297 (Roiv-
ing) Meeting the oar, bringing the body up to the oar at

the^close of the stroke in place of bringing the hands strongly
up into the chest.

e. Of an object of attention: To present itself

before, to come under the observation of. To meet
the eye (sight, view}, the car : to be visible, audible.
To meet the eye of\ to happen to be seen by.
1632 MILTON* Penseroso 120 Of Forests, and inchantments

drear, Where more is meant then meets the ear. 1667
P. L, vi. 18 Chariots and flaming Armes, and fierie Steeds
Reflecting blaze on bla/e, first met his view. 1781 Cow PER
Progr. Err. 48 Where er he turns, enjoyment and delight.,
meet his sight. 1876 THEVKLYAN Macaulay I. 36} All that
met his ear or eye. 1883 GILMOUR Mongols xviii. 211
Striking pious attitudes at every object of reverence that
meets his eye. Mod. Advi. If this should meet the eye of
A. B., he is requested [etc.].

f. To meet a person s eye, gazette. : to perceive
that he is looking at one

; also, to submit oneself
to his look without turning away.

xxxii, As she turned her head . . she met his eyes.
3. To encounter or oppose in battle. Also (after

F. rencontrer], to fight a duel with.
c 1275 LAY. 16366 Ten Jjusend Scottes he sendc bi-halues

be heajiene to mete [r 1205 to imete]. c 1330 Amis $ A mil.

1114 Yif Y may mete him aright, With mi brond that is so

bright. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce XH. 226 Meit thame with

peril hardely. ^1400 Destr. Tr,y 6527 All bat met hym
with malis.. Auther dyet of his dynttes, or were dec! wondit.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. n. 159 At thair

coming baldlie and w l scharpe we iris thay meit thame. 1671
MILTON Samson 1123, I only with an Oaken staff will meet
thee. 1771 Jnniits Lett. Ixiii. (1820)323 His opponents.,
never meet him fairly upon his own ground. 1847 TENNY
SON Princess iv. song, Like fire he meets the foe. 1855
SMEDLEY H. Coverdale Hi, I suppose I should be forced to
meet him . . if he were to challenge me.

t b. To be meet or even with
;
= 1 1 i. Obs.

1613 FLETCHER, etc. Hon. Man s Fort. in. iii, I have
heard of your tricks,., well I may live To meet thee. 1623
FLETCHER Rule a Wife v. iii, Some trick upon my credit,
I shall meet it.

c. To encounter or face the attacks of (something
impersonal) ; to oppose, cope or grapple with (an
objection, difficulty, evil). (Cf. u h.)
1745 De Foe s Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. vii. 53 Not be

afraid of meeting the mischief which he sees follow too fast

for him to escape. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. (ed. 2)

III. xi. 166 Who does not see, that to bear pain well, is to
meet it courageously 1 1854 BREWSTER More Worlds xv.
221 It is vain to argue against assertions like these which
can only be met by an equally positive denial of them.

1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. it. ii. ii The impetus of a push
or a squeeze received on the hand is measured by the mus
cular exertion induced to meet it. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.
i. 4. 40 The threats of Charles were met by OfTa with de
fiance. 1884 Punchw Nov. 252/1 Seen my last pamphlet,
How to Meet the Microbe ?

f d. With simple rejl. pron. in reciprocal sense :

To encounter each other; = sense 9. Oh.
1297 R. GLOUC, (Rolls) 1950 Bi side winchestre in a feld

to gadere hii horn mette. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 3325 pai metten
hem in asty Bi o forestes side.

4. To come (whether by accident or design) into

the company of, or into personal intercourse with ;

to * come across* (a person) in the intercourse of

society or business.

ci374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 138 Alas when shal I mete
yow, herte dere? 1607 SHAKS. Cor. 11. iii. 149 Remaines,
that, in th

1

Officiall Markes inuested, You anon doe meet
the Senate. 1676 WISEMAN Sitrg. i. xxi. 114 The next day
in the afternoon the two Physicians and some of the Chirur-

geons met me at the Patient s Chamber. 1676 DRYDEN
State Innoc. v. i, And not look back to see, When what we
love we ne er must meet again. 1767 Woman ofFashion
I. 127, I was.. struck with the Person, but much more with
the good Sense, of the young Creature I accidently met.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 81 It was not strange that
the king did not then wish to meet them. 1855 TENNYSON
Maud n. iv. xiii, I loathe the squares and streets, And the
faces that one meets. 1887 BEATTY-KINGSTON (title) Mon-
archs I have met. Mod. His medical colleagues refuse to

meet him in consultation

MEET.
b. Phrase, To l&amp;gt;e well, happily, etc., met. Also

i ellipt., Well met ! (as an expression of welcome\
c 1460 Play Sacram. 237 A petre powle good daye & wele

,

imett. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\. vii. 83 Now go we hens
said balyn & wel be we met. 1526 SK ELTON Magnyf. 461
What, wanton, wanton, nowe well ymet ! 1590 SHAKS Com
Err. iv. iii. 45 Well met, well met, Master Antipholus.a 1592 GREENE James /r

t iv. ii, Widow Countess, well
y-met. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 19 You are happilic

|
met. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii i. i, Ho, Diomed, well met.

fc. \Vith simple rejl. pron, (cf. 3 d) : To en
counter each other; = sense 8. Obs.

51290 .9. F.ng. Leg. I. 354/302 Bi pe watere of pireford
bis two schirenc hem mette, And conteckeden for bis holie
bodie. ^1300 Cursor Af 10563 Quen }&amp;gt;is

seli mett bam
same, pai grett bain-self wit gastli game.
5. 1 o encounter, experience (a certain fortune or

destiny) ; to receive (reward, punishment, or trent-

:
ment of a certain kind). Now rare w poet., super-

, seded by meet with (i i g).
(-1440 York Myst. xi. 288 Mo mervaylles mon he mett.

1591 .SHAKS. Tut&amp;gt; Gent. i. i. 15 Wish me partaker in thy
happmesse, When thou do st meet good hap. a 1631 DONMC

i Lett., To Sir T. Lucy (1651) n, I have a little satisfaction
i

in seeing a letter written to you upon my table, though I

meet no opportunity of sending it. 1661 BOYLE Style of
Script. (1675) 243 Those. .met a destiny not ill resembling
that of Zacheus, 1667 MILTON / . /-. L\. 271 As one who
loves, and some unkindness meets, a 1677 BARROW Semi.
xvii, Wks. 1687 I. 243 Whoever hath in him any love of
truth. .shall hardly be able to satisfie himself in the con-

i
versations he meeteth

; but [etc.]. 1697 DRYDEN I irg.
Georg, iv.655 Thy great Misdeeds have met a due Reward.
17*6 Swn T Gulliver it. v, In this Exercise I once met an
Accident. 1808 MACKINTOSH Let. 28 Sept. in Life (1836) I.

437 Meet your approbation is a slang phrase, not fit for

|

public despatches or letters. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU /&amp;gt;.

Wines $ Fol. iv. 61 He met only threats and laughter.
, 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 19 This generous appeal
|

met no response. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 309, I fear d
To meet a cold We thank you . 1855 M. ARNOLD Balder
/V&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;/24

He has met that doom which long ago The Nor-
nies. .spun.

6. To come into conformity with (a person s

, wishes or opinions).
1694 COXGKKVF: Double Dealer v. xiii, By Heav n he meets

i my wishes! 1784 COWTER Task in. 788 He.. leaves the

accomplished plan Just when it.. meets his hopes. 1842
BISCHOFF Woollen Manuf. II. 69 Such duties on the im
portation of foreign woollen manufactures as would meet
their views. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 120 The
Estates, .would go as far as their consciences would allow

j

to meet His Majesty s wishes. 1864 HAWTHORNE S. Felton
\ (1883) 273 If her thoughts, .bad settled on that, .wholesome
young man, instead of on himself, who met her on so few

I points. Mod, (Coming I will do my best to meet you in

[

the matter.

7. To satisfy (a demand or need) ;
to satisfy the

requirements of (a particular case) ; to be able or

sufficient to discharge (a pecuniary obligation).
To meet a bill (Comm.) : to pay it at maturity.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xi, The money, .was. .not more

than sufficient to meet one of the demands. 1837 SIR F.
PALGRAVE Merch.

&amp;lt;$

Friar (1844) 187 No body is ever un
able to pay his debts

;
he is only unable to meet his

engagements. 1847 MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest iv, His
widow sold the gun to meet her wants. 1876 MACLEOD
Elem. Banking 167 Even under the best circumstances, an

acceptor may fail to meet his bill. 1884 SIR E. E. KAY in

!

Laiu Times Rep. TO May 322/2 A remedy which exactly
meets the necessities of the case. 1884 blanch. Exam.
16 May 5/1 This view of the question gets rid of. .all mere

wrangling, while no other adequately meets the case. 1891
Laiu Rep. Weekly Notes 78/1 The course suggested on the

part of the Comptroller was necessary to meet the justice
of the case. 1894 BARING-GOULD Kitty Alone II. 84 Five
hundred pounds will not suffice to meet all claims.

II. Intransitive senses.

8. [From the earlier reciprocal use: see 4 c.] Of
two or more persons : To come from opposite
or different directions into the same place or so

as to be in each other s presence or company,
whether by accident or by design ;

to come face to

face. Often with together. Sometimes conjugated
with be.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22963 pe stede o dome quar all sal mete,

c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 72 The grete loye that was
betwix hem two Whan they be met. c 1450 St. Cttthbert

(Surteesl 889 pai met neuer eftir whils pai leued. fi475
RaufCoilyar 250 Baith the King and the Quene meitis m
Paris, For to hald thair 3ule togidder. 1538 STARKEY Eng
land i. ii. 27 Seying that we be now here mete, .accordyng
to our promys. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. I. i. i When shall we
three meet againe ?_

In Thunder^ Lightning, or in Raine ?

1628
bade

part to meet again. 1781 J. LOGAN in Sc. Paraphr. Lilt,

viii, Where death-divided friends at last shall meet, to

part no more, c 1830 T. H. BAYLY Song, We met twas in

a crowd and I thought he would shun me. 1859 THACKE
RAY Virgin. II. xix. 158 The two gentlemen, with a few more

friends, were met round General Lambert s supper-table.

1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. II. 259 They had not met for

years.

b. Of the members of a more or less organized

body, a society, or regular assembly : To assemble

for purposes of conference, business, worship, or

the like. Often with collect, noun as subj.

1530 PALSGR. 635/2 Whan they mete to gyther I wyll put
them in mynde of your mater. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanis
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MEET,
Comm. 10 b, These beynge called to an assemblie . . mette at

Fsanckefourt. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. iii. 152 The People..
are summon d To meet anon, vpon your approbation. 1611

BIBLE a Mace. xiv. 21 And [they] appointed a day to meet
in together by themselues. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 49 f 4
When this Assembly of Men meet together. 1711 SWIFT

Jrnl. to Stella i Dec., The Parliament will certainly meet
on Friday next. 1791 HAMPSON Mem. J. Wesley III. 82

Many of these [classes] are subdivided into smaller com
panies called bands, which also meet once a week. 1845
M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) 1. 17 The bishops..weresummoned
to meet in synod, at Paris. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii.

2. 469 The Parliament, .met in another mood from that of

any Parliament which had met for a hundred years.

f C. To come to or be present at a meeting ;
to

keep an appointment. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4571 Expectant ay tille I may mete, To

geten mercy of that swete. a 1400-50 Alexander 770 Aithire

with a firs flote in be fild metis. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
iv. xxvi. 156 Soo he departed to mete at nis day afore sette.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. n. iii. 5 Tis past the howre (Sir) that

Sir Hugh promis d to meet. 1603 Meas. for M. iv. i. 18.

1717 ADDISON tr. Ovid s Met. iv. Sabnacis 43 She fain

wou d meet him, but refus d to meet Before her looks were
set with nicest care.

d. To arrive at mutual agreement.
1851 PUSEY Let. Bp. London (ed-3) 127/1 Devout minds,

of every school, who meditate on the Passion, meet at least

in this.

1 9. To come together in the shock of battle. To
meet on : to come into conflict with. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 7815 Bothe be grekis on begrene, & be

grym troiens, Mettyn with mayne paire myghtis to kythe.
Ibid. 8288 He macchit hym to Menelay, & met on be

kyng. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1638 The styward. . Fell of hys
stede bakward, So harde they two metten. Ibid. 2012 As
J&amp;gt;ey togeder sette, Har bobe swerdes mette. [1782 COWPER
Friendship 137 How fiercely will they meet and charge !

No combatants are stiffen ]

10. Of inanimate objects : To come into contact ;

to come together so as to occupy the same place, or
|

follow the same line or course.
To make both ends meet : see END s&. 24.
a 1300 Siriz 358 Loke hou hire heien greten, On hire \

cheken the teres meten. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xvii. 185 ,

Alle the Lynes meeten at the Centre. 1530 PALSGR. 635/1
Hylles do never mete, but acquayntaunce dothe often. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidnne s Comm. 412 Where the Rhine and Mo
selle mete. 1666 PEPYS Diary 4 Nov., My vest being new !

and thin, and the coat cut not to meet before upon my I

breast. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 784 Our circuit meets full .

West. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (i 840) 1 1. xiv. 286 It was very hard j

to see where the tiles met. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 3 Oct.,
jHe. .discovered that his waistcoat would not meet upon his

belly by fivegood inches at least. 1774 PORTEusSerm. v. (1797)
I. 116 How two mathematical lines, indefinitely produced,
can be for ever approaching each other, and yet never
meet. 1781 COWPER Hope 49 The blue rim, where skies and
mountains meet. Expost. 22 Her vaults below, where
every vintage meets. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. \. xii, Where
seemed the cliffs to meet on high. 1833 TENNYSON May
Queen Concl. 22 There came a sweeter token when the

night and morning meet. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixii.

52 Look as a lone Torn vine . . Bows, till topmost spray and
roots meet feebly together. 1899 KIPLING Barrack-r, Ball.)
etc. 75 Oh, East is East, and West is West, and never the
twain shall meet.

b. Of eyes, glances, etc. (cf. 2 f).

1859 TENNYSON Elaine 1303 He raised his head, their eyes
met and hers fell.

c. Said of qualities, etc., uniting in the same

person, etc.

1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Conv. n. (1586) 114 Al the !

three beauties meet together, .in young men. x66a STIL-
LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. 11. vi. o The uniformity and perfect
harmony of all these several Prophecies., all giving light to
each other, and exactly meeting at last in the accomplish-

j

ment. 1697 CHETWOOD Dryden s Virgil Life ** 3 It being :

rarely found that a very fluent Elocution, and depth of

judgment meet in the same Person. 1781 COWPER Charity
37 In baser souls unnumbered evils meet. 1842 TENNYSON
MortedArthur 125 Thou, the latest-left of all myknights,
In whom should meet the offices of all. 1894 J. T. FOWLER
Adamnan Introd. 57 The nobility of two races met in the
child,

t d. To lie or fit close to. (Cf. MEET a.) Obs.

1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 30 It meites lyk stem-

myne to 30* theis.

t e. To agree or tally. Obs. rare.

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 27 He that compareth our
instruments, with those that were vsed in ancient times,
shall see them agree like Dogges and Cattes, and meete as

iump as German lippes. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.
i. vi. i It was yet greater difficulty to regulate it by the
course of the Sun, and to make the accounts of the Sun
and Moon meet. 1833 LAMB Elia. Ser. n. Old China t

It is mighty pleasant at the end of the year to make all

meet and much ado we used to have every Thirty-first

Night of December to account for our exceedings.
11. Meet with,
a. To come across, light upon ;

= sense i, which
it has superseded in common use.

fi275 LAV. 1426 Hii mette wid [earlier text Imetten heo
faren] Numbert beos kinges sonde of ban erb. a 1300 Cursor
M. 19604 Saulus soght aiquar and thrett All ^e cristen he wit
mett. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4327 pai spared nouthir

kynn na kyth, Man na woman bat bai mett with. 1596
|

SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 640/2 When he cometh to !

experience of service abroade . . he maketh as woorthy a
j

souldiour as any nation he meeteth with, a 1626 BACON
NewAtl.-zi And continually we mett with many things,
worthy of Observation, and Relation. 1638 JUNIUS Paint.
Ancients 14 Others.. wander up and downe to meet some
where with a refreshing shade. i66a J.DAViEStr. Olearius*
Voy. Ambass. 158 They make a shift to live upon any thing
they can meet withal!. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. Ixi. 318
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This was the first public opportunity he had met with. 1781

JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs, Thrale 13 June, In the penury of i

fuel. . I have yet met with none so frugal as to sit without
fire. 1830 D ISRAELI Chas. /, III. vi. 94 We cannot read

a history of foreign art without meeting with the name of
\

Charles. 1875 DAWSON Daivn ofLife iv. 84, I have occa

sionally met with instances. 1899 AllbutfsSyst. Med.\\l. I

592 Though abscess beneath the tentorium usually occurs in i

the substance of the hemisphere it may be met with in other
j

situations.

fb. To come into the presence of;
= sense 2. Qbs.

a \yx*CursorM. 20145 In be temple wit her he met, Anurd
hir and tar hir grette. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.

3778,
& euene to I

fre pauyllouns bay gunne go, & meteb with b Amyrel.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 89 Whan Jason was come to this

;

temple medea cam and mette with him. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 21 b, His grace preuenteth vs, before we

j

mete with it. 154* UDALL .Erasw. Apopk. 27 Socrates mette .

full butte with Xenophon, in a narrowe backe lane, where
\

he could not stertfromhym. 1686 tr. AgiatisorCiv. Wars \

Lacedemonians 59 As he returned, he was met with by an
Achaian. 1816 CHALMERS in Li/e (iBy&amp;gt;}

H- ?3 We fell in

with Mr. Cook, who came out to meet with me.

f C. To encounter (an enemy) ;
= sense 3. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3205 Vter.-wende toward seint

dauid to mete
wij&amp;gt;

is fon. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard, T. 365
Is it swich

peril
with him for to meete ? I shal hym seke by

wey and eek bystrete. c 1470 HENRY Wallaces. 250 Thus
Wallace sone can with the capteyn meite. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, iv. iv. 13 At Shrewsbury ..The King, with

mightie and quick-raysed Power, Meetes with Lord Harry.
1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 903 How in fight you met, At

|

Kingston, with a May-pole idol

f d. To come into or be in physical contact with.
|

Ofa garment: To reach exactly to (a certain point).
)

a 1300 Cursor M. 9915 O thre colurs.
.f&amp;gt;e grund neist bar

es fuT tru, Metand wit
}&amp;gt;at

rochen stan. 13.. E. E. Allit,

P. B. 371 When J&amp;gt;e

water of
J&amp;gt;e welkyn with pe worlde mette.

c 1430 Syr Gencr. (Roxb.) 4460 Ful litle wanted the soket
That with the throte it had y-met. 1480 Robt. Druyll 328
in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 232 With hys shyelde Robert mette

playne. 1574 tr. Marlorat s Apocalips 22 A long garment
..[which] meteth iust with the feete. 1604 R. CAWDRF.Y
Table Alph. (1613]

A iv, One lands end meets with another.

1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anton s Voy. 145 In its Fall, meeting
with the Fore-yard broke it in the Slings.

fe. To have carnal knowledge of. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1197 Adam..suld wit his wijf yetemete

For ur lord had aghteld yete A child to rais of his oxspring. i

f f. To agree or accord with. Obs,
a 1586 SIDNEY Afiol. Poetrie (Arb.) 24 Wherein I know not, ,

whether by lucke or wisedome, wee Englishmen haue mette
with the Greekes, in calling him a maker. 1655 FULLER Ck.
Hist. ix. ii. 15 Lords of right noble extraction.. (whose
titles met with their estates in the Northern Parts).

g. To experience, undergo (a particular kind of

fortune or treatment) ;
= sense 5.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2109 God that died vppon the
,

Rode, Yff grace that she mete with good ! 1595 SHAKS. i

Rich. //, HI. iv. 49 He that hath suffer d this disorder d
!

Spring, Hath now himselfe met with the Fall of Leafe. 1506
Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 6 Elsewhere they meet with charitie.

1660 BLOUNT Boscobel-$ At Warrington Bridge [he) met with
the first opposition made by the Rebels, a 1691 POLLEXFEN
Disc. Trade (1697) 100 These Manufactured Goods from

India, met with such a kind reception, that [etc.]. 1693
CREECH Dryden s Juvenal xiii. (1697) 526 A little Sum you
Mourn, while Most have met With twice the Loss, and by
as Vile a Cheat. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 122 f 9 In our
Return home we met with a very odd Accident. 1718
Freethinker No. 75. 137 It has always met with the Appro
bation of the Wisest Men. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. II. 176
Sir William Gascoigne . . met with praises instead of re.

proaches. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xxvi, I have , . never
met with ill-usage, except once . . amongst the Papists.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xix, Mariners.. who had met with
their death on this rocky coast. 1893 EARL DUNMORE Pa
mirs II. 311 This system of semi-official marauding met
with the approval of the Czar.

fh. To oppose, grapple with (an error, objec

tion, malpractice), take precautions against (a dan

ger) ;
to provide for (an emergency). Also, to

cope with (a person). Obs.

1519 MORE Dyalogue iv. Wks. 285/1 And all this good
fruite woulde a fewe mischieuous persons .. vndoutedlye
bring into thys realme, if the prince and prelates, .did not
in the beginnyng mete with their malice. 1575-8$ ABP. I

SANDYS Serm. xi. 172 Paul, in this treatie of a magistrate, &amp;lt;

meeteth with both these errors. 1600 in Liturg. Serv.
\

Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc.) 694 Meet with the purposes and
j

practices of all ambitious Absalons. 1603 H. CROSSE
[

Vertues Commit). (1878) 8 A prudent man .. meeteth
with euerie mischiefe, and is not ouertaken, with non PU-
taui, had I wist. 1668 Rolle s Abridgment Pub). Pref.,
The body of Laws . . consists of infinite particulars, and

|

must meet with various Emergencies. 1693 SOUTH 12
(

Serm, (1698) III. 524 To meet with their doubts, and to i

answer their Objections. 1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull\\. iv, j

Let it suffice, at present, that you have been met with,

f 1. To be even with ; to requite or *

pay out .

c 1590 MARLOWE Faust, x, I ll meet with you anon for

interrupting me so. 1601 DENT Pathiv. Heaven 307 God.,
though he meet with some in this life, yet he lets thousands

escape. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 129 For which sins

God may meet with you also.

j. Sc. To pay (a creditor).
1854 H. MILLER Sck. % Schm. (1858) 288 They had been

unable, term after term, to meet with the laird, and were
now three years in arrears.

Meet(e, obs. forms of MET, METE.

Meetel(e)s, var. forms of METELS Obs.
t
dream.

Meeten (mrt n), z. [f. MEET a. + -EN5.] trans.

To make meet or fit (for}.
1807 C. WINTER in W. Jay Life (1843) 173 That you.. may

be richly accommodated with grace till you are meetened

MEETING.
for glory. 1879 A. REED A lice Bridge 272 These trials will

meeten us for whatever the future unfolds.

Meeter (mrtaj). [f.MEETZ . + -EH 1
.]

One who
attends or takes part in a meeting; ^ spec, in

Quaker phraseology, a member of a particular

meeting or congregation.
1646 Mass. Col. Rec. (1853) II. 185 Ye maior pt of those

first meeters. 1682 W. ROGERS ^th Pt. Ckr. t Quaker 82

G. W. a Member of the Second-days Meeting, .smooth d up
the Barbadoes Meeters with this Expression, a 1713 ELL-
WOOD Autobiog. (1765) 251 The whole Fines of such and so

many of the Meeters as they should account poor. 1887
E. F. BYRRNE Heir without Heritage II. xi. 219 These

early torchlight-meeters.

Meeter, obs. form of METER, METEE.
Mee terly, #. and adv. north, dial. Also

[?4~5 materly], 9 meterly. [app. related to

MEET a.
t
but the formation is obscure: possibly

influenced by witterly or some similar word. The

materly of the first quotation is difficult to connect

with the other forms : cf. ON. matalega, mdtitlega,
i. mdte measure, moderation.
A synon. meetherty, meederly t meeverly occurs in dialects

(see E. D. D.), and may possibly be referable to METHE sb.\

a. adj. Moderate, middling, fairly good. b. adv.
1

Tolerably, moderately, fairly ; handsomely, mo
destly, agreeably (E.D.D).
[c 1400 Rule St. Benet 2306 J&amp;gt;us

bi ensaumpil sal scho take

Materly al thinges to make (= L. sic omnia temperet, etc.).]

1674 RAY N. C. Words* Meeterly, Meetherly, Meederly :

handsomely, modestly; As bow meeterly, from meet, fit.

c 1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862)

54 .A/... Is Seroh o Rutchots so honsome? T. Eigh, hoos

meeterly. 1865 B. BRIERLEY Irkdale 11-99 I m metterly. .

for an owd body.
Meeth: see MEAD 1

(thedrink),METHE(measure).
t Meet-help. Obs. [orig. two words like

help meet in Gen. ii. 18, 20 : subseq. combined as

in sweet hearty good wife, etc.] A fitting helper ;

= HELPMEET.
[1641 J. SHUTE Sarah $ Hagar (1649) 18 The end of her

Creation ;
which was, to be a meet help for him. a 1656

BP. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) Life 15 Enjoying the comfort
able Society of that meet Help for the space of fourty nine

years.] 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth \\. (1722) 96 Among alt

these Creatures there was not a Meet-help, or suitable Com
panion for him.

So Meet-helper ; also Meet-helping, the con
dition of being a helpmeet.
1636 W. STRODE Floating Isl. iv. iii, Recreation much

consisteth in The yoak of a meet helper. 1869 BUSHNELL
Wont. Suffrage iv. 74 Woman is created to be the meet-

helper ofman. Ibid. \. 18 The husbanding and meet-helping
of the marriage bond itself.

Meeting (mrtirj), vbl. sb. [f. MEET v. + -ING 1
.

OE. \&&%emetingi glossing L. conventio t conventus,

concilium, synagoga.]
1. The action of coming together from opposite

or different directions into one place or into the

presence of each other, of assembling for the trans

action of business, etc. Now somewhat rare exc.

in gerundial use ; formerly in phr. in meeting^ at

(iiext, etc.) meeting, till meeting.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5846 His bro|er aaron he mett, f&amp;gt;at

drihtin self has meting set. ciytoSir Tristr. 181 Swiche
meting nas neuer made Wib sorwe on ich aside, c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xv. 166 There ben also sum Cristene

men, that seyn, that summe Bestes ban gode meetynge,
that is to seye, for to meete with hem first at morwe. c 1440
LOVELICH Merlin 4580 The kyng, that ajens Merlyne went
in metyng. 1485 in Jupp Ace. Carpenters* Comp. (1887) 35
Reseyvyd in the Barge at the metyng of the Kyng on the
Water vij vij

d
. 1559 BJ*. SCOT in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709)

I. App. vii. 14 At Peter s firste metinge with our Savyour
Christe. 1630 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 95 Muche more
of this kynd that past betwixt one of ther number and me
this day. .at mealing. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 2 Apr.,
I desire you will lock up all my drawers, and keep the

keys till meeting. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, ix.

(1862) 119 The people s right of Meeting in large bodies.

1903 Edin. Rev. Apr. 314 These old makers.. do not dwell
on meetings in heaven.

b. To give (a person) (the or a) meeting [after
F. donner rendez~vous\ : to appoint a time and

place for meeting with him. ? Obs.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. BiondCs Eromena 25 A friend.,

whom they were to procure to come disguised, and give
them the meeting. 1638 MAYNL L.ttcian (1664) 161 At length,
with much intreaty, he gave her a meeting, a 1648 LD.
HERBERT Hen. K///(i68j) 35 Promising that he would not

only give him meeting, but take pay under him. 1771
SMOLLETT

Humj&amp;gt;h.
Cl. 30 Sept., That.. he would come to

Bath in the winter, where I promised to give him the

meeting. 1833 MACAULAY Ess.^ War Succession (*&. Mon
tague) I. 509 The King resolved to give her the meeting in

Catalonia. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xii, You ask me to

give you a meeting.

t 2. An encounter in arms ; a fight, battle. Obs.

13.. K. Alts. 2696 Com, and geve us on justyng, And
thow schalt have hard metyng. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron.
Wace (Rolls) 101 1 At bat metyng . . Taken was sire Antygon.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. u. 148 Vncertane
victorie at bathe the meitings.

b. Used euphemistically for : A duel. (After F.

rencontre : cf. RENCOUNTER sb. i b.)
i8ia Ckron. in Ann. Reg. 31 A meeting took place, .be

tween Mr. O. Joyntand Mr. P. M cKim.. when, on the first

fire, the latter was struck in the forehead. 1838 MACAULAY
in Trevelyan Life II. 6, 1 had..DO notion that a meeting
could be avoided.



MEETING.

3. A gathering or assembly of a number of people
for purposes of intercourse, entertainment, discus

sion, legislation, and the like. Now chiefly restricted

to gatherings of a public character, and assemblies

of some organized society ; formerly used to include

private gatherings or parties, as in card-meeting.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 766 They assembled

by and by together, to common of thys matter at London :

At which meeting, the Archebishop of Yorke . .secretly sent
for the great Scale agayne. 1611 BIBLE Iso. i. 13 The call

ing of assemblies I cannot away with ; it is iniquitie, euen
the solemne meeting. 1693 Humours Town 59 To Ogle
the Nymphs in the Boxes or Musick-Meetings. i7iSwiFT
Prop. Correct. Eng. Tongue 29 Since they [sc. ladies] have
been left out of all Meetings, except Parties at Play. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 95 He was no longer sum
moned to any meeting of the board. 1886 STEVENSON Dr.
Jckyll i At friendly meetings, and when the wine was to

his taste.

b. An assembly of people for purposes of wor

ship : in England from the I7th c. applied almost

exclusively to gatherings of nonconformists, and
now rare exc. with reference to Quakers. (Some
times used, after prep., without article, esp. in to

go to meeting?) Hence, a nonconformist congre
gation ; also, f a nonconformist place of worship,
a dissenting chapel or meeting-house (obs.).

593 [see CONVENTICLE 4 b]. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative
II. 51 September the twenty fourth, being Lords day, as he
was going home from the Meeting. 1679 Establ. Test 23
A . . Jesuit takes a Lodging at a Quakers, . . goes to the Silent

meeting with his Landlord. 1688 PENTON Guard. Instruct.

(1897) 33, I went to a notorious Meeting, upon the fame of
an extraordinary gifted Preacher. 1710 PALMER Proverbs
375 The pharisees cry was, The temple ! the temple ! and
the modern hypocrites is, The church ! and The meeting !

1750 Nova Scotia Archives (1869) 618 A Meeting for Dis
senters, a Court House and Prison. 1774 J. ADAMS in Fain.
Lett. (1876) 10 We went to meeting at Wells. 1781 HUTTON
Hist. B ham. 117 Another was erected in the reign of King
William, now denominated The Old Meeting. 1815 W.
F[IELD] IVarw.

&amp;lt;$ Leamington 140 Wesleian Methodist
Meeting. This is situated in Gerard Lane, small in ex
tent, and humble in appearance. 1834 Tractsfor Times
No. 29. 3 There is something so fine in the prayers without
book, as they are offered at meeting. Ibid. 5 [The Church]
had been in the country many, many years, whereas all the
meetings about are (so to say) of yesterday. 1855 OGILVIE,
Suppl., Meeting. In England, a conventicle ; an assembly
of Dissenters. In the United States, an assembly for pub
lic worship generally. 1889 MARY HOWITT Aittobiog: I.

4, I use here the phraseology of Friends, meeting in this
sense being equivalent to church or religious body.

C. =
race-meeting (RACE sbJ- 1 1 ).

1764 Apf&amp;gt;.
to Chron. in Ann. Reg. 128/1 Westminster

Races... Spring Meeting. 1859 Ann. Reg. 73 Magnificent
weather and excellent sport made the great people s meeting
[the Derby] pass off with great tclat.

4. Of inanimate objects : Joining, junction ; con
fluence (of rivers).
1530 PALSGR. 527/1, I drawe nere, asashyppe dothelande,

or any other thynges whan they come to the metyng. 1606
G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine iv. 21 The meetings of the
waters, c 1639 SUCKLING Brennoralt in. (1648) 32 Her face
is like the milky way i th sky, A meeting of gentle lights
without name. 1807 MOOKE Irish Melodies, (title) The
Meeting of the Waters.

b. A joint in carpentry or masonry.
1656 H. PHILLIPS Punk. Patt. (1676) B viij b, In the

square meeting of the Table. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 7
Which will hinder the Rain . . to peirce . . through the meeting
of the Brickwork and Stone, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s
Catech. 70 What are the end boards ? They are boards
which cover and form the ends of the meetings.

C. Mining. The passing of ascending and de
scending cars

; hence, the place at which they pass.
1830 T. WILSON Pitman s Pay (1843) 26 We d pass d the

meetin s aw ve ne doubt. 1860 Eng. fy For. Min. Gloss.,
Newc. Terms, Meetings, the middle of a pit or inclined
plane. 1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. Havrez Winding Mach. 36
If these moments be equal at meetings and at the landing
of the cage.

t 5. ? An average value. Ois.

Meeting of that Timber, and accordingly thereto the Value
of the whole Quantity is sold.

6. = MEETING-PLACE, poet.

impious meeting.
7. attrib., as meetingacquaintance, -point, -room,

-stead (arch.) ; meeting-folks, dissenters. Also
MEETING-HOUSE, -PLACE.
1792 MME. D ARBLAY Diary V. vtl. 299 Mrs. Kennedy. .

with whom I renewed a &quot;meeting acquaintance, but evaded
a visiting one. 1835 Gentl. Mag. Nov. 491 My father
drank to Church and King, And the Meeting.folks love no
such thing. 1818 BUSBY Gram. Mus. 152 Those notes of
the passage immediately under the ^meeting points of the
sign [for diminuendo-crescendo]. 1871 LIDDON Elem,
Kelig. ii. 75 Miracle is the meeting-point between intel
lect and the moral sense. 1761 FITZGERALD in Phil. Trans.
L.M. 154, I..have placed the instruments for the inspection
if the gentlemen of the Royal Society, in their meeting-
room. 1887 W. MORRIS Odyss. n. 147 Zeus, .sent him two

ics to fly Adown..that Meeting-stead to find.

Mee ting, ppl. a. [f. MEET v. + -ING 2.]
1. That meets.
i59 SHAKS. Vcn. f, Ad. 820 The wilde waues . . Whose
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ridges with the meeting cloudes contend. 1606 Tr. f, Cr.
i. iii. 7 As knots by the conflux of meeting sap, Infect the
sound Pine. 1720 GAY Fan II. 156 Where meeting beeches
weave a grateful shade, a 1881 ROSSETTI House of Life
xii, Still glades ; and meeting faces scarcely fann d.

b. InJoinery. Often hyphened with the sb.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 590 The staff stile,
which imitates the meeting-stiles. Ibid. 625 The common
rafters .. must be so arranged that a rafter shall lie under
every one of the meeting-joints. 1844 STEPHENS Bit. Farm
II. 538 The three equal wheels.. are set in the sheers the
first of the three being upon the carriage-axle, which is in
halves as before, and the meeting-ends supported on the
sheers. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Meeting-post . . that
stile of a canal-lock gate which meets the corresponding stile
of the other gate at the mid-width of the bay.

1 2. Coming forward in response or welcome
;

responsive. 06s.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. i Tim. i. 15 The thing that
they renounce, is withal studious endeuoure to be embraced
(as they saye) with meting armes [L. obuiis, itt aittnt, ulnis
amplectcndnin]. 1632 MILTON L Allegro 138 Married to
immortal verse Such as the meeting soul may pierce. 1639
SALTMARSHE Pract. Policy 122 Bee not too meeting, and
seeme not too hasty in accepting graces and favours. 1664
SOUTH Serm. (1823) I. xiv. 385 He . . offers himself to the
visits of a friend with facility, and all the meeting readiness
of appetite and desire,

Meetinger (mrtinai). [f. MEETING vbl. sb.

+ -ER!.] One who goes to meeting ; a dissenter.
1810 S. GREEN Reformist I. 185, I plainly see, Sir, you

are a methodist, or a meetinger, I believe you call it. 1890

^ESSOPP
Trials Country Parson 68 The Meetinger keeps

imself posted up with the last clerical escapade.

Meeting-house.
1 1. A (private) house used for a meeting. Obs.
1658 \VoooLife 14 July (O. H. S.) I. 256 They had enter-

tam d him with most excellent musick at the meeting house
of William Ellis.

2. A place of worship : in the general sense, now
only U.S. In England from the 171)1 c. always
a nonconformist or dissenting place of worship, a

conventicle : now only (exc. with reference to the

Quakers) in jocular or disparaging use.

1636 Plymouth Col. Rcc. (1855) I. 41 There to build a
meeting howse and towne. 1687 EVELYN Diary 10 Apr.,
There was a wonderful concourse of people at the Dissen
ters Meeting-house in this parish. 1766 WESLEY Jrnl.
10 Apr., It [a deed] everywhere calls the house a Meeting-
House, a name which I particularly object to. 1809 KEN
DALL Trav. I. xii. 132 Two meeting-houses, one belonging
to quakers, and the other to baptists. 1847 W. E. FORSTER
in Reid L(/c(i&$S) I.

yii. 207 Last evening I deluded them
into a Methody meeting-house. 1896 MRS. H. WARD Sir
G. Tressady 140 The brick meeting-houses in which they
[the villages] abounded.

3. attrib., as meeting-house yard; f meeting
house man, a nonconformist or dissenter.

1711 Countrcy-Man s Let. to Cnrat 22 These were not

Meeting-House-Men in whose Favours the Councel thus
Wrote,.. but some of em Parsons, some Vicars, some Cu-
rats, &c. 1808 Severity Lighting Act 27 Any meeting
house, chapel, church yard, and meetinghouse yard.

Meeting-place.
A place in which a meeting occurs or is held

; f a

meeting-house.
1553 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 149 Nocht half ane

Scottis myle fra the said metynge place. 1589 NASHE
Anal. Absurd. (1590) B iij b, They will include it [the name
of the Church] pnefy in their couenticles, and bounde it euen
in Barnes, which many times they make their meeting
place. 1659-60 PEPYS Diary 7 Feb., I saw Monk s soldiers
abuse Billing and all the Quakers that were at a meeting.
place there, c 1710 CELIA, FIENNES Diary (1888) 58 The
Church is neate and pretty.. here is also a good large
Mceteing place. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. IV. 338 The i

organ thus lies at the meeting-place of the hypochondriac,
|

right lumbar, and epigastric regions.

t Mee tly, a. Obs. Forms : 4 metli, 4-6
meteli, 4-7 metely, 6 metly, meetelie, -ly, 6-7

|

meetly, [f. MEET a. + -LY 1. (But the early form
metli may represent OE. gemctlu, i. ifmet measure,

moderation.)]
1. Moderate ; of moderate size or quantity.
a 1300 CursorM. 18847 Metli bar was on his chin. la. 1366

CHAUCER Rom. Rose 822 With metely mouth and yen greye.
1500 MEDWALL Mi/Kr&amp;lt;?(Brandl) i. 317 Leuethynhawt con-

ceytys and take a metely way. 1505 in Mem. Hen. VII
(Rolls) 232 The fingers of the said queen be right fair and
small, and of a meetly length and breadth before, according
unto her personage very fair handed. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. xvi. 18 Wherof they were well served for their

horses, and at a metly price. 1600 HOLLAND Livy x. xii.

359 After he had left at Falerii all his bag and baggage
with a meetly garrison [L. cum tnodico prxsidio]. 1620
VENNER Via Recta iv. 73 Mullet . . is of pleasant taste, and
of meetly nourishment.

2. Fitting, proper, suitable, meet.
1426 AUDELAY Poems 4 Fore love together thus cum thai

schal be, Fore this makus metely maryage. 1492 Rolls of
Parlt. VI. 455/1 Here is the place most metely for you, and
where ye shall lak nothing. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Ly-
sander (1595) 492 It was better, and meetelier for the Spar
tans they should choose them for their kinges, whom they
found the meetest men of all their magistrates. 1633 GERARD
Part. Deser. Somerset (1900) 182 The most refined and
metely English now spoken.

Meetly (m-tli), adv. Forms : 5 metly, 5-6
mete-, 6 meate-, meete-, 6- meetly, [f.

MEET a.

+ -LY^. (But perh. partly repr. OE. gcmetlice, f.

Zfmet : see prec.)]

MEGA-.

1. Moderately, fairly, tolerably. (Common in
the 1 6th c.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3069 Full metely made of a meane

lenght. 1476 Paston Lett. III. 157 He is well spokyn in
Inglyshe, metly well in Frenshe, and verry perfite in
Flemyshe. 1551 RECORDE Patkw. Knirwl. i. Defin. Nowe
haue you heard as touchyng circles meetely sufficient in
struction. 1609 HOLLAND Atnui. Marccll. 402 Tall of
stature, and faire of complexion, their haire meetly yellow.
1657 HOWELL Londinop. 339 A fine and meetly large Church.
2. Fitly, suitably ;

as is meet.
1502 HEN. VII in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 55 The Kingboth with men and money metely and conveniently, .wol

yeve assistence. 1656 SANDERSON Serin. (1689) 323 Then
are we meetly prepared for his service. 1813 SCOTT Tricrm.
1. xx, The monarch meetly thanks express d. 1857 H. MIL
LER Test. Racks iii. 138 And with this ancient elephant there
were meetly associated in Britain, .many other mammals of
corresponding magnitude. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 72How I may.. fix where change should meetly fall.

Meetiiess (mrtmV). [f. MEET a. + -NESS.]
The condition of being meet

; fitness, suitableness.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. xi. 347 Certis this fadir were not

to be _blamed, if he wolde ordeyne that these schoon be
notabli widdir than the meetenes of hem wolde askc, as
for the firste dai in which the! schulden be worne. 1586
W. WEUBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 46 Ye meetnesse of our
speeche to rcceiue the best forme of Poetry, c 1000 SIIAKS.
Sonn. cxviii, And, sicke of wel-fare found a kind of meet
nesse To be diseas d ere that there was true needing.
1758 S. HAYWARD Serm. xiv. 409 Holiness is a meetness
for heaven. 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bit&amp;gt;k Teach, x. (1870) 202
They have no title to heaven and no meetness for it.

Meetre, obs. form of METRE.

Meeve, mefe, Meffynge : see MOTE, MOVING.

Meg J
(meg), [var. of MAG sb.-~\ A pet

form of the female name Margaret, used dial, to

indicate a hoyden, coarse woman, etc.
;
also in the

proverbial phrases Meg $ delight or diversions, the

deuce and all , the very mischief (see E. D. D.
and cf. MAG sb.~ i). Long Meg, Meg of Wcsl-

iuinstci-,i\\K appellation of a virago whose exploits
were famous in the i6th c.

;
hence proverbially in

allusive uses.
c 1538 LVNDESAY Supplic. Syde Tuillis 67 Ane mm eland

Meg, that mylkis the }owis. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxii. 37 And we, agane, wald by ane Fraer of Fegges, ..

and sell to landwart Megges. 1582 (title) The life and
pranks of Long Meg of Westminster. 1593 NASHE Strange
j\ e&quot;vs Wks. (Grosart) II. 223 Thou art a puissant Epita-
pher. Yea?

thy
Muses foot of the twelues; old long Meg

of Westminster ? Then, I trowe thou wilt stride ouer Greenes

fraue
and not stumble. 1602 DEKKKR Satiro-tnattix

ij b, Tis thou makst me so, my Long Meg a Westminster,
thou breedst a scab, thou . 1611 MIDDLETON & DKKKER
Roaring Girl Kjb, Was it your Megge of Westminsters

courage that rescued mee ? a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crcii;

Long-meg, a very tall Woman. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph.
I. i, Then fare ye weel Meg-Dorts. 1813 W. BEATTIE Yule
Feast (1871) ii Twa bunching megs. 1834, 1849 Esee MAG
sb. *

i], 1874 S. BEAUCHAMP Grantley Grange I. 202 Well,
it were Meg s delight, sir; and in the middle on it all.,

he roars out [etc.].

b. The great 1 5th c. gun in Edinburgh Castle

was called Mons Meg (? from having been cast at

Mons in Flanders), Muckle, Great Meg. Also
ROARING MEG.
1650 in Scott Prov. Antiq. Scot. (1826) p. xxi note. The

great iron murderer called Muckle Megg. 1650 Art.
Rendition Edinb. Castle 4 Three Iron Guns, besides the
Great Mag. 1753 MAITLAND Hist. Edinb. 164 A huge
Piece of Ordnance, resembling an old-fashioned Mortar.,
denominated Mounts-Megg.

Meg- (meg), slang and dial. [Of obscure

origin. Cf. MAG sl&amp;gt;.3 and MAKE
j&amp;lt;J.3]

t 1. A guinea. Obs.
1688 SHADWELL Sqr. Alsatia \. i, Shatn. No, no ; Meggs

are Guineas, Smelts are half-guineas. 1691 Islington Wells
12 To see a Town not far from Dover, Butter d with Megs
and Smelts all over. 1742 in Hone Every-day Bk. II.

527 Tickets to be had, for three Megs a Carcass.

2. A half-penny :
= MAG rf. :

,
MAKE sb3

1781 [see MAG sb?\ 1872 in Hartley Yorks. Ditties (ed. i)

90 He wodn t pay a meg.

Mega- (me ga), before a vowel meg-, repr. Gr.

/7a-,comb. form of/iiyas great, used esp. in many
scientific terms (often having correlatives f. MICRO-,
and sometimes also synonyms f. MACRO-), as Mega-
bacteria//. [BACTERIUM], Mejraco-cci//. [Gr. KOK-

ttos a berry] ,
names of two stages in the development

of Billrotn s Coccobacteria septica. Megafrtrstule

[FBUSTDLE] Biol.,& frustule of comparatively large
size. Megagame te [GAMETE], one of the larger
motile sexual (female) cells of alga;. Megallan-
toid a. [ALLANTOID], having a large allantois

; sb.,

an animal so characterized. Megamrclens [Nrj-

CLEUS], the nucleus proper as distinguished from

the micronncleus or paranucleus. Me-gaspo-

range.-spora-nsrinm (pl.-ia) Hot. [SPOBANGIDM],
a sporangium containing megaspores. Me sfa-

spore Bot. [SPORE], a spore ofcomparatively large

size in marsilaceous cryptogams. MeguspoTO-
phyll Bot. [SPOHOPHYLL], (a) a carpel; (^) a

sporophyll which bears megaspores (Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Terms 1900). Megazo osporange Bot.

[ZOOSPOBANOIUM], the special sporangium in Hy-
105 -a



MEGABASITE. 308 MEGALOPS.

drodiclyon which contains n swarm of megazoo-
spores. Megazo ospore Bot. [ZoosroRE], a zoo-

spore of relatively large size. Also MEGABASITE,
MEGACEPHALIC, etc. Cf. MEGALO-.
1883 MAcAusTER tr. Ziegle/s Path. Anat. l. 185. 265 Ac

cording to size we may distinguish them as micrococci,
mesococci, and *megacocci, and microbacteria, mesobac-

teria, and &quot;megabacteria. 1895 Naturalist 260 Drawings
made with the camera lucida..of the conjugating process
showing the *meyafrustules. 1891 HARTOG in Nature 17

Sept. 484 The smaller (micro-)gamete is male, the larger

*(mega-)gamete, female. 1897 PARKER & HASWELL Tcxt-bk.

Zool. I. 71 Union always taking place between a large cell

or megagamete and a small cell or microgamete. 1877
W. TURNER Ilnin. Anat. n. 869 So large and persistent is

the sac of the allantois in the ordinary Ruminantia [etc.],

that M. H. Milne-Edwards has grouped them together as

*Megallantoids. 1897 PARKER & HASWELL Text-bk. Zool.
I. 84 The *meganucleus in Paramxtimn is ovoid. 1903
S. J. HICKSON in E. R. Lankester Zool. \. Protozoa 372
The Meganucleus ( Macronucleus). 1889 BENNETT
MURRAY Cryptog. Bot. 11 It [:. t. a spore-case] is a *mega-
sporange or a microsporange, according as it contains me-

gaspores or microspores. 1886 Athenzuiit 10 Apr. 491/2
Mr. Bennett has made use of the term *Megasporangia in

describing the heterosporous vascular cryptogams. 1858
CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 734 Three or four roundish fleshy
bodies (*megaspores). 1889 BKNNETT & MURRAY Cryptcg.
Bot. ii Two different kinds of spore, . .megaspores and..

microspores. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 432/2 The micro-

sporopnylls (stamens) and the &quot;megasporophylls (carpels).

1889 BENNETT & MURRAY Cryptog. Bot. 297 Fig. 260..
C. *megazoosporange..D. *megazoospores.

b. Prefixed to names of units of measurement,
force, resistance, etc., incg\a- is used to denote a

million times ; e. g. megadyne, meg(a) erg(ci. inc-

galcrg^.y. MEGALO-), tnegaftirad, tneg(d]joule, me-

gamctre, megapone, megavolt, megawebei; megohm.
1868 L. CLARK Electr. Meas. 43 One million ohms = I

megohm. Ibid., Megavolt. Ibid. 44 Megafarad. 1871
Brit. Assoc, Rep. \\. 29 The author [Everett] proposed.,
that the names kilodyne, jnegadyne, kilopone, megapone be

employed to denote a thousand and a million dynes and
pones. 1891 L. CLARK Diet. Metric. Meas., Meg-erg, or

Mcgalcrg one million ergs. . . Meg-joule = one million

joules. 1892 B. SMITH & HUDSON Arith. 147 A million

joules make a megajoule. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI 1 1. 4/2
Convenient multiples and subdivisions of the ohm are the
microhm and the megohm. Ibid. XXXIII. 812/1 Mega-
metre (astronomy). .1,000,000 metres.

Megabasite (megab^-sait). Mia. [a.G.mega-
basit (Breithaupt 1852 ,

f. Gr. piya-s great + o&amp;lt;7i-s

base: see -ITE.] A synonym of HUBNEMTE.
The name is meant to express the fact that the mineral

contains more basic matter than wolframite.
1868 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 604.

Megacephalic (megas/Tce lik), a. Anat. [f.

Gr. /jfya-s great + Kpa\ri head : cf. CEPHALIC.]
Large-headed; spec, (see quot. 1882).
1879 FLOWER Catal. Mits. Coll. Siirg. i. 10 Crania of un

usually large size (Megacephalic). 1882 Qnains Anat.
fed. 9) I. So Those [skulls] exceeding 1450 cubic centimeters
in capacity are megacephalic.
So Megace-plialous a., large-headed.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II MegacerOS (megarserps). Palseont. [mod.
L., f. Gr. /-Ya-s great + ttipas horn, after pivompas

RHINOCEROS.] The extinct Irish elk.

1865 PHILLIPS Addr. Brit. Assoc. 32 Can our domestic cattle

. .be traced back to. .contemporaries of the urus, megaceros,
and hyama?

Iffegacerotilie (megaseTotain), a. Zool. [f.

mod.L. inegacerot-, MEGACEROS + -IKE.] Of or

pertaining to the megaceros.
1884 FLOWER Catal. Mas. Coll. Surf. it. 307 Megacerotine

Group.

Megacerous (megarseras), a. [Formed as

MEGACEROS + -ous.] Having very large horns, as

the extinct Irish elk (Cent. Diet.).
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Afeffacerus..megacerous.

MegacheilOUS (megaicai-las), a. Ent. [f.
Gr.

piya-s great + XA-OS lip + -ous.] Having a large
labrum. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Megacheiropterau (megakair^-pteran),
a.

and so. Zool. [f.
mod.L. Megacheiroptera (see

MEGA- and CHEIROPTERA) + -AN.] a. adj. Pertain

ing to the group Megacheiroptera or fruit-eating
bats. So Megacheiro ptcrous a. with the same
sense, b. sb. A bat of this group.
1890 in Century Diet.

MegaCOSm (me gak^z m). [f. Gr. ^t-ya-s great
+ Koff/ios world, COSMOS.] = MACROCOSM.
1617 MIDDLEION & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel Ded., If. .this

Megacosme, this great world, is no more then a Stage.
1624 [T. SCOTT] Vox Dei 48 As thus it is, in the microcosme
of priuate estates, so it is, in the megacosme of publique
wealths also. 1711 Brit. Apollo No. 137. 2/1 Supposing the

Microcosm to be as well the Subject of your Contemplations
as the Mcgacosm. 1851 G. S. FABER Many Mansions 157
As Light was let in upon the darkened Megacosm : so [etc.].

Megaderiu (me gadaim). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

Megaaerma, f . Gr. piya-s great + 5ipn-a skin.] A
horse-shoe bat of the genus Megaderma.
1840 Cuvicr s Aniin. Kingd. 72 The Megaderms.

Megadont (me gad^nt). Ethnology. [Badly f.

Gr. fitya-s great + OOOVT-, ooovs tooth.] Having
teeth of large size, esp. as measured by a recognized
dental index. (Cf. MACRODONT.)

1884 FLOWER in Jrnl. Anthrop. hist. XIV. 185 The first

three species are therefore strongly megadont. Ibid., The
Megadont section, being composed exclusively of the black
races. Ibid. 186 Megadont Races. Melanesians [etc.].

Megagnathous .megargnabas), a. Anat. [f.

Gr. pf-fa-s great + -yvd8-os jaw + -ous.] Having a

large jaw (Sj d. Sue. Lex. 1890); = MACKOGNA-
THOUS.

\ Megalacria (megalarkria). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. ftfya\o- great + aapa, aitpov extremity : see

-IA.] A morbid condition in which the hands and
feet and the face, esp. the bones of the face, are

abnormally enlarged.
1891 CUNNINGHAM in Trans. R. Irish Acad. XXIX, 611

Dr. Haughton and Dr. Ingram have furnished me with the
much more correct term of megalacria .

Megalsesthete (megalrsbn). Biol. [f. Gr.

/*ya\o- great + aiVSiyTTjs one who perceives (here
used for organ of sense ).] A supposed tactile

organ occupying the megalopore of chitons.

1884 MOSELF.Y in Rfp. Brit. Assoc. (1885) 781 A series of

elongate cylindrical organs of touch ( megalxsthetes ). 1885
in Q. Jrnl. Micr. Sci. XXV. 43 To which I shall apply

the name megalaesthetes, believing that they are peculiar
organs of touch and are at all events peculiar to Chito-

Megaleme (me gaUm). Ornith. [ad. mod.L.

Megalsuna (G. R. Gray 1842 Megalaima), f. Gr.

/tiya-s great + Aai^os throat.] A bird of the genus
Afegalscnia of scansorial barbels.

1890 in Century Diet.

Megalith (me
-

galij&amp;gt;). Antiq. [Back-formation
from MEGALITHIC.] A stone of great size used in

construction, or for the purpose of a monument.
1853 LUKIS \nArchzologia XXXV. 233 Celtic Megaliths.

1872 J. FUKGUSSON Rude Stone Monuin. 181 note, Hun
dreds of our countrymen rush annually to the French me
galiths. 1894 Chainb, Jrnl. 555 Acircle comprising.. thirty
freestone megaliths.

Megalithic (megali-Jnk), a. Antiq. [f. Gr.

Hi-ya-s great + Aifios stone + -1C.] Consisting or

constructed of great stones. Hence, of a period,
a people, etc. : Characterized by the erection of

megalithic monuments.
1839 A. HERBERT (title ] Cyclops Christianus, or an Argu

ment to disprove the supposed Antiquity of Stonehenge and
other Megalithic Erections. 1865 LUBBOCK Prek. Times
53 This appears to have been the finest megalithic ruin in

Europe. 1867 SIR J. Y. SIMPSON Archaic Sculpt. 144 A race
of Megalithic Builders if we may so call them. 1875
D. WILSON in Encycl. Brit. II. 338/1 The rudiments of
architectural skill pertaining to the Megalithic Age.

Megalo- (me galff), before a vowel megal-, a.

I

Gr. fnfyaKo-, combining form of pi-fas great (cf. the

equivalent MEGA-), used in many scientific terms.

Megalencepha lic a. [ENCEPHALIC], pertaining
to or affected with hypertrophy of the encephalon
or cerebrum. Me-galerg- Physics = megerg [see
MEGA- b]. Me galoTjlast J ath. [-BLAST], one of

the nucleated red blood-disks found in the blood of

antemic persons (Syd, Soc. Lex.) ; hence Hega-
lobla stic a., containing megaloblasts. || Megalo-
ca rdia Path. [Gr. KapSia, heart], the condition of

having an abnormally large heart (Dunglison Hied.

Lex. 1855). Megaloca rpous a. Bot. [Gr. Kapirus

fruit], having large fruit (Mayne). Megaloce-
pha-lic a. = MEGACEPHALIC

;
so Megaloce-pha-

lons a. (Cent. Diet. 1890). Megaloce phaly, the

condition of being megacephalic ; also Path., an

enlargement of the head occurring in Leontiasis

ossea (Osier Princ. & Pract. Med., ed. 4, 1901,

p. 1145). MegalocMTons a. [Gr. \dp hand],

having large hands or large tentacles (Mayne).
Me galocyte Path. [Gr. KVTOS a hollow], one of the

large red blood-corpuscles seen in anaemia (Syd.
Soc. Lex.). Megalodo ntous a. Anat. [Gr. oSoi/s

tooth], large-toothed (ibid.). || Megaloga stria

Path. [Gr. faaT(()p-, yaarrip stomach + -IA], the

condition of possessing great stomach capacity.

Megalogoui dmni Jiot.
,
a gonidium larger than

others produced by the same species (Cent. Diet.) ;

^macrogonidiui/i. Me galopore, one of the larger

poresin the dorsal shell of certain chitons. Mega-
lo-podons a. [Gr. rotis foot], having a long foot

(Syd. Soc. Lex.). Me galosphere [SPHERE], the

initial chamber of a megalospheric foraminifer;
hence Megulosphe ric a., applied to certain fora-

minifera having a large initial chamber and a single

large nucleus.

1856 MAYSE Expos. Lex., Megalanthus. .*megalanthous.
1900 FLETCHER in Lancet 2 June 1589/1 *MegalencephaIic
would be a more suitable name [sc. for cerebral hypertrophy].
1873 Brit. Assoc. Rep. 225 The mechanical equivalent of
one gramme-degree (Centigrade) of heat is 41-6 *megalergs,
or 41,600,000 ergs. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksclfs Clin. Diagn.
i. (ed. 4) 43 Microcytes, *megaloblasts and nucleated red

corpuscles are also not of rare occurrence. 1900 ELDER in

Lancet 28 Apr. 1 199/2 The majority of the cells being of the

&quot;megaloblastic type. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 584
A stage when almost all the red cells are nucleated, and
most of them megaloblastic. 1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,
*Megaloi ephalic, having an unusually large head. 1878

HARTLEY tr. Topinard s Anthropol. i. v. 176 Megalocephalic,
skull of very large capacity. Ibid. 543 Index, *Megalo-
cephaly. 1889 D. J. HAMILTON Tuxt-lik. Pathol. I. 462
Giant blood corpuscles or *megalocytes running up to 14 tJ-

in diameter. 1897 A llbuttV Syst. Meit. III. 485 A stomach
otherwise normal, may yet be of extraordinary capacity
a condition which has received such names as megastria
and *megalogastria. 1884 MOSELEY in Rep. Brit. Assoc.

(1885) 781 A series of pores I &quot;megalppores ) by which this

surface is covered. 1894 LISTER in Phil. Trans. CLXXXVI.
406 The parent shell is *megalospheric, the *megalosphere
being pear-shaped.

Megalograph, (me-galograf ). [f. MEGALO- +
-GKAPH. In Fr. mdga/ographe.~\ (See quot. 1876.)
[1876 Set. Aincr. XXXV. 345/2 In this exhibit is an admir

ably designed camera lucida, or, as it is here called, mfga-
lographe. . . It differs from the ordinary camera lucida, inas

much as it admits of drawing directly from the objects
under the microscope. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl.,

Megalographe .] 1890 Century Diet., Megalograph.

t Megalo graphy. Obs. [f. MEGALO- +
-GHAPHl

.]
A drawing of pictures at large

(Bailey 1731).

Megalomania (megalom^i nia). Nosology, [f.

MEGALO- + MANIA.] The insanity of self-exalta

tion
;
the passion for big things . Often tr-ansf.

1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 166
Here again megalomania the desire to do the great had
the upper hand. 1895 Spectator 2 Mar. 291 The patient
exhibits erotomania or megalomania, or a maudlin . . liability

to emotion. 1897 MARQ. SALISBURY in DailyChron. 17 Nov.
8/2 A common intellectual complaint .. which I may name
(as I see Mr. Gladstone has consecrated the word) mega
lomaniathe passion for big things simply because they are

big. 1904 A. GRIFFITHS Fifty Years Public Service xiv. 222

Megalomaniawas strangely prevalent among these criminal

lunatics.

Hence Meg-aloma-niac a. and sb.
; Megaloma-

ui acal a.

1890 Sj-d. Soc. Lex. s.v. Megalomania, Many megalo
maniacs are illegitimate children. 1892 Contemp. Rev. Feb.

167 A sort of megalomaniacal aberration. 1899 Speaker
29 July 105/1 He [Signor Crispi] was neither himself a me
galomaniac nor the framer of the Triple Alliance.

Megalomartyr (megal^mautaa). Eccl. Hist.

[a. late Gr. /itfa\6napTvp : cf. MEGALO- and

MARTYR.] (See quot. 1756.)
1756 A. BUTLER Lives Saints 7 Feb. (1821) II. 90 Among

those holy martyrs whom the Greeks honour with the title

of Megalomartyrs (i.e. great martyrs) as St. George, St. Pan-

taleon, &c. 1840 1. TAYLOR Aac. Chr. (1842) II. 186 The
Megalomartyrs or Dii Selecti.

Megalonyx (megalfniks). Palxont. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. p.i-yaXo- great (see MEGALO-) + Svv( claw.]
A large fossil sloth-like edentate from the post-

pliocene strata of North America.

1797 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 195 The Megalonyx, as

we [? sc. the American Philosophical Society] have named
him. 1813 BYRON in Moore Lett, ft Jrnls. (1830) I. 461
The Mammoth and Megalonyx. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV.
73/1 The Megalonyxes were provided with a tail.

attrib. 1887 Amtr. Naturalist XXI. 459 The Megalonyx
Beds.

Megalopa (megalou pa). Zool. [mod.L., fern,

of *megaldpns, a. Gr. /^aAamcSs large-eyed, f. /-
70X0- MEGALO- + $nt-, w\f/ eye.] =MEGALOPS i.

1815 W. E. LEACH Malacostraca Podoplith. Brit. Plate

xvi, Megalopa Leach. 1862 W. B. CARPENTER Microsc.

408 (ed. 3) 659 In which stage the [crab-] larva is remark
able for the large size of its eyes, and hence received the

name of Megalopa when it was supposed to be a distinct

type. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish 284 1 he Megalopa stage of

the crab.

MegalopliOllic (megaWp nik), a. [f. Gr. m-
ya\v&amp;lt;]&amp;gt;ojv-os,

f. ncya\o- great + (jxavri voice, sound :

see -1C.] Having a loud strong voice.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1890 Syd. Soc. Ltx.

MegalopliOllOUS (megalfrf6nas),a. [Formed
as prec. + -ous.] a. Of imposing sound. (Bur
lesque iionce-ivd.)

1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell Prol. 36 note. The oldest scho

liasts read A dodecagamic potter : this is at once more

descriptive and more megalophonous.

b. Having a great voice (Crabb 1823).

Megalopic (megal^ pik), a. Zool. [f. Gr. /-
vaAour-os or mod.L. megalop- : see MEGALOPS.]
Resembling a megalops. In mod. Diets.

Megalopine (me galcpain), a. (and so.) [ad.
mod.L. megalopin-us, f. megalop-, MEGALOPS.]
1. Of or pertaining to the megalops stage of

decapod crustaceans (Webster Suppl. 1902).
2. Pertaining to, or connected with, the sub

family JMegalopinsi, of fishes. As si., a fish of this

sub-family. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)

II Megalops (me galfps). Zool. [mod.L. me

galops, altered form of MEGALOPA ;
cf. L. Cyclops,

Gr.
KvK\&amp;lt;a&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;. ]

1. Originally, the name of a supposed genus of

crustaceans (characterized by eyes of enormous

size), now known to represent merely a particular

stage in the development of crabs. Now retained

as a descriptive term for a crab in this large-eyed

stage of development.
1855 W. S. DALLAS in Sytf. Nat. Hist, I. 312 In this form

the young animals have received the name of Mcgalops.
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1896 KIRKALDY & POLLARD tr. Boas Text Bk. Zool. 226
|

There is no mysis-stage, but the young one passes through
a prawn-stage (the so-called megalops).

2. The typical genus of the sub-family Megalo- \

finx of the family Elopidre of clupeoid fishes.

1840 Cuvic r s Aniin. Kingd. 321. 1880 GilNTHER /*&quot;/$/; 66r.

|| Megalopsia (megal^-psia). Path. [mod. L.,

f. Gr. ^e-yaAo- great (see MEGALO-) + -afyia, in nouns

of agency f. combs, of OTT- to see : cf. AUTOPSY.]
A pathological condition of the eyes in which

objects appear enlarged. 1890 Syd. Sac. Lex.

Megalopsychic, a. mnce--cvd. [f. Gr. /7oAo-

^&quot;X&quot;
05 great-souled (f. fitya\o- great + ^fX-4

soul) + -10.] Magnanimous.
1896 Spectator 7 Mar. 337/1 The megalopsychic monster

whose immaculateness is so uninteresting that [etc.].

t Megalopsychy. Ol/s. rarer&quot;, fad. Gr. /*(-

yaXoif Vx.ia, noun of quality f. pfyakfyvxos : see

prec.] Magnanimity (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

II Megalosaurus (me:gal&amp;lt;K-r&).
ralxont.

PI. -i. [mod. L., f. Gr.niya\o- great (see MEGALO-)
+ oaCpos lizard.] An extinct genus ofgigantic ter

restrial carnivorous lizards, the remains of which

have been found in the Oolite ; an animal of this

genus. Also anglicized Me galosaur.
1824 BUCKLAND in Trans. Ceol. Sac. Ser. u. I. 391, 1 have

ventured, in concurrence with my friend and fellow-labourer, I

the Rev. W. Conybeare, to assign to it the name of Megalo
saurus. Ibid. 392 The megalosaurus itself was probably an

amphibious animal. 1841 OVVF.N in Brit.Assoc. Rep. (1842)

104 The carnivorous Megalosaur. 1844 ANSTED Geol., In-

trod. etc. I. 409 The Megalosaurus was a carnivorous

reptile, closely allied to some existing lizards. 1864 Miss
YONGE Trial I. 87 He is physically as strong as a young
megalosaur.
Hence Megfalosatvrian () adj., having the char

acter of a megalosaurus ; (b) sb., a megalosaurus or

similar animal. Similarly Megalosaivroid a.

and sb.

184^1
OWEN in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1842) 109 Their Megalo-

saurian character. 1844 ANSTED Ceol., Introd. etc. I. 410
When first the Megalosaurian remains were described by
Dr. Buckland. 1890 Century Diet., Megalosauroid a. and ti.

t Megaloscope. Ol&amp;gt;s. Also erron. 8 mega-
lascopo, 9 megalscope. [f.

MEGALO- + -SCOPE.]
1. A hand lens for examining small but not micro

scopic objects.
c 1790 LMISON Sch. Art 1. 227 This is an optical instrument

that may be properly called a megalascope for the hand ,

because it is adapted for viewing all the larger sort of small

objects. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. $ Art I. 476 The
Hand Megalscope.
2. An, endoscope with a magnifying apparatus.
1902 in WEBSTER Suppl.

Megameter (megarrm&quot;t3.i). [a. F. mtgametre :

see MEGA- and -METER.] a. An instrument for

measuring large objects, b. An instrument for

taking astronomical measurements.

1767 Ann. Reg. (1772) 96 To make trial of some instru

ments designed to facilitate the determination of the longi
tude by sea, and particularly . . the megametre or grand
measurer of the Sieur de Charnieres. 1777 Phil. Trans.
LXVII. 789 An Account of a new Micrometer and Mega-
meter [was] read June 19. 1875 KNIGHT Dict.Mech. 1419/1

Megameter^ an instrument for determining the longitude
by observation of the stars.

fMeganology. Obs. rare . [Badly f. jit-ya-s

great + -OLOGY.] (See quot. )

1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr., Meganofogie, a speaking or dis

course of magnitude or greatness.

Megaphone (me-gafoun). [f. Gr. /u7a-s great

-(-(jicui T; voice, sound.]
1. An instrument for carrying sound a long

distance, invented by T. A. Edison.

1878 Sci. Amcr. XXXIX. 111/3 Now, at last, we have a

megaphone, which is to the ear almost what the telescope
is to the eye. 1879 PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 561 One of
the most interesting experiments made by Mr. Edison.. is

that of conversing through a distance of one and a half to
two miles, with, .a few paper funnels. These funnels con
stitute the megaphone.
2. A large speaking trumpet.
1896 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 5 Nov. 6/4 The Society for the

Suppression of Needless Noise should regulate the use of
the megaphone. 1898 \Vestm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 7/2 Captain
Bob Evans.. shouted through the megaphone.
Hence Megapho iiic a.

1881 MRS. LYNN LINTON My Love I. xvi. 290 She had
escaped even the microscopic research and the megaphonic
talk of a small country place like Highwood.

Megapode (me-gapoud), megapod (-p?d).
OrnitTi. [ad. mod.L. Megapodius, f. Gr.^e-ya-s great
+ TroS-, wovs foot.] Any bird of the genus Mega
podius or of the family Megapodiidse, a mound-
bird or mound-builder, native of Australia and the

Malay Archipelago. Also atlrib.

1857 Carpenter s Zool. I. 484 The family of Megapodidee,
or Megapodes, is peculiar to Australia and the adjacent
islands. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life i. 4 The strange
mound-building megapodes. 1900 Edin. Rev. Apr. 500 The
remarkable Megapode birds.

Hence Mega podan, a. adj. of or belonging to the

megapodes ; b. sb. amegapode (Cent. Diet. 1890).
t Mega polis. Obs. nonce-wd.

[f.
Gr. niya-s

+ noA.is city.] A chief city.

309

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-v. (ed. 2) 61 [Amadavad is] at
this present the Megapolis of Cambaya.
Megar, obs. form of MEAGKE a.

Megarian (megeVrian), a. andrf. AlsoMe-
garean. [f. L. Megara, Gr. Miyapa (neut. pi.),
a city in Greece + -IAN ; also f. L. Megarc-us +
-AN.] a. adj. Pertaining to the school of philo

sophy founded c. 400 B.C. by Euclides of Megara.
b. A member or adherent of this school.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan. Words, Meg&ritut ques
tions, that is to say, such as were propounded and debated

among the Philosophers Megarenses. 1656 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. IV. Etulitiu, 28 Litigious Euclid..Who the Mt;^a-
reans mad contention taught. 1838 MORRISON tr. Kittcrs
Anc. Philos. II. 131 This doctrine had been previously at

tributed to the Megarians by Aristotle. 1848 Schools A tic.

Philos. 1 10 The Megareans. 1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 578/1
Four distinct philosophical schools trace their immediate

origin to the circle that gathered round Socrates the Me-
garian, the Platonic, the Cynic, and the Cyrenaic.

Megaric (megarrik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. M-
yapiK-iis belonging to Megara.] =

prec.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. Euclid \. 27 Euclid {insti-

tuter of the Megarick Sect). 1744 HKKKKI.KY Sin s 312
In consequence of that Megaric doctrine, we can have no
sense but while we actually exert it. 1845 LKWKS Hist.

Philos., Anc. II. 7 The Megaric doctrine is therefore the

Eleatic doctrine, with an Kthical tendency borrowed from
Socrates. 1867 Ibid. (ed. 3) I. 175 The MegaiiLS.

Megarrllilie (me garein\ a. Zool. Also me-
garhine. [ad. mod.L. megarrhinus, f. Gr. niya-s

great -t- /Sir-, piv, ^isnosc.] Great-nosed
; the dis

tinctive epithet of an extinct species of rhinoceros.

1865 DAWKINS in Nat. Hist. AY; . July 403 All the three

species [of Rhinoceros] the megarhine, leptorhine,
and

tichorhine,are found together at Crayford and Ilford. 1895
LYDEKKEK Brit. Mammalia 304 Both the Leptorhine (R.

leptorhinus] and Megarhine i/i. megarhinus) Rhinoceroses
. .differ essentially from the woolly kind.

Megascope (me gaskonp). [f. MEGA- + -SCOPE.]
1. A modification of the camera obscura or magic

lantern for throwing a reflected magnified image of

an object upon a screen.

1831 BRKWSTER Optics xl. 192 A_
modification of the

camera obscura called the megascope is intended for taking
magnified drawings of small objects placed near the lens.

1879 Sci. A mt r. XLI.63 An improved megascope,, .in which
the object to be viewed is firmly fixed upon a sliding screen

[etc.]. 1893 Brit. Jrnl. Plwtogr. XL. 798 Pictures pro
jected upon the screen by means of the megascope or

aphengescope lantern.

2. (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1419/1 Megascope, i. A solar

microscope in which the objects are opaque and illuminated

in front by reflecting mirrors.

Megascopic (raegask^pik), a. [Formed as

prec. +-K .]

1. Visible to the naked eye without the aid of a

microscope ;
MACROSCOPIC.

1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xi. 194 Crystals, both mega-
scopic and microscopic, occur. .in some perlites. 1890 BIL

LINGS Nat. Med. Diet., Megascopic, macroscopic.

2. a. Of or pertaining to the megascope or to

the projection of images of opaque objects upon
a screen, b. Enlarged or magnified, spec, of

photographic pictures, images, etc. (Webster 1902).
Also Meg asco-pical a.; Megasco-pically adv.

1890 in Century Diet.

Megaseme (me gas/m), a. and sb. Anat. [a.

F. tnegasei/ie (Broca), f. Gr. ntya-s great + (fij^a

sign.] a. adj. Having a large orbital index; spec.

having an orbital index over .89. b. sb. A skull

having a large orbital index.

[1878 BARTLEY tr. 7 opinaroTs Anthrop. ll. ii. 258 M. Broca
has created three general terms, .bearing reference to this

[orbital] index, ..namely, megaseme when the index is large

[etc.].] 1879 FLOWER Catal. Mus. Coll. Surg. l. 256 The
females are all megaseme. z88z Quain s A nat. (ed. 9) I. 83
If above 89, it [the orbital index] is megaseme.

Megasine, obs. form of MAGAZINE.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Megasine, a storehouse for

warre.

II MegasS (megse-s). Also megasse. [Of un

known origin : cf. BAGASSE.] The fibrous residue

after the expression of sugar from the cane. Also

attrib.

1847 Simtnonds s Colonial Mag. June 187 The megass is

carried to the megass-house, and from there to the fire

place, all by manual labour. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII.

625/2 In a three-roller [sugar-] mill they consist of a cane,

top, and megass roller respectively. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry
]V. Afr. 453 Megasse or Bagasse, the refuse cane after the

juice has been extracted.

Megastheue (me gas)&amp;gt;/n). [ad. mod.L. mega-
sthena neut. pi. (see definition), f. Gr. ^t-va-s great

+ a6iv-os strength.] A member of the Alegas-

thena or second order of Mammalia in Dana s

classification, comprising the largest and most

powerful mammals. Hence Megastlienic a., of

or pertaining to this order ;
also used by Dana in

etymological sense, having great strength .

1863 DANA in Amcr, Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. XXXV. 71 There is

a close parallelism with the Mutilates, the lowest of the

Megasthenes. Ibid. XXXVI. 8 Among Crustaceans, the

megasthenic and microsthenic divisions of which., stand

widely apart. Ibid. 327 The Megasthenic-type.

MEGILP.

Megathere (me-gabiej). falseonl. Anglicized
form of MEGATHERIUM.
1839 OWEN in Trans. Geol. Sac. (1842) VI. 93 The external

cuneiform bone of the Megathere differs [etc.]. 1887 SIR
H. H. HOVVORTH Mammoth t$ Flood 346 Great mylodons and
thickly-hided megatheres.

Megatherial (megablo-rial), a.
[f. MEGA-

THEM-UM + -AL.] Resembling the megatherium ;

in quots.yTf., ponderous, unwieldy.
1894 Nature&quot; 26 July 301 The disorderly offspring of a

quite megatherial wit. 1898 H. G. WELLS Cert. Personal
Matters 82 A vast edifice, .with which a Megatherial key
was identified.

Megatlie rian, a. and sb.
[f. MEGATHERI

UM + -AN.] a. adj. Pertaining to the megatherium.
b. sb. A megatherium or kindred animal.

1842 OWKN Descr. Skel. Mylcdon 161 The extinct race of

Megatherians. Ibid., Generations of the Megatherian race.

Megatherioid (mega))ITi|Oid), a. and sb.

Also -roid. [f. next + -oil).] a. aJj. Resembling
the megatherium, b. sb. A megatherium or any
similar edentate animal.

1839 OWES in Trans. Gal. Sac. (1842) VI. 98 The Mcga-
therioid families of Kdemata. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 65/2
^Icgathcriidx, Megatheroids of Owen. /bid. 70/1 Alylodon.
A genus of Edentate Megatherioids. 1872 NICHOLSON
PaLeont. 416 The gigantic Megatheroids.

Megatherium (mega])iTi#m), ralxont. PI.

-ia. [mod.L. (Cuvier), as if Gr. piya Srjpiov great
beast : see MEGA-.] An extinct genus of huge
herbivorous edentates resembling the sloths, the

fossil remains of which are found in the upper

tertiary deposits of South America; an animal of

this genus.
1826 I KICHAKU fit s. Phys. Hist. Man. (ed. 2) I. 64 They

h:ive been termed megalonyx and megatherium. 1832
CI.IIT in Trans. Geol. Soc. (1835) III. 437 The Remains

;
of the Megatherium described in this paper. 1856 EMERSON
Eitff. Traits, Stonchengc Wks. (Bonn) II. 124 Professor

Sedgwick s Cambridge Museum of megatheria and mas
todons.

b. Iransf. Something of huge or ungainly pro

portions.
1850 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874) II. iv. 190 Those huge mega

theria among particles, peradventure , notwithstanding ,

and nevertheless . 1870 DISKAKLI Lothair ,\x\ i, The
wild panting of the loosened megatheria [locomotives] who

drag us.

Megatherill (me gabjjm). Sot. [f. Gr. fi.i-ja.-s

great + 6ip/j.^ heat, 6(pnus hot.] A plant re

quiring great heat. Cf. MEGISTOTHERM, MEIO-

THERM.
1879 STORMONTH Man. Sti. Terms, Megatherms, plants

requiring a high temperature ;
also called macrotherms .

Megatype(me gat3ip). [f.
MEGA- + -TYPE.] An

enlarged copy of a picture or negative produced

by photography (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Hence Me gatypy, the process of photographic

enlargement of pictures or negatives (
\\ ebster 1 902).

Megazin(e, obs. forms of MAGAZINE.

Meger(e, obs. forms of MEAGRE a.

t MegetholO gical, a. Obs. [f. Gr. niyi6os

magnitude : see -LOGICAL.] Pertaining to the cal

culation of magnitudes.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. a iij, The helpe of Megethologicall

Contemplations.

Meggatapye : see MAGGOT 2
.

Meghelmes, obs. form of MICHAELMAS.

Megilp (m/gi lp), sb. Forms : see quot. 1854 ;

also majellup, macgellup, meggellup, McGilp,

megilph, meguilp. [Of obscure origin : the

suggestion that it is from a surname is improbable.]

1. A preparation (consisting usually of a mixture

of linseed oil with turpentine or mastic varnish)

employed as a vehicle for oil colours.

1768 [W. DONALDSON] Life Sir B. Satskull I. x. 116 The

magilp was a nostrum known only to the ancients ;
but our

modern artists, .have labour d..to find out this valuable

mystery, and as they say with some degree of success. . . 1 he

macilp produces that warmth and serenity which character-

izes the peculiar merit of Claude Lorraine. 1803 Edin. Rev.

II 458 By the pulp, he meant to express some of the drying
.

^3 *
,

r I _o__ T.&quot; . ^.v.^-r^i. ,n \Vi-1erVlt

an masc varns..
vehicle 1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Arts.\. Gumption, note, In

the different treatises on painting and in the colourmen s

catalogues we find it thus variously named.. .Magelp, ma

gelph, magilp, magylp, magylph, megilp, megelp, megylp,

megylph.macgelp.macgelph, macgilp, macgilph, macgylph,

macgulp, magulp, megulph, mygelp, mygelph, mygilp, my-

gilph, mygulp, mygulph.

2. A composition used by gramers (see quot.).

1827 WHITTOCK Painters * Claz. Guide i. ii. 21 The grain-

ina colour.. is.. a compound of various ingredients, mixed

together to the consistence of thick treacle : th.s is called

&quot;Megilp (rm&quot;gi-lp), t&amp;gt;. [f.prec.] trans. To var

nish with megilp ; to give to (oil colours) tne

quality which megilp is used to impart

1873 E. SPON Workshop Receipts Ser i. 420/1
If it [waterj

is well mixed with the oil colour, it meg.lps it

sufficiently

to

hold the combing. 1875 E. A. DAVIDSON Hmst-paint., etc.

no The work.. must be varnished or megilped .
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Megir(e, obs. forms of MEAGRE a.

Megistotherm (m^gi-st^aim). Bot. [f. Gr.

/xf7TTO-s, superl. of /xeyas great + 9(pt*rj heat.J A
plant requiring a very high temperature for growth.
Cf. MEGATHERM, MEIOTHERM.

TORMONTH Man. Sci. Terms&amp;gt; Megtstotherms^ plants

requiring extreme or a very high degree of heat,

Megne, obs. variant of MEYNIE.

Megohm : see MEGA- b.

Megre, obs. form of MEAGRE a.

Megrim 1
(mrgrim). Forms: 6. 5 mygrane,

-ene, -eyn, 6 -ayne, megryne, 7 migrane. &.

4 mygrame, 5 -greyme, migrym, my(e)grym,
midgrame, -gryrn, 6 migramme, -grym(me,
mygrim, magryme, maigram, meigryme, me-

gryrn(e, 6-7 megrime, migrarn, meigrim, me-
grum, 7 megro(o)me, -greme, -grimme, my-
gram, migriru, migraine, migraira, migreame,
7-9 meagrim, 6- megrim. [a. F. migraine
(i3th c.), semi-popular ad. late L. hemicrania :

see HEMICRANE. Cf. Sp. migrafta, It. magrana.
The Fr. MIGRAINE is now sometimes used by Eng.
writers as a synonym of HEMICRANIA; mod.G. has

migrane, Sw. migrant]
1. Hemicrania

;
a form of severe headache usually

confined to one side of the head
;
nervous or sick

headache
;
an attack of this ailment.

a. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 4584 A feruent mygreyn was in
J&amp;gt;e

ry^t syde of hurre hedde. f 1440 Protnp. Parv. 337/1
Mygreyme, sekenesse (S, mygrene), emigranea. 1483
Cath. Angl, 239/1 pe Mygrane ; vbi emigrane. c 1530
Hickscorner (Manly) 292, 1 sayd, that in my heed I had the

megryne. 1541 R.CovLMiDGvydon s Form.X. j.Theseconde
fourme is of mygrayne. 1603 FLORIO Slontaignt _m. xiii.

(1632) 617 The mind is. .confounded by a migrane.
ft. 1398 TREVISA, Bartk. De P. R. iv. v. (1495) 87 The

mygrame and other euyll passyons of the heed. (&quot;1460

Play Sacrum. 613 For..alle maner red eyne bleryd eyn
& ^e myegrym also [etc.], c 1566 Merie Tales ofSkelton in

Sktlton s Wk$. (1893) I. p. lx, Other whyle he woulde saye
hee had the inegrym in hys head. 1570 GOSSON Sch. Abuse
(Arb.) 58 It is not a softe shooe that healeth the Gowte..
nor a crown of Pearle that cureth the Meigrim. 1634 T.

JOHNSON Party s Chirurg. xvn. iv. (1678) 376 The Megrim
is properly a disease affecting the one side of the head, right
or left. 1668 R. L EsTRANGE Vis.Quev. (1708) 268 liy how
much it is more Honourable to Dye upon a Swords-point..
than for a Man to snivel and sneeze himself into another
World ; or to go away in a Meagrim. 1713 Phil. Trans.
XXVIII. 229 For the Megrim, they smoak. .the dried Bark
of a Pomegranate Tree. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev. fy Cure Dis.
in. x. 1005 Brow-ague, or megrims, as it is sometimes called.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 543 Attacks of megrim are
often accompanied by. .contraction of the temporal artery.

b. = VERTIGO.
1595 DUNCAN App. Etymol. (E. D.S.) 75 Vertigo, dizzi-

nesse, the migramme. 1626 BACON Sylva 725 In every
Megrim, or Vertigo, there is an Obtenebration joyned with
a Semblance of Turning Round. 1679 KPHELIA Female
Poems 7 A giddy Megrim wheel d about my head. 1804
Med. Jrnl, XII. 109 A gentleman, .was suddenly attacked
with a severe pain in his forehead, accompanied with so
much megrim and stomach sickness, as would have caused
him to fall, had he not received support.

0-Jtf-
a

X53&amp;lt;5
TINDALE Exp, Matt, v-vii. (? 1550) 50 The weake

and feble
eyes

of the world deseased with the mygrym and
accustomed to darcknesse. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s

Lett. (Vol. I.) 228 Send me something to rid me of the Me-
;reme I have taken in reading the sotteries of these times.
c 1660 R. WILD Poems (1670) 27 The meagrim of opinions,
new or old, The colic in the conscience, he could cure. 1685
SIR G. MACKENZIE Rclig. Stoic 42 Finding that Fortunes
megrim could not be cured.

2. A whim, fancy, fad.

.1593 R. HARVEY P/tilad. 23 Iago..died of a frensie, as he
liued with a. megrim. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies^ Tra
veller 91 Hee is troubled with a perpetuall migiim ; at sea
hee wisheth to bee on land,and on land at sea. 1711 E. WARD
Quix, I. 235 With Fifty Meagrims in his Head. 1716
ADDISON Drummer i. i, Whims ! freaks ! megrims ! indeed
Mrs. Abigal. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt xi, Can t one work
for sober truth as hard as for megrims ? 1884 Harper s Mag.
Aug. 466/2 What confounded megrim has seized you!

3.//. Vapours ; blue devils
;
low spirits.

1633 FORD Broken H. in. ii, These are his megrims, firks,
and melancholies. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) VI.
xlv. 286 If these megrims are the effect of Love, thank
Heaven, I never knew what it was. 1813 in Spirit Pub.
Jrnk. 451 A very fine lady, and subject to the meagrims.
1887 G. R. SIMS Mary Jane s Mem. 214 Nurses, .having as

many dislikes as a fashionable lady with the megrims.
4. pi. The staggers or vertigo (in animals).
1639 T. DE GRAY Compl, Horscin. 69 These pames in the

head.. breed megrims. 1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 39 The
next . . distemper incident to this kind of birds is the vertigo,
or (as generally styled by the fancy) the megrims. 1849
D.J. BROWNEv4r./ &amp;gt;

tfw//ryKrf. (1855) 261 This is evidently
the same disorder which Dr. Bechstein terms epilffsyt and
Mr. Clater, the megrims or giddiness. 1850 COL. HAWKER
Diary (1853) II. 321 The poor mare was suddenly seized
with megrims, or mad staggers.
Hence fUegrimical a., of or belonging to

megrim ; Me grimish a., inclined to megrim.
1661 K. W. COM/. Charac., Detracting Empirick (1860)

65 This quackroyall is never . . so happy as when he s, .telling
them (his patients].. how many megrimical. and hypocon-
driacal humors he hath dissipated. 1855 R. REDGRAVE
in Mtntoir\\ t (1891) 160 The maid was summoned to dress
her mistress. She found her languid and megrimish.

I

Megrim 2 (mrgrim). dial. Alsomegrin. The
scald-fish, Amoglossus lalerna.

1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes II. 254 The Scaldfish, or

Megrim, as it is called in Cornwall. 1881 Casselfs Nat.
Hist. V. 69 The Scald-fish, or Megrim, or Smooth Sole

(Arnoglossus laternd). igoo Dundee Advert. 5 Jan. 2

When whitches and megrins have arrived in any great
quantity, values have speedily dropped. 1901 Scotsman
14 Mar. 4/4 Aberdeen . . prices, . . megrims, 20$. to 22*. per box.

Megrin, obs. form of MEGRIM 2
.

Meguilp, megylp(h, variant forms of MEGILP.

Mehap, Mehche, obs. ff. MAYHAP, MATCH si.1

t Mehe, me;he. Obs. [OE. m&ge wk. fern. :

related to MAY sli^~\ A kinswoman.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 36 Nu elizabeth bin meje sunu

on hyre ylde je-eacnode. c izoo ORMIN 3178 Hire metric

Elysabaet&quot;
Wass gladd inoh & blibe Off hire dere child

Johan. a 1225 St. Marher. 16 Meies baant mehen. 111225
Ancr. R. 76 Hire oore wordes weren boa heo com & grette
ElizabeS hire mowe {MS. T. mehe, MS. C. meSge].

II Mehniaiidar (m^-mandaj). Forms : 7 meh-
mander, mehemandar, -er, mammandore,
-dar, ma(h)mendar, 9 mehmandar, -daur.

[Pers. ,ljjU^ mihmandar, f. mihman stranger,

guest.] In Persia and India, an official appointed
i to act as courier to a traveller of distinction.

1623 St. Pap. Col., E. Indies 1622-4 (1878) 161 Our
mehmander or presenter. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 51
Our Mammandore or Harbinger, prouiding for vs. 1638

: Ibid. 132 Our Ambassadour..sent his Mammandar to the
Governour. .to demand fresh horses. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Olearins Voy. Ambass, 369 The Mehemandar, who con
ducts Ambassadors from one Province to another till they
come to Court. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. II.

103 The Mahmendar Bassa, Master of the Ceremonies.

1840 J. B. FBASER Koordistan I. vi. 172 A dispute between
our mehmandar and the villagers regarding a supply of
corn for our horses. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Caubul_ I. 29 The
necessity, .of waiting for a Mehmandaur from his Majesty,
to accompany the mission.

II Mehtar (m^i-taa). Also 7 meheter, mehater,
9 mater, matre, mehter. [a. Urdu mehtar,
a. Pers.

j^-t,
mihtar head man, prince, occurring

in many titles like mihtar-i-asp, master of the

horse, m.-i-ra-xt, master of the household; com
parative of mih great.]
1. a. In Persia : Originally, the title of certain

great officers of the royal household. Now, a

groom, a stable-boy.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearins Voy. Ambass. 272 Near the

Pages stood the Meheter, or Groom of the Chamber, who
hath the ouer-sight of them. lbid.rf& The King.. would
have kill d him, if a Mehater, or Gentleman belonging to

,
his Chamber had not prevented him. 1828 MORIER Hajji
Baba in Eng. I. 60 Besides many mehters or stable-boys.

b. In Bengal : A house sweeper and scavenger;
the lowest of the menial house-servants.
1810 WILLIAMSON E. India Vadt M. I. 276 The Mater,

or sweeper, is considered the lowest menial in every family.
1811 MRS. SHERWOOD Henry ff Bearer 26, I gave all my
last sweetmeats to the matre s boy. 1886 YULE & BURNELL
Angto-Ind. Gloss, s. v. Bungy, In the Bengal Pry. he is

generally called mehtar.

2. A title borne by the ruler of Chitral. Hence
Me htarship, the office of mehtar.

1892 Pall Slall G. 21 Dec. 4/3 Nizam-ul-Mulk, the new
Mehtar of Chitral. 1805 lv

r
Stm. Gas. 22 Mar. 7/1 The Amir

ul Mulk, . . who recently usurped the Mehtarsbip by killing
bi.s brother.

Mehte, obs. f. MIGHT sb. and might pa. t. of
MAY t&amp;gt;.1

Mehumitanisme, obs. form of MAHOMETANISM.
Meibomiail (maibiwmian), a. Anat. [f. Mei-

bomius (see below) + -AN.] The distinguishing

epithet of certain sebaceous glands in the human
eyelid, discovered by H. Meibom (Meibomius) of

Helmstadt (died 1700).
1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 161 When scrophula

attacks the eye-lids, it has usually its seat in the Meibo-
mian glands. 1858 H. GRAY Anat. 565 The Meibpmian
glands are situated upon the inner surface of the eyelids.

Meiching, variant of MICHING.

Meicock, variant of MEACOCK Obs.

Meid(e, obs. forms of MEAD si. 1
,
s&.2, MEED sb.

Meidan, variant of MAIDAN Indian.

Meiden, obs. form of MAIDEN.
Meidin, variant of MEDINE.
Meidle, Meiger, obs. ff. MIDDLE a., MEAGRE a.

Meighlyn, obs. form of MECHLIN.

MeigneO, Meigniall, obs. ff. MEINY, MENIAL.

Meigrim, -ym, obs. forms of MEGRIM.

Meik(e, obs. Sc. forms of MEEK a. and v.

Meikill, meikle, obs. forms of MICKLE.

Meil, obs. form of MEAL si.1 and si.*

Meild, Meile, var, ff. MELD, MELE, vis. 0/&amp;gt;s.

II Meiler (msi bj). [Ger. ; orig. a pile of wood
for making charcoal.] A charcoal-kiln.

1839 UKK Diet. Arts 996 Fig. 873. represents a simple
coking nteiler or wound. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
Client. Techttol. (ed. 2) 1. 65 (heading) Preparation of Char
coal in Meiler.

Meill, obs. f. MEAL sbl and si.4 ; var. MELE v .

Mein, obs. f. MAIN, MIEN, MwE/ro., MINQ v.

I Meindre, a. Obs. rare 1
, [a. AF. mtindre

(^moci.F. moindri) : L. minor MINORS.] In phr.
meindre age, minority.
a 1461 Rolls ofParlt. V. 394/1 By reason of the meyndre

age of his seid Heire.

[Meine, v., a spurious verb inferred from meind,

pa. t. of MENG v.

1736 in AmswoRTH Eng.-Lat. Diet. Hence 1753 in

JOHNSON ; and in later Diets.]

Meine, obs. form of MEAN.
BXeinie (m^ ni). Obs. exc. arch. Forms:

3 maynee, meingne, menyeie, 3-4 meigne,
3-5 maine, mayne, meine, meynee, 3-6 menye,
meyne, raen;e, 3, 5, 7, 9 menie, 4 meygne,
megne, meng^e, mengne, meynne, meyne^,
meyney, meinee, 4-5 meignee, meynye,mene,
raeneyhe, meynje, menjey, menjhe, meneje,
4-6 mayny, 4-7 meny, 4-9 meyny, 5 menejee,
meime, maygne, menyhe, meneya, meneyay,
raeyni, 5-6 maynye, 5-9 meynie, Sc. men5ie,
6 mainy, meany(e, meini. meniey, meignye,
menyei, 6-7 meiney, 6-8 meiny, 7 meney,
meanie, Sc. meinzie, 9 meisny, Sc. mengyie,
manzy, 6- meinie. [a. OF. mcynt, mesnie, earlier

mcsnede= Pr. mesnada, maisnada, mainada (whence

Sp. mesnada, manada, It. masnada) : popular
Latin type *mansiondta, 1. L. mansion-cm (see

MANSION), whence P&quot;. maison house.
In English the word was in some of its applications con

fused with MANY sb.}

1. A family, household.
c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 480/3 Seint ypolyt be Martyr, .fat

wuste seint burence in prisone..And borugh him turnde to

cristindom and his maine al-so. a 1500 Cursor M. 12271
l&amp;gt;an went ioseph and mari bun Wit icsu til a-noiber tun,

pat meingne was sa mild and meth. 13.. E. E. A Hit.

P. B. 331 pis meyny of a3te 1 schal saue of monnez saulez.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 32 No weddid man owib to leue

his wife & children & meyne vngouerned. 1481 CAXTOH
Reynard (Arb.) 98, I sawe neuer a fowler meyne, they [the

ape and its young] laye on fowle heye whiche was al be

pyssed. 153* HERVET Xenophons Househ, (1768) 78 For a
man that is at great costes. .in his house, and can not gette
as mocbe . . as wyll fynde hym and his meyny. 1587 Durham
Depos. (Surtees) 727, I will command my menyei (which, as

this examinate thinketh, he ment his wife and children) that

they will be good to the. 1667 COTTON Scarron. iv. 105 A
Farm lies ready cut and dry d, Will hold both me. and all

my meany.
2. A body of retainers, attendants, dependents,

or followers
;
a retinue, suite, train.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3484 pat
so moche folc to him com

of knijtes jonge & oldc pat he nadde nojt wel war
wi)&amp;gt;

such menie up to_
holde. a 1300 Cursor M. 20579 pan

com ihesus wit his meigne. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 2388 pey sette hym honurable to be, Wib

fourty knyghtes pf meygne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxx.

135 When he rydes in tyme of peesse with his priuee menace.
c 1400 Rom. Rose. 7156 Thus Antecrist abyden we, For we
ben alle of his meynee. c 1415 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 124
Ther all the ryall powere of Frensshemen come a;enst owre

kynge and his litill meyne. 1423 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 248/2
For the expens resounable of hir, and of a certein meyne
that shuld abide aboutehir. c T&eGodst&amp;lt;rw Reg. (E. E.T.S.)
182 Hys meyny of woluerton sbolde haue fre & full power
to lede her bestys to the welle. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
x. xi. 430 Kynge marke rode froward them wilh alle his

mayneal meyny. c \*faGest Robyn Hode 335 in Child Sal-
Mas III. 72 Fondeshe there Robyn Hode, And al his fayre
mene. 15. . Cherry Chase f&amp;gt; Then y* perse owt off banborowe

cam, w him A myghtee meany. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis in.

i. 25 Furth sail I,.. With my joung son Ascanius and our

men^e. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 35 They summon d vp their

meiney, straight tooke Horse, Commanded me to follow,

&amp;lt; 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeleys (1883) 1.
214^

Wherto eleaven

knights were wittnesses, then of his mcmy or houshold
seruants. 1728 RAMSAY To D. Forbes vii, What gars thee

look sae big and bluff? Is t an attending menzie ? 1904
SAINTSBURY Hist. Crit. III. 426 Titania and her meyny.

fb. Used as a plural : Servants. Obs.

(&quot;1450 Bk. Cttrtasye 604 in Babees Bk. t Now let we bes

officers be, And telle we wylle of smaller mene*. c 1450 St.

Citthbcrt (Surtees) 252 pe lady, be menje, grete and small.

f C. Cod s meime : applied (a) to the angels ;

(i} to the poor, as objects of his special care. Obs.

a 1300 Assutnp. Virg. (Camb. MS.) no He wile senden
after be, Fram heuene adun of his meigne. 1496 Divts 4-

Faup. (W. de W.) ix. xiv. 367/1 For why wycked doers &
synful poore men ben called the leste of goddes menye.

1 3. A company of persons employed together or

having a common object of association ;
an army,

ship s crew, congregation, assembly, or the like. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17288+440 5it apon be same day he

schewd to bis men?e. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)

07 He gadred grete mayne of alle bat he mot bent. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 375 Of archeris a gret menyhe Assem.
blit. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5243 Mony fallyn were fey of be

fell grekes, But mo of the meny, bat mellit horn with, c 1400

Beryn 1581 For there nas Shippis meyne foraujt that they
could hale That my^te abuten of the Shipp the thiknes of a

skale. 1598 Nottingham Rec. IV. 247 To requyre the Bur-

gesses in his Ward to mete a meny of honest BurgCbses.

1 4. The collection of pieces or men used in the

game of chess. Obs.

[1312 in Kails Parlt. III. 363 Escheqirs . . ove tres peirs

meines de cristall, et tables de ivoir, ove la meine d ivoire et

d eban.] 13.. Guy Ir arw. (A.) 3195 pe clieker bai oxy & be

meyne. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, Wace (Rolls) 11396 Meyne
for be cheker Wyb draughtes queinte of knight & rok. c 1400

Beryn 1733 The ches was al of yvery, the meyne fressh and
newe. 14 . . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 609/41 Scaccus, the meny



MEIO&YROUS.
of the cheker. c 1450 Merlin xxi. 362 The pownes, and all

the other meyne were gplde and yvory fresshly entailled.

5. A multitude of persons ; chiefly in disparag
ing use, a crew , set . Also, the common herd,
the masses.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 454 He. .wysed beroute A message
fro bat meyny hem moldez to seche. c 1440 Alphabet of
Tales 121 A grete meneyay of pylgrams. c 1440 York Myst.
xi. 277 Lord, whills we with Jjis menyhe meve, Mon never
myrthe be vs emange. 1529 RASTELL Pastyme (1811) 268
A meanye of rascall and euyll disposed people. 1529
SKELTON Dethe Erie Northnmb. 46 A maynyofrude vil-

layns made hym for to blede. 1533 MORE Answ, Poysoned
Bk. Wks. 1119/2 Mayster Walker and al the meanyofthem.
1609 DAY Festivals (1615) Ep. Ded., If we account them not
more Religious, then the Meyny, or Multitude, are. 1640
BRATHWAIT Two Lane, Lovers 99 One, whom the rest of
that miserable meniey.. called Spurcina. a 1670 SPALDING
Troub.Ckas. 7(1829)41 A menzie of miscontented puritans.
1788 SHIRREFS Poems (1790) 346 What gart you pit them
[critics] in my head ? That menzie, Sir, are a my dread.

1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 140 The meikle
menzie on ilk side Did break in twa.

fb. (Common) people. Obs.

_ 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love I. vi. (Skeat) 1. 145 Notwithstand-
inge that in the contrary helden moche comune meyny.
f 6. Of animals : A herd, drove, flock, etc. ; a

number, multitude. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop vi. ix. (1880) 204 Ones
amonge a grete meyny of ghees and cranes [a labourer) took
a pyelarge. 1522 SKELTON Why not to Court ? 241 A mayny
of marefoles. Ibid. 292 They wolde Rynne away and crepe,
Lyke a mayny of shepe. 1530 PALSGR. 475/1 They can no
more skyll of it than a meany of oxen. 1556 OLDE Anti
christ 12 b, You are muche more worthe than a great meignye
of sparrowes.
7. Of things : A number, a numerous collection

or aggregation. Obs. exc. Sc.

&amp;lt;ri44o Alphabet of Tales 294 A grete meneya of palme-
levis. 1530 PALSGR. 244/2 Meny off,\3MK, plantaige. Ibid.
72r/i As thoughe there were a menye of brakes [F. vng tas
de ruisseaux] had their springes there. 1896 BARRIE Marg.
Ogilvy iv. 76 You get no common beef at clubs

; there is
a manzy of different things all sauced up to be unlike
themsels.

Meinie, obs. form of MANY.

Meipcene : see MIOCENE.

MeiogyroUS (matfdgai-res), a. But. [irreg. f.

Gr. pfiuv smaller, less -t- yvpos (see GYBE) + -ous.]
Rolled inwards a little (Jackson Gloss. Bot.
Terms. 1900).
Meiolithic : see MIOLITHIC.
Meionite (maivfaait). Min. Also mionite.

[a. F. meionite(Ha&y), f. Gr. fuiuv smaller: see -ITE.
Meant to indicate that the crystals are smaller than those

of vesuvianite.]

A white or colourless silicate of aluminum and
calcium found in lava.
1808 Nicholson s Jml. XXI. 191 Does the mineral men

tioned by the name of meionite in the Tableau mithodique
of Mr. Haiiy constitute a distinct species? Ibid. 199, 1 have
yet compared the meionite with the feldspar only in respect
to form. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 112 The species
meionite and marialite are closely related to scapolite.

Meiophylly (msi-Jfili). Bot. Also mio-.
[irreg. f. Gr.-^eiW less + $\i\\ov leaf + -Y. Cf.

MEIOSTEMONOUS.] The suppression of one or
more leaves in a whorl.
1869 MASTERS Veget. Terat. 396 Meiophylly. A diminished

number of leaves in a whorl, occasionally takes place. 1879
in STORMONTH Matt. Sci. Terms.

311

1869 MASTERS Vegtt. Terat. 403 Meiotaxy of the calyx.. .

Th|s term is here employed to denote those illustrations in
which entire whorls are suppressed.
Man. Sci. Terms.

1879 in STORMONTH

II Meiosis (mawi-sis). Also 7 miosis. [Gr.
lifiaais lessening, f. utiovv, to lessen, f. /iW less.]
1. Rhet. fa. A figure of speech by which the im

pression is intentionally conveyed that a thing is

less in size, importance, etc., than it really is.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 84 Meiosis,^. manner
of disabling, as when we say, Alas Sir, it is not in my power
to doe it. 1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Poesie III. xvi[i]. (Arb.)
195 If you diminish and abbase a thing by way of spight..,
such speach is by the figure Meiosis or the disabler spoken
of hereafter. 0:1716 SOUTH Semi. (1717) IV. 32 Their whole
Discourse being one continued Meiosis to diminish, lessen,and debase the great Things of the Gospel.

b. = LITOTES.

vni. in. 32 1 he

enough, that is too much, to such as understand his&quot; Miosis&quot;.a 1716 SOUTH Sena. (1727) IV. x. 434 The Words are a
Meiosis, and import much more than they express. 1903
Speaker 16 May 159/1 Self-assertiveness, Mr. Sheppard ob
serves with a pleasing meiosis, is not required.
2. Path. The stage of a disease in which the

symptoms begin to abate.

1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 577. 1890 in Syd. Sac. Lex.
Meiostemoiious

(nj3i|0stz~m&amp;lt;Jh3s),
a. Bot.

Also mio-. firreg. f. Gr. luiav less + ffrr/fiov-,

arfiiwv stamen -f -ocs.] Having fewer stamens
than petals.
1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 400 Meiostemonous would be

said of a plant the stamens of which are fewer in number
than the petals. 1849 EALPOUR Man. Bot. 392 Mioste-
monous.

1 Meiotaxy (mai-ftseksi). Bot. Also mio-.
[irreg. f. Gr. piim less + rofis arrangement. Cf.

prec. and MEIOPHYLLY.] The suppression of an
entire whorl of floral organs.

Meiotherm (mai-obaam). Bot. [irreg. f. Gr.
luuav less + eipiiri heat, 6ipi*6s hot.] A plant of
a temperate habitat. (Cf. MEGATBEBH, MEGISTO-
THEKM.) Also attrib.

873 J- G. BAKER Bot. Geog. 48 Meiotherm, characteristic
of the cool-temperate zone, and therefore quite hardy in the
open air in England. Ibid. 95 Meiotherm types. 1884
Trans. Victoria Inst. 38 Meiotherms plants inhabiting
cool temperate zones,

Meir, Meir(e, obs. ff. MERE, MAYOB.
Meir-maid, -swyne, ob. ff. MERMAID, -SWINE.
t Meirre, meire, a. Her. Obs. [Of obscure

origin : cf. F. moire, moire watered silk, also OF.
meire sorte de vetement (Godefr.).] (See quot. ;

Leigh s figure identifies it with COUNTER-POTENT.)
1362 LEIGH Armory v)\ He beareth Meirre Argent, and

Azure. Some olde Hereaughtes haue taken this for a dub-
linge, and yet they wolde call it varrycuppe, & varrey tassa,
which isasmuche tosaye, as furre of Cuppes, or of goblettes.
. .Well let that blazonne goo, and vse this worde Meire, for
so is it well blazed, and very auncient and is a Spanishe Cote
moste commonly.
Meis(e, variant forms of MEASE.
Meish(e, obs. forms of MESH.
Meiss, obs. form of MEASE v., MESS sb.

Meist (mrist). nonce-wd.
[f. ME pron. : see

-IST.] An egoist.
1737 Common Sense I. 311 His Works hereafter will be

more favourably receiv d . . by the Meists and Selfists.

Meister, var. MASTER, MISTER si.1, trade.

Meit(e, obs. forms of MEAT, MEET, METE.
Meith(mfb),rf..5V. Forms: 6meithe,6-7meth,

8 myth, meeth, 9 meethe, meath, 6- meith.
[app. a. ON. miS a mark, a fishing-bank indicated

by prominences or landmarks on shore (Vigf.); but
associated with L. meta boundary, goal, METE sb.
The OE. mzp, ME. METHE, due measure, moderation,

seems to be unconnected.]

1. A landmark or sea-mark ; a boundary, goal.
1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis v. iv. i With this thai gan towart

the meithe approche. Ibid. xiv. 16 The donk nycht had
rone almaist evin Hir myd cours or methis in the hevin.
1579 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1882) IV. 124 To vesy thair meithis
and boundis. a 1680 DALLAS Stiles (1697) 710 The old Bounds,
Marches and Meiths of the same [Lands]. 1701 BRAND
Descr. Orkney, etc. (1703) 145 The House of Mey formerly
mentioned is a Myth, Sign or Mark, much observed by
Saillers. 1813 BEATTIE Poems (1871) 35 Mark nor meith ye
wadna ken. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronaifs iii, They had been
ower the neighbour s ground they had leave on up to the
march, and they werena just to ken meiths when the moor-
fowl got up. 1899 J. SPENCE Shetl. folk-lore 130 A given
straight course, indicated by meiths or marks on the land.

2. A measurement.
1726 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1889) 189 There shall be two

they may strike and stroy.

Meith. (mrb), v. Sc. Also 6 meth, 7 meath, 9
mith.

[f. prec. Cf. ON. miSa to mark the position
of something.] trans. To bound or mark out.

c-i$]$Balfoiir sPracticks(i.TS4) 438 Landis. .merchit and
meithit be trew and leill men of the countrey. 1679 in
Cramond Ann. Banff (1^1) I. 158 That the said common
way be meithed and merched on the south syde of the Colle-
hill. 1899 J. SPENCE Shetl. Folk-lore 47 A landmark at sea
for meithing (marking) the Burgascurs.

Meizin, obs. form of MUEZZIN.

MeizOSeismal(m3izos3i-smal),a.and,r&amp;lt;$. [irreg.
f. Gr. lid^aiv greater + atia/tos earthquake : see -AL
and SEISMIC.] a,, adj. Pertaining to the points of
maximum disturbance in an earthquake, b. sb.

A curve traced through these points.
1859 MALLET in Admiralty Man. Sci. Eng. (ed. 3) 351

This may be called the Meizoseismal Circle or Zone.

Meizoseismic (msizossrsmik), a. [f. as prec. :

see -ic.]
=

prec. adj.
1877 RUDLER in Encycl. Brit. VII. 610 The line indicating

this maximum is termed the meizoseismic curve.

Mek(e, Meken.etc., obs. ff. MEEK, MEEKEN,etc.
Mekel(l, obs. forms of MICKLE adv.

Mekhitarist (me-kitarist), sb. and a. Also
meehitarist. [f. Mekhitar (see below) + -IST.]
A. sb. One of a congregation of Armenian

monks of the Roman Catholic church originally
founded at Constantinople in 1701 by Mekhitar, an

Armenian, and by him in 1717 finally established
in the island of San Lazzaro, south of Venice.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 364/1 They, .call themselves Mekhi-
taristes. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Kntrwl. II. 1457
The Mekhitarists form one of the noblest congregations of
the Roman Catholic Church.

B. adj. Of or belonging to the Mekhitarists.

1874 Supemat. Relig. II. n. ix. 184 In the Meehitarist

library at Venice. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 617/1 The
books . . which are printed in the Meehitarist presses of
Vienna and Venice are carried far beyond Persia.

Hence Meohitarl stican a. =prec.
1825 A. GOODE (title} A brief Account of ihe Mechitaristi-

can Society.

Mekil(e, mekill(e, obs. forms of MICKLE.

MELAMPOD.
t Mekilwort. Sc. Obs. [app. f. mekil MICKLE

a.-r WORT.] The deadly nightshade.
1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 257 The Scottis tuk

thejus of mekilwort bernes.and mengit it in thair wine [etc. ]

1633 Orkney Witch Trial in Dalyell Darker Superstit. Scot
(1834) 153 Ane litle pig of oyle, maid of mekillwort
t Mekin. Obs. A herb used for salad.
1706 LONDON & WISE Retired Card. 1. 95 Sallad Seeds .

Mekin.

Mekle, obs. form of MICKLE.

Mekometer(mfkp-m;1aj). Mil. [f. Gr. /xTj/cos

length + -METER. Cf. MECOJIETER.] An instrument
for finding the range for infantry fire.

1894 Times i Mar. 6/5 The mekoineter, the new English
infantry range-finder. 1900 Daily Neu&amp;gt;s 12 Sept. 6/3 The
Watkin mekometer.

Mekul(l, mekyl(l, obs. forms of MICKLE.
Mekyn, obs. form of MEEKEN.
Mel, obs. f. MEAL

; variant of MEDLE, MELL.
II Mela (m&amp;lt;?-la). [Hindi mela : Skr. me/a as

sembly, f. root mil to meet.] A religious fair and
festival amongst the Hindus.

iSop Misc. Tracts in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 245/2 This Mela,
or fair, is an annual assemblage of Hindus. 1894 iqth Cent.
XXXVI. 284 The great annual meeting, or mela, at the
shrine of Janakpur. 1896 N. DAVIS Three Men f; a God
157 Poor wretches who at the Mela time stand in the court
yard and have the sacred water poured over them.

t Melacoilise. Min. Obs. [a. mod.F. mtla-
conise, f. Gr. /jeXa-s black + Kofis dust.] =next.
1839 URE Diet. A rts 336 Oxide of Copper . . Black, or Me-

laconise ; a black earthy looking substance found at Chessy
and other places.

Melacouite (m/lork^noit). Min. [Altered
from prec. : see -ITE.] An earthy black oxide of

copper, found also in crystals. See TENORITE.
1850 DANA Syst. Min. (1854) 11.518. 1865 Rep. Brit.Assoc.,

Sections 33 Crystals of oxide of copper (melaconite).

Melacotone, obs. form of MELOCOTON.
Melada (melada). [a. Sp. melada, {. melar

to boil sugar a second time, f. mid honey. Cf. Sp.
melaza MOLASSES.] (See quot.)
1875 U.S. Statutes XVIII. in. 340 Melada shall be.,

defined as an article made in the process of sugar-making,
being the cane-juice boiled down to the sugar point and con
taining all the sugar and molasses resulting from the boiling
process and without any process of purging or clarification.

Melaena (mnz~ na). Path. [a. mod.L. melsena,
a. Gr. ntXaiva, fern, of pt\as black.] In early use,
the name of a disease (now no longer recognized),
characterized by the evacuation from the bowels
and vomiting from the stomach of dark bloody
matter. Now used to designate these symptoms
occurring in any disease.
1800 Cnliens Nosol. 226 Melsena. 1827 ABERNETHY Surg.

Wks. I. 34 There is great reason for ascribing the discharges
in the diseases called melaena to a vitiated secretion from
the surface of the alimentary canal. 1834 Good s Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 339 note, We mean therefore by melsena, the

occurrence, as a symptom, in any disease, of very dark-
coloured, grumous, pitchy, often highly fetid evacuation by
stool, .or we use the word as the name of a disease, in which
such evacuations . . constitute the characteristic symptom.
1905 H. D. ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 272 Melsena in cirrhosis

may depend on haemorrhages from the mucosa of the
intestines.

b. concr. (See quot. 1858.)
1858 COPLAND Diet. Pract. Med. II. 827 Melxna.., dis

charges from the bowels, or from the stomach, or both by
stool and by the mouth, of a black, or nearly black matter,
consequent upon visceral or constitutional disease. 1897
Allbutt s Syst. Med. III. 530 In other cases the blood.. is

passed out per rectum as melaena.

Melainotype, erron. form of MELANOTYPE.
II Melaleuca _(melal ka). Bot. [mod.L. (Lin-

nasus), f. Gr. piKm black + \evnos white.] A
genus of plants ;

a plant of this genus.
1822 Med. Botany II. 129 Cajeput Tree, or Aromatic Me

laleuca. 1825 Greenhouse Comp. I. 131 Proteas, acacias,
melaleucas, and a few other Cape and Botany Bay plants.

II Melalgia (melse-ldgia). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

H(\os limb + d\fos pain.] Pain in the limbs.

1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898 Allbittfs Syst. Med. V. 222
Beau grouped these [cases] together under the name me-
lalgia .

Melam (me lcem). Chem. [Named in 1834 by
Liebig {Ann. d. Phannacie X. 12) ;

he declines to

give an etymology, preferring that the word should

be regarded as an arbitrary coinage ;
for the ending

-am cf. next.] A buff-coloured, insoluble amor

phous substance obtained by the distillation of

sulphocyanide of ammonium.
1835 Rec. Gen. Sci. I. 185. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org.

Bodies 772. 1889 MUIR & MORLEY Watts Diet. Chem. II.

323 Melam, CeHgNn. Crude_ melam is obtained by the

action of heat on ammonium thiocyanide.

Melamine (me-lamain). Chem. Also -in.

[Named by Liebig in 1834 ; f- MEL(AM) + AMINE.]
A crystalline substance obtained by boiling melam
with potassic hydrate, or by heating cyanamide to

302; called also cyamtramide.
1835 Rec. Gen. Sci. I. 185 Melamine. 1836-41 BRANDS

Client, (ed. 5) 577 Melamin. 1844 FOWNES Chem. 468 Mela-
mine.

fMelampod. Obs. AIso6melampode, -podi,

9 in Latin form melampodium. [ad. L. melamfo-
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dium, -ion, a. Gr. fie\a/nr6$iov black hellebore, |

f. fjif\av-, /ifXa! black + iroti-, Trout foot.] Black !

Hellebore, Helleborns officiiialis.

579 SPEXSER Slicph. Ca/. July 85 Here grows Melampode
every where. 1592 R. D. Hyptierotomachia 32 Heleborous

[sic] Niger or Melampodi. 1643 Parables reflecting fn
j

Times 12 Briony, Wormwood, Wolfebane, Rue, and Me-

lampod (the emblems of Sedition, Malice, Feare, Ambition
and lealousie). 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Melampod (me-

;

lampodium\ the hearb called Hellebore. 1821-34 Good s
j

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 284 The melampodium or black

hellebore was at one time a favourite cathartic in dropsies.

Melanipyriu (meljempaij rin). Chem. [f.

mod.L. Mclamfyrum (a. Gr. iitXapTrvpov cow-
wheat

, f. /tf\av- black + irD/x/s wheat), the name of

a genus of plants in which the substance is found.]
= DULCITE. Also Melampyrite.
1844 HORLYN Diet. Med., Melampyrin, a substance ob- i

tained from the Melampyrum nemoyosiun. 1865 WATTS i

tr. Ginelin s Handbk. Chem. XV. 389 Melampyrin. Ibid.,

Melampyrite.
t Melanae ma. Path. Obs. [mod. L., a. Gr.

HtKw alfia. black blood : see next.] A condition

of suffocation in which the blood throughout the

body assumes a dark or black colour.

1788 GOODWYM Connex. Life -.vith Respiration 95 This
disease. -might with more propriety be named Melanjema.
1822 GOOD Study Med. III. 551. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Melaiiaemia (melanrmia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. fifXav-, /Aas black + alpa blood. Cf. G.
melanamie (Frerichs in Giinsb. Ztschr. 1855).] A
morbid condition, associated with severe forms of

malarial fever, in which the blood contains granules
and flakes of black or brown pigment.
1860 jV. Syd. Soc. Year Bk, Med. 254 Cases of Morbus

Addisonii, Melanasmia [etc.]. 1898 P. MAXSON Trop. Dis. i.

2 Those absolutely characteristic features of malarial disease
melanjemia and malarial pigmentation of viscera.

Melaiiaemic (melanrmik), a. Path.
[f. prec. +

-1C.] Relating to or affected with melanremia.

1878 tr. //. van Ziemssen s Cycl. Med. VIII. 558 At the
next febrile attack . . the patient becomes again, .melaneemic.

1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4) 40 Melan-
aemic Blood ..from a Case of Malarial Cachexia.

t Melanagogue. Med. Obs. Also erron. 8

melano-. [a. F. mllanagoguc, f. Gr. pi\av-, \j.iXa&amp;lt;s

black -I- afsufus leading, drawing.] A medicine

supposed to expel black bile . Hence f Melan-
ago gal a., having the property of expelling black

bile .

[1657 Phys. Diet., Melanogogon, purgers of melancholy.]
1657 TOMLINSON Renoics Disp. 115 Other [pills are called]

Melanagogall which purge and move Melancholicall succe.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. i. iii. 34 Sena, .is one of the best

Melanagogues in Nature. 737 BRACKEN Farriery Iiitpr.

(1757) II. 250 Melanagogues, which are supposed to draw or

carry off the black Matter.

Melanasphalt (melanns-sfrelt). Min. [f. Gr.

ltf\av-, / A.as black +
ao&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\T-os

: see ASPHALT.]
= ALBERTITE.
1852 WF.THERILL in Trans. Ainer. Philos. Soc, (1853) X.

353 On a New Variety of Asphalt : (Melan-asphalt).

Melanate (me laml). Chem. [f. MELAN-IC +

-ATE.] A salt of melanic acid (Casselts Encycl.
Diet. 1885).
Melanclllor e (me lanklo.ir). Min. [Named

1839 by Fuchs (Afelanchlor), i. Gr. peKav-, /i&amp;lt;Aa:

black +
x^&amp;lt;&quot;pos green.] A blackish-green hydrous

phosphate of iron.

1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 428 Melanchlor. 1865
WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 866 Melanchlor.

I Melancholeric, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gr.

He\av-, /leAas black + x^fpa CHOLER + -ic.]
=

MELANCHOLIC a.

1650 VENNER Tobacco in Bathes of Bathe 415 Tobacco
any way, or any time used, is most pernicious unto dry
melan-cholerick bodies.

II Melancholia (melankon-lia). PI. -its. Noso

logy, [late Latin : see MELANCHOLY.] A functional

mental disease, characterised by gloomy thought-
fulness, ill-grounded fears, and general depression
of mind {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1 890) ; a species or a case
of this disease.

1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2). 1814 SYD. SMITH
Wks. (1859) I. 232/2 The number of recoveries, in cases of

melancholia, has been very unusual. 1886 HALL & JASTROW
in Mind Jan. 60 In certain melancholia? and other mental
disorders. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 373 Grayness
(of the hair] often increases rapidly in melancholia.

Melancholiac (melankJu-liEek), a. and sb.
[f.

MELANCHOLIA + -AC, alter maniac.] a. adj. Af
fected with melancholia, b. sb. One suffering from j

melancholia.

1863 READE Hard Cash III. ico In short, she gave them
the impression that Alfred was a moping melancholiac. Ibid.

123 A lunatic of the unhappiest class, the melancholiac. 1897
A. R. URQUHART in Diet. Nat. Biog. LI I. 320/2 Separating
the insane into groups of maniacs, melancholiacs, and so on.

t Melancho lian, a. andrf. Obs. Also4ma-
len-, malancolien, melanoonien. [f. MELAN
CHOLY + -AN.] a. adj. Having the atrabilious

temperament ; also, addicted to melancholy or
causeless anger, b. sb. One suffering from melan
cholia. Also, one of an atrabilious temperament.

1340 Ayent. 157 J&amp;gt;e dyeuel-.asayleb.-fxine sanguinien mid
ioliuete and mid luxurie. . Jrane melanconien mid enuie and
mid zor^e. 1390 GOWF.R Conf. I. 287 He which Malencolien
Of pacience hath no lien, Wherof his wraththe he mai re-

streigne. 1632 tr. Bmel s Praxis Med. 102 Melancholians
feare much and are sad. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Snpplic. (1751)
1 19 Sanguinians did only laff, Cholerick Melancholians chaff,

(i 1695 J. SCOTT ll ks. (1718) II. 125 You may observe, in the

Modern Stories of our Religious Melancholians, that they
commonly pass out of one Passion into another.

t Melaiiclio liant, a. Obs. In 4 malanco-

lient, -lyent. [a. OF. melancoliant, pr. pple. of

inelaneoliertQ affect with or suffer from melancholy,
f. melancolie sb.] Of blood : Affected with * me
lancholy ;

atrabilious.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirnrg. 84 Or elHs
J&amp;gt;e splene is to

feble to purge J?e malancolient [Add. MS. malancolyent]
blood.

Melancholic (melank^*lik), a. and sb. Forms:

4-5 malencolik, -colyk, malancolike, melan-

colyk, -colik, 6 -ic, -yk(e, -cholyke, -chollike,

6-7 -cholih\e, -icke, -ique, 7 -chollique,

7- melancholic. [ad. late L. melanehoHats,
a. Gr. f*\ayxo\iK6$, f. /itXay- black + x *-1? bile :

see MELANCHOLY and -ic. Cf. F. intlancolique

(from i4thc.), Vi.melatuolic^ Sp. melancolico t Pg.
melancolico, It. melancolico^ malinconico ;

also G.
melancholisch .]
A. adj.

fl. Pertaining to or containing
(

melancholy
*

or

black bile
;

atrabilious. Of food, atmospheric
or planetary influences, etc. : Tending to produce
*

melancholy or atrabilious disorder. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER A /.V T. 517 Manye Engendred ofhumour

malencolik. 1398 TRFVISA Barth. De /J.A .vn.lxiv.(i495)28i
Somtyme lepra comyth of euyll dyete as Melancolyk meete
to colde and drye. 153* I&amp;gt;u WES Introd. /*&amp;gt;. in Palsgr. \

1071 All suche byrdes ben of nature melancolyke. 1549
Compl. Scot. vi. 61 The. .northin vynd. .is cald and dry, of
ane melancolie natur. c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health L viij,

Much melancholyke bloud conteynyd in the lyuer. 1578
LYTE Dodoens 377 All diseases springing of melancholique,

j

adust, and salt humours. 1631 WIUDOWES Nat. Philos. 10 !

Hee is a Planet masculine, of cold and dry nature, therefore

melancholicke.

2. Of persons, their attributes, actions, etc.

t a. Having the atrabiliar temperament or con

stitution (pbs.\ b. Constitutionally liable to (for

merly also, f affected with) melancholy or depres
sion of spirits; gloomy, depressed, melancholy.
t Melancholic gentleman: see MELANCHOLY a. 6 (quot.

1629).
la 1400 LYDC. Isopus 61 (Zupitza) By whyche he [the cock]

haj&amp;gt;e
. . corage and hardynes, And of hys berde melancplyk

felnes. ^1430 Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 197 Malencolik of
his complexioun. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell{&amp;lt;t&. Sommer) 105
He..becam all melancolik with out takyng loye ne plaisir
in ony thyng that he sawe. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Perattib.

Kent (1826) 125 King Canutus. .departed all wroth and
melancholike into Denmark. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb.
vi. 386 No man had more melancholic apprehensions of
the issue of the war. 1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. in. x, I am
melancholic when thou art absent. 1708 GAY Wine 60 In
melancholic mood Joyless he wastes in sighs the lazy hours.

1717 PsaoiA&tta i. 210 Just as the melancholic eye Sees
fleets and armies in the sky. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.
1. x. 362 Religion , said the melancholic Norton, admits
of no eccentric motions . 1900 MORLEY Cronnvetl \. 15
Oliver was of the melancholic temperament.
transf. i6ia WEBSTER White Devil F 4, And like your

melancholike hare Feed after midnight.
absol. 1594 CAREW H-Marie s Exam. Wits (1616) 148 He

..was not verie prompt of speech, which Aristotle affirmeth

to be a propertie of the melancholicke by adustation.

t 3. Resulting from, or of the nature of,
( melan

choly* or atrabilious disorder. Obs.

1652-62 HEVLIS Cosntogr. in. (1682) 188 He contracted
some melancholick distempers. 1683 SALMON Doron Med.
I. ix. 61 In melancholick Tumors.

f4. Causing melancholy or depression of spirits;

saddening. Obs.
1612 WEBSTER White Devil H 4, The blacke, and melan

cholicke Eugh-tree. 16x5 G. SANDYS Trav. 83 Keeping
time with the melancholicke musicke. 1693 DRVDEN Let. \

30 Aug., Pr. Wks. 1800 I. ii. 28, I was tempted to it, by the
!

melancholique prospect I had of it. 1723 MATHER Vind. I

Bible 360 No public sorrow should be expressed on so I

melancholick an occasion. 1812 G. CHALMERS Dom. Econ.
|

Gt. Brit. 139 Such is the melancholic picture.

t 5. Expressive of melancholy or sadness. Obs.

1671 MILTON Samson Introd., In Physic, things of melan- \

cholic hue and quality are us d against melancholy. 1757
MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry 4- Frances (1767) 11.295, 1 wrote
a long, and of course, a melancholic letter to you.

6. In mod. use : Pertaining to, or affected with,
melancholia.
1866 W. H. O. SANKF.Y Lect. Mental Dis. iii. 74 The case,

commencing by a melancholic stage,, .the melancholic and
maniacal symptoms blend in different cases.

B. j*.

1. t a - One who is affected with mental depres
sion or sadness {obs.}. b. One suffering from

(

melancholia
;
= MELANCHOLIAC sb.

1586 BRIGHT Melancholy xxxix. 256 With such like orna
ment of iewell as agreeth with the habilitie and calling of
the melancholicke. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri. Faith
(1845) 394 The Soul.. is put to silence before God,andsitteth
alone, as melancholies do. 1681 GLANVILI. Sadducismits

(1682) Ded., The discontented Paradox of a melancholick,
vext, and of mean condition. 1755 Man No. 29. 3 Two

famous sects of philosophers, which, .still continue to divide
the world into melancholies, and men of pleasure. 1870
MAUDSLEV Body fy Mind 95 Should he do injury to himself
or others, as hypochondriacal melancholies sometimes do.

\fyftAllbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 371 One melancholic swam
across a canal to throw himself under a train.

t2. Used by Clarendon for: Depression of

spirits, melancholy. Obs.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 5 62 He continued in this

melancholic and discomposure of mind many days, a 1674
Life ii. (1759) 69 My Condition . . will very well justify

the Melancholick that, I confess to you, possesses me.

Hence fMelancho Meal a., melancholy; Melau-
cholically adv., in a melancholy manner.

1657 TOMLINSON Renmi s Disp. 115 Which purge and
move melancholicall succe. 1882 B. NICHOLSON in N. Shaks.
Soc. Trans. 349 He.. became melanchoiicaly mad imme
diately on the shock of these revelations. 1889 Harpers
Mag. Apr. 767/2 Its walls of rammed clay frittering away
melancholically in the sun.

t MelancliO licly, ctdv. Obs. [f. MELAX-
CHOLica. -f -LY 2

.] In a melancholy manner.

1607 WALKINCTON Opt. Glasse xii. 130 An aliment vnto
the parts which are melancholikly qualified, as the bones,

grisles, sinewes, &c. 1631 R. BOLTON Coinf. Affl, Consc.

(1640) 202 Men are melancholikely grieved.

i MelanchO lico. Obs. [It. melancolico : see

MELANCHOLIC.] A hypochondriac.
1676 Doctrine ofDevils 156 Or of the Monstrous Credu

lity, some besotted Melancholicoes may be inveigled into.

Melancholily (me lankplili), adv. [f.
MELAN

CHOLY a. + -LY a
.J In a melancholy manner.

1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ff Left. (1902) II. 23

Applieng the same if not colerikly I must nedes thinke

melancoulily, to your purpose. 1647 COWLEY Mistress,
Maidenhead, No wonder tis.. thou shpuldst be Such tedious
. .Company, Who liv st so Melancholily. 1846 THACKERAV
Laman Blanchard Wks. 1900 XIII. 470 Laman Blanchard,
who passed away so melancholily last year. 1891 Harper s

Mag. Aug. 434/1 Others big and wavering float melancholily.

t Me lanckoliness. Obs. [f.
MELANCHOLY

a. + -NESS.] The condition of being melancholy.
15*8 PAVNEL Salemt s Regini. B, In this doctrine be com

prehended melancolynes and heuines. a 1697 AUBREY Liz&amp;gt;es,

Hobbes (1898) I. 320 When he was a boy he was playsome
enough, but withall he had even then a contemplative me-
lancholinesse. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 4 A
Vent to Melanchohness.

Melancholious (melankJu-li3s),a. Nowrarc.
Forms : 4-5 malan-, malencolious, -ius, malen-,
melancolyous(e, (5 malencolyowa, malecoli-

owus), 5-6 malincolyous, 6 malacolious, xnelan-

colyouse, -colius, melencolous, 7 Sc* melan-

choliows, 4-7 melancolious, 6- rnelancholious.

[a. OF. melancolicuSy f. melancolie MELANCHOLY :

see -ous.]
1. Constitutionally inclined to melancholy; f atra

bilious in constitution (obs.) ; affected with melan

choly, gloomy. Also, of sounds, etc. : Expressive
or suggestive of melancholy.
(-1380 WYCLIF Wks. (i88o&amp;gt; 215 Whanne

f&amp;gt;ei
ben out of

reson as
wro^&amp;gt; & malencoHous. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame \.

30 Somme man is to curiouse In studye, or melancolyouse.
1433 LYDC. St. Kdnmnd 465 in Horstm. A Itengl. Leg. N. F.

(1884) 405 Malencoliusof face, look and cheer. 1471 CAXTON
Recuyell (ed. Sommer) 24 Sorowfull syghes and melancoly-
ous fantasies. 15*3 LD. BERNERS^r^m. I. cccxlvi. 547 This

pope, .was a fumisshe man and malincolyous. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 816 Whether it were by the inspiracion of the

holy ghost, or by Melencolous disposition, I had diuers and
sundrie imaginations howe (etc.]. 1610 BARROUGH Meth.

Physick i.xxviii. (1639) 45 They that be melancholious have

strange imaginations. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc.) 368 The King was sad and melancolious. 1783 BURNS
Poor Maine s Elegy 8 Come, join the melancholious croon

O Robin s reed ! 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xi, The
Rector, .added, in a melancholious tone [etc.]. 1897 CROCKETT
Lads Love iii. 31 The sufferer, .from whom, .most melan
cholious sounds, .continually proceeded.

f 2. Tending to cause, or of the nature of,
* me

lancholy
*
or atrabilious disorder. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirnrg. 171 poru? fc&amp;gt;at
oon pore he

drawi^ malancolious blood of
f&amp;gt;e lyuere. Ibid. 273 Varicosa

schal be curid..wifc&amp;gt; purgaciouns of malancholious blood.

1456 SIR G. HAYE Law Anns (S.T.S.) 76 The lane [star or

planet] is sangwyne, the tothir is malancolius. 156* Bui.-

LEYN Bulwark, Bk. Simples 78 b, It bredeth choler adust,
and melancholious diseases.

Hence Melancho liousness.
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick \. xxviii. (1639) 45 There be

three diversities of melancholiousnes, according to the three

kinds of causes.

t Melaiicholish., a - Obs. [f. MELANCHOLY +

-ISH.] a. ^MELANCHOLIC a. i. b. Inclined to

be melancholy or depressed.
1562 TURNER Herbal\\. 54 b, Mynt. .leueth still it that is

grosse and melancholishe. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin.
xcv. (1783) III. 198 Miss is a little tnelancholish.

Melancholist (me Ufak^liit).
Now rare or

Obs. [f.
MELANCHOLY + -IST.] f One of a melan

cholic constitution (obs.) ;
one affected with

melancholia; in the I7thc. often applied contemp
tuously to religious enthusiasts.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner L iv b, Doth helpe
melanchollists onely, by moistning their dry constitution.

1676 GLANVILL Ess. vi. 29 The proud and fantastick Pre
tences of many of the conceited Melancholists in this Age.
1749 LAVINGTON Enthns. Meth. $ Papists i. (1754) 2 Mon-
tanus. -drew after him several religious Melancholists. 1806

Med. yml XV. 212 Dr. G... visited the male ideots and
melancholists. 1858 BURTON in Black-w. Mag. LXXXIII.
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276 Our gallant captain, a notable melancholist, sat up till

dawn.

Melancholize (me-lankdloi z), v. Now rare

or 06s. [f.
MELANCHOLY + -m;.]

1. intr. and rejl. To be or become melancholy.
1597 A. M. tr. GHilleiiiefui s Fr. Chintrg. 52/2 They doe

so melancholize themselves therin, that they doe wholy
neglect themselves. 1621 liUKTON Ancit. Mel. \. ii. m. vi.

134 They dare not come abroad all their Hues after, but me
lancholize in corners. 1794 COLKKIDGE Let. 22 July in Biog.
Lit. (1847) 11. 339 From Oxford.. have I journeyed, now
philosophizing with hacks, now melancholizing by myself.
1801 LAMB Ess.^ Cur. Fragni. [imitating Burton] ii. in John
H octfc t /, etc. (1802) 119 Mettncholising in woods where
waters are. 1863 K. H. DIGBY Chapci St. Joint (ed. 2)

395 Others were melancholizing in woods, and sighing in

gardens.
2. trans. To make melancholy.
1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. m. xl, Like faithlesse wife

that . . Doth inly deep the spright melancholize Of her

aggrieved husband. 1668 Div. Dial. II. xiv, (1713) 129
There s nothing does more contristate and melancholize

my Spirit than any reflexions upon such Objects.
Hence Me lancholrzed///. a., rendered melan

choly ;
Me lancholi-zing vbl. sb.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 7 They get their

knowledge by bookes, 1 mine by melanchohsing. 1642 H.
MORE Song ofSoul Ded., Nor can ever that thick cloud. .

of melancholized old age. .dark the remembrance of your
pristine Lustre. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Contents I.

v, Our own Imaginations [are] taken for sensations and
realities in sleep, and by melancholized persons when awake.

Melancholy (me-lank^li), sb. Forms : 4
malyncoly, 4-5 malyooly, malenooli(e, -colye,

malicoli, 4 -6 malancoly, -encoly, melancoly(e,
-lie, 5 mali(n)coly, -ynoolie, malencholye,
malancoli(e, -lye, melancholye, 5-6 mallan-

coly, 5-7 melancholie, 6 melacholy, melan-
choli, Sc. -kolie, 6-7 melancholly, -olye, 6-
melanoholy. [a. OF. melancolie, melencolie, ma-
lencollie, etc. (mod. F. melancolie), ad. L. melan
cholia, a. Gr. fi(\af\o\ia lit. condition of having
black bile

,
f. i*.t\av-, / Aas black + x *1? bile. Cf.

1 r. melancolia, Sp. melancolia, It. melancolia,
malinconia

; also G. melancholie, Du. melankolie,
IJa., S\v. mclankoli.]
Down to the i7th c. the poetical examples commonly indi.

cate stress on the second or fourth syllable,

t 1. The condition of having too much black
bile (see b) ; the disease supposed to result from
this condition

;
in early references its prominent

symptoms are sullenness and propensity to causeless
and violent anger, and in later references mental

gloom and sadness. From the I?th c. onwards
the word was used without its setiological implica
tion as the name of the mental disease now called
in technical language MELANCHOLIA. Obs.

Quot. 1866 is an exceptionally late instance of the sense :

cf. quot. 1859 in 3-

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3710 pe man
wrab[&amp;gt;yb hym

lyghtly, For lytyl as yn malyncoly, pat synne ne ys ryght
grefpat sone ys wro&amp;gt;e, and lyghtly lef. 1:1374 CHAUCER
Troylus v. 360 Thy sweuenes ek and [al] swich famasye !

Dryf out, and lat hem faren to myschaunce ; For bey pro-
cedenof bi malencolye. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell(zA. Sommer)
21 After many right sorowful syghes engendrid in be roote
of malencolie. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Ivii. 84 The dissease
called choler or melancholy. 1613 G. SANDYS Trav. 99 That i

windy malancholy arising from the shorter ribs, which so
saddeth the mind of the diseased. 1677 J. WEBSTER (title)
The Displaying of supposed Witchcraft, wherein is affirmed
that there are many sorts of Deceivers and Impostors, and
Divers persons under a passive Delusion of Melancholy and
Fancy. But that [etc.]. 1722 QUINCY Lex. Phys.-Afed.,
Melancholy [is] supposed to proceed from a Redundance of
black Bile ; but it is better known to arise from too heavy
and too viscid a Blood. 1866 W. H. O. SANKEY Led. Ment.
Dis. ii. 33 There are cases of melancholy which are accom
panied by great restlessness.

fb. concr. The black bile itself: one ofthe four
chief fluids or cardinal humours of the ancient
and mediaeval physiologists. Obs,
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. tv. xi. (1495) 95 Malencoly

is bred of irowbled drast of blode and hath his name of
melon that is blak and calor that is humour, so is sayd as
it were a blak humour, for the colour therof lyayth toward
blackenes. c 1400 Lanfranc&quot;s Cirurg. 202 per is engendrid
anober substaunce bat is sumwhat stynkyng & is clepid
malancoli. 1533 E !-

VOT Cast. Helth (1541) 8 In the bodyofMan be foure principal! humours: Bloudde: Fleume : Cho
ler: Melancoly. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man. v. 70 A short
vessel, whereby the splene belcheth vp melancolj e into the
ventricle. 1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick in. xxx. (1639)
149 The laundeis is nothing else but a shedding either of
yellow choler, or of melancholy all over the body. 1653 H.
MORE Antiif. Ath. ii. vi. (i 7I2 ) 56 There are receptacles in
the Body of Man and Emunctories to drain them of super
fluous Choler, Melancholy, and the like,

t 2. Irascibility, ill-temper, anger, sullenness.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 4362 Meke be of bi malencoli for

marring of bi-selue. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 128 Vith that

a 1400-50 Alexander 1981 pat I mete
J&amp;gt;e

in my malicoly my
meth be to Uttill. 14.. Tundale s ris. 76 (Wagner) Tun-
dale gruched and wex wrothe. .pe man speke to hym curtesly
And_ brought hym out of his malycply. 1525 LD. EERNERS
Froiss. 1 1. xv. 29 The kynge beyng in his malencoly, assone
as he sawe hym he sayd in great yre, certesse vncle of
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Lancastre, ye shall nat attayne as yet to your entent. 1530
PAI.SGR. 244/1 Melancoly testysnesse, mekn.olie. 1567 in
Satir. Poems Reform, vii, 191 For wickit lyfe im prison t

was Ferquhaird, Quha slew him self of proude melancolie.

^ personified. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 280 Malencolie. .which
in compaignie An hundred times in an houre Wo! as an angri
beste loure. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4998 Malencoly, that angry
sire. 1593 SHAKS. John in. iii. 42 If that surly spirit melan
choly, Had bak d thy blood, and made it heauy, thicke.

3. Sadness and depression of spirits ;
a condition

of gloom or dejection, especially when habitual or

constitutional.
In the early quots. with mixture of sense 2. In the Eliza-

bethan period and subsequently, the affectation of melan
choly was a favourite pose among those who made claim
to superior refinement ; see, e.g. Jonson Every Man in his
Humour (passim), and quots. under MELANCHOLY a. 3 ; cf.
also 3 d below.

^1374 CHAUCER Troylus\. 1216 Bycause he wolde soone
dye, He ne eet ne dronk, for his malencolye. 14. . Sir fieites

582 (MS. M) losyan. .Toke hym vp and kyssud hym swete,
His malincoly there to abate. 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 168
Whyche also slewe my cosyn the kyng Claryon, for whome
I am in grete melancolye. a 1586 SIDNF.Y Arcadia in. (1598)
386 The Hare [gave] her sleights; the Cat, his melancholy,
1590 SPENSER F.Q. i. xii. 38 Musicke did apply Her curious
skill the warbling notes to play, To drive away the dull Melan
choly. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Ilcn. F/,v.i. 34 My mimic was troubled
with deepe Melancholly. 1593 DKAVTON Sheph. Garland
(Roxb. Club) 63 And, being rou/de out of melancholly, Flye,
whirle-winde thoughts, vnto the heavens, quoth he. 1692
DRYDEN Cleomencs i. i. 2 This Melancholly Flatters, but Un
mans you. What is it else, but Penury of Soul ; A Lazie
Frost, a numne-;s of the Mind? 1716 LADY M.W. MONTAGU
Lct.toLadyX i Oct., Itsives me toomuch melancholy to
see so agreeable a young creature buried alive. 1842 BOR-
ROW Bible in Spain xxxiv, A morbid melancholy seixcd upon
the Irishman. 1859 BUCKNILL Psychol. Shaks. 240 Care
should be taken.. to distinguish between melancholy and
melancholia. 1899 Allbntt s Syst. Med. VIII. 372 The
melancholy associated with general paralysis is commonly
marked by great exaggeration.
personified. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \. iii. 67 O hatefull Krror

Melancholies Childe. 1632 MILTON ISAllegro i Hence
loathed Melancholy, Of Cerberus and blackest midnight
born. 1750 GRAY Elegy Epit., And Melancholy mark d him
for her own. 1819 KEATS Melancholy iii, In the very temple
of Delight Veiled Melancholy has her sovran shrine.

t b. A cause of sadness, an annoyance or vexa
tion. Chiefly in plural. Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes (c 1490) F vj.The maistre
of a grete house hath many melancolyes. 1644 MILTON
Areop. (Arb.) 57 Which to a diligent writer is the greatest
melancholy and vexation that can befall.

c. A state of melancholy, f Also, a melancholy
fit or mood (often in plural]. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1590) 17 b, Two or three

straungers, whom inwarde melancholies hauing made weery
of the worldes eyes, haue come to spende their Hues among
the countrie people. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III.

1319/2 Entring by litle and litle out of his present melan.
cnolies into his former misfortunes. 1650 JER. TMi.QK.Holy
Living ii. 5 (1727) 107 If we murmur here, we may at the
next melancholy be troubled that God did not make us to
be Angels or Stars. 1774 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 480 In

spite of all my efforts, I fall into a melancholy which is in

expressible. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Philos. I. 64 A
deep yet soft melancholy succeeded.

d. In alightersense : A tender orpensive sadness.

1614 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Madrigal, ^When as she smilcs\
A sweet melancholie my sences keepes. 1632 MILTON Pen-
seroso 12 But hail thou Goddes, sage and holy, Hail divinest

Melancholy. 1634 Comus 546, I . . began Wrapt in a
pleasing fit of melancholy To meditate my rural minstrelsie.

1796 COLERIDGE Sonn. to Bwules [2nd vers.] 8 Their mild
and manliest melancholy lent A mingled charm, which oft

the pang consigned To slumber. 1844 A. B. WELBY Poems,
Melancholy 117 Love s delicious melancholy.

t e. A short literary composition (usually

poetical) of a sad or mournful character. Obs.

1596 LODGE Marg. Amer. L i b, Another melancholy of his,
for the strangenesse thereof, deserueth to be registred.

Ibid., Another [sc. poem], .hauing the right nature of an
Italian melancholie, I haue set down in this place.

4. Comb., as melancholy-purger\ melancholy-mad,
-sick adjs. ; f melancholy water, a decoction re

commended as good for women if they are faint .

1600 Trial Regie. 171 He was melancholly sick. 1676 J.
COOKE Marrow Chirurg, 812 Of Melancholy Purgers,
Simple and Compound. 1684 HAN. WOOLLEY Queen-like
Closet (ed. 5) 15 The Melancholly Water. Take of [etc.].

1853 HICKIE tr. Aristophanes (1872) II. 683 He has sent

away my master melancholy-mad.

Melancholy (me lank^li), a. Forms : 6 ma-
lancoly, malincolye, melancholie, 6-7 malan-

choly, melencholly, 7 melancholly, 6- me
lancholy. [From the attrib. use of the sb.]

1 1. Affected with or constitutionally liable to the

disease of melancholy. Also absoL Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531} 233 b, The contempla-
cyon of suche turneth eyther to supersticyousnes. .or to a
melancoly folysshnes. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary viii. (1870) 245

Melancoly men may take theyr pleasure. 1612 WOODALL
Sitrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 190 It is also effectual to be given
to melancholy people, which are void of reason. 1698
M. HCXKY Jlnwiwu

&amp;lt;V Quietn. Spirit (1822) 80 The quiet
ness of spirit will help, .to suppress melancholy vapours.

1752 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments^ etc. 260 All

Spices are bad for melancholy people.

t b. Of or affected by the melancholy humour*.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions I. ix. 35 A little melancholly

blood may quickly change the temperature, and render it

[the hearte] more apt for a melancholly Passion. 1610

MARKHAM Masterp. \\. cxii. 404 It proceedeth from melan

choly and filthy bloud. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. in.

MELANCHOLY.
Socrates xiv. (init.), As to his person, he was very unhand
some, of a melancholy complexion. 1656 RIDGLKY I ract
I liysick 306 A crooked melancholy vein under the Tongue
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 493 Tis vulgarly said that this black
part of the bloud is Melancholy bloud.

t c. Producing the disease of melancholy. Obs.
1650 BAXTER Saints R. n. vii. 3 Sauls Melancholy Devil

would be gone, when David played on the Harp.
f 2. Irascible, angry ; sullen. Obs,

to make our prayers to God, wee must not brine; thither
with vs, our melancholy passions and fretting and fumin&amp;lt;*

1604 CHAPMAN liyr&its Conspir. \\. i. (1608; D 2 b, Duke
Byron Howes with adust and melancholy chollcr.

3. Of persons, their actions, attributes, feelings,
state, etc. : Depressed in spirits; sad, gloomy, de
jected, mournful

; esp. of a constitutionally gloomy
temperament.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. ii. 2 Boy, What signe is it when a

man of great spirit growes melancholy? 1592 LVI.Y Midas
v. n. 104 (Bond), Melancholy is the creast of Courtiers armes,
and now euerie base companion, bteing in his muble fubles,
saves he is melancholy. 1598 U. JONSON Kv. Man in Hum.
i. iv, I will he more proud and melancholie, and gentleman
like then I haue beene, I doe ensure you. c 1598 SIR J.
DAVIES Epigr. No. 47 See yonder melancholy Gentleman,
Which hood-wink d with his hat, alone doth sit. 1744 HARRIS
Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 40 A funeral will much more afTtct
the same man if he see it when melancholy, than if be see
it when cheerful, 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Mania,
Some are dull and stupid, others very sorrowful and melan
choly. 1774 llt-RKE Sp. Amer. Tax. Se!. Wks. I. 136, I re

member, Sir, with a melancholy pleasure, the situation [etc.].

1824 \V. IRVING T. Tr,i~ . I. 293 There is no more melan
choly creature in existence than a mountebank off duty.
1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer I, i. 17 If I am sad
and inclined to melancholy humours.
absol. 1759 JOHNSON- Rassclas xlvi, For this reason the

superstitious arc often melancholy, and the melancholy
almost always supercilious.
transf. (of animals). 1593 NASHE Christ s T. 25 b, The

mellancholy Owle, (Deaths ordinary messenger). 1612 DRAY-
TON Poty Olb. ii. 204 The melancholie Hare. 1787 BEST
Angling (ed. 2) 42 He is a solitary, melancholy, and bold
fish, always being by himself.

b. Pensive, thoughtful ; sadly meditative.

1632 MILTON Penseroso 62 Sweet Bird that shunn st the
noise of folly, Most musical!, most melancholy ! 1659 WOOD
Life Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 270 To refresh his mind with a
melancholy walke. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. \. xl, A
certain music, never known before, Here soothed the pensive,
melancholy mind. 1792 S. ROGKRS Pleas. Mem. n. 190 The
tender images we love to trace Steal from each year a

melancholy grace. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. All Fools Day\
We will drink no wise, melancholy, politic port on this day.

t C. in proverbial and other similes. Obs.

1592 LYLY Midas v. ii. 100 (Bond), I am as melancholy
as a cat. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II7

,
i. ii. 83-8. 1599

Much Ado n. i. 221, I found him heere as melancholy as
a Lodge in a Warren. 1606 Wily Beguiled Prol. A 2 b,

Why, how now, humorous George? What, as melancholy
as a mantle tree ? 1607 DEKKER Northw. Hoe i. Wks. 1873
III. ii I me as melancholy now as Fleet-streete in a long
vacation, a 1732 GAY Neiv Song ofNew Sirnilies, I, melan

choly as a cat Am kept awake to weep.
4. Of visible objects, sounds, places, etc. : Sugges

tive of sadness, depressing, dismal. Also, of sounds,

words, looks, etc. : Expressive of sadness.

\ Melancholy hat (?jocular nonce-use, or slang), app.
applied to a mourning hat (but cf. quot. c 1598 in sense 3).

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. iv. v. 86 Melancholy Bells.

1600 A. Y. L. n. vii. in Vnder the shade of melancholly
boughes. 1614 J. COOKE Greene s Tu Quoque Bib, Go
to the next Haberdashers & bid him send me a new
melancholy hat. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 43 Padua is the
most melancholy City of Europe. 1697 DRYDEN Viyg.
Georg. iv. 747 Melancholy Musick fills the Plains. 1718
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C tess Bristol 10 Apr.,
Eight or ten of them make a melancholy concert with their

pipes. 1725 SLOANE Jamaica II. 307 It loves low melan

cholly places. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 612 The stock
dove breathes A melancholy murmur thro the whole. 1833
L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 197 You glide in a canoe-like

boat.. shut in by melancholy banks. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi
I. i,

The thick and melancholy foliage. 1843 BORROW Bible

in Spain x, With here and there a melancholy village. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. \. xxvii. 198 The fountain made a melan

choly gurgle. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY II
7

, Africa 475 Negro
children ..with, .immense melancholy deer-like eyes.
Comb. 1877 BLACK Green Past, v, He was a melancholy-

faced man.

fb. 1 the 1 7th c. : Favourable to the pensive
mood. (Cf.3 b.) Obs.

1641 EVELYN Diary 8 Oct., So naturally is it [the Parke]
furmsh d with whatever may render it agreeable, melan

choly and country-like. 1644 Ibid. 30 Sept., The house is

moderne, and seemes to be the seate of some gentleman,

being in a very pleasant though melancholy place.

5. Of a fact, event, state of things: Saddening,

lamentable, deplorable.
1710 WODROW Analecta (1842) I. 308 It was one of the

melancholyest sights to any that have any sense of our

antient Nobility, to see them going throu for votes, and

making partys. 1763 C. JOHNSTON Rtotrif II. 44 You are

affected with this melancholy detail. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Jourtt.) Remise Door, Melancholy ! to see such sprightlt-

ness the prey of sorrow. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 247 The
most serious and melancholy effect ensued.

t
1886 Q. Jrnl.

Microsc. Sci. XXVIII. 291 A melancholy instance of the

extent to which Dr. P. acts upon the principle of bending
facts to theory.

6. In certain book-names of plants, as melan

choly gentleman, a kind of rocket, ffesperis

tristis\ melancholy (plume) thistle, Carditus
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heterophylltts ; melancholy tree, the Night Jas

mine, Nyctanthcs Arbor-tristis,

1629 PARKINSON Parad. Table, The Melancholy [text

p. 260 Melancholick] Gentleman. 1690 RAY Syn. S tirf.

Brit. 52 The great English soft or gentle Thistle or Melan

choly Thistle. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 319 Me
lancholy Thistle, Cardans. Melancholy-tree, Nyctanthes.
1861 Miss PRATT Flmucr. PI. III. 237 Cnicns heterophyllus

(Melancholy Plume Thistle).

Hence Ke lancholylsh a. nonce-wd.

1837 LYTTON in Fonklanqne s Life ^ Lab. (1874) 53, I had

a melancholyish letter from Lady Blessington.

t Melancholy, v. Obs. [ad. OF. metancolitr,

f. melaneolie MELANCHOLY sb.} trans. To make

melancholy.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 290 b/2 The

pleasure of god is that ; of whiche thou melancolyest thy
selfe to be soo doon. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydoris Quest.

Chirurg. Q iij b, It brenneth the blode & melancolyeth it.

1567 PAYNEL tr. Herbcray s Treas. Amadis of Gaule 78

Ye melancholy your selfe.. for the mariage that I have

found out for you. a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 165,

I am extremely melancholy d at your dilated resolutions of

seeing London.

Melanch.th.oman (melarjkb&amp;lt;?a-nian),a.
and sb.

[f.
name of Philipp Melanchthon (Gr. transl. of

Schwarzerd black earth ), a German reformer

(1497-1560) -I- -IAN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to

Melanchthon or his opinions, b. sb. A follower

of Melanchthon.

1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 137 The Melanctonian doctrine

of piedestination. 1763 MACLAINE tr. Moslieim s Eccl.

Hist. n. i. ii (1833) 480/1 There arose, .three philosophical

sects, the Melancthonian, the Aristotelian, and the Scho
lastic. 1863 \V. C. DOWDING Life &amp;lt;y

Corr. Calixtm Hi. 20

We have described him as a Melanchthonian both in taste

and principle. 1882-3 SCHAFF Entycl. Relig. Knmvl. I. 474
It [the Anglican Church] is yet Melancthonian in its assertion

of the visibility of the Church.

Melanchyme (me lankaim). Min. [G. me-

lainhym (llaidinger 1851), f. Gr. piKav-, /Aas
black + x5/io s juice (see CHYME).] =ROCHLEDEBITE.
1868 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 5) II. 744.

Melancoli(e, -ien, -(i)ous, obs. forms of

MELANCHOLY, etc.

t MelanCOUnterOUS, a. Obs. [For *malen-

counleroiis, ad. F. malencontmix, f. mal ill +

encontrer to ENCOUNTER : see -ous.] Ill-timed.

a 1610 SIR J. SKMPLE in Scmpill Bnttatis (1872) 244 The
never ceassing feide of melancounterousfaitesOuer haistnit

this abortiue birth of Importune regrates.

Melander, obs. form of MALANDKB, MALLENDEK.

Melanellite (melane-bit). Min. [Obscurely
f. Gr. jn(\av-, fii^as black : see -ITE.] A black

hydrocarbon forming part of rochlederite.

1868 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 5) II. 750 Melanellite... Black

and gelatinous.

Melaiiesian (melanrpan), a. and sb. [f. Me
lanesia (see below : f. Gr. ^eXo-s black +

&amp;gt;&amp;gt;fjaos

island) + -AN.
The name, modelled after Polynesia, was intended to mean
the regions of islands inhabited by blacks .]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Melanesia (a group
of islands in the western Pacific, including Fiji,

New Caledonia, etc.), its inhabitants, language,
etc. B. sb. a. A native of Melanesia, b. The

language of the Melanesians.

1849 SELWYN in Tucker Mem. (1879) I. 302 The Melane-
sian (Anaijom) aijeama, we, but not you. Ibid., The Me-
lanesian dialects. 1898 A. LANG Making Relig. viii. 167
Cases in which the rod acts like those of the Melanesians,

Africans, and other savages. 1904 A thenxum 9 Apr. 460/3
Words in this Melanesian language which have cognates in

Malay and Malagasy.

II Melange (melang), sb. Also 7 meslange, 7-9

melange. [F. melange mixture, f. tnller to mix :

see MEDDLE v.

Often written without accent, but (at least in sense i)

perh. always regarded as a foreign word.)

1. A mixture
; usually, a congeries of heterogene

ous elements or constituents, a medley.

colours. 1697 EVELYN Nniiiism. vi. 213 Many exquisitely

wrought Vessels. .of that precious Melange. 1711 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. l{ewet, A bad peace, people
1 love in disgrace [etc.] . . I believe nobody ever had such a

melange before. 1729 SWIFT Let. to Holinzbroke 21 Mar. in

Pope s Whs. (1741) II. 85, I come from looking over the

Melange above-written, and declare it to be a true copy of

my present disposition. 1811 SHELLEY Let. in Hogg Life I.

07 A stranee melange of maddened stuff, which I wrote by
. -J .._!_. !_-- _!_. -0._ D T. tl... n_- ,_

Mixture . 1859 Gfntl. Mag. June 606 He professes that

the present Part is taken from Usher, Ware [etc.] , and
a very curious melange he has made of it. 1887 A. M.
BROWN Anim. Alkal. 36 The melange of ferricyanide and
ferrochloride gives feebly the bluish tint.

2. a. A dress fabric of cotton chain and woollen

weft (Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884). b. A
kind of woollen yam of mingled colours. Also

altrib. and Comb.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 144/2 Melange Weaver-

Woollen Cloth Manuf. 1886 Daily News 20 Sept. 2/4 An
active demand continues in twofold yarns, in mottles, and

melanges. 1897 AWmtfi Syst. Med. II. 551 If bales of dry
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wools and hairs were placed in steamers as is done in the

melange printing process and submitted [etc.].

Melange (melanj), v. [a. F. mManger, f. ml-

Innge : see prec.] trans. To mix (wool of different

colours). Hence Mela ng er.

1880 Times 28 Dec. 8 A dyer or melanger sued to recover

j8s for melanging wool. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885)

144/2 Melanger Woollen Cloth Manuf.

Melailian (m/ ^ nian), a. 1 and sb.\ Anthropo
logy, [ad. F. melanien (Bory de Saint-Vincent),
f. Gr. \m\av-, / Aaf black : see -IAN.] Originally
= NEGRITO a. and si.

; later, used as =NEGKOIU.
1861 HULME tr. Moqtiin-Tandon I. vi. 36. 1868 OWEN

Anat. Vert. III. 145 We know not the size of brain in the

Melanian inventor of the throwing-stick . 1885 W. H.
FLOWER in Jnil. Antlirop. fust. XIV. 381 To begin with
the Ethiopian, Negroid or Melanian, or black type.

Melailian (mzV nian), a? and sb.* Zool. [f.

mod.L. Melania, the typical genus of the Melaniidse,

(f. Gr. nt\av- t /Aas black) + -AN.] a. adj. Of or

belonging to the Melaniidx, a family of fresh

water snails, b. sl&amp;gt;. A member of this family.
1839 I cnny Cycl. XV. 76 Melanians, Lamarck s name for

a family of fluvjatile, testaceous, operculated Mollu^ks.

Melailic (m/lre nik), a.
[f. Gr. ptKav-, /Aas

black + -ic.]

1. Ethnology. Having black hair and a black or

dark complexion. Cf. MELANOCOMOUS, MELANOUS.
1826 PRICHARD Res. Phys. Hist. Matt. (ed. 2) I. 139 These

three varieties are the melanic, including all individuals or

races who have black hair ;
the xanthous . . ; and the albino.

1829 T. PRICE Physiogn. .y Physiol. Inhabit. Brit. 109
Whether I should attribute the few melanic countenances,
I noticed in the South of Ireland, to a Spanish origin.

2. Of animals : Affected by melanosis.

1882-4 Yarrelts Brit. Birds (ed. 4) III. 665 The melanic
varieties occasionally found in our northern Skua. 1894
Naturalist 333 A melanic form of the Pipistrelle. 1903

Daily Chron. 30 Dec. 3/3 The melanic variety of the com
mon leopard.

b. Used as the distinctive epithet of the black

pigment occurring in melanosis, and of the cells

containing it.

1847^9 Todd s Cycl. Anat. IV. 116/1 Melanic pigment is

essentially composed of extremely minute granules. Ibid.

116/2 Melailic cells never exhibit any tendency even to

cohere much less to form the basis of a stroma. 1855
DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 12), Melanic, of or belonging to

Melanosis ; as Melanic deposit, a black colouring matter

deposited from the blood under special circumstances.

3. Melanic acid, f a. Prout s name for indican

of urine ^see INDICAN b). Obs.

1822 Medica-Chirnrg. Trans. XII. 1. 45 note, Dr. Prout
would propose to distinguish this new substance, on account
of its black colour, by the name of Melanic acid.

b. (See quot.)

1844 FOWNESC/;;H. 434 In a humid state they [sc. crystals

ofsalicylite of potassium], .eventually change to a black,
soot-like substance, .called melanic acid.

Melauiliiie (meLvnibin). Ghent, [f. Gr.

fi(\av-, /i(\as black + ANILINE.] A basic substance

obtained from chloride of cyanogen and aniline.

1852 Fownes Chem. (ed. 4) 557 The above salt furnishes

melaniline in the form of an oil.

Melanin (me lanin). Chem. and Phys. [f. Gr.

ItfKav-, / AOS black + -IN .] The black pigment
in the retina, choroid, hair, epidermis, etc. of

coloured races of man or melanic varieties of

animals. Also, the black pigment developed in

certain diseases. Also attrib. and Comb.
1843 OWEN Lect. Invertebr. Anim. 355 It [the secretion in

the ink-bag of a cephalopod] is affirmed by some chemists to

contain a peculiar animal principle, which Vizio has termed
melanine . 1855 tr. C. H cdfs Pathol. Histol. (Syd. Soc.)

n. i. 1 18 Black pigment (melanin) appears in the form of

reddish brown molecules. 1871 WATTS tr. Gmclin s Handbk.
Chein. XVIII. 417 Melanin. L. Gmelin s Black Pigment
of the Eye. 1874 BARKER tr. Prey s Histol. ff Histcchrm.

53 We must be on our guard, however, not to confound
the ordinary black pigment found in the human lungs with
melanin. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis. \. 2 Melanaimia and
malarial pigmentation are fully accounted for by the me

lanin-forming property of the pjasmodium. Ibid. 6 The
melanin particles, so characteristic of the malaria germ.

Melanism (me-laniz m). [f. Gr. /icAap-, /it\as

black + -ISM.]
1. Darkness of colour resulting from an abnormal

(but not morbid) development of black pigment
in the epidermis or other external appendages (hair,

feathers, etc.) of animals; opposed to albinism.

1843 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man (1845) 39 Throughout
intertropica! America, both melanism and albinism, as he

[M. Roulin] terms the black and white varieties, make their

appearance very frequently in warm-blooded animals. 1882

TIKMANN in Field Naturalist July 32 Melanism occurs in

various species of animals, but is far rarer than albinism.

b. A melanic variety (of some recognized

species).
1863 I. R. WISE New Forest 309 Mr. Rake informs me

that a Sabine s snipe.. which is now generally regarded as

only a melanism of this species was shot at Picket Post, Jan.,

1859. 1889 H. SAUNDERS Man. Brit. Birds 12 An example
of the Siberian Thrush. .originally supposed to be a me
lanism of the Redwing.
2. Bot. A disease producing blackness in plants

(Casseirs Encycl. Diet. 1885).

Melanistic (melani stik), a. [f. Gr. ptXav-,

piXus black + -1ST1C.] Characterized by melanism.

MELANOCHROI.
1874 COUES Birds N. W. 357, I took no specimens in the

melanistic state of plumage. 1888 O. THOMAS Catal. Mur-
sjtpialia Brit. Mus. 266 In the black melanistic variety
every part of the body is deep black.

t Melanite 1. Obs. [Perh. some error : cf. med.
L. melonltes corrupt form of malachites malachite

(Schade, Altd. Wb. Suppl. s.v. Melochites) : the

description in Maplet is prob. evolved from a

pseudo-derivation from L. mel honey.] (See quot.)
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 15 The Melanite is a Stone,

which distilleth & droppeth that iuice which is verie
sweete and honie like ; wherfore it may well be called Me
lanite as you would say Honistone, ..on the one side it is

greene, on the other side yellow.

Melanite *
(me-lanait). Mitt. [ad. G. me/anil

(\Verner 1 799), f. Gr. /itAay-, /wAas black : see

-ITE 1.] A velvet-black variety of andradite.

1807 AIKIN Diet. Chem. f, Mia. II. 68 Melanite... Black

garnet. 1854 DANA Syst. Mia. (ed. 4) II. 192.

Melanite 3 (me lanait). Conch,
[f.

mod.L.
Melania (see MELANIAN) + -HE 1

.] A fossil me-
lanian (Cent. Diet. ).

Melanitic (melani-tik), a.
[f.

MELANITE -

+ -1C.] Pertaining to, resembling, or containing
melanite. In recent Diets.

Melaiiize (me lanaiz), v. [f. Gr. /i(\av-, /jeXas

+ -IZE.] trans. To produce melanism in.

1885 Standard 7 Aug. 5/1 The black Jews in Cochin . .

were native converts, not Hebrews who had become mela-
nised under the Indian sun.

Melano- (me lano), a. Gr. ptXavo-, combining
form of nl\as black, as in Melanocarcino ma
Path. = MELANOMA (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).

|| Melanode-rma, -de-rmia Path. [Gr. Sippa
skin : see -IA]

= MELASMA ; hence Melanodermlc
a., relating to melanodermia. Melano gallic a.

Chun. [GALLIC] =METAGALLIC. Melanoglo-ssia

[Gr. t\waaa tongue -f -IA], the condition of having
a black tongue. || Melanopa-tliia fa. A. [see

-PATHY] = MELASMA
;

also anglicized Melano--

pathy. Melaiiosarco ma Path., sarcoma charac

terized by the presence of black pigment cells.

Melanota nnic a. Chcm. (see quot. 1866).
1901 OSLER Princ. fy Pract. Med. led. 4) viii. 831 Lastly,

with arterio-sderosis and chronic heart-disease there may be
niniked *melanoderma. 1886 KAGGE Princ. ff 1 ract. Med.
II. 755 note, A remarkable case of perfectly symmetrical
leuco- and melano-dermia. iBqfAMiitt sSjst. Mcd. VIM.
707 So-called syphilitic leucodermia is usually a melano
dermia. 1890 Syd. Soc. /,?.r.,*MeIanodermic. 1852 MORFIT

Tanning f; dirtying (1853) 3 Melanogallic acid. 1898
P. MANSON Trop. Diseases iv, 88 note. This condition, *me-

lanoglossia, is racial and not pathological. 1847 E. WILSON
Dis. Skin (ed. 2) 328 Cases illustrative of *Melanopathia.
1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Melanofathiu, *Melanopathy,
Nigritism. ..A disease of the skin, which consists in augmen
tation of black pigment ; generally in patches. 1875 H.
WALTON Dis. Eye (ed. 3) 988 The sarcoma is usually of

the pigmented form, *melano-sarcoma. 1900 Brit. Med.
Jml., Epit. Curr. Med. Lit. 42 The case was one of me-

substance formed by the action of excess of potassa upon
tannic or gallic acid.

Melaiiocerite (melan&amp;lt;JsiT3it). Mitt. [First

in G. melanocerit (W. C. Brogger 1887), f. ME
LANO- + CERITE.] A flue-silicate of cerium and

yttrium found in black tabular crystals (Chester
Diet. Min. 1896).

t Melanochalco grapher. Obs. [f.
ME-

IANO- -t- CHALCOGBAPHEB.] An engraver ol copper

plates for printing.
1697 EVELYN Nitmism. viii. 283 The late Melanochalco-

grapher,
N. de Seigen, who first produced the Mez^o-Tinto

raving.

Melaiiochiii (mnse notjm). Chem. [f. ME
LANO- + mod.L. CHIN-A quinine.] A product of

the action of ammonia and chlorine on quinine.
1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 867.

Melanoclilorous (melanokloa ras), a. [f. Gr.

Ht\avo-, ^fXar black + xAoipus yellow: see -ous.]

Having the body variegated with black and yellow

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).

|| Melanocliroi(melan(?-kr&amp;lt;7|3i), sb.pl. Anthro

pology. [mod.L. ;
formed by Huxley, who seems

to have meant it as a transliteration of an assumed

Gr. piXavuxpoi, f. m\av-, pc\as black + wxpos pale.

(On this view the correct mod.L. form would have

been *melanofhrT; the irregularity occurs also in

the other terms of Huxley s classification, Xantho-

melanoi and Melawi.) By subsequent writers, and

in Diets., the word has been taken as mod.L. me-

lanSchroi(s\ng. -ous), ad. Gt.Hf\av6xpoos( = i*f\ay-

X/&amp;gt;oos),
f. ntXavo- (

=
n(\at&amp;gt;-, /itXas) + xpoa skin.]

In Huxley s classification of the varieties of man
kind : A subdivision of the Leiotrichi or smooth-

haired class, having dark hair and pale complexion.
1866 HUXLEY Preh.Rem. Caitkn. 132 The Leiotrichi may

be best subdivided, according to their complexion, into

Xanthochroi, Melanochroi, Xanthomelanoi, and Melanou

1875 TVLOR in Encycl. Brit. II. 113/2 The Melanochroi or

dark whites. 1878 RAMSAY Phys. Geog. xxxiv. 580 Dark-

complexioned, black-haired and black-eyed Melanochroi.



MELANOCHROITE.
Hence Melanochro-ic, Melanochroid, Mela-
nochrous ftdjs., pertaining to or resembling the

Melanochroi.
1865 HUXLEY Crit. $ Addr. vii. (1873) 157 Among Euro

peans, the melanochrous people are less obnoxious to its

[yellow fever s] ravages than the xanthochrous. 1871 Ibid.

viii. 180 The melanochroic or dark stock of Europe. 1878
HARTLEY tr. TopinartCs Anthrop. n. i. 202 The melanochroid

g-oup
: pale-complexioned, darK eyes, hair long and black,

xample: Iberians [etc.]. 1899 W. CROOKE in Jrnl. An-
thropol. /list. XXVIII. 228 A fusion of Melanochroid Cau-
casic and Austral-negro blood.

Melanochroite (melanoknw-sit). Min. [First
in G. melanochroit, f. Gr. niXavuxpoos black-

coloured -t- -ITK.]
= PHCENICOCHROITE.

1835 A . D. Thomson s Rcc. Gen. Sci. I. 273. 1836 T. THOM-
SON Min., Geol., etc. I. 561. 1837 DANA Syst. Min. 234.

Melaiiocomous (melan^ komas), a. [f.
Gr.

(jLtKavoKofji-ri^ (i. nt\avo-, fii\as black -t-
KO\&amp;gt;.T\ hair) +

-ous.] Black-haired.

1836 PRICHARD Res. Phys. Hist. Man (ed. 3) I. 220 The
black-haired or melanocomous or melanous variety [of com
plexion], characterised by black or

very
dark hair. 1849-52

TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 936/2 The melano-comous or dark
races . . are mostly of the melancholic temperament. 1851
H. W. TORRENS in Jrnl. Asiat.Soc. Bengal 38 The melano
comous character of complexion.

Melaiiogen (mflarniK^en). Phys. [f.
Gr.

\it\avo-, /Aas black: see -GEN I.] A substance

capable of yielding melanin.

1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksctis Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 321 The
reaction occurs in presence of melanin or melanogen.

Melanogogue, erron. form of MELANAGOGUE.
II Melanoi, sb.pl. Anthropology. [Intended as

mod.L.
;

formed irregularly by transliteration of
Gr. ptXoraf, pi. of p.t\avos, var. of /Aas black.]
Hnxley s name for the black-haired and dark-com

plexioned division of his class Leiotrichi or smooth-
haired peoples. i8S6 [see MELANOCHROI).

Melanoid (me-lanoid), a. Path. [f. Gr. jit-

\avoaS-ris, black-looking (L. & Sc.), f. pf\avo-,
^fAczs black + ilSos form.] Of morbid growths :

Characterized by the presence of black pigment.
1854 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. 183 Melanoid cancer is

. .encephaloid structure, with the addition of black pigment.
1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases xxxvii. 572 We have the
white, or ochroid, the black, or melanoid, and the red forms
of mycetoma.

II Melanoma (melanou-ma). Path. PI. mela-
nomata (melamJu-mata). [mod.L., a. Gr. type
l*.tXav&amp;lt;ap.a (occurring in late Gr. with the sense
blackness ), f. nt\avovo8ai : see MELANOSIS, and

cf. carcinoma and other names for kinds of cancer
ous or morbid growths.] A melanotic growth ;

esp. a tumour consisting largely of black pigment.
183 . CARSWELL Path. Anat., Melanoma i, I include under

the title of Melanoma all melanotic formations, black dis-
colourations or products, described by Laennec and other
authors. 1847-9 Todfl Cycl. Anat. IV. 128/2 Growths,
more or less deeply tinged by [melanic cell-pigment], have
been distinguished . . under the title of Melanotic Tumours or
Melanomata. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye (ed. 3) 1006 Simple
benign pigmented tumour of the iris, melanoma. 1876 tr.

Wagners Gen, Path. (ed. 6) 316 Pure pigment tumors or
melanomata. 1877 tr. H. von Ziemssen s Cycl. Med. XII. 235
Melanoma is a very rare pigmented tumour.

Melanophlogite (melanp-flodgsit). Min. [a.
G. melanophlogit (Lasaulx 1876), f. Gr. ne\avo-,
H(\as black +

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;Ao-y-, $&amp;gt;Ao
flame ; indicating that

the mineral turns black when heated.] An impure
form of silica found in minute cubes on sulphur.
1879 DANA Man. Min. % Lithol. (ed. 3) 241.

Melaiioscope (me-lan0|Skoup). [ad. G. mela-

noskop \ see MELANO- and -SCOPE.] A combina
tion of coloured glasses, devised by Lornmel in

1871 (Fogg. Ann. CXLIII. 489) for exhibiting
certain optical properties of chlorophyll ; by inter

cepting nearly all except the middle red rays of
the spectrum, it causes green plants seen through
it to appear almost black.
1876 Catal. Spec. Collect. Sci. Appar. S. Kens. Mils. (ed. 3,

1877) 247 Melanoscope. Prof. Dr. Lommel, Erlangen. 1884
in KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl. (with incorrect explanation,
followed in later Diets.).

Melanose (me-lanous), sf&amp;gt;. [ad. F. melanose,
the Fr. form of MELANOSIS.] A fungoid growth
on grape-vines produced by Septoria ampelina.
1890 in Century Diet.

Melanose (me-laiwus), a. Path.
[f. Gr. n&amp;lt;\av-,

j A.as black + -OSE ; but app. suggested by MELA-
Npsis.] Containing, or of the nature of, the black

pigment occurring in melanosis.
1823 CULLEN & CARSWELL in Trans. Edin. Med.-Chir,

i&amp;gt;oc. (1824) 265 The perttonseum had melanose matter lying

lion . . tends to produce cachexy and anasarca. 1835-6 Toiiifs

K / -64/1 Cases in which the osseous system appears
to be stained with the melanose deposit. 1890 in Syii.
oof. Lex.

Melanosed (melanou-st), ///. a. rare- 1
, [f.

*melanose vb.
(f. MELANOS-IS) + -EU 1

.] Permeated
with melanotic matter.

315

1829 Good s Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 340 The substance of
both mamma: and of both ovaries were completely tnelanosed.

Me lauosi derite. Min.
[f. MELANO- + Si-

DKKITE.] An iron hydrate containing silica.

1875 J. P. COOKI-: in Proc. Ainer. Acad. X. 451 Melano-
siderite, a new mineral species from Mineral Hill, Delaware
County, Pennsylvania.

II Melanosis (.melaneu-sis). Path. PI. -OSes

(-0u sz). [mod.L., a. late Gr. fieXavtoais blacken

ing, f. i*t\a.vovo&amp;lt;)cu to become black, f. ni\av-,
lti\as black.]
1. Morbid deposit or abnormal development of

a black pigment in some tissue
;
occas. concr. a dis

coloration due to this.

1823 CULLEN & CARSWKLL in Trans. Edin. Med.-Chir.
Soc. (1824) 264 We observed in a horse the disease termed
Melanosis, developed to a remarkable degree. 1829 i/&amp;lt;Ws

Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 341 In the cutaneous texture, says
Brescher, melanoses are common. 1843 GKAVKS Lcct. t ///*.

Med. xxx. 382 In some whites this tendency to .secrete

black matter becomes excessive and gives rise to certain
forms of melanosis. 1871 SIR T. WATSON Lt-ct. r*inc.

&amp;lt;$

1 ract. Physic (ed, 5) Hi. 251 It [a certain morbid state] has
been sometimes called spurious melanosis, somctim- S col

liers phthisis. iBc/jA/tl iitt sSyst. tiled. VIII. 700 Freckles

may be considered as actinic melanoses. Ibid. 844 Chronic
melanosis of the skin is a malady to which hitherto little

attention has been drawn.

2. Ulack cancer.

1834 J. FORBES Laetniec s Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 355 Melanosis
is one of the rarest species of cancer. 1877 ROHKKIS Ilaniibk.
Med. (ed. 3) I. 277 Melanosis and colloid are generally re

garded as forms of cancer which [etc.].

Melanosity (melaiysHi). [f. MELANOUS a. :

see -OSITY.] Melanous character.

1885 liEDDOE^flCtrf Brit. 5, I double the black, in order to

give its proper value to the greater tendency to melanosity
shown thereby.

Melauosperm inflaiitfispoiin). Hot. [f. mod.
L. ]\lelanosperin~e&, f. Gr. /tcAai/o-, /uAas black

+ anfpfia seed.] An alga belonging to the Me-

lanospermex, a division or sub-order characterized

by dark olivaceous spores. Hence Melano-
spe rmous a.

1856 CARPENTER Microsc. 205. 367 The group of Me-
lanospermous or olive-green Sea-weeds, 1884 Public Opinion
3 Oct. 426/1 The melanusperms..are found chiefly within

nigh- and low-water mark.

Melanotic (melan^-tik), a. [Formed after

MELANOSIS : see -OTIC.]
1. Path. Characterized by melanosis ;

of the

nature of melanosis.

1829 Goods Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 331 The melanotic

deposit takes place in three distinct forms. 1843 GKAYES
Lect. Cli&quot;.. Med. xxx. 382 The melanotic patches are, no

doubt, often of a different shade. 1873 T. H. GKEEN Introd.
Pathol. (ed. 2) 116 Osteoid-sarcoma, melanotic-sarcoma,
and cystic-sarcoma, have been described as distinct varieties.

1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye (ed. 3} 981 All melanotic growths
are sarcomatous.

2. /.ool. = MELANISTIC.
1874 COUES Birds N. W. 304 The same rufescent phase . .

is apparently analogous to the melanotic condition of many
Hawks.

Melauotype (m/larmftsip). Also incorrectly
melarnotype. [f.

MELANO- + -TYPE.] A kind
of ferrotype : see FERROTYPE 2.

1864 WEBSTER, Melanotype. 1867 SurroN & DAWSON Diet.

Photogr., Melainolype. This positive process isof American
origin. 1890 Antlwny s Plwtcgr. Bull. III. 302 These tin

or melainotypes were taken everywhere. 1892 WOODBURY
Encycl. Photogr., Melainotype, or Melanotype.

Melanous (me lanas), a. Anthropology, [f. Gr.

//eXai -, neAus black -I- -ous.] With reference to

hair and complexion: Blackish, dark; spec, in

Huxley s use, belonging to the variety of mankind
called by him MELANOI.
1836 PRICHARD Res. Phys. Hist. Man (ed. 3) I. 227 The

Greeks were probably, in Homer s time as now, in general
of a melanous variety. 1843 Nat. Hist. Man (1845) 78
As we know of no expressions in English precisely corre

spondent with these names, blonde and brunette, I have

adopted those of xanthous and melanous as distinguishing
terms. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jml. Geog. Soc.
XXIX. 315 The skin, like the hair, is of the melanous order,

1865 HUXLEY Crit. f, Addr. vii. (1873) 153 The melanous ,

with black hair and dark-brown or blackish skins.

Melanterite (nu&quot;larnter3it). 7l/z . Also
-therite. [ad. F. melanthirite (in Littre), f. Gr.

pt\avTr]pia black metallic dye or ink : see -ITE.]
Native copperas.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 78/2 Melanterite. 1843 E. J. CHAP

MAN Pract. Min. 14 Melantherite.

Melantb, (me laenb). [Shortened from the

mod.Latin name.] Lindley s name for a plant of
the N.O. MelanthaceK.
1845 LINDLEY Set. Bot. 138 Melanthacez. Melanths.

Melanthaceous (melanb?-J?s), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Melanthace-x + -OUS.] Of or belonging
to the N.O. Melanthacex, which is now included
in the N.O. Liliacese, and contained the meadow
saffron or colchicum, white hellebore, etc.

t Melanthy. Obs. [ad. Gr. n(\av6tov.] = GITH.
1595 CHAPMAN Ovids Banq. Sence B 2 Where grew Me

lanthy, great in Bees account.

Melanure (me laniujj). Zool. [ad. mod. L.

melanfmis, a Gr. ^t\dvovpo!, f. nf\av-, fi(\as black

MELCHITE.
+ oupa tail.] A small fish of the genus Sparus,
native of the Mediterranean (Webster 1828-32
citing Diet. Nat. Hist.).

II Melanuria (melaniuo-ria). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. /ueAai -, jAa; black + ovpov urine : see -IA.]A pathological condition in which the urine
assumes a black or dark blue colour.

1890 CAGNEY tr. Jaksck s Clin. Diagn. vii. 249 A test for
melanin ia. 1905 H. D. ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 511 Mela
nuria very seldom or never occurs without secondary growths
being found in the liver.

Melanuric (melaniuo-rik), n. 1 C/iein. [Based
on G. vidamtrcnsintre, Liebig s alteration of

Henneberg s term (1850) mellamircnsatire, f.

inelfan mellone + n/ cn a supposed base of uixn +
Siiin-L acid.] Alclanuric acid, a white chalky
powder, obtained by heating urea.

1852 W. CinEcouY Handth. Org. cV/,v. c,6 This product..
is intermediate between amnulide and cyanuric add. It is

now called mellanuric \ed. 1856 melanuric] add. 1877 Row UK
SCHORLEMMER L tie/ii. I. 677 Melanuric Acid .. is pio-

ducfd, together with cyanuric acid, when urea is healed.

Melanuric (melaniua-rik), a.- I aili. [f.

MKLANUKIA -i -K 1

.] Pertaining to or characterized

by melanuria. Melanuric fcrcr, malarial fever

v\itli melanuria, black-water lever.

_
1881 PKAIKIUY Xvppl. II. -mi Zicmsscii s Cycl. Med. 132

The melanuric or h^ematuric furm of the fever produced
by the malarial agent. Ibid. 137 Malarial havmaluria, or
melanuric fever.

Melaiiurill (melanin-Tin). C/iem. Also
-ourine. [f. Gr. nt\av-, /^Aos black + ovpov urine :

see -IX.] Braconnot s term for indican of urine.

1844 (i. limn Urin. Deposits 219 Melanourine and melanic
add. 1845 tr. Simon s Anim. Chon. tSyd. Soc.) 1. 45 ! lie blue
and black pigments that, .have received the names of i_ya-

nurin and melanurin. 1880 tr. //. von Zicinsseii s (j-i/.

Med. IX. 387 A pigment which becomes black by oxidation
un exposure of the urine to ttie air, and on addition of nitric

add {melanin, melanurin).

Melaphyre (me-lafoioa). Petrology, [a. F.

viiilaphyre (JJrongniart), f. Gr. /JeAa-s black + {por)-

fliyre Poui iiYiiv.] A species of black or dark-

coloured porphyry.
1841 1 enny Cycl. XX. 56/2 Melaphyre (Trap porphyry).

Ulack petrosilicious hornblende, with crystals offelspar. 1867
Mitrcliisoit s Silitria xiii. 332 Chocolate-coloured, .mela-

phyres. 1879 KLTLEY Study AVt* xiii. 260 Melaphyres
possess a vitreous, or a devitrified magma which allies them
more to basall than to diabase.

Mela-rosa, mella-rosa (melar&amp;lt;?-za;. [It.

melarosa, f. mela apple + rosa rose.] ^V variety of

Citi iis Bergcitnia or C. Linieita.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 215/2 The Mellarpsa of the Italians

is a variety [of Citrus Bergainia} with ribbed fruit. 1866
J rcas. Bot 730, 733 Alelii-rosci, Mt lla-rcsa.

Melasma (n&quot;l:e-zma). Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

p.(\aap.a black spot, black dye, related to /tfAaiVeii

to blacken, f. /j(\av-, /jfAas black.] A morbid con

dition in which there is an excess of the black pig
ment in the human skin ; spec, a skin disease differ

ing from CHLOASMA in the dark colour of the pig
ment. Also applied to a dark livid spot which

occurs on the tibia of old persons.
1817 Goou Syst. Nosol. 489 Ecthyma. . . Melasma, Plenck,

Linn. Yog. 1854 JONES & SIEV. rathol. Anat. 164 The
local discolorations, termed melasma . 1899 Allbult s Syst.
Med. VIII. 701 Diffuse forms of pigmentation, .which are

sometimes described under the name of Melasma.

Hence Mela smic a., affected by, of the nature

of, melasma.
1865 WILSON Cutan. Med. 401 A peculiar discoloration of

the eyeball, which we termed melanEcmic or melasmic eye.

Melasses, obs. form of MOLASSES.

Melassic (m/&quot;lae sik), a. Chem. [ad. F. mtlas-

sique.~\ Melassic acid, an acid produced by heat

ing glucose with caustic alkalis.

1839 Hooper s Med. Diet. (ed. 7). 1865 WATTS Diet. Chem.
III. 868.

|| Melastoma (mz
w

lsrst&amp;lt;)ma).
Bot. PI. -SB, -as.

[mod.L., f. Gr. ^&amp;lt;Xa-s
black + a-rv/ia mouth : in

allusion to the fact that the fruit of some species

blackens the mouth when eaten.] A tropical genus
of shrubs, the type of the N.O. Mclastoinacex and

sub-order Alelaslomex ;
a plant of this genus.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. 1832 MACGII.LIVRAV tr. f/nm-
boldis Trav. xxiii. 324 Forests of oaks, melastomie and cin-

chonje. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last xi, Nowhere did I see the

Melastomas more luxuriant.

So Melastoma-ceous a., belonging to the N.O.

Melastomacex. Mela-stomad, Lindley s name for

any plant of this order.

1836 LOL-DON Encycl. Plants 300 Melastomaceous plants.

1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 731 Melastomaceae Melasto-

mads. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Pernv. Bark 384 A mela-

stomaceous tree, with beautiful purple flowers. 1882 Garden

i Apr. 214/1 Most of the cultivated Melastomads are hand

some flowers.

Melasus, obs. form of MOLASSES.

Melatto, obs. form of MULATTO.
Melch : see MELSH a. dial.

Melch(e, obs. forms of MILCH a.

Melchite (me-lkait). Eccl. [ad. L. Melchlta,

repr. Syr. l-iN*&quot; mal kaye pi., royalists (i.e. ad-

106-2



MELD. 316 MELILITHUS.

herentsofthe party of the Roman emperor), f. malkH

king ;
the Arabic form is

malakiy.&quot;] Originally, the

designation applied by the Syrian Monophysites
and Nestorians, and after their example by the

Mohammedans, to those Eastern Christians who
adhered to the orthodox faith as defined by the

councils of Ephesns (A. D. 431) and Chalcedon

(A. D. 451 ). In later use, applied to those orthodox

Eastern Christians who use an Arabic version of

the Greek ritual, and esp. to those of them who
have been united to the communion of the Roman
church, while retaining their separate organization.
1619 PURCHAS Microcosmus Uviii. 686 These Surians, or

Melchites. 1635 PAGITT Cliristianogr. i. ii. (1636) 53 The
Christians under the Patriarch of Antioch are called Syrians
. . ; And Melchites of the Syrian word N3TO which signifieth

a King. 1788 GIBBON Decl. ft F. xlvii. (1828) VI. 62 Their
numbers, .bestowed an imperfect claim to the appellation of
Catholics : but in the East, they were marked with the less

honourable name of Melchites, or Royalists. 1883 I. TAYLOR
A Ifhotel I. 294 The alphabet used by the Melchites of
Palestine. 1885 Catholic Diet. (1897) 619/1 In fact, both
from a dogmatic and liturgical point of view, the Melchites
are simply Greeks living in Egypt and Syria.

b. attrib. (quasi-o^.) and ellipt,

1883 I. TAYLOR Alphabet I. 295 The uncial Melchite

[alphabet] goes generally by the name of Syro- Palestinian.

Ibid., The later cursive Melchite is wholly unlike the Syro-
Palestinian. 1901 HUNTER-BLAIR in Daily Citron. 12 Nov.

S/2 The Patriarch of the. .influential Melchite Church.

Melchoir, = MAILLECHOBT.
1892 I all MallG. 3 Dec. 7/2.

t Meld, i . 06s. Also4meild. [OE. meUian,
me/cta&amp;gt;t = OS. meldon (Dn. melden), OHG. melJon,
me!Jen (MHG., mod.G. melden} : WGer. *mel-

tyan, -ejan, {. *melba sb. fern. (OHG. melda, OE.
meld}, information, announcement. Cf. OE. melda

informer, betrayer.] trans. To speak of, show
forth, make known. Also, to inform (a person) of.
a 1000 Riddles xxix. 12 (Gr.) ponne Eefter deabe deman

onginneS, meldan mislice. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxxxiv. 16

pa mu6 nabbed, and ne meldiaS wiht. a 1300 Cursor .!/.

27870 O couaitise..cums. .strenth, b_at lauerding agh to

nieild, bat o pair men tas wrangwis yeild. c 1325 Old Age 3
in E. E. P. (1862) 148 Eld nul meld no murpes of mai.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 42 My consciens gan me meld. Ibid.
166 Dede war me leuer to be, Than thou of my dede
melded me.

Held (meld), z&amp;gt;.2 Cards, [app. ad. G. melden :

see prec. ] trans. In the game of pinocle : Equi
valent to DECLARE v. in bezique. Hence Meld
sb., a group of cards to be melded.
1897 l- oster^s Compl. Hoyle 361 The various combinations

which are declared during the play of the hand are called
melds. Ibid. 363 A player has melded and scored four

kings, and on winning another trick he melds binocle.

Melder (me ldai). 6V. Also 5 meltyre, 6 mel-
dir, 8 meldar. [a. ON. meldr : prehistoric *ma-

lidro-z, f. root of mala to grind.] A quantity of
meal ground at one time.

By Douglas used to render L. mola (salsa), the mixture of
meal and salt with which Roman sacrifices were sprinkled.
14 . . Now. in Wr.-Wiilcker 725/9 Hoc enwlinientum, a mel

tyre. 1513 DOUGLAS jKneis n. ii. 138 Quhen that of mesuld
be maid sacrifice, With salt meldir. 1715 PENNKCUIK Dcscr.
Taxtddalt Wks. (1815) 87 The seeds, from the different

makings of meal (melders) through winter, are preserved.
1790 MORISON Poems no Our simmer meldar niest was
inil d. 1820 SCOTT Monast.

viiij
I have often thought the

miller s folk at the Monastery-mill were far over careless in

sifting our melder. 1882 J. WALKER Jaunt to A uld Reekie,
etc. 23 Yestreen he cam doon wi a melder to brie.

b. An occasion of taking corn to be ground.
1790 BURNS Tarn O Skanter 23 That ilka melder, wi the

miller, Thou sat as lang as thou had siller.

Meldew, obs. form of MILDEW sb.

Meldometer (meld(7-mn3j). [irreg. f. Gr.

pi\S-tiv to melt + -METER.] (See quot.)
1885 JOLY in Nature 5 Nov. 15/2 The Meldometer. The

apparatus which I propose to call by the above name
(n ASoj, to melt) consists of an adjunct to the mineralogical
microscope, whereby the melting points of minerals may be
compared or approximately determined.

Me Idrop. Sc. and north, dial. Also 5 myl-,
9 mildrop. [a. ON. mil-dropi drop or foam from
a horse s mouth.]
1. A drop of mucus at the nose ; also, the foam

which falls from a horse s mouth (see Jamieson).
c 1480 HENRYSOM Test. Cres. 158 Out of his nois the meldrop

[v.r. myldrop] fast can tin. 1819 BROCKETT N. C. Wds.,
Melt-drop, the least offensive species of mucus from the
nose.

2. A dew drop.
1802 T. PAINE Writ. (Conway) III. 390 Birthday addresses

. . should not creep along like mildrops down a cabbage leaf,
but roll in a torrent of poetical metaphor.
t Mele, sb. Obs. [var. of MALE j&amp;lt;M ; but the

origin of the form is obscure : cf. It. melo, Gr.
prjXov.] An apple ; an apple-tree.

ci4&amp;gt; Pallad. on Husb. m. 891 The meles round, ycald
orbiculer [L. mala rotunda], Withowton care a yer may
keped be. Ibid. iv. 517 In hymsylf graffe hym in ffeueryere,
In mele also ; ek graffe hym in the pere [L. inseritnr. . in se
et in fyro et in tnalo\

t Mele, v. Obs. Forms : I mcelan, 3 Ormiu
mselenn, 3-4 meile, (4 meille, 5 meill), 3-5
mele, (3 meale). [OE. mklan = ON. mxla (ba.

msefe) : *mal/an, {. OE. mxl, ON. nidi speech :

see MAIL sb.-~\ inlr. and trans. To speak, tell.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxxiv. 7 Hwa:t me halij God, on
minum mod-sefan,maelan wille. Z2ooORMlN 291908&quot; all batt

tatt he wile don & tatt he wile maelenn. a 1225 Leg. Kath.
1245 Hwil bis eadi meiden motede & mealde bis & muchele
mare, a 1300 Cursor M. 27214 And bar him-self wit word
he meild bath of his youthed and his eild. c 1350 Will.
Palerne 621 What man so ich mete wij? or mele wip speche.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 1063 Off king Eduuard jeit mar
furtn will I meill.

Hence f Meling vbl. sb., talking, conversation.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 760 Jif meliors wib hire maydenes in

meling here sete.

Mele : see MEAL, MEDLE, MF.LL.

II Melee (mk). [Fr. : see MEDLEY, MELLAY.]
A mixed or irregular fight between two parties of

combatants, a skirmish. Also transf., a lively
contention or debate.
a 1648 LD. HERBERT Autobiog. in Life (1886) 74, I cannot

deny but a demivolte with courbettes, so that they be not
too high, may be useful in a fight or melee. 1765 H. WAL-
POLE Lett. (1857) IV.

346;
I almost wish for anything that

may put an end to my being concerned in the tnelee. 1837
W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville II. 100 In this melee, one
white man was wounded. 1871 J. LEIGHTON Paris under
Commune Ixviii. ,243 Already, yesterday the melee of a
battle could be distinguished from the fort of Vauves.

Meleguet vt)a, variant forms of MALAGUETTA.
Melene (me-Un). Chem. [f. MEL(ISSVL) +

-EXE.] An define obtained by the distillation of

bees-wax. Called also Melissylene.
1848 BKODIE in Phil. Tram. CXXXIX. 101 The hydro

carbon of the wax-alcohol .., to which may be given the name
of melen. 1884 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Chem. III. ii. 286

Melissylene or Melene, CjoHeo-

t Melet. Some kind of fish.

c 1475 rict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 765/9 Noinina pisciitm
marinornin, Hie molanus, a melet. a 1672 WILLUGHBY
Hist. Pise. (1686) 210 In litore nostro raro capitur, diciturque
Melet.

t Melete tics, sb. pi. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr.

fitXn-qTusa, neut. pi. of /ifAfTijriKoj pertaining to

meditation, f. /AeTai to meditate.] Rules or

methods of meditation.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. i. iii. 8 Nor will the Meletetitks
(or way, and kind of Meditation) I would persvvade, keep
Men alone from [etc.]. Ibid. m. v. 46 The usefulness of
our Meleteticks towards the improvement of Men s parts.

Meletre : see MEULE(-tree }. Meleward, var.

MILLWAKD. Melewell, obs. f. MCLVEL.
Meleyn, obs. form of MILAN 1.

Melezitose (mne-zitJus). Chem. [f. F. mtlhe
larch, after MELITOSE.] A sugar, isomeric with

cane-sugar, discovered by Bonastre in larch-manna.
1862 MILLER Elttn. C/*tv.(ed.2) III. 96. 1876 tr. Schutzen-

burger s Ferment. 33 Melezitose, melitose, and lactine.

Melfoil, obs. form of MILFOIL.

II Melia (mrlia). Bot. [mod.L. (LtniiKtis), a.

Gr. n(\ia ash-tree
;
the leaves of the azedarac re

semble those of the ash.] A genus of trees (typical
of the N.O. MeHacex), of which the best known
species is the AZEDAKAC

;
a tree of this genus.

&quot;753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Mclia, in botany, the name

by which Linnaeus calls the azcdarach. 1838 Penny Cycl.
XI. 73/1 Magnolias, melias, robinias.

Hence Melia ceous a., pertaining to the Meli-

acese; Me liad, aplantof tins order (Syd. Soc. Lex.);
Me lial a., in Mclial alliance, Lindley s name for

an alliance embracing this and some other orders.

1836 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. (ed. 2) 92 The highest alli

ances in regard to structure are the Malval and MeliaL
1846 Vtg. Kingd. 463 Meliaceae Meliads.

II Meliaiithus (melia; nbfe). Bot. [mod.L.
(Tournefort I

&quot;oo),f. Gr. ^ Xt honey -t- ac9os flower.]
A genus of flowering plants, the type of the N.O.
MelianthaceK ; now including only the five South
African species known as HoNEYFLOWER

; formerly
much more extensive.

1733 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 2), Meliautkia,. .Honey-
Flower. 1741 Compl. l- am.-Pitce II. iii. 401 Myrtles, . . Me-
leanthus, . .and such tender Greens as remain yet abroad.

1751 J. HILL Gen. Nat. Hist. II. Hist. Plants 517 The
pinnated-leaved Melianthus with serrated pinnule. .. h is a
native of Virginia, a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in Garden (1880)
II. vi. 225 How would it be for fruit-growers to plant thyme,
. ..melianthus, and mignonette near their southern walls?

Melibcean (rr.elibf-an), a.l [f. L. Melibcc-us
the epithet of a purple dye) -t- -AN.] Pertaining
to Melibcea, a Syrian island (colonized from

Thessaly), famous for its purple dye.
1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 242 Over his lucid Armes A

Militarie Vest of purple flowd, Livelier then Melibojan.

Meliboe an, a?
[f. Melibaus, the name of one

of the two interlocutors in the first eclogue of

Virgil + -AN.] Used by Carlyle for : AMOJBEAN.
1837 CARLYLE Misc. (1872) V. 224 In vain preached this

apostle and that other simultaneously or in Melibocan se

quence. Fr. Rev, III. \. viii, In rapid Melibo:an stanzas,
only a few lines each, they propose motions not a few.

Melic (me lik), sl&amp;gt;. Also meliok. [ad. mod.L.
melica, of obscure origin.] A genus (Afelica Linn.)
of grasses of the tribe Pestttcese; a grass of this

genus. Also melic-i^rass.
1787 tr. Linnxits Fain. Plants I. 46 Melica. Melic-

grass. 1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH Conversations, tic. II. 108

In a few short months. .Would velvet moss and purple melic
rise. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild Fl. in. (ed. 4) 193 The moun
tain or wood melic-grass (Melica nutans}. a 1863 JEAN
INGELOW//^/* Tide on Line. Coast, From the meads where
melick groweth.
Melic (me lik), a. [ad. Gr. /JcAixos, f. /u Aos

song.] Of poetry : Intended to be sung ; applied
spec, to the strophic species of Greek lyric verse.

Hence applied to poets who compose such verse.

Also absol. = melic poetry.
1699 BENTLEY Phal. xv. 484 Stesichorus a Melic or

Lyric Poet. 1850 MUKE Lit. Greece III. 28 The more
delicate varieties of melic rhythm. Ibid. 56 Strophic odes
. .may be classed under two heads, Melic and Choric. 1886
F. B. JEVONS Creek Lit. 123 The history of melic begins
for us with Terpander. Ibid. 160 Theognis was an elegiac
and not a melic poet.

Melicaris, obs. form of MELICEHIS.

Meliceratous, a. Obs. [Badly f. MELICERIS.]
= MELICERIC.
1755 GUY in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 35 A meliceratous fluid.

Meliceric (melisie-rik), a. [f. MELICEK-IS +
-1C.] Pertaining to meliceris.

1833-6 Todd s Cycl. Anat. I. 788/2 Those subcutaneous
tumours, .which contain meliceric. .matter. 1847-9 Ibid. IV.

97/2 The most common seats of atheromatous and meliceric

cysts are the scalp and eyelids.

II Meliceris (melisi -ris). Path. PI. melice-

ridea(melise rid/z). Also 6 meliciris.rneliceres,

8-9 melliceris. [mod.L., a. Gr. /Ai/n;pi s some

eruptive disease, f. fif\i/tripov honeycomb, f. / Ai

lioney + icr/pos wax.]
1. An encysted tumour containing matter which

resembles honey.
1562 TURNER Herbal n. 121 b, Melicirides which are

apostemes . . haue an oylish thyng within them lyke vnto

honye. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemcan s Fr. Chimrg. 18 The
vlceration Meliceres differeth from the Ateroma. 1762
R. GUY Pract. Obs. Cancers 31 Melliceris. 1847-9 Todd s

Cycl. Anat. IV. 97/2 The chief varieties of these [cysts] are

athcroma,. .meliceris,. .and steatoitia.

attrib. v}y)1&amp;gt;n&amp;gt;.mOpcrat.Surg. 128 The Ganglionof the
Tendon is an Encysted Tumour of the Meliceris kind.

2. The fluid contents of a distended joint when
yellow and honey-like (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1870 PAGET Led. Surf. Pathol. xxi. (ed. 3) 672 [Synovial

cysts.] Their contents possess a gelatinous or even a honey,
like consistency which constitutes a form of Meliceris.

tMeliceritons, a. Obs. [Badly f. MELI
CERIS.] = MELICERIC.
1804 ABERNETHY Snrg. Obs. 88 The contents [of a wen]

were of the consistence which is termed meliceritous.

Melicerous (melislo rss), a.
[f. MELICER-IS

+ -ocs.]
= MELICERIC.

1828-32 in WEBSTER (who names HosacK). 1846 in Todd s

Cycl. Anat. IV. 1114/2 Melicerous degeneration of the thy
roid. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Meliceronscyst.
Melicertan (melisSMtan). Zool. Also -ian.

[1. Melicerta (from L. Melicerta, Gr. MfAiKfprijj,
name of a sea-god) + -AN.] A rotifer of the genus
Melicerta or family Melicertidx.

1856 CARPENTER Microsc. 281. 498 The first croup
..includes two families, the Floscularians and the Meh-
certians. 1884 C. T. HUDSON in Q. Jrnl. Microscop. Sci.
XXIV. 343ln all other Melicertans the row of smaller cilia

encloses the row of larger ones.

Meliciris, obs. form of MELICEHIS.

Melicoton(ie, -y, var. ff. MELOCOTON Obs.

t Meliorate. Obs. Also 6 melierat, melli-
crate. [ad. late L. melicratum, ad. Gr. /itAi/tpdroc

(-Kprrrov), f. j Ai honey + npii.-, Kfpavvwat to mix.]
A drink nia ilc with honey and water.

Meade or Melicrat..it healeth the Sciatica. 1584 L -

Haven Health (1636) 198 Eat nothing at all, or else, but a
little meliorate. 1775 SIK E. BARRY O6s. Wines 389 Its com
parative strength with that of melicrate, or water and honey.
Hence t Meliorated a., made by mixing water

and honey.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan s Disf. loo The rule of confecting

Mehcrated mulsa.

Melilite (me-libit). Min. Also mellilite.

[a. F. infinite ( Uelam^therie 1795), mod.L. melili-

tlius, i. Gr. ^eAi honey + Afflos stone : see -LITE.]
1. A silicate of calcium, aluminium and other

bases, found in honey-yellow crystals.
1821 JAMESON Man. Min. 325 Mellilite. ..Strikes fire

with steel. 1823 W. PHILLIPS Introd. Min. (ed. 3) 208
Melilite. .has only been found at Capo di Bove near Rome,
in the fissures of a compact black lava. 1836 T. THOMSON
Min., Geol., etc. I. 207 Mellilite. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks
xiii. 255 Apatite, .. melilite and garnet are among the more
common accessory minerals [in nepheline basalt].

2. = MELLITE (after Kirwan).
1796 KIRWAN Eleni. Min. 11.68 Mellilite, Honigstein, of

Werner. 1821 JAMESON Man. Min. 296 Pyramidal Mellilite,
or Honeystone. 1837 DANA Syst. Min. 438 Mellite.. Mel
lilite. Honey Stone.

t Melilithic, a. Chem. Obs. [f. MELILITH-US
+ -1C.] Melilithic acid, an acid found in mellite.

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 474 Chemical Analysis of the Honey,
stone. . . 106 parts of it contain 46 melilithic acid.

Melillthus. Min. Obs. [mod.L.: see MELI
LITE.] = MELILITE 2, MELLITE.
1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 583 Mr. Klaproth, of Berlin, has en

riched chemistry with the discovery of a new acid, which he
obtained by the analysis of the honey stone, or melilithus.



MELILOT.

Melilot (me-lilpt). Forms: 5-8 mellilot, 6

mellylot(e, melli-, millelote, 6-9 melilota, 6-
melilot. [a. OF. melilot (mod.F. mtlilof), ad. late

L. melilotos, a. Gr. HI\I\CUTOS, -ov, a sweet kind of

clover, f. /JtAi honey + ACUTOS : see LOTUS. Cf. Sp.,

Pg. meliloto, It. mtl(f)i]otol\ A plant of the legu
minous genus Melilotus, esp. M. officinalis or Yel
low Melilot, the dried flowers of which were for

merly much used in making plasters, poultices, etc.

c 1410 blaster of̂ Gante (MS. Digby i82)xii, Oyle of cama-
mylleand of mellilot. 1533 ELYOT Cast, Htlthe (1541) n
Meates inllatynge or wyndye : Beanes : Lupines :. .Melly-
lotc. 1541 R. COPLAND tr. Gnydon s Quest. Chirurg. Y iv b,
Ye decoction of moleyn, camomille, millelote. 1548 TURNER
Names Hcrtcs(E.D.S.) 52 Melfrugutn. ..It may be called in

englishe whyte melilote. 1387 MASCALLGOV . Cattle, Horses
(1596) 154 One ounce of the powder of mellilot. 1728 J.
GARDINER tr. Raf&amp;gt;iris Of Gardens 18 Sweet-scented Melli
lot, 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Horshealh, This part
of the county abounds with melilot, whose seeds mix so
much with the corn.. that it gives a taste to their bread,
which is very disagreeable to strangers. 1864 SWINBURNE
Atalanta. 1354 Every holier herb, Narcissus, and the low-

lying melilote. 1883 Encycl. Amer. I. 480/1 Such plants
as white or alsike clover, or melilot, catnip, .etc.

ftp. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa VII. 330 Will not some
serious thoughts mingle with thy melilot, and tear off the
callus of thy mind?

b. attrib. , as t mtltiet-trnplafler, -flower, -plaster;
melilot trefoil, Medicago lupulina.
1676 WISEMAN Surg. y. i. 351 To which purpose Sponges

were prest out of *Melilot Emplaster, and the Wound fifl d
with them. 1694 SALMON Bate s Dispens. (:7i3&amp;gt; 205/1 A
Melilot Emplaster or Colewort-leaf may be applied, c 1540
in Viuny t Anat. (1888) App. ix. 226 The pouldre of *melli-
lote flowres. 1826 Sporting Mag. XIX. 27 Water distilled
from the melilot flowers has been held to improve the flavour
of other substances. 1712 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 24 Apr., At
last I advised the doctor to use it like a blister, so I did with
&quot;melilot plasters, which still run. 1795 BCRKE Corr. (1844!
IV. 276, I would not put my melilot plaister on the back of
the hangman. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bat. App. 319 &quot;Melilot

Trefoil, Trifoliittn.

t Meline, tf.
1 Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. melimts,
a. Gr. ia\Kivos, f. nrjkov apple, quince.] Quince-
yellow.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvil. cxci. (1495) 730 Of

vyolets is thre manere of kynde : purpure whyte and melyne,
that is a manere whyte colour that comyth out of the ylonde
Melos.

Meline (mrbin), a.- [ad. L. melinus, f. me/a
marten or badger (L. & Sh.), in mod. zoological

Latin the generic name of the badger : see -INK.]
Of or pertaining to the genus Meles

; badger-like.
1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mammals 567 Divided.. into

the Otter-like (Lutrine), Badger-like (Meline), and Weasel-
like (Musteline! forms.

Meling, var. MELLING
; and see under MELE v.

Melinite1
(me-linait). [Named by E. F. Glocker

in 1847, f. Gr. /if/Xiy-os (see MELINE a.1) + -ITE.]A clay resembling yellow ochre. Also MaTiuine.
1868 \)\K\Syst. Min.(ed. 5) II. 477 Melinite. i8o6CHESTER

Diet. Milt,

Melinite 2
(me-linsit). [a. F. melinite, 1. Gr.

HTJ^IVOS : see prec.] A French explosive, said to be

composed of picric acid, guncotton,and gum arable.
1886 Daily News 2 Dec. 5/2 France and Germany are

lavishing money upon repeating rifles, melanite [sic] shells,
and iron-plated forts. 1887 Chicago Advance 3 Feb. 78/4
The new French explosive, melenite, .. resembles yellow
clay. 1887 Nature 17 Mar. 472/2 The new gunpowder me
linite has already begun its work of destruction.

Melinophane, earlier name of MELIPHANITE.
f Me lion. Obs. rare . = MELILOT.
ci4jo Pallad. on Hush. xi. 358 An vnge of melion [L.

mfliloti\.

Melior, obs. variant of MULIER.

Meliorability. rare. [f. *meliorable adj., f.

late L. meliorarc : see next and -ABLE.] Capacity
of being improved. (Only in Bentham.)
1811-31 BENTHAM Language \\te. 1843 VIII. 297/2 Me

liorability.

Meliorate (mflioreH), v. [f. late L. meliorat.,
ppl. stem of melidrare, f. L. melior-, melior better.]
1. trans. To make better, to improve; = AME
LIORATE v. Also, fto mitigate (suffering, ill-

feeling).
01552 LELAND Itut. (1768) III. 65 This Joannes Grandi-

sonus chaungid an hold Fundation of an Hospital of S.

John s in Excester and melioratid it. 1598 in Row Hist.
Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 190 If he hes meliorat or deteriorat his
benefice any way to the prejudice of his successor. 1620
VENNER Via Recta ii. 41 They are meliorated, by putting to
them sugar, nutmeg, and. .ginger. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib.
Proph. xlx. 248 Religion is to meliorate the condition of a
people. 1702 W. J. Bruyrif Voy. Levant xli. 166 A Fat
ness which so far Meliorates the Lean and Sandy Soil of
this Country. 1782 Miss BURNEV Cecilia \. vii, She pleased
herself with the intention of meliorating her plan in the

j

It would have meliorated his sufferings. 1854 H. MILLER
AC/I / Sc/tin. i. (1857) 6 The mutiny at the Nore had not yet
meliorated the service to the common sailor. 1894 W. J.
DAWSON Making of Manhood 29 Every movement which
seeks to meliorate the common lot.

b. alisol. spec, in Scots Law, to effect meliora
tions (see MELIORATION 2 b\
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a. 1701 SEDLEY Grumbler r. i, Nothing is more dangerous
than chastisement sine causa

; instead of meliorating, it

pejorates. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, in. (1796) I. 121 To
squeeze and to amass, rather than to meliorate, was their

object. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 641 An obligation
on the tenant to meliorate or repair, if not implemented by
himself, falls upon his representatives. 1845 R. HUNTER
Landlord fy Tenant (ed. 2) II. 220 By the contract, stipula
tions to meliorate and preserve may bind either the lessor
or lessee, or both.

2. intr. To grow better. AMELIORATE v. 2.

1654 H. L EsTKANGE Chas. I (1655) 166 The Scot sh Re-
volters In the state I left them, were not like to meliorate
nor to goe lesse in animosity. 1681 NEVILK Plato Redir.
269 That we can never Meliorate, but by some such Prin
ciples, as we have been here all this while discoursing of.

1764 GOI.USM. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) II. 76 British fero

city [began] to meliorate into social politeness. 1793 J.
TURNBULL in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) IV. 443, I

hope.. that circumstances in that distressed city may con
tinue to meliorate. 1849 H. MILLER Footpr. Great, xii.

(1874) 219 When the climate had greatly meliorated. 1860
EMERSON Cond. Life i. 1,1861) 13 The face of the planet
cools and dries, the races meliorate, and man is born.

Hence Meliorated ///. a.
; Meiiorating vbl.

sb. and ppl. a.

1649 BLIIII Kng. Iniprcv. Impr. x.v. (1652) 132 All which
as to all sorts of Land, they are of an exceeding Meliorating
nature. 1663 HOOKE Micro^r, 246 Promoted by the melio
rating of Glasses. 1692 R. L ESTKANGE Joscphus^ ll ars of
Jews in. ii. (1733) 663 Great Plenty of Fruits, both wild, and
meliorated or domestick. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v.

Husbandry^ To return the meliorated earth to the corn.

1783 WASHINGTON Circular 18 June, The free cultivation
of Tetters, the unbounded extension of commerce,, .have
had a meliorating influence on mankind. 1789 BUKNEY
Hist. Mus. IV. 350 The first movement in the overture is

grave and grand, in Lulli s meliorated style, by Handel.

Melioration (m/~li6rd
7

&amp;gt;

j9n). [n. of action f.

late L. melidrare to MELIORATE.]
1. The action of making better, or the condition

of being made better; amelioration, improvement.
1626 BACON Sylva 855 You must ever resort to the

beginning of things for Melioration, a i68a SIR ! . BROWNE
Tracts (1684) 47 A notable way for melioration of the Plant.

177* PRIESTLEY, in Phil. Trans. LXII. 184, I could not
. .effect any melioration of the noxious quality of this kind
of air. 1796 BuRNEV Mem. Metastasio II. 280 Persevere in

your melioration, till you are perfectly cured. 1827 STEUART
Planters C. (1828) 205 All soils are susceptible of meliora
tion. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. III. i. 7 The generations
of men are not like the leaves on the trees, which fall and
renew themselves without melioration or change.
2. An instance of meliorating ; a change for the

better ; a thing or an action by which something is

made better ;
an improvement.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, xxviii. 183, I concluded, that

ajxmttwo yeers after, .he should sensibly perceive a meliora
tion in Estate by meanes of a Wife. 1661 BOYLE Cert.

Phys. Ess. (1669) 120 By an Insight into Chymistry one
may be enabl d to make some Meliorations (I speak not of
Transmutations) of Mineral and Metalline Bodies. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 568 Transplanting, engrafting, and
other meliorations [in horticulture]. 1878 EMERSON Sove

reignty of Ethics in North Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 406 The
civil history of man might be traced by the successive
meliorations as marked in higher moral generalizations.

b. Scots Law. In plural, applied spec, to im

provements effected by a tenant upon the land
rented by him,
1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot, 644 A clause binding the

landlord to make the necessary meliorations. 1845 R.
HuNTBB Landlord

&amp;lt;y

Tenant (ed. 2) II. 232 A proprietor
stipulated in the lease to make certain meliorations, and to

pay to the lessee the expense of meliorations made by him.

t Meliorative, a. rare.
ff.

late L. melidrare
to MELIORATE: see -ATIVB.] That meliorates;

improving.
1808 G. EDWARDS Pract. Plan iii. 30 We. .become savage

in our hatred to the various meliorative processes. 1841 R.
OASTLEK Fleet Papers I. xl. 314 Peel has no meliorative
and restorative principle to propose.

Meliorator l meliorater(mrliorit3.i). rare.

[agent-n. f. MELIORATE v. : see -OR, -ER 1
.] One

who or something which meliorates.

1855 in OGILVIE Suppl. 1870 EMERSON Soc. fy Solit. t Work
&amp;lt;$ Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 68 The greatest meliorator of the
world is selfish, huckstering Trade.

Meliorism (mHioriz in). [f. L. melior better

+ -ISM.]
1. The doctrine, intermediate between optimism
and pessimism, which affirms that the world may
be made better by rightly-directed human effort.

As used by some writers, the term implies further the
belief that society has on the whole a prevailing tendency
towards improvement.
[1858: cf. MELIORIST.] 1877 GEO. ELIOT Let. 7- Sully

i Jan. in Cross Life (1885) III. 301 The doctrine of melior.
ism. 1877 J. SULLY Pessimism 399 Our line of reasoning
provides us.. with a practical conception, .which, to use a
term for which I am indebted to.. George Eliot, may be

appropriately styled Meliorism. By this I would under
stand the faith which affirms not merelyour power of lessen

ing evil this nobody questions but also our ability to
increase the amount of positive good. 1885 J. H. CLAPPER-
TON (title) Scientific Meliorism and the Evolution of Happi
ness.

2. Used as the designation of a principle of action

in dealing with the evils of society (seequot.).
7883 L. F. WARD Dynam. Social. II. 468 Meliorism..may

,

be defined as humanitarianism minus all sentiment. .. It ;

implies the improvement of the social condition through
j

cold calculation, through the adoption of indirect means. I

MELISMA.
It is not content merely to alleviate present suffering, it
amis to create conditions under which no suffering can exist.

Meliorist (mrliorist). [f. L. melior better +
1ST.] One who believes in meliorism.
1858 J. BROWN Horse Suosec., Locke ff Sydenham. Pref.

19, I am not however a pessimist, I am, I trust, a rational
optimist, or at least a meliorist. 1877 GEO. ELIOT in Cross
Life (1885) III. 301, I don t know ttiat I ever heard any
body use the word meliorist except myself. 1890 G. I&amp;gt;.

SHAW in Fair. Ess. Socialism 28 The Socialist came forward
as a meliorist on these lines.

attrib. 1884 H. SPENCER in Contetnp. Rev. July 39 The
meliorist view ..that life. .is on the way to become such
that it will yield more pleasure than pain.

Melioristic (mfliori stik), a.
[f. MELIORIST

+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to meliorism.
i&&~Acadtmy 3 Mar. 148/1 Perhaps too scientifically

Qiehoristic for the common herd.

Meliority (milipTiti). [ad. med.L. mdidritas,
f. L. melior-, melior better : see -ITV.] The quality
or condition of Lein^ better

; superiority.
1578 SIDNEY Wanstcad Play in Arcadia, etc. (1605* 574

[Pedant log.] Either according to the penttrancie of their

singing, or the melioritie of their functions, or lastly the

superancy of their merits. 1597 HACON dntlcrs Good # Evill
No. i So that this couler of mt lion tie and preheminence is oft
a signe of eneruation and weakcne^e. 1640 iii-. HALL hfisc.
n. xi. 154 This meliority therefore, or beiternesse above the
Priestsand Deacons, is ascribed to the Bishop. i7xsCnEYNE
Philos. i nnc. Rciig. Contents *5 Some more particular
Reflections, upon the Meliority of the Frame and Constitu
tion of the Celestial Bodies. 1845 A. DUNCAN Disc. 139
1 hey may point out such a meliority of disposal, figure and
M/e, as ever converts its essential properties to the most
useful purposes.

t Melioriza tion. Obs.
[f. MELIOKIZE v. +

-ATION.] Melioration
; improvement.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhoucr s Bk. Physicke 38/1 Till such
time as we perceaue some mdiori/aiiun, or amendment.

i
Me liorize, v. Obs. [f. L. inclior better +

-IZE.] a. trans. To make better
;
to improve, b.

intr. To grow better.

1597 A. M. ir.Guilloncau s lr. Chtrurg. *v, I desire that

they woulde vouchsafe to meliorize the same. 1599 tr.

Galeihoncr s I&amp;gt;k. Physickc 115/1 Till shee begin ne to me-
liorise, and waxe lesse.

Melipliagan (meli-fagan). Ornith. Also
erron. melli-.

[f. mod.L. Mcliphaga (f. Gr. pi\t

honey + -0dy-os that eats) + -AN.] A bird belong
ing to the Australian genus Aleliphaga or family

McliphagidK (see next).
1842 liKANDE Diet. Sii. etc., Mclliphagans^ a family of

Tenuirosters, comprising the birds which feed on the nectar
of fluwers.

rs, compri
In mod. Diets..

Meliphagidan (melifse daidan), a. and sb.

[f. mod.L. Meliphagid-fe, (f. Meliphaga : see prec.
and -U)) + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to the Aleli-

phagid&t a family of Australian birds which extract

honey from plants, b. sb. A bird of this family.
In recent Diets.

Meliphagine (meli fadgin}, a. andj. Ornith.

[ad. mod.L. MeliphagTn~us t
f. Meliphaga : see

MKLIPHAGAN and -INK.] a. adj. Of or pertaining
to the Meliphagins, a sub-family of the Meli-

phagidK (see prec.). Also used for MELIPHAGIDAN.
b. sb, A bird of this sub-family.
1884 Ibis July 340 The two genera Melithrcptus and

Plectorynchns are obviously Meliphagine. 1890-99 S. B.

WILSON & A. H. EVANS Birds Sandwich Isl. Introd. 21 It

is a very old supposition that some of the Finch-like forms
were Meliphagine.
IHCelip liagons (meli fagas), a. Ornith. Also

erron. melli-. [f.
mod. L. Mcliphaga (see MELI-

THAGAN) -f -oua.] Belonging to the Meliphagid&
or honey-eating birds.

i8z6 VIGORS & HOKSFIELD in Trans. Linnean Soc. XV.
311 There are many species, .which have been ranked as

ftleliphagous in consequence of the alleged filamentous con
formation of their tongue. 1837 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds
IL 146 The plumage of the meliphagous birds of New
Holland is almost universally dull.

Meliphanite (meli-fansit). Jlfitt. Also me*li-

phane. [f. Gr. /xeAi
*

honey +
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;av- } tyaivtaQai to

appear -f- -ITE.

Named by Dana, in allusion to its colour, after LEL CO-

PHANE, -FHANiTE ; the earlier name (Scheerer 1852) was
juelinofhan, prob. f. /iTJAcco? MELINE a. 1

]

Fluo-silicate of glucinum, calcium and sodium.

1867 DANA in Amer.Jrnl. Set. Ser. n. XLIV. 405 note,

Meliphane (melinophane) appears to bear the same relation

in form and constitution to phenacite, as Leucophane to

Chrysolite. 1868 Syst. Min. (ed. 5) II. 263 Meliphanite,
II Melisma (mrtrzma). Mus. [Gr. p&iffpa

song, air, melody.] (See quot. 1880.)
[1611 T. RAVENSCROFT(/;V/f)MeIismata; Musical Phansies

fitting the Court, Citie, and Countrey Humours.] 1880 W. S.

ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 248/2 Melisma. Any
kind of Air, or Melody, as opposed to Recitative, or other

music of a purely declamatory character. Thus, Men
delssohn employs the term in order to distinguish the

Mediation and Ending of a Gregorian Tone from the Domi
nant, or Reciting Note. Other writers sometimes use it

(less correctly) in the sense of fioritura, or even Cadenza,
x88i MRS. WODEHOUSE ibid. III. 618/2 These melodic

melismas also allow the voice great scope in the so-called

kehrreim or refrain.

Hence Melisma tic
&amp;lt;7.,

ornate or florid in melody ;

also Melisma tics sb. //., the art of florid or

ornate vocalization. (Cent. Diet?)
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Melissa (rmlrsa). Met/. [mod.L. generic
name (Tournefort), a. Gr. i*t\iaaa bee.] The herb
balm (Melissa officznatis}. Melissa oil, a volatile

oil obtained from this plant. Melissa water, a
distillation in water of the leaves of the plant,
balm -water.

&amp;lt;* 593 J- HESTER 114 Exper. Paracelsus (1596) 4 A girle
. .whom I cured with the Oyle of Camomell, in the water of
Melissa and Valerian. 1881 tr. Trousseau fy Pidoux* Treat.

Therap. III. igS Melissa is proclaimed as one of the best
exhilarants, 1887 Bntnton s fext-bk. riiannacol. etc. (ed. 3)

1007 U.S. P. Melissa. .Balm The leaves and lops of Melissa
pfficinali s . , used in the form of warm infusion or tea as a

diaphoretic in slight febrile conditions.

t Melisssean, a. Obs.
[f. Gr. /iA.t&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;raf-o? (f.

ftlAunra bee) + -AN.] Pertaining to bees.

1609 C. BUTLER Fern, Mon. (1634) 44 The Meli&sxan year
is most fitly measured by the Astronomicall months.

Melissic (mfli sik), a. Chem. [formed as next
+ -ic.] Melissic acid : an acid obtained from
melissin. Melissic alcohol .

= MELISSIN.

Melissin (m/li-sin). Chem. Also melissine.
[f. Gr. nlKiaaa bee + -IN.] A substance obtained

by boiling a mixture of myricin (myricyl palmitate)
and potash ;

called also melissic, melissyl, myricic
or myricyl alcohol.

1848 URODIE in Phil. Trans. CXXXIX. 93 This substance
I propose to call Melissin. 1880 GARROD & BAXTER Mat.
Meii. 410 An acid, the melissic, which bears the same re
lation to melissine that acetic acid does to alcohol.

Melissyl (Wli-sil). Chem. [formed as prec.
+ -YL.] The hypothetical radical (C30HM) of
certain compounds derived from wax; called also

myricyl. Melissyl alcohol: MELISSIN.
1852 Fownes Chem. (ed. 4) 592 Hence myricin is likewise

a compound ether, namely palmitate of oxide of melissyl.
1869 ROSCOE Elein. Chem. (1871) 535 Melisyl [sic] Alcohol,
a solid white substance contained m beeswax.

Melissylene : see MELENE.

Melissylic (melisi-lik), a. Chem. [f. prec. +
-1C.] Melissylic alcohol: = MELISSIN.
186* MILLER Eletn. Chem. (ed. 2) in. 264 Another wax

alcohol, melissylic alcohol, or melissin, is liberated.

Melitagrous (melit^i-gros), a. [f. mod.L.
melitagra a synonym of IMPETIGO (f. Gr. JIAIT-
honey + -aypa after Troodypa gout) + -ous.] A term

applied to the honey-like secretion from the skin
which occurs in such diseases as favus and is pro
duced by some irritating ointments. (.Syd. Soc.
Lex. 1890.)

t Melitane, a. Obs. [as if ad. L. *Melitanus,
f. Afelita Malta.] * MALTESE.
1600 THYNNF. Emblems xxv. i The melitane dogge, bredd

onlie for delight, whose force is smale, though voice be
lowde and shrill.

tMe litism. Obs. [app. ad. Gr. /Airrpos, f.

H(\IT- honey ; but the Gr. word is known only in

the sense use of honey in
plasters .] (See quot.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Melitism (tnelitismus), a drink
made of honey and wine.

Melitose (me-litJns). Chem. [f. Gr. itt\ir-,

/wAi honey + -OSE.] A kind of sugar obtained
from the manna of Eucalyptus.
i8i Fownes Chem. (ed. 8) 410 The Australian manna,

which is the produce of Eucalyptus manni/era, according
to recent researches of Berthelot, contains two different
isomeric sugars, called melitose and eucalyne.

t Meliturgy. Obs. rare. In 7 melliturgie.
[a. F. melliturgie (Cotgr.), ad. Gr. ^t\tTovpyia
honey-making (but the true reading is pern. /ifXir-

Toupyia bee-keeping).] (See quot. 1656.)
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Lagike 180 [Subjects of Virgil s

Georgics) Georgie, dendrographie, Ktenotrophie, melliturgie.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Melliturgie (Fr.), the making of
honey, Bees-work.

II Melituria (melitiuVria). Path. Also mell-.

[mod.L., f. Gr. /UA.IT-, / Ai honey + ovp-ov urine -f-

L. suffix
-ia.~\ The presence of sugar in the urine ;= diabetes mellitus (but see quot. 1877).

&quot; YNE Exfos. Lex. [as L.]. 1863 AITKEN Sci. f,

hich

may bring about melituria. 1877 tr. H. von Ziemssen s
Cycl. Med. XVI. 858 By the constant excretion of sugar,
diabetes mellitus is distinguished from those .. conditions
in which appreciable quantities of sugar appear in the
urine at /////^conditions which have .. been specially
designated as mcllituria or glycosuria.
Melk, obs. form of MILK sb. and v.

Mell (mel), sir.
1 Now only Sc. and dial.

[Northern var. of mall, MAUL sb.*]
1. A heavy hammer or beetle of metal or wood

(
= MAUL j.l 2) ; fa mace or club(^j.) ; also, a

chairman s hammer.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23240 paa dintes ar ful fers and fell,

Herder pan es here irmn mell. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.
7048 parfor pe devels salle stryk pam pare, With hevy
melles ay. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 353 Swilk a sownd
like as be bed had bene dongen on with mellis. 1563
WINJET Vincent. Lirin. Ded., Euery kind of necessar

waippln and werklume..as habirione, scheild, suord, bow,
speir, spade, mattok, and mell, &c. 1641 Btsr Farm. Bks.

(Surtees) 107 Theire manner is for one to stande with a mell
and breake the clottes small [etc.]. 1768 Ross Helenore HI.

109, I hae..A. .quoy.. She s get the mell an that sail be

right now, As well s a quoy altho she were a cow. 1864
A. M CKAY Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 326 The mell used on
the occasion was one that had been handled by Burns. 1897
CROCKETT Lads L&amp;lt;yve v, A mason had gaun hame wi his

square and mell ower his shooder.

b. Phrases. As dead as a mell, quite dead. Mell
and wedge (work} : used by miners for work done
with those tools as opposed to *

blasting . To keep
mell in shaft (Sc.) : to keep things going ; to be
able to maintain oneself; also allusively.
1798 D. CRAWFORD Poems 54 They ll think you re as dead
asa mell, Or myern-tangs. 1811 PINKERTON Petrol. I. 271
The clay-bed . . varies from the softness of tough clay, to the
hardness of striking fire with steel ; in the language of

miners, from mell and wedge to blasting. 1824 MACTAGGART
Galloyid. Encycl (1876) 339 When a person s worldly affairs

get disordered, it is said the mell cannot be keeped in the
shaft. 1830 T. WILSON Pitman s Pay (1843) 33 A bein

mell-and-wedge wark then. 1831 MRS. CARLYLE Z.^/. 6 Oct.
in New Lett. $ Rent. (1903) I. 38 Carlyle is reading to-day
with a view to writing an Article to keep mall in shaft.

1850 J. STRUTHERS Life vii. p. cviii. in Poet. Wks.^ He had
gained something in the way of experience, and had been
able still to keep the shaft in the mell.

2. Sc. and north, dial. (See quots. and E.D.D.)
a 1743 J. RELPH Misc. Poems (1747) 5 And still still dog d

wi the damn d neame o mell? Gloss., A mell
t
a beetle,

signifies here the hindmost, from a custom at Horse-races of

giving a mell or beetle to the hindmost. Hence they call

the hindmost the Mell. 1837 HOGG Sheph. Wedd. Tales II.
161 Now for the mell ! now for the mell ! Deil tak the
hindmost now! Il&amp;gt;id. t

He.. thus escaped the disgrace of

winning the mell. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss. s.v. Mell^ To get
the mell is to obtain a mallet in prize ploughing, as a prize
for the worst ploughing.
3. Comb. : mell-headed a. Sc. and north, dial.,

having a head like a mell, i. e. large, thick, etc.

1500-30 DUN BAR Poems Ix. 60 Mell-heidit lyk ane mortar-
stane. 1878-99 DICKINSON Cnmbertd. Gloss. t Mell-heedit.

t Mell (mel), sb? Obs. Forms: 6, 9 mel, 6-7
mell. [a. L.

me!I-&amp;gt; mel, =Gr. pe\iT-t /*%, Goth.

milipi O. Irish //*/.] Honey.
fi 1575 GASCOIGNE Dan Bartholomew Posies Flowers 98

That bitter gall was mell to him in last. 1584 LODGE
Truth s Compt. (Shaks. Soc. 1853) 119 The drones from
busie bee no mel could drawe. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. iv.

xx. 86 Her..lookes were., such as neither wanton seeme,
nor waiward, mell, nor gall. 1648 HERHICK Hespern Pray
ff prosper^ The spangling Dew dreg d o re the grasse shall
be Turn d alt to Mell, and Manna. 1864 BAMFORD Rhymes
181 Adieu to the . . lip that is sweet as the mel of the bee.

b. attrih. (Afel-dew = honey-dew.)
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. i. Tropheis 1053 Th

Heav n .. Pours-forth a Torrent of mel-Melodies (Fr. vn
rouje torrent de miel], In Davids praise, a 1643 BROWNE
Brit. Past. lit. (Percy Soc.) 27 Some choicer ones, as for
the king most meet, Held incl-dewe and the hony-suckles

t&amp;gt;* Obs. rare-1
.

ij6 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s.v. Colick, Tying down his [the
horse s] Mell or Tail close between his Legs.
Mell (mel), sb* Sc. and north, dial. The last

sheaf of corn cut by the harvesters. Also attrib.^
as mell-day, -doll, -sheaf, -supper (see quots.).
1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. xxxi. 303 A plentiful Supper for

the Harvest-men .. ; which is called a Harvest-Supper, and
tnsomeplacesa Mell-Supper. 1833 J. HODGSON Nortknmbld.
n. II. 2 note, The mell-doll or corn- baby is an image dressed
like a female child, and carried by a woman on a pole, in
ihe midst of a group of reapers. 1846-59 Denham Tracts
(1895) II. 2 The last day of reaping .. is known through
out the north by the appellation of Mell Day . 1878
Cnmberld. Gloss., Mell. the last cut of corn in the harvest
field. .. [It] is commonly platted, enclosing a large apple.
1892 M. C. F. MORRIS Yorksk. Folk-Talk 212 The last

sheaf gathered in is, in the North and East Ridings, called
the mell sheaf.

t Mell, v. 1 Obs. Forms : i median, mseVlan,
3-6 mell, 4-5 melle, 4 medle, medele. [OE.
m$lan, f. msfiel discourse

;
a parallel formation

with mafielian MATHKLE v. Cf. MELE
z&amp;gt;.]

intr.

and trans. To speak, tell, say.
0H CYWBWULF Crist 1338 (Gr.) paer he [Christ].. to bam

eadjestum a-rest ma-3le5. a 1000 Andreas 1440 (Gr.) &amp;gt;Er

twvgod sie worda anij, De ic burn minne muS meSlan
onxinne. a 1300 Cursor M. 26657 Dute o brath on hell, bat
reues man

(&amp;gt;e tung to mell. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 797 pe
profete ysaye of hym con melle. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. II. in.

36 panne come
&amp;gt;ere

a confessoure. .To Mede be mayde he
mellud \MS. O medelede] bis wordes. c 1387 Ibid. A. xi. 93
(Vernon MS.) He bi-com so confoundet he coube not medle
{other MSS. mele]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 109 More of thies

Mirmydons mell I not now. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi.

195/1 haue maters to mell with my preuey counsel!.

Mell (mel), v.* Now arch, and dial. Also 4-6
mel. [a. OF. meller

t
var. ofmesler: see MEDDLE v.]

1. trans. To mix, mingle, combine, blend. Abo
with together, up.
rti34o HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 9 When god melles sorow

anguys Si trauaile till his flescly lykynge. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce xvi. 65 Quhen byrdis syngis on the spray, Melland
thair notys with syndry sowne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
x. 38 pat eswhyt of colour and a lytill reed melled ^erwith.
a 1500 Ratis Raving 675 A man. .suld.. mell Justice and. ...
mercy to gider in Jugment. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
u. iii. i. Vocation 918 [He] That with his Prowesse Policy
can mell. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter \. 5 Both these
knowledges must be so melled together, that they be not
severed. 1748 THOMSON Cast, huiol. i. xliii, And oft began

. .wintry storms to swell, As heaven and earth they would
together mell. 1888 Reports Provinc. (E. D. D.), Us mell

up one bushel o lime to two o sand.

t 2. intr. for reft. To mingle, combine, blend.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22641 pan sal be rainbou descend,..

Wit e wind ban sal it mell, And driue bam [be deuels] dun
all vntil hell. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 222 Whan venym
melleth with the bucre.

3. trans. To mix or mingle (persons). Const.

with) together. Also pass.
c 1300 St. Brandan 276 And sette hem ther wel he;e

I-melled with his owe covent. 1387 TREVISA Higdett
(Rolls) II. 155 Normans and Knglischemen [ben] i-medled
\^fS. a. j-melled] in alle be ilond. c 1400 Song Roland 647
Let us now our men melle to-gedur. 1570 BUCHANAN Ad-
monitioun Wks. (1892) 24 How yai ar mellit w :

godles pa-

pistes. 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-Hags vii, I wonder. .

if it would be possible to transplant you Gordons. ..Here
ten score King s men melled and married would settle

|

the land.

4. intr. for reft. To mix, associate, have inter-

j

course with^ to associate.
c I3S Ipomadon. 1663 (Knlbing) Thy brother schall the

know there by, Yf ever god wolle, bat ye melle. c 1515

j

A. WILLIAMSON Let. in Douglas Wks. (1874) I. Introd. 24
! She may cowrs the tyme that eutrr she mellyt with your
i blood. CI557 Aur. PARKER Ps. li.\. 2 From workers bad
i O saue my lyfe, wyth them no tyme to mell. a 1600 MONT-
GOMLRIE Sonn. Ixvii. 13 Mell not with vs, vhose heads weirs

l[auiel], 1785 foetus Buchan Dint. 24 But Diomede mells

ay wi me, An tells me a his mind. 1880 WEBB Goethe s

Faust Prol. in Heaven 23 With the dead in churchyard
hidden I never care to mell or mingle. 1896 CROCKETT
Grey Alan vi. 39 None of us . . desired to mix or to mell
with loose company.
^5. intr. To copulate. Obs.
c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement) 406 Of my wyf bis

case bane fel, Pat cane hyre with hyre serwandis mel.

1:1450 Cov. Myst. 215 A talle man with her dothe melle.

1508 DUNBAR Tita Mariit U emen 56 God gif matrimony
were made to mell for ane 3eir ! a 1555 RIDLEY in Coverd.
Lett. Martyrs (1564) 100 And with thys whore doth

spiritually mell. .all those Kinges and Princes. 1504 WIL-
LOBIE A-visa Iviii. (1605) 49 b, Their feet to death, their

steps to hell Do swiftly slide that thus do mell. 1641
BROME Joviall Crew u. (1652) G, If you are..Dospos d to

Doxie, or a Dell, That never yet with man did Mell.

6. To mingle in combat.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 3270 pe cuntre

wij&amp;gt;
hem meld, c 1350

Will. Palerne 3325 pei..hadden gret ioye, ^a so manh a
man wold mele in here side, c 1400 Beryn 2648 Who
makiih a fray, or stryvith au;t, or mel to much, or praunce.
c 1470 Gol.

&amp;lt;y

Gaiv. 543 Forthi makis furth ane man,.. That
for the maistry dar mell With schaft and with scheild. 1513
DOUGLAS sErteis x. xiv. 116 To mell with me, and to meyt
hand for hand. 1594 Battell ofBalrinness in Scot. Poems
\(&amp;gt;th C. (1801) II. 353 Lat sie how we can mell w l them Into
thair disaray. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xxxvii, Draw in

within the court-yard they are too many to mell with in

the open field. 1838 Blackit: Mag. XLIII. 205 Beware..
how ye mell among these hosts their darts are sharp.

f 7. reft. To concern or busy oneself. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1709 And manly sche melled hire

\x&amp;gt;

menTorto help, c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. F 57*5 (Hail. MS.)
He is coupable bat entremettith him or mellith him with
such bing as aperteyneb not vnto him. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
3783 Telamon.. mellit hym with musike & myrthes also.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 161 Thai mell
thamenochttharewith. 1540 IAS. V \nSt.Paptrs Hen. yillt

V. 173 And quhat fait ony freir. .committis..supponand it

concerne Our self, We mel Ws nocht. 1600 HAMILTON
facile Traictise in Catft. Tract. (S. T. S.) 226 Thair first

mother Eua, for melling hir self with maters of religion,..

piocurit. .a curs of God to hir and al woman kynd.
8. intr. To busy, concern, or occupy oneself ;

to

deal, treat; to interfere, meddle. Const, zw, \of&amp;gt;
with.

c 1400 Destr. Troyg^y As be maner is of men, bat mellyn
with loue. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 202, I canne not have no

knowlych that Haydon mellyth in the mater of Drayton.
1516 Will of Rick. Peke of Wakcfield 4 June, And no
ferder to mell nor hurtt hir. 1550 CHOWLEV Epigr. 496
When none but pore Colyars dyd with coles mell. 1557
Tottcl s Misc. (Arb.) 105 And, after, in that cpuntrey lyue,
..Where hoonger, thirst, and sory age, and sicknesse may
not mell. 1590 SPENSER / . O. i. i. 30 With holy father MIS
not with such thinges to mell. 1605 SYLVESTER Qnadraius
Ixviii, To some one Art apply thy whole affection

;
And in

the Craft of others seldome mell, 1786 BURNS Scotch Drink
xvi, It sets you ill, Wi bitter, dearthfu

1

wines to mell. 1819
SCOTT Ivanhoc xxxii, I will teach thee..to mell with thine
own matters. 1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso ix. lix, Go; tell

thcin, thou, no more henceforth to mell With war, which
warriors only should sustain. 1893 SNOWDEN Tales Yorksk.
Wolds 122 They tucked them (the bed-clothes] well in, .so

that they would be sure to feel her if shoo melled agean .

b. Phrase. To mell or make (with), to make or

melt (with), dial. Cf. MEDDLE v. 8 c.

1825 J. JENNINGS Obs. Dial, w, Eng. 139 Ther war naw
need To mell or make wi thic awld Creed. 1871 W.ALEX
ANDER Johnny Gibb xix. 144 There s some fowk wud never
niak nor mell wi naething less nor gentry.

Mell (mel), z/,3 Now only dial.
[f.

MELL sbV\
trans. To beat with a mell ; hence, to beat severely.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2950 Thane sir Gawayne . . Metes pe

maches of Mees and melles hym thorowe. &amp;lt; 1400 Destr.

Troy 10994 Pirrus pis prowes pertly beheld, How his Mir

mydons with might were mellit to ground. 1824 HOGG
Conf. Sinner 332 To entertain a stranger, an then bind him
in a web wi

1

his head down, an mell him to death !

Mell, obs. form of MEAL sb.~ and sb.*

Mellacatton, variant of MELOCOTON.

Mellaginous (melardsings), a.
[f.

mod.L.

mellagin-i melldgo a preparation resembling honey
(f. well-, mel honey) + -OUS,] Pertaining to or of

the nature of honey.



MELLATE.
1681 GREW Muszum n. 208 The Oil or Mellaginous Succus

betwixt the Rind and the Kernel is that which is called
Mel Anacardinum, 1833 F. v. MUELLER in Chemist fy

Druggist (Melbourne), The mellaginous exudations of the
trusses of flowers attract . . a number of honey.sucking birds.

Mella-rosa : see MELA-KOSA.

Mellate (me-fc t). Chem. Earlier -at. [a. F.

mellat (Klaproth), f. mell(itiqtie) : see MELLITIC
and -ATE.] A salt of mellic or mellitic acid ;

=
MELLITATE.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat.

&amp;lt;j- Exp. Philos. I. App. 547 Mellats
neutralized by potass, crystallize in long prisms. 1802
T. THOMSON Chem. III. 527 Aluminous M&r..MeUite
Honeystone Mellate of Alumina.

t Mella tion. Obs. rare-&quot;, [ad. L. mella-

tion-em, n. of action f. mellare to make or collect

honey.] (See quots.)
1623 COCKERAM, Mellation, the driuing of Bees to get out

the Honie. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mellation, the time
of taking honey out of the Hives.

Mellay (me-let), sb. and a. Forms : 4-6 melle,
5-6 mely, 5-6, (9) melly, (6 mellie, -ye, 9 -ey),
6, 9 mellay. [a..OY.mell&amp;lt;?e,meslee: see MELEE.]
A. sb.

fl. Mixture. Obs. rare 1
.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 404 Syne of the tunnys the hedis
out-strak, A foull melle thair can he mafc.

2. f Contention, fight, quarrel (ois.) ; spec., an en

gagement in which the two parties or combatants
are mixed together in a close hand to hand fight.
Cf. MELEE, arch.

13.. Caw. ff Gr. Knt. 342, 1 be-seche now with sa}ez sene,
J&amp;gt;is melly mot be myne. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 120 Thar
wes gret melleis twa or thre. c 1400 Yivaine V Gaiu. 504
Woso fiites, or turnes ogayne, He bygins al the melle. ico8
DUNBAR Lament Makaris 23 Wictour he is at all melle.

1513 DOUGLAS jEneis vn. x. 5 Als sone as was this gret
melly begunne, The erd littit wyth blude. 18x9 SCOTT
lyanhoe xxix, The love of battle is the food upon which we
live the dust of the mellay is the breath of our nostrils !

1847 TENNYSON Princess v. 491 As here and everywhere He
rode the mellay, lord of the ringing lists. 1873 KINCLAKE
Crimea (1877) V. i. 152 So that Russians. .and men of the
Scots Greys and men of the 5th Dragoon Guards, were here
forced and crowded together in one indiscriminate melley.
1881 GREEN Hist. Eng. I. iv. ii. 419 The Welshmen stabbed
the French horses in the melly.

t 3. A cloth of a mixture of colours or shades of
colour ; also a mixed colour. (Cf. MEDLEY.)
1381-4 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 592 In di. panno de

Melle. 1420 Will in Trevelyan Papers (Camden) 18 Item
lego Matild . .unam togam de violet, aliam de melly. . . Item
lego Johanne..unam togam russetam & aliam togam de
mely. 1587 Ace. Bit. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 118,
iij yeardes white mella

, xiji. 1593 Itid., iij yeardes & a q ter

fyne mella
,
xiiir.

f4. ?A kind of brass. In quot. attrib. (Cf.
MASLIN 1

.) Obs.

1545 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 56 A mellay pot with a
kylp, a chaffer, a brewyng leyyd [etc.].

t B. adj. Of a mixed or variegated colour. Obs.
1515 Will of R. West (Somerset Ho.), My mely tawny

gowne. 1551 Aberdeen Reg. XXI. (Jam.) The price lilting
of the stane of mellay hew xxxii sh. Ibid. XXIV. (Jam.)Ane mella kirtill. 1558 Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 173
It m I giue to my curate.. my mellye gowne.

b. Comb. : + melly parted a., parti-coloured.
1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 37 A furre of beuer and oter

medled ; also a Hewk of grene and other melly parted.
Hence f Mellay v. intr., to contend.
1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vin. xv. 19 Dare Willame Walays

tuk on hand, Wyth mony gret Lordys of Scotland, To mel
lay wyth (&amp;gt;at Kyng in fycht,

Melle, obs. form of MEAL sb.\ MELLAY, MILL.
t Mellean, a. Obs. rare-&quot;, [f. L. melle-us

(f. mel : see MELL
j&amp;lt;5.2)

+ -AN.] Of or like honey,
sweet, yellow (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
t Melled, ppl. a. 1 Obs. Also 5 -yde, -ide, 6

-yd. [f. MELL z;.l + -ED1
.] Mixed.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 256 He, which hath his lust assised
With melled love and tirannie. 1393 Will of Organ or
Atte Stone (Somerset Ho.), Gonnam deviridi mellet. c 1400Rowland

&amp;lt;_

O. 1254 A nobill suerde the burde not wolde, :

Now for thi Mellyde hare. 1449-50 Durham Ace. Rolls \

(Surtees) 632 In
iij pannis integris blodei mellide. 1562

Richmond Wills (Surtees) 152 Inprimis, iij mellyd russetts

t Me lied, ///. a* Obs. rare-1
,

[f. MELL sb*
+ -ED 2

.] Sweet as honey ; honeyed.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. in. Law 841 Thou..

That has the Ayre for farm, and Heav n for field (Which
sugred Mel, or melled sugar yeeld).

Mellefoly, obs. form of MILFOIL.
Mellegette, -ghete, obs. ff. MALAGOETTA.
Melleous (me -I/as), a.

[f. L. melle-us (see
MELLEAN) + -ous.] Of the nature of or resem
bling honey ; containing honey.

on, wc s a meeous ea
1664 BOYLE Exf. Colours n. vii. 145, I shall not Examine
which of the Slow wayes may be best Employ d, to free
Wax from the Yellow Melleous parts. 1760 J. LEE Introd.
Hot. n. xx. (1765) 116 A melleous Liquor.
Mellet, Melley, var. ff. MELLIT, MELLAY.
t Mellfluvious, a., blundered f. MELLIFLUOUS.
1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood iv. D 8 Mellflu-

uious, sweete Rose watred elloquence.

319

Mellic (me-lik),a.l rare~.
[f. L. me!!-, me!

honey + -ic.] Of or pertaining to honey.
In some recent Diets.

Mellic (me lik), a.2 Chem. [Shortened from
MELLITIC, on the analogy of MELLATE.] Mellic
acid: MELLITIC acid.

1837 DANA Min. 438 Mellite... According to Klaproth..
and Wohler, it contains.. Mellic Acid.

Melliceris, variant of MEUCERIS.
Mellicoton, variant of MBLOOOTON.
Mellicrate, obs. variant of MELIORATE.
t Mellie, melly. Obs. rare- 1

. = MELI, .r/&amp;gt;.2

1614 J. DAVIES Eclag. 19 in W. Browne Slupli. Fife G 3 b,
For, fro thy Makings milke and mellie [ed. 1620 melly]
flowes To feed the Songster-swaines with Arts soot-meats.

Mellie, obs. form of MELLAY.
Melliferous (meli-iergs), a.

[f. L. me/lifer
(f. mell.i)-, me! honey + -fer bearing} + -ous. Cf.
V. nielli/Ire.] Yielding or producing honey.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Melliferous, that bringeth or

beareth honey. 1701 GLU-:\V Cvstn. Sacra iv. ii. 22. 149
Judaea. .could not hut ahound with Melliferous Plants of
the best kind. 1816 KIKIJY & Si . Entomol. (1818) I. 296
Insects attracted by the melliferous glands of the flower.
1861 HuLMEtr. Moiiuin- l andonu.m. 196 The most perfect
melliferous animals are the Bees. 1895 KERNER & OLIVER
Nat. Hist. Plants II. 128 [These] in the case of melliferous
flowers preserve.. the honey from being spoilt by the wet.

fig. 1772 Birmingham Counterfeit I. vi. 97 The stings
of Cupid s melliferous darts.

t Mellific, a. Obs. rare-&quot;, [ad. L. mcllific-iis
f. mell(i)-, mel honey + -ficus : see -ric. Cf. F.

mellifiqut.] That makes honey .

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1856 in MAVNE Expos. Lex.

t Mellificate, v. Obs. rare-&quot;, [f. L. melli-

ficat- ppl. stem of mellificare, f. mellificus : see

prec.] intr. To make honey.
1623 in COCKERAM. 1656 in ULOUNT Glossogr.

t Mellifica tion. Obs. [ad. L. melUfication-
em, n. of action f. mellijic-are : see MELLIFICATE z/.

and -ATION. Cf. F. mellificalion. ] The action or

process of making honey. (Said of bees.)
1655 G. S. in Hartlib Re/. Ctmmnv. Bees 31 Mollification,

respects the work and labour of this Insect, not its Physical
virtues. 1733 ARBUTHNOT Ess. Effects Air ix. 223 In

judging of the Constitution of the Air, many things besides
the Weather ought to be observ d :. .the Silence of Gras-

hoppers ; Want of Mellification in Bees [etc.].

t Me llified, ///. a. rare- 1
, [f. MELLIFY +

-ED !.] Sweetened with honey.
1597 A. M. tr. Gitillemeau s Fr. Chirurg. 49/2 We may

vse mellifyed or Honyed-water.

t Mellifluat(e, a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 melle-.

[f. L. melliflu-us (f. mell-, mel honey +Jluere to

flow) + -ATE.] Mellifluous.

1508 DUN BAR Gold. Targe 265 Your angel mouthis most
mellifluate Our rude langage has clere illumynate. 1560
ROLLAND Crf. I cnus i. 147 He bair ane plesant flour..:
With Cinamone mixt, and mellifluat.

t Melliflne, a. Obs. rare. Also -flwe. [a.
OF. mellijlue, ad. L. mellijluus. ]

Mellifluous.
c 1450 Mirour Salttacioun 3690 Hire dere son melliflwe

presence. 1456 in Coventry Corpus Clir. Plays (E.E.T.S.) no
The mellyflue mekenes of your person shall put all wo away.

Mellifluence (meli-flens). [f. next: see-ENCE.]
The state or quality of being mellifluent.
a 1631 DONNE Serw. (1640) 806 In which, (as S. Bernard

also expresses it, in his mellifluence) M-uiua [etc.]. 1779-81
JOHNSON L. P., Dryden Wks. II. 418 The English ear has
been accustomed to the mellifluence of Pope s numbers.

1841 DTsRAELl Amen. Lit. (1867) 304 The mellifluence and

flexibility of the vowelly language were favourable to un-

rhymed verse.

Mellifluent (meli fltoent), a. [ad. late L. mel-

lifluent-em adj., f. L. melKi)-, mel honey +Jiuent-em

pr. pple. of fiuere to flow. Cf. F. mellifluant

(Godef.).] = MELLIFLUOUS.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. Bj, Descending .. Like the

mellifluent brooke of Castilie. 1622 AILESBURY Serin. (1623)
16 It was Opus sine exemplo . .

,
saies mellifluent Bernard.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 14 The ground by Floraes mel.
lifluent vertue, was ore-spread with Flowres. 1764 J. G.
COOPER Ep. Friends in Town iii. Apol. Aristipptts 175
Cresset s clear pipe . . Symphoniously combines in one Each
former bard s mellifluent tone. 1888 Harper s Mag. Apr.
763 A profound, mellifluent, booming horn-tone.

Mellifluous (meli flzos), a. [f. L. melliflu-us

(f. mell-, mel honey ^flu-ere to flow) + -ous.]
1. Flowing with honey, honey-dropping ; sweet

ened with or as with honey. Now rare.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 36 By the sauour of tho mellyfluous
flowres alle the cytee was puryfyed. 1536 Printer Hen. VIII
146 In the mouth honie so mellifluous. 1658 ROWLAND
Moufet s Theat. Ins. 919 The increase of Bees is more in

regard of., the plenty of mellifluous dews. 1667 MILTON
P. L.

y. 429. 1725 POPE Odyss. IX. 239 Twelve large vessels

ofunmingled wine, Mellifluous. 1849 THACKERAY Dr. Birch

4r And no one lacked, neither of raspberry open-tarts, nor
of mellifluous bull s-eyes.
2. Jig. Sweetly flowing, sweet as honey. Chiefly

of eloquence, the voice, etc.

1431-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 3 Thei [the nowble wryters
of artes] ar to be enhauncede and exaltede . . as makenge
a commixtion of a thynge profitable with a swetenesse

mellifluous. 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) III. 1446 O lesu ! bi

mellyfluos name Mott be worcheppyd with reverens ! 1573
L. LLOYD Marrow o/Hist, (1653) 59 Such mellifluous words

MELLISONANT.
and sugred sentences proceeded out of his mouth that theywere amazed. 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel. N. n. iii. 54 A mellifluous
voyce, as I am true knight. 1671 MILTON P. R. w 277Wisest of men ; from whose mouth issu d forth Mellifluous
streams. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 20 Mar. an. I776 A work
. .written in a very mellifluous style. 1834 R. MUDIE Brit
birds (1841) I. 243 Its note is not so mellifluous and varied
as that of the song thrush. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. iv.
vi. 42 A smoothness of cadence, which though exquisitely
mellifluous, is perhaps too uniform. 1874 MOTLEY BarneT. eld
I. iv. 167 The not very mellifluous title of Craimgepolder.

b. of a speaker, writer or singer.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 264 b/i Saynt Bernard the melli.

fluous doctor. 1598 F. MERES Pallad. Tamia n. 281 b
Mellifluous and hony-tongued Shakespeare. c 1709-10
HENLEY in Swift s Lett. (1767) I. 17 As that mellifluous
ornament of Italy, Franciscus Petrarcha, sweetly has it

1837 CARLYI.E Fr. Rev. II. v. ii.. 283 Most mellifluous yet
most impetuous of public speakers. I873SYMONDS Grk. Poets
*i. 373 I he most mellifluous of all erotic songsters.
Hence Mellrfluously adv., Melli flnousiiess.

III. 445/1 A head by Corregio. .abounding in that feminine
loveliness and blending mellmuousness of colour and cliiaro
oscnro, which [etc.]. 1886 KUSKIN Prxtcrita I. iv. 136 The
little Eli.se, then just nine, set herself deliberately to chatter
to me mellifluously for an hour and a half.

Melliform (me-lif|?.im), a. [as if ad. mod.L.
mcllifornris, f. mellf)-, mel honey : see -FORM.]
Resembling honey. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Mellify, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. mellificare
to make honey : see -FY.] a. intr. To make
honey, b. trans. To sweeten with honey.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. v. 151 Place apte is ther sivete

hcrbes multiplie And bees the welles haunte, & water cleche ;

Utilite is there to mellifie. 1597 [see MELLIFIED.]

MelligenOUS (meli-dg/hss), a. Obs. rare-&quot;.

[Two formations : (i) f. pseudo-L. melligin-us (a
false reading in Pliny) + ous ; (2) L. mellif)-, mel
honey + -GEN- + -ous.] a. Of the same kind with

honey (Bailey 1721). b. Producing honey (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1890).
1 Melligineous, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. mod.L.
melligine-us (f.L. melligin-, melligo honey-likejuice,
f. mell-, mel honey) + -ous.] Resembling honey.
1684 tr. lionet s Merc. Comfit, xvn. 591 Sometimes a Mel-

ligineons matter.. is contained within the Bladder.

Mellilet, obs. form of MELILOT.

Mellilite, less correct form of M ELI LITE.

1 MeU.iloq.Uent, a. Obs. rare-&quot;,
[f. L.

mell(i)-, mel honey + loqtient-cm, pr. pple. of loqui
to speak.] That speaketh sweetly .

1656 in BI.OUXT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

t Melliilder. Obs. [a. Sp. melindre. ] A kind
of past ry.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies iv. xvi. 255
A certaine kinde of paste, they doe make of this flower mixt
with sugar, which they call biscuits and mellinders.

t Melling (me-lirj),f*/.rf. Obs. Also4meliug.
[f.
MELL v.- + -ING 1.] The action of the vb. MELL.

1. Blending, combining ; mixture.

CI35O Will. Palerne 5257, & to meliors his quene bi mes-

sageres nobul, as to here lege lord lelli bi rijt, burth meling
of be mariage of meliors be schene. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxi. (Clement} 399, & of be planetis sic mellynge In be tyme
of engendryng gerris weman do adultery. 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce v. 406 Meill, malt, blude, and vyne Ran all to-gidder
in a me lyne.

2. Copulation.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (Justin) 339 For gyf sic mel

lyng suld nocht be . . al kynd of man . . suld fal^e. 14. .

LYDG. Life Our Lady xx. vi. (MS. Ashm. 39. If. 32), Eke
certeyn birdes called vultures W outten mellyng [v.r. medel-

inge] conceyven by nature.

3. The action of mixing in fight or joining in

combat. Melling while, time of combat.
c 1350 Will. Palerne^ 3858 Meliadus in bat meling while

a sturne strok set William on his stelen helm. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce VII. 481 It is hard till vndirtak Sic mellyng vith 5ow
for to mak. c 1475 Partenay 1326 Ther full gret affray was
at ther mellyng.
4. Dealing ; intercourse ; meddling.
r 1440 W. Hylton s Mixed Life (MS. Thornton) in Ham.

pole (ed. Horstman) I. 276 By-cause of mellynge [c 1375
MS. Vern. medlyng] with swilke besynes. 1564 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 279 Nane of oure Soverane Ladiis liegis

have traffique, cumpany, or melling with thame. 1579 Sc.

Acts Jas. VI (1814) III. 182/1 Inhibiting the personis now
displace! of all further melling and intromissioun with the

saidis rentis. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xii. 35 That euery
matter worse was for her melling. 1603 Philottts (1835)

cxlv. Than how could wee twa disagree, That neuer had
na melling.

Melliot, obs. form of MELILOT.

t Melliphill. Obs. rare*, [app. ad. Gr.

/i.(\l(t&amp;gt;v\\ot ,
name of a plant, ? balm

;
lit. honey-

leaf, f. /AI honey + &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v\\oi&amp;gt;
leaf: cf. melisphylla

(pi.) Virg. Georg. rv. 63.]

1595 CHAPMAN Ovid s Bang. Sence B 2 b, White and red

Jessamines, Merry, Melliphill: Fayre Crown-imperiall,

Emperor of Flowers [etc.].

Mellisonant (melrs&amp;lt;3hant), a. arch. [f. L.

mel/j)-, mel honey + sonant-em, pres. pple. of

sonare to sound.] Sweet-sounding.
a 1634 RANDOLPH Amyntas v. iv, I le have t no more a

sheep-bell ;
I am Knight Of the Mellisonant Tingletanglc.

1893 SWINBURNE Stud. Prose % Poetry (1894) 46 It was



MELLIT.

doubtless in order to relieve this saccharine and melliso-
nant monotony that [etc.].

i Mellit. Obs. Also 7 mellet. A disease inci

dent to horses (see quots.).
1610 MARKHAM Masterp. 11. Ixix. 333 A Mellet is a dry

scabbe that groweth vpon the heele I of a horse]. 1704 Diet,
Rust, et Urban., Mellet [ed. 1726 Mellit}, a dry Scab that

grows upon the Heel of a Horse s Fore-feet.

Mellitate (me-Hunt). Chem. [f. MELI.IT(IC)
+ -ATE i.] A salt of mellitic acid ;

= MELLATE.
1828 Philos. Mag. IV. 229 The mellite (mellitate of alu

mina). 1894 Athenaeum 25 Aug. 260/2 Mellite, or honey-
stone, which is aluminium mellitate.

Mellite (me lsit), sb. Min. [First in mod.L.
mellitiis (Gmelin 1793), f. L. mell-, mrfhoney: see

-ITE.] Native mellitate of aluminium, occurring in

honey-yellow octahedral crystals. See also MELI-
LITE 2, HONEY-STONE 2.

First found in brown-coal seams in Thuringia.
1801 Nicholson s Jrnl. IV. 516 Honigstein .. has a light

yellow colour, which has caused it to obtain the name of
mellite, or honey stone. 1823 W. PHILLIPS Introd. Min.
(ed. 3) 374. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta s Rocks Class. 66
Mellite occurs as an accessory ingredient in Brown Coal.

t Mellite, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. mellit-us,

f. mell-, mel honey.] Honeyed, sweet.
c 1420 Pallfid. on Husb. n. 262 Summe . . honge hem [ser

vices] vp in place opake and drie
; And wyn mellite [L. stlpa],

as seid is, saue hem shall.

Mellitic (meli-tik), a. Chem. [f. MELLITE sb. +
-1C, after F. mellitique (Klaproth).] Mellilic acid

(CUH,O12 ), the peculiar acid of mellite. (Also
called MELLIC.)
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ff Exf. Philos. I. App. 542. 1802

T. THOMSON Client. III. 527 Klaproth found the mellite

composed of alumina and a peculiar acid to which he gave
the name of

mellitic^
acid. 1844 FOWNES Chem. 373 Mel

litic acid, .is soluble in water and alcohol.

Mellitimide (meli-timaid). Chem. [f. MEL-
LIT(IC) + IMIDE.] A compound obtained from
mellitate of ammonium.
1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 873 Paramide or Mellitimide.

Melliturgie : see MELITUROY.

Mellituria, less correct form of MELITDRIA.
Mellivorous (meli voras), a. [f. mod.L. mel-

livor-us
(f. L. mell-, mel honey + vor-are to devour)

+ -ous. Cf. F. mellivore.] Feeding on honey.
1801 LATHAM Gen. Syn. Birds Suppl. ii. 166 inarg., Mel-

livorous Creeper. 1822 Gen. Hist. Birds IV. 161 Melli-
vorous Honey-eater. 1878 RILEY in A mer. Naturalist XII.
215 A. .partlycarnivorous, partly mellivorous diet.

Mellodion : see MELODEON.
Mellon, obs. form of MELON 1.

Mellone (me-loon). Chem. Also mel(l)on.
[Named by Liebig in 1834 ; f. mel- (as in MELAM)
+ -ONE.] A compound of carbon and nitrogen
obtained as a yellow powder by the action of heat
on certain cyanogen-compounds.
1835 R. D. Thomson s Rec. Gen. Sci. L 185 Liebig terms

this citron-coloured powder melton. 1838 T. THOMSON
Chem. Org. Bodies 2 The richest body in azote known is

melon, which is composed of C6 Az 1
. Ibid. 768 Mellon.

Mellonide (me-Wnaid). Chem. [f. MELLONE
+ -IDE.] A compound of mellone with a metal.

1845 W- GREGORY Oittl. Chem, n. 311 Mellonide of potas
sium. 1862 MILLER Klein. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 697.

Mellonuret (melp-niuret). Chem.
[f.

MEL
LONE + -URET.] = MELLONIDE.
1841 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 575 Mellon, .combines directly

with potassium; ..a mellonuret of potassium [is] formed.

Mellow (me-lflo), a. Forms : 5 melwe, 5-6
melowe, 6 mellowe, 6- mellow. [First appears
in the ijth c. ; perh. developed from some unre
corded attributive use of OE. melo (stem mclw-~),
ME. melowe, MEAL si. 1 Cf. mod. Flemish meluw
soft, mellow (Franck s.v. Mollig).
In sense the adj. corresponds strikingly with early ME.

MEROW, OE. meant (a Com. Teut. word), which may
possibly have influenced its development.]
1. Of fruit : Soft, sweet, and juicy with ripeness.

1440 Promf. Pant. 332/1 Melwe, or rype (P. melowe),
maturus. 1526 I ilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 106 b, Thynkehow god may make of that grene apple a swete fruyte full
melowe. 1530 PALSGR. 318/2 Melowe as fruyte is, meiir.
1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 32 This greene fruite, beeing
gathered before it be ripe, is rotten before it be mellow, i

1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. vi. 100 As Hercules did shake downe
Mellow Fruite. i6n COTGR. s.v. Pare, Pomme paree,

&amp;lt;

ripened in straw, &c. ; made mellow by art. 1623 COCKERAM, j

AMinii. ripe. 1681 DRYDEN Span, Friar in. iii. 42 Nature i

drops him down, without your Sin, Like mellow Fruit,
without a Winter Storm. 1719 D URFEY Pills (1872) I. 266
Women, like some other Fruit, Lose their relish when too

mellow_. 1756 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Good madam
, But

the fruit that can fall without shaking Indeed is too mellow
for me. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)
vi. xxxiv, One dish of mellow apples. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles in. xxi, Mellow nuts have hardest rind.

b. Of colour, odour, taste : Indicative of ripeness.
1563 ffomilies \\.Alms-deeds n. 174 b, So doth the crabbe

and choke pere, seeme outwardlye to haue sometyme as
fayre a redde, and as melowe a colour, as the fruite which
is good in deede. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies \. (1645) 3 My
eye telleth me it [an apple] is green or red ; my nose that it

hath a mellow sent.

c. Of landscape, seasons, etc. : Characterized

by ripeness.

320

x8ig KEATS To Autumn i Season of mists and mellow
fruitfulness. a 1845 HOOD Poems (1846) II. 49, Twas in
that mellow season of the year When the hot Sun singes the

yellow leaves Till they be gold. 1862 B. TAYLOR Poets
Jrnl. i, A moment she the mellow landscape scanned.

d. Of wines or their flavour : Well-matured ;

free from acidity or harshness. Also_/^.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant, Crnv, Mello^v^.. smooth, soft

Drink. 1787 J. CROFT Treat. Wines Portugal 7 The Port
Wines.. being less racey and mellow than the AHcants from
Spain. 1853 C. BRONTE I illette xix, His spirit was of vin

tage too mellow and generous to sour.

2. transf* a. Of earth : Soft, rich, loamy.
1531 ELYOT G0v. i. iv, The most melowe and fertile erth.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresback s Husb. i. (1586) 25 If the ground
be mellowe, after Barley in some places they sowe Millet.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort., Mar. (1729) 195 Sow Skirrets in

rich, mellow, fresh Earth. 1697 DRYDEN V irg. Georg. \\. 356
Hoary Frosts .. will rot the Mellow Soil. 1777 A. HUNTER
Georg, Ess. 168 note. In the North of England, when the
earth turns up with a mellow and crumbly appearance, and
smoaks, the farmers say the earth is brimming. 1815 I.

SMITH Panorama Sci. fy Art 11.632 It delights most in

a stiff, mellow, well pulverized soil. 1879 JOAQUIN MILLER
Nicara&ta in Poems of Places, Brit. Atncr. etc. 175 My
father old He turns alone the mellow sod.

b. In various applications : Soft ; soft and
smooth to the touch.

t 1797 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3) III. 544/2 This frequent turning
it over, cools, dries, and deadens the grain ; whereby it

becomes mellow. 1844 STEPHENS .. Farm\\\. 836 [Young
cattle.] To be a good thriver. .the hair should feel mossy,
and the touch of the skin mellow. 1875 Encycl, Brit. I.

390/2 Young cattle . . are at 18 months old already of great
size, with open horns, mellow hide [etc.].

3. fig. (from sense i). Mature, ripe in age.
Now chiefly, softened or sweetened by age or ex

perience ; having the gentleness or dignity resulting
from maturity.
1592 KYD Sp. Trag. i. iii. 41 My yeeres were mellow, his

but young and greene. 1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roar
ing Girle \. D. s Wks. 1873 HI. 145 Maister Greene-wit is

not yet So mellow in yeares as he. 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide
v. iv, In florid youth, or mellow age, scarce fleets One hour
without its care ! 1855 M. ARNOLD Sonn. to Friend 13 The
mellow glory of the Attic stage. 1893 GOLDW. SMITH United
States 63 He [Benjamin Franklin] was an offspring of New
England Puritanism grown mellow.

4. Of sound, colour, light, etc. : Rich and soft
;

full and pure without harshness.

a. of sound, musical instruments, singers.
1668 H. MORE Dtv. Dial. in. xxxvi. (1713)284 How sweet

and mellow, and yet how Majestick, is the Sound of it !

1700 DRYDEN Ovids Met. xn. 218 The mellow harp did not
their ears employ. 1712 SXAPE in Swift s Lett. (1766) II. 27
His voice, since its breaking, is somewhat harsh, but I be-
lieve will grow mellower. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 604
The mellow bullfinch answers from the grove. 1742 BERKE
LEY Let. to Gervais 2 Feb., Wks. 1871 IV. 284 A six-stringed
bass viol of an old make and mellow tone. 1746 COLLINS
Ode Passions 6r Pale Melancholy.. Pour d thro the mellow
Horn her pensive soul. 1821 BYRON Juan iv. Ixxxvii, Who
swore his voice was very rich and mellow, a 1849 POE
The Bells, Hear the mellow wedding bells, Golden bells.

186? LF.VER Barrington xviii, The hardy old squire, whose
mellow cheer was known at the fox-cover. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola Ixi, There was silence when he began to speak in
his clear mellow voice.

b. of colour, light, drawing, etc., or coloured

objects. Sometimes with additional notion :

Softened in colour by age.
1706 Art ofPainting (1744) 342 His pencil was light and

mellow. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. w. xx, The colouring of a pic
ture was not mellow enough. 1784 COWPER Task iv, 314
The golden harvest, of a mellow brown. 18x5 WORDSW.
Excursion i. 958 The sun declining shot A slant and mellow
radiance. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 9 Many a night
I saw the Pleiads, rising through the mellow shade. 1859
GEO. ELIOT A. Bede vi, Pleasant jets of lighf were thrown
on mellow oak and bright brass. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just
as I am ii, Time had toned down every colour inside and
outside the good old house to mellowest half tints.

5. Good-humoured, genial, jovial.
1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 68 P 3 In all thy Humours,

whether grave or mellow. 18*4 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 7
The Baronet was. .as merry and mellow an old bachelor as
ever ^followed a hound. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merch.
II. viii. 234 When .. their glasses were filled with .. port,
Mowbray grew a trifle mellower in mood.

6. Affected with liqnor, partly intoxicated.
i6n COTGR. s.v. Enyvrer, S enyvrer, to be drunke, or in

drinke ; to be mellow, tipled, flusht, ouerseene. 1638 BRATH-
WAIT Barnabees Jrnl. HI. (1818) 85 For the world, I would
not

prize her, . . Had she in her no good fellow That would
drinke till he grew mellow. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna n. iii,

The hateful fellow That s crabbed when he s mellow. 1895
SCULLY Kafir Storh-s 193 The beer was not in sufficient

quantities to cause intoxication, but nevertheless all were
somewhat mellow when the sun went down.
7. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic and advb., as

mellow-breathing^ -coloured, -deep^ -eyed, -lighted^

-mouthed, -ripe, -tasted, -tempered, -totted &&]$.
a 1777 FAWKRS EpWialamic Ode 19 The merry pipe, the

*mellow-breathing fiute. 1895 CLIVE HOLLAND Jap. M tfc

70 Countless numbers of paper lanterns, which throw a
*mellow-coloured radiance on the faces of the passers-by.
1832 TENNYSON Eleanore 67 A sweep Of richest pauses,
evermore Drawn from each other *mellow-deep. 1866
HOWELLS Venet. Life x. 139 *Mellow-eyed dun oxen. 1892
PATER Wks. (1901) VIII, 209 The melodious, *mellow-
lighted space. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 3. 182
A preacher, .. knowing his auditours wallowed in sinne,
ought not with . .*mellow-mouthed words tickle their eares.

1579 SPENSER Skeph, Cal. Dec. 107 Ere they were halfe

*mellow ripe. 1730-46 THOMSON A utumn 705 The *mcllow-

MELLOWED.
tasted burgundy. 1873 E. BRENNAN Witch of Ntnri, etc.

85 *Mellow-toned laughter.

Mellow (me lflu), v. [f. MELLOW a.]
1. trans. To render mellow

;
to ripen and render

soft and juicy (fruits) ;
to mature (wines or

liquors),
to free from harshness or acidity. Also_/?.
157* GASCOIGNE Counc. IVithipoll Posies (1575) Hearbes

155 Those sunnes do mellowe men so fast, As most that

trauayle come home very ripe. 1590 GREENE OrI, Fitr.

(1599) 47 Me thinks I feele how Cynthya .. meloweth those
desires Which phrensies scares had ripened in my head,
1593 SHAKS. Rich. 1 1, in. vii. 168 The Royall Tree hath left

vs Royall Fruit, Which mellow d by the stealing howres of
time, Will well become the Seat of Matestie. 1630 DONNE
Lett. (1651) 317 All this mellows me for heaven. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. ii. 758 Winter Fruits are mellow d by

, the Frost 1701 ADDISON Let. to Halifax 132 On foreign
|

mountains may the Sun refine The Grape s soft juice, and
mellow it to wine. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison IV. xxxii. 203

I

Yours is Love mellowed into Friendship. 1781 COWFER

j

Conversation 644 Age, .. As time improves the grape s

authentic juice, Mellows and makes the speech more fit for

|

use. 1818 SOUTHEY Lett., to H. H. Southey II. 115 Gener-

j

ous minds and tempers . . are mellowed, like wine, as they
I
grow older. 1848 LYTTON Harold in. v, The year . . had
mellowed the fruits of the earth.

b. intr. Of fruit, wines, etc. : To become mel
low

;
to ripen, mature. AlsoyS^.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. i So now prosperity begins
to mellow, And drop into the rotten mouth of death, a 1631
DONNE On Himself6 Till death us lay To ripe and mellow
here we are stuborne Clay. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trai&amp;gt;.

(ed. 2) 297 From a dark -greene, [they] mellow into a flaming
yellow. 1693 EVELYN De La Quint. Compl. Card. Pref.,

Exactly when to gather both those which ripen on the

Tree, and those which attain not their full ripeness there,
but must be laid up to mellow in the House. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 343 Their juices will mellow by
mingling together. 1830 M. DONOVAN DOM* Econ. I. 21
These were often hung in the smoke of a chimney, at some
distance above the fire, in order to mellow. 1884 W. C.
SMITH Kildrostan. 74 Unripe fruit is bitter oft i the mouth,
Yet mellows with the months.

2. trans. To make (soil) soft and loamy.
t 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Husb. i. (1586) 23 b, The land
it selfe is also called grosse and rawe, that is not well mel
lowed. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 115 A small streame,
which . . meloes most of the Gardens and Groues. 1707
MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 52 Wind, Sun and Dews, all

which sweeten and mellow the Land very much. 1846
J. BAXTER Libr. Pract.Agric. (ed.4) II. 288 Their surfaces
soon become mellowed by the action of the air.

b. intr. Of soil : To become soft and loamy.
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. $ Art I. 184 The earth.,

should have sufficient time to mellow and ferment. 1895
Tablet 9 Nov. 739 Then the soil will have mellowed suffi

ciently to bear wheat and potatoes.

3. trans. To impart softness and richness (of
flavour, colour, tone, etc.) to ; to soften, sweeten,
free from harshness or crudity. Also (nonce-nse\
to drive (something) out of (a person) by a pro
cess of mellowing.

593 NASHECAm/ f T. i6b. As Archesilausouer-melodied,
and too-much melowed and sugred with sweet tunes, . .

caused his eares to be new relished with harsh sower and

vnsauory sounds. 1596 Saffron Walden 113 The Page
was easily mellowd with his attractiue eloquence. 1693
DRYDEN To Sir G. Kneller 178 Time shall . . Mellow your
colours. 1741 BLAIR Grave 102 The sooty blackbird Mellow d
his

pipe,
and soften d every note. 1761 HUME Hist. &&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

III. xlvii. 36 In order to mellow these humours. 17868.
ROGERS Sailor 8 Its colours mellow d, not impair d.by time.
1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. ii. x vii, At first the sounds, by distance

tame, Mellowed along the waters came. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Enr. ii. (1804) 49 Lichens mellow the scarred masses
of fallenrock. 1887 SAINTSBURY Ess.Eng. Lit. t Jeffrey {-ifyi}

joz The priggishness which he showed early, and never

entirely lost, till fame, prosperity, and the approach of old

age mellowed it out of him. 1902 A. THOMSON Lauiier ty

Landerdale x. 102 The King, .visited him.. to endeavour

by personal interview to mellow his manners,

b. intr. To soften, become toned down or sub

dued
;
to become free from harshness.

1737 M. GREEN Spleen 711 Unhurt by sickness blasting

rage And slowly mellowing in age. 1777 ROBERTSON Jlist.

Atner. (1778) II. v. 4 The impetuosity of his temper, when
he came to act with his equals, insensibly abated .. and
mellowed into a cordial soldierly frankness. 1823 BYRON
Island n. xv, The broad sun set, but not with lingering

sweep, As in the north he mellows o er the deep. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge xi, The very furniture of the room
seemed to mellow, .in its tone. 1861 J. BROWN Horse Subs.

(1863) 64 His character mellowed and toned down in his

later years. 1902 A. E. W. MASON Four Feathers xvii. 165
The sunlight mellowed and reddened.

4. trans. To bring under the influence of liquor.
a 1761 CAWTHORN Poems (1771) 189 Gods . . will, like mor

tals, swear and hector, When mellow d with a cup of nectar.

1836 W. IRVING Astoria II. 13 When he thought him suffi

ciently mellowed, he proposed to him to quit the service of

his new employers. i8 TENNYSON Brook 155 There he
mellow d all his heart with ale.

Mellowed (me-l^d),///. a. [f.
MELLOW v. +

-ED ]
.] In senses of the vb. : Rendered mellow.

1575 GASCOIGNE Gloze Text 2 Posies Hearbes 145 My
riper mellowed yeares beginne to follow on as fast. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. K/, in. iii. 104 Call him my King, by whose
injurious doome My elder Brother.. Was done to death ?. .

Euen in the downe-fall of his mellow d yeeres. 1798 BLOOM-
FIELD Farmer s Boy, Spring 63 Wide o er the fields, in rising

moisture strong, Shoots up the simple flower, or creeps

along The mellow d soil. 1830 M. DONOVAN DOM. Econ.

I. 155 This water, present in exposed or mellowed malt,

tends to lower the resulting temperature, a 1853 ROBERT
SON Ltct. (1858) 247 Ripened with the mellowed strength of
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manly life. 1889 County vi. in Cornh, Mag. Feb., The fine

old room with its mellowed walls and priceless brocades.

Mellowing (me-bulg), -vbl. sl). [f. MELLOW z&amp;gt;.

+ -ING .] The action of the vb. MELLOW.
1528 PAYNEL Sterne s Reghn. H ij, The operations of

dulce wynes are digestion, mellowyng, and encressynge of
nourishement. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim n. i, Fling him i

1

th hay-mow, let him lie a-mellowing. 16^5 GREW Tastes
Plants iv. ii Sower apples, by mellowing, and harsh

pears, by baking, become sweet. &$$Encycl. Mctrop. XXV.
1286/2 The mellowing of wine by time is a process which
has baffled hitherto all scientific inquiry. 1897 Allbntt s

Syst.Mcd. II. 845 Some amylic alcohol, which tends, how
ever, to disappear in the process of mellowing.
attrif*. 1871 GLADSTONE in Morley Life (1903) II. V!. viii.

382 In his character the mellowing process has continued
to advance.

Mellowing (me lai iri),///. a.
[f.

MELLOW? .

+ -TNG -.] That mellows (in senses of the vb.;.

1637 MILTON Lycidas 5, 1 com to. .Shatter your leaves be
fore the mellowing year. 1725 POPE Odyss. m. 504 Late
from the mellowing cask restor d to light. 1807 CRABBE
Par. Reg. 11. 454 And their full autumn felt the mellowing
frost. 1894 Athen&itiii 2 June 702/3 [It] became afterwards

poetized by the mellowing sun of his genius.

Mellowly (me louli), adv. [f. MELLOW a. +
LY 2

.] In a mellow manner.
1806 J. GRAHAME Birds of Scot. 90 Mildly the sun, upon

the loftiest trees, Shed mellowly a sloping beam. 1833
TENNYSON Poems 106 The luscious fruitage clustereth

mellowly.

Mellowness (me lffnnes). [f. MELLOWS. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being mellow, in :

various senses of the adj.

1530 PALSGR. 244/2 Melownesse, mevreti*. 1647 TRAPI&quot;

Ci miit. 2 Pet. iii. 18 Grow . . as an apple doth in mellow-
nesse. 1707 MORTIMER ///&amp;gt;. (1721) I. 350 This perfects the
Sweetness and Mellowness of the Malt. 1742 ABP. HORT
Ittstr. Clergy of Tnam 9 Snaviloqnentiii, that mellowness
and sweetness of speaking so much praised in some of the
Roman orators, in opposition to the rusticity of noisy de-
claimers. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. \. i. (ed. Rae) 148 She
wants that delicacy of Tint and mellowness ofsneer which

j

distinguish your Ladyship s Scandal. 1787 J. CROFT Treat, i

Wines Portugal 5 Red Wines of a superior mellowness or

body. 1805 W. IRVING in Life tr Lett. (1864) I. 157 In the
tender scenes he [Kemble] wanted mellowness. x88zTRAiLL
in Morley Gladstone (1004) III. vm. vi. 91 The tang of the
wood brings out the mellowness of a rare old wine. 1884
Harpers Mag. Feb. 349/1 A mellowness of light and shade
unattainable in marble.

Mellowy (me-Ioin), a . [f. MELLOW a. -t- -Y.]
= MELLOW a., in various senses.

1420 Pallad. on Hitso. iv. 523 Ypuld not melowy but

grene. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. x. 97 Whose mellowy
gleabe doth beare The yellow ripened sheafe that bendeth
with the eare. 1816 L. HUNT A1

imini m. 428 A pavilion,..
Small, marble, well-proportioned, mellowy white.

Melltyde, variant of MEALTIDE Obs.

Mellwell, obs. form of MULVEL.
Melly, obs. f. MELLAY

; var. MELLIE Obs.

Mellylot(e, obs. forms of MELILOT.

Melner, obs. form of MILLER.
II MelOCactUS (mel0kae-kt&&amp;gt;). Bot. [mod.L.

(Tournefort 1 700) f. late L. melo MELON + CACTI S.]A genus of cactaceous plants, natives of Central
and South America (popularly called melon-
thistle} ; a plant of this genus.
1733 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 2), Melocactits .. Melon-

j

Thistle. 1853 TH. Ross tr. Hmnboldfs Trav. III. xxvi. I

1 14 The agaves and melocactuses half-buried in the sand.

1871 KiNGSLEY.4/ Last i, We saw our first Melocactus, and
our first night-blowing Cereus creeping over the rocks.

Melochite, obs. form of MALACHITE.
T&quot; Melocoton. Obs. Forms : 7 malacaton

,

-oatoon, -katoone, -ootoon, malecotone, raali-,

mallagatoon, melaeatoon, -ootone, meli-

cot(t)on, melicotonie, mellacat(t)on, melli-

coton, melocotone, -ootune, 7-8 malacoton,
malecotoon, melieotoon(e, 8 malacotoune,
maloootoon, melacotoon, melicotony, melo-
cocoon, -ooton, -cotouy, -cotoon. [a. Sp. I

melocoton, ad. It. melocotogno, ad. med.L. melum
cotoneum (

= late L. malum cotoneutii), ad. Gr.

nr\Kov KvSajviov Cydonian apple : see COYN,
QUINCE. Cf. F. mirecoton. mirelicoion (Cotgr.).]A peach grafted on a quince. Also melocoton peach.
The more original sense of quince , which occurs in Sp.

and It., does not seem to have existed in Eng.
1611 COTGR., Mirecoton, the delicate yellow Peach, called

a Melicotonie. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair i. ii, A wife
heere with a Strawbery-breath, Chery-lips, ..and a soft
veluet head, like a Melicotton. 1661 RABISHA Cookery
Dissected 8 To pickle Mallagatoons. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 80/2 Sweetnings, as. .Oranges and Lemmons
and them candied, Mellacattons. 1704 Collect. Voy.
(Churchill) III. 46/1 Melicotoons, Peaches, Auberges.
1719 LONDON & WISE Comfl. Card. p. iii, The Male
cotoon Peach, which is not worth any ones planting. 1744
A. DOBBS Countries Adjacent to Hudson s Bay 144 A
Fruit they called Obi, like to Melacotoons. 1745 P. THOMAS
Jrnl. Alison s Voy. 95 Peaches, Nectarines, Melococoons,
Apricots . . grow plentifully.

Melodeon, melodion (m/lou-dian). [In
sense I, an altered form of MELODIUM, with a

quasi-Gr. ending; in sense 2 perh. f. MELODY in

imitation of ACCORDION.]
1. A wind instrument, furnished with a key

board, the bellows being moved by means of pedals
VOL. VI.
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worked by the feet of the performer ;
an earlier

form of the American organ *.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Melodeon. 1872 MARK
TWAIN Innoc. Abr. ii. 17 Our parlour organ and our
melodeon were to be the best instruments of the kind. 1891
Scrilwer s Mag. Sept. 356/2 A .. broken-down melodeon.
2. A kind of accordion.
1880 (.title) The Art of playing the Melodion, or German

accordion, without a Master. 1886 Pop. Self-Instructor
for the Melodeon 4 The Melodeon, or improved German
Accordion.

3. A music-hall. ? U. S. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Melodial (m/lJu-dial), a. [f. L. melodia
MELODY + -AL.] Of or relating to melody.
1818 BUSBY Grain. Mus. in note. So rare .. is the com-

niand of melodial modulation, that the greatest masters
cannot always exhibit felicitous examples of its excellence.

1902 Durham K.vam, Papers 174 (I-\&amp;gt;r
the degree ofD.Mas.)

Make your work interesting in a melodial sense.

Hence Melo dially adv.
1818 BUSBY Gram. Music 365 Modulation. .Harmonically

and melodially exhibited.

Melodic (m/l^ dik), a. [ad. F. mtfodiqne
Sp. melddico, It. melodico^ ad. late L. inelddicits:

(CassiodoruV, a. Gr. /xtXajSt/cu?, f. ftftySia : set-

MELODY and -1C.] Of or pertaining to melody.
Melodic minor scale , see MINOR a.

1823 Xcu&amp;gt; Monthly Mag. VIII. 132 \Ve should not. .hesi

tate to risk a comparison between the best Greek melodic

concert, and the melharmonic strains and combinations of a
modern performance. 1864 in WKBSTKH. 1868 H. SI-KNCKR
Princ. Psychol. (1872) II. 641 The melodic element in

music. 1893 Athenxum 23 Dec. 890 2 Scale is the accepted
foundation of all music, melodic or harmonic.

tMelO dical, a. Obs. [f. late L. melodic-us

MELODIC + -AL.] Melodious.

1596 Firz-GEFFRAY^ iV / &quot;. Drake (1881) 24 Fetch Orpheus
harpe with strings harmonicall; And musicke from the

Spheares melodicall. 1601 WKEVICK Mirr. Mart., Sir J.
Oldcastlc B viij, Strayned ditties most melodicall.

Melodieally (m^I^*dikali),a^p. [Formed as

prec. + -LY -.] In a melodic manner ; with regard
to melody.
1876 STAINKR & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms (1898) 394

Form of minor mode sometimes used melodically. 1887
E. GURNKY Tertinm Quid II. 18 The form may be far from

melodically inventive.

Melodies (mH^diks). [See MELODIC a, and
-1C 2

.]
The branch of musical science that is con

cerned with melody.
1864 in WKBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Melodiograph (m/ldtrdUjgraf). [f. MELODY
+ -GRAPH.] A contrivance to record the notes of

tunes played upon an instrument. Cf. MELOGRAPH.
1884 KXIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 592/2 In the melodio-

graph of Zigliani, a double flat spring placed under each

key is connected with a battery and with a recording
apparatus.

tMelO dion !- Obs. [A pseudo-Gr. formation

on MELODY.] (See quot.) A musical instrument

consisting of a series of metal rods, actuated by
being pressed against a rotating cylinder.
1830 Edinb. Encycl. XVII. 563 This musical instrument

was invented.. by M. Diet*, a German, and he has given it

the name of melodion from the sweetness and harmony by
which it is characterized.

Melodion 2
: see MELODEON.

Melodious (mJUu diss), a. Forms : 4-6
melodyous(e, 5 melodiose, -dyows, 6 mello-

di(o)us, -dyous, melodyus. [ad. OF. melodieits

iieux}) = Sp.,Pg., It. melodiosOi med.L.

f, f. L. melodia : see MELODY and -ous.]
1. Characterized by melody or pleasing succes

sion of sounds ; sweet-sounding, tuneful.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 577 Herde I myn alderleuest

lady dere, So wommanly wij? voys melodious, Syngen so
wel. .1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 80 Thus thay
songe. .This melodious ympne. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
xxii. 66 He .. blewe so melodyous a blast. 1629 MILTON
ffymn Nativ. xiii, Ring out ye Crystall sphears, , . And let

your silver chime Move in melodious time, c 1700 DRYDEN
Charac. Gd. Parson 22 A music more melodious than the

spheres. 1713 BERKELEY Guardian No. 27 P 7 A melo
dious consort of vocal and instrumental music. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 375/2 That an air which was never

t

set or

intended for words, however melodious, cannot be imitative.

1836 EMERSON Nature, Discipline
Wks. (Bohn) II. 156

Man., forges the subtile .. air into wise and melodious
words. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. i. iv, Melodious sounds
were not long in rising from the frying-pan on the fire.

2. Producing melody ; singing sweetly.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. m. i. 85 Where like a sweet mellodius

bird it sung. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. in. (Arb.) 22

By his discreete and wholesome lessons vttered in harmonic
and with melodious instruments. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
iv. 697 The lovely Bride In safety goes, with her Melodious
Guide [Orpheus]. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 574 The walk, .un

conscious once Of other tenants than melodious birds. 1847
EMERSON Repr. Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 333
Melodious poets shall be hoarse as street ballads, when [etc. ].

3. nonce-use. Susceptible to melody.
c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. XLIX. i, Wordes shall from

my mouth proceed, Which I will measure by melodious
eare.

4. Having a melody; pertaining to or of the

nature of melody.
1727-52 CHAMBERS CycL s. v. Melody, Yet so far as the

bass may be made airy, and to sing well, it may be also

properly said to be melodious. 1818 BUSBY Gram. Mtts*

MELODRAMA.
59 The first rudiments of the simplest province of musical
composition, and musical performance, melodious suc
cession.

Melodiously (ntftardiasli), adv. [-LY
2
.] In

a melodious manner.
^1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 157 The yelwe

swan famous and aggreable, Ageyn his dethe melodyou&ly
syngyng. 1597 HOOKER Keel. Pol. v. Ixvii. 12 Their
discourses are heauenly, .. their tongues melodiously tuned
instruments.

_
1616 SURKL. & MARKH. Country Farm 715

Birds which sing melodiously with sweet and pleasant songs.a 1711 KEN ffymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 253 Ferventio s

Song.. Instructive, and melodiously grave. 1810 SOUTHKY
Kchama x. vii, Ganges, .rippled round melodiously. 1903
Blacktu. Mag. June 743/1 His melodiously delivered ser
mons.. were distinctly popular.

Melodiousness m/Wdtosm s). [-NESS.]
The quality of being melodious.
1530 I AI.S&amp;lt;;K.

-j.(,(
f
\ ML-lodyuuMic.s.se, melodic. 1727 in

BAILEY vol. II. 1904 l\din. R, r. Jan. 116 Herrick owed most
I to his beloved I Jen

, whoe full melodiousness emboldened
his follower to rise above conceits.

Melodist me-lfdistX [f. MELODY 4- -IST.]1A. A singer.
In the first half of the igth c. somewhat frequently used

in the titles of collections of son^s with nnisic.

1789 i riJJer No. 33. 419 Often I am constrained to listen
to the broken notes of ignorant, but pi tsumptuous melodist^.

1817 (//V/, i Tin- MeludKt . . an excellent collection of.,
son^s. Sel&amp;lt;-. to! and compiled by K. L. I. 1819 KKATS Ode
Grfiitin I m ill, Happy mtl.xlist, unwearied, For e vet-

piping songs for evtr new. 1840 Si K ii. BISHOP in ( .rove
Diet. Miis. III. 249, I hail the establishment of the Melo
dists Club., as essentially calculated to aid the cause of the
musical art in this country. 1852 HAWTHORNE BlitJu dal,
Rom. xxiii. (iSSs) 226 The choir of Ethiopian melodists.

1892 W. H. Hn SON Xatnr, La I lata 28 The rufous
tinamou sweet and mournful melodist of the eventide.

2. A composer of melodies; one skilled in melody.
1826 M. KKI.LY A\w/. I. 225, I compare a good melodist

to a fine racer, and counterpointists to hack post horses.

1872 LOWKLL Milton I rose Wks. 1890 IV. r,fi Milton was
. a harmonist rather thait a melodist. 1893 W. GRAHAM in

igtk Cent. Nov. 765 As an absolute melodist I mean a
i

master of word-music as distinct from other qualities I

consider Swinburne unequalled.

Melodium
&amp;gt;i/l&amp;lt;7u di#m). [A quasi-L. forma

tion on MELODY.] - MELODEON i.

1847 Illnstr. Lond. AVrcj 7 Aug. 95/2 Pianos, melodiums,
harmoniums, eolinas, &c., too dear at any price. 1878
GROVE Diet. Mus. I. Ci The instruments first made in

America were known as Melodeons
,
or

* Melodiums .

Melodize (me l^dsiz), v. [f.
MELODY + -IZE.]

1. int): To make melody ; occas. somewhat

jocularly, to play (on an instrument;. Also poet.
to blend melodiously ivith.

1662 J. SPARROW tr. Bchme s Rent. Wks., Afiol. cone.

Perfect. 42 A Harmony of God, upon which the Spirit of

God would melodise. 1794 SOUTHEY Let. to H. Bedford
24 Jan. in Life (1849) I. 203 Lightfoot still melodises on the

flute. 1811 SCOTT Roderick Inttod. ii, Yes ! such a strain

with all o er-pouring measure, Might melodize with each
tumultuous sound. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mah vm. 69 To
murmur through the heaven-breathing groves And melodize
uith man s blest nature there. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor
Castcrbr. viii, As the Scotchman again melodised with a

dying fall.

2. trans. To make melodious.

1759 J. LANGHORNE Ode to River Eden 44 Whose murmurs
melodize my Song. 1766 H. WALPOLE Let. to Lady Htrrcy
ii Jan., Thy enchanting look Can melodize each note in

Nature s book. 1841 D ISRAFLI A wen. Lit. II. 253 These

repeated attempts of the learned English, .to melodise our

orthoepy. 1869 RUSKIX Q. ofAir (1874) 60 Music in which
the words and thought lead, and the lyre measures or

melodizes them.

3. To compose a melody for (a song).
1881 DOKAxDntryLaneU, 191 He penned and melodised

hundreds of popular songs.

Hence Melodized ///. a., made melodious
j

Me*lodi2ingr vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also Melodizer,
one who melodizes.
i8ix BUSBY Diet. M-us. Introd. 14 This art of melodizing^

if I may so call it, seems in the present age to have reached

its acme, a 1821 KKATS Sonn. on reading K. Lear 3 O
golden tongued Romance, with serene lute !.. Leave melod

izing on this wintry day. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man
III. ix. 240 Her bird-like singing is the melodised cheerful

ness of her heart. 1890 Temple Bar Dec. 588 Romance !

. .O golden melodizer of sweet dreams !

Melodram : see MELODRAME.
Melodrama (me l&amp;lt;?drama, mel&amp;lt;?dra ma). [Al

teration of MELODRAME, after DRAMA.]
1. In early igth c. use, a stage-play (usually

romantic and sensational in plot and incident) in

which songs were interspersed, and in which the ac

tion was accompanied by orchestral music appro

priate to the situations. In later use the musical

element gradually ceased to be an essential feature

of the melodrama*, and the name now denotes a

dramatic piece characterized by sensational inci

dent and violent appeals to the emotions, but with

a happy ending.
1809 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 181 They have made a

melo-drama of Mary the Maid of the Inn V 1818 C E.

WALKER Sigesmar the Switzer Pref., The following trifle

was written two years back, during the rage for Melo

dramas. 1836 Genii. Mag. Apr. 423 It fa
comedietta ] is

one of those tissues of domestic calamities, .which, .were

a few years since denominated melodramas. 1883 D. COOK
Nts, Playll. 333 Mr. Sims s Lights o London 1

,
is a five-act

melodrama of the good old Adelphi pattern.



MELODRAMATIC. 322 MELOLONTHA.
ttttrib. 1879 STEVENSOM Trai&amp;gt;. Ccvennes, Cheylard ff

Lne&amp;gt; The kitchen, -was the very model of what a kitchen

ought to be ; a melodrama kitchen, suitable for bandits or

noblemen in disguise.

b. The species of dramatic composition or re

presentation constituted by melodramas
;

the mode
of dramatic treatment characteristic of a melo
drama.
1814 New Brit. Theatre I. 216 In tragedy and comedy

the final event is the effect of the moral operations of the

different characters, but in the melodrama the catastrophe
is the physical result ofmechanical stratagem. 1838 DICKENS
Xich. Nick, xxx, This Mr. Crummies did in the highest
style of melo-drama, 1889 D. HANNAV Capt. Marryat viii.

122 A mine tin The Phantom S/tfg]
is a very acceptable

heroine of melodrama. 1902 Daily Chron, 22 Aug. 8/7
-Melodrama thrives solely upon exaggeration.
2. transf. A series of incidents, or astorytrueor

fictitious, resembling what is represented in a melo
drama ; also, in generalized sense, melodramatic

behaviour, occurrences, etc.

1814 SIR R. WILSON Prtv. Diary (1861) II, 306 The world
will approve the catastrophe of the melodrama which metes
out signal punishment to Joachim the fi^t in the last act of
his Hf. 1816 SCOTT Antiq, xii, She beheld, .the old beggar
who had made such a capital figure in the melo-drama of
the preceding evening. 1854 EMERSON Lett.

&amp;lt;$

Soc. Aims,
Itntiiort. Wks. (Bohn) III. 285 My idea of heaven is that

there is no melodrama in it at all. 1891 J. LKCKIE Life &amp;lt;y

Relig. 117 Open your eyes and look round you on the strange
melodrama of life.

Melodramatic (me]0dr&mse tik),a. [f. MELO
DRAMA, after DRAMATIC.] Of or pertaining to

melodrama; having the characteristics of melo
drama. Often in depreciative sense : Characterized

by sensationalism and spurious pathos.
1816 F.iiin. Rev. XXVII. 79 This siege abounded in melo

dramatic situations. 1831 TRELAWSY Adv. Younger Son
III. 218 Her melo-dramatic fury augmented to such a pitch
..that [etc). 1873 J. HANNAV in Cornh. Mag. Feb. 189
Sometimes his tragedy degenerates into the melodramatic.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY II- . Africa 13 Whenever and however
it may be seen, soft and dream-like in the sunshine, or
melodramatic and bizarre in the moonlight, it is one of the
most beautiful thinjs the eye of man may see.

Melodramatical (meL0dr5mse tikSl),. rare,

[f. MELODRAMATIC a. + -AL.] MELODBAMATIC,
1800 in Century Diif.

Melodrama tically, adv. [Formed as prec.
In a melodramatic manner.. .

1837 DICKENS Pick, xiii, The Honourable Samuel Slum-
key, .melodramatically testified by gestures to the crowd,
his ineffaceable obligations lo the EatanswillGazette. 1873
ANNIE THOMAS Two Widows I vii. 145 Whose manner

had struck Gilbert as. .melodramatically pretentious.

Melodramatlcism (mebdramse-tisiz m). [f.

MELODRAMATIC a. + -ISM.] Preference for what is

melodramatic.

1878 T. SINCLAIR Mount 152 Their high art is nerve

stretching, a kind of spiritual melodramaiicism.

Melodramatist (mekdrarmatist). [f.
MELO

DRAMA, after DRAMATIST.] A writer of melodramas.
1873 W. M,\THK\VS C,e!tingonin World i-] Perils greater

than any which the most daring romance writer or melo-
dramatist ever imagined for his hero. 1883 Contctup. A cr .

June 892 Shakespeare is.. almost the first, and quite the

greatest of English melodramatists.

Melodramatize (melodne-mataiz) , v. [f.

MELODRAMA, after DRAMATIZE. Cf. F. mclo-

dramatist? (Daudet 1876).] trans. To make
melodramatic ; also, to convert the story of (a

novel) into a melodrama. Hence Melodra ma-
tized ppl. a,

1810 Examiner No. 6iq. 25/2 Booth s appearance in a
melo-dramatised Richard the Third. //

/&amp;lt;/.,
Elliston..

melo- dramatised both Richard the Third and Macbeth.
1892 Saf. Rev. 29 Oct. 507/1 Webster melodramatizes and
almost burlesques his theme by the introduction of physical
terrors. 1000 Academy 21 July 54/1 His book was melo-
dramatised very successfully for Mr. Benson.

Melodranie (me-bdnum), sb. Now rare or

Obs. Also melodram. [a. F. wthdrame (1781 in

Hatz.-Darm.), f. Or. ^Ao-s song, music + F. drame
DRAMA. Cf. Sp. melodrama^ It. mehtiramma, G.
melodram (from Fr.).]
1. = MELODRAMA i, i b.
i8oa Sk. Paris II. Ixx. 390 Melo drames and pieces con

nected with pantomime. 1803 in Spirit Pub, Drills. (1804)
VII. 68 The Melo-drame, which was performed.. upon the

re-opening of this [the National] Theatre. 1814 AV?y
Brit. Thfiit. III. 255 (Remarks on * The Spaniards; an
Heroic Drama ) Had it [this piece] been condensed into
three acts, and called a melo-dram, it might have, even in

the opinion of the managers, served the interests of their
concern [etc]. 1815 HFXEM M. WILLIAMS yarr. J- vei/ts

France xii. 254 Strangers seem to arrive in France, as they
would go to a melo-drame, prepared for extraordinary events.
1818 LADV MOKGAN Aittobiog. (1859) 212

Shakspeare is

supreme in melodrame, and he is its founder ; and the melo-
drame of Macbeth is finer than any modern exhibition which
has followed it. i9*$Gfuti. Mag. XCV. i. 362 The scenery,
as usual in melo-drames, was very beautiful. 1835 J. P.
KENNEDY Horse Shoe R. xxxiii. (1860) 372 It [the bugle]
was displayed as ostentatiously as if worn by the hero of a
melodrame. 1841 GF.N. P. THOMPSON Kxerc, (1842) VI. iS6

Might not there be hope for the ministry, if it were to..
send its adherents to make progresses by threes and fours

throughout the country, to solemn music
1

as the melo-
drames have it.

2. trans/.
= MELODRAMA 2.

1817 LADY MORGAN France (iZity II. 346 To perform a
subordinate part in this splendid melo-drame of the ele

ments. 1822 BYRON I is. Jndgcm. x, The torches, cloaks,
and banners . . Form d a sepulchral melodrame. 1842
J. STF.RLING ss, t etc. (1848) 1. 430 The ostentatious emptiness
of the charitable melodrame. 1845 Q. Aev. LXXV. 234 All

this melodram of Mullaghmast was but a prelude to a design
of unmixed gravity,

t Melodrame, v. Obs. rare~ }

. [f. the sb.]
= MELOI&amp;gt;RAUATIZK v.

1836 New MonthfyMag. XLVIL 235 We have seldom
read a novel more suited to be melodramed.

t Melodramic, a&amp;gt; Obs. rare. [f. MELODRAME
4- -ic.]

= MELODRAMATIC a.

1852 Blackw. Mag. LXXI. 374 The public appetite is not
to be sated, .with mere melodramic romance.

Melody (me*l&amp;lt;5di),
sb. Also4melodi, melou-

die, 4-6 melodye, 4-8 melodic, 6 mellodie. [a.
OF. mefadie (mod.F. mtfadie], ad. late L. inelodia^
a. Gr. /jcAffSfa singing, chanting, also a choral

song, both words and air (L. & Sc.), f. /zeAo&amp;gt;5us

singing songs, musical, also as sb., lyric poet, f.

/xeA-oy song + wo- contracted form of do(5-, ablaut-

var. of ado-ftv to sing (cf. aoious singer, 001877, uorj

song, ODE).
In Eccl. Latin melodia was applied to the singing of the

sequences, proses
1

, or rhythmical hymns, and was also
used as a general term for a Gregorian mode . The word
also occurs frequently in med.L. with the sense sweet
sound

,
music (cf. the frequent glosses, dulcis cantiis,

OHG. sno^satic, etc.) J it was prob. influenced in meaning
by etymologizing associations with we/, honey. It is now
used in all the Rom. and Tent, langs. : cf. Sp. iitelodfa, Pi;.,

It. melodia, G. melodic (poet. nttl0dti\ Du. welodie, IHC-

lodij, Da., Sw. inelodi.\

1. Sweet music, whether vocal or instrumental
;

beautiful arrangement of musical sounds
; beauty

of musical sounds, tunefulness.
c 1290 St. Christopher 18 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 271 pe kyng

louede muche Melodic of fickle and of songue. a 1300 Leg.
Rood (1871) 28

\ViJ&amp;gt; gret melodic of is harpe. a, lytoCnrsor
flf, 7431 Gleuand he sang be-for

\&amp;gt;e king, And gert him
wit his melodi Fal on-slepe. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 2239
Thus with alle blis^e and melodye Hath Palamon ywedded
Emelye. ^1430 Life St Kath. (1884) 17 She herde a mer-

ueylous melodye of swetnes which passed alle hertes to
descnue. 1526 Pilgr. l\ rf. (W. de W. 1531)7 b, They shall

. .se dayly theyr holy & blessed conuersacyon, & here theyr
songe 8: melody, a 1533 Ln. BERNERS Hnon. Iii. 175 It was
grete melody to here it. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii. 12 The
Birds chaunt melody on euery bush. 1590 Mids. N. ii.

ii. 13 Philomele with melodic, Sing in your sweet Lullaby.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxviii. 2 Dauid.. was. .the

author of adding vnto ppetrie melodic in publique prayer,
melodic both vocall and instrumentall for the raysing vp of
metis harts. 1604 R. CAWDHF.V Table Alph. % Melody, sweete

sounding, or sweete rmisick. 1667 MILTON P, L, VIM. 528
The melodic of Birds. 1728-46 THOMSON tS/r/f 576 Lend me
your song, ye nightingales ; oh pour The mazy-running soul

ofmelody Into my varied verse. iSigSiiKLLF.v/Vtww///. Unh.
11. v. 77 Whilst all the winds with melody are ringing. 1870
EMF.RSON -SV.

&amp;lt;V

W;V
,
Art Wks. (Uohn) III. 19 We are

like the musician on the lake, who^e melody is sweeter than
he knows.

b. Phrase. To make melody. Now arch.
a 1330 Otncl 631 pe king took otuwel a non, to his paleis

made him gon, & makeden murihe & meloudie. &amp;lt; 1388
CHAUCER Prol. 9 Smale foweles maken melodye. c 1440 York
Myst. xv. 83 Make myrthe and melody. 1515 Ln. Hi t&amp;lt;-

NRRS Fro/ss. II. Ixxxix. [Ixxxv.] 264 They were ryght ioyovis
. .and made gretechere and melody. 1535 COVF.RDAI.F. Eph.
v. 19 Synginpe and makynge melody vnto the Lorde in you re

hertes. a 1548 HAI.I, ( hron.
t Hen. I I 108 To tel you.. what

melody was made in Tnvernes . . it were a lung woorke. 1778
FLF.TCHF.R Lett. Wks. 1795 VII 222 Attempting to make
such melody as you know is commonly made in these parts.

c. fransf. Musical quality, beauty of sound in

the arrangement of words, esp. in poetical compo
sition.

1789 BFLSHAM Ess. I. xii. 224 [The] exquisite beauties of
which blank verse is susceptible, .are majesty, melody, and
variety. 1871 SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. (1875) 34 I n tne
verse of neither is there that instant and sensible melody
which comes only of a secret and sovereign harmony of the
whole nature.

1 2. A song or other musical performance. Obs.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 16/510 Al folk onourede al-so J?e croiz

..With offringues and with song a7id with ohur melodies
al-so. c 1400 HAUMDBV. (Roxb.) xxv. 116 pe mynstralle/ be-

gynnez to do
J&amp;gt;aire melodys agayn. 1413 Pilgr. Scwle

(Caxton) 11. xlvi. (1859) 52 Yellyng with a earful melodye.
1530 PALSGR. 244/1 Melody played in a mornynge, rcin-il.

o. A series of single notes arranged in musically

expressive succession ; a tune :
- AIR sb. 19.

1609 DOULAND Ornithrf. Microl. 31 The Melodic of the
Verses in the answeres off the first Tone. 175* Avisos Jtfits.

Express. 67 Ily a Diversity of Harmonies, the Chain and Pro
gression of Melodies is also finely supported. 1792 THOMSON
Let. to Burns Sept., I have, .employed many leisure hours
in selecting and collating the most favoinite of our national
melodies for publication. 1806 CALLCOTT Mns, Cram. n. i.

85 A particular succession of single sounds forms a melody
or Tune. 1819 KFATS Grecian Urn ii, Heard melodies are

sweet, but those unheard Are sweeter. 1860 TYNDALL /&amp;lt;:.

i. iii. 24 My guide kept in advance of me singing a Tyrolese
melody.

b. The piincipal part in a harmonized piece of
music

j
= AiR.jA 20.

1886 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mns. \. 761/2
Arrangements [of metrical psalms] with the melody, as

usual, in the Tenor. .published at Leyden in 1633,
c. transf. Applied to poems written to be sung

to particular melodies. Also (neitft-tt$t)t
a me-

lodious poem or passage, an instance of verbal

melody.
1807 MOORE (title) Irish Melodies. 1814 BYRON (title}

Hebrew Melodies. 1841 W, CARLETOS frisk Peasantry
(1843) I. Introd. 4 The touching and inimitable Melodies of

; my countryman Thomas Moore. 1872 LOWELL Milton Writ.
! 1890 IV. 96 There are..some exquisite melodies (like the

*

Sabrina Fair ) among his earlier poems.
d. Applied to pictorial combinations of colour

thought to be analogous in mental effect to melodies.

1830 OALT Lawrie T. \\\. v. (1849) 100 The rising sun
was beginning to silver the leaves, ..a visible melody,..
like the song of early birds. 1843 RVSKIN Arrows ofChace
(1880) I. 23 [Turner s pictures] are studied melodies of ex-

quisite colour. 1856 McCosH & DICKIE Typical Forms \\.

iii. 155 Colours are said to be in Melody when two con-
, tiguous tints, .run insensibly into each other.

/ 4. That element of musical form which consists

(in the arrangement of single notes in expressive
succession

; contradistinguished from harmony.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Melody is the effect only of one

single part, voice, or instrument. 1752 Avisos A/us, E.r*

Press. Advt.j Melody may be defined the Means or Method
of ranging single musical Sounds in a regular Progression,
either ascending or descending, according to the established

Principles. 1782 UURNKY Iltst. Mies. II. 155 Thus far

Melody and Harmony.. had l&amp;gt;een cultivated for the use of

|

the church. 1880 C. H. H. PARRY in Grove Diet. Mus. II.

I 250 Melody is the general term which is vaguely used to

,

denote successions of single notes which are musically
effective.

f 5. A pretended name for a company of harpers.
1486 Bk. St. Albans F vj b, A melody of Harpers.
6. Comb.
1879 A. J. HITKINS in Grove Diet. Jfas. 1. 667 The melody-

attachment, .has the effect of making the melody-note, or

air, when in the highest part, predominate. 1876 STAINER
HARRETT Diet. Mns. Terws, Melody Organ or Harmonium^
a harmonium so constructed that the upper note of the chords

played is louder than the rest of the sounds.

Hence Me lodyless a., without melody.
1832 Examiner -2\-$l-2 Music, .passionless, melodyless, un-

rememberable.

Melody (me lilfdi),f. rare.
[f.

thesb. Cf. med.L.

melodidre, QY.melodier.] intr. To make melody ;

to sing. Hence Me lodying vbl. sb.

1596 Fnz-GEFFRAV.SYr/
1

. /?*?*( 1881) 24 While with teares

you sit melodying, Shee shall weepe with you, though she
cannot sing. 1895 ( havtb. yrnl. XII. 748/2 He could hear

something athwait the melodying which made him put his

pipe away.
Meloe (me 10|f). Ent. [mod.L. Meloe (see

qnot. 1650)1 ofunknown origin; applied by Linnaeus

j

as a generic name.
Paracelsus Op, (1603) III. 220 has {In a prescription) a

I genitive mellocs, which Mouffet interprets as identical with
this word. Cf. MELOLONTHA.]
The typical genus of the family MeUidm ; an insect

of this genus, an oil-beetle.

[1650 J. F. Chytn. Diet., Melaones or Mclocs are Beetles
that fly, and are of a golden colour, and being rubbed make
a sweet smell ; they are commonly found in Meadows in

the moneth of May.] 1658 ROWLAND tr. Monfct&quot;s Thcat,

\
Ins. n. xvii. 1080 Of the Gloworm, and the female Melo
[oriff. (1634) De Cicindela, $ Meloe /cnn tia}. Ibid., The
oyl Her tie or Meloe [orig. (1634) Proscaial eujii^ sire Meloi-n}.

1797 Encyd, Brit. (ed. 3) XL 376 Larva, which pass
through the state of chrysalids in order to attain to that of

: meloes. 1826 KIRBV & SP. Kntomol* IV. 226 Acrid plants,
which the Melee likewise feeds upon.

Melograph (me bgraf). [mod. f. Gr. /jfXo-s

song + -t; RATH.] An apparatus for automatically

recording music played on the organ or pianoforte.
The name was first given to an invention of Euler in the

i8th c, (see Grove Dht. Mns. I. 499); subsequently to an
electrical contrivance invented by J. Carpenlier in 1^87.
1888 Sfi. Amer. 15 Dec. 376/3.

Melographic (melogrce-fik), a. [f. Gr. /uAo-5
! song + -GRAPHIC.] (See quot.)

1863 Jrnl. Soi. Arts 16 Oct. 747/1 Electro-magnetic

phonograph. This machine is capable of being attached to

i ..keyed musical instruments, by means of which they are

I

rendered melogiaphic, that is, capable of writing down any
music that is played upon them.

Meloid (me-loid), . sb. and a. fad. mod.L.

!

Alefaittse, f. Meloe \ see MELOE.] a. sb. Any

j

member of the family Mfloidx of parasitic insects.

b. adj. Pertaining to the Meloidfe.

1878 RII.FV in Airier. Natttrali&t XII. 218 A very interest

ing and anomalous Meloid (llornia nnnuiipennis Riley).
Ibid. 290 What is known of the Larval Habit* ofother Meloid

feneia.
1881 CasselFs Nat. Hist. V. ,139 Another parasitic

leloid. .infesting the cells of Mason Bees.

Melologue (me bVg). [f. Gr. /JC AO-S song +

\oyos speech (see -LOGUK). Cf. F. melohgne

(Berlioz 1832).] A musical composition, in which

some of the verses are sung and others recited.

18. . MOORF A Mt-lologne upon National Music Advt., It

may not be superfluous to say, that by Melologue I mean
that mixture of recitation and music, which is frequently

adopted in the performance of Collins s Ode on the Passions.

1881 SHERLOCK in Aceutfmy 5 Nov. 354/2 Mr. Manns was. .

fully justified in giving the work at a concert as a melo-

logue , for in this he only followed the example of Berlioz

himself.

)| Meloloiltlia (mel0Ip n]a). Ent. [mod.L.
mclolontha^ ad. Gr. nTj\o\6v6rj cockchafer.] A

genus of lamellicorn beetles, typical of the family

(&quot;or sub-family) Alelofantkidfe, and including the

common cockchafer, M. vulgaris. Hence Melo-



MELOMANB.
lo nthian [

+ -iAN],Melolo-nthldan [
+ -in + -AN],

Melolonthidian [ + -ID + -IAN] adjs., belonging to

the (sub) family Melolonthidx; also sbs., a beetle

of this (sub) family; Melolonthid a., pertaining
to the Melolonthidse ; Melolo nthine a,, pertaining
to the genus Melolontha. (In recent Diets.)

1706 PHILLIPS, Mi loloiitha, the Beetle or May-bug; an
Insect. 1843 T. W. HARRIS Insects injitr. Vcget. (1862) 30
We have several Melolonthians whose injuries in the perfect
and grub state approach to those of the European cock

chafer. 1900 // *V Apr. 240 A single melolonthid beetle.

Melomaiie (me
-

10min). [a. F. mttomane, (.

Or. p{\os song + -par/is mad: see -MANE.] ME-
LOMANIAC. 1890 in Century Diet.

Melomania (melam^-nia). [ad. F. nu lo-

manii, I. Gr. ^\o-s song, music + fiavla madness :

see -MANIA.] A mania for music. Hence Melo-
ma niac, one who has a craze for music.
1880 VERN. LEK Strut. Italy HI. ii. 115 The Florentine

aristocracy had the fashionable nielomania to almost as

great an extent as the Milanese. 1880 /Vi// Mall Budget
3 Dec. 10/2 M. Urcvy is a melornaniac.

Melomanic (inel0m;e nik),a. rare. [Formed
as prec. + -ic.] Characterized by melomania.
1823 Xew Monthly Mag.Vl. 391 Volunteers of promising

ability might, in the present melomanic times, be abun
dantly procured.

Melomaiiy. mre~. = MELOMANIA.
1890 in Centttry Diet.

Melon 1 (me lsn). Forms: 4-6 melone, -oun,

6millian,milon,myl(l)on,milion, mylyon,6-7
mellon, millon, 7 millen, 6-8, 9 dial, million,

7 mealon, melouiie, milleon, 5
- melon, [a. K.

melon =
.Sp. melon, Pg. ineliio, It. melone, ad. late

L. mefon-et/t, mSlo, prob. a colloquial formation on
the first element of L. mtlopepo : see MELOPEPON.]
1. A name common to several kinds of gourds,

esp. the MUSK MELON, Ciuinnis Jlfeb, and the

WATERMELON, Citrulliisvulgaris. (Applied both
to the fruit and to the plant producing it.)

a 1387 Stiion, Bartliol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 33/2 PepoticSt me-
lones. 1388 WYCLIF NHIU. xi. 5 Gourdis, and melouns [Vulg.

ptpones], and lekis, . .comen in to mynde to vs. c 1400 Lan-
franc s Cirurg. 190 Do t-erto seed of melonis maad clene.

c 1420 Pallad. nit Hnsb. v. 94 Cucumber now is sowe ; Me-
lones, peletur, cappare, and leek. 1530 PALSGR. 245/1
Myllon a frute, milOH. 1542 HOORDE Dyetary xxi. (1870)

285 Mylons doth ingender euyl humoures. 1563 HVLL Art
Garden, (1593) 147 Melons, and all kindcs of the Pompions,
desire.. the same earth and aire which the Citrones and
Cucumbers doe. 1657 W. COLES Admit in Kden xcix,
Citruls or Turkey Millions are of the same temperature as
the Gourd. 1691 Limd. Gaz. No. 2724/2 A piece of pure
Gold in form of a Mellon. 1748 CHESTERF. Let, 13 Dec.
Misc. Wks. 1777 II. 347 Could you send me.. some seed of
the right canteloupe melons? 1824 LoL noN Encycl. Card.
in. I. ted. 2) 4208 The pumpkin, piiinpivn, or more correctly,

potiipion, . .This is the melon or millon of our early horti

culturists, the true melon being formerly distinguished by
the name of musk-melon. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Conclus.

87 A raiser of huge melons and of pine. 1855 DELAMER
Kitch. Card, (1861) 118 A pretty little old-fashioned variety,

Queen Anne s Pocket Melon .. produces green-fleshed
well-flavoured fruit, the si?e of a large orange.

b. Prickly melon : the DURIAN.
1640 PARKINSON Tlu at. Hot. 1640 Dnrioncs, the prickly

fruitful! Melon. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 83/1 The
prickly Melon.

2. Conch. The shell of a mollusc of the genus
Mela. Also melon-shell, -volute (see 4 d).
1840 SWAINSON Malacology 67.

3. A hemispherical mass of blubber taken from
the top of the head of certain cetaceans.

1887 G. B. GOODE, etc. Fisferics U. S. Sect. v. II. 299
About 30 gallons of oil . . being obtained from each fish,
besides about 6 quarts of extra oil from the melon. The
melons are taken from the top of the head [etc.].

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

melon-bank, -bed. -flower, -frame, -garden, -ground,
-harvest, -infusion, -leaf, -merchant, -monger,
-patch, -pit, -plant, -plot, -seecf, -vine. b. para-
synthetic, as melon-formed, -shaped adjs. c.

similative, as melon-yellcnv adj. d. Special Comb. :

melon-beetle, a beetle of the genus Diabrotica,

esp. D. vittata and D. duodecimpunctata, injurious
to melons (Webster 1897 and Suppl. 1902) ;

melon-blubber = MELON 1
3 (Cent. Diet.) ;

melon-cactus = MELOCACTUS
; melon-cater

pillar, the larva of an American moth, Phacellnra

(Eudioplis) hyalinata, destructive to melons ;

t melon-feast, a rustic gathering at which prizes
were offered for the finest melons ; melon-fruit,
the papaw, Carica Papaya, called also Tree-Melon
(Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1859); melon-hood, a kind
of fungus, Hygrophorus pratensis melon-oil, the
oil of the melon of a cetacean

; f melon-pompion
(obs.), melon-pumpkin, Cucurbila maxima or
C. Melopepo ; melon-seed bodies Path, (see quot.
1890); melon-shell = sense 2; melon-thick
(W. Imiiaii), melon-thistle = MELOCACTUS;
melon-tree, the papaw (Cassell s Encyd. Diet.

1885); melon-volute, a melon-shell; melon-
ware (see quot.) ; melon-wood, a yellow Mexican

323

wood, which resembles sanders-wood, used for

furniture (J^reas. Bot. 1866); melon-worm
melon-caterpillar {Cent, Diet. 1890).
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 174 They thrive best. .in

such places as they have not grown in before, especially on
the sides of *Melon Banks. 1622 MAUBE tr. Aleinan s
Gmntan (CAlf. t. (1630) 25, I call my selfe his sonne,.. since
that from that *Mellon-bed I was made legitimate by the

holy right of Matrimony. 1794 M PHAIL Cult. Cvcmnbcr
83 The seeds are sown some time about the middle of April
in a cucumber or melon bed. 1857 A. GRAY First Less.
Bot. (1866)47 I&quot;1 *Melon-Cactuses. .with their globular or
bulb-like shapes. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) II. 444
The *melon-caterpillar, Endwftis hyalinata, which occurs

throughout the greater portions of North America and
Somh America. 1826 Miss MITKORD tillage Ser. ir. 4

Lending his willing aid in waiting and entertaining.,
at pink-feasts and *melon-feasts. 1845 BROWNING Home
Thoughts, The buttercups, the little children s dower Far

brighter than this gaudy nielon-tlower! 1819 Hermit in
London III. 170 Her &quot;melon-formed head and double chin.

1793 Trans. Sec. Arts XI. 120 Over the whole, [I] placed
a large melon-frame, ia 1642 KIUJGKKW Parson s wetiti*

\\ i. (1663.) 138 One of the Watermen is gone to the
*
Mellon

Garden. 1733 MILLEK Card. Diet. (ed. 2), Melonry or
*
Melon-ground. 1774 Heroic Jtpist. to Sir \\

r
, Chambers (eel.

13)9 From his melon-ground the peasant .slave Has rudely
rush d. 1849 M. ARNOLD Strayed Reveller 24 Worms 1 the

unkind spring have gnaw d Their *melon-harvest to the
heart. 1887 HAY Brit. Fungi 99 Hygrophorus pratensis,
the .Melon-hood. 1881 TYNKAM, fcss. Floating Matter Air
173 The tubes in one of the chambers containing melon-
infusion hud become rapidly turbid. 1868 BROWNING Ring
y Bk. I. 98 A broad *nielon-leaf. 1727 S. SWITZER Pratt.

Card. ii. vii. 55 Good glasses, without which the *melon-
merchant can t effect his purpose. 1622 MAuut:tr. AleniaiCs
Guzman d^Alf n. 59, 1 am like a *Melon-mongers Knite

cutting here a slice and there a slice. 1887 G. 13. Goout:, etc.

Fisheries U. S. Sect. v. II. 309 The *melon oil of the black-

fish. 1838 Gossi. in K. Gosse L fe (1890) 136 At length we
reached the &quot;melon-patch. 1824 LouDON Encycl. Gaid, in.

i. (ed. 2) 2684 Knight s ^melon-pit, .. which may also be

applied to the culture of cucumbers. 1739 MILLKR Gard.
Diet. II. s. v. j\ft lo

t
The Papers.. may be used for covering

your* Melon-plants. iS77B.GoocK Hereshack s Husb. 11586}

63 When they grow rounde, they are .Melon-pompeons. 1840
PAXTON Bot. Diet.,

*
Melon-pumpkin, ste Cncnrbita Melo-

pepo. (&quot;1420 Pallad. on Husb, \\. 176 Now Tmelon seed too
foote atwene is sette. 1879 St. George s Hosp. ftc/&amp;gt;.lX.

261 An
incision was made into the. .tumour,, .and a quantity ofclear

fluid containing numbers of melon-seed bodies pressed out.

1890 Syd. Soc. Lex. t MeIan, seed bodies, small, white, or

brownish-looking bodies resembling melon seeds in shape.
They are found in the sheaths of tendons which have been
inflamed and in adventitious, .bursae. 1832 LINULEY Introd.
Bot. 374

*
Melon-shaped, irregularly spherical, with pro

jecting ribs ; as the stem of Cactus melocactus : a bad term.

1840 SWAINSON Malacology 100 The pre-eminently typical

volutes, or *melon-shells. 1864 GRISEBACH Flora W. Ind. 785
*Melon-thick, Mclocactns connnunis. 1731-3 MILLER Gard.
/?/&amp;lt;:/. fed. a), J/if/-(K^..*MeIon-Thistle. The whole Plant
hath a singular Appearance. 1763 M ILLS Syst. Pract. Husb.
IV. 182 The *melon vines will waste themselves by running
out in length. 1840 SWAINSON Malacology 99 The truncated
and wide-mouthed helmet-shells, among the Mnricidie, find

their prototypes in the *melon volutes. 1883 SOLON Art O.

Kng. Potter 101 The pieces upon which this fruit was intro

duced all went by the name of *melon-ware, and so were

styled also the generality of pieces mottled green and
yellow. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIlI. 391 An Anemone, whose
limbs are of the *melon-yellow colour.

II Melon- .iru Ifm). Path. [
= K. melon^ a. Gr.

apple, protuberance of the eye (Paulus

.]
A kind of exophthalmus orstaphyloma.

1676 J. COOKE Marrffiu Chirnrg. 713 If the protuberance
be.. great, tis called Staphyloina...u it thrust out more,
that it over-reaches the Eye-lid, tis called Melon, like an

Apple hanging by the Stalk. 1802 TL-RTON Med. Gloss.,

Afelon . . a protuberance of the ball ofthe eye from its socket.

1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

Melon (me-ten). Australian. Short for

PADJ^YMELON. Also attrih., in melon-hole.

1847 LF.ICHHARDT Jml. iii. 77 The shallow depressions of

the surface of the ground, which are significantly termed

by the squatters melon-holes . 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng.,
Melon. Besides its botanical use, the word is applied in

Australia to a small kangaroo, the Paddy-melon. Melon-

hole, a kind of honey-combing of the surface in the interior

plains, dangerous to horsemen, ascribed to the work of the

Paddy-melon... The name is often given to any similar

series of holes, such as are sometimes produced by the

growing of certain plants.

Melon, variant of MELLOXE Chem.

Melongena (mel^ndgf-na). Also 8 melin-

zane, 9 melangeno. [a. mod.L. melongena. It. life-

lanzana : for the history of the word see BRIN.JAL.]
The mad-apple or egg-plant, Solatium Melongena.
1775 R. CHANDLER Trav^AsiaHf.Wzs) I. 341 The garden

furnished., a species of fruit called melinzane. 1785 MARTVN
Rousseau s Bot. xvi. (1794) 202 Melongena or Mad-Apple,
is also of this genus. 1819 Banquet 91 From Iceland lichens,

and St. Kill s tomato ; From Cuba melangeno and potato.

It Meloniere. Obs. [F. melonniere y f. melon

MELON i.] A melonry.
1658 EVELYN Fr. Gard. (1675) 138 Heaped up together in

some place near your meloniere. 1718 J. LAWRENCE h rnit-g.
Kalendar 60 To see what his Servants have been doing in

other Parts of the Kitchen-Garden, Meloniere, &c.

Melonifbrm (m/ l^rnif^.im), a. Bot. [ad.
mod.L. type *melonifomn-iS) f. melon-, mehj
MELON! +forin-a : see -FORM.] Melon-shaped.
1866 Treas. Bot., Melon-shaped, Meloniform, irregularly

spherical, with projecting ribs.

Meloiiist (me-lonist). [f. MELON 1 + -IST.]

One who cultivates melons.

MELO-TRAGEDY.
1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 901 Concerning his way of ordering

Melons; now communicated in English for the satisfaction
of several curious Melonists in England. 1727 S. SWITZER
Pract. Gard. n. vi. 49 At their first coming into England,
there were but two kinds that our melonists. .took notice of.

Melonite (me lonaiO. Min. [Named by
F. A. Genth in 1868 after the Melonese mine,
Calaveras Co., Cal., its locality.] Nickel telluride,
of a reddish -white colour.
1868 GENTH in Amer. Jrnl. Set. Ser. ir. XLV. 113 Melo-

nite, a new mineral, Nij Te3 ?, hexagonal.

Melonry (me-hnri;. [f. MELON I + -KY.] A
place for the cultivation of melons.
1727 S. SWITZKR (title) Practical Kitchen Gardiner, or

System for Employment in the Melonry, KitJieu Garden,
and Potagery. 1824 LOI-DON- Enc\cl. Gard. (ed. aj 2479
The situation of the melonry is generally in the slip.

v Melo pepon. Qbs. [ad. L. mclopepon-em,
PepO) a. Gr. /^T/\OTr7ra;^, f. //^Ao-f apple + ninar a
kind of gourd l^orig. ,nn ellipt. use of iritrtav ripe).
In the quots. melopepones may be the Latin plural.]A kind of melon.
1555 EDEN Decades $\ An other frute. .In tendernes equal

to melopepones. 1705 BKYKRI.KY Hist. Virginia iv. 117^.-)

124 1 heir Macocks ai e a sort of Melopepones, or lesser sort
of Pompion. 1727 BAM.I-.Y vul. II, Melojiepon.

Meloplione (me l(7f^an). [f.
Gr. /^ \o-s song,

music +
&amp;lt;fxuvrj sound.] a. =

inelophonic guitar.
b. A kind of accordion.

1859 WRAXAI.L tr. R. Houdin xii. 169 The melophone, a

species of accordion recently invented. 1879 A. J. HITKINS
in Grove Diet. Mns. I. 667 The only maker of melophunes
in 1855. 1883 ///(/. 111-97 Kegondi..on the former of these
tour&amp;gt; [in 1841]. .played both the guitar and the melophone
(whatever that may have been).

Melophonic (mclof^-nik), (7. [Formed as prec.
+ -ic.] a. In melophonic guitar (see qnot. 1842,1.
b. Used,app. with the sense musical

,
in the title

of a society founded in 1^37 (see quot. iSSo).
1842 Mcch. Mag. XXXVII. 160 The Melophonic Guitar,

i:i the very apprujiriate name of a new instrument which was
introduced to the musical public, a few days ago, by the in

ventor, M. Harelh. 1880 MACKKSON in Gro\e Diet. MHS.
II. 252 The Melophonic Society, established 1837, fur the

practice of the most classical specimens of choral and other

music,
1

by band and choir.

Meloph.onist(me l(?ff?unist). rare 1

, [Formed
as prec. -t- -IST.] A melodist.

1847 THACKERAY Dinner in (he City iii. NVK. iByS VI.

560 Here, as in the case of the Hebrew melophonibts,
I would insinuate no wrong thought.

Melopiano (metopise ne). [f. Or. / xo-s song,

melody + PIANO.] (See quots.;
1876 STAINEK & UARRETT Diet. Mm. Terms, Melopiano,

an invention by which sustained sounds can be produced on
a pianoforte. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. II.

252 Melopiano, a grand piano with a sostinente attachment,
the invention of Signer Caldera.

Meloplast (me l^plsest). [a. F. Dicloplastc, f.

Gr. /Ao-s song, music + TTACUTTTJS moulder, f. -nXaa-

actv to mould.] (See quot.)
1820 Ann. Reg: n. 1365 M. Galin..has lately introduced

a new instrument for teaching music, called the incloplast.
M. Galin s ingenious method consists in making his pupils
sing from a stave, without either clefs or notes, according to

the movements of a portable rod.

Meloplasty (me bplrcsti). Surg. [f. Gr.

firj\o-v apple, in late Gr. used poet, for cheek
*

(perh. through influence of the L. mala] + -TrXaffros

moulded + -Y.] The operation of restoring a cheek

which has been injured or destroyed by grafting
new tissue. Hence Melopla stic, of or pertaining
to meloplasty (DungHson Med. Lex. 1857).
1883 HOLMES & HL-LKK.S&amp;gt;S/. Sitrg. (ed. 3) III. 681 Plastic

Operations on the Cheek (Meloplasty).

II Melopoeia (mebpr-ia). Antiq* [a. Gr. //Xo-
TTOUO, f. /iAo7ro(oy maker of songs, f. ^cAo-s song -H

trof-, voietv to make.] The art of composing me
lodies ; the part ofdramatic art concerned with music.

1759 SIR F. H. E. STILES in Phil. Trans. LI. 698 By this

school harmonic was divided into these seven parts ; i. of

sounds. .7. of melopoeia. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mas. I. v. 65
Of Melopceia. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 51 This part
of a drama, called the jnehpceia t is ranged by Aristotle on
a level with the diction.

t Melote. Obs. Also 6 melotte. [ad. L.

melota^ melote, a. Gr. ^IJ\OJTTJ sheepskin.] A gar
ment made of skins, worn by monks.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495)1. xxxvi. 3711/2

Nexte his flesshe he ware the hayrej and ther upon a

vestement of hayre namyd Melote. Ibid. n. 196 b/ 2 He
asked of them where theyr melotes were; that is to saye

theyr habytes made of skynnes that they were wont to be

clothed withall. a 1529 SKKLTON Col. Ctoute 866 Some
walke aboute in melottes [cf. Vulg. Hebr. xi. 37 eircuicmnt
in melotis], In gray russet and heery cotes.

Melo-tra gedy. rare. [f. Gr. /tcAo-s song +

TRAGEDY.] A tragedy in which songs occur ;
an

operatic tragedy.
Alfieri called his play of Abel a tramelogedia *, Inserting

melo- in the middle of tragedia^ to express the intimate

mixture of the lyric and dramatic element in the piece.

1818 HOBHOUSE Hist. Illustr. Ch. Har. etc. (ed. 2) 402 He
f Alfieri] composed a sort of drama, altogether new, which

he called a melo-tragedy. 1905 We&tm, Gaz. 7 Mar, 2/3

Michael Faraday, according to tradition, would leave his

investigations at the sound of the pan-pipes and see the

melo-tragedy [Punch and Judy] once more.
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MELOTROFK 324 MELT.

Hence Mlotra-glc a.

1872 C. KING Mountain. Sierra Ncv. ix. 193 Nothing more
effectually banishes a melotragic state of mind, than the
obtrusive ugliness, .of this plant.

Melotrope (me lotr^up). [f. Gr. /AO-S song,

melody + T/JOTrij turning.] A piano fitted with a

mechanical device for automatically reproducing a

piece of music by means of a melograph stencil.

1888 Sci. American 15 Dec. 376/3 The melotrope is merely
mechanical in its operation, and is intended, as far as pos
sible, to imitate the motion of the fingers in playing upon
the keys of the instrument.

Melotto, Meloun(e, obs. ff. MULATTO, MELON.
Melow(e ) Melowe,obs.ff.MEALJ#.1

,
MELLOW a.

t Mel-pell, adv. Obs. [a. OF. mette pelle,
inversion tfpellt~mclle\

= PELL-MELL.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vnr. ix. 5 Theodosius..slew

mel-pell both guilty and innocent, to the number of 7000.

t MeljX) menish, a. Obs. [f. Melpomene^ the

Muse who presided over tragedy + -ISH.] Tragic.
1801 SURR Splendid Misery II. 170 Why so melpomonish,

Julia?

t Melrose. Obs. [ad. pharmaceut. L. mel
rosx honey of the rose.] A preparation composed
of powdered rose-leaves with honey and alcohol.

1790 FORDYCE On Muriatic Acid 8 What I used was a
mixture of mel-rose with sixteen drops of the muriatic acid.

Melsh, nielch (melf), &amp;lt;?. Now dial. Also

4 melsch, 5 melissche. [Perh. repr. OE. mtfsc,

mylsCy *mielisc mellow (in melsc seppla, mellow

apples), ?cogn.w. Goth. (ga)malwjan to crush. The
OE. word seems to have been confused with milisc

honeyed, cogn, w. Goth, milip honey. Cf. MULSH.]
Mellow, soft, tender. Of weather : Mild and soft*.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. XVH. cxvt. (1495) 679
In grounde that is melch and sondy \MS. Bodl. E. Mas.
melissche, L. hi terra leni sabulosa]. 1737 J. BROADHEAD
in .V.

&amp;lt;y Q. 8th Ser. (1895) VI 1, 405/1 Very fine melch weather.

1874 E. WAUGH Chimney Corner (1879) 113 Nice melch mak
o a mornin .

Comb. 1647 TRAPP Comnt. Tit. \. 13 A metaphor from

Chyrurgeons, who must not be melch-hearted,saith Cekus,
but pare away the dead flesh. 1782 ELIZ. BLOWER Geo. Bate-
man II. in Dad

, (said the glassman .. pulling out his

pocket-handkei chief) I didn t used to be so melch-hearted.

Hence f Melshhead, -hood, ripeness.
a 1325 Prose Psalter cxviii. [cxix.J 147 Ich com forbe in

melshede \v.r. melschhode, Vulg. /narrow i in maturitate\.

t Melt, sbl Obs. [Fr., a. Mexican metI.}
=

MAGUEY.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. i. i. Eden 606 There mounts

the Melt [Fr. La sc fonsse le Melt} which serves in Mexico
For weapon, wood, needle, and threed (to sowe).

t Melt, sb? Obs. (See quot.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 177/1 Melt of Sheep, an

abundance of Blood which must betaken from them.

Melt (melt), jj.3 [f. MELT v?\
1. Phr. On the mett ; in the process of melting.
1897 BLACKMORE in Blatkw. Mag. Sept. 362 The rush of

two streams into one another, both being buxom with snow
on the melt.

2. Metal or other substance in a melted condition.

i&& Phannac. Jrnl. XIII. 432 The melt obtained in the
manufacture of Ferrocyanide of Potassium. 1868 WHITMAN
To Working Men 6 Iron works.. men around feeling the
melt with huge crowbars. 1886 E. KNECHT tr. Benedikt s

Coal-tar Colours 216 Melting with caustic acid.. .The melt
is then allowed to cool.

3. A quantity of metal melted at one operation.
1886 Rep. Sec. o_f7&quot;reasury 175 (Cent.) 12,867 melts of ingots

were made for coinage during the year. 1890 HIORNS Mixed
Metals 309 The 75,000 ounces of gold were divided into 14
melts of 5,400 ounces each, and each melt separately

toughened. 1904 Internat. Libr. Technol.^Specif.^\ Melt,
a charge of metal placed in a cupola or pot for melting. The
product of such a charge is also called a melt.

4. The quantity melted within a certain period.
1903 Daily Rec.

&amp;lt;V

Mail 28 Dec. 2/3 The melt of this class

of iron, especially in Scotland, has been exceptionally heavy.

Melt (melt), z;.l Pa. t. melted. Pa. pple.

melted, molten. Forms: i melt-, mielt-, milt-,

myltan, 2-3 mealten, melten, 3 i-multen,
Orm. melltenn, 3-6 raeltej4raeelte,4-5malt(e,
4-6 mylt(e, (5 molte, multe, 6 mealt, moult),
4- melt. Pa. t. \ mealt (//. multon), (se)melt3,
3-5 malt(e, 4 meltit, moltid, 5 meltid, 5-6
molte, 6 moulte, molted, 6- melted. Pa. pple. i

semolten, semylted, 3 imealt, imelte, imolte, 4
meltid(e, meltyn, moltid, multen, mylt, 4-5
moltyn(e, 4-6 molte, 5 molton, moltynnyd,
multyn, 5-7 melt, 6 melten, molted, arch.

ymolt, 5-7 molt, moult, 7 moulten, 8 arch.

ymolteu, 4- molten, 6- melted. [Originally
two distinct vbs. : (i) the intransitive strong
vb. OE. meltan (pa. t. mealt, pi. multon

t pa.

ppl. gtmoltcn) ; (2) the weak vb. (causative of
the former) OE. mieltan^ myltan (: prehistoric
*mealtjan^*maltjaii] corresponding to ON. meha
to digest, to malt (grain), Goth. *maltjan to dis

solve, whence gamalteins vbl. sb., dissolution

(transl. of avakvats 2 Tim. iv. 6). In OK. the

strong vb. was always intransitive
;
the weak vb.

was normally transitive, but sometimes intransi

tive. In ME. the strong and weak inflexions were

used indiscriminately, the former becoming gradu
ally less frequent. In the i6th c. the strong pa. t.

(in the form molte,, from the analogy of the pa.

pple.) was used poet, by a few writers, but was not

generally current. The strong pa. pple. is now only

poet, and rhetorical exc. as adj. (see MOLTEN
///. a.\ and even in that use is merely literary.
The root OTeut. *melt~ (: malt- : wult-}, whence also MALT

sb.t represents an Indogerm. *weld~ (: mold- : mid-), whence
Gr. n.f\Seiv to melt, Skr. mrdu soft, L. mollis. It is prob.
a variant of OTeut. smelt- (: Indogerm.

*
sineId-} : see

SMELT v.]

I. Intransitive senses.

1. To become liquefied by heat. To melt away :

be destroyed or wasted by being melted.

Bc&ivtilfytii Ne seel aneshw;et meltan mid bam modigan.
,
a 900 O. E. Martyrol. g Mar. 38 pa. on niht com leoht of
heofonum swa hat swa sunne bio on sumera, ond baet is

gemelte, ond baet water wearS wearm. c 1000 Ags. Ps.

(Th.) Ivii. 7 Swa weax melted, a 1225 Juliana 20 His mod
feng to heaten ant his mean to melten [Bodl. MS. mealten].
c 1290 St. Christopher 200 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 277 po he was
i-Ieid bar-on, As wex bat gredile malt awei. 1382 WYCLIF
Exod. xvi. 21 Whanne the sunne bigan to heet, it moltid

[1530 TISDALE, it moulte]. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
VII. 355 Whanne |?at frost gan to bawe and to melte [r.rr.

multe, molte, mylte]. c 1450 Tivo Cookery-bks. 86 Take
faire grece-.and sette ouer be fyre til hit mylte. ^1460
Launfal 740 Hyt malt as snow ayens the sunne. 1575
GASCOIGSE J-&quot;ntiis of IVarrc xlvih, Flowers 123 Whose

1

greace hath molt all caffed as it was. 1617 MORVSON Itin.
i. 206 When the snow melts from the Mountaines. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. Metals, When the copper and
arsenic are mixed, the tin is to be put in

; this soon melts.
1860 TYNUAI.L C,lac. \\. iii. 241 Ice before it melts attains a

temperature of 30 Fahr.

b. In jocular hyperbole: To perspire excessively,
to suffer extreme heat.

1787 COLMAN Inkh (^ Yarico in, i, A. .black boar, .came

j

down the hill in a jog trot ! My master melted as fast as
i
a pot of pomatum. 1820 KEATS Lett., to Miss F. Braivne

\

Mar. (1895) 476, I have no need of an enchanted wax figure
i to duplicate me, for I am melting in my proper person before
I the fire.

2. To become disintegrated, liquefied, or softened,

e.g. by the agency of moisture; to be dissolved.

To melt in the mouth : said of articles of food that

i

are extremely tender, f In OE. of food : To be

j
digested.
a 1000 l- oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 235/33 Fatixit% . .dissoluitur,

\ ..mylt. ciooo Sa.r. Leechd. II. 196 Late mylt hry]&amp;gt;eres

fla^sc. 1523 FITZHER& faf& i6Theclotteskepe the wheate
warmeaU wynter, and at Marche they wyll melte and breake,
and fal in manye small peces. 1693 EVELYN De La Quint.

| Cornel. Gard.) Melons i [Melons] which be. .dry, yet melt

ing in the Mouth. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C. iv.

19 Can she make your real flecky paste, as melts in your
mouth and lies all up like a puff?

t b. Of the body : To undergo corruption, to

waste away. Obs.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 76/1(^8 A slou^ feuere. .made is bodi

to melte a-wei. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. \\\. Ixvi.

(1495) 283 He that is bytten of a Cokatryce meltyth and
swellyth and castyth venym and deyeth sodaynly.

c. Of clouds, vapour: To dissolve, be evaporated
or dispersed ;

to break or dissolve into rain.

13. . Gaiv,
&amp;lt;5~

Gr. Kut. 2080 Mist muged on be mor, malt on
t&amp;gt;e

mount ez. 1604 E. G[RIMSTOSE] D Atostas Hist. Indies
n. vii. 98 A great ahoundance of vapours from the Earth and
Ocean .. melt into water. 1814 BYRON Lara n. i,

The
vapours round the mountains curl d Melt into morn, and
Light awakes the world. 1860 TYNDALI. Glac. i. xiv. 96
The dense clouds which had crammed the gorge, .melted
away. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle xxiv, The clouds had melted
into a small and chilling rain.

d. To vanish, disappear.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. iii. 37 With shriekes She

melted into Ayre. 1611 Cymb. i. iii. 20, I would haue. .

followed him, till he had melted from The smalnesse of a
Gnat, to ay re. 1853 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C. xiv. 123
When caught, she melted from them again like a summer
cloud.

3. Ofa person, his soul or * heart
, feelings, etc.

t a. To be overwhelmed with dismay or grief.
The idiom is app, native, though the examples in the

versions of the Bible are literal translations from the Hebrew.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixx. 8 ponne me maejen and mod

mylte on hreore, ne forhtt hu me, lifiende God. c 1350 11 ill.

Palerne 434, & sej&amp;gt;be sike i & sing samen to-gedere, & melt

nel^h for mournyng & moche ioie make, . a 1366 CHAUCER
Rom. Rose 276 She is in so greet turment. .whan folk doth
good, That nigh she melteth for pure wood, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxxviii. (Adrian) 470 pat his hart for dred suld melt.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 75 My herte for wo molte.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ps. cxix. 28 My soule melteth [1535
COVERDALE, melteth away] for heauines. i6iz BlBLB/tt*.
ii. ii Our hearts did melt.

b. To become softened by compassion, or love
;

to yield to entreaty; to
(

dissolve in or into tears.
c 1200 Vicestf Virtues 145 pat hie mihte nexxin and mealten

,

and ut-sanden sume tear, a 1225 Ancr. R. no pet on was
j

his moderes wop, & be oSres Maries, bxt fleoweden &
melten al of teares. 13. . Cristcne-mon ^ Jeiv^j (Vern. MS.)
pe cristen mon mildelygon malt, c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns
iv. 339(367)TroyIus, bat felte His frend Pandare y-comen
hym to se Gan as be snow a-yen be sonnc melte. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 71 Harde is the heart
that no love hath felt Nor for to love wyl than encline and
melt. K06SACICVlLLS/Jufoc/. Ixxviii. in Mirr. Mag. H iv b,

My hart_so molte
_to

see his griefe so great. 1590 SPENSER
f. Q. i. ii. 22 Melting in teares, then gan shee thus lament,

j

1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 47 My heart hath melted at a Ladies I

teares. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 163 Look homeward Angel \

now, and melt with ruth. 1647 SPBIGGE Anglia. Redtv. IL ii.

(1854) 80 And the governor so far melted as to send forth
Tom Elliot in haste. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 104 F 7 She
melted into a Flood of Tears. 1857 READE Course True
Love 178 His resolve melted at this. 1862 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. xiv. viii. (1872) V. 249 Each had his own causes of regret,
and each melted into tears. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men.
I. in. 341 At sight of the dusty., urchins, his heart evidently
melted.

c. To melt away : To be ( dissolved
*

in ecstasy.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 159 F 2 (Vis. Mirza), My Heart

melted away in secret Raptures. 1746 COLLINS Ode to Pity
vii, There let me oft, retir d by day In dreams of passion
melt away. 01761 CAWTHORN Poems (1771) 58 How weak
fair faith and virtue prove When Eloisa melts away in love !

4. To waste away, become gradually smaller;
to dwindle. Now chiefly with away, f Occas. of

a swelling, to melt down.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 Herdeliche ileueS J?et al be deofles

strencoe melted buruh be grace of
]&amp;gt;e

holi sacrament, a 1225
S. Marker. 6 pi mihte schal unmuchelin ant melten to riht

noht. 1250 Pro-c. JElfred 385 in O. E. Misc. 126 And
vyches cunnes madmes to mixe schulen i-Multen. a 1400
Sf. Erkenivolde 158 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 269 He
has not layne here so longe, to loke hit by kynde, To malte
so out of memorie. (1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. evil, ix,

Their might doth melt, their courage dies. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. fy CL in. xiiL 90 Authority melts from me of late.

1629 MILTON Hymn Natiy. 138 Leprous sin will melt from

earthly mould, And Hell it self will pass away. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1677) 166 His huge Army melted away,
and quickly became less numerous. 1762 R. Guv Pract. Qos.
Cancers 156 By Degrees the hard Tumour entirely melted
down. 1794 BUHKE Corr. (1844) IV. 213 The body of his

party is melting away very fast. 1818 BYRON Ch, Har. iv.

xii, Nations melt From power s high pinnacle, when they
have felt The sunshine for a while. 1855 MACAU LAV Hist.

Eng. xiii. III. 377 The host which bad been the terror of
Scotland melted fast away. 1860 READE Cloister $ H.

I

Ixxviii. (1896) 223 While her heart was troubled, her money
|

was melting. 1891 Leeds Mercnry 27 Apr. 5/2 There was
a surplus of fifty-seven million dollars when President Har
rison took office, and it has all melted away. 1897 AllbutCs

i Syst. Med. II. 279 Tumours in muscle, which will wholly
melt away under the influence of iodide of potassium, are

j

sometimes [etc.].

b. slang. Of money : To be spent on drink.

i (Cf.i 3.)

1765 FOOTE Commissary \. i, Give him the sixpence ;

there, there, lay it out as you will. Coachm. It will be to

your health, mistress ; it shall melt at the Meuse, before 1

! go home.

5. To filter in, become absorbed into. Alsoyf^
1

.

13. . E. E.AlIit. P. B. 1566, & make be mater to malt my
mynde wyth-inne. 1590 SPENSER F\ Q. i. ix. 31 His subtile

long like dropping honny mealt h Into the heart, and
searcheth every vaine. 1776 GIBBON Duel, fy F. ii. I. 40 It

was by such institutions that the nations of the empire in

sensibly melted away into the Roman name and people.
1821 SHELLEY Epipsych, no Like fiery dews that melt Into
the bosom of a frozen bud.

6. Of sound : To be soft and liquid,
1626, etc. [see MELTING///, a. i c]. 1713 YOUNG Force

Rclig. i, She clasps her lord, brave, beautiful, and young.
While tender accents melt upon her tongue. 1792 S. ROGERS
Picas. Mem. n. 38 With rapt ear drink the enchanting
serenade, And as it melts along the moonlight-glade [etc.],

7. To pass by imperceptible degrees into some

thing else.

1781 COWPER Retirement 424 Downs. .That melt and fade

into the distant sky. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch. Bk.
t Rip

Van Winkle F2 Where the blue tints of the upland melt

away into the fresh green of the nearer landscape. 1865
J. THOMSON Sunday up River HI. ii, The vague vast grey
Melts into a^ure dim on high,

II. Transitive senses.

8. To reduce to a liquid condition by heat.
a 1000 Elene 1311 (Gr.) Gold..burh ofnes

fyr
call Xecl^n-

sod amered & semylted. c \wxtSax. Leechd. I. 366 Nim Icon

Silynde
& heortes mearr; mylt & Xemeng tosomne. c 1200

KM IN 17415, & badd he shollde melltenn brass &geten himm
aneddre. a 1225 Ancr.R. 284 pe calizwas imelt i&amp;lt;5e fure&
stroncliche iwelled. c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIits v. 10 The
goldtressed Phebus heighe on lofte Thries hadde al with his

bemes clere The snowes molte. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx.

(Blasins) 237 pe presydent with fellone will gert melt leyd in

fusione. 1:1384 CHAUCER H. Fame ii. 414 Nyse ykarus,
That fleegh so high that the hete Hys wynge malte.

c 1425 WYNTOUN CfWM.lv.xxL 1895 All themetall moltynnyd
than In tyll a qwerne togydder ran. 1444 Rolls of Parlt.
V. 109/1 That no white money.. be broke nor molte for the

cause above said. 1474 CAXTON Recnyell (ed. Somtner) 18

Saturne. .malte and fyned gold and metalles. 1562 G.
CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 267 Rather than I wold..em-
besell or deceyve hyme of a niyght, I wold it ware molt
and put in my mouthe. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus^ Aurum
../iisilc, that may be molted. 1590 SPENSER / . Q. in. xi.

25 As a thonder-bolt. .doth displace The soring clouds into

sad showres ymolt. 1593 B. BARNES Parthenophil (Arb.)

Sonn. xliv, Whose might all metals mass asunder moults !

1614 Sco. Venus (1876) 35 Or had the bed bene burnt with
wilde fire all, And thereby moult the heauens golden frame.

1647 H. MORE Poems Notes 362 note, Ice.. once melt by
the warmth of the Sunne it becomes one with the rest of the

Sea. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 562 One who.. two inassie

clods of Iron and Brass Had melted. 1681 HICKERINGJLL
Black Non-Con/. Postscr., Wks. 1716 II. 171 Go, then, you
subtile Persecutors! fret, and be molt in your

own fat.

a 1756 MRS. HAYWOOD Aeiv Present (i-jji) 43 1 iH *ne gutter
is all melted. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) I, i. 5 A
sun or planet once molten, would continue for ever molten.

1874 TAIT Rec. A dv. Phys. Sci. (1876) 45 Davy showed . . that

the mere rubbing together by proper mechanical force of

two pieces of ice was sufficient to melt the surface of each.

absoL 1535 COVERDALE Jer. vi. 29 The melter [1611

founder] melteth in vayuc. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Afin. iv. ix.

304, I conclude it better to melt with Coals, than with Moll.
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t b. To melt and refashion into
; also, to form

(an image, etc.) out of molten material. 06s.
c 1440 AlphabetofPales 273 He prayed (?at all his tresurs,

J&amp;gt;at
war of grete valow, mott be molten in-to a grete mace.

1560 BIBLK (Genev.) Isa. xl. 19 The workeman melteth an
image. 1573 CARTWRIGHT Reply to Whitgift 28 The Jewes
when they molted a golden calfe..did neuer thinke that to
he God. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 113/1 A brasen image
by maruelous art melted and cast. 1582 G. MARTIN Alatiif.

Corrupt. Script, iii. 56 Behold Kunomius, how he molted
and cast a false image, and bowed down to that which he
had molten. l6u BIBLE Isa. xl. 19.

c. Withadvs. To melt away, to remove, destroy,
or waste by melting. To melt down : to melt (coin,

plate, or other manufactured articles) in order that

the metal may be used as raw material. Hence

(jocularly), to convert (property) into cash. Also,
less frequently, to melt up. To melt in : to melt

(a substance) so that it becomes an ingredient of a
mixture.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (Justin) 394 He sonnere but

delay meltit [jane wax in fyre away, c 1384 CHAUCER //.

Fiunc m. 59 Thoo gan I in myn herte cast, That they were
molte awey with hete, And not awey with stormes bete.

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. 11. iv. (1821) 267 Meet to be
moulten downeand brought into her majesties mint, a 1704
T. BROWN Sat. Fr, A^V/g-Wks. 1730 1. 60 Old lerom s volumes
next I made a rape on, And melted down that father
for a capon. 1721 BERKELEY Prev. Ruin (it. Brit. Wks,
1871 III. 202 A private family in difficult circumstances,.,
ought to melt down their plate. 1868 JOVNSON Metals 115
The solder is then, .melted in, either with a blow-pipe or
by being placed in a charcoal fire. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE
Mod. Par. Churches 226 How many bronzes have been
melted down to make guns. 1888 J. A. SI ARVEL-BAYLY in
A ntiquary Dec. 238 Church bells shared the general fate
of other church-furniture, and hundreds were sold and
melted up.

d. in jocular hyperbole.
1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 40 While Cant. Mosely took

a little breath, who was almost melted with labouring, com
manding, and leading his men.
9. To dissolve, make a solution of. f Also, in

OE., to digest.
^897 K. ^ELFRED Gregory s Past. C. xxxvi. 259 Sua sua

sio warab semielt 3one mete, c 1430 Liber Cocorum (1862)
6 Malt hit [sc. salt] in bryne. 1610 BARROUGH Metfi.
Physick vn. v. (1639) 388 A Syrupe is of medicines a juyce
with Sugar or Hony molten therin. 1707 Curios, in Hnsb.
f; Card. 136 Nitre melted in Water. .mixes itself with the
Water. 1803 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 1012 This
re-union, or in the dairy phrase, melting the cream, is pro
bably the best method practised.

t b. To disintegrate, loosen (soil). Obs.
1615 W. LAWSON Country Honsew. Card. (1626) 3 The

soile is made better by deluing, and other ineanes, being
well melted. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 21 If the
Feeders be of any considerable Quantity, it will melt, or
dissolve the Earth.

10. To disperse, cause to disappear. Also with

away.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24470 J&amp;gt;i

saul es molten [Gott. multen] al
to ded. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev, i. v, Comfort s a
parasite, a flattering Jack : And melts resolv d despaiie.
1820 SHELLEY Sensitive Plant in. 73 [77] At night they [the
vapours] were darkness no star could melt. 1865 PARKMAN
Huguenots i. (1875) 8 Cold, disease, famine, thirst, and the
fury of the waves, melted them away.
11. To soften or make tender ; to touch the

feelings of (a person), f To melt down : to subdue
by softening.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 226 panne flaumbeth he as

fyre on fader & on films, And melteth her my3te in-to mercy.
a 1400 Octouian 249 With that anoon hys herte was mylt.
434 MISYN Mending Life xii. 129 Many truly ar multyn in
tens & aftirwarde has turnyd to yll. 1608 SHAKS. Per. iv.

i. 7 Nor let pittie..melt thee, but be a souldier to thy
purpose. 1668 R. STEELE Husbandman s Calling x. (1672)
251 You would be melted into submission, not forced : do
you the like to them, melt them rather than force them.
a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) vn. vii. 153 Nothing could have
been spoke more gently, and yet more forcibly, to melt
him down into a penitential sorrow for, and an abhorrence
of those two foul deviations from the law of God. 1738
WESLEY Hymns, Infinite Poiuer, Eternal Lord vii, Melt
down my Will, and let it flow, And take the Mould divine.
1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. viii, Till clustering round
th enchanter false they hung, Ymolten with his syren me
lody. 1847 TENNYSON Princess vi. 103 Her noble heart
was molten in her breast. 1849 MACAULAY//;I&amp;lt;. Eng. iv. I.

434 His solemn and pathetic exhortation awed and melted
the bystanders to such a degree that [etc.]. 1891 HAN.
LYNCH G. Meredith 88 Rhoda, melted to him, calls her
sister down to happiness.
absol. 1818 BUSBY Gram. Mns. 483 A manly, yet tender

quality of tone, . . which melts and cheers at the same
moment.

b. To melt away : to dissolve into ecstasies .

c Ijzo R. BRUNNE Medit. loot Now certes my soule ys
melted awey. 1713 ADDISON Cato I. iv. n Alas, thy Story
melts away my Soul.

f!2. To weaken, enervate. Also, to melt down.
599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 321 Manhood is melted into

cutsies, valour into complement. 1607 Timonn. iii. 256
ihou would st haue.. melted downe thy youth In different

i*-o 1 1-1. nvttfttijjiuefiii:rHi,,.Doin 01 nis ismpire ana
life, a

1704 T. BROWN Pel-sins Sal. i. Prol., Nor Virgils
S
i
e
o maJ est ck lines Melted into enervate Rhimes.

13. a. To spend, squander (money). Chiefly
slang (spec., with notion of sense 9, to spend on
dnnk); also f to melt away. b. slang. To cash
(a cheque or bank-note).

325

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crews.v., Willyou Melt a Bord ?

Will you spend your Shilling? 1705 PENN in Pa. Hist.
Soc, Mem. X. 71 The vast sum of money I have melted
away here in London to hinder much mischief against us
1756 TOLDERVY Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 45 They had the
ambition.. to melt it [a crown] at Ashley s punch-house
upon Ludgate-Hill. 1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising Suit
I. 134 If Moses [money-lender] does not come soon, all the
money will be melted before he brings it. 1868 READE &
BOUCICAULT Foul riay Hi, I had him arrested before he
had time to melt the notes. 1897 Daily News 5 Oct. 3/5
Another of the ioo/. notes was, according to the prisoner s

expression, melted (i. e. cashed).

14. To blend into one mass of colour, etc.

1778 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. viii. (1876) 456 This effect is

produced by melting and losing the shadows in a ground
still darker. 1823 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Mt. Blanc 23 The
glassy pinnacles of the. .Alps,., melting their outlines in
the softer tints of evening. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun
(1879) II. iv.^g The words. .being softened and molten
..into the. .richness of the voice that sung them. 1872
BLACK Adi , rhaeton xvii, A grey mist., melted whole
mountains into a soft dull grey. 1900 JULIA WEDGWOOD in

Conttmp, Rev. Mar. 336 In him there was a strong revolu
tionary element, and it is difficult in looking back not to
melt it in with the other revolutionary manifestations of
the time.

15. [^ON. metta.] To make
(malt&amp;gt;;

to prepare
(barley) for fermentation. Obs.zw.dial. (Yorks.):
see E.D.D.
1615 MAKKHAM Eng. Homciv. n. vii. (1668) 169 The Art

of making, or (as some term it) melting of Malt.

Melt, z&amp;gt;.

2 Sc. ? Ohs. trans. To knock down
;

properly by a stroke in the side, where the melt or

spleen lies (Jam.).
ft 1585 POLWART Flyting 10. Montgowcrie 762 Skade

scald, ouerbald ! soone fald, or I melt thee. 1785 FORBKS
Ulysses Answ. in Poems Bitchan Dial. 36 But I can.,
melt them ere they wit ; An syne fan they re dung out o
breath They hae na maughts to hit.

Melt, obs. and dial, variant of MILT sb.

Meltable(me*ltab l),fl. [f. MELT z/.i + -ABLE.]
Capable of being melted, in senses of the vb.
1610 \V. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. ii. 3 These are

either Liquable or Not- Meltable. ai66i FULLER Worthies
(1840) HI. 52 It is the most impure of metals, hardly melt
able. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tour xxix. 176
Money s like snow, ..a very meltable article.

Hence Meltabi lity rare,capacity of being melted.
1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. iv. vii, The brittleness and melt-

ability of wax.

Meltaith, Sc. variant of MEALTIDE.
Melte, obs. form of MILT sb.

Melted (me-lted),///. a.
[f. MELT z;. 1 + -ED !

.]

In senses of the verb.

1. That has been liquefied by heat. (Cf. MOLTEN.)
Melted butter \ see BUTTER I. id.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. I- , in. v. 50 Rush on his Hoast, as doth

the melted Snow Vpon the Valleyes. 1660 F. BROOKE tr.

Le Blanc s Trav. 366 The chaldron full of rich melted
mettle. ifH^TRYON Way to Health 302 All kind of melted
Butter and fryed Foods.. are hurtful to the Health of all

People. 1797 tr. C. De Masseurs Treat. Art Paint. 44
This melted glass in Enamel, produces the same effect,
that oils, gums or glues produce in the other processes of

Painting. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set.
&amp;lt;$

Art I. 5

Upon the surface of melted lead. 1861 FAIRBAIRN Iron
159 The silicium thus formed alloying the steel, gives that

quietness and freedom from boiling known in the trade as
dead melted

1

. 1870 J. H. FKISWELL Mod. Men ofLett.
iii. 65 A spectacle to gods and men in these melted-butter

days.

t 2. Of corn : That has sprouted in harvesting.
1799 Hull Advertiser 26 Oct. 3/2 Every bushel of melted

wheat.

f 3. Dissolved
*

in emotion. Obs.
1628 Brittaitt s Ida vi. 9 Bathing in liquid ioyes his melted

sprite.

Hence Meltedness. rare.

1832 J. D. MACLAREN in Mem. (1861) 78 There would be

only more meltedness of heart.

Melteithe, variant of MEALTIDE.

Melter (me-ltsi). [f. MELT vl + -EB *.]

1. One who or that which melts, in various senses

of the vb.

1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 8 i The said Melter, Myngler or
!

Corrupter,. .shall forfeyte [etc.], c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE
Ps. CXLVII. vi, Abroad the southern wind, his melter goes.
c 1620 FLETCHER & MASS. False One n. iii, Thou melter of

strong mindes, dar st thou presume To smother all his tri-

umphes with thy vanityes ? 1695 LOCKE Short Observ.
Pr. Paper 19 The melter of our mill d money, a 1764
LLOYD On Rhyme Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 123 The, .charming
melter ofhis purse. 1824-9 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846
I. 204, I keep both out of the crucible and out of the aqua !

regia t another great melter and transmuter. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. I. xvii. 201 One of our deck-watch, who had
been cutting ice for the melter;

2. spec. One whose trade or office it is to melt
metals or other substances ; esp. a workman so

employed inafactory or in the Mint; also, formerly,

fthe designation of an officer of the Exchequer.
1535 COVERDALE Jer. vi. 29 The leade is consumed, the

melter melteth in vayne. 1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

556 All Meltaris, Forgearis, and Prentaris within the said

cunyehous. 1670 PETTUS Fading Reg. 41 Then the Mel-

ters, that melt the Bullion before it come to the Coining.
1697 LUTTRELL BriefRet. (1857) IV. 191 Then they heard
the accusation against major Barton, the chief melter of
York mint. 1708 MADOX tr. Dial, de Scacc. i. lit. 4 b, The
under exchequer . . has . . two officers, . . one who presides |

over the examinations, and the melter. . . The melter also
,

MELTING.
examines the silver. 1883 P. L. SIM.MONDS Vsef. Anim
Melter, a tallow chandler. 1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop
Rec. Ser. in. 254/1 The foreman may have various reasons
for wanting his melter to make all these changes.
3. A small furnace or melting-pot.
1883 HALDANE Workshop Rec. Ser. n. 103 An improved

form of melter. .consists of a small furnace [etc.],
4. A variety of the peach in which the flesh parts

freely from the stone when ripe ;
= FKEE-STONE *.

1766 Complete Farmer s.v. Peach-tree, The nivette ; this
is a melter, and ripens in September. 1840 Penny C\ cl
XVI I. 347 . 1866 [see CLINGSTONE].

Melter, obs. form of MII.TEE.

Meltet^h, meltid, Sc. variants of MEALTIDE.

Melting (me-ltirjl, vbl. sb.
[f. MELT

z&amp;gt;.i +
-IXG i.]

1. The action of the vb. MELT
;
an instance of this.

1390-1 Karl Derby s Exp. (Camden) 86 Et pro meltyng
de sepo etiiij Ib. pinguedinum, vj s. pr. 1444 R alls ofParlt.
V. 109/1 The maistr of his mynt..to have and take for l.is

labour of double meltyng, blaunchyng, wast and other
costs vn d in nombre. 1483 Cath.Angl. 234/1 A Meltynge,
deliqmum, liquamen, liqnefaccio. 1526 1 ilgr. Per/. (\\ .

de W. 1531) 150 There foloweth the moost blessed effecte,
that is a liquefaction or a meltynge of the soule. 1722 Dp.
E. GIBSON tr. Caincten s Btit. (ed. 2) I. p. clxxiii, Ley, Ice,
lay, are all from the Saxon Leag, a field or pasture ; by the
usual melting of the letter T,. 1740 W. SF.WAKD Jrnl. 13

|

There was much melting under both Sermons. 1773 S. J
PRATT Liberal Opin. Ixxx. (1783) III. 94, I shall be with

arisen, or [etc.]. 1822-34 Good s Study ~Med. (ed. 4) II. 20
Even in abscesses, where there is a loss of substance, it is

not the melting down of the solids that gives rise to the
pus. 1868 JOVNSON Mctah 68 The strength is increased up
to a certain number of meltings. 1897 Alttmtfs Syst. Med.
IV. 477 The injections [of thyroid gland extract], .were
found to bring about a rapid melting away of the swelling.

fb. Surveyor ofthe Meltings \ the former desig
nation of a certain officer of the mint. Hence the

Meltings , the office of the Surveyor of the Meltings.
1684 K. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. n. 224 The Sur

veyor of the Melting. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 341 Sur
veyor of the meltings, clerk of the irons. 1807-8 SYD. SMITH
Plywhys Lett. iii. Wks. (1850) 497 Suppose the person to
whom he [sc. the Chancellor of the Exchequer] applied for

the Meltings had withstood every plea of wife and fourteen

children, no business, and good character, and refused him
this paltry little office [etc.]. Ibid., But do not refuse me
the Irons and the Meltings now.
2. concr.pl. That which has been melted

;
a sub

stance produced by melting. ? Obs.

1558 WARDE (title) The Secretes of the reverende Maister
Alexis of Piemovnt. Containyng excellente remedies against
diuers diseases,, .with the manner to make distillations,. .

fusions and meltynges. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond s Gar
dening 188 Such Waters.. are no more than a Collection
of Rain-Water, and the Meltings of Snow.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attributive, as

melting chamber, -furnace, -oven, -pan, -place,

-shop. b. Special comb. : melting-book, an ac

count-book kept to record quantities of metal
melted

; melting-cone (see quot.) ; melting-
heat, the degree of heat which is necessary to melt
a given substance ; melting-house, a building in

which the process of melting is carried on, esp. at

the Mint
; melting-point (see quot. 1842; ; melt

ing-pot, a vessel in which metals or other sub

stances are melted (phrases, to put or cast into the

melting pot ; often fig. with reference to thorough
remodelling of institutions, etc.).
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 283 As for your *Melt-

ing booke where the allay is entred, if you will charge the
Mint-master thereby, let it be done distinctly for siluer, and
copper, or [etc.]. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 14 Into these
red-hot chambers the fresh gas and air are turned and
heated before they enter the &quot;melting-chamber. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.)

*
Melting Cone, in assaying, is a

small vessel made of copper or brass, of a conic figure, and
of a nicely polished surface within. 1758 REID tr. Mac-
qiier s Cliym. I. 187 The *melting furnace is designed for

applying the greatest force of heat to the most fixed bodies,
such as metals and earths. 1868 JOYNSON Metals 102 The
*melting heat 15442 Fahr. 1431 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II.

16 Lego..Johanni Beverlay omnia instrumenta et neces-
saria shops meze ad le *meltynghouse. 1647 HAWARD
Crown Rev. 23 Surveyor of the melting-house. 1778 J.
MILLER in GtostAftfg, Refert. (1807) I. 241, I should refer

the three Roman numerals as a melting-house mark, .to the

number of Pigs melted. 1854 Hull Improv. Act 33 Any
candle-house, melting-house, melting-place or soap-house.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. in. x. 247 The *melting Oven to

try the Copper Oars from the copper-stone. 1884 /;;//. $
Mach. Rev. i Dec. 6711/1 The sugar .. passes .. into the

blow-ups or *melting pans. 1483 Cath. Angl. 234/1

A*Meltynge place, coiiflatorium. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts

etc., s.v., That point of the thermometer which indicates the

heat at which any particular solid becomes fluid, is termed
the *meltiug point of that solid. 1898 Rev. Brit, Pharm.
51 Solubilities and melting-points are given In much fuller

detail than in the last edition. 1545 Rates Custom-ho.

bviij, *MeItynge pottes for goldsmethes. 1679 DRYDEN
Pref. to Tr. fy Cr. Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 227 If his embroideries

were burnt down, there would still be silver at the bottom

of the melting-pot. 1855 MILMAN Lat, Chr. xiv. ix. IX.

311 The avarice which cast all these wonderful statues into

the melting pot to turn them into money. 1861 FAIRBAIRN
Iron 181 These are melted in steel melting-pots. 1887 J.

MORLEY in Pall Mall G. 10 Feb. n/2, I think it^will
be

best for the Constitution of this country not to send it to the

melting-pot. 1555 EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.) 54 In the
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two

&quot;meltyn^e shoppes of the gold mines of the Ilande of I

Hispaniola is molten yearely three hundreth thousande
pounds weyght. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.

, Melting
Shop and Plant, the furnaces used in the melting and con- ;

verting of iron into steel and the producers for the making
of gas for such furnaces.

Melting (me ltin), ///. a. [f. MELT u.l -t-
\

-ING ^J That melts, in senses of the vb.

1. In intransitive senses : a. That is in process of
j

liquefaction ; f capable of liquefaction, fusible t

(ot&amp;gt;s.). Also, t decaying.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvl. vii. (1495) 556 The

element and mater of whiche all meltyng metall is made
[L. omnium liqiiidabiliuin tiietallorunt}. 1577 HANMER
Atic. Ecd. Hist. (1650) 161 His whole body larded and
distilled much like unto, .melting wax. 1605 ist Pt. lero- .

nimo in, ii. 163 Honord Kuneiall for thy melting corse. 1799
G. SMITH Laboratory I. 76 The whole is to be kept in a
melting state for some minutes.

b. Yielding to tender emotion
; feeling or express

ing tenderness or pity ; tearful. Often in phr. the .

melting mood, after Shaks.
1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1227 Each flowre moistned like a melt

ing eye. 1597 2 Hen. IY, iv. iv. 32 A Hand Open (as

Day) for melting Charitie. 1601 Jill. C. H. i. 122 To
steele with valour The melting spirits of women. 1604
Otk. v. ii. 349 Albeit vn-vsed to the melting moode. 1658
IVkolc Ditty Man xv. 3 Our compassions are to be most
melting towards them of all others. 1712-1^ POPE

RaJ&amp;gt;e

Lock i. 71 What guards the purity of Melting maids In
courtly balls, and midnight masquerades? 1879 FROUUE
L iSsar viii. 72 He was a high-spirited ornamental youth,
with soft melting eyes.

c. Of sound : Liquid and soft, delicately modu
lated. Also of form, colour, etc.
1626 BACON Syh a 223 No Instrument hath the Sound SO

Melting and prolonged as the Irish Harp. 1632 MILTON
L Allegro 142 The melting voice through mazes running.
1713 GAY Fun II. 14 And thus in melting sounds her speech
began, a 1761 CAWTHOKN Poems (1771) 37 That step, whose
motion seems to swim, That melting harmony of limb. 1849
RUSKIN- Se-j, Lamps iv. 39. 129 The most exquisite har
monies., soft and full, of Hushed and melting spaces of
colour. 1885 G. ALLEN Babylon v, Her pretty, melting
native dialect.

d. That melts in the mouth , tender. Said

esp. of varieties of pear ; also of those varieties of

peach that part easily from the stone : cf. MELTER.
1605 B. JONSON Volpone i. i. (1607) B b, You shall ha some

will swallow A melting heire, as glibly, as your Dutch Will
pills of butter. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. A ei-fantu;
This is a very well flavoured nectarine, of a soft, melting
juice, and parts from the stone. 1766 Complete Farmer
s.v. Stock* Summer peaches (commonly distinguished by the

appellation of melting peaches). 1839 DARWIS Orig. Spec. i.

(1872) 27 No one would expect to raise a first-rate melting
pear from the seed of the wild pear.
2. In transitive senses : a. That liquefies or dis-

solves (rare), b. That softens the heart ; deeply
touching or affecting.
1611 BIBLE ha. Ixiv. 2 As when the melting fire burneth.

the fire causeth the waters to boyle. 1656 J. OWEN Mortij
Sitt Wks. 1851 VI. 77 God s peace is humbling, melting
peace. 1695 }. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 439 The charms
of a most melting and affectionate rhetorick. 1715-20 POPE
Iliad xxt. 83 While thus these melting words attempt his
heart. 1739 Joe Miller s Jests No. 118 A melting Sermon
being pi each d in a Country Church. 1826 E. IRVING Baby
lon II. 409 When Jeremy the prophet poured over them his

melting lamentations in vain.

3. Comb.: melting-hearted a&)., -heartedness.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. 31 Exclayming, for some melting-
halted man, to come and rydde them out of theyr lingring-
lyuing death. 1647 TRAIT Comm. i Cor. xi. ii There must
be all mutual! respects and melting-heartednesse betwixt
married couples.

Meltingly (me-ltirjli), adv.
[f. MELTIXO///-

a. + -LY -.] In a melting manner.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1590) 176 Lying, .with her face

^o bent ouer Ladon, that (her teares falling into the water)
one might haue thought, that she began meltingly to be
metamorphosed to the vnder-running riuer. 1680 Revcngt
i. i. 7 Kiss him as you do me, as soft and meltingly. 1827
SCOTT Jrnl. 30 July, Ballantyne marched on too, somewhat
meltingly, but without complaint. 1888 R. BOWLING Mi
racle Gold II. xix. 107 That wonderful, irresistible, melt
ingly affectionate voice.

Meltingness (me-ltinncs). [f. MELTING ///.
a. + -NESS. J The quality or state of being melting.
1622 MABBE tr. Aleiuim s Guzman tTAIf. ii. 38 With the

..meltingnesse of their language, they moue many to pity.
1879 G. MEIIEDITH Egoist III. x. 204 She ran through her
brain for a suggestion to win a sign of meltingness if not
esteem from her father.

Meltit(h, Sc. variants of MEALTIDE.
Melton (me ltan). The name of a town in

Leicestershire (more fully Melton Mowbray), a I

famous hunting centre. Used attrib. in Melton \

jacket, a kind of jacket formerly worn by hunters;
Melton pad, a hernia truss specially suited to be
worn on horseback. Also in Melton cloth (see
quot. 1882) and ellipt. as sb.

1823 BYRON Juan xui. Ixxviii, Even Nimrod s self might
leave the plains of Dura, And wear the Melton jacket for a

space. i8s8SlMMONDS/&amp;gt;K/. Trade, Mellon, a kind of broad
cloth. 1882 CAULFEII.D & SAWARD Did. Needlework, Mrltm
cloth, a stout make of cloth suitable for men s wear, which
is pared , but neither pressed nor finished . 1891 Times
7 Oct. 4/4 The output of printed meltons at present is a
good deal above the average of a year ago.
Meltonian (meltOT nian), a. and sb.

[i. Melton

(seeprec.)-t--lAN.] a. adj. Pertaining to Melton
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Mowbray. Meltonian cream, the name of a polish
for boot-tops, b. sb. One who hunts at Melton

Mowbray, an adept at hunting.
1825 H. ALKEN (title) A Few Ideas, being Hints to all

Would-be Meltonians. All is not gold that glitters ; Neither
does Keeping Horses at Melton, and mounting the scarlet,
Make The Real Meltonian. 1840 BLAINE Encycl. Rural
Sports 1637 All riders are not Meltonians.

Meltre : see MEDLE-/TW.

Meltyd, Meltyre, var. ff. MEALTIDE, MELDEK.
Melub, variant of MAHALEB.
t Melvie, v. Sc. 06s.

[f. Sc. melvie adj.

mealy (Jam.), for *mel-wie, f. mtlw-, OE. and ME.
stem of MEAL

s/&amp;gt;.~\

trans. To cover with meal.

1785 BURNS Holy Fair xxv, Sma need has he to say a
grace, Or melvie his braw claithing !

Melwe, Melwell, obs. ff. MELLOW a., MULVEL.

Melwynge, obs. form of MEALING vbl. it.1

Mely, Melyone, obs. ff. MELLAY, MILLION.

Melzie, meljie, obs. Sc. form of MAIL si.4

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 68 [rime assailzie].

1568 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 83 [rime feljie^./iwYjiV,
FAIL v.].

Mem. Abbreviation of MEMORANDUM, placed
in front of a note of something to be remembered.
Colloq. and in humorous verse often treated as a word,

pronounced (mem). Cf. MKMO.
1818 MOORE l- udgc Fam. Paris ix. 234 Mem. too when

Sid. an army raises, It must not be incog. likes Bayes s.

1827 WADD (title} Mems. Maxims, and Memoirs. 1861
CALVERLEY Dover to Ahtnicn 19 Tickets to Konigswinter
(mem. The seats objectionably dirty). 1892 J. PAYS Mod.
W kitiington fl. 63 Mr. Robert made a mem. in his mind
that an ample provision should now be made.

Mem, vulgar variant of MA AM.
1700 COSGREVE Way of World ii. v, Mine. Mem, your

Laship staid to peruse a Pecquet of Letters.

Member (me-mb3.f ,
sb. [ME. membre, a. F.

membre (nthc. in Littre) (
= Sp. miembro, Pg.,

It. membra) : L. membrum limb, part of the body,
constituent part of anything.
By many philologists considered to represent a prehistoric

*mems-m-, cogn. with Goth, mimz flesh.]

1. A part or organ of the body ; chiefly, a limb
or other separable portion (as opposed to the

trunk), arch.

Pri-y member or members, \carnal member : the secret

part or parts. The unruly member (after James iii. 5-8) : the
tongue.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11731 pat is piiue membres hii ne
corue of iwis. c 1325 Song of Men i 152 in . E. P. (1862)
123 His hert al-so And alle be Membies bat we con mynge.
1382 WYCLIK Jas. iii. 5 The tunge sotheli is a litel membre.
1393 LANGI.. P. Pt. C. XI. 156 Man is liym most lyk ofmem
bra and of face, c 1430 Life St. Kalh. (1884) 55 pat. .she
scholde by meuyng of be \vheles be rent membre fiom
membre. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 44 If ye
mowe chastise your carnal membre. 1495 Act 11 Hen. I ll,
c. 3 3 Any other offence wherfor any persone shall lose
life or member. 1548-9 (Mar.) l&amp;gt;k. Com. Prayer, Collect

Circumcision, That our hertes, and al our membres .. may
. .obey thy blessed wil. 1^85 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s

Voy. IV. xxv. 145 Exceeding all others in bignesse of body
and force

_of members. 1611 BIBI.K Dent, xxiii. i Hee that
.. hath his priuie member cut off&quot;. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc s Trai . 61 They tye a cloth only to hide their privie
members. 1697 DRYDEN virg. Ceorg. in. 424 Their Masters
mangl d Members they devour. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xxn.
575 All her members shake with sudden fear. 1756 NUGENT
(,&amp;gt;. Tour, Italy III. 316 Artificial noses, lips, ears, and
other members. 1823 J. F. COOPER Pioneers v. (1869) 24/2
There was something noble in the rounded outlines of his
head and brow. The very air and manner with which the
member haughtily maintained itself [etc.].

t b. spec, (after L.) : = privy member . 06s.
c 1290 S. /;

&amp;lt;. Leg. I. 306/249 Heore membres to-swellez
sone. 1297 R. GLOI-C. (Rolls) 10524 ;e bat vil it is to telle,
some hii lete honge Bi hor membres an hey. c 1330 Arth.
.$ Merl. 3472 (Kolbing) Vlfm him }aue a dint of wo purch
put

be membre & sadel also, t 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 256
They sowed of fige leues a maner of breches to hiden hire
membres. 1582 N. LICHEITEI.D tr. Castanhedas Conq. E.
Ind. i. ii. 6 They trusse up and hide theyr members in cer-
teine Cases made of woode.

c. Biol. In extended use : Any part of a plant
or animal viewed with regard to its form and

position.
1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs Bat. 130 It is obviously

best to speak in this sense not of Organs, but of Members.
1 he term Member is used when we speak of a part of
a whole in reference to its form or position and not to any
special purpose it may serve. In the same manner, from a
morphological point of view, stems, leaves, hairs, roots,
thallus-branches, are simply members of the plant-form.
1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Member. . . A part of a plant or animal,
such as a root, stem, leaf, or hair in a plant, or an arm or

leg in an animal : a segment which can be studied in a
purely morphological point of view, apart from its physio
logical function.

2. fig. with reference to a metaphorical body ;

chielly in member of Christ, of Satan. (Cf. LIMB
rf.l 3 a, b.)
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 458 Al arn we membrez of Ihesu

kryst. CI375 Sc. Leg, Saints xvi. (Magdalena) 301 pe
membyre of sathane. 1382 WVCLIF Epii. v. 30 We ben
membris of his body, of his fleisch and of his boones. 1483
CAXTON Cato G iij b, To do therwith almesses to the poure
members of Yhesu cryst. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com, Prayer,
Catechism, Wherein I was made a member of Christe. 1582
Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 493 Enemie to Chryst and to
all iiis failhfull members. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 21 f 3

MEMBER.
The Body of the Law is no less encumbered with superfluous
Members.
3. transf. Each of the constituent portions of a

complex structure.

^1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol. 3 The figures & the mem.
bres of thin Astrolabie. 1669 STUKMY Mariners Mag. v.
xii. 48 plate, \ names of ye members of a pece of Ord
nance. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 321/2 In it [the Vice]
there are several parts and Members. 1855 BAIN Senses $

l Int. i. ii. n Each couple [of nerves] contains a riqht and
a left member. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 45 There is
not a perpendicular line in any of the cantilevers.. .The
rising members, the members that withstand the compress-

, ing, are.. all tubes. 1901 Blacks Illustr. Carp. Man.
t

j
Scaffolding 64 The horizontal members of the brackets ex-
tend out sft. at right angles to the uprights.

b. Arch. l

Any part of an edifice, or any mould
ing in a collection of mouldings, as those in a

I cornice, capital, base, &c. (Gwilt).
1679 MOXON Mech. Exerc. ix. 1 54 Architecture considers the

best forming of all Members in a Building. 1849 RUSKIN
Sev. Lamps ii. 8. 35 In later Gothic the pinnacle became
gradually a decoi ative member. 1862 MERIVALE Rom. Entp.
(1865) V. jell. 72 The whole space was. .decorated with all

the forms and members of Roman architecture.

f c. Of a range of mountains, buildings, etc. :

An outlying portion. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 125 As for the hils Imaus, Emo-

disus, Paropamisus, as parts all and members of Caucasus.
1628 VENNEK Baths ofBathe (1650) 347 The Queens Bath
is a member of the Kings Bath.

4. Each of the individuals belonging to or form

ing a society or assembly. Also formerly, fan in

habitant or native (of a country or city).
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 130, I be forbede to

chalenge any clerke In lay courte..Bot tille pat courte com
to, of whilk he is membre calde. 1521 WARHAM in Ellis

Ong. Lett. Ser. in. I. 240 Seyng your Grace is the moost
honorable membyr that ever was of that Universitie. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 314 b, And with his protection to
defend the members of the church, 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L.
iv, i. 41 Here comes a member of the common-wealth. 1697
DRYUEN I irg, Past. ix. 44 Yet have the Muses made Me
free, a Member of the tuneful trade. 1711 ADUJSON Spect,
No. 34 r i The Club of which I am a Member. 1802 M.
EDCEWORTH Moral T., Forester viii. (1806) I. 63, I should
be happy, if I were a useful member of .society. 1842 ALISON
/fist. Europe Ixxviii. X. 983 The state becomes poor, and
its members rich. 1891 Law TirnesXQ\\. 123/2 The Lord
Chancellor need not be a member of the House of Lords of
which he is the Speaker.

b. Used absol. for : A * member of the com
munity ,

a person. Now slang and dial.

1525 LD. BERNEKS Fwiss. n. ccxxxv. [ccxxxi.] 729 Where
as therle and his chyldren shulde be great membres in

Englande. 1603 SHAKS. Metis, for M. v. i. 237 These poore
inforniall women, are no more But instruments of some more
mightier member That sets them on. c 16x3 BEAUM. & FL.
Coxcomb i. v, You ll keep no whores, rogue, no good
members.

t c. One who takes part in an action, participates
in a benefit, etc. Obs.

1554-9 in Songs $ Ball. Philip ff Mary (1860^ 3 To be
members of mersye he hathe us up lyrTt. 1569 Rtg. Priiy
Council Scot. II. 66 The authori^ and members of the said
commotioun. 1597 SHAKS. 2 lien. IV

t
iv. i. 171 All members

of our Cause, both here, and hence. 1604 Otk. in. iv. 112
That . . I may againe Exist, and be a member of his loue.

5. One who has been formally elected to take

part in the proceedings of a parliament : in full

Member of Parliament (abbreviated M.P.), in U.S.
Member of Congress (M.C.).
1454 A oils ofParlt. V. 240/1 Any persone that is a membre

of this high Court of Parlement. 1477 //&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/. VI. 191/2 All
the membres usually called to the forseid Parlementes. 1603
Jrnls. Ho. Comm. I. 141/1 The Intrusion of sundry Gentle
men, his Majesty s Servants, and others (no Members of
Parliament) into the Higher House. 1648 Eikon Bas. iii.

12 My going to the Hous of Commons to demand Justice
upon the five Members, was an act, which My enemies
loaded with all the obloquies and exasperations they could.

1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 8 Dec., I dined with Dr. Cock-
burn,and after, a Scotch member came in, and told us that the
clause was carried -against the Court in the house of lords.

1774 WASHINGTON Writ. (i8_89)
II. 438 Dined at tlic State

House, at an entertainment given by the
city [of Philadelphia)

to the members of the Congress. 1822 LD. J. RUSSELL in

Select. Sp, &amp;lt;y De$p. (1870) I. 205 My hon. Friend the member
for Winchelsea. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 175 The
Commons began by resolving that every member should [etc.].

6. A component part, branch, of a political body.
1386 Rolls of Parlt. III. 225/1 The folk of the Mercerye

of London, as a member of ihe same Citee. 1414 Ibid. \ V.

22/2 The coinune of youre lond, the whiche that is, and ever

hath be, a membre of youre parlement. 1673 RAY Jonrn.
LOWJ C., Venice 192 The Council of Ten, though it be a
member of great importance, yet is it rather accessary..

I

than principal. 1818 HAI.LAM Mid. Ages (1878) III. 106/1

j
note, By estates of the realm they meant members, or ntctb-

|

sary parts, of the parliament. 1871 FREEMAN .Yo;-///. Cc/ty.

I
(1876) IV. .\viii. 208 A member, doubtless the foremost

member of the Danish Civic Confederation, it still kept
a Danish patriciate of twelve hereditary Lawmen.

t 7. A branch, department (of a trade, art, profes

sion) ;
a branch, species, subdivision of a class.

1463-4^
Rolls ofParlt. V. 502/2 That, .it may please unto

your seid Highnes, to ordeyn..that every. .Clothmaker..

pay to the Carders, Spynners, and all other the Laborers of

eny merabr&quot; therof, lawfull money for all their lefull wages. .

upppn peyne of forfeiture to the same Laborer, of the treble

of his seid wages, .as ofte as the seid Clothmaker refuseth to

pay. .to eny such Laborer by hym put to occupation in eny
of the seid membres of niakyng of Cloth. 1540 Act 32
Hen. I

7
///, c. 40 3 The science of phisike doth . . include . .

the knowledge of surgery as a speciall membre and parte of



MEMBER.
the same, a 1614 DONNE BinflararcK (1644) 132 The next
Member and species of Homicide, which is, Assistance.

8. A section or district, esp. an outlying part, of

an estate, manor, parish, or the like.

1450 Rolls of Farlt. V. 187/2 Havyng estate in the seid

Castell, Lordship, Maner, and Membres. 1485 Ibid. VI.

357/2 Oure Honour of Walingford, with the members, in

the Countie of Berks, a 1645 HABINGTON Sun: Wares, in

Wares. Hist. Soc. Proc. 111.405 WernelegamemberofOwld
Swinford. 1730 Altigtia Brit. I. 755/2 Crimscote.. .Peter de
Montfort held it with Whitchurch, of which it was originally
a Member. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. llalton, Halton,
or Haulton . -is a member of the duchy of Lancaster. 1891
E. PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 339 Thurlford was a small hamlet,
a member of a very large parish.

b. of a port.
1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 341/1 Men of the v Fortes, or ofany

their members. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1084/1 If any of the
said Ships shall be in any Port of this Kingdom, or in any
Member or Creek thereof. 1769 De Foes Tour Cf. Brit.

(ed. 7) II. 364 Swanzy-.is a Member of the Port of Caerdiff.

1789 Public Papeis in An&amp;gt;r. Reg, r32 The member is dis

tinguished by a subordination to, and dependence upon the

head-port. 1813 Beawes s Lc.r. Mercat. (ed. 6) I. 246
(Wharton) Members, places where anciently a custom house
was kept, with officers or deputies in attendance. They were
lawful places of exportation or importation.
9. Math. a. A group of figures or symbols form

ing part of a numerical expression or formula.
1608 R. NORTON Stevia s Disme A iij, Every; three Charac

ters of a Number is called a Member, .as in the number
337.876,297, the 297 is called the first Member. 1685 WAI.I.IS

Algcbrti xxiii. 102 And here for every Figure or Member of
the Root, we are to seek not only the several Members of
the Cube, but of the Square also. 1875 Chan. News 9 Apr.
154 Its symbol will be {h k 1, e f g}, where the second
member of the symbol represents the poles equi-distant
with the poles {h k 1} [etc.).

b. Algebra. Either of the sides of an equation.
1702 J. RALPHSON Math. Diet., Equation, (in Algebra) is

a Comparison between two Quantities (or Members of the
Equation,) to make them equal. 1903 WALKER Introd.
Physical Client, (ed. 3) xxvi. 307 Eliminating what is com
mon to both members of the equation.
10. A division or clause of a sentence ; a head

of a discourse; a branch of a disjunctive proposition.
1534 MoRKComf.agst. Trill, i. Wks. 1148/1 We shall there-

fore to gyue it lyght wythal touch euery member somewhat
more at large. 1641 J. JACKSON True Erang. T. i. 8, I
have, .cast the Text according to the number of the verses,
into three plain and conspicuous members. 1654 Z. COKE
Logi(k 215 Under-titles also of Controversies must be dis

posed according the members of the Probleme to be handled.
1659 PEARSON

Crceri(iB3&amp;lt;)) 7 As, for the other member of the
division, we may now plainly perceive that it is thus to be de
fined. 1741 WATTS lmpr&amp;lt;n: Mind \. xiii. | 12 The opponent
must directly prove his own proposition in that sense, and
according to that member of the distinction in which the
respondent denieil it. 1762 LOWTH Eng. Gram. (1763) 170
The Colon, or Member, is a chief constructive part, or
greater division, of a Sentence. 1824 L. MURRAY f. Gram.
(ed. 5) I. 270 The simple members of compound sentences.
1891 DRIVER Introd. Lit. O. T. (1892) 429 The verse itself

may consist of one or more members ; but each member
..is divided by a ofsura into two unequal parts,

t b. in Music.
1782 BURNEV Hist. Mm, II. 171 Music. .is now become a

rich, expressive, and picturesque language in itself; having
its forms, proportions, contrasts, punctuations, members,
phrases, and periods. 1811 BUSBY Diet. Jfus. (ed. 3) s. v.

Passage, Every member ofa strain or movement is a passage.
11. Each of the items forming a series.

1851 LYELL Elem, Geol. (ed. 3) 354 The Orthoceras La-
dense, .is peculiar to this member of the series. 1873 RAI.FE
Phys. Chem, Introd. 17 Series of this kind are termed homo
logous series, and the members are said to be homologues
of one another. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Barys Phancr.
165 The division walls between the members of the series.

fb. Member by member : seriatim. (The first

quot. prob. belongs to sense I.)

[1483 Cat/l. Angl. 234 Membyr be membyr, niembratim.\
1726 LEONI A lliertts Archil. \. 43 We shall treat . . of all
Public Works Member by Member.
12. Comb. : f member-like a., befitting a mem

ber
; f member-port = 8 b.

1649 -V. Eng. Hist. * Gen. Reg. (1879) XXXIII. 167 The
Ch[urcn].. ordered, that he be cast out of the body, till.. he
be brought into a more *member.like frame. 1649 J. Etui-
STONE tr. Bellmen s Epist.\. i From a member-like obligation
(as one branch on the Tree is bound to doe to the other) . . I
Wfch unto you [etc.], a 1623 CAMDEN in Hearne Collect.
) H. S.) II. 279 Sandwich & the Member-Fortes in Kent.

1656 TUCKER Kef. in Misc. Sc. Burgh Rec. Soc. 24 A
checque, and three wayters, some of which are still sent
into the member ports.

tMe mber, v. 06s. [a. OF. membrer :-L.
mcmorare : see MEMORATE.] trans. To mention

;

to remember. Hence Membered///. a.

1382 WVCLIF Tobit iv. 22 The above membrid [Vulg. ante
memoi atum\ weijte of siluer. Wisd. xi. 14 The! mem-
breden the Lord. 1589 WARNER A lit. Eng. v. xxiv. 108 They
Carles garre syke a dmne, That more we member of their
lapes [ed. 1602 they member vs of iapes] than mende vs of

Tur
mne ^*^ V1&amp;gt; xxx - I 3 I

&amp;gt;

I member scarce thy arging.
Memberal, obs. form of MEMBRAL.
Membered (me-mbajd), a.

[f. MEMBEK sb. +
ED 1. ] Having members (chiefly in parasynthetic
combinations, = having members of a specified kind
or number) ; divided into members

; f consisting
of links or segments.
_
a 1225 A tier. K.4-20 Ring, ne broche nabbe je ne gurdel

i-membred [MSS. T., C. i-membret], ne glouen. 1398 TRE-
&quot; S

*j
Rar

!h - De p- R - v- v. (Tollem. MS.), To (,e ye so des-
posid and perfitly membrid \\,.perfectcorganizatum\. -1477
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CAXTON Jason 21, I am not grete ne membred as a geant.
1589 PUTTEMHAM Kng. J oesie m. xxiii. (Arb.) 268 If. .the

shape_of a membred body [be] without his due measures
and sitnmetry. 1630 A\ Johnson s Kingd. fy COMMIV. 58
Strong-membred, and blacke haired. 1832 frascr s Afag:
VI. 335 It is only assumed that a quantity may be divided
into members ad infiiiitwn it does not follow that it is

really membered to infinity. 1854 Pcreireis Pol, Light
195 The four-membered or two- and one-axed . . system.
1878-9 J.

CAIRO Phifas. Relig. (1880) 108 Instead of the

parts being used up for the production of the end, we have
a membered totality in the production and maintenance
of which the parts have their own natural fulfilment or
realisation.

b, spec, in Her. Said of a bird, when the legs
are of a different tincture from the body, f Also

(see qnot. 1610).
1573 EOSSEWFU, Artnorte n. 114 b, He beareth Argent, a

fesse Gule^, betwene three Eaglet tea Sable, membred and
beaked of the second. iGxoGun.uM Heraldry m.xvii. (1611)
155 All those that either are whole-footed or haue their feet
diuided and yet haue no Talants should be termed mem
bred. 1718 NISRF.T Ess. Armories, Terms Her., /l/V;;// m/,
i* said of the Legs of Ilirds, when they are of a different
Tincture from the Body. 1763 /.V/V. Mag; IV. 238 An
eagle with two heads displayed, sable, armed ami mem
bered, or. 1864 UorTKU. Her. Hist, ty Pop. xvii. (ed. 3)
280 I

1

wo storks arg., beaked and membered gu.

r Me mbering. Her. Obs. [f. MEMBEB a$. +
-INO 1

: cf. prec.] The manner in which a heraldic
bird is

* membered ; the tincture of the le^ s.

1610 GUIU.IM Heraldry m. x.v, fiCii) 156 Vou shall not
need to mention either the metall of these necks being ar

ge
bot
ent or yet their mfimbring, being gules, because they be
oth naturall to the Sw:umt_-.

Memberless (me-mbsiles), a. [-LESS.] Hav
ing no member or members.
1611 COTGR., Tronqonner. .to make headlesse, branchlesse,

memberlesse. 1638 Sin T. HERBERT Tra- . (ed. 2) 158 A
troop of leane fac t, beardlesse, membcrlcsse Eunuchs. 1863
DANA in Amer. Jml. Set. Ser. n. XXXVI. 337 Thus the
Crab has a very small memberless abdomen. 1866 Saf. AYr*.
28 Apr. 494/2 Three months of a new session are not yet
over ; yet already not a few boroughs have been pronounced
memberless.

Membership (me-mbaofip), [f. MEMBEUJ/;.
+ -SHIP.]
1. Thecondition or status of a member of a society

or (organized) body. (Cf. CHUBCH-MEMBERSHIP.)
1647 WARD Simp. p?/rr (1843) 43, I should wish him a

Membership in a strict Reformed Church. 1648 J. UEAI -

MONT Psyche x. cclxxviii. (1702) 155 Men, whose mystick
obligation Of mutual Membership doth them invite To
careful tenderness, and free compassion. 1861 K. OAR-
BETT Boyle Led. 16 The creeds did not add anything to

Scripture that was not in it before, but were tests of mem
bership. 1903 Kdin. AY- . Apr. 454 The oath of member
ship required fidelity.. to the Church as well as the State.

2. The number of members in a particular body,
1850 BAT Crick, J\fa&amp;gt;i. 87 The. .club, .comprises] in its

membership several promising young players. 1884 Har
per s Alag. June 148/1 A large membership Is necessary.
1884 Manck. Exam. 4 Dec. 5/4 The necessity of adding to
the membership of the House.

Membral (me-mbral), a. Also 7 memberal.
[f. L. membr-ttm MEMBER + -AL.] Pertaining to

or characteristic of a member or members (in
various senses). Now rare exc. Anal, and Zool.
=
appendicular.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xii. (1632) 596 An unnatural]

ill-favourdnesse, and membrall deformity. 1650 HUBBERT
Pill Forjnality 63 [Judas] was a member of the Church, and
not cast out, and so had a memberal tight unto it. 1804
LARWOOD No Gun. Boats 27 The limb, through amputated,
has its membral portion of parental blood still flowing
through its arteries. 1827 G. S. FABER Sacr. Cal. Prophecy
(1844) II. 25 He seems ..to have enjoyed full membral
liberty, not being subjected to any other confinement than
that of an inclosed park. 1882 WILDER & GAGE Anat.
Techn. 87 A membral ( appendicular ) portion, including
the bones of the arms and legs.

Hence fMe mtorally adv., in respect of a member.
1643 R. O. Man s Mori. Hi. 14 If Nature be deprived

more or lesse in her worke of conception of her due,, .her

Effect is accordingly: If membrally impedited, a membrall

impediment. Ibid. 16.

Membraiiaceo (membran^ j /j0), taken as

combining form of MEMBUANACEOUS.
1854 BUSK Catal. Mar. Polyzoa Brit. Mn$. \\. 55 Poly-

zoary membranaceo-calcareous or calcareous. 1871 W. A.
LEIGHTOX Lichen-flora 3 Thallus membranaceo-lobate.

Iffembrauaceons (membrant^ Jas), a. [f. late

L. membyanaceus, f. membrana MEMBRANE: see

-ACEOUS.]
1. Nat. Hist. Resembling or of the nature of a

membrane
; membranous. In Bot. (see quot. 1832).

1684 tr. Bonet s Merc. Compit. vn. 253 Men observe the
membranaceous Stalk .. where the Ganglium rises. 1713
DERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. xi. 199 Where teeth are wanting..
the Defect is abundantly supplied by one thin membrana
ceous Ventricle. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s. v. Leaf,
Membranaceous Leaf, one merely composed of membranes
with no pulp between. 1832 LISDLEV Introd. Bot. 397
Membranaceous . . ; thin and semitransparent, like a fine

membrane; as the leaves of Mosses. 1871 HARTWIG Sublerr.
IV. ii. it The soft membranaceous swimming feet. 1874
H. C. WOOD Fresft -zv. Algx N. Amer, 14 Thallus membra
naceous.

2. Printed on vellum, nonce-use.
1824 DIBDIN Libr. Camp, 621 note, The unique copy, .on

vellum, in the matchless membranaceous Alduses of Spencer
House.

Membraixate (me-mbramV, a. rare. [ad.

MEMBRANELLA.

|

mod.L. membrdnatu$t f. membrana MEMBRANE.!
(See quots.)
1777 ROBSON Brit. Flora in. 7 Of stems. . .Surface.. .

Aieiiioranate, covered with thin membranes. 1895 Funk s
Stand. Diet., Me inbranaie, having the characters of a
membrane.

Membranated, a.
[f. mod.L. membrdnat-its

i (f. membrana MEMBRANE) + -ED.] (See quot. j

1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 380 Membra-
naiits, membranated, flat like a thin pellucid Leaf
t Membranatic, a. 0A?.- [ad. mod.L. mem-

brfinatic-us, f. membrana.] (See quot.)
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Manhranatick (meinbranaticus),

of or pertaining to a membrane.

i Me-iubraiice. Obs. [a. OF. membranes
,

f.

mcmbr-er MKMBER ?
.]

*= REMEMBRANCE.
14., Customs of Maiton in Surtee* Misc. (1890)63 The

qwyche tyme is w* owtyn man s membraunce or mynde.
1650 GENTILIS Considerations 6 The renoune which re
mained of Alcibiades, the mcmbrance of his Country, Pa
rents, Nurse and Tutors.

Membrane (me*mbr^n). Also 6 -aan, 7 -an.

[ad. T,. membrana membrane, parchment (whence
late Cir. ptpppava, ftepppdvov, F. membrane, Sp.,

i Pg. t
It. mem&rana), f. membrnm MKMBER sb.

The etymological sense appears to be that which covers
the members of the body .

]

1. A thin pliable sheet-like tissue (usually fibrous),
serving to connect other structures or to line a part
or organ. Also collect, sing.

= membranous structure.
a. in an animnl body.

1615 CROOK r: Ilody ofMan 77 A Membrane ingirting the
!

whole cauity of the lower belly. 1679 .M. Krsmcx Further
nis^K . Bees 5 A Horny membrane or tunide. 1788 J. C.
SMYTH in Mcd. Coinnmn. II. 210 The membrane of the
nose, commonly known by the name of Schneiders mem
brane. 1831 HRI;\VSI KR Nat. Magic ii. (1833) 10 Behind the
vitreous humour, there is spread out on the inside of the

eye-ball a tine delicate membrane, called the retina. 1859
!

J. R. GREENE Protozoa 34 The dermal membrane 1

of the

Sponge. 1896 KIKKALDY iv POU.ARD tr. Boas Text-l-h.

\
Zofll. 336 Just below the portion of skin covered by the

eyelids there is usually a thin and soft membrane, which is

I termed the conjunctiva bulbi.

Jig, 1626 B. JONSON Staple of Xews m. ii, Vertue and
honesty; hang hem

; poore thinne membranes Of honour;
who respects them?

b. in a vegetable body.
1656 BLOUNT Cilossog-r., I\leml&amp;gt;rane

t
. ,the pill or pilling be-

1 tween the bark and the tree. 1681 GREW Musxnm n, 213
A short Fibrous Lobe.. Lined within with a most smooth
and thin Membrane. 1835 LINIII.EY Introd. Bot. (1848) I.

o Membrane, as true cellulose, maybe regarded as being
!

in the beginning, a gelatinous precipitate from the organic
|

mucus of vegetation. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 21

! The organic basis [of vegetable tissues] is simple membrane
i and fibre. 1853 HEN-SLOW Diet. tiot. Terms, Membrane. ..

1 A delicate pellicle of homogeneous tissue. Also a very thin

, layer composed of cellular tissue. 1890 Syd, Soc. Le.v.,

membrane,, .the thin testa of a seed.

C. Ent. The terminal part of a hemielytrum.
1826 KIRBY &

Si;.
Entontol. III. 618 The Apical Area is

i usually most distinguished by nervures.. ; the object of
this is doubtless to strengthen the membrane.

d. Path. A morbid formation in certain diseases.
A.\*ofalse membrane, pseudo-membrane, etc.

1765 F. HOME Croup 16 The. .surface of the Trachea was
covered with a white soft thick preternatural coat or mem
brane, 1797 UNDERWOOD Disorders ofChildh. I. 346 That
tough membrane found in those who have died of the in-

flammatory croup. 1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 488/2 Mem
branes expelled in dysmenorrhoea. 1835 Ibid. IV. 176/1 A

! more severe form of pharyngeal inflammation is that which is

, accompanied by the formation of a false membrane. 1905
I H. D. ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 603 Cases of gall-stone colic

I accompanied by membranes in the stools.

2. f Parchment (obs.) ;
in modern palaeography,

a skin
*

of parchment forming part of a roll.

1519 HORMAN Vnlg. Sob, That stouffe that we wrytte
vpon : and is made of beestis skynnes: is somtyme called

parchement, somtyme velem, somtyme abortyue, somtyme
membraan. 1601 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) III. 552
Her rolls, bundells, membranes, and parcellsthat be reposed
in her Majestie s Tower at London. 1651 BoATBin Ussher s

Letf.(i6B6) 564 The bare transcription of the Obelisks and
Asterisks out of the Membranes. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^
Membrane,. .0. skin of parchment. 1870 Miss TOULMIN
SMITH in Eng. Gilds Introd. 44 Miscellaneous Rolls, Tower
Records ; they consist of three bundles, containing in all

549 skins or membranes. 1800 GROSS Gild Merck. II. 137
The third membrane of this Roll.

3. attrib. and Comb., as membrane-like adj.,
. membram plaster \ membrane-bone IchthyoL^ a

! bone originating in membranous tissue.

1880 GUNTHER fishes 91 The principal *membrane-bone of

i
the mandible is the dentary. 1765 F. HOME Croup 54
After a severe fit of coughing a *membrane-Hke substance

., had been thrown out. 1822-34 Good s Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 460 In the disease before us we have neither in

flammation nor membrane-like secretion. 1862 Catal.

Exhib. II. xvn. 128 Listen s *membrane plaster.

Hence Me mbraned a.
} having or consisting of

a membrane ;
Me mbraneless a., devoid of a

membrane.
1872 BROWNING Fifine Prol. iv, The membraned wings So

wonderful, so wide. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6)

295 Membrane less, nuclear heaps of fine fat-globules.

II Meillbranella (membrane la). Zool. [mod.
L., dim. of membrana MEMBRANE.] The long
flattened modification of cilia in some infusorians.

1880 SAVILLE-KENT Infusoria I. 65 These modified cilia

are much flattened or compressed, and appropriately receive



MEMBRANEOUS. 328 MEMOIR.

from him [Sterki] the distinctive title of membranellae .

1896 KIKKALDY & POLLARD tr. Boas Text-bit. Zool. 92 note^

In some Infusoria there are the so-called membranella;,

vibrating, laminating structures, each of which is regarded
as a short row of fused cilia.

Membraneous (membr?
1
lifts), a. [f. lateL.

membraneus, f. membrana MEMBRANE : see -EOUS.]
MEMBRANOUS.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Is/, Hi. Xotes, Choledochus, or

the gall, is of a membraneous substance. 1688 BOYLE Final
Causes Nat. Tilings iv. 195 The want of feathers in _the

wings is supplyed by a broad membraneous expansion.

1763 EHRET in Phil. Trans. LIII. 130 Leaves, having mem
braneous ciliated footstalks. 1836^9 Todtfs Cycl. Anat.
II. 536/2 The membraneous labyrinth (labyrinthns mem-
branaceus). Ibid. 537/1 The membraneous ampullae.

Menibrailiferous (membrani feras), a.

rare&quot; , [f. MEMBRANE -f -(I)FEROUS.]
*

Having
or producing membranes (Ogilvie Stippl. 1855).
Membrailifbrm (mernbrji nifpjrn), a. [f.

MKMBBANB + -(I)FOKM. Cf. F. wtrnbraniformt.]
Having the character or structure of a membrane.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Membraniform t having the form of a

membrane or of parchment. 1830 R. Ksox Bi-clarcfs Anat.

249 The Membraniform Cartilages. iSsgSEMPLBZTz^AMfr/a
37 Other membraniform fragments, .are also expectorated.

Membra HO-, taken as combining form ofMEM-
BRAXF, with the sense *

consisting of membrane
and (something else denoted by the adj. with
which it is joined), as membrane-calcareous)-tarti-

laginoitSj -coriaceous, -corneous, -nervous. Also

rnembranoge nic a., producing membrane.
1835-6 Todd s Cycl, Anat. 1.744/2 A membrano-cartlla-

ginous lamina, 1836-9 Ibid. II. 537/1 An extremely delicate
. .membiano-nervous apparatus. 1838 G. JOHXSTON Brit.

Zooph. 289 Flustra tnbtrcnlata&amp;gt; membrano-calcareous. 1850
ALLMAN in Brit. Assoc. Rep. (1851) 328 Coenoecium com
posed of membrano-corneous branched tubes. 1885 GOODA LE
PkysioLBot. ( 1 892) 227 note, Substanceswhich by their mutual
contact give rise to such precipitation-membranes are termed

membianogenic. 1890 Century Diet.) Membrano-coria-
ceoitS) of a thick, tough, membraneous texture or consis

tency, as a polyzoan.

Membranoid (me mbranoid), a. [f. MEM
BRANE -r- -oil).] Resembling membrane.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1897 AlttutfsSyst.Mea

1

. III.

482 The behaviour of the bowels is often irregular..; mem-
branoid shreds, if present, must not be overlooked.

Membranology (merabr&n(7*16dgi). rare.&amp;lt;\

[See -OLOGY.] The science of the membranes.
1775 MOTHERBY A tw Med. Dicf., Mcmbranologia^ mem-

branology. It treats of the common integuments, and of

particular membranes.

Membranous (me-mbranas), a. [ad. F. mem-
braneux (i6th c.), f. membrane MEMBRANE.] Con
sisting of, resembling, or of the nature of mem
brane; membranaceous. In Bot. t thin and more
or less translucent.

1597 A. M. tr. dtilleftieaii s Fr. Clururg. 48/1 Certayne
membranouse pellicles intermixed with the excrementes.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xx. 155 Two black fila

ments or membranous strings which extend into the long
and shorter cornicle upon protrusion. 1756 BURKE Subl.

&amp;lt;V

B. iv. xi, The ear drum and the other membranous paits.

1765 F. HOME Croup 28 The mucus . . was formed into n.

Wri

tMembratly, adv. [? Modelled on L. mint-
[

bratim^\ Limb from limb.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacionn 4362 Some with sawes did he

kitte, some with knyves membratly.

t Membrature. Ods~ [ad. late L. mem-
bn1hlra

t
f. membrare to furnish with limbs, f. L.

membrum MEMBER sh^\
* A setting or ordering of

members or parts (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

t Membxifica tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [as if ad.

L. *membrification-em^ f. membrum : see MEMBER
sb* and -FICATIOX.] Formation of members.
1670 MAVNWARING Vita Sana xv. t ed. 2) 136 Membrifica-

tion or Assimilation is now changed for a Cachectick . .
\

habit. 1731 BAILEY vol. II, Mevibrijication^ a making or

producing members or limbs.

t MembrOSe, a- 0&s [ad. late L. wenf
brdsuS) f. membrum : see MEMBER sb. and -OSE.]

Having large members ^Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Also f Membrosity [ad. med.L. membrdsitas\, the

largeness or hugeness of members (Bailey 1721).

t MembrOUS, a. Obs. [ad. late L. membro-
stts: seeprec. and-oL .s.] Having a large member.
1613 PrncnAS Pilgrimage (1614) 570 Their membrous

monster Priapus.

Memento (nw&quot;me*nt0). PI. mementoes, me
mentos (7-8 memento s). [Imperative of me-
minisse to remember, a reduplicated formation on
the root *tncn- : see MIND

sl&amp;gt;.~\

1. EccL Either of the two prayers (beginning with

Memento] in the Canon of the Mass, in which the

living and the departed are respectively comme
morated.

membranous crust. 1811 LETTSOM in Pettigrew Mem. Life
rit. (1817) III. 5 This [croupy] exudation consists of a

membranous substance. 1833 LINDLEY Introd. Bat. 86
These [modifications] arise either from the addition of

parenchyma, when leaves become succulent, or from the

non-development of it, when they become membranous.
1867 J. MARSHALL Ontl. Physiol. I. 505 The essential parts
of the organ of hearing, vir., the membranous labyrinth
and the cochlea. 1875 AUCKLAND Log-hk, 149 The stomach
of the bittern is a membranous bag.

b. Of diseases: Pertaining to or involving the

formation of a membrane (see MEMBRANE i d).
1875 tr. von Ziemsscn s Cycl. Mt&amp;gt;d. X. 334 Membranous

dysmenorrhcea. 1876 BRISTOWE Theory fy Pract. Med.
(18781 209 Although membranous croup occurs in adults, it

is mainly children who suffer. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med.
III. 943 Dyspeptic membranous colitis.

Hence Me mbranously adv.) like membranes.
1750 G. HUGHES Barbadoes 293 The leaves, .somewhat

resemble those of a small curled lettuce, but are far more
membranously thin.

II Membranula (membr^-nirfla). Also angli
cized membranule. [L. ;;/mma/&amp;lt;z,dim.ofmem
brana MEMBRANE.] A little membrane, a. Anat.
In the eye (see qtiot. 1840). b. Bot. In ferns and
mosses (see quot. 1821). c. Ent. A small tri

angular Hap or incurved portion on the posterior

part of the base of the wings, seen in certain

dragon-flies (Cent. Diet.).
1821 S. F. GRAY Nat. Arr. Brtt. PI. I. 221 Involucrum,

Indusium, Membranula, Glandulae squamosae [in ferns].
A membrane that covers the sori, when young. Ibid. 222
Membranula [in mosses]. The fine membrane that supports
the teeth of the peristome. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anaf, 112
The folds and stri;e of pigment that compose the corona
ctliaris being part of a distinct structure, the membra-
nula , applied on the hyaloid membrane. 1856 MAYNE
Expos. Lex,, Membranula^ Membranulum^. .a little mem
brane,.. a membranule. 1861 HAGEN Syn. Nenrojit, N.
Amer. 133 Macromia taeniolata.. membranule cinereous.

Hence Membra-nulet, in the same sense (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1890) ; Membra -nulous a, t mem
branous.

170-1 TYSON in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1752 The one having
Membranulous Scales, the other Bony.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 103 Thanne was the memento
put fally in the masse. 1433 LYIJG. St. Giles 227 in Horstm.
Alteng. Leg. fi88i) 374 Beyngat thy masse,.

&quot;

for the kyng In thy Memento. 1549 LAT:

bef. Edw. F/(Arb.) 86 When I shuld saye

i

Alteng. Leg. fi88i) 374 Beyngat thy masse, . .[thou] praidest
for the kyng In thy Memento. 1549 LATIMER -$rd Serin,

bef. Edw. F/(Arb.) 86 When I shuld saye masse, I haue
ut in water twyse or thryse for faylynge, in so muche when
haue bene at my Memento, I haue had a grudge in my

conscyence, fearynge that 1 hadde not puite in Waller
ynoughe. 1593 Rites $ Men. Ch. Durh. iSurtees) 82 He
that sunge masse hadde alwaies in his Memento all those
that had gevenany thinge to that Church. 1883 GxM. Diet.

(1897) 287 After the consecration, in the fifth prayer of the

Canon, the priest makes a memento of the dead. Both
mementos in some MS. Missals retain the title oratio

super or
*

supra diptycha .

2. A reminder, warning, or hint as to conduct or
with regard to future events. ? Obs.

1582 STANYHURST^^f/f i. (Arb.) 22 Bee sure, this prac
tise wil I nick inafreendlyememenlo. 1601 SIK C. HEYDON
Jud. Astrol. xx. 412, I must needes giue nim another me
mento and tell him, that he [etc.]. 1658 SIR T. BROWNK
Hydriot. 45 Since the brother of death daily haunts us with i

dying mementos, a 1711 KEN Lett. Wks. (1838) 82 God..

mento to judges to be careful. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an.

1779 (end), That this memento, .must be in every letter that
I should write to him, till I had obtained my object. 1814
Kdin. Rev. XXIV. 243 That what we have to say may. . be
recorded . .as a memento against future errors.

b, cotter. An object serving to remind or warn in

this way.
1580 G. HARVEY Three Proper Lett. 34 Maruell not, what

I meane to send these Verses at Euensong : On Neweyeeres
Euen, and Oldyeeres End, as a Memento, a 1623 FLKTCHER
Wife for Month i. ii. Rings, deaths heads, and such me
mentoes. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. Ep. Ded., Artificial ;

Mementos, or Coffins by our Bed-side, to mind us of our
Graves. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. 229, I have been, in all my
Circumstances, a Memento to those who are touch d with
the general Plague of Mankind. 1839 MURCIHSON Silnr.
Syst. i. v. 73 Our only present memento of the existence of i

volcanic action beneath us, consisting in very slight shocks :

of earthquake. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD A&quot;. Solomons Mines
(1889) 100 There he sat, a sad memento of the fate that
so often overtakes those who would penetrate into the
unknown.
3. Something to remind one of a past event or !

condition, of an absent person, of something that
once existed

;
now chiefly, an object kept as a

memorial of some person or event.

1768 C. SHAW Monody viii. 76 Where er I turn my eyes, ;

Some sad memento of my loss appears. 1791 COWPKR Left.
Wks. i837_XV.226, I cannot even see Olneyspire,..and still i

less the vicarage, without experiencing the force of those
,

mementos, and recollecting a multitude of passages, to
which you and yours were parties. 1826 KIRBY & SP.
Kntomol. III. xxx. 211 It will not suffer this memento of
its former state [a cast-off skin] to remain near it. i86a
SALA Seven Sons II. x. 263 She came upon some boyish
memento of him who was gone.
fb. A memory or remembrance. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio I. 179 It has awakened
in my mind a croud of delightful mementos of laughable
adventures.

II 4. Humorously misused for: a. A reverie,
1 brown study ; hence, a doze; b. (One s) memory.
1587 GREENE Tritam. n. H 3, Panthia. .seeing that Aretino

his choller was not yet digested, willing with some discourse
to bring him out of his memento, ..saide [etc.]. 1593 NASHE
Christ s T, (1613) 164 Dormatlue potions.. that when [she]
lies by him,., she may steale from him, whiles he is in his
deepe memento. 1594 Unfort. Trav. 7 Presently he
remembred himselfe, and had like to haue fallen into his
memento againe. 1619 CHAPMAN Two Wise Men. iv. i. 43, I

heare it well Sir, and haue lock d it vp safely in my memento.
!

||
5. Memento mori (mu^-iai). [L,

( remember I

that you have to die .] a. A warning ofdeath, b.

concr. A reminder of death, such as a skull or other

symbolical object.
[1592 NASHE Summers Last WttfWkfc VIII. 48 What-

euer you do, memento mori, remember to rise early in the

morning.] 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. fV, ill. Hi. 34, I make as

good vse of it, as many a man doth of a Deaths-Head, or
a Memento Mori. 1597 PUgr. Parnass. n. 214 (Macray),
If I doe not. . Ite give my heade to anie good felowe to make
a memento mori of ! 1641 in \V. W. Wilkins Pol. Ballads
(18601 I. 3 Memento Mori, I ll tell you a strange story.
a 1680 ROCHESTER Let.fr. Artemiza in Town, Now scorn d

by all, forsaken, and opprest, She s a Memento mori to the

rest. 1738 G. LILLO Marina I. ii, Thy face is a memento mori
for thy own sex. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis II. xxiii. 229
A great man must keep his heir at his feast like a living
memento mori.
attrib. 1877 W. JOSKS Finger-ring 372 In the same col

lection is a * memento mori ring, of bronze.

Memer(e, variantsof MAMMEK Obs.t to stammer.

Memerill. Obs. rare*1
. Also meimerill,

memerel. [represents memeryh in the Italian

original.] An arbutus.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 34 b, The
leaffy

Memerill
or Arbut. Ibid.^ Betwixt the comare Meimerill or Arbut,
and the Satire, were two little Satires. Ibid. 93 Fruitefull

memerels.

Meminiscent, a. Blunder (after L. meminisse :

see MEMENTO) for REMINISCENT.
1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 7 Dec. 770/1 A voice memi

niscent of mouthful and burly with luxury. 18431 7ar
Honey i. (1848) 2 The word Sicilian a very musical and
meminiscent word.

Memlo(o)k, obs. forms of MAMELUKE.
Memnonian (memnoirnian), a. [f. L. Mem~

noni-its
v
a. Or. Mc/ivopcco?, f. Mtpvov-, Mtfjtvojv

Memnon) +-AX.] a. Pertaining to the demigod
Memnon, traditionally said to have erected the

citadel or palace at Susa ; hence used as an

epithet of Susa or Persia generally, b. Having
the property of the statue at Thebes in Egypt,
believed by the Greeks to represent Memnon, and
said to give forth a musical sound when touched

by the dawn.
1614 SIR A. GORGES tr. Lncan in. 96 So huge a masse of

Martiall bands Came not from the Memnonian lands, When
Cyrus [etc.J. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 308 Xerxes,. . From
Su&amp;gt;a his Memnonian Palace.. Came to the Sea. 1843 LD.
HOUGHTON Poems Many Years 11844) 25* When my Mem
nonian lyre Welcomed every rising sun.

Memnonist, -ite : see MENNOXIST, -ITE.

Memo, (me mo). Abbreviation of MEMORAN
DUM

; colloq. treated as a word. Cf. MEM.
1889 SIR P. WALLIS in Brighton (1892) 217 You have

not received a memo, card which I posted you last week.

1903 Blnckiv. Mag. Feb. 162/2 This person annotates re

ports, writes memos.

Memoir (me*mwi, me moi-u). Also 6 me-
moyr, memor, 7-9 memoire, (7 memoyre, mes-

moire). [a. F. mtmoire masc., a specialized use,

with alteration of gender, of memoire fern., ME
MORY. The change of gender is commonly ac

counted for by the supposition that the word in

this use is elliptical for ecrit pour mfmoire ; Sp.,

Pg., and It. have memoria fern, in all senses.

The quasi-Fr. pronunciation, which is still most frequently
heard, is somewhat anomalous, as the word is fully natural

ized in use, and has been anglicized in spelling; its continued

currency is prob. due to the fact that -oir is unfamiliar as an

ending of English words.]

f 1. A note, memorandum ; record ; //. records,
documents. Obs.

1567 in 6//i Rep. Hist. MSS. Coinm. 643/2 Memoyr off the

silwer veschell delyverit be me to the lard of Drumblanryk.
1580 Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 335 Quhairof ordanis the

said maser to deliver the said Johnne sum memor in write,

quhilk gif he find different from his awin speking that then
he pen and put in write the same his speking. 1659 WOOD
Life 16 Sept. (O. H.S.) I. 283 Georg Wharton ..did take
notice of this matter in his almanack anno i66i,.,but puts
the memoire under the XI of Sept. which is false. 1717
ARBUTHNOT Tables Anc. Coins, etc 188 There is not in any
Author a Computation of the Revenues of the Roman Em
pire, and hardly any Memoirs from whence it might be

collected. 1755 BCftGUn /JUttnHKtt II. 261 That the Master
be provided with a Memoir of Signals from the Commander
of the Convoy.
2. In diplomatic and official use: = MEMORAN

DUM, rare, t Also in//, official reports of business

done.

1696 PHILLIPS, Memoirs, .are papers deliver d by Embas-
sadore to the Princes or States to whom they are sent, upon
occasions of Business. 1700 ASTRY tr. Saavedra-Faxardo
I. 222 Examine diligently all the Qualities of your Subjects,
and after having given them any Place, look now and then
into their Actions, and not be presently taken with, and
deluded by the Draught of their Memoirs. 1829 B NESS
BUSSEN in Hare Life (1879) I. ix. 323 Charles, at his re

quest, wrote a memoir on the subject of the negociations of
Protestant Powers with the Court of Rome.

3. collect, pi. a. A record of events, not pur

porting to be a complete history, but treating of

such matters as come within the personal know

ledge of the writer, or are obtained from certain

particular sources of information.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 282 note, Pontius Pilate kept
the memoirs of the Jewish affairs, which were therefore

called Ada Pilati. a 1661 FULLER ll orthies, Dwon. i.
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(1662) 260 But abler Pens, will improve these Short Me-
moires into a large History. 1746 A. COLLINS (.title) Letters
and Memorials of State. ..Also Memoirs of the Lives and
Actions of the Sydneys. 176* STERNE Tr. Shandy vi. xxxvi,
The following memoirs of my Uncle Toby s courtship. 1769
N. NICHOLLS in Gray s Corr. (1843) 97 Why then a writer

1483 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 241/1 The memorable and laud-
i

able Acts in diverse Batalls. 1583 T. WASHINGTON tr.

ftidwlays Vtf, i. xv. i6b, A succinct description of the
yland, and memorable things thereof. 1650 MARVELL Hora-
tian Ode 58 He nothing common did or mean, Upon that

*.. *. tv-uut.*.*, ... w.~ , ~ v . , . \.^. (J&amp;gt;/ y/ .. uy im.li A wmcr memorable scene. 1709 STEELE Tatter No 86 p t. It is
of memoirs is a better thing than an historian. 1790 PALEY memorable of the mighty Caesar, that when he was mur-
Harx Paul. I.

i_
lo deliver the history, or rather memoirs dcred in the Capitol.. he gathered his Robe about him,

that he might fall in a decent Posture. 1820 HAZLITT Lect.
Dram. Lit. 40 It hardly contains a memorable line or pas
sage. 1858 CARLYLE / m; /!:. Gt. in. v. (1872) 1. 163 That is his
one feat memorable to me at present. 1895 Lam Times C.
3/1 An interesting record of a most memorable and success
ful innovation in our legal system.
2. Easy to be remembered, rare.
599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. iv. 53 Witnesse our too much

memorable shame. 1658 PHILLIPS, Memorable, easie to be

none mitt, i. i AW ucuvci luc IIIMUI}, ur rainer memoirs
of the history, of this same person. 1860 WESTCOTT Introd.

Study Gosp. vii. (ed. 5) 347 Their whole structure, .serves to

prove that they [the Synoptic Gospels] are memoirs and not
histories.

b. A person s written account of incidents in his

own life, of the persons whom he has known, and
the transactions or movements in which he has
been concerned ; an autobiographical record.

1673 EVELYN Diary 18 Aug., Nor could I forbeare to note
this extraordinary passage in these memoires. 1676 WYCHER-
LEY PL Dealer Ded., Your virtues deserve, .a volume entire
to give the world your memoirs, or life at large. 1700
PRIOR Carmen Seculare 426 To write his own memoirs,
and leave his heirs High schemes of government, and plans
of wars. 1710 (title) Memoirs of an Unfortunate Young
Lady. 1818 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1867) 1. 237 Any one who
provides good dinners for clever people, and remembers
what they say, cannot fail to write entertaining memoirs.
1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. fnd. II. 117 His Memoirs are
almost singular in their own nature.

4. A biography, or biographical notice.
1826 Life Dr. Franklin i. 6 (Stanf.) The subject of our

memoir was born at Boston in New England. 1839 G.
TAYLOR (title) Memoir of Robert Surtees Esq. 1866 CATES
Maxnder s Biog. Treas. Pref., The space thus gained
is more usefully occupied, partly by re-written and fuller
notices of names more generally interesting, and partly by
entirely new memoirs.

5. An essay or dissertation on a learned subject
on which the writer has made particular observa
tions. Hence//, the record of the proceedings or
transactions of a learned society.
a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) I. 14 Whilst the chiefs were

drawing up This strange Memoir o th Telescope. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot s Trai&amp;gt;. i. 103, I shall here . . relate
what I have learned of some Isllesof the Archipelago, where

as those of the royal society, &c. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ.
(1859) II. 247 A memoire on a petrifaction mixed with
shells. 1843 G. BUSK Steenstrup s A Item. Gener. 102.

Miescher s interesting memoir on the forms which the genus
Tetrarhynchns passes through. 1865 (title) Memoirs read
before the Anthropological Society of London. 1863-4.

f6. A memento, memorial. Obs. rare~ l
.

a 1711 KEN Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 518 Of Friends
whom Death lays fast asleep, They Memoirs keep.

7. Comb., as memoir-writer, -writing.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 224 The raw memoir-writ

ings and unform d pieces of modern statesmen, full of their
interested and private views. 1762 Ann. Reg. n. 32 Count
Zinzendorf is celebrated for his profound ministerial abilities

by all the memoir writers of the present age. 1860 W. (1.

CLARK Vac. Tour 44 When two memoir-writers had told the
same tale, they [Suetonius and Tacitus] accept it and en
dorse it, without a suspicion that both may be lying.

Memoir(e, obs. forms of MEMORY.
Memoirist (me-mwprist). [f. MEMOIR + -IST.]A writer of memoirs, or of a memoir.
1769 R. GRIFFITH Gordian Knot I. 154 (F. H.). 1839

TAYLOR Mem. Surtees in Snrlees Durham 95 note, Memo
randa., which the Memoirist was allowed to read.

So Me moirism, the practice of writing memoirs.
1833 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Diderot (1872) V. 63 Towards

reducing that same Memoirism of the Eighteenth Century
into History.

Memor, obs. form of MEMORY.
II Memorabilia (me:m6iabHia). [neut. pi. of

L. memorabilis MEMORABLE.] Memorable or note

worthy things. Also (rare) sing. \\ Memorabile
(memoiv?i biU ), something memorable.
The currency of the word in Eng. may be due to its use

as the Latin title of Xenophon s Recollections ( \no/jirri-
fj.ovtvfj.a7a) of Socrates.

1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) ii. Introd.,
Let us at once produce our memorabilia and proceed to
exchange their contents. 1826 SCOTT Diary 14 Sept. in

Lockhart, I should not have forgotten, among the memora-
Hlia of yesterday, that two young Frenchmen made their
way to our sublime presence. 1830-2 Memorabile [see
MEMORABLE B. quot. 1823]. 1878 SPURGEON Treas. Dav.
Ps. cxi. 4 The coming out of Egypt, the sojourn in the
wilderness, and other memorabilia of Israel s history.

Memorability (me morabi liti). [f. next: see

-ITY.] The quality of being memorable. Also,
a person or thing worth remembering.
ai66i FULLER Worthies, Kent n. (1662) 85 And how

abundantly intituled [she was] to Memorability, the ensuing
Epitaph, .will sufficiently discover. 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor
xlvii. (1848) in The first

years of Daniel s abode in Don-
caster were distinguished by many events of local memora
bility. 1855 CARLYLE Prinzcnraub Misc. 1857 IV. 351 There
is one memorability of his last sad moments. 1866 E.
ruing 145 Frank was a notable kind of man, and one of

Memorable (me morab l), a. and sb. [ad. L.

memorabilis, f. memorare : see MEMORATE v. and
-ABLE. Cf. F. memorable, Sp. memorable, Pg. me-
moravel, It. memorabile.] A. adj.
1. Worthy of remembrance or note ; worth re

membering ; not to be forgotten.
VOL. VI.

woo memorall [rime fantasticallj. a 1645 HABINGTON
Wore. III. 550 On the south side of the Chancell are these

memorally of our mortality. () t-sca zrrminm [etc.].

t Memorance. Obs. [as if ad. L. type &quot;me-

morantia, f. memorare : see MEMOKATE v. and

-ANCE.] Memory.
1-1320 [see next B. i]. 1480 Charters etc. Peebles (1872)

187 The quhylkis sail reman in memorans of the samyn.
1662 FORBES Aberdeen Cnnlus in Herd s Songs (1904)95
So that your severance. .Mark in your memorance, mercie
and ruth.

t Memoraud, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. me-

moranctiis, -urn : see MEMORANDUM.]
A. adj. Serving as a memorial.

c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 32 A soper he made to his deci-

ples..A memorand byng to naue yn mynde.
B. sb.

1. A memorial.
c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 195 Yn a memorand [~ .r. In

memoraunce] of hym with outyn ende.

2. = MEMORANDUM.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. xv. 99 God hath imprinted on

the Universe, .some Memorands or Signatures of his Crea
tion. Ibid. HI. ii. 406 Though I was no Eye-Witness of these
Hail-Storms so many years ago, yet I am sure their Memo
rand is True. 1711

MADOX Hist. Exchequer xxii. 619 The
Records or Bundles made up by the two Remembrancers of

the Exchequer have been usually called Memoranda, the
Memorands or Remembrances.

Memora ndist. rare- 1
, [f. MEMOBAND-UM

+ -IST.] One who writes memoranda.
1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. I. 210 Johnson was also a

great memorandist.

Memorandum (memorte ndcm), sb. (Also 7

-dome.) PI. memoranda (-;e nda), memo
randums (02 ndi mz). [L., neut. sing, oimemo-

randuSfgerundive of memorare (see MEMORATE v. ).]

1. (It is) to be remembered : placed (like Nota
bene ) at the head of a note of something that is to

be remembered or a record (for future reference)

of something that has been done. Now only legal.

1433 Rolls ofParlt. V. 423/1 Memorand , yat ye xxmi day
of Novembr , ye Communys [etc.]. 1465 Paston Lett. 1 1.

175 Memorandum to Thomas More that because ye myzt for-

yete myne erand to Maister Bernay, I pray you rede hym
my bille. itf&Guylforde sPilgr. (Camden) 15 Memorandum,
that vpon Tewysday. .we come to Jaffe. 1567 in 6tti Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. 643/2 Memorandum deliuerit to the lard

of Drumlenrik thir pieces off sillier work efter following. 1655
in Z. Boyd*s Zion s Flowers (1855) App. 29/2 Memorandum,
that the whol is to repay to theColledge, the half of the above
mentioned 66 lib. 03 sh. 4d. 1763 STERNE Let. 12 June, Me
morandum \ I am not to forget how honest a man I have
for a banker at Paris. 1820 GIFFORD Cotnpl. Eng. Lawyer
(ed. 5)664 An Agreement for lettinga First and Second Floor,

Garret, and Kitchen, unfurnished. Memorandum, That it

is hereby declared and agreed by and between [etc.].

MEMORANDUM.
2. A note to help the memory (J.) ; by exten

sion, a record of events, or of observations made
on a particular subject, esp. when intended for
the writer s future consideration or use.

remembred. 1881 KUSKIN Lime s Meinie I. iii. 99 The
easily memorable root dab

, short for dabble. 1882 S. Cox
Miracles (1884) 14 Hence it [the Mosaic account of the
Creation] must of necessity be concise, simple, memorable.
3. Awakening memories of. rare.
1872 HOWELLS Wedd. yaurn. 248 The marshy meadows

beyond, memorable of Recollets and Jesuits.
B. sb. fl.

= MEMORABILIA. Also (rare) sing.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 470 These memorables of Germany.

1613 JACKSON Creed i. xxviii. i Recorded, .as one of the
chiefe memorables in his raigne. 1702 C. MATHEK Maga.
Clir. in. i. (1852) 251 If no speedy care be taken to preserve
the memorables of our first settlement. 1813 SCOIT Fain.
Lett. 13 July, I spent part of Sunday in showing them the
Abbey and other memorables. 1823 St. Kenan s Well
xxvi. (near endi, The other memorable [1830-2 memorabile]
is of a more delicate nature, respecting the conduct of a
certain fair lady. 1856 HAWTHORNE Eng. Nate-Bits. (1879)
II. 237 These were all the memorables of our visit.

Hence Me morableness, memorability ;
Me-mo-

rably adv., in a memorable manner
;
so as to be

remembered.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Meinorableness. 1755 JOHNSON,

Memorably, in a manner worthy of memory. 1832 CARLVLI-:
in Eraser s Mag. V. 259 It is well worth the Artist s while
to examine for himself what it is that gives such pitiful in

cidents their memorableness. 1832 J. Carlyle 34, 1 never
saw him but once, and then rather memorably. 1885 Mancli.
Exam. 12 Aug. 3/1 The power of so conceiving characters
as to impress us strongly and memorably with their varied
individualities.

tMe moral, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. memoralis

(OF. memoral], f. L. memor mindful : see -AI..]
? Remembering, monumental. Hence Me morally
adv., by way of reminder.

Bi

were any thing in thy Pocket but Tauerne Reckning
Memorandums of Bawdie-houses. 1622 BACON Hen. Vli
212 And ouer against this Memorandum (of the Kings owne
hand) Otherwise satisfied, 1726 SWIFT Gitlliver\\. vi, Taking
Notes of what I spoke, and Memorandums of what Ques
tions he intended to ask me. 1813 Aubrey s Lett. I. Advt.,
The Lives., were originally designed as memoranda for the
use of Anthony a Wood, when composing his Athens Ox-
qnienses. 1854 J. MARTINEAL- Ess. (18691 II. 307 The few
lines and points that are jotted down may serve, perhaps,
as indicative memoranda to those who know the ground.
1903 igtfi Cent. June 961 He awoke and made a memoran
dum of the day and the hour and the smell.

b. spec. A record of a pecuniary transaction.

[1607 Lingua in.
i, Memorandum that I owe; that he

owes.] 1607 MIDDLETON Micliaelm. Term v. i, He heartilye
set my hand to a Memorandum. 1664 PF.PVS Diary 30 Sept.,
I had not fulfilled all my memorandums and paid all my
petty debts. 1711 M. HENRY Forgirt-ucss ofSin Wks. 1853
II. 326/1 The memorandum of a d^bt is blotted out when it

is paid. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Ft: i. iv, I suppose a memo
randum between us of two or three lines, and a payment
down, will bind the bargain.

c. Law, The writing or document in which the

terms of a transaction or contract are embodied.
In Marine Insurance, a clause in a policy enume

rating the articles in respect of which underwriters

have no liability.
Memorandum ofagreement, the heading of certain forms

of agreement. Memorandum of association, a document
required, under the Companies Acts, for the registration of
a joint stock company, containing the name of the com
pany, its object, capital, etc. Memorandum in error, a
document alleging error in fact, accompanied by an affidavit

of such matter of fact (Wharton); abolished 1875.

1591 GREENE Art Conny Catch, n. (1592) 23 A Memoran
dum drawen in some legal) forme. 1677 Act 29 Cfias. II
c. 3 4 Unlesse the Agreement, .or some Memorandum or

Note thereof shall he in Writeing. 1771 BURROW A . B. Rep.
HI. 1551 This Clause, or Memorandum was introduced, He
said, to deliver the Insurers from small Averages. 1802
S. MARSHALL /nsur. I. 139 In the common policies, used in

London by private underwriters, the memorandum runs
thus : N. K. Corn, fish, salt, fruit, flour and seed, are war
ranted free from average, unless general, or the ship he
stranded [etc.]. 1820 GIKFORD Cofnpl. I. tg. Latvyer (ed. 5)

661 Agreement to grant a Lease of a House. Memorandum
made this day of 1819, between A. B. of of the
one part, and C. D. of of the other part, as follows. 1836
R. THOMSON Bills ofExch.&.c. (ed. 2) 12 Conditions of

payment, .contained in a separate memorandum on the bill

or note. 1852 Act 15 &amp;lt;y

16 I ict. c. 76 158 Either Party
alleging Error in Fact may deliver to One of the Masters
of the Court a Memorandum in Writing, in the Form [etc.].

1862 Act 25 fy 26 I ict. c. 89 6 Subscribing their Names
to a Memorandum of Association.

d. In diplomacy, a summary of the state of a

question, or a justification of a decision adopted
(Ogilvie 1883).
1658 Mercurhts Polit. 7-14 Oct. 908 To whom cause and

Reason was shewed about the non-satisfactory proffer made
lately by the Portugal Ambassador, who intends to put in

another Memorandum. 1853 MALMESBURY Mem. Ex-
Minister (1884) I. 402 Sir Robert Peel.., the Duke of

Wellington, and Lord Aberdeen . . drew up and signed a

memorandum, the spirit and scope of which was to support
Russia in her legitimate protectorship of the Greek reli

gion and the Holy Shrines. 1885 LOWF. Bismarck II. 77
Their deliberations . . resulted in the preparation of the so-

called Berlin Memorandum.

t 3. An injunction to remember something. Obs.

1586 B. YOUNG Gnazzo s Civ. Conv. IV. 191 A certaine

memorandum, that he gaue mee, which was, That. . I should

haue an especial! care, not to incurre at anie time the

daunger of water. 1610 DAY Festivals iii. (1615) 70 Re
member saith the Apostle St. Paul among his many Memo
randums unto Timothy [etc.]. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig.
filed. 45, 1 have therefore enlarged that common Memento
inori, into a more Christian memorandum, Memento gva-
tuor Novissima,

1 4. A reminder ; also, a memento, souvenir. Obs.

rtiSgi H. SMITH Serin. (1624) 18 Some sentence which

you haue heard, shall gnaw you at the heart with a memo
randum of hell, a 1618 W. BRADSHAW Medit. Mans Mart.

(1621) 34 [Every day] bringing with it some judgement and
Memorandum or other of Gods anger for sin. 1650 STOKES

Explic. Min. Proph. 577 They shall walk about like living

carcases, ugly, noisome spectacles of misery, and memo
randums of divine vengeance. 1679 Exec. Bury 4 He was

found Guilty of Manslaughter, and carries a Memorandum
in his Hand, to make him and others more wary for the

future. i76o-7 H. BROOKE Fool ofQnal. (1809) IV. 91 Ye

precious relics, ye delicious memorandums. 1808 PIKK

Sou
me

St. Sebastian s fifteen years ago,, .and which, .was the one

sole memorandum of papa ever heard of at St. Sebastian s.

t b. A mark or sign serving to identify. Obs.

1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1792) II. 129 Had you

any particular memorandum or mark whereby you would

know him to be your child ?

5. Comm. An informal epistolary communica

tion, without signature or formulae of address or

subscription, usually written on paper with a

printed heading bearing the word Memorandum
and the name and address of the sender.
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6. attrib. , as memorandum hook, paper^ f ring^
tablet

\
also memoranda rolls ; memorandum ar

ticles, the articles enumerated in a marine insur

ance memorandum {Cent. Diet?) ; memorandum
check, a brief informal note of a debt of the

nature of a due bill&quot; (Ogilvie 1882); memoran
dum head, f (a} a head clever at making mental

memoranda (? nonce-use} ; () Comm. the printed

heading of a memorandum *

(see 5).

1753 Scots Mag: XV. 36/2 She was. .entering some par
ticulars in her *memorandum-book. 1843 MRS. CARLVLE
Lett.\. 223 Having bethought me of a pretty memorandum-
book in my reticule. 1830-57 PAIGE Rep. It. 612 (Bnrtleti)
Memorandum check. 1732 LADY 15. GERMAIN Let. 23 Feb.

Swift s Wks. (1841) 11.667, I wish I had my dame Wad-
gar s, or Mr. Ferris s ^memorandum head, that I might
know whether it was at the time of gooseberries . 1710
SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 3 Nov., I have put MD s commissions
in a *memorandum paper. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801)
I. 179 As we talk of &quot;memorandum-rings, and tie a knot on
our handkerchiefs to bring something into our minds. 1886

Encycl. Brit. XX. 312/2 [An] important class of documents
belonging to the Court of Exchequer, .is the *memorandum
rolls. Ibid., The brevia regia endorsed on the memo
randa rolls. 1774 Westm. RIog. II. 560, I dropt my ivory
&quot;Memorandum-tablet in the Bedford Coffee-house.

Hence Memora ndum v. trans.
,
to make a me

morandum of; Memora ndumer noncc-ivd., one
who makes memoranda.
1787 MME. D ARBi,AY/}*Vrrj 26 Feb., I feel sorry to be named

..by that biographical, anecdotical memorandummer [Mr.
Boswell]. 1805 ! . HoLCROFT/&amp;gt;rjv*/Y7Y/7&amp;lt;^III.94Themoney-
bills..were addressed to me, that I mic;ht memorandum
their amount. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xli, Which business will

in future be carried on under the firm of Greenhorn and
Grinderson, (which I memorandum for the sake of accuracy
In addressing your future letters). 1817 FOSBROOKE Brit.
Monarchism 348 The Scribes also memorandumed their
interlineations.

t Me morate, v. Ot&amp;gt;s. [f. L. memorat-, ppl.
stem of memorare, f. memor mindful : see MEMORY.]
trans. To bring to mind; to mention, recount,
relate. Hence Me morated^//. a.

1623 COCKERAM, Memoratc, to make mention of a thing.
1631 HEYT.IN St. George 17 In his so memorated Storie of
St. George and of the Dragon. 1647 TRAPP Marrc^v Gd.
Authors in Comm. Ep. 649 That so memorated jest of

Tully. 1686 GOAD Celcst. Codies n. ii. 176 An. 1501, where
the Ebb overflow d, memorated by Ly?.

t Memora tioii. Obs. [ad. late L. memoni*
twn-em, n. of action f. memorarc (see prec.).]
1. Mention

; commemoration.
1553 BECON Reliques ofRome (1563) 132 This constitution

concerning y memoratipn and prayer for y dead. 1627
SPEED England xxxviii. 9, I will forbeare to be pro-
Hxe. .in the particular memoration of places in a Prouince
so spatious.

2. The process of remembering.
T573 W. FULWOD tr. Gratarolus Castel of Memorie vi.

Evj b, Aristotle thought good, toassigne two actes of Memo-
ration : to wit, Memorye and Remembraunce.

Memorative (me-morativ), a. and sb. ? Obs.

[ad.med.L. *metnorattvits (perh. through F. mtmo-

ratif^ 1 3- 1 4th c.), f. memorare\ see MEMORATE v.

and -ATIVE.] A. adj.
1. Reminding one of something; preserving or

reviving the memory of some person or thing ;

commemorative.
1448-9 J. METHAM Amoryns $ Cleopes Divb(MS.\Ya

memoratyf dart had wounded hym so sore Off Cleopes
bryght chere. c 1557 ABP. PARKER Ps. Ixix. 191 No where
in booke meliorative wyth just men have they place.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 402
Melcnisedec, which figured put this memoratiue sacrifice,

brought forth bread and wine. 1777 NICOLSON & BURN
Westm. $ Ciimb. II. 193 A memorative epitaph for the

worthy and loving Colonel Thomas Barwise. 1835 CARI.YI.K
in Froude Life in. Lond. (1884) I. i. 20 Vernal weather of all

kinds, . .to me most memorative.
2. Of or pertaining to the memory, esp. in memo-

ratim facility, power, virtue.

1481 BOTONER Tulle on Old Age (Caxton)C 4, Thevertue
memoratyf callyd remembraunce. a 1386 SIDNKY Arcaiiia
v. (1598) 445 Voide of sensible memory, or memoratiue
passion, a 1677 HALE Prim. Ortg. Man. 8 How the Species,
Order, and Circumstances of things are preserved in the
Memorative Faculty or Organ. 1706 PHILLIPS, Memory
five, belonging to the Memory ; as The memorative Power.

b. In art memorative
(
= med.L. *ars memora-

tiva. Or. rt^fvyn fivq^oviKuv).
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 303 margin* ThisSimonides

was the first inuenter of the Art memoratiue. 1597 J. KING
On Jonas (1618)383 Many haue. .made a memoratiue art, ap
pointing places and their furniture, for the helpe of such as
arc vnexperienced. a 1628 SIR J. PODF.RIDGE Eng. Lawyer
(1631) 23 The precepts of Art Memorative.
3. Having a good memory ; retentive.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. m. xxiii. 186 Thaugh he had., a thou
sand hertes within his body the most subtyle and the most
memoratyf that myght betaken. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug.
Citie of God vii. vii. (1620) 252 A respectkie memory and a
memoratiue prouidence must of force goe together. 1695
tr. Martial \. xxvii. 38 A memorative drunkard all men
hate [orig. MKTIO ^.VO.\LOVO. m/iun-oTac],

B. sb. Something to put one in mind of a thing ;

a memorial.
1597 J. KING On Jonas (1618) 396 Short sentences and

memoratiues, as Kn&amp;lt;nv thy selfe, I se moderation. Beware
of suretishippe, and the like. 1631 J. BURGF.S Answ. Ke-
joined As Rites, as helpes, as memoratiues of such duties.

1690 E, GEE Jttmfft Mem. Pref. i The Notes and Obser

vations of this Memorative following were gathered and
laid together in time of Persecution.

t Memore, a. Qbs. rare~~
l
. [a. L. mentor

j

mindful.] Mindful of.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 53 Memore of sore, stern
1 in Aurore, Lovit with angellts stevyne.

Memore, obs. form of MEMORY.
t Memoriable, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OF. me-

moriable, f. memorie MEMORY : see -ABLE.] =
MEMORABLE.
1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 194 [King

j

Edgar was not] lasse memoriable Than Cirus was to Perse

by puissaunce.

Memorial (m/moo-rial), a. and sb. [a. OF.
i memorial (mod.F. memorial} Sp.,Pg. memorial,
1

It. memoriale, ad. L. mcmorialis adj. (neut. inc-

! moriale^ used in late Latin as sb.), f. memona
i MEMORY.] A. adj.

1. Preserving the memory of a person or thing ;

I often applied to an object set up, a festival (or the
I

like) instituted, to commemorate an event or a

person.
CI374 CHAUCER And. fy Arc. 18 Thow Polymea..that. .

Syngest with vois memorial in be shade. 1426 LYDG. De
Guil. PUgr. 16923 Thylke Memoryal wrytyng off thy Se-

cretys, which thyn o\vne Secretarye, Seynt Bernard, wroot.

1535 COVERDALE Mai. \\\. 16 It is before him a memoriall
boke written for soch as feare the Lorde. 1606 SIIAKS. Tr. fy

Cr. v. ii. 80 Thy Maister . .takes my Gloue, And giues memo
riall daintie kisses to it. 1725 POPE Odyss. xni. 180 A me
morial stone. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. xix. 476 1 he
memorial windows set up to some of Edward the Third s

children and relations. 1877 W. JONES I- ingcr-nng 375
A, .memorial ring in connection with the death of Nelson.

1885 Times 29 July 10 3 A memorial service for General
Grant will be held in Westminster Abbey, .simultaneously
with the funeral service at Mount Macgregor in America.
t const, of. 1725 POPE Odyss. i. 412 Gifts, memorial of

our friendship. 1726 BROOME Pope s Odyss. xxiv. Notes
V. 286 May I. .at the conclusion of a work, which isa kind
of monument of his partiality to me, ..place the following
lines, as an Inscription memorial of it ?

f 2. Of which the memory is preserved ;
remem

bered
; also, worthy to be remembered, memorable.

1390 GOWF.R Conf. III. 383 Wherof his name schal be
, blessid, For evere and be memorial. 1503 HAWES Examp.
I

Virt. vii. xlvi, They made theyr dedes to be memoryall.

c 1566 J. ALDAY tr, Jloaystuau s Theat. It arid L viij, In the

I

knowledge of Histories or memoriall things done in our time.

1631 FOSBROKE Solomons Charitie (1633) i The memoriall

i

and infallible necessity of death.

3. a. Of or pertaining to memory, fb. Intended

;
to assist the memory, mnemonic, fc. Done from

1

memory.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cimrg. 120 Not oonly animal vertues. .

ben I*chaungid, alsonaturel vertues. .also memorial, a 1734
NORTH Exam. Pref. (1740) i To apply his rational as well
as memorial Faculties in Opposition to those false and un
just Reflections upon the aforesaid Reign. 1735 B. MARTIN
(title) The Young Student s Memorial P&amp;gt;ook or Patent Li

brary. 1745 J. MASON Self-Knowl. i. xv. (1853) 117 Your
Minutes or memorial Aids. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime
Sttrz: p. xiv, A Memorial Sketch is, a Delineation of a
Harbour, or any Part of a Coast, from the Memory only.
1821 R.TURNER Arts ft Sci. (ed. 18) 299 The Memorial
lines stand thus. 1830 H. N. COLERIDGE C,rk. Poets (1834)

43 One of the best instances of the memorial power in com-
position that I have found. i847GnoTK Greece it. xxxvii.

(1862) III. 339 We hear of his memorial discipline.

t 4. Mindful. Const, inf. rare^ 1
.

1494 FARYAN Chron. \\\. 590 His soule to enclowe, he was
memoryall,
B. sb.

f 1. = MEMORY, a. The bearing of something
I in mind

; remembrance, recollection. Phr. in

\
(the} memorial of \ in memory or remembrance of.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. ci. 13 Lord, in to withoute ende abidist

j

stifle; and thi memorial [Vulg. memorialed in to ienera-
, cioun and in to ieneracipun. 1390 GOWKR Conf. II. 70 An
1 old Cronique. .The which into memorial Is write, c 1480
; HENRYSON Test. Cress. 519 For knichtly pity and memorial!

Offair Cresseid, anegirdill can he tak. 1532 MORE Confut.
Tindale Wks. 471/2 A bare simple signe, and sette but
onely to signify the memoriall of Christes passion. 1605

! Play Stncley &quot;n Simpson Sc&. Sbaks. (1878) I. 265 In memo-
;

rial of this victory. 1696 TATE & BRADY Ps. cxii. 6 The
i sweet Memorial of the Just Shall flourish when he sleeps

in dust. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3770/2 Thy Memorial will

be renowned to Posterity, a 1716 SOUTH S\ rt/i. (1744) IX.
i. 19 That man who has tears to spend at the memorial of a
lost friend, but none to shed at the thoughts of a lost inno
cence,. .has but too much cause to suspect the truth of his
sorrow. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 277 The term.. was a
proper name bestowed in memorial of a person.

fb. The faculty of remembering ; (a person s)

memory or power of recollection. Obs.

!39oGowERO/^ II. 19 On.. Which lost hath his memorial,
So that he can no wit withholde. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron.

Troy i. i. (1555)) Bothe minde and memoriall Fordulled
wer, 1538 BALE God s Promises in Dodsley O. P. (1780) I.

39 The matters are such as. .ought not to slyde from your
memoryall. 1567 Gnde fy Godlie Ball. 32 Quhah na myndis
memoriall Can think, nor tung can tell the tryne.
2. A memorial act ; an act of commemoration

j

spec. Eccl. = COMMEMORATION 2 b.

1468 Paston Lett. II. 312 Wyth moch lesse cost he myght
make som othyr memorialle also yn Cambrygge. 1492 Rolls
ofParlt. VI. 444/2 Dedes of Charite and memorialls to be
doon for him. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Commu
nion, We.. make here before thy diuine Maiestie, with
these thy holy giftes, the memoryall whyche thy sonnehath
wylled us to make. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane sCoMM. 313 b,

The memorial, invocation and intercession of saintes. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 623 To meete, and make memo
riall of their deceased friends with remembrance of their
vertues. 1866 Direct. Angl. fed. 3) 355 When two holidays
fall together, the service of the superior one is used, and
the collect of the inferior day is said after that of the Office
of the Feast as its memorial.

3. Something by which the memory of a person,

thing, or event is preserved, as a monumental
erection, a custom or an observance. Phr. for a
memorial (cf. I a).

1382 WYCLIF Exod. iii. 15 This is name to me withouten
ende, and this my memoriale in generacioun and into gene-
racioun. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 61 These
iiij. figures, combyned into one, Sette on thy mynde for a
memorial, e 1440 Promp. Pan 1

. 332/1 Memoryal on a
grawe..in remembrawnce of a dede body. 1449 PECOCK
Repr. Prol. 4 The memorialis or the mynde placisof Seints.

1530 TINDALE Prol. Lev. Wks. (1573! 14/1 haptisme is our
common badge, and sure earnest, and perpetual memoriall
that we pertaine vnto Christ. 1611 BIBLE A/ark xiv. 9 This
also that she haih done, shall be spoken of for a memoriall
of her. 1648 Bury Wills (Camden) 202 To buy him a ring
for a memoriall of me. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver iv. xii, They
set up a rotten Plank or a Stone for a Memorial. 1849 MAC
AU LAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 613 The plough and the spade have
not seldom turned up ghastly memorials of the slaughter.

&quot;853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. 168 The memorials
of the rule of the Pharaohs are still engraved on the rocks
of Libya. 1857 RASKIN Arrows ofChatc (1880) I. 44 Every
day renders the destruction of historical memorials more
complete in Europe.
f4. A note or memorandum. Obs.

1577 [DEE] {title ) General and Rare Memorials pertayning
to the Perfect Arte of Navigation. 1622 BACON Hen. Vll
243 Full of Notes and Memorialls of his owne Hand, es

pecially touching Persons. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. x,
These Struldbrugs and I would mutually communicate our

Observations, and Memorials through the Course of Time.

1733 Beasts Confess. Wks. 1755 IV. i. 271 His promises
he ne er forgot, But took memorials on the spot. 1817
Parl. Del&amp;gt;. 1879 That Mr. Harmer drew his petitions from
memorials by T. E.

fb. A book of memoranda ;
a day book. Obs.

1588 J. MELLIS Briefe histr. Bivb, The Memorial is a
booke where-in a marchaunt discriueth and writcth all his

daily businesse.

C. Law. An abstract of the particulars of a deed,

etc., serving for registration.
1813 Act 53 Geo. ///, c. 141 2 A Memorial of the Date

of every such Deed, .shall be enrolled in the High Court of

Chancery. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2} II. 61 Before the

registering of the memorial of the deed.

d. Scots Law. A statement of facts drawn up
to be submitted for counsel s opinion. Also, an

advocate s brief.

1752 Acts o/Sederunt(*-j6o) 462 The Lords, having taken
into consideration the bad practice of giving m long me
morials before advising prepared states, They from this day
forward discharge the giving in any such memorials, and
that short cases, .be made by each party, and put into the

Lords boxes. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxvi, Give me the me
morial, and come to me on Monday at ten

, replied the

learned counsel, a 1822 in Kay s Portraits (1838) II. 278
It s no in your memorial (brief).

5. A record, chronicle, or memoir; now chiefly

//., a record, often containing personal reminis

cences, of the history of a person, place, or event.

1513 BRADSHAW St. \Verlmrge 200 An other Balade i

O frutafull histore o digne memoriall. c 1515 (title) The
Auchinleck Chronicle: ane Schorl Memoriale of the Scottis

Corniklis for Addicioun [1436-1461], printed from the As-

joan MS. 1667 MILTON P. L. 1.362 Though of their Names
in heav nly Records now Be no memorial, a 1671 LD.
FAIRFAX A/et. (1699) i A short Memorial of the northern

actions in which I was engaged. 1748 H. WAI.POLE Left.

(1846) II. 228, I am a little pleased to have finished a slight
memorial of it [sc. HoughtonJ. 1843 SIR T. D. LAUDER
(title) Memorial of the Royal Progress in Scotland in 1842.

1872 HARE (title) Memorials of a Quiet Life.

6. In diplomatic use : A general designation for

various classes of informal state papers, either pre
sented by an ambassador to the representative of

the Power to which he is accredited, and embody
ing statements of facts, claims, or propositions
made on behalf of his government, or sent by the

ministry of foreign affairs to one of its own agents

abroad, containing instructions relative to some
matter of negotiation.
1536 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. Ixxvi. 182 heading^

A memorial of such articles as were, .treated of between the

kings highnes counsailers & . . the French ambassadors.

1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 194 To gif in befoir the

Quenis Grace..ane formal and sufficient roll and memorial,

1680 (title) The two memorials delivered by Mr. Sidney his

majesty of Great Brltains Envoy extraordinary to induce

the States-general not to enter into a league defensive with

the French king. 1606 PHILLIPS, Memorial, . . a Writing de

livered in by a Pubfick Minister about some part of his

Negotiation. 1758 Ann. Reg. 187 A memorial presented.,
to the dyet of the empire, by Baron Gimmengen, electoral

minister of Brunswick Lunenbourg. 1833 ALISON Hist.

Europe (&$} I. iii. 19. 230 The king, .. unable to make

up his mind on the subject, bad it repeatedly debated, both

orally in the council, and in written memorials of no common

ability.

7. A statement of facts forming the basis of or

expressed in the form of a petition or remonstrance

to a person in authority, a government, etc.

1713 STEELE Guardian No. 128 Pa A most humble ad

dress, or memorial, presented to her majesty. 1769 ROBERT
SON Chas. l

t iv. Wks. 1813 V. 393 They drew up and pub
lished a memorial, containing all their demands. 1832



MEMORIAL.
Hr. MARTINEAU Detnerara ii. 15 They met from time to

time to. .draw up memorials to Government.

8. attrib. : memorial day, a day on which a me
morial is made; (/.S. (with initial capitals) the day
(in the Northern States 30 May; in the Southern

States in April) set apart for honouring the me
mory of those who fell in the civil war of 1861-65.
1836 KEBLE Serm. xi. (1848) 276 There seems a propriety

in reading on his memorial-day in particular the account of
their common calling and adherence to Christ. 1807 KIP
LING Captains Courageous 245 And Monday s Memo
rial Day.
Memorial (mAn6*ri51), v. [f. MEMORIAL sl&amp;gt;.~\

1. trans, a. To address a memorial to (a person) ;

to memorialize.

1768 SIR W. JOHNSON in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll.

(1891) I. 80 They had even the face.. to memorial me,
praying that the Indians might not be allowed to give up
far to the north or west. 1778 Phil. Surv. .S&quot;. Irel. 352 Birm

ingham, Sheffield and other inland towns memorial govern
ment not to execute a scheme so big with ruin. 1831 DOYLE
in W. J. Fitz-Patrick Life (1880) II. 440 Would not the

proper mode of proceeding, in the case of the soldier, be to

memorial the commander-in-chief? 1894 W. O BRIEN in

Daily News 25 Dec. 6/5 The tenants, .meekly memorial
his lordship for some consideration.

b. To denounce in a memorial.

1731 N. Hampshire Prov. Papers (1870) IV. 614 In order
to memorial the Governour to the Right Honourable the
Lords of Trade & Plantations, as a Person not a friend to

the Province.

2. intr. To draw up a memorial
;
to petitioner.

1764 P. SKENE in N. York Col. Doc. (1856) VII. 615 The
Honb e Board of Trade directed that the above lands
memorialed for, should not be granted. 1821 COL. HAWKER
Diary (1893) I. 242 My brother officers, .expressed a wish
(and even wanted to memorial) for my promotion.
3. Law. To enter in a memorandum.
1824 Ann, Reg. 64 All transfers should be null and void

until so memorialled and enrolled.

Memorialist (mftnovri&liat). [f. MEMORIAL
sb. + -TST.]
1. One who addresses or presents a memorial.
1713 STEELE Guardian No. 128 F 2 The nauseous memo

rialist, with the most fulsom flattery tells the queen of her
thunder. 1741 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerftcld, Mass. (1805)
I. 491 Your Memorialist Humbly prays that a consideration
of the sd affair may be had. 1858 GREENEK Gunnery 345
And memorialist, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
2. A writer of biographical or historical me

morials.

ilf&Ann.Rcg. ir.zgThepains. .the celebrated memorialist
takes to gloss over her actions. 1832 Black. Mag. XXXII.
59 We purpose to collect from these obscure^ but most

interesting memorialists, a few sketches and biographical
portraits of these great princes. 1903 MORLEY Gladstone
I. i. i In one sense a statesman s contemporaries . . must be
the best if not the only true memorialists and recorders.

T&quot;
3. One who has a good memory. Obs.

1719 Freethinker III. 40 Others, .look on a mere Memo
rialist as an ill-digested Commonplace Book.

Memorialize (m/mo^riabiz), v. [f. ME
MORIAL v. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To preserve the memory of; to be or

supply a memorial of; to commemorate.
1798 T. GREEN Diary Lover of Lit. (1810) 82 A stone,

memorialising the spot of a barbarous murder . 1822-56
DE QUINCEY Confess. Wks. 1890 III. 255 Those *gram~
inatici* whom he [Suetonius] memorialises as an order of
men flocking to Rome in the days of the Flavian family.
1892 Blackw. Mag. CLI. 58/1 Five arches, probably meant
to memorialise the five arches of the Pool of Bethesda.
2. To address a memorial to. Also absol.

1798 Hull Advertiser 14 Apr. 2/4 The Deputies .. con
tinue to memorialize the French Plenipotentiaries. 1855
MRS. GORE Mammon II. 154 Last year, I memorialised the

bishop. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. III. xxxi. 310 The counties
met, the municipalities memorialised.

Hence Memo rialized, Memcrrializing ppl.
adjs. ; Memorializa-tion, the action ofMEMORIAL
IZE v.

; Memo-rializer, one who memorializes.
1803 Man inMoon (1804) 113 Memorialized. iSoyBEXTHAM

Mem. fy Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 424 An arrangement which..
J. Ii. has the satisfaction of seeing proposed by the me
morializing Judges. 1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag (L.), The
memorializers had taken the precaution to put their me
morial in the form of a round-robin. 1874 PIAZZI SMYTH
Our Inheritance 11. x. 193 Those. .Egyptians, .delighted in
.. architectural memorialization of bulls and goats and ..

every bestial thing.

Memorially (m/m6*riali), adv. rare. [f. ME
MORIAL a. + -LY-.]
1. By heart

;
= MEMORITER.

1660 J. LLOYD Prim. Episc. 33 A premeditated and me
morially delivered prayer. 1866 Public School Latin
Primer Pref., A concise manual of facts and codes of rules
in Latin, to be memorially learnt.

2. As a memorial
;
so as to preserve a memory.

1876 LOWELL Among jny Bks. Ser. ii. 314 Not so much
living in his poems as memorially recording his life in them.

II Memoria technica (mftnoTia te-knika).
[L. = technical memory*.] A method by which
the memory is assisted by artificial contrivances ;

a

system of mnemonics
;
a mnemonic contrivance.

73 [R. GRF.Y] (title) Memoria Technica; or, a new me
thod of Artificial Memory. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Cli i.

Mea. Introd. Lect. 32 Must an artificial method of forgetting
become even more necessary than a memoria technica?
1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel vi. 295 Such were the 22 Books
intended by Josephus, so numbered by a sort of memoria
technica, in conformity to the 22 Hebrew letters.
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Memoried (me morid), a. [f. MEMORY + -ED 2
.]

1. Having a memory (of a specified kind), as

long-, short-memoried.
1573 L. LLOYD Pilgr. Princes 138 b, The well memoried

man. 1610 HEALF.Y.V/. Aug. Citie ofGod (1620* 249 Plato in
his Theastetus saith that the cholericke person is the best
memoried. 1877 Long-memoried [see LONG a. 1

16],

2. Full of or fraught with memories, rare.

1851 C. T. D EYNCOUKT Eustace (ed. 2) 18 It is such house
hold scenes as these which form The memoried World of
Youth. 1898 W. K. JOHNSON Terra Tenebr. 141 And be
the memoried tomb with rose-leaves spread.Memorions, a, Obs. or arch, rare. [ad.
med.L. memoriosus (OF. memoneux\ f. memoria
MEMORY: see -ous.]
1. Having a pood memory ;

mindful of.

1599 R - LINCHE Fount. Anc. Fict. Liijb, If by the Ty
rannic of fore-passed times, the memorious notes of such
industrious fathers were not blotted out. c 1600 Timon n.
i. (Shales. Spc.) 26 Pseud. Dos t thou remember? Ge/as. I

am memorious. 1603 FI.UKIO Montaigne \\\. viii. 563
Learned, wise and memorious [orig. mcmorieux\ 1621
G. SANDYS Orftfs Met. xiv. (1626)^206 Memorious [orig.

irtemorts] of the Trojan woes. 1656 BLOUNT Glossngr.i
ftfemorious, that hath a good memory.

1

2. Memorable.
1883 UI.-RTON& CAMERON Gold Coast I. 19 Shaggy Cintra. .

with its memorious convent and its Moorish castle.

IVCemorist (me morist;. rare. [f. MEMORY or

MEMORIZE?-.: see -IST.]

fl. One who prompts the memory. Obs.
1682 SIR T. BROWSE Chr, Mar. i, 21 Conscience the

punctual Memorist within us.

2. U. S. One who memorizes or commits to

memory ;
one who has a retentive memory,

1872 New Cycl. Illust&amp;gt;: A need, 9/2 Fame has given me
the report of being a memorist.

II Memoriter (mflnfiitaj), adv. [L ,
f. memor

mindful, remembering.] From memory, by heart.
1612 I .KINSLEY Litil. Lit. xiii. (:627) 178 All the Theames

of this Author being then written of and pronounced by
them memoriter. 1766 T. CLAP ///.*/. Yale Coll. 82 Twice
a Week five or six deliver a Declamation memoriter from
the oratorical Rostrum. 1890 J. PULSFOKD Loyalty to
Christ I 330 Any man of the world with ordinary intelli

gence might learn it, and express it memoriter.

b. as adj. Spoken or speaking memoriter .

l8O2 12 JiKNTMAM Ration. Jltdic. El id. (1827) III. 461
In the case of memoriter evidence of this description. 1896
Daily News n Jan. 6/4 The mere memoriter preacher.

Memorize (me-moraiz), v. [f. MEMORY + -IKE.]
1. trans. To keep alive the memory or recollec

tion of; to cause to be remembered, make me
morable. Now rare or Obs.

1594 J. DICKENSON A risbas (1878) 58 His fortune or rather
misfortune., is memorized byvs in a prouerbial byword. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. i, ii. 40 Except they ineane to. .memorize
another Golgotha. ^1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist, Ch. Scot. \\.

(1677) 28 To memorize this victory, the King did found an

Episcopal See. 1657 R. VINES Lord s Supper (1677) J ^2

Memorizing him in a piece of bread and cup of wine. 1846
LANDOR Hellenics Wks. II. 484 Muses.. Who from your
sacred mountain, .hear and memorise The crimes of men
and counsels of the Gods.

b. Said of impersonal subjects. Also intr. To
be a memorial or memento.
1593 NASHE Christ s T. 36 Eate of my sonne one morsel

yet,
that it may memorize against you, ye are accessary to

his dismembering. i622l)R.-\VTON Poly-oil , xxi. 160 Nothing
..Except poore widdowes cries to memorize your theft.

1654-66 EARL ORKERV Parthen. (1676) 621 The Hellespont,
memorized by the famous death of Hero and Leander. 1822

Blackw. Mag. XII. 412 A Cenotaph to memorise our grave.

2. To perpetuate the memory of in writing; to put
on record ; to relate, record, mention. Nowra/r.
1591 SPENSER R nines ofTime$$ Because they living cared

not to cherishe No gentle wits.. Which might their names
for ever memorize. 1632 LITHGOW Trav, i. n, I arriued at

Rome, of the which I will memorize, some rarest things.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. i. (1682) 88 Here flourished the

exact Martial discipline, so memorized by ancient Historio

graphers. 1701 J. PRINCE (title) Danmonii Orientales

IHustres...A Work wherein the Lives and Fortunes of
_

the

Most famous Divines, . . Natives of that most noble Province

..are memoriz d. 1831 LAMR Let.toMoxon in Final Mem.
viii, The R. A. here memorised, was George Daw. 1869
BROWNING Ring $ Bk. ix. 1345 Like the strange favour,
Maro memorized As granted Aristaeus.

with clause. 1619 WITHER I ox Pad/. \\. 45 You have not

memorized . . How God . . against your Enemies hath fought.

3. To commit to memory. Chiefly U.S.

1856 OLMSTF.D Slaz&amp;gt;e States 552 His power of memorizing
and improvising music. 1878 W. H. DANIELS ThatBoy \x. 140
He had even taken the pains to memorize a number of

hymns and sonnets. 1894 MASKELYNE Sharps &amp;lt;$

Flats vi.

150 The sharp.. should be able to memorise instantly as

many cards as possible.

Hence Me morized
///.&amp;lt;*., Me-morizingr vbLsb.

and ppl.a. Me morizable a., that may be me
morized or committed to memory ;

Memoriza -

tion, the action of the verb MEMORIZE ;
Me*mo-

rizer, one who memorizes.
1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metam. Wks. 1878 II.au Who

vow d his name should be seternized. .In memorizing lines.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav, 135 A place scarce worth the

memorizing. 1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. iii. 2. 145 Jerome
had more learning, Augustine had more logic ; the former

being the greater memorizer. 1884 American VIII. 396

Any good memorizable series. 1886-7 T - GRADY Proc.

Amer. Instruct. De&amp;lt;i/26i
A vast process of memorization.

1889 Anthony s Photogr. Bull. II. 297 An easily memorized
series of shop sizes. 1890 J. G. FITCH Notes Amer. Schools

MEMORY.
ff Training Coll. 50 What is oddlycalled memorizing , .is
often confined to the reproduction of scraps of information
or short passages from text-books.

t Me morotlS, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. memoro-
sus (OF. memorettx} t

f. L. memor mindful : see

-ous.] Memorable.
1513 BRAIJSHAW St. Werburge \. 159 Whiche realme by

processe and power vyctoryous Subdued all other to hym,
full memorous. Ibid. 283 Whiche ladyes were buryed full

memorous At Peturborowe abbay.

Memory (mc mori), sb. Forms : a. (chiefly
St. and north!) 4-6 memoire, memore, memour,
5-6 -oyre, 6 memor, memoir. 0. 4-6 memorye,
4-7 memorie, (6 memoree, -i), 4- memory, [a.
OF. memorie

j memoire, memore(rc\Q&amp;lt;\.Y. memoire}
= Sp. , Pg., It. mcmoria, ad. L. memoria

}
noun of

quality or condition f. memor mindful, remember
ing, a reduplicated formation on the root *mer-

9

Indogermanic *stncr- (Skr. swar-) to remember.
There is no etymological connexion between L. memor

and the vb. nictnini I remember.]
1. The faculty by which things are remembered

;

the capacity for retaining, perpetuating, or reviv

ing the thought of things past. 7o commit or

f commend to memory ; see the vbs.

1340 Aycnb. 107 Ac y-yeue is be herte parfitliche and
rconfermed, uor be memorie is xuo cleuiynde ine him
pet ne of no ^ing ^enche bote ine him. c 1375 .SV. Ley.
Saints vi. (Thomas) 595 For in til a man visdomc Is, .K:

of bat ane bare procedis vndirstandynge, memore, &
wite. 1413 Pilgr. So-vle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxv. 71 God
made man ryght as a Trynyte, be yaf him memory, vn-

clL-rstandynp and wylle. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis x. Prol.

70 Kayson decerms, memor kepis the consaiL 1530 PALSGR.

666/2, I commende it to memorie. (1540 BoORDE The bokt*

for to Lernc C iij b, It doth acuat, quycken, and refreshe,
tin; mcmorye. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. I. iv. (1695) 35 lly
tlie memory it [an idea] can be made an actual perception
again. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Lady Rich
16 Mar., J he memory can retain but a certain number of

images. 1828 SCOTT / . /I/. Perth xxiv. Our memory is, of
all our powers of mind, that which is peculiarly liable to be

suspended. 1855 ^- STENCER Princ, Psychol. (1872) I. iv.

viii. 483 The subject-matter of Memory is retrospective.

Personified. 1618 I l
1
. HALL Righteous Mammon 95

Memory, the Great keeper or Master of the rolles of the
S jule. 1831 WORDSW. r&amp;gt;othu ell Castle^ Memory, like sleep,
hath powers which dreams obey,. ; How little that she

cherishes is lo^t !

b. Art of memory , artificial memory: mnemo
nics

;
a system of mnemonic devices.

[1491 PETKUS RAVKNNAS (title} Foenix ; seu artificiosa me-

moria.] 154 . R. COPLAND (title) The Art of Memory, that

otherwyse is called the Phenix. 1573 \V. I Yi.woD tr. Grata-
rolus Castel of Memorlc vii. F v b. Artificial! Memorie is

a disposyng or placing of sensible thinges in the mynde by
imagination, \vhereunto the naturall Memorie hauing re

spect, is by them admonished. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trar.

70 It is not possible for anie man to learne the Art of

Memorie,. .except he haue a naturall memorie before. 1647
COWLEV Mistress, Svttt iii, So that thy Parts become to me
A kind of Art of Menriry. 1653 H. SANDKKS (title} Physio
gnomic ..Whereunto is added the Art of Memorie. 1747
HOVLE (title} A Short Treatise On the Game of Whist..
To which is added, An Artificial Memory: Or, An easy
Method of assisting the Memory of those that play at the

Game.
2. This faculty considered as residing in a par

ticular individual ; often with epithet denoting the

extent to which the faculty is developed or the

department in which it is most active.

c 1374 CHAUCER A nel,$ Arc. 14 This old story. .That eeld,

which pat all can frete and bite, ..hath negh devoured oute

of my memory. 1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop ir. ix, Good
children ought, .to. .put in theyr hert Si memory the doc-

tryne..of theyr parentes. 1597 MORLKV hitrod. Mns. 5,

I should haue a verie good wit, for I haue but a bad
memorie. 1624 HEYWOOD Gttnaik, in. 125 For this appear d
the blazing Star Yet fresh in our memory. 1692 R. L Es-

TRANGE Fables cccliii. 323 Wherefore Parasites and Lyers
liad need of Good Memories. 1705 ADDISON Italy Pref, I

took care to refresh my Memory among the Classic Au
thors. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. iii, A good memory is

often as ready a friend as a sharp wit. 1852 MRS. STOWE
Uncle Tom s C. xx. 213 Topsy had an uncommon verbal

memory.
b. In the language of wills, etc., of -\good, sane

t

^safe, sound, f whole memory.
1402 E. E. Wills (1882) 10, I, lohn Girdeler of Harfeld, in

god mynde and saf memorye, make my testement. 1483
Act i Rich. ///, c. 7 3 Persons, .within Age. -or not of

whole Memory at the Time of such Fine levied. 1642 tr.

Perkins Prof. Bk. i. 22. 10 If a man being of good
memorie make a Charter of Feofment. i82oGiFFORD Cornel.

Eiig. Lawyer (ed. 5) 672, 1, John Mills., .linen-draper, being
of sound and disposing mind, memory, and understanding.
1826 W. ROBERTS Wills $ Codicils (ed. 3) I. 32 No person
who is not of a reasonable mind and sane memory can make

any disposition by will.

f C. To come to one s memory : to recover from

unconsciousness. [Cf. OF. revenir en sa memoire.}

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison V. xxviii. 174, I have en

deavoured to account for the noble behaviour of your sister ;

and am the less surprised at it, now she is come to her

memory.
3. Recollection, remembrance. Chiefly in phrases,

as/;w memory ; to come to (a person s) memory ;

to bear, have, keep in memory, f T draw or take

into or to memory : to recollect, remember.
_
f To

have memory (of} : to recollect (trans, and intr.).

f Oui of memory : forgotten.



MEMORY.
c 1369 CHAUCER Bk. Dnchesse 945 Hir throte, as I haue

now memoyre, Semed a round tour of yvoyre. c 1386
Miller s Prol. 4 It was a noble stone And worthy

for to drawen to memorie. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 37 Who
so drawth into memoire What hath befalle of old and
newe. Ibid. II. 22 Bot al was clene out of memoire.
Ibid. III. 166 Tak into memoire, For al this pompe and
al this pride Let no justice gon aside, c 1400 ROM. Rose

5752 Sich as. .toward god have no memorie. 1500-20 DUN-
BAR Poems Ixxii. 5 Having his passioun in memorye. 1550
CROWLEY Last Trumpet 1021 Se thou cal to memori The
ende wherfore al men are made. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe
Itut. (Arb.) 15 This beaste. .doth wonderfulli beare in me-

j

morie benefytes shewed vnto him. 1570-6 LAMBAKDE
Peramb. Kent (1^-26) 156 Whitest each man was guiltie of

the fault, and had fresh memorie thereof. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH
Disc. Weapons 2 The most of the which that shall fall into

my memorie. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. iv. ix. 7 When men
reuolted shall vpon Record Beare hatefull memory. 1611

BIBLE i Cor.xv, 2 If yee keepe in memorie what I preached
vnto you. a 1626 BACON New Atl. (1900) 21 Wee haue

memory not of one Shipp that euer returned. 1638 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 25 Suffer me (whiles in memory) to

tell you of a fish or 2 which in these seas were obvious.

1802 WORDSW. Sonn., When I have borne in memory what
has tamed Great Nations. 1856 GROTE (7wr^ n. xcviii. XII.

647 A considerable portion of the Greeks of Olbia could re

peat the Iliad from memory. Mod. The portrait was painted
from memory.

b. An act or instance of remembrance ;
a repre

sentation in the memory, a recollection.

1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vii. iii, She told me a strange
tale. ., Like broken memories of many a heart Woven into

one. 1833 TENNYSON Lady Clara iv, You put strange
memories in my head. 1854 MRS. STOWE (title) Sunny
Memories of Foreign Lands.

c. A person or thing held in remembrance.
1842 TENNYSON Gardeners Daughter (end), The darling

of my manhood, and, alas ! Now the most blessed memory
of my age. 1886 A. BIRRELL in Contcmp. Rev. L. 28 The
first great fact to remember is, that the Kdmund Burke we
are all agreed in regarding as one of the proudest memories
of the House of Commons was an Irishman.

4. The fact or condition of being remembered
;

exemption from oblivion (J.). ? Obs. exc. as in b.

&amp;lt; 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 1086 pis sa schort

lyme gane ves pat set it is in memor fresch. 1375 BARBOUR
Hrttce i. 14 To put in wryt a suthfast story, That it lest ay
furth in memory. 1523 Lo. BERNERS Fraiss, I. i. i To
thentent that the,.featis of armes. .shulde. .be. .put in per

petuall memory. 1579-80 NORTFI Plutarch^ Theseus (1595)

15 And this is that which is worthy memorie. .touching the
wars of these Amazones. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. f-Y, iv. iii.

51 That euer-liuing man of Memorie, Henrie the fift. 1644
MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 98/1 To say or do aught worthy
memory. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, vi. (1701) 243/2 Mortal
Nature, .obtaineth Eternal Memory by the greatness of
such works.

b. In memory of, f to the memory of: so as to

keep alive the remembrance of; as a record of.

Also \in memory^ for a memorial.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xxvi. 9 In memoreof his passion.

? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 63 Thys storye ys, withowten lye, At
Rome wretyn in memorye. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiv.

(Lucas) 31 In lofe & memoreof bare name, a 1400-50 A lex~

ander \\\% In mynde & in memory of him to make a cite.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xlv. (Percy Soc.) 220 Makyng
great bokes to be in memory. 1640 Bi&amp;gt;. HALL Chr. Moder.
i. xii. 127 A yearely fast called Arzibur, in the sad memory
of the dog of Sergius. 1653 Nissena 154 A Livery which

they wore to the memory of the deceased King. 1769
GOLDSM. Hist. Rome II. 490 He removed, for change of air,

to Helenopolis, a city which he had built to the memory of
hts mother. 1781 J. MORISON in Sc. Paraphrases xxxv. vi,

Through latest ages let it pour In mem ry of my dying hour.

5. The recollection (of something) perpetuated
amongst men

;
what is remembered of a person,

object, or event ; (good or bad) posthumous repute.
c 1450 St. Cittkbert (Surtees) 495 pe whilk place, for be

chtldes memour, Es halden ^it in grete honour. 1490
CAXTON Kneydos xxvii. 102 Memore shalbe therof as longe
as heuyn & erthe shall last. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. iy

t
iv. iv.

75 Their memorie Shall as a Patterne, or a Measure, Hue.
1611 BIBLE Prov. x. 7 The memorie of the iust is blessed.

i6s BACON ss., Great Place (Arb.) 293 Vse the Memory
of thy Predecessor fairly, and tenderly. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Oltarins l^oy. Ainoass.izf, Cyril of Alexandria, whose me- I

mory the Greeks celebrate on the 9. of June. 1711 SWIFT
j

Jrnl. to Stella 28 May, I. .promised to do what I could to
|

help him to a service, which I did for Harry Tenison s

memory. 1781 GIBBON Dect. fy F. xvii. II. 44 The memory
of Constantine has been deservedly censured for another in

novation which corrupted military discipline. 1838 ARNOLD
Hist. Rome (1846) I. vi. 213 His fathers memory.. was re

garded with respect and affection. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Cony. (1877) II. vii. 45 He has left a dark and sad memory
behind.

b. Of blessed, happy, famous (etc.) memory : a
formula used after the names of sovereigns, princes,
or other notable persons who have been distin

guished for their actions or virtues.

[1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 149 Seynte Gregory.,
callethe Constantyne a man of goode memory.] 1485
Rolls of Parlt. VI. 288/2 The most famous Prince of
blessed memorie King Herrie the VI th. 1509 FISHER Fu
neral Serm. C tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 289 A comyny-
cacyonbetwyxt the woman of blessed memory called Martha
and our sauyour Ihesu. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 3 Our late

Soveraigne, of most deare sacred and ever-glorious memorie
Queene Elizabeth. 1660 Lu. BRUDNELL in Buccltuck MSS.
(Hist. MS. Comm.) 1 . 31 3 When his late Majesty of glorious
memory was intended to go against the Scots. 1738 SWIFT
Pol. Conversat. Introd. 4 His late Majesty King William
the Third, of ever glorious and immortal Memory. 1761
BP. FORBES Jrnl. (1886) 176 The widow of Sutherland of

Bogsie, of facetious memory.
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6. The length ol time over which the recollec- !

tion of a person or a number of persons extends ;
|

chiefly in phr. beyond^ tpast, t out of, within the

memory (of matt), f Through all memory, for all

time.

1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates D vij, And in his lawe he
j

[the popej thrust in fayned gyftes of old emperours that
\

were out of memorye, sayenge that [etc.]. &quot;54*
Aberdeen

j

Keg. (1844) I. 439 Vsit and perseruit all tymes bigane, past I

memor of man. 1555 EDEN Decades i. iv. 21 b, The same

yeare, the sea. .rose higher than euer it dyd before by the

memory of man [orig. more maiorum}. 1570-6 LAMBARDE
Peramb. Kent (1576) 9 Within memorie almost the one
halfe of the first sorte be disparked. 1643 MILTON Di
vorce ii. xi, Why then is Pilat branded through all me
mory? 1667 P. L. vii. 637 How first this World and
face of things began, And what before thy memorie was
don From the beginning, a 1676 HALE De Jure Marts

i. vi. in Hargrave^s Law Tracts (1787) I. 35 That the

river of the Severn usque Jllum oqux was time out of

memory parcell of that manor. 1711 ADDISON^/^C/. No. 13 \

P4 He.. has drawn together greater Audiences than have
j

been known in the Memory of Man. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. i. init., I purpose to write the history of England from
the accession of king James the Second down_to a time

which is within the memory of men still living. 1870
TOULMIN SMITH Eng. Gilds 213 margin^ The gild was begun
at a time beyond the memory of man.

b. Law. Time of (legal) memory \ see quots.
Cf. the corresponding phrase Time Immemorial, or Time i

whereof the Memory of Man runneth not to the contrary *,

Actzti Witt. /K,c. 71 i.

1642 tr. Perkins Prof. Bk. ii. 120. 54 If a Deed bear

date before time ofmemory it is not pleadable. 1766 BLACK-
STONE Comm. \. 31 Time of memory hath been long ago
ascertained by the law to commence from the reign of
Richard the first.

7. Ecd. A commemoration, esp. of the departed.
Obs. exc. Hist.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7957 f&amp;gt;e J&amp;gt;ryde [part of the

Host] he offrej* to haue memory For soules
|&amp;gt;al

are yn pur
gatory. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vii. 88 He is holden..to..

munge me in his memorie Among alle cristene. 1463 AV/^
Wills (CamdenJ 18 And after the seid messe to sey a me
morie of requiem for vs. 1558 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App.
iv, 6 If there be some other devout sort of prayers or me
mory said. 1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd $$$ Their memories,
their singings, and their gifts. 1853 ROCK Ck. ofFathers \

IV. xii. 125 After the collect for the day..came the me- I

mories , or, as we now call them, commemorations . 1885
!

R. W. DIXON Hist.Ch. Eng.\v\\\. III. 283 (tr. Bwtr),Aod
I am told that there are women of title who boldly demand I

memories to be celebrated when there are no communicants.

t 8. To make memory of*, to preserve a record or

memorial of; to record, mention. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian) 31 Of wthyre luly-

anis sere mencione I sal mak ;ou here, & als sume memor
sal I ma of lulyane apostata. c 14*0 LVDC. Assembly of
Gods 1515 For on the walles was made memory Singlerly of

euery creature That there had byn. 1590 SI-ENSER F. Q. m.
ii. i To whom no share in armes and chevalree They doe

impart, ne maken memoree Of their brave gesies. a 1643
LD. FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 85 There is no me
mory made how the sentence was received.

f 9. A memorial writing ; a historical account ;

a record ofa person or an event ; a history. Obs*

1432-50 tr. f$1&)B(Rolb) II. 269 Cambises,..vnder whom
the memory [L. htstoria] of that woman ludith happede.
1470 HARDING Ckron. cv. iii, The kyng came home with

honour and
victorye,

As Flares saieth right in his memorye.
11540 BARNES Wks, (1573) 183 Wee doe not read in any
memoryes, that our fathers haue left vs, that [etc.], 157*
R. H. tr. Lauaterns Ghostes (1596) 6g Immediately after

this Historic, he putteth na other more worthie memorie
than the foremost. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONK) D Acostas Hist,
Indies v. xii. 359 There are certaine memories and dis

courses which say, that in this Temple the Diyell did speake
visibly. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 6 There is no memory
that these places were part of the Continent. 1730 A. GOR
DON Maffefs Amphitn. 57 There is no Memory of any
other [Amphitheatre] to be found on Medals.

1 1O. An object or act serving as a memorial ; a

memento. Obs.
c 1470 HARDING Ckron. cxxi. iii, The Abbay of Batayle..
He called it so then for a memorye Of his batayle. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 231/1 They fond hys rynge and one

gloue whiche they brought agayn and that other the Sextayn
reteyned for a wytnes and memorie. 1547 Injnnc. Edw. K/,
xxviii. c ij b, That they shall take awaie. .all shrines [etc.],.,

so that there remain no memory of the same, in walles,

glasses, windowes, or els where. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk, Cow.
Prayer, Communion^ And did institute, and in his holy
Gospell commaund us, to celebrate a perpetuall memory of
that his precious death. 1575 in W. H. Turner Select. Kec.

Oxford (1880) 367 To remaine as a perpetuall memory
and record of such orders. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vii. 7
These weedes are memories of those worser houres. 1624
BEDELL Lett. xi. 150 It is a memorie and representation of
the true Sacrifice, .made on the Altar of the Crosse.

1 11. A memorial tomb, shrine, chapel, or the

like ; a monument. Obs.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 49 Men bigging be memoryes ofmartres.

1579 FULKE Refut. Rastel 797 Miracles worked at their

chappelles or memorie. 1641 MEDB Afost. Latter T. 120
Those who approached the shrines of Martyrs, and prayed at

their memories, and sepulchers. 1656 EVELYN Diary 8 July,
King Coiliis-.ofwhom I find no memory save at the pinnacle
of one of their wool-staple houses, where is a statue. 1691
WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 541 Jackson, .was buried in the Inner

Chappel. .but hath no memory at all over his grave.
12. attrib* and Comb., as memory -

haunted^
haunting adjs. ; memory-picture, -stone \ memory -

man, a professor of mnemonics; t memory -

mountebank, a quack exponent of mnemonics.
1848 DICKENS Dombey lix, ^Memory-haunted twilight

MENACE.
1882 OUIDA Maremma 1. 151 The wondrous, mysterious,

memory-haunted land. 1899 E. J. CHAPMAN Drama. Two
Lives 14 Manya*memory-haunting face. 1815 MOORE f/tV.
to Ina 35 Nothing can surpass the plan Of that Professor

(trying to recollect} psha ! that &quot;Memory-man. 1642
FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. in. x, 174 The artificial! rules which
. . are delivered by *M emory-mountebanks. 1887 F. FRANCIS
Saddle ff Mocassin 267 One of those *memory pictures that

form the plasantest relics of travel, a 1847 ELIZA COOK To
Mem. Burns ii, None that deck thy *memorystone.
Me moryless,^. [-LESS.] Having no memory.
1857 LOWELL in Atlantic Monthly Dec. (1892) 755/1, I am

glad you do not forget me, though I seem so memoryless and

ungrateful.

Memour, -oyre, obs. forms of MEMORY.

Mempllian (me mfian), fl. and sb. [f.
Mctn-

pki-s + -&s. ] a. adj. Pertaining to Memphis, a

city of ancient Egypt; often used vaguely for
*

Egyptian . Memphian stone : Pliny s lapis Mcm-
phites (cf. MEPHIS). b. sb. An inhabitant or na
tive of Memphis ;

an Egyptian.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i. 783 One, . . a fearfull

slaughter made Of all the First-born that the Memphians
had. 1605 Ibid. ii. Hi. in. Law 895 They long For Memphian
hotch-potch, Leeks, and Garfick strong. 1635 RUTTER
Shepheards Holy day v. ii. F 5 b, A Memphian stone, that

has the power To bring a deadly sleepe on all the senses.

1667 MILTON / .Z. 1.307 Busirisand his Memphian Chivalric.

1752 FOOTE Taste n. Wks. 1799 I. 19 Indisputable antiques,
and of the Memphian marble. i8ai BYRON Juan m. Ixv,

Like skulls at Memphian banquets. 1827 POLLOK Course T.

vn, The Memphian mummy now shook off its rags.Memphatic (memfi tik), a. [ad. Gr. Mcp$t-
TIKOS, f. Mf^irrjs inhabitant of Memphis: see -mi
and -ic.] Pertaining to Memphis, or to the dialect

of Coptic spoken there. Also f Memphi tical a.

1581 J. BELL Haddon*s Answ. Osor. 492 b, You builde not

the consciences of men, but highe steepe Memphyticall
Steeples (as I may tearme them).. of lofty speeches. _

1861

Chambers** Encycl. II. 78/1 The duplex Egyptian [version] . .

the one being in the language of Lower Egypt, and termed
the Coptic or Memphitic [etc.]. 1875 LIGHTFOOT Contm.
Col. (ed. 2) 312 note, The readings of the Memphitic Version.

Mempris, -yse, obs. forms of MAINPKIZE.

Mem-sahib (me msaiib). [See quot. 1886

and SAHIB.] A European married lady.
1857 Househ. Words 19 Dec. 16/1 An Affghan. .inquired

if the Sahib or Mem-sahib was in want of any of these

commodities. 1886 YULE & BURNELL Hobson- Jobson, Mem-
Safiib. This singular example of a hybrid term is the usual

respectful designation of a European married lady in the

Bengal Presidency ; the first portion representing ma*ant.
Madam Sahib is used at Bombay.
t Men, indef. pron. Obs. See also ME indef.

pron. [Weakened form of MAN indef. pron. ; cf.

Du. men. ]
= OJJE 21.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 33 pis beot ba twa sunne be men fulie3

alra swiSest. a 1225 Leg. Katk. (Abbotsf.) 1372 As men [v.r.

me] droh ham to hare dea5. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1293 And
morie, men sei5, was Sat hi!, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. rv. Prol.

205, I bad men sholde me my covche make. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. n. vii. (1495) 33 Of the other two lerar-

chyes men shall speke innermore in theyr owne place. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour f v b, Men ought not to susteyne hi:*

lord in his wrathe and yre. 1484 Fables of JEsop v. vii,

Men muste putte hym self at tne vpper syde of hyin.

Men, plural of MAN sb. Men, obs. f. MKAN.

t IVEeiiable, Obs. [a. OF. menable, f. wetter

to lead : see -ABLE.] a. Having the quality of

leading ;
fit to lead or guide, b. Capable of being,

or liable to be, led ; amenable.

1390 COWER Con/. I. 197 And tho began to blowe A wynd
menable fro the lond. laid. 292 Thogh a man be resonaule,
Yit after kinde he is menable To love.

t Menacaiie. Min. Obs. [a. G. menacan

(Werner), f. the place-name Menackan. ]
= MKN-

ACUANITE. Hence (by back-formation) fMenac,
as a name for a genus including

* menacane .

1803 G. MITCHEL in Trans, .ff. Irish Acad. X. 11 Of the

genus Menac we are already acquainted with five species
or ores. Ibid. 23 Mtnacane.
Menaccanite : see MENACHANITK.
Menace (me-nas), sb. Now literary. Forms :

a. 4 manasce, -ua.se, 4-5 manas(se, 4-6
manace, 5 menye, 5, 7 manesse, 6 mannace,
-asshe,meanus,raenasse, manasshe, 5-menace.
0. north, and Sc. 4 manaunce, -anas, 4-5 man-

(u)ance, smanana. [a. OF. ttianat e^menace (mod.
F. menace], a Com. Rom. word, = Pr. incnassa, Sp.

(a) menaza, Pg. (a]mea^at It. minaccia : L. mindciat

f. mindC
j
minax adj. threatening, f. minari to

threaten.
The forms prob. arose from association with words in

ance. Editors have commonly printed rtianauce,etc.t but

the -ance is in several instances authenticated by rimes.J

A declaration or indication of hostile intention,

or of a probable evil or catastrophe ; a threat.

a 1300 Cursor M, 1834 For quils |&amp;gt;at godd bam raght his

grace, Littet roght fam of his manance [other A/SS. manace].

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 340 He bad hem trete, And stinte

of the manaces grete. c 1450 .SV. CM^r/(Surtees) 5032 He
had mare drede of his trespas (&amp;gt;an

of
J&amp;gt;e

Erlis manas. 1484
CAXTON FablesofSEsop n. xvi. (1889) 54 Somme maken grctc
menaces whiche haue no myghte. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.

1. cccxxvii. 207 b, Suche wordes and manasshes abasshed

greatly y* cardynals. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. ix. vii.

(1886) 142 They stand in more awe of the manacles of a
witch than of all the threatnings. .pronounced by God. 1664
H. MORE Myit. ofIniq. 381 Those powerful and affrightful



MENACE.
words of Excommunication, that Menace of committing
men to Hell-fire. 1682 N. O. Boileau s Lutrin m. 134 And
scorn their proudest braves, their stern Menaces ! [rime
faces]. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 120 A menace alone,
without a consequent inconvenience, makes not the injury.
1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. i, What means this menace? 1867
FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. I. ix. 106 The fierce me
nace was delivered amidst frowning groups of. .nobles.

b. In generalized use : The action of threatening.
a i^oodtrsor Af. 27439 He dredis manasor tresum. ( 1380

WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 63 A pore man bei constreynen to

synne bi manas. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 5
A sturdy champion.. His swerd upreryd, proudly gave ma-
nace. c 1447 in yarrow ff Wearmouth (Surtees) 243 W l mony
other wirdis of menys. 1470 Gaw.

A&amp;gt; Got. 446 Withoutin me-
nance [rimes legiance, plesance]. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting iv.

Kennedic 4 Had thay maid of mannace ony mynting. 1781
GIBBON Decl.tf F. xli. (1869) II. 511 The voice of menace and
complaint was silent. 1797 MBS. RADCLIFFE Italian iii,

The Marchese persisted in accusation and menace. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2. 477 The English fleet.. was
cruising by way of menace off the Spanish coast.

t C. Phr. to make (much, great, no) menace,
a 1300 Cursor M. 28517 In gang, in chere, in contenance,

pat i to men ha mad manace. 1375 EARBOUR Bruce xvn.
664 Thai . . gret mananss till him mais. i a 1400 Morte A rth.

3383 All hir mode chaungede, And mad myche manace with
mervayllous wordez. c 1470 Gol. ff Gaw. 355 And mak him
na manance, bot al mesoure. 1634 MILTON Counts 654
Though he and his curst crew Feirce signe of battail make,
and menace high.

d. Attributed to impersonal agents.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \. met. iv. 7 (Camb. MS.) The Rage

ne the manesses of be see commoeuynge or chasinge vpward
heete. 1697 DRYDEN SEneid ix. 38 The dark Menace of the
distant War. 1824 BYRON Def. Trans/, i. ii. 195 Wilt thou
Turn back from shadowy menaces of shadows? 1841 JAMES
Brigand \, If yonder frowning cloud fulfil one half its me
naces. 1871 PALGRAVB Lyr. Poems 19 The sudden war and
menace of the skies.

e. Said of a state of things, etc., which threatens

danger or catastrophe.
1857 GALLENGA Italy 373 It was an insult to the republicans,

..it was a menace to the aristocracy of Turin. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vii. 3. 362 The old social discontent, .remained
a perpetual menace to public order.

Menace (me nas), v. Forms: a. 4 ma-
nysche, Sc. maynysse, 4-5 manaas(s)e, ma-
nesse, 4-6 manas(s)e, mannasse, 4-7 manace,
4-5 manasce, -ashe, meanashe, 5 maneoe, 5-6
manasshe, -ysshe, 6 Sc. manes(s)e, -is(s)e,
-isohe, -yse, -yssyche, mannese, -esohe, mi-
nisse, mynace, 6-7 chiefly Sc. menasse, mi-
naoe, -ase, myn-, minasse, 5- menace. 0.
north, and Sc. 4 man(n)auce, mananse, -aunce,
-aunse, -aunze. [a. F. menacer (nth c.), also

maneder, -echier, AF. manasser (Wadington)= Pr. menassar, Sp. (a)menazar, Pg. (a)mea(ar, It.

minacciare : popular L. *minadare, {. minacia
MENACE sb.~]

1. trans. To utter or hold out menaces against ;

to threaten.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3681 5yf bou any man
manasse purgh force or power bat bou hasse. a 1340 HAM-
POLE Psalter xxvii. 10 God manaunsid bairn with hell.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 150 Thai . . Mannausit [read
Mannansit] the Scottis men halely With gret vordis 1472-3
Rolls of Parlt. VI. 54/1 The said Thomas Trethenry
and Elizabeth his wyfe, . . have thretted and manassed
the Tenauntes. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxvii. 40
These infidels sore dyd manysshe Christendome. 1543
Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 41 Cpntrair the will of the
wache, manisand and boistand thaim. 1632 HEYWOOD ist
Pt. Iron Age III. i. Wks. 1874 III. 304 The boldest Greeke

IS* euer manac d Tr y- 739 CIBBER Apol. (1756) I. 262
When he is compell d or menac d into any opinion that he
does not readily conceive. 1828 MACAULAY Ess., Hallam
(1851) I. 54 Her subjects v.ere incited to rebellion ; her life
was menaced. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xvii, Hear
me

, he replied, menacing her with his hand.
b. Said of impersonal agents.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 6 How bat elde manaced me.
1483 CAXTON Cato 4 How the foure elementes menace alle
men that [etc.]. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. II f, i. iv. 175 Your
eyes do menace me : why looke you pale 1 a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. /V;.r Wks. (1711)4 High woods, whose mount
ing tops menace the spheres. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 306
These evils are great.. .Sooner or later they may menace
the nation itself. 1840 MACAULAY Ess., C&W (1851) II. 523A new and formidable danger menaced the western frontier.

t C. Const, inf. Obs.
c 1325 SongofYesterday 158 in E. E. P. (1862) 137 Wei bou

west . .pat deb hab manast be to die. 1429 Rolls ofParlt. IV.
345/2 [ They] hem maneshud to bee dede if they made any
resistence. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 118 Thei take
nym and menaced hym to stone hym vnto dethe.

2. inlr. To utter menaces ; to be threatening.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8853 So longe he

manased & bret, Atte laste to-gydere bey met. c 1430 LYDG.
Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 159 O man is meeke, anothir doth
manace. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis 11. iv. 74 Furtht drawin
haldis this subtell hors of tree, And manysand strydis throw
the myd cietie. 1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. i. iii. 44 Who euer knew
he Heauens menace so? a 1700 DRYDEN Fables, Pythag.rMai. 36 Twas Death to go away, And the God menac d
The dard to stay. 1774 BURKE Sp. Amer. Tax. Sel. Wks.

t; J35 tarth below shook ; heaven above menaced. 1858
t ROUDF. Hist. Eng. HI. xii. i It was idle to menace while
he was unable to strike.

3. trans. To hold out as a punishment, penalty,
or danger ;

to threaten to inflict.

&quot;1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol. 3 Now manassand hell til

wyckyd. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiii. (VII Sleperis) 51

333

pame manesand ded in bat place. 1529 MORE Dyalogc iv.
Wks. 265/2 God, y l manasseth vnto them y u

paines of hel.
1621 G. SANDYS Ovid s Met. v. (1626) 89 Such as menace
warre. 1796 MORSE Amcr.Geog.l. 219 Their eyes.. and
their brandishing forked tongues,, .menaces [sic] a horrid
death. 1822-34 Good s Study Hied. (ed. 4) IV. 134 The
chief symptoms, menacing abortion, are transitory pains in
the back.. or (etc.). 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vn. iii. (1864)
IV. 137 No threatened excommunication is now menaced.

b. with inf. or clause as object.
CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 123 He..manesit hire

to bet & bynd. c 1412 HOCCLEVE Reg. Princes 5292 Thi
self manaseth bi self for to dye. 1565 Cooi F.R Thesaurus s.v.

Dennntio, To manase that he will bryng him before a iudge.
1620 QUARLES Jonah C i b, Great Ashur minaces with whip
in hand, To enlertaine thee (welcome) to his land. 1632
LITHGOW Trav. l. 12 The Riuer Tyber.. often Manasseth to
drowne the whole Mansions. 1883 J. MARTINE Reminisc.
Old lladdington 73 The solitary dissentient was menacing
to leave the meeting-house.

1 4. To use threateningly. Obs. rare 1
.

1649 MILTON Eikon. 23 Swords and Pistols cockt and
menac d in the hands of about three hundred . . Ruffians.

Hence Me-naceable a., capable of being put
down by threats; Me naceful a., threatening;
Me-naceraent, menacing, threatening; Me iiacer,
one who menaces or threatens.

1613 WOTTON in Relict. (1672) 416 Which feminine menace-
ment did no doubt incite him to dp it. 1642 W. BIRD Mag.
Hon. 46 The Menacer.. standeth in the face of his enemy,
1746 TURNBULL Justin xxvm. iii. 222 Antigonus . . being
besieged in his palace by a menaceful mob of the Macedo
nians. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. 11827) HI.
70 A threat, an act of menacement. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. xvii. vii. (1872) VI. 203 The malpractice seems to have
proved menaceable in that manner. 1891 Gd. Words Aug.
556/1 Did it acquire its menacetul character because it had
been placed on the head of Medusa?
Menaced (me-nast), ///. a.

[f. MENACE v. +
-ED 1

.] a. Assailed by menaces or threats, b.
Held out or indicated as an intended or probable
evil or catastrophe.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 324/1 Manassyd, or thret, minatiis.

1567 GOI.DING Ovid s Met. VIII. (1593) 205 The manast oke
did quake and sigh. 1644 VICARS God in Mount 204 Our
menaced Arke was borne up above the . . waves. 1738
GLOVER Leonidas I. ro How best their menac d liberties to

guard. 1803 Times 3 Oct., The accounts from France re
lative to the menaced invasion. 1860 MILL Repr. Goi t.

(1865) 60/2 Injured or menaced interests.

Menachanite (menorkanait). Min. Also 8

menack-, man-, 8-9 menaccanite. [i.Mcnachan,
in Cornwall + -ITE.] A variety of JLMENITE. Hence
Menachani tic a., containing menachanite.
1795 E. S. Let. in Polwhele Trad, ff Recoil. (1826) II.

427 The Manaccanite, a mineral or semi-metal resembling
gunpowder. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 326 Me
nachanite. Ibid. 327 The Menachanitic Calx. 1845 NEW-
BOLD in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal XIV. 291 Gold-dust is

found associated with, .menaccanite.

Menacing (me-nasin), vbl, sb. Now rare.

[f. MENACE v. + -ING 1.] The action of the verb
MENACE ; threatening ; menace.
1352 MINOT Poems i. 49 Ma manasinges ;it haue thai

maked. 1451 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comtii. App. v. 330
For the meanashing done in the Maire [h]is presennce, that
he wolde kyll^and take certain men. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy

A rtif. Handsoni. 66 These .. fall to cavillings and menacings.
1866 CARLYLE Inang. Addr. 199 Tell them, .to disregard. .

the temporary noises, menacings, and deliriums.

Menacing (me-nasirj ),///. a. [-ING
2
.] That

menaces or threatens ; threatening.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erastn. Par. Heb. 19 To heare these

manassyng wordes of the prophecie. 1570-6 LAMBARDE
Peranw. Kent (1826) 149 He mooveth the King by mi-

nacing letters to admit Stephan. 1774 BURKE Sp. Amer.
Tax. Sel. Wks. I. 134 There were in both Houses new and
menacing appearances. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. viii.

212 The population, .gathered in menacing attitude.

Menacingly (me-nasirjli), adv. [f. prec. +
LY 2

.] In a menacing manner
; threateningly.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus Hist. (1612) 78 Setting vpon Ver-

ginius menacingly they besought him [etc.]. 1738 H. BROOKE
Tasso ii. 45 With awful Grace superior Godfrey smiled,
And thus rejoin d more menacingly mild. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. iv. 3. 179 The English fortress of Edinburgh looked

menacingly across the Forth.

Menaciously,-aey : see MINACIOUSLY, MINACY.
Menad, Menadic, var. M/ENAD, MONADIC.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. x, The rites. .supposed to be

of the Menadic sort. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola i. xviii. I.

309 Dances of satyrs and menads.

t Menadry. Obs. (See quots.)
1570 DEE Math. Pref. Dj, Menadrie, is an Arte Mathe-

maticall, which demonstrateth, how, aboue Natures vertue
and power simple : Vertue and force may be multiplied :

and so, to direct, to lift, to pull to, and to put or cast fro,

any multiplied or simple, determined Vertue, Waight or
Force : naturally not so directible or mouable. 1620-53
I. JONES Stone-Heft^ (1^25) 23 Menadry, or Art of ordering
Engines for raising Weights. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng
(1725) 218 It is a Maxim as well in Menadry as War,.. a
true and equal Draught, .raiseth up mighty Weights.

Menage, menage (nvna-;;). Now only as

Fr. Also 4 mayngnage, manage, 5 maynage,
manyage, meynage, menaige. [a. OF. ma-
naige, menaige (mod.F. manage) : popular L.

*mansiondticiim, i. L. mansion-em dwelling (see

MANSION), whence F. maison house. Cf. MESHAGE.]

MENALD.
1 1. The members of a household

;
a man s house

hold or meinie . Obs.

,. r . ~
, .

,&quot;
-. -- - 7 Darye. .With his

children, and with his wyve, And with his suster, and his
menage. 1490 CAXTON Eiuydos vi. 29 Jubyter..wyth his
wyi and meynage, wente anone wyth theym.
2. The management of a household, housekeep-

I

ing ; hence, a domestic establishment (often concr.
:

or semi-n?(-r.).
1698 W. KlNGtr. Sartilrt s Joiirn. Loud. 3 In Paris, there

are from Four to Five, and to Ten menages or distinct
Families in many Houses. 1790 SIR S. ROMILLY in Life
(1842) I. 297, I long to.. see you in your menage, which I
cannot express in English, because we have no v,ord for it.

1808 HAN. MORE Co-Mrs (r8og) I. iii. 32 Nothing tended to
make ladies so.. inefficient in the menage as the study of
the dead languages. 1842 L&amp;gt;E QUINCEY Mod. Greece Wks.
1863 XIII. 460 No single Greek nuisance can be placed on
the same scale with the dogs attached to every menage,
whether household or pastoral. 1848 THACKERAY L nn. Fair
Ixiv, She tried keeping house with a female friend

; then
the double menage began to quarrel and get into debt.
1887 DOWDKN Shelley II. iv. 115 An annual sufficiency to
support a little menage would be desirable.

*, b. transf. Applied to the staff or company of
a theatre, f nonce-use.

1746 H. WALPOLEZ.C. to Mann 12 Aug., Lord Middlesex
took the opportunity of a

riyalship between his own mis
tress, the Nardi, and the Violette, . .to involve the whole
menage of the Opera in the quarrel, and has paid nobody.
3. Sc. and northern, a. A friendly society, of
which every member pays in a fixed sum weekly,
to be continued for a given term (Jamieson 1825).
b. (See quot. 1829.) Hence Comb, menage-man,
an itinerant vendor of goods which are to be paid
for by instalments. (See also Eng. Dial. Diet.)
1829 BROCKETT Gloss. N. C. Words (ed. 2), Manadgc,

a box or club instituted by inferior shop-keepers generally
linen-drapers for supplying goods to poor or improvident
people, who agree to pay for them by instalments. 1866
MITCHELL Hist. Mmitrose ix. 85 They would have got
their clothing by joining a menage to which they paid i/-
in the week. 1893 Xeu castle Even. Chron. n Dec. 2/4
He gave his wife to understand that she had to contract no
debts with the menage-man. 1904 A. GRIFFITHS 50 years
Public Settnce xix. 283 note, The number of debtors was
ajways large at York on account of the widespread prac
tices of the menage men as they were called.

Menage, etc. : see MANAGE, etc.

Menagerie (menaj dgeri). Also 8-9 -ery, (8

managerie, menegerie). [a. F. menagerie do
mestic administration, management of cattle, build

ing of a cattle-farm, now chiefly in sense i below ;

f. manage: see MENAGE and -ERY. Cf. MANAGEBY.]
1. A collection of wild animals in cages or en

closures, esp. one kept for exhibition, as in zoo

logical gardens or a travelling show. Also, the

place or building in which they are kept.
1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond s Gardening??, Menagery is

a Place where they keep Animals of several Kinds for Curi
osity. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue s Anecd. Paint. (1786)
IV. 8 Laguerre s father, .became master of the menagerie
at Versailles. 1829 LANDOR Imag. Conv., Albanif; Pict.-

Dealers Wks. 1853 II. 12/2 As to the lion, he has been in

the menagery from his birth. 1886 J. G. WOOD in Leis.
Hour 445 From early childhood I have been in the habit
of frequenting menageries.

b. transf. and allusively.
1784 COWPER Tiroc. 293 What causes move us, knowing

as we must That these Menageries all fail their trust, To
send our sons to scout and scamper there ? 1850 CARLYLE
Latter-d. Pamph. vii. (1872) 241 Our menagerie of live

Peers in Parliament. 1854 MACAULAY Biog., Johnson (1860)
121 An old quack doctor named Levett. .completed this

strange menagerie.
1 2. An aviary. Obs.

1749 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Shcnstvnc 29 Aug., I have
reared but one single Guinea-chick this year. If I had such
a command of corn and of water as you have, I should be

apt to fall into the expense of a Menagerie. 1757 MRS. DE-
LANY in Life Corr. 461 The menagerie is not stored with
great variety, but great quantities of Indian pheasants. 1830
B. MOUBRAY Dam. Poultry (A 6) 129 The Noblemen and

Gentlemen who have private menageries for pheasants.
Hence Mena-gerist, a keeper of a menagerie.
1850 in Cansick Epitaphs MiiiiiIesex(iZj3) II. 130 To the

Memory of George Wombwell (Menagerist), . .died.. 1850.

Menagerie, -ery, variant forms of MENAGERY.
Me nagOgue. rare-&quot;. [

= F. mtnagogue
(Littre\ f. Gr. injv month + aycuy6s leading, bring

ing in.]
= EMMENAGOGUE.

1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

Menagry, Menal : see MENAGEBY, MENIAL.
Menald (me nald), a. Forms : ? menel(e)d,

menelled, menild, 9 mennal, menald. [?f.

MEANEL + -ED 2
.] Ofanimals: Spotted, speckled.

Of a deer : Of a dappled chestnut colour. Also
as s&., a deer of that colour.

1611 COTGR., Grivele, peckled, speckled ; meneld, mayled,
(blacke, and white). Ibid., Perdrix maillee, a Menild, or

spotted Partridge. 1693 RAY Syn. Quadrup. 86 Sunt..
albis maculis pariter variegatae, . .ut a D. Robinson habeo,
Menatd Deer vocant. 1902 Field Aug. 285/3 1&quot; J863 the

following colours and shades were to be seen in Garendon
Park, . . viz. : . . black, fallow, dappled fallow, . . mennal
(Col. B. s dappled chestnut), strawberry mennal (dappled
roan) [etc.]. Ibid., All the light colours, -were not so hardy
as the blacks, dark duns, fallows and mennals.



MKNALTY.

t Hlenalty. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. mene, MEAN a?

+ -AL + -TV. Cf. MESNALTY.] The middle class.
n 1548 HALL Chron. Hen.W 10 b, The euill parliament

for the nobilitee, the worse for the menaltie, but worste of
all for the commonaltee.

Menalty : see MENIALTY, MESXALTV.
Menar, Menaret, Menas(s, Menatair, Me-
navelings, Menawe : see MANURE, MINABET,
MENACE, MINOTAUR, MANAVILINS, MINNOW.
Mence, Menehen, -on (etc.), Menoion,
-ioun (etc.) : see MENSE, MINCE, MINCHEN,
MANSION, MENTION.
Mend (mend), sb. Also 4-6 mende ; 6-9 Sc.

pi. as sing, meuse, (6 meus). [Partly aphetic for

amend (see AMENDS) ; partly f. MEND
z&amp;gt;.]

1 1. Recompense, reparation ; also, something
given as compensation. Obs.

a. //. in form ; usually construed as sing.
a 1300 Cun&r^M. 23152 Vnnethes sal man find an in lede

bat wel will scriue bam o bis sake, ne for na consail mendes
mak. 1399 LASCL. Rich. Reticles 292 Men myjtten as welle
have huntyd an hare with a tabre, as aske ony mendis ffor
that thei mysdede. c 1450 HOLLAND Hmulat 72 Dot quha
sail rnak me ane mendis of hir worth a myte? a 1578
LlNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 19 He..
promissit that he suld haue ane suffiecent mense of the
quene. Hid. 147. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. IT. i. 20 All wrongs
haue mendes. 1592 KVD Sol. f, Fers. \\. i. 46 Why then the &amp;gt;

mends is made, and we still friends. 1670 LASSELS Voy.
Italy II. 268 This country made us a full mends for all the ill

way we had had before, a 1733 SliellanrlActs in Proc. Sue.
Ant. Scot. (1892) XXVI. 200 That no mends be made for corn
eaten within cornyards. 1779 D. GRAHAM Writ. (1883) II.
21 That s better mense for a fault, than a your mortifying o
your members. 1816 SCOTT BI. Dwarf x, Westburnflat
hasna the means.. to make up our loss; there s nae mends
to be got out o him, but what ye take out o his banes.

b. sing. For, to (a person s) mend : for his re

paration or restoration (from sin). To mend: as
a recompense.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 6723 (Cott.) If he sla animans thain,

Thritti schiling o siluer again Sal man giue be lord to mend
[a 1300-1400 Gott. to mendes]. c 1315 SffOREHAM Poetns ii.

128 And ase he boled bane deb, Leuedy, for cure mende.
ll id. vii. 831 To mannes mende. 4:1330 K, UHUNNE Chron.
(1810) 302 To mak mende mak alle stable. 1646 Deposit.
York Castle \Surtees) 9 note, And pray to God for mend.
t 2. pi. Means of obtaining restoration or repara-

j

tion ; remedy. Obs.

1450 HOLLAND Hmulat 29 Mendis and medicyne for
,

mennis all neidis. 1530 PALSGR. 666/r If I pricke you with
mydaggar you have your mendes in your hande. i6o6SHAKS,
Tr. &amp;gt;,Cr. i. i. 63. 1655 GuRNALt, C/ir.in Ann. I. 53 If any
mischief befalls him, the mends is in his own hands.

t 3. //. Improvement in health. 0/&amp;gt;s.

1614 Witch Trial in AUotsford Club Misc. I. 137 The
said Margaret Corstoun haueing contractit seiknes, dwynedbe the space of foure monethis, and could get no mendis.

f4. To the mentis : to boot . Sc. Obs.

1636 KL-THERFORC. (1862) I. Ixxi. 185, 1 will verilygive
my Lord Jesus a free discharge of all that L.laid to His
charge, and beg Him pardon, to the mends.
5. Phr. On the mend: (of a person, his health,

etc.) recovering from sickness; (of affairs, trade,
etc.), improving in condition.
1802 COLERIDGE in Mrs. Sandford T. Poole fy Friends (1802)

II. 77 [My] health has been on the mend ever since Poole left
town. 1897 Daily News 27julyn/4 Home trade in finished
linens is perhaps on the mend.
6. An act of mending, a repair; a repaired hole,

etc., in a fabric.

1888 Hoiisc-ii ifi III. 436/1 If the mend is dampened and
pressed with a hot iron it is almost unnoticeable. 1900
Daily News 28 Nov. 10/2 Mrs. A. is reluctant to let her
clothes be seen by Mrs. B., for fear that lady should notice
the rents and mends. 1903 Blackw. Mug. Dec. 803/2 A mend
in the sole [of a stocking].

1 7. Comb. : mends-making, reparation, atone
ment. Obs.
c nooCursorM. 28617 (Cott. Galba) Schrift aw to be thrin-

falde, with rewth in hert, and schewing to preste, and mendes
making. !S3oTlNDALE Answ. Him iv. ii. \Vlcs. (1573) 320/1
And as for mendes making with worldly things, that do to

thy brother whom thou hast offended.

Mend (mend), v. [aphetic f. AMEND v.

The^aphetic form, however, occurs in our quots. earlier than
the original form. Cf. AF. mender in one MS. (St. John s,

Camb.) of Wadington s Manuel lies Pechicz I. 10.]

I. To remove or atone for defects.

1. a. trans. To free (a person, his character or

habits) from sin or fault
; to improve morally ;

to
reform

; occas. to cure of (a fault). Now arch, or
dial, exc. in phr. to mend one s manners, ways.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 217 On be helde la}e het lire drihten

bat me ne sholde none man bilechen, bute he were teid to
menden chirche. a 1300 Cursor M. 22436 par es nam[an]
. .bat he ne his liif agh to mend. Ibid. 26507 Quen bou art
mendid o bi sin. c 1430 ABC of Aristotle in Babees Rk.

t

It serial neuere greue a good man bou} be gilti be meendid.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Epigr. i. R, If euery man mende one,
all shall be mended. 1679 PENN AMr. Prut. I. ix. Wks.
1825 HI. 39 A descreet and cool hand may direct the
blow right.. when men of fury rather ease their passion,
than mend their youth. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 112 F 7
If he does not mend his Manners. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.
xxvii, Though the instruction I communicate may not mend
them [prisoners], yet it will assuredly mend myself. 1868
FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1877) II. viii. 211 That turbulent pre
late had mended &quot;his ways. 1891 HARING-GOULD Urith
xxxix, Have you seen how a little dog is mended of lamb
worrying ?
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fb. refl. To reform oneself. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25548 pou send vs, lauerd ! wijt and

will to mend us of vr dedis ill. 14.. TundalSs Vis. 2326
(Wagner) He warned alIe..To mende hem here, before
her dede. 1596 HARINCTON Metavt. Ajax (1814) 134 Let
both the writer and the readers endeavour to mend our
selves. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. i. v. 50 Bid the dishonest man
mend himself.

C. intr. for refi. Now rare exc. in the proverb
// is never too late to mend.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23264 For bai mai haf na might to mend.

? 1404-8 26 Pol. Poems v. 22 [He] bat nyl not mende, but ay
don ylle. 1550 CROWLEY Last Trump. 1436 Their conscience
. .saieth thei were Told of their fault, & woulde not mende.
1605 SHAKS. Lear ii. iv. 232 Let shame come when it will,
I do not call it... Mend when thou can st, be better at thy
leisure, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) IV. xxxviii. 92 It is

never over-late to mend. 1785-6 BURNS Addr. to Dei/ xxi,
wad ye tak a thought an men ! 1842 S. LOVER Handy

A ndy xxi, She s very young, Sir . She ll mend of that,
ma am. We were young once ourselves . 1873 BLACK Pr.
Thttle ix, I am afraid that you are a very foolish boy. .but
1 hope to see you mend when you marry.

2. To remove the defects of (a thing) ; to correct

(what is faulty) ; to improve by correction or altera

tion. Now only occas. as a transf. use of sense 5.
t To mend (one s] mood , to become more cheerful.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10434 Leuedi, sco said, for drjghtin dere,

bou mend bi mode and turn bi chere. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 69, I salle be make .. my chefe Justise, be
lawes to mend & right, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 530
For brousty oil, whit wex is to resolue In fynest oil [etc.].
So wol hit mende odour and taast also. 1461 Cal. Ane.
Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 309 The sayd lawe was mendyt by
autorite of a semble. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb.
i. (1586) 19 Heathy, Brushy, & Grauelly ground: may
these be made fruitefull, and mended [L. corrigi $ ftrcun-
dari\ by arte. 1631-2 High Commission Cases (Camden)
237, I wish that you.. that are soe ready to fynd faultes
were sett to mend the booke of common prayer. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n 324 Salt Earth and bitter are not fit

to sow, Nor will be tam d and mended by the Plough. 1707
MORTIMER Husb. 74 So where Marie is not laid too thick., it

will often mend Clay;. 1724 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. 20
Divines; who seem to pay little deference to the Books of
the New Testament, whose text they are perpetually mend
ing in their sermons, commentaries, and writings, to serve

MEND.

gj

p
tabe (E7E.T.S.) 87! I have mended the text as well as
I could by words, c., inserted between square brackets.

1901 T. R, GLOVER Life fy Lett, tfh C. go The last three
books [of Q. Smyrnaeus] ..are beyond revision. To be
mended they must be re-wriiten.

b. intr. To become less faulty. Of conditions :

To become less unfavourable, improve.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 24490 (Gutt.) All mi licam bigan to

light, And mi mode to mend. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Pro^&amp;gt;,

(1867) 75 As sowre ale mendth in summer, c 1645 HOWELL
Lett. (1655) II. xlix. 58, I hope the times will mend. 1708
PRIOR Turtle

&amp;lt;% Sparrow 416 Matters at worst are sure to
mend. 1736 BKKKELEY Querist ir. 5 \Vks. 1871 III. 519
Whether . .our State will mend, so long as property is in

secure among us? 1826 PENN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. I.

418 Our condition here. .mends upon us. 1876 TREVELYAM
Life ff Lett. Klacaulay II. 2 Things did not mend as time
went on.

3. trans. To rectify, remedy, remove (an evil) ;

to correct, put right (a fault, anything amiss).
a

*yx&amp;gt;
Cursor AT. 644 Here (sc. the garden of Eden] lastes

lijf wit-oten end, Her es nathing for to mend. Ibid. 5417
Bath he [losephj did his lauerd byyate, And mended nede
inbairstate. ^1374 CHAUCER yVfyAv-rv. 1425 She wolde come,
and mende al that was mis. ci4oo26/W./ &amp;lt;wjiv. iwThoirj
holy chirche shulde fawtes mend. Summe put hem of formede.
1500-20 DUKBAS/VfMJ xxviii. 14 Sowtans,with schone weill

maid and meit, }e mend the faltisof ill maid feit. 1500 SHAKS.
Com. Err. in. ii. 107 She sweats.. .That s a fault that water
will mend. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 20 You must examine
where the fault is, and taking the Pin out, mend the fault
in the Joynt. 1710 STKELE Tatler No. 168 F 4 There is no
Way of mending such false Modesty. 18x6 SCOTT BI.

Dwarf x. But how ye are to put yoursells up, I canna see !

And what s waur, I canna mend it. 1819 SHELLEY CV in.
i. 302 Poverty, the which I sought to mend By holding a
poor office in the state.

fb. To correct (a mistake, something erro

neous). Obs.

1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andres Wks. (1892) 9 Na
man sal mend otheris faltis {sc. mistakes in a lesson] vntil

they cum to the regent. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. toStclla. 17 Dec.,
I have mistaken the day of the month, and been forced to
mend it thrice.

c. intr. Of a fault: To undergo rectification.

171* POPE Spect. No. 408 F 7 The Fire of Youth will of
course abate, and is a Fault,.. that mends every Day.
4. trans. To make amends or reparation for,

atone for (a misdeed, an injury); also absol. to

make reparation. Occas. const, dat. of person. Obs.

exc. in the proverb, Least said soonest mended.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20251 If I haf anithing mis-wroght,. .1

wil it mend. Ibid. 26223 And he fiat bath [church & man]
bair bleith has blend, A-sains bath be-hous him mend.
^1330 R. BRUNNE Ct?VW.(i8xo) 303 To while pape Boniface
dueTlid opon bis, To gyue dome borgh grace, to mende
boj&amp;gt;e

ber mys. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 12 }if thai wyl
mend that thai do mys, to have remyssyon. 1546 J-
HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 29 Ye maie syr (quoth he) mend
three naies with one yee. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. ii. 26 Come,
come, you haue bin too rough,..you must returne.and mend
it. 1670 RAY Prov. 285 Little said, soon mendit. [Cf. 1659
HOWELL Prov. 9/1 Little said soon amended.] 173310 Sivift s
Lett. (1766) II. 183 One soon learns to stop when it is wished,
or to mend what is said amiss. 1841 LYTTON Nt. fy Morn.
iv. viii, At present t least said soonest mended .

5. To restore to a complete or sound condition

(something broken, decayed, worn, etc.) ; to repair.
Also to mend ttp (? obs.). Also, to repair or make
good (the defective part).
Now the prevailing sense : the others, so far as they sur-

vive, being more or less coloured by this. The vb. is now
ordinarily used only with such objects as are commonly
said to be worn

, broken
, or torn (e. g. articles of cloth

ing or furniture, tools, fences); e.g. we do not speak of
mending a house. To mend a road, however, is still

I

current.

1362 LANCL. P. PL A. in. 53 per nis noujmr Wyndou ne
i Auter, f&amp;gt;at

I ne schulde maken obur mende. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
. Saints -x\\\. (Marcus) 81

J?e bochoure wes mendand be scho.
1487 in T. Gardner Hist. Dnnwich (1754) 153 Payd the

I
Glas-wryjte for mendyng Seynt Krysteferys Wyndown.
1535 COVERDALE Mark i. 19 As they were in the shyppe
mendynge their nettes. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 186 As if

1 I had been so good a husband, as to mend my own clothes.
639 in Coll. Conn. Hist. Soc. (1897) VI. 5 All the fences.,

shall be mended vp. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) I. 229
J he rough and stony roads have been mended. 1878 JEVONS

|

Prim. Pol. Econ. 29 Hedges and ditches are mended when
there is nothing else to do. 1888 Housewife III. 436/2 After
mending the holes, the thin places, .should be run thickly
backwards and forwards.

trantfinAJig. (c f. a;. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxviii. 22
And 3e tail5ouris, with wellmaid clais Can mend the uerst
maid man that gais. 1597 SHAKS. sHcn. //

,
in. ii. 176.

b. To repair the garments of (a person), colloq.
1876 W. S. GILBERT Sorcerer \\. (1886) 24 She will tend

I

him, nurse him, mend him, Air his linen [etc.]. 1881 Gd.
;

Words 844/2 She washed and mended him to the envy of
i

the neighbours.
c. To adjust, set right. Obs. exc. 2\aut.

ci$i$Cocke LoreWs B. 12 Some y longe bote dyde launce,
some mende y corse. 1601 SHAKS. Alls Well in. ii. 7
Why he wijl looke vppon his boote, and sing: mend the
Kuffe and sing. 1606 Ant.

&amp;lt;y
Cl. v. ii. 322. 1682 DRYDEN

. & \.tt Duke cfGuise \\.\\. (1683)16 Yes, I wou d make every
Glance a Murder. Mend me this Curie. 1832 MARRYAT
A*. Forster xxvi, He therefore turned the hands up, mend
sails \ and took his station amidship on the booms, to see

\

that this the most delinquent sail, was properly furled. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.^ To mend sails

, to loose and skin
them afresh on the yards.

d. f To mend the lights : to trim the lamps, or
snuff the candles (obs.}. To mend a fire : to add
fuel to it (cf. the earlier BEET v.}. To mend a
pen : to cut a worn quill pen so as to make it fit

for its purpose.
f 1480 HENRYSON Test. Cress. 36, I mend the fyre and

beikit me about. 1625 B. JONSON Staple of News Induct.,
Book-holder. Mend your lights, Gentlemen. Master Prologue,
beginne. marg.* The Tiremcn enter to mend the lights. 1720
VwK\v.RnlesDeportm.\\\. Wks. {1877)21 Do not spit in the
Fire, nor offer to mend it 1834 HT. MARTINEAU J-arrgrs i.

35 Jane shook her head as she carefully mended the fire.

1863 A. BLOMPIKLO J/w.
Bj&amp;gt;. Bfawficld I. viii. 223 We all

sit and mend our pens and talk about the weather.

6. trans. To restore to health, cure, heal. arch.

13. . St. Nicholas 349 in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg, (1881) 15
pai praid all to saint Nicholas

J&amp;gt;at [dedc] man bore forto

rays 8: mend. *$..St.Lncy% ibid. 17 Scho..fand no med-
cyn hir might mend. 1523 FITZHERH. Hnsh. 46 There be
dyuers waters, & other medicyns, that wolde mende hym.
1697 DKVKKX I irg. Gcorg. \\\. 113 Yearly thy Herds in

Vigour will impair, Recruit and mend em with thy Yearly
Care. 1736 in Swift s Lett. (1766) II. 235, I daily see such
numbers of people mended by them [ihese waters], that

[etc.]. 1883 R. W. Dixos^/awc i. v. 14 And slowly some we
mended of their ill, And pitied all.

tnmjf.VoAJtf. 1831 LAMB Elia. Ser. n. Ellistoniana
t Sir

A C ..whomendsa lame narrative almost as well as he
sets a fracture. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par^Sott efCroesus
(1903) 153/2 And August came the fainting year to mend
With fruit and grain.

b. intr. To regain health
;

to recover from
sickness, f Const, of.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxii. 59 May nane remeid my
meladySa weill as ^e. .And gif I mend nocht hestely. 1523
FITZHERB. Husb. 46 There be someshepe that wyll be blynd
a season, and yet mende agayn. 1663 CHAS. II in Julia

Cartwright Henrietta ofOrleans (1894) 149 She mends very
slowly. 1711-13 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 22 Feb., The Queen
is slowly mending of her gout. 1810 SHELLEY Za$trozzi\\

y

The health of Verezzi, meanwhile, slowly mended. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge v, The fever has left him, and the

doctor says he will soon mend. 1897 HUGHES Mcdit. frever

y. 194 One day of injudicious dietary., in a case that is mend
ing, may cause a serious relapse.

C. Of a wound, etc. : To heal. Of a malady :

To abate. Now dial.

1607 SHAKS. Timon v. i. 190 My long sicknesse Of Health,
and Lining, now begins to mend. 1804 ABF.RNETHY Snrg.
Obs. 140 An ulcer mends in one part though it may spread
in another. 1869 A. C. GIBSON Folk-Sp. Cnmbld. 163 His
hand mendit weel (He hed gud bealin flesh,.. hed Joe).

II. \Vithout distinct reference to defect : To
make better, ameliorate, improve.
7. trans. To improve the condition or fortune of.

Now rare or Obs. exc. refl. t
to better oneself, make

an advantageous change in one s condition.
(:1 33 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 244 Wardeyns gode he

sette, to stabille
&amp;gt;e

lond & mende [oiig. Establyc sfs fays,

fet Cestat mclliour}. c 1330 Chron. Wate (Rolls) 6552

WiJ? waryson he schold
J&amp;gt;em [marriageable maidens] mende.

1558 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 122, I wyll y the pore
folkes of the church rawe be mended with bygge. 1625
BACON Ess., Innov. (Arb.) 527 Whatsoeuer is New is vn-

looked for ; And euer it mends Some, and paires Other. 163*
LITHGOW Trav. in. 84 He could not mend himselfe, in regard
of my shelter. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. (1862) 58 Your service

was hard . . therefore . . I did as other considerate persons do,

look out, if perhaps I might mend myself. 1719 DE FOK



MEND.
Crusoe (Globe) 390 Whether it was by Negligence in guard
ing them, or that they thought the Fellows could not mend
themselves, I know not, but one of them run away. 1790
KURKE Fr. Rev. (ed, 2) 40 How either he or we should be
much mended by it, I cannot imagine. 1876 J. RICHARDSON
Citnunerl. Talk Ser. n. 183 If. .he duddent know what way
to gang to mend his-sel, he hed to grub away fra leet to dark
for a canny laal.

t b. Sf, To profit, advantage (a person) ; ahsoL

to avail. (In negative and interrogative contexts.)
1470 Col. $ Caw. 1069 It may nocht mend the ane myte

to mak it so teugh. ri475 RanfCoil^ear 653 He saw thnir

was na meiknes nor mesure micht mend. ( 1560 A. SCOTT
Poems (S.T.S.) xx. 22 Off all thy wo and cair It mends the
no1 to mene. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 126 Quhat
will it mend to murne thy senses out ?

f 8. To improve (a person) physically. Also intr.

(of a child) to thrive (cf. lob). Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 464 Outhire mete has mendid be full

mekill . . Or ane has stollen in my stede. c 1500 fifelusine 103
Melusyne . . had so grete care for her children that they
mended & grewe so wel that euery one that saw them
meruaylled. 1810 HOGG Birniebonzle$&amp;gt; I ll hunt the otter an
the brock,..An pu the limpet afifthc rock, To batten an to
mend ye.

f 9. To improve by additions (e.g. wages, prices),
c 1440 Pol. Rcl. % L. Posms 272 Fats iudas, to mendyn hys

purs, To ded hath hym sold, c 1470 HARDING Chron. (1812)
366 The market he so mended manyfolde. 1510 Kxtracts
Aberd. Keg. (1844) I. 81 Thai sail caus him be pait yerlie of
tene pundit, .quhill thai be of puyschance to mend him his
fee. 1583 SrunBES.4rt^ Abus. n. (1882) 38 If his lining
be too little, then ought the church to mend it. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. ii. iv. 94 And we will mend thy wages. 1697
DRVDFN I irg. Georg. iv. 196 Sometimes white Ullies did
their Leaves a fiord, With wholsom Poppy-flow rs to mend
his homely Board.

b. intr. To improve in amount or price.
1602 -2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. H 2, Then let vs leaue

this baser fidling trade, For though our purse should mend,
pur credit fades. 1812 Examiner 7 Sept. 563/2 Wool mend-
ing in price.

fc. trans. To supplement, make up the defi

ciency of. (See also 12 a.) Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iii. 60 Wee ll mend our dinner
here. 1638 in Birch Life Milton M. s Wks. 1738 I. 16, I

would have been bold, in our vulgar phrase, to mend my
draught, fur you left me with an extreme Thirst. 1711
SWIKT Jrnl. to Stella 9 Oct., I was forced to lie down at
twelve to-day, and mend my night s sleep.
10. To improve in quality; to render more ex

cellent ; to ameliorate (conditions, etc.&quot;
1

. Nowrare.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. Epist., So neyther is one vertue

fit for all, nor all fit for one vertue : nor is that one so e.\-

.position. 1615 W. L.AWSON Country
Honsew, Card. (1626) 19 Trees, .as they grow in yeeres, big-
nesse, and strength ; so they mend their fruit. 1672 GREW
Anat. Plants^ 43 Some Vegetables lose their Smell, . .

others, keep it,.. others, mend it. 1700 DRYDEN Fables
Pref. *D,_Chaucer..has mended the Stories which he has
borrow d, in hi* way of telling. 1712 AUDISON Sped. No.
383 4 The fifty new Churches will very much mend the
Prospect. 1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunting (1788) 21 Direc
tions for mending and improving the Breed [of dogs]. 1781
COWPER llope^T. The Sacred Book, .speaks, with plainness
art could never mend. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog, II. 47
Cattle are small.. .And they would be more so, were not the
breed mended by a mixture with those of other countries
1847 L. HUNT Men, Wotuen,^ B. II. x. 208 The Fielding*,
till Henry came up to mend the reputation, were not thought
very clever. i8s4TENNYSON To /*. D. Maurice x, How best
to help the slender store, How mend the dwellings, ofthe poor,

fb. intr. To grow better in quality, improve. Obs.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 75 Than wolde ye mend. .

as sowre ale mendth in summer. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. Ar
. I.

v. 80 What thinke you of this foole Maluolio, doth he not
mend ? 1705 ADDISON Italy (Rome to Naples) 174 St. Peters
seldom answers Expectation at first entering it, but . . mends
upon the^ Eye every Moment. 1712 Spect. No. 543 p i

Though it [the human body] appears formed with the nicest

Wisdom, upon the most superficial Survey of it, it still

mends upon the Search.

11. trans. To improve upon, surpass, better. In

early use with personal obj. Now only colloq. to

produce something better than.
c ijzo Sir Tristr. 555 Bot y be mendi may, Wrong ban wite

y be. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 329 In Vshenng Mend
him who can. Mod. A very good story : I don t think I can
mend it.

III. Phrases and Combinations.
12. Phrases, a. To mend (a person s) cheer-.

t (a] to cheer, comfort (cf. CHEER sb. 3) ; () to

improve the fare of (cf. CHEEK sb. 6).
a 1300 Cursor M. 4232 His ober suns com ilkan sere For to

mend bair fader chere. c 1350 Will. Palerne 647 panne

ii, A bow full deftly can he bend^And if we meet a
herd, may send A shaft shall mend our cheer.

f b. In asseverative phrases, esp. So God mend
me. Also in pious wishes, as God mend all. Obs.
c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 433 Lordynges. so god me mende,

Lamedon me to ?ow sende. 1568 Jacob $ Esau i. iii. B j b,
Ihe most gentle yong man aliue, as God me mende. 1592
bHAKS. Rom. $ Jvl. i. v. 81 Youle not endure him, God
shall mend my soule. 1600 A. Y. L. iv. i. 193. 1611
Cynih, v. v. 68 Heauen mend all. 1789 WOLCOT (P. Pindar)
Sufy./or Painters Wks. 1812 II. 136 Where er they go,
poor imps God mend em !

c. To mend or end : either to improve or (if that
be

impossible) to put an end to; in early use
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I chiefly = * to kill or cure
*

; also, f to correct or

i
finish (a work), f Formerly also intr.

% either to
die or recover.

1378 T. WILCOCKS Sernt. Pawles 74 Plague : what hathe it

done? it hathe mended as manye as it hathe ended. 1603
FLORIO Montaigne ii EpLst, That perfect-vnperfect Ar
cadia, which., your all praise-exceeding father, .lived not to
mend or end-it. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage 805 When the

King of Mexico sickened, they vsed to put a Visor on the
face.. of some. .Idol, which was not taken away till he
mended or ended. 1648 Kikon Bos. xv. 123, I had the
Charitie to interpret, that most part of My Subjects fought
against My supposed Errors, not My Person; and intended
to mend Alee, not to end Mee. ci68o HICKERINGILL Hist.

IVhigghm Wks. 1716 I. i. 21, I had rather we should mend
than end. 1884 J. MORI.EV in Times 31 July 11/4 The.,
question of mending or ending the House of Lords.

d. To mend the matter, to mend matters : to

improve the state of affairs concerning a person or

thing. Often used ironically.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xvii. 16, I suppose they will

thereby very little mend the matter, or help us to a more
clear and positive idea. 1719 1 JK FOE Crusoe (Globe) 295 To
mend the Matter,. .it continued snowing. 1869 FRKKMAM
Norm. Cony. (1875) III. xii. 253 No one will argue that lie

would have mended matters had he fulfilled his promise.
e. To mend (one s ) pace : to travel faster.

1602 SHAKS. Hani. v. i. 64 Your dull Asse will not mend
his pace with beating. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 859 Justice
Divine Mends not her slowest pace for prayers or cries.

1781 COWPER Ex
f&amp;gt;ost. 151 Judgment, however tardy, mentis

her pace When Obstinacy once has conquered Grace. 1851
D. JERROLU St. Giles vii. 66 He mended his pace, and.,
jerked the pony into a trot

t f To mend one s hand , to improve one s

work or conduct. Ods.

1685 DHVDKN Alb. ff Alban. Pref, Ess. fed. Ker) I. 280
If it finds encouragement, I dare promise myself to mend
my hand, by making a more pleasing fable. 1781 C. Jons-
STON Hist. J. Juniper I. 65 His nurse. .being threatened to
be turned off, if she did not mend her hand.

g. To make or /M7/*/(absol.) : see MAKE&.I ic.

1 13, Comb, with sbs. (often as quasi-proper
names) with the sense ( one who mends . . . , as

Mend-all^ mcndhrcech^ mend-fault. Mend-market.
^1470 HARDING Chron. ccvin. Argt. (1812) 366 Howe syr

Robert Vmgreuile brent Pebk-s on there market daye..and
after the Scottes called hym Robyne Memlmarket. 1573
TUSSER//KS/ . (1878) 179 Feare flea smocke and mendbreech,
for burning their bed. 1643 UAKKU Chron. (1674) 190 Jack
Cade, .sty I ing himselfCaptain Mend-all, marched. ,to !!lack-

heath. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootoinia 174 The Commonwealth
might better spare many famous fur feats of Amies, than
these Learned Mend-faults (in men, or States}.

Mend, obs. form of MINJ&amp;gt;.

Mendable. me-ndab l),. [f.MENDr. +-ABLE.]
That can be mended ; capable of improvement.
1533 MORE Apol.v\\\\\. Wks. 925/2 And those extreme vices

. .diligently refourme & amende in such as are mendable.
1638 in Bucclenc/t MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 282 The
locks. .are not mendable when out of tune. 1890 Graphic
ii Oct. 405/3 If 1 thought there was aught mendable in

thee that could be shaped by the hands of a good wife.

t Menclaciloqueut, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L,

mendaciloqu-us (f. menddci-) -mendax mendacious
+ loqu-i to speak) + -ENT : cf. grandiloquent^
Speaking lies. So f Mendacrloquence, lying.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mendaciloqitent* that tels lies.,

false speaking. c 1710 Hist. London Clubs r. 2 A witty
and famous Gentleman in the Art of Mendadloquence [sic],

mendacious (mend^ Jas),
a. [f. L. mendac-

em, mendax (^.^mentnax^ f. root offf/^ff/frftolie)
+ -IOUS.J Lying; untruthful; false.

1616 R. SHELDON Miracles Antichr. 63 A mendacious

Legend of Ignatius his miracles, 1654 COKAINE Dianca iv.

266 Fame, that mixing Truth with Falsehood, renders the
one and the other equally mendacious. 1840 CAKLYLE
Heroes (1858) 189 [The Pagan ages] were not mendacious
and distracted, but in their own poor way true and sane !

1885 Truth 28 May 838/1 The. .mendacious garbage that is

being published in the Nonvelle Revue.

Hence Menda ciously adv., in a mendacious or

lying manner
;
Menda ciousness, mendacity.

1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 544 The
supposed mendaciously-disposed witness. 1873 Brit. Q.
Rev. LVII. 222 Throughout it is one long record of am
bitious rapacity, mendaciousness, and crime.

Mendacity (mendse siti). [ad. late L. men-

ddcitas, f. mendac-em : see MENDACIOUS a. and

-ITY.] The quality of being mendacious ; the ten

dency or disposition to lie or deceive; habitual

lying or deceiving.
1646 SIR T, BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. vi. 22 If wee call to

minde the mendacity of Greece. 1660 State Trials^ John
Cook (1730) II. 344/2 In that Sense it must have the Opera
tion of Mendacity ;.. there must be a Lie told in it. 1877
A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile ix. 245 Notwithstanding his

mendacity (and it must be owned that he is the most bril

liant liar under heaven). 1895 Bookman Oct. 26/2 The
fathers, whose rhetorical exaggeration amounts to innocent

mendacity.
b. An instance of this

;
a lie or falsehood.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ef. i. i. 2 There were no lesse

then two mistakes, or rather additional! mendacites [sic]. 1868
FARRAR See&ers in. i. (1875) 270 The age of spiritual im-

potencies and mendacities.

c. attrib. and Comb.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 191 A

motive.. may be termed a mendacity-prompting .. motive.
a 1845 SYD. SMITH Ballot Wks. 1859 II. 316/2 The period
for lying arrives, and the mendacity machine is exhibited
to the view of the Wigginses.

MENDICANT.
Mendaean, -aite : see MANIXKAN, MANDAITE.
fMenda tion. Obs. rare&quot;

1
, [app. for MAN-

DATION (not found in this sense, but cf. MANDATARY,
MANDATE 2 b).] The granting of papal mandates.
1561 Godly Q. Hester (1873) 24 And what by mendation,

and dyspensation, they gat the nomynation, of euery good
benefyce.

Mende, obs. form of MIND.
Mended (me-nded),///. a. [f. MEND v. + -ED i.]

Repaired, improved.
1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 75 Shew now your mended faiths.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 718 So clothe yourself in this, that
better fits Our mended fortunes and a Prince s bride. 1861
THACKERAY Four Georges i. 67 Mended morals and mended
manners. 1895 Daily Neivs 17 Dec. 6/4 Whether the voice
of a mended bell is ever tqu;d to that of one unmended.

II Me 11dee me nd/). Also mindy, mhendee,
mendi, -y. [Hindi mcnd/iT.&quot;]

An Indian name
for a variety of henna, I.aivsonia alba. Also attrib.

.is mendee-hedge.
ri8i3 MRS. SHEHWOOU Ayah fyLadyx.ds She.. caused

her to stain the palms of her hands and feet with the juice
of mindy. Stories Ch. Catech. x. 71 His garden.. was
well fenced round with a ditch and mindy hedge. 1839
i t-nny Cycl. XIII. 367/2 The natives of North India dis

tinguished the unarmed species by the name phoolke, or

flowering mhendee. . .The thorny species is called mhendee,
1866 Treas. Bot. 734/2 AlcHttcc. 1886 YULE & BUKNELL
Holson~Jobson t Mendy.
Mendelian (mendfii5n), a. Biol. [f. the

name of Gregor Johann Mendel (1822-84) + -IAN.]
Of or pertaining to Mendel, or following his law or

theory of heredity.
1901 BATESON, etc. Rep. to Ere!. Connn. Roy. Soc. (1902)

15 Ca^es which follow Mendelian principles. 1902 BATKSON
Mt-ndcl s Princ. Heredity 114 The Mendelian principle of

heredity asserts a proposition at variance with all the laws
of ancestral heredity, however formulated. 1902 Nature
9 Oct. 573/1 The Mendelian theory.

Mender (me ndai) . [f. MKND v. + -ER 1.] One
who mends

;
a repairer or improver.

a 1380 .Minor Poemsfr. Vcrnon J/.V. .\\viii. 52 Heil men
der of euen monnes mynde. 1552 [&amp;gt;ee PATCHEK], 1601
SHAKS. Jitl. C. i. i. 15. 1774 Goi.nsM. Retaliation 62 The
Terence of England, the mender of hearts. 1836 E. HOWARD
/i.

AV&amp;lt;yS r.\-xvi, J. he mender of pens groaned. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 295 A mender of old shoes, or a patcher up of
clothes. 1894 ROSEBKRY in Times 25 May 8/3, I have
always been rather a mender than an eiuler.

t Mendiant, sl&amp;gt;. and a. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare. In 5

mendiaunte, 6 -yante. [a. V.nicndiant, pr. pple.
Qtmendterto beg (: L. mendicare; see MENDI
CANT).] = MENDICANT.
1483 CANTON Gold. Leg. 124 b/i They ben they that ye

calle poute & mendiauntes. 1535 Act 27 Hen. / ///, c. 25

Fryers mendyantes, haue littell or nothings to liue vpon.

Me lldicable, a. rare&quot; , [ad. L. type *men-

dicabiliS} f. mcndicare : see MENDICANT and -ABLE.]
That may be begged (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Mendicancy (me-ndikansi). [f.
next : see

-ANCY.] The state or condition of being a mendi
cant or beggar ; the habit or practice of begging.
1790 BURKE Fr.Rev. 197 Nothing, .can exceed the shock

ing and disgusting spectacle of mendicancy displayed in

that capital. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona xxv, I began to

pull on my hose, recalling the man s impudent mendicancy
at Prestongrange s.

Mendicant (me ndikant), a. and sb. [ad. L.

mendicant-em, f. mendicare to beg, f. mendicus

beggar. Cf. MENDIANT, MENDINANT.]
A. adj. Begging; given to or characterized by

begging. Also, characteristic of a beggar.
1613 R. CAWDREV Table A ////., Mendicant, bepging. 1631

B.JoNSON Undenv. Ixxxix. (headitie\To the Right Honour
able, the Lord high Treasurer of England. An Epistle
Mendicant. 1655 FULLER Hist, Cambr. (1840) 81 Begging
Scholars, .must be vicious, or else cannot be necessitous to

a mendicant condition. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison IV.
viii. 71 And with that dejected air and mendicant voice.

1862 Guardian i Jan. 20/3 Keziah Kadge, the lady who.,
intended to follow the mendicant profession till she could
secure an annuity of,50 a year. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

III. 234 Mendicant prophets go to rich men s doors.

b. spec. Applied to those religious orders which
lived entirely on alms.
The members of these orders were known as Friars. The

most important (often referred to as the Four Orders )

were the Franciscans, Dominicans, Carmelites, and Augus-
t in ian Hermits.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health 4 Then dyd I go amonges the

fryers mendicantes. 1626 L. OWEN Spec, yesitit. (1629) 27
This proud vpstart society was declared by Pope Pius

Quintus to bee of the number of the Mendicant or Begging
Friers. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 395 A mendi
cant friar of St. Mary Spital.

B. sb. A beggar ; one who lives by begging.
1474 CAXTON Chesse in. vii. 124 Haue no despyte vnto the

poure mendycants. 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. v. i, And but for

that, whatever he may vaunt, Who now s a monk, had been

a mendicant. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Mtd. n. 2

There is surely a Physiognomy, which those .. Master

Mendicants observe, whereby they instantly discover a
merciful aspect. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xvit. 264 This morsel

hunting mendicant. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxli, They
. .looked like vulgar, sturdy mendicants.

fig. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 288 What is Station high?
Tis a proud Mendicant ; it boasts, and begs.

b. A begging friar.

1530 PALSCR. 244/2 Mendycant an order of freres, mendi
cant. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s fnsf. iv. v. (1634) 535 Of



MENDICATB. 336 MENG.
the Mendicants some doe preach, all the other Monks either

bing or mumble up Masses in their demies. 1606 WARNER
A/v.Ettg.xiv.lxxxix. 361 A youthfull Gentleman, enamoured
on her [sc. a nun], .thus did his Sute preferre Paining him
self a Mendicant (Nunnes might with Friers conferre).

1846 HOOK Ch. Diet. (ed. 5) 6n Mendicants or Begging
Friars.

c. Applied to Brahmin, Buddhist, etc. priests
who beg for food.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 454 Next.. are certaine

Mendicants, which liue of Rice and Barley, which any man
at the first asking giueth them. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist,

[mi. II. xi. it. 479 He.. put on the dress of a Hindu re

ligious mendicant. 1848 H. H. WILSON Brit, India, III.

in. viii. 447 A sect of religious mendicants or Jogis.

mendicanting Canters.

Meudicate (me ndilWt), v. rare. [f. L. men-

dicat-, ppl. stem of mcndicare : see MENDICANT.]
1. trans. To beg for, ask for like a beggar.
1618 BarnmeWs Apol. D j, I. . maruaile, why you should

so carefully search, and as it were mendicate these things.
1826 SCOTT Jrnl. \. 288, I have seen, .papers distributed in

the boxes to mendicate a round of applause. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 23 Sept. i/r A loan must be had on any terms, a.id

is now being almost mendicated.

2. intr. To beg. rare~.
1623 COCKERAM, Mendicate^ to beg. 1721, etc. in BAILEY.

755 m JOHNSON. Hence in mod. Diets.

b. quasi-//?ZH. with out of.

1768 W. LIVINGSTON Let. Bp. Llandajf 19 People.. may
be mendicated or sermonized out of their money.
Hence Me ndicated///. a.

1641 J. SHUTE Sarah $ Hagar (1649) M2 To be beholden
to this borrowed, yea mendicated and begged dignity. 1819
Blackii . ^fag. V. 571 The .. squalid establishments for

mendicated instruction had become loathsome in his eyes.

Mendication (mendik^-Jan). [ad. late L.

mcndlcdtidn-em^ f. mendicdre to beg.] Begging.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xvii. 375 Cedrenus

and Zonaras. .omit the history of his [st. Belisarius ] mendi-
cation. 1849 I. TAYLOR Loyola fy yes. 69 1 he perpetual
labour of providing, by mendication, not merely for his own
wants, but for those of his companions.
t Mendicatory, a. Obs. rare-**-, ff. L.

mendicat- (see MENDICATE) + -ORY.] Begging.
1627-7^

FELTHAM Resoh-es n. liv. 271 Mendicatory or

fishing (jifts..the generous have ever disdained.

t Mendiciary, a. Oh. rare- 1
,

[f. L. men-
duns begging t- -(I)ARY.] Appropriate to beggars.
1652 URQUHABT Jewel Wks. (1834) 279 Like so many var

iety in mendiciary and gausapinaf garments.

Mendicity (mendi sTti). [a. F. mendicite

(from 1 3th c.J, ad. L. mendicitas
t f. mendicns : see

MENDICANT and -ITY. Cf. Sp. mendicidad, Pg.
mendicidade

t
It. mendicith.]

1. The state or condition of a mendicant or beggar,

beggary. Also, now usually, the existence or

numbers of the mendicant class.

c 1400 Koin. Rose 6525 For richesse and mendichees Ben
clepid .II. extremytees. Ibid. 6534 God thou me kepe for

thi pouste Fro Richesse and mendicite. 1490 CAXTON
Rneydos xviii. 68 Pigmalion, my cruelle brother, . .shalle

comme take my cyte, and put alle to destructyon, and

brynge me to mendycyte. 1611 COTGR., Mendicite, mendi-

citie, beggarie, beggarlinesse. 1812 G. CHALMERS Dow.
Econ. Gt. Brit. 401 He [Arthur Dobbs] complained, that

there were 34,425 strolling beggars, in that kingdom. He
explained this striking instance of mendicity [etc.]. 1815
(title) Report from Committee on the State of Mendicity in

the Metropolis. [Parl. Paper.] 1864 H. AINSWORTH John
Law vi. i. (1881) 293 During the reign of Louis XIV, men
dicity had existed to a frightful extent.

2. The practice or habit of begging.
1801 I3/A Rep. Soc. for Poor 22 note. Some workhouses

are rather seminaries of mendicity, than preservatives against
it. 1884 American VIII. 105 With a view to the regular
exercise of mendicity, pillage and murder.

3. attrib.

1819 ist Rep, Soc. Suppress. Mendicity 27 The Mendicity
Societies at Bath, Edinburgh, Oxford, and Dublin. 1824
T. HOOK Say. fy Do. Ser. i. III. 329 Mr. Harding was a
subscriber to the Mendicity Society, an institution which

proposes to check beggary by the novel method of giving
nothing to the poor. 1884 Century Mag. XXIX. 163 To
set up a library, a mendicity institution , or a bank.

t Mendience. Obs. rare. [a. OF. mendience,
-ance, f. mendiant : see MENDIANT and -ANCE.]
Mendicity.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6657 (Gla$g(nu MS.) He wolde not

therfore that he lyue To seruen hym in mendience. Ibid.

6707 And for ther hath ben gret discorde . . Vpon the estate
of mendiciens \sic\ Thynne 1532 mendicience].

Mendifaunte, variant of MENDIVAUNT Obs.

Mendil, obs. form of MANDIL.

t Me lldinant, sb. and a. Obs. Also men-
dyna(u)nt, -ynante, -enaunt, -inaunt, zneyii-
denaunt. [a. OF. mendinant, pr. pple. otmen-
dtno

y
mendienner to beg,f. ?ftenaten(iem.-eittte) )sm

altered form, due to confusion of suffix, of mendi-
ant (see MENDIANT). Cf. MENDIVAUNT : in i4th c.

texts the two words cannot with certainty be dis

tinguished.] MENDICANT.
1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 198 For mendynauntz at mischief

J&amp;gt;e
men were dewid. 1:1386 CHAUCER Somfit. T. 198 We

mendynant/, we sely freres, Been wedded to pouerte and
continence, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1830) xv. 167 There ben
manye religious men, and namely of Mendynantes.

Me nding, vbl. sb. [f. MEND v. +-ING i.]

1. The action of the vb. MEND in various senses.

a. Amendment, correction, improvement.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26867 IP U a h to] here his scrift and

giue him rede bat to sum mendyng him mai lede. 13..
1 E. E. Allit. P. A. 452 Bot vchon. .wolde her corounez wern
worje pe fyue, If possyble wer her mendyng. 1599 SHAKS.
Muck Ado n. iii. 239 Happy are they that heare their de

tractions, and can put them to mending. 1631 Star Chamb.
Cases (Camden) 55 If a man soe enter his children s names
into the Church booke it is noe offence, and it is not like

the mending of a sealed Indenture or a Record. 1896 A. E.
HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad xliv, Yours was not an ill for

mending, Twas best to take it to the grave.

b. f The action of healing (obs.} \ the action or

process of advancing towards recovery. Also

attrib.) esp. in phrase ^on (upon, tit, of] the

mending hand (see HAND sb. 4 b). So also t at a

mending hand (obs.) ,
in a mending way.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 10 Al sekmen of his

tweching of verray heile gettis mending. 1534 MORE Comf.
agst. Trib. n. ii. (1847) 90, I look every day to depart, my
mending days coming very seld. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wvrtz^
Snrg. in. xxiii. 291 Go on.. till you see and perceave that
the member is at a mending hand. 1710-11 SWIFT Jrnl. to

Stella, 10 Mar., He has no fever, and the hopes of his mend
ing increase. 1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 23
She was repurged with Success, whence they judged her in

a mending Way.
c. The action or process of repairing (some

thing decayed, worn, etc.) ; an instance of this.

Also techn. (see quot. 1891).
1395 E. E. Wills (1882) ii Y bequeth to

\&amp;gt;* Mendyng of
&amp;gt;e

heye way..xl.s. 1429-30 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 72
Also for mendynge of be sepulcre xvj d. 1596 SHAKS. Aferch.
V. \. i. 263 Why this is like the mending of high waies In
Sommer. 1869 PHILLIPS \- esm&amp;gt;. ii. 33 1 he pavement except
by occasional mendings may be readily believed to have
been laid by Pelasgian hands. 1891 Labour Commission
Gloss., Mending, replacing (in woven worsted-coating
pieces) threads of warp or of weft dropped by the weaver.
attrib. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needleworks, v.,

Mending Cottons.. may be had both white and unbleached.

1885 ArwyXrXavy Co-op. Soc. Price List 1385 Silks... Spun
Mending, Black and Colours.

2. concr. a. //. Articles to be repaired, rare.

1863 W. IS. JERROLD Signals Distress 98 Workmen were

busy over *

boys strong boots and mendings.
b. pi. Short for mendingyarns.

1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework^ Mendings,
these yarns are composed of a mixture of cotton and wool,
and designed for the darning of Merino stockings.

C. A repaired place ;
a mend*, rare.

1886 Housewife I. 109/2 [Darning.] Grafting can only
be done when the new piece matches the old..and the

mending is to be of large size.

f3. = MENDMENT 2. dial.

1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. 13 Which [sc. overflowing of rivers]

brings the Soil of the Up-lands upon them, so that they
need no other mending. 1855 MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. 724
Mendingt (Lane.), manuring.

4. Mending up : see quot. 1892. Also attrib.

1885 [HORNKK] Pattern Making 225 Mending up with

sweeps becomes necessary.. .We then have an unbroken
lower edge by which to guide the mending up sweep. 1892

Princ. Pattern Making 156 Mending /, the necessary
repairs clone to a mould after it has become damaged by the

rapping and the withdrawal of the pattern. Mending up
piece, any strip, sweep, or block, which is used as a guide to

obtain or to restore the damaged contour of a section of a
sand mould.

Mendipite (me ndipait). Min. [ad. G. wen-

dipit (Glocker, 1839), f
ac name of the Mendip

Hills (Somerset) where it was found : see -ITE.]

Oxychloride of lead, found in white masses.

1851 WATTS tr. Gmclitfs Handbk. Chew. V. 147 Mendip
Lead-ore or Mendipite. ..This mineral is likewise found, and
in a state of greater purity, at Ijrilow near Stadtbergen.

t Meiulivaunt. Obs. Also mendyfaunte,
-vaunt, [f. OK. (chiefly AF.) wendif, altered form
of mendi : L. mendicns (see MENDICANT).
As Hiendyuattnt and mendynannt would usually be mdis

j

tinguishable in the MSS., it is possible that some or all of

|

the examples under MENOINANT may belong to this word.

|

In those given below the MSS. have /or v, not .]

= MENDICANT sl&amp;gt;.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xix. 210 There duellen many re

ligious men, as it were of the ordre of Frete^ : for thei ben

Mendyfauntes. 1426 LVDC. De Gnil. Pilgr. 541 Other

ordrys vertuous. Mendyvauntys ful nedy. -1430 Pilgr.

LyfManhode \. lix. (1869) 35, j make him yiue and departe
that he hath to the needy and to mendivauns.

Mendment (me ndment). [Aphetic f. AMEND
MENT. Cf. OF. mendtment (once in Godef., written

mandemenf}.]
L = AMENDMENT; improvement, reparation, cor

rection, reformation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 73744 pis Ijjf he [crist] has vs lent. .To

hald ai wel his comament, If we do mis, do mendement.
? a 1400 Aforte Arth. 989, I am cornyne fra the conquerour
..for mendemente of the pople. 1559 Mirr. Mag.* Edu*.
Dk. Somerset xxv. (1563) 167 He., would have all thing
mended, But by that mendment nothyng els he ment, But
to be kyng. i6iDEKKER If it be not good Wks. 1873 III.

298 Bar. Well, well, the world will mend. Bra, The pox
of mendment I see.

2. Improvement of the soil; concr. manure;
AMENDMENT 6. Now dial.

1644 G. PLATTKS in Hartlib s Legacy (1655) 289 If the
mendment of their own lands were the cheapest purchase to
the owner [etc.]. 1798 J. MIDDLETON View Agric. Mdlsx. 305

|
Manure is undoubtedly the great cause of fertility. (The

I
Middlesex farmer says there is nothing to be done without

|

&quot;

mendment&quot; .) ? 1842 LANCE Cottage Farmer 13 Potash and

;

saltpetre would invigorate corn crops more than any other
artificial mendment. 1883 Hampshire Gloss.

tMe ndnis. Obs. [f. MEND v. + ~nis, -NESS.]
j Amendment.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet 4 A stresce will I make in mendnis
; of 5oure sinne.

Mendole (me-ndM). [a. It. (Venetian) men-
dole. Cf. F. mendol\e^\ = CACKEREL i.

1854 EADHAM Halieut. 276 The bream is as worthless a
fish as the mendole. 1862 COUCH Brit. Fishes I. 206 In Us
native waters the Mendole is an exceedingly prolific fish.

f Mendose, a. Anat. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [ad. L.

mendosns faulty (f.
mendum fault), in med.L.

anatomy used to render Gr. vuOos spurious, as

applied to the false ribs,
*
false sutures, etc.]

i 1400 Lanfranc s Cirnrg. no [pp boonys pat vndir setten

ben clepid ossa mendosa]. Ibid.) ij. boonys ^at ben clepid
mendose. Ibid, in Wij? .ij. semes mendose. [1855 OGILVIE

S-uppl., Mendose^ false, spurious.]

t MendO za. Obs. [?The (Spanish) surname
of the inventor.] In full mendoza w/teet, one of

the wheels of a spinning-mule.
1803 Specif. Woods Patent No. 2711. 2 The wheel G

, acts in the mendoza, called the drawing-out wheel. 1818

Specif.ofEatorfs Patent No. 4272. 4 When the carriage [of

the spinning mule] is quite out the mendoza wheel O is

disengaged from the pinion. 1836 UBE Cotton Manuf. II.

158 The large horizontal bevel-wheel 12, called the mendoza.

Mendozite (mendJu-zait). Min. [Named by
Dana from Mendoza, Argentine Republic, where it is

: found : see -ITE^.] A hydrous sulphate of alumina,

|
occurring in white fibrous masses; =ALUNOGEN.
1868 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 5) II. 653.

Mendy, variant of MENDEE.
t Mene. Obs. [repr. OE. gemgene, subst. use of

A0ufffftdj.: seel-MENEtf.] Intercourse, fellowship.
&amp;lt;i2oo ORMIM 1948 patt nan ne shollde filedd ben purrh

! hae^enn macchess mame. c 1*50 Gen. $ Ex. 501 For alied

god self him toch fro mannes mene in to flat stetle Sat adam
forles for iuel dede.

Mene : see MAN, MEAN, MEINIE.

Menealtie, obs. formofMESNALTv.

Meneghinite (men/gnisit). Min. [f. name
of Prof. J. Meneghini) of Pisa + -ITE.] A sulph-anti-
monide of lead, occurring in prismatic crystalsand
in fibrous masses.

1852 Anter. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. XIV. 60 The Meneghinite
is a new species, established by M. Bechi. It occurs in

compact fibrous forms, very lustrous [etc.].

Meneisoun, Menekin, Menel e d, Mene-
liche : see MENISON, MINIKIN, MENALD, MEANLY.
Meneress, Menese, Menesinge, Meneson,
Menester, Menestral, Meneuer : see MINO-

RESS, MENISE, MINISHING, MENISON, MINISTER,
MINSTREL, MINIVER.

Meneuerance, obs. form of MANURANCE.
1473-5 in Cat. Proc. Chant. Q. Eliz. II. (1830) Pref. 57 To

have the meneuerance and occupacion..of the said mesc
lond mede and wode.

Meiieviaii (men/&quot; vian), a. and sb. Geol. Also

Min-, Meen-.
[f.

Mcncvia t med.L. name of St.

David s + -AN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to a very
ancient group of rocks found near St. David s in

South Wales, and also near Dolgelly and Maen-

twrog in North Wales, containing a large number of

different species of fossils, b. sb. The Menevian
formation.

1865 SALTER & HICKS in Rep. Brit.
Xw&amp;lt;v._(Hardwicke)

147 The authors propose the term Minevian 1

for the

lowest division of the *

Lingula flag*. 1865 HICKS in Q.
Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXI. 477 wo/*, The new term Menevian
Group . 1867 SALTF.R & HICKS Ibid. XXIII. 339 The
Menevian group. i88a A. GEIKIE Ttxt~bk. C,eol. 654 The
Menevian beds. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 442 At this time the

upper portion only of the Menevian (then called Lower
Lingula Flags) had yielded any fossils.

Menew, Menew(e)s : see MINNOW, MlHISK.

Me-n-folk(s. [See MAN jj.i]

1. The male sex; also dial, (see quot. 1886).
i8oa R. ANDERSON Cwnbld. Ball. 38 I ve wonder d sin I

j
kent mysel, What keeps the men-fwok aw frae me.

_
18x4

!

SCOTT AV./i&amp;lt;j(iwVxxxviii, Mr-Tyrrel ,
she said, this is nae

i sight for men folk ye maun rise and gang to another

i room . 1886 ELWORTHV W. Somerset IVord-bk^., Men/oiks^
usually the male labourers on a farm. Males in general, as

distinct from women folks . 1896 BLACK Briseis xx,
1 Some of us Gordons about Dee-side I mean the men-folk
! of us are said to be rather quick in the temper.

2. Human beings, rare.

1870 MORRIS tiarthly Par., Golden Apples (1890) 328/2

Slipping through the seas Ye never think, ye men-folk, how

| ye seem From down below through the green waters gleam.

Meng, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : Inf. i

men(c)gan, meengan, 3 mengen, mengge, (yd
pres. sing, meinjj), 3-7, 9 menge, 5 (raengyn),
meenge, meynge, 3- meng ; 3-5 myng, 3-

ming, (5 mynge, 6, 9 minge). Pa. t. Ind. a.

1-4 mengde, 3 mengte, meng(u)d, 3-5 men-

ged, 4 menhed, mengede, Sc. raeng^eit, 4-5

raengid, -it, 5 mengyd, 6 menkit ; 4 mynged(e,
-ide, 5mynget,-it. /3. 4meynt, 6ment. Pa.pple.

a. 2-5 imengd, 3 imsenged, imenget, imeingt,



MENG.

mengt, 3-8 menged, 4 ymengd, imengde,
inengyt, -ede, 4-5 ymenged, raengid, meyn-
g(i)d, 4-6 mengyd, 5 ymengyd, -id, mengit,
menkyd, 6 menket, menkte ; 5 mynged, -et, -it,

-yd, mingit, 6 minged, mingde. 0. 2-4 meind,
3 imeind(e, meynde, ime(y)nd, 3-4 ymeyud,
3-5 meynd, 4 mynd, yment, 4-5 ymeynt,
5-6 meynt, 6-7 ment, raeint, 7 ymeint, imeint.

y. 3 imeng(e, ymeng. [OE. mengan = OFris. men-

gia, mensia, OS. mengian (Du. mengeii), OHG.
(MHG., mod.G.) mengen, ON. menga (Sw. manga,
Da. rnxnge) : OTeut. *mangjan, f. the root of OE.
ff-mang : see AMONG.
The normal form in mod. standard English would be minge

(mind^) : cf. singe. Forms with i occur both in literature

(down to the i7th c.) and in mod. dialects : but the form
meng has been adopted here as that occurring in the best-
known instances.]

1. trans. To mix, mingle, blend : a. one thing
with (fSc. into) another.

cjiSl oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 15/15 Coxfundit,menget. ciooo
Ags. Gosp. Luke xiii. i pare blod pilatus mengde [Lindisf.
Jemengde] mid hyra offrungum. a 1200 Moral Ode 142
in Cott. Horn. 169 Betereisworiwaterdrunch ben atter meind
[later versions meynd, imengd, imenge] mid wine, c 1375 .SV.

Leg. Saints xxvii. (Mackort 584 Poysone . . myngyt into
drink. Ibid, xxxiii. (George} 505 pane with wyne mengseit
he poyson. 1390 GOWER Cm/. II. 262 Warm melk sche
putte also therto With honymeynd. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
xxvi. 270 In stede of drynk thay gaf me gall, Asell thay
menged it withall. 1562 TURNER BatJts i, I founde. .mar-
quesites and stones menged with copper. 1579 SPENSKR
Skcph. Cat. July 84 Till with his elder brother Themis His
brackish waves be meynt. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl.
in. xx, The third bad water, .with good liquors ment. 1677
NICOLSON Cumb. ff Westm. Gloss, in Trans. R. Soc. Lit.
(1870) IX. 315 Meng, to mix.

D. two or more things (together).
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1674 DeorewurSe stanes, of misliche

heowes, imenget togederes. c 1410 Master of Game (MS.
Digbyi82) xii, And put alle bise binges togidres and mengehem vpoun be fyre and stere hem wele. 1567 TURBERV.
Ovids Epist. L iij b, Incense I yeeld with intermedled teares,
Which mingde doe surge as wine yeast in flame. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. v. v. 12 Bath d in bloud and sweat together
ment. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvi. 35 Till both within
one bank, they on my North are meint.

c. With immaterial objects xc\&fig.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 332 Auh hope & dred schulen euer beon

imeind togederes. a 1250 Owl % Night. 870 Al my song is of
longinge And ymeynd [MS. Cott. imend] sumdel myd
woninge. 1373 HARBOUR Bruce

yi. 360 This nobill kyng..
Mengit all tyme vith vit manheid. 1426 LYDG. De Guil.
Pilgr. 19596 The pley ther-off ys meynt with wo. 1555 WWATREMAN Fardle Facions i. ii. 30 Heate meint with mois
ture is apt to engendre. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxv.
in Then taking Scottish othes, which they did breake, and
he [Edw. I] reuenge, With those Exploytes he French
attempts as gloriously did menge. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bar*
tas n. iv. iv. Decay 253 Their Country-gods with the true
God they ming. 1642 H. MORE Song of Soul n. ii. i. viii,
When that those rayes. .be closely meint With other beams
of plain diversity.
2. To make a mixture of ; to produce by mixing.
1373 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Panlus) 700 A fellone poyssone,

myngit and mad be tresone. a 1547 SURREY Descr. Spring
1 1 in Tottels Misc. (Arb.) 4 The busy bee her honye now
she minges. c 1570 Pride $ Lnul. (1841) 59 Their good
drinke as I sayd to ming and blenne. 1730 (Som.) Ckurchiu.
Ace. (E. D. D.), To minging lime, and to tile pins. 1807
STAGG Poems 140 An meng us up thar glasses. 1825
JAMIESON s.v., To meng tar

,
to mix it up into a proper

state for smearing sheep, greasing carts, &C.

3. To stir up ; after OE. only in fig. applications :

To disturb, trouble, confound. Also intr. for pass.
Bemuulfnt?) Se be meregrundas mengan scolde. a. 1225

Leg. Katfi. 606 Nes bis meiden nawiht herfore imenget in
hire mod inwiS. a 1230 Owl % Night. 945 (MS. Cott.) For
wrabbe meinb [MS. JUSMS meynb] be horte blod. a 1300
Cursor M, 27770 And sua he mengges him wit ire, pat
brennes mans mede als fire, c 1460 Tomneley Myst. xxiii.

437 Now thay meng my moode ffor grace thou can me hete.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 370 Allage, now mingis my
mane and mude.

b. To meng with mirths : to cheer.
a11400 Sir Perc. 1327 The maydene mengede his mode

With myrthes at the mete, c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. xvi. i
Moste myghty mahowne meng you with myrth !

4. a. trans. To bring (living creatures) together ;

to join (the male with the female).
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 337, & ay bou meng with be malez
e_mete ho-bestez. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6546 There mynget
ai bere men, machit horn to-gedur ; Mony dedly dint delt
lom amonge !

b.
refl., pass., and intr. Of persons : To be

mingled together in intercourse, or with, among
others ; to be joined in battle

; to have sexual
intercourse

; to be united by marriage.
refl. a goo tr. Bzda s Hist. i. xxvii. n Swelce is eac

bewered bast mon hine menge w!5 his brodorwiife. c 1000
Ags. Ps. (Th.) cv. 26 Hi . . hi wiS manfullum megndan [sic]
Peode. a 1300 Cursor M. 26253 O man bat menges him wit
best For his flexs lust to ful-fill.

c 1205 LAY. 15249 pa weoren Bruttes inranged wiS

. a e e not meny w m. c 1420 YDG.
Assembly ofGods 361 And ones in the moneth with Phebus
was she meynt. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. xi. 36 When she
with Mars was meynt in joyfulnesse.
intr. c 1250 Gen. If Ex. 544 He chosen hem wiwes of

caym, And mengten wiS waried kin.
a\yx&amp;gt; Cursor M.

19271 Ira ban durst na man wit bam meng. ^1330 R.

337

BHUNNE Chron. (1810) 298 With be Scottis gan he menge,and stifly stode in stoure. 1433 MISYN Fire of Lmre n. iii.

73, I lufyd not with bame to menge.
5. intr. Of things : To be or become mixed.
a iwxiC&diiton s Satan 132 Hwa:ther hat andcealdhwilum
mencgab. 011300 Cursor M. 9952 pe leme o light ..bat
menges with baa colurs hew. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12495
Sodonly the softe winde vnsoberly blew

; A myste & a
merkenes myngit to-gedur. 1614 SIR A. GORGES tr. Lucan
vi. 233 And from his springs A vertue takes, which neuer
mmgs With other streame. 1825 JAMIESON, To meng, to
become mixed. ( The corn s beginnin to meng ,

the stand
ing corn begins to. .assume a yellow tinge ; Berwicks.

Meng(e, variants of MING v. Obs., to remember.
t Menged, ppl. a. Obs. Forms : see MENG v.

[f. MENG v. + -ED
.] Mixed ; disturbed, confused.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 823 penne is bes hundes smel fordo :

He not burh be meynde smak Hweber he schal vorb be abak.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7420 He es ai vte o wite als wode, Hu
sal we meke his menged mode? 1428 in Surtecs Misc.
(1888) r, xxxiij gyrdels of menged metaill. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vii. 665 A woman . .was . . punysshed for sellyng of
false myngyd butter.

Mengel, -ill, obs. forms of MINGLE v.

t Menging, vbl. sb. Obs. [OE. mpiging, f.

mpigan: see MENG v. and -nroi.] Mingling,
mixture

; confusion or disturbance (of mind).a 1000 A Idlielm Glosses in Zeitschr.f. dcutschcs A Iterthum
IX. 450 Confeclio, . . mencingc. 1297 R - GLOIX. (Rolls) 2098
Conan..Among homnoldeof bulke lond abbe non menging.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27739 Menging o mode bat corns o gafl.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 475 pe mynging of bes bingis is

unholsom to man to take, a 1483 Promp. Parz~. 332/2
(MS. S.) Mengynge, mixtura, commixtio. 1562 TURNKR
Baths 9 With some menginge with mixture of brimstone.
1818 HOGG Brownie of Bodsbeck I. 288 The meinging of
repentance.

Mengle, obs. form of MINGLE sb. and v.

Mengue, Mengyd, obs. ff. MANGO, MANCHET.
Menhaden(menh,?f -dan). Also manhad(d)en.
[Corrupted or cognate form of Narragansett Indian
munnawhatteaitg, a fish somewhat like a herring
(R. Williams Key Lang. America, 1643).
The fish was used by the Indians for manure, and the

name seems to be connected with the vb. munnohnitohteait,
(Eliot s Indian Bible) he enriches the land, fertilizes .]

A fish of the herring family, Brevoortia tyrannus,
common on the east coasts of the United States ; it

is much used for manure and produces a valuable oil.

1792 Descr. Kentucky 42 In 1787 were exported Barrels
of manhadden 236. 1792 HOMMEDIEU in Proc. Amer. Assoc.
(1880) XXVIII. 436 note, The fish called menhaden or mos-
bankers. 1880 GOODE (title) in Rep. vtth Meeting Amcr.
Assoc. Adv. Sci. 425 A Short Biography of the Menhaden.

b. altrib., as menhaden fishery, oil.

1883 C. A. MOLONEY W. Afr. Fisheries 64 (Fish. Exhib.
Publ.) The American menhaden fisheries. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 202 Menhaden oil, used in currying leather.

Hence Menha dener, a steamer engaged in fish

ing for menhaden.
1903 E. MARSHALL Middle Wall 447.

Menheir, obs. variant of MYNHEEK.
Menhir (me nhiaj). Archxol. Also erron.

menzhir. [a. Breton men hir long stone (men,
mean stone, hir long :

= Welsh maen hir, Cornish
medn hir).~\ A tall upright monumental stone,
of varying antiquity, found in various parts of

Europe, and also in Africa and Asia.

1840 T. A. TROLLOPE Summer in Brittany II. 300 The
menhir of Plouarzel. 1851 [see PEULVAN]. 1870 LUBBOCK
Orig. Civiliz. vi. (1875) 302 Circular marks closely resem
bling those on some of our European menhirs. 1004 WINDLE
Rem. Preh. Age viii. 192 The Dartmoor row begins with
a circle and ends with a menhir.

Meni, obs. form of MANY.
Menial (mrnial), a. and sb. Forms : a. 4

meynal(l, -el, 5 meygnall, menal(l. 0. 4-5
meyneal, meynyal, 5 menyal, mayneal, meyne-
yall, 6 maneall, meneal, meigniall, 7 mteniall,
meniall, 7- menial, [a. AF. meignal, menial,
f. meiniee MEINIE.] A. adj.

1 1. Pertaining to the household, domestic. Also

transf. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 215 A mannes owne
meynal wittes [L. domesticl sensus ejus\ beeb his owne
enemyes. 1388 WYCLIF Rom. xvi. 5 Crete ;e wel her meyneal
[v. r. meynyal, Vulg. domesticam] chirche. c 1400 Plow-
man s T. 322 The tything of Turpe lucrum With these
maisters is meynall. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem.
(1720) III. 17 He had exchang d his own Property, his very
menial Necessaries for Bread to support them.

2. Of a servant : Forming one of the household
;

domestic. Now only in contemptuous use : see B.
1427 Will ofSir E. Braybroke in Bedford. N. f, Q, (1889)

II. 224, I wol that after my deces my meyne meygnall be
kepte to-geder in houshold. 1444 Close Roll, 23 Hen. VI,
The said Geffrey was a menall man of the worshipful house
hold of our Sovereign Lord the King. 1430 Rolls ofParlt.
V. 179/2 The wages and fees of youre menyall servauntez.
c 1473 Partenay 900 To gret and smal menal persones. 1516
Will R. Peke of Wakefield 4 June, Every one of my
maneall servantes. 1642 CHAS. I in Clarendon Hist. Reb.
v. 396 And all this, whilst his Majesty had no other atten
dance than his own Menial Servants. 1673 Essex Papers
(Camden) I. 294 That none shall heare Masse either at the

Queen s or any Ambass&quot; Chappell but their owne meniall
Servants. 1763 BLACKSTONE Comm. \. xiv. 413 The first

sort of servants therefore, acknowledged by the laws of

MENINGITIC.
England, are menial servants

;
so called from being intra

mocnia, or domestics. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. n. iii.

(1869) I. 332 The labour of a menial servant.. adds to the
value of nothing. 179! MRS. INCHBALB Simple Story I. iv.
32 She felt herself but as a menial servant.
3. Of service or employment : Proper to or per

formed by a menial or domestic servant. Now
only with disparaging implication : Of the nature
of drudgery ; servile, degrading.
1673 TEMPLE United Prcn . ii. 113 His [De Wit s] Train.,

was only one man, who performed all the Menial service of
his House at home. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver n. iii, A maid to
dress her and two other servants for menial offices, c 1829
VISCT. PALMERSTON in Lytton Life (1870) I. vi. 317 note,The wives are forced to wash and perform all menial offices.

1836 W. IRVING Astoria. II. 39 As to the Indian, he is a
game animal, not to be degraded by useful or menial toil.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Riidge xxiv, The menial offices .. the
numerous degrading duties . . that I ve had to do for him.
1899 ! . NICOL Recent Archaeol. ff Bible iv. 153 The menial
character of the labour [sc. brickmaking].
4. Of temper, spirit, occupations : Servile, sordid.
1837 [see MF.NIALISM]. 1839 BAILEY Festns xiii. (1852)

151 Nor cold insurgent heart, nor menial mind Can compass
this. 1875 JOWF.TT Plato, Gorglas (ed. 2) II. 399 All other
arts which have to do with the body are servile and menial
and illiberal. 1891 Edin. Rev. CLXXIII. 400 Devoted
only to the menial care of building a fortune.

B. sb. A menial servant (see A. 2). Now
only contemptuous, applied chiefly to liveried men-
servants kept for ostentation rather than use

; often

suggesting an imputation of pomposity or arro

gance.
1388 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xvi. 2 The assis ben to the meyneals

of the kyng [Vulg. dmnesticis rcgis]. 1650 Br. HALL Halm
Gilead xi\. 4 Surely the great Housekeeper of the Work!
..will never leave any of his menials without the bread of
sufficiency. 1735 JOHNSON, Menial, one of the train of ser
vants. 1768 T. Moss The Beggar 15 A pamper d menial
forc d me from the door, To seek a shelter in an humbler
shed. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. Introd. 39 The Duchess
. .bade her page the menials tell That they should tend the
old man well. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. i, Dismiss This
menial hence ; I would be private with you. 1830 PRESCOTT
Peru _II. 76 The most common soldier was attended by
a retinue of menials that would have better suited the
establishment of a noble. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomcs I. vii.
68 A hot menial in a red waistcoat came and opened the door.
1901 J. WATSON Life Master xviii. 170 The servants . . al
lowed Him to pass with a menial s disdain for the poor.
Hence Me uialism, the condition of a menial

;
a

menial act
;
Menia lity, menial character

; pi.
menial conditions

;
Me nially adv., like a menial.

1837 New Monthly Mag. L. r32 Menial in soul, he may
as well have the hire of menialism. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng.
Char. (1852) 105 And is such a man to be abased to the
menialitiesof the servants hall? 1848 Black-.v. Mag. LXIV.
344 Lady Suffolk . . had been bedchamber woman, and of
course had performed this menialism ! 1882 STEVENSON
New Arab. Nts. (1884) 169 The Prince . . handed his hat to
Mr. V., his cane to Mr. R., and, leaving them., thus menially
employed upon his service, spoke.

t Me nialty. Obs. Also menaltie. [f.

MENIAL + -TY.] The condition of being a menial.

Also, collect, persons of menial rank.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxviii. (1887) 176 From the
lowest in menaltie, to the highest in mistriship. 1593 NASHE
Christ s T. 91 The vulgar menialty conclude, therefore it

[sc. the Plague] is like to encrease.

Menie, obs. form of MANY, MELNIE.

Menild, variant of MENALD.
Meililite (me nibit). Min. [a. F. mtnilite

(H. B. de Saussure, 1795), from Mlnil(inontanf), a

quarter of Paris where it is found : see -ITE.]
A variety of opal of a dull greyish or brownish

colour, occurring in kidney-shaped masses.

[i&oiEncycl.Brit. Suppl. ILios/iPitchstonc. Menelites.
. .A specimen of Pitchstone from Mesnil-montant near Paris
..261 (Index to Mineralogy) Menalites.] 1811 PINKERTON
Petral. I. 550 As common flint becomes menilite, from the
unctuous and magnesian marl in which it is deposited.
attrib. 1829 URE Gcol. 324 The menilite silex.

Manilla, Menille, obs. ff. MANILLA^MANILLE.
1781 Gcntl. Mag. LI. 616 Menille seems to be a corruption

of the Spanish malilla, a wicked woman capable of any
kind of mischief.

Menin, variant of MENNOM dial., minnow.

Meningeal (mftii-ndgial), a. Anat.tai&Path.

[f. mod.L. meninge-us (f. mating-, MENINX : cf. F.

mining^, It. meninged) + -AL.] Of or pertaining
to the meninges. Meningeal artery : one of the

arteries supplying the dura mater of the brain.

1829 C. BELL Anat. q P/iys. (ed. 7) I. 119 Groove of the

meningeal artery. 1877 tr. vonZiemsscris Cycl. Med. XII.
ITT Meningeal haemorrhages.

Meninges, pi. of MENINX.

Meniugic (m/hrndgik), a. rare. Path. [f.

mod.L. mening- MENINX + -ic.]
= MENINGEAL a.

1822 GOOD Study Med. III. 599 He [M. Serres] proposes
to call the first tneningic and the second cerebral apoplexy.
Ibid. 600 Meningic or brain fever.

Meningism (m/hi ndgiz m). Path. [Formed
as prec. + -ISM.] Tendency to meningitis.
1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 5 Jan. Efit. Curr. Med. Lit. i

Galli has collected observations of a number of cases of

meningitis and meningism.

Meningitic (menind^i-tik),
a. Path. [f.

MESINGIT-IS + -10.] Pertaining to meningitis.
1890 in Syd. Soc, Lex. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VII.

546 The meningitic exudation.

109



MENINGITIS.

II Meningitis (menindjsi-tis). Path. [mod.
L., f. mining- MENINX + -ms.] Inflammation of

the membranes of the brain or spinal cord.
1828 ABERCROMBIE Dis. Brain 51 To prevent circumlocu

tion, I shall employ the term Meningitis to express the

disease, meaning thereby the inflammation of the arachnoid,
or pia mater, or both, as distinct from inflammation of the

dura mater. 1899 Allbiitt s Syst. Med, VII. 546 In most
cases not due to injury meningitis . . is caused by an invasion

of micro-organisms.
Hence Meningi tiform a. [-FORM], Meningi -

topbobia [-PHOBIA], see quots.
1890 BILLINGS Nat. Med. Diet. II. iT,T,Meninitophol ia,. t

symptoms of cerebro-spinal meningitis produced from fear

of the disease, c 1893 F. P. FOSTER lllustr. Med. Diet. III.

2276 Meningiti/orni,. .resembling meningitis.

MeiliugO- (m/iii rjgfl), combining form of Gr.

/iij&quot;i-y
MENINX in a number of

pathological
and

other terms, of which the following are the most

important : Meni-ngocele (-s/1) [cf. CELE si.],

hernia of the meninges of the brain or spinal cord ;

II Menlng o-cerebri tis = Meningo-enciphalitis;
|| Meningo-coccus, a coccus supposed to be the

cause of cerebro-spinal fever
; || Meningo-en-

cephali tis, inflammation of the membranes of the

brain and the adjoining cerebral tissue
; -j-Meningfo-

ga stric fever Obs. =gastricfever; jMeningo-
mala cia, softening of the membranes of the

brain (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856); || Meni^ngo-
myeli tis, inflammation of the spinal cord and
its membranes ; hence Men! ngo-myeli tic a. ;

Meiii iigo-jnyelocele, a hernial tumour of the

spinal cord (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1890) ; Menimgo-
rachi clian a. [RACHIS], pertaining to the men
inges and the spine ; || Meningorrha gia, hemor
rhage of the meninges of the brain (Syd. Sat. Lex.}.
1867 Bientt. Retrosp. Med., etc. {Syd. Soc.) 423 A case of

&quot;meningocele in the occipital region. 1899 A llbutt s Syst.
Med. Vl. 499 The chronic *meninc;o-cerebritis of general
paralysis. 1893 DUNGLISON Med. Diet. led. 21), *Meningo-
coccits. 1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX, 189 An
organism resembling the meningococcus was found. 1872
COHEN Dis. Throat 206 Consecutive *meningo-encephalitis.
1899 Allbntfs Sysf. Med. VI. 887 Any chronic *meningo-
myelitic process. 1897 Ibid. HI. 68 A case in which

*meningo-myelitis was found at the autopsy. 1842 E. WILSON
Anat. I ade M. (ed. 2) 351 The *Meningo-rachidian veins
are situated between the theca vertebralis and the vertebra?.

II Menillguria (menirjgiu^Tia). Path. [mod.
L., f. Gr. nivifi- MENINX + ovpov urine: see -IA.]
The passing of urine containing membranous
shreds. Hence Meningvrric a.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.

II Meninx (mfnirjks). Chiefly pi. meninges
(m/hrndjfz) ;

also 7 menings. [mod.L., a. Gr.

l*rjvty membrane, esp. of the brain. (Late L. had

meninga ; cf. F. m(ningt^\ Any of the three

membranes enveloping the brain and spinal cord

(viz. the dura mater, arachnoid, and pia mater).
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Meningcs, thinne skins in

which the braine is contained. 1638 A. READ Chirnrg.
xvii. 124 In the suture there is a ligament, by which the

As to the phrenzy, it is an inflammation of the meninges, or
dura and pia mater. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. III. 627/2 ,

The cerebral and spinal meninges. 1884 M. MACKENZIE
I

Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 370 Congestion of the meninges was
found at the base of the brain.

U b. The drum of the ear. [SoinGr.] nonce-use.

1630 RANDOLPH Aristippus 28 The Meninx of his eare is

like a cut Drum, and the hammers lost.

Menis, obs. gen. pi. MAN ;
obs. f. MINISH v.

Meniscal (mmi-skal), t, rare&quot;,
[f.

MENISCUS
+ -AL.] Of the form of a meniscus.
1860 WORCESTER (cites Bitfield

1

).

Meniscate (mfiii-skft), a. Bot.
[f.

MENISCUS
+ -ATE 2

.] Resembling a meniscus in form.
1866 Treas. Bot. 735/1 Afeniscaff, a cylinder bent into

half a circle.

Menisch(e, obs. forms of MINISH v.

Meniscoid (mftii-skoid), a. Bot. [f. MEMISC-CS
+ -OID.] Resembling a meniscus in form; of the
form of a watch-glass.
1821 tr. Decandolle fy SpreiigeFs Philos. Plants 28 The

higher degree of the shield-shaped passes into the meniscoid
(nieniscoiifeits}. 1832 LINDLKV Introd. Bot. 380 Meniscoid , . .

resembling a watch-glass. 1863 BERKELEY Brit. Mosses iii.

22 In Sphagnum the spore-sac .. consists of .. a meniscoid
cyst at the top.

So Meniscoi dal a. = MENISCOID.
1881-2 SAVILLE-KENT Infusoria II. 870.

II Meniscus (m/ni-sks). PI. menisci
(mfni-ssi); also 8 meniscusses. [mod.L., a. Gr.

Htjviaitos crescent, dim. of ^17^17 moon.] A cres

cent-shaped body.
1. A crescent moon. rare.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Meniscus, a little Moon. 1881
Miss A. D. KINGSTON tr. J. Verne s Tigers H Traitors

y. 89
Thus the meniscus., shed a few faint beams after midnight.
2. A lens convex on one side and concave on the
other ; properly, the convexo-concave form (i. e.

the one which is thickest in the middle, and thus

has a crescent-shaped section), but often applied
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also to the concavo-convex, the two being some
times distinguished as converging and diverging
meniscus respectively.
1693 E. HALLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 969 In a Meniscus

the Concave side towards the Object encreases the focal

length, but the Convex towards the Object diminishes it.

179^4 G. ADAMS Nat. % E*P- Philos. II. xiv. 85 Infinitely
thin meniscusses do not sensibly change the course of the

rays of light. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight vii. 99 The periscopic

glass is what opticians call a meniscus. One surface is

convex and the other concave, according as one or the other
of these surfaces has the sharper curvature.

3. The convex or concave upper surface of a

liquid column, caused by capillarity.
1812-16 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil (1819) I. 189 The little me

niscus of water, .which terminates the column, 1883 W. H.
RICHARDS Text Bk. Milit. Topogr. 218 The meniscus
should be decidedly rounded ; if it appears flat the baro
meter should be tapped [etc.].

4. Afath. A figure of the form of a crescent.

1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math. Theory Electr.
&amp;lt;$ Afagn.

I. 117 Instead of the figure formed by the two external

segments, we may take . . the meniscus formed by one in-

ternal and one external segment.
6. Anat. A disk-like interarticular fibrocartilage

situated in the interior of some joints to adapt the

articular surfaces to each other, as in the wrist- and

knee-joints.
1830 R. KNOX B/clarefs Anat, 239 The menisci, or inter-

articular ligaments. 1877 BURNETT Ear 74 The articula

tion between the malleus and incus is a true joint, in which
is found a meniscus.

6. An organ of doubtful function in Echino-

rkynats, a genus of acanthocephalous entozoa.

1877 HUXLEY Anat, Invert. A trim. 647.

7. attrib. and Comb.^ as meniscus form, glass,
lens meniscus-shaped adj.

1787 tr. Linnyjts Fam. Plants I. 70 Seeds .. meniscus-
form. 1878 ABSF.Y Photogr, (1881) 203 All single lenses ..

have the meniscus form given to them. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. I,

*Meniscus Glasses are those which are

Convex on one side, and Concave on the other. 1833 N.
ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II. 203 A lens may be convex on one
side and concave on the other, .. called a meniscus lens.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollitsca 74 Specimens frequently occur
in the lias, with the *meniscus-shaped casts of the air-cham
bers loose, like a pile of watch-glasses.

t Menise. Obs. Forms : 5 menuse, -ce,

menese, menys(e, 6 menew(e)s, menues, 7

men(u)ise. [a. OF. menuise, menuse (mod.F.
menitise) : L. minntia\ seeMlNUTiA.] Small fry.

^1430 Two Cookery-Iks, 104 Menese or loche boiled. Take
Menyse or loche, and pike hem faire. c 1460 J. RUSSELL
Bk. Nurture 819 Flowndurs, gogeons, muskels, menuce in

sewe. 1508-13 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1867) 280
Menewesin seweofporpasor of samon. igSsHiciNsywM/Ki
Nomencl. 62 Piscicitli niinuti..Poissons menus, menuise.
Small fishes called menues. 1613 J. D[ENNYS] Seer. Angling
\\. xt. C 4 b, The little Roach, the Menke biting fast. 1616

SURPL.K MARKH. Country Farm 507 The small fish, which
is called white, are the. .Loach, Menuise, and the Trout.

t Me iiisou. Obs. Forms : 3 menison(e, 3-
4 meneisouu, 4-5 menysoun, 5 menyson,
-isoun, -eson, mensone, mensoun, 6 mensyn,
raenson. [a. OF. menison, meneison, mcnoison :

late L. manationem flowing, n. of action f. manare
to flow.] Dysentery.
c 1290 Beket 2367 in S. F-ng. Leg. I. 174 Toward

J&amp;gt;e defc&amp;gt;e

he drou^ And fur-pinede in
j&amp;gt;e

menisone
J&amp;gt;at

is lif him bou3te
long, c 1305 St. Lucy 6 in E. E. P, (1862) 101 For four }er
heo hadde ..

f&amp;gt;e
meneisoun stronge. 1377 LANCL. P. PL

B. xvr. no Bothe meseles and mute and in
fc&amp;gt;e menysoun

blody, Ofte he heled suche. f 1465 Ens?, Chron. (Camden)
35 ^leny men deide on the blody mensoun. 1556 WITHALS
Diet. (1562) 76 The bloudy menson, discenteria.

Menisperm (me*nUp5jm). Bot. [ad. mod.
L. Menispermum (Tonrnefort), f. Gr. ff^vij moon
+ atrtpua seed : cf. the Eng. name moonseed,

referring to the crescent-shaped seeds.] A plant of

the N.O. Menispermacex, of which Menispermum
is the typical genus ;

the most widely known species
are the Cocculus indicus, Anamirta (formerly

Menispermum) Cocculus, and the Calumba. Also

Meniaperma-ceous&amp;lt;7. , belonging to the N.O.^Av/z-

spermacesei Menispe*rmad, Lindley s term fora

plant of this order; Menispe rmal a., in Afeni-

spermal alliance, Lindley s term for an alliance

or group of orders including the Menispermactw.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 305/2 Cocculns, a genus of Meni-

spennaceous plants. 1846 LINULEY Veg* Kingd. 297 Meni-
spermales The Menispermal Alliance. Ibid., The Order
of Menispermads. 1880 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Meet. 187
The root of the Frasera Walteri, and of a Menisperm from

Ceylon, have been substituted for true calumba.

Menispermine (menispsumin). Chem. Also

-ina, -in. [f. mod.L. Alenisperm-itm (see MENI-
SPERM + -INE 5

.] An alkaloid obtained from the

shells of the fruit of theCocculus indicus,^dwV/0
(formerly Menispermuni] Cocculus. Also f Meni-
spe*rniia.
1837 Penny Cyd. VII. 306/2 The kernel

fof the fruit of
Coccnlus indicHs] contains about one part in the hundred
of picrotoxia, or menispermia, as some term it. 1838 T.
THOMSON Chem. Org. hodies 224 Menispermina .. is white
and opaque, and has very much the external appearance of

cyanodide of mercury. 1852 J. BEI.L in Lect. Gt. Exhib.
141 Menispermin. 1880 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 188
An alkaloid, Menispermine.

MENOLOGE.

Menitto, Meniver(e, Meniye : see MANTTOU,
MINIVER, MANYIE.
Menked, -et : see MENG v.

Men-kind. [See MAN sbl* 22.] Now rare.

Also 5 men kyn. The male sex ; men-folk.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 145 He schulde raler
chese hem a kyng . . of

J&amp;gt;e
wommen kyn raj&amp;gt;er |&amp;gt;an

of J?e
men kyn. 1559 in Neal Hist. Purit. (1732) I. 153 When
the name of Jesus shall, .be pronounced in the church, due
reverence shall be made .. with . . uncovering the heads of
the Menkind. 1674 GOOKIN in Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc. (1806)
1. 183 The menkind sitting by themselves and the womenkind
by themselves. 1697 in C. Mather Magn. Chr. vi. 12, I had
breakfasted with the Family, and the Men-kind were gone
abroad. 1898 Month June 637 Where the family meals take

place, and where the Basque menkind are served first.

Menkit, menkte, menkyd : see MENG v.

Menly, Mennage, Mennal, Mennam : see

MEANLY adv.\ MANAGE, MENALD, MENNOM.
Mennard (me-n3Jd). dial. Also 8 mennot,

9 menner, mennad, menot. [Formation ob
scure: perh. connected with MINNOW.] = MINNOW.
1796 MARSHALL^??/?-. Eton. Yorks. II. 333 Mennot,. .the

minnow. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.
, Menner, Mennard, a min

now. 1904 menot [see MENNOM].

Menne, obs. pi. of MAN
;
obs. form of MEINIE.

Mennelled,Mennesc : seeM ENALD, MANNISH.
t Me nnesse. Obs. rare. [Apheticforl-MENE-

NESSE : cf. MEAN aA I.] Communion, fellowship.
1340 Ayenb. 14 Ich y-leue holy cherch generalliche and pe

mennesse of hal;en. Ibid. 268.

Mennesse, variant of MANNESS Obs,

Mennisc, Meunly : see MANNISH, MEANLY.

Mennom(meTi3m). dial. Forms: 7-8 minum,
7-9 minim, 8 menin. 8-9 mennin, 9 mennom,
-on, -im, -um, -am, etc. (see E.D.D.). [? A cor

ruption ofMINNOW, due to association with MINIM.]
= MINNOW.
1654 FULLER Ephemeris Pref. 7 Minums will get through

the holes thereof [sc. a drag-net]. 1674 RAY Collect. Words,
Fresh~ivater Fish in The Minow, ^linim or Pink. 1794-6
E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 251 A great number of little fish

called minumsor pinks. 1806 in Archxologia XV. 352 note,
The minnow still called .. mennom in the north of Eng
land, a 1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 76 Up frae the men-
non to the whale. 1838 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. n. xix.

294 Little ponds never hold big fish; there is nothing but

pollywogs, tadpoles, and minims in them. 1893 Northiimbld.

Gloss., Mennim, Mennam, Menoivm, Mennem. 1904 Spec
tator 28 May 847/2 Minnow, pink, . .meaker, menot, minim,

peer, ..and minnin are all synonymous.
attrib. 17*5 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. in. in, The saugh-

tree shades the menin pool.

Meiinonist (me*n^nist). Also 7-9 Menonist,

[Formed as MENNONITE + -IST.] =next.

1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1646) 30 Menonists, so called of

Menon, a Frisian, by whose name the Anabaptists were

generally called. 1776 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 403 At

present some colonies have .. bodies of Quakers, and Men-
nonists, and Moravians, who are principled against war.
1866 H. PHILLIPS Atner. Paper Curr. II. 72 The Menonists
refuse to sell their produce unless for hard cash.

So Me nnonism, the doctrines of the Mennonites.

1684 Anw. Remarks Morels Expos. Pref. a 4 b, All

which is done in favour of his beloved Mennonism, that

Christ may not l&amp;gt;e held to begin his reign where there is

any visible Monarch or Civil Magistrate that rules.

Meniionite (me mfaait). Eccl. Also Perron.

Memnonite, 8 Menonite. [f. JMMMP+*lHb] A
member of a sect of Christians which was founded
in Friesland by Menno Simons (1492-1559). They
are opposed to infant baptism, the taking of oaths,

military service, and the holding of civic offices.

1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 90, Memnomtes and
Zuenckfeldians haue ben stirring. 1684 Anrtv. Remarks
More s Expos, Pref. a2b, Which is the opinion of Daniel
Brenius a Mennonite. 1876 BARCLAY Inner Life Relig.
Soc. Connmv, 73 The doctrines, .of the Mennonites.
attrib. 1717-4^1

CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., M. Herman Schin,
a Mennonite minister. 1864 EVANS E, Eng. Baptists 21

The Mennonite Church in Holland. 1876 BARCLAY Inner

Life Relig. Soc. Commw. 77 Many of them .. held to the
Mennonite faith and practice.

Mennot, Mennow, Mennum, Menny : see

MENNARD, MINNOW, MENNOM, MANY.
Mennys, obs. gen. pi. of MAN.
I! MencVbranchus (men0brce nlaV). [mod.L. ;

irregularly f.Gr. piv*tiv to remain +
/&amp;gt;a7xo$ gills.]

a. A genus of tailed amphibians (also called Nee-

turus\ having permanent external gills, b. An
animal of this genus ;

in this sense also in anglicized
form Menobranch (me n^braenk).
1845 J. F. SOUTH ZooL in EncycL Metrop. VII. 305/1 The

Menobranch, Axolotl and Menopome. 1854 OWEN Skel.
&amp;lt;$

Teeth in Orr*s Circ. Sci. I. Org.Nat. 188 The menobranchus
has four fingers and four toes. 1878 BELL tr. Gegenbattr&quot;s

Comp. Anat. 432 The notochord. .is alternately constricted
and widened out in Menobranchus, Siredon, and Menopoma.

tl Menolipsis (men&amp;lt;?li-psis\
Path. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. pyvo-, pry month + \ffyis failure, omission,
f. \fnr(tv to leave, fail.] The failure, retention, or

cessation of the menses.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex., and in recent Diets.

T Menologe. Obs. Also menologue. [ad.
Eccl, L. menologium : see next.] =MENOLOGY.
1616 T. H[AWKINS! tr. Canssin s Holy Crt. 538 In the

Menologe of the Grecians, and the Roman Martyrologe.



MENOLOGY.
1653 LD. VAUX tr. Godeau s St. Paul 316 The Greek Meno-
logue saies, he was Bishop of Golophones. 1661 BLOUNT
Glossogr. (ed. 2) s.v., The Greek Menologe (a book so called)
is their Martyrologe, or a Collection of the Saints days of

every moneth in their Church.

Meiiology (mzn(7-lodgi). Also in Or. and Lat.
forms menologion, menologium. [ad. mod.L.

menologium, ad. late Gr. liijvoXo^tov, f. nrpio-, ^r/v
month + \6-yos account : see LOGOS. Cf. martyro-
logy.] A calendar of the months.
I. spec. The distinctive title of the calendar of

the Greek church, containing biographies of the
saints in the order of the dates on which they are
commemorated.
1610 HOLLAND Cainden s Brit. i. 68 They report, .upon the

authority . . of the Greeks Menology, that St. Peter came
hither. 1740 A. CLARKE Hist, Bible II. 321 The Greek Meno-
logies intimate that he was shot. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT
Grk. N. T. App. 84 The Menologium or system of saints

days.
b. transf. ; applied esp. to the OE. metrical

church calendar first printed by Hickes in 1705.
1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. x. 83 To search in

the ancient British and English saints, arranged according
to the calendar. 1888 (title) A menology or record of de
parted friends [compiled by M. E. Barrow]. 1892 C. PLUM-
MER Sax. C/iron. Expl. Gloss. 297 The Menologium or Me
trical Calendar contained in Appendix A.
2. gen. An almanac. ? Obs. rare~.
1727 BAILEY vol. 1 1, Menologion, an Account of the Course

of the moon, an Almanack.

II 3. The department of knowledge that relates
to the months.
[Properly another word, repr. an assumed Gr. type in
Aovia : see -LOGY.]

1807 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax, vli. iv. (ed. 2) II. 24 On the
Menology and Literature of the Pagan Saxons.

Menonist, -ite, obs. forms of MENNONIST, -ITE

Menopause (me-n&amp;lt;Spz). Phys. [ad. mod.L!
menopausis, f. Gr. firfvo-, jufi month + 7ra5&amp;lt;ris

cessation, PATJSE. Cf. F. mtnopause^ The final
cessation of the menses.
1872 PEASLEE Ovar. Tumors 2 The 30 or 35 years of

menstrual life, i. e. from puberty to the menopause. 1800
Allbutfs Syst. Meet. VIII. 302.
Hence Menopaxvsic a., having symptoms of the

menopause.
1889 H. CAMPBELL Causation Disease viii. 55 Those

menopausic patients who seek medical relief.

II Menophania (men0f&amp;lt;?i-nia). Phys. [med.
L., f. Gr. fii]\i o-,~ firiv month + -tyavia. appearance,
fxuVftc to appear.] The first appearance of the
menses. 1857 DUNGI.ISON Med. Lex. 583.

II Meuoplania (menoptei-ma). Path. [mod.
L., from Gr. nqvo-, lajv month + -ir\avia, TrAat/i;

wandering.] A discharge of blood, at the cata-
menial period, from some other part of the body
than the uterus.

1845 S. PALMER Pmtaglot Diet. In some recent Diets.

II Menoponia (menop&amp;lt;?u-ma). Also anglicized
menopome (me-nopcum). [mod.L., irreg. f. Gr.
liiviiv to remain + mD/w lid.] A genus of am
phibians characterized by the persistence of the
branchial apertures; an amphibian of this genus, a
hellbender.

1835-6 Todifs Cycl. Anat. I. gt/i The amphiuma and
menopoma have not asyet been observed to possess branchia:.
1842 Penny Cyd. XX. 342^ Salamandrofs, Wagler s name
for the Menopome. 1863 WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 185 The
Jlenopome inhabits the Ohio and Alleghany rivers.

&quot;

Menor, obs. form of MINOR.

Menorhynclious (menori-rjkas), a. Ent. [f.
mod.L. Menorhyncha (irreg. f. Gr. /livetv to remain
+ Pu7Xfs snout, proboscis) + -OBS.] Belonging to
or having the character of the Menorhyncha (in
Brauer s classification of insects, those taking food
by suction in the larval and imaginal state).
. 1899 p.

SHARP insects n. (Camb. Nat. Hist.) 542 Accord
ing to Brauers generalisations they [HemipteraJ are Meno
rhynchous, Ohgonephrous Pterygogenea.

II Menorraagia (menor^-dgia). Path. Also
anglicized Meuorrhagy (me n^idgi). [mod.L.,
f. Gr. itrjvo-, jiifr month + -payta, f, fay-, prjyvvvai
to break, burst

forth.] Excessive or long-continued
menstruation.

ensruaon, n ts natura state, to
always of that kind. i8SS MAYNE Expos. Lex., Minor-
2&quot;*&quot;

A
ff&quot;*

a te for menorrhagy attendant on abortion.
i I. G. THOMAS Dis. Women, (ed. 3) 261 Menorrhagiamay occur without pain.

Hence Menorrha^ic (menorje d^ik) a., pertain
ing to or

suffering from menorrhagia.
1844 ASHWELL&amp;gt;. Women. 147 She has been menorrhagicfor several years. ,873 E. H. CLARKE Sex in. Educ.te

Menorrhagic, dysmenorrhoeic girls and women, c 1893

, ,

ed- Dict IIL 57 Menorrhagic fever.

IIMenorrhoea (menorfS). Path. [mod.L.,tor.
w&quot;o-, rfv month + foia flow, flux.] a.

I he ordinary flow of the menses, b. Long-con-
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tinned, though moderate, flow of the menses, c. A
too frequent return of the menses. (Syd. Sac. Lex.)
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Led. Dis.

Womtnvt. (ed. 4) 107 There is not amenorrhcea, but menor-
rhoea into the passages, not farther.

Hence Menorrhoe ic a., pertaining to or charac
terized by menorrhcea. 1836 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

II Menostasis (m/hp-stasis). Path. [mod.
L., f. Gr. /^r/vo-, nr)i&amp;gt;

month + &amp;lt;7Ta&amp;lt;ris standing.]
a. The suppression or retention of the menses, b.
The acnte pain preceding the menses in some
women (Dunglison 1855). Hence Menosta tic a.,

pertaining to menostasis.

1839 Hooper s Med. Diet. (ed. 7). 1856 in MAYNE Expos.
Lex.

J and in mod. Diets.

Menostation (meruSstpi-Jan). Path. [ad.
mod.L. menostation-ein, f. Gr. HTJVO-, ^v month
-t-L. station-em, a standing.] = MENOSTASIS.
1822 GOOD Study Med. IV. 46 Yet menostation may take

place from a suppression of the menses after they have be
come habitual. 1844 HOBLVN Dict. Med., Menostation, a
suppression or retention of the catamenial discharge.Menot : see MENNAKD dial., a minnow.
Menour, -ess, obs. forms of MINOR, -ESS.

IMeilOW weed. West Indian. Obs. [Cf.
many-root (MANY 6 c), applied to the same plant;
Browne s menoiu weed may be a mistake for this,
or possibly both names may be distortions of some
foreign word.] The plant Ruellia tuberosa.
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 268 Menow weed.. is verycommon in most parts of Jamaica.

Menow(e, obs. forms of MINNOW.
Menprise, variant of MAINPRIZE v. Obs.

II Mensa (me nsa). [L. mensa table.]
1. Ecd. The upper surface, esp. the top slab, of

an altar
; an altar-table.

1848 B. WEBB Continental Ecclesiol. 45 An original altar
of solid masonry with moulded mensa and plinth. 1904
Athtnxuni 20 Aug. 250/1 In the chancel of Car-Colston.,
rests the [uprooted headstone of Dr. Thoroton, . . it was
originally the mensa of the high altar.

2. The grinding surface of a molar tooth.
1693 tr. Bla,icanfs Pkys. Dict, (ed.2), Mensa, the broader

part of the Teeth called Grinders, which Chaws and Minces
the Meat. 1856 MAYNE Expos, Lex.

Mensal (me-nsal), ir.l and sb^ Also 8 men-
sale, [ad. late L. mensalis, f. mensa table : see -AL.]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to or used at the table ; table-.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 333/1 Mensal knyfe, or borde knyfe.

things, mental or mensal, which/I grubbed on with con
tentedly.

b. Mensal bed : a couch used (as by the ancient

Romans) for reclining at meals.
1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 543 It is an allusion

to their conjugal and mensal beds, on which the guests are
so bestowed, that the first laid his left hand under the head
of him that was next,

2. a. In Irish (and early Scottish) history, Mensal
land: land set apart for the supply of food for
the table of the king or prince.
1607 DAVIES istLct.toEarlSalisb!&amp;lt;ry\&t. Tracts (1787)

245 The Mensall land of M Guire. 1689 R. Cox Hist.
Irel. i. Expl. Index, Logh tec, Demeasn or Mensal Lands,
for House-keeping. 1880 W. F. SKENE Celtic Scot. III.

148 The office or mensal land set apart for the maintenance
of the Ri or Toisech.

b. In Scotland and Ireland before the Reforma
tion, applied to a church, benefice, etc., appro
priated to the service of the bishop for the

maintenance of his table. Also similarly used in

the modern Roman Catholic church in Ireland.

1605 T. RYVES Vicar s Plea (1620) 1 14 All manner of Bene
fices as well mensall as other. 1663 Jrnh. [risk Ho. Lords
(1779) I. 375 That Bishops that are well settled do build
a Mensal-House. 1775 L. SHAW Moray (1827) 360 The
churches of St. Andrews, Ugston, and Laggan were Mensal.

1813 CARLISLE Topog. Dict. Scot. II, Hodtiom, in the Shire
of Dumfries : formerly a Mensal Church to the See of

Glasgow. 1861 FITZPATRICK Dr. Doyle (1880) I. 379 As this
was a mensal parish, Dr. Doyle often visited it officially.

3. Palmistry. Mensal line, the line of fortune
,

the table-line. [Cf. OF. mensalt sb.]
1602 Narcissus (1893) 230 Thy mensall line is too direct

and cragged. 1675 SALMON Polygraph, v. xxxix. 489.
B. sb.

1. Hist. A mensal church or benefice.

1710 J, HARRIS Lex, Techn. II, Mensalia, Mensals, were
such Personages or Livings as were united formerly to the
Tables of Religious Houses. i847W. REEVES Eccles.Antiq.
Down fy Connor (1867) 115 note, This parish was, of old, a
mensal of the Bishop of Dromore.

f 2. Irish Antiq. The provision of the royal
table (see A. 2 a). Obs.

1782 ISallancey s Collect. De Rebus HUern. III. x. g4
Lands assigned for the mensal of the chief.

Mensal (me nsal), a. 2 and sb* [f. L. mens-is
month + -AL. Cf. mensual.] A. adj. Monthly.
1860 WORCESTER (citing irontli. Rev.}. 1888 J. NELSON in

Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. I. 390 In the male as in the female,
the maturation of the reproductive elements is a continuous

Kocess,
though we may hardly say that it is not influenced

. the mensal periodicity.

MENSK.

t B. sb. A monthly account. Obs.
a 1483 Liber Nigcrm Househ. Ord. (1790) 60 The cofferer

bathe. .one under clerke..to make the mensall and many
othyr wrytmgs for the Thesaurere his accompt. 1526 Ibid
220 Within three dayes of the expirement of every moneth
to bring in his mensall.

Mensalize (me-nsabiz), v.
[f. MENSAL! + -IZE.]

;

trans. To convert into a mensal parish, etc.
1893 FAHEY Hist. Diocese Kilmacduagh 406 The parishwas mensalised on the appointment of Dr. Archdeacon.
Mensanger, obs. form of MESSENGER.
Mense (mens), sb. Obs. exc. Sc. and north,

dial. [Sc. pronunciation of MENSK : cf. buss=
busk bush, ass= ask ashes, etc.] Propriety, de
corum

; neatness, tidiness.

1:1500 Priests of Peblis (Laing) 3r 3 Thair manheid, and
thair mense, this gait they murle

; For mariage thus unyte
of ane churle. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, viif 10 War jour
richt reknit to be crotin It mycht be laid with litill menss.
737 RAMSAY Scot. Prov. (1797) 4 6, I ha e baith my meat

and my mense. [Used by one who has given an invitation
that has not been accepted.) 1783 BURNS Poor Slailie s

Elegy iv. I wat she was a sheep o sense, An could behave
hersel wi mense. 1788 W. MARSHAI.I. Y orks. II. 342 Mense,
manners, creditableness. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy vi, But we
hae mense and discretion, and are moderate of our mouths.
Mense (mens), v. Obs. exc. dial. Alsoraence.

[Sc. var. of MENSK v.~\ trans. To grace ; to adorn
or decorate

;
to be a credit or to do honour to.

535 LYNDESAY Satyre 4088 Cum heir, Falset, & mense
the

gallows.^ 1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Bitriall (1833) 35 Lyke
, Hophnees with elcrookes to minche and not Samueles to
mense the offerings of God. 1780 J. MAYNE Siller Gun in,
Convener Tamson niensed the board, Where sat ilk deacon
like a lord. 1818 HOGG Brownie of Bodsh-ck, etc. II. 164
They ll., leave the good, .ait-meal bannocks to. .be pouched
by them that draff an bran wad better hae mensed ! 1863 in
Robson Bards Tyne 135 () bonny church ! ye ve studden
lang, To mence our canny toon.

Mense, obs. Sc. form of mends : see MEND sb.

Menseful (me-nsfiil), a. Sc. and north, dial.

[f. MENSE sb. + -FUL.] Proper, decorous; neat,

tidy; discreet.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 32 Menscfid: comely, graceful,
crediting a man, York-sh. 1720 RAMSAY Wealth 119 Thus
with attentive look mensfou they sit. 1816 SCOTT OldJlort.
vi, Put on your Raploch grey ; it s a mair mensfu and
thrifty dress. 1822 Pirate xxiii, Menseful maiden ne er
should rise, Till the first beam tinge the skies. 1891 A. J.
MUNBY Vulgar Verses 191 Bud, Gaffer

,
said the menseful

maid .

Menseless (me-nsles), a. Obs. exc. Sc.
[f.

MENSE sb. + -LESS.] Destitute of propriety, de
corum or seemliness.

15.. ColkelHe_ Sow in Batmatyia MS. (Hunter. Club)
ro26 This cursit company And mensles mangery. 1593
B. BARNES Partkenophil Sonn. xv, O, but 1 fear mine
hopes be void, or menceless ! 1787 BURNS Death Poor Mailie
50 An warn him.. no to rin an wear his cloots Like ither

menseless, graceless, brutes. 1858 M. PORTEOUS Souter
Johnny 32 The menseless fry Gie out its for your fame they
pry, To mak it strunt, an st-en mair high.

II Menses (me-nsfz), sb.pl. Path. [L. menses,

pi. of mensis month.] =CATAMENIA.
1597 GERARDE Herbal I. li. 72 The seede of Darnell, .pro-

uoketh the flowers or menses. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts

(1658)431 A Musk-cat, .is very profitable. .for the bringing
forth of those Womens menses or fluxes which are stopped.
1718 QUINCY Ccinfl. Disp, 92 Myrrh provokes the Menses,
and forwards Delivery. 1896 ALLBUTT PLAYFAIR Syst.
Gyntecology 345 The suppression of the menses that occurs
in young obese women is to be accounted for in the same way.
t Me nsion. Obs~ [ad. L. memidn-em,

n. of action to metlri (ppl. stem
mens-&quot;}

to measure.]
The action of measuring.
1623 COCKERAM, Sfensioii, a measuring. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Mensuration, the same as Mension, or measuring.

Mension, obs. form of MENTION.

I Mensk, sb. Obs. Forms: 3 mensea, menace,
menke, 3-6 mensk, menske, 5 menseke. (See
also MENSE

s/&amp;gt;.) [a. ON. mennska humanity (Svv.

inenniska, Da. menneske), corresponding (exc. for

declension) to OE. men&amp;gt;nsftt = (jS., OHG. men-
niski : OTeut. type *manmskin- wk. fern., f.

*&amp;gt;/iannisko-: see MANNISH a.]
1. Humanity, kindness

; graciousness, courtesy.
a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 269 Menske and mildeschipe

and debonairte of herte and dede. c 1350 Will. Palerne

313 Moch is bi mercy bi mi^t, bi menske, & bi grace !

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 163 A mayden of menske, ful

debonere. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 83 He lovede welle almos-

dede, Powr men to cloth and ffede, Wyth menske and man-
hede.

2. Honour, dignity, reverence
; pi. honours,

dignities.
c 1205 LAY. 2535 Ah fourti wintre heore fader mid mensea

heold his riche. Ibid. 2681. a 1225 Ancr. R. 192 Mid more

menke, not ich non ancre bet habbe al bet hire neod is bene

}e breo habbeS. a 1300 Cursor M, 4245 Putifer. .held

ioseph in mensk and are. 1320 Sir Tristr. 2118 More
menske were it to be Better for to do. 13.. Gam. ft Gr.

Knt. 2410 Sele you bytyde, & he ^elde hit yow ;are, bat

}arkkez al menskes 1 1375 BARBOUR Bruce, xvl. 621 Men
sail se Quha lufis the kyngis mensk to-day ! a 1400 Sir

Perc. 1423 If. .we foure kempys agayne one knyght, Littille

menske wold to us lighte, If he were sone slayne. 1460

Towneley Myst. xx. 175 Mensk be to this meneye ! 1508
DUNBAR Tuot Mariit Weinen, 352^ I maid that wif carll to

werk all womenis werkis, And laid all manly materis and
mensk in this eird. 1509 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 3 &amp;gt;e

shall

have moch menske thereof.

109-2



MENSK.
b. An honour, credit, ornament.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 276 pe meste menkes [C. menskc] of

)&amp;gt;ine

nebbe, (&amp;gt;et is, bet feirest del bitweonen smech muSes &
neoses smel. a 1240 Wohunge in Colt. Horn. 281 pu f&amp;gt;at

menske art of al mon kin, of alle bales bote, mon for to

menske swuch scheme boledes.

I Mensk, a. Obs. [a. ON. me&amp;gt;misA-r = OE.

mfimisc: see MANNISH
&amp;lt;?.J Worshipful, honourable.

13. . Gaw. fy Or. Knt. 964 A mensk lady on molde.

t Mensk, v. Obs. [f. MENSK si.]

1. trans. To reverence or honour; to dignify,

grace, favour.
a 1225 Juliana 7 He hire walde menskin wi&amp;lt;5 al bat he

mahte. a. 1300 Cursor M. 2432 pe king . . commaunded
thoru-out al his land Men suld bim mensk and hald in

hand. 1362 LANGI. P. PI. A. in. 177 For ?it I may as

I mihte menske be wib jiftes And Meyntene bi Monhede
more ben bou knowest. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1855 Send horn

J&amp;gt;at
semly bat I sew fore, That he may menske hur with

-^rnariage. c 1460 Towruley Myst. ix. 140 Mahowne the

menske, my lord kyng. c 1470 Gol.
iff

Gaw, 446 Hym to

mensk on mold withoutin manance.

2. To adorn ; to render graceful.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 141 pe abyt bat bou has vpon, no

halyday hit menskez. 13.. Caw.
f&amp;lt;

Gr. Kilt. 153 A mere
mantile abof, mensked Wlth-inne, With pelure pured apert
be pane ful clene. c 1330 R. BRUSNE Citron. IVace (Rolls)

12460 To menske hit [a cloak] ber hit was wane, c 1373 Sc.

Leg. Saints xxviii. (Margaret) 525 One be morne, quhen
sown was brycht, pat menskis al be warld of lycht [etc.].

t Me nskfuJ, a. Obs. [f. MENSK sl&amp;gt;. + -FUL.

Cf. MENSEFUL.] Worshipful, honourable; gracious.
Of a building : Stately.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 358 I5e menske of be dome bet heo

schulen demen is heihschipe menskeful ouer al under-

stonden, a^ean scheome. a 1300 Cursor M. 9878 A caste!,

..a worthy sted menskful to hald. 0:1310 in Wright
Lyric P. 51 Menskful maiden of myht. 1350 Will.

Pahrne 508 His maners were so menskful a-mende hem
mi^t none, c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. xxix. 389 Was neuer

madyn so menskfull here apon molde As thou art. c 1470
Gol. fy Gaiv. 408 Maneris full menskfull, with mony deip dike.

absol. 13. . Gaw. q Gr. Knt. 555 Syr Boos, & sir Byduer,
big men bobe, & mony ober menskful.

b. Used as adv. = MENSKFULLY.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 52 Middel heo hath menskful

smaf; Hire loveliche chere as cristal.

t Me nskfully, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

Honourably ; manfully ;
with grace or propriety.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1143 Ful menskfully to be messan-

geres hemperour ban seide, he wold be boun blepeli be bold

batayle to hold. 13.. S. Erkeivwolde 50 in Horstm. Alt-

engl Leg. (1881) 267 Metely made of be marbre & menske-

fully planede. ? a. 1400 Mortc Arth. 4076 Sir Ewayne, and
sir Errake, . . Demenys the medilwarde menskefully thare-

aftyre. 1483 Cath, Angl. 234/2 Menskfully, honefte.

t Mens-kind, -kins : see MAN rf. 1
23.

t Me listing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. MENSK v . +
-ING !.] Honour, worship ; courtesy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5304 Knele i sal be for be king, And

thank him of his grett mensking. ibid. 150^8 pou tak to
thane bat we be mak Sli mensking als we mai.

t Me uskless, a. Obs. rare. In 6 -les. [f.

MENSK sb. + -LESS. Cf. MENSELESS.] Ungracious.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis iv. v. 41 This menskles goddes in

cuery mannis mouth Skalis thir newis est, west, north, and
south.

+ Me nskly, adv. Obs. [f. MENSK rf. -f-LY^.]

Courteously; reverently; honourably, with dignity.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 316 $if bu hatest bine sunne, hwui spekes

tu menskeliche bi hire ? a 1240 Wohitnge in Cott. Horn,

269 pat leuer is menskli to aiuen ben cwedli to wiShalde.

13.. Gaw.
&amp;lt;5-

Gr. Knt. 1312 penne he meued to his mete,
bat menskly hym keped. 1340-70 A lisaunder 173 The
Marques of Molosor menskliche hee aught. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce xix. 86 He broucht him menskly till erdmg. c 1450
Bk. Curtasye 291 in Babees. Bk., Drynk menskely and gyf
agayne.

Menslaujt, variant of MANSLAUGHT Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 309 In bat stryf were

meny menslauates in be citee.

Menslesa, variant of MENSELESS.

t Mensoigne, mensonge. Obs. rare- 1
, [a.

OF. mcn^oigne, mensonge : popular L. * menti-

tionica, i. mentiri to lie.] Falsehood.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf^Manhode in. xxix. (1869) 151 My tungCj

whiche is mesel, is cleped periurement, and my mouht j

clepe mensoige [Sic : corrected in the MS.from mensonge].

Menson(e, -soun, variants of MENISON Obs.

Menstraeie, -asy, etc., obs. if. MINSTKELSY.
Menstraill, -al(e, -alle, obs. ff. MINSTREL.

Menstre, -strell, obs. ff. MINSTER, MINSTBEL.
Menstrew, variant of MENSTRUE Obs.

Menstrua, pi. of MENSTRUUM.
Menstrual (me-nstral), a. and sb. [a. F.

menslruel, ad. L. mcnstrual-is, f. menstru-us, men-
slru-um : see MENSTRUUM and -AL.] A. adj.
1. Monthly ; happening once in a month, varying

in monthly periods. Now only Asir., esp. in men
strual parallax, the difference produced by the

moon in the apparent position of the sun and the

primary planets.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays le Royi The causes both of these

cotidlan, menstruall, annual), and other the rarest muta
tions . .

,
are attributed to the celestial! motions. 1664 EVELYN

Kal. Hart. (1729) 187 Any Thing we have here alledg d con

cerning these Menstrual Periods. 1665 WALLIS in Phil.
Trans. I. 286 There is no other connexion between the
Moon s motion and the Tydes Menstrual period, than a

340

casual Synchronism. 1768 SM EATON Ibid. LVIII. 157 The
difference thus produced in the apparent place of the Sun. .

may. .be. .called the menstrual parallax. 1780 HERSCHEL
Ibid. LXXI. 116 We have.. no cause to suspect any very
material periodical irregularity, either diurnal, menstrual,
or annual. 1823 J. MITCHELL Diet. Math. $ Phys. Set. 343
Menstrual Parallax of the Sun is [etc.]. 1833 HKRSCHEL
Treat. Astron. 451 (1830,^ 289 An apparent monthly dis

placement of the sun., which is called the menstrual equa
tion. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms s.v. Epact, It

[an Epact] is therefore both annual and menstrual.

b. Lasting or extending over a month ; esp.
Bot. of a plant, remaining in bloom or foliage for

a month (Treas, Bot. 1866).
2. Of or pertaining to the catamenia.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. vii. (1495) 194 The
moders wombe is fedde wyth blode menstruall. 1561 T. NOR
TON Calvin s hist. n. 152 Some. .do to lewdly ask, whether
we will say that Christ was engendred of the menstruall
sede of the Virgin. 1607 TOPSELL Hist. Four-f. Beasts

(1658) 308 Aristotle and others do not let to write, that men
strual bloud doth naturally void from the Mare. 1718
QUINCY Compl. Disp. 92 A Provoker of the menstrual Dis

charges. 1876 BRISTOWE Theory &amp;lt;y

Pract. Med. (1878) 885
Inflammation.. is most apt to occur during the menstrual

period. 1896 ALLBUTT & PLAYFAIR Gynacology 367 It may
continue during the menstrual life of the patient.

fb. Suffering from ailments connected with

menstruation. Obs.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 73 An hysterical (or I

rather think menstrual) woman.

t 3. Of parts of the body : Produced from the

menstrual blood of the mother ; opposed to sper-
matical. Obs.
1626 BACON Sylva 58 Some Entrails, .are hard to re-

paire : though th.it Diuision of Spermaticall, and Menstruall

Parts, be but a Conceit.

f4. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a men
struum. Obs.

1471 RIFLEY Camp, Alch. Pref,, in Ashm. (1652) 126 Un-
derstond thy Water menstruall.

B. sb.

1 1. //.
= CATAMENIA. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeaus Fr. Chirurg. i2b/i We apply
the boxes to suscitate the menstrualles of women. 1599
tr. Gabelhouer^s Bk. Physicke 135/1 It helpeth woemen
when their menstrualles flowe to superfiuouslye.

f2. Alch. The menstrual element (see A. 4,
and cf. A. 3, and note s. v. MENSTRUUM) supposed
to be added to metal in the process of its conversion

into gold. Obs.

1471 RITLEV Comp. Alch. Pref,, in Ashm. (1652) 125 For

invysible ys truly thys Menstruall. 1477 NORTON Ordin.
Alch. v.Ibid.Qolheseminall seed Masculine, Hath wrought
and won the Victory, Upon the menstrualls worthily.

t Menstruant, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. men&quot;

struant-eni) pr. pple. of menstrudre to menstruate.]

Subject to the catamenia.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xli. 210 Women are
menstruant and men pubescent at the year of twice seven.

1656 in B LOUNT Glossogr.

t Menstruate, a. Obs. [ad. late L. (Vulg.)

menstntatufj f. menstnt-urn : see MENSTRUUM.]
Menstruous.

1381 WYCLIF Ezek. xxii. 10 The! meekeden in thee the
vnclennes of the menstruate womman. c 1425 Found.
St. Barthol. 18 That welle of pyte, that was and is opyne
to the menstrual womane and synful man.

Menstruate (me nstrwcit),z&amp;gt;. \i*\*.mcnstruat-)

ppl. stem of menstrudre-, f. menstrua monthly
courses : see MENSTRUUM and -ATE ^.]

1. intr. To discharge the catamenia.
1800 Med. Jntl. IV. 529 Has never menstruated. 1866

TANNER Pregnancy i. 8 Some few girls, however, menstruate
as early as the nth, izth, or I3th year.
2. trans. To pollute as with menstrual blood.
16. . CLEVELAND On. O. P. sick 8 Wks. (1687), The reeking

Steam of
thy fresh Villauies Would spot the Stars, and

menstruate the Skies.

Hence Me natruating///. a.

187* F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 60 Evil often results

toa menstruating woman thus constantly exposed. lynBrit.
Med. Jml. No. 2097. 593 The changes in the menstruating
uterus.

Menstruated (me-nstr/^ted), ///. a. [f.

MENSTRUATE a. + -ED*.] Applied to women in

whom the menstrual flow is established (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1890).
Menstruation (me^nstm^-Jan). [ad. L. type

*
menstruationem^ f. menstruare: see MENSTRU

ATE v. and -ATION. Cf. F. menstruation, Sp. men-
strtiacion, It. menstruatione.] The act or process
of discharging the catamenia.

1776-84 [see MENORRHAGIA], 1799 Med. JntL 1. 294
Women during menstruation, were [etc.]. 1896 ALLBUTT &
PLAYFAIR Gynxcology 339 Menstruation usually begins in the
fifteenth year.

t Menstrue. Obs* Also 5 menstrewe, 6 men-
strew, [a. F. menstrue. ad. L. menstruum : see

MENSTRUUM.]
1. The catamenia ;

= MENSTRUUM i.

c 1400 Lanfranc^s Cintrg. 55 A womman in tyme of
menstrue [v.r. menstrewe]. c 1440 Wyclifs fsa. Ixiv. 6

Menstrue, or unclene blood. 1550 BALE Apol. 57 b, Our
vniuersall ryghteousnesses are afore God as clothes stayned
with menstrue. 1674-7 MOLINS Anat, Obs. (1896) u A
Servant Maid with a suppression of the Menstrue.
attrib. &amp;lt;r 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 21 pe fleisch & J

fatnej is mad uf menstrue blood.

MENSTRUUM.
b. //. In the same sense.

1579 LANGHAM Gard. Health (1633) 22 Anoint the breast

to purge vpward, and the nauill to purge downward, and
three ringers lower to prouoke menstrews. 1590 P. BAR-
ROUGH Metk. Phisick liii. 185 Of stopping of menstruis.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. \. 2 These symptoms had

happened . . at the time when she us d to have her Menstrues.

2. = MENSTBOOM 2.

1471 RIPLEY Com}. Alch. Pref., in Ashm. (1652) 124 Ray
mond his Menstrues doth them call. 1605 TIMME Qnersit.
i. xlii. 61 The heauenly menstrueese to dispoyle metalls of
their colours and sulphuresnaturall is this [etc,]. 16x0 B. JON-
SON Alch. n. iii, Are you sure, you loos d hem I their owne
menstrue? 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679 6 They flatter their

hopes.. with fructifying liquors, Chymical Menstrues and
such vast conceptions.

t Menstruo sity. Obs. [ad. L. type */*-
stntdsitds,i.*min$truosus: see MENSTRDOUS.] The
condition ofbeing menstruous ;

concr. the menstrual

discharge. White menstruosity , leucorrhoea.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeaus Fr. Chirurg. 32b/2 When as

there [women s] menstruositye too superfluouslye floweth

from them. 1599 tr. Gabelhouer s Bk. Physicke 220/1
For the whyte menstruosytyes of a Woman. Take whyte
horehownde [etc.]. 1634 H. R. Salcrnes Kegim. 195
When the menstruosity keepeth due course . . letting of bloud
should not be done. 1653 SCLATER Funeral Serm. 25

Sept. (165^) 16 It is but as a denied, nasty, and polluted

menstruosity.

Menstruous, a. [ad. OF. menstrueus, ad. L.

type *menstruosust f, menstruum : see MENSTRUUM
and -OU8.]

1. Of a female : Having the catamenia.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras v. 8 Menstruous wemen shal

beare monsters. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 667 A men
struous woman doth infect a looking glasse as it were with

some materiall corruption. 1638 G. SANDYS Par. Lam. \. 70

Jerusalem, O thou of late belov d, Now like a Menstruous
Woman art remov d. 1752 T. DALE tr. FreineTs Enimcwl.
viii. (ed. 2) 55 The same is also testified by Anatomists who
have dissected menstruous Women.
2. Pertaining to the catamenia.

1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkwormes 67 From menstruous blasts

and breathing keep them freed. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 599 Their troublesome menstruous purgation. 1646 SIR

T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xvii. 147 At the first point of their

menstruous eruptions. 1752 ! . DALEtr. Freinas Emmenol.
i. (ed. 2) i The menstruous Purgation. 1834 Good s Study
Med. (ed. 4) IV. 35 nett, This blood has been taken for the

menstruous fluid.

t b. Produced from menstrual blood. (Cf.

MENSTRUAL a. 2 c.) Also, secreting menstrual

blood. Obs.
1626 BACON Syk-a 900 Therefore all Sperme, all Men-

struous Substance, [etc.] haue euermore a Closenesse,
Len tour, and Sequacity. 1782 A. MONRO Compar. Anat.

(ed. 3) 60 The only organs of generation, .are two men-
struous bags.

f3. Defiled with, or as with, menstrual blood

(in the Old Testament referred to as the type
of horrible pollution). Hence, in the I7th c.

often : Horribly filthy or polluted. Obs.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Isa. xxx. 22 Ye shal. .cast them away
as a menstruous cloth. Ibid.^ Isa. Ixiv. 6 marg., Our right-

eousnes and best vertues are before thee as vile cloutes, or,

(as some read) like the menstruous clothes of a woman.
a 1626 SCLATER 5Yr;. -r/*r. (1638) 103 Shall man compared
with God be righteous? Mans righteousnesse is more then

menstruous in that comparison. 01631 DONNE Serm. Ixxvt.

768, I must carry into his presence a menstruous conscience

and an ugly face. 1685 BUNYAN Pharisee fy Publ. 53 All

our Righteousnesses are as menstruous Rags.

1 4. Lasting for a month ;
= MENSTRUAL a. i b.

Obs. rare.

1657 W. BLOIS Mod. Policies (ed. 7) E 8, Conscience, which
the Politician hath so much abused by an inveterate neglect,
that it is become Menstruous, Ephemeral. 1866 in Treas.

Bot.

Hence tMe nBtruousness, menstruous condition.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillenteaus Fr. Chirurg, 30/1 Ther

monthlyesicknes,or menstruousnes. 16427. EATON Honey-c.
Free Jitstif. 374 The filthy menstruousnesse of our sane-

tification. 1682 tr. Erasing Treat. Excomtn. 10 Women
in their menstruousness, or men having a Gonorrhea. 1727
in BAILEY vol. II.

II Menstruum (me*nstrym). PL menstrua
(me nstrwa). Also 7 erron. menstrum. [L., neut.

ofmenstruits adj., monthly, f. mens-,mettsis month.

Cf. F. menstrue sing., menstruum, solvent, men-
strtics pi., monthly courses (also OF. menstre), Pr.

mestntas pi., Sp., It. menstruo*

In classical Latin the sb. occurs only in the pi, menstrua.

(=sense i). The development (in med. Latin) ofsense 2 is to

be explained by the fact that in alchemy the base metal un

dergoing transmutation into gold was compared to the seed

within the womb, undergoing development by the agency
of the menstrual blood. The medical writers spoke of the

human foetus as consisting of a spermatic
1

and a men
strual part, derived from the two parents respectively ; the

alchemists employed this language in a transferred sense,
the menstruum with them being the solvent liquid. Cf.

quot. 1477 s.v. MENSTRUAL B. 2, and the i4th c. quot. given

by Littre under Mettstruc.]

{1. The secretion produced in the womb and

discharged at the monthly periods. Also//, menses,
catamenia. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xlix. (1495) 166 That super-

fluyte hythe menstruum for it flowyth in the cours in the

mone lyght. 15*7 ANDREW Rrunswyke
1

s Distyll. Waters
A iii,An ounce therof dronke at nyght causeth women to have



MENSUAL.
her flowres named menstruum. 1650 V&amp;gt;uyxv.v.Antlirf&amp;gt;poict.

Menstrua will lose its leaves.

) b. Menstrual blood as the nourishment of the

fcetus ; also transf. Obs.

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 586 The Discovery
and Application of what may be this proper Menstruum
wherein each Seed most rejoyceth in. a 1677 HALE Prii.
Orig. Man. in. iii. 264 The Scmina. .of the greater Animals
required a. .more effectual preparation of the Matter, or a
Menstruum for their production out of those Semina.

2. A solvent ; any liquid agent by which a solid

substance may be dissolved.

[1610 B. JONSON Alch. II. iii, Take your lutuni sapientis,
Vour menstruum simplex.} i6iz WOODALL Surg. Mate
Wks. (1639) l8 3 &quot; the Chicle or menstrum you give it

[medicine] in be also good, a 1626 BACON Art. EIKJ. Metals
in Sylva (1661) 226 We are to enquire what is the proper
Menstruum to dissolve any Metall,..and what several!
Menstrua will dissolve any Metall. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. ii. i. 53 Powerfull menstruums are made for its

emolition [sc. of crystal]. 1713 CHESELDEN Anat. in. iv.

(1726) 165 Our digestion is performed by a Menstruum
which is chiefly saliva. 1763 W. LEWIS Commerc. Phil.-
Techn. 95 The most effectual menstruum of gold is a
mixture., called aqnaregia. 1800 VINCE Hydrost. v. (1806)
52 Solids are supposed to be dissolved in menstruums. 1881
B. W. RICHARDSON in Med. Temp. Jrnl. 72, 1 have given up
the employment of alcohol as a menstruum for amyl nitrite
in angina. 1858 Rev. Brit. Pliarm. 33 Moisten the drug
with the prescribed quantity of the menstruum.

b. fig.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 406 Death is a preparing Deli-

quium, or melting us down into a Menstruum, fit for the
Chymistry of the Resurrection to work on. 1691-8 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 138 This Union will not last always,
Death, that Universal Menstruum, will dissolve it. 1863
HOLLAND Lett, to Joneses xxi. 304 In overflowing animal
spirits is to be found, .the menstruum of all social materials.
1890 lllustr. Lottd. News 26 Apr. 535/3 Paradoxes.. are
menstruums of friendship, they disintegrate regard.

Mensual (me nsif^al, me-npal), a. [a. F.

mensuel, a. late L. mensudl-is, irreg. f. wens-is
month, on the analogy of atmudlis annual.] Of
or relating to a month

; occurring or recurring
monthly; monthly.

794 DK. PORTLAND in Earl Malmesoury s Diaries 4-
Corr. III. 124 Most averse, .from withholding the mensual
payments. 1893 F. ADAMS New Egypt 86 These seasons must
..have dominated the life of this people, and prescribed its

mensual, annual, and almost diurnal process.

Mensuer, -ir, obs. forms of MANSWEAR v.

Mensurability (mensiurabHiti, menj ur-).
rare.

[f. MENSURABLE + -ITY.] The state or

quality of being mensurable.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 66 Whatsoever is, is Ex

tended or hath Geometrical Quantity and Mensurability in
it. 1814 D. STEWART Philos. Hum. Klimi Note (G) II. 511The common quality which characterizes all of them is
their mensurability.

Mensurable (me-nsiurab l, menfiur-), a. [a.
F. mensurable, ad. late L. mensurabil-is, f. men
surare to measure, f. mensura MEASURE sb. : see

-ABLE.]
1. Capable of being measured ; hence, having

assigned limits.

1604 T. WRIGHT Cfymact. Years 5 Loe thou hast put my
dayes mensurable. 1604 HOLDER Disc. Time 19 The Solar

rath, .[is] not easily Mensurable. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $
Kxper. Pliilos. III. xxiv. 20 Every atom.. has extension,
which we may suppose to have mensurable proportions.
1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 32 It is only our mortal
duration that we measure by visible and mensurable objects.
1881 FAIRBAIRN Stud. Life Christ 146 It was altogether a
most manifest and mensurable thing.

t2. Just, fair: cf. MEASURABLE a. I. Obs.
1633 J. DONE Hist. Septuagint 150 It [hospitality] is to

shewe ones selfe not to be ingratfull but mensurable and
equitable to all the world.

3. Mus. Having measure and fixed rhythm,
with notes and rests indicating a definite duration :

used to denote the style (cantus or musica mensura-
bilis, descant ) which succeeded the period of
simple plain-song, and in which a combination of
independent voice-parts was first employed.
Cf. MEASURED 3 c, MEASURABLE 5 b, MENSURAL 2.

1781 BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. 179 Ravenscroft.. tells us
bold!); that he [sc. Franco] was the inventor of the four
first simple notes of Mensurable Music. 1893 SHEDLOCK tr.
J\iemanns Diet. Mus., Mensurable Music. 1901 WOOL
DRIDGE Oxf. Hist. Mus. I. 169 Mensurable melody.
Hence Me-nsurarjleness, mensurable quality.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

t Me nsurage. Obs.
[f. L, mensura, measure

+ -AGE.] = MEASDKAGE.

f
l676 HALE Narr. Customes vi. in S. A. Moore Foreshore

&amp;gt; 357 Other dutyes paid there, vizt. chalkinge, men-
surage, wharfage, i* a diem.

Mensural (me-nsiural, me-npural), a. [a.
med.L. mensiiral-is

, f. L. mensitra MEASURE sb. :

see -AL.]
!

Pertaining to measure.
1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose s Pop. Err. iv. xxv. 301 There
ere among the Ancients as well pounds in measure, as in

weight, for their vessels were drawn about with lines..
and whatsoever they measured after this manner, they called
tensurall : As for example, a mensurall pound of oyle or
me. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 245 Do not these fifty

841

bergs.. speak more a living language to the creative, than
to the mensural faculty ?

2. Mus. = MENSURABLE 2.

1609 DOULAND Ornith. Micro!. 39 Mensurall Musicke is
a knowledge of making Songs by figures. 1893 SHEDLOCK
tr. Riemanris Diet. Mus., Mensural Note, the note of
definite duration, .invented about the commencement of the
i2th century. 1901 WOOLDRIDGE Oxf. Hist. Mus. I. 114The mensural system. Ibid. 174 The kind of part-writing
which is characteristic of the early mensural period.
Mensuralist (me-nsiuralist, me-nfiur-). [a.

F. mensuralistt : cf. MENSURAL a. 2 and -isi.] A
composer of measurable music.
1901 WOOLDRIDGE Oxf. Hist. Mus. I. 132 The figures

adopted by the earlier mensuralists.

Mensurate (me nsiur^t, mc-njiureit), v. rare.

[ad. L. mlnsurat-us, pa. pple. of mensurare to
measure, f. mensura MEASURE sb. : see -ATE a.]
trans. To measure; to ascertain the size, extent
or quantity of.

if
&quot;

wh
LA:
. . mensurate the fitness and adaptation of one part to
another. 1897 Daily A cws 28 Jan. 7/2 Dr. Bertillon, the
discoverer of the system of mensurating criminals.

Mensuration (mensiur^ijsn, menpuwi jan),
[a. late L. mensuration-em, f. L. mensurare : see
MENSURATE v. Cf. F. mensuration, Pr. menstn-atio,
Sp. mensuration.]
1. The action, or an act, of measuring (anything).
iS7l_DlGGlis Patitom. i. xxi. Fivb, If there happen any

error in the situation thereof, great inconuenience maye
followe in your mensurations. 1633 S\VAN Spec. M. (1670)
174 In these mensurations we must not think to come so
near the truth as in those things which are subject to sense.
1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (17.4) I. 400 The Waters..de
stroying all their Land Marks, new Mensurations were
necessary every recess of the River. 1751 JOHNSON RamUcr
No. 103 r 5. 204 Who can believe that they who first watched
the course of the stars, foresaw the use of their discoveries
to the facilitation of commerce, or the mensuration of time?

1777
M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 64 A map the Doctor

had procured from actual mensuration.
b. Med. A system of comparative measurement

of each side of the chest by which the thoracic
cavities of the body may be explored.
1821-34 FOKBES Laeunec s Dis. Chest 409 The . . signs

afforded by a;gophony, percussion, and mensuration. 1877
ROBERTS Handlk. Med. (ed. 3)

II. 7 Mensuration merely
gives more accurate information with regard to form and
size.

fc. The result of measurement; size as mea
sured. Obs.

1675 COCKER Morals 50 Then take thy Shadows length ;

see how much more Its Mensuration exceeds that before.
2. Math. That branch of mathematics which

gives the rules for ascertaining the lengths of lines,
the areas of surfaces, and the volumes of solids.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Mensuration, or Measur
ing, is to find the Superficial Area, or Solid Content, of all
Surfaces and Bodies. 1855 BREWSTER Life Newton. II.
xiv. 5 He studied the mensuration of round solids.
attrib. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede iv, With a little blue

bundle over his shoulder, and his mensuration book
in his pocket.
Hence Mensura tional a. , concerned with mea

suring.
1880 PIAZZI SMYTH in Nature i July 193/2 Three years

experimenting in mensurational spectroscopy.
Mensnrative (me-nsiurativ, me-nfur-), a. [f.
MENSURATE v. + -IVE.] Capable of measuring;
adapted for taking measurements.
1831 CARLYLE Sari. Kes. in. iii, Our Logical, Mensura-

tive faculty. 1860 J. MARTINEAU Ess. (1891) III. 15! Let
the mensurative and deductive calculus work out its results.

Mensurator (me nsiureitar, me npur-). rare.

[a. L. mensurdtor, agent-n. f. mensurare : see
MENSURATE

z&amp;gt;.]
An apparatus for measuring (Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1890).
1711 E. WARD Vulgus Brit. v. 61 So in they heav d Time s

Mensurator Who never mov d one Moment a ter.

tMensurnal, a. Obs. [irreg. f. L. mlnsis

month, on the analogy of diurnal.] Monthly;
from month to month.
1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astral xx. 417 We find the

effects to answer, annual!, mensurnall, diurnal!, and horarie
profections. 1659 H. L ESTRANGE Alliance Dili. Off. 316
Our Church commands no such mensurnal forbearance.

Mensweare, -eir, obs. forms of MANSWEAR v.

Mensyn, variant of MENISON Ois.

Mensyngere, obs. form of MESSENGER.
Ment : see MEAN

z/.l, MENG v., and MINT.
-nient (ment), suffix, forming sbs. Originally

occurring in adopted Fr. words in -ment, either
j

representing Latin sbs. in -mentum, or formed in
Fr. on the analogy of these by the addition of the

j

suffix to verb-stems. The Latin -mentum was
added to verb-stems, and the resulting sbs. some
times expressed the result or product of the action
of the verb, as mfragmenturn fragment, and some
times the means or instrument of the action, as in

alimentum aliment, ornamentum ornament. In
late popular Latin, and hence in French, the suffix,

while retaining its original functions, came (through
sense-development in some of the older words) to

MENTAL.
be also a formative of nouns of action. In AF.
the suffix was still more frequently employed than
in continental OF. Of the many words in -ment
adopted into English from French, some have con
crete senses, as garment, habiliment

; the majority
are nouns of action, as abridgement, accomplish
ment, commencement. In most of the instances
the Fr. verb has been adopted into English as well
as the sb. derived from it. Hence the suffix came
to be treated as an English formative. Early
examples of its use as appended to native English
verb-stems are onement (Wyclifs rendering of L.

tinio}, and hanginent (in the Promptorium 1:1440
given as the equivalent of L. suspendium,suspencio}.
In the i6th c. the suffix was very freely added to

English verb-stems, not only to those of Romanic
etymology (as in banishment, enhancement, excite

ment}, but also to those of native origin ; examples
of the hybrid formations of this period still surviv

ing in use are acknowledgement, amazement, atone

ment, betterment, merriment, wonderment. Since
the 1 6th c. many new derivatives in -ment have
been formed from verbs of obvious French origin.
Among verbs of native English etymology, those
with the Romanic prefix en- (cm-}; and those with
the native prefix be-, seem to have given rise to
derivatives of this form with especial frequency :

examples are embankment, embodiment, enlighten
ment, entanglement; bedazdement, bedevilment,
bedragglement, bereavement, besecchment, besetment,
be-wilderment. Of formations in -ment from other
native verbs there are few instances since Shak-

spere s time. It is rarely that the suffix has been

appended to any other part of speech than a verb,

j

as \nfutmiment, oddment.
The lettery (after a consonant) ending a verb is

changed into i when the suffix is appended, as in

accompaniment.
II Mentagra (mentargra). Path. [L. (Pliny)

mcntagra, f. ment-um chin, afterfatfagra gout.] An
eruption about the chin, caused by inflammation of
the hair follicles of the beard ; sycosis.
1802 TURTON Med. Gloss., Mcntagra, the tetter or ring

worm under the chin. 1829 T. EATKMAN Pract. Synops.
CutMi. Dis. (ed. 7) 404 Sycosis menti. .Mentagra (Plenck).
1842 BURGESS Man. Dis. Skitt 160 Mentagra is an essen

tially pustular affection.

Mental (me ntal), a.1 and st. [a. F. mental, ad.

late L. mentdlis, f. ment-, mens mind : see -AL. Cf.

Sp-&amp;gt; Pg- menial, It. mentale. ] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to the mind.
Mental aberration, alienation : see the sbs.
c 1425 HOCCLEVE Min. Poems \. 203 But now y see with

myn yen mental Thestat of al an-othir world than this.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. n. iii. 184 Twixt his mental and his
active parts Kingdom d Achilles in commotion rages. 1667
MILTON P. L. xi. 418 The inmost seat of mental sight. 1782
V. KNOX Ess. xv. (1819) I. 87 Mental food is also found, .to

. .delight the longest, when it is not lusciously sweet. 1802
Med. jfrrtl. VIII. 356 Avoid excess in eating, drinking, and
in mental exertion, a 1820 T. BROWN Ltct. P/iilos. Human
Mind I. 240 We shall now proceed to observe, .the mental

phenomena. 1879 LINDSAY Mind Lotuer Anitn. I. 56 The
intelligence,., cunning, and other mental qualities of spiders
are well known. 1892 ANSTEY Voces Pofuli Ser. n. 98 Too
severe a mental strain to be frequently cultivated. 1900
Daily News i Aug. 5/7 His mental state was inherited
from long-past generations.
2. Carried on or performed by the mind. Menial

arithmetic: the art of performing arithmetical

operations within the mind, without the use of
written figures or other visible symbols. Mental
reservation : see RESERVATION.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 159 b, To.. use f maner

of prayer, whether it be mentall or vocall in y whiche he
fyndeth moost swetnes. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. I. iii. 8 By
Consequence, . . I understand that succession of one Thought
to another, which is called Mentall Discourse. 1809-10
COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 12 A lazy half-attention amounts to
a mental yawn. 1839 J. P. FROST (title) A course of mental
arithmetic, in three parts. 1850 M cCosH Div. GOT. m. i.

(1874) 287 The mental process.. by which the distinction
between vice and virtue is observed. 1854 DICKENS Hard
T. i, ix, She would burst into tears on being required (by
the mental process) immediately to name the cost of two
hundred and forty-seven muslin caps at fourteenpence half

penny.
3. Relating to the mind as an object of study ;

concerned with the phenomena of mind.
a 1820 T. BROWN Lect. Philos. Human Mind I. 8 There

is, in short, a science that may be termed mentalphysio
logy. 1828 G. PAYNE (title.) Elements of Mental and Moral
Science. 1831 T. C. UPHAM (title) Elements of Mental

Philosophy. 1860 J. MARTINEAU Ess. (1666) I. 248 Mental
Science is Self-knowledge.

It 4. Characterized by the possession of mind, in

tellectual, rare.

1840 B. E. Hiu. Pittc/t tf/\5&quot;^~o6PIatonicallyenamoured
of the beauteous, mental, and excellent wife to a very jealous
moralist.

t B. sb. nonce-uses, a. pi. Intellectual faculties.

b. // Mental reservations. Obs.

1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 554 The intrinsick mentals or

intellectuals of Mankind. 1712 ARBUTHNOT J&amp;lt;J!LH Bull iv.



MENTAL.
iv, Hast thou laid aside all thy equivocal* and mentals in

this case ?

Mental (me ntal), a.&quot; [a. F. mental, f. L.

menl-um chin : see -AL.] Pertaining to the chin.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mental, belonging to the Chin. 1829

BELL AiMt.
&amp;lt;$ Physiol. I. 159 The second hole in the lower

jaw. .is named the mental hole. 1836-9 Todtts Cycl. Anat.

II. 213/2 This line terminates below in a triangular emi

nence (the mental process). 1866 HUXLEY in Prill, Ron.
Caithn. 91 The lower jaw has a well developed mental

prominence.
b. Zool. Pertaining to or situated on the mentum.

1853 BAIRD & GIRARD Catal. .V. Amer. Reptiles Introd. 7

The inframaxillary or mental scutella: or shields. 1853

GOSSE in Phil. Trails. CXLVI. 424, I shall call.. the an

terior termination of the venter, the mental edge. 1890

COUES Field f, Gen. Ornithol. it. 144 Mental or gular lines.

Mentalism (me ntaliz m). rare. [f.
MENTAL

a. 1 + -ISM.]
1. A process of the nature of mental action.

1874 MAUDSLEY! Jfental Dis, vii. 243 Deranged nervous

function a deranged mentalism, if I may be permitted to

coin such a word of an epileptic or allied nature. 1885

McCooK Tenants ofan Old Farm 134 An order of mental

ism which seems to differ from human thinking more in

decree than in kind.

2. (See quot.)
a 1900 SIDGWICK in Mind (1901) Jan. 20 It may be held

broadly that matter in ultimate analysis is a mode of mind
or consciousness , without raising the question

of a con

scious self or subject... Such view I think U often called

Idealism. I propose to label it Mentalism in broad anti

thesis to Materialism . If, again, the Mentalist s ontology

expressly excludes the notion of self or subject, .then per- i

haps we may designate him as an atomistic Mentalist.

Meutalist (me-ntalist]. rare. [f.
MENTAL a.i

+ -1ST.]
1. In nonce-uses : a. One whose tastes are for

mental rather than for material pleasures, b. One
whose artistic aim is the expression of thought.
1790 CATH. GRAHAM Lett. Educ. 75 The mentalist, whose

enjoyments depend more on those delights, which are

adapted to soothe his imagination,, .will find [etc.]. 1840
Black. Mag. XLVIII. 278 A purpose which is distinct

both from that of the mentalists and the materialists of the

\sc. painting] art.

2. One who maintains the doctrine of mentalism .

a 1900 [see MENTALISM 2].

Mentality (mentarliti). [f. MENTAL &amp;lt;7.i +

-ITY.]
1. That which is of the nature of mind or of

mental action.

1691 BAXTER Rep. Beverhy 15 But tell us whether it be

only a Spiritual Mentality, superangelical, or the Soul and

Body of a Man at his Incarnation. 1890 A. R. WALLACC
[

in Nature 24 July 291 An insect s very limited mentality, i

1899 GRIFFITH-JONES Ascent t/iro. Christ in. iii. 385 There
is a vast store of mentality even in the higher animals which
has nut yet been brought to perfection.

2. Intellectual quality, intellectuality.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits xiv. Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 104
Hudibras has the same hard mentality. 1900 G. SANTA-
YANA Poetry .$ Kelig. 258 Pope.. is too intellectual and has
an excess of mentality.

Meutalizatioii (me^itabiz^ Jsn). [Formed
as next + -ATION.] Mental action or process.
1883 E. C. MANN Psychol. Med. 101 (Cent.) Previous to the

establishment of complete delirium or delusions there may
be traced deviations from healthy mentalization.

Meutalize (me ntabiz), v. [f. MENTAL a.1 +

-IZE.] trans. To develop or cultivate mentally.
1885 G. S. HALL in N. Airier. Rev. Feb. 145 The only thing

that can ever undermine our school system in popular sup
port is a suspicion that it does not moralize as well as

mentalize children.

Mentally (me ntali), adv. [f. MENTAL a. 1 +
-LY -.] a. In the mind, by a mental operation ;

often with reference to unuttered thoughts, resolves,

judgements, etc. b. As regards the mind.
1661 BOYLE Pliysiol. Ess. (1679) 208 There is no assignable

portion of matter so minute that it may not at least, Men
tally, (to borrow a School term) be further divided. 1688

Final Causes .Vat. Things iv. 129 If they be so [i. e. useful

to us] in any Measure (as for example Mentally) they are

So, for what we know, as much as He design d they should
be. 1838 LYTTON Alice n. ii, Such, mentally, morally, and

physically.wasthe Reverend CharlesMerton. i848RlMBAuLT
Pianoforte 31 When a passage is acquired.. it should then

be counted mentally, that is, silently. 1879 LINDSAY Mind
Lower Anim. I. 40 Such animals must be considered men
tally and morally the superiors of the human infant and
child. 1885 Law limes LXXVI1I. 296/1 He is not men.

tally competent to form and express a wish for an inquiry
before a jury. 1892 ANSTEY Voces Populi Ser. n. 7 John.,
wonders mentally if he can get away in time.

Mentation (ment^i Jan). [f. L. meat-, metis

mind + -ATION.] Mental action, esp. as attributed

to the agency of the brain or other nervous organ ;

also, a product of mentation , a state of mind.

1850 KINGSLEY Alton Locke iv, The cerebration of each
in the prophetic sacrament of the yet undeveloped possi
bilities of his mentation. 1876 MAUDSLEY Physiol. ofMind
ii. 133 That substratum of mentality, which is beneath

mentation, or conscious mental function. 1900 Contcmp.
Rev. Oct. 537 Successive mental images, successive menta
tions if I may be allowed to introduce a most useful word,
made in America. 1903 Dublin Rev. Oct. 269 note, Sub
liminal mentation is oftenest exhibited in literary com
position.
Mente : see MEAN.Z). 1

(pa. t. and pple.) and MINT.

Mentel, obs. form of MANTLE.

342

t Me ntery. Obs. Also 5 -eryo, -irye. [a.

F. menterie, f. OF. mentere, menteur liar, f. men-
tir:L. mcntiri to lie : see-EBY.] Lying.
c 1430 Pi/gr. LyfManhode in. xxix. (1869) 151 Bi menterye

[Fr. orig. menterit:] is also periurement born and engendred.
Ibid. xxx. 152 Mentirye. 1592 G. HARVKY Four Lett. Sonn.

xix, Lowd Mentery small confutation needes.

II Mentha (me nba). Bat. [L., ad. Gr. fiv9i\ :

see MINT sA.] A genus of fragrant herbaceous

plants of the family Labiate ;
a plant of this genus.

(The popular name of the genus is MINT.)
1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 272/1 The odour of the leaves,

somewhat resembling a mentha.

b. Mentha camphor ^ MENTHOL (Webster 1902).

Menthene (me-nb/n). Chem. [a. G. menthen,
F. mentlune, i. L. mentha mint : see -ENE.] A
liqnid hydro-carbon obtained from peppermint oil.

1838 Brit. Ann. (ed. R. D. Thomson) 359 Menthene.
Walter obtained this substance by distilling crystals of

essence of mint over chloride of calcium. 1849 KANE Elem.
Chem. (ed. 2) 866 Menthen.

Menthol (me-nb^). Ghent, [a. G. menthol

(Oppenheim 1861, in Ann. der Chem, n. Pharm.
CXX. 352), f. L. mentha mint : see-OL.] A crys
talline camphor-like substance obtained by cooling
various mint-oils, esp. oil of peppermint. Menthol

cone or pencil : an appliance for the relief of

facial neuralgia, consisting of a conical piece of

mixed menthol and spermaceti, which is rubbed on

the part affected.

1876 HAKLEY Mat. Med. 473 Oil of Peppermint deposits

hexagonal crystals of menthol or peppermint camphor. 1888

Pall Mall C. 30 June 5/1 Menthol cones. iSSgJtid. 5 July

2/1 Menthol and pyrine are sometimes useful for headaches.

1891 F. P. FOSTER Mid. Diet. III. 228r Menthol Pencil.

1897 A Mutt s Syst. .Med. IV. 860 Locally a menthol spray

may be used.

Menticultural (me:ntik ltiuial), a. rare. [f.

next + -AL.] Relating to the cultivation ofthe mind.

1830 MAUNDER Tneis. Knoyjl. I, J/f//CK//wm/,cuIti\ating
the mind. 1843 PUNSHON in Life (1887) 34, I have. .estab

lished a Menticultural Society in Sunderland. 1893 G.
HUNTINGTON in Advance (Chicago) 19 Oct., A sort of menti-

cultural prize-animal.

Meuticulture (me ntikcltiiu). [f.
L. mcnti-,

incus mind + cii/tiii-a CULTURE, after agriculture,]
The cultivation of the mind.

1830 MAUNDER Treas. Knwl. l, Menticulture, improve
ment of the mind. 1895 HOR. FLETCHER (title} Menticulture
or the A-B-C of true living.

Menti ferous, a. [Formed as prec. + -FERGUS.]

Proposed as the epithet of an imagined ether in

which thought-waves are propagated.
1884 GURXEY & MYERS in Proc. Soc. Psych. Researchl.

vi. 135 The transformation [by Dr. Maudsley] of brain

wave into the more ambitious mentiferous ether .

t Me lltiform, a. Obs. [f. L. menti-, metis

mind + -roust.] Resembling the mind.

1721 BELLAMY Th. Trinity 31 The Spirit is mentiform,
or like the Son Le, the Understanding from which he pro
ceeded.

Mentigerous (mentrdserss), a. Ent. [f. L.

ment-um (see MENTUM) + -GEROI S.] Bearing the

mentum. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)
II MeutigO. Path. Obs. [L. mentigo (Colu-

mella), f. ment-um chin.] a. A pustular eruption
on the mouth and lips of sheep. D. = MENTAGKA

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mcntigo, a Scab among Sheep,

about their Mouths and Lips, call d The Pocks. 1890 in

Syd. Soc. Lex.

Meiitil(e, obs. forms of MANTLE.
I Mentiiuuta tioil. Obs. rare- 1

.
[1.

L. menti-,
metis mind + MUTATION.] A change of mind.

1650 B. Discollitninium 45, 1 . .shall be allowed the full bene
fit of all the.. illaqueations, extrications, ..mentimutations,

rememiinutations,. .that I. .can devise.

Mention (me njan), sb. Forms: 4 meneyun,
4-5 -cioun(e, 4-6 -clone, -sion(e, 4-7 -cion, 5

-syon, -sioun, -cyoun(e, 5-6 -cyon, 6 -tyon,

-tioun, -tione, 6- mention, fa. F. mention (
= Sp.

mencion, Pg. mettfoa, It. mcnzione), ad. L. mention-

em, mentiojf.ihe root men- of menti-, mens mind,
meminisse to remember.]
fl. Bearing in mind, consideration. Obs.

ci3&amp;lt;x&amp;gt; Gregorleg. (Vernon MS.) 749 in Archiv Stud. neii.

Spr. LV. 438 Alle bat heiden bis storie rede wib herte^ and

deuocioun, And in herte taken heede wib good Mencioun,
be pope hab granted hem to mede and [v.rr. ane, an] hun
dred dawes to pardoun.
2. In early use, the action of commemorating or

calling to mind by speech or writing. Now in

more restricted sense, the action, or an act, of in

cidentally referring to, remarking upon, or intro

ducing the name of (a person or thing) in spoken
or written discourse. Orig. in phrase to make
mention of (

= Fr. faire mention tie], which is now

slightly arch, or literary, exc. in negative contexts.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 10496 Yn bat messe, bey
hem affye,..For hyt makefi meneyun of be passyun As
lesu cryst to deb was doun. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 448

Dauyd maketh mencioun he spake amonges kynges. c 1420
LYDG. Assembly ofGods 2054 Wheifore I toke pen and ynke
And paper to make theiof mention In wrytyng. 1459 SIR

MENTION.

JOHN FASTOLF Will in Paston Lett. I. 454 With a scripture
aboute the stoon makynge mencion the day and yeer of hise

obite. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 757 Mencione off Bruce is

oft in Wallace buk. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 76 He..
maketh mencion and rehersall of diuerse the wandreynges of

Ulysses. 1559 BP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. vii. 15
Without any mencyon of their conversation and livinge.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 7 Doctor Powell .. maketh
mencion of an Ancient Author. 1:1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON
Mem. Col. Hutchinson 9, I have heard very honourable
mention of him. a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1727) V. i. 22 So that

their Blood may rise, and their Heart may swell at the
very

mention of it 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. Introd. 8, 1 shall

make honourable Mention of their Names in a short Pre
face. 1738 JOHNSON Idler No. 47 F rr He grows peevish at

any mention of business. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I.

482 The mention of their names excites the disgust and horror
of all sects and parties. 1868 M iss YONGE Cameos I. 268 He
never heard from him one careless mention of the name of

God. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 338 These two passages
are the only ones in which Plato makes mention of himself.

1877 MAJOR Disc. Prince Henry xii. 190 The Camaldolese

geographer makes no mention of the sources from which he
derived bis information. 1891 LOUNSBURY SrW. Chaucer II.

v. 236 It will explain the two mentions of Lollius in Troilus

and Cressida .

b. Comb, in f mention making, mentioning.
1534 MORE Treat. Passion \Vks. 1292/1 These wordes..be

the wordes of. .three of the .iiii. euangelistes, which by the

mencion makynge of the Pascha. -geue vs here . . occasyon
to speake of the poynte whiche I before towched. 1583
STOCKER Civ. Warres Lowe C. I. 21 Without anye mention

making of our mutual assurance. 1679 KID in H ickes .!?///.

Popery (1680) 5, I bless him, ..that ever such a poor and
obscure person as I am, should be thus priviledged by him
for mentionmaking of his grace.

fc. In the mention of : apropos of. Obs.

1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 149 There is in the mention
of Picture a pretie tale divulged of Lepidus, who [etc.].

t d. Of no mention : not worthy of mention,

undistinguished.
1622 FLETCHER & MASSINGER Prophetess v. iii, Tis true,

I have been a Rascall, as you are, a fellow of no mention,
nor no mark.

e. Honourable mention (rarely, after Fr. use,

simply mention&quot;) : a distinction accorded to ex

hibited works of art, etc., or to candidates at an

examination that are considered to possess excep
tional merit, but are not entitled to a prize.

1892 MRS. H. WARD DavidGrinc II. 248 If I don t get

my &quot;mention&quot; , she would say passionately, I tell you
again it will be intrigue .

1 3. In occasional uses : A statement, narrative ;

a record, memorial ;
a memorial inscription. 06s.

c 1470 HARDING Chron. xcvu. iii, Of whiche came then.,

batayles greate and fell discencions, As Bede wrytelh

amonge his mencyons. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur it. xii. 90

Kyng Arthur lete berye thys knyght rychely and made a

mensyon on his tombe. Ibid. xl. i. 571 Whan this hermyte
had made this mensyon he departed from the courte of

kynge Arthur.

t 4. Indication, evidence ;
a vestige, trace, rem

nant. Obs.

1567 in Bateson s Hist. NorthumtlJ. (1893) I. 352 West-
warde by an old mencon of a dyke. IHd.^ Ye mencyon of an
olde dike. ?ai6oo Hodgson MS. in Northumbld. Gloss.

475 The march . . between England and Scotland . . goeth

by an old mension of a dycke called the Marche dyke.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa i. 31 The verie trees are so

drowned and ouerwhelmed therein [in snow), that it is not

possible to fmde any mention of them. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. no The rest that Homer so much speaks of. .there is no

mention or token remaining of them. 1601 YARINGTON Tu-a

Lament. Trag. E 2 b, Harke Rachel: I will.. fling this

middle mention of a man, Into some ditch.. .Rach. Where
haue you laide the legs and battered head? 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimagl (1614) 532 It [the earthquake] brought vp the

Sea a great way vpon the maine Land, which is carried

backe with it into the Sea, not leaning mention that there

had beene Land. Ibid. 814 Scarce any mention of the

houses remained. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts O. T. 161

Where he moves in the sea he causeth a mention of his way
in the waters.

Mention (me-nfan), v. Also 6 menoyon,
-cion, -sion, -sin. [a. F. mentionner (

= Sp.

mcncionar, It. menzionare, med.L. mtntionarc}, f.

mention : see prec. s&.]

1. trans. To make mention of; to refer to or

remark upon incidentally; to specify by name or

otherwise.
The parenthetical infinitive phrase Not to mention (so-

and-so) is used as a rhetorical suggestion that the speaker
is refraining from piesenting the full strength of his case.

t Not to mention it : used parenthetically for not in any

degree worth mention .

1530 PALSGR. 634/2, I mencyon, I make rehersall or re-

membraunce of a thyng paste or a person absent, je men.

cionnc. 1535 JOYE^/C/. Tindale (Arb.) 32 Wherof Frith

wrote thys warnyng to Tin[dale] whyche he here men-

cyonelh. 1552-3 Inv.Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ana. Lichfield
IV. 55 Md. that ij ameses mcnsioned in the old inventorey

be stolne. Ibid. 67 Md. that pai cells followynge ar men-

sined in the olde inventore. 1611 BIBLE i Chron. iv. 38
These mentioned by their names were Princes in their

families. 1692 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) III. 45 It rain d and

drisled most of the morning, having not rain d, not to

mention it, for a month. 1702 ADDISON Dial. Medals

Misc. Wks. 1736 III. 15 Not to mention several others,

Carracio is said to have assisted Aretine. 1705 Italy

Pref., I think I have mention d but few Things.. that are

not set in a new Light. 1729 BUTLER Serm. Wks. 1850 II.

Prt-f. 5 Not to mention the multitudes who read merely
for the sake of talking [etc.]. 1751 LABELYE ll eslm. Br.

25 Py Means too well known to require my mentioning

them. 1839 BLACKIE in For. Q. Rev. XXIII. 279 How the



MENTIONABLE.
finest lines in Milton (not to mention Southey, Wordsworth,
and Coleridge) have been smothered and mangled by this

curious race of syllable counters, no student of English

poetry requires to be told. 1849 JAMKS Woodman v, Let us

mention no names. 1858 CONINGTON Pope Misc. Writ, I.

18 It would be a great mistake to suppose that Pope s

Pastorals are worthy of being mentioned in the same

day with any genuine work of Virgil s. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) V. 130 The science of dialectic is nowhere mentioned

by name in the Laws.

b. With clause as obj. : To state incidentally.

1617 MORVSON Itin. i. 60 Give me leave to mention that

there lies a City not farre distant. 1714 LADY M. W. MON
TAGU Lett. II. Ixxxviii. 143, I am surprised you do not men
tion where you mean to stand. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

V. 594 This case is also reported by Style, who mentions
that Lord Ch. J. Roll said [etc,]. Mod. It ought here to be
mentioned that I had never met the man before.

C. Dorit mention it : a colloquial phrase used

in deprecating offered thanks or apology.
1854 W. COLLINS Hide $ Seek III. iv. 84 I was just

going to swab up that part of the carpet when you came
in

,
said Zack, apologetically. .. Oh don t mention it ,

answered Valentine, laughing. It was all my awkward
ness . 1873 HOWELLS Cfiance Acquaintance iv, Oh, don t

mention that ! I was the only one to blame.

f 2. intr. To speak or make mention of. Also
in indirect passive. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 102 In their letters they
mentioned of the obedience unto Magistrates. Ibid. 1766,
In the last boke before this, I mentioned of this duke s in
vectives against the Duke of Saxon. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy,
II. i. 199 A Pyramide mentioned of in Histories. 1609 B.

JONSON Masque of Queens B 4 b, Their little Masters or

Martinets, of whom I haue mention d before. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x, 1041 No more be mention d then of violence

Against our selves. 1792 Elvina I. 32, I mentioned in my
last of the kind attention that Mr. Falkland had shewn.

Mentionable (me njanab l), a.
[f.

MENTION v.

+ -ABLE.] That can or may be mentioned ; worthy
of mention.

1833 FraseSs Mag. VII. 116 All sorts of accidents, men.
tionable and unmentionable. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. ix. ix.

(1872) III. 148 In Germany the mentionable events are still

fewer. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. viii. (1894) 178 Our
only mentionable adventure was the inevitable quarrel with
the porter.

t Me ntionate, /#//&. Obs. [ad.med.L.w^w-
tionattiS) pa. pple. oimentionare\ see MENTION v.]
Mentioned, recorded.

cigas WARHAM in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. n, I

thanke your Grace for your singular goodenes afor men-
tionate. 1361 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 189 For reform-
yng of the irrelevance of the summpndis mentionat in the
secund exceptioun. 1678 Contract in Proc. Soc. Ant, Scot.

(1896) XXX. 20 During the tyme above mentionat.

t Me ntionate, v. Obs. [f. prec.: see -ATE 3.]
trans. To mention, speak of. Also intr. (const, oj}.
1550 HOOPER Jonas vi. 152 It is not wythoute a synguler

councell of the holye goste that thys kynge is mencionated
of so copiously, c i6oo Short Cath. Confess, in Cath.
Tractates (S.T.S.) 256/9 The fruites. .of thir tokens aboue
mentionated.

Mentioned (me-nfand),///. a. [f. MENTION v.

+ -ED
.] Of which mention has been made.

Now rare exc. in Combs, before-mentioned, under
mentioned) etc,

.1592 CHETTLE Kind-harts Dr. C 4 Mopo and his men-
tioned companions. 1611 COTGR., Mentionnf, mentionned ;

nominated, named. 1667 DUCHESS NEWCASTLE Life of
Duke i. (1886) 53 The mentioned town of Gainsborough.
1706 S. SEWALL Diary 24 Dec. (1879) II. 175 He is to send
me 15 Fountains, which are paid for in the mention d Sum.
X733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Hnsb. xxi. 306 Which makes the
mention d Angle more acute. 1865 J. H. STIRLING Sir W.
Hamilton 73 In reference to the mentioned doctrines of
Kant.

Mentioner
(me-nj^na-i), [f, MENTION v. +

-ER J

.] One who mentions.

1607 Scholast. Disc. agst. Antichrist i. ii. in The highest
mentioner of it is Vincentius, 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vr.

xix. 104 We will adde somewhat to wash off those false

aspersions, both from the Record and from the mentioners
thereof. 1660 HEXHAM, Een welder, a Mentioner, a Re
hearser, a Recounter, or a Teller.

Mentioning (me njanirj), -vbl. sb. [f. MENTION
v. -i- -ING *.] The action of the verb MENTION.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Titrkes (1638) 48 The men. .both dis-

maid at the very mentioning of the matter,. .said [etc.].

1654 tr. Scuderys Curia Pol. 104 The very mentioning and
remembrance thereof, may amaze with horrour. 1749 FIELD
ING Tom Jones vin. x. You have made my blood run cold
with the very mentioning the top of that mountain. 1817
BYRON

Bej&amp;gt;po Ixxxvi, Nauseous words past mentioning or
bearing.

(

1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Man. L p.viii, Many such
mentionings occur in Anglo-Scandic skinbooks. IQOI N.

&amp;lt;$

Q. gth Ser. VII. 470/1, 1 find many mentionings of Haydons
in the parish registers of Hinton Blewitt.

MentionleSS (me-nfanles), a. rare- 1
, [f.

MENTION sb. + -LESS.] Not calling for mention.
i6ii SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. VH. vii. (1623) 223 Famous in

his issue, though mentionlesse for action in himselfe.

Mentism (me-ntiz m). Path. [a. F. men-
ttsme, f. L. ment-em, mens mind : see -ISM.] Dis
turbance of mental action produced by passion or
an excited imagination (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
tMentition. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. menti-

tiffn-em, f. mentirito lie.] The action of lying.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mentition. a lying, forging or tell

ing untruths.
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Mento- (me-nto), used as combining form of L.
mentum chin, in anatomical terms, as mento-breg-
maiic, -condylial, -gonial, -labial, etc. (see Syd. Soc.
Lex. 1890). Me:nto-hyoid, (a) adj. pertaining to
the chin and the hyoid bone ; (It) sb. an occasional
muscle in man passing from the body of the hyoid
bone to the chin; soMemto-hyordeana. Me nto-
Mecke lian a.

,
in mento-Meckelian bone or element,

a small bone formed by the ossification of portions
of Meckel s cartilage and the lower labial cartilage.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Mmiolatialis..meata\a!ualt.

1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 585 Mento-Labial Furrow.
1866 M,VCAUSTER in Proc. R. Irish Aoid. IX. 451 A small
muscular mento-hyoidean band, .existed single in one sul&amp;gt;

ject. Ibid. 468 Mento-hyoid muscle. 1867 Ibid. X. 163
The platysma myoides, the mento-hyoid, Lucas fibres in
the axilla [etc.]. 1877 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elcm. Kiel. 172
The mento-Meckelian element of the mandible. 1883 Hix-
LEY Pract. Bid. 220 At the. .symphysial end it [Meckel s

cartilage] is ossified to form the mento-Meckelian bone.

Mentoniliere (ment^nieoj). Antiq. [a. F.

mentonniire (i6th c. mentoniere), f. menlonchm.
}A piece of armour covering the chin or lower part

of the face and neck, attached either to the helmet
or to the upper part of the body-armour.
1824 MEYRICK Anc. Arm. II. 247 On this is a protuber

ance and two rings to hold a shield, made also with a men
toniere. Ibid., They have grand guards with mentonieres
and coursing-hats. 1884 Sf. Jamts s Gaz. 20 June 11/2 A
Mentonniere, engraved with the royal arms of Spain.
Mentor (me-ntju). [a. F. mentor, appellative

use of the proper name Mentor, Gr. M(V/&amp;gt;. The
name admits ofthe etymological rendering adviser ,

having the form of an agent-n. from the root *men-

( : man-} to remember, think, counsel, etc. (cf. L.

monitor) possibly it may have been invented or

chosen by the poet as appropriately significant.]
l.a. With initial capital: The name of the Ithacan

noble whose disguise the goddess Athene assumed
in order to act as the guide and adviser of the

young Telemachus
; allusively, one who fulfils the

office which the supposed Mentor fulfilled towards
Telemachus. b. Hence, as common noun : An
experienced and trusted counsellor.
The currency of the word in Fr. and Eng. is derived less

from the Odyssey than from Fenelon s romance of Tele-

jnaqite, in which the part played by Mentor as a counsellor
is made more prominent.
1750 LD. CHESTERF. Lett, to Son 8 Mar., The friendly

care and assistance of your Mentor. 1784 COWPER Task n.

595 The friend Sticks close, a Mentor worthy of his charge.
1814 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary II. 329 The same Men
tor, who really is a most sincere friend, begged me to [etc.].

1873 DIXON Two Queens III. xm. vi. 36 loo much learn

ing is not needed in a prince , replied his mentor. 1890
GUNTER Miss Nobody ii. (1891) 28 Phil. .is helped in the
selection by the experience of his mentor.

Tie. Applied to a thing (more or less personified).
Littre quotes from Rousseau an example of the similar

use of F. mentor applied to a book.

1823 BYRON Island n. viii, The deep. .The only Mentor
of his youth. 1869 SPURGEON J reas. David (Ps. xix, jr) I.

309 The Bible should be our Mentor. 1879 Expositor IX,
462 The So.iiJ.uv which Socrates spoke of as his mentor.

2. atlrib. and Comb.
1778 ABIGAIL ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 338 Your vener

able colleague, whose Mentor-like appearance, age [etc.].

1811 W. SPENCER Poems 214 To smooth Reflection s mentor-
frown. 1837 Miss SEDGWICK Live

&amp;lt;$

let Live 76 This made
it easy for her to adopt the Mentor style.

Hence Mento-rial a., containing advice (Smart
Diet. 1836) ;

Me ntorism, guidance by a mentor;
Me ntorship, the office or function of a mentor.
1882 SIR W. HARCOURT in Daily News 23 Jan. 2/5, I

wholly reject the mentorship of the noble lord. 1889 jrnl.
Educ. i Dec. 620/2 What a tragedy of mentorism is that of

Robert ElsmereM 1905 Blackiu. Mag. Jan. 71/2 His
occasional boredom and irrepressibly assertive mentorship.

Meiltlllate (me ntizHs t), a. [ad. L, mentulat-us,
f. mentula penis : see -ATE.] Having a very large

penis (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890). Also Me ntulated

a. in the same sense (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

II Mentum (me-nt^m). [L. mentum chin.]
1. Anat. The anterior and inferior margins ofthe

mandible or lower jaw ;
the chin.

[1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mentum, the

Chinn.] 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 1866 in BRANDE &
Cox Diet. Sci., etc. In mod. Diets.

2. Ent. A term variously applied to different

parts of the labium
; by recent entomologists com

monly used for the median portion. Also attrib.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. 355 Mentum, the lower

part of the labium, where it is jointed ; in other cases its

base. Ibid. 356 note, Our [i. e. the authors ] Mentum may
generally be known by its situation between the hinges and
base of the Maxillx. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II.

281 Mentum large ; maxillary palpi long. 1839 WESTWOOD
Classif. Insects I. i Mentum-tooth triangular. Ibid. 4 Men-
tum-lobe entire. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 141
A palpiger borne on the external angle of the mentum.
3. Bot. A projection in front of the flowers of

some orchids, caused by the extension of the foot

of the column ( Treas. Bot. 1866).
II Menu (menti, me ni). [F. menu adj. ,

small

(: L. miniitus MINUTE a.), used as sb. with the

sense of detail, details collectively, detailed list.]

MEPHISTOPHELES.
1 1. Short for F. menu peuple : the common

people. Obs. rare 1
.

1658 OSBORN Adv. Son (1673) 2 The Sons of the Menu
lying so long under this lazie course. Ibid. 190 Which
may better become the Gentry, than the Sons of the Menu.
2. A detailed list of the dishes to be served at

|

a banquet or meal
;
a bill of fare. Also, the viands

so served. Menu card, the card upon which a
menu is written.

1837 C TESS BLESSINGTON in Heath s Bk. Beauty 198 Did
you not examine the menu 1 1849 THACKERAY Pcndennis
xxn, It was a grand sight to behold him in his dressing-gown
composing a menu. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius
(1892) 38 He was thinking out a mean for dinner. 1896 W
BLACK in Harper s Mag. Apr. 746/2 The long tables, .with
. .their glossy menu-cards, and their floral decorations.
transf. 1889 Pall_MallG. 4 Nov. 3/1 To gain this they

must qualify in Latin, Greek, Mathematics, Natural Philo
sophy, Logic,. .[etc.] a pretty good menu.

Menuce, variant of MENISB Obs.

t Meiiudes. Obs. [app. ad. Sp. memtdos, pi.

of;ew;/i/0,absol. use of ftf&amp;lt;7 small (: L. minutn*

;

MINUTE a.).] ? Mincemeat.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. i. xi. 13 b, Meat

dressed according to their fashion, which was a kinde of
1 Menudes made in paste with onions.

Menues, menuise, var. ff. ME.NISE Obs.
Menuet : see MINUET.
II Menura (m/riiu-ra). Ornitk. [mod. L.

(Davies 1800, in Trans. Linn. Soc. VI), f. Gr. ^171/17

crescent moon + ou/xi tail, so called from the cres

cent-shaped spots (loc. fit.} on the tail.] An Aus
tralian genus of birds, popularly called Lyre-birds;
any bird of this genus, esp. Menura superba.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 274/2 (tr. Lesson), The Msenura [sic]

has then been arranged sometimes among the gallinaceous
birds under the name of Lyre-Pheasant or Pheasant of the
Woods. 1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. (1885) 337 The Menura
seldom, if ever, attempts to escape by flight. 1884 WHV.MPER
in Cjirl s Oiun Paper 28 June 614/2 The superb menura, or

lyre-bird.

Menuranee, obs. form of MANURANCE.
Menure, obs. form of MAINOUB.
a 1436 Domesday Ipswich in Blk. Bk. Admir. (Rolls) II.

21 Theves taken with litell menure or with gret menure.

Menure, obs. form of MANURE v.

Menuse, variant ofMENISE Obs., MINISH.
Menuver, obs. form of MINIVER.

Menuze, Menwu, obs. ff. MINISH, MINNOW.
Meny, Menyal(l, obs. ff. MANY, MENIAL a.

Menyanthin(meniarn| in). Also -ine. Chem.

[f. mod.L. Menyanthes (Tournefort 1 700), the name
of a genus of plants + -IN.

The etymology of the mod.L. generic name is obscure :

it has been variously conjectured to be a mistake for *
Miny-

anthes_ (a. Gr. fj.twai 9^ adj., blooming a short time), and to
be an irregular formation on Gr. fiyv month + ai&os flower.]
A bitter principle contained in the buckbean,

Menyanthes trifoliata.
1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, Menyanthix, the peculiar

principle of menyanthes trifoliata, or bog bean. 1850
OGILVIE s. v. M^enyanthes, It contains an extractive called

menyanthine. 1897 Naturalist 45 The most palpable in

gredient of the plant is a bitter principle menyanthin.

Meny(e, obs. forms of MEINIE.

Menyie, variant of MANYIE sb. Sc. Obs.

Menykinge, obs. form of MINIKIN.

Menyng(e, obs. ff. MEANING, MINNING.

Menys, obs. gen. pi. of MAN, obs. f. MENACE.

Menyso(u)n, variants of MENISOJT Obs.

Menyuer, -yver(e, obs. forms of MINIVER.

Menzie, variant of MANYIE v.

Menzil, variant of MANZIL.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. n. 148 Commonly

they make it a Menzil or days Journey from Chadgegih to

Destberm. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey 1. 195 We were now
travelling by the Menzil or Turkish post. ..The charge for

menzil horses is three piastres and a half, .an hour. 1888
DOUGHTY Trav, Arabia Deserta II. 179 The drone of mill

stones may be heard before the daylight in the nomad
menzils.

Meoble, variant of MOBLE sb. Obs.

Meoc, obs. form of MEEK a.

Meode, obs. form of MEAD
sl&amp;gt;2,

MEED sl&amp;gt;.

Meok(e, obs. forms of MEEK a. and v.

t Meon. Obs. See also MEUM. [a. late Gr.

MOV.] The herb Spignel, Memn atJiamanlicnm.

1562 TURNER Herb. II. 56 Meon or Mew.. is lyke vnto dill

in y8 stalk and lefe. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Mewe or meon.

Meorknesse, obs. form of MIRKNESS.

Meovable, -ve, obs. forms of MOVABLE, MOVE.

t Mephis. Obs. [Blundered farm of L. mem-

phites (Pliny),Gr. /tf^iVr;s(Dioscorides).] A stone

said to have anaesthetic properties. Cf. MEMPHIAN.
1584 R. SCOT Discm. Witelur. xm.-vi. (1886) 240 Mephis,

being broken into powder, and droonke with water, maketh
insensibilitie of torture.

Mephistopheles (mefistfvfilfz). Also 6-7

Mephaa-, Mephis-, Mephostophilia, Mephas-,
Mephes-, Mephostophilus, 7 Mephistophilus,
Mephostophiles ; 9 in shortened form Mephisto.

[Appears first in the Ger. Faustbuch 1587 as Mepho
stophiles; of unknown origin. The now current

form Mephistopheles, and the abbreviation Mephisto,



MEFHITIC. 344 MERCAPTAN.
come from Goethe s /wwj/.] The name of the

evil spirit to whom Faust (in the German legend)
was represented to have sold his soul. Hence

applied allusively to persons (in the i;th c. with

reference to the character presented in Marlowe s

Doctor FaustuS) in recent use to that presented by
Goethe).
[c 1590 MARLOWE Faitstits (1604) Bib, How pliant is this

Mephastophilis? Ibid.* Enter MephostophiHs. Ibid. 1*4 Me-

phastophilus,] 1508 SHAKS. Merry IV. \, \. 132 Pist. How
now, Mephostophilus. 1598-9 B. JONSON Case is A lter*d u.

iv, Thou art not lunatike, art thou? and thou bee st auoide

Mephostophiles. 1620 MELTON Astrol. 8 There came running
down the stayres ..(the little Mephistophiles) his Boy de

manding with whom I would speake. 1624 FLETCHER Wife
for a Month v. ii, A Mephestophilus, such as thou art.

1629 MASSINGER Picture v. in, You know How to resolue

your selfe what my intents are, By the help of Mephosto
philes [i.e. Baptista]. 1818 LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859)
201 That Mephistopheles of diplomacy, Talleyrand. 1903
Westm. Gaz. 22 Aug. 2/1 It changes them mostly into

Machiavels and Mephistopheleses.
Hence Mephistophelean, Mephistophe lian,

Mepliistophe lic, Mephistopheli stic (rare),

cidjs.) pertaining to or resembling Mephistopheles
or his actions.

1837 Erasers Mag. XVI. 92 We have heard some ascribe
a Mephistophelistic spirit to Mr. Carlyle. 1831 H. MEL-

|

VILLE Whale xxxL 154 He carries an everlasting Mephi
stophelean grin on his face. 1853 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life \

(1885) I. 307, I am very hard and Mephistophelian just now. i

1873 LELAND Egypt. Sketch-bk. 102 The Mephistophelic :

who quiz all that they cannot compass. 1887 F. FRANCIS

Jun. Saddle fy Mocassin 209 These Apaches .. were hand-

some, too, in a Mephistophelean style, 1888 J. MARTINF.AU
|

Study Relig. I. i, iv. 135 The very same Mephistophilean I

\sic\ agility.

Mephites, erron. form of MEPHITIS.

Mepllitic (m/ft tilc), a. [ad. late L, mephiticus

(whence F. mfyhitique, Sp. mefitico, Pg. mephitico^
It. mefitieo}, f. L. mephitis : see MEPHITIS and -ic.]

Pertaining to mephitis; offensive to the smell;

(of a vapour or exhalation) pestilential, noxious,

poisonous. \ Mephitic air
t acid, gas: carbonic acid,

1623 COCKERAM, Mephiticket slinking. 1656 in I? LOUNT

Glossogr. 1773 T. PERCIVAL Ess. II. 57 This celebrated

spring abounds with a mineral spirit, or mephitic air, in

which its stimulus, and indeed its efficacy resides. 1773
BRYDONE Sicily ii. (1809) 125 So mephitic a vapour that birds
were suffocated in flying over it. 1775 BEVVLV in Priestley
Exfier. and Obscrv, Air II. 339 The Mephitic Acid, as I

shall already venture to call it. 1793 BEDDOKS Calculus

250 The affinity which this mephitic gaz has for oxygene.
1832 Veg. Subst. Food ofMan 212 This mephitic gas. 1899
AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 393 Hallucinations of smell are
also offensive. Patients complain of mephitic fumes, . .

chloroform and other volatile poisons.
absoL 1828 H. BEST Italy 399 Other spiracles of mephitic

might probably be found here.

fig. 1887 HUXLEY in igf/i Cent. Feb. 195 The schools

kept the thinking faculty alive and active, when. .the me*
phitic atmosphere engendered by the dominant ecclesiasti-

cism..might well have stifled it.

b. Mephitic weasel: the skunk, Mephitis me-

phifiea.
1837 DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 85 The Skunk, or mephitic

weasel of North America.

Hence t Mephrtical a. in the same sense.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex, Teckn. I, MepJiitical Exhalations
are poisonous or noxious ones, issuing out of the Earth.

1741 BROWNRIGG in Phil. Trans. LV. 238 The mephitical
atr of oak, which extinguishes flame. 1842 SIR A. DE VERB
Song of Faith 206 Our very chambers clogged with steams

mephitical.

II Mephitis (m/foi tis). [L. mephitis noxious

vapour ; also personified, as the name of a goddess
who averts pestilential exhalations.]
1. A noxious or pestilential emanation, esp. from

the earth
;
a noisome, or poisonous stench.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mephitis^ a Damp, or strong {

Sulphureous Smell,. .a Stench, Stink, or ill Savour. 1750
Phil. Trans. XLVII. 53 note. Mephitis, a deadly or very i

dangerous exhalation. 1781 PENNANT Tour Wales II. 190
A mephites [sic], or pestilential vapour. 1793 BEDDOES Cal
cnlus 250 The mephitis, which exhales from putrefied animal
substances. 1817 COLERIDGE Satyr. Lett. i. in Biog. Lit. II.

197 My nostrils, the most placable of all the senses, recon
ciled to or indeed insensible of the mephitis. 1856 EMERSON
Eng. Traits, Voy. to Eng. Wks. (Bohn) II. 12 Nobody likes

to be.. suffocated with bilge, mephitis, and stewing oil.

2. Zool, A genus of skunks, typical of the family

JMephitinx. 1848 in CRAIG. In mod. Diets.

Hence Me phitism sb.
y mephitic poisoning of the

air ; f Me phitlzed///. a., charged with mephitis ;

mephitizcd nitroiis acid next.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. xii. 497 Mephitized
Inflammable gas. 1796 KIKWAN Elem. Min. ted. 2) II. 521

Mephitized Nitrous Acid. 1801 Repert. Arts fy Manuf. \

XV. 425 To destroy the mephitism of the walls in the
j

asylums of industry, indigence, and misfortune. 1813
FORSVTH Excurs. Italy 269 note. The tanipns tnartius is

sheltered, .from the winds which bring mephitism. 1890
Syd. Soc. Lex., Mephitism.

tMephito-nitrons, a. Chem. Obs. rare- 1
.

In mephito-nitrous acid, ? = NITROGEN.
1796 KIRWAN

(
.Erm. Mm. (ed. 2) II. 211 Neither the pure

nor Mephito-Nitrous Acid, hot or cold, has any action on it.

t Meprize, v. Obs. rare 1
. [? ad. F. mtpriser :

see MISPRIZE v.] trans. ? To despise.
1633 J. DONE Hist. Septuag-int 133 What is that he ought

to doe to meprize his Enemies ? [
= Gr. nu? av it

7 i~i e\6piaf ;]

Mer, obs. form of MAR, MARE, MAYOR, MERE.

Bier-, used in various combinations (chiefly

nonce-wds.) formed after MERMAID, denoting
imaginary beings of the mermaid kind, as mer-baby,
-child, -dog, -folk, -lady, -monster, -people, -wife.
Cf. MERMAN, MERWOMAN.

894 J. GEDDIB Fringes of Fife 150 The radiant young
rogue,, .fearless as a *Mer-Baby, grins at us. .from his rock-

ing craft. 1881 Proc. Soc. Antiquaries 19 May, Seal...

Subject, a mermaid holding her *merchild to her breast.

1895
*

Q. Wandering Heath 97 Change, O change him [sc.

a drowned dog] toa*mer-dog ! 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland
xx. 349 With regard to the appearance of the *merfolk in

other countries, I may state [etc.], 1822 HIBBERT Descr.
Shetl. Isl. 570 The *merlady, perceiving that she must be
come an inhabitant of the earth, found [etc.]. 1620 Hie
Mulier A 4 b, These Meare-maids or rather *Meare-
Monsters. 1882 Spectator 16 Dec. 1618 The idea of the
4
child of earth.. carried away to consort with *Mer-people

is as old as Hylas. 1822 HIBBERT Descr. Shetl. Isl. 570
The Shetlander s love for his *merwife was unbounded.

Merabolan, obs. form of MYROBALAN.
t Mera Cious, a. Oh. rare- 1

. Also (in Diets.)
-aceous.

[f.
L. merac-us (f. merits : see MERE&amp;lt;Z.)

+ -lous.] Pure, unmixed. So t Mera city,

purityj unmixed condition (0Ar.).
1657 REEVE Gods Plea 130 We must drink of the sweet,

and it is well, if any thing be dulcy, and meracious enough
for us. 1656 BLOUNT Gfossogr., Mcracity, clearness, or pure-
ness, without mixture. 1727 BAILEV vol. II, Meraceous,
Meracity.

Meracle, merakil(l, obs. forms of MIRACLE.

Meraltie, -alty, obs. forms of MAYORALTY.
Merbel, -ul, -yl, obs. forms of MARBLE.

i Me rcable, # Ol&amp;gt;s. [ad. L. mendbtl-i$
t

f. mercarl to buy : see MERCHANT.] That may be

bought. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

II Mercadore. rare&quot;
1
. [Sp. mercaderl\ A

merchant, tradesman.
1595 Maroccus Ext. (Percy Soc.) 9 A mercadore, . . that

for one or two tearmes arraie, a shall for his lives tearme..
become beggeries bondmen and usuries vassall.

Ii Mercal 1
(maukal). Indian. Also mercall,

marcal. [Eng. pronunciation ofTamil marakkal.\
A measure for grain used in Madras.
1776 T. BROOKS Coins E. Indies^ etc. 7, 8 Measures are

equal to i Mercal, 400 Marcals..i Garse. 1803 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Dcsp. (1837) II. 85 The small bags, .filled up each
to the full amount of three Mercalls or seventy two pounds.
1864 W. A. BROWNE Money, Weights $ Meas. 51, 8 Pud-
dies = i Marcal, 5 Marcals = i Parah.

Mercal -
(maukal). Sc. Also 9 markal. In

Orkney and Shetland : The piece of timber carry

ing the plough-share, which was fastened into the

lower end of the beam of a wooden plough.
1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. VII. 585 A square hole is cut

through the lower end of the beam, and the mercal, a piece
of oak about 22 inches long, introduced. 1822 SCOTT Pirate

xviii, What manners are to be expected in a country where
folk call a pleugh-sock a markal ?

Mercantant: see MAUCANTANT Obs.

Mercantile (msukantail, -til),
a. (and j.)

Also 7 merchantile, mercantil, 8 -iel. [a. F.

mercantile, ad. It. mercantile f. mercante : see

MERCHANT. Cf. Sp. and Pg. mercantil^
1. Of or belonging to merchants or their trade

;

concerned with the exchange of merchandise ; of or

pertaining to trade or commerce ; commercial.
1642 HOWELL Instr. For. Trav. (Arb.) 61 Navigation and

Mercantile Negotiation, are the two Poles whereon that
State [sc. Holland] doth move, c 1645 Lett. I. xxix. (1655)

. 43 The only precede (that I may use the mercantil term)
ou can expect, is thanks. 1727 ARBUTHNOT Coins 224 The

xpedition of the Argonauts., was partly mercantile, partly
military. 1759 Book ofFairs 54 Black cattle, sheep, horses,
and mercantile goods. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II.

51 Bonrepaux. .was esteemed an adept in the mystery of
mercantile

politics^ 1856 E. A. BOND Russia (Hakl. Soc.)
Introd. 130 By joining in his mercantile ventures in Russia.

1897 WEBSTER (citing M eElrath\ Mercantile
/&amp;lt;7/ r, the

notes or acceptances given by merchants for goods bought,
or received on consignment ; drafts on merchants for goods
sold or consigned.

b. Mercantile system (also //;, doctrine, theory] :

a term used by Adam Smith and later Political

Economists for the system of economic doctrine
and legislative policy based on the principle that

money alone constituted wealth. Hence mercan
tile school : those who upheld this system.
1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. iv.i. (heading) Of the Principle of

the commercial, or mercantile System. 1848 M ILL Pol. Econ.
I. 2 The set of doctrines designated, since the time ofAdam
Smith, by the appellation of the Mercantile System. Ibid. 7
The Mercantile Theory could not fail to be seen in its true
character. 1881 Contemp. Rev. Nov. XL. 806 The mercan
tile school was right in maintaining that an influx of pre
cious metal stimulates commerce and industry. 1885 J. K.
INGRAM in Encycl.Brit. XIX. 354/2 The mercantile doctrine,
stated in its most extreme form, makes wealth and money
identical.

c. That deals with, investigates or controls com
mercial affairs.

1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It. IsL III. 332 There are three

courts, ..a civil, a criminal, and a mercantile. 1848 MILL
Pot. Econ. nt. xvii. 4 Leaders of opinion on mercantile

questions. 1858 HOMANS Cycl. Comnt. s, v., The Mercan-

yE

I tile Agency is a nnme applied to various houses in the lead-

]
ing cities of the United States, and in Montreal and London.
The principal object of the Agency is to supply, to annual
subscribers, information respecting the character, capacity
and pecuniary condition of persons asking credit. .. The

, Agency was first established in 1841 in the city ofNew York.
1861 GoscHEN/ or. Exch. 113 Putting aside, .the. .subject of

I

the currency altogether, and confining ourselves to the more
,

mercantile part of the question.
2. Engaged in trade or commerce. Mercantile

j

marine^ the shipping collectively employed in

commerce (see MARINE sb. 2).
ci645 HOWELL Lett. u. xy. (1655) I. 94 Amsterdam, .is

i one of the greatest mercantil Towns in Europ. 1662 J.
DAVIES tr. Mandelslo s Trav. n. 140 The scltuation of this

!

town is upon a fair River, with a good harbour that renders
it very Merchantile. a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. viii. 29

j

(1740) 604 His [Fairclough s] son was then mercantiel ser-

|

vant to Mr. North. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, i, Kalpb
| Nickleby . . had been some time placed in a mercantile house
|

in London. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. India \. 213 The
Jains.. are generally an opulent and mercantile class. 1889
Act 52 ff 53 Viet. c. 45 i The expression mercantile

agent shall mean a mercantile agent having .. authority
either to sell goods, or [etc.].

3. Having payment or gain as the motive ; mer

cenary ; also, simply, disposed for bargaining.
1756 WARTON Ess. Pope \. 260 The mercantile bard

[Drydenl 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn}
II. 103 He [the Englishman] loves the axe, the spade, the

oar, the gun, the steampipe. . . He is materialist, economical,
mercantile. 1860 RUSKIN Unto this Last ii. (1862) 41 The
two economies, to which the terms *

Political and Mer
cantile might not unadvisedly be attached. .. Mercantile

economy, the economy of * merces or of pay , signifies the

accumulation, in the hands of individuals, of legal or moral
claim upon, or power over, the labour of others.

4. Of or proper to a merchant.

1819 CRABBE T. of Hall vn, A bill That was not drawn
with true mercantile skill. 183^ ALISON Hist. Enrobe xlix.

9 (1849-50) VIII. 9 A nation m which the chivalrous and
mercantile qualities are strangely blended.

t 6. quasi-j^. A merchant. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

1813 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) II. 178 A great rich mer
cantile, Sir Robert Wigram.
Hence Me rcantilely adv., from a mercantile

point ofview; with regard to business transactions.

1827 Examiner 433/1 It is, mercantilely speaking, not ob
vious how a present expense can be met by merely possible
funds. 1838 Erasers Mag. XVII. 185 Before the arrest he

might have been deemed mercantilely solvent.

Mercantilism (maMkantailiz m). [f. MER
CANTILE + -ISM. Cf. K. mertantilisme.]
1. The mercantile spirit; devotion to trade or

commerce ;
the principles or practice characteristic

of merchants; commercialism.

1873 P. FITZGERALD Dumas II. 105 note. The picture of

literary mercantilism , described by this great writer

311/1 mercantilism is urawing inio us voriex me imciicciuai

strength of the nation. The energies of its most promising
young men are enlisted in (he pursuit of wealth. 1888

Harpers Alag. Jan. 272 The mercantilism which succeeded
. .feudalism.

2. Pol. Econ. The principles of the ( mercantile

system .

1881 Contewp. Rev, Nov. XL. 792 Is it possible that mer-

chants, bankers, [etc.] . . should all be !ed astray by the

sophism of mercantilism ? 1885 Encyd. Brit. XIX. 364/2
It has been justly observed that there are in him [HumeJ
several traces of a refined mercantilism.

mercantilist (m5 jkantailist), $t&amp;gt;. and a.

[Formed as prec. + -1ST.]
A. si). An advocate of the mercantile system .

1854 MICHELSEN England 253 The physiocrats occupy a
far superior position to the mercantilists. 1891 CUNNINGHAM
in Economic Rev. 16 The mercantilists held that the direc

tion in which capital was used should be controlled so that

the power of the state might be maintained.

J3. cuij. Of or pertaining to mercantilism or the
* mercantile system .

1881 Contonp. Rev. Nov. XL. 806 But from these true

observations, .the mercantilist reasoners have deduced
erroneous conclusions. 1806 CUNNINGHAM Growth Eng.
Indust. 562 The Doctor takes the mercantilist position as

distinguished from the bullionist.

Hence Me rcaiitili stic a. = prec. adj.

1881-4 Labor s Cycl. Pel. Sci. II. 197 (Cent,) From the

seventeenth century mercantilUtic views began to exercise a
more and more marked influence upon financial literature.

Mercantility (maikanti liti). [Formed as

prec. + -IT Y.] The quality of being mercantile;
devotion to mercantile pursuits.
1860 READE Cloister^ H. (1861) IV. 76 Let us make a

bargain ;. .what say you to that? And his eyes sparkled,
and he was all on hre with mercantility.

Mercaptal (moiksrptal). Chem. [f.

CAPT-AN -i- AL-DEHYDE.] A compound of i

captan with an aldehyde.
1892 MORLEV & MUIR Watts Did. Chew,, Mtrcaptah.

. . They may be viewed as thio-acetals or as the sulphur-

compounds corresponding to the alkyl derivatives of ortho-

aldehydes.
Mereaptan (majkx ptan). Chem. [f. L. mer-

atrium captans
f

catching mercury
*

(see quot.

1834).] A sulphur alcohol ; any one of a series of

compounds resembling the alcohols, but containing

sulphur in place of oxygen.
[1834 ZKISF. in Ann. Phys. % Chem. XXXI. 378 Nenne

ich den vom Quecksilber aufgenommenen Stoff Mercaptum

MER-
a mer-



MERCAPTIDE.

(von : Corpus mercuric aptum) und den andern Hydro-Mer-
captum, oder besser. .Mercaptan (d. h. Corpus mercurium

captans).] 1835 R. D. Tlwmson^s Rec. Gen. Set. I. no Mer
captan when obtained pure from the mercaptide of mercury,
is colourless, with a smell of assafoetida. 1865 WATTS Diet.

Chew, i MercaptattS) sulphydrates of the alcohol-radicles.

Mercaptide (msjk^e ptsid). Chem. [f. prec.

+ -IDE.] A compound formed by the substitution

of a metal for hydrogen in a mercaptan.
1835 [see prec.]. 1836 HRANDE Chem. 1109 When mercaptan

is acted on by potassium, hydrogen is evolved, and a mer-

capturet or mercaptide of potassium is formed.

Mercat^e, obs. forms of MARKET.
Mercatante : see MARCANTANT Obs.

t Merca tion. Obs.~Q
[a. L. mercdtidn-em^

n. of action f. mercarT io trade.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM, A/crcation, a buying.

t Mercative, a. Obs t
~

[As if ad. L. *mer-

catlv-us, f. mercdrito trade : see -ATIVE.]
1656 BLOUNT Gtossogr., Mercative t belonging to Chap-

manry.
Mercatorial (mSikato^rial), a. Now rare.

[f.
L. mereatari-US (f. mercator merchant, agent-n.

f. mercdrl : see MERCHANT) + -AL.] Of or pertain

ing to merchants or merchandise
; mercantile.

Mercatorial guild (Antiq.) : transl. of med.L. gilda mer*
catoria, more commonly rendered *

guild merchant .

?ci7OO J. BENNET (title) The National Merchant,, .being
an Essay for Regulating and Improving the Trade and
Plantations of Great Britain, by Uniting the National and
Mercatorial Interests. 1796 DACE Herntsjirong Hi. 231
Whose father, .had sent this son upon a mercatorial tour

to Europe. 1817-23 J. H. HANSHALL Hist. Co. Chester

490-1 in Gross Gild Merck. (1890) II. 174 There was estab

lished here [sc. Nantwich] soon after the Conquest a Mer
catorial Guild. 1823 Blackw. jt/ttg&quot;.

XIV. 541 A country
whose mercatorial advantages he so highly extols.

t Mercatory, a. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [ad. L. mer~

catori-us : see -ORY.] =prec.
1654 FULLER Two Serin. 49 Mercatorie transactions be

twixt Buyer and Seller. 1656, 1862 [see GUILD 4].

t IffereatOUT. Sct Obs. [a. L. mercator \ see

MEBCATORIAL. Cf. OF. mercatour.] A merchant,

shopkeeper.
1508 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) ! 79 Andro Gordoun,

mercatour.

Mercatte, obs. form of MEERKAT.
t Mercature. Obs. [ad. L. mercdtura^ f.

mercari to trade.] Trading, commerce.
a 1620 J. DYKE Purch. fy Poss. Truth Serm. (1640) 367

That s commendable in worldly mercature : To be sure so
men deale here. 1639 HEYWOOD Londoifs Peaceable Est.
Wks. 1874 V. 357. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, clxxxv. 803 Our
Native may expect good encrease..in that way of Merca-
ture or course of life he shall then lead. 1753 JOHNSON,
Mercature) the practice of buying and selling.

t Merce, v. Obs. Also 6 raerse. Aphetic form
of AMERCE.
1483 Plitmpton Corr. (Camden) 43 Ye clame suyt, service

& feute, of ther maner of Colthorpe, & for the same merce
him in your court at Plompton. 1530 TINDALE Exod. xxi.

22 Then shall he be mersed, accordynge as the woman*
husbonde will laye to his charge. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M.
(1596) 253/2 Walter treasurer of the kings house, was ..

merced at an hundred pounds. 1607 G. WILKINS Miseries
oflnforst Marr. B 4, Then hath he power To Merce your
purse, a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Norfolk n. (1662) 249
Ralph was merced in seven thousand marks, for bribery.

Merce, obs. form of MERCY.

Merceament, variant of MERCIAMENT.
li Merced (mgrbg-S). Also 7 mercede. [Sp.

merced honour, honorarium : L. merced-em re

ward : see MEUCY.] A gift.

[1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 302 In Spaine it is

thought very vndecent for a Courtier to craue. .: therefore the

king of ordinarie calleth euery second, third or fourth yere
for his Checker roll, and bestoweth his mercedes of his owne
meere motion, and by discretion.] 1622 MABBE tr. Alematfs
Guzman d*Alf. \. i. 99 Daraxa..did sollicit the life of her

espoused husband, begging it by the way of merced and
grace. Ibid, i. n. 356 That I might procure some mercede
or favour from him. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. vi. i. III.

393 On promise, .of a merced large enough to satisfy his
most avaricious dreams. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,

Merced^,. a gift. This term is applied to a grant which is

made without any valuable consideration.

fMercedary,&amp;lt;z. Obs.~ [ad. L. mercedari-us,
f. merced- 1 merces hire, pay : see -ABY.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr^ Mercedary is used both of him

that gives wages for labor, or for him that receives it.

t Mercede. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. merced-em

(nom. merces} wages.] Pay, reward, wage.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 292 Ac her ys mede [and] mer

cede and bo^e men demen A desert for som doynge derne
o^er elles. Ibid. 306 And bat ys no mede bote a mercede,
A maner dewe dette for be doynge.
t Me rcemeut. Obs. Also 4 mersy-, 4-5

merci-, merse-, 4-6 mercy-, 6 marsement.
[Aphetic f. AMERCEMENT. Cf. MERCIAMENT.]
1. = AMERCEMENT. Also, in wider sense, doom,

adjudged punishment.
133 R- BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5496 J?y mercyment shal

be be pyne of helle. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 95.

Blodwyte, mersement for schedynge of blood. .

COCK Repr. \\\. xiv. 367 Forfetis, eschetis, and mercitnentis,
and fynys. c 1557 ABP. PARKER Ps. cxxx. 383 Because with
God is ruefulnes, He oft redeemth his mercyment. a 1572
KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. (1846) I. 361 Thay. .committed the
hole to the merciment of fyre. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacftus,
Ann. xni. vi. (1622) 187 That the Quastors of the treasurie
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should not enter into record before foure months were past,
the mercements adiudged by them.

2. Sc. To stand to the merciment of: to abide
the judgement of.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus Prol. 316, I may weill thole, . .

That this small Wark stand to the mercyment Of Gentilmen,
and byde at thair ^ubiectioun.

Merceiiariaii (m5.isflie ri&n), a. 1 and sb.i

rare, [f, L. mercenari-us (see MERCENARY) + -AN.]
t a. sb. A mercenary, hired soldier (obs,}. b. adj.
Of or belonging to mercenary soldiers.

1598 MARSTON Pygmal., In prayse of prec. Poem, And
then ensues my stanzaes, like odd bands Of voluntaries, and
mercenarians. 1886 SHELDON tr. Flaubert s Salatnmbo iv.

72 A mercenarian camp.

Mercenariail (mgjs/he-^rian), a.^ and $b2 [f.

med. L. Mercenarius + -AN.] a. adj. Pertaining
i

to the Spanish religious order called in Sp. la

Orden de la Merced, b. sb. A friar of this order.

1648 GAGE West Iml. 10 There are Dominicans, Francis

cans, . . Mercenarians [etc.]. Ibid, 15 Mercenarian Fryers
i 1740 PINEDA Span. Diet., Merced,

the religious Order of the
Mercenarians first instituted in Aiagon by King Jayme for

i Redemption of Captives.

Mercenarily (moMs/nanli), adv. [f. MERCK-
NARY -f -LY -.] In a mercenary manner.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comut, Titus ii. 13 But doe the godly

worke mercenarily? 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 145 p 6 We
are.. obliged by the mercenary Humour of the Men to be
as Mercenarily inclined as they are.

Mercenariness (mdMs/narines). [f. MERCEN
ARY + -NE.SS.] The quality of being mercenary.
a 1624 Hi1

. M. SMYTH Sewn. (1632) 94 Who can impeach or

blemish Gods bounty and liberality, with the lea^t note of
mercinarinesse. 1752 H. WALPOLE Lett. //. Mann (1834: III.

ccxxxix. 14 To have one s favourite author convicted of

mere mortal mercenaiiness, 1808 LAMB Lett. 11888) I. 243
Mary is very thankful. . ; and with the less suspicion of mer-

cenariness, as the silk. .has not yet appeared. 1883 SIKI--

NIAK in Contewp. Rev. Sept. 323 The mercenariness of the

officials is the only guarantee against oppression.

t Mercenariously, adv. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L.

ftiercfruiri-us(seQnG\t) + -OUH + -LY-.] Mercenarily.
1659 Invisible John made Visible r The old Roman Law

..was not more mercenariously devoted to serve the will

and lust of Oehar.

HHercenary (maMS/nari), a. and sb. Also 4-7
mercenarie, (5 -ye) ,

6 mercennary, mercionary ,

6-7 mercinary, (7 -ie). [ad. L. mercendriits^
earlier mercennarius

t
f. merced- y

merces reward,

wages: see MERCY. Cf. F. mercenaire (OF. also

I mercenier} y Sp., Pg., It. mercenario.
The sb. occurs in Eng. earlier than the adj. : the oldest

uses refer to the hireling (Vulg. wercenarius) ofJohn x. 12.]

A. adj.
\, Of persons : Working merely for the sake of

monetary or other reward ; actuated by considera

tions of self-interest. Hence of motives, disposi

tions, etc.

1538 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 507/2 A mercennary
preacher and an hired, which seketh his own temporal ad-

uauntage & commoditie. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 418
And I deliuering you, am satisfied, And therein doe account

my self well paid, My mind was neuer yet more mer-
cinarie. 16x6 SIR R. DUDLEY in Fortesc. Papers (Camden)
17 And that, whether you move this suite or noe, for I am
not mercenarie. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig, Sacr. in. iii. i

Without any such mercenary eye (as those who serve God
for their own ends). 1762 GOLDSM. CM. IV. xiii, Such

I

wretches are kept in pay by some mercenary bookseller.

1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr, m. iv. Haven t I told you what a
: mercenary little wretch I am?

b. Of conduct, a course of action, etc. : That has

the love of lucre for its motive.

1532 MoREGwi/W Tindale Wks. 362^2 They holde that it

is not lawfull to loue. .God., for obteining of reward, calling
this maner of loue. .seruile bonde and mercennary. 1680-90
TEMPLE Ess. Learning \. Wks. 1731 I. 168 Learning has

been so little advanced since it grew to be mercenary. 1711
SHAFTESBURY Charac. n. iii. (173?) I- 97 They have made
Virtue so mercenary a thing, and have talk d so much of its

Rewards. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Artier. III. 128 The
disgusting spectacle ofmercenary marriages. 1861 DICKENS
Lett. 6 Nov., They are all old servants,, .and.. are under
the strongest injunction to avoid any approach to mercenary
dealing.

2. Hired ; serving for wages or hire. Now only
of soldiers. (Cf. B. ?.)

1589 GREENE Tullies Love (1616) G 4, A simple shepheard,
who was a mercenary man. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weaf.
40 b, They, .began, .to go ouer to serue as mercenarie^sol-
diers in the Low Countries. 1599 SHAKS. Hen.. V, iv. vii. 79

Many of our Princes . . Lye drown d and soak d in mer

cenary blood. 1611 CORYAT Crudities (1776) I. 214 Of
these Gondolas . . sixe thousand are priuate . . and foure thou
sand for mercenary men, which get their liuing by the trade

of rowing. 1640 WALTON Life Donne, 80 Serm. A 6 He
continued that employment.., being daily usefull (and not

mercenary) to his friends. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
(1876) IV. xviii. 232 William at this time dismissed the mer

cenary part of his army.

fb. Of services, an office, etc. : Salaried, stipen

diary. Of a profession, etc. : Carried on for the

sake of gain. Obs.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vi. Aristotle xv. 27 He shut

) up his poor shop, and gave over his mercenary profession.
, 1664 EVELYN Diary 5 Feb., I saw The Indian Queene
|

acted, a tragedie..so beautified with rich scenes as the

like had never ben scene.. on a mercenary theater. 1726
! A.YLIFFE Parergou 319 Such Things . . the Judge may
i despatch by his mercenary Office. 1781 PENNANT JvtrXfy

MERCERY.
96 These livings at that time were good rectories ; now poor
vicarages, or mercenary curacies, annexed to the bishoprick.
B. sb.

1. One who labours merely for hire
; a hireling,

1 a mercenary person. ? Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER /V&amp;lt;7/. 514 He [the parson] was a shepherde

:

and noght a Mercenarie [cf. John x. 12]. 7^1430 LYUG.
j

St. Giles 183 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. fi88i) 373 Pastor
callid, nat a mercenarye. 1643 ^IRT. HKOWSE Relig.Med.

|

I. 52 Mercenaries that crouch unto him in feare of Hell
..are indeed but slaves of the Almighty. 1805 TOOKK
Purley n. 3 Punish the wickedness of those mercenaries
who utter such atrocities. 1844 LINGAHD Anglo-Sax. Ch.
(1358) II. xii. 238 The monastic institute was looked upon
with scorn, as calculated only for mercenaries and slaves.
2. One who receives payment for his services;

|
chiefly, and now exclusively, a professional soldier

serving a foreign power.
1523 Ln. UKHNEHS Froiss. I.ccv. 242 The Almaygnes, and

mercenaries ofstrange countrtis. isfhSwBVEsAnaf. Al&amp;lt;ns.

n. (1882) 74 The reading ministers, after they be hired of the
: parishes (for they are mercenaries). 1638 G. SANDYS Pa-
\ raphr., Job vii. 10 HL- a poore mercenary serves for bread.

|

1687 DRYDKN Hind fy P. n. 290 Like mercenaries, hired for

|

home defence, They will not fight against their native

prince. 1776 JEFFERSON Wks. (1859) 1-23 He is at this

I

time transporting large armies of foreign mercenaries.
1840 Iiko\\NiNG Sordt lla iv. 51 Lean silent gangs of mer
cenaries ceased Working to watch the strangers. 1849
GROTE Greece n. Ix. (1862) 279 Greeks continental and in-

suUir. .volunteersand mercenaries, .were a 11 here to be found.
Jig. 1861 J. PVCKOI T Ways &amp;lt;y

Words 285 Literary mer
cenaries, ready to .serve under friend or foe.

Mercer (inSusai). Also 4 mercere, 5 rueer-

cere, 5-6 merser, 6 marsar. [a. F. mercier {iimn.
1 3th c.)

= Pr. mercier, mcrcer
% Sp. merccro, Pg.

mercieirot
It. merciajo : popular I,. *Merciarins

t

f. L. mcrci-, merx merchandise.] One who deals

in textile fabrics, csp. a dealer in silks, velvets, and
other costly materials (in full silk-mercer). Also,
occas. (as in Fr.) a small-ware dealer. (For an

obsolete use, see quot. 1696.)
[c 1123 in J-ng. Hist. Rev. (1899) July 429 Stephanus

mercer.] a 1223 At/cr. K. 66 pe wreche peoddare more
noise he make5 to }eien his sope, |?en a ridie mercer
al Iii-. deorewurSe ware. 1377 LANGI.. / . PI. 1*. vii.

255, I haue ,.&amp;gt;made many a kny^te buihe mercere and
drapere. 1464 Mann. ,5- Hcusch. Kxp. (Roxb. Cl.) 248

Payd ffbr x. ^erdys sarsynet to Thomas Rowson merser in

Chepesyde, xx. s. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531) 152

Neyther marchaunt ne mercer, groser, draper, ne yet ony
other crafte. 1554 MACHYN Diary (Camden) 71 The coin-

pene of the Clarkcs, and of the Marsars. 1603 SHAKS.

Mecis.Jbr /\f. iv. iii. n Then is there heere one ^l r

Caper,
at the suite of Master Three-Pile the Mercer, for some foure

suites of Peach-colour d Satten. 1696 PHILLII-S (ed. 5),

Jl/ercer, in the City one that deals only in Silks and Stuffs
;

In Country Towns, one that Trades in all sorts of Linen,
Woollen, Silk, and Grocery Wares. 1778 Miss I CRNEY
Evelina x. (1791) 20 The shops are really very entertaining,

especially the mercers. 1851 MAYMEW Land. La/ OtirdSd^)
11. 539 A row of pins, arranged as neatly as in the papers
sold at the mercers . 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem, II. iv.

196 This second cousin was a Middlemarch mercer.

t b. The mercer s book : proverbial in the Eliza

bethan period with reference to the debts of a

gallant.
1591 NASHE Prognost. D i b, Diuers young Gentlemen

shall creepe further into the Mercers Booke in a Moneth,
then they can get out in a yere. 1591 GREENE Farew.
^W/wToGent Stud.(1617), Such Waggesas. .haue marched
in the Mercers booke to please their Mistris eye with their

brauery. 1592 Q&quot;iP Upst. Courtier D, A clownes sonne

must be clapt in a veluet pantophle, and a veluet breech,

though the presumptuous asse be drownd in the Mercers
booke. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster m. i, How many yards
of veluet dost thou thinke they containe? Hora. ..Faith,

sir, your mercers booke Will tell you with more patience,
then I can.

MercereSS (mausares). rare. [f.
MERCER +

-ESS.] A female mercer.

1840 Taifs Mag. VII. 264 Madame Ramsden, milliner

and merceress. 1872 CUTTS Scenes Middle Ages 509 This

js a mercer s and the merceress describes her wares.

Mercerize (mS japrwz), v. [f. the proper
name Mercer (see below) + -IZE.] trans. To
prepare (cotton goods) for dyeing by treating with

a solution of caustic potash or soda, or certain

other chemicals. Hence He rcerized ///. a.,

Me rcerizing vbl. sb. (also attrib.}. Also Me r-

cerization, the process of mercerizing.
John Mercer, an Accrington dyer, is said to have dis

covered the process in 1844. He patented it in 1850, but

,
Print, etc., Mercerised ctot&.The process called mercer-

ising. 1886 E. A. PARNELL //fc J. Mercer Contents 1 1 Chap
ter x. . . Process of mercerising with soda Increased strength

I
of mercerised cloth ..Mercerising by sulphuric acid, and

by chloride of zinc. Ibid. 317 The mercerising process.

1899 Warehouseman $ Draper 3 June 789 Mercerised yarn.
:

1901 Westm. Gaz. 6 Jan. 2/1 Cellulose treated with cold con-

1 cent rated soda lye, or mercerisation, as the process is called.

t Me rcersliip. Obs. rare* 1
, [f.

MERCER +

! -SHIP.] The trade of a mercer.

n64S HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. Ixiv. 101 He confesseth

i himself to be an egregious fool to leave his Mercership, and
:

go to be a Musqueteer.

Mercery (msusari). Forms: 3-6 mercerie,

4-5 mercerye, (4 marcerye, 5 merceyre, meer-

I eery, 5-6 mers(s)ery), 5- mercery, [a. F. mer-
110



MEBCHANDISABLE. 346 MERCHANDY.
eerie (from i3th c.), f- mereicr MERCER. Cf. Sp.
mercerla t Pg., It. merceria. ]

1. collect, sing, (rarely//.) The wares sold by a

mercer.
r 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 356/20 He founde Marchauns at

rome with Mcrcerie wel mende. 13. . Metr. Horn. (Vernon
MS.)in A rchiv Stud. neu. Spr. Lvll. 313 He . . bad him take

ten pound and buye Marchaundise and Mercerye. 1382
Pol. /Ww.? Rolls) I. 264 Thai . . dele with dyvers marcerye,

right as thai pedlers were. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol,

Poems (Rolls) II. 179 Wee bene ageyne charged wyth mer-

cerye, Haburdasshere ware, and wyth grocerye. 1468 Burgh
Recs. Edinb. 11869) I. 23 Item of all mersery or merchandice
. . to costome it be the crowne [ij d.J. 154* Galway Arch.
in lot /i Rep, Hist, MSS. Comni. App. v. 410 The said mer-

chantes . . ys bounde to bringe the same merssery and packes
to the costome housse. 1594 BLUNDBViL-ffjiwr. v. ii. (1597)

256 b, Bombazine, Fustian, Suile, Armour, all sorts ofworkes
made of Iron, or brasse, and other merceries. 1766 ENTICK
London IV. 309 Tradesmen . . in cloth, mercery, and Hnnen.

1839-41 S. WARREN Ten Thoits. a Year viii. I. 242 She had
once accompanied her sister-in-law . . to purchase some
small matter of mercery.

f2. The Mercery: the Mercers Company. Also,
the trade in mercery-ware ;

the part of a city where
this is carried on. Obs.

1386 Rolls o/Parlt. III. 225/1 The folk of the Mercerye
of London. 1425 in Entick London (1766) IV. 354 Maisters

..of the Mercery, c 1440 Promfi, Parv. 333/1 Meercery,
place or strete where mercerys syllen here ware, 1494
FABVAN Chron, \\\, 630 This was done by thnssent of the

masters and housholders of the mercerye. 1518 COLET in

Lupton Life Colet (1887) 281 A Cofer of Iren gevyn of me
to the mercery standing in theyr hall. 1651 Life Father

Sarpi (1676) 34 At the Sign of the Cock, in the Mercery.
1662 J. GRAUNT Observ. Bills of Mortality \\. 12. 56

Canning-street, and Watlin-street have lost their Trade of

Woollen-Drapery to Paul s Church-Yard . . ; the Mercery is

gone from out of Lombard-street, .into Pater-Noster-Row.

3. A mercer s shop.
1879 SALA in Daily Tel. 21 July, I stand before the mighty

mercery of Shoolbred.

4. attrih., as mercery-ware.
1429 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 352/1 Mercery ware. 1542 Gctl-

ivay Arch, in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 410 If

any. .merchantes bringith with them merssery warres and

packes. 1671 CHARENTE Let, Customs 43 Merchants trade

thither.. with.. Mercery-ware. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull
i. ii, Next day he would be dealing in mercery-ware.

Merch, obs. form of MARCH, MARROW j&amp;lt;M

Merchall, obs. form of MARSHAL.

Merchand, obs. form of MERCHANT.

Merchandable, -dice, -die, -dies, obs. ff.

MERCHANTABLE, MERCHANDY, -DISE.

t Merchandisable, a. Obs. rare. [f.
MER

CHANDISE z. + -ABLE.] Of a saleable quality or

condition ;
merchantable.

1482 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 221/2 Broken belyed Samon, which
is not merchaundizable. Ibid., Good and merchaundizable

Heryng. 1499 in G. Schanz Engl. Handehpolitik (i83i) II.

425 The saide cloathes were, .neyther their merchandize nor

merchandizable till suche time as they were shorne.

Mercliaildise V
m.3

rtj&quot;and3iz),
sb Forms: a.

3-7 merchandise, 3-6 -dis, marchauudise, 4
marqliauntyse, Sc, -andiss, 4-6 -aundyse, 4-7

j^rtSize, 5 -tyse, -endise, -anddysse, 5-6 -and-

yee, -aundys, 5-7 -andies, 6 -aundies, -dize,

-auntdyse, 6-7 -andice,-ize. 0. 3 mercandise,

5 merchauntyse, -antdyse, -andyse, -aundys,

5~6-dyse,6 merchandice, -dys, 6- merchandize,

3- merchandise, [a. $.marchandise (fromiathc.),
f. marchand MERCHANT.]
f 1. The action or business of buying and selling

goods or commodities for profit ;
the exchange of

commodities for other commodities or for money.
To be ofgood merchandise, to be easily marketable.

To go a merchandise^ to go trading. Obs. exc. arch.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2199 5
e ^e^ men ^e

.

E *te ^t to &quot;

hamer & to nelde & to mercandise al so pan wi&amp;gt;
suerd ober

hauberc eny bataile to do. c 1320 Sir Tristrem 1383 A schip

..WiJ&amp;gt;
alle bing..pat pende to marchandis. 1381 WYCLIF

John ii. 16 Nyle^e make the hous of my fad ir an hous of

marchaundise [L. negotiationis\. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv.

no What manere mester ober merchaundise he vsede. 1428
in Surtees Misc. (1888) 10 To. -by and sell after treu cource

of merchantdyse. 1452 in Gross Gild Merch. II. 67 He that

hawe bene aprentyse with a marchaunte at marchanddyssis.

1513 LD, BERNERS Froiss. I, ccccviii. 710 Ther was made a

commandement y*
non shuld go a marchandise into Flaun-

ders. 1534 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 121 No
person . . shall use eny maner of marchauntdyse or mar-

chauntdysyng. 1553 EDEN Treat, Neiu Ind. (Arb.) 21

There is little trafficque or marchaundise in this region.

1585 T. WASHINGTON ir. Nickolays Voy. n. xiii. 49 To exer

cise, .their handicrafts and merchandises. 1652-62 HEYLIN

Cosmogr. 1. (1682) 100 He fell from Merchandize, which was
his first Profession, unto the study of Religion. 1685 BAXTER
Parapkr. N. T.

t
Mark ii. 17 These use Merchandize here.

1715 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 85, I produced three

bales of English cloth, and said they would be of good
merchandise at Gombaroon. 1731 (title) An Essay on the

Merchandise of Slaves and Souls of Men. 1817 JAS. MILL
Brit. India I. n. ii. 116 Their duties are to tend cattle, to

carry on merchandize, and to cultivate the ground,

t b. transf. and^^.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16471 Quen bat he sa^h his maister

sua be-casten al to care . . pan him reud his marchandis.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 63 [&amp;gt;es synnes
of robberie & sa-

thanas marchaundise. c 1400 Afiol. Loll. 10 O maruelous
marchandies ! je Maker of man kynd takyng a soulid body
of

J&amp;gt;c virgyn. 1523 Ln. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclxxxviii. 431

Or we makey* marchandyse, we shall sell ourselfeso derely
that it shall be spoken of a hundred yeres after our dethes.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 56 b, They establishe the

marchandise of massing, and other abhomi nations. 1577
NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 119 These are the fruits, and
reuenues, of that wicked merchandice of diceplaying. 1656
EARL MOMM. tr. Boccalinfs A dvts.fr. Parnass. n. xiv. (1674)
156 [They] have turned the administration of sacred Justice
into an execrable Merchandize. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Dis
tant Corresp.) This sort of merchandise [sc. puns] above all

requires a quick return.

c. Phr. To make (a or Ottis) merchandise^ f to

carry on or conclude a bargain (obs.} ;
also (arch.}

const, of to traffic in (usually in bad sense).
c 1290.9. Eng. Leg. 1. 53/3 His Marchaundise hemaudea-day

in be cite of Asise. a 1300 Cursor Af. 16490 All for noght ,

coth bai, iudas bi marchandis es made . c 1300 Harrow-
ing ofHell 98 Hou mihtest bou on ani wise Of ober mannes

bing make marchandise? c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9673 Thei
made a schrewed marchaundise : Eche slo other, r 1440
York Myst. xxvi. 215 But I wolde make a marchaundyse.
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 235/1 To make Merchandyse, mercari,
mercandizari, &amp;lt;y

cetera. 1531 TINDALE Expos, i John 28

They made marchaundise of open penaunce. 1565 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 332 Nane of thame sail brek bouk, nor
mak marchandiee quhill the tyme that thair gudis be housit.

16x1 BIBLE Deut. xxL 14 Thou shalt not make merchandize
of her. 1642 FULLER Holy &amp;lt;$ Prof. State v. xiv. 413 [They]
will rather suffer their daughter to make merchandise of her

chastity, than marry the richest merchant. 1774 FRANKLIN
Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 394 Coin may be liable, m the fluctuation

of trade, to be made a merchandise of. 1814 CARY Dante,
Par. xvn. 50 There [at Rome] Where gainful merchan
dize is made of Christ. 1863 FROUDE Hist. Eng. VIII. 182

She said she would make no merchandise of her conscience.

2. The commodities of commerce ; movables
which are or may be bought and sold.

Petty merchandise d6th c. pitimarchandis) : small wares.

c I290.S. Eng. Leg. I. 53/3 In almesdede he spendedean on

pouere Men muchedel is Marchaundise. a 1300 Cursor RI.

14723 He mani chapmen fand Serekin marchandis chepand.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4348 pe somers schullejr by-forn ousgon,
Wyb grete pakkes euerechon, As it were marchaundyse.
1432-50 tr. //7vr&amp;gt;(Rollsi I. 145 Gothiais aregionofScythia
..copious of alle kyndes of marchandise. 1522 in IG//I Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 327 Other habordasher [?=ha-
berdash ware] and pitimarchandis broght by marchant

estrangers commyng to this citie. 1523 Act 14 fy 15 Hen.

F///, c. i Any vitail, or other marchaundise. 1624 CAPT.
SMITH Virginia ii. 29 Ships of warre or marchandize. 1635
R. N Camdens His . Eliz. \. 57 Wooll and other English
Marchandies. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxii. 119 Where
but one selleth, the Merchandise is the dearer. 1734 SALE
Koran Prelim. Disc. r. 4 A great fair or mart for all kinds

of merchandize. 1825 BF.NTHAM Radon. Reward
-2&quot;$

When
an article of the produce of land or labour . . is offered in

exchange, it then becomes an article of commerce: it U
merchandise. 1852 MRS, STOWE Uncle TomsC. xii, A black

woman. .threw her arms round that unfortunate piece of

merchandise before enumerated, John, aged thirty
. 1903

Edin. Rev. Apr. 490 Small quantities of merchandise.

fb. With plnral construction. Obs.

1588 KVD Honseh. Philos. Wks.(iooi) 276 Heereof speaketh
Tully,. .that Merchandize, if they were small, were base and
but of vile account ; ifgreat, not much to be dislyked. 1606

SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. n. v. 104 The Marchandi/e which thou
hast brought from Rome Are all too deere for me. c 1610

BACON Impos. Merchandises Wks. 1778 II. 223 You shall

find, a few merchandise only excepted, the poundage equal

upon alien and subject. 1633 MASSINGER GuardianEpi\. t I

am left to enquire, .at what rate His marchandise are valued.

tc. A kind of merchandise; a saleable com

modity, an article of commerce. Obs.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 270 The Marchauntes come
not thidre so comounly, for to bye Merchandises. 1439
Rolls ofParlt. V. 24/1 Chese and Buttur is a Merchaundise
that may not wele be kept. 1577 B. GOOCE Heresbach s

Hitsb. i. (1586) 20 b, Marie. .whiche caried vppon the sea in

vessels is sold as a great marchandize. 1643 LVELYN Diary
14 Nov., They brought us choice of guns and pistolls,.. being
here a merchandise of greate account. I7O4ADDISON Italy

(1733) 58 The Duties are great that are laid on Merchandises.

1758 Descr. Thames 211 Cavear or Kavia is a considerable

Merchandize among the Turks. 1853 WHEWELL tr. Grotms
III. 372 Nor ought there to be urged . . the cases of mer
chandises which . . are carried past the place where dues are

to be paid.
d. attrib. in merchandise exports, imports,

mark) traffic.

1887 Act 50 $ i Viet. c. 28 i This Act may be cited

as the Merchandise Marks Act, 1887. 1802 Daily News
22 July 2/4 Till ist January, 1893, on which date the new
classification of merchandise traffic . . will come into force

on all the railways. 1898 Ibid, i Feb. 5/2 The figures show
an increase of i4,7oo,ooo/. . . in merchandise imports and
an increase of i7,7oo,oooA . . in merchandise exports.

Merchandise(m3 JtJand3iz),z&amp;gt;.
arch, [f.prec.]

1. intr. To trade, traffic
; f also, to make

merchandise of.

1382 WYCLIF Luke xix. 13 And he seide to hem, Marchaun
dise je [Vulg. negotiamini\ til I come. Ibid. 2 Pet. ii. 3

Thei shulen marchaundise of ?ou [Vulg. de vobis negotia-

buntur\. 1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 475/1 He sende . . his

Servant, Factour and Attournay, to marchandise ther with

Wollen Cloth. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccviii. 711

They of Tourney durst nat marchaundyse with them of

Flaunders. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. xii. 77 Such
further mischiefes, as might arise by his Subjects merchan

dizing with the Rebels. 1673 Ess. to Revive Educ. Genttov.

35 She could not Merchandize, without knowledge in

Arithmetick. 1679 PENN Addr. Prot. n. (1692) 179 Who
hath merchandized in Souls of Men. 1706 VANBRUGH Mis
take n. 283 He that merchandises thus must be undone at

last. 1737 [S. BERINGTON) G. di Lucca s Mem. 215 This

they are doing perpetually .. rather visiting than merchan

dizing. 1862 SALA Ship Chan*iler iv. 65 For how many
years had they not merchandised together ? 1890 GROSS

Gild Merck. I. 37 Anyone who is not of that Gild may not
merchandise with them.

2. trans. To buy and sell
; to barter ; to traffic in.

1538 ELYOT Diet., Add., Agtnor, to marchandyse vyle

thinges, or of small value. 1592 Conspir. Pretended Re
form. 21 Thus . . they merchandized the hasard of their

friends life, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cii, That loue is marchan-
diz d, whose ritch esteeming, The owners tongue doth pub
lish euery where. 1629 MAXWELL Herodian (1635) 115 The
Romans call upon me. .not [to] permit so. .glorious an Em-
pire to bee basely merchandized. 1631 MASSINGER Emperor
East in ii, Must I. .like A prostituted creature, merchan
dize Our mutuall delight for hire? 1684 W, PENN in

Academy 11 Jan. (1896) 36/1 If it be below great men to be
kind for recompence, and marchandize their Powr, it is [etc.].

1715 ROWE Lady J. Grey v. ii, Think st thou that princes
merchandize their grace, As Roman priests their pardons?
t Me rchandised, a. Obs. [f. MERCHANDISE

sb. + -ED ^.J Abounding in commercial activity.

1619 MILLES tr. Media s etc. Treas. Anc. $ Mod. T. II.

364/2 A goodly . . country . . greatly merchandized, in regard
i of the sea.

Merchandiser (mS JtJJndatoi). Obs. exc.

arch.
[f.

MERCHANDISED. + ER!.] A dealer in

commodities
;
one who traffics. Alsoyf^.

1597 J. KING Jonas (1618) 6 The commission .. is most

requisite to be weighed, that we may discerne the . , faith-

full dispensers from marchantiisers of ihe word of God.
1616 R. CARPENTER Past. Change 36 Christian loue . .

i whippeth anger .. out of the heart, as Christ did the pro-
; phane Marchandizers out of the Temple. 1678 BL-NYAN
i Pilgr. i. (1900) 84 That which did not a litile amuse the

I
Merchandizes, was, that these Pilgrims set very light by all

i their Wares. 1887 N. D. DAVIS Cavaliers fy Roundheads 59
A luckless merchandizer who had sold goods for cotton.

T Merchandising (maMtjandsiziij), vbl. sb.

[f.
MERCHANDISE v. + -ING 1

.] The transaction of

mercantile business; trafficking. AIso_/f^.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxvii. 15 Manye ills [weren] the mar-

chaundisynge of thin hoond. c 1449 PECOCK Ri-pr. \\. iv. 158
The vsing of profitable craftis and marchaundising. 1561
T. NORTON Calvirfs Inst. iv. 88 [They] with carying about
the reliques of martyrs dyd vse filtliy merchandisynges.
1625 BACON ss. t usury (Arb,) 546 Certaine Principall

j

Cities and Townes of Merchandizing. 1656 SIR E. NICHOLAS
i

in N. Papers (Camden) III. 265 The recompense will be

deservedly the more advantageous to him if it shall be

effected without any merchandising. 1769 BLACKSTONE
Comm. IV. 63 The laws of king Athelstan forbad all mer-

! chandizingon the lord s day. 1840 CARLYLE//m&amp;gt; (1858) 221

There were yearly fairs, and there, when the merchandising
was done, Poets sang for prizes. 1904 Athen&um 18 June
788 Commerce comprises goods, transportation, exchange
or merchandizing, money, and adverii-.ing.

attrib. 1665 E. TERRY I
7
oy. E. India 368 Hut further,forthe

merchandizing Commodities the Mogul s Provinces afford,

there is Musk., to be had in good quantity. 1759 Book

of Fairs 44 Messingham, Lincolnshire, Trinity Mond, for

merchandizing goods.

Merchandising (msMtJandsizin),///. a.
[f.

MERCHANDISE v. + -ING 2
.] Engaged in trade.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 218 Citizens (whose mer

chandizing thoughts were onely to get wealth). 1737 DYER
JPfrecf (iBoj) no Thro Tyne, and Tees, .and merchandizing
Hull. 1868 BROWNING Ring iff

Bk. i. 903 The motley mer

chandizing multitude.

t Merchaiidrise. *$V. Obs. Alsofimarchant-

dreis, marchandreise, merschandrise, mer-

chandrice, -ryce. [app. from the pi. of mar-

chandrie MERCHANDRY, the ending -ie$ having
been associated with the suffix -ISE 2.] Trade;

merchandise, goods.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. (Lucy) 98 Lucy in merchan

dise had fundine a thing for to by. ? X495 d&amp;lt; Treas. Ace.

Scotl. (1877) I. 219 The Charge of it that was tane frajhonne
\Vtlliamsoune, at the Kingis command, in woll and mer-

chandreis. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 491 Rycht mony
, Dene that in the toun wes than In merschandrice, tha slew

thame euerie man. 1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 69, I beheld , .

al sortis of cornis,..grene treis, schlps, marchantdreis [etc.],

1361 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 330 The wairis and merchan-

drices of quhatsumeuer schip. Ibid. 334 The wairis and

merchandises thairof. 1562 WINJET Cert. Tract. Wks. I. 5

Zour merchandrice . . quhay speikis not of it ?

Merchandry (msMtJandri). Obs. exc. ank.

Forms : 5 marehandrye, 6 marchaundrie,

-drye, merchandrie, 7, 9 merchandry. [prob.

i
a. AF. *marchanderie) f. marchand MERCHANT sb.

;

i see -KRY, -BY. Cf. the later MERCHANTRY.] Trade,

! commerce ;
the business of a merchant.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 174 And
alle this is colowred by marehandrye. 1530 LEVER Serni.

(Arb.) 29 A myscheuouse marte of merchandrie is this.

1 a 1663 SANDERSON Cases ofConsc. (1678) 44 He may follow

Husbandry, and Merchandry, upon his own choice. 1889

J. PAYNE Alaeddin 69 The Maugrabin talked with Ala-

eddin upon matters of merchandry and the like.

attrib. 1561 C. HINDILL in Child-Marr. (1897) 72 Stock-

fishe, red heringes and such marchaundrie wares.

t Merchandy. Obs. Forms : 4marchaundye,
-die, -chandie, 5 merchaundy, 6 merchandie.

[a. OF. marchandie, f. marchand MERCHANT. Cf.

! MERCHANTY.]
1. Trade, traffic, commerce.

1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 5792 Y rede
Jx&amp;gt;u bye A man

to do by marchaundve. 1390 COWER Conf. I. 179
The

gretesteof Barbaric, Of hem whiche usen marchandie, bche
1 hath converted. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie \. ii. 61 Heroes

heires Are made much of : how much from merchandie?

b. To make merchandy of: to traffic in.

1388 WYCLIF 2 Pet. ii. 3 Thei schulen make marchaundie

of ?ou.



MERCHANT.
2. Mercantile commodities.
1330 R. BRUNNE Cliron. Wacc (Rolls) 14878 Marchauntz

come mo childre to bye, Rather ban oj?er marchaundie.
1388 WYCLIF

E^zek. xxvii. 15 Many ilis [weren] the mar
chaundie of thin bond. 1439 Rolls ofParlt. V. 6/r Every
Ton of \Vyne . . comyng by way of Merchaundy into youre
seide Roialme. Ibid., In the which the same Merchaundy
was -shipped.

Merchant (ma-otjant), sb. and a. Forms : a.

3-6 marchaund, 3-7 marchand, 5 merchaund,
5-7 merchand. 0. 3-6 marchaunt(e, 3-8 mar-
chant, 4marehont,maehaunt, 5marzhaunt,5-6
merchaunt, 4- merchant, [a. OF. marchanJ,
earlier marcheant (mod.F. marchand) = Pr. mcr-

cadan-s, It. mercatante : popular L. *mercalnnt-

em, pr. pple. of *mercdtare, freq. of mercarl to

trade, f. mere-, merx merchandise.
It is possible that two popular Latin forms have coalesced

in OF., viz. *mercatantem and mercantem (whence It. mer.
cante merchant), pr. pple. of mercarl (see above).]
A. sl&amp;gt;.

1. One whose occupation is the purchase and sale

of marketable commodities for profit ; originally

applied gen. to any trader in goods not manufac
tured or produced by himself; but from an early
period restricted (exc. Sc. and dial. : see d) to

wholesale traders, and esp. to those having deal

ings with foreign countries.
Often with defining word, indicating the class of goods

dealt in, as in coal-, corn-, spirit-, wine-merchant, etc. (some
ofwhich combinations are frequently applied toretailtraders),
or the countries traded with, asEastIndia, Turkey merchant.
cizgoS. Eug.Leg. I. 53/2 Seint Fraunceys.. . Marchaunt he
was in his ?onghede. a 1300 CursorM, 28031 pe fole marchand
is eth to duell. c

\yu&amp;gt;
Sir Tristrem 1543 Marchaunt icham,

y wis, Mi schip lib here bi side, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xi.

122 Thidre comethe Marchauntes with Marchandise be See.
1:1460 J. RUSSELL Si: Nurture 1071 in Bailees Bk., Mar-
chaundes & Franklonz. .may be set semely at a squyers
table. 1474 CAXTON Chcsse

42)),
The marchans of cloth

lynnen and wollen. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II.

776 A wise Marchant neuer aduentureth all his goodes in
one ship. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scotl. ix. 252
In the meine tyme our Marchantes quha feiret na 111, . .

sayled (in haist) to France. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral
Hon. 341 He is properly called a Marchant, gui tnare
trajicit, who passeth ouer the Seas, et tiit-rces inde ave/iif,
and from thence transports merchandise. 1644 EVELYN
Diary 17 Oct., The marchands being very rich, have . . no
extent of ground to employ their estates in. 1711 ADDISON
Sfect. No. 21 F 7 The Cockle-shell-Merchants and Spider-
catchers. 1847 A. & H. MAYHEW Greatest Plague of Life
xii. 183 If three barges and one wagon make a coalheaver,
I should like to know what makes a merchant. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 242 The importers and exporters, who are
called merchants. 1881 R. G. WHITE

E&amp;gt;tg. IVitkoitt 4-
Within xvi. 387 He was not a merchant. He had never
been engaged in foreign trade.

\ As a mistranslation of L. mercenarius hireling .

1382 WYCLIF John x. 12, 13.

D. transf. and_/y.
c 1532 LATIMER Let. to Baynlon in Foxe A. # M. (1583)

1751 Maruphus, . . an Italian, and in times past a marchaunt
of dispensations. 1538 STAKKEY England n. i. 164 We may
by al thyng of God, who ys the only marchant of al thyng
that ys gud. 4x626 BACON New Atl. (1900) 44 These wee
call Merchants of Light 1818 SHELLEY Marenghi i. 4 Until
the exchange Ruins the merchants of such thriftless trade.

1893 IVestm. Gaz. 15 May 3/2 The gagging low comedian,
( low comedy merchant is the crushing American phrase),

t C. Phrases. To play the merchant with : to

cheat, get the better of (a person). To have orput
on merchants ears : to affect not to hear. 05s.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. 83 Is it not a common prouerbe
.. when any man hath cosend . . vs, to say, Hee hath playde
the Merchant with vs ? 1393 G. HARVEY Pierce s Super.
166 The wisest Oeconomy maketh especiall account of three
singular members, a mardiants eare ; a pigges mouth ; and
an Asses backe. 1595 LYLY Woman in Moone I. i. 169,
I see that seruants must haue Marchants ears. 1623 MABBE
tr. Aleman s Guzman tfAlf. n. 7, I put on Merchants
Eares, not vouchsafing to give them the hearing. 1632ROWLEY Woman Never Vext iv. i. 51, I doubt Sir, he will

play the merchant with us.

d. A shopkeeper. Now only Sc., north, dial.,
\

and U.S.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 188 Bote Marchaundes Metten

with him and maaden him to abyden, Bi-sou^ten him in
)

heore schoppes to sullen heore ware. 1609 in North Riding
Records (1884) I. is Will. Foreste of Midleham [presented]
for useinge the trade of a marchant, not having served, &c.
c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 66 A pedling shopkeeper
that sells a pennyworth of thread, is a merchant. 1798
Monthly Mag. VI. 437 In Scotland every little retail shop- j

keeper is dignified with the title ofmerchant. i837LocKHART
ScotldBjg) III. 117 A merchant (that is to say a dealer in

everything from fine broadcloth to children s tops). 1845 DE
QuiNCEY^K^Wi&amp;gt;f.Wks. 1889!. 3oMyfatherwasamerchant;
not in the sense of Scotland, where it means a retail dealer,
..but in the English sense. 1839 BARTLETT Diet. Amer.,
Merchant, a term

o_ften applied in the United States to any
dealer in merchandise, whether at wholesale or retail ; and
hence sometimes equivalent to shopkeeper . 1871 W. ALEX
ANDER Johnny CM xxxiii. 233 A lounge about the mer
chant s shop door, .is inexpressibly grateful.

e. Sc. A buyer, purchaser; a customer. Also
fig. Phrase, To have one s eye one s merchant : to
be one s own appraiser (of goods to be bought).
1673 FOU.NTAINHALL in M. P. Brown StiffI. Diet. Decis.

(1826) III. 34 Esto the horse had been insufficient, sibi im-
futet, his eye being his merchant. 1835 MOSTEATH Dun-

\

Mane (1887) 71 (E. D. D.) His aid and assistance in pro- I

curing merchants for the goods. 1884 D. GRANT Lays tf
j

347

Leg. North 83 There wis na want o merchan s Eager for
her hert an ban .

t 2. A supercargb. Ots.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \. iv. ii. 18. 204 Hee pre

tending the death of his Marchant, besought the French.,
that they might burie their Marchant in hallowed ground.
1681 R. KNOX Hist. Relat. Ceylon iv. i. 118 My Father the
Captain ordered me with Mr. John Loveland, Merchant of
the bhip, to go on shore.

f3. A fellow, chap . 06s.
1549 COVERDALE, etc., Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. 60 Beare this

muche with my foolyshenesse, . . thatsynce these marchauntes
..so much crake of themselues, that I may also somewhat
glorye of my selfe. 1567 DRANT Horace Ep. i. viii. D vi,A giddie marchaunte I. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bit. (Cam-
den) 52 Marchant and marchant were too quiet and soft
words for them. 1373 Ifno Custom i. i. A iij, I woulde so
haue scourged my marchant that his breeche should ake.
1570 TLEMING Panopl. Efist. rss You had flatterers and
mealemouthed merchants in high estimation. 1606 CHAPMAN
Gent. Usher Plays 1873 I. 281 Nay good unkle now, sbloud,what captious marchants you be. 1610 CARLETON Jurisd.
vii. 172 The King to hold fast this slippery Merchant, re
quired all the Bishops to set to their, .scales to those Lawes.
t4. A trading vessel, merchantman. 06s.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nic/iolay s Voy. i. iv, [The pirates]

lye m wayte thereabouts to entrap . . merchauntes com-
ming thythei top lade sake. 1386 MARLOWE Tambnrl.
I. 11, And Christian merchants that with Russian steins
Plough up huge furrows in the Caspian sea. 1610 SHAKS
Temp n. i. 5 Some Saylors wife, The Masters of some
Merchant, and the Merchant Haue iust our Theame of
woe. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4533/2 The Enemy took 9 of
the Merchants. 1740 JOHNSON Blake Wks. 1787 IV. 371A fleet of merchants under his convoy.
f5. A kind of plum. Obs.
1602 DEKKKR Satirom. *\), I am.. to desire you to fill

your little pellies at a dinner of plums behinde noone
there be Suckets, and Marmilads, and Marchants, and other
long white plummes.
6. attrib. and Comb. a. Obvious combinations,

chiefly appositive, as merchant f appraiser, buyer,
-charterer, -duke, -factor, -jtweller, -king, f leech,
t mercer,preacher,-sovereign,-wine-tunner,woman;
also merchant-marring adj.
1663 in Picton L pool Mimic. Rec. (1883) I. 240 Assessed

by the *marchant apprizers. 1670 PETTUS Fodinx Reg.
93 No Merchant buyer of Oar shall touch the King s

Dish. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 403/1 The merchant-char
terer is thereby discharged. 1818 BYIION Ch. Har. iv. l.v,

All hues Of gem and marble, to encrust the bones Of mer
chant-dukes. 1585 PARSONS Chr. Exerc. n. iii. 13 Consider
attentiuely, as a good marchantfactor is wont to do, when
he is arriued in a strange country. 1853 LYNCH Self-Imfrov.-- &quot; ;--

u,d 1

-&quot; &quot;

25 Barks as it were manned and laden of God s merchanl

.J. ixuur.nj !*/ ^lojy; 55 \Jl ulu illC rCMUCHUC UI lllerCllallt

kings. 1402 Roils ofParlt. III. 519/2 Wolmongers. . Mar-
chant Leche . . Taillours [etc.], 1396 SHAKS. Merch. V.\\\. ii.

274 And not one vessell scape the dreadfull touch Of Mer
chant-marring rocks ? 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. iii. 522
You *Marchant Mercersand Monopolites, Gain-greedy Chap
men [etc.]. 1331 ELYOT Governor i. xxi. (1557) 69 As fas-

tidiouse or fulsome to the readers as suche marchante
preachers be nowe to their customers. 1826 POUNDEN
France AT Italy 82 These merchant-sovereigns, .importing
in their galeons the precious relics of ancient literature.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 350 The vintners, .were known
by the name of *Merchant-wine-tunners of Gascoyne. 1360
DAUS tr. Sleidanes Comm. 120 This whiche I have spoken
here of marchauntmen, concerneth also marchaunt women
called nunnes.

b. Special combinations : merchant-bar, a bar
of merchant iron; t merchant-booth Sc., a
trader s stall; merchant (formerly ) merchant s)

iron, iron in finished bars, ready for the market
;

merchant s mark (t merchant mark), a rebus,

emblem, or other distinctive figure or device

adopted by a merchant to be placed on the goods J

sold by him ; in the Middle Ages often used (e. g. !

on seals or monuments) as a quasi-heraldic cogniz
ance (cf. merkes of marchauntes quot. c 1394
under MARK sb.1 n a) ; merchant prince (? sug

gested by Isaiah xxiii. 8), a merchant of princely
wealth and munificence

;
merchant rolls = next

;

merchant-train (see quot. 1881).
1861 FAIRBAIRN Iron vi. 109 The bars produced by this

second process [of rolling] are called merchant-bars. 1884
W. H. GREENWOOD Steely Iron 379 The commercial clas

sification of malleable iron into No. i, No. 2, best or No. 3
best-best... No. 2 or merchant bars, which is the lowest !

quality of bar iron available for the general smith s use.

1618 in Scott. Hist. Rev. July (1905) 358 Wrangous. .away
takyng . . fra Alexander Duff Johnsone . . furth of his mer
chand builth in Inverness, .off. .the guids geir and mer-
chandeice. 1645-52 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist. (1860) in They
had one tun of good Iron, such as is called Merchants-Iron.

1795 Repert. Arts, etc. III. 366 All sorts of merchant iron.

1884 W. H. GREENWOOD Steel ff Iron 559 The mill rolls. .
j

for rolling merchant iron. 1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Sept. 11/2
A contract for a considerable tonnage of what is called

merchant iron \ 1540 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 97 Whiche
morter haith my marchaunte marke sett upon it. 1557
Bury Wills (Camden) 146 My litle silver pott w l the cover

havinge a *marchaunts marke. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie
I. 238 What do you then say to &quot;the coate of Armes of God
frey of Bulloigne . . was that but a Merchants marke in your
estimation? 888 Antiquary XVII. 73 Great respect was

paid to merchant s marks in the fourteenth, fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. 1847 L. HUNT Jar Honey Pref. 13 t

A noble-hearted merchant prince. 1888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Men II. x. 252 Magdalen Hall, .is now (through the

munificence of a merchant-Prince) Hertford College. 1875

MERCHANTABLE.
I KNIGHT Diet. Mech., &quot;Merchant.rolls. 1888 Lockwood s

Y/v/ ? E
&quot;-&amp;gt;

Mi&quot; RMs, or Merchant Rolls, orMill frain, the merchant rolls of a rolling mill 1861
iAlRBAlRM Iron vi. no Rollers for the puddling, boiler-
plate, and merchant train. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss
Merchant-trail,, a train of rolls fur reducing iron piles or
steel ingots, blooms, or billets to bars of any of the various
..shapes, known as merchant iron or steel
B. adj.
In law merchant, statute merchant, guild merchant, the

position of the adj. is due to the imitation of med.L. or AF.
1. Having relation to merchandise ; relating to

trade or commerce, esp. in law-, statule-merchant.
Phr.

^In(m&amp;lt;i)merchantfare: on a trading journey.
c 1400 Bcryn 3624 When wee out of Rome in marchant

fare went to purchase buttirflyes was our most entent. 1423Rolls ofParlt. IV. 276 His merchant lettre, .. wytnessyng
the value of the saide merchandise, a 1436 in Bill. Bk
Admtr. (Rolls) 1 1. 27 That he begynne his pleynt . . or to the
comoune lawe, or to the lawe marchaund, or to the lawe
maryn. 1506 in Kit/t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 325
I hat no foraine .. passe not over the see from hensforward
a marchant fare except fishers and seefaring men. 1392 WEST
\8tPt.Syinlol. 41 A franktentment by Statute is either by
vertue of a statute Staple, or of a statute Marchant. 1641
ROBINSON trades /increase 4 All marchant and marchant-
like Causes and differences. 1663 [see LAW-MERCHANT).
.797

l-ncycl. Brit, (ed. 3) XI. 399/2 All nations, .show a par
ticular regard to the law-merchant. 1855 MACAL-LAY Hist.
hng.xn. 1 1 1. 21 1 How much money had proprietors borrowed
on mortgage, on statute merchant, on statute staple?

t b. Merchant good(s Sc. : marketable com
modities (cf. merchant iron in A. 6 b). Merchant
weight : the weight in use among merchants. Obs.

544 Extracts Aberdeen Keg. (1844) I. 200 Sufficient mer
chand guid. 1350 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 85 To sell

certane merchant gudis within the burgh. 1704 Loud. Ga;.
No. 4014/4 Three Pounds Sixteen Shillings per Hundred,
Merchant Weight.
2. Of a ship : Serving for the transport of mer

chandise. Hence, of or pertaining to the mercan
tile marine, as in merchant service, seaman. (Often
written with hyphen.)
1375 BARBOUR limce xix. 193 Marcband-schippis that

saland war Fra Scotland to Flandriss. 1598 SYLVESTER
Du Bnrlas II. i. iv. Handy-Crafts 23 Lo, how our Mer
chant-vessels to and fro Freely about our tiadefull waters
go. 1709 _STEELE Taller No. 4 ? 7 A Fleet of Merchant
bhips coming from Scotland. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1780) s. v. Male, A frigate of 20 guns, and a small merchant-
ship, have only one mate in each. 1851 H. MELVILLE
Whale xvi, 111 take that leg away from thy stem, if ever
thou talkest of the meichant service to me again. 1872
\ EATS Grmuth Comm. 279 As soon as England was able to

protect her merchant-shipping. i874THEARl.K i\ al . Arch.
94 A merchant ship is little other than a shell of iron plates
stiffened by transverse ribs. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Way Navy
64 A humble merchant seaman.

3. Of a town : Occupied in commerce, com
mercial. Also, consisting of merchants, as in

guild-merchant, merchant-guild.
1467 Veld marchaunt [see GUILD 4]. 1396 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot, I. 45 A famous merchand toun, quhais
name is Elgin. 1611 BIBLE 7m.xxiii.ii The Lord hath
giuen a commandement against the merchant citie to

destroy the strong holdes thereof. 1764 BURN Poor Laws 9
All workmen shall bring.. to the marchant towns their in

struments. 1856 R. A. VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I. 176 The
merchant-league of the Rhineland. 1870 BRENTANO in
Toulmin Smith Eng, Gilds p. xciii, The formerly-mentioned
Gilds of Dover, of the Thanes at Canterbury, as well as

perhaps the Gild-Merchant at London. Ibid, xciv, Such
also were the Gild-Merchant of York [etc.]. 1874 STL BBS
Const. Hist. I. xi. 417 The merchant-guild contained all the
traders.

Merchant (mautjant), v. Now rare. Also

4-5 marchaund(e, 5 marchaunte, 6 marchaut,
7 merchand. [a. OF. marcheander

,
now mar-

chancier, f. marchand MERCHANT si.]

1. inlr. To trade as a merchant. Also, f to

negotiate ;
in bad sense, to bargain, haggle.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 394 And if I sent ouer sec my
seruauntz to Bruges,.. To marchaunden with monoye and
maken her eschaunges [etc.]. 1430 Pilgr. LyfMan. ill.

xxvi. (1869) isoTo begile bilke bat ben symple,..or bat ben
nyce to marchaunde. 1481 CAXTON Godejfroy 115 The turke
. .wold not suffre them of nothyng, sauf. .for to marchaunte
to bye and selle. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxxix.

[cxxv.] 366 The duke of Lancastre and the duches his wyfe
had rather marchant with you and with your sonne than
with the duke of Berrey. 1614 CORNWALLIS in Gutch Coll.

Citr. I. 162, I held it not fit, we should merchant with our

Sovereign. 1622 BACON Hen. VII 99 Besides that, Ferdi
nando . . merchanded at this time with France for the

restoring of the Counties of Russignon and Perpignian.
1679 L. ADDISON ist St. Mahutnedism 80 He died in the

63 year of his age, after he had Merchanted 38, been two

years in the Cave [etc.]. 1866 CARLYLE Remin., Irving
1881) I. 170 Graham never merchanted more.

2. trans. To trade or deal in ;
to buy and sell.

-.,.... r ..., w. - said fishermen .. do marchant ana Die

the said french fishe. 1893 W. D. SPELMAN in Voice (N. Y.)

S Oct., The rare, rich cutlery which he merchanted.

Merchantable (msutTantab l), a. Also 5

merchand-, 6 mer-, marchaunt-, 6-7 marchand-,
7-8 merehandable. [f.

MERCHANT v. + -ABLE.]
1. Fit or prepared for market ; that may or can

be bought or sold
;
saleable

;
marketable.

c 1480 Colauolds Daunce 109 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 43 Ther

wyves hath ben merchandabull, And of ther ware compen-
110-2
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abull. a 1502 ARSOLDECAnwi, 120
J.

D.. .aflerm;d..that the

sayd peper was as good as any in the worlde and mar-

chauntable. 1587 HERIOT in Hakluyfs Voy. (1600) III. 267
Which commodities, for distinction sake, I call Merchantable.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Emploicte^ Ware that sells well-.mar-

chandable ware. 1656 HEVLIN Snrv. France 181 About
the time of Clement the fifth.. they [indulgences] began to

be merchantable. 1713 Grand Rebelt. II. 336 Came.. to

relieve their wants By mustering up a Merchandable store.

1769 De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 80 They [White

Fish] were very well cured, merchantable, and fit for Ex
portation. 1776 ADAM SMITH II . A , iv. v. (1869) II. 96
A barrel ofgood merchantable herrings. 1875 MAINE His. .

fnst. iii. 88 Land has become a merchantable commodity.
1894 Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. June 322 Feeding stuffs guaran
teed of the usual good and merchantable quality.

b. spec. The designation of the highest of the

three grades of Newfoundland cod-fish.

1883 JONCAS Fisheries Canada. 19 (Fish, Exhib. Publ.}.

C. transf. andyf^.
1701 Argt.for li ary$ The Project may pa^s on theother

side the water, but will never be Merchantable, I hope, in

England, a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 57 (1740) 60 Who . .

will make ample Returns in good and merchandable Party-
Work. 1864 G. A. SALA in Daily Tel. 5 May, The lawyers
and inferior judges . . are . . mere merchantable creatures,

incuiably venal.

f2. Of or pertaining to trade ; commercial. Obs.
a 1603 T. CAKTWRIGHT Con/ut. Rhem. JV. T. (1618) 176

Satisfaction from us to God, and remission from God to vs,

can no more stand together, than marchandable paimeni
with bankerupr. Ibid. 469 The most traffiqueable and
Marchandable Citie of all Asia, a 1670 Bf-. HACKET

A!-f&amp;gt;.

Williams i. (1692)90 Let every man coin what money he will

and observe if ever we can make a marchandable payment.
Hence Me rchantableness.
1737 BAILEY vol. II. (ed. ^. 1885 Law Times LXXIX.

132 2 In a sale by sample there is an implied wananty of

merchantal ler.L--.

MeTchant-adve nturer. Obs. exc. Hist.

(See also MEKCHANT-VEXTUREK.) A merchant en

gaged in the organization and dispatch of trading

expeditions over sea, and the establishment of

factories and trading stations in foreign countries.

Hence, a member of an association of such mer
chants incorporated by royal charter or other law

ful authority.
1496-7 Act 12 Hen. f*/7, c. 6 The Marchauntes Adven

turers inhabite and dwelling in di\ers parties of this Realme.

15,40
ELYOT Intake (/&amp;gt;:-. 11556) 59 b, He wolde not suffre any

cite^en to bee a Merchaunt adventurer. 1575 LANEHAM
Let. (1871) 62 Mercer, Merchantauenturer, and Clark of

the Councel-chamber door. 1608 in Gross Gild Mc&amp;gt;&amp;lt;.h. I.

148 The Lawes, Cu^tomes (&c.) of the Fellowshippe of

Merchantes Adventurers x6aa BACON Hen. I ll 163
Theie passed a Law, at the Suit of the Merchant-Aduen-
tureis of England, against the Merchant-Aduentuier* of

London, for Monopolizing and exacting vpon the Trade.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 130 Mr. Robert Rogers, leaiher-

seller and merchant-adventurer. 1890 Spectator 19 Apr.,
The merchant-adventurers who, in Africa now, as formerly
in India, represent the European peoples.

fig. 1711 bHAFTESB-CAaror. 11737) I. 304 Certain merchant-
adventurers in the letter-trade, who in correspondence with
their fact or-bookseller, are enter d into a notable commerce
with the world.

Merclianter, -teer (m5-jt|ant9J, majtfan-

tI*M). U.S. [f.
MERCHANT sb. + -EU 1

, -EEB (after

privateer}.]
= MERCHANTMAN 2.

1829 MARRYAT F. ^fildmay xiv, I ll fit out a privateer,
and take some o your merchanters. 1890 Public Opinion
(Washington) 30 Aug.j A departure from the merchanteer

type [of ship] was the immediate result.

Me rclianthood. [f. MERCHANT^. +-HOOD,]
The quality or condition of being a merchant.
1866 CARLYLE Retnin.^ Irving (r88i) I. 171 Finding mer-

chanthood in Glasgow ruinous to weak health. 1873 Argosy
XV. 308 He had plodded diligently through clerkhood to

merchanthooJ.

t Merchantical, a. Obs. In 7 mar-. [f.

MERCHANT sb. + -ic + -AL,] V Mercenary.
a 1618 RALEIGH Rwal \az-y 7 The . . true building of a

Ship is not to be ieft barely to the fidelity of a Marchanticall
Artificer.

Merchantile, obs. form of MERCANTILE.

Merchanting (maMtJantirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MER

CHANT v. + -iNcT] The action or practice of

trading as a merchant.

1894 SIR E. CLARKE in Times 19 Feb. 3/2 Did you know
they had any

*

merchanting transactions? Ibid., Supposing
you knew they had made a loss on merchanting every
successive year? 1899 Daily AVwj 27 Mar. 3/5 These
firms are chiefly engaged in the manufacturing and mer
chanting of belts and strapping for the textile trades.

Me rchantish, a. nonce-wd. [f. MERCHANT sb.

+ -ISH *.] After the manner of a merchant.

1848 CLOUGH Poems
t
etc. (1869) I. 120 It [the Assembly] is

extremely shopkeeperish and merchantish in its feelings.

Me rchantlike, # and adv. [f. MERCHANT
sb. + -LIKE.] a. adj. Resembling or befitting a

merchant
; also, f pertaining to merchants or com

merce, mercantile (obs?). b. adv. After the manner
of a merchant.

1422-61 in Cat. Proc. Chanc. Eliz. i. (1827^ Introd.
t

2o

Johan Goldsmyth receyved the verray value marchantlick
in wolles of the same Johan Kymburleys. 1585 T. WASH
INGTON tr. Nicholay s b oy. i. viii. 7 b, This citie is very mer-

chantlike, for that she is situated vpon the Sea. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen, Vl&amp;gt; iv. i. 41 When Merchant-like I sell re-

uenge, Broke be my sword. 1641 H. ROBINSOS Trades En-
creafi 4 All marchant and roarchant like Causes and differ

ences. 1656 EARL MOSM. tr. Boccalini s Advts.fr. Parnass.
i. xlvii. (1674) 63 Shepherds Arithmetick . .differs .. from
the Merchant-like Arithmetick used in other affairs. 1736
AINSWORTH Lai. Diet, i, Merchantly, or Merchant like,

mcrcaiorius. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 552 This
transaction seemed merchantlike and fair.

t Me rchantly, a. Obs.
[f.

MERCHANT sb. +
-LY 1.] a. Of or pertaining to a merchant, b.

In disparaging sense : Huckstering, pettifogging,
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffeii An enluersal [sic] marchantly

formallity, in habitte, speach, gestures. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. \. 324 Tho it might have some influence upon
Merchantly Men, yet it stirred up most Generous minds to

an Indignation on the King s behalf. 1660 GAUDEN Bron&amp;lt;n-

rig 142 His Parents [were] of Merchantly condition, of

worthy reputation, and of very Christian conversation,
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. x. 179 Their absurd and

merchandly trafficking with him for the price of returning
to their Allegiance. 1736 [see MERCHANTLIKE].

Me rchantman. [f. MERCHANT a. + MAN.]
1. = MERCHANT^, i. arch.

1449 Aberdeen Reg. (1844^ I. 402 That na merchand man
of this burgh opin his both dorr to do ony merchandise . . upon
the Sondai. 1530 PALSGR. 737/i He hath the best storyd
house of good housbolde sturfe of any marchant man that I

: knowe. 1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perle xxix. 11560) 289 A
marchant man maketh far voiages and great iourneis, and
ventureth body and goods. 1638 FORD l-ancies \. iii, All men
of severall conditions; Soldier, Gentry, foole, scholler, Mer
chant man.andClowne. 1719 D URFEY Pillslll. i26 Mongst
Merchant-men, there s not one in ten, But what is a cunning
Angler. iSSa OUIUA Maretnma iii, The port dues and

shipping taxes have, .nearly destroyed all the commerce of
the minor merchantmen of Italy. 1898 K. TYNAN in Westm.

:
Gaz. 12 Oct. 1/3 Battering at Dublin gates till the com-
fortable merchantmen within were fairly distracted.

2. A vessel of the mercantile marine.

1627 CAFT. SMITH Seaman s Cram. xii. 56 Not manned
like a Merchant-man. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 21 p 9
Fleets of Merchantmen are so many Squadrons of floating

Shops. 1818 MRS. SHELLEY Frankenst. iii. (1865) 19 This
letter will reach England by a merchantman now on its

homeward voyage. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 148 Mer-
I chantmen were paying twenty-five dollars for common able

(

seamen .

Merchantry (mautjantri). [f. MERCHANT sb.

i

+-RY. Cf. MEKCHANDRY.]
L The business of a merchant; trade, commercial

dealings.
1789 H. WALPOLE Let toMiss H. AfereSept., I wishhuman

wit, which is really very considerable in mechanics and mer-

chantry, could [etc.J. a 1800 S. PEGGE Anecd. Eng. Lung.
267 Most of the streets, .have their titles from their Mer
chantry 1864 MAYHEW German Life I. 163 In England,
..where merchantry is something beyond that of mere ped
lar s work.

2. The body of merchants collectively.
1862 CAKLYLE /&amp;gt;*&amp;lt;/. Gt. xm. vi. (1872) V. 73Our Town-

Council, and whole Merchantry and Citizenry, safe under
I this Prussian Sceptre.

Me rchantship. rare. [f.
MERCHANT sb. +

-SHIP.] The office or function of a merchant.

! Used with possess, adj. as a title for a merchant.
1622 FLETCHER Beggar s Busk v. ii, Your Meichantship

May breake, for this was one of your best bottoms, I thiuke.

Me rchant-stra nger. Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

MERCHANT sb. + STRANGER.] A merchant who
comes from another country by sea ; a foreign or

alien trader.

1553 EDEN Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 21 Therfore the mar-
chaund straungers lodge not out of their shippes, 1557

1 MACHVS Diary (Camden) 140 The xxiiij day of June was

goodly serves kept at the Frere Austens by the marchandes

strangers as has bene sene. 1606 G. WOODCOCKS Hist.
Ivstiw xxxvi. 114 The elder brothers .. secretly laid for

him, and.. sold him to a Marchant-stranger. 1641 EARL
OF CORK Diary in Lismore Papers Ser. i. (1886) V. 200
Mr. Michaell casteel of London, merchant stranger. 1654
GODDARD Introd. Burton&quot;

1

: Diary (1828; I. 125 Resolved,
that the merchants, commonly calling themselves merchants
of the intercourse, . . shall pay . . all such sum and sums of

money as shall be assessed . . upon them . . as any merchant-

^tran^ers 1766 HARRINGTON Obsem. Stat. (ed. 2} 21 By an
ancient law of the Wibigoths, merchant strangers are not

only to be well treated, but tried by their own laws.

Me rchant-tai lor. Obs. exc. with archaic

spelling in the names of the *

Company of Mer
chant Taylors and the Merchant Taylors

7
School*.

[f. MERCHANT sb. + TAILOR.] A tailor who supplies
the materials of which his goods are made. Hence,
a member of the company of Merchant-Taylors.
1504 WRIOTHESLEY Ckron (Camden) I. 5 This yeare

the Taylors sued to the Kinj;e to be called Marchant

taylors. 1553 CROMWELL in Merriman Life 4- Lett. I. 356
Nicholas Glossop, an olde Auncient of youre Felisshlp of

merchaunt Taillours. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 87

John Harres a merchant-taylor in Watlynge stret. 1687 [see

LlNEN-ARMOURERj. 1707 E. ClMMBERLAYNE PrfS- St. Eng.
in. xi. 386 That eminent School (Merchant-Taylors ] near

Cannon-street, built by Sir Tho. White, Alderman, and Mer
chant-Taylor of London. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 118/2
The first twelve are called the Twelve Great Companies. . .

7. Merchant Tailors.

b. One educated at Merchant-Taylors* School.

1877 N.ifQ. 3rd Ser. VII. 347 Sir Henry Ellis (himself
a Merchant Taylor). Ibid. t Old Merchant Taylors..who
take an interest in their school

Me reliant-venturer. Obs. exc. Hist. =
!

MERCHANT-ADVENTURER. Also _/?.

1550 LEVER Serm. (Arb.) 131 The marchaunt venturer,
which . .carycth furth suche thynges, as maye well b spared,
and bryngeth home suche uarcs a^ muste neede be occu-

pyed in thys realm. 1556 MACHVN Diary (Camd.) 116
Gressem . . marchand of tne [staple] of Callys and mar*
chand venterer. 159* G. HARVEY Pierce** Super. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 45 This brave Columbus of tearmes, and this

onely merchant venturer of quarrels. 1642 ROGERS XaamaJi
188 The cause of God losing exceedingly by such Merchant
venturers. 1769 De Foes Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 125
The Merchant-Venturers of the City of Bristol. 1890 GROSS
Gild ^lerch, I. 152 Edward VI incorporated the merchant
venturers inhabiting the town of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

t Merchant?. Obs. In 5-6 marchauntie.

[Altered form of MERCHANDY, after MERCHANT^.]
a. Merchandise, goods, b. The whole body of

merchants.
c 1480 Childe of Bristowe 64 in HazL E. P. P. (1864) I.

113 That good getyn by marchantye . . therwith wille y melle.
a 150* ARNOLDK Chron. (iSn) 101 The marchauntie of

Amyas of Neele and of Corby purchased a letter ensealed
w l y common seal of y* cite.

Merchasy, -aulcy, obs. if. MARSHALSEA.
Merchaundise, obs. form of MERCHANDISE.
Merchaunt

vt, -tyse, obs. ff. MERCHANT, -DISE,

Merche, obs. form of MARCH, MARROW sb. 1

Merchet ^maut/et). Obs. exc. hist. Also 6-8
marchet. [Anglo-Fr. merchet (whence med.L.

tnercheta} *= ONF. market MARKET sb.] A fine

paid by a tenant or bondsman to his overlord for

liberty to give his daughter in marriage.
1228 in Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 52 Merchet. 1493 Ada

Dow. Cone. (1839) 291/2 For
^&amp;gt;e wrangwis..awaytakin &

withhaldm fra hairn of certane here;eldis, bludwetis & mer-
chetis. issa LYNDE^AV Monarch* 5711 $e Lordis and
Baron is, . .That ^our pure Tennantis dois oppres . . With
mercheiis of thare marriage. 1577 HOLINSHEU Hist. Scot.

258 Halfe a marke of siluer to bee payde to the Lorde of the

soyle, in redemption of the womans chastitie, which.. is

called the marchets of women. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 73
And she be the dochter of ane frie man, . .her marchet sail

be ane kow, or sax schillings. Ibid.^ The marchet of the
dochter of ane Earle perteines to the Queene, and is twelue

kye. 1628 COKE On Litt. 140 Euerie tenant. .shall pay
to the Lord, for the marriage of his daughter without licence,
a Fine ; and it is called Marchet. 1900 CHEYNEV in Eng.
Htst. fiev. XV. 31 Merchet is a more steady test (of
man s villainage], but even this is not always trustworthy.

Merchy, obs. Sc. form of MARROWY.
Merci, obs. form of MERCY.
t Merciable, a. Obs. Also 4 mercyabil, 4-5

merciabul, 4-6 mercyable, -byl, merciabil(l &amp;gt;

5 marciable. [OF. viewable, f. merci: see

MERCY.] Merciful, compassionate.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 30 ^Ierciable Louerd. a 1340 HAMPOLE

Psalter Ixxvii. 42 He sail be made meicyabil til!
l&amp;gt;aire

synnys. 138* WYCLIF Hebr. ix. 5 (MS. Trin. DubL) The
propiciatorie [gloss] or merciable place. 1421-2 HOCCLEVE
Diahg. 368 Thankid be our lord Ihesu merciable. 1513
BRADSHAW St. H erburge \. 2751 Who-so wyll haue mercy
Musi be meicyable. 1579 SPESSER Sheph. Col, Sept. 174
He is so meeke, wise, merciable, And with his word his

worke is con tenable.

absol. 1303 R. BRUNSE Handl. Syniit 3793 Blessyd be al

mercyable! J&amp;gt;ey
shul se God. c 1395 Plowman s T. 96

Christ so gan us teche, And meke and merciablc gan bless.

t Merciably, adv. Obs. [f.
MEBCIABLE +

LY -
.] Mercifully.

1387-8 T. USK Test. L0z&amp;gt;e in. ix. (Skeat) 1. 73 So that

goddes hand, whiche that merciably me hath scorged, her-

after, .merciably me kcpe and defende. 1535 JOVE Apol.
Tindate (Arbj 25 Yea he is redye, yf I fall, merciably to

lifte me vp agayn.

MercialCU obs. forms of MARTIAL.

t Me rclament. Obs. rare. Also 5 mercea-
mexit. 6 mercyament. [Aphetic form of AMEH-

CIAMENT.] Amercement.
1432-50 tr. Higde* (Rolls) II. 95 Blodewiue, a mercia-

mente for effusion of bloode. 1494 FABYAN Chron. (1811)

344 Baylyes. .were conuycte.. for takynge of merceamentys
otherwyse then the lawe them commaundyd. 15*1 Maiden
(Essex) Liber B. 57 Truly affur and sett al maner of mercya-
ments made highe DO man for no malice, lowe no man for

no love.

Mercian (mansion, mdMpan), a. and sb. Also

6 Mercyen, -tian. [f. Alenia .latinized from

OE. Jl/trce, Miercty pi., lit. people of the march,

marchers, borderers ,
f. mean MARK sb,^} +-AN.]

A.
adj. Of or belonging to the Old English

kingdom of Mercia or its language.
Although the political limits of Mercia were different at

different periods, it may broadly be said to have occupied
the middle of South Britain, between Deira on the north

and Wessex on the south, and between Wales on the west

and Lindsey and East Anglia on the east. The Mercian
dialect of Old English belongs to the Anglian (as opposed to

the Saxon) division, and is the dialect from which modern
standard English mainly descends.

1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. H. 89 Wolphere, the Mercian King.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 400/2 The extent of the

Mercian territories was so ample as to admit.. the con

stituting subordinate rulers. 1842 \VRIGHT Lyric /*. Pref.

6 We have another Mercian legend in Latin, De Martyrio
Sancti Wistani. 1887 SKEAT Holy Gosp. in A. S. Pref. 7
The Old Mercian dialect fbid. t The Old Mercian globes
in the Rushworth MS. are of peculiar interest.

B. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Mercia.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 121 Her fathers kynge-
dome the realme of Mercyens, 1590 SPENSER F. Q. HI. iii.

30 It shall make The warlike Mertians for feare to quake.

1656 B LOUNT Glossogr. s-v. Merchcnlagc, The third [HivHnn
of La iaud] wa& pOd^e^ed aud governed by the Mercian*.



MERCIERE.

1876 LUMBY Introd. to Higdeti (Rolls) VI. p. xxxv, Victory
declared lor the Mercians.

2. The dialect of Old English spoken in Mercia.

1887 SKEAT Holy Gosp. in A. S. Pref. 7 A man whose
ordinary dialect was Mercian. 1889 Ibid. Introd., The
present edition of the Four Gospels (in Latin, Anglo-Saxon,
Northumbrian and Old Mercian; brings together [etc.].

t Merciere. 06s. [a. OK. merciere adj.,

merciful, f. merci MEKCY.] One who pities.
a 1340 HAMI-OLE Psalter Ixxxv. 14 jMu lord merciere and

merciful: suffrand and of mykil mercy and sothfast. Ibid.,
Merciere, doand dede of mercy.
Merciful (mausiful), a. [f. MEBCY sl&amp;gt;. + -FUL.]
Of persons, their actions, attributes, etc. : Having
or exercising mercy ; characterized by mercy.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxliv. 8 Mercifulle and milde herted

in lande Lauerd, and mikel milde-herted and tholand. 1382
WYCLIF Matt. v. 7 Blessed be mercyful men, for thei shnln

gete mercye. a 14x5 Cursor M. (Trin.) 18359 Lord .
,)&amp;gt;i

wille
is merciful wi]&amp;gt;ynne So JJGU dost awey oure synne. 1509
FISHER Funeral Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 291
Mercyfull also & pyteous she was vnto suche as was greuyd
& wrongfully troubled. 1531 TIN-DALE Expos. \

persones. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 178 Though the Seas
threaten they are mercifull, I haue curs d them without
cause. i66z STILLINGFL. Orig.Sacr. ;i. vi. n The mercifull
nature of God. 1715 DE FOE Fam. Instruct. I. i. (1841) I.

19 But God is merciful too, child. 1851 DIXON IY. I cnii
xxvii. (1872) 247 She had obeyed the merciful promptings
of her heart in sheltering a fellow-creature. 1886 CONST. F.
WOOLSON East Angels xxxvii. 577 Merciful Heaven !..do
you care for him? is that it?

absol. 138. WYCLIF iW. Wks. III. 328 Blissed be be
mercyful. 1:1460 Wisdom 1136 in Macro Plays 72 f&amp;gt;e

ouer parte of yowur reasun, Be wyche ye haue lyknes of
Gode mest, Ande of bat mercyfull very congnycion.

b. In sarcastic use.

1805 Mcd. Jrnl. XIV. 566 It was merciful not to add
a thousand [facts] whilst he was about it.

Mercifully (maMsifuli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.]
In a merciful manner. Also occas. through God s

mercy.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxvi. 2 pe redempcioun of man

mercyfully hight is confermyd on vs. c 1450 Godstow Regis-
ttr 4/13 Late us be neuer to hym vnkynde Mercyfully bat
made vs to be men. 1548-9 (Mar.) Kk. Com. Prayer,
Litany, Mercifully forgeue the synnes of thy people. 1779
J. DUCHE Disc. (1790) I. i. 20 This mortified, penitent,
afflicted state is mercifully intended to bring us to a proper
sense of our helplessness. 1836 LADY WILLOUOHBY DE
ERESBY in C. K. Sharpe Corr. (1888) II. 495 Mrs. Villiers,
in galloping to cover . . was pitched off, . . but mercifully
escaped with life and limb. 1903 A. B. DAVIDSON Old Test
Prophecy xv. 251 The house of God was at last overthrown
though its overthrow was mercifully postponed.
Mercifulness (mSMsifulnes). [f. MERCIFUL
+ -NESS.] The quality of being merciful.
1526 TINDALE Rom. xii. i, I beseche you therfore brethren

by the mercifulues of God, that ye make youre bodyes a
qmcke sacrifise. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living (1727) 258Ihe next enemy to mercifulness.. is anger a 1708 DEV.
RIDGE Thes. T/ieol. (1710) 1. 193 The names given in Scripture
to it [forgiveness] . . Mercifulness to our sins. 1852 ROBERTSON
Lea. 11. (1858) 198 A school of warfare where the razzias of
Africa have not taught either scrupulosity or mercifulness
T Me-rcify, v. Obs.rare.

[f. MEKCY + -(I)FY.]
trans. To pity, compassionate ; to extend mercy to.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. vii. 32 Many did deride, Whilest

she did weepe of no man mercifide. 1733 CRAWFORD In.
naelity (1836) 210 We must not only be mercified but
justified.

Merciless (mausiles), a. [f. MKKCY + -LESS.]
1. Of persons, their actions, attri butes, etc. : Devoid

of mercy ; showing no mercy ; pitiless, unrelenting.
13.. E. E. Alllt. P. B. 250 per was malys mercyles &

mawgre much scheued. ^1420 LYDG. Siege Thebes 2206
bo mercyles in his cruelte Thilke day he was vpon hem
lounde. 1550 CROWLEY Efigr. 1236 ludgemente shall be
geuen,..Wylhouteall mercye to suche as be mercik,. 1631GOUGE God s A rrows iii. 94. 360 They . . plotted the match-
lesse, mercilesse, devilish, and damnable gun-powder-treason
719 DE FOE Crusoe I. (Globe) 249, I had rather.. be de-

vour d alive, than fall into the merciless Claws of the Priests
1843

.
PRESCOTT Afor/co (1850) 1.291 A stern prince, merci

less in his exactions. 1900 MORLEY Cromwell vi. 94 The
merciless suppression of the rising of the Ulster chieftains.
absol. 1592 DANIEL Delia Sonn. xi, I pray in vaine a

merciles to moue.
b. trans/, of inanimate things.

1582 STANYHURST &neis i. (Arb.) 21 The southwynd
merciles eager Three gallant vessels on rocks gnawne
craggye reposed. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 51 All dis-
mayd through mercilesse despaire. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Jrav. i85 T.hemercile&amp;gt;,se fury of the Sea. 1714 POPE Let.
to Feresa Blount, Whatever ravages a merciless distempermay commit,, .she shall have one man as much her admirer
as ever 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iv. ,03 A doggrel epitaph..turned his fine phrases into merciless ridicule,
t c. As sb. Mercilessness. Obs. rare.

1584
9;,t

RoB1NSON Han
&amp;lt;V- Delites (Arb.) 25 The tor-

merdk
had suffered long Al

&quot;rough this Ladies

t d. As adv. Obs.
1556 LADDER Tractate 470 O Lord.. help the pure that

i o AS Op.Prest and here it mercyles.
t &quot; Obtaining no mercy. Obs.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Po,,,a (S. T. S.) xvii. u All vertew in hir

visage doisremane, Bot merciles I go from 5eir to ?eir. 1567Gde $ Godhe Ball. (S.T.S.) 1,9 God hes left us mercyles.
.mercilessly (ma-jsilesli), adv. [f. prec. +
IT -.] In a merciless manner.

349

1609 Bp. HALL Song of Songs Paraphr. iv. 8 Cruell and
bloudy persecutors, who like Lions and Leopards haue
tyrannized over thee, and mercilesly torne thee in peeces.
1660 C. ELLIS Gentile Sinner

\&amp;lt;}i
Whilest she has been merci

lessly lorne in pieces, by the cruel teeth of those ravenous
beasts. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1833 H. COLERIDGE Biog. Bar.,
Marvell 26 So mercilessly had the Church of Scotland been
stripped . . that she could not afford an episcopal establish
ment. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. 1st. in. xiv, The sun still

shining mercilessly on the steaming marsh.

Mercilessness (mo-jsilesnes). [f. MEBCI-
LESS a. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of

being merciless.

1591 TURNBULL St. James 103 With crueltie to seeke the
vttermost of them

;
is mercilesnes and crueltie. 1607HIERON Wks. I. 270 Mercilesnesse, cruelty.. these and the

like.. bee our shines to this day. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. vi, She turned her eyes on him with calm mercilessness.

Merciment, obs. variant of MERCKMENT.
t Mercimony. Obs. In 4-5 mercymonye.

[ad. L. mercimoni-ui merchandise, f. merci-, tnerx

merchandise; in med.L. also reward, from associa
tion with merctdem (F. merci).]
1. Reward.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 126 Ac god is of a wonder wille

by bat kynde witte sheweth, To ;iue many men his mercy
monye ar he it haue deserued.
2. Merchandise.
1x1412 LYUG. Two Merchants 31 What mercymony that

men list devise, Is ther ful reedy and ful copious. 1494FABYAN Cliron. vn. 339 They came with theyr mercymonyes
vnto the fayre of Waltham. a 1550 Image Ifocr. 11. 257 in
Shelton s Wks. (1843) II. 426 Making parsemonyes Of
Peters patnmonyes But great mercymonyes Of his sere-
monyes.

Mercure, obs. form of MEKOUBY.
Mercurean (majkiurf-an;. [f. MERCUKY +

-EAX.] An inhabitant of the planet Mercury.
_l8ss J. NICHOL in Mem. (1896) II. 113, I wonder what

view of creation the inhabitants of Jupiter, or the sunny
Mercureans now illustrate and expound.
Mercurial (maikiueTial), a. and sl&amp;gt;. [a. F.

mtrcuriel and (as sb., in the sense B I
) mercurial,

ad. L. mercurial-is, {. Mercuri-us MERCUKY : see

-AL.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to the god Mercury ; resem

bling what pertains to Mercury. Now rare.
t Mercurial statue, stone : cf. MERCURY 2.

&quot;599
B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev., ist Masque, A Petasus or

Mercurial hat. 1611 SHAKS.
t&amp;gt;//rf. iv.ii. 310, Iknowtheshape

of 5 Legge : this is his Hand, His Foote Mercuriall his
martiall Thigh, The brawns of Hercules. 1637 EARI.STIRI ING
Parxnesis to t/m Prince Ixxv, O ! how this (deare Prince)
the people charmes, . .To see thee yong, yet manage so thine
Armes, Have a Mercuriall minde and Martiall hands. 1638
CHILLINGW. Relig. Prat. i. iii. 34. 146 As the Wisemen
were led by the Starre, or as a traveller is directed by a

poise upon the ankle.

b. nonce-use. Applied to the profession of

thieving.
1744 WHITEHEAD Gymnasiad i. 37 note, Tricking, lying,

evasion,., are a sort of properties pertaining to the practice
of the law, as well as to the mercurial profession.
2. Pertaining to the planet Mercury, f Also in

Astrology, influenced by Mercury, proceeding from
the influence of Mercury. Mercurialfinger : the
little finger. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 130 The sexte-.Canis minor is;
T. he which sterre is Mercurial Be weie of kinde. 1610 B.
JONSON Alchemist i. iii, Svt. ..I knew t, by certaine spots
too, in his teeth, And on the naile of his mercurial finger.
Fac. Which finger s that? Svb. His little finger. 1625HART Anat. Ur. n. x. 120 Wilt thou . . maintaine, that all
Mercuriall diseases are seated in the head onely? a 1668 SIR
W. WALLER Div. Medit. (1839) 40 Generally men are like
that nrercunal planet, good or bad according to their con
junction with others. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 451 b,

I_shall forbear to add those distinctions which some have
given them [sc. Comets] in reference to the Planets, they
making some Solar.others Lunar, Mercurial . . and Saturnine.
1862 G. WILSON Relig. Chem. 59 The mercurial day being,
like our own, twenty-four hours long. 1881 PROCTOR Poetry
Astron. vii. 252 The Mercurial climate.

3. Of persons : Born under the planet Mercury ;

having the qualities supposed to proceed from such
a nativity, as eloquence, ingenuity, aptitude for
commerce.
These qualities are identical with those assigned by the

ancients to the god Mercury, or supposed to be due to his

inspiration. Hence in some of the following quots. the
allusion may be rather mythological than astrological, or
perh. a mixture of the two.
1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 63You that intende to be fine companionable gentlemen,.,

enure your Mercuriall fingers to frame semblable workes of
Supererogation. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral. Ixxix. 438 Mer.
cunall men, viz. Schollars. or Divines would be his enemies.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 240 He speaks too well
to be valiant; he is certainly more Mercurial than mili
tary. 1691 WOOD At/i. Oxon. I. 287 His mind being more
Martial than Mercurial, he [W. MonsonJ applied himself to
bea-service.

4. Volatile, sprightly, and ready-witted. Origin
ally a specific use of sense 3 ; now commonly
apprehended as alluding to the properties of the
metal mercury.
1647 TRAPP Comm. Jas. \. i The most nimble and Mer

curiall wits in the world, but light. 1655 FULLER C/i. Hist.

MEBCURIALIST.
I

v. i. 40 He none of the most Mercurial amongst the Conclave
: of Cardinals, but a good heavy man. 1709 STEELE Tatter
No. 30 f 3 One of them was a mercurial gay-humour d Man
1827 DISRAELI Vh&amp;gt;. Grey v. ix, The gay, gallant, mercurial
frenchman. 1873 DIXON Two Queens I. n. iii 84 The
people were a quick, mercurial, and artistic race 1903
Contemp. Rev. Sept. 327 That curious, monkeyish mer.
cunal person M. Guyot de Montpeyroux.
5. Of or pertaining to mercury or quicksilver;

consisting of or containing mercury. Also, of
certain diseases or symptoms (e. g. mercurial
eczema, glossitis, rash}: Produced by the exhibition

I

of mercury. Hence, occas., of an organ, etc. :

Showing mercurial symptoms.
Ulemirial ointment: the blue ointment composed of

metallic mercury triturated with lard. Mercurial (pneu
matic) trough : a pneumatic trough filled with mercury.
1657 ^- STAKKEY llelmont s l- intl. Epist. Rdr., I have.,

rejected all Mercurial and Antinionial Medicaments, either
Vomitive, Purgative, or Salivativc. 1660 BOVLK A ew Erp
Phys. Mcch.Hvn. 108 The height of the Mercurial Cylinder.
1693 HALLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 652 The precise nicety
of the Mercurial Baromeleis. 1744 BERKELEY Sins 100
A mercurial salivation is looked on by many as the only
cure. 1786 J. HUNTER Venereal Dis. (1810) vi. iii. 503 The
gums, inside of the cheeks, and the breath, were truly mer
curial. 1789 CULLEN Mat. Mcd. II. 306 Our common mer
curial ointment. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 379 What the
author calls the mercurial rash, or, as it is called by some
others, the Lepra mercnrialis. a 1823 M. BAILLIE Wks.
(1825) I. 13 Mercurial frictions were also employed. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Operat. 3leJmnic 525 This [Graham s] pen
dulum, which is called the mercurial pendulum. 1836-41
BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 401 Itmay often be. .collected in dry
phials, without a mercurial trough. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst.
Clin. Med. xxviii. 362 An eruption, to which the name mer
curial eczema has been given. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bit.
477 Mercurial Gauge, a curved tube partly filled with mer
cury, to show the pressure of steam in an engine. 1873 W. F.
CLARKE Dis. Tongue 105 But happily mercurial glossitis
is now seldom seen. 1878 HUXLEY Physivgr. 78 He obtained
it from the red mercurial powder. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
Watch % Clockm. 189 In the mercurial pendulum the jar of

mercury does not answer so quickly to a change of tempera
ture as the steel rod.

f6. Old Chem. Pertaining to, or consisting of,

mercury as one of the five principles of bodies

(see MEHCUKY 8). Obs.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. v. 20 Sal amoniac doth participate
of the mercurial beginning. 1633 HART Diet ofDiseased
n. xvii, 206 The mercuriall or walerish part [of milk] called
serum.

B. sl&amp;gt;.

fl. The plant mercury. Obs.
[&amp;gt;L. (herba)

merturialis, OK. merciiriel^ mod. F. meratriale.\
1607 TOI SELL l- oitr-f. Beasts (1658) 536 Take as much

Mercurial sodden, as one s hand can hold,.. and drink the

,

same. 1626 BACON Sylva 41 Medecines Emollient
; Such

1 as are Milk, Honey, Mallow es, Lettuce, Mercuiiall [etc.].

t2. A person born under the influence of the

planet Mercury, or having the qualities characteris

tic of such a nativity; a lively or sprightly person ;

also, one addicted to cheating and thieving. Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. n. Impostiire 443 Who,
for sustayning of unequal! Scale, Dreads not the Doom of
a Mercurial!. 1614 TOMKIS Albitfiiazar i. i. (1615) 13, Come
braue Mercurials sublim d in cheating, ..fellow-souldiers
J th watchfull exercise of Theevery. 1622 BACON Hen. VII
113 This Youth .. was such a Mercuriall, as the like hath
seldome beene knowne. 1650 GENTILIS Considerat. 156
The Mercurials- with their swjftnesse run over all things.
1696 PHILLIPS, Mercurial, or Mercurialist, one born under
the Planet Mercury.
3. A preparation of mercury used as a drug in

the cure of certain diseases.

1676 WISEMAN Snrg. vn. iv. 40 By Mercurials we do more
certainly resolve them [nodes] and in a less time. 1716 M.
DAVIES At/ten, Brit, II. 352 The great Pox, which can scarce
ever becur d without Viperals or Mercurials. 1735 BRACKEN
in Bunion s Pocket-Farrier 71 note, The Cure is performed
by Mercurials outwardly and inwardly. 1829-32 CHKISTI-
SON Treat, Poisons xiii. (ed. 2) 380 The blue ointment,
which is made of running mercury, wilt act as a mercurial
when rubbed upon the skin. 1899 Allbntt s Syst, Med.
VI. 151 The judicious employment of mercurials might
prove highly beneficial.

Mercurialism (msakiuVrializ m). Path. [i.

MERCURIAL a. + -ISM.] The pathological condition
induced by the absorption of mercury into the body.
1829-32 CHKISTISON Treat, Poisons xiii. (ed. 2) 372 [He]

had.. all the symptoms pf mercurialism eight years after he
had ceased to take mercury. 1862 New Syd. Sac. Year-bk.
Hied.

&amp;lt;V Surg. 319 An investigation of Constitutional Mer
curialism. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 596 It [i.e. Mer
curial inunction] must be used with caution so as to avoid
any symptoms of mercurialism.

Mercurialist (maikiuVnalist). [f. MER
CURIAL -I- -1ST.]
tl. One under the influence of the planet Mer

cury. Obs.
IS^9 J- SANFORD tr. Agrifpas Van. Aries sob, She

pronounceth. .another a Venerean, Mercurialist or Lunist.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iii. i. iii. (1628) 181 MercunaHsts
are solitary, much in contemplation, subtile, Poets, Philoso

phers. 1651 CULPEPPER Astral, judgem. Dis. (1658) 96-
That s the reason Mercunalists (if Mercury be strong) are
so swift in motions, so fluent of speech.

fb. One having the qualities attributed to per
sons born under Mercury ; an eloquent or ingeni
ous person; a trader

; occas. in bad sense, a sharper,
thief. Obs.

1566 DKANT Horace^ Sat. n. iii. Fvj b, My witte so deepe



MERCURIALITY.
soe sore to deale, such lucke, to win or saue, That me a

Mercurialiste to surname then they gaue. 1576 FLEMING

fanopl. Epist. P v, I may rather shew my selfe a Mer
curialist, then a Martialist. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. Pr.

Add. 152 ./Eneas, for personage the louilist, for well-spoken
the Mercurilist. 1591 GREENE Furew. 7W//tf(i6i7) C 2, Hee
that, .with a deepe insight marketh the nature of our Mer-

curialistes shall find as fitte a harbour for Pride vnder

a Schollers Cappe as vnder a Souldiers Helmet. 1608 J.

KING Serttt. 5 Nov. 26 Where the great Mercurialists of

the world for wit & deulses. .haue a finger in the menag-

ing of al Christian states. 1644 BULWER Chiron. 134 For

such Mercurialists who addresse themselves to filch. 1655

H. L EsTRANGK Chas. I 169 A foul blemish it would have

been to the Mercurialists, to the Society of Jesus, should

they have sate out in a work so proper to their imploy-
ment (the incitation of Kingdomes and States to turbulent

commotions) as these Scot sh broyls.

f2. A guide, director. (Cf. MEKCUKY 2.) Obs.

1635 GELLIBKAND Variation Magn, Needle 5 By the

Prosthaphaereticall application thereof, the true point of

the compasse , which is his principal! Mercurialist) may be

rectified.

3. A medical man who makes free use ofprepara
tions of mercury in the treatment of certain diseases.

During the first half of the igth c. the authorities on the

treatment of syphilis were divided into mercurialists and
4 non-mercurialists .

1835 Mem. Sir J. Y. Simpson iii. 48 He appears to be
a great mercuriallst and promoter of the business of the

apothecary. 1843 R. J. GKAVES Syst, Clin. Med. xxix. 367
The rational practitioner is neither a mercurialist nor a
non-mercurialist.

Mercuriality maakiu -riae liti). [f. MERCURIAL
+ -ITY.]
1. The condition of being mercurial; sprightliness;

also, an instance of this.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 68 A curious mind, given to

travel . . his subtilty . . all relates to his Mercuriality. 1838
DK QUINCEY Lamb Wks. 1858 IX. 154 The mercurialities

of I^amb were infinite. 1898 Spectator 23 Apr. 580 The
mercuriality of the Celtic temperament.

f2. The mercurial part (of something). Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. in Ashm, (1652) 192 A naturall

Mercuryalyte which cost ryght nought, Out of hys myner
by Arte yt must be brought. 1657 G. STARKEV Hel&amp;gt;nont s

Vind. 316 The Sulphur of any metall or minerall (that may
be separated from the Mercuriality. .) may be made into the

form of an essentiall Salt.

Mercurialization ^maakiuo rialaiz^ J^n). [f.

next +
-ATION&quot;.]

1. Med. The action of subjecting to mercurial

treatment ;
the condition of being affected by

mercury.
1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. fried, vi. 78 By judicious

mcrcurialization of the patient, the destructive progress of
the disease is arrested. 1883 Holmes

&amp;lt;y HulkesSyst. Snrg.
{ed. 3) II. 557 Other more marked proximate causes have
been mercurialisation..and erysipelas. 1897 AllbutCs Syst.
Med. IV. 812 General mercunalisation is avoided.

2. A mercurial process employed in the develop
ment of photographs.
1853 R. HUNT Man. Photogr. 93 After the daguerreotype

processes in the camera, and of mercurialization, have been

completed, a very perfect picture is found,

Mercurialize (maikiiio riabiz, ,^. [f. MER
CURIAL* -IZE.]

f 1. intr. To play the part of a mercurial
*

per
son ; also to mercurialize it. 06s.

1611 COTGR., Mercurializer, to mercurialize it; to be

humorous, fantasticall, new-fangled. i6s6BLousTG/-3r^ *.,

Mercurialize, to be humorous or phantastical, to be light

footed; to prattle or babble; Also to be eloquent.

2. trans. To render mercurial in temper,
1862 Temple Bar VI. 195 A variety of amusements which

. . mercurialise the race that delights in them.

3. Mtd. To subject to the action of mercury.
1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst, Clin. Med. viiL 96 You may have

fully mercurialized your patient. 1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis.

f/iront
&amp;lt;y

Nose 1. 35 Those who have. .been mercurialised

are very subject to the affection [of pharyngeal catarrh].

4. Photography. To treat with mercury ;
to ex

pose to the vapour of mercury.
1843 tw - H. T.] Photogr. Manip. 27 Mercurializing the

Plate. 1856 MILLER EUm. C/tftn. t Inorg. 1144.

Hence Mercirrialized ppl. a., Mereirrializing
/&amp;gt;/. J/&amp;gt;.

1841 A mer. Jrnl. Sci. XL. 138 A .. mercurializing apparatus.
1845 Photogr. made easy 29 The mercurializing process.

find., The mercurializing box. 1855 GROVE Corr. P/tys.
Forces (ed. 3) 91 The mercurialised portions of a daguer
reotype. 1897 AllbntCs Syst. Med. II. 933 Men are said

t-j have become mercurialised by volatilisation of the metal.

Mercurially (majkiuoTiali), adv. [f.
MER

CURIAL a. -f -LY 2.]

L In a mercurial or lively manner, rare.

1652 URQUHART y&vel Wks. (1834) 229 He [Crichtoun]
would keep in that miscelany discourse of his such a climac-

tericat and mcrcurially digested method, that [etc.).

2. By a mercurial process.
1881 ABNEY Photogr. 36 The metal plate is by contrast

dark when compared with the mercurially-developed ima^e.

1893 WestM. Gaz. 25 June 4/2 Fitted into holders of solid

silver, mercurially gilt,

Mercu rialuess. rare. [-NESS.] Liveliness,

sprightliness.
1817 W. IRVING Life $ Lett. (1864) I. 390 They will serve

to - . give a dash of spirit and mercurialness to his character.

MerCUriaii (m3jkiu*rian ), a. and sb. [f.

MERCURY + -AN.]
A. adj.

350

fl. MERCURIAL d. 3 ;
sometimes interpreted

as alluding to the qualities of the god Mercury.
1596 NASHE Saffron.Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 142 The

Mercurian heauenly charme of hys Rhetorique. 1616 BUL-
LOKAR Eng. Expos., Mercurian^ eloquent as Mercury was.
1620 MELTON Astrolog. 6 Some Mercurian and nimble-

finger d Pick-pocket. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative Pref.,
Where Poetry, in Prose, made I did see By a Mercurian
Brain, which sure was Thee.

2. Of or belonging to the god Mercury.
1838 Brit. Cyd. Biog. II. 206/2 [Linus] is said to have

added the string Hchanos to the Mercurian lyre.

3. Astr. Of or belonging to the planet Mercury.
1885 AGNES CLERKE Pop. Hist. Astron. 121 The Mer

curian mass is now estimated at about 1-1-4,360,000 that of
the Sun.

B. sb.

1. One born under the influence of the planet

Mercury.
1640 SOMNER Antiq. CanUrb. 267 A commendation of

Archery; not my owne, nor yet any meere Mercurians. 1677
\V. HUBBAKU Narrative II. 87 If Mars and Minerva go
tiand in hand, they will effect more good in an hour than
those Verbal Mercurians in their lives. 1892 Pall Mull C.

4 Oct. 7/1 The long finger of Mercury is very noticeable

in his case, .and proves Sir. Grossmith a true Mercurian.

2. An inhabitant of the planet Mercury.
1868 W. WHITE Sivedenborg xviii. (ed. 2) 290 When the

Mercuiians met Swedenboig, they instantly explored his

memory in search of all he knew.

t Mercu riate. Chem. Obs. [f.
MERCURY +

-ATE 1.] A salt of the supposed mercuric acid.

1801 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) Suppl. I. 388/2 Mercurial of
lime. . . Mercurial ofammonia. 1802 T. THOMSON Chem. 1. 433
This compound may be called mercurial [eii. 3, 1807, mer-

curiatej of lime.

Mercuric (maikiue-riiO, a. diem. [f.
MER-

CUUY + -IC.] fa. Mercuric acid : see quot. 1828-

32. b. The distinctive designation of salts in

which mercury exists in its higher degree of valency,
as Mercuric chloride = CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE ;

Mercuric sulphide = VERMILION.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Mercuric acid, a saturated combination

of mercury and oxygen. 1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 900
Normal mercuric salts.. are colourless. 1874 GAKROD &
BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 103 Mercuric chloride and sul

phate of soda are produced.
Mercurico- (mwkiu rikfl), combining form of

MERCURIC in the names of numerous compounds
of mercury with various salts, as merciirico-barytic,

calcic, cupric, poiassic, etc. (See Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1856, and Syd. Sac. Lex. 1890.)
Mercurification (maukiurifikti-Jan). [f.

MEHCURIFY : see -FICATION.]
1. f a. Alch. The action or process of obtaining

the mercury of a metal (obs.). b. The conver

sion of the ore of mercury into the pure metal.
1680 BOVLE_ Proiiitc. ClieiH. Princ. iv. 148 Wary men may

be excus d, if they do not think fit to beleeve other pro
cesses of mercurification. 1757 tr. HenckcTs Pyritologia
100 In the mercurification ancl regulation of cinnabar. 1707

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 401/2 Mercurification ..^the ob

taining the mercury from metallic minerals in its fluid stale.

2. The act of mixing with mercury or quicksilver

(Worcester 1860).
t Merctrrify, v . Obs. [f.

MERCURY + -FY.]
1. trans, a. Alch. To change (a portion of a

metallic mass) into the form of mercury, b. To
extract liquid mercury from (metallic ore).
1680 BOYLE Prodiic. Chem. Princ. iv. 188 A part only of

Ihe metall is Mercurified. 1797 [see below].

2. To combine, treat or mingle with mercury;
to mercurialize (Worcester 1846).
Hence t MeretiTifled ///. a.

1680 BOYLE Produc. Chem. Princ. iv. 186 The Mercurifi d

portion. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI.
4_oi/2

But these

mercurified metals . . are a kind of philosophical mercury.

Mercu rio-syphilis. Path. rare. [f.
mer-

curio- taken as combining form of MEKCUBY.]
A diseased condition supposed to be caused in part

by syphilis and in part by the mercury employed
for its cure. Hence Mercu rio-syphili tic a.,

affected by mercuric-syphilis.
1829 SIR R. CHRISTISON Treat. Poisons (1832) 360 An

ulcerated sore-throat of the mercurio-syphilitickind. 111882

in Life I. vi. 141 Mercuric-syphilis and mercurial cachexy
had no place in his nosology.

t Mercurious (maikiiia rias), a. Obs. rare.

[f. MERCURY + -ous.] Of a mercurial temperament.
1591 SPARRY tr. Cattail s Geoniancie 233 People Saturnious

and Mercurious.

Hence t Mercu piousness, the condition of being
like Mercury (in celerity).
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Kent (1662) H. 85 He had given

him for ihe Cresl of his Arms, a Chappeau with Wings, to

denote the Mercuriousnesse of this Messenger.
Mercurism. Obs. rare 1

, [f. MERCUBY +

-ISM.] A Mercurial message.
1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. to Friend p 2 Tracts (1822) 112

Your affection may cease to wonder lhal you had not some
secret sense or intimation thereof [sc. of his death] by
dreams, thoughtful whisperings, mercurisms [etc.].

t Me rcurist. Obs. [f. MERCUBV + -IST.]

1. =MERCUBIALIST i.

1601 R. T. Fife Codlie Strut. 139 As being a Martialist,

affecting armes, rather then a Mercuribt giuen lo the Artes.

MERCURY.
1656 HEYLIN Extraii. Vapittans 166 Keep yourself to plain
Grammar learning, and leave my Lady Philology to more
learned Mercurists.

2. A writer of Mercuries or news-letters.

1693 Humours Tcnvn 78 Dedicators and Preface-makers..

Jurnalists, Mercurists.

Mercurous (mS ikiurss), a. Chem. [f. MEK-
CUBY + -ous.] The distinctive designation of com

pounds in which mercury occurs in its lower degree
of valency, as mercurous oxide, sulphide, etc.

1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 903 Mercurous fluoride is

partly dissolved by water, partly decomposed into mercurous
oxide and hydrofluoric acid. 1866 ROSCOE Chem. 220 The
black or mercurous oxide. 1897 Allbiitt s Syst. Ated. II.

926 A solution of mercurous and mercuric nitrate.

Mercury (maukiuri), sb. Forms : 4-5 mar-

cure, 4-7 merourie, 5 mercurye, 5-7 meroure,
6 maroury, 7 dial, marcary, markry, 5- mer
cury, [acl. (partly through OF. Mercure, Marcure)
L. Mercuri-tts. prob. f. mere-, vierx merchandise.
The Roman deity was prob. originally the god of com

merce only ; but in Latin literature he appears as completely
identified with the Greek Hermes.
The transferred application to the planet is found in

cla-ssical Latin ; like the other planetary names, Mercurius
became in med. Latin the name of a metal. The astronomical
and chemical uses are common to the mod. European langs.;
the use as a plant-name is Eng. only, suggested by L.
inercurialis (see MERCURIAL

B&amp;gt;.]

I. The god (and derived senses).

1. A Roman divinity, identified from an early

period with the Greek Hermes (son of Jupiter and

Maia), the god of eloquence and feats of skill, the

protector of traders and thieves, the presider over

roads, the conductor of departed souls to the

Lower World, and the messenger of the gods ;

represented in art as a young man with winged
sandals and a winged hat, and bearing the caduceus.

god of Marchantz and of thieves. 1509 HAWES Joyf. Med.
20 Thou Mercury the god of eloquence. 1564 BriefExant.
B iiij b, Wyne was consecrated vnto Bacchus, . . Letters vnto

Mercury- &quot;595
LYLY // otiiatt in Mootte \\. i, I will make her

false and full of slights, Theeuish, lying, suttle, eloquent ;

For these alone belong to Mercury. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N.
i. v. 105 Now Mercury indue thee with leasing. 1602

Ham. in. iv. 58. 1781 Cowl ER Conversat. 838 May Mercury
once more embellish man.

2. Astatueor image of Mercury; spec. =HERMA;
hence, t a sign-post.
1644 EVELYN Diary 8 Nov., A noble fountaine govern d

by a Mercury of brasse. 1667 DKYDEN it DK. NEWCASTLE
Sir M. .Mar-alt iv, I stand here, methinks, just like a

wooden Mercury, to point her out the way to matrimony.

1693 G. STEPNY in Drydeti s Jitvenal viii. (1697) 194 Those

rough Statues on the Road (Which we call Mercuries). 01697
AUBREY Surrey (1719) II. 92 Here was formerly a Mercury,
or Directory-Post for travellers, with Hands pointing to

each Road. 1709 STEELF. Taller No. 89 F u You may be

sure this addition disfigured the statues much more than

time had. I remember . . a Mercury with a pair of legs that

seemed very much swelled with a dropsy. 1760-71 H. BROOKE
Fool of Qiial. (1809) II. 42 Have you any more blocks,

madam, for the hewing out of our mercuries?

3. Applied trans/, to persons : a. A messenger
or news-bearer.

1594 SHAKS. A /V//. ///, n. i. 88 But he (poore man) by
your first order dyed, And that a winged Mercuric did

beare. 1678 BALLER in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II.

31 Mr. Gibbons (the mercury of these) waits on horseback

at the door. 1678 ABP. BANCROFT Occas. Serin. (1694) 131
We give the Winds Wings, and the Angels too ; as being
the swift Messengers of God, the nimble Mercuries of

Heaven. 1864 A tftenxttm 7 May 637 These chicken-hearted

Mercuries [post-boys) always pulled up in Hammersmith,
and drank their pint before they faced the common.

b. One who passes to and fro with messages
between parties, esp. in amorous affairs ;

a go-
between.

1598 SHAKS. Nory II . n. ii. 82 But what saies shee to mee?
be briefe my good shee-Mercurie. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trat: (ed. 2) 268 Elgaz-zuli a nimble mercuric undertakes

it, and by miraculous conceits agrees them, and fills up the

late made breach. 1749 SMOLLETT Gil Bias (1797) MI. 138,

I am on the eve of becoming Mercury to the heir of the

Kingdom. 1803 Censor i Aug. 93 He should sound her

maid, who., will prove herself a very Mercury in delivering
the letters that may be entrusted to her on either side.

1817 BYRON Beffo xvi, A letter, Which flies on wings of

light-heel d Mercuries.

C. A guide or conductor upon the road.

1391 MOKYSON Lett, in Itin. i. 25 The Mercury you gave
to guide me, brought me meate plentifully. 1617 Ibid. ill.

I 1 God for his onely begotten Sonnes sake (the true Mercury
of Travellers) bring us that are here strangers safely into

our true Countrey. 1641 J. W[ADS\VORTH) (title) The

European Mercury. Describing the Highwayes and Stages
from place to place, through the most remarkable parts

of Christendome. 1641 MILTON Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851

III. 284 Others, as the Stoicks, to account reason, which

they call the Hegemonicon, to be the common Mercury
conducting without error those that give themselves obedi

ently to be led accordingly.

f d. A nimble person ; also, a dexterous thief.

1599 B. JONSON Ei . Man out of Hum. I. ii, I would ha

those Mercuries follow me (1 trow) should remember they

had not their fingers for nothing. 1609 /. IVoniau in

Hum. i. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, There again my little

Mercuries, froath them up to the brinune, and fill as Us

needeful.



MERCURY.

t e. One who hawks pamphlets or news-books.
1648 Cowtnons jfrnls. V. 436 That thirty thousand of

these petitions were to come forth in print this day, and
delivered to the Mercuries that cry about books. 1655
FULLER Hist. Catnb. 24 Circumforanean Pedlers (ancestors
to our modern Mercuries and Hawkers) which secretly vend
prohibited Pamphlets. 1721 Lett, ft: .Ifisi s Jrni. (1722)
II. 256 The Croud of Coffee-Men, Mercuries, Pamphlet-
Shop-Keepers, and Hawkers.

4. A title for a newspaper or journal, f Formerly
also used gen. = newspaper.
[1626 B. JONSON Staple of^ News I. v, But what sayes

Mercurius Britannicus to this ?] 1643 (title) The Scotch
Mercury, communicating the affairs of Scotland and the
Northern Parts. No. i, Oct. 5. 1644 NICHOLAS in Carte
Ormaiid (1735) III. 279 Whereof your Excellence will find
exact relation in the mercuries adjoined. 1664 BUTLER Hn&amp;lt;1.

[I. i. 56 With letters hung like Eastern Pidgeons, And
Mercuries of furthest Regions. 1691 (title) The Athenian
Mercury. Numb. 2. 1725 Stump-Office Notice 3 Apr. in
Loud. Gnz. No. 6362/1 No Journal, Mercury or Newspaper.
1791 D lsRAF.u Curios. Lit., Orif. Newspapers 14 A
Mercury was the prevailing title of these News-Books .

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x\\. IV. 542 No allusion to it

[the bill of 1605 for the regulation of the press] is to be found
in the Monthly Mercuries. 1906 (title) The Leeds Mercury.

II. The planet.
5. Astr. The planet nearest to the sun, and the

smallest of the major planets.
CI386 CFIAUCER Wife s Prol. 703 And thus, god wool !

Mercuric is desolat In Pisces, wher Venus is exaltat. 1390
GOWER Conf. III. no Of the Planetes the secounde Above
the Mone hath take his bounde, Mercuric, c 1440 ProtJip.Pun . 333/2 Mercurye, sterre, menurms. 1509 HAWES
Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 74 Fayre golden Mercury,
wyth hys bemes bryght. 1611 SHAKS. IVint. T. iv. iii. 25
My Father. .who being (as I am) lytter d vnder Mercuric,
was likewise a snapper-vp of vnconsidered trifles. 1642
HOVVELL For. Trav. v. (Arb.) 33 Mercury swayeth ore the
one [a Frenchman], and Saturne ore the other [a Spaniard],
1832 MAcGlLLlVRAY Huiiiboldfs Trail, xxiii. 336 At . .Callao,
Humboldt had the satisfaction of observing the transit of
Mercury. 1880 St.LI.Eltm. Astron. 191 The time in which
Mercury revolves round the sun is 87 days.
6. Her. The name for the tincture purpure in

blazoning by the names of the heavenly bodies.
1562 LEIGH Armorie 18, I will speake of the Planet appro-
ried therto [sc. to the tincture purpure] and that hyghtf. .-.j I**M g*vi *\j MM Liiniuic puipuicj miu inuc nygnt

Mercurye. 1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie IT. 57 The fielde is

Mercury, an Equicerve, of the Moone. 1723 J. COATS Z&amp;gt;K/

Heraldry (1739). 1828-40 BERRV Encycl. Herald. I.

III. The metal (and derived senses).
7. A well-known metal (otherwise called QUICK

SILVER), of a silver-white colour and brilliant
metallic lustre. It is liquid at ordinary tempera
tures, solidifying at about 40. It has the peculiar
property of absorbing other metals, forming amal
gams. It is found native, but is more commonly
obtained by sublimation from cinnabar, its most
important ore. Chemical symbol Hg (hydrar-
syrutii). By the alchemists it was represented by
the same sign as the planet Mercury ( 5 ).
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. f, T. 210, 221 And in

amalgaming and calcening Of quik-silver, y.clept Mercuric
crude. . . Our orpiment and sublymed Mercurie. c 1485 Digky
Myst.(\$%2} in. 318 Gold perteynyng to^e sonne..pefegetylf
mercury, on-to mercuryus. 1553 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 363
They..amalgame it .. with Mercurie or quicksyluer. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies iv. x. 235 The

jfume of Mercurie is mortall. 1612 WOODAI.L Surf. Mat !

Wks. (1653) 226 Sublimed Mercury is called onely by the
name of Mercury, and by the vulgar speech, some call it

white Marcary and Markry. 1614 W. BARCLAY NepenthesA 6b, There is no vegetall m the world, hath such affinitie
with any mineral!, as hath Tabacco with Mercure, or quicke-
siluer. 1758 [see JUPITER 2 b]. 1863 Fmvnes Che:::, (ed. 9)
392 Alloys of mercury with other metals are termed
amalgams.

b. A preparation of the metal or of one of its

compounds (esp. the protochloride or calomel, and
the bichloride or corrosive sublimate), used in
medicine.

1789 W. BUCHAN Dam. Med. (1790) 659 Bolus of Rhubarb
and Mercury. Take of the best rhubarb . . half a drachm ;

of calomel, from four to six grains. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 73He took no mercury nor any other medicine. 1903 SLOAN
Carlyle Country xv. 125 Dr. Bell gave him mercury and
solemnly commanded him to abstain from tobacco.

c. The column of mercury in a barometer or I

thermometer. Alsoy%-.
1704 Phil. Trans. XXIV. r629 An Experiment, to show the

cau^e of the descent of the Mercury in the Barometer in a
storm. 1729 CLARKE tr. Rohaulfs Nat. Phihs. 72, I filled
a i ube three Foot and a half long, with Quicksilver, .. I .. ob
served exactly the Height ofthe Mercury. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
Waters I. 44 The mercury falls lielow 33 degrees of Fahren
heit s thermometer. 1883 MRS. BISHOP in Leis. Hour 195/1
he mercury has not been above 83. 1897 Westm, Gas.

4 June 2/i People would like to stand in front of the mer
cury of war and see it rise or fall.

d. Vegetable mercury : (a) a name for the Bra
zilian plant Franciscea uniflora (Treas. Bot. 1866);
(*) see quot. 1887.
l887 Standard 16 Sept. 5/2 The tree tomato . . on the

Spanish Mainland is known as . . the vegetable mercury ,

trom its supposed beneficial effect on the liver.

^

o. Old Chem. a. One of the five elementary
principles of which all material substances were
opposed to be compounded; also called spirit.
b. Mercury of metals : see quot. 1727-52.
1471 RIPLEV Camp. Alch. iv. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 145 Mer-

351

I cury and Sulphure vive. 14.. Pater Satientiae ibid. 197
Some say that of Sulphur and Mercury all Bodyes mineral!
are made. 1592-3 G. HARVEY New Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I.

294 Three drops of the Mercury of Buglosse will strengthen
the brain. 1605 TIMME Qiicrsit. Ded., The spirit of the
world . . moueth . . in all creatures, giving them existence in

three, to wit salt, sulphure, and mercury. 1712 tr. Poinet s
Hist. Drugs I. 177 The Mercury of the Manna being
brought to the fluid Nature of a Spirit, becomes a Solutive
for Minerals.

1727-32
CHAMBERS Cycl., Mercury of metals.

or ofthe philosophers, is a pure fluid substance in form of
common running mercury, said to be found in all metals,
and capable of being extracted from the same. 1729 CLARKK
tr. Roliault s Nat. I hitos. xx. 109 Hence they conclude,
that these five Substances, viz. Mercury, Phlegm, Sulphur,
Salt and Caput mortuum, . . are the only and the true Ele
ments of all.. Mixed Bodies. 1731 P. SHAW Three F.ss.

Artif. Phihs. 36 Attempts for procuring the Mercuries of
the several Metals, to profit.

f9. fig. as an emblem of sprightliness, liveliness,

volatility of temperament, inconstancy, wittiness,
etc. Often in phr. tofix the mercury (of). 06s.
1682 DRVDEN Medal 263 Religion thou hast none : thy

mercury Has passed through every sect, or theirs through
thee. 1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. I. iv, As able as yourself
and as nimble too, though I mayn t have so much mercury
in my limbs, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Mercury
Wit. 1704 SWIFT Tale of a Tub Pref. r 4 The moderns
have artfully fixed this mercury [sc. Wit] and reduced it to
circumstances of time, place, and person. 1709 FEI.TON
Classics (1718) 9 Tis difficult to fix the Mercury, and settle
a brisk, lively Temper in a laborious plodding Track of
Learning. 1710 PALMER Proi Crlisvoo They are all mercury;

|

and a piece of wit, a bottle, or a jest, is a comfort, and sup
ports em. #1715 GURNET Own Time (1724) I. 265 He
[Buckingham] was so full of mercury that he could not fix

long in any friendship or to any design. 1732 POPE Ess.
iMan n. 177 Tis thus the Mercury of Man is fix d. a 1797
WALPOLE George II (1847) II. vii. 218 He had too much

j

mercury and too little ill-nature to continue a periodical war.

IV. As a plant-name. [After L. (herbd) mer-

curialis, MERCURIAL B i
;

cf. L. Hcrmiifoa (Pliny)
a. Gr. *

Ep/^oO iroa.]

10. a. The pot-herb ALLGOOD, C/tenofodium
Bonus-Henricus. Also English, False Mercury.
a 1400-50 Siockh, Med. MS. p. 203 Mercuric or papwourtz

or be more smerewourt : inercuriatis. c 1450 ME. Med. Bk.
(Heinrich) 74 Take malues, & mercurye, & se]&amp;gt;e

hem wyb
a messe of porke. 1548 [see 10 b). 1578 LVTE Dodocns v.
xi. 561 In English, Good Henry and Algood : of some it is

taken for Mercuric. 1584 COGAN Hare* ofHealth xxix. 45
It is a common prouerbe among the people, Be thou sicke
or whole, put Mercuric in thy coole. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
II. xliv. 259 English Mercuric, or good Henrie. i62oVENNKK
l iaRccta\\\. 144 Mercuric is much vsed among other pot-
hearbes. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 314 Take Marsh Mallow
Leaves the Herb Mercury, Saxifrage and Pellitory of the
Wall of each.. three handfulls. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s

Bat. xvii. (1794) 221 The English Mercury or Allgood. 1865
W. WHITE East. Eng. II. 12 One of the dishes contained

Mercury, a vegetable which I had never seen before.

b. The euphorbiaceons poisonous plant Mer-
curialis perennis. Also Dogs, Wild Mercury.
1548 TURNER Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 53 Mercurialis is

called.. in englishe Mercury. ..The herbe whiche is com-
munely called in englishe mercury hath nothyng to do

i

wyth mercurialis. 1578 LYTE Dodctens I. Hi. 77 In English
wilde Mercury, and Dogges Call. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
ii. xlviii. 263 Of wilde Mercuric. . . Dogs Mercuric. 1607
TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 390 If you take white Helle-
bor, and the rindes of wilde Mercury, .and lay them in the
Mole-hole . . it will kill them. 1762 B. STILLINGFL. in Misc.
Tracts 216 Dogs mercury has been given internally, for want
of knowing the natural classes. 1853 JOHNSTON Bot. E. ,

Bord. 175 Mercurialis perennis. Mercury. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 27 June 5/2 The dog s mercury raises its fresh

MEKCY.

|
prepared from mercury; t mercury woman (see
quot. and cf. MERCURY 3 e).

yellow suckers for the spring shoots. 1893 E. H. HARKF.K
IVand. South. Waters 57, I sti

dog-mercury.

itood amidst the poisonous

C. The euphorbiaceous plant Mercurialis annua.
Also Baron s, Boy s, French

, Garden, Girl s,

Maiden Mercury.
According to Britten and Holland, the baroris or boy s is

the female and the girl s the male mercury.
1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Iii, 75 The male garden Mercury, or

the French Mercury. Ibid.-]% Phyllon.. -The male is called

oppefoyococ, whiche may be Englished Barons Mercury or

Phyllon, or Boyes Mercury or Phyllon. And the female is

called in Greeke 9ri\vy6vof. and this kinde may be called
in English Gyrles Phyllon or Mercury, Daughters Phyllon,
or Mayden Mercury. x6oi R. CHESTER Love s Mart., etc.

(N. Shaks. Soc.) 82 Sweete Sugar Canes, Sinkefoile, and
boles Mercuric.

d. Scotch Mercury, the snapdragon, Digitalis

purpurea. Three-seeded Mercury, the euphorbi
aceous genus Acalypha.
1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 488 Acalypha Virginica.

Three-seeded Mercury. 1853 JOHNSTON Bot. E. Bord. 157
Digitalispurpurea. . Fox-glove. . . Scotch Mercury. Wild
Mercury. Common.
V. 11. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 7) mercury cup,

pump ; mercury goosefoot = 10 a, above ; tMer-
cury rod, the caduceus ; mercury rust, a fungus,
Uredo conjluens, on the leaves of Dog s Mercury ;

f Mercury s finger, (a) = HERMODACTYL i ; (b)
a finger-post ; f mercury sublimate, corrosive

sublimate; f Mercury s violets, Canterbury Bells,

Campanula Mediutn
; t mercury-water, (a} a

preparation of aqua regia and corrosive sublimate

(see aqua mercurialis in Chambers Suppl. 1753) ;

also (see quot. 1799); () a wash for the skin

cnriaiisjerennis. 1589 RIDEH Bibl. Scholast. 1748 An hearb
i called Mercuries finger, Hermodactylus. 1607 TOPSELL
i l our.f. Beasts (1658) 431 The herb called Mercuries-fingers
I or Dogs bane. 1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xxiv. (1647)

245 Precedents having the same precedence to Reason in
| vulgar judgements, which a living and accompanying guide

hast to a Mercuries finger in a Travellers conceit&quot;. 1707
LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) VI. 186 A French party . . took

j

.some medicaments from them, among which was *mercury
I

sublimate. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 86 Mercury
!

sublimate or corrosive sublimate. 1597 GERARDR Herbal
|

n. cix. 363 Couentrie bels are called .. &quot;Mercuries violets
163,4 SANDERSON Serin. II. 291 There isasecret poyson in it,
which in time will . . seize upon every part ; and, like *mer-
cury-water or aqua fortis, eat out all. 1676 SHADWKU,
Virtuoso iii. 55 All manner of Washes, Almond-water, and
Mercury-water for the Complexion. 1799 G. SMITH Labora
tory I, 131 note, Mercury-water, so called by the workmen,
is thus prepared. Take plate-tin of Cornwall, calcine it,

[etc.]. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Hawkers, Those people
. which go up and down the streets crying News-books, and

selling them by retail, are also called Hawkers. And those
women that sell them by whole-sale from the Press, are
called Mercury Women.

t MeTCUry, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
wash with mercury-water.
1599 K. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. i. i, Your palmes . . are as

tender as . . a ladies face new mercuried, the ile touch
nothing.

Mercy (mausi), sb. Forms : 2-5 merci, 4-6
mersy, mercye, 4-7 mercie, 5 merce, 6 mersye,
Sc. marcie, 3- mercy, [a. F. merci, earlier mercit
e Pr. merce-s, Sp. merced, Pg. merce, It. mercede :

L. mercedem (nom. merces] reward, fee, in Christian
Latin from the 6th c. often used in the sense of
misericordia (= i below) and in that of thanks.]
The post-classical uses of merces are developed from the

specific application of the word to the reward in heaven
which is earned by kindness to those who have no claim,
and from whom no requital can be expected. The Eng.
uses explained below represent OF. senses that for the most
part have not survived in Fr., where the word has been in

great part superseded by wistritorde. The chief uses of
merci in mod. Fr. are in the sense thanks (cf. GKAMFRCV),
and in phrases corresponding to those in 5 below.
1. Forbearance and compassion shown by one

; person to another who is in his power and who
has no claim to receive kindness

; kind and com
passionate treatment in a case where severity is

merited or expected. Phr. to have mercy on, upon,
&quot;\of\

also f to do mercy to, take mercy on, show
mercy, etc. In mercy (to}, in the exercise of mercy.
T&quot; Of orfor mercy, from consideration of mercy.
#1225 Juliana 49 Milce haue ant merci, wummon, of mi

wrecchedom. 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 1338 Of be king bat
is min vncle he is al at bin wille. Haue merci of him ich be
bidde. 1390 GO\VER Conf. I. 353 Who that lawe hath upon
honde, And spareth forto do justice For merci, doth noght
his office, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8498 If ye no mercy haue on
me,.. Haue pite on youre pure sonnes. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur iv. viii. 128 She byddeth yow..doo batail to the
vttermest without ony mercy. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xxii. 52 Thairfoir of mercy, and nocht of richt, I ask ^ow,
schir,..Sum medecyne gife that ^e micht. 1523 LD. BER-
NERS Frotss* I. clxvi. 176, I humbly requyre you. ,y

[ ye woll
take mercy of these sixe burgesses, a 1533 Hnon xlix.

165 He wyll slee you without mercy. 1769 Jitnius Lett. v.

(1820) 27 In mercy to him, let us drop the subject. 1781
GIBBON Decl. fy / . xxvii. III. 49 The emperor confessed,
that, if the exercise of justice is the most important duty,
the indulgence of mercy is the most exquisite pleasure, of
a sovereign. 1792 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 17 Their enemies
will fall upon them .. and show them no mercy. 1796
H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 429 He
massacres without mercy every thing that breathes. 1841
LANE Arab. Nts. I. no Take my body, then, in mercy, to
the place where you are laid.

b. spec. God s pitiful forbearance towards His
creatures and forgiveness of their offences.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 43 Lauerd haue merci of us forSon (?a

pinen of hellewe ham nema^en iflolien. a 1225 St. Marker.
22 Drihtin, do me merci of bis dede. a 1250 Owl fy Night.
1092 Ihesus his soule do mercy. 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks.
III. 29 Trustynge to Goddis mersy. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
(Arb.) 74 God receyueth alle them that desyre hys mercy.

1548-^9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Morn. Prayer, Lorde haue
mercie upon us. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. y/, iv. iii. 34 Then
God take mercy on braue Talbots soule. 1607 HIERON
Wks. I. 121 What can it be but mercie, that we shall bee
admitted to an inheritance immortall and vndefiled? 1641
HINDE J. Brnen, xxxiv. 107 Betwixt the Bridge and the

Brook, the Knife and the Throat, the mercy of God may
appeare. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 401 Father of Mercie and
Grace.

fc. To have mercy (cf. i): to receive pardon
(&amp;lt;3/&quot;an offence). Obst

a 1300 Cursor M. 9594, I sal noght fine merci to cri Be-
tuixand he haue bi merci. ^1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 43
Aske mercy and hafe it. 1426 LVDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 4098
But thow graunte, off thy pyte, That I may al outterly Off

my Gyltes ha mercy. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbitrge i. 2752
Who-so wyll haue mercy Must be mercyable.. ;

Who is

without mercy of mercy shall mys.
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2. Disposition to forgive or show compassion ;

compassionateness, mercifulness. Phr. 0/\or -\for)
one s mercy.
a 1*25 Juliana 48 Nis na merci wi5

\&amp;gt;e t
for

J&amp;gt;i

ne ahestu
nan habben. a izzg Ancr, R. 30 pet God

l&amp;gt;urh
his mike &

for his merci hi^e ham ut of pine, a \-p$ Prose Psalter \. i

Ha mercy on me, God, efter by mychel mercy. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems Ixii. 21 The mersy of that sweit meik

Rois, Suld soft }ow, Thirsill, I suppois. 15*3 in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 222 God of his mercie sende his

grace of suche facion that it maye bee all for the beste.

1531 ELVOT Gov. \\, vii, In whome mercye lacketh. .in hym
all other vertues be drowned. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendozffs
Hist. China 410 God for his infinite mercy conuert them.

1509 SHAKS. Hen.
*,

n. ii. 179 The taste whereof, God of his

mercy giue You patience to indure. 1872 MORI.EY Voltaire

(1886) 2 The infinite mercy and loving-kindness of a supreme
creator.

b. Personified.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9561 Quen merci sagh him suagat be

Of him sco can haf pite. 1362 LANGU P. PI. A. vi. 123
Merci is a Mayden J&amp;gt;er..Heo is sib to alle synful men.
c 1430 LVDG. Min. /Vvmf(Percy SocJ 12 A lady Mercy satt

on his righte side. 1621 HAKEVVILL, David s I oiv 28 These
bee .. the severall notes .. of Mercie s Song. 1814 BVKON
Lara n. x, None sued, for Mercy knew her cry was vain.

f3. To cry (one] mercy : to beg for pardon or

forgiveness. Hence in weakened sense ~* to beg
(one s) pardon ;

often colloq. with ellipsis of I .

The personal object is expressed by simple dative, or

(occas.) to, on, upon. In ME. also to ask, hid, beseech,

crave, sefk mercy, see numerous examples in Matzner.
a 1225, a 1240, a 1300 [see CKV v . i b, c]. c 1315 SHORE-

HAM i. 1181-2 To ourelorde Mercy he cry b, and biddeb hym
Mercy and misericorde. 1393 (bis), 1483, a 1533 [see CRY v.

i b, c]. 1578 WIIKTSTONE 2nd Pt. Promos .5- Cass. in. 1J.

I iij b, U I ken you nowe syr, chy crie you mercie.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 94 Oh, cry you mercy,
sir, I haue mistooke. 1594 LVLY Moth. Bomb. iv. ii. 28,
I crie you mercy, I tooke you for a ioynd stoole. 1672 [see

CRY ? . i b]. 1681 DRYUBM Span. Friar iv. i, I cry thee

mercy with all my Heart, for suspecting a Fryarofthe least

good-nature. 1692 Cleomenes Epll, 24, I give my judg
ment, craving all your mercies, To those that leave good
plays, for damned dull farces. 1795 [see CRY v. i c].

4. In elliptical and interjectional rises. Mercy=
1

may God have mercy ! ; hence as a mere

expression of surprise, fear, or the like. Also

mercy on us ! \for mercy !for mercy s sake ! lord-a-

mercy! (and in corrupt forms of the two last : cf.

LORD sb. 6 b).

a 1240 Lofsong in Colt. Horn. 211 Louerd, bi merci. a 1300
Cursor M. 841 Merci, lauerd ! strang wickedhed Uroght
adam to suilk a ded. 1362 LANGL, / . PL A. i. n Ich was
a-ferd of hire Face. .And seide Merci, Ma dame. What is

bis to mene? 1595 SHAKS. John iv. i. 12 Mercie on me.
1601 AlCs Well \. iii. 155 God smercie, maiden. 1610

Temp, i. ii, 436 Alacke, for mercy. 1611 ll/int. T. in. iii.

70 Mercy on s, a Barne? Ibid. 105 Name of mercy, when
was this, boy? 1634 MILTON Comns 695 Mercy guard
me ! 1671 Samson 15^9 Mercy of Heav n what hideous
noise was that ! 1800 MRS. HKRVEY Monrtray Fam. I. 90
A black seal ! oh, mercy ! it certainly is some bad news
about Henry. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxni, Mercy on
us ! what was that ? 1849 JAMES Woodman iii, But, mercy
have us, What is here? 1855 W, BROOKE F.astford vi.

60 Massy sakes alive John ! where have you been all the

morning .. ? What! a lady drownded! .. Lord-a-massy !

1858 THACKERAY Virgin. I. xxxii. 250* And whom a mercy s

name have we here? breaks in Mrs, Lambert. 1860 EMILY
EDEN Semi-attached Couple II. 127 Are you hurt? tell me,
Helen, for mercy s sake. 1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc P. iii.

23 Lordy massy, deacon, says I, don t you worry.

6. The clemency or forbearance of a conqueror
or absolute lord, which it is in his power to extend

or withhold as he thinks fit. Chiefly in phrases,
as ( to come to (one s) mercy, to submit to his

authority ; also, to come (to God) for forgiveness ;

also f/0 do or ptit oneself in or to (another s)

mercy, t To take to (or into
} mercy : to extend

pardon to (one who yields at discretion); to give

quarter to, receive the submission of. f (To yield)
to or upon mercy, (to surrender) at discretion.
In early use to take to mercy implied the commutation of

the death sentence for a fine: cf. sense 8.

1303 R. HRUNNE Handl. Synne 11788, 11790 pus seyj&amp;gt; ^e
clerk, seynt Austyn, f&amp;gt;e prestes mercy fou do pe ynne ; f&amp;gt;e

prest ys crystys vycarye ;
Do |?e alle yn hys mercy, c 1330

Ckron. (1810) 1 68
|&amp;gt;e

mene folk. .Com to his mercy, doand
him seruise. a 1400-50 Alexander 816 Lordis & othirc
Come to b^t conquerour Si on knese fallis, And in [v. r. on]
his mercy & meth mekely )&amp;gt;aiin put. 1420 in E. E. Wills
(1882) 47, I bequethe my soule into the mercy off mythfull
Ihesu. 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. Ixiv, Otta a lytel while

ageynst hym stode but afterward he put hym to his mercy.
1481 Reynard (Arb.) 74 Thaugh one falle ofte and at
laste aryseth vp and Cometh to mercy, he is not therof

darnpned. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxvii. 730 The
kynge was counsayled to take them to mercy, so that . .

they shulde gyue to the kyng Ix. thousande frankes. 1550
J. COKE Eng. $ Fr. Heralds 63 (1877) 77 Kyng Edwarde
the .111. and nis sone prynce Kdwarde . . favoryng the nacion
of Brytayne..toke hym to theyr mercy. 1577*87 HOLIN-
SHED Chron. III. 271/1 Vpon their submission, the king
tooke them to mercie, vpon their fine, which was seized at

twentie thousand marks. 1585 ! . WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s

Voy. iv, xv, 130 [Pompey] hauing.. taken them [the pirates)
into mercie, sent them into certaine townes . . farre from the
Sea. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, i. iv. 30 Yeeld to our mercy,
proud Plantagenet. 1600 HOLLAND Livy ix. xxiv. 331 Those
they tooke to mercie upon their submission. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. i. 269 The Pyrates. .did cast into the Sea many Marri-
ners yeelding to mercy, a 1671 LD. FAIRFAX Mem. (1699)
122 Which [sc. surrender] after 4 months close siege they

were compelled to, and that upon mercy ; . . delivering upon
mercy, is to be understood that some are to suffer, the rest

to go free. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool ofQval. (1809) IV, 98
Since it is so,.. I think I must take you to mercy. 1849
MACAULAY Hist, Eng. v. I. 643 Mercy was offered to some

prisoners on condition that they would bear evidence against
Prideaux.

fr b. At mercy : (that has surrendered) at discre

tion ; absolutely in the power of a victor or supe

rior, at his disposal ; liable to punishment or hurt

at the hands of another ; on sufferance, liable to

interference. Also, (to hold) in mercy. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Lean. iv. 350 That.. He may. .hold our Hues
Jn mercy. 1607 Cor. i. x. 7 What good Condition can a
Treat ie fmde 1 th part that isat mercy V a 1671 LD. FAIR

FAX Mem. (1699) 121 Lord Capel, Sir George Lucas, and
Sir George Lisle, who were prisoners at mercy upon the ren-

dring of Colchester. 1690 LOCKE Govt. n. xvi. 183 My
Life, tis true, as forfeit, is at Mercy, but not my Wife sand
Children s. #1715 BURNET Oivn 1 ime (1724) I. 347 A con

nivance, such as that the Jews lived under, by which they
were still at mercy. 1727 SWIFT State Irel. Wks. 1755 V.

ii. 166 The linen of the North, a trade casual, corrupted,
and at mercy. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 265 The
inhabitants of a town exert all their efforts in defending the

ramparts, .. because when those are taken the town lies at

mercy.
c. At the mercy of (a person} : wholly in his

power, at his discretion or disposal ; liable to any
treatment he may choose to employ ; liable to

danger or harm from him. Similarly f in the

mercy of; (to leave or trust) to the mercy of. Also

transf. and fig. (with things as sul
j.

or obj.).
c 1350 Will. Palerne 4411 To bis bestes mercy i bowe me

at alle, to worche with me is wille as him-sejf likes. 1481
CAXTON Reynard (Arb.} 106 Thy lyf is now in my mercy.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 856 Floutes, Which you on all

estates will execute, That lie within the mercie of your wit.

1593 Lucr. 364 Shee..Lies at the mercie of his mortall

sting. 1593 2 Hen. VI, I. iii. 137 Thy Crueltie. .hath
exceeded Law, And left thee to the mercy of the Law. 1665
BOYLE Occas, Reft. n. xiii. 141 The Syrians, .found them
selves at the mercy of their enemies. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India fy P. 10 We lay wholly at the mercy of the two un

ruly Elements, Fire and Water. 1715 DE FOE Fain. In
struct, i. iv. (1841) I. 84 Your character is at every body s

mercy. 1819 BYRON Juan n. xlii, A wreck complete she
roll d, At mercy of the waves. 1888 BRYCK Amer. Commiv.
II. 11. 292 Leaving the civil service at the mercy of a par
tisan chief. 1893 EARL DUNMORE Pamirs II. 50 Too pre
cious to trust to the tender mercies of a baggage pony. 1902
Field 25 Jan. 134/1 Shortly afterwards Smith had the goal
at his mercy, but kicked over.

6. In particularized sense : An act of mercy ; esp.
one vouchsafed by God to His creatures; an event

or circumstance calling for special thankfulness ; a

gift of God, a blessing. One s mercies, the good
things which one has received from God.
a 1300 E, E, Psalter Ixxxviii. i (Egerton MS.) Mercis of

lauerd ouer al In euer-mare singe I sal. 1535 COVKKDALE
Ps. xxiv. 6 Call to remembraunce, O Loide, thy tender

mercyes 8t thy louinge kyndnesses. 1603 SHAKS. Jlfeas.

for M. v. i. 489 Thou rt condemned, But for those earthly
faults, I quit them all. And pray thee take this mercie
to prouide For better times to come. 1651 [see CROWNING
///. a. 2]. 1662 GURNALL Chr. in- Arm. ill. 518 Thou
must not onely praise God for some extraordinary mercy,
which once in a year betides thee,.. but also for ordinary,
every-day mercies, a 1716 SOUTH Sfrrn. (1727) VI. vii.

227 Deliverance out of Temptation is undoubtedly one
of the greatest Mercies that God vouchsafes his People.
1824 Scorr Redgauntlet Let. i, I know your good father
would term this sinning my mercies. 1829 Jml. 16 July,
May Heaven continue this great mercy, which I have so
much reason to be thankful for ! 1851 LONGF. Gold, Leg. vi,
Death never takes one alone ., Perhaps it is a mercy of

God, Lest the dead there under the sod. .should be lonely !

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle 7V/ .s C xii, There was even room
to doubt whether Tom appreciated his mercies. Mod. It is

a mercy that you were able to come when you did.

7. Works of mercy (also f deeds, f duties of mercy
and simply ^mercies}: acts of compassion to

wards suffering fellow-creatures.
Mediaeval theology enumerated seven spiritual and seven

corporal works of meicy (opera inisericordise . cf. Luke x.

37 Vulg. qitifecit misericordiam in ilium}. Sisters ofMercy^
title ofa R. C. sisterhood founded at Dublin in 1827 {Catholic
Dict.)\ popularly often applied to the members of any
nursing sisterhood. House ofMercy &amp;gt;

a name for a peniten
tiary or house of refuge.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5764 Werlces of mercy and of
almus. f 1340 in Prose Tr. Pref. ii In fulfillynge. .of
the seven dedis of mercy bodili and gostly to a manys
euen cristen. c 1380 Lay Folks Catech, (Lamb.) 1158 As pe
sowle is better (jan )&amp;gt;e body So bese gostly mercyes be better

ban be bodyly mercyes. 1390 GOWER Conf. Ill, 198 Here
goode name may noght deie For Pite, which the! wolde
obeie, To do the dedes of mercy, c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg.
Princ. 919 God wille bat

J&amp;gt;e nedy be releeued ; It is on of

Je werkes of mercy. 1533 GAU Richt I ay (1888) 15 Thay
that dois notht the dedis of marcie to thair nichtburs. 1647
Conf. Faith Assemb. Div. Westm. xxi. (1650) 46 In the

duties of necessity, and mercy. 1647 Larger Catechism

(1650) 112 Making it our whole delight to spend the whole
time (except so much of it as is to be taken up in works of

necessity and mercy) in the publick and private exercises of
Gods worship. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. xiii. [Trumbull
log.}) A work of necessity and mercy. 1868 Nat. Gazetteer
I. 595 Cleiver,,. .There is.. a penitentiary, called the House
of Mercy, founded in 1849.

t 8. = AMERCEMENT. To do or put in the mercy y

to amerce; to he in mercy (
= med.L. in miseri-

eordia}, to be liable to a fine. Obs.

(See the note under sense 5.^

[izgz ERITTON i. v. 9 [Soint] trestouz es autres en la

merci pur la fple suffraunce.) 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11155
Hii clupede sir Ion gitfard, ^&amp;gt;at

siwtessolde Jwrto, To come
oj&amp;gt;er

he ssolde in ^e merci be ido. 1303 [see MERCY z&amp;gt;. i].

c 1350 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 349 ^if hi! be
f&amp;gt;ennes, by-J&amp;gt;owte

ryStful enchesoun, euerych by hym-selue be in mercy of one
besaunt. Ibid. 356 He is in

j&amp;gt;e kynges mercy vpon |?e quan-
tyte of

t&amp;gt;at mysdede. a 1500 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 217
Non ofy forsaid mercyes shalbe put but be othe of sad and
honest men. ?i$. . Rules Court York in Drake Eboracum
(1736) I. vi. 191 If the defendant put him in the mercie, the
sheriffs shall have amerciaments of the defendant. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. App. i. 5 That the same William
and his pledges of prosecuting, to wit, John Doe and
Richard Roe, be in mercy for his false complaint.

f 9. Thanks. Obs. rare. (Cf. GKAMERCY.)
1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 41 A Madame, Merci !

quaj&amp;gt; I,
1 me

liket&amp;gt;
wtl ^i wordes \ 1377 B. xix. 72 Kynges. . offred

mirre & moche golde, with-outen mercy askynge, Or any
kynnes catel. c 1500 Melnsine 129 Right grete thankes &
thousand mercys to the damoyselle tha so moche honour
sheweth to me.

JO. attrib. and Comb., as mercy-angel^ f -doing,

-gate^ f -skewer ; mercy-greatening^ -guided, -tack

ing, -tempered, -wanting, -winged adjs. ; f mercy-
stock, -stool, -table = MERCY-SEAT (Jig-}\

f mercy-stroke, a coup de gr&ee.
1849 ROCK C h. ofFathers 1 1. 468 To watch, as it were by the

grave, and like a *mercy-angel, cry aloud on all Christians.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. 1. 3 After the multitude of thi grete *mercy
doingus [Vulg. miserationvm \. a 1600 in Farr S. P. Eliz.

(1845) II. 473 Lamenting sore his sinfull lite Before thy
*mercy-gate. 1675 BROOKS^/W. Key Wks. 1867 V. 559 It isa

1 *mercy-gieatening mercy. 1833 RocK///V*-w7y. (1892)!. 322
That God. .whose sway Is &quot;mercy-guided. 1595 SHAKS. fohn
iv. i. 121 Fierce fire and Iron. .Creatures of notefor ^mercy-
lacking [Fa. mercy, lacking] vses. a 1565 R. TURNAR in

Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 332 In the power of God & mercie

\

shewer. 1550 BECON Gov. Virtue Wks. 1564 1.244 And heisa

*mercystockefor our sinnes[i John ii. 2]. 1550 HUTCHINSON
Image ofGod Ep. Ded., Our sauiour & mercie stock saieth

i yl tiiis knowledge is eternal lyfe. a 1536 TINDALE Pathiv.
1

Script. Wks. 11573) 379 Christ. .is called in Scripture Gods

*mercy stole. 1549 COVERDAI.E, etc. Erasm. Par. Rev. 17
The euerlasiing word of God, which is and euer hath bene

y* Mercie-stoole of all the worlde. 1702 C. MATHER Magn.
Chr. vn. 70 His Hatchet in his hand, ready to bestow a

*Mercy-stroak of Death upon her. 1549 COVERDALE, etc.

,ra*m. Par. Rom. 7 Nowe hath God declared Christ to be
vnto all people the very proplciatory, *mercie table, and

,

sacrifice. 1822 WORDSW. Eccles. Sonn. i. xxvi, With *mercy-
tempered frown. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. in Transported
here and there, Led with the &quot;mercy-wanting winds. 1819
SHELLEY Cenci in. ii. 4 If so, the shaft Of mercy-winged
lightning would not fall On stones and trees.

t MeTCy, ^- Obs. [ad. OK. merci-er to thank,

amerce, ttc, f
f. merci MERCY $b**\

1. trans. To amerce.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5490 &amp;gt;yf
bou haue be so

coueytous To meres [T/. r. mercye] men ouer outraious, And
pore men, specyaly, J^at ferde

(&amp;gt;e
wers lor bat mercy, c 1330

Chron. (18101 112 Who bat was gilty porgh t&amp;gt;e
foresters

sawe, Mercied was fulle hi. 1426 AUUELAY Poems 39 Thai

mercyn hem with mone and med prevely.
2. To thank. Const, of (

=
for).

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. ai Mildeliche fcenne Meede
Merciede hem alle Of heore grete goodnesse. 1483 CAXTON
G. de la Tourc.x\\\, Al the people, .thanked & mercyedGod
..of the delyueraunce of Cathonel. c 1500 Metusine 71
Therof I mercy & thanke you. Ibid. 90 Rayinondin..
humbly mercyed the king of his good justice that he had
doon to hym.
3. To clothe with mercy, nonce-use.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri. Faith (1845) 04 If all

that a saint hath be blessed, and every thing (to speak so),

mercied and christianed, . .his inheritance must be blessed.

Hence f Mercying vbl. sb., pitying, having
| mercy ;

used by Hampole to render L. miseratio.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxiv. 6 Vmthynke ye of hi mer-
! cyingis lord. Ibid. cii. 4 The whilke corouns

&amp;gt;e
in mercy

!

and in merdyngis.

Mercyabil, -ble, -bull, obs. ff. MERCIABLE.

Mercyall, obs. form of MARTIAL.

Me rcy-seat. The golden covering placed

i upon the Ark of the Covenant and regarded as

!
the resting-place of God. Hence applied to the

throne of God in Heaven, and to Christ as * the
i

propitiation for our sins .

Heb. kafporeth, LXX. i\a&amp;lt;nyptov, Vulg. propitiatorium,

\
Wyclif propiciatorie . Tindale s first rendering (1526) was

,

the seate off grace
1

(Hebr. ix. 51; in both this and his

j

later rendering he followed Luther s Gnadenstnhle. Cf.

j

also mercy-stock, stool, table, in MKRCY sb. 10.

1530 TINDALE Ex. xxv. 17, 18 And thou shall make a

merciseale of pure golde. .and make .ii. cherubynsoffthicke
golde on the .ii. endes of the mercyseate. 1581 MARBECK
Bk. ofNotes 18 Brethren, we haue lesus Christ the righteous

,

and aduocate with the Father, he is the mercie seate of our

; sinnes. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 2 From the Mercie-seat

! above Prevenient Grace descending. 1710 ADDISON Tatler

, No. 267 f 6 We find him prostrating himself before the

I
great Mercy-Seat. 1779 COWPKR Hymn, Jesus ! where er

; thy people meet, There they_
behold thy mercy-seat. 1875

I MANNING Mission H. Ghost \. 9 The infinite merits of the

j

Redeemer of the world are before the Mercy-seat of our

Heavenly Father.

transf. 1592 DAVIES Immort. Soul \. xix. (1714) 24 Tne
Man whom Princes do advance, Upon their gracious Mercy-

,

seat to sit.

t Merd. Obs. Also 5 merde, 6-7 mard. [a.

i F. merde : L. merda dung.] Dung, excrement ;

j

a piece of excrement, a turd.

1477 NORTON Ordin. A Ich. iii. in Ashm. (1652) 39 In Haire,

in Eggs, in Merds, and Urine. 1486 Bk. St. Alians b viij,



MERDAILLE.

For this sekennese take merde of a dove. 1577 KENDAI.I,

Flowers of Epigr. 82 If after thou of Garlike strong, the

sauour wilt expell : A Mard is sure the onely meane, to put

away the smell. i6ioB.JoNSON ///&amp;lt;;/:. n. iii, Haireo the head,
burnt clouts, chalke, merds, and clay. 1621 BURTON Anat.

Mel. n. iii n. 39 1 1 dispute of gentry without wealth, is

..todiscusse theoriginallofa Mard. [a 1733 NORTH E.vam.

in. viii. (1740) 644 He . . deals forth his Merda by the Hire

lings of the Times.]

t Merclaille. Obs. Sc. Also 4merdale. [Fr.,

f. merde (seeprec.) with collective suffix, lit.
*

heap
of dung .]

A dirty crew, rabble,
* scum .

c 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 249 Behynd thame set thai thnr

merdale. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 921 Quheine
eschapit, but merdale, pat for to tak ves nan awaile. 1687
CLEVELAND Rust. Rampant 467 This Merdaille, these

Stinkards, throng before the Gates.

t Merdi ferous, #. Obs.~ [f. L. merd-a
MERD + -(I)FEBOUS.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Merdifcrous (mcrdifcr), that

farmeth dung, a Gold-tinder.

Merdivorous (msjdi voras), a. raw , [f.

mod.L. merdivor-us (f. merda MERD + -vorns eat

ing) + -OD3.] Feeding on dung (said of insects).
1856 in MAVNE Expos. Lex. ; and in mod. Diets.

t Me rdous, a. Obs.&amp;lt;&amp;gt; [f.
MEHD + -OIS.]

Full of dung or ordure (Bailey 1721). Also

fMerdose in same sense, whence fMerdosity
(both in Bailey vol. II, 1727).

t Merdu rinous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. merda
MEKD + &amp;gt;/# URINE sb. +-OTJS.] Composed of

dung and urine. Alsoy^.
a 1616 B. JONSON Epigr., On famous Voy. 65 Who shall

discharge first his merd-vrinous load. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water-P.) Wks. n. 99/2 If shee thriue and grow fat, it is

with the merdurinous draffe of our imperfections.

Mere (mij), sit. 1 Forms : i meri, 2-3 msere,

4marre, 5 mer, 5-7 meere, 6-8 meare, 7 mayre,
7-9 meer, 9 dial, mare, mar, marr, I- mere.

[OE. m$re str. masc., corresp. to OS. meri fern., sea

(MDu., MLG. mere fern., neut, Du. meer neut., sea,

pool), OHG. merit marl (MHG., mod.G. meer}
neut., sea, ON. mar-r masc., sea (MSw. mar, MI)a.
mser are from MLG.), Goth, mart- (nom. *mar)
in mari-saiws sea (also the derivative marci :

OTeut. type *martn&amp;gt; wk. fern.) : OTeut. *mtiri~

: WAryan *mori- or *m^ri-, represented in OS1.

and Russ. Mope, Olrish miiir
t
Welsh mort

L. mare
neut. (It. mare, Pr., Sp., Pg. mar, F. mer fern.).
The word is often referred to the Indogermanic root *mer-

(: 7(?r-, trtr-) to die, and supposed to have originally desig
nated the sea as lifeless

1

in contrast with the land as

abounding in vegetable life ; but this is very doubtful ;

Brugmann suggests that the r may belong to the suffix.

The form ma.r(r (i4th c. ntarrc), occurring in senses 2 and

4, is abnormal. Cf. ON. marr (which, however, is known
only in the sense sea ), and F. mare pond (from i2th c.).]

1 1. The sea. Obs.
Mere Mediterane m quot. c 1425 is prob. from French.
a xooo Andreas 283, & }m wilnast nu ofer widne mere?

ci2O5 LAY. 21773 Per walleS of ban maeren a moniare siden.

[c 1425 WYMTOUN Cron. ix. xii. 1332 The Lord wes of the

Oryent, Of all Jude, and to Jordane And swa to the Mere
Mediterane.] 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.)74 O lord. .

Wych..pharoo. .drynklyddyst in the salt mere.

2. A sheet of standing water; a lake, pond.
Now chiefly poet, and dial.

Beowulf^362 Nis Jjset feor heonon mil^emearces, f&amp;gt;ae-t
se

mere standeo. 0:700 Epinal Gloss. 962 Stagnum^ staeg vet

meri. c 1000 Ags. Cosp. John ix. 7 Ga & J&amp;gt;weah be on sy-
loes mere, tr 1205 LAY. 21739 Pat s a Se lcu5 mere iset a
middelsrde mid fenne & mid reeode. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P.

A. 158, I se} by-jonde bat myry mere, A crystal clyffe ful

relusaunt. a 1400-50 Alexander 4093 Sone was he dreuyn
with his dukis in-to a dryi meere. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasni.
Par. Matt. xvl. 85 b, He came vnto a meere which is called

the sea of Galile. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxiii. (1887) 95

Swimming in lakes and standing meres. 1651-7!*. BARKER
Art oj Angling^(1820) 23 Either in mayre, or pond. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 40 The meres of Shropshire
and Cheshire. 1823 SCOTT Peveril i, As a tempest influ

ences the sluggish waters of the deadest meer. 1842 TEN
NYSON Sir Gal. iv, Sometimes on lonely mountain-meres
I find a magic bark. 1888 ANNIE S. SWAN Doris Cheyne iii.

53 She loved to..watch the lovely shadows in the silent

depths of the placid mere. 1896 BLASHILL Sutton-in-Hol-
derness 4 Dotted over with sedgy marrs, of which Hornsea
Marr, a veritable lake, is practically the last survivor.

1 3. An arm of the sea. Obs.
I573~8o BARET Alv. M 271 A Mere, or water whereunto

an arme of the sea floweth. i6za CALLIS Stat. Sewers
(1824) 70, 1 take it that a Bay and a Creek be all one, and that
a Mere and a Fleet be also of that nature, a 1676 HALE De
Jure Mans i. v. in Hargrave s Tracts (1787) I. 21 The
abbot, .had. .the fishing, yea and the soil of an armor creek
of the sea called a meere or fleete.

4. A marsh, a fen. Now dial.

13. . Childh. Jesus 598 in Archiv Stud. nen. Spr. LXXIV.
335- I salle the gyffe bothe . . Marre and mosse, bothe feldes

and fene. 1609 HOLLAND A mm. Marcel!, xxn. viii. 201
The seventh [mouth of the Danube] is a mightie great one,
and in manner of a meere, blacke. 1629 MAXWELL tr. ffero~
dian (1635) 360 Being come to a mighty great Meare or

Marian, whither the Germanes had fled. 1670 EVELYN
Diary 22 July, We rod out to see the greate meere or levell

of recover d fen lande. 1706 PHILLIPS, Meer or Mear^..
a low marshy Ground. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. , Meret

heard, at times, applied to ground permanently under
water.

5. atlrib.^ as f mere-rush.
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1555 W. WATRKMAN Fardle Facions \. v. 72 They feede

them [children] with the rootes of mererusshes.

Alere, lliear (ml-u), sb2 arch, and dial.

Forms : i jemsere, meere, 2 meere, 3 meer,

mare, 3-4 mer, 4-9 meer(e, 5 merre, 5-6 meyre,
6-q meare, 3- mere, 5- mear. [OK. gem&re,
vnvre str. neut. = MDu. (Flemish) mere, mcer, ON.
(landa}-m&ri (Sw. landamare) : OTeut. *(#a)-

imrirjo) cogn. w. L. miirus (:*m0trvs) wall]
1. A boundary; also, an object indicating a boun

dary, a landmark.
&amp;lt; 825 /

esf&amp;gt;.
Psalter ii. 8, & maehte Sine jemaru eorSrtn \et

possessionem tiiam tcrniinos tcrrae\. ^950 Lindisf. Gasp.
Mark vi. 56 In londum uel in ma;rum k975 simairu, Vulg.
in ui(os ncl in nillas]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 17 Hi
b;tdon bast he of hyra j;emerum [cii6o Hatton of hire

maeren] fore. 1:1205 LAY. 2133 Locrines mxr [c 1275 merj
code su5& east ford. 1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 137

j&amp;gt;ilke

men destinget&amp;gt; nou^t no^er to sette her feeldes by
boundes, nober by meres, a 1400-50 Alexander 211 With-in

t?e merris of Messedoyn bar na man him knewe. 1488 Cal.

Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 493 They ridde over a meare
westward till thei came to Our Lady well, and so straight
over the said mer. 1546 L\ST;LF,V Pol. Verg. DC Im-cnt . i.

xv. 28 The meeresand butrclles with whiche theyde^seuered
theyr porcions of lande. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 1403 The god
of Meeres and Bounds Terminus. 1672 PKTTY Pol. Anat.

(1691) 310 Planting 3 millions of timber-trees upon the

bounds and mears of every denomination of land. 1787 in

N. IV. Line. Gloss, s. v., Where a person knows his own
land by meres or boundaries. 1849 JAMES Woodman xviii,

Such things as have been done this night shall not happen
within our meres and go unpunished.
Jti?. 1590 Si KNSER F. Q. in. ix. 46 So huge a mind could

not in lesser rest, Ne in small meares containe his glory great.

b. spec. A green balk ,
or a road, serving as a

boundary.
1607 MARKHAM Caval.

iy. (1617) 13 Either some faire

Hie- way, or else some plaine green Meare. 1893 J. T.

FOWLER Let. to Editor, The road dividing WInterton and

Winteringham is commonly called The Mere or Win-

teringham Mere \

2. Derbysh* Lead-mining. A measure of land

containing lead ore.

1653 MANLOVE Lead Mines 123 Such as orders, to observe

refuse; Or work their meers beyond their length and Stake.

1670 PETTUS Fodinx Reg. 92 If any Miners, .find any new
Rake or Vein, the first Finder shall have two Meers. 1829
Glovers Hist. Derby \. 67 Marking out in a pipe, or rake-

work, two meeres of ground, each containing twenty-nine
ards. 1851 Act 14 ^ 15 Viet. c. 94 Scried, i. 18 Every
eer of Ground shall contain Thirty-two Yards in Length.

3. attrib., as in mere-balk, f -bound, -furrow^
^ -mark, \-staff, -stake, -\ -thorn, -tree. Cf. MKKKS-

MAN, MEHESTONE.
1630 in N. IV. Line. Gloss, s. v., Of Richard Welborne for

plowing vp the kings *meere balk. 1667 Providence {R. /.)

Rec. (1892) I. 37 Bounded with a Meere bauke betweene
the land of Henry Browne & hh running to Mosshossick
river. 1840 SpURDENS Suj&amp;gt;pl. Forbys Voc, E. Anglia,
Klear-balk, Meare-biilk^ a ridge left unploughed in a field,

as a division of lands. 1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 22

North Clanneboy is devided into two partes ; the ryver of

Kellis being the *meare bounde. iSgiS BLASHILL Sutton-

in-Holdfrness 17 These strips were called at a later time
* *mere-furrows , or balks . z6iz SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

ii. 32 Some ruines of which *Meere-marke are yet ap
pearing. 1631 WEEVER Anc. FuneralMon. 866 The meere-

markes, limits, or bondaries. 1552 HULOET, Bowne, buttell,

or *merestafe, or stone. 1629 Jirasenose Coll. Muniments
27. 104 Removed the *meere-stakes and boundaries, a 1000

in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 168 Of foem pytte on Sone

die, &et on *ma;;r5orne. 1241 in Newminster Cartul. (1878)
202 Usque ad Merethorne. 1585 HIGINS Junius

1 Nomen-
clator 139 A *meere tree : a tree which is for some bound
or limit of land.

t Mere, sb$ Obs. rare* 1
. [Shortened from

mereman MERMAN.] A merman or mermaid.
c 1220 Bestiary 584 He hauen herd told of Sis mere . . half

man and half fis.

t Mere, sb.^ Obs. [a. OF. mere : L. matrem

MOTHER.] A mother.
a izgo Five Joys Virg. in Rel. Ant. I. 48 Seinte Marie,

maydan ant mere. ?ci4oo AHnofs Poems (1897) App. ii.

104/80 pan sal J?e land duel in were, Als a stepchild with-

outen be mere, c 1460-70 Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems 232/763
To-fore bi fadir, [&] mere maree, pou schewist \i\ woundis
rent on roode.

tMere, ^- 5 Obs. [subst. use of MEKE a.-]

(See quot. 1607.)
1544 tr. Nat. Brcuium 2 loynynge the myses vpon the

mere. [Cf. MERE a.- 3, quot. 1628.] 1607 COWEL Interfir.,

Meere, though an adiectiue, yet is vsed for a substantive,

signifiing meere right, Owld nnt. br. fol. 2.

t Mere, &amp;lt;*.* Obs. Also i msere, m6re, 2-3
msere, 2-4 mere, 3 (Lay.} mare, meare. [OK.
mxre = OS. 4n,OHG. mdri, mdre (MHG. ms?re\
ON. ttt&rr (: older mdrt-r, in Runic inscriptions),
Goth, -mers (in wailamSrs ttJ^/xos) : OTeut.

*m^rjo-. ] Renowned, famous, illustrious ; beauti

ful, noble. (Said of persons and things.)
BeoiuulfiQ^ Waes se grimma gaest Grendel haten, msere

mearcstapa, se
J&amp;gt;e

moras heold. a 700 Epinal Gloss. 737
Percrebuit, mere uueard. &amp;lt;~ xooo ^LFRIC Saints Lives II.

334 Crist ^eswutelab mannum burh his mseran hal^an bset

he is aelmihtij god. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 For3i 5e god hi

3eworhte to meren anglen. &amp;lt; 1200 ORMIN 806 patt child..

Shall ben biforenn Drihhtin Godd Full mahhti? mann &
maere. nzos LAY. 27877 He..lette makien beren riche

and swiSe maren \c 1275 meare]. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
\Vace (Rolls) 7045 Constant was eldest & mere. 13. . Gaiv.

&amp;lt;5-

Gr. Knt. 878 penne a mere mantyle was on
J&amp;gt;at

mon cast.

MERE.

Mere (rm.i), a.- and adv. Forms: 6 meare,
mer, Sc. meir, 6-8 meer^e, (7 mear, myere).
[ad. L. merits undiluted, unmixed, pure. Cf. OF.
mcr

t wzV&amp;gt;&quot;(AF, mecfj which is the source of the Kng.
word in legal uses), It., Sp., Pg. mcro,
In the OE. mdre

pettegas
(see B.-T.), app, med.L. meri

denarii (i-.ee Du Cangc ,
the adj. may be viewed as an

adaptation of L. meriis
?

or better as a use of MURE a. 1

suggested by the similarity in sound to the Latin word.]

A. adj.

fl. a. Of wine : Not mixed with water. Obs.

1545 RAYSOLD Hyrth ftlankynde 133 Let not the nourse
vse any watered \vyne, or myxed but mere and in his ownc
kynde. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 275 Three cyaths of meere
wineful of the grape. 1660 JKR. TAYLOR Worthy Connnnn.
I. i. 35 Our wine is here mingled with water and with

myrrhe, there it is mere and unmlxt.

t b. Of .1 people or their language : Pure, un
mixed. Chielly in mere Irish (see IRISH sb. i a\
now often misunderstood as a term of disparage
ment, the adj. being apprehended as in sense 5.

1561 T. Hoitv tr. CastigH0ne*s Coiirtycr i. (1577) Evj,
Though it were not the meere ancient Tuscane long, yet
should it be the Italian tongue. 1568 OR AM ON Chrtm. II.

286, I will repeople tin; tuwue againe wyth mere Englishe
men. 1577-87 STANYHI:KST Descr. frel. viii. 44/2 in Holm-
shed, The dispoMtiui and maners of the meere Irish, com-
monlie called the wild IrUh. 1605 VKRSTKGAN Dec. Intel/.

11628) Pref. Kp. [They] doe rather seeme to vnderstand
them for a kind of forraine people, then as their owne tnu:

and meere Ancestors. 1623 LISLE /Elfric on O.
&amp;lt;y

-V. Test.

To Rdr. 17 The meere Saxon monuments of.. Sir H. Spel-
man. 1648 GAGK West Ind. 55 There may not be above
two thousand Inhabitants of nicer Indians. 1711 J. GREEN
WOOD fcng. Grain. 10 Cardinal Wolsey, in his Embassy into

France, commanded all his servants to use no French, but

meer English. 1732-33 WOGAN in .Swi/fs Wks. (1824)
XVII. 456 Scarce any people are taken for mere Irish,

either in England, or on the continent, but the vulgar of

the country, and the few unfortunate exile--. 1836 11 (i.

WARD Sp, Ho. Comm, 28 Mar., No man who is a mere
Irishman can exist without feeling deep gratitude to the

Honourable and Learned Member for Dublin.

fc. Of other things material and immaterial:

Pure, unmixed, Obs.

1535 HKN. VIII in Strype Reel, Mem. (1721) I. A pp. liv.

140 i he true, mere, and sincere word of God. 1613 Pi KCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 84 Earthly happinesse .. Is neuer metre
and vnmixed, but hath sumu suwre sauce to rellish it. 1665
XEEDHAM Mcd. Medicinse 388 The vitious humor., not

sincere or mere [at non sinccmim}. but mingled with the . .

profitable humor. 1703 Art
&amp;lt;y Jfysf. Vintners 43 Take

about 8 or 10 ounces of mere Chalk.

fd. quasi-aofe/. in comb, mere-pure adj. Obs.

1650 W. BROI-GH Sacr. Print. (1659) 17 Mere-pure-papists

holding and doing all things in opposition to us. Ibid. 207
A meer-pure-sin, without motive.

2. Done, performed, or exercised by a person or

persons specified without the help of any one else
;

sole. Chiefly Law, in phrases mere motion, etc.

1444 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 87/1 Of his especial grace, mere

motion, and singuler devotion. 1449 Ibid. 161/1 Tin s devout

Collage is of his mere foundation. 1527 Rec. St. Mary at

Hill 342 But leue theym to the mer disposicion of the said

parson parisheners. 1558 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS, Comm.
App. v. 388 Of our own meare gifte and volantary willis.

1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senaulfs Man bee. Guilty 55 His
nature being the meer work of God had no defaults, a 1718
PENN 7 ?acis Wks. 1726 I. 681 It is said to be out of his

meer and free Will, as if it were his meer Favour. 1881

JOWETT Thucyd. I. 211 We were wrong if of our mere

motion we. .fought with you, and ravaged your land.

3. Law. Mere right [AF. meer dreit^ law-Latin

jus mentin] : right as distinguished from possession.
[1292 BRITTON iv. v. 4 Qe cesti pleintif, qi est dreit heir

celi qi drein presenta, ad meer dreit par le title de succes-

sioun.] 1559-60 Ait 2 Eliz. in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 284
That your Majestic .. is, and in verie deed, and of most
meere right ought to bee .. our most rightful

. . soveraigne.
1628 COKE Oa Lift. in. viii. 279 If..hee loyne the mise vpon
the meere right. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 197 This is

frequently spoken of in our books under the name of the

mere right, jus menivt , and the estate of the owner js
in

such cases said to be totally devested, and put to a right.

f 4. That is what it is in the full sense of the

term ; nothing short of (what is expressed by the

sb.); absolute, entire, sheer, perfect, downright.
Obs.

Collocations such as mere lying , mere folly ,
are still

possible, but the adj. no longer means nothing less than ,

but nothing more than (sense 5).

1536 HF.N. VIII in Ellis Orig. Lett. Sen n. II. 86 We ..

wyll se yf . . he wyll of hys awne mynde confesse the mere
trawthe. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Morels Utopia n. (1895) 244

Whyche thynge they doo of meere pytye and compassion.

1577 F. de L isle s Legendarie Bviij, A kinde of impor-
timatenes not farre different from meere violence. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. ii. 2 Our God is One, or rather very

Oneness, and meer Unity. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxn, xliii.

459 Complaining first of the dearth of victuals, and in the

end, of meere hunger and famine. 1600 in ioth Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. y. 458 Thobstinacie, willfull disobedience,

myere lienge and disceite of the countrie gentlemen. 1604
SHAKS. Otk. n. ii. 3. 1607 HEYWOOD Worn. Killed. Kindn.
Wks. 1874 II. 115 Pride is grown to vs A meere meere

stranger. 1625 BACON ss., Friendship (Arb.) 165 That it is

a meere, and miserable Solitude, to want true Friends.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-v. 214 [The rivulet] discends so

violently, that it makes meere Cattaracts by its motion.

1668 M. CASAUBON Credulity (1670) 31 The Greek Gram
marians . . (meer strangers to the Hebrew). 1719 D URFEY
Pills (1872) III. 306 It blows a mere Storm. 1719

DE FOE
Crusoe (1840) I. 146, I., became, in a little time, a mere

pastry-cook, into the bargain. 1746 CHESTF.RF. Lett. (1792)
I. cviii. 295 You are a mere Oedipus, and I do not believe



MERE.
a Sphynx could pu/zle you. 1740 SMOLLETT (7*7 Blas(ijg-j}
III. 45 He was .. fair as Love himself, a mere pattern in

shape. 1775 WESLEY Wks. (1872) IV. 50 He seems to think

himself a mere Phenix.

5. Having no greater extent, range, value, power,
or importance than the designation implies ;

that

is barely or only what it is said to be.

1581 PF.TTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Con-v. it. (1586) 49 b, If I

speake rather lyke a meere Citizen, than a Philosopher.

1586 HOOKER Disc. Justif. 32 (1612) 54 Nestorius. .held,
that the Virgin .. did not bring forth the sonne of God,
but a sole and a mere man. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.

Acad. n. 345 The throate . . being onely a meere way and

place of passage, through which meates and drinkes passe
to and fro. 1610 A. COOKK Pope Joan 104 A meere lay-
man. 1650 BAXTER Saints R. \\. vii. 7 To the meer

English Reader I commend especially these [books]. 1671
MILTON P. R. iv. 535 To the utmost of meer man both wise

and good. Not more. 1720 OZELL Vertot s Rant. Rep. I. i.

9 This military Function became a meer Title of Honour.

1750 GRAY Long Story 137 Decorum s turn d to mere civility.

1758 S. HAYWARD .Serin, p. xiv, Our public performances
are . . looked upon as a meer form. 1820 W. IKVING Sketch
/&amp;gt; . I. 3 Even when a mere child I began my travels. 1827
HARE Guesses (1859) 339 Mere art perverts taste ; just as
mere theology depraves religion. 1849 MACAULAY Hist,

fcng. v. I. 532 Those who had pecuniary transactions with
him soon found him to be a mere swindler. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vi. 4. 300 Immersed as Archbishop Warham
was in the business of the State, he was no mere politician.

1892 Law Rep. t Weekly Notes 188/1 The defendant had
been maliciously making noises for the mere purpose of . .

annoying the plaintiffs.

b. Used in the superlative and comparative.
1643 MILTON Apol. Smtct. Wks. 1851 III. 305, I rather

deeme it the meerest, the falsest, the most unfortunate

guift of fortune. 1841 Miss SEDGWICK Lett. Aar. I. 269*,
I have never seen people that seemed merer animals. 1868

FARRAR Seekers u. i. (1875) 201, I shall live despised and
the merest nobody.

t B. adv. = MERELY adv.2 Obs.

1534 in W. H. Turner Select, Rec. Oxford (1880) 126
Lawes. .repugnante and meere contrarie to ye Kings statute.

1577 HAMMER Attc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 259 All such crimes
as Athanasius was charged with, were meere false. 1601

SHAKS. Alls Well HI. v. 58 Dia. .. Thinke you it is so?
Hel. I surely meere the truth. 1618 WITHER Motto, Nee
Curo, I hate to have a thought o re-serious spent In things
meere trivial!, or indifferent. 1635 PAGITT Ckristianogr.
i. ii. (1636) 51 Authority over the Clergie and matters meere
ecclesiastical!.

t Mere, vl Obs. [OE. inerian ; cf. the more

frequent d-weria/i, of the same meaning.] trans.

To purify. Hence f Mered///. a.

a 1000 Sal. fy Sat. 55 (Gr.) To begonganne 5am Se his gast
wile meltan wi5 morore, merman [MS. Ji. merian] of sor;$e.
a I2j2 Luue Ron 115 in O. E. Misc. 96 Hwat spekestu of

eny bolde bat wrouht be wise Salomon Of iaspe, of saphir,
of merede golde. 1340 Ayenb. 94 Huanne he [God] nhessep
be herte and makeb zuete and tretable ase wex ymered.

Mere, mear (mi^i), v* Obs. exc. dial. Also
6 mere, meyre, 6-7 meare, 6-9 meer. [f. MERK,
MEAR sb? (ONorthumbrian had giinxra}.\
1. trans. To mark out (land) by means of

( meres or boundaries.
a 950 Rituale Eccles. Dunebn. (Surtees) 164 Ditermlnans

[glossed] ^imaerende. 1507 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) II. 190 A certeyn parcell of Grounde . . meryd and
staked by the maisters of both the said Collegges. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. II. 22/1 The paroch was meared from
the Crane castell, to the fish shambles. 1598 Manchester
Crt. Left Rcc. (1885) II. 136 \Vee..haue sett downe certen
stakes wch meyre out ye saide fandes. 1621 EARL OF CORK
in Lismore Papers (1888) Ser. n. III. 18 This purchase
will, .meare and bounde his owne [property]. 1723 in S. O.

Addy Hall ofWaltheof(\%Q-$ 155 A place there comonly
called Campo Lane being the overend of the said croft, as
the same is now meared and staked out. 1863 in Curwen
Kirbie-Kendall (1900) 84 The Scotch Burial Ground .. never
had any trustees for itself alone, being only meered or
walled off and excluded from the title made in 1804.

1 2. intr. To abut upon ; to be bounded by. Obs.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1808) VI. 2

Ireland is divided into foure regions . . and into a fift plot,
defalked from everie fourth part, and yet mearing on each

Sirt.

1610 HOLLAND Canuten^s Brit. u. 99 The County of

allway meereth South upon Clare West upon the Ocean.

1713 Conn. Col. Rec. (1870) V. 596 From the said ford of
Cowissick River meering with the said Cowissick River, to

a great oak tree markt,..and thence meering on the east or

easterly by and with the said Qumebaug River.

Mere : see MAR, MARE, MAYOR, MERI^, MERRY,
MYRRH.

tMered,///. a. Oh. rare 1
. In 7 meered.

Formation and sense doubtful
; possibly a corrupt

reading. By some referred to MEREz/.2 ; by others

regarded as f. MERE &amp;lt;7.

2 + -EDi, and explained as

sole, entire* (Schmidt).
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. in. xiii. 10 The itch of his Affection

should not then Haue nickt his Captain-ship, at such a

point, When halfe to halfe the world oppos d, he being The
meered question?

f Me-regoutte. Obs. Also -gout. [n. F. mtrc-

goutte t ad. med.L. mera gutta pure drop .] The
first running of juice from grapes or oil from olives,
before pressure is applied.

&amp;gt;6oi HOLLAND Pliny II. 331 A little vnpressed wine of the
first running, called Mere-goutte, Ibid. 381 The Mere-gout
of the grape that runneth out first without pressing.

Mereid, obs. form of MARRIED.
c 1485 in Cal. Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1830) II. Pref. 74 The

which AHs is mereid and covertbaren.

Mereit, obs. Sc. form of MERIT.
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Merel (me rel). Forms : sing. 4 merel, 9

marl; //. 5 mereles, merellis, -ys, 5-7 merelles,

7 merills, 7-8 merils, 9 merrels, merril(l)s,

raerls, 5- merels. Also corruptly 7 miracle,

moral; and see MORRIS, [a. OF. merel, mare/

(mod.F. mtfrtau) masc.. merelle, marelle (mod.F.
mlrelle

% mareUi) fern. ;
the word in OF. meant a

token coin, metal ticket, or counter.

Cf. Sicilian warrella, in 1617 used for the game of

draughts (Carrera // Ginoco degli Scacchi),}

1. One of the counters or pieces used in the game
of merels (see 2). Also^f.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 1 8 So that under the clerkes lawe

Men sen the Merel al mysdrawe. Ibid. III. 201 Wherof

ensamples ben ynowhe Of hem that thilke merel drowhe.

1611 [see 2].

2. Chiefly//- a - A game played on a board be

tween two players, each with an equal number of

pebbles, disks of wood or metal, pegs, or pins .

Called also fwepenny morris
&amp;gt;

and ninepenny or

nine merfs morris, according to the number of pins
or men used. Also attrib. fb. The game of

FOX AND GEESE. Obs.

On the continent the name was applied also to a game
nearly identical with draughts, and to hop-scotch .

a. (-1400 l&amp;gt;eryn 1250 Levenowal thyfoly,and thyrebawdy
As Tablis, & merellis & be hazardry. c 1449 PECOCK Repr.
i. xx. 120 Where is it also grondid in Holi Scripture that

men. .schulden pleie. ,bi sitting at the merels? 16x1 COTGK.,
Merelles. Le feu des merelles. The boyish game called

MERETRICATE.

.

Merills, or fiue-pennie Morris; played here most commonly
with stones, but in France with pawnes, or men made of

is; pl
with

purpose, and tearmed Merelles. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
(1905) II. 68/1 A 9 Hole Board.. some terme this a miracle

board and the game Miracles. 1694 HYDE Hist. Nerdilndli
Wks. (1767) 353 Alia habet nomina secundum numerum
frustulorum quibus luditur. . : sicut est marlin : alias three

men s Morals, & nine men s Morals, & nine penny miracle,. .

alias three penny moris, aut five penny morls, aut nine penny
moris [etc.]... Pro his autem omnibus verius rectlus di-

ceiulum est three pin merells aut nine pin merells. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Merils, ..otherwise call d Fivepenny
Morris. 18*6 in Hone s Ez-ery-day Bk. II. 983 There is an
ancient game, played by the

*

shepherds of Salisbury Plain
,

and village rustics in that part of the country, called

Ninepenny Marl . 1867 II. HRIKRLEY Marlocks 95 One
[chair] in particular had supplied the material fora merril

board. 1877 Holderness Gloss.
^ Merrils, a game played on

a square board with 18 pegs, nine on each side. Called in

many parts nine men s morris. 1889 folk-Lore Jrnl. VII.

2^3 The boys of a cottage near Dorchester had. .carved a
marrel pound on a block of stone by the house.
b. 1902 REDSTONE in Trans. R. Hist. Soc. XVI. 195 The

Royal household [under Edw. IV] found delight in games
of chess and merelles . For the latter game 2 foxis and
46 hounds of silver overgilt

1 were purchased to form 2 sets.

f Me rely, adv. 1 Obs. [f.
MERE &amp;lt;7.

l + -LY-.]

Wonderfully, beautifully.
c 1205 LAY. 2677 J?e Icing, .ane neowe burn makede. .mrcr-

liche feier. c 1400 Sc. Trojan \Var\. 337 Ascendande up
^e greces gray Kith merely mnide of marble-stanc.

Merely (mioMli), adv?
[f.

MERE 0.2 + -LY 2.]

1 1. Without admixture or qualification ; purely.
1548 CRANMER in Strype Reel. Mem. II. App. AA. 98

Soch other moral lernyngs as are merely deryved out or

scripture. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. i, 4 These Narrations
. .not to be mingled with the Narrations which are meerely
and sincerely natural!. 1637 GILLKSHK Kn^.-Top. Cerem.
in. iv. 63 Such things as are not merely, but mixedly Divine.

1645 PAGITT Hercsiogr. (1662) 125 The witnesse of the spirit
is merely immediate.

f b. Without the help of others. Obs.
1608 D. T[UVIL] Ess. Pol.

&amp;lt;y

Mor. 2 To deliuer it vnto
them, as if it had proceeded meerfy from himselfe.

1 2. Absolutely, entirely ; quite, altogether. Obs.

1546 in Eng. GiMsfrBjo) 197 What goodes, cata!les,..or
other stuff, do merely belong, .to all the sayd promocions.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 18 That therefore baptisme
by heretiques is meerely voyde. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.
&amp;lt;y

Cowinw. (1603) 48 The government is meerely tyran-
nicall: for the great Turke is so absolute a lord [etc.].
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 137. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Honest
Alans Fort. v. iii, I., am as happy In my friends good, as
it were meerly mine, a 1619 FOTHERBV Atheom. n. iii. 2

(1622) 214 It is meerely impossible, that any thing should be
the cause of it selfe. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 29, 1 have
not meerly lied in saying, she is my sister, but onely dis
sembled. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. z, I wished, nay
merely languished for their Destruction. 1788 WESLEY
Wks. (1872) VI. 283 Those countries that are merely Popish ;

as Italy, Spain, Portugal.

t b. As a matter of fact, actually. Obs.
c 1596 HARINGTON in Metam. Ajar (1813) Introd. 13 As I

say merely in the booke, the 118 page. 1601 LD. MOUNT-
JOY in Moryson Itin. (1617) n. 204 Not onely have [I] taken
all occasions by the death of Captaines to extinguish their

entertainement, but also have meerely discharged above five

thousand.

3. Without any other quality, reason, purpose,
view, etc.

; only (what is referred to) and nothing
more. Often preceded by not.

cisSo SIDNEY Ps. xxxix. iii, The greatest state we see,
At best, is meerely vanity. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. liv.

4 The incarnation of the Sonne of Godconsisteth meerely
in the vnion of natures. 1603 SHAKS. Meets,for M.\. i. 459
Thoughts are no subiects Intents, but meerely thoughts.
1623 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. x. 94 Diuers of his workes, are
but meerely translations out of Latine and French. 1690
LOCKE Govt. i. ix. 83 Men are not Proprietors of what they
have meerly for themselves. 1729 BUTLER Semi. Wks. 1874
II. Pref. 5 The multitudes who read merely for the sake of

talking. 1841 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Z,//fc (1870) III.

viii. 117 The hero must be young and interesting must

have to do, and not merely to suffer. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE
Psychol. Inq. I. iv. 131 It is not very common for any one
to die merely of old age. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 I. 99
Perhaps Nicias is serious, and not merely talking for the
sake of talking. 1888 F. H UME Mine. Midas \. iv, To many
people Cowper is merely a name.

Merely, obs. form of MERRILY.

Meremaid, etc., obs. forms of MERMAID, etc.

II Merenchyma (mere-rjkima). Bot. Also

anglicized merenchym. [mod. L., f. Gr. /itpos

part + -enchyma in PARENCHYMA.] Tissue consist

ing of ellipsoidal and spheroidal cells. Also ailrib.

1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. I. i. (ed. 3) 7 note, Professor
Morren has proposed the following nomenclature of tissue,
which has some advantages over that now more commonly

I

in use. I. Parenchyma , \.increnchyma.0iisphxrencliyma,
spherical; 2. conencfiyma, conical [etc.]. Ibid. 15 Meyen
has Merenchyma \ed. 1848 Merenchym} for ellipsoidal and
spheroidal cells. 1849 BALFOL-R Man. Bot. 5. 1900
JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Merenchyma cells, unpitted
cells in the pith of trees, with intercellular spaces, and much
elongated radially.

Hence Merenchymatons a., of the character of

merenchyma.
1840 Ann. Nat. Hist. IV. 392 A cuticle with merenchy-

matous cells, swollen up, like bladders.

II Mere nda. [Sp. mericnda (cf.
meremlar vb.,

to eat one s merenda ) : L. mercnda.~\ A light
meal or collation. Also merendar [from the verb].
1622 MABBE tr. Airman s Guzman d Alf. II. (1630) 282

Now they were beginning to fall to their merendar or

inter-mealary repast. 1740 C TESS HAKTFORD Corr. (1805)
II. 81 At every one of these visits there is a merenda pro
vided for the ladies that attend the princess.

tMe-reness. Obs.-&quot; [f.
MERE a. 2] Purity.

1648-60 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Lmterheyat, Purely,
Meerenesse, or Cleanenesse.

t Me resauce. Obs. Also 5 mersaus(e,
mire sauce. [? repr. AF. *muiresance : L. muria
salsa salt pickle. Cf. the synonymous OF. sal-

muirc, mod.F. saumurc.] Brine used for pickling.
?c 1400 in House!:. Ord. (17901 435 Take felittes of braune

and let horn lye in mersaus an houre. 1483 Cath. Angl.
240/2 Mire sauce, muria. 1494 FABVAN Chron. VI. ccxiv.

230 He..slewe the sayde seruaumes of his brother, and
hacked theym in small pecys, and cast them after in mere-

sawce or sake. 1530 PALS^R. 244/2 Mere sauce for flesshe,

savlmvrc. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 877
Meer sauce, or brine.

Mereschaum, variant of MEERSCHAUM.
Meresman (mto jzmaen). Obs. exc. dial. [f.

&amp;gt; j,genit.of MEREJ/.- + MAN.] Aman appointed
to find out the exact boundaries of a parish, etc.

1867 HT. PARR Stone Edge vii. in Corn/t. Mag. XV. 737,
I were a fool to promise thretty shillin a year for t, the

Meresmen said as how it werna much above three acre.

1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss., Meresman, a parish officer who
attends to the roads, bridges and water-courses. 1884
Times 29 May 8/4 The boundaries laid down . . were pointed
out to the Ordnance Surveyors by Meresmen, or persons

appointed by Her Majesty s Justices of the Peace. 1895
J-.tiin. AY? 1

. July 55 Great trouble was taken to secure the

most trustworthy meresmen in each barony.
Merestead : see MESESTEAD.

Merestone (mloustyun). arch, and dial. [f.

MERE sli? + STONE.] A stone set upas a landmark.

956 in Birch Carlul. Sax. III. 154 Dis synton 3a land^e-
mxro..On mxrstan, of ma:rstane on 3one ealdan suran.

!i36o Durham Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 26 Amovit unum
merstane. \&$Cath.Angl. 232/2 A Meyre stane, tifiniiim.

1577 tr. l&amp;gt;itltin%cr s Decades (1592) 395 Thou shalt not re-

moue thy neighbours merestone. 1679 Coll. Conn. Hist.

Soc. (1897) VI. 190 The meere stones of the lot. 1783 MS.
Indenture Estate, at Kalnvorth, ca. Nottingham., Closes. .

lying East of the meerstones or boundaries set up by Robert

Rogers. 1839 STONEHOUSF. Axholmc 384 A Mere Stone

called God s Cross. 1879 JF.FFERIES Amateur Poacher iii,

By the pond stood a low three-sided merestone or landmark.

Jig. 1617 BACON
Sj&amp;gt;.

to Hutton Resusc. (1657) i. 94 That

,-ou contain the Jmisdiction of the Court within the ancient

Meere-stones, without Removing the Mark. 1877 TRF.NCII

Led. Mfd. Ch. Hist. 15 The merestone to mark where one

era terminated and another began.

t Me reswine. Obs. Forms : see MERE rf.l

and SWINE ; also 6 marswyn, Sc. meir-, meyr-
swyne, 8-q meer swine. [OE. mfiswln, lit.

sea-swine
,

f. wiye MERE sbj- + swin SWINE. Cf.

the equivalent OHG. incriswin (MHG. mereswfn,
mod. G. niecrsckK cin}, whence F. marsouin. Cf.

MARSOUIN.] A dolphin or porpoise.
725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) B. 166 Bacariiis, meresuin.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 334 Nim mere-swines fel. 1:1325

Metr. Horn. 25 The thride dai mersuine and qualle. And
other gret rises alle Sal yel. 1419 Liber A lens (Rolls) I.

343 Item, de mereswyn, quantum dabit. 1541 BELLF.NDEN

Descr. Alb. ix. in Cron. Scot. B vj b, This Frith [of Forth]

is rycht plentuus of coclis,..pellok, merswyne, and quhalis.

1710 SIBBALD Hist. Fijc /t Kinross 49 The bigger [sort]

beareth the Name of Dolphin ;
and our Fishers call them

Meer-swines. 1822 CARLVLE Early Lett. (1886) II. 70

Waugh fixed his eye on an enormous meerswine.

Merete, Meretorioua, obs. ff. MERIT, MERI
TORIOUS.

t Meretric, &amp;lt;* Obs. rarer 1
. = MERETRICIOUS.

1545 JOVE Exf. Dan. xii. 215 b, The! thinke it impossible
to be any knauerye or errours ill so holy fathers with their

meretrik mother.

t Meretricate, v. Obs.- [f.
late L. mere-

trTciil- (-/ricari), f. mcretric-cm harlot.]

1623 COCKERAM, Mcrelricate, to play the whore.

&amp;gt;

&quot;

Mi



MERETKICIAL.

t Meretri Cial, a. Obs. ff. L. merctrici-us

(see MKUETUICIOUS^ + -AL.] MEBETBICIOUH i.

1751 LAVIXGTON Ettthns. Mcth. fy Papists in. 335 He saw

them, .standing before a public Stew, in meretricial Habits.

t Meretri Cian, a. and sb. Obs. [Formed
as prec. -i- -AN.] a. tw/.

^ MERETRICIOUS i. b. sb.

A harlot.

1630 BKATHWAIT Eng. Gentian. (1641) 403, A mercenarie

meretrician. a 1704 1 . BROWN Declam. lit, Def. Gaming
Wks. 1709 III. 142 Take from human Commerce Meic-

trician Amours, you will find a horrid Confusion of all

things, and incestuous Lusts disturb every Family.

Meretricious (merftri-Jas),
a.

[f.
L. mere-

trlci-us (f. mtretric~jtrterertxhsLTlotj fern, agent-n.
f. mcreri to earn money, serve for hire : sec

MERIT $b,} + -ous.]
1. Of, pertaining to, characteristic of, or befit

ting a harlot
; having the character of a harlot.

0:1626 BACON New Atl. 27 The Delight in Meretricious

Embracements (\vher sinne is turned into Art) nu&ketb

Marriage a dull tiling. 1664 H. MORE E.\-p. 7 Eput. (1669)
101 Jezebel,.. for all her paintings and fine meretricious

pranking her self up, . . was to be thrown out at the window.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 436 It is a meretricious, and not

a matrimonial, union. 1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias vii. vii,

A young stagefinch who had evidently suffered himself to

be caught in the birdlime of her professional or meretricious

talents. 1814 SHELLEY Prose Wks. (i888j II. 394 The lying
and meretricious prude.

2. Alluring by false show of beauty or richness;

showily attractive. Now often applied to the

style of a painter or a writer.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. vm. ix. Strip thou thuir

meretricious seemlinesse. 1662 S. P. Ace. Latitude-men
in Phenix II. 503 The meretricious Gaudiness of the Church
of Rome, and the squall id Sluttery of Fanatick Conven
ticles. 1709-10 ADDISON TatlcrNo. 120 P 5 The Front of

it was raised on Corinthian Pillars, with all the meretricious

Ornaments that accompany that Order. 1790 BURKE Fr.
Rev. 59 A lust of meretricious glory. 1843 PRESCOTT
Mexico \. vi. (1864) 55 The meretricious ornaments, .with

which the minstrelsy of the East is usually attended. 1846
WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages I. v. 185 The style he aims at is

Raudy and meretricious. 1879 SEGUIN Black For. vi. 85
The meretricious excitement of the gambling-room.
absol. 1838 LYTTON Alice 55 No critic ever more readily

detected the meretricious and the false.

Hence Meretriciously adv., Meretricious-
ness.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Meretriciousness. 179. BUKKK
Tracts on Popery Laws Wks. 1812 V. 258^ And meretri

ciously to hunt abroad after foreign affections, 1850 J,.

HUNT Antobiog. xxi. (1860) 343 The face [of the Venus de

Medici] has the very worst look of meretriciousness, which
is want of feeling. 1859 GULLICK & TiUBS Paint. 118 Its

generally dauby meretriciousness. 1892 LOUNSBUKY Stud.
Chaucer III. vii. 181 The outspokenness of the original has
been generally .. omitted. For it, however, there has been
substituted a veiled coarseness and meretriciousness.

t Meretri culate, v. nome-wd. [f. L. men-
trie-, parodying matriculate^ trans. To deceive

as a harlot does.
1611 CHAPMAN May Day 32, I haue not beene matricu

lated in the Vniuersity, to be meietriculated by him.

I] Meretrix (me r/triks) . PI. meretrices

(inerftrai*s/z). [L.] A prostitute, harlot.

1564 MARTIAL Treat. Cross 139 Yff she were blacke,

browne, barren, or common to mo, as Meretrix is a common
name to them all. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone i. i, From. Pi-

thagore, she went into a beautiful peece Hight Aspasia,
the .Meretrix.

Mereuh, -ewe : see MARROW, MEKOW.
Merewi : see MARROWY.

Merganser (majgae nsai). [mod.L. (Gesner
1 555), t. mcrg-us diver (water-fowl) + anser goose.
The name is given by &quot;Willughby (1676) and Albin

(1731) as Latin, with the Eng. equivalent
*

goos
ander. ] Any bird of the genus Mergits or sub

family Merging fish-eating ducks of great diving

powers, with long narrow serrated bill hooked at

the tip, inhabiting the northern parts of the Old
World and N. America

; esp. Alergtis merganser^
the common merganser or GOOSANDER. JM. serrator

is the Ked-breasted Merganser, M. cucultatits the

Hooded Merganser of N. America, J\l. albcllus the

&quot;White Merganser or SMEW.
1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 437 Mergus crista dependente,

capite nigro-cscrulescente collanalbo. The Merganser. 1759
U. STILUNGFL. tr. Biberg s Econ. Nat. in Misc. Tracts (1762)

103 In the autumn, when the fishes hide themselves in deep
places, the merganser.. supplies the gull with food. 1768
PENNANT Zool. (1776) II. 471 Red Breasted Merganser. 1840
Cn- iL-r s Anim. Kingd. 266 The Bay-breasted M[erganser]
(.17. serralor). Ibid. 267 The Hooded M[erganser]. 1852

1 he Red-breasted Merganser (Mergits serrator) is one of
the most beautiful of our ducks.

Merge (msadg), sb. rare.
[f. the vb.] An act or

instance of merging.
1805 FOSTER Ess. i. vii. (1806) 101 In him it was no de

bility of reason, it was at the utmost but a merge of it.

1905 Pall MallG. 24 Apr. 3/2 The first barony of Pelham. .

merged in the Dukedom of Newcastle. . . The merges of
the 1611 baronetcy, Pelham of Laughton, have been many.

Merge (msid.^),
v. [ad. L. mergcrc to dip,

plunge. The surviving uses (senses 2 and 3) come

355

through Law Fr. merger, earlier translated drown
*

(sec DKOWN v. 6 b).J

f-1. trans. To plunge or sink in a (specified)

activity, way of living, environment, etc. j to im
merse. (In quots. rejl.

m& pass.) Obs.

1636 PRYNNE Unbish.Timolhy 1 34 [They] merge themselves
in pleasures, idltme.sse, or secular affaires.

1637^
Brev.

Prelates 64 Thomas Woolsie. .wholly merged himselfe in

secular offices and state affairs. 1751 HARRIS Heruws in.

iv. (1765) 350 The Vulgar merged in Sense from their earliest

Infancy,, .imagine nothing to be real, but what may be
tasted or touched.

H b. rarely lit. : To plunge or dip in a liquid.
1866 J. M. NKALK Hymns Paradise (ed. 2) 30 All his spite

the Tempter urges; Casts in fire, in water merges[L.0u
mergit}. i865 J. B. ROSE tr. Oi lcfs Fasti v. 754 So Tiber

said, And in his grotto merged his dripping head.

2. In Law : To sink or extinguish (a lesser estate,

title, etc.) in one which is greater or superior.
Hence gen. t

to cause (something) to be absorbed

into something else, so as to lose its own character

or identity ;
to sink or make to disappear.

a. Const. /, occas. into.

1728 [see MERGER* i]. 1729 JACOB Law Diet. s.v. Merger^
An Estate-tail cannot be merged in an Estate in Fee. 1766
BLACKSTONE Connn. II. 177 Whenever a greater estate and
a less coincide and meet in one and the same person,
without any intermediate estate, the less is immediately
annihilated ; or, in the law phrase, is said to be merged^
that is, sunk or drowned, in the greater. 1791 BUKKK Let.

Mftnb. Nut. Assftttb. Wks. 1792 III. 346 Their object is to

mer.ntj all natural and all social sentiment in inordinate

vanity. 1842 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874) I. i. 36 He is content
to merge his historic character in that of a retailer ofamusing
oddities. 1856 KANE Ant. E.vpL II. vii. 81 These shelves,

though sometimes merged into each other, presented dis

tinct and recognisable embankments. 1863 Gto. ELIOT
Roinota xix, That.. his library. .should not be merged in

another collection. 1866 CRUMP Banking i. 7 This business
he merged into a banking-house. 1868 STANLEY Wcstin.
Abb. vi. (ed. 2! 447 The diocese, after ten years, was merged
in the See of London. 1874 GRKKN Short Uist. ii. *j 3. 68

The same forces which merged the Dane in the Englishman.
b. Without const.

1739 JACOB Law Diet, s. v. Merger, Where a Man hath a
Term in his own Right, and the Inheritance descends to his

Wife, so as he hath a Freehold in her Right ;
the Term is

not merged or drowned. 1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 202
The ornaments may. .lose their own effect bybeing attached
to a building which, by exciting stronger emotions, neces

sarily merges the less. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 21 I. 380
The estate of the copyholder being only at will, becomes
merged by the accession of any greater estate. 1832 CULK-
RIDGI; Table-T- \.) Aug., That is the most excellent state of

society in which the patriotism of the citizen ennobles, but
does not merge, the individual energy of the man. 1835
I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, iii. 98 None would pretend that. .

individual fitness for the office.. should be so merged as is

implied in adapting the hereditary principle to the clerical

order. 1845 STI-.I-HKS Comm. Lau-s En?. (1874) II. 58 The
contract by specialty merges or extinguishes that by parul.

3. intr. In Law : To be extinguished by absorp
tion in a greater title, estate, etc. Hence gcn* t

to

sink and disappear, to be swallowed up and lost to

view, lose character or identity by absorption into

something else. Const.
*&quot;;/,

into.

1726 VERNON Chanc. Cases I. 22 If a Copyholder pays a
Rent to the Lord, and the Lord grants or releases this Rent
to his Tenant, this shall Merge in the Copyhold. 1766
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xiL 186 If an estate is oiiginully
limited to two for life, and after to the heirs of one of them,
the freehold shall remain in jointure, without merging in the

inheritance. 1802 SIR WM. SCOTT Sp. April 27 He is to take

care, .that the ecclesiastic shall not merge in the farmer, but

shall continue the presiding and predominating character.

1814 CHALMERS Kvid. Chr. Revel, v. 128 The Jews. .merge
into the name and distinction of Christians. 1841 J. R. YOUNG
Math. Dissert, ii. 37 These roots can never merge into one
and coincide. 1856 FKOUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 13 Serf

dom had merged or was rapidly merging into free servitude.

1838 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-Bk. Prop. Law ix. 62 The
tax has merged, and does not remain as a charge of which

you can avail yourself. 1859 MILL Liberty ii. (1865) 31 liut

this, though an important consideration,, .merges in a more
fundamental objection. 1894 Times 16 Apr. 3/3 That was
..an indication that the cause ofaction had not merged.
Hence Me rging vbl. sb.

1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. viii. (1847^ 77 It was the

merging the individual in the corporate character. 1880

J. CAIRO Philos. Relig. 278 This absolute merging of the in

dividual in the universal life.

Mergence (maud^ens). [f. MERGE v. + -EKCE.]
The action ofmerging or condition of being merged.
1865 Intelt. Obse*-u, No. 42. 411 The mergence of twilight

into night. 1874 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 573 Say, the

small arc of Being we call man Is near its mergence, what
seems growing life Nought but a hurrying change towards
lower types. 1893 H. WALKER Three Cent. Scott. Lit. II.

81 The mergence of self in the character of another.

Mergence, obs. forms of MAKGENT.

Merger 1
(maudgaj). [Law Fr. merger: see

MERGE v. and -ER 4
.]

1. Law. Extinguishment of a right, estate, con

tract, action, etc., by absorption in another.

1728 VERSON Chanc. Cases II. 90 The Plaintiff, .insisted

that the Term wa&amp;gt;&amp;gt; merged in the Daughter, as being also

Heir at Law. The Court upon the Hearing relieved against
the Merger. 1729 JACOB Law Dict.&amp;gt; If a Lessor, who hath
the Fee, marries with the Lessee for Years ; this is no

Merger, because [etc.] 1818 COLEBROOKE Obligations 216
Where there is a confusion of rights, where debtor and
creditor become one,.. an immediate merger takes place.

1839 renny Cycl. XV. 109/1 Estates tail are not subject to

MERIDIAN.

nierger. 1861 MAY Const. Hist* (1063) I. v. 240 This increase
is exhibited by the existing peerage alone notwith
standing the extinction or merger of numerous tiilts in the
interval. 1894 Times 16 Apr. 3/3 That depended upon
whether the judgment did operate as a nierger of the action
on the guarantee.

b. U.S. The combination or consolidation ol

one linn or trading company with another.

1889 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 17 Apr. 4/3 Ample powers of
consolidation and merger, transfer and absorption of stock
and kindred franchises are given. 1902 ll estm. Caz. 7 May
5/1 The Attorney-General is watching the steamship merger
clo.sely. 1904 Daily News 7 Apr. 6 A week or two ago a

merger between two railways was forcibly dissolved by the

judges of the Supreme Court.

%.gen. Aii act of merging; the (act of being merged.
1881 A:!nn,cu&amp;gt;n No. 2791. 556 A very little additional

lapse of time uitn&amp;lt;-sM_&amp;lt;l the IIHTL;&amp;lt;-T &amp;lt;.f the diocesan in the
statesman. 1883 M. J &amp;gt;. CNALMKKS Lo&amp;lt;.nl (lovt, iv. 55 This
..would lie a practical merger of the MnalK-r in the larger

parish. 1886 I OSNKTI Lomptir. Lit. y, ThU progressive
merger underlies the development of institutions and lan

guage. 1898 RKMON Encyst. La^-s Eng. X. 622 The two
latter [officers] have ceased to txi^t, the turmer of the two
upon merger of the duties with those of the (JuecnV-, Ke-
membrancer.

Merger- (moud^ai). rare*, [f. MEKGEJ-. +
-EK 1

.] One who or something which merges.
1846 in WoRctsTKK ; and in later Diets.

Mergery-prater, variant of MAKGEBY-I-KATEU.

Mergh^e, obs. forms of MAKKUW.
Mergin, obs. f. MAKGIN; var. MUIU;KOX sit.

1

Mergrave, obs. form of MAKGKAVE.
tMeri 1

. Anat. Ol&amp;gt;s. Alsosmary, 5-6 mery.

[a. med.L. mcri
t
OF. mcri

t
a. Arab. *jj?.* marl .J

The gullet or oesophagus.
c 1400 [.an/ranc^s Cirurg. 148 Bitwene be nttke & gula

wibinncforfc&amp;gt; pure is ordeyned mary |? . r. mery], J^it is iu

seiu ^e wesant. 1541 K. COI-LAND Guydons Qtu;\f. Chinog.
\
:

ij b, The Mcri oilierwyse called Yscphagus, 1547 HOUKDK
/ViT . Udittli ccclxxx. 121 b, 111 Ehglyshe it i-&amp;gt; luinied Isu-

fa^on or the mery.
Meri -

(mc*ri). Albo marree, mere. [Maori.]
A Maori war-club, fiom 12 to iS inches lon^

r
,

made of hard wood, whalebone, or greenstone.
1830 J. I). L.\N(J J ofiifs (1873) 116 llcnuath his sha^^y

flaxen mat The dreadful malice hangs conce.iletl. 1851
MKS. WILSUN AVrc Zealand, etc. 48 The old man has
broken my head with hi&amp;gt; nicii. 1859 [st-e GREENSTONE ^

attrib,\. 1883 KLNWICK Bctia^cd 36 Full halt-ie\i_al .J

a greenstone mere swung Upon his hip.

Meri, Merialtie, obs. fl&quot;. MEKHY, MAVUKALTY.
Meribauk, variant of MEKKIBOWK Obs.

Mericarp (mc rikaip). Bat. [a. K. miri-

carpe, irreg. f. Gr. tcpos part + Kapiros fruit.] A
])ortion of a fruit which splits away as a perfect

fruit; esp* each of the two one-seeded caipcla
which together constitute the fruit (or cremocarp)
in umbelliferous plants.
1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. 179 M. De Candolle calls the

half of the fruit of Umbellifera: meriiarp. 1864 OLIVKK
Elt-in. Bot. ii. 176 The mericarps are popularly called

seeds , as Caraway-seeds, &c. 1875 BENNETT & DVKK
Sachs Bot. 841 The fruit ot Erodinm grmnnin and other

Geraniacea: splits up into five mericarps. 1887 GAKNSKY (S:

UALI-OUK tr. GoebcFs Classif. ff Morphol Plants 427 Two
or more parts each containing a seed, and appearing to be
a separate fruit; each ofthe.se may be called a mericarp or

partial fruit, and the whole is a schizocarp.

Meridarch (me ridaak). Hist. [ad. Gr. ^fpt-

SdpX-TjS) f. ptpiS-, pepis part + -a/ X 7
?
5 ruler.] (See

quot.)
1866 G. F. MACLEAK A . T. Hist. i. HI. iv. (1877) 46

Jonathan .. was . . raised to the rank of iHeridarch, or ruler

of a part of the empire [i Mace. x. 65 ; in Bible 1611 par
taker of his dominion

J margin* gouernour of a piouincej.

Meridean, obs. form of MEIUDIAK.

Merides, pi. of MEKIS.

t IVEeridial, . Obs. In 6 merydyal(l. [ad.
L. mcridial iS) f. meridies mid-day.] a. South

(wind), b. Belonging to mid-day.
c 1540 BOORDE The wotTor to Lernc B ij b, The merydyall

wynde of all \vyndes is the most worst. Ibid. C iv b, Whole
men. .shuld. .eschew merydyall slepe.

Meridian (ineri dian), sb. Also 4-5 meridien,
5 merydien. [From various elliptical uses of

MERIDIAN a. t chiefly adopted from OF. or med.L.
Cf. L. ineridianitin (sc. tewpns\ noon ; mcrididmtin, the

south ; med. L. meriitidna (OF. mcridiane, earlier meriene ;

mod.F. mfridienne), noon, midday rest, siesta ; F. tneridien
= sense 4 below J meridienne (

- ligne *.), a meridian line. ]

fl. Mid-day, noon. Obs. exc. in humorously

pedantic use.

a 1380 St.Augustiite 1673 in HQV&m.Altengl.Leg. (1878)

go Vppon a day aflur be meridien Austin apeered to him

pen. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, ii. 44 Adde hit [to-gederj.

and bat is thy mene mote, for the laste meridian of the

december, for the same ^ere wyche ^at bou [hast] purposid.

1637 HEVWOOD Loud. Mirrour Wks. 1874 IV. 311 The very

day that doth afford him light, Is Morning, the Meridian,

Evening, Night. 1871 G. MEREDITH //. Richmond xlii, If

any thing fresh occurred between meridian and six o clock,

he should be glad, he said, to have word of it by messenger.

b. Night s meridian .

* the noon of night ,
mid

night, nonce-use.
1826 CARRINGTON Dartmoor 62 A fearful gloom, deep rung

and deep ning, till Twas dark as night s meridian.

o. fftstt A mid-day rest or siesta, [tr. med.L.

meridiana\ cf. F. mhidienne^ OF. meritn(t$e.}
111-2



MERIDIAN.

1798-1801 J. MILNER Hist, Winchester II. tor There was
now a vacant space of an hour or an hour and an half,

during part of which those [monks] who were fatigued were

at liberty to take their repose,, .which was called from the

time of day when it was taken, The Meridian. 1820 SCOTT

Monast. xix [Abbot log. ], As we have .. in the course of this

our toilsome journey, lost our meridian, indulgence shall be

given [etc.].

d. Sc. A mid-day dram. (See also E.D.D.)
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, iv, Plumdamas joined the other

two gentlemen in drinking their meridian (a bumper-dram
of brandy. 1825 CHAMBERS Trad. Edinb. II. 243 It was

then [iSth c.] the custom of all the shop-keepers in Edin

burgh to drink what they called their meridian. This was

a very moderate debauch, consisting only in a glass of

usquebaugh and a draught of small ale.

2. The point at which the sun or a star attains

its highest altitude.

c 1450 LYDG. Stcrces 347 Phebus..In merydien fervent as

the glede. 1647 CRASHAVV I\vins 130 Sharp-sighted as the

eagle s eye, that can Outstare the broad-beam d day s

meridian, a 1667 COWLEY Ess., Greatness, There is in

truth no Rising or Meridian of the Sun, but only in respect

to several places. 1728 POPE Dune. ill. 195 note, The de-
j

vice \ Star rising to the Meridian, with this Motto, Ad 1

Summa. 1843 JAMES forest Days viii, The sun had declined

about two hours and a half from the meridian.

b. fig. The point or period of highest develop
ment or perfection, after which decline sets in

;

culmination, full splendour.
1613 SHAKS. Hen. fill, in. ii. 224 And from that full

356

poles, or to a line, on a surface of revolution, that

is in a plane with its axis. (/) Magnetic meridian :

the great circle of the earth lhat passes through

any point on its surface and the magnetic poles.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex, Tcchn. I, Meridian Magnetical, is

a Great Circle passing through or by the Magnet ical Poles.

Meridian of my Glory, I haste now to my Selling. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 93 Yet in the meridian of

his hopes [he] is dejected by valiant Rustang. c 1643

HOWELL Lett. (1655) 111. ix. 17 Natural! human knowledg
is not yet mounted to its Meridian, and highest point of

elevation. 1673 TEMPLE United Pr&amp;lt;rs. Wks. 1731 I. 67,

I am of Opinion, That Trade has, for some Years ago.

pas-, d its Meridian, and begun sensibly to decay among
them. 1700 DRYDEN Fables Pref. *Bb, OviJ Hv d when the

Roman Tongue was in ils Meridian; Chaucer, in the

Dawning of our Language, a 1761 CAWTHORN /WWJ (1771)

61 My merit in its full meridian shone, a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxiii. (18611 V. 67 This was the moment at which

the fortunes of Montague reached the meridian. 1 he de

cline was close at hand. 1893 GEORGIASA HILL Hist. Eng.
Dress II. 268 Dress was in its meridian of ugliness.

c. The middle period of a man s life, when his

powers are at the full.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. vi. Ix. (1655^ 307 You seem to mar-

veil I do not marry all this while, considering that I am
past the Meridian of my age. 1703 E. WARD Lond. Spy
xvil. (1706) 406 As for her Age, I believe she was near upon
the Meridian. 1793 MASON Cli. ^Ius. ii. 133 When Purcd
was in the meiidian of his short life. 1864 H. AINSWOKTH

John Lain Prol. iii. (iSSi) 19 Though long past his meridian,
and derideJ as an antiquated beau by the fops of the day.

1873 HAMERTON IntM. Life iv. ii. (1875) 143 Any person !

who has passed the meridian of life.

t3. The south. Obs. [So L. meridiaimni.~\

1430-40 LYDG. Bochns vi. i. (1494) t ij b, Nowe in the west,

nowe in the oryent, To sech stories north and meredien Of
worthy princes that here to fore haue ben. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) I. 47 Asia, .whiche goenge from the meridien

or sowthe by the este vn to the northe, is compassede on

euery syde with the occean. Ibhi. VI. 41 Machomete made
an ydole . . havynge the face of hit towarde the meridien.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 34 With vs the stars about the

North Pole neuer go downe, and those contrariwise about

the Meridian neuer rise. Ibid. 48 From the Meridian or

South-point to the North.

4. [Ellipt. for meridian circle or
//&amp;lt;?.]

a. Astr.

(More explicitly celestial m.) The great circle (of

the celestial sphere) which passes through the

celestial poles and the zenith of any place on the

earth s surface, b. (More explicitly terrestrial m.)

The great circle (of the earth) which lies in the

plane of the celestial meridian of a place, and

which passes through the place and the poles;
also often applied to that half of this circle that

extends from pole to pole through the place.
So named because the sun crosses it at noon. A terrestrial

globe, or a map of the earth or part of it, has usually a

number of meridians drawn upon it at convenient distances,

marked with figures indicating their respective longitude or

angular distance on a parallel from the first meridian, i. e.

the meridian (in British maps that of Greenwich) conven

tionally determined to be of longitude o.

1:1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 39 And
[yf]

so be )at two
townes haue illike Meridian, or on Meridian, than is the

distance of hem bothe ylike fer fro the Est. 1549 Compl.
Scot. vi. 51 Quhen the sune rysis at our est orizon, than it

ascendis quhil it cum til our meridian. 1555 EDEN Decades

243 And commaunded a line or meridian to bee drawen
Northe and south. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Extrc. iv. xviii. (1636)

461 Whereas the Terrestriall Globe is traced with 12 Meri

dians,.. The Celestiall Globe is only traced with 6 Meridians.

1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. n. 93 You must wait, .till the

Sun is upon the Meridian. 1678 HOBBES Decam. viii. 101

It will turn it self till it lye in a Meridian, that is to say,
with one and the same Line still North and South. 1698
KEILL Exam. Th. Earth (1734) 231 All those who live

under the same Meridian have twelve of the Clock at the

same time. 1715 tr. Gregorys Astron. I. 211 Any such

Secondary Circle drawn thro any Place upon the Earth, is

called the Meridian of that Place. Ibid. 212 They feigned
therefore a first Meridian passing thro the most Western
Place of the Earth, that was then known. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XV. no/i The terrestrial meridian is the section of

the earth made by the plane of the celestial meridian. 1841
ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. II. 177 These two rajas soon

reduced the Mussulman frontier to the Kishna on the south,

and the meridian of Heiderabad on the east.

C. transf. (a) Geom. Occasionally applied to any

great circle of a sphere that passes through the

netic meridian. 1837 BREWSTER Magnet, n He .. made
numerous experiments with bars of iron and steel placed in

the magnetic meridian.

d. Meridian of a globe or brass Meridian : a

graduated ring (sometimes a semicircle only) of

brass in which an artificial globe is suspended and

revolves concentrically.
1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Size viii, An earthly globe, On

whose meridian was engraven, These seas are tears, and
heav n the haven. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Globe, I he

globe itself thus finished, they hang it in a brass meridian.

e. attrib. in meridian circle(see also MKB1DIAH
a. 3), an astronomical instrument consisting of a

telescope carrying a large graduated circle, by
which the right ascension and declination of a star

may be determined
;

a transit-circle ;
meridian-

mark, a mark fixed at some distance due north or

south of an astronomical instrument, by pointing
at which the instrument is set in the meridian.

1849 HERSCHEL Outl. Astron,
190. 114 Thus also a meri

dian line may be drawn and a meridian mark erected.

5. trans/. and_/?f. A locality or situation, con

sidered as separate and distinct from others, and
as having its own particular character; the special
character or circumstances by which one place,

person, set of persons, etc. is distinguished from

others. Chiefly in figurative uses of astronomical

phrases such as calculated to or for the meridian

of= suited to the tastes, habits, capacities, etc., of*.

1589 R. HARVEV/V. Perc. Ded. 4, 1 will present you at the

law day for a ryot, though I be neither side man lor this

Meridian, nor Warden. 1621 HURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii i. i.

(1651) 231 Which howsoever I treat of, as proper to the

Meridian of Melancholy. 1625 B. JONSON Staple of N.,
/V&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/. Court, A Worke . . fitted for your Maiestics disport,
And writ to the Meridian of your Court. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. vii. 7? He was, at his suit, brought to the

House of Commons bar , where, .with such flatten as ua$

most exactly calculated to that meridian [etc.], n 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. i, i. 7 All other knowledge meerly or

principally serves the concerns of this Life, and is fitted to

the meridian thereof. 1712 ARBUTHSOT John Bull in.

Publisher s Pref., Though they had been calculated by him

only fjr the meridian of Grub-street, yet they were taken
notice of by the better sort, a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks.

1726 I. 471 His words of the Trinity are modest, neither

highly At hanast.in, nor yet Socinian,. .but calculated to both
Meridians. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod Rand, xxviii. (1804) 186
This suggestion . . had the cleared effect upon the

captain,
being exactly calculated for the meridian of his intellects.

1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 141 As this

pamphlet was written for the meridian of Ireland. ^8x6
Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 34 This, .could not fail in exciting
ludicrous ideas, in the minds of the illiterate ivulgar, for

whose meridian it was calculated. 1835 W. IRVING New-
steadA bhey Crayon Misc. (1863) 306 A course of anecdotes
. .such as suited the meridian of the. .servants hall.

Meridian (meri-dian), a. [a. OF. meriditn

(mod.F. mtridien\ % or ad. L. meridianus^ f. meridies

mid-day, noon, dissimilated form of older medldics

(Varro), f. medii^ mediits middle + ities day.]
1. Of or pertaining to mid-day or noon. Now

rare (humorously pedantic) exc. as in 3.

&amp;gt;43*-5?
tr- Higden (Rolls) V. 373 The kynge Albinnus

beynge in slepe in his meridien tyme. c 1450 LYDG. &
BURGH Secrets 1601 Moche sleep wyl kepe the in hih Estat,

..Merydien Reste, myIk whight and Argentyne. 1602
&quot;2nd Pi. Return Jr, Parnass, in. iii, Hang me if he hath

any more mathematikes then wil..tell the meridian howre

by rumbling of his panch. 1620 VKNNER Via Recta viii.

191 The morning and euening cold, and meridian heate,
is cheifely to be auoyded. 1678 R. L ESTRANGE Seneca s

Mor. (1702) 349 The Romans had their Morning, and their

Meridian Spectacles. 1788 GIBBON Decl. # F. xlviii. (1869)
III. 27 At the meridian hour he withdrew to his chamber.

1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv. xliii,

The meridian midnight of a thick London fog. 1862 MERI-
VALE Rom. Emp. xli. (1871) V. 80 Every citizen, .plunged
into the dark recess of his sleeping chamber for the enjoy
ment of his meridian slumber. 1881 TROLLOPE Dr. Wortle s

School v. ii, The writer has perhaps learned to regard two

glasses of meridian wine as but a moderate amount of
sustentation.

fb. Meridian devil , tnitll. ofVolf.ABMMffftMl
meridianum Ps. xc[i], for which the Eng. Bible

has the destruction that wastethat noonday .

rtijso Image Ipoc. it. in Skelton s Wks. (1843)
II. 429

Thou arte a wicked sprite, ..A beestely bogorian, And
devill meridian. 1550 HALE Eng. Votaries \\. 118 O deuyls
merydyane, as the Prophet doth call yow.

C. Meridian ring, a ring so marked within the

hoop as to serve the purpose of a sun-dial.

1867 N.
&amp;lt;5- Q. 3rd Ser. XI. 381 Some years since I became

possessed of a brass ring, about an inch and a half in di

ameter, which I was told was a meridian ring, and that at

were called meridian .

2. esp. Pertaining to the station, aspect, or power
of the sun at mid-day.

MERIDIES.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. I 39 Whan that the sonne. .

Cometh to his verrey meridian place, than is hit verrey

Midday. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 70 Aue Maria,
gratia plena ! Haile, Sterne meridiane ! 1635 QUARLES
Embl. ll. x. (1718) 101 Thou may st as well expect meridian

light From shades of black-mouth d night. 1664 H. MORE
Myst. Iniq. xvii. 61 Do naturally vanish in this Meridian
and Vertical Sun-shine of the Gospel. 1762-9 FALCONER
Shiptur. n. 141 The sun his high meridian throne Had left.

1781 CRABBE Library 9 Care veils in clouds the sun s me
ridian beam. 1840 BARHAM Jngol. Leg., Leech cfFolke
stone, The sun rode high in the heavens, and its meridian
blaze was powerfully felt. 1898 R. BRIDGES Growth of
Love Sonn. xxii, Strutting on hot meridian banks.

b. fg. Pertaining to or characteristic of the

period of greatest elevation or splendour (of a

person, state, institution, etc.).

1672 (title ) A Prophecie lately transcribed, .of Doctor Bar-

naby Googe, . .predicting the rising, meridian, and falling

condition of the States of the United Provinces. 1751 EARL
ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 69 The poem itself is dated
in the year 1713, when Swift was in his meridian altitude.

1796 MORSE Amer. Ceog. II. 275 It [Dantzic] seems to be
somewhat past its meridian glory. 1818 HAZLITT Eng.
Poets iii. (1870) 59 Those arts, which depend on individual

genius,. -have always leaped at once.. from the first rude
dawn of invention to their meridian height and dazzling
lustre. 1903 MORLEY Gladstone I. 25,

*
I was bred , said

Mr. Gladstone when risen to meridian splendour,
* under

the shadow of the great name of Canning .

t c. Of supreme excellence, consummate ; also

in bad sense. Obs.
1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient. Pref. (1682) 3 They lay stress

on few matters of opinion, but such as are. .very meridian
truths. 1728 YOUNG Lcr.-c Fame vi. 47 But with a modern
fair, meridian merit Is a fierce thing, they call a nymph of

spirit, a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 186 Was it not strange

Usage of a Queen Consort, when such an Effrontery, out

of the Mouth of a Meridian Villain, in Public.. should be

let pass without so much as a Reprehension.

3. Pertaining to a meridian. Chiefly in colloca

tions orig. referable to sense 2. Meridian circle =

MERIDIAN 16.4. Meridian line: in early use =
MERIDIAN si/. 4; now usually, a line (on a map, etc.)

representing a meridian ; also, a line traced on the

earth s surface, indicating the course of a portion
of a meridian as ascertained by astronomical obser

vations. Meridian altitude : the angular distance

between the horizon and the sun at noon, or (in later

use) any heavenly body when crossing the meridian.

[Meridian circle represents L. circnlns H/crictiantts, transl.

of Gr. V*A&amp;lt;K peffigfi&uHK (f. u&amp;lt;nic0pia mid-day).]

1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol., Tables, .for to fynde the

altitude Meridian. Ibid. n. 39 The arch meridian bat is

contiened or intercept by-twixe the cenyth and the equi-
noxial. 1549 Lompl. Scot. vi. 47 It sal declair the eleua-

tione of the polls, and the lynis parallelis, and the meridian

circlis. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Classe 138 If there

be no Angle of sighte, it hathe the same Longitude and me
ridiane Line, and is plaine North or South from you. 1668

MOXON Meek. Dyall. 1 1 If the Sun shine just at Noon, hold

up a Plumb-line so as the shaddow of it may fall upon your
Plane, and that shaddow shall be a Meridian Line. 1669
STURMY Mariner s Mag. iv. vii. 168 The true Meridian-

distance between Lundy and Barbadoes. Ibid. vi. iii. 128

The Meridian-Altitude of an unknown Star. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. (Globe) 487, 1 shall not pester my Account, .with

..Latitudes, Meridian-Distances, .. and the like. 1833
HERSCHEL Treat. Astron. (1839) 56 The plane of the me
ridian is the plane of this circle, and its intersection wiih

the sensible horizon of the spectator is called a meridian

line. 1882 FLOYER Unexft. Baluchistan 216 After getting
a meridian altitude at noon, we left. .for.. Jangda.

b. Passing along a meridian, nonce-use.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. ist Epist. Ded., These may
seem to have wandered farre, who in a direct and Meridian

Travel!, have but a few miles of known Earth between your
selfe and the Pole.

4. Southern, meridional, rare.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 253 Therefore peple de-

scendenge from Sem. .hade in possession the londe meridien

[L. terram tneridianain]. 1819 BYRON Stanzas to the Po,

A stranger. .Born far beyond the mountains, but his blood

Is all meridian, as if never fann d By the black wind that

chills the polar flood.

5. Ceol. [fig. use of sense I : cf. the second quot.]

Applied by Professor Rogers to the middle stage

of the American palxozoic period, and to the for

mations representing that stage.

1858 H. D. ROGERS Ceol. Pcnnsylv. I. 351 Meridian Strata

in Perry County.. .The Meridian sandstone, .is never more
than 20 feet thick. Hid. II. 11. 749 These periods, applic
able only to the American Palaeozoic day, are the Primal,

Aural, ..Pre-Meridian, Meridian, Post-Meridian, Cadent,

Vergent [etc.].

t Meridiation. Obs.~ [ad. L. mertdiation-

em, f. nieridi-cs noon.] A mid-day rest, siesta.

1623 COCKERAM, Meridiation, a sleeping at noone tide.

1658 in PHILLIPS.

t Meridie. Obs. [ad. L. mtrJdib.] Noon.

&amp;lt;ri39i
CHAUCER Astro!, n. I 44 Consider thy rote furst..

& entere hit in-to thy slate for the laste merydye of De
cember. Ibid., The residue bat lewyth is thy mene mote

fro the laste mer[y]die of December.

Meridien, obs. form of MERIDIAN.

II Mei idies (meri-di,fz). rare~ l
. [L. meridies

noon, middle point.] In quot. humorously bom
bastic for : The middle point (of night).
a 1667 COWLEY Ess., Country Moose, About the Hour that

I Cynthia s Silver Light Had touch d the pale Meridies of

I
the Night.



MERIDIONAL.

Meridional (mcri dional
, a. and sb. [a. F.

f

m^ridional^ ad. late L. meridional-is^ irreg. f. merl- ,

dies mid-day, south : see MERIDIAN a.]

A. adj.

1. Of or belonging to the south; situated in the

south: southern, southerly.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xiv. 156 The Est partie & the

Meridionalle partie. c 15*0 BARCLAY Jugurtk (1557) 49 b,

The meridyonall parte of the countrey. 1549 Contpl. Scot.

vi. 48 The pole antartic austral or meridional. 1653 R.
SANDERS Physiogn. 169 The Meridional people are, for the

|

most part, black and curled. 1703 T. N. City &amp;lt;V
C. Pur-

\

chaser 36 Kitchins.. ought to be placed in the Meridional

part of the Building. 1830 Fraser s Mag. I. 594 We must
not forget that Adosmda and Roderick are meridional

;

Europeans. 1880 HATGHTON Pkys. Geog.v. 208 The Meri
dional Chain, .extends along the Western Coast.

absol. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies m.
ii. 120 The meridionall (which they of the Ocean call South,
and those of the Mediterranean sea, Mezo giorno) com
monly is raynie and boisterous.

b. Pertaining to or characteristic of the inhabi

tants of the south (of Europe).
ifyjBlackw.Mag. LXII. 418 His voice., retained .. ftslight

meridional accent . 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. v. 1. 138 A dark,
meridional physiognomy . . such was the Prince of Parma.
T9S (? ft*7

.

1 J U V 1J That there is such a thing as Latin

rhetoric, which corresponds now, as in every preceding age, to

the temperament best summed up in the word meridional .

f 2. Pertaining to the noontide position of the

sun. Meridional line MERIDIAN sb. 4. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr s T. 255 Phebus hath laft the Angle
meridional, c 1391 Astrol. ir. 3 Whan bat Je sonne is

ney the Meridional
lyne_. 1432-50 tr. Higihn (Rolls) VII.

75 The sonne beynge in the centre meridionalle. 1608

WILLET Hcxapla Exod. 245 The sun ascendeth vnto the

meridianall [sic] point. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 590 Mr.
Ellicott drew a true meridional line by celestial observation.

1834 Xat. Philos. III. Astron. i. 15 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.),

They are called meridians, or meridional lines, and the !

equator bisects all the meridians.

3. Pertaining to or characteristic of noonday;
chiefly^/g*. Now rare or Obs.

1624 DONNE Serin, xix. (1640) 192 The Meridionall bright-
|

nesse, the glorious noon, and heighth, is to be a Christian.

1675 Lady s Call. i. v. 39 Are God s safeguards to be only
meridional, to shine out only with the noon-day sun ? 1762
tr. Biischings Syst. Geog. III. 273 So large were the de-

]

mesnes of this abbey, when m its meridional glory. 1839
Fraser*s Mag. XIX. 469 All my troubles, cares, anxieties,

perplexities matutinal, meridional, and vespertinal.

4. Of or pertaining to a meridian.

1555 EDEN Decades 247 We..sayled from thense .Ixxxx.

degrees in lengthe meridionale. 1669 STURMY Mariner s

Mag. iv. vii. 166 This Table of Latitudes, or Meridional
Parts. 1709 BERKELEY T/i. I ision 74 When the moon is

viewed., in the meridional position. 1812 WOODHOUSE
Astron. vii. 47 The meridional altitudes of heavenly bodies.

i88a PROCTOR in Knowledge No. 19. 399/2 Stars whose

places were already determined by the use of their great
meridional instrument.

b. Applied to designate markings on a roundish

body that lie in a plane with its axis. Cf. MEKI-
DIAN sb. 4 C.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. Hydriot. etc. 62 In
the clrcinations and sphaerical rounds of Onyons,..the
circles of the Orbes are ofttimes larger, and the meridional
lines stand wider upon one side then the other. 1881 CAR
PENTER Microsc. -5-

Km. f 427 (ed. 6) 507 Along one side of
this body is a meridional groove, resembling that of a
peach. 1893 TUCKEY Amphioxus 46 This [furrow] is like

wise a meridional one, and is at right angles to the first.

1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VI. 209 Those [anastomoses] be
tween the anterior and the posterior interventricular branch
near the apex of the heart, forming a vertical or meridional
circle.

B. sb. An inhabitant of the south ; no\v spec, an
inhabitant of the south of France.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. Hi. 209 The Sea.. flows

again ; and then again it falls When she doth light th other

Meridionals. 1621 MOLLE Camerar. Li7&amp;gt;. Libr. in. xili. 189
The Meridionalts or Southern inhabitants. 1673 G. R. tr.

Le Grand s Man without Passion 165 The Meridionals
who banish formal courts and reveling from their assemblies,

despise not gay cloathing. 1898 BODLEY France m. ii. 126
The hero of the trial was.. a characteristic Meridional.

1899 Miss V. M. CRAWFORD Stitd. For. Lit. 50 Daudet was
able to paint a real sober picture ofthe Meridional in Nnma
Rouinestan,

Meridionality (meri:dion3e-liti). [f. prec.
+ -ITY.] The state of being meridional or on the

meridian ; aspect towards the south.

1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos. in. 166 So that in process of
time it is very probable it [the magnetical needle] will come
to an exact Meridionality. 1721 BAILEY, Meridionality\

it s
jScituation in Respect to the Meridian, or the Scituation

of its meridian. 1753 JOHNSON, Meridionality , position
in the South ; aspect towards the South.

Meridionally (meri-dionali), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY

^.] In the direction of the meridian ; north
and south. Also, in the direction of the poles (of
a magnet).
1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 33 Cut a part from a

Magnet stone meridionally. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. 11. ii. 58 In this manner pendulous, they [wires] will

conforme themselves Meridionally ; directing one extreame
unto the North, another to the South. 1705 DEKHAM in
Phil. Trans. XXV. 2140 They would exert the same effects
that Magnets are said to do, when sawn in two Meridion
ally. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Geol. Field 267 Here tins
broad ocean was interrupted by the meridionally disposed
Colorado, Medicine-Bow, and Park Ranges.
Merie, Merierxun, obs. ff. MERRY, MARJORAM.

357

Merigal, variant of MERRYGALL.
Merihedral, -hedric, -hedrism : incorrect

forms (in recent Diets.) of MEROHKDRAL,-IC, -ISM.

Merillon,obs.f.MERLix. Meril x l)s: seeMEREL.

Merily, obs. form of MERRILY.

Mering, mearing (mi-rinj, vbl. sb. Also

mereing. Obs. exc. dial. ff. MERE v? + -ING *.]

1. The action of the verb MERE
; fixing of boun

daries.

1574 in ioM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comui. App. v. 335 Foure
Aldermen shalbe elected surveighours yearely..to deter- I

myne all mischaunces and variaunces of mearing betwixt
j

thinhabitaunts. 1579-^0 NORTH Plutarch, .\utmt (1595) 78
For bounding & mearing, to him that will keepe it Justly:
is a bond that brideleth power & desire, c 1600 in Renaud
Prestbnry iChethamSoc.)44 The meeringe and devydynge
of the Churchyarde.
2. cotter. -MERE sb.- i.

1616 BOYLE Diary (1886) I. 132, I had a mcarin? between
Kynaltalloon and Condons Lands held by M r Thomas
flit/ John. 1756 C. LUCAS ss. Waters II. 123 These are
within the districts of Franchitnont, Malmendy and Stavelot,
or thereabouts. I can not pretend to distinguish meerings.
1843 ULACKERIH Jrnl. R.Agric. S0c.IV. n. 445Thenecc^&amp;gt;iiy

for drainage. . ; the advantage of straight mearings. 1873
O CuRRY ^fanners Anc. Irish III. 4 The same name [I)itn\
. .would apply to any boundary or mearing formed of a wet
trench between two raised banks or walls of earth.

3. attrib. as in mcnng-balk^ -drain.

1769 FHKNCH in A. Younjj Tour Irel. (1780) I. 370 Healso
made a deep mearing drain. 1865 W. WHITE E. Eag. II.

194 A strip of land a rod in width, called a. .mereing balk.

II Meringue nvnengV Alsogerron. raarang.

[a. F. meringue \\iy) in llatz.-Darin.), of obscure

origin. Cf. Sp. merengiiet
G. meringe t mcringcll\ A

delicate confection the chief ingredients of which are

pounded sugar and whites of eggs. It is made up
in small cakes, or spread as an *

icing over fruit,

tarts, etc. Also, a small cake made of this. Hence
|| Mering-ue (mprsengf), a dish composed of fruit

with meringue; Heringued ppl. a.
t

iced with

meringue (= F. meringitt}.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Meringues (Fr. in Cookery\,

a sort of Confection made of the Whites of Eggs whipt ;

fine Sugar, and grated Lemmon-peel, of the bigness of a
Wai-nut ; being proper for the garnishing of several Dishes.

1725 BRADLEY lfam. Diet. II. s. v., Meringue ; a small sugar
work of great use. 1845 ELIZA ACTON J/W. Cookery 456
Meringue of Pears. ..Put the meringue immediately into

a moderate oven, and bake it half an hour. 1859 Eng. ,

Cookery Bk. 299 Meringued Apples. Pare and core some
large pippin apples,.. cover them all over with a meringue
put on in tablespoonfuls. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie I . (1887)

90 There were also mareings t and likewise custards. 1892
Encycl. Cookery I. 933 Meringue consists essentially of
whites of eggs beaten with caster sugar to a froth, and then
set in a quick oven. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grand
mother 8 He. .insisted on her partaking of a large glass of
iced lemonade, and three meringues.

Merino (mer/ no). [a. Sp. merino adj., the

distinctive epithet of * a breed of sheep which is

pastured in winter in Estremadura and in summer
in la montana&quot;* (Sp. Acad.); also applied to the

wool of these sheep. Hence F. merinos adj. and sb.

Sp. merino ?A\. represents L. tndjortnus (f. major greater^
prob. in its early sense of a larger kind (Pliny). Ety
mologists, however, have supposed it to be derived from
merino sb., overseer of cattle pastures (also the title of
certain judicial officers), which represents certain substan
tival uses of titajorinus in med. Latin.]

1. In full merino sheep : A variety of sheep prized
for the fineness of its wool, introduced from Spain
to England at the close of the i8th c. and exten

sively used for the improvement by crossing of the

fleece-bearing sheep of Britain and the Colonies,
j

Also attrib. as merino breed, fleece,flock, stocky wool. \

1781 DILLON Tra-p. Sfidin 48 The Merino sheep, of which
|

It is computed there are between four and five million in the
\

kingdom. Ibid. 53 These Merino flocks. 1810 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VI. 558 Neither Americans nor Eng
lish will ever derive any general advantage from the Me-

[

rinos. iSiaE.SHEPPARoin Nicholson&quot;s 9V/.(i8i3) XXXIV.
122 Having had the experience of more than ten years, both
in the growth and manufacture of British Merino wools. ;

1813 JEFFERSON Writ. (1898) IX. 442_The Merino sheep are
j

spreading over the continent and thrive well. 1837 YOUATT !

Sheep v. 146 The Merino flocks and the Merino wool have
]

improved under the more careful management of other i

countries. Ibid. 154 The Merino fleece is in Spain sorted
into four parcels. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Educ. IV, 260/1 i

Sheep sprung from the Merino stock.

2. A soft woollen material resembling, but finer

than, French cashmere, originally manufactured of

merino wool, and later of a fine wool mixed with
cotton. Also attrib.

1823 Repos. Arts, etc. Ser. in. I. 120 Gowns for home-
dress., are of velvet, Merino, and gros de Naples. 1831
Lincoln Herald 9 Sept. 3/6 Trowsers, a pale lavender
Merino. 1842 BISCHOFF Woollen Manu/. II. 415 They.,
imitated the article of cotton jeans, in worsted,, .to which
they gave the name of plainbacks out of which has sprung
that, .valuable branch of merinos. 1869 E. A. PARKES
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 405 In merino and other fabrics it

[cotton] is used with wool. 1898 G. B. SHAW Plays II.

Candida 82 A black -merino skirt.

b. A dress made of this.

1873
* SUSAN COOLIDGE What Katy Did at Sch. ix. 148

She shook her head over the simple, untrimmed merinoes
and thick cloth cloaks.

MERISTIC.

3. A fine woollen yarn used in the manufacture
of hosier} . Also attrib.

1886 Honsttvifc I. 109/1 Garments made of merino, stock-
ingette fete.]. ll&amp;gt;id. t Merino underclothing. Ibid,. The
material used for darning is. .merino. 1888 MAUDE BKAU-
SHAW Indian Outfits 23 Gauze-flannel and gauze-merino
vests are principally worn. 1903 Longm. Mag. June 130A pair of ordinary merino socks.

Meriolyne, obs. Sc. form of MARJORAM.
1 Merlon. Obs. [a. OF. mcriane, mericnc

: L. mendidna\ see MERIDIAN so. \ Mid-day.
a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 51 WiJ two Maidenes al on, Seme-

lyche Suson, On dayes in be merlon, Of Murbes wol here.

Meris (me-ris). Biol. PI. merides ijnc-rid/z .

[mod.L., a. Or. ptpis part (stem /&amp;lt;tc/8-; ; after F.

-nitride (.Perrier).] A permanent colony of cells

which may either remain isolated or multiply by
germination to form demes.

[1883 1 . GEDDKS in En^cf. Urit. XVI. 842/2 Starting
from the cell or placid, lie (PerrierJ terms a permanent
colony a mcride. IHd. 43 i Ti.^surs and organs re-nit
from division of labour in the anatomical elements of the

Jin-Tide:--, and so have unly a &amp;gt;econdary individuality.]

Merise jncrrz . See also MtKHY sb.- [n. F.

wcrise (from 13th c.), of unknown origin.] A
kind of small black cherry.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Ker-ty. Mcrise, a kind of small bitter

Cherry. 1836 Penny (. yd. VI. 431/1 The Merise or Merrier,
Morello, Kentish and All Saint or evcrflowering cherry.
1849 Knife &amp;lt;y

Fork 23 About sixty years ago, a fragrant
and delightful brandy was distilled fium a small tart cherry
called nierises, a fruit peculiar in the Dlack I- orcti.

Merish, obs. form of MAKISH.
Merism (mc-ri/ m). l)iol.

[f.
Or. fiip-os part,

member + -ISM. Cf. Gr. ^f/xu^os division.] i^See

quot.)
1894 DATF&amp;gt;OK Materials Study Variation 20 This pheno

menon of Repetition of Parts.. comes near to being a
universal character of the bodies of living things. It will..

be. .convenient to employ a single term to denote this

phenomenon... For this purpube the term MerUm will
be used.

Merismatic (merizmartik), a. Biol.
[f. mod.

L. mcrisnia
t

a. Gr. /upt7/uz separated part, f.

ptpiffiv to divide into parts : see -ATIC. In Fr.

mtrismatique.] Of cells, tissues, etc. : Having
the property of dividing into portions by the forma
tion of internal partitions. Of processes: Involving
this kind of division.

1849 AY/. $ Pap. Botany (Ray Soc.) 283 On meri&amp;gt;matic

Formation of Cells in the Development of Pollen. 1861
II. MACMILLAN f ootn.Pagc Xat, 185 Diatoms, which carry
on the process of merisinatic division. 1876 DUNGLISOS
Med. Lt x. s. v., Merismatic multiplication or reproduc
tion ; that which occurs by the splitting or division of
cells or of vi hole beings.

Merismoid ;meri-zmoid ,
a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

mcrisma (see prec.) + -DID.] Of sporophores,
esp. agarics : Having the cap branched or laciniatc.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 393 Odontia makes way
rapidly for liydtnun in all its varied forms, resupinate, apo-
dous, lateral, merismoid, and mesopod. 1886 SrtvENsos
JlywcnoHiycetes Brit. II. 325 MeriMinpid,. .resembling a
Merisma i. e. having a branched or laciuiate pileus.

Merispore (me-rispo-u). Biol. [irreg. f. Gr.

fitpos part + (TTrupos, airopd sowing, seed.] One of

the secondary cells of a pluricellular spore.
1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. S,tc Jis Bot. 241 Each separate

secondary cell of a spore of this description is usually capable
of germination, and may be termed a Merispore. 1887
GARNSEY & BALFOUR De Barys Fungi 98 The number of
members (merispores) in a compound spore is different in

different cases.

1 Merissa (merrsa). A fermented beverage
made from maize by the natives of the Soudan.
1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 72 Merissa, the national

beverage of the Soudan. 1899 iqthCent, Aug. 277 The boy
forgot his work over a pot of merissa beer.

Merist (me*rist). rar~ l
. [ad. Gr. nfpiarrjs,

f. fitpi^fiv to divide.] A divider.

1872 RUSKIN Aluntra P. 117 note, The administrators of
the three great divisions of law are severally Archons, Me-
nsts, and Dicasts.

Meristem (me-ristem). Bot. [irreg. f. Gr.

/iepf&amp;lt;7Tos divided, divisible, f. pfpifew to divide, f.

/pospart; withendingafterPHLOEM,XYLEM.] The
unformed growing cellular tissue of the younger
parts of plants ;

merismatic tissue. Also attrib.

1874 Q. Jrnl Microsc. Sci. XIV. 304 The three systems
of menstem in the stem. 1882 VINES Sacks Bot. 129 In
Calodracon (Cordyline) Jaconini, the meristsm-ring is de
rived immediately, according to Nageli, from the primary
meristem of the apex of the stem.

Hence Meristema tic a. t of or of the nature of

meristem ; Meristema tically adv., after the

manner of meristem (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1882 VINES Sachs Bot. 18 The meristematic cells of Pha

nerogams. 1894 OLIVER tr. Kerners Nat. Hist. Plants I.

582 The groups of constructive, dividing, and enlarging
cells, the so-called meristematic tissue.

Meristic (meri-stik), a. Biol. [f. MERISM:
see -ISTIC. Cf. Gr. MpMrncAi pertaining to divi

sion.] Pertaining to the phenomena of merism.
Hence Meri stically cufv. t in ameristic manner.
1894 BATESON Materials Study Variation 22 These nu

merical and geometrical, or, as I propose to call them, me-
ristic changes. Ibid. 24 The tarsus of a Cockroach..
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may, through meristic variation, be divided into only four

joints. Ibid. 26 The Similar Variation of Parts which are

repeated Merislically in Series.

Meri Stogene tic, a. Bot. [f. Gr. ^epiaro-s

(sje MERISIEM) + -UESETIC.] 1 roduced by a

meristem.

1887 GARNSEY & BALFOUR De Bary s Fungi 497.

Merit (me rit), sl&amp;gt;. Forms : 3-7 merite, 4 me-

ri}t, 4-5 meryt, 4 6 meryta, 5 merote, -et, -yde,

-ytte, merrette, 6 merete, merrit, Sc. mereit,

6-7 meritt^e, 3- merit, [a. OF. merite (mod.F.

nitrite), ad. L. merit-um, neut. pa. pple. oimerere,

inererl to obtain for one s share, earn as pay,

deserve ; perh. cogn. w. Gr. ntlpea6&amp;lt;ju
to receive a

share, pipes share, part.]

f 1. That which is deserved or has been earned,

whether good or evil ;
due reward or punishment.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12890 Ion !..Hu bat a costes bou was

clene, Thorn b merite was it sene [i.e. through his being

allowed to baptize Jesus). 13. . E. E. Alht. P. B. 613 ,yf

euer by mon vpon molde merit disserued. e 1386 CHAUCER
Doctor s T 277 Heere men may seen how synne hath his

nitrite! 01400-50 Alexander 5226 With me pas to my
prayed modire &quot;pat bou may merote haue Si menske &
mede for bi werkis. 1484 CAXTON Curiall I, Thou..re-

mitcst them the more worthy for to haue rewardes and

merites. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, I. iii. 156 A deerer merit,

not so deepe a maime.-.Haue I deserued at your High-

ner^e hands, a 1598 ROLLOCK Lect. Passion xvii. (1616)

156 Lord, saue us from the merite of sinne. 1602 MAKSTON
Antonio s Rev. v. v, Now murder shall receive his ample
merite. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 7 It is but

the merits of our unworthy Natures, if wee sleep in dark

ness until the last Alarum. 1706 PRIOR Ode to Queen 85

Those laurel groves (the merits of thy youth), Which thou

from Mahomet didst greatly gain.

2. The condition or fact of deserving; character

with respect to desert of either good or evil (T.).

Also //. in the same sense. Now rare.

1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. Pr. vi. 109 (Camb. MS.) Alle

men wenen bat they ban wel deseruyd it [/. e . sorowful

lhinges],and bat they ben of wykkede meryte. a 1450 Kut.

tie la 7 Kr(i868) 89 So had she rewarde of her merite in the

ende. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge Prol. 69 After our

meryte we shalbe sure To be rewarded. 1548-9 (Mar.) Kk.

Com. Prayer, Communion, Not waiyng our merites, but

pardonyng our offences, through Christe our Lorde. 1580

SIDNEY Ps. XLI. v, Raise me up, that I may once have

might, Their meritts to requite 1594 T. BEDINGFIELD

tr. Machimiellfs Florentine Hist. (1595) 222 Either of them

with others guiltie of the treason, were rewarded with the

paines of their merit. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 44, 1 do require

them of you so to vse them, As we shall find their merites,

and our safety May equally determine. 1635 PAGITT

Christianogr. ill. f 1636) sig. I 7, I set the Death of our Lord

Jesus Christ betwixt me and my bad merit. 1687 A. LOVELL

tr. Thevcnofs Trail. 253 They must be presented according

to the merit of the business, whether good or bad. 1722

WOLLASTON Retig. Nat. ix. 214 In the future state men
shall be placed and treated according to their merit.

b. The merits or, rarely, f the merit (of a case,

question, etc.) : chiefly in Law, the intrinsic rights

and wrongs of the matter, in contradistinction lo

extraneous points such as the competence of the

tribunal or the like. Hence, to discuss, judge (a

proposal, etc.) on its merits,\. e. without regard Jlp

anything but its intrinsic excellences or defects. To

have the merits (Law) : of a party to a suit, to be

in the right as to the question in dispute (said esp.

when for technical reasons a favourable decision

cannot be given).
1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot, I. 687 The saidis Proves!

and Counsale..quha best knew the meritis of the saidis

actionis. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 115

He humbly desyred a favourable hearing ot the meritts of

his cause. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus ff V. 134 Which, if it sped,

Wou d shew the Merits of the Cause Far better, than con

sulting Laws. 1760 FOOTE Minor l. Wks. 1799 I. 235 It is

always the rule, to administer a retaining fee before you
enter upon the merits. 1813 TAUNTON Comm. Pleas Cases

III. 170 Inasmuch as the merits were with the Plaintiff.,

he [the judge] refused to nonsuit him. 1885 Lavi Times

LXXX. 133/1 It did not appear from the affidavits that the

defendant had the merits. 1885 Manch. Exam. 10 July 5/4

It is not easy to ascertain the exact merits of the dispute.

1887 Times (weekly ed.) 17 June 3/2 Men are everywhere

examining his policy on its merits. 1898 A. LANG Making
Rellg. iv. 74 The merits of stories of second sight need

discussion.

3. The quality of deserving well, or of being
entitled to reward or gratitude.

1362 LANGL, P. PI. A. i. 157 }e naue no more merit In

Masse ne In houtes pen Malkyn of hire Maydenhod, bat
no Mon desyieb. 1400 Rom. Rose 5909 Selling axeth no

guerdoning ; Here lyth no thank, ne no meryte. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 471 This man was utterly unprofit

able,, .teioycenge the name of dignite withowte merylte.

1500-20 DUNHAR Poems xc. 69 Small merit is of synnes for

to irke Quhen thow art aid. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. n. ix.

39 For who shall goe about To cosen Fortune, and be

honourable Without the stampe of merrit, let none presume
To weare an vndeserued dignitie. 1612 BACON Ess., Mar.

riage, The best works, and of greatest merit for the publike,

haue proceeded from the vnmarried or childlesse men. 1781

GIBBON Deci. * F. xxxvi. (1869) II. 311 His merit was re

warded by the favour of the prince. 1850 TENNYSON In

Mem. Prol. 35 For merit lives from man to man, And not

from man, O Lord, to thee. 1881 Contemp. Kcv. XL. 646
The principle of promotion by merit.

b. spec, in Theology, the quality, in actions or

persons, of being entitled to reward from God.
Merit /CoNDiGNlTY, &amp;lt;yCoNGKUITY : see those words.
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I 01225 Aiur. K. 160 He bijet beos preo bijealen priui-
|

lege of prechur, merit of martiidom, & meldenes mede. I

c 1315 SHOREHAM i. 756 Take hys deab in by meende : Naut

Iy3 t[e] : pe more bou b&amp;lt;=nkes!
so on hys deab, P&amp;lt;=

lnore h
&amp;gt;

s

by meryte. &amp;lt;r 1386 CHAUCER 5&amp;lt;f&amp;lt;. Nun s T. 33 Do me
endite Thy maydens deeth, that wan thurgh hire merite

The eterneel lyf. 1 1420 Chron. I ilod. 4380 pis meracle:pus
j

y-do porow be meryde of b S blessud virgyn seynt Ede.

t 1449 PECOCK AV/r. i. xx. 119 Bi no deede a man hath
|

merit, saue bi a deede which is the seruice and the lawe of

God. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 b, Feyth hath

no meryte, where naturall reason of it selfe may dlscerne..

ythynge. 1692 Bp. PATRICK A nsm. Touchstone 13% It is

frivolous to alledg the word Merit, so often used by the

Fathers ; for they mean no more thereby, but obtaining

that which they are said to merit. 01716 SOUTH Serm.

(1727) V. x. 387 Merit is an unpardonable Piece of Popery.

1825 CANNING Sf. 21 Apr. Sf. (1828) V. 394 The next o ujec-

tion. .is, that the Roman Catholics ascribe an
^overweening

i
merit and efficacy to human actions. 1898 A. G. MORTIMER

j

Cath. Faith q Practice n. xi. 311 Merit, .implies a propor-

|

tion between the woik done and the reward given.

C. Claim to gratitude as the cause of some

j

favourable state of things ;
the honour or credit of

bringing about (something).
1711 SWIFT Jriil. to Stella 15 Aug., And if there be no

breach, I ought to have the merit of it. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, xii. (1862) 177 The whole merit of the great

change, .belongs to the Barons.

4. Claim or title to commendation or esteem,

excellence, worth.
c 1420 PaUad. on Utisb. iv. 808 But thingis iiij in hem

[stalons] is to biholde : fouime and colour, merite and

beaute. Ibid. 831 And next hem in merit is dyuers hued :

Black hay, & permixt gray, mousdon also. The fomy, spotty

hu, and many mo. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKF.! Hist, l- stine xxv.

93 There was so much of merit in him, That whereas he had

continual warres with Lysimachus [etc.], ..yet was n^ver

ouercome by any of them. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.
&amp;lt;V

Cr. II. n. 24

What merit s in that reason which denies The yeelding of her

vp ! 1709 POPE Ess. Cnt. 728 To him [Roscommon] the wit

of Greece and Rome was known, And ev ry author s merit

but his own. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 178 r 4 A Woman of
&quot; &quot; * - 1J be

MERIT.

certificate, cup, grant, medal ; also merit-conscious,

-like adjs. ; merit-card, in English elementary
schools (see quot.) ; t merit-merchant = MEKIT-

MOXUKR; merit system, the system of giving

promotion in the civil service according to the

deserts of the candidates (inU.S. opposed to spoils

system ) ; f merit-works, good works done for

the sake of acquiring merit ; so fmerit-worker -=

MEKIT-MONGEK.
1879 RicE-WiGGiN & GRAVES Elan. Sch. Manager 105

The &quot;merit-card system. Under this system, a cheap
coloured ticket.. is given.. to every scholar who has made
the total number of attendances possible in the previous
week. When a scholar has gained twelve of these merits

he receives a prize in exchange for them. 1901 Westm.
l ,nz. 13 Feb. 10/1 They refuse to give a *meru-certificate

to any child known to be addicted to cigarette-smoking.

1757 MB. & MRS. GREVILLE Maxims, Charac.
&amp;lt;V Rejl. 130

A determined *merit-conscious air. 1902 Westin. Gaz. 29
Oct. 12/2 The 42nd. .won the *merit cup in open competi
tion in shooting. 1882 AVif Educ. Code (ed. J. Russell) 28

story of merit nothing more.

t b. The condition of being valued or honoured ;

esteem. Obs.

1752 FOOTE Taste Pref., Wks. 1799 I. 4 A man, who had

ever great merit \\itli his friends.

5. Something that entitles to reward or gratitude.

Chiefly//- , */&amp;lt;*
in Theology, good works viewed as

entitling to reward from God ; also, the righteous

ness and sacrifice (of Christ) as the ground on

which God grants forgiveness to sinners.

In the I7th c. sometimes const, towards (the person

obliged) ; cf. L. inerittl erga alli]itcm.

1:1380 WYCLIF Scl, Wks. III. 423 Bot merytes of men ben

dedis or lyves, bat God of his grace acceptis to mede. 1491

Cliast. Goctdes CliyU. 9 Some for uncunnynge of receyuing
of. .al suche gostly comfortis mene that they receyue hem

by her owne merites. la 1500 Chesler PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II.

73 To bringe the people to Saulvacion By mirrette of thy
bitter passion. 1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 86 Mani

festly ye cast Chribtes meretes asyde. Ibid. 87 For who
soeuer will seke..to be made righteouse by the lawe, he is

gone quite from Christ, and hys meiites prpfyte hym not.

1662 Bk. Coiiim. Prayer, Collect I3lh Sund. Trin., That we
fail not finally to attain thy heavenly promises, through the

merits of Jesus Christ our Lord. 1667 MII.TON I . L. in. 290

Thy merit Imputed shall absolve them who renounce Thir

own both righteousand unrighteous deeds. x675tr. Camden s

Hist. Eliz. iv. (1688) 586 The large Extent of the Spanish

Empire, his Powerfulness,. .his great merits towards the

Church of Rome, and his taking Place, .before the French

King [etc.]. 1807 CRABBK Par. Reg. in. 57 His merits thus

and not his sins confest, He speaks his hopes and leaves to

Heav n the rest. 1885 Cath. Ditt. (ed. 3) 495/2 Protestants

hold.. that a man really has been justified by faith, or, in

other words, that the merits of Christ have been imputed to

him. 1897 A. G. MORTI.MER Cath. Faith
ff

Practice 1. v.

83 His superabundant merits, which are laid up as a rich

Ireuaure for His Church.

6. A commendable quality, an excellence.

1700 DKYDEN 1 ables Pref. *A b, I soun resolv d to put
their Merits to the Trial, by turning some of the Canterbury
Tales into our Language. 1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 49 Would

you ask for his merits? Alas ! he had none. 1874 MILKI.K-

THWAITE Moil. Par. Churches 185 The other method has

the merit of economy. 1897 K. LE GALLIKNNF. in Watiu.

Gaz. 19 May 2/1 Faults first, merits afterwards ! Sucli is

our uncomfortable critical habit.

7. Phr. To make a merit of: to account or repre

sent (some action of one s own) as meritorious.

f To make merit with : to establish a claim to the

gratitude of (a person).
1682 DRYDEN & LEE Duke of Guise iv. iii. (1683) 47 Stay

here, and make a merit of your Love. 1691 DRVDEN
A*. A rthur II. 20 You might have made a Merit of your
Theft. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 220 It made her

a great merit with me, that she kept it [the secret). 1759
FRANKLIN Est. Wks. 1840 III. 271 He makes a merit of

having gone farther in his condescensions. 1780 BURKE Sp.
at Bristol Wks. 1842 1. 261, 1 might not only secure my
acquittal, but make merit with the opposeis of the bill.

1832 HT. MARTINEAU Homes Aitr. vii. 104 He had made a

merit of remaining at his work. 1860 READE Cloister f, //.

Ixxx, He. .made a merit of it to himself.

8. Short for merit card see 9, quot. 1879).

9. attrib. and Comb., chiefly in recent terms de

noting rewards for proficiency in school work, or

prizes for skill in some athletic pursuit, as merit

of the covenant of grace. 1902 Daily Chron. 27 Oct. 0/6
Mr. Robert Maxwell, who won the *merit medal last year,. .

proved successful. 1647 TRAPP Coinm. I Cor. ix. 17 God
will cast all such *merit-merchants out of his Temple. 1880

L&amp;gt;. B. EATON Cir. Service Gt. Brit. 161 The &quot;merit system
of appointments and promotions. 1899 Nation (N. Y.)

i June 414/3 Some of the characteristics of the merit

system as exemplified in the consular and diplomatic service

of Great Britain. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. i. iii. (1636)

Merit (me-rit), v. [a.
F. tm. rife-r, f. mfrite

MEUIT sb. Latin had meritare (frequentative of

mereri; to earn (money), to serve as a soldier.]

f 1. trans. To reward, recompense. Obs. rare.

1484 CAXTON Fables i&amp;gt;//Esop
n. xix, An almesse that is

done for vayne glorye is not merited but dismeryted. c 1500
Mcluiinc xxxvi 264, I thanke you of this lyberall offre to

goo with me S: I shall meryle you, therfore, yf it playse

god. c 1611 CHAPMAN IHaiti*. 258 Which if thou will sur

cease, The king will merile it with gifts.

2. To be or become entitled to or worthy of

(reward, punishment, good or evil fortune or estima

tion, etc.) ;
= DE.SKUVE v. i and 2.

1526 I ilgr. Per/. iW. de W. 1531) lib, Who may meryle
or deserue Grace beynge in synne ? 1596 SHAKS. Tain. SAr.

iv. iii. 41, I am sure sweet Kate, this kindnesse merites

thankes. 1601 ? MARSTOS I mquil &amp;lt;

Kath. n. 313 Any that

meriteth ihe name of man. 1671 MILTON P. A , n. 456

Extol not Riches then,, .more apt To slacken Virlue,. .Then

prompt her lo do aught may merit praise. 1718 l- ree-thinker

No. 8. 54 This presumptuous Wretch highly merited the

Sentence pronounced upon him by Law. 1746 W. HORSLKY
fool (1748) I. 203 To what End, but to merit being robbed

again? 1775 HARRIS 1 hilos. Arrangem. Wks. (1841) 357

Others that less merit, or at least that we esteem less to

merit our regard and attention. 1805 tr. La/on!ai&amp;gt;ufs Her-

maim f, Emilia III. 249 God knows how 1 have merited.,

that my last days should pass with so much satisfaction.

1813 SHELLEY Q. Mat in. 85 She only knows How justly

to proportion to the fault The punishment it merits. 1842

TENNYSON St. Simeon 132 Good people, you do ill to kneel

to me. What is it I can have done to merit this ? 1884

Manch. Exam. 14 May 5/2 They would richly merit the

severest censure.

b. with inf. as obj. (In early use occas. : t To
obtain as one s deserts.)

&quot;1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. HI. Aurel. (1546) H viij b,

He merited to fese his life with .xxiii. strokes of penknyues.
1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 488 Shee was farre from

being contemptible, though not merriting to be admired.

1709 MKS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1736) 1. ri 4 You merit to

be beloved. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II. vi. 123 He
mei ited . . to be trusted. 1805 tr. La/aittaiuc s Hermann f,

Kmilia 111. 123 His wife .. who merited to be the intimate

friend of Emilia, a 1814 Theodora I. i. in Xrui Brit.

Theatre I. 280 Have 1 not merited to be unhappy?
C. Said of things.
1601 SHAKS. Alts HW/n.iii. 291 France is a dog-hole,

and it no more merits The tread of a mans foot. 1626

C. POTTER tr. Sarfi s Hist. Quarrels 182 His counsels

merited to be followed. 1656 EARL MONM. Btcauafl
Advts. Jr. Parnass, I. xxxi. 55 It merits memory, that ..

Virgil . . caused Servius to be bastinadoed by his servant

Daretes. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) 11. 170 Should

he add that the combatants had the dress and appearance
of gentlemen, I should think, to use the newspaper phrase,

the thing merited confirmation. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana

350 My Knowledge . . being too imperfect to merit a com
munication. 1^92 Gentl. .Ifaf. 9/2 The subject.. merits the

attention of. . discerning minds.

3. absol. or intr. To be deserving of good or

evil. Chiefly in phrase to merit well (of a. person),

and in clauses with as or than, where there is

ellipsis of an infinitive.

he Holy See. 1647 CLARENDON Hit/. Rev. n. 51 The Earl

3f Essex who had merited very well throughout the whole

Affair, .was discharged, .without ordinary Ceremony. 1719

Freethinker III. 183 The late Mr. Savery. .merited largely

from Posterity by the Invention of an Engine. 1707

S. PATERSON^xoMcr TnK: I. 1 2o Those men have merited

so well of the republic of letters. 1887 BOWLN / KJ. . .-/.&quot; &amp;lt;&amp;lt;

iv. 549 Die , as thy frailties merit; let steel thy sufferings549
close.



HERITABLE.

4. trans. To earn by meritorious action ; spec, in

Theofagy, to become entitled to (reward) at the

hands of God ; also, of Christ, to obtain by his

merits (spiritual blessings) for mankind.

543 JOYE Confitt. Winchester s Articles i Winchester

wold proue that workes muste iustifye, that is to save, with

owr workes we muste merite the remission of owr synnes.

1586 HOOKER Disc. Justif. 21 (1612) 27 Did they think

that men doe merit rewards in heaven by the workes they

performe on earth? 1588 A. KING tr. Canisins Catcth.

153 Christ is., that Lamb of God . . quha onelie culd

meritt vnto ws remission of sinnes. 1654 FULLER Two
.Serin, 53 For whom Christ merited Faith, Repentance, and
Perseverance. 1674 HICKMAS Quinqitart. Hist. (ed. 2) 107

Christ by his death did merit some supernatural things for

the wicked. 1697 DRVUKN /Rncidv. 465 What Prize may
Nisus from your Bounty claim, Who merited the first Re
wards? 1748 BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 304 By fervent

charity he may even merit forgiveness of men. 1898 A. O.

MORTIMER Cath. Faith % Practice n. xi. 316 No man. .can

merit the first grace, or justification, nor, if he fall into

mortal sin, can he merit a recovery from that state. Nor
can he merit final perseverance.

5. intr. To acquire merit ; to become entitled to

reward, gratitude, or commendation. Obs. exc.

Theol.

1526 Pilgr. Ferf. (W. de W. 1531) i6ob, I meryte not in

so saycnge my duty. 1530 PALSCR. 635/1 Some man maye
meiyte as moche to drinke small wyne as some do whan
they drinke water. 1577 FULKE Confat. Pnrg. 451 Euery
man must merite for him selfe. 1648 H. GRKSBY tr. Balzac s

Prince 260 The Mahometans think they merit when they
kill strangers, a 1715 BURNET Own Time \\. (1724) I. 147
Scotland, that had merited eminently at the King s hands
ever since the year 1648. a 1718 W. PKN .M Tracts Wks.
1726 I. 481 No Man can merit for another. 1724 SWIFT

Drapicr s Humble Addr. Wks. 1751 IX. 80, 1 . .am resolved

that none shall merit at my Ex pence. 1897 A. G. MORTIMTII
Cath. Faith fy Practice i. xi. 166 While we are in a state of
mortal sin we cannot merit.

Meritable(rneTitab l),rtr. TObs. [f. MERITA. +

-ABLE.] = MERITORIOUS.
1415 in Visct. Tarbat Vindic. Rob. Ill (1695) 37 That

is meritable thing to here Witness to the suthfastness. 1420
in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 380 It is needeful and
meritabil to her lele witness to suthfastness to your Uni-
versitie. 1513 DOI GLAS sKneis XL Prol. 162 Haill thy
meryt thou had tofor thi fall, That is to say, thy warkis

meritable, Restorit ar ag.ine. 1598-9 B. JONSON Case is

Altered n. iv, The people generally are very acceptiue, and
apt to applaud any meritable worke. 1708 GIBBER Lady s

Last Stake v. 62 O ! there s a meritable Goodness in those
Fears that cannot fail to Conquer. 1791-1823 D IsRAKLl
Cur. Lit. (1851) 158 Several pious persons have considered
it as highly meritable to abstain from the reading of poetry.

Merited (me rited),///. a. [f. MERIT v. -f

-ED 1
.] Deserved ; well-earned.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for JA m. i. 206, I doe make my stlfo

beleeue that you may most vprighteotisly do a poor wronged
Lady a merited benefit. 1787 M ME. D ARBLAY Diary 19 Aug.,
Seeing me the only person punished by her merited
resentment. 1800 Froc. E. Ind. Ho. in Asiat. Ann. Reg.
149/2 A well merited compliment to the abilities and
integrity of Sir Thomas Strange. 1835 URK Fhilos. Afannf.
412 To secure to New Lanark mills a merited celebrity.

1887 AfAtturwn ig Feb. 251/2 Mr. Hall has acquired
a merited reputation.
Hence Me-ritedly adv.) deservedly.
1665 MANLEV Grotins Low C. IVars 95 Meritedly there

fore, they desire an equal share of Liberty. 1857 HOOTER
Chapman s Iliad Introd. S Many of these were of mush
room growth, and have meritedly sunk into oblivion.

t Me riter. Obs. Also 7 meritour.
[f.

MERIT v. + -ER 1
.] One who or something which

merits.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 423 God the Sonne reneweth, as

being the mediator and meriter of this changed estate. 1617
[see MERITRF.SS]. a 1626 BACOS Confess. Faith Resusc. (1657)
n. 120 A Meriter of Glory and the Kingdom. 1651 BAXTER
Inf. Bapt. 143 We smart by that sin for which we smart,
so that it is the means as well as the meriter of our misery.

tMe ritful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f, MERIT j&amp;lt;5.+

-FUL.] Full of merit, meritorious.
1660 WATERHOUSE Anns fy Ann. 91 Meritful instances of

Vertue.

Merithal (meTtyael). Sot. Also in mod.L.
form meritha llus (pi. -thaHt}. [f. Gr. / /&amp;gt;o-s

part -t- 0a\\os a young shoot, frond.] A name
originally given by Du Petit-Thouars (17561831)
to an internode, but later applied with qualifying
word to each of the three parts of the plant leaf, and

by Gaudichaud to each of the three parts of a com
pound plant, the radicular, cauline and foliar
merithal.

1849 Kep. 9f Paf&amp;gt;. Botany (Ray Soc.) 255 On Gaudichaud s

Theory of the Merithals. 1849 BALFOUR Afan. Bot. 139,

1160,1639.

Meriting (me-ritirj), vbl. sb. [-ING 1.] The
action of the verb MERIT in various senses.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par.
Epjies. Prol., Stickyng

to olde heathenyshe idolatrous worshippmges, . . masse merit-

inges,..popyshecustomes[etc.l. 1671 WOODHEAD^. Teresa,
n. iii. 20 They must help each other both in suffering, and
meriting. 1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso v. xvi, The other was
proud of his own meritings.

Meriting (me-ritirj), ppl. a. Now rare. [f.
MERIT z&amp;gt;. + .iNo2.] That merits (something indi
cated in the context); also in ifth c. often gvn. t

deserving, meritorious.
1603 B. JONSON Sejartvsv. x, If I could loose All my huma

nity now, twere well to torture So meriting a Tray tor. 1605

359

rjArov Adi . Learn. I. i. 3 It hath rather a sounding and
vnworthie glorie, than a meriting and substantiall vertue.

1633 ROGERS Treat. Sacram. i. 86 The Holy Ghost ex

presses the meriting causes diversly. 1656 S. HOLLAND
/f/ir&amp;lt;z (1719) 87 The most merriting Madam in the world.

1732 SWIFT Ad &amp;gt;antages repealing Sacrat/i. Test. Wks.
1761 III. 292 There may be another Seminary in View,
more numerous and more needy, as well as more meriting.

1742 J. GLAS Treat. Lord s Supper in. v. 137 The infinite,

atoning, meriting Virtue of the Sacrifice. 1747 RICHARDSON
Clarissa( 1 811)1.243 Punishments are of service to offenders

;

rewards should be only to the meriting.

t Me ritist. Obs. rare&quot; ,
[f.

MERIT v.+

-IST.J A believer in the merit ofgood works.
1612 R. SHELDON Serin. St. Martin s 58 Let Leo an

Ancient Pope confront against these latter Pontificians all

of them being meritists \de condigno or tie congnto] put of

condjgnitie or congruitie. Ibid. 59 All yee Pontifician

Meritists out of congruitie and de congnto,

MeritleSS (me*ritl&amp;lt; -s\&amp;lt;7. [f.
MERIT sh. + -LESS.]

1. Without merit; undeserving; worthless.

1596 DRAYTON Leg. i. 769 Esteeming Titles merltlesse and

nought. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water K) li ks, i. 40, 1 am alto

gether meritlesse of any good. 1786 I- rands the l^hilan-

thropist I. 217 Titles, too often right honourable only in the

herald s book and the meritless patent of creation. 1891
Athcntenm i Aug. 154/3 * ne volume is, in fact, asmeritk-ss

as such volumes often are.

f 2. Unmerited, undeserved. Obs. rare.

1603 Conf. Adv. Don Scvast. in Marl, Misc. (iSio) V.46S,
I have been grieved for your meritless affliction^. 1621

BRATHWAIT Art/. Kmbassiet etc. 251 Will., your flatt
&quot;ring

humour nere haue end, Of all other meritlesse?

Me rit-nio iiger. contemptuous. One who
trades in merits; one who sucks to merit salvation

or eternal reward by good works. (Very common
in i6-i7th c.)

1552 LATIMER Scrw. (1562^9211, These merites mongers
[nitifff. Merite mongers] haue so many good worke.s, that

they be able to sell them for money. 1626 PRYNNF. Perpct.
Rcgcn. Mans Est. 258 Such a one uhi&amp;lt;h is justified,
meerely by his owne righteousnesse, as your Popish merit

mongers seeke to be. 1696 LOKIMFR Goodwin s l^isc. vii.

85 Augustin, the great Defender of the Freeness of God s

Grace, .against all Merit-Mongers. 1846 HARK Mission

Coin/. (1850) 243 When merit-mongers teach, they add one
thirst to another, and spin one law out of another.

Hence Merit-mongering vbl, sb. ;
Merit-

mongery, a dealing in merits; Merit-monging1

///. a.

i6u \V. SCLATRR Key (1629) 28 Let all.. merit-inonging-
Preachers, iudge how well they carie themselues in their

ministerie, that by magnifying the power of nature, crosse

the verie end of their ministerie. 1845 H. ROGERS J- ss.

(1874) I. Hi. 139 Luther.. asserted against that whole system
of spiritual barter and merit-mongering. .his counter prin

ciple of the perfect gratuitousness of salvation. 1856 SITK-
GEON Serm. New rark Street Pulpit II. 95 Even among
Protestants meritmongery is net gone by.

Meritoir,e, variants of MKKITORV.

Meritor, variant of MKKITER, MERITORY.

t Merito riail. Ob$ t rare 1

, [f. L. meritori-tts

(see MERITORIOUS) + -AX.] One who believes or

teaches the saving efficacy of good works.

1689 T. PLUSKET Char. Git. Commander 53 What Paul
or Peter, what Boanerges can Reach Meritorians to the
Son of Alan ?

t Meritorily, adv. Ob$. [f.
MERITORY a. +

-LY ^.] Meritoriously. Also, deservedly.
c 1400 Apd. Loll. 15 No creature mai do instil, wele,

meritorili, . .ne perseuerantli an! [ring, not but ifGodwirk
bat J?ing bi him, & in him. c 1449 PKCOCK Ri-pr. i. xx. 120

Ech of these deedis mowe be doon . .vertuosell and mery-
torili. 1502 ARNOLDS Citron. (1811) 177 Worthiand meryto-
ryly they fallen in this sentence of corsyng.

Meritorious (meritoo-riss), a. [f. L. uteri-

tori-its pertaining to the earning of money, earn

ing or serving to earn money (f. mereret
-en to

earn, deserve : see MERIT sl&amp;gt;. and -OBY 2) + -ous.]
1. Of actions : Serving to earn reward ; esp. in

Theology, said of good works, penance, etc., as

entitling to reward irom God ; productive of merit

(f const, to the agent).
1432-50 tr. Higden, (Rolls) IV. 405 The pilgrimage made

to thapostles was more meritorius to the sawle than the
faste of ij. yere. Ibid. VII. 169 Noble men of the realme

purchasede of the pope that iourney to be prohibite, and to
be chaungede into ober meritorious dedes. a 1539 in Archy-
oiogia XLVII. 56 Charyte. -without whiche..noo vertue
can.. be acceptable to almighty god, nor merytoryous to
the doer. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 84 Twixt
Baroch and Amadavad is intombed Polly-Medina a Ma
hometan Saint, highly reputed by the

people ; who in a way
of meretorious Pilgrimage repair thither. 1681-6 J. SCOTT
Chr. Life (1747) III. 176 In the precious Blood of this our
meritorious and accepted Sacrifice we openly behold the

Mercy of God. 1851 PUSEY Let. Bp. London 130/1 That
our due sufferings might be sanctified by His, the Atoning
and Meritorious Sufferings. 1856 P. E. DOVE Logic Chr.
Faith vi. 5. 363 Man could not observe the law in any
sense of meritorious observance.

t 2. Of an action or agent : That earns or deserves
some specified good or evil. Const, of. Obs.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. i. Pref., Workes meritorious
of eternal! saluation. 1567 FENTON Trag. Disc, i b, If he
. -seame justly meritorious of reproche, we maye worthely
imparte treble prayse to a barbarous Turke. 1641 H. L Es-
TRANGE Gtxfs Sabbath 136 Which abuse. .is I think con-

dignly meritorious of severe punishment. 1641 T. SHUTE
Sarah fy Hagar (1649) 140 Shall we think the doing of our

duty to be meritorious of that which God hath promised ?

1679 PULLER Moder. Ch. Eng. xi. 318 The Penances in

MERITORY.
the Church of Rome, which.. are counted Deletory of Sin,
and Meritorious of Pardon, our Church doth account no
otherwise than Superstitious. 1682 -2-nd Plea Nvnconf. 63
He must really be persuaded, .that all ways of Worship.,
different. .from the Church of England, is meritorious of

personal Kuine. 1709 MRS. MAM.KV Secret Aletn. (1736)
III. i3i Cataline . . would do something meritorious of his
Promotion. 0:1716 Sorrii Serin. (1717) V. 130 These Prac
tices were satisfactory fur Sin, and meritorious of Heaven.
a 1758 EDWARDS Hist. Redemption in. ii. (1793) 322 [He]
made it meritorious of salvation to fight for Him.

b. Meritorious cause : an action or agent that

causes by meriting 1 some go&amp;lt;ul
or evil result^.

1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) itf* b, God is the werker
of y

e sycknes payne, . .though man of hymselfe or woman
be the cause merytoryous. 1688 BTNYAN Jems. .Sinner
Saved (1700) 138 His Blood.. is the meritorious cause of
mans redemption, a 1703 IJTRKITT On N. J , Luke v. 26

Sin is the meritorious cause of sickness. 1828 A. Joi.i.v
Ofisew. Snnd. Scn&amp;gt;. 11848 178 The death which He endured
was the meritorious cause of our life.

y. Deserving of reward or gratitude. Also (now
usually) in valuer use: Weil-deserving; meriting
commendation

; having merit.

In recent literary criticism the word tends to be a term
of limited praise, applied, e. g., to work that is recognized
as painstaking and useful, but do_-s not call forth any
special warmth of commendation.
1494 FABYAN Chron, \\\. 482 Good and tnerytoryons dedys

sliulde be holden in memorye. 1596 SL-KNM K ^tate Irel.

(Globe) 6i2/2 Insteede uf so great and meritorious a senift
as they bo-t they performed to the King,, .they did great
hurt unto his title. 1625 1!. JONSON .Staple &amp;lt;]/A

. IT. i\, -My
meritorious Captaine. .Merit will keepe no house nor pay
no house rent. 1651 HOBRKS Leviathan 11. xxvii. 1 53
\\ hat Marius makes a Crime, Sylla shall make meritorious.

1773 I arl. J), l . 21 May, Mr. Solicitor General then moved,
That Robert Lord Clive did, at the saute time, render great
and meritorious services to this country. 1781 OIHRON Decl.

fy /&quot;. xxxviii. (i86g) II. 399 Revenge was always honourable,
and often meritorious. 1817 ] IH r;n.\M in J arl. Deb. 1799
The more this transaction was sifted, the more blameless . .

would the conduct of that meritorious individual aj-penr.

1832 Hi. MAHTINTAI- i-.lla of (V&amp;lt;r&amp;gt;-. vi. 67 His patience had
been most meritorious. 1905 Aihenynw 24 June 774/2 In

regard to historical accuracy ..the volume is on the whole
meritorious.
tibwL 1682 DRYPEN* & Lnn Duke ofGuise n. ii. (1683^ iS,

I will have strict Examination made Betwixt the Meritorious
and the I!ase. (71704 T. KROWN / raise oj Ii calth Wk%
1730 I. 84 None but the meritorious shall be fortunate.

Comb. 1821 LAMB Klla Ser. i. Ail Fools Day, A pair
of so goodly-propertied and meritorious-equal damsels.

f* 4. Bestowed in accordance with merit ; merited.

1597 MinDLF.Tos W isd. Solomon i. 9 God s heavy wrath
and meritorious blame. 1632 I.ITNCOW Trar. x. 456 The
Heauens have reducted me to this meritorious reward, and

truely deserued.

t5. In the sense of L. meritorius : That earns

money (by prostitution). Obs. rare 1

.

1636 U. JI NSON Disco1

!
,) 3Iali Choragi fncre, Some love

any Strumpet (be shee never .so shop-like or meritorious) in

good clothes,

Merito riously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a meritorious manner; fsoas to acquire
merit f

obs.~] ; ^ as a ( meritorious cause
*

(oh.} ;
so

as to deserve commendation.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de\V. 1506) n. i. 87 That man

may shewe synne & them kepe entyerly & merytoryously.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. tipist. 24 What is there, .whereof
either you, or shee might meritoriously powre out your
complaintes against. . Fortune ? 1609 DOWNAM Chr. Liberty
22 Christ.. hath meritoriously wrought ourfreedome. a 1639
WOTTON Reliq. (1651) 182 Nani h;id carried himself meri

toriously in
forraifjn Imployments 1695 HUMFREY Medio-

cria. 34 Christs righteousness is the meritorious, indeed
the only meritorious, or meritoriously procuring efficient.,

cause of mans justification* a 1716 SOUTH Ser&amp;gt;n. (1727) IV.
iii. 122 They also faced down the World, that they did well

and meritoriously in those very Things, in which their Hypo
crisy.. did consist. 1816 KIRBY & Sr. Entomol. u8iS) I, 47
Would not the humblest contributor to such an end be
deemed most meritoriously engaged? 1856 W. COLLINS
Rogue s Life ii, [She] was, at that very moment, meritori

ously and heartily engaged in eating her breakfast.

1 2. Deservedly ;
in accordance with its deserts.

1607 TOPSELL FoJir~f. Beasts (1658) 138 They are to

their masters, .a singular safegard ;. .for which consideration

they are meritoriously termed. .Canes Defensores. a 1647
BOYLE in Birch Life B. s Wks. (1772) I. p. xxvi, Nizza,
a place .. meritoriously famous for that strength, which
nature and art have emulously given it. 1665 SIR T. HER
BERT Trav. (1677) 13 That great Cape which meritoriously
is now call d of good Hope.

Merito riousness. [f. MERITORIOUS a. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being meritorious.

1639 FULLER Holy U arui. x. (1640) 125 These murderers

being instantly put to death, gloried in the meritoriousnesse

of their suffering, a 1708 BP. BFVERIDGE Thts. Theol.

(1711) III. 244 The reality and meritoriousness of Christ s

death and Passion. 1884 A. R. PENNINGTON \Viclif\\\\. 271
The study of the works of that holy man.. led him.. to

oppose the meritoriousness of good works.

t Itteritory, #. Obs. Forms : 4-5 meritoire,

-orie,-orye,4~6 meritory,6 meritori,meretory,
merytory(e, -torie, 6 meritor, meretorie. [a.

OF. meritoire^ ad. L. meritorhts : see MERI

TORIOUS.] = MERITORIOUS.
1. Of actions : Serving to enrn reward ; produc

tive of merit to the agent. Also, possessing merit,

deserving, praiseworthy.
13. . 5&quot;. Erkenwolde 270 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

272 More he menskes mene for mynnynge of rifles ^&amp;gt;en
for

al
J&amp;gt;e

meritorie medes bat men one molde vsene. 1390



MERITOT.
GOWER Conf. I. 19 How meritoire is thilke dede Of charite.

c 1400 Apol, Loll. 50 It semi^ good, spedi, & meritori, ^at

(&amp;gt;e
kirk be honorid. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 351

Oure
fei}&amp;gt;

not were vnto vs meritorie If |jat we myghten by
reson &quot;it preue, 1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 24 So many other

labours merytoryes adioyned in the seruyce of god. 15..
Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Sene mentor, is to beir leill &
suchtfast witnessing. (Cf. quots. 1415, 1420 s. v. HERITABLE.] :

2, Earned, merited ;
= MERITORIOUS 4.

1523 SKF.LTON Carl. Laurel 429 So am I preuentid of my |

breihern tweyne In rendrynge to you thankkis meritory.

I Meritot. A supposed variant of MERRY-

TOTTER, occurring as a corrupt reading in Chaucer,
and hence in Blount and later Dictionaries.

14. . Chaucer s Miller s T. (MS. Camb.) 584 Sum gay gerl

god it wot Hath brou^t ;ow bus vp on the merytot [other
texts viritoot, vyritote, veritote, verytrot]. Hence 1602

Speghfs Chaucer s Works (ed. 2) ibid. Merytote. 1656
ULOUNT Glossogr.^ Aleritot, a sport used by children by
swinging themselves in Bel-ropes, or such like, till they be

giddy. .Chattc*

Meritour, variant of MERITER.

t Meritress. Obs. nonce-ivd. [f.
MKRITER +

-ESS.] A female meriter.

1617 COLLINS De/. Bp. Ely \. v. 206 Which is first very in-

solent,. .that faith should be a merltour at Gods hands, or

a meritresse, if you will haue it so.

Meritt(e, Merk^e: see MERIT, MARK, MIRK.

Merkat(e, obs. forms of MARKET.

Merket^e, -kett, obs. forms of MARKET.

Merkiil (maukin). Also 7 mirkin. [app. a

variant of MALKIN ; but it is doubtful whether the

various applications belong to the same word.]

\ 1. The female pudendum. Obs.

[1535 LYNDESAV Satyre iQ2o Mawkine.] 1656 FLETCHER
Martial^ Why dost thou reach thy Meikin now half dust ?

Why dost provoke the ashes of thy lust? 1671 SKINNER
Etymol.Ling.AngL^\ex\C\r\i Pubes innlierh. 1714 A. SMITH
Lh fs Highwaymen II. 151 This put a strange Whim in his

Head ; which was, to get the hairy circle of her Merkin. . .

This he dry d well, and comb d out, and then return dto the

Cardinal!, telling him, he had brought St. Peter s Beard.

b. (See quot. 1796.)
1617 J. TAYLOR (Water- P.) Trav. Bohemia Wks. 1630 in.

04/2 A thousand hogsheads then would haunt his firkin, And
Mistris Minks recouer her lost mirkin. 1660 Mercitriits

Fnmig. No. 7. 56 The last week was lost a Merkin in the

Coven-Garden, a 1680 ROCHESTER To Author Play
1
&quot; Sodom*

35 Or wear some stinking Merkin for a Beard. 1796
Grose&quot;& Diet. Vidg. Tongue (t(\&amp;gt; $\ Jlferfci tt, counterfeit hair

for women s privy parts.

2. =MALKIX 3 b.

1802 JAMES Milit. Dict.^ Mcrkm, a mop to clean cannon.

1875 KNK:UT Diet. Mech.

Merkit, obs. form of MARKET.
Merkland, variant of MARKLAND.
Merkyte, obs. form of MARKET.

Merle (mail). Also 6 mirle, meryll, 7-8

mearl(e. [a. K. merle masc. (OF. also fem.) : L.

meruhis^ merula blackbird or ousel (also, the

sea-carp). Cf. Pr., Sp. merla^V^.merlo y
melro t \\. t

inerld) merlo ; also (from Fr.) MDu., MLG., early
mod.G. merle, Du. meerle.]

1. The blackbird, Turdus merula. arch.

Perhaps never in popular use, but constantly occurring in

Scottish poetry from the isth c. Draytpn adopted from
some Scottish poet the traditional association of mavis
and merle , which he frequently repeats, and which in the

ipth c. often appears in English and American poetry from
imitation of Scott or Burns. As used by Caxton and

perh. by Philemon Holland, the word is an independent
adoption from French.
For quots. 1450, 1549. 1604, 1725, 1810, see MAVIS.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 146 b/2 A blacke byrde that is

called a merle came on atyme to saynt benet. ^1524
Thomas ofEreeld. (.Lansd. MS.) 29, 1 harde the Meryll and
the lay. 1593 DRAYTON Eclogues i. n The jocund Mirle

perch d on the highest spray. 1612 Poly-alb, xiii. 62

Upon his dulcet pype the Merle doth only play. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 382 The Thrush or Mauis..is souer-

aigne for the dysenteric : so is the Merle or black-bird.

1617 SIR W. MURE Misc. Poems xx i. 100 Heir Mearle and
Mavis sing melodious layes. 1684 E. CHAMBKRLAYNE Pres.
St. Eng. i. (ed. 15} 6 What abundance of. .merles, field

fares, ousles. 1736 AINSWORTH I.at. Diet, n, Afcwla
t
..&

mearle, a blackbird. 1791 BURNS Lam. Mary ii, The merle,
in his noontide bow r, Makes woodland echoes ring. 1863
LONGF. Wayside Inn I. Birds of Killingw. 2 It was the

season, when through all the land The merle and mavis.,
building sing Those lovely lyrics. 1884 W. C. SMITH AY/-
drostan 64 My old heart Goes pit-a-pat to hear it ; like
the merle That sees a gled o erhead.

IF 2. Used to render L. merula ^ the sea-carp.
1745 tr. Columella s ffusb. vm. xvi, A rocky sea nourishes

fishes of its own name,..as the merle, the sea-thrush, and
the sea-bream.

H 3. Used for: The merlin, Falco xsalon.

1838 LONGF. Drift-Woed Prose Wks. 1886 I. 382 He can
no longer fly his hawks and merles in the open country.

Merle, obs. f. MARL; var. MEDLE Obs.
t
medlar.

Merligo, variant of MIKLIGO.
Merlin 1

(m;&amp;gt;Mlin). Forms: 4 merlioun, 4-5
merlion, -youn, 4-6marlyou, 5 merlyn, -yone,
-lone,tSV. mer^eon, 5-6 marlyon, 6 raerline,

meryllon, marleon, -ian, -yne, murleon, Sc.

marl;eon, 6-7 marlion, 6-8 marlin, 7 merling,
marlyn, 6- merlin, [a. AF. merihtn (Stengel
Descr. MS. Digby 86, p. 10), aphetic from OF.

360

esmerillon (mod.F. emerilloii)
= Pr. esmerilho, Sp.

esmerejon, Pg. esmerilhao, It. sineriglionc ; an aug
mentative f. Com. Rom. *smerillo, whence med.L.

smerilhts, OF. estneril merlin, Sp., Pg. esmeril a

kind of cannon (for the sense cf. falconet ) ; the

Pr. esmirle,\\.. smerlo merlin, are cognate, but do not

correspond formally. The word appears also in

Teut. as OHG., MHG., smirl (mod.G. sclimerl),

ON. smyrill (i3th c.) ;
also MHG. smerlin (mod.

G. schmerlin), Du. smerlijn. It is disputed
whether the word was adopted from Rom. into

Teut., or vice versa ; Klnge regards it as originally

Teut. The view of Diez, that it represents L.

merula (see MERLE) with prefixed s, is unlikely
both on account of form and sense.

A few examples of forms without initial s occur outside

Eng., e.g. med.L, merillns (Germany, 1 5th c.), G. merle,
mirle (Nemnich), early mod. Flemish merlijn, marlijn
(Kilian); their relation to the longer forms is obscure.]

A European species of falcon, Falco sesalon or

lithofalco, one of thesmallest, but one ofthe boldest,

of European birds of prey ; the male bird (dis

tinguished ^jack-merlin: see JACK rf.l 27, 37) is

remarkable for the beauty of its plumage. In

recent use sometimes in a wider sense, correspond

ing to the mod.L. sEsalon, as applied by some

ornithologists to a subdivision of the genus Falco

including the merlin proper and some closely

allied species.
In the i7th c. some writers regarded the name as properly

belonging to the female bird.

c 1325 Son$ of Mt-rty g in E. E. P. (1862) 119 A merlyon
a bnd hedde hent. Ibid. 172 For Merlions feet been colde.

1:1381 CHAUCER Part Fonles6n Je have the glotoun fild

I-now his paunche, Thanne are we wel ! sayde thanne a
Merlioun. 1382 WVCLIF Lev. xi. 13 An egle and a griffyn
and a merlyoun. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 563/25 Antetns,
a merlyn. c 1450 HOLLAND Hoii- lat 638 Than rerit thir

Merl;eonis that mountis so hie. 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 761/8 Hie aliictor, a merlone. 1517 Ace. Lit.

High Treas. Scot. (1903) V. 128 My lord governouris halkis

and marle^onis. 1530 PALSGR. 910 Meryllons, esineril-

lons. 1557 Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 132 Lyke as the lark within

the marlians footeWith piteous tunes doth chirp her 5elden

lay. 1567 R. EDWARDS Damon ff rithias (1571) Fjb,
Masse, cham well be set : heres a trimme caste of Murleons.
a 1586 SIDNKY Arcadia n. (1590) 114 A cast of Merlins
there was besides. ? a 1600 in Lyly s \l ks. (1902) III. 491
The Marlyne cannot euer sore on high. 1613 FLF.TCHKR,
etc. Honest Matfs Fort. v. i, Keep a four-nobles nag
and a black [mod. ecid. Jack-] Merling. 1613 BOYLE in

Lhmore Papers (1886) I. 20, I sent.. to my lod Carew a
caste of marlyns and a goshawk. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Farm 712 Of all sorts of Merlins, the Irish

Merlin is the best, ..you shall know her by her pale greene
legs, and the contrarie Merlin by her blight yellow legs.

Ihid. [see JACKS/ . 37]. 1668 WILKINS Real Cliar.n. v.

4. 146 Being the least of all Hawks called F. Merlin, M.
Jack-Merlin. 1710 Ace. Last Distemper Tom H liigg I. 3
A jolly marlin that sate pruning, .himself. 1893 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 235 The majority of the Falcons., may be

separated into five very distinct groups : (i) the Falcons

pure and simple (Falco proper) ; . . (4) the Merlins (/Esaloii,

Kaup) ; and (5) the Hobbies (Hypotriorchis, lioie). 19434

Longjn. Mag. Apr. 533 The hen harrier and the little merlin

are equally mischievous.
attrib. 1851 MAYNE REID Scal/&amp;gt;

Html. xii. 88 Noble
dames watching the flight of the merlin hawks.

t Merlin 2
. Obs. The name of the soothsayer

of the Arthurian legend ; used as the title ofvarious

prophetic almanacs and the like.

1644 LILLY (title] England s prophetical! Merline, fortell-

ing. .the actions depending upon the influence of the con

junction of Saturn and Jupiter 164*]. 1653 (title) The Mad-
merry Merlin, or the Black Almanack [for 1654]. 1654
(title) The Royal Merlin, or Great Britains Royal Observator.

1656-1838 (title) Rider s Brit[t]ish Merlin.

Merlin 3 (maulin). [Perh. from the name of

Merlin, a celebrated racehorse, from which the

\Yelsh breed of ponies is said to be descended

(Youatt The Horse 58).] A small Welsh pony.
1883 Encycl. Hrit. XVI. 789/1 [Montgomery] was long

famous for its hardy breed of small horses called merlins.

Merlin, obs. form of MAKLINE.
Merlin-chair. An invalid wheel-chair (so

called after its inventor J. J. Merlin 1735-1803).
1835 SMEDLEV Let. 4 May in Poems (1837) 429 A Merlin. .

chair with many appendages and fashions of transforma
tion. 1876 ALBEMARLB Fifty Years ofMy Life I. 242 He
[C. J. Fox] used to wheel himself about in what was called

a Merlin chair . 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 102/2 Self-

propelling Merlin Chair.

tMe rling. Obs. Also 4-5 marlynge, 4-6
merlinge, 5 marlyng, 5-6 meriyng(e, 8 merlin,

[ad. OF. merlan&e, merlanc, merlenc (mod.F.
tuerlan}, f. merle : L. merula some kind of fish

(app. a transferred use of memla blackbird,

MKRLE) ;
the suffix is believed to be of Germanic

origin,
= -ING 3.] The whiting, Gadus merlangits.

1307-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 3 Merlinges. (-1460

J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 834 Mustard is metest with.,

makerelle, & also withe merlynge. 1513 Bk. Kentyng,;
in Babees Bk. 167 Marlynge, makrell, and hake, with
butter. 1525 in Excerpta e libris aomicilii Jacoti Qninti
(Bann. Cl.) 7, Ixxxiiij merlingis,. .perches,, .fundolis. 1611

COTGR., Merlan, a whiting, a Merling. 1706 PHILLIPS ;ed.

Kersey!, Merlin or Merling, a kind of Fish. 1736 AINSWORTH
Lnt. Diet, n, Merula. .a fish called a merling, a whiting.

MERMAID.

Merlin s grass. The aquatic plant Isoetes

lacuslris or QUILL-WORT.
[17 . . S. Brewer s Bot. Journ. Wales in 1726 (MS.) in Brit

ten & Holland Plant-n., The fish are larger there [at Llyn
Ogwen, Carnarvonshire] than in any of the other lakes, which

they attribute to the eating of [this plant], which they call

Gwair Alerllyns ; -7(wVis hay, and Mcrllyn was a Welsh

prophet.] 1837 G. W. FRANCIS Analysis Brit. Ferns 56
Isoetes lacustris. European Quillwort. Merlin s Grass.

Merlion, marlion (ma-i-, ma-alian;. Her.

[Perh. orig. a use of merlion, marlion, variants of

MERLIN 1, but in the extant heraldic instances mis

applied owing to association with F. merlelte . see

MARTLET, MARLET.] A heraldic bird, figured

either as identical with the heraldic MARTLET 2,

or with the merlette of French heraldry, which

is depicted as having neither feet nor beak.

It is doubtful whether nterlyons in the first quot. refers to

embroidered figures of heraldic merlions or of merlins, or

whether it is not a wholly distinct word ; in the latter case

cf. med.L. merlinns, a hood worn by canons (Du Cange).

1553 Inv. Ch. Surrey (1869) 155 A sute of vestementes

with merlyons solde for xx*. Ibia., A cope of velvit

with marlyons solde for xx&quot;. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in.

xvii. 159 He beareth Gules fiue Marlions wings in Saltire

Argent. 1828-40 BEKRY Encycl. Herald. I, Merlette or

Merlion, an heraldic term used by French heralds for the

martlet, but which they represent without beak, thighs, or

legs. 1874 Papivorth s Ord. Brit. Armorials 42/1 Sa. three

marlions sinister wings displ. arg. 1889 ELVIN Diet.

Jftraltlry s. v. Marlions. Two Marlions wings conjoined
and expanded. Merlet, Merlette or Merlion, a Martlet.

Merlio(u}n, variants of MERLIN .

Merlon (maulan). Fortification. [F. merlon

(
= Sp. merlon,Vg. merlao),zA. It. merlone, augm.

of merlo, merla battlement, perhaps a contraction

of the synonymous mergolo (\ono),mergola, app.

a dim. f. L. mergie (pi.) pitchfork.] The part of an

embattled parapet between two embrasures; fa
similar structure on a battleship.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Merlon, in Fortification,

is that Part of the Parapet which lies betwixt two Em
brasures. 1757 W. SMITH Hist. Atw York 188 This Battery

is built of Stone, and the Merlons consist of Cedar Joists,

filled in with Earth. 1790 BEATSON AaZ . r Mil, Mem. I.

101 Having her merlons filled with earth or sand, she [the

Gallicia] drew full as much water as some of our eighty gun

ships. 1833 STRAITH Fort!/. } The solid portion of the

parapet between two embrasures is called the merlon. 1894

R. S. FERGUSON Hist. Westnior/d. 285 One of the merlons

in the parapets is pierced for a small cannon.

Com! , a 1849 J. C. MANCAS Poems (1859) 238 He trained

a horse to pace round narrow stones laid merlon-wise.

Merlone, obs. form of MERLIN 1.

Merls : see MKHEL.

Merlyng(e, obs. forms of MARLINE, MERLING.

Merlyo(li
N

,n, obs. forms of MERLIN sb.1

Mermaid (mS-Jm^ d). Forms: 4-9 mer-,

5 meer-, 5-6mar-,5-7mere-,6meyr(e)-.mayr-,
6-7 mear(e)-, 6-8 mare-, mair-, 7 raeir- (see

forms of MAID s6.) ; also 8 mermade. [f.
MERE

*/&amp;lt;.! + MAID; cf. OE. mp-ewif and MERSIIN; also

G. mecrjimgfrau, meerfraulein.]

1. An imaginary species of beings, more or less

human in character, supposed to inhabit the sea,

and to have the head and trunk of a woman, the

lower limbs being replaced by the tail of a fish or

cetacean, fin early use often identified with

the SIREN of classical mythology.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun s Pr. T. 450 Chauntecleer so free

Soong murier than the Mermayde in the see. 1406 HOC
CLEVE La Male Kexlc 236 It spekith of meermaides in the

See. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 369 Poetes feync llj

meremaydes [orig. sirenes} to be in parte virgines and in

parte bryddes. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon Ivi. 190 So swete

a sownde that it semed to be the mermaydes of the see.

159* DAVIES Itnmort. Sonl it. vi, Did sense perswade

Ufysses not to hear The Mermaids songs. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny I. 236 As for the Meremaids called Nereides, it is no

fabulous tale that goes of them . .onely their bodie is rough

.nelody Into an unseen whirl-pool draws you fast. 1762

GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixxxi, They have laid their hoops aside,

and are become as slim as mermaids. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles in. xxviii, Mermaid s alabaster grot, Who bathes her

limbs in sunless well. 1819 KEATS Eve St. Agnes xxvi,

Half-hidden, like a mermaid in sea-weed. 1867 KOBY .lltr-

tiiaici of Martin Meer in Trad. Lane. (ed. 4) II. 174 &quot;I is

said a mermaid haunts yon water.

f b. Sometimes applied to the manatee or similar

animals, whose form reminded observers of the

mermaid of tradition. Obs.

1622 R. HAWKINS I oy. S. Sea xxxii. 78 These. .are part

terrestryall, and part aquatile, as the Mare-maide, Sea-horse,

and other of that kind. 1756 NUGENT Cr. Tour, Nctherl. I.

102 Among other things there is. .the hand of a mermade..
and several other curiosities.

2. A representation of this being, esp. Her.

Usually if not invariably depicted heraldic-ally with long

flowing golden locks, and holding in the right-hand a comb
and in the left a mirror or hand-glass.

1464 Will of Kent (Somerset Ho.), Vnum meremayde de

argento. 1533 Visit. Lanes. (Chetham Soc. No. 98) 55 A
meyre mayd haire come & glasse or. 1631 HEYWOOD
London s Ins Hon. Wks. 1874 IV. 276 Upon the top of the

one stands a Sea Lyon vpon the other a Meare-maide or

Sea-Nimphe. 1761 Ann. Reg. 238 The fishmongers pageants
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consisted of. .two mairmaids [etc.]. 1874 Papiuorth s Ord.
Brit. Armorials 983/1 Vert a mermaid arg. crined or hold

ing a comb and glass of the third.

b. A favourite sign for a shop, inn or tavern.

1428 in E. E. Wills (1882) 78 My mancion that is cleped
the Mermaid in Bredstreet. 1463 Alann. fy Housch, Exp.
(Roxb.) 151 The dynnere at the Mermayde, . .xiiij.s. vj.d.

1517 RASTALL Abridg. Statutes (Colophon), Enprynted in

the chepe syde at the sygne of the mere mayde next to

poulys gate, a 1616 BEAUMONT Let. to B. Jonson 44 What
things have we seen Done at the Mermaid? 1639 MAYNF.

City Match in. iii. 30, I had made an Ordinary., at the

Mermaid. 1678 DRYDEN Kind Keeper 11. i. (1680) 13 How
sits my Chcdrctixt Ger. O very finely! with the Locks
comb d down, like a Maremaids, on a Sign-post.

3. trans/, f a. = SIREN; in 16-17111 c. applied to

a prostitute. 06s. b. jocularly. A woman who
is at home in the water.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 45 Oh traine me not sweet
Mermatde with thy note, . .Sing Siren for thy selfe, and I

will dote. 1595 MARKHAM .SVr R. Grin-vile Ixxii, Honie-
KMffd Tullie, Mermaid of our cares. 16.. MASSINGER, etc.

Old Law iv. \,Gnotho. I have Siren here already. Agatha.
What ? a mermaid ? Gnotho. No, but a maid, horse-face 1

160* DEKKTR Satirom. Wks.
187^3

I. 234 A Gentleman., shall

not..sneake into a Tauerne with his Mermaid, but [etc.].

iSSo OuinA Moths^ I. 3 She had floated, .semi-nude, with
all the other mermaids ii In mode.

4. The name of a country dance.

1701 Nen cst Acad. Compliments {N.\ The Mermaid.
The leaders- up change sides, then turn each the other s

partner [etc.]. 1716 Playford s Dancing-Master (ed. 16) I.

105 Maremaid [music and directions].

5. False Mermaid, a plant of the North American

genus Fla-rkea, esp. F. proserpinacoides.
1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lcct. Bat. App. v. 103/2 Flxrkia

falnstris (false mermaid). 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot.
200 Ffarkea proserpinacoides. . . False Mermaid. 1860 in

A. GRAY Man. Bot. North, if. S. 74.

6. attrib. and Comb., as mermaid-bride; mermaid-
like adv. ; mermaid-fish, the monk-fish or angel-
fish, Rhino, sqttalhia ; mermaid-pie, a sucking
pig baked whole in a crust

; mermaid-weed
U.S., a name for aquatic plants of the genus
Proserpinaea, having leaves toothed like a comb.

1823 BYRON Island iv. ix, Proud and exulting in his &quot;mer

maid bride. 1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornw. 265 The
monk or angel-fish (otherwise termed the &quot;Mermaid-fish, as
Artedi says). 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 177 Her cloathes

spred wide, And &quot;Mermaid-like, a while they hore her vp.
1661 RABISHA Cookery Dissected 175 To bake a Pigg to be
eaten cold, called a &quot;Maremaid Pic. 1846-50 A. WOOD
Class.bk. Bot. 267 Proserpinaca palustris. Spear-leaved
&quot;.Mermaid-weed.../ , pectinacea. .. Cat-leaved Meimaid-
weed .

b. With possessive, as mermaid s egg-mer-
maid s purse (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; mermaid s fish-

lines, a common cord-like seaweed, Chonlafilitin
(ibid.); mermaid s glove, (a) a British sponge,
Halichondria palmata, somewhat resembling a

glove ; (b) pi. DEAD-MAN S FINGERS 2, Alcyonium
digitatum ; mermaid s hair, a dark green filamen
tous seaweed, Lyngbya majwcula (Cent. Diet.} ;

mermaid s head, one of the small rounded sea-

urchins, as Spatangus cordalus; mermaid s laee,

(a) an alleged name for a kind of coralline
; (i)

applied to a kind of Venetian point lace whose
pattern is^said

to have been imitated from this;
mermaid s purse, the horny egg-case of a skate,

ray or shark (
= SEA-PURSE); mermaid s trumpet,

the shell of one of the Turbinacean gasteropods
(? Merita).
1808 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. V. 138 The sponge called
mermaid s glove. 1865 GOSSE Year at Shore 74 The

animal is sometimes, however, called cow s paps, and some
times mermajd s gloves. 1863 WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 769
The Mermaid s Glove., is certainly the largest of the
British Sponges. l66z RAY Three Itin. in. 169 A pretty
shell covered with prickles or bristles, which the Welch
call mermaid s heads. 1865 MRS. BURY PALLISER Hist.
Lace 46 In the islands of the Lagune there still lingers
a tale of the first origin of this most charming production.A sailor youth, .brought home to his betrothed a bunch of
that pretty coralline known, .as the &quot;mermaid s lace. The
girl .. imitated it with her needle, and .. produced that delicate
guipure which before long became the taste of all Europe.
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWAHD Did. Needlework, Mermaids
Lace, a name sometimes given to fine Venetian Points, from
the legend of a lace maker having copied the seaweed
known as Mermaid making of it one of the patterns in
Venetian Point. 1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes II. 368 These
cases., are called *Mermaid s purses. 1668 CHARLETON
Onomasticoii 182 Neriles. .the &quot;Mere-maids Trumpet.

Mermaiden (maumiJ d n). Now rare. Forms:
see prec. and MAIDEN, [f. MERE s6.l + MAIDEN ;

ct prec.] = MERMAID i, 2.

la: 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 680 But it was wondir lyk to
be Song of meiemaydens of the see. r 1440 Jacob s Well
150 A mermayden cf be se. .hath a body as a womman, &
a tayl as a fysch, & clawys as an eryn. 1538 Ace. Ld. High
J fas. Scot, in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 293 Ane Terget
of Gold, with ane Marmadyne in it of dyamontis. 1584
COGAN Ha-ven Health (1636) 170 A Syren or Mermayden,
that is, halfe fish and halfe flesh. 1848 E. FORBES Naked-

maiden.

Mermalade, obs. form of MARMALADE.
VOL. VI.

Merman (mS Jmsen). Also 7 mere-, mare-,
mairman. [f.

MERE sb} + MAN sb., after MER
MAID; cf. G. meermanH, Du.meerman.]
1. The male of the mermaid

;
an imaginary

marine creature with a man s head and trunk, and
a fish s or cetacean s tail instead of the lower limbs.

In Heraldry, the merman (also called triton or Neptune)
is depicted as holding in the right hand a trident, and in

the left a conch-shell trumpet.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 236 Knights of Rome. .who tes-

tifie, that, .they haue seen a Mere-man, in euery respect re-

sembling a man. 1611 MUNDAV Chryso-tltriainbos, A Mare-
man and a Mare-maid. .do figure the long continued love

and amity, which, .hath been betweene the Goldsmiths and

Fishmongers. 1678 Lotui. Gaz. No. 1344/1 He and his

Company, upon their crossing the Severne, saw a Mair-man

appear a pretty while above water. 1711-12 SWIFT Jrnl. to

Stella 12 Mar., Mermen are he-mermaids; Tritons, natives

of the sea. 1823 BYRON Island iv. v, Did they with ocean s

hidden sovereigns dwell, And sound with mermen the fan

tastic shell? 1893 CUSSANS liandbk. //*&amp;gt;. (ed. 4) 101 A
Triton is sometimes called a Merman or Neptune.
Com/ , a 1845 HOOD Sub-marine ii, But (merman-like) he

look d marine All downward from the waist.

2. Merman s shaving brushes, a name given in

North America to different species of Chameedoris
and Ptnicillus (Treas. Bot. iS6G).

Mermayd, -en, obs. forms of MERMAID, -EN.

Mermelade, obs. form of MARMALADE.

Mermiden, -on, obs. forms of MYRMIDON.
I Mermiil. Obs. Forms : i meremenin, -en

(gen. pi. meremenna, -mennena), i, 3 mere-

men, 3 mereman, mer(e)minne, mermyn(ii.
[OE. Mifrempten, app. f. me_re sea, MERE sb.l +

Mfiien neut., female slave : prehistoric &quot;manino&quot;
1

;

cf. ON, man nent., slave (male or female), girl.

Corresponding or cognate forms in other Teut.

langs. are OHG. nieremanni, meritmnni, mer(i)-
min neut., meriminna fem. (MHG. mereunnne,
mermiiine feni.1, Du. metrmin fem., mermaid or

siren, ON. marmennill, -mendill rnnsc., merman,
triton (mod.Icel. corruptly marbcnJill

;
also ON.

margmelH, mod.Norw. marmxle, prob. an ety

mologizing perversion, as if one who speaks
much ).

The 13th c. form mereinnn prob. belongs here rather than
to MERMAN, which does not otherwise occur before I7thc.]

A mermaid or siren.

(723 Corpus Gloss. (Hesselsl S 349 Sirina, meremenin.
c 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 506/5 Sirenarnm, nitre-

mennena. &amp;lt; 1050 Ags. I oc. ibid. 277/28 Seriria, mereinf.ii.

(1205 LAY. 1321 per heo funden pe merminnen [Wace
scrni ti-s\ beo3 deor of rmichele ginnen. c 1220 Restinry
557 De mereman is a meiden ilike on brest and on hodi.

a 1225 Ltg. Kath. 1500 Ah ich drede ban tis dream me dieic

toward deade, as de5 mereminnes. 1382 WVCLIF Josh.

Prol., The deth berynge songis of mermynns [Jerome
inortijeros Sirentimini cantiis], 1387 TREVISA Hifittn
(Rolls) V. 397 pe oost of Rome si} mermyns in liknes of

men and of wominen [Higd. sirenz in specie Tiri ft

utnlicris].

Mermole, obs. variant of MOEMAL.

Mermoset, obs. form of MARMOSET.

tMermoyse. Obs.rare&quot;
1
. [a. MDn. mcr-

moeyse, marmoyse, believed to be a shortening of

F. marmousct : cf. MARMOSE.] = MARMOSET i .

1481 CAXTON Reynard xxxiv. (Arb.) 98, I wende hit had
be a mermoyse a baubyn or a mercatte for I sawe nener

fowler beest.

Mermydon, obs. form of MYRMIDON.

II Mero (meo-ro). [Sp.] A name applied to

the sea-perch (Serranus) and various other serra-

noid fishes, now esp. the genera Epinephelus and

Promicrops, otherwise known as jew-fishes.
1763 W. ROBERTS Nat. Hist. Florida. 1 8 There is very

good fishery, where is plenty of meros and pardos. 1772-84
Cook s I oy. (1790) IV. 1225 Fishes are found in great quanti

ties, particularly dolphins, sharks, meros, lobsters, mussels.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 351 Two Tins of. .Mero in

oil ; two of Mero, pickled ; one of Mero, with tomato sauce.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 159/2 Mero (Terranns [read
Serranus]),. .Prepared Mero.

MerO-1
(me-ro), before a vowel mer-, combin

ing form of Gr. pipes part, fraction , occurring in

various scientific and technical terms
;
sometimes

opposed to HOLO-. In terms of Crystallography

(MEROHEDRAL, MEROSYMMETRY, etc.), it denotes

that a crystal or crystalline form is deficient in

the number of faces requisite to build up the

geometrically complete form belonging to its

system. MeTocyte Biol. [Gr. KVTOS hollow :

see -CYTE], the segmenting nucleus of a meroblastic

ovum (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890). Meroga-strula /to/.,

the gastrula of a meroblastic egg (Cent. Diet.

1890). Meroge-nesis Biol., segmentation; hence

Merogene tic a., pertaining to or characterized

by merogenesis (Cent. Diet.}. Meroistic (-i stik)

a. Biol. [Gr. wuv egg], producing imperfect
as well as fully developed ova. Me romorph,
Meromo rphic adjs. Jlfat/i. [Gr. /p&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;i7 form],
similar in nature to a rational fraction (Cent. Diet.}.
Meioparo-nymy [PARONYMYJ, incomplete par-

onymy. Me rosoine Zool. [Gr. aui^a body], a

segment of the body of a segmented animal (Syd.
Hoc. Lex.}; hence Meroao-mal a., pertaining to

or of the nature of a merosome.
1881 LANKESTER in Kucycl. Brit. XII. 555/1 The &quot;mero

genesis (segmentation or bud-formation,! can only show iiself

by. .compelling. -the organs or regions of the body of the

primary unit to assume the form of new units. 1877 HUX
LEY Anat. Inv. Aniin. vii. 443 Dr. A. Brandt has proposed
the term panoistic for ovaries of the first mode, and *mero-
istic for those of the second and third modes of development
of the ova here described. 1888 [see PANOISTIC]. 1889
Bnclt s Hamibk. tied. Sci. VIII. 519/2 The host of cases

(easily found in any large English dictionary) in which two
or more possible forms are wanting, may be accepted as

illustrations of partial paronymy or meroparonymy,

Bffero- &quot;

(^mH rt?-, mi j
r^ -), combining form of

Gr. pr/pus thigh , occurring in certain mod.
scientific terms. Me rocele J ath., femoral hernia

;

hence Meroce lie a., of or belonging to merocele

(Sy&amp;lt;l.
Soc. J.ex. 1^90;. Merocerite (-ffi-roit)

Zool, [Gr. aipai horn], one of the joints in the an

tenna: in crustaceans, which rests upon the ischio-

cerite; hence Meroceritic (-seri tik) ., of the

nature of or pertaining to a merocerite. Mero-
gnathite /.col. [Gr. yvdSos jaw : tee -ITE], the

fourth joint of a crustacean gnathite. Meropodite
(-p ptfdait) 7.ool. [Gr. iroS-, TTOVS foot], that joint of

an endopodite which is borne on the ischiopodite ;

Meropodi tic a., peitaining to or of the nature

of a meropodite (Casscil s Encycl. Diet. iyo2).
1802 TURTON- .Ifcif. Gloss., Mcroccll. 1835-6 Tcdd s Cyrl.

Anat. I. 396/1 Hernia of the bladder, .is developed at the

snme point rs a merocele, 1877 Hi_ xi.E r.v A ;at. lim. Aniin.
vt. 314 To its inner portion an ischioccrite is connected,

bearing a *merocerite and carpoceritc. 1859 SAI.TKR in

Ar/ t. Org. Run., 1st Monograph 43 Merogiuithite. 1870
RoLLESTON Anitn, Li/c 04 The fourth, the longest of all the

segments. .is known as the &quot;nieropodite.

t Merobibe. Cbs~ [ad. L. mcrobib-tts

(Platttus), f. mcro~, merum unmixed wine + bib-ere

to drink.] fine who diinks pure Wine without a

mixture of Water (bailey 1727 vol. II\

Meroblast (me-roblrcst). Biol. [f.
MERO-! +

Gr. /3\aoTot germ, -BLAST.] An ovum which is

only partly germinal. Hence Merobla stic a.,

having only a partial power of germination.

(Opposed to holoblast, -if.)

1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 193 The ovum is meroblastic
,

a portion onlyuf the vitellus undergoing segmentation. 1884
CALDWICLL in Australasian Snppl. 8 Nov. 3/3 Monotremes

oviparous, merublast ovum. 1888 KOILVSTOX ^ JAUKSC N

Anim. Life 371 Monotremata...Th* ova are large and

meroblastic.

Mero-cracy. tionce-wd. [f. Gr. pipo-i part :

see -CRACY.] (Government by a part.

1679 FILMED Free-holder xit. 173 Why must an Assembly
of part be called an Aristocratic, and not a Merocratie?

MerOgOny(meVg6ni). Biol. [f. MERO-I + Gr.

-yona begetting.] The production of an embryo
from a portion of an egg not containing a nucleus.

Hence Merogo nic a., pertaining to or effected by

merogony.
1899 Mature 2 Nov. 24/1 On merogonic impregnation and

its results, by M. Yves Delage. /Hi/., Since it [the fer

tilisation of non-nucleated ovular cytoplasm], .is a process
which may be generalised, the author [M. Yves Delage]

proposes to give it the name of merogony.

Meroliedral (men?hf dial), a. Cryst. [f.

MERO-1 + Gr. (Spa seat, base + -AL.] Of a crystal :

Having less than the full number effaces admitted

by the type of symmetry to which it belongs. So

Merohe-dric a. in the same sense (Webster Suppl.

1902); Merohe drism, the property of being
merohedral.
1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 438 Mtnhtdrlsni, a crystallo-

graphic term embracing both heinihedrisin and tctartohe-

drism. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 137 The
term merohedral will be reserved for certain cases in which

a defalcation is met with in the faces of a crystal out of

accord with any fixed law of symmetry ; though sometimes
such a merohedral crystal simulates the mode of grouping
of a crystal belonging to a different type of symmetry from

its own. 1899 W. J. LEWIS Crystallogr. 149 The forms

of certain classes were regarded as merohedral divisions

of a more symmetrical form. Ibid. 259 The views underlying
the ideas of merohedrism lead to inconsistencies.

Merology (mer^lodgi). Biol. [f. Gr. / /-$

part, member + -LOGY.] That branch of anatomy
which deals with the elementary tissues and fluids

of the body (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1857 DUNCLISON Med. Lex.

Meroon, obs. form of MAROON.

Merop (me-r?p), a. nonce-md. [a. Gr. tupo-ir-,

ftfpoi^ speaking articulately.] Gifted with the

power of speech. So Hero-pic a. (in same sense).

1854 BADHAM Halient. 224 Mute creatures [seem] as capable

of jealousy and resentment as loud-tongued meropic man !

1864 BLACKMORE Clara Vanghan (1889) 172 He has no

tongue, no merop tongue, I mean.

II Meropia (merou pia). Path. [mod.L., f.

MERO-! + Gr. -airrla, f. wit-, &\p eye: cf. myopia,

amblyopia. ] Dullness or obscuration of sight

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).
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Meropidan (merfvpidan), a. and sb. Ornith.

[f. mod.L. Aferopid-K + -AN.] a. adj. Of or per
taining to the picarian family Meropidx (CassclFs

Encycl. Diet. 1885). b. sb. A bird of the family

Meropids.
1843 BRANDS Diet. Sci. etc., UTeropidans, Rlcrcplda?, the

family of Insessorial birds of which the bee-eater (Mtrops)
is the type.

t Meropie. Her. Ol&amp;gt;s. [a. L. merops, a. Gr.

Itipoif/ bee-eater.] =MEHOPS.
1572 BOSSEWELL Ariorie ill. 26 b. On a torce d Argente

and Azure, a Meropie volante, Sable, membred Gules.

i| Merops (meT(jps). [L., a. Gr. pipo^.] The

bee-eater, Merops apiaster. (Obs. exc. Ornith. as

the name of the genus.)
[1678 RAY Wilhigkby s Ornith. 148 Bellonius.. writes thus

concerning the Merops.l 1688 R. HOLME Arnwury^u. 262/1
The Merops, or liee-eater, is like the Kings- Fisher in shape.
1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

Meroquin, merer, obs. ff. MAROQUIN, MIRROR.
Mero rganize,

&quot;

rare. [f.
MKno-i-t-C&amp;gt;Rf;Ax-

IZE ZJ.] trans. To bring into a partially organized
state. Hence Merorganized, Merorganizing,
///. adjs. Also Merorganiza tion (see quot.

1855).
1827 PROUT in FJnl. Trans. CXVII. 375, I have provision

ally adopted the term merorganized^ ..meaning to imply by
it that bodies on passing into this .state, hecome partly, or

to a certain extent, organized. Thus starch I consider as

merorganized sugar. //&amp;gt;;V., notf, Any substance may be

supposed capable of performing the part of a merorga nixing
body. 1855 OGII.VIE Sttppl. ,

Merorganization^ organization
in part, or partial organization.

I, Me1*03 ^ml^ r^s). In Diets, also merus. [mod.
L., a. Gr. wpos thigh.]
1. Arch. (See quots.)
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.

5?,&quot;!
Meros ; the middle

part of a trigliph. 1842-59 GWII.T Archil, 1004 Meros, the

plane face between the channels in the triglyphs of the

Doric order.

2. Anat. The thigh.
1802 TURTON Mfd. Gloss, 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.

3. One of the joints of a maxilliped.
1855 BATE in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 33 The third leaf-like plate

consists of two joints, the fourth and the fifth, the nieros

and the carpus. 1857 inP/if/. Trans. CXLVIII. 604 Fig
10 to 14. Pereiopoda : a, Coxa; / , Basos; c

t
Ischium ;

if, Meros.

Merostome (me*r&amp;lt;Jst&amp;lt;?um).
Zoo!, [ad. mod.L.

Merostomafa neut. pi., f. MERO- 1 4- Gr. aro^a,

ffTO/xar- mouth
;
so called as having the mouth

divided into separate parts.] Any arthropod of

the order Mcrostomata. So Uerostcrmatous,
Mero stomous adjs., of or belonging to the Mero-
stowata*
1881 GILL in Smithson. Rep. 431 The Merostomes, i.e. the

Horseshoe Crabs of the present epoch.

Merosymmetry (meroisi-metri). Cryst. [f.

MERO-! + SYMMETRY.] The condition or quality
of being merohedral. So Merosymme tricaliz. =
MEROHEDRAL.
1875 Chem. News 19 Mar. 121 Such partially developed

forms Mr. Maskelyne designated as mero-symmetrical forms.

/bid.) The varieties of mero-symmetry that a crystal may
present. 1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 55. 1895 STORV-
MASKELYNK Crystallogr. 137 Mero-symmetrical forms

may be hemi-symmetrical.

Merosystematic(mewsistemse-tik),(7. Ctyst.

[f. MERO-I + SYSTEMATIC.] Having less than the

number of normals by the law of symmetry.
1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 39 Such forms are called mero-

systematic or merosymmetrical, or partially symmetrical
forms. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 139 Holo-
and mero-systematic forms.

Merour(e, obs. forms of MIRROR.

t Meroure. Obs. rare~~ l
. [a. L. ms&ror, f.

MKrere to mourn.] Lamentation, sorrowing.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacionn 3770 In whas absence.. cure

sho contynuyd in weping and in meroure.

-merous, the ending of the adjs. dimerous^

trimeroitS) tetramerous ^ pentameroits t etc., used

Bot. in the sense of having (a specified number of)

parts . The numeral part of these words is often

expressed in writing by an arable figure, which is

sometimes replaced by the English numeral word,
as in i-merouSifive-merous.
1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora p. x, Papaveracese. Flowers

regular 2-merous. 1888 Athenxnm 18 Aug. 228/2 A corolla

of four petals could not have been provided with the same
amount of nutritive material as a five-merous one.

Merovingian (merovrnd^ian), a. andj/;. [a.

F. Merovingien, f. med.L. Meromngl pi., the desig
nation of Clovis and his descendants, repr. a

Germanic word formed with patronymic suffix

-ING 3 from the name (in L. form Merovetts} of the

reputed ancestor of the family.] A. adj. Per

taining to the line of Franicish kings founded by
Clovis (Chlodovech, in OHG. Hludwig), and to

the kingdoms reigned over by them in Gaul and

Germany from about A.D. 500 to A.D. 751-2,
when their rule was succeeded by that of the Caro-

lingian dynasty. In Palseogr^ applied to the style
of handwriting peculiar to the Merovingian period

erryfied

in the Frankish empire. B. sb. A king or other

member of this royal line. In Palaeogr.
= Mero

vingian script.

1694 Hist.) Geogr. $ Poet. Dict. t Meroveans^ or Mero
vingians, a Name given to the Kings of France of the First

Race. 1781 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. xxxv. III. 400 The Franks. .

had wisely established the right of hereditary succession in

the noble family of the Merovingians. Ibid, xxxviii. III. 592
The wealth of the Merovingian princes consisted in their

extensive domain. Ibid. 594 The. .silent decay of the Mero

vingian line. 1867 J. B. DAVIS Thcsanr, Craniornni 74

Merovingian Frank. Ibid., Nos. 208 to 210 are from the

Merovingian Cemetery at Envermeu, near Dieppe. Ibid.

75 Average Measurements of.. Merovingian Skulls. 1892
E. M. THOMPSON Gr. ff Lat. Palaeogr. xvi. 226 Merovingian
Writing. Ibid. 231 The extravagances of the cursive Mero
vingian. 1900 EARL ROSEBERY Napoleon xii. 152 The ladies

of his parly..had to be conveyed in a Merovingian equi

page drawn by several yoke of oxen.

Merow, -owe, -ow^, obs. ff. MARROW j.i

Meroxene (merp ks/h). Mm. [ad. G. mcroxen

(W. Haidinger 1845), after A. Breithaupt s Astrites

meroxenus (i 841), probably from ^tpos a part, and
Voy strange, because it is a part of what had been

called uniaxial mica* (A. H. Chester).] A variety
of biotite.

1854 DANA Syst.Min. fed. 4) II. 226 The Vesuvian biotite

occurs in brilliant crystals (Meroxene).

Merpeople : see MER-.

fMerpyss. Obs. rare- 1
.

= PISMIRE.

1527 ANDREW Brnmwyke s Distyll. Waters F iv, Than
the merpysses shall, .leve theyr egges behynde them.

Merquisate, obs. form of MARCASITE.

Merre, obs. form of MERE ^. 2
,
MYRRH.

Merrels : see MEREL.
t Merribowk. Obs. Also meribauk, merry

bauks.
[f.

MERRY a. + BOWK. Cf. sillihonk^\ A
sillibub or posset.
1611 COTGR., Laict aigre. whay ; also, a sillibub, or

merribowke. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb in. iii. (1647)

108/2 And can you milke a Cow? and make a merrybush
[?/r&amp;lt;w/-buck or -bouk]? 1664 (). HF.VWOOD Diaries, etc.

(1883) III. 86 She had drunk six meribauk pots ful of ale.

1674 RAY A . C. Words, Merry banks : a cold Posset, Verb.

t Me-rrify, i&amp;gt;. Obs. nome-wd. [f.
MERRY sb.i

+ -FT.] trans. To cause to be merry.
1780 MME. D ARBI.AY Diary (1904) I. 347 It merryfi

us all.

Merril(l)s: see MEREL.

Merrily (me rili), adv. Forms : see MERRY a.

and-LT^; also 4-6 merely, 4-7 merily, 5 merelly,
6 merrellie, -ely, merelie, -ye, 6- merrily, [f.

MKRRY a. + -LY -.]

1. In early use : Pleasantly, agreeably, cheerfully,

happily. In modern use : With exuberant gaiety,

joyously, mirthfully, hilariously.
13. . Gaw. ^ Gr. Knt, 2295 pen muryly efte con he mele,

J&amp;gt;e
mon in

\&amp;gt;e grene. c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple s T. 34 No
nyghtyngale Ne koude .. Syngen so wonder myrily and
weel. a 1400-50 Alexander 3862 pe mone ouir

f&amp;gt;e
mon-

tayns meryly it schynes. 17x440 Gcsta Rom. xvi. 58 (Harl.

MS.) The brid, (&amp;gt;at sang so murely in the top of the tre, is

bj
conscience. 155* in Litnrg, Serv. Q. Eli*. (1847) 247

That I may.. even in the very pangs of death, cry boldly
and merrily unto thee. 1553 BRENDK Q. Cnrthts x. 208 b,

When he had spoken those wordes, he went merelye [ong.
alacriter\ into the fire. 1606 SHAKS. 7V. ff Cr. v. x. 42
Full merrily the humble Bee doth sing. 1656 EARL MONM.
tr. BoccalinVs Advts.fr. Parnass. 126, I see the fire of
Heresie. .breaks most forth there, where they drink merri-
licst. 17.. in Scott Redgaitntlet ch. iv, Merrily danced
the Quaker s wife, And merrily danced the Quaker. 1799
WORDSW. Fountain 22 No check, no stay, this Streamlet

fears; How merrily it goes! 1848 DICKENS Donibey iv,

Oh, very well, Uncle , said the boy, merrily. 1875 JOWET r

Plato (ed. 2) I. 462, [I] would not go out of life less merrily
than the swans.

t 2. Jocularly, facetiously, wittily, in jest. Obs.

cij86 CHAUCER IVifcs T. 336 luuenal seith of pouerte
myrily The poure man [etc.l. a 1548 HALL Chron., Ediv. V
21 This man merely, .saied tohlsawne sonne that he would
make him inheritor of

y&quot;
croune meaning his awne house.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 16 Philip the French king beyng
merely disposed, sayde that william lay in Childebed, and
norrisshed his fat belly, a 1626 BACON New Atl. 14 \Ve
knew he spake it but merrily. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist.

(1714) 1.431 Treves. .is. .of no great Beauty of it self.. and
the Air generally so clouded . . that it is by some called

merrily Cloaca Planetantm.
Comb. 1767 S. PATERSON Another Trav. I. 129 The fleers

of some of my merrily-disposed readers.

3. With alacrity ; hence, with reference to inani

mate things, briskly. Somewhat arch.

1530 PALSGR. 547/1 These beestes fede meryly towardes

nygnt. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton v. (1840) 80 We went

merrily up the river with the flood. 1899 Times 25 Oct. 5 3
The Mauser bullets rattled merrily, but impotently, on the

armour [of a train],

Merriment (me-riment). [f. MERRY v. +

-MENT.]
fl. Something that contributes to mirth; a jest;

a piece of fooling ; spec, a brief comic dramatic

entertainment. Obs.

1576 FLEMING PanopL Epist. 151 Your talke replenished
with pleasant meriments. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxx.

(1612) 146 When they, indeed of merriments in Loue did
theare conspire, c 1590 MARLOWE Faitstns (1604) 3,

Beleeue me maister Doctor, this merriment hath much
pleased me. 1592 NASHE F. Penilesse (ed. 2) 27 They shal

not be brought vpon the Stage for any goodnes, but in

a merriment of the Usurer and the Diuel. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV) ii. iv. 324 Hee will..turne all to a rrierryment, it

you take not the heat. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 292, I kept
. .the Germanes from langour, cherishing them with iouiall

merriments.

fb. A humorous or scurrilous publication. Obs.

1697 RENT-LEY Diss. Epist. etc., JEsop 9. 148 Not a bit

better than our Penny-Merriments, printed at London-
Bridge. 1824 DIBDIN Libr, Comp. 598 The rapid increase
of cheap pamphlets (under the title of Merriments).
2. The action (or f an act) of merry-making, or

of making merry over something; hilarious enjoy
ment or jocularity ; mirth, fun

; fa festivity.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 139 They doe it but in mocking

merriment. 1596 Merch. V. n. ii. 212 We haue friends
That purpose merriment. 1602 Ham. v. L 210 Your
flashes of Merriment that were wont to set the Table on
a Rore? 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. 1.674 [People] to crack d
Fiddle and hoarse Tabor, In Merriment did drudge and
labour. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mtts. i. 61 Feasts and other
Merriments. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 190 The Merriments in

the Attic Villages. X^O^CRAUFURD in Ld. Auckland?sCorr.
(1862) III. 337 Beaulieu and his exploits were subjects of
merriment in the army. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. 1 1 1. xii.

162 And, mingled with all this, there is a certain element of

grim merriment. 1903 Edin. Ret . Apr. 498 The old harvest

or horkey suppers with their feasting and merriment.,
have too often been allowed to die out.

b. Used for: A subject for mirth.
1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i. xvi, A summer night, in green

wood spent, Were but to-morrow s merriment.

fc. Entertainment, amusement. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 146, 1 see you are all bent To
set against me, for your merriment.

Merriner, obs. form of MARINER.
Merriness ^me rines). Now rare. [f.

MERRY
a. + -XESS.] The quality or condition of being

merry (in various senses of the adj.).
n 1300 Cursor .M. 20510 Sittes stell now mar and le^se,

And hers now bis mirines. c 1374 CHAL-CF.R Bocth. in. Pr.

ii. 52 (Camb. MS.) Wyf and chyldren bat men desyren for

cause of delit and of merynesse. 1500-20 DUNBAR I oems
xxiii. 31 Tak thow example and spend with mirriness. 1567
Gndc

&amp;lt;y

Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 76 The Angellis sang with

merynes. 1599 JAS. I Ba&amp;lt;riA. Awpot- (1603) 115 Tempering
it with grauitie, and quicknesse, or merrinesse, according to

the subject, and occasion of the time. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 2 We vomited out a like eccho of thunder,

plowing up the liquid seas in merrinesse, 1848 Tail s Mag.
XV. 114 Joy and merriness are not for me. 1886 Maneft.

Exam. 16 Nov. 5/5 The merriness which is supposed to be

characteristic of the music of a peal of bells.

Merring, variant of MARRING vbl. sb.

Merro(u)r(e, obs. forms of MIRROR.

Merrow(me*r0n). Anglo-Irish, [a. Irish muir-

rughach.] A mermaid.
1828 T. C. CHOKER Fairy Leg. \\. 17 The Irish word Merrow

. .answers exactly to the English mermaid. 1889 FROL UF.

Two Chiefs Dunboy xxv, You slip through their hands like

a merrow.

Merrowre, obs. form of MIRROR.

Merry (me-ri), sb. [altered form of MERISE,

probably due to interpretation of the s as a plural

ending.] A kind of black cherry. Also attrib*

1595 CHAPVAN Ovid s Bang. Setice B 2b, White and red

lessamines, Merry, MelHphill. 1707 MORTIMER Hvsb. (\-jzi)

II. 265 They [cherries] do best grafted on the Black-Cherry-
stock.or the Merry-stock. 1757 (joom&Mttiem Hi. (1760)
221 The black cherry, the Merry or Honey Cherry. 1825
COBBETT Rur. Rides 86 There are not many of the merries,
as they call them m Kent and Hampshire. 1899 Longm.
Mag. Dec. 179 The wild cherry tree, or merry-tree, also

known.. as the Gean 1

,

Merry (me-ri), a. and adv. Forms : I myrse,
murse, myrise, mirise, merse, 1-3 merise, 3

triune (comparative murgre, murgore, superl.

murgost, -gust), 3-4 murye, muri, 3-5 murie,

4 murye (compar. murer), 4-5 mury ; 3-4

miri(e, 4-5 myry, miry, 4-6 myrie, 4-5 myri,

($eompar. mirgurre),5-6.SV.mirrie,mirry,myr-
rie,6 myrry, .Sr.mirre; 3-6 meri, 4-5 merey, 4-6
raerie, -y(e, 5merrye, 5-6 mere, 6 .SV.meary,6-7

merrie,6- merry. [OE. myr(i)ge (: OTeut. type

*Murg/o-) t whence myr$ MIRTH ; outside English
the only cognate corresponding in sense is MDu.
*merch, whence mtrchte MIRTH, merchtocht re

joicing, mergelijc joyful, mergen = MERRY v. It is,

however, probable that the word is identical with

the OTeut. *murgjo- short, represented by OHG.
murg-fari lasting a short time, and by the Gothic

derivative ga-rtiaitrgjan to shorten, and presumably

descending, with Gr. #paxtk, from an Indoger-
manic mrghu-.
The transition from the assumed original sense short to

the OE. sense pleasant is somewhat difficult, but may
have been brought about through the intervention of a
derived factitive verb, meaning to shorten \ and hence to

shorten time , to cheer ; cf. ON. sketnta to amuse, f.

ska&amp;gt;nt
t
neut. of skamm-r short.]

A. adj.
1. Of things : Pleasing, agreeable.

f a. Of occupations, events, or conditions :

Causing pleasure or happiness ; pleasing, delight

ful. Obs.
A int rry meal : see MEAL ,r/&amp;gt;.

2 2 f.

t 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxi. i For Jy ic nat hwaet
|t&amp;gt;a

woruldlustas myr^es bringaS [L. quid habeat jncitnditatis}
hiora lufisendum. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xiii. 45 Him ^a



MERRY.

twigu HncaS emne swa merje )&amp;gt;at
hi baes metes ne rec5.

ciooo ALFRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 154 feos woruld, beah 3e heo

myrixe hwiltidum jebuht sy. 1205 LAY. 10147 fa buhte
Elieuoerie bat tiSendt; swioe murie. a 1215 Ancr. R. 390

He..spek swu3e sweteliche & so murie wprdes bet heo

muhten be deade arearen urom deaSe to Hue. c 1290 .V.

Fire of Lffve 57 No J?inge is meriar
J&amp;gt;en

Ihesu to synge.

1502 ATKINSON tr. /V Imitations in. vi. 200 Nothynge is

more swete than isloue,..nothynge. .meryer[L./wf?/$].
1567 TURBERV. Epjt., etc. nob, Let others then that feelen

joy Extole the merrie Month of May.

b. (*
Of a place or country : Pleasant, delightful

in aspect or conditions (obs.}. So originally in

the designation Merry England, in which the adj.

was subsequently apprehended as in sense 3.

c 1205 LAY. 24964 For gricS makeS godne mon gode workes

wurchen, ..J&amp;gt;at
loud U5 ba murgre. 1:1250 Got.

&amp;lt;y

Ex. 212

God bar him in-to paradis, . . bi-ta^te him al oat mirie stede.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 8 (Gott.) Brut (?at berne bolde of

hand, First conquerour of meri ingland. 13.. E.E. A Hit.

P. A. 935 Now tech me to bat myry mote [Jerusalem). 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xy. v. (Tollem. MS.), It [Ar-

inenia] is most mery londe with herbes, corne, wodes and
frute. 1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle 487 Remember
yow, heuene is a miry place And helle is ful of sharp ad-

uersitee. 1436 Siege Calais in Pol, Poems (Rolls) II. 156
The crown of mery Yngland. 1500-20 DUNUAR Poenisxxv.
21 Edinburgh the mirry toun. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 61

Saint George of mery England, the signe of victoree. 1596
Prothal. 128 To mery London, my most kyndly Nurse.

[1782 Cowi-ER Gilpht 125 Thus all through merry Islington
These gambols he did play. 1818 SCOTT F. Hf. Perth i,

Perthshire contains, .tracts, which may vie with the richness

of merry England herself.]

Proverbial phrase. 1550 HUTCHINSON Image of God
Epist. (1560) $$F iij, It was a mery world (quod yc

papist)
before the Bible came forth in englysh, all thinges were

food
chepe and plentyful. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 1/f, iv. ii. 9

t was neuer merrie worlde in England, since Gentlemen
came vp. 1601 TweL N. in. i. 109.

fc. Of sound or music: Pleasant, sweet. Hence
of animals, esp. birds : Having a pleasant voice.

Obs. (Cf. sense 3,)
ciooo Ags. Hymn (Surtees) 141 Mid merigum. .lofsange

dulciymno. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2192 Alle men bat mut
herde of be muti houndes. c 1386 CHAUCER Nun s Pr. T.

31 His voys was murier than the murie Orgon. 1387 TRE-
VISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 307 pe emperour bou^t bat mery
bridde. c 1400 LYDG. Chorle

&amp;lt;y
Bird xv, Ryngyng of feters

is no mery sowne. ^1420 Chron. Vilod. 2101 A mery masse
ber was y-songe. 1500^-20 DUXBAR Poems xlvi. 3, I hard
a merle with mirry notis sing. Ibid. 26 This mirry gentil

nychtingaill. 1535 COVERDALE P$. lxxx[i]. 2 Brynge hither
the tabret, the mery harpe & lute.

fd. Of weather, climate, atmospheric condi

tions, etc. : Pleasant, fine. Of a wind: Favourable.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5697 pe erbe ?eld betere & bet

weder was murgore by is daye & lasse tempeste in be se ban
me er ysaye. 13.. E. E. Alltt. P. B. 804 In be myry
mornyng }e may your waye take. 1390 GOWER Conf. II

332 He telth . . hou ther schon a merye Sunne. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 14412 Seuen dayes fau}t thei to-gedre, And al that
while was mury wedre. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. v.

(1510) C ij, Our Lorde God after tempeste sendethe soft and
mery wedder. c 1450 Merlin 384 The seson was myri and
softe. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 423 Euen as Gouer-
nours of shippes.,cut the waues as they are furthered with
a merrie winde : euen so let us frame our studie and labour.

1590 SHAKS. Com, Err, iv. i. 90 The merrie winde Blowes
faire from land. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. (1904) IV. 360 At the
next mery wind tooke shipping. 1630 WJNTHROP New Eng.
(1853) I. 18 We tacked about. .with a merry gale in all our
sails. 1685 DRYDEN tr. Hor. Ode in. xxix. 101 In my small
Pinnace I can sail,.. And running with a merry gale,..my
safety seek. .Within some little winding Creek.

fig. 1402 Repl. Friar D. Topias in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

72 Whi with not thi cow make myry weder in thi dish?

T&quot;
e. Of dress : Handsome, gay. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2864 A mery mantill of mervailous
hew is.

t f. Of herbs, drugs, etc. : Pleasant to the taste

or smell. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun s Pr. T. 146 Ye shul haue digestyues
..Of herbe yue, growyng in oure yeerd, thir mery is. 1398

&quot;

TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvit. xxvii. (1495) 620 Cassia is

swete and mery of smell.

t g. A merry mean : a happy medium.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Rcdeles \\. 139 But mesure is a meri

mene bou5 men moche yerne. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nur
ture 107 Mesure is a mery meene whan God is not dis-

plesed. a 1575 GASCOIGNE Posies, Flowers 41 Thus learne
I by my glasse, that merrie meane is best. 1616 SURFU &
MARKH. Country Farm 580 So greatly, .is the merrie meane
commended.

h. Of a saying, jest, etc. : Amusing, diverting,
funny. Obs. or anh. t with mixture of sense 3.

&amp;lt;ri470 HENRY Wallace n. 36 Quhen Wallas herd spek of
that mery saw, He likyt weill at that mercat to be. 1530
PALRCR. 244/2 Mery taunt, lardon. Ibid., Mery jeste a
ryddle, sornette. 1563 Homilies 11. Idolatry HI. (1850) 265
beneca much commendeth Dionysius, for his merry robbing
of such decked and jewelled puppets. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.

vc
1!

V 175 Two of ker Brothers were condemn d to death,
ly hand cut off, and made a merry iest. 1595 DUNCAN

App. Etymol. (E. D. S.) 68 Facetiz, mirrie bourds. 1632
LITHCOW Trav. ix. 378 There is a merry secret heere con
cerning the women. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. vi. 185 The
Notions all the Mussulmans have of the Antichrist.. are
ially merry. Ibid. 188, I had like to have left out the very

merriest Passage in the whole Story. 1769 E. BANCROFT
Guiana 328 A variety of fables which are merry. 1849
JAMES Woodman ii, He gave me the merry book [a copy of
Chaucer].

363

2. Oflooks or appearance : t Pleasant, agreeable,

bright (obs.) ; hence, expressive of cheerfulness,

mirthful, hilarious (in modern use merged in

sense 3).
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 314 pi leor is, meiden, lufsum, & ti

mu8 murie. c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;y

Ex. 2258 Her non hadden 3o
loten miri. 13.. Senyn Sag. (\V.) 3357 The erl come with
meri chere, Oinang al that folk in fere, c 1440 Promp.
Part . 338/2 Myry yn chere, letus. 1559 Passage Q. Eliz.

A ij, Her grace by holding vp her handes, and mene coun-

tenaunce to such as stode farre of,.. did declare her selfe

[etc.]. 1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3948/4 A dun Gelding.. with a
round Barrel, longish Legg d,. .amerry Countenance, 1861

HUGHES Tout Brown at Qxf. iii, He was a pleasant-looking
fellow, . .with dark hair, and a merry brown eye.

3. Of persons and their attributes : Full of ani

mated enjoyment (in early use chiefly with refer

ence to feasting or sport) ; joyous, mirthful, hila

rious. Also of permanent temper or disposition :

Given to joyousness or mirth.

TheMerryMonarch: afrequentdesignationfor Charles 1 1.

iflffrrymetfu*(ob&.)i merry men (see MERRY MAN i): applied
in ballad poetry to the followers of Robin Hood ; hence
sometimes used allusively,
c 1320 Sir Tristr, 1 198 A miriman were he }if he o Hue war* .

c 1350 M ill. Palerne 4926 As
\&amp;gt;ci

muriest at be mete b lt

time seten, ber come menskful messageres. r 1375 Cursor
Jlf. 4812 (Fnirf.) Quen ba i saghe ber corne plcnte Murer
{earlier texts gladder, bliber] men mijt neuer be. a 1380
A/in. Poentsfr, Vernon MS. 680 Whon men beob muryest
at heor Mele : I rede }e b&quot;-

ike on susterday. c 1400 Dcstr.

Troy 4787 Mery was the menye Si mnden gret loye. c 1461
E. E. Misc. (Warton Cl.) 48 The boy was mery y-nowe.
1500-20 DUNBAR J \ictns xxv. 27 Bring ;ow sone to Kdin-

bur^h ioy, For to be mirry amung ws. c 1510 Lytcll Gestt

Robyn Hood iv. in Xcjunfft. Lcs&amp;lt;-b. (1895) I. 180/14 And he
founde there Robyn hode And all hys mery meyne. Ibid.

v. 180/115 Buske you my mery yonge men. 1513 MOKK in

Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 784 King Edward woulde say
that he had three concubines, . .one, the meriest, one the

wyliest, the thirde the holyest harlot in the realme. . . But
the meriest was Shores wife. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. i. ii. 27
He is melancholy without cause, and merry against the
h.iire. 1632 LlTHGOW Trav. in. 90, I was exceeding merry
with my old friends. 1c 1665 ROCHESTER Sat. on AV /A I(

&amp;gt;

Restless he rolls about from Whore to Whore, A merry
Monarch, scandalous, and poor. 1712 STEELE Sped. No.
462 f 5 This very Mayor afterwards erected a statue of his

merry Monarch in Stocks-Market. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFM-;

Myst. Udolpko xxv, Poor Ludovico would be as merry as
the best of them, if he was well. 1832 W. IRVING Alhambrtt
II. 262 His memory was always cherished as that of a merry
companion. 1849 JAMES Woodman ii, She was the merriest
little abbess in the world.

fb. Happy. Obs.
a 1380 -S&quot;. Antbrosms 426 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)

15/1 He..wepte for holymen and murie
f&amp;gt;at passed weren

vp to glorie. 1388 WYCLIF Job xxi. 23 This yuel man
dieth . . riche and blesful, that is, inyrie. 1513 MORE in

Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 781 The true Lorde Hastinges..
was neuer merier, nor thought his life in more suretie in all

his dayes. 1529 MORE in Fonr C, Eng. Lett. (1880) 12, I

pray you be with my . . household mery in God.
transf 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 184 [Silkworms] will

be no where merry nor vsefull, but where are store of Mul-
bei y Trees.

c. Pleasantly amused
; hence, facetious,

*

plea
sant *. Const, with, on, upon (a person). Obs. or

arch. CCf. make merry, 3 e below.)
1607 SHAKS. Tinton in. ii. 42, I know his Lordship is but

merry with me. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit, Ded., There is

hardly such a thing as being merry, but at another s Ex-
pence. 1694 ATTERBURY On Prov. xiv. 6, Serm. 1726 I. 195
They were Men who., took their Fill of all the Good Things
of this World ; and . .were very merry, and very bitter upon
those that did not. 1709 SWIFT Merlin&quot;s Propk. Wks. 1755
II. i. 179 Astrology, .is by no means an art to be despised,
whatever Mr. BickerstarT, or other merry gentlemen are

pleased to think. 1714 Spectator No. 573 (intt.), You are

pleased to be very merry, as you imagine, with us Widows.
1772 FOOTE Nabob i. 17 You are merry, Sir. 1831 LYTTON
Godolphin 9 You are merry on me, I see.

d. Hilarious from drink ; slightly tipsy. (Cf.
market-merry?)
1575-6 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 287 The said Sr

Richerd,
being mery with drinke, maid a quarrell to this examinate.
Ibid* 288 The said Sr Richerd will be mery with drinke ther,
but not dronken. 1681 LUTTRELL Brief Rcl. (1857) I. 134
Mr. Verdon.. returning home pretty merry, took occasion
to murder a man on the road. 1719 D URKEY Pills III. 7

Drunk, which the vulgar call merry. 1838 JAMES Robber
vi, Doveton, who was beginning to get merry, and eke good*
humoured in his cups.

e. Phrases. To make merry (refl. and intr.) :

to be festive or jovial ; to indulge in feasting and

jollity. To make merry (over, f with} : to make
fun (of), to ridicule.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 3085 Bobesei^e he Wib too houndes mirie
made, c 1350 Will Palerne 1880 Make we vs merie for mete
haue we at wille. c 1440 Cast. Persev. 2709 Make us mery, &

I lete hym^gone ! he was a good felawe. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xiii. 32 Sum inakis him mirry at the wynis. 1530
PA LSCR. 625/2 M;ike mery, syrs, we shall go hence tomorowe.
1628 EARLE Microcosm., Tavern (Arb.) 33 Men come heere
to make merry. 1761 HUME Hist. En?. II. xxviii. 135 The
people made merry with the Cardinal s ostentation. 1771
GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. II. 403 The people made merry with
this absurd and brutal statute. 1791 Gentl. Alag. 19/1 My
horse took fright at some hay-makers who were carouzing
and making merry. 1832 TENNYSON Pal. ofArt 3 Oh, foul,
make merry and carouse. 1890 Sat. Rev. 25 Oct. 481/2 He
makes merry over their deficiencies.

f. In proverbs and proverbial comparisons. (See
also CBICKET $bl i d, GRIG sb.1 5.)
13.. E. E, Allit. P. A. 850 Bot vchon enlewe wolde were

MERRY-ANDREW.
fyf, J?e mo be myryer. 13. . K. Alts. 1163 Swithe mury hit
is in halle, When the burdes wawen alle. 1546 J. HEYWOOD
Prov. (1867) 65 It is mery in halle, when berds wag all. 1562

Prov.
&amp;lt;V Epigr. 11867) 433 Tis good to be mery and wyse:How shall fooles folow that aduyse? 1564 PILKINGTON /.&amp;lt;:/.

Wks. (Parker Soc.) Pref. 7 The b^hop of Man liveth here
at ease, and as merry as Pope Joan. 1595 SHAKS. John iv.

i. 18, I should be as merry as the day is long, a 1643 W.
CAKTWRIGHT Ordinary in. iv, I l be As merry as a Pismire.
a 1745 SWIFT Direct. SerrantS, Footman, Live a short life and
a merry one. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 337 He
knew how to be merry and wise. 1792 BURNS Here s a
health to than thaCs aiva \ It s gude to be merry and wise,
I ts gude to be honest and true. 1873 HAMERTON Intdl.
Life i. v. (1876) 29 Merry as a lark.

4. Of times or seasons : Characterized by festivity
or rejoicing.
1567 f^ec i]. 1596 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 38 Welcome

merry Shrpuetide. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 87 To ketpe a

merry Christmas. 1667 I. D. SANDWICH Let.\\\SirW, Temple s

Wks. (1720) II. 136, I wish you a very merry Christinas. 1710
SWIFT jrnl. to Stella 21 Dec., But first I will wi-h you a

merry Christmas and a happy New Year. 1710-11 ///&amp;lt;/.

25 Mar., 25. Morning. I wi^h you a merry new year : ifii^

is the first day of the year, you know, with us. 1843
DICKFNS Christmas Carol iii. They wished each otli^r

Merry Christmas in their can of grog.
5. Special collocations: f merry-bout, slangt

an act of sexual intercourse
; f merry main (sec

MAIN sfi.
J

i), a game at dice
; f merry Monday,

the Monday before Shrove Tuesday; merry night,
north, dial.) a night given up to festivities and

sport. For merry dancers, Greek, grig, pin,
see DAXCKK 5, GREEK sb. 5, GRIG sb.

1

5, PIN sb. 1 1 .

See also MBBT*AKDBEW, MERRY-MAN, etc.

1780 Xt,ii gate Cal. V. 314 Being asked.. if she thought it

proper for a woman of decency to ask another how she did
after this *merry-bout \ and whether hhe thought a rape
was a merry-bout . 1665

*
Merry main [see MAIN sb.z

i].

1667 DRVOEN Seer. Lore iv. i, Come, gentlemen, let s lose
no time : While they are talking, let s have one merry main
before we die, for mortality sake. 1729 GAY Polly in. (1772)

198 Does not this drum-head here,, .tempt you to fling a merry
main or two? 1565 in Picton L fool Mnnic. Rec. (1883)
I. 35 Monday next before Fasten s eve or Shrovetide called
*
Merry Monday. 1803 R. ANDERSON Cntiiblti. Kail. 65 Aa,

lad ! sec a &quot;murry-neet we ve hed at Bleckell. 1819 WORDSW.
Waggoner n. 30 Tis the village Merry-Night ! 1837
Penny Cycl. VIII. 223/2 Cumbrian peasantry have various
festive meetings, called the kirn&amp;gt; or harvest-home, sheep-
shearing, merry nights, and upshots.
6. Comb. a. parasynthetic, as merry-coweiled^

-eyed, -jacedt -hearted, -lipped^ -minded, -u itted

adjs.

1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 6 Aristippus . . wa*
a merry-wilted fellow. 1548 SIR P. HOHY in Strype Eat.
J\Iem. (1721) II. App. Y. 79, I hear say he is a man some
what aged and merry-conceited when he list. 1611 DIKLK
Isa. xxiv. 7 All the merrie hearted doe sigh. 1625 K. I,n\fj

tr. Barclays Argenis iv. xii. 277 He was. .merry-conceited
in words. 1648-60 HKXHAM, Khicht-sinnigh, Merrie-
minded. 1684 OTWAY Atheist in. i, You Plump-cheek d

merry-ey d Rogue. 1816 L. HUNT To jf. //. 20 It [si\ a

mouth] breaks into such sweetness, With merry-lipped com
pleteness. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, vi, The merry-faced
gentleman sent round the punch. 1851 RUSKIN Stones I cn.

(1874) I. xx. 220 Clear, crisp, ringing, merry-minded waves.

b. quasi-owV. with another adj.
n 1618 SYLVESTRR Anto-machia 125 Sailing all my Life

On merry-^orry Seas. 1865 KINGSLEY llerew. x, They are

laughing and roaring now, merry-mad every one of them.

B. adv. = MERRILY.
c 1220 Bestiary 570 Mirie }e singeS 5is mere, c 1320

Senyn, Sag. (W.) 556 Foules songe therinne murie. t 1381
CHAUCER ParL Ironies 592 Daunsith he murye that is

myrtheles? 14.. Sir Benes 107 (MS. E.) Bellys he herde

merye rynge. 14.. Arth.
&amp;lt;y

Meri. 2485 (Kolbing) He was
grauen & layd full merrye In the towne of Glasenburye.
1546 Sitpplic. Poore Commons (E.E.T.S.) 87 They wedde
and bury, and synge ful mery, but all for money. i$6jGttde

*r Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 68 We suld. .Without ony dissemmil-
lance Be blyith, and myrrie sing.

b. Comb.) as merry-running^ -singing, -turned
\

merry-begot, -begotten dial., illegitimate ; also

sb., a bastard.

1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly L j b, With suche
taunts and meritourned answers they provoke men to

laughter. 1593 NASHE Christs T. Wks. (Grosart) V. 109
The younger men in their merry-running Madrigals. 1606
SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. n. Magnif. 1133 A willing
Troup of merry-singing Swains. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg,
Tongue, Merry begotten, a bastard. 1890 HALL CAINE
Bondman i. vi, Maybe you think it nice to bring up your
daughter with the merry-begot of any ragabash that comes
prowling along.

t Merry, v. Obs. [OE. myrgan ^.*mitrgjari}&amp;gt;

related to wyrge MERRY a.]
1. intr. To be merry.
c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xlvi. i FaejniarS and myrga&amp;lt;5 Gode

mid wynsumre stemne. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xiv. 45
In May hit murgeth when hit dawes. c 1460 Towneley ftlyst.
xiii. 714 Lo, he merys; lo, he laghys, my swetyng.
2. trans. To make (a person, etc.) merry.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xiii. 44 Wowes this wilde

drakes, Miles murgeth huere makes, c 1400 Pride ofLife
(Brand), 1898) 296 A ha, solas, now |&amp;gt;ou

seist so
J&amp;gt;ou

miriest

me in my mode. 1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxv. 44

Though pleasure merries the Senses for a while : yet horror

after vulturs the unconsuming heart.

Merry-andrew, Merry-Andrew (me ri,-

se-ndrw). [app. f. MERRY a. + Andrew proper name

(cf. ANDREW 2%
Hearne s statement, in the preface to his edition of Bene-

dictus Abbas (1735) that Merry Andrew was originally

112-3
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applied to Dr. Andrew Borde (died 1549) has neither evi-

dence nor intrinsic probability, though Borde had a reputa
tion for buffoonery, as is shown by the traditional attribu

tion to him of various collections of jests. In 1668 (29 Aug.*

Pepys says that he saw at Bartholomew Fair a ridiculous

play called Marry Andrey , but that this title has any
connexion with merry-andrew is very doubtful.]

1. One who entertains people by means of antics

and buffoonery ;
a clown ; properly (in early use),

a mountebank s assistant.

1673 DRYDEN Epil. to Univ. Oxford 1 1 TV Italian Merry-
Andrews took their place, And quite Debauch d the Stage \

with lewd Grimace. 1677 W. SHERLOCK Ansiv, T. Danson

69 As ridiculous, .as it would be very gravely to confute

Tom Thumb, or merry Andree, of a Town Lampoon. 1697
DRYDEN SEtteid Ded., This is like Merry Andrew on the

low rope, copying lubberly the same tricks which his master

is so dexterously performing on the high. 1749 FIELDING
Tom yonc s xn. viii, He found the master of the puppet-
show belabouring the back and ribs of his poor Merry-
Andrew. 1831 BORROW Laz-engro Hi. (1893) 202 Listening
to the jokes of the merry-andrews from the platforms in

front of the temporary theatres.

b. fig.
1694 WOOD Life (O.H.S.) III. 458 note, To make your

self the merry andrew of the company [you] did venter upon
a person freely to expose him to scorne. 1772 NUGENT tr.

Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 488 Those who are not sought out as

the Merry-Andrews of the pulpit. 1817 CARLYLE Misc., ;

Richtcr(\%$y&amp;gt; I. n Richter is a man of mirth, but he seldom
\

or never condescends to be a merryandrevv.
C. attrib. or as adj.

1689 Answ. Lords
&amp;lt;%

Commoners Sfi. 25 A Reverend Pre
late..whom he stiles, in a sort of a Merry-Andrew-vein, ,

Church of England Apostle and Captain of her Life-Guard.

1798 Lit. Mew. Living Authors \. 119 The jokes and
merriment of this merry-andrew philosopher. 1816 Sporting
J/(Zjg&quot;.

XLVII. 177 Scroggins made some merry-andrew tucks
,

to save his wind. 1847 ALB. SMITH Chr. Tadpole xlix.

(1879) 422 A poor fellow who went about the country in the
\

merry-Andrew line.

d. Comb.., as mcrry-andrcw-like adv.

1787 WoLcpr (P. Pindar) Lousia.1 \\. \Vks. I. z.}S Turn it

[thy wig] inside out, And wear it, Merry-Andrew like, about,

2. //. Playing cards of the lowest quality.
1866 [see HARRY sb? 3], 1867 FRY Playing-Card Terms

in Fhilol. Soc. Traits. 55 Andrews, Merry Andrews, Play- !

ing-cards of the fourth or lowest class or quality.
[fence Merry-a ndrew, Merry-a ndrewize vbs.

intr., to play the merry-andrew ; Merry-a ndrew-
;

ism, buffoonery, clownishness.

1836 Frascrs Mag XIII. 37 Nothing is more distasteful

.. than the undiscrimmating Merryandrewism of an in

grained vulgarian. 1861 T. L. PEACOCK CryII Or. viii

Arch-quacks have taken to merry-andrewizing in a new
arena. 1891 G. MEREDITH One ofour Cong. III. in. 40 He
can, if imps are in him, merryandrew as much as he pleases.

Merry-bauks, -bush: see MERRIBOWK.
t Merry-gall. Obs. Also 6 merrygald, 7

raerigal. [See GALL sb.~ : the first element might
so far as form is concerned be tnery MARROW 1

,

but the sense of the combination is not obvious.]
A sore produced by chafing.
1575 TURBERV. I enerie 13^ (Slay be) he seekes to liaue

my Sewet for himselfe, Whiche sooner heales a merrygald
then Pothecaries pelfe. 1597 GERARDE Herbal in. 1. 1202
If such as iourney or trauell do carry with them a branch or
rod of Agnus castus in their hand, it will keepe them from

merry gals, and wearines, 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 101 It

healeth all merry-gals and raw places where the flesh is

rubbed off or chafed: it helpeth the rank rammish smel
vtider the arm-holes [L. intertriginwn et alarum vitiis

fcrjrictionibusque ,. non dubie mederi\. Ibid. 319 It is

good to anoint mengals therwith, namely, when one part of
the body is fretted & chafed against another \\&amp;gt;.prodest et

confricatis tnembris}.

Merryghe, obs. form ofMARROW sb\

t Me rry-go-down. slang. Obs. Strong ale.

a 1500 Songs % Carols (Percy Soc.) 92 Where is the best

wyn? tell yow me. . . I know a drawght off mery-go-downe,
The best it is in all thys towne. 1577 HARRISON England
n, xi. 86 A pot of hufcappe or merygodowne. 1399 NASHE
Lenten StuffeT)tA. AS ft Vou..cando no lesse then present
mee with the best mornings draught of m*rry-go-downe in

your quarters.

Me rry-go-roTind.
1. A revolving machine carrying wooden horses

or cars, on or in which persons ride round and
round for amusement

;
a roundabout.

1729 Daily Post 23 Aug., Here s the merry-go-rounds :

Come, who rides? 1806-7 j. BERESKORD Miseries Ihtm.
Life (i8a6j xx. 252 May she fall to the ground From a
merry-go-round. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ty It. Note-Bks.
(1883) 26 There were merry-go-rounds, wooden horses, and
other provision for children s amusements. 1896 E. A. KING
Hal, Highways 76 It [sc. a steam organ] belonged to a
travelling merry-go-round.
2. fig. A ( whirl .

1856 R. W. PROCTER Barbers Shop xui.fiSSs) 98 This
elysium of a business, this merry-go-round of trade. 1890
H. G. DAKYNS Xenophon I. p. cxx, What a merry-go-round
of soldierly adventure !

t Merry-go-sorry.
and sorrow.

Obs. A mixture of joy

1599 BRETON A/is. Ulavillm (Grosart) 49/2 Joying to see
the kinde heart of this other olde gentleman, sorie to be an
occasion of such anger to himselfe, and trouble to his house,
betwixt a merrie, goe sorie, 1 fell to such weeping, as quite
spilde mine eyes. 1600 Fort, two Princes 52. 1606 [? BRE
TON] Choice, Chance, etc. (1881) 76 Thou hast told me of
such a Merry goesory, as I haue not often heard of: I am
sory for thy ill fortune, but am glad to see thee aliue.

tMerry land = Maryland, the name of a

district in N. America (now one of theUnitedStates),

applied to a kind of tobacco. Cf. F. viaryland.
1688 R, HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 274/1 Sorts of

Tobacco. -Merry land, leafe Tobacco.

Merrymaid, dial, variant of MERMAID.
1865 R. HUNT Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1881)^149 The merry.

maids of the Cornish fishermen and sailors possess the

well-recognised features of the mermaid.

Merry-make (me rimfk), sl&amp;gt;. arch, [app. f.

vbl. phr. make merry ^
with inversion as in the later

MERRY-MAKING.] = MERRY-MAKI.VG.
1579 SPENSER Shef&amp;gt;h.

Cal. Nov. 9 Now nis the time of
niurimake. a 1586 Satir. Pocins Reform, xxxvii. 51 Gif Je
lyk musik, mirtbe, or myrrie mak. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Purple Isi. i. xxviii, With fearless merry-make and piping.
1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog\\\, 29 The Simple Merrie-make
of older Swains Was Innocent. 1822 W. TENNAXT Thane
of Fife vi. xlviii, The din of merry-make and boast ! 1833
LONGF. Outrc-Mer Prose Wks. 1886 I. 52 The rural sports
and merrimakes of the village. 1844 MRS. BROWNING
Drama of Exile Poems 1850 I. 5 We ll have feasts And
funerals also, merrymakes and wars. 1893 KATH. L. li.vi i:s

Eng. Kelig. Drama 23 England was wonted to take her

merry-makes as a gift from the hand of Religion.

Me rry-iuake, v. rare. [Formed as prec.]
intr. To make merry ; to be festive.

1714 GAY Shcfih. Week Tues. 50 Whilom with thee twas
Marian s dear delight To moil all day and merry-make
at night. 1853-8 HAWTHORNE Eng. Notc-Bks. 11879) I.

240 Dancing and otherwise merrymaking. 1859 Fi i z-

(&quot;ii.KAi.u tr. Ow/rtrxxxv, I think the Vessel, that with fugi
tive Articulation answer d, once did live, And merry-make.
1894 DC MAL RIER Trilby I. 220 Ye young who pawn each
other s watches, and merrymake together on the proceeds.

Merry-maker (me rim* kw). [f. MERRY a. +
MAKER, after next.] One who makes merry or

takes part in festivities.

1843 Zoologist I. 35 A party of merry-makers, who resorted
to this unwonted saloon to sip their wine. 1884 lllustr.
Lond. News 13 Sept. 243/3 1 ne merrymakers did not break

up until a late hour.

MeTry-making, vbl. sl&amp;gt;.

[f. MERRY a. +
MAKING vbl.sh.] The action of making merry ;

conviviality ; also, an occasion of festivity, a con
vivial entertainment.

1714 MASDEVILLE l &quot;ab. Bees (17251 I. 186 If a woman at
;i merry-makinj dresses in man s cloathes. 1775 MME.
D ARUI.AY Diary 13 June, Her. .gay, laughing face inspires
an a!mot immediate wish of convening and merry-making
with her. 1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 209 A merry-making, on
the d^ath of a relation. 1830 TENNYSON Poems 93 See !

our friends are all forsaking The wine and the ineny-
making, 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Briery Creek v. 107 The
Iriih betake themselves to rebellion when stopped in their

nr-rry-makings, 1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 55 The tedious

length of an English merry-making \vuuld be unintelligible
to him [sc. an Italian],
attrib. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par, (1890) 310/1 We Twain

Not oft again. .Unto this mrry-making place shall ride.

So Me rry-making1

///. a.

1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, vi, Such jolly, roystering, rol

licking, merry-making blades. i873S\.MOSDs6&amp;gt;vC
p

. Poets iii.

04 First must merry-making men address the gods with
holy bongs.

Merry man, me-rryman.
1. //. Merry men : the companions in arms or

followers of a knight, an outlaw chief, etc.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thomas 128 His murie men comanded

he To make hym bothe game and glee, c 1400 Gamelyn 774
Yong Gamelyn. .fond his mery men under woode-bougn.
c 1510 Lytell Geste ofRobyn Hood iv. in Child Ballads III.
66 And Robyn and his mery men Went to wode anone.
cisso Hunting of C?u&amp;gt;viot 37 Ibid. III. 309 Fyghte ye,
my myrry men, whyllys ye may. 1600 SIIAKS. A. } . L. i.

i. 121 They say he is already in the Forrest of Arden, and
a many merry men with bim. 1810 SCOTT Lady o/L. v. xviii,
Still at the gallop prick d the Knight, His merry-men follow d
as they might,
2. (As one word.) A jester or buffoon. ? Obs.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Merry Andrew, or
Mr. Merryman, the jack pudding, jester, or zany of a
mountebank, usually dressed in a party coloured coat. 1838
THOMS in Bcntlcys Misc. III. 623 The equestrian clown at

Astley s, as the Mister Merryman who attends the horse

manship at that theatre is
professionally designated. 1858

DORAN Ct, Feels 58 In the fifteenth century, when the
fashion of wearing bells was abandoned to the professional
merry-men.

||
3. The surname Merriman has sometimes been

used allusively.
1506 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax 84 Hxc tria metis teta.

regimes, moderata dieta^ Doctor Diet, Doctor Quiet, and
Doctor Meryman.

Merry-meeting. A festive or convivial

gathering.
tii6$3 JKR. TAYLOR Serin. Gold. Grove, Winter xv. 191

This, .struck their fancy luckily, and maintained the merry
meeting. 1 699 SOUTH Serm. ( 1 842) 1 1 1 . 5 1 He can . . in those

higher speculations forget all his merry-meetings and com

panions. 1723 DK. WHARTON True Btiton No. 58. II. 505 If
he has not that Zeal without Knowledge to improve a Merry-
meeting into a Riot. 1847 L. HUNT Mey, It- otnen, &amp;lt;$

B. II.

xi. 268 He had carried his merry-meetings to an unusual
extent. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer 11891) 293
He was. .made free of all their small gatherings and merry-
meetings.

Merryment, -nes, obs. ff. MERRIMENT, -NESS.

Merry-sole, var. Mary-sole : see MARY i c.

1880-4
* DAY Brit. Fishes II. 22 Arnoglos&ns mega*

stoma. . .Names. Whiff^ merry sole
t
a term applied due to

its active movements when in the water.

Merrythought (rorriMt), [f. MERRY a. +
THOUGHT sb. : see below.] The FURCULA or forked

,
bone between the neck and breast of a bird

; also,
! the portion of a bird when carved that includes

this bone. Also attrib.

The name, like the synonym wish-bone t alludes to the play,
ful custom of two persons pulling the furcula of a fowl until

it breaks ; according to the popular notion, the one who gets
the longer (in some districts, the shorter) piece will either

1 be married sooner than the other, or will gam the fulfilment
of any wUh he may form at the moment.
1607 DEKKER Northw. Hoe in. \V ks. 1873 III. 42, I longd

: for the merry thought of a phesant. 1611 COTGK., Lnnette^
the merrie- thought ; the forked craw-bone of a bird, which
we vse, in sport, to put on our noses. 1711 ADDISON Sfcct.
No. 7 P 2, I . . have seen a Man in Love grow pale and lose
his Appetite, upon the plucking of a Merry-thought. 1716
R. WALLER in Phil. Tram. XXIX. 513 Under the Clavi-
cula or Merry-thought-bone, a 1756 MRS. HAYWOOD New
/ resent 269 Then cut up the merry-thought. 1843 LKVEK
y. liiaton ii, Simpering old maids cracked merry thoughts
with gay bachelors. 1890 COI/ES Field 4- Gen. Qrnithol,
ii. 136 The lower belly of the curve, convex forward, fitting
in between the forks of the merrythought (\^../nrculntn).

Me rry-totter. dial. Also 8-9 -trotter, [f.

MERRY a. + TOTTEK sb^\ A see-saw
;
a swing.

c 1440 Promp. Parz: 338/2 Myry tottyr {v.r. miritotyr],

chylderys game, .. osciltiim. 1483 Cath. Angl. 235/2 A
Merytotyr, oscilluw

tpetaunis. 16590. HooLEtr.Ci&amp;gt;/^///4-

Orbis Setuttatlum (1672) 277 Boyes. .tossing and swinging
themselves upon a Merry-totter [L. super j\-tauruin}. 1790

:

GROSE Proi inc, Ghss. t Mcrry-totter&amp;gt; a see-saw. 1862
TOM TREDDLEHOYLE Bairnsla Foaks Ann. 4 (E.D.D.)

Merry-trotter.

Me rry-wing. [f. MERRY a. + \VINGJ^. ; app.
with reference to the rapid beating of the wings. J

fl. A kind of gnat or mosquito found in the

Vest Indies, esp. Jamaica and Barbados. Obs.

1671 OGILBY Amer. 340 In some parts of the Countrey [In

Jamaica] there are also a sort ofstinging Flies, call dMuschilli
and Merrywings. 1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey 1

, Merry-wings*
a sort of Fly, very troublesome in the Night, in the Island
of Barbadoes. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 87 The Merry-

1

Wing.. is a very minute Fly. ..They seem to be exactly of
i

the same Species with the Gnat in England.
2. U.S. The golden-eye, Clangula glaudon.
1888 G. TRUMBL-LL Names ofBirds 78.

t Mers. Sc. Obs. Also 6 merse. fa. MDu.
i
merse (raod.Du. Mars}

*

top of a mast, literally
I basket

1

.] A round-top surrounding the lower
masthead. Also attrib. in mers clothes, streamers

and hangings suspended from the mers*.

1494 Ace. Ld. High Treas.Stot. (1877) I. 253 Item for ane

gret mast, ane ra, ane swken, a pygy mast J and thir rais

and the takltng with ane mers, ..and for ane pomp and other
small graith, x //. 1504-6 Ibid. (1001) III. 89 Item xxvj
elne carsav blew, rede, quhit and Callow to be ij mers
clathis to the schip. 1505^6 Ibid. 183 Item, .to the man that

maid the mers of the schip, in drinksilvir xiiiji. 1506 Ibid.

189 Item.. to Alexander Chamir, payntour, quhilk payntit
the mers of the Kingis schip x Franch croums. 1508 DUN-
BAR Gold. Targe 52 A saill,als quhiteas blo^sum vpon spray,
\Vyth merse of gold, brycht as the stern of day.

Mersatorial (msjsato -rial), a. Ornith. [f.

;
mod.L. mersatot diver: see -IAL.] Belonging to

1

Macgillivray s order JMersatores.

1851 MACGILLI\ RAY r//. Birds V. 424 They [sc. the Pro-

cellariinse] are mersatorial birds.

Morsaus
v e, Mersch, Merschale : see MLUL-

BAUCE, MARCH slf. ^j MAUSH, MARSHAL.
Merschaundrice, Merachion : see MEB-

CHANDISK, MAKCHIOK.
Merse (mers), sb. Sc. [Sc. repr, OE. m^ric,

MABSH.] Low flat land, usually beside a river or

the sea ;
marsh. Also attrib.

The iVerst is used as the proper name of the district of
Berwickshire between the Lammermoors and the Tweed.
a 1810 in Cromek Rem. NithsdaU Song 234 There s a

maid has sat o the green merse side Thae ten lang years and
niair. 1856 AIRD Poet. Wks. 188 Go the rooks Down to

1 the sea. .on the flat merse To tear up tufts of grass for

; grubs below, a 1856 in G. Henderson Pop. Rhymes Ber~
ivick 105 A Merse mist alang the Tweed In a harvest

j

mornin s gude indeed. 1869 LANDRLTH LifeAdam Thomson.
I. 5 A bloody skirmish between Merse-men and Northum
brians. 1875 W. MclLWRAiTH Guide U tgto-iunshire 78 A
little bit of merse-land, detached by the windings of the

River Luce, is called St. Helen s Island.

Merse, Mersement: see MKRCE, MERCEMENT.

Merser, Mersh, Mershal^l: see MEKCEB,
MARCH /.-, MARSHAL.
Mersion (ma-jpn)

mersion-cni) n. of action f. mcrs-&amp;gt; mergers to dip :

see MERGED.] The action, or act, of dipping;

spec, with reference to baptism.
1659 H. L ESTRANGE Alliance Div. Off. 365 Mersion or

dipping is not of the necessity of the Sacrament, sprinkling
being in every way as operative. 2669 BARROW Sacra
ments in Creed etc. (1697) 444 The mersion also in Water,
and the emersion thence, doth figuie our death to the

former, and receiving to a new life. 1691 W. NICHOLLS
Answ. Naked Gospel^yz The custom of tne trine mersion
seems to be very ancient in the Church, if not Apostolical.

Merss(h, Merssery: see MAKSH, MERCERY.
Mersshall: see MARSHAL.

Mersy(e, Mersyment, Merte, Mertelage,
Mertenet(te : see MERCY, MEUCEMENT, MART
sb,\ MARTILOGE, MARTINET.

Merth(e : see MART
st&amp;gt;.\

MIRTH.

Mertilloge, Mertinet, Mertle, Mertlete:
see MABTILOGE, MABTINET, MYRTLE, MARTLET.



MERTUN.

Mertri(o)k : see MABTRIX.

t Mertun. 06s. rare- 1
. [? From the name of

Merlon Abbey (Surrey .]
A kind of church bell.

1536 j\ ottiii/iaiu Rec. III. 198 Compositura sive factura

cuiusdam campanae mediocris Anglice a mertun .

Mertymas, -ines, obs. forms of MARTINMAS.

t Merul. Obs. rare~ l

. [ad. L. mertila.]
-

MERLE.
1604 MOTTEUX Rabelais \. (1737) 230 The gay Merul and

warming Philomel.

Meruline (me ri/THn), a. Zool. [ad. mod.L.
menilTniis, f. L. mernla MEKLE.] Of or pertain

ing to the genus Mernla or to the subfamily Meru-
linse (Cent. Diet. 1890). So Meruli-iious a.

7.ool. in the same sense (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).
-t Merumsuratum = Mariini Syriactttn : see

MABDH.
ri7ioCEUA tituNSS Diary (iSSSl too \V ..mIleroy finely

Cut, and filrrs and merumsuratum w c &quot; makes the fine snuff.

Merur(e, obs. forms of MIUUOK.

t Meruw, a. Obs. Forms : I mearu, Mercian

meru, 3 meruw, mereuh, 4 meru}. [OE.
mearu (stem t/iearw-} =OHG. marawi (MHG.
mar, inarw-), ablaut var. of OHG. mur(u)wi
(MHG. miirwe, mtir, mod.G. miirbe) of the same

meaning.] Soft, tender.

975 Rnshw. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 32 ponne tel^ra his nierwe

bi|&amp;gt;. .56 witan J&amp;gt;a;t
neh is sumcr. c looo Sax. Lccchd. I. 216

*yf bonne se lichoma mearu [z/.f. mearuw] sy seo3 on
hunise le^e to bam sare. a 1225 Aner. K. 378 $unge impeii
me bigurt mid ponies, leste bestes ureten ham beo hwule
bet heo beoS meruwe. ^1275 Lnue Rt n 44 in O. E. Misc.

04 Hwenne hit schal to-glide hit is fals and mereuh and
frouh. c 1320 Sir ticues (A.) 2525 Ich was so lite & so

meru}, Eueri man me clepede dwerirj.

Merv ^m5jv). [Short for F. (satin) mervcilleux]
A silk material for ladies dresses and dress-trim

mings.
1887 Daily Ne-ws n May 5 7 A skirt of black MLTV,

covered with tulle. 1890 Ibid. 10 June 7 5 Rich satin
Mervs. All bilk.

Mervail(e, -veil(l(e, etc., obs. ff. MAKVEL.
II Merveilleux, -euse (m^\e_yi&amp;gt;, -z). [Fr. :

see MARVELLOUS.] Contemporary names for the

extravagantly dressed French fops and fine ladies*

of the period of the Directory, who affected a
revival of the classical costume of ancient Greece.

(1819 : cf. MARVELLOUS B.] 1892 Daily News 19 Oct. 5/1
The merveilleuse of the Directory in France. The mer-
veilleuse

,
or ultra-fashionable ,

as the writer . . rather

inadequately translates her title, walked, .half naked in the

Champs Elysees . 1898 LADY MARY LOYD tr. O. Uzanncs
Fashion in Paris i. 8 The Ecrouelleux, the Inconcevables,
the Merveilleux, with their chins sunk in their huge cravats.

Ibid. 19 The Merveilleuses survived the Incroyables by
a couple of years.
Merviade : see MAKAVKUI.
Merwaal, -waill(e, etc., obs. ff. MARVEL.
Merwe, merwe(i)ll: see MARROW rf. 1

,MARVEL.
Merwoman (maMwuman). [Sec MER- and

cf. G. meerfratt, ineerweib.] A name for a MER
MAID when older or wedded.
1809 Ckro t. in Ann. Reg 394/2 In a History of the

Netherlands it is stated that in the year 1403, the dikes
were broken near Campear by an inundation ; and when
the inundation had returned, a Merwoman was left in the
Dermet Mere. 1884 F. J. CHILD Eng. 4- Sc. Pop. Ball. I.

366/1 The merman asks her the reason, and she answers,
They all say that you are the merwoman s son.

trans/. 1846 M. J. HIGGINS Ess. (1875) Mem. 26 It was
really admirable to watch the good-humour, dexterity, and
patience of the old merwoman.

Mery, obs. form of MARROW si.1
,
MERRY.

Merycism (me risiz m). Path. [ad. mod.L.

merycismus, ad. Gr. nupvitiapos rumination, f. itrjpv-

nffei? to ruminate, f. (trjpvit-, iuipv occurring as

the name of a ruminating fish.] A rare disease

of the stomach, in which the food, after having
been swallowed some time, is returned into the
mouth and remasticated.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex. s. v. Mcrychmus. 1860 New
Syd. Soc. Year-Bk.Med.ff Surg. 235 Abdominal Merycism
(regurgitation of chyme) appearing as the symptom of a
masked ague.

Meryhed, Meryly.Merynes, Meryt(e, etc. :

see MARROWED, MERRILY, MERRINESS, MERIT, etc.

tMes. Obs. Also 4-5 raesse, 5 measse. [a.AF.
mes (see Skeat Chaucer s Wks. I. 429 and Du
Cange Glossarium Gallicum s.v.), app. : L.

missum, neut. pa. pple. of mittere to send, put
forth.] Proper distance or range for shooting. To
mark (a person&quot;) at or with a mes : to strike.
The use tn the first quot. is obscure ; the word may have

been used in a strained sense for a blow
,

the force of
a blow \ But the reading of the passage seems doubtful.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 215 Dry}tyn with his dere dom
hym drof to be abyme, In be mesure of his mode, his mes
neuer be lasse Bot

|&amp;gt;er
he tynt be tybe dool of his tour ryche.

11366 CHAUCER Ron. Rose 1453 To shete, at good mes,
to the dere. a 1380 PittiU Susan 320 (Phillips MS.) An
aungil. .ha&amp;gt; braundisshid his brond..To marke bi myddil
at a messe in more ban in bre. c 1440 York Myst. xi. 162
Bot be Jewes bat wonnes in Jessen Sail no?t be merked with
pat messe [c 1460 Ttnvneley Myst. viii. 175 measse],

Mes, obs. form of MASS si&amp;gt;.

1
, MEASE, MESS.

365

II Mesa (mJ sa). South. U.S. fSp. mesat lit.

*
table :L. mc ttsa.] A high table-land. Alsoattrib.

1775 ROMANS Florida, App. 57 This Table Land is called

Mesa Maria. 1859 MARCY rrairie Trav. 314 The road.,

ascends to a low mesa. 18. . Reports on Pacific Railroad

I.84(Hartlett)The mesa, or table-land character, is exhibited

only along the line of river-valleys. 1882 AY/, to IIo. Kept:
Prec. Met. U.S. 636 The top sometimes several miles wide,
mesa-like and comparatively level.

Mesacoilic ,mesakf7 nik), a. Chem. [f. Gr.

fifff-os middle + (!T)ACOMC ;
intended to denote the

intermediate position of this acid between the

itaconic and citraconic acids.] Mcsaconic acid:

an acid, isomeric with itaconic acid, obtained by
boiling a weak solution of citraconic acid \\ith

nitric acid. Mesaionic ether : see quot. 1865.
Hence Mesa conate, a salt of mesaconic acid.

1854 THOMSON Cycl. Chcni, t
Alesaconic Acid. 1856 WAT is

tr. Gmelirfs Handbk. Chfin. X. 428 Mesaconatc of Am
monia. 1865 WATTS Did. Chew., Mesaconic Ether, CyH^Ot.
. .Obtained by distilling a mixture of mesaconic acid, sul

phuric add, and alcohol.

Mesad (me saxl), adv.
[f.

Gr. /^tV-os middle

+ -ail as in DEXTRAD.] = MESIAU.
1882 WILDKR & GAGK Anat. Tcchaol. 27 Substituting me-

sal for mesial^, .we have mesad. Ibid. 212 Lift the border
near its middle, and trace it mesad. 1894 GOULIJ lllitsti .

JAv/. Diet.) Mtsetd^ toward the mesial or inesal line or pLinc ;

towards the meson.

Mesager, obs. form of MESSENGEE,
IVIesail. Antiq. Alsomursail, rnezail. [a. F.

tnts&il) nitzail) iiiursail, app. repr. OF. inu^aillc

concealment, f. miicier to hide.] (See quot.)
1869 IJoi TELL Anns

&amp;lt;y

Arm. \hi. 11874) I27 This piece,
called the fftestu/t OT itiursctil. .but more generally known in

England as the vcntailc, or vi^or, was pierced for both

slight and breathing. 1870 C. C. BLACK tr. Dcnnnins
U t-apons of ll ar ^78 The armet is the most perfect form of
helmet. It is composed of the crown with crest, the vizor,

nose-piece and ventoyle (these latter three forming altogether
the mczatt], and the gorget.

Mesairaick, obs. form of MESAKAIC.

Mesais, variant of MISEASE.

Mesal (me sal), a. [f.
Gr. ptff-os middle + -AL.]

^MESIAL. Hence Me sally adv. --- MESIALLY.
1882 [see MHSAU adv.}. In recent Diets.

Mesallantoid (mesSlse ntoid), a. rare. [f.

Gr. fifo-os middle + AtLANTOID.] Having an
allantois of intermediate size. (Cf. MEGALLAN-
T01D, MlCRALLANTOID.)
1877 W. TURSKR Hum. Anat. n. 869 M. H. Milne

:
Ed-

\vards-.has placed the Carnivora and Pinnipedia ..in a
Mesallantoid legion of mammals.

[| Mesalliance (nwzalyahs). [Fr., f. ;//t j- Mis-
f alliance ALLIANCE. Cf. MISALLIANCE.] A
marriage with a person of inferior social position.
1782 H. WALI-OLE Let. to Afason 25 June, We are well ofl

when from that mesalliance there spring some bastards

called Episodes. 1827 CANNING Sp. Ho. Com. 12 June in

I/tinsara (i%2$) XVII. 1255 An account of a union, or rather

of what the French called a mfoalliatice between a man of
colour and a white woman. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk.

(1869) 39 In England, -a grocer s daughter would think she
made a mesalliance by marrying a painter. 1885 MABEL
COLLINS Prettiest Woman x, It seems hardly likely that

another prince will make a mesalliance for the sake of a
Miloviich.

Mesamceboid (mesamrboid), a. and sb. Biol.

[f, Gr. ufa-os middle + AMCEBOID.] a. adj. In

mesamceboid cell =\3. b. sb. One of the amoeba-like

cells which are developed in the mesoderm.
1890 Syd. Sac. Lex., Mesamceboid cells .. Mesamccboids.

igps Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 Feb. 441 A special ingrowth of

micronuclear cells derived from the pigmented group gave
rise to the mesamceboid (.mesoblastic) cells.

Mesanger, obs. form of MESSENGER.

II Mesar8eum(mesarrm). Anat. ? Obs. Also

7 mezereum. Also after the Gr. form, 6 me-

sareon,9 mesaraion. [med.L., a. Gr. inaapauov ,f.

^(joy middle + apata flank, belly.] MESENTERY i.

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. 11. 353 The mesentery
..is al&amp;gt; called by some mesareon.. .Others take mesareon
to be the highest part of the mesentery. 1661 LOVELL
Hist. Anim. fy Mitt. 517 The humour, .which is in the

ventricle, intestines, and mezereum. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl.) Mesarseum, is also used in a more restrained sense
for a part, or division of the mesentery ; being that fastened
to the small guts. 1890 Syd. Soc. Le.r.

t Mesaraion.

MesaraicCniesaiv ik),^. and-stf. Anat. Forms:

5 miseraic, -ayke, -ak, 6 -aike, mes(s)erayke,
7 mesairaick, meserai(c)k, -aique, -iacke, mi-

seraick, 7-8 mesaraick(e, 7-9meseraic,(9^m7.
mesarseic),8- mesaraic. [ad. med.L, mesaraicust

a. Gr. ncaapatKos, f. pastfuu* MESAR^UM.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the mesentery ;

MESENTERIC.
c 1400 Lanfrands Cirnrg. 27 Veynis mlserak ben smale

veynes \&amp;gt;at
comen out of he veyne l?at is clepid porta. 1541

R. COPLAND Guydotfs Quest. Chirnrg. H lij b, To brynge
the Chilus to the lyuer by meanes of the veynes mescraykes
[sic], i6isCROOKE BodyofMamo^ Duodenum, leiunum,
and Ileon, ..are easily distinguished by their scituation,

length, and by their Meseraick veines. 1651 BIGGS New
Disp. F 117 Scammony. .and vitriol do equally liquate the

mesaraick bloud. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 786 Its

veins [sc. of the pancreas] pour their contents, .into the

small mesaraic and splenic veins. 1869 HUXLEY hUrod,

MESCHANT.
Classif. Aniin. 139 Meseraic - mesenteric. The omphalo-
meseraic vessels pass from the intestine to the umbilical
vesicle in the embryo.

B. sb. One of the mesaraic veins.

1528 PAYNEL Salcrnes Kcgim. D ij b, Whiche departcth
to the lyuer by be veines called miseraikes. 1615 TOMKIS
.I Ibumazar i. i. B i b, And what they [sc. the guts] spare,
The nieseraicks filch, and lay t i th liver. 1646 Slu ! .

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. v. 3. 85 At the mouthes of the
miseraicks. 1836-9 Todd s Cyi:l. Anat. 11.43 i 1 he venous
sinus gives out.. the mesaraies to the under surface of the
cceca.

t Mesaraical, a. Obs. [f. MESABAIC + -AL.]
- MESAKAIC a.

1569 K. ANUROSE tr. Alexis* Seer. iv. m. 37 To heale..
the obstruction of the Mesaraicall veynes. 1623 HART At-,

raignm. Ur. ii. 5 The naturall voluntary expulsion of that

superfluous humour into the guts by the miseraicall veines.

Mesarteritis (inesaJtersi-tis). 1 alli. [mod.
1.., f. Gr. pia-os middle + dprrjpla artery + -ITIS.]
Inflammation of the middle coat of an artery.
1875 JONKS & SIEV. Patliol. Anat. 374 The outer and

middle coats are chiefly or solely affected, and it is called by
suine periarteritis and mesarteritis.

Hence Mesarteritic (mesajteri tik) a., relating
to mesarteritis.

1890 Syii. Soc. Lex., Mesarteritic induration, a form of

granulation, or cicatricial, tissue found in the coats uf an
arteiy alTecttd with chronic endarteritis.

Mesaticephalic (me.sati|S/&quot;la-lik a. [f. Gr.

/jivar-us midmost (superl. of ^t uos middle , +

/ctt/KiAr; head + -1C (after ceflialic,.] MESO-
CEFHALIC.
1879 FLOWER Catal. MHS. Coll. Siirg. i. 251 The indices

of breadth . . are : Dolichocephalic. . below 750. Mesaticc-

phalic..75o to 00. Brachyccphalic. .above Soo.

So lie satice phalism, the condition of being

mesaticephalic ;
Me satice phalous a. MESATI-

thi HAi.ic; ||
Me:satice phalua, ( a skull to which

is applied the term mesaticephalic ; (K) a person
with a mesaticephalic skull

;
Me satice phaly =

MESATICEPHALISM.
1863 THUKNAM in Mem. Anthrcp. Sec. (18651 I- 150 An

intermediate ovoid form uuesati- or ortho-cephalism . 1880
A. H. KKANE in Nature XXI. 281 [Afghan] Type, long,
oval face, arched nose, head mesaticephalous. 1896 Xat.
.\tiitm Sept. 154 1 he mesaticephaly..may he due to a

crossing between brachycephalous Negrillos and Negios.

Mesauenteur, -ure, obs. ff. MISADVE.NTLHE.

Meabyleue, obs. form of MISBELIEVE.

Mescal (meska l). Also mexical, ruexcal,
mezcal. [Sp. mczcal, a. Mexican mcxcalli. ]

1. A strong intoxicating spirit distilled from the

fermented juice of the American aloe.

i8a8 SIR H. G. WARD Mexico I. 59 A strong kind of

brandy called mexical, or Aguardiente de Maguey. 1854
BAHTi.ETT.A-i//(&amp;gt;r. Texas, etc. I. 290 Mezcal, or aguardiente.
1888 FANNY C. GOOCH Face toface w. Mexicans 562 Mescal
is made from a liquor obtained by pressing the leaves of the

maguey in a mill,

2. Mescal-plant : the American aloe. Mescal

fibre : the fibre of this plant (cf. MAGUEY;.
1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Ihtnl. i. 14 The agave, the

far-famed mezcal-plant of Mexico. 1886 Ann. Rep. Smith
sonian Inst. (1889) u. 652 Mescal fiber, Arizona.

Mescel(l)in(e, obs. forms of MASLIN -.

Meschance, obs. form of MISCHANCE.

t Meschancie. Obs. rare~ l

. In quot. mis-.

[f. MESCHANT: see -ANCY.] Wickedness.

1609 Pitcairns Criin. Trials III. 5 For forder manifesta-
tioun of joure extreame and maist vnnaturall mischancie.

t MeSCliaiTt, . and sb. Obs. Forms : 5 mes-

chaunt(e, mysch(e)aunt(e, 5, 7 mischavutt,
6 mischand, -eant, mechient, meschante,
mysch(e)ant, meohant, 6-7 miscbant, mishant,
meschant. [a. OF. mescheant nnlucky, wicked

(mod.F. michant wicked), orig. pr. pple. of mcs-

cheoir to be unlucky + mes- Mis- + cheoir to fall :

popular L. *caden for class. L. cadere. Frequent
in Caxton; in the i6th c. mainly Sc.] A. adj.
1. \Yicked, bad, base.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 126 It is a myschaunt thinge for

any gentille woman, other to striue or to chide in ani

manere. c 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xx. 146 All thay yat
dois. .With mischant mynde maling Aganis the treuth. 1629

Reg. Prhy Council Scot. Ser. II. III. 4 The. .purging of the

land frome suche a rnischaunt persoun. 1649 Bp. GUTHRIE
Mem. (1702) 6This Meschant Business. .gave the Ministers

Affairs such a Blow, that, .they were never able to make it

up again.

2. Miserable, wretched.

1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommer) 48 Than he retorned

poure and myschant vnto his fader Tytan. 1530 PALSGR.

318/2 Meschante myserable, meschant.

B. sb. A wretch, a villain.

toh

(1677) 238 They. .had unworthily cut off his Uncle and Re
gent, by suborning a mischant to kill him treacherously.
a 1585 POI.WART Flyting iv. Alonlgoinerie 131 Mischiewous
mishant. 1664 PEPYS Diary 6 Sept., Cromwell, notwith

standing the meschants in his time, which were the Cavaliers,
did [etc.].

Hence f Meschantly adv., f Mescliantness.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) ll. 256/2 The

tynie that he had lost & wasted in lyuyng myschauntly.



MESCHANTERY. 366 MESENTEBIC.

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl. 205 Upricht men ar mur-
therit mischantlie. 1623 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 549
How mischantlie and barbaruslie the innocent Gentillman

was murdreist. 1644 D. HUME Hist. Dong. 153 Which
I confesse is so profound and deep a folly, and mischant-

nesse, that I can by no means sound it. 1661 R. KAII.MK

Lett, ^ Jrnls. (1842) III. 468 Mr. Blair, Mr. Dickson, and
Mr. Hutcheson, were, without all cause, mischantly abused

by his pen.

t Meschantery. Obs.rarc-\
[f. MISCHAHT

+ -ERY.] A wicked deed.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (167?) 357 The good man by
that delusive spell is rendred a ridiculous spectator, and

seemingly an assentor to their meschanteries.

Meschaunee, -cheaunce, obs. ff, MISCHANCE.

Meschef, -chief, etc., obs. IT. MISCHIEF.

Meschit^e, -ito: see MESQUITA Obs.&amp;gt; mosque.
+ Meschyiie. Obs. rare&quot;

1
. [? a. OF. meschine t

fem. of meschin, incsquin : see MESQUIN. (But cf.

MDu. meskijn girl, wench.)] A bad woman.
1490 CAXTON Encydos xv. 58 This meschyne . . that loyeth

her to recyte. .more lesyng than trouth.

Mescita, variant of MESQUITA Obs.

Mesclin, obs. form of MASLIN 2
.

Mescontent, -creance, etc. : see Mis-.

Mescroyance. qunsi-rtrc/i. rare&quot;
1
, [a. OF.

mescroyance, f. mescroyant : see next.] Misbelief.

1876 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxii. 383 The elements of Croy-
ance and Mescroyance are always chemically separable.

t Mescroyant. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [a. OF. mcs-

croyant) var. of mescreiant, mescreant: see MIS

CREANT.] A misbc-liever.

1711 HICKES Tu-o Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 365 The
Church and clergy.. are every day ..insulted by every vile

mescroyant, and every blaspheming tongue.

Mescuite, variant of MESQUITA, MESQUIT Obs.

11 Mesdames (m^dam). [Fr., pi. of MADAME.]
1. The plural of MADAME.
c 1573 GASCOIGNE Posies, Flowers 43 And wherefore mar-

uaile you Mez Dames, I praye you tell mee then. 1774
GIBBON Let. 24 May in Life if Lett. (1869) 233 The Mes-

dames, by attending their father, have both got the smallpox.

2. Used to supply the want of an Kngl.pl. of Mrs.

1792 \VOLCOT (P- Pindar) Ode to Margate Hoy 37 My
good friend Johnson Mesdames Windsor, Kelly. 1879
Ilinstr. Land. AVwj 15 Mar. 258/2 Mesdames Down and

Jamieson.

|| Mesdemoiselles, pi. of MADEMOISELLE.
1792 \V. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 52 (1795) III. 27 The

practice among fashionable mothers of committing their chil

dren to the care of French Mesdemoiselles.

Mesdo, obs. form of MISDO.

Mese (m/z), sbl- Obs. exc. s.w. dial. Also 7-9
meese, 9 meesh, mews, etc. [OE. w/iW-Flem.
mies (cited Kilian as obsolete), OHG. /;/;&amp;lt;w(MHG.,

mod.G. dial, mies], ON. myr-r (see MIRE sb.} :

OTeut. types *meu so-z
y
*mettzo -z, related by ablaut

to *moson-
t
ON. mose Moss sb.] Moss.

a 900 tr. BaedcCs Hist. in. ii. 2 pa brohte him sumne dxl
ealdes meoses, be on bam halgan treo aweaxen waes. 13. .

Sir Orfeo 246 (Zielke 1880) 98 pis king mote make his bed
in mese. 14 .. Treat. Gardening in Archxologia LIV. i.

161 Upon the clay thu schalt me^e layne. f 1639 Berkeley
MS. in Clone. Gloss. (E. D, S.), Meese, meesy, i. e. mosse,
mossy. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset \Vord-bk., Mews
(mue z), moss. 1886 Dorset Gloss., Meesh, moss. 1893
Wiltsh. Gloss., Mesh (e long), moss or lichen on an old

apple-tree.

tMese, j.2 Obs. Forms: 4-7 mees, 5-6
mes, 5-7 messe, mese, 5-8 mease, meese, 6

meas, meis(s)e, myse, 7-8 mise. [a. OF. mes

masc., mese fem. : late L. mansum (-tes) t
mansa :

see MANSE.] = MESSUAGE.
[1321-2 Rolls of ParIt. I. 405/1 Un mees de

nij&quot; acres
de lerre.] 1402 HOCCLEVE Let. Cupid 334 Ne men bereve
hir landes ne hir Mees. 1467 Godstow Reg.ffl Adwellyng
place (or a mese) with a plough-lond. 1527 in Visit. South
well (Camden) 132 My capitall meas in Ragenhill, 1546
Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) I. 150, j myse buylded
lying in Wodhouse. a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 194
The eldest can demand no more than her sisters ; but the
chiefe mease by reason of her auncienty. 1720 STRVPE
Stwfs Sttru. (1754) II.

yi.
iii. 634/1 In the Palace yard

were anciently pales within which were two Messes, the one
called Paradise and the other called the Constabulary. 1729
MS. Indenture estate at Crich^ co. Derby, A messuage . .

closes thereto belonging, called the meese, furlongs [etc.].

fig- S9* SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iv. 239 Thou [Aries] . .

Doest hold the First house of Heav n s spacious Meese
[ Fr. possedant du del la premiere ntaison].

II Mese (me-sO, J^. ;1

[Gr./ &amp;lt;7J7(sc. xopfy string),
fem. of pfcrof middle.] In ancient Greek music,
the middle string of the seven-stringed lyre, and
its note; subsequently, the key-note of any of the
scales in use.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 796 The three termes or
bounds which make the intervals in an octave or eight, of
musicke harmonica!!, to wit, Nete, Mese, and Hypate^ that
is to say, the Treble, the Meane, and the Base. Ibid. 1252
Thus may a man soone perceive . . who plaieth upon a pipe
after the old maner: For by his good will, the Hemitone in
the Mese, will be incompounded. 1760 Phil. Trans. LI.
700 The antients agree in their accounts of the relative pitch
of the meses. 1905 Athenaeum 22 July 122/3 The direct
descendant of the mese in the old Greek music.

Mese (mfz), v. Sc. and north, dial. Forms : 4-5
mes, 4-9 mease, 5 meese, 5, 9 mees,(6 maiss,

isSj meys,miess, mise), 6-7 meis(e, 4- mese.

[Aphetic f. AMESE
z&amp;gt;.]

1. trans. To mitigate, assuage, appease, calm (a

person s anger, sorrow, etc.) ; to settle (disputes).

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 764 Wylt bou mese
\&amp;gt;y

mode &
menddyngabyde? c 1440 I ork Afyst. xliii. 238 Nowe might
per Jewes |?are malise meese. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

1051 [&amp;gt;e

childe with mylde wordes he meesyd. 1456 SIR G.

HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.) 21 Tomes all thir debatis, it was

ordanyt that Rome suld be. . soverane kirk. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot, II. 104 The nobillis . . With fair wordis misit the

multitude, c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems iS. T. S.) iv. 60 Sum
luvis dance vp and doun, To meiss thalr malancoly. 1629
SIR W. MURE Trve Crvcifixe 596 Vet did not mease the

causeless spight. 1721 KELLY Scot. Prov. 138 He should
be sindle angry, that has few to mease him. 1862 HISI.OP

J rov. Scot. 107 If you be angry, sit laigh and mease you.

2. To calm vwind, tempest, etc.), quench (fire)-

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (St. Andreas] 62 Swyth be gret

fyre can he mes. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis in. ii. 2 The blastis

ine*it, and the fluidis stabill. 1533 BKLLKNDKN Lhy \\.

xxiii. (S.T.S.) 227 pe noyes. .was sum parte mesit.

Mese : see MASS j^. 1
, MEASE, MESS.

Mesease, obs. form of MISEASE.

MeseeillS (mzsf mz), impers. v. arch. Also
meseemeth. Pa.t. meseemed. [Grig, two words,
vie (dative : see ME pronl 2 a) and seems 3rd

pers. sing, of SEEM v. Cf. METHINKS.] It seems
to me. (Used with dependent clause or paren
thetically.)
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 61, I seyde..that the! diden

synne, to hide Goddis Myracle, as me seemed. 1487 CAX
TON Bk. Gd. Manners iv. v. (c 1515) I vj, And me semeth y*
the partye that forfayteth his maryage dooth agaynst the
lawe of nature. 1564 HAWARD Eutropins To Rdr. i For
which causes (me semes) I have taken upon mee.. a hard

enterprise. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 68 It

were a comfort vnto vs all to see you, hauing beene as me
seemeth very long absent. 1627 W. SCLATKR Exp. 2 Thess.

(1629) 71 Mee seemes hee makes it something more excel
lent then Faith it selfe. 1850 CARLVLE Latter-d. Painph.
ii.(T872) 47 Mcseems I could discover fitter objects of piety !

1859 TKNNYSON Elaine 672 For they talk d, Meseem d, of
what they knew not. 1876 MORRIS Sigurd (1877) 307 Me
seemeth this is the hour when men array the dead.

Meseise, obs. form of MISEASE.
i Ude sel, a. and.iA Obs. Forms: 3-6 mesel,

-el(l)e, (4 meosel, mesale, meseile, mezel,

myssel(e, -ale, musel, mysale), 4, 7 messel 1,

4-6 mesell, mesyl(l, mysel, (6 messille, mesall,
7 mesill, mezill, meazel, S meazle). [a. OF.
mesel leprous, leper : L. miselhis wretched, wretch,
dim. of miser wretched.] A. adj. Leprous.
a 1300 Cursor AT. 14446 And o ten men (?at war mesell,..

he gaf til ilkan bair hele. 1340 Ayenb. 202 Naaman het
wes mezel. 4:1450 Mironr Saluacioun 4628 Ane horrible
seke mesel man. a 1550 Image ipocr. iv. in Skeltons Wks.
(1843) II. 444 Oh mesell Mendicantes, And mangy Ob-
seruauntes. 1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estienne&quot;s World of Won
ders 357 Thou mea^ell wretch.

b. Offish. (So in OK.)
ai^ooChalm. Ayr xx. in Sc. Acts (1814) I. 335 Quhen Jai

opyn fische hai luke nocht quheder bai be mesale fische or
wane. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.Scot. (1821) I. p.xliii, Utheiis
. . brekis thaimself be thair fall, and growls mesall.

c. Of swine : see MEASLE a.

B. sb.

L A leper.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8963 [She] wess be meseles [v.rr.

mysseles, myseles] vet echone. a 1300 Cursor M. 8169
TOOTH }&amp;gt;e..sal bis mesele, Be sau f and sund of al vnhele.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 128 As Comuyn as be Cart-wei..
To Preostes, to Minstrals to Mescls in hegges. 1422 HOC
CLEVE Min. Poems xxiv. 469 He eet ther-of . . But he ther-

thurgh becam a foul mesel. c 1550 HALF. A . Johan (Camden)
82 Both crypple, halte, and blynde, Mad men and mesels.

b. fig. A foul person. (Used in i;th and iSthc.
as a term of abuse.)
c 1422 HOCCLEVE yercslans s Wife 797 Woost thow nat

weel thow art a foul mesel ? Telle out, let see shryue thee
cleene and wel. c 1520 Wyse chylde &amp;lt;y Ettip. Adrian (W.
de W.) (1860) 14 Those that sellen them [sc. benefices) shall
be mesellys in the soule as Tesse [i. e. Giezi, Gehazi}. 1605
Lend, Prodigal C 2 b. Chif be abafieled vp and downe for
a messell and a scoundrel. 1606 Choice, Chance, etc. (1881)
6 An old mezill will haue a misers tricke. 1746 Exmoor
Scolding lE.D.S.) 30 What s me-an by that, ya long-hanjed
Meazle?
2. Leprosy. Also transf., an affliction.
c X37S Cursor M. 11827 (Fairf.) Ouer alle he was with mesel

playne [earlier texts was he mesel plain], c 1400 Prymer in
Maskell Man. Kit. (1847) II. 104 That thou fouche suaf to. .

releeue the meselis [L. miserias] of pore men and thrallis.

1470-85 MALORY Arthnrxvii. xl. 705 Whanne she had layne
a grete whyle she felle vnto a mesel. 1330 PALSGR. 244/2
Mesyll the sickenesse, mesellerie.

3. attrib., as mesel-cote^ house.

1402 Will ofNeve (Somerset Ho.), Les meselcotes in Kent-
strete. 1330 R. BRUNNECAn?#. (iSio) 136 To meseile houses
of

b-&quot;*t
same lond, f&amp;gt;re Jx&amp;gt;usand mark vnto berspense he fond.

Mesel, Mesalade : see MEASLE, MALASADE.
t Me Seled, ppl. a. Obs. Also 7 measeVd,

meselled, mezel d. [f. MESEL + -ED.] Leprous.
Cf. MEASLED a.

1607 CHAPMAN Bitssy D Ambois Plays 1873 II. 126 Not
a pezzants entrailes you shall finde More foule and mezel d.

1611 COTGR., I\feseau t
a meselled, scuruie, leaporous, lazarous

person, a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/. Lady n. iii, Stewe-
ard, you are an Assc, a measePd mungrell.
Hence t Me-seledness.
1611 COTGR. Mcstldnesse&amp;gt; leprosie, scurvjnesse.

Meself, Obs. : see MYSELF.

t Me seling, a. Ob$. [f. MESEL a. + -ING -.]

Leprous; full of disease.

c 1425 Macro Plays (E.E.T.S.) 144 In meselynge glotonye
. .1 norche my syster Lecherye.

Meseile, -elled, obs. ff. MEASLE, MEASLED.
t Me selness. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. MESEL a. +
-NESS.] Leprosy.
c 1520 M. NISBET New Test, in Scots Luke v. 12 (S.T.S.)

I. 207 A man full of meselnes [WvcLiF lepre].

t Me Selry. Obs. Forms : see MESEL. [a. OF.
mesl(T}erie ,

i. mesel MESEL: see -KY.] Leprosy.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 29185 J?ar was a woman hight mari, J&amp;gt;at

i

sumtime wat \? read smetyn was; Cotton Galla has was
: smetyn] wit meselri. ^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810! 140

For foule meselrie he comond with no man. 14.. Now. in

Wr.-Wulcker 707/24 Hec lefra, a mesylery. 1496 Dives
, $ Panf&amp;gt; (W. de W.) ix. iv. 350 Giezi was smyten with foule
. myselrye. c 1500 Rowlis Cursing 45 in Laing Anc. Poet.

Scotl., Maigram, madness or missilry. c 1520 M. NISBET
, New Test, in Scots Luke v. 13 And anon the meselrie passit

away fra him. 1623 Ir. Fai-ine s Theat. Hon. m. x. 447

j

Infected with Leaprosie, Meazelrie, and the like.

b. Measly condition (of swine).
1587 MASCALL Goi-t, Cattle^ Hogges (1627) 265 The cause

of measelry in a hog.

t Me Sely, a. Obs. In 6 misly, 7 meezlie,
mezely, [f.

MESEL t -Y.] Leprous; in quots. a

term of contempt; cf. MEASLY.
a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Flyting u&amp;gt;. Polwart 754 MUly kyt !

and thou flyt, lie dryt in thy gob. a 1693 UtqnkarCs
Rabelais in. xlviii. 386 There is no scurvy, mezely, leprous

! or pocky Ruffian [etc.].

absol. a 1640 DAY Percgr. Schol. Wks. 1881 I. 44 For
Lerneing che could not abid un, the fowle meezlie wod Imake
a game playe on un & send [etc.].

II Mesembryanthemum (mese mbriornp*-
mpm). Bot. [mod.L., miswritten for *mesem-
bt iant/iemnm, ad. assumed Gr. type */u(T7?/*/)((* /

0&amp;lt;-

ftov, f. fAcffijfji&pia noon -f- avOfpov flower.
The name, rendered in Eng. as Midday-jlower and in

Ger. v&Mittag&blutnt!) refers to the fact that several species
open their flowers only for a short time at mid-day.]
The typical genus of the N.O. Mesembryace&\

a plant of this genus, a fig-marigold.
[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s. v., Mesembryanthemum,

in botany, the name by which Dillenius, Linnxus, and
others, have called the plants usually named Ficoides.} 1825
Greenhouse Comp. I. 105 Mesembryanthemums require it

Sse.
water] chiefly when they are in flower. 1884 MRS. C.

*RAED Zlro xxi, Giey walls were ablaze with mesembry-
anthemum.

Mesen, obs. form of MIZEN*.

Mesencephal e (mesense-ial). A not. [a.

F. inesenct:

phale.]
= MESENCEPHALON.

1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Altai. III. 684/2 The mesocephale
or mesencephale. The name was suggested by Chaussier.

1889 BwVs Handbk. Med-Set. VIII, 128/2 In early em
bryonic stages the mesencephal is the most conspicuous
region of the entire brain.

BIesencephalic (mesens/Tse lik), a. Anat.

[f. MESENCEPHALON + -1C. Cf. (ephalic.] Pertain

ing to or connected with the mesencephalon.
1854 Ov\ EN Skel. 4- Teeth in Circ. Set. I. Ore. Nat 193 The

mesencephalic veitebra. iSSoGuNTHEK Fishes 86 Mesence-

phalic arch.

I Mesencephalon (mesense-faVn). Anat.

[mod.L., f. Gr. pta-os middle + t^K((pa\ov EN-

CEPHALON.] The mid-brain.

1846 OWEN Vcrtcbr. Anim. II. 177 The next
succeeding

! primary division of the brain, is called the mesencephalon .

1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 767/1 The mesencephalon
i is divided above.. into two optic lobes.

II Mesenchyma (mese rjkima). BioL Also

anglicized mesenchyme (me serjkaim). [mod.L.

I
mesenchyma^ f. Gr. ficV-o? middle + 7x i Ma infu-

I sion.] The cellular tissue which, arising from the

hypoblast or the epiblast, constitutes, in some of

the lower forms of animal life, the mesoblast.

Also atlnb. in mesenchyme cell MESAM&amp;lt;EBOID.

1888 ROLI.ESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Gen. Introd. 28

The cells arise as immigrants (mesenchyme cells) from the

walls of the blastosphere. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex. 1904 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 584 The primary leucocytes, or wander

ing mesenchyme cells.

Hence Mesc iichymal, Mesenchymatous adjs.j

pertaining to the mesenchyma.
1886 Suck s Handbk. Med. Sci. III. 194/1 The ordinary

. mebenchymal cells. 1886 Jnil. Roy. Microsc. Soc. Feb. 54
! The body-cavity [of the Polyzoa] contains mesenchymatous

(Hertwlg) elements.

Mesenterial (mesent!&amp;gt;rial), a. [f. med.L?
mesenteriiim MESENTEUY+-AL.] &amp;lt;= MESENTERIC.
1605 TTMME Quersit. Ded. 2 The anatomizing of every

mesenteriall veine. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 128 The com
mencement and end of the intestinal tract are fixed by me
senterial folds. 1890 Nature 20 Mar. 457 The mesenterial

filaments of the Alcyonarians.

Mesenteric (mesente rik), a, [ad. mod.L. me-

sentericuS) f. mesenteriiim MESENTERY : see -ic.]

Pertaining to, connected with, or affecting the

mesentery.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Artery^ Mesenterique Arteries,

are two, an upper, which distributes it self among the small

guts, and an under one, which goes to the lower part of

the Mesentery. 1710 T. FULLER Phetrm. Extern^. 129 The
Hark, .being the cause of. .Mesenteric Obstructions. 1836
J. M. GULLV Magendie s Formul. (ed. 2) 105 M. Brera is

not the only one who has given iodine in mesenteric disease.



MESENTERIFORM.

So f Mesente rical a. Hence Mesente rically

adv., like the mesentery.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. in. 191 The Mesenterical and

Thoracical Lacteae. 1829 J. L. KNAPP Jrnl. Nat. 130
Bolton and Micheli represent the pileus as cellular, like

a honeycomb. All that I have seen are mesenterically
puckered.

Mesente riform, a. rare. [f. MESENTERY +
-(I)FORM.] Resembling the mesentery.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 708 Mesenteriform, consisting of

suberect plicately aggregated laminae.

II Mesenteritis imesenterartis). [mod.L., f.

mesenterium MESENTERY : see -ITIS.] Inflamma
tion of the mesentery.
1802 TURTON Med. Gloss. 1844 HOBLYN Diet. Med.

II Mesenteron (mese-nterpn). [mod.L., f. Gr.

pia-os middle + tv-ripov gut, bowel.] The diges
tive portion of the primitive alimentary canal or
archenteron (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Hence Mesen-
tero-nic a. (in recent Diets.).
1877 RAY LANKESTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. 431 As

archenteron divides into parentera and metenteron, so met-
enteron divides into hepatentera or hepatic ca^ca and
mesenteron. 1893 A. E. SHIPLEY Zool. Invert. 312 Two
long white tubes the Malpighian tubules open into the
posterior end of the mesenteron.

Mesentery (me-senteri). Also 6 mis-, [ad.
med.L. mesenterium, a Gr. fuaarripiov, {. fieV-os
middle + (VTfpov intestine. Cf. F. m&entlre.]
1. Anat. A fold of peritonaeum which attaches

some
part

of the intestinal canal (in restricted use,
the jejunum and ileum only) to the posterior wall
of the abdomen.
1547 liooRDF. Brev. Health \\. xlv. 14 The misentery

whiche is a pellycle or a skyn the whiche doth tye the

guttes together.
_
1663 BOYLE Usef. F.xp. Nat. I iiilos. n. i.

10 The discoveries of the ntilky Vessels in the Mesentery
by Asellius. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE ReUr. Philos. (1730) I.

iv. n Notwithstanding all its Turnings, it [sc. the Dowels]
is fastened in such a Manner to the Mesentery, that it is

not possible for the Food to mistake its Way. 1872 MIVAKT
Eleni. Anat. ix. (1873) 403 Those folds of membrane, the
mesenteries which suspend the viscera from the backbone.

|| 0. In Latin and Greek forms mesenterium,
mesenterion, (f mezentereon).
1541 R. COPLAND Cuydon s Quest. Cliirurg. H iv b, Howe ,

may the Mezentereon be knowen by Anathomy? 1594
T. B. La Priinaud. Fr. Acad. ir, 350 The manifolde knitt

ing of it \sc. the ileum] to the mesenterium. 1631 WIDDOWKS
Nat. Philos. 63 The lesse principal! parts of concoction, are
the gutts and mesenterion. 1857 L. AGASSIZ Contrib. Nat.
Hist. U.S.A. II. 601 To form a pendent double curtain,
or support of the intestine, the mesenterium.

2. Zool. (pi.) The vertical plates which divide
the body cavity in actinozoa.
1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Ctelent. 172 In

Ctrituithus two of the mesenteries descend . . almost to the
orifice at the base of the general cavity. 1875 HUXLEY in

Encycl. Brit. I. 129/2 Thin membranous lamellae, the so-
called mesenteries, which radiate from the oral disk and the
lateral walls of the body to the parietes of the visceral tube.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1626 BACON Sylva 44 The Mesentery Veines. 1846 DANA

Zoaph. iv. (1848) 35 A thin and extensile membrane, which
has a mesentery-like appearance.

t Mese-place. Obs. Also 5 mesplaoe, 7 cor

ruptly meest place, 7-8 mise-plaoe. [f. MESE
JiM + PLACE rf.] =MESE sbl
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 596/6 Messuaginm, a mesplace.

1441 in W. P. Baildon Sel. Cases Chanc. (1896) 131 To bye
of hym a mees-place. 1523 FtrzHERn. Snrv. xx. (1539) 41
I. B. holdeth a mese place frelyof the lord by charter. 1607
NORDF.N Sun. Dial. n. 55 The parcell of the Land lately
belonging to this heriotable meest place. 1672 CmuclCs
Inti-rpr., Mease, ..in some places called corruptly a Misc
or Miseplacc.

Meseraic, -ai(c)k, etc., obs. ff. MESARAIC.
Mesereon, obs. form of MEZEREON.
Mesestead. Forms: a. 6 meastead, mes-

tede, 6-7 meestead, 7-8 measestead, mested.
P. 7 misted. 7. 7 meadstead, 7-9 midstead.
8. 7 meerstead, 9 merestead.

[f. MESE sb.z +
STEAD sb. The 7 and 5 forms are etymologizing
perversions, due to association with MEAD sb. and
MERE sb. i respectively.] A messuage.

&quot;. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Sun*. (Surtees) I. 179 One mes-
tede in Exthorpe. 1590 Crt. Rolls Manor of Dewsbury in
a. r Q. 9th Ser. V. 349/2 A messuage or tenement called
roeestead or the New Walles. 1622 MS. Indenture Sir K.
Smi/le s Estate at Doucaster, All those several meesteads
is they now lie unbuilt upon and walled in from the street.
c 1700 DF. LA PRYMF. Diary (Surtees) 316 A larg map of y
whole parish, having every field, ing, close, mested, croft,
cavel, mtack, &c...in it. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5204/8 A
Messuage or Measestead, where a House or Barn formerly
stood.

P. 1633 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) I. 16 Richard Higgens
nath bought of Thomas Little his now dwelling house and
misted. Ibid. 18, 24, 45.

.

ney Brooke, in Duxborrow. 1896 S. O. ADDY in N. ff Q.
otn ber. X. 349 In the township of Royston, near Barnsley,

&quot;J&quot;

6 al* eighteen freeholders .. known as midstead owners .

&amp;gt;&quot;t.,
f or more than two centuries the midstead owners

! Kept a book in which their rules and ordinances.. have
been recorded. Hid. 470 A certain number of houses were
Known as midstead houses .
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S. c 1620 Plymouth Col. Rcc. XII. 3 The meersteads and
garden plotes of [those] which came first. 1858 LONGF. JA
Standis/t viii. 4 Busy with hewing and building, with
garden-plot and with mere-stead. [1883 New Eng. Hist. $
Gen. Reg. XXXVII. 277 Peter Brown, whose first house
and meerstead was on the south side of Leyden Street.]

Mesethmoid (mese-Jmioid). Anat. [f. Gr.
ufa-os middle + ETHMOID.] The middle ethmoid
bone. M$o attrib. in mesethmoid cartilage.
1875 C. C. BLAKE Zool, 46 The ossified portion of the mes

ethmoid. 1875 HUXLEY MARTIN Elew. Inol. (1877) 193
The Olfactory organs are two wide sacs which occupy all
the space between the mesethmoid cartilage, the antorbital

processes, and the premaxillae and maxillse.

So Mesethmoi-dal (in recent Diets.).

Meseyn, Meseyse : see MIZEX, MISEASE.
Mesfeat, variant of MISFAIT Obs.

Mesh (mef), sb. Forms : 6-7 meishe, meash,
6-8 (9 dial.} mash, (8 marsh), 6- mesh. [Known
only from the i6th c.

; cogn. w. OE. max
,,? *tntesc.}

neut., net and ON. m$$kve (see MASK sb.^-
\
but

the precise nature of the relation is undetermined.
The Teut. Kings, have words with this meaning repre

senting two ablaut-types : (i) OTeut. &quot;mask- (OK. jna.\\
! *&amp;gt;/ixsc ? neut. ; OHO. masca, MHG., mod.G. vtasche fern. ;

iM.Hu. tnaschc fern. ; ON. japsfa e, Norw. moske wk. masc. ;

Sw. niaska. Da. maske fern, are from LG.) ; (2) OTeut.
*w&sk- (OHG. masca, MHG. 1maschc\ MDu. uiagsc/ie^.
The Eng. form mask would regularly represent an OE.
*in&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;sct but the OE. word occurs only once in the metathetic
form ;rt.r, and in that instance means a net . The i6th c.

forms ineis/ie, ineas/t, indicate a pronunciation with long
vowel, mej ; for the shortening to mesh cf.Jfesh. On the

whole,(
On account of the absence of the word in ME., its

form-history in the t6th c., and the frequency with which
fishing terms were adopted from Du., it seems not im
probable that mens/t [shortened to tncs/i) and mash repre
sent adoptions respectively of the MDu. forms maesche and
masche. The resemblance between the Eng. form marsh
fi8tli c.) and the Flemish maersche (Stallaert) is prob. acci
dental.

The Teut. *mxsk- (: *inask-) is cognate with the Lithu
anian tiiczgft I knit, jiiazga-s knot.]

1. One of the open spaces or interstices of a net,
the size of which is determined by the distance of

adjacent knots from one another. Also, the similar

space in any network, as a sieve.

1558-9 Act i FMz. c. 17 3 Onely withe Nett or Tramell,
wherof every Meshe or Maske shalbee twoo ynches and a
half broade. 1586 FFRNE Bias. Gentrie n. 33 A Mascle in

Armory, is a representation of the mash of a net. 1615 E. S.
Britah?s Buss in Arb. Garner III. 629 Netting (of sixty
masks or mashes or holes deep). 1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar*
[v. (1840) 44 They are like those foolish fish that are caught
in large nets, that might get out at every square of the
mesh. 1747 Genii. Mag. 311 The mashes of the iron wire
sieve were, .small. 1749 Wealth Gt. Brit. 49 The marshes
of the nets.. are to be one inch square. 1839 URE Diet*
Arts 577 The masses are. .sifted through sieves having 20
meshes in the square inch. 1873 Act 36 # 37 Viet. c. 71 $ 39
(4), Such mesh shall not be less than one and a half inch from
knot to knot. 1879 Pimm Knitting^ etc. 46 Pass the twine
round the mesh-stick from above to form the mesh.

b. pi. The threads or cords which bound the
interstices of a net ; hence (also colled, sing.} net

work, netting.
160* CAREW Cornwall 32 Square nets, .thorow which the

schoell of Pilchard passing, leaue many behind intangled in
the meashes. 1685 DRYDEN Horace Epode ii. 52 To betray
The Larkes that in the Meshes light. 1734 Phil. Trans.
XXXVIII. 235 The Mashes, or Filaments of the Net are
not very perceptible. 1860 PUSF.Y Min. Proph. 47 The net,
with its thin light meshes, 1879 HARLAN Eyesight iii. 41
If we hold a veil between our eyes and a book, we can
either read through it, or see its meshes distinctly, but we
cannot do both at the same time.

2. fig. chiefly wifli reference to entanglement in

a snare.

1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 20 It shall be almost impossible
for hym to escape, hut that in one meishe or other he shall
be tangled. 15^6 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. ii. 122 Here in her
haires The Painter plaies the Spider, and hath wouen A
golden mesh t intrap the hearts of men. 1613 FLETCHER,
etc. Captain m. iv, I doubt mainly, I shall be i the mash
too. 1648 HERRICK Hesper.^ On Julians Hafre, Tis I am
wild, and more then haires Deserves these mashes and these
snares. 1754 FIELDING Jrnl. Voy. Lisbon (1755) 204 While
a fisherman can break through the strongest meshes of an
act of parliament, we [etc.]. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xlvii, The
strongest meshes that the laws of civil society ever wove to
limit the natural dignity of man. 1897 GLADSTONE E. Crisis

15 Greece has extricated it from the meshes of diplomacy.
3. transf. Network, interlaced structure : a. in

animal and vegetable bodies.

1711 BLACKMORE Creation vi. 380 The greatest Portion of
th

1

Arterial Blood, By the close Structure of the Parts with
stood, Whose narrow Meshes stop the grosser Flood By apt
Canals [etc.]. 1834 M CML*RTRIE Cuviers Anim, Kingd.
259 The branchiae usually consist of large lamellse covered
with vascular meshes. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Barfs I

Phatier. 285 Very elongated meshes are found in the runner-
like branches of the rhizome of Struthiopteris.

b. in other things.
1818 KEATS Endymion \\. 312 The ivy mesh, Shading its

Ethiop berries, 1858 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. x, i. (1872) III.

198 The loitering waters straggle, all over that region, into
meshes of lakes. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. v. 250 Air which
was originally entangled in the meshes of the fallen snow.

4. Machinery, [f.
MESH v. } See quot.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Mesh. i. (Gearing.) Or was/t.
The engagement of the teeth of wheels with each other or
with an adjacent object, as the rack, in a rack and pinion
movement.

MESH-WORK.
5. Short for mesh-stick.
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, s. v., Im

plements made of ivory, bone, or boxwood, and employed
in Embroidery and Netting, are known as Meshes.
6. attrib. and Comb., as mesh-pin; mesh-like adj.,

mesh net, screen; mesh-stick, a flat slat with
rounded ends, used to form the mesh of nets, the

loops being made over it and knotted on its edge
(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).

_
1845 J. F. SOUTH Zool. in Encycl. Metrop. VII. 262/2

The *mesh-like spaces of the cavernous bodies. 1883 SIR
A. SIIF.A Newfoundland Fisheries 12 (Fish. Exhib. Pub!.),
Herrings are taken in *mesh nets and in seines. 1795 in

Atridgm. Specif. Patents, Needles, etc. (1871) 2 [Hell,
William. Manufacturing] all sorts of needles, .. netting
needles, *mesh pins, and sail needles. 1877 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines ff Mining ^k Dry ore, sized between loand
20 *mesh screens (to the linear inch). 1879 Mesh-stick [see
sense i].

Mesh r
mej\ ? . Also 6 meash, masshe, 7

meishe, 6-8 mash. [f. MESH sb., but found some
what earlier in our qnots.]
1. trans. To catch in the meshes of a net.
a 1547 SI-RRF.Y in TtttleF s Misc. (Arb.) 7, I know.. How

smal a net may take and mea^h a hart of gentle kinde. 1843
LVT ! ON Last l&amp;gt;ar. m. iii, And shew him how even the liun

may be meshed. 1888 Whitly Gaz. 23 Nov. 3/1 The large
ones cannot get meshed in the small meshes.

2. transf. and fig. or in figurative context : To
entangle, involve inextricably.
1532 Mom: Cmij /. Tindalc Wks. 491/1 Luther was hym-

selfe also so meshed in thys matter, . . that [etc.]. 1583
STOCKFR C/V. ll arrcs I.&amp;lt;m-e C. n. 67 And so bee masht in
the net, by fayre speeches. 1627 DRAYTON Quest Cinthia
121 The Flyes by chance mesht in her hayre. 1789 E.
DARWIN Hot. Gctrd. II. (1791) in Fine hapless swains.. The
harlot meshes in her deathful toils. 1836 LYTTON A tlteiis

(1837) II. 562 Headlong from the car Caught and all meshed
within the reins he fell. 1848 KINGSLKY Saint s Trag. iv.

iii. 141 Poor soul whose lot is fixed here Meshed down by
custom.

3. rcjl. and intr. (for reft, or /#.}. To become
enmeshed or entangled.
1589 WARNER All . Eng. vi. xxix. (1602) 144 She pitched

Tewe, he masshed. 1594 PI.AT Je-.vell.Jw. in. 54 [The fish]
will run forwarde and mash themselues in the tramell. 1604
PARSONS; ^rd Tt. Three Con- crs. Eng., Relation of Trial 215
As a hare in the nett [he] mesheth himselfe more and more
by struglinge. 1801 PENNANT yourn. Lond. to Isle of
Wight 72 After which they [mackarel] will not mesh, but
are caught with hooks. 1827 in J. G. Cumming /. ofMan
(1848) 312 In the summer fishery the herrings always mesh
with their heads to the north. 1864 J. URUCE in G!as?(nu
Daily lUrnld 24 Sept., When the herring are very large
they swim lazily, and do not mesh well.

b. intr. (machinery.} Of the teeth of a wheel,
etc. : To be engaged u ith another piece of ma
chinery.
1875 KNIGHT Did. Mech. 1383/2 Mangle-rack, a rack

having teeth on opposite sides, engaged by a pinion which
meshes with the opposite sides alternately. 1895 Oiitin%
{U. S.) XXVII. 55/1 Wooden cogs, which meshed into a
horizontal wheel.

t c. intr. To thread one s way through. Obs.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 214, I.. have seen it [a Mite] very
nimbly meshing through the thickets of mould.

4. trans, f a. To make meshes in. Obs.
1666 Third Adv. Painter 20 Our stiffe Sayls, Masht and

Netted into Lace.

b. To construct the meshes of (a net). rare~ l

.

[1615 : see MESHING vbl. so.] 1882 Harper s Mag. LXV.
5 Mending old nets and meshing new ones.

Mesh : see MASH, MEASE, MEUSE.
Meshed (mejt), a. [f. MESH sb. + -ED 2.]

Having the form or appearance of mesh-work
;

tangled, intricate. Also, intricately marked with.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. I. n Her eyes are most neatly

latticed or mashed like a net. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) IV. 57 Wrinkled or meshed, with hollows on
each side. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cant. I. x. 221 The
tangle of meshed undergrowth. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med.
IV&quot;. 119 It commonly shows several little pits on its surface,
which give it a meshed appearance.

Meshese, obs. form of MISEASE.

Meshing (me
-

Jirj),w7/. sb. [f. MESHZ. + -ixoi.]
The making of meshes in a net.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 904 Their conjunction is like

the Meishing of a net or Plashing of a hedge. 1884 PATON
in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 359/1 A little practice in meshing is

sufficient to develop wonderful dexterity of movement.
b. attrib. : meshing-knot, a knot used in mak

ing meshes ; meshing-net (also mashing-}, a net

in which fish are caught in the meshes by their

gills.

1795 HUTTON Math. Diet. s. v. Knot, Fig. TO, a Meshing
knot, for nets ; and is to be drawn close. 1883 E. P. RAMSAY
Food-Fishes N.S. Wales$ (Fish. Exhib. Publ.), The ordinary
drawing-seines and mashmg-nets.

Me shiiig, /// &amp;lt;* [-ING
2
.] Entangling.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. xi. 47 By any pleasant tale, Or
dazeling toye of mashing lone.

Me sh-wort. Meshes collectively; structure

consisting of meshes
;
network, lit. and_/f-.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 263 A meshwork of cellular

tissue. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 280 A riddle consists

of open mesh-work forming its bottom.
attril . 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr s Cire. Sci., Chem. 222

A mesh-work cage of wire gauze. 1899 AIHmtt s Syst.
Med. VII. 171 A porous meshwork structure.



MESHY.

Meshy (me-Ji), a.
[f.

MESH 16. + -y.] Con

sisting of meshes.
i6oiCAREw Cornwall,

1Lines on Sainmon 29 b, Some build

liis house but bis thence issue barre. Some make his meashie

bed, but reaue his rest. 1726 POPE Odyss. xxir. 427 And
scarce the meshy toils the copious draught contain. 1869
TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 156 The net s meshy folds.

Mesiad (m/ ziaid, me-sised), adv. [f. MESI-AL I

+ -AD : see DEXTRAD adv. Cf. MESAD.] Towards
the median line of a body.
1803 J. BARCLAY New Anat. Nomencl. 166 In the head

and trunk, Mesiad will signify towards the mesial aspect.

1857 GOODSIR in F.dinb. New Philos. Jrnl. V. 150 Situated

mesiad of any part of this bone.

Mesial (m/ -zial, me sial), a. [irreg.f. Gr. /ifV-os

middle + -IAL.] Pertaining to, situated in, or

directed towards the middle line ofa body ;
= ME

DIAN a.1 2. Also, situated mesially with respect to.

1803 J. BARCLAY Ne:u Anat. Nomencl. 144 Supposing
the falx a mesial plane. 1808 Muscular Motions 374
Where clavicles are present, the heads of the scapulae are

removed farther from the mesial line. l88oGuNTHER Fishes

69 The hyoid consists generally of a pair of long and strong
Jatetal pieces, and a single mesial piece. 1899 AHbutt s

Syst. Med. VI. 786 IJechterew places the sensory fibres of
the cranial nerves mesial to the fillet in the pons Varolii.

Mesially (mrziali, me siali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-I.Y-.] In a mesial position or direction.

1849-5* TodcTs Cycl. Anat. IV. 939/2 The chin is thrust

forward mesially when both joints are affected. 1899 All-

drift s Syst. Med. VII. 274 The most mesially situated fibres

of the crus.

Mesiail (mrzian, me sian), a. [irreg. f. Gr.

Hf&amp;lt;r-os
middle + -IAN.]

= MESIAL.

1837 W. STOKES Diagn. fy Treatin. Dis. Chest I. ii. (N.

Syd. Soc.) 164 The morbid signs extend across the mesian
line. 1862 H. W. FI/LLER Dis. Lungs 7.

Mesidine (me-sidin\ Chem. [f. MESI(TYL) +
-idine as in cumidine (G. Maule 1849: see NITRO-

MESIDINE).] An oily liquid obtained by boiling

nitro-mesitylene with tin and hydrochloric acid.

1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 60 Certain highly complex
bodies procurable from vinegar, such as mesidine CsHnX,
and nitro-mesidme CgHjaN^C^.
Me Sio-, used as combining form of MESIAL.
1803 J. BARCLAY New Anat. A &amp;lt;v//&amp;lt;*&amp;lt;7. 174 Tiie position

of the heart in the thorax will be expressed by the two

compounds mesio-sinistral and atlanto sacral. 1872 HUM
PHRY Observ. Myology 107 Especially is this the case.. in

the mesio-dorsal part of the lateral muscle.

Mesion (mrzi(?n, me sijJn). Anal, [irreg, f.

Gr. / &amp;lt;r-os middle.] = MESON.
1803 J. BARCLAY Anat. Nomencl. 121 Suppose a plane, to

pass along the middle of the neck, the mediastinum, and
finea alba, and to dividing [sic] the neck and the trunk into

similar halves. .and let this plane be denominated Mesion.

Mesistem (me-sistem). Bot. Shortened form
of MESOMERISTEM. 1884 [see PERIMERISTEM].

Mesite (mf-sait). Chem. Also raesit. [ad.
mod.L. mesila, mcsites, a. Gr. IKOIT^S go-between,
f. pitr-os middle. Cf. F. mfsiie^\

(1. A name given to acetic ether, because it

holds a middle place between alcohol and ether

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}. 06s.

1838 T. THOMSON Chein. Org. Bodies 366 Reichenbach
considers mesite as identical with acetone.

2. (See quot. 1865.)
1842 T. GRAHAM Elem. Chem. 836 Mesite. 1849 KANE

Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) 826 Mesit. 1865 WATTS Diet. Chem.,
Mesite, an oxygenated oil. .said to be obtained by distilling

lignone with sulphuric acid. (Wiedemann and Schweizer.)

Mesitene (me-sitfn). Chem. [f. MESITE +
-EXE. Cf. F. misiti-ne.] A volatile oil resembling
mesite (sense 2).

1842 T. GRAHAM Elem. Chem. 836 Mesiten. 1855 WATTS
tr. Ginelin s Handbk, Chflli. IX. 52 Mesitene. Produced
by distilling lignone, mesite, or xylitic naphtha with oil of
vitriol, a 1864 GESSER Coal, Petrol., etc. (rS65) 89 Mesetine.

1865 WATTS Diet. Chem.

Mesitic (m/si tik), a. Chem.
[f. MESITYL + -ic.

Cf. K. mhitiqtie.~\ Derived from mesityl : see quots.
1838 R. D. THOMSON New Chem. Snts/. in Brit. Ann.

344 Mesitic ether. 1855 WATTS tr. Gmclin s Handbk. Chem.
IX. 6, 27, etc. 1865 Diet. Chem., Mesitic Alcohol. A
name given to acetone, on the supposition that it is an
alcohol containing the radicle mesityl, C H&quot;

1

,
isomeric with

allyl.. . Meiitic Ether. Syn. with Oxide of Mesityl.
Mesitme (me-sitin). Min, [ad. G. mesitin

(mesilinspath, A. Breithaupt 1827), f. Gr. fifffirrjs

go-between, because its rhombohedron is inter

mediate in angle between magncsite and siderite

(A. H. Chester).] Carbonate of magnesium and
iron, called also mesitim-spar. Also Me sitite.
1828 Ediiit. Jrnl. Sci. VIII. 181 Mesitine-spar. 1865

WATTS Diet. Chem., Mesitin-Spnr. . .Breunnerite, Pisto-
mesite. This mineral occurs in rhombohedral crystals iso-

morphous with spathic iron ore and magnesite. 1868 DANA
Syst. Mi:i. (ed. 5) II. 687 Mesitite.

Mesityl (me-sitil). Chem. Also mesitule.

[Formed as MKSITE + -YL.] The hypothetical
radical of acetone. Hence Mesitylene (mfsi tilfn),
a hydrocarbon, isomeric with cnmene, produced

by the action of sulphuric acid upon acetone

(Watts) ; Mesityle-nic a., derived from mesity-
lene

; Mesity lie a., derived from or containing
mesityl; Mesitylol (mesi-lilpl)

&amp;lt;= MESITYLENE.
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1838 R. D. THOMSON AVw Chem. Snbst. in Brit. Ann. 332
Mesitylene. 1855 WATTS Ir. Gmeliifs Handbk, Cfam. IX.
17 Mesitylene or Mesitylol C6H. Ibid. 27 Chloride of

Mesityl. 1859 Foivnes Chent. 397 It has received the
name mesitilole. ibid,^ An organic sa!t-basyle, containing
CfiHj, to which the name of mesityl has been given. 1873
WILLIAMSON Chent. 289 The so-called mesitylic oxide
(OH 10O), which has been considered as the ether of acetone.

1885 KEMSEN Org. Chem. ( 1 838) 246 Mesitylene . . when boiled
with dilute nitric acid,.. yields mesitylenic acid, CaHioOa.

Meskal, variant of MISKAL.

Mesked, -keeto, -kite, etc., var. ff. MESQUITA.

Meskin(s,Meslade: SCCMASKINS, MALASADE.

tMesle. Her, Obs. [Subst. use of OF. mesle

pa. pple., see next] A partition by an indented

or irregular line.

1561 LEIGH Armorig 134 b, Nowe I will shewe you
of nyne sondry mesles whiche are so called, because they
enter meddell the one within the other, contrary to plains
particion. 1586 FERNB Bla-z. Gcntrie 204.

l|Mes!6(e, a, Her. Obs. [OF. meslt pa. pple.
toimester (mod.F. int-ler) to mix.] (See quots.)
163* GUILLIM Heraldry vt. vi. (ed. 2) betw. 420-1 The

Marquesse his Coronet is Mesle e, that is, part flowred and
part pyramidal I pearled. 1894 Parker s Gloss. fier.

t
Mesle \

mingled. U-^ed by a few old writers in describing a field of
metal and colour in equal proportions, as gyronny, paly.

Mesledine, meslen, etc.: see MASLIN^.
Mesmeree*, ( the person on whom a mesmerist

operates (Ogilvie 1882).

IVIesnieriaii (mezmi^ rian), a. and sb. rare.

[f.
Mesmer (see MESMERISM) + -IAX. Cf. F. mes-

merien.
\ a. adj. Mesmeric, b. sb, A follower of

Mesmer, a believer in mesmerism.
1802 ACERBI Trav, I. 271 The mesmerians . . have their

minds so heated by the extraordinary .. aspect of those

phenomena [etc.]. 1840 Fraser s Mag. XXI. 533 The
knight did not try the Mesmerian process on himself.

Mesmeric (mezme-rik), a. [f, Mesmer (see

MESMERISM) + -ic.] Pertaining to, characteristic

of, producing, or produced by mesmerism. Mes
meric passes : see PASS sb.- n.
1829 R. CHENF.VIX in Lond. Med. fy Phys. Jrnl. VI. 222

This day, after mesmerising her for nine minutes, she fell

into mesmeric sleep. Ibid. VII. 117 Ireland having been
thus put to Meep by my mesmeric action. 1847 DICKFNS
Haunted M. (C. D. ed.) 219 This example had a powerful,
and apparently, mesmeric influence on him of the boots.

1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth, Lond. (ed. 2) 55 She was making
mesmeric passes.
So Mesmc rical a. (rare) in the same sense

;

Mesme rically adv., by means of mesmerism.
1840 C. H. TOWNSHEND Facts in Mesmerism n. ii. 115 A

cousin of mine could not be influenced by me mesmerically.
Ibid. iii. 204 While he was sleeping mesmerically. 1852
HAWTHORNK ttlithedale Rom. I. vi. 102 Zenobia s sphere ..

transformed me, during this period of my weakness, into

something like a mesmerical clairvoyant. 1862 LiYTTOtt $/&amp;gt;.

Story I. 90 Armed with a lock of Lilian s hair and a glove
she had worn, as the media of mesmerical rapport.

Mesmerism (me-zmeriz m). [f. name of
F. \.Afesfnefj an Austrian physician(i734-i8i5) +
-ISM. Cf. F. msm4rismt.~\ The doctrine or system,

popularized by Mesmer, according to which a

hypnotic state, usually accompanied by insensibility
to pain and muscular rigidity, can be induced by
an influence (at first known as ( animal magnetism )

exercised by an operator over the will and nervous

system of the patient, b. The process or practice
of inducing such hypnotic state; the state so in

duced, c. The influence supposed to operate. Cf.

animal magnetism (ANIMAL C. i), MAGNETISM 3.
1802 ACERBI Trav. I. 89 One subject on which the Duke

. .has been charged with weakness, namely, mesmerism, or
animal magnetism. 1829 R, CHRNF.VIX in Lond. Med. %
Phys. Jrnl. VI. 223 The touch of my finger, .roused her
from her state of mesmerism. 1844 E. FiTzGr.RALD Lett.

(1889) I. 142 And Miss Martineau has been cured of an
illness of five years by Mesmerism! iSSa OuiDA* Wanda I.

300 You believe in mesmerism and disbelieve in God.

Mesmerist (me-zmerist). [f. Mesmer (see

prec.) + -IST,] One who practises mesmerism.
Also occas. a believer in mesmerism.
1840 C. H. TOWNSHEND Facts in Mesmerism 1. 16 Perhaps

the error has originated with the Mesmerists themselves.

1852 SMEDLEV L. Arundel\. 16, I made use of one of the
secrets of the mesmerist

, replied Lewis; I managed her

by the power of a strong will over a weak one . 1899
AtlbutCsSyst. Med. VIII. 427 According to the mesmerists,
offences against the person might be committed in hypnosis.

Mesmerite (me zmerait). rare~ l
.

[f.
Mesmer

(see MESMERISM) +-ITE.] A believer in mesmerism.
1842 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Life (1870) III. ix.

156 He told me .. that Mrs. Trollope is a thorough -going
mesmerite, constantly at Dr. Elltotson s.

Wtesiuerizable (me zmerahzabT), a. Also
-ible. [f.

MESMERIZE V. + -ABLE.] Capable of

being mesmerized. Hence Mes merizabrlity.
1840 J. ELLIOTSON Hum, Physiol. 1180 A tiling not

directly mesmerisable, but mesmeiisable by contact with
a directly mesmerisable metal. 1840 C, H TOWNSHKND
Facts in Mesmerism n. iii. 134 An experiment, .as to the
mesint-i isibllity [sic] of mankind in general.

Mesmerization (me^zmeraiz^ Jan). [f. MES
MERIZE v. + -ATION.] The action of mesmerizing.
1820 K. CHENKVIX in Lond. Med. ty Phys. Jrnl. VII, 117

MBSNALTY.
1 In two minutes mesmerization, Ireland s eyesbegan to water.

1845 Blac/tu: Mag. LV1I. 223 The mesmerisation of water.

Mesmerize (me -zmeraiz), v. [f. Mesmer (see
MESMERISM) + -IZE.] trans, a. To subject (a per
son) to the influence of mesmerism.
1829 R. CHENEVIX in I.mu1. Med. f, Fhys. Jrnl. VI. 222,

I mesmerised the patient through the door. 1863 MRS.
i A. E. CHALLICE Heroes, etc. Time Louis A l- i, II. 77

Dr. Mesmer found it impossible to mesmerize Dr. Franklin.
trans/. 1862 H. AIDE Carr of Carrl. I. 137 Carr would

almost have forgotten her existence, had it not been for
those eyes which mesmerised him every now and then, in
spite of himself. 1886-94 H. SPENCER Antobiog. II. xlvi.
188 The judicial faculty has been mesmerised by the con
fused halo of piety which surrounds them.

b. with inanimate object.
1840 C. H. TOWNSHEXD Facts in Mesmerism n. iii. 224,

I have . . mesmerised, as it is called, a glass of water, half
an hour before it was presented to the sleep-waker.

C. absol. or inti .

1829 K. CHEXEVIX in Laid. Med. fy Phys. Jrnl. VI. 227
Every one can mesmerise, though not all with equal effect.

1865 TENNYSON in Ld. Tennyson Memoir (1897) II. 21, I

can t mesmerize, I never mesmerized anyone in my life.

Hence Me smerized ///. a., Mesmerizing
obi. sb. and ///. a.

1829 R. CHENEYIX in Lond. Mcd. f; Fhys. Jrnl. VI. 222
The use of mesmerised water.. had entirely assuaged the
thirst. Ibid. 223 The spasmodic contractions were entirely
removed after the twelfth day of mesmerising. 1840 C. H.
TOWNSHEND Facts in Mesmerism n. L 80 Haying heard it

|

said that mesmerised persons could feel any injury that was
inflicted on the mesmeriser. 1886 Athenyum 6 Mar. 323^3
Verena Tarrant, daughter of a vulgar mesmerizing quack.

Mesmerizee (mezmeraizr). [f. MESMERIZE
v. + -EE.] One who is mesmerized.
1829 R. CHENEYIX in Land. Med. t, Phys. Jrnl. VI. 226

Here neither the mesmeriser nor the mesmerisee had the

slightest conviction upon the subject.

Mesmerizer (me zmersizaj). [Formed as prec.
+ -ER l.] One who mesmerizes.
1829 [See MESMERIZEE]. 1855 BROWNING Lo-. ers Quarrel

xi, \\hen the mesmerizer Snow With his hand s first sweep
Put the earth to sleep. 1859 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 100
The alleged mesmeriser.

Mesmero- (me-zmero), taken as the combining
form of MESMERISM, as in mesmero-phrenology,
the application of mesmerism to the phrenological
organs , in order to evoke or control their specific

activities (tf.phreno-mesmerism} ; hence mesmcro-

phrenological adj. Also Me smero-ma-nia, a

mania for mesmerism.
1842 Medico-Chirui-g. Re&quot;. . XXXVII. 593 Mesmero-

Phrenology. Ibid., Various mesmero-phrenological experi
ments. 1843 IHd. XXXVIII. 577 The Mesmero-maniahas
nearly dwindled, in the metropolis, into anile fatuity.

Mesmoire, rare obs. variant of MEMOIR.
t Mesnage, s6. Obs. [a. obs. F. mesnage, var.

mt nagc (cf. MANAGE sb. and MKNAGE).] Careful
or economical management.
1664 JER. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery u. Introd., Some

[reasons] rely upon the state of exterior affairs, and intro
duced ccconomics, or accidental mesnage of things.

t Mesnage, J . Obs. [a. obs. F. manager, var.

inettnger (cr MANAGE v., etym. note).] trans.

a. To take advantage of, husband . b. To con

trol, manage.
1654 BRA.MHALL Just Vind. iv. (1661) 56 With what a

depth of prudence the Roman court hath mesnaged all

occasions, .to the advantage, .of that See. 1605 LD. PRF.STON
Boeth. IV. 202 Whilst the World s Creator. . ruling mesnageth
the Reins of things.

t Mesnagery. Obi. [a. obs, F. mesnagcric :

cf. MKNAOF.RIE.] Management; economy.
1652-3 BRAMIIALL Let. 27 (17) Feb., Wks. 1842 I. p. xciii,

The most ill mesnagery of those who were trusted by the
other adventurers. &amp;lt;r 1693 i rifnfiart s Rabelais III. ii,

Many speak of. .that Vertue of mesnagery that know not
what belong to it.

t Mesiiagier. Ola. [a. obs. F. mesnag(i)er,
f. manager to control.] A manager.
a 1693 i r/jtihart^s Rabelais ill. ii, If he should. .not

become a better mesnagier it would prove.. impossible for

him. .to make him rich.

Mesiiality (m/hre liti). Law. [Altered form
of next : cf. COMMONALITY.] = next.

1643 PRYNNE .SVf. Penvtr Parl. \. (ed. 2) ico As all

Mesnalities..by the deaths of their Tenants without heire,
returne..to those Lords.. by whom they were originally
created. 1848 in WHARTON Law Lex.

Mesualty (mfnalti). Law. Also 6 menalte,
-tie, 6-7 -ty, 7 menealtie. [a. Law F. menalte,

mesnalte, f. Or. mene, niesne MESNE a., :.fter AF.
comnnalte COMMONALTY.] The estate of a mesne
lord

; the condition of being a mesne lord.

1542-3 Act 34 & 35 Hen. VIII, c. 5 I 15 .If any person . .

shall.. make by fraude..any estates, condicions, menalties,

tenures, or conueiaunces. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron.

(1807-8) III. 27 A subsidie..of everie knights fee twentie

shillings, whether the same were holden of him by menaltie,
or otherwise. 1628 COKE On Litt. 152 b, If the lord confirm

the tenant to hold of him., the mesnalty is extinct. 1642 tr.

Perkins Prof. Bk. v. 322. 142 If there be Lord, Mesne
and Tenant.. and the Mesne taketh a wife.. and dyeth the
wife shall be endowed of the menealtie. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Coniin. III. 234 If he [the mesne lord] makes default therein,
..he shall be forejudged of bis mesnalty, and the tenant
shall hold immediately of the lord paramount himself.



MESNE. 369 MESO-.

Mesiie (mm), a., sb., and adv. Also 5 meosne,
5-7 measne, 6 mean, 7-8 measn. [a. Law F.

mesne, altered spelling of AF. meen MEAN a.]
A. adj.

1. Feudalism, a. Mesne lord : a lord who holds

an estate of a superior lord.

1614 SEI.DEN Titles Hon. it. v. 4 (The vavasour] either

held of a mesne lord, and not immediately of the king, or at

least of the king as of an honour or mannor, and not in

chief. 1754 HU_ME Hist. Eng. I. App. ii. 251 Men.. whose
duty was immediately paid to the mesne lord that was inter

posed between them and the throne. 1869 W. S. ELLIS

Antio^. Her. x. 236 The mesne lord did not, as a customary
practice.., imitate the insignia of his feudal chief.

U b. Mesne tenant : inaccurately used to de
note one who holds of a mesne lord.

1853 PARKER Dom.Arckit. 1 1. Introd. 24 The mesne tenants
of the great barons. 1869 W. S. ELLIS Antiq. Her. x. 232
The theory of derivative coats having been adopted by
mesne tenants from their feudal superiors.

t c. Mesne land: =MKSNALTY. Obs.
a 1575 GASCOIGNE Posies, Floivers 41 He racketh vp our

rentes and keepes the best in hand, He makes a wondrous
deale of good out of his own measne land.

2. Occurring or performed at a time intermediate

between two dates.
Mesne encumbrance . an encumbrance the right of priority

of which is intermediate between the dates of two other
encumbrances. Mesne^ profits : the profits of an estate
received by a tenant in wrongful possession between two
dates.

1548 STAUNFORD King s Prerog. (1567) 84 b, Where the

king is to be answered of the mesne issues and profits per-
ceued and taken of any landes which [etc.]. 1648 MILTON
Obsery. Art. Peace Wks. 1738 I. 327 That no Man shall be

question d by reason hereof, for Measne Rates or Wastes,
saving wilful Wastes. 1709 J. JOHNSON Clergym, Vade M.
n.

13^
That [where a bishop has died] the Mesne profits of

the widow church be secured by the Oecononnts. 1883 SIR
R. BAGGALLAY in Law Times Rep. L. 103/2 A mortgagee
was prohibited from tacking so as to gain priority against
a mesne registered incmnbrance.

b. Mesne process : that part of the proceedings
in a suit which intervenes between the primary and
the final process.

_
a i6s SIR H. FINCH Lam (1636) 436 Mesne processe which

is for any necessarie act to be done, not onely for the

plaintife against the defendant, but for ether of them against
any other. 1711 Land. Gaz, No. 5953/1 He had been com-
milled by Mesne Process. 1861 MAY Const. Hist. (1863)
II. xi. 280 In the reign of George I arrests on mesne process,
issuing out of superior courts, were limited to sums exceed
ing 10.

3. Intermediate, intervening : applied to persons.
1810 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 129 Neither James

Greenleaf nor Peck nor any of the mesne vendors between
Greenleaf and Peck, had any notice [etc.]. 1884 Q. Rev.
Jan. 161 One or more of the middlemen or mesne lessees.

fB. sb. 06s.

1. =MEAN sb? I and 10.

1447 Rolls of Parlt. V. 130/1 Execute by such processe
and meosnes, as it shall seme hym resonable. 1472-3 Ibid.
VI. 39/1 To aredye youre self by all measnes to you possible.
1822 C. BUTLER Remin. (ed-3) 240 These are extreme cases,
the application of them to the mesne is not very difficult.

2. = Mesne lord (see A. i).

1331 Dial, on Laws Eitg. i. xxx. G v b, Assyse may lye
for the lorde. .agaynste the mesne onely. 1641 Termes dc
la Ley 202 s.v., He of whom the Mesne holdeth, is called
chiefe Lord. 1642 [see bj. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Mesn, or Measn,.. signifying him that is Lord of a Manor.
b. Writ ofmesne: an ancient and abolished writ,

which lay when the lord paramount distrained on
the tenant paravail ; the latter had a writ of mesne
against the mesne lord (Wharton Law Lex.).
1602 FULBECKE ist. Ft. Parall. 48 The writ of mesne,

because it is in the realty, ought alwaies to suppose the
husband and wife to be mesnes. 1642 tr. Perkins 1

Prof.
Bk. v. 432 (1657) ID1 If there be Lord, Mesne, and tenant,
. . the tenant bringeth a Writ of Mesne against the Mesne.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 75 A fine may be levied on every
writ by which lands may be demanded,, .such as a writ of
mesne.

C. adv. At a time intermediate (between two
other times).
1439 Rolls ofParlt. V. 17/2 Mesne bitwene ye date of ye

seide writte, and ye dai of ye retourne yereof. 1642 tr.

Perkins Prof. Bk. xi. 806 (1657) qn As if the day of pay
ment of the annuity bee incurred Mesne after his admission
and his induction.

Meso- (me so), before a vowel sometimes mes-,
combining form of Gr. peaos middle, used in

scientific terms of mod. formation, many of which
have correlates with PRO-, or PBOTO-, and META-.
The words of this formation that are specially im
portant, or require detailed explanation, are treated
in their alphabetical place. Of the others, which are

almost innumerable, the following are examples :

Me so-appe-ndlx Anat., the fold of peritoneum
attached to the vermiform appendix. ||

Mesoarium
(-e^-riDm) Anat. [Gr. ojdptov taken as =OVARIUM],
the fold of peritoneum which suspends the ovary ;

hence Mesoarial (-co-rial) a. Mesobra nchial
a. Zoo!., applied to that lobe of the carapace of a
crab which overlies the middle part of the branchial
chambers. Mesocalca neal a. : see quot. and CAL-
CANEAL. Mesoca-mbrian a. and sb., = Middle
Cambrian (H. S. Williams Journ. Ceol. 1894).
MesocamphoTio a. Chem., the name of a di-

VOL. VI.

1
basic acid formed by heating a mixture of dextro-

|

camphoric acid and hydrochloric acid (Watts
I Diet. Chem. and Suppl. 1875, 235). Mesochil

|

(me-sokil), ||
Mesochilium (-ki-ltfm) Hot. [Gr.

XfiAos 1 P : see -IUM], the middle portion ol the

labellum of an orchid.
||
Mesocoele (ine sos/1),

-ccelia (-sHia) Anal. [Gr. KoiA/o cavity, ventricle],
i the ventricle of the mesencephalon of invertebrates

;

hence Mesoccelian (-srlian) a., pertaining to this.

Mesoco racold Ichthyol. [see CoRACoin], in some
teleostean fishes, a bone situated between and

bridging the HYPEBCORACOID and HYPOCOHACOIO.
Mesocune iform Anat. [see CUNEIFORM], the

middle cuneiform bone of the tarsus
;
also Meso

cu-niform (in recent Diets.). Mesocyst (me sosist)

Anat. [see CYST], the double layer of peritonaeum
attaching the gall-bladder to the liver when the

former is completely surrounded by serous mem
brane (Syil. Sac. Lex. 1890). Mesodesm (me-so-
dez m) Hot. [Gr. $&amp;lt;o/i6s band] : see quot. Me so-
devo nin.ii a. and si., = Middle Devonian (II. S.

Williams Journ. Geol. 1894). Meso-dlasto lic a.,

occurring in the middle of the diastole. Me-sodont
ft. [Gr. o8oi/T-, uSous tooth], (a) Anthropology,
having the teeth of medium size ; (/ ) Ent. of

Coleoptera, having the mandibles of medium size.

Mesodo rsal a. Zool., situated on the middle of the

back.
||
Mesodiiode num A not., the fold of perito

neum that supports the duodenum (Cent. Diet.

1890); hence Mesodnode nal a. Mesogenous
(mesfdg/nss) a. [see -REX and -ous], increasing by
growth at or from the middle, as the spores of

certain fungi (Cent. Diet.). \\ Mesoglcea (-gb~i)
Zool. [Gr. y\oia glue], the mesodermal layer in

sponges and other Cetlcntcrata
;
hence Mesogloe al

a.
|| Mesofflntae us, the middle gluteal muscle,

gltttteus mcdiiis (Cent. Diet.) ; hence Mesoglutaeal
(-glwtral) a. Mesogrnathic (-gnrc bik), Meso-
gnathous (mesp-gnajras) nii/s. Anthropology [Gr.

yvados jaw], applied to those skulls the gnathic
index of which ranges between 98 and 103.
Hence Meso-g-iiathism (Syd. Soc. Lex.), Me
so g-natliy (Cent. Diet.), the condition of being
mesognathous. ||

Mesohe par [see HEPAR], a fold

of peritoneum attached to the free edge of the

right lobe of the liver in many animals (Syd. Soc.

Lex.). || Mesohepaticou [Gr. T/iraTinus HEPA
TIC]

=
prec. || Mesohippus (-hi

-

pys) Palivont.

[Gr. i lriros horse], one of the ancestral forms of the

horse, the remains of which are found in the
Lower Miocene. Mesolobe (me solonb) Anat.

[LOBE], the corpus callosum of the brain; hence
Mesolobar (mesolou bli) a. Mesomere (me sfl-

misa) Zool. [Gr. /pos part], (a) a protovertebra (Syd.
Soc. Lex.) ; (6) a blastomere of medium size (Web
ster Suppl. 1902). Mesomeristem (-me ristem)
Dot. [see MERISTEM], the innermost layer of the

exomcristem. Me^some tatarse Anat. [see

METATARSUS], the middle metatarsal bone.

|| Mesonietritis (-mftrai tis) Path, [see -ITIS], in

flammation of the IIMesometrlum (-me triz&amp;gt;m) or

Meaometry (mesp mftri) Anat. [Gr. ptfiTpa womb],
the fold of peritoneum supporting the uterus or

(in birds) the oviduct. Mesona sal a. Anat. [see

NASAL], belonging or relating to the middle of the

nose. Mesonemertine (-nzmaTtain) a. [generic
name Nemertes], belonging to the Mesonemer-

\

tini, a division of the Verities intermediate between
j

the Protonemertini and Mctanemertini. Meso-
notuni (-no&quot;-tm) Ent. [Gr. VWTOV back],thedorsal

portion of the mesothorax
; hence Mesonotal

(-nou tal) a. Mesopa raffin Chem. , one ofa class of

paraffins intermediate between the isoparaffins and
the neoparaffins. || Mesopara-pteron Ent. [see

PARAPTEUUM], the parapteron of the mesothorax ;

hence Mesopara-pteral a. (Cent. Diet.). \\ Me so-

phlebi tis Path. [Gr. &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;AeV&amp;gt; &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;A/3- vein], inflamma
tion ofthe middle coat ofa vein. Mesopic (mesfrpik)
a. Anthropology [Gr. wfi, uirr- face], see quot.
|| Mesopla-uktou Biol., the PLANKTON living be
tween about a hundred fathoms from the bottom
and a hundred from the surface

; hence Meso
plankto-nic a. Mesoplast (me soplest) Biol.

[Gr. irAao-T-oj moulded], the nuclear matter of a
cell (Ogilvie 1882) ; hence Mesopla stic a., re

lating to the mesoplast (Cent. Diet.). ||
Meso-

plastron (-plse-strf&amp;gt;n) Zool. [see PLASTRON], an
inclusive name for two parts of the plastron that
are developed in certain tortoises; hence Meso-
pla-stral a. \\ Mesoplenron (-pluT(m), pi.

pleura Ent. [Gr. ir\ivpuv rib], one of the pleura
of the mesothorax

; hence Mesoplevrral a.

|| Mesorchinm (-(7-jkiym) Anat. [Gr. opx S tes

ticle], the fold of peritonaeum which supports

I

the genital gland in some animals ; hence Me-
so-rchial a. \\ Mesore ctum Anat., the fold of

peritonaeum which supports the RECTUM ; hence
Mesore ctal a. (in recent Diets.). Mesore Una

,
Anat., the mosaic layer of the RETINA. Meso
rostral (.-rp-stral ) a. Zool. [ROSTRUM], in the

i cetaceous genus Mesoplodon or /.ifInns : see quot.
|| Mesoscapula (-skarpi;/la) Anat., the spine of

|

the scapula ;
hence Mesosca pular a.

\\
Meso-

scute-llum Ent. [SCUTELLUM], the smaller and

posterior part of the notum of an insect
; hence

Mesoscute llar a.
\\
Mesoscu turn Ent. [Scu-

j
TUH], the larger and anterior part ofthe notum of

,

an insect. Mesoseismal(-soi zmal) a. [Gr. O-{KT/JOS

earthquake], pertaining to the centre of intensity
of an earthquake. Mesostaphyline (-sta -fibin)
a. [Gr. erTa&amp;lt;pv\ri uvula], having a palatal index of
from So to 85 (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Mesostasis
(mesp stasis) Min. [Gr. aracns placing], the inter

stitial substance of rocks that are partly amor
phous and partly crystalline. Mesostate (me so-

!

st^ t): see quot. || Mesostethinm (-strfizim) Ent.

[Gr. errr/Siov, crrfjOos breast]: see quot. Meso-
stonie (me stfstoum) Zool. [Gr. a-ru^n mouth], a

I

planarian of the genus Rlcsostoma. Mesostylous
(-stoi las) a. Bot. [STYLE], applied to (lowers that
have styles intermediate in length between the

macrostylous and the microstylous. Mesosuchiaii

(-si/7 kian) a. Zool. [Gr. (JoC^os crocodile], belong
ing to the extinct suborder Rfesostichia of croco
diles

;
sb. a crocodile of this suborder

;
also Meso-

su-cliious a. (in recent Diets.). Mesosy sterile

,
a. J at/i., occurring in the middle of the systole.
|| Mesotarsus Ent., the tarsus of the middle leg of

an insect; cf. protarsns, metatarsus: hence Meso-
ta rsal a. (in recent Diets.). Mesotarta ric a.

Chem., inactive tartaric acid. Mesotheca (-brka),
-theque (-)&amp;gt;/k) Zool.[Gr. Sr/Kt] case], the middle one
of the three lamina; of the perigonium in llydrozoa.
||
Mesothecium Bot. [THECIUM], (a) the interme

diate layer of cells in an unripe anther (Cassell s

Encycl. Diet.) ; (6} the thecium of lichens (Jack
son Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900). ||

Mesothelium
(-Jx lifrn) Embryology [Gr. fijjAr; nipple], the epi
thelium of the body-cavity of the embryo ; hence
Mesothe lial a.

||
Mesotherium (-LI.-Ti/ m) J a-

Iseont. [Gr. 6qpiov wild beast], a genus of fossil

rodents of South America ; a rodent of this genus.
Mesotympa nic

/&amp;lt;/;/,$}
&amp;lt;?/. [TYMPANIC] = SYMPLEO

TIC. Meso-u terine a. Anat.,\.\\e epithet of the

fold of peritonaeum supporting the uterus. ||
Meso-

varium (mesov9 iiz&amp;gt;m)
Anat. [L. oviirium OVARY]

= MESOARIUM.
||
Mesoventri culum Anat., the

gastro-hepatic omentum (Syd. Soc. Lex.].

1897 Allbiitfs Syst. Med. III. 880 The &quot;meso-appendix.

1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 768/2 The *mesoanal and
mesorchial folds of the peritoneum. 1846 OWEN Verti br.

Aniin. I. Fishes 288 In the young Lamprey the ovarium is

a. .membranous plate, suspended by a fold of the peritoneum
{*mesoarium). 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anitn. vi. 343 The
branchial region is sub-divided into epibranchial, *meso-

branchial, and metabranchial lobes. 1854 OWEN Skel.
&amp;lt;y

Tectli in Circ, Sci. I. Org. Nat. 225 There are three cal-

caneal processes; one, called the entocalcaneal ,. .a second,
called the &quot;mesocalcaneal . 1866 Trtas. Hot., *Mcsochil,
Mesochilium. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 1058 This labellum

[in Orchidacex\..\5 sometimes divided by contraction, so
as to exhibit three distinct portions, the lowest being the

hypochilium . . the middle, *mesochilium . . and the upper,
epichilium. 1884 T. J. PARKER Zootomy 23 They contain
a cavity, the aqueduct of Sylvius, or *mesoca-le. 1887
WILDKR in Amer. Nat. XXI. 014 Mammalia Mesoccele
tubular ; *mesoccelian roof quadnlohate. 1868 W. K.PARKER
Shoulder-girdle Vertebr. 8 The middle bar, which under

props the middle glenoid facet, is the *meso-coracoid . Ibid.

152 A short curved meso-coracoid process. 1854 OWEN
Skel. fy Teeth in Circ. Sci. I. Org. Nat. 244 The small

bone, called splint-bone . . articulated to the *mesocunei-
form . 1898 Allbiitfs Syst. Med. V. 1018 Mid-diastolic or
*meso-diastolic murmur. 1884 FLOWER in Jrnl. Anthrop.
fust. XIV. 186 *Mesodont Races. Chinese, American
Indians [etc.]. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Mcsodont, a term

applied to those skulls in which the product of the division

of the length of the crowns of the molar and bicuspid teeth

multiplied by 100, by the basin[as]al length, lies between 42
and 44. 1899 D. SHARP Insects II. (Camb. Nat. Hist.) 193
Mesodont. 1871 PHiLLipsGW/. f-r/orfl 178 These are usually
*mesodorsal spines. 1886 Proc. Zool. Soc. 574 Silicea with
soft *mesogloea or mesodermal ground substance. 1889
GEDDES & THOMSON Ei ol. Sex 90 The ova [of sponges] are

highly nourished *mesogloeal cells. 1891 CUNNINGHAM in

Trans. R. Irish. Acad. XXIX. 581 The &quot;mesognathic class.

1878 FLOWER in Proc. Roy. hist. VIII. 615 When the latter

dimension [sc. basi-alveolar length] exceeds the former [sc.

basi-nasal length], the face is said to be prognathous ; when
the reverse is the case, it is orthognathous ; when the twc
dimensions are equal or thereabouts, it is *mesognathous.
1884 T. J. PARKER Zootomy 391 *Mesohepar. 1905 ROLLES-
TON Dis. Liver 24 The connective tissue uniting the right
lobe of the liver to the diaphragm (the *mesohepaticon).
1877 LE CONTE Eleui. Ceol. n. (1879) S9 Next came [after

Kohippus and Orohippus] in the Lower Miocene the

*Mesohippus. 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., *Mcsolobar,
belonging to the Mcsolobe or Corpus callosnm. Mesolobar
A rttries, . . are the arteries of the corpus callosum. *Meso-
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obe, corpus callosum. 1884 *Mesomeristem [see PERIMF.RI-

TEM]. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Mesotnetritis. 1835-6 Todd s

mesentery when the female organs are in full sexual action.

1868 W. K. PARKER Shoulder-girdle Vertebr. 24 On the

head may be seen the quasi-ethmoid or *meso-nasal ; two
nasals [etc.]. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ Mesonasal cavity, a
blind membranous pouch, situated in the diverging angle of

the posterior forks of the internasal cartilage in the de

veloping salmon. 1902 A. E. SHIPLEY in Encycl, Brit.

XXXI. 120/2 The *Mesonemertine and one or two aberrant

species, 1836 SHUCKARD tr. Burmeistcr s Man. Entom.

78 The *mesonotum. 1876 ODLING in Lond. etc. Phil.

Mag. Mar. 206 Mesoparaffins. 1875 JONES & SIEV. Pathol.

Anat. 400 The *mesophlebitis and periphlebitis of Virchow.

1885 O. THOMAS in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. XIV. 334 Individual

skulls or races having indices above 107-5 nitght be called

platyopic or flat-faced ;
from 107-5 to no O, *mesopic. 1898

G. H. FOWLER in Proc. Zool. Soc. 575 Prof. Agassiz . .refuses

to accept the alleged existenceofa &quot;mesoplankton. Ibid.iozg
The supposition that Globigerina pachyderma is a *meso-

planktonic form. 1889 Nature 2 ftfay 7/1 In the Pleurodira

the first two familiesare distinguished from one anotherby the

presence or absence of a *mesoplastral bone. 1848 MAUNDER
Treas. Nat. Hist. 794 *Me$oplenra, the lateral surfaces of
the mesothorax. 1875 *Mesorcliial [see Mesoarial above].

1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., *Mcsorchium, 1875 HUXLEY &
MARTIN Elem. Biol. (1877) 183 A sort of testicular mesentery
or mesorchium. 1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 506/1 Along
the posterior wall we find the rectum with its mesorectum.

1889 J. LEIDY Anat. (ed. 2) 877 The processes of the pigment-
cells of the ectoretina extend between the rods of the &quot;meso-

retina. 1872 SIR W. TURNER in Trans, Roy. Soc. Edinb.
XX VI . 76^, I have named the dense solid bar in the middle
of the beak the *meso-rostral bone. 1868 W. K. PARKER
Shoulder-girdle Vertchr. n The prae-scapula and *meso-

scapula in one half-cleft ray. Ibid. 27 A scapular, a *meso-

scapular, and a prae-scapular bar. 1899 D. SHARP Insects n.

(Camb. Nat. Hist.) 31 2 In some of the higher forms this*meso-
scutellar lobe is prominent. 1833 Entomologist s Mag.\.z^
The *meso-scutellum hasa yellow margin, interrupted toward

15 Mar. 459/2 Ihe pr
sence of a liypocrystalHne interstitial substance (*mesostasis)

wedged in between the felspars. 1885 M. FOSTER in Encycl.
Brit. XIX. 19/1 The specific material of a secretion, such as

the trypsin of pancreatic juice, comes from the protoplasm
of the cell, through a number of intermediate substances, or

*mesostates as they are called. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol.
III. xxxiii, 382

*Mesostethium. . , A central piece between
the intermediate and posterior legs, and bounded laterally

\viColeoptera\iy
\\\zParapleurse along the middle ofwhich,

where it exists, the Metasternum runs. 1876 Benedcns
Anim. Parasites 161 In the autumn of 1871, nearly all the

*mesostomes perished through the presence of those parasi
tical organisms. 1887 WARD tr. Sachs* Physiol. Plants 790
In addition to those with macrostylous and those with micro-

stytous flowers, there is found also one with *mesostylous
flowers. 1886 GUNTHER in Encycl. Brit. XX. 466/1 The
surviving *Mesosuchian Crocodiles of the Jurassic period.

1898 Allbntfs Syst. Med. V. 976 It [a cardiac murmur] is

manifested only of the ventricular contraction, and is *meso-

systolic. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. Ill, *Mesotartar!c Acid.

1859 ALLMAN in Ann. Nat. Hist. Ser. in. IV. 140 They [sc.

tentacles] surround an orifice in the *mesotheque. 1871

Gymnobl. Hydroids Introd. 15 Mesotheca. 1876 ALSTON
in Proc. Zool. Soc. 98 Fossil genus : *Mesothermm, 1883
FLOWER in Encycl. Brit. XV. 372/2 The extinct South
American Mesotherium, half Rodent and half Ungulate.
1846 OWEN Vertebr. Anim. i. Fishes v. no The stylo-hyoid

being attached near the junction of the epi-tympanic with
the *meso-tympanic. 1876 tr. Waiters Gen. Pathol. 339
The. .*meso-uterine folds of the peritoneum. 1890 .S&amp;gt;Y. Soc*

Lex.)
*Mcsovariumt

Mesoblast (me-sobtet). Biol. [f.
MESO- +

-BLAST.] The middle layer of the BLASTODERM,
between the EPIBLAST and the HYPOBLAST. Also
altrib. HenceMe soblasteda.,havinga mesoblast.

1857 AGASSIZ Contrib. Nat. Hist. U.S.A. II. 467 The
mesoblast of the yolk cell. Ibid, II. 617 Some of the meso-
blasted cells are united to those without mesoblasts. 1873
F. M. BALFOUR in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XIII. 269 The
mesoblast-cells.

Tffesoblastic (mes^blce stik), a. [f. MESO
BLAST + -1C.] Of or pertaining to the mesoblast.

187$ F. M. liALFOUR in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XIV. 342
Primitively a true hypoblastic structure which has only by
adaptation become an apparently mesoblastic one. 1896
Allbutt s Syst. Med. I. 201 Histologically all new growths
may be classed in two series, viz. those of mesoblastic and
those of epithelial origin.

Meaobranchial : see Meso-.

II Mesocaecum (mesfsrkom). Anat. A fold of

peritonaeum which sometimes supports the crecum.

Hence Mesocse cal a., pertaining to the mesocse-

cum (in recent Diets.).
1835-6 Todays Cycl. Anat. I. 14/2 On the right side.. it

[the peritoneum] sometimes forms a fold termed mesocxcum.
1858 H. GRAY Anat. 602 The Meso-Caecum .. serves to

connect the back part of the caecum with the right iliac fossa.

Mesocalcaneal, -camphoric : see MESO-.

Mesocarp (me S&amp;lt;?kaip).
Bot. [ad. mod.L. me-

socarpinm, -carpum, -carpus, f. Gr. fAtcro-s MESO-
+ tfapffds fruit.] The middle layer of a PERICARP.
1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 524 The pericarp consists usually

of three layers: the external, or epicarp.. ; the middle, or

mesocarp..; and the internal, or endocarp. 1861 BENTLEY
Man. Bot. 300.

t Mesocephale, -cephalon, = MESENCE-

FHAL(E, MESENCEPHALON.
1839-47 Todds Cycl. Anat. III. 684/2 The mesocephale or

mesencephale. 1853 CARPENTER Ihtm. Phys. (ed. 4) 734
The part of the encephalon known as the Tuber Annulare
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to which the name of Mesocephale has been given. 1890

Syd. Sac. Lex., Mesocefkalan, the Mesencefhahn.

MeSOCephalic(nie:s0s/fae lik),a. [f. Gi.itiao-s

MESO- +
Kt&amp;gt;a\-ri

head -r -10 : cf. CEPHALIC.]
L Craniometry. Applied to skulls intermediate

between dolichocephalic and brachycephalic ;
also to

skulls having a capacity of from 1350 to 145
cubic centimetres.
1866 MEJGS Obsent. Cratt. Forms Amer. Aborigines 13

Such deviations fall naturally into an intermediate or meso-

cephalic group. 1887 Academy 17 Sept.^iSS/i The Tchuds
are either mesocephalic or dolichocephalic.

2. PinvA. Mesocephalicflexure: the angular bend

of the floor of the craniospinal cavity .

1858 HUXLEY in Proc. Roy. Soc. IX. 421.

So
|| Mesocephali (-se-fabi) sli. pi. [mod.L.],

persons having mesocephalic skulls
;
Mesoce -

phalism, Mesoce phaly, the condition or quality
of being mesocephalic.
1866 MEIGS Obsen . Cran, Forms Amer. Aborigines 24

The Huron crania belong partly to the Brachycephali,
and partly to the Mesocephali. 1885 Atkenzum 27 June
827/1 In the former locality there exists a taller, darker,
and more brachycephalic race, whilst in the latter meso-

cephaly prevails. 1888 CLEVENGER in Amer. Nat. XXII.

614 Departures from a width of eight and length of ten

(mesocephalism).. determine whether the skull shall be con
sidered long [etc.].

Mesocephalon : see MESOCEPHALE.

Mesoohil, -coele, -coelian : see MESO-.

I! Mesocolon (mesako^lpn). Anat. [mod.L.,
a. Or. /uffoKajAov, f. /UCTO- MESO- + tc&Kov COLON.]
The fold of peritonaeum which supports the colon.

1693 tr. BlancartFs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mesocolon, that

part of the Mesentery which is continued to the great Guts.

1835-6 TodtCs Cycl. Anat. I. 14/1 The folds respectively
termed right and left mcsocolon. 1858 H. GRAY Anat. 602

The ascending Meso-Colon.

Hence Mesocolic (-kp lik) a., relating to the

mesocolon.

1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 761 Mesocolic Ganglia.

1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. III. 806 Mesocolic or mesenteric
hernia.

Mesocoracoid : see MESO-.

Mesocracy (mesf&amp;gt; krasi). rare~&quot;. [f.
Gr.

/tfVo-s middle + -Kparia : see -CRACY.J Govern
ment by the middle classes. So Mesocra tic a.,

pertaining to the middle classes.

1857 Q. Rev. Oct. 331 Rugby, a local foundation of mere
mesocratic origin. 1895 Fvnlfl Stand. Diet., Rlesocracy.

Mesocuneiform to Mesocyst : see MESO-.

Mesode (me scmd). Gr. Prosody. [ad. Gr.

HfffaSus, f. juao- MESO- + 0)817 ODE.] A portion of

a choral ode, coming between the strophe and

antistrophe, without anything to correspond with it.

1850 MURE Lit. Greece III. 58. 1888 J. Gow Comp. to

Classics 285 We are told that mesodes and epodes were

sung by the chorus standing.

Mesoderm (mc scdsjm). [f. Gr. plao-s mid
dle + $ipi*a skin.]
1. Bot. a. The middle layer of tissue in the

shell of the spore-case of an urn-moss ( Treas.

A ot. 1866). b. The middle layer of the bark

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1874 (?. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XIV. 159 As soon as the two

primary germ-lamella; begin to differentiate and to develop
between them a middle cell-layer (mesoderm).
2. Biol. = MESOBLAST.
1873 W. S. DALLAS (tr. Haeckel) in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

Ser. iv. XI. 257 The origin of the Mesoderm. 1877 RAY
LANKESTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XVII. 416 The con
tractile fibrous appendices of the ectoderm . . formed a . .

primitive mesoderm or mesoblast.
attrib. 1874(7. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XIV. 159 The mesoderm.

layer. 1884 Ibid. XXIV. 90 To determine the part played
by wandering mesoderm cells immediately below the thin

ectoderm.

Hence Mesode rmal, Mesode rmic adjs., of,

relating to, or derived from the mesoderm.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 143 The mesodermal

layer. 1884 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXIV. 107 Mesodermal
Plasmodia, are . . found even in the higher animals, not

excepting Man himself. 1884 W. PATTEN ibid. 590 The
fusion of the edges of the mesodermic folds.

Mesodesm, -diastolic : see MESO-.
Mesodic (mesfdik), a. Gr. Prosody, [ad. Gr.

HaTcp&iKos, f. /ao&amp;gt;8os MESODE.] Relating to, or

having the character of, a mesode.
1879 J. W. WHITE tr. Schmidt s Rhythmic &amp;lt;$

Metric 127
A mesodic period arises from the inverted arrangement of
the sentences about an interlude. 1883 JEBB Sophocles,
U.difius Tyr. p. Ixxxi, A mesodic stichic period.

Meaodont, -duodenum : see MESO-.

II Mesogaster (mesogarstai). Anat. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. / ero-5 middle + yaarrip stomach.] A mem
brane, part of the mesentery, which attaches the

stomach to the dorsal wall of the abdomen.
Hence Mesoga stral a., pertaining to the meso-

gaster (in recent Diets.).

1807 HOME in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 161 The pyloric

[portion] is bent upwards and retained in that situation by
the mesogaster. 1884 T. J. PARKER Zoptomy 297 The meso-

gaster, or sheet of peritoneum connecting the stomach with
the dorsal wal! of the abdominal cavity.

Mesogastric (mesogarstiik), a.
[f. mod.L.

MESOGASTUIUM + -TC.]

MESOMYODIAN.
1. /Inot. Pertaining to the mesogastrium.
1843 OWEN Invertebr. Anim. Gloss., Mesogastric. The

membrane which forms the medium of attachment of the

stomach to the walls of the abdomen. 1897 AUbitt^s Syst.
Med. III. 806 Meso-gastric hernia.

2. Zool. In Crustacea, the middle lobe of the

gastro-hepatic area of the carapace.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 343 A median meso-

gastric lobe.

II Mesogastrium (mesagwstriz m). Anat.
Also (anglicized) Mesogastry (-gsestri). [mod.
L., f. Gr. ufao-! middle + yaarp-, yaaTrjp stomach.]
1. The umbilical region of the abdomen, between

the EPIGASTRIUM and the HYPOGASTBIUM.
1855 in OGILVIE.

2. = MESOGASTEE.
1846 OWEN Vertebr. Anim. i. Fishes ix. 241 There are two

parallel mesogastries in the Eel. 1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur s

Cotnp. Anat. 565 The changes of the mesogastrium.

Mesogenous to Mesognathy : see MESO-.

t Me SOgraph. Obs. ad. Gr.
nco6-fpa&amp;lt;poi&amp;gt;

mean

proportional, neut. of niooypatjios, f. fiiao-s middle

+
-ypa&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;os written.] In quot. taken = MESOLABE.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Marcellus (1595) 335 Certain

instruments, called Mesolabes or Mesographes, which serue

to find these meane lines proportionall.

Mesohepar to Mesohippus : see MESO-.

Mesolabe (me
-

sol&amp;gt;b). [ad. L. mesolabium

(Vitr.), f. Gr. /iroAa/3os (or -ov), f. / &amp;lt;TO-S middle,
mean -f-Aa/3-, hapfiaveiv to take.] An instrument

used for finding mean proportional lines.

1579-80 [see MESOGRAPH). 1675 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr.
Sci. Men (1841) I. 219 The spiral line, with M. Tschirn-

haus s angular instrument, makes the mesolabe. 1789 UUR-
NEY Hist. Mas. III. ii. 164 The Mesolabe.. is said to have
been invented either by Archytas of Tarentum or Era
tosthenes for the purpose of halving an interval.

Mesole (me spul). Min. [Named by Berze-

lius 1822 to indicate its close relation to mcso/iie. ]
A variety of THOMSONITE.
1811 BERZELIUS in Edin. Philos. Jrnl. VII. 6 These two

minerals have a great relation with the Mesolite; and in

order to distinguish them, I shall call the upper stratum

Mesole, and the lower grained Mesoline. 1843 PORTLOCK
Geol. 210 Augite occurs, -in the cavities of the augitic rock
at

Portrush^
coated by, and associated with, Mesole.

Mesoline (me-sobin). Min. [Named by Ber-

zelius 1822 : cf. prec.] A white granular mineral

found in the Faroe Islands, now classed with

levynite (Chester Names Min. 1896).
1822 [see MESOLE].

Mesolite (me-sobit). Min. [ad. G. meso-

lith (1816), f. Gr. fteao-s middle: see -LITE.] A
hydrated silicate of aluminium, calcium, and so

dium : so named because it is chemically interme

diate between natrolite and scolecite.

1822 BERZELIUS in Edin. Philos. Jrnl. VII. 8 Mesolite

or Needlestone from Faroe. 1883 M. F. HEDDLE in Kncycl.
Brit. XVI. 423/2 Fargite, consisting of two equivalents of

natrolite and one of scolecite, and Mesolite, consisting of

one of the former, and two of the latter.

Mesolithic (mes01i-]&amp;gt;ik),
a. [f.

Gr. /xeVo-j

middle + Ai flos stone + -1C.]

1. Gcol. Used for MESOZOIC. rare.

1876 RAY LANKESTER tr. Haeckets Hist. Creat. II. xv. 12

The tnesolithic ormesozoic epoch.
2. Archxol. Belonging to a part of the prehis

toric stone age intermediate between the PALEO
LITHIC and the NEOLITHIC.
1888 Pall Mall G. 2 Apr. 10/1 Penka s attempt, in his

1 Herkunft der Arier , to make out a mesolithic age. 1892

J. A. BROWN in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. XXII. 94, 1 venture

to suggest the following four divisions...!. Eolithic.. .2.

Paleolithic... 3. Mesolithic... 4. Neolithic.

Mesolobar, -lobe : see MESO-.

Mesology (mesp-lodsi). [f.
Gr. niao-v (neut.

of pioos middle, taken as = medium ) + -LOGY.]
1. The science of means (of attaining happiness).

Only in Bentham.
1811-31 BENTHAM Logic App., Wks. 1843 VIII. 283/2

Then so it is that with that porlion of the field of eudie-

monies which is occupied by mesology, the whole field of

ontology . . is coincident.

2. The science of the relations between organisms
and their environment.

1883 QUAIN Diet. Med. 973 Mesology. . . This term, recently

introduced by Bertillon, conveniently expresses the investi

gation of the mutual relationship existing between living

beings and their surroundings.
Hence Mesolo-gical a., pertaining to mesology;

Meso-log-ist, a student of mesology (Funk s

Stand. Diet. 1895).
1886 Ruck s Hnndbk. Med. Sci. III. 382/1 Grapes contain

the mineral salts in variable quantity, the proportion depend
ing on the variety of grape and on mesological conditions.

Mesomere to Mesometry : see MESO-.

Mesomur, obs. form of MIDSUMMER.

Mesomyodiaii (ine soimaiipo-cHan), a. Ornith.

[f.
mod.L. Mesomyodi pi. (see below) + -AN.

The mod.L. name was introduced by Garrod in 1876, and
was f. MESO- \--myddi after Polymyodi,^. name introduced

by Job. Muller 1847 for one ol the three groups in his

classification of Passerine birds ; this name was intended to

express having many song-muscles , being (irreg.) f. n-oAu-

(see POLY-)+HV-S muscle + y5v song.]

Belonging to the Mesomyodi, a division of birds in



MESON.

which the intrinsic muscles of the syrinx are inserted

at the middle of the upper bronchial half-ring.

1876 GARROD in Proc. Zool. Soc. 518 A large collection of

Mesomyodian birds. 1884 COUES Key N. Atner. Birds

(ed. z) 239 The mesomyodian or clamatorial type of syrinx.

So Mesomyo dic, Mesomyo dous adjs.

1890 Syii. Soc. Lex., Mesomyodii, having lateral muscles

only, as the syrinx of the Suborder Cluinatores, Order

CoracntHorphx. 1890 Century Diet., Mesontyodous.

II Meson (me s(&amp;gt;n). Aunt., etc. [mod. L., a. Or.

fulaov, neut. of pkaus middle.] The median plane,
which divides a body into two symmetrical halves.

1883 WILDKR GAGE Anat. Techn. 33 The Meson. .is a

plane passing lengthwise of the body and dividing the

whole into approximately equal and similar right and left

halves. 1889 Butt s HanMk. Med. Sci. VIII. 536/1 The
meson, mesal, or medial plane.

Meson, obs. form of MASON, MIZZEN.
Mesonasal : see MESO-.

tMesonaut. 06s.- [ad. L. mesonauta,,
one

in the middle bench of rowers, f. Gr. fitoo-s middle

+ vavrrjs sailor.]

1623 COCKERAM, Messonant [sic], a gally-slaue.

Mesondewe, -dieu, etc., obs. ff. MEASONDUE.
Mesonemertine : see ME.SO-.

II Meson.eph.rou, -nepliros (mesane-fr^n,
-ne

frf&amp;gt;s).
Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr. /itVo-s middle +

vappus kidney.] The Wolffian body. Hence Me-
sone phric a., pertaining to the mesonephron.
1877 RAY LASKESTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XVI 1. 429

The archmephric duct splits into two one, the prone-

phric duct .. ; the other, the mespnephric duct ,
in con

nection with the posterior nephridia, forming the meso

nephron . 1887 Ainer. Nat. XXI. 590 It is possible, .that

..an anterior section (pronephros) came to be developed
earlier than the posterior portion (mesonephrosi. 1897 All-
butt s Syst. Med. IV. 340 A mesonephric fold of peritoneum.
Mesonotal to Mesophlebitis : see MESO-.

II MeSOpLlceum (mesofirimi). Hot. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. ftiao-s middle -I- tftAoitis bark.] The middle

layer of the bark in exogens.
1839 LINOLEY Introd. Bot. \. it. (ed. 3) 89 The Meso-

phhrumof Link, or cellular integument of others, composed
of cells, usually green.

Mesophragm (me s^frsem). Zool. Also in

Latin form. [ad. mod.L. mesophragiiia, f. Gr. /CTO-S
middle +

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;payna partition.] a. Ent. The partition
that separates the mesothorax from the metathorax.

b. In Crustacea (see quot. 1880).
1826 KIRBV Sp. Entomol. III. 379 Mesophragma (the

Mesophragm). 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish iv. 158 The inner

prolongation of the capital [of an endosternite] is called the

mesophragm. 1899 D. SHARP Insects n. (Camb. Nat. Hist.)

312 The great mesophragma.
Hence Mesophragmal (mesofrse gmal) a., per

taining to the mesophragm.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. fnv. Anim. vi. 310 The mesophrag-

mal [apophysisj.

Mesophyll (me sofil). Bot. Also in Latin

form. [ad. mod.L. mesophyllum, f. Gr. ftfao-s

middle +
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;vk\ov leaf.]

1. The parenchyma of a leaf ;
the soft inner tissue

of a leaf lying between the upper and lower layers
of epidermis. (Cf. DIACHYUA, DIPLOE.)
1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 122 The cellular tissue

of which the rest of the leaf is composed is parenchyma,
which Link then calls diachyntti, or that immediately be
neath the two surfaces cortex, and the intermediate sub
stance diploe. De Candolle calls these two, taken together,
the tnesopkyllitin . 1848 Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) I. 253 The
cellular tissue of the bark, mesophyll or cortical integument.
attrib. 1881 DARWIN Veg. Mould 41 Some of the meso.

phyll cells contained nothing but broken down granular
matter.

2. The line of demarcation between a leaf and
the leaf-stalk. 1 Obs.

1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. II. v. (ed. 3) 519 The line of
demarcation between the internode and petiole is called the

mesophytum ; that between the lamina and petiole the

tnesophyUiitn.

Mesopliyllic (mesofi-Kk), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

liiao-s + &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;u\\-ov
leaf + -ic.j Belonging to or

situated in the middle of a leaf.

1882-4 COOKE Brit. Freshly. Algx I. 202 A tube, .which.,

proceeds as far as the
mesophyllic parenchyma.

Mesophyte (me-sofait). Bot. [f. Gr. fieoo-s
middle +

&amp;lt;pvruv plant.]
1. A plant belonging to a class intermediate be
tween hydrophytes and xerophytes, i.e. avoiding
extremes of moisture and dryness.
1899 HALSTED in Pop. Sci. Monthly Nov. no. 1902

J. M. COULTER Plant Studies 175 There is a great middle

region of medium water supply, and plants which occupy it

are known as mesophytes, the plants of medium conditions.

2. (See quot.)
1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mesophyte, applied by Clarion to

that which is commonly called the vital knot in plants, that
is to say, the line of demarcation between the ascending and
descending parts of the vegetable.
Hence Mesophytic a., pertaining to or charac

terized by the class of plants called mesophytes.
1899 Nut. Science July 10 The mesophytic woods.

II Mesopliytum (mesp fitwm). Bot. [mod.L.
form of MESOPHYTB.] a. The line of demarcation
between the internode and the petiole, b. = MK-
SOPHYTE 2. 1839 [see MESOPHYLL 2]. In mod. Diets.
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Mesopic to Mesopleuron : see MESO-.

Mesopod, -pode (pomfffft, -p0&quot;d),
sA. Zool.

Anglicized form of MESOPODIUM.
1877 RAY LANKESTER in Q. Jritl. Microsc. Sci. XVII. 431

Development of a mesopod (molluscan foot;. 1890 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Mesopode.

Mesopod (me s^ppd), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.

niesopod-itSj f. Gr. /ittro-s (see MESO-) -t-7ro5-, JTOUS

foot.] Having a short stalk centrally placed.
1857 BERKELEY Cryptfg. Bot. 393 Hydnum in all its varied

forms, resupinate, apodous, lateral, merismoid, and mesopod.

II Mesopodiiuu (mewp^ di^m). [mod.L., f.

Gr. /tfr/o-s middle + no8-, iro&s foot : see -IUM.]
1. Zool. The median region of the foot in mollusca.

1853 HUXLEY in Phil. Trans. CXLIII. i. 36 The posterior
edge of the propodium carries a cup-shaped disk. ..This is

commonly called the sucker. ..It may be called the meso-

podium. 1883 RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 653/1
The foot of the Azygobranchia. .often divided into, .a fore,

middle, and hind lobe, pro-, meso-, and metapodium.
2. Bot. The intermediate portion of the phyllo-

podilim. 1895 VINES Bot. ii. 45.

Hence Mesopo dial a., relating to the mesopo-
dium. In recent Diets.

Mesopotamia (mefiSpJt.Ti mia). [a. Gr. 1*100-
iroTiiiiia (so. x aJ

P&quot;) country between two rivers

(applied spec, as below), f. //f o-o-s middle + wora^os

river.] A proper name for the tract between the

Tigris and the Euphrates. Sometimes used allu

sively in etymological sense for : A country be

tween two rivers.

1854 K. G. LATHAM Native Races Russian Emp, 177 The
Doab, Eiure Rios, or Mesopotamia, bounded by the rivers

Obi and Irtish.

Mesopotamia!! (mes#p0t?&quot;inian), a.
[f. prec.

+ -AN.] Pertaining to Mesopotamia.
1880 R. S. POOLE in Encycl. Brit. XI. 808/2 Mesopota-

mian cuneiform.

Mesopotamia (mesiJp^lse mik), a. rare.

[Formed as prec. + -10.] Of the nature of a Me
sopotamia or district between two rivers.

1895 Arch&ol. SEliana XVII. n. 283 French antiquaries
assign the mesopotamic part of Belgium as the birth-place
of Carausius.

II Mesopterygium (mewipteri-dgi^m). Ick-

thyol. [mod.L., f. Gr. niao-s middle -t-irTfpv-fiov

fin, dim. of Trrtpvfc wing.] The central flat carti

laginous portion of the fin in certain fishes.

1878 MIVART in Nature 18 July 309/2 Three basal car

tilages . . called respectively the Propterygium, the Aleso-

pterygiitm, and the Metapterygiuin.
Hence Mesoptery jrial a., pertaining to the

mesopterygium. In recent Diets.

Mesopterygoid (mesipte-rigoid). Zool. [f.

MESO- + PTEKYGOID.]
1. In full mesoplerygoid process : In birds, the

part of the pterygoid which articulates with the

palatine bone or the basipterygoid process of the

splenoid, or with both.

1875 VV. K. PARKER in Encycl. Brit. 111.706/2 Meso
pterygoid process . Ibid. 711/1 All the Schizognatha:, ex

cept the Fowl tribe, have meso-pterygoids .

b. Mesopterygoidfossa : see quot.
1881 MIVART Cat iii. 70 The very considerable space in

cluded between the two pterygoid plates is called the mesc-

pterygoid fossa, and that is single and median.

2. In teleostean fishes, a thin bony lamina in the

skull, which fits against the upper edge of the

pterygoid. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Mesorchium to Mesorostral : see MESO-.

Mesorrhine, mesorhine (me-s^rein), a.

Anthropology, [f. Gr. j &amp;lt;ro-s middle + fiv-, fiiv

nose.] Applied by Broca to noses, skulls, or persons

having a nasal index from 48 to 53 (intermediate
between leptorrhine and platyrrhine).
1878 FLOWER in Proc. Roy. Inst. VIII. 616. 1896 A. H.

KEANE Ethnol, 284 Narrower nose, often mesorrhine and

prominent.

Mesorrhinian, mesorhinian fmcsori--

nian, mes^rai nian), a. and sb. Anthropology, [f.

prec. + -IAN.] a. adj. =MESOBKHINE. b. sb. A.

person having a mesorrhine skull.

1878 BARTLEY tr. Topinards Anthrop. n. ii, 257 The me-
sorrhinians, with the nasal skeleton moderate. 1887 Nature
10 Feb. 357/1 Including under the platyrhinian section all

the black races, under the mesorhinian the yellow races.

II Mesorrhinium, -ilium (mesorrnidm, -ni--

n#m). Ornith. [mod.L., f. Gr. pfao-s middle + flv-,

t&amp;gt;iv nose.] (See quots.)
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Mesorhinium. . .Term used by

! Illiger for the part of the beak which is comprised between
: the two nostrils. 1892 MIVART Elem. Ornithol. 147 The part

of the bill between the nostrils is called the mesorhinuHt.

Mesoscapula to Mesoseismal : see MESO-.

f. Gr. pio-o-s middle -f arj^a sign, index .] Of
skulls : Having an orbital index from 84 to 89.
1878 FLOWER in Proc. Roy. Inst. VIII. 617 It is convenient

to group them [orbital indices] into three the high (meffa-
seine), intermediate (mesoseme), and low (tnicroseme\ 1886
MACALTSTER in Jrnl. Anthrop. fust. XVI. 151 The average

! Fijian being platyrhine and mesoseme. 1896 Nat. Science

\ Sept. 154 The skull is mesoseme (87-8).

MESOTHET.

II Mesosoma (mesosJa-ma). Zool. Also angli
cized mesosome(in Diets.). [mod.L. ,f.Gr./ c7o-!

middle + r//t body.] a. In lamellibranchiate

molluscs, the middle region of the body which

gives rise to the foot. b. In Arachnids, the middle

portion of the animal, between head and tail .

Hence Mesosoma/tic a., pertaining to the meso-
soma.
1877 HUXLEY Amit. Inv. Aniiu. viii. 475 From the siiks

of the mesosoma .. ike branchiae pioject into ihe pallial

cavity. 1893 Slin-LEY Zool. Invertcbr. xx. 391 The seventh

appendage, or the first mesosonKitic, consists of a semi
circular plate-like structure hinged on to the body.

MeSOSperm ^me-sospojm). Bot. [ad. mod.L.

mesosperni-iiai, f. Gr. /tioo-s middle + a-nlpp-a

seed.] The middle coat or covering of a seed.

1849 BAI FOUR Man. Bot. 578 Sometimes the s. .&amp;lt; .undrir
remains distinct in the seed, forming what has been called
a nit sospenn. 1852 lit NSI.OW Diet. Bot. 1 cruis, Alesa-

speri/tuin. Synonyme for Sarcodermis.

Mesospore (me sosp&amp;lt;V.i).
Hot. Also in Latin

from mesosporiurn. [ad. mod.L. mesosporiuin,
f. Gr. fjitao-s middle + airup-os seed.] Tlie middle

layer of a spore. Hence Mesospo rio a., pertain

ing to a mesospore (in recent Diets.).
1882-4 COOKE Brit. Fresh-iv. Algz I. 109 The ctll-c-Ki-

tents surround themselves with a new layer of cellulose

(mesospoi inmi within the original one lexosponum). Ibid.

311 Mesosporium, Mesospore.

Mesostaphyline, -stasis : see MESD-.

Mesosterual (mes^sta-anal), a. and sb. [f.

MJBSOSTBRNUM + -AL.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the mcsosternum.

1816 KIKHY & Si-. Entottiol. vi. (18431 1- 62 note i, Those
tribes of Melolonflta F., that have mesoslernal prominence.
1868 W. K. PARKEU Shoulder-girdle l erlel-r. 119 The two
additional meso-sternal segments of the Cyclodonts.
B. .(/;. A mcsosternal part or element.

1854 OWEN .We/. ^ Teeth in Circ. Sci. I. Org. Kat. 216 In
some extinct chelonia the number of these lateral elements
of the plastron is increased by an intercalated pair, which
I liave called, mesosternals . 1868 W. K. PARKI K ShmiUicr.

girdle I t-rtcbr. 223 In Cercocebus there are five well-made
meso-sternals.

!!Mesosternebra(mcsost5 jn/l&amp;gt;ia).y/Ha/. Also

anghci/ed-sterneber. [mod.L.,f. (Jr. fttao-t middle
+ sternclira : see hTERNEiiKit.] Any of the sterne-

brct which intervene between the manubrium of the

sternum and the ensiform appendage. Hence
Mesoste rnebral a. In recent Diets.

Mesosternite (mcsasta-jnait). Zool. [f. MKSO-
+ STMINITE.] A mesosttrnal stermte.
1888 KOI.I.ESTON 8: JACKSON Anim. Life 303 [In the Geo

metrical Spider.] Mesosternite, surrounded by the basal

joints of the four ambulatory limbs.

;
Mesosternum (.mesffsta jnwm). [mod.L., f.

MESO- + STEBNUM.]
1. Ent. fa. In Kirby s use (see quot. 1826). b.

By later writers applied to the middle sternum .

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entoiiiol. III. 566 The central part of
the Jiicdipecttts, or that which passes between the mid-legs
when elevated, protruded, or otherwise remarkable, is called

the inesosternutn or mid-breast-bone. 1836 SHUCKARD tr.

Bitrnteister s Alan. Entoni. 82 T he niesostcrmiin (peristc-
tliiTtin of Kirby and Spence), is, as well as the scapula?,
divided into two parts.

2. Anat. That part of the breast-bone lying be

tween the prresternum and the xiphisternum.
1868 W. K. PARKER Shoulder-girdle Vertebr. 71 The

three great divisions into manubrium (pra&amp;gt;sternnm , body
(mesosternum), and xiphoid process (xiphisternum) are
marked out. 1872 NICHOLSON Pal&ont. 399 All the other
ribs are connected with the mesosternum.

Mesostethium to Mesotherium : see MESO-.

Mesotherm ;me s0j&amp;gt;3jm). Bot. [f. Gr. / ao-s

middle + 0tpi*6s hot. Cf. MEIOTHERM.] A plant

requiring a moderately warm temperature.
1875 J. G. BAKER Bot. Geog. 48 Mesotherm, characteristic

of the subtropical or warm-temperate zone, and therefore

needing to be entirely protected from frost. Ibid. 51 Meso
therm types. Ibid. 102 Geographical Range of the Meso-
therms.

Mesotliesis (mesp )&amp;gt;/ sis). rare. [f. Gr. niao-i
middle -I- 0&amp;lt;ns action of putting : see THESIS.]

Something interposed, serving to connect or re

concile antagonistic agencies or principles.
1812-29 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rein. (1838) III. 93 Both alike

have quenched the Holy Spirit, as the mesothesis of the

two. 1849 FROUDE Nemesis of faith 157 The final meso
thesis for the reconciling the two great rivals, Science and
Revelation.

Mesothet (me sofet). rare~ l
. [f.

Gr. /*Vo-s
middle + 6(r6v neut. of 9tTOS placed.]

=
prec. (In

quot. humorously pedantic.)
1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xxi, A curious pair of poles

the two made ; the mesothet whereof, by no means a punc
tual imtifferenst but a true connecting spiritual idea, stood

on the table in the whisky-bottle.

So Mesotlietic (mesoh-tik),Mesotlie tical ailjs.,

occupying a middle position.

1837 Fraser s Mag. XVI. 97 Mr. Carlyle avoids the syn
thetical, as well as the analytical, and looks down upon
both from the mesothetical. 1848 KINGSLEY Yeast xv, An
honest development of the true idea of Protestantism, which
is paving the way to the mesothetic art of the future. 1871

in Devon. Assoc. Trans. IV. 384 While the true philo

sopher sought for the mesothetic or middle truth.
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MESOTHOBAX.

II Mesothorax (mesoboVrseks). Ent. [mod.L.,
f. MESO- + THORAX.] The middle ring or segment
of the thorax of insects.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxxiii. III. 371. 1833 G. R.

GRAY Eulaia. Australia I. 18 The mesothorax [of Trigono-
derus Childrenii] is somq^hat triangular in form, and
keeled down the centre. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 77
The dorsal part of the mesothorax.

Hence Mesothoracic (-borarsik) a., pertaining
to the mesothorax.

1839 WESTWOOD Mod. Classif. Insects I. 17 The meso-

thoracic and metathoracic segments. 1878 RILEY in Amer.
Nat. XII. 215 The first pair of spiracles are distinctly me-

sothoracic and dorsal in the triungulin.

Mesotonic (mesotp-nik), a. Mus. [f. Gr. fuao-s

middle + TUV-OS TONE + -ic.]
= MEAN TONE adj.

1864 A. J. ELLIS in Proc. Roy. Soc. XIII. 408 This is known
as the System of Mean Tones, or the Mesotonic System, as

it will be here termed. 1896 A. J. HIPKJNS Pianoforte 103
To extend Mesotonic or Mean tone tuning to the keys of

E flat and A flat major.

II Mesotrocha (mes(rtn*ka), sb. pi. Also -ee.

f mod.L., f. Or. ptao-s middle 4-
rpox&amp;lt;3s wheel, rim.]

Ciliated larvne of polychietous annelids in which
one or more rows of cilia encircle the middle of

the body. Hence Meso-trochal a., also Meso tro-

chous a. (in recent Diets.), having a ciliated ring
round the middle.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. v. 243 Mesotrocha. Ibid.

248 A mesotrochal Annelidan larva. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 606 Mesotrochae.

Mesotympanic : see MESO-.

t Me SOtype. Min. Obs. [a.,.m4so/ype (\\aX\y

1801), f. Gr. njo-s middle + TI/JTOS TYPE.] A name

including the minerals now called natrolite, scole-

cite, mesolite, and thomsonite.

(The form of the crystal is intermediate between those of
analcite and stilbite ; hence the name.)

1804 Edin. Rev. III. 311 The mezotype corresponds to the

fibrous and acicular zeolytes. 1815 MAcCuLLOCH in Trans.
Geol. Soc. III. 86 Mesotype.. is found in three states, a com
pact, a mealy, and a crystallized form. 1852 TH. Ross I/ttin.

boldt s Trav. II. xvii. 79 Crystals of pyroxene and mesotype.
Meso-uterine to -ventriculum : see MESO-.

Bffesoxalic (mespkste lik), a. Chan. [f.
MESO-

+ OXALIC a.] Mcsoxalic acid: a dibasic acid

obtained from alloxan. Hence Mesoxalate (me-
sp ksale t), a salt of mesoxalic acid. Also Me-
soxalyl (mesfrksalil), the radical of alloxan (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1890); atlrit. in mesoxalyl-urea, a

synonym of alloxan (ibid.).

1838 R. D. THOMSON in British Ann. for 1839, 381 Me
soxalic acid, .mesoxalate of barytes. 1878 KINGZETT /!/ /.

Chfw. 203 Alloxan is resolved into urea and mesoxalic acid

by the action of boiling baryta water. 1894 Nature 26 July
311/2 Bismuth mesoxalate. 1893 THOMSON & BLOXAM
Bloxam s Chem. 749 Alloxan . . or mesoxalyl-urea.

Mesozeugma : see MESO-.

I] Mesozoa (mesozou-a), pi. Zool. [mod.L., f.

Gr. ptao-s middle +
f&amp;lt;pa pi. of (yov animal.] Van

Beneden s name for forms intermediate in structure

between the Protozoa and the Metaroa. (The
Orthonectids and Dicyemids, which he placed in

this division, are now recognized as Metazoa, but

it is believed that true Mesozoa exist.) Also sing.
MesozO on, one of the mesozoa.

877 C -
&quot;Jrul. Microsc. Set. XVII. 144 The Mesozoa ..

may be characterized as multicellular organisms, composed
of two kinds of cells, one layer of which.. is a true ecto

derm; whilst the second layer, .constitutes the endoderm.

1877 HU.XI.KY Anal. Inv. Anim. 676 The representatives of

a distinct division, the Mesozoa, intermediate between the

Protozoa and the Metazoa. 1892 Ann. ff Mag. Nat. Hist.

Ser. VI. IX. 79 The Mesozoon Salinella.

Mesozoic (mesozJu ik), a. Geol. [f. Gr. piao-s
middle + {yov animal + -1C.] The name given by

Phillips to the secondary period, intermediate

between the PALEOZOIC and the CAINOZOIC.

1840 J. PHILLIPS in Penny Cycl. XVII. 154/1 Correspond
ing terms (as Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, Kainozoic, &c.) may be

made, nor will these necessarily require change upon every
new discovery. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd.,
Catent. 239 Mesozoic, Cainozoic, and Recent Corals, which
occur in more than one Geological Period. 1880 HAUGHTON
Phys. Gcog. vi. 269 The Marsupials of the Mesozoic strata.

t Me spile. Obs. Also 6 mespy(l)le, mys-
pylle. [ad. L. mespilus, -am, -a, a. Gr. niam\ov,
^ttriri Xr;, whence (ultimately) MEULAH.] A medlar.
1398 TREVISA Rarth. De P. K. xvii. cxxxvi. (E. Mus. MS.),

pe sauour berof [the fruit of the rose] is bitinge and somdele
soure as be sauour [of] mespiles. 1500 BOLLARD tr. Gotifrcdi
on Pallad., Of mespyles v. medlers. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth
Mankynde 81 Wyld peres, medlers or myspylles.

II Mespilus (me-spilcs). Gardening. [L. ;

see prec.] Applied to certain ornamental trees

formerly included in the genus Mespilus, but now
placed in the genus Cratxgus.
1767 ABERCROMBIE Ev. Man his own Card. (1803) 606

Hardy kinds of flowering shrubs and trees...such as.,
mezereons, mespiluses. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades
397 Planted, .with oranges, lemons, hibiscus, and mespilus.

II Me splier. Obs. [a. OF. mesplier (
= ne-

splier, mod.F. nejlicr}, f. niesple ( =nesple, mod.F.

nifte) : L. mespilus ;
see MESPILE.] A medlar-tree.

1480 CAXTON Ovid s Met. X. iv. (Roxb. Clubl, To this

assemblement came..Lawrers, Mespliers [etc.].
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Mespresion, Mesprise, etc., obs. ff. MISPBI-

SION, MISPRISE.

!! Mesquin (m^sk-sh), a, [Fr.] Mean, sordid,

shabby.
1706 EVELYN Ace. Architects fi Archil, (ed. 2) 10 They

(sc. the Moors] set up those Slender and Misquine [sic]

Pillars.. and other incongruous Props. i8z8 MARQ. NOR-
MANBY Engl. in France 1 1. 102 It heightens the beauty of the

picturesque, and slurs over the mesquin and the mean._ 1871
KINGSLEY At Last ii, The mesquin and scrofulous visages,

which crowd our alleys.

t Mesquita, mesquit J
. Obs. Forms : a.

6 mesohita, -quito, moskyta, -quita, 6-7 mes-,

mezquita, 7 meseita, -keeto, -keito, -kita,

mosquetto, -quito. 0. 6 muscot, 6-7 meskit,

7 maohit, meschit(e, -cuite, mesked, mes-,

mosquit(e, 7-8 meskite. [a. Sp. mezquita and

It. meschita, ad. African Arab, masgid, dial, pro
nunciation of MASJID. Some of the P forms

may come directly from Arab.] =MosQL E.

a. 1576 EDEN Trav. IV. ff E. lndies(iyn) 365 b, A Temple
or Meschita. 1508 W. PHILLIP Linscltotcn i. xliii. 79 The
Moores like wise haue their Mesquitos. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy.
II. i. 208 This famous and sumptuous Mosquita hath 09.

fates,

and 5. steeples. 1617 R. ASHLEY Almansorg The

riday . . hee . . went in solemnitie to the great Mesquita.

1657 HOWELL Londinop. 384 The Gran Cairo in Egypt, a

City .. having five and thirty thousand Meskeetos. 1661

COWLEY Cromwell Verses Ess. (1669) 73 They said he

[sc. Cromwell] ..would have sold .. St. Peters (even at his

own Westminster) to the Turks for a Mosquito.
B. 1564 A. JENKINSON in Hakluyts Voy. (1598) I. 347

Prince Ismael lieth buried in a faire Meskit. 1500 WEBBE
Trav. (Arb.) 21 In the said Cittie [sc. Cairo], there is 12

thousand Churches, which they tearme Muscots. 1612

BRKREWOOD Lang, ff Kelig. xxvi. 227 The publick service

of the Jews and of the Mahumetans, in their synagogues
and meskeds. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 229 There

is also a Meschit there for the Arabians and Turkes. Ibid.

\. xvii. 538 They neuer goe to their Watches before they
haue prayed in the Mesquit. 1658 PHILLIPS, Mukitt, a

Church, or Synagogue among the Turks and Moors. 1665
Sin T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 308 They. . lodge the Carcass
not in the Machits or Churches but Church-yards.

Mesquite, mesquit- (me skft, meskrt).
Also mezquit(e, mezkeet, mesketis, muskeet.

[a. Mexican Sp. tnezijitite.]

1. Either of two leguminous trees growing in

S.W. North America, Frosopis juliflora (honey

mesquite), and P. pttbescens (screw-pod mesquite).
1851 MAYNE REID Scalf Hunt. i. 14 Here and there are

trees of acacia and mezquite, the denizens of the desert land.

1854 BARTLETT Mex. Boundary I. iv. 75 The mezquit ..

belongs to the same natural family as our locust. 187*
SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms 121 The Mesquite or

Muskeet (Algarobia glandulosa), a bastard-locust.

2. In full mesijuite-grass : A general name for

grasses growing in the neighbourhood of the mes

quite tree, esp. the genera Boitlehua and Buchloe.

1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt. xxvi. 187 A desert country,
covered with wild sage and mezquite. 1857 OLMSTEp^wrw.
Texas 135 A great change occurred here in the prairie grass
we had reached the mesquit grass. 1904 Blacklv. Hag.

Nov. 649/2 A shimmering prairie of mesquite.

3. altrib. and Comb., as mesquite bush, flour,

leaf, tree, wood; mesquite bean, the pod of the

mesquite tree
; mesquite grass (see 2).

1869 in Daily News Sept. (1892) 6/7 He ate a few green

pods and leaves of a &quot;mezquit bush. . .A few &quot;mezquit beans.

1887 F. FRANCIS Jun. Sat/tile % Mocassin 73 Wave after

wave of rolling country sparsely covered with niskctis-bu*h.

1854 BAHTLETT Explor. Texas, etc. II. 217 The *mezquit
Hour, which is ground very fine, has a sickish sweetness.

1859 MARCY Prairie Trav. 251
There is but little grass here,

but in the season the &quot;mesqulte
leaves are a good substitute.

1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 212 A kw..*mesqnit trees

are now and then met with. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift
Amer. 149, I used to hitch up a team and go out on the

prairie and pick up *mesquite wood.

t Mesqui tical, a. Obs. In 7 mesehiticall.

[f. MESQUITA + -ICAL.] Pertaining to a mosque.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 315 The multitudes of

other Churches, as silly captiued Damsels, attending and

following thee into this Mesehiticall slauerie.

Mesquito, variant of MESUUITA Obs.

MeSS (mes), sb. Forms: 3-6 mes, (jmeisse),

4-5 mees, 4-7 messe, 5-6 mese, Sc. mais, (6 Sc.

meis, 7 Sc. meiss), 5-7 measse, 6 mease, meace

(meesse, meeoe), 5- mess. [a. OF. mes sense I

below (mod.F. inets viand, dish)
= It. mtsso

course of a repast : late L. missum, neut. pa. pple.
of L. mitllre to send (in Rom. use, to put).]

I. Portion of food (and transferred uses).

1. A serving of food ; a course of dishes
;
a pre

pared dish (of a specified kind of food). Now
only arch. exc. as in i.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12559 Nober durst bai . . brek bair brede,
ne last fair mes Til he .. wit beniscun bairn hadd. c 1350
King of Tars 86 The Soudan sat at his des, Iserved of his

furste mes. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 154 pai bring
him mete and euermare fyfe meesez togyder. c 1425 Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 658/8 Hoc frnstrum, mese, gobyt. 1577
HOLINSHED Chron. III. 920/1 The which [servants] togither

kept also a continual! messe in the hall. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.

iv. i. 21 r, 1 will chop her into Messes: Cuckold me? 1631
HEYWOOD Enf. Eliz. (1641) 175 Before the second messe

came in, he fell sick at the table. 1751 HUME A Dialogue in

Enq. Princ. Morals 228 My friend Alcheic form d once a
i Party for my Entertainment... and each of us brought his

I Mess along with him. 1819 BYRON &quot;Juan n. xli, For want of

MESS.

water, and their solid mess Was scant enough. 1841 JAMES
Brigand xix, Here comes the old woman with my mess of

food. 1888 STEVENSON Black Arrow 144 Three or four

men sat drinking ale and eating a hasty mess of eggs.

fig. 1563 FOXE A. f, M. (1583) II. 1845/2 What an euill

messe of handling this Whittle had, and how he was. -all to

beaten. -manifestly may appeare. 1603 IhKKtR Wonderjull
YeareC\ b, Most blisfull Monarch. .Seru d with a messe of

kingdomes. a 1764 LLOYD Poet Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 17
As colleges, who duly bring Their mess of verse to every
king. 1770 N. NICHOLLS in Corr. w. Gray (1843) 117 In

hpDes of learning a little profane history to mix with my
divine, which is really a bad mess by itself.

f b. Worms mess, food for worms. Obs.
a 1300 Sarinun \\. in E. E. P. (1862) 2 pi fleisse nis na^te

hot worme-is meisse. c 1460 Towncley Myst. xxxi. 118 Ne
flesh he was wonte to fede, It shall be Wormes mese.

C. A quantity (of meat, fruit, etc.) sufficient

to make a dish. (Now dial, and f/.S.) Also, the

quantity of milk given by a cow at one milking.
1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 46 You haue very good straw-

beries at your gardayne in Holberne, I require you let vs
haue a messe of them, a 1533 FRITH Agst. Rastell 242 A
shrewd cow, which, when she hath given a large mess of

milk, turneth it down with her heel 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,
II. i. 103 Goodwife Keech . . comming in to borrow a
messe of Vinegar. 1621 in Black Bk. 7 &quot;a*

1
&quot; *77 ^ (^annatyne

Cl.) 313 Off new salt beiff i quarter iiii meiss. 1870 LOWELL
Study Wind. 8 His is the earliest mess of green peas.

d. U.S. A take or haul of fish.

1854 THOREAU Walden, Spring (1884) 338, I got a rare

mess of golden and silver and bright cupreous fishes. 1901
R. D. EVANS Sailors Log vi. 59 The captain .. sent me a

mess of the finest mackerel I ever saw.

2. Applied (in early use only contextually, in

later use spec. }
to a made dish

,
or to a portion

or a kind of liquid, partly liquid, or pulpy food,

such as milk, broth, porridge, boiled vegetables, etc.

The expression a mess ofpottage, proverbially current in

allusions to the story of Esau s sale of his birthright tGen.

xxv. 20-34), does not occur in the Bible of 1611, though
found in this connexion as early as 1526 (see quot. below).

It appears in the heading of ch. xxv. in the Bibles of 1537
and 1539, and in the Geneva Bible of isocv Coverdale (1535)

does not use it either in the text or heading of this chapter

(his words being meace of meate , meace of ryse ), but he
has it in i Chron. xvi. 3 and Prov. xv. 7.

14.. Sir Beues 83 (MS. C.), But onys yn a weke a symple
messe Of sodyn barley was hart lees, c 1456 How wise tnan

taught his son 99 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 173 Beltyr it is .. A
mes of potage . . Then for to have a M. mes, With great

dysese and angyr sore. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)

i. xi. 30 Som for a messe of potage, with Esau, careth nat to

sell the euerlaslyng inheritaunce of heuen. a. 1592 LODGE
& GREENE Looking Cl. Loud, ff Eng. (1881) 20, I want my
mease of milke when I goe to my worke. 1595 DUNCAN

App. Etymol. (E.D.S.) 70 lusculum, a mease of brue. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. in. i. 63, 1 had as lief you would tell me
of a messe of porredge. 1631 MILTON L Allegro 85 Hearbs,
and other Country Messes, 1633 HEYWOOD & ROWLEY
Fortune by Land III. i, Give .. a word to the dayry maid
for a mess of cream. 1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. (1681) 41

The Meal makes.. good Pottage, and several other Messes.

1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 23 Dec., I have . . eaten only a

mess of broth and a roll. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) V. 1771

Having observed several messes of porpoise broth preparing.

1884 Fortn. Kev. Mar. 379 They are fond of farinaceous

messes.

b. A quantity of liquid or mixed food for an

animal
;
a kind of such food.

1738 POPE Efil. to Sat. ii. 176 If one [sc. hog]. . Has what
the frugal, dirty soil affords, From him the next receives it,

thick or thin, As pure a mess almost as it came in. 1810

Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 251 The infernal mess alluded to

. . being ordered for race-horses. 1841 BROWNING Pippa
Passes ii,

&quot;I is only a page.. Crumbling your hounds their

messes ! 1860 Miss YONCE Ctess Kale I, [He was] mixing
a mess of warm milk for the young calves.

C. In contemptuous or disgusted use: A con

coction, jumble, medley.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Mess, 2. A medley ; a mixed mass. 1836

Backwoods of Canada 124 Rice, sugar, currants, pepper
and mustard all jumbled into one mess. 1854 Miss BAKER

Northatnpt. Gloss., Mess, a hodge-podge, or dirty, disagree
able mixture. Any culinary preparation that is unpalatable
would be called a nasty mess .

3. A state of confusion or muddle ; a condition

of embarrassment or trouble ; esp. in phr. to get
into a mess. To make a mess of: to bungle (an

undertaking).
1834 MARRYAT P. Simple xxxiii, Here s a pretty mess ! if

I put on my great coat I shall be dead with sweating ;
if I

put on no jacket I shall be roasted brown. 1862 DARWIN in

Life f, Z/. (1887) II. 392, I am rejoiced that I passed over

the whole subject in the Origin , for I should have made
a precious mess of it. 1875 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Iv. 199 Their

affair gets into a mess. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER Our Fields ff

Cities 173 But never mind, Charlie boy, keep out of messes.

b. A dirty or untidy condition of things.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1864) II. 193/1 They make
it a rule when they receive neither beer _nor money from a

house to make as great
a mess as possible the next time

they come. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk., Mess, . . the

state of a ship in a sudden squall, when everything is let go
and flying.

C. (See quot.)
1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 165 The London butcher ..

will . . reject such cattle or sheep as are what is termed in a

mess ; that is, depressed, after excitation by being overlaid

or overdriven.

II. Company of persons eating together.

4. Originally, each of the small groups, normally
of four persons (sitting together and helped from

the same dishes), into which the company at a ban-



MESS.

quet was commonly divided. Now only in the

Inns of Court, a party of four benchers or four stu

dents dining together. Hence, a company of per

sons (members of some official or professional body)
who regularly take their meals together; e.g., the

company of judge and barristers who dine together
when on circuit (see also b).
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 257 So he her set furst at

hys owne messe. &amp;lt;r 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 1050 in

Babees Bk. 72 Bisshoppes, Merques, vicount, Erie goodly,

May sytte at .ij. messez. Ibid
1

. 1057 Of alle ober estates to

a messe iij. or iiij. Ibid. 1065 Of alle obur estates to a

messe ye may sette foure & foure. 1591 Wills fy fnv. N. C.

(Surtees) II. 199 For the charges of xij mease, that dyned
at his owne house, 2 1

. 8 1
. 1607 BEAUMONT Woman Hater

I. ii, Nor should there stand any. -pyes, at the nether end,

fiU d with mosse and stones, partly to make a shew with,

and partly to keepe the lower messe from eating. 1654
GATAKER Disc. Apol. 40 His fellow-Benchers that were in

the same Messe with him. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasiti. Collo&amp;gt;j.

395 To every mess of guests set three dishes. 1681 LUT-
TRELL BriefRel. (1857) I. 99 An addresse . . was moved by
some in the hall {in Grayes Inn] that day at dinner, and

being (as is usuall) sent to the barr messe to be by them
recommended to the bench. 1821 in N. Eng. Hist, % Gen. Reg.

(1876) XXX. 191 Here a number of members [of Congress],

vulgarly called a Mess , put up, and have a separate table.

1866 MANSFIELD School Life (1870) 219 [Winchester], The
Prsefects tables in Hall were called Tub, Middle, and

Junior Mess respectively. x882SERj. BALLANTINE^/^&quot;-
ences \. v. 65 page heading, Circuit mess. [Account of its

usages, c 1834.] 1899 ATLAY Famous Trials 388 Dr. Ke-

nealy s fellow-barristers on the Oxford Circuit called upon
him to show cause before the mess on the allegation of

having [etc.]. . . He declined to appear, and was duly expelled
from the mess.

b. In the Army and Navy : Each of the several

parties into which a regiment or ship s company
is systematically divided, the members of each

party taking their meals together. Phr. To lose

the number ofone s mess : to die, be killed.

1536 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1905) VI. 450 The expensis
of xxxij meisof marineris, gunnnris, andutherisin the New
Havin. 1599 E. WRIGHT Voy. Azores 17 They willingly

agreed that every mease should bee allowed at one meale
but halfe so much drinke as they were accustomed. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Mess, a particular company
of the officers or crew of a ship, who eat, drink, and associate

together. 1822 Gen. Regul. &amp;lt;y

Orders Army 123 Command-

xxxiii, I have an idea that some of us will lose the number
of our mess. 1840 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849-50) VIII. liii.

26. 421 The situation of privates who had risen to the

officers mess was not so comfortable. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet,

Trade t Mess.. a. number of men who take their meals to

gether ; thus in vessels of war there are ward-room and
gun-room messes, comprising commissioned and subordinate
officers. The seamen and marines messes consist of a dozen
or more under the superintendence of a non-commissioned
or petty officer. 1886 BAUING-GOULD Court Royal \v

t
When

one of H. M. vessels was put in commission, the mess was fur

nished with new linen, plate, china, glass. 1800 G. STABLES
For England, etc. xvi. 234 The mess to which this man
belonged is little more than a hot-bed of mutiny.

c. Without article : The taking of such a meal.

1778 Camp Guide 7 I m summon d to mess. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 294 They will go to mess and live together
like soldiers in a camp. 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Butterfly
xiii, One evening after mess he told Colquhoun that [etc.].

d. gen. =* Table (in the senses *

company at

an entertainment
; provision of food *).

1861 G. F. BERKELEY Sportsm. W. Prairies xiv. 239 He
never brought anything from my kitchen to the general
mess. 1840 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. 551 The members of
the aristocracy [of Athens) had their clubs, where they
habitually met at a common mess or public table. 1878
Bosw. SMITH Carthage 26 There were public messes, as

they were called, but these were not . . analogous to the

Spartan Syssitia.

f5. transf. A company or group of four persons
or things. Obs,

1526 SKKLTON Magnyf. 1009 Let me se. . Yf I can fynde out
So semely a snowte Amonge this prese : Euen a hole mese.

1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. iv. iii, 207 You three fooles, lackt mee
foole, to make vp the messe. 1593 3 Hen. K/, i. iv. 73
Where are your Messe of Sonnes, to back you now. a 1625
FLETCHER, etc. Fair Maid Inn in. i, The messe and halfe
of suiters. &amp;lt;z 1661 FULLER Worthiest (1662) 13, I meet with
a mess of English Natives advanced to that Honour. . . Yea,
I assure you, four Popes was a very fair proportion for

England.
punningly. 16x7 (title] lanva Lingvarvm Qvadrilingvis, or
a Messe of Tongves : Latine, English, French, and Spanish.
Neatly serued vp together, for a wholesome repast.

6. U.S. Short for mess-beef (see 7).

1859 New York Herald Market Report (Hoppe), Prime
mess and beef ham. 1884 Harpers Mag. July 299/1
[Chicago.] The average weight of the class of animals used
for mess and canning* is 950 pounds...The division [of
the carcasses] is made into . . pieces . . viz. loins, ribs, mess,
plates, chucks, rolls, rumps, [etc.].. . Extra mess is com
posed of chucks, plates, rumps, and flanks.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb, (sense 4), as mess-

article, -beef, -berth, -bread) -cabin, -chest, -deck^

-jacket, -kid (see Kin sb.^], -Hst
t -making, -meat,

money, -pork, -room (also attrib.}, -sergeant, -table,

-tent, -tin, -traps, -writer. Also MESSMATE.
1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 215 All the

*mess-berths and *mess articles numbered according to
their corresponding messes. 1766 W. GORDON Gen. Count-
ing-ko. 319, 45 barrels full bound *mess-beef. 1883 P. L.
SIMMONDS Useful A niin., Mess Beef. This U usually put

373

up in pieces of 8 Ibs., and sold in tierces of 304 Ibs. 1615
E. S. Britain s Buss in Arb. Garner III. 628 Baskets for

*mess-bread. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.^ Ward-room ,

the commissioned officers &quot;mess cabin. 1888 Century Mag.
851/1 We have a stout four-horse wagon.. ; in its rear a
*mess-chest is rigged to hold the knives, forks, cans, etc.

1855 OGILVIE Suppl.,
*
Mess-deck, the deck on which a ship s

crew mess. 1891 E. KINGLAKE Australian at, H. 91 The

&quot;mess-jackets of one or two officers, .may be seen, and some
naval uniforms. 1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib. 786 Ships .. *mess

kid, brass hooped. x8a8 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3)

II. 215 On the *mess-Hst being arrranged upon deck, they
are. . placed, .in their respective messes, a 1734 NORTH
Life Ld. Gnilford (1742) 35 This Friendship began by
*Mess-making in the Temple-Hall. 1903 Daily Ckron.

29 Dec. 5/3 Russia has given..an urgent order for i,ooo,ooolb.

of *mess meat. 1833 MARRYAT / . Simple vi, The three

guineas which you received as *mess-money. 1874 ^~-

GKIKIE Life in Woods i. 10 A piece or two of sailor s
* mess-

pork. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 152 No Officer was

permitted to carry the newspapers out of the *messroom.

1855 THACKERAY Neivcomes II. 298 Not disturbed by the

mess-room raillery of the Campaigner. 1859 LANG Wand.
India 361, I will introduce to you all the servants the

*mess-sergeant especially. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ.

I. 45 An officer,, .after getting intoxicated at the *mess-
table [etc.]. 1774 Lu. HARRIS in Life fy Services (1845) 34
She., passed close by our *mess-tent. iS^gCasselft Techn.

Educ. IV. 215 Our men carry a *mesh-iin, and a water

bottle. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk,, *Mess-trap$, the

kids, crockery, bowls, spoons, and other articles of mess
service. 1893 FoRBES-MlTCHELL Retnin. Gt. Mutiny 175
For many years [he] had filled the post of *mess-writer,

keeping all the accounts of the mess.

Mess t
mes), ^- [f-

MESS sb.
;
the senses repre

sent independent formations.]
I. trans. To serve up (food) ;

to divide (food)
into messes or portions. Obs. exc. dial.

1c 1390 Form ofCttry Ixii. (1780) 35 Take alkenet..and

droppe above with a feper, and messe it forth. ^1430 Two
Cookcry-bks. 30 Florche it a-bouyn with Pome-gamed, &
messe it ; serue it forth. 1530 PALSGR. 635/1, 1 messe meate,
I sorte it or order it in to messes, as cookes do whan they
serve it. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Come an* lay th cheilt,

wheile aw mess th dinner for th men.

b. intr. To prepare messes for animals, rare.

1840 Cottager s Man. 36 in Libr. Usef. h nmul., Ilusb. Ill,

There will be no necessity for messing every time the pig
wants a meal.

f-2. To divide (a ship s company) into messes. Obs.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Grant, ix. 39 To messe them
foure to a messe. 1690 STRUTTOS Relat. Cruelties ofFrenck
10 We Mest our selves seven and seven together.

3. intr. To take one s meals, esp. as a member of

a mess
;
also rarely to feed upon (a specified kind

of food).

1701 FARQUHAR Sir //. \ViUair \\\. ii, I shall find better

mutton commons by messing with you, brother. 1743
BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 196 We never us d to

mess together. 1786 tr. Beckford s Vathck (1868) 82 It was
his horrible look that sent us hither to listen to sermons
and mess upon rice. 1833 MARRYAT /*. tSYiff/Mtf iv, Now that

we are in harbour, I mess here. 1876 DAVIS Polaris Exf&amp;gt;.

vii. 176 The officers who had messed with him, ..knew
that the life of the expedition was gone.

b. trans. To supply with meals.
1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VIII. 295 The

soldiers. . were not at all times messed in the manner pointed
out by your order. i88a FLOYER Unexpt. Baluchistan 79
The Khan.. was most hospitable, even to the extent of

messing me at his own table .

4. intrt To make a mess, put things into a dis

orderly or untidy state; to dabble in water, mud,
etc. Also, to (

potter , busy oneself in an untidy

way, or with no definite purpose or result (const.

about or with advs. about, away).
1853 MRS. LYNN LINTON in Life vii. 83, I mess about my

flowers and read snatches of French. 1886 Tip Cat xix. 263

Messing about with sulphur and lime and all the rest of it.

1886 G. ALLEN Maimie
s^
Sake xxi, Sydney was. .messing

away, .at his nasty chemicals. 1854 K. GRAHAME Pagan P.

129 What boy has ever passed a bit of water without mess

ing in it .

5. trans. To make a mess of; to disorder, make

dirty, soil (a thing) ;
to muddle (a business). Also

with up.
1854 W. COLLINS Hide fy Seek III. iv. 108 That s the first

pair of trousers I ever ventured to cut out for you . . ; and the

long and short of it is, I ve messed em. 1855 C. READE
Love me Little i, It messes one s things so to pick them to

pieces, iSfia H. MARRYAT Year in. Sweden I. 165 The
authorities,, .convinced of the folly of messing matters,
have caused a plan to be drawn out on a grand, .scale.

1883 FREEMAN in W. R. W. Stephens Life 4- Lett. (1895)
II. 275 The friars churches at Gloucester .. are utterly
messed and made up into houses. 1901 Scribner s Mag.
(U.S.) XXIX. 404/1 Lank told him that he had messed the

whole business.

6. To mess about : to handle roughly or too

familiarly, dial, or vulgar.
1874 Slang Diet., Mess, to interfere unduly. Coster-

mongers refer to police supervision as messing*. 1901
Essex Weekly Neivs 8 Mar. 3/3 Defendant was 77 years
old, and had never been messed about by policemen before.

7. Sc. To mix, associate ivith; only in phr. to

mess or (and] mcll.
i8ai GALT Ann. Parish xxiv. (1895) 159 She. .would not

let me. .mess or mell wi the lathron lasses of the clachan.
1822 Steam-boat iv. 88 This is an observe that I have
made . . since I began . . to mess and mell more with the

generality of mankind. 1887 J. SERVICE Dr. Dngirid (ed. 3)

281 He would neither mess nor mell wi
1

ony o the new
reformers.

Mess, obs. form of MASS sb.*

MESSAGE.

Message (me sed^), j.l Forms : 4-7 mas
sage, 5 masage, (4 messag, missage, 5 mas-
SAChe, 6 mesuage, messege, 6, 8 messuage, 7

meswage), 3- message, [a. F. message = Pr. mes-

safge, Kp. mensaje, Pg. mensage(m,\\.. messagio :

popular L,. *missaticum (a mcd.L. word of this form
occurs in the 1 2th c.), f. L. miss-, mittcre to send.]
1. A communication transmitted through a mes

senger or other agency ;
an oral or written com

munication sent from one person to another; also,

7 intelligence, tidings, news. Obs.

1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3645 To be king com message |&amp;gt;at

be scutles . . dude him gret outrage, c 1330 K. UKUNNE
Chron, (1810) 40 J*is was his messagf, his Danes wild he

venge Ageyn him in bataile. 1382 WvCLlF 2 Kings vii. 9
This is forsothe a day of good message. 1462 M ARC. PASTON
in / . Lett. II. 99, I have spoken with my modre and seidu

to here as ye desired me to doo, and sche seide schc knt.-w&amp;lt;-

the massache weelo inowe before. 1503-4 -^f 19 Hen. VIf,

c. 34 Preamble, Dyvers messages and writings to hym
sent. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. i, 164 Sometime-, from her

eyes I did receiue faire speechless*: messages. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xi. 299 Gently hast thou tould Thy message. 1722
DK FOK Re-lig. Courtsh. \. i. (1840) 22 You cannot desire me
to carry such a message. 1840 Miss MITFOKU in I, K--trnn&amp;lt;:

Life (1870) III. vii. 107, I had a kind message from Captain
Marryat once, when somebody whom he knew was coming
here. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY Church in Early Cent. viii. 355

They [acolytes] were the servants of the Christian priests. .

carrying their messages or letters.

U Often applied to a communication sent by tele

graph ; hence transf.
1847 TENNYSON Princess Pro!. 78 Thro1

twenty posts of

telegraph They flash d a saucy message to and fro IV-tween
the mimic stations. 1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892)

71 Messages can pass through the brain and the nerves

every moment.
b. In religious language: A divinely inspired

communication by a prophet ; tidings sent by God.
1546 BALE Kng. Votaries i. (1560) Ep. Ded., A ioyfull

massage declaring full remission to be geuen frely in

Christe. 1781 J. LOGAN in Sc. Paraplir. xxxiv. iv, His
oracles of truth proclaim the message brought to man. 1892
WICSTCOTT Gospel of Life p. xviii, If we arc to deliver our

message as Christians we must face the riddles of life. 1902
A. II. DAVIDSON Called of God\\\. 201 Isaiah s message is

twofold ;
first ruin and then redemption.

transf. 1828 CARLVLK Misc. (1857) I. 238 Byron and Burns
. .had a message to deliver. 1895 KLLACOMHK Clone. Garden
xxv. 279 Kvery plant has its own separate message and lesson.

c. An official communication from the Sovereign
to Parliament ;

U.S. a communication from a chief

executive officer to a legislative body conveying
instructions or information on matters of policy ;

esp. the Presidential address transmitted to Congress
at the opening of the Session.

1625 WHITKLOCK Mem. (1853) 3 The commons, .voted to

give the king two subsidies, for which the king thanks them

by a message. 1711-12 SWIKT Jrnl. to Stella 17 Jan., The

Queen s message was only to give them notice of the peace
she is treating. 1758 Mem. Last War 35 The Governor

thereupon moved the Assembly in two other Messages to

resume the Consideration of this Enterprise. 1801 HAMILTON
Wks. (1886) VII. 200 Instead of delivering a speech to the

Houses of Congress, . . the President has thought fit to

transmit a Message, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiv.

(1861) V. 177 William, .sent down to the Commons a message,
. . written throughout with his own hand. 1862 J. M. LUDLOW
Hist. U.S. 169 The President, in his message of the year.,
referred in ttrms of sympathy with Texas to its struggle
with Mexico.

2. The business entrusted to a messenger; the

carrying of a communication; a mission, an errand.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 24/26 Heo weoren Messagers : and
from an hei$ mon heo come To don to him a Message.

^1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 272 pat an angel of God schal

not do Goddis massagis to save Cnstene soulis. 1390 GOWER
Con/. III. 300 Hisdoghter-.He bad to gon on his message.

!

&amp;lt;; 1440 Alphabet of Tales 72 Such men sulde be no baillays,

|

nor go no messagies. 1470 Gol.
&amp;lt;y

Gail . 401 Our souerane

I Arthour . . Has maid ws thre as mediatour, His message to

; schaw. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 32 b, Yf man
I shall haue sufficyent faculty to do the message of God. 1591
I SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 53 On what submissiue message

art thou sent? 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 289 All the Bands Of
Angels.. to his message high in honour rise; For on som

message high they guessd him bound. 1720 PETKIE Rules

Deportm. if. Wks. (1877) 6 A Gentleman ought not to run

or walk too fast m the Streets, lest he be suspected to be

going a Message. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack iv, I.. ran

messages. 1849 THACKERAY Pcndennis xvii, She bethought
her.. how he had gone on messages for her.

fb. Phrase. (To go, send, etc.) in (also of, on}

message : on the business of carrying a communi
cation or of doing an errand. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7405 A monek he sende him in

message. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. v. 20 Therfore we ben sett

in legacie, or message, for Crist. 1443 Acts Privy Council

(1835) V. 238 To paie to Coler pursivant be whiche goethe
now in be Kynges message beyonde be see xl.s. 1456 SIR

G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 116 Quhen ony is send in

message to the inymyes. 1548 HALL C/iron., Hen. VII
12 b, He sent on message Christopher Urswicke to Charles.

X557 F. SEAGEK Schools ofVertue 726 in Babees Bk., How
to order thy selfe being sente of message. iS93 SHAKS.

z Hen. Vf, iv. i- 113, I go of Message from the Queene
to France. 1622 BACON Hen. VII 142 The King.. sent Sir

1 Richard Gvilford into Kent in message.

f3. A person or body of persons conveying a

communication ;
one or more messengers or envoys,

an embassage. [So in OF.] ObS.

CX330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 78 A message lille him



MESSAGE.
nam vnto Normundie, Teld William eueridele of Malcolme

|

robberie. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw s T. 235 The hooly
lau es of oure Alkaron, Yeuen by goddes message Makomete.
a 1450 Le Aforte A rth. 2256 Then was A bischope at Rome,
Off Rowchester, . . Tylle ynglande he, the message, Come.
1470 HKNRY Wallace vni. 541 Wallace has herd the

message say thair will, c 1475 RaufCoilyar 005 Fra the

Chane of Tartarie, At him this message wald I be, To tell

him [etc.].

4. attrib. and Comb,, as message-carrying&quot;,
mes

sage-boy Sc., an errand-boy; message card, a

card on which a message may be written
;

in the

1 8th c. spec, a card of invitation to a reception
or entertainment ; message-form, a printed form

for a telegraphic message; message rate, in the

British Post Office, a fixed rate of payment per

message sent by telephone (opposed to a subscrip
tion entitling to unlimited service ); message
stick, a stick or small block of wood carved with

significant marks, used as a means of communica
tion among the Australian aborigines.
1896 CKOCKETT Cleg Kelly (ed. 2) 56, I came .. to ask

about the situation of a &quot;message-boy. 1755 W. WIIITEHEAD
in Dodsley Poems II. 264 (title) On a &quot;Message-Card in

Verse, Sent by a Lady. 1804 European Mag. XLV. 418/2
His visits were admitted without the punctilios of message-
cards. 1851 Illnstr. Catal. Exhib. 102/2 Paper and Sta

tionery. . . Message Cards, plain and ornamental. 1829
BENTHAM Justice*! Cod. Petit. 179 The business of *mes
sage-carrying. 1900 Post Office Guide Jan. 518 Postage
stamps are used for the payment of telegrams, and the public
are required to affix them to the *message-forms. 1901
Daily Chron. 30 Nov. 7/7 [Po--t Office Telephones.] Most
of these [agreements] are at what is known as the *message
rate. 1881 Academy 24 Sept. 243 Three message-sticks from
Australia which prove that even degraded savages may in

vent real written characters. 1898 in MORRIS Austral Eng.
T Me-ssage, sb.% Obs. rare- 1

. [?f. mess
MASS j^.l + -AGE.] ? The action of saying mass.
(1440 Alphabet of Talcs 58 He sente burgh a &quot; hi-s

bLsshoppryke, & garte do message& oders prayers & suffrage
of halie kurk for hym.

Message (me seds), v. [f.
MESSAGE sbl]

1. trans. To send as a message ; to send by mes

senger ; spec, to transmit (a sketch, plan, etc.) by
means of signalling, telegraphing, etc.

1583 STANVHUKST s&tuis iv. (Arb.) 107 Hee did, in ex

pressed commaund, to me message his erraund. 1636 W.
DENNY in Ann. Dnirensia (1877) 14 Then by and by swift

racing Naggs contend Who first, shall message Conquest
to the end, Of their appointed course. 1886 Longm. Mag.
VII. 416 The result obtained .. is easier to message. 1887
Pail Mall G. 24 Mar. n/i A series of rules by which any
drawing may be messaged and signalled. 1896 Columbus
(Ohio) Dispatch 18 Mar. 7/1 The bill was messaged over
from the house last evening.
2. intr. To carry a message, nonce-use.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxiv, Our people go backwards
and forwards .. lettering and messaging, and fetching and
carrying.
Hence Messaging vbl. sb.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xv. iii. V. 289 We can get no
free messaging from part to part of our own Army even.
llnd. xix. ii. (1873) VIII. 127 Montalembert s watching,
messaging about.

Messageer, -er(e, obs. ff. of MESSENGER.

Messagery (me sed^eri). Obs. or arch. Also

4 messagerie, 7 -gry. [a. F. messagerie, f. mes

sager : see MESSENGER and -ERY.]
1. The office or function of a messenger; the

performance of a message or errand. Obs. exc. arch.
c 138* CHAUCER Par1. Foitles xxxiii, I saw .. Fool hardy-

nesse & flatterye, & desyr, Messagerye & meede &
oj&amp;gt;er

thre. 1658 PHILLIPS, Messagry, (old word) diligence in

doing a message. 18. . CARLYLE Hist. Sit. (1898) 80 There
are the country carriers [on a market day], packing, unpack
ing; swift diligence, thousandfold messagery looking
through their eyes.
2. A body of messengers. Obs. rare 1

.

c 1500 Melusine 69 In this messagery or embassade were
sent two wyse knigntes.

Messagier, -gre, -gy(e)r, obs. ff. MESSENGER.

Messal, -ale, obs. ff. MISSAL sb.

Messalian (mes^-lian), Massalian (mse-
stTi-lian), sb. and a. Eccl. Hist. Also 6-9 Mas
silian, 8 Messallian. [ad. late Gr. MfffffaXm^oy

(Theodoret), MacwaAtai o? (Epiphanius), ad. Syr.

)io\-ao nffolyana- given to prayer; the Greek

writers render it by cdx T9? (see EUCHITE) and

tvxupwos one who prays. Some of the forms of the
word are due to association with the place-name
Massalia, Massilia, Marseilles.]
A. sb. A member of an ancient heretical sect,

variously identified by early writers with the
Euchites and with the Hesychasts.
a 1591 H. SMITH Serin. (1637) 380 If your lippes be not

alwayes going, which was the heresie of the Messalians.

1708-22 HINGHAM Orig. Eccl. xx. iii. 5 The Massalians,
or Euchites Ikept Sunday as a fast], 1833 MOORE Trav.
Irish Gentl. in Search Relig. I. 262 Trie Messalians..
imagined that the whole atmosphere was brimful of devils.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 782/2 Hesythasts (..sometimes
referred to as Euchites, Massalians, or Palamiles), a
quietistic sect.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Messalians.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxiv. i We. .should be like

those Massilian heretiques which doe nothing else but pray.
1654 H. L ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 127 He was..dis-

j

374

relisbt by them who inclined to the Massilian and Anninian
Tenets. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Ktunul. III. 2152
The Massilian Monks are described as holding, that by
faith and baptism any one can be saved, if he only will.

Messan (me-san). Sc. Forms: 6-8 messen,
8 messoii, 9 messin, 5- messan. [? a. Gael.

measan = Irish measdn, M.Irish mesdn (Macbain).]
A lap-dog ; also applied to a person as a term of

abuse. Also attrib. as messan-dog, -atr, -tyke.

121500 Bernard, de cura mi Jam. (E.E.T.S.) 13 Litile

doggis and messanys with bar bellis. 1508 KENNEUIE

Ftytingvj. Dutibar^5 A crabbit,scabbit, eulll facit messan

tyke. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scotl. I. 22 The
varietie of Messen dogs, w quhilkes gentle women vses to

recreate thame selfes. 1719 HAMILTON Ef. \. iii. in Ramsay
Poems (1877) II. 232 To petty poets, or sic messens. 1786
BURNS Tma Dogs 18 Na pride

had he, But wad hae spent
an hour caressan, Ev n wi a Tinkler-gipsey s messan. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth xv, I met him.. with a common minstrel

wench, with her messan and her viol on his.. arm. 1853
CARLVLF. in Atlantic Monthly LXXXII. (1898) 685 The
white mat on Jane s lap is her wretched little messin-dog.

Messangier, -yer, -yre, obs. ff. MESSENGEB.

Messaye, obs. form of MISSAY .

Messchance, obs. form of MISCHANCE.
Messe : see MASS s6. 1

,
v.1 , MEASE, MESSIAH.

Messeger, obs. form of MESSENGER.

Messeline, -ling, obs. forms of MASLIN z
.

Messelinge, -yne, -yng, obs. ff. MASLIN 1.

t Messellawny. Obs. Also 7 messelaue,
misselane. Some textile fabric.

1612 St. Ilk. Customs in Halyburton s_ Ledger (1867) 322
Missellanes the peice contening xxx elnis xxxvi li. a 1625
Kates Merchandizes, Misselanes the peece, containing
thirtie yards. 1642 ll iit

,
Messelanes. 1640 in EnticK

London II. 178 Messellawny, the piece.

Messell(e, variants of MEASLE a. Obs.

Messelyng, obs. form of MASLIN 1.

messenger (me send^aj). Forms : a. 3-6
messager, 3-5 -ere, (4 mesager, messagyr,
-gre), 3-4 messagyer, messsger, (4 messagere,
masager), 5 massageer (messageer), 4 mas-
(s)eger, 5 -gere, 5-6 messagier, (5 massagier,
6 messurger). 0. 4-6 messanger, 4-5 -ere,

-ir, 5-6 -aunger, (4 mesanger, 5 messougere,
myssanger), 4-7 messinger, 5 -ere, 4-5 mos-

synger(e, (4 mensanger, -syngere, massin-

gere, 5 masynger, 6 mesynger), 4-5 masseii-

ger, 5 massanger e, messeugere, (masenger,
-yr, mesaengyr), 5 messangier, -yer, -yre, 6

messengier, 4- messenger. [MK. messager, -ler,
a. F. messager (OF. also messagier), f. message :

see MESSAGE sb. Cf. Pr. mcssatgier, Sp. mcnsajero,
Pg. mmsageiro, It. messaggiero, -ere. For the in

sertion of n in the 3 forms, cf. PASSENGER, etc.]
1. One who carries a message or goes on an

errand
; f an envoy, ambassador (obs.). Corbie

messenger: see CORBIE 2.

(Goifs) messenger : (n) used for ANGEL, as representing
the etymological sense of that word, and as expressing the
function assigned to angels in Scripture; (/) applied to a

ahet,
or to a clergyman, as charged with a message from

to mankind.
a. n 1*2$ After. R. igo Heie monnes messager, me schal

heiliche underuongen. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. iv. 115 Hole
hit beo Marchaund. .or Messager with lettres. 1481 CAX-
TON Ciodtffroy i. 18 Machomet.. whiche was messager of the
deuil. 1521-2 DOUGLAS in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 205
For baith by messurger and write I declarit him playnlie
I wald pass thro this keahne. 1558 KNOX First Blast
(Arb.) 6 The especiall dutie of Goddes messagers is to

preache repentance. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 389
The next day.. came messagers and letters that Auspurge
was taken.

. 13. _.
K. Alls. 7609 Ac, by special mcssangere, Y wol

sende hire love-drewry. c 1450 HOLLAND 1/owlat 231 The
Dow, Noyis messinger. 1460 Lylieaus Disc. 1747 (Kaluza)
A maide, bat is her messengere. .brou^t me her. 1535
COVERDALE I Sam. xix. 20 Saul sent his messaungers to
Dauids house, that they shulde. .kyll him. 1588 in Harl.
Misc. (1809) II. 87 If he minded to revenge against any other
nation, he would plead the cause by messengers. 1624 S.
WARD in Usshcrs Lett. (1686) 321 This Messenger bringeth
the Book, and things from Mr. Crane. 1667 MILTON / . L.
VII. 572 God..Thilher will send his winged Messengers On
errands of supernal Grace. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe (1840) II.

xiv. 295 Messengers were sent express. 1859 W. COLLINS
Q. ofHearts (1875) 14 [He] sent off a mounted messenger
with the letter.

b. The bearer of (a specified message).
a. 1577 DEE Relat. Sfir. i. (1659) 63 Those that are the

Messagers and Angles of the Dignified and Triumphant
Glory. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. cix. 672 Yet doth
God appoint vs to be. .messagers of his vnfallible trueth.

(3. a 1340 HAMI OLE Psattercm. 5 When bou wol bou makis
&amp;gt;aim [gostis] messangers of

(&amp;gt;i
will. 1595 SHAKS. John n. t.

260 Messengers of Warre. a 1625 FLETCHER, etc. FairMaid
Inn III. ii, At next visit, Madam, 111 be a messenger of
comfort. 1703 DE FOE in 15/4 Kef. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. iv. 76 You must not refuse to be the messenger of my
acknowledgments.

t C. In New England ( 1 7th c.
), the representative

of a Congregational church at a synod. Obs.
The title may have been suggested by ayyeAot angel (of

a church) in Rev. i-iv.

1646 in Kec. Massachussets (1853) ! *55 T assemble the

churches, or their messeng&quot;, upon occasion of counsell.

Ibid., A publike assembly of the elders and other messengers
of the severall chuiches. 1665 J. ELIOT Comntun. of

MESSENGER.
Churches 4 The Intrinsecall and proper Efficients of a

Council, are the Churches, who elect and send Messengers
to that end. Ibiel.

t
The Members Constituent of a Council,

are Church-Messengers.
* fig-

c 1400 Rom. Rose 2919 The eye is a good messangere,
Which can to the herte. .Tidyngis sende, 1490 CAXTON
Eneydos xix. 71 [Mount Caucasus] sendeth doun her colde

messagers as snowe, froste, heyle, & tempeste. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. n. iL 77 His teares, pure messengers, sent from
his heart. 1615 CKOOKE .Z&amp;gt;(Wy ofMan 535 The Sences..are
the messengers and interpreters of the Soule. 1812 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 83 Casting tbese leaden messengers of death
[s: bulletsj. 1832 W. IRVING Alhambra II. 39 Day after

day he watched for the return of the messenger of love [sc.

a birdj. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. vi. 43 It [the
trunk] is rather a messenger to the roots.

t 2. esp. A servant sent forward to prepare the

way ; a forerunner, precursor, harbinger. Obs.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. (1862) 44 He [St. John] was ryt Cristes

messager. 1340 Ayenb. 195 Huanne a riche man ssel come
to ane toune. .he zent his messagyers be-uore uor to nime
guod in. 1383 WYCLIP Luke ix. 52 And he sente messan-

geris bifore nis si^t. 1506 SHAKS. Merck. V. v. i. 117 There
is come a Messenger before To signifie their comming.
[1884 BIBLE (R. V.) Mai. iii. x (as in earlier versions).]

b - fig-
a 1225 Ancr. R. IQO Ich am

\&amp;gt;e scheadewe, seiS (MS mes
sager, pet is, worldes pine, c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus HI.

1368 [1417] And lucifer. pe dayes messager, Gan for to ryse,

The birde, of day messinger, Croweth and sheweth, that

lit-hi is nere. 1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. n. i. 104 Von grey Lines,
That frei the Clouds, are Messengers of Day.

C. Cuckods messenger ; (see quot.).
1885 SWAINSON Prov. Nantes Birds 103 Wryneck. . . From

its arrival the same time as, or a little before, the cuckoo, it

has the names of. .Cuckoo s messenger [etc.].

d. //. Small clouds detached from the main mass.

1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 145 When.. there are small
black fragments of clouds like smoke, flying underneath,
which some call messengers, . . rain is not far off. 1880

JEFFERIES Gr. Feme F. 133.

3. A government official employed to carry dis

patches, and, formerly, to apprehend state prison
ers

; esp. one employed by the Secretaries of State.

Messenger oftheExchequer (see quot. 1706). Kings
or Queeris messenger, one who conveys dispatches
to or from the Sovereign.
1535 Act 27 Hen. VIl/t c. 27 3 There shalbe. .one other

person, which shalbe called Messanger of the same Courte.

1694 WOOD Li/c 2 Aug. (O.H.S.) Ill, Most of the mes-

singers are gone into the country to fetch up persons seised

upon account of the plot. 1696 PHILLIPS, Messenger^ one
that attends upon the King and his Council to carry Dis

patches, and waits upon the Sergeant at Arms to Appre
hend Prisoners of State. 1706 (ed. Kerseyi, Messengers
of the Excheqner^ certain Officers in that Court, four in

Number, who as Pursuivants, attend the Lord Treasurer, to

carry his Letters and Orders. 1713 SWIFT yrtil. to Stella

31 Mar., Mr. Noble, .was.. seized again by the Sheriff, and
is now in a messenger s hands at the Black Swan in Hoi-
born. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. 9 A man had better n

thousand times be hunted by bailiffs or messengers. 1866

Guide to Entploym, in Civ. Serv, 71 War Department...
Messengers, Queen s Messengers, and Letter-carriers. 1874
Act 37 &amp;lt;y 38 Viet. c. 81 4 The office of messenger or pur
suivant of the Great Seal shall as a separate office be
abolished. 1879 C. MARVIN Public^ Offices 201 A Queen s

Messenger who is about to set off in live minutes time for

Cairo.

b. Sc. Messenger(-at-arms) : see quot. 1838.
1482 in Rymer Foedera (1711) 166/1 We .. Constitute..

the same Gartier and Northumberlond, our Ambassadours,
Oratours, Procuratours, Factours, and Masseagers. 1587
St\ Acts Jos. VI (1814) HI- 449/2 Of late selris pair is

enterit in the office of armes sindry extraordinar maseris..

and a verie greit nowmer of messingeris. 1753 R. THOMSON
(title) A Treatise of the Office of Messenger. Ibid. 2 There

ought only to be in all Scotland 200 Messengers, or Officers

of Arms (including Heralds, Macers and Pursuivants, 17 in

Number). 1812 TENNANT Anstcr F. it. xxxiii, Sheriffs

learn d..and messengers-at-arms, with brows of brass. 1838
BELL Diet. Law Scot., Messcnger-at~ar)ns\ an officer

appointed by, and under the control of the Lyon King-at-
Arms. . . They are employed m executing all summonses and
letters of diligence, both in civil and criminal matters. Our
signet letters.. were constantly directed to messengers-at-
arms, as sheriffs in that part. 1872 MICHIE Deeside Tales

17 (E.D.D.) A messenger-at-arms..the terror of evil doers

far and wide.

f c. Messenger of the Press, an officer appointed
to search for unlicensed publications and presses.
1682 LUTTRELL Brief R el. (1857) I- 226 The Stationers

company . . have called one Robert Stephens (a common
messenger of the presse) on the livery. 1694 WOOD Life
16 Oct (O.H.S.) Ill, Tomson the printer was seized on by
Stephens the messenger of the press, in the act of print

ing a pamphlet reflecting on the Government. 1706 in

PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

d. Bankruptcy law. (See quot. 1894.)
1732 Act 5 Gep. //, c. 30 4 That every such Bankrupt. .

shall be. .required, .to deliver up.. all his..Bookes of Ac
counts, .not seized by the Messenger of the said Commission.

1883 Act 46 &amp;lt;y 47 Viet. c. 52 153 The official solicitors and

messengers in bankruptcy.. shall be transferred to and be

come officers of the Board of Trade. 1894 G. Y. ROBSON
Law Bankruptcy (ed. 7) 77 The messenger was a sort of

sheriffs officer employed to execute the orders and war
rants of the court. Originally, .a messenger was attached

to the court of each commissioner.. .In the Bankruptcy Act,

1883, the messenger and his staff are transferred to. .the

Board of Trade, and are to perform analogous duties to

those previously discharged by them.
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e. (See quot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-^k., Messengers, boys appointed

to carry orders from the quarter-deck.

4. An endless rope or chain passing from the

capstan to the cable to haul it in. Also, a similar

contrivance for hauling-in a dredge.
1633 T.JAMES Voy. 80 We . . put our Cables ouer-boord,

with Messengers vnto them. 1784 J. KING Cooli s Voy.

Pacific III. 475 Having, in our endeavours to heave the

anchor out of the ground, twice broken the old messenger,
and afterward a new one. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6)

159 The messenger is an endless chain passing round the

capstan and two rollers in the manger.
5. (See quot.)
1746 CHESTERF. Lett. (1845) I. 3 My long and frequent

letters. .put me in mind of certain papers, which you have

very lately, and I formerly, sent up to kites, along the string,
which we called messengers ; some of them the wind used
to blow away, . -and but few of them got up and stuck to

the kite. 1864 Every Little Boys Bk. 99 Some boys amuse
themselves by sending messengers up to their kites when

they have let out all their string. A messenger is formed of
a piece of paper three or four inches square.

6. The secretary-bird. 1793 Btijffoi?s Birds VII. 316.

7. attrib. and Comb,, as messenger-authority,

-bird, -boy, -wittd
; messenger-like adv. ; messen

ger sword, a sword-like implement, constituting
a credential of the royal messengers of Ashantee

(Cent. Diet. 1890).
1594 G. ELLIS in Bucclcucli MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 25

He is upon a journey, messenger like, ..to apprehend.. her

Majesty s loving subjects. 17^11
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737)

HI. 337 There are further miracles remaining for em to

perform, e er they can in modesty plead the apostolick or

messenger-authority. 1869 TOZKR Might. Turkey II. 327
A messenger-bird is described as issuing from the gloomy
dungeon. 1898 Htachiv. Alng. Mar. 427 The messenger-
wind that drives before the dawn.

Messengership (rae-si-nd^ajjip). [f. MES
SENGER + -SHIP.] The office or function of a

messenger.
i6n COTGR. s.v. Messagerie, A messengership ; the estate,

office, or function of a messenger. 1880 FAWCKTT Sp. in

llo. Conitti. 20 Aug., Candidates for messengerships by
which I presume is meant rural letter carrierships.

Messeiigery. Sc.lObs. Also6messingerie.
[f. MESSENGER + -EBY. Cf. MESSAOERY.] The
office of messenger-at-arms.
1587 .Jr. Acts fas. //7(i8i4) III. 449/2 He..commandis

lioun king of armes That he onnawys ressaue ony maner of

personis to the office of messingerie in tyme cuming except
it be [etc.], 1753 R. THOMSON Office ofMessenger 17 That
the said M, Messenger within the SherifTdom of shall

leilly, truly and honestly use and exerce the Office of

Messenger} .

Messer (me-sai). ? Obs. [? f. MESS v. + -EB 1
.]

?A purveyor of meat for ships.
1644-5 Witt W. Cruse (Somerset Ho.), W. Cruse of co.

Somerset, Messer. 1746 in W. Thompson R. N. Advoc.
(1757) 24 Though strongly opposed by Messers and Sailers,

they were obliged to. .salt them [sc. the hogs].

Messer, obs. form of MACEB .

Messerayke, obs. form of MESABAIC.
Messet (me-set). dial. Also 7 misset. [? Al

tered from Sc. MESSAN, after dim. ending -ET.] A
lap-dog. Also atlrib. (Cf. MESSAN.)
1631 BRATHWAITE Whiimies, Fedler\y) Would you have

a true survey of his family. .? You shall finde them subsist
of three heads: himselfe, his truck, and her misset. 1640

Lane. Lovers iv. Cs, Hee would.. carry her Misset,
open her pue [etc.]. 1646 J. HALL Poems 10 Suppose dame
Julia s Messet thinkes it meet To droop or hold up one

!

of ts hinder feet, a 1694 M. ROBINSON Aittobiog. (1856) 51
A breed of messet spaniels, very little, beautiful, and of rare

I

conceit. 1822 BEWICK JMctti. 27 She kept a messet dog.

t Messi acal, a. 06s. rare l
. [f. MESSIAH +

-ACAL.]
= MESSIANIC.

1614 JACKSON Creed in. xviii. 3 Nor Prophetical!, nor
Apostolicall, nor Messiacall, much lesse could Papall
authority make them belieue.

Messiah (mesai-a). Forms: a. 4 Messie,
4-5 Messye, 5 Messy, Messe, Myssye; 0. 3
Messyas, 4-8 Messias; -y. 7 Messiah. [Then
forms are a. F. Messie, ad. L. (Vulg.) Messias,
a. Gr. Mr(Tias, ad. Aramaic Nrrirn m shiha, Heb.
rvra mashfh anointed (in the LXX rendered

XpicTTos, CHRIST), f. nco mashah to anoint. These
forms do not occur in any Eng. transl. of the Bible,

though common in other literature down to the
1 5th c. The form Messias was used in John i. 41
and iv. 25 (the only passages in which the word is

found in the Gr. or Latin N.T.) by Wyclif after

the Vulgate, and by later translators from 1526
to 1611 directly after the Greek. The form Mes
siah, invented by the translators of the Geneva
Bible of 1560, is an alteration of the traditional

Messias, intended to give it a more Hebraic aspect
(the translators having on principle eliminated
the Groecized forms of proper names from the O.T.,
though retaining them in the N.T.). In the Bible
of 1611 it was adopted in Dan. ix. 25, 26, and

although it occurs in no other passage of the

Authorized Version
, it eventually became the

only current form. The Revisers of 1880-84 have
substituted it for Messias in the two N.T. pas
sages, but on the other hand have removed it from

its original place in Dan. ix, where they read the

anointed
.]

The Hebrew title
(
= * anointed ) ap

plied in the O.T. prophetic writings to a promised
deliverer of the Jewish nation, and hence applied
to Jesus of Nazareth as the fulfilment of that pro
mise. (Chiefly preceded by the or defining word,
exc. in the three Bible passages and sometimes in

poetry, where it is treated as a proper name.)
Hence transf.^ an expected liberator or saviour of

an oppressed people or country. (Written with

capital M.)
o. 13. . Propr. Sanct, (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu.

Sfir. LXXXI. 87/152 Andrew gentle to Symound tolde :

Messye we ha founde . ? anooMorte Arth. 3998 Htre I

make myn avowe, . . To Messie, and to Mane. 1430-40
LVDG. Bochas ix. i. 20 b, Sayd openly that he was Messy.
c 1500 Cor. Corpus Chr. Plays 1.425 Vt ys seyd..That of
the lyne of Jude Schtild spryng a right Messe.

_
|3. [c 1000 Affs. Cosp. John i. 41 We gemetton messiam ba:t

is ^ereht crist.] &amp;lt; 1275 Woman of Samaria 55 in O. /;&quot;.

AIisc. 85 Louerd heo seyde nv quiddeb men ^at cumen is

Messyas. 1382 WVCLIF John 1.41 We han fuunde Mi^ias,
that is interpretid Crist. [So all later versions down to

i6n.J 1595 B. BARNES Spir. Sonn. x, Heavenly Messias!
sweete anointed King! 1644^

HOWELL Ens;. Tcarcs (1645)
181 To beat Religion into brains with a Pole axe, is to make
Moloch of the Messias. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Ckr. Life (1747)
III. 531 Therefore do the modern Jews say, that the MLSSUIS
is not yet come.

y. 1560 liiHLK (Genev.) Dan. ix. 25 From the gains fort he
of the commandement. -to bmlde Jerusalem, vnto .Messiah
the prince. ..26 And after thre score & two wekes, shal
Messiah be slayne. [So 1611.] 1653 MILTON /V. ii. 6

Against the Lord and his Messiah dear. 1666 DRYDEN
Ann. Mirab. cxiv, The wily Dutch, who, like fallen angels,
feared This new Messiah s coming, a 1716 SOUTH ,SV;v//.

(ed. 6) III. 299 All pretended false Messiahs vanished upon
the Appearance of Christ the true one. 1776 J. ADAMS
in Fam. Lett. (1876) 158 We are waiting, it is said, for

Commissioners; a messiah that will never come. 1821
SHELLEY Hellas notes 57 The Greeks expect a Saviour from
the West. It is reported that this Messiah had arrived, .in

an American brig.
attrib. 1850 CARLYLE Lattcr-d. Pfuiifih. iv. 5 A People

whose bayonets were sacred, a kind of Messiah People,
saving a blind world in its own despite.

Messialiship (mi-sarajip). [f. MESSIAH +
-SHIP.] The character or office of the Messiah or

of a Messiah.

1627 S. WARD Hatpin. Practice 23 By this, Christ de
monstrated, .his Messiasship. (11716 SOUTH Sertn. (ed. 6)

111.299 The Messiaship was pretended to by several Im
postors. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. 289 Hegel
condescends to throw to Behmen some words of patronising
praise, as a distant harbinger of his own philosophical
Messiahship.

Messianic (mesue nik), a. [ad. mod.L. Mes-

stdnic-uS) f. MessTds : see MESSIAH and -ic. Cf.

F. messianique, G. messianisch.] Of, pertaining
to, or relating to the Messiah.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rcm. (1838) III. 15 It [Ps. IxxxviiJ

seems clearly Messianic. Ibid. 179 Doubts of his [Christ s]

Messianic character and
divinity. 1883 FAKRAR St. Paul

(1883) 107 In all ages the Messianic hope had been pro
minent in the minds of the most enlightened Jews.
Hence Messia*uically adv., as referring to the

Messiah.

1896 Academy 18 July 52/1 This expression, .was very
soon after understood Messianically.
So Messi anism, belief in a coming Messiah;

Messi anize v. (nonce-wd.) trans. ,
to imbue with

a Messianic character.

1876 BP. ALEXANDER Witness of Ps. (1877) 23 It will be
observed that any one Psalm, definitively Measianised, is

pregnant with the Messianic principle. Ibid., Messianism
becomes at once the central scheme. 1904 Contemp. Rev.

Aug. 198 Jesus Christ gets behind the formal Messianism of
his time.

Messias, variant of MESSIAH.

II Messiclor (mesidor). [Fr. ;
f. L. messi-s har

vest + Gr. Swpov gift.] The tenth month of the

French revolutionary calendar.

1838 NICOLAS Chronol. Hist. 182 Messidor (Harvest
Month) June lo-July 18.

Messie, obs. form of MESSIAH.

t Messi ess. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. MESSIAH +
-ESS.] A female Messiah.

1685 LOVELL Gen. Hist. Relig. 50 That the Messiah came
into the world pnely for Men, and that the Lady lean was
to be the Messiess of the Women.
Messieurs (me-siiuz, \\

m&amp;lt;?sw ), s?&amp;gt;. pi. [a. Fr.,

pi. of MONSIEUR.]
1. a. The plural of MONSIEUR, in its various uses.

(When used as a prefixed title, now commonly re

presented, as in Fr., by the abbreviation MM.}
1624 MASSINGER Parl. Love i. v, My lord of Orleans.,

assisted By the messieurs Philamour and Lafort. 1696
VANBRUGH Relapse r. iii, Hey, messieurs, entrez. 1731
FIELDING Tom Thumb \. Hi, Let Rome her C?esar s and
her Scipio s show, Her Messieurs France, let Holland boast
Mynheers. 1770 J. Z. HOLWELL Orig. Princ. A tic. Braniins
viii. 102 (1779) 119 However Mess, Yvon and Bouillet
refute the Cartesian hypothesis, by [etc.]. 1827 SCOTT
Napoleon VIII. 83 The two Messrs. dePolignac were deeply
engaged. 1841 EMERSON Method Nat. Wks. (1881) II. 225
Why should not then these messieurs of Versailles strut and
plot for tabourets and ribbons?

b. nonce-use. Imitating the Fr. use of the title

before a personal designation in the plural.
1809 BYRON /&amp;gt;art/s -J- Rev. ix. ncte, Messieurs the Spirits

of Flood and Fell. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomcs I. i. 8, I

warrant Messieurs the landlords their interests would be
better consulted by keeping their singers within bounds.

c. nonce-use. The Messieurs -= the French.
1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 162 Two campaigns with the

Messieurs in the Palatinate.

2. a. Used to supply the want of an English
plural of MR. (Commonly in the abbreviated
form Messrs.)
1779 MME. D ARBLAY Diary (1^7) I. 211 Lord Mordaunt,

Messieurs Murphy, Fisher, and Fit/gerald. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone L. 131, I returned with Messrs. Jessop and
Richardson to Plymouth. 1849 THACKERAY Pfndennfs I.

xviii. 164 Lady Agnes, .voted the two Messieurs Pendennis
most agreeable men. 1888 MAPI.ESON Mem. (ed. 2) I. 215
Messrs. Steinway now. .undertook to supply each leading
member of the Company with pianos.

b. nonce-use. As a title of address (without re

ference to foreigners) ;
= * Gentlemen ; Sirs .

1789 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Tithe Rencounter Wks. 1792
III. 27 Messieurs ! I ve scarch d our ancient Modus over.

Messilling, obs. form of MASLIN l
.

Messin, obs. form of MESSAN.

t lYTe SSiiig, sb. Cbs. [? a. Du. messing (see
MASLIN 1

).]
*= MASLIN 1

.

1371 Fabric Rolh York Minster (Surtees) 10, xxjlb. de

messyng emptis de Ricardo Kyng 3.?. 6&amp;lt;/. 1379 Mem. Rifon
(Surtees) III. 99 In ij pctr. ij Ib. de messyng emp. a,s. zd.

Me SSing(me sin),^/.^. [f. MESS v. + -ING 1
,]

The action of the verb MK.SS .

fl. Feasting, banqueting. Obs. rare~ l
.

1340 Ayenb. 71 Gerlondes, robes, playinges, messinges, and
alle guodes byej&amp;gt;

ous yfay led. \Or;g. (ed. 1495) has :

Cli;ip&amp;lt;_aux, deduis, et tous biens nous sont faillis.j

2. 1 articipation in a mess or common meal.
1822 Regitl. &amp;lt;y Ord.Artny r23 The Regularity of the Men s

Messing is an object of primary Importance, 1864 ;\thc-

nteuin 5 Nov. 598/1 The introduction of the system of mess

ing in our jails. 1898 Folk- Lore June 118 A right of free

messing at the table of the Homeric king.

3. The providing of food to a (soldier s) mess;
also concr. the food served out to a man

; rarely

payment for such food.
1811 WKI.LINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VIII. 295 By

what you had seen of the messing of both regiments, .it

docs appear that the soldiers, .were not at all times messed
in the manner pointed out by your order. 1884 SIR F. S.

ROBERTS in igth Cent. June 1069 Rations should include
what is now known as extra messing . 1884 Pall MallG.
9 Sept. 6/1 Out of the private s pay, after deducting mess

ing ..^ has to [etc.], 1895 R. BL.ATCHFORD Merrie Eng
land \\. 48 His duty is to expend the messing money and
superintend the messing.
4. attrib.j as messing allowance, money.
1892 Pall Malt G. 25 Feb. 6/2 The soldier, .should receive

a messing allowance of
3&amp;lt;Y.

a day. 1889 Daily Netvs 2 Jan.
2/4 Nor has the soldier been called on to pay a farthing
more than the yi. a day messing money he has always paid.

Messinger(e, obs. forms of MESSENGER.

11 Messire (mesfr). Now only Hist. [Fr.; repr.
the nom. (L. meus senior], while monsieur repre
sents the accusative (L. meum seniorem}.] A title

of honour (
=

Sir) prefixed to the name of a French
noble of high rank, and later to the names of

persons of quality, and members of the learned

professions ;
also used as a form of address.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 2 A worschipful man
calTia messire Jeban de Teonuille. (11548 HALL Chron. t

Hen. yill 206 Messire Pomoraythe Frenche Ambassador.

1865 BARING-GOULD Werewolves xii. 215 Do you think then,

messire, that your servants will accuse you?
Mess-John : see MAS 2.

Messlyng, obs. form of MASLTN .

Messmate (me sm^t). [f.
MESS st&amp;gt;. + MATE $.]

1. A companion at meals ;
one of a mess, esp.

of a ship s mess.

1746 Brit. Mag. 346, I.. had him fora Mess-mate. 1771
SMOLLETT HunipJi. Cl. 10 June, At two in the afternoon,
I found myself one of ten messmates seated at table. 1835
MARRYAT Jac. Faithf. x, He was. .a good, quiet, honest

messmate, as ever slung a hammock.
Proverbial. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk s.v., Messmate

before a shipmate, shipmate before a stranger [etc.].

2. Biol. COMMENSAL B. 2.

1876 Beneden s Anim. Parasites \. i Animal messmates.
Ibid. 5

There are some free messmates which never renounce
their independence.. .The others, the fixed messmates, instal

themselves with a neighbour, and live at their ease. Ibid.

48 We only know one Ophiurus which lives as a messmate
on a comatula. 1879 [see COMMENSAL B. 2j.

3. Austral. A name given to some species of

Eucalyptus ; esp. E. amygdalina and E. obliqua.
1889 J. H. MAIDEN Use/. Plants 429 Because it is allied

to, or associated with, Stringybark ,
it \_Encalyptits atti}-

gdalina\ is also known by the name of Messmate . 1890
Melbourne Argus 7 June 13/4 Dead messmates and white

gums rise like gaunt skeletons from, .the underwood.

Hence Me-ssmatism Biot. COHMVNBALIBM.
1886 Land. Q. Rev. July 246 Marine Messmatism. One

of the most interesting features of life in the waters is that

which has been called Commensalism , or, if we may
adopt a newly coined word,

: Messmatism .

Messon, Messengers, obs. ff. MESSAN, MES
SENGER.

||
Me SSOr. Ol&amp;gt;s~ [a. L. messor.]

* A reaper
or mower (Blount Glossogr. 1656). Hence

fMesso rions a., belonging to reaping (ibid.).

Messo-tinto, obs. form of MEZZOTINTO.



MESSUAGE.

Messour, obs. form of MACER*.
1625 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 345 Ane presentatioune

to be maid in favouris of WHliame Fischer, sone to Matho
Fischer, messour, of the first vacant place of ane brussour

within the colledge of Glasgw.
Messrs. : see MESSIEURS 2 a.

Messuage (me sw^dg). Also 5-7 mesuage.

[a. AF. messuage, mesuage^ prob. orig. a graphic

corruption of mesuage : see MENAGE.
The main difficulty in the way of this etymology is the

existence of a continental OF. ?nasnaget rnasrtiage ) masoio-

aiget denoting a tenement of some kind, and a related

jnasuicr
t fnasmvier, tnasoier, inazoivier^ tenant of a niftstt*

age (cf. Frankish Latin mansiiarius, mansoarius).
^
OF.

had also masurage denoting a tenement, and tnasurier the

corresponding term for the tenant, f. tnasure: late L. type
*man$iira dwelling, f. manere to dwell.]

Originally, the portion of land intended to be

occupied, or actually occupied, as a site for a

dwelling-house and its appurtenances. In modern

legal language, a dwelling-house with its outbuild

ings and curtilage and the adjacent land assigned
to its use. Capital messuage : see CAPITAL
a. 6b.
[1290 Rolls ofParlt. I. 53/2 De uno Messuagio cum pertin

ibidem.] ^1386 CHAUCER Reeve s T. 59 The person of the

toun . . In purpos was to maken hir his heir Bothe of his catel

and his messuage. 1463 Will J. Baret in Bury Wills (Cam-
den) 24, 1 beqwetheto William llaret,. .myn hefd place, othir

wyse callyd a mesuage, wiche I dwellyd in. 1577 in Misc.
Gen. fy Her. Ser. m. I. 83 The said William was also seised

..of one messuage non edeficat. 1588 KRAUNCE Lawiers
Log. i. vi. 31 b, A messuage is made of two paries, del terre

t-t structure. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj. 33 Reservand alwaies
the chiefe messuage, to the eldest sonne. 1639 MS. Inden
ture, estate at Knedlington^ co. York, A sellion, being the

fourth part of one messuage lying on the marsh. 17517

Trans. Soc. Arts XV. 120 John Sutton ceriifieth, that he is

the occupier of a messuage and a farm. 1820 Miss MITFORD
in L Kstrange Life (1870) II. v. 91 Our residence is a cot

tage.. a messuage or tenement, such as a little farmer.,

might retire to. 1837 LOCK HART Scott 1 1 1. 69The magnificent
Castle of Drumlanrig in NSthsdale, the principal messuage
of the dukedom of Queensberry. 1842 TENNVSON Edwin
Morris 126 They wedded her to sixty thousand pounds, To
lands in Kent and messuages in York.

b. Comb. : f messuage-stead.
1564 Yorks. Chantry Sierv. (Surtees) 277, ij messuage steids,

with one kilnehouse. Ibid. 334 One mesuage stede, not

buylded upon.

Messuage, obs. form of MESSAGE.

t Messuager. Obs. rare. [f. MESSUAGE +

-ER!.] One who holds or possesses a messuage.
1666-7 ^V~. Rifling Rec. VI. 108 The cottagers, the hus

bandmen, and the messuagersof Melmerby. 1739 Bcwholm
Inclos. Act 6 Proprietors, messuagers, cottagers.

Messurger, rare obs. form of MESSENGER.

Messy (me-si), a. [f.
MESS sb? + -Yi.] Of

the nature of a mess; attended with * messes or

disorder; untidy.
1843 MRS. CARI.YLE Lett. I. 235, I have had your letter,

for consolation in my messy job [glazing and painting].

1890 Spectator 15 Feb., The boy who holds the mirror. ,is,

for Velazquez, somewhat messy in execution. 1899 F. T.
BULLF.N Log Sea-waif 210 How we did hate the messy,
fiddling abomination.

Hence Me ssiness.

1893 Brit. Jrtil, Photogr. 15 Dec. 793 Although there is

no difficulty in making it, yet is there a certain amount of
messiness.

Mest(e, obs. ff. MOST. Mestee : see MUSTEE.

Mestelyn, obs. form of MASLIN 3
.

Mesteque. ? Obs. Also mastique, mestica,
mestique. [Of obscure origin.
Re*aumur Hist, des Insectes (1738) IV. 90 says : Elle [la

cochenille fine] est appelee cochenille Mesteque, parce qu on
en fait des recoltes a Meteque [sic] dans la province de
Honduras *. No such place-name is known to have existed
in Honduras ; pern, what U meant is Mixteca^ the name of
the ancient Mexican province corresponding to the present
Oaxaca. It is doubtful whether the word ever had any
English currency : there is some ground for the suspicion
that Reaumur is the source of all the later references to it.]

The finest kind of cochineal.

[1600 Haklnyfs Voy. III. 455 [Voy. R. Tomson in N. Hisp.
1 555-1 There is a place called the Misteca, fiftie leagues
to the Northwest [of Mexico], which doth yeeld great store
of. .Cochinilla.] 1667 PKTTY Dyeing in Sprat Hist. R. Soc.

(1722) 298 Cochineal is of several sorts, viz. Silvester and
Mestequa. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Progall-insect^
There are twokindsofcochineal, the finer called ntestiqne, the
other termed wild cochineal. 1780 Ann. Keg. it. 104 [citing
Reaumur] A much finer cochineal, known by the name of
mestica. *wiEncycl.Brit,(td. 3&amp;gt;V. 109/2 In trade, four sorts

[of cochineal] are distinguished, Mastique, Campeschane^
Tetraschale, and Sylvester. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 303 Two
sorts of cochineal are gathered the wild.. and the culti

vated, or the grana fina^ termed also trtcsteque, from the
name of a Mexican province.

Mester, variant of MISTER Obs.

t Me stful, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. m&st-us sad -t-

-FUL.] =MESTIVE.
1577 T. KENDALL Flowers of Epigrammes F v, Emong

all other birds, moste mestfull birde am I. i598ToFTE Alba.
(1880) 17 Vnto whom shall I (now) dedicate This mestfull

verse, this mournfull Elegie?

Mesti, variant form of MUSTEE.
Mestica, variant form of MESTEQUE.
Mesticall, variant form of MISKAL.
Mistick, Mestico, variant forms of MESTIZO.

Mestier, variant form of MISTER Obs., trade.

376

t Meati-fical, a. Obs.-
[f. L. uuestifu-us (f.

msKtus sad + -feus making) + -AL.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mcstifical, that maketh heavy or

sad.

Mestigo, Mestilione : see MESTIZO, MASLIN ~.

[Mestino, a spurious form of MESTIZO in Brande
Diet. Sci. etc. (1842), and in later Diets. (Webster
StiffI. 1902 confounds it with the Sp. mestefto

MUSTANG.)]
Mestique, var. MESTEQI-E, kind of cochineal.

Mestisa, -ise, -iso, -ito, obs. ff. MESTIZO.

t Me stive, a. Obs. Also 7 meestive. [as if

ad. L. type *mtesiivus, f. mms-, mxrere to mourn :

see -IVE.] Mournful.

1378 T. PROCTOR Gorg. Gallery M ij b, A carking care,
a mount of inesuue mone. 1609 J. DAVIES Holy Koode
(Grosart) 6/2 This kinde Pellican in ma^tiue moode.

II Mestiza (mest/ -za). Also 7 mestisa, mus-,
mostesa. [Sp., fem. of mestizo.] A woman of the

mestizo race. Also attrib.

cisSa M. PHILIPS in Htikhiyt s Voy. (1600) III. 482 Paul
Horsewell is maried to a Mestisa, as they name those whose
fathers were Spaniards, and their mothers Indians. 1697
DAMHER Voy. (1720) 1.388 Mr. Fitz-Gerald had in this time

gotten a Spanish Mustesa Woman to Wife. 1760-73 tr.

yuan &amp;lt;&amp;lt;f

Ulha s Voy. (ed. 3) I. 121 The Mestiza, or Negro
women, or the coloured women as they are called here

[Panama]. i8s MACMICKING Recoil. Manilla. 61 The
Mestiza girls being frequently good-looking. 1890 rail
Mall G. 5 Aug. 2/1 The olive-skinned mestizas.

II Mestizo (mestrzo). Forms: 6mastizo,6-7
mestico, 7mastiso,mestiso,-ti8a, mostesa,mus-
teese, -tezo, mestick, 7-Smestise, mostese, 7-9
mestize, 8 mestigo, mestito, mustioe, -tizo, 6-
mestizo. [Sp. mestizo, Pg. mestifo, Pr. mestis, F.

metis : popular L. type mixtidus, f. L. mixt-iis,

pa. pple. of miscere to mix.] A Spanish or

Portuguese half-caste; now chiefly, the offspring of

a Spaniard and an American Indian.

In the occasional application to a Portuguese half-caste, it

should now have the Pg. spelling mestizo.
c 1588 PRETTY in llakluyfs Voy. (1600) III. 814 A Mestizo

is one which hath a Spaniard to his father and an Indian to

his mother. 1613 Pl RCHAS nigrimage (1614) 486 The
Portug.ills many of them are married with Indian women,
and their posteritie are called Mesticos. a 1616 HAKLUYT
Divers Voy. App. (1850) 167 Worsted stockings knit which
are worn of the mastizoes. 1678 in Notes ff Extracts Rec.
Fort St. George I. (1871) 88 (Y.) Europeans, Musteeses, and
Topasees. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 57 Beyond the
Outworks live a few Portugals Mustezos or Misteradoes.

vjo+Collect. Voy.fyTrar. 1 1 1. 76/1 The Mestito s or Mongrel
Breed of a Spanish Man and Indian Woman. 1783 H. WAL-
POLE To Mason 8 July Lett. (1858) VIII. 251 Even demigods
have intermarried till their race are become downright
mestises. 1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man v.(i845) 21 What
gives these Mestizos a peculiarly striking appearance is the

excessively long hair of the head. 1875 JAGOR Trmi.

Philippines 290 Creoles and mestizes are for the most part
too idle even to keep sheep.

b. attrib., as mestizo-lad, etc. ; mestizo-wool,
South American wool from mixed breeds of sheep
(Funk s Stand. Dict.\

1617 COCKS in Lett. E. Intl. Comf. (IQOI) V. 15 There
cameaMestisa Indian to me. 1727 A. HAMILTON Nnv Ace.
E. Ind. II. xxxiii. 10 A poor Seaman had got a pretty
Mustice Wife. 1880 C. U. MAKKHAM Perm . Bark 136
Pablo Sevallos the mestizo lad.

Mestlen, -lin(g, -lyon, obs. ff. MASLIN \ 2
.

Mestorae (me stoum). Bot. [ad. (Jr. ufaraitta

(taken in the sense filling up&quot;),
f- niarow to fill

up, f. utaros full.] Schwendener s term for those

parts of a fibro-vascular bundle which do not
conduce to its strength.
1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. 191.

Mestor, Mestrall, Mestres(se, Mestyer(e,
Mestyf, Mestylyon: see MISTER, MISTRAL,
MISTRESS, MASTIFF, MASLIN 2

.

Mesuage, Mesure, Meswage, Mesyl(le,
Mesyng, Mesynger : see MESSUAGE, MEASURE,
MESSAGE, MEASLE, MASSING vbl. sb.\, MESSENGER.
Iffet (met) ,

sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : [
r se-

met(t], 3- met, mett. Also 3, 5-6 mete, (7

meat). Also I-MET. [OE. gemet neut. = OS.

gimet (Du. gemet acre), OHG. garnet,, ON. mil
neut. pi., weight of a balance : OTeut. *ga-meto

m
,

f. root *met- to measure : see METE v.

The form I-MKT survived only to the beginning of the 13th
c. in the south ; in other dialects the prefix was lost still

earlier, according to the general rule with regard to sbs.]
= MEASURE sb. in various senses.

fl. Size, dimension, or quantity as determinable

by measurement ;
= MEASURE sb. 2, b, c. Some

times = distance. Obs.

[c888 K. ALFRED Boeth.xv\\\. i (Ptolomeus) se towrat
ealles bises middan^eardes xemet on anre bee. c 1050
Laws Northumbr. Priests Ivi. (Liehermann), Betweonan
Eferwic & six mila ^emete.] 13.. Cursor M. 8123 (Giitt.)

And all bair schapp was turned new, Of man-kind had bai

be mett. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14978 pe
iengbe of be Ilde of Tenet, Sex myle ben ys be met. c 1420
Pallad. on Husb. III. 199 A xl foote of mette Vche elm away
from other most be born, a 1529 SKELTON E. Ritiiunyng
333 She. .bad Elynour. .fyll in good met.

2. The action of measuring. By or with met :

as determined by measuring.

META-.

(2x300 Cursor M. 8814 pai lele it [be tre] don wH-vten
lett, And fand it mere inogh wit mett [a 1425 tTrin.) bi met}.
c 1386 CHAUCER Parsons T. 725 To take by neighebours
catel agayns his wille . . be it by mette or by mesure. c 1400
Laud Troy Bk, 9480 Two hundred fet was it be met.

f3. A method or system of measuring; = MEA
SURE sb. 6. Obs.
c

ia&amp;gt;o
Gen. fy Ex, 439 Met of corn, and wi}te of se, And

merke of felde, first fond he. 1580 Reg. Privy Council
Scat. III. 300, xxxii bollis wattir mett. 1617 Rep. Parishes
Scott. (Bann.) 2 Four bollis otis rining mett.

4. A unit ofmeasurement, esp. ofcapacity. Now
dial. = a bushel or (in some parts) two bushels.

[ciooo ^ELFRIC Dent. xxv. 15 Haebbe selc man .. rihte

Xemetu on aelcum bingum.] c 1150 Gen. $ Ex. 3333 A met
oor was, it het Gomor. a 1300 Cursor M. 28437 Again J&amp;gt;e

lagh in land is sett, Haf i \vysed fals weght and mette.

1513 DOUGLAS /Sneis vm. Prol. 40 The myllar mythis the
multur wyth a met scant. 1624 A. HUNTAR (title) Treatise
of Weights, Mets and Measures of Scotland ; with their

quantities, and true foundation. 1660 HEXHAM, Een Ge-
meet Landes,*. Meat or Measure of Land. 1691 RAY ff. C.
Words 48 A Met . a Strike or four Pecks,, -in York-sh. two
Strike. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. VII. 589 Herrings.. sell

for id. per score, or 35. per mett, nearly a barrel of fresh

ungutted herrings. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Met, two bushels.

5. An instrument for measuring = MEASURE sb. 4.

Obs. exc. dial, (see E.D.D.)-
[11030 Laws of Cnitt n. ix. (Liebermann), gemeta &

^ewihta rihte man j$eorne.] a 1300 Cursor M. 12398 [&amp;gt;e

knaue bat bis timber fett Heild noght graithli his mett, Bot
ouer scort he broght a tre, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales ^Q
Sho.-tuke hur mettis & hur messurs at sho filfid ale with.

a 1733 Shetland Acts 16 in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1892)
XXvI. 199 The trying and adjusting of bismers with the

stoups, cans, and other mets and measures.

6. A quantity measured out ; esp. a quantity of

anything as measured out according to a certain

unit of measurement, as a met of coals. Now only
dial.

[c \oooAgs. Gosp. Matt, xii i. 33 Onbrim^emetum melwes.}
c 1200 ORMIN 14034, & twafald o^err brefald mett J?a fetless

alle tokenn. 13.. E.E.Allit.P. B. 625 |&amp;gt;re
mettez of mele

menge & ma kakez. 1522 Test. Elor. (Surtees) V. 145 To
every of them oon mette of corne, scilicet, half of whete,
and the other halfe mahe. 1636 Fanngton Papers (Chet-
ham Soc.) 12, 23 Metts Banberie Malte. 1765 Lond. Chron.

3 Jan. 16 The prisoners in Ouse-Bridge gaol received. .10
mets of coals from his Grace the Archbishop. 1891 A.
MATTHEWS Poems fy Songs 19 A wab o clauh, a pirn wheel
A met o coals, a cheese, a neep.
fig. c 1230 Hali Meid. 273 [He] earneS him.. met of
heouenliche mede. 157* Satir. P. Reform, xxxiii. 343
Quhilks for to out with dowbill met and mesure, The vther

tway ?e ludgeit at thair plesure.

D. In Matt, vii, 2 and echoes.

(C075, c 117$: see I-MET.] a 1300 Cursor M. 25318 Wit
sli mett als yee bi and sell, Wit bat ilk sal you be mett.

c 1330 Spec. Gy de IVarwyke 549 Alswich met as bu metest

me, Alswich i wole mete to be.

C. By or with large met : in abundance.
c 1290 St. Nicholas 150 in S. Eng. Leg. 244 And hou heo

hadden bi large met wel more corn i-brou^t. c 1450 Hymns
Virg. 118 Hytt [the rayne] schalle ouergo wyth large mett
Alle that ys in erth I-sett.

t 7. Extent not to be exceeded
; limit, bounds ;

= MEASURE sb. 1 2. Withute met(e : beyond
bounds. With met\ by measure*. Obs.

[(888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. xL t pylaes hi cweban
f&amp;gt;

wit

sprecan ofer monnes gemet. c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Matt, xxiii.

F[,&
Xefylle e

)&amp;gt; ^emeteowra ffedera.) c 1200 ORMIN 17986
orr Godd ne ^ifebb nohht wibb melt Hiss Gastess Hall^he

Frofre. 1x1240 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 251 Helle is

wid wi5 ute met ant deop wid ute grunde. Ibid. 263 Ha
luuieo god wi5 ute met.

f 8. Moderation, temperance; = MEASURE sb. 13.

Also, modesty. Obs.

[a 1000 : see I-MET.! c 1*00 ORMIN 6116 Wibb mett &
1 1 1; i

!&amp;gt;

i mete & drinnch, & ec inn ^ure cla^ess.
a 1240 Sawles

Warde in Cott. Horn. 255 For ne mei na wunne ne na
flesches Hcunge..bringe me ouer be midel of mesure and of

mete, c 1357 Lay Folks Catech. 445 Methe is mesur and
met \Lanio. MS. mede) of al that we da
9. CVw/&,as met-loom, instrument for measuring ;

met-poke, a bag serving as a measure. (See also

met-lint) -rod, -stick) -wand^ -yards,\\. METELINE,
METEROD, etc.)

1528 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 33 The bnillies sail caus
all metloumis pyntis, quhartis and chopynnis, to cum to

the tolbouit. 1641 BEST Farm. fibs. (Surtees) 100 When
wee sende wheate [etc.]. .to market te.. wee putte it into

mette.poakes.

t Met, ///. a. Obs. [See METE v. 1
] Measured.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 1406 Twa hundre myle
of met way. a 1400 Sir Perc. 1708 The stede.-Leppe up
over an hille Fyve stryde mett. c 1460 Toiuneley Myst. xii.

484 This botell . . It holdys a mett potell.

Met : see METE.

|] Meta (mrta). Rom.Antiq. PI. mete (mrti).

[L. meta^\ One of the conical columns set in the

ground at each end of the Circus, to mark the

turning-place in a race. Hence transf. A boundary.
1577 HARRISON Descr. Brit. i. 2 in Holinshed, So that the

aforesaid line shall henceforth be their Meta and partition
from such as be ascribed to America. 1662 RAY Three
/tin. in. 183 In Somersetshire they have a way of setting
their mows of corn on a frame, .standing upon four stones

cut with a shank, and upon that an head like a meta. 1845
Athenaeum i Feb. 126 We have the cross erected between
two met* .

Meta- (me*ta), prefix^ before a vowel normally
met- (also before A, the resulting meth- being pro-



META-

nounced me, repr. Gr. IUTO.-, ptr- (^ffl-)i which

occurs separately as the prep, /lera with, after;

etymologically corresponding to MID prep. In

Gr. the prefix is joined chiefly to verbs and verbal

derivatives; the principal notions which it ex

presses are : sharing, action in common
; pursuit

or quest ; and, especially, change (of place, order,

condition, or nature), corresponding to L. trans-.

In some few formations pun.- represents the prep.

Hira in syntactical combination, with the sense

after or behind, as in fUTatpptvov METAPHRENON.
The words derived from Gr. words containing the prefix,

or from assumed Greek types normally constructed, are

given in their alphabetical place. The words enumerated
in this article are modern formations, in which the prefix is

employed in ways not strictly in accordance with Greek

analogies. The prefix is often hyphened, and the a remains
unelided before a vowel or h.

1. The supposed analogy of METAPHYSICS (mis

apprehended as meaning the science of that which
transcends the physical ) has been followed in the

practice of prefixing meta- to the name of a science,

to form a designation for a higher science (actual
or hypothetical) of the same nature but dealing
with ulterior and more fundamental problems.
Metache mistry ? nonee-ivd., the chemistry of the

supersensible. Metamathema tical a., beyond
the scope of mathematics. Hetamathematics,
the metaphysics of mathematics; the philoso

phy of non-Euclidean geometry and the like

(Cent. Diet. 1890). Metaphysio-log-y, a name
invented by G. H. Lewes for a doctrine of life and

vital phenomena which should base itself on prin

ciples outside of and higher than those of physio

logy and the material organism ;
hence Meta-

physiolo-gical a., Metaphysio logist. Meta-
theo loffy nonce-ivd., a profounder theology than

that recognized by divines. Similarly in Meta-
eleraent, Metagno stic a. [cf. GNOSTIC a.],

Metaorganism (see quots.); Metapbeno menal

a., existing behind phenomena. See also META-

GEOMETKY, METEMPIRIC.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 106 It

seems an affair of race, or of *metachemistry. 1888 W.
CROOKES in Jrnl. Client. Soc. LIII. 487 The possible ex
istence of bodies which, though neither compounds nor

mixtures, are not elements in the strictest sense of the word ;

bodies which I venture to call &quot;meta-elements . 1886 H.
MAUDSLEY Nat. Causes fy Sttpern. Seemings 122 Regions.,
that are beyond knowledge, not beyond nature ; &quot;metagnostic,

not metaphysical. 1866 MVERS P/mntasnts fLiving\\. 278
That this body of ours, .is interpenetrated with a *meta-

organism of identical shape and structure, and capable some
times of detaching itself from the solid flesh. 1833 SIR W. R.
HAMILTON in R. P. Graves Life II. 68 In the application of
the mathematics themselves there must (if I may venture on
the word) be something *meta-mathematical. 1844 TAPPAN
Elem. Logic 12 Those objects which, by supposition, lie

beyond immediate consciousness, are *metaphenomenal. 1882

G. S. MORRIS Kant s Critique vi. (1886) 189 No distinction of

phenomena from the metaphenomenal, as objects of know
ledge. 1876 LEWES in Fortn. Rev. Apr. 479-86 *Metaphysio-
logy. *Metaphysiological. *Metaphysiologists. a 1615
DONNE Ess. (1651) 129 A *Meta-theology and a Super-
divinity above that which serves our particular consciences.

2. Path. Used to form adjs. applicable to dis

eases or symptoms, with the sense arising subse

quently to (that which is indicated in the body of

the word). Meta-arthri tic, following or conse

quent on gout. Metapneumo nic, following or

consequent on pneumonia. Metasple^iomegn/lin

[Gr. air\r]v spleen, i*tya\o-, ^705 great], pre
ceded by enlargement of the spleen.
1898 A Mutt s Syst. Med. V. 862 The *meta-arthritic en-

docarditis. Ibid. 164 *Metapneumonic pleurisy. 1905 11. I &amp;gt;.

ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 308 *Metasplenomegalic hypertro-
phic biliary cirrhosis.

3. Anat. and Zool. Used to express the notion

of behind (cf. METAPHRENON) ;
also often that

of hinder
,

hindmost , situated at the back
;

sometimes correlated with PRO- and MESO-. Me-
tabra-nchial a. [Gr. @pafx&amp;gt;

a gills], applied to a
division of the carapace of a crab situated behind
and to one side of the mesobranchial lobe. Meta-
fa cial a., applied to the angle which the pterygoid
processes make with the base of the cranium.

|| Metapara pteron Ent., the parapteron of the

metathoracic segment ; hence Metapa-ra pteral a.

(Cent. Diet.). Metapneustic (-pnifJ stik) a. Ent.

[Gr. irvtvaTiK os relating to breathing], having a

single pair of spiracles situated at the posterior
end of the abdomen. Metapore(me tapoj)[PoRE],
an orifice in the pia mater covering the fourth ven
tricle of the brain ; the foramen of Magendie.
||
Metascnte llum, || Metascivtum, the scutellum

and scutum (respectively) of the metathorax of an
insect ; hence Metascute llar, Metascu tal adjs.

(in recent Diets.). Metasthenic
(-s)&amp;gt;e

-

nik) a. Ent.

[Gr. a$(vos strength], having most strength in the

hinder part of the body; sb. pi., a division of

insects characterized in this way.
VOL. VI.

377

1877 &quot;Metabranchia! but Mnttnuuklaf t.v. MESO-], 1878
BARTLEY tr. Topinard s Anthrop. n. iii. 291 The *meta-
facial angle of Serres, which the pterygoid processes form
with the base of the skull. 1891 BERNARD tr. Lang s Comp.
Anat. i. 482 The tracheal system is then called *meta-

pneustic. 1899 D. SHARP Insects n. 450 (Camb. Nat. Hist.)

Some begin life in the metapneustic state, and afterwards

become amphipneustic. 1889 Buck s Handbk. Met/. Sci.

VIII. 123/2 The orifice here called *metapore.
Insects n. 313 (Camb. Nat. Hist.) The hind margin of the

metascuteUum. 1863 DANA in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n.

XXXVI. 323 The condition maybe described as. ^Meta
sthenic. .if a posterior pair [of locomotive organs] is the more

important and the anterior are weak or obsolete. Ibid. 335
j

The two highest divisions, Prosthenics and Metasthenics.

4. Bot. and Zool. Used with the sense later
,

subsequent , more developed ; sometimes indi

cating the latest of three stages, correlated with

PROTO- and MESO-. Me taphase, Metaphasis

(metse fasis), the separation of the daughter chro

mosomes in nuclear division. Me taphyte, ||
Me-

ta-phyton, a multicellular plant; hence Meta-

phytic a. (Jackson Gloss. Bot. Ten/in 1900).
1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Met&amp;lt;ip/iasc,..\.\\c stage of the nu

clear spindle in karyokinesis. 1887 tr. Sttotiurger s Bot,

363 Now begin the phases of separation and rearrangement
of the daughter-segments, the *metaphases of division. 1893
SHIPLEY Zool. Invert. 3 The *Metaphyta and Metazoa, or

the multicellular plants and animals. 1897 HARTOG in Kat.
Science Oct. 234 The higher animals and plants we term
Metazoa and *Metaphytes respectively.

5. Geol. In imitation of METAMORPHISM, the

prefix has been used irregularly to form words re

ferring to certain specific varieties of metamorphic
processes, as Metacke mic a., Metape psis

(hence Metape ptic a.), Metata xis (hence Meta-
ta xic a.), Meta tropy: see quots.

1893 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. iv. vm. 596 note, Metasoma-
tosis, metasomatie. .and *metachemic applied to chemical

metamorphism or alteration of constitution or substance.

1878 KINAHAN Geot. Irel. 175 One kind of Metamorphism is

Regional, or extends over large areas. The rocks afiected

by it seem to have been under the influence of intensely
heated water or steam, which, as it were, stewed them, from
which the action may be called *metapepsis. Ibid. 177
*
Metapeptic rocks. Ibid., Metapeptic action. 1889 A. IRVING

Metumorph. Rocks 65 *Metataxic work done by Solar and
Lunar Tides. Ibid. 5 Slaty cleavage and its concomitant

phenomena, .will be considered under the term *Metataxis.
Foot-n. This term is preferred to the cognate term Meta
stasis (Bonney*. Ibid., *Metatropy, or changes in the

physical characters of rock-masses.

6. In Chemistry, a. Meta- is used to designate

compounds derived from, metameric with, or re

sembling in composition those to the names of

which it is prefixed, as metachloral, METALDEHYDE,
etc. More systematically, it is used to distinguish
one class of acids and their corresponding salts

from another class (the ORTHO- acids) consisting
of the same elements in different proportions,
the meta- acids containing one, two, or three mole
cules of water less than the orlho- acids; the salts

j

of these acids have names formed by replacing -ic i

by -ate. (A few of these compounds will be found

in their alphabetical place ;
the most important of

those remaining are placed below.)
The use of the prefix in chemistry was first introduced

by Graham in 1833 {Phil. Trans. 253): see METAPHOS-
j

PHATE, METAPHOSPHORIC. The more definite use (correlated
with ortho-} was introduced by Odling in 1859.
1861 ODLING Man. Chem. i. xiii. Contents, Phosphorus

and Oxygen... Meta-compounds. 1892 MORLEY & MUIR
Watts Diet. Chem., Meta-acids and meta-salts.

Metabo-ric acid, a white powder, obtained by
heating ordinary boric acid or orthoboric acid

to 100 C. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890). Metace LUi-

lose, the substance of which the cell-walls of

fungi consist, differing from ordinary cellulose.

Metachlo ral, a white amorphous solid formed

by the action of sulphuric acid on chloral. Meta-
cre sol, one of the three modifications of cresol

(ortho-, meta- and paracresol). Metage latin,
a form of gelatin that remains fluid, used in photo
graphy, made by boiling and cooling a solution

of gelatin several times. Metagrrmmic = META-
RABIC. Metalvt mina, a name given to the soluble

dihydrate of aluminium obtained by the action of

heat on a solution of the acetate. Metamo rphia,
Metamo-rphiue : see quots. Meta-mylene, a

compound polymeric with amylene, contained in

the higher portion of the distillate produced by heat

ing amylic alcohol with sulphuric acid (Watts).
Meta-ole ic (also Metole io) acid, an acid result

ing from the action of sulphuric acid on oleic acid.

Metaoxybenzo ic acid, an isomeride of salicylic
acid (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Metape otic acid, the final

product of chemical action upon pectin. Meta-
pe-ctin, an isomeric form of pectin produced by
boiling with dilute acids. Meta-rabic acid, a

substance, also called Cerasin, obtained by heating
gum arabic to 100 C. (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Meta-r-
senic acid: see quot. Metasili cic acid, a trans

parent vitreous substance obtained by drying silicic

METABASIS.

acid over anhydrous sulphuric acid. Metatar-
ta ric acid, a modification of tartaric acid obtained

by melting it. Metatita nic acid: see quot.
Metato-luic acid: see quot. Metatu-ngstic
acid, a yellow solid used as a test for alkaloids.

1863 WATTS Diet. Chem. I. 639 Nearly all borates may be

arranged in two classes, orthoborates and *metaborates
(so called from their analogy with the ortho- and meta-

phosphates and silicates}. 1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot.

(1892) 35 note
,
Cellulose dissolves at once in cuprammonia;

paracellulose, only after the action of acids; metaceUulose,
not even then. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 676/2 When kept for

some days, .chloral undergoes spontaneous change into the

polymeride metachloral,. .a white porcelaneous body. 1881

WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1286 &quot;Metacresol. 1858 .SUTTON

Dict.Photogr.^Metagelatine. \trjyEncycl.Brit. X. 131/2
Gelatin so treated [with hot solutions of oxalic acid] has
been called inctagelatin. 1862 WATTS tr. C-melin s Handbk.
Clicm. XV. 205 *Metagtimmic Acid. Ibid. 206 Meta-

gumate of lime. 1862 GRAHAM in JrnL Chem. Soc. XV.
247 Two soluble modifications of alumina appear to

exist, alumina and *metalumina, 1890 Syd. Xoc. Lc.t.,

*Mctaitrorphia, one of the alkaloids separated from lauda
num. 1865 WATTS Diet. Client. III. 976 *Metamorphine,
an opium-base, the hydrpclilorate of which is obtained, as

a residue, in the preparation of opium-tincture by means of

lime and sal-ammoniac. 1838 ! . THOMSON Chem. Org. Rodics

124 M. Fremy was unable to obtain any of the *meta-oleates
in a crystallized state. Ibid. 123 &quot;Meta-oleic acid differs from
it [*.. oleic acid] by containing two additional atoms of water.

1873 KALI-E rhys. Chem. 132 The parapeptone being re

moved by filtration, the neutralized filtrate is again acidified

when another precipitate, &quot;metapeptone, is thrown down.
1861 ODLING Man. Chem. \. 338 Metarsenates and parar-
senates are converted respectively into monometallic and
dimetallic common arsenates by the action of water. Ibid.,
&quot;Melarsenic acid HAsOj, is formed by gradually heating
common arsenic acid to a temperature of 2oo-2O5. 1859
*Meta-silicates [*ee ORTHO- 2], 1872 WATTS Diet. Chem.
VI. 825 Metasilicic Acid. 1848 UKANDKC //* &quot;/. (ed. 6) 1315
Saccharic Acid. .. Erdmann, who repeated Guerin Yarry s

experiments in 1837, regarded this acid as isomeric with
tartaric acid, and called it *metartaric acid. 1856 WAI TS

tr. dmcliris Handbk. Chem. X. 328 *Metatartiate. 1854
R. D. THOMSON Cycl. Chem.,

*Metatitanic Acid, Tijpc-
Small shining plates, separating when anhydrous bichloride

of titanium is saturated with carbonate of barytes, adding
water and boiling rapidly. 1873 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XI. 276
Uvitic acid prepared by Kinckh s process from

pyrotartaric
acid decomposes into *metato!uic acid when heated with
lime. 1854 R. D. THOMSON Cjcl. Chem., *Melatn&amp;gt;istic

Acid.

b. In the names of isomeric benzene di-deriva-

tives, meta- denotes those compounds in which the

two radicals that replace hydrogen in the benzene-

ring are regarded as attached to alternate carbon

atoms. (The use was introduced by Korner in

1867 ;
cf. ORTHO- 2 b, PARA- 2 b.) See also meta-

eoumaric acid, metacoitmarate.
As the number of these is unlimited, no list is given ; a

few examples are appended in the quots. below.

1873 Jrnl. Chem, boc. XI. ir47 The metadiamidobenzene
of Gness. 1875 Ibid. XIII. 156 When metachlorophenol is

fused with potash, it is readily converted into pyrocatechin ;

the relation between metanitrophenol, metachlorophenol,
and pyrocatechin being thus proved. Ibid., Metanitro-

metachlorophenol appears to be converted into metanitro-

dichlorophenol by the action of chlorine. 1876 H. E.
ARMSTRONG ibid. I. 212 The three Isomeric Dibromoben-
zenes. .. Paranitrobromobenzene, . . Metanitrobromobenzene,
. . Orthonitrobromobenzene. 1879 WATTS Diet. Client. VIII.

210, a. or metapherylene-diamine. 1899 CAGNEY Jakseh s

Clin. Diagn. vil. (ed. 4) 381 Metadiamido-benzol is coloured

a deep yellow by nitrites. 1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 27 May
1144 They [i. e. benzenoid ortho- and para- compounds]
both differ markedly from their isomendes of the meta-

series...In the meta-compound these groups [i.e. ortho-

coumaric and para-coumaric acids] are in apothetic positions
with respect to each other so that the meta-acid might be

expected to exhibit the dual properties of a phenol and a

cinnamic acid. Ibid., Sodium meta-coumarate. . .The meta-

coumaric acid required for this preparation was produced
synthetically from meta-nitrobenzaldehyde.
7. Mitt. a. Used to designate a mineral that is

found along with another or is closely related to

it, as metabrushite (a calcium phosphate allied to

brushite), metachlorite, metacinnabar(ite, meta-

gadolinite, metalonchidite, metanoceritc, metaseri-

cite, metastibnite, metavolline (see A. H. Chester

Diet. Min. 1896).
1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 297. 1865 JULIEN in

Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. XL. 371 Metabrushite. This new
mineral has been observed to occur only with the guano as

a matrix.

b. Proposed by Dana to designate minerals

produced by metamorphism of sediments, as meta-

diorite, metadolerite
, metagranite, metasyenitc,

(i%lf&amp;gt;Jrnl.
Sci. & Arts XI. 119.)

Meta-acids, Meta-arthritic : see META- 6, i.

II Metabasis (metarbasis). [mod.L., a. Gr.

/lera/Socris, related to fitraliaiviiv to change one s

place, f. pcra- META- + paivdv to go. (Cf. BASIS.)]
A transition, spec, in Rhetoric, from one subject or

point to another, in Medicine, from one remedy,
etc. to another (

= METABOLA).
1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 137 Metabasis. . . A figure

whereby the parts of an oration or speech are knit together :

and is, When we are briefly put in mind of what hath been

said, and what remains further to be spoken. 1693 r-

Blancard s P/tys. Diet. (ed. 2), Metatasis, the passing from

one Indication to another, from one Remedy to another.

1882 Sat. Rev. LIV. 347 A somewhat dangerous metabasis



METABATIC.

which he strives to make from the genus of natural science

into that of social philosophy.

Metabatic (metaboe-tik), a. [ad. Gr. fitra-

0aTiK-os, f. iKTa^aivdv : see prec. and -1C.]

1. Rhet. Pertaining to metabasis.

1900 Expositor Nov. 301 Even if the Si be genuine., it is

not adversative but metabatic.

2. Thermodynamics. In Metabatic function (see

quot.).
1855 RANKINE Misc. Sci. Papers (1881) 225 The function

. .whose identity for the two substances expresses the con

dition of equilibrium of the actual energy between them,

may be called the melabatic function for that kind of

energy. In the science of thermodynamics the metabatic

function is absolute temperature.

Metable-tic, a. [ad. Gr. /ifra/SXijTiKos, f. /TO-
0a\\tiv to exchange.] Of the nature of barter.

1754 FIELDING Vliy.Z.iltm(ljy) 180 Merchants.. changed
the Metabletic, the only kind of traffic allowed by Aristotle

in his Politics, into the Chrematistic.

||Metabola(met;e-b&amp;lt;Jla),.f/;.//. Ent. Formerly
metabolia. [mod.L. neut. pi., f. Gr. /Ta/3oA.os

changeable.] A division of insects comprising
those which undergo complete metamorphosis.
1817 LEACH Zool. Misc. III. 58 Snbclassis 11, Metabolia.

1855 DALLAS Nat. Hist. 1. 342 The suctorial Metabola.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 508 In the

ATetaltola, three well-marked stages are distinguishable.

II Metabole (metce-bJlz). Med. Also -bola,

[late L., a. Gr. /Ta/3o\!7, related to Li.eTa0a\\etv to

change.] (See quots.)
1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mclaliole, a change

of Time, Air, or Diseases. 1722 QUINCY Lex. Physico-
Med. (ed. 2), Metabasis, and Metabole, signifies any Change
from one thing to another, either in the curative Indica

tions, or the Symptoms of a Distemper. 1753 JOHNSON,
Metabola.

Metabolian (metab&amp;lt;Ju-Han\
Ent. [f. mod.L.

metabolia (see METABOLA) + -AN.] An insect of

the division Metabola.

1835 KIRBY Hab. ff Inst. Anim. II. 18 Dr. Leach. .sub
divides. . Insects into Ametalvlians and Metabolians.

Metabolic (metab^-lik), a. [ad. Gr. neraflo-

XIK-O? changeable, or f. METABOLE + -1C.]

1. Pertaining to or involving transition.

(In quot. humorously pedantic.)

1743 FIELDING Phil. Trans. Wks. 1775 IX. 231 We are

forced to proceed . . by the metabolic or imitative [method],
not by the schystic or divisive.

2. Biol. and Chcm. Pertaining to, involving,
characterized or produced by, metabolism.

[An adaptation of G. metalolisch, first used in 1839 by
Schwann (Mikroskopischc Unlersiichitngen 229).]

1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simons Anim. Chem. 1. 140 Adialytic,
catalytic, or, as Schwann terms it, a metabolic change on
the plasma of the blood. 1903 D. N. PATON in Encycl. Brit.

XXXI. 560/1 When such functional disturbances affect the

general nutrition of the body they have been termed Mela-
bolic Diseases (Stoffwechselkrankheiten i.

3. Ent. =METABOLOUS. 1882 in OGILVIE.

4. Zool. (See quot.)
1882 SAVILLE-KENT Infusoria II. 870 Metabolic, change

able in form ; applied by Cohn to the Infusoria in the same
sense as polymorphic.
So Metabo lical a., pertaining to METABOLISM 2.

1880 Brit.Q. Rev. Oct. 309 The next stage, .in the history of
onr doctrine was the. .elaboration of the inctabolical theory,

Metabolism (metarWliz m). [f. Gr. \K-ra-

/3oAii change + -ISM.]
1. Biol. and Chem. The process, in an organism

or a single cell, by which nutritive material is

built up into living matter (constructive metabolism,

antibolism), or by which protoplasm is broken
down into simpler substances to perform special
functions (destructive metabolism, katabolisni).

1878 FOSTER Phys. Introd. 2 The protoplasm is continually
undergoing chemical change (metabolism). 1896 AllbutCs

Syst. Med. I. 154 In the accession of fever increased meta
bolism precedes rise of temperature.
2. Theol. A term proposed to describe the views of

some early fathers upon the Eucharist (see quot.).
1880 M CCLINTOCK & STRONG Cycl. Bibl. Lit., Metabolism

is a term coined by..Ruckert todescribe the doctrinal views
of. .Ignatius, Justin, and IrenEeus on the Lord s Supper.
They stand midway between strict transuhstantiation and
the merely symbolical view.

Metabolite (metarbiHait). [f. prec. + -ITE.]
A product of metabolism.
1884 Pop. Sci.^Monthly XXIV. 770 Urea being a nitro

genous metabolite. 1899 CAGNEY Jakscli s Clin. Diagn. vi.

(ed. 4) 248 Certain colourless metabolites or chromogens of
bilirubin.

Metabolize (metoe-Wlaiz), v. Biol. [f. Gr.

HiTa0o\ri change + -IZE.] trans. To affect by
metabolism. Hence Meta-bolized ///. a.

1887 Science 18 Mar. 264/1 We doubt the value to a man
of a mass of indefinite ill-digested text-hook information.

Occasionally an omnivore can take in everything, and digest
and so metabolize it as to organize it into healthy mental
tissue. 1900 Lancet 28 July 248/1 The removal of the in

completely metabolised end products. 1905 Brit. Med.
Jrnl. 25 Feb. 444 His plain rational diet is digested meta
bolized and assimilated.

Metabolous (metae-biflas), a. Ent. [f. Gr.

H(Ta@6\-os changeable + -CDS.] Undergoing com
plete metamorphosis; belonging to the division

METABOLA of insects.

1861 J. HOGG Microsc. (1867) 601 Some metabolous insects.
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Metaboly (mets-bfli). [f.
Gr.

change + -Y, or ad. rare Gr. n(rajSoAia.] = META
BOLISM. 1890 in Century Diet.

Metaboric, Metabranchial, Metabrush-
ite : sec META- 6 a, 3, 7 a.

Metacarp (me-takaip). Anat. Now rare or

Obs. [ad. mod.L. METACARP-US. Cf. F. m4la-

carpe.] = METACARPUS.
1683 A. SHAPE Anat. Horse iv. xix. (1686) 182 The Mela-

carp, or back of the hand in men. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular
Motions 409 The two first, with the abductor indicis manus,
which should have been added to this number, being in

serted into the metacarp.

Metacarpal (metaka-apal), a. and sb. [f.

METACARP-US + -AL.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the metacarpus.

1739 S. SHARP Surg. 223 When you cut the Finger from
the Metacarpal Bone. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863)

I. iv. 123 The metacarpal hone of a wolf.

B. sb. A metacarpal bone.

1854 OWEN Skel. f, Teeth in Circ. Sci. I. Org. Nat. 212

The four normal metatarsals are much longer than the

corresponding metacarpals. 1890 COUKS 1 ield
&amp;lt;$

Gen.

Ornitk. n. 159 No bird now has free metacarpals in adult life.

b. attrib.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1421/2 Metacarfnl sa-.v, a nar.

row-bladed saw. .used for dividing the bones of the fingers
or middle hand or of the foot in amputation. 1895 Amolds

Catal. Sitrg. Instr. 26.

II Metaca-rpion, -ivim. Anat. ? Obs. [Gr.

Hiraitapinoi , mod.L. mctacarpium, f. ^era META-
+ napirus wrist.]

= METACARPUS.
1597 A. M. tr. Cuilltmtait s Fr. Chirurg. 2gb/2 The first

[hand vein] descendeth alongest the Metacarpion of the

hande. 1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Meta
carpus and Metacarpium, the hack of the Hand, made of

Four Oblong little Bones. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I.

1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Metacarpioti.

Metaca rpo-, used as comb, form of next in

mctacarpo-carpal, -metacarpal, -phalangeal adjs. ;

metacarpo-phalangcs sb. pi.

1840 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (1842) 92 The. .metacarpo-

phalangeal and phalangeal joints. 1846 OWEN Vcrteh;
Anim. \. 160 Metacarpo-phalanges. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Mctacarpo-metacarpal articulations, the four inner meta*

carpal bones are connected to each other at their
carpal

extremities by their arthrodial articulations, each provided
with dorsal, palmar, and interosseous ligaments. 1899 All.

butt s Syst. Med. VII. 209 Flexion of the metacarpo-carpal
joint cannot be performed by the long flexor alone.

II Metacarpus (metakaupos). Anat. [mod.L.,
altered from Gr.

/Ta/ra/&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; METACARPION.] That

part of the hand which is situated between the

wrist and the fingers : in vertebrates generally,
that part of the manus which is situated between

the carpus and the phalanges.
1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, vn. ii. 479 Where the Con

junction is called Synarthrosis ;
as in the joyning of the

Carpus to the Metacarpus. 1881 MlVARTCaf 89 The middle
solid part of the paw, called the metacarpus. 1896 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 859 The Metacarpus is composed of three

bones, the first, second, and third metacarpals, while trace

of a fourth has been observed in embryos.
Metacellulose : see META- 6 a.

Metacentral (metase ntral), a. rare. [f. next

+ -AL.] = METACENTRIC.
1887 iyestt.Rev.]\\nz 368 Signor Poli.. believes it neces

sary in the case of armoured ships to take the areas of the

.several compartments into consideration in constructing the
metacentral diagram.

Metacentre (me-tasentsj). [ad. F. mftacentre

(Bouguer 1746), f. mita- META- + centre CENTRE.]
1. Hydrostatics (and Shipbuilding). The limiting

position of the point of intersection between the

vertical line passing through the centre of gravity
of a floating body when in equilibrium and the

vertical line drawn through the centre of buoyancy
when the body is slightly displaced ;

the shifting
centre. To ensure stable equilibrium this point
must be above the centre of gravity.
1794 Rigging ff Seamanship II. 283 The metacenter. .has

been likewise called the shifting center. 1873 J. PEAKE
Na-u . A rchit. (ed. 3) 47 The Height of the Metacentre above
the Centre of Gravity of displacement.
2. Biol. (See quot.)
1902 MITCHELL in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 343/2 A new

centre of modification., a metacentre.

Metacentric (metase-ntrik), a. [ad. F. mita-

centrique, f. metacentre : see prec. and -1C.] Of or

pertaining to a metacentre.

1798 Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 242 The curve, .is termed
the metacentric curve, being the line traced by the succes*

sive metacentres. 1881 7Y;fs 6 Jan. 11/2 The result of
the inclination at Pembroke is shown in a metacentric

diagram.
Metacetic (metasf-tik), a. Chem. [f.

META- 2

+ ACETIC.] = PROPIONIC.

1854 R. D. THOMSON Cycl. Chem., Metacetic Acid. Meta
cetonic acid. A synonyme of Propionic acid.

Metacetone (metx-sftoun). Chem. [a. F.

m(tac(tone (Fremy) : see META- i and ACETONE.]
A colourless oil obtained by the distillation ofsugar
or starch with quicklime.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 364 M. Fremy dis

covered that when i part of sugar is intimately mixed with
8 parts of unslacked lime, and distilled, the product consists

METACCELOME.
of two liquids, one of which is acetone, and to the other he

has given the name of metacetone. 1844 FOWNES Chcm. 409.

Hence Metacetonic (-ses/V nik) a. = META-
CETIC ; Metacetonate, a salt of metacetonic acid.

1848 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 6) 1733 Metacetonic Acid. Meta-

cetylic Acid. Ibid., Metacetonate of soda. 1862 [see

METACETIC].

Metacetyl (metae-sftil). Chem. [f. META- 2

+ ACETYL.] = PROPIONYL. Hence Metacetylic
= METACETONIC.
1848 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 6) 1732 Metacetone. Oxide of

Metacetyle. Ibid. 1733 Metacetylic Acid. 1890 Syd. Sac.

Lex., Metacetyl.

Metachemic, Metaehemistry, Metachlo-
ral, Metaehlorite : see META- 5, I, 6 a, 7 a.

Metachroniatic (me takroumse tik), a. [f.

META- + Gr. xpoi/ta, \ptapar- colour + -1C.] Per

taining to metachromism.
1876 Chem. Neivs ii Feb. 60/2 From a study of the two

classes [of metachromes] the following metachromatic scale

was arrived at : White, colourless, violet, indigo, blue [etc.J.

Metacliromatism (metakrcu-matiz m).

[Formed as prec. + -ISM.] Change or variation of

colour (see quots.).
1876 ACKROYD in Cheat. News 25 Aug. 75/1 We venture,

therefore, to propose for the phenomenon the name of Meta-
chromatism. 1890 Syd. Soc, Lex., Metachrowatistn,..^
change or alteration of colour, as m the hair or feathers,

from advance of age. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Dec. 1507
Under certain conditions of staining, different parts of the

cell protoplasm possess different chemical affinities to the

dye. .(metachromalism).

Metachrome (me takiwm). [f.
META- + GJ-.

Xptu/i colour.] A body that changes colour.

1876 Chem. News n Feb. 60/2 The author, .passed on to

the classification of metachromes, which he [Ackroyd]
arranges in two groups.

Metachromism (metakrJa miz m). [Formed
as prec. + -ISM.] Colour-change.
1876 Chcm. Ntrjjs n Feb. 60/2 Metachromism, as he

[Ackioyd] terms the changes of colour which various sub
stances undergo when heated.

Metachroiiism (metie knfaiz m). [ad.med.L.
metachronism-us, a. late Gr. type *^(Taxpona^us, f.

lino.- META- + xpuvos time. Cf. F. mttachronisme.

Normally the word should mean transposition of dates

(cf. quot. 1656 below) ; but it has been associated with Gr.

fierd^poi-os, nfTo-xpovtos happening later, f. /xem after+

Xpovtn time ; hence the sense explained below, which seems
to be that of all the available instances.]

An error in chronology consisting in placing an

event later than its real date. (Cf. PARACHRONISM.)
1617 HALES Serin. 36 There are in Scripture, .anachron-

ismes, metachronismes, and the like, which hiing infinite

obscuritie to the text. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Metachron-

isjit, an error in the connexion of things or times, by
reckoning or accounting short or beyond the truth. 1677
K. CARY Chronology n. 1. 1. xx. 157 Our Authour. .is.. guilty
of a foul Metachronysm, in accomodating the 5th of Cam-

byses to his 4986 of the World.

II metachrosis (metakr0u sis). [rnod.L., f. Gr.

//era- META- + xpweru colouring.] Colour-change.
1887 E. D. Con; Orig. Fittest ati The power of meta

chrosis, or of changing the color at will, by the expansion
under nerve-influence of special pigment cells.

Metacinnabar(ite : see META- 7 a.

Metaci nnamein. Also -ine. Chem. [a.

F. mitacinnamiine (Fremy) : see META- 6.] A
substance isomeric with cinnamein, obtained by

keeping cinnamein under water.

1848 FOWNES Chem. (ed. 2) 451. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER
Mat. Med. 236 Metacinnamein.

Metaci iiiiaiuene. Chem. [See META- 6 a.]

(See quot. 1886.)
1857 MILLER Eltm. Chem. ill. vii. i (1862) 560 Metacinna-

mene, or styracin. 1886 Athenzum 30 Jan. 172/3 Meta-

cinnamene, a highly refracting glass-like solid, obtained by
the action of light or heat upon cinnamene.

Metacism (me
4

tasiz m). [ad. late L. meta-

m7-.r,corruptly ad. late Gr. ftvraKiaitus fondness

for the letter ft (L. & Sc.), f. p.v the name of the

letter. Cf. ITACISM.] The placing of a word with

final m before a word beginning with a vowel ;

regarded as a fault in Latin prose composition.
This is the sense in the original of quot. 1844; but the

grammarians explain tnetacismus or myotacismiis as the

fault of pronouncing a final m which ought to be elided

before a following vowel.

[1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Metacism, a fault in pronouncing.]
1844 tr. 5V. Gregory s Morals on Job I. Epist. n, I do not

escape the collisions of metacism.

Metaccele (me tas/1). Biol. [f. Gr. /ifj-a-

META- + xoiXos hollow.] That type of coelom

which is of secondary development.
1884 BOURNE in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXIV. 477 An

archaic enterocoele thus gradually undergoes diacoelosis,

being replaced by a metaccele.

HMetaCffllia (metasrlia). [mod.L., f. Gr.

/WTO- META- -i- xoiAio. ventricle.] The posterior

part of the fourth ventricle of the brain.

1882 WILDER & GAGE Anat. Techn. 482 Metaccelia. . . Syn.
Ventriculus quartus, caudal portion.

Metaccalome (metas; loom). Biol. Also -om.

[f.
META- + COJLOME.] (See quot.)

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 223 Nephridial
funnels appear to be present in all Leeches... They are per
forate in Nephelis and Trochaeta, and in these genera they



METACONDYLUS.

open into special spaces developed in ihe botryoidal tissue,

termed by Gibbs Bourne metacoelome .

So
||
Metacoelosis (-Si lpu sis) : see quot.

1884 BOURNE in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXIV. 477 This

development of new coelomic space (botryoidal tissue) may
be termed metaccelosis.

Meta-compounds : see META- 6.

||MetaCOndylus (metakfndils). Anat. Also

anglicized metaco-ndyle. [mod.L. : see META-

and CONDYLE.] That phalanx of a finger that bears

the nail.

1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Did. (ed. 2), Slctacondyli, the

utmost bones of the fingers. 1848 CRAIG, Mctaconiiyle.

Metaeoumarate, -coumarie : see META- 6 b.

liMetacrasis (metakrt-i-sis). [f. META- +

CRASIS.]
1. Bat. Kinetic metabolism, transmutation of

energy&quot; (Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900).
1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary s Plicmer. 509 The process

of metacrasis which produces the duramen.

2. Geol. (See quot.)
1886 BONNEY in Proc. Geol. Sac. 59 Metacrasis (recombina

tion), denoting changes like the conversion of a mud into

a mass of quartz with mica and other silicates. iSg^GEiKir.
Text-bk. Geol. iv. viii. 596 twlc, Metacrasis, denoting such

transformations as the conversion of mud into a mass of

mica, quartz, and other silicates.

Metacresol: s^e META- 6 a.

II Metacromioil (metakn&amp;gt;u mif&amp;gt;n).
Zool. [f.

META- + AOBOMIOH.] In some mammals, a process
of the spine of the scapula behind the acromion.

Hence Metacro mial a.

1868 W. K. PARKER Shoulder-girdle Vcrtcbr. 204 At its

root this large acromion sends backwards a rudimentary
metacromion . Ibid. 207 The metacromial process.

Metacyclic(metasi-klik),a. Malh. [f.META-
+ CYCLE sb. + -ic.] Pertaining to the permutation
of a set of elements in a cycle. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)

Metadiorite, -dolerite : see META- 7 b.

Metadore, obs. form of MATADOR.
Meta-element : see META- i.

Metafacial : see MEFA- 3.

Metafor, obs. form of METAPHOR.

Metagadolinite : see META- 7 a.

Metagallic (metaga:-lik),a. Chem. [f. META-
+ GALLIC a.-] Mctagallic acid: an acid obtained

by heating gallic acid. Hence Metaga llate, a

salt of metagallic acid.

1833 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XXVIII. 126 Metagallic acid.

1836 BRANDS Client, (ed. 4) 933. Ibid.^ Metagallate of

potassa. 1865 WATTS tr. GinelMs Handbk. Chem. XV. 458

Metagallic acid (Mulder s melangallic, Gerhardt s gallulmic
acid).

II Metagaster (metagte-stai). Biol. [mod.L. :

see META- and GASTEU.] Haeckel s phylogenetic
term for the later, more highly differentiated

stomach of the Craniota, as distinguished from

the primitive intestine or protogaster. Hence

Metaga-stral a. (in recent Diets.).

1879 tr. Haeckel s Evol. Alan II. 321 The differentiated or

secondary intestine ( after intestine or metagaster ).

Metag astric (metag:e stnk),a. Zoo!, [f. META-
+ Gr. yaffTTjp belly -H -1C.] Applied to portions
of the carapace in brachyurous crustaceans situated

towards the hinder part of the gastro-hepatic area.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Itcv. Anim. vi. 343 The latter [gastric
lobe area] is again subdivided into two epigastric lobes, two

protogastric lobes, a median mesogastnc lobe, two meta-

gastric lobes, and two urogastric lobes.

HMetagastrula(rnetagse
-

stn51a). Biol. [mod.
L. : see META- and GASTRULA.] Haeckel s term
for a secondary modified gastrula (see quot.).

1879 tr. Haeckefs Evol. Man I. 199 The more or less

varying Gastrula-form, which results from this kenogenetic
egg-cleavage, may be called, generally, the secondary,
modified Gastrula, or Metagastrula.

Metage (mf-tedj). Also 6 Sc. mettage, met-

tege, 7 meatage. [f. METE v. + -AGE.]
1. The action of measuring officially the content

or weight of a load of grain, coal, etc.

15.. Aberd. Reg. XXIV. (Jam.), The mettege of colis,

salt, lym,corne, fruit, and sic mensturable [sic] gudis. 1576
Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 578 To p_ay thre penneis for

the mettage of every laid [of malt] quhilk sal happin to be

presentit. 1636 Maldon, Essex, Borough Deeds (Bundle
no) i For the meatage of 10 quarter of barly, ^d. 1753
De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 5) II. 137 Acts have very lately

passed in relation to the Admeasurement or Metage of
Coals for the City of Westminster. 1872 Daily Ne^vs

15 Apr. 5/2 The arrangements with respect to the metage
of grain in the port of London.
2. The duty paid for such measuring. (Cf. MEA-

SUBAGE.)
1517 llurg/i Rec. Edin. (1869) I. 232 Togidder with the

mettage, viz. viijd. for ilk chalder. 1854 Fraser s Mag.
XLIX. 564 The right of the Corporation to the metage of

corn, fruit, and other articles, is recognised and confirmed
in the first charter of James I. 1887 Times 27 Aug. 11/4
The ordinary fruit metage produced ,6654.
3. altrib.

_ 1546-7 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 46 Thai sail pay tharfor

iiijd. of the chalder of mettege silveir. 1746 Act 19 Gco. II,
c. 35 10 The Amount of the Metage Charge [of Coals].
1800 COLQUHOUN Comtn. Thames xv. 456 On payment of
the Metage Duty. 1863 Daily Tel. 16 Nov. 8/1 Merchants
..interested in the question of the metage dues.
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Metagelatin : see META- 6 a.

Metagenesis (meta|d5e rusis). Biol. [mod.L. :

see META- and GENESIS.]
fl. Used by Owen {Parthenogenesis, 1849) for:

Alternation of generation (see ALTERNATION i b).

Owen, however, included under this designation certain

metamorphoses not now recognized as instances of alterna

tion of generation.
2. Now used in more restricted sense (see quot.).

1889 GEDDES & THOMSON Evol. Sex xv. 207 Simple
alternation between sexual and asexual reproduction, .is

called . . metagenesis.

Me:tagene*tic, a. [f.
META- + GENETIC.]

1. ZooL Pertaining to, characterized by, or in

volving metagenesis.
1849 OWEN Parthenogenesis 17 The successive genera

tions, which.. complete the metagenetic cycle. 1877 IJAI.-

FOUR in Encycl. Brit. VII. 629/1 The peculiar metagenetic
mode of development.
2. Cjyst. Applied to certain twin crystals (see

quot-).
1883 HEDDLE in Encycl, Brit. XVI. 367/1 In metagenetic

twins the crystal was at first simple, but afterwards, through
some change In the material furnished for its increase or

possibly induced in itself, it received new layers, or an ex

tension in a. reversedposition,
Hence Metagene tically adv., by metagenesis.
1868 DARWIN Aniin. .y /Y. II. 367 If, instead of a single

individual, several were to be thus developed metagcnetic-
ally within a pre-existing form.

MetageO metry. [See META-.] The geo
metry of non-Euclidean space. So Metageo 1 -

meter, one who studies metageometry. Meta-

geome trical a,, pertaining to metageometry.
1882 STALLO Concepts Mod. Physic

s^ 258 Space in general
(as distinguished from flat space , in the metageometrical
sense). 1897 I&amp;gt;. A. W. RUSSELL Found. Gcom. Cent. p. vii,

Metageometry began by rejecting the axiom of parallels.
Ibid. 56 To urge, with the Metageometers, that non-Kucli-

dean systems are logically self-consistent. 1898 CAVLEY
Coll. Math. Papers (Suppl. Vol.) Index, Metageometry.

Metaguathous (metse gnajws), a. [i. Gr.

pfTa META- + yva&os jaw + -ous.] Having the

tips of the mandibles crossed. Hence Meta-gna-
tIiisin, the condition of being metagnathous.
1872 COUES Key A . Attter. Birds 24 The metagnathous

[class], in which the points of the mandibles cross each other.

jS^o Field $ Gen. Ornithol. n. 150 Each mandible may
be oppositely falcate, as in the crossbill, constituting meta-

gnathism.

Metagram (me tSgrsem). [f. Gr. jufra- META-
+ ypdppa letter, after anagram^] A kind of puzzle

turning on the alteration of a word by removing
some of its letters and substituting others.

1867 London Society XII. 307 We therefore welcome a
new sort of gram. ..Its name, metagram, is derived from
two Greek words, signifying a change of letters . It is on
this change that the whole thing turns. 1882 GROSART in

Spenser s Wks. HI. p. Ixxxii, An anagram or metagram.

t Metagra mmatism. Obs. [ad. Gr. ptra.-

ia^ius (Galen), f. ptra- META- + 7/xi/i/iar-,

letter : see -ISM.] The transposition of

letters in a word or phrase ; anagrammatism. So

Metagra mmatize v. [Gr. fAfTaypapjjtaTifav

(Tzetzes)],
* to alter the letters (L. & Sc.).

1605 CAMDEN Rem., Anagr, 150 Anagrammatisme, or

Metagrammatisme. 1702 C. MATHER Magn, C/tr. in. i. iii.

(1852) 319 Mr. Ward,.. observing the great hospitality of
Mr. Wilson, in conjunction with his metagrammatising
temper, said, That the anagram ofJohn Wilson was, I pray,
come in : you are heartily welcome .

Metagranite : see META- 7 b.

Metagraphy (met^ grafi). [f. Gr. /ttra- META-
+ -ypcHpta writing, -GKAPHY.] Transliteration.

Hence Metagra-pbic a.

1872 LATHAM Diet.) Transliteration, translation or ren

dering of the letter of one alphabet by its equivalent in

another ; metagraphy : (this latter word giving tnetagraphic
as its adjective, a more convenient one than traitslucrative

or transliterational). 1888 T. WATTS in Atheiizenm

17 Mar. 340/2 It was his [Latham s] belief in the system of

metagraphy as applied to non-European alphabets that

made him a very early advocate of phonetic spelling.

Metagrobolize (metagrf? bJl9iz), v. humor
ous. Also 7-8 -grabolise, -ize. [ad. obs. F. meta-

graboulizer (Rabelais) to dunce vpon, to puzzle,
or (too much) beate the braines about (Cotgr.)-]
trans, a. To puzzle, mystify, b. To puzzle out.

So Metagro bolism, mystification.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xix, I have been these eighteen

dayes in metagrabolising this brave speech, a 1693 Ibid.

in. xxii, The Autonomatick Metagrobolism of the Romish
Church. Ibid. xxvi. 212, I find my Brains., metagrobolized
and confounded. 1788 H. CLARKE Sch. Candidates (1877)
10 My prolegomena to a public speech which I had been a
whole synodical month in matagrabolizing[$/f]. 1899 KIPLING

Stalky 119 Come to think of it, we have metagroboUsed em.

Metagummic : see META- 6 a.

II Metairie (nwtgn). [Fr., f. m&ayer^ A farm
held on the METAYER system,
1817 C. CLAIRMONT in Dowden Shelley (1887) II. 115, I

should choose.. to cultivate a little mctairie among the
mountains. 1848 MILL Pol, Econ. n. viii. 3 (1876) 190 In
the other parts of Tuscany, where the metaines are larger.

Metal (me tal, me t l), sb. (and a,}. Forms: 4
matalle, matel, metail(le, -tayl, 4-6 metel(l,

4-7 metall(e, 4-8mettal, 5 metelle, mettaill,6

METAL.

meatall(e } raetale, metle, mettel(l, 6-9 mettle,

7 mattell, 3- metal. [a.OF,w^/
la/

J OT^/a//(mod.F.

m^tal), ad. L. metalhim mine, quarry, substance

obtained by mining, metal, ad. Gr. /UTaAAo* mine;

app. related in some way to /teraXAac to seek after,

explore. The word has passed (directly or in

directly) from Latin into all the Rom. and Teut.

langs. : cf. Pr. metalh^ Sp., Pg. metal, It. metallo ,

G. metail, Du. metaal, Sw. mctall. Da. metal.]
1. Any member of the class of substances repre

sented by gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, and tin.

Originally this class was regarded as including only
these bodies together with certain alloys (as brass

and bronze), and hence as definable by their com
mon properties, viz. high specific gravity and den

sity, fusibility, malleability, opacity, and a peculiar
lustre (known specifically as metallic ). In pro
cess of time other substances were discovered to

have most but not all of these properties; the

class was thus gradually extended, the
properties

viewed as essential to its definition becoming fewer.

From the point of view of modern Chemistry, the

metals
1

arc a division (including by far the

greater number) of the elements or simple sub

stances. Among them are all the original (simple)
* metals

;
of the later additions to the list some

possess all the properties formerly viewed as cha

racteristic of a metal, while others possess hardly

any of them
;
the * metallic lustre

*

is perhaps the

most constant. By some chemists the radical

ammonium (NH 4 ) and derivatives thereof have

been designated as metals
,
on account of the

analogy of their compounds with those of the metals

potassium and sodium.
In popular language the term is not applied to

a metallic element when in such a state of com
bination that its identity is disguised. (Cf. METAL
LIC a. 2.)
tAW /L* or perfect metals*, gold and silver, as being the

only metals that were known to be capable of enduring any
ordinary (ire without being destroyed ; opposed to iasc

or imperfect )iict&amp;lt;tls,

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 2298 (G&amp;lt;itt.) pai made ymagis of

jneteles sere. 1340 Aycnb. 167 lie bise uirtuc is strang (&amp;gt;e

man ase bet ysen pet alle metals a-daunteb. 1474 CAXION
Chc$se\\\, ii, Vnto the goldsmythes behouetn golde and siluer

and alle other metallys, yren and steel to other. 1588
SIIAKS. /,. L. L. m. i. 60 Is not Lead amettnll heauie.dull.

and slow? i65i J. CHJLDRKY llrit. J&amp;gt;acon. 112, I should
think Lead were the easiest of all metalls to melt. 1751 J.

HILL Mat. filed. 4 The Class of the Metals.. includes only
six Bodies, which are, i. Gold. 2. Silver. 3. Copper. 4.

Tin. 5. Iron. And 6. Lead. ..The Chemists have divided
the Metals into two Classes, the perfect and the imperfect.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 443/2 To free the noble metals
from the stony matter which surrounds them, and to reduce
the baser ones from their calciform to a metallic stale.

1874 ROSCOE F.lcm. Chan, xiv. 142 The metals of the alka

lies and alkaline earths. Ibid. xvii. iS6 [Hydrogenium] has

..been shown to conduct heat and electricity, and to be

magnetic, in these respects acting as a metal.

b. The constituent matter of a metal or of

metals collectively ;
metallic substance.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 144 Ire at gloucestre, Metal, as led

and tyn, in J?e contreie of eccestre. 13.. A&quot;. Alis. 6242
Filers of matel strong. 13.. Caw. % Gr. Knt. 169 Alle

}-&amp;gt;e

metail anamayld was penne. c 1440 Jacob s Well 10 He made
hym drynke reed brennying metal inoltyn. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. More s Utop. r. (1895) 64 Them they condempned into

ston quarris, and in to myenes to dygge mettalle. 1649 BP.

REYNOLDS Serm. Hosca \. 12 The hammer breaks mettall,
and the fire melts it. ^1725 WHITWORTH Ace. Russia

(1758) 108 Every battalion having two long three pounders of

mettle. 1820 COMBE Dr. Syntax, Consol. iv. 361 If they
had nought but polished mettle, Or the bright cover of a

kettle. 1880 Expositor XI. 291 Like a mirror of polished
metal.

C. As the material of arms and armour.

(-1400 Dcstr. Troy. 9520 Mallyng burgh metail maynly
with hondes,. .knockyng burgh helmys. c 1470 HENRY Wai*
lace v. zoo His suerd he drew of nobill metail keyne. 1595
SHAKS. A . John v. ii. 16 That I must draw this mettle from

my side To be a widdow-maker. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii.

83 Both kinds of metal he prepar d, Either to give blows or

to ward, c 1672 Sir //. of Grime xxiii. in Child Ballads
IV. n/2 My sword, That is made of the mettle so fine.

d. pregnantly for : Precious metal, gold.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 82 But sirrah, you shall

buy this sport as deere, As all the mettall in your shop will

answer. 1594 Rich, ///, iv. iv. 382. 1596 Merch. V. \.

iii. 135. 1601 Twel. A7
, u. v. 17 Heere comes the little

villaine : How now my Mettle of India?

e. spec. CAST-IRON&quot;. (More fully cast-metal .

see CAST///, a, 8.)
Other specific uses (besides those referred to under 5) are

current in particular trades : e. g. as applied to the fittings

of pocket knives metal denotes brass as opposed to German
silver.

1794 [see CAST
pj&amp;gt;l.

a. 8]. i86a Catal. Internal Exhib.

No. 6057 Kitchener. -the back and sides fitted with metal

covings or plates. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mcc/t. 1423/1 Metal,
the workman s term for cast-iron.

f. fig. (In i6-i7th c. often = the stuff of

which a man is made, with reference to character :

cf. METTLE.)
1552 LATIMER Serin. Lords Prayer v. (1562) 34 b, What?

(say they) they be made of such metail as we be made of.

114 -a



METAL.

1388 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iii. 47 Marcus, we are . . No big-bon d

men, . . But Mettall, Marcus, steele to the very backe. 1589

PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie m. v. (Arb.) 161 Men doo chuse

their subiects according to the mettal of their minds. 1642

ROGERS Naamanl o Rdr. n. iii, Then she shewes the metal

she is made of. 1681 DHYDEN Abs. fr Achit. 310 Too full

of Angels Metal in his Frame. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in

Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 73 A notable fellow of his inches, and

metal to the back. 1887 Athenzum B Oct. 461/3 Defoe

wrought no base metal into the fine gold of his mother-

tongue. 1895 Harpers Weekly Feb. 340/2 It seems to me
that there was lighter metal in the crews.

2. Her. Either of the tinctures or and argent.

C14SO HOLLAND Howlat 420 Signess . . Off metallis and

colouris in tentfull atyr. 1562 LEIGH Armory i There are

nine soondrye fieldes, of the whiche, seuen of them be

termed Colours, & two, Mettalles. . .The two metalles, are

Goulde and siluer. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry n. ii. 41 In

Blazoning of any Armes, you must first express the Metall,

Colour or Furre of the Field. 1625 MARKHAM Souldiers

Accid 31 Mettall may not be carried on mettall. 111659

CLEVELAND On Sir T. Martin 24 Metal on Metal is false

Heraldry. 1881 A. MACGEORCE Flags 109 The Dutch and

Russian ensigns have the same tincture as those of the

present French flag. . .The latter has the metal, the white,

uppermost, and the two colours, the blue and the red . .

placed together below.

3. = ORE (after Spanish).
1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies iv. vi. 223

They say. .that the metall lay above the ground the height
of a launce, like unto rockes. 1881 RAYMOND MiningGlass.,

Metal, Sp. i. This term is applied both to the ore and to

the metal extracted from it.

1 4. A mine
;
in phr. to condemn to metals [L.

condeinnare ad metalla~\. Obs. rare 1
.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. i. Ep. Ded., As Slaves

live, that is, such who are civilly dead, and persons con-

demn d to metals.

5. With qualification (see below) : A specific

alloy of two or more metals used in an art or

trade. Also used, without qualification, as short

for any of these (see quots.).
Bath, Britannia, composition, Dutch,fusible, organ, pipe,

plate, prince s, queen s, red, refined, type, white, yellow
metal: see these words. Also BELL-METAL, GUN-METAL.
A certain number of alloys are named after their inventors,

as Aich s, Gedge s, Kier s, Muntz s, Ne-Mton s, Roses,
White s metal.

1729 Extracts Burgh Rec. Stirling (1889) 205 One
M eLaren, who was. .incarcerat in the tolbooth. -for offering

to sell hard mettle instead of silver to some people in this

burgh. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic App. 711

Metal for Flute-key Valves 4 oz. lead and 2 oz. antimony.

1845 Encycl. Metrop. VIII. 655/2 The tin is first converted
and

more generally regulus . 1876 HILES Catceh. Organ iv.

(1878) 22 Metal is a technical name applied by Organ builders

to a mixture of tin and lead, and generally should mean
half tin, and half lead.

6. An object made of metal.

f a. A medal or coin. (Cf. METALLIC a. 6.) Obs.

1574 HELLOWES Gnettara s Fam. Ep. (1577) 21 Hence it

proceedeth, that the true and moste auncient metalls be not

of golde but of iron.

t b. A speculum or reflector of a telescope. Obs.

1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2909/4 Concave Metals, Concave

Buining, and Reading Glasses, of all sizes. 1777 MUDGE
in Phil. Trans. LXV1I. 324 A very distinct and perfect two-

foot metal.

c. //. The rails of a railway, tramway, etc.

1841 Ann. Reg. 119 He found the deceased lying on the

road, between the metals . 1894 Times 12 Jan. n/6 The
trunk of a tree over soft, long fell upon the metals, and the

express. .cut right through it.

d. Electr.
1881 SIR W. THOMSON in Nature No. 619. 435 Imagine a

domestic servant going to dust an electric lamp with 80,000

volts on one of its metals.

7. Gunnery. The metal composing the barrel of

a gun. Also (
= line of metal, quot. 1859) in phr.

over metal, etc. (see quots. 1688, 1704).
1644 NYE Gunnery (1670) 40 If the Piece lye point-blank,

or under metall. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. v. xi. 46

A Gunner ought.. to proportion his Charge according to

the thinnest side of the Metal. Ibid. xii. 68 The difference

of Shooting by the Metal, and by a Dispert.
1688 R. HOLME

Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 140/2 She lies ouer mettle, when
the mouth is higher then the breech. She lies right with

her mettle, that is she lies point blank, or streight. 1704

J. HARRIS Ltx. Teehn., Metal, a word frequently used

about a Piece of Ordnance, or Great Gun : The Outside or

Surface of her is called, the Superficies
of her Metals :

When the Mouth of a Great Gun lies lower than her Breech,

they say, She lies under Metal. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS
Arlil. Man. (1862) 52 The Line ofmetal is an imaginary
line drawn along the surface of the metal between the two

sights.

b. The aggregate number, whole mass or effec

tive power of the guns on a ship of war. Heavy
metal : see HEAVY a.1 6.

1757 CHESTERF. Lett, cccxx. (1792) IV.
pi They had

eighteen [ships] and a greater weight of metal, according to

the new sea phrase. 1762 FALCONER Shipwr. n. 495 From
the torn ship her metal must be thrown.

fig. 1871 R. W. B. VAUGHAN Life St. T. Afuin I. 773
He possessed all the qualities necessary for success weight
of metal, as well as precision of aim.

8. Material, matter, substance, esp. earthy matter.

c 1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 197 Two skepfull of

sande ; no other mettell, stone, clay, or rubbish. \yy$Rites
of Durham (Surtees 1903) 3 Cressetts of Earthen mettall.

599 MINSHEU Sp. Dial. 12/2 With glasse, or China mettall,

or earth. 1684 T. BUKNET Theory Earth n. 46 Clayey soils,

380

and such like, may by the strength of fire be converted into

brick, or stone, or earthen metal. 1689 SHADWELL Bury F.

n. 19 There s a pair of Gloves of the same mettle.

9. The material used for making glass, in a

molten state.

1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet D iv, A settled raigne is not like

glasse mettal, to be blowne in . . fashion of euerie mans
breath. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys.-Mech. ix. 71 The
Vessels.. being made of much purer and clearer metall, as

the Glass-men speak. 1843 G. DODD Brit. Manaf. iv. 49
The pots are full of metal looking like liquid fire. 1890
W. J. GORDON Foundry 132 One of the men rolls up on its

end just enough metal to make the bottle.

10. Hardened clay, shale.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 15 To keep the Earth, or

some times soft Mettle, or Minerals, . . from falling into the

Pit. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 34 The azure [slates]

are the best metal. 1808 H. HOLLAND Surv. Cheshire 2%

The workmen distinguish the clay by the appellation of

mttal, giving it the name of red, brown, or blue metal,

according to its colour. 1883 GRESLEY Coal-mining Gloss.,

Metals, marl beds more or less indurated.

b. Sc. All the rocks met with in mining ore

(Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).

1807 HEADRICK Arran 78 This must be a trouble in the

metals, not a vein.

11. Broken stone used in macadamizing roads or

as ballast for a railway. Also road metal.

1838 Civ. Eng. f; Arch. Jrnl. I. 275/1 The quantity of

the metal deposited would have formed, on ordinary ground,
an embankment twenty-four or twenty-five feet high. 1845

ATKINSON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Cl. II. No. 13. 132 The
roads of Button, .with their wayside heaps of greenstone
metal . 1879 LUBBOCK Addr. Pol. ff Educ. ix. 155 The

Sarsen stone is unsurpassed for road metal.

1 12. (See quot.) Obs.

1611 FLORID Souatta, a strap or leather of a whip, our

boyes call it mettall.

13. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as f metal-

matter, t -ore, -yield. This passes into an adj.
=

consisting or made of metal .

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 67 It is a knowen bing bat

hillis holden stoones and metal-oor. 1612 STURTEVANT (title)

Metallica, . . comprehending the doctrine of diverse new
Metallical Inventions, but especially how to. .work all kinde

of mettle-oares. Ibid. 107 Mettle matter [see METALLAR).

1636 JAMES Her Lane. (Chetham Soc.) 236 This faire cleere

springe which courses through y&quot;
hills Conveys summe

mettall tincture in hir rills. 1724 Lond. Gat. No. 6260/3 A
..Coat, with. .white Mettal Buttons. 1843 P. BARLOW m
Encycl. Mctrop. VIII. 489/1 Enamels, as before stated, are

usually laid upon a metal ground. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Pegged boots, boots with wooden pegs in the soles,

instead of metal nails or brads. 1877 RAYMOND Statist.

Mines ff Mining 284 The total metal-yield for that year
amounted to 85,362,383. 1879 M CCARTHY Own Times II.

xxvii. 317 The intensity of the cold was so great that no

one might dare to touch any metal substance in the open air.

b. objective and obj. gen., as metal-broker,

-grinder, -melter, -mining, f -monger, f -monging,

-roller, -turner, -worker, -working; metal-bearing

adj. c. parasynthetic and instrumental, as metal-

bound, -clasped, -lined, -sheathed adjs.
1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. free. Met. U. S. 12 Where there

has been no metal-bearing ore to defray expenses, assess

ments have been levied. 1869 TOZEK tlighl. Turkey I. 200

The long *melal-bound guns without one of which an Al

banian rarely moves. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Metal-

broker,!, dealer in metals or minerals. 1899 KIPLING Stalky

203 A red-bound metal-clasped book. 1898 A lltutt s Syst.

Med. V. 253 The pulmonary fibrosis of metal-grinders,

of stone-workers, of potters. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON
Milit. Diet. 254 Metal-lined cases are used as portable

magazines. 1626 JACKSON Creed \m. xxvii. 2 Cast them
into the furnace, or to the metal-melter. 1855 J. R. L[EIF-

CHILD) Corn-wallMines 284 The great advantage . . of metal-

mining over coal-mining is [etc.]. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.

Epist. 283Theydig the ground like greedie &quot;metal mongers.

1631 J. DONE Polydoron 85 A Mettall-monging Alchimist

is but a hors-keeper to a Coyner however he curries his

tromperie. 1900 B ham Weekly Post 4 Aug. 16/3 Metal-

rollers not only worked themselves, but had men under

them. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Metal-turner. 1808

i

Allbulfs Syst. Med. V. 24 Knife-grinders, metal-turners,

i
and needle-pointers. 1860 PIESSE Lot. Chem. Wonders 69

!
Metal-workers find it of great service. 1882 Rep. to Ho.

Repr. Free. Met. U.S.yft Metal-working tools, that is,

tools for cold processes, such as turning, planing [etc.).

14. Special comb. : metal bath, a bath (of mer

cury, lead, fusible alloys, etc.) used in chemical

operations requiring a higher temperature than can

be produced by means of a water bath; metal bed,
the bed of metal or broken stone laid down in

the process of macadamizing a road ;
metal car

rier (see quot.) ;
metal drift, a heading driven in

I
stone (Gresley Coal-mining Gloss. 1883) ;

metal-

edge Coal-mining (see quot.) ; metal gauge, a

gauge for determining the thickness of sheet-metal

(Knight Diet. Meek. 1875); fmetal 5eter, one

who casts metal, a founder ; metal leaf, a name

commonly applied to the Dutch leaf to distinguish

it from gold-leaf (Ure s Diet. Arts 1875) ;
metal

maw, a stomach strong enough to digest any

thing; metal paper (see quot.); f metal pit, a

mine containing metal ;
metal polish, a polish

used for brightening metals ;
metal proof, ? bullet

proof ;
metal ridge, rig Coal-mining (see quots.) ;

; fmetal smith, one who forges metal, a metal

worker ; metal stone, f (&quot;)
the ore of a metal

METALEPTICALLY.

(i] (see quot. 1851); metal value, value (of coin)

considered merely as metal
; metal-visaged a.,

having a hard immobile countenance; metal-work,

work, esp. artistic work, in metal.

1861 SMILES Engineers II. 429 He specified that the

metal bed was to be formed m two layers. 1892 Labour
Commission Gloss.,

*Metal Carriers, those who take the

pig-iron out of the troughs of sand into which it has been

placed to cool, and stack it on the trucks used in conveying
it away for sale. 1845 Eneycl. Metrop. VIII. 215/1 In the

third stage, the crack is completed, and the edges assume
a sharp distinct form called metal edges. 13.. K. Alis.

6735 A queynte mon, a metal geoter. That couthe caste

in alle thyng. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 92 It is

not to bee doubted but the mettall-mawes of those Ostriges
could also digest the other. 1901 J. Black s Carp. &amp;lt;y Build.,
Home Handier. 39 If the paste is not to be used for gilt

papers (sometimes called metal or
(

gold papers), add
2OZ. of powdered alum. 01603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confitt.

Rhem. N. T. (1618) 656 He is verily worthy to be con

demned to dig in the mettall pits. 1851 GREENWELL Coal-

trade Terms, Northumbld.
&amp;lt;y

Durham 36 Metal Ridge.

1883 GRESLEY Coal-mining Gloss., Metal ridges, pillars

forming themselves into supports to the roof, formed Dy the

creep in the boards. 1860 Eng. &amp;lt;

For. Mia. Gloss., Neuic.

Terms,
* Metal rig, the strata forced up by a creep. 1382

WYCLIF Isa. xli. 7 The metal smyth [1388 A smyth of metal ;

L. faber xrarius} smytende hym with an hamer. 1612 S.

STURTEVANT Metallica 35 Prepared or roasted oares, Mine-

stones, or Mettle-stones beeing the fitt matter of Metal-
slones, or iMeuie-siones ueciug tuc nu rankm v j.icmi-

lique liqueurs. 1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms, North-

umbld. tr Durh, 36 Metal stone, a mixture of shale with
,

J .. , *r /TT C&quot;\WTW /-
sandstone.
Ade
Porl

ndstone. 1901 Mnnsey s Mag. (U. S.) XXIV. 772/1

deposit of coins was found on Richmond s Island, near

rortland, Maine, which, though of the metal value of only
a hundred dollars, was of great interest because [etc.]. 1837

DICKENS Pick-iu. xlviii, Even the metal-visaged Mr. Martin

condescended to smile. 1850 Parkers Gloss. Archit. (ed. 5)

I. 302 Metal-work. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 52

[Corinth] being especially celebrated for metal-work and

porcelain.

Metal, v. [f. METAL sb.]

1. trans. To furnish or fit with metal.

1617 CAIT. PEPWELL in Lett. E. Ind. Comp. (1001) V. 155

The muskets are generally naught, being not well metalled.

1876 PKEECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 230 Where the

pipes run side by side with gas-pipes, it is desirable to

metal the joints.

f2. To provide the metal or material of. Oat.

1610 HEYWOOD Gold. Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 38 Oh you

crownes, Why are you made, and mettald out of cares?

3. To make or mend (a road) with metal .

1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scot/. IV. 269 [The stone] is soft,

and. has been found totally unfit for metalling roads. 1890

Spectator 6 Sept., Roads.. so well metalled with granite

that they are hardly ever dusty.

Metalbu miii. Chem. [f.
META- + ALBUMIN.]

A form of albumin found in dropsical fluids, etc.

Also metalbu-men [see ALBUMEN].
1854 R. D. THOMSON Cycl. Chem. 1875 tr. van Ziemssen s

Cycl. Med. X. 369 Paralbumen and metalbumen are, how.

ever, not fixed bodies. 1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chem. 381

Metalbumin is met with in dropsical fluids. 1885 [see

paralbutnin, PARA- 2 a]. 1899 CAGNEY Jakschs Ctin.

Diagn. viii. (ed. 4) 422 Metalbumin.

Metal d, obs. form of METTLED.

Meta ldehyde. Chem. [f.
META- 2 a + ALDE

HYDE.] A solid isomeric with aldehyde.
1841 BRANDE Chem. 1330 By long keeping, aldehyd spon-

taneouslychanges into two isomeric compounds, tnetaldehyd,

and elaldchyd; the former solid, the latter liquid. 1885

REMSEN Org. Chem. (1888) 49 Metaldehyde.

II Metalepsis (metale psis). Rhet. [a. L.

metalipsis, Gr. /ICTOA^IS, n. of action to pna-

Kapftiamv to substitute, to change the sense of

(words), {. HITO.- META- + tapffrfrw to take.] A
rhetorical figure mentioned by Quintilian, consisting

in the metonymical substitution of one word for

another which is itself figurative. (In many English

examples the use appears to be vague or incorrect.)

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary il. (1625) 79 Metalepsis, or

Traxsuinptw, when by a certaine number of degrees we

eoe beyond that we intend in troth, and haue meaning to

speake of, as to say Accursed soyle that bred my cause of

woe. 1657 J. SMITH Myit. Rhet. 3 Metalepsis,
which is

when divers Tropes are shut up in one word : as, 2 King.

2 o I pray thee let me have a double portion of thy spirit.

1783 BLAIR Rhet. xiv. (1812) I. 339 When the Trope is

founded on the relation between an antecedent and a conse

quent, or what goes before, and immediately follows, it is

then called a Metalepsis.

Metalepsy (me-talepsi). Chem. [ad. F. mita-

lepsie, f. Gr. jieTaA.Jfli is : see prec.] Dumas term

for the substitution theory in Chemistry.

1852 WATTS Gmeliris Hand-bk. Chem. VII. 71.

Metaleptic (metale-ptik), a. [ad. mpd.L.
metatepticus, a. Gr.juraAtjirTUcdljf./MTaAart&ww:
see METALEPSIS.] a. Participating or acting with :

spec, applied to muscles, b. Pertaining to meta-

lepsis or to metalepsy.
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr.,Metaltptick. .that hath the powc

of participating, or pertains to the figure Metalepsis. 1693

tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Metaleplicus, a Metalep-

tick Motion of the Muscles. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lei.

So Metale ptical a. 1850 in OGILVIE.

Metale ptically, adv. 10l&amp;gt;s. [f.
METALEPTIC

a. + -AL + -LT 2
.] By metalepsis.

1655 tr. Sanderson s Promiss. Oaths i. 9- 9 The name

of Promises may Metaleptically be extended to Commina-

tions. 1672 W. PENN Spir. Truth Vind. 46 The Holy
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Spirit is properly given unto men, and not Metonymically
nor Metolepsically [sic]. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit Wks.
1852 III. 85 One or other of these things is or may be meta

phorically or metaleptically ascribed unto this or that thing
which are not persons when [etc.].

II Metalik (metarlik). Also metallic, metaliok.

[Turkish, prob. f. mod. Gr. iiiraXKov METAL + -lik

suffix as in beshlik five-piastre piece.] A Turkish
coin worth 10 paras or about a halfpenny.
1895 CALLAN From Clyde to Jordan xx. 222 Each cup

costs a metallic (value ^d.\ and there are usually four

metallics in a piastre. 1897 MRS. W. M. RAMSAY Every
Day Life in Turkey ii. 60 On the babies I generally bestowed
a metalik (value a halfpenny) for luck .

Metaline (me-talfn). [f. METAL si. + -INE *.]

1. (See quot. 1875.)
1870 S. GWYNNK Patent No. 190 Metaline. 1875 KNIGHT

Diet. Mech. 1220/2 Metaline^ is a material formed of metals,
oxides of metals, and organic matter, reduced to powder,
compounded with wax, gum, or fatty matters, and subjected
to heavy pressure, so as to form solids of proper shape to
form boxes and bearings for shafts or axles. 1883 Fifneries
Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) So.

2. A kind of thread for sewing leather, made of

twisted strands of linen and brass, copper, or steel

wire. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)
Hence Me talinedtz., lined with metaline (see i).

1878 Eng. Mechanic 23 Aug. 254 Metalined Bearings.

t Me tallar, a. and sb. Obs. rare- 1
. In quot.

mettellar. [f. METAL sb. + -AH.] a. adj. Metallic.
b. sb. A metallic substance.
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica 107 The mettle-matter is

that Mettellar substance which is put into the Furnace to
be baked, boyled, or nealed, which in one word may be
called Mettellar. ..There are three sorts of Mettellars.

t Me tallary. Obs. [ad. L. metallarius

miner, f. metallum METAL sb. : see -AKY. Cf. OF.
metallaire.~\ a. A miner or worker in metals, b.
One skilled in the nature and kinds of metals.
1641 J. TRAPI-E Theol. Theol. iii. r35 Do herein as the .

Wise Merchant or Metallary, who. -digs deeper and deeper
till he be owner of the whole treasure. 1657 TRAPP Cointn.
Ps. xvii. 6 1 1 Thou hast tryed mee, as Metallaries do their

goldand^sUver. 1686 HoR^ECKCrrtcif. Resits 793 Metallaries,
and Lapidists, . . that make a very strict examination, whether
the precious stone be truly oriental or no.
Metall d, obs. form of METTLED.
Metalled (me tald, me-t ld),///. a.

[f. METAL
sb. or v. + -ED.]
1. fa. Consisting or made of metal; containing

metal. Also in comb., as pure-metalled. Obs.

\S9* JAS. I Poet. Exerc., Lepanto, Sonet, The mettal d
minds [ = mines]. 1609 DAVIES Holy Roods F 3 b, Locke
on this Crosse ..It cures forth-with, like Moises metl d
Snake, a 1638 MEDE Wks. in. (1672) 587 The four metalled
parts thereof [sc. The Monarchical Image in Daniel] were
Types of four.. Kingdoms. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in. Arm.
verse xv.

i_(i66g) 358/2 That is the pure metall d Sword
or Knife, which bends this way, and that way, but returns
to its straitness again.

f b. transf. Composed of material (of a certain

kind). Obs.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (Ballad Soc.) 20, I cannot tell what
too make of him, saue that I may gesse hiz bak be metalld
like a Lamprey.

C. Having a covering or fittings of metal.
1821 W. C. WELLS Ess. on Dm (1866) 36 These differences

were caused by the metalled case obstructing the trans
mission of the temperature of the air to the enclosed instru
ment. 1876 DIXON White Conq. I. xvi. 155 A stream of
sunshine lies on painted wall and metalled roof. 1885 Pall
MallG. 14 Feb. 7/2 The expediency of replacing the heavily
metalled lamps at the Guards Memorial with globes of
modern construction.

2. Of roads : Made with metal .

1839 Penny Cycl. XX. 31/1 The formation of metalled
roads. 1878 N. Amcr. Rev. CXXVII. 154 Railways and
good metaled roads.

f 3. In -well-metalled: well paid, remunerative.
01734 NORTH Lives

(t82_6)
I 249 The traverses of these

indictments, tried at the assizes, . . are . . beyond what are had
in most of the circuit beside, and well-metalled causes.

Metalleity (metaU,iti). [ad. F. mttalleitt, as
if ad. L. *metalleitas, f. metalleus of the nature of
metal, f. metallum METAL sb.} The quality of
being metallic

; metallic qualities in the aggregate.
i?S4 HUXHAM in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 859 The most

perfect metallic bodies, which loose their metalleity, as
Keener calls it, as malleability, and other metallic properties.a 1834 COLERIDGE Hints Theory of Life (1848) 69 The
metalleity, as the universal base of the planet.
tMe-taller. Obs. In 7 mateller. [f. METAL si.
+ -EB.1.] One who works in metal.
1658 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Club) I. 305 Matellers of all

Jrtes, such as pewterars [etc.].

Metallescent (metale-sent), a. rare-&quot;, [ad.
F. metallescent, f. L. metallum METAL sb. : see

-ESCENT.] Applied to a body of which the surface
exhibits metallic colours (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
Metallic (rato-lik), a. and sb. [ad. L, me

tallic-its (or the derived F. mfiaHifue),n. Gr. /T&amp;lt;Z\-

XIK-OS, f. H(TO\\OV METAL sb.] A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to, consisting of or containing,

a metal or metals
;
of the nature of or resembling

a metal.
Mc Mic teds, beds consisting of iron ore (Ogilvie 1850).

Metallic glasses (see quot. 1807).
1507 MAPLET Gr. forest A vij b, Ye Mettals Roote is
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eyther Mettal, or some thing Metallick. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia, 566 Metallick Transmutation. 1667 MILTON P. L.
I. 673 Metallic Ore. 1670 PETTLTS Fodmze Reg. Introd,,
The true Electrum, or Metallick Amber, or seventh Metal.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 2-37 Many metallic minerals
are likewise found. 1800 tr. Lagranges Chcm. I. 102 The
phosphoric acid unites itself to metallic ox!des

;
and forms

salts. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 564, 1 did not imagine, that, on
the former supposition, any of the metallic medicines could
be of material .service. 1807 AIKIN Diet. Chein. $ Min. II.

97/2 At a high heat they [metals] become more or less

transparent, assume the vitreous texture, and are called
metallic glasses. 1874 ROSCOE Elem. Chew. xvii. 185 The
chemical composition of the alloys is not so definite, .as that
of the other metallic compounds. 1890 Syd. Soc, Lex.^
Metallic sulphide^ a combination of a metal with sulphur.

b. Involving coin as distinguished from paper
money. Metallic currency : the gold, silver, and

copper in use as money; opposed to paper currency.
1790 BuKKii /&amp;gt;. Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 426 They made a sort

of swaggering declaration,, .that there is no difference in

value between metallick money and their assignats. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea vii. 109 Day by day, did he
look with jealous eyes on the heaps of silver which he must
not touch, and long for the security of metallic currency.
1895 Daily News 2 Jan. 5/7 No transactions except on a
metallic basis were possible.

C. Made of metal, rare.

1711 W. KING Rit/iuusi or Favourite 195 A palace. .With
Parian pillars and metallic beams.

d. Metallic pencil : a pencil with a tip made of

lead or alloy, for writing indelibly on paper with
a prepared surface, used for note-books. (? Hence)
metallic book, paper.
1855 pGii.viK Supply Metallic$a$er% paper, the surface of

which is washed over with a solution of whiting, lime, and
size. Writing done with a pewter pencil upon paper pre
pared in this manner is almost indelible. 1862 Catal. In
ternal. Exhib. No. 5150 Metallic betting books. 1866
LIVINGSTONE Last^ Jrnls. (1873) I. Introd. 4 The doctor

always had metallic note books in use. 1874 [see MKTAL-
LICIAS i].

2. Having the form or outward characters of a
metal

; esp. said of a metal when occurring uncom-
bined with other substances.

1797 Eiu-ycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 433/2 The platina is found
native like the gold, and in its metallic state. 1831 [seeMETALLI

CITY]. 1874 ROSCOE Elem. GW/. xx. 222 Me
tallic aluminium is obtained by passing the vapour of alu
minium chloride over metallic sodium. 1877 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines fy Mining 240 The ore is.. free from base
metals, and carries metallic silver.

3. Of a quality : Such as is characteristic of
metals, a. Of colour or appearance, esp. in metallic

lustre^ the peculiar sheen characteristic of metals.

Hence, of things, having a lustre of this kind.

_ 1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 333 The external lustre
is casual, but the internal is strong and inclining to the
metallic. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 450/2 A shining
metallic colour. 1822 LATHAM Gen. Hist. Birds III. 274
Metallic Cuckow,. .Inhabits Sierra Leone. 1854 MEALI.
Moubray s Dom. Poultry 64 Metallic the indescribable
rainbow hues and tints seen on live fish, on some minerals
and ores, and on bright steel when placed in the fire. 187 .

Casseirs Nat. Hist. IV. 31 Some peculiar metallic-plu in-

aged birds, known as the Metallic Cuckoo Shrikes (Campo-
f/iaga). 1882 Garden 17 June 433/1 The sepals are a sort
of metallic green. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer
(1891) 214 The long lagoon lay darkly metallic. 1893 NEW
TON Diet. Birds 97 Subjective structural, prismatic, or me
tallic colours... The metallic portions of the radii are com
posed of [etc.].

b. Of sound : Resembling that produced by
metal when struck; often applied to a voice or
tone of a harsh unmusical timbre.
Used in Pathology to describe auscultatory sounds, as

metallic breathing^ echo, heart-sounds^ jingling^ resonance,
ring, tremor (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1834 J. FORBES Laennec s Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 313 The
cavernous respiration and metallic tinkling. 1839-40 \V.
IRVING Wolfert s R. (1855) 253 Their deep metallic voices.

1872 J. C. JEAFFRESON Brides $ Bridals I. x. 151 It is

strange that..a singularly hard and harsh voice should be
stigmatized as *

metallic . 1883 E. INGERSOLL in Harper s

Mag. Jan. 204/2 A finch, .chirping in a metallic manner.
c. Of taste :

*

Coppery .

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 39 Metallic taste, fetid breath [etc.].

d.fe
1828 CARLYI.E Misc. (1857) I. 161 Among clear metallic

heroes, and white, high stainless beauties. 1848 CLOUGH
Amours de Voy. \. no With metallic beliefs and regimental
devotions. 1873 KINGLAKE Crimea. (1877) V. i. 364 A
courage so rigid, that almost one might call it metallic.
1882 Society 14 Oct. 18/2 Your style is somewhat metallic
and unsympathetic.
4. Yielding or producing metal

; metalliferous.
1680 PACKE tr. Glaubers Wks. (title-p.), Choice secrets in

Medicine and Alchemy, working of Metallic Mines. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 55 r 4 The black inhabitants of metallic
caverns. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 421 Metallic
veins are never found in beds of lava. 1870 YEATS Nat.
Hist. Comm. 112 In the small islands of volcanic origin,
metallic lodes, or ores are rare.

1 5. Connected with mining or metallurgy. Obs.
1670 PETTUS Fodinx Reg. Introd., A Dictionary of such

words as concern the Metallick and Chemick Arts. 1762
tr. Blocking s Syst. Geol. III. 580 All metallic attempts
there, a few iron mines excepted, have turned out to the
disadvantage of the undertakers. 1834 W. GODWIN Lives
Necromancers 359 He visited the mines of Bohemia, Sweden
and the East to perfect himself in metallic knowledge.
f6. Metallic history;[F.

histoire metallique\ : his

tory as shown by coins struck during the period
dealt with. Cf. MEDALLIO a. 1 Obs.

METALLINE.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. metallic, F. Romani has

published a metallic history of the popes.
7. Comb., as metallic-coloured, -looking adjs.
1839 \VEST\VOOD Classif. Insects I. 12 Body subquadrate,

metallic coloured. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 56
It occurs in crystalline metallic-looking powder of a steel-

grey colour.

B. sb. pi. a. Articles or substances made of
or containing metal.
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica 35 Metallica is an Ignick

muention, for the cheaper making of all kindes of mettles
or Met.ilique concoctures, .. wherevpon the materials and
things made by this Arte, are called Metaliques. 1796
MORSE Aint-r. Geoff. II. 425 Bituminous particles, mixed
with, .minerals, metallio, and vitrified sandy substances.
1880 .!. PERCY Metallurgy, Silver f. Gold \. 248 The
metallic^ or unpulverizable metallic residue may be

assayed by cupellalion direct, or by [etc.].

b. U. S. \Mcch.~) 1 owdtred metal for lining the

bearings of machine shafts.

1894 U. S. TariJJ i So in Times 16 Aug. 6/4 Bronze
powder, metallics or fitters, bronze or Dutch metal, or
aluminium, in leaf.

Metallical(m/ta-likal),(j. .Obs.
[f.
METAL

LIC a. + -AL.] METALLIC.
1577 HARRISON Descr. Brit. in. xi. 238 in IhliiLshctl,

Whose mixture would induce a metallicall toughnesse vnto
it, whereby it should abide the hammer. 1650 Sm T. BROWNK
f sciiii. Ef. vi. xii. (ed. 2) 285 Whether black tinctures from
metallicall bodies be not from vitriolous parts contained in

thuir sulphur.

Metallically (mte-likali), adv. [f. METAL-
LICAL a. + -LY -.]

1. By means of a metal or metals.

1839 N AD Led. Electricity 190 One [of the
plates]

was insulated, and the other metallically fixed by its ex
tremity to a plate of platinum.
2. With regard to (the constituent) metal.

1889 1 cip. Sci. Monthly Jan. 299 A metallically pure
cylinder of wrought or cast iron.

3. \Vith a metallic voice.

1872 HOWELLS ll cdd. Joiirn. (1884) 129 The tram-boy
came back, and metallically, like a part of the machinery,
demanded Ten Cents !

Metalliciaii (metali-Jan). [f. METALLIC : see

-ICIAN.]
1. Racing slang. A bookmaker (see quot. 1874&quot;.

1874 llotten s Slang Diet., Rletallician, a racing book
maker. Bookmakers use metallic books and pencils. 1887
Daily Tel. 12 Mar. 5/2 In Australia the bookmaker has to

pay dearly... As for the long-suffering Australian public,
they are mulcted.. as heavily as the much-taxed metallician.

2. A stone-breaker. &amp;lt; nonce-use.

1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 55 This

entertainment, which is given by me
, continued the me

tallician.

Metallicity (metali-siti). rare. [f. METAL
LIC a. + -ITY.] The quality of being metallic.

1831 Amcr. Jrnl. Sci. XIX. 188 The.. method which
Dr. Wollastc.il employed to discover metallic titanium in

the scoria of iron, and to prove the metallicity of the small

crystals of titanium. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 32/1 The
alchemists, .held that mercury, .enters into the composition
of all metals, and is the very cause of their metallicity.

Metallicly ;m/
w

ta;-likli), adv. [f. METALLIC a.

-r -LY a
.]
= M ETALLICALLY.

1897 in WEBSTER, igoi WATERHOUSE Conduit^ Wiring 14
The galvanizing practically closing and metallicly uniting
the edges of the Conduit.

t Metalli COlous, a. [f. L. metallum METAL
+ col-Ire to worship + -ous.] Worshipping metals.
1657 TOMLIXSON Renou s Disp. 400* %Vhich the metallico-

lous alchymists say, is produced by their sulphur.

Metallifacture (m/&quot;tarlifs:ktiuj.). rare 1

, [f.

L./eto//;METALrf. +factiim making, FACTUKE.]
The manufacture of metal articles.

1847 R. PARK Pantalogy (ed. 4) 478 Under the head of
Metallifactures. we include the manufacture of hardware,
brassware and jewelry.

Metalliferous (metali-feres), a. ff. L. tnc-

tallifer ({. metallum METAL sb. + -fer bearing) :

see -FERGUS.] Bearing or producing metal.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Metalliferous, that brings forth
metals. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 455 The metal
liferous stone of Born. 1869 E. A. PARKES J ract. Hygiene
(ed. 3) 95 In the metalliferous mines the air.. is poor in

oxygen.
i Metallifica-tion. Obs. [f. L. melalhim

METAL sb. + -FICATION.] The process of becoming
a metal.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 221 Each Metal pos-
sesseth the predominancy of. . one of the Planetary Orders . .

by the cooperation of the septenary properties at Metal-
litication.

Metalliform (mfarlifiSBaY a. [f. L. melal-

lum METAL si. + -(I)FOEM.] Having the form of

a metal, resembling metal.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 167 Metalliform as-
bestoid.

Metallify (m/tarlifai), v. [Formed as prec. :

see -IFY.] trans. To extract the metal from (ore).
1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 70/1 The Augustin process of

silver extraction is only a peculiar mode of metallifyingand
collecting the silver of an ore after it has been by some pre
liminary operation converted into chloride or sulphate.

Metalline me-tabin), a. Also 6 mettalline,

mettalyne, metallyen, 6-7 mettaline, 6-8

metaline, 7 metallin. [ad. F. mttattin, i.mtai
METAL sb. : see -INE 1

.]
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1. = METALLIC i.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. Ep. in. in Ashm. Theat. Chem.
Brit. (1652) in Bodies .. Mineral! and Mettaline. 1555
EDEN Decades 334 This metalline body that we caule golde.

1563 T. GALE Antidot. n. 70, Emplasters be medicynes
whyche take into their composition, dyuers kyndes of sym-

ples,
but chefelye metallyen bodyes and these are.. to be

boyled together. 159* CHETTLE Kinde-liarts Dr. (1841) 25,

I muse not a little what wonderfull mettaline preparatiue it

is ye boast on. i6zz MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 272

Mines, Mettaline and Mineral!. 1634 T. JOHNSON Party**
Chirurg. XH. Jx. (1678) 298 Adding to the former Ointments
Metalline Powders. 1781 HORNBLOWER in J. Nicholson

Operat. Mechanic (1825) 182, I condense the steam, by
causing it to pass in contact with metalline surfaces. 1804
Edin. Rev. IV. 139 The metalline salts. 1822-34 Good&quot;s

Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 132 Various metalline emetics. 1855
BREWSTER Newton I. iii. 49 Without separating the sul

phureous from the metalline part of that mixture.

b. Impregnated with metallic substances. Also,
of vapours, arising from or produced by metals.

1626 BACON Sylva 84 Smiths water or other Metalline

water. Ibid. 918 Those that deale much in Refining.,
have their Braines Hurt and Stupefied by the Metalline Va
pours. 1633 T. ADAMS Exg, 2 Peter \\. 3. (1865) 270 Physi
cians. .send them to the mineral or metalline baths. 1719
HAUKSBEE Phys.-Mech. Exp. {ed. 2) Supp. 285 Damps, or

Steems.. impregnated with Metalline Effluvia. 1890 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Metalline waters mineral waters.

c. Made of metal.

1575 BANISTER Cftyntrg-. 11. (1585) 275 By mettalline in-

.strumentes, and manuall operation. 1663 G. HAVERS P.
delta, Valle*s Trav. E. India in A combustible liquor,
which the man. .carries. .in a metalline bottle. 1731 P.

SHAW Three Ess. Artif. Philos. 41 The Art of Printing on

Paper, with Metalline Types. 1778 BP. LOWTH Isaiah
Notes 68 A metalline mirror.

2. Resembling metal in appearance, lustre, etc.

1596 RALEIGH Dhcov. Guiana. 58 The rocks of a blew
metialine colour, like vnto the best steele ore. 1664 EVE
LYN Sylva (1679) 25 t^ kind of oak] seeming to partake of a

ferruginous, and metallin shining nature. 1822 LATHAM
Gen. Hist. Birds III. 301 Metalline Cuckow.. .Inhabits

Africa. [Cf. METALLIC*!. 3.] 1831 BREWSTER Optics xx. 179
A plate of a highly refractive metalline glass.

3. Yielding or producing metals, metalliferous,

Cf. METALLIC a. 4.
1620 VENNER Via Recta 8 [Springs] which rise from

sulphurous, bituminous, or metalline places. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Goldt They first break the metalline
stone with iron mallets.

Metalling (me talirj), vbl. sb. [f.
METAL v.

(or sb.} + -ING&quot;!.]

1. The process of making or mending roads with

metal . Also cotter. =- METAL sb. 1 1.

1819 TELFORD inM cAdam Kent. Rf&amp;gt;adMaking(\%2^)-i^ We
. . make use of metalling, or broken stones, on the middle part
of the road. 1885 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law Rep. 15 Q. B. D.

4 The metalling of the roads is better and more quickly
consolidated by steam rollers.

2. Metal-work, rare .

1878 C. T. NEWTON in Academy 19 Jan. 59/1 The bowl
seems like, a local imitation of Phoenician metalling.

t Me tallish, a. Obs. [f.
METAL sb. + -ISH.]

Resembling or of the nature of metal, metallic.

1530 PALSGR. 318/2 Metallysshe belongynge to metall,

metallicque. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 158
If any metall be to massie, . . or if any metallish meane,
where money will scale, do enter that fort. 1683 PKTTUS
I leta Min. n. xlvii. 218 Both these species are Metallish
and go in the Gold.

Metallist (me-talist). Also metalist. [f.

METAL sb. + -IST.]
1. One who is skilled in or works in metals.

Now rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 336 Iron (as Me-
tallists expresse it) consisting of impure Mercury and com
bust sulphur, becomes of adarkeand sad complexion. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 243 Metalists use a kind of Tarrace
in their vessels for fining of Mettals. 1834 O.tf. Unit1

. Mag.
I. 411 A cautious metallist from Cornwall demanded fiercely
what a stratum was.

2. An advocate of the use of a particular metal
as currency. (Cf. BIMETALLIST, MONOMETALLISM)
1886 Science 23 July 75/1 He has recently reaped a golden

harvest by carrying out the principles of the silver metallists.

Metallity (mftse-liti). rare- 1
, [f. METAL sb.

+ -ITY. Cf. METALLEITY.] The quality or con
dition of being a metal.

1884 tr. Lotze&quot;s Logic 37 Only metallhy explains their

degree of specific gravity.

Metallization (metibUfHan). [f. next +
ATION.] The process of metallizing or condition
of being metallized ; conversion into a metallic

state. Also, the result of such a process.
1669 W._ SIMPSON Hydro!. Chym. 57 Middle minerals,

which are in the road to metalization. 1796 KIRWAN Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) II. 90 Susceptible of metallization. 1808 DAVY
in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 362, I have heated the amalgam
of potassium, in contact with both hydrogene and nitrogene,
but without attaining their metallization. 1811 PINKERTON
Petral. II. 556 Some substances collected in tolerably large
heaps, boiled up having the appearance ofa brilliant metal
lisation. 1819 BHANDE Chem. 307 note, When mercury is

negatively electrized in a solution of ammonia, .the metal
. .becomes of the consistency of butter, an appearance which
has sometimes been called the metallization ofammonia,
Metallize (me-tatoiz),z/. [f. METAL J^. + -I/E.]
1. trans. To render metallic ; to impart a metal

lic form or appearance to.

1594 PLAT Jewell-Ho. \. 22 By wood that is both metal-
ized and petrified in clay groundes. 1782 KIRWAN in Phil.
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Tram. LXXII. 200 Inflammable air is then the principle
that metallizes metallic earth. 1800 HKNHY Epit. Chem.

(1808) 213 The lead is again metallized. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Opcrat. Mechanic 769 The surface of the iron thus becomes

perfectly metallized.

Jig. 1849 CLOUGH Poems, etc. (1869) I. 298 Better far that

this precious imponderable lie crystallised or metallized

within us, than be. .let free to escape.

2. To treat with sulphur and heat, as india-rnb-

ber; to vulcanize, (funk s Stand. Diet. 1895.)
Hence Me tallized, Metallizing ppl. adjs.

1754 HUXHAM in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 839 It appears

then, that some internal metallizing sulphur.. is absolutely

necessary to combine the metallic earth together. 1882

E. O DONOVAN Merv Oasis II. xliv. 246 Had I not been

told of the origin of the metallized appearance, I should

have decidedly said that it was some lacquered surface, de

veloped in the process of baking the brick itself.

Metallo-, before a vowel metall-, comb, form

of Gr. utTaKKov METAL sb., used in a number of

technical terms, as Metallochrome (me tal0krom)

[Gr. \pu&amp;gt;^a colour], a prismatic tinting imparted to

polished steel plates by depositing on them a film

of lead oxide. Metallochromy, the art or process of

colouring metals (1860 in Worcester citing Nobili).

t Metallo g-nomy [after PHYSIOGNOMY], the art

of discovering hidden metals. Meta-llophone

[Gr. (pwvfi sound], (a) a keyed instrument with out

side resemblance to a piano, but having metallic

bars instead of strings (Knight Diet. Mech. IV.

1884) ; (K) see quot. 1887. Metallopla stio a.,

pertaining to the arts of depositing metals or ob

taining metal casts by either electric or chemical

methods (Cent. Diet. 1890). Metalloscopy (me-

tal^ sk^pi) [-SCOPY] : see quot. ;
hence Metallo-

sco-pic a. f Metallostatics sb.pl., the art of

discovering the composition of metals and mine
rals. Meta-lloteohny (-te-kni) [Gr. Tfxvrj art], the

art of working in metals. Metallothe rapy [Gr.

Ofpairtia healing], the use of metals in healing or

preventing diseases. So Metallotherapeu tic a.

1841 BRANDEC/zi ;;/.(ed. 5) 836*Metallo-chrpmes. . .Those
beautiful prismatic tints which Nobili originally described

under the above name. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. 237 The colours

of tempered metals and the beautiful metal lochrome of Nobili
are . .due to a similar cause. 1884 W. H. WAUL Galvano-

plastic Manif. 407 (Cent.) &quot;Metallo-chromy is used to pro
duce decorative effects upon objects of copper, tombac,
and brass, previously treated to a thin electro-gilding. 1665
Phil. Trans. 1. 112 Of *Metallognomy or the signs of latent

Metals, and by what art they may be discovered. 1887 .Vc; .

Aincr. 19 Feb. 120/2 The *metalophone is similar in form
to the zylophone, but as its name suggests, the vibrating
bars are made of metal hardened steel. 1888 Aincr. Jrnl.

Psychol. I. 503 &quot;Metaloscopic phenomena are most analo

gous to those here described. 1887 Buck s Handbk. Meet.

Sci. IV. 749
*
Metalloscopy.. is the art of determining by

external application what metals or metallic substances act

most easily and favorably upon a given person. 1890 Syd.
Soc. Lex.. Metallvscopy, a term applied to the phenomena
observed in cases of hysterical anaesthesia after the applica
tion of a metallic plate or plates to the skin of the affected

part which recovers its sensibility, while the corresponding
point of the other and unaffected limb loses its sensibility.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 113 Fifthly, of &quot;Metallostaticks,

whereby the mixture of Mettals and Minerals may be cer

tainly known. 1881 T. E. URIDGETT Hist. Holy Eucharist
I. 8 It will be sufficient for my purpose to touch on archi

tecture, &quot;metallotechny, embroidery, just so far as
they

served devotion. 1877 Eng. Mechanic 8 June 299/1 *Metal-

lotherapy.

Metallograpll (mftarlograf). [Back-forma
tion from METALLOGRAPHY : see -OKArH.] A print

produced by the process of metallography.
In recent Diets.

Metallographer (metaV-grafsa). [f.
ME-

TALLOGUAPH-Y + -EH.] A student of metallography.
1904 [see METALLOGRAI&amp;gt;HIC 2].

Metallographic (mft;e:10grae-fik), a. [f. ME
TALLOGRAPHY -t--ic. Cf. F. m&amp;lt;!lallograpliique.]

1. Relating to the description of coins.

1838 B. CORNEY Ideas on Controi ersy xix. 19 You have
been censured for some metallographic absurdity.
2. Relnting to metallography (sense 2).

1904 J. E. STEAD Osmond
1

s Microsc. Anal. Metals Pref. 5
The accuracy of Mons. Osmond s metallographic work has
received universal recognition, as is amply proved by the

writings of metallogiaphers in Europe and America.

3. Pertaining to or produced by metallography.
1888 Times 3 Oct. 5/3 If Kaiser Friedrich really confided

metallographic copies of his diary to.. such persons as Dr.
Geffken.

Metallograpllist (metalfrgrafist). rare-&quot;.

[f.
METALLOGRAPHY + -IST.] A writer concern

ing metals (Bailey, folio, 1736).

Metallography (metalfgrafi). [ad. mod.L.

metallogrcLphia, a. Gr. mTa\\oypa(pia, f. ntTa.X\ov
METAL sb. + -ypaifia -GRAPHY. Cf. F. inttalkgra-

f/iu.]
1. A treatise or description of metals (Bailey

1721). rare&quot;.

2. The descriptive science relating to the internal

structure of metals.

1871 T. A. BLYTH (title) Metallography as a separate Science,
or the Student s Handbook ofMetals, etc., etc. vyaiEngineer.
ing Mag. XIX. 751/1 We have long been accustomed to

ascribe all mechanical changes in metals directly to mole.

METAL-MAN.
cular displacements, but metallography has thrown a new
light on this subject.

3. A printing-process akin to lithography, in

which metal plates are used instead of stones.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

tMetallogy. Obs. rare- 1
. [Badly f. METAL

sb. + -LOGY.] ITie science of metals.
1811 PINKERTON Petral. Introd. 4, I would propose, .that

the mineral kingdom be considered as divided into three

provinces: i. Petralogy..2. Lithology. .3- Metallogy, or the

knowledge of metals.

Metalloid (me taloid), a. [f.
METAL sb. + -OID.

Cf. F. metalloide.]
A. adj. Having the form or appearance of a

metal. Also, of or pertaining to metalloids.

1836 BUCKLAND Geol.
&amp;lt;y

Min. (1837) I. 41 The metalloid
bases of the earths and alkalies. 1835 in OGILVIE Svppl.

B. sb. Chem. f a. The metallic base of a fixed

alkali or alkaline earth. Obs.

1832 in WEBSTER. 1837 PHILLIPS Geol. 27 The remaining
substances are metallic or metalloidal. Seven of them are

earthy metals or metalloids.

b. A non-metallic element.

1833 Atner. Jrnl.Sci. XXII. 250 note, [Berzelius remarks]
Hence the division into metallic and non-metallic bodies;
the latter class I call by the name ofmetalloids. 1836 BRANOE
Chem. (ed. 4) 318 Berzelius divides them [i.e. non-metallic

substances] into three classes,.. 2ndly, Metalloids: sulphur,

phosphorus, carbon, boron, and silicon, 1869 ROSCOE Elem.
Chem. 185 In the compounds with the metalloids the

physical properties of the metals as a rule disappear.

Metalloidal (metaloi-dal), a. [f. METAL
LOID ^. + -AL.]

= METALLOID a. Metalloidal dial-

lage, an obsolete synonym of hypersthene (Chester
Diet. Aames Min.}.
1837 [see METALLOID]. &amp;lt;7 1864 GESNER Treat. Oils (1865)

1 18 Ihe metalloidal elements. 1880 PKOCTOR Rough Ways
made Smooth 86 The matter forming the solid centre of the

earth consists probably of metallic and metalloidal com
pounds.

Metallurgic (metal^ud^ik), a. [f. METAL
LURGY + -io. Cf. F, mctallurgique^\ = next.

a 1707 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II (1847) II. iv. 130 The
metalfurgic artist loses gold ; the State artist gets it. 1860

R. H. LAMBORN Metall. Copper 105 The metallurgic pro
cesses of copper smelting. 1871 CAKLVLE in Mrs. Carlyle s

Lett. II. 362 Partner in some prosperous metallurgic or

engineering business.

Metallurgical (metal jd3ikal), a. [Formed
asprec. + -AL.J Pertaining totheworkingof metals;

of, pertaining to, or connected with metallurgy.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 20 A metallurgical school

had before this time been founded in Germany. 1827
FARADAY Chem. Manip. \. n Metallurgical processes. 1868
GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi xv. 4 (1869) 530, I have high
metallurgical authority for stating, that the sheathing of
Chalcos on walls, .must, .have been some material other
than bronze.

Metallurgist (me talSid.^ist). [f. METAL
LURGY + -IST. Cf. F. mctallurgiste] One who
is skilled in metallurgy ;

a worker in metal.

1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ess. 22 If you be a good metal

lurgist and skilful mechanick. 1796 KIRWAN Klein. Min.
(ed. 2) II. 245 That eminent Metallurgist Dr. Swab. 1871
Athenaeum 3 June 690 The miners and metallurgists of the

United States are
trying

to form an organization on the

model of our Iron and Steel Institute.

Metallurgy (me talwd^i). [ad. mod.L. me-

tallurgia, a. Gr. *f*(Ta\\ovpyia, f. ntTa\\ovpyu$ t

f. ^TaAXoi/ METAL- sb. + -tpyos working, worker.

Cf. F. mttallurgie (1741 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
art of working metals, comprising the separation
of them from other matters in the ore, smelting,
and refining ; often, in a narrower sense, the

process of extracting metals from their ores.

1704 J. HARRtsZr-r. Techn. I., Metallurgy, is the Working
or Operation upon Metals, in order to render them most

fine, hard, bright, beautiful, serviceable or useful to Man
kind. 1785 WARTON Milton s Poems 188 note, Drayton
personifies the Peak in Derbyshire, which he makes a witch
skilful in metallurgy. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 422/1
With others, therefore, we have chosen to restrain Metal

lurgy to those operations required to separate metals from
their ores for the uses of life. 1868 H. BAUERMAN (titU) A
treatise on the metallurgy of iron.

Metally (me-tali), a. [f.
METAL sb. + -Y 1.]

f 1. Metallic, metalline. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi.xxi. (1495) 210 Metally
water [L. aqua metallind\ folowyth the doynge of & kinde

of metall. 1559 MORWYNG Evonym. 61 Certaine metallye

thynges as rcquyre to be destilled with a greate and con-

tinuall fyre.

2. dial. Mixed with shale (see E. D. D.).

Me tally, adv. Obs. rare. [ f. METAL j.
\Vith a metallic sound or ring.
1661 Sir A. Hosieries Last Will % Test. 3 A Fift-Mon-

archy-Man I was cordially, whose Spirits now when I am
dying sound in mine ears mettally stirring.

Metal-man.
1. A worker or dealer in metal

; also, a miner.

1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (Peacock) 71 Sensors ij crewetes

and ij handbells Robt Warren. .being then churchwarden
had who sold theim to a metle man. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. i.ii.iu. x. (1651) in A Smith, or a Metalman, the pot s

never from s nose. 1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters i. 30

Drowsy dotards, habited like the mettal-men.

2. A man made of metal.

1591 SYLVESTER Ivry 344 Whence corns this iron spawn (

These metal-men ?



METALOGIC.

3. One who repairs underground roads (Gres-

ley Gloss. Terms Coal-mining 1883).

Metalogic (metalp-d^ik). [f. META- + LOGIC.]
The part of metaphysics which relates to the

foundations of logic.

1842 THOMSON Outl. Laws Th, Introd. 23 Only according
to our view it is not Logic. Let it be called by an old

name, Metalogic, or what its constructors will. 1878 S. H.
HODGSON Philos. Rtfl. I. 358 The logical branch of meta-

physic, ..which we may fitly call Metalogic.

Metalogical (metalfd.^ikal), a. [f. META- +

LOGICAL.] Belonging to metalogic. Also, beyond
or outside the province of logic.

1865 S. H. HODGSON Time fy Sjace 345 Chapter vii,

Metalogical. 1873 Contcmp. Rev. XXI. 446 Certain logical,

metalogical, empirical and transcendental truths, a 1881

A. BARRATT Phys. Mcttmpiric (1883) 193 From the nature

of the other metalogical assumptions.
Metalonchidite : see META- 7 a.

Metals, variant of METELS Obs., a dream.

Metalumina, Metamathematical, -ma
thematics: see META- 6 a, i.

Me tameco nic, a. Chem. [META- 2 a.]
=

COMENIC. Hence Me tame conate, a salt of meta-

meconic acid.

1836 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 4) 1021 [If the crystals ofmeconic
acid are] boiled in water, carbonic acid is evolved, the solu

tion becomes brown, and metameconic acid is formed. Ibid.

1022 The neutral metameconates of ammonia and potassa.

Metamer (me tamai). Chem. Also -mere.

[Back-formation from METAMERIC.] A compound
which exhibits the phenomena of metamerism ; a

compound which is metameric with something else.

1882 Nature ii May 43 Ammonium sulphocyanite, and
its metamer theocarbamide.

Metameral (metarmeral), a. [f. next + -AL.]
= M ETAMERIC. 1890 in Century Diet.

Metamere (me tamisj). Zool. Also meta--
meron, pi. -mera. [f. Gr. jwra- META- + / pot
part.] One of the several similar segments of which
certain bodies consist.

whole structure being capable ol resolution into the s

tons of twenty separate metameres (Syd. Soc. Lex).
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. \. 53 The middle line of

each of the ambulacral metameres. 1879 tr. Haeckets Evol.
Alan I. ix. 268 In Man the number of these like segments
or melamera is about forty.

Metameric (metame-rik), a. [f. Gr. /WTO-
META- + pipes part + -1C.]
1. Chem. Characterized by metamerism.
1847 Turner s Elem. Chem. (ed. 8) I. 176. 1885 REMSEN

Org. Ckem. 31 Bodies may have the same per centage com
position and the same molecular weights. Such bodies are
said to be metameric.

2. Zool. Of or pertaining to metameres.
1875 tr. Schmidt s Dcsc. % Danu. 54 The metameric forma

tion, as it is termed by Haeckel, is totally foreign to the
Molluscs. 1877 RAY LANKESTER in Q. Jml. Hficrosc. Set.
XVII. 427 This transient metameric segmentation of the
Holothurian.

Hence Metarae-rically adv., with metameric

segmentation.
1878 BELL U.GegenbaHrsComp. Anat. 602 A dilatation of

these metamerically arranged canals. 1888 BEDDARD in

Q. &quot;Jrnl. Ulicrose. Sci. XXIX. 278 Metamerically disposed
tufts of tubules.

Metameride (metoe-mersid). Ckem. [f. ME-
TAMER-IC + -IDE.]

= METAMEE.
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org-. i. Introd. 5 The forma

tion of isomerides, metametides, and polymerides, as bodies
which possess the same percentage composition may be
termed.

Metamerism (metarmeriz m). Chem. [Form
ed as METAMEKIC : see -ISM.]
1. Chem. The condition of those isomeric com
pounds, which, although they have the same com
position and molecular weight, have different

chemical properties.
1848 WATTS tr. Gnielin s Handbk. Chem. I. no Meta

merism. This term is applied by Berzelius to the case in
which the compound atoms of two chemical compounds
containing the same elementary atoms, and for the most
part in the same proportions, are nevertheless made up of
different proximate elements. 1885 REMSEN Org. Chem.
Index.

2. Zool. The condition of consisting of meta
meric sections ; metameric segmentation ; also,
an instance of this.

1877 RAY LANKESTER in Q. yrnl. Microsc. Sci. XVII. 427
This latter, -breaks up into four circlets by development of
cross-pieces in correspondence with a metamerism.
Metamerized (metse-meraizd), a. [Formed

as prec. : see -IZE.] Divided into metameric seg
ments. Similarly Metamerization, the condition
of being metamerized.

XX. 232 The metamerisation is less distinct than in Rho-
paluia.

Metamerous (metas-meras), a. Zool. [See
METAMEKIC and -ous.] METAMERIO 2. Hence
Meta-mery - METAMERISM.

383

1887 HUBRECHT in Q. Jrttl. Microsc. Sci. XXVII. 610 All

those cases of metamery in the animal kingdom which do
not fall under the head of strobilation.. .Incipient metamery
..may further differentiate in the most diverse directions.

Ibid. 613 A regular, rigorously metamerous arrangement of

this multiple material. Ibid. 618 The metamerous gill-slits.

Metamorphia : see META- 6 a.

Uffetaiuorpliic (metampMfik), a. firreg. f. Gr.

pera- META + poptyrj form + -ic : suggested by meta

morphosis. Cf. F. mttamorphique.}
1. Characterized by or exhibiting metamorphosis

or change of form.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 114 The more

complex metamorphic transmigration, by which the same
human soul was thought to pass successively through the

bodies of animals. 1870 LOWELL AtH0ttfffttv Bks. Ser. i.

(1873) 195 How futile is any attempt at a cast-iron definition

of those perpetually metamorphic impressions of the beau
tiful.

b. in scientific uses (cf. METAMORPHOSIS 3).

1850 Eraser s Mag. XLI. 656 The first sight of it sug
gests the presence of a salamander in a metamorphic stage.

1876 tr. //. von Zieinssen s Cycl. Med. V. 542 When the
cavities have become larger,, .we not infrequently hear also,
what has been described by Seitz as metamorphic respira
tion. 1882 SAVJLLF.-KENT Infusoria II. 870 Metamorphic^
changeable in form.

2. Geol. Pertaining to
7
characterized by or formed

by metamorphism. Of a rock or rock-formation :

That has undergone transformation by means of

heat, pressure, or natural agencies.
1833 LYELL Prtnc. Geol. III. 375 For these last \sc. altered

stratified rocks] the term metamorphic (from M-TO,
trans, and

fj.ofx{&amp;gt;Y}, form) may be used. 1862 WHEWELL in

Life (iS8r) 528, I was not much in the Geological Section

[of the Brit. Assoc.], and do not know if they had there any
discussion of metamorphic doctrines. 1865 PAGE Geol. Terms
s.v., It is usual to restrict the term Metamorphic System
to those crystalline schists Gneiss, Quartz- rock, Mica-schist,
and Clay-slate which underlie all the fossiliferous strata.

trans/. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xv. (1873) 325 In fro/en
snow the columnar structure must be owing to a meta

morphic action, not to a process during deposition. 1861
MAX MULLER Sci. Lang. 42 In Sanskrit, .what remains
is a kind of metamorphic agglomerate which cannot be
understood without a most minute microscopic analysis.

3. That causes metamorphism or metamorphosis.
1853 CARPENTER Hunt. Physiol. (ed, 4) 48 This meta

morphic action of the liver would seem to be influenced by
conditions of the nervous system. 1882 GEIKIE Text-kk.
Geol. iv. viii. 571 Rocks, .altered by the action of percolating
water or other daily acting metamorphic agent. 1892 LD.
LYTTON King Poppy Epil. 132 Nor all your metamorphic
philtres.

Metamorphine : see META- 6 a.

Metamorphism (metam^ufiz m). [Formed
as METAMORPHIC + -ISM.]
1. Geol. The process of change of form or struc

ture produced in a rock by various natural agencies ;

the quality of being metamorphic.
1845 Encycl. Metrop. VI. 564/1 By the metamorphism of

the chalk into the characters of primary limestone. 1854
WOODWARD Mollusca II. 223 Shell impunctate : Prof1

&quot;. King
attributes this to metamorphism. 1863 PAGE Geol. terms
s.v., This change, or metamorphism, whether produced by
heat, pressure, or chemical agency, has conferred upon them
[sc. the crystalline schists] the term of Metamorphic rocks.

2. The process of metamorphosis (of an insect).
1866 TATE Brit. Molhisks iv. 153 An insect in its second

stage of metamorphism.

Metamorphist (metampufist). [f. META-
MORPH-OSIS + -1ST.]

f 1. (See quot.) Obs.

1694 Hist.) Geogr. q- Poet. Diet,, Metamorphists, or

Transformers, a Name given in the xvith Century to those

Sacramentarians, who affirmed, That the Body of Jesus
Christ ascended into Heaven, is wholy Deified. 1753 in

CHAMBERS Cycl.
2. One who holds the theory of metamorphism.
1889 A. IRVING Metamorpk. Rocks 65 A general laissez-

faire sort of acceptance of the views of the more advanced
metamorphists.

t Metamorphize, v. Obs. Also -ise. [f. Gr.

^TO- META- + poppy form -f -IZE; after meta

morphosis^ = METAMORPHOSE z.

1591 SHAKS. Tiuo Gent. 11. i. 32 And now you are Meta-
morphis d with a Mistris, that when I looke on you, I can
hardly thinke you my Master. 1596 HARINGTON MctaJit.

Ajax 45 Masselyna..was worthie..to have bin metamor-
phized into Ajax. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 52 Meta
morphize Men into Beasts, and Beasts into Men. 1748
Anson s Voy. HI. viii. 383 1 he greatest part of them were
strangely metamorphised by the heat of the hold.

Hence Metamo rphized ///. a., Metamor-
phizing vbL sb.

1613 F. ROBARTS Revenue ofGosp. 06 They are not men
of reason.. but metamorphised wolues, dogs, and tygres.
1609 J. RAWLINSON Fishermen, etc. 8 The metamorphising
of men into fishes.

Metamorphology (metam^jf^-lod^i). [f.

METAMORPHO-SIS + -LOGY.] The scientific study
of the post-embryonic metamorphosis of animals.
1879 tr. HaeckeTs Evol. Man. II. 460 Later [i.e. post-

embryonic] changes form the subject of the science of Meta
morphoses, or Metamorphology.

HMetamorphopsia (metam^ifp-psia). [mod.
L., irreg. f. metamorph-dsis + Gr. -o^ia kind of

sight, f. root oir- to see (in fyoftat fut. of &pd.v).~\
An affection of the sight characterized by distor
tion of things seen.

METAMORPHOSED.
1823 in CRABB Technol. Diet. 1855 in MAYNE Expos,

Lex. 1894 G. MACKAY Blinding of Retina 36 He [the

patient] had noticed some metamorphqpsia, for in walking
along a street the area railings at a certain distance appeared
to have an upward bend.

Metamorphosable (metam^-jf^abl), a.

rare&quot;
1
, [f. METAMORPHOSE v. + -ABLE.] Capable

of change of form.

1887 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. Ser. ii. (1895) 310 Armel tells

us of his protean nature essentially metamorphosable,
polarisable, and virtual .

Metamorphoscope (me,tampuf0sl;&amp;lt;?&quot;p). [f.

METAMORPHOSIS + -SCOPE.] (See quot.)

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1426/2 Metamorphoseope, a toy
having an opening at which the pictures on several belts

are presented, the respective belts having head, body, and

leg portions uf figures. The belts are of different lengths,
so as to mismatch the sections as they are revolved.

Metamorphose (metam/rafoas, -ft)s), sb. Also

7 -os. [Anglicized form of METAMORPHOSIS. Cf.

F. metamorphose .]

1. = METAMORPHOSIS. Now rare.
1608 MIDDLKTON Fain, Lo C iv. ii, My Metnmorphos Is

not held vnfit. a 1649 DIU-MM, OF HAWTH. / .vwv \Vks.

(1711) i What metamorphose strange is this I prove? My
self now scarce I find my self to be. 1732 SIK C. WOGAN in

Swift*s IVks. (1841) II. 671 This wonderful metamorphose
of mere animals into smart and dexterous fellows, by the

change of air. 1810 Splendid Follies II. 116 The evident

improvement, and elegant metamorphose the room had
undergone. 1865 M 02 LEY Afirac. ii. 47 Hut thus trans

muted, the inductive principle issues out of this metamor
phose, a fiction not a tiuth. 1870 Eng~. Mcch. 28 Jan. 484/1
The same metamorphose takes place in animals.

2. A kind of firework.
1818 in Pall Mall G. (1885) 5 Nov. 4/2 Superior Fire

works. ..A metamorphose, with alternate change.

Metamorphose (metamp-jfouz, -ftt$) t
v. Also

6-7 -oze. [a. F. mttamorphoser (1553 in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. metamorphose sb. : see METAMORPHOSIS.]
1. trans. To change in form; to turn to or into

something else by enchantment or other super
natural means.

1576 GASCOIGNK Del. Dietfor Drunkards (1792) 15 They
feigned that Medea, Circe, and such other coulde Meta
morphose 8: transforme men into Beastes, Byrdes, Plantes,
and Flowres. 1589 GREENE Mcnaphon (Arb.) 40 This.,
draue Menaphon into such an extasie for ioy, that he stood as

a man metamorphozed. 1642 W. PRICK Serin. 14 Remember
Lots wife : she was metamorphoz d to a pillar of salt. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 21 p 9 Many of the said Men were by
the Force of that Herb metamorphosed into Swine. 1859
GEO. ELIOT A. tiede xii, Perhaps they metamorphose them
selves into a tawny squirrel. 1874 LADY HERBERT tr.

Hiibner s Ramble (1878) II. iii. 530 A god metamorphosed
into a dragon.
2. (Chiefly transf. and fig. of i ; also gen.) To

change the form or character of; to alter the

nature or disposition of; to transform. Const.
/&amp;lt;?,

into.

1576 GASCOIGNE Del. Diet for Drunkards (1792) 12 For
was not Noah .. through this beastly vice, so Metamor
phosed, that he lay in his Tent uncovered. 1598 BARRET
Theor. Warres i. i. 2 Long peace, and neglect of Martial!

discipline hath metamorphosed manly niindes. 1621 LADvM.
WROTH Urania 12, I was at that instant metamorphosed
into miserie it selfe. 1741 W. OLDYS Eng. Stage vi. 93
They formed a Select Company, and Metamorphosing the

Tennis-Court .. opened their new Theatre. 1777 BURKE
Corr. (1844) II. 152 Never were a people so metamorphosed.
The plain farmer and even the plain quaker is become a
soldier. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. So He recognised on
the sign, the ruby face of King George.. but even this was
singularly metamorphosed. 1866 LIDDON Bampt. Lect. vi.

(1875) 344 The regenerate man has been metamorphosed,
his moral being is reconstructed. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan,
Der. i. viii, This patient.. from being the brightest.. spirit
in the household was metamorphosed into an irresponsive

dull-eyed creature.

3. In scientific applications : To subject to

METAMORPHOSIS or METAMORPHISM.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 27 When she was metamor-

phos d into a Locust, I could discern no Mouth in the

Microscope. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) *%4 The
Worm is metamorphosed into a Butter-Fly. 1839-47 CAR
PENTER in Todd s Cycl. Anat. III. 742/2 The wonderful

processes of chemical and vital transformation, which take

place during the period of incubation Jof an egg], the albu
men which it contained at first is metamorphosed into bone,
cartilage, nerve,, .feathers, &c., &c, 1851 OWEN in Edin.
New Philos. Jrnl. Apr. 271 Before the individual has finally

metamorphosed itself into the winged male or winged ovi

parous female. Ibid. 273 They.. become circular flattened

pupae : and are finally metamorphosed into monostomes.

1858 GEIKIE Hist. Boulder xii. 246 A portion of the shale.,

has become in consequence highly metamorphosed. 1882
Text*bk. Geol. iv. viii. i. 571 Nearly all rocks.. have

been metamorphosed.

Metamorphosed (metamfrifouz d, -f#st),

///. a.
[f.

METAMORPHOSE v. + -ED1
.]

In senses of

the verb.

1603 KMOLLKlftf&7fers(i6ai) 1117 Yet. .would not these

metamorphosed monsters yeeld the towne vnto the Turkes.

16568. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 76A number ofMetamorphosed
Men turned into Beasts by the Inchantments of this wicked
Sorceress. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus. (1732) 85 The
Monument of Lot s Melamorphos d Wife. 1729 FIELDING

Temple Beau (1775) I. 102 These cloaths ! these looks!
these airs ! give me reason to wonder how I recollected my
metamorphosed friend. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiii. (1903)

175 Naturalists frequently speak of the skull as formed of

metamorphosed vertebrae ; the jaws of crabs as metamor
phosed legs ; the stamens and pistils of flowers as meta-
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morphosed leaves. 1878 A. H GREEN Coal ii. 43 The rocks

. .are highly metamorphosed Lower Silurian beds. 1809

Allbutts Syst. Med. VI. 160 These old, metamorphosed
thrombi.

Metamorphoser (metam^Mfouzaj, -Wssj).

[f.
METAMORPHOSE v. + -ER 1

.] One who or that

which metamorphoses.
1576 GASCOIGNE Del. Diet, for Drunkards (1792) 14 What

shall I name this man, but a beastly Metamprphoser, both of I

himself & of others? 1769 B. ALEXANDER in Monthly Rev.

XLII. 102 The impositions of a crafty metamorphoser.

1839 LADY LYTTON Cheveley (ed. 2) III. i. 23 He was as good
a metamorphoser of bipeds as the Yorkshire ostler was of

quadrupeds.

Metamorphosic (metarnp jfifsik), a. [f.

METAMORPHOS-IS + -ic. Cf. F.
mtftamorphosiqui.]

Of or pertaining to metamorphosis.
1782 POWNALL Treat. Antiq. 69 All the metamorphosic

fables of the Ancients, turning polkied and commercial

people into horrid and savage monsters, will.. evaporate
before the light of truth. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Metamor

phosic breathing, Gerhard s term for a respiratory sound,

which begins as a puerile breathing, but during the course of

the inspirations assumes another character.. ; he believes it

to be a reliable sign of a pulmonary cavity.

Metamorphosical (metampa0 zikal), a.

nona-wd. [Formed as prec. + -AL.] Changeable.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 28 It was me lot to be in

a metamorphosical humour

Metamorphosing (metam^-jfouzirj, -wsirj),

vol. sb. [f.
METAMORPHOSE v. + -ING 1

.]
The

action of the verb METAMORPHOSE.
1608 TOPSEI.L Serpents (1658) 596 From this changing of

rods into Serpents, came the several metamorphosing of

sundry other things into Serpents also. 1878 T. SINCLAIR

Mount 253 None has been nearer to seeing the Shake,

spearean metamorphosing here than Macdonald.
attrib. 1 1730 Royal Remarks 21 We were soon hurried

away to a Metamorphosing House in the Hay-Market.

Metamo-rphosing, ///. a. [f. METAMOR
PHOSE v. + -ING ^.] That metamorphoses or causes

metamorphosis.
1620 T. GRANGER Dip. Lttgike 32 All things are become

new, spirituall, faithful!, ..by the metamorphosing Spirit.

1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur s Camp. Anat. 8 [It] in effect

operates as a modifying and even metamorphosing agent.
1888 Pall MallG 15 June 13/2 That, .current of civiliza

tion from whose metamorphosing waves a woman inevitably

emerges either a Vera or a Princess Napraxine.
b. That undergoes metamorphosis.

1898 _ .

breathing of Seitz consists of an inspiratory sound harsh

or rough at its commencement, becoming hollow or tubular

towards the end of the act of inspiration.

Metamorphosis (metampufUWs). PI. meta
morphoses (-s/z). [a. L. metamorphosis, a. Gr.

fttranopcbiijcfts, n. of action f. LifTafjiopfpovv to trans-

form, f. utra- META- + /iopipTj form. Cf. META
MORPHOSE so. }

1. The action or process of changing in form,

shape or substance
; esp. transformation by magic

or witchcraft.

533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 929/1 Salem & Bizans

sometime two great townes. .were, .with a meruailouse

metamorphosis, enchaunted and turned into twoo englishe
men. 1618 BOLTON Florus (1636) 77 As if by a kind of

metamorphosis, the gods had.. changed trees to Vessels.

1674 Govt. Tongue xii. 204 One would think we were fallen

into an Age of Metamorphosis, and that the Brutes did (not

only Poetically and in fiction) but really speak. For the

talk of many is so bestial, that [etc.]. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. IV. 179 From the metempsychosis, however, arose the

doctrine of the metamorphosis. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.

III. iv. xvii. 6 A fourth.. will begin to change them in his

fancy into dragons and monsters, and lose his grasp of^the
scene in fantastic metamorphosis. 1869 TOZER Highl.

Turkey II. 264 The points.. on which the stories turn are

transformations and metamorphoses of various kinds.

b. A metamorphosed form.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 73 Samela. .stoode amazed
like Medusaes Metamorphosis. 1638 RANDOLPH Hey/or
Honesty 11. i, But come you pig-hogs, let us leave jesting.

I restore you to your old metamorphosis, as you may see in

the first leaf of Virgil s Bucolics. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede

vi, An amount of fat on the nape of her neck, which made
her look like the metamorphosis of a white sucking-pig.

2. trans/. A complete change in the appearance,

circumstances, condition, character of a person, of

affairs, etc.

a 1548 HALL Chron.,Hen. VI 161 Ihon Cade .. departed
secretly in habile disguysed, into Sussex : but all his meta

morphosis or transfiguradon litle prevailed. 1598 HM;&amp;lt; K) ! Y

Felic. Man (1631) 195 The Hermit .. asked him how it

chanced that he was fallen into such a metamorphosis?
1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalin?s Advts.fr. Partiass. I.

xxix. (1674) 32 The Metamorphosis is too great, when from

being a private man, one becomes a Prince. 1691 WOOD
Ath. Oxon. I. 825 News was brought him of a metamor
phosis in the State at home. 1791 BOSWELL &quot;Johnson

an. 1753 (1816) I. 233 Whatever agreement a Chief might
make with any of his clan, the Heralds-Office could not

admit of the metamorphosis. 1820 W. SCORESBY Ace. A rctic

Reg. I. 386 The mountains along the whole coast, assumed
the most fantastic forms. ..These varied and sometimes
beautiful metamorphoses . . suggested the reality of fairy

descriptions. 1853 C. BRONTE Villette xxvii, His visage

changed as from a mask to a face :..! know not that I have
ever seen in any other human face an equal metamorphosis.
1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. viii. 519 By a singular metamorphosis,
the secular principle was now represented by the Catholics,
and the theological principle by the Protestants. 1867

384

LYDIA M. CHILD Ram. Repub. v. 64 The disguises were

quickly assumed, and the metamorphosis made Rosa both

blush and smile.

3. In scientific uses.

a. Physiology. Change of form in animals and

plants, or their parts, during life; esp. in Ent.,

a change or one of a series of changes which

a metabolons insect undergoes, resulting in com

plete alteration of form and habit. Coarctate meta

morphosis (Ent.): see COARCTATE b.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 88 Their [silkworms) metamorphoses

are four. 1722 QUINCY Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Metamorphosis,

is applied by Harvey to the Changes an Animal undergoes

both in its Formation and Growth ; and by several to the

lobes of a seed are converted into seminal leaves. 1828

STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. 1 1. 232 The transformations or rneta-

in&quot;the&quot;oviduct .&quot;&quot;i88i F. M. BALFOUR Camp. Embryol. II

113 The change undergone by the Tadpole in its passage

into the Frog is so considerable as to deserve the name of

a metamorphosis. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON\Anim. Li/t
161 A perfect metamorphosis, such as that of Sphinx, with

three well-marked stages, larva, pupa, and imago. 1897

PARKER & HASWELL Zoctl. II. xm. 32 It [the Ascidian] ..

soon begins to undergo the retrogressive metamorphosis by

which it attains the adult condition.

b. Morphology. The modification of organs or

structures in form or function (including teratology).

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 131/2 Metamorphosis of organs, in

the Vegetable Kingdom, consists in an adaptation of one

and the same organ to several different purposes. 1849

BALFOUR Man. Bat. 641 307 The different parts of the

flower may be changed into each other, or into true leaves. . .

These changes may take place from without inwards, by an

ascending or direct metamorphosis as in the case of petals

becoming stamens; or from within outwards, by descending
or retrograde metamorphosis, as when stamens become

petals.

c. Evolution. Secular change of form.

1847-9 TodiCs Cycl. Anat. IV. 623/2 A unity which has

undergone such an infinitely graduated metamorphosis of

its parts as to yield these unequal skeletal forms. 1876 RAY
LANKESTER tr. HaeikeCs Hist. Creat. I. 90 His [Goethe s]

idea ofmetamorphosis is almost synonymous with the theory

of development. 1903 tr. Strasbnrger s Bot. (ed. 2) I. 10

The various modifications which the primitive form has

passed through constitute its metamorphosis.

d. Jlistol. The change of form which goes on

in the elements of living organic structures; e.g. in

blood-corpuscles, animal or vegetable tissue, etc.

Path. The morbid change of the elements of

tissues into another form of structure (Funk s

Stand. Diet.).
1839-47 CARPENTER in Todds Cycl. Anat. III. 750/1 The

production of the simple structureless membranes.. must be

attributed, we think, to the consolidation of a thin layer of

blastema, rather than to any metamorphosis of cells. 1845-6
G. E. DAY tr. Simons Anita. Chem. I. 133 The metamor

phosis [of blood-corpuscles] occurs in the peripheral system.

1857 G. Bird s Urin. Deposits led. 5) 440 Every animal

developes,. .during the process of metamorphosis of tissue,

a series of nitrogenized substances. 1869 E. A. PARKES
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 184 There is a much more rapid

metamorphosis of tissue in carnivorous animals. 1882 VINES
Sachs Bot. 708 These reserve-materials [in dormant seeds,

bulbs, tubers] must undergo repeated Metamorphosis while

they are being conveyed to the growing organs.

e. Chem. The change of a compound to a new
form

; esp. the chemical change occurring in a

compound substance under the influence of some
other body which itself does not change (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1890).
1853 CARPENTER Hum. Physiol. (ed. 4) 47 When there is a

deficiency offatty matters in the food, these may be formed by
a metamorphosis of its saccharine constituents. Ibid. 52 The
chemical metamprphpses which take place in the economy.
Ibid. 90 The lactic acid, chiefly generated in the substance_ of

the muscles (probably by the metamorphosis of a saccharine

compound . 1862 MILLER Elem. Chem. III. 58, 61 Pro
duction of Chemical Metamorphoses. ..i. Oxidation.. .2.

Metamorphoses by Reduction... 3. Metamorphoses by Sub
stitution. 1843 R. }. GRAVES Syst. Clio. Med. Introd.

Lect. 34 Professor Liebig applied the name of metamor

phosis to those chemical actions in which a given compound
by the presence of a peculiar substance, is made to resolve

itself into two or more compounds.

Metamo rphosist. rare~&quot;. [f.
METAMOR

PHOS-IS + -IST.]
= METAMORPHIST. 1848 in CRAIG.

t Metamorphostical, a. 0/is. rare, [irreg.

f. METAMORPHOS-IS. Cf. metamorphosical] Of or

pertaining to metamorphosis.
1722 ARBUTHNOT, etc. Ann. Mirab. in Miscell. 1732 III.

86 The Annus Mirabilis, or the Metamorphostical Con

junction : a Word which denotes the mutual Transformation
of Sexes. 1895 WOOD MARTIN Pagan Ireland 84 The soul

of a man might pass into a deer, a boar..c.,. .a continuous

metamorphosticai existence.

t Metamo rphosy. Obs. Anglicized form

of METAMORPHOSIS.
c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 71 And so dothe Ulysses con

clude his oracyon in the .xiii. boke of Ouide Metamprphosy.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxix. (1612) 363 Like tales

and Metamorphosies passe many in this Chat. ti6cjS
TEMPLE Poems 46 If ever any reasonable Soul Harbor d in

shape of either brute or fowl, This was the Mansion : Meta-

morphosie Gain d here the credit lost in Poetrie.

METAPHOR.

Metamorphotic (metamf&amp;gt;jf^-tik), a.
[f.

METAMORPHOSIS : see -OTIC.] Pertaining to or

based on metamorphosis ; causing metamorphosis.
1816 EENTHAM Chrestomathia. Wks. 1843 VIII. 145 Meta

morphotic, is the appellation by which these several branches

of the Psychico-physical division of the aggregate system
of sources of motion may be designated. 1826 KIRBY & SP.

Entomol. IV. 420 The Era of Swammerdam and Ray, or of

the Metamorphotic System. 1827 CARLYLE Germ. Rom.,

Quintns Fixlein III. 282 To his eyes, this birth-day, in the

metamorphotic mirror of his superstitious imagination ..

would burn forth like a red death-warrant.

Metamorphy (metam^ufi). [Formed as

METAMOKPHIC: see -Y.]
= METAMORPHOSIS.

1869 MASTERS Veget. Terat. 241 In the present work the

term metamorphy is employed to distinguish cases where

the ordinary course of development has been perverted or

changed. iSjgS-rosMOKTaMan.Sci. Terms, Metamorphosis
. . bot. . . sometimes called metamorphy.

Metamylene: see META- 6 a.

II Metanephron, -nephros (metane-fr^n,

-ne
fr(&amp;gt;s).

Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr. fura- META- +

vtcppiis kidney.] The hinder division of the

typical segmental organ in vertebrates, from which

are developed the kidney and the ureter. Hence

Metane phric a.

1877 RAY LANKESTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XVII. 430
A metanephron with metanephric duct distinct from the

Wolffian or mesonephric duct. 1884 A. SEDCWICK Hid.

XXIV. 79 The metanephros persists as the functional

kidney.
Metanocerite : see META- 7 a.

II Metanotum (metanJu-trm). Ent. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. pfTa- META- + vSrrov back.] The dorsal

part of the metathorax in insects. Hence

Metano-tal a. (in recent Diets.).
1860 J. DUNCAN Introd. Entom. I. 109 The dorsal portion

[of the metathorax] is the metanotum, commonly quadran

gular. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inn. Auim. vii. 400 The

metanotum, or tergal portion of the metathorax.

Metantimonic (metzentim^ nik), a. Chem.

[ad. F. mttantimoniqtit (Fremy) : see META- and

ANTIMONIC.] Melanlimonic acid: the hydrate

produced when pentachloride of antimony is

treated with water.

1854 R. D. THOMSON Cycl. Chem. 1869 ROSCOE Elan.

Chem. 256.

Hence Metantlmo/n(i)ate, a salt of metanti-

monic acid.

1863 Fownes Chem. (ed. 9) 368 Metantimonate of potassa.

1863 BRANDE & TAYLOR Chem. Index, Metantimoniates.

Meta-oleictoMetaphenomenal: seeMETA-.

Metaphery (mutse-fen). Bot. [f. Gr. ftera-

META- + -cjxptta (cf. PERIPHERY), cpipiiv to carry.]

The displacement of organs, as when alternate

become opposite (Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms).

1869 M. T. MASTERS Veget. Terat. 91 Morren.. speaks of

this transposition as mctaphery. 1879 in STORMONTH Man.
Sci. Terms.

Metaphony (metse-Wm). Philol. [n.t.m4ta-

phonie, i. Gr. piTa- META- + cpoivf/ sound.] A term

proposed to take the place of UMLAUT. Hence

Metapho-nical a., Metapho nized ///. a.

1804 V. HENRY Comp. Gram. Eng. # Germ. H. i. 4.

Metaphor (me-tafaj). Forms : a. 6-7 meta-

phore, (6 metafor) ,
6- metaphor. 0. 6-7 meta-

phora. [a. F. metaphore, ad. L. metaphora, a. Gr.

HiTCKpopd, [. peTacpipfiv to transfer, f. p.na- META
+ Qipttv (root cpip- : (pop-) to bear, carry.] The

figure of speech in which a name or descriptive

term is transferred to some object different from,

but analogous to, that to which it is properly

applicable; an instance of this, a metaphorical

expression. Mixed metaphor: see quot. 1824.

! 1533 HEN. VIII in Wotton Lett. (1654) Suppl. 8 And
rather then men would note a lye when they know what is

meant, they will sooner by allegory or metaphor draw the

word to the truth. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 91 b, A metaphor

is an alteration of a woorde from the proper and natural!

meanynge, to that whiche is not proper, and yet agreeth

therunto, by some lykenes that appeareth to be in it. 1555

BONNER Homilies 71* Chryste alwayes in hys speakynge

dyd vse fygures, metaphores and tropes. 1563 Mirr. /or

Mai:., Collmgboume xxxvii. These metafors I vse with other

more. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. ix. 247 An horn

is the hieroglyphick of authority, power, & dignity, and in

this Metaphor is often used in Scripture. 1712 ADDISON

Sped No 289 T 8 Those beautiful Metaphors in Scripture,

where Life is termed a Pilgrimage. 1821 LAMB Ella Ser. I.

Imperf. Sympathies, He stops a metaphor like a suspectec

person in an enemy s country. A healthy book ! .. IJid

I catch rightly what you said? 1824 L. MURRAY Eng.

Gram. (ed. 5) I. 493 We should avoid making two incon-

sistent metaphors meet on one object. This is what is called

mixed metaphor. 1841 TRENCH Parables i. (1877) 9

allegory stands to the metaphor,, .in the same relation that

the parable does to the. .simile. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm.

xvi. (1877) 265 The metaphor of the poet is perfectly true ir

fact, for life is a stage.
B 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 77 Metaphora,

which is, when a word from the proper or right significa

tion is transferred to another neere vnto the meaning.

1508 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. ii. n. Babylon 369 Better

then Greek with her.. Fit Epithets, and fine Metaphora s.

1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senault s Man bee. Guilty 175 n
Metaphora, which is so frequent with them,.. is it not an

imposture?
b. Comb., as metaphor-making, -monger.
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1670 EACHARDC^W/. Clergy 46 These indiscreet and horrid

metaphor-mongers. 1889 MIVART Orig. Hunt. Reason 273
This power of metaphor-making.

t Metaphorally ,
adv. Ohs. rare- 1

, [f.
META

PHOR + -AL + -LY^.J Metaphorically.
1548-50 THOMAS Ital, Diet., Chimera., a proper name, but

metaphprollie [sic], it is many times taken for an harde or

subtill imaginacion.

Metaphoric (mctS^rik), a. [f. METAPHOR +

-ic.] METAPHORICAL.
1597 in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 447 Restrame your

haughtie metaphoricke lines. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i.

il. ii Traditions; which he wraps up in ..metaphoric, and

Allegoric notions. 1716 SWIFT 7V? a Lady in Heroic Style

119 Metaphoric Meat and Drink Is to understand and
think. 1875 M. & FR. COLLINS Sweet fy Twenty i. xvi,
Sanih .. did not understand Miss Litton s metaphoric
language.

Metaphorical (metaf^ rikal), a. [f. META
PHOR + -ic -j- -AL.] Of or characterized by the use

of metaphor; of the nature of metaphor; used

metaphorically ;
not literal ; figurative.

a 1555 LATIMER in Foxe A. $ M. (1563) 1312/2 They thinke
not that it is a corporal worme, but a spiritual & a Meta
phorical wornie. 1665 BUNYAN Holy Citie (1669) 251 For
botii the word Water, and that of Life, they are but meta

phorical Sayings. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. cii.

490 [She] delights, .in. .metaphorical flourishes. 1825 COLE*
RIDGE Aids Reft. 2 A man without reflection is but a

metaphorical phrase for the instinct of a beast. 1883 H.
DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. W. vii. (1884) 235 To impose
a metaphorical meaning on the commonest word of the New
Testament is to violate every canon of interpretation.

Hence Metaplio ricaliiess. 1882 in OGILVIE.

Metaphorically (metfifjrrikftli), adv. [f.

METAPHORICAL -t- -LY -.] In a metaphorical sense;

by the use of metaphor.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. ii. 3 By terming his govern

ment metaphorically by the name of Bondes and yoke*.
1660 T. GOUGK Chr, Directions ix. (1831) 56 Which words,
If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off &c., are not

literally to be taken, but metaphorically. 1756 BURKE
Snbl. fy B. in. xxvi, We metaphorically apply the idea of
sweetness to sights and sounds. 1844 STANLEY Arnold
(1858) I. vi. 244 Literally as well as metaphorically blind.

1885 blanch. Exam. 2 May 6/2 Mr. Broadhurst meta
phorically fell upon Mr. Bentinck s neck.

Metaphorist (me-taforist). rare. [f. META
PHOR -f -1ST.] One who deals in metaphors.
1727 Poi K, etc. Art ofSinking 1:5 A poet or orator would

have no more to do but to send to the particular traders in

each kind, to the metaphorist for his allegories, to the
simile-maker for his comparisons. 1891 HANNAH LYNCH
G. Meredith 33 The marvellous performance of a juggling
metaphorist.

Metaphorize (me tafoi3iz),z&amp;gt;. [f. METAPHOR
+ -IZE. Cf. F. m&aphoriser^ trans, a. To change
metaphorically into. b. To ply with metaphor.
1789 T. TWINING Aristotle s Treat. Poetry (1812) II. 292

Every reader will recollect Milton s beautiful application
of this metaphor .. to the dew-drops, metaphorized into

pearls. 1801 SOUTHFY Let. 25 July in Life (1850) II. 153
Every character [in the play] reasoning, and metaphorising,
and metaphysicking the reader most nauseously.

t MetaphorOUS, a. Ohs. rare- 1
,

[f.
META

PHOR + -ous.] Full of or characterized by metaphor.
1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters vii. 362 Metapliorous

speeches.

Metaphosphate (metaf^-sf/t).
Chcm. [META-

2 a.] A salt of metaphosphoric acid.

1833 [see next]. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 160 Sodium
metaphosphate.

Metaphosphoric (metaf^sf^rik), a. Chem.

[META- 2 a.] Metaphosphoric acid (HPO3 ) : an
acid containing a molecule of water less than ortho-

phosphoric acid.

.

J833 T. GRAHAM in Phil. Trans. 277, I shall take the

liberty to designate provisionally the acid of the fused

biphosphate of soda, the Metaphosphoric acid..; and the
fused salt itself, the Metaphosphate of soda. 1899 tr. R.
Ton Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. vii. {ed. 4) 299 If to urine which
contains albumin a little solid metaphosphoric acid be
added, a precipitate or turbidity forms.

Metaphragm (me-tafrcem). Ent. Also in

Latin form. [ad. mod.L. metap/iragma t f. Gr.

^ra- META- -f- tppayfta partition.] The wall that

separates the abdomen from the thorax in insects.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 382 Metaphragma (the

Metaphragm). Ibid. IV. 591 The cavity of the chest.. be-
tween the inesophragm and metaphragm.

Metaphrase (me-tafr^z), sb. [ad. mod.L.
metaphrasiS) ad. Gr. nTa&amp;lt;ppaais, n. of action from

IHTcupp&fav to translate, paraphrase : see META-
and PHRASE sb. Cf. F. metaphrase.]
fl. A metrical translation. Qbs.

1627 Bp. HALL Dauids Ps. Metafhr. Ded., Apollinarius
..wrote, .all the Hebrew scriptures in Heroicks;..his meta
phrase of the Psalmes is still in our hands. 1631 in Banna-
tyne Club Misc. I. 245 The receaving of this new meta
phrase, and rejecting of the old, sail geve occasion to
foranners to call us light headed Scots. 1767 HARTE Amar
anth

;
Pref., A paraphrase (or metaphrase rather) of the

xxvuuh chapter of Deuteronomy ; which, I believe, hath
never yet been turned into English verse.

2. A rendering into other words
;
a translation ;

in

later use, a word-for-word translation in contra
distinction to a paraphrase.
1640 SHIRLEY Hum. Courtier \\ . i. G i b, Orseolo. What

doesshethinke? Lau. Y are insufficient Or. How? a meto-
phrase [sic] upon that word, a 1646 J. GREGORV Posthuwa

VOL. VI.

(1650) 224 Where the English Metaphrase readeth, Thou
shall accept [etc.]... The Hebrew sailh, Thou shall consume,
&c. 1680 DRYDEN tr. Ovid?* Ep. Pref., Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 237
Metaphrase, or turning an author word by word, and line

by line, from one language into another. 1697 ir. Virg.
SEneid Ded. (ei 4 b, The way I have lakcn is nol so streiglU
as Metaphrase, nor so loose as Paraphrase. 1823 DK
QL iNCEV/,f//. to K*ff.3f&amp;lt;MWk& XIV. 84 note. It is too much
of a mere metaphrase of Kant. 1903 W. R. ROBERTS in

Class. Rev. XVII. 131/2 Metaphrase can hardly be made to

do duty for paraphrase.
fig. i8aa LAMB Elia Ser. i. Some Old Actors, Such play

ful selections and specious combinations rather than strict

metaphrases of nature.

Metaphrase (me tafrJiz), v. [f. prec. sb. :

but cf. Gr. fAfra&amp;lt;ppaciv.]

1 1. trans. To translate, esp. in verse. Obs.
1608 BP. HALL in Sylvester s Du Bartas To Author, To

Mr losuah Syluester, of his Hartas Metaphrased. 1633
FLETCHER Poet. Misc. 86 Certain of the royal Prophets
Psalmes metaphrased. i649T.W[EAVKR](l2V/f) Planiagenets
Tragicall Story : or the Death of King Edward the Fourth.
. .Metaphrased by T. W. gent.
2. To alter the phrasing or language of

;
to render

into other words.
1868 Contemp. Rev. IX. 294 He [Simeon Metaphrastes]

did not in all cases assemble materials in their original

shape, bul often metaphrased or manipulated them in such
a way as to deprive the mass of all value. 1883 SCRIVENKK
Introd. Crit. N. T. 508 He too [Clement of Alexandria]
complains of those who tamper with (or metaphrase) the

Gospels for their own sinister ends.

Hence Metaphrasing vbl. sb.

1631 in Bannatyne Club Misc. I. 237, I have not as zit..

considdered what libertie they have takin in the metaphras
ing lo add, insert, or dcgre^se.

I! Metaphrasis (metrc-frasis). Obs. [mod.L.:
see prec.]

= METAPHRASE.
111568 ASCHAM Schohin. n. (Arb.) 104 Mctaphrash . . is

all one with Parafkrasis. saue it is out of verse, either into

prose, or into some other kinde of meter : or eN, out of pi O -e

into verse. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mar. 984 Some rhe-

toricall figures, catachreses and metaphrases. 1706 PHIL
LIPS (ed. Kersey), Metaphrttsis, a bare Translation out of
one Language into another.

Metaplirast (mc tafrxst). [ad. Gr. ptra-

&amp;lt;ppa.arrj

i

s
r

f, fitra^pd^fiv to translate, f. /xera- MKTA-
+ &amp;lt;ppdftv to speak.] One who renders a com
position into a different literary form, e.g. by turn

ing prose into verse, or one metre into another;

also, + a translator.

1610 HOLLAND Camderis Brit. \. 68 Simeon that great
Metaphrast. 1643 CUIJWORTH Lords Supper 13 For so
both the Syriack Metaphrast expounds it . and the Arabick.
a 1695 WOOD Fasti Oxon. (1815) 516 George Sandys, esq. ;

the famous traveller and excellent poetical mctaphrast. 1778
WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry II. 190 He [Symeon] obtained
the distinguishing appellation of the Metaphrast, because. .

he modernised the more antient narratives of the miracles
and martyrdoms, .for the use of the Greek church. 1896
J. W. MACKAIL Lat. Lit. (ed. 2) 128 The later metaphrasts,
who occupied themselves with turning heroic into elegiac

poems by inserting a pentameter between each two lines.

Metaphrastic (metafrarstik), a. and sb. [ad.
Gr. utTafypaaTiKoSy f. fifTatppaffTrjy ; see prec.]

A. adj.
1. Of the nature of metaphrase.
1778 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry II. 169 Maximus Pla-

nudes..has the merit of having familiarised to his country
men many Latin classics. .by metaphrastic versions.

2. Gram. (See quot.) rare~~ l

.

1861 MAX MULLER Set . Lang. Ser. r. viii. (1864) 338 The
formation of such phrases as the French faimerai, {atfai
a aimer, .may be called analytical or metaphrastic.

B. sb.pl. The art of translation or interpretation.
1895 Q. Rev. Oct. 328 There is no lost work on Herme-

neutics or Metaphrastics to be recovered from an Egyptian
grave.
So Metaphra stical a. = METAPHRASTIC.
1860 in WORCKSTER.

Metaphra stically,&amp;lt;7
/r . [Formed as prec. +

-LY ^,] By way of metaphrase.
1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 73 Some report that

he presumed metaphrastically to alter the words of the

Apostle, correcting as it were the order of the phrase. 1652
T. MANLEY Afflict. Saints litle-p., The whole Booke of Job,
composed into English Heroicall Verse, metaphrastically.
1894 R. FENTON in W. W. Lloyd E. Fenton 121 Which we
may metaphrastically translate : Milton, now, a disap
pointed, blind, distressed old man.

II Metaphrenon, -phremim (metse fr/Vn,
-frftitfm). Also 7 f7W^/zV?c^metaphren(e. [Late
L., a. Gr. nfratypfvov, f. /4ra after +

&amp;lt;ppr)v midriff.]
The part of the back that is behind the diaphragm.
1621 BURTON Anat. Met. i. v. in. i. (1651) 401 The mela-

phrene, or part of ihe back which is over against the heari.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. 90 Brest strong, metaphren
broad. 1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Metaphre-
nnm, 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. K.&amp;lt;xsey}&amp;gt;Metaphrenum, that part
of the Back which comes after the Diaphragm, or Midriff.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Metaphrenon^ Metaphrenum.

Metaphysic (metafrzik), sbj* In 4 metha-
phesik, 5 metaphesyk, methephisike, 6 metha-
phisick, 6-7 metaphiai(c;k(e, -physi(c)ke, (7

-phisique), 7-8 -physick, (9 -physique), [ad.
scholastic L. metaphysica fern, sing., substituted

(on the analogy of other names of sciences : cf.

physic} for the older metaphysica, neut. pi.; see

METAPHYSICS. Cf. F. mttaphysique^. metaphisik.
The sing, form alone appears in Eng. before the i6th c.

In the i7th and i8th c. it was almost superseded by META

PHYSICS ; in the iglh c., owing lo German influences il began
lo be preferred by many philosophical writers.}

1. = METAPHYSICS i.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 365 He [Aristotle] made
. problemys of perspective and of methaphesik [ 1432-50 pro-
blemes perspective and metaphisicalle, orig. et pcrspectiva
provlemata et metaphysicatti}. c 1450 C&amp;lt;rt&amp;gt;. Myst.j Doctors
in Temple 189 Ageyn oure argemente is no recystence In

metaphesyk ne astronomye. 1527 TINDALE Par. Wicked
Mammon Wk-;. (1573) 88/1 How shoulde he vnderstand the

scripture, sting he is no Philosopher, neyther hath sene his

metaphisike? 1586 T. B[FARD] La Priinaud. Fr. Acad. i.

72 Physike, which is the studie of natural! things : Meta-
physike, which is of supernatural! things. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn, n. vii. 3 The one part which is Phisicke en-

quireth and handleth the Materiall & Efficient Cavses, &
the other which is Metaphisicke handleth the Formal and
Final Cavses. 1742 POVE Dwic. iv. 645 Physic of Meta
physic begs defence, And Metaphysic calls for aid on Sense.

1775 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LXV. 182 The uncertain
conclusions of an ill-conducted analogy, and a false meta-

physic, were mixed with the few simple precepts derived
from observation. 1817 COLF.RIPGE Biog. Lit. ix. fiSSz) 71
[Fichte] supplied the idea of a system truly metaphysical,
and of a metaphysique truly systematic. 1873 M. ARNOLD
Lit. $ Dogma (1876) 399 The mis-attribution to the Bible. .

of a science and an abstruse metaphysic which is not there.

1883 K. CAIKD in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 79 For Aristotle, meta
physic is the science which has to do with Being as such,

Being in general.

b. = METAPHYSICS i b.

1865 J. H. STIRLING Sir \V. Hamilton 41 The true meta
physic of the subject nowhere finds itself represented in the

preceding discussion, 1874 LKWES Probl, Lift -V Mind
Ser. I. I. Introd. i. iv. 67 Kvery science has its metaphysic.
^j 2. Something visionary.
1606 WAKNKH Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxi. (1612) 341 Or for a

Metaphysick liold the Proiect of her prayse.

Metaphysic (metafrzik), a. and sb.- [ad.
scholastic L. metapkysicus adj., developed from

metaphysica sb. pi.: see METAPHYSICS. Cf. F.

metaphysiqtte^ Sp. metafisico, It. metafisico.]
A. adj.

-- METAMIYSICAL. Now rare.

1518 TINDALK Obcd. Ckr. Man To Rdr. iS Alleginge vnto
them textes of logycke, of natural! philautta, of metha-

phisick and morall philosophy. 1569 J. SASFORO tr. Agr?p~
pa s I an. Artes^

liii. 70 The whiche because they be not in

the nature of thinges, bul are supposed to be aboue nature,
therefore ihey call them transnaturall or Metaphisicke.
a 1631 DONNE Paradoxes (1652) 25 And that poore know-
ledg..we call Metaphysicke, supernatural!. 1663 UUTLFK
Hud. i. i. 150 He knew what s what, and that s as high As
metaphysic wit can fly. 1683 E. HOOKKR Pref. rordage

t

&

Mystic Dh&amp;gt;. 102 Even the most Metaphysic subtilissimpes
after that thei haue fatigated. .themselves with their Divi
sions and Subdivisions. 1750 WALPOLB Let. to Mann 2 Aug.,
The Bishop of Durham [Chandler]., is succeeded by Butler
of Bristol, a metaphysic author. 1779 JOHNSON L. f.,

Cowlcy Wks. II. 26 Milton tried the metaphysick style only
in his lines upon Hobspn the Carrier. 1790 HURKE Fr. Rev.
8 The metaphysic knight of the sorrowful countenance.

1793 \V. F. IVlAVOR Chr. Politics 18 A met.iphysic liberty and

equality intoxicated the mad multitude. 1873 BROWNING
Red Cott. Nt.-cap 1178 What foe would dare approach?
Historic Doubt?.. Acumen metaphysic?

f B. sb$ A metaphysician. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Apol.Poctrie (Arb.) 25 And the Metaphisick,

though it be in the seconde and abstract notions, and there

fore be counted supernaturall : yet doth hce indeede builde

vpon the depth of Nature. 1589 PI TTENHAM Eng. Poesiei.
iv. (Arb.) 25 They [poetsj were the first Astronomers and
Philosophists and Melaphisicks. 1623 COCKRRAM, Mefa-
pkisicks, one skild in these Artes. Metaphysicke.

Metaphysic, v. rare. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F.

mt(

taphysiquer^\ trans, a. To treat metaphysically.
b. To ply with metaphysics.
1788 H. WALPOLE Lett, to G. Hardtnge Priv. Corr. (1820)

IV. 306 A piece of genuine French, not metaphysicked by
La Harpe, by Thomas, &c. 1801 [see METAPHORIZE v.].

Metaphysical (metafi-zikal), a. [f. META-
PHYSIO + -AL.]
1. Of or belonging to, or of the nature of, meta

physics ;
such as is recognized by metaphysics.

1432-50 [see METAPHYSICS^. i]. 153* MORE Confitt. Tin-
dale Wks. 386/1 Argumentes grounded vpon philosophy &
metaphisicall reasons. 1550 Ni COLLS Thucyd. v b, The
sciences that he calleth speculatiue, be the metaphisicals.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. iii. 345 A popular ex

pression, which will not stand a Metaphysical] and strict

examination. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. \. v. Rule i.

6 Negative doubt is eilher Metaphysical or Moral. 1690
LOCKE Hum, Und. \\. vi. (1695) 333, i. Moral Truth...
a. Metaphysical Truth, which is nothing bul the real Exist
ence of Things, conformable to the Ideas to which we have
annexed their Names. 1792 D. STEWART Pkilos. Hum.
Mind I. 72 The word cause expresses something which is

supposed to be necessarily connected with the change ; and
without which it could not have happened. This may be
called the metaphysical meaning of the word ; and such
causes maybe called metaphysical at efficient causes. 1867
BP. FORBES Explanation 39 Articles \. (1881) 14 The triple
distinction ofGod s attributes into metaphysical, intellectual,
and moral. 1884 tr. Lotze s Metaph. \\. v. 301 Instead of

a metaphysical theory, what he gives is scarcely more than
a logical classification.

b. Applied with more or less of reproach to

reasoning, ideas, etc. which are considered over-

subtle, or too abstract.

1646 BP. MAXWELL Burd. Issacliar 31, I confesse, this Di-

vinitie is so transcendent and Metaphysicall, lhat it exceeds

my capacitie. 1720 SWIFT To Yng. Clergyman Wks. 1751
V. 24 Some Gentlemen, .are apt lo fill their Sermons with

Philosophical Terms and Notions of the metaphysical or

abstracted Kind. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The word is

also used to denote somethine subtile, abstract, and refined.
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METAPHYSICALLY.
In which sense we say, such a reasoning, such a proof, is

[

too metaphysical^ c.

2. Based on abstract general reasoning ; deter

mined on theoretic or a priori principles.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. 361 When they saw.,

that, from metaphysical considerations what might be done
in case of necessity, the militia of the kingdom was actually
seized on. 1773 JOHNSON in Boswetl 8 May, There seems
(said he), to be in authours a stronger right of property than
that by occupancy ; a metaphysical right, a right, as it

were, of creation, which should from its nature be per

petual. 1826 SCOTT IVoodst, vi, In many a case, where
wars have been waged for points of metaphysical right,

they have been at last gladly terminated, upon the mere

hope of obtaining general tranquillity.

3. [Partly in a pseudo-etymological sense =
beyond what is physical .] a. Applied, esp. in

explicit contrast to physical, to what is immaterial,

incorporeal, or supersensible.
1577 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 56 And all that I

glorious company Of parsonages heroicall To greete with
j

salutations Divine and metaphysical!. 1608 TOPSELL Ser

pents (1658) 591 The blessed Trinity.. framed both the bene
ficial and hurtful Creatures, either for a Physical or Meta
physical end. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial, i. xxviii. (1713) 58
HyL. .There is also a Substance distinct from Matter, which
therefore must be immaterial, and consequently Meta
physical. 1775 HARRIS Philos. Arrangem. (1841) 377 Thus,
having before considered physical motion, have we now
considered what may be called metaphysical, or. .causative
motion. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 316 Beautiful as fire

is in itself, I suspect that part of the pleasure is meta

physical, and that the sense of playing with an element
which can be so terrible adds to the zest of the spectacle.

1877 S. Cox Satv. Murtdilv. 56 That.. the wicked will be
turned into a place of. .torment physical or metaphysical.

b. That is above or goes beyond the laws of

nature
; belonging to an operation or agency which

is more than physical or natural
; supernatural.

1590 MARLOWE -2nd Pt. Tamberl. iv. ii, The essentiall

fourme of Marble stone, Tempered by science metaphisicall,
And Spels of magicke from the mouthes of spirits. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. i. v. 30 The Golden Round, Which Fate and

Metaphysical! ayde dothseemeTo hauethee crown d withal!.

1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. n. 1059 The Pestilence.,

partly metaphysicall appears, And partly naturall. 17..
WARBURTON Note on Rape of Lock \. 20 As the subject of
the epic consists of two parts, the metaphysical and the

civil. 1822 SCOTT Pirate xxxviii, In these plain words there

is no metaphysical delusion. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men^
Coethe Wks, (Bohn) I. 392 The lurking dsemons sat to him,
. .and the metaphysical elements took form.

\ C. Surpassing what is natural or ordinary ;

extraordinary, transcendent. Obs.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 75 The excellence of such
a Metaphysicall vertue, I meane (shepheards) the fame of

your faire Samela, houering in the eares of euerie man as a
miracle of nature.

4. Of persons, their minds, etc. : Addicted to or

fitted for the study of metaphysics.
r7 1628 F. GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 175 Many Metaphysi

call Phormio s before me,who had lost themselves in teaching
Kings, and Princes, how to govern their People, a x6ga
J. SMITH Set. Disc. \, 24 The fourth is ac0pu&amp;gt;jros 9eiapr)TtKO&amp;lt;;,

the true metaphysical and contemplative man. 1683 PETTUS
Fleta fl-fifi. n. 3 Majerus and Spagnetus. .being a sort of

Metaphisical Chimists, who do make it a chief Principle of
that Science to be strict in their Devotion towards God.

1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia I. Pref. 12 In the more metaphysical
and contemplative East. 1836 MRS. STOWE Dred I. xv. 203
His metaphysical talent.

Comb. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes 117 A Metaphysicall
pated Disputant.
5. Adopted by Johnson as the designation of

j

certain 1 7th cent, poets (chief of whom were
j

Donne and Cowley) addicted to witty conceits

and far-fetched imagery.
[1693 DRYDEN Orig. $ Progr. Satire Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 19
He [Donne] affects the metaphysics, not only in his satires,
but in his amorous verses, where nature only should reign ;

and perplexes the minds of the fair sex with nice specula- i

tions of philosophy, when he should engage their hearts...
j

In this.. Mr. Cowley has copied him to a fault.] 1x744
POPE in J. Spence Anted. (1820) 173 Cowley., as well as
Davenant borrowed his metaphysical style from Donne.
X779 JOHNSON L. P.

t Cowley Wks. II. 22 About the begin
ning of the seventeenth century appeared a race of writers
that may be termed the metaphysical poets. ..The meta
physical poets were men of learning, and to shew their

learning was their whole endeavour. 1785 T. WARTON
Milton s Poems Pref. 15 But what are these conceptions
[of Cowley s] ? Metaphysical conceits, alt the unnatural

extravagancies of his English poetry. 1814 SOUTHEY in

Q. Rev. XII. 82 The metaphysical school, which marred a

Ssod
poet in Cowley, and found its proper direction in

utler, expired in Norris of Bemerton.
6. Used for: Fanciful, fantastic, imaginary.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., A metaphysical case, is an

imaginary or chimerical case, which can scarce ever happen,
or not without much difficulty ; and which ought not to be
laid down as a rule for common occasions. 1809 J. LAWRENCE
Hist, Horse 125 The colours of horses, notwithstanding the

(

metaphysical notions of former days, are of very little con

sequence in relation to their goodness. 1827 SCOTT Chron.

Canongate Introd. i. Those metaphysical persons whom the
law ofthe neighbouring country terms John Doeand Richard
Roe.

Metaphysically (metafvzikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY^.] In a metaphysical manner or sense
;

according to the principles of metaphysics; from
a metaphysical point of view.

I579 J- JONES Preserv. Bodie fy So-ule i. Ix. 90 Whether
they be Mathematically measured, or Metaphisically pon
dered. 1616 CHAMPNF.Y Voc. Bps. 13 To haue true autho-
ritie or calling ;

and to haue true and sufficient proofe of the

386

same, are not heere nicely or metaphysically distinguished.

1748 HARTLEY Oittrv. Man i. iv. 3 The same Conclusion

follows, tho we should suppose the Punishments of a future

State not to be absolutely and metaphysically infinite. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 126 The pretended rights of

these theorists are all extremes; and in proportion as they
are metaphysically true, they are morally and politically
false. 1897 B. A. W. RUSSF.LL Found. Gttwi. 68 Metaphysi
cally, space has no elements.

f b. .Supernaturally ; preternaturally. Obs.

1580 G. HARVEY Three Proper Lett. 20 The Eclipse of the

Sunne that darkened all the Earth.. at Christes Passion,

happening altogether prodigiously and Metaphysically in

Plcnilunio. 1607 TOPSELL Four/. Beasts (1658) 384 The
proverb .. may as well be applyed metaphysically to the

Beast Linx, as Poetically to the man Lynceus.

Metaphysician (metafizrjan). [a. F. mta~

physicien (i4th c.)i f- METAPHYSIC: see -ICIAX.]

One who is versed in metaphysics,
1597 G. HARVEY Trwim. Naslie Wks. (Grosart) III. 22

Thoughe (as I am a Cirurgeon) I coulde picke your teeth,

for the other stinkinge breath, yet this I durst not meddle

with, this hath neede of a metaphisition. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia 160 1 he very essence of them, or imm*dia& con-

seqnens Essentiam (as the Metaphysitians word it), that

which is but one degree from their Essence. 1677 HORNECK
Gt. Law Consid. iv. (1704) 239 The Metaphysician, that

speculates things above sense and nature. 1796 BURKE Let.

Noble Ld. Wks. 1808 VIII. 57 Nothing can be conceived
more hard than the heart of a thoroughbred metaphysician.
1818 BYRON Juan \. xd, He, .turn d, without perceiving his

condition, Like Coleridge, into a metaphysician. 1877 E. R.
CONDER Bas. Faith iv. 145 Metaphysicians, it seems, have

always been trying to get at the back of knowledge.
Hence Metaphysi cianism nonce-wet.) meta

physical philosophizing.
a 1849 POE Imp ofPer-serse Wks._i865 I. 353 Phrenology,

and in great measure, meiaphysicianism have been con
cocted a priori. E. B. Bro-.vning ibid. III. 423 The pre
posterously anomalous metaphysicianism of Coleridge.

Metapliysicize (metafvzisaiz), v. [f. META
PHYSIC + -IZE.]
1. intr. To indulge in metaphysical speculation ;

to think, talk or write metaphysically. Also quasi-
trans, with away. To get rid of by such studies.

Hence Metaphysicizing vbl. sb.

1793 SOUTHEY Let. to G. C. Bedford 26 Oct. mLife (1849)
I. 185, I have been reading the history of philosophy, .till

I have metaphysicized away all my senses. ? 1796 COLERIDGE
Unpubl. Lett, to J. P. Estlin (1884) 18, 1 would write Odes
and Sonnets morning and evening, and metaphysicize at

noon. 1823 DE QUINCEY WalkitigStewart Wks. 1858 VIII.

3 He was everlastingly metaphysidsing against meta
physics. 1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess, Crit. Method 164 We
are either witnessing a confusion of thought or a very subtle

piece of metaphysicizing.
2. trans. To treat or expound metaphysically.
1830 WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 943 Boscovich

has metaphysicized matter, and shewn that there need be
none. . . Others have metaphysicized vision.

Metaphysico- (metafrzilw), used as com
bining form of METAPHYSIC a.

t
in the sense *

partly

metaphysical, partly . . .

1757 WARBURTON in W. & Hurd Lett. (1800) 229 Pray ask
our friend. .whether my metaphysico-ethicaf philosophy be

right. 1904(7. Rev. July 266 The absence of the metaphysico-
religious element in his constitution. \yb\Brit.Med. Jrnl,
15 Oct. 961 Responsibility was not a medical conception :

it was a metaphysico-legal conception.

tMetaphysi COUs,a. Obs.rare-*. [f.
META

PHYSIC + -ous!] Versed in metaphysics,metaphysical.
1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordages Mystic Div. 95 Let men

boast of. .their elaborate Demonstrations, made out by the
most Metaphysicous Divines, in Religion.

Metaphysics (metafvziks), sb. pi. [pi. of
METAPHYSIC

st&amp;gt;., repr. med.L. metaphysica (neut.

pi.), med.Gr. (rd) ^ra^vaiKa. (neut. pi.), an altera

tion of the older ra ptT& rd fyvviKb, the (works)
after the Physics* (cf. META- and PHYSICS), the
title applied, at least from the 1st century A.D., to

the 13 books of Aristotle dealing with questions of
*
first philosophy* or ontology.
This title doubtless originally referred (as some of the early

commentators state) to the position which the books so

designated occupied in the received arrangement of Aris
totle s writings (ra 0uo-ta being used to signify, not the

particular treatise so called, but the whole collection of
treatises relating to matters of natural science). It was,
however, from an early period used as a name for the branch
of study treated in these books, and hence came to be mis
interpreted as meaning

*

the science of things transcending
what is physical or

^natural*. This misinterpretation is

found, though rarely, in Greek writers, notwithstanding the
fact that fterd does not admit of any such sense as beyond
or transcending . In scholastic Latin writers the error
was general (being helped, perhaps, by the known equiva
lence ofthe prefixes meta- and trails- in various compounds);
and in English its influence is seen in the custom, frequent
down to the lyth c., of explaining metaphysical by words
like supernatural , transnatural \ etc.]

1. That branch of speculative inquiry which
treats of the first principles of things, including
such concepts as being, substance, essence, time,

space, cause, identity, etc.; theoretical philosophy
as the ultimate science of Being and Knowing.
Formerly often preceded by the (cf. the mathematics ).

Now usually construed as singular.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa s Van. Artes liii. 70 Of the

Metaphisickes, that is, thinges supernaturall and the Science
of them. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. i.

37 The Mathema-
lickes, and the Metaphysickes, Fall to them as you finde

your stomacke serues you, 0.1619 FOTHERBY Atheotn. n.

METAPLAST.
xiv. 2 (1622) 356 The Metaphysickes considering the

pure essence of things. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. iv. xlvi. 376
If such Metaphysiques . . be not Vain Philosophy, there
was never any. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 211 May
we not take it for granted that nothing properly belongs to

Metaphysics but what is Supernatural, as the name im.

portes. 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 459 Hence is de

monstrated, that Metaphysicks is absolutely the Highest
Science. 1718 J. CHAMBEHLAYNE Relig. Philos. Pref. (1730)
i, I have not made use of the Metaphysicks. 1775 HARRIS
Philos. Arrangem. (1841) 368 Metaphysics are properly
conversant about primary and internal causes. 1845 MAU
RICE Mor. fy Met, Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. II. 545/1 It is

impossible to follow the track of any great moral question
without entering into the region of pure Metaphysics. 1847
TENNYSON Princess in. 283 How , she cried, you love The
metaphysics! a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 506
Metaphysics, as it must be the end of all Knowledge, so it

was the beginning of all Knowledge.
fig. a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems (1677) 13 Call her the

Metaphysicks of her Sex, And say she tortures Wits, as

Quartans vex Physicians.
b. With of: The theoretical principles or higher

philosophical rationale of some particular branch
of knowledge.
1845 CRAIK Hist. Lit. Eng. V. 200 Burke was our first

. .writer on the philosophy of practical politics. The mere

metaphysics of that science. .he held. .in. .contempt. 1872
O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. iv. 125 The metaphysics of
attention have hardly been sounded to their depths.

C. In various inaccurate or extended uses (partly
based on the erroneous etymology mentioned

above) : see quots.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Some define metaphysics,

that part of science which considers spirits, and immaterial

beings. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. i. (1869) II. 355 What
are called metaphysics or pneumatics were set in opposi
tion to physics. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. vii.

(1859) I. 121 The Philosophy ofMind, Psychology or Meta
physics, in the widest signification of the terms, is three
fold. 1857 BUCKLE ChiUiz. iii. 149, I mean by metaphysics,
that vast body of literature which is constructed on the sup
position that the laws of the human mind can be generalized

solely from the facts of individual consciousness.

f2. Used by Marlowe for: Occult or magical
lore. (Cf. METAPHYSICAL a. 3 b.) Obs.

0590 MARLOWE Faitst. i. (1604) A 3 These Metaphysickes
of Magicians, And Xegromantike bookes are heauenly.

Metaphysiology, etc. : see META- i.

IVIetapliysis (mettffisis). rare~&quot;. [mod.L.,
ad. assumed Gr. *^(rcu( vais, f.

pHa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vea9&amp;lt;u
to

become by change, f. pm- META- +
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v-

to grow.]
Transformation ; metamorphosis.
1755 in JOHNSON (citing Diet.).

Metaphyte, -phytic, -phyton : see META- 4.

II Ketaplasia (metapl^ -zia). Phys. and Path.

[mod.L., as if a. Gr. */*Ta7rXacr/a, f. fttrairXaafffiv

to mould into a new form, f. /XTO- META- + irAaff-

ativ to mould.] Transformation of one kind of

ndult tissue into another.

1890 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v., Cartilage is transformed into

mucoid or areolar tissue, or into bone, by undergoing meta

plasia. 1896 Alllittt s Syst. Afed. I. 202 Among normal
tissues a transformation of one variety into another, .has

received from Virchow the distinctive name of metaplasia.

II Metaplasia (mete plasis). fiiol. [mod.L.,
after G. metaplase (Haeckel 1866), a. Gr. IUT&-

Tr\ams, n. of action f. /&amp;lt;(TairXa&amp;lt;7ffy
: see prec.]

Haeckel s term for the middle or adult period of

ontogenetic development : correlated with ana-

plasis and cataplasis.
1888 HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 405.

Metaplasm (me taplasz m). [ad. L. meta-

plasmus (,app. used by Qnintilian in the sense of

rhetorical figure), Gr. jtcra-nXaap-6s (explained by
L. & Sc. as the formation of cases or tenses from

a stem different from that of the nom. or pres.),

f. nerairhaaafiv : see prec.] a. Rhet. The trans

position of words from their usual or natural

order, b. Gram. The alteration of a word by

addition, removal or transposition of letters or

syllables. Also, the formation of oblique cases

from a stem other than that of the nominative.

[1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 183 Of the rewles of feete

metncalle, of metaplasmus, of dialog metricalle.] 1617

Royals Method Lat. Tongue I. 327 This Metaplasm or

transformation is made by adding, taking away, or chang
ing, either a letter, or a syllable. 1889 HANSSEN in Amcr.

Jrnl. Philol. X. 39 Intercalarins (but it is possible that

this latter is simply a metaplasm for intercalaris).

Metaplasm 2
(me-tapliez m). Biol. [f.

META-

+ -plasm as in protoplasm. }
That part of proto

plasm which contains the formative material.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Saehs Bol. 41 note, ]. Hanstein

gives to the substances mingled with the true protoplasm
and which undergo many transformations, the collective

name of Metaplasm . 1877 RAY LANKESTER in Q. Jrnl.

Microsc. Sci. XVII. 403 Granular matter, which as meta

plasm is distinguished from the hyaline protoplasm in

which such granules float.

Metaplast (me-taplsest). Cram, [as if ad.

Gr. *ft(ra-n\aarov neut. vbl. adj., f. (ieTaiT\aaanv :

cf. METAPLASM .]
A noun of which the cases are

formed from different stems.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1877 MARCH Comp. Afs. Gram. 100.



METAPLASTIC.

52 Irregular Nouns. Such are without case-endings (Inde

clinable), . .or they vary, .in stem (Metaplasia), [etc.].

Metaplastic (metaplarstik), a. [ad. assumed

Gr. *^(TaitXaa-rntos, f. nfTair\aaa(if : see META

PLASIA.]
1. Gram. Characterized by METAPLASM (i b).

1877 MARCH Comp. Ags. Grain. 100. 52 Many con

forming regulars, and heteroclites, are metaplastic.

2. Biol. Relating to metaplasis.
1888 HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat, Hist. XXIII. 405

Metaplastic relations.

3. Phys. Relating to metaplasia.
1890 in Syd. Soc, Lex.

Metaplastology (metaplsestfvlod-ji). Biol.

[f.
METAPLAST-IC + -(O)LOGY.] Haeckel s term for

the relationship of the phenomena of metaplasis
to those of the acme in phytogeny.
1888 HYATT [see METAPLASTIC 2].

II Metapleuroii (metiplQ rfm). PI. meta-
pleura (-plu- Ta). Also in anglicized forms meta-
pleur(e. [mod.L., f. Gr. jra- META- + ir\(vpd

rib.] See quot. 1875. a. Ent. (see quot. 1848).
b. Zool. In the Amphioxus (see quot.). Hence
Metapleu-ral a., relating to the metapleura.
1848 MAUNDER Treas. Nat. Hist. 794 Metapleura, the

lateral surfaces of the metathorax. 1875 RAY LANKESTEH
in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XV. 267 Metapleura, the upstand
ing hollow ridges or latero-ventral folds which, in Amphi
oxus, form the lateral margins of the ventral surface. Ibid,

262 The latero-ventral (metapleural) lymph space. Ibid. 263
The lumen ofthe metapleur of Amphioxus. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Anim. Life 439 The epipleures form two promi
nent longitudinal folds the metapleures.

Itetapneumonic, -pneustic: see META- 2, 3.

Metapodial (metap&amp;lt;Ju dial), a. and sb. [ad.
mod.L. metapodialis (neut. pi. metapodialia : see

B), f. metapodium: see next and -AL.]
A. adj. (In recent Diets.)

1. Pertaining to the metapodium of molluscs.

2. Pertaining to the metapodialia (see B).
B. sb. One of the

|| Metapodia lia sb.pl., the

bones of the metacarpus and metatarsus taken

together.
1882 WILDER & GAGE Anat. Techn, 42 The metapodials

are comparatively simple elements. 1896 MARSH in i6M
Rep, U.S. Geol. Survey I. 185 The metapodials are much
more slender and the phalanges are less robust than in the
other members of the order.

II Metapodium (metapju dii&amp;gt;m). [mod.L., f.

Gr. utTa- META- + iro5-, wovs foot.]
1. Anat. = METATARSUS.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

2. The posterior lobe of the foot in molluscs.

Also anglicized Metapode (me tapond).
l853HuxLEYin/

&amp;gt;

A;V. 7Vaj. CXLIII. 1.36 The tail or meta
podium is subcylindrical at its base. 1875 NICHOLSON Man.
Zool. xlvii. (ed. 4) 342 In the Heteropoda.,3.n& in the Wing-
shells (Strombidx\ the foot exhibits a division into three

portions an anterior, the *

propodium ; a middle, the * me-
sopodium ; and a posterior lobe, or metapodium .

Metapolitical (me^tapi li-tikal), a. [See
META- i. Cf. G. metapolitisch (Stein, 1817).]
1 1. Lying outside the sphere of politics. Obs.

1647 M. HUDSON Diy. Right Gai&amp;gt;i. it. x. 156 The limitation
of the Kings power, in order to Evangelicall duties, which
are extra-regalia, and Metappliticall matters.

2. Relating to metapolitics ; given to the study
of metapolitics.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) 11.82 The metaphysical

(or as I have proposed to call them, tnctapolitical} reasonings
hitherto discussed, belong to Government in the abstract.

1878 SEELEY Stein III. 391 Fries, as Professor, taught a
new political creed founded on the philosophy of Kant.
Stein was assuredly not wrong in calling the new school

wetapoliticaL 1889 CAMPION in LuxMnndi xi. 461 If man
is metaphysical nolens -volens \ it is equally true that he is

metapolitical.to use Martensen s happy word, nolens volens.

Metapolitician (me:tap&amp;lt;&amp;gt;litrjan). [f. next,
after politician^ One who holds or advocates

metapolitical theories.

1809-10 [see METAPOLITICS]. 1816 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) I.

390 The meta-politicians, as they have aptly been called,
who bewilder themselves with abstractions. 1878 SEELEY
Stein I. 30 Lest . . the management of affairs should . . pass
into the hands of those whom he calls, with strong contempt,
tnetapoliticians.

Metapolitics (metapp-litiks), sb. pi. Also
cuas. sing, metapolitio. [See META- i.] Abstract

political science; the investigation of the specula
tive basis of political doctrines; contemptiioitsly ,

unpractical political theorizing.
. 784 DE LOLME Eng. Const, n. xvii. (ed. 4) 419 note, It may,

.
,

which determines what can, and what can not, be known of
Being. .so might the philosophy of Rousseau and his fol

lowers not inaptly be entitled, Metapolitics, and the Doctors
of this School, Metapoliticians. 1889 CAMPION in Lux
Mitndi xi. 461 Every statesman, .has consciously or uncon
sciously such a metapolitic.

II Metapophysis (metapp-fisis). PI. -ses.
Anat. [mod.L., f. META- + APOPHYSIS.] A small
vertebral prominence.
1866 in BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci., etc. 1897 PARKER &

HASWELL Zool, 1 1. xxl i. 420 Metapophyses and anapophyses.

387

II Metapterygium (me^apteri-d^ipm). Icfith.

[See META-.] The hindmost section of the ptery-

gium in certain fishes.

1878 P.ELL tr. Gcgenbaur s Coinp. Anat. 478 The meta-

pterygium represents the stem of the archipterygium and the

rays on it. 1880 Gi :NTHER Fishes iv. 80 The pectoral fin is

supported by three bones, pro-, meso-, and metapterygium.
Hence Metaptery -gial a. (in recent Diets.),

Metapteryglan a. (Syd. Sdi. Lex.}, belonging or

relating to the metapterygium.

Metapterygoid (metapte-rigoid). Ichth. [f.

META- + PTEKYGOID.] In full metapterygoid bone :

A bone in the skull of a teleostean fish, which fits

against the anterior border of the hyomandibular
and syraplectic bones.

1872 MIYART Elem. Anat. 395 In osseous Fishes a yet
further segmentation occurs, as we find in addition a third

bone, called the meta-pterygoid.

\ , Metaptosis (metapUwsis). [mod.L., a. Gr.

(Krair-TOiais, n. of action of ^(Tairi-mdv to undergo
a change, f. pcra- META- + mitTHv (TTTCU-) to fall.

1. Med. Change in the nature or the seat of a

disease. ! Ol&amp;gt;s.

1693 tr. Blancard s Phys, Diet. (ed. 2\ Mttapiosis, the

degenerating of one Disease into another, as of a Quartane
Ague into a Tertian ; and on the contrary, of an Apoplexy
into a Palsie.

2. Logic, The change of a proposition from

being false to being true, or the reverse (Cent.
Diet. 1890).

Metar, obs. form of METEK sb. 1

Metarabic : see META- 6 a.

Metargon (metaugpn). Chem. [f. META- +

argon.~\ The name given by Sir \Y. Ramsay to au

elementary substance obtained by him from the

volatilization of the white solid which remained
after the evaporation of liquid argon.
1898 lyeslm. Caz. 17 June 7/2 Professor Ramsay, F.R.S.,

in continuation of his recent research on a new gas in atmo
spheric air, has this week gone still further.. .Argon, it now
seems, has companion gases, their names, using the pro
fessor s nomenclature, being neon (new) and metargon .

Metarsenic, Meta-salts : see META- 6 a.

Metaschematism (metaskrmatiz m). [ad.
mod.L. vietascheinatisimis, a. Gr. ftfTaaxTJuaTiffpus,
vbl. sb. of ^cracrxW n ffij/ to change the form of,

f. fifra- META- + CTXW&quot; -, axij/ja form : see -ISM.]
1. Path. A change of the form of a disease,

as when haemoptysis follows suppression of the

menses (Syd. Sac. Lex., s.v. Metascheinatismus).
1847 tr &amp;lt;&quot;* ftuMtrsleten s Med. Psychol. (Syd. Soc.)

266 note, Perhaps every metastasis is only a metaschema-
tism. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pnthol. 320 At other times

they [sc. calculi] are transformed into other substances :

Metaschematism.
2. gen. A fresh arrangement.
1888 Athenxwn 18 Aug. 214/2 A new arrangement or

metaschematism of atoms.

Metascutellum, -scutum, Metasericite,
Metasilicic : see META- 3, 7 a, 6 a.

II Metasoma (metasju ma). Zoo!. Also angli
cized metasome (me-tas&amp;lt;ram). [mod.L., f. Gr.

/i TO- META- + ampa body.]
1. In Cephalopods, the posterior portion of the

body, enveloped in the mantle.
1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 272 A posterior portion,

enve

loped in the mantle, and containing the viscera (meta-
soma). 1882 OGILVIE, Metasome, Metasoma.
2. In Lamellibranchs, the part of the body which

lies behind the foot.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. 475 The part which.,
contains the posterior adductor may be termed the meta-
soma.

3. In Arthropods and Arachnids, the hinder por
tion of the animal, into which the abdomen is con

tinued; the hinder part of the abdomen.
1893 SHIPLEY Zool. Invert. 398 The heart.. is continued

backward in the scorpion as a posterior aorta which traverses
the metasoma.

Metasomatic (me tasaumje-tik), a. [f. prec.
or next : see -1C.]

1. Zool. Pertaining to the metasoma.
1890 in Century Diet. 1893 SHIPLEY Zool. /avert. 398

Extends into the narrow metasomatic segments.
2. Geol. Pertaining to or of the nature of META
SOMATISM.
1886 T. S. HUNT Min. Physiol. ff Physiogr. 84 A metaso

matic hypothesis of the origin of crystalline rocks. 1896
VAN HISE in i6th Rep. U. S. Geol. Sum, i. 690 Minerals. .

produced from other minerals by metasomatic processes.

Metasomatism (metaVu-matiz m). Geol.

[f. META- + Gr. aunar-, ouipa body + -ISM.]= METASOMATOSIS.
1886 T. S. HUNT Min. Physiol. $ Physiogr. 83 Constituting

what has been appropriately designated metasomatism.
1896 VAN HISE in i6tk Rtf. U. S. Ceol. Sum. I. 689 Meta
somatism may be defined as the process of metamorphism
by which original minerals are partly or wholly altered into
other minerals, or are replaced by other minerals, or are

recrystallized without chemical changes.
Hence Uetaso-matist, one who holds the geo

logical theory of metasomatosis (Funk s Stand.

Diet. 1895).

METASTERNUM.
MetaSOmatome (metas&amp;lt;ju-mat&amp;lt;f&quot;m).

Anat.

[f. META- (app. used unjustifiably in the sense

between ) + SOMATOME.] (See quot.) Hence
Metasomato mic a.

1857 GOODSIR in Edin. New Philos. Jrnl. V. 122 As the
mouth is only one of a number of openings situated between
somatomes, I find such openings conveniently distinguished
as metasomatomic. 1858 HUXLEY in Proc. Roy. Soc. (185(5)
IX. 426 Professor Goodsir s terms of Sonialonies for the

segments and Metasotnaioincs for their interspaces. Ibid.

427 The intervals between every pair of metasomatomes.

II Metasomatosis (mc:tas&amp;lt;&amp;gt;matJ&quot; sis). Ceol.

[mod.L. ,f. META- + Gr.&amp;lt;raj/tT-,&amp;lt;7a&amp;gt;/ibody
+ -OSIS.]

The transformation of one rock into another of an

entirely different kind.
1886 T. S. HL-NT Miu. Physiol. f, Physiogr. 105 Although

the crystalline rocks ..have been supposed to be . . the

subject of wide-spread metasomatosis. 1888 TI-:ALL Brit.

Petrogr. 438 Metasoviatosis, the change of material due to

chemical agencies, undergone by rocks subsequent to their

formation.

Metasome : see METASOMA.

Metasperni (me tasp5.im).
J&amp;gt;o/. [f. META-

-i- Gr. mrkfua. seed.]
= ANCIOSPEKM.

1878 MACNAB Bot. ix. (1883) 160 Phanerogamia. A. Archi-

sperms or Gymnosperms. . . 13. Metasperms or Angiosperms.
1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Metasplenomegalic : see META- 2.

II Metastasis (metse-stasis). PI. metastases
(metEe atasfz), [late L., a. Gr. ptraaTaats removal,

change, n. of action of ^lOiaTavat to remove,

change : see META- and STASIS.]
1. Khet. A rapid transition from one point to

another.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 96 Metastasis or

Transitio, when in briefe words we passe from one thing to

another. 1589 PUTTENHAM /:. Pocsie in. xix. (Arb.) 240

margin, Metastasis, or the flitting figure, or the Kemoue.

1696 1 niLLll S {ed. 5).

2. In various scientific uses.

a. Phys. and Path. The transference of a

bodily function, of a pain or a disease, of morbific

matter, etc. from one pait or organ to another.

1663 BOYLE Usef. Exjp. Nat. Philos. \\. xx. 294 What not

unfrequently happens in distempered liodies by the Meta
stasis of the Morbifique matter. 1747 tr. Astritc s l- c ars

354 The milk.. is very often thrown on other parts, where
It creates metastases the most incorrigible and obstinate.

1842 Medict-Chiriirg. Rev. XXXVII. 557 Hysteria; Cata

lepsy; Metastasis of Hearing, &c. 1898 P. MANSON Trop.
Diseases ix. 175 The metastasis of the pains. 1903 MYERS
Hum. Personality I. Gloss. 19 Metastasis, change of the

seat of a bodily function from one place, .to another.

b. Biol. The transformation of chemical com

pounds into other compounds in the process of

assimilation by an organism.
By some writers restricted to signify the change of non

living into other non-living matter; by others treated as

synonymous with METABOLISM.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs* Bot. 626 Assimilation

and Metastasis (Stoffwechsel). 1878 BELL tr. Cegenbatir s

Coinp. Anat. 13 Metastasis, or change in the arrangement
of chemical elements. The body nourishes itself by replacing
the material used up in metastasis by fresh matter, which
is received from without.

c. Geol. (See quot.)
1886 BONNEY in Proc. Geol. Soc. 59 Metastasis (change of

order), denoting changes rather of a paramorphic character,

such, for example, as the crystallization of a limestone, the

devitrification of a glassy rock.

3. gen. Transformation; change from one con

dition to another, rare,

1831 SIR \V. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 21 note, The In
finite and Absolute are only the names of. .two subjective

negations, converted into objective affirmations. . . Some,
more reasonably, call the thing unfinishable infinite ;

others, less rationally, call it finished absolute. But in

both cases, the metastasis is in itself irrational. 1887
STEVENSON Mem. fy Portraits vii. 116 The lamp and oil

man, just then beginning, by a not unnatural metastasis, to

bloom into a lighthouse-engineer.

Metastatic (metasts-tik), a. [f. METASTASIS :

cf. STATIC and rare Gr.

1. Min, (See quot.)
1816 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 2) 218 A crystal is

named . . Metastatic (metastatique), that is to say, trans

ferred, when its plane angles and solid angles are the same
as those of the nucleus, and are thus transported to the

secondary form. Example, Metastatic calcareous-spar.

2. Pertaining to, characterized or produced by
metastasis.
a. Path. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 316 As

j

sometimes happens in metastatic dropsy from repelled gout.
1

1841 Mcdico-Chincrg. Rev. XXXV. 563 Metastatic Abscess.

1892 Tuke s Diet. Psycho!. Med. II. 697 Metastatic In

sanity, any_ form of insanity which appears and ^disappears
with the disappearance or appearance of certain physical

affections, e.g. asthma, gout, erysipelas, &c.

b. Biol. 1880 BESSEY Bot. 186 Those metastatic changes
which take place in the ordinary growth of plants.

So Metasta tical a. = METASTATIC i. Meta-

sta-tically adv., by metastasis (in recent Diets.).

1817 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 224 The metastalica!

variety of calcareous spar.

II Metasternum (metastaunDm). [mod.L., f.

META- + STERNUM.]
1. Ent. The median ventral piece of the meta-

thorax in insects.

115 -a



METASTOMA.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 579 The central

part of the mcsastethiuiii when elevated or porrected, or
otherwise remarkable, is called the mctastermiin. 1838
WESTWOOD Enlom. Text-bit. 272 The under surface of
. . the metasternum is generally a horny covering.
2. Anat. The xiphisternum or ensiform ap

pendage.
1868 W. K. PMtKKRS&OHli/er-ginile Vertebr. 123 A supple

mentary sternal plate ( metasternum ). 1884 DISTANT in

Proc. Zool. Soc. 460 Disks of meso- and metasternums

pitchy. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hence Metaste rnal a., pertaining to the meta
sternum ; sb. a metasternal plate.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 579 The Tettigouix

F. have usually a distinct metasternal point between their

hind-legs. 1868 W. K. PARKER Shoulder-girdle \ ertebr.

121 These plates are rudimentary meta-sternals . 1873
LE CONTE Classif. Lepidoptera N. Amer. n. 312 Mela-
sternal pores distinct.

Metasthenic, Metastibnite: seeMETA-3, 73.

II Metastoma (metarst&na). Zool. Also

anglicized metastome (me-tastoum). [mod.L.,
f. Gr. fj.fra- META- -i- arofja mouth.]
1. The LABIU.M or lower lip of crustaceans.

1859 HUXLEY in Brit. Org. AYw., ist Monograph 16 The
Metastoma [in PterygoLus], .is an oval plate with margins
much thinner than the centre. 1876 PACE Adz 1

. Tcxt-bk.

Geol. xii. 210 A broad heart-shaped metastome or mouth
piece.

2. Haeckel s term (1872) for the secondary (;
. e.

permanent) mouth in the vertebrata.

1879 tr. Haeckel s Evol. Man II. 469.

II Metastomium (metastJn mi^m). Zool.

[Formed as prec.] Lankester s term for the whole
hinder (t. e. the mouthed) portion of a simple meta-
zoan soma. Hence Metasto mial a.

1877 KAY LANKESTER in (?. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XVII. 427.

Metastrophe (metae-trd!tt;. [a. Gr. /Ta-
arpoipri change from one thing to another ; related

to /ifTaffTpftpfti to turn round, f. intra-, META- +
mpiipfiv to turn.]

tl. ? nonce- use. (See quot.)
1654 H. L EsTRAXGE Clias. I (1655 93 The Town suffering

a metastrophe, change of name as well as nature, was
ordered to be called.. Borgo Maria.
2. Cryst. (.See quot.) Hence Metastro-phio a.

1895 STOKY-MASKEI.YNE Crystallogr. 99 A solid figure is

symmetrical to an axis when every radius rector moving in

a plane perpendicular to the axis and meeting a point of
the figure would also meet corresponding points at the same
distances from the axis at each revolution through an arc-

angle of 2 n/ft. The aspect of such a solid figure will not
therefore be changed by a revolution of the solid round this
axis through the angles ir/tt, and any portion of its surface so

revolving will move into a position in which it will be con
gruent with another portion of the surface entirely corre

sponding to it. DEF. Congruence of this kind will be
termed metastrophe, and such corresponding parts will be
said to be inetastropluc to each other, 1899 W. J. LEWIS
Crystallogr. 18 We shall generally express the relation by
saying that the like faces, edges and coigns disposed about
an axis of symmetry are interchangeable or tnetastripkic.

Metasyenite : see META- 7 b.

II Metasyncrisis (metasi-nkrisis). Path.

[mod.L., a. Gr. utTatrvyKpuris, f. utraavytcpivftv
to use diaphoretics: see META- and SYNCRISIS.]
a. The evacuation of morbid matter, esp. through
the pores of the skin. b. (See quot. 1 706.)
1341 R. COPLAND Galycit s

Tera/&amp;gt;.
2 E j b, Metasyncresis,

which may sygnyfy as moche as Metaporopoesis in Greke.
That is to say, mutacyon of the state of pores & smal
conduytes. 1693 tr. Blancards Pliys. Diet. (ed. 2), Jlfeta-

syncrisis, the Operation of a Medicine externally applied,
which fetches out the Humours from their closest Recesses.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Metasyncrisis, a restoiing of
the Parts or Passages of the Body to their natural State.
1847 tr - Fenchtersleben s Med. Psychol. (Syd. Soc.) 38 The
Methodist, Thessalus . .the inventor of Metasyncrisis faira-
(7VYl&amp;gt;iais) (recorporatio), a method which still forms our
principal . . corporeal means in the treatment of insanity

Metasyncritic, -ical (metasinkri-tik, -ikal).
[f. Gr. utraavyKpmK-os, f. # raavyxpiais : see

[

prec.] Of the nature of, pertaining to, or pro
ducing metasyncrisis.
Metasyncritic(al circle, cycle: the methodical use of

metasyncritic remedies (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose s Pop. Err. iv. xxxii. 329 A very

strong metasyncriticall plaister. 1725 FREIND Hist. Physick
I. 124 The Resumptive or Metasyncritical Circle. 1847
tr. Fcuchterslcben s Meet. Psychol. (Syd. Soc.) 332 The
metasyncritic method. Ibid. 338 To excite, through the
nervous system, a salutary (metasyncritical) action.

Metatarsal (metata-isal), a. and sb. Anat.
[f. METATARS-US -f- -AL.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to the metatarsus.

1739 S. SHARP Surg. 223 It may happen that the Bones of
the Toes, and part only of the Metatarsal Bones are carious. .

1899 A. H. EVANS Birds 10 A fusion of the second, third,
and fourth metatarsal bones.

B. sb. Any bone of the metatarsus.

1854 OWEN Skel. ff Teeth in Circ. Sci. I. Org. Nat. 212 I

The second metatarsal supports three phalanges. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 666 Tight or badly fitting shoes

exerting pressure on the head of the metatarsal.

II Metatarsalgia (me^tatajsarldsia). Path.

[f. METATARSUS + Gr. -0X710 pain.] Pain in the
j

metatarsus. 1889 Lancet 6 Apr. 707/1.

Me tatarse. Anglicization of METATARSUS.
1890 in Century Diet. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 616

Their tendons unite about the middle of the metatarse.
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Metatarso- (metatauso), comb, form of next

used to denote *

belonging to the metatarsus

and . .* ;
in metatarso-phalangeal a., belonging

to the metatarsus and the phalanges ; sb. a meta

tarso-phalangeal joint ;
also metatarso-digital

in the same sense.

1831 R. KNOX Clognefs Anat. 390 The last four metatarso-

phalangeal articulations. 1876 Quain s Anat. (ed. 8) I. 181

In the first metatarso-digital articulation. 1879 6 /. George s

Hasp. Rep. IX. 331 The ankle, elbow, and first metatarso-

phalangeal. 188? Brit. Meti. jrnl. 2 Apr. 728/1 The Meta
tarso-Phalangeal Joint of the Great Toe.

I! Metatarsus (metatauss), Anat. Pl.meta*
-tarsi (-ai). [mod.L.: see META- and TARSUS.]
The group of five long bones of the foot lying
between the tarsus and the toes. In birds, the

bone which corresponds to tarsus and metatarsus

together.
1676 WistMAN Snrg. vn. ii. 479 The joyning of. .the

Tarsus to the Metatarsus. 1682 in Phil. Collect. No. 5.

147 Sixty three large Scales, reaching up all along his

[sc. the Oestridge s] Foot before, or before those Bones which
answer to the Metatarsus. 1879 WRIGHT Anini. Life 7 In
the Jerboa, among the rodents, the three middle metatarsi
form but a single bone. 1899 A. H. EVANS Birds 10 The
covering of the metatarsus is usually scutellated \

b. Ent. (a] The proximal joint of the tarsus,

esp. when much developed, (b} The entire tarsus

of the hind foot.

1816 KIRBY SP. Entomol. xv. (ed. 2) I. 494 [The bee]
next seizes one of the lamina; of wax with a pincer formed

by the posterior metatarsus and tibia.

Metatartaric, Metataxis : see META- 6 a, 5.

II Metate (msta-t*?). [Aztec metatQ A flat or

somewhat hollowed oblong stone, upon which

grain, cocoa, etc. is ground by means of a smaller

stone. Also metate-stone (Funk s Stand. Diet?}.
1854 BARTLETT E.rplor. Texas^ etc. II. 245 Several broken

metates, or corn-grinders, lie about the pile. Ibid* 276.

Meta-theology : see META- i.

11 Metatheria (metat&amp;gt;I* ria), sb. pL Zool.

[mod.L., f. Gr. jura- META- + Orjpiov animal.]

Huxley s term (correlative with Prototheria and

Eutheria} for the Marsupials. Hence Meta-
the*rian a., belonging to the Metatheria

\ sb., an

animal of this division.

1880 HUXLEY in Proc. Zool, Soc. 654 An intermediate type
between that of the Prototheria and that of the higher
mammals, which may be termed that of the Metatheria.
Ibid. 657 There is no known . . Marsupial which has not far

more widely departed from the Metatherian type. 1894-5
Roy. Nat. Hist. (ed. Lydukker) III. 283 Mammals are
divided into three primary groups or subclasses, viz. : i.

Eutherians, or Placentals. . . 2. Metatherians, or Impla-
centals including the Pouched Mammals. 3. Prototherians,

represented only by the Egg-laying Mammals.

Metathesis (metse-Jj/sis). PI. metatheses
(metce b/s/z;. [a. late L. metathesis (in sense i), a.

Gr. /zra0(7is, n. of action of fj-trartOfvat to trans

pose, change : see META- and THESIS. Cf. F.

1. t a, Rhet. The transposition of words (0fa.).

b. Gram. The interchange of position between

sounds or letters in a word ; the result of such a

transposition.
1608 HIERON arf Pt. Def. Ministers Reasonsfor Refusal

Subscript. 114 By a metathesis or transposition (he] hath

misplaced some of their words. 1660 JF.B. TAYLOR Duct.
Dnbit. iv. i. rule 2 36 TaJutr, which is the Metathesis of

Htirta t a thief. 1796 PEGGI-: Anonym. (1809) 347 It is

necessary sometimes to attend to the metathesis, or trans

position of letters. I make no doubt but Sir John Falstaff

is formed from Sir John Fastolph. i86s RAWLINSON Anc.
Mon.

t
Chalii. I. via. 196 The Assyrian Nipur, which is

Nipru, with a mere metathesis of the two final letters. 1890
Athenaeum 15 Feb. 208/2 The suggested metathesis kiryika
to klrikya does not recommend itself strongly.
erroneous use. 1751-2 FIELDING Covent Gard. JrnL 9 Nov.,

The first syllable is Bob, change o into a, which is only
a metathesis of one vowel for another, and you have Bab.

1 2. Path, a. = METASTASIS, b. The transposi
tion of a solid morbific substance (that cannot be

evacuated) from one part to another where it will

be less injurious.
1696 PHILLIPS fed. s\ Metathesis. ..In Physlck it is when

a Disease goes from one part to another. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl* Suppl., Metathesis, .. a change of place in such

humours, or other diseased parts, as cannot be absolutely
removed or sent off. Thus a Metathesis of a cataract is

a depression thereof, so that it no longer shuts out the light.

183* WEBSTER (citing Coxe], Metathesis in medicine, a

change or removal of a morbid cause, without expulsion.
3. gen. Change or reversal of condition.

1705 GHEENHILL Art Embalm. 105 What a Metathesis is

this ! that he who perhaps was born of Royal Blood, .shall
now cry out with Job 17. 14, To Corruption, thou art my
Father. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig* Bible v. (1878) 153 note,
The slow processes, the abrupt transitions, the sudden
metatheses, which history so often reveals.

4. Chem. (See quots.)
1871 J. P. COOKE New Chem. (1874) 245 Metathesis con

sists in the interchange of atoms or groups of atoms between
two molecules, and implies that the structure of these
molecules is not otherwise altered. 1887 REMSEN Elem.
Chem. n Double decomposition or metathesis. . .In double
decomposition two or more substances act upon one another
and give rise to the formation of two or more new ones,
Thus when hydrochloric acid acts upon marble two sub

stances, calcium chloride and carbonic acid, are formed.

METAZOAN.
1 Metathetic (metafe tik), a. [ad. Gr. ptrn-

(
OITIKOS, f. /tfTartOfvai xsee prec.).] Characterized

1 by or involving metathesis. So Metathe tical a.

1855 both in OCILVIE Svppl. 1872 J. P. COOKE New
Chem. (1874) Index 324 Metathetical reactions.

Metathoracic (nerttyfinnik), a. [f. next:
cf. THORACIC.] Of or belonging to the metathorax.

1836-9 Todds Cycl. Antit. II. 972/2 The metathoracic

segment. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 425 The
metathoracic wings.

II Metathorax (metaho^rieks). Ent. [mod.L.;
see META- and THORAX.] The hindmost segment
of the thorax in insects.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxiii. (1818) II. 318 The.,
abdomen and metathorax. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Atiim.
vii. 400 The . . tergal portion of the metathorax.

tMeta-tion. Obs. [ad. L. mitation-tm, n.

;
of action f. metarl to mark or lay out (a camp).]
(See quot.) Also Meta tor

[agent-n.].
1623 COCKERAM, Metation, a setting in order. Ibid.,

Metator, hee which setteth in order. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr.
(ed. z\Metator (Lat.),a planter or setter in order, a measurer
out of the place for a Camp to pitch in, a measurer of Land.

Metatitanic, Metatoluic : see META- 6 a.

Metatome (me
-

tat(&amp;gt;&quot;m).
Arch. [f. Gr. /ra-

META- + -TO/JIJ cutting (ripvftv to cut).] The
space or interval between two dentels.

1842 GWILT Archit.

Metatropy, Metatungstic : see META- 5, 6 a.

Metatype (me-tataip). [f. META- + TYPE sb.]

1 1. = ASTITYPE. Obs.

1658 T. WALL Charac. Enemies Ch. 37 Amaleck is a true

Metatype of the divel.

2. Zool. (See quot.)
1893 O. THOMAS in Proc. Zool. Soc. 242 A metatype is

a specimen received from the original locality after the

description has been published, but determined as belonging
to his own species by the original describer himself.

Metavoltine : see META- 7 a.

Metaxin (metae-ksin). [f. Gr. utrafv between
+ IK.] A proteid forming the material of the

fibrils of plastids.
1890 in Century Diet. 1900 in Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Metaxite (melse ksait). Min. [Named (ine-

taxit] by A. Kreithaupt in 1832, f. Gr. /it rofa

silk, in allusion to its lustre.] A name for some
fibrous varieties of serpentine.
1836 T. THOMSON Min. Geol., etc. I.

17^1
The metaxile of

Breithaupt is also a variety of serpentine. 1866 Reader
10 Feb. 156/1 Tufts of Metaxite.

II Metayage (mdfya,?). [Fr. , irreg. f. metayer :

see next.] A system of land tenure in Western

Europe and also in the United States, in which the

farmer pays a certain proportion (geneially half)
of the produce to the owner (as rent), the owner

generally furnishing the stock and seed or a part
thereof. Also atlrib. in mitayage system.
1877 D. M. WALLACE Russia xxl. 336 They.. farmed part

of their land on the metayage system. Ibid. xxxi. 519 The
third solution was the system commonly known as me-
tayagt-. 1898 Nat. Rev. Aug. 907 The system of metayage
is not used in Southern Italy.

II Metayer (metfyir). Also 9 metayar. [F.

mttayer: med.L. meiiietarius, I. mcdietas half:

see MEDIETY, MOIETY.] A farmer who holds land

on the metayage system. Also attrih. as in m(-

tayer system, tenancy.
1776 AUAM SMITH W. Ar

. in. ii. I. 473 A species
of farmers known at present in France by the name of

Metayers. 1804 Edin. Rev. IV. 321 The system of rural

economy in Hindustan, closely resembles . . the metayer
system. 1856 CHAUFORD in Encycl. Brit. XII. 691/1 Rural
lalxmrers [in Japan] were occupants or at best metayers.

1875 MAINE Hist. hist. vi. 163 Metayer tenancy. 1886

A. WEIR Hist. Basis Mod. Europe (1889) no Dauphiny,
where the worst kinds of metayer farming obtained.

t Metaying. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. M&TAYEB :

see -ING l.] Farming on the metayage system.
Also atlrib.

1793 A. YOUNG Trav. France 399 The metaying system.
Ibid. 401 The evils of metaying.

Metayl, Metayn, obs. ff. METAL, MITTEN.

II Metazoa (metaz^u a), sb. pi. [f. Gr. tiira-

META-4 + fya pi. of (yov animal.] Haeckel s

term for one of the two great divisions (the other

being PROTOZOA) of the animal kingdom, com

prising those animals whose bodies consist ofmany
cells. Also sing. Metazo-on, one of the metazoa.

1874 HUXLEY in jfml. Linn. Soc. t Zool. XII. 202 The
Meia/oa of Haeckel. Ibid. 205 The next stage in the

development of the embryo of a Metazoon consists {etc.J.

1878 BELL tr. Gegenlianrs Comp. Anat. 89 This division

is the first of the Metazoa, or organisms which are un

doubtedly animals.

Metazoan (metazoiran), a. and sb. [f. prec. +

-AN.] a. adj. Belonging to or characteristic of

the Metazoa. b. sb. One of the Metazoa.

1884 HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 140
The adult ascon, the lowest Metazoan. 1886 GEDDES in

Encycl. Brit. XX. 419/1 The Metazoan segmentation of

the ovum. 1904 Brit. Mtd. frnl. 15 Oct. 971 For every
character presented by a Metazoan individual, a man for

example, there is always a second tliatacter latent or

dormant in his germ-cells.



METE. METELINE.

So Metazo ic a. METAZOAN a.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. i. 47 What distinguishes
the metazoic aggregate is that [etc.].

Metbord, -buird, Metch^e, Metcorn : see

MEAT-BOABD, MATCH, METECORN.

Mete (m/~t), sb?- Also 5 mette, 6 met, 6-7
mett, 7 meate, 7-8 meet. [a. OF. mete, mette,

ad. L. meta goal, boundary.]

1 1. A goal. Obs.

1402 Repl. Friar Daw Tofiias in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

S6 Thou concludist thi silf, and bryngest thee to the mete

there I wolde have thee. 1480 CAXTON Ovufs Met. x. viii,

He passed her and cam to the mette to fore her.

2. A boundary or limit (material or immaterial);
a boundary stone or mark ; esp. in phrase metes and
bounds [ AF. metes et boundes (1325 in Rolls

Parlt. I. 434/2)], common in legal use; also _/?.

1471 CAXTON Recityell (Sommer) 363 And fynably they
were brought to so strayte metes and boundes that [etc.].

1525 LD. BKRNF.RS Froiss. II. cci. [cxcvii.] 615 The kynge
hathe clerely gyuen to hym. .the hole duchy of Acquytayne,
soasitextendeth in metes and lymytacyons. 1563 J. DOLMAN
in Mirr. Mag.) Ld. Hastings xcii, Untimely neuer comes
the lines last mett. 1607 NORDEN Snrv. Dial, i. 19 If the

ditches, which are the ordinary meeres, meates and bounds
betweene seueral mens lands, be confounded. 1768 Conn.
Col. Rec. (1885) XIII. 52 To ascertain by meets and bound*
the widtli of said cart-road thro said meadow. 1818 CHUISK

Digest {ed. 2) I. 197 Dower was assigned by metes and
bound-;, because it was a tenancy of the heir. 1878 LAMER
Marshes of Glynn 39 As a belt of the dawn, For a mete
and a mark To the forest-dark. 1894 Q. Rev. Jan. 30 The
introspective genius knows his metes and bounds.

t Mete, sb
t anglicized form of MEATUS.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 16 pe palesye vniuersel comejj of

hahoundaunce of viscous humouris closynge be metis of
vertu animale, sen.sityue, and motyue.

Mete (m/t), $b?&amp;gt; [f.
METE v. 1

;
cf. MET sb.]

Measure.

1768 J. Ross Ode loss Friend Wks. 224 (MS.) The pow r

Of solemn Young or softer Thomson s mete ! 1834 HOGG
Mora Campbell 30 Noted for heroes tall and fair Of manly
mete and noble mien, a 1871 Miss GARY Nobility ii. (Funk),
We get back our mete as we measure.

Mete (rmt), Inflected meted, meting.
Forms: Inf. i metan, (meotan), 3, 6 mette, 4-6
meet(e, 6-7 meat(e, mett, 8 met, 3- mete.
Pa. t. i maet, 4-6 mett(e, 4-7 met, (4 mat^te,
maat, mete, me(e)tid, 4-5 metede, 6 mott),

7- meted. Pa. pple. 1-2 semeten, 1-6 meten,
2-3 imeten, 3-6 mett(e, (4 ymeten, metuu, 5

metyii, 6 mstten, -on, mottun, meated, 7 mete,
dial. 9 metit), 4-6 moten, metid, 4-8 (9 dial.)

met, 7- meted. [A Com. Teut originally str. vb. :

OE. metan (m&t, mxton, gemefeti) corresponds to

OFris. meta, OS. metan (Du. meten} j OHG.
mezzan (MHG. mezten, mod.G. messen}, ON&quot;, meta
to value (Sw. mdta to measure), Goth, mitaii :

OTeut. *met- (: mat- :
//&amp;lt;/-)

: pre-Teut. *med-

(: mod- 1 med-) cogn. w. Gr. ntStftvos MEDIMN&quot;, L.

modius bushel
;

other cognates are L. meditari

and the words cited s.v. MEDITATE.
The Teut. *met- lias no direct connexion with the synony

mous L. ntetlri ; but many scholars regard the W._Indo-
germanic *med- and met- as parallel extensions of mi-.

The verb was frequently conjugated weak as early as the

i4th c. J the original strong inflexions did not entirely dis

appear until late in the i6th c.]

1. trans. To ascertain or determine the dimen
sions or quantity of; = MEASURE v. 2. Also with
dimensions as obj. Now only poet, and dial.)
exc. in allusions to Matt. vii. 2.

^975 R&quot;shu&amp;gt;. Gosp. Matt. vii. 2 In 5a;in gemete |?e &e
metajj biS eow meten, ciooo /ELFRIC Gram. xiii. (Z.) 84
./Elc bxra Singa, be man wihS on waegan o55e met on fate.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hjom. 213 Gif hit chepinge be be me
shule meten oSer weien be [etc.]. &amp;lt;; 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

244/142 pe schipmen. .token |?e bischope wel i-metene Ane
houndred quarteres 3\vete. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xl. 5 He
metid [1388 mat] the breede of the beeldyng with oo ^erd.

1388 Ruth iii. 15 He mete [1533 COVEBDALE meet] sixe

buyschels of barly. (1420 Ckton. ]/ilod. 4620 And w l hurre
fote he metede pe lengthe of bat space. 1483 CAXTON
Dialogues 44 Paulyn-.Hath so moche moten Of corne..
That he may no more for age. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider ff

F. xcii. 49 Our mesurs mette to other, shal to vs be mottun.
1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. it. i, Lands that were mete by
the Rod. 1781 CKABBE Library 302 She. .Metes the thin
air and weighs the flying sound. 1805 in Chambers Pop.
Poems Scot. (1862) 152 Says Tain, We ll hae them met;*
They measured just eight score o pecks. 1865 SWINBURNE
Lament. 23 No hand has meted his path.

__

with clause, a 1225 After. R. 232 He bet meteS hu heih
is be heouene & hu deope is

[&amp;gt;e
eor6e. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral.

ii. 42 a, Mete how many foot ben be-twen be too prikkis.
fig- * 1556 LD. VAUX in Parad. Dainty Dez . (1578) 7 b,
When I . . mette in mind cache steppe youth strayed a wry.
1876 BLACKIE Songs Relig. fy Life 48 All men Who. .mete
with kingly ken The starry-peopled sky.

b. To be the measure
*

of. poet. rare.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile Poems 1850 I. 52
Cast out, cast down What word metes absolute loss?

f C. To complete the full measure
*

or amount
of. Also withyivM, out. Obs.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xv, xxxix. 274 Nor yet the time hath

Titans gliding fire Met forth. 1698 FHYEK Ace. E. India
&amp;lt;y

P. 12 Their Wings, .mete out twice their length. Ihid. 240
To Bury metes out Twelve Miles more. 1791 BURNS To

Mr. Maxwell of Tcrraughty on his Birthday ii, This day
thou metes threescore eleven.

f 2. absol. or intr. To take measurements
;

= MEASURE v. i h. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Exod. xvi. 18 Thci metiden [1382 mesurden]
at the mesure gomor. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 16 Dame,
mete well. 1530 PALSGR. 635/2, I wyll nat mete by your
busshell. 1649 K. HoDGBS/^wM Direct. 13 A yard to mete
withal.

(-b. To measure distances for shooting at a

i

mark ; hence, to aim at. Obs.

1534 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. i. Wks. 1157/2 We shal nowe
meate for the shoote and consider., how farreof your arrovves

are from the prik. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 134 Let the
1 mark haue a pricke in t to meat at.

f 3. trans. To mark (out) the boundary or

course of; = MEASURED. 3. Obs.
In late use prob. regarded as a derivative of MLTE sb. 1

^825 Vesj). Psalter Hx. g, 8: semaire jetelda ic nieotu

[Vulg. inctibor\. a 1000 Catamws Exod. 92 ^Gr.)
Wicstea]

metan. 1382 WVCLIK Deut, xxi. 2 The spacis of alle the

cytees bi enuyroun shal be meetid from the place of the

careyn. c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 336/1 Meete londe, or set

bowndys, incto. 1513 [see MEASUHE v. 3], 1535 COVEKIJALU
Ps. lix. [lx.] 6, I wil dcuyde Sichem, & mete out the valley

1 of Suchoth. 1567 UKANT Horace t Ef. i. xvi. V, vij, Hebrus
that meteth Thracia. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. 96 He met
out a large and gre.tt circuit of ground. 1609 SKESE Reg.
Alaj. 29 Command sail be giuen to the Schiref, to cause

mett, and measure the gamine [sc. a dowry]. 1632 HEY-
WOOD ist Pt. Iron Age i. i. Wks. 1874 III. ^67 Of all your
flourishing line . . Not one shal Hue to meate your Sepulchre.
a 1637 Ii. JONSON Sad Shepherd i. ii, And a fair dial to

mete out the day. 1819 W. TF.NNANT Papistry Stornid

j

(1827) 137 The heralds had the rink-room metit, The barriers

set, and lists completit.
4. To estimate the greatness or value of; to

appraise ;
MEASURE v. 6. an/t.

In OE. also= to compare (const. 7t /?, be}.

c 888 K. ALFRED Bocth. xiii. i Ne sint hi no wi3 eow to

metanne. 971 Blickl. Horn. 133 Se swe^ wa-s ^&amp;gt;a;s Hainan
Castes be winde meten. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. x. 12 We

i

metinge, or mesuringe, vs in vs silf, and comparisowoynge
vs silf to v.. 1398 T REV ISA Bartk. DC P. R. \\. iv. (1495)31

They [aungelsl deuyde mete and waye all niennes werkes

good and
euyll. .1440 York Myst. xxiii. 116 pat goddis

sone is ^is, Euyn with hym mette and all myghty. 1595
SPENSER Col. Clout 365 For not by measure of her ownc
great mynd, And wondrous worth, she mott my simple

;
song. 1597 SIIAKS. 2 Hen, /F, iv. iv. 77 A Patterns, or a
Measure.. By which his Grace must mete the Hues of

others. 1702 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) III. 489 A simple mea
sure by which every one could mete their merit. 1866

J. H. NEWMAN Gerontins 3 Spirits and men by different

standards mete The less and greater in the flow of time.

f6. To traverse (a distance) ;
= MEASURE v. ii.

Also absol. or intr. (and re/I.} To go, proceed. Obs.

Beowulf 1633 Ferdon for..foldweg mseton. 1340 HAM-
POLE Pr. Consc. 7695 Himself fra erih, upward met bat way,
When he stey tylle heven. a 1400-50 Alexander 455 pail
metis he him to Messadone. Ibid, 4803 pan metis he doun
of be mounte in-to a mirk vale. 1621 QuARLKS Feast for
Worms viii. G 3, A Citty.. whose ample wall, Who voder-
takes to mete with paces, shall (etc.]. 1697 CREECH tr.

Manilins m. 107 Take all that space the Sun Meets out,
when every daily Round is Run.

iinpers. Pass, a 1400-50 Alexander 374 Qwen it was
metyn to

f&amp;gt;e
merke J?at men ware to ryst. Ibid. 564 Fra be

none tyme Till it to mydday was meten on be morne efter.

6. (Often with out*} To apportion by measure
;

to assign in portions; to portion or deal out; esp.

j

to allot (punishment, praise, reward, etc.).
Uncommon till the igth c. ; now the chief current sense,

but only in literary use.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26529 [Christ] bat metes ilk man his

mede. a 1600 MONTGOMEKIE Misc. Poems Si. 23 Thou.,
mett thame moonshyn ay for meill. 1676 TOWEKSON Deca

logue 463 Our recreations should be meted by smaller por
tions. 1721 RAMSAY Tartana 263 When beauty s to be

judg d without a vail, And not its powers met out as by
: retail, But wholesale. 1798 MALTHUS PopttL (1817) I. 278
The food of the country would be meted out. .in the smallest

shares that could support life. 1842 TENNYSON Ulysses 3,

I mete and dole Unequal laws unto a savage race. 1858
CARLYLU Fredk. Gt. iv. viii. (1872) II. 17 His very sleep was
stingily meted out to him. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark
Cont. II. xiii. 382 What punishment shall I mete to this

thief?

t Mete, ^.2 Obs. Forms : Inf. i mffitan, 3-6
mete, 4 meete;n, 6 meit. Pa. t. i msette, 1-5

;
mete, 3 matte, 3-5 mette, 3-6 mett, 3-7 met.

I Pa. pple. 3 imet, 3-4 met, 4 mete, 4-5 ymet.
, [OE. m&tan wk. vb.; not found outside English.]

1. impcrs. Me mette : it occurred to me in a
i dream; I dreamt. Also with sb.

t
as me mette

sweveti, I dreamt a dream.
The analogy of ON. drawn dreyindi mik (see DREAM z/.

2

3) suggests taking sveven (or equivalent sb.) as accus. and
the vb. as impers. ; on the other hand, the sb. may be the
uom. and the vb. may have the meaning to occur to (a

person) in a dream .

c xooo &LFRIC Gen. xxxvii. 5 Wilodlice hit gelamp baet hine
msette. r 1000 Deut. xiii. i Gifamifc witeja .. secge ba;t

|

him matte swefen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4140 At tyme of

;
midni^t of J?e ni^t him mette a greuous cas. ? a 1366 CHAUCEK

1 Rom. Rose 26 Me mette swiche a swevening, That lykede
me wonders wel. c 1385 L. G. W. Prol. 210 Me mette
how I lay in the medewe thoo. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C.
vi. 109 Thenne mette [u.r. mete] me moche more ban ich

by-fore tolde Of be mater bat ich mette fyrst on maluerne
1 hulles. a 1400-50 Alexander 422 Quen he wrogt had his

\

will ben witrely him metis, pat lie bowes to hire belecbiste.

; a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary n. ii. (1651) 26 All night

i

me met eke that I was at Kirke. [The speaker is
* Robert

I Moth, an Antiquary .)

2. trans. To dream (a dream, that something
happened, etc.).
c looo Sa.r. Leechd. III. 176 Gyf mart mete

\&amp;gt;&\
he fcla

gosa hasbbe. &amp;lt;: 1290 S. Eng. Ltg, I. 281/104 Scint Do-
menic matte .. bat seint petur him bi-tok Ane staf. 13..

Scuyn Sag. (W.) 2063 Ich mot mete a sweuen tu-night.
t 1381 CHAUCEK Parl. Foitles 104 The louere met he hath
his lady wonne. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 81 Al bat we haue

lyued heere, It is but as a dreem y-met. 1513 DOUGLAS
sErteis n. v. 36 The first t^uict

Of naturiile sleip.. Stehs on
fordoverit niortale creatuns, And in thair ^wewynnis metis

quent figuris. c 1570 **ride 4- Low/. (1841) 65, I ..mused of

these matters that I mett.

3. intr. To dream
(#/&quot;).

a 1300 A&quot;. Horn 1522 (Camb. MS,) pat ni^t horn gan iswete,

And heuie for to mete Of Rymenhila his make. 1393 LANGL.
/ . / /. C. xn, 167 In a wynkynge ich worth and wonder-
liclie ich metie. r 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 6567 Al night
I haue of him met.

Hence I-met///. a.

a 1225 Juliana 74 Ant as imet bwcuen aswindeS hire

murhSen.

tMete, &quot;

.
:i Obs. [OK. Mtftatt; not found out

side Kng.] trans, and intr. To paint, design.
c looo J-ELFKIC Gram, xxviii, (Z.) 174 1 ingo ic melc. c 1200

OKMIN 1047 pe^ haffdenn liccness mctedd Oft&quot; Cherubyn.
t 1230 Gen. fy E.\\ 2701 He carf..T\\o likenesbe&amp;gt;, so gruucn
& meten [etc.].

Mete : see MATE a., MEAT, MEET, MET.
t MeteCOru. Obs. Also 4 mette-, 5 met-.

[Oli., f. m$tt MEAT j^. + Coitx i.] An allowance

(properly, of corn) made to servants, to inmates

of a hospital, etc.

1050 in Thorpe Charters (1865) 580 Ilk habbe his..metecu
& his metecorn. 1320 Rolls cfParii. I. 367/1 Stipcndia ^:

metecorn, ac cetera debiu scrvicntutn in monasterio pre-
dicto. 1385-6 Durham Ace. A&quot;i7//i-(Surtees) 391 Tribus servi-

entibus apud Ic Hough pro lu mettecorn. 1402-3 Ibid. 218

Pro frumento et pecnnia datis pro metkorn hominibus de

ho^pitalibus de Wilton et de Maudelens. (.-1440 Promp.
Parv. 335/2 Mete corne, panicium. 1522-3 Durham Act.

Rolls (Surtees 255 Pro le metcorn sowlsilvcr et aliis neces-

^;uii-. [1706 PHILLIPS ted. Kersey).]

t Mete-custi, a. Obs. Also -cousti. ff.

MEAT J^. + CUSTI a., liberal.] Liberal with food,

hospitable.
cizos LAY. 19932 He \ves mete-custi [^1275 mete-coubti].

Ibid. 23257.

Meted (mrted), ///. a.
[f.

METK v. 1 + -ED I.]

Measured; apportioned.
1775 ASH, Meted, measured, reduced to a measure. 1887

MOKKIS Ottyss. xi. 185 In pu-ace Telemachus dwellcih, and
meted feasts doth he share.

Meteer, obs. form of METRE.
Metefetill. Obs. [OE. mtfefxtels : see MEAT

sb. and FETLES.] A cupboard fur food.

ciooo ^Eu- Kic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 107/5 Sitar&amp;lt;.kia
t

metefetels, KiVsceatcod. c 1440 Promp. Pan. . 335/2 Mete-

fytel [printed metesytel], to keep in mele [Pynson mete

fetyll or almery], cibnlum.

t Metegift, a. Obs. [f. mete MEAT sb. +
? GIFT. (The formation of the second element is

obscure.) Cf. MEAT-GIVER.] Hospitable.
a 1400R . BritnnSs Chron. Wace (Rolls ) 4076 (Petyt MS.&amp;gt;,

& metegift man viandoure [Lamb. MS. & lyberal man,
& vyaundourj.

t IVEetekin. Obs. Also 3 maetecun. [f. mete

MEAT sb. + Kix sb.1] Kind of food
; provi

sion.

(i2oo OKMIN 8645 pin Laferrd Godd Allmahhti; wat..patt
nafe ice nohht off metekinn Till me. c 1205 LAV. 941 pat.,
he us jeue . . al his beste msete cun.

Metel (mrtel). Also 6 methel. [a. inod.L.

methelj a. Arab. JjU J\a. jauz ma}il (wherejauz

means nut*). Cf. F. mix met(K\efle thorn-

apple (Cotgr.), mttel = sense b (Littre).] fa.
Methel nttt, nut methel \ a narcotic fruit or seed

described by Avicenna as resembling a nut covered

with small spines, and also as similar to nux
vomica ; probably the Thorn-apple, Datura Stra

monium. Obs. b. In the form Metel) applied by
Linnaeus as the specific name of the Hairy Thorn-

apple, Datura Metel
&amp;gt;

and hence sometimes used

as the Eng. name of that plant.
1528 PAVNEL Salerne s Rjeghn. (1541) 63 The nutte methel

which, as Auicen saythe, is venomous, wherfore bit sleeth.

1568 TURNER Herbal \\\. 49 Of the nutte called the vomitinge
nutt, and of the nut of Methel. The vomitinge nut and the

Methel are not in al poyntes vnlyke. . . Matthiolus writeth

that the flat nuttes like lltle cheses which haue ben solde

hytherto : for vomitinge nuttes are nuttes methel, and they
that haue bene hytherto vsed for methel nuttes are the righte
nuces uomicse. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. Ivii. 278 The first

of these Thome apples may be called in Latin Stramonia.
and Pomum or A/alum spinosnm .. of Serapio and others

it is thought to be Nux methel \ Serapio in his 375. chapter

saith, that Nux methel is like vnto Nitx i-oxima. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp.^ Metel^ . . the name of a sort of nux
vomica, of the same shape with the common kind, but

somewhat larger. 1887 MOLONEV Forestry IV. Afr. 395
Metel or Hairy Thorn Apple.
Meteles : see METELS and MEATLESS.

tMeteliue. Obs. [f. METE v.i + LINE sbl

Cf. Du. meetlijn.] A measuring line.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Chron. iv. 2 A mctelyiie of thirtie

cubites. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xi. 63 Hee..hath
stretched out his meeteline to appoint euery people their

countrey to dwell in. .



METELS.

t Metels. 06s. Also meteles, -is, -us,

meetel(e)s, metals, [f. METE v.2 + -ELS.] A
dream.

1340 Aymt. i65Ydelnessebebysihede. Vor ]nse bysyhedes

bye)&amp;gt;
ase meteles. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. VIM. 131 Musyng

on
|&amp;gt;is

Meeteles [v.r. metelis, 1393 C. x. 297 meteles] A myle
wei Ich jeode. 1382 WYCLIF Acts ii. 17 joure eldris schulen

dreme meetels.

Metely, obs. form of MEETLY a. and adv.

Metembryo (mete-mbri|). [f.
META- +

EMBRYO.] The gastrula stage of a metazoon.

1887 HYATT in Proc. Boston Sac. Nat. Hist. 397 The proper
name for these stages would . . be Metembryo, in allusion to

the fact that the ovum at this stage is probably essentially

a Metazoon.
Hence Metembryo nic a., of or pertaining to

a metembryo (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Metempiric (metempi dk). [f. META- +

EMPIRIC.
Introduced, together with the related words, by G. H.

Lewes in 1874.]

1. (Also Metempirics with sing, construction :

cf. metafhysic, metaphysics. )
The philosophy of

tilings that lie outside the sphere of knowledge
derived from experience.
The writers quoted differ greatly in their application of

the term, but the question between them is what is meant

by experience ;
the definition given above would be

accepted on both sides.

1874 LEWES Prat!. Life &amp;lt;y

MindSer. 1. 1. 18 Metempirics
sweeps out of this region in search of the otherness of things.
a 1881 A. BARKATT Pliys. Metcmpiric xi. (1883) 130 Any
metempiric which does more than numerically multiply, or

vary in degree, existence such as we have it in experience,
or which postulates beings whose qualities bear no resem
blance to those of experience, must be at once rejected.

2. One who believes in or supports metempirical

philosophy ;
a metempiricist.

&amp;lt;zi88i A. TiARRATT Phys. Metempiric iii. (1883) 19 Every
man who believes in the consciousness of his fellows every
man who uses the word we is a Metempiric. 1882 in

OGILVIE, and in later Diets.

Metempirical (metemprrikal), a. [f.
META-

+ EMPIRICAL.] Pertaining to matters outside

the range of knowledge derived from experience.

Also, of opinions and their advocates : Maintain

ing the validity of concepts and beliefs based

otherwise than on experience.
1874 LEWES Protl. Lift % Mind Ser. I. I. 17 If then the

Empirical designates the province we include within the

range of Science, the province we exclude may fitly be

styled the Metempirical. a 1881 A. BARRATT Phjrs. JIMfm-
piric ii. (1883) 17 The simplest Metempirical assumption,
and one made by every man, is that there is a Metempirical
existence, that he and his own experience are not all that

has ever existed. 1888 Atkcnxiiin^ rr Feb. 184 It_ appro
priated for empiricism doctrines hitherto the special pro
perty of metempirical schools.

Hence Metempi rically adv., in a metempirical
sense or manner.
1884 Spectator 2 Feb. i6r Every atom . . is . . metempiri-

cally ,
as he [sc. Barratt] calls it a centre of consciousness.

Meteiilpiricisin. (metemprrisiz m). [f. MET
EMPIRIC + -ISM.] Metempirical philosophy.
1882 in OGILVIE.

Metempiricist (metempi risist). [Formed
as prec. + -isr.j

= METEMPIHIC sb. 2.

1874 LEWES Prolil. Life ifr Mind Ser. I. I. 28 note, The
distinction between the empiricist and metempiricist. 1874

in Coitttiup. Rev. XXIV. 689 This is the empirical stand

point. It is of course disputed by metempiricists.

Me tempsy chic, a. rare.
[f.

METEMPSYCHO
SIS after psychic] Pertaining to metempsychosis.
1886 LADY BURTON A rod. Nts. (Abr. ed.) I. Foreword 7
A reminiscence of some by-gone metempsychic life in the

distant Past.

t Metempsychize, v. 06s. [f. METEMPSY-
CH-OSIS + -IZE.J

= METEMPSYCHOSE v.

1618 Barnevelt s Apol. Ded. A iv, Lest I also . . bee com
manded., to metempsychize and turtle my selfe into a Swine.

Metempsycho sal, a.
[f.

METEMPSYCHOS-IS
+ -AL.] Of the nature of metempsychosis.
1848 TaiCs Afftg. XV. 704 Composed, or metempsycosal

immortality, is one of the pivots of the system of harmony.

390

t Metempsychose, sb. Obs. [a. F. mttem-
L. inctonpsy-

~c/wsis.~\ = METEMPSYCHOSIS.
psycose (Charron, i6th c,)j ad. late

t Metempsychosical, a.

prec. +-ICAL.J Relating to meti

1630 LENNARD tr. Charron s IVisd. (1658)32 The Metem
psychose and transanimation of Pythagoras. 1786 HAN.
MORE Bas Bleu 161 And he, who wilder studies chose

[might] Find here a new metempsychose.

Metempsychose (metempsik^u-s), v. Also

7 metempseuc;h)ose, -psuchose. [f. METEM-

PSYCHOS-IS.] trans. To transfer or translate (a

soul) from one body to another. Also transf. and

Jig. Hence Metempsycho sed ///. a.

1594 W. PERCY Coelta (1877) 15 To other bodies of like

simpathie,Thou art the last of these Metemps chosed. a 1634
RANDOLPH ToMr.Feltham 10 When minds change oftner
then the Greek could dream, That made the Metempseu-
cos d soule his theame. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. Pref. 5
It is great pity she [sc. England] should, .thereby have her

metempseuchos d Genius transmigrate into another People.
a 1678 MARVKLL Loyal Scot 167 Wks. (Grosart) I. 222 Lest
in time he were Metempsychos d to some Scotch Presbyter.
1843 Eraser s Mag. XXVIII. 277 Their passion., having, in
the meantime, metempsychosed itself into a platonisation.

Obs. [Formed as

prec. + -ICAL.J &quot;Relating to metempsychosis.
1622 *

JACK DAWE Vox Graculi 38 All Metempsichosicall
coniectures.

Metempsychosis (mete:mpsik-&amp;lt;?u sis). PI.

-OS68 (-tfu sfz). Also 6 metempsichosis, 7

metempsuchosis, meternsychosis, metampsy-
cosis, 7-8 metempsycosis. [Late L. meteni-

\ psychosis, a. Gr. ntr^^v\&amp;lt;uat^^ formed on the

analogy of other nouns of action from /*TO- META-

;

+ iv in + tyvxn soul. Cf. F. metempsychose.
Formerly often stressed metempsychosis : cf. metamor

phosis.}

Transmigration of the soul
; passage of the soul

from one body to another
; chiefly ,

the transmigra
tion of the soul of a human being or animal at or

after death into a new body (whether of the same
: or a different species), a tenet of the Pythagoreans
and certain Eastern religions, esp. Buddhism.
c 1590 MARLOWE Faust. (1604) F 2 b, Ah Pythagoras metem

\ sit cassis [sic] were that true, This soule should Hie from

me, and I be changde Vnto some brutish beast. 1391
I JAS. I Furies 1059, Poet. Exerc. E 3 b, The Fond Nfet-

empsichosis straunge. 1606 DEKKER News from Hell
Non-Dram. Wks. i,Grosart) II. 103 Into whose soule (if

euer there were a Pithagorean Metempsuchosis*. 1659
T. PECKE Parnas&i Pucrp. 2 Suppose Pythagoras the white

did kiss, When he talkt ofa Metemsychosis. 1661 A. BROME
To Mr. J. B. Poems in How great a joy twould be, how
great a bliss, If we could have a Metampsycosis \ 1682 SIR

!
T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 23 Dream not of any kind of

Metempsychosis or transanimation, but into thine own body,
and that after a long time, and then also unto wail or bli*s,

according to thy first and fundamental Life. 1757 J. H.
GROSE yoy. E. Indies 297 Their belief of the Metempsy
chosis makes them [Gentoos] extend it to every animated
creature, a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. IVks. (1872) I. 330 In the

oldest Hindoo book we find the metempsychosis into animals.

b. transf. andy%\
1619 PUKCMAS Microi-osmus lix. 593 If., it [Athens] be

. there sunke into the ground, and be by some Metempsy-
j

chosis reuiued in England, a 1834 COLERIDGE Shaks.
Notes (1849) 25 Followthe wandering spirit of poetry through

I its various metempsychoses, and consequent metamorphoses.
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trar. 298 Departed empire has a

metempsychosis, if nothing else has.

Metempsychosist (metempsik^u sist). [f.

METEMPSVCHOS-IS + -IST. Cf. F. mttempsychosiste.]
One who believes in metempsychosis.
1834 J. WHITE Let. in Mrs. Gordon l Chr. North xiv.

! (1879) 390 Have you ever thought of making Hogg a met

empsychosist? what a famous description he would give
of his feelings when he was a whale, .or a tiger [etc.]. 1885

! MRS. LYNN LINTON C. Kirkland I. vii. 198 She was.. in a
sense a metempsychosist, and believed that we had all known
each other in another life all of us who loved in this.

Metempsychosize (metcmpsikJu-saiz), v.
1

[f. as prec. + -IZE.] trans. = METEMPSYCHOSE v.

{1843 SOUTHEY Doctor cc\\\. (1847) VII. 135 If Rhada-

j

manthus and his colleagues, .had ..sewed him [Izaak Wal-
I ton] metempsychosized into a frog, to the arming iron,

with a fine needle and silk, with only one stitch.

II Metemptosis (metempWu-sis). [mod.L,,
f. Gr. ^T(i alter + e/AWTcaats, n. of action of i/M&rrw

! to fall in or upon. In F. m4UmptOSt^\ The solar

equation necessary to prevent the calendar new
1 moon from happening a day too late. (The
opposite of proemptosis.}
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., By the meteniptosis, a bis-

,
sextife is suppressed each one hundred thirty four years,

i that is, three times in four hundred years.

t Me ten,///. a. Also meeten. [Strong pa.

pple. of METE e .
1
] Measured.

CX375 Cursor M. 7332 (Fairf.) He [Saul] was heyer ben

any_ man large bi a meten span. 16. . Will Stewart
&amp;lt;y John,

I xvii. in Child Ballads 11.434/1 And as they did come home
(

againe I-wis itt was a meeten mile.

Metencephalon (nietense falfm). Anat, Also

mete-ncephal. [mod.L., f. Gr. /ird after + tyiti-

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;a\-os brain, Ltv in + e0aA-7j head.] a. In Huxley s

use: The cerebellum with the ponsVarolii. b. The

posterior division of the third, or posterior primary,
cerebral vesicle. It corresponds with the medulla

oblongata, the fourth ventricle, and the auditory

|

nerve
7

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1871 HUXLEY Anat. y^rt. 57. 1876 Quain s Anat. (ed.8)

I
II. 755 Metencephalon. Medulla Oblongaia, Fourth Ven
tricle, Auditory nerve ,. afterbrain. 1882 WILDER & GAGE

;

Anat. Techn. 419 Note the lateral expansion of the myelon
1 to form the metencephalon (medulla). 1889 Buck s Handbk.
Med. Sci. VIII. 123/2 Metencephal.
Hence MetencephaTic #., of or pertaining to

the metencephalon. 1890 Century Diet.

II Metensarcosis (metensajk^u-sis). [f. Gr.

fitra- (denoting change) + tvaapKoiots (f. ev in +
&amp;lt;rap flesh), after metensomatosis : see -OSIS.] The
transference of the flesh of one body to another.

1875 A. W. WARD Hist. Dram. Lit. 11.589 note t Almeria s

offer to clothe the rotten bones of her {supposedly) dead
j

lover with her own flesh a species of metensarcosis alto-
1

gether original.

II Metensomatosis (metens(?umatJu-sis). Also

7 metempsomatosis. [mod.L., a. Gr. utrfvaaj-

/idrwfffs (Clement of Alexandria), f. /*ra- (denoting

change) + ivaupaTcaais (f.
Iv in + trocar-, ffa&amp;gt;/ia

j
body) : see -OSIS.] a. He-embodiment (of the

METEOB.
I soul), b. *The transference of the elements of

1 one body into another body and their conversion

! into its substance, as by decomposition and
assimilation (Ogilvie 1882).
1630 LORD Banians 51 Plato and Pythagoras that haue

name for defending this Metempsychosis or Metemp^oma-
tosis. 1865 FARRAR Chap. Lang. iv. 50 Man s body . . is

composed of the very same materials . .which constitute the

inorganic world .. and which may serve in endless meten-
somatosis for we know not what organisms yet to come.

1890 Cpntemp. Rev. LVII. 262 The leading doctrine of
Buddhism is the theory of metensomatosis.

II Metenteron (mete-ntar^n). Biol. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. /ifrd after + ENTERON.] The enteron (or

alimentary canal) in any modification of its primi-
tive form. Hence Metentero nic a. (in recent

Diets.).

1877 RAY LANKESTER in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XVII. 419
Digestive Sac or Metenteron. Ibid. 428 When once the
Ceelom is accomplished as a cavity definitely shut off from
the metenteron the name we now give to what remains
of the archenteron.

Meteor (mrt/&quot;i^j). Aiso6metior,6-7meteore,
7 meator, meatu(a)re, meteour. [ad. mod.L.

metedntm, a. Gr. pcrfapov in pi. = atmospheric
phenomena, subst. use of ptTtcupos raised, lofty,

sublimis
,

f. /4ra- META- + tup- ablaut-var. of

the root of attpfiv to lift up. Cf. F. meteore

(i3-i4th c.), It. meteora, Sp., Pg. meteoro.]
1. Any atmospheric phenomenon. Now chiefly

confined to technical use.

Atmospheric phenomena were formerly often classed as
aerial or airy meteors (winds), aqueous or watery meteors

(rain, snow, hail, dew, etc.), luminous meteors (the aurora,

rainbow, halo, etc.), and igneous orjiery meteors (lightning,

shooting stars, etc.).

1471 KiPLfcY Comp, Alch. Ep. iii. in Ashm. Theat. Chem.
Brit, (1652) in In the boke of Meteors. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 352 Hoare frostes, . . and such like colde
meteors. x6oa ROWLANDS 7Vf Merrie when Gossips meete

13 A vicious man is like a fyrie Meature, Which shewes
farre off a terror to the eye. 1604 JAS. I CoitnterbL (Arb.)

104 Vapours, .are. .turned into rame and such other watery
Meteors. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos., Epicurus (1687)

902/1 These are the aerial Meteors... We shall begin with
the Clouds. 1857 S. P. HALL in Merc. Marine Mag. (1858)
V. 10 The centre of the meteor [a cyclone] passing to the

southward of the island. 1866 WIIITTIER Snow-Bound 46
1

In starry flake, and pellicle, All day the hoary meteor fell.

1905 Edin. Rev. Jan. 220 It is therefore incumbent on him
to study the nature of these meteors [typhoons],
2. spec. a. A luminous body seen temporarily

in the sky, and supposed to belong to a lower

region than that of the heavenly bodies ;
a fireball

or shooting star (in the i;th c. also fa comet).
In its modern restricted use, the term may be scientifically

defined to mean ; A small mass of matter from celestial space,
rendered luminous by the heat engendered by collision with
the earth s atmosphere.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. iv. oAnd Meteors fright the fixed

Starres of Heauen. 1608 D. T[UVIL] Ess. Pol. % Mor. oo
The difference betweene a starre, and a Meteor. 1609
ARMIS Maids of More-Cl, (1880) 96 Pine let me in them,
if the Sonne of hope Shine as a troubled meatuare in the

sky. a 1625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, iv. viii, I am above your
hate, as far above it, . . As the pure Stars are from the muddy

; meators. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 537 Th Imperial Ensign. .

j

Shon like a Meteor streaming to the Wind. 1680 EVELYN
Diary 12 Dec., I saw a meteor of an obscure bright colour,

I very much in shape like the blade ofa sword. 1695 PRIOR

Eng. Ballad on Taking Nauntr xn, If thou hadst dubb d
i thy star a meteor, That did but blaze, and rove, and die.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 3 A meteor was seen at Norwich

by thousands of people. 1819 S. ROGERS Hum. Life 35
And such is Human Life;.. It glimmers like a meteor
and is gone. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astro*, in. v. 388 The
varied phenomena of aerolites, meteors, shooting-stars.

b. Applied to other luminous appearances, as

the aurora borealis, the ignis fatuus, etc.

1591 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;f- Jul. in. v. 13 Vend light is not

daylight,.. It is some Meteor that the Sun exhales. 1783
HEY in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 39 A species of that kind of

meteor called aurora borealis. 1786 tr. Beckford*s Vathek

176 Those phosphoric meteors that glimmer by night in

places of interment. 1847 LYTTON Lncretia 11. Epil. III.

295 You may enlighten the clod, but the meteor still must
feed on the marsh. 1868 FARRAR Silence fy y. ii. (1875) 4
That he mayplunge after the delusive meteor which flickers

hither and thither over the marsh of death.

j-C. Next the meteors : high up. Obs.rare^ 1
.

1638 HAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. III.) 4p t&amp;gt;

I always find

mi in the chamber next to the Meteors; which high region
_ conceive you have chosen, that you may be the nearer to

take the inspirations of heaven.

d. loosely* A meteoroid.

1884 Leisure flour Nov. 681/1 To the meteors which thus

move in streams the appropriate designation meteoroids

has recently been given. 1903 A. R. WALLACE Man s

Place in Universe vi. 119 Collisions of meteors within each

swarm or cloud would produce luminous nebulosity.

3. transf. andy%r
. (from sense 2 a).

1500 SHAKS. COM, Err. iv. ii. 6 His hearts Meteors tilting

in his face. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rtlig. Med. \. 13 The
Devils do know Thee, but those damned meteors Build not

]
Thy Glory, but confound Thy Creatures. 175* JOHNSON

i

Rambler No. 208 f 3, I have seen the Meteors of fashion

rise and fall. 1769 G. WHITE Selborne (1789) 70 Th im
i patient damsel hung her lamp on high : True to the signal,

by love s meteor led, Leander hasten d to his Hero s bed.

f 4. //. A study of or a treatise on meteors. Obs.

1594 PLAT Jcivell-ho. u. 40 Neither out of Aristotles

physicks. .nor Garsceus meteors, nor out of any of the olde

I philosophicall Fathers, &c. 1604 E.G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s

r,
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Hist. Indies in. xiv. 162 This second opinion is true, .not so

much for the reasons which the Philosophers give in their

Meteors, as [etc.]. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Advts.

fr. Parnass. 257 Apollo some months ago. .made Ptolemy,
that prince of cosmographers, the chairman.. to whom he

gave Aristotle for his companion in Meteors, Euclid in the

Mathematicks [etc.].

5. A name for a confection (see quot.).

1827 G. A. JARRIN Hal. Confectioner (ed. 3) 195 Meteors.
Three whites of Eggs, lib. Sugar, made into Syrup, and any
Essence you please.

6. attrit. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. ,as mtteor-

feld, -fire, -light, -shower; meteor-like adj. and
adv. b. obj., as meteor-breathing, -eclipsing adjs.

C. instrumental, as meteor-blazoned, -lighted adjs.
d. Special combs. : meteor-cloud, a cloud-like

train left by a meteor in the upper air (Cent. Diet.

1890), also an expanse of space thickly studded

with meteors or meteoric particles (Casseirs

Encyd.Dict. 1885); meteor-current, the current

or stream of meteors moving together in the same
orbit (Ibid.}; meteor-dust, matter in a state of

fine division, supposed to be diffused through inter

stellar space ; meteor-powder, a powdered-up
alloy which is mixed with steel to form meteor-

steel ; meteor-spectroscopy, the spectroscopic
observation of meteors ; meteor-spectrum, the

spectrum produced by the light from a meteor ;

meteor-steel, an alloyed steel with a wavy ap
pearance, resembling Damascus steel ; meteor-
stone = meteoric stone (see METEORIC 3) ;

also

fig.; meteor-streak, a streak of light left behind

by a meteor after it has disappeared ;
meteor-

stream = meteor - current ; meteor - swarm,
-system, an aggregation of meteoroids pursuing
the same orbit.

1813 SCOTT Triernt. m. xiv, No misty phantom of the

air, No *meteor-bla7on d show was there. 1819 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb. n. iii. 3 The mighty portal, Like a volcano s

*meteor.breathing chasm. 1870 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 76 The
*meteor-currents . . will shortly be supplemented [etc.]. 1869
HUXLEY Lay Serin, xi. (1870) 273 Sir W. Thomson .. shows
that *meteor-dust . . would account for the remainder of
retardation. 1819 SHELLEY Proineth. Unb. tv. 5 For the
sun. .Hastes, in meteor-eclipsing array. 1718 BLACKMORK
Alfred x. (1723) 343 Their peaks survey the *Meteor-Fields
below. 1753 MASON fclegy to Yng. Noblem. 23 The Muse
full oft pursues a *meteor fire. 1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH
Cotx ersations, etc. I. 178 False *meteor-liglits their steps
entice. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofA tc 11. 149 Upon the topmost
height the Maiden saw A &quot;meteor-lighted dome, a 1631
DONNE Calme 22 We can nor lost friends, nor sought foes

recover, But *meteorlike, save that wee move not, hover.

1646 CRASHAW Mustek s Duel 137 The lute. .Whose flourish

(meteor-like) doth curie the aire With flash of high-borne
fancyes. 1813 BYRON Giaour vii, As meteor-like thou glidest
by. i8a7 Kefert. Patent lu-. ent. III. 206 The mixture.,
we call *meteor powder, 1877 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. ix.

iii. (ed. 3) 798 Another *meteor shower of great importance
occurs annually on August 10. 1881 HERSCHEL in Nature
XXIV. 507 Some *meteor-spectrum observations, which.,
unfold some of the most important results arrived at in

*meteor-spectroscopy since its commencement in the year
1866. 1827 Kefert. Patent Invent. III. 205 This said alloyed
steel we [the patentees] call &quot;meteor steel. 1822 MOORE
Mem. (1853) IV. 153 One of those &quot;meteor-stones which
generate themselves so unaccountablyin the high atmosphere
of his fancy. 1869 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 216 Certain persistent
&quot;meteor-streaks determined by Professor Newton in the
United States, on the i4th of November last. 1877 G. F.
CHAMBERS Astron. x. ii. (ed. 3) 835 The incalculable number
of &quot;meteor-streams that must exist in the solar system. Hid.,
The only &quot;meteor-systems whose orbits have been deter
mined travel on the same orbits with well-known comets.

7. Passing into adj.
= a. Blazing or flashing

like a meteor.

1X7IX KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 88 A
Crown of meteor-stars adorn a his Head, All calculated for

exciting Dread. 1765 BEATTIE Jndgm. Paris xlix, Fate
scatters lightning from

thy meteor-shield. 1786 BURNS
Vision n. xviii, Misled by 1 ancy s meteor-ray. 17519 CAMP
BELL Pleas. Hope i. 59 With meteor-standard to the winds un-
furl d. 1801 Ye Mariners iv, The meteor Hag of England
Shall yet terrific burn. 1810 Associate Minstrels 88 For
thee his glowing torch did Genius fire: Who now its

meteor-brightness shall recal? 1864 BROWNING Att Vogler
iv, Meteor-moons, balls of blaze.

b. Of short duration, passing rapidly, transient.

1803 BEDDOES Hygeia x. 49 With the help of this scaffold

ing, his castles run up into the air with meteor rapidity.
1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems 49 Can bid the meteor-forms of
mem ry last. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mao iv. 101 The meteor-
happiness, that shuns his grasp. 1902 A. LANG Hist. Scot.
II. xiii. 394 Eothwell s meteor course was run.

Meteoric (mft/V rik), a. [Partly ad. med.L.
meteoric-us ( elevatus, attentus

,
Du Cange), f.

Gr. /lereoipos (see METEOR) ; partly f. METEOR +
-ic. Cf. F. mtt/friyui.]
fl. a. Pertaining to the region of mid-air.

b. nonce-use. Elevated, lofty. Obs.
a 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 46 Our nature is Meteorique,

we respect (because we partake so) both earth and heaven.
1832 S. TURNER Sacr. Hist. I. i. 14 note (tr. Diodorus
Siculus), The fiery particles ascended to the most meteoric
or highest regions [Gr. TTpb TOUS ^eTewpoTciTOUs TOTTOUS].

2. Of or pertaining to the atmosphere or its

phenomena ; meteorological, atmospherical.
1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. HI. iii. (1851) 286 The

action of meteoric agents, rain, wind, frost, &c. 1834 MRS.
SOMERVH.LE Coniiex. Phys. Sci. xxvi. (1849) 299 Wind, rain,
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snow, fog, and the other meteoric phenomena. 1856-64
THOMAS Meet. Diet,, Meteoric. ..Applied, .to waters which
accrue from condensation of the vapours suspended in the

atmosphere.
b. Bot. Dependent upon atmospheric con

ditions (see quots.).
1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Card, n. 62 note, Linneus. .divides

them first into meteoric flowers, which . . are expanded sooner
or later, according to the cloudiness, moisture, or pressure
of the atmosphere. 2d, Tropical flowers .. 3d, sEqiti~
noctial flowers. 1849 J. H. BALFOUR Man. Bot. 484

Many flowers, or heads of flowers, do not open during
cloudy or rainy weather, and have been called meteoric.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 226 That a large portion of
them [sc, fungi] are dependent entirelyon matters contained

I

in the air, and in consequence that many are essentially
meteoric.

3. Of, pertaining to, or derived from meteors; con-
1

sisting of meteors. Meteoric stone = METKORITE.
1812 SIR H. DAW Chem. Philos. 424 In all the meteoric

stones that have been examined it is remarkable that the
1 iron is alloyed by from 1-5 to 17 per cent, of nickel. 1822

FARADAY B.xp, Res. xvi, (1859) 7 Specimens of meteoric

;

iron. 1835 OLMSTED in Jrnl. Franklin hntit, XVI. 374
On the morning of the i3th of November, there was a slight

repetition of the Meteoric Shower
&amp;gt;

which presented so

|

remarkable a spectacle on the corresponding morning of
I 1833. 1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes viii, Like something

meteoric that has fallen down from the moon. 1856 KAMI*;
1 Arct. K.\pl. I. xxxi. 428 The annual meteoric shower. 1869
Rep. Brit. Assoc. 217 These meteoric epochs of the loth,

2oth, and 3oth of April. 1870 Ibid. 78 Each of these meteoric
i dates in the coming year. 1897 W. F. DENNING in Qbsfrva-
i tory Mar. 123 Meteoric observers.. are extremely fortunate
I as regards their prospects in the immediate future,

b. Meteoric paper = natural flannel (FLANNEL
sb. 4). Meteoric steel = meteor steel (METEOR 6).

1831 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal I. 249 Meteoric steel. 1856

;

GRIFFITH & HENFREY Microgr. Diet. 424 Meteoric Paper.
4. Jig, Transiently or irregularly brilliant, flnsh-

! ing or dazzling like a meteor; also rapid, swift.

1836 H. F. CHORLEY Mrs. Iletnans (1837) I. 76 To his

[Kean s] splendid meteoric talent she did full justice. 1861

CRAIK Hist, ng. Lit. II. 235 The first Earl [of Shanes-

bury], the famous meteoric politician of the reign of
Charles 1 1 . 1895 Daily Chron. 16 Jan. 5/7 We bad occasion
to undertake a somewhat meteoric flight from Balmoral.

! Meteo rical, &quot;. Obs. rare. [Formed as prec. :

see -ICAL.] = METEORIC a.

1651 BP. HALL Soliloq. xii. 42 The meteoricall light which
1

appears in Moorish places. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van }Ie.l-

;

wont s Oriat. 119 Thus far the Church admitteth of Me-
teorical Predictions, the barrennesses of years, and their
fruit fulnesses, .. Plagues, inundations (etc.].

Meteorically (m/l/^-nkali), adv. [f. ME
TEORIC: see -ICALLY.] In accordance with atmo-

&amp;lt; spheric conditions.
1882 VINES tr.Saths Bot. 875 A rise of temperature at 3 a.m.

distinctly accelerated the assumption of the diurnal position
by the leaves of Impatient, but it seemed to have little or
no effect upon other meteorically sensitive leaves.

KtOrim(rartf|j7riz m). Path. [ad. medical
!

L. meieorism-tts, a. Gr. ^(T^ojptff^-os elevation, f.

fAfTfojpiftiv (see METEORIZE). Cf. F. metfoHsme

(i6th c., Pare).] Flatulent distention of the abdo-

|

men with gas in the alimentary canal.

1843 R - J* GRAVES^ Syst. Clin. Med. x. 109 Tenderness
of the belly, meteorism and exhausting diarrhoea. 1899
Allbntt s Syst. Med. VIII. 576 Diarrhoea.. with meteorism.

II MeteorisniUS (mi-tftprrzmvs). [See prec.]
1. Path, = METEORISM.
1879 St. George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 735 Meteorismus Is an

early symptom in intussusception. Ibid.^ Meteorismus is

restrained somewhat by the external application of ice.

5. = SUBLIMATION. 1890 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Meteorist (im-t*yri:st). [f. METEOR + -IST.]
One versed in the study of meteors.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 19 Jan. 8/1 Our Leading Meteorist.

Meteoristic (mAr^ri-stik), a. Path, [f. ME
TEORISM: see -ISTIC.] Pertaining to or affected

by meteorism.
1877 tr. von Ziemsseris Cycl. Med. VII. 609 These over

loaded and meteoristic loops [of intestine]. 1897 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. III. 872 The abdomen soon becomes retracted
in cholera, but meteoristic in acute strangulation.

Meteorite (mrt/yrai t). [f. METEOR + -ITE*.]
A fallen meteor

;
a mass of stone or iron, that

has fallen from the sky upon the earth
;
a meteoric

stone. Also (loosely), a meteor or meteoroid.
1834 OLMSTED in Amer. Jrnl. Set. XXVI. 132 Although

bodies of this class, or Meteorites, may occasionally present
the same appearance as a .shooting star , yet [etc.]. 1853
PHILLIPS Rivers Yorks. iii. 106 A great meteorite or mass
of iron 56 Ibs. in weight fell from the sky. 1874 TAIT Rec.
Adv. Phys. Sci. x. (1876) 254 Meteorites, the so-called

falling stars, . .follow a perfectly definite track in space.
attrib. 1880 AGNES GIBERNE Sun, Moon fy Stars 216

Among the many different Meteorite-rings which are known,
two of the most important are the so-called August and
November systems. Ibid., A certain number of meteorite*
systems are now pretty well known to astronomers.
Hence Me teorrtal, Meteori tic aifjs. t of, per

taining to, or relating to meteorites.

1867-77 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 781 The produce of a
meteontic shower may be divided into meteoric iron and

. meteoric stone. 1889 A. WINCH ELL in J. C. Irons J. Croll
I (1896) 466 The theory of meteorital aggregation.

Meteorization (mW,^5-jan). Path, [f.
! next + -ATION.]

* The state or process of gene
rating gas in the abdomen (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).

j 1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

METEOROLOGICAL.
t Meteorize, v. Obs. or arch, [ad. Gr. /r-

capifftv to elevate (fj.(Tta&amp;gt;piopcvos suffering from

flatulency), f. ^trfojpo-s raised, lofty : see METEOR
and -IZE. Cf. F. nictforiser.]
1. trans. To vaporize, convert into vapour. Also

intr. to become vaporized, pass into the air in

vapour. Only in Evelyn, who uses it frequently.
1657-83 EVELYN Hist, Relig. (1850^ I. 27 The grosser ex

halations are meteorized, circulated, and condensed into
clouds. 1664 Syfaa (1679) 29 The dew that impearls the
leaves [of oaks] in May, insolatetl, meteorizes and sends up
a liquor, which is of admirable effect in ruptures. 1675
Terra. (1676) 173 Of all Waters, that which descends from
Heaven, we find to be the richest . .

,
as having been already

meteotiz d, and circulated in that great digestory.
2. intr. To resemble a meteor

;
to flash, sparkle.

1828 lilack v, Mag. XXIV. 268 It was imperative upon
them to scintillate to coruscate to rneleorize to make
the natives, .believe that * a new sun had risen on mid-day .

3. trans. To atTect with meteorism. i86 [see next].

Me teorized, ///. a. Path, [f. prec. + -ED 1.]

Characterized by meteorism.
1826 II. REST Four } rs. France 347 ThU proceeded from

a meteorized state of the bowels.

Meteorograph (rm-t^itfgraf). [a. V.

graphe, f. Gr. ftfTccvpo- METEOH + -ypafyos
-

An apparatus for automatically recording several

different kinds of meteorological phenomena at

the same time.

1780 Monthly Rev. LXIII. 499 A piece of mechanism,

A Richard meteorograph, .by which traces of the baro
metric pressure, temperature, and humidityare continuously
and automatically recorded on rotating papered cylinders.

Meteorography (nw~ tv^-grafi). U- & ?
(-

Tf&po- METKOB +
-&quot;ypa&amp;lt;&amp;lt;a -GHAPHY.] The descrip

tive science of meteors, or of meteorological pheno
mena.
1736 UAILEY (folio) Pref., Meteorography..^ Treatise or

Description of Meteors. 1776 ! MARTIN fiil l. Tecknol,
fed. 4) 330 Meteorography is a description of the meteors of
the air; as vapours, clouds, rain, thunder, &c.

HenceMeteorogra -

phic,-gra phical
#&amp;lt;?)&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

of or

pertaining to meteorography.
1867 Kvcry Saturday IV. 472 (Poolers Index), Meteoro-

graphical Apparatus. 1882 OGILVIE, Meteorographic , and
in recent Diets,

Meteoroid (m/ t/i^roid), a. and sb. [f. METEOR
-t- -OID.] a. sb. A body moving through space,
of the same nature as those which when passing

through the atmosphere become visible as meteors.

b. adj. Of the nature of a meteoroid.
1865 H. A. NEWTON in Amer. Jrnl. Sci.Ser. 11. XXXIX.

198 The term meteoroid will be used to designate such a

body before It enters the earth s atmosphere, 1867 PHJPSON
Meteors, etc. xvi. 176 The perturbations of meteoroid
masses circulating in space.. must be considerable. Ibid.

178 The satellite and planetary theories of meteoroids.

1871 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 45 A very small nebular mass of
meteoroids or of cometoids having been deflected [etc.].

Hence Meteoroi dal a., of or pertaining to me
teoroids.
1881 Smithsonian Rep. 29 This remarkable group of

planetoidal or meteoroidal bodies forms a tolerably wide
zone or ring between the orbits of Wars and Jupiter. 1883
Aifierican\l\. 152 The meteoroidal or cosmical dust of
the realms of space.

Meteorolite (mPt?ir#Iait). Also 9 meteoro-
lithe. [ad. F. m&corolifhe, f. Gr. ^rtccpo- METEOR
+ Xi6os stone: see -LITE.] METEORITE.
1812 SOUTHEY Onmiana II. 204 [heading ofparagraph}

Meteorolithes. 1821 URE Diet. Chem., Meteorolites. or
Meteoric Stones. 1822 P. CLEAVKLAND Min. $*0/.(ea. 2)

II. 772 Meteorolite. 01835 M cCuLLOCH Attributes (1837)
II. 412 If the meteorolites should ever be proved to be

fragments of the presumed planet. 1866 HERSCHEL Fam.
Lect. Sci. ii. 73 Meteorolites which, .have come to the earth
from very remote regions of the Planetary spaces.
Hence Meteoroli tic a.

1824 MACCULLOCH Highl. Scot. IV. 159 It Is more in

genious to imagine the fashion derived from some similar

respect paid to a meteorolitic Palladium in former days.
i Meteoro loger. Obs. [f.

Gr. nfT(a}po\6y~os :

see METEOR and -LOGEB.]
= METEOROLOGIST.

1683 J.pADBURY in IVharton s Wks. Pref. 15 The watch
ful and industrious Meteorologer, who makes it his Work
to attend the Motions of Winds, Rains, Thunders. 1686
GOAD Celest. Bodies n. i. 147 The Trajections and shooting
of the Stars, .of which Meteorologers write.

I MeteorolO giaii. Obs. [Formed as prec.:
see -LOGIAN.] = METEOROLOGIST.
1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (ed. 2) 537 The Athenians per

secuted Natural! Philosophers, and Meteorlogians [sic], as
aduersaries to Diuinitie. 1635 PERSON Varieties 1. 18 These
our meteorologians call Igncsfatui^ . .wildefires. Ibid. 11. 55.

Meteorologic (mft?Vr&amp;lt;%-d;$lk), a. [Formed
as next : see -LOGIC.] = next.

1760 WINTHROP in Phil. Trans. LII. 7 But no such thing
occurs at present ; unless you should be of opinion, that the
two following accounts, in the meteorologic way, are so in

some degree. 1857 H. SPENCER in Westm. Rt~v. Apr. 447
Not only has every extensive region its own meteorologic
conditions, but [etc,]. 1873 Nature n Dec. 103/3 Meteoro
logic sections of the atmosphere.

Meteorological (mrtfi/riVdgtkil), a. (sb^

[f. Gr. pfTfojpo\oyiK-6$, f. ptTfupo- METEOR : see

-LOGIC and cf. F. mtttorologique.] Pertaining to



METEOROLOGICALLY.

or connected with the science of meteorology.

Also, pertaining to atmospheric phenomena.
1570 DEE Math, Pref. b iij b, His [Aristotle s] Meteoro

logical! bookes, are full of. .demonstrations of the.. power
of the heauenly bodies. 1372 R. T. Discourse Ep., The

generation and causes of Raine, Winde, Snowe, and such

Meteorological! things. 1674 BOVLE ExcelL Theol. i. iii.

93 His Meteorological Epistle to Pythocles. 1791 BOS-

WELL Johnson (1831) I. 307 A very curious meteorological
instrument. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 313 As I kept no meteoro

logical diary, the facts relative to the weather are deduced

from my memory. 1840 Abstr. Papers in Phil. Trans.

(1843) IV. 200 Meteorological Register kept at Port Arthur,
Van Diemen s Land, during the year 1838.

Meteorologically (m/HVr^-doikaU), adv -

[f. prec. + -LY -.] According to or by means of

the science of meteorology; with regard to me

teorological facts.

a 1673 *Jos. CABVL in Spurgeon Treas. D,iv. Ps. xxix. 2

David answereth meteorologically as well as theologically.

1794 SULLIVAN yieiv .\~af. I. 336 This vapour.. or as it is

meteorologically explained, this thin vesicle of water, or

other humid matter. 1894 Naturalist 13 The season.. will

long be remembered meteorologically on account of the

marvellous weather experienced.

t Meteorologi Cian. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. /j.e-

OOER and -ICIAN.]
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Meteoroscopy (rm~tf|jfr&amp;lt;rsk6pi).
rare. [f. Gr. I

piTiapo- METEOR + -ano-nia -SCOPY. Cf. F. mfteoro- \

scopie.] Observation of the stars.

1658 PHILLIPS, Meteoroscopie, that part of Astrology, which
handleth the difference of Sublimities, and distance of Stars.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies in. iii. 455 A Gentleman given to

Metoroscopy [sic], looking on the two Stars in
o&quot;
saw three.

1829 T. L. PEACOCK Misfort. Elphin xiii. 180 The topo
graphers . . had not the advantage of this piece of meteoro- i

scopy.
Hence Meteoro scopist rare

&quot;,

an observer of
j

the Stars. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Meteorosophi stical, a. rare- , [f. Gr.

\fTtojpocroipiar-ris astrological sophist + -ICAL.]

Tfojpo\6yos : see METEOROLOOER
- METEOROLOGIST.
1580 G. HARVEV in Three Proper Lett. 21 Aristotle, Plinie,

and other Meteorologicians. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl.

91 A cunning Astronomer, and expert Meteorologician.

t Meteorologies, sb. pi. Obs. [repr. Gr. rd

HtT(capo\oyiKa, neut. pi. of ft(T(upo\oyiKos ME-
TEOROLOGIC : see -ics.]

= METEOROLOGY.
(In quots. representing the title of Aristotle s treatise.)

1700 S. PARKER Si.v Philos. Ess. 45 Aristotle . . in his

Second Book of Meteorologicks. 1837 WHEWELL Hist.

Induct. Sci. I. 4 1 The Meteorologies [ofAristotle] . . does not
exhibit the doctrines . . of the school in so general a form.

Meteorologist (m t/Vr^lod^ist). [f. Gr. ft(-

T(upo\&amp;lt;j-fos (see METEOROLOGER) : see -LOGIST and

cf. F. ffl4tonlogistt.&quot;\
One who is skilled in

meteorology.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. I. ii. (1651) 46 Whirlewindes

..and. .stormes; which, -our Meteorologists generally refer

to natural causes. 1685 BOVLK Effects ofMot. ii. 14 The
wonderful effects Lightning has produced : of which effects

.. the Writings of Meteorologists afford good store. 1820

SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 348 Professor Leslie .. in his

invention of a correct hygrometer . . has presented the

meteorologist with a gift which [etc.]. 1878 JEVONS Prim.
Pol. Econ. iii. 32 Meteorologists have now prepared maps of

the oceans showing the sea-captain where he will find winds
and currents most favourable to a rapid voyage.

Meteorology (miSOtfrflodgi). [ad. Gr. ^ f -

T(ctipo\oyia, f. pertcapo- METEOB + -Xoyi a -LOGY.

Cf. F. metiorokgit]
1. The study of, or the science that treats of, the

motions and phenomena of the atmosphere, csp.

with a view to forecasting the weather.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 301 In the first Booke hee

prosecuteth more common, and generall things ; as, Astro-

fogie, Meteorology. 1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. x.

(1658) 161 In sundry Animals we deny not a kind of natural

Meteorology, or innate presention both ofwind and weather.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 466 Zoology [is] the

knowledge of animals ; . . meteorology and mineralogy, that

of vapours and fossils. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall
i, The various knotty points of meteorology, which usually
form the exordium of an English conversation. i86a SIR
H. HOLLAND Ess., Atlantic Ocean 208 Meteorology cannot

yet take its place among the exact sciences.

2. The character, as regards weather, atmospheric
changes, etc., of a. particular region.
1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth n. v. 224, I easily discover d,

that . . the Meteorology of that World was of another sort

from that of the present a 1850 J. A. MASON (title) A Trea
tise on the Climate and Meteorology of Madeira. 1879
A. R. WALLACE Australasia ii. 31 The hot winds, which
are another remarkable feature of the meteorology of Aus
tralia, occur in [etc.].

Meteoromancy (inf-tri^msensi). [f. Gr. /-
Tiapo- METEOR + navrila divination, -MANCY. Cf.

F. mtt(oromatuie.~\ Divination by the observation

of meteors.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 622/1. 1845 SMEDI.EY in

Encvcl. Metrop. XVIII. 174/2 In Etruria, the frequency of
sacrifice and the temperament of the air, gave popularity to

Extispky and Meteoromancy.
Meteorometer (m/ t/^r^-mnsj). [f. Gr.

H(Topo- METEOR + -METER.] An apparatus for

receiving and transmitting records of atmospherical
conditions and changes.
1861 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. (1875) s.v.

Meteoroscope (mrt/ir&kJ:p). [in sense i,

ad. Gr. furfaipoaKomov ; in sense 2, I . peTftupo-
METEOR + -SCOPE.]

fL An instrument for taking observations of

heavenly bodies. Obs.

1614 TcMKisAttumazar n. v. (1615) E i b, Wilh Astralobe
[tic] and Meteoroscope Il e find the Cuspe [etc.].

2. An instrument for measuring the apparent
path of a meteor (Fund s Stand. Diet. 1895).

tMeteorOSCOpics, sb. pi. Obs.rare. [ad.Gr.
pfT(ojpoaKomK-& neut. pi. : see METEOR, -SCOPIC,
and -ics.] The science of observing the stars.

1788 T. TAVLOR Procltis I. 79 The other is metheoro-
scopics [sic], which finds out the differences of elevations,
ana the distances of the stars [etc.].

1814 T. L. PEACOCK Wks. (1875) III. 121 A delectable treat

to the observer of phenomena, who may be desirous of con

templating a meteorosophistical spider completely entangled
in his own cobweb.

Meteorous (mft/i^TM, a\sopoet. m/tr^ras), a.

[f. Gr. /ifTe cup-os raised on high, nrriup-a neut.

pi. MKTEOR + -OUS.] = METEORIC.
1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 629 Gliding meteorous, as Ev ning

Mist..o re the marish glides. 1720 POPE Iliad xxiv. 101

Iris .. Meteorous the face of ocean sweeps. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 68 ? 3 Meteorons pleasures which dance
before us and are dissipated. 1807 WRANGHAM Serin.

Transl. Script, i The wavering and meteorous glare of the

Eighth Henry. 1841 D ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1859) II. 343
We must conclude that there are meteorous beings, whose
eccentric orbits we know not how to describe. 1882 SUTTON
in Society 7 Oct. 16/1 Thy wavering, meteorous, quixotic
indulgence [said of a comet].

tMeteory. Obs. rare-*, [f. METEOR + -Y.]
Condition of atmosphere.
1600 TouRNEfR Transf. Mctam. xlii. Plays & P. 1878 II.

204 And chaoiz d Ideas of conceit Doth make his gesture
seem a troubled skie : And fills his count nance with sad
meteoric.

Metepencephalon (me^tepense-fayn). Anat.
Also anglicized metepencephal (-se fal). PI.

metepencephala. [mod.L., f. META- + EPENCK-

PHALON.] In \Vilder s nomenclature, the meten-

cephalon and epencephalon taken together and
considered as one segment.
1885 WILDER in jV. Y.Mett. Jrnl. 21 Mar. 326 It is elsewhere

suggested that those who admit only one segment between
the mesencephalon and the myelon may apply thereto the

comprehensive name metepencephahn, and to its cavity

metepictele. 1889 in Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII.
1 30/2 The compacted motor and sensory conductors between
the prosodiencephal and metepencephal.
Hence Metepencepha lic a., of, pertaining to,

or connected with the metepencephalon.
1800 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets.

Metepiccele (mete-pis/1). Anat. [f.
META-

+ EPIC(ELE.] The fourth ventricle of the brain.

1885 [see METEPENCEPHALON]. 1889 WILDER in Buck s

Handbk. ATetf. Sci. VIII. 130/1 There is no evidence of
the lines of division of the endyma in exposing the mete-

piccele ( fourth ventricle ).

t Me/tepole. Obs. [f. METE w.i + POLE.] A
measuring rod.

1571 GOLDING Cah iti on Ps. Ixxiv. 2 They wer wont to
butte out grounds with metepoles as with lynes.

Meter (mrtoj), sb.l Also 5 metere, metar,
j

6meater, 6-7 metter, 8 meeter. [f. METEI .
I +

-ER .] One who measures; a measurer; esp. one
whose duty or office is to see that commodities are

of the proper measure, as coal-meter, land-meter :

see these words.

1382 WVCI.IF Zccli. ii. i In his hond a litil covrde of
meters [1388 meteris, Vulg. funiculiis tnensortim]. 1468
Maldon, Essex Liber B. If. 15 iMS.) And the metere shall

stryke the bussliell & make the hepe trewely betwixc party
and party. And the comounn meter shall mete trewely the
corne to be delyuered atte hythe. i I483CAXTON Dialogues
44 Paulyn the metar of corne. 1519 Bnrgk Rec. Edin.
(1869) I. loo And at na metter mett the said meill hot the

bringare thairof to the merkat vnder the payne of banesing.
1542-3 Act 34 fr 35 Hen. VIII, c. 9 5 The said common
meater to haue for the measuring of euery way of corne
.ii. d. 1577 HARRISON England \\. v. (1877)1. 127 A verie

sharpe imprecation, .promiselh like measure to the meter,
as he dooth mete to others. 1666 Act 18 f,- 19 Chas. II,
c. 8 34 Before they shall breake Bulke or have a Meter
assigned for the measureing or weighing of any Coales..to
be delivered from on board any such Shipp. 1681 MS. In
denture FinkillStrtct, Hull, William Haward metter. 1796
BuRKEie/. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 38 But the aulnager. the

weigher, the meter of grants, will not suffer us to acquiesce
in thejudgement of the prince reigning at the time when they
were made. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames xi. 331 To
appoint sworn Meters, for measuring Coals in the Port of
London. 1861 MAVHEW Land. Labour III. 260 After the
ship is sold she is admitted from the Section into the Pool,
and a meter is appointed to her from the coalmeter s office.

1881 Times ii Apr. 4/5 When a barge wilh the plaintiff s

corn in it arrived in the creek ..the creek men were to
hand over the meter s ticket of the corn to the plaintiff s

foreman.

fig. 1825 HAZI.ITT Spirit ofAge 44 Reason is the meter
and alnager in civil intercourse, by which each person s . .

pretensions are weighed.

t Me ter, s/&amp;gt;.- Obs. rare- 1
, [f. METE v.~ +

-ER!.] A dreamer.

1340 Ayenb, 32 pe meteres bet habbeb drede of hare

metinges.

Meter (mrtaj), s6.3 Also 9 (rarely) metre.

[First used in gas-meter ; probably an application
of METER!, suggested by the earlier GASOMETER
or by the other words with the ending -METER.]

-METER.

1. a. (In full gas-meter?) An apparatus for auto

matically measuring and recording the volume of

gas supplied for lighting or other purposes.
In the ordinary forms, the gas is made to pass through

receptacles of known capacity, each filling and discharge
of one of these being registered by the movement of an
index on a dial. Dry meter , a meter in which no water is

used ; the earlier and still commonly used form being called
for distinction tuet meter.

1815 [see GAS sb. 7]. 1830 in Fifesh. Advert. 21 Sept.
(1888)4/3 J limit the price of gas by meter to 12*. nett per
icoo cubic feet. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches
195 After turning all off at the meter.

b. In extended sense : Any apparatus for auto

matically measuring and recording the quantity of

a fluid or the like flowing through it. Used with

prefixed word, as waler-tneler, electric light meter,

etc., exc. where the purpose is sufficiently indicated

by the context.

Also, with prefixed attributive word, in the names of
instruments for measuring electrical quantities of various

kinds, as ampere-meter, coulomb-meter, farad-meter, ohm-
meter, voltmeter, watt-meter, which see under their respec
tive first elements. See the remarks on these under .METER.

1832 BABBAGE Econ. Mantif. viii. (ed. 3) 57 The sale of
water by the different companies in London, might also,
with advantage, be regulated by a meter. 1858 GREENER
Gunnery 52 This machine I termed an explosion metre ;..
In each of these experiments the greatest accuracy was
observed, in preparing the metre as welt as in weighing the

charge.
c. fig. A gauge , self-acting measure of the

fluctuations of something.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life. HV&amp;lt;z/MWlts. (Bohn) II. 351

The coin is a delicate meter of civil, social, and moral

changes. 1870 See. fy Solil., Eloq. ibid. 111. 26 The
audience is a constant meter of the orator.

2. altrib., as meter box, chamber, house, inspector,

rent, -wheel.
1882 Worcester Exhib. Ca/al. iii. 16 Mr. Palmer s Patent
Meter Boxes. 1889 Pall MallCaz. i July 6/3 The pumps

discharge into a *meter chamber, where the sewage is

measured. 1897 Daily Neil s i June 3/3 Land for *meter
houses and other works. 1895 Ibid. 10 Oct. 6/4 The &quot;meter

inspectors. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 17 Apr. 3/3 It is fairer to

charge a
* meter rent than to charge a higher price for the

gas. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
*
Meter-wheel, one used in

connection with gas and liquid meters and air-carbureting
machines.

Hence Me-ter v. trans., to measure by means of

a meter.

1884 Science III. 497 The real proportions of air and gas
were not determinable, except by metering both. 1894
Times 14 Aug. 11/4 The oil, waste, water, and general
engine-room stores work out to -0657 penny per unit metered.

Meter (rm-taj), sb.* ? U.S. Either of two

strengthening lines of a seine or gill net.

1884 KMGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. [In later Diets.)

t Meter, sb.-&amp;gt; Obs. rare . [? a. F. metier : see

MFSTIER.] ? Office.

c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) F ij, O Priest. .

Howe muche more thou passest in great aucthoritie, In

meter or order, in office or prebende, So muche loke in

vertue and maners to ascende. [Orig. Aspice qnam differs

alijs in veste sacerdos, Tantum dijfferre moribtts ipse veils. ]

Meter : see METRE ! and i
.

-meter, in actual use commonly -O meter, and
in some later formations -riaeter, a terminal

element in words denoting scientific instruments

for automatically measuring something. Many
words with this ending, as barometer, hydrometer,

hygrometer, thermometer, were formed in the i Jth

c., and represent mod.L. forms in -metrum (F.

-metre, It. -metro). In these early examples the

ending is always appended to Gr. noun-stems, or

combining forms in -o, and the mod.L. form shows
that it was intended to represent the Gr. iiirpoy

measure (see METRE 1
); the formation is irregular,

as the Gr. word does not occur in combination with

sbs., and would not correctly express the required
notion of instrument that measures . In the i8th

and i pth c.many additional wordswere formed with

this ending on Greek bases, ns actinometer, anemo

meter, chronometer, eudiometer, etc. Near (he end

of the 1 8th c. hybrid formations began to be intro

duced (many of them first occurring in Fr.). In

some of these the form of Greek compounds is

imitated, as in gasometer, galvanometer, alcoholo

meter, lactometer, pedometer; in others the com-

bining-vowel i of the Latin first element is retained,

as in calorimeter, gravimc/er, densimeter, veloci-

meter. In some late formations -meter is appended
to modern words without any atteiflpt to assimi

late the form of the first element to that of a Gr.

or Latin combining form, as in Toltameter, ammeter.

Cf. also the names of electrical measuring instru

ments mentioned under METER sb? i b, which

might perhaps be more correctly viewed as examples
of the suffixed -meter than as examples of the sb.

with defining word.

Jocular nonce-words in -omeler have been fre

quently formed; chiefly in imitation of Sydney
Smith s FOOLOMETER, with the sense a means of

measuring or ascertaining the opinion or prevalent
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character of some class of people ;
also occa

sionally in names of imaginary instruments for

measuring the amount or degree of something, as

in olscenometer. Similar hybrid formations have

sometimes been adopted as trade names for certain

instruments, e.g. comptometer [F. comple account],

a kind of calculating machine, distance-ometer.

1828 Athenziim 16 Jan. 44/1 We shall be obliged by an

account, for our Scientific Report, of the obscenometer by
which the Stock Hoard of the Company are enabled so

curiously to apportion the measures of indecency. 1859
Sat. Rev. VII. 141/2 The member for Birmingham has

supplied Parliament with an admirable d_emocratometer,
without which it might have been hurried into violent ami

uncalled-for changes, through a total misapprehension of

the real state of public feeling. 1864 Daily Tel. 29 Oct.,

Archdeacon Denison . . may be . . taken as a
kind_

of clerico.

meter for what is most violent and least sensible in the

ecclesiastical world. 1883 Eng. Mech. 6 Apr. p. vii, The
New Distanceometer. 1894 Times 19 Mar. 13/5 The compto
meter . . is a machine specially adapted for subtraction,

multiplication and division.

Meterage (mrtaredj). [f.
METEK sbl + -AGE.]

a. The act of measuring (Ogilvie 1882). b.

The measurement itself. C. The price paid
for measurement (Cassell s Encycl. Diet. 1885).

Metereza : see METKEZA.

t Me terod. 06s. Also metrod. [f.
METEP.I

or MET sb. + Ron sd. Cf. MDu. meleroede, Du.

meetroede.] A measuring rod.
Also_/f5&quot;.

1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xl. 5 The meterodde that he had
in his honde, was six cubites longe and a spanne. 1556
WITHALS Diet. (1568) 14/1 A metrod, to measure the land

with. 1579 J. JONES Preseru. Bodie $ Sonic i. xii. 92 Mea
sured by the meterod of affection.

tMe tershlp. Obs. [f. METER si. 1 + -SHIP.]
The office of meter or measurer.

1336 HENRY VIII in Ellis Orig.Lett. Ser. n. II. oo The
office of metershippe of lynyn clothe and canvas within our

Cytie of London. 1541 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I.

129 The metershippe of cloth of gould, velvett, silkes, and

lynnen cloath.

t Me tesel. Obs. [f. mete MEAT sb. + sel

SEEL, fitting time.] Meal-time.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 334 It neghed nere

metesel.

t Me teship. Obs. Forms : i metsoype, 3

metisupe, 4 metscip, 4-5 mets(o)hip, met3-

ship(e, -shep, meetship. [OE. mejscipe, f. me_te

MEAT sb.: see -SHIP.] The action of taking food
;

a repast.
a 1000 Laws Athelstan VI. c. 8 i (Schmid) Habban ha

xii menn heora metscype togxdere. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

How. 11 At ferme and at feste and masthwat at ilche la3eS

metisupe. a 1300 Cursor M. 7453 Of his metscip was mesur

nan, He wald ete seuen seep him an. a 1300-1400 Ibid.

12565 (Gott.) Quen he suld to metschip ga. 1398 TREVISA
Earth. DC P. R. vl. xxiii. (Tollem. MS.), Mete and drynke
han ordinaunce and respecte to meteshep and to festis.

t Me tesome, a. Obs. rare 1

, [f. METE v.l +

-SOME.] Measurable.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f; Selv. 107 It [the atom] may be
metesom by Mathematical measures of the minds making.

t Metessiilg. Obs. Dung (of a hawk).
1486 /&amp;gt; /(. St. Altansciujb, Hir metessing will defowle hir

foundement.

Me testick, me tstick. [f. METE v.i or

MET sb. + STICK $&.] A stick or staff for measuring.
a. Naut. (See quot. 1815.) b. Sc. ( A wooden
instrument or bit of wood used for taking the

measure of the foot (Jam.).
1815 Falconer s Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Mete-stick^

a staff of a certain length, fixed on a broad board at right

angles, in order to . . determine the necessary height of a hold,
and to level tbe ballast, ifln ldfV. Mag. VIII. 432 The
1

met-stick pair d away to suit the size.

Metetherial (met)&amp;gt;iTial), a, [f.
META- +

ETHERIAL.] (See quot.)

1903 F. VV. H. MYERS Hum. Personality I. Gloss. 19

Metetherial^ that which appears to He after or beyond the

ether; the metetherial environment denotes the spiritual or

transcendental world in which the soul exists.

Metewand (mrtwond). Also 6-7 meat-,

5-7, 9 dial, met-, 7 meet-,
[f.

METE vl or MET
sb. + WAND sb.] A measuring rod. Now dial.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 336/1 Metwande, idem quod jerde.

1549 ALLEN Judes Par. Rev. 36 The golden reed is as it

were a golden met wonde. 1624 F. WHITE Refil. Fisher

318 A measure containing the length of a man, which was
the meat-wand, or measure which the Angell held. 1668
CULPEPPER & COLE Barthai. Anat. Man. iv. xx. 355 The
Drapers Metwand termed an Ell. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Mat-wand^ Met-wood, or Met-yard, a measuring-rod. A
draper s yard-stick.

b. Jig. A standard of measurement or estima

tion, literary.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. fArb.) 101 A true tochstone,

a sure metwand lieth before both their eyes, a 1656 BP.

HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 205 Time is the common measure
of all things, the universal met-wand of the Almighty.
1700 C. NESS Antid. agst. Armin. {1827)8 Measuring super
natural mysteries with the crooked metewand of degenerate
reason. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend xlii. (1887) 53 The
degree of his moral guilt is not the mete-wand of his con
demnation. 1866 LOWELL Lessin? Prose Wks. 1800 II. 223
He

continually trips and falls flat over his metewand of

classical propriety.
VOL. VI.

393

Meteyard (mrtyaid). Also 6 mette-, 6-7
meat(e-, 5, 9 dial. met-, [f.

METE v. 1 or MET sb.

+ YARD sb.]
= METEWAND. Now dial.

cny&amp;gt;Pilgr. Lyf Manhode HI. xxvi. (1869) 150 With be

grete met yerde she wole mesure hat |&amp;gt;at
she biggeth. 1535

COVERDALE Lev. xix. 33 Ve shal not deale wrongeously in

iudgment, with meteyarde, with weight, with measure.

!553 T. WILSON Rhet. 83 b, The tailor hath his mette yarde
and his measure. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. f 9 Neither

is it the plaine dealing Merchant that is vnwilling to haue

the waights, or the meteyard brought in place, but he that

vseth deceit. 1876 [see METEWAND).
b. fig. (Cf. METEWAND b.)

111533 FRITH Disfut. Fitrgat. Pref. Aiijb, The verye
worde of god . . whiche is the sure metyarde and perfeyte
touchstone that iudgeth and examineth all thynges. 1658
ROWLAND Moiifet s Theat. Ins. Pref., It shall suffice us to

have measured the causes by humane capacity and mete

yard. 1898 R. K. HOKTON Commamliii. Jesus xii. 201 It

is what this regenerate Ego desires that becomes the mete

yard of what we should do to others.

Meteyne, Meth, obs. ff. MITTEN, MEAD!.
Methaemoglobin (mepmu&amp;gt;gl0&quot;-bin).

Chem.

[See META- and HEMOGLOBIN.] A derivative of

haemoglobin obtained by the exposure of an

aqueous solution of oxyhremoglobin to the aii
;

called also Methaemoglo bulin. Hence Methte

moglobine-mia Path. [Gr. alpa blood], presence
of methjEmoglobin in the blood. Methsemoglo-
bintrria Path. [Gr. ovpov urine], presence of

methccmoglobin in the urine.

1870 SORBV in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sd. X. 400 Hoppe-Sey-
ler s and Prcyer s methaemoglobin . 1888 Med. News
LIII. 240 The author, in two cases, observed cyanosis, de

pending upon methemoglobinemia. 1890 BILLINGS Nat.
Med. Diet., ATethzmoztcl iniiria,. .iMethaemoglobulin. 1897
A Mutt s Syst. Med. IV. 288 The latter [i.e. hffimoglobinurm]
is frequently a mixture of haemoglobin with various deriva

tives such as methxmoglobinuri.1. 1899 CAGNKY tr. Jaksch s

Clin. DiafH. i. (ed. 4) 73 The meth.tmoglobin acid solution.

Methamatic, obs. form of MATHKMATIC.

Methane (me-p^n). Chem. Also -an. [f.

METH(YL) + -ANE.] Light carburetted hydrogen,

methyl hydride or marsh-gas (CH 4 ), a colourless

odourless gas emanating from stagnant pools,

volcanoes, petroleum wells, and esp. from coal-

seams, in which, mixed with seven or eight parts
of air, it forms a violent explosive (cf. FIRE-DAMP).
1868 Fonncs Chem. (ed. 10) 178 Methane or Marsh Gas ; . .

METHIDE.
a 1300 Cursor A/. 10152 Elizabeth, An hali leucdi mild

and meth, pat spused was to zachari. a 1440 St. John
Evang. (Thornton MS.) 57 Thou was methc and meke
as maydene for mylde.

t Methe, z1
. Obs. [OE. mxtJian, f. METHE s&.~\

1. trans. To spare, have mercy upon. (In OK.
with dative.)
f 1000 WL-LFSTAN Hotn, 59/17 He syl5 arleasnysse

bret he
ne arije ne eac ne mieSi^e his underbeoddum ne his fcelicum.

11250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1046 Quad god, find ic 5or ten or mo,
Ic sal tneSen 5e stede for 5o .

2. To moderate, regulate, temper.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. /font. 13 Del foremeste is riht medeme

mel be man be hit mt5e5 riht be suneS aleSzestninge [etc.].

fl itt. 139 lie. .meSede to his liflode swo but he was bicume-
lich to swiche wike. c 1330 R. BRUNNB Chron. H^iwrtf (Rolls)

13615 &amp;gt;yf J&amp;gt;ey
hem self

cou|&amp;gt;e
haue me^ed & als her strokes

coujie haue leJ?ed..Gret prowesse of ^em had ben told.

Methe, variant of MATHE, MEAD st&amp;gt;.

1

tUe-thefnl, a- 1 Obs. [OK. mxp/u/t: see

METHE sb. and -FUL.] Moderate; gentle.
c 1000 ^KLFKIC Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 236 Humanus maeoTulI

o58e mennisclic. a 1225 Ancr. R. 430 Inouh meSful iuh

am, l&amp;gt;et
bidde so lutel. a 1240 Sawles II arde in CV//. //&amp;lt;///.

257 MeaSful in alles cunnes estes. a 1310 in Wright Lyric I\

32 A mihti methful mui, that ous hath cast from cares colde.

13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. \. 557 Drink
(&amp;gt;at ^ou

beo mejjful, And lyue in hele good, c 1425 Eng. Conq,
Irel. 112 He was a man methcfull, sultell, & stalwarth.

Hence t Methefully a. and adv.^ modcrate(ly) ;

t Methefiilness, moderation.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 414 Non nncre ne ouh forto nimen bute

gnedehche [.1/.V. C. meSfulliche] bet hire to neoded. a 1300
E. E. Psalter xxxviii. 7 Loke, methfullike [mensvrabiles}
mi daies set bou. 1357 Methefulnesse [see METHE si , a].

t Me theful, a.- Obs. In 3 methful. [f. OK.
mcde weary + -FUL.] Weary.
a 1300 E. E. Fsalter\\\. 5, I am methful, for ! slepe.

Metheglin (m/he-glin). Obs. exc. Hist, and

dial. Forms : 6 methglen, -eghelen, -line,

-lem, 6-7 raetheglen, -lyn, 7 mathiglin, rae-

theglings, (metheeglen) ;
6- metheglin. [a.

Welsh meddyglyn, f meddyg healing, medicinal (ad.

L. mediats) + llyn liquor.J A spiced or medicated

variety of mead, originally peculiar to Wales.

1533 ELVOT Cast. Ilelthe (1541) 36 Metheglyn, whiche is

moste used in Wales, by reason of hotte herbes boyled with

hony, is hotter than meade. 1550 J. COKE Eng. &amp;lt;5-

Er.

Heralds 207 (1877) 117 We have good-ale, bere, methe-
, ( _ ^* __ T__ IF ir_n t--_ r-i:-i36B Fonxes Chtm.(cA. 10) 178 Methane or Marsh Gas ;.. ghelen syjre . and pirry. 1568-70 in H. Hall Sac. Eli:.

Fire-damp. This gas is but too often found to be abundantly
&amp;lt;^.,e (l 88 } A Cupp of methglen. 1620 VKNNER Via

disengaged in coal-mines. 1893 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr.
^XL. Kectau. 41 If Rosemary, Hyssop, Time, Orgaine, and Sage,

812 The mean temperatures of explosions with methane,
ethane and propane were 667, 616, and 547 respectively.

1899 CAGNEY tr. JakscKs Clin. Diagn. vii. (ed. 4) 383 The
urine held hydrogen, nitrogen,, .and probably methan.

Methaniline (mejwnilwn). Chem. [f. METH-

(YL) + ANILINE.] = Methylaniline : see METHYL.
1857 WATTS tr. Gmelin s Handtk. Chem. XI. 300. 1881

Athenziint 17 Dec. 819/2 The chlorhydrates of methaniline

and other aniline products.

Methanometer (mejianfm/taj). Mining.

[f.
METHANE + -(O)METEB.] An instrument in

vented by Monnier (see quot.).
1881 Nature XXIV. 94 Automatic methanometer, or

automatic analyser of fire-damp. [Also, in recent Diets.]

Methaphesik, -physick, obs. ff. METAPHYSIC.

t Methe, si. Obs. Forms : I meejj, 3 ma)&amp;gt;e,

rnsej), meaf&amp;gt;, 3-5 me)), 4-5 methe, 5 rneej).

[OE. msej&amp;gt;
fern. :-OTeut. type *m&fi-z (not found

outside Eng.) = Gr. nfjn-s counsel, Skr. matt

measure : Indogermanic *meti-s whence L. metiri

to measure ; f. root *ml- (Teut. *m&-~) to measure,
whence OTeut. *m&lom MEAL sb.-]

sceotea to heora inx& [c 1173 me^e] pat biS ure imone dea5.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxix. 6 fou salt..gif vs drink in teres

in meth[Vulg. in mensural.
2. Moderation, temperance.
c 1200 Tnn. Coll. Horn. 29 Cune sume meSe benne bu

almesse makest. a 1240 Sawtes Warde in Cott. Hont. 257
Mi

(&amp;gt;ridde
suster meaS speke3 of be middel sti bituhhe riht.

c 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (MS. T.) 440 The seuent vertu and
the laste is methe or methefulnesse, Teniperancia.

3. Respect, consideration; kindness.

ciooo Inst. Polity c. 25 in Thorpe Laws II. 338 jElc

cristen man ah mycele bearfe bset he on bam grioe mycle
maebe wite. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2498 Alle he fellen him Sor
to fot, To beSen me5e and bedden oc. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric P. 103 3ef ich the buere to muche meth, Thou wplt
me bringe to helle deth. c 1320 Cast. Love 318 Heo him
duden in prisun ofdeb. And pynede him sore wib-outen meb.

13.. Propr. Sauct. (Vernon MS.) in Archil 1 Stud. nen.

Spr. LXXXI. 102/315 But ber as God, ful of meb, ffleih to

Egipte from his deb [etc.], a 1400-50 A lexander 816 All.,

on knese fallis, And in his mercy & meth mekely bairn put.

4. Modesty, gentleness.
1325 Kntnu Thyself^ in E. E. P. (1862) 131 With bi

maistrie medel bi meb For vche mon ou}t hym self _to
knowe. c 1325 Mttr. Horn. 107 And Mari ledd hir lif with

methe, In a toun that hiht Nazarethe. 13 . . Metr. Horn.

(Vernon MS.) mArckiv Stud. nen.Sfr. LVII.269 But heo
hedde Meth, as worschipful wyf, flfor heo nas nout to hastyf.

CI37S Cursor M. 7858 (Fairf.) Of him come lesse meke of

meth. c 1450 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 157 Amos spak with

mylde methe.

t Methe, a. 06s. Cf. MYTH a. [? From the

attrib. use of prec.] Gentle, courteous.

be first well boyled in the water, wherof you make the

Metheglin, it will be the better. 1623 C. BfTLEK Fern.

Mon. x. X ij, Methifiglen is the more generous or stronger

Hydromel, being vnto Mede as Vinum to Lora. 1633 ROW
LEY Match at Midnight n. i, Some metheglings, the wine

of Wales. 1666 PEPYS Diary 25 July, I drinking no wine,
had metheglin for the King s own drinking. 1731 P. SHAW
Three Ess. Artif. Philos. 49 The Method of Brewing with

Honey, for Mead, Metheglin [etc.].

attrib. 1887 G. MEREDITH Kallads
&amp;lt;$

P. 105 Cambria s

old metheglin demon Breathed against our rushing tide.

Hence Methe tflinist nonce-wd., a brewer of

metheglin.
1655 SIR J. MENNIS Musarum Del. 29 While there s a

Cider-Man Or a Metheglenist,. .1 do forswear to sup Of
wicked Sack.

Methel : see METEL.

t Me theleSS, a. Obs. [OE. ms)Uas : see

METHE sb. and -LESS.] Immoderate.
&amp;lt;riooo ^ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) II. 516 Da het Martinus Sa

ma;31easan fugelas Saes fixnoSes jeswican. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 96 5if he is meSleas, ileueS him be wurse. 13.. E. E.

A Hit. P. B. 273 pose wern men mebelez & majty on vrbe.

tMe thely, a. Obs. [OE. m&flic: see METHE
sb. and -LY l.] Moderate, proper, suitable.

958 Will in Thorpe Charters 509 sif hwilc fprwyrht man
hiowan ^esaece, bio se |?ingad swa hit medlic sio be baes

geltes meSe. a 1035 Cnul s Secular Laws c. 71 (Lieberm.)
Beon ba hereXeata . . swa hit mseSlic si. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 63 MeOeliche eting and drinking a;en to temien be

lichames orguil.

b. Of medium stature. (Cf. MEETLY a.)

1:1423 Eng. Cony. Irel. 98 Meyler was a man.. of body,
somdel more than methlych, ful stalwarth, wel I-brested.

t Me thely, adv. Obs. [OE. mfylice, f. prec. :

see-LY^.] Moderately, temperately ; meekly.
ciooo CLERIC Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 236 Humane and hu-

maniter maeSlice o85e mennisclice. ^1250 Gen. ^ Ex. 1758

Dus meSelike spac 5is em. c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. 76 His

maner was euer-more to hold hym methelyche.

Methene (me-pn). Chem. [f.
METH-YL +

-ENE.] = METHYLENE. 1883 in Cassells Encycl. Diet.

Methenyl (me J&quot;nil)-
Chem. [f.

METHENE

+ -YL.] The hypothetical hydrocarbon radical

CH ; usually attrib.

1868 Fownes Cheat, (ed. 10) 557 Methenyl chloride (chloro-

Methephisike, obs. form of METAPHYSIC.

Mether, variant of MADDER si.~, Anglo-Irish.
1841 S. C. HALL Ireland III. 297 The mether was square,

and not round .. and to drink out of it was no easy task.

Metherinx, variant of MEDRINACKS Obs.

Methide (me-psid). Chem. [f. METH-YL +

-IDE.] A combination of methyl with a metal.

1868 Fownes Chem. (ed. 10) 596 Zinc methide. 1897 All-

butt s Syst. Med. II. 933 Mercuric methide.
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METHINKS. 394 METHOD.

Methiilks (mz|&amp;gt;rrjks), inipers. v. Now arch.

and poet. Pa. t. methought (rm bp-t). Forms :

see below and cf. THINK v. 1 [()E. mt pyncj&amp;gt; (pa. t.

intp&hte}) where Wis dative, andy5yr/ the 3 pers.

sing. Qifyncean to seem : see THINK z/.
1

As THINK v. 1 did not, exc. in this phrase, survive beyond
the i4th c., and had no very wide currency after 1250, the

syntax of methinks became obscure. Hence it underwent

various alterations of form. The verb being supposed to be

THINK ^.2
,
it followed that it ought to be in the first person ;

hence the form me think, in which probably the pronoun
was still correctly apprehended as a dative. In the i6-i7th
c. there occur the forms my think, my thought(s% which are

attempts to obtain a normal syntax by taking think^ thought^
as sbs. The curious form methoughts^ used in the i7th
and the first half of the i8th c., prob. owes its s to the

analogy of the present tense methinks.}

It seems to me. (Used with dependent clause or

parenthetically.)
1. Present tense, t &amp;lt;* methinketh.
c 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxiv. 3 Me JnncS (wet hit ha:bbe

Xeboht sutne swiSe leaslice ma;r5e. a izoo Moral Ode 5
Vnnct lif ich habbe iled, and jet me bingb ilede. 135(0 GOWER
Conf. II. 95 With such gladnesse I daunce and skippe, Me
thenkth I louche noght the flor. 1447 BOKF.NHAM Seyntys
(Roxb.) 2 And yet methinkyth it were pete That my werk
were hatyd for me. 1577 Ii. GOOGE HcrcsbaclCs Husb. I.

(1586) 10 There is a Hopper (mee thinketh) ouer the toppe
of the Oast. 1607 HIKRON Wks. I. 439 Me thinketh this

motiue should not be without effect.

v Substantive ttse. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. iv. 2

When they opposed their Me thinketh vnto the orders of the

Church of Kngland.

@. methinks.
1560 WHITEHORNE Artc IVarre (1573) 103 b, Nor me

thinkes that there resteth other to tell you then certaine

general rules. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado m. ii. 16 Methinkes

you are sadder. 1661 MAKVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 76
TU methinks an unpleasant business. 1711 SIEELE Sfact.
No. 6 F 5 Respect to all kind of Superiours is founded me
thinks upon Instinct. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE b ertue s Anecd.
Paint. (1786) IV. 281 Methinks a strait canal is as rational

at least as a masandring bridge. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old
Home (1879) 119 Methinks a person of delicate individuality
. . could never endure to lie buried near Shakespeare. 1871
R. ELLIS tr. Catullus xciii. i Lightly methinks I reck if

Caesar smile not upon me.

f-y. methink.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16332 (Cott.) Me thine it es nogbt

sua. 13,. Guy H arii . (A.) 616, & he wald me so o loue

jerne, Me henke y no my^t it him nou3t werne. ^1470
HENRY Wallace i. 385 It war resone, me think, yhe suld
haif part. 1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) ip

Me
thinke I see twoo men in long gounes with short beardes at

the gates. 1659 Genii. Callings, x, So dismal a consequent,
as, methink, should like Lot s wife, remain a perpetual
monument to deter others.

1 5. my think(s.
1530 CROME in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App. x. 20 And my

think that this manner of praying dooth not
dysanull..pur-

gatorye. a 1619 FLETCHER Mad Lover 11. iii, My thinks a

gentleman should keepe his word.

2. Past tense, a. methought.
cizoo Vices $ Virtues 13 And 3if ic nadde, me Suhte bat

hit nas naht wel betowen, oar ic hit idon hadde. a 1300-
1400 Cursor M. 8171 ^Gytt.) Me thoght [Cotton me thoght]
to night on bis-kyn wise, pat we war bath in paradise.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 343 Me thought he was
gayly dysgysyd

at that fest. 1535 COVERDALE Jndg. vii.

13 Me thoughte a baken barlye lofe came rollinge downe to

y* boost of y* Madianites. 1651 H. MORE Enthus. TV/.,
etc. (1656) 309, I dream d thus. Methought I was at a
friends house in the rode betwixt London and Scotland.

1711 POPE Temp. Fame 458 While thus I stood. .One came,
methought, and whisper d in my ear. 1833 TENNYSON Dream
Fair Worn, xiv, At last methought that I had wander d
far In an old wood. 1878 H. PHILLIPS Poemsfr. Spanish
ff Germ. 48 Methought my days were ended.

f. methoughts.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iv. 9 Me thoughts that I had

broken from the Tower. 1620 WOTTON Let. to Bacon in

Reliq. (1651) 413 The draught of a Landskip on a piece
of paper, me thoughts masterly done. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 63 P 3 Methoughts I was transported into a Country
that was filled with Prodigies. 1751 Female Foundling
I. 30 The inward Satisfaction which I felt, had spread
in my Eyes I know not what of melting and passionate,
which methoughts I had never before observed.

f 7. my thought.
a 1300 [see a]. 1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. iv. 3 My

thought it was an heuenly syght, 1611 LADY M. WROTH
Urania 435 Then my thought I saw he had commission.

Methionic (mebij7-nik),a. Chem. [f.ME(THTL)
+ Or. Bttov sulphur : see -ic.] Methionic acid, a

disulpho-acid obtained from aniline. Hence Me-
thionate (meJtti AuU), a salt of methionic acid.
184* T. GRAHAM Elem. Chem. 779 Two other acids of this

class have been obtained, methionic acid.. and althionic
acid. 1853 WATTS tr. Gmelin s Handbk. Chem. VIII. 435
Evaporating the filtrate till it begins to deposit needles of
methionate of baryta. i86a MILLER Elem. Chem.,Org.\.

2 fed. 2) 310 The first compound upon this list [disulpho-
metholic acid] is identical with Liebig s methionic acid.

i Methium. Obs.
1610 [see KERMES ij.

Method (me
1

J)^d), sb. [a. F. m&hode (Rabelais)
or ad. L. metkod-us

t a. Or. pt$o$os pursuit of know
ledge, mode of investigation, also as a term in

Medicine (see below) ; f. //era- META- + 35ds way.
The word is now common to all Rom. and Teut. langs.

(It. metodo, Sp. mltodo, G. methode, etc.) with approxi
mately the same senses as in Eng. The sense of syste
matic arrangement (branch II below) is foreign to Greek : it

ebig s

Some kind of drug.

was developed through the special application of L. metho-
dus by some logicians of the i6lh c. isee sense 4).)

I. Procedure for attaining an object.

1 1. Med. The regular, systematic treatment

proper for the cure of a specific disease. Obs.

(Now merged in sense 3, where see quots. 1725, 1800, 1887.)

1541 R. COPLAND Galyetfs Terap. 2Aiij, Euery kynde
of dysease hath his owne Methode. 1563 T. GALE Inst.

Chirurg. 21 b, The Methode of curyng compounde tumors
against nature. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man Eptst. A iv,

Then did I clearely see, how that to write Methodes
or means to cure the affected paries of the body., might
[etc.]. 1696 PHILLIPS, Method, ..that part of Physick where
by, remedies are found out by the Indications for the Re
storation of Health.

fig. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. i. i To see wherein the
harm which they feel consisteth,. .and the method of curing
it. a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) IX. 38 Let such persons.,
not quarrel with the great physician of souls for having
cured them by easy and gentle methods.

b. Hist. The system of medicine practised by
the * methodics or methodists .

1541 R. COPLAND Galyen s Terap. 2 D iv, That is the
maner to heale by Methode. .yf it so be that Methode is an

vnyueisall way. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 344 Thessalus

\tnarg.\ He reduced Physicke into a Method : and from him
descended the sect called Methodic!. 1790 \V. CULLEN
Lect. Hist. Med. Wks. 1828 I. 383 This easy plan was, by
way of eminence called the Method, and the persons who
followed it the Methodics.

2. A special form of procedure adopted in any
branch of mental activity, whether for the purpose
of teaching and exposition, or for that of investiga
tion and inquiry.
1586 SIR E. HOBY Pol. Disc. Truth iv. 8 And Plato called

a Methode, a fire sent from heauen, which giueth the li^ht
that maketh the trueth kno wen. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table
AtpJi., Method, an order, or readie way to teach, or doo
any thing. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. 11. xvii. 4 Know
ledge . . ought to be delivered and intimated, if it were
possible, in the same method wherein it was invented. 1644
MILTON Educ. 2 The same method is necessarily to be
follow d in all discreet teaching. A 1711 KEN I/ymnot/tco
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 254 He has of Knowledge the true
Method shewn, To rise to Truths abstruse, from Truths
well-known. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legisl. xviii. 56 The
method of division here pursued. 1852 J. CUKWEN (title)
The Pupil s Manual of the Tonic Sol-Fa Method of teach

ing to sing. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 55 Mental science
does not differ from physical in its methods. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I V. 136 The theses of Parmenides are expressly
said to follow the method of Zeno. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst. i.

18 It is a distinct property of the Comparative Method of in

vestigation to abate national prejudices. 1876 L. STEPHEN
Eng. Th.i &thC. i. 30 I. 30 Hume, .agrees with Descartes
..in pursuing the simple introspective method. 1879 LUB-
BOCK Set. Lect. v. 139 The methods of archaeological in

vestigation are as trustworthy as those of any natural science,

t b. The rules and practice proper to a par
ticular art. Obs.
1662 EVELYN Diary 22 Aug., The intention being to re

duce that art [sc. ship-building] to as certaine a method as

any other part of architecture.

C. in the names of certain specific procedures in

mathematics and experimental science.

1685 WALLIS Algebra Ixxiii. 280 The Method of Exhaus-
tions. Ibid. Ixxxv. 318 Another Method of Approximation,
by Mr. Isaac Newton. 1718-19 Phil. Trans. XXX. 923A letter of M. I Abbe* Conti. .concerning the dispute about
the Invention of the Method of Fluxions, or Differential
Method. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, y Method, methodus, is

more peculiarly used in mathematics for divers particular
processes for solving problems, In this sense we say
Method of exhaustions . . Method offluxions . . Method of
tangents. 1838 DE MORGAN Th. Probab. in Encycl. Metrop.
(1845) II. 451 The method of correction known by the name
of that of least squares . . was proposed by Legendre m 1806.

1843 MILL Logic in. viii, Of the Four Methods of Experi
mental Inquiry. Ibid. in. xi, Of the Deductive Method.

d. in the title of treatises of instruction in an
art or science.
1686 (title) A new and easje Method to learn to sing by

book, etc. 1758 NUGENT (title) A new Method of learning
with Facility the Latin Tongue. 1842 TENNYSON Amfhion
79 They read Botanic Treatises, And Works on Gardening
thro there, And Methods of transplanting trees To look as
if they grew there.

3. In wider sense : A way of doing anything,
esp. according to a defined and regular plan ; a
mode of procedure in any activity, business, etc.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. 11. ii. 34 If you will iest with me,
know my aspect, And fashion your demeanor to my lookes,
Or I will beat this method in your sconce. 1606 Ant.

&amp;lt;(

Cl. i. iii. 7 Madam, me thinkes if you did loue him deerly,
You do not hold the method, to enforce The like from him.
1602 [?COOKE} //O7t a man may choose good wife Bsb, I

will prescribe a methode How thou shall win hir without al

peraduenture. 1660 BARROW Euclid \. ix. Coroll^ The
method of cutting angles. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 42 The
Hen did walk in a fourfold Method towards her Chickens.
i7i5 BURNET Own Time (1724) I. 359 He did very often

assure me he was against all violent methods, and all perse
cution for conscience sake. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. 336 The
old Man began to ask me, if he should put me in a Method
to make my Claim to my Plantation. 1723 N. ROBINSON
Th. Physick 262 This is the only Method to be continued
while the Symptoms are not extremely dangerous. 1761
GRAY Sketch a Too poor for a bribe, and too proud to im

portune,
He had not the method of making; a fortune. 1793

bMEATON Edystone L. 274 In our work, it was performed
in the following method. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 494 Mr. P.
was delighted to hear that I thought a cure was not im
practicable, and laboured ardently to persuade me to inform
him of the method I should use, iSootr. Lagrangers Chem.
I. 365 Scheele has given two methods for obtaining this

acid. 1819 BYRON Juan i. vii, This is the usual method,
but not mine My way is to begin with the beginning- 1868
LOCKYER Elem. Astron. vii. (1879) 256 There are two
methods of observing the time of transit over a wire, one
called the eye and ear method, the other the galvanic
method. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches zoo
A perfect method of warming churches has yet to be in

vented. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 Feb. 448/2 Benefit from
this line of treatment must not be expected immediately,
and the method should be persevered with for at least some
months.

t b. A scheme, plan of action. Obs.

1704 J. TRAPP Abra-Mulf i. i. 319 All my Designs and
Methods still were cross d.

fc. A mode (of employment). Obs.

1712 STEELE Sjtct, No. 294 p i Sixteen hundred Children,

including Males and Females, put out to Methods of In

dustry.

d. In generalized use : The methods of pro
cedure in any department, considered as the object

|

of a branch of study ; esp. with reference to teach-

: ing. Cf. sense 6.

1848 W. Ross (.title) The Teacher s Manual of Method ;

j

or general principles of teaching and school-keeping. 1879
;

A. PARK (title) A Manual of Method for Pupil-Teachers
i

and Assistant Masters.

II. Systematic arrangement, order.

4. A branch of Logic or Rhetoric which teaches

i how to arrange thoughts and topics for investiga

tion, exposition, or literary composition.
1551 T. WILSON Logike E iv b, The maner of handeling a

|

single Question, and the readie waie howe to teache and
sette forth any thyng plainlie, and in order, as it should be,

in latine Methodus. Ibid. K ij, We spake before of a

methode,or directe order to be vsed in all our doinges. 1588
FRAUNCE Laiviers Log. i. i. 7 Methode hath only to deale

with the ordering and selling of many axioms. 1605 BACON
Adv. Leant, it. xvii. 2 Methode hath beene placed, and
that not amis&e in Logicke, as a part of Judgement ; For as

the Doctrine of Syllogismes comprehendeth the rules of

Judgement vppon that which is inuen ted. So the Doctrine of

Methode contayneth the rules of ludgement vppon that

whichistobeedeliuered. 1627 HAKEWILL^/^/. 1630)261 To
this body [the art of LogicJ have they not improperly added
thedoctrine of Methods as a necessary limbe thereof, a 1679
HOBBES Rhet. u68i) i We see that all men naturally are

able in some sort to accuse and excuse : Some by chance ;

but some by method. This method may be discovered :

and to discover Method is all one with teaching an Art.

1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 7. 46 Their Children were in-

structed early in the Rules of Method. 1725 WATTS Logic
iv. i, In logic. .Method is the disposition of a variety of

thoughts on any subject, in such order as may best serve to

find out unknown truths. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legisl*
xvi. i note. The particular uses of method are various:
but the general one is, to enable men to understand the

things that are the subjects of it. 1827 HUTTON Course
Math. I. 3 Method is the art of disposing a train of argu
ments in a proper order, to investigate either the truth or

falsity of a proposition, or to demonstrate it to others when
it has been found out. 1849 ABI - THOMSON Laws Th.

(ed. 2) 95 Method^ which is usually described as the fourth

part of Logic, is rather a complete practical Logic. 1870

J EVONS Elem. Logjc xxiv. 201 Method is. .defined as con

sisting in such a disposition of the parts of a discourse that

the whole may be mo;&amp;gt;t easily intelligible.

5. Orderly arrangement of ideas and topics in

thinking or writing; orderliness and sequence of

thought or expression.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Gtasse 3 They [certain

writers] ob-erue no order or Methode in their teaching.

1381 LAMBARD Eiren. u. vii. (1588) 223 To me, that am de

sirous to follow some order, and methode of discourse, the

general! must alwayes go before the particular. 1592 WAR
NER Alb. Eng. vii. xxxv. (1612) 171 Though his words lackl

methode, yeat they moued. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 208

Though this be madnesse, Yet there is Method in t. 1649
ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. Introd. iii. 39 Method and order, as

it is the mother of memory, so it is a singular friend to a
cleare understanding. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxx. 184
Unlesse we shall think there needs no method in the study
of the Politiques. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 654 Horace still

charms with graceful negligence, And without method talks

us into sense. 1753 JOHNSON Adventurer No. 85 P 17

Method is the excellence of writing, and unconstiamt the

grace of conversation. &quot;1834 COLERIDGE On Method in

Encycl. Metrop. I. Introd. 2 The total absence of Method
renders thinking impracticable. 1842 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874)

J. i. 33 His very method, .consists in a contempt of all

method. 1880 W. SANDAY in Expositor XI. 362 He sought
to give to the allegorical interpretation a greater method.

6. The order and arrangement observed in framing
a particular discourse or literary composition ; an

author s design or plan.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I

7
f, in. i. 13 Verbatim to rehearse the

Methode of my Penne. 1594 Rich. Ill* \. ii. 116 To
leaue this keene encounter of our wittes, And fall something
into a slower method. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.(Globe)

609/2 Tell them then, I pray you, in the same order that

you have now rehearsed them ; for there can be noe better

methode then this which the very matter it self offereth.

1597 MORLEV Introd. Mus. Pref., As for the methode of

the booke, although it be not such as may in euery point
satisfie the curiositie of Dichotomistes : yet is it such as I

thought most conuenient for the capacitie of the learner.

1622 WITHER Fair Virtue Cab, If my Methode they de

ride. Let them know, Loue is not tide In his free Discourse,
to chuse Such strict rules as Arts-men vse. 1653 H. MORE
Antid. Ath. in. xii. (1712) 126, I had here ended all my
Stories, were I not tempted by that remarkable one in

Bodinus to outrun my method. 1706 LONDON & WISE Re*
tir d Gard ner I. Pref. Aj b,The first of these Books was.,

penis d by several ingenious Gentlemen, who liking the

Method of it, were desirous to have it translated. 1784
COWPER Tas&ni, 279 What s that which brings contempt
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upon a book, And him who writes it, though the style be

neat, The method clear, and argument exact?

f b. A regular, systematic arrangement of literary

materials ;
a methodical exposition. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. ii. (Arb.) 21 If Poesie be

now an Art,, .and yet were none, vntill by studious persons
fashioned and reduced into a method of rules and precepts.

1603 UACON Adv. Learn. \\. xvii. 6 The deliuerie of know

ledge in Aphorismes, or in Methodes ;
wherein wee may ob-

serue that it hath beene too much taken into Custome, out of

a fewe Axiomes or Obseruations, vppon any Subiecte, to

make a solemne, and formall Art ; filling it with some Pis-

courses, and illustratinge it with Examples; and digesting it

into a sensible Methode. But the writinge in Aphorismes
hath nianye excellent vertues, whereto the writinge in

Methode doth not approach. Ibid. 7. 1611 BIBLE Transl.

Pref. r 3 Cutting off the superfluities of the lawes, and

digesting them into some order and method. 1680 (title) A
brief Method of the Law. Being an exact alphabetical dis

position of all the heads necessary for a perfect Common
place. 1706 LONDON & WISE Retired Gardener I. Pref. A ij,

Several gentlemen would often have ask d us Questions re

lating to^our Profession, but were at a Loss how to form them
intoa Method, and word them so that we might rightly under

stand what they meant. 1829 BRNTHAM Justice *V Cod. Petit.

Prelim. Expl. p. v, In the disposition made of the matter

of the original draft . . a method . . has been given to it.

f c. The scheme or summary of the contents of

a book, set forth in a table. Obs.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. i. v. 244 Ol. In his bosome, In what

chapter of his bosome? Vio. To answer by the method in

the first of his hart, a 1613 OVEKBURY A Wife (1614) B,

The Method. First of Mariuge, and the effect thereof,

children. Then of his contrarie, Lust; then [etc-1. 1652
NEEDHAM tr. Selden s Mare Cl. 3 And with these wee shall

now begin ; for the Method of the second Book is more

conveniently put there before it.

7. In wider sense : Orderliness and regularity in

doing anything; the habit of acting according to

plan and order.

1611 BEAUM. FL. King fy no A&quot;, v. iv, There is a method
in mans wicked nesse, It growes vp by degrees. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 33 That so putting the Houses
Into some method and order of their future debate, they
would be more easily regulated than if they were in the

beginning left to that liberty which they naturally affected.

1714 SWIFT Pres. St. Affairs p 2 After which I know no
lalents necessary besides Method and Skill in the common
forms of business. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1811) V.

xiv. (cont.) 125 But early hours, and method, and ease, with

out hurry, will do every thing. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII.
231/2 No man ever gave himself up more entirely to any
object, or prosecuted it. .with, .more method and skilful

management.

1 8. A particular state of orderly arrangement ;

a disposition of things according to a regular plan
or design. Obs.

1635 SHIRLEY Coronat. i. (1640! C, A small wound Ith

headT may spoyle the method of his haire.
1677^

MAR-
VELL Corr. Wits. (Grosart) II. 561, I am frequent with Mr.
Fisher and our Counsel!, having put all things into the best

method for an hearing, a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1724)
I. 207 The king was beginning to put things in great

method, in his revenue, in his troops [etc.]. 1716 ADDISON
Drummer iv. i, I would have all the knives and forks, .laid

in a method. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1811) V. xiv.

(cont.) 125 All is in such a method, that it seems impossible
for the meanest servants to mistake their duty.

9. Nat. Hist. A system; scheme of classification.

Now most naturally interpreted as short for method of

classification , which would commonly be apprehended as

an instance of sense 2 or 3. Of the difference between
*

system and method
, contradictory account? were for

merly given : see quots.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 355 Method and System

..have often been.. used indifferently to signify the same
thing. ..But if we consider their real meaning, a Method
should signify an Artificial, and a System a Natural
arrangement of objects. 1828-32 WEBSTER, Method... 3.

Classification ; . . as, . . the method of Ray ; the Linnean
method. ..A distinction is sometimes made between method
and system. System is an arrangement founded, through
out all its parts, on some one principle. Method is an

arrangement less fixed and determinate. .. Thus we say,
the natural met/iod, and the artificial or sexual system
of Linnaeus, 1834 M CMURTKIE Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. 4
This scaffolding of divisions, the superior of which con
tain the inferior, is called a method.

III. 10. Comb.-, t method-monger^ a contemp
tuous term for one who deals in logical method

1

;

in quot. 1647 with a play on Gr. fttffoSfia (rendered
wiles in the Revised Version of 1881).

1617 DONNE Serm. Luke xxiii. 40 (1661) III. 5 We steal

our Learning if we . . deale upon Rhapsoders, and Common
placers, and Method-mongers. i(S47TKAPP Comnt. Eph. iv.

14 The devil and his disciples are notable method-mongers,
so as to deceive, if it were possible, the very elect. 1676
R. DIXON Two Test. To Rdr. 12 Such are our systematical
Method-mongers, blundering in their Dichotomies after the

way of Ramus or Keckerman.

tMe thod, z&amp;gt;. Obs. rare 1
, [f. METHOD sb.]

trans. To methodize, arrange.
1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xlii. 54^ He [the Devil] is

able, .so to method and contrive his devices, that [etc].

Methodee, variant form of METHODT.
t Metho dian. Obs. rare 1

, [f.
METHOD sb.

+ -IAN.]
= METHODIST i.

1611 COTTA^ Disc. Dang. Pract. Phys. i. \\. 10 The Em-
pericke trusting to experience alone without reason, and
the methodian unto the abuse of right reason.

Methodic (m/J^-dik), a. and sb. Obs. exc.

Hist. Also 6 -yke. [ad. late L. methodic-us, a.

395

Gr. fj.t6o8LK-v? t
f. fifOoSos METHOD: see -ic and cf.

K. mtihodique (i6th c.).] A. adj.

fl. The distinctive epithet of one of the three

ancient schools of physicians, holding views inter

mediate between those of the Dogmatic and the

Empiric school.

1541 R. COPLAND Galycris Temp. 2 B iv, After the sen

tence of the Methodyke secte. 1701 GREW Cosnt. Sacra iv.

viii. 266 Thessalus, the Head of the Methodick Sect in the

Reign of Nero. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler Wo, 156 ? i Every
animal body, according to the methodick physicians, is, by
the predominance of some exuberant quality] continually

declining towards disease and death.

2. *= METHODICAL a. in various senses: pertain

ing to method ; constructed, performed, or carried

on in accordance with method
; rarely of persons,

observant of method, characterized by regularity
of procedure.
i6zo K. JAMES Let. to Bacon 16 Oct. in Resuscitatio

(1657) n. 83 You could not have made choice of a Subject
more befitting, .your universal, and Methodick, Knowledge.
1663 J. SPENSER Prodigies (1665) 137 Some native and me
thodick powers, and springs of motion in things. 1669 GALE
Crt. Gentiles i. HI. x. 104 There is no piece of Pagan
Oratorie so methodic and harmonious, as sacred Scriptures.

1719 T. COOKE Talcs, etc. 120 When was I known basely
to court the Schools, Or not to rail at dull Methodic Fools. .?

1869 SEELEY Led. fy Ess. i. 17 The nation which .. by
methodic study and science of destruction, had crushed all

the surrounding nationalities. 1886 MKS. BURNETT Little

Ld. Fanntlcroy x, It was as unlike the methodic old lawyer
to be agitated . . as it was to be late.

B. Si).

1. Hist. A physician of the methodic* school;
= METHODIST i.

15^1 R. COPLAND GalyetCs Terap. aGj. That is to wyt
the indycacyon y* is taken of the myghtynes of the dysease,
which the Methodykes oncly liaue nat left . .but also dyuers
of the racyojialles, & Emperykes. 1659 MACALI.O Can.

Physick i. i The Methodick practizing in Physick hath,

First, a knowledge of the Disease : next, foretelleth the

event of it : and last, goeth about to cure the same. 1771
T. PERCIVAL Kss. (1777) I. 25 Themison ..founded a new
sect called the Methodics, a 1790 W. CUI.LEN Hht. Med.
Wks. 18281.383 This easy plan was.. called the Method,
and the persons who followed it the Methodic*. 1864
CJtambers s Encycl. VI. 385/2 During the greater part of

the first two centuries of our era, the Methodics were the

preponderating medical sect.

2. //. The science of method
; methodology.

(Ogilvie 1882, and later Diets.)
Webster 1864 has the sing, in this sense,

Methodical (mfj^-dikfil), a.
[f. late L. me-

thodicus : see prec. and -ICAL.]
1. Hist. = METHODIC a. i.

1597 A. M. tr. Gitillemeau s Fr. Chirurg. 49 b/i The
Empiricke medicamentes which the Methodicall Physicianes
doe so disdayne. 1650 GENTILIS Considerations 50 Though
a great wise man compared a man that wanted Science,
and had Experience, to an Empyrick Physitian, and the

learned man to the Methodicall ; yet hee was deceived in i

the comparison. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Methodists^
Galen, .scrupled not to assert, that the methodical heresy

\

luined every thing that was good in the art [of medicine].

1837 WIIEWELI. Hist. Induct. Sci.
(18^57)

I. 192 That.,
medical sect which was termed the empirical, in contradis
tinction to the rational and methodical sects.

2. Characterized by method or order ; constructed, |

performed, or carried on in accordance with
j

method ; arranged or disposed with order or

regularity.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. bj, There are other (very many)

Methodicall Artes. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. 23 Yet Moses
.. condescends in this place to such a methodical and
School-like way of defining, and consequencing, as in no

place of the whole Law more. 1698 FARQUHAR Love
&amp;lt;y

i

Bottle iv. ii, Then they hate to hear a fellow in Church
(

preach methodical Nonsense, with a Firstly, Secondly, and ;

Thirdly. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 3 ? 2, I fell insensibly
into a kind of Methodical Dream, which disposed all my i

Contemplations into a Vision or Allegory. 1862 BURTON ,

Bk. Hunter (1863^ 99 This is to be a methodical discourse.

1903 Expositor May 390 Methodical directions for the

management of missions were not bequeathed by the Lord
to his disciples.

b. Of material things: Arranged in a neat or

orderly manner, rare.

1650 FULLER PisgaJt n. Gad 15. 79 No methodicall
monument but this hurdle of stones was fittest for such a
causer of confusion [Absalom]. 1904 Union Mag. Jan. 5/2
He always wore a tightly buttoned up frock-coat..and a
methodical black neck-tie.

3. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Acting with
or observant of method or order.

1664 PEPVS Diary 29 Feb., I find him a most exact and
methodicall man. 1706 ADDISON Rosamond \. ii, Let me
appear, Great sir, I pray Methodical in what I say. 1820 W.
IRVING Sketch Bk., Angler TIT, The English are methodical
even in their recreations. 1865 DICKENS Mul. Fr. n. i,

Small,, .neat, methodical, and buxom was Miss Peecher.

1875 LyelCs Print. Geol. II. in. xxxvi. 289 Unconscious
selection acts more powerfully than methodical selection.

Hence Methodica-lity, rare, the property of

being methodical.
1861 Temple Bar II. 549 You can see the methodically

of these folks in every thread of their clothes.

Methodically (m/bp\Ukali), adv. [f.
ME

THODICAL a. + -LY ^.] In a methodical manner ; in

accordance with a prescribed method ; with method
or regularity.
1570 DEJ; Math. Pref. c iv, You may Methodically icgis-

METHODIST.
ter tlie whole. 1668 HAI.K / trf. Kolte s Abridgm. c, A
Stock of learning, methodically digested and fitted to his

use. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 3 Great pains have
been taken to class mineral waters methodically. 1758 J. S.

Le Dran s Observ. Snrg. (1771) 61, I dressed the Patient

methodically. 1859 C. BARKKR A&soc. Prim. i. 26 An apart
ment, .fitted up with forms and desks methodically arranged.

1890 lioWEN in Law Times Rep. LXIII. 690/1 The Lord
Chancellor or some other authority should methodically in

quire into these differences.

Metho dicalness. [f.
METHODICAL a. +

-NKSS.] The quality of being methodical.

1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. \. iii. 139 A mere fortuitous

and temerarious nature, devoid of all order and methodical-

ness. 1706 tr. Dupins Keel. Hist. j6t/i C. II. v. 27 Tapper
writes with great Methodicalness and Easiness.

Methodism (me J^diz m). [f. METHOD sb. +

-ISM, after next.]
1. The system of religious doctrine, practice, and

organisation characteristic of Methodists.

1739 WFSI.KY Ji &s. (1872) 1.225 The true old Christianity,

which, under the new name of Methodism, is now also

everywhc-re spoken against. 1768 \Vnn i-:i IKI.D Let. to Dr.
/&amp;gt;//;&amp;lt;// \Vks, 1771 IV. 328 If you .should desire, .a definition

of Methodism itself, .you may easily be gratified. It is no
more nur less than faith working by 1 jve . A holy method
of living and dying to the glory of Gotl . 1851 CAHLVI.I-;

Sterling in. iii. (1872) 190 An honest, ignorant good man,
entirely given-up to Methodism.

2. Adherence to fixed methods; excessive regard
for methods.

&$6Chaml&amp;gt;. Jrnl. V. 178 The Somerset House gentlemen
usually introduce their official methodism at home. 1874
BLACKIE Self-Cult. 67 Such a formal metHodism of conduct

springs from narrowness. 1881 LlDDON in Chr. II orId

Pulpit XX, 98/1 When, .habit is merely the surviving
metliodism or the skeleton of a life which is no more. 1885
T. P. O CosxoK Gladstone s Ho. Cotnm. 59 Sir Stafioid

Northcote s dull. . methodism of words and thought.

Methodist (me b^iist). [ad. mod.L. metho-

dista \ see METHOD sb. and -IST. Cf. Y. mtthodiste]
1. Hist. A physician of the methodic school.

(See METHODIC a. i.) In the i/th c. sometimes

applied to the regular or orthodox medical practi
tioners of the day, in contradistinction to those

who favoured the use of new remedies.

According to Celsus, the members of this school ((.ailed in

Latin methodici, in Gr. ficdoSucat) differed from the Dog
matic school in basing their treatment not on principles
deduced from a classification of diseases according to their

origin, but on the theory that morbid conditions consisted

either in
*

looseness
, tightness , or a mixture between the

two (flitens, strictin t, )nixtum} t
each of the three states

having its appropriate set of remedies. The founder of the

school was Themison, about A,I&amp;gt;. 100.

1598 MAKSTON Sco. Villanie i. i, As many more, As me-
thodist Musus kild with Hellebore. 1607 WALKING ION Opt.
Glass 44 The inexpert phisician, I meane Empyricall, as

also the methodist or dogmatist. 1733 CHKVNE Eng. Malady
n. (1734) 227 The true Foundation of the Distinction be

tween .. the strait and loose of the ancient Methodists.

1845 F. ADAMS tr. Aigineta ii. xxxix.Comm.1. 293 Soranus,
the great master of the Methodises.

Jig. 1615 JACKSON Creed iv. in. v. 2 All of us have
some or other tender part of our souls which we cannot
endure should be ungently touched ; Every man must be

his own methodist to find them out.

2. One who is skilled in, or attaches importance
to, method ; one who follows a (specified) method.
Now rare.

*593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super, no The finest Methodists,

according to Aristotles golden rule of artificial! Boundes, con-

demne Geometricall preceptes in Arithmetique, or Arithmeti-

call preceptes in Geometric, as irregular, and abusiue. 1621

BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 79 Aribtotle. .was too good a Me
thodist, and Logician to confound the limits and boundaries
of Art$. 1647 FARINDON Serin, xx. 11672) I. 394 He teacheth
us how we shall fear recta methodo^ to be perfect Methodists
in Fear, and that we misplace not our fear. 1658 J. SPENCER

Things New &amp;lt;V
Old 161 Our. .plain pack-staffe Methodists,

who esteem of all flowers of Rhetoiick in Sermons, no better

then stinking weeds. 1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey), Methodist,
one that treats of a Method, or affects to be methodical.
1802 BEDDOES Hygeia i. 87 What are these methodists in

meat and drink, whom we are all so justly averse to the

idea of resembling? 1824 J. JOHNSON Tyfogr. II. Ixv. 95
But some, who are still better methodists. .divide each side

of the paper into two columns. 1886 Cycl. Tour. Club
Gaz. IV. 121 They, .despise the cut-and-dried programme of

the methodist..and prefer to wander of their own free will.

b. Nat. Hist. One who classifies or arranges

according to a particular method or scheme. Also,
in Kirby s use, an advocate of an artificial in

preference to a natural method of classification.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp^ Methodists,, .persons who
have .. bestowed their labours upon the disposition and

arrangement of plants. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) 1.

xxxvi. 291 The methodists in natural history. 1826 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. IV. 356 Under this view system -makers

would be divided into two classes the Methodists and

Systematists. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 276 Several sys-

lematists referring it [the genus Henicurus\ to the Mota-

cillidx,. .while other methodists. .placed it next to Cinclus.

3. Eccl. fa. One who advocates a particular
method or system of theological belief; applied

esp. to the Amyraldists or Semi-Arminians. Obs.

1692 R. TRAILL*$W. Writ. (1845) 167 The new methodists

about the grace of God had too great an increase in the

French churches. [1702 I. MATHER in C. Mather Magn.
Chr. (1702) IV. 132 Parum aut nihil asserunt Amyraldistae.

quos Novatores & Methodistas vocant.]

b. The name given in the i/th c. to a class of

Roman Catholic apologists.
116-2
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1686 WAKE De/. Exposition 85, I was willing to hope,
that.. such a peaceable Exposition of the Doctrine^ of the

Church of England might..have been received with the

same civility by them, as that of the Church of Rome was

by us ; and that our new Methodists had not so wholly
studied the palliating part of their Master, as not [etc.].

1763 MACLAINE tr. Mosheim s Eccl. Hist. xvil. II. I. xv,

This new species of polemic doctors were called Me
thodists, and the most eminent of them arose in France.

1882-3 SchafTs Eticycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 1863 The Jesuits
were the first to give systematic representations of the

method of polemics ; hence they were called Methodists .

4. a. Originally, a term applied to the members
of a religious society (nicknamed the Holy Club ),

established at Oxford in 1729 by John and Charles

\VeslcyandothermembersoftheUniversity, having
for its object the promotion of piety and morality;

subsequently applied to those who took part in or

sympathized with the evangelistic movement led

by the Wesleys and George Whitefield. b. In later

use, a member or adherent of any one of a number
of religious bodies or denominations which origi

nated directly or indirectly from the labours of the

Wesleys and Whitefield.

In England, the designation belongs especially to the

members and adherents of the Wesleyan- Methodist Society
founded by John Wesley, and of the various other bodies

that have proceeded from it or from each other by suc

cession, as the New Connexion Methodists, the Primitive

Methodists, the United Methodist Free Church, and others.

All these bodies accept in the main the Arminian theo

logy of Wesley, and in nearly all of them the ministers

(called travelling preachers ) change their place of abode
after a certain period (usually three years

1
. In the U. S.

the most influential body of Methodists is the Methodist

Episcopal Church, which was directly founded by John
Wesley &amp;lt;\vho ordained its first bishop, Dr. Coke), and which
is recognized by the English Wesleyan-Methodist Society
as in full communion with it. There are also several other

bodies in the U. S. that adopt the name as a part of their

official designation. In Wales the name Methodists

commonly denotes the body more fully known as Calvin-

istic Methodists , which was founded by Welshmen influ

enced by the teaching of Whitefield ; it is now federated

with the United Free Church of Scotland and the Presby-
teiian Church of England.
The origin of the name, as applied to the associates of the

Wesleys at Oxford, is somewhat obscure. Cf., however,
sense 33, and the I7th c. use in examples like quots. 1647,

1658, in sense 2.

1733 (title) The Oxford Methodists, some account of a

Society of Young Gentlemen in that City. 1741-3 WESLEY
Extract of Jrnl, (1749) 68, I know no principles of the Me
thodists (so called) which are contrary to the word of God.

1770 Junius Lett, xxxvi. To Dk. Grafton 14 Feb., You gave
us nothing but the.. whining piety of a Methodist. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 10 Aug., Nobody reads sermons out

Methodists and Dissenters. 1846 M CuLLOCll Ace. Brit.

Empire (1854) II. 279 The principal
classes of dissenters

are denominated methodises, independents, baptists, presby-

terians, . . &c. 1858 T. McCoMBIE Hist. Victoria xxii. 317
It is but justice to the Wesleyan Methodists to say, that

their church seems well adapted for propagating Christianity
in new countries. 1864 Chambers * Encycl. VI. 427/1 The
Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, .are not a secession from the

followers of Wesley, but originated partly in the preaching
of. . Whitefield, and partly in that of Howel Harris, a Welsh

clergyman of the Church of England. 1887 W. S. GILBERT

Ruddigort \. Plays, Ser. ill. (1895) 222 He combines the

manners of a Marquis with the morals of a Methodist.

c. trans/. Applied contemptuously to a person
of strict religious views.

1758 MRS. DELANY in Life fy Corr. 523 We met with an

archdeacon Golden., in his appearance a jolly, open, cheer

ful countenance, . . he thinks it his duty to uphold any
orthodox point ; and that, I suppose, has gained him the

title of methodist. 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Stories Ch.

Catech. xxxiii. 353 The women of the regiment soon gave
her the name of a muthodist. [Footnote} This term, as

used in India, ..is a name of reproach given to those. .who
are more serious than their neighbours. 1834 Tail s Mag.
I. 387/2 For this hardship his remedy was, that the Method

ists, his general term for all dissenters, should be made to

contribute double, to relieve churchmen of such burdens.

5. attrib. (sense 4), passing into adj. with the

sense: Pertaining to Methodists or Methodism.

Also comb, methodist-like, -mad adjs.

1751 LAVINGTON Enthns.Meth.fr Papists in. 317 How
horrible the Process was in these Methodist.like Initiations

will appear [etc.]. 1766 WESLEY Jrnl. 5 Sept., A Methodist

Preacher. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 493 Had I

run opera-mad, .or methodist-mad . . I might have found

companions enow. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 18 July,
He attended Mrs. Tabby to the methodist meeting. 1850
LYELL 2nd Visit U. S. II. 18 Four neat and substantial

wooden churches, ..the Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist,
and Episcopalian. 1840 B. E. HILL Pinch of Snuff 102

A good woman . . was driven Methodist-mad. 1859 [see

CONNEXION 8]. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. x. (1880) 720 But
the Methodists themselves were the least result of the

Methodist revival. 1903 CoURTHOfE Hist. Eng. Poetry xi,

heading, The Methodist movement in poetry.

Methodistic (roej&amp;gt;(di-itik),
a. [f. prec. + -ic.]

1. Of or pertaining to the doctrines, beliefs,

methods or appearance of the Methodists ; charac

teristic of or pertaining to the Methodists.

1791 HAMPSON Mem. Wesley II. 3 His first labours in the

metnodistic vineyard. 1811 BYRON Hints fr. Horace 31

Then spare our stage, ye methodistic men ! 1820 POL.

WHKLE in Lavington s Enthus. Meth.
&amp;lt;t Papists Introd.

203 A further specimen of methodistic cant on the subject

of inspiration. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 142/2 [The candidate

for admission as a minister] undergoes an examination as to

his personal acquaintance with Christianity, his Methodistic

orthodoxy, and attachment to its discipline. 1849 CLOUUH

396

Dipsychus. i. iv. 124, I recognise, and kiss the rod The
methodistic voice of God .

Methodistical (mej^di-stikal), a. [Formed
as prec. : see -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to the

Methodists or Methodism ; resembling a Methodist;

usually with disparaging implication.
1749 FIELDING Tom J^ones vui. viii, She is at present . .

free from any methodistical notions. 1820 SOUTHEY Wesley
1 1. 462 Meeting a man there one day, he asked him, in a me-
thodistical manner, if he knew Jesus Christ. 1889 D. HANNAY
Capt. Marryat 38 What was called in the navy a blue

light , that is a pious man of a somewhat Methodistical turn.

Hence Methodi stically adv., in accordance

with the principles of Methodism or the practice
of Methodists.

1787 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) I. 301 And so Mr. talks

methodistically. 1820 POLWHELE in Lavington s Enthus.
Meth.

&amp;lt;fr Papists Introd. 26 We.. term those Methodists

who (whether Clergymen or Laymen) are Methodistically

religious. 1884 American VIII. 84 The whole course of

the Christian life, as conceived Methodistically, seems to us

to labor under this defect.

t Methodi Stico-, sed as combining form of

METHODISTIC.
1751 LAVINGTON Enthus. Meth. -y Papists in. 350 Thus

endeth this Methodistico-Monkish Story. 1805 T. HARRAL
Scenes of Life II. 193 Methodistico-jacobinical rant.

Me-thodisty, a. rare-*,
[f.

METHODIST + -Y.J

Of a Methodist appearance or character.

1837 MARKYAT Dog Fiend liv, It would have made you
laugh to see his metnodisty face.

Methodization (meb(Jd3iz^ Jen). [f. next +

-ATION.] The action or process of methodizing;
the state of being methodized, esp. in Logic.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jttdic. Evid. (1827) II. 231

When, in order to allow the necessary time, .for research

and methodization, depositions in the form of ready-written
answers have been allowed, a 1866 J. GKOTE Exam. Utilit.

Philos. (1870) 104 No greater results have flowed, .from the

theoretical methodization. .of the object, which utilitarian

ism teaches.

Methodize (me-J^siz), v. Also -ise. [f.

METHOD sb. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To reduce to method or order; to

arrange (thoughts, ideas, expression, etc.) in an

orderly manner.
1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Ep. Ded. 2, L.coulde not

but methodize this admiration in this digression. 1671 BAX
TER Holiness Design Chr. Ixiv. 18 They have not the skil

to word and methodize their notions rightly. 1700 DRYDEN
Sigism. flf

Guise. 258 The royal spy..retired unseen, To.,
methodize revenge. 17x3 BERKELEY Guardian No. 30 P 8

He should be taught.. to order and methodise his ideas.

1881 SHORT-HOUSE J. IngUsant (1882) II. 371 That art of

reasoning, .which methodizes and facilitates our discourse.

altsol. 1707 POPE Let. to Wycherley 29 Nov., To method
ize in your Case, is full as necessary as to strike out. a 1834
COLERIDGE On Method in Encycl. Metrop. I. Introd. 5 The
mind .. is disposed to generalize and methodize to excess.

b. To render (a person) orderly or methodical.

1814 MME. D ARBLAY Let. 3 Apr., I have given him.. to

sobcrise and methodize him a little, a private tutor.

2. inlr. To talk methodistically.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 12 Sept., She was grave and

gay oy turns. She moralized and Methodized ; she laughed,
and romped [etc.].

Hence Me tliodized ///. a.; Methodizing l*t sb.

Also Me tuodizer, one who methodizes.

111586 SIDNEY Arcadia, ill. (1598) 312 All her long method
ized oration was inherited onely by such kinde of speeches.

1646 R. BAILLIE Lett.
&amp;lt;r Jrnls. (Bannatyne Club) II. 401

Yet, in the review, the alteration of words, and the method-

izeing, takes up so much time, that we know not when we
shall end. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. ii. 204 Their me
thodizing was meerly managed by the will of the Clerk of

the Writs. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 13 God was

only the Orderer, or the Methodizer and Harmonizer
thereof. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 235 The
methodized reasonings of the great publicists and jurists.

1841 D ISRAELI Amtn. Lit. (1867) 158 This methodiser of

commonplaces. 1886 A. WEIR Hist. Basis Mod. Europe
(1889) 113 The methodised frivolity of their lives.

Methodizing ^le jydaizirj), ///. a. [-ING
2
.]

1. That methodizes.

1832 CARLYLE in Eraser s Mag. V. 412 Hume has the

widest, methodising, comprehensive eye. 1902 J. H. ROSE
Napoleon /, I. xii. 284 This methodizing genius.

2. Inclined to Methodism.
1820 SOUTHEY Wesley II. 396 The greater part of the

methodizing clergy adhered to Lady Huntingdon s party in

the dispute. 1842 WHATELY Let. in Lift (1866) II. 6

A Methodising sailor might call it the log-book of a voyage
to heaven.

Methodless ^me-jVdK-s), a. [f.
METHOD sb.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of method, order or regularity ;

lacking the habit of order.

1609 A. CRAIG Poet. Keirtat. To Rdr. 5 Excuse me (good
Reader) for the methodlesse placing of these Passions. 1849
ROCK Ch. of Fathers II. 373 Hearne, that untiring, but

methodless antiquary. 1887 SAINTSBUHY Hist. Eliz. Lit.

x. (1895) 369 The very maddest, most methodless, of the

Metaphysical* cannot touch Crashaw in his tasteless use

of conceits.

Methodology (meb^dfvlodji). [ad. mod.L.

methodologia. (J. F. Buddeus Isagoge, 1727) or F.

mcthodologie : see METHOD sb. and -LOGY.] The
science of method, methodics ;

a treatise or dis

sertation on method. Also Nat. Hist. Systematic
classification.

1800 Med. Jtnl. HI. 579 The first treats, .of the methodo-

METHYL.
logy of medicine. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III.

181 A very different school of methodology and philosophy
than Pans could have afforded. 1835 R. D. Thomson s

Rec. Gen. Sci. II. 65 These divisions [sc. De Candolle s

divisions of botanical science] are Organography. .; Physio
logy.. ; Methodology [etc.]. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON
Logic (1866) III. iil 56 Such treatises are..

only
methodo

logies of the art or science to which they relate. 1902
Dial (Chicago) XXXII. 79/1 Bibliographical methodology
(i. e. methods of compilation and recording).

Hence Metuodolo gical a. [cf. mod.L. methodo-

logicus (A. H. Francke, c 1720)]. of or pertaining
to methodology. Methodolo glcally adv., in a

methodological manner or respect. Methodo lo-

glst, one who treats method as a science.

1849 LANKESTER tr. Schleidens Sci. Bot. Pref.,A Methodo
logical Introduction. 1865 Fraser s Mag. May 609 The
French are miraculous methodologists. l^^AmericanVl.
10 Lord Bacon was the first to call in question the doctrine
of final causes. He did so only as a methodologist. 1895
G. F. MOORE Crit. fy Exeget. Comm. Judges Introd. 26 It

is methodologically an unreasonable demand [etc.]. 1897
F. C. S. SCHILLER in Contemp. Rev. Tune 872 As a methodo

logical device this was quite justifiable ; every inquiry must

begin somewhere, and Darwin chose to begin here.

Methody (me b^xii). Also 9 -dee. Vulgar or

dialectical perversion of METHODIST. Also attrib.

1847 W. E. FORSTER in Reid Life (1888) I. vii. 207 Last

evening I deluded them into a Methody meeting-house.
Ibid. 208 Said rotten blanket being the Methody garment
of the religious idea. 1848 MRS. GASKELL Mary Barton

vi, A good fellow, though too much of the Methodee.

Methol (me-bf-1). Chem. [ad. F. mcthol, (.

mithyle METHYL : see-OLi.] A colourless liquid,

produced in the distillation of wood.

1841 T. GRAHAM Elem. Chem. 837. a 1864 GESNER Coal,

Petr.,eic. (1865) 89.

Methologie, -y, obs. forms of MYTHOLOGY.

Methom.aD.ia (me}-(imJi-nia). Path. [f. Gr.

H&amp;lt;0ri strong drink, drunkenness + -MANIA. Cf. F.

HiJtAomaiiie.] Periodic or intermittent drunkenness.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1876 FISKE Unseen World
xiv. 334 We have an increased amount of insanity, metho-

mania, consumption [etc.]. 1887 Buck s Hattdbk. Med. Sci.

IV. 120/2 Dipsomania, Methomania,Oinomania.

Methopa, obs. form of METOPE.

Methought, pa. t. of METHINKS.

Methoxyl (mefyksil;. Chem. [f. METH(YL) +

OX(YGEN) + -YL.] A hypothetical radical, CH3O,

analogous to hydroxyl.
1866 FRANKLAND in Jrnt. Client. Sac. XIX. 376 These

radicals may be named hydroxyl, methoxyl, ethoxyl, &c.

Methranee, variant form of MATBANEE.

1845 STOCQUELER Handblt. Brit. India. (1854) 223 A me-

thranee, or female sweeper.

Methredate, -ridat(e, var. ff. of MITHEIDATE.

t Me thuen. Obs. A name jocularly applied
to Portuguese wines imported under a preferential

duty in accordance with the provisions of the

commercial treaty of 1703 between England and

Portugal, negotiated by Paul Methuen, the English
minister at Lisbon.

753 ARMSTRONG Taste 53 The Man to genuine Burgundy
bred up Soon starts the dash of Methuen in his Cup. 1754
FIELDING Vay. Lisbon (1755) 205 That generous liquor which

all humble companions are taught to postpone to the flavour

of Methuen, or honest Port.

Methule, obs. form of METHYL.

Methuselah (m/&quot;J&amp;gt;iK-zela).
Also 4-5 Matu-

s(s)ale, Matusalem, 6 Mathusalah, 7-8 Me-
thusaleh, -salem. [Heb. rAcino m thushe lah.

The corruption Methusalem (after Jerusalem) still sur

vives in vulgar use. Purvey 1388 has Matusalem beside

Matusale, perhaps from the accusative form Matusaltini in

the Vulgate.)
The name of one of the pre-Noacluan patriarchs,

stated to have lived 969 years (Gen. v. 27) ; hence

used as a type of extreme longevity.
a 1380 Minor Poems fr. l*ernon MS. xxxix. 186 5if a Mon

maylibben heer As longe as dude Matussale. 1*47 COWLEY

Mistr., Love 4- Life i, So though my Life be short, yet may
I prove The great Methusalem of Love. 1711 tr. Wercn-

ftliini Meteors ofStile 225 The Heliotrope is the Methu-

salem of Flowers. 1756 H. WALPOLE Let. to Conway
4 Mar., It is impossible not to laugh at him as if he was

a Methusaleh! 1849 H. ROGERS Ess. II. vi. 316 A good
book is the Methuselah of these latter ages. 1888 J. B.

BAILEY (title) Modern Methuselahs, or Short Biographical

Sketches of a few Advanced Nonagenarians, or actual Cen

tenarians.

Hence Methu salemess, a female Methuselah .

1790 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mils A. Berry 29 Nov., Ma
dame Grifoni . . would now be a Methusalemess.

i Me thy. iObs. ln8(?&amp;lt;;m&amp;gt;H.)marthy. [Cree
methai (in other dialects menai, melai, nityai).]

(See quot. 1772.)
1772 FORSTEK in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 152 The second of

the Hudson s Bay fish, is called, by the wild natives of that

country, Marthy, and is nothing else than our common

Burbot, Gadus Lota, Linn, only vastly superior in size.

1836 J. RICHARDSON Fauna Bor.-Amcr. III. 248 Gadus

(Lota} maculosHs (Cuvier). The Methy.

Methyl (me-bil). Chem. Formerly also me-

thule, -yle. [a. F. mtthyle, G. methyl, a back-

formation from F. methytene, G. methylen, METHY-

LENE.
The G. methyl occurs in papers by Regnault in Ann. der

Pharmacie XXXIII. 3=8 and XXXIV. 28 (.840). The



METHYLAL.
back-formation was suggested by the fact that ~yl (which
Berzelius preferred to spell -nlc\ from the Gr. v\i\ in the

!

sense of matter , had already been used in names of organic
radicals (benzoyl, Wohler & Liebig 1832 ; ethyl, Liebig 1834)-

The analysis of methylene into **Ay/+-*wgav rise to the

use of -ENE as a chemical suffix, as in ethylene t benzene^ etc.,

and the identification of the last syllable of wtfMy/with the

suffix -yl led to the use of ineth- as an element in the names
of substances connected with or derived from wood spirit.]

The hypothetical radical of the monocarbon
,

series (CH 3 ), the base of pyroxylic or wood spirit

or pyroligneous naphtha, of formic acid and of a

large series of organic compounds.
1844 HOBLVN Diet. Med.) Methyl^ the newly-discovered

radical, or basyle, of wood spirit. 1847 HORSFORD in Amer.
Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. IV. 333 The same is true of., oxyd of

methyle and alcohol. 1848 CRAIG, Methulc^ the name given
to the hypothetical radical of pyroxylic acid. 1850 DAO
UENY Atom. Theory vii. (ed. 2) 226 A then hypothetical
principle, composed of C2Ht, which he [sc. Liebig] called

methyle. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm, Sci. (1879) I. xvii. 449 The
positions of chloroform and iodide of methyl are inverted.

b. attrib. and Comb.
,
as methylcompound, radical,

etc.; esp. in names of salts of methyl, e.g. methyl
bromide^ chloride^ hydride. Also prefixed (often
without hyphen) to the name of an organic com

pound to express the addition of methyl to its

composition, or the replacement of hydrogen
atoms by equivalents of methyl, as in methylace-

tonamine^ methylanilinej methylcarbonic (acid&quot;) y

methyl-codeia, methyluramint, etc.

1844 FOWNES Chem. Index, Methyle-compounds. 1866
DOLING Anim. Chem. 45 Leave the urea and methylamine
residues combined with one another in the form of methyl-
uramine or methyl-guanidine. 1866 ROSCOE Eletn, Chem.
81 Methyl Hydride, .is a colourless, tasteless, inodorous gas.
1868 F. GUTHRIE in Rep. Brit. Assoc., Sections 38 Iodide
of methylacetonamine. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med.
201 The hypnotic effect of codeia is wholly destroyed by its

conversion into methyl-codeia. 1878 Nature 25 July 337/i
for the Production of Low TemUse of Methyl Chloride

peratures. 1885 REMSEM Org. Chem. (1888) 357 Methyl-
sulphonic acid . . methyl-carbonic or acetic acid. 1896
Allbutts Syst. Med. I. 225 The methyl compound de

presses the spinal cord. 1899 Ibid. VIII. 577 [Cacodylic
acid] is a combination of arsenic with methyl radicals.

C. Special combinations : methyl alcohol,

pyroxylic spirit; methyl green, a green dye
obtained by heating Paris violet with methyl
chloride, much used in microscopical prepara
tions ; methyl mercaptan, methyl hydrosulphide,
CH 3HS; methyl violet, Paris violet, a reddish-

blue coal-tar dye obtained from dimethylaniline.
1847 HORSFORD in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. IV. 333

&quot;&quot;Methyl alcohol. 1850 DAUBENY Atom. Theory viii. (ed. 2)

240 *Methylaniline, where the second atom is replaced by
methyle instead of ethyle. 1899 CAGNEY tr. JakscWs^Clin.
Diagn. v. (ed. 4) 156 A violet coloured watery solution of

*methyl-aniline-violet. 1880 FHISWELL in Jrnl. Sac. Arts
445 By the action of methyl chloride, the well-known
*methyl green was produced. 1844 FOWNES Chem. 420
*Methyl-mercaptan . . is a colourless liquid, of powerful
alliaceous odour.

). Chem. [nA.Y.metliylal,
(. mttkyfi METHYL + al(cool) ALCOHOL.] A mobile
aromatic liquid obtained by heating methyl alcohol

with manganese dioxide and sulphuric acid
; occa

sionally employed as an anaesthetic.

1838 R. D. THOMSON in British Ann. for 1839, 363 Me-
thylal . . is contained in the formomethylal discovered by Dr.

Gregory. 1881 B. W. RICHARDSON in Med. Temp, jfrnl.
XLVI. 81 Methylic alcohol, or methylal.

Methylamine (me-hilamain). Chem. Also
-min.

[f.
METHYL + AMINE.] A compound in

which one atom of the hydrogen in ammonia has
been replaced by methyl. Also attrib.

1850 DAUBENY j4/0;. Theory viii. (ed. 2) 239 Methylamine.
1873 WATTS Fovmes Chem. (ed. 1 1) 569 Methylamine nitrate.

1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. II. 788 From decomposing fish

. .methylamine. .cadaverine and putrescine were extracted.

1898 Ibid. V. 35 Methylamin, ammonia and sulphuretted
hydrogen are also found [in the sputum of fetid bronchitis].

Methylate (me Hiltf t),.^. Chem. [Formed as

METHYLIC: see -ATE 1
.] A salt formed by the

union of methyl with oxygen and a metallic base.

1835 KANE in Rep. Brit. Assoc., Sections 42 The sulpho-
methylate of potash. 1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 1002

Methylate of ethylene. 1880 Athenaeum 27 Nov. 713/1
Aluminic methylate.

Methylate (me Jiikit), v. Chem. [f.
METHYL

+ -ATE.] trans. To mix or impregnate with

methyl ; usually, to mix (spirit of wine) with such
a quantity of pyroxylic spirit or some other sub
stance as will render it unfit for drinking, so as to

exempt it from the duties imposed in Great Britain

and other countries upon alcohol. Hence Me -

thylated ppl. a.; Methyla tion, the process of

methylating ;
Me thylator, one who methylates.

Methylated spirit, containing about ten per cent, of

pyroxylic spirit, is the form in which alcohol is most com
monly employed for industrial purposes.
c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sci. I. 63/2 Each lens should . .

be..wasned..with spirits of wine (not methylated spirits,
because these contain a resin in solution). 1866 ROSCOE
Elem. Chem. 334 Each of these methylated benzols yields
an important series of derivatives. 1880 Act 43 &amp;lt;$ 44 Viet.
c. 24 3 Methylate means to mix spirits with some sub
stance in such manner as to render the mixture unfit for
use as a beverage. Ibid. 83 Spirits warehoused may. .be

397

delivered out, without payment of duty, for methylation.
Ibid. 126 A retailer .. must not receive methylated
spirits except from an authorised methylator. 1880 FKIS-

WELL in Jrnl. Sue. Arts 444 This inference, was that the

methylated derivatives of roseine could be obtained by the

oxidation of the methylated derivatives of aniline. {Md-
445 The violets obtained by the methylation of rosaniline.

1888 Jrnl. Chem. Sec. LI II. 778 An attempt was made to

inethylate acetyl-metanitraniliile by the action of sodium

ethylate and methyl iodide.

Metliylene (me
-

)&amp;gt;il;n).
Chem. [ad. Y. mi-

thylenc (Dumas& Peligot, Ann. tie Chiinie-physique
J ^35i LVIII. 9), irregularly f. Gr. piBv wine + t/Ar;

wood
;
the inventors of the name explain its etymo

logical meaning as vin on liqueur spiritneuse &amp;lt;lu

bois .] A hypothetical radical of the hydro
carbons (CH 2 ); unknown in the free state, but

occurring in many compounds, as mct/iylette

hydrate, etc. Methylene-azure, an oxidation

product of methylene blue
; methylene-blue, a

coal-tar colour used in dyeing, and as a bacterio-

scopic reagent; methylene-violet ~ methyl-violet.

1835 A*. D. Thomson s Rec. Gen. Sci. II. 375 Dumas has. .

coined a new name to distinguish this base, viy. Methylene.
1838 T. THOMSON Client, drg. ooditt iSoThis is the compound
to which Dumas and Peligot have given the name of hydrate
of methylene, and which 1 have considered as methylene.

1874 GARROO & BAXTKK l\Tat. Med. 167 Dichloride of Me-

thylene has been recommended by Dr. Richardson as a

safer anaesthetic than chloroform. 1890 Syd. Soc. Le.v. s.v.,

Methylene azure, M. blue. 1898 A Mutt s Syst. Mcd. V.

412 Another most useful basic stain is methylene blue. 1904
Krit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Stpt. 583 Methylene-azure.

Methylic (mrjri-lik), a. Chem. [Orig. f. Mfc-

THYL(ENE) + -ic ; the term METHYL, to which the

adj. was afterwards more normally referred, was
introduced somewhat later. Cf. F. mithyliqiie^
Of or pertaining to methyl. Chiefly in names of

compounds, in which methyl is more commonly
used attributively.
1835 KANE in Rep. Hrit. Assoc., Sections 43 Methylic

a;ther. 1849 Klenl. Chem. (ed. 2) 826 In its action upon
other bodies this substance ranges itself completely with

wine-alcohol, and it is hence frequently termed methylic
alcohol. 1849 K. V. DIXON Heat I. 75 Amylic, ethylic, and

methylic alcohol follow sensibly the same law of contraction.

1873 WATTS Fcnvnes Client, (ed. n) 705 Methylic diethoxa-
late is easily decomposed by baryta-water.

Methylosis (mebilju-sis). Geol. [f.
Gr. ^tTa-

META- + v\rf matter : see -osis.] Change of matter

or composition. Hence Methylo tic&amp;lt;/., pertaining
to or produced by methylosis.
1878 KINAHAN Geol. Irel. 177 A third class of Meta-

morphism .. is due to the introduction and act ion of chemical
substances from without ; it has been called Methylosis.
Ibid. 188 Some of the beds have been subjected to me-

thylotic action.. .Some ofwhich seem to be methylotic rocks.

1893 GEIKIE Textile. Geol. iv. vm. 596 note, Methylosis,
metliylotic, . . applied to chemical metamorphism or altera

tion of constitution or substance.

Methysis (me-J&amp;gt;isis).
Path. [mod.L., a. Gr.

drunkenness, f. fj.f6vfiy to be drunk, f. fttdv

strong drink.] The state of being addicted to the

excessive use of intoxicants (Syd. Sec. Lex. 1890).
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. In mod. Diets.

Methystic ^mi bi-stik), a. J\led. [ad. Gr. /-
euariKos, f. ptSvdv : see prec.] Of or belonging to

drunkenness; intoxicating. i8s6in MtsiXE.Exfos.Lcx.

Metic (me-tik). Cr. Antiq. [irreg. ad. Gr.

HfToixos (late L. metacus, melycus), f. fifra- (de

noting change) + -oi/cot dwelling, olxav to dwell.]
A resident alien in a Greek city, having some of

the privileges of citizenship.
1808 W. MITFORD Hist. Greece xxi. III. 12 An imposition,

in the manner of a poll-tax, on the metics, those numerous
free residents in Attica who were not Athenian citizens.

1881 J[OWETT Thucyd^. I. 114 The entire Athenian force,

including the metics, invaded the territory of Megara.
transf. 1904 Speaker 23 Jan. 401/1 The British Impe

rialists., have found that the rich metics are their Masters.
attrib. 1850 GROTE Greece \\. Ixv. (1862) V. 592 Exempt

from the metic-tax and other special burthens.

Metical(le : see MISKAL.
Meticulo sity. [f. L. meticulosus METICUL

OUS + -ITT. Cf. F. MKftw&igg] The quality of

being meticulous ; f timorousness
(ol&amp;gt;s.) ;

excessive

scrupulousness.
1654 H. L EsTRANGE C/ias. I (1655) 60 So that such

Leagues may more properly be called Leagues of meticu-
losity and fear, then of amity. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.
1906 Daily News 20 Feb. 9/1 Meticulosity of detail.

Meticulous (m/ti-kittbs), a. [ad. L. meticu
losus (or the derived F. mtticnkux), f. metits fear.]

1 1. Fearful, timid. Obs.

*535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 649 Gif thow be. .Meticulos,
anddar nocht se blude drawin. a 1550 linage Hypocr. iv.

544 in Skelton s IVks. (1843) II. 445 Madd and meticulous.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. vii. (1686) 78 Melancholy
and meticulous heads. 1674 [Z. CAWDREY] Catholicon 16

They strive not so much to ingage Meticulous Scrupulous
Women and Mechanicks.
2. Over-careful about minute details, over-scrupu

lous.

1827 Blackiu. Mag. XXII. 489 He does many things
which we ourselves, and we do not hold ourselves peculiarly
meticulous, will not venture upon. 1877 SYMONDS Renaiss.
in It., Rev. Learn. II. vii. 300 The decadence of Italian

prose composition into laboured mannerism and meticulous

METCBCIOUS.

propriety. 1904 MAJ. A. GRIFFITHS 50 Yrs. Public Service
xii. 162 The rule was enforced by a stringent and meticulous

discipline.

Meticulously (Wti-kitfbsli), adv. [f. pice.
+ -LY^.] In a meticulous manner; -f timidly

(obs.); with excessive care about minute details,

over-scrupulously.
i68a SIR T. ISnowst: Chr. Mot: i. 33 (1716! 39 Move cir

cumspectly not meticulously, and rather carefully sollicitous

than anxiously wollicitudinous. 1900 Academy 31 Mar.

275/1 A dish meticulously concocted upon a recipe.

*|* Me tient, a. Ohs~Q
[a-d. L. meticnt-ctn, pies,

pple. of in?firI to measure.]
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Mctient, measuring, esteeming.

I! Metier (in^ty^). [Fr. : popular I,. *mislc-

nitw, alteration oi I .. winisterinm (see MINISTRY
,

prob. influenced by niystcriuin M YSTEUY.] A trade

or proiession : in Kng. use chiefly transf., a per
son s line

,
that in which one is specially skilled.

1792 CHAKI.OI IK SMITH Desmond I. xiii. 253 They wanted,
indeed, to make me a monk

; but I had a mortal aversion

to that metier, 1842 I!AKHAM In^ol. Leg. Ser. n. Anto-da-

fe, Heretic-burning in fact, tis his metier. 1895 ZANGWII.L
Master\\. vii. 211 Black-and-white was no more his Jitcticr

than humour.

II Metif (mvi-tif, mrtif, ||nit/l). Also -iff. [I-
.

inctij\ OK inestif mongrel, ?derived from intlis

(see METIS) with substitution of suffix.] The off

spring of a white and a quadroon. Also attrib,

1808 PIKK Sources Mississ. (1895) II. 510 The hospitality
and goodness of the Creoles and Metifs began to manifest

itself. 1827 J. F. COOPKH I rairie I. x. 281 The metilTs 01

half-breeds, who claimed to be ranked in the class of white
men. 1864 K. SARGENT 1 eculiar I. 42 A ceitain metif K lr -

1859 I.ARTLKTT Diet. Anier., Metif, the offspring uf a white

person and a .. quadroon. 1884 G. P. LATHHOI True ii. 14
She was not of octoroon or metif parentage.

Metigat(e, Meting, obs. ff. MITIGATE, MITTEN.

Meting (nu tirj),zV. sb.^ Forms: see METE v. 1

[f. METE z&amp;gt;.

] +-ING J
.] The action of METE v. 1

;

measuring; portioning out\ etc.

c i38oWvci.n- Serm. Sel. Wks. I. n fiiche metyng of com,
of niele, or ober ^i n g- c X44 / ( &quot; A Parv- 336/1 Mct-

yngewythe mesurys, meitsuracit&amp;gt;. 1543 Act 35 Hen. l jll
t

c. 17 7 The.. meting and bounding of the said fourth
Part of the said Woods. 1548 PATTKN Expcd. Scot. Pref.

f i Although it bee not allways the truest meanes of met

ing to measure all mens appetites by one mans affeccion.

1624 A. HUNT KK {title) Treatise of Weights, Mets and Mea
sures of Scotland.. .Together with the Art of Melting, mea
suring and comptingall sort of Land. 1644 BuLWERC/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;7.

122 The meeting and scanning of verses upon the Fingers.

1829 K. STOKY Mem. /sal . Campbell vii. (1854) 104 She \\;is

in the habit also of acknowledging in every feeling or per
sonal application of the words [of Scripture] the metings
out of his sovereign love. 1867 SMYTH Sailofs IVord-l-k.,

Meltings, the measurement and estimate of timber.

tb. pi. Dimensions. Obs. rare*-.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. no The three meteings or

dimensions of a body.
c. Comb.: meting-pole, -rod METE-POLE,

METE-ROD.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 4 With ten foote perches [tnarg;

Or meeting poles] in their hands. 1881 ROSSETTI Ballads

q Sonn. (1882) 275 To take the meting-rod In turn, and so

approve on God Thy science of Theometry.

t Meting, vbl. sb.~ Obs. Forms: see METE v.~\

also 4 matyng. [f. METE z^.2 + -ING 1.] The action

of METE v.~ \ dreaming ;
a dream.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 156 Seo m;t-tingc. c 1250 Kent.
Serin. In O. E. Misc. 27 po nicht efter

|&amp;gt;et aperede an

ongel of heuene in here slepe ine metinge. 13. . K. A Us.

261 By theo planetis. and by the steorres, Y can jugge alle

weorres, Alle plaies, in alle matynges, And on alle othir

thynges. c 1369 CHAUCKR Dethe Blaitnche 282 Ipseph...
that red so Tne kynges metynge phaiao. c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/
Manlwde n. xxxiii.(i869)87, 1 wolde weene al were lesinge,
or elles that it were meetinge.

Metior, Metir(e,obs. forms of METEOR, METRE.
Metis (m,?i tis). [a. F. mttis : late L, misticius,

whence also MESTIZO.] The offspring of a white

and an American Indian, esp. in Canada.
1830 Penny Cycl. XV. 153/2 The mixed race [in Mexico] is

mostly composed of the descendants of the Europeans and
the aboriginal tribes : these are called Metis or Mestizos.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 491/2 Of the latter [Indian half-

breeds! one half are of English-speaking parentage .. the

remainder are known as Metis or Bois-brules. 1902 Ibid.

XXVI. 531/1 Then Manitoba was principally inhabited by
English and French half-breeds (or Metis).

Metisupe,Metkorn:seeMETESHip,METECORN.
Metle, obs. form of METAL, METTLE.

t Me tleyship. Obs. [f.
MET sb. + -ley (of

uncertain origin) + -SHIP.] The office of meter .

1587 LD. BURGHLEY in i2// R?P- Mist. MSS. Comtn. App.
vn. (1890) 12 [Concerning the office of the] weyleyship and

metleyship [in PenrithJ.

Metly, obs. form of MEETLY a. and adv.

Metochy. Obs, rare~ l
, [ad. Eccl. Gr. utro-

X*oc.] A grange belonging to a monastery.
1682 WHELER fount. Greece iv. 325 Near this Harbour

the Convent hath a Metochy, or Farm.

Metoecious (mttrfas), a, Bot. [f.
Gr. /Ta-

(denoting change) + ofeca house: see -iocs.]
=3 HETEROSCIOUS.
1882 VINES Sachs* Bot. 352 Such forms as these are said

to be heteroccious (metcecious), to distinguish them from

those above-mentioned which inhabit the same host through
out their whole life (antoecious).



METOL.

Hence Metoecism (mftf-siz m) = HETER&amp;lt;ECISM.

1887 GARNSEY & BALFOUR De Bary s Fungi 388 Metoe
cism, that is, enforced change of the living host, is not

known outside the group of the Uredineae.

Metol (me t^l). Photogr. [a. G. metal : arbi

trarily named by the inventor.] The name of a

developer (see quot. 1893). Also attrib.

1893 Photogr. Ann, 90 Metol, according to the statement

of the maker (HaurT, of Feuerbach), is the sulphate of me-

thylparamidomelacresol. It is a white powder, soluble in

water. Ibid. 92 Metol solutions harden gelatine. 1902
ABNF.Y in Encyd. Brit. XXXI. 687/1 Metol Developer.

Metoleate, -oleic : see META- 6 a.

Metonic (mftfrnik), a. [ad. mod.L. Meto-

ttic-ies, f. Melon, Gr. MtVcyj , the name of the

Athenian astronomer by whom the cycle was dis

covered.] Metonic cycle , period, \year: the cycle
of 19 Julian years (closely approximating to 235

lunations) in which the moon returns (nearly) to

the same apparent position with regard to the

sun, so that the new and full moons occur at the

same dates in the corresponding year of each cycle.

1696 PHILLIPS, Metonic-Year, is the Space of iq years, in

which space of Time, the Lunations return and happen as

they were before. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Metonick

Year, or Period, . tis sometimes called The Great Metonic
} ear

t
and is the same with the Cycle ofthe Moon. 1839

fenny Cytl. XV. 144/1 The first year of the first Metonic

period commenced with the summer solstice of the year
432 B.C. 1881 ROUTLEDGE Science i. 12 The golden number
being simply the ordinal position of the year in the Metonic
cycle of nineteen years.

Metonimical, -my : see METONYMICAL, -MY.

t MetonO masy. Obs. [ad. Gr. ^.trovo^aaia,
n. of action of /icroi opa^fii to change in name,
f. /tra- (denoting change) + ovopa name.] A
change (or translation) of name.
1609 Bi . W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 32 Hee is by

his Metamorphosis, or Metonomasie translated into Ma-
thzus Tortus.

Metonomatosis (met^nJmatJu sis). nonce-wd.

[f. Gr. /*6Ta- (denoting change) + ovo(j.ar- t oVo/xa
name -f- -osis.] A change of name.
1827 HARE Guesses Ser. i. (1873) 132 The Jacobinical me-

tonomatoNis of the months, and of the days of the week,
nii^ht be tookt upon as a parody of the Quakerian.

Metonym (me Unim). [ad. assumed Gr.

*peTwvvpovi see METONYMY and cf. /
A word used in a transferred sense.
In quot. 1837-8 misused (? misprinted) for metonymy.
1837-8 SIK W. HAMILTON Logic xxxiii. (1860) II. 177 The

term testimony^ I may notice, is sometimes by an abusive

metonym employed for witness. 1862 M KHIVALE Rout.

Emp. liv. (1865) VI. 434 Tertullian and Lactantins explain
this word as a metonym for Christ, signifying just or good.

Metonymie (metni inik), a, [Formed as

next + -1C.]
=s next. 1775 in ASH ; and in later Diets.

Metonymical (met^ni-mikal), a. Rhet. Also

6-7 metonimical(l. [f. Gr. ptTtawntK-os, f. jue-

rtuvvftia METONYMY : see -ICAL.] Pertaining to or

involving metonymy. Of words : Used in a trans

ferred sense.

1579 FULKE Hcskins Par/. 210 The whole speache being
figuratiue, both allegorical!, and metonymicall. 1610 J. DOVE
Advt. Seminaries 9 The meaning of Saint Chrysostome is

melonimicatl, and not proper. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit
Wks. 1852 III. 115 This expression is metonymical, that

being spoken of the cause which is proper to the effect.

1711 HICKES Two Trent. Cur. Priesth. (1847) II. 71 Learned
men have taken altar here in the metonymical sense for the

altar-offering. 1811 A. M c Lr.AN Contm. Hebr. \\. 11847) I.

245 Tlie apostle continues the metonymical use of the word

hoj&amp;gt;i\
by which it is put for the object or ground of it.

Metonymically (metoni-mikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2
.] By metonymy.

1574 WHITGIFT De/. Answ. 152 But be it that they [sc. the
words of the text] may be taken there metonimically (whiche
is but a coniecture) that can not excuse [etc.]. 1671 FLAVEL
Fount. Life xxx. 92 Hence sins are metonimically called
Debts. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 113. i/i Anai/tewa .. signi
fies.. Metonymically, a Person Devoted, or Accurs d. 1884
J. PAYNE Talesfr. A rabic I. 46 note^ The word bilal signi
fies moisture or (metonymically) beneficence .

Metonymy (m/Vnimi). Khet. Also 6-7
metonymie, -imie, -imy, 9 metonomy. Also

6-7 in Lat. form. [ad. late L. melonymi-a, a. Gr.

fMfwnpift lit. change of name*, f. /T(a)- META-
+ po/ia, Aeol. owpa name.] A figure of speech
which consists in substituting for the name of a

thing the name of an attribute of it or of something
closely related.
In quot. 1547 tnetonomian = /lercoi i/jxtap faccus.).

[1547 HOOPER Answ. Winchester s Bk. D i b, Men seyth
that they adrnyt metonomian, and say under the forme
of breade is the trew bodye of Christ.) 156* COOPER Answ.
Def. Truth 106 b, The figure is named Melonymia : when
the name of the thynge is geuen vnto the Mgne. 573
CARTWKIGHT Reply to Whitgift 14 The Apostle by a rneto-
nimie Sitbiecti pro adtnncto^ dothe giue to vnderstand from
whence y assured persuasion doth spring. 16*5 GILL Sacr.
Philos. n. 156 Skebct signifies either a staffe, a truncheon,
or Scepter,, .and so by a metonymiait may sigmfie authority.
165? J. SMITH Myst. Rhct. 15 A metonymie of the effect, is

when the effect or thing caused, is put for its cause. 1668
H. MORE Div. Dial., Schol. 575 Here is a double Meto
nymie, Christ is put for the Doctrine of Christ, and Hope
for the Cause of Hope. 1676 W. HUBBARD Happin. People
4 By times we are to understand things done in those times,

398

by a metonimy of the adjunct. 1868 BAIN Ment.
&amp;lt;V

Mor.
Set. iv. xi. 403 By what is called metonymy

1

, the fact

intended to be expressed is denoted by one of the adjuncts.

Metope * (me ttJpi ). Arch. Forms : 6 me-
thopa, 7-8 metop, metops, 8-9 metopa, 7-
metope. [ad. L, metopa (Vitruvius), a. Gr. /*croiri/,

f. /iTa between -f oirai holes in a frieze to receive

the beam-ends. Cf. F. Miffope t
OF. methope. }

One ofthe square spaces, either plain or sculptured,
between the triglyphs in the Doric frieze. Demi-,

Semi-metope, the half-space between the corner and
the triglyph next the corner.

1563 SHUTE Arc/iff. C iij b, Bitwixte the .2. Triglyphos,
,

you shall set Methopa. 1624 WOTTON Arc/iff, in Reliq. .

(1651)230 A sober garnishment now and then, .of Triglyphs
and Metopes alwayes in the Frize. 1665 MOXON tr. Vignola \

(1702) 34^
The square place of the Friese between the Tri

glyphs is called a Metops. 1703 BOYER tr. Perraulfs Vi~

truvius 32 Towards the Corners must be placed the Demi-
Metops. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Metope, Semi-Metope
is a space somewhat less than half a metope, in the corner
of a Doric frieze. 1776 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1825) 1 1.

62 All the metopes were decorated with large figures in alto
reliei O. 1876 HUMPHREYS Coin-coll. Man. vi. 58 A metope
of the Parthenon.

Metope *
(me*t&amp;lt;?&quot;p).

Zool. [a. Or/icranr-or fore

head.] Applied by Huxley to the face of a crab.
1880 HUXLEY Crayfish 283 The fore part of the head is

modified so as to bring about the formation of the charac
teristic metope.

Metopic (m/tp pik), a. [f. Gr. /WTOW-OC fore

head + -ic.] a. Of or pertaining to the forehead;
frontal, b. Of a skull : Having the metopic suture

persisting.
1878 HARTLEY tr. Topinartfs Anthrop. n. ii. 234 Metopic |

point.., a point situate in the median fine between the two
frontal eminences. 1879 FLOWER Catal. Mits. Coll. Srg. ,

I. 14 A metopic cranium of a European. 1889 Brit. Med.
\

*Jrnl, 28 Sept. 736/2 The presence of the metopic suture is i

considered as an indication of criminality.

Metopis111 (me t?jpiz m). [t. Gr. //eramw fore

head + -ISM.] (See quot.)
1879 FLOWER Catal. Mns. Coll. Snrg. 1. 14 Crania showing

Metopism, or persistence of the frontal suture.

t Metopomancy. Obs. [f.Gr. ^frvno-v fore

head f pavrda. divination : see -MANCY.] Divina
tion by the forehead or face.

1656 BLOUHT Glotsogr. a 1693 UrguharCs Rabelais in. I

xxv, Ye know how by tlie Arts of Astrology,. .Chiromancy,
Metopomancy,. .he foretelleth all things to come.

t Metopo SCOper. Obs. [Formed as METO-
POSCOPJST + -Eii

l.j METOPOSCOPIST.
1569 J. SANFOKD tr. Agrippa s Van.Artcs 50 b, A certaine

man., did su passingly depaiute the likenesses of Images that

by them the Metoposcoper hath tolde the yeares of death

paste
or to come. 1649 BULWER Pathoniyot. n. iii. 146

Whatsoever inward . .affection of the mind is. .observed by
Metoposcopers and others to appeare in the Forehead.

MetOpOSCOpic (met^fwsk-^ pik), a. [ad.
mod.L. metdposcopic-uS) f. metoposcopia METOPO-
SCOPIT. Cf. F. mtioposcopique. }

= next.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Metoposcopical (metfp0skfpikal), a.

rare~~ l

. [Formed as prec. + -ICAL.] Pertaining
or relating to

metoposcopy.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxii, His learned face stooping until

a physiognomist might have practised the metoposcopical
science upon it, as seen from behind betwixt his gambadoes.

MetopOSCOpist (met^pp-sk^pist). [f. late L.

metoposcop-us, a. Gr. neTwirooKvir-os, f. /icromo-ir

forehead + -&amp;lt;7o7r-os obsen-er : see -IST.] One who
is versed in metoposcopy.
1570 DEE Math. Prcf. c iv, The Anatomistes will restore

to you, some part :. .The
MetapxDscopistesspme. i65&amp;gt;GAULE

Magastrow. 188 Which way go the physiognomists, meto-

po^copists, and chiromantists to work ? 1885 MACALISTER
m Eiuyd. Brit. XIX. 4/1 Apion speaks of the metopo-
scoplsts who judge by the appearance of the face.

Metoposcopy (met^p^-sk^piX Also 7 erron.

metap-. [ad. mod.L. metoposcopi~a, f. metoposcoptts
(see METOPOSCOPIST).]
1. The art of judging a person s character or of

telling his fortune from his forehead or face.

1569 J- SANFORD tr. Agrippa** Van. Artes 50 b, Metopo- ,

scopie..doth auaunte that she can foretel al mens begin-
ninges, proceedinges, and endinges. . by the onely beholding
of tlie foreheade. 1610 K. JONSON Alc/i. \. iii. A rule ..

In metaposcopie, which I doe worke by. 1696 AUBREY
Mist, 38 Theie was a Seam in the middle of his Fore head
(downwards) which is a very ill sign in Metoposcopie. 1746
PARSONS in Phil. Trans. X LIV. 47 The Art of Physiognomy,
especially the Metoposcopy, or what relates to the Face.
1893 LELAND Mum, II. 248 Interested, .as he always was in

|

anything like chiromancy or meloscopy [sic].

2. The physiognomical characters of a man s

forehead.

1653 R. SANDERS Physhgn* ?oo This is the Metoposcopy
of an excellent man. a 1693 Ut-ga/iarfs Rabelais in.

xxv. 203 Thou hast the Metoposcopy, and Physiognomy of
a Cuckold.

Metops, obs. form of METOPE 1
.

Metoroscopy : see METEOROSCOPV.
II MetOSteOU (metp-str,^n). Ornith. [mod.L.,

f. Gr. fitrd behind + bariov bone.] The centre of
ossification for the posterior lateral processes of

the sternum, behind the pleurosteon. Hence
Meto-steal a., pertaining to the metosteon.

METRE.
1868 W. K. PARKER Shoulder-Girdle Veiebr. 100 The

bony patches, .keep very clear of the metosteal inter-

clavicle . Ibid. 144 Behind each pleurosteon there is, in

the Gallinaceae, and a few other types, in the Crows, for

instance, another bony centre, the metosteon \ 1896
NEWTON Diet, Birds iv. 910.

II MetOVUm (met^ v^m). [mod.L., f. pcra-
MLTA- + OVUM.] The entire egg of a bird, con

sisting of the true ovum and the surrounding nu
trient matter

*

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1879 tr. llaeckefs Evol. Man I. 223 Tbt^ftMbPMn il thus

transformed into the tnetavuin (after-egg) which is many
times larger.. but. .is only a single, .cell.

MetoxenOUS (met^-ks/has), a. [Badly f.

META- + Gr. Vos stranger, guest.] = METOECIOUS.
1887 GARNSEY & BALFOUR De Bary s Fungi 387 They

[these Uredineae] are accordingly termed heterofcions, or
still better metoetioiis or metoxenons as changing their

place of habitation or host.

||Metran(me tr3en). [Ethiopic.] Theabuna,or
head of the Abyssinian Church. Hence Metran-
ate, the office or the province of the metran.

1850 NEALE East. Ch. i. Introd. 24 The Catholicate of

Ethiopia, under the Metran of Axum, had no Metropoli
tans. Ibid, in The Patriarchate of Alexandria, and Me-
tranate of Ethiopia.

Metre (m/ taj), sb.^- Forms : i meter, 4 me-
tur, 4-5 metir(e, 5-6 meetre, metyr, 5-8 meeter,
6 myter, mytre, 6-7 miter, 7 metar, 8 meteer,
6-8 (9 U. S.) meter, 4- metre. [OE. meter

{$ mtfcr) was ad. L. metrum, a. Gr. pirpovj f.

Indogermanic root *;//?- to measure; in the J4th c.

the word -was adopted afresh from OF. metre

(mod.F. metre) ;
cf. Sp., Pg., It. wietro, G. meter.]

1. Any specific form of poetic rhythm, its kind

being determined by the character and number of

the feet or groups of syllables of which it consists.

a 900 tr. Bxdas Hist. v. Cone)., Ymenbec misenlice metre

[v. r. metere], Boc epigrammatum eroico metre [7*. *-.

met ere], c 1050 Byrhtferth*s Handboc in Anglia (1885)
VIII. 314 f&amp;gt;aet

baet riht meter vers soeal habban. ^1386
CHAUCER Man of Law s Prol. 48 Chaucer thogh he kan
but lewedly On metres and on rymyng craftily. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 91 Whyche thre [verses] ar of dyuerse
meter from the tother. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. \\. (Arb.)

144 For the meter sake, some wordes in him [Terence],

somtyme, be driuen awrie. 1599 THVSSK Anitnadv. 6

Bothe in matter, myter, and meaninge, yt must needes

gather corruptione, passinge throughe so nianye handes.

1657 SFARKOW Bk. Coin. I rayer (1661) 361 They used all

decent and grave variety of rhymes and Meeters in their

Hymns and Psalms. 1749 Power Pros. Numbers 74 To
one or other of which {three Measures] (however various

be the Metre) almost all kinds of English Verse may be

reduced. 1864 TENNYSON Hendecasyllabics 4 All composed
in a metre of Catullus. 1874 SYMONDS S&. Italy &amp;lt;y

Greece

(1898) I. xii. 250 Poetry employs words in fixed rhythms,
which we call metres.

b. In the names of certain forms of verse used

in English hymns, as common, long, particular,
short metre , see these words. Also, Peculiar

metre, proper metre (abbreviated P. M.) : a metre

used only in a particular hymn, or at least not

identical with any of the metres having recognized
names.

1798 Select, rsalms
&amp;lt;V Hymns^ Hymn vii. Pec. M. Ibid.^

Hymn x. Prop. M. Ibid.^ Hymn xxii. Pecul. Metre. Ibid.^

Hymn xxxvt. P. M.
2. Metrical arrangement or method.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 196 After Jie

limits kynges he [Langtoft] says her pris bat all in metir

fulle wele lys. c 1386 CHAUCER Monks Prol. 93 In prose
eek been endyted many oon, And eek in metre, in many
a sondry wyse. 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat 35, I haue mekle
matir in metir to gloss Of ane nothir sentence, a 1568
ASCHAM Scholem. \. tArb.) 77, I will recite the very wordes
of Homere and also turne them into rude English metre.

1667 MILTON /*. L. Pref., Rime being.. the Invention of a
barbarous Age, to set off wietched matter and lame Meeter.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. /*., Milton Wks. II. 174 It is.. by the

musick of metre that poetry has been discriminated in all

languages. 18*8 WHATEI.Y Rhet. in Encyd. Mctrof&amp;gt;. \. 290
Then arrange this [prose] again into metre. 1858 MARSH
Eng. Lang. xxv. 544 Metre may be defined to be a
succession of poetical feet arranged in regular order, ac

cording to certain types recognized as standards, in verses

of a determinate length. 1905 W. H. COBB (title) A Criti

cism of Systems of Hebrew Metie.

3. a. Composition
* in metre

;
verse, f b. In

particularized sense : A piece of metrical composi
tion ; a verse or poem ; occas. a metrical version.

1340 HAMPOLE Fr. Consc. 489 pis vers of metre
J&amp;gt;at

es

wreten here: Dicentes E. vel A. quot-nnot nascitntnr ab
Ei a. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5524 pou^h fe metur be nou^t
mad at eche mannes paye. 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol.

562 Here byn twenty thousand mo [ladies] syttyng-.Make
the metres of theym as the lest. 14*3 IAS. I Kingis Q. iv.

His metir suete, full of moralitee. 1475 Ilk.NoMesse (Roxb.)

ai The vij
tho metre of the .v. booke of Hoecius. 01533 **

BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrcl. (1546) I ij, To wryte workes,
to make metres, to studie antiquitees. 1556 ROBINSON tr.

Morels Utop. (1895) p. xciv, A meter of iiii veises in the

Utopian tongue. 1577 HELLOWES Gnenaras Chron. 31

Traiane .. persuaded the Oratours to compounde many
meetres to his praise. 1584 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 195

According to that old meeter, Distentusvtnter vellet dot-mire

libenter. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Man. 140 A certaine

Lollard, .composed certaine virulent meeters against this

and other of the Religious orders. i66a PLAYKOHD Skill

JMus. 1. 1. (1674) 5 There is an old Metre, .it contains a true

Rule of theTheorick part of Musick, It begins thus, To
attain the Skill of MuMcks Art Learn Gam-Ut upand down
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by heart. 1679 PULLER Moder. Clt. Eng. (1843) 43 The

english metre of the Psalms. 1794 KLAKE Songs Exper.,
CM

&amp;gt;;

1 eMe 8 A pebble of the brook Warbled out these

metres meet, a 1800 COWPER Ode to Apollo 3 Those luckless

brains That. .Indite much metre with much pains.

4. A metrical group or measure
; spec, a dipocly

in iambic, trochaic, and anapaestic rhythms.
1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Jlfus. II. 317/1 Two

feet usually constitute a Metre (or Dipodia). But in

Dactylic Verse, each foot is regarded as a complete Metre

in itself. 1903 W. R. HARDIE Led. 210 Metres.. are

lengths or sections of rhythm, beginning in a certain

way, either with apo-tc or 0ris, and of a fixed length.

5. Gr. Mas. = METRIC sl&amp;gt;. rare-*.
1811 HUSBY Mm. Diet., Metre, that part of the ancient

music which consulted the measure of the verses.

6. altrib., as metre ballad, -tiiaker, -making (sb.

and adj.), -monger; metre psalm, a Bible psalm
translated in verse.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, ill. i. 130, 1 had rather be a Kitten,
and cry mew, Then one of these same *Meeter Ballad.

mongers. 1611 COTGR., Riinoyeur, a rimer, a *meeter-maker.

1789 T. TWINING Aristotle s Treat. Poetry (1812) I. 253
A versifier a meter-maker. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Poet
Wks. (Bohn) I. 157 It is not metres, but a &quot;metre-making

argument, that makes a poem. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks.

i. (ed. 2) 9 The guidance which can be given by no *metre-

monger or colour-grinder. 1655 SANDERSON Serin. (1681) II.

Pref. 7 Where your metre-psalms? 1863 J. I- W. By-gone
Days 102 Those beautiful Metre Psalms first versified by
Francis Rous, an Englishman.
Metre (nu -tai), sb? Also U. S. meter, [ad.

F. metre (mgtr), ad. Gr. ^eVpoc measure. (Still

often written as in Fr.)] The fundamental unit

of length of the metric system, equal to 39-37

English inches.

It was intended to represent one ten-millionth of the

length of a quadrant of the meridian ; the standard metre

kept at Paris nearly corresponds to this theoretical value.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 434 The measures of length above
the metre are ten times [etc.].. greater than the metre.

1831 Jrfit. Roy. Inslit. I. 599 M. Franocur.. has found that

the metre is equal to 39-37079 English inches. 1869 ROSCOE
Elem. C/iem. (1871) 24 This metre, like all other standards
of length, is an arbitrary length. 1877 RAYMOND Statist.

Mines q- Mining 442 We may assume.. that it would fall

through lo meters in .3-63 seconds. 1885 Times (weekly
ed.) 2 Oct. 17/7 Houses, costing, .only^io per cubic metre.

b. at/rib., as metre gauge ; metre-gramme,
-ton, etc., the amount of work required to raise a

gramme, a ton, etc. one metre in one second
;

metre-seven, the name recommended by a com
mittee of the British Association for the quantity
io7 (ten million) metres.

1885 Pall Mall G. 20 Mar. 6/t The Government of India

has adopted the *metre gauge for all the new branches of

the various State railways. 1891 KIPLING City Dread/.
Nt. 78 The trucks were unloaded into the waggons of the

metre gauge colliery line in this wise. 1868 L. CLARK Electr.

Meas. 45 The conventional unit of work /K ordinarily em
ployed in metrical measure is. .that which will raise a weight
of one gramme one metre in one second, and is called

the &quot;metre-gramme unit. 1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 224 The
approximate length of a quadrant of one of the earth s

meridians is a &quot;metre-seven or a centimetre-nine. 1881 SIR
W. THOMSON in Nature No. 619. 434 Ideal water-wheels
. .would give just one &quot;metre-ton per square metre of area.

Metre (mj-taj), v. Also 5 meetre, 6 metyr,
mitre, 7 meeter. [f.

METRE sb.^~\

1. trans. To compose in or put into metre. Wl&amp;gt;s.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 58 The weddynge dytees

melryd coryously. 1563 Afirr. Mag., Collingbourne x,

They murdred me for metryng thinges amys. 1577787
HOLINSHED Ckron. Scot. 214/1 One Henrie, wno was blind

from his birth,, .composed a whole hooke in vulgar verse, in

which he mitred all those things vulgarlie spoken of this

Wallase. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. (1844) I. xviii. 126

Perfectly metred but without rhyme. 1858 RAMSAY Remin.
Ser. i. (ed. 7) 174 Jean said she thought David hadna taen

much pains when he metred the Psalms.

2. intr. To compose verses ;
to versify.

c 1430 Freemasonry 569 Rethoryk metryth with oone speche
amonge. c 1448 HOCCLEVE Balade Die. York 48 If bat I in

my wrytynge foleye. .Meetryngeamis, orspeke vnfittyngly.

1530 PALSGR. 635/2 Many a man can ryme well, but it is

harde to metyr well. 1614 W. B. Philosopher s Banquet
(ed. 2) 117 He. .thus merrily Meeterd.

Hence fMe triug vbl. sb., versification.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxviii. 250 Such of the liberall

arles are employed, which belong to the cultiuating mans
vojce; as Rhetorike, meetering, and singing.

Metred (mrtaid ),///. a.
[f.

METRE v. + -ED 1.]

Composed in metre ;
metrical. Also loosely,

rhythmical.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. Misc. v. i. 264 In

their elegant Stile and metred Prose. 1851 TAPPING Man-
love s Lead Mines Pref., Manlove within the compass of

300 metred lines has produced a perfect and accurate digest
of the voluminous mass of intricate mining customs. 1863
COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. ix. 228 With what metred
decorum the triumvirate would have bandied the festal

amenities !

t Me trede. Obs. [f.
METE v.- + -rede, -KED.]

A dream.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 68 Nectanabus which causeth al Of
this metrede the substaunce. Ibid. 69.

Metreless (mr-tailes), a. [f.
METRE

-LESS.] Without metre.

.

less song in that passage.

899

t Me trely, adv. [f. METRE sb.\ + -LY -.] In

metre, metrically.
c 1475 Partenay 6566 Ho it metre will . . He most torn and

wend, metrely to close.

1 Metreuchyte. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. GT.^JJ-
Tpfyx^TT} y (mod.L. wetrenchyta, -tes\ f. f^rjTpa

womb + 7X ei
&quot;

y to pour in.J An instrument used

for injections into the womb.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 207 Jly infusion or injection with

the metrenchyte. [1693 tr. Blancar&amp;lt;f$ Phys. Diet, (ed. 2),

Metrenchyta. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -Sw//., Metrenchytes.\

t Me trer. Obs. In 4 metrere, metriour,

7 meterer. [f.
METKE sb. + -KB 1

.] One who
writes in metre, a versifier.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 81 A metrere breke|&amp;gt;
out

in bis manere in preisynge of [ns citee. /bid. VIII. 169
Another metriour seide in ^is manere fete.]. 1627 DRAVTON
Aginconrt) etc. 205 Gascoineand Churchyard. .Accoumpted
were great Meterers many a day.

Metrete (mftrrt). Antiq. Also 7 mettret.

[ad, L. metreta, ad. Gr. pcr/H/rrfff, f. pcTptw to mea

sure, f.pfTpov : see METRE
$/&amp;gt;.*]

An ancient Greek

liquid measure, equivalent to about 9 gallons.
1388 WYCLIF John ii. 6 There weren set sixe stonun Cannes,

..holdynge ech tweyne ether thre metretis. c 14*0 Pallad.
on Httsb. xi. 443 Of fynest must in oon meirete. 1633

J. DONE Hist.Septtiagint 56 These cups.-helde more then
two metirets. 1890 Century Diet. s. v., The Attic, Mace
donian, and Spanish metretewas ahout 40 liters. . .In Kgypt
the artaba was sometimes called a metrete.

t Metre za. Obs. Also metereza. [Pseudo-
Italian alteration of F. maiiresse.~\ MISTRESS.

1604 MANSION & WKBSTRK Malcontent i. iii. Me thinkes

I see that Signior pawn his foot-cloth: that Metreza her

Plate, a 1627 MIDDLETON MortDissembler* v. i. 92 Metereza
Celia. Ibid. 107 Come, metereza.

Metric (me trik), a. 1 and sb. [ad. L. metric-its

(Quintilian), a. Or.
/T/&amp;gt;t/f-ds,

f, pirpov METRK sl&amp;gt;.

1

Cf. F. m4trique^\ A. adj.

1. = METRICAL T.I i. rare.

18.. BLACKIE (Ogilvie), Hesiod with his metric fragments
of rustic wisdom.

2. = METRICAL a^ 2. 1885 in Cassel?s Encycl. Diet.

B. sb. sing, and pi. The science or art that

deals with metre, esp. with the laws of versifica

tion in Greek and Latin. (Cf. G. die metrik^ F. la

ititltrique, Gr. 9 fifTptKrj, TO. pcrpiKa.}
1760 STILES Grk, Music in Phil, Trans. LI. 730 To

harmonic, rhythmic and metric, in the theoretic, respectively
answered melopceia, rhytlnnoptufa, and poetic, in the practic.

1884 MAHAFFV in Contemp. Rev. June 904 Is the study of

metric really banished from English classics ? 1898 KEEI- in

Amer. Jrnl. I hilol, XIX. 123 They were able to lecture on

grammar, epigraphy, numismatics, . . mythology, melt ics, art,

archaeology. 1905 Athenaeum 29 July 140/2 The great
Orientalist, .attempted. .to connect the laws of Hebrew
metrics with Oriental poetry in general.

Metric (me trik), a* [ad. F. mftriqttt) f.

metre METRE sb.-] Pertaining to that system of

weights and measures of which the metre is the

fundamental unit.

The system is decimal throughout, and the unit In each of

Its branches has a definite relation to the metre ; for instance,
the gramme^ the unit of weight, represents the weight of

a cubic centimetre of water.

1864 Act 27 fy 28 Viet. c. 117 An Act to render permissive
the Use of the Metric System of Weights and Measures...
This Act may be cited as the Metric Weightsand Measures

Act, 1864*. 1873 MAXWELL Electr. $ Magn. (1881) I. 2 In

France, and other countries which have adopted the metric

system. 1873 I. GREGORY Brit. Metric Syst. 47 How many
metric pints are there in 20 thousand *

reputed pint bottles?

1898 Daily News vj May 7/3 That the government be urged
to adopt the metric weights and measures.

Metrical (me-trikal), a. 1
[f.

late L. metricns

relating (i) to measuring, (2) to metre : see METRIC
rt.l and -ICAL. Cf. OF. metrical]

1. 1. Pertaining or relating to metre or versifica

tion ; consisting of or composed in metre
; having

the characteristics of metre.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 183 Of. .the rewles of feete

metricalle,. .of dialog metricalle. 1570-6 LAMBARDE/VJVIW^.
Kent (1826) 173 She uttered sundry metricall and ryming
speeches. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. iv. 186 Their Quantities,
their Rests, their Ceasures metricall. 1774 WARTON Hist.

Eng. Poetry v. (1840) I. 181 The old metrical romances.
1810 SCOTT L,ady of L,. 11. vi. notet Graham (which, for me
trical reasons, is here spelt after the Scottish pronunciation).
1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleotnania 73 note, The produc
tions of Lord Thurlow indicate a considerable share of
metrical energy. 1855 KIKCSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 456, 1 have

adopted a sort of simple, ballad tone, and tried to make my
prose as metrical as possible.

II. 2. Relating to, involving, used in, or deter

mined by measurement. Metrical geometry : see

quot. 1897 (opposed to descriptive geometry ).

1650 J. WYBAUD Tactometria 6 These kinde of metricall
lines for linear numbers). 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 192
All kind of Arithmetical and Metrical Operations. 1830
R. K.ws.BeclarfCs Anat. 70 Its metrical extent, or its extent
as compared with that of the body or with some of its parts.

1858 CAYLEY in Math. Paf. (1889) II. 592 We are then in

the region of pure descriptive geometry : we pass out of it

into metrical geometry by fixing upon a conic of the figure
as a standard of reference and calling it the Absolute.

1878 PETRIE in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. (1879) VIII. in As an
illustration of the metrical character of earthworks, we may
refer to the East Everley works in Wiltshire. 1885 LEODES-
DORF Cremona s Proj. Geont. ix. 50 Most of the proposi
tions in Euclid s Elements are metrical, and it is not easy

METBIST.
to find among them an example of a purely descriptive
theorem. 1897 B. A. W. RUSSELL Fount. Geoin. 149 Me
trical Geometry, .may be defined as the science which deals
with the comparison and relations of spatial magnitudes.
Hence Me-trically adv., with regard to metre;

(translated) into metre.

1789 Elegant Extracts, Poetry Pref. (1816) 7 Explaining
every thing grammatically, historically, metrically, and

critically. 1819 CAMPBELL Ess. J-ng. roi
t&amp;gt;-y

11. Specim. I.

113 The heroic measure of Chaucer will be found in general
..to be metrically correct. 1855 NKIL Z. Btyd s Zions
Flowers Introd. 16 Velrically translated books of the bible.

Metrical (me trikal), a.- [f.
F. mflrique

METRIC a.- : see -ICAL.]
1. = METRIC a? (which is now more usual).
IM Monthly Mag. III.209/i The ensuing year; when

the French republic will have immoitalized the fust years
of its establishment, by the adoption of a Metrical System.
1816 P. KELLY Mrtrol. Introd. 16 It was computed in

France, that in three generations, their metrical system
would be fully established. 1869 ROSCOK 1-llcin. Cheat*

(187$) 444 Comparison of the Metrical with the Common
Measures.

2. Having the dimensions of a French meter;
as metrical blocks (Webster 1847-54).

b. Of lenses or their measurement : Pertaining
to the system of which the unit is the dioptric ,

i. e. a focal length of one metre.

1879 I!RVANT Pract. Sitrg. (ed. 3) I. 301 The trial glasses
. .are arranged according to what is known as the metrical

system
1

, /bid., margin, Metrical lenses.

Metrician (im tri JVm). Also 4 ciou, 6 -cien.

[f. L. tiietric-us METRIC a. 1
,
after physician.]

fl. One who writes in metre. Cl&amp;gt;s.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rollsi II. 19 To the lawde of whom
a metric-ion [L. nu-triats] setthe [etc.]. 1494 FAHVAN Chron.

vil. 322 A metrician made theyse baladis of them, c 1530
Crt. Love v, Ye that ben melriciens me excuse, a 1548
HALL Cliron., Rich. Ill 42 liecause the fyrste lyne ended
in dogge, the metrician coulde not..ende the seconde verse

in liore, but called the bore an hogge.

2. One who studies or is learned in metre.

1835-8 S. R. MAITLAND Dark Ages 11844) 445 Why. .are

you. .trilling with the metricians, deceiving with the poets,
and deceived with the philosophers? 1864 J. HADI.KV Es*.

(1873) 97 These Latin metricians, .seem in their scanning of

poetry to have beat time in the same way. 1892 W. k.

HARDIF. in Class. Kcv. June 249/2 The most advanced me
trician probably falls short of bein^ able to. .reconstruct

the exact scheme which ^Kschylus or Pindar intended.

Metricist (me-trisist). [f.
Mtiuic a. 1 + -1ST.]

One who is skilled in handling metre.

1881 Atlienxnm 7 May 618/2 liut even if the poet were a

sufficiently skilled metricist to [etc.].

Metricize (me-trissiz), v. 1 rare. [f.
METRIC

a.l + -IZK.] trans. To analyse the metre of.

1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle vi, She who can con

strue and metricise a chorus shall, .pass in by herself.

Metricize (me-trisaiz), v.- [f.
METRIC a. 2

+ -IZE.] trans. To adapt to the metric system.
Hence Me tricized ///. a.

1873 Brit. Q. Rev. LV11. 547 A graphic representation of

the size of the different metricized measures as compared
with the old ones is given in a chart at the end of the volume.

Metricks, occas. var. MARTRIX Obs., marten.

1769 De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 316 Metricks, a four-

footed creature, about the size of a large cat.

Metridate, obs. form of MITHRIDATE.

t Me trificate, v. Obs. rare.
1

[f. ppl. stem

of med.L. metrificart, f. metntm METBE sb.\: see

-FICATE.] trans. To write in metre.

1432-50 tr. Higacn (Rolls) V. 321 His wife, .metrificate

her owne epitaphy in this wise.

Metrification (me:trifik^ -J;&amp;gt;n). [ad. L. type

*metrijicalio, n. of action f. mctrificirt (see prec.).]

The construction of a metrical composition ; also,

metrical structure.

1861 WRIGHT Ess. Archzol. II. xx. 153 As.. these final

rhymes came, .into use, the old system of metrification was
..abandoned. 1864 TENNYSON hentiecasyllal ics 10 Should

I flounder awhile without a tumble Thro this metrification

of Catullus. 1875 A. W. WARD Hist. Eng. Dram. Lit.

(1899) 1. 326 The metrification of Tanibnrlaine still shows
some signs of uncertainty.

Metrify (me trifai), v. Also 6 metrefy. [ad.

f.mitrijier^ii^ c.), ad. L. melrificare : see METRI
FICATE and -FY.] trans. To put into metre, make
a metrical version of. Also inlr., to make verses.

Hence Me-trified ///. a., Me-trifyingf vbl. sb.

Also Me trifier (in quot., one who adopts classic

metres in English verse).

1523 SKF.LTON Gar/. Laurel 1382 Also a deuoute Prayer
to Moses hornis, Metrifyde merely, medelyd with scornis.

Ibid. 1464 Wherevpon he metrefyde after his mynde. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsic ii. xi(i). (Arb.) 109 It [an obelisk]

holdeth the altitude of six ordinary triangles, and in metri-

fying his base can not well be larger than a meetre of
si_x.

a 1693 Urquhart s Rabelais III. xvii. 143 It is metrified in

this Octastick. 1836 SOUTHEY Life Cawfer C. s Wks. II.

129 The license which the metrifiers took in this respect,

infected other poets. 1861 IRVING Hist. Scot. Poetry 392

Twenty psalms were metrified by two individuals. 1887 Sat.

Rev. 16 Apr. 552 The grimly metrified psalter.

Metriour, variant of METRBB Obs.

Metrist (me trist). [ad. med.L. metrista, f.

melrum METRE sb. 1
: see -IST.] a. A metrical

writer, b. One who is skilled in metrical com

position ;
an adept in the handling of metre.



METRITIS. 400 METROPOLITAN.

1535 STF.WART Cron. Scot. III. 223 In Luting toung ane
metrost [sic] wes he. 1550 UALK Image Both Ch. 11. h j b,

Thomas smith.. wyth such other blind Popish poetes and

dirtyc metristes. 1819 COLERIDGE in Lit, Kent. (1836) II.

378 There are not five metrists in the kingdom to whom
I could.. have spoken so plainly. 1864 KNIGHT Passages
Work. Life I. viii. 289 A very singular, .poet, quite set

apart from the troop ot&quot; every-day metrists. 1875 LOWELL

Spenser Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 328 Spenser was no mere me-

trist, but a great composer. 1894 R. C. JEBB in A. W. Ward
Eng, Poets IV. 763 As a metrist he [Tennyson] is the crea

tor of a new blank verse, different both from the Elizabethan

and the Miltonic.

llMetritis ^mztrai tis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

ftrjrpa womb: see -ITIS. Cf. F. w#rV?.] Inflamma

tion of the uterus.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Mttt. vii. 80, I lately at

tended a fatal case of metritis after delivery. 1876 tr.

Warner s Gen, Pathoi. 592 Diffused metritis originates most

frequently in lacerations of the vagina.

Hence Metritic (mstrHikj a., of or pertaining
to metritis. 1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

tMe trize, v. Obs. rare 1

,
[f.

METRE s$. 1 +

-I7E.] trans. To put into metre.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie 12 b, The whiche verses I haue
thus metrized in Englishe.

f Metro. Obs. [It. or Sp.]
= METRE s6.1

1619 H. HL:TTON Follies Anat. Ep. Ded., Peruse my writ,
And vse these Metroes of true meaning wit. Ibid, A6b,
Nor in a Metro shew my Cupide s fire.

Metrochrome (me trc&amp;gt;kr0&quot;m). [f. Gr. pirpo-v
measure + XP&Pa colour.] An instrument for

measuring colours.

1817 G. FIELD Chromatics (1845) 223 Thus used in con

junction the three gauges constituted a Metrochrome, or

general measure and standard of colours.

Metrocracy (rm trp-krasi). [f. Gr.
/*I?T/&amp;gt;-,

/47jT7;p mother + -(O)CRACY.] = MATRIARCHY.
1891 E. WKSTERMARCK Hist. Hum. Marriage (1894) 98

North America which is acknowledged, .to have been one
of the chief centres of mother-right ,

or metrocracy.

Metrod, variant of METEKOD Obs*

Metrograph. (me tr^graf). [f. Gr. nirpo-v
measure : see -GRAPH.] An apparatus for indi

cating the speed of a railway-train, and the hour
of arrival and departure at each station.

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet, l^rade.

MetrogTapher (metr^-grafM). [f. Gr. ptrpo-v
MKTRK sd.^ + -GRAPHER.] ? A writer on metre.
1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 388 Our worthy metrographer has

been so unfortunate as to scan him wrong.

Metrology (metrflfidgl). [f. Gr. / T/&amp;gt;O-I/

measure + -LOGY. Cf. F. mtrologie^\
1. a. A system or series of measures, b. The

science of weights and measures.
1816 P. KELLY (title.) Metrology; or an exposition of

weights and measures. 1821
J. Q. ADAMS Rep. Weights &amp;lt;y

Meas. 84 The principle of decimal divisions can be applied
only with many qualifications to any general system of

metrology. Ibid. 85 The French metrology. 1846 GROTE
Greece \\. iv. II. 425 M. Boeckh s recent publication on Me
trology. 1878 Nature 23 May 110/2 Mr. \V. M. Flinders
Petrie read a paper on inductive metrology, the purpose of
which.. is to deduce the units of measure employed by
ancient peoples from the dimensions of existing remains,

2. The science of poetic metres, rare&quot;
1

.

1889 A, SIDGWICK in Jrnl. Edjtc. Feb. 116.

Hence Metrolo gical #., pertaining or relating
to metrology ;

Metro legist, Me trologue, a
writer on weights and measures.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 206/2 No metrologUt has given
the Romans credit for seeing that water would do just as
well to.. adjust standards by, as wine. 1843 GKOTE in Class.
Museum (1844) I. 2 The cardinal principle of his metro-

logical reasonings. Ibid. 7 Great Attic talents
,
as they

are called by Dardanus the ancient Metrologue. 1856 Sat,
Rev. 8 Nov. 617/1 All sorts of weights and measures, from
the cubit of Noah to the metrological standard of John
Quincy Adams. 1883 Jrnl. Hellenic Studies IV. 340 The
metrological analysis of the fathom must consequently en

tirely exclude the Attic foot. 1889 Vale Coll. Obit. Record
491 The American Metrological Society.

Metromaiiia (metrom^ nia). [f.
Gr. ftirpo-v

METRE sb.^ + -MANIA
;

after F. M&MUHlfc] A
mania for writing poetry. Hence Metroma niac,
one affected with metromania; also attrib. or as

adj,\ Metromani acal&amp;lt;7., pertaining to or affected

with metromania (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).
1794 GIFFORD Baviad (i%ii) 46 This pernicious pest, This

metromania, creeps thro every breast. [1818 Blacfav. Mag.
III. 519 Of all the manias of this mad age, the most incur
able, .seems to be no other than the metromanie.} 1830 W.
TAYLOR Hist, Surv. Germ. Poetry I. 183 On a sudden
(Bodmer] seemed to have acquired the facility of versifica

tion, and to display it with almost metromaniac eagerness.
1884 HUNTER & WHVTE My Ducats y My Dan. xiii. (1885)

179 No one knows what I have had to endure from the
metromaniacs.

Metrometer 1
(metr^-mnoj). rare-*, [ad. F.

m&rom&ft ( 780 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Gr. fitrpo-v
METRE st&amp;gt;.

1 + -metre -METER.] = METRONOME.
1876 in STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Afus. Terms.

Metrometer- (m/tr^Wtai). rare~. [ad.
mod.L. metrometr-um, f. Gr. ft^rpa- womb: see

-METER.]
= HTSTEROMETER.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Metronome (me-tr^nJam). [f. Gr. ftirpo-v
METRE sW + vvpos law, rule. Cf. F. metronome.]

An instrument nsed in music for marking the time

by means of a graduated inverted pendulum with

a sliding weight which can be regulated to make
the required number of beats in a minute.
1816 Repert. Arts, Manuf. % etc. XXVIII. 128 [Patents]

John Malzl, of Poland-street, Middlesex, Machinist; for an
instrument or instruments., for the improvement of musical

performance, which he denominates a Metronome, or musi
cal time-keeper. Dated December 5, 1815. a 1845 HOOD
To Kitchener i, Or boiling eggs timed lo a metronome.

1889 Infantry Drill 504, ^ = 108 Maelzel s Metronome.

1904 Atht-nxum 5 Nov. 026/1 The seconds of exposure
[were] counted by a metronome.
aitrib. 1857 ncyct.rit.(ed.8)X.lV.6g$/2 It is very desir

able that composers should always affix metronome numbers
to their compositions. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet.

Mns. II. 319/2 Maelzel. .in 1816 set up the first Metronome
Manufactory on record.

b. Jig. (In the first quot. app. used for : A con
ventional rule for metrical quantity.)
1822 TILLBROOK Rem. Mod. He.tametrists 73 Why leave

the public without a guide to the accents and divisions of
the Georgian hexameter? This should have been done
either by borrowing from the Latin rules, adopting those

of the early prosodians, or by inventing a new metronome.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. xi. (1891) 265, I should
love to.. listen to the great liquid metronome as it beats its

solemn measure. 1865 G. MACDONALD A.Forbes n And
listen to the unfailing metronome of the flails.

Metronomic (metwnp*mik), a. [f. METRO
NOME + -1C.] Of or pertaining to a metronome.
Metronomic mark, the indication, placed at the head of

a piece of music, of the pace at which it is to be performed.
1881 Chicago Advance 29 Dec. 832 The metronomic mark

of most of the tunes is too fast. 1896 Daily Neivs 17 Apr.
8/5 Mr. Edwards reprints the facsimile of the metronomic
times for each number from a Mendelssohn MS.

So Metrono xnical a.
t
Metroiio niically aJv.,

according to the metronome.
1822 Repository No. So. ico The vague directions as to

tempo slow
, very slow , &c. should be avoided . . when

it is in our power to mark the time metronomically. 1866

EXCEL Nat. Mus. v. 177 The published collections of tunes
seldom possess metronomical signs.

Metronomy (metr^Tiomi). [f. METRONOME
+ -Y.] The measuring of time by a metronome.
1850 in OCILVIE.

Metronymic (m/tronrmik), a. and sb. [ad.
Gr. ftyrfHUWfUiffa, f. pyrp-, ^trjrrjp mother + ovvpa,

wopa name. Cf. the earlier matronymic(al?\
a. adj. Derived from the name of a mother or

other female ancestor, esp. by addition of a suffix

or prefix indicating descent. Also said of such a

suffix or prefix. (In recent Diets.) b. sb. A me
tronymic name ; a name derived from that of a
mother or maternal ancestor.

1868 LIGHIFOOT Cottim. Philippians (1873) 55 In not a few
instances a metronymic takes the place of the usual patro
nymic. 19043. A. NAIRN Herodasg It is noticeable that

Gryllos has a metronymic, not a patronymic.

So Metronymy (rmtr^-nimi), the practice of

using metronymics.
1891 Sat. Rev. 31 Jan. 140/1 M. Reclus finds what he

calls metronymy in Egypt under the Ptolemies, The
newly-married man even dropped his own name to take
that of his wife .

! tMetrOpOlie. Obs. [?irreg. ad. L. metro

polis ; some writers may have intended mctropolies
for a Latin plural.]

= METROPOLIS.
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. n. xiv, The whole Isle,

I Metroperitonitis .

Path. [mod.L., f. Gr. fxfjrpa womb + PERITONITIS.]
Inflammation of the uterus and the peritoneum.
1845 DAY tr. Simons Anim. Ghent. I. 270, 1859 TWrf f

Cycl. Anat. V. 688/1 The pathological conditions of the
serous coat are chiefly those of. .metroperitonitis.

Metrophlebitis (nu twnrbartis). Path.

[mod.L., i. Gr. wrpa womb + PHLEBITIS.] Inflam
mation of the veins of the uterus.

[1845 DAY tr. Simon s Anim. Chent. I. 252 Metrophlebitis
puerperalis.] 1859 Todcfs Cycl. Anat. V. 704/1 The intro
duction of. .venous pus. .in metrophlebitis.

Metropole (mc trtfp&amp;lt;7l). [a. OF. mctropote, ad.

L. metropolis: see METROPOLIS.]
fl. A chief town; = METROPOLIS. Obs.

13.. S. Erkftntvld1

, 26 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)
266 Londone . . \te metropol &

J&amp;gt;e mayster-tone, 1586 J.
HOOKER Hist. IreL in Holinshed II. 4/1 I*ath, which was
the metropole of Summersetshire. Ibid. 151/2 Dublin..

being the metropole and chiefecilieof the whole land. 1685
STILLINGFL. Orig. Brit. iv. 196 Those Cities which had the
Title ttAugUit* conferred upon them, were.. chief Metro-
poles of the Provinces.

2. JSffi. The see of a metropolitan ;
= METRO

POLIS i.

1862 NEALE Ess. Liturgiol. (1867) 300 That was a remark
able erection of metropoles which occurred just before the
outbreak. 1888 Ch. Times 27 Apr. 364/3 York was desig
nated as a metropole by St. Gregory, and did exercise some
undefined jurisdiction over other sees in the North.

t Metropolic, a. Obs. [f. METROPOL-IS + -ic.]= METROPOLITAN, MKTROPOLITICAL.

1574 HELLOWES Guevara s Fan*. Ep. (1577) 326 Paphla-
gonia. whose Capital or Metropolike towne is Gernapolis.
1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. vii. 445 Rogatianus,
a Bishop of his (St. Cyprian s] metropolick Church.

So Metropo lical
&amp;lt;/.,

in the same sense; hence

Me:tropolica-lity.
1550 BALE Eng. Votaries \\. sob, Bryngyng with hym

the metropolycall mantell of Anselme. 1637 BASTWICK
Litany \. 21, I will. .so plauge [sic] the Metropolicallity of
Vorke and Canterbury . .as I will neuer leaue them.

Arch-bishoprickes. .belonging to the Patriarch of Constan^

tinople. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 184 The Towns
. .were Metropolies of Kingdoms, not Country Towns.

Metropolis (m/trp*p#lis). Also 6- polus ;

//., 7 -polisses, 8 -polis s, 9 -polises. [a. L.

metropolis^ a. Gr. pr)Tp6iTQ\is, f. prjrpo-, prjTrjp

mother + n-oX(s city.]

1. The seat or see of a metropolitan bishop.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scat. II. 425 The bischopis sait. .Fra

Abirnethie translatit hes he..To Sanct Androis. .Metro-

polus of all Scotland to be. 1542 UDALL rfisw.
1 117 And therof is metropolis called the chief citee where ihe

archebishop of any prouince hath his see. 1595 SHAKS.
John v. ii. 72 The great Metropolis and Sea of Koine. 1612
DRAYTON t oly-olb. xviii. 740 Let this Town [Canterbury]..
Of all the British Sees be still Metropolis. 17*7-41 CHAM
BERS Cycl. s. v., In Asia, there were metropolis s merely
nominal, that is, which had no suffragan, nor any rights of

metropolitans. 1760-72 tr. Juan &amp;lt;y Ullptts Voy. (ed. 3) II.

; 145 Plata was erected into a bishopric in 1551,. .and in the

year 1608 was raised to a metropolis. 1844 LINCARD Anglo-
Sax. Ch. 11858) I. App. E. 342 Jrenaeus was the bishop of

i Lyons, the metropolis of Gaul. 1850 NEALE East. Ch. \.

\

Introd. 44 Marcianopolis lost its metropolitical rights, though
; it still continued a See; and Debeltus or Zagara became
!

the Metropolis of the province.

2. The chief town or city of a country (occas. of

a province or district), esp. the one in which the

I government of a country is carried on
;
a capital.

The metropolis)
often somewhat pompously used for

London . Also, in recent use, occasionally applied to

London as a whole, in contradistinction to the City.

1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tamburl. in. v. 36 That sweet

land, whose braue Metropolis Reedified the faire Semyramis.
1636 DAVENANT Wits iv. i, O, to live here i th fair metro

polis Of our great isle. 1666 DRVDEN Ann. Alirah. (head-

t&quot;g);
To the Metropolis of Great Britain, the most renowned

..City of London. 1695 ECHARD Gazetteer Pref., All the

metropolisses of provinces. 17*6 FRANKLIN Jrnt. Wks.

1887 1. 104 Newport, .is the metropolis of the island [Isle of
1

WightJ. 1805 W. IRVING in Life * Lett. (1864) I. 149, I

have not taken a single note since I have been in this metro-

; polls [Paris]. 1807 SOUTH EV R&priella s Lett. I. 291 London
is now so often visited, that the manners of the metropolis
are to be found in evtry country gentleman s house. 1838
Athenaeum 31 Mar. 233/2 Liverpool, New York, and the

Great Metropolis . 1862 P. M. IRVING Life fy Lett. It .

/rwg (i864) i. i. 17 Kirkwall, the metropolis of the island

group [Orkneys]. 189* Nation (N. Y.) 21 July 44/1 She
i [Trinity College, Dublin] lives in a workaday world, because

she lies at the heart of a metropolis.

fig. 1806 AM. Jrnl. XV. 195 The stomach is the metro-
i polls, and all ihe other parts and provinces of the frame are

dependent upon the proportion of its vigour or decay. 1863

HAWTHORNEC^wr0/&amp;lt;///0w^,OWc/&amp;gt;a?.II.255 His stomach

[appearing] to assume the dignified prominence which justly

belongs to that metropolis of his system.

b. A chief centre or seat of some form of activity.

1675 TRAIIKRNE Chr. Ethics 517 Heaven is the metropolis
of all perfection. 1743 J. MORRIS Scrw. vii. 198 Their city

i was the fountain and metropolis of idolatry. 1783 BURKE
Sp. East-India Bill Wks. IV. 78 This center and metropolis
of abuse [the Carnatic], whence all the rest in India and

England diverge,from whence they are fed and methodized.
1816 SCOTT Tales ofMy Landld. Ser. i. Introd., Our metro-

polisof law, by which 1 mean Edinburgh, or.. our metropolis
and mart of gain, whereby I insinuate Glasgow, 1864 HRVCE

Holy Rom. /://. xvi. (1875) 272 To half the Christian nations

Rome is the metropolis of religion, to all ihe metropolis of art.

C. Aat. hist. The district in which a species,

c;roup, etc., is most represented.
&quot;

1816 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. IV. 489 The metropolis of

the group \Fetaloc(ra\ is within the temperate zone. 1859
DARWIN Orig.Sfec. vi. (1873) 135 Almost every species, even

in its metropolis, would increase immensely in numbers,
were it not for other competing species.

3. Greek Hist. The mother-city or parent-state
of a colony. Hence occas. applied to the parent-
state of a modern colony.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 135 Doing the dewlie

of a good Colonia to her Metropolis. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.

n. xxiv. 131 The Common-wealth from which they \sc. the

colonists] went, was called their Metropolis, or Mother.

1837 I entiy Cycl. VII. 359/1 If acolony wished to send out

a new colony, this was properly done with the sanction of

the metropolis. 185* J. A. ROEBUCK Hist. Whig Ministry
, II. 197 The best means of making the wants of the colonies

,
known to. .the metropolis which founds them.

Metropolitan ;metr^pp-litan), a. and sb. Also

6-7 rnetra-. [ad. late L. melropolitantis, f. Gr.

/iT/rpoTroX/T-T/y (see METKOPOLITE).] A. adj.

1. Belonging to an ecclesiastical metropolis ;

metropolitan bishop= B. i. Also, pertaining to or

characteristic of a metropolitan.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 247 The metrapolitan

Churche of Saint Andrewes. a x6oo HOOKER Ecd. Pol. vii.

viii. 12 Archiepiscopal or Metropolitan prerogatives are

those mentioned in old Imperial constitutions, to convocate

the holy Bishops under them within the compass of their

own Provinces. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xii.

(1739) 22 London had the Metropolitan See, or was the

chiefest in precedency. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 91 An
Archbishop . . was elected by Provincial Bishops meeting

together m the Metropolitan Church. 1902 A. M. FAIR-

BAIRN Pkilos. Chr. Relig. \\. n. iii. 487 The Synagogue was

provincial and sectarian, but the Temple was metropolitan
and collective.



METROPOLITAN.

fb. Metropolitan toe. (The allusion is obscure.)
1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. 19 A Bishops foot that hath all

his Toes. .and a linnen Sock over it, is the aptest emblem
of the Prelate himselfe. Who being a pluralist, may under
one Surplice which is also Hnnen, hide foure benefices besides
the metropolitan toe. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reft. 127
When Arch-bishop Abbot was suspended we might say his

metropolitan toe was cut off.

2. Of, pertaining to, or constituting a metropolis;
metropolitan city or town = METROPOLIS. Also,

belonging to or characteristic of the metropolis
(London).
In recent use occas. applied to designate institutions, etc.

pertaining to London as a whole, in contradistinction to
those that pertain to the City , as in metropolitan police.

1555 EDEN Decades 259 The metrapolitane citie of Mus-
couia called Mosca. 1739 CIBBER Apol. (1756) II. 17 A
great deal of that false flashy wit and forc d humour which
had been the delight of our metropolitan multitude. 1784
COWPER Task III. 737 Are not wholesome airs. .To be pre
ferred to smoke, to the eclipse That metropolitan volcanoes
make ? 1864 Act 27 ^ 28 Viet. c. 116 8 This Act may be
cited.. as the Metropolitan Houseless Poor Act, 1864 .

1886 BYNNER A. Surriage xv. 173 How fast he was losing
metropolitan tone and polish in the wilds of America. 1887
DOWOEN Shelley I. vi. 236 Dublin had sunk from a metro
politan to a provincial city.

3. Belonging to or constituting the mother-

country.
1806 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 60 A safe carriage of all

her productions, metropolitan or colonial. 1810 BENTHAM
Offic. Apt. Maximized (1830) Pref. 21 On the question by
the metropolitan country shall this or that distant depend
ency be kept up, there are two sides.

1 4. Jig. (from I and 2). Principal, chief. Obs.
1626 JACKSON Creed ym. xxi. i Of which [feasts] the

passeover was the principal, or (as Chrysostome with some
other of the ancients instile it) Metropolitan. 1632 BRO.ME
Crt. Beggar ii. i. Wks. 1873 I. 201 Some call him the metra
politane wit of Court. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1851
IV. 237 To acknowledge Gods ancient people their betters,
and that language the Metropolitan language. 1651 BIGGS

Nc-y Disp. p 198 The Ascendand and first house, the metra
politane place in the systeme of indications. 1686 J. DUN-
TON Lett.fr. Neiv-Eng. (1867) 74 Mr. Increase Mather :. .

He is deservedly called, The Metropolitan Clergy-Man of
the Kingdom.
B. sb,

1. Eccl. [In Gr. firj-ryjoiroAiTr/s, in L. metropoll-
tanus.] A bishop having the oversight of the

bishops of a province ;
in the early church his see

was in the metropolis of the province. In the
West the term is now approximately co-extensive
with archbishop; in the Greek church the metro

politan ranks above an archbishop and below a

patriarch.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. in And to the metropolitan
of London alle the cuntre of Cornewaile and alle Englonde
was subiecte vn to the floode of Humbre. 1530-1 Act 22
Hen. VIII, c. 15 Wyllyam Archebysshoppe of Canturburye
metropolytane and primate of all Englande. a 1643 LD.
FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 26 It hath beene agreed
on, that all that are under the Metropolitan of Canterbury,
should be called the Province of Canterbury, a 1674 MIL
TON ffist. Mosc. i. Wks. 1851 VIII. 480 The Emperor
esteemeth the Metropolitan next to God, after our Lady
and Saint Nicholas, as being his spiritual Officer. 1710
PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes iii. 149 All the Metropolitans and
Bishops of King Gontrans Kingdom. 1814 SOUTHEY Rode
rick xx. 318 If thou wert still The mitred metropolitan.
1833 R. PINKERTON Russia 189 The Council of Moscow.,
was attended by. .five metropolitans, five archbishops [etc.],

1897 Catholic Diet. (ed. 5) 50/2 At present the terms arch
bishop and metropolitan have the same meaning, except
that the latter implies the existence of suffragans, whereas
there may be archbishops without suffragans, as in the case
of Glasgow.
trans/. 1686 tr. Chardin s Coronat. Solyman 59 A new

Sadre, or Mahometan Pontiff, or Metropolitan of the whole
Empire.

b. fig. (in jocular or sarcastic use).
1630 RANDOLPH Aristippus Wte. (1875) 32 The Catholic

Bishop of Barbers, the very Metropolitan of Surgeons. 1780
COWPER Progr. Error 186 Let Comus rise Archbishop of
the land ; Let him your rubric and your feasts prescribe,
Grand Metropolitan of all the tribe.

2. A chief town or metropolis.
1549 Compl. Scot. xiii. no The toune of tribie, quhilk is

the methropolitane & capital cite of that cuntre. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. n. ix. 72 b, Mytilene..
metropolitane of al the townes of Eolea. 1628 GAULE Pract.
Theory (1629) 104 Christ could haue chosen Rome..; or
Athens..; or Jerusalem..; And yet poore Nazareth, and
little Bethlehem.. are.. preferred to those renowned Metro
politans. 1692 LUTTRELI. BriefRel. (1857) II. 531 Grenoble,
the metropolitane of Dauphigny. 1874 SPURGEON Treas.
Dav. Ps. Ixxxvii. 3 The true eternal city ,

the metropolitan,
the mother of us all.

1 3.
fig.

= METROPOLIS 2 b. Obs.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. ix. 2 (1622) 296 The prime

and Metropolitan of the Mathematical! Sciences. 1704 N. N.
tr. Boccalhns Adi ts. fr. Parnass. II. 204 That Naples
should be allow d the Title of Metropolitan of all Cities
whatever for breaking of Colts, and Rome for managing of
Men.

4. One who lives in a metropolis; one who has
metropolitan ideas or manners.

veterate a metropolitan as myself this is no grievance. 1882
J DONOVAN Mer-j Oasis II. liv. 407 The people at Merv
considered themselves altogether as metropolitans.
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5. A citizen of the mother-city or parent-state of
a colony.
1846 GROTE Greece n. ii. II. 311 Both metropolitans and

colonists styled themselves Hellens, and were recognised as
such by each other.

Metropolitanate (metwpp lit&te t). [f. ME
TROPOLITAN + -ATE .] The office or see of a metro

politan bishop.
1834 MILMAN Lat. Chr. III. 363 That ascending ladder

of ecclesiastical honours, the priorate, the abbacy, the

bishopric, the metropolitanate. 1895 }^ ^ HUTTON Laud
iii. 120 He.. claimed the right to visit the Universities as
inherent in the metropolitanate.

Metropo-litancy. rare 1
,

[f. METROPOLITAN
a. + -ov.] The position of metropolis.
1889 WESTGARTH Austral, Progr. 45 Melbourne., the.,

rival of. . Sydney for the metropolitancy of the Australasian
section of our Empire.

Metropolita-neously, adv. ff. METROPO
LITAN + -ECUS + -LY *.] In metropolitan fashion.

1852 DICKENS Let. 19 Oct., Are you never coming to town
any more ? Never going to drink port again, metropolitaue-
ously, but always with Fielden ?

Metropolitanisni (metnSpflitaniz m). [f.
METROPOLITAN + -ISM.] Metropolitan spirit, ideas,
or institutions.

1835 R. R. MADDEN C less Blessington II. 174 In the
exuberance of his metropolitanism, he had a sort of reveren
tial feeling even for the stones of London. 1861 J. S. BREWER
Ciralfii Cambrensis Op. (Rolls) I. Pref., The name Giraldus
was bandied about from mouth to mouth, as the undoubted
successor to the see of St. David s.. .The golden era of

Metropolitanism had dawned on benighted. .Cambria. 1883
Century Mag. XXVI. 824 The architectural manifestations
of metropolitanism.

Metropolitailize (metnifpfrlitansiz), v.
[f.

METROPOLITAN + -IZE.] trans. To make metro

politan in position, manners, ideas, etc.

1855 Fraset s Mag. LI. 630 Poor little Kirkwall.. seemed
a mere village to the metropolitanized apprentice. 1897
Spectator 25 Dec. 919 He was himself not sufficiently
metropolitanised for these efforts.

Metropolitaiiship (metr%&amp;gt;-ntanjip). [f.

METKOPOLITAN sb. +-SHIP.] The office, position,
or see of a metropolitan bishop. In first quot.^.
(11638 MEDE Wks. (1672) in. 60 The Apocalyptical

Babylon is not Babylon in Chaldaea, but a Counter-type
thereof, most like for Universal Ambition and Metropolitan-
ship of Spiritual Fornication. 1640 BASTWICK Lord Bps. ii.

B iij, What a hot stirre was .. heretofore between the Prelates
of Canterbury and Yorke for the universall Metropolitanship
over all England ? 1838 G. S. FABER Inquiry 267 Some
further divisions produced another metropolitanship in
Slavonia. a 1878 MOZLEY Lect. xvi. (1883) 261 The me
tropolitanship stood upon the Letters Patent.

Metropolite (m/ tr^-piJlait). [ad. late L. me-

tropolita, a. Gr. nr/TpoTrokirr/s, f. /tr/TpuTro\is METRO
POLIS. Cf. F. mttropolile]
1. A metropolitan bishop ;

= METROPOLITAN B. i.

1378 Chr. Prayers Y iij b marg. t Archb. & Metropolite.
1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Commw. xxi. 82 b, The Metropolite
of Mosko. 1679 RVCAUT Pres. St. Grk. Armen. Ch. 95 The
Patriarch of Constantinople is elected by the Metropolites,
or Bishops. 1882-3 SCHAFF Eucycl. Relig. Knmvl. I. 595
With reservation of the right of the Bishop of Caesarea as

metropolite.

f2. A metropolis. Obs.

1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Cojnmw. i. i b, Nouograd
velica was the Metropolite or chiefe cittie. 1635 PAGITT
Christianogr. 34 These sixe Sees, the chiefe of Provinces
and Metropolites.
3. attrib. or as adj. = METROPOLITAN.
1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Comnmi. iv. 12 b, The whole

countrey of Russia is tearmed by some by the name of v

Moscouia the Metropolite citie.

t MetropolitiC, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. metropo-
litictis, f. metropoltta (see METROPOLITE).] -= next.

1555 RIDLEY in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 93 Fare-
well the cathedrall churche of Caunterburye, the Metro-
politicke sea. 1612 SELDEN Illustr. Draytotfs Poly-olb.
xviii. 303 Canterbury [was] then honor d with the Metro-
politique See.

Metropolitical (metr^p&amp;lt;yii-tikal),a. [Formed
as prec. + -AL.]
1. Eccl. Of, pertaining to, or constituting a me

tropolitan bishop or see; = METROPOLITAN A. i.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 31 The. .diocese, .to be of the

prouince of the Archebyshpppe of Caunturburie, and vnder
j

the
iurisdictipn metropolitical of the same. 1621 Bp.

MOUNTAGU Diatribx 58 The new made Patriarch of Con-
j

stantinople, sometime but a Suffragane to the Metropoliticall
Sea of Heraclea. 1763 Act 5 Ceo. Ill, c. 26 Preamble, The
Bishoprick . . [was] united to the Prouince and Metropo
litical lurisdiction of York. 1901 Standard 9 Sept. 3/6
Preaching in York minster yesterday, Canon Fleming said :

Speaking to-day in this metropolitical Church [etc.].

fig. 1655 OWEN Vind. Evang. Ep. Ded., Affirming, that
that Heresy hath fixed its Metropolitical seat here in

England.
2. Of, pertaining to, or constituting a metropolis

(capital or mother-city) ;
= METROPOLITAN A. 2.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks i. (1621) i The metropoliticall
citie of Riga. ^667 WATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 90 The River
of Thames.. will I trust in God for ever keep her in her
Metropolitical station. 1710 STRYPE Life Grindat l. vii.

70 They. . proceeded as far as the Metropolitical City. 1726
AYLIFFE Pat-ergon 91 A Metropolis or Metropolitical City
is in respect to a Colony, what a Mother is to a Daughter.

Metropolitically (metn!fpj&amp;gt;li-tikali),a&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;. [f.

prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. As a metropolitan.

METTLE.
1637 BASTWICK Litany i. 13 If Father William of Canter-

bury think that I am aflraid of him, he is metropoliticaily
mistaken. 1644 LAUD in Neal Hist. Purit. (1736) III. 20 =

In all churches, and in all other places where you visit

metropoliticaily. 1834 Edin. Rev. LVIII. 479 Visiting
metropoliticaily the body of both universities.

f 2. As in a mother-state. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1723 H. ROWLANDS Mona Antiq. Restar/rata 78 That the
Druids resided Originally and Metropoliticaily in the Isle of
Mona.

Metropolize (mttrfpJbiz), v.
[f. METRO

POLIS + -IZE.]
1. trans, (nonce-use) ?To concentrate in one place.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Obsequies 79 Wks. (1687) 235 To beg

a Neck with Claudius, metropolize all Worth.
2. inlr. To visit the metropolis . nonce-use.
1815 BYRON in J. Paget Paradoxes tf Puzzles (1874), We

mean to metropolise to-morrow, and you will address your
next to Piccadilly.

rhage. Hence Metrorrha gic a.

[I776-&J CULLEN First Lines Pract. Physic (1808) II. i

Which discharges alone, are those properly comprehended
under the present title [sc. menorrhagia]. The title of

Metrorrhagia or hsemorrhagia uteri, might comprehend
a great deal more.] 1856 MAYNE E.rpos. Lex., Mt-trorrlia-

gicus . . metrorrhagic. . . Metrorrhagy. 1879 St. George s

j
IIosp. Kept. IX. 455 Abdominal pain and metrorrhagia
1889 J. M. DUNCAN din. Lect. Dis. Worn. x. (ed. 4) 64 For
there may be profuse menorrhagia with more irregular and

|

less severe metrorrhagic loss.

Metroscope 1
(mf-tr^skJup). [ad. F. m(tro-

scope, f. Gr. ^tjrpa womb: see -SCOPE.] a. An
instrument for examining the uterus, b. An in

strument for listening to the sounds of the heart
of the fcetus during gestation.

.
835 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Metroscope, an instrument

invented by M. Nauche, for listening to the sounds of the
heart of the fcctus in utero-gestation. when the sounds.,
are imperceptible through the parietes of the abdomen.
Hence Metro scopy, examination of the womb
(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).

Metroscope a
(me trJskoup). [f. Gr. n-irpo-v

measure + -SCOPE.] An instrument for determining
dimensions.
SnelUn s itietroscope, an instrument for ophthalmostato-

metric research {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1800).

1876 Catal. Set. App. S. Kens. 38 Metroscope. For the
determination of dimensions of distant bodies.

II MetrOStaxis (mTtrostarksis). [mod.L., f.

Gr. /ojrpawomb + ara^is dropping, falling indrops :

cf. epistaxis.1 Uterine haemorrhage.
1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. Worn, xvii (ed. 4)

134 Metrostaxis or bloody flow from the womb.

Metrotome (me-tr0t&amp;lt;?um). [f. Gr. /jrjrpa
womb + -To/uos cutter, -riju/w to cut.] A cutting
instrument used in operating on the womb.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1861 Med. Times June 573

Front and Profile View of Dr. Coghlan s Probe-pointed
Metratome [sic].

-metry (repr. Gr. -jitrpia. action or process of

measuring, f. -nirpr/s measurer, pi-rfov measure),
a terminal element of sbs. with the general sense

action, process, or art of measuring (something
specified by the initial element) . A few of the words
with this ending represent actual Greek words, as

geometry, slichometry ; many have been formed in

modern times on assumed Gr. types, as aerometry,
anthropometry, etc.; in the igth c. there were many
hybrid formations in which the initial element is

a Latin or a modern word, as alkalimetry, calori-

metry. Most of the sbs. in -METER have correlative

words in -metry, denoting specifically the process
of measuring by the instrument called meter .

Metsc(h)ip, -ship, variants of METESHIP Obs.

Metstick, variant of METESTICK.
Mett : see MEAT, MET, METE.
t Mettadel. Obs. [ad. It. metadella, f. metade,

meta half.] In Italy : A Measure of Wine, con

taining one Quart and near half a Pint, two
whereof make a flask .

1731 in BAILEY (ed. 5). 1833 J. BENNETT Artificer s

Compl. Lex.

Mettaill, -al, obs. forms of METAL.
tMette. Obs. [OE. gemejta :-OTeut. type

*ga-matjon-, f. *ga- (synon. with L. com-) + *mat-
MEAT

sb.~\
A companion at meat.

CIOOO^ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) II. 282 J?a jemettan ne moston
tees lambes ban scaenan. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvi. 41
Pacience and ich weren yput to be mettes, And seten by our
selue at a syd-table.

Mette : see MEET, MET, METE.

Mettege, Mettel(l, obs. ff. METAGE, METAL.
Metter, obs. form of METER sb. 1

Mettle(me-t l), sb. (and a.~). Also 6-7 mettal(l,

6-9 metal. [Originally the same word as METAL
sb., of which mettle was a variant spelling used

indiscriminately in all senses. The senses ex

plained below are in origin figurative uses of

METAL sb. and developments of these, but they
are so remote from the literal sense that the con-



METTLEABLE.
sciousness of the identity of the word has long been

lost. The graphical differentiation is recognized in

Kersey s Phillips, 1706, and in all succeeding
Diets., bnt was not always observed by writers

of the 1 8th and early ipth c.]

1. Quality of disposition or temperament. (See
METAL sb. i f.)

1584 LYLY Canipaspe iv. i. 41 Swearing commeth of a hot
mettal. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. m. iv. 300, I am one, that
had rather go with sir Priest, then sir knight: I care not
who knowes so much of my mettle. 1642 ROGERS Naaman
19 To try the spirit of men, ofwhat mettle they are made of.

1789 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Snbj. for Painters Wks. 1792
III. 104 Showing the mettle of an arrant Quean. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth iii, Thou ken st not the mettle that
women are made of. 1897 GEN. H. PORTER in Cent. Mag.
June 206 It showed the mettle of which he was made.

2. Of a horse, and occas. of other animals :

Natural vigour and ardour; spirit.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7K, iv. iii. 22 Your Vnckle Worcesters
Horse came but to day, And now their pride and mettall
is asleepe. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius&quot; l^oy. Ambass. 323
The taking away of the excess of Metal, which Stone-
Horses are guilty of. 1655 WALTON Angler i. (1661) 8 Her
[a falcon s] mettle makes her careless of danger. 1697 DRY-
DEN Virg. Georg. in. 209 As for the Females,. .Take down
their Mettle, keep em lean and bare. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 87
The winged courser, like a generous horse, Shows most true
mettle when you check his course. 1867 J. MARTINEAU
Ess. II. 394 They have, .horses of best descent and mettle.

3. Of persons : Ardent or spirited temperament ;

spirit, courage.
1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Conv. m. (1586) 149 It

dulleth their wittes, and represseth their natural vigour, in

such sorte, that there is no mettall left in them. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IVt ii. iv. 13 A Corinthian, a lad of mettle, i? 1655
VINES Lories Supp. (1677) 368 When Jacob had seen the
sweet vision in Bethel .. it put mettle into him. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mettle, Vigour, Fire, Life, Sprighrli-

ness, Briskness; as the Mettle ofYouth. ijiS Free-thinker
No. 103. 346, I like the Lady s Wit and Mettle. 1866
G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxiv. (1878) 575, I found
this only brought out his mettle.

punningly. 1604 DEKKER Honest Wk. i. i. Wks. 1873 II.

6 If the Duke had but so much mettle in him, as in a coblers
awle. 1614 RALEIGH Hist, World v. i. 312 What other

worldly help than the golden metall of their Souldiers, had
our English Kings against the French?

4. Phrases, fa. To give mettle to\ to encourage.
b. To be on or upon one s mettle : to be incited to

do one s best. c. To put or set (a person) on or

upon his mettle, to put to (occas. up to] his mettle :

to test his powers of endurance or resistance, d.

t To put (a person) off his mettle : to daunt his

courage, e. To try (a person s) mettle c.

a. 1689 Andros Tracts II. 191 Our Conscience was that
which gave metal to our Patience.
b. 1756 MITCHELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 374,

I think it hardly possible he can escape, as everybody here
are upon their mettle. 1887 Times 9 Apr. 5/5 They would
have to contend against cavalry, who would be upon their
mettle to show their superiority over the cyclists.
C. 1733 Portland Papers VI. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 47 In

such a manner as has put the gentlemen pretty much upon
their mettle. &amp;gt;8oo WEEMS Washington \. (1877) 6 Even the
common passions, .will put him up to bis mettle, and call

forth his best and bravest doings. 1859 LEVER Dav. Dunn
xiii, 14 It puts us on our mettle, too, to see our old enemies
the French taking the work with us. 1895 SNAITH Mistr.
D. Marvin xiii, His.. sarcasm set me on my mettle. 1900
W. BAIRD Gen. Wauchope iii. 44 The soldiers were put to
their mettle.

d. a 1745 SWIFT Direct. Serv. p 2 Wks. 1751 XIV. 3 When
you have done a Fault,.. behave yourself as if you were the

injured Person ; this will immediately put your Master or

Lady off their Mettle.
e. 1786 Har st Rig ii. (1794) 5 Let nane tyne heart, nor

hand refrain, But try their mettle. 1882 FROUDE in Longnt.
Mag. Dec. 210 Romsdal s Horn .. will try the mettle of
the Alpine Club when they have conquered Switzerland.

5. attrib. passing into adj. Spirited, mettle

some, game . Now arch, and Sc.

1592 Nobody fy Someb. A4b, Arch. Is not this Lasse
a pretty Neat browne Wench ? Sicoph. She is my liege,
and mettell I dare warrant. 1651 FULLER Alt I Ream. 487
Where mettle Colts or restie jades are to be broken. 1818
SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxii, Thou wouldst be a mettle lass enow,
an thou wert snog and snod a bit better. 1886 STEVENSON
Kidnapped xxiii, He is an honest and a mettle gentleman.
tbid. xxviii, As he went by upon a mettle horse.

Mettle, obs. form of MKTAL.
t Me ttleable, . Obs. rare- 1

. In 6 mettel-
able. [f.

METTLE sb. + -ABLE.] Mettlesome.
1557-75 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 58 The watch of

the IngTiss horsemen.. brak vpone the said Frenchemen
with mettelable audacitie.

Mettled (me-t ld), a. Also 6 mettald, 6-7
metled, 7 metal d, metteld, 7-8 metall d. [f.

METTLE sb. + -ED 2
.]

1. Full of mettle ; mettlesome. Also in comb.

high-mettled, etc. a. of horses, etc.

1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 2I Such great metteld and
selfe wilde hawkes. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 267 He
shall wonder that there is such a mettled fervencie in horses,
as [etc.], a 1764 R. LLOYD Poetry Prof. 22 Fine-bred things
of mettled blood, Pick d from Apollo s royal stud. 1870
EDGAR R-unnymede xiv, Their mettled palfreys.

b. of persons.
1599 SANDYS EuropseSpec. (1632) 3sWhat great imployment

with stirring and mettald spirits. 1668 ETHEREDGE She
ivou d

ifshe cou^d m. iii, They are mettled girls, I warrant
them, Sir Joslin, let em be what they will. 1672 EARL

402

ORRERY Tryfkon Prol., As metled School-boys set to cuff.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (iSn) V. xii. 152 The sex love

us mettled fellows at their hearts.

c. of actions.

1633 B. JONSON Love s Welcome, Welbeck, Such a light
and metall d Dance Saw you never yet in France. 1682

T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 74 (1713) II. 206 Twas
a mettled Speech, seasonable and successful. 1701 GIBBER
Love Makes Matt V. iii, I find thou hast done a mettled

Thing. 1768 Woman efHonor II. 54 Not having a heart

for such a mettled enterprise.

f2. Half-drunk. Obs. rare&quot;.

1678 LITTLETON Eng.-Lat. Diet,, Mettled or fudled,

wadulsa, semiebrius.

3. With prefixed word : Having a mettle or

temperament of a specified kind.

1598 Heauie metled [see HEAVY a. 1
31]. 1660 H. MORE

Myst. Godl. 11. xii. 55 Where their minds are enraged and

heightnedby the sound of
the_

Drumand the Trumpet,(which
are able to put but an ordinarily-metali d man out of his

wits). 1828 SIR J. S. SEBRIGHT Hawking 52 The goshawk
is so slack mettled, that it requires the most skilful manage
ment to make him fly at all.

Mettlesome (me-t lsom), a. [f. METTLE +

-SOME.] Full of mettle; spirited, a. of horses, etc.

l66z J. DAVIES Vc.Mandelslo s Trav. 29 marg., The Indian
Oxen as metalsome as the Horses in Germany. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones IV. xiii, Her horse, whose mettlesome

spirit required a better rider. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom s C. vi. 39 The instant Haley touched the saddle, the

mettlesome creature bounded from the earth with a sudden

spring.
b. of a person.

1710 PALMER Proverbs 229 Imagination, . tis .. increas d
by that love men have to themselves, which at once makes
em blind and mettlesome. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin. Ixii,

A powerful mettlesome young Achilles.

t c. Of an organ of the body : Vigorous. Obs.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barlhol. Anat. II. vi. 104 In the

Systole the Heart is vigorated and mettlesome, not in the
Diastole.

fd. of actions. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1681 NEVILE Plato Rediv. 267 Some smart mettlesome
Debates.

Hence Me ttlesomely adv. (1755 m Johnson),
Me-ttlesomeness (1727 in Bailey, vol. II).

Mettzotinto, obs. form of MEZZOTINTO.
Metuloid (me tiloid). Bot. [f. L. metula a

small pyramid (dim. of META) + -DID.] (See quot.)
1900 JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Metvloids, modified

cystidia, encrusted with lime, which project from the hyme-
nium of Peniophora, giving it a velvety appearance.

Metur, obs. form of METRE.

II Meturgeman (Wtzi-rgfman). [Late Heb.

p:irra nfthurifman, f. Aram, nfthurgdm, pa.

pple. of targem to interpret. Cognate with

TAKGTJM, DRAGOMAN.] (See quots.)
1865 DIXON Holy Land II. 146 The Meturgeman, an

interpreter of the Law, whose duty it was to stand near the
reader for the day, and translate the sacred verses, one by
one, from the Hebrew into the vulgar tongue. 1881 C/z.

Rev. Apr. 49 Persons were appointed to translate the
Hebrew into Chaldee, and explain the sense as the reader

proceeded. This was the office of meturgeman, or inter

preter, which.. came to be recognized in every synagogue.
Metus, obs. pi. form of MEAT.
t Metu-siast. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. Eccl. Gr.

/Toi;ffia&amp;lt;7Tijs, agent-n. f.
*
^crovaia^tiv to change

the substance of, f. fura- META- + owia substance,

essence.] A believer in transubstantiation.

1607 T. ROGERS 39 Art. xxviii. (1633) 176 The Metusiastes
and Papists, .beleeue the substance of liread and Wine is

so changed into the substance of Christ his Body, as nothing
remaineth but the reall Body of Christ, besides the accidents
of Bread and Wine.

Metwand, -yard : see METEWAND, METEYARD.
Metyr, obs. form of METRE.

Metzotin(c)to, obs. forms of MEZZOTINTO.
Men (rrm&amp;lt;).

Also 6 mewe, 6- mew. [irregu
larly ad. L. meum.] = MEUM 2

.

1548 TURNER Names fferkes (1881) 53 Meum. .is called of
the Poticaries Meu. /i;V/.,Itmay be called in englishe mewe
or duche DyL 1578 LYTE Dodoensm. xv. 337 Mew groweth
plenteously in Macedonia and Spayne. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Meu or Meum, (Gr.) Mew, Spiknel, wild Dill, an
Herb with a Stalk and Leaves like Anis. 1828 J. E. SMITH
Eng. Flora II. 84 Spignel, Meu, or Bald-money. 1866
Trms. Bot. 740/2 Mew, Meum athamanticum.

HMenbleS (mobl), sb. pi. [Fr.: see MOBLE
st&amp;gt;.]

Household furniture.

1786 COWPER Let. to Lady Hesketh 26 Nov., This house,
. . since it has been occupied by us and our Menbles, is

[etc.]. 1835 H. GREVILLE Diary (1883) 78 The apartments
of Louis XIV.. are filled with many of the old tneubles
originally taken from the old palace.

t Metrblmff, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f. F. meubler to

furnish, f. meiible (see MOBLE J*.).] Furnishing.
1621 JAS. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 169 These pro

visions for her lying in and meubling are lyke to coste tenne
thowsande.

Meuer, variant of MURE a. Obs.

Meule, obs. form of MOLE.
II Meum 1

(mi Sm). [Latin, nent. of meus
mine.] Mine

, that which is mine , in the phr.Meum and tuum : mine and thine
; what is

one s own and what is another s. A popular
phrase to express the rights of property. Also
meum, tuum

;
meum or tuum.

1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking-gl. (1598) C iij, Rasni.

MEU8E.
What, wooe my subiects wife that honoureth me? Radag.
Tut, Kings this nteum

t
tuum should not know. 1611 BACON

Ess., Judicature (Arb.) 458 For many times the thing de
duced to Judgement, may bee meum et tuum, when the
reason and consequence thereof may trench to point of
estate. 1627 ABBOT in Rushw. Hist. Collect, (1659) I. 448
You have allowed a strange Book yonder ; which if it be
true, there is no Meum or Tuum, no man in England haih
any thing of his own. i68z-6 J. SCOTT Ckr. Life in. (1696)
67 That which is the one s is the other s : their Meums and
Tmints are confounded together. 1771 JOHNSON in Phil.
Trans. LXIII. 146 They [N. Amer. Indians] are strict
observers of meum and tuum. 1847 RUXTON Adv. Mexico
242 Regardless of the laws of meum and tuum, 1887
MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 82 The distinction between
meum and tuum having been temporarily overlooked.

II Meum- (mP#m). Also anglicized MEU, and
in Gr. form MEON. [L., a. Gr. p^ov.] A genus
of umbelliferous plants of the N.O. Seselinex, con

taining only one species, Meum athamanticum
,

usually called spignel.
1548 TURNER Names Herbes (1881) 53 Meum called of the

grecians Meon and Meion. 178? BAILEY vol. II, Meum t

the Herb Mew, wild Dill or Spikenel. 1854 S. THOMSON
Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4) 296 The root[s] of the gout-weed.., of
the meum or spignel, ..have. . been held in esteem.

Meure, -ely: seeMURE
#.&amp;lt;?&?., MTJRELY adv. Obs.

t Metl rte. Obs. rare 1
, [a. OF. meurte, f.

meiir ripe: see MURE a. and -TV.] Maturity,
finished excellence.

1474 CAXTON Chesse in. v. G vj b, In al thyse maner of

people ther oughte to be meurte of good maners [etc.].

II Meurtriere (mortrzfr). [Fr,; fern, of meur-
trier murderer, murderous, f. meurtre MURDER.]
(See quot. 1802.)
1802 C. JAMES Milit. Diet., Meutritres, small loop holes,

sufficiently large to admit the barrel of a rifle, gun or mus-
quet, through which soldiers may fire, under cover, against
an enemy. They likewise mean the cavities that are made
in the walls of a fortified town or place. 1843 THACKERAY
Irish Sk. Bk. I. xiv. 266 The points of whose weapons may
be seen lying upon the ledge of the little narrow meurtriere
on each side of the gate.

Meuse, muse (mius, xniz), sb. Now dial.

Forms: 6- muce, muse, 8mewse, 8-9 mews, 7-
meuse; also 6 mows, meuze,7 muise,8 muish,
9 muese, meesh. [a. OF. muce, mnsse, mouce,
mod. dial, muche hiding-place, hole in a hed^je,
f. musser, muchier to hide (whence MICHE v.}.
Cf. the synonymous MUSET.]
1. An opening or gap in a fence or hedge through
which game, fj^.hares, habitually pass, and through
which they run, when hunted, for relief.

1523 SKELTON GarL Laurel 1384 He wrate of a muse [ed.

1568 mows] throw a mud wall ; How a do cam trippyng in

at the rere warde. 1575 TURBERV. Venerie 164 She.,
will all the daye long holde the same wayes . . and passe
through the same muses untill hir death or escape. 1578
LYTE Dodoens v. xlviii. 612 This herbe is founde in this

Countrie in the Meuze of Come feeldes. 1599 HARSNET
Agst. Darell 140 But the Fox was neare dnuen when he
took this inuce and hee ferreted out of it by verie pregnant
depositions. 1623 SCOT tfighw. God 55 A Hare started
before Greyhounds will haue her accustomed way and
muse, or die for it. 1754 COWPER P.p. to R. Lloyd 52 The
virtuoso .. The gilded butterfly pursues O er hedge and
ditch, through gaps and mews. 1756 Genii. Mag. XXVI.
180 The most effectual method of destroying hares is by
laying snares . . in the muishes of hedges, dykes, and other
fences. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 1206 A sort

of small trap door, to which they are led by a narrow track
ormeuse. 1 he rabbits, being thus taken [etc.]. iSai Blackw.

Mag. VIII. 531 It is doubted whether the stoutest March
hare will have sufficient vivacity to carry him to his mue&e.

1884 Upton-on-Severn Gloss. s.v. Muse^ Them Welshmen
[Welsh sheep] d go through a rabbit run or a har muce.
1886 BARNES Dorset Gloss. t Meesh %

the run or lair of a hare.

i&feAthen&um 2 Mar. 285/3 I&quot; a stone-wall country you
will not find a hare close to the lee side.. because of th*

concentrated wind which whistles through every
* meuse .

b. transf. and fig. A loophole or means of

escape ; a device for, or way of, getting out of a

difficulty.

121529 SKELTON Replyc. 212 How. .ye had..deuyllysshely
deuysed The people to seduce, And cbace them thorowe
the muse Of your noughty counsell. 1606 WARNER Alb.

Eng. xvi. cii. (1612) 404 When desprate Ruffins fraught with
faults finde readily a Meuse. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Gwt.
Eng. i. lix. (1730) 115 In this Tragedy the Pope observing
how the English Bishops had forsaken their Archbishops,

espied a muse through which all the game of the Popedpm
might soon escape. 1655 ^- FANSHAWE tr. Canteens* Litsiad
HI. Ixxix, Stopt is eacli Meuse, and guarded in each part.

1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma xxix. 116 The Major,
after trying every meuse, and every twist, and every turn. .

was at length obliged to whip off.

2. The * fornV of a hare.

[1597 : see MEAZE.] 16x1 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vr. vii.

(1623) 69 Like to fearfull Hares.. who no sooner shall heare

the cry of their pursuit, but their Muise or Fortresse will be

left. 1890 Gloucestersk. Gloss.) Mews, a hare s form.

Hence Meuse v. intr.^ to go through a * meuse ;

Mousing- (meshing) vbl. sb. (also attrib.}.
1666 Voy. Emp. China in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 196 They

Locked themselves together so closely,
that they left no

meshing Place for them to make their Escape by. 1681

Relig. Clerici 55 Their [the Romanists ] boldest champions,
to avoid the danger of a close pursuit, muce nimbly, and
sculk in the subterfuges of this thorny wilderness. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey^ Musing, .among Hunters,the passing
of a Hare thro

1

a Hedge. 1827 Sporting Mag. XX. 201

note, In counties so close ns Yorkshire, hounds must occa*

sionally meuse, when smaller hounds have advantage.



MEVY.

Meuse, Meute, obs. forms of MEWS, MUTE sb.

Meuve, obs. form of MOVE.

Meuwe, Meuze, obs. ff. MEW sb.i, MEUSE.

Mev(6;able, obs. forms of MOVABLE.

%S.eve, obs. form of MEW, MOVE.

II Mevy. Obs. rare&quot;
1
. [Related in some way

to MEW $b.*] A sea-mew.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit, Past. n. i. 17 About his sides

a thousand Seaguls bred, The Meuy, and the Halcyon.

Mevyng(e, obs. forms of MOVING vbl. sb.

Mew (miff), sdJ- Forms : I meew (m^au, m6u,
m6s), 5 mewe, 7 naeaw(e, 6- mew. [OE. mxw
str. masc. corresponds to OS. meu (MDu., MLG.
mewe fern., whence mod.Ger. m&we ;

Du. meeuw

fern.) : OTeut. type *tnaiPwi-z ;
related by con

sonant-ablaut to the synon. *mai/iwo-z, whence

OHO. meh
t
ON. wd~r(p\. mdvary mdfar}\ the pre-

Teut. forms would be *ntoi
m

qo-s^ moiqi -s.] A gull,

esp. the common gull, Larus canus\ a sea-mew.

c?*S Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A. 478 Alcido, meau. ^900
Gloss, in Cockayne Shrine 29/2 Larum, meu vel mej. a 1000

Andreas 371 (Gr.) Se jrEega maew. ^1440 Promp. Pa&amp;gt;~z&amp;gt;.

346/1 Mowe, byrd, or semewe, aspergo. a 1490 BoTONEB
/tin. (Nasmith 1778) 147 Aves vocatse mewys. 1558 PHAEH
SEncid v. M ij b, A pleasant playne of feeld, where often

Mewes and birds of seas doth kepe their haunting walke.

ride. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles in. xxvii, And clamour d shrill

the wakening mew. 1867 JEAN INGELOW Poems, Sea Mews
iv, A rock, Where many mews made twittering sweet.

Mew (m\if),sd.* Forms: 4-5 muwe, meuwe,
5 mu, mwe, 4-7 mewe, 4-8 mue, (7 miew), 5-
mew. [a. F. mue fern., vbl. sb. f. muer MEW v.1

Cf. the equivalent Pr., Sp., It. muda.~\
1. A cage for hawks, esp. while mewing

*
or

moulting.
13.. Guy Warw. (Caius) 77 As demure [she was] As gir-

fauK, or fawkon to lure, That oute of muwe were drawe.

ci386 CHAUCER Sqr?s T. 635 And by hire beddes heed she
made a Mewe [for a hawk], c 1440 Promp. Parv. 347/2

Mv, of \\3.vfays,/alconarium. 1509 \$\ViC.i,\v Skyp ofFolys
(1874) I. 222 They make of the churche, for theyre hawkes
a mewe. 1623 SIR T. STAFFORD in Lismore Papers Ser. n.

(1888) III. 79 The faulcon your Lordship sent was so brused
and ragged, .[that I] haue put her into a mieu. 1678 RAY

tyillitghtya
Oriiitk. 430 So leave them [sc. sparrow-hawks]

in the Mew till they are clean mewed. 1783 BUKKE A/.
East-India Bill Wks. IV. 67 A notorious robber and villain,

. .kept as a hawk in a mew, to fly upon this nation. 1820
SCOTT Abbot iv, He chanced, .to descend to the mew in

which Sir Halbert Glendinning kept his hawks.

fig. i6a8 Private Mem, Sir K. Digby (1827) 64, I be
seech you give me leave .. to please myself awhile with

flying abroad before I be put into the mewe. 1635 [GLAP-
THORNE] Lady Mother iv. i. in Bullen O. PL II. 175
Were my soule Drawn from this mew of flesh twould quickly
streatch Like a swift Falcon her aspiring wings.

b. In mew (rarely in the mew) : in process of

moulting ; alsoy?^. in process of transformation.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 326 As a bridd which were in Mue
Wuhinne a buissh sche kepte hire clos. 1486 [see MEW z/.

1

i a]. 1708 T. WARD Eng. Ref. (1716) i When Old King

g
k

2. t a- A coop or cage in which animals, esp.

fowls, were confined for fattening. Also without

article in phr. in mew, cooped up. Obs. b. No\v
dial, a breeding-cage.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 349 Ful many a fat partrich hadde he

in Muwe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 350/1 Mwe, or cowle (MS.
K. m\},$aginarium. 1556WITHALS Diet. (1568) 38/2^

A coupe
or mewe for capons or other birdes to be kepte in, auta-
rium. 1566 ADLINGTON Apuletus ix. xli. 96 She thrust him
into a mew made with twigges [L. viminea cait&amp;gt;:a}. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 297 A Barton and Mue to keepe foule.

1749 FIELUING Tom Jones iv. iv, I must take care of my
partridge mew. 1861, 1892 [see Eng. Dial. Diet.}.

^[c. Misused to render med.L. mnta MUTE sb.

1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xxviii. 427 The king, ac

cording to the record vouched by sir Edward Coke, is

entitled to six things ; the bishop s best horse, . . his cloak, or

-jown [etc.] : and, lastly, his muta canum, his mew or
:ennel of hounds.

3. f a. phr. In mew : in hiding or confinement,

cooped up. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3336 But couwardli as caitifs couren

[^e] here in meuwe. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 381 To
hiden his desir in muwe rrom every wight y-born. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 85 The quene was gretly ashamed,
whanne she saye she most be in mue. c 1450 LYDG. &
BURGH Secrees 2063 Keep tonge In mewe. 1471 J. PASTON in

P, Lett. III. 12, I wold fayne my gray horse wer kept in

mewe for gnattys. c 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth, Lyt. Bryt.
(1814) 503 The dolphin said:.. it anoyeth me greatly thus

long to be closed in mewe ! 1594 SPENSER Amoretti\x.xx t

Give leave to me, in pleasant mew To sport my muse and
sing my loves sweet praise. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso v.

xliji,
If my good seruice reape this recompence, To be clapt vp in

close and secret mew.
t b. A place of confinement. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4778 To escape out of his [Love s] mewe.
1526 SKELTON Magtiyf. 35 Yet Lyberte hath ben lockyd vp
and kept in the mew. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. v.2? Captiv d

eternally in yron mewes And darksom dens. 1613 BRATH-
WAIT Strappado (1878) 120 Her husband .. kept her in a
Mew. 1622 J. REYNOLDS God s Revenge n. vii. 94 Vnac-
custoraed to bee pent up in so strait and darke a mew.

C. A secret place, a place of concealment or
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retirement; a den. Sometimes without article in

f to mew. Now rare.

1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 251 Skore tli.it

place [w. the soul] from al goostly felthe . . Thyn Hooly
Goost close in that litil mwe. 1436 Libel l

-&amp;gt;ig. Policy in

Pol. Poejns (Rolls) II. 170 Oure enmyse .. flede to mewe,

they durste no more appere. 1601 WEKVER A/irr. Mart,
Fij, Some watchfull Poets secret mew. 1635 W. PEMMM-;

Justification (1629) 83 An Anchorites Mue. 1855 BROWNING
Fra Ligpo 47 I ve been three weeks shut within my mew,
A-painting for the great man, saints and saints. 1898
T. HARDY Wessex Poems 109 To shun his view By her

hallowed mew I went from the tombs among To the cirque
of the Gladiators.

4. Comb, f Mew-house = sense i.

^1470 HARDING Chron. CLXXXIX. v, Maister of the Mew
house & his haukes fayre.

Mew, $b$ : see MEW int.

Mew (mi/7), v,1 Forms : 4 muwe, 4-7 mewe,
5 mwe, 6-7 (9) mue, 6- mew. [a. K. mucr to

moult, also to shed horns (OK. also in wider sense,

to change) = Pr., Sp., Pg. imidar. It. nnitarc to

moult, change : L. mittare to change, whence

MUTABLE, MUTATION.]
1. a. trans. Of a hawk : To moult, shed, or

change (its feathers) ;
also of other birds. Also

in passive with the bird as subject. Often in

figurative context. Now only arch.

c 1380 Sir Ferwnb. 1738 An .C. of gyrfacouns y asky to

y-muwed ouer }ere. 1486 /&amp;gt; . St. Albans bj, KTan hawke
be in mewe y l same sercell feder shall be the last feder that

she will cast, and tyll that be cast, she is neuer mewed.
1606 DKAYTON Odes, To Cupid 17 He [Cupid], .in the air

hovers ; Which when it him deweth, His feathers he mewet h.

^ 1613 OVERBURY A Wife^ etc. (1638) H iv b, Now she has
mewed three coats, now slice growes weary [etc.]. Ibid. t

She mewes her pounces, at all these yeares she flies at fooles

and kils too. 1616 SURFL. & MAKKH. Country Farm 716
For how much the earlier bird ^he [sc. a nightingale] is, by
so much will she become the more perfect, .. because that

comming .. to mue her feathers, if she [etc.]. 1639 T. DE
GRAY Compl. Horsem. 167 Foules..in the summer season

mowting and mewing their feathers, a 1682 SIK T, BROWNE
Tracts iv. (1683) 106 Considering, .his [the Hoopebird s]

latitancy, and mewing this handsome outside in the Winter ;

they[i. e. the old /Egyptians] made it an Emblem [etc.]. 1869
BROWNING King fy Bk. ix. 1233 Proud that his dove which

lay among the pots Hath mued those dingy feathers.

U b. Peculiarly used by Milton.
The precise sense intended is difficult to determine : per-

haps to renew by the process of moulting
1

; some would
render exchanging her mighty youth for the still mightier
strength of full age .

1644 MILTON Arcop. 34 Methinks I see in my mind a
noble and puissant Nation rousing herself like a strong
man after sleep. . : Methinks I see her as an Engle muing
her mighty youth, and kindling her undazl d eyes at the

full midday beam.

f C. transf. and jig. To shed or change (any

thing comparable to plumage, e. g. hair, clothes) ;

to change (colour). Also \\\ passive. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 1209 (1258) With bat he gan

hire humbly to saluwe Withdredful chereandofte hisheweis
muwe. 1614 TOMKIS Albiimazar in. iv. (1615) F 3, Stand
forth transform d Antonio fully mued From browne soare

feathers of dull yeomanry To th glorious bloome of gentry.
1620 QUARLES Jonah (1638) 42 Their nakednesse with sack
cloth let them hide And mue the vestments of their silken

pride. ci6zo FLETCHER & MASS. Lit. Fr. Lawyer in. ii,

Tis true, I was a Lawyer, But I have mewd that _coat,
I

hate a Lawyer. 1633 FORD Broken ff. it. i,
The King has

mew d All his gray Leard, in stead of which is budded An
other of a pure Carnation colour, a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen.
Poemst etc. (1677) 58 The Sun hath mew d his Beams from
off his Lamp.
cansativcly. c 1620 FLETCHER & MASS. Double Marriage

in. ii, How he has mew d your head, has rub d the snow
off, And run your beard into a peak of twenty.

d. absoL and intr. To moult. fAlso transf,
and Jig. to change or lose one s covering; to

assume a new aspect.
c 1532 Da WES Introd. Fr. in Pahgr. 950/3 To mue as

a hawke, tuner. 1567 TURBERV. tr. SpagnuolCs Eclogues ii.

C iij, Euerything doth mewe, And shiftes his rustic winter
robe. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Hon. Man

s^
Fort. v. i, One only

suit to his backe which now is mewing. 1616 SURFL. &
MAKKH. CountryFarm 721 Those [finches] which are taken
in the neast, doe mue within a moneth that they are put in

[the cage]. 1725 BRADLEY Faiti. Diet. s.v. Mewing^ Those . .

which mew about the End of July, do it with Success. 1828

SIR J. S. SEBRIGHT Hawking 62 Hawks must be fed very
high, and kept very quiet when they mew.

f 2. trans. Of a stag: To cast or shed (his horns).
Also to mew his head. Obs.

6*1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) ii, J&amp;gt;ei [harts]
mewe {MS. Douce meve] f&amp;gt;er

homes. Ibid.^ J?enn J&amp;gt;ei mewefi
hir heedes. Ibid. (MS. Bodley 546), And whanne

\&amp;gt;t\
haue

meved [v.r. mwed] hure heedes. 1577 [see 2 b]. 1674 N. Cox
Gcntl. Recreat. (1677) 65 The time of Harts Mewing, or

Casting the Head.
fig. 1700 DRYDEN Cinyras &amp;lt;$ Myrrha 320 Nine times

the Moon had mew d her horns.

b. intr.

1577 HARRISON England in. iv. (1878) it. 26 It is also much
to be maruelled at, that whereas they [deer] do yeerelie mew
and cast their horns : yet in fighting they neuer breake off
where they doo grife or mew. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1824) I. 384 When they [deer] cast their heads, they are
said to mew.

f3. In gen. sense : To change, transmute. Obs.

15.. Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. III. 76 They found
but vi. children, to whome they did nothing but tooke away
theyr chaines that was about their neckes wherby incon
tinent thei were mued in white swannes.

MEW.
Mew (mi), z&amp;gt;.2 Forms : 5-7 mewe, 5-8 mue,

6- mew. [f. MEW sb.-~\

1. trans. To put a hawk in a *

mew*, or cage, at

moulting time
;
to keep up. To mew at large, at

the stock or stone \ sec quot. 1611.
a 1533 I-,u. BERNKRS l/iton Hi. 177, I can mew a sparhawke.

1575 TURBERV. Falconric 173 The place whcrin you shoulde
mew a hawke at the stocke should be a lowe parler or

chamber upon the grounde. 1611 MAKKHAM Country Con-
tcntm. i. viii. (1615) 95-6 Mewing at the stone or stocke. ..

If you mewe at the stocke, you shal bane a broad Table, .on

which you must place, .a free-stone or blucke of two foote

hie, to which you shal fasten your hawke... If you mewe
your hawke at large you shall put her loose into the mtj wt;.

t 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeleys (1883) II. 285 Merlins,
which sometimes she mewed in her own chamber. 1828

Sin J. S. SEBRIGHT //wi^62 They [hawks] aresomethnes

kept loose in a room ;
but it is, in my opinion, much better

to mew them on perches or on blocks. Ibid. 6j As it is

difficult to procure Icelanders and gyrfalcons, these valuable

birds are well worth mewing.
t 2. To coop or shut up (poultry, etc.) in a coop

for fattening. Ol&amp;gt;s. ran.
c 1430 LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 169 Fat Capons up

m Lwed to the fulle. 1522 SHELTON Why not to Court! ?\)
Hu eateth capons stewed, Fesaunt and partriche mewed.

1639 HORN & Rou. Gate Lang. xiv. 147 Poultry shut up
\ittarg. Coopt or mued up in a mue].

b. transf.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. i. 132 More pitty, that the Eagles

should be mew d, Whiles Kites and Kuzards play at liberty.

3. To shut up, confine, enclose
;
to hide, conceal.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 85 Euery woman that dis

obeyed . .her husbonde. . shulde be mued alle a year. 1577-87
STANYHUKST in Holinshed I. Ded. 8 The little paine I tooke
therein was not so secretlie mewed within my closet, but

[etc.]. 1590 SPENSER .A . Q. n. iii. 34 The bush. .In which
vaine Braggadocchio was mewd. a 1625 FLETCHER //*/.
Lieut, iv. iv, They keep me mew d up here as they
mew mad folkes. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 109 [He]
mewes himselfe, his Wife, two sonnes and ten thousand men
in this. .Castle. 1693 DRVIJEN Juvenal i. 186 Close mew d

in their Sedans, for fear of air. 1719 D Uiu-EV Pills y\tyi} I.

250 I m mew d in a smoky house. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. v,

vi, The young King mew d in Stirling tower, Was stranger
to respect and power. 1882 OUIDA Matcmma I. 7^

There, galley-slaves are mewed in a bitter company.

Jig. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam n. xxxvi, The servitude In

which the half of humankind were mewed Victims oflust.

b. To mew
up&amp;gt;

in the same sense. (Now more

usual.)
1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzcfs Civ. Conv. \. (1586) 8 You cannot

goe to visile the sicke. .if you remaine alwaies mewed vp.

1617 HALES Gold. Rcm. i. (1673) n Not to sutler your
labours to be copst and mued up within the poverty of some

pretended method. 1628 PRYNNE Cens. Cozens 39 Those
Munkes and Nunnes, which.. are mued vp in Forraine

Cells and Cloisters. 1703 FARQCHAR Inconstant \\. i, What
does the old Fellow mean by mewing me up here with a

couple of green girls? 1791-1823 D !SRAKLI Cur. Lit. (1858)

I. 8 Heinsius was mewed up in the library of Leyden all

the year long. 1821 SCOTT Keniliv. xxix, Amy was no

longer mewed up in a distant and solitary retreat. 1880

MRS. RIDUELL Myst. Pal. Card, xxvi, 1 have been kept
mewed up, seeing nothing, knowing no one, going nowhere.

rcfl. 1581 RICHE Farew. (Shaks. Soc.) 95 What moves thy

mynde to mewe thee up so close. 1605 Hist. Stukeley E iij,

We make them proud by mewing vp our selues In walled

towns. 1622 MABBE tr. Airman s Guzman D^Alf. (1623)

139 [He] mewes himselfe up in a corner and dares not be

scene. 1669 PENN No Cross i. v. 12 If every Body, .should

mew himself up within Four Walls. 1695 CONGREVE Love

for L. i. i, Slife, Sir, what do you mean, to mew your self

up hear with Three or Four musty Hooks ? 1736 AlNSWORTH
Lat. Diet.) To mew up one s self from the world, ab homi-
num consortio secedere.

j4. ?To restrain (speech, the tongue). Obs.

CIS30 Interl. Beauty fy Gd. Prof. Women A iij b, It i*

a wonder to se theyre dyssemblyng, .. Theyre folyshnes,

theyre langlyng not mewde. 1594 LYLY Moth. Boinbie n. i.

113 Mew thy tongue, or weele cut it out.

Mew (mi), v.s [Echoic : see MEW int. Cf.

MAW, MIAOU vbs.~\ intr. Of a cat (occas. of other

animals) : To utter the sound represented by
mew*. Also of sea-birds.

1323 [see MEWT v.]. 14.. Voc. tn Wr.-Wukker 571/23
Catello, to mewe. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

&amp;lt;y Epigr. (1867)

100, I neuer herd thy catte once mew. 1605 SHAKS. Macb.
iv. i. i. 1711 Ace. Scv. Late Voy. II. in Of the Sea-

dogs. .. Their little or young ones mew like Cats. 1747
GRAY Death Cat 32 Eight times emerging from the flood

She mew d to ev ry wat ry God, Some speedy aid to send.

1843 MARRYAT M. Violet xiii, The cub [of a bear] .. hurt

itself, and mewed. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic Hades n. 102
1843 MA
itself, ana mewed. 1877 L,. MORRI
The sea birds mewed Around me. 1884 PAE Eustace 129
The cat mews very little in the Hector. 1902 R. \V. CHAM-

1

BERS Maids ofParadise ix. 167, I heard the white-winged

gulls mewing.
b. transf. Of a person : To utter this sound

derisively. Cf. MEW int. 2,

1606 DEKKER Sev. Deadly Sins To Rdr. (Arb.) 3 You

|

stand somtimes at a Stationers stal, looking scuruily (like

Mules champing vpon Thistles) on the face of a new Booke
bee it neuer so worthy: and goe (as H fauouredly) mewing
away. 1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roaring Girl Pro\. 6

Each one comes And brings a play in s head with him; vp
he summes What he would of a Roaring Girle haue writ ;

If that he ftndes not here, he mewes at it.

c. trans. To express by mewing.
1900 AFLALO in Cornh. Mag. Nov. 628 The gulls were

still mewing their plaintive dirge over the fishy harbour.

Mew (miw), int. and sb2 [Echoic : cf. MIAOU.]
1. int. Used to represent the cry of a cat. Also

sb. as a name for this sound.

1596 SHAKS. i-fftit. 7K,in. i. 129, 1 had rather be a Kitten,

117- a



MEWED.
and cry mew, Then [etc.]. 1718 BP. HUTCHINSON Witch

craft 37 Whereupon the Cat whiu d and cried Mew. 1791
COWPER Retired Cat 88 A long and melancholy mew,..
Consoled him. 1851 BORROW Lavengro xcix, The silent

mew of my mother s sandy-red cat.

1 2. Used as a derisive exclamation. Obs,
1606 DAY lie o/Gnls Prol. (1881) 7 The rest thinking it in

dislike of the play,, .cry Mew ! by Jesus, vilde! Ibid.

iv. iv. 91 Let their desarts be crowned with mewes and
hisses. 1607 DtiKKEK & WEBSTER Northward Ho i. ii.

Dekker s Plays 1873 III. n Pox a your gutts, your kid

neys ; mew : hang yee, rooke. 1633 \ ORD Love s Sacr. i. ii,

And how does my owne Julia, mew vpon this sadnes^e?
What s the matter you are melancholly?

Mew, variant of MAUGH.
c 1598 D. FERGUSON Sc. Prov. (1785) 24 Make na twa mews

of a.e daughter.

Mew : see MEU ; obs. f. MOVE z/.; obs. and dial.

pa. t. of Mow ZJ.l
;
obs. var. MUID.

Me-ward(s, orig. to me ward(s = towards me :

see -WAKi) and TOWABD, TOWARDS.
1849 MKS. CARLVLE Lett. 11-74 The eyes starting out of

them me-ward. 1882 SWINBURNE Tristr. of Lyonesse, etc.

87 Alas ! to these men only grace, to these, Lord, whom thy
love draws Godward, to thy knees I, can I draw thee me-

ward, can I seek, Who love thee not, to love me ?

Mewe, obs. f. MKW, pa. t. Mow v.t obs. var. MUID.
Mewed (miwd),///. a.i [f. MEW 2/.1 + -ED 1

.]

Of a bird : That has moulted (once or more).
c 1380 Sir Feriinib, 1750 Gyrfacouns y-muwed & white

stedes & hertes of gresse y wene. 1486 Bk. St. Alians

aviij b, And iff she be a mewed hawke. 1621 SIR R. BOVLK
in Listnore Papers (1886) II. 20, I . .am to send my mewed
goshawk to thearle of Bath. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat.

(1677) 233 Mew d-hawks, are such which have once or more
shifted the Feather. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Hawk.

Mewed (mi//d,\///. a*- [f.
MEW z&amp;gt;.- +-ED!.]

In senses of the vb.: Confined in a mew; shut up,
concealed. Also with up.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey I. x. 29 The dung

found in the Bartons of mewed Blacke-birdes. 1638 RAW-
LKY tr. Bacoii s Life &amp;lt;y

Death (1651) 10 Amongst Mewed
Hawkes, some have been found to have lived thirty years.
And amongst Wild Hawkes forty years.

t Mewer 1
. Obs. rare. [f.

MEW v.l + -ER 1
.]

See quot. 1688.
c 1450 Bk. Hawking in AY/. Ant. I. 305 If it [thi hawke]

be a mewer put her [in mewe] in the month of January. 1688

K. HOLME Armoury ji. 236/2 A Mewer, or Mewed Hawk.,
are so called from December to the middle of May.

t Mewer-. Obs. [f.
MEW v* + -EK 1

.] One
who mews, shuts up, or confines (another).
1616 PURCHAS Pilgrims n. 1270 They were .. jealous

mewers up of their wives.

t Mewer 11
. Obs. [f. MEW z&amp;gt;.3 + -ERi.] One

who mews ; a cat. Also, one who catcalls.

1611 COTGR., Rliauleitr, a mewler, or mewer. 1649 W. M.
Wandering jew (1857) 54 Jew, I would have thee know,
I am . . a mewer of Playes, a jeerer of Poets [etc.].

Mewet, obs. form of MUTE a.

Mewing(mi-in),^/.^.i [f. MEW z?.
1 + -ING *.]

The action of MEW vl
1611 COTGR., Mnet

. .the miung of a Hawke. 1655 WALTON
Angler i. i. (1661) 14 If I should, .treat of their several

Ayries, their Mewings,. .and the renovation of their Feathers.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 633/2 Mewing, the falling off

or change of hair, feathers, skin, horns, or other parts of
animals.

b. attrib., as mewing time.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. vi. (1739) 35 Thus
began the Mewing time of Prelacy, and the principal
Feather of their wings to fall away, a 1653 G. DANIEL
Idyll iv. 27 Tis but a mewing Time ; what matter if Cold

Gorges crampe the feet?

Mewing ^mi/?irj), v6/. sb2 [f.
MEW v?] The

action of shutting up in a mew.
1575 TURBERV. FalconrU 177 Martins are also woorth the

mewyng if they be bardie. 1611 MARKHAM Country Con-
tcntai. i. viii. (16:5) 95 The mewing of long winged hawks.

Mewing (mi-in), vbl. j-^.s [f. MEW z&amp;gt;.3 +
-ING 1.] The act of uttering mews.
1611 COTGR., Miaulement, a mewling, or mewing. 1849

JAMES Woodman xviii, Pshaw, I am sick of their mewing.
1881 MIVART Cat 226 AH forms of mewing, howling, and
other vocal manifestations, are modified expiratory actions.

Mewing (miw irj),/^/. a. [f. MEW^.^ + ING^.]

Uttering mews.
1871 G. MEREDITH//. Richmond^xiii, No mewing sancti

moniousness. 1898 Allbutt s Syst. Medt V. 94.) A piping or

mewing sound.

Mewl (miwl), sb.
[f.

MEWL
z&amp;gt;.]

= MEW sb$
1857 MRS. MARSH Rose of Ashnrst 1. iii. 95 A woman s

voice and a baby s mewl were heard.

Mewl (mi//l) ( v. Also 9 mule. [Echoic; cf.

MIAUL
z&amp;gt;.]

intr. a. To cry feebly, whimper, like

an infant
; to make a whining noise. Also trans.

with out. b. To mew like a cat.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 144 The Infant, Mewling,
and puking in the Nurses armes. 1611 COTGR., ^Hauler,
to mewle, or mew, like a cat. 1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets vi.

(1870) 151 Gargantua mewls, and pules, and slabbers his

nurse. 1819 MOORE Mem. (1853) III. 91 It [the music] was
squalled and mewled out by Madames Branchia and Albert.

1861 Crt. Life at Naples II. 204 He would bid her dry
her eyes, and not be puling and muling like a baby. 1882
P. FITZGERALD Recreat. Lit, Man II. xvii. 95 [A dog]
growling, snarling, and even mewling with rage.

Hence Mewling1^/, sb. and///, a. Also Mewler.
1611 COIGK., Miaulemcnt, a mewling, or mewing. Ibid,
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Miaitleit r, a mewler, or mewer. 1755 SMOLLETT Qiux. ( 1803)

IV. 67 The mewling of the cms. 1831 MOOKE Mem. (1854)
VI. 210 His enharmonics like the mewlings of an expiring
cat. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Ckuz. xxviii, You mewling, white-

faced cat !

Mewle, Mewlyter, obs. ff. MULE, MULETEEK.

Mewre, obs. form of MUHE.
Mews ijniz). Forms : 4 muwes, 4-7 mewes,

6 mewys, mowse, 7 mues, muze, muse, raewse,
S mouse, 7- mews. [Plural of MEW sb? ;

now
construed as sing, in the senses below.]
1. The royal stables at Charing Cross in London,

so called because built on the site where the royal
hawks were formerly mewed. Now Hist.

c 1394 J. MALVERNE Contn. Higticifs Polychron. an. 1387

(Rolls) IX. 104 Le Muwes apud Charryngg. 1529 RASTELL

rastyinc (1811) 280 At the Mewys, at Charynge Crosse.

n 1548 HALL Chrjn., Hen. VIII 225 b, The kynges stable at

Charyng crosse otherwise called the Mowse. 1667 Land.
Gaz. No. 132/4 A Hay brown Horse, .taken out of the Muse
on Thursday night. 1668 Ibid. No. 272/4 There was stoln

out of His Majesties Stables at the Mews, a Baye Mare.
a 1674 CLARHNIJON Hist. AW&amp;gt;. xi. 204 The other Officers,

with their Troops [quarter] in Durham House, the Mues,
Covent Garden [etc.]. 1691 WOOD Ath. O.ion. II. 711 He
was hurried away in a Coach from the Mewse. .to the Ex
change in Cornhill. 1720 GAY Trivia Poems II. 215 His
treble voice resounds along the Meuse, And Whitehall echoes

Clean your Honour s shoes. 1765 Chron. in Ann. Keg.
152/2 Eleven fine barbs arrived at the royal ineuse, Charing-
cross. 1820 GREVILLE Metn. 16 June 11874} I. 30 There was
some disturbance last night in consequence of the mob
assembling round the King s mews.

2. A set of stabling grouped round an open

space, yard, or alley, and serving for the accom
modation of carriage-horses and carriages.

411631 DOSSE Sat. iv. 175 All whom the Mues, Baloune,

Tennis, Dyet, or the stewes, Had all the morning held.

1632 QUARLES Div. Fancies n. 1. (1660) 77 The other Steed
did stand In Persia s Mues. 1639 T. DE GRAY Compl.
Horscin. 26 Others.. by sometimes frequenting the muze
and other places where riders use to menage. 1785 TRUSLER
Mod. Times II. 20, I. .made my escape into the Meuse, in

which our stables stood. 1805 Meet. Jrnl. XIV. 146 Mrs.

Cottis, of Great York Mews, Baker Street. 1852 DICKENS
Bleak Ho. xWj We went., into Mr. Turveydrop s great room,
which was built into a mews at the back. 1894 G. MOORE
r.sther Waters log She. .saw the black dot [sc. a sparrow]

pass down a mews and disappear under the eaves.

b. as, plural.
1848 DICKENS Z&amp;gt;&amp;lt;j;ikj/vu, MissTox s bedroom (which was

at the back) commanded a vista of Mews. 1851 MAYHEW
Land. Labour II. 207/2 The mews of London. .constitute

a world of their own. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xviii,The

large hotels in Liverpool have no mews attached to them.

3. attrib.

1707 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. lit. (ed. 22) 552
Meuse keeper, James Lewis. 1817 W. BRAY Evelyn s Diary
23 Feb. an. 1684 note. In Castle-street, near the Mews gate.

Mews(e, var. ff. MEUSE; obs. form of MUSE v.

Mewstead, obs. variant of MOWSTEAD dial.

Mewt (mi;7t), v. 06s. exc. dial. Forms : 4
meut, 5 mewte, 8- mewt. [Echoic.] = MEW v. &

c 1325 Gloss. IV. tie Bibbesw. in Wright roc. 152 CJiat
itiyno-we, meutet [JAV. Camp. Univ. Gg. 1. i. mewithj.
1483 Cath. Angl. 238/2 To Mewte as a catte, catellare.

1737 RAMSAY Sc. Prm&amp;lt;. (1797) 86 Wae s them that ha e the
cat s dish, and she ay mewting.

Mewys, obs. form of MEWS.
Mex, Mexen: see Mix sb., MIXEN.
t Me xic, a. fact. Obs. = MEXICAN a.

a 1678 MARVELL Bermudas 36 Which, thence (perhaps)
rebounding, may Eccho beyond the Mexique Bay. 1806
FESSENDEN Orig. Poems 153 Mexick gulphsof brighter rays.

Mexical, variant of MESCAL.
Mexican (me-ksikan), a. and sb. Also 7
Mexicaiue. [ad. Sp. Afcxicano (now written

Mejicano), (. Mexico : see -AN.] A. adj. Of or

pertaining to Mexico, a tract of country (now a

republic) in the south-west of North America.
1696 PHILLIPS, Mexico, a great and famous City of the

Mexican Province of Nova Hispania. a 1846 J. H. FREHL;
tr. Aristttph^ Birds Introd. (1886) 178 War is not imme
diately declared against the gods, but a sort of Mexican
blockade is established by proclamation. 1903 Black.
Mag. Apr. 506/1 The parson lopes by sitting loose in his
Mexican saddle.

b. In various names of natural and artificial

products, etc.; as Mexican allspice, the fruit

of Eugenia Pimenta (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890) ;

M. banana, a name sometimes given to a species
of Yucca

;
M. bird cherry, bit, blue-jay (see

quots.) ;
M. cloth, a silk and wool French goods

(Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884); M. clover
= next (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; M. coca, an American

herb, Richardsunia scabra, yielding a nutritious

fodder (Webster 1897); M. embroidery, a kind
of embroidery, the patterns of which resemble the

grotesque designs of ancient Mexican carving ;

M. gamboge, a gum-resin like gamboge obtained
from Vismia guttifera and other species

*

(Syd. Soc.

Lex.); M. goose, the snow-goose (G. Trumbull
Names Birds 1888, p. 9) ;

M. goosefoot, the Che-

nopodium ainbrosioides (Syd. Soc. Lex.~) ;
M. gum,

the gum-resin obtained from Chrysophyllum gly-

cyphlceum (ibiii.} ;
M. lily, a plant with scarlet

flowers, Amaryllis regime; M. mulberry (see

MEZENTIAN.

quot.) ;
M. onyx, a stalactitic variety of calcite ;

M. orange-flower, a handsome white-flowered

shrub, Choisya ternata (Cent. Diet.} ; M. per
simmon (see PERSIMMON 2) ;

M. poppy, Argc-
mone mexicana

;
M. sarsaparilla (see quot.) ;

M. shilling, a silver coin of the value of 1 2
\ cents

formerly current in some of the United States ( Cent.

Diet. s.v. Bit *
7); M. snake-root (see quot.) ; M.

tea, (a) =M. goosefoot; (b)
= Jesuit s tea, see JESUIT

sb. 4 c; M. thistle, Cnicus (Erythrol&nd) con-

spicuus; also = ./!/. poppy; M. tiger-flower, Tigri-

diapavonia ;
M. weasel - KINKAJOU (Cent. Diet.}.

1884 SARGENT Forests N. Amer. (Final Rep. loth Census

IX.) 219 Yucca baccata Torrey. . . Spanish Bayonet. *Mexi-
can Banana. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 432/2 Cerastts Capol-
litn, *Mexican bird cherry . 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Ulcch.

Suppl., *Mtxican Bit, a stiff cheek bit, having a high port,
to which is attached a large ring, which, when the bit is in

the horse s mouth, ein ircles the jaw. 187 . Cassclfs Nat.
Hist. IV. 16 The two *Mexican Blue Jays (Cytutocitta coro-

tiata and C. diadlmata}. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet.

Needlework,
*Mexican Embroidery. 1884 Health Exliib.

Catal. 90/1 *Mexican Grass Hammocks. 1760 J. LEE In.

trod. Bot. App. 317 Lily, *Mexican, Amaryllis. 1884 SAR
GENT Forests N. Amer. (Final Rep. loth Census IX.) 128

Morus microphylla Buckley. . .*Mexican Mulberry. 1895
RIDEK HAGGARD Heart of World xix, Polished blocks of
the beautiful stone known as &quot;Mexican Onyx. 1884 SAR
GENT Forests N. Amer. (Final Rep.

loth Census IX.) 105

Diosfyros Texana, Scheele. . . Black Persimmon. *Mexican
Persimmon. Chapote. 1860 GRAY Man. Bot. 25 Arge.
mone Mexicana, *Mexican Prickly Poppy [1874 (ed. 5) M.

Poppy]. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1066/1 *&amp;gt;lexican Sarsaparilla
is yielded by Smilax fnetiica. 1890 BILLINGS Nat. Mctt.

Diet., *Mexican snakeroot, Asclepiodora decnmbcns Gray;
plant used as a specific for snake-bite. 1829 LOUOON En.

cycl. Plants 638 Psoralea glanditlosa, *Mexican tea. Ibid.

562 Tigridia Pavonia. &quot;Mexican Tiger Flower.

B. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Mexico.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acostas Hist. Indies v.
iy. 337

Heere the Mexicaines Idolatry hath bin more
pernicious

and hurtfull then that of the Inguas. 1776 MICKLE tr.

Camoens Lusiad Introd. 30 note. These authors, .have. .

greatly softened the horrid features of the Mexicans. 1837
W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville I. 195 The young Mexican saw
her struggles and her agony. 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold.

Butterfly Prol. i, The Mexicans rode in silence.

2. = Mexican dollar : see DOLLAR 4.

.1890 A. MURDOCH Yoshiwara^ Episode iv. 36 Two thou
sand seven hundred and thirty-six Mexicans !. .Only about

450.

Hence Me-xicanize v. trans., to cause to become
like the Mexicans or Mexico, especially in respect
to frequent revolutions (Funk sStand. Diet. 1895) ;

intr. to become like Mexico or the Mexicans*

(ibid?) ; hence Me-xicanized ///. a.

1887 C. F. THW ING Serni., Foes Car. Civ. 8 The Mexican-
ized Spaniard is here, too proud to work. Ibid. jo.

t Mexico nian, a. Obs. [irreg. f. MEXICO +

-i.vs.]
= MEXICAN a.

1727 RAMSAY ToCritic 28 In Mexiconian forests fly Thou
sands [of creatures] that never wing d our sky.

Mey, obs. f. MAY. Meycock, var. MEACOCK
Obs. Meyde, -en, obs. ff. MEAD, MAIDE.V;

Meydine, var. MEDINE. Meydles, var. MEED-
LESS a. Obs. Meyd vyf, obs. f. MIDWIFE.

Meyer, obs. f. MAYOR. Meygnall, obs. f. ME
NIAL. Meygne, jneyheme, obs. ff. MAIM v.

Meyk, obs. f. MEEK a. Meyle, obs. f. MEAL.

Meyme, -pryse, obs. ff. MAIM v., MAINFKISE v.

Meyn, obs. f. MAIN, MEAN. Meynal(l, obs.

ff. MENIAL. Meynchen(e, -yn, var. ff. MIN-
CHEN Obs. Meynd(e, obs. pa. pple. of MENG v.

Meyne, obs. f. MANY, MEAN, MEINIE. MIEN;
var. MAYNE v. Obs. Meyneal, obs. f. MENIAL.

Meynee, obs.f. MEINIE. Meynel.obs. f. MENIAL.

Meynete(y)ne, obs. ff. MAINTAIN. Meyney,
obs. f. MANY, MEINIE; Meyneyall, obs. f.

MENIAL. Meynge, var. MENU v. Meyni(e,
Meynne, obs. ff. MEINIE. Meynpernour,
-prise, -prize, obs. ff. MAINPERNOR, MAINPRISE.

Meynt, obs. pa. t. of MENG v. Meynteine, etc. :

see MAINTAIN, etc. Meynyal, Meynye, obs. ff.

MENIAL, MEINIE. Meyrfe, obs. ff. MAYOR.

Meyre, obs. f. MEAR, MERE -
. Meyser, obs. f.

MAZER. Meyt(e, obs. ff. MEAT. Mezail, var.

MESAIL. Mezanine, -i, -o, obs. ff. and pi. of

MEZZANINE. Mezcal, var. MESCAL. Mezeled,
obs. f. MEASLED///. a.

Mezentian (m/ze-njan), a. [f. Mesent-ius +

-AN.] Comparable to the cruel action of Me-

zentius, a mythical Etruscan king, who caused

living men to be bound face to face with corpses,
and left to die of starvation (Virg. jEn. vm.

485-8). So f Mezentism, action resembling that

of Mezentius.

1659 FULLER App. Inj. Innoc. in. 81 A piece of Mezentism
in his joyning of the Dead and Living together. 1837 SYD.

SMITH Let. to Archd. Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 259/2 That
fatal and Mezentian oatn which binds the Irish to the

English Church. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. i. I. 6 England
. . spared from the curse of the . . Mezentian union with Italy,

. .developed its own common law.



MEZEREON. 405 MEZZOTINTO.

Mezereon (m&i*ri(fa). Forms : 5 mizerion,

7-8 mezerion, 8 mesereon, 6- mezereon. [a.

med.L. mezereon, ad. Arab. ugjj\* mazaryun
(Avicenna).]
1. The low shrub Daphne Mezereon of Europe

and Asia, having purplish or rose-coloured flowers

and red berries; also called f Dutch mezereon.

1477 NORTON Ord. Akh, iii. in Ashin. (1652) 39 Celondine

and Mizerion. 1578 LVTE Dodoensm. xxxvii. 368 Mezereon,
as Auicenne, Mesne, and Serapio do write, is of two sortes,

1597 GERARDE Herbal in. lix. 1216 Apothecaries of our

countrie name it Mezereon, but we had rather call it

ChemelxaGermanica: in English Dutch Mezereon. 1626

BACON Sylva 577 Mezerions. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. t

Alar. (1679) 13 Dutch Mezereon. 1706 J. GARDINER tr.

Rapin OfGardens (1728) 59 Lib ral of Boughs and Leaves
Mezerions bold,, .defy the sharpest Cold. 1789 MBS. Piozzi

Jonrn. France II. 376 Pots of Mazerion [sic] in flower at

the windows. 1861 CHR. G. ROSSETTI Goblin Market^ etc.

85 My leafless pink mezereons. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. it.

126 The berries of Mezereon. .are poisonous.
2. Pharm. The dried bark of the root of the

plant described above, used in liniments.

1789 \V. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 513 Those who chuse
to use the mezereon by itself, may boil an ounce of the

fresh bark [etc.]. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 255 Decoctions
of elm bark, mesereon, sassafras. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER
Mat. Med. 346 Mezereon is a powerful local irritant.

3. attrib. and Comb^ as mezereon hark
t beny,

ointment, root, tree.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 308/2 A decoction of *mezereon
bark. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 346 Mezereon
Bark. The dried bark of Daphne Mezereum, or Mezereon ;

or of Daphne Lauieola. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 307/2
Linnaeus speaks of a person having been killed by a do/en
*mezereon berries. 1890 Syd, Soc. Lex.*Mezereon ointment.

1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 513 The *mezereon-root
is. .found to be a powerful assistant to the sublimate. 1626
BACON Sylva _ 592 A *Mezerion-Tree. 185* MRS. MAKSH
Ravenscliffe xiii, A few mezereon-trees were putting forth

their blossoms.

II Mezereuni (ra/zli/#m). [mod.L., altera

tion of MEZEREON.] =
prec.

a 1819 G. PEARSON in Pantologia VII. s.v., The mezereum
has not the power of curing the venereal disease in any one
stage. Ibid.) No mezereum had been taken. 1846 LINDLEY
Veget. Ktngd. 531 Mezereum bark. 1860 GRAY Man. Bot.

380 Thymeleaccs. (Mezereum Family.)

Mezle,Mezlings,obs.fi&quot;.MEASLEz&amp;gt;.,MEASUNG3.

Mezquita, -e, var. ff. MESQUITA, MESQUITE.

||Mezuza(h (mez/7-za). PI. mezuzoth (me-
z/rz&amp;lt;?b). [Heb. rrwo ;

e
cwz&amp;lt;z* door-post (Deut.vi.9,

etc.) ; in Rabbinic Heb. used as below.] Among
the Jews, a piece of parchment inscribed on one
side with the texts Deut. vi. 4-9 and xi. 13-21 and
on the other with the divine name Shaddai, enclosed

in a case which is attached to the door-post of the

house, in fulfilment of the injunction in Deut. vi. 9.
The case is a glass tube, or has an opening covered with

glass, talc, or horn, through which the name Shaddai is

seen. On leaving or entering the house, a pious Jew touches
the mezuza with his finger and puts the finger to his lips,

repeating the words of Ps. cxxi. 8.

1630 CHILMEAD tr. Leo of Modena s Rites, Customs etc.

Jews i. ii, 6 As often as they go in and out, they make it

a part of their devotion to touch this Parchment, and kisse

It; and this they call .. Me-ZuzaJi t that is, The Post.

1707 OCKLEY tr. Leo of Modena^s Hist. Jews i. ii. 7 And
this they call Meznza. 1731 D OYLY & COLSON tr. CalmcCs
Diet. Bible II. 194 Mezuzoth. 1855 SMEDLEY, etc. Occult
Set. 342 The mezuzoth or schedules for door-posts. i8oa
ZkXG\\\\.\.C/iildr.Ghetto\\. 3 They don t kiss the Mezuzahs
often in that house the impious crew.

Ii Mezza (me dza), a. Mus. Fern, of MEZZO a.

In various Italian combinations, as mezza-bravnra,
-wantca, orchestra (see quots.) ; also MEZZA VOCE.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mns. (ed. 3), Mezza Bravura, an ex

pression used by the Italians to signify an air of moderate
passion and execution. i876STAiNER& BARRETT Diet. Mus.
Terms, Mezza manzca, half shift (in violin-playing]. Mezza
orcktstra^ with half the orchestra.

II Mezza-majolica (me dzaimay^-lika). [It.:
lit. half-majolica* (see MEZZO).] Italian decora
tive pottery of the I5th, i6th, and i;th centuries;
less ornamental and elaborate than true majolica.
1868 J. MARRYATT Pottery $ Porcelain (ed. 3) 25 The

outlines of the figures in mezza majolica are traced in black
or blue. 1873 FORTNUM Catal. Maiolica S. Kens. Mns.
212 Circular Dish. Bacile. . .. Mezza Majolica.

Mezzanine (me zanm). Also 8 mezanine,
(9 mezzonine) ; Italian 8 mezanino, 8-9 mez-
zanino, //. 8 mez(z)anini, mezaninis. [a. F.

mezzanine, ad. It. mezzanine, dim. of mezzano
middle : L. mediamts MEDIAN.]
1. A low story between two higher ones ; esp. a
low story between the ground floor and the story
above, occas. between the ground floor and the

basement. Cf. ENTRESOL. Also attrib. (quasi-

adj.), esp. in mezzaninefloor, story.
1711 [see ENTRESOL]. 1715 LEONI Palladia s Archil. (1742)

I- 46 The Closets, .have Mezzanine s or half Stories above
them. Ibid. 59 On the Closets are Mezanini. 1736
Designs 1/2 The smaller stairs, .ascend to the Mezzanines.
1741 Corr. betw. Ctess Hartford % Cless Pom/ret (1805)
III. So The princess di Forano,. .took us into the mezzanini,
where the family live. 1754 POCOCKE Trav. (Camden) II.

140 To the saloon and hall there are as mezaninis above the
windows. 1837 Civ. Eng. &amp;lt;y

Arch. Jrnl. I. 59/2 The domestic
unices are admirably arranged in the basement and mezza

nine stories. 1870 2nd Rep. De6. Kpr. Irtl. n The ground-
floor and mezzanine story of this part of the building are
arched constructions. 1876 B. CHAMPNEYS in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) III. 237 A large cupboard for stowage on
a mezzanine. Ibid., The stowage room on the mezzanine
floor.

b. A platform or flooring laid over a floor to

bring its height up to some required level.

1715 LEONI Palladia s Archit. (1742) I. 27 If any little

Room or Closet should happen to be lower than the rest,

what is wanting must be supplied by a Mezanine, or false

Floor-Cieling.
C. Theatr. A floor beneath the stage, from

which the short scenes and traps are worked.
Also mezzaninefloor.
1859 SfCiA.Gas-light $ D. ii. 31 Work underneath the .stage,

on the umbrageous mezzonine floor. 1881 P. FITZGEKALD
H orld Behind Scenes 46 Below the stage on the mezzanine
floor. 1886 Stage Gossip 65 The mezzanine is the name
of the lower stage the one immediately below the boards

proper and it is from here that all rises
,

* sinks
1 and

*

traps are worked.

2. A small window, less in height than breadth,

occurring in entresols and attics, etc. Also mezza
nine window.
1731 BAILEY vol. II, Mezzanine, an Entresole, or little

window, less in height than breadth, serving to illuminate
an Attic, &c. 1837 Foreign Q. Rev. XIX. 78 There are
mezzanine windows behind the entablature.

II Ittezza voce (nwdc&iv^tp), adv. JMits. [It.

mezza (see MKZZA) +voce VOICE.] &quot;With but half

the voice; not loud, with a medium fullness of

sound. Also more correctly a mezza voce.

1775 Ann. Reg. n. 64/2 Instead of singing her airs as other
actresses do, for the most part she only hums them over,
a mezza yoce. 1792 CHARLOTTE SMITH Desmond I. v. 60

Interrupting a tune he had been humming) a inezza voce.

1811 in BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Mezza Voce.

Mezzin, obs. form of MUEZZIN.

II Mezzo (me dztf), sl&amp;gt;.

1 Short for MEZZO-

SOPRANO, also attrib. as mezzo voice.

1832 IVestm. Rev. XVII. 357 The distinct soprano, mezzo,
contr ako, and tenor voices. 1892 GUSTKR Miss Dividends

(1893) 78 This young lady. .has a brilliant mezzo voice.

Mezzo (me dz0), j&amp;lt;V- Short for MEZZOTINT.
1886 Athenzum 3 July 18/1 He was offered 24o/. for a lot

of early mezzos. ..One of these early mezzotints was worth
a thousand pounds.

|| Mezzo (me dztf)j a. Altts. [It. mezzo middle,
half: L. mcditi$\ see MEDIUM.] In various Italian

combinations, as mezzo camttere, fortet piano,
staccato (see quots.) ;

mezzo tenore ( a voice of

tenor quarity and baritone range
*

(Stainer& Barrett

1876). See also MEZZO-SOPRANO, and the feminine

MEZZA,
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Mezzo Carattere, an ex

pression applied to airs of a moderate cast in point of
execution. Ibid. Introd. 30 The Mezzo Korte, or rather
loud. Ibid.) The Mezzo Piano, or rather soft. Ibidn The
Mezzo Staccato.. or extremely smooth and distinct. 1878
T. HELMORE Catec/t. Mns. xxxiii. 68 Mezzo-staccato marks.

Mezzograph (me*dz0graf). [f. MEZZO &.*+

-GRAPH.] A photographic print imitating the effect

of mezzotint.

1890 Pall Mall G. i Sept. 3/3 Meritorious mezzographs
after Messrs. Burgess and Normand.

II Mezzo-rilievo (medz&amp;lt;? rilyrvo). PI. -os.

Also 7 mezo-, 7-9 -relievo. [It. mezzo half +
rilievo RELIEF sb.]
1. Half-relief; relief in which the figures project

half their true proportions from the surface on
which they are carved.

1598 R. HAVDOCKE tr. Lotnatzo v. iii. 189 Imbossing
halfe rounde called inezzo relievo. 1673 RAY Joum, Low
C. 330 Having three pair of brass doors artificially cast or

engraven with curious figures in mezo relievo. 1703
MAUNDRELL Joum, Jerus. (1810) 49 We saw.. figures of

men, carv d in the natural rock, in mezzo relievo. 1820
T, S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily, z\.c. I.vii.227 A piece ofsculpture
in mezzo-relievo representing a Jupiter and a Leda. 1860

J. NEWLANDS Carp. &amp;lt;$ Joiner^s Assist. Gloss., Demi-
relievo. ..It is also called mezzo-rilievo.

2. concr. A sculpture or carving in half-relief.

1665-6 EVELYN Diary 3 Jan., There are some mezzo-
relievos as big as the life. 1821 WHITAKER Richmondsh. I.

155 A mezzo relievo by Westmacott, very finely wrought.
Hence (

Mezzo-relievo v.

1644 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb., In the Court is a Volary, and
the statues of Charles IX, Hen. Ill, IV, and Lewis XIII,
on horseback, mezzo-relieved in plaster.

II Mezzo-SOprano (me:dzo s^pra-no), sb. and a.

Jlftts. [It. : see MEZZO a. and SOPRANO.] a. The
part intermediate in compass between the soprano
and contralto

;
b. a voice of this pitch or compass ;

C. a person having such a voice.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supfa Mezzo Soprano, in the Italian

music, is the high tenor, which has the clerTC on the second
line. 1878 T. HELMORE Catech. Mns. xliii. 84 The contraltos
and mezzo-sopranos may sing the bass an octave higher in
the exercises.

d. attrib. or adj.
x8n BUSBY Diet. Mns. (ed. 3), Mezzo Soprano Cliff, the

name given to the Cliff when placed on the first line of the

stave, in order to accommodate the Mezzo Soprano voice.

1885 Miss BRADDON IVyllartTs Weird I. iii. 94 Hilda had
a superb mezzo-soprano voice.

I! Mezzo terniiiie (me dzt? te-rmimr). /*/ -i.

[It. : mezzo middle, termine term,] A middle term,

measure, or period.

1768 H. WAI.POLE Lei. to G. Montagu 13 Aug., He only
takes the title of altesse, an absurd mezzoterniine, but acts

King exceedingly. 1827 SCOTT Chron. Canong. Introd. !,

I have all my life hated those treacherous expedients called
mezzo-termini. 1841 LADY BLESSINGTON Idler in France
II. iv. 84 Oh, the misery of the mezzo tennini\v\ the journey
of life, when time robs the eyes of their lustre [etc.].

Mezzotint (me dz^-, me
ztftint), sb. [Angli

cized form of MEZZOTINTO.]
1. = MEZZOTINTO i. Obs. or arch.

1738 FRITSCH tr. Lairesse s Art Paint, ii The half Tint
which is laid next to the Extremity on the light Side and
Called Mezzo-tint. 1774 J. COLLIER J//. Trav. 28 Her
back-ground ; her mezzo-tints ; and her clare-obscure were
charming. 1880 SMORTHpUSB J. Inglesant (1882) II. vii.

162 Born in the dull twilight ot the north, and having most
of his mature years among the green mezzotints ufGermany,
he was now transplanted into a land of light and colour.

2. (= MEZZOTINTO 2.) A method of engraving

copper or steel plates for printing, in which the

surface of the plate is first roughened uniformly,
the nap thus produced being afterwards com

pletely or partially scraped away in order to pro
duce the lights and half-lights of the picture, while

the untouched parts of the plate give the deepest
shadows. Also, a print produced by this process.
The invention has often been ascribed to Prince Rupert,

who certainly practised the method, and made it known in

England ; but it is now established that he learned it from
a Hessian colonel, Ludwig von Siegen, ofwhom an example
is extant dated 1642.
1800 J. D.\ i.LAW AY A need. Arts Eng. 474 note, There is

a mezzotint taken from it by Faber. 1850 W. IRVING Gold-
smith xxvii. 272 His portrait is to be engraved in mezzotint*
1886 SUINLJURSE Misc. 86 Aurora Raby is a graceful sketch
In sentimental mezzotint.

b. attrib.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xii. 94 Could mezzo-tint

prints be wrought as accurately as those with the graver,

they would come nearest to nature, as they are done without
strokes or Hues. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 169/1 Previous to

the mezzotint ground having been laid. 1870 RusKis/.^i .

Art v. 129 The arts of etching and mezzotint engraving.
c. Photogr. (See quot.)

18.. LEA Photogr. 194 (Cent.) Others modify the effects

and soften their paper prints by interposing a sheet of glass,
of gelatin, of mica, or of tissue paper between the negative
and the paper ; in this way are made the so-called Mezzotint
Prints.

Me zzotint, v.
[f.

MEZZOTINT sd.] trans. To
engrave in mezzotint.

1827 Gcntl. Mag. XCVII. n. 3 Mezzotinting those oil the

motto. 1829 Ibid. XCIX. i. 347 By this discovery the litho

grapher acquires a very valuable process for mezzotinting.
1881 Blackw. Mag, Nov. 601 The picture was. .afterwards

mezzotinted very indifferently.

b. transf.ondijig* To represent as if in mezzotint.

1854 LOWELL Jrnl. Italy Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 168 The.,

passengers . .crawled out again, .. their vealy faces mezzo
tinted with soot. 1870 Study ll ind. (1871) 42 How
many times I had lingered to study the shadows of the

leaves mezzotinted upon the turf.

Hence Me zzotinted ///. a. t Mezzotinting
vbl. sb.

1877 RITA Viviewte vi. ii, The room was furnUhed with

quaint mezzo-tinted cinque-cento furniture. 1884 PallMall
G. 13 Mar. 3/2 For the mezzotinting the authorities have
allowed Mr. Seymour Haden to remove the picture.

Mezzotiiiter (me dzi?-, me*z0tintai). [f.

MKZZOTIST sb. + -EH J
.] One who engraves or is

skilled in mezzotint

1763 H. WALPOLE Catal. Engravers (1765) 116 Mr. John
Smith 1700. The best mezzotuiter that has appeared, who
united softness with strength, and finishing with freedom.

Ibid. 130 John Faber junr... was the next mezzotinter in

merit to Smith. 1895 Daily News 25 Nov. 3/6 Such an
etcher or mezzotinter as Mr. Frank Short. 1902 A. WHIT
MAN (title} British Mezzotinters, Valentine Green.

|| Mezzotiiito (medz&amp;lt;rtiTat0),
sb. and a. Also

7 metzo-tincto, mezo tinto, mascy tinter, 8

met(t)zotinto, messo-tinto. [It.: mezzo half,

tinto tint.]

fl. In the Italian sense : A half-tint. Obs,

1660 A. Ditrcr Revived 18 Take a print done in Metzo-

Tincto. 1739 ELIZ.CARTER tr. A Igarotti on Newton s Theory
(1742) II. 25 Neither Correggio, Titian, nor his rival

Rosalba, did ever unite and shade their Metzo Tintoes

with so much Exactness to form the Oval of a Face.

1787 P. BECKFORD Let. Italy (1805) I. 437 The Mosaic of

the floor, .was improved and finished by Beccafumi in 1500,

who made use of yellow marble as a mezzotinto. 1788
BURKE

Sj&amp;gt;. agst. W. Hastings Wks. XVI. 224 You will see,

by this letter, that he [Hastings] kept his accounts in all

colours, black, white, and mezzotinto : that he kept them
in all languages, in Persian, in Bengallee, [etc.

1.

2. = MEZZOTINT sb. 2.

1661 EVELYN Diary 21 Feb., Prince Rupert first shewed
me how to grave in Mezzo Tinto. 1665 PEFYS Diary
5 Nov., Mr. Evelyn . . showed me . . the whole secret of mezzo-

tinto. 1669 A. BROWNE Ars Pictoria no The Manner or

Way of Mezo Tinto. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 156/1

Mascy Tinter. .is a New and Late Invention of taking from

a Plate any form or shape.. by smooty shadows. 1715

HEABNE Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 104 The picture that is done in

Mezzotinto of him. 17*7 SWIKT Let. to Gay 23 Nov., Get
me likewise Polly s Messo-tinto. 1780 Newgate Cat. V. 204

The prisoner .. was indicted for causing to be engraved and

cut in mezzo-tinto, on a plate of copper, a blank promissory
note, containing the word twenty in white letters, on a black

ground. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 226 Martin

scraped in mezzo-tinto the major part of the many en-

graved plates he produced.
b. attrib. and Comb.



MEZZOTYPE.
1688 G. PARKER & J. STALKER Treat. Japanning etc.

ititle-p.), The Method of Guilding. ., with the Art.. of Paint

ing Mezzo-tinto-Prints. 1697 Mezzo-Tinto Graving [see

MELANOCHALCOGRAPHER]. 1745 Daily Advertiser i Oct. 3/3
A Metzotinto Print of that worthy Prelate Dr. Hough, late

Bishop of Worcester. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 687/2
Edial. .became a me/zotinto painter. 1812 R. H. \\\ Ex-
emitter 28 Dec. 828/1 Mr. Meyer s ability in mezzotinto

scraping, .ranks with the most eminent. i8a C. TURNER
in Phil. Mag. LXV. 427 The deficiencies .. in mezzotinto

engraving. 1839 Penny Cyct. XV. 169/1 The mezzotinto

ground being thus laid. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xv. (1873)

329 The sky .. appeared like a mezzotinto engraving.

fig. a 1788 N. COTTON A Fable 34 Baxter, with apostolic

grace, Display d his metzotinto face ; While here and there

some luckier saint Attain d to dignity of paint.

Hence Me-zzotinto v. = MEZZOTINT v.

a 1846 Centl. Mag. cited in Worcester (1846).

Mezzotype (me-dz^taip). Photogr. [f. MEZZO
^.2 + -TYPE. Cf.photo-mezzotype.] A kind of paper
for photographic printing.
1894 /&amp;gt;&amp;gt;//. Jrnl. Photogr, XLI. 56 With plain salted

papers, or at any rate, with mezzotype, the only chemicals

used are the necessary chloride of silver and a little acid.

Ibid. 57 We believe that mezzotype is as perfect a paper of

its class as it is possible to make.

Mhendee, variant of MENDEE.
Mho (m0u). Electr. [Proposed by Sir W.
Thomson (now Lord Kelvin): reversed spelling of

OHM.] The unit of conductivity, being the con

ductivity of a body whose resistance is one ohm.
1883 SIR W. THOMSON Pop. Lect. (1880) I. 130 Such an

instrument at once gives conductivity, and you want a name
[suppose you adopt mho) for the unit of conductivity, and
call the instrument a mhometer. .The number of villas, or

of imllimhos will, .measure the number of lamps in circuit.

1892 Gloss. Electr. Terms 12 in Lightning 3 Mar. Supp., !

Mho. The mho is the conductivity of a column ofmercury
of a constant cross section of one square millimetre, and of

a length of 106-3 centimetres at the temperature of melting
^

ice. (Note. The conductivity of a conductor is the recipro-
|

cal of its resistance.)

So Mhometer (mp mftai), an instrument for
i

measuring electrical conductivities.

1883 [see above].

Mhorr (mpi). Also m*horr, moh(o)r. [Mo
rocco Arabic.] A West African gazelle named by :

E. T. Bennett Gazella mhorr, having horns annu-
;

lated with ten or twelve prominent rings.
The animal is much sought after by the Arabs on account

of producing the bezoar stones so highly valued in eastern

medicine. These stones are commonly called in Marocco,
Haid-el-Mhorr, mhorr s eggs (Penny Cycl. 1834 II. 86).

1833 E. T. BENNETT in Trans. Zool. Soc. (1835) I. i The
M horr Antelope. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 85/2 The Mhorr..

|

is four feet two inches long from nose to the origin of the

tail. 185* J. E. GRAY Catal. Mammalia Brit. Mas. in. 59 i

Gazella Saemnteringii. The Abyssinian Mohr.

Mi (nu). Mus. Also 6 my, 7, 9 me. [Orig.
the first syllable of L. mira : see GAMUT.] The
name given by Guido to the third note in his

j

hexachords, and since retained in solmization as
|

the third note of the octave
;
also used (as in Fr.

and It.) as a name for the note E natural, the
j

third note in the scale of C major. (In Tonic !

Sol-fa often written me.)
a 1529 SKELTON Boivge Courte 258 Lerne me to synge, Re,

my, fa, sol. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 102 Old Mantuan.
Who vnderstandeth thee not, vt re sol la. mi fa. c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 77 The oilier [a German) . . will drink
often musically a health to every one of these 6 notes, Ut,

,

Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Gantmut,
We may begin at ut in c, and pass into the first series at mi.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3) s. v. Sca/e, The denomination
first given to the arrangement made by Guido, of the six

syllables H/, re, tnt t /a, sol^ la.

Mi, obs. form of MY.
t Mi agite. Min. Obs. [f. Miage the name of

a glacier near Mont Blanc +-ITE.] (See quot.)
1811 PINKERTON Petralogy II. 63 Miarite. The rock is

generally considered as the most beautiful which has yet
been discovered . . it consists of concentric but irregular circles

of white felspar and black siderite, disposed in broad or

natrow lines. Ibid. 68 It was thought advisable, .to term
it Miagite, from the place where it was discovered by
Saus-.ure.

Mia-niia (maimdi*). Also miam, miami,
mi-mi, mia-mie. The Western Australian and
Victorian native name for : A hut, a rude shelter.

1845 R. HOWITT Australia 103 There she stood, in a per.
feet state of nudity;

a little way from the road, by her miam.
185* MRS. PERRY in Goodman Ch. in Victoria (1892) 167
One of the mia mias..was as large as an ordinary-sized
circular summer-house. 1861 T. MCOMBIE Austral. Sk. 15
Many diggers resided under branches of trees made into
miamis or wigwams. 1868 CARLETON Austral. Nts. 2 The
mia-mia that the native dark Had formed from sheets of

stringy bark. 1870 TUCKER Mute 85 He yells the war-cry
of his tribe around That makes the warriors from their mi-
mis bound.

Miana-bug
1

(mia naibz&amp;gt;g). [Miana the name of

a town in Persia + BUG.] A species of tick, Argas
persicus, whose bite is said to be occasionally fatal.

[1821 PORTER Trav. Georgia, etc. I. 265 Mianna. .is a poor
place, being best known by the ill name of its bugs.] 1862
Chambers* Encycl. IV. 100/2 The Miana Bug, or Argas
perstciis.

Miaow (miau), int. and sb. Forms: 7 miau,
7-8 meaw, 9 miaw, mieaou, meaow, miauw,
miaow, miow, mi-owe, meeow. [Echoic : the I

406

spelling is partly influenced by F. miaou. Cf.

MEW int. and sb$\ The cry of a cat. Also, the

name of this cry.

1634! .JOHNSON Parey sChirurg. 151 They, .cryed withthe !

Cats miau, miau. 1833 f*enny Cycl. I. 372/2 The word mew
would be more expressively written mieaou. 1840 MARRYAT
Poor Jack xxiii, Miaiv . was the reply. They had heard
the loud wiaiv. 1862 H. KISGSLEY in Macm. Mag. June 112

,

Pussey, pussey! she [Mrs. O Neil] began, kitty, kitty,

kitty! Aftaunt
t
miaow! (Mr. Malone had accumulated

property in the cats meat business.) 1866 Miss BRADDON .

Trail Serpent iv. v, The feeble miauw of an invalid member
of the feline species. 1879 E. GARRETT tfo. by Works 1. 80

He [a cat] rose with a lazy mi-owe.

Hence Miaow f. */;*., to make or counterfeit
;

the cry of a cat (cf. MAW, MEW vbs.}. Miaowing*
vhl. sb.y the crying of a cat; Miaowing- ///. a.

t

calling like a cat. Also Miaower.
1632 SHERWOOD, To meaw, or meawle (as a cat), ntiauler.

..A meawing, or meawling, tniautfritttt..,A meawer, or

meawler, miauleitr, Meawing, or meawling, wiaulettx.

1731 BAILEY vol. II, Meawing, the crying of a cat. 1825-80
JAMIESON, To Miairue, to mew as a cat, Buchan. 1894
BARING-GOULD Kitty Alone III. 167 A stray cat came., and
meeowed.

Miargyrite (maiiaidgireit). Min. [ad. G.

miargynt (H. Rose 1829), f. Gr. pci-ajv Jess +

dpyvp-os silver + -ITE.] A black sulph-antimonide
of silver, which contains a smaller quantity of

silver than red silver ore.

1836 T. THOMSON Mitt. Ceol. t
etc. I. 650 The constitution

of miargirite must be n atoms sesquisulphite of antimony,
6 atoms sequisulphuret of silver. 1845 Encycl. Metrap. VI.

514/1 Miargyrite. . .Occurs in attached crystals. 1872 RAY
MOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 52 Our ores are chiefly
antimonial sulphides, miargyrite, dark red silver ore, and

light red silver ore.

!i Mias (mai as). Sing, and //. Also 9 maias.

[Dayak maias (Howell & Eaily Sea-Dyak Diet.

1900).] The orang-utan, Simia satyrus.
1840 J. BROOKE Jrnl. in Mundy Narr. in Borneo

&amp;gt;

etc

(1848) I, 220 While lazily waiting the report of our Dyaks
who were detached in search of the mias, we fell in with
a party of Balows. Ibid. 221 After our interview with the
Balow other mias were discovered. Ibid. 226 The mias,
both pappan and rembi. .have nests or houses m the trees.

1866 C. BROOKE Sarawak \. 63 The Maias, or Orang-utan,
. .is very common in some parts [of Sarawak]. 1860 A. R.
WALLACE Malay Arc/tip. I. iv. 62 Just a week after my
arrival at the mines, I first saw a Mias.

Miascite (maraskait). Petrology. Also mia-
scyte and (in Diets.) miaskite. [ad. G. miaszit

(\Vuttig 1814), f. Miask the name of a town in the

Ural Mountains where the mineral was obtained :

see -ITE.] (See quot. 1888.)
1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 246 Miascite, a granular

slaty rock consisting of orthoclase, mica, and eleeolite, with
sometimes quartz, albite, and hornblende. 1868 Ibid. (ed. 5)
II. 359 Miascyte. 1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 359 Miascite^
term introduced by G. Rose for a rock occurring in the
Ilmen Mountains in Russia, essentially composed of ortho

clase, elaeolite, and dark mica.

Miasm (mai-sez m). Also 7-8 miasme. [a.
F. miasme : see next.] = MIASMA.
1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes Proleg. B4, Upon every

Solution of Continuity there is impressed an exotick Miasm,
or putrefactive acidity. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ckytn.
71 It carrys of. .the very seminal miasmes. 1799 UNDER
WOOD Dis. Children (ed. 4) I. 288 Children born in an air,
saturated as it were with the miasm of this disease [i.e. small

pox] . . have nevertheless escaped the disease. 1822-34 Good s

Stndy Med. (ed. 4) II. 423 The miasm of gaol fever. 1876
BRISTOWE Theory fy Tract. Med. (1878)282 The miasm may
be carried by the wind and atmospheric currents beyond
the limits of the area in which it is produced.

II Miasma (m3i,ce*zma). PL miasmata
(maiise zmata), miasmas. [mod.L., a. Gr. fuaapa
pollution, related to piaivetv to pollute. Cf. F. (

miasme.] Infectious or noxious exhalations from

putrescent organic matter
; poisonous particles or

germs floating in and polluting the atmosphere;
noxious emanations, esp. malaria.

i66jj
NEEDHAM Med. Medicinx 395 The Miasma or Malign

Inqumation of blood and humors. i7oQuiNcv tr. Hodges*
Loimologia 54 The pestilential Miasmata may be destroyed
by the occursion of others. 1827 MACCUI.LOCH Malaria \. i

It has long been familiar to physicians that there was pro- \

duced by.. marshes and swamps, a poisonous and aeriform !

substance, the cause, not only of ordinary fevers, but of t

intermiltents; and to this unknown agent of disease the
;

term marsh miasma has been applied 1844 H. H. WILSON
\

Brit. India II. 20 The deadly miasmata which render the
|

forests on the skirts of the hills utterly impassable. 1862
MERIVALE Rom. Emp. xxxiv. (1865) IV. 181 Sardinia, .was

|

afflicted by a pestilential miasma. 1882 OuiDA 1 Maremwa
I. 35 It was full of miasma and fever in the hot season.

fig. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trttmfa Mor. Cholera, It

seems to be the object of these institutions to propagate
and disseminate the miasmata of vice instead of prevent
ing their circulation. 1878 SMILES Robt. Dick ii. 13 The
noxious miasmas that poison the whole human heart.

Miasmal (maiiae-zmal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Containing miasmatic effluvia or germs.
1853 Fraser s Mag. XLVIII. 267 You wittingly expose

your innocent wife To this miasmal atmosphere of death.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh vit. 300 We respond with
our miasmal fog. 1895 R. F. MORTON Teaching of Jesus
ii. 175 Like a sunbeam on some forlorn and miasmal place,

sterilising the germs of evil.

Miasmatic (maiioczinsc tik),^, [f. Gr. ttiaannr-,

/ima/ia MIASMA + -ic.] Pertaining to or having the

MICA.

nature of miasma ; caused by noxious or infectious

exhalations ; malarial.

1835 Cycl. Pract. Med. IV. 57/1 The softening in inter

miltents is owing to the miasmatic poison altering the

qualities
of the blood. 1857 R. TOMES Amer. in Japan

ix. 194 The entire absence of marshes, .must exempt it from
all miasmatic disease. 1881 Du CHAILLU Land ofMidnt.
Srtn II. 60 The miasmatic equatorial African jungle.
Hence Miasma tical a., in the same sense;
Miasma tically adv.. after the manner of miasma.
1855 OGILVIE Suppl.^ Miasiuatical. 1876 tr. Wagncr*s

Gen. Pathol. 132 1 he infectious material may. .increase also

outside of the organism, in the substrata of the surrounding
soil, i.e. miasmatically.

Miasmatist (mai^-zmatist). [f. miastnat-,
MIASMA + -IST.] One versed in the phenomena of

miasmatic exhalations
;
one who makes a special

study of malarial diseases. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Miasniatize (msiire zmat^iz), v. [Formed as

prec.: see -IZE.] trans. To affect by miasma.
1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle xi. (///.),The Captain

was neither drowned nor poisoned, neither miasmatised nor
anatomised.

Miasmatology (msijse zmat^lod^i). Med.
[f.

nriasmat-, MIASMA + -(O)LOGT.] The study of

miasmata; miasmology (Webster 1902).
Miasmatous (maiine zmatas), a. [Formed as

prec. + -ous.] Generating miasma.
1864 Sat. Rev. 9 July 67/2 Cambodia . . is overspread

with miasmatous forests.

Miasmic (m3i,3e zmik), a.
[f.

MIASM + -ic.]
- MIASMATIC,
1822-34 Gooefs Study Med. (ed. 4) I, 588 In a pure atmo

sphere, the miasmic materials easily become dissolved or

decomposed. 1895 G. PARKER When I almond tame to

Pontiac vi. (18^6) 97 Beyond the mountain were unexplored
regions,, .lost m a miasmic haze.

Miasmifuge (mai i
i-zmifi / (l3) . [f. M iASMA

+ -(I)FUGE.] That which destroys or disperses
miasmata (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).

Miasmology (maiisezmp-lod^i). [f. Gr.

piaan-a miasma + -(O)LOGY.] A treatise on

miasma; the science that treats of miasmata

(Ogilvie 1882).
Miasmous (mai|se*znws), a. [f.

MIASM + -ous.]

Miasmatic, miasmal.

1884 J. P. MAHAFFV in Harder s ^tag. May 903/1 A fertile

but miasmous desert. [Also in mod. Diets.]

Miau, obs. form of MIAOW.
Miaul (mi|2 l), v. Forms : 7 meawle, miol,

8 meaul, 9 mioul, miaul, [ad. F. miauler^ of

echoic origin. (The form meawle perh. belongs to

MEWL.)]
1. intr. To call or cry as a cat ; to mew.
1632 SHERWOOD, To meaw, or meawle (as a cat), miauler.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 Nov., The poor animal [a cat)

. .meauled. 1824 Scon St. Konan s xxii, Lady Penelope is

miauling like a starved cat. 1859 H. KINGSLF.V G. Hamlyn
II. 71 Domestic cats may mioul in the garden at night. 1886

R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. I. 134 A black tom-cat, which
miauled and grinned and spat.

2. trans. To sing with a voice like that of a cat.

1862 WRAXALL Hugo s Miserables in. xxii. (1877) ii Her

tom-cat, who might have miauled the Allegri Miserere.

1866 G. MEREDITH Vittoria xii, The boy. .concluded by
miauling Amalia 1

in the triumph of contempt.
Hence Mian-ling

1

-vbL sb. and ///. a. Also

Miaivler, a cat.

1632 Meawler, meawling [see MIAOWER, MIAOWING], a 1693

Urquharfs Rabelais m.x\\\. 107 The. . mumbling of Rabets,
. . humming of Wasps i!!&quot;?

of Tygers, bruzzing of Bears.

1821 SCOTT Ktnilw. xxxiii, I mind a squalling woman no
more than a miauling kitten. 1884 Graphic Christmas No.

4/1 He. .sang in a shrill miawling treble. 1865 Ibid. 3 Jan.

7/1 While Bully js asleep the marauding miaulers come
and appropriate his bone. 1885 Punch 13 June 280/1 Hark
the . . miauling of Cats.

Miauw, variant form of MIAOW.
Mica (mai ka). Min. [a. L. mica grain, crumb.
The mod.L. use in Mineralogy was prob. originally con

textual ; the development of the specialized meaning niay
have been due to erroneous association with micare to shine.)

fl. A small plate of talc, selenite, or other

glistening crystalline substance found in the struc

ture of a rock. In pi. micas. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mica, . . Glimmer, or Cat-silver ;

a MettalHck Body like Silver, which shines in Marble, and
other Stones, but cannot be separated from them, a 1728
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) I. i. viii. 170 A pale
brown Earth, with very small Micae in it. 1748 J.

HILL
Hist. Fossils 556 Dr. Woodward imagin d the white parts
of this as of the other Micae in general to be Spar. 1803
SARRETT New Pict. Loiid. 114 A great variety of Micae or

spangle stones.

2. Any one of a group of similar minerals com

posed essentially of silicate of aluminium variously

combined with the silicates of other bases, such as

soda, potash and magnesia, and occurring either

in minute glittering plates or scales in granite and

other rocks, or in crystals characterized by their

perfect basal cleavage and their consequent separa

bility into thin, transparent and usually flexible

lamina?.

1778 WOULFE in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 29 Mica or Glimmer.

This, .is composed of very thin flexible flakes, more or less

large. 1835 R. D. fy T. Thomson s Rfc. Gen. Set. II. 445

Pinchbeck mica, iron pyrites, and titaniate of iron occur as



MICACEO-CALCAREOU8.

accidental constituents. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. 3 Mica is a

crystal which cleaves very readily in one direction. 1903
Edin. Rev. Oct. 390 A film of mica.

3. attrib. and Comb., as mica battery, goggles,
\

insulation, plate ; mica-powder, a form of dyna
mite in which, the siliceous earth is replaced by
mica in fine scales; mica-schist, -slate, a slaty

metamorphic rock composed of quartz and mica.

1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 148 The lacquered knob of

the *mica battery. 1905 Daily Chron. lo Aug. 5/6 A polo

cap, *mica goggles,, .and the usual, .allowance of lard consti

tuted Burgess s costume. 1897 Daily News 20 July 6/2 It

fused the *mica insulation of wires. 1837 BREWSTER Magnet.
312 The successive thicknesses of the *mica plates. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,*Mica-powder. 1833 LYELL/V/M.
Geol. III. 237 The sterile *mica-schist is barely covered with

vegetation. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta s Rocks Class. 23^ A
complete series of transitions from.. gneiss through mica-

schist into clay-slate. 1819 BAKEWELL Introd. Mineral.

477 *Mica-slate, or micaceous schistus. 1877 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines q Mining 229 A large number of fine lodes,

all occurring in limestone and mica-slate.

Mica ceo-calca-reous, a. Geol. [f. micaceo-

taken as comb, form of next + CALCAREOUS.]
Containing mica and lime (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Micaceous (malkfl-Jfel), a. Min. [f.
MICA +

-ACEOUS.] Containing or resembling mica; per

taining to or of the nature of mica, esp. in Combs,

forming the descriptive names of various rocks, as

micaceous lava, sandstone, schist, shale, slate.

1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 153 A micaceous slate,

mixed with quartz. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chan. (1814)

I93M icaceous schistus, wnich is composed ofquartz and mica

arranged in layers. 1849 DANA Geol. ix. (1850) 463 Blue

micaceous shale. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. 11. 11. iii, As this

silvery lustre is. .due to the presence of mica, it is commonly
called distinctively micaceous.

Micacious (maik^i Jas), a. [as iff. L,.*micdc-em

(f.
micare to shine, sparkle) + -ions.] Sparkling.

1836 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 42 Watsonia. brevifolia has
its blossoms of a micacious hue, glittering in the sun.

a 1843 SoUTHEY Doctor Interch. xxii. (1848) 537 There is

the Cyclopean stile, of which Johnson is the great example ;

the sparkling, or micacious, possessed by HazlitL

Micanite (msi-kansit). Telegraphy, [f. MICA,
after vulcanite.] A prepared form of mica used as

an insulator.

1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 709 The micanite used for

the commutator sleeve.

t Mi cailt, a. 06s. [ad. L. micant-em, pres.

pple. of micare shine.] Shining, glittering.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 435 When micant sparks
ascend from the metal.

Micarelle (mai karel). Min. Also -el. [App.
irreg. f. MICA.]
1. A micaceous mineral pseudomorphous after

scapolite.
1794 KIRWAN Elent. Min. (ed. 2) I. 213 Hence the presence

of magnesia is merely casual ; therefore it must be regarded
as a distinct species from mica, and hence I have given it

the name of micarelle. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 123 The
white mica, which might be called micarel. 1836 T. THOM
SON Min. Geol., etc. I. 27 1 Meionite, or Scapolite. Paranthine,
. .micarelle [etc.]. 1896 CHESTER Diet. Min.

2. A name used to designate an unknown mineral

from which the pinite of Stolpen was derived.

1836 T. THOMSON Min. Geol., etc. I. 386 Pinite. Micarel!.

1845 Encycl. Metrop. VI. 525/1 Micarelle. Pinite or Sca

polite.

So Mioare-llite in the same senses (Casseffs

Encycl. Diet. 1885).
Micasiza tion, Micatiza tion. Geol.

[irreg. f. MICA + -IZB + -ATION.] (See quot. 1893.)
1803 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 3) 617 Micasization the

production of mica as a secondary mineral from felspars or

other original constituents. 1896 VAN HISE in i6M Rep.
U.S. Geol. Surv. i. 691 Some of the more important of
these processes are micatization, feldsparization [etc.].

t Mica tion. 06s. [ad. L. micdtien-em
,
n. of

action f. micare to move swiftly, micare digitls to

play at mora ( How many fingers do I hold up? ).]

a. The action used in playing at mora. b. A beat

of the pulse.
c 1643 Vox Tiirtnris 8 Hence Causabonus saith dimicare

to duell or fight is derived, which is properly by Lot or
mication to put an end to controversie. 1656 STANLEY Hist.
Philos.vm. (1687)466/2 By Lot, or Mication with the Fingers
(giuoco delta mora). 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Pulse,
This Strength is made up with the Multiplicity and Fre

quency of less Mications [sc. of the pulse] as in the Heights
of Fevers.

t Mice-eyed, a. Obs. rare*, [f. mice, pi. of

MOUSE + EYED.] Having the keen eyes of mice.

99 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 67 O for a Legion of mice-eyed
dicipherers and calculaters vppon characters, now to augu-
rate what I meane by this.

Micelium, obs. variant of MTCEMDM.
II Micella (mise-la). Biol. PI. micellae (-f).

[mod.L., dim. of L. mica crumb.] Nageli s term

(1877) for the hypothetical solid molecular aggre
gates of which he considered the organized struc

tures of plants to consist. The micella is distin

guished from the PLEON in that it consists of a
much larger number of molecules, and in that

increase or decrease of size does not affect the
chemical constitution. In certain cases the micella;
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were assumed to be crystals. Hence Mice-liar a.,

pertaining to or composed of micellae.

1882 VINES tr. Sachs 1

Bot. 664 note i. 1885 GOODALE
Physiol. Bot. (1892) 218 In the adherent film of water around
each micella new micellae of cellulose are supposed to be

produced. 1893 W. N. PARKER tr. Weismanns Germ-Plasm
474 (Index) Mlcellar theory.

Mich : see MICHE v., MUCH a. and adv.

Michael (msi-kel). Forms : a. I Micha(h)el,
3 (Ormin) Michaeel, 4 Mychael, 4, 6- Michael.

/3. 3 Missel, 4-5 Michel, 5 Mychel, 6 Mychell.

y. 3 Mihael, Mi;hel, 4 Mihel, Myjhell, 5 My-
ghell, Myghele, 7 (in Comb.) Mighill-. [repr.

Heb. &quot;wo Mikhael, lit. who is like God? Gr.

MixaijA., L. Michael, whence OF. Michiel, F.

Michel, It. Michele, Sp. Miguel, Tg. Miguel, G.
\

Michael (the archangel), Michel (in popular uses).
The -y forms, implying a pronunciation (miyeb, are difficult

to account for. They occur only in application to the arch

angel or his feast ; for the baptismal name the ft forms only
were used down to the i7th c.]

1. The name of one of the archangels. The feast
of St. Michael, St. Michael s clay: Michaelmas.
riooo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 518 Michahel. am$Ancr, R.

412 Seinte Mihacles dei. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11032 A
sein Misseles [v. r. Myhelles] dai. 1340 Ayenb. i Holy
archanle Michael. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 36, I schal

sende ow my-self seint Mihel myn Aungel. 1382 WYCLIF
Dan. x. 13 Mychael [1388 My|hel]. 14. . CustomsofMatton. . . . .

in Surtees Misc. (1888) 59 Eftyr |&amp;gt;e
fest of Sayntt Myghell.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. 294 So much the fear Of Thunder and
the Sword of Michael Wrought still within them.

b. St. MicliaeFs pear[ = K. poire de St.-Michel,
G. Michaelisbirne\ : a kind of pear that is ripe at

Michaelmas.
1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. viii, They strung him up

to the branch of a St. Michael s pear-tree.

C. Order of St. Michael: an old French military
order instituted by Louis XI in 1462. Order of
St. Michael and St. George : an English civil

order of knighthood instituted in 1818, shortly
after the acquisition by Great Britain of Malta
and the Ionian Islands, for the purpose of affording
a special decoration to the natives of those islands;
now granted as a reward for distinguished services

in the colonies and abroad.

1530, 1591 [see ORDER sb. 8]. 1839 PennyCycl. XIII. 246/2
There are also.. knights of the Ionian order of Saint Mi
chael and Saint George.

1 2. = MICHAELMAS. Also attrib. in Michael-cry,

day, term
; Michael( s)-tide, Michaelmas-tide.

1406 HOCCLEVE Misrule 422 For Michel terme bat was
last. 1426 in Catal. Anc. Deeds in P. R. O. IV. 547 That
the said Richard be at Chestir the next Seterday after

Mygheleday in presens of the Chaumberlayn. 1573 TU8SBR
Husk. (1878) 28 Fresh herring plentie, Mihell brings. Ibid.

74 No danger at all to geld as they fall. Yet Michel cries

please butchers eies. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv.

(1621) 802 From the next Michaels-tide vnto Easter. 1615
W. LAWSON Country Housew. Card. (1626) 12 At Mighill-
tide it will be good to sow Wall-flowers. lead. 51 Generally
no keeping fruit [sc. will be ready] before Michael-tide. 1622

S. WARD Life Faith in Death (1627) 87 To be haunted
with a Quartan from Michael to Ester. 1622 in Buccleitch

MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 210 By Michael next my Lord
. . makes accompt to bring her over.

3. As a common Christian name of men. Also

in proverbial phrases.
1340 Ayenb. i pis boc is dan Michelis of Northgate, y-

write an englis of his owene hand. 1500-20 DUNUAR Poems
xxii. 71 Twa curis or thre hes vpolandis Michell \rimcs
knitchell and nichell (

= L. nihil}]. a 1625 FLETCHER ll o-

jnan s Prize i. iii, Petrjt. Well there are more Maides then

Maudlin, that s my comfort. Alar. Yes, and more men
then Michael. 1783 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Michael. Hip,
Michael, your head s on fire.

Michaelite (mai-kelait). Min. [f.
name of

St. Michaels, in the Azores : see -ITE.]
= FIOKITE.

1821 WEBSTER in Amer. Jml. Set. III. 391 From the
island where this variety [sc. of siliceous sinter] occurs (St.

Michaels) it might perhaps be distinguished by the term
Michaelite.

Michaelmas (mi-kelmas). Forms : I Sanct
Michaeles meesse, 3 Mi^heles-masse ; 3 miel-,

missel-, 3, 5 mijhel, 3-5 mychel, 4 myel-,
mihele-, misschel, 4-5 myhel, 5 myhil, myhell,
michel-, mijele-, mighell-, meghel-, mykel-,
mykyl, myjhel-, 5-6 myghel(l-, mighel-, 6

myell-, myhyl-, mihel-, michall-, 7 michal-
;

3- masse, etc. (see MASS sb^) ; 4 mykames ;

7- Michaelmas. Also 9 dial. Mihil-, Mile-,
Mildmas. [f. the name of St. Michael the Arch

angel: see MASS sl&amp;gt;.

1
] The feast of St. Michael,

29 Sept., one of the four quarter-days of the English
business year.
la 1123 O. E, Chron. an. 1101 Se eorl sySSan o3 Set ofer

see Michaeles meesse her on lande wunode. ] e 1290 6
1

. Eng.
Leg. I. 53/229 Op-on Mi3hel-masse fourtene-ny^ht. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9508 J&amp;gt;e kinges poer & is ost. .wende vorf&amp;gt;

to oxenford aboute mielmasse. 1377 LAKGL. P. PI. B. xn. 240
Fro mychelmesse to mychelmesse I fynde hem with wafres.

1389111 Eng. Gilds (i 870) 35 Be-twixen be festeof the natiuite
of oure lady& Misschelmasse. 1435 Nottingham Rec. II. 361
At ye Anounsiacion of oure Lady and Meghelmes. 1452 in

Berks, Bucks $ Oxen Archxot. Jrnl. Oct. (1903) 78 For

ij Ib wex candells a ghens myhellmas xij.d. 1469 M. PAS-
TON in P. Lett. II. 365 Wednsday or Thursday aftyr My-
kylmes. 1475 Presentm. Juiies in Surtees Misc. (1888) 26

MICHE.
At the gret cowries at Mykelmes, )&amp;gt;e yer [etc.]. 1530 PALSGR.
804/2 At Mychelmesse, a la saynt Michel or le jour de
sainct Michet. 1536 Anc. Cal. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 497
The wyche off trewythe was grawnttyd att myellmas last

past. 1539 in W. A. J. Archbold Somerset Rclig. Ho. (1892)
117 We intende. .to letowte the pastures and demeynes now
from mighelmas forthe quarterly. 1598 SHAKS. Merry lv .

i. i. 212 Alhallowmas last, a fortnight a-fore Michaelmas.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Burrow Lames c. 43. 124 The first

[sc. head-court] is after the feast of Michalmes. 1661 MAR-
VELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 70 Which sum.. shall be col

lected.^! Michal masse and Lady day. 1712 STEELE Spect.
No. 424 p 5 By Michaelmas tis odds but we come to down-

right squabbling. 1819 Sport. Mag. 274 He will blow upon
his fingers before Mildmas {footnote, Michaelmas], 1864
TENNYSON North. Fanner, Old Style xii, And I d managed
for Squoire coom Michaelmas thutty year.

b. attrib. and Comb., as Michaelmas goose,

onion, rent; Michaelmas blackbird, the ring
ouzel ( Turdus tonjuatits) ;

Michaelmas crocus,
the autumn crocus (Colchicum autiimnale] ;

Michaelmas daisy, a sea-starwort, (a) wild aster

(Aster TripoHuni]; (b) one of several garden asters

of a shrubby habit and bearing masses of small

purplish flowers
;
Michaelmas day = sense I

;

Michaelmas eve, the evening before Michntl-

mas
; f Michaelmas moon = HARVEST MOON

;

t Michaelmas pardon (sec PAKDUN rf. 1 3^);
Michaelmas spring, an autumnal spring; also

fig.; Michaelmas term, a term or session (be

ginning soon after Michaelmas) of the High Court

of Justice in England ;
and also of Oxford, Cam

bridge, and various other universities ;
Michael

mas tide, the season of Michaelmas.
Old Michaelmas day : the day that would_ have been

called 29 Sept. if the Old Style had been retained without

correction : from 1900 onwards this has been 12 Oct.

1822 LATHAM Hist. Birds V. 39 note. Ring Ouzel . . a

British Species, only seen in spring and autumn. By some
called the Michaelmas Blackbird. 1785 MARTYN Ronsseuu s

Bot. xxvi. (1794) 391 Many [Asters] as confounded under the

Vulgar title of Michaelmas Daisies. 1882 6W&amp;lt;rV 24 June
437/2 A brown-centred small Michaelmas Daisy. [1:1290
6&quot;. Eng. Leg. I. 304/165 Men synguez a-*Mi3lieles-masse-

day In holie church also Of one bataiie bat seint Mi3bcl
\vitha dragun scholde do.] 1359 in Eng. Gilds (1870,1 97
And yis glide schal haue, by Jere,

foure mornspeches. .ye
ferthe schal be on mykames day. 1463 Mann, q Housch.

Exp. (Roxb.) 154 The fryday next afftyr Myhelmesse day
my mastyr delyveryd to my sayd lord..vj.s. viij.d. 1864
Chambers 1 Bk. Days II. 387/2 Michaelmas Day, the 2gth of

September, properly named the day of St. Michael and
All Angels. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8793 So bat a &quot;Mi.ssi.l-

masse cue mid hor ost hii come. 1792 Statist. Ace. Scot.

II. 438 note, The son-in-law binds himself to give him [the

father-in-law] the profits of the first *Michaelmas moon.

1763 MILLS Syst. t ract. Hush. IV. 34 One of these crops,
known by the name of *Michaelmas onions, is sown in

August. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia IV. (Arb.) 619 Thus

they spend &quot;Michaelmas rent in Mid-summer Moone,
and would gather their Haruest before they haue planted
their Corne. 1763 Museum Rust. (ed. 2) I. 75 If the

markets are low, they fail in the payment of their

Michaelmas rent. 1573 TUSSER Hush. 11878 135 Be mind-
full abrode of &quot;Mihelmas spring. 1658 GI-RNALL Chr. in

Arm. Verse 16. x. (1669) 210/1 God promised him a Mi-
chaelmas spring (I may so say) a son in his old age. 1721
AMHF.RST Terrx Fit. App. (1754) 281 He was, in &quot;michael-

mas-term following, admitted commoner in Oriel college.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. ix. 329 The morrow of All Souls

. .(which day is now altered to the morrow of St. Martin by
the last act for abbreviating Michaelmas term). 1903 Oif.
Univ. Cat. p. xiii, Oct. 10. Oxford Michaelmas Term begins.

1903 Longm. Mag. Oct. 516 At *Michaelmas-tide heavy
waggons lumber through the villages.

MichaelSOHite (mrkelssnsit). Min. [f. the

name of A. Michaelsoti (1868), who first analysed
it : see -ITE.]

= ERDMANNITE.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) II. 289 Michaelsonite Dana. An

orthite-like mineral occurring near Brevig.., containing,
like muromontite, little alumina and some glucina.

Michall, variant of MECHAL Obs.

Michal(l)mas, -mes, obs. ff. MICHAELMAS.

Michare, obs. form of MICHER.

t Miche, s6. 1 Obs. [a. OF. miche, of obscure

origin; it does not regularly represent L. mica crumb.
The same word appears in MDu., MLG. inicke (mod.Diu

tnik], but it is uncertain whether it was adopted from Du.
into Fr. or vice versa.]

A loaf of bread.
c 1290 St. Brandan 296 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 227 Twelf ?wite

Miches [v. r. suche loues] men brynguth us. a 1300 R el.

Ant. II. 192 He sal sitte in helle flitte with-oute wyn and
miche. c 1400 Rotn. Rose 5585 He that hath miches tweyne,
..Liveth more at ese,..Than [etc.]. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. ccclxvi. 598 The lorde of Verby sent hym wyne
largely, and thretie mychestherwith. c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives

Berketeys (1883) I. 40 Fifty loafes called miches.

Hence t Michekln, a little cake.

CI440 Promp. Pam. 336/2 Mychekyne,&amp;gt;&amp;lt;w/rY/&amp;lt;x.

t Miche, sl&amp;gt;? Naut. Obs. Also 6 meche, 5-6

Sc.pl. mykkis. [Cf.
G. micke in the senses below ;

also Du. mik forked stick. Cf. Sc. dial, mitch,

a support for a mast when lowered (E. D. D.).]

a. A forked shaft for a pump. b. A wedge for

sighting a cannon.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 157 Miches with a

swivell a bolte & Ryng belongyng to the Ingyn to draw
water owte of the seid dokke. Ibid. 194 Serpentynes of

yron..yche of them with his miches & forloke of yron..
Stone gonnes of yron .. with miches & forlokkes to the



MICHE.

same . . Serpentynes of Brasse with his miche & forloke.
|

Ibid. 261 Yron worke for xx of the seid gonncs that is to

say xx miches xx boltes & xx forelokes. 1497 Ibid. 209
j

Michies with a swevell a bolt & a ryng of yron belongyn^ ,

to the Ingynne to draw water at the Dokke. 1496 Ld.

Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1877) I. 292 For mykkis and bandis to
!

thegunnys. 1513 Ibid. (1902) IV. 485. 1514 Lett, t Papers

of tten. VIII, f. 4968 (MS.) Every chamber having one

meche and one forlock,

Miche (mitj&quot;),
v. Now dial. Also 6 myche, 6-7

mitche, 9 mich, mitch, meech. [app. a. OF.

muchier, mucier to hide, also intr. to skulk, lurk.]

t 1. trans. To pilfer. Obs.

[^1225: cf. MICHER ;&] 1390 [Implied in MICHING vbl. I

so.]. 1440 Promf. Pan: 337/1 Mychyn, or pryuely

stelyn smale things. 1496 Vires , Paup. (W. de W.)
i. liii. 94/1 That he myght haue myched or deled the

moneye awaye, for he bare the puree. 1570 LEVINS Manif.
115/32 To Mych, suffiirari. Ibid. 130/10 To Pilch, miche,

siiffurari.

2. intr. To shrink or retire from view; to lurk

out of sight ; to skulk. Also pass, and Const, off.

1558 PHAER SEneid v. (1573) O ij b, To woods, and moun.

tayn caues, and holes of rocks they miching ronne. 1581

STUDLEY Seneca s Here. CEtzvs if. i93b, Myche where

thou mayst vnspyde. 1582 STANYHURST jEneis iv. (Arb.)

104 What doe ye forge? wherefore thus vaynely in land

Lybye mitche you ? 1602 HEVWOOD Worn. Killedw. Kindn.
Wks. 1874 II. 113, I neuer look d for better of that rascall

Since he came miching first into our house. 1605 Hist.

Stukrlty D 3, Then will we not come miching thus by night
But charge the towne and winne it by day light. 1612

CHAPMAN Widmuts T. y.
i. K4b, Where found

you
him?

My truant was mich t, Sir, into a blind corner of the Tomb.

1728 BAILEY, To Miche, to stand off, to hang back,

b. To play truant.

1580 LVLY Euphues (Arb.) 379 What made the Gods so

often to trewant from Heauen, and mych heere on earth, i

butbeautic? a 1586 SIDNEY Aslr. ff Stella.f\\\, Yet, deare,

let me his pardon get of you, So long, though he from book

myche to desire, Till without fewell you can make hot fire.

1624-5 Exeter City Mun. in Notes ft Gleanings (Exeter)

II. 187/1 Some of r? children pretendinge that they went

to schoole went a meechinge half a yeare or more together.

1672 [H. STUBBE] Rosemary fy Bftyes :8 Like truant chil

dren forsook their school, to go miching after black-berries.

c 1806 T. SWIFT Tinun Scene in Poet. Keg. (1806-7) 157 On
mischief bent, the imps had mitch d from school. 1879 in

Fitzpatrick Life Lever I. 10 One day Charley and I mitched

from school. 1900 UPWARD Eben. Lobb 96 The limp and

trembling boy. .now looked as if he could never mich from ,

Sabbath-school or throw a stone, .again.

f3. a. To grumble secretly, b. To pretend

poverty. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Nicchiarc, to lament . . to miche, to grumble
closely or show some signe of discontent. 1611 COTGR.,
faire lesenaud..\o miche it, or a rich man to make shew
of pouertie.

Miche, Michel, obs. ff. MUCH, MICKLE.

Michelangelesque (msiikelsnd^ele sk), a.

[f. the name of Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-

1564), a famous Italian artist : see -ESQUE.] Per

taining to or after the manner of Michelangelo.
1784 J. BARRY in Lect. Paint, iii. (1848) 133 The arm is

a little too square and michelangelesque. 1864 LOWELL
,

Fireside Trav. 220 The Michael Angelesque olive-trunks.

1886 RUSKIN Prxterita II. 50, I .. progressed greatly and

vitally in Michael-Angelesque directions. 1887 DOWDEN
j

Shelley 1 1. v. 239 Visions . . of Michelangelesque sublimity.

So Michela-ngelism, the manner or tendencies

in art of Michelangelo.
i883 C. C. PERKINS Ital. Sculpture ill. iv. 350 The greater

part of the sculpture, .shuns the Scylla of nullity and bad
taste only to fall into the Charybdis of Michelangelism.

Michelmasse, obs. form of MICHAELMAS.

Micher (mi-tjVt), sh. Now dial. Forms: 3

muchare, 4-5 myoher, 4-6 michare, 6 mychare,

4, 6 rnichir, 7 meeoher, miteher, 4- micher.

[Early ME. muchare, app. a. OF. *muchere,

muchcor, agent.-n. f. micher MICHE v. (which is

not recorded in Eng. till much later).]

1. A secret or petty thief. Obs.

,71225 Ancr. R. 150 pis world. .is al biset of helle mu-

charespet robbeS al be gold-hordes bet heo muwen under-

3tten. c 1357 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 825 Who brekys &amp;gt;e

seuynt comaundement, Mechers, Robbers and extorcioners.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3541 To
J&amp;gt;is

michare out of Messe-

done bis mandment I write, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxvii. 107

(Harl. MS.) To slepe, when obere men wakithe, as dothe
thevis and mychers. 1530 PALSGR. 244/1 Mecher a lytcll

thefe, laronccav. c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII
(Camden) 204 Where is Miser and Micher Micheas? where
doth he now micher? 1563-83 FOXE A.

&amp;lt;$

M. II. 804/2

Callyng him [sc. Becket] micher and theefe, for that hee

wrought by craftes and imaginations. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.

Agric. (1681) 102 This [Fence] makes a speedy shelter for

a Garden from Winds, Beasts, or such like injuries, rather

than from rude Michers. 1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss.,

Michers, thieves, pilferers. Norf. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xxvii,

Thou art turned micher as well as padder Canst both rob

a man and kidnap him I

f 2. One who goes sneaking about for dishonest

or improper purposes ; esp. in i6-i7th c., a pander
or go-between. Obs.

14.. A oHt. in Wr.-Wulcker 687/1 Hie circumforarius, a

mycher. c 1530 Hyckescorner 378 (Manly) Wanton wenches,
and also mychers. With many other of the devylles offycers,

1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 128 Hee detesteth &
vtterly abhorreth the whole brood of priuie michers, secret

vnderminers, hypocrites, & double dealers, a 1550 Image
Ifocr.

I. in Slielton s Wks. (1843) II. 419 Oh ye kynde of

vipers,. .That haue so many miters ! And yett ye be but
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mychers. 01610 FLETCHER Boniiuca I. ii, It may b a

whore too
; say it be : come, meecher, Thou shall have both

[drink and whore). 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Agst. Cursing

I, .VTuttirng-Wks. 1.48/2 He is altogether ashamed, and like

a Micher muffles his face in his hat.

fb. One who pretends poverty. Obs.

1611 COTGR., Senaitd. .a rich micher, a rich man that pre
tends himselfe to be verie poore. 1696 PHILLIPS, A Micher,
a covetous Person, a niggardly Pinch-penny.
3. A truant ;

one who improperly absents himself.

1530 PALSGR. 245/1 Michar, h issoimier. 1532 MORE
Confut. {Male Wks. 577/1 He like a mycher and a trew-

ant, played at buckle pitte by the way. 1594 LYLY Math.

Bomb. i. iii. 191 How like a micher he standes, as though he

had trewanted from honestie ! 1596 SHAKS. I Hen. II/, II.

iv. 450 Shall the blessed Sonne of Heauen proue a Micher,
and eate Black-berryes ? 1775 ASH, Miclier, a lazy loiter

ing fellow, one who keeps out of sight to avoid working.

1840 HOOD Friend in Need Wks. 1862 V. 275 When a

young micher plays truant, it is not for a lounge about the

homestead. 1891 S. MOSTYN Curatica 67 My schoolmaster

. .who had gained a high reputation for his skill in dealing
with the micher .

4. Comb., as miclier-like adv.

1586 B. YOUNG Giiazzo i Ch: Coiiv. IV. 194 Hee hath

dronke so micherlike [li.furtivamentc], as though he were

none of this companie.

tMi Cher, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MICHER sb.]

intr. To sneak. Hence t Mi chering///. a.

c 1555 [see MICHER sir. i). 1615 W. HULL Mirr. Maieslie

6 One meechering hypocrite crept into the marriage feast,

with-out his wedding garment.

tMi chery. 0/&amp;gt;s. Also4-5micherie,mecherie,
5 mychery(e. [f.

MICHEB si. + -Y.] Pilfering,

thievishness ; cheating.
1390 GOWER COM/. II. 346 With Covoitise yit I finde A

Servant of the same kinde, Which Stellhe is hole, and Me-
cherie With him is evere in compainie. Ibid. 355 For Venus,
which was enemie Of thilke loves micherie, Discovereth al

the pleine cas To Clymene. 1:1440 Jacob s Well 196 pou
hast get good in raueyn, thefte, & mycherye. c 1440 Promp.
Pan: 337/1 Mychery, capacitas, ritanticulains,furtului.

1496 Dh fs
&amp;gt;! Pauper (W. de W.) vil. iv. 279/2 Somtyme

a thynge is stolen preuely without wetynge of the lorde or

of the keper and ayenst ther wyll, & it is called mycherye.

1565-73 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 251 He was suspect of

michery and untreweth.

Michil, variant of MICKLE.

Miching (mi tjirj ),! */. sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also

7 micking. [f. MICHE v. + -iso !.] The action of

the verb MICUE
; pilfering, skulking, playing truant.

Also Comb., as miching-time. t In miching wise :

in a skulking or surreptitious manner.

1390 GOWER Cottf. II. 347 For noman of his conseil

kno%veth ; What he mai gele of his Michinge. c 1480 HENRY-
SON Fable Fox

&amp;lt;$ Wolf 5 This Fox. .durst no more with

miching intermell. 1577 STANVHURST Descr.lrel. in Holin-

iW(i8o8) VI. Ep. Ded., His historic in mitching wise wan-

Mag. Mar. 517 We called it \sc. playing truant] miching ,

pronouncing the * in mich long, as in mile , whereas in

Devonshire the same word, in the same sense, is pronounced
with the i short, as in mill . 1891 S. MOSTYN Curatica 67
The schoolboy s miching is the clergyman s Mondayishness.

1894 Q. Rev. July 136 These servants ..were skilful in de

vising means of interrupting the performance, or miching
from it to the nearest tavern.

Miching (mi-tjin),///. a. Obs. exc. dial. Also

7 micking, meiching, 8-9 mooching, [f. MICHE
v. + -ING 2

.]
In various senses of the verb : Pilfer

ing, skulking, truant-playing, pretending poverty.
1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. n. vi. (1588) 196 Either micbing or

mightie theeues. 1592 SYLVESTER Tri. Faith IV.
y, Here,

myching Jonas (sunk in sudden Storm) Of his Deliverance
findesa Fish the mean. 1609 Bp.W. BARLOWS/TO . Nameless
Cath. 68 A miching Curre, biting her behinde, when she
cannot turne backe. 1614 DYKE Myst. Selfe-deceit (1615)

40 They are no miching and scraping niggards, but rather

wasteful and riotous prodigals. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr.

Goulart s Wise Vieillard 72 What myching couetousnesse
is it, not to bee willing to part with somewhat of that which
we haue. a 1625 FLETCHER Noble Gent. L i, O my meiching
varlet I ll fit ye as I live. 1766 J. ADAMS Diary i Jan.,
Wks. 1850 II. 173 Meeching, sordid, stupk*
deserve to he made slaves to their owi
KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago I. 116 You loafing, miching,
ing crow-keepers. 1866 BLACKMORE C. Nowell\\, Not even a
shark s fin, or a mitching dolphin. 1877 Eretna xliii,,Two
miching boys, who meant to fish for minnows with a pin.

t Miching malieho. Occurs only in the Shaks.

passage quoted, and echoes of it
;
of uncertain form,

origin, and meaning.
It is probable, though hardly certain, that the first word is

MICHINC ppl. a. The conjecture that the second word
represents Sp. malhecho misdeed (whence Malone and sub

sequent editors print mallec/to) yields a fairly satisfactory
sense ; but there is no evidence that the Sp. word was
familiar in English, and its pronunciation (malie tft?) does
not account for the forms in the early editions.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 146 Marry this is Miching
Malieho [sic Fol. i (1623): Q i (1603) myching Mallico;
02 (1604) munching Mallico], that meanes Mischeefe. 1836
t,. HOWARD ^\. Reefer xliii, There was no minching ma
lieho ,

or anything like mischief. 1882 STEVENSON in Longm.
Mag. I.yi Other spots again seem to abide their destiny,

suggestive and impenetrable, miching mallecho*.

Micht, obs. Sc. form of MIGHT.

Mick (mik). Shortened form of proper name
Michael, applied jocularly to an Irishman.
1882 MARK TWAIN Innoc. at Home ii, When the Micks

got to throwing stones through the Methodis Sunday-school

MICKLE.

windows. 1893 A. FULLER Lit. Courtship x. 93 If once
she gets hold of that fact, you will wish you had been born

a mick .

Mickel;!, Mickeson, obs. ff. MICKLE, MIXEN.

Mickle (mi k l), muckle (mo-kl), a., sb. and

adv. Obs. exc. dial, and arch. Forms: a. 1-2

micel, myeel, 3 michil, 3-5 michel, mychel,
4-5 myohell, mechil, mechel, mycbil. P. 2-3

mucheie, 2-5 muchel, 3 muechel, 3-5 mochil,

4 muohil, raochill, 4-5 mochel, 4-6 mochell,

5 mochyll, 6 (arch.} muehell. -y. [1-2 rniol-],

3 mikel(l, -ul, mickel, 3-4 mikil, mykil, 3-6

mykel(l(e, mykyll, 4-5 mykill, -yl, 4-6 mykle,

5 mikille, myoul(le, 5-7 micle, mycle, 6

mykkylle, mickell, myokil, 5- miekle. 8. 3-5
mekyll, 3-6 mekil(l, 4 Sc. meekle, 4-5 mekille,

-yl, 4-6 mekile. 5 mekel(l, -ul\l, mecul^le, 6

meakle,6-7 Sf. meikill, 5-8 mekle, cjSc. meiokle,
6- Sc. meikle. i. 3 muole, 4, 6 mokel(l, 8 mukel,
8- muckle. [Com. Teut. : OE. micel (also mycet)
= OS. mikil (MLG. michel), OHG. M&b/(MRG.
michel}, ON. mikell, also mykcll (nom. and ace.

neut. miket, my/tet, ace. masc. mikenn, mykenn ;

Sw. myckeu, neut. mycket ; Norw. dial. myktn t

neut. mykel; Da. meget neut.), Goth, mikils:

OTeut. *mikilo-, corresponding to Gr. iieya\o-,

lengthened stem of / -yar great ;
the shorter form

of the adj. is represented in Teut. only by ON.

mifk adv., very, which formally corresponds to

Gr. ^tyo neut. The root *meg- (represented also

in Armenian Miffs great, and perh. in L. magnus)

appears to be allied to the Aryan root &quot;magh-
of

Skr. mah, maha, mahan great.
The OE. form mycel (which is not a mere graphic variant

of micel, but stands for an actual pronunciation) is difficult

to explain ; it is commonly supposed to be due to association

with lytel LITTLE a. The similar change of; intoy in ON.
mykell, mykl-, is believed to proceed from the influence of

the in the inflected forms miklu, niiklum ; but this ex

planation is not applicable to OE.
The phonology of the ME. and modern forms is in_many

points obscure. Normally, OE. y would become in the

S.W. , pronounced (fl), and elsewhere i ; the abnormal n

(in M E. also written o) of the (3 and &amp;lt; forms has not yet been

satisfactorily explained. The forms with k are northern

and north-midland j
the regular southern forms with ck are

obsolete, having given place to the shortened mich, MUCH.
In present dialectal use the prevailing form is muckle ;

but miekle and meikle are often used^ by modern Scottish

writers even when their own colloquial dialect has only
muckle. The archaistic use in non-dialectal poetry is rare,

and almost confined to the form mickle.\

A. adj.
1. = GBEAT a., in various applications.
a. with reference to size, bulk, stature.

a. 825 in Birch Cartnl. Sax. I. 542 ponon on anne micelne

stan. c 1000 jELFRic Gen. i. 16 And god seworhte twa micele

leoht. c 1425 Cursor M. 1320 (Trill.) A mychel tre.

v. a 1300 Cursor M. 1320 Out-ouer ^at well ban lokes

he, And sagh Jjar stand a mikel tre. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 12341 By a mykel firhe sat. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 874 A man bat mykill vas.

1560 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 72 Ane mykle pot, ane les

pot, ane tyn pynt [etc.], a
1657

MURE Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 254

She bure vnto him . . Ard. called miekle Archibald. 1789
BURNS Toothache\\\, I throw the wee stools o er the miekle*

* c 375 Sc- Ltg. Saints x. (Afathou) 43 A citte, bat

mekile wes & of gret fame. 1375 HARBOUR Brua xvm. 308
His mekill hude helit haly The armyng that he on hym had.

c 1440 A Iphakft of Tales 62 pis Assenech was a mekull

large womman as Sarra was. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems liv.

5 My ladye with the mekle lippis. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Les

lie s Hist. Scot. 1. 14 Thaymekle gret horse quhilkes. .beiris

armed men of weir. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. ii. i, Set the

meiklest peat-stack in a low. 1863 R. QUINN Heather Lintie

249 Glib cantin Bauldy S now lies Neath this rouch

meickle stane.

. 13. . K. E. Allit. P. B. 366 Was no brymme bat abod

vnbrosten bylyue, pe mukel lauande loghe to be lyfte rered.

15. . WyfAuchtirmwchty 113 in Bannatync MS. (Hunter.

Club) 345 Vp scho gat ane muckle rung. 1748 THOMSON
Cast. Indol. n. vii, [He] grew at last a knight of muckel

frame. 1814 SCOTT War. xlii, Mr. Waverley s wearied wi

majoring yonder afore the muckle pier-glass. 1866 J. B.

ROSE tr. Ovid s Met. 337 The cormorant short-legged, with

muckle throat. 1889 BARRIE Window in Thrums xi. He was

a terrible invalid, an for the hinmost years o his life he sat

in a muckle chair nicht an
1

day.

t b. as a distinctive epithet for a place, building,

etc. Obs.

1379 Rolls o/Parlt. III. 69/1 Son College appellez Mokel

Universite Hall en Oxenford. c 1400 Brut [vi. 50 Auri-

lambros & Vter . . assemblede a grete hoste forto come into

michel Britaigne. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 462 Castre faste

by Mikel Vermuth, in the shire of Norflblk.

c. said of a numerical aggregate, proportion,
etc.

1746 p;

31435 Muechel del heo slojen of ban monweorede. 1375

BARBOUR Bruce XVH. 183 He had A mekill rout of worthy
men. .11400-50 Alexander 69 Slik was be multitude of

mast so mekil & so thike, pat all him bost hot he treis a hare

wod it semyd. Ibid. 927 pe multitude sa mekill of men.

d. with reference to amount or degree. Now
rare or

Ol&amp;gt;s.; merged in sense 2, from which, when

the sb. has no article, it is often hardly to be dis

tinguished,



MICKLE. 409 MICKLEMOTE.
a. r888 K. ALFRED Bocth. xxxviii. 2 SwiSe oft se micla

amvald Sara yflena xehrist swi5e fa:r)ice. a 900 O. E. Chron.

an. 664 (MS. A.),py ilcangeare wa-s micel mancuealm. 1:1250
Gen. ^ Ex. 1208 Michel gestninge made abraham. c 1374
CHAUCER Anel. #t Arc. 99 But natheles ful mychell be-

synesse Had he or bat he myght his lady wynne. 1390
GOWER Conf. III. 381 Mechil grace ther uppon Unto the

Citees schulde falle. a 1425 Cursor M. 18123 (Trin.) per
cooma mechel steuen. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 8445 Than
had the Soudon michel care.

ft, aizoo Moral Ode 211 Codes wisdom is wel mnchel
and nlsvva is his nuhte. c 1200 Vices $ Virtues 47 Hit is me
to muchel iswinch 3ar embe to benken. 1330 Assiimp.
Virg. (B.M. MS.) 747 And ihesu, borw his niochil myjt,
Here feet and handes gan to ry}t. ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom.
Rose 45 And that is she that hath, y-wis, So mochel prys.

^1386 Kittys T. 1494 Thou shalt hen wedded vn to oon
of tho That han for thee so muchel care and wo. 1413 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. no, I was ful sory that I was so

soone departtd fro so mochel ioye. c 1460 Launfal 282 A
man of mochell myghte.
y. irizooOfiMiN 788 Forr ^att wass to batt gode preost

j

Well swie mikell blisse. c 1220 Bestiary 319 He lepeS
;

3anne win mikel list, Of swet water he haued Srist. a 1300
Cursor M. 18123 And eft bar come a mikel steuen, Als it a

j

thoner war of heuen. c 1330 R, BRUNNK Chron. (1810) 2 pe
Bretons, men of mykelle myght. 1420 Antnrs of Arth.
xliii. (Ireland MS.), He wulle stond the in stoure, in-toe so

mycul styd. 1522 World fy Child (Roxb.J A iv, Mykyll
is his myght. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. iv. 7 He was a man of I

mickle might. Ibid. m. iv. 20 He..mickle fame Did get
j

through great adventures by him donne. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. y/

t iv. vi. 35 To morrow I sliall dye with mickle Age. ,

1627 DRAVTON Niwfkidia Ixxxviii, To the Fayrie Court they ;

went, With mickle loy and merriment. 1819 KEATS Eve St.
\

Agnes xiv, But let me laugh awhile, I ve mickle time to

grieve. 1850 BLACKIE jEschylus II. 269 The riches stored

by me with mickle care. 1891 E. FIELD Western Verse^ \

Death Robin Hood 24 With mickle woe His heart was like

to break.

& c X37S Sc- Leg. Saints i. (Petrns) 537 He had berof

rycht mekil wondir. c 1400 Rowland &amp;lt;y

O. 484 p* Sarazene

cryed with mekill myghte. c 1420 Antnrs ofArth. xxxvni.

(Ireland MS.), Thekinge commawundet kindeli the Erie of

Kente, For his meculle curtasy, to kepe the tother kny^te.
(1420 Sir Ainatiace (Camdeo) xiv, Ther he wanne fulle

mecul honoure. 1616 Barbonr s Bruce (ed. Hart) n. 245*
Men of meekle might.

f. 1205 LAV. 29752 And mid wurSscipe mucle haldeS his

wike. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1164, & he hem haljed for

his & help at her nede In mukel meschefes mony, bat meruayl
is to here.

e. with reference to power or importance. Now
somewhat rare.

a., a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 28 Apr. 66 On bone ylcan dseg
bi5 sancte Cristofores browung baes miclan martytes. a 1325
Prose Psalter xlvii[i]. i Our Lord is michel & wcrbi to be

praysed.
ft. a izoo Moral Ode 92 Hwet scule we seggen ofier don

et be tnuchele dome. 1374 CHAUCF.R Boet/i. iv. Pr. i. 86
:

(Camb. MS.) The rith ordenee hows of so mochel a fader.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 17827 And thoru bair godd adonai,

pair mikel godd of Israel, pai coniurd bam na soth to hel.

15. . Peebles to Play xxiii, The meikill devill gang wi you.
6. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxviii. 39 Solyman,

j

Tamer Ian, nor yit the mekle DeilL.was neuer sa wickit. I

1796 BURNS To Mitchell 3 Alake ! alake ! the meikle deil

Wi a
1

his witches Are at it. 1800 TANNAHJLL Poems (1900)
120 Yon meikle folk Think siller stands for sense.

e. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon, (1602) 144 Great rich
i

farmers or muckle carles of the countrey. 1819 W. TENNANT
Papistry Stonrid in. (1827) 97 Our anchor s lost, ..We re

perish da , baith sma and muckle ! 1896 L. KEITH Indian
Uncle \. 4 There s nae gainsaying that oor Adam s the

muckle man o the family noo.

f. Const. 0f, at.

y. a lyxtCursor M. 283 pislauerd bat is so mikul o might. ;

Ibid. 15124 O bis iesu bat es sa wls Sa mikel alsua o lare. !

Ibid. 17969 pat goddes sone so mychel of my^t, Among
monkynde shal he li^t.

$, 1375 Cursor M. 17969 (Gott.) pat goddes sun, sua
mekil of might. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. n Than
swoir ane courtyour mekle of pryd. ? a 1550 Drotchis Part \

of flay 42 in Dutt&arfsP0ttttt$*T.&] 315 Bot eftir he grew ;

mekle at fowth.

2. A great quantity or amount of; = MUCH a. \

(In Sc. now chiefly in negative and interrogative

context.)
a. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 76 jif mon on mycelre rade. .

weorSe geteorad [etc.]. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 Micel
hadde Henri King gadered gold & syluer.

. c 1205 LAV. 7283 Heo nomen of Romanisce londe
muchel seoluer & gold. ^1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 92 Pre-
latis ouere bis robben oure lond of mochil tresour. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb. 109 A goodly Oake sometime
had it bene..And mochell mast to the husband did yielde.

y. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) i. 4 pe kyng..haldes grete I

and mykill land. Ibid. iv. 13 Scho had rnykill tresoure.

(1450 Mironr Saluacionn 3417 The Jewes .. gaf thaym
mykel monee als. c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 68
Take as mykel salt, as bow hast pouder. 1526 SKELTON
Magnyf. 1356 By me is conueyed mykyll praty ware.
5. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. (Mathou) 464 He gert In-

wirone al hyre In with mekil fuel, It to bryne. 1508 DUN-
BAR Flyting w. Kennedie 189 Thowpurehippit, vglyaverill,
..Quhilk brewis mekle barret to thy bryd. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 26 He gathiris mekle money. 1676
W. Row Contn. Blair s Atttobiog. xii. (1848) 439 The honest
Earl of Crawford feared mickle evil from this Session of

Parliament. 1786 Har st Rig xii, Duncan brags how
meikle meal She s eaten here. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xxxi,
You have had as meikle good fortune as if you had been
born with a lucky-hood on your head.

. 1720 RAMSAY Edinb s Saint, to Ld. Carnarvon iv,
I ll no make muckle vaunting. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, xiv,
Neither of our sorrows will do muckle gude, that I can see. I

a 1859 in J. Watson Living Bards of Border 8 They were -

nae folk o muckle gear. 1872 C. GIBBON For the King-x.x\i t \

Madam, your father has not brought you muckle comfort.

VOL. VI.

fb. Qualifying folk, people: A great number
of, many. Obs.

/3. c 1275 Passion ofour Lord 49 in O. E. Misc. 38 Mochel
volk hym vulede.

y. c izoo ORMIN 15748 He full wel wjsste patt tier wass
sammnedd mikell follc patt lie^he da}} to frellsenn.

S. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 60 Mekle peple bat was in be
kurk war sparrid in with

J&amp;gt;e
watir.

3. Comb.: mickle-hammer (see quot.) ;
mickle-

mouthed
&amp;lt;z., applied proverbially to one whose

face is rather disfigured by the disproportionate
size of the mouth; micklewame, the stomach,

esp. that of the ox used for culinary purposes ;

t mickle-what (cf. LITTLE-WHAT), a great deal,

something of many kinds
; mickle wheel, the

great wheel of a spinning wheel.

1843 HOI.TZAPFFEL Turning I. 171 The spallers employ
heavy axe-formed or muckle-hammers, for spall ing or

scaling off smaller flakes [of granite]. 1721 KELLY Sc.
Proverbs 253

* Mickle mouth d Folk are happy to their Meat.
1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslies Hht. Scot. i. 94 Thay take the
hail *meklewame of ane slain ox [etc.]. 1390 GOWER Conf.
I. 320 As he which cowthe *mochcl what, a 1400-50 Alex
ander 130 Quadrentis coruen all of quyte siluyre full

quaynte, Mustours & mekil quat mare ben a littill. Il&amp;gt;id.

5468. 1821 GAivr Ann. Parish xii, Jioth little wheel and
*meikle wheel. 1824 SCOTT St. Remains xvi, She .. talked

something of matrimony, and the mysteries of the muckle
wheel.

B. ahsoL and sb.

I. The adj. used absol.

1. A great quantity or amount
;
much. To make

mickle of , to make much of, cherish.

a. a 1123 O. E, Chron. an. not His men mycel to hearme
Eefre jedydon.
y- c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodcra) 350 Hyme bat

mykil of hyre mad. c 1400 Sowdone Bah. 1016 Mikille of

my people have thay slayn. 171529 SKKLTON Col. Clonte

559 The Church hath to mykel, And they haue to lytell.

a 1701 SEDLEY Poet. Pieces Wks. 1722 II. 9 Hold, there s

enough ; nay, tis o er mickle.

8. c\yj$Sc. Leg. Saints xiii. (Marcus\ 10 Sanct lone be

ewangeliste, bat of ciistis priwete mekil wyste. a 1400-50
Alexander 4397 Hot ay mekill wakl haue mare as many
man spellis. 1508 DUNHAR Tva Mariit Wemen 60 Birdts

hes ane better law na bernis be meikill.

e. 1865 G. MACDONALU A. Forbes 2 There ll be no mu&amp;lt;_kle

o him to rise again. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold i, How
muckle will this be worth, think ye.

fb. Most, the greatest part (^something). Obs.

#1578 LINDESAY (Pitscott ie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 324

Quhene George Douglas come to Sanctandrois and remamit
thair mekill of ane day in dressing of his bussleness.

c. So mickle (in lythc. Sc. written sameikill}
= so much.
1437 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 503/2 Yef so mekill be necessarie

yerto. C 1440 Gencrydes 6451 Ye will doo so mekill as take

y payn, To come so ferre. 1609 SKENK Reg. Alaj. i. 39 b,

like ane of them sail haue sameikill, as is within his awin

lordship and dominion. Ibid.^ Stat. Alex. If, it;b, Quhat
he hes taken fra anie man, he sail restore sameikill to him.

d. In certain adverbial phrases : for as mickle

as, forasmuch as ; in as (f sa) mickle as, in so far

as, inasmuch as
; *|*

unto so miekle, so much that
;

j-
as mickle to say as as much as to say .

(11300 Cursor M. 19596 Sua aght all preistes . . In als

mikel als in bairn es. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (.Roxb.) Pref. 2

For als mykill as it es lang tyme passed sen bare was any
general passage ouer be see in to be haly land [etc.], c 1420
LYDG. Assenibly ofGods 92 In as mekyll as hit ys now soo
That ye hym here haue as your prysonere, I shall you shew

my compleynt loo. 1440 Alphabet of Tales 145 Hur
moder. .blamyd hur & reprovid hur berfor, vnto so mekle,
sho slew hur moder. c 1550 Exam. W, Tho&amp;gt;pe in Foxe
A. $ M. (1583) I. 534 For as mikle as your asking passeth

my vnderstanding, I dare neither deny it nor graunt it.

1563 J. DAVIDSON in Wodrow Misc. (1844) I. 192 For that

war als mekle to say as God had appoint! t the Kirk to be

judge betuix the thing that is and is not. a. 1572 KNOX
Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 283 Never twa of thame univer-

sallie aggreing in all pointis, in samekle as thei ar of men.

f2. (The }
mickle : those who are great. Obs.

ci220 Bestiary 548 Do am 5e little in leue Ia5e, De
mikle ne mai} he to him dra;en. a 1400 Octavian i Lytyll
and mykyll, olde and yonge, Lystenyth now to my talkynge.

II. sb.

f3. Size, stature; bigness. Obs.
c 1369 CHAUCF.R Dethe Blaunche 454 A wonder wel farynge

knyght. .Of good mochel \v.r. mykil] and right yong therto.

13.. Ga.iv. ff Gr. Knt. 142 Bot mon most I algate mynn
hym to bene, & ^at be myriest in his muckel bat mv3t ride.

1377 LANGL. /*. PI. B. xvi. 182 J?re leodes in o lith non

lenger ban other, Of one mochel & ray^te in mesure and
in lengthe. ctqaQDestr. Troy^6246 Ector. .Of whose mykill,
& might, & mayn strenght, Dares, .duly me tellus. r; 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 96 pe mykill of a mannes thee. Ibid.

xxii. 103 pai er ri^t faire and wele proporciound of baire

mykill. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxviii. 335 Stones of a

Spherick forme of sundry Mickles fram d.

4. A large sum or amount. Chiefly in proverb,
Many a little (m pickle) makes a mickle.

1599 MiDDLETON Micro-Cynicon Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 126
Some little dirty spot. .Nothing in many s view, in her s

a mickle. 1605 CAMDEN Rem.
t Prov. (1614) 310 Many a

little makes a micle. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 509 r 6 But, I

think, a Speculation upon Many a Little makes a Mickle. .

would be very useful to the World. 1905 Westm* Gaz.

29 Apr. 3/1 Mony a pickle maks a muckle.

C. adv. [OE. has in advb. use several cases of

the adj.: accus. neut. micel
^ genit. micles (early ME.

mncheles)^ dat. pi. miclum, instrumental micle^
1. To a great extent or degree ; greatly ; by far.

Also in relative sense with as, how
}
so (see the

corresponding use of MUCH adv.).
In Sc. so mickle was in i6-i7th c. often written sameikill.
o. ^897 K. ^ELFRKD Gregory s Past. C&quot;. ix. 60 Se la;ce bi3

micles to bftlcL.be [etc.]. a 1000 Cxdmntis Gen. 2713 Ic

be^num binum dyrnde & sylfum be swiSust micle. c 1250
Kent. Serin, in O. F.. Misc. 26 Herodes i-herde bet o king
was i-bore bet solde bi king of geus, swo was michel anud.
a i3$ Prose Psalter li[i]. 7 He was michel worb in his

vanite. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 841 Kynge Edj;ar was so
mechel adredde. a 1425 Cursor J7. 451 (Trin.) To god hym
sc-lf wolde he be pere Not pere alone but mychel more.

. a X2oo Moral Ode 258 po be sungede muchtl a drunke
and an etc. (1205 LAY. 3201 He mochul a ba wodeloker
wilnede beus maiidenes. a 1225 Ancr. K. 292 Muchel luuede
he us. c 1275 !i c/tf. Samaria 74 in O. K. Afisc. 86 po

byleuede bat folk mncheles be more. \-^oAyenb. 57 Moclit-1

lit wolden ham wrebi. c 1374 CHAUCEK TroyIns \. 386 And
ouer al bis ^et muchel more he

}&amp;gt;ouy.
what for to speke.

c 1400 Row. Rose 3442 Thy request Is not to mochel dis

honest, a 1425 Cursor M. 10981 (Trin.) Muclitl for ri^tc
shal he swynke.
y. c 1220 Bestiary 235 De mire is ma^ti, mikel ^e swinkeS

In sumer and in so fie weder. a 1300 Cursor M. 4082
It Intidd mikel in baa dauus. c 1330 R. URUNNE Chron.
}\ ace (Rolls) 1697 He triste to mykel on his niyght. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter Prol., In be trauslacioun i folow be letlie

als mykyll as i may. ciqaoRitle St. Benet n Mikyl walde
he fle pride, be prophete, als hall writ sais. c 1420 Sir
Amadace (Camden) xx, On the dede cors.. Ful myculle his

thogte was on ! 1470-85 MALOUY Arthur x. xiii. 434 Kynge
Marke rode after hym praysynge hym mykel. 1526 bKELTON

Magnyf. 1289 He wyll make it mykyll worse than it is.

c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 13 They usurped y, a
voual not mikle different from i. 1859 i- MoQRKSoHfSffl.i
Durham Dial. iv. 10 How mickle better s the luv then

weyne !

6. a 1300-1400 Cursor M^. 6565 (Gut t.) Mekil haue itrauayled
for 5ou. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 213 Mekyll comfordes me the
crowne of this kyde realme. &amp;lt;t 1400-50 Alexander 897 Pen
merualid bam be messangirs mekill of hisspeche. 1533 GAU
Kicht Vay (1888) 4, I traistit mekil of siclik orisons. 1573
TVRIE Rejut. Knox To Rdr. i Thair is within his buke..
sum thinges nocht meakle appertenand tu the cans. 1588
A. KING tr. Canisius Catech. 66 Thay ar mair..to be
lamenti t,yat thay traist samekle in yairauinblindeiudgment.
a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems \\\. 10 Sho is mair mobile
mekle nor the mone. 1616 J. MAITLAND Apol. Si . Mnitland
in Scot. Hist. Soc. Misc. (1904^ II. 166 Abot of Londores
he never wes, nor zit President of the Session, mekle les of

the Privie Councell. 1813 K. PICKEN Misc. Pocuts II. 80
He reek dna meikle on their trim. 1839 W. M DowAU,
Poems 39 (K.D.D.) Meikle wish d the coming light Might
be fu clear an sinny.

f. 1786 BURNS Brigs ofAyr 175 Ye ve said enough, And
muckle mair than ye can mak to through. 1818 SCOTT Br.
Lamm, viii, I think it may do I think it might pass, if

they wtnna bring it ower muckle in the light o the window !

1893 CROCKETT Stickit Minister^ etc. viii. 104, I would be

muckle the better o t.

2. Comb., asf micklewise adj., greatly wise.

1650 BULWBR.*4*My*tfW#/. viii. 102 All which commodities
our micklewise mothers defraud us of.

fMi ckle,^. Obs.rare. \QR,micliant myccIian,
f. micel MICKLE a.] tram. To magnify. (In OE.
also intr. to increase.)

971 Blickl. Horn. 13 Lufian we hine nu & his noman
mycclian. a 1000 Andreas 1526 Myclade mereflod. a 1300
E. E. Psalter Ixxi. 17 Alle genge mykel him bai salle.

t Mi ckledom, muxkledom. Obs. rare. [f.

MICKLE a. + -DOM.] Size, magnitude, greatness.
1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scotl. I. 31 Almaist of

that same mekledome. 1665 SIR J- LAUDER Jrnls. (Scot.

Hist. Soc.) 28 In the wery center.. of the table is planted
about the meikledoom of a truncher a beautifull green
smaradyes. 1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 60 The muckle-
dom of half a crown. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen.

(1693) 684 For the michel-dome or greatness of it.

tMi cklehead, -hood. Obs. Forms: a. 3

mikelhode, mikelhade, mykelhede, 4 raikel-

hed; y3. 4 moch-, mechelhede. [f.
MICKLE +

-HEAD, -HOOD.] Greatness
; fullness, abundance.

a. a 1300 E. E, Psalter viii. 2 For vpehouen es bi mykel
hede \v.r. mikelhade, mikelhode ; Ags. Ps. micelnis; Vulg.

magnificentia] Ouer heuens bat ere brade. Ibid, xxviii. 3
God of masihede [v.r. mosthed, mikelhed] bonnered he
Ouer watres fele bat ^e- ^ 133 R- BRUNNE Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 13324 Vnder an hil he [Arthur] set bem bere..]?at
when

\&amp;gt;e Romayns on bem had sight, pe mikelhed schuld

make pern aflight.

p. a 1300 Floriz ff BI, (Camb. MS.) 51 pu art hire ilich of

alle binge, Bobeof semblaunt and of murninge, Of fajrnesse
and of muchelhede. 1340 Ayenb. 93 O god hou is nou

grat be mochelhede of
J&amp;gt;ine

zuetnesse. Ibid. 204 Vor be be
mochelhede of be herte be moub spekb J&amp;gt;et zayb our Ihord

ine his spelle. Ibid. 218 Hy ..makeb be greate to mochel-

hedes and
etej&amp;gt;

be blodi snoden. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 26

Prayse 36 hym aftir the mechelhede of his gretehed. c 1400

Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iii. 125 For whi lord in helynge of

mydeedly sykenesse schal wel be schewyd and commendyd
be michilheed of bi goodnesse.

Micklemote, micklegemote (mi-k lm&amp;lt;3t,

-grm&amp;lt;7t).
OE. Hist. (Now rare or Obs.} [ad.

OE. micel gemdt great meeting : see MICKLE a. and

MOOT sb.] The great council or parliamentary

assembly under the Anglo-Saxon kings.

[OE. Chron. an. 977 (MS. C.) Her waes baet myccle emot

set Kyrtlingtune.] 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xx.

(1739) 36 Unto the Kings, Lords, and Clergy, must be added,

as I said, the Freemen, to make up the Micklemote com-

pleat. 1672-5 COMBER Comp. Temple (1702) 560 A Micel-

gemot or Great Council (now called a Parliament), a 1683

SIDNEY Disc, Govt. in. xxviii. (1704) 349 Sometimes meeting

personally in the Micklegemots. 1833 AUSTIN Jnrisfr.dfyv)
II. xxviii. 536 The Mickle-mote or Wittenage-mote of the

Anglo-Saxons was both the legislature and a court of justice.
118



MICKLENESS.

1844 LD BROUGHAM Brit. Const, x. (1862) 131 Whether a
|

Great Council or a Witenagemote, or a Michelgemote, or

a Colloquium, or a Parliament.

Mickleness(mi k lnes). OAr.exc.rfw/. Forms:

see MICKLE a. [f.
MICKLE a. + -NESS.] Greatness, i

bigness (in any sense} ; largeness; size.

a aiyxE.E. Psalter xxviii. 4 Steuen ofe lauerd in mikel-

nes [i: r. micelnisse, Vulg. magnificentiaj. Ibid. 1. 2 And after

of bi reuthes be mikelnes pou do awai mi wickednes. a 1315

Prose Psalter v. 7 Ich am, Lord, in be miclenes of by mercy.

1381 \VVCLIF Baruch ii. 18 The soule that is son vp on th&amp;lt;

mykilnesseofeuel,..;yuethtotheeglone.
c 1400 MAUNDEV.

&amp;lt;Roxb.l xvii. 79 Men fyndez dyamaundes. of be mykilnes of

hesill nuttes. 14.. MS. Lincoln A. I. 17. If-

grete multitude ofswyne, that ware alle of a wonderfulle me-

kilnesse. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveld. Gloss., Mickhsh pretty

large ;
of something in which the quality of micklen

^B&quot; c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 135 pe childes michelnesse

shende be engel on fuwer bingen. a 1315 Prase Psalter l[i].

2 And efter be mychelnes of
|&amp;gt;y piles do way my wickednes.

c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 19 In mychilnes of bi glorie

bou didist doun alle myn adversaries. 1388 Gen. XXXIL

12 The grauel of the see, that mai not be noumbnd for

mychilnesse. Exod. ix. 24 It was of so greet mychelnes

, .stth that folk was maad.

Mieksoii, obs. form of MIXEN.

Micky (mi ki). [Applications of Micky,

familiarly used for Michael. Cf. MICK, MIKE sb.\

1. Australian slang. A young wild bull.

1881 A. C. GRANT Bush-life in Queensland xvi. (1882) I

165 There are three or four Mickies and wild heifers. 1890

R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer xviii. II. 98 The wary. .

Micky ,
a two-year-old bull.

2. U. S. slang. An Irishman.

1890 BARHERE & LELAND Diet. Slang, Mickey.

Micle, -nes, obs. forms of MICKLE, -NESS.

II
Mico (nu k-0). Obs. [Sp. mico, a. TnpijmVrf,

= Carib mecou, applied to various species of

monkey.] A small South American marmoset

of the genus Hapale.
1760-72 tr. Juan f, Ulloa s Voy. (ed. 3) I. 55 Among the

monkies of this country [Carthagena], the most common are

the micos, which are also the smallest. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.

Hist. (1824) II. 158 The last, least, and most beautiful of all

[the sagoins], is the Mico. 1867-8 .Val. Encycl. IX. 36
j

Mico, a beautiful species of monkey.

Micracoustic (maikrakau-stik), a. and sb.
j

Also erron. 8-9 miorooouatic. [a. F. micracous-

tiquc, f. Gr. p.Txpu-s small + CLKOVOTIIHJS ACOUSTIC a.]

A. adj. Epithet of an instrument which makes

weak sounds audible.

1855 DLNGLISON Med. Lex., Microcoustic. 11874 J-

CHALMERS tr. Erckmann-Cliatrian in Cosy. Lit. V. 304/2

My micracoustic cornet. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

f B. sb. An instrument contrived to magnify
small sounds (Chambers Cyd. Supp. 1753). Obs.

if&iPhil. Trans. XIV. 482 Microphones or Micracousticks

that is Magnifying ear instruments. 170410 J. HARRIS Z.r.r.

Techn. I.

Micraesthete .maikre-sp/l). Biol. [f. Gr.

/iipo-s small + aiV^TTJs one who perceives (here

used for organ of sense ).] One of the numerous

supposed tactile organs occupying the small pores

(micropores) in the dorsal plates of certain chitons.

1884 MOSELEY in Rep. Brit. Assoc. (1885) 781 These

megalzsthetes and micrzsthetes. 1885 in Q. Jrnl.

Microsc. Sci. XXV. 45 To the organs contained within the

micropores I shall give the name micraesthetes.

Micrallantoid (m.iikial:e ntoid), a. rare. [f.

MICK(O}- + ALLANTOID.] Havingasmallallantois.

(Cf. MEGALLANTOID, MESALLANTOID.)
1877 W. TURNER Hum. Anat. u. 869 Milne Edwards

has grouped them [the Rodentia, Insectivora, Cheiroptera,

Quadrumana, and Man] together in a Micrallantoid legion.

Micrander (maikrse-ndaj). Bot. Also -dre.

[f.
Gr. fuxpu-s small + arcip-, dnjp male.] A dwarf

male plant produced by certain confervoid algas.

1890 in Century Diet. 1900 JACKSON Gloss. Bot.

Hence Micra ndrous adj., pertaining to or con

nected with the dwarf males of fresh-water algae

(Casseirs Encycl. Diet. Suppl. 1902).

||
Micranthro pos. nonce-wit. [Assumed Gr.,

f. plKp-os small + avffpainos man, after MICROCOSM.]
That which represents the whole man in little.

1825 COLERIDGE A ids Reft, Concl. 389.

Micrencephaly (maikrense fali). Path. [f.

Gr. ntxpo-s small + fyxiifaXos brain.] General

smallness of the brain, sometimes, but not neces

sarily accompanied by microcephaly (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1890). Hence Miorencepha lic a., of or

belonging to micrencephaly (Ibid.). Micren-
ce phalous a., small- brained ; having a small

brain (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Micrify (mai krifai\ v. [Irregularly f. Gr.

tuxpu-s small, after magnify] trans. To make
small ;

to render insignificant.

1836 EMERSOM Nature 67 This power which he [the poet]

exerts.. to magnify the small, to micrify the great. 1862

TYNDALL Mountaineer, viii. 71, I should look less cheerily

into the future did I not hope to micrify, by nobler work,

my episodes upon the glaciers.

Micristology (maikristp locl.^i). Biol. [Irregu

larly f. MICRO- + HISTOLOGY.] (See quot.)

1864 THOMAS Med. Diet., Micrislolofy, the science which
treats of the minutest organic fibres.
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Micro (mai-krc). Ent. [Subst. use of MICBO-

in microlepidoptera, microcoleoplera.] A name
j

applied by collectors to any insect belonging to a
j

group notably smaller than the remaining insects .

of the same kind, esp. one of the microlepidoptera.
j

1800 in Century Diet.

Micro- (mai-kro), before a vowel micr-, repr.

Gr. (tTitpo-, comb, form of fuxpus small, used chiefly |

in scientific terms.

1. Prefixed to a sb. to indicate that the object

denoted by it is of relatively small size or extent,

as microbacillus, -bacterium, -conidium, -ferment, \

-fungus, -gamete, -gonidiitm, rarely in anglicized

form -gonid (hence -gonidial adj.), -parasite (hence ,

-parasitic adj.), -pore (hence -porous adj.), -sporo-

phyll (hence -phyttary adj.), -zoogonidium. Mf-
croblast Biol. = MiCROCYTE. Microgame tocyte

Biol., a cell containing microgametes. Mi cro-

r(h)abd Zool., a name given by Sollas to certain

minute flesh-spicules in the form of a rhabdus

found in some sponges. Mixrosclere Zool., a

minute or flesh spicule of a sponge, which supports

only a single cell ;
hence Microscle rons a., having

the character of a microsclere (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Microse ptnm Zool., a small imperfect or sterile

septum or mesentery of an actinozoan (Jbiii.).

Mi crosphere, !| Microsphse-ra.S&amp;lt; 0/., (a) epithet

applied by Cohn to the micrococci found in vaccine

lymph and in small-pox pustules ; (b) the small

initial chamber of a foraminifer in which there are

a number of small nuclei; hence Microspheric a.

Mi crostome [Gr. aTopa mouth] Bot., a small

mouth or orifice, as that belonging to the capsule of

certain mosses (Cent. Diet.). Microtylote Zool., 3.

small TYLOTE. Microxea Zool. [Gr. ofia, var. o(va

spear], a minute spear-shaped sponge spicnle.

Microzoogoni dium (pi. -ia) Bot., a zoogonidium
of minute size. Microzoospore Bot., a minute

motile spore.
1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 004 The microbacillus of

Vnna. 1875 tr.
- on Ziemsten i Cytl. Med. I. 588 Micro-

bacteria (rod-like bacteria) ; bacterium terrno. 1890 Sytt.

Soc. Lex., Microblast. 1898 Allbittfs Syst. Med. V. 528
These [corpuscles] according to their sizes have been named
normoblasts, megaloblasts, and microblasts. 1871 COOKE
Handbk. Brit, Fnugill. 776 Hypomycetes. . . Microconidia

or Conidia proper very copious. 1883 H. I. SLACK in A worc-

ledge i June ,323/1
Former articles upon micro-ferments

afford some information concerning . . the bacillus. 1874
Hard-wicke s Sci.-Gossif 256 That rare and interesting

Micro-fungus Xenodochus carbonariits. 1891 HARTOG in

Nature 17 Sept. 484 Microgamete. 1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl.

25 Feb. 442 After entering the stomach of the gnat, the &quot;mi-

crogametocytes . . produce microgametes. 1857 BERKELEY

Cryptvg. Bot. 5 123, The &quot;micro-gonidia, which are supposed
to be true antheridia, have.. been described. i884HYATrin
Proc.BostmSx.Nat.Hist.yiyj.l 1.67 These zoons.. assume
characteristics of true malesor microgonids. \9ytCentttry

Diet., Microgonidial. 1884 Science i Feb. 130/1 The
number of substances which are less injurious to man than

to micro-parasites is very small. 1899 AllbutfsSyst. Med.
VIII. 196 Febrile &quot;micro-parasitic type. 1884 MOSELEY in

Kef.Brit.Assoc, (1885)781 Aseries of smaller pores (&quot;micro-

pores ). 1885 in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXV. 40, 1 shall

call them megalopores and micropores. itiejo. ijfJ. Soc. Lex.,

Microporous. 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 423/1
The flesh spicules when present are usually &quot;microrabds or

spirasters. Ibid. 417/3 It U doubtful whether a distinction

! between megascleres and microscleres can be maintained
in the calcareous sponges. 1875 tr. von Ziemssen t Cycl.
Med. 1 1. 381 In the blood . . he has demonstrated the &quot;micro-

spheres. i89lpALLINGERGir/cf&amp;gt;&amp;gt;-
tjl/iVnttc. xiv. 727 The

I microsphere is followed by a larger number of chambers.

1894 LISTER in Phil. Trans. CLXXXVI. 437 The micro-

I spneresin the two &quot;microsphericexamples measure 15 X 12-51*

i and 13 x n /j. 1897 Altbult s Sjrst. Med. I. 83 The micro-
I sphere previously referred to as infesting the amoeba. 1898

SEDCWICK Tixt-bk.Zool. 1. 9 The intervening stages between
the zoospore, produced by the megalospheric form, and the

microsphere. 1895 VINES Textbk. Bot. 1.432 ln..Phane-

I

rogams. .the microsporophyllsaremorphologicallysimpler.
Ibid. 78 When .. the flower includes only microsporophylls,

|
it is called microsporophyUary. 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl.

\ Brit. XXII. 417 (Fig. 17), Microscleres .. r, &quot;microtylote.

Ibid., Microscteres . . n, oxyaster ;..?, the same, with two
actines (a centrotylote &quot;microxea). 1881 VINES tr. Sachs

, Bot. 257 Other of the cells.. give birth to 16 or 32 *micro-
i zoogonidia. 1875 &amp;lt;J. Jrtil. Microsc. Sci. XV. 396 Micro-

zoospores (whicn conjugate, but otherwise in most cases

appear incapable of germination).
2. Prefixed to sbs. and derived adjs. to denote

microscopic in the sense with the microscope ,

revealed by the microscope .

a. Denoting operations or branches of research

carried on by means of microscopic examination,
as micro-analysis, -cautery, -chemistry (hence
-chemic, -chemical, adjs., -chemically adv.), -crystal-

logeny, -crystallography, -geology (hence -geological

adj., -geologist sb.), -metallography (hence -metallo-

grapher), -mineralogy (hence -mineralogical sA\.~],

-pathology (hence -pathological adj., -pathologist

sb.), -petrology (hence -petrologist), -physics,

-physiography, -zoology.
1856 HIGHLEY in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. ScL IV. 224 Micro-

Analysis. 1904 tr. Osmonds Microsc. Anal. MetaU 65

(heading) Micro-analy*i.s of carbon steels. 1899 Allbvlfs

MICHO-.

Syst. Med. VIII. 835 The micro-cautery has been used

also with fair results. 1890 i&amp;gt;rf.
Soc. Lex. s.v., *MicT+

cfifinic a , of or pertaining to micro-chemistry. 1856 HIGH-
LEY in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. IV. 221 An instrument of

structural, physical, micro-chemical, and crystalloloj&amp;gt;ical

research. 1847-9 TodiCs Cyd. Anal. IV. 137/2 Mlcro-

chemically the cells of cancer are insoluble in cold and

boiling water. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., Micro-chemistry;
the chemical examination of minute bodies under the micro

scope. 1856 HIGHLEY in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. IV. 124

Micro-Crystallogeny. Ibid. 223 Micro-Crystallography.

1875 DAWSON Daivn of Life v. 104 The micro-geologist
well knows how.. mineral matter in solution can penetrate
the smallest openings that the microscope can detect. 1857

Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. II. XXIV. 434 Micro-geology of

Ehrenberg. i86a StODDARTin Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. II. 147

On Micro-Geology. 1895 Nature 15 Aug. 367/2 It may be

that the micro-metallographer has much to leam from the

Japanese. Ibid. 367/1 The progress which has been made
in micro-metallography during the past ten years. 1856

exercise for micro-petrologists. 1885 Athenxum 11 Apr.

477/2 He had met with a success that gave him pre-eminence
in this department of micro-physics, and that was the pre

paration of the diamond ruling points. 1871 Q. Jrnl.

Microsc. Sci. XII. 409 Microzoology.

b. Denoting properties revealed by microscopic

examination, as micro-character,foliation, structure.

iSgoCenlu&amp;gt;yDict.,
f
.Vicrx/iaracrer,my zoological char

acter derived from microscopic or other minute examination.

1887 BONSEY ing. JrnLGcol. Soc. XLIV. 44 A microfolia-

tion only is produced, which, .appears to be parallel to the

original stratification. 1885 GEIKIE Text-tit. Geol. (ed. 2)

136 Micro-structure. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 155/1

The Microstructure of Bearing Metals.

c. Denoting objects prepared for microscopic

examination, as micro-section, -slide.

1890 Century Diet., Microsection, a slice, as of rock, cut

so thin as to be more or less transparent, and mounted on

a glass in convenient form to be studied with the aid of the

microscope.
3. Fhys. and Path., in sbs. of mod.L. form in

-ia, compounded with Gr. names for different parts

or functions of the body, and signifying arrested

development of the part or function in question, as

Microcepha-lia (see MICROCEPHALY). Micro-

glo ssia, congenital smallness of the tongue

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856;. Microphtha lmia

! (also anglicized Mi crophthalmy) [Gr. o&amp;lt;f0aX/5s

eye], a Disease in the Eyes, the having little Eyes

(Bailey, 1731)! hence Microphtha lmic a. Mi-

cro psia [Gr. -oifia kind of vision], term for the

state of vision in which objects appear smaller than

natural (Mayne).
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

*
Microphthalmia, term for

a morbid shrinking or wasting of the eye-balls; microph-

thalmy. 1849 CRAIG,
*
Micrephtkalmy, a preternatural or

morbid smallness of the eyes. 1868 UARWIS Anim. r ff.
U. 24 Two sons were *microphthalmic. 1899 Alll utt s

Syst. Med. VIII. 107 Micropsia, or macropia may be

associated with the monocular diptopia.

4. Prefixed to an adj. with the sense containing

or possessed of some object or constituent in

minute form, quantity or degree ,
as Micro-

aero philous [Gr. dip-, a^p air, piA-os friend:

see -ous] Bot., needing but little free oxygen

(Jackson Gloss. Bot. 1900). Microca rpons [Gr.

tapiros fruit] AW., having small fruit ; also applied
to mosses, having small urns (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1856). Microce ratous, -cerous [Gr. Kipas horn]

j

at., having small antenna; (Ibid.). Micro-

cla-stic [CLASTIC] Geol., minutely clastic. Mi-

croda Ctylous Path. [Gr. Sa/rrvAos digit], having
small digits (Syd. Hoc. Lex. 1890). Mi crodont

Anal. [Gr. oSovr-, uSots tooth], having small orshort

i
teeth. Microdo-ntous [f. prec.], in the same sense

(SyJ. Soc. Lex.). Micro-ele ctric, having electric

piopcrties in a very small degree (Cent. Diet.).

Microform Bot., epithet of a hetercecious fungus

with teleutospores only, which require a period of

rest before germinating (Jackson Gloss. Bot.*}.

Microgrannli-tic Geol. (see quot.). Microlept-

do tous Zool. [Gr. Atiri&uros scaly, f. AfiriS-, Atiri s

scale], having very small scales (Mayne). Micro-

pe talons Hot. [Gr. irtVoAos a petal], having very

small petals (Craig 1849). Microphyllous Bot.

[Gr.&amp;lt;pvM.ov leaf], having small leaves (Smart

1840). Microporphyri tic Geol., consisting of

j
porphyritic rock in which the felspar or other

I crystals are of microscopic size. Microptery ffiona

i Zool. [Gr. irripvf fin], having small fins ( Mayne).

Microspe rmous Bot. [Gr. avippa seed], having
1

very small seeds or grains (Mayne). Micro-

spheruli tio Geol., characterized by the presence of

microscopic spheiulites. Mi crospined, furnished

with minute spines or spicules. Microsple nic

Path., not accompanied by enlargement of the

spleen; Microsto-matous, micro-stomous [Gr.

OTO/MT-, aroiui mouth], having a small mouth



MICRO-.

i Mayne). Microstylar Arch, t having a small

style or column, epithet applied to a form of archi

tecture in which there is a separate small order to

each floor (Ogilvie, 1882).
1888 TEAI.L Brit. Petrogr. 439 *Microclastic, an epithet

applied by Naumann to such clastic rocks as are competed
of small fragments. 1884 FLOWER in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst.

XIV. 185 The *Microdont section, containing all the so-

called Caucasian or white races. Ibid., Microdont Races.

1885 GEIKIK Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 109 Where the minerals

are grouped in small isolated grain-like individuals,.. the

structure has been named by French petrographers gra-
nutitic. or where only discernible by the aid of the micro

scope, *micrthjrruwlitic. 1878 LAWHENCE tr. Cotta s Rocks
Class. 67 *Micro-porphyritic textures or structures of rock.

1879 RUTLEY Stmt. Rocks xi. 185 Rocks in which very small

isolated crystals occur only being spoken of as micro-

porphyritic. i88s(JEiKiK Ttxt-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) in In many
cases spheruliies ate only recognisable with the microscope,
when they each present a black cross between crossed Nicol-

prisms, and thereby characteristically reveal the *micro-

spherulitic structure. 1881 P. M. DUNCAN* in Jrnl. Linn.
Soc. XV. 324 These.. have flesh-spicula acerate, fusiform,
curved and &quot;microspined. 1905 H. D. ROLLESTON Dis.

Liver 318 Gilbert .. speaks t
of this as the &quot;microsplenic

or asplenomegalic form of biliary cirrhosis.

5. a. Physics. Prefixed to the name of a unit

to form a name for one-millionth part of that unit,

as micro-ampere, -coulomb, -farad, -gramme (Web
ster 1902), -litre {Cent. Diet. iSgoJ, -millimetre

(see also below), -ohm, -volt^ -wcber. b. In micro

scopic botany, micro-millimetre has by some been

used for one-thousandth of a millimetre.

[1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 224 For multiplication or division

by a million, the prefixes mega and micro may conveniently
be employed.] 1904 WestM. Gaz. 16 July 10/3 A &quot;micro

ampere is the millionth part of an ampere. 1892 Gloss.

Electr. Terms 12 in Lightning 3 Mar. Supp., *Mlcrocou-
lomb. 1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 224 The *microfarad is the

millionth part of a farad. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex, t

*Micro*

gramme. A measure of weight, .it is equivalent to the one
thousandth of a milligramme. 1868 L. CLARK Electr. Mcas.

43 One millionth part of an ohm=i * microhm. 1884 FLINT
Prine.

&amp;lt;V
Pract. Mcd. (ed. 5) 62 Whose size is between two

and six &quot;mrcromillimetres. 1887 tr. Ndgeliff Schivendcuer s

Microscope 293 Harting s proposal to use the micromilli-

metre { = -001 mm.) as the standard of unity deserves general
acceptance. 1868 L. CLARK Electr. Mcas. 43 One millionth

of a volt = i &quot;microvolt. 1896 Jntl.Soc, Arts 10 July 701/1
*Microwebers x linkages= microcoulombs X ohms.

6. Prefixed to the names of certain instruments,
as: Micro-audiphoue, an instrument for rein

forcing or augmenting very feeble sounds (Cent.

Diet. 1890). Micro-barograph, an instrument

designed to magnify the minor fluctuations of

atmospheric pressure. Micro-battery, a very
small galvanic battery (Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.

1884). Micro-detector, a sensitive galvanoscope
{Cent. Did.}. Micropautograph, an instrument

invented by Mr. Peters in 1852 for the production
of microscopically small writing (Knight Diet.

Meek. 1875). Micro-polariscope, a polariscope
for the analysis of microscopic objects. Micro-
refractometer, a refractometer specially con
structed for the detection of differences in the

minute structure of blood corpuscles. Micro-
rheometer, an instrument for measuring the rate

of flow of liquids through a capillary tube ; hence
Microrheome trical a.^ pertaining to or indicated

by a microrheometer ( Casselts Emycl. Diet. 1885).
Micro-tasimeter, an instrument invented in 1878
by T. A. Ed ran. for measuring infinitesimal pres
sure. Micro-tfeleplioue, a telephone constructed

to render audible very weak sounds ; hence Micro-
telepho nic a. (Cent. Diet.}.
1904 Athenaeum 31 Dec. 9ri/3 The authors described an

apparatus called the
*
micro-barograph . 1878 En*?. J/o

chanic 23 Aug. 602 A *Micro-battery for the Microphone.
1867 J.

HOGG Microsc. \. ii. 147 The powers of the *micro
polariscope cannot be better displayed than in the exhibition
of the foregoing phenomena. 1886 Athcnxum 27 Mar. 427/1
Mr. Crisp exhibited . . Prof. Exner s new *micro-refracto
meter. 1879 Proc. Roy. Soc. XXVIII. 280 The author
[I. B. Hannay] proposes to use for liquids the term Micro-
rheosis ,. .the instrument being called the *microrheometer.

1878 Jrnl. Franklin Inst. CVI. 173 Edison s Micro-
tasimeter. 1881 Athenaeum 12 Feb. 238/2 Father Deuza,
the Italian astronomer, has been making some experiments
with the &quot;micro-telephone.

Micro-aerophilous, -ampere, -analysis,
-audiphone : see MICRO- 4, 5, 2, 6.

Microbacillus, -bacterium: see MICRO- i.

Microbal (msikwu-bal), a. Biol. [f. MICROBE
+ -AL.]

= MlCROBIAL.
1888 fried. News 12 May 506 Careful covering of the

wound to guard against mlcrobal invasion.

Micro-barograph, -battery : see MICRO- 6.

Microbe^mai krJub). Biol. [a. F. microbe

(Sedillot 7 March 1878 in Comptes rendus Aead.
Sci. LXXXVI. 634), f. Gr. ^r/rpo-y small + 0ios life.

Ihe Gr. /Sio? is here, as in mod. scientific formations
generally, used in an incorrect sense : see Bio-. The sense
of Gr. VijcpojSto? would be short lived .]

An extremely minute living being, whether plant
or animal; chiefly applied to the bacteria con
cerned in causing diseases and fermentation.

411

1881 Times i Feb. 5/6 A small organism, or microbe, which
. .he finds good reason to regard as the agent of the malady.
1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 20 May 1084 Ice. .has been found to

contain dangerous microbes. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Mcd.
VII. 546 The meningitis may be produced by a growth of

microbes.

Microbia, pi. of MiCBOBiOK.

Microbial (msikr^u bial), a. Biol. [f.
Mi-

CBOBI-ON + -AL.] Of or pertaining to microbes;
due to or produced by microbes.

1887 i&amp;lt;)th
Cent. Aug. 244 There is a considerable difference

found in the microbial richness of the air in different placex

1898 Xature 10 Feb. 355/2 Alcohol in relation to microbial

dUeases. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Mcd. VIII. 471 Rheumatism
is. .due to an infection, .by an agent of microbial nature.

So Micro-Man ., in the same sense.

1883 American XVI. 318 Positively alive with microbian

organisms. 1898 Allbutt s Syst. Mcd. V. 34 The bronchitis

is secondary to the microbian invasion.

Microbic (maikr^u-bik), a. Biol. [f,
MICROBE

+ -ic.]
=

prec.
1881 Lancet Apr. 553 ! M. Pasteur did not assert that

this was the special microbic organism of rabies. 1905
H. D. ROLLESTON 2} is. Liver 329 It is . . remarkable that

..microbic infection does not more often occur.

Microbicicle (msikrJu bisaid), sb. and a. Biol.

[f.
MICROBE + -(I)CJDE

I
.]

A. sb. Something that kills microbes.

1887 Brit. Med. Jrnt. 12 Mar. 588 Many microbiddes ..

may therefore be employed subcutaneous!) .

B. adj. Microbicidal.

1885 Brit. Med. Jrnl. II. 1097/1 The sulphates of copper
and zinc. .have an effective microbicide power. i9g/oFortn.
Rev. XLVIII. 87 note. Essences and spices are to a very
high degree microbicide.

Hence Micro&quot;bicrdal a., pertaining to the killing
of microbes.

\%yj AllbutfsSyst. Mcd. II. 715 The use of. .microbicidal

agents, 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. loSetit. 561 The microcytase
being chiefly concerned with microbicidal action.

Microbiology (maikwibw^l&dgi). BioL [f.

MlCBO- + BIOLOGY.] The science which treats of

micro-organisms; the study of microbes.
1888 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXXIII. 341 There was great

reason for creating in the Faculty of Sciences the chair of

Microbiology. 1891 Xatntezo Aug. 366/1 Important as are

the researches into microbiology, there are other factors to

reckon with. i&q/&Altbutt
l

sSyst.Aled.V. 347 Microbiology
has thrown great light upon this, .idiopathic pleurisy.

Hence Microbiological a. t of or pertaining to

microbiology; Microbio legist, a student of

microbiology.
1885 Science V. 73 Ideas which are just now very prominent

in the minds of microbiologies. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med.
II. 090 This.. extremely delicate micro-biological method.

II Microbion (maikr^u bi^n). Biol. PI. mi-
crobia. Mod. Latin form of MICROBE.
xSSjyl M&amp;lt;?ar/ 27 Oct. 538/1 The treatment ofdiseases due

to microbia. 1884 Scittue IV. 145/1 These [reports], .by no
means demonstrate that the active principle of cholera
resides in a microbion.

Microbious (msiknJu-biss), a. [f. MICROBION
+ -IOUS.]

= MICROBIAL {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).

Microblast,-carpous,-cautery: seeMicno-

1,4, 2.

: Microcephale [maikrvseifil). Path. [a. F.

inicrocephale.\
= MICROCEPHALUS i.

1878 BARTLEY tr, Tofinard s Anthrop. v. 165 All in whom
the brain has not attained a certain degree of development,
or the cranial cavity a given capacity at adult age, are
termed microcephales. 1893 H estin.Gaz. 19 Apr. 2/3 Idiots,

especially microcephales, have flattened retreating foreheads.

Microcephali, -lia : see MICROCEPHALUS, -LY.

Dfficrocephalic (maikrosJfse lik), a. and sb.

Path, and Anthropology, [ad. F. mieroe^phalique^
f. mod.L. microcephal us: see MICROCEPHALUS and

-ic.] a. adj. Pertaining to, or characterized by,

microcephaly, b. sb.- A microcephalic person.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex, 1864 W. TURNER in Q. Jrni.

Sci. I. 257 Now the Neanderthal skull cannot be regarded
as microcephalic. 1873 Eng, Cyil. y

Arts
&amp;lt;fr

Sci. Suppl. 1552

Microcephalies* persons with small heads. This deformity
is associated with mental defect. 1879 MAUDSLEV Pathol.
Mind\. 176 A microcephalic idiot. 1880 Nature 8 Jan.
224/1 The now extinct Tasmanian race was . . microcephalic.

Microcephalism (maikrose-faliz m). Path.

[f. mod.L. microcephal-us (see MICROCEPHALUS) +

-ISM.]
= MICROCEPHALY.

1861 .V. Syd. Soc. Year-Ik. Med. 2 Memoir on Microce-

phalism. 1879 tr. De Qnatrefagcf HUM. Spec, in Micro-

cephalism, idiotcy, and cretinism constitute so many
teratological or pathological states.

Microcephalous (mdikr^se-fabs), a. [f.

mod.L, murocephal-us (a. Gr. fjiiKpQKi&amp;lt;pa\o$ small

headed, f. plKpo-s small +
/cf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\-rj head) -i- -ous.]

Small-headed, a. Path,&n& Anthropology. Having
an abnormally small head ; characterized by micro

cephaly, b. Bot. *

Applied to a plant that has
flowers disposed in small heads (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1^40 SMART, Microcephalous, little-headed, applied to the

beryx, [a] fossil fish. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. iv. 121
The arrested brain-development of microcephalous idiots.

1872 Emotions viii. 206 The eyes of microcephalous idiots

..brighten slightly when they are pleased. 1877 BLACK
Green. Past. iv. (1878) 34 Before I would marry one of those
bedizened and microcephalous playthings.

II Microcephalus (maikr^e-falcs). PI. micro-
cephali v-se falai). Path. [mod.L.: see prec.]

MICROCOSM.

1. A person having an abnormally small skull.

1863 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. 94 Healthy parents may
produce one or several microcephali. 1879 tr. DeQuatre/agcs&quot;
Hum. Spec, in Vogt has compared the brain of micro-

cephali to that of the anthropomorphous apes.
2. [Cf. HYDHOCEPHALUS.] A pathological con-

j

dition in which the smallness of the cranium
I prevents the proper development of the brain.

1807 L. E. HOLT Dis. Infancy 702 The symptoms of
: microcephalus are those of idiocy and cerebral paralysis.

Microcephaly (ni3ikr(?se fali). Also in mod.L.
form microcephalia. [ad. F. microetphalic, f.

1

mod.L. murocefhal-us : see MICROCEPHALOUS.]
The condition of having an abnormally small

head, esp. a. in Anthropology y having a skull of a

capacity less than 1350 cubic centimetres (Flower
Catal. Mus. Surg. 1^79); b. Path.^ having an

abnormally small or atrophied skull.

1863 GOKE in Anthrop. Kcr. I. 168 The valuable essay of

Wagner on the subject (Korj/wrf/V,Th. 2) of microcephaly.
1863 Ar

. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Mcd. 94 On Microcephalia.
1886 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 30 Jan. 184/2 The theory which
attributes microcephaly to premature cranial syntosis.

Microceratous, -cerous, -character,
-chemistry : see MICRO- 4, 2.

Microclase (morkrtfkl^s). Min. [ad. G.

i mikroklas, f. Gr. /xipd-s small -f K\dats cleavage.]
A potash-soda felspar occurring intercrystallized

i with orthoclase, from the St. Gotthard, Switzer

land (CasselCs Encyd. Diet. 1885).
Microclastic : see MICRO- 4.

Microclilie (msi kwklain). Min. [ad. G.
mikroklin (A. Breithaupt 1830), f. Gr. ^tKpo-s +
K\iv(iv to incline, as indicating that the angle
between its cleavage plane differs a little from

90 degrees.] A green and blue variety of felspar.
1849 WATTS tr. Gtnelins Handbk. Chent. III. 442 Micro-

cline [has] precisely the same composition as felspar. 1902
MIERS Min. 459 Microcline is the name given to anorthic

potash felspar.
attrib. 1888 F. H. HATCH in Teall Brit. Pctrogr. 439

Microcline structure. The mineral microcline shows .. a
cross hatching.

|j MicroCOCCUS(m3ikn7|k^ks). Biol. Pl.mi-
crococci (-kp ksai). [mod.L., f. Gr. /u*/&amp;gt;o-?

small

+ KOKKOS berry.] Any one of a genus of minute

spherical or slightly oval organisms, generally

regarded as fission-fungi, belonging to the bio

logical group of Sph&robacttria or Sehizowycetcs.
1870 T. R. LEWIS Physiol. $ Pathol. Res. (1888) 4 A
micrococcus colony . Ibid. 29 Writers who advocate the

pre-existence
of a g^erm. .to every living thing, this germ. .

being called its micrococcus . 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. PL
vii. 173 The smallest micrococci which are distinctly discern-

able under a power of 800 diameters are estimated to be
from -0002 to -0005 of a millimetre, .in diameter.
attrib. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xxxvii. 560 The

little vesicles [of prickly heat] may pustulate, doubtless from
micrococcus infection.

Hence Micrococcal (-kfkal) a., relating to or

caused by micrococci. Micrococco logist, a

student of micrococci.

1893
&amp;gt;

v - R - COWERS Man. Dis. Xerv. Syst. fed. 2) II. 329
The micrococcal embolism of minute vessels. 1896 Allbutt s

Syst. Mcd. I. 702 We must distinguish several kinds of that

disease [diphtheria] (bacillary, micrococcal, and so forth).

1902 A. LANG in Longin. Mag. Apr. 568 An eminent micro-

coccologii.t.

H Microcoleoptera (mai kr^kpl^p-ptera), sb.

pL Ent.
[f.

MICRO- + COLEOPTEBA.] The smaller

kinds of coleoptera.
1871 WOOD Insects at Home 220.

Microconidium : see MICRO- i.

Microcosm (mai-kwk^z m). In 5 mycro-
cosme, 5-7 microcosme. Also occas. in L. and

quasi-Gr. forms microcosmus, -cosmos, 3 Ormin
mycrocossrnos. [ad. F. microeoswe (i4th c.), ad.

med.L. Microcosmus, mtcroscosmus, ad. late Gr.

piKpvs Koo-pos (/ii/fpos small, Koapos world). Cf.

MACROCOSM.]
1. The *

little world of human nature ; man
viewed as an epitome of the great world or

universe.
c 1200 ORMIN 17595 Mycrocossrnos, ^at nemmnedd iss

AfTterr Englisshe spa;che pe little werelld. 1426 LYDG. De
Guil. Piigr. 12370 Merveylle nat .. That thow be let in

thy vyage, . .Syth Mycrocosme , men the calle ; And micro
cosme ys a word Wych clerkys calle the lasse world .

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 62 Wherefore

amonge Creatures thcis two alone Be called Microcosmus,
Man and our Stone. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. c iiij. The
description of him, who is the Lesse world : and, from
the beginning, called Microcosmus (that is, The Less*

World). 1597 \$t Pt. Return fr. Parnass. \. \. 281 What
an unmanerlie microcosme was this swine-faced clowne.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne it. xii. (1632) 301 They have thence

had reason to name it [man s Nature] Microcosmps, or little

world. 1604 JAMES I Connterbl. (Ark) 102 The diuers parts
of our Microcosme or little world within our selues. 1625
HART Anat. Ur. i. i. 2 God. .at last made man* that micro

cosme, or little world, as it were an epitome or abridgment
of this great vniuersall world. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 34
The Dimensions the Creator hath been pleased to give to

the Microcosme Man. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. ii.

47 Among these, some studied the Microcosm^ of human
Bodies, and searcht both Distemper and Medicin. 1768
FOOTE Devil on 2 Sticks r. Wks. 1799 II. 243 Woman. .is

118-2



MICROCOSMETOR.
a microcosm, and rightly to rule her requires as great
talents as to govern a slate. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III.

in. Hi. 19. 14 The doctrine of a constant analogy between

universal nature, or the macrocosm, and that of man, or the

microcosm. 1893 KROI OTKIS in
\&amp;lt;)t?t

Cent. Aug. 252 The
molecule thus becomes a particle of the universe on a

microscopic scale a microcosmos which lives the same life.

^T b. Jocularly used for (

body .

a 1680 BUILER Rent. (1759) II. 83 He puts both Ends of

his Microcosm in Motion, by making Legs at one End, and

combing his Peruque at the other.

^1 notice-use. (See quot.)
1606 B. JONSON Masques^ Hyixenxi B i b, Here out of

a Microcosme, or Globe (figuring Man)., issued forth the

first Masque.
2. In extended sense, applied to a community or

other complex unity regarded as presenting an

epitome of the world, or as constituting
* a little

world
*
in itself.

1562 EDEN Let. to Sir W. Cecil in Decades (Arb.) p. xliv,

An experiment, wrought by arte to the similitude of the

vniuersall frame of the \vorlde..and maye therfore in my
Judgement more woorthely be cauled Michrocosmos, then

eyther man or any other creature. 1587 GREENE Enphnes
to Philautus Wks. (Grosart) VI. 235 This citty was Micro-

cosmos, a little Worlde. in respect of the Cytties of Greece.

1590 in Tytler Hist. Scotl. (186^)
IV. 179 This microcosme

of Britain, separate from the continent world. 1791 BENTHAM
Panopt. I. Postscr. 79 That scene of clock-work regularity
which it would be so easy to establish in so compact a

microcosm. 1814 SCOTT ll av. ii, The more judicious poli
ticians of this microcosm. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey i. ii,

The microcosm of a public school. 1845 FORD Handbk.

Spain i. 338 [Gibraltar] this microcosmus where all creeds

and nations meet.

b. Adopted as the name of a travelling me
chanical exhibition in the i&amp;lt;Sth c.

1756 B. LVNDE Diaries (iS3o) 182, P. M. went to see micro

cosms, a 1817 R. L. EDGEWORTH Mem. (1820) I. no By
accident I was invited [in 1765] to see the Microcosm, a

mechanical exhibition, which was then frequented by every
body at Chester.

c. A * miniature* representation of.
1808 ACKERMANN (titles The Microcosm of London, or

London in Miniature. 1860 All Year AVwwrfNp. 52. 36 He
intended his wardrobe-shop to be a satirical microcosm of

Petty France. 1872 MORLEV Voltaire vii. (ed. 2) 344 A
microcosm of the whole battle. 1877 F. HEATH Fern II7.

105 That microcosm of the Fern World, the case, or pot.

lid. In the 1 7th c. sometimes used (? ignorantly)
for : A world *, huge mass.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 79 It [a mountain] is couered with

a very Microcosme of clowdes. 1641 CAPT. A. MF.RVIN in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 216 Let then that Microcosm
of Letters Patents, .rise up in Judgment.

f 3. Alch. The philosopher s stone. Obs,

1477 [see i].

Hence fMicroco smaltf., pertaining to or of the

nature of a microcosm.

412

i6o BIRNME Kirk-Burial Ded., Ye can see no singular

thing that in some compendious Micro-cosmo-graphy does

not shine in your self. 1618 EARI.E (title) Micro-cosmo.

graphic, or, a Peece of the World Discovered ; in Essayes
and Characters. 1696 in PHILLIPS. 1856 in MAYNE

&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;*.

Lex. In mod. Diets.

the microcosmall Councel of State s chief Physitian.

t MicrOCO Smetor. 06s. Also erron. -meter.

[mod.L. f. Or. nittpu-s small + oo&amp;gt;ojTajp, agent-n.
f.

/fo&amp;lt;r/m&quot;V
to set in order, f. *OO&amp;gt;K COSMOS ;

after

MICROCOSM.] Term used by Dolxus for the essence

or principle of life. Hence f Micro-cosmetoric
a. {Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).
1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 704 The Anima Brutontw with

him is called Microcosmeter. 17*5 FREIND Hist. Physick
I. 265 Calling in to his aid his ancient good ally, Micro-

cosmetor, Governor of the Animal Spirits, he gives battle to

the disturbers of his rest.

Microcosmic (maikrc&amp;gt;kp zmik), a. [f.
MICRO

COSM + -ic.]

1. Of or pertaining to a microcosm or little

world ;
of the nature of a microcosm.

1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan. Idol. III. 281 The imitative

Caer-Sidee represented the microcosmic Ship resting on the

top of the mountain. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust Hi. 1.65 Man,
that microcosmic fool. 1893 HUXLEY Evol. fy Ethics 13
The microcosmic atom should have found the illimitable

macrocosm guilty.

2. Microcosmic salt [=L. sal inicrocosinicits^

Bergmann Opusc. 1773 (ed. 1780) II. 12]: a

phosphate of soda and ammonia (HNaNH 4PO4 +

4H 2O), originally derived from human urine, and
much used as a blow-pipe flux, t Microcosmic
acid : phosphoric acid as obtained from this salt.

1783WITHERING tr.
Bergj,ta&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;t&quot;s Outt. Afin. 36 A precipitate

of cobalt.. which makes a blue glass with borax or micro-
cosmic salt. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3! XIV. 629-30 Acid
of Phosphorus. This acid, called also the microcosmic acid,
has already been described. 1816 Encycl. Perth. V. 566/1
Urine contains the fusible salt of urine, or microcosmic salt.

1902 MIERS Mineral. 271 The treatment in the bead of
microcosmic salt.

Microcosmical (maikr^k^-zmikal)^. [Formed
as prec. + -AL.]

=
prec. i .

1570 DEE Math. Pref. c iiij b, Whereby, good profe will

be had, of our Harmonious, and Microcosmicall constitu
tion. 1646 SIR!&quot;. BROWNE Psend. Ep. ii. Hi. 69 This opinion
confirmed would much advance the microcosmicall conceite,
and commend the Geography of Paracelsus. 1790 SIBLY
Occult Sci. (1792) 1.67 He [man] hath a microcosmical sun,
moon, and stars within himself.

Microcosmography (malkrtfkpzmfrgian).
? Obs. [f. MICROCOSM + -(O)GRAPHY.] The de

scription of the * microcosm* or man. Also

(nonce-use), microcosmic representation.

Microcosmology (msikrApoivUSdjO. rare.

[f. MICROCOSM + -(O)LUGY.] A treatise or disserta

tion on the little world or human body.
1856 in MAVNE Exfos. Lex. In mod. Diets.

Microcoulomb : see MICRO- 5.

Microcoustic, erron. form of MICRACOUSTIC.

MicrocrithCmai-krokrih). Physics, [f.
MICRO-

+ CKITH.] A unit of molecular weight; the half

hydrogen-molecule.
1873 I. P. COOKE New Clam. (1874! 73, I propose to call

the unit of molecular weight we have adopted a micrecritli,

even at the rUk of coining a new word.

Micro-crystal (msikrokri-stal). Client, [f.

MICRO- + CRYSTAL sb.~\ A crystal visible only by
the microscope.
1895 tr. Pock s Cheat. Crystall. 42 The methods of recog

nizing, .micro-crystals became more perfect.

Microcrystalliue (mwkwkrf rtilain), a.

Gcol. and Min. [f.
MICRO- -t- CRYSTALLINE.]

Formed of microscopic crystals.

1876 A. H. GREEN Phys. Geol. 46 The aid of a pocket lens

becomes necessary, .to recognise their crystals and these

[rocks] are known as Micro-crystalline. 1879 RuTLEYi?/fr/&
Rofks xi. 188 The central portion consists of vitreous, and
at times, microcrystalline matter. 1891 AthcHZioii 24 Jan.
126/1 A heavy, yellow, microcrystaUine powder.

Microcrystallitic (msHcrokristilMik), a.

Gcol. and Min. [f. MICRO- + CRYSTALLITE + -ic.]

Belonging to microscopic crystallites.
1882 GF.LKIE Text-bit. Gcol. 104 This ground-mass. .may

be. .still further devitrined, until it becomes an aggregation
of such little granules, needles, and hairs between which
little or no glass base appeals (microcrystallilic).

Microcrystallogeny, -crystallography :

see MICRO- 2.

Mici OCyst (mai-krosist). Sot. [f.
MICRO- +

CYST.] An enclosed swarm-cell, an encysted

swarm-spore (of Myxomycetes).
1887 tr. De Bary s Comp. Morfli. f, Biol. Fungi 427 The

term Microcyst was given by Cienkowski to the resting-
state of the swarm-cells [of Myxomycetes]. 1903 tr. Stras-

burgcr s Bot. 303 They [the swarm-spores] surround them
selves with a wall, and as microcysts pass into a state of rest.

Microcyte ^mai-kriswit). Path. [f. MIORO-
4- -CYTE.] A minute red blood-corpuscle.
1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathol. 518 Microcytes. .are small

elements, not exceeding -003 or -004 mm. in diameter, brightly

shining, of the same colour (or even deepei) as the red

corpuscles. 1884 A. FLINT Pritic. Med. (ed. 5} 62 Tliese

microcytes are regarded by some as red blood corpuscles in

process of formation, by others as atrophied or degenerated
red corpuscles. 1897 Allbulfs Syst. filed. IV. 579 Small
red corpuscles or microcytes may occur in varying numbers.

II Microcytliaemia (maikrsij)/&quot; mia). Path.

[mod.L. f. prec. + Gr. a /xo blood.] The condition

of the blood when it contains many microcytes.
1876 tr. Wagner s Gen, Ptithol. 518 Microcythaemia is the

name given, .to a disease, .characterized by the appearance
in the blood of.. microcytes.

Microdactylous : see MICRO- 4.

Microcleiltism (maikrixle ntiz in). [mod. f.

Gr. iHxpu-s small + L. dent-, dens tooth + -ISM.]
Smallness of the teeth.

1889 Lancet June 1152/2 Microdentism. .was associated
with overgrowth of the molars.

fMicrodermatous, a. 1 ath. A spurious word

originating in a misreading of MYCODEHMATOUS.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1890 in Syd. S&amp;lt;n: Lex.]

Micro-detector, -dont: see MICRO- 6, 4.

Micro-electric, -farad: see MICRO- 4, 5.

Microfelsite (moikurfe lssit). Geol. and Min.

[f. MICRO- + FELSITE.] A form of felsite incapable
of resolution under the microscope. Hence Mi-
crofelsi-tic a., of, belonging to, or consisting of,

microfelsite.

1879 RUTLEY Slitd. Rocks x. 171 It yet remains to be
shown whether micro-felsitic matter is inert upon polarised
light. 1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 439 Microfelsite, a term
first introduced by Zirkel, ..is now generally denned as a

microscopic substance, forming the base of some porphyries
which is characterized by the possession of a granular, scaly,
and fibrous structure without the power of exerting any
definite action on polarized light.

Microferment, -foliation, -form : see MICBO-

i, zb, 4.

Micro-gamete, -geology, etc.: see MICRO-.

Micro-germ (mai-krodjajin). Path. [f. MICRO-
+ GERM.] A microbe. Hence Microge rmal a.

1887 A. M. BROWN Anim. Alkal. 117 The category of
affections admittedly micro-germal, parasitic. Ibid. 150 It

is. .an absurdity to introduce micro-germs into the question.

Microglossia, -gonidium, -gramme: see

MICRO- 3, 1,5.

Microgranite (maikrograrnit). Geol. [f.

MICRO- + GRANITE.] A granite rock, recognizable
as crystalline only under the microscope. Hence
Micrograni tic a., of, or pertaining to, micro-

granite. Microgra nitoid a., like microgranite.
1885 GEIKIE Tcxt-bk. Gcol. (ed. 2) 109 Where a similar

structure is so fine that it can only be recognised with the

MICKOLITHIC.

microscope, it has been called microgranitic or euritk. 1888

TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 307 The former he [Kosenbusch]

proposed to call micro-granites. 1893 [see MICRO-SYENITE).

1903 GEIKIE Tcxt-bk. Geol. ll. n. v. (ed. 4) 151 Where their

elements are minute the structure becomes micro-granitoid
or euritic. Ibid. vii. 209 Granite-porphyry (micro-granite)
a fine grained granitoid rock.

Microgranulitic : see MICRO- 4.

Micrograph, (mai-krograf). [f.
MICRO- +

-GRAPH.]
1. A picture or photograph of greatly reduced size.

1874 DRAPER Rclig.tf Sci. v.CiS;?) 134 In her [the Mind s]

silent galleries are there hung micrographs of the living

and the dead ?

2. An instrument constructed for producing ex

tremely minute writing or engraving (Knight Diet.

Mcch. 1875). Cf. MICRO-PANTOGRAPH.

Micrographer (maikrp grafai). [f. MICRO
GRAPHY: see -GRAPHER.] One who practises mi

crography ;
one who describes or delineates micro

scopic objects. So Micro-grapliist in the same
sense (Syd. Sac. Lex. i8go\
1839-47 Todifs Cycl. A nat. 1 1 1 . 527/2 The accounts given of

it bysomeoftheearliermicrographers. i849(J ES Partheno

genesis 32 note. The masterly Micrographer [Ehrenberg].

Micrographic (maikragrae fik), a. [f.
MICRO

GRAPHY : see -GRAPHIC.]
1. Of or pertaining to the delineation of micro

scopic objects or to micrography.
1856 GRIFFITH & HEXFREY (title) The Micrographic Dic

tionary; a guide to the examination and investigation of

the structure and nature of microscopic objects. 1895 \atitre

15 Aug. 368/2 The applications of micrographic analysis.

2. Minutely written (as symptomatic of nervous

disorder). 1899 Isee MACROORAPHYJ.

Micrography (maikr^-grafi). [f. MICRO- +

Gr. -ypcupia. writing. Cf. F. micrographie.]
1. The description or delineation of objects visible

only by the aid of a microscope.
1658 PHILLIPS, Micrography, the description of minute

bodies by a magnifying glass. 1665 / /;//. Trans. I. 58 He
was much surprised when he saw the Micrography of

Mr. Hook. 1670 Moral State Eng. 41 By the study of

Microgiaphy. .they have displaied a new Page of the Book
of Nature. 1731-3 TULL Horse-Hoeing Huso. xvi. 233 Tis
unreasonable to believe, that Water can have such extra

ordinary Skill in Botany, or in Micrography [etc.]. 1869
tr. Pouched Universe (1871) 7 Will any one accuse micro

graphy of giving rise to those vain illusions with which those

. .are pleased to reproach it?

2. a. The art or practice of writing in micro

scopic characters, b. Path. Abnormally small

handwriting, as a symptom of nervous disorder.

1899 [see MACROGRAPHV]. 1905 Daily News 3 July 12

The achievements in micrography of Mr. Sofer, who is

giving the King a portrait composed of a biography of

44.000 letters.

Microhm : see MICRO- 5.

Mi cro-lepido ptera, sb. pi. Ent. [f.

ICRO- + LEPIDOPTEf* ^ A ll*&amp;gt;,-tm c t*&amp;gt;rn

certain small moths.

MICRO- + LEPIDOPTERA.] A collector s term for

1851 H. T. STAINTON (title) The Entomologist s Companion ;

being a Guide to the Collection of Micro- Lepidoptera. 1902
Westm. Gaz. 8 Mar. 8/1 The special library formed by Lord

Walsingham for the study of micro-lepidoptera.

Hence (in recent Diets.) Microlepido-pter, one

of the micro-lepidoptera. Microlepido pteran,

(a) adj., microlepidopterous ; (/&amp;gt;) sb., one of the

micro-lepidoptera. Microlepido-pterist, one who
studies the micro-lepidoptera. Microlepido pter-

ous a., of or pertaining to the micro-lepidoptera.
1852 STAINTON Entoin. Comp. 3 Book-muslin, .is therefore

best adapted for Micro-leptdoplerists.

Microlepidotous : see MICRO- 4.

Microline (mai-krolain). Microscopy. [f.

M ICRO- + LINE.] A unit of diameter for objects

viewed under the microscope.
1857 R P- Brit. Assoc., Trans. Sect. 115 He (Dr. Lyons)

would propose that some definite micrometric integer should

be assumed, being a determinate part of unity. _He proposed
that this measure should be denominated a Microline.

Microlite (mai-krolait). [f.
MICRO- + -LITE.]

1. Min. Impure calcium pyrotantalate, Ca2TaaO7 .

First found in very small crystals, whence the name.

1833 C. U. SHEPHARD in Anier. &quot;Jrnl.
Sci. XXVII. 361

Microlite, a New Mineral Species. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5)

II. 513-

2. Petrology.
= MICROLITH.

1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta s Rucks Class. 6g These bubbles,

as well as the above-mentioned microlites. 1888 TEALL
Brit. Petrogr. 14 Microlites differ from crystallites in

possessing the internal structure of true crystals.

Microlith (mai-ku&amp;gt;lij&amp;gt;). Petrology, [f.
Gr.

fiTxpu-s small (see MICRO-) -I- Ai flos stone.] A term

proposed in 1867 by Vogelsang for the microscopic
acicular particles contained in the glassy portions
of felspar, hornblende, etc. (Cf. MICROLITE 2.)

1879 RUTLEY Stud. Koclts x. 107 Microliths of hornblende

are comparatively rare.

Microlithic (maikruli-hik), o.1 Antiq. [f. Gr.

Hixpus small + \iOos stone: see -1C.] Consisting or

constructed of small stones. Hence, of a period,
a people, etc. Characterized by the erection of

microlithic monuments (opposed to MEGALITHIC).
1872 FERGUSSON Rude Stone Man. ii. 40 The people ..

affected . . what may be called microlithic architecture. Ibid.



MICROLITHIC. 413 MICROPHAGE.

47 The cognate examples in the microlithic styles afford us

very little assistance in determining either the origin or use

of this class of monument.

Microlithic (maikroli-J&amp;gt;ik),
at

[f.
MICRO-

LITH + -1C.] Pertaining to microliths
;

charac

terized by the presence of microliths.

1877 GiiiKie in Nature 4 Oct. 474/2 The abundance of

the glassy microlithic base. 1882 Text-bk. Geol. 131

Micrvlitliic, characterized by the abundance of microliths.

Microlitic (maikroIHik), a. [f. MICROLITE +

-ic.]
= MICROLITHIC a.-

1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xi. 185 [The term] microlitic..

might.. be given to. -rocks which contain. .microliths. 1903
GKIKIE Text-bk. Geol. n. n. vii. (ed. 4) 228 This micro
litic frit is a distinctive character of the Andesites.

Microlitre : see MICRO- 5.

Micro-logical (maikrol^rdsikal), a. [f.
Mi-

CROLOGY +-1CAL.]
1. Characterized by minuteness of investigation

or discussion.

1879 O. W. HOLMES Motley 7. 53 He [. Balzac] is..

a micrological, misanthropical, sceptical philosopher.

2. Of or pertaining to the study of minute

objects; belonging to MICUOLOGY 2.

1847 TodcTs Cycl. Anat. IV. 71 The existing impulse
towards micrological study.
Hence Microlo gically adv.

1872 LOWELL Milton Prose Wks. (1890) IV. 38 iwle, If

things are to be scanned so micrologically, what weighty-
inferences might not be drawn from [etc.].

Micrologist (maikrjrlod^ist). [f. MICROLOGY
+ -JST.] One skilled in the examination and de

scription of minute objects. So Micrologue
(mai krolcg), one who is occupied with micro

scopic research (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1890).
1841-71 T. R. JONKS Anint. Kingd. (ed. 4) 13 The dis

tinguished German micrologist Kolliker, whose researches

. .are calculated to clear up many doubtful points.

MicrologyCmaiknvlod^i). [ad. Gr. fiiKpo\oyia,

f. /li/tpo-s small + -\o~fia. : see -LOGY. Cf. F. micro-

**.]
1. The discussion or investigation of trivial

things or petty affairs
; hair-splitting .

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Micrologic* curiosity about things
of no value ; a speaking or treating of petty affairs. 1727 in

BAILEY vol. II. 1820 W. TOOKE tr. Liician I. 400 What
a parcel of fiddle-faddle and micrology. 1829 I. TAYLOK
Ent/ms. ii. (1867) 35 The philanthropist.. is not found to

spend his nights and days in pursuing any such subtile

micrologics. 1882 FARHAR Early Clir. I. 525 How could

one who had never learnt letters, .. listen without reverence
to that micrology of erudition.

2. (Properly a distinct word formed after MICRO

SCOPE.) That part of science which depends upon
the use of the microscope ;

a treatise on micro

scopic animals and plants.

1849 in CRAIG; and in later Diets.

Microm, mikrom (mai kr^m). [f.
MICRO-

+ the initial letter of METRE.] A term suggested

by Lord Kelvin in place of MICRON.
1898 Lo. KELVIN in Nature 17 Nov. 57/1 Langley, fourteen

years ago, used . . the word mikron to denote the millionth

of a metre. The letter n has no place in the metrical system,
and I venture to suggest a change of spelling to mikrom .

Micromaiiia (maikrum^ nii). Path.
[f. Gr.

luKpos small (see MICRO-) + MANIA.] A form of

mania in which the patient thinks himself, or some

part of him, to be reduced in size (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1890). Also, an insane habit of belittling oneself.

Microma niac, one affected with micromania.

1899 Alll&amp;gt;utt*s Syst. Mcd. VII. 703 Micromania is a name
used in contrast to megalomania and to indicate what
Dr. Mickle calls belittlement . Ibiti. t Micromania is met
with.. in senile degeneration or mental degeneration of one
kind or another. 1902 Speaker 8 Nov. 142/2 The cult of

humility is a wholly spurious micromania. Ibid.) He is the
one micromaniac of whom we have any record.

II Micromelus (maikrp m/lcs). Path. [mod.
L., f. Gr. /u*po-s small + jieAos limb. (Gr. had

^r/cpo^tXijs adj., small-limbed, f. the same ele

ments.)] A human being with all limbs dwarfed.

1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1903 J. COATS Man. Pathol. 44
Partial dwarfing . . may affect all four limbs, micromelus.

Microniere (markramiiu). Embryology, [f.

Gr. iuKpb-s small + / pos part.] The smaller of

the two masses into which the vitellus of the de

veloping ovum of Lamellibranchiata divides (cf.

MAOROMERE). Hence Mi cromeral, Microme--
ric aJjs., of or pertaining to the micromere.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inii. Anitn. viii. 484 Layer of blasto-

meres, of which those of one hemisphere have proceeded
from the micromere, and those of the other from the macro-
mere. Ibid. 498 The edges of the micromeral layer. 1886

Jrnl. R. Microsc. Soc. Ser, II. VI. i. 224 The segmentation
resembles that of other molluscs, trie micromeres appearing
at the formative pole by separation of the protoplasmic
portion of the macromeres 1

.

Micromeritic(m3i:kr&amp;lt;ftneri tik),a. [f. MICRO-
+ Gr. pip-as part + -ITE + -ic.] Of granitoid rocks :

Having a structure discernible only with the mi

croscope. 1882 [see MACROMERITIC]. In mod. Diets.

Micro-metallography : see MICRO- 2.

Micrometer (maikrprnutaa). [ad. F. micro-
mitre (Azout 1667), f. Gr. nlnpu-s small + nirpov

\

measure: see -METER.] An instrument for mea

suring minute objects or differences of dimension.

1. An astronomical instrument applied to telt-

scopes for the purpose of measuring very small

angular distances.

Of this instrument, which was first invented by W.
Gascoigne about 1640, there are several forms, as \\\c. annular
or circular, dioptric (caladioptric) or double-image^ double

refraction, dnplcXifilar, prism^ ring, u&amp;gt;ire micrometer.

1670 FLAMSTEED in Hone Evcry-day Ilk. I. 1092, I . .had
Mr. Townly s Micrometer presented to me by Sir Jonas
Moor. 1759 Gcntl. Mag, 72 The method of using Mr.
Dollond s new catadioptric Micrometer. 1836 / cutty Cycl.
V. 228/2 The double-refraction micrometer. 1853 HKRSCHKL
Pop. Lect. Sci. v. 17 (1873) 193 What astronomers call

a ring micrometer . 1866 CRANUE & Cox Diet. Set., etc.

II. 517/2 The prism micrometer, .has this important defect

[etc.]. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 248/1 Grubb s duplex
micrometer. Ibid. 249*2 Double-Image Micrometers with
Divided Lenses. . .Kamsden s dioptric micrometer.

2. An instrument applied to the microscope for

the purpose of measuring small objects.

(-1790 IMISON Si /i. Art I. 240 The new micrometer is i

nothing more than a stage (on which the objects are placed)
moveable by a fine screw which has a hand, .passing over
the divisions of a graduated circle. 1855 tr. \VedVs Rndim.
Pathol. HistoL \. i. (Syd. Soc.) 10 The glass micrometer.. :

has supplanted the.. screw micrometer. 1866 BRANUE &
Cox Diet. Set ., etc. II. 518/1 The instruments in use amotii;

microscopists are Jackson s micrometer and the cobweb
micrometer. 1877 DARWIN Forms of Fl. i. 16, I measured
with the micrometer many specimens, both dry and wet.

3. An instrument used in machine-construction, ,

watchmaking, etc., for obtaining an extreme
,

degree of accuracy in measurement.

1884 F. J. BRITTKN Watch fy Clockm. 76 The new one [a

plug] may be gauged with a Micrometer or Registering
:

Callipers.

4. attrib. and Comb.
,
as micrometer cell, eye-piece ,

measurement, pointer, scale, slide, square, wheel,
wire

; micrometer balance, a balance for ascer

taining minute weights with exactitude, csp. used

for weighing coins; micrometer gauge, a gauge
fitted with a micrometer, used in machine-making ;

micrometer-microscope, an apparatus for reading
and subdividing the divisions of large astronomical

and geodetical instruments ;
micrometer screw,

a screw attached to optical and other instruments

for the exact measurement of very small angles.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1431/2 Kenshaw s ^micrometer-

balance, invented about 1842, consists of a beam or steel-

yard supported on a knife-edged fulcrum. 1898 Allbntt s

Syst. Med. V. 443 The lines which form the divisions of the

*micrometer cell may be made more distinct [etc.]. 1835
URE P/tilos. Mannf. 126 For very nice measurements

Troughton s &quot;micrometer eye-piece, .may be attached to the

instrument, 1902 MARSHALL Metal Tools 10 Another very
useful type of gauge for making fine measurements is the

*micrometer gauge. 1835 URE P/tilos. Mannf. 96 *Micro-

meter measurements taken from the spectral image.. are

apt to lead to great fallacies. 1849 R. V. DIXON Heat
i, 25 The microscope E was hence called the *micrometer

microscope. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 249/2 A dull phos

phorescence sufficient to make the &quot;micrometer pointer.,

&quot;aintly
viable. 1854 Pereira s Pol. Light 45 A very

minutely grooved surface.. presents an iridescent appear
ance in white light.. .*Micrometer scales frequently present
the same appearances. 1788 Trans. Soc. Arts VI. 190
Moved by the ^micrometer screw. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
244/1 The oblong frame, containing the &quot;micrometer slides.

1898 AUbutt s Syst. Med. V. 441 The corpuscles .. are

reckoned by means of a series of *micrometer squares ruled

over a certain area of the glass floor of the chamber or cell.

1862 Catal. Internal. Exhih II. xi. 23 The tangent _back
sight is elevated by a rack and pinion,

the latter having a

^micrometer wheel for finer readings. 1806 J- A. HAMILTON
in Trans. Roy. Irish Acad. in In adjusting the telescope
and &quot;micrometer wires.

Micrometric (maikwrne trik), a. [f. prec. +

-1C. Cf. F. micromtrique^\
= next,

1835 URE Philos. Mannf. 126 A microscope, provided with

a micrometric glass plate. 1837 Athenxnm 28 Jan. 64/2

Diameterof Penumbra by micrometric measure 58&quot;. 4. 1883

Encycl. Brit. XVI. 243/2 Sir William Herschel s discovery

..gave an impulse to micrometric research.

transf. 1880 T. W. WEBB in Nature XXI. 213/2 The
Italian professor . . inconvenienced by colour-blindness, but

of micrometric vision, . . has plotted a sharply-outlined chart.

Micro-metrical (maikr^me-trikal), a.
[f.

prec. +-AL.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a

micrometer ; carried on by or resulting from the

use of the micrometer.

1712 DERHAM in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 523, /. it. The en-

lightned part of the Moon, being 1025 Micrometrical Parts,

or 20 . 1829 HERSCHELL Ess. (1857) 537 The micrometrical

measurements of double stars. 1837 GORING & PRITCHAKD

Microgr. 48 The divisions of the scale of micromelrical

eye-pieces. i88z Athenseum No. 2833. 194 A third catalogue
of micrometrical measures of double stars made at . . Rugby,
..is contained in the volume, .before us.

Hence Microme-trically adv., by means of a

micrometer.

1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sci. (1849) 419
Whose motions have been micrometrically measured. 1876
G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. n This was micrometrically
established in a lateral direction by Challis in 1857.

Micrometry (maikrp mttri). [f. Or. nittp&-s

small + -
fA.trpia measuring (see -METBY) after

MICROMETEK.] The measurement of minute objects ;

the use of the micrometer.

1853 C. JOHNSON in Bot. $ Physiol. Mem. (Ray Soc. 1854)

416 Mohl has discussed the methods of micrometry in a pro
found manner. 1862 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. II. 306 Micro
metry. A good deal was written some time ago about the
best form of micrometer.

Micromillimetre, -mineralogy : sec MICRO

S 2 a -

Micromorph (raai-kwmpjf). Zool.
[f. dr.

fiiKf&amp;gt;u-s
small +

nop&amp;lt;prj form.] A specimen smaller

than is normal in the species.
1888 HUDLESTON Gasterop. (Palaxmt. Soc.) 112 Micro-

morphs. .occur, .in many parts of the Inferior Oolite,

Micron, mikron (moi-krf n). [ad. Gr. pitcpuv,

neut. of /utfpoy small.] The one-millionth part oi

a metre
;
denoted by the symbol /A

1892 IIAKKKK i hysits 1$ Divided into, .thousandths of a

millimeter; i.e. into microns. 1898 Lu. KKI.VIN in AV/.
Brit. Assoc. 783 Measured wave-lengths as great as 15 mi-
krons in radiant heat. 1905 Ilrit. Mcd. Jrnl. 25 Feb. 404
The lymphocytes showed all variations in size, fioin the

smallest to some which were 15 microns in diameter.

Micronesiau (msikrcnf-Jian), ^. and sl&amp;gt;. [f.

Micronesia (see below : f. Gr. nttcp6~$ small +

vijff-os island) + -AN.
The name, modelled after Polynesia, was intended tu

mean the region of small islands .]

A. at//. Of or pertaining to Micronesia (a group
of small islands in the western region of the North
J .icihc, including the Caroline, J.adrone, Marshall
and Gilbert Islands, etc.), its inhabitants, language,
etc. B. sb. a. A native of Micronesia, b. The

language of the Micronesians.

1896 CooRiN(,TON Diet. Mota Pref. 6 The Micronesian

Group [of languages] takes in the Caroline Islands, Pellew,
Marshall, and Gilbert Islands. 1899 CHRISTIAN in Jrnl.
Antkrop. Insf. XXVIII. 288 On Micronesian Weapons,
Dress, Implements, etc._ 1899 ELLA Ibid. XXIX. 159 Me-
lanesian and Micronesian tongues are to some extent in

flexional. 1900 Edin. Rev. Apr. 490 The Micronesians will

be the happier for this transfer.

Micronucleus (maikrtfmw kl/
itJs).

Zool. PI.

-nuclei, [f.
MICRO- + NUCLEUS.] The smaller

of the two nuclei of a protozoon. Hence Micro-
nirclear a.

,
of or pertaining to a micronucleus,

1892 [see MACRO-NUCLEUS]. 1901 G. N. CALKINS Prn-
tozoa 194 The micronuclei play the most important part in

conjugation. Ibid., The new macronucleus is formed by
the enlargement of a daughter micronucleus. 1905 Jyrit.

Mcd. Jrnl. 25 Feb. 441 A special ingrowth of micronuclear
cells, .gave rise to the mesamceboid (mesoblastic) cells.

Micro*nymy. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. + /u/rpo-s small

+ ovvpa, name, 6Vo^a, after synonymy, etc.] The
use of short words in scientihc nomenclature.

1889 Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 529/1 Astronomers
have set an example in micronymy that anatomists might
well follow.

Micro-organic (mai kroi^igse nik), a. [f.

MICRO- + OKGANIC.] Pertaining to or connected

with micro-organisms.
1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (1892) 317 The micro-

organic world is found to be silent as the grave on evolution.

Micro-organism (mai kr0|p-jganiz m). BioL

[f.
MICRO- + ORGANISM.] A microscopic animal or

plant ; a microbe. Hence Micro-orgrani smal a.,

of or induced by micro-organisms.
1880 MACCORMAC Antisept. Siirg. 105 The presence of

micro-oiganisms in the atmosphere .. is certain. 1898
AUbutt s Syst. Med. V. 564 A manifestation of a micro-

organismal disease.

Micropantograph, -parasite, -pathology :

see MICRO- 6, i, 2.

Micropegmatite (maikr^pe gmatait). Min.

[f.
MICRO- + PEGMATITE.] (See quot. 1888.) Hence

Uicropegmati tic a., having the structure of

micropegmatite or of graphic granite.
1883 GLIKIE Text-bk. Gcol. (ed. 2) no The structure is..

micropegmatitic where the help of a microscope is needed.

1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 30 Graphic granite and . . its

microscopic equivalent, generally termed micro-pegmatite.
1896 Nat. Sci. Aug. 86 The garnet often streams out.,

forming micropegmatitic intergrowths with other materials.

Micropertnite (maikr^paubait). Min. [f.

MICRO- + PERTUITE.] (See quot. 1885.) Hence

Microperthi tic a.
t pertaining to or resembling

microperthite.
1885 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 132 note, F. Becke..

described this structure and names it microperthite. Ibid.

1^3 The felspar, .presents the peculiar fibrous structure re

ferred to in the foregoing description of gneiss (microper

thite, microcline). 1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 31 The

microscopic equivalent of perthite termed microperthite by
F, Becke. 1888 Nature \$ Mar. 459/2 Judging from the

frequent occurrence of striated and micropertnitic felspars.

Micropetalous, -petrology: see MICRO- 4, 2.

Microphage (msi-kr^id^). Phys. Also mi-

crophag. [ad. G. mikrophag (Metchnikoff), f.

Gr. plKpo-s small + phag short for PHAGOCYTE.] A
certain form of the white blood-corpuscles (see

quot. 1903). Also attrib.

1890 [see MACROPHAGE]. 1893 STARLING tr. Metchnikoff^

phage cells in the spleen. 1903 COATS Man. Path. (ed. 5)

148 Polymorphonuclear leucocytes are called Microphags,
and the cells derived from the fixed cells of the tissues, which

are larger, and have large oval nuclei, are macrophags.



MICROPHAGIST.

Microphagist ^maikrp-fad.^ist^. [f.
Gr. nixpo-s

small + #07-, ipayfiv to eat + -1ST.] An eater of

microscopic organisms.
1853 w&amp;gt; SMITH Brit. Diatom. I. p. xxxiii, Several species

[of diatoms] . . have been supplied in abundance by a careful

dissection of the above microphagists.

Microphagocyte (mai krofae gi&ait). Pliys.

[f. MICRO- + PUAUOCYTE.] = MlCBOPHAGE.
1896 Allbatt s Syst. Med. I. 79 Classifications of the

varieties of leucocytes. . . Microphagocyte.

t Microphily. Obs. ran- 1
. In 7 -philie.

[Badly f. Or. fiixpo-s small +1^1X10 friendship.]

The friendship of a small man with a great.
1608 D. TfuviL] Ess. Pol. ft Mar. 95 b, So likewise, where

there is a disproportion eyther in rneanes, or mindes, there

can bee no other friendship, then that Microphilie, which
Plato had with Dionysius the Tyrant.

Microphone (nai kwfcfna). [f. Gr. /tixpu-s

small + i/ojf^ sound.]
1. An instrument by which small sounds can be \

intensified.

1683 I /iil. Trans. XIV. 482 Microphones or Micracou-

sticks that is Magnifying ear instruments. 1727 in BAILKV
vol. II. 1827 C. WHKATSTONK in Q. JrnL Sci. II. 69 An
instrument which, from its rendering audible the weakest

sounds, may with propriety be called the Microphone. 1842
BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Microphone, an instrument for in

creasing the intensity of low sounds.

2. spec. An instrument ^invented almost simulta

neously in 1878 by Prof. Hughes and Dr. Ludtge)
by means of which the telephone is made to re- i

produce faint sounds with more than their original

intensity.

1878 HUGHES in Proc. Roy. Soc. XXVII. 365, I have also

devised an instrument suitable for magnifying weak sounds,
which I call a microphone. The microphone, in its present
form, consists simply of a lozenge-shaped piece of gas car

bon, one inch long [etc.].

Hence Microplicrnic a., pertaining to the micro

phone ; sb. pi., the science of magnifying sounds.

1846 liucHANAN TccknoL Diet., AFicrophoHics, the science

of magnifying small sounds. 1878 Jrnl. Franklin Inst.

CVI. 270 Microphonic Anticipations. 1879 N. Eng. Hist.

V Gen. Keg. XXXIII. rjS Look at the amazing progress
in telegraphic, microscopic, telephonic and microphonic
arts ! 1881 Athenzum 2 July ig/r Dr. Moser read a paper
On the Microphonic Action of Selenium Cells . 1893

PREF.CE & STUBBS Man. Teleplwny 121 The adoption of the

microphonic transmitter in any case necessitates the em
ployment of a battery.

Microphonograph. (mai^krafou-n^graf). [f.

MICKO- + PHONOGKAPH.] An instrument com

bining the principles of the microphone and the

phonograph, designed for rendering sound audible

to deaf-mutes.

1897 Daily News 26 Mar. 2/2 The microphonograph he

[Professor Dussaud] has just issued to the world magnifies
the human voice in the same way as a lens magnifies a pic
ture. 1898 Mature 13 Jan. 255/2 It is suggested that the

micro-phonograph may become an important factor in the
(

education of deaf and dumb subjects.

Microph.OHOUS m3ikr(7 0n3s),a.l rare &quot;. [f.

MICKOPHONE + -ous.] Having the property of aug
menting weak sounds. 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

Micro-ph.OllOUS, a. a rare-&quot;, [f. Gr. /uxpu-

ifxav-os (see next) + -ous.] Having a slender weak
voice (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).

Micropliony vmsikrp foni). rare~&quot;. [ad. Gr.

ptKpotfxuvia, f. fjLit(p6(pojy-oy weak-voiced, f. fUKpo-s
small + tpaivTi voice.] Weakness of voice.

1849 in CRAIG.

Microphotogram (malkroifcJirtdigriem). [f.

MICKO- + PHOTOGKAM.] A microphotograph.
1898 P. MANSON Troji.

Diseases \. 20 Microphotogram
shewing the necessary disposition of blood-corpuscles in slides

for examination for the plasmodium.

Microphotograph. (,m3i:kr&amp;lt;7|ftfu-t&amp;lt;Jgiaf;. [f.

MICRO- + PHOTOUKAPH sb^\

1. A photograph reduced to microscopic size ;
a

microscopic photograph.
1858 [see PHOTOMICROGRAPH].
2. A photograph of a microscopic object on a

magnified scale: = PHOTOMICROGRAPH.
1860 Plwtogr. Neivs 13 Jan. 228/1 The production of good

micro-photographs appears very much to depend on the

employment of a suitable collodion. 1875 tr. VogeVs Client.

/.ig/ttxiv. 208 The beauty of the micro-photograph depends
essentially on the beauty of the preparation to be photo*
graphed. 1896 Ailbntt s Syst. Km. I. 183 Microphoto-
graphs of two pyramidal cells from a case of general para
lysis of the insane.

Hence Micropliotogra phic a., pertaining to or

connected with microphotography. Microphoto-
gra phically aJv., by means of microphoto
graphy.
1858 T. SUTTON Diet. Plwtogr. 296 Micro-photographic

operations. 1863 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. 24 Mar. 153/1 De
scription of the Micro-photographic Apparatus. 1882 R.
NORRIS (title} Physiology and Pathology of the Blood...
With mikro-photographic illustrations. 1895 Daily News 26

July3/i Insect anatomy, illustrated micro-photographicaily.

Microphotography (ma^kreitft^grari). [f.

MICRO- + PHOTOGRAPHY.]
1. The art or process of making photographs of

very small size.

1858 T. SUTTON Dict.Photogr. t Micro-Photography. Under

414

this head may be included two different processes One . .

|

consists in copying objects on an exceedingly small scale, ,

the photograph being intended to be viewed through a

magnifier. . . The other . . consists in producing enlarged |

photographs of minute objects that is, in fixing the images
obtained in the microscope. 1867 SUTTON & DAWSON Diet,

i liotogr., Micro-Photography. This term is now used to
,

designate the reduction of negatives to a very minute size,

and serves to distinguish it from the process denominated

Photo-micrography . 1900 Westm. Gaz. 12 Sept. 82 A
]

letter printed in microphotography is gummed to his [a

bee s] little back, and he is thrown into the air.

2. The art or process of producing by photo- i

graphy an enlarged image of a microscopically i

minute object: = PHOTOMICROGRAPHY.
1858 [see i]. 1875 tr. Vogets Chew. Light xiv. 209

Excellent results have been achieved in microphotography
by Neyt at Ghent. 1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 104

Examples may also be given of balloon, stellar, and micro-

photography.
Microphthalmia, etc. : see MICKO- 3.

Microph.ylline maik \oi\ &quot;lain) ,
a. Bot.

[Formed as next : see -JNE-] Composed of minute

leaflets or scales.

1872 E. TLXKERMAN Gen. Lichennm 245 The foliaceous

Verrucariacei .. passing .. into microphylline and .. into

finally almost crustaccous forms.

Microphyllous : see Micuo- 4.

Microphysics,-physiography: see MICKO- b.

Microphyte (markr^fait). [mod. f. Or. /*po-s
small +

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;VTUI/ plant. Cf. F. microphyte.] A micro-

scopicplant,esp.a bacterium. HenceMicrophytal,
Microphytic adjs., pertaining to microphytes.
1863 SLACK in Intell. Obscrv. Dec. 379 In the fermenta

tion of wheat flour he lLem;iireJ observed in the course of

fifteen days, bacterium^ I ibrio, spirillum^ amoeba^ ttionas t

and paratnetiittn, after which came what he calls micro*

phytes. 1867 MURCHISON Siluria App. O. ted. 4) 546 The mi

crophytes above mentioned. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol.

xx. 440 The innumerable organisms in imcrophytal and

microzpal deposits. 1881 J. SIMON in Nature No. 616. 373
The microphytic origin of an important cancroid disease of
horned cattle. 1896 Atlbntt s Syst. Med. I. 210 After the

rise of modern bacteriology the first attempts made were to

cultivate a specific microphyte from such tumours.

Micropod (moi*kr#p^d). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

Micropoaci) f. Gr. pittpv-s small + 7ro5-, irot/s foot.]

Any one of the Micropoda^ in some classifications

a division of bivalve molluscs including the oyster.
1854 AUAMS, etc. Man, Nat. Hist. 158 Micropods (Micro-

podat.

Micropodal (m3ikr^-p&amp;lt;?dal), a. [f. Gr. fuxpo-

7io5-, fuKpoTTous {f. fuxpvs small + TroS-, TTOI/S foot) +
-AL.j Small-footed

; esp. having the foot abnor

mally small though regularly developed. So Mi-
cropo dic, Micro podons adjs.
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. (s.v. Micropodus) Micropodous*

1859 Chatitb. Jrnl, XI. 323 The micropodic young person.
1902 WKBSIEK, Micro/pedal.

Micro-polariscope, -pore, -porphyritic,
-prismatic, Micropsia: see MICIIO- 6, 1,4, 3.

t Micropsychy. Oh. [ad. Gr. ^rpo^0xta
;

f. fUKp6ifsvx.-o$ pusillanimous, f.
/*I*/&amp;gt;o-s

small + tyvxn

soul.] Pusillanimity.
1651 BIGGS A ew Di$p. 149 The powers .. being .. exani-

mated into a dull and faint mycropsychie. 1654 GAYTON
Pleas. Notes iv. xvii. 259 To what purpose didst thou kneel
for a Licence, if thou wilt not take the liberty to fight?
Though Cyd Hameti Benengeli doth not discover the reason
of this Micropseuchy [printed Micropseachy] of the Don.
1674 HLOUXT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Micropsychy^ feeble courage,
faintness of heart.

Micropterous (mdikrfrpterds&quot;, a. Zool. [f.

Gr. uTtcpotTTtp-os (f. plKpo-s small + irrtp-ov wing) +

-OU8.] Small winged or finned. So Micro-pte-
rism, abnormally small wing-development.
1826 KIRBY &. SP. Entowol. IV. xli. 141 Most of the micro-

pterous tribes (Staphylimts L.) have a fetid smell. 1895
D. SHARP Insects i. 339 (Camb. Nat. Hist.) Some species
are always micropterous. Ibid,, A curious form of variation
occurs in this family [Gryllidae], and is called micropterism
by de Saussure.

Micropterygious : see MICRO- 4.
Micro ptic, a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. pltcpo-s small
+ OTTTIKO? OPTIC a. ] Microscopic.
1800 HURDIS Fav. Village 104 If to the spot invisible we

strain Our aching sight, and with microptic tube Bring it

at last within our feeble ken.

Micropylar (mai-kr^pailai), a. [f. next + -AR.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a micropyle.
1869 W. S. DALLAS tr. Aftiller s Factsfor Darwin 132 The

formation of the micropylar apparatus [in the AmphipodaJ.

Micropyle (mai-kmpail). [a. F. micropyle^
f. Gr. ptKpo-s small + 7^X77 gate.]
1. Bot. The foramen or orifice in the integument

of an ovule, by which the pollen penetrates to the

apex of the nucleus or radicle. Also, the external

aperture which represents this foramen in the

mature seed.
1821 tr. DecnndoUe fy SprengeFs Elcm. Philos. Plants 79

In the seeds of many of the Leguminous plants, a small

cavity appears under the umbilicus, called micropyle, but
its use i* unknown. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 181 The
woody shell of the seed of Sapoteae is certainly testa,, .as

is proved by (he presence of the micropyle upon it. 1875
BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs

1

Bot. 429 It fthe pollen] then
forces itself into the micropyle and advances as far as the

embryo-sac.

MICBOSCOPIC.

2. Zool. A special opening in a female cell for

the entrance of the fertilizing cell.

1859 Toads Cycl. A Hat. V. [971/2
Discoveries . . as to the

existence of the miciopyle in hshes. 1875 RAY LANKEMER
in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XV. 38 The egg-shell . . has a small

hole at the narrower pole, which may be called a micropyle.

1893 TUCKEY Amphioxus 41 This . . explains how it is that

without the formation of a micropyle the spermatozoon can
force its way into the egg.
Microrvh abd, microsclere : see MICRO- i.

Macro-refractometer, etc. : see MICRO- 6.

KicrOSCOpe (maHcr^skcup ,
si&amp;gt;. Also 7 my-

croscop(e. [ad. mod.L. mlcroscopium,l. Gr. piKpiJ-s

small + dKou-fiv to look, see : see -SCOPE. Cf. F.

microscope, Sp. microscopic*, It. microscopic, G.

mikroskop.]
1. An optical instrument, consisting of a lens or

a combination of suitably adjusted lenses, (or,

rarely, also of mirrors) by which objects are so

magnified that details indistinct or invisible to the

naked eye are clearly revealed.

1656 tr. Hobbes EUtn. Philos. i. iv. xxvii. 332 There are

now such Microscopes . . that the things we see with them

appear a hundred thousand times bigger, then they would
do if we looked upon them with our bare Eyes. 1661 S. P.

New Sect Latitude-men 21 The several! discoveries we are

p
fe

----Ispectacklesand mycroscops. _, ---- .,
-

244 The effects of prejudice .. are the same with those of

microscopes. 1831 BREWSTER Optics v. 51 When such a

lens is used to magnify the magnified image produced by
another lens, the two lenses together constitute a compound
microscope.
attrit. 1826 KIRBV & SP. Kntoinol. III. xxix. 193 Till..

they may first enter the range of the microscope-aided eye.

1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Etcnt. Bial. (1877) 247 Microscope-
needle. 1899 CACNEY tr. JakscKs Clitt. Diagn. x. (ed. 4) 431
An Abbe s or other condenser adjusted movably to the

microscope-stand.
b. Lucernal, solar, oxy-hydrogen microscopes :

instruments of the nature of the magic lantern, in

which the illumination employed comes from a

lamp, the sun, and an oxy-hydrogen lime-light

respectively.
1740 H. BAKER in Phil. Trans. XLI. 516 The Solar or

Camera Otic lira Microscope, and the Microscope for opake
objects. 1787 G. ADAMS Ess. Microscope 65 This [lucernal]

microscope was originally thought of, and in part executed

by my father. 1797 Encycl. Brit. led. 3) XI. 725 The im
roved lucernal microscope. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 188/2 A
ew achromatic glasses for oxy-hydrogen microscopes have

been made. i&i&Encycl.Mctrop. III. 470/2 The solar micro

scope differs entirely ..from those above described.

2. trans/, nndyff.
1671 MILTON / . A . IV. 57 Many a fair Edifice .. (so well

I have dispos d My Aery Microscope) thou rnay st behold

Outside and inside both. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 233 The
critic Eye, that microscope of Wit, Sees hairs and pores,

examines bit by bit. 1839-51 BAILEY festas xiv. 162

Watching the thoughts of men and angels Through moral

microscopes. 1903 ll tstm. Gaz. 21 Feb. 7/1 The Board

would work . . under the microscope of a Committee of

Censure.

3. Astron. (Also in mod.L. form Microsco--

pium.) A constellation south of Capricorn, intro

duced by Lacaille in I75 2 -

Microscope (mai-knfekoup), v. rare. [(.
MI

CROSCOPE s6.\ trans, a. To magnify, b. To
scrutinize minutely. Hence Mi croscoped///. a.,

fig. microscopically selected.

1888 T. DEW. TALMAGEin Voice (N.V.I 6 Sept., He talked

against you. He microscoped youi faults. 1896 MRS. CAK-

FYN Quaker Grandmother 206 He looked much more likely

to spring upon her unawares, and microscope her. 1889
\. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Method 87 The specialist s

literature of microscoped minutiae.

i Microsco pial, a. 06s. [f. mod.L. micro-

sc0pi-um + -\i:.] MICROSCOPICAL.

1738 D. BAYNE Gout 102 No secretion or excretion is per
formed without a mixture, .of several sorts of particles, -as

appears by microscopjal observations. 1740 BAKER in / ////.

Trans. XLI. 453 Being aware how much Imagination has

frequently had to do with microscopial Observations, I dis

trusted my own Eyes.

Microscopic v naikroskfrpik), a. [ad. mod.L.

microscopic-its, f. microscopium : see MICROSCOPE

and -1C. Cf. F. niicroscopiqtie, It. microscopico,

Sp. microscopical
1. = MICHOSCOIICAL a, i. Now rare exc. Jig.

1857 G- Birds Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 199 The microscopic
examination of a sediment composed of cystine. 1863 RAY
LANKESTEH in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. III. 83 Nor are they

generally known to microscopic observers in this country.

1877 W. THOMSON l- oy. Challenger I. i. 15 The substances

in common use in mounting microscopic preparations.

fig- 779-* JOHNSON L. P., Rome Wks. III. 38 Few cha
racters can bear the microscopick scrutiny of wit quickened
by anger. 1850 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. III. viii. in It is not

a microscopic self-examination. 1877 STUBBS Lect. Med. ft

Mod. Hist. v. (r886) 103 The tree.. bears to the microscopic
investigator marks of every winter that has passed over it.

1904 Sat. Kev. 29 Oct. 551 The microscopic inquiry of the

Dictionary of National Biography.
2. Possessing or exercising the functions of a

microscope.
173* POPE Ess. Man 1. 193 Why has not Man a microscopic

eye? For this plain reason, Man is not a Fly. 1744 THOM
SON Summer 288 Gradual, from These what numerous
Kinds descend, Evading even the microscopic Eye . a 1761



MICBOSCOPICAL.

CAWTHORN Antiquarians So To ev ry corner of the brass

They clapp d a microscopic glass. 1876 LOWELL Among
ffty fibs. Ser. 11. 278 Gulliver s microscopic eye.

fig, a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 10 His Excellence In

..magnifying all he writ With curious microscopick Wit.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) II. vii. 65 His intellect being
subtle and microscopic. 1^03 MORI.EY Gladstone I. 4 The
microscopic subtlety of a thirteenth century schoolman.

3. Of such minute size or proportions as to be

invisible or indeterminate without the use of a

microscope.
176. WESLEY Serin. Ixxiv. i. n Wks. (1811) IX. 314 Are

Microscopic Animal-;, so called, real Animals or not ? 1770
HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LX. 431 The eyes of the smallest

microscopic animals. 1802 BOURNON ibid. XCII. 300 We
may . .by means of a lens, perceive small microscopic crystals
of thallite. 1819 CHILDREN Chan. Anal. 271 From the

mountainous elephant to the microscopic insect. 1899 All
butt s Syst. Med. VI. 891 Some of which vessels, .presented
evidences of microscopic gummata.
fig. 1849 STOVEL Canne s Necess. Introd. 78 Every.. care
was taken to find .. terms the most microscopic to

express
the littleness of those mere ceremonies *. 1887 G. H. DAR
WIN in Fortn. ReT. . Feb. 273 They are microscopic .. earth

quakes. 1887 RUSKIN Praeterita II. 24 Turner s micro

scopic touch.

Microscopical (maikroskp pik&l), a. [Formed
as prec. + -AL.J
1. Pertaining or relating to the microscope or its

use ; resembling what pertains to a microscope.
1664 Phil. Trans. I. 28 The Microscopical view of the

Edges of Rasors. 1681 GLANVILL Saddnciswus i. (i6S:&amp;gt;) 7

The certainty of which I believe the improvement of micro

scopical Observations will discover. 1690 LOCKF. Hitni.

Und. n. xxiii. 12. 140 And if by the help of such Micro

scopical Eyes (if I may so call them) a Man could penetrate
farther than ordinary into the.. radical Texture of Bodies.

1796 HP. WATSON ApoL Bible ix, (ed. 2) 94 The microscopical
discoveries of modern times. 1879 RI-TLEY Stud. Rocks x.

104 Unsatisfactory in the present state of microscopical

knowledge. 1883 PROCTOR in Knowledge 18 May 300/2 Are
not microscopical papers in progress?
2. = MICROSCOPIC 3. Now rare.

1769 HARRINGTON in Phil. Ttans. LIX. 31 Still smaller

microscopical insects. 1771 W. JONES Zool. Eth. 76 The
microscopical feathers upon the wing of a moth. 1871
HARTWIG Snbterr. IV. ii. 10 The aggregated remains of

microscopical animals. 1880 GDNTHEK Fishes 114 It is the

membrana argentea* and composedof microscopical crystals.

Microscopically (maikr^sk^-pikali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY -.] By means of a microscope ; so

minutely as to be visible only with a microscope.
1795 HAIGHTON in Phil. Trans. LXXXV, 192 Metals,

when microscopically examined, have convoluted fibrous

appearances. 1836-9 Todifs Cycl. Anat. II. 122/2 One of
these worms, when examined microscopically, presented a

rupture in the middle of its body. 1876 BRISTOWE Theory
&amp;lt;V

Pract. Med. (1878) 57 Microscopically, they are found to

be identical in structure with the uterine muscular walls.

1879 tr. Semper s Anim. Life 40 The ovum cell being al

ways microscopically small.

b. fig. and hyperbolically.
1824 SCOTT St. Ronaris v, The company examined even

microscopically the response of the stranger. 1874 tr. Lorn-
mefs Light 18 The rays of light which reach the micro

scopically small earth. 1885 C. F. WOOLSON in Harper s

Mag. Apr. 787/2 The little advances she had made had been

microscopically small.

Microscopico- (maUrawkfpUw), mod. com
bining form of MICROSCOPICAL.
1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. i, i. (ed. 3) 7 Some beautiful

mlcroscopico-chemical experiments.

Microscopist (maikrp-skJpist, U.S. mai kro-

sk0upist). [f? MICKOSCOPE + -1ST.] One skilled

in the use of the microscope.
1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat, I. 405/2 We find marked dis

crepancies in the conclusions come to by different micro-

scopists. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i.
ji. 33 The simple hand

magnifier, so often employed by microscopists in the pre
liminary examinations of objects. 1879 H. GRUBB in Trans,

Roy. Dublin Soc. 188 Looked into at a convenient angle
somewhat similar to that usually adopted by microscopists.
transf. 1851 WYTHES (title} The Microscopist, or a Com-

plcte Manual on the use of the Microscope.
Microscopize (moikrp sk^paiz), v. nonce-wit.

[f. MICROSCOPE + -IZE.] trans. To work with a

microscope.
1846 HUXLEY in Life &amp;lt;$

Lett. (1900) I. 27, I may read,
draw, or microscopise at pleasure.

Microscopy (maikrp sk^pi). [f.
MICROSCOPE

+ -Y.] The art or practice of using the micro

scope ;
the science of the microscopist.

1664-5 PEPVS Diary 20 Jan., To my bookseller s, and there
took home Hook s book of microscopy. 1867 J. HOGG
Microsc. I. ii. 70 The many important contributions to mi

croscopy by Owen, Carpenter, Quekett, Ralfc, etc. 1887
Times i Sept. 6/3 The value of microscopy when brought
to bear on pharmacy.
Microsection : see MICRO- 2 c.

Microseism (maikr^ssi z m). [f. Gr. /*ipu-s
small + (Tt(T/iuy shaking, earthquake.] A faint

earthquake tremor.

1887 G. H. DARWIN in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 271 Earth tremors
or microseisms are not confined to countries habitually
visited by the grosser sort of earthquakes. 1888 Times

24^Nov. 15/2 There may have been a succession of micro-
seisms perceptible only to the delicate senses of quadrupeds
and other dumb creatures.

IMCicroSeismic (maikrosai zmik), a. [f. prec.
+

-1C.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a faint

earth tremor. So also Microsei sinical a., in the
same sense.
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1877 Eng. Mechanic 10 Aug. 533/3 More than 20,000
microseismic observations, made from 1870 to 1875. 1886

J. MILNE Earthquakes xix. 316 The most satisfactory ob
servations which have been made upon microseismic dis

turbances are those which have been made during the last

ten years in Italy. Ibid., A series of microseismical observa

tions.

Microseismograpll (msikrossi zmograf).

[mod. f. Gr. /uxpu-s small + eriay*o-s earthquake :

see -GRAPH.] An instrument for recording slight

earth tremors, as well as the feeble effects of distant

earthquake shocks.
iSSi Friends&quot; Intelligencer XXXVIII. 556 The Micro-

seismograph, .with which Professor Palmieri. .may detect

the first faintest quiver which hints the coming earthquake.

1899 Nature 30 Mar. 523/1 The microseismograph devised

a few years ago by Prof. Vicentini, of Padua.

Microseismology (moikrosoizm^ lod,*,!). [f.

MICROSEISM + -OLOGYTJ The study or science of

minute earth-tremors.

1884 Chain!1
. Jrnl. 762 The study of these slight move

ments of our great Mother is called microseismology.

1884 At!ien.rnm i Nov. 566, 2 The new branch of science

which is directed to the observation of these minute tremors

is to be called micro-seismology.

Microseismometry (maikrflssizmpinetri).

[f. MICROSKISM f -(O)METKY.] The art or process
of measuring slight earth tremors.

1889 Nature 7 Feb. 338/1 The account that is given of the

labours of Italian observers in the field of microseismomctry
is meagre and unsatisfactory.

Microsenie (m;n-kn/&quot;m\ a. nnd sl&amp;gt;. Anthro

pology, [a. 1&quot; . microsl ine (liroca), f. Gr. iuitpu-s

small + afjna sign, index .] a. adj. Of a skull :

Having a small orbital index, i. e. one below 83.

b. sl&amp;gt;. A skull having an orbital index below 83.

1878 [see MESOSF.MK]. 1880 Nature 8 Jan. 224 The now
extinct Tasmanian race was . . prognathous, platyrhine, mi-

croseme. 1886 A. MAC.M.ISIER in &quot;Jrnl. Anthrof. his!. XVI.
150 The skulls agree with the ordinary Bushman skull in

most respects, being microseme, platyrhine, tapeinocephalic,

mcsaticephalic. 1897 SIIRI BSALL ibid. XXVI I. 283 A special
feature of the Akka skull is the microseme orbit.

Microseptum : see MICKO- i.

MicrosipllOll (maikrosDi fsn). Zool. [f.
MICRO-

+ SIPHON.] The small siphon, or siphuncle, cha

racteristic of the majority of Nautiloids and Am-
monoids.

1887 IIvAiT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. 402 None of

these forms, however, attained a true microsiphon.

II Microsiphoiiula (inaikrJsifou niwla). Zool.

[mod.L. dim. of prec.: see -ULE.] A larval stage
in certain Cephalopods, when the microsiphon

begins. Hence Microsipho nular a., of or per

taining to the microsiphonula stage. Microsipho -

nulate a., having a microsiphonula stage. Micro-

siphonula tion, the formation of the microsi

phonula stage.
1887 HYATT in Proc. Best. Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 401

! This was the beginning of the small siphon and can be

i appropriately termed the Microsiphonula. The micro-
1

siphonula was the typical stage of nearly all the known
I genera of Nautiloids. Ibid. 402 These organs entirely dis

appeared in the true microsiphonulate forms. Ibid., Sannio-

mtes was a genus in which the siphon was smaller than in

Endoceras, and probably, .inherited the tendency to micrp-
siphonulation at the first septum at an earlier age than in

Endoceras.

Microsiplmiicle (msikwrifeijk l). Zool. [f.

MICRO- + SIPHUKCLE.] = MICROSIPHON.
1893 HYATT in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. XXIII. 414 The

metanepionic substage must obviously begin with the advent

of the characteristics of the tubular microsiphuncle.

Microsome (msMaaJtoin). Biol. Also qnasi-
L. microso-ma, //. -so-mata. [mod.L. micro-

I
soma, f. Gr. /u/r/w-5 small + auifta body.] A name

j given by Hanstein (1880) to certain small granules
which abound in vegetating cells of protoplasm.
So Microso matous a., epithet applied to animals

;

of minute size (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).
1885 GOODAI.E Physiol. Bot. 211 Imbedded in the proto

plasm, ..there are generally minute granules which have a

high degree of refrlngency. .
;
these are the microsomata of

Hanstein. 1887 WARD tr. Sachs
1

Physiol. Plants 79 This. .

is thickly set with very numerous small granules (micro-

somes). 1900 EWART tr. Pfeffcrs Physiol. Plants (ed. 2) I.

ii. 43 Cytoplasm may contain minute bodies, .which, .may
be termed microsomes or microsomata.

Microsomite (maikrosJo-msit). Zool. [f.

MICRO- + SOMITE.] A permanent segment formed

during the embryonic stage of an insect. Hence
Microsomi tic a., belonging to a microsomite.
1888 Amer. Naturalist XXII. 941 The secondary or

microsomitic segmentation of the primitive body. Ibid. 042
If the macrosomites of the primitive body were to persist,

I as such, together with their later subdivisions (microsomites).

Microsommite (maikrosp mait). Mia.
[f.

Gr.

fuxpc-s small, as being in small crystals + Somina,
name of one of the volcanic peaks of Vesuvius +

t -ITE. Named by A. Scacchi 1872 (Chester).] An
: impure silicate of aluminium and other bases,

found in the matter discharged from volcanos.

1885 in Casstlfs Encycl. Diet. 1900 DANA Alin. (ed. 6)

411 Davyne is in part at least microsommite.

Microspe ctroscope. [f. MICRO- + SPECTRO-

i SCOPE.] A combination of the microscope and

MICROTHERM.

spectroscope devised by Sorby and Browning for

the examination of very minute traces of substances.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. I. ii. 115 Such additions as the mi

crospectroscope can be as easily used with it as in the old

form. \fy$Allbntt s Syst. Med. V. 460 Human haemoglobin
invariably crystallizes in the reduced condition, as may be
shown by the micro-spectroscope.
Hence Mi crospectrosco pic a., of or pertaining

to the microspectroscope; Microspectro scopy,
the art or process of using the microspectroscope

(SyJ. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1871 tr. Schcllcn s Spectr. A nal. 454 Relating to the micro-

spectroscopic and microspectroscope investigations.

Microspermous : see MICRO- 4.

Mierosphere, -spherulitio : see MICRO- 1,4.

Microspined, -splenic : see MICRO- 4.

Microsporaiige (maWcrcisporse ndg). Also in

mod.L. form -sporangium, [f.
MICRO- + Sro-

RANGE.] A capsule containing microspores.
1881 J. S. GARDNER in Naturt- XXIV. 75 When the micro-

sporangium or seed becomes detached. 1875 [see MACI:O-

SI-ORANGK]. i88z (iaril. Clirvn. XVII I. 40 I he microspores

..occupy the cavity of the microsporange. 1887 WARD tr.

Sachs Phys. Plants xlii. 746 The . . micro-sporangia become

expelled. 1900 in JACKSON Gloss. Bot.

Microspore (ni kresp6.i). [f.
MICRO- +

SPORE.]
1. Bot. and Path. A parasitic fungus which has

small spores, characteristic of ringworm. = MICRO-

8PORON.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex, Microsporutn .. term for the

cryptO;4amious plant in Pvrrigo dccal- ans,. .a microspore.

1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 855 The microspores and

trichophytes all belong to the same family,

2. Bot. A small spore, especially one connected

with reproduction.
1858 CARPENTER I eg. Phys. 734 One containing a mass

of fine powdery granules (microspores) ;
the other including

only three or four roundish tleshy bodies (megaspores). 1875
UENNETT & DYER Sachs l&amp;gt;ot. 336 The Marslliaceae and

Selaginelleae produce their antherozoids within the micro-

spore itself. 1877 I.i: CONTI: J-.L jn. Gcol. (1879) 355 [There
are in I.epidodendrids] two kinds of spores microspores
and macrospores corresponding to stamens and pistils.

3. Zool. A spore-like form in Protozoa. Also

used for MICROGAMETE.
1882 KENT Man. Infusoria II. 870 Microspores. The

spore-like elements, of exceedingly minute size but very
numerous, produced through theencystment and subsequent
subdivision of many monads. 1905 M CCABF. tr. Haeckel s

E- ol. Man I. 140 The smaller microspores have the same

shape as the larger macrospores.
Hence Microspo ric a. Jiot., of or pertaining to

a microspore (Webster 1897). Mi-crospo rous

a. Bot., having small seeds or grains (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1856); resembling or derived from a

microspore (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Microsporidian : see MICRO- i.

II Mici OSpOrOU (moikrp-sporjm). Bot. [mod.
L., f. Gr. iuKpu-s small + airopa or avopos seed,

SPORE.] = MICROSPORE i. Also attrib.

1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathol. 217 Klebs describes as

septic, or tertiary haemorrhages those dependent oil the pene
tration of his microsporon into the arteries or veins. 1898
P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xxxvii. 581, I believe that those

cases of microsporon . . dhobie itch are more easily cured

than the trichophyton varieties. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med.
VIII. 776 In microsporon ringworm also, there are round
bald patches.

Microsporophyl^l : see MICRO- i.

Microsthene (nwi-kr&lifn). Zool. [mod.L.
Microsthena. pi. (see below), f. Gr.

/ir/rpo-s
small

+ a0tvos strength.] A member of the JUicrostkena,

one of the orders in Dana s classification of the

Mammalia, comprising the smallest and struc

turally least powerful mammals. Hence Micro-
sthe nic a., of or pertaining to the microsthenes.

(Cf. MEGASTHENE.)
i86z DANA Man.Geol. 345 They are of a small type, .such

as are styled Microsthenic in the remarks on Mammals.
Ibid. 421 The Microsthenes ,. the inferior type. 1863 in

Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. H. XXXVI. 9 A general structural

characteristic may yet be detected corresponding to these

megasthenic and microsthenic qualities. 1876 DCNCLISON
Med. Lex., Microsthenes, a group of the mammalia having
a small size. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Microsthenes . . Micro-

sthcnic.

Microstome, -stomatous, -stomous : see

MICRO- i, 4.

Micro-structure, -stylar : see MICRO- 2 b. 4.

MicrOStylotlS (maikrtfstaHys),a. Bot. [mod.
f. Gr. nlKpu-s small + (rrC\o-s pillar, STYLE + -ous.]

Having a short style in association with elevated

anthers.

1887 WARD tr. Sachs Phys. Plants xlv. 790 When the

pollen of the macrostylous flowers is transferred to the mi-

crostylous stigma.

Microtasimeter, -telephone : see MICRO- 6.

Microtherni (mai kri!fb?jm). Bot. [f.
Gr.

fuKpo-s small H- flf
p/&quot;? heat, Sfppiis hot.] A plant,

native of an arctic or alpine region.
1873 J.G. BAKER Bot. Geog.tf Microtherm, characteristic

of the arctic-alpine zone. Ibid. 50 The seeds of many of

the Microthcrms ..will germinate at a temperature of little

over 32. 1884 Trans. I ict. Inst. 38 Microtherms plants

inhabiting alpine or arctic regions. 1888 Our Karth 4- Hi
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. . .

(Cassell s Encycl. Diet. Suppl. 1902).
Microzo ary. Zool, [ad. mod.L.

aria, pi. of *tnicrozdarion, f. Gr. ^Ticpo-s

Story (ed. Brown) II. 275 note, Microt/terms, plants of the

Arctic-Alpine zone. 1900 JACKSON Gloss. Bot.

Microtome (mai krJt^nm). [f. Gr. piitpu-s

small -i- -TOPICS that cuts, f. TO/*-, T*/X-, root of

Ttpvftv to cut.] An instrument for cutting ex

tremely thin sections for microscopic work.

1856 CARPENTER Microsc. ff Rev. 211 The microtome of

M. Strauss-Durckheim. 1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 H. G.
BIRD in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XV. 24 If placed dry in a

rigid tube, as that of the microtome, .the addition of. .water
will . .cause the pith-cells to expand.
Hence Microto mic, Microto iuical adjs., re

lating to the use of the microtome. Micro toniist,

one expert in the use of the microtome. Micrcr-

tomy, the scientific use of the microtome.

1885 LEE (title) The Microtomist s Vade-Mecum. 1887
Amer. Naturalist XXI. 1130 The development of micro-

tomical technique has made it a comparatively easy matter,

Microtylote, -volt, -weber: see MICRO- i, 5.

Microxea: see MICRO- i.

II Microzoa (msiknJzJu-a), sb.pl. Zoolm In sing.
-zoon

(-z&amp;lt;?a-pn). [mod.L., f. Gr. /ii*po-s small +
fo)oi/ animal.] A general name for infusoria, roti

fers, etc. Hence Microzo al, Microzo ic ad/s., of

the nature of, containing, or consisting of microzoa. !

1862 STODDART in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. II. 150 These
small microzoa seem to be the most ubiquitous of any known
beings. Ibid. 147 Its zoophytes and other microzpic wonders.

1876 PAGE Adv. Tf.rt-l k. Geol. xx. 440 The innumerable

organisms in microphytal and microzoal deposits. 1884
BKADY in Challenger AY/., Zool. IX. 136 Microzoa from the

Upper Lias of Hanbury. Ibid. 148 In microzoic strata.

Mid OZOan (maikr^zJu an), a. and sb. ZooL

[f. MICKOZOA : see -AN.] a. adj. Pertaining to

the Microzoa. b. st&amp;gt;. Any member of the Microzoa

(Cassell s Encycl. Diet. Suppl. 1902).
mTcrozo-

small -*

dpiov dim. of $ov animal.] = MICROZOON.
1863 SLACK in Intdl. Obsen\ Dec. 379 During the foetid

stage he \sc. Lemaire] observed thirty species of micro-
|

zoaries.

So Microzoa rian, a. and sb. MICROZOAN (Cent.
Diet. 1890).

Microzoogonidium : see MICRO- r.

Microzooid (maikr^zJu oid), sb. and a. [f.

MICRO- + Zoom.] a. sb. (See quot.) b. adj. Per

taining to a microzooid (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1882 KKNT JAz. Infusoria II. 870 Microzooids, free-

swimming zooids of abnormally minute size, which conjugate
with, or become buried within the substance of the bodies
of the normally sized sedentary animalcules of many Vorti-

cellidse,

Microzoology : see MICRO- 2.

Microzooii : sing, of MICHOZOA.

Microzoospore : see MICRO- i.

Microzyme (mai-krazaim). Phys. Also mi-
crozyma ^moikr0z9rma). [mod. f. Gr.

/u/f/&amp;gt;a-s

small + fti/ir; yeast : cf. ZYMIC.] A zymotic mi
crobe

;
one of a class of minute and lowly organized

living beings, to whose presence are attributed

epidemic and other zymotic diseases.

1873 HUXLEY Critiques &amp;lt;$

Addr. x. 242 Two of the most
destructive of epizootic diseases . . are also dependent for

their existence, .upon extremely small living solid particles,
to which the title of microzymes is applied. x88z A. /u iiximi
23 J u y * 1 8/2 These mlcrozymas and those of chalk and
oilier rocks have the same origin as the microzymas of every
living organism. 1885-8 FAGGE & PYE-SMITH Princ. Med.
(ed. 2) 25 The word microzyme was suggested by licchamp
and adopted by Sanderson. 1902 Longm. Mag. July 257
Water which he had obtained from the purest ice contained

microzymes.

t Mi Ction. Obs. [ad. late L. miction-em (also

minction-em} ,
n. of action f. mingere to make

water. Cf. F. micHon.] The action of urinating.
1663 H. MORE Div. Dial. I. 372 But the Laws of Miction

|

amongst those of the West-Indies is a pitch of Slovenliness

beyond all Cynicism, the men and women not sticking to
let fly their Urine even while they are conversing with you. |

1689 G. HARVKY Curing Dis. by Expect. viiL 60 The risque .

of a troublesome Cure of the Wound, that seldom is performed
without, .difficulty of iniction. 1856 MAYNB Expos. Lex.

Micturate (mi-ktiiir^t), v. [Incorrectly f. L.
micturire : see MICTDRIENT. (The sense is in

correct as well as the form.)] intr. To urinate.

1842 Lancet^ Mar. 903/2 Another, in long-winded phrase,
tells us that his patient desires to micturate . 1889 J. M.
DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. Wont, xxvii. (ed. 4) 220 She now
complains of

pain
on micturating. 1899 Allbntfs Syst.Med. VII. 19 If the transverse spinal lesion be compete,

the desire to micturate will be lost.

fluent kind, generally a Micturition and Dysury came on
about the i2th, or i3th Day. 1799 Med. Jml. II. 200 Fre

quent painful micturition. 1818-20 E. THOMPSON Cnllen s

Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 256 Without swelling of the hypo
gastrium or micturition. 1860 SIR H. THOMPSON Dis. Pro
state (1868) 58 The barrier which the swollen prostate offers

to micturition. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. Woin.
xxix. (ed. 4) 236 Micturition very difficult.

Mid (mid), a., j&amp;lt;M,
s.r\dadv. Forms: i mid(d)-,

3-6 myd, 4 myde, 4-7 midde, 5 mydde, 6 midd,
3- mid. [Com. Teut. and Indogermanic : OE.
midd (found only in inflected forms, midde

&amp;gt;
middes,

midre
^ midne t etc.) corresponds to OFris. mtdde

t

meddej OS. middi^ OHG. mitti (MHG. mitte) t

ON. mid-r, Goth, midjis : OTcut. *mcttjo- : Indo-

germanic *medhyo- t
whence Skr. madhya, Zend

maidya, Gr. ptacros (\*metkyos}, later /xtVo?, L.

medius, OCeltic media- (in place-names), Olrish

mide sb., middle.] A. adj.

1. In partitive concord, expressing adjectivally
the sense : (The) middle or midst of. (In mod.

Kng. usually hyphened.)
Originally mid in this sense could be used without restric

tion, but in mod.Eng. its application has been greatly
narrowed. It is still extensively used in scientific and
technical language ;

and it is common (though rather literary
than colloquial) in advb. phrases formed with in prep., the
article being most frequently omitted, as in mid-career, in

mid volley (see d) ;
but the use of phrases of this type not

traditionally current is apt to seem affected. The attribu

tive use of the combinations of mid* is also frequent.
cn6o Hatton Gosp. Mark vi. 47 And ba atfen WEES ban

scyp WEES on midre SR-. c 1350 Will. Paleme 3605 Ac wil-

Ilams spere was stef wittow for sobe, & melte bat ober man
jn be midde scheld. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvur. 132 Quhen
in myd cawse war thai [etc.], a 1400 Sir Pert. 2062 The
clobe in the erthe stode To the midschafte it wode. 1489
Paston Lett. III. 347 It [a whale] is xj. fadam and more
of length, and ij. fadam of bygnes . . in the mydde fyssh.

1513 DOUGLAS .-Kncis iv. il. 53 IJegyn scho wald to tell

furth hir intent And in tlie myd word stop, and hald hir

still. 1557-75 Dhtrn. of L ^ccitrr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 104 Quhair
at ane tabill sat the querns Majestic at mydburd. 1609 T.
HEYwoo i&amp;gt; Troid Brst ii. 2 Nor did that Nation first on
earth begin Vnder the mid Equator. 1610 HEALEY^. Aug.
Citie ofGod xvi. viii. (1620) 548 Some that haue but one eye
in their mid-foie-head. 1618 M. \ &amp;gt;\V.V.T Horsemanship i. 48
He must obserue that the vse of the hand is not to cut and
teare the Horses mouth vp to the mid-cheeke, as many
heauy hands doe. 1647 J. HALL Poems n. 104 Thou
who canst stop the Sea In her mid-rage, stop me. a 1667
MILTON in liirch Life M. s Wks. 1738 I. 43 Next some
Shepheard or companie of Merchants pas .ing through the
Mount in the time that Abram was in the midwork,
relate to Sarah what they saw. 1681 DRYDKN Span.
Friar \. i, I ll plant my Colours down In the Mid-breach.

1727-46 THOMSON Summer o Hence, let me haste into
the mid-wood shade. 1742 YOUNG AY. Th. ix. 954 Now
Sons of Riot in Mid-Re\el rage. 1753 G. WEST Odes of
Pindar, etc. I. 228 The sacred Image, that fell down from
Heav n, In the Mid-Gally utter d thus her Voice. 1810 SIR
A. IJoswKi.i, Edinb. Poet. Wks. (1871) 48 In mid-street, fit

theme for laureate bard, The proper Castle of the City
Guard. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. xiv, The plough was
in mid-furrow stayed. 1818 &quot;KKATS Kmiym. i. 18 The mid-
forest brake, Rich with a sprinkling of fair musk-rose blooms
1829 SCOTT Doom of Devorgoil in. iv, We countered.. even
in mid-chamber. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 59 A
column of smoke rising from the mid-surface of a perpen
dicular rock. 1852 WIGGINS Embanking 86 Between the
mid-tide level and the low-water level of neaps. /&, An
hour before mid-ebb, and for the same time after mid-flow.

1853 GROTE Greece u. Ixxxviii. XI. 513 Though this seems
a strange proceeding during mid-war, yet [etc.l- 1853
WHYTE MELVILLE Digby Grand I. viii. 206 Every oar above
the surface, as though arreste&amp;lt;fin mid-stroke by a charm.
1859 TEMNYBON Elaine 553 A Prince In the mid might and
flourish of his May. Ibid. 874 Yet the great knight in his
mid-sickness made Full many a holy vow and pure resolve.
1860 READE Cloister % H. xxxvii, He.. suddenly rising in
mid narrative, said [etc.]. 1862 G. A. LAWRENCE Barr. Hon.
I. v. 95 Just as a fencer might do touched sharply in mid-
chest

by hisopponent s foil. 1871 FARRAR lYitn. Hist. ii. 82
A prophet of anarchy and naturalism, in the mid confession
of his faith. iS^RusxiN ForsClav. xxiii. 17 If thespider.or
other monster in midweb, ate you. 187981 K G. G. SCOTT Lect.
Archit. I. 278 Hy placing the glass in. .the mid-thickness of
the wall. 1896 Brit. Birds I. 41 It will utop in midflight
and poise itself. 1898 Alllnitt s Syst. Med. V. 94 Occasion
ally it [ . a pain] is felt in the mid-axilla.

b. With article or possessive adj. interposed
between the adj. and sb. Obs.
Prob. due to association with the construction of on mid-

dan : see AMID. Cf. the still surviving similar use of HALF
a. (i b).

c 897 K. /ELFRED Gregory s Past. C. xlix. 383 Ga3 from
ate to jeate ourh midde 3a ceastre. a 900 tr. Bxda s
ist. v. i. 2 Da we 5a waeron on midre Ssere sa;. a 1225

t Mictu rient, a. Obs. [ad. L.

pres. pple. of mictitrire, clesiderative vb. f. mid-,
minct-, mingSre to make water.] Desirous of

making water.

654 GAVTON Pleas. JVatfsl\:xxii.274 Which.. gave Sancho
to perceive his condition very micturient, and cacaturient.

Micturition (miktiuri-Jan). [agent-n. f. I,.

micturire: see MICTURIKNT. Cf. F. micturition]
The desire to make water; a morbid frequency in

the voiding of urine. Often incorrectly used fur:

The action of m.iking water.

1725 HUXHAM in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 388 In the con-

fcea
His

.

A ncr. R. 146 Hwui drawest tu ut Jine rihte hond of midden
bine boseme [tr. L. de media sinu\l c 1420 Liber Cocorum
(1862) 19 Be sle?e and powre in water benne To myd [xj pot.

c. Prefixed to the name of a month or season,
or the designation of a period of time. Also in

\mideld, middle age.
ciaooSax.Lteckfi.lll. 162 He leng ne leofaS honn on

midre ilde. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4005 Amidde haruest
[MS. 6 at myd haruest] we be sette^ day of

J&amp;gt;is
nexte ^ere.

a 1330 Rolawitf V. 10 Opon his fest in midmay Ther on is

front of gret noblay. 14.. Stockh. Med. MS. \\. 332 in

Anglia XVIII. 315 I etwen mydde march & mydde aprille.
^1485 K. /:. Misc. (Warton Cl.) n At myd-undure-none
wonderly I waxe. 1508 DUNBAK Tiua Mnriit Wemen 297
He was a man of myd eld. 1586 EARL OK LEICESTER Corr.
(Camden) 251, I would haue Antwerpe towne and Burges
or midd June. 1615 BRATUWAIT Strappado{ity $) 130 Bout

mld-belten twas. 1722 DE FOE Plague (Rtldg.) 25 It was
now mid-July. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint 612 As a leaf in

mid-November is To what it was in mid-October. 1893 F.

ADAMS A eiu Egypt 86 From mid-June to mid-October.

1896 HOWELLS Impressions fy Exp. 222 The wind rises, and
by mid-afternoon, blows half a gale. 1902 B. GRUNDY
Thames Camp 123, I have trouble over my mid-morning
bathes on account of passing boats.

d. In various customary collocations or com
binations with sb., as mid-career, -channel, -ocean,

-river, -thigh, -volley. Also mid-brain= MESEN-
CEPHALON ; mid-breast Ent. = MEDIPECTUS;
mid-breast-bone Ent. = MESOSTERNUM ; f mid-
calf, the *

pluck
1

of a calf; mid-chest Ent.
= MESOTHORAX

; mid-kidney Anal. = MESONE-
PHROS

; mid-sun (rare}
= midday sun ;

mid-

totality Astr., the middle of the duration of the

totality of an eclipse; mid-wicket, in Cricket, the

fieldsman or his position on the off-side; when
there is a corresponding fieldsman on the other

side of the wicket, the two are distinguished as

mid-wicket on (or MID-ON) and mid-wicket off {or

MID-OPF).
1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elent. Biol. (1877) 185 The en-

cephalon lies in the cranial cavity, which it nearly fills, and
is divisible into the hind-brain, the *mid-brain, and the

fore-brain. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 562 We
will next say something upon those.. that compose the me-

dipectus or *mid-breast. Ibid. 566 The central^ part of the

medipectus, or that which passes between the mid-legs when
elevated, protended, or otherwise remarkable, is called the

wcsosternum or *mid-breast-bone. 1789 FARLEY Land. Art
Cookery \. xi. (ed. 6) 116 A *Midcalf. Stuff a calf s heart

. . and send it to the oven. ..When you dish it up, pour the

mincemeat in the bottom. .. Set the heart in the middle,
and lay the [fried] liver and bacon over the minced meat.

1805 KLIZ. RAFFALD Eng. Housekeeper (new ed.) 101

A good way to dress a M ideal f. 1816 Yng. Woman s

Comp. i In a Calf, ..the head and inwards are called the

pluck ; in some places they are called the calf s race, and in

others, the mid-calf. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 363 How,
in his *mid-career, the spaniel, struck Stiff by the tainted

gale. 1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfcrt s R. (1855) 92 He sees

their concussion, man to man, and horse to horse, in mid-
career. 1879 FARRAR.St. / &amp;lt;*/ 1. 207 Souls which have been
arrested in mid-career by the hea&amp;gt; t-searching voice of God.

1762 MORE in f hil. Trans. LII. 452 It being a light Levant,
..and both ships near *mid-chanel. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar
xvi. 267 At sunrise they were in midchannel, .. with the

cliffs of Britain plainly visible. 1826 KIUBY& SP. Entoinol.

III. xxxlii. 379 A partition .. passing down vertically into

the &quot;&quot;mid-chest. 1097 DKTDBK^ffWML 161 Fierce Eurus..
in *mid Ocean left them moor d a-land. 1881 Athenxnm
15 Jan. 97/3 Very interesting is the account of the pelagic
fishes, or those which inhabit the mid ocean. 1571 GOLDING
Calvin OH Ps. Ix. i (Interamnis) which may be termed in

Englishe, (&quot;Midriver). 1897 MAKY KINCSLKV H . Afrita 186

We paddled on towards it, hugging the right-hand bank

again to avoid the mid-river rocks. 1810 SOUTHKY Kehawa
xxiii. x, The Diamond City blazing on its height With more
than *mid-sun splendour. 1275 XI Pains of Hell 97 in

O. E. Misc. 150 Summe. .bat stonde^ vp to heore kneon And
summe to heore *myd-beyh. 1506-7 Ace. Ld. Trfas. Scotl.

(1901) III. 252 Item, for ij elne quhit, to be tua pair hos for

the King to his myd thee, vijs. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 158 The grass, .being as high as our mid-

thigh. 1872 TENNYSON Gareth tyLynfttejjcp Mid-thigh-deep
in bulrushes. 1879 PROCTOR Kouglt Ways (1880) 5 At the

time of mid-totality a bright light shone round the moon.

1667 MILTON / . L. \ i. 854 Yet half his strength he put not

forth, but check d His Thunder in *mid Voile. 1744 J. LOVE
Cricket 15 He, at ^Mid-wicket, disappoints the Foe. 1849
Boy s Own Bk. 78 Mid-wicket on, long slip, and mid-uicket-
off. 1850 BAT* Cricket. Man. 44 Mid-Wicket divides the

ground between the cover point and bowler.

e. Occasionally the combination of /;// &amp;lt;/+ sb.

(without prep.) is used adverbially. (Probably
mid in this use is apprehended as a prep.

= a/suit/:

cf. amidships.)
1533 IF.LLF.NDEN Livy\. xx. (S.T.S.) II. 214 f&amp;gt;ai

sufferit

|&amp;gt;e
Inumyis to ascend myd montane. 1706 MAULE hist. Picts

in Alisc. Scot. I. 59 Inch Keth lyeth mid-firth almost betwixt
Leith and Kinghorn. 1808 FORSYTH Beauties Scott. V. 298
About mid-hill there is commonly moss. 1837 SIR F. PAL-
GRAVE Merdi.

&amp;lt;V

Friar (1844) 80 An open gallery, mldheight
in the guildhall wall. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 170 To
drench his dark locks in the gurgling wave Mid-channel.

1871 Last Tour*, 487 The red dream Fled with a shout,
and that low lodge return d, Mid-forest, and the wind among
the boughs. 1884 CHILD Ballads I. 376/1 She struck him
midshoulders, so that he fell to the ground. 1887 G. MKKK-
DITH Ballads % P. 86 Light that Caught him mid-gallop,
blazed him home.

f. In comb, with adjs. with the general sense,
(

belonging to the middle portion of the designated
tract or period

*

; as mid-agrarian , -arctic^ -did*

siolic, -dorsal, -facial, -frontal^ -Italian^ -monthly,

-thoracic,
- Victorian adjs.

&quot;855 J. G. BAKER Floiver. PI. 9 Climatic zones, . .3. *Mid-

agrarian to Midarctic. &&AUbutC* Syst. Med. V. 944 At
the apex was heard a *mid-diastolic murmur. 1879 St.

George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 242 The fracture was in the *mid-
dorsal region. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.)

*
Midfacial height.,.

the distance from the naso-frontal suture to the alveolar

border of the superior maxillary bone measured on the

median line. Ibid.,
*Midfrontal area, the area of the skull

included between two vertical lines drawn upwards from the

supra-orbital arch through the frontal eminence to the

coronal suture. Midfrontal process, the median azygous
process of the fronto-nasal process in the embryo. 1895
MACKATL Lat. Lit. i. ii The keen and narrow political

instinct, by which the small and straggling &quot;mid-Italian town

grew 10 be arbitress of the world. 1895 D.tily JWw 15 Apr.



MID.

1/6 The declaration of options for the &quot;mid-monthly settle-

Monthly Rev. Aug. 150 The domestic style which we in

England call the
*Mid-Victorian.

2. Occupying a central, medial, or intermediate

position. Now rare (exc. as in b, c, d) ; superseded
in ordinary use by MIDDLE a.

1440 Jacob s Well 187 Feendys comyn & brokyn vp ..

two cheynes of
|&amp;gt;at stonyn coflre. J?e myd-cheyne was stylle

hole, cijso Exam. W. Thorfit in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) I.

534 In the secret of the midde Masse on Christmas day it

is written thus: Idem [etc.]. 1577-8 Reg&quot;. Privy Council
Scot. II. 665 To remove the occasioun be sum mid and
indifferent way. 1612 DONNE Elegy on Death Pr. Henry
85 Our Soules best baiting, and midd-period, In her long
journey, of considering God. 1648 Bp. HALL Sel. Th. 63
Betwixt both the-;e extremes, if -we would have our souls

prosper, a middisposition must be attained. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 196/1 Betwixt these is a mid-nature.
ciSio COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 339 The spirit
of life in the mid or balancing state between fixation and
reviviscence. 1819 KEATS Isabella xxxii, In the mid-days
of autumn. 1838 MRS. BROWNING Seraphim n. (1892) 75
A woman kneels The mid cross under.

b. In collocations, generally hyphened, as mid-

current, -dish, -division, -hour, -incisor, -link,

-lobe, -fart, -pillar, -point, -region, -term, -toe,

-vein, -walk, -zone.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 364 The mid-
current of ever-gathering faith in duty. 1764 ELIZ. MOXON
Eng: Houstiu. (ed. o) 84 They [sc. oyster loaves] are proper
either for a side-dish or &quot;mid-dish, 1885 Act 48 &amp;lt;fr 49
Viet, c. 23 Sched. vii. n, County of Lanark .. The *Mid
Division. 1415 in York Myst. Introd. 34 At the *myd-
howre betwix

ijij&amp;gt;

and v&quot;&amp;gt; of the cloke. 1667 MILTON P. /,.

v. 376 These mid-hours, til Eevning rise I have at will. 1703
Rows Ulyss. HI. i, The Mid-hour of rowling Night. 1879
FLOWER Catal. Mus. Coll. Surg. i. 36 The deciduous &quot;mid-

incisors, canines, and molars. 1904 Athenaeum 25 June 821/2
Prof.W.P. Ker offers important suggestions regarding French
&quot;mid-links between the Danish and the Scottish ballads.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 263 Lower lip spreading, &quot;mid-

lobe smallest, c 1440 Promf. Parvt 337/1 Myddys, or
the *myd part of a thynge, medium, 1665 SIR T. HER
BERT Trav. (1677) 121 Their mid parts circled with a Zone of
vari.coloured Plad. 1535 COVERDALE Judg. xvi. 29 He toke
holde of y two &quot;mydpilers, tbat the house stode vpon & was
holden by. c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaitncht 660 Therwith
fortune sayd checke here And mate in &quot;mydde poynte ofye
checkere. 1856 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-bits. (1879) II. 80
The dreary midpoint of the. .plain. 1879 St. George s Hosp.
Rep. IX. So In one, the left &quot;mid-region was the part most
involved. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 231 [We] refer
the &quot;mid-term of ordinary life.e. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 454

the line of the &quot;mid-toe. 1857Projecting at a right angle to the line of the &quot;mid-toe. 1857
T. MOORE Handbk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 168 Venation (pin
nules) consisting of a flexuous &quot;midvein. 1860 ALLINGHAM
in Athenaeum 10 Mar. 340 By yellow-leafy &quot;midwalk slow
foots that aged Sexton. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Geol.
Field 115 A constant temperature would then exist., at
the &quot;mid-zone in the crust.

c. Mid-sixties, -nineties etc. : the middle years
of the seventh, tenth, etc., decade of a century.
1898 Nat. Rev. Aug. 843 In the mid-sixties, abundant

experiment had seemed to show that [etc ]. 1900 Daily
Neivs i June 6/4 The progress which has been made since
the mid-nineties in the fostering of Irish not only as a
literary, but as a spoken language.

d. Special collocations : mid-angle, an angle
of 45 (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; mid-circle, -f-(a) the

great circle equidistant from the poles of a sphere ;

(b) the circle passing through the middle points of
the sides of a triangle; fmid cost, the midrib;
mid couple, Sc. t

(&amp;lt;*)

a link for fastening gar
ments

; (6) pi. in Law, the documents by which an

heir, assignee, etc., is connected with a precept of
sasine granted to his predecessor or author

; \ mid-
dinner, a meal between dinner and supper ;

mid-
distance = middle distance mid-finger (pbs. exc.

dial.)
=
middle-finger; mid-gut, the mesenteron

;

mid-impediment, Sc. Lam (see quot. 1838) ;
mid-

iron Golf, an iron with medium degree of pitch
or loft

; also a strokemadewith this; fmid know
ledge, mediate knowledge ; mid-layer Biol. =
MESODEKM (Cent. Diet.) ; mid-line, a median line

;

t mid-meat, ? - mid-dinner ; f mid-motion,
mean motion

; mid-parent Anthropol. (see quot.
1889); mid-parentage, relation to the mid-

parent ; so mid-parental a.; f mid-part adv.,
as far as the middle, half-way; t mid-person Sc.,
an intermediary ; f mid-row grains Coal Mining
(see quot.) ; mid-spoon Golf, a spoon of me
dium size; t mid-Sunday, the Sunday next Mid
summer day ;

mid superior Sc. Law, one who is

superior to those below him, and vassal to those
above him (Ogilvie 1882), a mesne lord; hence

mid-superiority, the position of a mid-superior ;

mid-watch, the middle watch
; mid-workings,

workings with other workings above and below
in the same mine or colliery (Gresley Coal-mining
Gloss. 1883).
1790 WILDBORE in PJul Trans. LXXX. 529 If the two

great circles DOE, CQA, be continued, they will meet in
a point of the &quot;midcircle 90 from O. 1883 Mid-circle [see
INCIRCLEI*.]. 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 824 Baith cannell
bayne an schuldir blaid intwa, Throuch the myd cost.

VOL. VI.
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1583 Invent. Roy, Wardrobe (1815) 309 With twa buttonis
or *midcupptlHs of gold joynit to the saidis settis. 1832
MORE Note in Stair Instil. I. clix, Where an heir [etc.].,
takes infeftment by virtue of a procuratory of resignation
or precept of seisin granted in favour of his predecessor or

author, it is necessary to set forth, in the instrument, the

mid-couples, or writings, whereby he is connected with the
said procuratory or precept. 14., Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker
739/18 Hoc aunciniunti hoc imranda, hoc tnsrariutn, a

*myddyner undermete. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts etc., s. v.

Distance^ The *mid-distance. 1885 Athenaeum 23 May
660/1 In the mid-distance is a clump of sober-coloured and
softly shadowed elms. 1644 BULWER Chiron. 76 The *Mid-
finger prest to the Palm. 1875 F. M. BALFOUR in Q.
Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XV, 213 The ventral wall of the *nitd-

gut. 1880 HUXLEY Crayfish ii. 66 The liver may be re

garded as a much divided side-pouch of the mid-^ut. 1896
KIRKALDY & POLLARD tr. Boas Zool. 23 The mid-gut (me
senteron), which is usually long, and in which digestion
and

t
absorption go on. 1838 W. BKLL Diet. Law Scot. 644

*Mid-impediment; the Roman la winediumi)nj&amp;gt;edimen.twn\
is any thing which intervenes between two events, and pre
vents, quoad the former event, the retrospective operation
of the latter. 1856 MF.NZIKS Convey. \\\. iii. 605 There
shall be no mid-impediment. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 23 Aug.
5/1 Braid, with a magnificent *mid-iron, was dead on the pin.
1640 BP. HALL Chr. Moder. \\. vi. 36 Betwixt which two
some have placed a third, a *mid-knowledge offuture condi-
tionate Contingents. 1868 W. K. PARKER Shoulder-Gird^
Vertebr, 8 There is no stoppageof theossification at the *mid-
line. 1435 Torr. Portugal 1189 He wold not in passe, Till

they at *myd mete was. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius Catech.
i.

iy,
To seike yerlie Mr place in ye zodiake according to hir

midde motion on ye letter day of december at noone. 1885
GALTON in Rep, Brit. Assoc. 1212 A mean regression from i

in the *mid-parents to 4 in the offspring would indicate

[etc.]. 1889 Nat. Inhcr. 87 The word Mid-Parent 1

.,

expresses an ideal person of composite sex, whose Stature
is halfway between the Stature of the father and the trans
muted Stature of the Mother. 1885 in Rep. Brit. Assoc.
1209 By the use of this word [ deviate ] and that of *mtd-
parentage ,

we can define the law of regression very briefly.

/bid., The offspring of similar mid-parentages. Ibid. 1208

the middle ; the centre.

b. Comb. : Mid-deep adv., as deep as the
middle of the body.
i8ia J. J. HENRY Catnp. agst, Quebec 91 Jumping into the

water middeep.
2. A lamb of medium class.

1831 Sutherland Farm Rep. 80 in Libr. Use/. Knoivl.,
Husb. Ill, The wedder lambs are divided into three sorts,
called tups, mids, and paleys.

t C. adv. In the middle. Obs.
13.. Gaw.

&amp;lt;$

Gr. Knt. 1730 5e he lad hem bi la^, mon, be
lorde & his meyny ; On bis maner bi Jre mountes, quyle myd,
ouer, vnder. 1496 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 4680 To clothe the
poore, wych nakyd stood Myd off the gate. 1570-6 LAM-
BARDE Peramb, Kent (1826) 197 It ran midde betweenethe
two Bishopricks.

Mid (niid), j(5.2 Jocular shortening of MID
SHIPMAN. Cf. MIDDY.
1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar &amp;lt;7iV/(i8i3) III. 120 He

put on the uniform of a mid. 1836 MARRYAT Midsk, Easy
xxv, When a mid is in love, he always goes aloft to think of
the object of his affection. 1893 SLOANE-STANLEY Remin.
Midshipm. Life xxii, 301 On reaching the gun-room they
were received by the expectant Mids with a host of questions.

Mid, prepl (adv.). Obs. Forms: 1-4 mid,
myd, 1-3 mitJ, 3 midd. Also (before dentals and

sibilants) 1-3 rait, 3 myjt. See also WIDE. [Com.

Cron. Scot. II. 505 BetuTx Scotland and Ingland for till be
Ane *mid persona haifand auctorhie. 1567 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 590 Mark, .hes gevin and set in fewferme
to his spous and bairnis be ane myd persoun, the saidis

mylnis. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Slat. David If 42 It is

lesome to them to cause their campions or ane midde persone
to fecht agains the defender. 1712 H. BELLERS in Phil.
Trans. XXVII. 542 A hard grey Iron Oar, with some white
spots in it, called the *Mid-row Grains. 1862 Rambling
Remarks on Golf 13 In some links, several of these clubs,
such as the *mid-spoon, baffing-spoon, driving putter, and
niblick may be dispensed with ; but in greens such as St.

Andrews, Musselburgh, Prestwich, and some others, they
all come into requisition more or less. 1906 Price List
Golf Clubs, Bulger Mid Spoons. 14.. in Rel. Ant. I. 85
The Fame sonday be-fele that yere one *Mydesonday. 1850
G. Ross LeadingCases Law Scot. II. 316 His taking up
the *mid-superiority of the lands sold was no obstacle. 1535
COVERDALE Jndg. vii. 19 Aboute the time whan the *myd-
watch begynneth. 1901 Munsey sMag. XXV. 344/2 Another
kind of deep sea courage is known as mid-watch Pluck .

B. j.l Obs. exc. dial
1. The adj. used absol, MIDDLE sb. in various

senses.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxxv. 1 1

J&amp;gt;at

led Irael fra mid of ba.
c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 9765 (Kolbing) 5ete he tok pe pridde &
cleued him to pe midde. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 121

(Camb. MS.) Euerych of be ijkyngis departed a-sonder and
3af place to her thrid felowe, and so resceyued hym to lye in

pe mydde bitwix hem bope. a 1542 WVATT Ps. li. The
Author 3 Like as the pilgrim.. In some fresh shade lieth

down at mid of day. 1561 HOLLYBUSK //0#v. Apoth. 21 The
urine is whyte, thick, and pale above and in the midde it

is clere. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. Ded. 5 Among the mid
of my reioyce of those before remembred, I cannot pretermit
the lamentable loss of the best approued Conner that euer
[etc.]. 1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 46 A great
number ofDutchwomen, who resolved to keep their seats in
the mid of the aisle. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. ii. 58
Next his skin he was a Hermite, and wore sack-cloth ; in the
midd he had the habit of a Monk. 16. . Robin Hood newly

MID.

Teut.; OE. midt Northumb.
w/&amp;lt;J, corresponds to

OFris. with, OS. mid (Du. met}, OHG. (MHG.,
mod.G.) mtt, ON. meti (Sw., Da. meet}, Goth.

mij&amp;gt;

(in comb. mtd-\ cogn. w. Gr. /Ta (see META-)
and Zend, mat with. The word became obsolete
before the end&quot; of the I4thc.; superseded by WITH.

It had approximately all the modern senses of with, except
thai of opposition (as in to fight with], which was the pro
minent sense of wtff in OE. In OE. mid and iui& were
sometimes opposed, as in the first quot. below; our with
the stream was in OE. mid strfame^ while wiS strjame
meant against the stream .]

1. Denoting association, connexion, accompani
ment, proximity, addition, conjunction, communi
cation, intercourse.

ag/oQ O. E. Chron. an. 837 &amp;gt;E|?elhelm ealdorman fccfealit
wid &amp;gt;a Deniscan on Port mid Dorseetum. c 950 Lindisf.
Gosf. Luke xiii. i para vcl hiora blod [pilatus] ^emengde
mid asae^dnisum hiora. 1175 Lamb, Horn. 77 Hu seal pat
bon sob)?en na Mon mine likame irineo

7

ne mid me fleslkhe
hefde to donne. a 1200 Moral Ode 142 Betere iswori water
drunch |?en alter meind mid wine, a \zi$Ancr. R. 248 God
Almihti .. alihte adun to helle uorto sechen feolawes &
delen mid ham

J&amp;gt;et god J&amp;gt;et
he hefde. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

5859 Ac let me speke mid my broker vor me longe^ him to
se. a 1300 A&quot;. Horn (Camb. MS.) 666 Kyng , he sede, wel

(HI sitte, And alle J?ine kni^tes mitte . c 1315 SHOREHAM v.

3133 And
f&amp;gt;at

menskful maide bat
J&amp;gt;ere myd be lies. 1377

LANGL. / . /V. B. iv. 77 Wisdome and witte. .toke Mede myil
hem mercy to winne. 1393 Ibid. C. xvn, 182 And so is man
bat

haj&amp;gt;
hus mynde myd liberunt arbitrinm.

b. In the same direction as (a stream, a wind).
709 Grant in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 183 Onlong broces

midstreame. 1205 LAY. 13792 preoscipen godecornen mid
ban flode. 1340 Ayenb. 180 peruore hi byej?ase J&amp;gt;e

wedercoc
pat is ope J&amp;gt;e steple bat him went mid eche wynde.

C. In agreement with, following the action of;

analogously to, like.

I hi

sendeobeoden nor sondesmon anon eftersukurs to^e Prince
of heouene. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 75 Drynke but myd
(A. v. 58 with] pe doke and dyne but ones.

2. Indicating an accompanying circumstance,

condition, action, disposition of mind. With a

noun expressing feeling or attitude of mind it often

forms a combination
equivalent to an adverb.

a 900 tr. Bxda s Hist. i. vii. (1890) 36 Mid hissylfes willan.

c IOOO^ELFRIC Josh. vi. 25 And hijsiooan leofodon mid sibbe
betwux him. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3 Heo urnen on-^ein him
al pa hebreisce men mid godere heorte and summe mid ufcle

peonke. c 1205 LAY. 10782 {&amp;gt;at pu mid gri5e me leten uaren
forS toward Rome, a 1225 Ancr. R. 32 peonne ualleS adun
mtd peos gretunge. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2932 Hii come
& mette horn baldeliche mid god ernest ynou. a 1300 / V.r

4- Wolfitf in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 63 Mid thilke wordes the

yolf lou. c 1300 Beket 451 The kyng aros mid {earlierversion

in] wraththe Ynou?. ^1315 SHOREHAM v. 331 panne ich dar

segge mid gode ryjte pat [etc.].

b. = Having (an attribute or quality).
ri22o Bestiary 444 De deuel is tus 5e fox ilik mI5 iuele

breides and wio swik. Ibid. 736 Panter..is blac so bro of

qual, mi5 wite spottes sapen al. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1430
Ah mit se swi3e lufsume leores ha leien [etc.].

3. Indicating (a] the means or instrument ; (b}
the instrumentality or cause.
a 900 tr. Bseda s Hist. i. xvi [xxvii] (1890) 74 ToSon baette. .

untrume mid pinre trymenisse syn jestrongade, & unrehte
mid pinre aldorlicnesse seon jerente. a 1000 Ccedmon&quot;s Gen.

251 (Gr.) Forpon he heom jewit for^eaf & mid his handum
xesceop halij drihten. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 He seiS miS
pa muoe, pet nisnaut in his heorte. Ibid. 87 pet heo sculden
. .merki mid pan blode hore duren. c 1205 LAY. 23572 And
no lete noht bat wraecche uolk uor-faren al mid hungre.
c 1220 Bestiary 578 And to late waken, Se sipessinken mitte

suk, ne cumen he nummor up. a 1225 St. Marker. 4 Al bat

biset is mit see ant mit sunne, buuen ba ant bineoSen. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 835 Clopep him mid pe beste

clo&amp;gt; pat ?e
mowe bise. Ibid. 11865 He was al so sik mid goute & oper
wo. 1340 Ayenb. 44 Ase dop pise tavernyers pet uellep be
mesure myd scome.

4. With regard to
;
in respect of; touching.

a 1000 Cydmon s Gen. 2253 (Gr.) pees sie aslmihtij drihtna
drihten dema mid unc twih. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 47
Wich peau wes on be olde laje mid wimmen. c 1205 LAY.

17808 Lauerd hu mid
J&amp;gt;e

? a 1225 Juliana 10 To wurchen
J?i wil & al bat te wel hke3 as mit tin ahne. c 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 190/24 Louerd , seide Saule po, jwat woltpov do
mid me? 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 833 Alas quaj be quene
po, is it nou mid him so ?

5. In the sight, estimation, or opinion of.

c 950 Lindisf. Go$j&amp;gt;. Matt. vi. i Mearde nabbas^e mi&amp;lt;5 fader

iurre se5e in heafnas is. c 1000 ^LFRIC Saints Lives iii.

498 past he him jeswutelode hwylc basilius wzre on wurS-

scype mid him. c 1205 LAY. 12638 pzt wes holt man . .& mid
godde swiSe hseh. 1340 Ayenb. 182 Vor him bingp pet he Is

a wel guod man and wel mid gode.
6. In the possession or power of.

a 1000 Ags. Ps. cxxix. [cxxx.] 4 Ys seo mildheortnes mid pe

ofbynges.
7. In adverbial phrases. (See also MIDIDONK.)
a. Mid alle (in OE. mid ealle, eattuttf) : alto

gether ; entirely ; . , and all ; at the same time,

WITHAL.
a 900 O. E. Chron. an. 893 Swa pset hie asettan him on anrie

sip ofer mid horsum mid ealle. c 1000 Ags. Leg. St. Andre-v
119



HID.

$ /. Veronica (Camb. Antiq. Soc.) 38 Hyne myd scryne

myd eallum on feastum cwearterne beclysdon. c 1000

/ELPRIC Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 239 Stirpiius grundlunee o35e

mid stybbe mid ealle. .. radicitus grundlunga oocfe mid

wyrttruman mid ealle. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 Hegede-
rede michel ferde mid alle and sende in to ierusalem. a 1225

jfuliana 15 Ich chulle |iat he wite hit ful wel & tu eke mid
al. a \iytQwltfNight. 666 Her toheomosteanswere vynde
OJ&amp;gt;er mid alle beon bihinde. ^1305 St. Cristofher 172 in

E. E. P. (1862) 64 And tuo faire wymmen mid alle seint

Cristofre he bro}te.

b. Mid the best, the most-, as good, as great as

possible. So mid thefirst, as soon as possible.
c 1205 LAY. 9801 Alle dzi her Hassle fzht mid ban maeste.

Ibid. 9806 paer wes hserm mid bon meste bi-uoren Ex-
chaestre. a 1300 K. Horn. 1073 Afmlf, mi godefelase, God
knijt mid {Laud MS. wyt] be beste, And be treweste. Ibid.

1199 (Laud MS.) Schenk hus Myd be furste.

C. Mid childe: with child (see CHILD sb. 17).

7^750 Laws of Abp. Egbert c. 28 (title) in Thorpe Laws
II. 130 Wif Sonne heo mid cylde bft. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 21 pe holie gast wile cumen uppen be, and godes mihte
make 3e mid childe. Ibid., And bus bicam ure lafdi Sainte

Marie mid childe. c 1205 LAY. 13869 pa wif fareSmid childe.

1340 Ayenb. 82 pe wyfman grat myd childe.

d. Mid iwisse : see I-wis sb.

c 1275 Sinners Beware 32 in O. E. Misc. 73 pat is in

heouene blysse ; Heo cumep per myd iwisse, pat luuyep
godes love, c 1325 Spec. Gy Warn. 689 He shal haue

;

comfort and solaz Off pe holi gost..pat wole. .make men
haue, mid iwisse, Tristi hope to neuene blisse.

8. Placed after the word that it governs.
Beowulf 41 Him on bearme Ise^ madma mxnijo, ba him

mid scoldon on flodes asht fepr gewitan. c 1205 LAY. 732
Cnihtes fuseft me mid [c 1275 mid me], a it^oSaivles Warde
in Cott. Horn. 245 For 5an be se helende under-feng pa sin-

fullan and ham mid imone hafede. a lytoCtfrsorM.zi^go
pe feurth to her hir-self mid to constantmopil.
9. absol. or as adv. With the person or thing

specified ; together.
C95O Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xiv. 15 Sume of5a;m mi5 vel i

Sehc hlinjendum [L. guidam de simul discnmbentibus}.
cioooSax. Leechd. I. 158 Wio slzpleaste jenym bysseylcan
wyrte wos, smyre pone man mid. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

115 Swo us longe to him alse diden hise apostles and teo

hus to him alse he hem dide and understonde mid on his

riche. a 1250 Owl
&amp;lt;$ Night. 136 The$ appel trendli from

thon trowe, Thar he and other mid growe. c 1400 Land
Troy Bk. 15314 Ther him hid With twenti armed kny^tes
myd That were hardy & wondir strong.

Mid, mid (mid), prep? Poetical aphesis of

AMID.
1808 SCOTT Marnt. \, xxiii, Mid thunder dint and flashing

levin. 1853 M. ARNOLD Scholar-Gipsy vii, But mid their

drink and clatter he would fly. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.,
Man born to be King- 25 Mid the faces so well known Of
men he welt might call his own He saw a little wizened man.

Mid, dial, pronunciation of might, pa. t. of MAT.
1780 CHARLOTTE SMITH Ethelinde (1814) III. 70 To have

a little item of where I mid look for her frinas. 1796
Marchmont I. 235, I thought perhaps it middent be too late.

1891 T. HARDY Tess i. iii, You mid last ten years ; you mid
go off in ten months, or ten days.

II Mi da. nt. Obs.-* [mod.L., ad. Gr. f 8as

a destructive insect in pulse* (L. & Sc.)] The
larva of the bean-fly.
1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. In recent Diets.

t Mid-age. Obs. [f. MID a. + AGE j.]
= MIDDLE AGE.
c 1440 Jacob s IVetliTi Thynk in bi ?outhe, in bi myd-age,
& in pin age,, .how ^ou hast mysspendyd hem in synne & in

euyll gouernaunce. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFotys (1874) II.

172 Whether thou be olde, yonge, or of myd age Set nat thy
trust to moche on herytage. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. n. ii.

104 Virgins, and Boyes, mid-age & wrinkled old. 1757
MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry v Frances (1767) IV. 130 We. .

return back, from Midage, to Childage, again.
Hence t Mid-aged = MIDDLE-AGED.
1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider &amp;lt;$

F. xxxvi. iiFrosen to death :

midaged, yonge, and olde. 1821 SIR J. D. PAUL Rouge et
Noir 69 Now mark his mid-aged neighbour.

Mid air. The middle region of the air ; the

tract between the clouds and the part of the atmo

sphere near the ground. Chiefly in phrase in mid
air. Also rarely used as adv. (

= in mid-air) and
attrib.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 536 Zpphiel,
ofCherubim the swiftest

wing, Came flying, and in mid Aire aloud thus cri d. 1706
POPE Winter 54 No more the mounting larks, while Daphne
sings, Shall list ning in mid air suspend their wings. 1776
J. BRYANT Mvtkol. III. 229 Here towering steep The rock
Aornon rises high in view E en to the mid-air region. 1830
LVELL Princ. Geol. 1. 300 Large quantities of fine sand, which,
being in mid-air when detached, are carried by the winds to
great distances. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. ix, Mr. and
Mrs. Boffin sat staring at mid-air. 1883 Contcmp. Rev.
June 874 A sort of spiritualistic unattached garment, floating
about in mid-air. 1886 W, J. TUCKER E. Europe 409 All
those doors mid-air lead to the lofts above.

Midan, variant of MAIDAN.
1882 MRS. B. M. CROKER Proper Pride II. i. 14 He.. was

galloping away over the moonlit midan.

Midas (nwrdaes). [a. L. Midds^ Gr.
M&amp;lt;5d?.]

1. The name of a fabled king of Phrygia, to
whom Bacchus granted that all he touched should
turn to gold (a boon that had to be withdrawn
to prevent his perishing of hunger), and to whom
Apollo gave ass s ears as a punishment for dullness
to the charm of his lyre. Hence used allusively.
1568 T. HOWELL /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt; (Grosart) 150 She .. will .. make the

weare kyng Midas care. 1575 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Cam-
den) 98 Eied like an Argus, earde like a Midas. 1591 NASHK

418

Pref. to Sidney s Astr. 4 Stella A 3 A number of Midasses.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. ii. 103 Thou gaudie gold, Hard
food for Midas. 1728 POPE Dune. ill. 324 Our Midas sits

Lord Chancellor of Plays ! 1861 MUSGRAVE By-roads 211
We are looked upon as men made of money, as so many
Midases, making gold with a touch.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 439 Ye must vnderstand that

Princes haue sometyme Argus eyes, and Midas cares. 1670
LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 350 Braue Raphael, whose only
touch of a finger could, Midas like, turne gaily pots into

gold. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 507 Ten thousand casks, ..

Touched by the Midas finger of the State, Bleed gold for

ministers to sport away. 1901 E. J. DILLON in Contcmp.
Rev. Apr. 474 He is cordially hated by bankers, promoters,

speculators and most men of the Midas-eared class.

2. Midas s ear : the shell of a gastropod, Auri
cula Midx.
1713 PETIVER Aquat. Anlm. Atuboinz z Auris Midae..

Midas Ear. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 109 Auricula Midae

(Lam.), yoluia auris Midx (Linn.), the Midas s ear of col

lectors, is a good example of the genus.

Miday, obs. form of MIDDAY.
Mid-course, [f.

MID a. + COURSE.]
1. The middle of one s course. Now chiefly in

phrase in mid-course.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. in. 100 Hope stretcheth

fayth to the vttermoste bonde, that it faint not in the midde
course nor in the very beginning. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi.

204 Why in the East Darkness ere Dayes mid-course.

1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. U8oo) III. 93 Three of

them, in mid-course, bore off a small ring . . on the point of
his lance. 1894 H. D. LLOYD Wealth agst. Comnnv. 317
The gas-company suspended its operations in mid-course.

2. A middle course or mode of procedure.
In some recent Diets.

Middeen eard,Middanerd,var.ff. MIDDENEKD.

Midday (mi d,d^&quot;).
Forms : see MID a. and

DAY. Also 4 miday, 6 myday. [OE. middseg
(also as syntactical comb.) = OHG. mitiitag and
mitter tag (MHG. mitlelac, mittac, also syntacti

cally in oblique cases mitten tac etc.; mod. G.

mitlag}, MDu., MLG. miJdach (mod. Du. middag),
ON. miSdagr and miSr dagr (Sw. ( Da. middag),]
1. The middle of the day; the time when the

sun is at its highest point, noon.
971 Blickl. Horn. 47 priddan sibe on midne daej. c 1000

Sax. Leechd. III. 218 On
J&amp;gt;one

twelftan daes by5 seo sceadu
to underlie & to none xxv fota & to middae^e xxn. c 1200
Vices

fy
Virtues 125 AKwa wel on buton mid-niht alswa on

mid-dais- 01125 Ancr. R. 34 Abute mid dei hwose mei,
& hwose ne mei j&amp;gt;eonne, o summe o3er time, benche o Codes
rode, a 1300 Floriz 4- Bl. 151 Bibat hit was middai hij,
Floriz was be brigge nij. c 1330 A rth. 4- Merl. 5189 (Kolb-

ing)_ Miday passed & none cam. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
xxvi. 522 bich melody, myd-day ne morne, As was maide
thore. 1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 73 b, The lyght
of the mornynge & the lyght of the myddaye . . is all of one
nature. 1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. II. 170 They
are like to men compassed and couered with darknes at

Midday, a 1631 DONNE Lett., To M. I. W. 8 Like infancy
or age to mans firme stay, Or earely or late twilights to

mid-day. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 112 Ere mid-day arriv d
In Eden. 17x8 ATTERBURY Serm. (1734) I. vii. 184 Had he
[Jesus] appeared at Mid-day to all the People, yet all the

People would not have believed in him. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. vi. 42 The sun at mid-day shines down the glacier.
1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii, The church was
always clean and ready for me after about mid-day.
fig- 837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. vii. 10. 297 Her

letters, .were written in the mid-day of Louis s reign,

t b. Eccl. One of the canonical hours ;

a looo Colloquy of JElfric in Wr.-Wiilcker 101/17 ^Efter
bisum we sungan middzg. c 1030 Suffl. JEtfric s Gloss.
ibid. 175/45 Sejfta, middx^. c 1190 St. Brendan 225 in
S. Eng. Leg. I. 225 pe fpweles sunge ek here matyns wel

ri$t,..& of be sauter seide be uers & sibbe also prime, &
vnderne sibpe. & middai. 7111400 Morte Arth. 1587 He
salle haue maundement to-morne or myddaye be roungene.

t 2. The South. [Cf. L. mcridics, F. midi.] Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. \\. i, This place Aaron is named the

ryght mydday as she that is sette in the myddle of the
worlde. 1516 TINDALE Acts viii. 26 Aryse and goo towardes
midde daye. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] EfAcosta sHist. Indies
ill. ii. 121 The Southerne which blows from the Midday or

South, is hole.

3. attrib., as (in sense i) midday-coach, -devotions,

-dinner, -heat, -light, -meal, -mealtime, -post, -rest,

-slumber, -splendour, -sun, -thermometer, -time,
-train

; f (in sense 2) midday field, forest, side.

Also f midday circle = MERIDIAN Vr/; f mid
day devil, fiend, transl. of Vulg. dmmonium
meridianum Ps. xc[i], for which the Eng. Bible
has the destruction that wasteth at noonday
(cf. meridian devil}; midday flower, a flower

belonging to the genus Mesembryanthemum, which
opens its flowers only for a short time at midday ;

t midday line = MERIDIAN line
; midday song

= sense i b; t midday sphere, ?the southern
heavens ; f midday sprite ? = midday devil.

559.
w - CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 21 The meridiane

or *middaie circle (saith he) is describid and drawen by the

poles of the worlde [etc.]. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xxx,
To London by the &quot;mid-day coach, a 1340 HAMPOLE Ps.
xc[i]. 6 Thou sail noght drede. .of inras and &quot;mydday deuyll.
1534 MORE Cam/: ag?t. Trib. in. ii. (1553) N vij b, In this

temptacion he sheweth himself such as the prophet nameth
him, demonium meridianum, the mid day deuill. 1709
POPE Jan. &amp;lt;$ May 48 They style a wife..A night-invasion
and a mid-day-devil. 1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Paral&amp;gt;!es

xiii. 435 Our &quot;midday devotions, because we are then in

MIDDEN.
the midst of the dangers and temptations of the day.
i8$ Miss MULOCK Agatha s Husband xx. (1875) 273 A
*midday country dinner. 1382 WYCLIP Ezek. xx. 46
Prophecy thou to the wodi place, or wildernes, of the

*myddai, or south, feeld [Vulg. agri meridiani}. 1388
Ps. xc[i]. 6 Of asailing, and a ^nyddai feend. a 1400

HYLTON Scala Per/. {W. de W. 1494! n. xxxviii, They are

begyled of the myddaye fende. 1388 WYCLIF Ezek. xx.

I

47 And thou schalt seie to the *myddai forest [Vulg. saltui

meridiano}. 1592 SHAKS. Ven.$Ad. 177 Titan tired in the

*midday heate, With burning eye did hotly ouer-looke them.
1614 JACKSON Creed \\\. 315 As if there were no difference
betwixt *mid-day-light and mid-night-darkenesse. 1554 Lyd-
gate s Bochas I. i. 2 The sonne . . more clere dyd shine Than it

doth now in his *midday lyne. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 7

I

The line indicated by the shadow at noon is known as the

I

meridian line or mid-day line. 1861 DORA GREENWELL /*0f///j

! 224 Come and share My *mid-day meal 1393 LANGL. P. PI.
C. x. 246 At *mydday meel-tyme ich mete with hem ofte.

1857 MKS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 314, I may have a letter by
the &quot;midday post. 1821 BYRON Cain in. i, His hour of

*mid-day rest is nearly over. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 172
Let vs (nobler Nymphs) vpon the *mid-daie side, Be frolick

with the best. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I.

14 The period of the first waking of science, and that of its

&quot;mid-day slumber. 1853 ROCK Ch. ofFathers III. it. 8 In
like manner, &quot;midday-song or sext, and none-song, were

gone through. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas iv. xi. (1494) o viij b,
Towarde Septemptrion [and] vnder the *mydday spere his

power raught and his regalye. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTTNapoleon
: (1855) II. iv. 72 A brilliant moon diffused an almost &quot;midday
1

splendor, a 1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 507 So myche coniu-
racions for elvyshe *myday sprettes. c 1420 Pallad. on
Hnsb. n. 159 The *

mydday sonne ek stonde hit with to

mete, In plaus colde. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. L 14 His
, sparkling Eyes,. .More dazzled and droue back his Enemies,
Then mid-day Sunne, fierce bent against their faces. 745
WESLEY Answ. Ch. 22 The Difference between them is as

great as the Difference between the Light of the Morning
and that of the Mid-day Sun. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.
II. vii. 78 So mild that our *mid-day thermometers gave
but 7. a 1300 Cursor M. 22512 J?e sun ..quen it es pe
fairest on to loke At *middai time. 1874 BURNAND My
lime xi, He could dispose of me by a *mid-day train.

Midde(l(l, variant forms of MID, MIDDLE.
Midden (mid n). Now dial, (rarely arch.).
Forms : 4 medynge, myding, 4-5 myd(d)yng,
5 middynge, myddyn, 5-6 mydding, 5-9
midding, 6 myddin, 6-7 mydinge, 7 xniding(e,

7-9 middin, 7- midden. [OfScandinavian origin :

ME. myddyng corresponds to Da. mfddingt
altered

i
form of mfgdynge, f. mfg (see MUCK) + dynge heap.
(The ON. form would be *myki-dyngfa t

but dyngja
in the sense of *

heap has not been found.)]
1. A dunghill, manure-heap, refuse-heap.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipctane) 468 Ay valouand

me in pat syne, as sow a medynge dois vithine. Ibid. xxx.
I (Tkeodera) 615 pe mylk of sowis has he tane, bat lay by in

pe myddyng. 1420 Pallad. on Husb. \. 750 The myddmg,
sette it wete as it may rote, f 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab.
i. (Cock

&amp;lt;fr 7asp.) iii, Pietie it war, thow suld ly in this mid-

ding. 1531 Nottingham Ret. III. 367 A garden . . next to

the myddmg. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 134/9 A Myddin,^/**-
riant. 1667 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 225 For takeing away
the raiding of ashes out of the churchyard \s. ^d. 1718
RAMSAY Christ s Kirk Gr. in. xix, The wives and gytlings
a spawn d out O er middings and o er dykes. 1826 E.

|

SWINBURNE in I. Raine Mem. J. Hodgson (1858) II. 74
A midden is well placed on the opposite side of them. 1887

, MORRIS Odyss, x. 412 The herded kine as full-fed of grass
withal They come aback to the midden [Gr. &amp;lt;s xonpov],

b. Proverbs and allusions.

c 1598 D. FERGUSON Scot. Prow. (1785) 4 A cock is crouse
on his ain midding. 1588 CHURCHYARD Challenge (1593) 78
Much like bold Cocks that lowd on midding crowes. 1894

: HALL CAINE Manxman vi. xiii, Any cock can crow on his

own midden.

**JJP
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.teft A fouler myddyng saw thow

never nane. 1588 A. KING tr. Caniszus Catech. 27 b, For-

giue me all my sinnes, and raise me poor creatur out of the

midding. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 437
Alace 1 I see alt the middin (or dunghill) of the muck of the

corruption of the Kirk of Ingland comeing on upon us. 1859
KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) II. 30 That everlasting midden

: which men call the world.

2. Short for KITCHEN MIDDEN.
[1851 D. WILSON Prgh. Ann. (1863) Li. 37 True shell

mounds corresponding to the Danish kitchen middens.]
1866 LAING/VM. Rem. Caithn. 3 In the case of the lowest
Danish middens we are carried very far back in the scale

both of time and civilization.

3. atlrib.y as midden-fly, -head, -heapt
~hitlt -tike.

midden cock = dunghill cock ; midden creel, a

basket for carrying manure
; midden crow, the

carrion crow ;
midden fowl = dunghill fvwl\

midden hole, a place excavated to hold a manure-

heap ; f midden lair Sf* = MIDDENSTEAD;
midden mavis, a ragpicker (Jam.) ; t midden
mount, a mound made of refuse ; midden pit,

a pit for holding manure ; midden stance =
MIDDENSTBAD ; f midden tul^ear, one who fights
over the midden , a quarrelsome person.
18x8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xliii, He was as uplifted as a

*midden-cock upon pattens. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xvii.

The midden cock sole rival to the eagle ! 1792 BURNS
Willie s Wife iv, Her walie nieves like *midden-creels.

1831 Monta&ts Ornith. Diet. 113 Black Neb. Corby
Crow. .. Midden Crow. 1728 RAMSAY Fables xxiii. 2

A paughty Bee Observ d a humble *midding flic. 1900
H. G. GRAHAM Soc. Life Scot, in \Zth C. (1901) I. 6 The
*midden-fowls feasted and nursed their broods among
nettles and docks. 1768 ROS.S Helenore (1789) 85 Wese no
be heard upon the midden head. 1823 GALT Gilhaize II.



MIDDENEBD.
x. 104 Its roots of rankness are in the midden-head of

Arminianism. 1886 WIU.OCK Rpsetty Ends xviii. 129 |

Rowin
1

owre an* owre ane anither in the parental hidden-
heap. 1564-78 BL-LLEIN Dial. afst. Pest. (1888) 9 Like

vnto greate stinkyng mucle *medin hilles. 1785 BURNS
Halloween xxii, She. .ran thro *midden-hole an a . 1692 in

Rec. Con-vent. Royal Burghs Scot. (1880) IV. 571 Item, a

years [rent] of the *midding lairs at the east and west ports
18 o o. 1832-53 Whistle-Binkie (Scot. Songs) Ser. I. 88 Ilk

j

*midden-mavis, we black jaudy, A dread and fear thee.

a 1670 SPALDING Trovb. (Bannatyne Club) 1. 193 The toun
of Edinburgh* . . raised midden montis at Heriot s Wark.

|

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 8770 J?at
alle bis world, bare we

won yhit War noght bot als a myddyng-pytt. 1844 STE- ,

PHENS Bk. Farm II. 654 This is easily effected by draining :

the *midden stance. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems li. 14 He
barkis lyk ane *midding tyk. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I

(Rolls) III. 440 Seindill [is]. .Ane &quot;mydding tulgear in ane
battell bydar.

t Mi ddenerd. Obs. Forms: i middan-

seard, -eard, ^ middanerd, middennard,
midenarde, 3 middecn eard, middeneard,
middenerd, middenherde, myddenerd. [OE.
middangeard (later -eard by association with eard

dwelling, EKD), corresp. to OHG. mittingart,
Goth, midjungards. The exact formation is

obscure, but the elements are OTeut. *midjo-
MID a. + *garSo-z enclosure, tract, YARD. Cf. ON.
mitigarSr MIDGARD, OS. mittilgard, OHG. mini

gart and mittilgart ;
also MIDDLE-EBD.

According to Brugmann, the first element is OTeut.

*mid~jumO t superlative o{*tnidj& MID a. . cf. MIDMOST.)
The world

;
the earth as situated between heaven

and hell
; also, the inhabitants of the earth.

Seowul/js Manixre mzsbe fceond bisne middanseard.
c xooo Ags. Gasp. John iv. 42 We witon baet he is soj? mid-
dan-eardes haelynd. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 Ic wille senden
flod ofer alne middennard. c 1205 LAY. 24778 Whar bu bat

mod nime a bisse middenerde. 4:1275 Passion our Lord
478 in O. E. Misc. 50 Hit wes welneyh mydday bo buster-

nesse com In alle Middenherde fort pet hit wes non. Ibid.

544 lesus Crist .. com in- to pis myddenerd sunfulle men to i

rybte.

Middenstead (mi-d nsted). [f.
MIDDEN +

STEAD. Cf. MDa. mjddingslede (Kalkar).] The
j

place where a dunghill is formed ; a laystall.

1607 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 273 To tak in the stanis

of the vttir syd of his midinge sted. 1654 blanch. Court
Lect Rec. li887)IV. 131 Mr. Nicholas Mosley of Collyhurst
for not repaireing the middinge stidd in the Toadlane.
1860-1 FL. NIGHTINGALE Nursing ii. (ed. 2) 2 One of the

most common causes of disease in towns is having.. mid*
densteads close to the houses.

fig. 1889 SWINBURNE Study B. Jonson \. 77 A very mid-
|

denstead of falsehood and of filth.

Middes, variant of MIDS.

Middest (mi-dest), a. superl. [f. MID a. +

-EST.] Most central ;
in the middle.

1590 SPENSER F. O. I. iv. 15 Yet the stout Faery mongst
the middest crowd Thought all their glorie vaine in knightly
vew. [bid. n. ii. 13 The eldest did against the youngest
goe, And both against the middest meant to worken woe.

1593 Q. ELIZ. Boeth, iv. pr. vi. 72 As . . Circle is to the
middest poynte : So [etc.], a 1645 HABINGTON Siirv. IVorcs.

in Wares. Hist. Sec. Proc. III. 4:7 East wyndowe .. con-

systinge of fyve panes, in the myddest pane are no Armes.

1713 C TESS WINCHILSEA Misc. Poems 29 Reputation, Love,
and Death, (The last all Bones, the first all Breath, The
Midd st compos d of restless Fire). 1840 LYTTON Pilgr.
Rhine ii, The moon was.. at her middest height.

Middest^e, obs. forms of MIDST.

Middil(le, obs. forms of MIDDLE.

Middin(g, Middis(s, var. ft. MIDDEN, MIDS.
Middle (mi-d l), a. and sb. Forms: I middel,

midel, 3-6 middil, 3-5 midel, 3-6 middel,
myddel, 3, 6-7 raidle, 4 medel, -11, 4-5
medill(e, myddil(l, -ul, mydil, 4-6 middille,
myddelle, myddyll(e, mydel(l, mydle, 5

medil(le, -ull(e, -ylle, middell, midil, -yl, 5-6
myddell, myddle, 6 medyl, myddle, 7 Sc.

meidle, 6- middle. Comparative. 7 midler.

Superlative. I midlest, 3-4 midlest(e, 4 midde-

lest, midel(e)st, midliste, mydleste, 4-5 myd-
delest(e, 5 medellust, medlyste, myddlest,
6 mydlest. [OE. middel, midl- adj., also sb.

masc. (by ellipsis of dxl part)
= OFris. middel adj.,

OS. middil- in compounds (LG., Dn. middel adj.

and sb. neut. and fern.), OHG. mitttl adj. (MHG.
mittel adj. and sb. neut. and fern., mod.G. mittel

adj. and sb. neut.) : WGer. *middil-, i. *middi:

OTent. *mia]o- MID a. The Teut. langs. have
also synonymous formations in which the suffix

-le, ~ilo is attached directly to the root (OTeut.
*#.): OHG. metal adj., ON. medal in advb.

phrase d metal between (Sw. medel sb.) ; also

ON. miSil, whence mill- for miSl- in d milli,
a millom between (Sw. mellan, emellan. Da.

mcllcm, imellem between, among).]
A. adj.
Not in predicative use. In OE. and ME. mainly found

in the superlative ; the present use of the positive partly
descends from compounds, in which middtl- may be equally
well taken as adj. or as sb. The superlative does not appear
in our quots. later than the middle of the i6th c., but is

given in the Leeds Glossary. The comparative, which is

the prevailing form in mod.Ger., has never been current in

English : for a solitary example, see quot. a 1682 in 2 b.
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1. (Originally in superlative.! Used to designate
that member of a group or sequence, or that part
of a whole, which has the same number of members
or parts on each side of it : said with reference to

position in space, time, order of succession or

enumeration, or the like. Sometimes qualifying a

plural sb.

a 900 tr. Bxda s Hist. iv. xxiv. [xxiii.] (1890) 334 l&amp;gt;a wserpn
J?us hatne & nemde, Bosa, /Ella, Oftfor, lohannes & \Vilfri5.

. . Bi
t&amp;gt;aem

midlestan is nu to secgcnne [etc.]. ^900 Laws
ofK. JElfredc. 58 Se midlesta finger, a 1225 Ancr. A . 370
pe meidenes eoden fur5rc to

fc&amp;gt;e
midleste. c \ynyaS. Eng.

Leg. I. 308/313 pe nexte finguer hatte leche . .* Longue-
man hatte ^e mjdleste for he lenguest is, c 1374 CHAVCER
Troylns \\\. 615 [666] In ^is myddel chaumbre bat ye be

Shul youre wommen slepen wel and softe. ft 1400 HVLTON
Sen/a Per/. (W. de W. 1494) i. Ixxxii, I telle the of the

myddelest of hym that boughte the oxen. 1:1450 M. I-..

Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 77 Do awey J&amp;gt;e
oucrest rynde, and

take J?e meddellust, & stampe hit. 1577 II. GOCK.K Hcrcs-
baclfs Hnsb. \\\. (1586) 1450, Shutte them vp the foure

middle houres of the day. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out

of Hum. in. i, The middle Isle in Paules. 1706 PHIL
LIPS (ed. Kersey), Base. ..In Heraldry, the lowest part of
an Escutcheon, consisting of the Dexter, Middle and
Sinister Base-points. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist. Rome (1786) II.

324 He was at that middle time of life which is happily
tempered with the warmth of youth. 1822-34 Good s Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 515 The three arterial coats are generally
called external, middle and internal. 1860 TYNDALL Gtac.

I. xi. 70 The middle portion of the glacier. 1899 Allbutfs

Syst. Med. VII. 284 Occupying the middle third, or rather

middle two-fourths of the central convolutions.

b. Middle brother, sister^ son, etc. : the second

in age of three brothers, etc. In ME. also in

superlative.
c 1*05 LAV. 2116 Cambert hehte be o&amp;lt;5er pat wes ^e mid

leste broSer. c 1275 Ibid. 12909 After him was an o|&amp;gt;er pat
was J?e middel brofjer. c 1330 Arth. fy Mtrl, 770 (.Kulbing)

5ete wald
fc&amp;gt;e

deuel ful of ond be midel soster a gile fond.

a 1400 Siege of Troy 4^Q mArckivStud. neu, Sfir. LXXII.
21 penne com forj? Alisaunder Parys pe kyngis medlyste
sone of prys. 1447 in F. M. Nichols Laitford Hall(i&amp;lt;)i)

App. 22 John Baddele wedded Agnes the middell daughter
of Thomas Cokefeld. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. i. vii. 12 If

there be thre bretherne & the mydlest brother purchase
landes [etc.]. 1757 SIR J. DALRYMPLE Hist. Feudal Pro
perty (1758) 176 A middle brother dying without children,
and leaving an elder and younger brother alive. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 522 She should have a writ of

partition at common law, against the middle sister.

C. Of a point or line (f formerly sometimes of

a concrete object) : Equidistant from the extremi

ties or boundaries ; situated at the centre or middle.
c 1400 MAVNDKV. Prol. (1839) 2 He wil make it to ben cryed

and pronounced in the myddel place of a Town. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. / /, 11. ii, 6 The middle centure of this cursed
Towne. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 195 Thence up he flew, and
on the Tree of Life, The middle Tree and highest there

that grew, Sat like a Cormorant. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Draw-
ing 351 In the same way you will get the middle line of the

mouth.

f d. Average, mean. Obs.

1699 BENTLEY P/ial. 84 We examine the Platonic, or Stoic,
or Epicurean Successions ; and compute by a middle rate.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. u. x.86 The seventeen intervals

by the father s side, and the eighteen by the mother s at

a middle reckoning amount to about 507 years. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rev. 191 The middle term for the rest of France is

about ooo inhabitants to the same admeasurement.

6. Stock Exchange. Middle price: see quo t.

1893 CORDINGLEY Guide Stock Exch. 42 With most outside

brokers the * cover runs off
* at middle prices ; that is to

say, the middle price between a jobber s buying and selling

prices. Thus, if a quotation were 142^-143, the middle

price would be 142!.

2. Intermediate, intervening.
a. With reference to position in space, time,

or order. Also of persons : Intermediary (now
rare , cf. middle person in 6, and MIDDLEMAN).
c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 169 WarS blisfuller his [sc. Job s]

ende, bene was his biginninge, and on
fc&amp;gt;e

midleste bjwist be

he bolede te 3imere pine. a. 1240 Sa-wles Warde in Cott.

Horn. 257 Mi fwidde suster meao speke5 of be middel sti

bituhhe riht ant luft. 1599 DAVIES Nosce Ttipsum 59 Will,

seeking good, finds manie middle ends. 1700 DRYDES Pal.
&amp;lt;$

Arc. in. 586 They.. speed the race, And spurring see de
crease the middle space. 1718 ROWE tr. Lucan vi. 569 The
middle Space, a Valley low depress d. 1757 FOOTE A utkor i.

Wks. 1799 I. 138, I wonder what makes your poets have
such an aversion to middle floors they are always to be
found in the extremities; in garrets, or cellars. 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. N. v.ii.(i869) 11.496 All the middle buyers, who
intervened between either of them and the consumer.

b. Of size, stature, rank, quality : Intermediate

between the two extremes, medium. Of a course

of action, an opinion : Mediating. Hence rarely of

a person : f That takes a middle course, trimming.
^1374 CHAUCEK Anel. $ Arc. 79 Yong was this quene, of

xx li
yere elde, Of myddell stature, c 1400 Destr. Troy 3751

A medull size, Betwene the large & the Hull, 1442 Rolls

of Parlt. V. 61/1 Beddes of the middel assise. 1525 in

Visit. Southwell (Camfen) 124 A gowne of myddle coloure.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 43 That the pore and myddel sort

of the peple may be easyd therby. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
li. xvi. (1632) 353, I have, in my dales, scene a thousand

middle, mungrell and ambiguous men .. loose themselves,
where I have saved my selfe. a 1682 SIR T. BROWSE
Tracts 119 The first produceth a Female and large Hawk,
the second of a midler sort, and the third a smaller Bird
Tercellene. a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1823) IV. 130 And there

fore men of a middle condition are indeed doubly happy.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 3 That the middle Station

of Life was calculated for all kind of Virtues and all kind

MIDDLE.
of Enjoyments. 1774 BURKE Sp. Amer. Tax. Sel. ^yks. I.

136 An Administration, that having no scheme of their own,
took a middle line. 178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. i.

145 A middle opinion has been adopted by some Arians.
1826 SCOTT Woodst. i, He was a stout man of middle stature.

1858 T. D. ACLAND Oxford A. A. Exam. 3 The want of
better education, accessible to the middle ranks on easy
terms. 1875 JOWETT Plata (cd. 2) V. 74 The best condition
is a middle one. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 5 Sept. 5/5 These
societies take a middle ground between agnosticism and
theism. 1902 A. E. W. MASON Four Feathers xiv. 135 He
was a man of the middle size.

c. Middle-sized. Obs. in general sense. Of
wool : Having the staple of medium length, t Of
the voice : Moderately loud.

1:1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xiv, It is goode
bat he haue both of be gret and of be smale and of the

mydel. c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 87 pe psalm was begon in

a medull voyce. 1642 Bk. Kates 2 Balkes, great, the hundred

containing 120, t2.oo.oo, middle .. 05 . oo . oo, small..
02 . oo . oo. 1663 in Kirkcudbr. War-Caiiiirt. Min. Bk. (1855)

187 note, Ane great pot, meidle pot, and ane lytle pot. 1837
YOL-ATT Sheep 304 A kind of middle wool. 1859 Stationer:,

Utindi k. 17 Thin post, ranging from n to 15 Ibs. ; Middle

post, ranging from 16 to 18 Ibs. ; Thick post, comprising 19
to 23 Ibs.

t d. Of a battle : Indecisive. Obs.

1625 YOSGE Diary (Camden) 84 A middle fight.

3. In partitive concord: = (The) middle or

middle part of
;
mid . Now rare.

785 in birch Cartnl. Sax. 1. 339 Be midelen streamc.

1382 WYCLIF Mark vi. 47 Whanne euenyng was, the boot
was in the myddil see [1333 myddil of the see]. 1568 GKA&amp;gt;-

TpN Chron. II. 8 Marcarus. .Erie of Northumberland, and

Kdwyn Erie of middle England, with Edgar Athelyng
[etc.]. 1590 SHAKS. Midi. N. ll. i. 82 Neuer since the middle
Summers spring Met we on hil, in dale, forrest, or mead. 16*5
MILTON DeathofFair Infant i6Through middle empire of

the freezing aire He wanderd long. 1629 Hytnn Natit .

164 When at the worlds last session, The dreadfull judge in

middle Air shall spread his throne, a 1631 DUNNE Sat. i.

15 Thou wilt not leave mee in the middle street, 1632
LITHGOW Trat . IX. 402, I stepped downe to my middle

thigh in the water. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 1142 So foul

[the Stocks], that whoso is in, Is to the Middle-leg in Prison.

1812 BYRON Ck. Har. ii. xxix, Calypso s isles, The sister

tenants of the middle deep. 1827 MACCULLOCH Malaria
viii. 352 The two months of middle summer and the four of

middle winter are .. the freest from original attacks of..

Malaria. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun xxxix. 302 The holy
cloud of incense,, .which had risen into the middle dome.

4. Philology.
a. Cram. Intermediate between active and

passive : primarily (after Gr. / &amp;lt;7ij tiiaStais, piaov

fifj^a), the designation of a voice of Gr. verbs

which normally expresses reflexive or reciprocal

action, action viewed as affecting the subject, or

intransitive conditions. Hence applied (a) to the

system of conjugation in other Indogermanic

langs. morphologically corresponding to the Gr.

middle voice ; (4) to verbal forms in various langs.

sen-ing to express a reflexive or reciprocal sense.

1731 HARRIS Hermes (1765) 176 That Species of Verbs,
called Verbs Middle. 1844 Froc. Philol. Sac. I. 232 The
middle verbs in the Icelandic language have been called. .

reciprocal instead of reflective. 1871 EARLE Pliilol. Eng.
Tongue 299 It gives to the English language a Middle

Voice, or a power of verbal expression which is neither

active nor passive. 1906 J. H. !vIoULTON Cram. N. T. Grk.

I. 161 note, Formal passives with middle meaning.

b. Prefixed (after G. mitttl- as used by J. Grimm)
to the name of a language, to denote a period in

the history of the language intermediate between

those called Old and Aew or Modern, as in

Middlt-English (see ENGLISH sb. i b), Middle

High- German, Middle-Irish. Similarly Middle-

Latin, by some used for Mediaeval Latin.

On the other hand Middle German (without the limiting

High or Low) is used only in a local sense, for the dialects

of middle Germany (geographically and phonologically
intermediate between Low and High German).

fc. Phonetics. Of consonant sounds: = MEDIAL
a. 5. Obs. rare~. (In recent Diets.)

5. Geol. Prefixed to the name or adjectival desig
nation of a formation or period, to denote a sub

division intermediate between two others called

Upper and Lower .

1838 Penny CfcL XI. 138 Middle lias shale. 1855 OGILVIE

Suppl., Middle epoch, in geol., an epoch characterized by
the presence of the new red sandstone. 1859 J- ^- GREENE
Matt. Protozoa. 25 They are chiefly characteristic of the

Middle Eocene.

6. Special collocations : middle bachelor, a

B.A. of standing between senior and junior ,

i.e. in his second year (now only U. S.) ;
middle

band Naut., one of the bands of a sail, to give

additionalstrength (Adm. Smyth) ; fmiddlebend,
some card-sharping device (see quot.); middle

C, Mus. (see quot. 1876) ; middle chest Mil.,

the front chest on the body of an artillery caisson,

so-called from its position between the rear chest

on the body and the chest on the limber (Cent. Diet.

1890); middle comedy (see COMEDY !
a) ;

middle
cut file, a file whose teeth have a grade of coarse

ness between the rough and bastard (Knight Diet.

Mech. 1875) ;
middle deck, the deck between the

upper deck and the lower deck ; t middle dish
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Cookery, an entree; middle distance (see DIS
TANCE sb. to c) ;

middle ear, the tympanum,
sometimes also used for the tympanum together
with the mastoid cells and the Eustachian tube

(Syd. Sot:. Lex. 1 890) ; used attrib. in middle ear

disease, etc.; f middle eld, = MIDDLE AGE i;
Middle Empire = Middle Kingdom; middle

frame, in Organ building (see quot.) ;
middle

genus, a genus which is at the same time a species
of a higher genus (Cent. Diet.} ;

middle ground,
(a) Naut. a shallow place, as a bank or bar ; (If)

Painting = middle distance ; middle height,

(a) the middle of the height, the distance half-way

up a mountain, etc. ; (6) medium stature ;
middle

horn, one of a breed of cattle having horns

that are neither long nor short (cf. Longhorn,
Shorthorn) ; fMiddle Inn,? = Middle TEMPLE;
Middle Kingdom, a name for China; middle

landlord, in Ireland, a landlord who leases a

tract of land, and sub-lets it to tenants; middle
latitude (see quots.) ;

middle life, (a) the middle
of a person s life, middle age ; (6) the life of the

middle classes ; middle line Naut. (a) (see

quot.) ; (&amp;lt;5) Croquet, the line of hoops placed in

the middle of the lawn
;

in quot. atlrib.
; f middle

mast = MAINMAST
; f middle mean, moderation ;

middle motion = mean motion (see MEAN a. 2

7 a); middle oil, that part of the distillate

obtained from coal tar which passes over between

170 and 230 Centigrade; distinguished from
the light, and the heavy or dead oil (Webster
1897); middle passage, the middle portion (i.e.
the part consisting of sea travel) of the journey of

a slave carried from Africa to America ; middle

piece, (a) in Farriery, the part of a horse s body
between the fore and the hind legs ; (b) transf. in

Pugilistic Slang, the chest
; (c)U. S. MIDDLING 4;

middle pointed a., Arch., a name for the style

commonly called Decorated Gothic ;
middle post,

in Carpentry = KING-POST; middle rail, the rail

of a door level with the hand, on which the lock

is usually fixed
;
middle school = MIDDLE CLASS

school; middle shot wheel, a breast-wheel which
receives the water at about its middle height

(Knight); middle space Printing, a space inter

mediate in size between thick and thin (see

quot.) ; middle spear local (see quot.) ;
Middle

States, the States which originally formed the

middle part of the United States, intermediate

between New England and the Southern States,

namely New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware (Cent. Diet.) ;

middle stead dial, (see

quot.) ; Middle Temple (see TEMPLE) ;
middle

term, ( (a) a partial degree ; (6) Logic, the

term which is common to the premises of a

syllogism, and disappears in the conclusion ;

middle timber, that timber in the stem which
is placed amidships (Adm. Smyth) ; middle tint

Painting, a mixed tint in which bright colours

never predominate&quot; (Fairholt Diet. Art 1854);
middle topsail, a deep roached sail, set in some
schooners and sloops on the heel of their top
masts between the top and the cap (Adm. Smyth) ;

middle tree, f () ? a middle post in a gateway ;

(b) a pole for a cart drawn by oxen; f middle
vein, the median vein ; middle Victorian a.,

belonging to the middle of the Victorian era;
middle wall, a partition wall; middle watch
Naut., the watch from midnight to 4 a.m.; also

the portion of the crew on deck duty during the

middle watch ; middle watcher, the slight meal
snatched by officers of the middle watch about

2.30 a.m. (Adm. Smyth) ; middle weight, a
man ofaverage weight, esp. a boxer whose weight is

between 10 stone and ustone4lb.; middlewicket
= mid-wicket (see MID a. i d) ; f middle woof,
applied attrib. to a kind of yarn ; middle years,
the years in the middle of one s life, middle age.
1758 Ann. Rig. pi Two middle batchelors of the Uni

versity of Cambridge. 1840 J. QUINCY Hist. Harvard
Univ. II. 540 A Senior Sophister has authority to take a
Freshman from a Sophomore, a Middle Bachelor from
a Junior Sophister [etc.]. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng.
Seamen o. For clamps, *middlc bands and sleepers, they be
all of 6. inch planke for binding within. 1734 R. SEYMOUR
CompL Gamester (ed. 5) n. 6 [Whist.] The other is vulgarly
called Kingston-Bridge, or the *Middle-bend. It is done by
bending your own or Adversary s Tricks two different Ways
[etc.]. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 493/1 A &quot;middle C stop-
diapason pipe. 1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Jtfits. Terms,
Middle C. The note standing on the first leger line above the
bass stave, and the first leger line below the treble stave.

1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 2 The &quot;middle deck tier on
board in their proper places, lashed fore and aft. 1747
MRS. GLASSE Cookery ix. 84 Salamangundy for a &quot;Middle

Dish at Supper. 1813 &quot;Middle-distance [see DISTANCE s&.

10 c]. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy ft. Note-Bits. (1872) II. 47
lugrcatBuomo was seen in the middle distance. i88jrit.

Med. Jrnl.iQ Feb. 407/1 Mr. Baker confined his remarks to

abscess from &quot;middle-ear disease. anaoParlt. 3 Ages 280
In his *medill elde. 1698 A. BRAND Emb. Mitscoiy to
China 100China is known under several names . , the Chineses
have retained two, . .Chungehoa,thatis,the*MiddIe Empire,
and Chunque, which is Middle Garden. 1881 C. A. EDWARDS
Organs 42 Sixteen ribs are used in the reservoir of bellows
.. divided .. by a wooden frame called the &quot;middle-frame.

1801 NELSON in Duncan Life (1806) 146 The Channel of the
Outer Deep, and the position of the &quot;Middle Ground. 1850
IVeale s Diet. A rch. etc. s.v., Pictures are divided into three

parts : fore-ground, middle-ground, and back-ground. 1875
BEDFORD Sailors Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 136 Where a middle

ground exists in a channel, each end of it will be marked
by a buoy of the colour in use in that channel. 1811 SIR H.
DAVY Chem. Philos. 91 The Andes, placed almost under
the line, rises in the midst of burning sands; about the
&quot;middle height is a pleasant and mild climate. 1843 BORROW
Bible in Spain xxxiv, He was a thin man of about the
middle height. 1834 YOUATT Cattle ii. 10 For these reasons
we consider the &quot;middle horns to be the native breed of
Great Britain. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 159 Prentise is now in

the &quot;Mydle Inne. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Matidelslo s Trav.

215 The Chineses themselves give it the name of Chunghoa,
or Chungque, whereof the former signifies the &quot;Middle

Kingdom. 1817 MAR. EDGEWORTH Ormond xxiii, The
tenants . . during the time of the late &quot;middle landlord,
had been in the habit of making their rents by nefarious

practices. 1710 J.
HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, *Middlc

Latitude, in Navigation, is half the Summ of any two
given Latitudes. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., MiddU lati

tude sailing^ is used for a method of working the several
cases in sailing, nearly agreeing with Mercator s way,
but without the help of meridional

parts. 4:1330 Arth.
ff MerL 5391 (Kolbing) pis were noble Knijtes flue & alle of
*midel Hue. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe II. init., It might be
allowed me to have had Experience of every State of middle
Life. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Otway Wks. II. 219 It is

a domestick tragedy drawn from middle life. 1855 HT.
MARTINEAU Antobiog. (1877) II. 115 The scene [of Deer-
brook] being laid in middle life. 1895 R. L. DOUGLAS in

Bookman Oct. 23/1 The king, .does his best in a toilsome
old age to mitigate the disastrous effects of the blunders of
his middle life. 1805 Shifu&amp;gt;rigtit

s Vade-M. 117
*Middle

line, a line dividing the ship exactly in the middle. In the
horizontal, .plan, it is a right line bisecting the ship from
the stem to the stern-post; and, in the. .body-plan, it is

a perpendicular line bisecting the ship from the keel to the

height of the top of the side. 1891 Laws Croquet i The
middle-line hoops. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. II. 62 We shot

away their &quot;middle mast. 1577 tr. BulUngers Decades n.
v. (1592) 161 In both, there must be had a &quot;middlemeane

and measure. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. VI. iii. 106 The
Table of the &quot;Middle-Motion of the Sun. 18x2 Examiner
28 Sept. 621/1 Captains of the slave ships, on board whose
ships.. the. .cruelties of a &quot;middle passage had been prac
tised. 1819 MACAULAY Pitt Misc. Writ. 1860 II. 346 A
humane bill which mitigated the horrors of the middle

passage. 1817 Sporting Mag. L. 54 Randall closed this

round by a terrible blow in the &quot;middle-piece. 1843 LD. G.
BENTINCK in Racing Life ix. (1892) 201 Colonel Anson

says
he is a very clever horse, and one that must run, but thinks
him rather small in the middle-piece. 1891 H. S. CONSTABLE
Horses, Sport ff War 63 A horse with big ends and a small

middle-piece is more likely to become a roarer than a horse
with a good middle piece and thence a good constitution.

1902 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Cirl 161 Your Boston
beans done in an earthen pot with the middle-piece pork
just rightly browned. 1879 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lcct. Archit.
I. 347 It was to be the earliest phase of the later form of
&quot;Middle Pointed. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 588
&quot;Middle-post ; in a roof the same as King Post. 18x2
Mech. Exerc. 200 &quot;Middle Rail [of a door). 1842 GWILT
Archit. 2130 In doors, the upper rails are called top rails;
the next in descending, frize rails ; the next, which are

usually wider than the two first, are called the lock or
middle rails. 1838 Bp. WILBERFORCE in Ashwell Life I. iv.

117 It is very desirable that ultimately we should get the
&quot;middle schools to as much uniformity as possible in the
books they use. 1860 A.

JESSOPI&amp;gt; Middle-Class Exams. 15
Middle Schools schools which occupy that large terra

incognita between the National School and the Grammar
School. 1871 Amer. Encycl. Printing (ed. Ringwalt) s.v.

Spaces, Five to an em or five thin spaces ; four to an em,
or four *middle spaces ; three to an em, or three thick spaces.

1863 W. BARNES Dorset Gloss., Harrotv ofagate, the backer

Such of the said Worsted Yarn as is called. . *Middle-wuffe
Yarn. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 452 Whether in youth or
&quot;middle yeares or old age.

7. Comb, in parasynthetic adjs., as middle-

coloured, -growthed, -horned, statured, f -wilted,
woolled.

&amp;gt;

Satisfaction, a very good-shaped &quot;middlc-

elargonium]. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2607/4

1849 Florist i

coloured flower

beam that takes the two leaves of a barn s door, a 18*5
FORBY

Voc.^ E, Anglia,
*
Middlestead^ the compartment of

a barn which contains the threshing floor ; generally in
the middle of the building. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i.

vii. i Which honour [Apotheosis], being so high, had also
a degree or *middle tearme. ITS WATTS Logic m. ii,

Syllogisms are divided into various Kinds, either according
to the Question which is proved by them,, .or according to
the middle Term. 1805 Shipwright s Vade-M. 117

*Middle
timber. 1595 in Archaeologia XXIV. 316 De quibus..ex-

penduntur
in j *mideltree imposito in port[is] Manerii per

longitudinem. 1834 Brit. Hnsb. L 159 A tongue, or middle-
tree, or shafts, are alternately fixed to the axle of the fore
wheels. 1x1400 in Rel. Ant. I. 190 The *medyl weyn
betuen ham two The coral is cleppyt also. 1900 Westtn.
Gaz. 14 Mar. 3/2 His mental crises belong to a middle-
Victorian phase of thought 1448 in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1886) II. 8 All the tymber that. .shall be ocupyed..
on the *Midelwalles and on the steires. 1611 BIBLE Ephes,
ii. 14 Who., hath broken downe the middle wall of partition
betweene vs. [1611 BIBLK Jitdg. vii. 19 Gideon .. came
in the beginning of the &quot;middle watch.] 1851 H. MELVILLE
Whale xliii, It was the middle watch a fair moonlight.
1890 ALLANSON-WINN Boxing 82 *Middle weights. 1833
NYREN Yng. Cricketer s Tutor (1893) 49-50 The &quot;middle

wicket should stand on the off-side, not more than eleven

yards from the bowler s wicket.. .There is no place in the
whole field where so many struggles occur to save a run. .

as at the middle wicket. 1866 Routledge s Ev. Boy s Ann.
511 Thus, long- leg to one bowler may come to cover-point to
the other; *middle-wicket-on may be cover-slip, short-leg
may be middle-wicket-off. 1547 Act i Edw. F/, c. 6 4

John Boone, aged 17, a straight Youth, &quot;middle growtri d.
1811 W. H. MARSHALL Rev. Rip. BoardAeric. III. 396 The
cattle of Norfolk evidently a variety of the *middlehorned
breed, reduced in size [etc.]. 1846 M eCuLLOCH Ace. Brit.

Empire (1854) I. 495 They may. .be divided, .into the four
classes of middle-horned, long-horned, short-hornedj and
polled. 1679 Trials of \Vakeman, etc. 26 He was a &quot;middle-

statured man. 1651 WALTON Life Wotton d 4 in Reliq. W.
(1672), Many &quot;middle-witted men (which yet may mean
well). 1826 K. DIGBY Broadst. Hon. (1848) III. Morus 116
There is nothing so easy as to catch the phraseology which
middle-witted sophists regard as the stamp of men of judg
ment. 1837 YOUATT Sheep 304 Scarcely a &quot;middle-woolled

sheep can now be found in the whole of this county.
B. sb.

1. The middle point or part (of a line, area,

volume, or anything that has spatial magnitude ;

also of a number, a period of time, a process, etc.).
a 900 CYNEWCLF Elcne 864 He asettan heht on bone middel

bsere maeran byrix beamas mid bearhtme. c 1050 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 306/2 Ex centra, of midle. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 85 Here fifes ende was bicumeliche be middel and be

biginnenge. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1399 Aboute Jerusalem
bis noumbringe he bigan As in be middel of be world to

noumbri eche man. c 1300 Havelok 2092 Aboute be middel
of be nith Wok ubbe. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XVH. 189
Were be myddel of myn nonde ymaymed or ypersshed.
1:1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 367 {&amp;gt;is gospel telli^ JTC

rniddil of a storie of Seint Jpon Baptist. 1420 E, E. Wills

(1882) 46, i. bqrd mausure with a bond of seluer, & ouerguld,
wyth a prent in be myddylle. c 1450 Merlin 108 After the

myddill of August, after that Arthur was crowned, he held
court roiall, grete and mervelouse. 1530 PALSGR. 245/1
Myddle of the day, inidy. 1594 SHAKS. Rick. ///, HI. v. 2

Canst thqu . . Murther thy breath in middle of a word, And
then againe begin. 1611 BIBLE Judg. ix. 37 See, there
come people downe by the middle of the land. 1715 LEONI
tr. Palladia s Arckit.{\ni&amp;gt;)\\. \i The middle of the upmost
Wall ought to be perpendicular with the middle of the

nethermost. 1740 J. MARTYN tr. Virg, Bucol. Life Virgil
:o) p. lxxix,Tne fourth Georgick, from the middle to the(1820)

end, was [etc.]. 177* PRIESTLEY /nst. Reltg. (1782) 1.413
Pausanias. . wrote about the middle of the second century.

1863 C/tambers s Encycl. V. 715/2 In 1395 they \sc, the Jews]
were indefinitely banished from the middle of France. 1865
TYLOR Early Hist. Man. \\, 133 The heads, middles, and
roots of plants. 190* A. B. DAVIDSON Bibl. $ Lit. Ess. 266

Beginnings or middles or ends of poems.

1 2. The position of being among or surrounded

by (a number of people) or within (a town, etc.) ;

= MIDST. Chiefly in phr. in the middle of in

the midst of, among. Obs,
a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) cxxxv. n Se 5e ahedde Israhel

of middele heora, ciooo Ags. Gosp. Mark ix. 36 0a nam he
I anne cnapan & ge-sette on hyra middele. c 1380 WYCLIF
j

Stl. Wks. III. 342 But oonhede on heed of hoh Chirche is

I Jesus Crist here
wi)&amp;gt; us, bat is ever in be myddit of bree bat

ben gedrid in his name. 138* Gen, xviii. 26 If Y shal

fynde in Sodom fifti ri^twis in the myddil of the cytee, I shal

for?yue to al the place for hem. a 1400 Transl. N. T.

(Selwyn MS.) 2 Cor. vl 17 (Paues 69) Wherfore God seyb,
Goo je a-wey from be myddel of hem. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) Pref. 2 He will ger crie it openly in be middell of
a toune. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts xxvii. 18-26

Than Paul standyng in the mydle amonge them, sayed
[etc.]. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 121

[He] is come to rob me in broad day, and in the middle of

my own people.

b. / the middle of: while (something) is going
on; in the thick of*. Now rare or Obs.\ cf. MIDST,

1609 J. MORE in Buccltuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 82

As I was yesterday in the middle of removing to my house
in the Old Bayley, I [etc.]. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of
Qual. (1809) II. in, I went and went again, in the middle
of my wants, and in the middle of my sorrows, to ask . . for

his pay from the Admiralty. i8aa SHELLEY Faust it. 373
A red mouse in the middle of her singing Sprung from her

mouth. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 373, I have often

been stopped in the middle of a speech.

3. The middle part of the human body ; the waist.

971 Blickl. Horn. 141 Hie gegripan on hire middel. c 1105
LAY. 28069 pa IGO rae om foren lo and i&quot;eng me bi ban midle.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8962 Gurde aboute hire middel
a uair linne ssete. ? 11x366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1032 Yong
she was, .. Gente, ana in hir middel smalle. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 4168 Schuldirs and scheldys thav schrede to

the hawnches, And medilles thourghe mayles thaymerkene
in sondire ! ( 1470 HENRY Wallace vii. 307 The myddyll
off ane he mankit ner in twa. 1404 in Lett, tf Papers
Rich. Ill

&amp;lt;5-

Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 400 [Ladies] with great

chenys of gold about their middlys, and mervyleuse riche

bees a bowt their nekkes. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
S3 1 ) 3 Aboue y* myddle he was the moost amiable stature

of a man. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pznto s Trav. xlvj. 268 The
Water came up to our Middles. 171* ADDISON Spect. No.

407 F 5 Streaking the sides of a long Wigg that reaches

down to his Middle. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 370 A
piece of coarse blue, or brown linen, which is applied to the

middle in both sexes. 1811 Sporting Mag. XAXVIII. 220

They hold each other tight by the middle. 1843 BORROW
Bible in Spain xxxi, He has got it buckled round his middle
beneath his pantaloons.
Comb, 1894 Field i Dec. 838/1, 1 sit comfortably, middle-

deep under a writing table.

4. A mean, something intermediate between two
extremes of quality or degree. Excluded middle

(Logic) : see EXCLUDED///, a.



MIDDLE.

a 1140 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 247 pat ha leare ham
mete pat me meosure hat

J&amp;gt;e
middel of twa uueles. Ibid.

255 For ne mei na wunne ne na flesches licunge. .bringe
me ouer Jw midel of mesure ant of mete. 1340 Ayenb.
249 Sobretrf ne is ober bing banne to loki rijte mesure bet

alneway halt bane middel me to moche and to lite. 1626

BACON Sylva 616 Bulbous Roots, Fibrous, Roots and
Hirsute Roots... The Hirsute is a Middle betweene both.

1667 Decay Chr, Piety v. 72 There being in this case no
middle between devout reverence and horrid blasphemy.
1683 A. D. Art Converse 46 These two extreams we must
avoid and search a middle. 1745 De Foe s Eng. Tradesman
(1841) I. xxii. 209 To keep the safe middle between these

extremes. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 92 The pretended rights
of these theorists are all extremes :..The rights of men are
in a sort of middle.

f 5. An intermediate cause or agency. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 180 peos cumeS also of God, auh nout ase

doS be o5re, wuSuten euerich middef. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intcll. Syst. i. iv. 30. 468 The worshipping (besides one

supreme God) of other created Beings,.. as middles or
mediators betwixt Him and Men.

f 6. An intervening point or part in space, time,

or arrangement ; something intermediate. Obs.

1665 MANLEV Grotins Low C. Warres 397 The little

River of Neths, scituate in the middle between Antwerp
and Mechlin. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 605, 1. .with capacious
mind Considered all things visible in Heav n, Or Earth, or

Middle, all things fair and good.
b. Something placed in a central position.
1796 LD. COLCHESTER Diary (1861) I. 35 The second

course had a pig at top, a capon at bottom, and the two
centre middles were turkey and a larded Guinea fowl.

f7. = MEDIUM sb. 4. Obs.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. c j, So that both theyr mouynges
be in ayre, or both in water : or in any one Middle.

8. ellipt. a. Logic, middle term. (Cf. MEDIUM
sb. 2.)
1826 WHATELY Logic n. iii. 2.

(1827^) 92 From negative

premises you can infer nothing. For in them the Middle
is pronounced to disagree with both extremes.

b. Gram. middle voice (see A. 4 a).
1818 BLOMFIELD tr. Matthias Gk. Gram. II. 712 The

proper signification of the middle is most evident in the
aorists. 1006 J. H. MOULTON Gram. N.T. Grk. I. 155 As a
matter of fact, the proportion of strictly reflexive middles is

exceedingly small,

9. Naut. middle ground* (see A. 6).

1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3844/4 The Sands, .of the small

Middle, in the Narrow off of Winterton near Yarmouth.
1801 NELSON in Duncan Z.(/fc(i8o6) 1^6 The Agamemnon. .

could not weather the shoal of the Middle.

10. Paper-making. The sheet, or one of the

sheets, of inferior paper placed between the two
outer sheets in making pasteboard.
1859 Stationers Handbk. 73 Middles, a paper used for

forming the middle or inner portion of card and pasteboard.

11. Football. A return of the ball from one of the

wings to mid-field in front of the goal.
1890 G. O. SMITH Football^ vi. (Badm.) 108 A middle

should never be made high up in the air unless the forwards
of one s side are a heavy lot. 1902 Field i Mar. 314/1
Evans actually found the mark from a middle by Corbett,
but was pronounced offside.

12. (Originally middle article.) A newspaper
article of a particular class (treating more or less

discursively some social, ethical, or literary sub

ject), such as is in certain journals placed between
the leading articles and the reviews.
186* J. F.STEPHEN Let, loApr. Life (1895) 175 Last night

I finished a middle at two. 1893 G. ALLEN Scallyiuag ill.
68 Working away with all his might at a clever middle for

an evening newspaper. Paul was distinctly successful in
what the trade technically knows as middles.

Middle (mrd l), v. [f. MIDDLE sb. Cf. Da.

middclcn, G. mitteln^ ON.
mfff/a.&quot;]

1 1. intr. ? To be at the middle point ;
? to inter

vene. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF John vii. 14 ForsoJ&amp;gt;e now the feeste day
medUnge [Vulg. mediante\ or goynge bitwixe, Jhesu wente
vp in to the temple.

t2. intr. or absol. To perform some kind of

operation in the making of iron wire (cf. MIDDLE
MAN i). Obs.

435 Coventry Leet Bk.
t For-alsomyche as Joh. Stafford,

Joh. Blakemon, sen.,..& Wai. Bonde heldon for the most
part as well smethyng, brakyng middelyng and cardwire-

draweng.
f3. trans. To take a middle view of. Also

to middle it (contemptuously) : to adopt a middle
course. Obs.

1648 MANTON Sfir. Languish. 16 We content ourselves
with a lukewarmnesse and a mambling of profession midling
it between Christ and the world. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
I. 173 To middle the matter between both, it is pity, that
[etc.].

4. To find the middle of; to bisect.

1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 268 Draw the Line ab, bisect,
or middle it.

5. Naut. To fold or double in the middle.
1841 R. H. DANA Seaman s Man. 76 Get up a hawser,

middle it, and take a slack clove-hitch at the centre, c 1860

H._ STUART Seaman s Catech, 27 How do you make a reef

point? By taking five foxes and middling them. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 479 Middling- a sailt arranging it

for bending to the yard. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6)

124 The sail is middled and hauled taut out.

6. teckn. To place in the middle.
1881 W. H. RICHARDS Textbk. Milit. Topogr. (1888) 1 19AH the micrometers should be kept nearly middled *, or

halfway through their nuts. 1898 Chawb. Jrnl. Mar. 188

421

A grandfather s clock with a bullet-hole nicely middled in

its case. 1890 Daily News 25 July 6/6 We started to heave
in on the starboard cable in order to middle the ship between
her anchors.

b. intr. To fit into the middle.
1888 HASLUCK Model^Engin. Handybk. (1900) 67 If these

holes do not exactly middle, a small round file can be used
to draw the hole over as required.

7. trans, in Football. To return (the ball) from
one of the wings to mid-field in front of goal ;

to
1 centre . Also absol.

1871 Fieldzft Jan. 61/3 The ball which had been previously
middled by A. M, Jones, was driven through the goal. 1901
Ibid, i Mar. 314/1 Corbett made a run and middled.

8. slang. To befool, cheat.

1869 E. FARMER Scrap Bk. (ed. 6) 53 For I ve been hum
bugged, middled, got the best on.

Middle, obs. form of MEDDLK.
Middle age, sb.

1. The period between youth and old age. Cf.

middle eld, middle life : see MIDDLE a. 6.

1377 LANGL. / . /V. B. xn. 7 And of thi wylde wan-
tounesse tho thow songe were, To amende it in thi myddel
age. c 1440 fpomydon 1588 He had an erne was stifle and
stronge ; Of mydille age. 1526 Pilgr. Ferf. (W. de W.
SS 1 ) J 3 D

,
Some in theyr youth: some in theyr myddell

age : and some in theyr last dayes. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. vii,

Resembling strong youth in his middle age. a 1631 DONNK
in Select. (1840) 24 That all thy spring, thy youth, be spent
in wantonness, all thy summer, thy middle-age, in ambition.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones n. viii, His time of life, which
was only what is called middle age. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL.
i. xxi, On his bold visage middle age Had

slightly; press d
its signet sage. 1884 PAE Eustace 37 He was considerably
past middle age.
2. The Middle Age, now usually the Middle

Ages : the period intermediate between * ancient

and modern times
;

in earlier use commonly
taken as extending from c 500 to c 1 500 ;

now
used without precise definition, but most frequently
with reference to the four centuries after A.D. 1000.

Cf. mod.L. medium SSVUM, G. mittelalter, F.

moyen dgc.
o. sing. 1753 CHAMBERS CytV. Snfp. s.v. Aget Middle

Age denotes the space of time commencing from Constan-

tine, and ending at the taking of Constantinople by the

Turks, in the fifteenth century,
Inquiries i. (1781) Addr. to E. Hooper, An Essay on the
Taste and Literature of the middle Age. 1882 J. C.
SON Macanlay 70 His acquaintance with the Middle Age
generally, may without injustice be pronounced slight.

ft. pi. 17*2 Meat. Literature VI. 296 Mr. Juncker,. .has

published in the German Language an Excellent Intro
duction to the Geography of the middle Ages. 1819 HALLAM
Mid. Ages (ed. 2) III. i. ix. 304 The Middle Ages, accord

ing to the division I have adopted, comprize about one
thousand years, from the invasion of France by Clovis to
that of Naples by Charles VIII. 1843 BRANDE Diet, Set.

etc., Middle ages. . . The centuries between the ninth or
tenth and the end of the fifteenth after Christ are generally
comprehended under this loose denomination. 1887 J. C.
MOKISON Service of Man 177 The great hollow which is

roughly called the Middle Ages, extending
the fifteenth century,

3. atlrib., quasi-
the Middle Ages ; me

ng from the fifth to

3. atti-ib., quasi-a^ . (with hyphen). Belonging to

Vges ; mediceval.

1840 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. V. 31 With the same
precaution that they would have consorted with the evil

spirits of middle-age romance. 1853 RUSKIN Led. Archit.
iv. 217 That child is working in the middle-age spirit the
other in the modern spirit. 1869 F. W. NEWMAN Misc. 46

Perhaps
it incapacitated the Arabs and the rmddleage

Schoolmen for all but formal reasoning.

Middle-aged (midl|^dgd),a. (Stress variable.)

[f. MIDDLE a. + AGE sb. + -ED ^.]

1. Of middle-age, neither young nor old.

1676 COLLINS in Rjgaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 453
The admirable M. Leibnitz, a German, but a member of the

Royal Society, scarce yet middle aged. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 77 F 2 When I was a middle-aged Man. 1880 G. MERE
DITH Tragic Com. (1881) 81 A middle-aged, grave and
honourable man.

b. Characteristic of middle-aged people.
1886 LOWELL Latest Lit. Ess., Gray (1891) 2 Cowper was

really mad at intervals, but his poetry, admirable as it is in

its own middle-aged way, is in need of anything rather than
a strait-waistcoat. 1887 RUSKIN Prseterita II. 269 His
already almost middle-aged aspect of serene sagacity.

12 . Belonging to the MiddleAges ; mediaeval. Obs.

1710 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 49 The reading and
perusing of middle-ag d Antiquities. 1804 MnTOftD/flfttfr?
318 Of the modern and middle-aged Greek. 1845 Proc.
Philol. Soc. II. 145 The English hunger bears a strong re
semblance to the Spanish hambre, formed from the middle-
aged Lntiny&//Vur.

Middle-ageing, ///. a. nonce-wd. Becoming
middle aged,
i88a HOWELLS in Longm. Mag. I. 53 Only a score of

middle-aging veterans remained.

Middlea geism. nonce-wd.
[f. MIDDLE AGE

+ -ISM.] Medievalism,
1840 THACKERAY Pict. Rhapsody Wks. xooo XIII. 348

May we add a humble wish that this excellent painter will
..not busy himself with Gothicism, middleagism 1

Middle class, sb. The class of society between
the upper and the Mower* class. Also (now
more commonly) plural in the same sense.
1811 Examiner $i Aug. 556/1 Such of the Middle Class

of Society who have fallen upon evil days. 1831 BKOUGHAM
Sp. 7 Oct. (1838) II. 617 By the people.. I mean the middle
classes, the wealth and intelligence of the country, the glory
of the British name. 1843 BORROW Bible in S^aitt iti,

MIDDLE FINGER.
Several of these were of the middle class, shopkeepers and
professional men. 1891 H. D. TRAILL in National Rev.
Mar. 15 The great body of the upper middle classes.

b. attrtb., as in middle-class education, life,

I

public , society, etc.; middle-class examination,
a name sometimes given to the local examina
tions (see LOCAL a. 2 d) in their early years;
middle-class schools, schools established for the

I education of the middle classes, intermediate be-

|

tween primary schools and the great public schools.

1848 MILL Pol. Econ. i. xi. 4 To get out of one rank of

Society into the next above it is the great aim of English
middle-class life. 1857 f . D. ACLAND Oxford A. A. Exam.
(1858) 33 The Exeter Middle Class Examination. Ibid. Si

i
The education given in commercial and middle-class schools.

1858 Ibid. p. xx, The consideration of the Middle Class
Examinations happened to come before the member;, of the
Senate at a very inconvenient time. Ibid. 3 To prepare
the way for a practical and truly English Middle-class

i

Education, 1868 M. PATTJSON Acadent. Org. 3 For
centuries our middle-class public were slowly travelling.

1890 Spectator 18 Oct. 518/1 The tastes of the average
middle-class buyer of books.

c. Used as adj., with the sense : Characteristic

of the middle classes ; having the characteristics of

the middle classes. (With depreciative implica
tion. Cf. BOURGEOIS a. 2.)

1893 SALTUS Madam Sapphira 106 Don t talk back, it is

middle-class to begin with. 1905 DICEY Law
&amp;lt;y

Publ. Opin.
vi. 1 86 Benthamism was fundamentally a middle class creed.

Hence (nonce-wds.} Middle-class er, one who
belongs to the middle class; Middle-classness,
middle-class quality.
1886 MORRIS in Mackail Li/e (iBgg) II. 157, I met some

very agreeable middle-dassers there, and had much talk.

1887 Sat. Rev. 21 May 745 The slovenly middle-classness
of Dublin. 1894 Miss BKOUGHTON Beginner xii, I recognise
the middle-classness.

Middle earth. Forms : see MIDDLE and
EARTH sb.

1. [An etymologizing perversion of MIDDLE-ERD.]
The earth, as placed between heaven and hell, or

as supposed to occupy the centre of the universe.

Now only arch,) sometimes applied to the real

world in contradistinction to fairyland.
1:1275 LAY. 7205 He Jjohte to bi-winne mid streng^e and

mid ginne al be middelerbes [ciaos middel eajrdes] lond.

Ibid. 9066 Com a
J&amp;gt;isse middilherbe [1205 middel xrde]

hone maidenes sune. a 1300 Cursor M. 8003 IJituix beinidel
erth and be lift. 1390 GowEKCVw/CIII. 94 Fro the seconde,
as bokes sein, The moiste dropes of the reyn Descenden into
Middilerthe. (1440 York Afyst. ix. 158 Fad ir, what may
pis meruaylle mene? Wher-to made god medilerth and

!
man? icaa World $ Child (Roxb.) A v, All mery medell

i erthe maKeth mencyon of me. 1598 SUAKS. Merry W,\.\.
84 But stay, I smell a man of middle earth. 1600 W. WAT
SON Dccacordou (1602) 238 O monster of mankinde fitter for

hell, then middle earth. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. i. ix, That
! maid is born of middle earth, And may of man be won. 1819
, CRABBE T. off/allx, A kind of beings who are never found
On middle-earth, but grow on fairy-ground. 1860 HAW-

, THORNE Transform, xxxviii, It is difficult to imagine it [sc.

Catholicism] a contrivance of mere man. Its mighty ma
chinery was forged and put together, not on middle earth,
but either above or below.

f2. The middle of the earth. Obs.
Sea ofmiddle earth^ middle earth sea, the Mediterranean.

Middle earth ocean, an imaginary ocean in the middle of
the earth.

138? TREVISA ffigden (Rolls) I. 53 pe grete see of myddel
erbe oygynnefc* in J?e west at Hercules pilers. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. v. Ixxvii. 56 In the South see of Myddell Erth. 1555
W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions \. iii. 34 The floude of Nilus
. .passeth into the middle earth sea, with seuen armes. 1593
NORDEN Spec. Brit., M sex. i. 8 The forme of this land is

Trianguler, much like Cicilia an Island in the middle-earth
sea. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vii. ii. 663 So would those

good men drowne a great part of the African and American
World. .by their imagined middle-earth Ocean.

Middle-erd. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : . see

MIDDLE and EBD
;

also 4 myddelnerde, 2-3
middelert, 4 midulert, 5 medlert, 8 midlert,

5 middle yorde, myddell yarde. See also

;

MIDDLE EARTH. [Formed by substitution of
middel MIDDLE a. for middan- in middaneard,

1

~geard\ see MIDDENERD. There may have been
an OE. *mzddel(^}eard correspond ing to OS. mittil-

\

gardy OHG. mittilgart.] The world
; the earth

i

taken as situated between heaven and hell ; also,
the people dwelling on the earth.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 pas la^en weren from Moyses a bet

1 drihten com on bis middilert for us to alesnesse of deofles

onwalde. c 1100 ORMIN 3638 Godess beowwess blomenn a))
Inn alle gode ^aewess, Her i biss middellasrdess lif. ciaos
LAV. 25569 Lauerd drihten crist domes waldende midelarde
mund. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9052 Me nuste womman so
vair non in

t&amp;gt;e
middel erde. c

1315
SHOREHAM vii. 580 Wy

nedde by be ine helle
y-stopped

For euere mo, Ac Nau}t
her in pys myddelnerde, For to maky men offerde. *3-*
Gaw.

&amp;lt;(

Gr. Knt. 2100 More he is
}&amp;gt;en any mon vpon myd-

delerde. a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 263 (MS. A.I pou maker of

myddeiert, ^&amp;gt;at
most art of miht. c 1460 Tffwneley Myst.

iii. ioo Therfor shall I fordo All this medill-erd. ? a 1500
Chester PI. iv. 267 Father, . . I hope for all middle*yorde you

;

will not slaye your childe. 1513 DOUGLAS s&neis vi. viii.

! n Thatr saw he als, with huge greit and murnyng In mydle
! erd most menit, thir Troianis. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789)

59 This gate she could not !ong in midlert be.

Middle finger. The finger having the position
in the middle oTthe five; the second finger.

&amp;lt; Cf. middlest finger
*

in.MIDDLE a. i (quots. c 900, c 1290).



MIDDLEQOOD.

and hysht Inpudicus also. 1643 STEER tr. Exp. Chyrurg.
vi. si There followed, .onely two pustels, the one in her

thumbe, the other by her middle finger. 1787 HUNTER
Whales in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 385 In the fore-finger
there are five bones, in the middle and ring-finger seven.

1861 [sec FINGER sb. i].

t Mi ddlegood. Obs. [app. f. MIDDLE a.+
GOOD sb.\ cf. G. mittclgut ore of middle quality.]
Some kind of linen fabric.

158* Rates Cnstome Ho. D iij, Middlegood the c. elles..

xxvi. s. viii.rtl x6is Sc. Bk. Customs inHalybitrton s Ledger
(1867) 320 Linning cloth called Hinderlandis Middlegood and
Heidlak the hundreth elnis xvi Ii. a 1618 Rates Mar-
chandizes I 3, Linnen cloath vocat. Hinderlands, Middle-

good, & Headlake the hundred ells..xxvj.f. viij.rf

1

.

Middlehard, variant of MJDDLE-EBD.

t Mi ddlehead. Obs. In 3 middel-hed. [f,

MIDDLE a. + -HEAD.] The middle.
c 1150 Gen. ff Ex. 522 Dis midelerdes biginmng, And

middel-hed, and is ending.

Middleing, obs. form of MIDDLING a.

t Mi-ddle-land. Obs.

1. = MIDLAND sb. Also attrib. = MIDLAND a.,

MEDITERRANEAN a.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5134 Al walis & al Je march & al

middel lond ywis pat is al bituene temese & bomber is.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Bzdas Hist. Ch, Eng. 125 Edilred kinge
of the Marshes or middleland englishmen came into Kent
with a terrible and fell hoste. 1650 FULLKK Pisgah i. i. 3
Not all the water of Kishon, of Jordan, of the Red, of the

Dead, of the Middle-land Sea. .should serve to quench the
fire.

2. Agric. Land of medium elevation. In qnot.
attrib.

1790 MARSHALL Midi. Counties I. 269 The species ofgrass
land, .are chiefly, Lowland grassland Middleland grass,
or *Turf; there being no Upland grass or sheepwalk
within it.

Hence f Middle-lander, an inhabitant of the

Midlands.

1644 FEATLY Rotna Riiens 42, I am sure Bede affirmeth
that the Eastern Angli or English were first gained to

Christ by Fcelix, ..and the middle-landers by Finanus.

t Mi ddlely, adv. Obs. rare. In 5 middilly.

[f. MIDDLE a. + -LY -.] In a medium manner.
c 1400 Lanfranc sdrurg. 320 pou schalt streyne middilly,

& not to faste.

Middleman (mi d lmsen). [f. MIDDLE a. +

fl. ?A workman employed in some particular

operation in the making of iron wire. Obs.

1435 Coventry Leet Bk.
t
The Cardwirdrawers and the

myddelmen most nedes bye the wire that they shull wirche
of the smythiers.

f2. Mil. One of the soldiers in the fifth or sixth

rank in a file of 10 deep. Obs.
1616 Orders establ. by Soc. of Arines%

Lond. Av, Hen),
That no man take the place of Leading or Middle-man..
without hee be thereunto appointed by the Captaine or
Lieutenant. 1625 MARKHAM Sonldiers Accid, 28 The fifth

Ranke from the r ront downeward towards the Reare, are
called Middlemen to the reare, and the sixth Rank are
called Middlemen to the front. 1671 T. VENN Milit. $
Mar. Discif, v. u A File so drawn is distinguished accord

ing to their dignity of Place, a Leader, a Follower, two
Middlemen, a Follower and a Bringer-up. 1696 PHILLIPS,
Middleman (a term in the Art-military), he that stands
middlemost in a File.

3. One who takes a middle course.

1741 WARBURTON Div. Leg:, v. 6 Wks. 1788 III. 167
Neither Unbelievers nor Believers will allow to these middle
men that a new-existing Soul.. can be

identically
the same

with an annihilated Soul. 1884 A. BIRRELL Obiter Dicta

179 Middle men may often seem to be earning for them
selves a place in Universal Biography. 190* A. B. DAVID*
SON Called ofGod vi, 168 There were three parties, the true

worshippers of Jehovah, the strict idolaters, and the middle
men who were neither.

b. nonce-use. (See quot.)
1845 DISRAELI Sp. n Apr. in Hansard Part. Deb. Ser. in.

LXXIX. 565 We have a great Parliamentary middleman.
It is well known what a middleman is : he is a man who bam
boozles one party, and plunders the other, till, having ob
tained a position to which he is not entitled, he cries out,
Let us have no party questions, but fixity of tenure .

4. (Originally two words.) A person standing in

an intermediate relation to two parties concerned
in some matter of business : usually in somewhat
unfavourable sense, as implying that direct rela

tions between these parties would be more advan

tageous. Chiefly applied, in discussions on the

theory of commerce, to the trader or any of the

series of traders through whose hands commodi
ties pass on their way from the maker or pro
ducer to the consumer.

179$ BURKE Th. on Scarcity Wks. VII. 40: If the object
of this scheme should be. .to destroy the dealer, commonly
called the middle man [etc.J. 1805 EAST Reports V. 178
The Metcalfes. .were middlemen between the vendors and
the vendees. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VIII. 52 In one Trade
at least..a class of middle-men, who were formerly inter

posed between the maker and the merchant, now no longer
exists. 1861 J. G, SHEPPARD Fall Rome viii. 414 While to

the odious middle-man, or bailiff, was left the management
of those patrimonial estates. 1866 C. W. HATFIELD Hist.
Notices Doneaster I. 100 There are middlemen and others
who encourage and aid them in disposing of the stolen

goods* 1880 LOMAS Alkali Trade 345 A considerable part

422

of the demand for low-strength ash and alkali emanates
from certain unscrupulous vendors or middle-men , 1887
Westm. Kef. June 315 The helpless victims of grasping
middlemen and a grinding competition which [etc.].

attrib. 1851 MAYHEW Lend. Labour (1864) II. 373 The
workmen gradually became transformed from journeymen
into middlemen , living by the labour of others. . . The
middleman system is the one crying evil of the day.

b. In Ireland, one who leases land, and sub-lets

it again at an advanced rate.

1801 MAR. EDCEWORTH /?sa&amp;lt;ixai. Wks. 1832 IV. 297 Mr.

Hopkins was what is called in Ireland a middle-man. 1903
Edin. Km. July 209 Absenteeism with its resulting evils of

middlemen and rackrents was the worst bane of Ireland.

5. U. S. a. In negro minstrelsy, the man who
sits in the middle of the semicircle of performers

during the opening part of the entertainment, and
leads the dialogue between songs. b. In the

fisheries, a planter. (Cent. Diet.)
Hence Mi ddlemanism, Mrddlemanship, the

system of employing middlemen.

1848 Fraser s Mag. XXXVII. 383 A sort of middleman-

ship, somewhat of the nature of the butty system carried

on in Staffordshire. 1889 G. J. HOLYOAKE in Co-operative
News 6 Apr. 330 Middlemanism was becoming in every
country a serious question. 1899 A. WHITE Mod. Jew 132
Their trading instincts and intuitive taste for middlemanship.

Middlemost (mi d lmoust), a. Now somewhat
rare. [f.

MIDDLE a. + -MOST.] That is in the very

middle, or nearest the middle. Now only with

reference to position ; formerly also with reference

to age, size, quality, etc. Cf. MIDMOST and
middlest superl. of MIDDLE a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10023 Pe baile midelmast o thre, Bitakens
wel hir chastite. a 1400 hund ras 184 His medilmast sone

jit lefte he thare. 14.. in Rel. Ant. I. 52 Tak the rote

of walwort. .and do away the overmast rynd, and tak the

mydilmaste rynde. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chroii. 1. 14/2 Cune-

dag the sonne of Henmus and Ragaie (middlemost daughter
of Leir before mentioned). 1638 Juwus Paint. Ancients
282 Although it require great skill to paint the bodie and
middlemost parts of figures, yet [etc.]. 1658 ROWLAND
Monfet s Theat. Ins. 952 For there are these several sorts

of them, the bigger, lesser, middlemost and least. 1671
H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 14 My middlemost son hath lately
entred into holy Orders. 17*1 MORTIMER Hush, II. 233
The undermost part of the middlemost Joints are to be
cut off half through. 1811 J. BIGLAND Beauties Eng. f,

Wales XVI. 517 Folding gates, the middlemost of which is

of iron. i86a BORROW Wild Wales xxiii. (1901) 72/1 Three
men the middlemost was praying in Welsh.

b. absol. The part in the middle.

1383 WYCLIF Alatt. Prol. i In the whiche gospel it is pro
fitable to men desyrynge God, so to knowe the first, the

mydmeste (MS. O mydelmest) other the last. 1673 PENN
Chr. Quaker vii. (1699) 60 God himself inhabits the Lowest,
and Highest, and the Middlemost.

Middle night. 06s. exc. dial. = MIDNIGHT.
Beowulj 2782 Lige^esan WEBZ hatne for horde, hioroweal-

lende middelnihtum. ciaos LAY. 20607 Hit was to J&amp;gt;ere

middel-niht. a 1300 A&quot;. Horn 1391 pat schup gan ariue,
Abute middelni^te. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona xxi. 253
When my father and my uncles lay in the hill, and I was to
be carrying them their meat in the middle night.

Middler (mi d tai). Also 6 middeler, midler.

[f. MIDDLE a. + -ER 1
. Cf. MDu. middelare (Du.

middelaar), OHG. mittilAri (MHG. mitteler,
mod.G. mittler).]

t 1. An intermediary, mediator. Obs.

1531 FRITH Judgem. Tracy s Test. (1535) C iii, A middeler

[1573 Wks. 79/1 mid dealer) betwene God and man. a 1540
BARNES Wks. (1573) 35 / 1 Heare you not playnly how
we do sooner obtayne our petityon of God our owne selfe,
then by any other midlers? 1551 MATTHEW (Hyl) Isa. xxviii.

Notes, Christ, .being here mediatour or middeler betwene
God & men. 167$ BROOKS Cold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 177 This
word, neffirrjSf doth, .signify a mediator or a middler.

2. The workman who performs the middle one
of three operations in the preparation of flax.

1847 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. II. 385 It is taken up by
the second man or middler, who puts it through the same
process.

3. U.S. A member of the middle class in a

seminary which has three classes senior, middle,
and junior as in theological seminaries I Cent.

Diet.).
i88 in Minutes of Triennial Convention (U. S.) 43 111

reading Hebrew at sight Middlers and Juniors did well.

Middle-rate (mi-d lr^it), a. [f. MIDDLE a. +
RATE sb.] Mediocre, not first-rate.

1738 tr. Guazzo s Art Conversation 196 A middle-rate

Beauty is most commendable in a woman. 1791 BOSWELL
Johnson 10 Apr. an. 1775 Here (I observed) was a very
middle-rate poet.

t Mi dttleriff. Obs. [f. MIDDLE a. + Rirr. Cf.

MLG., Du. niiddelrif.]
= MIDRIFF.

599 A. M. tr. Gabclhmter s Bit. Physicke 264/1 Take in

Maye the Middlereefe of a kidde.

Mi ddle-sized, a.
[f.

MIDDLE a. + SIZE sb. +
-ED 2.] Of medium size, neither large nor small.

1632 BROME Court Beggar u. (1653) P 2, I thinke you able
to maintaine your selfes midle-sis d Gent. 1667 BOYLK
in Phil. Trans. II. 582 \Ve put it into a middle-sized
Receiver. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 201 From the big-
ness of a pea to that of a middle-sized turnip. 1883 F. M.
WALI.EM Fish Supply Norway 30 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) A
middle-sized .. stockfish. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 4
The middle-sized bronchi.

Hence Middle-sizedness, the condition of being
middle-sized ; mediocrity.

MIDDLING.

1903 G. MATHISON Refr. Men of Bible 86 Whit is their
mental average ? It is not greatness, it is not smallness, it

is not even middle-sizedness : it is shortcoming.

t Mi ddleward. Obs. [f. MIDDLE a. + -WAEU;
in sense 2 perh. f. WARD sb. as in rearward, van-
ward. Cf. MIDWARD.]
1. The middle part of anything.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. vin. 135 All the rynde is for this

nothing fyne, Then oonly take the tender myddelwardes.
2. The middle body of an army.
. (11400 Morte Arth. 1988 The kynge .. Demenys the

medylwarde menskfully hyme selfene. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Ckron. III. 828/1 The earle himself led the middle-ward.

1663 MANL.EY Crotius Low C. Warns 673 Three Battels. .

of which the Middleward being double fill d the whole
breadth of the Shore.

Middle way.
1. A course between two extremes. Cf. mod.L.

via media.
a is Ancr. R. 336 J&amp;gt;e

middel weie of mesure is euer

guldene. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 2, I wolde go the middel
weie And wryte a bok betwen the tweie. 1704 NORRIS Ideal
World n. ii. 0.8 Which absurd consequence . . falls upon
those of the middle way, who unite matter and thought in

Brutes. 1715 WATTS Logic n. v. 2 Where two extremes
are proposed, .and neither of them has certain and convinc

ing evidence, it is generally safest to take the middle way.
2. The middle of the way ;

one s mid-course.

1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xi. xxii, Aselges..met the

virgin in the middle way. 1718 POPE Iliad xvi. 952 Apollo
dreadful stops thy middle way.
attrib. 1648 GAGE West fnd. 116 A plain champaign

Countrey, which continued till within a league of the middle

way lodge.
b. Used advb. Half-way, on the way.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 981 The King remoucd his

campe to a village myddell way betwene Sainct Omers and

Tyrwine. 1860 WHITTIER Truce fif Piscataqua in One
alone, a little maid, Middleway her steps delayed.

t Middle world. Obs. = MIDDLE EARTH.
c 1200 ORMIN 17538 Off bise fowwre shaffte iss all piss

middell werelld timmbredd. c 1250 Gen. & Ex. 98 Of waters

froren, of yses wal, Sis middel werld it luket al. 1822 SCOTT
Pirate xxiv, He spoke mair like a man of the middle world,
than she had ever heard him since she had [etc.].

Middle yorde, variant of MIDDLE ERD.

Middling (mrdlirj), sb. In 6 midlyng, 7

midling. [Prob. orig. f. MID a. + -LING 1
, sug

gested by the earlier Sc. MIDDLING a. The sur

viving senses, however, represent absolute or

elliptical uses of the adj.
The sb. (except for the doubtful example quoted in 2 be*

low) occurs first at the beginning of the i7th c., concurrently
with the adoption of the Scottish adj. by southern writers.]

fl. Something intermediate; a mean, middle

term. Obs.

1614-15 BOYS Expos. Fest. Ep. tf Cusp. Wks. (1630) 573

John Baptist, the last of the Prophets, and first of Apostles,
a midling as it were betweene both. 1620 T. GRANGER Dhi.

Logike 89 But the midlings are disparates both to the ex

tremes, and among themsemes.

2. //. Pins of medium size.

The sense in the first quot. is doubtful ; Jamieson explains
it as above. Possibly the word may be a. MDu. titiddelinc,

which appears to denote some kind of nail { middelnagel)\
cf. MLG. middelink, the middle finger.

i^^ Aberdeen Reg. XVIII. (Jam.), xviiij paperis of prenis,
the price xxvij sh., ane bout of midlyngis the price vj. sh.,

& tua hankis of wyir the price xxiiij sh. 1814 Miss MITFORD
Village Ser. I. 227 Pincushions. .capable, .of containing. .

a whole paper of short-whites and another of middlings.

3. //. Used as a trade name for the middle

one of three classes into which goods are sorted

according to quality. (Cf. MIDDLING a. 3.)

a. of fuller s teasels.

1766 Museum Rust. VI. 2 The next smallest which are

sound, and are commonly such as grow as side heads on
each branch, are thrown for a second sort, and are called

middlings. 1797 BILLINGSLEY Vifui Agric. Somerset 111

[Teasels] are sorted into.. kings, middlings, and scrubs.

b. U. S. of cotton.

WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1891 XII. 382 The middlings
. . ship stuff may be sold to answer the money calls which

you will have upon you. 1881 Standard 14 Sept. 4/7 The
class of cotton known as middlings .

C. of flour or meal.

1841 P. Parley s Ann. III. 126 One of the nicest, cleanest,
fattest pigs that was ever killed,, .fattened with nothing
but peas and middlings, a 1845 HOOD Lament of Toby ii,

But must I give the classics up, For barley-meal and

middlings? 1893 GUNTER Mia Dividends 244 Some bread
made of middlings.
4. U. S, (See quot.)
1859 UARTLETT Diet. Atner,, Middlings 2. A term used in

the West for pork, meaning the portion of the animal be.

tween the hams and shoulders. Thus the Price Current

quotes hams, shoulders, and middlings.

5. That portion of a gun-stock between the

grasp and the tail-pipe or ramrod-thimble (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875).

Middling (mrd lirj), a. and adv. Forms :

5 mydlyn, 6 midiling, 6-8 midling, 7 middle-

ing, 7- middling. [App. of Sc. origin : the

in Eng. writ

reign of James I.

earliest examples ng. writers belong to the

Prob. orig. f. MID a. + -lingin adjs. like eastlin^,iuestliiig
(where the suffix seems to represent a blending, in attribu

tive use, of -LING and -UNO 1
). In English use of the begin

ning of the I7th c., the adj. appears to have been appre
hended as an attributive application of the sb., which came
in at the same time ; Ben Jonson uses both freely.]



MIDDLING.

A. adj.

t 1. Intermediate between two things ; forming a
mean between two extremes. 06s.

Quot 1645 may belong to MIDDLING
&amp;gt;!/&amp;gt;/.

a.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Lam Arms (S. T. S.) 118 Bot than is

vertu morale in the mydlyn way. 1614 B. JONSON Earth.
Fair II. ii, A certaine midling thing, betweene a foole and
a madman. 1645 MILTON Telrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 234 As
the Physician cures him who hath taken down poyson, not
by the middling temper of nourishment, but by the other
extreme of antidote. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles m. 103 These
Demons the Romans called Semi-Gods and Medioxumi or
midling Gods. 1684 tr. Bonet s Merc. Comfit, v. 138A middling Medicine, between a Plaster and a Cataplasm.

fv/ .1. . wmffmm invr ni r niiosvpnc- X _..,.

nddling state between health and disease.

2. Of medium or moderate size ; moderately
large. Now (exc. in middling size, middling
degree, etc.) only colloq. or vulgar, as an applica
tion of sense 3 b.

159* Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 139 Thrie midling schippis,
to pass to the His for subdewing of the hieland men. 1598
in Black Bit. Taymouth (Bannatyne Cl.) 330 Off midling
plaittis thair, ii do. vi ; off greit plaittis thair, xiii. 1671MARTEN Voy. into Spitzbergen in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n
(1694) 80 He is as big as a midling Duck. 1707 MORTIMER
Htttt. (1721) II. 316 As you gather your Fruit, separate the
fairest and biggest from the middling. 1791 tr. Brissot s
Trav. 249 Quarries of Marble of a middling fineness. 1831
SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 269 Being able to carry a soldier
of a middling size in each hand, when his arms were ex
tended. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 264 When
colder, say 40, with a middling breeze. 1871 BLACKMOKE
Maid ofSker (j88i) 77 A middling keg of Hollands, and an
anker of old mm. 1898 R. BOLDREWOOD Rom. Canvass
Town 71 You have a middling cheque, I believe.

b. Comb., as middling-sized (t-) adj.
a 1756 MRS. HAYWOOD New Present (1771) 62 Get four or

five middling-sized eels. 1776 Trial of Nnndocomar 42/1
Q. What sort of a man was Mahomed Comaul? A. A
middling size man. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge iv, A
middling-sized dish of beef and ham.

T&amp;lt;5. Average. Obs.

1754 HUME Hist. Eng. I. xii. 296 This is near half of the
middling price in our time.

3. Comm. Used as a designation for the second
of three grades of goods.
1550 Reg. Prhy Council Scot. I. 107 The best moutoun

for ixj, the midilmg moutoun for viiij, and the worst mou-
??j,.

or VI11 I6 3 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) HI. 86
Middling wheat at 56;. a quarter ; middling sort of rye at
36*. a quarter. 1859 Stationers Handbk. (ed. 2) in
bample of the make termed Blue wove. This is a middling
quality, commoner sorts would be lower, . . better kinds
higher in colour. 1864 DE COIN Cotton !, Tobacco 192
Substantial upland middling cottons of good staple. 1887
Daily Nevis 23 Feb. 2/6 Coffee .. low middling to middling,
77* to 831 ; good middling to fine middling, 831 6rf to 88j
1880 Century Diet. s. v. Fair a.. Fair to middling, moder-
ately good : a term designating a specific grade of quality
in the market.

b. Moderately good, mediocre, second-rate.
1651 TATHAM Scotch Fig. iv. i. Dram. Wks. (1878) 161

Children, you talk not like men, you are but middling
Christians. 1677 DRYDEN Apol. Her. Poetry, Longinus.7
has judiciously preferred the sublime Genius that sometimes
erres, to the midling or indifferent one which makes few
faults but seldome or never rises to any Excellence. 1756BURKE Subl. t, B. Introd. Wks. 1842 I. 27 The middling per-
formance of a vulgar artist. 1833 HOOD Effing Hunt
xxxn, All sorts of vehicles and vans, Bad, middling, and the
smart. 1882 M. ARNOLD Irish Ess. 247 The abundant con
sumption of middling literature. 1895 H. BEVERIDGE in
Speaker 14 Sept. 288/1 In the matter of trade disputes,
however, he was only a middling success,

t*. Middle-aged. Obs.
1610 BOYS Exp. Dom. Epist. * Gosf. Wks. (1622) 228

Young Lawyers, old Physitians, and midling Divines are
best ; an old Preacher cannot teach so painfully, and the
young not so profitably, but the midling may doe both [etc.]
6. Belonging to the middle classes. Middling

class = MIDDLE CLASS.

M,- L ESTRANGE Fab!es xxx. 201 There was a
Middling sort of a Man that was left well enough to pass by
his Father, but could never think he had enough, so longas any Man had more. 1718 Free-thinker No. 19. 120 Thl
Middling People of England are generally Good-natured
and Stout-hearted. 1789 ANBUREV Trav. II. 393 This
diversion is a great favourite of the middling and lower
classes. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xxxvii. (1862) III. 357 Hewas a citizen of middling station. 1897 MAITLAND Domes-
clay , Beyond 65 Now if these things are being done in
the middling strata of society [etc.].
atsol. 1781 Cm.iKOws.Lett. 72 The rich stay in Europe,

it is only the middling and poor that emigrate.
P O. Occupying a middle position. Obs.
1747. Gen/1. Map. XVII. 330 note, In many of the midling

counties,, .there is scarce any difference between the whole
number of members at that time and this.

T
&quot;

Middling teeth (see quot.). Obs.
753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snff., Middling. Teeth, . . are the

lour teeth of a horse that come out at three years and a half
n the room of other four foal teeth ; from which situation
they derive the title of Middling.
B. adv. (Now chiefly colloq.: common dial, and

in vulgar use.)
1. Qualifying an adj. or adv. : Moderately, fairly,

1719 DP FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 41 1 He form d out of one of
Je on Crows a middling good Anvil. i779 E. BEATTY in

Ml
H*r* *

&quot;reh s Jrnl. (,879) 63 The road middling
hilly ,848 LOWELL Bigow P. Ser. I. ii. ,09 Misler Sawin,

r, you re middlm well now, be ye? 1880 H. JAMES
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Portr. Lady v, She was thin, and light, and middling tall.

189* STEVENSON Across the Plains v, If a light is not rather
more than middling good, it will be radically bad.
2. Fairly well ; chiefly predicatively, fairly well

in health
; not very well.

1810 W. B. RHODES Bomt. Fur. \. (1830) 7 We are but
middling-that is, but so so. i8ja DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxi,How de do? Middling , replies Mr. George. 1877P CESS ALICE in Mem. 6 Nov. (r884) 367, I am but very
middling. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman v. iii. 287 We ll

do middling if we get a market
, said Pete.

Hence Mi ddlingish adv., dial, or vulgar.
i8ao J. A. DOWLING Coroners Inquest on J. Lees 18, I be

lieve it was a middlingish good hat before he went to the
meeting. 1876 FARJEON Loves Victory ii, A gentleman,
then ? Well, yes, sir

; middlingish .

t Middling, ppl. a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. MIDDLE
v. + -ING 2

.] Acting as a go-between, intermediary.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass i. vi. 219 What doe you sayvnto a middling Gossip To bring you aye together, at her

lodging?

Middlingly (mi-dlirjli), adv.
[f. MIDDLING

a. + -LY 2
.] In a middling manner

; fairly, in

differently, tolerably; also, not very well in health.

755 JOHNSON, Indifferently 3. Not well; tolerably ; pass
ably; middlingly. 1814 MOORE Mem. (1853) H. 44, I dare
say I thought but middlingly of them while they existed
1819 J. JEBB Corr. ^834 II. 373 For the last two days I have
felt but middlmRly. 1891 H. JOHNSTON Kilmallie I. viii.
133 h^ven

then she was but middlingly pleased.

TUT-&quot;

tnouSnt That future middlingness.
Middow, obs. form of MEADOW.
Middrift, -dryfe, obs. forms of MIDRIFF.
Midds, Middst, obs. forms of MIDS, MIDST.
Middy (mi-di). colloq. [f. MID j*.i + -v.l A

midshipman.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxix, Then went two of the

middies, just about your age, Mr. Simple. 1894 C N&quot;

ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 4 10 The middies, with naval cadets
are now designated subordinate officers .

t Mide, prep, and adv. Obs. [Related to MID
prep, and adv. It has not been found in OK., but
corresponds in form and use to OS. midi, OIIG.
miti (MHG. mite).] A synonym of MID prep.
and adv., employed a. as adv. (sometimes =
wherewith ) ; b. as prep., usually placed after its

regimen or used ellipt. at the end of a sentence.
c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Mark xv. 41, & maneje o5re be him

mide ferden on ierusalem. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 51 And
hwat

)&amp;gt;a
claSes bi-tacneS

(&amp;gt;e

be rapes weren mide biwunden
ciios LAY. 2831 Alle his cnihtes be mide him weoren
,11225 Ancr. R. 372 Nicodemus brouhte smuriles uorte
smurien mide ure Loucrd. c 1315 SHOREHAM i. 241 In water
ch wel be cristny her . . For mide to wessche nis nobynge
pat man comeb to so liite. 4:1330 Arth. $ Merl. 3094
(Kiilbmg), .vi. hundred knijtes he broujt him mide.
Mid-earth, a. The middle of the earth.

Mid-earth sea, the Mediterranean Sea. (Cf.
MIDDLE EARTH 2.) b. quasi-anvfc. = MIDDLE
EARTH I.

559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 143 Not farre dis-
tante from the midde Earthe Seas. 1893 A. NUTT in
K. Meyer Voy. Bran I. 240 That tract of earth is not
Accessible to many o er mid-earth. 1893 JANE MENZIES
Cynevmlfs Elenei$ Since heaven s Lord in low degree In
this mid-earth a man was born.

Midegaitt, variant of MIDGAIT.
Midel, obs. form of MIDDLE sb. and a.

Midenarde, variant of MIDDENERD Obs.

Miderede, obs. form of MIDRED.
Mides, Midest, obs. forms of MIDS, MIDST.
Mid-e thmoid. Anat. = MESETHMOID.
1884 COUES Key N.Anur. Birds(eA. 2) :6oThe permanent

plate, ..to which the name tnesethmoid or mid-ethmoid is
more strictly applicable.

Mid-eval, a. rare- 1
, [f. MID a. + EVAL;

perhaps after coeval.]
= MEDIAEVAL.

1840 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. III. 365/1 The mid-eval
architects.

t Mid-fasten, mid-fast. Obs.
[f. MID a.

+ FASTEN sb., FAST sb. Cf. ON. miSfasta, MDu.,MLG. midde-, midvasten, MHG. mitte(ri)vaste
mitvaste (mod.G. mi/fasten).] = MID-LENT. Also
altrib.

cua O. E. Chron. an. 1047 Her on bisum geare wzs
mycel je mot on Lundene to midfestene. c 1205 LAY. 22256He ferde to .&amp;lt;Excha:stra:n to ban mid-festen. 1480 New
castle Merch. Vent. (Surtees) I. 2 The . . persones . . shall
balden wppon Thursday next after Midfast Sunday [etc.]Mid feather.
1. (See quots.)

V
1

^!
3*^/ U*S*/*fe ln7 Encyrt- Brit. (ed. 3)A. vi. 020/1 ine body of the furnace consists of two cham

bers, divided from each other by a brick partition called the
mid-feather. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Mid-feather, a
water-bridge in a steam boiler furnace which occupiesa middle position in the flue-space, the flame passing both
above and below it.

2. Mining. A support for the centre of a tnnnel
(Webster 1897).
Mid-field, [f. MID a. + FIELD sb.] The middle

of the FIELD (in various senses of that word).Now chiefly in Football.
a 1400-50 Alexander 955 He. .metes hym in be myd-feld

MIDGERN.

!;,
*

.

m
.
uch nowmbre. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy n. xiii.

nis wU hiofcrfl-S^^l^fe^
1^ &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&quot;

II. I. Wks. ,874 III. ,o, King Ptelera ..with a fresh juppfy
R/ w vP

|

he
.
Imd - fi =ld - 901 Estex Weekly New, 29 Mar

8/3 Woodford were the smarter team in mid-field, but theydid not equal Chelmsford in front of goal

.* ^ *&quot;&quot; T&quot;&quot;&quot; &quot; } ~ 3/ MidMd P V

t Midgait, adv. Sc. Obs. Also 6 midegaitt
[f. MID a. + GAIT sbj]

- MIDWAY.
1557-75 D

&quot;&quot;(-
Occurr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 256 He wesmet be the nobilities horsmen midgait. a i8 I IXDFSAV

(I itscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) II. ,53 The Earle Mar
chall, or he come midegaitt, tyrit and grew seik that he
might do no thing nor no goode at that tyme 1596 DAI
RVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scat. v. 290 liot or he was midgait
Ladhard . . slew him at the castel of McfTen.

II Midgard (mi-dgaad). Myth. [repr. ON.
MiSgarS-r: see MIDDENERD.] The proper name,
in Scandinavian mythology, of the world inhabited
by living men, in contradistinction to Asgard
(AsgarSr), the home of the gods. Also attrib., ns

nndgard sea, snake.
1881 C. F. KEARY Out!. Prim. Belief -JT, The mid-earth

serpent called Jormungandr . . lying at the bottom of the
mid-garcl sea.

Midge (mid?). Forms : I micge, mycg,
myge, mygg, 4-6 mydge, 5 migge, 5-6 myge,
6 raige, myghe, 6- midge. [OE. mycg masc.,
mycge wk. fern., corresponding to OS. muggia
fern. (Essen glosses), MDu. nmgghe (Du. mug),JUG. mitcca (MHG. mticke, miicki, mod.G.
miicke), Sw. mygg, mygga, Da. wj-^i-OTeut.
types *mugjo-z, *mugj5n-. It is uncertain whether
the synonymous ON. my is related, and the alleged
cognates outside Teut. are very doubtful.]
1. A popular name loosely applied to many

small gnat-like insects; by some entomologists
restricted to the ChironomidK.

cjttCorfus Glass. (Hessels) C 947 Culix, mygg. c 1000
Aa.v. LeicM.1 54 Wi3 gnasuas & micgeas. ciooo /ELFRIC

D f;
&quot; Wr--W &quot;lck &quot; 122/7 Culex, micge. a 1340 HAMFOLK

i satter civ. 29 He sayd & hundfle come & mydge [L
cynonua et sciniplics] in all baire endis. 1:1450 Mimir
.&amp;gt;

ali,acionn^&amp;lt;) Some tymes diseses man a migge or els a flee
1513 DOUGLAS JEneis x.i. Prol. 172 To knit hyr nettis and
h.rwobbys sle, I harwith to caucht the myghe and littill
fle ISM M. NISBET N. Test, in Scots Matt, xxiii. 24 Blind
leidars, clengeand a myge, hot suelliand a camele. 1551T l-RNER Herbal i. A v b, The smoke of it [wormwood!
dryueth away gnates or mydges. 1615 PL-RCHAS Pilgrims n
1771 margin, iheyare called Wall-lite, because they breed
in \\ als ; but m true English they are called Midges, and in
Latin Cimices. 1658 ROWLAND Moufcfs Theat. I,,s 05 ,

Jhese small Summer Gnats, .are properly called in English
Midges. 1668 CHARLETON Onomasticon 43 Culices Gnats

,&amp;lt;,&quot;,

r
?!.?

mt
.
M

\!
i*e*- &quot;W T - BOSTON Crook in Lot

(1805)88 Midges in the summer will fly about those valkingabroad in a goodly attire, as well as about those in sordid
apparel. 1808 SCOTT Fan,. Lett. 31 Oct., There is a founda
tion for the other part of the story, though no larger than
a midge s wing. 1850 ROSSF.TTI BlessedDamoiel vi Where
this earth _Spms like a fretful midge. 1867 F. FRANCIS
Angling vi. (1880) 236 The Green Midge, a very delicate
little insect. 1886 Times 18 Aug. 10/6 The wheat midge
. .produces the red maggots which so seriously damage the
ripening ears of corn. 1896 KIRKALDY & POLLAKD tr. Boas
tool. 276 Midges (Nemocera) are usually slender with long
antennae, which in the males are often furnished with lone
hairs.

b. Applied to a diminutive person.
1796 BURNS\Wha mill by my troggin? ix, By a thievish

midge I hey had amaist been lost. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre
xxxvi, A more spirited, bolder, keener gentleman than he was
before that midge of a governess crossed him, you never
saw, ma am. 1866 Reader 17 Mar. 276 As compared to the
men and women about him he is a mere midge.
2. An artificial fly for fishing.
1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 3 ri Black-midge, or gnat

Dubbing, of the down of a mole.
3. The fry ofvarious fishes (Funk). Cf. mackarel-

midge.
i83a COUCH.in Mag. Nat. Hist. V. ,5 Midge (Ciliata

glaiica). Ibid. 16 It is the mackarel midge of our fishermen
For

.
br v

&quot;y
s sake I have retained only the name Midge.

4. A kind of small one-horse fly or cab.
1877 Ktf- Piovinc. 133 (E. D. D.) Small flys licensed to

carry two or at most three persons, to be seen on all the
cab-stands about Torquay, are almost always called Midjres
about that town. 1896 MRS. OLIPHANT Old Mr Trectfold
ii. (1898) 16 [Refers to Isle of Wight.] A midge is not a
graceful nor perhaps a very safe vehicle.
5. Mining. (See quot.) Cf. MIDOY.
1883 GRESLEV Coal-mining Gloss., Midges, lamps (not

safety) carried by putters, &c.
6. attrib., as midge-like adj., midge-tail; midge

cap (see quot.); midge fly, a midge; midge
grass, Holcus lanatus (Britten Sc Holland, 1886).
1814 J. HODGSON in J. Raine Mem. (1857) I- 44 The la

bourers are under the necessity of wearing a sort of veil
before their faces which they call &quot;midgecaps. 1806 WOL-
COT (P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 259 The Bard to kill
a Midge-fly pours her Thunder. 1785 BURNS Death $
Dr. Hornbook xxn, Sal-alkali o *Midge-tail clippings.

t Midgern. Obs. exc. dial. Also I micgern(e,
5 medryn, mydrun, myg(g)erne, 9 dial.

midgen, midgerum, middren, etc. (see E.D.D.).
X&amp;gt;E. miegpn = OS. midgarni, OHG. mittigarni
OTeut, type *midjogarnjo

m
, f. *midjo- Mm a. &amp;lt;-



MIDGET.

*garna (ON. gyrn fern.) bowel, gut, cogn. w.

*garno
m

YARN.] The fat about the entrails of an
animal

; suet ; in mod. dial, use the fat about the

kidneys of a pig ; leaf-lard.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 162/28 Exugium,

micgern. 14 . . Notn. ibid. 678/22 Hec omomcstra, a medryn.
14.. Voc. ibid. 590/3 Omentuni, a pauncheclout (ir/Myg-
gerne). c 14*0 Liber Cocontm (1862) 10 Take.. bo mydrun
and be

kydnere, And hew horn smalle. c 1475 Pict. Yoc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 747/31 Hoc otttestruni, a mygerne.

lib. App. confused with MIDRIFF.
a 1440 Promp, Parv. [Several texts have midrym, mid-

dryn, instead of midri/, rendered diafragma.\ 1893 North-
vmb. Gloss., Middern, the midriff or diaphragm.

Midget (mi-d^et). [f. MIDGE + -ET.]
1. An extremely small person ; spec, such a person

publicly exhibited as a curiosity.
1865 W. Corniv. Words in Jrnl. R. Inst. Coriitv. Apr. 50

Midget, very small, a mite. 1869 MRS. STOWE Old T&amp;lt;nuti

Folks xvi. (1870) 159 Now you know Parson Kendall s a little

midget of a man. 1884 Pall MallG. 22 Aug. 10/2 Achild. .

which had been exhibited by a showman, .as the smallest

Midget in the world. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound
7 There are 120 saloon passengers, adults, 40 children, and
2 midgets on board. 1903 Rcvievv of Rev. Apr. 347 The
undersized midgets of new recruits.

2. A Canadian name for the Sand-fly.
1859 i 1 BARTLETT Diet. Atner.
3. More fully midget-photograph. The trade
name for a very small size of photographic portrait.
1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 A smaller frame, screen shape, . .

to hold six midget photographs.

Mi dgety, a.
[f.

MIDGET + -T.] Very small.

1798 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) 1. 177 [My] cap., was before
too midgetty to please me.

Midgy (mi-d,z,i), sb. Mining, [f. MIDGE + -Y.]
See qnot., and cf. MIDGE 5.
1849 GREENWELL Coal Traiie Gloss. (E. D.DJ, Midgy, an

oblong box without a front, carried upright, the use ofwhich
is to carry a lighted candle or small lamp in a current of air.

Midgy(mi-dji),a. [f. MIDGE + -y.] Consisting
of midges.
1806 J. GRAHAME Birds Scot. n. 65 When dance the midgy

clouds in warping maze Confused.

Mid-heaven. [MID a.]
1. Astron. and Astral. The meridian, or middle

line of the heavens; the point of the ecliptic on
the meridian.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. vi. xxix. (1597) 308 b, The Fidu.
cial! line of the label crossing the Zodiaque, will shew the

degree of mid heauen at that houre. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug.
Citie ofGod 203 Mid-heaven, the point between the Horo
scope and the west-angle. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astral.
272 The loth [house] is the midheaven, or medium cceli, or
south angle.

2. The middle of the sky.
i6i T. TAYLOR Coinni. Titus ii. n The sunne is not

only risen and in our midheauen, but the light of it is

seauen fold bigger then it was before. 1667 MILTON P. L.
xn. 263 Or how the Sun shall in mid Heav n stand still. 1871
TENNYSON Last Tourn. 737 The red fruit Grown on a magic
oak-tree in mid-heaven.

3. The midst of heaven as the abode of angels.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 468 But the hot Hell that alwayes

in him burnes, Though in mid Heav n, soon ended his

delight.

tMididone, adv. Obs. Also 4 midydone.
[Orig. a syntactical phrase, mid idone, where MID
prep, governs i-done pa. pple. of Do v. The literal

sense is thus with this being done .] Forthwith,
immediately.
c 1190 S. Eng. Le?. I. 468/226 He helpez bobe king and

kny^ht, be pouere alle mididone. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 4138
(Kolbing) pe cherl bent his bowe sone & smot a doke midi-
done.

Midil, Midilerth(e, Mldiling, obs. ff.

MIDDLE a., MIDDLE EARTH, MIDDLING a.

Miding, obs. form of MIDDEN.
Midia, obs. form of MIDS.
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B. adj.
1. Situated in the middle of the land ; inland ;

remote from the sea. Midland counties (of
England) : the counties south of the Humber and

Mersey and north of the Thames, with the exception
,

of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Middlesex, Hertford

shire, Gloucestershire, and the counties bordering
on Wales. The counties now forming the Midland
circuit (see CIRCUIT sb. 5) are Derby, Nottingham,

i Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton, War
wick, Bedford, and Buckingham.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 40 In the midland parts far from

the sea. 1675 OGILDY Britannia (1698) 6 The chief Trade
[of Bristol] is manag d from Wales, and the Midland-Coun
tries. 1785 J. PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Navig. p. vi, The
inhabitants of the Northern . . parts of England, would be
little acquainted . . with those of the mid-land parts. 1851
STEPHENS Bk. Fartn I. 157 In use in Forfarshire and the
midland districts. 1878 K S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railiu. 8
Such was the origin of the Midland Counties Railway,

b. Belonging to the Midlands.
Midland dialect : (a) with reference to the ME. period,

the dialect (divided into East and West Midland) spoken in
the region between those of the northern and southern
dialects ; in addition to the central parts of England this

region included South Lancashire, the Welsh borders,
Lincolnshire, and EastAnglia; (b) in A. J. Ellis s classifica
tion of modern English dialects, the dialect of an area

extending from Wharfedale in Yorkshire to Stratford on
Avon, and from Chester to the Lincolnshire coast.

1837 YOUATT.M/&amp;gt; viii. 341 The Midland Long-woolled
Sheep.
2. - MEDITERRANEAN a. 2. Midland Sea, the

Mediterranean Sea.

1579 FLTLKE Heskins Part. 34 From the mid lande sea to
both the Oceans. 1683 T. Hoy Agathocles 3 Fruitful Italy,
The Pride, and Envy of the Mid-land Sea. 1818 BYRON Ch.
Har. iv. clxxv, The midland ocean breaks on him and me.
1853 M. ARNOLD Scholar-Gipsy xxv, O er the blue Midland
waters with the gale, Betwixt the Syrtes and soft Sicily,

t b. Of or pertaining to the Mediterranean Sea.
1660 R. COKE Power ff Suti. 36 In lib. 3. cap. 4 he [Dio-

dorus] makes four kinds of Libyans to inhabit the midland
coasts about Cyrene and Cirtes.

Hence Mi dlander, one who lives in the Mid
lands

;
Mi dlandize v. trans., to assimilate to the

Midland dialect; Mi dlandward adv., towards
the Midlands.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 91 Vpon whom ioine the mid-

landers, to wit, the Gajtulianders. 1865 KINGSLEY Hereto.
xviii, The young earls went off one midlandward, one
northward. 1879 T. F. SIMMONS in Lay Folks Mass Bk.
Introd. 58 The Northern form may have been copied me
chanically by the scribe, although Midlandized in other
cases.

Midle, obs. Sc. f. MEDDLE
;
obs. f. MIDDLE.

Mid leg. [MID a.]
1. The middle of the leg.
iS9 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. lob, Their

souldiors in their watches, .stoode to the mid legges in dyrt
and myre. 1748 Earthquake Peru iii. 259 A large Handker
chief, which hangs down behind to the Mid-Leg.

b. Used advb. : To the middle of the leg.
iSaj W. H. MAXWELL Stories of Waterloo I. 194 His

jockey boots.. were in the newest style ; the top. .was met
midleg by short tights of tea-coloured leather. 1878 H. S.
WILSON A Ip. A scents ii.42We are wilding mid-leg through it.

c. Comb., mid-leg deep, mid-leg high.
1771 WESLEY Jrnl. 16 Mar., Snow .. lay mid-leg deep in

.. the streets. 1788 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 404We found fine feed in the road, clover mid-leg high. 1837
HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) II. ix. 131 A solitary pas
senger is seen, now striding mid-leg deep across a drift.

2. Ent. One of the intermediate or second pair
of legs of an insect. Also attrib.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 370 Pedes Inter-

MIDMOST.

+ Mi-dless, a. Obs.

Having no middle.
[f.

MID sb. + -LESS.]

Icgsegn

p IVIRBY &amp;lt;x SP. BHttmoi. 111. xxxiii. 379 Pedes Inter-
ii (the Mid-legs). Ibid. III. xxxv. ^Thefirst ormid-
iegmenl is not nearly so elevated as that of the hind-legs.

Mid-lent. [MiD a.] The middle of Lent
1470 Paston Lett. II. 394, I am halffe in purpose to com

home with in a monythe her afftr, or abowt Med Lente.. j . ,. rL , . __ ... iiiv/uyiuc ucr uiiir, or auowi ivieu uvme.
Mrdlag. Antiq. [Source unknown : Meyrick S 1317 TORKINGTON PHrr. (1884) i The ffryday aformydlent.

explanation mid-leg cannot well be correct 1 An
i J

6*?-8 J- BRETON in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 706
alWi-a r..im fnr a kinrl nf t,harH c. &quot;

!
s Possible he may be in London by Midlent.

alleged r.ame for a kind of tabard : see quots.
1824 MEYRICK Ant. Armour II. 84 These long tabards

were peculiar to the English, being called midlags, because
as they were made in imitation of the surcoat, they reached
to the middle of the legs. 1830 [K. HAWKINS] Anglo-French
Coinage, This feeble monarch [Ric. II] is represented in his
state tabard or midlag.

Midland (mi-dland), sb. and a. [f. MID a. +
LAND.] A. sb. The middle part of a country. Also
//. esp. applied to the middle counties of England ;

and, in hunting use, with narrower sense to the

champaign country including parts of the counties
of Leicester, Rutland, Northampton, Warwick,
Nottinghamshire, and Derbyshire.
1555 EDEN Decades 320 The three sayde prouinces occupy

this mydlande of the worlde. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xm.
i Vpon the Mid-lands now th industrious Muse doth fall

&quot;637 B. JONSON Discov., De orationis dignitale. .Metd-
fhora, As if..a Gentleman of Northampton-shire, Warwick
shire, or the Mid-land, should fetch all the Illustrations to
his countrey neighbours from shipping. 1684 T BURNET
Th. Earth i. ii1.15 If the Sea lie. .lower generally than the

rich in mineral wealt

-- ~- by Midle....

b. atlrib., in Mid-lent Sunday, the middle or
fourth Sunday in Lent.
c US&quot; Godstow Keg. 194 At two termes in the yere.., that

is to sey, the Sonday of Sexagesymc . .
, and on mydlent

Sonday. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) iMidlentesonnday,
the xxij Day of Marche. 1613-4 LAUD Diary 7 Mar., Mid-
Lent Sunday. I preached at Whitehall. 1837 Penny Cycl.
VIII. 31/2 Saturday after Midlent Sunday.
t Midle-nten. Obs.

[f. MID a. + LENTEN.]= MID-LBNT. Chiefly in Midlenten Sunday.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xvi. 172 panne mette I with a man

a mydlenten sondaye. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge n.
1600 On sonday in mydlenton the viii houre. 1538 Aber
deen Reg. XVI. (Jam.), Betuix this & Sonday mydlentrene
nixt to cum.

Midlenting (midle-ntirj), vbl. sb. [f. MID-
LENT + -ING 1

.] The custom of visiting parents
and giving them presents on Mid-lent Sunday.
17*) WHEATLY Bk. Com. Prayer (ed. 3) 225 The Appoint

ment of these Scriptures upon this Day (Midlent-Sunday],
might probably give the first Rise to a Custom still retain d
in many Parts of England, and well known by the name of
Midlenting or Mothering.

Midler, obs. comparative of MIDDLE; obs. f.

MIDDLER.
Midlerd, Midlert, var. forms of MIDDLE-ERD.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. i. 343 An un-beginning,
midlesse, endlesse Ball [sc. the World).

Midlest(e, obs. superlatives of MIDDLE.

tMi dlike, adv. Obs. [f. MID J*. + -LIKE.]

Moderately.
375 HARBOUR ill. 71 He set ensample thus mydlike.

t Mid-lying, vbl. sb. Obs. [i. MID adv.* -r

LYING vbl. sb.} Adultery.
c iapo Trin. Coll. Haiti. 13 Unrihte luue is bordom and

mid-liggunge be men drigen bi-twenen hem.

t Mid man. Obs. [Mica.]
1. A mediator, umpire.
1646 R. BAILLIE Anataptism (1647) 17 In this accomoda-

tion these mid men proceeded so far. 1659-5 Lett.
&amp;lt;$

Jrnls. (Bannatyne Club) III. 179, 254, 296.

2. A man-midwife.
1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot f, Cold Baths n. (1709)

345 The Mid-men have so far consented to this fatal and
pernicious Practice as never to. .forbid it.

Midmast, obs. form of MIDMOST.
t Midxneasnre, v. Obs. [f. MID adv. +
MEASURE .] trans. To divide in the middle.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man VII. 90 This reduplication . . of

Pleura, is in this place, called Mediastinum, because it mid-
measureth the brest.

Midmest(e, obs. forms of MIDMOST.
Midmore, -morewe, var. ff. MIDMOBBOW.
Mid morn. The middle of the morning; 93.111.
a 1125 Ancr. R. 24 Also vrom Prime vort mid morwen

hwon pe preostes of 5e worlde singeS hore messen. 13..
Gaiu. ff Gr. Knt. 10^3 Cum to bat merk at mydmorn. 1486
Bk. St. Aloans Ciij, Yeue the hawke therof euert day at

mydmorne and att Noone. 1876 LAMER Clover 5 The mid-
morn empties you of men.

t Midmorrow. Obs. Also 4 midmor(e)we,
mydmorw, 5 mydmor(o)we, mydmore, myde
morroo. [f. MID a. + MORROW.] = MIUMORN.
13.. 5. Eng. Leg. in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXII.

308 To myamorw, vndrin & mydday. 13.. Seuyn Sag.
(W.) 1626 The stiward made moche sorewe, Til .hit were
half wai midmorewe. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 83 At
mydmore y lerned to go, And plaied as children doon in
strete. 1496 Dives % fauf.(W. de W.) IX. xi. 363/1 For
tbou woldest not helpe me as I badde the, therfore as this

: daye mydmorowe thou shalt dye.
b. attrib., as midmorrow day, tide.

ciyyi Arth. ft Merl. 7982 (Kolbing) pis was in time of

May, Ri}t aboute midmorwe day. 136* LANGL. P. PI. A.
II. 42 In middes on a Mountayne at Midmorwe tyde Was
piht vp a Pauilon.

Midmost (mi-dmonst), a. and adv. Forms:
I midmest, middemyst, 3 mydmest, 3-4 mid-

meste, 4 mydemyst, mydmest(e, 5 midmost,
6 midmest, 7- midmost. [OE. midmest, formed
with suffix -EST on WGer. *middjumo- (OHG. in

mittamen in the middle), OTeut. *miijumo- (see

MIDDENERD) : Indogermanic *medhy3mo- (Skr.

madhyama), superlative oi*medhyo- MID a.
OE. had also a synonymous medemest, formed with suffix

-EST on OTeut. *nteftutno- (Goth, rniduma, OHG. metatn-
in compounds ; cf. metami, OE. titeduwe, medetne : *ieit-

utnjo-, moderate) : Indogermanic *tnedh*mo- t
a superlative

formed directly from the root *medh-.\

A. adj. 1. That is in the very middle, with regard
to position, age, etc.

c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. HI. 112 panne sceal hym man Ueten
blod on ban earme on ban middemyste :edra. 1197 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 685 pre do^tren bekingaddebe eldost het gornorille
pe midmeste het regan. 1375 Cursor M. 10023 (Fairf.)
The mydmest bayly of b thre Bytokenyb wele hir chastite.

1587 R eg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 205 Thai . . hes dismem-
bent him. .of the haill twa midmest fingaris. 1663 COWLEY
Verses Sev. Occas., Christ s Passion lii, My greedy eyes

.gs.
[

fly up the hill, and see Who tis hangs there the midmost of
the three. 1697 DRYDEN &neidy.. 1083 Proud Mezentius
. . rush d into the Plain, Where tow ring in the midmost
Ranks he stood. 1716 POPE Iliad vm. 270 High on the
midmost bark the king appear tl. 1881 FARRAR Early Chr.
I. 308 He [Philo] compares it [the Word of God] to the
midmost branch of the golden candlestick.

b. absol. The midmost part, the middle.

1381 WYCLIP Matt. Prol. i In the whiche gospel it is pro
fitable to men desyrynge God, so to knowe the first, the

mydmeste, other the last, that [etc.]. 1865 PALGRAVE
Arabia I. 102 A huge parallelogram, placed almost diago
nally across the midmost of Arabia. 1865 SWINBURNE
Dolores 333 From the midmost of Ida. 1905 Edin. Rn&amp;gt;.

Oct. 567 We are made to feel the young girl s enjoyment.,
even in the midmost of her grief.

2. In partitive concord : The middle or midst of.

1807 J. BARLOW Colutnb. vll. 420 Where York and Gloster s

rocky towers bestride. .Virginia s midmost tide. 1885-94
R. BRIDGES Eros $ Psyche Oct. xvii, She sank Silently
weeping on the temple stair, In midmost night. 188? BOWEN
Virg. sEneid n. 329 High in the midmost city the horse

pours forth from its side Warriors armed.
3. Most intimate.

1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses I. i. 19 It comes flowing softly

through the midmost privacy.
B. adv. In the middle or midst.

1700 DRYDEN Pal. * Arc. in. 536 The king goes midmost.
1800 COLERIDGE Piccolom. v. iii, Then midmost in the battle
was I led In spirit. 1891 M. FIELD Sight ft Song 13 Mid
most of the breeze.

b. frep. In the middle or midst of.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. Introd., Midmost the beating
of the steely sea. 1891 Longin. Mag. Aug. 397 It stands
midmost a marsh-country.



MIDNIGHT. 425 MIDS.

Midnight (mi-dnait), sb. Forms : a. see MID
a. and NIGHT; in I inflected midder, mid(d)re,
middyre niht(e ; ft. i middernseht, 3 midder-
niht o. [OE. midnikt** MDu. midnacht, midde-

nacht, OHG. mittinaht (MHG. mitnaht\ Sw.
midnatt (ON. had a derivative form, mitinxfti:

*mi$jonahtjo
ni

} t
f. MID a. + NIGHT. OE. had also

the syntactical combination midde niht, frequently

occurring in the dative as middre niht\ this in

flected form survived into the I3th c. ; it corre

sponds to Du. middernacht) G. mitternacht^ which
from the I4th c. have been used in all cases.]
1. The middle of the night ;

12 o clock at night.

1x900 tr. Bxdas Hist. iv. x. (1890) 286
[&amp;gt;a ongon heo

semninga on midde neaht cleopian \&amp;gt;zem
be hire ^exnodon.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xi. 5 Sua huelc iuer haefeo friond

& gae5 to him asd middernaeht [etc.], a 1000 Phcenix 262
J$A middre nihte. c 1200 Vices

&amp;lt;y

Virtues 125 Alswa we!

onbulen mid-niht alswa on mid-dai?. ciaos LAY. 15943
jElche middernihte heo bigunneS to fihten. a 1*35 Leg.
Kath. 1748 Ha wenden from hire, abuten

J&amp;gt;e

midniht. 1382
WYCLIF Jitdg. vii. 19 Gedeon wente in . . into a part of the

tentis, bigynnynge the watchis of the mydnyjt. 1413 PHgr.
Soivle (Caxton)v.xiv. (1859)81 Sodenly the belle gan sowne
the liour of mydnyght. 1535 COVERDALE Matt. xxv. 6 At

mydnight there was a crye made. 1603 SHAKS. Metis, for
M. iv. ii. 67 Tis now dead midnight. 1667 MILTON P. L,
ix. 58 By Night he fled, and at Midnight returned From
compassing the Earth. 1716-46 THOMSON Winter 202 As
yet tis midnight deep. 1813 SHELLEY &amp;gt;. Mabv. 146 Specks
of tinsel, fixed in heaven To light the midnights of his

native town ! 1882 PF.BODY -&quot;. Journalism xix. 143 There
are not many subjects upon which, if he takes up his pen at

ten o clock, he cannot by midnight turn out a chatty and
readable column for the next morning.
2. transf. and Jig. Intense darkness or gloom ;

a period of intense darkness.

1593 B, BARNES Parthenophil Sonn. xxiii. In Arb. Garner
V. 352 Her forehead s threatful clouds from hope removed

me, Till Midnight reared on the mid-noctial line. 1:1665
MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1885) I. 09
When the dawn of the gospel began to break upon this

isle, after the dark midnight of papacy. 1781 COWPER
Charity 376 Philosophy, . . while his province is the reason

ing part, Has still a veil of midnight on his heart. 1879
FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 182 It was the darkest midnight of
the world s history.

f3. slang. Mother midnight (see quots.). Obs.

1601 F. HERiNG^wa/. ii One while hee playeth the Apo-
thecarie, other whiles serueth in stead of Mother Midnight.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Matter Midnight, a Mid-
wife (often a Bawd). 1715 MRS. CENTLIVRE Gotham Elect.

Wks. 1872 III. 180 [To the Midwife] And you too, Mrs.

Midnight ; kiss me, you old Jade you .

4. attrib. passing into adj.
a. Of or pertaining to midnight, occurring at

midnight, meeting at midnight.
1390 GOWER Conf. II. 260 That was ate mydnyht tyde.

1634 MILTON Cotnus 103 Mean while welcom Joy, and Feast,

Midnight shout and revelry. 1698 (R. FERGUSON] View
Ef,cles. 32 The fittest and best Qualified Candidate to be
A Midnight Gold Gatherer or an Emptier of Houses of
Office. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. vn. 1244 Survey this Midnight
Scene. 1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 70 About fifty armed
men came . . and swore all the inhabitants to be faithful to

the new system enacted by the midnight legislators of this

country[5(T. Kilkenny], 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg.\\. Refectory,
Are you such asses As to keep up the fashion of midnight
masses ? 1905 Westm. Gaz. 26 Sept. 7/3 The mishap occurred
to the midnight train from Liverpool-street to Norwich.

b. Dark as midnight.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. D8 Whilst there I lie in

midnight-dark immur d, My friends emblazoned forth mine
injurie. 1664 BUTLER Hud. it. ii. 770 It is an Antichristian

Opera Much us d in midnight times of Popery. 1755 YOUNG
Centaur 99 Dungeon them in midnight Dens of Fraud and
Destruction. 1855 BROWNING Bp. Blougram s Apol. 253
What s midnight doubt before the dayspring s faith? 1860
HAWTHORNE Marble Faun xi, In all that labyrinth of mid
night paths.
5. d//r/,and Comb.^zs midnight-shrottded,-woven

adjs. ; midnight appointments U.S. politics,

appointments made during the last hours of an ad
ministration ; specifically, those so made by Pre
sident John Adams ( Cent. Diet. ) ; fmidnight cart,
a cart for carrying away night soil ; midnight oil,

usedyf^. in phrase to burn (etc.) the,midnight oil, to

sit up or work after midnight ; midnight sun, the

sun as seen in the Arctic regions at midnight.
1698 J. COLLIER Immor. Stage 204 To present Nature

under every Appearance would be an odd undertaking.
A *Midnight Cart, or a Dunghil would be no Ornamental
Scene. 1635 QUARLES Entbl. n. ii. 33 Wee spend our

mid-day sweat, our *mid-night oyle ; Wee tyre the night in

thought ; the day, in toyle. 1744 SHENSTONE Elegies xi, I

trimm d my lamp, consum d the midnight oil. 1881 SERJT.
BALLANTINE Exper. iii. 32, I cannot say that I burnt much
midnight oil. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 316
The nights were even brighter than the days, and afforded
Fitz an opportunity of taking some photographic views by
the light of a *midnight sun. x8xo Associate Minstrels 76
Then desolation s *midnight-woven pall Shall in one sable
fold envelope all.

t Mi dnight, v.
[f.

MIDNIGHT sb.] trans. To
plunge into midnight darkness.

1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ixi. 187 Of all objects of

sorrow, a distressed king is the most pitifull; because it

presents most the frailty of humanity : and cannot but most
midnight the soule of him that is falne.

t Mi dnighting, vbl. sb. [Formed as prec. +
-ING i.] ? The coming (of a star) to the meridian.

VOL. VI.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. d iiij b, By foreseing the Rising,
Settyng, Nonestedyng, or Midnigntyng of certaine tem
pestuous fixed Sterres.

Midnightly (mi-dnsitli), a. and adv. [f. MID
NIGHT sb. + -LY.] a. adj. Taking place at mid

night, or every midnight, b. adv. Every midnight.
1836 Frastr s Mag. XIV. 107 The Highflyer *.. rushed

midnightly through a village about nine miles distant. 1873
LELAND Egypt. Sketch Bk. 194 To this day he may be seen

midnightly.. counting the graves and waiting his turn.

f Mid-noctial, a. nonce-wd. [hybrid f. MID
a. + ~ttt&amp;gt;ctat in EQUINOCTIAL.] Belonging to mid

night.
593 [see MIDNIGHT 2].

Midnoon (midmin : stress variable), [f. MID a.

+ NOON.] Midday; noon.

1580 LYLV Euphnes (Arb.) 442 The Gentlewoemen m
Greece and Italy, who begin their morning at midnoone.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 311 Seems another Morn Ris n on
mid-noon. 1725 WATTS Logic IT. v. 7 They can tell pre
cisely. .what Altitude the Dog-star had at Midnight or
Midnoon in Rome. 1838 TENNYSON CEnone 91 It was the

deep midnoon. a 1864 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Bks. (1879)
I. 157 Far towards midnoon.

b. transf. m&Jig.
1814 WORDSW. Excurs. vi. p. 305 The approved Assistant

of an arduous course From his mid noon of manhood to old

age! 1860 LD. LVTTON Lucile \\. n. i. 27 A man of your
years, At the midnoon of manhood, with plenty to do.

c. attrib. passing into adj. Of or pertaining to

midnoon ; occurring at midnoon.
1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1808) 64 Here nature in her

midnoon whispers speaks. 1805 SOL THF.V Madoc in II . vi,
From early morning till the midnoon hour.

Mid-off. Cricket. [Short for mid-wicket
off&quot;,

see

MID a. 6.] A fieldsman on the off-side, in front of

the batsman and near the bowler. Also the place
where this player stands.

1881 Daily News 9 July
2 He was badly missed at mid-off

from a very easy chance by Cave. 1894 Times 23 May 7/3
Davidson, .hit the ball into the hands of mid-off.

Mid-on. Cricket. [Cf. prec.] A fieldsman on
the on-side, in front of the batsman and near the

bowler. Also the place where this player stands.

1881 Daily News o July 2 Routledge was neatly caught
by mid-on running in at 194. 1888 A. G. STEEL Cricket

(Badm. Libr.) 208 On a true hard wicket we never like to

see a captain putting his mid-on or short-leg close to the

batsman, to field what is called silly mid-pn. 1891 W. G.
GRACE Cricket 265 Mid-on is one of the easiest places in the

field.

t Midovernoon. Obs. [f.
MID a. + OVER

prep. + NOON.] The middle of the afternoon.

(In quot. a 1300 app. used by mistake for Mm-
OVERUNDERN, which is the reading of other MSS.)
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7302 Fram anon amorwe uorte mid

ouer non, pe bataile ilnste strong. Ibid. 7487 Fram (?at it

was amorwe be bataile ilaste strong Vorte it was hei mid-

ouernon, & bat was somdel long, a 1300 E. E. Psalter
xxxvi. 6 And he sal lede als light bi rightwisnes, And als

mid over-none [\VYCLIF, as mydday] (n dome bat es. c 1400
Laud Troy Bk. 10673 He was two hundred mennes ban,
Or it was passed myd-ouer-none.
fig. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 84 At vndren to scole y
was sett.. At mydday y was dubbid kny}!. .At hi? noon y
was crowned king . . At mydouernoon y droupid faste, Mi lust

& Hking wente away.

t Midoverundern. Obs. [f. Mm a. + OVER

prep. + UNDERN.] ? Midday.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxvi. 6 He sal lede bi rihtwisnes als

liht, And bi dome als midoverunder briht. a 1400-50
A lexander 3853 pus ra;t he fra bis reuir be many ru^e waies

To it was meten to be mere to myd-ouir-vndorne.

Mid place.
f 1. A place in the middle. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor^ M. 21530 Vnto be tun bar bai baa tre, J)ar

war bai don als in nude place, c 1400 MAUNDEV. ( 1 839) xxviii.

280 In mydd place of that vale, vnder a roche, is an bed and
the visage of a deuyl bodyliche. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug.
Citie ofGod 350 The mid-place is neither the highest nor

the lowest. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 131 In the mid-

place between, the River Dee runnes along.

2. dial. (See quot.)
1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold xvi, Entering the door there

was an apartment on each side, a mid-place
*

that is, a big
cupboard.

|]
Midrasll (mi droej). Also 7 med-, midrasch.

PI. midrashim (midra-JTm). [Heb. tmio mid-
rash commentary* (2 Chron. xxiv. 27, Revised

Version 1884), f. root ttm to investigate, search.]
An ancient Jewish homiletic commentary on some

portion of the Hebrew scriptures, in which free

use was made of allegorical interpretation and

legendary illustration. Also, the mode of treat

ment characteristic of this class of commentaries.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 192 Mardochaus (saith

their Medrasch) sucked the breasts of Hester. 1625 T. GOD
WIN Moses fy Aaron (1641) 28 The Disputer. He insisted

upon allegories, and searched out mysticall interpretations
of the Text. Hence himselfe was tearmed Darschan, and his

exposition, or homily, Midrasch. 1878 SCHILLER-SZINESSY
in Academy 28 Dec. 606/1 It [the Yalqut\ saved a goodly
number ofthe smaller Midrashim. .fromperishingaltogether.
1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 501 A happy Rabbinic midrash
on the non-muzzling of the ox that treadeth out the corn.

Hence Midra-shic a.
t
of or pertaining to the

Midrashim
;
of the nature of midrash.

1874 DEUTSCH Rem. 403 Midrashic literature.

Midred (mi-dred). Obs. exc. dial. Forms :

I midhridir, -hriflre, -hry 8(e)re, 5 miderede,
midredyn, mydred(e, -rid, -ryde, 6 midridde,
Sc. modereid. Also 9 dial, midred, middrit,
etc. (see E.D.D. and Jam.). [OE. midhriCre

(: OTeut. type *midjohrif&amp;gt;rjo} ) f. midd MID a.

+ hrtSer inward part ;
= OKris. mithridri^

midrithere, midrith, midrede.] The diaphragm,
midriff. Sometimes misused for MIDOERX.

725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) I 44 //*
,
mid hridir, niooan

weard hype, anoo Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 293/5 Oten(um,
midhri8re. c 1325 Class W. de Bibbesiv. in AW. Ant. II. 78
Miderede, Ii gist rate. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 678/5
Hec diufragnta, a mydrede. c 1450 St. Ciithbert (Surtees)

2388 With half be mydrid of a swyne. 1483 Cath. Angl. 239
A Midredyn (MS. A. mydryde), ..omentnnt, 15^5 STEWART
Croii. Scot. II. 432 Livar and lungis, modereid and melt.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 116/10 Y* midridde, diaphragma.

Midrefe, obs. form of MIDRIFF.

Midriasis, obs. form of MYDRIASIS.

Midrib (mi-drib), [f. MID a. + RIB.]
1 1. In phrase mid-rib deep, up to the middle of

the ribs (of a horse). Obs.

1696 Phil, Trans. XIX. 350 Nets trailed on the Ground by
two Horses, one goeth Mid-rib deep into the Sea. 1807
P. GASS Jrnl. 236 A north branch.. is 40 yards wide and
was mid-rib deep on our horses.

2. Bot. A principal rib continuous with the

petiole extending through the central part of the

blade of a leaf.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants fed. 3)11.91 Scalesspear-

shaped, skinny, yellow, with a green midrib. 1794 in MARTYN
Lang. tint. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT Dt- Bary s Phaner, 445
The petiole and midrib of the leaves.

3. Bee-keeping (see quot.).
1884 PUIN Diet. Apiculture Introd. 13 The word midrib

h^s been used to denote the septum or partition between
the two sheets of cells which are found in every comb.

Midribbed (mi-dribd), ///. a. Bot. [f.
MID

RIB + -ED -.] Having a midrib.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 326.

Midridde, obs. form of MIDREIX
Midriff (mi drif). Forms: i midhrif, midrif,

4-6 mydryf, 5 mydrof(e, inydrif, myddereffe,
5-6 mydryff(e, 6 middryfe, midrefe, mydd-
reffe, mydryfe, 6-7 midrif f)e, 7 middrift,
6- midriff. [OE. midhrif, f. w/WMlD a. + hrif
belly, RIFF. Cf. OFris. midref.]
1. The diaphragm. To shake^ tickle the midriff:

said of what causes laughter.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 278 Hwilum onginneS of bam

midhrife se is betweox fcere wanibe & baere lifre. c 1400

Lanfranc s Cirnrg. 148 He [sc. the ccsophagus] decline})
into be ynnere partie til bat hepeerse boruj he mydrif. 1440

Prontp. Parv. 337/1 Mydryf of a \X$lGi ,.aiafragmai. 1486
Bk. St. Albans E viij, In the mydref that callid i^ the

rondell also. 1533 ELVOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 49 The
entrayles, which be underneth themyddrefie. c 1550 LLOYD
Treas. Health A viij, A wounde in the braynes, hert, midrife,
..or lyuer is deadly. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /I/

t
in. iii. 175

There s no roome for Faith, Truth, nor Honesty, in this

bosome of thine : it is all fill d vppe with Guttes and Midriffe.

1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 28 An Aequator, or middle

fence, that divicleth the whole body in the middest between
the two Poles, like a Middrift. 1641 MILTON Reform. \\.

Wks. 1851 III. 67 We would burst our midrirTes rather

then laugh. 1725 BRADLKY Fant. Diet. s. v. Oesophagus, It

..passes through the Midriff. 1831 LAMB Elia Ser. n.

NeT.vsp, 35 Yrs. Ago, That conceit.. still tickles our midriff

to remember. 1847 TENNYSON Princess i. 198 A sight to

shake The midriff of despair with laughter.
Comb. 1884 TENNYSON Becket in. iii, Many midriff-shaken

even to tears.

t 2. transf. A partition. (Cf. diaphragm?) Obs.
1660 BOYLE New

Exj&amp;gt;. Phys. Mech. Proem 12 In the
midst of which frame, is..nail d a board,. .which may not

improperly be call d a Midriff. 1766 Comfl. Partner %. v.

Ventilator, A square box. .in the middle of which is placed
a broad partition, or midriff, made to move up and down,

fb. Applied as a term of contempt. Obs.
1600 DEKKER Shoemakers Holiday Wks. 1873 1. 13 Wife.

Seuen yeares husband? Eyre. Peace Midriffe, peace, I

know what I do, peace. Ibid. 19 [Eyre,} What Nan, what

Madge-mamble-crust, come out you fatte Midriffe-swag-

belly whores.

Midryde, obs. form of MIDRED.

Mids, sb.j adv., and/;**/. Forms : 3-6 myddes,
4 raides, mydis, -ys, 4-6 myddis, 4-7 middes,
5-6 middys, mydds, 5-7 middis, 6 mydes,
myds, Sc, middiss, 6-7 midds, 7 Sc. midis,
6- mids. Also 7-9 Sc. (in senses 2 and 3) midse.

[ME. middeSj evolved from the advs. in-middes^

on-middes (see IN-MIDS and AMIDST) which are

altered forms of OE. in middan, on middan

(where the prep, regularly governs the dative of

midde sb. or of the wk. neuter adj. : see MID a.

and sb.*}. The alteration is due to the analogy of

t6 middes in the middle (see TO-MIDS), where to

governs the genitive as in some other phrases.]
A. sb.

1. The middle, middle part or point ; the midst.

Chiefly in phrase in (the} mids (of}. Obs. exc. Sc.

(see E.D.D.).
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mydis, & als
J&amp;gt;e endynge. 1375 BARBOL R Bruce xv. 167 Syne

with his baneris hardely [TheJ myddis of the toune he tais.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ii. 18^ And thus fals and fauel fareth

forth togideres. And Mede in be myddes and alle ^ise men
after. .1400 Destr. Troy 1548 The walle..of marbili was
most fro

\&amp;gt;G myddes vp, Of diuers colours. 1449 in Cal.

Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1830) 1 1. Pref. 55 Thebeamesshullen
be in brede atte myddes xij inches and in thiknesvnj inches.

c 1450 HOLLAND Hoiulat i In the myddis of May. 1530
PALSGR. 245/1 Myddes parte of a channel!, le Jil dune
riitiere. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) I,

A spyder that is in the myddes of her webbe. 1536 R.
HEERLEY in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 35 Sume cum to

mattens begenynge at the mydes, and sume when yt ys
allmost done. 1544 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I.

213 In breadythe in the mydds Fyftye and fyve Foote.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, The Priest

standing humbly afore the middes of the Altar. 1564
HARDING Answ. Jewel \X, 122 King Dauid thought it very
vnfitting. .that. .the Arke of God was putte in the myddes
of skynnes, that is, of the tabernacle. 1611 BIBLE Luke
iv. 30 He passing thorow the mids of them. Ibid. 35 When
the deulll had throwen him in the middes. 1621 AINSWORTH
Annot. Pentat, t Gen. xxiv. 22 (1639) 92 A weight called in

Hebrew bekagh, which signifieth cleft or cut in the mids.

1641 HISDE y. Brnen\\\. 129 A man who knew right well.,

what it was that did make a mans face to shine in the mids
of his own house and in the Congregation.

f 2. A means. Obs.

1320 St. Papers Hen.
Ifif/, II. 32 Wetruste. .of this your

hard and goode begynning shall folowe a better myddes.
15. . ist Bk. Discipl.Ch. 6V&amp;lt;?A(i62i)74 Heuseththeministery
of men, as the most necessary middes for this purpose. 1616

J. MAITLAND Apol. Maitland of Lethington in Scot. Hist.
Soc. Misc. (1904) 200, I hoip that my father his dealings sal

appeir sincer. .& his endis & mid is lauful & honest. 1646
R. HAII.LIE Lett. # Jrnk. (Bannatyne Club) II. 355 Your
debates about the midses mak the end among your hand
to be lost, a 1658 DURHAM Exp. Kev. n. iv. (1680) 129
A sinful midse for attaining an end. 1710 WODROW Corr.

(1843) I. 144 This is the midse [method] that is fallen upon at

present to prevent rents.

3. A mean between two extremes ; a middle

course, a compromise. Obs. exc. Sc&amp;gt;

1553 KENNEDY Compend. Traet.m Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844)

143 Uetuix thir twa extremiteis geve it plesit God that the

myddis sulde cum furth, apperandlie it wer ane gret ease.

1582-8 Hist. Jas. y/ (1804) 172 Quhair they conferrit Jang
with &quot;the Lordis upoun the xxi day of May for sum articles

of peace, bot neuerconcludit any midds. 1637-50 Row Hist.
Kirk (Wodr. Soc.) in The Assemblie laboured to take a
mids in the mater.

1705)
W. STEWART Collect. Worship. Ch.

Scot, 244 Temperance is the Golden Mids between Absti
nence and Intemperance. 1720 T. BOSTON Fourfold State

(1797)238 1 here is a mids betwixt omitting duty and the

doing of it as thou dost it. 1875 W. ALEXANDER .S&quot;*. A in
Folk xii. 67 There s a midse i the sea, ye ken, an it is not
wisse-like to gae sic len ths.

f4. attrib. and Comb. , midsfinger, the middle

finger; midsman, (a) a mediator; () in Ireland
= MIDDLEMAN*

; mids-world, = MIDDLE EARTH.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 42 Do bad god wurSen stund and stede,

Dis middes werld 5or-inne he dede. 1483 Cath. Angl. 239/1
pe Middis fynger, wedins degitiis [sic], a 1662 K, BAILLIE
Lett. (1775) II, 401 Mr, Blair and Mr. Durham appeared
as mids-men [ed. Bannatyne Club midmen: see MIDMAN].
1801 Ann. Reg, 23 What has been the main cause of the

wretchedness of the Irish and the Highlanders of Scotland ?

The midsmen of the former, and the tacksmen of the latter.

\ B. adv. In the middle or midst. Obs.

71407 LYDG. Reson
&amp;lt;$

Sens. 5197 And myddysofthesoote
herbage Ther be bestys eke savage, c 1430 Mm. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 12 Middes above, in ffulle riche aray, Ther salt

a child off beau te precellyng.

t C. prep. In the middle of. Obs.

1400-50 Alexander 1061 pan metis him myddis be way
was meruale to sene, A hert. ^1475 Partenay 5779 Thys
wonderfull and meruelous best ne but on ey hath middes
theforehed. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xvin. 549 To end which
two begun (Mids all) a song.

f Mids, v. Obs. [f. MIDS sb.] trans. To take

a middle view of.

1693 STAIR Instil, n. i. 41. 177 Tribonian midseth the
matter thus.

Mid-sea. The middle of the sea, the open sea.

1582 STANVIIURST sEneis HI. (Arb.) 73 Thee Greet He in

mydseas dooth stand too luppiter hallowd. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vii. 403 Shoales Of Fish that with

_thir
Finns &

shining Scales Glide under the green Wave, in Sculles that

oft Bank the mid Sea. 1853 GROTE Greece^ n. Ixxxiv. XI.

123 A gentle and steady Etesian breeze carried them across
midsea without accident or suffering. 1871 R. ELLIS tr.

Catullus Ixiv. 167 He rides far already, the mid sea s

boundary cleaving.

b. attrib. quasi-fl^ .

J579 J- STUBDES Gaping Gulf D vj b, When it was not

yet enlarged with hir Italian dominions and midsea lies.

1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous viii. 153 Three boats
found their rodings fouled by these reckless mid-sea hunters.

Mid-season.
&quot;I*

1. The time in the middle of the day ; noon.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 239 Pro. What is the time o th*

day? Ar. Past the mid season.

2. The middle of the season.

1902 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 166, I was wearing
my new Paris hat, which, as it was mid-season, I had bought
for eighteen shillings and sixpence.
attrib. 1882 Garden 14 Jan. 30/3 A mid-season house con

taining mixed kinds may now be started in the usual way.
1889 Daily News 22 Oct. 6/1 A few really tasteful and
appropriate mid-season dresses,

Midship (mi-djip). Naut. [f. MID a. + SHIP.]
The middle part of a ship or boat.

1555 Act 2
&amp;lt;y 3 Ph. fy Mary c. 16 7 Any Wherry. .which

shall not be..iv. Foot and a Half broad in the Midship.
a 1618 RALEIGH Royal Navy 33 It is a great weakening to
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a ship to have so much weight.. at hoth the ends, and

nothing in the Mid-Ship. 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar of
y^Vcr (1872) 31 A singer that stood upon the bridge across

the mid-ship.

b. The rower who sits in the middle of a boat.

1897 MARY KING.SLEY W. Africa 173 Midship backed and
flapped like fury.

C. Comb. \ midship beam (see quots.) ; midship
bend, = midship frame ; midship body (see

quot.) ; midship frame, that timber or frame in

I

a ship which has the greatest breadth
; midship

port, a porthole in the middle part of a ship.
1692 Ca.pt. SmitKs Sea-watt s Gram. H. xv. 122 The

|

breadth upon the *Midship-beam 20 foot, r 1850 Rudim.
\ Navig. (Weale) 95 The Midsliip-Keam is the longest beam
! of the ship, lodged in the midship frame, or between the

widest frame of timbers. \%Q$ Shipwrights Vade~M. 117
*
Midship-bend orframe, that bend which is called Dead-

j

Flat. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v. Midship-bend^ When
I

the middle of the ship has a portion ofa uniform cross-section,
1 such is called the *midship body. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

\
Marine (1780) C 2 b, The most capacious of these represents
what is called the *midskip~framt. 1836 MARRVAT Midsh.
Easy xxx, Two of the *midsnip ports of the antagonist were
blown into one.

Midshipman (mi*djiprnsen). [f. prec. + MAN.
So called because stationed amidships when on duty.J
1. In the navy, the designation of a rank inter

mediate in the line of promotion between that of

naval cadet and that of the lowest commissioned
officer (i.

e. in the liritish navy that of sub

lieutenant, in the U.S. navy that of ensign).
[1626, 1627 : see midships-man s. v. MIDSHIPS.] 1685 Land.

1 Gaz. No. 2054/3 M F- Littleton, and.. Mr. Brisbane, both

Midshipmen Extraordinary. 1701 LUTTRELL Brief Rel.

! (1857) V. 100 Her lieutenant and 2 midship men killed.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Midshipman, a sort

of naval cadet, appointed by the captain of a ship of war, to
second the orders of the superior officers. 1855 MRS. GASKELL
North

&amp;lt;$

S, xiv, How well he iooked in his midshipman s

dress. 1900 W. H.MKD Gen. Wauchope ii. 33 Midshipmen s

amusements and practical jokes are proverbial.

2. U.S. *A batrachoid fish, Porichthys margari-
tatus : so called from the rows of round luminous
bodies along the belly, like the buttons of a naval
cadet s coat (Cent. Diet?).
1882 JORDAN & GILBERT Synop. Fishes N. Atner. 751

Porichthys porosissimns Midshipman.
3. Comb. : midshipman s butter, the Avocado,

Fersea gratissima ; midshipman s half pay (see

quot.) ; midshipman s nuts, broken pieces of
biscuit as dessert (Smyth Sailor s Word-hk. 1867).
1866 Treas. Bot. 867/1 Persca gratissima,. .They contain

a large quantity of firm pulp possessing a buttery or mar
row-like taste, and are hence frequently called Vegetable
Marrow or ^Midshipman s Butter. 1871 KINCSLEY At Last
ii, Avocado, or Alligator pears, alias midshipman s butter.
c 1851 Lett.

&amp;lt;y Life (1877) ! ^77 *Midshipman s half-pay
(nothing a-dayand find yourself).

Hence Mi dshipmanship, the office or position
of a midshipman.
1789 COWPER Let. (in Pearson s

&amp;lt;j6tk
Catal. (1894) 16), I

. .rejoice with thee that thou hast succeeded in procuring
a midshipmanship (there s a word for you) for the poor
young man in question. 1857 Chamb. Jrnl. VIII. 103 He
was undergoing the preliminary ordeal of midshipmanship.

Midshipmite (mi*djipmait). A sailor s per
version of MIDSHIPMAN. (Adopted by humorous
writers as suggesting MITE $6.)

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple viii, One of them ere mid-
shipmites. 1868 W. S. GILBERT Bab Ball., Nancy Bell, A
bo sun tight, and a midshipmite. 1880 Theatre Jan. 39 As
for the Midshipmite, he creates a roar whenever he struts
across the deck.

Midships (mi-djips), sb. and adv. [App.
aphetic for AMIDSHIPS, though appearing earlier

in our quots.] A. sb. The middle part of a vessel

either with regard to her length or breadth.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 7 In a fight the

Forecastle is his [the Lieutenant s] place, to make good ; as
the Captaine doth the halfe decke

; and the quarter Maisters
the midships. 1705 Lond. Gaz, No. 4116/3 Only her Hull
from the Taffrill to the Midships remained above Water.
1762-9 FALCONER Shipwr. n. 901 Both stay-sail sheets to

mid-snips were convey d.

b. Comb.\ t midships man = MIDSHIPMAN.
i66 CAPT. SMITH Accid-. Vug. Seamen 2 His Mates are

onely his Seconds, allowed sometimes for the two Mid
ships men. 1627 Seaman s Gram. xiii. 61 Midships men
seethe tops and yards well manned.

B. adv. = AMIDSHIPS.
1838 Civ. Eng. % Arch. Jrnl. I. 384/2 Clear beam mid

ships . .32 ft. i8ga H. W. PIERSON Missionary Memorial 1 45
On retiring, we stopped midships to sing a hymn of thanks
giving. 1883 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 332/2 The Clan
Sinclair with her stem took the port side of the Margaret
abaft midships.

Mid-side. [Mm a.] The middle of the side.
c ia*o Bestiary 622 In water je sal stonden. In water to

mid side, a 1300 Body fy Soul in Map s Poems (Camdcn)
338 Forth was brou;t there, with a bridel, A corsed devel
als a cote.. With a sadel to the mid side, c 1470 HENRY
Wallace \\\. 991 Wallace selff,at mydsid off the toune, With
men of armys thai was to bargane bown. 1581 BURNE
Dispnt. 107 Sua that sence thay are al enterit in thescheip-
fauld of Christ, nocht be the dur hot be the midsyd of the

house, it is [etc.]. 1651-7 T. BARKER Art ofAnghng (1820)
17 The fish may He up to the mid-sides in the liquor.
Comb. 1794 WEDGE Agric, Chester 55 The cheese, .is then

taken and placed midside deep in brine.

MIDST.

Mid-sky. [MiD a.] The middle of the sky.
1634 MILTON Counts 957 Com let us hastej

the Stars grow
high, But night sits monarch yet in the mid sky. 1667
P. L. vi. 314 Two Planets rushing from aspect maligne Of
fiercest opposition in mid Skie. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marble
Fann (1879) II. iii. 37 Out of the mid-sky.
attrib. 1807 J. BARLOW Columb. i,

Thro all the midsky
zones, to yon blue pole, Their green hills lengthen.

Midst (midst), sb., adv. t
and prep. Forms :

5 medeste, 5-7 myddest, 5-8 (9 arch, rare]

middest, 6 middeste, mydst, 7 midd.st,
raidd st, midest, 8 mid st, 6- midst. [First

appears in the ith c. as middest. Prob. two
different formations have been confused : (i) an
extended form of middes^ MIDS, with the excrescent

(euphonic or analogical) / as in amongst , against,

whilst, and the dialectal onst for once, nice t (nsist)
for nice; (2) an absolute use of the superlative
MIDDEST a.] A. sb.

1. The middle point or part ; the centre, middle.

Obs. or arch.
a 1400-50 Alexander 396 He saje a dym cloude Full of

starand sternes and sti^tild in be myddest A grete grysely god.
^1440 Alphabet of Tales 455 He was at ^e myddest of

[&amp;gt;e

krygg. ^
&quot;489

CAXTON Blanchardyn liv. 208 Subbion in the

middest, and Blanchardine the hindmost. 1517 Ace. Bk.
IV. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 214 King James .. about
the middest of march tooke his p gresse towards Scotland.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 197 Hee died before
he had brought the worke to the midst. 1588 KVD//OTM.
Phil. Wks. (1901) 250 lerusalem. .is in the midst of our

Hemysphere. 1591 TIM ME Ten Eng. Lepers Fj, I will but
touch three parts : to wit, the beginning, the middest, and
the end. 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio

1

s Wars Flanders
210 About the midst of January, a 1661 FULLER Worthies,
Shropsh. (1662) in. i This Shire being almost in the middest
of England. 1671 H. M. Erasm. Colloq. 319 If thou open
the black stone Cyamea, thou shalt find a bean in the midst,

1695 DRYDEN Dufresnoy s Art Painting Pref. 44 One Play
. . where there is nothing in the First Act, but what might
have been said or done in the Fifth ; nor any thing in the

Midst, which might not have been plac d as well in the

Beginning or the End. 01894 STEVENSON Tales and Fanta
ies^ J. Nicholson (1905) 76 He was not past the midst of

the first field.

2. The position of being in the interior of,

involved or enveloped in, or surrounded by (some
thing, or a number of things or persons, specified
or implied). Now almost exclusively in the

phrase in the midst of (formerly also t among the

midst of}, chiefly in the senses: Among, amid,
surrounded by (a number of things or persons) ;

while fully engaged with, in the thick of (occupa
tions, troubles, etc.); during the continuance of

(an action or condition).
V ,11500 Chester PL, Saint. Q Nativ. (Shaks, Soc. 1843)

113 And one his breste written also Thelandes naimes and

goodes bouth too, And sette also in the medeste (E. E. T. S.

ed. p. 127, myddes] of thoe, God of Rome righte as a kinge.

1535 COVERDALE Litkt iv. 35 And the deuell threw him in

the myddest [1611 middes] amongethem. 1548-9 (Mar,)/?Xr.
Com. Prayer, Burial of Dead, In the myddest of lyfe we
be in death. 15^8 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 12 A woman
sitteth crowned in parliament amongest the middest of men.
a 1586 SIDNEY A rcadia i. (1590) 58 While you were in the
middest of

your sport. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstiuc
xxxn. IOQ In the midest of the bat tell, 1611 BIBLE Dent.
iv. 12 And the Lord spake vnto you out of the midst of the
fire. 163* LITHCOW Trav. vi. 270 In the middest of all this

hurley burley. 1631 SANDERSON Serin. 315 To plucke thee

out of the middest of a froward and crooked generation.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Rttstick Rampant Wks. (1687)445 Made
his Way with his Sword alone.. into the middest of their

Troops. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 153 r6 In the midst
of an adventure. 1818 SHELLEY Rosal.

&amp;lt;y

Helen 860 In the
midst of a city vast and wide. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 289 Armies . . were kept up in the midst of peace. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Romola n. i, From the midst of those smiling
heavens he had seen a sword hanging. 1887 HOWEN I irg.
&neid in. 104 Crete, in the midst of the waters lies. Mod,
In the midst of his enormous labours, he has found time
to [etc.].

t b. To leave in the midst [
= L. in medic

re/inquere] : to leave undecided, abstain from

giving an opinion on.

1625 GILL Sacr, Philos. \. 107, 1 leave it in the middest, till

further proofe of the truth be made.

C. With a possessive, usually of plural pronoun,

(in} our, your, their midst.

This use is scarcely found before the igth century ; the

solitary example from the i6th c. does not prove that it was
current. Cf. in her middes

1

(-in their midst) Apol. Loll,

(c 1400) 12.

c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE /V.cxxxv. iv, Not sohisdreadfull

showes he ceas d, But did them still in Agipts mid st renew.

17940. JOHN in Southey Li/e A. Bell(\%4$\.2o$ If we then

could have had our dear Dr. Bell in our midst, our pleasures
and improvements would have been greatly heightened.

1825 J. MONTGOMERY in Chr. Psalmist (1828) 414X0, in

their midst his form was seen, The form in which He died.

186+ V.^CE. Holy Rom. Emj&amp;gt;.
xi. (1866)200 When, .his shield

[should] be hung aloft again as of old in the camp s midst, a

sign of help to the poor and the oppressed. 1867 W. L.

NEWMAN in Quest. Reformed Parl. 119 Her vast and avail

able coalfields, her iron mines, the energy of her people,
founded cities in her midst. 1869 J. MAKTINEAU Ess, II.

133 The enduring light that broke out in their midst.

d. With omission of article, in midst (of). Now
only poet. (rare\
1590 SPENSER F. Cj. \. \\\. 5 In middest of the race. Ibid.

I. ix. 10, I ever..ioyde to stirre up strife, In middest of
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their mournfull Tragedy, a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1643)

114 To reckon him in middest of his dearest favorites.

1617 Januit Ling. Advt., That should haue brought thee

in midst afaireorchyard. 1861 LYTTON & FANE Tunnkiinser
1 12 In midst, His worn cheek channell d with unwonted tears,

The Landgrave. 1880 WATSON Princess Quest 63 There
towered In middest of that silent realm deflowered A palace.

H poet, with transposition of possessive adj.

1671 MILTON Samson 1339 And in my midst of sorrow and

heart-grief To shew them feats.

1 3. A medium, middle course or term, mean.

Sc. Obs. Cf. MIDS.
c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 19 Rather following the

Extremity than the right Midst, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Hist. J(is. //, Wks. (1711) 30 The majesty of a prince hardly
falleth from a height to a midst, but easily is precipitated
from any midst to the lowest degree and station. 1678
R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers vii. 2. 202 They have laboured
after a Midst betwixt these two extreams. 1786 A. Giu
Sacr. Contempt. I. vn. ii. 158 There can be no proper midst
in a Soul, betwixt moral good and evil.

B. adv.

1. In the middle place. Only in Milton s phrase.
[Prob. to be regarded as a contracted form of MIDDEST a.

used advb.J

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 165 On Earth joyn all yee Creatures
to extoll Him first, him last, him midst, and without end.

1773 BURKE Corr. (1844) 1.426 May God grant you every
blessing. Remember Him first, last, and midst. 1854 DE
QUINCEY War Wks. 1862 IV. 271 Every nation s duty first,

midst, and last, is to itself.

2. = In the midst . Const, of. poet. rare.

1675 N. LEK Nero iv. i, If I gaze long, I shall my nature
lose : Mid st of my full carreer, I stop and muse. 1883
R. W. DIXON Mano \. vi. 16 And midst there was a goodly
chantry seen. 1885-94 R* BRIDGES Eros $ Psycfie June v,
The grassy plat M idst of her garden, where she had her seat.

.C. prep. In the midst of; -\ between. Commonly
written

*midst
^
as if aphetic for AMIDST.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen, VI
t

i. ii. 24, I would ne re haue fled,
But that they left me midst rny Enemies. 1593 L,ucr.

566 And midst the sentence so her accent breakes, That twise
she doth begin ere once she speakes. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi.

28 From whence a voice From midst a Golden Cloud thus
milde was heard. 1682 CREKCH Lucretins (1683) 77 The
peaceful Ox contains most parts of Air, Not subject unto
too much Rage, nor Fear, A temper, midst the Lion, and
the Deer. 1704 POPE Windsor For. 26 And midst the
desart fruitful fields arise. iSai SHELLEY Adonais xxxi,
Midst others of less note, came one frail Form, A phantom
among men.

Midstream (mi dstrf-m). [f.MiD&amp;lt;z. + STREAM.]
The middle of the stream.
c 1315 Greenwich, Hosp. MS. Documents (P. R. O. Box 20,

bundle O, No. 12), En primis a commensere de mydstreme
de Derwent. 1669 DRYDEN Tyrannic Love \\. i, The mid
stream s his; I, creeping by the side, Am shoulder d off by
his impetuous Tide.

&amp;gt;73S
SOMERVILLE Chase m. 546 Down

the Mid-stream he wafts Along. 1827 E, MACKENZIE Hist,
Newcastle II. 742 notc^ The midstream of the river, taken
at low water, is considered the boundary between the coal
mines. 1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 99 He was
obliged to have the boat kept in mid-stream. 1899 T. NICOL
Recent Archxol. fy Bible \\. 94 We are brought into the
midstream of Biblical History.
attrib. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 452/2 On the mid

stream side of the rocky islet, .the bank was eight or ten
feet high. 1905 Daily Chron. 13 Mar. 4/4 The ford would
land us on a mid-stream island.

b. Used advb.

1872 TENNYSON Gareth $ L. 1015 Whom Gareth met mid
stream.

Midsummer (mi-dswmaa). Forms : see MID
a. and SUMMER sb.\ also, 3-5 missomer, 4
mesomur, misomere, myssomer(e, mysomer.
[OK. midsumor\ see MID a. and SUMMER; cf. ON.
mUSsitmar (Sw. midsommar. Da. midsommer}^
MDu. midsomer, middesomer, middensomer (Du.
midzomer}, mod.G. mittsotnmer. In OE. also as

two words, with inflexion of the adj.]
1. The middle of summer; the period of the
summer solstice, about June 2ist.
a 900 tr. Bseda s Hist. v. xii. (1890) 425 Swa sunnan upgong

biS jet middum sumere. c 1055 ByrhtfertJ^s Hanaboc in

Angiia (1885) VIII. 311 pset ys on lyden solstitium & on
englisc midsumor. a 1123 O. E. Chron. an. noi patomidde
sumeran ferde se cyng ut to Pefenesze. c 1290 Beket 1693
in .S&quot;. Eng. Leg. I. 155 A-^ein Midsomer it bi-ful. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10546 SuJ&amp;gt;be he nom iwis Winchestre
aboute missomer. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 313 Every
person, .shalle pay, euery yere, fforhys ffeste, at Myssomere,
xij (/. 1412 Catterick Ch. Contract (Raine 1834) n Be
mysomer next. 1473 WARKW. Chron. (Camden) 6 At mysso-
mere, the Duke of Clarence passede the see to Caleis.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. i53His wyfe. .after aboute
Midsomer, ended her life there. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. fJ-

r
t

iv. i. 102 Gorgeous as the Sunne at Mid-summer. i6z$
N. CARPENTER Geog: Del. r. x. (1635) 223 Their longest day
at Midsummer is 24 houres. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week iv. 27
At Eve last Midsummer no Sleep I sought. 1840 J. BUEL
Farmer s Cotnp. 44 The crops may then mature before they
are injured by the intense heats of our mid-summers.
fig, 6-1450 Godstffw Reg. 18 Bryng us mydsomer of

heuenly blys, I pray ^ow, martyrs both, Paule and lohn.

jb. Phr. To have but a mile to midsummer .

to be somewhat mad. ^Cf. midsummer madness. )

c 1465 Eng* Chron. (Camden 1856) 92 Tho bestys that thys
wioughte to mydsomer have but a myle.

2. = Midsummer day, June 24th.
SS** PALSGR. 245/1 Mydsomer, la sainct Jehan.. 16..

Robin Hood fy Pr.Arragonx\x. in Child Ballads III. 148/2
On Midsummer next

, the damsel said/ Which is June the

twenty-four .

3. aMri6.and C0m&.
t
&$ midsummer-Ideality , fair,

-night, -pomp, -quarter, -rose, -snnbeatn, term, \-tide,
-time

; f midsummer ale, a festive gathering
held at midsummer; midsummer chafer U.S., a

beetle, Rhizotrogus solstitialis (Cent. Diet. i8yo) ;

midsummer daisy, Chrysanthemum Lettcanthe-

mum (Prior Plant-n. 1879); Midsummer Day,
the 24th of June, one of the recognized quarter-

days in England; midsummer eve, t even, the

evening before Midsummer Day ; midsummer
games, festivities held at midsummer; midsummer
growth, a second start into growth after ceasing

(Jackson Bot. Terms 1900); midsummer mad
ness, the height of madness (cf. midsummer
moon} ; midsummer men, Sedum Telephinm, a

plant used by girls on midsummer eve to divine

whether their lovers are true
; f midsummer

moon, ?the lunar month in which Midsummer
Day comes

;
sometimes alluded to as a time when

lunacy is supposed to be prevalent ; f midsummer
sights, rural dramatic performances at midsum
mer; midsummer silver, the silver-weed, Foten~
tilla anserina.

1633 MARMION Antiquary iv. (1641) I 3, And now next
&quot;Midsummer ale, I may serve for a fool. 1867 OuiDA 1

C. Castlemaine (1879) 5 The country was in its glad green
*midsummer beauty, c 1000 Sax, Lccchd. I. go Wi& lifre

sar ^enim on &quot;nudde sumeres da;^ l&amp;gt;a ylcan wyrte. 1297
R. GLOUC. i Rolls) 10266 Alle be bissope.s. .pat ar missomer
day in to this londe come. 1359 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 07
On mesomur day. c 1425 St. Alary oj Oignics \\. x. 111

Angiia VIII. 177/45 * ro
\&amp;gt;

c annuncyacyone of cure lady
vnto myssomer-tlaye. 1556 Chron. Gr. J rtars (Camden i 29
The mydsomer day followynge was his sonne crownyd Henry
the viij

b at Westmyster. 1710 AUUISON Tatler No. 221

P2 Upon Midsummer-Day last, as he was walking with me
in the Fields. 1426-7 Ree. St. Alary at Hill 66 On *myd-
somer eve a dawber and his man...\iiij d. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Bk. II. 128 On Midsummer eve, when it is well

known all kinds of ghosts, goblins, and fairies, become
visible and walk abroad. 1904 Kdin. Rev. Jan. 53 The
elderbush is cut on Midsummer Eve. 1353 Wynnere &amp;lt;y

Wastonre 166 in Parl. Three Ages (Roxb. Club) 95 One
*Missomer euen. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 16 On
mydsomer evyn [1433] the duke with hys wyfle came to

London, c 1366 Scogirfs Jesls (Hazl.) 145 On a time about
*Midsummer faire, he.. went to liarnwell. 1577 B. UOOGE
fferesbach s Hnsb. i. 6 b, The Fathers .. busied them
selues rather with Pageantes and *Midsommer games, then
with the Vineyard. 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel. N. in. iv. 61 Why
this is verie &quot;Midsommer madnesse. 1753 Connoisseur
No. 56 F 5, I likewise stuck up two *MUlsummer Men,
one for myself, and one for him. Now if his had died

away, we should never have come together. 1877 \V.

JONES Finger-ring 169 It was an olden superstition that
the bending of the leaves to the right or to the left of the

orpine plants, or Midsummer men, as they were called . .

would never fail to tell whether a lover was true or false.

1523 FITZHERB. ffusb. 124 Wede them clene in Myd
somer mone. 1589 JMarfrel. Epit. (1843) 14 Whether
it be midsommer Moone with him or no. 1690 DRYDEN
Amphitryon iv. i, What s this? midsummer-moon! Isallthe
world gone a-madding? a 1350 Birth Jesus 641 in Horstm.

Altengl. Leg. (1875) 93 pe schorteste ni}t bat was bo, was
*missomerni3t. 1600 SHAKS. A. \Y.L. iv. i. 102 If it had not
been for a hot Midsomer-night. 1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis\\\,

Soon will the high ^Midsummer pomps come on. 1553-4 in

Swayne Santm Chnrchw. Ace. (1896) 99 Wyllyam lobbe for

kepynge of the clocke for *mydsomer quarter xx d. c 1430
LYDG. Afin* Poems (Percy Soc.) 22 All start in chaunge like a

*mydsomer rose. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb^ 1. 16 The
husbandes. .spent their time rather in Maygamesand*Mid-
sommer Mghtes, then with tylling the ground, or plan.ting of
Vines, a

165)7
AUBREY Nat. Hist. Surrey (1718) III. 62 In

this place [Lmgfield, Surrey] the Inhabitants are very fond of

Ghirlands, or Garlands, made of *Midsummer Silver, a little

Herb, \v.hich continues all the Year of a bright Ash Colour,
and have crowded the Church and their own Houses with
them. 1809 MANNING & BKAY Hist, Surrey II. 340 No
such custom now prevails (1808), nor do old people remember
it. The Midsummer Silver is common here. 1859 GEO.
ELIOT A. Bede xii, Warmed by the *midsummer sunbeams.
1538 Lit, Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1905) VI. 430 Item, Charles
Geddes, in compleit payment of xl merkis for his fe of the

*mydsomer terme last bipast. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 224 Fro *Midsomertide to be Apostle S. Thomas.
375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 823 Gif at *Mydsummer tyme ane

;eir To cum, it war nocht with bata[i]ll Reskewit, than
[etc.]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 45 The riuer Nouanus at

euery midsummertime swelles and runs ouer the bankes.

Midsummerish (mi-ds&manf), a.

Having the characteristics of midsummer.
[-ISH.]

1836 MRS. GORE Mrs. Armytage I. 302 The days, long
and Midsummerish as they were, passed away.

Midsummery (mi ds2?mori ,a. [f. MIDSUMMER
+ -Y.] Of or pertaining to midsummer.
1866 MOTLEY Corr, (1889) II. 217 The weather has been

mid-summery. 1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 108 A species
of golden-rod with a midsummery smell.

tUid-terra*neanf
a. Obs. = MEDITERRANEAN.

1598 SVLVESTER Du Bartas 11. ii. in. Colonies 86 North-
ward with narrow Mid-terranean Sea, Which from rich

Europe parts poor Africa.

t Midtholing. Qhs. [f. MID prep. + THOLE
v, + -ING l.l Compassion.
1340 Ayenb. 157 Ich ssel habbe pite* and mid bolyinge.

Midtime (mi-d,t3im). [f. MID a. + TIME.] The
time in the middle (of the day, etc.)-
1571 GOLDING Calz&amp;gt;in on Ps. Iv. 17 The midtyme was

appoynted for theire Sacrifices. 1619 DRAYTON Bar* \Vais

vr. Ixxiii, It being then the mid time of the Night. i65o.$c.
Metr. Ps. cii. 24 take me not away In mid-lime of my
dayes.

Midulert, variant of MIDDLK EKD Obs.

Midwald,-wall,var.fT. (in Diets.) of MODWALT,.

Midwall(mi-dwl). Arch.
[f.

MID a. + WALL.]
Used attrib. in midwall shaft, a shaft or baluster,

placed in the middle of the thickness of the wall,
in an early type of English belfry window?.
1880 FKKKMAN in Macnt. Mag. No. 246. 453, I doubt

whether a midwall shaft is to be found between the Avon
and Ex moor. 18930. HODGES mReliqttary\w\. 17 The mid-
wall shafts, which are slightly barrel-shaped, are ten inches
in diameter.

Mi dward, a.
y sb., adv. and prep. Forms : i

middeweard (as sb. ^uearde^ -wserd, -ward,
-weard

,
2 middewarffe, 4 mydwarde, //.

myddwardis, 4-5 Si. mydwart, 4-6 midwnrde,
5 //. midwardis, 5-6 mydward, 4- midward.

[OE. middeiveard-. see MID a. + -WAKD. Cf. MDu.
midd&watrt. (The 1 2th c. form middew&rSe may
be a misreading for middewardre dat. fcm.)]
A. adj.

fl. In partitive concord : The middle of. Obs.

After OK. only preceded by in \ the definite article, when
used, was placed between the adj. and sb. In iuithvard as
thus used has the appearance of being a prepositional phrase
governing the sb. : cf. AMIDWAHD, EMIDWARD,
c 893 K. /ELFKKD Oros. \\. vi. i /t^fter

^ajin Eufrate ba

ea, seo is maest eallra ferscra wxtera, & is irnende I uih
middewearde Babylonia bur?;. 1175 Lamb, Hem. 43 Seo&amp;lt;5-

(&amp;gt;;tn
he him sceawede and stude innc middc-war5e helle.

a i3cx) Cursor̂ M. 655 Bot yhon trc tuin hoti nawight to, pat
siandes in midward paradis. ^^1325 K. Ilsrn 590 (Laud
MS. 1

,
Ich sal do pruesce, For be lef wyt schelde, In male-

ward be felde. 1340 HAMPOLE /V. Consc. 6319 AU a litul

spark of fire
, says he, In mydward be inykel se, Right swa

alle a mans wykkednes Un-lo be mercy of God es \

2. Occupying the middle. Obs, exc. arch,
a 1300 Cursor UT. 9921 (Colt.) pe midward heu es

|&amp;gt;at

i mene. c 1375 Hid. 764 ( Fairf.) Of al be trees fwe etc] Dot
of ane, be imdwarde tree ys vs oiit-tanc-. 1876 MOHKIS
Sigurd (1877) 2 The midward time and the fading, and the
last of the latter days.

fB. sb. The middle, the middle part. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. xxi. 15 (Lamb.) On middeweardan innobes

mines in medioi cntris met 1303 K. BRUNNE Hamil. .Sj nnt!

9664 God ys shapper of alle byng, He \vote be mydwarde,
and be endyng. 1375 BARUOUK Bruce in. 682 Ane ile. .may
weill ill mydwart be IJetwuix Kyntyr and Irlaml. c 1400
Beryn 2759 In mydward of this gardyn slant a feire tre.

c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xl. 550 Hut as In tht Midwardis,
vndirstonde ^ou here, that whanne he Cam to his Middy!
Age, he wax A man bothe sad and Sage, t- 1470 HKNKY
Wallace vi. 503 Als mony syne in the mydwart put lit-.

1505 in .!/(//;. Hen, K// (Rolls) 231 The fashion of her nu-.u

is a little rising in the midward. c 1550 R. KIKSIMX
I&amp;gt;aytc

Fortune Bjb, Yf thou were in Terns in midwarde of the

sande.

f C. adv. In the middle. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 920 Off kyn he was, and Wallace

motlyr ner, Off Craufurd syd that mydward had to ster.

T). prep. In the middle of. Obs. exc. arch.
a 1300 Cursor M, 1032 Midward bat land a wel springes.

1817 SCOTT Harold v. ii, Midward their path, a rock of

granite grey From the adjoining cliff had made descent.

Mid-water, [f. MID a. + WATER j/;.] The
middle portion of the water vertically, near neither

to the bottom nor the surface.

1653 WALTON Angler xii. 183 Letting him [a minnow]
swim up and down about mid-water, or a little lower. 1816
KIKBY & SP. Entomol. xxii. (1818) II. 295 Some move m
midwater, either by the same motion of the legs as they
use in walking, or by strokes, as in swimming. 1905
HOLMAN HUNT Pre-Raph. I. 69 Red-spotted trout poised
in mid-water.
attrib. i86ft Daily Tel, 5 June 5/1- It is the same with

herrings, cod, ling, and all the mid-water fish.

t Mid waters, adv. Obs. f
f. Mn&amp;gt; a. + WATEB,

with advb. J.] In the middle of the waters.
a 1800 Coble o Cargill vi. m Child Ballads IV. 35gi?efore

that he was mid-waters, The weary coble began to fill.

Midway (mi dwei, midw&amp;lt;?i*),
sb.

t a., adv. and

prep, [f.
MID a. + WAY. Cf. MDu. middewech ;

also Da. midtvei.] A. sb*

fL The middle of the way or distance. Obs.

1:897 K- ALFRED Gregory s Past C. H. 399 Donne bi5 5set

swa swa Segor stod on midweje betweox 5a.-m muntum &
5a;m merscum Se Sodoma on wa;s. la 1400 Morte Arth.
2682 Sir Wychere, Sir Walchere, theis weise mene of armes,
. .Mett himin the mydwaye. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) iv. 31
Fro Calabre or fro Cecyle to Akoun, be See, is 1300 Myles
of Lombardye. And the Ile of Crete is right in the myd
weye. 1586 T. B. La Primand.Fr. Acad. I. 68Thestudie
of letters is. .so long and uneasie a journey, that they which
thinke to finish it, oftentimes staie in the midwaie. 1677
W. HUBBARD Narrative (1865) I. 36 Newhaven. .seated

near the Midway betwixt Hudsons River and that of Con
necticut. 1770 KING in Phil. Trans. LXI. 256 She men
tioned a very steep shelf, or descent, in the midway.

f2. A medium ; a middle course. Now rare,

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado \\. \. 8 Hee were an excellent man
that were made iust in the mid-way betweene him and
Benedicke. 1606 Ant.fyCl. m. iv. 19 No midway Twixt
these extreames at all. a 1636 BP. HALL Rent. Wks. (1660)

168 Our sorrow must walk in a mid-way betwixt neglect and
excess. 1677 Govt. Venice 56 The Senat having chosen the

midway, which in great dangers, and doubtful, is always
the worst. 1847 EMERSON Poems (1857) 39 Nor mount, nor

dive; all good things keep The midway ofihe eternal deep.
120- 2



MID-WEEK.

B. adj.
1. Situated in the middle of the way, occupying

the middle, rare exc. poet.
1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 6 The Crowes and Choughes,

that wing the midway ayre Shew scarce so grosse as Beetles.

I74a YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1218 In Mid-way Flight Imagination
tires. 187901:0. ELIOT Tlieo. Suchm The midway parting
of his crisp hair. 1898 G. MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 29 No
more at midway heaven.

2. fa. Medium, moderate. Obs.

1573 TVRIE Refut. Kiu.r To Rdr., Als conuenient to begyle
the simple reader, as to impesche and trauel men of gude

ingyne and midway knawlage, to cum to the vnderstandmg
of the veritie. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. vn.

43 He was of midway stature. 1675 G. R. tr. Le Grand s

Man without Passion 59, I confess that I understand not

that competent or midway knowledg by him found out.

b. Of an opinion : Mediating, rare.

1905 JAS. OUR Problem Old Test. ix. 327 The midway
theory advocated by NOldeke.

C. adv.

1. In the middle of the way or distance; half-way.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 412 A sunedei midwei bitweonen bet and

ester. 1577-87 HOLISSHED Chron. III. in6/t Lithquo,
midwaie betwixt Sterling and Edinburgh. 1608 SHAKS. Per.

v. i. 48 She . . would . . make a battrie through his defend parts,

which now are midway stopt. 1692 R. fjJ&mMKOk roMa
cxxxiii. 123 The Hare lay d himself down about Mid-way.

1794 MRS. RADCLIKFE Myst. /W//&amp;gt;iv,Thc vapoursfloated

mid-way down the mountains. 1868 Miss YONGE Cameos

(1879) I. xxvii. 225 Midway in the strait he met the French

fleet. 1896 HOWELLS Impressions &amp;lt;y Exp. 197 The band. .

playing in the afternoon midway of the long veranda.

2. fa. In a medium manner, tolerably. Obs.

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot, \. 117 Nathir sulde

ony mervel heirof, quhen na man, quha leiues bot midway
teinperat, in the tounes of Scotland, is nochl sune rich.

D. prep. In the middle of. rare.

185. MAUKY in Olmsted Journ. Cotton Kingd. (i860 1. 143
Norfolk [Virginia] is.. midway the coast. 1868 SWINBURNE
Ess. .y Stud. (1875) 374 A boat is moored, and women, .are

about to enter it : one is already midway the steps of the pier.

Mid-week, [f. MID a. + WEEK. Cf. MDu.
middeweti, MHG. mittwoche (mod.G. MitlwocK),
ON. midvika, Wednesday.] The middle of the

week. In Quaker language, a synonym for Fourth-

day or Wednesday.
1707 S. SEWALL Diary 23 July, Midweek, visited Madam

Leverett. 1898 Daily News 10 Jan. 8/7 By mid-week
there was a good attendance on Change again.

b. attrib.

1706 S. SEWALL Diary 27 Apr., He had aToothpuIl d out

..on Mid-week night. 1883 J. PARKER Apost. Life II.

35 Herein is a justification for mid-week meetings. 1898

Cycling 88 Two or more severe races on the Saturday, with

perhaps a mid-week meeting in between.

Slidwife (mrdwaif ), sb. Forms : 4 medewife,
-wyve, meedwijf, midewyve, raidwiif, myd-
wijf, -wyffe, 4-5 midwyf, 4-6 medwyf(e,
mydwife, -wyf(e, 5 raedwif(e, myddewyffe,
mydewyf, mydwif, -wyff, 5-6 midwyfe, 6 mede
wif, meyd vyf, 4- midwife, [f. either Minn, or

MID prep- (adv.) + WIFE (in the older sense of

woman ). On the former view the primary sense

would be a woman by whose means the delivery
is effected ;

on the latter view, a woman who is

with, the mother at the birth . The latter seems

the more likely, though analogies are wanting for

this mode of formation. The Sp. comadre, which

is sometimes quoted, is not to the point, as the

sense midwife is merely developed from that of

gossip , originally fellow-(god)mother . The
mod.G. beifrau, midwife s assistant, has also been

compared.
The early (but not earliest) form medewife seems to be due

j

to etymologizing association with MEED
st&amp;gt;.,

as mede- does
not otherwise occur as a ME. variant of mid-. The collo-

quial pronunciation (mi dif) is now seldom heard.]

1. A woman who assists other women in child- i

birth, a female accoucheur.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 9633 pe prest askede
l&amp;gt;e

j

mydwyffe, }yfe hyt were cristenede whan hyt hade lyffe.

a 1400 Maria Magd. 78 in Archiv Stud. nen. Spr. XCI. .

219 In alle my grete sorowe of my trauail of childe thou ]

were to me a mydwife. c 1400 Art h.
&amp;lt;y
Merl. 1001 (Kolbing),

Ful glad was
J&amp;gt;o l&amp;gt;c

medwif And tok J?eo child al so blyue.
1486 Materials Hist. Hen. VII (Rolls) II. 65 Alice Massy
..medwif to our derest wif the quene. 15* Ld. Treas.

\

Ace. Scotl. (1900) 1 1. 47 Item . . to the mede wif, xlij s. 1549
Coinpl. Scot. xv. 129 His mother vas ane meyd vyf. 1592
SHAKS. Rom.

&amp;lt;y Jut. i. iv. 54, 1 see (^ueene Mab hath beene
with you : She is the Fairies Midwife. 1615 CROOKE Body
ofMan 269 Adde hereto the skilfull hand of the heads-woman
or Midwife as we cal them. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) .

II. 104 Women, in these circumstances, are said, by the

midwives, to be all mouth and eyes. 1839 FR. A. KEMBLE
Resid. in Georgia (18631 28 A ludicrous visit this morning
from the midwife of the estate.

1 2. = MAN-MIDWIFE. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hush. III. (1586) 139 It be-
hooueth the shepehearde to be skilfull in medcening of his

cattell, and so cunning a midwife withal, as if neede require
he may helpe his Ewe. 1711 SWIFT Jml. to Stella 29 Apr.,
The Admiral is your Walker s brother the midwife. 1770
Phil. Trans. LX. 451 Mr. John Latham, Surgeon and
Midwife.

3. Jig. One who or that which helps to produce
or bring anything to birth.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. ii. 62 So Greene, thou art the mid-

428

wife ofmy woe, And BulHnbrooke my son-owes dismall heyre.

1658 OSBORN Adv. Son (1896) p. xxvii, There is another

piece of mine ready to peep abroad, but that Mr, Wood,
my Midwife, is so taken up with raiding an estate in Ireland,

as he cannot attend the press. 1700 DRYUES Pal. fy Arc.

n. 562 And Midwife Time theripen d Plot to Murder brought.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 10 June, Let. i, This midwife
of the Muses used exercise on horseback. 1883 J. T. MORSE
Jtfferson iii. (1885) 39 Jefferson, .had acted as undertaker
for the royal colonies and as midwife for the United States

of America.

t 4. An effeminate man. Obs.

1596 DRAYTON Mortimeriados T, No Apish fan-bearing

Hermophradite, Coch-carried midwyfe, weake, effeminate.

Midwife (mrdwaif), v. Now rare. Also mid-
wive. [f. MIDWIFE $b.]

1. trans. To act as midwife to.

1674 BtKWnSait/atlSlutffriv, 86 Whil st she is elsewhere

. . in a rich Abby M id-wiving an Abbess, whom her Steward
had unfortunately gotten with Child.

2. To help in bringing (a child) to the birth by
acting the part of a midwife. Also with out.

1638 BP. H. KING in Sandys Div. roans To Author 34
This Child of yours, borne without spurious blot, And Fairely
Midwivd, as it was begot. 1653 in / erney Mew, (1894) III. -

203 Madcapp saith though she sould you the mare, yett she
j

did not sell you the colt, therefore she laies her commands
on you, to midwife it out, and to tittle it upp. 1708 T.
WARD Ens. R*f- (1710) 2 So Jove himself. .Bred in his

j

Head his Daughter Pallas, Whom Vulcan Midwiv d [etc.]. !

1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. iv. s. v. Pallas^ The daughter
of Jupiter s own brain,, .and niidwived by Vulcan.

b. Jig. To help in bringing to light or into being. ,

1647 WARD Simp. Cohler (1843) 6 That he might watch
a time to midwife out some ungracious Toleration for his

own turne. 17*5 BAILEY Erastii.Colloq. 124, I have some

thing runs in my Mind, and I m with Child to have it put.. .

If it be a Dream, you shall be the Interpreters, or midwife
it into the World. 1839 LAM B Let. to H. C. Robinson 27 Feb.,

Expectation was alert on the receipt of your strange-shaped

Present,

while yet undisclosed from its fuse envelope...
^hen midwifed into daylight, the gossips were at a loss to

pronounce upon its species.

Hence Mi dwifing- vbl. s/&amp;gt;.

1382 WVCLIF Exod. i. 19 The! forsothe ban the kunnyng
of mydwyuyng [V ulg. ipsx emm obstetricandi habent

.

scientiam}. 1750 WAKBURTON in IV.
&amp;lt;y

Hurd&quot;s Lett. (1809)

47 Where was the Genius loci of the school when this I

disaster happened ! perhaps in the office of Diana when
her Temple was a burning, gone a midwifing to some
Minerva of the brain.

t Mi dwifely, a. Obs. [f. MIDWIFE sb. + -LY *.]

Of or pertaining to a midwife.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. i. (1617) 25 With other such like

midwifely precepts, which I wish euery good breeder rather
to hazard then proue the experiment.

f Mi dwifer. (See quot.)
1825 D. D. DAVIS Eletn. Midwifery 3 Julian Clement.,

was soon after appointed to the new and lucrative office of
Midwifer to the Princesses of France. 1828 M. RYAN Man. \

Midwifery p. vi, Professor Davis, of the London University, I

has proposed the term midwifer, for the word accoucheur.

Midwifery (mrdwaifri, mrdwifri, mi difri).
Also 5 medewifry, 6 midwifrey, -rie, 6-8

midwifry. [f. MIDWIFE sb. + -ERY.] The art or

practice of assisting women in childbirth; the
;

department of medical knowledge relating to this
;

obstetrics.

1483 Cath. Angl. 232/2 To be Medwyfc (MS. A. to do
Medewifry), obstetricare. 1570 LEVINS Ataiiip. 105/10
Midwifery, obstetriciutn. a 1673 CARYL in Spurgeon Treas.

,

Dav. Ps. xxix. 9 He. .shows his midwifery in helping these

savage beasts when their pains come upon them. 1799 Med.
Jrnl. II. 191 Dr. Osborn and Dr. Clarke propose to begin
their lectures on the principles and practice of midwifery.
1845 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 361

The
professors of Pathology, .. Midwifery, and Clinical Medicine, I

receive no fixed salaries. 1900 H. G. GRAHAM See. Life
Scotl. in i%tk C. xiu. ii. (1901) 481 &amp;lt;?/&amp;lt;% Midwifery was i

practised entirely by women.
fig. 1597 PHgr. Parnass. i. 35 What wisedom manic
winters hath begott Tyme s midwifrey at length shall bringe
to light, a 1707 STEPNEY To Earl ofCarlisle 61 So hasty
fruits, and too ambitious flowers, Scorning the midwifery
of ripening showers, . . spring from th unwilling earth.

b. attrib.

I79* J- JONES in Beddoes Caknfas (1793) 30 Upon the

principle of Smellie s midwifry forceps. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I.

81 The midwifery-wards in the house. 1829 GOOCH Ace.
;

Some Dis. Women 75 A general practitioner, in large mid
wifery practice. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat $ Nose

\

II. 282 The ordinary midwifery forceps.

t Mi dwifish, a. Obs. [f. MIDWIFE^. + -ISH.]

(See quot.)
&quot;755 JOHNSON,,Obstetrick, midwifish, befitting a midwife;

doing the midwife s office.

Midwinter (midwi-ntaj). [f.MiDa. + WINTER,
j

In OE. found both as compound and as two words
with inflexion of the adj. Cf. OFris. midwinter,
MDn., MLG. mid-, middewinter^ MHG. mitte-

winter (mod.G. mittwinter}^ ON. midr vetrt Sw.

midvinter.] The middle of winter ; spec, the
winter solstice, Dec. 2ist, or the period about
that time. Also formerly applied to Christmas.
(1900 O. E. Chron. an. 827 Her mona abistrode on middes

wintres masse niht. riooo Sax. Leechd. III. 164 jif seo
midwinter biS on Wednesday Jxsnne bi5 heard winter, c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 55 We auen forgult ure saules wille si5e
mid winter com hiderwardes and ouercumen it. 1*97 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 7160 He sende after is barony at midewtnter
mid him to be. ta 1400 Morte ArtA. 77 Whas neuer syche

|

noblay, in no manys tyme, Mad in mydwynter In tha weste
I

MIEN.

marchys ! 1590 GREENWOOD Ansiv. Def. Read Prayers 35
You compel men to pray against thunder and lightning at

midd winter. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg, i. 319 Nor
cease your sowing till Mid-winter ends. 1882 A. W. WARD
Dickens iii. 49 A journey across the Atlantic in midwinter
is no child s-play even at the present day.

b. attrib. and Comb. , as midwinter month t

morning, snow, etc. ; f midwinter( s) day, Christ

mas Day; f midwinter( s) eve, even, night,
Christmas eve ; f midwinter(*s) tide, Christmas

time.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135, & halechede him to kinge on
*mide-wintre-daei. c 1*05 LAY. 22905 A midewinteres dsei.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 19 Me schulde synge bre

masses
wij&amp;gt;

Gloria in excelsis a mydwynter day [orig. infesto
Na alis Domini}. 1867 FREFMAN Norm. Conq. (18771 1. iii.

71 On Midwinter-day, eight hundred years back. 1300-1400
R. Gloucester s Chron. (Rolls) App. XX. 141 In be

J&amp;gt;ridde

5ereof hiscrouningA * midewinteres cue tobedeforde he com.
c 14x0 Chron. l ilod. 4081 Gerleyne was J?at monnus nanie

y-wys pe whiche in &quot;midwintrus-^evyn to ^at chirche dude
gone. 1814 WORDSW. Excnrs. v. 804 Three dark *midwinter
months. 1896 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 203 How well the rap-
ture of that frosty midwinter morning is remembered.
c ix&amp;gt; Trin. Coll. Horn. 7 Swo abiden ure helendes tocume
bat neihlacheS nu5e fram dai to daie and bed on *mide-
wintres niht. a 1450 MVRC bestial 51 pys geanology bat ys
red yn mydwyntyr-nyght. 1877 BRYANT Sella 63 Two
slippers, white As the *midwinter snow, c 1030 Etcl. Laivs

of Cnnt Prol., On &amp;lt;5zre haljan *midewintres tide. 1330
Amis /( AmiL 1887 It was mid winter tide.

c. quasi-adj. (_/^.) cold as midwinter.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 29 Because youth and
maid Midwinter words of hope that day had said Before
the altars. 1884 TENNYSON Becket i. ii, *Tis known you are

midwinter to all women.

Mid-winterly, a. [f. MIDWINTER + -LT!.]
*= MID-WINTRY.
189* rail Mall G. 16 Apr. 4/3 The thoughts of Londoners

..will naturally turn. .to amusements more in accordance
with the mid-winterly temperature.

Mid-wintry, a. [f. MIDWINTER + -Y.] Of or

pertaining to midwinter.

1852 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857) 4 At 3 p. M. of an Aus
tralian mid-wintry but splendid day the anchor was dropped
in that snug little haven. 1900 W-Vj/w, Gaz. 27 Aug. 8/1
The stars last night were of a mid-wintry brightness.

Midwise (mi dwaiz), adv. [f. MID a. + WISE

j.] In a medium or moderate manner.

1889 J. PAYNE Alaeddin no They ceased not to live at

their sufficiency, midwise [betwixt rich and poor), without
excessive spending or squandering.

t Mi dwoman. Obs. A midwife.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5543 Bremli command he and badd

Midwimmen be o
\&amp;gt;e

self land.

Mid world, fa. = MIDDLE EARTH (obs.}.

b. An intermediate * world (in various applica
tions of the word).
c 1530 tr. Erasmus Strut. Child Jesus (1901) 8 Who is of

wider imperye than he, whiche they in heuen magnifie, they
in helle trembleat, this mydde worlde humbly worshyppeth . . ?

1853 I..YNCH Self-Iwprw. iii. 61 Poetry is seen in him ; and
the mid world of feudality and chivalry shines around in a

light soft and lustrous. 1898 It tsttu. Gaz. 3 Dec. 3/2 The
sombre desolation of the mid-world between the snows and
the pastures.

Mid-year, [f. MID a. + YEAR.]
f-1. Midsummer. Obs.

ci&SSc. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian} 446
|&amp;gt;e

chyld semyt
Jan fere mare clere pane is le sowne in myd-^ere.
2. U.S. Used attrib. in JMtd-year examinations

(also Mid-years}^ the Harvard university examina
tions held in the middle of the academic year (in

January).
1897 HOWELLS Land/. Lion s Head 216 He had reckoned

upon.. a dance after the Mid-Years. Ibid. 236 A large

party was given on the eve of the Harvard Mid-Year Ex
aminations.

Midyl, obs. form of MIDDLE $b.

Mieke, Mieknesse, obs. ff. MEEK, -NESS.

Mielch, Mielde, obs. forms of MILCH, MILDS.

Mieldew, obs. form of MILDEW,

Miele, variant of MEAL sb* Obs.

Mielmesse, obs. form of MICHAELMAS.

Miemite (msi emait). Min. [Named by
M. H. Klaproth (Miemit) in 1802, from Miemo
in Tuscany, its locality : see -ITE.] A greenish

variety of Dolomite.

1819 BRANDE Chem. 225 Magnesium. A variety found at

Miemo, in Tuscany, has been called Miemite. 1843 PORT-
LOCK Geol. 214 Miemite of a rich yellowish-green, or oil

yellow colour.

Mien (mm), sb. Only literary. Forms: 6

men(e, 6-7 meane, 6-8 mine, 7 meine, 7~8
meeii, mein, 7- mien. [Prob. orig. an aphettc
form of DEMEAN sb. ; afterwards partly assimilated

in sense and form to F. mitte, expression or aspect
of countenance, hence gen. look, appearance,
whence G. miene in the same sense,

The origin of F. mine is uncertain ; connexion with Rom.
tmnare (F. nte*tr) to lead, U impossible. A Celtic origin
has been suggested: cf, Breton min muzzle, beak, WeUh
mitt Up, Cornish /&quot;, men lip, mouth, Irish men mouth. J

The air, bearing, carriage or manner of a person,
as expressive of character or mood.
1513 DOUGLAS SEncis vin. xi. 20 Lyk as he had dyspyt and

bostandmen. Ibid.xii. Pro!. 210 To hant bawdry and onlesum
mene. 1593 J. ELIOT Fruits 167 He is an Alchymist by his

mine (F. mine]. 1596 SI-ENSKR F. Q. vi. ix. u Her rare de-
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meanure, which him seemed So farre the meane ofshepheards
to excell, As that [etc.]- 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi s Era-
mena 158 The Princesse, wno had now converted her wid-

clowly meane into fresh teares of conjugall affection. 1713
STEELE Englishman No. i. 2 It is a Jest. .to talk of

amending the Mein and Air of a Cripple. 1784 COWPKR
Tiroc. 829 See, . Fops at all corners, lady-like in mien. 1865
TROLLOPE Belton Est. v, He could assume a look and
mien th.it were almost noble. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II.

174 Gordon s downcast mien did not change.

f b. transf. Appearance (of a thing). Obs.
a 1641 SUCKLING Lett. Wks. (1646)60 Nothing, Madam, has

worse Mine than counterfeit sorrow. 1684 BURNET Th.
Earth I. i. iii. 31 Then what can have more the figure and
meen of a ruine, than Crags and Rocks, and Cliffs. 1695
WOODWARD Nat, Hist. Earth i. 18 Some. .had. . Metallick
or Mineral Matter.. insinuated into their substance, .so as

to disguise them very much, and give them a face and
mien extremely unlike to that of those Shells [etc.].

He. Expression (of the face). Obs. rare. [After
F. mine du visage, ]

1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 10,6 The mien of his face

conjoyned with the posture of his body betrayed such a

pitch of veneration and worship, as [etc.]. 1697 BENTLEY
Pkal. xiii. 51 The same word is inverted to a new sense and
notion ; which in tract of time makes as observable a change
in the air and features of a language, as Age makes in the
lines and mien of a Face. 1699 Ibid, Pref. 96 Another

happy phrase, which he [Boyle] says, I have newly minted,
is the Meen of a Face ; which as he takes it, is much the

same thing with the Behaviour of a Look or the Carriage of
a Smile. . . Meen does not signifie behaviour, even when it s

spoken of the whole Person, but the Air and Look that

results from it.

d. Phrases (chiefly Gallicisms), f With full
mien, undisguised (obs.). f To make good mien

upon, to put a good face upon (obs,\ To make (a)
mien to do or of doing (something), to pretend to

do or make a show of doing (something).
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch,, Hen. IV, xlix, That Masque

put off, she comes in w&quot;&amp;gt; full Meine. 1683 TEMPLE Mem.
Wks. 1731 I. 457 The Court there were surpriz d, ., but
made good Mien upon it, took it gently. 1711 BLACKADKR
Diary 25 July, The French made a mien to oppose us. 1851
GALLENGA Italy 253 The Austrians made mien of holding
out to the last.

tMien, v. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
MIEX sb.] rtfl.

To comport oneself (in a specified way). Cf.

DEMEAN v.1 6,

c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serm. (17*9) I. 354 MethinJcs I see him
looking upon them, and miening himself as angry with them.

Miene, obs. form of MINE sb.

Mier : see MIRE, MYER.
Mierie, -ness, obs. forms of MIBY, -NESS.

Mieu, Mieve, obs. forms of MEW, MOVE.
Miff (mif), sb. colloq. and dial. [Pern, imita

tive of an instinctive expression of disgust ; cf.

early mod.G. muff int. (also miff-muff)^ whence

///tt^sb., a manifestation of disgust (see M. Heyne
in Grimm s.v.).] A fit of peevish ill-humour; a

petty quarrel ; a huff, tiff ; esp. in phr. to get, /iave,
take a miff, f to take miff, to be in a miff.
1623 C. BUTLER Fern. Mon. v. (ed. 2) L iv, This is not to

be done, .lest some of the Bees take a miffe and goe home
again. 1726 ARBUTHNOT Let, to Siuift 8 Nov., I gave your
service to Lady Harvey. She is in a little sort of a miff
about a ballad, that was wrote on her. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones in. vi, When a little quarrel, or miff, as it is vulgarly
called, arose between them. 1821 MRS. NATHAN Langretitli
1. 136, I should take miff every time I come into your house.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan 1. 374 If she should git another
miff, we d never be able to appease her. 1844 WILLIS Lady
Jane ii. 716 Like ladies in a miff who won t explain ! 1854
DE QUINCEY War Wks. 1890 VIII. 378 We have a French
anecdote . . which ascribes one bloody war to the accident
of a little miff

1

arising between the king and his minister

upon some such trifle as [etc.]. 1894 T. HARDY Life s Little
Ironies (ed. 3) 232 Twill cause em to kick up a bit of a
miff, for certain.

Miff (mif), a. rare. [f. MIFF sb.] Out of

humour, offended (with).
The first quot. may belong to MIFF v.

1797 COLERIDGE Sann., To Simplicity, But should a friend
and I Grow cool and miff* O ! I am very sad ! i8oz W.
TAYLOR Let. to Southey 6 Feb. in Robberds Mem. I. 447
Von are right about Burnett, but being miff with him my
self, I would not plead against him in the least particular.

Miff (mif), v.
[f.

MIFF sb.]
1. intr. To take offence with or at. Also transf*

of a plant, to miff off\ to go off, fade.

1797 LADY A. BARNARD Lett. (1901) 73 We wish to have
no quarrels and no miffs. They had wished to miff with
us, but we are so civil,.. they cannot make it out. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk.^ Miff, to take offence

hastily. E miffed at it direc ly. 1895 ELLACOMUE Glouc,
Garden xviii, Another alpine which is very apt to miff off

if grown in the open border.

2. trans* To put out of humour. Chiefly in pa.
pple.

1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet let. xii, What needs she another
..? answered my Thetis, a little miffed perhaps to use the
women s phrase that I turned the conversation upon my
former partner. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt. xxx. 230

No-p , slowly drawled Rube, apparently miffed at being
thus interrupted,

Miffy (mi fi), a. colloq. and dial. Also 8 mifty.

[f. MIFF sb. + -Y.] Liable to take a miff* ; easily
offended. Also transf. of a plant.
411700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Mifty t apt to take Pet, or

be out of Humor. 1725 in New Cant. Diet. 1739 CIBBER
Apal. (1756) I. 221 She mutter d out her words in a sort of

mifty manner at my low opinion of her. 1810 BEKESFORU

Bibliosophia, etc. 119 And very lucky it was, by the way
(considering how very miffy those Ladies are said to have
been). 1835-40 HALIBURTOX Clockm. (1862) 126 Well, says
I, I ll tell you if you won t be miffy with me. iSsoGLENNY
Hand-bk. Fl. Card. 220 This [Lotus Jacobaens} is rather a

delicate, or what is called a miffy plant, being liable to

damp off in winter. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shrop.t/i. Word*
bk.

t Miffy, apt to take offence; touchy. 1894 BLACKMOKL:

Perlycross 301 The slightest change of human weather is

inevitably fatal to our very miffy plant \sc, gratitude],

Hence Mvrfiness, the condition of being miffy.
1845 FORD Hanilbk. Spain i. 84 We must never compare

the sensitiveness of the punctilious hidaigo with the vulgar
miffyness of the newly-enriched upstart.

Mig (mig). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i raicge,

migga, migge, 3 migge, 5- mig. [OE. micge
wk. fern., migga wk. masc. : prehistoric *migjon- t

on, f. *niig- wk.-grade of OTeut. *mtg- (OK.
migan, ON. miga] to make water, cogn. w. L.

mmglfre.} Urine ; or the drainings from manure.

(iooo Sa.r. Leechd. I. 354 Drince eft buccan tmcgan,
Ibid. III. 132, & his [.IT. the man s] migga byb hwit. a 1225
Ancr. R. 402 And let [sc. Greek fire] ne mei nooing bute

migge, and sond, and eisil, ase me sei5, acwenchen. r 1400
Apol. Loll. 58 pe swyn of vnclenncs drownib himself in be

mig of lecherie. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., AUg,
liquid manure ; the fluid which runs away from the midden,
or from the stall drains of a cow-house, &c.

t Migale. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. mygale t

acl.

Or. fivya\rj, f. pvs mouse + ya\ty weasel.] A shrew-
mouse or field-mouse^
1382-8 WYCLIK Lev. xi. so Thes forsothe among polutid

thingesshulen be holde. .a mygal. 1398 TRKVISA Karth. DC
P. R. xvni. Ixxv. (1495) 829 A fyrette hyghte Migale. 1609
BIBLE (DouayJ Lev. y\. 30 The migale, and the camelean.

Mige, migge, obs. forms of MIDUK.

Mighel(ljmas, Mighill : see MICHAELMAS.
MICHAEL.

Alight (inait), sb. Forms: i meaht, maht,
meeht, meht, mieht, miht, 2-3 maht(e, meht(e,
3 msDht(e, Ormin mahht(e, (3 mayht), 2-4

miht(e, 3 Ormin mihht, 3-4 mi;t;e, myht^e,
3-5 myjt(e, (3 mi3hte, 4 mit), 3-6 Se. micht,

4-6 myght(e, Sc, mycht, (4-5mygth(e, 5 myhth,
6 miht, mighte), 3- might. See also MAUGHT,
to which some of the early forms above may
belong. [OE. miht^ Anglian and Kentish ;#///,
fern. -OS. maht (Du. macht\ OIIG., MUG.
maht (mod.G. macht], Goth, mahts : OTcut.
*mahti-z f. root *mag- to be able or powerful :

see MAY z&amp;gt;.l ON. had *mdtt-r : *mahtu~z from

the same root, whence MAUCHT ; the late Olcel.

makt fem., MSw. makt (mod.Sw. makt, magf]
fern., Da. magt are from German.
Outside Teut. a corresponding formation exists in OS1.

mostl (:-pre-Slav. *moktlt\\

1. The quality of being able (to do what is

desired) ; operative power (whether great or

small). Const, inf. Obs. exc. poet.
971 Blickl. Horn. 31 ForSon..he [sc. the Devil] nainije

mehte wi6 us nafa^. c 1200 OK .UN 2956 Drihhtin me 5ife|?

witt & mihht To forbenn wel min wille. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 4853 panne vy^teb hii

a^en ys,
as mocne as is hor

mi^te. a 1300 Cnrsor M. 26271 par-til has simple preist na

might .. wit-vten biscop ordinance, c 1384 CHAUCKR H.
Fame I. 41 Yf that spirit is haue the myght To make folke to

dreine a-nyght. - 1464 Paston Lett. II. 171 Ze have no

myght, neyther power to absteyne and rewle yourself.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxvii. 13 The knychtis.
.Fell doun

as deid, afferit of his Hcht, Quhome to behald thay had no

grace nor mycht. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. HI. ii. 164 For to

be wise and loue, Exceedes mans might, that dwels with

gods aboue. 1850 TKNNYSON / Mem. cviii, What profit
lies in barren faith,.. tho with might To scale the heaven s

highest height. 1869 M. ARNOLD Urania, But our ignoble
souls lack might.

b. In various phrases ; esp. over might, beyond
one s powers; fta lay might ^

to do one s utmost.

Obs. exc. in the phrase -with all one s might, with

all one s powers; to the utmost of one s ability.

cii7S Lamb. Htmt. 39 pu scalt sahtnien &amp;gt;a Je beo5 uni-

sahte mid alle Jmie mahte. c izoo ORMIN 945 Foll^henn
itt [hiss lare] A?^ affterr jure mihhte. c 1275 Passion onr
Lord in in O. E. Misc. 40 pu [ludas] hit seyst. .and dest

al (nne mihte. cixgo S. Eng. Leg. I. 30/35 [They] duden
him harm bi al heore mi;hte. a 1300 Cursor M. 10625 It es

to t?e vte ouer might A-gain [?e stranger for to fight. Ibid.

26294 If- -bu baf oft-sith laid, might [c 1375 Fair/, done bi

mi^t] his wrangwis liuelade for to right. 1390 GOWER Conf.
III. 156 Cinichus. .A Somme which was over myht Preide of
his king Antigonus. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xv. 28 Tyll
egypp shall thou fare with all the myght thou may. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems x. 36 Be myrthfull now, at all ?our mycht.
1611 BIBLE Eccl. ix. joWhatsoeuer thy hand findeth to doe,
doe it with thy might. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 346 Th un-

wieldly Elephant To make them mirth us d all his might.

178* COWPER y. Gilpin 92 He grasped the mane with both
his hands, And eke with all his might.

c. As an attribute of impersonal agents : Power,

efficacy, virtue. Obs. exc. poet. ^ Also in particu
larized sense, a specific virtue or active property.
r 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 126 ^enim has ylcan wyrte heo of

sumre wundurlicre mihte helped. ^1175 Lamb. How. 47
For heo [sunne dei] hafS mid hire

f&amp;gt;reo
wurdliche mihte.

c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 119 Fire haueSon him bre mihtes.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8454 Lerd he, Bath o ties, and gress fele,

Quil war (?air mightes soth and lele. c 1386 CHAUCER Sgr. s

7 . 125 This mirrour..Hath swich a myght ^&amp;gt;at
men may in

it see Whan ther shal fallen any AduerMtee. c 1402 LVDG.
Compl. BI. Kttt. 87 The water was so holsome and vertuous,
Thurgh myghte of herbes growynge there beside. 1590
SPENSER / . Q. i. vii. 30 One pretious stone Of wondrous
worth, and eke of wondrous mights. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. y,
n. i. 70 An oath of mickle might. 1600 A. V. L. HI. v.

82 Dead Shepheard, now I find thy saw of might, c 1600
Son&quot;, Ivi, Appetite, Which but to-day by feeding is allay d,
To-morrow sharpen d in his former might. 1820 SHELLF.Y
Witch of Atlas 177 Liquors, .whose healthful might Could
medicine the sick soul to happy sleep. Hymn Merc. Ixv,
I swear by these mo^t gloriously-wrought portals (It is, you
will allow, an oath of might). 1832 TKNSYSON Eleanore vii,

In thee all passion becomes passionless, . .Losing his fire and
active might.

fd. pi. Active powers (of the heart, soul, brain,

etc.). Thefivefold mights : the five senses. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 f&amp;gt;e

aide deouel blou on adam and
on eue. .swa pet heore fil-falde mihte horn wes al binumen.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 And burh bes fifealde guiles
forleas

J&amp;gt;e
fififeald mihten

^&amp;gt;e god him }ef. c 1340 HAMPOI.K
Psalter xii. 6 When all j?e myght is of my hert ere raised in

till^esoun ofheuen. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 3 Si^fx: btj

my^ten. .ocupie al be myjtis bobe of soule & body be
f&amp;gt;at

clene religioun. Ibid. 217 I i
J&amp;gt;is glotonye. .bei. .lesen. .

myjjttis of be soule, as vnderstondynge, mynde & reson.

a 1400 HYLTON Cicala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) n. iv, Tiienne
shall the soule reccyue the hole and the full fclynge of god
in all myghtesof it. 14.. Stock/i. Med. MS. n. 64 in Anglia
XVIII. 309 It comfortyth ^e stomak & mythys degestyf.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 191 Adam loued god wyth all

the inyghtL-s of hys harte. 1460-70 Bk, Quintessence 17 If

it..a-sende vp to (?e heed, it troublij&amp;gt; alle be rnygtis of
J&amp;gt;e

brayn.

t 2. Bodily strength fcreat or small). Obs.
(iooo Sax.Lttchd. II. 254 ^if

heeto obbe meht ne wyrne
hut htm b!od. a 1250 O~vl

/&amp;lt;$ Xight. 1670,^ wiltu, wrccche, wij&amp;gt;

me vyhte? Na, nay, nauestu none Mihte. a 1300 Cursor Jf,

7090 He [Samson] had tuenti mens might. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur vi. xiii. 203 Now by my fey the.. I wylle preue sir

kayes myghte. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ii. 17 He is ane

mastyf, mekle of mycht. 1587 MASCALI. OVr/. Cattle, Horses

(1627) 102 Whereas a horse is weak in couering, so much
weaker shnl the colt be in growing & might. 1601 SHAKS.

Jul. C. n. iv. 8, I haue a mans minde, but a womans might.
1611 BIKLK Jcr. Ii. 30 Their might hath failed, they became
as women.
3. Great or transcendent power or strength ;

mightiness. Now somewhat. rhetorical.

a. As an attribute of God.
971 Blickl, Hotn, 31 Forbon his miht biS a ece, his rice

ne biS xewemmed. 1175 Lamb. Hont. 59 In eorSe in

heuene in his mahte. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 23
And puir anis did pryse thair Maker of mycht. *6$o Scotch
I salws xcni. iv, The Lord that is on high is more of

might by far Than noise of many waters is. 1781 COWI-ER
Conversat. 473 Fruits of his love and wonders of his might.

b. Of persons or living beings, nations, etc.,

with reference to bodily or mental power, com
manding influence, military resources, extent of

dominion, etc.

(1900 tr. Bxda?s Hist. \\.
vjii. [ix.J (1890) 120 geweox

meaht eorSlices rices [of Eadwinc]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

,47 pes were as ^re kinges & men of muchel mi^te. 1390
JOWEK Conf. III. 4 Ther mai nothing his [love s] miht
withstonde. a 1400 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1903) 262 Loue,
Jjou art of mikel mit. t 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvii. 126

He es a grete lord of my31 and of landes. c 1460 FORTESCUE
Abs.

&amp;lt;5

Lim. Mon. ix. (1885) 129 We haue sene a subgett
off the firench kynges in such myght, J&amp;gt;at

he hath gyven
bataill to the same kyng, and putt hym to flight, c 1475
Ranf Coilyar 182 The gentill King, Charlis of micht.

150020 DfNBAR Poems Ixxxviii. 7 Of merchauntis full of

substaunce and myght. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
IV&amp;gt;

iv. v. 130
England, shall giue him Office, Honor, Might. 1667 MIL
TON P. L. iv. 986 On th other side Satan allarm d Collect

ing all his might dilated stood. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
in. 363 When he [sc, a bull] stands collected in his might.
1818 SHELLEY Engan. Hills 196 As divinest Shakespeare s

might Fills Avon and the world with light. 1857 GLADSTONK
Sp. 3 Mar., That metamorphosed consul is forsooth to be
at liberty to direct the whole might of England. 1891 T.
ROOSEVELT Hist. Towns^New York i. 2 (Funk), Spain ..was
a power whose might was waning.

f c. //. in the same sense. Also, acts of power;
mighty works. Obs.
a 1000 Catdmorfs Hymn 2 (Gr.) Nu scylun her^an hefaen-

ricaes uard, metudaes maect! end his mod^idanc. 1300
St. Margarete^ 169 Also yneleoue hit nojt bt his ml^tes were
so stronge Eni so holi creatoure in his wombe afonge. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce in. 366 God help him, that all mychtis may !

c 1460 Toioneley Myst. xii. 485 He that all myghtys may the
makere of heuen. a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. x, For he es-

chapit, throw michts of Mary.
d. Of things or impersonal agencies. (Cf. I c.)

c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;y

Ex. 584 Fowerti dais and fowerti 11131, So
wex water mi5 ma^ti mi^t. a 1300 Cursor M. 22679 Quen
all be stanes . . Sal smitt togedir wit sli maght Als thoner dos.

1728 POPE Dune. \\. 318 Whirlpools and storms.. With all

the might of gravitation blest. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell
iv. xix, He proudly thought that his gold s might Had set

those spirits burning. 1831 WOKDSW. Depart. Sir W. Scott

8 The might Of the whole world s good wishes with him

goes. 1833 TENNYSON Fatima i, O Love, Love, Love ! O
withering might !

4. Superiority of strength or power as used to

enforce one s will. Chiefly in contrast with right.

Also t by might : by wrongful force or violence.

a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 254 For miht is right, the lond

is laweles. 1381 in Knighton Chron. (Rolls) II. 139 Lat my;t
helperyat, and skyl go before wille and ry?t before rny;t,than

fsth
oure mylne aryght. 1559 Mtrr. Mag.* Dk. York iv,

o kepe by murder that they get by might. 1573 G. HARVEY
Letter-bk. (Camden) 3 Mibt bad alreddi overcumd riht.
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MIGHT.

15,96 SPKSSER F. Q. iv. ix. 6 He her unwares atlacht, and

captive held by might. 1657 LD. SAY & SEALE in Eng.
Hist. Rev, (1895) X. 107 With them [your lawers) thearfore

whear thear is might thear is right, it is dominion if it

succeed, but rebellion if it miscarry. 1881 JOWETT Thncyd.
I. 192 They went to war, preferring might to right.

5. In senses 1-3 formerly often strengthened by
being coupled with the synonymous main. Now
rare exc. in phr. with (all ones] might and main

y

which is now only a more emphatic substitute for

with all one s might (see i b). Also as advb.

phrase, might and main \ strenuously, vigorously.
1:950 Lindsf. Gosp. Luke iv. 36 p^t is Sis word&amp;gt;aette in

niuhte & mEE^ne [/ potestate et uirtute} zehateS gastuin
unclamum & xeongas. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 218 pes were
in bi^se bataile of mest mi?t & inayn. a 1300 Cursor At.

17028 For sin ^at suet iesus had sua mikel might and main.

^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 56 Toward Wircestre he
com with myght & mayn. c 1400 Melayne 282 Fyfty
Lordis af gret Empryce, . . Hase loste bothe Mayne &
myghte. 15*1 World ty Child 195 (Manly) To serue hym
true!y..\Vith mayne and all my myght. Ibid. 243, I haue

myght and mayne ouer countrees fare. 1577 VAUTROUILLIER
Lnthcr on Ep. Gal. 80 The Deuill set vppon him with

all might and maine. 1650 HOWKLL Girafli s Rm. Naples
i. (1664* 48 The Card. Archb. of Naples with all his might
and main, .did not spare pains. 1787 MME. D ARBLAV Diary
4 June, The hair-dresser, .went to work first, and I second,
with all our might and main. 1804 NELSON Lett. (1814) II.

7 They call out, might and main, for our protection. 1860
EMEKSOS Cond. Life iii. (1861) 56 The manly part is to do
with might and main what you can do. 1873 BLACK Pr.
TJtitle xiv, Two or three idlers.. were staring with might
and main in at the door of the shop. 1888 BRYCE .^w/cr.

Commw. III. Ixx.xiv. 121 Men.. who did not regard even
the goJs, but trusted to their own might and main.

f 6. As rendering of L. virtus, a. A virtue. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 105 Nu beo5 .viii. heafod mihtan be

ma^en ouercumen alle has sunnan. cizoo Vices
&amp;lt;fr

Virtues

25 An hali mihte is icleped_/iWt .r recta, c 1230 Halt Meid.

14 [MelShad is] mihte ouer alle niihtes.

t b, //. The fifth of the nine orders of angels
of the celestial hierarchy according to the arrange
ment of Dionysius the Areopagite. Cf. VIRTUE.

Also^t . heavenly powers, angels. Obs.
c 1000 ./ELI- RIC //&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/.!. 342Uirtutes[sind ^ecwedene] mihta,

Surh da wyrc5 God fela wundra. c 1440 1 ofk Myst. \. 33 Of
all be mightes I haue made moste nexte after me, I make be

[Lucifer] als master and merour of my mighte. 1535 COVER-
DALE Eph. i. 21 And set him.. aboue all rule, power, and
mi_;hie, and dominacion. 1652 Bp. HALL Invis. Worldi.
vii. (1847) 83 The presumption of those men, who.. have
taken upon them to marshal these Angelical spirits... In the
second [Hierarchy] of universal regency; finding.. Mights,
to be the Generals of the heavenly Militia In the third

of special government, placing. .Powers, forty times more
than Principalities: Mights, fifty more than Powers.

t Might, a. Obs. rare. Forms : 3 mi3t, 5
myght. [? f. MIGHT sb.\ cf. ALMIGHT a. (OK. had
meaht adj. : prehistoric *mahto-

t
a ppl. formation

from the same root.)] = MIGHTY.
[a 1000 Phcenix 377 (Gr.) Forjeaf him se meahta mon-

cynnes fruma.] c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3038 And knowen sal ben
In euerilc lond min tni^te name, c 1460 Play Sacram. 85
For of a merchants most myght therof my tale ys told. Ibid.

182 Mace, mastyk that myght ys.

Might, pa. t. of MAY z/.i

t Mi ghtand, a. Obs. [f.
MIGHTY sb. with pr.

pple. ending.] Mighty. Also absot.
t
a mighty man.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxiii. 8 Laverd strang And mightand
in fight. Ibid. Ixxxviii. 20, I sete helpe unto mightand.
Ibid. Ixxxix. 10 And if in mightandes [v.r. weldinges] four-

skore yhere And mare, of bam swinke and sorw here.

Mi glit-be. [Cf. MAY-BE, MIGHT-HAVE-BEEN.]
What might be

;
an unlikely possibility.

1633 AMES Agst. Cerem. n. 306 [He] bringeth meer con
ceits and might bees for proving Arguments. 1871 GEO.
ELIOT Middlem. xii, Better than any fancied might-be such
as she was in the habtt of opposing to the actual. 1891
LECKY Poems 99 He sought not far The might-be in the

things that are.

tMi ghted, a. Obs. rare-*, [f.
MIGHT sb.+

-ED-.] Having might, (lucorcib.cteanest-migkted.}

1470 85 MALORY Arthur x. Iviii. 512 He was the clenest

my3ted man and the best wynded of his age, that was on lyue.

Mightfal(mai-tful),a. anh. [f.
MIGHT sb.+

-FUL ; cf. G. machtvoll.]
1. Mighty, powerful ; f efficacious.
c 1*50 Gen. $ Ex. 100 He Se h made is mi^tful and wis.

1340 Ayenb. 237 pe sacrement bet is y-mad. .be be hand of
be kueade ministre ne is na^t . . lesse mi^tuol uor to hal;y
ham. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 47, I bequeth my soule into
the mercy off mythfull Ihesu. 1535 STEWART Crow. Scot.
II. 396 The michtfull maker of the sone and mone. 1586
KERNE Blaz. Gentrie i. 55 Musicke. .is so mightfull, that it

preuayleth in the taming of beastes. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
iv. iv. 5 The mightfull Gods. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint $
Enid 95 Far liefer had I . .watch his mightful hand striking
great blows At caitiffs. 1876 BLACK IE Songs Relig.fy Life 58
Not with blastsof mightful preaching. 1891 Blackw. Mag.
CL. 837 Mightful arms and thoughtful brains.

fb. absol. Also sb.
t
a* mightful man. Obs. rare.

c 1150 Gen.
&amp;lt;$

Ex. 3755 And two mi$iful he hauen taken, . .

On dathan an oSer Abiron. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr.

Thornton MS. (1889) 53 We rede in a buke of Danyele pat
a myghtfull was bat [etc.],

2. Of actions: Proceeding from arbitrary power.
1895 Tablet 25 May 804 These mightful assaults by the

Slate on the Church.

Hence Mi ghtfnlly adv., Mi ghtfulness.
f 1325 Mctr. Horn. 14 He herid hel als mihti thain, And

broht lhaim al that war his, Mihiiullik in till hisblis. 1340

430

HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 754 If in myghtfulnes four scor yhere
|

falle, Mare es bair swynk and sorow with-alle. c 1440 Gtstti

Rom. Ixi. 256 (Harl. MS.) As he lustid with a some of the

knyjtes, he caste him downe of his horse myjttefully. 1567
&quot;

3.T.S.) 108 Hesallsaifthe mychtfullie.b- 10 .

Might-have-been. [Cf. MAY-BE, MIGHT-

BE.] That which might have been; something
which might have happened ; a person who might
have been greater or more eminent.

1848 CLOUGH Bothie in. 158 He to the great might-have-
been upsoaring, sublime and ideal. 1886 KIPLING Departm.
Ditties (1888) 19 Boanerges Blitzen, servant of the Queen,
Is a dismal failure is a Might-have-been .

tMrgh.th.ead. Obs. [f.
MIGHT sb. + -hed,

-HEAD; but cf. MIGHTSOME v.] Mightiness.
(i 1300 E. E. Psalter cxliv. 7 Minde of mighthed of bi

softnesse [Vulg. Memoriam abundantix sitavitatis tuae\.

tMi ghtiful, a. Obs. [f. MIGHTY + -FUL.]
= MIGHTFUL.
511300-1400 Cursor M. 15161 (Gott.) pat suete mightiful

king was comen. 1421 SIR H. LUTTKELL in Ellis prig. Lett.

Ser. ii. I. 84 Wei excellent, and inyghtyfull Prince, 1548
UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke vii. 14 Onlesse lesusvouchesalue
with his mightifull hande to louche the biere.

t Mi ghtihead. Obs rare*. In4my}tihed.
[f.

MIGHTY a. + -HEAD.] Power.

1382 WVCLIF Ecclus. x. ii Of eche my;tihed [Vulg.

potentatus , 1388 power] short lif.

Mightily (mai-tili), adv. Forms : see MIGHTY
a. and -LY *\ also 4 raythylyke, 5 mythyle, 7

mitily. [f.
MIGHTY a. + -LY 2

.]

1. In a mighty manner, with great power or

strength; with powerful effect; false, with great
effort, vigorously, vehemently.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 4 }&amp;gt;Et hehstegod, 3aet

hit call swa mihti^ltce macad. 1300 Cursor M. 23551 Sua
mightili bair [sc. the saints ] might to fill. 13.. Gaiv. $ Gr.
Knt. 2290 He myntoz at hym ma^tyly, c 1374 CHAUCER
TroyIns v. 262 Another tyme he sholde mightily Conforie

him-self, and seyn it was folye. 14.. Stockh. Med. AfS. u.

46 in Anglia XVIII. 308 pat purgyth be neris mythylyke.
c 1420 Palloii. on Hush. XL 471 Moue it [the wynej myghtily
[L. vehementer\ With reed al grcne. 1490 CAXTON Eneytios
xxvii. 95 Eneas made the mariners to rowe myghtyli. 1596
SHAKS. Tani. Shr. \. ii. 279 Do as aduersaries do in law,
Striue mightily, but eate and drinke as friends. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol, v. xxii. 4 The power of the word ofGod., worketh

mightily.. to their conversion. 1611 BIBLE Jonah iii. 8 Let
man and beast.. cry mightily vnto God. 1680 SIR C. LVT-
TF.LTON in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 1.237 My L1* Essex mitily

opposes this. 1746-7 HKIVBY JfMVA # Contentpl. (1818) 67
Ye.. cry mightily to the Father of your spirits for faith in

his dear Son.

t2. So as to be strong or powerful. Obs.

1414 BKAMITON Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc) 29 My bonys were

stronge, and myghtyly made, c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. \.

399 But se that hit be tymbred myghtyly. 1464 Faston Lett.
II. 160 Arme yowr selve as myghtyly as ye kan ageyn yowr
enmyes.
3. In a great degree, to a great extent; greatly,

very much. Now somewhat rare; very common
in 1 7- 1 8th c.

1503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I7/, in. ii. 74 Therein thou wrong st thy
Children mightily. 1631 LITHGOW Tray. \\. 74 [Athens] was
after mightily inlarged by Theseus. 1667 PEPYS Diary
6 Feb., I sat mightily behind, and could see but little. 1711
STEELE-S&quot;/tftV. No. 145 P 2 A Gentleman., who deals mightily
in Antique Scandal. 1756-82 J. WARTON Ess. Pope (ed. 4)

II. xii. 278, I should be mightily obliged to you if you could

get me a copy of his verses. 1760 GRAY Corr. (1843) 204 A
carpet mightily finished. 1838 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 13
It amused us mightily. 1886 RUSK IN Prxterita I. 421, I

wonder mightily now what sort of a creature I should have
turned out.

Mightiness (mai-tines). [f. MIGHTY + -NESS.]
The state or condition of being mighty.
13.. S. Augustin 1273 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)83

pi mihtinesse we worschupeb, lord, Bobe in dede and in

word, c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. Anier. (Arb.) Introd. 30/2 Pope
lohn whose myghtynes & rychedome amounteth aboue all

prynces of the world. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
274 b, Yf he so do, the myghtynesse of the newe wyne wyll
breke the vessel 1. 1534 MOKE Coin/, agst. Trib. in. xxvii.

( I 553) V viij.Toshewe y* mightinesof theyr malice, a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia III. (1390)318 b, A cunning mastiffe, who
knowes the . . strength of the Bui, fights low . . answering
mightines with nimblenes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, Prol.

30 Thinke you see them Great. . : Then, in a moment, see
How soone this Mightinesse meets Misery. 1725 POPE
Postscr. to Odyss. (1840) 390 Language, which.. rattles like

some mightiness of meaning in the most indifferent subjects.
1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool o/Qual. (1809) III. 37 The weak
would have the mightiness of the law for their support.
1801 WORDSW. Sonn.) Inland^ within a hollow vale, I stood ,

What power is there ! What mightiness for evil and for

good ! 1838-42 ARNOLD Hist. Rome III. xliv. 146 The
mightiness of her energy.

fb. As a title of dignity Your mightiness.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. IL iii. 126 This Minion.. braues your

Mightinesse. c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon xvi, In royahzing
Henry s Albion With presence of your princely mightiness.
1622 FLETCHER & MASS. Prophetess HI. i, Does your Mighti-
nesse. .yet understand our faces ?

c. High Mightiness (also f High and Mighti
ness] : a title of dignity ; esp. in pi.

= Du.

koogmogendheden, the title of the members of the

States-General of the United Provinces of the Ne
therlands. Now only Hist. Also as an ironical title.

1668 TEMPLE Let. to De Witt Wks. 1731 II. 88 His
Majesty and their High and Mightinesses have begun, .this

glorious .. Design of a general Peace. 1700 T. BKOWN

MIGHTY.
Arnusem. Ser. fy Com. iv. (1709) 43 Now for that Majestical
Man and Woman there, stand off, there is no coming within
a Hundred Yards of their High Mightine&amp;gt;ses, they have
revolted like the Dutch. 1707 Lonti. GHZ. No. 4389/2
Monsieur Lintelo, Envoy Extraordinary of the States

General, delivered the King a Letter from their High
Mightinesses. 1733 BUDGELL Bee I. 71 A Letter directed to

the States General, in which their High and Mightinesses
are reproached. 1791 M. CUTLER in Lift, etc. (1888) I. 486
However important their High Mightinesses of Congress
may appear abroad. 1825 K. P. WARD Tremaine II. vii. 68

To lay my whip across his high mightyness s shoulders.

1883 BLACK Shandon Bells xxx, Being particular about good
dinners.. is beneath their high mightinesses notice.

t Mi gh.ting. Obs. rare. Power.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixiv. 7 Gird with mightinge [Vulg.

accinctus potential Ibid. cv. 2 Wha sal speke o lauerd

mightinges [Vulg. potentias domini\.
&quot; Mi glltious, &amp;lt; . Obs. rare l

. In 5 myghtyus.

[f. MIGHTY a. +-ous.] Full of might or power.
c 1460 Tffwneley Myst. xvi. 220 Of bedlem a gracyus lord

shall spray, That of lury myghtyus kyng shalbe ay.

Mightle8S(mai tles),o. Nowart*. [f.MiGHTrf.
-r -LESS.] Without might ; impotent ; powerless.
0.1&quot;]$

Lamb. Horn, in He. .biSswa mihtleson his modes
streche bet [etc.], c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 280 Priue

pride in pes es nettille in herbere, J?e rose is myghties, |&amp;gt;e

nettille spredis ouer fer. c 1450 MYRC Ffstial 55 pys vny-
corn . . layth hys hed yn hur barme, myghties without

strengthe : and soo ys taken. 1553 BECON RcliqnesofRoitie
(1563) 172 b, Olde people yl bene myghtlesse, weake, and

impotente. a 1584 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie tfSlaeTp^ Baith

sichtles, and michtles, I grew alniaist at aims. 1887 MORKIS

Odyss. x. 521 Utter thou thy praying to the mightless heads
of the dead. 1888 Ibid. xvin. 130 There is nought more

mightless than man of all that Earth doth breed.

b. Const, inf.

1340^70 Alex, ff Dind. 74 pat may not be graunted Of me,

l&amp;gt;at mi^hteles am my silf so to kepe. a 1450 MVRC Festial

82 Old men passed age and myghties to fast. 1598 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas u. ii. ll. Babylon 125 Might-lesse our selves to

succour, or advise.

t Mi ghtly, adv. Obs. In i meahte-, mihte-,
mihtlice ;

for later forms see MIGHT sb. and -LY 2
.

[OE. mihlelice, app. a var. of mihtigllce MIGHTILY;
for the form cf. crsefldice, h^felice, grxdelice,

e]&amp;gt;ylJdice^\
MIGHTILY in various senses.

a 900 tr. Bxdas Hist. v. xix. [xxi.) (1890) 468 Mid bam he

3y mihtlicor wiSscufan mihte. c 1000 ALFBIC Horn. I. 108

Sae oncneow 3a Cristofer hyre y&a mihtelice eode. a 1300
Cursor M. 17267 pou spede me, lauerd ! for-to spell Hu
mighteli bou harud hell. 1390 GOWER Cotif. 111.92 This
soubtil water myhtely, . .The strengthe of therthe perceth
ofte. 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xv, It is \K
best hounde. .forto take alle manere of beestes and holde

myghtliche. 1420-22 LVDG. Thtbes I. in Chaitcer s Wks.

(1561) 363/2 A porche, bilte of square stones Ful mightely.

1480 CAXTON Citron. Eng. ccxxix. 241 That he myght the

my^tloker fyght and defende the reame. 1526 TINDALE
I\otn. viii. 26 The Sprete maketh intercession mightely for

us. 1583 N. LICHEKIELD tr. Castatihtda s Conq. E. Ind. 1.

i. 4 Whereby the Christian faith is so greatly increased.,

and the royall house of Portingale so mightely honoured.
1610 UIBLF. (Douay) Wisd. viii. i She reacheth therforc

from end vnto end mightely, and disposeth al thinges sw etely.

1744 Col. Rec, Pennsylv. IV. 707 Finding what friendship
subsisted between us and the Dutch, he approved it mightly.

[Mightsome, ^..Mightsomnes, which render

L. abundare, alnindantia in the Early English

Psalter, presumably originated from misreading of

early ME. *inihtsumie, -stimnis : OE. $fnyhl-
suwian, -sumnis, these being the words used in

the same passages in the Vespasian Psalter.

In some of the passages the Surtees editor prints mtlitsoni,

which is impossible in a northern text.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxix. 7, xlix. 20, Ixiv. 14, Ixxii. 12,

Ixxvfi. 38.]

Mighty (mai ti), a. and adv. Forms : i

msohtis, meahtis, mihtis, 1-2 mehtis, 2-4
rnihti, 2-3 Ormin mahhti;, 3 meehti, mahti,

majti, mi^ti, miohti, 4 mihty, myhti, -y, 4-5

majte, mi;ty, -i, myjty, -i, (4 -tty, 5 -tie),

mijeti, myhety, 3-5 mighti, 4-5 Sc. mychty,
4-6 myghty, (5 myghti, -tty, myjhty, myjthty,
mythty, mytheti, Sc. miohtie), 5-6 Sc. myohti,
6 myjghty, myghty(e, Sc. miohti, -ie, -y, -tty,

myohte, -ie, myghti, 6-7 mightie, -ye, 4-
mighty. [OE. mi/iti&

= OFris. mechlig, tiiachtig,

OS. niahtig()AUj. mechlig, MDu. machtich, Du.

tiiachtig), OHG. mahlig (MHO. mehtic, mod.G.

miichtig}, OX. m&amp;lt;itt(g-r, mfttug-r (also contracted

in inflected mdttk-), Goth, mahtcig-s : OTeut.

types*maA(igo-,
f
&amp;gt;iiah/ugo-,f. *mahti-z, *mahtu-z:

see MIGHT sb. and -Y .]

1. Possessing might or power ; powerful, potent,

strong. Now only rhetorical, connoting a tran

scendent or imposing degree of power.
a. Said of God, rulers, nations, etc.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxiv. 8 Dryhten strong & maeht
jx,

dryhten majhti* in j^efehte. g^ tr. BxMs Hist, l. xiv.

[xxv.J (1890) 56 Da wa;s on
|&amp;gt;a

tid ^iSelbyrht cyning haten

on Centtice, & mihti5. a 1175 Cott. Horn.
23;

An rice king

wes, strang and mihti. a 1240 Wohnnge in Cott. Ham. 273
Drihtin is mahti strong and kene ifihte. 1390 GOWER Con/. I.

16 Thei sein that god is myhti there, And scha! ordetne what
tie wile, c 1470 Gal. ff Ga-w. 682 Thai mighty men vpon mold
ane riale course maid. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 282 Most

mightie Duke, vouchsafe me speak a word. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xll. 124 God. -from him will raise A mightie Nation.

1697 DRVDEN I irg. Georg. iv. 809 Mighty Casar, thund ring



MIGHTY.

from afar, Seeks on Euphrates Banks the Spoils of War.

1761 GRAY Odin 83, 1 know thee now ; Mightiest of a mighty
line. 1864 TENNYSON Boadicea. 40 Fear not, isle of blowing

woodland,, -thou shalt be the mighty one yet !

eliipt. and absol. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Drihten alesde

bene wrechan of ban mehtijan. 1340 Aycnb. 103 He is be

ri5tguod,..bri3t mi?ti.

b. of persons, with reference to wealth, social

position, or influence. Formerly often predica-

tively, const, of, in.

civs Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes) 105 My spouse is

mycntyere bane bi son, & fere richere. 1486 Rec. St. Mary
at Hill 6 That the saide Freest, .be chosen and presented. .

by iiij of the worthyest & myghtyest men of the said

parissh. 1508 DUNUAR Tua Mariit Wemen 296 Syne maryit
I a marchand, myghti of gudis. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.
fy Cotnnrw. (1603) 40 This prince is so mightie in gold and
silver. 1650 FULLER PisgaJi n. ix. 186 They were all richly

married to mighty matches of landed men.
absol. 1484 CAXTON Fables of /Esop i. vi. (1889) n The

poure ought not to hold felauship with the myghty. 1651

HOBBES Lei iatk. n. xxx. 180 As well the rich, and mighty,
as poor and obscure persons,

C. of persons or animals, their actions or attri

butes, with reference to physical strength or valour,

f In early use often merely : Able-bodied. Obs.

c8a5 Vesp. Psalter cxxvi. 4 Swe swe strelas m honda

machines, c 1386 CHAUCER Knt?s T. 565 Wei koude he

hewen wode..nor he was yong and myghty. c 1400 Apol.
Loll, in Bi lawecyuil it is not leful to a mi^tybody to beg.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 263 Thei gette myghty childer

[1387 Trerisa stalworbe : L. robitstain soboletn], a 1500 in

ArnoldeCAnm.(i8n) 92 Yf ony. .myghty beggar be within

the warde. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxvii. 36 And syne the

Bruce.. cum rydand. .Asnobill, dreidfull, mtchtie campioun.

rtigas rergilins in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom. II. 23 Her

chyld. .began towexebyggeand stronge and myghty anough
to berearmes. 1530-1 Act M Hen. VHl,c, 12 If any person

..beyn^e hole and myghty in body. .be taken in begging-

1535 COVERDALE Gen. x. 9 Nemrod. .was a mightie hunter.

spirit, leipis to straikis. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \\\. i. in
Your hearts are mighty. 1601 Jul. C. v. i. 81 On our

former Ensigne Two mighty Eagles fell. 1622 R. HAW
KINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 126 Our ship gave a mightie blow

upon a rocke. 1733 POPE Ess.^Man. ill. 297 Where small

and great, where weak and mighty, made To serve, not

suffer, strengthen, not invade. 1839 LONGF. Vill. Blacksm.

i, The smith, a mighty man is he, With large and sinewy
hands. 1859 TENNYSON Lancelot 63 For so by nine years

proof we needs must learn Which is our mightiest.

d. of persons, their actions and attributes, with

reference to mental ability or executive skill.

Formerly often predicative, const, in or inf.

Mighty works: in Biblical use (
= Gr. Swa/ms),

miracles.
c 825 Ves6. Psalter li. 3 Du ma;htig er5 in unrehtwisnisse.

c8p7 K. /ELFRED Gregorys Past. C. xv. 90 Se lareow
sceolde beon mihtij to tyhtanne on halwende lare. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 150 pei? ?e be mi}ty to mote beb meke
of 5our werkis. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xviii. 24 Apollo.. a man
eloquent,, .my^ti in scripturis. 1470 HENRY Wallace vi.

346 Thar feild..Quhar claryowns blew full mony mychty
sonis. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxviii. 4 The voyce of the

Lorde is mightie in operacion [Vulg. Vox Domini in vir-

tute}. Matt. xiv. 2 He is rysen agayne from the deed,
therfore are his deedes so mightie. 1611 BIBLE Matt. xiii.

54 Whence hath this man this wisedome, and these mighty
works? 1718 ECHARD Hist. Eng. II. n. ii. 565 b, Thomas
Lydyat . . of a great Soul and incomparable Learning ; being
a Match for the mighty Scaliger and Selden. 1737 POPE
Hor. Epist. ii. i. 137 Or what remain d so worthy to be read

liy learned Critics, of the mighty dead. 1742 Dune. iv.

211 Thy mighty Scholiast, whose unweary d pains Made
Horace dull. 1802 WORDSW. Resol.

&amp;lt;y Indepetid. xvii, And
mighty Poets in their misery dead, a 1853 ROBERTSON Lect.

ii. (1858) 146 Out of which a mightier master of the art than

Pope could scarcely have struck the notes of true passion.
1881 BIBLE (R. V.) Mark ix. 39 For there is no man which
shall do a mighty work [WYCLIF a virtue; 1535 COVERDALE,
1611 a miracle] in my name. [So also Acts ii. 22.]

e. of things or forces, or their operation.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3797 A fier ma^ti Sat folc fest on. a 1300-

1400 Cursor M. 9384 (Gott.) For sune and mone . . Had
seuen sith mar

(&amp;gt;an
nou of liht, And all thinges was ban. .

Wele mihtier ban bai er nou. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. xv.

10 They sancke downe as leed in the mightie waters. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. Vf, n. v. 5 Now swayes it this way, like a

Mighty Sea, Forc d by the Tide, to combat with the Wmde.
1611 BIBLE i Esdras iv. 41 Great is trueth, and mightie
aboue all things. 1781 Cow PER Charity^ But shipwreck,
earthquake, battle, fire, and flood, Are mighty mischiefs, not
to be withstood. 1806 WORDSW. Ode Intim. Immort. 168

And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore. 1864 TENNY
SON Enoch Arden. 767 Then he, .. Because things seen are

mightier than things heard, Stagger d and shook.

f. Of drugs, liquors, spells: Potent, efficacious.

f Also, of a material : Stout, strong. Obs.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 32 Ond bu wejbrade wyrta

modor eastan opone innan mihtisu. a 1240 Ureisun in

Cott. Horn. 187 Min heouenliche leche bet makedest us of

H seolf se mihti medicine. &amp;lt; 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 311
This Carpenter, .broghteofmyghty Ale a large quart, c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxii. 102 It es ri^t myghty wyne. c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 12 Take myghty brothe of Beef, c 1448
HEN. VI Avyse in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 367
Good and myghtty morter. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 242, Ixvj boltes of Gtete myghty canvas. 1576 BAKER
Jewell ofHealth 230 Where the spyrit of the wyne shall be

sufficient myghtye. 1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all 22
Their Beere is.. so mightie, that it serueth them in steade
of meate, drinke, fire, and apparrell. 1781 COWPF.R Anti-
Thely6h. 37 On every mind some mighty spell she cast.

1819 W, TENNANT Papistry Stormed (1827) 115 Barls o
michtie beer.
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f g. Of a legal document: Valid, efficacious. Obs.

f 1450 Oscney Rig. (E. E. T. S.) 19 This present writyng,
with jje strengh of our seele we haue i-made hit myjghly
and stronge.

f h. Forcible, emphatic. Obs.

1642-7 JER. TAYLOR Efiisc. 229 The Councell of Aquileia
..is full and mighty in asserting the Bishops power over

the Laity.
2. Of huge proportions ; massive, bulky.
1413 Pilgr, Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. ii. 50 This tree is

wondre stronge and myghty aretchyng in to heuen 14x0-22
LVDG. Thebes \. in Chaucer s Wks. (1561) 357 b/r, The citee

Thebes, of mightie square
stones As I you told. 1658 SIR

T. BROWNE Hydriot. \. (1736) 17 That large Urn found at

Ashbury, containing mighty Bones. 1760 FAWKKStr. Ana-
creon t Ode Ivii. i Bring hither, Boy, a mighty Bowl. 1810

SCOTT Lady of L. i. iii, And silence settled.. On the lone

wood and mighty hill. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven. (1874) I.

xxviii. 327 A plain, deep-cut recess, with a single mighty
shadow. 189$ SAFFLINC; Land ofBroads 6 The older farm

houses, with their mighty kitchens.

3. Of things, actions, events, etc. : Very great in

amount, extent or degree. In later use, chiefly

colloquial or familiar.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 68 _The. .mutuall

society betwixt man & wife being of such mighty efficacie,

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. v. 17 If the matter of tins Paper be

certain, you haue mighty businesse in hand. 1668 CUL-
PEFPFR & COLE Barikol, Anat. Man. n. i. 317 There is a

mighty flux of blood. 1697 tr. C tcss D A itnay s Trau. (1706)
220 The difference of times makes a mighty alteration in

the Events of things. 1754 FIELDING Jonathan Wild n.

iv, That gentleman .. made such mighty expedition that

he was now upwards of twenty miles on his way. 1843
BORROW Bible in Spain xi, Huge serpents, .which some
times come out and commit mighty damage. 1865 KINGS-
LEV Iferew. i, Mighty fowling and fishing was there in the

fen below. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixxxiii. 2 This to the

fond weak fool seemeth a mighty delight.

b. With agent-nouns, etc. : That does or is to

a very great degree (what is indicated by the noun).
1602 BULSTRODE in is/ft A\/. Hist, MSS. Cotnm. App. n.

21 He was. .a mighty Tory. 1712 STEELE Spfct. No. 466
f 7, I, who set up for a mighty Lover, .of Virtue. 1743
BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 81 This Plastow was a

mighty Favourite with the Captain. 1843 BORROW Bible in

Spain xxx, He is a mighty liberal.

4. quasi-j^. (with //.). A mighty or powerful

person. Chiefly//., as in (David s) three fnighties.

1382 WYCI.IF i Chron. xi. 12 Eliazar, the sone of his vncle

Ahoites, that was among the thre my?ty [1388 mi^ti men
;

1611 the three mighties, Vulg. inter trcs potcntes}. c 1470
Col.

&amp;lt;V

Caw. 300 Quhan thai saw that mighty [the king] sa

mouit in his mude. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602)

200 Emperors and kings and the mighties of the world.

1606 W. CRASHAW Rom. Forgeries E ij, Our royall Dauid
and many of his Mighties. 1647 TRAPP Coinin, i Cor. \.

26 Hence so many mighties miscarry. 1901 IAN MAC-
LAREN Yng. Barbarians iv, Speug s officers, such mighties
as Bauldie and Johnston, . .clustered round theircommander.

5. eliipt. in the interjections Mighty! Mighty
me ! Sc. and dial.

1867 GKEGOR Banffs. Gloss., Michtie, interj. expressive of

surprise. Michtie me is another form. 1869 A. MACDONALD
DispHt. Settlement (1877) 61 (E.D.D.) Eh, mighty! that

surely canna be. 1874 T. HARDY Madding Crmvti xxxii,

Mighty me ! Won t mis ess storm, .when she comes back !

6. Comb., parasynthetic, as mighty-brained,
-handed, -minded, -mouthed, -spirited adjs.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Maids Trag. v. iii. Though he be

mighty-spirited, and forward To all great things. 1855
LYNCH Rivulet LXXXII. iii, How came it, men of faith,

to pass That ye were mighty-handed? 1864 TENNYSON
Milton i O mighty-mouth d inventor of harmonies. 1865
SWINBURNE Atalanta 1009, I am not mighty-minded, nor

desire Crowns. 1892 W. WATSON Lachryinss Mus. Poems
(1898) 21 Mightiest-brained Lucretius.

B. adv. (Qualifying an adj. or adv., f rarely
an adj. phrase.) In a great degree ; greatly ; ex

ceedingly; very. Now colloq. or familiar, often

with ironical implication;
= (

vastly , precious*.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14396 pair blisced lauerd-.bat. .was..

Sa mighti meke, sa mild o mode. 1535 COVERDALE Exod.
ix. 18 Tomorow..wyll I cause a mightie greate hayle to

rayne. 1602 MANSION Antonio s Rev. v. iii, He is mightie
on our part. 1660 BARROW Euclid &quot;PreS, (1714) 2 The mighty
near affinity that is between Arithmetick and Geometry.
1715 DE FOE Fain, Instruct, i. iv. (1841) I. 91 You are a

mighty good obedient thing. 1767 GRAY in Corr. G.
&amp;lt;$

Nichotts (1843) 70 To this purpose .. would I write, and

mighty respectfully withall. 1838 DICKESS O. Twist xltx,

This is all mighty fine. 1844 KENDALL Santa Ft Exped.
I. 32 You ll be mighty apt to get wet

1

, said a thorough
bred Texan. 1862 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 105, I myself
know always mighty well what I want. 1883 STEVENSON
Treats. Isl. xxix, It .. looks mighty like a horn-pipe in a

rope s end at Execution Dock.

Mi-ghtyship. nonce-wd. [f. MIGHTY + -SHIP.]

Only in the mock title your mightyship.
a 1716 ALSOP Tale, To Chlorinda xv. in Dodsley Poems

(1755) VI. 248 Is it fit, let your mightyship say. .?

Mignature, obs. form of MINIATURE.

f Migniard, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7 mignard,
milliard, Sc. mingeard. [a. F. mignard ; related

tO MlGNON.]
A, adj. Dainty ; mincing ; caressing.
1599 JAS. I BatriA. Adjpov HI. (1603) 107 In the forme of

your meat-eating, be neither vnciuilL.nor affect at lie mig-
narde. Ibid. m. 115 In your language be plaine,. eschew

ing .. all mignard and effceminate termes. 1611 COTGR.,

Mignard^ migniard, prettte, quaint, neat, feat; wanton;
daintie, delicate. 1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass^\. iv, Loue
is brought vp with those soft migniard handlings. 1623

MIGNONETTE.
A. BYSSET in G. G. Smith Middle Scots (1902) 240 Neither
have I vsed min^eard nor effeminate, tanting, invectiue,
or skornefull wordis. 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834)

294 The milder sexe and miniard youth. 1653 Rabelais
I. Ivii. (1664) 250 Never \\eie scene Ladies so proper and
handsome, so miniard and dainty.

Hence f Migfniardly adv., daintily.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais \. Ivii. (1664) 249 Their fists

miniardly begloved.
B. sh. [

= OF. mignarde^\ A courtesan, mistress.

1616 in Crf,$ Times Jos. 7(1849) 416
_

She says the

honour.. of his embassy consists in three mignards, three

dancers, and three fools. 1652 KIKKMAN Cleric fy Lozi.i 93
Idle Migniards, dinner hatli waited for you till it is cold.

t Mijjfniardise. Obs. Also mignardize,
miniardise. [a. F. mignardisc, f. mignard . see

prec.] Caressing treatment
;
affected delicacy of

behaviour or appearance.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xiii. 636 The disdainfull

churhshnesse wherewith they bcate them, are hut mignard-
izes and affectations of a motherly favour. 1625 I!. JONSON
Staple of N. in. i, Kntertaine her, and her creatures, too,

With all the migniardise, and quaint Caresses, You can

put on hem. 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 233 The
gracefulness of his hand and foot, with the quaint miniard

ise of the rest of his body. 1689 II. HKI:STON in I ota

Oxonit Hsia, No.. Patches and spots, No Mignardize of

face at all From Spanish paper or from Knglish gall.

t Miglliardize, v. Obs. Also 7 miniardize.

[f. MlONARD + -IZB.jj
trans. To make (language,

affected in character; to treat (a person) caress

ingly. Hence Migiiiardized ///. a., Migni-
ardizing vbl. sh.

1598 FLORIO, Vczzoy a wantonnes, a quaintnes, a squeam-
islines, a dandling, a dalliance, a wantonizing, a rmgnardtz-

ing, a pampring [etc.], c 1645 HOWKLL Lett. (1655) IV. xix.

49 Softnes of pronunciation proceeding from wanton spirits

that did miniardize, and make the Language more dainty
and feminine, a 1670 HACKF.T

Al&amp;gt;p.
Williams i. (1693) 95

Men that are sound in their Morals, and in Minutes imper
fect in their Intellectuals, are Lest reclaimed when they are

mignarized [sic], and strok d gently.

Mignion, obs. variant of MINION.

I! Miglion (mm-
v
oii), a. Also (with fern, re

ference) 6 mignone, 7-9 mignonne ;
and see

MINION a. [F. mignon, -onne adj. and sb.]

A. adj. Delicately formed; prettily small or

delicate.

1556 Attrclio ff Isal\ (1608) Lvj, My mignone Isabel.

[1668 DRYDEN Evenings Love vi, That sigh too, I think,

is not altogether disagreeable; but something ckarmantc
and mignonne.\ 1772 MRS. SARAH SCOTT Test Filial Duty
II. 59 Salvator Rosa s wildest designs are mignonne and
finical to some places in this neighbourhood. 1859 &amp;lt;J.

MEREDITH R. Fevcrel xxxvii, A mignonne beauty. 1873
PATER Stud, Hist. Renaiss. 42 Bright small creatures of

the woodland, with arch baby faces and mignon forms.

1886 MARIE CORELLI Rom. two Worlds i, Her pretty mig
nonne face and graceful figure.

B. sb. A pretty child.

1827 Souvenir I. 71/2 (Stanf.) Little mignons, not three

feet high, were there, arrayed like puppets.

Hence fMi-grnon v. trans., to treat tenderly;

f Hi grnonness, over-delicacy, effeminacy.
1530 PAI.SGR. 245/1 Mignyonnesse,w/^/o/;Vf. 1597 DANIEL

Phiiotas Apol., Wks. (Grosart) III. 183 For though the

affection of the multitude, (whom he did not mignion) ..

discerned not his ends.. : Yet [etc.],

Mignon : see MINION sb.

Mignonette (mfcnysne t). Also 8 mign(i)o-
net, rainionette, mennuet, minianet, 8-9
mignionette. [a. F. mignonnette^ fern, of f tnig-

\
nonnet, dim. of mignon : see MIGNON a.~\

1. A plant (Reseda odorata] cultivated for the

fragrance of its blossoms.
When trained to grow with a bushy head it is known as

tree-mignonette. Wild mignonette^ the plant A , luteola.

The ordinary Fr. name for mignonette is reseda ; but

Littrc says that mignonnette is applied to this plant as well

as to several others.

[1752 MILLER Card. Diet. (1759) s.v. Reseda, 6. Reseda,

foliis integris trilobisque. .. Bastard-rocket .. commonly
called sweet Reseda^ or Mignonette d F.gypt.] 1798 C.

MARSHALL Garden, xix. 333 Hardy Annuals. .. Mignonette,
(trailing) or sweet-scented reseda. 1799 SIR H. DAVY in

Beddoes Contrib. Phys. fy Afed. Knowl. 154 A small plant
of Minianet in a state of healthy vegetation. 1817 Bot.

Register III. 227 Reseda odorata. ft. snjfrutcscens, Tree-

Mignonette. 1820 Trans. Horticult. Soc. III. 178 With
Lord Bateman [who sent the seed from France in 1742] the

appellation of Mignonette originated ,, .he gave to it this

name of endearment, by which it is not known in France.

1832 TENNYSON Miller s Dan, x\^ A long green box ofmignon
ette. 1861 Miss E. A. BEAUFORT Egypt. Sepnlchres* etc

1

.

II. xix. 116 The ground is strewed with wild mignonnette.

fig. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 164 They, .miss d the

mignonette of Vivian-place, The little hearth- flower Lilia.

b. Jamaica mignonette : the name given in the

West Indies to the henna plant, Laivsonia alba or

!
inermis, which is naturalized there.

1866 Treas. Bot. 665/2.

c. A colour resembling that of the flowers of

green known as *

mign _ .

year. 1899 B. W. WARHURST Colour Diet. 47 Mignonette.
Should be delicate light green.

2. A kind of lace: see quots. 1865, 1900. (More

fully mignonette lace.) Also, a fine kind of net.

[1699 Le Mcrcnre Galant in Mrs. Palliser Hist. Lace

(1865) 31 rtfftf, On employe aussi pour les coeffures de la
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mignonette, et on a tellement perfectipnne ccttc dentelle,

que, etc.] 1757 JEFFREY Coll. Dresses n, A pink lutestring
dress covered with a white mignonet. 1762 Lond. Chron.
16-18 Feb. 167/3 The Ranelagh Mob... This is a piece of

Gauze, Minionett,.,&c., &c. which is clouted about the
head. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 13 July, Laces of Mech
lin or mignionette. 1865 MRS. PALLISER Lace 30 The laces

known at that period [1665] were -.5. Mignonette. A
light, fine, pillow lace. .. This lace was. .at times in high
favour.. for head-dresses and other trimmings. 1900 MRS.
F. N. JACKSON Hanti-made Lace 182 Mignonette was a
narrow lace, never exceeding two or three inches. .. Migno.
nette pattern is still largely made.

3. attrib. and ComhtJ as mignonette-coloured adj.,

mignonette-green, grey (see I c), mignonette-pot ,

mignonette netting (see quot.) ; mignonette
pepper, coarsely ground pepper; mignonette-
vine (see quot.).
1897 Daily Netvs 2 Mar. 5/4

*
Mignonette-coloured crepe

de Chine. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 Alternate bows or loops
of &quot;mignonette-green and pale salmon-coloured ribbon. 1900
Daily News ^ Mar. 6/5 Tones of. .cigar-brown, and *migno-
nette-grey are in great favour. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD
Diet. Needlework 361/2, *Mignonette Netting. This is

used for curtains and window blinds, it being extremely
easy, and worked with one Mesh. 1877 CasselTs Diet.

Cookery 1177 Mignonette Pepper. 1840 THACKERAY Pict.

Rhapsody Wks. 1900 XIII. 331 The *mignonette pots
in a Cockney s window. 1896 T. W. SANDERS Encycl.
Card. (ed. 2), Madaria (*Mignonette Vine). Ord. Com
posite. Hardy Annual. Nat. California.. .Flowers

^ yellow.

r Mignote. Ohs. rare~ l
. [a. OK. mignote

fern, of mignot wanton, cogn. w. mignon; see

MIGNON, MINION.] A wanton woman.
1489 CAXTOS Faytes ofA. I. vii, Ne that he be not curyous

of mygnotes, Jolyetes, tie of iewellis.

II Migraine (m/grgn). [F. migraine : see

MEGRIM.] = MEGRIM *
i, HEMICKANIA.

1777 H. WALPOI.E Lett. (1857) VI. 444 Madame dejarnac
had a migraine, 1837 B NESS BUNSKX in Hare Life I. x.

446, I am obliged to take to my lied by an unusual degree of

migraine. 1899 Aillmtt s Syst. Med. VIII. 107 Ophthalmic
migraine that is paroxysmal pain in the eye or temple.

Migrainous (migre n3s), a.
[f.

MIGRAINE
+ -OUH.J Pertaining to or of the nature of migraine.
1889 Lancet 30 Mar. 640/2 All the various forms of head

achedyspeptic, migrainous, .. and so on. 1897 Trans.
Ante . Pediatric Soc. IX. 123 Migrainous epilepsy. [So
called] because it commonly occurs in patients who have
suffered from migraine.

Migram, obs. form of MEGRIM l.

c 1450 in Vicary
s^
Anat. (1888) App. ix. 230 Warke in be

swldyrs & migram in be heue[de],

Migrant (margrant), a. and sb. [ad. L,

migrant-em, pr. pple. of migrare to MIGRATE.]
A. adj. Migrating; given to migration.
a. of animals ; spec, of birds.

1671 SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend 4 Passagerand migrant
birds, .whom no seas nor places limit. 1768 PENNANT Zool.
II. 278 They [Grosbeaks] visit us only In hard winters, and
are not regularly migrant. 1842 P. Parley s Ann. III. 306
The usual watering-places of the migrant animals. 1876
MRS. WHITNEY Sights &amp;lt;$

Jus. II. xxxvi. 651 Do you wonder
we felt ourselves more like happy migrant birds than ever?

b. of persons, a tribe.

1807 J. BARLOW Coluntb. n. 178 And migrant tribes these
fruitful shorelands hail. 1899 B. KING Ital. Unity I. 84 Mi- ;

grant labourers came in gangs from the hills in harvest-time.

B. sb. One who or something which migrates.
a. A migratory animal ; spec, a bird of passage.

1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 511 The migrants of this genus
continue longest in Great-Britain in the southern counties.

1876 A. R. WALLACE Geog. Distrib. Anim. I. i. L 20 The i

chaffinch is a constant resident in England..; but a migrant
in the south of France.

b. A person who migrates ; rarely f a traveller.

1760 FOOTE Minor Ded., Wks. 1799 I. 225 The unhappy
migrants may be.. at least hospitably entertained. 1864
R. A. ARNOLD Cotton Fani. 383 To facilitate migration from
the cotton districts, and to direct the migrants to the best
markets for their labour.

Migrate (m3i gr&amp;lt;?it),
v. [f. L. migrat-, ppl.

stem ot Migrare.]
1. intr. To pass from one place to another. Also

trans, in pass. To be transported.
1697 POTTER Antiq, Greece \\. x. (1715) 292 A blow .. dis-

sever d the Sutures ofhis Skull, thro which his Soul migrated.
1768-74 TUCKRR Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 386 If one of us were
migrated into their enormous hulks. i7&4CowpER Task u.
108 The sylvan scene Migrates uplifted,. .Alighting in far
distant fields [Sicilian earthquake],
2. intr. Of persons, a tribe, etc.: To move from

one place of abode to another ; esp. to leave one s

country to settle in another; to remove to another

country, town, college, etc. Also transf.
1770 LANGHORNE (Wore.), The Tuscans were a branch of

the Pelasgi that migrated into Europe. 1784 JOHNSON Z,r/.

to Ld. High. Chancellor Sept. in Bosweit, If I grew much
better, I should not be willing, if much worse, not able, to

migrate. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. \\\. I. 356 Almost all

the noble families of Kngland had long migrated beyond
the walls. 1862 SIR B. BROWE Psychoi. /M?/II.iv. 117 The
agricultural labourer is tempted.. to migrate to a manu
facturing town. 1881 L. CAMPBELL Clerk Maxwell vi. 147
The advice which was pressed upon him. .that he should

migrate to Trinity.

b. Nat. Hist. Of animals : To go from one

region or habitat to another
; spec, of some birds

and fishes, to come and go regularly with the
seasons (see MIGRATION).

1733 [cf. MIGRATING tyl. a.}. 1768 PENNANT Zool. I. 121

Thiskind ofeagle sometimes migrates into Caernarvonshire.
Ibid. 225 The birds [Fieldfares] that migrate here come from

Norway. 1808-14 A. WILSON Amer. Ornith. II. 112 They
[robins] not only migrate from north to south, but from east

to west, to avoid the deep snows. 1889 A. R. WALLACE
Darwinism 27 Of those [birds] which migrate in autumn
a considerable proportion are probably lost at sea.

3. Histol. Of a cell : To move out of the blood

vessels into the tissues. (Cf. MIGRATORY a. i c.)

1896 [see MIGRATED///, a.}.

Hence Migrated ppl. a.
; Migrating vbl. sb.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 72 Migrated Europeans from

every part of Europe. 1831 TRELAWNV Adv. Younger
Son III. 198 A migrated settler. 1884 W. J. LINTON
Poetns $ TransL (1889) 182 Knows He not, stork ! the hour

thy migratings begin ? 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (i888j IV.
18 Diagram showing the main migrating routes of the

littoral, .birds of Europe. Ibid, 20 The origin of the mi

grating habit. 1896 Altbutfs Syst. Med. 1. 88 A large
collection of migrated leucocytes.

Mrgrating, ppl. a. [f. MIGRATE v. + -ING -.]

That migrates, in the senses of the verb.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitp/&amp;gt;. t Migrating- Birds. Ibid.)

Migrating Bog,
T

T\iV6/l soft masses of earth have been
sometime:* known to move out of their place. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist, 11^24) III. 70 Of all migrating fish, the Herring
and the Pilchard take the most adventurous voyages. 1788
PRIESTLEY Lett. Hist. v. xliv. 329 The whole body of the

migrating people. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 572 These
noises proceed Jrom migrating birds.

Migration (maigr^ Jan). [ad. L. migration-em ,

n. of action f. migrare to MIGRATE.] The action

of moving from one place to another
; also, an

instance ot&quot; this. a. gen. chiefly of things.
1611 COTGK., Migration, a migration, a remouing, or

shifting of places. 1650 HoBBF,s/^tV&amp;gt;/. /W. 133 The Tenets
of Aristotle, .concerning Substance and Accidents, Species,

Hypostasis, and the Subsistence and Migration of Accidents
from place to place. 169$ WOODWARD A a/. Hist. Earth \.

45 Although such Alterations,. .Transitions, and Migrations
of the Centre of Gravity : . . have actually happened, yet [etc. J.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s, v., The migration of the souls of

men into other animals after death. 1871 KLACKIE J*onr
1 hases i. 154 To pray to the gods, that our migration hence

may take place with good omens. 1873 ! . H.GKKEN Introd.

j athvl. (ed. 2) looThe migration or transmission of elements
from some primary growth, which - . constitute the centres of

secondary formations. 1875 J OWE IT Plato (ed. 21 I. 373
There is a change and migration of the soul from this world
to another.

b. esp. of persons, a tribe : The action of moving
from one country, locality, etc., to settle in another;

also, simply, removal from one place of residence

to another.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Efi. vi. VL 302 The first man
ranged farre before the Flood, and laid his bones mnny miles
from that place, where its presumed he received them : And
this migration was the greater, if. .he was cast out of the

East-side of Paradise. 1766 BLACKSTONE Coiiun. II. 17 The
right of migration, or sending colonies to find out new habita

tions. 1766 GOLDSM. I ic. l^ . i, All our adventures were by
the fireside, and all our migrations from the blue bed to the

brown. 1817 MOOKE Lalia R. (1824) 200 A favourite resting

place of the Emperors in their annual migrations to Cash-
mire. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. fcng. i. I. 10 In the ninth

century, began the last great migration of the northern
barbarians. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER Our Fields y Cities 49
The poverty of the majority is the cause of the continual

migration to London.

c. Nat. Hist. Of animals : The action of moving
in Mocks, shoals, etc. from one region or habitat

to another ; spec, of some birds and fishes, the

periodical departure from and return to a region
at a particular season of the year. Bathie migra
tion (see quot. 1877). Equatorial migration^

ordinary meridional migration from or towards
the equator.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. w. xm. 223 By this way

Aristotle through all his bookes of Animals, distmguisheth
their times of generation, Latitancy, migration, sanity and
venation. 1704 RAY Creation (ed. 4) 149 The migration of
Birds.. according to the Seasons. Ibid., The migration of
divers sorts of Fishes. As for example ; The Salmon.
Ibid. 366 They [frogs travelling across dry landj had lived

(till that time of their migration; in the Waters. 1830 LYELL
Princ. Qeol, (1875) II. u. xxxviii. 339 The former wide range
of these quadrupeds implies a migration ofOld World Forms
into the new World. 1876 A. K. WALLACE Geog. Distrib.
Anim. I. i. ii. 18 The term migration

*

is often applied to
the periodical or irregular movements of all animals ; but it

may be questioned whether there are any regular migrants
but birds and fishes. 1877 *-* * GOODK Menhaden 51 \U. S.
Fish Comm. Rep.), The former may be called equatorial,
the latter

[/&quot;.
c. changing to waters of less or greater depth]

bathic migration. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 648 Comparatively
few are subject to periodical migrationstothesea,like.SVz/7.

d. Of a bodily organ : Alteration of position
whether from normal or pathological causes.

1890 in Sytt. Soc. Lex.
II The alleged sense * Residence in a foreign

country; banishment given in some recent Diets,
is fictitious. The word in the authority cited is a

misreading of a later edition for extermination .

e. attrib. and Comb, (sense C), as migration-
route ^ migration-station, a fixed place for the

regular observation of the migration of birds.

1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 561 Every species on Migration
goes its own way, and what is called a &quot;Migration-route is

only the coincidence of the way taken by more or fewer of
them. 1884 Seienee 17 Oct. 374/2 *Migration-stations now

exist in every state and territory of the Union, excepting
Delaware and Nevada.

Migratioiial (maigr^ Janal), a. [f. prec. +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to migration or movement
to another place.
1888 J. T. GL-LICK in Linn. Soc. Jrnl. XX. (Zflol.) 223 In

the case of plants and low types of animal life, the suitable

situation is reached by a wide distribution of avast number
of seeds, spores, or germs, and the same situation is main
tained by a loss of migrational power as soon as the germs
begin to develop,

Migrationist(maigr^-J3nist). rare. [Formed
as prec. + -1ST.] An individual that participates
in a migration.
1887 GOMME in Jrnl. Anthrofi. Inst. XVII. 130 The

descendants of previous ages of imgralionists.

Migrative (margiativ), a. [Formed as prec.
+ -IVE.J Given to migration ; migratory.
1831 J. RENNIE Montagu s Ornith. Diet. 322 The migrative

species. Ibid. 534 It is a migrative bird, visiting our coasts

in August. iStaCARLYLK in Mrs. Carlyles Lett. (1883) III.

181, I was as if stupefied more or less, and flying on like

those migrative swallows of Professor Owen, after my
*trength was done.

Migrator (maigr^ tsi). [a. L. migrator^ f.

migrare \ see MIGRATE.] One who migrates;
also spec, a migratory bird.

1818 SHELLEY Let. to Peacock 25 July, It would be a Httle

dangerous to the newly unfrozen senses and imaginations of
us migrators from the neighbourhood of the pole. 1836
SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds I. i. iii. 97 The swallows .. are

..both the swiftest and the most distant migrators. 185*
BRISTED Five Yrs.Kng. Univ. 100 A migration is generally
tantamount to a confession of inferiority, and acknowledg
ment that the migrator is not likely to become a Fellow of
his own College. 1889 k. B. ANDERSON tr. Rydberg s I eut.

Afythol. 31 Everywhere this great multitude of migrators
was well received by the inhabitants,

Migratorial (mai gr/toe-rial), a. rare. [f.

MIGRATORY + -AL.] Oi or pertaining to migra
tion ; migratory.
1865 Daily Tel. 28 July, Among their migratorial visitors

are quails, landrels, and wrynecks. 1876 SMILES Sc. AW,
xi. (ed. 4) 209 Those [locusts] here alluded to are. .the best

known from their migiaiorial flights.

Migratory (margr/tari;, a. and si ,
[f. L.

migrat-i ppl. stem of migrare to MIGRATE.]
1. Characterized by migration; given to migrating.
1755 JOHNSON, Horde t

a clan ; a migratory crew of people.

1815 ELPHINSTONE Ate. Cattbul 11842) II. 79 The ..

migratory tribes to the west of the pass of Gholairee.

1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. xi. (1847) 116 The migratory
nature of the primacy seems to have weakened its stabijiiy.

1878 WOLSELEY in igtk Cent. Mar. 449 Our population is so

migratory that recruits are seldom enlisted in the parishes

they were born in. 1879 FROUDE Caesar v. 41 A vast migra
tory wave of population had been set in motion behind the

Rhine and Danube.

b. Ot animals ; spec, in Nat. Hist. : Charac
terized by or given to periodical migration. Some
times as a rendering of a mod.L. specific name, as

in Migratory Locust, Pigeon.
[a 167* WILLUCHBY Omithol. i. ix. (1676) 17 Avium. .quae

statis anni temporibus advolant iterumque discedunt, migra*
torite dicta;. (RAY translates : Which we call Birds of

passage.)] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpf&amp;gt;.
s. v. Bir&amp;lt;t

% Migratory
Birds, the same with birds of passage. 1793 tr. Huron s

Birds\\. 489 [Swallows.] Some are there permanent settlers

and others migratory. 1808-14 A. WILSON Anter. Ornith.

II. 293 Coiumha migratoria^ Linnseus and Wilson. Migra
tory Pigeon... The wild pigeon of the United States. 1835
W. IRVING Tour Prairies 206 We were on the great highway
of these migratory herds. i839T. C. HOFLAND Brit. Angler*s

Man. iv. (1841) 107 It (the grayling] is very migratory, and

frequently leaves one part of the river for another. 1875
NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (ed. 4) ago The Migratory Locust

(Acrydiunt nngratortum) of Africa and boulhern Asia.

1876 A. R. WALLACE Geog. Distrib. Anim, 1. i. i. 20 The
same species is often sedentary in one part of Europe and

migratory in another.

C. Of a bodily organ, a disease, etc. : Charac

terized by movement from its normal position ;

esp. in Histol. of a cell : Given to migration from

the blood-vessels to the tissues.

1876 QUAIN Anat. (ed. 6) II. 12 The pale blood-corpuscles

may some of them make their way out of the blood-vessels

and move freely in the surrounding tissues : hence the term
*

migratory cells ( Iv anderzelien) applied to them. 1877 tr.

H. i on Ziemsserfs Cycl. Med. XV. 763 The Movable (Mi

gratory) Kidney. 1897 Aiibutt s Syst. Med. III. 13 One of

the most characteristic features of the disease [Acute Rheu
matism] is the migratory nature of the joint affection.

2. Of or pertaining to migration.
1757 BURKE Abridge. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 274 This

purpose (intermixture of mankind] is sometimes carried on

by a sort of migratory instinct, sometimes by the spirit of

conquest. 1839 SELBV in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club I. No. 7.

loo The wild-iowl began to.. yield to that influence which
directs their migratory movements. 1856 KANE A ret. Expi,
1. viii. 80 The migratory passages of the reindeer.

B. sb. A migratory bird. rare.

1898 G. MEREDITH Odes Fr.Hist. 27 Winged migratories,

having but heaven for home.

Migrym, obs. form of MEGRIM 1
.

Mihel, Mihel(e)mas ,se, obs. ff. MICHAEL,
MICHAELMAS.

Miht(e, obs. forms of MIGHT sb.

Miin, mijn, obs. forms of MINE/^W./JWI.
I! Mikado (mika-do). Also 8-9 Mikaddo.

[Japanese mi august + kado door : for the



MIKE.

sense cf. Sublime Porte .] The title of the

emperor of Japan.
It was usual for European writers to describe the Mikado

as a spiritual emperor, and the Shogun (who was the dc

facto ruler until 1867) as a second or temporal emperor.
1717 SCHEUCHZER tr. Kzmpfcrs yapan in. ii. I. 211 In

Spiritual Affairs, they are under the absolute jurisdiction of
the Mikaddo. Ibid. 212 The Secular Monarch professes the

religion of his forefathers, and pays his respect and duty
once a year to the Mikaddo. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XX.
476/1 Their Spiritual ruler is the Mikaddo, i. e. Sublime
Porte, a term commonly used to express the DaVri himself
as well as his Court. 1875 W. E. GRlFFisin^. Amer.Rev.
CXX. 282 The restoration of the mikado, or true emperor
[of Japan] to his ancient and rightful supreme power. 1890
B. H. CHAMBERLAIN Things Japanese 155 Japan.., though
..avowedly ruled by the Shoguns from A. D. 1190 to 1867,
always retained the Mikado as theoretical head of the state.

Hence Mika doate, the office of Mikado.
1899 F. V. DICKINS in Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. 229 The

mikadoate of old Japan entered upon its final stage,

t Mike, sb.1 Obs. rare. Forms : 3 mik, 4-5
myke. ?A friend.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2807 Has bou her , bai said, ani man,
Sun ordoghter, mikor mau to|&amp;gt;e langand . T^..E.E.Allit.
P. A. 572 For mony ben calle[d] ba} fewe be mykez. c 1470
HARDING Chron. LXXII. iv, He made. . Hymselfe like Brethel
in all semblaunce That [then was] the dukes preuy myke.

t Mike, f*. 2 [? a. MDu. mickc (mod.Du. mik) :

cf. MECK, MICHE sb?\ ?A crutch or forked

support on which a boom rests when lowered.
13. . E. E. AIM. P. B. 417 Hit waltered on be wylde

flod, ..\Vith-outen mast,o)&amp;gt;er myke, o}&amp;gt;er myry bawelyne.

Mike (maik), rf.- i

slang. [Belongs to MIKE
z&amp;gt;.]

In phr. To do or have a mike, to idle away one s

time (see quots.).
1825 EGAN Life Actor 28 The performances of the last

night at the theatre are often discussed over a mike at the j

fireside the next morning respecting theabilitiesoftheactors.

Foot-it., Mike or Shammock. Technical or cant phrases
amongst printers. To have a m/fe is to loiter away the time,
when it might be more usefully or profitably employed.
1890 BARRKRF. & LELAND Diet. Slang s. v., Mike (tailors),

j

to do a mike, to pretend to be working or hang about.

Mike (maik), sb.* slang. [Shortened from

Michael^ = MICK.
1874 Hotten s Slang Diet., Mike, an Irish hodman, or

general labourer.

Mike (maik), v. slang. [Of obscure origin:
cf. MICHE .] intr. To hang about

, doing ;

nothing or waiting for a job.
1859 Hotten s Slang Diet., Mike, to loiter ; or as a coster-

monger defined it, to lazy about . 1887 W. E. HENLEY
Villon s Gd. Nt. 3 You spunges miking round the pubs.

Hike, -lik, -ness, obs. ff. MEEK, -LY, -NESS.

Mikel(l, mikil(le, mikle, obs. ff. MICKLE.
Mikrom, -on, variant forms ofMIOROM,MICRON.
Mikul, obs. form of MICKLE.
Mil (mil). Also 8 mill. [ad. L. mille thousand.

In senses 2 and 3 short for L. millesimum thou

sandth, on the analogy of CENT 2, 3.]
1. Per mil : per thousand. (Cf. per cent.)

1711 C. KING Brit. Merch. 1. 294 Ox-bones | 30400 j
o. 6. 8

per Mill
]
10. 2. 8. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vn. Ixxxviii. ;

407 Koeninsburg draws in current money, i per mil, accord
ing to custom, being deducted.

2. A proposed coin of the value of the thousandth

part of a pound sterling. See also MILL sb b.

1854 HUMPHREYS Coin. Brit. Emp. 149 It is proposed that
the smallest coin, one thousand to the pound, shall be called
a mil. 1875 JEVONS Money xiv. 176 The two principal
schemes [of decimalization), .are the Pound and Mil scheme, !

and the Penny and Ten-franc scheme.

3. A unit of length used in measuring the
diameter of wire, =ruI

inr of an inch. Circular

mil, a unit of area for measuring cross sections
of wires, tubes, and rods, being the area of a circle

whose diameter is one mil.

1891 L. CLARK Diet. Metric Meas.
4. Used in Pharmacy for MILLILITBE.
Proposed (together with decimil for -oooi litre, and centi-

mil for -ooooi litre) by Mr. J. Humphreys in 1904. The
three terms were authorized by the Board of Trade in 1905.

II Milady (mil,?! -di). Also miladi. [F. milady:
cf. MILORD.] A continental rendering of my
lady ,

used as an appellation in speaking to or of
an English noblewoman or great lady.
1839 JAMES Gtntl. Old School xii, I did not wish to

listen to your conversation, miladi , interrupted Philippine.

1873 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 361 What do you and
Miladi think of these two Lines of his which returned to me
the other day? 1886 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 13 Aug. z/3 In
the outfit of the full-dressed dog of the English milady.

Milage, variant of MILEAGE.

Milan 1
(mi-Ian). Forms: 5 Melayne, -eyn,

Mylleyn, 5-6 Mil(l)ayn(e, 6 Myllain, Myll-, |

Millan, -en, -in, -on, Myllane, Melane,
Mul(l)ane, Mil(l)ion, Millian, 6-7 Millane,
Millain(e, 6- Milan, [ad. It. Milano] The
name of the chief city of Lombardy ;

used atlrib.
\

to designate certain of its manufactures, chiefly ;

textile fabrics and steel-work, as f Milan bonnet, .

*(fustian, f gloves, lace, t sleeves
; f Milan needle,

a sail-needle
; Milan point (see quot. 1882) ;

Milan steel (Hist), steel used by the armourers of
VOL. VI.
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Milan in the manufacture of coats-of-mail, swords,

j

etc. (so Milan hauberk, knife, mail).
[1431 Test. Ebor. II. 13 Unam loricam de Milan.) 1495

Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 276, vjC. mylleyn nedylles
. -spent abought reparacion & amendyng of the seyd Sayles.
1503 Ace. La. High. Treas. Scot. (1900) 1 1. 234 Item for thre
elne Melane fustiane. 1307 Ibid, (1902) IV. 15 Five Melane
bonetis. 1530 in Form pfCnry (1780) 167 A pair of Myllen
Sieves ofwhite sattin. 1531 Prcelain. 18 Aug. in Chron. Calms

(Camden) 116 To apparell there servauntes in. .red Myllen

gloues or canary the groce, xxvi.s. vm.tf. 1588 in Anc.

Invent. (Halliw. 1854) 126 A quilte. .lyned with Million
fustian. 1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Cotnm. 23 Milan Fustians.
16.. A&quot;. Arth. ft K. Corn-M. 168 in Percy Fol. MS. I. 68
He sayes, Collen brand Ilehaue in my hand, And a Millaine
knife fast by my knee.

1 1622 MABBE tr. A leman s GHZHI.
d Alf. i. 158 A Buffe lerkin, laid on with a costly Milane-
Lace. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xi, Canst thou take up a
fallen link in my Milan hauberk? 1882 CAULFEILD& SAWARD
Diet. Needleivork s. v. Milan Point, The Milan Points.,
were fine hand made laces similar to the Spanish and
Venetian Points.

t b. Short for Milan steel. Obs.

1464 Maim. % Hmiseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 194 A stondard of

maylt..anda salat wyth a vesere of
meleyn. 15.. Chevy

Chase 65 (Ashmole MS.), With swordes that wear of fyn
myllan. 16. . Ever s, Grine 169 in Percy Fol. MS. I. 359
My Habergion that was of Millaine fine.

t Milan 2
. Obs. rare. In 5 myl(l)an, 6

myllaine. [a. F. mi/an.] A kite.
c 1484 CAXTON Fables ofMsap l. iv. (1889) 8 The myllan.

Ibid. M. ii. 34 The kyte or mylan. 1575 TURBERV. Falconrii
124 The Myllaine and the Lanerette.

Milaner, -ery, obs. ff. MILLINER, MILLIXERY.
Milanese (milanf-z), a. and sb. Forms: 5

mylannoys, 8 Milaneze, 8- Milanese, [ad. It.

Milanese : see -ESE.] A. adj. Of or pertaining
to Milan, its inhabitants, manufactures, etc.

Milanese lace (see qnot. 1882).
1756-7 tr. Jfeysler s Trav. (1760) I. 384 The freedom and

liberality of the Milanese ladies. 1866 G. MEREDITH Vitto-
ria xxix, A printed song in the Milanese dialect. 1882
CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Milanese Lace.
This is made in the Philippine Isles, with Manilla grass.
The work is a combination of Drawn Work and open Em
broidery, and has not much the appearance of lace. 1896
HENTY Knt. W/;*/ Ow.r xvii. 269 A superb suit of Milanese
armour.

B. absol. or as sb.

1. A native or an inhabitant of Milan.

Unchanged for pi. : cf. Chinese, Maltese. In 6 t Mila- i

nesis.

1484 CAXTON Fables of Page iv. (1889) 297 A mylannoys
named Paulus. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda s Cong.
E. Ind. i. liv. u6b, With them went two Milanesis, which
were Lapidaries, a 1715 BURNET Own 7Yvi. (1734) II. 177
That the Milaneze should have a neutrality granted them.
1886 RUSKIN Prgeterita 1. vi. 200 To drive to the Corso,
where at that time the higher Milanese were happy and
proud as ours in their park.
2. The Milanese : the territory of the old duchy !

of Milan.

1x17x5 BURNET Own Time vn. (1734) II. 354 If the King
of France, .became Master of the Milaneze. 1769 ROBERT
SON Chas. V, n. Wks. 1851 III. 483 Seizing by surprise, or

force, several places in the Milanese. 1841 W. SPALDING
Italy ff It. Isl. III. 44 The allies overran the Milanese
and Piedmont.

Milboard, obs. form of MILLBOARD.
t Milce, sb. Obs. Forms: i milds, 1-2 !

milts, 2-3 mildce, 2-4 milce, 3 millce (Orm.), \

milze, milzce, mildze, milche, 3-4 milse,
rnulce, 4 mylse. [OE. milds, milts fern. :

\

OTeut. type *mitfKsjd, f. *milajo- MILD a,: cf.
[

BLISS sb. The z of early ME. forms =
ts.~\

1. Mercy, clemency, forbearance, favour. Often
j

coupled with ore, grace, or mercy. Also //. mercies, i

Beoivulfzqn (Gr.) Us was a syooan Merewioinga milts !

unjyfeSe. c 825 Vts. Psalter xxiv. 6 jemyne mildsa Sinra

dryhten. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 119 Bidde we nu be

holigost bat he haue milce of us. c 1200 Vices ff Virtues \

81 After 5ine manifealde mildces Se 5u hafst ihafd to man- I

kenne, do awei fram me Sese michele unrihtwisnesse. c 1205 ,

LAY. 21889 We JeomeS bine milzce. a 1250 Oivl ff Night.
1083 Ic hadde of hire Milce {MS. Cott. milse] & ore. c 1250
Gen. ff Ex. 3603 Louerd, .. Merci jet for Sin milde mod !

Or 8u 5is folc wia milche moS [read loc] Or do min name ut
of Sin hoc. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 775 He..hopede vor to
finde of hire betere mulce & grace, a 1310 in Wright Lyric

|

P. xviii. 58 Tharefore y bidde thin mylse ant ore, Merci, :

lord, ynul na more! 1330 Arth. ft Msrl.fAi (Kolbing), I

Hou Jesu of a maide Purch his milce was ybore.
2. Comb.: mike-hearted adj. [ci.QE.milts-heort];

milce-witter a., knowing mercy.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2903 Ne tajte ic hem no?t . . Min mijtful

name adonay ; Min milche witter name eley He knewen
wel, and ely. a 1300 [see MILCER).

t Milce, v. Obs. Forms: I mildsian, 1-2

mil(t)sian, 2 miloian, -en, 3 millcenn (Onn),
milse, mylce, milce. [OE. mildsian : OTeut.

type *militis8jan, f. *milajo- MILD- a.] trans. To
have mercy on, or show mercy to (a person) ; to

be kind, compassionate, or gracious to. Also absol.

Hence Milciende ppl. a., merciful.

^825 Vesp. Psalter 1. i Miserere inei, mildsa min. c888
K. ./ELFRF.D Boeth. xxxyiii. 7 Nis nan riht (&amp;gt;zt

mon bone
yflan hatige, ac hit is rihtre baet him mon miltsi^e. a 1175
Cftt. Horn. 235 Majie wiman forjeten his o$e cild bat hi ne

MILCH.
milsi hire barn of hire ojen inno&amp;lt;5. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, n
Muchel is us

J&amp;gt;cnne neod . .
J&amp;gt;et

we jerne bidden ure
milciende drihten Ji [etc.]. 1*75 LAY. 16784 For )?e
loue of God al-mihti milce me and mine cnihtes. c 1275
Duty of Christians 18 in O. E. Misc. 141 Iblessed beo such
ejwling vs mylce bat he wolde. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxiv.
5 (Horstm.) And oure god milse sal.

t Mrlceful, a. Obs.
[f. MILCE sb. + -FUL.]

Merciful, gracious. Hence f MMcefulness.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 30 Milcefule Louerd. Ibid. 264 Milsfule.

rtiaaj Juliana 52 (Roy. MS.), Xe beo5 cristene men..
merciable ant milzful. c 1320 Cast. Lore 543 pou art, Fader,
so milsful kyng. 1330 W. HERFBF.KT Antiphones in Rcl.
Ant. I. 88 Ihe mylde gode sped in rithfolnesse, To sunfole
men sheu mylsfolnesse.

t Mi lcer. Obs. rare 1
, [f. MILCE v, + -ER 1

.]

One who shows mercy or pities.

^1300 E. E. Psalter cxliv. 8 (MS. Egerton), Milzer &
milzeherted [L. miscrator ft misericors}.

t Milch, sb. Obs. [?f. the vb.] The capacity
or condition of giving milk

; also, a yield or

quantity of milk.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp, i. iv, [Cattle] being
generally larger and better of milch. 1642 J. EATON Honey-c.
Free Jnstif. 300 Like a shrewd cow, that gives a good milch,
and then kicketh it all downe, when she hath done.

Milch (miltj), a. Forms: 3 mielch, 3, 6-7
milche, 4-6 melche, 5-7 mylche, 6 mellche,
mylch, 6-7 melch, 6- milch. [ME. miehh,
milche, repr. OE. *mt!ce (in pri-milce, month of

May, when the cows can be milked thrice in the

day) : OTeut. type *melukjo- t f. *inelnk- MILK sb.
The adj. actually found in OE. with this sense is meolc t

iiielci corresponding to MDu., MLG. melk, OHG. melch
(MHG. tne/c/t, tue/c, mod.G. wclk), ON. miolk-r\ the stem
ofthis adj. is identical with that of MILK

$/&amp;gt;.,
and is probably

evolved from compounds.]
1. Of domestic mammals : Giving milk, kept for

milking,
* in milk . (The opposite of dry.) See

also MILCH cow.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 351/228 }wane heo [sc. the cow] cam

horn at eue, fair and round heo was, And swyjse Miclch
al-so. -1440 Jacob s Well 37 pe tythe of

f&amp;gt;e pasture to
j&amp;gt;e

drye beestys ow^te to be payid as wel as to ^i melche
beestys. 1548 in ReL Ant. II. 17 Item, ij. mellche beastes,
whiche were belongmge to the norcerye. 1560 BIBLE
(Geneva) Gen, xxxii. 15 Thirty milche camels with their
coltes. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 875 Like a milch Doe,
whose swelling dugs do ake, Hasting to feed her fawne.
1626 BACON .S^ /r-a 778 Mixtures of Water in Ponds for

Cattell, to make them more Milch. 1759 CHESTERF. Lett.
16 Mar., I have just now bought a milch-goat, which is to

graze, and nurse me at Blackheath. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat,
Hist. III. 14 That fine milch breed, which excels the cattle

of any other part of the world. 1789 G. WHITE Antiq.
Selborne\. y2$ Though barrow-hogs and young sows found
no inconvenience from this food [yew-berries], yet milch-
sows often died after such a repast. 1887 MORRIS Odyss.
ix. 341 So to the milking his milch-ewes and his bleating
goats he sat.

fb. Applied to a woman, esp. a wet-nurse. Obs.

&amp;lt;:i29o
.5

1

. Eng. Leg. I. 472/362 pat child wolde souke and
it nuste gwam, pare nas no milk a-boute, ne no mielch
wumman. c 1325 Lai le Freine 196 He . . tok it [the child]
his douhter, and hir bisought, That hye schuld kepe it

as sche can, For sche was melche and couthe theran. 1563
HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 49 And neither women in childe-

bed, nor milch nourses, . . may eate Parcely with their meats.
1662 GRAUNT Bills Mart. iii. 19 [Deaths] caused by care

lessness, ignorance, and infirmity of the Milch-women. 1709
STEELE Taller No. 15 p 2 One Country Milch-Wench, to
whom I was committed, and put to the Breast.

c./^.
1658 J. HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Govt. \. xi. Wks. (1700)

300 Thus a populous City makes a Country milch, or popu
lous by sucking.

t d. applied to the breasts or teats ; also transf.
to the eyes when weeping. Obs. rare.
1600 J. LANE Tom Tel-troth 123 Pallas, the Nurse of

Nature-helping Art, ..From whose milch teates no pupils
would depart. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 540 The instant
Burst ofClamour that she made. .Would haue made milche
the Burning eyes of Heauen.

^ 2. nonce-uses, a. Of plants : Milky, full of

milk. b. Of dew : Exuding like milk. Obs.

(71420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 1081 Item [sc. plants] that
beth melche in ver novelles grene [L. nemo tnagis cum
lactent nouella. uiretttfa] Beth nought to fede. 1612 DRAY-
TON Poly-old, xiii. 171 Exhaling the milch dewe which there
had tarried long, And on the ranker grasse till past the
noone-sted hong.

t Milch, V. Obs. [app. f. MILCH a,

Not repr. OE. welcan str. vb. or ineolcian, (gt)milcian
wk. vb. : see MILK v.\

trans. To milk (an animal). Also^. Hence

Milched///. &amp;lt;z., Mrlching vbl. sb.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 130/7 To Milch, mnlgere. 1589
FLEMING Virg. Bucol. HI. 9 And let him couple foxes too,

and mitch the male-kind gotes. 1648 H. FERNE Semt.

(1649) 8 Two new-milcht Kine drawing the Arke of God.

1648 HEXHAM, Een welckinge^ a Milking, or a Milching.

1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 33 The owner made a point of

never keeping a Cow that was too old Milcht, or Milk d
too long from the time of Calving ; or when any Cow went
off her Milk . . he always replaced her with a new Milcht

one. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 986 Where
they [sc. calves] suck stale milched cows.

b. Comb, (the verb-stem used attrib.\ as milth-

barn, -bowl, -house.

1599 Ace. Bk. W. Wray m Antiquary XXXII. 243, xv
milche boules. Ihid.&amp;gt;

In the milche house. 1810 Splendid
Follies II. 177 The equestrians . . arrived at the milch-barn.



MILCH-COW.

Milch-cow. [MILCH a.]

1. A cow in milk ;
a cow giving milk or kept

for milking.
1414 in . E. Wills (1882) 57, I wul my wyf haf half my

mylche kye. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 337/2 Mylchc cowe,

bassario, vel vacca mulsaria. 15*3 FITZHERB. Huso. 70

Melch kye and draught oxen, wyll eate a close moche barer

than as many fatte kye and oxen. 1583 STUBBES Anat.

Abus. u. (1882) 47 And so solde the former barren cowe with

hir adulterate calfe, for a melch cowe. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.

Shr II. i. 359 I haue a hundred milch-kme to the pale. 1879

KINGSTON Australian Air. ix. 102 China, as a Nation, is

as weak and defenceless now as a milch cow.

trans/. 1816 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. xvii. (1818) II. 65

Aphides and Cocci, which are the milch kine of our little

pismires.

2. Jig. A source of regularly-accruing gam or

profit ; esp. a person from whom money is easily

drawn ,
one who bleeds freely . (So F. vache d lait.}

1601 I. WHEELER Treat. Cmim, 40 So profitable aMilch-

cowe as the English Trade was vnto the Lowe Countries.

1617 CHAMBERLAIN Let. in Ct. f, Times Jas. I, II. 8 That

he had been a good milch cow to Dixon . . and that he had

yielded ,200 a year, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

.Milch-kine, a Term us d by Coalers, when their Pnsoners

will bleed freely to have some Favor, or be at large. 1711

ARBUTHNOT John Bull I.
xii, John s cause was a good milch

iquently

private profit.

Milche, obs. f. MELSH, a. (With milche-

hearted cf. early ME. milce-herted s.v. MILCE sb.)

1551 HULOET, Milche harted, lemosits.

Milclier (mi-ltfai). [f. MILCH a. or v. + -ER!.]

An animal that yields milk
;
a milch-beast.

1813 E. MOOR Suffolk Words 229 A good milcher. 1890
R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1801) 417 Those minia

ture milchers [. goats], 1891 T. HARDY Tess xvi, All

prime milchers, such as were seldom seen out of this valley.

Milchy (mi-ltji), a. [f.
MILCH a. + -Y

.]

1 1. Milk-giving, yielding milk. Obs. rare.

1635 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Horace, Odes Epode xvi. (ed. 3)

86 There, milchy Gotes come freely to the Paile.

2. ? U.S. Milky, as an oyster (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Milcie, var. MILCE v. Obs., MILSEY Sc.

t Mild, sb. Obs. rare. [f.
MILD &amp;lt;z.l Cf. ON.

mildi, OHG. millf.] Gentleness, pity.
c 1430 in Pol. Rel. 4- L. Poems (1903) 197 Lete mylde &

meekenes \v.r. mylde mekenes] melte in bin herte. 1576
GASCOIGNE Philomene (Arb.) 112 Then Progne phy for thee,

Which kildst thine only child, Phy on the cruel crabbed

heart Which was not movde with milde.

Mild (maild), a. Forms: 1-7 milde, 3-6

myld(e , 5 myelde, myyld, 5-6 my ild(e, 6 railed,

3- mild. [Com. Teut. : OE. milde = OFris.

milJe, OS. mildi (MDn. milde, Du. mild), OHG.
milti (MHG. milte, mod.G. mild], ON. mild-r

(Sw., Da. mild), Goth, -mild-s (in compounds,

frialwamildjai masc. pi., loving, unmildjai masc.

pi., unkind ;
also in derivative mildila kindness):

OTeut. *mildjo-, *miltti-, i. Indogermanic root

*meldh- (: moldh- : mldh), whence Gr. /iaX0aos

soft, mild, Olrish meldach tender, Skr. mrdh to

neglect, also to be moist.]
1. Of persons, their disposition and behaviour.

a. (Chiefly of a superior, e. g. a king) : Kind,

considerate, gracious, merciful, indulgent; not

harsh or severe. Now rare or Obs.

a7s Laws A&quot;. Wihtned Prol., Dam mildestan cyninge
Cantwara Wihtrzde rixijendum. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VII. 483 fat tyme Theobald

(&amp;gt;e mylde [L. /;&amp;gt;],

eorle of Campania, was in his floures. 1667 MILTON P. L.

x. 1046 Remember with what mild And gracious temper he

both heard and judg d Without wrauth or reviling. 1715
POPE Odyss. xiv. 160 So mild a master never shall I find.

1831 HERAUD Voy. f, Mem. Midshipm. ix. (1837) 157 This
mild prince, .is deservedly popular with his. .subjects.

b. Applied to God, Christ, and the Virgin Mary.
Obs. exc. in traditional collocations.

971 Blickl. Horn, 71 SecggaJ? Siones dohtrum bat heora

cining cymej, milde & monjwajre. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn.
21 pus mildeliche andswerede

|&amp;gt;e

milde quen of heuene.

a IMS Leg. Kath. 2411 Milde lesu. 41300 Cursor M.
24748 Quen i ma mening o bat mild [the Virgin]. 1389 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 47 His mild modir seynt marye. 1567
Glide

&amp;lt;t

Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 84 Thow blissit Virgin mylde.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 121 Libertie w_ould availe

me nothing, if Christ by bis most milde incarnation had not

taken away our captivitie. a 1729 J. ROGERS 19 Serm. i.

(1735) 5 It teaches us. .to adore him as a mild and merciful

Being, of infinite Love, .to his Creatures. 1810 SCOTT Lady
of L. in. xxix, Ave Maria 1 maiden mild! 1828 JOLLY
Sunday Sent, (1848) 206 This mild Majesty of God incarnate
..was now about to ascend to Heaven.

c. const, to or
( dative ; occas. ( with.

971 Blickl. Horn. 47 God bib milde bxm monnum be. .on
hine selefab. c 1105 LAV. 14802 He [Vortimer] wes milde
;tkhe cnafe. a 1250 Owl 4- Night. 1775 Wi5 heore cunne
heo beobmildre. 13.. Assumf. Virg. 888 (Add. MS.) For
oure ladi hure schal be mylde. a 1450 MYRC 29 In worde
and dede bou moste be mylde Bothe to mon and to

chylde. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 165 Yet is he milde to
those that aske forgiuenesse. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tltevenofs
Trav. i. 58 They erect a stone over the head of the de
ceased, to serve for a seat to the Angels who are to examine
him, that they may be the milder to him.

d. Gentle and conciliatory in disposition or

behaviour; not easily provoked, and giving no
offence to others ; not rough or fierce in manners.

484

In mod. prose used with more or less disparaging implica
tion : cf. 6 b.

a 1000 GutMac 711 (Gr.) Swa \&amp;gt;xt
milde mod ..dryhtne

^eowde. c laoo ORMIN 2938 Milde he [Joseph] wass. -I
J&amp;gt;att

he nollde wre^enn patt wimmann ^att wass gilltelais. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 83 Drede is such a Mayster pat he

makej&amp;gt; Men Meoke and Mylde of heore speche. 1387 THE-
VISA Higden (Rolls) I. 173 And

&amp;gt;ere ynne be^ more mylde
peple [L. gitx gentem habet magis piatti, contrasted with

/eras gentes}, c 1440 Promp. t arv. 337/2 Myyld, and

buxum, pitts, benignus, maiisnetus. 1530 PALSGR. 776/1,
I have knowen hym a heedye felowe, but he is waxen mylde
nowe : je lay congnett -vng testart, mays il se est bien

humylie mayntenant. 1596 SPENSER f. Q. v. xii. 42 Most
bitter wordes they spake. .That they the mildest man alive

would make Forget his patience. ^1645 HOWELL Lett.

(1655) II. liv. 63 A harsh Mother may bring forth somtimes
a mild daughter. 1710 POPE //m^xxiv. 963 In whom the

gods had join d The mildest manners with the bravest

mind, a x86a BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) III. ii. 53 The mildest

spirit might well have been roused oy this.

absoL cxi75 Lamb. Horn. 113 Drihten . . on-hefS pa
mildan. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis) 103 Syne
dyliuere was bat myld, thru godis helpe, of a knaf chyld.

1813 H. G. KmOHT/i&uA/tfrill.xiii, Let the weak bewail !

Well may the mild, the woman-hearted fait

e. of looks, language, etc.

mid his milde e?en, c 14*0 Chron. Vilod. 1013 Hure voys
was bothe myelde & swete. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 36
With such mylde aunsweres he put off the tyme. 1771

Juniiis Lett. xlix. (1788) 266 But this language is too mild
for the occasion. 1707 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 759 Their
features are extremely mild and pleasing. 1813 SHELLEY

Q. Mob in. 158 His mild eye beams benevolence no more.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 754 If he sometimes

stooped to be a villain for no milder word will come up to

the truth.

f. of rule, punishment, treatment of persons,

influence, and the like. Now chiefly in compara
tive : Less severe.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades u. viii. (1592) 191 But this

kind of quieting and setting parties at one, is verie milde
in comparison of reuengement and punishment, a 1645
WALLER Pens-Hurst i. 44 Ah ! cruel Nymph !. .her humble
swaine. .from the winds and tempests doth expect A milder
(ate then from her cold neglect! c 1655 MILTON Sonn.,
4 When I consider ^ Who best Bear his milde yoak, they
serve him best. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. iv. viii. (1869) II.

232 The penalties imposed by this milder statute. 18*5
MACAULAY Ess. t Milton (1899) 17 But., why not adopt
milder measures? 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV.

xyii. 73 The South . . was put under the milder rule of the

Bishop.

g. in proverbial similes, As mild as a dove, as

May, as milk, etc.

1530 PALSGR. 626/2 Whan he is angryest of all I can make
hym as mylde as a lambe. 15^9 ?SHAKS. Pass. Pilgr. vii,

Faire is my loue, but not so faire as fickle; Milde as a

Doue, but neither true nor trustie. 1704 POPE Pastorals,

Spring 81 Sylvia s like autumn ripe, yet mild as May. 1874
1 . HARDY Madding Crowd iv, A temper as mild as milk.

fh. Mild mother (tr.
PIA MATER) : see MOTHER.

2. Of an animal : Tame, gentle ; not wild or

fierce. (Obs. exc. as directly transf. from I d.)
1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 39/183 J&amp;gt;e

Bollokes and
)&amp;gt;e ^oungue

steores
J&amp;gt;at

weren er so wilde, Anon so huy touward heom
come huy woxen tame and milde. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.
xv. 275 Egydie after an hynde cryede, And |w&amp;gt;rw fe mylke
of bat mylde best be man was susteyned. 1390 GOWER
Con/. I. 39 Of so good mesure He song, that he the bestes
wilde Made of his note tame and milde. 1671 MILTON
P. R. i. 310 Among wild Beasts : they at his sight grew
mild. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 254 Mild, peaceful, and
brave, it [the elephant] never abuses its power or its strength.
1801 J. JONES tr. ByggJs Trav. Fr. Rep. viii. 154 The
menagerie seems to be separated into two parts, the one
for mild animals, and the other for the wild and ferocious,

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI II. 476/1 The Kinkajou is very mild
in captivity.

b. Of a plant : Cultivated, not wild. Obs. rare.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 168 As many vertues as the mild

fig-tree hath, yet the wild is much more effectual!.

3. Of weather, etc.: Not rough or stormy, not

sharp or severe ; calm, fine, and moderately warm.
Of a climate : Temperate.
14.. Seven Deadly Sins 3 in Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems (1866)

215 Apon a mylde mornyng of may. 1530 PALSGR. 318/2
Mylde of wether, paisible. 1634 MILTON Comns 4 In

Regions milde of calm and serene Ayr. 1714 GAY Trivia
f. 144 Signs . . Of milder weather, and serener skies. 1819
SHELLEY Prometh, Unb. 1.793 Spring ..Whose mild winds
shake the elder brake. 1891 EMILY LAWLESS Crania I. i

A mild September afternoon.

fig.
1608 SHAKS. Per. in. i. 27 Now mylde may be thy

life, For a more blusterous birth had neuer Babe.
4. Of light, or a luminous body: Shining with

tempered lustre, softly radiant.
a 1645 WALLER To Yng. Lady Lucy Sidney 10 The rosy

morne resignes her light, And milder glory to the Noon.

1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat., Theol. xviii. (1852) I. 367 The

Governor of the Universe is a more discernible object, . .

clothed with milder rays of glory. 1819 KEATS Lamia i.

382 A silver lamp, whose phosphor glow Reflected in the
slabbed steps below, Mild as a star in water. 1832 STANDISH
Maid ofjaen 21 The moon s mild orb was shining seen.

6. Of a medicine : Operating gently ; not violent

or strong in its effects. Of food, tobacco, etc. :

Soft to the palate, not rough or sharp or strong in

taste or odour, not over-stimulating or over-feed

ing. Of pathological secretions : Not acrid or

irritating.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4824 Was neuir no mede ne no milke

MILD.

so mild vndire heuen. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Husk.
ii. (1586) 58 b, The smoother the leafe is, the mileder and
the sweeter is the rpote. 1652 CULPEPPER Eng. Physic. 12

The milde Arsmart is good against hot Imposthumes. 173*
ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 257 Anti-acids

of a milder kind. 1768 BICKKRSTAFF Lionel
&amp;lt;y

Clarissa i.

(1786) 9 Why, one bottle [of hock] won t hurt you, man this

is old, and as mild as milk. 1822-34 Gooas Study Med,
(ed. 4) IV. 62 The matter discharged is whitish and mild,

producing no excoriation, .or other disquiet. 1831 YOUATT
Horse x. 171 A very mild dose of physic. 1845 ELIZA ACTON
Mod. Cookery 122 Mild Ragout of Garlic, .. By changing
very frequently the water in which it is boiled, the root will

be deprived of its naturally pungent flavour and smell, and
rendered extremely mild. 1855 Anti-Maud xxix, Sipping
their Seltzer and Hock, and smoking a mild cigar. 1899
Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 614 The milder form of sulphur
lotion is preferable.

fig. 1781 COWPER Charity 502 Most satirists are indeed

a public scourge ; Their mildest physic is a farrier s purge,
b. Of ale or beer : In early use app. free from

acidity, not sour or stale
*

;
now applied to those

kinds that are not strongly flavoured with hops

(opposed to bitter}. Also absol. = mild ale. For
the phr. to draw it mild see DRAW v, 40 b.

1626 BACON Sylva 52 A good draught of Milde Beer.

1717 PRIOR Alma \\. 203 Suppose your eyes sent equal rays

Upon two distant pots of ale, Not knowing which was mild

or stale. 1818 KITCHINER Cook?s Oracle (ed. 2) 502 Cool

Tankard, or Beer Cup. A quart of mild aJe, a glass of

white wine, one of brandy [etc.]. 1886 JOHN BICKERDYKE
Curios* Ale # Beer 391 A pint, .of mild beer, half a pint of

brandy [etc.], 1889 A. BARNARD Noted Breweries 1. 357
Cellars, .for racking and storing mild ales.

C. Of a disease, or an attack of disease : Not
severe or acute.

1744 BERKELEY Siris 3 Others had U [small-Box] in the

mildest manner. 1800 Med. frnl* IV. 187 The inoculated

Cow-Pox is a much milder and safer disease than the in

oculated Small-Pox. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 401
The.. genius of Butler, if it did not altogether escape the

prevailing infection, took the disease in a mild form.

6. Of bodily exercise : Moderate, gentle, easy.
Of amusement or recreation : Not boisterous, not

exuberant in enjoyment or mirth.

1831 YOUATT Horse x. 171 Mild exercise should be used.

188* A. BAIN Jos. Mill 388 There should also be social

amusements of a mild character, such as to promote cheerful

ness rather than profuse merriment.

b. Used sarcastically to connote lameness or

feebleness (in persons and their actions), where

audacity, cleverness, recklessness, etc. might have
been expected.
1885 Sat. Rev. 7 Feb. 166/1 Most of us have no wish to

cheat railway Companies by travelling first class at third-

class prices, but there are ingenious adventurers who prac
tise this mild swindle. 1886 Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. 3 A mild

attempt to anarchize English grammar. 1897 BARR&RE &
LELAND Diet. Slang, Mild bloater^ weak young man who
has pretensions to being horsey. Mod. We had a mild

game of whist.

t7. Chem. ? Neutral. Obs.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 6 Mild Calx (so I call

lime united with fixed air). 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX.

346/2 The brown calx of iron united with the white calx of

manganese, and mild calcareous earth in various propor
tions. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 140 The limestone of Malta
contains both calcareous earth ana magnesia, but most pro
bably in a mild state. Ibid. t The selenite is decomposed
by the mild magnesia contained in the stone.

8. a. Of soil, wood : Soft, easy to work. dial.

1851 S. W. HOSKYNS Talpa xix. 163 This ll be mild enough
for anything presently ; you don t call this a stiff soil ? 1875
T. LASLETT Timber xiv. 84 The Modena, Roman, and
Sardinian [Oaks] are what the workmen call milder in cha

racter that is to say, they are easier to work, and a little

less hard than the former [kinds]. 1880 JEFFERIES Gt. Estate

ix. i6i * These old French burrs he the best stone ; they be

hard, but they be mild and takes the peck well.

b. Mild steel \ steel containing only a small

percentage of carbon, of great strength and tough
ness, but not readily tempered or hardened.
1868 JOYNSON Metals 90 What is called in the trade ho

mogeneous iron is a species of mild-steel ,
and has been

introduced by a Sheffield firm. 1884 W. H. GREENWOOD
Steel

&amp;lt;$

Iron 202 The mild steels produced by the Siemens
and the Bessemer processes. Ibid. 399 The elongation of

the milder qualities of steel before fracture occurs is superior
to that of malleable iron.

C. Physics. (See quot.)
1878 J. C. MAXWELL in Encycl. Brit. VI. 312/1 A body

which can have its form permanently changed without any
flaw or break taking place is called mild. When the force

required is small the body is said to be soft ; when it is

great the body is said to be tough.

II 9. Peculiarly used by Byron. Of a slope:
Gentle. Of a wood : Not thorny.
1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. Ixvii, Upon a mild declivity of

hill. 1813 Island u. xx, For even the mildest woods will

have their thorn.

10. Used poet, in the place of an adv., = MILDLY.
a 900 CYNF.WULF Crist 249 (Gr.) pu bisne middan^eard

milde geblissa |mrh 5inne hercyme, haelende Crist ! 1667
MILTON P. L. vu. no And thus the Godlike Angel answerd

milde. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 1098 The pale deluge.,

streaming mild O er the sky d mountain to the shadowy
vale. 1739 C. WESLEY Christmas Hymn 21 Mild he lays

his Glory by, Born that Man no more may die. 178*
COWPER Task \\\. 443 As oft As the sun peeps and vernal

airs breathe mild.

11. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic and adverbial),

as mild-aspected, f -aspecting, -brewed, -cured,

-eyedy -faced
1

, -flavoured, -mannered, -mooned,
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^-persuading, -scented, -seeming, -spirited

{\-sprited], -spoken, -tempered, -worded adjs.

1597 DBAYTOS Heroic Ep.^ Isab. to Mortimer 17 That
blessed night, that *mild-aspected howre, Wherein thou

niad st escape out of the Tpwre. 1601 WEKVER Alirr.

J/art.C6b, On Sea the *mild-aspecting heauens would

guide me. 1905 W. L. COURTNEY J at/wr Time
&amp;lt;y

Childr.

in Queen s Christmas Carol 95 October comes to give men
cheer, With purple grapes and *mild-brewed beer! i83

TENNYSON Lotos-Eaters 27 The *inild-eyed melancholy
Lotos-eaters came. i86a HOWELLS Vcnet. Life vii, A very
*mild-faced old priest. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serm. xvi.

284 Let her bee milde-worded and *milde-manered. 1821

BYRON Juan in. xli, He was the mildest manner d man
That ever scuttled ship or cut a throat. 1819 KEATS Lamia
i. 156 A deep volcanian yellow took the place Of all her

*milder-mooned body s grace. 1601 WEEVER Afirr. Mart.

Dsb, In *mild-perswading words and deedes. 1776-96
WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 677 Prickly, or *MHd-
scented Lettuce. ^ 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia m. (1598) 386 The
sheepe [gave] *mild-seeming face. 1607 T. CAMPION Maske
B 4 b, *Mild spriled Zephyrus liaile. 1712-27 ARBUTHNOT
John Bull i. v. MiscelL II. 12 The Neighbours reported that

he was Henpeck t, which was impossible, by such a mild

spirited Woman, as his Wife was. 1727 Art Speaking in

Publick vi. 84 An Orator ought not to be too Remiss,
neither in his Action, nor too *MHd-spoken. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, xxix, You re always so mild spoken. 174^7

tr.

Astruc s Fevers 169 A cold *mild-tempered easy patient.

1575-85 *Milde-worded [see mild-mannered],

t Mild, 7-. Obs. [f. MlLDa.I OE. had mildian

intr., to become mild.] trans. To make mild or

gentle. Also refl.

1340 Ayenb. 117 We byej be more ymylded and
^&amp;gt;e

dred-

uoller. Ibid. 177 JJeruore ssel pe zene3ere him mildi ase

moche are ha may beuore god. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi.

cxcvii. 203 This message mylded nothyng the kynges
courage. 16*7-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. xvi. 55 As for man,
it [the Gospel] teaches him to tread on cottons, milds his

wilder temper.

Mildce, Milde, van MILCE sb., MILE sb? Obs.

Milded: see MILE v. Obs.

Milden (marld n), v. [f. MILD a.
+-EN&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.]

1. trans. To make mild or milder.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xii. 620 The very names by
whicn they call diseases doe somewhat mylden and diminish
the sharpnes of them. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator No. 63
(1822) II. 83 What follows .. is mildened a little by the

introduction of the name of Erasmus, More s intimate

friend. 1900 A. B. DAVIDSON \n Expositor^n. g Polygamy
and slavery were treated in two ways : their use was mild-

ened and circumscribed.

2. intr. To become mild or milder.

853 [see Mildening) ppl. a.}. i88a in Imperial Diet. Suppl.
Hence Mrldened, Miidening ///. adjs.
1841 CAROL. WISEMAN Prayer $ Prayer-Bks. Ess. 1853 I.

397 it is not Saul alone . . that hath felt the mildening and

calming influence of David s harp. 1853 KANE Grinnell

E.tp. xxxvii. (1856) 341 The mildening temperature. 1864
LOWELL Fireside Trav. 315 Suffused with a tremulous,

glooming glow, a mildened glory.

Mi lder, v. dial. (Lines.) [?cogn. w. MOULDER
v.] intr. To moulder, decay; to crumble away.
lit. andyzg-. Hence Mildering///. a.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey L
.ix._2o

This practise
is most approuable and peculiar in mildung Clay, which
otherwise by shooting and melting downe into open Trenches,
would choake vp the water-passages. 1631 SANDERSON
Serm. 353 Their estates crumble and milder away. 1647
H. MORE CnpiiCs Conflict xv, Unthankfull wretch ! Gods
gifts thus to reject And maken nought of Natures goodly
dower. That milders still away through thy neglect. 1671
SKINNER Etymol.Ling.Angl., Moulder, agro Line. Milder.

1886 S. W. Line. Gloss. s.v., The stone-work is so mildered.

It s clean mildered away. The frost lays hold on it and it

milders down.

Mildernix, variant of MEDRINACKS Obs.

Mildew (mi ldi), sb. Forms : i meled^aw,
mild6aw, 3 mildeu, 4-6 myldew, 4-8 meldew,
5-7 meldewe, 6 myldewe, mild-, myldeawe,
6-7 mildewe, 7 mieldew, 7-8 milldew, (8

mealy-dew), 4- mildew. [OE. meledtaWj mil-

&amp;lt;#flw
=

OHG.7;/i7/V&amp;lt;7(MHG. nriltou, mod.G. with

etymologizing alteration mehlthaii], Sw. wjoldaggj
Da. meldug; f.OTeut. *;;w/^(Goth. milt}} honey +
*d*awwo- DEW sb. The first element is in most of

the Teut. langs. assimilated to *melwo~ MEAL j^.1]

tl. = HONEY-DEW. Obs.
a 1000 P/teenix 260 No he foddor

J&amp;gt;i^e3
mete on moldan,

nemne mele-deawes dl jebyr^e, se dreoseS oft set middre
nihte. cioso Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 455/19 Nectar, huni^,

p35e mildeaw. a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 269 Swetter
is munegunge of be

^&amp;gt;en
mildeu o muSe. 1563 W. FULKE

Meteors (1571) 530, Ther is another kind of swete de_wes,
that falleth in England called the meldewes, which is as

sweet as hotiy. 1598 F. Rous Thnle T, She . . with sweete
Mel-dewes doth anoint her face. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents 65
The Honny of Bees is longer kept pure and fine, then any
Manne or Meldew. 1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Tlu-at, Ins.

908 Akindeof heavenly Ambrosia falls down upon the leaves

of plants (which they call honey dew, but I rather mieldew).

fig. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n. Ixi. 31 While on the Christian

Lords Downe fell the mildew of his sugred words.

2. A morbid destructive growth upon plants,

consisting of minute fungi, and having usually the

appearance of a thin whitish coating. Also, a

similar growth on paper, leather, wood, etc., when

exposed to damp. Usu. collect. sing.\ also with a

and//., denoting a particular attack of the disease.

1340 tnquhitiones Nonaruin 334 b (Record Comm.), Maxi
ma pars frumenti in parochia praedicta semmati distrucba-

tur .. hoc anno ., per quondam rorem qui vocatur mildew.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xli. 6 Seuene. eerys, thinne and smytun
with meldew. c 1440 Promp. / am. 337/2 Myldew, male.
1523 FrrzHERB. Husb. 54 They [sc. pasture-shepe] selden
rot &quot;but with myldewes. 1570 U. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. in. 39
Indocus doth defende the corne, from myldeawes and from
blast. 1677 VuQiOxfordsh. 246 If the place be subject to the

annoyances of Smutting, Meldews, Birds, &c. 1763 MILLS
Syst. Pract. Husb. II. 411 The rust of corn, the honey-dew,
the mealy-dew. 1839 Penny Cycl, XV. 209/2 The common
orange-red mildew of the Berberry \$&amp;gt; sEcidhitn Berberides.

1850 OGILVIE, Mildew
t

. . spots on cloth or paper caused by
moisture. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany x. 153 Damp and moss
and mildew are not such deadly enemies to art as the chisel

of the modern stonemason.

fig. 1640 LD. J. DIGBY Sp. in Ho. Coin. 9 Nov. 7 [It] hath
fallen agame upon the Land.. in Hailstones and Milldews,
to batter and prostrate . . our liberties, to blast . . our affec

tions. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages {\ty-2.) III. 84 Neither the
blasts of arbitrary power could break them off, nor the

mildew of servile opinion cause them to wither. 1874 I..

STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. iv. 138 Something of
the mildew of time is stealing over the Waverley Novels.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ as mildew-blast
, -drop t

-plant ; mildew-gangrene, -mortification, gan
grene produced by diseased grain, such as gan
grenous ergotism (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890; ; fBiildew-
grajss, grass tainted with mildew.
1634 MILTON CettiHsG^oQf sov ran use Gainst all inchant-

ments, *mildew blast, or damp. 1808 SCOTT Alarm. 11.

xviii, The &quot;mildew-drops fell one by one, With tinkling plash,

upon the stone. 1523 FITZHEKB. Husb. 54 *Myldewe-
grasse is not good for shepe. 1822-29 Good^s Study Med.
(ed. 3) III. 493 Gangrxna itstitaginea. *Mildew-mortifica-
tion. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 209/2 Every precaution should
be taken to prevent the spores of the *mildew-plants from
being communicated to the soil.

Mildew (mi-ldiw), v. Also 7 melldew, 8

milldew. [f. the sb.]
1. trans. To taint with mildew.
155* [see MILDEWED///, a.]. 1605 SHAKS. Lear\\\. \v, 123

Hee . . Mildewes the white Wheate. 1747 FRANKLIN Let.
Wks. 1887 II. 76 A great deal of hay has been lost, and
some corn mildewed. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV.

541 The Licensing Act. .detains valuable packages of books
at the Custom House till the pages are mildewed.

fig 1631 BRATHWAIT WAttttstffft Almanack-maker 14
Whole summer nights long hee lyes on his backe, as if hee
were melldew d or planet-struck, gazing on the starrie gal-
lerie. 1807 MONTGOMERY Molehill 72 Tyrants, the comets
of their kind, Whose withering influence .. smote and mil

dew d man. 1898 BODLEY France II. in. i. 47 Nor are the

members of the Institute, with all their learning, recluses

mildewed in the dust of folios.

2. intr. To become tainted with mildew.
1651 R. CHILD in Hartlib s Legacy (1655) 14 Rank Land

where Corn is apt to lodge, and consequently to Mildew.

1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. xiii. 482 Authors sometimes
detain proofs so long, that the paper allotted for those
sheets will mildew. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 210/1 Mr. Knight
prevented his peas from mildewing by watering them abun

dantly and constantly.

Jig. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer s^F. 383 These old pheasant-
lords,. .Who had mildew d in their thousands, doing nothing.
Hence Mi ldewer.
1807 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (xSn)VI. 389 The man., is a

noted mildewer on the profits of the noblest verse.

Mildewed (mi-ldiwd), ppl a. [f.
MILDEW v.

+ -ED *.] Tainted with mildew.

1552 HULOF.T, MyHe dewed, rubiginosus. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. in. iv. 64 Like a Mildew d eare. a 17*1 POPE Lctt.^
to Dk. Buckhm. Wks. 1737 VI. 26 Two or three mill-dew d

pictures of mouldy ancestors. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric.
Chem. (1814) 265 Great care should be taken that no mil

dewed straw is carried in the manure used for corn. 1897
HARE Story ofmy Life (1900) VI. xxx. 472 The mildewed
rooms have some scanty remnants of their old furniture.

fig. 1605 MARSTON Dutch Courtesan \\\. i. 128 Tisse.

Fayth loyce is a foolish bitter creature. Crisp. A pretty
mildewed wench she is. Tisst. And faire. 1626 E. F. Hist.

Ediu. II (1680) 24 His hypocritical Entreaties and mildewed
Promises.

Mildewy (mHdi,i), a. [f.
MILDEW sb. + -yi.]

Tainted with mildew
;

of the nature of, or re

sembling, mildew.

1835 DICKENS S. Boz, Scenes xiii. (1892) 113 The damp
mildewy smell which pervades the place. 1838 O. Twist

xxvi, Heaps of mildewy fragments of woollen-stuff. 1862

THOREAU Excursions, Wild Apples (1863) 296 Foggy mil

dewy days.
fig. 1884 R. BI-CHANAN Foxglove Manor III. xxxiv. 147
A creed so worn out, mildewy, and old-fashioned.

t Mi ldful, a. Obs. [?f. MILD sb. + -FUL. See

also MILFUL.] Merciful. Hence f Mi ldfulness.
a 1225 Jnliana 55 pe mihti mildfule godd. a 1300 E. E.

Psalter cxiv. 5 Mildeful lauerd al And rightwise [Vulg.
misericors Dominus et Justus], c 1440 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

8966 (MS. B) MildfoL Ibid. 8975 (MS. e) Myldefulle. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA, m xvii. N viij, But of ryght vryton he

ought to be myldefull vnto hym. Ibid.. Thou hast sayde
. . that to a prysoner is myldefulnes due of ryght vnto hym.

t Mild-heart, a. Obs. (For forms see

HEART.) [f. MILD a. + HEART sb. Cf. OHG.
milt-kerzi.

] Merciful, kind-hearted.

c$$o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 7 Ead^e biSon mlltheorte

[c 1000 Ags., c 1160 Hatton, ba mild heortan) fordon hioia

vcl 3a miltheortnise himjefylges. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
121 Mild-heorte he is togenes heom. c 1205 LAY. 16813 pe
king wes mild heorte & heold hine stille. [1340 Ayenb. 142

i pe milde herten and simple.]
Hence f Mildheartful a., merciful ; Mildheart-

laik ( Ormin) t t Mildheartness, mercifulness.

900 La-vs of sEIfred c. 49 Hie oa gesetton, for &ere
mildheortnesse

f&amp;gt;e
Crist UErde,..baette [etc.]. c 1200 ORMIN

1142 patt hebe^m Jmrrh hiss
mildherrtlej^c Fornafe be^re

gllltess. Ibid. 2893 Korr a?} birr)? rihlitwisncbhe ben purrh
mildheorrtnesse temmpredd. a 1225 Juliana 66 Mildheort-
fult: godd milce bi meiden. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii.
i Mildehertnesses of lauerd [Vuig. misericordias Domini}.

Mild-hearted, a. [Formed as prec. + -ED -.]

Tender-hearted, gentle, merciful.
c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 23 ForSon drihten is mildheorte5 inch

he wule hit me for^euen. rizoo Trin. Coll. Ham. 95 Mild-
hef ted beS

J&amp;gt;e
man

|&amp;gt;e
reouS his neh^ebures unselSe. a 1300

A&quot;. E. Psalter ci i. 8 Reuful and mildeherted lauerd gode.
1843 MAHKYAT M. Violet xxxiii, Mild-heaited savages.
Hence Mild-Uearteduess.
1867 FKEKMAN Norm. Conq .(ify-]} I. App. 553 King /Elfred s

notion, .that the. .wergild was introduced by the Christian

Bishops in imitation of the mild-heartedness of Christ. [Cf.

quot. ^900 s.v. MILDHEARTNESS.]

1 Mi ldhede. Obs. [f. MILD a. + -/;^/V,-HEAD.]
Mildness, mercifulness ; meekness.
nz9o .S\ Eng. Leg. I. 291/108 pat swete mayde [sc. the

Virgin Mary] so hende cudde hire milde-hede, and fiam
heouene to him a-doun gan wende. 1340 Ayenb. 133 pet is

ari^t pouerte of go^t and mildeliedc of herte. 1489 CAXTON
Faytes ofA. in. xvii. N vii, Vf myldehede is due to hym
[a pii-)lli:r].

Mildisli (mai klij), a. [f. MILD a. + -ISH 1.]

Somewhat mild.

1853 G. J. CAY LEY Las Alforjas II. 145 So they changed
their cries of malcgro for

l

Que lastima! (what a pity), a
mildish reparation under the circumstances.

t Mildly, a. Obs. [f. MILD &amp;lt;Z. + -LY!. Cf.

ON. tnildhgr.]
=.- MILD a.

c 950 Durham Ritual (Surtees) 37 Mitdelic, propitius.
c 1205 LAY. 8832 Mid mildhche worden.

Mildly (^mai ldli), adv. [f.
MILD a. + -LY 2

.]

In a mild manner. (See the senses of the adj.)

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. viii. i His se cyning . . milde-
lice onfeng. 111225 - ^ncr. A*. 136 Ine swete munegunge of

be so5e wunden bet he o5 sooe rode mildeliche ^olede.

cizSo Gen.
&amp;lt;fy

Ex. 2778 Ford
1

he nam to sen witterlike, Hu
Sat tier brende milde-like. a 1300 Cursor ftl. 15651 Ful
tnildli to bam he spak. 1387 TKEVISA Hidden (Rolls) VII.

97 Canute .. afterwarde dede more myldely [MS. ft, myld-
loker, y, myldelokur] wib seynt Edmond. c 1450 tr. De
Imitation? \\\. H. 123, I owte in euery blamyng & repreuyng
to meke myself & suffre myldely. 1593 SHAKS, Rich. //, v.

i. 32 Wilt thou, Pupill-Hke, Take thy Correct ion mildly, ki^se

the Rodde. . ? 1626 KACOS .Sy/z a 375 The Aireonce heated

. .inaketh the Flame burne more mildly, and so helpeth the

Continuance. 1646 MAYNE St-rr/t. Unity 13 Pardon the

hardnes of the language, I cannot make the Scripture

speak mildlyer then it doth. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. C//.
Afcd. xxviii. 360 We ought to have treated her mildly, giving
small doses of calomel or blue pill.

Comb. 1567 DRANT Horace^ E6. r. xv. E vj, Then do I

hope to drinke Lyuely and myldlie rellesde wynes. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Per. xxviii, The mildly-uttered sugges
tion. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Mcd. VII. 681 The patient be

came mildly demented.

Mildness (msHdnes). [-NESS.] The quality
of being mild ;see the adj.) : a. as an attribute of

persons, their actions, etc.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 73 lesu, thi mildenesse

froieth me. 1377 LANGL. P, PI. B. xv. 169 And alle manere
meschiefs in myldenesse he sufTreth. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 31 b, To haue myldnes, gentylnes, and good
maner in all our conuersacyon. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I l,

iv. iv. 20 This is it that makes me bridle passion, And beare

with Mildnesse my misfortunes crosse. 1643 MILTON Di
vorce n. vii. Wks. 1851 IV. 79 The terror of the Law was as

a servant to amplifie and illustrat the mildnesse of grace.

1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn. t Calais (1775) I. 5 The Bouibon
is by no means a cruel race . . there is a mildness in their

blood. 1813 EUSTACE Italy (1815) III. vi. 226 The Roman
Government .. though despotic and above all control,., is

exercised by the Pontiff with mildness. 1839 THIRLWALL
GteeceVl. 131 Ariaspes.. was generally beloved on account

of the mildness of his character.

b. of things.
i6osCAMDEN Rent. 9 Being mellowed and mollified by the

mildenes of the soyle and sweete aire. 1608 D. T[UVIL]
Ess. Pol.

&amp;lt;y

Mor. 73 b, Let him not glorie in the mildnesse

of hisstarres. 1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. 273 The Drink hath

a delicate mildness. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 21

The mildness of the season. 1832 LEWIS Lett. (18701 25 The

perfect mildness and serenity of the weather is extraordinary.

Mildrop, variant of MELDROP.

Milds, miles, dial. Forms : i melde, 5

rnielde, raedles, 7 meedles, 8 mails, 9 melgs,
meals, meols, myl(i)es, miles, milds. [OE.
melde wk. fern., cogn. w. OHG. we!t/a, melde

(MHG., mocl.G. melde}, also with different ablaut-

grades malta
t
molto y MLG., Du. melde. Some

scholars suggest that the Tent, word may be

cogn. w, Gr. &\irov (?
= *ft\tTov) BLITE.] A name

for various species of Atriplex and Chenopodium.
c 1000 Sax.Leechd. III. 6 Mugwyrt.organa, melde, quinque

folium. Ibid. 54 Nim eac meldon 5a wyrt. c 1350 Med. MS.
in Archxafafia XXX. 410 Medics, c i4So^J/^//rt{Anecd.
Oxon.) \6Attriplex agrestis, ..ang. mielde. 1633 Gerarde s

7/f#a/Suppl. to Gen. Table, Meedles, Arage. 1808 JAMIE-
SON, Middenmylies.. .Chenopodium viride, et album, Linn. ;

thus denominated, as growing on dunghills. 1811 W. AITON

Agric. Surv. Ayrs. 675 (Jam.) Chenopodium several species,

Goosefoot ; wild spmage, or mails. 1839 Mag. Dont. Econ.

IV. 248 The mild succulent weeds, such as chick-weed, and
miles or fat-hen. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Bot. E. Bord. 171 Che

nopodium album. Myles. 1878 CumberId. Gloss. Introd.

19 Ctunopodium album. Meols, Fat hen.

t Mi ldship. Obs. [-SHIP.] Mildness.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 49 Habbe we..mildshipe of duue.

c 1205 LAV. 17146 Whan, .mon me mid milde-scipe wulle me
bisechen. c 1*30 HaliMeid. 659 Miltschipe & meokeschipe

121-2



MILDY.

of heorle. a 1*40 Wohutige in Cott, Horn. I. 273 Meknesse
and mildschipe makes mon eihwer luued.

t Mi ldy, a. Obs.
[f.

MILD a. + -y.] Mild.

1598 Q. ELIZ. Englishings 139/24 Who.. is Of mildy spirit

[Gr. &amp;lt;v &amp;lt;m wp^os].

Kilo (mail), sbl Forms : i mil, 3-7 myle, 4-6
rnyl, 5 Sc t myill, 5-6 mylle, 7 mille. [OE. mil

fern. -MDu. mile (Du. mi/7), OHG. mtla
t
mi/la

(MHG. mile, mod.G. meil&\ ON. mila (prob.
from OE. ; Sw., Da. mil] : WGer. *mi{/a, a. L.

mi/ta, mittia, pi. of mile, mille thousand. In the

Rom. langs. the L. sing, is represented by F. ;/
//&amp;lt;?,

It. miglio masj., and the pi. by Pr., Sp. milla
y Pg.

milha fern.]

1. Originally, the Roman lineal measure of

1,000 paces (mille passus or passuum}, computed
to have been about 1,618 yards. Hence, the unit

of measure derived from this, used in the British

Isles and in other English-speaking countries. Its

length has varied considerably at different periods
and in different localities, chiefly owing to the in

fluence of the agricultural system of measures with

which the mile has been brought into relation (see

FURLOXG). The legal mile in the British Empire
and the U.S. is now 1,760 yards. The Irish mile

of 2,240 yards is still in rustic use. The obsolete

Scottish mile was longer than the English, and

probably varied according to time and place ;
one

of the values given for it is 1,976 yards.
The use of the sing, form with a plural numeral is now

only vulgar or dialectal ; in the earlier part of the igth c. it

was recognized as permissible colloquially.

971 Blickl. Horn. 129 Ac eac swylce Gerusalem Ja burh,
sco is west bonon from baere stowe on anre mile, c 1000

.KLFRIC Gloss, in \Vr.-\Vulcker 147/22 Miliarium
t leouue,

mile, c isoo Vices fy Virtues 127 Se &amp;lt;5e net be to gonne mid
him twa milen, ga mid him Jme. c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I.

48/48 f&amp;gt;at
bote breo Mile banne it nas. 7 et 1300 Shires fy

Hundreds ofEng. in O. E. Misc. 145 Engle lond is eyhte
hundred Myle long, from penwy}? steorte bat is fyftene

Mylen by-yonde Mihhales steowe. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.

Cause. 7683 And
&amp;gt;at

ilka myle fully contene A thowsand

fases
or cubites sene. c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 782 The

nglishmen was than within a myill. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur jv. iv. 123 Kyng Pellinore was within thre myle
with a grete boost. 1532 MORE Epitaph Pref., Wks. 1419/1
Thre sinal Miles from London. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s

Hist. See/. I. 27 The craig is a myl within the Sey. 1655
FULLER Hist. Camb. 37 An hairs breadth fixed by a divine

finger, shall prove as effectuall a separation from danger,
as a miles distance. 1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. 375 Eleven
Irish miles make 14 English. 1690 MARLBOROUGH in Ld.

Wolseley Life (1894) II. 213 A place called Macrom twelfe

milles from hence. 1699 BENTLEY Pkal. \. 97 The Mistake
in the Situation, might perhaps be five Mile. 1769 GOLDSM.
Hist. Rome (1786) II. 51 In this plain, .were two little hills

at about a mile distance from each other, a 1796 BURNS
*

O, my luve s like a red, red rase\ And I will come again,

my luve, Tho* it were ten thousand mile. iSjSTHiRLwALi,
Greece xx. III. 154 The channel between the two points is

not quite a mile broad. 1850 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xl, I d

go ten thousand mile.

b. (Explicitly square or superficial mile.} A
measure of area equal to the content of a square
with a side one mile in length. So, rarely, cubic

(f cubical] mile : a measure of volume equal to

that of a cube bounded by lines one mile in length.
1698 KEILL Exam. Th, Earth (1734) 129 Twenty six Po s

will pour into the Sea one Cubical mile of water in a day.

1864 TWBLYAM Compel IVallak (1866) 121 A thousand

square miles.

c. A race, or a portion of a race, extending over

a mile s length of the course.

1901 Daily Tel. 12 Oct. 10/2 Fourier .. broke all automobile
records. ..The time for the fastest mile was 66-4-5 sec.

d. transf. andy?^. Chiefly adverbially in plural,

implying a great distance or interval.

1588 SHAKS, L. L. L. v. ii. 54 The Letter is too long by
halfe a mile. 1591 Rom.

&amp;lt;V Jul. in. v. 82 Villaine and he,
be many Miles assunder. 1889 RUSKIN Praeterita. 109 My
eldest Irish pupil . .was miles and miles my superior. 1890
R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 282 Awful fuss al

ways made about him. No swell within miles of him.

2. Used to render its etymological equivalent in

other European languages.
In Italy (where there are many different miles), Spain, and

Portugal, the mile has been developed from the ancient
Roman measure, and its length ranges between! and ii

English mile. In Germany, Austria, Holland, and the
Scandinavian countries, on the other hand, the mile seems
to represent the ancient Germanic rasta, to which the Latin
name was apparently applied arbitrarily ; its values range
from about 3$ to over 6 English miles.

c 1400 MAUNOEV. (1839) v. 55 It is wei a 1880 Myle of Lorn-

bardye. 1538 ELYOT Diet.* Rasta, a duche myle. 1559
W. CUNNINGHAM Co&mogr. Glassc 57, 8. of these furlpnges
do make an Italian or Englishe mile, which beyng multiplied

by 4. makes .32, furlonges, the length of a comon Germanic
mite. 1617 MORYSON ftin, i. 179 After I had ridden four

houres space (for the Sweitzers miles are so long, ,.); I

wondered to heare that we had ridden but one mile. 1631
LITHGOW Trav. ix. 415 The Hungarian miles are the longest

vpon earth, for euery one of theirs, is sixe of our Scots miles,
nine English. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vn. Ixxxix. 408
note, These computed German miles are in some places four,
in others five miles English.
3. Geographical^geometrical, ^maritinie,nautic(al
mile : a measure of length one minute of a great
circle of the earth.

Owing to the fact that the earth is not a true sphere, the

436

4 mile
*
as thus defined varies considerably, the difference

between the extreme values being about 62 feet ; when taken
as a minute of the meridian, the value increases with the

latitude, in consequence of the varying curvature. It has
therefore been found convenient to assign a standard value

for nautical use ;
the British Admiralty fixes it at 6,080 feet.

163* LITHCOW Trav. vm. 362 Three hundred Maritino
miles. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1720) I. 287 Italian or geometri
cal miles (at the rate of 60 to a degree). 1834 Nat. Philos.,

Ptavig. il. ii. 15 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.), A geographical or

nautical mile is ^ of a degree of a great circle of the earth.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 201 note. The
Nautical mile as defined by hydrographers is the length of
a minute of the meridian, and is different for every different

latitude. 1890 E. F. KNIGHT Cruise of
* A Uric viii. 131

Trinidad is roughly 680 nautic miles from Bahia.

1 4. As a vagne measure of time
;

the time in

which one might journey a mile
;
=MILEWAY. 06s.

c 1330 Florice
&amp;gt;;

Bl. (1857) 504 Hire cussing laste amile
And that hem thoughte lite! while. 1390 GOWER Conf. \ I.

24 And thogh I stonde there a myle, Al is foryete for the

while. 14. .Sir Beues 775 (MS. C.}, A long myle he soght,
Or he the bore fynde moght. cmolfomydon 1466 He had
not slepyd but a while, Not the space of a myle. c 1450 St.

Cntttert (Surtees) 5059 For before a litil while Noght be

space of half a mile. 1594 SPENSER Amoretti Ixxxvi, And
maketh euery minute seem a myle.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as in

mile-race ;
also in combinations with prefixed

numeral, as twenty-mile walk, six-mile track.

b. Combined with adjs., as in mile-deep, -high,

-long. Also (nonce-uses) in attributive or adjec

tival uses of advb. phrases, as mile-away, mile(s-off.

1834 DE QUINCEY in Tait s Mag. I. 85/1 At times we turned
offinto some less tumultuous street, but of the same *mile.

long character. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as Rose I. 140
The rooks . . have flapped heavily home to the *mile-off

rookery. 1881 T. HARDY Laodicean v. v, There was a
miles-off expression in hers [sc. her eyes).

c. Special comb.: mile-horse, a horse trained

for a mile race; mile-hunter, a cyclist who is

intent on accomplishing great distances; mile-

mark, a milestone or other object placed to indi

cate the distance of a mile from a starting-point
or from another mark ; mile-post, a post serving
as a mile-mark

; t mile-square, a square mile.

1819 Sporting flfaf. XXIII. 266 As to the mile horses,
I spoke of rackers, and not of trotters. 1898 Cycling 26 En
route Do not degenerate into a &quot;mile-hunter . 1610 HOL
LAND Catnffen s Brit. i. 423 London-stone, which I take to

have beene a Milliarie or *Milemarke. 1891 STEVENSON
Across tfte Plains 308 Christmas is not only the mile-mark
of another year. x8i&amp;gt; Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 50 Beal
headed ^Vood at every &quot;mile-post. 1754 EDWARDS Freed.
Will iv. viii. (1762) 242 Tis improper to talk of Months and
Years of the Divine Existence, and &quot;Mile-squares of Deity.

tMile,^. 2 06s. Forms: imiil,mll,4-smylie,
4-6 myle, mile, 5 myld(e, milde. See also MILL
s6.2 [OE. mil (and, prob. independently, ME.
myle}, ad. L. milium : see MILLET.] =MILLET.
a 800 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 32/35 Milium, mill.

c 1050 Voc. ibid. 443/19 Alilium, mil. 1381 WYCLIK Isa.

xxviiL 25 Barly, and myle, and ficche. Ezek. iv. 9 Take
them to thee whete, and barli, and bene, and lent, and mylie.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. cv. (1495) 669 Myle [v. r.

mile] is an herbe with a longe stalke. c 14*0 Pallad. on
Husb. i. 722 Eek myld is good [for geese]. 1551 TURNER
fferbal ll. 40 Lithospermon . . is called gray mil . . to put a
difference betwene it and the other mile or millet. 1568
Ibid. in. Pref., Myle called in Duche Herse, in Latin Milium.

t Mile, v. 06s. rare, trans. To ornament (a

cloth) with stripes near the edge. Only in Miled

(later milded) ///. a.
; Miliug vbl. sb,, a stripe.

The sense seems to be certain from a comparison of quot.
1523 with an entry of 1496-7 in the same document, p. 32:
* An Awlter clothe diaper., with iiij Blewe Rayes at euery
ende of the saide cloth .

i5i in Jacob s Hist. Faversham (1774) 164 A lyttel olde
towell pleyn miled with blewe. x53 Rec. St. Mary-at-Hill
(1904) 35 An aulter cloth of fine dyapre with a Cros of Sylke
in the Middes. .& at euery ende v. blewe Mylynges. 1548
MS. Ace. St. John s Hasp,, Canterb., A Towell of dyapar
myleed wyth blewe. 1566 Churchiv. Ace. St. Dunstatfs,
Cantero., A towell mylded with blewe. One towelle mylded.
One towelle mylded with whyt. 1590 in Archxologia XL.
340 Itm, two mylded napkins.

Mileage (mai-ledg). Also 8 milage, [f. MILE
Sbl + -AGE.]
1. A travelling allowance at a fixed rate per mile

;

spec. Lr.S. the allowance made to a member of

congress to cover the expenses of the journey be
tween his home and the capital.
1754 FRANKLIN Place ofUnion Wks. 1887 1 1. 345 Members

Pay. shillings sterling per diem, during their sitting, and
milage for travelling expenses. 1776 H. GATES in Sparks
Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 281 The militia were promised
their mileage and billeting-money. 1888 BRYCE Amcr.
Contimu. (1890) II. xl. 95 A small allowance, called mileage,
for travelling expenses.

b. See quot.
1845 M CuLLocH Taxation n. vi. (1852) 280 The duty on

stage-carriages consists of a licence duty of 3/. 35. a year,
and of a mileage, or duty of so much per mile travelled over,
according to the number of passengers the carriage is

licensed to carry.

2. The aggregate number of miles of way made,
used or travelled over ; extent or distance in miles.

Also, rate of travel in miles.

MILEWAY.
1861 SMILES Engineers I. 220 The total mileage of turn

pike roads. .was about one hundred and eighty miles. 1881

LUBBOCK in Nature No. 618. 412 The present mileage of

railways is over 200,000 miles. 1890 Spectator 7 June 792 To
compute the speed or mileage of quick-moving animals.

1891 T. HARDY Tess xliv, As the mileage lessened between
her and the spot of her pilgrimage, so did Tess s confidence
decrease. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 5 Apr. 10/1 There has been
a very material decline in the traffic receipts though the

mileage run has been practically the same.

to.fg.
1860 RUSSELL Diary India I. x. 155 It has been a heavy

mileage of neglect for which we have already paid dearly.
1902 Daily Chron. 15 Oct. 3/2 A study less common than the

mileage of metrical English might lead one to suppose.
C. attrib.

1885 H. O. FORBES East. Archipelago 52 Stations.. which

private travellers can obtain permission to make use of on

payment of small mileage dues. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 14 May
8/2 The mileage rate of threepence for each first-dais pas
senger.

Mi le-Castle. Antiq. One ofa series of fortifi

cations erected by the Romans at intervals along
the lines of their military walls.

1732 HORSLEY Rom. Antiq. Brit. nS These castella seem
to have stood closest, where the stations are widest, and are

by some modern authors called mile castles or military
castella.

Mileguetta, obs. variant of MALAGUETTA.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, .Milfgnctta, Cardamoms, Grains.

Miled, obs. form of MILD.

t Miler 1
. 06s. rare~ l

. [a. F. millier (from
nth c.) : L. milliarium, f. mille thousand.] A
military corps or company of one thousand men.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 13527 By milers &

by centeners Sette bey be bataille seers.

Miler 2
(mai lai). Sporting slang, [f.

MILE 1 +
-EK 1

.] A man or a horse specially qualified or

trained to run or race a mile course.

1891 Lock to Lock Times 24 Oct. 14/1 Allen b one of the

best milers in the country. 1894 ASTLEY 50 Years Life
II. loo Vexation colt, .turned out a real good miler.

Miles, variant of MILDS dial.

Milesian (mailrj an, mi-), a. and ji. [f. L.

Milesius (Gr. MiX^o-ios) of or pertaining to Miletus

+ -AN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to Miletus, a city

of Asia Minor, or to its inhabitants, b. sb. An
inhabitant of Miletus.

Milesian tales (Gr. Ti MiXr;ffia&amp;lt;(i, L. Milesix K.fatulat),
a class of voluptuous romances mentioned by ancient writers.

1649 OCILBY tr. Virg. Georg. ill. (1684) 102 In rich Milesian

Fleeces cloth d. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. \\. (1687) 61/1
Anaximander a Milesian. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 319/1
The Milesian tale .. grew in the hands of Petronius and

Apuleius into the satirical romance.

Milesian (mailrpan, mi-), a.- and s&.2 [f. the

name of Milesius (Miledh), a fabulous Spanish

king whose sons are reputed to have conquered
and reorganized the ancient kingdom of Ireland

about 1 300 B.C.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to King
Milesius or his people ; Irish, b. st. A member of

the race descended from the companions of Mi
lesius. Hence (sometimesjocularly), an Irishman.

1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton I. 54 The old Irish

families stile themselves Milesiansfrom Milesius,a Spaniard,
who brought over a colony of his countrymen to people the

island. 1771 MACPHERSON Introd. Hist. Ct. Brit. 102 Some
Irish annalists affirm, that the Picts-.were tributary to the

Milesian Scots of Ireland. 1773 Ossian s Poems, Dissert.

(1806) I. p. xli, As a Scotchman, and of course, descended of

the Milesian race.

Milestone, [f-
MILE sbl +STONE.]

L A pillar set up on a highway or other road or

course to mark the miles.

a 1746 HOLDSWORTH Virgil (1768) 483 The first mile-stone

on the Via Appia. 1774 Btverlcy , Hessle Road Act ii. 17

Roads to be measured and mile stones erected. 1858 LYTTON
What mill he do I. iii, The cobbler seated himself on a lonely

milestone.

fig. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Uses Ct. Men Wks. (Bohn)
I. 288 For a time, our teachers serve us personally, as metres

or milestones of progress. 1897 .A/. 4- Q. 8th Ser. XII. 154/2

Ever since I have passed my eightieth milestone.

2. slang. (See quot.)
1811 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Milestone, a country booby.

Milet, obs. form of MILLET.

t Mi leway. Obs. [f.
MILE sbl + WAT.]

1. The space of time in which a mile may be

travelled on foot; a period of twenty minutes.

Hence Astr., a third of an hour of angular mea
surement.

. . Evang. Nicod. 704 in Archiv Stud. neu. Sfr. LI 1 1.

J&amp;gt;e
sonne at his ded wex all wan wele thte myle way or

e. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1 578 Alle be surgens of salernc

jone ne coben Haiie lesed his langour and his liifsaued,

As be maide meliors in a mile wei dede. c 1386 CHAUCER
Shifman s T. 276, I shal nat faille surely ofmy day, Nat for

a thousand frankes, a myle-way. c 1391 Astro!. I. 16 As
I have said, 5 ofthise degrees maken a mile-wey, and 3 mile-

wey maken an houre.

2. A distance of one mile.

ij. . K. A Us. 3487 He swam in thilke hevyarmes ; A mile

waie with strengths of armes. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. vm.

131 On Maluerne hulles, Musyng on bis Meetelcs A myle
wei Ich jeode. c 1470 Col. * Caw. 572 Thus thai mellit on

mold, ane myle way and maire. isjo PALSGR. 862/1 Over
a myle way, oultrc vne mile.

3. A name applied to certain roads in the neigh
bourhood of Oxford. Also attrib.

13
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MILFOIL.

1771 Act ii Ceo. in, c. 19 (title) An Act for amending
certain of the Mile-Ways leading to Oxford. Ibid., Whereas
such of the several Roads near the University and City
of Oxford usually called the Mile-Ways, as are not Part of

any Turnpike Road, are in a very bad State [etc.]. 1798 in

Mrs. B. Stapleton Three Oxford Parishes (O.H.S.) 164
Paid Scroggs, surveyor, the Mileway money, .700.
Mileyner, obs. form of MILLINER.

Milfoil (mHfoil). Forms: 4 mille-, mylfoly,

5 myllefoyle, millefoil, melle-, myllyfoly,

5-6 mylfoila, 6 mylfoyle, myllefoly, 6-7 mil-

foile, 7 millefoil(e, 3, 7- milfoil. [ME. milfoil,

a. OF. milfoil masc. (also millefueille, mod.F.

mitte-feuille fern., after feuille leaf) : L. mtli*

folium, millefolium, (. mile, mille thousand 4-

folium leaf. The name alludes to the many finely-

divided leaves of the plant. Cf. the synonymous
Gr. x AotytMo* (f. x/Atot thousand + &amp;lt;ft!x\oc leaf),

It. millefoglio, millefoglie, Pg. millfolkas.]

1. The common yarrow, Achillea Millefolium.

, , mylfoyl
173 in Anglia XVIII. 290 Take mylfoly & flour & comyn.
c 1450 ME. Mud. Bk. (Hemrich) 112 Take betoyne, verueyne
millefoil, & quintfoile, ana, wasshe hem, & grynde hem in

a morter. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 52 Mylfoile, of some
Yarrow or Nosebleede, is a small and short set or shrub.

1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633)397 Milfoile or yarrow :

The decoction thereof doth cure the bloudy flixe and all

other lasks. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 88 The

pinke, the plantaine, milfoile, eueryone. 1718 J. GARDINER
tr. Rapin On Gardens 41 The Milfoil next her thousand

Leaves displays. 1877 BESANT & RICE Harp f, Cr. i, The
. .yellow hawicweed, pink herbrobert, and the white milfoil.

b. The genus Achillea.

1789 W. AITON Hortus Kewensis III. 230 Achillea Santo.

Una. . Lavender-cotton-leav d Milfoil. Ibid., A. Ageratum . .

Sweet Milfoil, or Maudlin. Ibid,, A. totnentosa..Vtoo\\y
Milfoil. ..A. fubescens. .Downy Milfoil [etc.]. 1881 Garden
12 Aug. 134/2 Unlike most of the Milfoils, it is. .a decidedly
handsome and stately border plant.

2. In the names of plants of other genera, as

hooded (water) milfoil, the genus Utricularia ;

knight s milfoil, Stratiotes aloides
;
water mil

foil, (a) the genus Myriophyllum ;
(i&amp;gt;)

the water

violet, Hottonia palustris.
1578 LVTE Dodoens I. ci. 143 Water

Milfoyle
or Yearrow.

Ibid. 143 Knights Milfoyle : souldiers Yerrow. 1597
GERARDE Herbal u. cclxxxvi. 678 Water Milfoile or water
Yarrow hath long and large leaues [etc.]. 1741 Comfl. Fain.-

Piece u. iii. 380 Likewise these in the Water-tubs, .. the

Water Violet, and Water Milfoil, with some others. 1760

J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 319 Milfoil, Water, Hottonia.

Ibid., Milfoil, Water, Myriophyllum. Ibid., Milfoil, Water,
Utricularia. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild Fl. 111. (ed. 4) 205 We
may find one or other of the water mill-foils. 1863 PRIOR
Brit. Plants s. v., Hooded-Milfoil, Utricularia, L., Water

Milfoil, Myriophyllum, L. 1866 Trias. Bot. s.v., Water
Milfoil, Myriophyllum ; also Hottonia palustris.

tMilflil, a. ? var. MILDFUL or MILCEFUL.
c 1400 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8966 (MS. B) Mylfol. Ibid. 8975

(MS. B) Mylfol, (MS. ) milfol.

t Milge, a. Obs. In 5 mylge. trans. To dig
round about. Hence Mrlging vbl. sb.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. u. 296 Mylge hem not [orig. cir-

cumfodi non debent\ in tymes whan thai floure. Ibid. 362
In their age a mylging they desireth, Lest thai therynne al

hoor yberded goo. Ibid. in. 522 In the semynary sholde
The plauntes now be mylged euerychon.

II Milia (mi lia), sb. pi. Path. [L., pi. oimilium

MILLET, MILIUM.] Minute spots, resembling those

of measles, which occur in miliary fever.

1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 119 Milia have their seat for the

most part upon the face, especially on the forehead and about
the eyelids. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Milia : see MILLY Obs.

Miliaceous (mili^i-Jas), a.
[f. prec. +

-ACEOUS.] Of the nature of milia ; like millet or

the millet-seed.

1684 tr. Bcnet s Merc. Conipit. xvm. 610 Some miliaceous

roughnesses, .arose upon the skin. 1890 in Syd. Soc, Lex.

t Mi liad. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. milia, pi. of

mille thousand: cf. MYRIAD.] A collected thousand.
1616-61 HOLYDAY Persins 298 Thou shalt not buy . . This

my dear scoff, my nothing, for whole miliads Of any base

poets long-winded Iliads. 173* STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible

(1767)111. vi. i. 575 This miliad of wives and concubines.

tMi liar. Obs. rare l
. In 5 milyair. [ad. L.

miiiarium,] A tall narrow vessel used in Roman
baths for drawing and warming water.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. l. 1093 A milyair of leed [orig.

miiiarium plnmbeum}.
II Miliaria (mili|e9 ri,a). [mod.L. uses of L.

miliaria, fern, of miliarius : see MILIARY a.]

fl. The corn-bunting, Emberiza miliaria. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Miliaria, a Bird that feeds

upon Millet, a Linnet
2. Path. Miliary fever : see MILIARY a. i.

itojMcii. Jrnl. XVII. 399 Section 2. Exanthemata ..

miliaria, urticaria, . . and variola vaccina. 1822-34 Good s

Study Mid. (ed. 4) III. 408 Various species of ecpyesis, small

pox and in one instance miliaria. 1876 DomiNG Dis. Skin
230 Miliaria is an acute, inflammatory disorder of the sweat-

glands. 1890 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Miliary (mi-liari), a. [ad. L. miliarius per

taining to millet, f. miliuin MILL sb?, MILLET:
see -AHY.]
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1. Phys. and Path. Resembling a millet-seed in

size or form
; resembling an aggregation of millet-

seeds. Miliary gland: one of the sebaceous glands
of the skin. Miliary tubercle : a greyish-white

spherical body about the size of a millet-seed,
common in diseased tissues of the lungs and in

the membrane of the brain.

1685 BOYLE Salubr. A ir-2$ The minute or miliary Glandules
of the Skin. 1715 CHEYNE Philos. Princ. Relig. i. vi. 325
Between these Scales the Excretory Ducts of the Miliary
Glands of the true Skin open. 1715 HUXHAM in Phil. Trans.
XXXIII. 380 There would appear in the Interstices of the

Pox several miliary Pustules. 1816 KKITH Phys. Bat. I. 68

The miliary glands of animals. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec s

Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 325 We find a great many ulcers in the

intestines, and in most of these, small miliary tubercles.

1854 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anal. (1875) 241 The deposit of
tubercle, .occurs in the shape ofsmall miliary granules. 1899
Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 478 A firm, miliary or prurigo-
like papular projection.
2. Path. Attended or characterized by spots or

vesicles resembling millet-seeds or an aggregation
of millet-seeds. Aliliaryfever : a specific disease

characterized by the presence of a rash resembling

measles, the spots of which exhibit in their centres

minute vesicles of the form of millet-seed.

1737 D. HAMILTON (title) A Treatise of a Miliary Fever.

1743 H. WALPOLE Let. to Mann 15 Apr., The Duchess of

Cleveland died last night of what they call a miliary fever.

1844 T.
J.
GRAHAM Dont. Med. 647 It [scarlet fever] maybe

distinguished from miliary fever by the miliary eruption
being, .attended by considerable perspiration. 1874(7. Jrnl.
Microsc. Sci. XIV. 311 A form of grey degeneration occur-

; ring in the brain and spinal cord, and designated by Drs.

Batty Tuke and Rutherford, miliary sclerosis .

3. Nat. Hist. Having numerous small granula
tions or projections. Miliarygland (Bot.}, a stoma
or stomate.

1780 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. xviii. (1765) 211 Miliary, like

grains of Millet. 1836 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 655 Citron
Meih\-a...The outer [rind] thin, with innumerable miliary

glands. Gloss., Miliary, granulate, resembling many seeds.

1852 DANA Crust, l. 447 A smooth even surface, excepting
a neat miliary granulation. 1866 Treas. Bot., Miliary
Glands, the same as Stomates.

b. Miliary sized: having the size of millet-seeds.

1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 592 It [sc. the polygonal
papule of lichen] is miliary to pepper-corn sized.

4. As sb. Zool. A minute tubercle on the shell

or skin of some animals (Webster 1897).

Miliary, obs. form of MILLIABY.

t Milice. Obs. [a. F. milice warlike disci

pline&quot; (Cotgr.), ad. L. militia warfare.] Militia;

military service or training.
1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Biandis BanisKd Virg. 139 My

Father not knowing how to refuse the destinated milice,

bethought himselfe of sending me into Persia. 1673 SIR W.
TEMPLE Observ. Netherl. i. 13 The Forces of these Counts
were composed of. -a Milice, which was call d Les gens
dordonnance, who served on foot, and were not unlike our

Train-bands. Ibid. vii. 227 put of this Revenue is supplied
the charge of the whole Milice.

Milioia, obs. form of MILITIA.

II Milieu (milya&quot;). [F. milieu middle, medium,
f. mi : L. medius (see MEDIUM) 4- lieu place.] A
medium, environment, surroundings .

1877 J. A. SYMONDS Renaiss. ft., Reviv. Learn. 4 The
intellectual and moral milieu created by multitudes of self-

centred, cultivated personalities was necessary for the evolu

tion of that spirit of intelligence, ..that formed the motive

force of the Renaissance. 1893 Fortn. Rev. Mar. 322, I

prepared a Milieu,consisting ofseventy-five parts
ofbroth and

twenty-five parts of the liquid, to which I wished to habituate

the Microbe. 1900 Daily News 15 Aug. 6/4 The story,

which is set in a middle-class milieu, succeeds in being

pleasantly homely.

tMiligant. Obs.

a 1500 Colkelbic Sow Proem i. 55 (Laing), A miligant and
a michare.

Miliner, obs. form of MILLINER.

Miling : see MILE v. Obs.

II Milioia (mibi ola), //. -tB. Zool. [mod.L.,
dim. of L. milium millet.] An important genus of

imperforate foraminifera ;
an animal of this genus.

1836 BUCKLAND Geol. t; Min. (1837) I. 385 The Milioia, a

small multilocular shell, no larger than a millet seed, with

which the strata of many quarries in the neighbourhood of

Paris are largely interspersed. 1879 CARPENTER in Encycl.
Brit. IX. 376/2 The shells of the MiKolse.,sxe at present
found in the shore sands of almost every sea.

Miliolid (mi-lWlid). Zool. [f.
MILIOLA + -ID.]

Any member of the foraminiferal family Miliolida.

1894 LISTER in Phil. Trans. CLXXXVI. 408 The forms
which had been shown to exist in the species of Nummulites
and Miliolids.

Milio liforru, a. Zool. [f. MILIOL-A +

(I)FOBM.] = MILIOLINE. In recent Diets.

Milioline (mHWlsin), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

MILIOLA + -INE.] a. adj. Pertaining to or con-

j

sisting of Miliolse. b. sb. A foraminifer belonging
I to the genus Milioia or to the family Miliolida.

1873 DAWSON Earth % Man 243 The milioline limestone

of the Eocene, so called from its immense abundance of
!

microscopic shells of the genus Miliolina. i879CARPENTER
i in Encycl. Brit. IX. 376/2 Milioline shells .. often show

I

some kind of sculpture . Ibid., From this simple undivided

spire we may pass along two divergent lines, one conducting
us to the milioline and the other to the orbiculine type.

i Ibid., In the typical Miliolines it [the structure] is more

MILITARILY.
or less obscured by the extension of the later chambers over
the earlier. 1884 BRADY in Challenger Rep., Zool. IX. 137
The more strictly Milioline Koraminifera.

Miliolite (mi li^bit), a. and sb. Geol. and
PaliKont. In 9 erron. milliolite.

[f. MILIOLA +
-ITE .] a. adj. Formed or consisting of Milioia:.

b. sb. A fossil milioline foraminifer. Hence Milio-
li tic a., containing miliolites.

1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 246 Coarse marine limestone

through which the small multilocular shell, called milliolite,

is dispersed in countless numbers. 1847 ANSTED^C. World
xii. 289 The beds of nummulites and miliolites contempora
neous with those containing the Sheppey plants. 1871
NICHOLSON Palxont. 66 The Miliolite Limestone of the

Paris basin. 1883 Ann. $ Mag. Nat. Hist. July 68 All the

species of Miliolites that we have studied are dimorphous.

Milion, obs. f. MELON, MILAN, MILLION.

Milioun, obs. form of MILLION.

Militancy (mi-litansi). [f. MILITANT a. : sec

-ANCY.] The condition of being militant.

Babylon II. VII. 180 Lmblem of the Church s passage from

militancy to glory upon the earth. 1856 FROUDK H:ft. Eng.
(1858) I. i. 88 The nation was in a normal condition of mili

tancy against social injustice.

b. In Herbert Spencer s use : The condition of

being a militant community ; social organization
framed with a view to a state of war.

1876 H. SPENCER Princ. Social. (1877) I. 708 Where.. the

chiefly power is small, the militancy is not great.

Militant (mi litant), a. and sb. [a. F. militant,

a. L. militant-em, pr. pple. of mllitare to serve as a

soldier, wage war (see MILITATE v.), f. mi/it-,

miles soldier.] A. adj.
1. Engaged in warfare, warring. Church mili

tant : see CHURCH 4 b.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. vi. (1859) 76 The chirche

militant, that laboureth here in erthe. ispo-o DUNBAR
Poems Ixx. 19 Thow, that art of mercy militant, c 1550
COVERDALE Carrying Christ s Cross viii. 94 Vet shoulde

they [sc. the departed] in this case be discerned from the

nent. 1671 WILKINS Nat. Relig. 251 Our condition, whilst

we are in this world, is militant, wherein every one is with

out reluctancy to submit to the orders of his great captam
or general. 1755 YOUNG Ccntaitrv. Wks. 1757 IV. 223 This

is a militant state ; nor must man unbuckle his armour, till

he puts on his shroud. 1873 ).
H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. III.

I. i The Church is ever militant ; sometimes she gains,

sometimes she loses.

b. Sociology. Epithet employed by Spencer for

a system of social organization in which efficiency

in war is the primary object aimed at.

1882 H. SPENCER Princ. Social. 521 II. 662 Under the

militant type [of society] the individual is owned by the

1 2. Of a standard : Military. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 22 b/i, The kynge of heven per.

durable hath hys signes mylytant in the chirche. 1609

HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. Annot. b j, The militant ensignes
or banners in the Romane legion.

3. Combative.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne I. xlix. 161 He would maintaine

by militant reasons [orig. par vines raisons] that the waste

was in his right place. 1809-10 COLERIDCE Friend (iK^) 57

That we be sedulous, yea, and militant in the endeavour to

reason aright, is His implied command. 1841 MYERS Catk,

Th. in. 40. 147 This is a condition which must instigate

to resistance in the most pacific, and to rebellion in the more

militant. 1903 J. WILLCOCK Gt. Marquess vi. 88 The ex

penses of the militant Presbyterians.

Hence Mi-litantness, the quality of being mili

tant (1727 in Bailey, vol. II).

B. st. One engaged in war or strife.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christ s Viet. u. xxx, Looking down
on His weake militants. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med.
II. 3 Even amongst wiser militants, how many wounds
haveDeen given, and credits slain. 1814 SOUTHEV Let. to J.

White 2 May in Life (1850) IV. 74 Horsley was the militant

of the last generation. 1900 Daily News 6 Apr. 6/5 They
[Anarchists in England] are divided into two bodies:
4 Idealists and Militants .

b. A member of the military profession.

1841 United Service Mag. ll. 540 Will this modicum of

embryo scientific militants suffice for every regiment?

Militantly (mi-litantli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In a militant or combative manner.
1618 B. HAU. Serin. Lds. Par!. 5 Apr. 48 How do they

looke vp at us, as euen now Militantly-triumphant, whiles

[etc.]. 1886 Academy 2 Oct. 215/2, I do not in the least

mean that Faust, any more than Hamlet , is a militantly

heathen poem. 1887 BENSON Laud 225 Laud s ideal was a

high one, but it was. .too militantly. .held.

t Militar e, a. Obs. [ad. F. militaire; see

-AB -. Cf. MILITARY.] Military, martial.

IS BELLENDEN Layn.iax. (S.T.S.) I. 205 Itwasgovernit
be retsoun militare. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 82 What
were states, .without, .the militar discipline of armies., t

1614 WOTTON Archil, in Reliq. (1651) 216 They are surely

fitter for Militar Architecture. i6s BACON Ess., Vain.

Glory, In Militar Commanders and Soldiers, Vame-Glory
is an Essential Point. 1640 HABINOTON Edit:. IV 142 The

militar exercise of the French.

Militarily (mi-litarili), adv. [f.
MILITARY +



MILITARINESS.

1. In a military or warlike manner.

1660 Trial Regicides 155 Because we were militarily

affected. 1831 GEN. P. TH9MPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 430 There

fs no disgrace in being militarily conquered aft-

to the last. 1870 W. R. GREG Polit. Problems 38 We could

not interfere militarily without the assistance of a Con

tinental Power.

2. From a military point of view.

1793 SIR M. EDEN in Ld. Auckland s Corr. III. 207 The

Emperor s journey, civilly and militarily, has had an ex

cellent effect. 1839 T. HOOK in New Monthly Mag. LVI.

2 This, militarily speaking, signifieth nothing. 18980. W.

STEEVENS Egypt xiv. 163 Egypt was left militarily in the

most exposed situation imaginable.

Militariness (mHitarines). [f.
MILITARY +

-NESS.] The state or condition of being military.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge xvi, Don t be surprised at

the militariness of my lingo, for I am colonel of the regi

ment of foot militia here. 1897 MAITLAND Domesday *f

Beyond 152 All sense of militariness .. seems to be dis

appearing.

Militarism (mi-litariz m). [a. F. militarisme,

f. mililaire : see MILITARY and -ISM.]

1. The spirit and tendencies characteristic of the

professional soldier; the prevalence of military

sentiment or ideals among a people ;
the political

condition characterized by the predominance of

the military class in government or administration ;

the tendency to regard military efficiency as the

paramount interest of the state.

1864 Daily Tel. 28 Apr. (tr. G. Garibaldi i, An army, bright

in glory, yet untainted with that disease of modern times,

known under the sinister name of militarism. 1868 Macm.

Mag. XIX. 156 Prussian officialism is supreme and ..

Prussian militarism as well 1891 J. W. CROSS in Fortn.

Rev. 469 Industrialism as opposed to militarism, is now the

central idea of the New World.

2. A military habit or mannerism.

1893 D. C. MURRAY Tint s Revenges III. xlvii. 268 Their

militarisms and legalities made the more openly senti

mental-minded folk altogether ill at ease.

Militarist (mi litarist). [f.
MILITARY + -IST.]

A soldier, warrior; one who studies military

science ;
one dominated by military ideas.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well iv. iii. 161 This is Mounsieur

Parrolles the gallant militarist, that was his owne phrase.

1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. (1861) III. cxvi. 51

Questions for the solution of the youthful militarist. 1884

J. R. SEELEY in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 226/1 Napoleon .. a

ruthless militarist, cynic, and Machiavellian.

Hence Militari Stic adj., characterized by mili

tarism.

1905 Athenxum 15 July 73/1 A political organization
and

a moral tendency common to all nascent civilization of the

militaristic order.

Militarization (militaraiz^-Jan). [f.
MILI

TARIZE v . + -ATION.] Conversion to a military

status or to military methods.
1881 Fortn. Rev. Mar. 356 This voluntary militarization

in a country where the people may calculate upon con

tinual peace. 1891 Sat. Rev. i Aug. 133/2 There are some

who.. talk about the militarization of the annual rifle

competitions.

Militarize (mrlitareiz), v. [f.
MILITARY +

-IZE.] trans. To convert to military methods ;
to

train as a soldier; to imbue with militarism.

1880 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 293 A war by which a military

dominion is yet further militarised. 1888 Lane. Even. Post

3 Feb. 2/4 Sir Charles Warren.. had done his best to mili

tarise Scotland Yard. 1889 Times 21 Oct. 5/4 The mili

tarizing of the Civil Service.

Military (mHitari), a. and sb. Also 6-7 -rie.

[f. F. militaire, ad. L. mililar-is, f. ml/it-, miles

soldier. Cf. Sp., Pg. militar, It. militare]

A. adj.
L Pertaining to soldiers; used, performed, or

brought about by soldiers ; befitting a soldier.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. HI. iii. 74 The
Pretorian legions . . began to become rulers over their maisters,

vnder pretext of such a Militarie gift. 1591 GARRARU Art
Warre 17 Which he must weare to honour the Militarie

profession. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iii. 30 So that in

Speech, in Gate,. .In Militarie Rules,. .He was the Marke

and Glasse. .That fashion d others. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold.

Age ii. i. Wks. 1874 III. 21 Train d my youth, In feats of

Armes, and military prowesse. 1665 MANLEY Grotins Low
C. Warres 119 They esteem luxury, and all other licentious

ness, as Military Gallantry. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 955
Was this.. Your military obedience. .? Ibid. XI. 241 Over
his lucid Armes A militarie Vest of purple flowd. a 1718
PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 575 Maugre all the Military

Opposition of the Jews. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mas. 1. 1. iv.

340 With respect to Military Music, the trumpet is men
tioned by Homer in a simile. 1836 DICKENS St. Boz, Scenes

xiv, A military band commenced playing. 1843 BORROW
Bible in Spain xliv, The late military revolution. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 142 TyrconneL.knew nothing
of military duty. 1860 A II Year Round No. 42. 370 They
march along with their military heels, their shortened petti

coats abruptly terminating. 1901 Daily Chron. 4 June, The
allied troops rendered military honours to the departing
commander-in-chief.

2. Engaged in the life of a soldier; belonging to

the army.
597 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv. i. 62 The Throngs of Militarie

men. 1617 MORYSON Itin. 11. 45 That dependancy which all

military men already had on him. 1681 DRYDEN Medal

179 Thy military chiefs are brave and true.

trans/. 1816 KIRBY& SP. Entomol. xvu.(i8i8) II. 65 When
the military ants before alluded to go upon their expeditions.
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b. Having the characteristics of a soldier ; I

soldierly.
ieS8 SH \KS. L. L. L. v. i. 38 Most militane sir, salutation.

i6ia BACON Ess., Creaiu. Kingd. (Arb.) 472 Walled Towns,

Ordinance, and Artillerie, they are all but a Sheep in a

Lions skin, except the breed and disposition
of the people

be militarie. 1839 BAILEY Festus xii. (1852) 146 Man is a I

military animal, Glories in gunpowder, and loves parade.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea I. 64 He was a man too military to

be warlike.

3. Having reference to armed forces or to the

army; adapted to or connected with a state of

war
; distinguished from civil, ecclesiastical, etc;.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. i b, Our auncient

proceedings in matters Militarie. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s

Africa App. 373 His fourth militarie forces, are the Arabians.

,602 WARNER Alt. Eng. Epit. (1612) 357 ^Etius. .caused

this maruellous and militarie Wall then to be builded. 1611

SELDEN lllnstr. Drayton s Poly-olb. xv. 244 Excepting

those [orders] of Templars, .and such like other which were

more Religious Ihen Military. 1788 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. 115 The public ecclesiastical, military, and maritime

jurisdictions. 1804 DUKE OF GRAFTON in A utobiog., etc.

(1898) 3 A parent, who, had he lived, would probably have

been as distinguished a character in the civil, as he had

shown that he was in the military [i. e. naval] line. 1825 J-

NEAL Bra. Jonathan III. 115 Washington would have lost

a part, or the whole of. .his military stores. 1850 W. D.

COOPER Hist. Winchelsea 37 The Strand Gate.. leading by
the new Military road to Rye.

b. In special collocations. Military archi

tecture, the science of fortification. Military

art, f art military, the art of war (also Jig. }.

Military board, a board specially appointed to

deal with the affairs of the army. Military chest,

the treasury of an army. Military drum, the

side or snare drum. Military engineering -

Military architecture. Military execution (see

quot. 1 704). Military feud, a feudal estate held

on certain conditions of armed service to be

rendered to the feudal superior. Military fever,

enteric or typhus fever. Military hospital, a

hospital designed for the reception of soldiers, esp.

a field hospital. Military law, the body of enact

ments and rules for the government of an army ;

also, an enactment or rule forming part of this.

Military mast, a mast carried by a war-ship

for fighting purposes only. Military offence,

an offence cognizable by a military court. Mili

tary service, the service in war due from a vassal

to his feudal superior. Military tenure, a feudal

tenure under which a vassal owed his superior
certain defined services in war. Military testa

ment, a nuncupative will by which, in the Roman

law, a soldier might dispose of his possessions
without the formalities required in an ordinary

testament Military top, an armoured platform

placed on a military mast for signalling and other

warlike purposes, t Military yard, a place set

apart for the training of soldiers.

1688 CAPT. J. S. Fortification 23 Fortification, or &quot;Mili

tary Architecture, is a Science [etc.]. 1590 SIR I. SMYTH
Disc. Weapons Ded. i And speciallie in the *Arte Militane.

1693 CONGREVE Old Back. v. xv. That you are overreached

too, ha ! ha ! ha ! only a little art-military used. 1716
SWIFT Gulliver iv. xii, Their prudence, .would amply sup
ply all defects in the military art. 1800 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. I. 233, I admire the attention to economy in

the Military board. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. v. i.

126 The military chest. .fell also into the hands of the

Abdollees. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Enr. vi. II. 63 The Uni
versities were preparing to coin their plate for the purpose of

supplying the military chest of his enemies. 187* Nature
i it Apr. 465/1 It is to the School of &quot;Military Engineering

that the young lieutenants of Engineers are sent. 1704

J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,
*
Military Execution, is delivering

i^aiv J enures 32 military r euus in most ^ouiiino in:^.iu tu

descend to the eldest Son only. 1885-8 FAGGE & PYE-SMITH
Princ. Mcd. (ed. 2) I. 131 Morbiis Castrensis or military

/ever. 1799 Mcd. Jrnl. \. 455 The want of proper military

hospitals has been severely felt. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.

295/2 The &quot;military law of England in early times existed

|

. .ma period of war only. 1887 Daily News 25 July 2/5 One
!

bare pole called a &quot;military mast. 1898 Westm.Gaz.% June
5/2 One of the Spanish shot hit the military mast of the

Massachusetts. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Military

offences, those matters which are cognizable by the courts

military, as insuboidination, sleeping on guard, desertion,

&C. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages ii. I. (1868) 79 It by no means

appears, that any conditions of &quot;military service were ex

pressly annexed to these grants. 1797 F.tuycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XII. 14/2 Soon after the restoration of king Char. II. when
the

&quot;military
tenures were abolished. 1879 Ibid. (ed. o) IX.

175/2 The king, .had a right to the military service of such

among his subjects as held lands by military tenure. 1797
TOMLINS Jacob s Law Diet., *Military Testament. 1887
Times (weekly ed.) 26 Aug. 8/1 Two mainmasts with &quot;mili

tary-tops. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. &amp;lt;y

Commix. 28 That
little use which he hath had of his Armes in the Artillery

garden, and &quot;Military yard. 1635 BARRIFHE Mil. Discip.
xcix. (1643) =86 The Gentlemen of the Military yard. 1659
RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 422 The Military-yard near St. Mar-
tins in the Fields.

B. sb.

1. Soldiery; soldiers generally. Chiefly, the

military ; now with plural verb.

757 J- H. GROSE Voy. E. Indies 202 None, of the Par&amp;gt;

MILITIA.

sees either meddle at all with the government, or with the

military. 1771 Ann. Reg. 93/1 The military marched down

to the ship. 1813 Chron. ibid. 76 The whole escorted by

400 military. 1868 M. E. G. DUFF Pal. Sim. 16 Their

procession was interrupted by the military.

t b. The military profession, the army. 06s.

1775 Tender Father I. 189 Even to the gentlemen in the

military,. .Mr. N would not allow of any material ex-

cuses.

f2. A military man, esp. an officer in the army.

1736 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. I. 157 A certain Mili

tary s Wife has had more Darts for him than are necessary.

1804 ANNA SEWARD Mem. Darwin 149 Fox-hunting esquires,

dashing militaries, and pedantic gownsmen. 1837 Lett.fr.

Madras (1843) 94 The civilians all expect to come to us. .;

and the militaries go to Captain Price.

Hence Mi litaryism, militarism. Ki litary-

ment, military experience or ability.

1776 JEFFERSON Let. Writ. 1893 II. 88 Pray regard mili-

taryment alone. 1886 E. B. BAX Relig. Socialism 6 Hence

the prominence of militaryism in all early civilisations. 1885

Athenxum 31 Oct. 569/3 In England and the United Slates

. . militaryism is less dominant.

t Mi litaster. Obs. rare. [f.
L. mi lit-, miles

soldier + -ASTER.] A soldier without military

skill or knowledge.
1640 BROMF. Antipodes in. iv, Via... But who comes here?

a woman? Let. Yes ; that has taken up the newest fashion

Of the towne-militasters. a 1651 Covent Card. v. ill, What
would an upstart Militaster now, That knew no rudiments

of discipline, nor Art of warre, do in a sudden service ?

Militate (mi-lit^ t), v. [f.
L. mllitat-, ppl.

stem of militdre to serve as a soldier, f. mi/it-,

miles soldier : see -ATE 3.]

1. inlr. Of persons: To serve as a soldier; to

take part in warfare.

1635 W. B. True School War 41 This..moues many
Italian Caualiers to militate in the warres of Holland. 1661

EARL ORRERY State Lett. (1743) H- 437 The faithful Clms-

;
tians.. militating against the hereticks. 1769 BURKE Late

St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 82 The supply of her armies militat

ing in so many distant countries. 1831-40 K. DIGBY Mores

Catholici (1847) III. 148 Men who militate merely for pa);.

1831 DE QUINCEY Casars Wks. 1859 X. 216 Originally it

had militated for glory and power ; now its militancy was

for a free movement of aspiring and hopeful existence.

fb. trans/, and fig. To contend, make war,

exert power or influence ;
to strive. Obs.

1643 PRYNNE Sm: Power Parl. App. 199 Lest ..whiles

they seeke to deserve well of the Common-wealth, they

militate to the private lust of any. 1675 BAXTER Cath.

Theol i in. 22 God doth not militate against himself. 1735

BERKEIEY Reasons 17 This learned professor, who at

bottom militates on my side. 1781 GIBBON Decl. * f. xxvii.

Ill 64 The invisible powers of heaven, .seemed lo militate

on the side of the pious emperor. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece

Family Biof.lll. 157 To incur the severe displeasure of his

father and sir David, by disobeying the one, and militating

against the peace of ihe olher, was what he could not bear.

1851 LANDOR Popery 36 They who litigate and militate in

i the church about him.

2. Of things, t a. To conflict, be inconsistent

with; also (of speech or action), to be directed

against. Obs. D. Of evidence, facts, circum

stances : To have force, tell against (rarely ^for,

infervour of) some conclusion or result.

1641 HEYUIN Hist. Episc. n. 4 The discourse of Clemens. .

doth militate as well against the one, as against the other.

1658 BAXTER Saving Faith 22 Your reasons. .do learnedly

militate for the Assertion that I maintain. 1756 AMORY

Btmcle (1770) II. 193 It militates with the revealed truths of

God. 1791 BURKE App.WhigsVIV^l. -3* Something which

militates with any ralional plan. 1796 H.ARL MALMESBURY

Diaries $ Corr. III. 355 It militated directly against the

principle, .laid down. 1804 tr. La Marteltcrc s fhree Gil

Bias II. 272 The same reasons militated in their favour.

1816 PEACOCK Headlong Hall xiii, Your observation mili

tates on my side of the question. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON

Logic xxxiv. (1866) II. 195 Everything may militate for,

and nothing militate against, its authenticity, a 1851 WEB.

STER Wks. (1877) III. 210 Dispatches are read, which, It is

said militate with one another. 1853 MANSEI. Lett., Lcct.,

I
eic. (1873) App. 102 The whole character and history of

mathematical science militates against the admission of this

consequence. 1864 MAINE Anc. Lam 122 Its connexion

with Scripture rather militated than otherwise against Its

reception as a complete theory. 1874 A. J. CHRISTIE in

Ess. Relix. * Lit. Ser. III. 65 The same reasons which mill-

tated in favour of the necessity of the Church s living

authority in the first four centuries, militate for it now.

f3. trans. To fight out, debate (a question). Obs.

1754 A. MURPHY Gray s Inn Jrnl. No. 78 The present

question must be militated before any other question can be

received. I7a FOOTE Orator i. Wks. 1799 I. 198 When
affairs of state are weighed at a common-council, religious

: points militated at the Robin Hood,..or politics debated

near Westminster-abbey [etc.].

Hence Milita-tion sb., conflict.

1659 Z. CROFTON in Morn. Exerc. (1845) V. 387 Repen-
i tance doth not cut down sin at a blow ; no, it is a constant

militation, and course of mortification. 1778 B. LINCOLN in

Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853)ill. 241 Dissension between

the civil and military, and a militalion of orders.

Militaunt, obs. form of MILITANT a.

Militia (mili-ja).
Also 6 milieia, 7 melitia,

malvl)itia, fa. L. militia, f. mi/it-, miles soldier.

Cf. K. milict.]

1 1. A system of military discipline, organization,

and tactics ;
manner of conducting warfare ;

the arts

, of war. Obs.

1590 SIR I. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. 3 Diuers Nations

lhathaue had notable Milicias and exercises Militant in

I great perfection. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres ill. I. 3



MILITIA.

The true and orderly trayning of your people in this our
Moderne Militia. 1605 RALEIGH Introd. Hist. Eng, (1693)

23 The Normans had a peculiar Militia, or Fight, with
Bowes and Arrowes. 1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Lover v. i,

Pisa. Where s your Regiment ? Mart. Not rais d yet ; All

the old ones are cashier d, and we are now To have a new
Militia. 1646 J. HALL Hory Vac. 162 The modern Militia

differs much from the ancient, there being in it more roome
for stratagems then personal! valour. 1651 HOBBES Gpvt. fy

Soc. xiii. 14. 203 The Militia, was of old reckoned in the

number of the gaining Arts. 1658 EARL MONM. tr. Paruta s

Wars Cyprus 121 The enemy were still the same, weak, and
unexperienced in the true Militia.

Jig. a 1678 MARVELL Appleton Ho. 330 Unhappy! shall

we never more That sweet Militia restore, When Gardens
only had their Towers, And all the Garrisons were Flowers.

fb. Military service; warfare. Obs.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 48 He first exposed

himself to the Land service of Ireland, a Militia which then
did not yeeld him food and rayment. 1656 EARL MONM. tr.

Boccalinis Advts.fr, Parnass. \\. Ixi. (1674) 213 They ended
their unfortunate Militia with the Romans. 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Chr. Mar. i. 18 Raise timely batteries against
those strongholds built upon the rock of nature ; and make
this a great part of the militia of thy life. 1684 Contempt.
St. Man\. vi. (1699) 66 Heentred us into this Milita [V]and
Warfare. 1683 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. (1701) i Thess.
it 15-16 Because this Preaching is the Means to save Souls,
it is that Satan aimeth his Militia against it.

j-C. Weapons; instruments of war. Obs.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalinis Advts.fr. / amass, n.
vi. (1674) 144 [Princes] should wear the powerful Militia of
boundless Empire . . by their side, for the security of such as

are good, but . . should never make use of it . . [to shield] such
as were guilty. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Militia^ Warfare,
or all implements of War. 1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb.
(1605) 25 Box-Combs, which . . bear no small part in the
Militia of the Female Art.

f 2. The control and administration of the

military and naval forces of a country. Obs.
i6aa BACON Holy War Misc. Wks. (1629) 129 Now let me

put a Feigned Case.. of a Land of Amazons, where the
whole Gouernment, Publike and Priuate, yea the Militia
it Selfe, was in the hands of Women. 1641 VERNEY Notes
Long Part. (Camden) 132, [7 Dec.] Sir Arthur Hazelrigg
did bring in a bill to dispose all the militia of England into
two generalls for life. 1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692)
I. 525, I do heartily wish that this Great Word, this New
Word, the Militia, this Harsh Word might never have come
within these Walls;..! take the meaning of those Gentle
men, who introduced this Word to be, the power of the

Sword, . . which is a great and necessary power, and properly
belonging to the Magistrate. 1641-2 Jmls. Ho. Comm,
20 Jan. II. 389 They humbly beseech Your Sacred Majesty
to raise up unto them a sure Ground of Safety, .by putting
the Tower, and other principal Forts of the Kingdom, and
the whole Militia thereof, into the Hands of such Persons
as Your Parliament may confide in. 1643 in Clarendon
Hist. Reb. VH. 166 That the militia, both by sea and land,
might be settled by a bill. 1647 MAY Hist. Parl. \\. v. 94
He was esteemed by the Parliament (in this important busi-
nesse of selling their Militia by Land and Sea) the fittest

man to take Command of the Navie.

3. A military force, esp. the body of soldiers in

the service of a sovereign or a state ; in later use

employed in more restricted sense
(=&amp;gt;F. milice\

to denote a *
citizen army as distinguished from a

body of mercenaries or professional soldiers.

1590 SIR T. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. 3 Any forraine
Nation or Nations, that haue had a puissant and formed
Milicia. 1625 BACON Ess., Greatn. Kingd. (Arb.) 475 Let

any Prince or State thinke soberly of his Forces, except his
Militia of Natiues be of good and Valiant Soldiers. Ibid.

481 [The Spaniards are accustomed] To employ, almost in

differently, all Nations, in their Militia of ordinary Soldiers.

1665 Snrv. Aff. Netherl. 93 The High and Mighty draw in
their Money,.. raise Fortifications,.. Rendezvouz Militiaes,
and withdraw 200 Families at least to Hamburgh. 1672
PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 42 There be in Ireland, as else

where, two Militias ; one are the Justices of Peace, their
Militia of High and Petty Constables; also the Sheriffs

Militia_of his Servants and Bailiffs, and Posse Comitatns...
There is also a Protestant Militia, of about 24000 Men.
i&amp;lt;5j)6

PHILLIPS, Militia^ the People and Inhabitants of a
Kingdom trained up in War for the Defepce of it. 1706
(ed. Kersey), Militia, a certain Number of the Inhabitants
of the City and Country formed into Regular Bodies, and
train d up in the Art of War, for the Defence and Security
of the Kingdom. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. i. (1869) II.

281^ It [the state] may . . oblige either all the citizens of the
military age, or a certain number of them to join in some
measure the trade of a soldier to whatever other trade or

profession they may happen to carry on. Its military force
is (then) said to consist in a militia. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM

]

Brit. Cottsf. xx. (1862) 383 A good militia, that is, a certain
j

portion of the people called out in turn to learn the use of
arms. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixvii. 311 A I

genuine militia, chosen from the citizens themselves.

tb. A particular species of warlike force; a
branch or department of the establishment main
tained for purposes of war. Obs.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. 36 They had their eye

upon another militia, the royal navy. 1654 H. L ESTRANGE
Cfias. I (1655) 19 Mighty preparation was made, .for the re-

mforcing of Navall strength. Nor was the Land-Militia
left unregarded.

c. transf.
1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 157 Fourty hundred

sure Catholikes in England alone, with foure hundred
English Romane Priests to mainetaine that Militia. 1630
B. JONSON New Inn Argt. Act n, The Fly of the Inne is
discouer d .., with the Militia of the house, below the

se ny, j.ne light Militia ot the
lower sky. i8si SCOTT Kenihu. xix, Out tumbled Will

489

Hostler, John Tapster, and all the militia of the inn. 1838
PRESCOTT Ferd.

&amp;lt;y

Is. (1846) I. Introd. 38 The mendicant
orders.. that spiritual militia of the popes.

4. spec. The distinctive name of a branch of the

British military service, forming, together with the

volunteers, what are known as the auxiliary
forces as distinguished from the regular army.
Also, a similar force raised in British North
America. (Construed either as sing, m plural.)
The militia consists of bodies raised by the several coun

ties in numbers varying according to the population and
other circumstances, the number or quota to be provided
by each shire being fixed by the government. Since 1803,
the law has been that the quota may, if necessary, be
raised by compulsory enlistment, a ballot being taken among
the men between 18 and 35 ; but as sufficient numbers are
at present obtainable by voluntary enlistment, a Militia
Ballot Suspension Act is passed annually. The militia are
bound to assemble for 28 days in every year for training,
and may at any time be embodied for compulsory service
within the kingdom, but cannot be sent abroad except as

volunteers, and then only by consent of Parliament.

1659-60 PEPVS Diary 29 Feb., We found, .the militia of
the red regiment in arms. Ibid. 2 Mar., I hear the City
militia Is put into good posture. 1699 in Arc/lives ofMary*
land (1002) XXII. 562 An Act for the Ordering and Regu
lating the Militia of this Province for the better Defence &
Security thereof. 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 187
They.. fired, .very regularly, considering them as militia

only. 1755 JOHNSON, Militia, the trainbands. 1759 H. WAL
POLE Let. to Mann. 16 Nov., I am one of the few men in

England who am neither in the army or militia. 1761
CHURCHILL Rosciad Poems 1763 I. 30 Like Westminster
militia train d to fight. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 50 The following
aldermen took the oaths to qualify them for colonels of the
six regiments of the city militia, viz. . . Beckford, . .col. of the
white regiment.. .Ladbroke, col. of the blue.. .Rawlinson,
col. of the red...Glyn, col. of the orange. .. Blackiston, col.

of the green. .. Fludyer, col. of the yellow. 1903 M estm.

Gaz.j July 12/2 The attempt, .was opposed, .on the ground
that the Militia must in future be more soldierly \

b. U.S. l The whole body of men declared by
law amenable to military service, without enlist

ment, whether armed and drilled or not* (Cent.
Diet. 1890).
1777 W. HEATH in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853! I. 329

Our troops are all militia, and, although perhaps as good
as any militia, yet they are not disciplined. 1789 Consttt.
U. S. i. 8 Congress shall have power, .to provide for call

ing forth the militia. 1865 H. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Cnrr.
II. 85 Militia were kept constantly guarding the Schuylkill.
1899 ll estm. Gaz. 14 Mar. 2/3 The naval militia in the recent
war between the United States and Spain.

5. attrib.j as militia act, army, bill, carpenter^

commission, force, guard, officer, regiment, service;
militia reserve (see quot. 1876).
1882 Act 45 # 46 Viet. c. 49 r This Act may be cited as

the Militia Act, 1882. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
Dcsf&amp;gt;.

(1838) XL 140, 1 should
vei-y_

much doubt that a large *militia

army would be very useful in the field. 1902 Encycl. Brit.
XXVIII. 226/1 Voluntaryenlistmentunder the new* Militia
Bill [of 1852] was to be the rule. 1756 WASHINGTON Writ.

(1889) I. 356 Forty pounds of tobacco per day, which is pro
vided by act of Assembly for &quot;militia carpenters. 1844
Regitl. &amp;lt;y

Ord. Army 4 Their *Militia Commissions. 1802
Act

1
42 Geo. ///, c. 72 29 Any Act made.. concerning the

Militia Forces of England. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver ii. iv, A
*militia guard of five hundred horse. 1775 SHERIDAN St.
Patr. Day \. ii, I hate *militia officers; a set of dunghill
cocks with spurs on. 1655 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 23
The citty have named Alderman Underwood, Alderman
Tichborne, and to bee 3 of theire Collonells to comand
theire *Militia regiments. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit.

Diet.)
*Militia Reserve, a force created by the act of 1867 ;

its numbers not to exceed one-fourth of militia quota ; the
men to be enlisted for five years, during which time they
remain on the strength of militia regiments, but are liable

to be drafted into the army in time of war. 1818 COBBETT
Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 83, I mean the &quot;Militia Service and
other compulsory military and naval service.

t Mili tia, v. Obs. [f. prec,] trans. ? To call

out as militia.

i74WARBURTON Misc, Trans I. 106 Their Country s Cause

Jrovokes
to Arms The active Pigmy Troops militia d out,

n fronted Brigades.

Militiaman (mili-Jaman). [f. MILITIA sb. +

MAX.] A member of a militia force.

1780 HAMILTON IMs. (1886) VIII. 21 The militiamen re

plied they were of the lower party. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, xx, (1862) 383 Militiamen drafted into the

regular forces. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. VI. Hi. 393 Six
hundred militia-men of Virginia.

t Mili tiate, v. Obs. [f. MILITIA sb. : see

-ATE.] a. trans. To organize for warfare, b. intr.

(nonce-uses.) To raise militia; to be occupied in

soldiering. Hence Mili tiating///. a.

1642 Answ. Observ. agst. King 15 He must not have
the reason that he is a King, who in extraordinary danger
will not miliiiat his kingdome. 1759 H. WALPOLE Let. to
Mann 16 Nov., We continue to militiate and to raise light

troops. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy iv. xxii, I had no thoughts
. .in the character of my uncle Toby of characterizing the

militiating spirits of my country.

Milium (mi HzJm). In 4 mylium, 6 millium.

[a. L. milium millet.]
1. *= MILLET. Obs. exc. as mod.L. in Pharmacy.
Also Bot. the name (Linnaeus) of a graminaceous
genus,

*

millet-grass .

1388 WYCLIF Isa. xxviii. 25 Barli, and mylium, and fetchis.

T535 COVERDALE Ezek. iv. io Take vnto the..growelt sede,
milium and fitches. 1598 HAKLUYT Fiy. I. 104 They haue
the seed of Millium in great abundance.

MILK.

b. Milium Solis : Graymill or Cromwell, Litho-

spermum officinale. (Cf. MILLENSOLE.)
[1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clxxx. 487 Gromell is called.,

in shops and among the Italians Milium solis.} a 1648 LD
HERBERT in Life (1886) 44 Posset drinks of herbs, as mi
lium solis, saxifragea, &c.

2. Path. An affection of the sebaceous glands
in which hard white or yellowish tubercles re

sembling millet-seeds are produced, immediately
below and projecting from the cuticle. Cf. MIMA.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.) Milium.. .Name for a white

hard tubercle. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathoi. 331 Colloid
milium of the skin. 1899 Allbittfs Syst. Med. VIII. 764
Milium forms firm white or yellowish masses.

b. Surgery. (See quot.)
1884 KNIGHT Diet. A/ech. Suppl., Milium Needle, a fine

needle with curved hastate point used in skin grafting.

Milk (milk), sb. Forms: i meolc, 1-3 mile,
3 millc, 4 melke, 4-5 melk, 4-6 mylk(e, 4-7
milke

,
6 mylcke, milcke, 7 milck, 3- milk. [Com.

Teut. : OMercian mile (rare)
= \VS. meolc, meohtc

fern, (whence the southern ME. melk} t correspond
ing to OFris. melok, OS. mihik (Du. melk), OHG.
miluh (.MUG. milich, milch, mod.G. milch), ON.
miolk (Icel. mjolk t Sw. mjolk, Da. m&lk, melk),
Goth, miluk-s : OTeut. *melnk-s fern., f. Teut. root
*melk- to milk (in the str. vb. OE. me/can, LG.,
Du. melken, OHG. melchan t MHG. melehen\ the
mod.G. mclkcn is also conjugated weak) : pre-
Teut. *mclg-, cogn. w. Gr. d^f\y(tVj L. miilgere,
OS1. mlcsti, Olrish bligim (: *w^-), to milk.
A corresponding sb. (exc. in declension) occurs in Olrish

welg milk
(:-*t&amp;gt;telgos-). The synonymous OS!, ineleko

(Russian mohko
%
Czech mleko) is adopted from Teut., as it

has k instead of the regular .f. For the phonology of the
OE. forms see Biilbring Ags. Grantiu. 202.]

1. An opaque white or bluish-white fluid

secreted by the mammary glands of the female
individuals of the Mammalia including man, and

adapted for the nourishment of their young.
9oo tr. liydn s Hist. in. xix. (1890) 244 Elles ne beat)

nemne medmicel hlafes mid
[&amp;gt;inre

meolc. c izoo OKMIN 6446
Forr naffde jho nan millc till himm, 3ifT batt $ho na;re hiss
moderr. 1377 LANGL. / . PL 1. ,\v. 462 pe cow-calf coueyt-
eth swete mylke. 1390 GOWER Conf. II, 262 Warm melk
sche putte . . therto With bony meynd. c 1460 J. RUSSFLL
/&amp;gt;*&amp;lt;{. Nurture 93 Milke, crayme, and cruddes, and eke the
loncate. 1471 CAXTON Rec-uyell (Soinmer) 31 The melk of
a goot. 1563 Cooi EK Thesaurus s. v. Lac, Glauciscus
eaten in broth make women haue plentie of milke. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 288 They l take suggestion, as a Cat

laps milke. 1616 R. C. Times Whistle iii. 1048 Goats pure
milck. 1661 LOVKLL Hist. Aniin.

&amp;lt;y

Miu. no Of milks the

j

Womans is mo*&amp;gt;t temperate. 1715 N. ROIIISSON Th.Physick
i

208 If the Ass s Milk stands twelve Hours, it will gather no
!

Cream. 1836-41 URANDE Chan. (ed. 51 1353 Fresh milk
i slightly reddens litmus. 1861 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXII.
i I. 35 These milks came from the same dairy. 1896 tr. Boas*
I Text-bk. Zool. 496 The young ones [sc. of the Duck-billed
1 Platypus], when hatched, are fed with milk by the mother.

b. In proverbial comparison as white as milk.

Also as like as milk to milk (a Latinisnt).
? (i 1366 CHAUCER Rotn. Rose 1196 Through hir smokke,

wrought with silk, The flesh was seen, a^&amp;gt; wbyt as milk.
c 1420 Anturs ofArth, ii, One a mule as be mylke Gaili she

glides. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. ii. 86 How manie
cowards. -Who inward searcht, haue lyuers white as milke.

1638 CHILLINGW. Rclig. Prof. I. ii. 160 They are as like

your own, as an egge to an egge, or milke to milke. 1660

JER. TAYLOR Duct. Ditbit. (1676) 417 It looks so like intem

perance, as milk to milk.

C. Phrases. Mother s-milk : in literal and figura
tive contexts. In milk^ f(fl) fig* (a Laiinism) in

infancy ; (b) in a condition to yield milk. Brought
to milk, brought to be in milk, f Water of milk
= milk-water (see io).
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems

Ixxy. 37 My clype, my vnspaynit
gyane, With moderis milk ^it in }our mychane. 1565 JEWEL
Repl. Harding (1611) 391 There be certaine men, that.,

fearing, that if
they

attaine to any knowledge, they shall

be proud: and so they remaine still only in Milke [tr. Au
gustine: et rcmanent in solo facie]. 1611 COTGR.S.V. Laict,
au de laict .. also, water of milke or drawne by stillatorie

from milke. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trait, i. 40
The earth squeezes the poor wretch so hard, that his

Mothers milk comes running out at his nose. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. t Milk. . .In the Philosophical Transactions,
we have an account of a wether brought to milk by the

sucking of a lamb. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 486 The best

three-year-old heifer, which, .shall be in milk at the time of
show. 1847 JAMES Convict II. 50 His auditor, .had sucked
in such doctrines with his mother s milk. 1852 R. S. SUR-
TEES Spongers Sf. Tour 1,

When people talk of cream, and
ask how many cows you have, they mean in milk.

t d. Milk considered as in process of secretion
;

hence, the milk-yielding condition induced by
childbirth, lactation. Obs.

1512 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1902) IV. 356 To ane nurice

to the Prince .. at was prewit with sex wolkis mylk. 1616

SIR E. MOUNTACU in Buccleuch JlfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 249 One nurse with one milk did suckle six of us. 1676
WISEMAN Surg, i. iv. 25 Milk . . is certainly the occasion of

many Tumours of divers kinds. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past.

in. 152 When Milk is dry d with heat, In vain the Milk
maid tugs an empty Teat.

(
e. Put for : The period of infancy. Obs.

a 1637 B. JONSON Discov.^ Imo servilts (1640) 114 Wee see

in men, even the strongest compositions had their begin

nings from milke, and the Cradle [transl. of Quintilian i. i.

21 a lacte cunisque].



MILK.

f. The quantity of milk drawn from a cow at a

single milking.
1611 COTGR., Moussou, a Cowes milke,.. as much as sh

yeelds at a milking.

2. fig. a. As the appropriate food of infancy ;

often (after i Cor. iii. 2, Heb. v. 12) contrasted

with (strong) meat .

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 53?
Flatereres been the deueles

norices, that norissen hise children with Milk of losengene.

1416 LVDC. De Guil. Pilgr. 14706 With my mylk off

fflaterye I was noryce, and ek
guyde.

In especyal vn-to

Pryde. 1641 H. PETERS (title) Milke for Babes, and Meat

for Men: or, Principles necessary to be knowne..of such

as would know Christ. 1771 NUGENT Grosley s London

I 31 8 Tithes were the first milk of these rising establish

ments [sc. monasteries). 1803 ititM Milk for Babes ; or, a

catechism in verse. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 121

Neither are their consciences of that puling kind, hat will

submit to be fed with this milk of babes. 1860 PUSEY Min.

Proph. 70 He was nourished, not by solid food, but by milk,

i. e. by the rudiments of piety and righteousness.

b. As a type of what is pleasant and nourishing.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jtil. in. iii. 55 Aduersities sweete

milke, Philosophic. 1654 Z- COKE Logick aj, It. .turneth

into Milk bony Paradoxes. 1797 COLERIDGE KuUa Khan

53 For he on honey-dew hath fed, And drunk the milk of

c. In proverbial phrases. Milk and honey (or

i mellie} : (a) in the Bible phrase flowing with

milk and honey , hyperbolically descriptive of the

richness of the Promised Land ; hence (*) used to

express the abundance of means of enjoyment.

Milk and roses: said of a beautiful pink-and-

white complexion. Milk of human kindness (after

Shaks.) : compassion characteristic of humane

persons. Spilt milk: anything which once mis

used cannot be recovered, f To wash the milk off

(one s] liver ; to purge (oneself) of cowardice,

t To give down (its) milk : to yield the expected

assistance or profit ; to consent to be milked .

ciooe/ELfiacA um.xvi. 13 Of bam lande, be weoll meolce

and hunie. 1381 WYCLIF Ezek. xx. 6 The loond which Y
hadde purueiede to hem, flowynge with mylk and hony.

ciS9i MARLOWE Jem ofMalta iv. (1633) H2b, Ith. How
now? hast thou the gold ? Pit. Yes. Ith. But came it

freely, did the Cow giue down her milk freely? 1605 SHAKS.

Macb. i. v. 18 Yet doe I feare thy Nature, It is too full o

th Milke of humane kindnesse. 1611 COTGR. s. v. Souhait,

Wash thy milkeoff thy liuer (say we). 1614 ). DAVlES.fiWr

19 For fro thy Makings, milke, and mellie, flowes To feed

the Songster-swaines with Arts sootmeats. a 1628 PRESTOS

Breastft. Love vii. (1630) 181 They shall not give downe that

milke for your comfort. 1641 S. MARMION Antiquary i. B i,

I must flatter him, and stroke him too, he will give no milk

else. 1654 H. L ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 187 TheCitywas
sullen, would not give down their milk,and pleaded.. poverty.

1783 J KING Th. on Difficulties, etc. ii. 28 America is now
the fancied land of milk and honey. 1816 DISRAELI Vie.

Grey 11. i, The milk and honey of the political Canaan. 1860

TROLLOPS Castle Richmond I. vi. 113 It s no use sighing

after spilt milk. 1894 HOWELLS in Harper s Afaf.Feb.3So
The die is cast, the jig is up, the fat s in the fire, the milk s

spilt. 1900 H. SUTCLIFFE Shameless Wayne ii, Dainty of

figure she was, with a face all milk and roses.

3. A milk-like juice or sap secreted by certain

plants. Cf. LATEX 2.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. Ixi. (1495) 637 The

myike of the fygge tree. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v.Lac,

The milke that is in greene figges. Iteroa lactarta, an hearbe

that hath milke in it as spurge, &c. 1616 BACON Sylva $ 639

There be Plants, that have a Milk in them when they are

Cut ; as Figs, Old-Lettuce, Sow-Thistles, Spurge, &c. 1757

I H GROSE Voy. E. /miles 30 The milk of cocoa nuts.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 83/1 The milks of wild.poppies

garden-poppies, dandelion, hawk-weed, and sow-thistle gave
brown or brownish-red stains. 1898 EngineeringMag. XVI.

138/1 Analyses of the milk of a variety of rubber plants.

b. Of grain : In the milk : having a milky con

sistency due to incomplete development. Out of
the milk : beginning to mature.

1791 BELKNAP Hist. Nfiv Hampsh.lll. 21 The corn then

being in the milk, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. Neiv Eng.,

etc. (1821) II. 341 When the kernels of wheat. .are in the

milk. 1878 Ure s Diet. Arts IV. 153 At the time when

the contents of the berry [sc. of wheat) are in the condition

technically known as milk . 1899 Evcsham Jrnl. 29 Apr.

(E.D.D.), The sparrows began \sc. to eat the wheat) as soon

as the corn was just out of the milk.

4. A culinary, pharmaceutical, or other prepara
tion of herbs, drugs or the like, having some more

or less real resemblance to milk.

Milk ofalmonds = ALMOND-MILK. Milk oflime: hydrate
of lime mixed in water, t Milk of mercury : corrosive

sublimate beaten up in fumitory water. Milk of sulphur:

precipitated sulphur.
c 1430 Two CookeryJ&amp;gt;ks. 48 Take gode Milke ofAlmaundys,
& flowre of Rys. i66 BACON Sylva 50 Pistachoes .. made
into a Milk of themselves, like unto Almond Milk. 1686

W. HARRIS tr. Lemery s Chym. (ed. 2) .193 This Tincture is

a dissolution of the Rosine of Benjamin made in Spirit of

Wine. When it is mixed in a great deal of water, it makes
a Milk. 1694 SALMON Bate s Dispens. (1713) 561 Milk of

Mercury.. .Milk of Scammony. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XII. 23/1 The name of milk is given to substances very dif

ferent from milk
properly

so called. Ibid., Milk of Sulphur.
Ibid. 23/2 Water in which quicklime has been slaked, which

. .has hence been called the milk of lime, a 1814 Intrigues

ofa Day in New Brit. Theatre I. 76 A little milk of roses.

1875 Ure s Dict.Artslll. 1050 Milk of Wax is a valuable

varnish. 1880 LOMAS Alkali Trade 298 Milk of lime. 1898

Ret . Brit. Pharm. 41 Milk of sulphur.

6. Bristol milk: originally a slang name for
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sherry ; now, the name in the wine trade of a par
ticular class of sherry.

i644l-.ec BRISTOL), a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Bristol (1662)

III. 35 Bristol Milk. . . This Metaphorical Milk, whereby
Xeresor Sherry-Sack is intended. 1895 Wutnt. Caz. 31 Dec.

l/i Palesherry(Briitolcream)realiscd^7perdozen,and95J.
was the price per dozen of the sherry known as Bristol milk. ,

f 6. Milk ofthe moon : a white, porous, friable, i

insipid earth, frequently found in form of a white

farinaceous powder, but sometimes concreted into

a mass, not unlike agaric&quot; (Chambers Cycl.

7. A cloudy impurity found in some diamonds.

1875 Ure t Diet. Arts II. 24.

8. t a. The milt of a fish. Obs. [So G. mileh,

Da. melk, S\v. mjiilke.}

1308 TKEVISA Earth. DC P. R. XIIL xxvi. (1495) 458 Whan
the female of fysshes lay egges or pesen, the male comyth
after and shedeth hys mylke vpon the egges. 14. . Vac. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 591/16 Lactes, roof of fyshe, or mylke o

fyshe. 1718 [see MILTER).

b. The spat of an oyster before its discharge.

1858 HOMAXS Cycl. Comm. 1480/2 The breeding-time of

oysters is in April or May, from which time to July or

August the oysters are said to be tick or in tht milk.

9. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. in sense

(a) made or consisting of, prepared with, or

obtained from milk
,
as milk-arrowroot, -butter,

-curd, -diet, -fat, -flow, -globule, -porridge, -pottage,

-pudding, -scone, -soup, -yeast; (o) of or per

taining to milk , as milk-aumbry, -board, -bowie

(Sc.), -6o-.vl, -bucket, -can, -cart, -cellar, -cog, -cooler,

-dish, -float, -jug, -heeler, -kettle, -pail, -piggin,

-pot, -ranch, -shop, -sieve, -skeel, -stall, -sye (dial.),

-tin, -tub, -vein ;
milk-secretion ; (c) having

dealings with milk ,
as milk-boy, -folk, -girl, -lass,

-nurse (if) (ofanimals) producing milk ,
as milk-

ass, -camel, -sow ;
also MILK-cow ; (e) used to de

signate the deciduous teeth formed in the mamma
lian jaw during the suckling period, as milk-canine,

-dentition, -molar, -tusk ;
also MILK TOOTH.

H. IV. 157 Though I can (to my sorrow) say why *milk-

asses are provided for. 1601 in Grosart Spenser s \Vks.

I. p. xix. One stone or &quot;milk-board. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t.

Misc. (1733) II. 222 To bear the *milk-bowie nae pain was

to me. 1570 Wills /r Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 341, Ixxxx

mylke bowlles iij . 1609 ARMIN Maidt of More-Cl. (1880)

84 They are maids of More-clacke, homely miike-bole

thing*. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 17 A new milk-bowl,

of wood skilfully carved. 1884 W. H. RIDEING in Harper s

Mar. June 70/1 Chantrey was a &quot;milk-boy in Sheffield.

1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv. 103 Her milk-bock**

in her hand. 1830 Clowe. Farm Rep. 35 in Libr. Use/.

Kno-.ul., Ilust. Ill, Making cheese of the first quality is

more profitable than either making &quot;milk-butter or feeding
veal. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxxii. 15 Thirtie &quot;mylck camels.

1838 DICKENS O. Twist xlv, Three pint-pots and a &quot;milk-

can. 1879 FLOWER Catal. Mas. Coll. Surf. I. 39 The &quot;milk-

canine permanently retained. 1808 CURWEN Econ. Feeding
Stock 64 The &quot;milk-cart was met before it reached the town.

1787 GARTHSHORE in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 355 A woman
at a &quot;milk-cellar . . was delivered (etc.). 1595 DUKCAN Afp.
Etyntol. (E. D. S.), Mulctra, i&amp;gt;el, -urn, mnlctrale; a &quot;milk-

cog. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 900 Stone &quot;milk-

coolers. 1897 Allbutfs Sysl. Med. III. 339 Small patches
of adherent milk-curd. 1863 HUXLEY Man s Place Nat.

i. 23 The &quot;milk dentition consists of 20 teeth. 1677 TEMPLE
Gout m Misc. I. (1680)221, I concluded., if it., continued to

confine my selfwholly to the
&quot;Milk-dyet. 1844 H. STEPHENS

Bk. Farm III. 900 After it has cooled, the milk is passed

through the milk-sieve into the &quot;milk-dishes. 1901 Daily
Chron. 7 Aug. 6/4 When a sample of milk . . shall be found

to contain less than 3 per cent, of &quot;milk fat,.. it shall

be presumed . . that the milk is not genuine. 1887 Bury
Times 3 Sept. 6/4 He noticed the defendant driving a

&quot;milk float towards him at a great speed. 1811-34 Good s

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 74 Galactia Pntmatttra. Prema
ture &quot;Milk-Flow. Hid. 75 Galactia Defecliva. Deficient

Milk-Flow. 1700 T. BROWN Amusem. Ser. % Com. vi. (1709)

58 The Noisy &quot;Milk-Folks, crying, A can of Milk, Ladies.

1810 Splendid Follies III. 66 [Madam Lynx) having

caught her immaculate husband chucking the &quot;milk-girl

under the chin. 1864 Chambers s Encycl. VI. 454/2 In ad

dition to &quot;milk globules, colostrum globules . . occur in the

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. 1 1. 993 Brass milk-kettle.

1116906. Fox 7Vx(i827)I.79 He told my troubles, .to his

servants, so that it was got among the &quot;milk -lasses. 1849-51
Todays Cycl. Anal. IV. 911/1 The fourth premolar displaces
the . . tubercular &quot;milk-molar, c 1826 Earl Richard ix. in

Child Ballads (1886) II. 462 My mither was a gude milk-

nurse, c 1440 &quot;Mylke payle [see milk-stop}, c 1475 Pict.

Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 793/23 Hoc midtrum, a mylkepayle.
1831 SCOTT Jrnl. i Jan., Cadell is of opinion if I meddle in

politics,. .1 shall break the milk-pail. 1579-80 NORTH Plu

tarch, P. JEmilivs (1595) 267 Womens brests are not al-

waies full of milke (as &quot;milke pans are. .). 1840 T. A. TROL
LOPE Summer in Brittany I. 40 A brown dish of the size

and shape of a milk-pan. 1885 Miss MURFREE Prophet Gt.

Smoky Mts. iii. 57 She carried her &quot;milk-piggin. 1567
HARMAN Ca-&amp;gt;eat (1869) 86 Baken, chese and

&quot;mylkc pprrage.

1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 15 May, My breakfast is milk

porridge. 1535 COVERDALE Judg. iv. 19 Then opened she

a &quot;mylke pot, & gaue him to drynke. 1838 DICKENS O.

Twist xxvii, Mr. Bumble. .made a closer inspection of^the
milk -pot. i6ao MIDDLETON Chaste Maid \\. ii. 109 Herrings
and &quot;milk-pottage. 1899 ANNIE E. HOLDSWORTH Valley

MILE.

Gt. Shadtm iv, Beef-tea and &quot;milk-pudding had had their

day. 1856 Farmers Mag. Jan. 7 The Physiology of

&quot;Milk-Secretion. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 797/2 The privy

council has issued an order, under the Contagious Diseases

(Animals) Act of 1878, called the Dairies, Milkshops, and

Cowsheds Order. 1844 &quot;Milk-sieve [see niilk-iiish}. 1483

Cath. Angl. 240/1 A Milke skele, mulgarium. 1767 MRS.

GLASSE Cookery App. 343 Milk soop the Dutch
way. 1897

Allbutfs Syst. Mcd. IV. 191 From three and a half, to

four pints [of milk) a day may be given to an adult . . in the

form of a milk soup. 1797 Monthly Mag. 1 1 1. 531 A &quot;milk

sow was offered at the opening of the assembly. 1440

Promp. Para. 338/1 Mylke stop, or payle, mullra, vel

multrum. c 1440 Medulla Gram, in Pronip. Parv. 79

note, Colum, a &quot;mylke syhe. 15.. Waiving Jok tr Jynny
28 in Bannalyne MS. (Hunter. Cl.) 388 Ane milk syth.

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 209 The
whole mass . . with the cream and new milk is run through
the scarce into the milk-sye. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland

Gloss., &quot;Milk-tin, the metal vessel in which the milk is set

to cream. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 1017 The
&quot;milk-tub is covered up by a board. 1799 CORSE in Phil.

Trans. LXXXIX. 211 The first or milk tusks of an ele

phant never grow to any size. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 445 The &quot;milk-veins along the lower part ofthe abdomen
become larger. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Fathol. 86 Milk-

yeast can grow fungus-like, if submerged.

b. objective, as milk-carrier, -dealer, -heater,

-seller, -tester, -vendor; milk-breeding, -curdling,

-drinking, -making, -yielding adjs. Also (of the

secretions of plants) milk-giving, -bearing adjs.

1855 SIR E. SMITH in Syst. Nat. Hist. I. 28 The milk-

bearing tissue so readily inferred to exist from the white

exuding juice of the cut dandelion [etc.). 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Lactijical, &quot;milk-breeding, milk-making, milk-

OI mllC QrmKCnUC tllllulc llluw^- wyw **H..J ... f ..^..

2/1 The productive or &quot;milk-giving [rubber) trees. 1905

Walm. Caz. 5 Oct. 5/2 Ovens, grillers, ..&quot;milk-heaters,.,

sterilisers, and other things are all there. 1656 &quot;Milk-

making [see milkJ&amp;gt;mdii:g}. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa
in. 132 Next vnto them stand the &quot;milke-sellers. 1901 Daily
Chron. s Dec. 6/5 It is quite easy for the consumer to protect

himself in quality, by purchasing a is. 6rf. &quot;milk tester.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 191/2 The &quot;milk-vendors sell

. twenty quarts per day. 1611 COTGR., Laicticr, milkie,..

&quot;milke-yeelding. 1897 Daily Nevis 28 Sept. 8/3 The herd

is entirely of the milk-yielding . . Ayrshires.

c. parasynthetic and instrumental, as milk-

barred, -blended, -borne, -budded, -faced, -fed,

-hued, -outstretched, -washed adjs.

1849 M. ARNOLD Strayed Reveller 197 Jasper and chalce

dony, And &quot;milk-barr d onyx-stones. 1901 Westm. Caz.

3 Mar. 11/3 The compound called &quot;milk-blended butter .

1904 Daily Chron. Mjuly 5/1 Epidemics ofdefinite milk-

borne diseases. 1905 F. L. DODD Municip. Milk 6 Epidemics
ofmilk-borne scarlet fever. 1865 SWINBURNE Dolores xl, And
&quot;milk-budded myrtles with Venus.. he trod. 1815 MILMAN

Fazio in. i. That milk-faced mercy will come whimpering
to me. 1856 KANE Ant. Expl. II. i. 13 The two last of

the family, who will then.. be tolerably &quot;milk-fed, I shall

reserve for my own eating. 1887 Pall ttfUG. 16 Aug. 5/1

The well-known milk-hued gem. i886T. HARDY Mayor of
Casterb. i, New, milk-hued canvas. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xn.

xxxi The gentle beast with &quot;milke out stretched teat ; (As

nurses custome) proffred thee to feed. 159* F. Rous Thult

B 4, Viceina whose most pure milk-washed hart Neuer

supposde what fraud before did plot, Told him (etc.).

d. similative, as milk-like, -mild adjs. Also

MlLK-WABM.
1813 T BUSBY tr. Lucritius v. 1028 &quot;Milk-like nurture

from her bosom flowed, c 1800 Misc. (1829) 52 Grass cut

Virginia, or &quot;milk-mild Oronoko [tobacco).

1O. Special combinations, as milk-abscess, an

abscess occurring in the breasts of women during

lactation ; milk-blotch, an eruption of the skin in

sucking infants, porrigo larvalis ; milk-brother, a

foster-brother; milk-cell, Bot., the cell in which

the milky juice or latex of plants is contained ;

f milk-circle = MILKY-WAY ; milk-crust, an

eruption of the skin in infants, crusta lactea (Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1890); fmilkdame, a wet-nurse; milk-

diphtheria, epidemic diphtheria spread by means

of infected milk ; milk-duct, Anal., any one of

the several ducts which convey milk from the

secretory glands through the nipple to the exterior

(SyJ. Soc. Lex.) ;
milk escutcheon, an area

covered by a reversed arrangement of the direction

of the hair on the udder and thighs of a milch

cow ; milk factory, a factory in which cream is

extracted from milk ; milk-farm, a dairy farm ;

milk-farmer, a dairy farmer; milk-fever, a

slight feverish attack which sometimes occurs in

women two or three days after childbirth ; also, a

similar complaint in milch cows; milk-fish, a

clupeoid fish, Chanos salmoneus, from the Indo-

Pacific (Cent. Diet. 1890); milk-fungus, any

fungus of the genus Lactarius ; milk-giver, one

who or that which gives milk ; also fig. ;
milk-

glass, (a) a semi-translucent or opalescent glass,

cryolite glass; (/&amp;gt;)

a glass vessel applied to the

breast to receive a superabundant flow of milk

(Syd. Soc. Lex.); milk-house, a dairy, a place

for the storing or sale of milk ;
also attrib. ;

milk-

kinship, the kinship arising from adoption or
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fostering; milk-leg, white swelling , a painful

swelling, usually of the lower extremities, very
common after parturition ; f milkmadge, a milk
maid

;
milk-mirror = milk escutcheon ; milk-

mite = CHEESE-MITE (Cent. Diet.} ; f milk-pap, a

teat or nipple ; milk-pump breast-pump (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1857) ; milk-quartz, an opaque
white variety of quartz (cf. milky quartz] ; milk-
ranch U.S. (California), a dairy farm (Schele de
Vere 1872) ; milk-scab, -scall, the same as milk-

blotch and milk-crust
; milk-scarlatina, epidemic

scarlatina spread by means of infected milk
;
milk-

score, a tally or other account of the purchase and
sale of milk; milk sea, a particular kind of

phosphorescent appearance on the sea (also milky
sea) ;

milk-shield = milk escutcheon ; milk-sick

a., affected with milk-sickness; also as $b.=-milk-

sickness ;
milk-sickness U.S.^ an endemic disease

in cattle peculiar to the Western States of America,
and sometimes communicated to man through
the consumption of infected meat

; milk-spot,

(a] a lustrous white callosity frequently observed

upon the surface of the pericardium; (/&amp;gt;}
a white

mucous patch in secondary syphilis (Syd. Soc.

Lex.}\ (f] a form of tooth-rash (/& &amp;lt;/.);
milk-

sugar, sugar of milk, lactose; milk-teething,
the process ofcutting the milk-teeth

; milk-thrush
= APHTHA ; milk-tie = milk-kinship ;

milk-
tube Bot.y a laticiferous tube; milk-vessel, (a)
a dairy utensil for holding milk

; (b) the udder of

a cow; (e) fio. y
one of many tubes in which

a milky fluid is secreted; milk-walk, a milkman s

regular round for the sale of milk ; f milk-water,
a cordial water distilled from milk and herbs;

t milk way = MILKY-WAY; also fig.\ milk-

whisky = KOUMISS ; f milk-wife = next
;
milk-

woman, a woman who carries round milk for sale.

1799 UNDERWOOD Dis. Childr. (ed. 4) III. in note, A Trea
tise . . in which the *tn ilk-abscess, and sore nipples are fully
considered. 1797 Ibid. I. 97 *Milk-blotches appear first on
the forehead. 1890 .Syd. Soc. Lev., Milk-blotch. 1897 Strand
Mag. Christm.No. 617/1 Ivan was what is termed in Rus
sian the *milkbrother of Alexia Bobrofsha. 1884 BOWER
& SCOTT tr. De Bary s Plainer. 195 Those solitary spindle-
shaped initial cells of the *milk-cells do not exist. 1890
Syd. Soc. Lex., Milk-cells. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 16
That white, which hath taken the name of the *Milk circle

[marg. Gataxi}. 1582 STANYHURST ALneis iv. (Arb.) 118
Her owne *mylckdame in byrth soy! wasbreathles abyding.
1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 7 May 1020/1 *Milk-diphtheria at

Camberley and York Town. 1881 J. P. SHELDON Dairy
farm. 7/2 This *milk escutcheon, or shield, then, is one of
those theories of which [etc.], 1886 BAGOT Handbk, Dairy
Factories 8 Factories [in Ireland] . .where the whole milk
is purchased from the farmer we call *milk factories. 1867
Crim. Chronol. York Castle 195 She had a small *milk-

farm, which the prisoner managed, 1805 R. \V. DICKSON
Pract. Agric. II. 968 The sort of cow most adapted to the
intentions of the *milk-farmer must of course vary. 1758

try. 1894
Furze iv, My belief is, she ll have milk fever. 1888 CLODD
Story of Creation (1894) 129 The Marsupials, or pouched
milk-divers. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 931 It [Cryolite] is

found in great abundance and purity in Greenland, and
serves to make a fine *imlk-glass. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.
Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 290 Who would not thinke it a ridi

culous thing to see a Lady in her *milke-house with aveluet

gowne? 1596 Wills $ lm&amp;gt;. N. C. (Surtees) II. 271 The
milke-house stuffe. 1891 T. HARDY Tess xvii. (1892) 146 It

was a large room over the milk-house. 1885 W. R. SMITH
Kinship &amp;lt;y

Marr.
y. 149 We find among the Arabs a feeling

about *milk-kinship so well established that [etc.]. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 216 Tense, shiny, smooth, white
or mottled skin, marked often by dilated veins, whence
comes the name *milk-leg or white leg. 1582 STANYHURST
&neis iv. (Arb.) 114 Shal I now, lyke a castaway *milck-

madge, On mye woers formoure bee fawning? i88z J. P.
SHELDON Dairy Farming 6/2 The (

*milk-mirror *

or es
cutcheon theory of M. Guenon. 1607 SHAKS. Timon iv.

iii. 115 Those *Milke pappes That through the window
Barne bore at mens eyes. 1836 T. THOMSONS/I M., Geo/., etc.
I. 64 Rock crystal, .. rose quartz, *milk quartz, siderite.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Milk-Scab^ another common
term for Porrigo larvaiis, or Crnsta lactea, or milk-blotch.
. .*Milk-scall. Same as Milk-scab. 1887 Brit. Med, Jrnl.
19 Feb. 409/2 Mr. Power s report of the Hendon *milk-
scarlatina outbreak. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar
Wks. 1730 I. 77 A pack of vermin, bred up to. .rubbing out
of &quot;milk-scores. 1712 ADDISON

Sj&amp;gt;ect. No. 482 r 4 He is

better acquainted with the Milk-Score, than his Steward s

Accounts. 1898 F. T. BULLEN in Nat. Rev. Aug. 859 That
beautiful, inexplicable phenomenon of the ( *milk sea sud
denly appeared ! 1881 Milk-shield [see milk-escutcheon}.
1885 Miss MURFREE Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts. ii. 46 The
bars of the *milk-sick pen. Ibid,, She [a cow] lay down
an died o the milk-sick. 1834 HOFFMAN Winter tn West
(1835) 11.66, 1 passed a deserted village, the whole population
of which had been destroyed by the *milk sickness . 1859
BARTLETT Diet. Awer.

t Milk Sickness, a fatal spasmodic
disease, peculiar to the Western States. 1897 Allbutfs Syst.
Med. IV. 530 These thickenings, which resemble the milk-
spots on the heart, are not [etc.]. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl.
II- 635/2 *Milk-sugar is an integral constituent of the milk of
the mammalia. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 30
*Milk teething. 1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Aphthx...
Thrush or sore mouth. ..White Thrush. *Milk Thrush.
1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiliz. iii. (1875) 89 The symbol
of adoption represented not the birth, but the *milk-tie.
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1884 BOWER & SCOTT tr. De Bary s Phaner. 198 The sharp
difference of structure between the sieve- and *milk-tubes is

always particularly clear. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 409/1
In one genus (Lactarius) milk-tubes , recalling the lacti

ferous tubes of many vascular plants, are found. 14.. Voc. vn

Wr.-Wiilcker 573/39 Coagulatorium, a *mylkefessell. 1566
in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 41 He haith melted

y
l

[a hallywater fatt
1

] and made mvlke vessell thereof.

1855 SIR E. SMITH in Syst. Nat. Hist. I. 29 Milk vessels

from the stipules of the Ficus elasttca. 1842 J. AITON
Doni, Ecott. (1857) 210 He must examine .. the calf itself,

its head, and above all, its milk-vessel and its teats.

1805 Mod. London App., Milk-Walks, that is, a certain

proportion of neighbouring streets served by a particular

person. 1697 KIDDER Horneck (1698) 53 He w*l .sup with
an Apple or two, with a little Bread, and small Ale, or

*Milk-water. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Hoitsckpr. (1778)

365 To distill Milk Water. 1555 EDEN Decades 245 The
parte of heauen cauled I ia Lactea, that is the

*

myIke

waye. 1593 G. HARVF.Y New Let. Notable Cont. B, The
ascending scale and Milk-way to heauenly excellency. 1511
MS, Ace. St. John s Hosp., Canterb., Payd to b *mylke
wyffe for a hoole yere. 1642 Ord. fy Dcclar. Ho. Parlt.,
Lord&quot;s Day 6 Or [that they suffer] any *milke-woman to

cry milke on that day.

b. Prefixed to names of plants, chiefly in the

sense containing milk
,

as milk-bush, (a)
=

milk-hedge ; (b} a milk-yielding shrub of the apo-
cynaceous genus Wrightia, native of India

; (V) a

similar shrub, Wrightia saligna, native of Queens
land (Morris Austral Eng. 1898); milk-grass =
CORN-SALAD

; milk-hedge, a shrub or small tree,

Euphorbia TirucalH, native of Africa, and culti

vated or naturalized in parts of India
;
milk

lentil --- MILKWOBT (?) ; milk-parsley, Penceda-
num paltistre ;

milk pea, plant, a prostrate legu
minous plant of the genus Galactia^ esp. G. glabeUa
and G. mollis^ native of the warmer parts of

America
;
milk purslane, Euphorbia maculata

\

f milk-reed = SPURGE; milk-thistle, (a)
= LADY S

THISTLE ; (d)
= SOW-THISTLE ; milk-tree, (a) =

milk-hedge \ (ft) any tree yielding a wholesome

milky juice, esp. the COW-TREE; (V) an apocy-
naceous tree, Tanghinia venenifera, native of

Madagascar, the poisonous seed of which is

employed by the natives in trials by ordeal
;

(milk-trefoil, Medicago arborea
; milk-vetch, a

plant of the leguminous genus Astragalus \ milk-
wood (tree), (a) a Jamaican milk-yielding tree,

Pseudolmedia spuria ; (b) a species of Bignonia \

(c) the Australian paper-bark tree, Melaltitca leuca-

dtndron\ (d} one of the sapotaceous ironwood

trees, Sideroxyhn incrme, native of the Cape of

Good Hope; (e) a sapotaceous timber-tree, Mi-

musops obovata, native of South Africa.

1780 MUNRO Narr. (1789) So Thorn hedges are sometimes
placed in gardens ; but in the fields the *milk bush is most
commonly used. 1882 FLOYER Uncxpl. Baluchistan 15
Pitching rhe tent so as to enclose three large milk bushes.

1893 R- IRON Dream Life 13 Jannita sat alone beside a
milk-bush. 1744 in W. Ellis Mod. Hnsbandm. (1750) III.

in. xxi. 161 In June, at a Distance, the Fields look as if all

covered with spilt Milk; which is from a Flower, for that
reason called ^Milk-Grass. 1780 MUNRO Narr. (1789) 80
A horse will have his head and eyes prodigiously swelled
from standing for some time under the shade of a *milk

hedge. 1840 E. E. NAPIER Scenes 4- Sp. Foreign Lands
II. vi. 183 The . , green rows of the milk hedges. 1787 tr.

Linnaeus Fam. Plants I. 182 Selinum. . .*Milk Parsley.

Ty-
thimal, Spurge, *Milke-reed, Wolues-nrilke. 14.. Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 610/5 Scariola* the *mylkthystel. i$6a TURNER
Herbal\\. 146 Leucacantha.. named in English milkthystel.
1866 Trcas. Bot. 1072 Sonchtis oleracetts and S. asper or
Milk Thistle. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 105 The
Hedges and Lanes are chiefly set with two sorts of Bushes,
called by us * Milk-Trees. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot.

2:4 A milk-tree called Hya-hya in Demerara. 1885 LADY
BRASSEY The Trades 112 The milk-tree (Tau^hinia lac-

taria) yields a sap in colour and taste like milk, if drunk
while fresh. 1507 GERARDE Herbal in. xi. 1121 Of *milke

Trefoile, or shrub Trefoile. Ibid. \\. cccccii. 1058 Of *milke
Vetch. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 319 Bastard Milk
Vetch, Phaca. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Milk-Vetch,
Stemless. Common name for fa& Astragalus escapits. 1725
SLOANE Jamaica II. 21 *Milk-wood Tree. The bark of
this tree being deeply gash d yields a great quantity of
milk. 1759 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Bignonia, Tree
Milkwood, having Pods, with five Leaves, . . commonly
called in America, White or Milkwood, and Tulip Flower.

1887 MRS. DALY Digging $ Squatting 43 Ironbark trees,
casuarinas, and the bright green milkwood tree grew here.

IT 11. Used as adj.
= MILKWHITE. rare*.

1853 M. ARNOLD Sohrab fy R-ustunt 162 That vast sky-
neighbouring mountain of milk snow.

Milk (milk), v. Forms : i meolc(g}ian, mil-

clan, mylcian (Northttmb. semilcisa), 3, 5, 7

milke, 4 melke, 4-6 mylke, 6 molke, mylcke,
6- milk, [OE. milcian, meokian^ f. mile, meolc
MILK sb.\ cf. ON. miolka (Olcel. mjolka, molka,
MSw. molka, Sw. mjolka^ Da. malke]. OE. had
also the str. vb. melcan (inealc, molcen} inherited

from OTeut. (see MILK sb.}\ no clear traces of

this have been found later than the OE. period ;
a

solitary instance of molken pa. pple. occurs in

1527, but it translates the Ger, gemolkcn.~\

MILK.

I. In literal sense.

1. trans. To extract milk by handling from the
teats of (a cow, goat, ewe, etc., rarely, a woman).
Also aosol.

To milk the rant, the bull . Jig. to engage in an enterprise
doomed to failure. (Cf. mulgcat hircos, Virg. Eel. iii. 91.)
c 1000 Sax, Leechd. III. 178 Hyt bi5 a:ac god ceap to

milcian. a 1000 in Cockayne Shrine 130 Se *e|?yrsta nion
mcolcode 5a hinde. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 351/230 Heo ne
?af a-morewe no^e la.sse, l&amp;gt;ei

heo were i-milked an cue. 1387
TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 359 Olde wyfcs. .were i-woned..
forto schape hem self in liknes of hares for to melke here

nei^hebores keen. 1393 LANGL. / . PI. C. xvin. 10 An hynde
o^er-while To hus selle sclde cam and sufTrede to be nielked.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (18^9) % L 71 For as mechc as sclie had to

meche Mylk in hire Pappes, . .sdie mylked hem on the rede
Stones, a 1450 Paston Lett. I. 98 He speke witli wemen
which were mylkand kyne. 1530 PAI.SGK. 636/1, I mylke
a womans brest,_/ tire du laict linnefcnmu: 1591 SHAKS.
Tivo Gent. in. i. 302 Speed, Inprimis She can milke. a 1656
HALES Tract Sacr. Tracts (1677) 40 That fell out which is in

the common proverb, sc. Whilst the one milks the Ram, the
other holds under the Sieve. 1718 Porr.Let. to Lady A/. lf \

Montagu i Sept., When ^he milked, it was his morning
and evening charge to bring the cows to her pail. 1725
RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. v. ii, To leave the green-sward dance
when we gae milk. 1806 Med. JrnL XV. 382 This cow
being troublesome.. he had ..milked her himself.

b. To extract or draw (milk). Chiefly passive.
1798 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. Ixv. (1495) 901 That

mylke is beste that is next to the complexyon of mankynde :

..And the nere it is mylked the better it is. 1527 ANDRRW
Brnn&Uyke

1

s Distyll. Waters G iv, The mylke whiche is

molken in the mornynge. 18467. BAXTER Libr. Pract, Agri:.
(ed. 4) I. 196 If the same milk had been put into the milk-

pans directly after it is milked.

f c. To cause (milk) to flow. Also with out.

c 1400 MAUNDEV*. (Roxb.) ix. 36 And for scho had to mykill
mylke in her pappes, ..scho mylked It oute apon be reed

stanes. 1544 PHAER Rtgim. Lyfe (1560) A vij b, Also ye
muste shave hys heade, and mylke theron womans mylke.

t d. To obtain milk from by sucking. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. vii. 55, 1 haue giuen Sucke, and know
How tender tis to loue the Babe that milkes me.

e. To keep (cattle) for the purpose of milking.
1898 H t stm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 10/1 The largest farmer in Eng

land . . milks at least a thousand cows.

2. intr. To give or yield milk. In early use of

women (?
= sense 3 absol.} ;

now only of cattle.

971 Blifkl. Ifont, 93 pa breost
J&amp;gt;a be natfre rneolcgende

naeron. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5418 For liche a moder she can
cherishe And milken as doth a norys. 1765 Museum Rust.
IV. 225 The eating of the first shoots of rye makes ewes
milk extraordinarily. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep Farming 178
Some of the breeds of sheep milk very heavily.

tb. To eject milk. 06s,
c 1450 MYRC^V.T//W no perwyth [she] toke out hyr swete

pappe, and mylked on hys brote.

f3. trans. To suckle. Obs.

1383 WYCLIF Isa. Ix. 16 With the tete of kingis thou shalt

bemylkid. c 1473 Partenay 6456 Glorius virgin .. which
milkest with-all The sone ofgod with thy brestes brod. 1573
L. LLOID Pilgr. Princes (1607) i b, A Bitch, .fedde him :nd
milkt him.

II. transf. andy^.
4. trans. To drain away the contents of; to get

money out of, bleed* pecuniarily; to exploit,
turn into a source of (usually) illicit profit. In

early use const, from.
c 1526 FRITH Di&p. Purg. To Rdr. A vj, This theyr painful

purgatorye . . hath of longe time but deceaued the people and
mylked them from theyr monye. 1532 MORE Con/. Tindale
Wks. 639^2 They mylke them so euaungelically, that when
their maisters call theim home, they gyue theim a very
shrewed rekemng. 1537 BIBLE (Matthew) Ezek. xviii. Comtn.
(end), Or y l the prestes benefyces were not sufficient for

them to lyue on, with out soch pyllage : or yet that the pore
people coulde by any other meane be mylcked from that

thynge, wherwyth they, their wyues, their housholde and

chyldren shulde lyue. 1591 LYLY Endytn. in. iii. 23 Loue
hath as it were milkt my thoughts, and drained from my hart
the very substance of my accustomed courage. 1693 VEN-
TRIS Atf^. (17x6) II.zS He would milk her Purse and fill

his own large Pockets. 1721 RAMSAY Prospect of Plenty
51 [Spain] grasps the shadows, but the substance tines,

Daily News 8 Oct. 6/2 It will be possible for the Depart
ment to milk these grants as much as they like.

Comb. 1658 J. JONES Ovid^s Ibis 41 Milk-purse Lawyers
(so Erasmus termes them) are far more tolerable then Cut-

purse tyrants.
b. U.S. slang. To milk the market^ street, to

hold stock so well in hand as to make it fluctuate

at will, and so yield any financial result desired.

1870 MEDBERY Men $ Afyst. Wall St. 336 To use the

slang of the financial quarter, they milk the street . 1883

Harper s Mag. 820/2 The . . process of milking the market .

C. Horse-racing (see qtiot.).
1862 Times 2 Jan. 8/6 By such tricks as milking /. e. by

keeping a horse a favourite at short odds for a race in which
he has no chance whatever, only to lay against him [etc.).

1865 Hotteds Slang Diet. s. v. Milk. . . When a horse is

entered for a race which his owner does not intend him to

win, and bets against him, the animal is said to be milked .

d. To tap ,
steal the message from (a telegraph

or telephone wire) ; to intercept (a telegram).
1879 PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 108 The. .simplicity of the

means by which a wire could be milked. .struck the whole

of the party, 1899 Tit-Bits 3 June 185/1 Milking tele

grams., is a fairly common practice.

f 5. To handle a person enticingly ;
to draw on

by wiles. Obs,
122



MILK-AND-WATER.

1615 FLETCHER Rule a Wife \\. iv, All this is but in seem- .

ing To milke the lover on.

b. a. To elicit, draw out.

a 1628 PRESTON New Cov. (1630) 477 To milke consolation

out of the promises. 1663 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. in. 176 If

ever you had but the sweetness of any one promise in it [sc.

the water of HfeJ milked out unto you. 1831 MRS. CARLYLE

Early Lett. (1889)189, 1 took nothing in hand the whole da;

but milking news from her (a rather rural metaphor), whic

she with unabating copiousness supplied.

b. To drain away, out of.

1651 NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Cl. Ep. Ded. 6 Hee t

never made any farther use of them than to milk away the

Subjects monie under pretence of building Ships. _
1891

C. E. NORTOM Dante s Purgat. x.xiv. 152 Here it is not

forbidden to name each other, since our semblance is so

milked away by the diet. 1900 KTPI.ING in Daily Mail

24 Apr. 4/4 Dysentery that milks the heart out of a man.

7. To extract juice, virus, etc. from.

1746 Mass. Acts ff Resolves (1878) HI. 30? Any liberty
,

obtained, .from any Indian or Indians, for cutting off any I

timber, wood, hay, milking pine-trees,, .shall not be any bar

to said guardians in their said action or actions. 1871 R.
ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixviii. 112 Strainer of ooze impure milk d

from a watery fen. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 2/1 A large
black snake.. not milked for, say, eight days, will give as

much as four and a half grains of liquid poison.

8. To manipulate as one does the teat in
milking.

-

1642 H. MORE Song of Soul \. n. Ixxxiii, He. .with his

fingers milked evermore 1 he hanging frienge. 1905 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. i July 16 The other loops of distended bowels

may then be milked between the rubber-covered fingers.

t 9. nonce-use. To instil with the mother s milk.

1682 DRYDEN LEE Dk. Guise iv. i. (1683) 39 You. .milk d ,

slow Arts Of Womanish Tameness in my Infant Mouth.

Milk-and-water. Milk diluted with water;
hence transf. and Jig.

f 1. The colour of milk and water ; a bluish

white colour. Also, a kind of cloth of this

colour. Obs.

1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. (1902) IV. 245 For iij

elnis Franche claith of the new mylk and watlir, to be him
ane coit. 1515-16 Ibid. (1903) V. 75, *YJ elne of claith callit

mylk and waiter. 1555 in Beck s Drapers Diet. (1886)

s. v., xj yards of mylke and waiter, i8s. 1562 Richmond.
Wills (Surtee-0 152 To Charles my Sone. .one clock [cloak]

of colour callid milk and waiter. 1571 in IVills $ lm&amp;gt;. N. C. \

(Surtees) I. 363, xv yeardes of blewe carsay xv j pece of

mylk & waiter j
1

ij* [etc.].

2. Keeble or insipid discourse
;

mawkish or

weakly amiable sentiment.

1819 BYRON Let. to Murray i Feb., The discouragement
of the milk and water they have thrown upon the First

[Canto]. 1844 THACKERAY Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 20:

Inspired by that milk-and-water of human kindness. 1867
TROLLOPE Chron. Barset II. lu 79 The conversation had
had so much of milk-and-water in its composition, that [etc.]

3. attrib. as adj. Like milk diluted with water
;

hence wishy-washy , insipid, feeble, mawkish, ,

weakly amiable.

1783 Jrnl. Amer. Congr. (1823) IV. 209 Change the milk- I

and-water style of your la^t memorial ; assume a bolder
tone. 1823 BYRON Tttatt vm. xc, All their pretty milk-and- i

waterways. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair vm, My rascals

are no milk-and-water rascals. 1870 FRISWELL Mod. Men
of Lett. \. 14 A milk-and-water damsel of the real Dlcken-
sian ideal.

Comb. 1864 KIMBALL Was he successful? iv. 36 A pale,
milk-and. water-looking youth.

Hence Milk-and-wa ter v. tttfr., to feed upon ;

milk and water. Also nxilk-aud-w.vterish,
-wa tery, aJ/s., MUk-and-wa teriness.

1807 SCOTT I am. Lett. Nov. (1894) I. iii. 87 It. .would be

giving the signal to build some vile milk-and-waterish

legendary tale upon so beautiful a subject. 1819 Metropolis
11.94 As milk-and-watery as a Roman senator. 1834 IVestm.
Rev, XX. 268 The ancient beauty.., however, opines
in the milk-and-wateriness of her benevolence, that an

adjustment of the question on this footing would satisfy all

reasonable persons . 1836-9 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Tnggses at

Ramsgate^ Five children mifk-and-watering in the parlour.

1865 Mitt. Fr. iv. iii, This gentleman, .is more milk and

watery with you than I ll be.

Milk-COW. Now dial. =MiLCH-cow i, 2.

1535 COVERDALE i Sam. \\. j Two mylke kyne vpon y*
which there neuer came yock. \^aA Choice-, Chance^ etc.(i88i)

48 What a spight it was to see. .a milk-cowe to be stung by
a hedgehog. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxv.

315 Whether our East-india Company got or lost by that

War, I know not..; but this I know, that the Chief lost a
good Milk Cow. 1794 W. HUTCHINSON Hist. Citmberld. I.

210 note, Several farmers keep about twenty milk cows.
1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xm, i. (1872) V. 5 Hanover was the
Britannic Majesty s beloved son

;
and the British Empire

his opulent milk-cow.

Milken (mi-lk n), a. Now rare or Obs. [f.

MILK sb. + -EN5. OE. had my/cen, but the word
was prob. formed afresh in the i6th c.]
1. Consisting of milk

; occas. abounding in milk.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 62/39 Mylken, lacteus. 1607 R.
C[AREW] tr. Estienne s World of Wonders 18 The hony and
milken riuers. a 1618 RALEIGH Pilgrimage 16 There will I

..drink mine euerlasting fill Vpon euery milken hill. 1677
SIR W. TEMPLE Gontin. Misc. \. (1680) 229 A constant course
of the Milken-dyet.
2. Of the colour of milk, milk-white.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1598) 407 A prety palenesse

(which did leaue milken lines vpon her rosie cheekes). 1633
T. ADAMS /i-r/. -2 Peter\. 16 She [i. e. truth] reacheth forth to

usher milken hand.

3. fg. Soft, mild, gentle.
1648 GAGE West. Ind. v. (1655) 15 A quiet and milken sea.

1650 TRAPP Comm. NitHI, xxx\, 3 Lactantius being (accord
ing to his name) a mild and milken man.

442

4. Milken way, race MILKY WAY.
a 1586 SIDNEY Astr. $ Stella Song v. ii. (1501) G 2b, I

said thy eyes were starres, thy breasts the milken way.
1596 C. FITZ-GEFFREY Sir F. Drake F2b, O you once
matchlesse monarches of the seas, But now aduanced to an

higher place.. In that faire palace neere the milken race.

x6ia BACON Ess.) Fortune (Arb.) 376 The way of fortune is

like the milken way in the skie.

Milker (mi-lkaj). [f.
MILK p.+ HDt 1.]

1. One who milks (cows, etc.) ; one who draws

milk from the udders of cattle. Milker s cramp,
a form of cramp to which milkers are liable.

c 1475 Fief. foe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 793/23 Hie mnlsor
t
a

mylker. 1598 FLORIO, Caprimulgo , . a milker of goates.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. {Surtees) 134 In hyringe of mayde
servants yow are to make choice of such as are good milkers.

1891 T. HARDY Tess xvii. (1892) 140 The milkers formed

quite a little battalion of men and maids, 1899 Allbntfs

Syst. Med. VIII. 14 Milker s cramp.

f2. =MILT. Cf. MILK sb. 4 and Du. melker.

c 1475 Pict, Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 765/26 Hec lactis^
\

myIke re.

3. An animal that yields milk, esp. a milch cow.

Chiefly with adj., good, bad, etc.

1807 A. YOUNG Agric. Essex (1813) II. 276 They [York
shire cows] are excellent milkers. 1886 All Year Round
14 Aug. 34 Weed out the bad milkers, and never keep a
cow after her fifth calf, 1891 Eng. lllustr. Mag, No. 88.

299 The gentle lowing of the milkers in the stockyard.

4. An apparatus for milking cows mechanically.

Also, cow-milker (Knight Diet. Meek, 1875).
5. One who * milks a telegraphic message.
1891 CasseirsSat. ^ml. Sept. 1036/2.

Hence Mi lkeress, a milkmaid.

1839 John Bull 28 July 354/1 The red-elbowed cow-
milkeress of Cornwall.

Milkfol (mi-lkfiil),fl. Obs. exc. dial, [f.
MILK

sb. + -FUL.] Abounding in or replete with milk.

1589 FI.KMING I irg. Georg. n. 35 Kine downward stretch

their milkfull vdders. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bariasn. \v.\\:

Decay 1053 O Milk-full Vales, with hundred Urooks in

dented. i88a J. WALKER Jannt to Auld Reekie 227 Milk-
ful crummies rowlin up the loans,

Milkiliess ^mrlkinus). [f.
MILKY a. +-HZ88.]

1. The state of being milky ; the condition of

resembling milk in appearance or quality.
1696 FLOVER Anim. Humours vm. 88 The Saltness and

Oyhnessof the Blood, which absorbing the Acid of the Chyle,
it loses its Milkiness. a 1722 LISLE Httsb. (1757) 395 i his

milkiness of the eyes shows that such sheep are far gone.

1891 Anthony s Photogr. Hull. IV. 96 If no milkiness ap-

pears,a solution of common washing soda, .should be made.

1899 AHbutt s Syst. Afed. VI. 444 The milkiness [of certain

ascitlc fluids] is due to the presence of albumin.

b. Of sidereal and meteorological phenomena:
Cloudy whiteness.

1791 HERSCHKL in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 77 Among them
is..Orionis, a cloudy star, .but it does not seem to be con
nected with the milkiness any more than the rest, 1860

TYNDALL Glac. I. xxvii. 196 After which a milkiness slowly
stole over the heavens. 1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDHN Astron.

458 So distant as to cause the individual stars to disappear
in a general milkiness or nebulosity.

2- fig- Mildness, softness, gentleness ;
weakness.

(Very common in the i8th c.)

1692 DRVDRN Cleomenes \. \. 4 Would I could share thy
Balmy, even Temper, And Milkiness of Blood. 1753 SMOL
LETT Cut. Fathom (1784) 51/2 OTIC may therefore easily
conceive with what milkiness of resignation he bore the loss

of the whole. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat., Hum. Nat. xxxiv,
There is a softness and milkiness of temper that cannot say

nay to any thing. 1864 HAWTHORNE .V. Felton (1883) 378
The doctor.. by no means increasing the milkiness of nis

mood by frequent applications to the black bottle.

Milking (mi-lkirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MILK v. + -INGl.]

The action of the verb MILK.
1. The drawing of milk from the udders of cows

or other animals.

(-1440 Promp. Parv. 477/1 Stoppe, vessel for mylkynge,
..nntltra. f 1574-5 G. HARVEY Lett.-bk. (Camden) 144 P.

watchd her going a milking a mile from y
a towne. 1834

YOUATT Cattle iii. 18 Their qualities may be referred to

three points; their working, fattening, and milking. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. \. iii. 24 Milking was over when we returned
to the chalet.

2. concr. The quantity of milk drawn from a

cow or from a dairy at one time or operation.
1538 ELVOT Diet., Mulcira, the mylkyng, the payle, wher-

into it is milked. 1611 CoTGR.,Afouss(&amp;gt;n, a Cowes. .milking;
as much as she yeelds at a milking. 1850 J. STRUTHEKS Life
Poet. Wks. I. p. xxix, The whole milking went to the floor.

3. techn. The steeping of cloth in sour milk

during the bleaching process.

1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 31 The next pro
cess is called the milking, or the souring.
4. attrib ., as milking cow, cramp, gear, machine,

pail, pot, side, ^ skeel, stool, time, tradc^ tube, yard \

milking-loan dial, (see quot.).
1784 TWAMLEV Dairying 97 The people. .who buy Cows,

always make a large bag in a *Milking Cow their first

object. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Milking-cramp. 1891 T.

HARDY Tess xvii. (1892) 145 Without the *milking-gear
nobody could have guessed what he was. 1844 H. STE
PHENS Bk. Farm HI. 824 The shepherd or cattle-man

taking it as a part of his duty to bring them to a certain

spot
of the field to be milked, and which is usually named

the &quot;milking loan. 1891 Daily News 14 Oct. 2/6 A good
deal of curiosity was attracted, .by Mr. J. Gray s **milking
machine . 1548 ELYOT Diet., ^/W&amp;lt;77-*i/t,a*mylkyng payle.

1897 CROCKETT Lads Love xvi, The white streams hissed . .

into the milking pails. 1511 MS. Ace. St. John^s Hosp. t

Canterd., For a new *mylkyng pot jd. ob. 1844 STEPHENS

MILK-PUNCH.
Bk. Farm 11.456 There is one side of a cow which is usually
called the *milking side. 1577

^iils
4&quot;
Inv lV&amp;lt; C

.; (Surtees)

I. 421 In The Kitchinge And Larder House.. iiij *milken

ing-time? 1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 263 Full pails, and vessels

of the *milking trade. 1881 J. P. SHELDON Dairy Farm,
58/1 A silver syphon or milking-tube . 1888 W. SENIOR
Near $ Far 281 The magpie fluted sweetly from the three

gum-trees by the *milking-yard.

Milking ;mrlkirj , ///. a. rare. [f.
MILK v.

+ -iNC :i

.] That milks.
i8ai CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 203 Milking maids and boys.

1847 TENNYSON Princess v. 213 You did but come as goblins
in the night, .. Nor burnt the grange, nor bus^ d the milking-
niaid. 1891 T. HARDY Tess xxii. (1892) 178 One or two of the

miIking-men.

| Mi lkish., a. Obs. [f.
MILKJ. + -ISH.] Milky.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xlv. (1495) 162 Amonge
the colours of vryne some bytoken defawte of digestion as

white mylkysshe andyelowe. 1698 FKVER Ace. E. India fy P,

322 The Occidental [pearls] are of a Milkish Colour.

Milkless (mi-lkles), a. [f.
MILK sb. + -LESS.]

1. Having no milk, devoid of milk.
c 1620 Z. BOYD Zion s Flowers (1855) 33 The sucklings. .

Doe from their milklesse mother s brests draw blood. 1816

Quiz GrandMaster \. 120 With musty bread, and milkless

tea. 1903 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 311 Helpless babes were

slowly dying at their milkless breasts.

jig. 1643 T. GOODWIN Child ofLight 179 Hast thou found
a promise, which is a breast ofconsolation, milklesse ?

2. Bot. Not secreting milk
*

or latex. (Said of

certain fungi.)
1871 COOKE Handbk. Brit. Fungi I. 217 Russula. .Gills

nearly equal, milkless, rigid, brittle, with an acute edge.

Milk-livered, a. Cowardly, white-livered*.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 50 Milk-Liuer d man, That bear st

a cheeke for blowes. 1760-72 H. ^&amp;gt;KQOKE.Foolo/Qval. (1809)

III. 20 You. .hare-hearted, milk-livered poltroon.

Milkmaid, [f.
MILK sb. + MAID.]

1. A woman that milks or is employed in a dairy.

1552 HULOET, Mylker or mylke mayde. 1570 FOXE A. fy

M. (ed. 2) 2294/2 Elizabeth. .hearyng- .a cerieine milke-

mayde singing pleasauntly, wished her stlf to be a milke-

mayde as she was. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. in. 153 In

vain the Milk-maid tugs an empty Teat. 1768 BEATTIE
Minstr. \. xxxix, Crown d with her pail the tripping milk

maid sings. 1849 JAMES Woodman ii, Barons heirs would
be marrying milkmaids.
Comb, c 1860 PATMORE in B. Champneys Mem. (1900) I.

x. 5. 141 So splendid a beauty with so milkmaid-like an

absence of pretension.

2. Local or book name of several plants (see

quots.).
1853 Naturalist III. 225 Ilex aquifolitim albo-pictitm,

White-spotted-leaved Common Holly; known also by the

name of Milkmaid. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n. 335
Milk Maid, or Milk Maids (i) Cardawine pratensis,. .(a)

Stellaria Holostea, .. (3) Lotus cornlcnlatas, .. (4) The
flowers of Convolvulus **///,.. (5) Primula vttlgaris,

L. var. (the oxlip ). 1887 K. FRANCIS Saddle
&amp;lt;y

Mocassin
88 Myriads of daisies and milkmaids powder it [the grass]

with snowy flakes.

Milkman (mi-lkma n). [f.
MILK sb. + MAN.]

1. A man who sells milk.

1589 RIDER Bibl. Scftol., A milke mnn, lactarius. 1656
BLOUNT Gossogr. t Lactary, a Daityhouse, and may be

used for a Dayry-man, Milk man, or Chees-monger. 1679
Trials of Green, Bcrty, etc. 65 On Friday morning our

Milkman came and told us, that one Mr. Godfrey was found

murdered. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist x, The butcher throws

down his tray,.. the milk-man his pail.

2. A man who milks cows.

1902 Content/*. Rev. Dec. 831 The milkmen had donned
their blouses of grey hemp-linen.

t Milkmea t. Obs. [f. MILK sb. + MEAT.]
Food made with or from milk.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 338/1 Mylke mete, or mete made

wythe mylke. c 1450 Two Cookery-Iks. 106 Milkemete.

Take fnire mylke and floure [etc.]. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI.
62 The various sorts of Cheese, and some other Milk-Meats,
made in Italy. 1764 HARMER Observ. x. iv. 154 One would
have imagined, -trie Septuagint would have been at no loss

in translating passages which speak of cheese, or in de

termining what they meant, if some other kind of milk-

meats were meant in them.

Milkness (mi-Iknes). Obs. exc. Sc. dial. [f.

MILK sb. + -NESS.] The aggregate yield of milk

of a cow, ewe, etc., or of a dairy of milking cattle.

Also milk and its products generally, dairy produce.
1492 Atta Dom. Condi. (18391 280/2 The saidis personis

sail .. pay., for be promt of be mylkness of be said five ky
[etc.]. lbid. t For [&amp;gt;e promt of be niylknes of be said iiij

1 *

of ^owis be be said thre ^eris xlviij stane of cheiss, price of

be stane ijs. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (i82i)_I. 46 The
residew of thebcottis .. debaUit thair miserabill liffis, ..

with scars and hard fude; levand, in the somer, on milknes,
..and in the winter, of wild flesche of the montams. 1674
in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1896) XXX. 19 At least ane slirk

to be brought up betwixt each twa [cows], reserving to the

said persones the milkness. 1678 Ibid. 21 Reserving ther

milknes to the said Duncane. a 1774 FERGUSSON Drink
Eel. Poems (1845) 52 Crummie nae mair for Jenny s hand
will crune Wi milkness dreepin frae her teats adown. 1841

J. AITON Dom. Econ. (1857) 89 Meat very soon communi
cates a taint to milkness in all its states of. .preservation.

Milk-pU ncll. A drink made of spirits mixed

with milk, etc.

1704 T. POCOCK in Torrington Mem. (Camden) 181 He
treated me this evening with a bowl of milk punch. 1764
ELIZ. MOXON Eng. Housriv. 153 To make Milk Punch,
Take two quarts of old milk, a quart of good brandy, the

juice of six lemons or oranges, . . and about six ounces of



MILKSILE.

loaf sugar, mix them altogether [etc.]. 1837 DICKENS Piikw,

1, ft smells, I think, like milk-punch.

Mi lksile. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 -sele,-syle.

[f. MILK J. + SILH. Cf. milk-sye, MILSEY.]
1. A strainer for milk. (See E. D. D.}
1459 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 89, j Milksyle.
2. Lady s milksile : the milkmaid, Cardamine

pratensis (Britten & Holland, 1886).
Mi Ik-snake. [See quot. 1863.] A hand

some colubrine snake, Ophibolus eximius, common
in many localities in the United States.

1843 HOLBROOK N. Amer. Herpetol. III. 69 Coluber exi-

Mitts. . .House Snake or Milk Snake, Vnlgo. 1863 WOOD
Nat. Hist. III. 131 The Milk Snake, or House Snake
(Coluber eximins) is common in many parts of North
America, and has derived its popular names from its habit

of entering houses and its fondness for milk, which some
persons fancy it obtains from the cows.

Mi lksop. [f. MILK sb. + SOP sb.]

fl. A piece of bread soaked in milk. Obs. rare.

c 1420 Liber Cocontm (1862) 53 Melle white brede in

dysshes abpute, Powre in wellyd mylke, with outen doute,

pat called is mylke soppys in serves For Satyrday at ny3t.

t b. fig. in //.
*
Soft sayings . Obs.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. 71 Lingering in their

milksoppes and smoothe Exhortacions.

f C. Milksop dishes, dishes made of milkmeats .

1628 EARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 47 Quaking Tarts and

quiuermg Custards, and such milke sop Dishes.

2. fa. An infant not advanced beyond a milk
diet. Obs. rare.

c 1460 Toivuley Myst. xii. 469 Saundits fiastor. hayll,

lytyll lyn mop., hayll lytyll mylk sop ! hayll, dauid sede !

b. fig. An effeminate spiritless man or youth ;

one wanting in courage or manliness.

[1246-56 in 35// Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. (1874) App. 17
A villein called Robert MiU&amp;gt;op.] c 1386 CHAUCER Monk s

Prol. 22 Alias she seith that euere pat I was shape To
wedden a Milksope or a coward ape. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
II. 847 The Erie of Richmond Capitayne of thys rebellion,
he is a Welshe milksop. 11619 FLETCHER, etc. Knt. Malta
n. I, Thou milksop, .. canst thpu feare to see A few light

hurts, that blush they are no bigger? 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones xi. vii, I ought to be d n d for having spoiled one of
the prettiest fellows in the world, by making a milk-sop of
him. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. in i8/A C. II. 377 Fielding
has a contempt for Richardson as a milksop.

c. attrib. and Comb.
1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly Pij, Farre more milke-

soplyke and womannishe to castfoorth teares. 1750 Student
I. 141 The milksop looks and mincing steps of the pretty
gentlemen. 11839 PKAED Poems (1864) II. 97 Like a fool

Ripe from a milksop boarding-school.
Hence Mi/lksoppishness, Mi lksopism, the

characteristics of a milksop. Mi lksoppiug a.,

imbued with milksopism*. Mi lksoppy a.

MlLKSOPPING.
1832 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 392 This new

dandyfied era of rmlksoppism. 1888 STEVENSON Black
Arrow i, ii, Y are a milk-sopping baby, so to harp on
women. 1871 T. A. TROLLOPE Durnton Abbey II. viii. 126,
I think I won t take any brandy this morning , said Regi

nald, blushing painfully at the consciousness of his milk-

soppishness in this respect. 1886 G. ALLEN Mahitie s Sa&e
xi, About eighty-seven per cent, of male humanity belongs
absolutely to the milksoppy section.

Milkstone (mrlkstJun). [f.MiLK sb. + STONE.]
1. A name for various white stones (see quots.).
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.

t Milk-Stone. Common name
for the Galactites. 1860 PIESSE Lab. Chent. Wonders 2

Two rounded whitish flint pebbles such as boys call milk-
stones. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Milk-stone. Same as Galac
tites. Also, the same as Morockthus.
2. Path. pi.

* Hard concretions resulting from
the retention or extravasation of milk in the breast,
and its gradual inspissation and calcification by
the absorption of its watery constituent (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1890).
Mi lk-tootll. One of a temporary set of mam

malian teeth which are replaced by the permanent
teeth (cf. milk-canine, molar, etc.).

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Tooth, Twelve foal-teeth or
milk-teeth [of a horse]. 1835 Todd s Cycl. Anat. I. 68/r
The milk-teeth, .by the end of the seventh year have given
way to the . . permanent series. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep Farm
ing 15 At a month old a lamb will have eight incisors or
milk teeth, which are temporary.

Milk-warm, a. Of the approximate tem
perature of milk fresh-drawn from the cow; new-
milk warm.
ci4io Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xii, Caste |?er in

oyle of camamyle mylke warme in. dropes. a. 1608 DEE
Relat. Spir. i. (1659) 253 The first part let her drink (being
milk-warm) by little and little. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. II.

xxxii. 135 They had baths of cool water for the summer:
but in general they used it milk-warm. 1837 Flemish Hush.
62 in Libr, Use/. Knowl., Husb. Ill, This mess is given
milk-warm to the calf..

Milkweed (mi-lkw/d). [f.MiLK j. .

1. A name given to certain British wild plants
with milky juice, a. The sow-thistle, Sonckus
oleraceits. b. The brimstone-wort, Peucedanum
palustre ; called also Marsh milkweed, c. The
sun-spurge, Euphorbia Helioscopia.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Milk Weed. 1736 AINSWORTH

Lat. Diet., Milk weed, Sonchos vel sonchus. 1796 WITHER
ING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 293 Selinum &&Wfrtf..Manfa
Milkweed. Ibid. III. 675 Sonchus afottemf...SowthIatle.
. .Milkweed.

443

2. Any plant of the North American genus
Asclepias, esp. A. syriaca or Cornttti, the common
milkweed or silkwecd of the United Stales, which
has a copious milky juice, and seeds tufted with

long silky hairs. Green milkweed^ the asclepia-
daceous genus Accrates.

1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. But. App. 77 Asclepias syriaca
(common milkweed). 1860 GRAY Man. Bot. U. S. 350 As-
clepiadacex (Milkweed Family). Ibid. 354 Acerates, Green
Milkweed.
attrib. 1862 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. ii. No. vi, While

Fancy s cushin
1

. .Makes the hard bench ez soft ez milk
weed-down.

Mi lk-white, a. White as milk.

Usually employed in the sense of pure white
; for a pro

posed use in botanical descriptions, see quot. 1839.
Iciooo Prudent. Gloss, in Germania N. S. XI. 389/70

Of meolc hwyttre, lacteo. Ibid. 397/32 Meolchwitum, lac-

teis. c 1205 LAY. 1593^ pe oder [drake] is mile-whit, c 1325
Chron. Eng. 621 (Kitson) Thre hondred steden mylk-whyie.
J59S Aliilia (1879) 19 The snow, Whose milke-white mantell

ouerspreecls the ground. 1639 T. nr: GRAY Cental. Horseat.

59 I he horse which is milke-white. 1718 I IUOK Doi~e 78
Her blushing face the lovely maid Rais d just above the
milk-white sheet. 1808 SCOTT Mann. \\. vii, ( )n milk-white

palfrey forth he paced. 1839 LIXDLEY In!rod. Bot. 477
Milk-white. . ; dull white verging to blue. 1890 R. UOLDRE-

woop Col. Reformer (1891) 154 A broad, milk-white beach
received the vast rollers.

absol. 1683 A. SNApEsIrt/. Horse i. i. (1686)2 The Horse
will be of a milk-white or yellow-dun.

fb. Milk white zwy = MILKY WAY. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades 94 The tracte of heauen cauled Lactea
via, that is the mylke whyte waye. 1594 Taming ofa Shrew
(1607) 03!), As faire as is the milke white way of lotie.

1594 ULUNDEVIL Exerc. IV. xix. (1636)475 Having described
unto you .. as many stars as are named in the Globe, and
also the imlkcwhhe way [etc.].

Milkwort (mrlkwiJjtt). [f.
MILK sb. i- WOKT.]

1. Any plant of the genus Polygafa t formerly

supposed to increase the milk of nurses; esp. Poly-

gatavitlgaris, a common British plant bearing
racemes of very irregular bright blue or sometimes

pink or white flowers. Bitter milkwort \ the Poly-

gala amara (Treas. Bot. 1866).
1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xxxiii. 48 There be two kyndes of

Mylkewurte, differing both in name and figure: whereof
one is called Glaux, and the other Polygafa. 1597 GKRAKDK
Herbal n. clx. 448 Of Milkewoorte. 1671 SALMON Syn.
Med. in. xxii. 420 Polygala HoAuyaAoi* Milkwort, a hand
ful steeped all night in white wine ,. purgeth Choller.

1759 B. STILLINGFLEET tr. Gcditer s Use Curios, in Misc,

Tracts(l^fa) 191 No physician would have even suspected,
that our milkwort would be usefull in the bite of serpents,
.. unless the principles of botany had led him to it. 1873
Miss THACKKKAY \Vk$. (1891) I. 70 Dandelions and milk-
wort among the beds.

2. A primulaceous plant, Glaitx maritima^
common on the sea-coast and in salt marshes.
Also Sea milkwort.

1578 LYTE Dodoens \. xxxiii. 48 Gtaux. Milkewurte, or
sea Tryfoly. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clix. 440 The true
Glanx or Milkwoort groweth very plentifully in salt places
and marshes neere the sea. Ibid., It shall suffice to call it

in English Sea Milkwoort. 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot.
Index 1741/2 lilacke Milkewort, or Sea Milkewort,

3. (Ottr} Lady s milkwort : lungwort, Pulmo-
naria officinalis.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Ixxxv. 125 We call it in English
. .Cowslip of lerusalem : . . in base Almaigne Onser vrouwen
melck cruyt, . .that is to say, Our Ladies Milkeworte, bycause
the leaues be full of white spotles.

4. Any plant of the genus Euphorbia.
1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 184 Tithymains sive Lac-

taria. Spurge or Milkeworte. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp,
Add., Milk-wort, or Wart-wort, is also a name sometimes

given to the Enphorbia. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-
Names App., Milkwort, Enphorbia fieB0SC0piei9in& other

species (Essex).

5. pi. Name for the root of Campanula rotundi-

folia (Jam. 1880).

Milky (mi-lki), a.
[f.

MILK sb. + -Y.]
1. Having the appearance of milk, or of water

into which milk has been dropped. Also (chiefly

poet?), resembling milk in colour, milk-white.

Milky white \ in poetical use MILK-WHITE ; in prose use,
rather, white resembling that of milk diffused through water.

1384 [see
MILKY WAY]. 1398 TKEVISA Earth, be P. R.

xv. Ixvi. (1495) 511 Sibel callyth frensshmen, Galles, that is

whyte and sayd that in one yere mylky neckes shall be

mjrnyd. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 76 The Caladrius sayth
Aristotle is of milkie colour, without any black spot. 1653
Nissena 8 Lips of Coral .. Eyes brighter then the Sun,
Milky hands; such .. were the ravishing graces. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 600 With Fleeces milky white.

1758 REID tr. Macquers Chyni. I. 395 With regard to the
white powder that renders the solution milky.. it is nothing
but a portion of the Lead. 1791 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans,
LXXXI. 81 A star with a pretty strong milky nebulosity.
Ibid. 85 Tinged with milky nebulosity. 1818-20 E. THOMP
SON tr. Cutteiis Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 226 A milky humour
like chyle. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxiv, The flocks are
whiter down the vale, And milkier every milky sail. 1859

Geraint
&amp;lt;y

Enid 150 A hart Taller than all his fellows,

milky-white. 1869 G. LAWSON Dis. Eye (1874) 157 A piece
of tough milky white looking lens capsule. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 82 The liquid becomes milky as the carbonic acid

gas. .bubbles through. 1883 Times 27 Aug. 8/3 The whole
of the bay wore a milky lox&amp;gt;k.

b. said of the juices of plants and fruits.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hnsb. ir. (1586) 109 b, The
sappe . . in the Figge tree .. is milkie. 1660 HICKERINGILL ,

MILKY WAY.
Jamaica (i66r) 24 The Coco Nuts .. in W hose content, is

barrell d up.. a milky liquor. 1766 CompL Farmer s.v. Sap,
In plants, particularly in such as abound with a milky sap.
1855 StR E. SMITH in Syst. Nat. Hist. I. 30 The latex * or

milky fluid, is of immense service to man. Ibid, 31 The
following is the mode in which the India-rubber is prepared
from the milky juice. 1884 HOWER SCOTT DC Bary s

riianer. 184 The slightly milky latex.

c. Path. Milky ascites \ that variety of ascites

in which the contained fluid is milky.
1899 Allbutfs Syst. Mai. VI. 449 Such cases [of ascite-]

are described as milky, non-fatty ascites.

2. Of or consisting of milk. rare.

1552 HULOKT, Milkye meates, or meates made of milke.
Lactaria, 1697 DKYLIEN l- irt; . (.icor-g. in. 482 The sabulous

&amp;lt; ioat .. twice as largely yields her milky Store. 1791 MRS.
KAucLiirii Kom. rarest III. xxvi. 339 Several peasant
girls.. were dispensing the milky feast.

3. Containing, abounding in, or \ielding milk.

1641 J. JACKSON Trite Evan^. T, it. 103 The milkie fruit-

: fulnesse of the Cow. 1675 G. R. tr. Le Grand*s Man u-ith*

on t Passion 36 When those two Milky Mounl.-iins become
one double bag full of Blood, they are no mure desired by

j

men. 1714 * .w Sh&amp;lt;
/&amp;lt;Ji.

Week Mon. 78 As my IHixonia ..

With gentle finger stroked her miiky ca;e. 1870 UKVANT
Iliad ix. 272 Argos, richly stocked In milky kine.

b. Hot. Yielding milk-like juice.
1861 r.KMi.KY Man. Hot. 583 The Goodenia Order. Herbs

or rarely shrubs, not milky. IHd., The Stylewott Oidur.
Herbs or under-shrubs, not milky. 1884 I OWKK & San i A-
Bary*s Phtincr. 432 In milky plants provided with phloem-
pur tions. .these also are accompanied by laticiferous tubes.

c. Of food : Promoting the secretion of milk.
1886 C. SCOTT S/terp Farming 50 Cabbages, .are afso

pn&amp;gt;

ferable. .for ewes at lambing time, and are very milky .

d. Of an oyster: Full of spawn. Cl. MILK sb.

8 b.

1865 Chnml-cr^s Encycl. VII. 321/1.
4. transf. and fig. Of pctsons, their actions,

attributes, ttc. Soft, gentle ; in bad sense,

!
timorous, effeminate, weakly amiable.
1602 -2nd rt. Return fr. Pamass. I. iv. (Arb.) 17 See

what a little vermine pouerty altL-rcth a whole milkie dis-

position. 1607 SHAKS. Timon in. i. 57 Has friendship such
a faint and milkie heart, It tunics in lesse then two nights?
1658 M ANTON /-,&quot;.i /. TWtf 20 Peter writeth in a milky, sweet,
middle way. 1764 FOOTE Patron in. \Vks. 17^9 I. 352 If

you find the audience too indulgent, inclined to be milky,
[etc.]. 1782 Mi.s. 11. COWLF-Y AWtf Stroke Jbr I/usb. i. ii,

I long to set a pattern to those milky wives, whose mean
compliances degrade the sev. 1813 UVKON 5 Sept. in Moore
Lett, fy yrnls. (1830) I. 426 They made . . me (the milkiest

of men) a satirist. 1883 J. PARKER Tyne Ch. 3 People who
. . spoke a soft and milky language. 1884 W. C. SMITH
Kildrostan 92, I hate Your meek and milky girls, that dare
not kiss A burning passion, clinging to your lips.

5. Comb.) as milky-farinaceous^ -looking, -watery
adjs. ; milky cap, one of the gill-bearing fungi,
Russula lactea\ f milky circle, the milky way;
milky-fever, -hedge, -parsley, -scall, -sea =

milk-fever, -hedge, etc. (see MILK sb. 10, lob);
milky tree = COW-TREE r.

1887 HAY Brit. Fungi 112 Ritssula lactea, The *Milky-
cap. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, fcfi. vn. iv. 346 The
Galaxia or &quot;milky Circle. 1896 Atlbutt s Syst. Med. I. 411
The most satisfactory diet .. is a *milky-faiinaceous one.

1747 tr. Astrnc s Fevers 355 A fever, with a swelling of the
breasts can be taken for no other than a *milky fever. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 23/2 ^Milky-Hedge, the English
name of a shrub growing on the coast of Coromandel. 1862
MILLER Eleni. C/icin.

t Org. (ed. 2) 268 A milky-looking
fluid or emulsion. 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 928, I have
entituled it .. Wild &quot;milkie Parsley. 1759 MILLER Card,
Diet. (ed. 7) s.v. Selinnm^ Milky Parsley. 1822-34 Goods

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 487 Whence the French name of
create de lait and our own of &quot;milky scall. 1871 KINGSLEY
At Last i, That most rare and unexplained phenomenon
of a *milky sea . 1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 49
Others have venemous qualities, as the Milkie tree. 1886

J. R. REES Pleas. Bk.-lVonn v. 168 Languishing *milky-
watery young men.

Hence Mi Ikily adv. rare.
x88z WATSON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV. 247 The shell is

milkily transparent. 1903 N. MUSRO in Blackiv. Mag.
June 813/2 The byre was warm and odorous milkily.

Milky Way. [f. MILKY a. + WAY sb., transl.

of L. via lactea. Ci. milk way (MiLK sb. 10).]
1. = GALAXY i.

(71384 CHAUCER//. Fame u. 429 Se yonder loo the Galoxie
Whiche men clepeth the melky weye. 1551 RECORDE Cast.
Knowl. (1556) 105 The Milkye wayin heauen, whiche many
men in England do call Watlyng streete. 1615 CROOKE
Body ofMan 455 As we thinke the TIA lactea or Milky
Way in heauen is occasioned by an infinite number of small
starres. 1732 POPE Ess. Man \. 102 Far as the solar walk,
or milky way. 1868 LOCKYER Elem. Astron. \. i (1879)
ii This belt is the Milky Way.
2. fig. and allusively, a. A way brilliant in

appearance, or leading to heaven.

1649 W.M. Wandering yew (1857) 56 The path to Heaven
is a milky way ; not a bloudy. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy
60 Goodness is the milkey-way to Jupiter s palace.

fb. Poet. The region of a woman s breast. Obs.

1622 WITHER Fair Virtue E, Whatsceuer others say,
There s alone the Milkie-way, That to beauties walkes doth

goe. 1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Flowres^ Sion 48 From her
heauie Eyne Along her Cheekes distilling christall 15rine,

Which downe-wards to her yuorie Ihest was driuen, And had
bedewed the milkie-Way of Heauen. a 1704 T. BROWN On
Beauties Wks. 1730 I. 43 Two snowy mounts, so near her
heart. . . Between those hills, a milky way there leads. 1721
RAMSAY Tartana 243 Behold her heav nly face and heaving
milky way,
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Mill (mil), sb.^ Forms : a. I mylen, 1-2, 6-7

myln, 3-7 mulne, 4-7 mylne, 5 myllne,

myllen, 7, 8-9 dial, miln
; /3. I my 11, 3-4 raulle,

4 mille, 4-5 mylle, 4-6 melle, 5 myl, 6-7

myl(l, 6- mill. [OE. mylen masc. and fern.:

prehistoric *mulino-, *mulina, a late L. molinum,
tnollna (whence F. moulin, Pr. molin-s, moli-s,

Sp. Molina, Pg. moinho, It. iinilino, tiiolino), f.

mala mill, f. mol- root of molcre to grind : see

MEAL j*.l The late L. word was early adopted
into the other Tent, langs. : cf. MDu. molene fem.

(Du. molen, \ meulen masc.), OHG. mutton fem.

(MHG. miil, mod.G. miihle}, ON. mylna fem.,

pcrh. from Eng. (Sw. iniilla, Da. t/ifllc).

For the loss of the n cf. kiln, in most dialects pronounced

1. A building specially designed and fitted with

machinery for the grinding of corn into flo.ur.

Also forming the second element in certain

obvious combinations, as water-, wind-mill,four-,

grist mill, many of which are treated under the

first element.
c 961 ^EIHELWOLD Rule SI. Beaet Ixvi. (Schroer 1885) 127

pact is wseterscype, mylen {c 1020 (Logeman) myll], wyrtun
and xehwylce misenlice crseftas (etc.). 981 in Kemble Cod.

Dipt. III. 189 Se mylenham and se myln 5a:rto. unoo

Gere/a in A tiftia (i&86) IX. 261 Faldian, flscwer and mylne
macian. a 1225 Ancr. R. 88 Vrom mulne & from cheping,
from smiSe, & from ancre huse, me li5inge bringeS. 13. .

Ga-,u. tf Gr. Knt. 2203 What ! hit wharred, & whette, as

water at a mulne. c 1374 CHAUCER Former Age 6 On-

knowyn was be quyerne and ek the melle. c 1400 Desli:

Troy 1604 There were bild by the bankes of be brode

stremes, Mylnes full mony. 1426 LVDG. DC Guil. Pilgr.

5422 Thys greyn was to the melle brouht. 1481 CAXTON
Godeffroy xx. 51 They sawe vij myllenes, whiche stode at

brygge nyghe the town and sette them a fyre. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 526 A Miller that kept a Mill adioinyng to the

wall. 1601 FULBECKE \st PI. Patall. (1602) 39 She shal not

so be indowed of a milne, but shall haue the third part of

the profit of the milne, because the milne cannot be seuered.

(11631 G. HERBERT Jac. Prudent. 153 The mill cannot

grind with the water that s past. 111766 J. CUNNINGHAM
Miller 2 In a plain pleasant cottage, conveniently neat,

With a mill and spine meadows. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill.

ii The never-failing brook, the busy mill. 1818 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) VI. 496 Edward Manning being possessed of

the moiety of a mill for the term of fifty years, made his

will. 1903 Blackiu. Mag. Sept. 365/1 A leet. .whose waters

work the mill below.

b. In figurative and other phrases. To draw
water to (ones) mill: to seize every advantage.
To go (pass) through the mill: to pass through
a definite course of labour or experience ; similarly,

to put through the mill. To bring more sacks to

the mill : to supplement argument with argument
or weight with weight. Much water runs by the

mill that the miller knows not of: many things

happen before us of which we know nothing.
1522 SKELTON li- hy nat to Court f 107 They may gar-

lycKe pyll Cary sackes to the myll. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

(1867) 60 Muche water goeth by the myll. That the miller

knowth not of. 1590 NASHE Pasr/ruTs AAol. \. C ij b, To
the next, to the next, more sacks to the Myll. 1622 MABBE
tr. Aleman s Guzman D Alf.l. 11630) 136 When there was

nothing to be done at home, your Lackies. .would. -fright

me with Snakes, hang on my backe, Si weigh me downe,
crying. More sackes to the Mill. 1649 HOWELL Pre-ein.

Part. 10 Lewis the eleventh, .could well tell how to play
his game, and draw water to his owne Mill. 1677 W.
HUGHES Jfa ofSin 11. viii. 118 The Invention of bringing
more water to the Popes Mill. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD^
Cot. Reformer (1891) 147 Going to do wonders, and make
important changes. That will wear off we ve all passed

through that mill.

c. A mechanical apparatus, whether simple or

complicated, for grinding corn.

Not found until the i6th century; the quots. 1535 hardly
jrove its currency, as Luther, whom Covei dale very often

follows, has mukle in both passages. The older word for

a handmill was QUERN ; in the case of a water-mill or wind

mill, there was little occasion to separate the notion of the

machinery from that of the containing fabric which was

necessarily connected with it.

1535 COVERDALE Exod. XL 5 The mayde seruaunte which
is behynde y&quot; myll. Matt. xxiv. 41 Two shal be grynd-
inge at the Myll. 1563-87, 1573-80 (see HAND-MILL]. 1614
MARKHAM Cheap Hnsb. (1668) i. v. 40 If you cause these

Beans to be spelted upon a Miln, and so mixt with Oats, it

will recover him. 1674 BOYLE Grounds Mech. Hypothesis
21-2 A Water-mill, or a Wind-mill, or a Horse-mill, or a
Hand-mill. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xx. 135 She rested on her

mill, and thus pronounced The happy omen by her lord

desired, 1903 Pilot 22 Aug. 179/2 San-nians-tzu then pro
duced a small mill and ground the wheat to flour.

2. A machine or apparatus for grinding or

reducing to powder or pulp some solid substance.

Also, a building fitted with machinery for this

purpose. Often as the second element of obvious

combinations, as in coffee-, pepper-mill, paper-,

powder-mill, etc.

1560 GRESHAM in Burgon Life (1839) I. 294 The Quene s

Majestic should do well to macke..iiij or vi mylles for

the macking^ of powdyr. 1596 LAMBAKDE Peramb. Kent
453 Two Milles of rare deuise . . the one emploied for the

making of all sortes of Paper.. the other exercised for the

drawing of Iron into Wyres [etc.]. 1666-7 m Boyle s Wks.
(1772) VI. 551 Tin always . . must be prepared . . by stamping,
or knocking mills, which reduce the whole body to a very
small sand. Ibid. 552 The tin-slag, may, by being exposed

444

to the open air and rain for a time, be sooner prepared in
|

the mill, and melted down. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock
III. 106 The board with cups and spoons is crown d, 1 he

,

berriescrackle.andthemillturnsround. iSootr. Lagrange s \

C/uni. II. 71 The result will he a sulphate of lead of a beau-
j

liful whiteness, and exceedingly fine, if it be washed in

a large quantity of water, and then carefully mixed in a I

mill. 1889 C. G. W. LOCK Pract. Gold-mining 226 A new
mill for reducing cement, known as Drake s cement-mill . .

is in form of a tube [etc.]. Ibid, 4,37
The older in which the

|

stamps drop varies in different mills.

Jig. a 1633 G. HERBERT Jacuid Prtiti. 747 Gods Mill

grinds slow
;
but sure. 18510 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxviii,

Ground in yonder social mill We rub each other s angles
down. l87oLoNGH.tr. I on Logan, Retribution, Though the I

mills of God grind slowly, yet they grind exceeding small.

b. An instrument designed to express the juices
j

from any succulent matter by grinding or crushing ; I

I

or Mill, For the more expeditious and better making of

Cider. 1697 DRYDF.N Virg. Gcorg. n. 757 Then Olives,

ground in lUills, their Fatness boast. 1794 J. CLARK Agric.

Hereford. 40 The [. cider] mill consists of a stone like a

mill-stone (runner) set on its edee, with an axle through the

center [etc.], 1853 UKE Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 284 They give
the name virgin oil to that which is first obtained from the

olives ground to a paste in a mill.

C. Sc. A snuff-box ; originally, t one in which

tobacco could be ground to powder by a simple
mechanism. (Cf. MULL.)
1776 C. KEITH Farmer s Ha vi. (1794 ,

Wi 1

mill in hand,

and wise adage He spent the night, a 1780 SHIRREFS

Poems (1790) 215 And there, o er pot o beer right spruce,
And mill in hand, The carls crack d awa fell crouse About
the land. 1805 G. M INDOE Million Potatoes in Chambers

Pop. Hum. Siot. Poems (1862) 150 In the laird s nieve John
ramm d his mill, The laild ca d in anither gill.

3. In the is-i6th c., applied by extension to any
machine worked by wind or water power in the

manner of a corn-mill, though not used for the

purpose of grinding. In later use applied to

various machines for performing certain operations

upon material in the process of manufacture ;
often

with defining word, as in flatting-, fulling-, roll-

in,!;-, saw-mill.

1417-18, etc. [xefulling-niill s.v. FULLING vbl. sb.\. 1463-4
Rolls of Parlt. V. 502/2 Wollen Cloth, fulled in mifles

called Gygmylles and Toune Milles. 1596 [see 2]. 1621

ELSINC; Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) App. 138 Ireland and
Norton came back and. .surprised one milne used for other

works of his trade. 1725 WATTS Logic iv. i. i In order to
j

make mills and engines of various Kinds. 1727-41 CHAM
BERS Cyil., Mill . . among gold-wire-drawers, is a little

machine consisting of two cylinders of steel, serving to

flatten the gold, or silver wire, and reduce it into lamina:, or
|

plates. . . They have also mills to wind the gold-wire or thread .

on the silk. Ibid., There are also 5//X-Mills, for spinning, I

throwing, and twisting silks. 1863?. BARRY Dockyard Eton.

242 The productive power of this mill is astonishing : it will

manufacture armour-plates from 20 to 40 feet long ,[etc.J.

Jig- 177 X SMOLLETT Humph. Ct. 10 June Let.
_iii,

He ob

served, that her ladyship s brain was a perfect mill for pro

jects. 1848 LOWELL BiglowP. Ser. i. iv. Poet. Wks.(i879) 200 i

Babel was. .the earliest mill erected for the manufacture of
j

gabble. 1883 G. H. BOUGHTON in /farmer s Mag. Apr. 694/1
Model villages,, .all turned out of the same mill.

b. A machine invented by Antoine Brucher in

the iGthc. for the stamping of gold and silver coins.

In the English Mint it permanently superseded the earlier

practice ofstriking with the hammer in 1662.

1661 Order in Comic, in Folkcs Table Eng. Silver Coins

(1745) 104 Materials for the coining of money by the mill.

1662 Ibid., Several proposals.. about coining his majesty s

moneys by the mil! and press. 1695 W. LOWNDES Amendm.
SilverCoin 93 All the Moneys we have now in England..are
reducible to Two Sorts, .one stampt with the Hammer, and
the other Prcst with an Engine, called the Mill. 1817
RUDING Ann. Coinage 1. 139 The advantage of this machine

(which is known by the name of The Mill and Screw) over
the old mode of striking with an hammer, consists [etc.]. 1854
HUMPHREYS Coin. Brit. Emf. 113 Pieue Blondeau. .who had
carried to perfection the.. modes of stamping coins by

the

mill and screw, was invited to England. .. He produced
patterns of half-crowns, shillings, and half-shillings, coined

by the new mill and screw, by which means a legend was im

pressed for the first time upon the edge.
c. Calico and Bank-note printing: A roller of

hardened steel having impressed upon it,
from a

hand engraved die, a pattern which by pressure is

transferred in intaglio to the calico-printing cylinder
or note-printing plate.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 218 The first roller engraved by hand

is called the die ; the second .. is called the mill. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Alech., Mill. ..The hardened steel roller having the

design in cameo, and used for impressing in intaglio a plate . .

or a copper cylinder.

d. A hollow revolving cylinder in which leather

is tumbled in contact with oil, tan, or any amelio

rating liquid.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Suppl. 606/2 The mill is used
for stuffing light leather, and tor other purposes. After

stoning, skiving, and shaving, the sides are put in the mill
with some tan liquor to soften them and make them porous.

4. A building or other place or establishment
fitted with machinery in which a certain industry,
manufacture or manufacturing process is carried

on
; esp. with prefixed word, as in cotton-, silk-,

silver-mill, etc., q.v. under the first element.

1502 Ace. Ld. High Treas.Scot.(iyx&amp;gt;) II. 143 Item, .to the

Franch armorar to set up his harnas myln. 1531 Ibid. VI.

MILL.

34. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. fr Commw. 347 Six mills, in

which they make plate for armour. 1674 RAY Collect.
Words, Smelting Silver 113 The Smelting and Refining of

Silver at the Silver Mills in Caidiganshire. iSssURE/*/.
Mannf. 287 He [Mr. Graham] cannot admit a new hand
into his mill unless he has joined the combination. 1854
RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chcm. J cchnol. (ed. 2) I. 132 Large
quantities of saw-dust accumulate at the mills. 1881 R_AY-
MOND Mining Gloss., Mill, i, Eng. That part of an iron

works where puddle-bars are converted into merchant-iron.

1905 Edin. Rev. Apr. 478 He . . built mills in the neighbour
ing villages, .for the manufacture of tools [etc.].

5. A machine which performs its work by rotary

motion, esp. a lapidary s mill.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 1096 It [the seal engraver s lathe]

consists of a table on which is fixed the mill. Ibid., Having
fixed the tool.. in the mill, the artist applies to its cutting

point, or edge, some diamond-powder [etc.]. 1860 TOMLINSON
Arts

&amp;lt;y jl/&amp;lt;zK/7Ser. II. Pens 44 Each of these lengths is then

pointed at each end at a machine called a mill, consisting
of a circular single-cut file and a fine grit-stone. 1879 En-

cycl. Brit. X. 663/2 The [glass] articles are held in the

hand, and applied to the mill while rotating. 1882 Ibid.

XIV. 299/1 Another form of lapidary s mill consists [etc.].

6. slang. Shortened form of TREADMILL.
1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Misadv. Margate, A

landsman said, I twig the chap he s been upon the Mill.

1888 Pall Mall G. 6 J une 7/1 When after three days of the

mill I got off at night I found my feet were four or five times

their ordinary weight.

7. A pugilistic encounter between two persons.
1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I. 270 To cut a dash at

races or a mill. 1864 [HEMYNG] Eton School Days vii. 77
We are waiting to see your mill with Butler Burke. 1869
BLACKMORE Lorna D. ii, They who made the ring intituled

the scene a mill
,
whilst we who must be thumped inside

it tried to rejoice in their pleasantry.

8. Mining, a. An excavation in rock, transverse

to the workings, from which material for filling is

obtained (Webster 1897). b. A passage under

ground through which ore is shot (Ibid. ).

9. attrill, and Comb., as mill-bridge, -builder,

-burn, -clack, -close, -gearing, -girl, ^-knavc, -labour,

-lade, -lead, -lord, -owner, -process, -rent, -roller,

-room, -sluice, -wall; mill-spun adj.

1833 TENNYSON Poems 41, 1 stepped upon the old &quot;mill-

bridge. i759SMEATOsin/Vi; /. Trans. LI. 148 All ourmodern
mill-builders [etc.]. I843BETHUNE Sc. FiresidcStor. mThe

mill from which the &quot;mill burn, .sweeped nearly half round

the village. 1768 Ann. Reg. 73 His servant-man, .carried

him into the mill-close. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Me
chanic 364 The appropriate modes described under the

nates the men. 1868 PEARD Wattr-farm. iv. 39 The dangers

produced by mill-lades and sluices. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj.,
Clialm, Air c. Ii 4 Myllers. .take the fry, or smolts of

salmon, in the mylne dame or &quot;lead, contrair the ordinance

of the law. 1897 Daily News 2 1 Apr. 6/2 The water flowing
in the mill-lead. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. Ixiii, Perhaps we
shall get rid of them all some day landlords and &quot;mill-

lords. 1835 URE Philos. Manuf. 348 Assassins who had
hired themselves .. to murder &quot;mill-owners. 1854 HUM
PHREYS Coin. ISrit. Emp. 113 They are exceedingly well

executed by the &quot;mill process, and have .he laureated bust of

the protector, with OLIVAR. D.G. [etc.]. 1872 RAYMOND Statist.

Mines ty Mining -L-fi The ore. -produces very base bullion

by mill process. 1894 R. S. FERGUSON Hist. H estmorld.

165 Mills, -still pay &quot;mill-rents to this day. 1834 M. SCOTT
Cruise JlfiJffxx. (1836) 332 It being part of Rory s trade to

prepare &quot;mill-rollers and other large pieces of hard-wood

required for the estates below. 1696 Land. Gaz. No. 3186/4
Ordered that none but. .those concerned in the Coinage, be

permitted to enter the Melting-houses,
*
Mill-rooms [etc.].

1844 STEPHENS Hit. Farm I. 273 The protective effects of

running water, such as water-falls from &quot;mill-sluices. 1825 J.

NICHOLSON Oferat. JlftcAaxic 389 &quot;Mill-spun yam answers

better for the coarse as well as the finer fabrics. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. \. I. 157 While the smooth &quot;millwalls

white and black Shook to the great wheel s measured clack.

1O. Special Combinations, as mill-banding,

belting for the wheels of mill machinery; mill-

bar (iron), rough bar iron as drawn out by the

puddlers rolls ; mill-bed, the cast-iron bed of a

machine for breaking flax, expressing oil, etc. ;

mill-beetle, the cockroach ;
mill bill, a steel

adze fixed in a wooden thrift used for dressing and

cracking millstones; mill-boom, the barrier of

floating timber stretched about a saw-mill to retain

floating logs; mill-brack, a rent in cloth made

during the process of fulling (see BRACK rf. 1
3) ;

mill-bundle (see quot.) ; mill-cake, (a) the mass

resulting from the incorporation of the ingredients

in the process of manufacture of gunpowder; (V)

linseed cake (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); t mill-

case (see quot. 1611); mill-cinder, the slag

from the puddling-furnace of a rolling-mill (Ray
mond Mining Gloss. 1881); mill-clack, )()
= CLACK 3 ; (6) Her. a representation of a mill-

clack ; mill-cog, one of the cogs of the wheel on

the driving shaft of a wind-mill or water-mill ;

mill-course = MILL-RACE ; mill-dog, (a) a dog
used for turning a mill ; (6) in Canada, a kind of

clamp for securing logs in a saw-mill ; mill-

dust, the fine floury dust thrown out during the

process ofgrinding corn; mill-eye,the eye or open

ing in the runner of a mill through which the meal
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escapes ; mill-fever, a form of low fever prevalent

amongst the young hands in linen mills
; mill-file

(see quot. 1884); t mill-fleam, a mill-stream;

mill-gang Warping, that part of the warp which
is made by a descending and ascending course

of the threads round the warping-mill (Knight
Did. Mech. 1875) ; mill-gold, ?gold obtained by
stamping; mill-hand, one employed in a mill or

factory ; mill-head, (a) that part of a horse-mill

from which the driving-gear is suspended ; (/ )

(see quot. 1825) ; mill-head, -headed adjs.,

having a milled head; ) mill-holm, a watery

place about a mill-dam (Ray iV.C. Words 1674);
t mill-hoop - mill-case ; mill-hopper HOP
PER 3, 4; mill-iron = ? MILL-PICK or MILL-

KIND; mill-jade, a mill-horse; mill-lodge dial.
,

a mill-pond ; t mill-mail, toll paid in feudal

times for grinding corn at the superior s mill
;

f mill-money, money coined in the mill and

press, not struck with the hammer (cf. mill-six

pence, -tester) ; mill-moth = mill-beetle
;

mill-

ore Mining, metallic ore fit for stamping or

crushing ; mill-pin, (a) 1 = mill-spindle ; (/&amp;gt; )

Her. a representation of this
; mill-pot, ? a

basket contrived to capture and retain fish
;
mill-

puff dial., a kind of Hock used for stuffing mat

tresses, etc. ; mill-ream (see quot.) ; f mill-reek

dial., a disease to which workers in lead-mines

are subject; mill-ring, (a) the space in a mill

between the runner and the frame surrounding it
;

(6) the meal which remains about the millstones

(regarded as a perquisite of the miller) ; (c) the

dust of a mill (Jam.) ; mill-run, (a) Gold Alining,
the work of an amalgamating mill between two

clean-ups ; (i&amp;gt;)

a mill-race; (&amp;lt;:) Mining, a test

of a given quantity of ore by treatment in a mill ;

hence mill-run v.. Mining, to yield (a given per

centage) at a mill-run; mill-sail, the sail of

a wind-mill
; so mill-sail-shaped a. (see quot.) ;

mill-saw, a saw for use in a saw-mill
;
mill-saw

file, a file used for sharpening mill-saws
;

mill-

saw web, the blade of a mill-saw
; mill-scale,

an incrustation of black oxide of iron formed on
the surface of iron in the process of being rolled

(Cent. Diet. 1890); mill-seat, a site suitable for

a water-mill
;
mill-seed (see quot. ) ; mill-shaft,

(a) a metal shaft used for driving machinery in

a mill
; (b) the tall chimney of a mill

; mill-

sixpence, a sixpence coined in a mill ; mill-

spindle, a vertical shaft supporting the runner
of a flour-mill

; mill-staff, an oak staff designed
to test the flat face of a millstone

; mill-stank, a

mill-pond ; t millstock = fulling-stock ;
mill-

stream, a mill-race ; also Jig. ; mill-tester, a
tester coined in a mill ; mill-timber, ? timber
that has been dressed in a saw-mill

; t mill-tooth,
a grinding or molar tooth; t mill-trough, (a) a
corn-bin ; (6) a mill-race or -pond ; mill-wash,
? = MILL-TAIL

; mill-way, a thoroughfare leading
to a mill

; mill-work, (a) the machinery used in

mills or factories
; (6) the designing or erection of

the machinery in mills or factories ; mill-worker,
one who works at or in a mill; tmill-yemer,
one who has the custody of a mill. Also MILL-
DAM, MILL-HOUSE, MILL-HOUSE, MILL-INK, etc.

1894 Daily News ir Dec.
-]J\ Unpuncturable Canvas

Lining, for &quot;mill-banding, driving belts,.. and cycle tyres.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 706 Passing through the remaining
grooves till it comes to the square oneSj where it becomes
a*mill-bar. Ibid. 707 This iron called mill-bar iron, is how
ever of too inferior a quality to be employed in any

ships from the East Indies. 1631 WINTHKOP Let. in N,
Eng. (1825) I. 381 Bring, .mill-stones.. with bracings reac..,

cast, and rings, and mill-bills. 1897 in Sheffield Trade List
27 Mill Picks and Bills to order. 1877 Michigan Rep.XXXV. 518 Complainants had a large quantity.. of timber
..in their *miH-boom at East Tawas. 155552 Act 5 , 6

paper tied in one bundle as it comes from the mill.
URE Diet. Arts 629 The &quot;mill-cake powder of Waltham
Abbey is submitted to a mean theoretic pressure of 70 to
75 tons per superficial foot. 1594 PLAT Jemell-lw. III. 56
The worme . .which is found in a &quot;mil-case, or where Bakers
vse to boult their meale. i6n COTGR., Archnre, a.. mill-
case; the open chest that holds the mill-stones. 1638 FORD
Fancies ill. iii, His tongue trouls like a *mill-clack. 1874
PAPWORTH & MORANT Ord. Brit. Arm. 957 Az. a millclack

ln_
fess or Mills. 1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. 11721) II. 42 The

Timber is useful for *MilI-coggs. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Rosaline iv. The neighbours all joined in restoring the water
to the *mill.course. 1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 53 But
thou, as blynde Bayarde, berkest at the mone, as an olde
*.mylne dog when he bygynnith to dote. 1877 Lumberman s

Gtiz.-n May, Parties are attempting to introduce Mill Dogs
which are infringements of mine. 1880 Ibid. 28 Jan., A.
Rogers . . is the inventor and owner of a mill dog. 1543
TRAHERON Vigo s. Chirurg. n. iii. 18 The place.. muste be
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playstred with floure of barleye, and wyth *myldust. 1822-

34 Good s Study fried, (ed. 4) I. 257 There can be little

doubt, that much of the mill-dust.. is derived from the

powder furnished by these [mill-] stones. 1641 BEST Farm.
Bks, (Surtees) 103 Measure the meale therein, .just as it

commeth from the *milne-eye, and afore it be temsed. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 147 To find the weight of
a quantity of stone equal to the mill-eye. 1889 Brit. M,-d.

Jrnl. 30 Mar. 704/1 The disturbance of health called *mill-
fever

,
which attacks young hands. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech. Suppl., *AIill File, a thin flat file used in machine
shops for lathe work and draw filing. 1475-6 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 646 Pro le scowryng_e medietatis de le *myln-
lleme. 1486-7 Ibid. 650 Operantibus super le mylnfleme.
1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines

&amp;lt;v Mining 289 The following is

the currency and gold value of *
mill-gold. 1865 Daily Tel.

6 J Jec. 4/4 The party which would now refuse the suffrage to
the *mill-hands. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. \.

Plate xviii, The mill-head is erected on a floor about seven
or eight feet above the ground floor. 1825 J. NlCHOLSON
Ofierat. Mechanic Gloss., Mill-head, the head of water
which is to turn a mill. 1865 KINGSLEY Hcrew. i, A duck

put
into Bourne pool would pass underground into the null-

head of the said village. 1805 Trans. Soc. /3rr XXIH. 296
By the help of the ^mill-headed nut. 1790 ROY in Phil,
Trans. LXXX. 153 The insertion of a small &quot;mill-head key,
on a square pin fitted to receive it. 1611 COTCJR., Archnn\
a *mill-hoope, or mill-case

;
the open chest that holds the

mill-stones. 1570 LKVINS Mani/&amp;gt;. 80/8 A ^Mil-hopper, in-

fiindibnliitn. 1858 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. v. vi. (1872) II. no
A stiff-backed, close-fisted old gentleman, with mill-hopper
chin. ?fi343 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 543 In., ij

&quot;Milnyrenes. 1471-2 Ibid. 643 Pro factura del milniryns
dictorum molendinorum. 1610 B, JONSON Alch. HI. iii, Would
you haue mestalkelikc a*niill-iade, All day, for one, that will

not yeeld vs graines ? 1891 Jrnl. Oldham Microsc. Soc. May
101 The shades of green in our *mill-lodges are continually
changing. 1891 Mom. Post 23 Dec. 3/2 A number of boys
were skating on a mill lodge at Stubbins, near Bury. 1287
Yorks. Inqnis. (Yorks. Rec. Soc.) II. 61 [In Newlandj
*milnemale

[6&amp;lt;/.]. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Captain \. iii, Only to

live to make their children scourge-sticks And hoord up
*
mill-

money. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Movfefs Thcat. Ins, 998 There
are three sorts of Blattae ; the soft Moth, the *mill Moth,
and the unsavoury or stinking Moth. 1877 RAYMOND^ tat1st.
Mines $ Mining -2^ The ~m ill-ore produced has been of high
grade. 1523 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. I. cccxxv. 507 Sir George
of Besmede ..bare in his armes syluer, a *myllpyn gowles, a
border endented gowles. 1630 in Descr. Thames (1758) 66 No
Fisherman, .shall use. .any Weel called a Lomb, or a Mill

Pot, or any other Engine, with the Head thereof against the
Stream. 1851 Catal. Gt, Exhib. II. 496 Specimens of mat
tress-wools, woollen *millpun% and flocks. 1881 Instr.Censns
C//r&r (1885) 64 Mill Puff Maker. 1884 West. Morn. News
3 Sept. 1/2 Milpuff Pillows... Full -size Milpuff Beds. 1859
Stationers Handbk. (ed. 2) 101 A ream of writing paper.,
is required to contain 18 quires of 24 good sheets and 2

quires of 20 sheets Qf0vtttat$t ..41* sheets in all, good and
bad this is called a *ttrill ream. 1754 J. WILSON in Ess. fy

Observ. Edinb. Soc. I. 459 The disease which the people at

Leadhllls call the *mill-reek. 1811 G. S. KEITH Agric. Sttrv.

Aberd. 506 (Jam.) A number of the mill-masters apply the

*mill-ring to the feeding of horses. 1828 Earl Richard,
Queens brother xlii. in Child Ballads II. 467 And she would
meal you with millering [sic]. That she gathers at the mill.

1875 W. M C!LWRAITH Guide Wigtownshire 136 A workman,
in making an excavation near the mill-ring, came on a large,
flat stone, aneath which were the remains of a clay urn. 1874
RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 292 The ^mill-runs have
been as high as 3 oz. gold with from 30 to 60 oz. in silver.

1877 LD. HATHERLEY in Law Refits., App. Cas. II. 842 What
is called a mill-lade or mill-run. 1882 Rep. to Ho.

ReJ&amp;gt;r.

free. Met. U. S. 306 The ore gives mill-runs of $60 to the

ton. 1898 Daily Neivs 8 Mar. 2/7 The mill-run during Feb

ruary has been irregular, c 1449 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 222

Wylloby. Oure *Mylie-sayHe wille not abowte, Hit hath so

longe goone emptye. 1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. in. Gloss.

(1839) 451 Mill-sail-shaped ; having many wings projecting
from a convex surface; as the fruit of some umbelliferous

plants. i9y]\n Sheffield Trade List i5*Mill Saws, Mill Saw
Webs [etc.]. Ibid., Mill Saw Files, one round edge. 1792
Descr. Kentucky 56 The cheapness of *mill seats and null

work in the United States. (11817T.DWIGHT Trav.NewEng.^
etc. (1821) II. 27 Directly under the bridge commences a ro

mantic fall, which . . furnishes a number ofexcellent mill-seats.

1842 J. AITON Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 194 As some of the shells

still remain among the meal, they are separated from it by
hand-sieves ;

these shells, thus separated, and having the

finer particles of meal adhering to them, called ^mill-seeds,

are preserved for sowins. 1835 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal
II. 141 Turning very large articles, such as the outsides of

cylinders,*mill-shafts, cannon, &c. 1898 Daily News 21 Nov.

8/6 We should stir ourselves, and clap the stopper on these

belching mill-shafts. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. i. 158 Seauen

groates in *mill-sixpences. 1639 MAYNE City Match \\. iii.

14 Had I. .but forty Mark. .And were that fortie Mark Mil

sixpences, I would despise you. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

596/31 fifolucrnm, [the *mylle spyndelle]. 1880 JEFFERIES

Gt.^Estate 166 He laid down the millpeck, and took his

*millstaff to prove the work he had done. 14.. IterCamer.
xi. in Sc. Acts (1814) Ij pai [sc. millers] tak smoltis in J?e

*myll stank again |?e mhibicioun of law. 1546 in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 182 For carege of one

*myllstock for the fullyng myll. 931 in Birch Cartul. Sax.
II- 377 Of hlippenham in to bam *milestreame, Of bam myle-
streame innan

J&amp;gt;a
nor5 lange die. 1794 COLERIDGE ParI.

Oscill. 33 Both plunged together in the deep mill-stream.

1636 DAVENANT Wits\, i. B 3 b, His wives Bracelet of *Mill-
Testers, 1804 NavalChron. XI. 156 Laden with mahogany
and *mill-timber. 1731 ARBUTHNOT/J/WW*/,? (1735) 223 The
best Instruments . . for cracking of hard Substances . . [are]

Grinders, or *Mill-Tth. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mill tooth,
a molar tooth, c 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 198/25
Canalis, bruh, vel *mylentroh. c 1440 Promp. Parv, 338/1
Mylletrow,or benge(milltroughe, or beugge, sic, P.),jarri-
cafisa. 1530 PALSGR. 245/1 Myll troughe or broke, auge.
1861 W. LONGSTAFFE in Siege Pontefract Castle (Surtees)
Introd. 17 An old bridge over the *millwash. c 1325 in Ken-
nett Par. Ant. I. 566 Item una acra apud le *mulnewey.
1598 MANWOOD Laives Forest xxili. (1615) 228 If any man
haue stopped or strayted any Church-way, Mill-way, or other

MILL.
1

wayes in the Forest or Purlieu . . you shall do us to weet
thereof. 1791 W. JESSOP ReJ&amp;gt;.

River William 8 Have an in
crease of power for *Mill-work. ^y^Hutt Advert. 29 June
2/2 A colour manufactory ..together with the mill-work and
several utensils. 1814 R. BUCHANAN (title} Practical Essays
on Mill Work. 1892 Daily News 12 Dec. 2/3 Machinery
and millwork. 1835 URE rhilos. Manuf. 348 An astonishing
difference between their intelligence and that of the *mill-
workers. 1895 Daily Xeivs 3 Sept. 2/4 The strike of thirty
thousand millworkers in Dundee. 1530 in J. Allen Hist.
Liskeard (1856) 268 *Millemers and downemers. 1604-5
Ibid. 234 Le millheymers and downheynurs.

t Mill, **.- Obs. Also 6 myll(e, mill(e. [a.
F. ;;///. Cf. MILE sb:*\

1. = MILLET. Turkey mill=-- Turkey millet.

1525 Lu. UERNERS Froiss. n. ccxxiii. [ccxix.] 697 Bredde,
made ofaj;rayne called mylle. iS33Ei.voi Cast. J/eUJie(i^\)
10 b, Meates inflatynge or wyndye : P.eanes :. .Mille : Cu
cumbers. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankyndc 52 Ryse, myll,
& many other thynges. 1597 GEBARDE Herbal i. Iv. 77 It is

called. .Turkic Mill or Turkic Hirsse. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM
Art

&amp;lt;if
Surveyi. xi. 35 Tare, Cich and Mill loue moisture.

1660 K. liKooKE tr. Lc Blanc s Tray. 323 They. .get Mill,

Rice, Pulse, and other graine.

b. Mill-seed= MILLET-SEED.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus^ Cenchritcs^ a precious stone,

hauyng in it thinges lyke mill seede.

2. Mill of the sun, transl. of mod. Latin milium
soils : see MILIUM i b.

?559 MOKWYSG Evonym. 139 Take the rotes of fcnelL.
mill of the sunne, scariolse, of everye one like much.

i Mill, st&amp;gt;. Obs. [? f. MILL v. t or short for

some comb, of MILL sb.^~\ Ground oak-bark for

tanning.
1626 BACON Sylt a 625 The Conservation of Fruit would

be also tried in Vessels, filled with Fine Sand, .. Or in Meal
and Klouer

; Or in Oakwood ; or in Mill. 1697 Loud. Gaz.
No. 3285/4 All other Makers or Dressers of Leather in

Woo/e, Mill. Oyl, Salt, Allom. 1711 Ibid. No. 4862/4 Skins
. .lo be tanned, tawed or dressed in Wooxe, Mill, Alom.

i Mill, sb.* slang. Obs. = MILL-KEN.
1607 DEKKEK & WILKINS fcsls to make you Cleric 43

A word or two of the mill, quasi breakehouse. Ibid., A strong
Iron bane made sharpe at one end, and they which trade
with that are called Mils. 1676 Warningfor House- Keepers
(title-p.), Thieves and Robbers which go under these titles,

viz. the Gilter, the Mill, the Glasier [etc.].

Mill (mil jsb.
:t

[Shortened from L. millcsinnim

thousandth part, on the analogy of CENT. Cf.

MIL.] a. A money of account in the U.S., being
one-thousandth of a dollar (one-tenth of a cent).

b. A proposed coin in value the one-thousandth

of a pound v
to replace the farthing) in a projected

system of decimal coinage for Great Britain.

An alleged sense a thousandth part of anything appears
in recent U. S. dictionaries, but without quotations.

1791 JEFIEKSON in Harfcrs Mag, Mar, 535/1 At 20 cents

pr lb it is 8 mills per dish. 1809 KENDALL J rav. I. xviii, 193
The denominations of money in the United States are dollars,
cents or hundredth parts of dollars, and mills or thousandth

parts. 1811 P. KELLY Univ. Cambist I. 9 A uniform way
of keeping Accounts has been established in the United
States (by an act of Congress in 1789) namely, in Dollars of
10 Dimes, ioo Cents, or 1000 Mills. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS Rep.
Weights &amp;lt;y

Meas. 55 Ask a tradesman, .in any of our cities

what is a dime or a mille, and the chances are four in five that
he will not understand your question. i88z SCUDDER Noak
M ebstcr\\. 71 A premium for copyright of five mills a copy.
1896 H. W. UROUGHTON in Westm. Rev. June CXLV. 668
Let the^ of a pound, the coin to be issued in lieu of the

farthing, be called a mill
,
and let ten of these make a

victoria . 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 292/1 The denomina
tions [of coins in Hong Kong] are the dollar and 50, 20, and
5 cents in silver, and the cent and mill in bronze.

Mill (mil), z/.l Also 6 myll, mil.
[f. MILL^.I]

I. trans. To subject to the operation of a mill.

1. To pass (cloth or other material) through a

fulling-mill; to thicken (cloth, etc.) by fulling.
1552 Act 5 &amp;lt;y

6Edw. VI, c. 6 i And beinge wellscowred,
thicked, mylled, and fully dried, everie yarde of everiesuche
Clothe shall waye thre pound at the leste. 1633 Proclam.
in Rymer Foedera XIX. 447/2 All such white Worcester
Clothes. .as shall be milled in Gloucestershire. 1706 BOYER
Ann. Q. Anne IV.

27^
All broad-cloaths. .after the same are

fully mill d and furnish d. 1844 G. DODD Textile Mannf.
iii. 103 The cloth . . is then milled , fulled , or *

felted \
that is, beaten until the fibres of the wool become so locked
into each other [etc.].

trans/. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2146. 378,
It [sc. the

folded form ] is then milled or pounded with heavy oak
hammers.
2. To grind (corn) in a mill

;
to produce (flour)

by grinding.
Chiefly in passive, used in market reports and the like.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 123/31 To Mil, molere. 1830 Kyle
Farm Reg. 47 in Liar. Usef.Kn.owl., Hnsb. Ill, The grain
thrashed is set down on one side,, .and, when milled, the

meal is entered separately. 1902 Q. Rev. July 327 By Lord

Stanley s Act of 1843 a certain advantage was given to flour

milled in Canada.

b. To pound or powder (tobacco).
1782 COWPER To Rev. W. Bull 38 This oval box, well

filled With best tobacco finely milled. 1887 BLACKMORE

Sfringhaven xxvi, Shaving with his girdle-knife a cake of

rich tobacco, and then milling it complacently betwixt his

horny palms.

c. To hull seeds by means of a mill. Also

/////*., to undergo hulling or milling.
1863 BUCK.MAN in Card. C/tron. 23 May 493 The best plan

..to pursue is to mill the Sainfoin seed, in which case its

outer covering is removed. Ibid., The Burnet..will not mill,

but simply gets its wings broken off*.



MILL.

d. Porcelain manufacture.
1875 FORTNUM Maiolica v. 4 The vitreous substance.,

being milled with water to the consistency of cream.

3. To roll (metal) ; to flatten (metal) under a

roller or beater.

1677 [see MILLED ppl. a. 4]. 1691 T. H[ALE] Acc. New
Invent. 60 When this way of Milling Lead for Sheathing of

Ships was first invented.

4. To stamp (coins) by means of the mill and

press (see MILL sb.1 3 b).

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot s Trav. n. 89 They [sc. coins]

are stamped (as all the rest of their money) with the hammer,
and not milled.

b. To flute the edge of (a coin or any piece of

flat metal) ;
to produce uniform or regular mark

ings upon the edge of (a coin),

17*4 SWIFT Draper s Lett. iii. Wks. 1751 VIII. 329, I find

the Half-pence were milled ; which.. is of great Use to pre
vent Counterfeits. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 805
The new crowns and half-crowns, broad, heavy and sharply
milled, were ringing on all the counters. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1441/1 Castaining s machine for milling coin

was introduced into the French mint in 1685. iSfy Science
20 Dec. 414 These bearings are conical, and milled through.
5. To beat or whip (chocolate, etc.) to a froth.

To mill up, to beat together. Also_/5g:
1662 H. STUBBE Indian Nectar \\. 9 They dissolved it \sc.

chocolata] (being pouder d) and milled it, tempering it by
little and little with water in an Indian cup. 1747 MRS.
GLASSE Cookery xvi. (1767) 290 Mill the cream till it is all of
a thick froth. Ibid., Then, .over that whip your froth which

you saved off the cream very well milted up. 1764 ELIZ.
MOXON Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 116 Take four ounces of

chocolate, ..and boil it in a pint of cream, then mill it . .with
a chocolate stick. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Hous--kpr.
(1778) 207 Mill them with a chocolate mill, to raise the froth,
and take it off with a spoon as it rises. 1829 LANDOR liitag.

Conv. Wks. 1853 II. 83/2 A chaplain milling an egg-posset
over the fire. 1859 DICKENS T. Tivo Cities 11. vii, A second
milled and frothed the chocolate. 1897 KIPLING Captains
Courageous vii. 142 Graaa ouch ! went the conch, while
sea and sky were all milled up in milky fog.

fig. 1817 COLERIUGK Satyranees Lett. i. in Biog. Lit., etc.

(1882) 245 What Pericles would not do to save a friend
1

-;

life, you may be assured I would not hazard merely to mill

the chocolate-pot of a drunken fool s vanity.

6. To throw, as undyed silk.

1844 G. DODD Textile ftttimtf. v. 151 Directions were also

drawn up for. .grassing, milling, and hand-scutching the

flax. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meck. t
Mill .. to throw undyed

silk.

7. To tumble (leather) within a wheel or cylinder

containing some softening or tanning liquid.
1885 C. T. DAVIS Mannf. Leather xxvii. (1897) 415 Then

they [sc. the sides] are put into a pin-wheel and milled for

ten minutes.

8. To cut (metal) with a milling-tool.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., MHI..&. machine designed for

milling where only a light or medium cut is required. 1884
Ibid. 607/1 By means of the swinging sleeve true circles of

greater or less diameter can be milled on the face of the work.

9. To saw (timber) in a saw-mill.
18.. Art Age IV. 46 (Cent.\ Lumbermen charge the

consumer for the full measurement of the boards [for floors]
before they are milled.

10. Mining. To crush or pound into fragments ;

to grind to powder.
1883 Standard 20 Jan. 1/5 The whole of the quartz

removed has been milled. 1895 Times 19 Feb. 3/6 For the

year 1894 there was milled 2,827,365 tons.

b. To yield under the process of crushing or

grinding.
1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ty Mining 247 The quartz

. .will mill about $20 to the ton. 1897 Wcstm. Gaz. 19 Oct.

8/3, I would not like to say that it will mill that. It will

certainly mill i oz.

II. 11. slang. To beat, strike, thrash ; to fight,

overcome; to smash, break, break open. Also
intr. or absol. to box

; occas. with away.
ci700 Street Robberies Consider dt Mill, to beat. 1753

Discov. J. Poulter (ed. 2) 39 Mill the Cull to his long Libb ;

kill the Man dead... Mill the Quod; break the Gaol. Ibid.

40 Mill his Nobb; break his Head. 1810 Sporting Mag.
XXXVI. 231 The Black, .threatens to mill the whole race
of fighters of the day. 1815 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy
I. 282 Milling the glaze. 1840 THACKERAY Cox s Diary Viks.

1900 III. 223 Tug. .milled away one, two, right and left,
like a little hero as he is. 1864 [HKMVNG] Eton School

Days vii. 75 Butler Burke was going to mill Chorley. Ibid.

77 Are you going to mill, or are you not?

b. To mill dol^ dolly : to beat hemp or flax as
a prison occupation. Cf. MILL-DOLL sb.

1714 A. SMITH Highwaymen (ed. 2) I. 141 Having been
often punisht at hard Labour in Bridewell, which beating of

Hemp the Thieves call Mill dolly. 1733 BUDGKLL Bee iv.

477 Ihen mill on dear Polly,.. The Hemp thou art beating
may hang him to-Morrow. 1780 R. TOMLINSON Slang Past.
\\. 7 When silting with Nancy, what sights have I seen !..

But now she mills doll. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vitlg. Tongue.
III. To go round like a mill.

12. intr. Of cattle : To keep moving round and
round in a mass; also, to move in a circle.
1888 T. ROOSEVELT in Century Mag. Apr. 862/1 The cattle

may begin to run, and then get milling that is, all crowd
together into a mass like a ball, wherein they move round
and round. 1893 KIPLING 2nd Jungle Bk. 79 The deer and
the pig and the nilghai were milling round and round in a
circle of eight or ten miles radius.

b. trans. To cause to * mill or mass in a circle.

1901 Munsey s Mag. XXV. 406/2 At last the cattle.. ran
with less eneigy, and it was presently easy to mill them
into a circle and to turn them where it seemed mosl desirable.
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13. intr. Of a whale.

1840 F. D. BENNETT Whaling Voy. II. 221 A whale
nulled

1

,
or turned suddenly round, upon receiving the

harpoons. 1874 SCAMMON Marine Animals 311 Gloss., -VfV/,
to turn in an opposite direction, or nearly so; as, &quot;The

whale was running to windward, but
* milled

&quot;,
and ran to

leeward .

Mill [mil), v* slang. [Possibly a use of prec.:

cf. MILL Z/. 1 ji.] trans. Orig. in phrase To mill

a ken, to rob a house. Later, to steal.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 84 To myll a Ken, torobbea house.

1609 DEKKER Lanth. % Candle Lt. ciij b, If we niggle or

mill a bowsing ken. 1621 B. JONSON Gipsies Metantorpli.

(1640) II. 65 Can they Cant, or Mill? are they masters of

their Arts? a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Mill, to Steal,

Rob, or Kill. 1753 Discav. % Ponlter (ed. 2) 10 When we
went a Milling that Swags, that is, a Breaking open that

Shop. 1811 Sporting Siag. XXXVII. 13 He had milled

my wipe. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxx, One might have
nulled the Bank of England, and less noise about it.

Mill, obs. form of MIL.

Millage (mrlt-ds). U.S. [f. MILL sb + -AGE.]
The rate of taxation in mills per dollar to which a

given place is liable.

1891 in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 20 Feb., There are

cities in which the rate is higher than in Toledo, for instance,

Findlay 35-7 mills, Lima 33-4 mills, Tiffin 30-4 mills, . .but in

the eastern or southern part of the State, excepting Ironton,
as great millage as Toledo is not presented in the tables.

Millain(e, -an ;e, -ayn(e, obs. ff. MILAN*.

Millainer, -aner, obs. forms of MILLINER.

Millathowme, obs. form of MILLER S THUMB.

Millboard. [Altered from milled board , see

MILLED ppl. a. 4.] A kind of stout pasteboard,
made of a pulp of old rope, sacking, paper, and
other coarse matter and milled or rolled with

high pressure. Also, a board or piece of this

material. Millboard cutter (see quot. 1884).
1712 Loiui. Gaz. No. 5014/5 Duties upon..Pastboard,

Millboard, Scaleboard. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs
(1821) 155 Mill Boards are the thickest sort of Pasteboard,
used by Book-hinders for the covering of Books. 1884
KNIGHT Diet, Mech. Suppl., Mill Board Cutter, amachine
for cutting to size mill and card boards for binding, etc.

b. A specially prepared
* board for sketching.

1854 THACKERAY Newcontes I. xxvii. 258 Those smooth
mill-boards, those slab-tinted sketching blocks [etc.]. 1859
GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 217 MUboards are. .well adapted
for sketching in oil colours from nature.

Mi 11-clam. [MILL sb.^~\ A dam constructed

across a stream to interrupt its flow and raise its

level so as to render it available for turning a

mill-wheel. Also, the entire area covered by the

water held in check by the dam.
1182 in Kennett Par, Ant, (iSiS) I. 187 Per le mulnedam

..in veterem rivulum et ipsam mulnedam. 1394-5 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 599 Mosse pro le MiTndam. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales i8j He went furth vnto

t&amp;gt;e myIn dam of

J&amp;gt;e abbay, & her he lowpid in & drownyd hym. ^1575 in

Balfours Pi acticks (1754) 581 Thay tak smoltis or salmond
in the miln-dammis. 1632 Morptth Cf. Lett Rec. in

Archxol. sEliana XVI. 72 For Castings hir yarne into the
millne dame, .and dampnum iijs, 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 51
As thirteen boys were sliding near a mill dam.. the ice

broke by the miller s suddenly drawing up the sluices. 1880

JAMIESON, Mill-dam^, .the water collected, by means of
a dam, to supply a mill.

attrtb. 1833 TENNYSON Poems 33 Fishing in the milldam-
water.

Milldew, obs. form of MILDEW sb.

\ Mill-doll, sb. Obs. slang, [f. MiLLV.l + DOLL
sbt] The bridewell. Cf. MILL y.l n b.

1781 MESSINK Choice of Harlequin (Farmer),
*
Keeper of

Bridewells Song*, I m Jigger Dubber here, and you are
welcome to mill doll. 18*3 ION BEE Diet. Turf. 1812
f. H. VAUX flash Diet., Mill-doll, an obsolete name for

Bridewell house of correction in Bridge-Street, Blackfriars.

Mill-doll, v. Whaling. [Prob. in some way
connected with the phr. in MILL z/.

1 lib. (Cf.
DOLLY sb. 4 b.)] (See quot.)
1820 SCORKSBY Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 310 ttatt. Mill-dolling,

consists in breaking a passage through thin ice. .by a sort

of ram, let fall from the bowsprit.

Mille (mil), sb. In certain card games : A
counter representing ten fishes or *

points .

1830 EIDRAHTREBOR //^/^/^ Fam.
37. iSrfiCAPT.

CRAWLEY Card Players Man. 196 (Quadrille), Mille is a
mark of ivory which is sometimes used, and stands for ten
fish. 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 8 The small round counters,
which used to be called Milles, count as ten points.

Mille, obs. form of MILE.

Millecrate, variant of MELIORATE Obs.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) in Buglosse steeped in

wine, and tempered with Millecrate.

t Millecuple, a. Obs. [irreg. f. L. mille

thousand, after decuple.] Thousand-fold. Hence
t Millecnpla tion, the action of increasing a
thousand-fold.

1659 H. MORE hntnort. Soul m. iv. 367 Every Object that
is near would not onely seem double, but centuple, or

millecuple. 1678 CUDWORTH fntell. Syst. i. 37. 173 Nor
any Triplication or indeed MHleclupation [sic] of them
improve the same into Reason and Understanding. 1754
HILDROP Misc. Wks. II. 47 If any of these [sc. People]
should . . be created your Lordship s Peers, they would be in

the same millecuple Proportion greater, and wiser, and
better than they were before.

Milled (mild), ///. a. [f. MILL z&amp;gt;.* + -ED 1.]

f L ? Polished by some mechanical process. Obs.

MILLEFOLIATE
1622 F. MARK HAM Bk. War \. x. 39 All these seuerall

parts of Armor is rather to bee of a Russet or blacke collour

then mil d.

2. Of coins : a. Coined or struck by the mill

and press ; made in a mill. b. Having the edge
fluted or grooved by the operation of milling.
1659 Lond. Clianticleers xii. 26 He has got my box of

mill d sixpences and Harry groates. 1663 in Folkes Table

Eng. Silver Coins (1745) m Milted unites of the same
weight. 1697 DRYDEN ^-Eneis Ded. (f) 2, I had certainly
been reduc d to pay the Publick in hammered Money for

want of Mill d; that is in the same old Words which I

had us d before, 170* ADDISON Dial. Medals iii. 153,
1 have seen several modern Coins . . that have had part
of the Legend running round the edges, like the Decus et

Tittawen in our milled money. 1854 HUMPHREYS Coin.

Brit. Emp. 1 16 In 1663 the first issue of the improved
milled coinage took place. 1880 Academy 29 May 406
A selection of rare . . milled shillings from Elizabeth to

George III.

c. transf. Marked with transverse grooves or

ribs ; esp. of the head of a screw, etc., serrated to

afford a hold for adjustment.
1705 J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1955 The Striz

are fiat and milled, like the edges of a new Shilling. 1803
MUDGE ibid. XCIII. 404 At EE are seen two milled-

headed screws. 1861 C. W. KING Ant. Gems (1866) 167
These bordeis are milled, or formed of small strokes set

close together. 1873 NICHOLSON Palxont. 106 Above the

Acetabulum. .there is a. .ring, more or less milled , for the

attachment of the muscular fibres which move the spine.

1898 Cycling 38 A milled or hexagonal ring K is then
screwed over the inner steering tube.

-j-d. Of stockings and caps : ? Ribbed. Obs.

1684 OTWAY Atheist I. i, Buzzing about your Ears con

cerning Poets, Plays., mill d Stockings, .and everything else

which they do not understand. 1691 Satyr agst. French ^

Nay, we are grown so arrogantly vain, Our Stockings must
be Mill d, our Shooes Campaign. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I.

25Cambrick, Lace, Milled Caps, and various Kinds of Paper.
1809 A. HENRY Trav. 34, I. .covered myself only with, .a

molton, or blanket coat ; and a large, red, milled worsted cap.

3. Pressed, rolled, fulled .

1642 Kates Merchandizes 48 Double Sayes, or Flanders

Searges.. .Mild Sayes the piece.. 06. 00.00. \6JoLond.Gaz.
No 517/4 A Stuff Cloak lined with Mill d serge. 1802 in

Spirit Publ. yrnls, (1803) VI. 283 Her coachman, .within
the cumbrous circumference of a double-milled great coat.

1831 Double-milled [see DOUBLE C 4].

4. Flattened by rolling or beating; esp. ix\ milled

board (
= MILLBOABD), milled lead.

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1232/4 The late Invention for Milled
Lead. 1691 T. H[ALE] Acc. New Invent, (title-p.), The
Mill d-Lead-sheathing, and the Excellency and cheapness of

Mill d- Lead in preference to Cast Sheet-Lead, ijvj Loud.
Gaz. No. 4342/4 At the Pastboard Warehouse, .are sold

brown Mill d Boards ready beat, fit for Bookbinders. 1711
Act 10 Anne c. 18 37 All Pastboards, Mildboards and
Scaleboards which shall be imported. 1858 Skyring s

Builders Prices (ed. 48) 105 Milled Lead, per cwt.^i 7*0^.

1859 Stationers Handbk. 74 Milled Boards, strong flexible

boards, of various thicknesses and sires, made from old

tarred rope. 1868 Ibid. (ed. 4) 119 Milled, a term applied
to paper, when rolled to an ordinary surface.

5. Whipped or beaten to a froth.

1760-73 H. BROOKE Fool of Qnal. (1809) I. 171 They..
breakfasted on a pot of milled chocolate.

6. a. Ground in a mill. b. Hulled, C. Pressed

in a mill to extract juice.

1813 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts Gloss., Milled Hop, bop
clover-seed cleaned from the husk, a 1831 BKNTHAM Lang.
Wks. 1843 VIII. 317/1 Milled corn is not cold ; ice is cold.

1884 G. \V. CABLE Creoles ofLouisiana xxxii. (1885) 249
Milled breadstuffs still sought the cheapest rates of freight.

7. (See quot. ; perh. not the same word.)
1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-Farming 18 When they [ewes] have

been crossed with rams of a different bteed, they are called

trones, crocks, or milled ewes.

Millefiore (mil/fioVr/). Also -fiori. [a. It.

milltfiori) f. mills thousand +fiori pi. of fiore

/lower.] (Also millefiore glass.) A kind of orna

mental glass made by fusing together a number of

glass rods of different sizes and colours, and cutting
the mass into sections which exhibit ornamental

figures of varying pattern, and are usually em
bedded in colourless transparent glass to make

paper-weights, etc.

1849 PELLATT Curios. Glass Making 25 Millefiore Glass.

Ibid, no The MUlc.Fiore t or star-work of the Venetians.

1874 jrnl. Archxol. Assoc. Dec. 440 It is of early Millefiori

glass, the mass looking much like chalcedony.

II Millefleurs (rm lflor). [F. eau de milk-

fours, lit. water of a thousand flowers .] A per
fume distilled from flowers of different kinds.

1854 THACKERAY Newcontes v, When you appeared in

your neat pulpit with your fragrant pocket-handkerchief
(and your sermon likewise all millefleurs). 1868 Miss
BRAUDON Dead Sea. Fr. iii, The letters exhaled a faint

odour of millefleurs.

Milleflorous (miUflo-s), a. Bol. [f. L.

mille thousand +Jior-,fos flower + -ous.] Having
very numerous flowers.

1836 in MAVNE E.tfos. Lex. 1890 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Millefoil(e, obs. forms of MILFOIL.

Millefoliate (miimu-li,/t). Bot. [i. L. mille

thousand +foli-um leaf+ -ATE 2
.] Having leaves

that are very much incised, so as to resemble many
smaller leaves (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1890).

Millelote, obs. form of MELILOT.

Millemeter, obs. form of MILLIMETER.



Millen, obs. form of MILAN.

t Millenar, sb. and a. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. L.

mWenarius : see MILLENARY.] = MILLENARIAN.

1654 VILVAIN Thcot. Treat, iv. 118 Prophecies in the old

Testament of the Messiah. .Millenars apply.. to Christ s

second coming. Ibid. vii. 198 The Millenar doctrine was. .

general in the next age after Apostles.

Millenarian (mih
v
ne rian), a. and sb. Also

8-9 millennarian. [f. L. millenarius (see MILLEN

ARY) + -AN,] A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the millennium ; holding
the doctrine of the millennium.

1631 HEVLIN St. George 46 So the Papists adore Papias
a Millenarian Hereticke. 1785 Gfnil. Mag. LV. 392 Those

Millennarians, believing the certainty of Christ s second

coming, and his Millennarian Kingdom, lived not the holy
life enjoined them. 1853 W. H. Gooi.u in Owen s Wks.

\

XI. 3 Goodwin may have held some millenarian views akin

to the notion of a fifth monarchy.
b. Suited or appropriate to a millenarian.

1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth H. 175 As to the epistle of !

Barnabas,, .the genius of it is very much millenarian.

2. In the etymological sense : Relating or per

taining to a thousand. In mod. Diets.

B. sb. One who holds or believes that Christ
[

will reign on earth in person for a thousand years ; .

a believer in the millennium.

[1551 Articles of Religion xli, Thei that goe aboute to
\

renewe the fable of heretickes called Millenarii, be repug-
nant, .to holie Scripture.] ^1674 CtAKEMWaxSitrv.Leviafa.

(1676) 221 He makes his Reign longer upon Eai th than ever

the Millenarians imagm d. 1787 Minor iv. ii. 206 Was I a

millenarian, I probably should not hesitate to pronounce it .

the spot intended for the thousand years enjoyment after the

day ofjudgment. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 318/1 The millen-

nariansofthe ancient church. i8goSftctatffr6 Sept. 305 It is

hard to be honestlycontemptuous ofa convinced Millenarian.
,

Millenarianisiu (mil/hcVrianiz m). [f. prec.
+ -ISM.] The doctrine of or belief in the coming
of the millennium.

1864 Chambers s Encycl. VI. 459/2 From this time, the
i

church formally rejected millenarianism in its sensuous
visible form. 1881 STANLEY Chr. fnstt t. v. (ed. 2) 85 The

whole history of early Millenarianism implies the same in-

capacity for distinguishing between poetry and prose.

t Millenarism. Obs. [f.
MILLENAR + -ISM.] |

= MILLENARIANISM.
1650 Bp. HALL Rev. Unrevcaled viii, The First Paradox of i

Millenarism.

Millenarist (mH/riarist). In 9 millennarist.

[f.
MILLENAR-Y + -1ST.]

= MILLENARY sb.

186* E. B. ELLIOTT Horx Afoc. (ed. 5) I. 21 The works of
both Irenasus and of other early Millennarists.

Millenary (mi L/hari), a. and sd. Also 7

millinary. [ad. L. millenari-us consisting of or

containing a thousand (in Eccl. Latin used sb. in

the sense B 4 below), f. milleni a thousand each,
f. mitte thousand. Cf. F. mill&iaire.]
A. adj.

1. Consisting of or pei taming to a thousand, esp.
a period of a thousand years.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts

&amp;lt;5-

Man. (1642) 250 Yet the

Jews, .gave not over complaints and petitions.., a Millenary
number of Complainants there were, a 1646 J. GRECOKY
Posthunta, KaiVai* Aei/Ttpos (1649) 84 After six daies, that Is

six thousand Years duration of the World there shall bee
a seventh daie, or Millenarie Sabbath of Rest. 1727
ARBUTHNOT Tables Anc. Coins, etc. 13 The millenary Ses-

tertium. .is marked with a line cross the top thus HS. 1783
COWPER Let. to J. Newton 30 Nov., I have wondered in !

former days at the patience of the Antediluvian world ; that
;

they could endure a life almost millenary, with so little

variety as seems to have fallen to their share. 1796 PEGGE
\

Anonym. (1809) 270 The elliptical expressions, in tlie year \

2o,or/ theyear 88, wherein the millenary and the centenary ;

numbers are omitted, are not altogether modern. 1853
W. H. MILL /}///:. Panth. Princ. (1861) 132 The millenary
periods of Greek and Roman domination. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 12 May 6/1 In 1886 was the millenary commemora
tion of the Domesday Book.

b. Commanding one thousand men.
1608 WILLET Hexapla. Exod. 274 There were sixe hundred

tribunes or millenarie officers. 1633 HOLLAND Cyrupxdia
167 Cyrus commaunded the Persian millenarie Colonels, .to

come unto him.

c. Hist. Millenarypetition : a petition presented

by a number of Puritan ministers (represented as

one thousand) on the progress of James I to

London in April 1603, praying for certain changes
in ecclesiastical ceremonial, etc. Millenary plain
tiffs : the ministers who presented this petition.
1603 Bp. W. BARLOW Confer. Hampton Crf. (1604) 2

Agentes for the Millenarie Plain tifles. 1733 NEAL Hist.

Pierit. 1 1. 5 The Puritans presented their Millenary Petition,
so called because it was said to be subscribed by a thousand
hands. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. ii. 464 The Millenary
Petition, .which was presented to James the First.. by
nearly eight hundred clergymen.
2. Of or pertaining to the millennium, or those

believing in the millennium.
1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 50 He said there

should
&quot;

447

When at Your second Coming You appear, (For I foretell

that Millenary Year) The sharpen d Share shall vex the

Soil no more. 1721 POPE Let. R. Dighy 10 Oct., Ti-.; like

the Kingdom of the Just upon Earth. ..Why will you ever,
of your own accord, end such a Millenary Year in London?
B. sb.

should be the term of a Millenary feast allotted for marriage.
1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm. Summer Half-yr. xii. 154 We are

apt to dream that God will make his saints raigne here as

kings in a millenary kingdom. 1690 BAXTER Kingd. Christ
ii. (1691) 12 The Millenary Opinion was. .early received by
some followers of Papias.

b. transf. ancly^f.
1700 DRYDEN Pal. $ Arc. Ded. to D chess Ormond 8r holy mi

1. An aggregate of one thousand ; esp. a con-
j

tinuous period of one thousand years ;
ten centuries.

|

1550 HALE Eng. Votaries u. lob, Thys most deuylysh ,

Sylue.stre, after the full accomplyshement of thys myllenary
of yeares,..ded many tymes..make sacryfyce to

y&quot; deuyll.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck, n Others doe account the

same by thousands, or millinaries. 1646 StRT.BflOWtfE /&amp;gt;&;

Ep. vi. i. 278 Heconceaveththe Elemental! frame shall end in

the seventh or Sabbaticall millenary. 1684 T. HURNKT / //.

Earth u. 35 Johannes Damascenus. .takes seven millenaries

for the entire space of the world. 1704 HKAKNK D/tct. Hist.

(1714) I. 31 It [this Period of 4000 Years] fills up the

Vacancies which the Silence of the Scripture has left towards
the end of the Fourth Millenary. 1855 J. H. NKWMAN
Callista (1890) 44 We danced through three nights, dancing
the old millenary out, dancing the new millenary in. 1875
E. WHITE Life in Christ in. xxiii. (1878) 332 If that pro

phetic millenary stands, by a figure of days, for years.

2. Hist. One of the signatories of *

Millenary
Petition

*

(see A. i c above).
1691 WOOD Ath. O.\on. I. 351 D r

. Sparke was. .called to

the Conference at Hampton-Court .. appearing in the

behalf of the Millinaries.

3. An officer in command of a thousand men.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle rations it. x. 211 The Centu-
riane obeied the Millenarie, that had charge of a thousande.

1598-1600 HAKLUYT Voyages I. 62 Ouer ten Millenaries or

captains of a 1000 he [Chingis Cham] placed, as it were,
a Colonel.

4. A believer in the millennium ;
one who holds

that Christ will reign in person over the earth for

a period of one thousand years,
1561 T. NORTON Cah trfs Inst. in. xxv. 264 b, In a little

after there folowed the Millenaries, whiche limited the

reigneof Christe to a thousande yeares. 1605 CHAPMAN, etc.,

Eastiv. Hoe v, I have had of all sorts of men . . vnder my
Keyes : & almost of all Religions i

1

the land, as Papist, Pro

testant,. .Millenary, Famely o I,oue,. . c. 1645 R. BAILUK
Lett, f Jrnls. (Uannatyne Cl.) II. 313 Send me the rest of

Forbes :..! marveil I can find nothing in its index against
the Millenaries: I cannot think the author a Millenarie.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 39. 1/2 The Millenaries found their

Opinion upon several Texts. &amp;lt;:i8io COLF.KIDGE in Lit.

Rein, (1838) III. 262 The Catholic Millenaries looked for

ward to carnal pleasures in the Kingdom of Clirist. 1860

All Year Round No. 38. 270 Of Millenaries or Chiliasls

there have been three classes.

Millenary, -n(d)er, obs. ff. MILLINERY, -NER.

t Milleiiier. Obs. rarc~ l
. [a. OF. millenier^

ad. L. miltt narius. }
= MILLENARY sl&amp;gt;. 2.

1689 Dcf. Liberty agst. Tyrants 69 The ordinary Judges
of Jerusalem, to wit the Milleniers, and the Centurions.

Millenier, obs. form of MILLINER.

t Millenize, v. Obs.
[f.

L. milfen-i (see

MILLENARY) + -IZE.] intr. To favour millenarian !

views.

1553 BELL Motives cone. Rom. Faith Ded. (1605) i If

Tertullian . . erred montanizing ;. . if Eusebius arrianizing : . .

if Ambrose millenizing [etc.].

Millennial (mile-nial), a. and sb. Also erron.

millenial. [f. L. type *mUtenni-um (see MIL
LENNIUM) + -AL.]
A. adj. 1. Of a thousand years.

1807 J. BARLOW Colutnb. I. 763 Millenial cedars wave their

honors wide. 1819 BYRON Propk. ofDante in. 1 1 The bloody
scroll of our millennial wrongs. 1830 TENNYSON Kraken 6

Huge sponges of millenial growth and height. 1899 D. G.

HOGARTH in Authority fy Archxol. 231 The middle of the

second millennial period B.C.

2. Of or pertaining to the millennium, or Christ s

anticipated reign of a thousand years on earth.

1664 H. MORE Exp. ^ Epist. Pref. c vij b, This is that

illustrious Reign of Christ in his Millenniall Empire of Love.

1690 BAXTER Kingd. Christ ii. (1691) 12 The Millennial

Opinion I have never been a censorious opposer of. 1742
YOUNG Nt. T/t. ix. 703 Their \sc. the planets ] reciprocal,

unselfish aid Affords an emblem of millennial love. 1825-9
MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor III. xviii. 12 The last

millennial glory. 1877 SPARROW Serm. xxvii. 229 But in

Millenial times, how will things be changed !

b. transf. Ba&jfp,
1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede vii, Every tenant was quite

sure, .there was to be a millennial abundance of new gates,
j

. .and returns often per cent. 1897 MRQ. SALISBURY
Sj&amp;gt;.

Ho.
Lonfs 19 Jan., You must not think that we are the victims

of millennial anticipations if we hope that something may
be done by an arbitration treaty.

B. sb. A thousandth anniversary, or its celebra

tion.

1896 Westm, Gaz. 9 Mar. 1/3 In order to celebrate the
millennial of Hungary with proper respect.

Hence Mille xmialist, one who believes in a

millennial reign of Christ on earth (Webster 1847

citing Stowe}. Mille nnially adv., during a

thousand years or during the millennium.

1851 G. S. FABER Many Mansions 326 The Abyss, in which
he will be millennially confined, is that proleptic Hell.

Millennial! (mile nian), sb. and a. Also 7

millenian. [Formed as prec. + -AN.]
A. sb. A believer in the millennium.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Reliff. (1850) II. 230 Chiliasts, or

Millenians . . held that our Blessed Lord should reign on
earth a thousand years. 1827 G. S. FABER Sacr. Catend.

Prophecy (1844) I. 277 The gradual corruption of the once

illennians.

MILLEPEDE.

B. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the millennium.
1806 G. S. FABER Diss. Proph. (1814) I. 51 The millennial!

reign of Christ upon earth. 1851 Many Mansions 193
A Millennial! Kingdom upon Earth.

2. Belonging to a period of a thousand years.

1867 BURTON Hht. Scat. (187 j) I. xii. 411 It [sc. the terror

caused by the expectation of the en_d of the world in A. D.

loooj is known as the millennian panic.

Hence t Mille-nnianism, the doctrine of the

millenninns. t Mille nnianite = MILLENARY 1/1.4.

1691 WOOD/4M. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;.r. II. 49 Tis said that he [Sir \V.

Ralegh] wrot a Tract of Millinanism (1721, II. 96 Mille-

ninanism]. n 1845 MRS. BRAY ll itrleifl: xliv, The constable,
who was a Millennianite, was with some difficulty stopped
in the midst of his haiangue.

Millenniarism (niile nianz m). [f.
next +

-ISM.]
= MILLENARIANISM (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Millenniary (mile-niari), a. [f.
MILLONI-UM

+ -ARY.] = MILLENNIAL 2.

1828 Prsi:v Hist. Enq. \. 81 The millenniary dreams of

apocalyptic writers. Ibid. u. 289 Fanatical expectations of

a visible millenniary kingdom of Christ.

i Milleimist, millenist. Obs. [Either f.

MILLENNIUM) or f. L. millfn-i (see MILLENARY)
+ -IST.] One who believes in the millennium, a

millenarian. So Mi llenism, ir.illenarianism.

1664 H. MORE
,_S&amp;gt;o/iW

I npli. 512 Kvery faction will be

content to be Millennists upon condition that Christ may
reign after their way or mode. 1676 D&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i trine of Devils 121

So was the Church in respect of Millenisme, Arrianisme

[etc.]. 1755 JOHNSON, Millenist. 1795 SKUA RI&amp;gt; Ant-id, ied. 2)

I. 318 So feeble-minded as to be a Seeker and .Millennist.

Millennium (mile nizmi). H. millenniums,
occi:s. millennia, [ad. mod.L. type &quot;millennium,

{. L. milli thousand + aiiinis year, on the analogy
of bieiiniitm, triennium, etc.]

1. A period of one thousand years. Also, a

thousandth anniversary.
it 1711 KKN Hyninarinm Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 54 They on

one Theme Milleniums spend. 1762 MACPHF.KSON Ossian s

/ t ti/is, Dissert. (1806) I. p. xxxv, It is.. needless to fix

its [the kingdom of the Scots] origin a fictitious miUenium
before. 1840 DE Qi; INCEV SIOil. Superslit. Wks. 1 862 1 1 1. 34 1

We may pass by a vast transition of two and a half millennia.

1832 TENNYSON Tivo I oiccs 89 Let Thy feet, rr.illenniums

hence, be set In midst of knowledge. 1899 E. MARKHAM
Man U itk Hoe, etc. 33 The wise King out of the nearing
heaven comes To break the spell of long milieniums.

2. The period of one thousand years during
which (according to one interpretation of Rev. xx.

1-5) Christ will reign in person on earth.

a 1638 MKIJK ttks. v. (1672) 892 The Millennium of the

Reign of Christ is that which the Scriptures call The Day
of Judgment. 1772 PRIFSTLF.Y Inst. ltelig. ^1782} 11.417

Arguments [are] advanced, .against the literal interpretation
of the millenium. 1800 R. BUCHANAN Coining l enor(^i)
62 Possibly, until the Millennium, there will always be drones.

3. Jig. and in figurative context : A period of

happiness and benign government.
1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. ii. 156 But this day, black

within the calendar, Shall be succeeded by a bright nulle-

nimn. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH J nrish 421 The millennium

will indeed have come for professional vagrants. 1899 Etiin.

Rev. Jan. 187 A millennium, which lasted a fortnight,

succeeded his [George IV s] visit.

Hence Mille-nniumism, the doctrine of the

millennium. Mille nniumite, one who believes

in the millennium.

1832 Fraser s Mag. V. 121 Who writes Political Economy,
and Phrenology, and Millenniumism, but Scotchmen ? 1837
l\ eiu Monthly Mag. XLIX. 341 The movement party, with

its train of optimists, millenniumites, and other indescribable

shades and varieties of perfectibility-men.

t Millensole. Obs. Also 6 myllin soole,
inillium sole. [Corruption of milium soils : see

MILIUM i b and MILL sii.2 2.] Cromwell.

1545 fiatt S Custome Ho. b viij, Myllin soole the pounde
iiiid. 1582 Ibid. Diij, Millensole. . .Millium sole.

Millepede (mi-l/&quot;p/&quot;d).
Zoo!. Also7millipeed,

7-8 millepide, 8, 9 (in Diets.) milleped, 8-9
millipede, [ad. L. millepeda woodlouse, f. millt

thousand + ped-, fes foot. Cf. F. mille-pitdsl\
1. Any one of the chilognathan myriapods (esp.

of the British genera lulus and Glomeris], in

which the numerous legs are usually placed on

each of the segments in double pairs, except the

three or four pairs immediately behind the head.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. ii. 37 The Millipeed, which the

Greeks call Seps, a long Worme with hairie feet. [1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Millepeda, a Worm, having a great
number offurry Feet i a Palmer.) 1835 KIRBY Halt, tf Inst.

Attim. II. xvi. 65 These [Chilognathans] are called Milli

pedes. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Aiiini. vii. 391 In the

Millipedes, the sternal region is rudimentary.

2. Any one of several terrestrial isopod crusta

ceans, esp. the common woodlouse, Oniscus

asellus ; the armadillo, Armadillo vulgaris ;
and

the slater, Porccllio scaber.

1651 FRKNCK Distill, iv. 101 Take, .of Millepides (; ) Wood-
lice one hundred. 1667 E. KING in Phil. Trans. II. 428

Millepedes and Earwigs. 1757 PARSONS ibid. L. 406 This

body seems to be a Milleped, or Wood-louse. 1883 WOOD
in 6V. Words Dec. 764/1 The millepedes . . are plentiful

under the stones and flower-pots. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Millepede, . . the Oniscus armadillo.

3. = CENTIPEDE.

1705 tr. Bosnian s Guinea. 379 It is not more prejudicial

than the Sting of the Millepedes. 1756 A. RUSSEU. Nat.



MILLEPOBE.

Hist. Aleppo 264 The third kind of Mai, which they call

the pinch of a millepedes, begins like the two others, but

[etc.]. 1861 HULME tr. Moqwn-Tandon n. v. ii. 265 The

Scolopendra are.. commonly termed Millipedes.

4. attrib. or as adj. : Thousand-footed.

1834 Fraser s Mag. X. 562 Many frightful hydra-headed
and millipede insects.

Millepore (mM/pfiu). ZooL Obs. exc. Hist.

[ad. motlL. millepora^ f. mille thousand +por-us

passage, POKE sb. y or ad. F. milUpore. (See the note

s.v. MADREPORE.)] Any one of the Hydromedusas

(formerly regarded as zoantharian corah) of the

genus Millepora or of the family MiUeporidx, in

which the coral-like calcareous skeleton is covered

with minute pores.
1751 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 440 The several

species of vermicular tubes found in the sea, the madrepores,

millepores, lit liophytons, corallines, sponges. x86aSroDDART
in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci, II. 149 Millepores, Madrepores,

Senatopores [etc.J.

Hence Millepo-riforra a. t having the form or

appearance of a millepore (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Mi lleporine &amp;lt;?., pertaining to or having the

characters of the hydrozoan family Milleporina ;

resembling a millepore (Cent. Diet.}. Mille-

po reous a. = Milleporous (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1856). Mi-lleporite, a fossil millepore. Mille-

poTous a.j belonging to or resembling a mille

pore ; having thousands of pores (Mayne).
1755 J. ELLIS Corallines Contents d, Foliaceous mille-

porous Eschara. 1802-3 tr. Pallas Trav. (1812) II. 128

We occasionally noticed single entrochites, or almost

obliterated traces of milleporites.

Millepunctate (mil/ p
&amp;gt;

rjkt^t), a.
[f.

L.

mille thousand + punct&tus marked with points,

f. punditm POINT sb. : see -ATE A] Covered with

a multitude of points (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890). So

Millepxrnctated a., in the same sense (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1856).

Miller (mi-bi). Forms: a. 4 mulnere, myl
nere, 5 milnare, mylnar, melner, 5-7 mylner,
6 myllner, 7 millner, 5-8, 9 dial, milner. 8.

4 mellere, millere, 5 mylur, myllar(e, 6 myller,

millar, 7 miler, 4- miller. [Not found before

the 1 4th c. ; the a and y3 forms perh. represent
formations of that period on the two ME. forms

of MILL j/&amp;gt;.l (mylne, my11} + -EII V
The late appearance of the word is unfavourable to the

assumption of an OE. *viylnere\ if such a form existed, it

might, with some of the synonyms in continental Teut.,

represent a WGer. adoption of late L. mollndrius (whence
F. meunier) f. molina MILL sb. 1 Cf. OS. /w//i&amp;gt;/(MDu.

molenare, tnulnert
mnldenert MLG. molner, mod. DU.

mofenaar, mulder), OHG. mulinari (MHG. mfffyurrv,

jitiilner, mod.G. miiller)^ ON. mylnari (Sw. mjolnare. Da.

ni0ller\. That the Eng. word was adopted from Du. or LG.
is not altogether impossible.]

1. One whose trade is the grinding of corn in a

mill; the proprietor or tenant of a corn-mill.

Also (?*/*/.) applied to that workman in a mill

who has charge of the actual grinding.
The OE. word was mylnweard (lit. mill-keeper : see

MILLWARD), denoting the custodian or manager of the mill

belonging to the lord. The word miller would have the

same application so long as the lord s mill continued to be
one of the customary appurtenances of a manor.
a. 1362 LANCU P. PI. A. n. 80 Monde pe Mulnere [later

texts mellere, mylnere], and moni mo obure. c 1425 WYN-
TOUN Cron. vi. xvi. 1625 This milnare had a dowchtyr fayre.

1432-50 tr. Higttt n (Rolls) IV. 319 A mylner callede Athus.

1513 FITZHERB. Bk. Snri&amp;gt;. 10 But dout ye nat the mylners
wyll be no losers. 1619 in Ferguson & Nanson Munic. Rec.
Carlisle (1887) 278 We amercye Archilles Armestronge for

kepmg his wief to play the milner, . .iiir. 4^. 17*5 Loud.
Gaz. ^0.6384/7 John Hodgson,. .Milner.

/3. 1386 CHAUCEK Prol. 542 Ther was also a Rene and
a Millere. Ibid. 545 The Millere was a stout carl, c 1425
yoc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 650/22 Hie moUndinarius, mylur.
c 1440 Promp. Pan&amp;gt;. 337/2 Myllare. molentiinarins. c 1515
Cocke LorelFs B. 3 A myller dusty-poll than dyde come.

1646 SmT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vir. xiii. 365 Gillius. .who.,
made enquiry of Millers who dwelt upon its shoare received

answer, that it \sc. the Euripus] ebbed and flowed foure

times a day. 1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 133 A
similar irregularity in the motion of corn-mills, .had early
exercised the ingenuity of millers.

fi%&amp;gt; i657 COKAINE Obstinate Lady Poems (1669) 301 My
noble miiner of words, thou that dost grind thy speeches
with a merry pronunciation.

TI b. In proverbs imputing to millers dis

honesty in the taking of toll.

The proverb given by Ray seems to mean that there are

no honest millers, and to allude to the use of the thumb in

taking toll of flour. It is probable that this is the original

form, and that Chaucer and Gascoigne played upon^the
phrase, taking the thumb of gold to mean one that brings

profit to the owner.

1386 CHAUCER Prol. 563 Wei koude he [sc. the miller]
stelen corn and tollen thries And yet he hadde a thombe of

gold pardee. 1576 GASCOIGNE Stcele Gl. (Arb.) 79 When
smithes shoe horses, as they would be shod, When millers

toll not with a golden thumbe. 1678 RAV Proi . (ed. 2) 176
An honest miller hath a golden thumb. 1876 MRS. EWING
JanofiyiHdwitlxxxii, Was ee ever in a mill? eeseemsto
have a miller s thumb.

c. Proverb. Too muck water drowned the

miller \ used to express that one can have too

much of a good thing. Hence in figurative phrase
To drown the miller \ to add too much water to

448

spirits, dough, etc. (in this use also to put the

miller s eye out) ; also t Sc. to become bankrupt

(Jam.). For recent examples see Eng. Dial. Diet.

1805 A. SCOTT Poems (1808) 136 Honest men s been ta en

for rogues, Whan bad luck gars drown the miller. 1816

SCOTT Antiq. xxi, The hale folk here, .hae made a vow to

ruin my trade, as they say ower muckle water drowns the

miller. 1823 Pirate xvi, A fine, a fine
,
said the Udaller,

. . he shall drink off the yawl full of punch, unless he gives
us a song on the spot ! Too much water drowned the

miller . answered Triptolemus. 1834 ESTHER COPLEY House-

kpr. s Guide x. 233 If after. . putting out the miller s eye

by too much water, you add flour to make it stiff enough
for rolling out [etc.].

d. One who regulates or works any machine

called a mill . Chiefly in parasynthetic com

pounds, as cloth-, saw-, scribbltng-milltr, etc.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 992 The use of this machine [a lamp
called a steel milt} entailed on the miner the expense of an

attendant, called the miller, who gave him light. 1888

BARKIE When a Man s Single i, The saw-miller s letter.

1900 Daily News 10 Oct. 7/3 He was a cloth miller.

2. Applied a. to certain white or white-powdered

insects, as (a) the cockchafer, Melolontha vulgaris

(6) a neuropterous insect, Sialis lutaria; (f) a.

small moth often used by anglers ; also, the ghost

moth, Hepialus humuli (E.D.D.) ; b. to certain

hairy caterpillars. See also dusty miller, DusTva. 5.

1668 CHARI.F.TON Onomasticon 47 Blatta. . .Molendinaria,
the Miller, because always whited with a delicate Down.
l68iGLANViLL.S &amp;lt;z&amp;lt;rV&amp;lt;Ws;/sn. 144 A Fly like a great Millar

flew out from the place. 1829 G/oi-er s His!. Derby I. 177
White miller or owl fly. .yellow miller or owl fly. 1858 H. W.
BEECIIER Life Th. (1859) 170 Would you put the lamp out in

your house because moths and millers burn their wings in it ?

1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths 251 The Miller (Acronycta

Itforiua). 1883 Miss HURNE Folk-Lore Shropsh. 194 Another

amulet .. is composed of a miller ,
or hairy caterpillar.

3. Applied to certain vertebrates, as a. one of the

rays, Afyliobalis aquila ;
b. dial, the young of the

spotted flycatcher, Muscicapa grisola ; c. the hen

harrier, Circus cyaneus, and Montagu s harder, C.

cineraftus
;

d. the whitethroat, Sylvia tufa or

cinerea
;
e. the ringed plover (Manx Bird-names

in Zoologist Feb. 18971.
1620 J. MASON New-found-land in Capt. John Mason

(Prince Soc. 1887) 152 What should I speake of. .Gunners,

Catfish. Millers, thunnes, &c. ? 1836 \OXfU.Brit.fitlut
11.446 From., the crushing power of these teeth, the fish has

acquired the additional name of the Miller. iSSjSw AlNSON
Ptov. Names Inrds 49 In Salop the name of Miller is given
to young flycatchers. Ibid. 132 H en harrier . . Miller. 1893
NEWTON Diet. Birds 572 Miller, a name given to the grey
males of Circus cyaneus and C. cineraietts . . ; and also locally
to the Whitethtoat.

t 4. A vaulting trick in horsemanship = Miller s

pass (see 7 b). Obs.

1641 W. STOKES Vaulting Master C 3 The fifth Passe,
called the Miller.

5. slang, a. A pugilist, t Also, a murderer. Obs.

a 1700 1). E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Miller, a Killer or

Murderer. 1813 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 143 Next rings
the fame of gallant Crib A cool and steady miller. 1823 JON
BEE Diet. Turf, Millers second rate boxers, whose arms
run round in rapid succession [etc.]. 1830 S. WARKEN Diary
Physic, vii. (1832) I. 135 The Captain .. being a first-rate

miller , as the phrase is, . . let fall a sudden shower of blows.

fb. Applied to a vicious horse. Obs.

1823 C. M. WESTMACOTT Engl. Spy I. 236 An incurable

miller.

6. A milling-machine. In mod. Diets.

7. allrib. and Comb., as miller-maiden; miller-

dog, a kind of dog-fish, Galeus cams
; f miller-

grape, a kind of grape ; miller-moth, a white or

mealy-scaled moth (cf. sense 2) ; f miller-pit
= MILL-POOL ; f miller quarrier, one who quarries

(millstones) for a miller.

1848 Zoologist VI. 1974 &quot;Miller Dog, Galeus vulgaris.
1763 MILLS Pract. Ifusli. IV. 381 The meunier, or *miller

grape, delights in light sands. 1828 Miss MITFORU Village
Ser. in. 237 Our simple miller-maiden. 18x9 SAMOUELLE
Enlomol. Compend. 382

* Miller moth (Noctna leporina).

1878 T. HARDY Ret. Native iv. vii, White miller-moths flew

into the air. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 725/8 Hie assicus,
a &quot;mylnerpyt. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. (1877) I.

328 GifTm to the foure *millar quareouris in Dunbar for

stanis wynnyng and breking, iiij lib. xviij s.

b. With possessive: miller s coat, a coat of

fence in use in the sixteenth century, apparently
a buff-coat or similar defence of leather (Cent.
Diet. 1890); miller s dog, a kind of dog-fish,
Galeus cams; miller s-maze, ? = miner s round;
f miller s pass = sense 4 (seequot. 1653); miller s

round, a kind of dance ; miller s soul, a large
white moth, probably the ghost-moth, ffefia/ns
humuli. Also MILLER S THi MB.

1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes H. 390 It is known by the
names of Penny Dog and Miller s Dog. 1880-4 F. DAY
Brit. Fishes II. 292 Galeus vultaris. .miller s dog, from its

light gray colour. 1597-8 Bp. HALL Sat. iv. iii. 59 Some of

thy stallion-race Their eyes boar d out, masking the millers-

maze, 1641 W. STOKES Vaulting Master Plate 5 The
Millers Passe. 1653 URQUHART Rabelaisi. xxxv, He brought

himself betwixt the horses two eares, springing with all his

body into the aire, upon the thumb of his left hand, and in

that posture turning like a windmill, did most actively do
that trick which is called the Millers Passe. 1585 J. HIGINS
yunius Nomenclator, Pyrallis. .a candle flic ; a stout or
millers soule. 1894 T. HARDY Life s Ironies 253 He saw

one of those great white miller s-souls, as we call em that

MILLET.

is to say, a miller-moth. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Oct.

52 Carroll lowde, and leade the myllers rownde.

Milleress (mi-lares), rare. [f.
MILLER sb. +

-ESS.] A miller s wife.

1680 J. AUBREY in Lett. Eminent Persons (1813) III. 391

My father was a miller, and my mother a milleresse, and
I am now a ladie.

Millering (mi-larirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MILLER v.

+ -ING 1.] 1 he work or trade of a miller.

1798 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. (1893) XIV. 4 To carry on

the millering and distillery business. 1817-18 COBBETT Kesid.

U. S. (1822) 337 Any of the men., could do the millering very
well.

Millerite 1
(mi-larait). U.S. [f.

the proper
name Miller (see below) + -ITE

l.]
A believer in

the doctrines of William Miller (died 1849), an

American preacher who interpreted the Scriptures
as foretelling the early coming of Christ and the

end of the world. So Mrllerism, the doctrines

of William Miller.

1846 O. BROWNSON Wks. VI. 221 St. Paul writes to the

Thessalonians not to believe the Milleiites of their time.

1854 E. G. HOLLAND J. Badger xv. 418 Millerism came

along showing large maps of the world s chronology, .and all

that. 18.. WHITTIER World s End Prose Wks. 1889 II.

424 One of the most ludicrous examples of the sensual phase
of Millerism.

Millerite -
(mi brait). Min. [ad. G. millerit :

named by W. Haidinger in 1845 after W. H.

Miller, professor of mineralogy at Cambridge
1832-1870: see -ITE 1

.] Native sulphide of nickel,

usually occurring in brassy or bronze crystals ;

capillary pyiites.
1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 49 Millerite, Haid.

Capillary Pyrites. Sulphuret of Nickel (etc.). 1881 RUSKIN
Let. in St. George (1903) VI. 358, 1 would have kept the

milletite, but the specimen was not pretty.

Miller s thumb. Also 5 millathowme.

[Suggested by the proverbial phrase under MILLER
sb. i b; the head of the fish so called has some
resemblance to a thumb.]
1. A small freshwater fish, Cottus gobio (Asfido-

phorus cataphractus} ; the bullhead.

11440 Piomp. Parv. 337/2 Myllarys thowmbe, fysche

(King s Coll. MS. millathowme, fische\ capito. 1530
PALSGR. 245/1 Myllers thombe a fysshe, chatot. 1614

FLETCHER, elc. II it at sev. Weap. v. i, Clo-.v. Twill ne re

be a true water. Cult. Why thinke you so? Clo~,v. 1 war
rant you, 1 told a thousand Millers thumbs in it. 1634
T. JOHNSON Pater s Chirurg. xx. iv. (16781 457 The little

Fish which the French call Chabot, we a Millers Thumb.

1741 Comfl. Fam.-Pieee II. ii. 350 Bull-Head, or Miller s

Thumb, is to be met with in Holes, or among Stones, in

clear Water. 1895 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 387 A bullhead or

miller s thumb has proved too much for a water rail.

2. Applied to other fishes, as a. the whiting-

pout, Gadus luscus; b. U.S., any fresh-water scul-

pin of the genus UraniJea; c. (see quot. 1838).

1838 J. COLCH Cornish Fauna i. 37 Rock Goby, OMta
ntsfr. . Millet s Thumb, Black Goby. 1880-4 F.DM Brit.

Fishes I. 287 Gadns luscus. . . Names Bib, pout, whiting,

pout [etc.]. It is likewise said to be Miller s thumb . 1881

JOIUJAN& GILBERT Synops. Fishes Ar
. Anier. 693 Uranidea

..Miller s Thumbs. Ibid. 696 U. richardsonii .. Miller s

Thumb, I .lob, Muffle-jaw, Bullhead.

3. Applied locally to certain small birds(seequots.).
1838 J. COUCH Cornish Fauna I. 13 White Throat. .Wood

Wren.. Willow Wren.. ChilT Chaff. . Lesser White Throat.

The three or four latter Species are sometimes seen crossing
the Channel to us, in Spring ;

and are confounded together

by Sailors under the name of Miller s Thumbs, 1878
Cjimlerld. Gloss. 63/2 Mitly thoom, Miller s thumb, the

willow wren. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 25 Golden-

crested wren. .Miller s thumb. Ikid. 32 Biitish long-tailed

titmouse. . Millilhrum, i. e. Miller s thumb.

Millesimal (mile-simal), a. and sb. [f. L.

ntillesim-us thousandth + (f. mille thousand) -AL.]

a. adj. Thousandth; consisting of thousandth

parts. Also, of or belonging to a thousand, deal

ing with thousandths, b. sb. A thousandth (part).

1719 I. POUND in Phil. Trans. XXX. 1022 The addition

of the equation of Numb. B. gives the true angle of Com-
mutation in the same Millesimals of a Circl^. 1741 WATTS
Imprcw. Mind I. i. Wks. 1753 V. 188 He laboured long in

millesimal fractions. 1873 I. GREGORY Brit. Metric Syst.
Note to Rdr., Calculating in units with fractions in deci

mals, centesimals or millesimals. 1874 St/t Rrf. H arden of
Standards xxiii, The legal allowance of error for gold coin

1 in millesimal fineness is 0-002 in excess or deficiency.

t Millesm, Obs. Also 7 -sme. [a. F. milliesme,

now milliemc : L. millesim-uni, neut. of millesi-

mus : see prec.] A thousandth part.

1635 GELLIBRAND Variation Magn. Net-die 2 The Horizon

supposed, .to be divided into 360 parts, and each part sub-

! divided into Centesmes or Millesmes. 1640 W. CRABTREE in

Phil. Trans. XXVII. 289 We intend to use the Centesmes

or Millesmes of Degrees, because of the ease in Calculation.

Millet (mi-let). Forms : 5, ^ milet, 6 myl-

let(t, mylet, millette, 8 millett, mellet, 6-

millet. [a. F. millet, dim. of mil: see MILL sb.-]

1. A graminaceous plant, Panicum miliaceum,
native of India but extensively cultivated as a

cereal in the warmer parts of Europe, growing
three or four feet high, and bearing on a terminal

spike or panicle a large crop of minute nutritious

seeds. a. The grain.

1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb). xxx. 134 pai ete milet and rysz.

. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 57 Millet in brcde norisheth lesse



MILLET-GRASS.

then other comes do. 1634 PEACHAM Genii. Exerc. 11. vii.

125 A handfull of Millet Gates, and Panicle. 1771 Ann.
Reg- 165/2 He has subsisted chiefly for these ten years past
on raw onions and millet. 1865 Miss GARY Ball.

&amp;lt;V Lyrics
227 Turn in the little seed, brown and dry, Turn out the

golden millet.

b. The plant.

577. B.
GOOGE HerestacKs Husb. (1586)31 b, Millet called

in Latine Milliitm, . . having as it were a thousand graines in
an care. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xxviii. 109 Great
plains full of wheat, rice, beans, pease, millet, panick [etc.].

1761 MILLS Syst. Pract. Husb. I. 448 Millet, either green, or
after its grain is threshed out, is very good fodder for cattle.

1859 JEPHSON Brittany *\. 177 besides the usual crops, I ob
served extensive fields of millet.

2. Applied to other graminaceous plants, esp.
Sorghum vulgare (African, Black, Indian, Turkey
Millet) and Setaria italica (Italian or German
Millet). (See quots.)

548 TURNER Names ofHeroes 54 Milium indicum is nowe
muche sowen in Italy... It were better to cal it .. turkish
millet. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i. liii. 73 Milium nigmm
Blacke Millet. Ibid. I. Iv. 77 Tvrkie Millet is a stranger in

England. 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bat. 1136 Melicfi live
Sorghum. Indian Millet. Ibid. 1137 Turkic or Indian
Millet, and of some [called] Italian Millet. 1764 GRAINGER
Sugar Cant iv. 567 Let Indian millet rear its corny reed.

Drooping millet (Scrghumcernuum) is cultivated in Arabia,
Syria, and various parts of the Levant. 1846-50 A. WOOD
Class-Irk. Bat. 596 Piptatherum nigrum. Black-seeded
millet. 1861 SWINHOE iV. China Camp. 372 The chief pro
duce of the country is the Kaouleang, or Barbadoes Millet
(Sorghuni). 1864 Chambers ! Encycl. VI. 461/2 Ptnicil-
laria spicata, or Pennisetum typlwideum, is very exten
sively cultivated in Africa... It often receives the names
Egyptian Millet and Guinea Corn. 1869 E. A. PARKES
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 178 The Hindu diet consists ofsome
of the millets (cholum, raggee) [etc.]. 1874 Treas. Bot. 1318/1
Millet, Texas, Sorghum cernuttm.

f Grey millet: see GREY a. 8.

3. t a. //. A skin disease attacking the fetlocks
of horses. Obs.

1513 FITZHERB. Husb. no Myllettes is an yll sorance,
and appereth in the fetelockes behynde.

b. sing. A disease of the mouth, most common
in infants, in which small white points or patches
appear.
1842 GUY Hooper s Physician s VadeMeeum-^yi Stomatitis,

with alteration of the Secretion Muguet Millet.

1 4. = CENCHRINE. Obs.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 743 Of the Millet or Cen-

chrme. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. 253 Myllet, or
Cenchnne. ..They are..venimous in the second degree...
They arc spotted like millet seed, about two cubits in length
attenuated towards the taile, the colour is darke like the
Millet, and is then most ireful when this herb is highest.
5. attrib. and Comb., as millet-field, flour,

grain, -meal, pudding, -straw
; millet-ale, &quot;beer,

a fermented liquor made from millet-seed
; millet-

rash, miliary fever. Also MILLET-GKASS, MILLET-

1834 PRINCLE Afr. Sk. I. 19 The honey-mead, the millet,
ale, Flow round. 1890 Syii. Sue. Lex.,

* Millet beer, a fer
mented liquor made from millet-seed in Roumania. 1873OUIDA Pascarel 1. 107 We went through the &quot;millet-fields
at sunrise. 1747 tr. Astruc s Fevers 334 Many pustules . .

of the bigness of &quot;millet-grains. 1763 Museum Rust. V. 76The millers . . return a good third of a bushel of &quot;millet-

meal for every bushel sent to them. 1747 MRS. GLASSE
Cookery ix. 107 A &quot;Millet Pudding. You must get half a
Pound of Millet-seed [etc.]. 1761 W. GELLEROY London
Cook 175 A Mellet Pudding. 1822-34 Good s Study Med
(ed. 4) IV. 440 Species IV. Exormia Milium. &quot;Millet-

Rash. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 379 They considered
&quot;millet. straw as the best for cattle.

Millet, obs. variant of MULLET.
Mi llet-grass. The genus Milium, esp. M.

effusum, a tall handsome grass, widely distributed

throughout the northern hemisphere.
1597 GERARDE Herbal i. iv. 6 Gramcn Miliaceitm. Millet

Grasse. 1796 WITHERING Brit. PL (ed. 3) II. 122 Soft Millet.
Millet Grass. Wet woods, common. 1864 Chambers ! Encycl.
VI. 461/2 The Millet Grass (Milium effusum) of Britain.

Millet-seed. The seed or grain of millet.
Also attrib., as millet-seed papula, an isolated

pimple as seen in miliary fever; millet-seed rash,
miliary fever.

599 r - M[OUFET] Silkviormes 66 Their egges..are likest
of all thmges to Millet seede. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. i.

113 1 he Measles are Pustules like Millet-seed. 1707 Curios
in H,,sl&amp;gt;. S, Card. 350 Little Cray-fish, no bigger than Millet-
seeds. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 176 An efflo
rescence on the surface [of the skin] sometimes in the form
of minute red millet-seed papula;. 1851 CARPENTER Man.
fliys. (ed. 2) 429 Minute lobules . . about the average size of
3J?= t seed - l8

9. Syd. Soc. Lex., Millet seed rash.

Mill-foil, variant of MILFOIL.
Millful (mi-lful). [f. MILL rf.i + -juL.] As
much as a mill will contain ; f spec, the quantity
produced at one operation by a thread-mill.
1799 Hull Advertiser ?$ Feb. 3/2 Nine thread-mills and

upwards of 500 millfuls of twined thread.

Mi-11-horse. [f. MILL sbl + HOUSE si.] A
horse used for turning or working a mill.

X5S* HULOET, Myll horse, molarius equus. 1577-87 HOLIN.
SHED C/iron. II. 17/1 As if a Vnan would reason thus : Be-
fore saint Patrike his time there was no horssemiil in Ire
land : Ergo before his time there was no milhorsse. a 1586
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SIDNEY Arcadia H. (1590) 197 His Impresa was, a mill-
horse still bound to

jjoe in one circle. 1650 B. Discollimi.
nium 19 Hob, my blind Mil-horse. 1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist.
J.Jumpcr\\. 219, 1 was obliged to drudge on like a blinded
mill-horse.

b. trans/, andyff.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 47 And so by con

sequent all runne Hysteron Protheron, a milne horse, a
King Pope, a Curch Spaniard, 1673 DKVDEN Amboyna n.

i, You are the mill-horses of mankind. 1890 Spectator
21 June, Will the work of intellectual mill-horses suit the
..more sensitive natures of women?

c. atlrib.

1881 RUSKIN in Lett. Art f, Lit. (1894) 65 It cost Turner
forty years of mill-horse toil. 1903 Contemf. Rev. Oct. 514
Her mill-horse round of vain repetitions.

Mi 11-house. A building in which milling or

grinding is carried on
; f in early use = MILL sb. 1 I.

c 1300 Havt-lok 1967 Summe grop tre, and sum grop ston,And driue hem ut, (Jei he weren crus, So dogges ut of milne-
hous. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 337/2 Myllehowse, molcndina.
1508 DUNBAK Flyting tit. Kenncdie 243 Chittirlilling, ruch
rilling, lik schilling in the milhouse. 1657 R. LIGON Barba
does (1673) 9 [Sugar-making.) from the Mill-house to the
boyhng house. 1766 Compl. Partner s. v. Flax, It requires
a less expensive mill-house [sc. for flax dressing]. 1888 WAR
REN & CLEVERLY Wanderings Beetle 129 A bridge bear
ing fuur tumble-down mill-houses,

Milli- (mi li), combining form of L. mille

thousand, used esp. in the metric system of

weights and measures to denote the thousandth
part of the unit, as milliare, ^-^ of an are, etc.
1816 P. KELLY Metrology 17 The word Milli expresses

the loooth part.

Millia, variant of MILLY Obs.
Mi lliad. rare. [Badly f. L. mille thousand,

after myriad. ] A period of one thousand years.
1851 H. TOHRENS in jfrnt. Asiatic Soc. Bengal 2 Not by

centuries but by milliads. 1891 L. CLARK Diet. Metric
Meas., Milliade, a thousand years.

Milliampere (mrli*mpea). Electr.
[f. L.

mille thousand + AMPERE.] An electrical unit

equal to the thousandth part of an ampere. Also
atlrib. milliampere meter, an instrument for

measuring milliamperes of electricity.
1891 in L. CLARK Diet. Metric Meas. 1893 A. S. ECCLES

Sciatica 56 From five to eight milliampetes of current.
1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 16 Sept. 620 A milliamperemeter
to indicate the current going through the tube.

Millian, obs. form of MILAN, MILLION.
Milliard (mi-lilid). [a. F. milliard, f. mille

thousand.] A thousand millions.

1793 A. YOUNG Examp. France (ed. 3) 1 85, 1 may state their
extra resources, from the regal and ecclesiastical plunder,
at four milliards. 1813 BYRON Juan xiv. c, I ll bet you
millions, milliards. 1874 DEUTSCH Rem. 290 All those un
told milliards of human beings.

Milliare (milie&amp;gt;.i). [a. F. milliare: see
MILLI- and ARE sb.~\ In the metric system, the
thousandth part of an are

; 154-07 square inches.
1889 E. NOEL Sci. Metrology 12 The declare . . is not a real

square measure;, .the milliare. .is non-existent. 1891 in L.
CLARK Diet. Metric Meas.

Milliary (mi-liari), a. and sb. Also miliary. .

[ad. L. milliarius (neut. -uni), f. mille thousand
,

(paces), MILE.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to the ancient Roman mile of a

thousand paces ; marking a mile.

1644 EVELYN Diary 7 Nov., Before this was once placed a
Miliary Column. 1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 136 Milliary
pillars [are] elected to mark out the distance of the ways.
1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Spittle in the Street, Line.,
It is pleasant riding from hence to Lincoln, in a country
wholly champaign, or heath, with miliary stones all the way,
of which some are thought to be Roman. 1860 J. NEWLANDS
Carp. Sf Join. Assist. Index & Gloss., Milliary column,
a column set up to mark distances ; a milestone. Ibid. s. v.

Column, The miliary column, set up as a centre from which
to measure distances.

1 2. Of or pertaining to a millennium. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s. v. Age, Milliary or Millenary
Age, sxculum milliarium, or millenarium, on medals de
notes the last year ofa Millennium or thousand year.

B. sb.

1. A stone or mark set up by the ancient Romans
to form a point of departure in measuring distances
of a thousand paces ; a milestone.
1610 HOLLAND Camden s Brit. 423 London-stone . . I take

to haue beene a Milliarie or Milemarke. 1741-3 POCOCKE
Descr.East (1745) II. 85, 1 saw, about a mile from the town,
an antient Roman milliary. 1865 Reader \ 8 Mar. 313/2 He
found no traces whatever of the letters, and therefore he
inferred that they had never been inscribed on the milliary.
1 2. A believer in the millennium. Obs.
1650 Bp. HALL Rev. Unrevealed^ 4 The ancient heresy of

the Militaries, as Austin calls them.

Milliary, obs. form of MILIARY.
t Mi-llifold, a. Obs.

[f. L. mille thousand +
-FOLD.] Thousand-fold.
1600 T. DAVIES Holy Roods I 2 b, Yet ere he parts, his kisses

millifold, Bewray his loue, and louing diligence.
t Mi lliform, a. Obs.

[f.
L. mille thousand

+ -FORM.] Of a thousand shapes or aspects.
1581 mGrindalsRem. (Parker Soc.) 471 It was like that

religion, \yhich of his own nature should be uniform, would
against his nature have proved milliform, yea, in continu
ance nulliform.

Milligracle (mi-ligrfid), a.
[f. L. mille +

grad-us step, degree.] Having a thousand degrees.

MILLINERY.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 76 Sub-

1

stitute. .a centigrade scale : and if that be not yet sufficient
I

a milhgrade.

Milligramme (mi-ligrsem). Also 9 -gram.
[F. milligramme : see MILLI- and GRAMME.] In
the metric system, a weight equal to I5ijj of a
gramme, or -0154 of an English grain.
1810 NavalCnron. XXIV. 302 Milligram (weight of cubic

millimeter of water). 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bot.
776 In Pass/Jloragracilis a pressure of r milligram is suf
ficient to cause curvature in a very short time.

Millilitre (mi lilAaj, Fr. m/lz l tr\ Also 9
-littre. [Fr. : see MILLI- and LITKE.] In the
metric system, a measure of capacity equal to

iTfVs of a litre, or .061 of a cubic inch.
1810 NavalChron. XXIV. 301 Millilittre, Centimeter cube.

Millimetre (mi-lim;~taj, Fr. mi lz niftr). Also
meter. [F. millimetre : see MILLI- and METRE.]
In the metric system, a measure of length equal
to IzrV;[ of a metre, or -0393 inch. Also attrib.

Frequently abbreviated millim or mm.
1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 418 An incision, .about the length

of six millemeters (three lines). 1877 W. THOMSON / Yy -.

Challenger I. 4 r A paper millimetie scale. 1883 McLAcx-
LAN in Ann. f; Mag. .\at. Hist. Oct. 237 Length of abdomen
J 37 millim. 1887 WAKU tr. Sac/is Pliysiol. Plants 47 A
lamella, .a few tenths of a millimeter thick.

t Millimillenary, a. Obs. rare-*. In 7
millimillinary. [f. MILLI- + MILLENARY a.]
Correct within a millionth part.
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 311, I shall lay before you

these. .Proportional Conclusions in the Circle, and that to
a Millimilhnary solution of the Tiuth.

i Milli-millesm. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. MILLI-
+ MILLESM.] A millionth part.
1650 J. WYBARD Tacloinelrin 22 The fractional! part of

that solidity, ^*j, being converted into milli-millesms, or Cubi-
call centesms.

Millin, Millinary, obs. ff. MILAN, MILLENARY.
Milliner (mrlins-i). Forms : myllaner,

-ener, -oner, -yner, mileyner, millioner, mil-
lamer, (millender), 6-7 milner, 6-8 millener,
7 millaner, millenier, 7-8 milaner, 6- milliner

[f. MILAN 1 + -ER
.]

1. A native or inhabitant of Milan.
1529 KASTELL Pastyme,Hist. Fr. (1811)83 He was encoun

tered by the Mylleners and the V enicyans. 1604 DEKKKR
ist Pt. Honest Wh. Plays 1873 II. 9 You know we Mil-
laners love to strut vpon Spanish leather. Ibid. 42 Stranger ?

no sir, Ime a naluiall Milaner boine. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xi, The Milaner shall not know my woik [on a Milan
hauberk] fiom bis own.
2. t a. A vendor of fancy wares and articles

of apparel, esp. of such as were originally of
Milan manufacture, e.g. Milan bonnets , ribbons,
gloves, cutlery (obs.). b. In modern use, a person
(usually a woman) who makes up articles of female

apparel, esp. bonnets and other headgear.
1530 in Privy Purse Exp. Hen. VIII (1827) 33 Paied to

the Mylloner for certeynecappes trymmed. .withe botons of
golde. 1531 Ibid. 173 Paied to xpofer mylloner for ij myllain
bonettes. Ibid. 174 Paied to the mylloner for a knit for
the king, c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) 64 No
not so much as a spurre, but it must be fett at the milliners
hand. Ibid. 91 Mercers, grocers, vinteners, haberdashers,
mileyners, and such as doc sell wares growinge beyond the
seas. 1573 in Cunningham Revels at Crt. (1842) 24 To the
Millioner for one yard q&quot;

of countej fete cloth of gold. 1592
GREENE Quip Up^ait Courtier G 4 b, The other a French
man and a Myllaner in saint Martins, and sels shirts, bandes,
bracelets, lewels, and such pretty toies for Gentle women.
ifin SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 192 No Milliner can so fit his
customerswith Gloues. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor 5620 An Hab-
berdasher ofsmall wares. ..In London also called a Millenier,
a Lat. mille, i. a thousand, as one hauing a thousand small
wares to sell. 1693 LUTTRELL Brief Kel. (1857) III. 7 Two
[highwaymen] are said to be tradesmen in the Strand, one a
goldsmith, th other a milliner. 1706 PHILLII S (ed. Kersey),
Millener, one that sells Ribbons, Gloves, &c. 1713 GAY
Guardian No. 149 F 22 The milliner must be thoroughly
versed in physiognomy ; in the choice of ribbons she must
haveaparticularregardtothecomplexion. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela IV. 280 Tailors, Wigpufters, and Milaners. 1777
SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. iii, Tis a little French milliner,
a silly rogue that plagues me. 1797 Directory Sheffield 56
Calton, Godfrey, haberdasher, and milliner. 1799 HAN.
MORE Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 191 Among milleners, mantua-
makers, and other trades where numbeis work together.
1827 WORDSW. in Lit. Crit. (ed. N. C. Smith) 258 He [T.
Moore] is too lavish of brilliant ornament. His poem-, smell
of the perfumer s and milliner s shops. 1884 ll est. Daily
Press 20 May 3/7 A black butterfly is unknown to entomo
logists, but at present is a favourite insect with milliners.

Hence fMi llineress, a female milliner. Milli-
ne rial a., pertaining to milliners or millinery.
Mi llineringr vbl. sb., milliner s work ; ///. a., that

works as a milliner (in quot.yi^-.).
1802 in Spirit Pukl. Jrnls. (1803) VI. 93 The advertise-

any _
certain patterns of given rules in education. 1886 ROSA
MULHOLLAND Marcella Grace i, To go running about after

millinering and dressmaking. 1888 Lond. Society May 557
The dramatic interest is fairly divided with the millinerial.

Millinery (mi-linari). Forms: see MILLINER.

[f.
MILLINER : see -ERT.]

1. The articles made or sold by milliners.

1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money C/ias. 4- Jas. (Camden) 91 To
123



MILLINET.

Benj
n Drake, in full of a bill for millenary, wares {tread

millenary wares), &c. bought of him by the Dutchess of

Cleaveland. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace in. (1892) 236 You
will hardly expect me to go through the tape and thread,

and all the other small wares of haberdashery and millinery

jry. 1901 MAX HULLS* Autoowg.
understand how these men . . could put aside the fundamental

questions of Christianity and give their whole mind to what
seemed to me rightly called in the newspapers mere

millinery .

2. The trade or business of a milliner.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xvii, Processes known only to

those who are cunning in the arts of millinery and dress-

making.
3. attrib.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 351 What can be done in

Town, as the Milanery Matters, &c., to be completed there.

1748 Ansons Voy. it. x. 246 European millinery ware for

the women. 1880 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. IV. 96

My maid came to ask, if I chose to see some very pretty

millinery articles, 188* Daily News 4 Mar., Cotton mil

linery
laces are still greatly run upon. 1896 Ibid. 26 Sept.

6/4 Chrysanthemums in all colours are the millinery flower

of the moment. 1900 U estnt. Gaz. 5 Dec. 9/1 The eminent

millinery establishment.

Milli.net (milinet). ? Obs. [?f. MILLIN(EBT)
+ -ET.] A sort of coarse, stiff, thin muslin*

(Worcester 1860).
1832 MRS. CHILD Girl s Own Bk. (ed. 4) 118 Baskets of

milhnet and straw. . . Pieces of millinet should be cut [etc.].
;

Milling (mi lirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MILL z/.* + -ING *.]

j

1. The action or process of subjecting something j

to the operation of a mill. a. The action or

business of grinding (esp. corn) in a mill.

High milling, milling in which the wheat grain is reduced
to flour by successive crackings or slight and partial crush-

ings, alternating with siftings and sortings of the product, re-
(

suiting in a flour of extreme whiteness and nutritive quality, i

Low milling, milling in which the corn is reduced to Hour

by a system of mashing, repeated scraping and squeezing,
usually attended with some heating of the product, and a

single bolting.

1466 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 346 Item, delyverd I

to Blowbolle fore mellenge and otemelle, vj.d. 1669 WOR- !

LIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 158 The description and manner
of drying and Milling thereof [i. e. madder roots]..! leave

to those that are better experienced therein. 1879 Encytl.
Brit. IX. 344/2 Thus we have these various systems: (i)

flat milling or grinding; (2) high milling or granulation;
(3) roller milling or crushing; (4) disintegrator milling or

,

crushing. 1905 Q. Rev. Oct. 641 There is little hope, how.

ever, of rural milling being revived.

b. The treatment of a substance or material in
\

any of the machines known as mills; e.g. the f

operation of fulling cloth, rolling metals, crushing \

minerals, etc.

t 1617 LEDSAM & WILLIAMS in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 208 The drawing of gold and silver wire,
and miJIing of it after the manner of England and France.

1679 HOUGHTON Collect. Hnsb. 4- Trade No. 266 (1727) II.

2ii Lead is mightily improv d of late by a new invention of

milling. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Milling, or throwing of
silk, is the last preparation ofsilk before dyeing. . . To prepare
the silk for milling, they first put it in boiling water. 1872
RAYMOND Statist. Mines

&amp;lt;fr Mining 35 The prices of labor,

lumber, and charges for milling [sc. quartz] during the year,
have not varied much. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Milting,
. .the mastication and grinding of slip for porcelain. 1884
W. S. B. M CL,AREN Spinning i. (ed. 2) 12 We have seen a

piece of worsted cloth, .shrink after two hours milling into

one-third of its former dimensions. 1892 HASLUCK Milling
Machines i Milling is a term now generally understood as

meaning the shaping of metals with rotary cutters.

2. Coining. The operation of producing byspecial
machinery a crenatioa or series of transverse lines

on the edge of a coin as a protection against

clipping. Now only concr. the crenation itself.

Another sense, the action of upsetting the edge of a coin,
so as to make raised flanges protecting the devices on the
faces ^ given in Knight Diet. Mech. and the U. S. Diction

aries,
is not known at the English Mint, where this opera

tion is called marking .

1817 RUDING Ann.
Coinage I. 141 A graining has been

devised for the protection of their [the smaller coins] outer

edge. This, which is generally known by the technical
term Milling, was first used in 1663. Ibid. 142 The whole
operation of Milling is yet kept a profound secret in the
Mint. 1876 MATHEWS Coinage \. 7 The saw-like edge pos
sessed by modern coins is called the milling.

3. slang, a. The action of robbing or stealing.
b. The action of beating or fighting with the fists,

a beating, t c. Old term for kicking in horses

(Encycl. Sport 1897).
1567 HARMAN Cavtat 67 They wyll send them into some

house.. to steale and robbe, which they call in their Ian-

148 All three got a merited milling in a few minutes.

4. Simple attrib., as milling-cutter, -machine^
-power-, -right, -tool; also with the sense *

suitable
for being milled*, as milling-gold, -ore, -wheat.
1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch f Clockm. 177 *Milling cutters

have the advantage of retaining their sharpness for a con
siderable time. 1895 Daily News 3 Dec. 9/3 The average
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Slave States 540 Running water, frequently affording
excellent &quot;milling power. 1870 Law Rep., Comm. PI. V.

671 The exercise of a &quot;milling right on a river. 1876 J. ROSE
Pratt. Machinist xvi. 503 One of the main advantages of

milling-tools is that the work will, in nearly all cases, be
true. 1895 Model Steam Engine go A Milling tool is

similar to a steel cog-wheel 1865 PutBc Opinion 4 Mar.

218/2 Where are the &quot;milling and corn trades, formerly so

prosperous in Ireland? 1887 Pall MallG. 23 Sept. 2/2 It. .

makes so excellent a &quot;milling wheat that [etc.].

b. In the sense pertaining to pugilism or pugi
lists , as milling-match, mug, phrase.
1819 T. MORE Tom Crib s Mem. (ed. 3) 49 Account of the

Ib

ield of free milling gold is about ij ounce per ton. 1876
. ROSE Pract. MacUnitl xvi. 301 The position occupied
the milling-machine in modern practical mechanics is

almost as important as that occupied by the lathe or plan*
ing-machine. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mints ff Mining 257
A Large part of the ore is &quot;milling-ore. 2856 OLMSTEU

BYRON Let. to Moore 3 Aug., London.. is the only place to

take the conceit out of a man in the *mil!ing phrase.

Milling (mi liq ,///. a. [f.
MILL v.- + -ING 2

.]

1. slang. Fighting, pugilistic.
iSiz J. H. VAUX flask Diet., Afilling-cove, a pugilist.

1815 SCOTT Let. to Dk. ofBuccliuch Aug. in Lockhart Life,

Shaw, the milling Life-Guards man.

2. That carries on a mill or mills.

1886 Leeds Mercury 16 Feb. 6/6 The large milling firms

in London. 1902 Daily Chron, 6 Oct. 7/6 Information

circulated in milling circles yesterday.

3. Of cattle, fish, etc. : Going round in a circle.

Cf. MILLS.- 12.

1901 Mutiny s Mag. XXIV. 483/2 They were passing in

front of the milling herd.

Mi ll-ink. A mill-rind : in Her., a con

ventional figure or representation of this.

1572 [see INK sb2]. 1874 PAPWORTH & MORANT Ord. Ilrit.

Arm. 956 Or on a mill-ink sa. fiveestoilesofthe first, Jaque.
Millio : see MILLY Obs.

Million (mi lyan). Forms : 4 melione, mil-

yon, 4-5 mi-, mylioun, 4-7 milion, 5 myl-
(1 ione, melyone, mi-, myllyon, Si: myl|[on(e,
muljeon, 6 myllyant, -io^u)n, -ian, mylion,
milliau, 7 Sc. milleoune, 4, 6- million, [a. F.

million (1359 in Hatz.-Dann.) = Sp. milion, Pg.
milhao, ad. It. millione (now written mi

lione&quot;),
f.

milk thousand + -one augmentative suffix. From
Fr. the word has passed into the Teut. langs.;
G. million, Du. miljotn, Sw., Da. mi!lion.~\
1. The cardinal number equal to a thousand

thousands. (Often used indefinitely or hyperbo-
lically for an enormous number.)

a. As sb. or quasi-sb., with plural

(a) In singular. Usually a, emphatically one
million in phrases expressing rate, the million.

1370-80 XI Pains of Hell 316 in O. E. Misc. 232 fen
kneled Poul, and Mihel And a Milioun Angeles, wel.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sonipu, Prol. 21 Now sire quod he ban freres
swich a grace That noon of hem shal come to this place?
Vis quod this Angel many a Millioun. c 1420 Antitrs of
Arth.iob (Douce MS.) Prestes with ptocessione to ptay
were pr est, With a mylione of masses to makebemynnynge.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxx. 243 Ye shal vnderstonde
that a myllyon is /M/M/. 1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist.
391 What is he among a myllian that is not surprised with
sorrowe, when [etc.]. 1591 SHAKS. Two Cent. 11. i. 105 Oh,
giue ye-good-ev n : heer s a million of manners. 1639
WADSWORTH Pilgr. \. 5 Through a Million of dangers we
arriued the Spanish coasts. 1710 PALMER Prmerbs 334 Tis
a million to one but they wish it had never been done.

1726 SWIFT Guiltier iv. v, A million of yahoos might have
been killed. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) II. xxvii.

171 He had a million of things to say to me. 1800 Mi&amp;lt;s.

HERVEY Mourtray hnm. II. 6 We charged him wilh a
million of thanks. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. ff Art \.

524 The sun is a million of times larger than the earth. 1885
Manch. Exam. 24 July 5/1 He could count bis soldiers by
the million.

(6) In plural : mil/ions.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 148 Mony Milions mo of Men and
of Wymmen. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 471 Thre millyons
of scutes of golde. 1576 FLEMIKC Panofl. EpM. 277 His
head being fraught w l

myllians of imaginations. 1597 J.
KING On Jonas (1618) 18 Ten and ten millions of men.
1611 BIBLE Gen. xxiv. 60 Be thou the mother of thousands
of millions. 1615 MuRK^/iV. Poems xiv. 12 Till contrarie
fortoun .. Metamorphos d his thowsands in milleounes of

lyce. 1708 J. PHILLIPS Cyder \. 345 The polish d Glass,
whose small Convex Enlarges to ten Millions of Degrees
The Mite. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 339/1 Hundreds of thou
sands of millions of millions. 1893 R. T. JEFFREY Visits to

Calvary 366 After millions of millenniums.

(0 After a numeral adjective, million sometimes
occurs as a collective plural. (Cf. dozen, hundred.)
Now rare or Obs.
c 1530 Crt. of Love 589 Yet eft again, a thousand milion,

Rejoysmg, love, leding their life in blis. c 1500 GREENE Fr.
Bacon ii. 160 A thousand thousand million of fine bells.

b. As adj. or quasi-adj. (in prose use, always
with a or prefixed multiplier), followed imme
diately by a plural (or collective) noun.
1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xv. 107 The roar of a million

cannon. 1846 LANDOR ftnag. Conv., Windham % Slieridan
Wks. 1853 II. 179/2 The crown-lands in Ireland, ..are large
enough to support half a million subjects. 1868 LYNCH
Rivulet CLXV. iii, From Thee million spirits have their name.
1885 W. WATSON Poems (1892) 106 Her veins are million
but her heart is one.

C. The cardinal form million is also used as an
ordinal when followed by other numbers, the last

of which alone takes the ordinal form.
1866 J. H. NEWMAN Gerontius 3 Divide a moment, as

men measure time, Into its million-million-millionth part.

MILLIONED.

2. Elliptical uses. a. A million coins or nnits

of money of account of some understood value,

esp. (in British use) a million pounds or (in the

U.S.) dollars.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. HI. 255 Coueyte not his goodes For
Milions of Moneye. c 1422 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 397

Many a milioun Of gold and siluer. c 1430 Batayle of
Eyngecoitrte 82 in Hazl. E, P, P. II. 06 Our kynge they
solde. For a myllyant of golde. c 1470 HENRY Wallace IV.

142 Of cler gold a fyne myljone and mor. 1570 Ibid. VH.
1280 Thocht he him gaifane mulgeon of gold, c 1586 C TESS
PEMBROKE Ps.cxix, I. iv. [verse 72], Millions then, and mines

adieu, Gold and silver, drosse you be. 1625 MASSINGEK
New Way i. iii, We must be strangers, Nor would I haue

you scene here for a million, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. Fr.

King Wks. 1730 I. 59 I d not be, fora million, in thy jerkin.

1790 BEATSON Nav. 9f Mil. Mem. I. 391, Increasing the

national debt to near eighty millions Sterling. 1841 R. P.
WARD De Clifford III. vii, in By loans,, .and other specu
lations, he achieved his million, and now acts the grandee.
1902 U fstm. Gaz. 10 June 2/2 This four millions was taken
account of in the Budget statement.

b. The million : the multitude ; the bulk of the

population.
:6oa SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 457 The Play I remember pleas d

not the Million. 176* FOOTE Lyar i. Wks. 1799 I. 283 If

you would descend a little to the grovelling comprehension
of the million, I think it would be as well. 1894 K. GRAHAME
Pagan P. 29 The two-and-sixpenny edition for the million.

3. attrib. and Comb., (a} simple atthb. or objec

tive, as million maker
; () forming adjectival

compounds with sb., as million dollar (bill, etc.) ;

(c) parasynthetic, as million- billowed, -eyed,

-handed, -minded adjs.; instrumental, as million-

peopled adj.; million-act, an act of parliament

authorizing a lottery to be held in 1694 and

succeeding years, by which a million pounds was

to be raised by the sale of lottery tickets at ten

pounds each ; so million lottery.

1694 J. BRISCOE (title) A Discourse on the late Funds of

the Million-Act, Lottery-Act, and Bank of England. 1895
W.WATSON Apologia, He. .beholds. .In *million-billowed

consentaneousness, The flowing, flowing, flowing of the

world. 1892 A. E. LEE Hist. Columbus, Ohio II. oo The
General Assembly .. passed this &quot;milliondoMar bill. 1893
CHR. ROSSETTI Verses 101 Wisdom that loveth thee grows
million-eyed. 1847 EMERSON Poem* (1857) 47 The million-

handed painter pours Opal huesand purple dye. lyxoSwiFT
JrnL to Stella 15 Sept., Colonel Freind, and I, went to see

the *million lottery drawn at Guildhall. 1849 ROBERTSON
Strxt. Ser. i. i. (1866) 10 The million-minded Poet. 1819
SHELLEY Promtth. Unb. i. 551 A million-peopled city.

Million, obs. form of MELON, MILAN .

Millionaire (nflyaoe*&quot;l). Formerly also in

Fr. form. [a. F. millionnaire^ i. million : see

MILLION.] A person possessed of a million of

money ,
as a million pounds, dollars, francs, etc.;

a person of great wealth.
1826 DISRAELI I ir. Grey i. ix, Were I the son of a Million

aire, or a noble, I might have all. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Exerc. (1842) I. 225 He was what the French call a million-

naire. 1853 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Lije (1870) III.

xiv. 254 Mrs. Stowe, from the poorest of the poor, is become

quite a millionaire.

b. quasi-od/. Possessing a million of money.
1865 Sat. RfZ 1

. ii Nov. 614 A few millionaire families.

Hence Millionai redom, the condition of being
a millionaire. Millionaires jocular, a female

millionaire. Millionai *rish a., of or pertaining
to a millionaire. Millionarrism, the existence

or rule of millionaires as a characteristic of a social

system.
1881 J. PAYN Grapefrom a Thorn xiii, Even though he

married an heiress or even a Millionairess. 1888 Pall Mall
G. 8 Feb. 4/3 The schoolboy of to-day, with his millionairish

ideas of pocket-money. ^1890 A. MURDOCH Yoshwara
Episode 23 He had not as yet struck the path that leads

unto millionairedom. 1891 Harper s Mae. Jan. 320/2 Our

political turmoil, our demagogism, our miHionairism.

MilllOTlft^y (mi lyanari), a. and sb.
[f.

MILLION
+ -ARY, after I1

, millionnaire \ see prec.] A. adj.
1. Possessing millions (of money).
1816 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 284 All this to feed the

avidity of a few millionary merchants. 1897 KIPLING

Captains Courageous 230 He had a dread that these mil-

lionary people . . might take undue interest in his companion.
2. Pertaining to or consisting of millions

(Pinkerton, cited by Webster 1864).
B. sb. = MILLIONAIRE.

1834 Fraser s Mag. IX. 116 And sighs the millionary sighs
for more. 1855 MRS. GORE Mammon II. 81 Fortunately

for the new millionary, his wife, like the spouse of Jolm
Gilpin, possessed a frugal mind. 1873 M. COLLINS Squirt
Silchester II. vi. 70 Could not some English millionary give
a few hundred thousands to endow such an institution ?

Millioned {mi-hand), a. [f. MILLION* -ED 2.]

1. Numbered by the million,
In the Shaks. quot. milliond may be a form of million.

(So often in mod. dialects.)

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxv, But reckoning time, whose
milliond accidents Creepe in twixt vowes, and change
decrees of Kings. 1749 Deity 41 Thy hand thou open st,

million d myriads live. 1899 H. DELUSCAR Mtrris 157
The ramping, millioned mob.

2. Possessed of millions (of money).
1747 P. WHITEHEAD Honour (1748) 44 The million d

Merchant seeks her [Honour] in his Gold. 1858 (&amp;gt;. W.
HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. ii, A feu Northern millionaires

more or less thoroughly millioned.



MILLIONEB.

Millioner (mi-lysnaj). [f.
MILLION + -ER 1.]

MILLIONAIRE.
1881 LOWELL Last Poems (1895) 38 No millioner, poor

I fill up With wishes my more modest cup.

Millioner, obs. form of MILLINER.

Millionfold (mi-lyanfonkT, a. and adv. [f.

MILLION + -FOLD.] a. adj. A million times as

much or as many. b. adv. A million times (in

amount) ; in a million fold proportion : always
with the indefinite article a.

1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Pkilos. 256 Strengthened, enlarged,
and educated by millionfold repetitions and associations.

1869 PROCTOR Light Sri. Lets. Hours (1871) 296 The radius

. .might be increased a million-fold.

Millionism (mHyaniz m). [f. MILLION +

-ISM.] The state of possessing a million (of money).
1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. xii, The tea-spoon is

of white silver,, -solid, but not brutally heavy, as people in

the green stage of millionism will have them.

Miiliouist (mi lyanist). rare~ &amp;gt;

. [f. MILLION
+ -IST.] A millionaire.

1834-43 SOUTHEV Doctor ccxxxiii, His revenue is less

than that of many a..commercial Millionist.

Millionize (mi-lyan3iz\ v. [f. MILLION +

-IZE.] trans, a. To multiply by a million or

millions, b. To enrich greatly or to the extent of

millions (of money).
c i^oo Etcrnitym Coll. Poems 90 Ages, Worlds, Thousands,

Myriads Millionize, Fatigue Conception, twill not all com
prize Thee, O Eternity ! 1841 R. OASTLEK Fleet Papers I.

xii. 96 Which enables a very large capitalist to ruin a whole

neighbourhood, and millionize himself.

Hence Mi llionized a., accustomed to millions.

1849 SMYTH in Arckseologia XXXIII. 201 To our now
millionized conceptions the foregoing accompts appear to

be in a very moderate ratio.

Millionnaire, French form of MILLIONAIRE.

Millionocracy (mHyanp krasi). noncc-wd. [f.

MILLION + -(O)CRACY.] The rule of millionaires.

1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. i, The millionocracy. .is not

at all an affair of persons and families, but a perpetual fact

of money with a variable human element.

tMi UionouS, a. Obs. rare 1

, [f. MILLION +

-ous.] Numbered by the million.

1666 G. ALSOP Char. Prav. Maryland (1869) 42 They
[water-fowl] arrive in millionous multitudes in Mary-Land
about the middle of September.

Millionth, (mi-lyanb), a. (sb.) Also 7-8 mil-

lioneth. [f. MILLION, on the analogy of HUN
DREDTH.] The ordinal number belonging to the

cardinal MILLION. Millionth part, one of a

million equal parts into which a whole is or may
be divided. Also absol., attrib., and quasi-**.
1673 FLAMSTEED in Rigaud Corr. Sd. Men (1841) II. 164

So that I find the earth is but the millionth part of the sun.

1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth I. 312 Tis not the millioneth

part of the universe that is known to us. c 1763 EAVES in

Phil. Trans. LIII. 410 There would be the odds of the

millioneth power of 2 to one. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab.
28 A millionth of certainty, a 1833 ROBERTSON Led. \. (1858)

14 It is but the millionth part of the injury which mayarise
from a bad law. 1876 Catal. Sci. Apparatus S. Kens. Mus.

(1877) 49 Millionth Measuring Machine. 1893 SIR R. BALL
Story ofSun 94 The millionth part of a second.

Milliped, variant of MILLEPEDE.

Millistere (mi listT j). [a. F. millistere : see

MILLI- and STERE.] In the metric system : A
thousandth part of a STERE.
iZio Naval Chron. XXIV. 301 Millistere, cubic Decimeter.

Millitary, Millium, obs. ff. MILITARY, MILIUM.
Millium sole : see MILLENSOLE.

Millivolt (mi livplt). Physics, [f. MILLI- +

VOLT.] The thousandth part of a volt.

1890 in Century Diet.

Milliweber (mi:liwrb3j). Physics, [f. MILLI-
+ WEBER.] The thousandth part of a weber.

1897 in WEBSTER.

Mill-ken, slang. Obs. [f.
MILL z&amp;gt;.z + KEN.]

A housebreaker.

1669 Xicktr Nicked in Harl. Misc. (1809) II. 108 Kid
nappers, vouchers, mill-kens, piemen, decoys [etc.]. 1673 in

R. Head Canting Acad. 191 The fourth is a Mill-ken, to

crack up a Door. 1743 FIELDING yon. ll ildi.v, The same

capacity which qualifies a Mill-ken., to arrive at any degrees
of eminence . . would likewise raise a man in what the world
esteem a more honourable calling.

Mill-lands, pi. [MILL sbl] Certain lands

which by legal custom appertained to a corn-mill,

esp. in Scotland.

1563 Reg. Prhy Council Scot. I. 245 Tua mylnis of North
Berwick, with the myllandis, multuris, and sukkin thairof.

c 1680 DALLAS Stiles (1697) 724 The Towns, Lands, Milns,

Miln-Lands, Patronages, Teinds, and other after-mentioned

[etc.]. 1710 Contract mSkeriffCourt-bk. Inverness (MS.)
(5 Apr. 1723), The miln of Davochgarrioch, miln Lands,
multures, sucken, sequells and Knaveship of the samyn
[etc.]. 1892 BLOMFIELD Hist. Over Heyford 15 All rents
and farm of the mill-lands and tenements.

Mi ll-leat. [MILL rf. ]
An artificial channel

for the conveyance of water to a mill.

1609-10 Act 7 Jas. /, c. 19 i A newe Milleate or Trench
for the Conveyance of the said Water to the said Milles.

170* PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Z.&amp;lt;&quot;a* or Mill-leal, corruptly Mill-

eat, a Trench for conveying Water to or from a Mill. 1832
Act a , 3 Will. IV, c. 64 Sched. (O) 9 Along Hall s Mill
lane to the point at which the same meets the Mill leat.

451

Millman (mi lmsen). [f. MILL st&amp;gt;.
1 + MAN sb.]

a. A man who has charge of and works a mill

of any kind. b. A man employed in a mill.

1551-1 Act$%6 Edw. K/,c. 6 6 Yf. .any Clot he. .prove.,
thoroughe the defaulte or negligence of the Milnian or other
wise to be full of holes [etc.]. 1837 HAWTHORNK Twice-told
T. (1851) I. vii. 136 The whole population of Parker s Kails,

consisting of shopkeepers, mistresses of boarding houses,

factory girls, millmen, and schoolboys. 1874 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines

&amp;lt;$ Mining 501 You cannot ask the mill-man
to vary the weight or speed of his stamps. 1885 Manck.
Exam. 25 Mar. 5/4 The puddlers and millmen . .resolved ..

to give their services, for a week, gratuitously.

Mi 11-mOU ntain. ? Qbs. [Of obscure origin ;

the 1633 editor of Gerarde says the plant was sold

under this name at Winchester.] Fairy flax,

Linum cathardcam.
1633 Gerardifs Herbal \\, clxvii. 560 Take a hzmdfull of

Mill mountaine [etc.]. 1640 PARKINSON Thtnt. /Jot. 1336.
1828 J. E. SMITH Eng. Flora II. 119 Purging Flax. Mill-

mountain.

tMrllocke. Obs. rare-*, [f. MILL uM +

-OCK.] A little mill.

1570 LEVINS Ufanip. 159 12 Millocke, fiarua mola,

Millocracy t.mil^ krasi;-. nonce-wd. [f.
MILL

sb.^- + -(O)CRACV.] The rule of mill-owners; the

body of mill-owners regarded as a dominant class.

1843 CARLVLE Past. $ Pr. in. i, In hydra- wrestle, giant

Millocracy so-called, .wrestles and wrings.

Millocrat (mi-fokrset). [f. MILL sbJ- +

-(O)CRAT.] A member of the mill-owning class

viewed as a ruling caste.

1839 MRS. F. TROLLOPE M. A rmstrong xiii, Millocrats who

pile
thousands upon thousands, and acres upon acres. 1851

W. E. AYTOUN in Blackw. Mug. LXX. 227, I prefer a feudal

baron to a modern millocrat.

Hence Millo cratism, the rule of the millocrats.

1849 LYTTON Cantons xin. iv. II. 334 The misery which

accompanies the reign of millocratism.

Millon, obs. form of MELON*, MILAN.

Mill-pick, -peck. [f.
MILL J.I + PICK sb.,

PECK sb.-\ An iron tool for giving to mill-stones

the requisite corrugated surface.

c 1557 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees 560, 6 Milnpikkes.
iSaSin W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxf. (iSSoJ ss/l he makyng
of spyndyll and the myll pycks. 1588 in Nichols Progr.
Q. Eliz. 1 1823) III-3 Furred throrough with mynnyover and

calloper like myll pykes. 1880 JF.FFERIES Gt. Estate 163
The millpeck is a little tool like a double adze.

b. Her. A figure or representation of a mill-pick.
1562 LEIGH AmtOfu 1597) 92 b, The Frenchmen take it

[the Fusil] for a spindell,..and the Dutchmen take it for

a milpeck. 1634 PKACHAM Centl. Exerc. in. 150 Very
honourable and ancient. As the Crosse Moline (given by
the. .family of Molineux) Mil-peckes, and most irons apper
taining to the Mill. 1874 PAI-WORTH & MORANT Ord. Brit.

Arm. 979 Arg. three mill-picks gu. Picktvorth.

So t Mill picker, one who fashions the grinding
surfaces of millstones.

c 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. 5 Here is wyll wyly the myl peker.

Bffi ll-poud. [MiLL sb. 1
] The water retained

above a mill-dam for driving a mill. Also attrib.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 217 It was quite calm, and the Sea
as smooth as a Mill-pond. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav, I. xix. 301
In the month of November, when the Mediterranean ts

always calm and smooth as a mill-pond. 1886 A. WINCHELL
Walks Geol. Field 51 The farmer s fields contributed the

material that lies in the bottom of the mill-pond.
attrib. a 1706 EVELYN Syfca in. iv. (1776) 521 Lay there

fore your boards a fortnight in the water, (if running, the

better, as at some mill-pond head).

b. humorous. The Atlantic, esp. that part of

the ocean traversed by ships passing between

Britain and North America. Cf. HERRIXG-POND.
1885 G. ALLEN Babylon xi. (1886) 79 And now, while

Minna Wroe was waiting at table in Regent s Park, . .how
was our other friend Hiram Winthrop employing his time

beyond the millpond ?

Mill-pool. [MILL j^.1] A mill-pond.
c8oo in Birch Cartnl. Sax. I. 418 In Jxme mylen pol of

pam pole to Jwere port strsete. 883 Ibid. II. 174 On myle
pul of mylen pulle in afene stream, c 1530-40 J. HEYWOOD
Play of Wether 461 (Brandl) Our floodgate, our mylpoole,
our water whele. 1604 BRETON Grimettos Fortunes D iv,

This, .man, drawing one daiea Mtll-poole, among other fish,

lighted on a verie great Eele. 1808 Sporting Mag. XXX.
248 The mill-pool of Mr. Rodwell of East Harling, Norfolk.

1905 Macm. Mag. Nov. 6 The chub are beginning to rise in

the mill-pool.

Mill-post, [f. MILL sbl + POST sb.]

1. The post on which a windmill was formerly
often supported. Often in similative phrases, as

the type of something thick and massive; hence

jocularly a massive leg.
a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 70 The Kyng. . Makede him a

casteiof amulnepost. 1378-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees)

588,2milnepostes,4J. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prei .fy /i

igr.(i$6j)
204 A pooddyng pricke is one, a mylpost is an other. 1594
G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grant) II. 244 He hath
thwittled the milpost of his huge conceit to a pudding-pricke.
1668 R. L ESTRANGE Vis. Qucv. (1708) 27 A dressing with
Dr. Whackum s Plaister, that shall fetch up a Man s Leg to
the size of a Mill-post, a 1704 T. BROWN Walk round
Land., Quaker s Meet. (1709) 21 His Mill-post Legs are well

adapted for the Load of his Body. 1727 SWIFT Wonder of
Wonders Wks. 1755 II. n. 57 Her legs are as thick as mill-

posts. 1739
; R. BULL tr. Dedekindus Grobianvs 4 Let

dangling Stockings, with becoming Air, Leave to the Sight
your brace of Mill-posts bare. 1855 LADY HOLLAND Syd.
Smith I. vii. 163 Out-of-doors reigned Molly Mills,.. with
her short red petticoat, legs like mill-posts [etc.]. 1858 HOGG

MILLSTONE.

Life Shelley II. 247 The daughters of Erin lost no oppor
tunity of exhibiting their millposts to an unprejudiced and*
observant stranger.

2. U.S. A post upon which the cap of a smock-
mill, bearing the sails, turns (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Mi 11-race. [f. MILL JM + RACE sd.] The

current of water that drives a mill-wheel ; the

channel in which the water runs to the mill.

1478-^9 Durham Ace. Rolls Surtees 647 Operantibus in

muracione murorum et posicione del Milnrasses ei le bay
ejusdem molendini. 1536-7 Ibid. 702 Le mylnerasse de
Scaltok. i8zz BEWICK Mem. 49 Oti.ers were digging a

mill-race of about a quarter of a mile in length. 1874 GHI-.EN

Short Hist. ii. 7. 100 To rescue his hawk, .he onte plunged
into a millrace, and was all but crushed by the wheel.

Millree, -reye, obs. forms of MILKEIS.

Mill-rind mHraind;. Also 6-9 -rynd, 7-8
milrine.

[f.
MILL j/ .

1 + KIND
st&amp;gt;.]

The iron

which supports the upper millstone of a corn-mill,
and carries the eye which rests upon the end of the

mill spindle.
1542 RutlandMSS. (1905) IV. 325 A spendyl! and a melle

rynd for the lyltel Itallyon melle. itojoLug. Meek, n Mar.

624 j IJack lash . .frequently occa-ions a break down by
fracturing the millrynd . 1888 J. WARD in Jrnl. Dtrtysk.
Archzot. ,S\v. X. 54 Mr. Jno. Evans .. suggest that they
were for the insertion of a *

millrine .

b. Her. A conventional representation of this.

1562 LEK,H Armorie (1597) 34 b, Vee should cal it a Ktrde-

moiene, which is as much to say, asa Milri:id. 1680 MAC
KENZIE Heraldry 46 A cross milrine. 1727 HAII.KY vol. II,

s.v., A Cress Milriiie^ is a Cross that has the 4 Ends clamped
and turned again .. only the MUrine hath but 2 Limbs,
whereas the Cross Moline hath 4. 1874 PAP; \&amp;lt; &amp;gt;KT n it MORAM
Ord, Brit. Arm. 956 Or on a millrind sa, five estoilts arg.

Mill-round. The circular path travelled by
a mill-horse. In quots._/f^.
1851 EMKRSON Ess. Ser. i. vi. Motto, O Friend .. The

mill-round of our fate appears A sun-path in thy worth. 1897
Allbntt s Sj st. Med. VIII. 377 Melancholies left to their

own thoughts are assuredly beating the mill-round of their

disorder deeper and deeper.

Millstone (mi lst^on). Forms : see MILL sb\

and STONE sb. [f. MILL sb.^- + STONE sb.\ cf. Du.

molensteen, MHG. iniihtein (mod.G. muhlsUin ,

Da. mfllestcn.]
1. One of a pair of circular stones (the upper

of which rotates upon the lower or nether ,

used for grinding corn in a mill. Nether mill

stone: see NETHER a.

c 1050 Ags. I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 273/1 Lima, mylenstan.
Ibid. 430/23 Lima, feol, o35e mylenstan. t 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. I. 316 580 A Mulleston, hescholdeal-to-driue. c 1380
WVCLIF ll ks. (1880) 61 It spedi^ to him bat a mylneston of

assis be hangtd in his necke. 1393 LASGL. P. PI. C. xxi. 295
Sette mahon at be mangonel and mulle-stones broweb.
c 1450 ^liroitr Salvafionn 4041 A pece of a mylnestone
threwe doune there a womman. 1560 BIBLE (Geneva) Re::
xviii, 21 Then a mightie Angel toke \-p a stone like a great

milstone, & cast it into the sea. 1609 SKENE Rtg. Maj\ \.

151 They malitiouslie occupyes ane greater space betwix
the happer and the mylnstane, for their awin profile. 162*

DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvi. 391 Shee Mil-stones from the

Quarrs, with sharpned picks could get. 1751 J. FERGUSON*
in Fam. Rose Kilrai-ock (Spald. Cl.) 443 Tne water-wheel
moves a train for turning two mill-stones. 1877 BRYANT

Song ofSoiver ii, Steadily the millstone turns Down in the

willowy vale.

b. Stone suitable for the making of millstones.

1661 J. CHILDREY Brit. Baconica 153 Millstone is digged
in this shire.

c. Carpenter s millstone (see quot.).
1859 R. HUNT Guide Jfies. Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 55 The car

penter s millstone, is a hard and close variety of the Yorkshire
sandstones.

d. Her. A representation of a millstone (usually

depicted with the mill-rind attached).
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 341/1 He beareth Sable,

a Mil-Scon Argent. 1874 PAPWORTH & MORANT Ord. Brit.

Arm. noo Az. three millstones ppr. Mefaeton.

2. In phrases: To see far in (into, through}, to

look into (through}^ to dive into a millstone, used

chiefly in ironical commendation of pretended

extraordinary acuteness.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Pnn*. (1867) 21 She thought Ales, she

bad scene far in a milstone Whan she gat a husbande. 1577
STANVHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinthed (1808) VI. 18 He
would see further in a milstone than others. 1580 LYLY

Enpkues Wks. 1902 II. 67 Your eyes are so sharpe, that

you cannot onely looke through a Milstone, but cleane

through the mind. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. n. vii. 92 They. .

could see as farre into a milstone as any of our. .Physitians.
a 1704 T. BROWN Lett, to Gent/. $ Ladies Wks. 1709 III.

n. 93 Thou, .can st see as far into a Mill-stone, as the oldest

Match-maker in Town. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold ii,

That s all the length your learning helps you to see through
a mill-stane.

Ub. (His) eyes drop millstones : said of a hard

hearted person. (Perhaps suggested by the hyper
bolical phrase in quot. c 1400.)

[c 1400 Beryn Prol. 35 Teris. .As grete as eny mylstone.]

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iii. 354 Your eyes drop Mill-stones,

when Fooles eyes fall Teares. 1606 Tr. $ Cr. i. ii. 158.

1607 Cxsar $ Pombey n. iv. C 3, Mens eyes must mil-stones

drop, when fooles shed teares.

f c. Of dice : To run a millstone.

1680 COTTON Compl. Gatttester (ed. a) n Placing the one

[die] a top the other, not caring if the uppermost run a
Mill-stone fas they use to say) if the undermost run without

turning. 1680 KIRKMAS Eng. Rogue iv. xvi. 226 Knapping,
1-23 - 2
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is when you strike one Die dead, either at Tables or Haz-
zard let the other run a Milstone, as we use to say.

3. fig. a. A heavy burden (suggested by Matt,
xviii. 6) ;

b. a grinding or crushing instrument.
a 17*0 SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. iv. 272 When I

was between the mill-stones, and as one crushed with
the weight of his adversary. 1787 BENTHAN! Def, Usury
x. 109 The mill-stone intended for the necks of those vermin
..the dealers in corn, was found to fall upon the heads of the

consumers. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 99 John s

heart was of millstone, Henry s of wax. 1877 *RiTA (

Vivienne iv. iv, It is the millstone they hang round our
necks.

f4. The appellation of a form oftaxation in Spain.
1630 A*. Johnsons Kvtgd. fy Cotnmw. 232 There doe not

want also other meanes and devices to raise money, as the

imposition of the Milstone; which as it is supposed,, .will

amount to two millions ofgold yearely. 1642 HDWELL For.
Trar&amp;gt;. (Arb.) 74 The Tally and laillage of France, the
Milstone of Spaine, . . the Gabels of Italy.

5. Bell-founding* (See quot.)
1756 Diet. Arts ff Sci. s.v, Foundery ofBells, The stake

is surrounded with a solid brick-work perfectly round, 5 or 6
inches high, and of a diameter equal to that of the bell.

This they call a mill-stone.

6. attrib.
,
as millstone-maker, -quarry ;

mill
stone bridge (see quot.) ; millstone dress =
DRESS sb. 3 c; millstone dresser, (a) a machine
for cutting grooves in the grinding- face of a mill

stone (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); (d) one who
dresses or prepares millstones (Cent. Did. 1890);
millstone hammer, pick = MILL-PICK (Knight);
f millstone rag, a coarse stone suitable for the

making of millstones; f millstone silver, the

fee payable for the grinding of corn.
Also in many technical terms, as millstone-alarm, bal

ance, -bush, -crane, -curb, -driver, -exhaust, -feed, -hoist ;

see Knight Diet. Mech. 1875 and Suppl. 1884.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1443/1
*
Millstone-bridge, the

bar across the eye of a millstone by which it is supported
on the head of the spindle. 1875 Ibid., The draft of a *mill-

stone dress is the degree of deflection of its furrows from
a radial direction. 1876 DUNGLISON Med.Lex.,

* Millstone-
makers Phthisis, a form of severe bronchitis dependent on
the inhalation of the fine particles which separate in the
manufacture of millstones. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. {ed. 2) 9
Two *millstone quarries of excellent quality are wrought to

good account. 1709 HEARNE Collect. 16 Apr. (O. H. S.) II.

187 Coarse *millstone rag. 1661 Min. Baron Crt.Stitchill

(1905) 21 Dew for payment of Grass maill & *mylle stain

silver at thes term of Mertinmas.

Millstone grit. Geol. [f. MILLSTONE +
GRIT J^. 1] A hard siliceous rock belonging to

the carboniferous series and occupying in Britain

and elsewhere a stratigraphical position imme
diately below the coal-measures.

1786 WHITEHURST Orig. St. Earth (ed. 2) 182 Millstone-

Grit, . . a coarse sandstone, composed of granulated quartz
and quartz pebbles. 1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. 136 A mass
of coarse grit-stone, called by Mr. Whitehurst mill-stone

grit. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xiv. 250 Thick beds of

quartzose sand-stone known as the millstone grit.

Miil-tail. [f. MILL sbl + TAIL sb.} The
water which runs away from a mill-wheel; also,

the channel in which the water runs away.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Moulin^ He that hurts himselfe to helpe

others, will dye of thirst at the Mill-tayle. 1667 Boston Rec.
\

(i88i)VII. 33 Will Whitwell hath liberty. .to wharfe one
j

the North side of the mille taile for landing wood. 1724
De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit. I. in. 87 The Mill Tayl, or Floor
for the Water below the Wheels is Wharft up on either

Side with Stone. 1887 SIR R. H. ROBERTS In the Shires x.

166 [He] tells me the mill-tail is full offish !

attrib. 1875 CROLL Climate
&amp;lt;$

T. vi. 113 This, .water. .

would flow off in currents with almost mill-tail velocity.

t Mi llward. Obs. Forms : I mylenwyrd,
myleweard, 4 milwarde, 5 millewarde, myl-
nard, 6 Sc. mylvart, 7 Sc. milwar(e, 8-9 Sc.

millart, 9 dial, millard, -ert. [OE. mylc(t)-
iveard, f. mylen MILL sbl + weard WARD $.,

keeper.] Originally, the keeper of a (manorial)
mill; in later use = MILLER i.

c xooo ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 141/1 Molendinartus,
net molinarius, mylenwyrd. &amp;lt; 1050 Vac. ibid. 448/18 Mo-
lendarius, myleweard. c 1305 Pilate 6 in E. E. P. (1862) in
f&amp;gt;e

meleward bat hire fader was. 1380 Poll Tax in Rogers
Oxf. City Doc. (1891) ii DeWillelmoleMullewardetJohanna
vxore eius xviij.i/. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 319
He gat a sone on oon Pila a mtlwardes doubter bat heet
Atus. c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode m. xvii.(i869) 144 Mille-
wardes also that filleth here resoun with oute clepinge of
resoun. 1598 Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 175 Alexander Mar-
schall, mylvart at the nather mylne of this burght. 1650
Cray Parish. Session Min. Bk. 16 Aug. (MS.), Alexander
McPhail Milware. Ibid. 15 Sept., Ye minister having askit

ye elderie . . giffe yai did try any privat banting betwixt ye
j

said William Dolas and his Milwars wyffe yai . . Declairis

yat yai could not [etc.], c 1760 SKINNER Christmas Bo 1

ing
xxv. in Misc. Poet. (1809) 130 The millart s man, a suple I

fallow, Ran s he had been red wud. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam
,

ff Eve xiii, I ve brushed till my arms ache, but my things is

still like a millard s. 1881 htstr. Census Clerks (1885)62
Corn miller.. .Millard.

Mill-weir (milwlaj). [f. MILL $.* + WEIB.] !

= MILL-DAM.
1044 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 92 Andlang streames Saet

it eymS to 5am mylewere. 1890 in Century Diet.

Millwell, variant of MULVBL.
Mill-wheel, [f. MILL j.i + WHEEL sb.]
1. A wheel used to drive a mill, esp. a water-

wheel used for that purpose.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. Ill, 232 Seo heofon .. tyrnS onbutan t

us, swiftre bonne aenix mylnn-hweol. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
xli. 126 Syr, a letter of youre grace, Here corr.ys slaw-pase !

ffro the myln whele. 1591 SPENSER Daphn. Ixii, So all the
j

world . . round about doth goe Like a Mill-wheele in midst I

of miserie. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 281 Imprison d, thou ;

didst painefully remaine A dozen yeeres:. .where thou didst !

vent thy groanes As fast as Mill-wheeles strike. 1789 J. PIL-

b. Her. A figure or representation of this.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 341/1 He beareth Azure.. a
Mill Wheel, or a Clock Wheel, Argent. 1874 PAPWORTH &
MORANT Ord. Brit. Arm. 1122 Gu. three mill-wheels or.

C/iaiucers.

C. Jig. or in figurative context.
1861 MRS. NORTON Lady La G. in. 122 Till m his brain

the grief he tries to cheat, A dreary mill-wheel circling
seems to beat. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed (1900) 210
The mill-wheel of thought swung round slowly.

t 2. A form of grindstone employed for polishing
armour. Obs.

1473-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. (1877) I. 65 Gevin to

Cutnbert Knychtsone .. for mylne quhelis for the dicb[t]ing
of the Kingis harnes.

Millwin, variant of MULVEL.

Millwright, [f. MILL sbl + WRIGHT.] An
engineer or mechanic whose occupation it is to

design or set up mills or mill machinery.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 197 The same day,

I payd to Bochen the mylle wryte vj.s. viij.d. 1569-3 Act
5 Eliz, c. 4 23 Tharte or Occupation of a Smithe . . Myll-
wright, Carpenter [etc.]. 1650 B. Discolliminium 14 A
French Millwright who was an exquisite workman. 1701
SAVERY Miner s Friend 28 According to the different Genius
and Abilities of the Mill-right. 1866 HATFIELD Hist. Notices
Doncaster I. 203 Experiments, .were made by a mill- Wright.
attrib. 1835 URE Philos. Manuf. 35, I have frequently

been at a loss, in walking through several of the millwright
factories, to know whether the polished shafts, .were at rest

or in motion.

Hence Mi llwrighting vbl.
sb.&amp;gt;

the labour or

trade of a millwright.
18.. Engineering LXVII. 63 (Cent.) Engineering and

millwrighting, though synonymous, are often two distinct

branches in a shop.

t Milly. Obs. Also 7 millya,millio,mil(l)ia.

[a. Pg. milho MILLET: cf. MEALIE.] A kind of

millet.

a 1600 MAY in HakluyPs Voy. III. 571 In this pangaia
we had certaine corne called millio. 1613 PUKCHAS Pil
grimage (1614) 650 The Guineans. .stamp their milia as
we do spice,. .and grinde it. .till it be dowe, which they
temper with fresh water and salt, and make rolls thereof.

1629 CAPT. J. SMITH Trav. ty Adv. Wks. (Arb.) 856 Their
bread is made of. -Cuskus a small white seed like Mjllya
in Hiskay. 1665 Golden Coast 14 Their Corn is oftwo sorts,
i Milly. 2 Mais, i Milly, and that hath long Ears, and
is a seed of colour like Hemp-seed, and long like Canary-
seed, having no shells, but growing in a little husk, which
is very white within. Ibid. 76 Their bread is of Millia, or
Mais, baked on a warme Harth.

Millyon, Miln(e, obs. ff. MILLION, MILL j&amp;lt;M

Milner, obs. variant of MILLER and MILLINER.
Milor(d (rmW). [F. milord (in i6th c.

), a. Kng. my lord (see LORD sb. 15). Cf.

It. milordo
;
also the following Scottish example :

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 14 Thair ar

Knichtes, Barrounis and mony vthiris Nobilis, quhome we
cal milordis.]

The French designation for : An English lord ;

often applied to any wealthy Englishman.
1824 BYRON yuan xvi.xxxviii, Jest!

1

quoth Milor. 1863
\\.*.QualktheCircninna-u. ]Q An eccentric child ofAlbion,

a milord, afflicted with the spleen \ 1876 GEO, ELIOT Dan.
Der. liv, The milord, owner of the handsome yacht.

Milreis (mi lr^s). Also 6 millreye, 6, 8

milrey, 7 milreise, milleray, 8 mill-ree, mil-

rea, 9 milree. [a. Pg. milreis , f. mil thousand
+ reis (see REIS),] A Portuguese gold coin and

money of account equal to 1,000 REIS, and of the

value of 4^. 5j&amp;lt;/. English money. Also, a Brazilian

silver coin of the value of 2^. $d.
In the i7th cent, the Portuguese milreis was valued at

between 131. and 14$., and afterwards at IQJ.

1589 Discourse Voy. Sflaine fy Port. 9 Missing of their
j

Portegues and Milrayes they dreamed on in Portingall. i

1598 VV. PHILLIP tr. Linschoten \. iti. 4 The Master and
j

Pilot haue . . each man 120 Milreyes, euery Milreyes being ,

worth . . seauen guilders. 1611 COTGR., Milrai, a Mtlleray ;

a coyne of gold worth betweene 13 and 14 shillings sterl. i

1694 ir. Milton s Lett. State Wks. 1738 1 1. 205 Seven thousand
]

of our Pounds, or twice as many Milreys of Portugal Money, j

1721 C. KING Brit. Merch. I. 348 They have cost. .22 Mill- !

rees per Pipe at a Medium. 1885 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 5/2
Government intend to propose certain measures tending to
restore to par the real value of the milreis namely, aj. j,d.

1890 Daily News, 25 Jan. 5/6 The paper mllrei is now
worth -z6d.

Milrine, obs. f. MILL-KIND; Milse.var.MiLCE^.

Milsey (mi lsi). Sc. Forms : 6 milsie, 9
milcie, 9- milsey. [Contraction of milk-sye (see
MILK sb. 9 a). Cf. milk-sieve (ibid. : perh. an

interpretative rendering of this word) and MlLK-

SILE.] A milk-strainer.

1724 Rob s Jock iv. in Ramsay s Tea-t. Misc. (1775! 1. 182
A milsie and a

sowen-pail.
1811 W. AITON Agric. Ayr.

451 The milk is dropped through a sieve (provincially called

a
tnilsey).
attrib. 1801 J. THOMSON in Mod. Scott. Poets (1893) XV.

317 It minds me o a mikie-clout Nae sooner filled than it

rins out.

Milsi, Milstone, var. ff. MILCE v.
t MILLSTONE.

Milt (milt), sb. Forms : i multi, railti, i, 3-6
milte, 4-6 mylte, 5-6 mylt, 6 melte, 4, 6- (now
dial.) melt, 6 milt. [OE. milte str. masc., also

wk. fern., spleen = OFris. miltt fern., spleen, MDu.
milte (Du. milt) fern., spleen, also milt of fish,

OHG. milzi neut. (MHG. milze neut., mod.G.
milz fem.), ON. milti neut., spleen (OSw. mjaltc&amp;gt;

mjalter, miller, mod.Sw. mjelte masc., Da. milt
t

spleen, Norw. mjeltt masc. , spleen, milt offish) :

OTeut. types *////7//&amp;lt;?-, *miltjdn-^ perh. f. the root

of MELT v., with reference to the supposed diges
tive function of the spleen. The sense spawn of

fish* may have been adopted from Du.; as the

milt of a fish is of soft substance like the spleen,
the transferred use was not unnatural, but it was
no doubt helped to gain currency by the resem

blance in sound between milt and milk (Du.
milch : see MILK sb.), the older name for the soft

roe of fish. The sense also exists in Norwegian,
where it is to be noted that mjelte milt is homo-

phonous with mjelte a milking, connected with

ON. mialta to milk.
The spelling multi in the Epinal Glossary cannot be ex

plained with certainty, but it certainly cannot represent an

ablaut-variant, of which there is no trace in any Teul. lang.J

I. 1. The spleen in mammals
; also, an analogous

organ in other vertebrate animals.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 594 /,:&amp;gt;,

multi. 71$ Corpus Gloss.

(Hessels) L. 172 Lien, milte. Ibid. S. 472 Splenis^ milte.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 242 Hu se milte bi5 emlang & ga:-

dertense fcere wambe haefS tynne filmene sio haef8 fztte &
Hcce aedra. c 1250 Death 171 in O. E. Misc. 178 Nu schal

for-roiien. .pi mabe and bi milte H liure and bi lunge. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. xli. (1495) 157 The substaunce
of the mylte is blacke. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon \.

52 His nayles stacke in to my lyuer and my mylte. 1533
ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 22 The splene or mylte is of yl

juice, for it is the chamber of melancholy. 1658 ROWLAND
tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins. 1110 In the milts of Sheep .. innu
merable worms are oft-times found. 11710 W. GIBSON
farrier s Guide i. ii. (1738) 12 The Spleen, or Milt is a soft,

spungy Substance. 1764 Museum Rust. II. Ii. 146 The
melt or spleen was very small and thin. 1847 W. C. L.

MARTIN Ox 130 Inflammation of the spleen or melt.

b. atlrib. and Comb., as milt-grown a. t affected

by an enlarged spleen ; milt-like a., resembling
the substance of the mammalian milt; milt-pain,
a disease amongst swine

; milt-sickness, a disease

of the spleen amongst cattle ; so milt-sick a. ;

f milt-vein (see quot.) ; milt-wort= MILTWASTK.
1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 101 [The world) has an ugly hoskey

cough, and is *milt-grown. 1822-34 Good s Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 187 One [polypus] is termed miltlike by Professor

Munro. 1704 Diet. Rust, et Urb. t *Milt-pain is a Disease
in Hogs, proceeding from greediness of eating Mast. 1882

Times of Natal % June, He never knew of a case of illness

from eating a *melt-sick ox. Ibid., An ox suffering from
*melt-sickness. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeatts Fr. Ckintrg.
29 b/2 In the left hande, shee (the Liver vayne] is called the

*miltvayne. 1611 COTGR., Scolopendrie, SpIeenwort,*Milt-
wort, Finger-fearn. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. Index,
Miltwort [text p. 71 Milt-wast].

2. transf. (See quot. 1599.)
1587 MASCALL Goyt. Cattle (1596) 106 If a colt when he is

fold do not cast his milt, husbandmen say he will not Hue

long, . . some colt will cast two miltes, no horse that Hues
xii. yearcs hath any milt within him, 1599 A. M. tr. Gabel-

houers Bk. Phyiicke 23/1
In the first foalinge of a Mare,

her Foale hath . . on the tung a peece of fleshe which re-

sembleth the Milt of an Oxe, and of some is also called

a Milt. 1677 JOHNSON in Ray s Corr. (1848) I&amp;gt;8 Horse
men have not agreed what that is the foal is said to sneeze,
which they call a milt.

II. 3. The roe or spawn of the male fish
;
the

*
soft roe of fishes.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 77 b/i Open the fysshe and take

to the the herte the galle and the mylte. 1530 PALSGR. 245/1

Mylte [of] a fysshe, la laicte; laicte depoisson. 1596 DAL-
KYMPLK tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 19 Quhen now thay ar

gutted, and the meltis takne out, thay [etc.). 1611 COTGR.,

Laicte^ the milt, or soft roe, of fishes. 1653 WALTON Angler
viii. 162 You shall scarce or never take a Male Carp without

a Melt, or a Female without a Roe or Spawn. 1718 J. CHAM-
BERLAYNE Rclig. Philos. (1730) II. xxu. 36 Some of the

Females discharge their Spawn, and the males their Melt

or Seed in the Water near each other. 1884 BRAITHWAITE
Salmonidae Westmld. i. 3 Milt is found in the males and

ova in females.

b. attrib. ,
as milt-like a., resembling the con

tents of the soft roe of a fish.

1808 Edin. Rev. XI. 322 The milt-like fluid of the drones

might be seen in the cells.

Milt (milt), v.
[f. prec.] trans. To im

pregnate the roe or spawn of the female fish (J.).

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxxi. (1737) 143* I .saw. .Fish

. . milting, spawning. 1884 Field 6 Dec. 787/1 A female

[charj gave 146 eggs, which were milted from a male of the

same hybrid race.

Milter (mi-ltaa). Also 7 meltere, 8 miltor.

[f.
MILT sb. + -EB l

; perh. adopted from the equiva
lent Du. milter.] a. A male fish, esp. in spawn*

ing time. b. = MILT sb. 3.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 245 If a man do the same with

a female in spawning time, hee shall haue as many milters

follow after her. 1653 WALTON Angler viii. 164 Three



MILTH.

Melters for one Spawner. 1718 JACOB Coinpl. Stortsman

121 The Spawner lays her Spawn, and upon it the Melter

drops his Milk. 1758 Descr. T/tames 172 Then the Male,

or Miltor, advances, and covers the Spawn with his Belly.

Milters than its tributaries have room to contain.

tMilth, s6. Obs. [f.
MILD a. + -TH.] Mercy.

Hence fMilth v, intr., to have mercy (of, to).

t Mflthlich adv., kindly, f Mi-lthuess sb.,

mildness.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxiv. 6 Laverd, of

|&amp;gt;ine
reuthes mine

|&amp;gt;ou mare, And of Jjine mil|?es of werld Jjat are. Ibid. xxiv.

ii Laverd, inline to my sinne. Ibid. Iv. i Mil|&amp;gt;e
of me^

lauerd, for man fortrade me. Ibid. Ixxvi. 8 Or he sal awai

kerue is
mij)&amp;gt;e

in ende Fra geting and geting of strende.

Ibid, Ixxxvii. 12 Wher ani in thrughes sal telle
\&amp;gt;\

milthnes.

c 1300 St. Brandan 51 He welcomede ous everechon milthe-

liche and suete.

t Mi lting, vbl. sb. (See quot. 1587.)
1587 MASCALL Gmit. Cattle (1506) 45 The milting of Oxe,

Cow, or other beast is called of husbandmen, when he will

sodaine lie down if ye shall stay neuer so little, being at

plough or cart. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hitsb. (1623) 99 Of
milting of a beast. Milting, is when a beast will oft fall.

Miltonian (miltou-nian), a. [f. the name of

the poet John Milton + -IAN.] Of or relating to

Milton, or resembling his style or imagery.
1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder \. i Thy gift

Pomona in Miltonian

verse Adventrous I presume to sing. 1816 KEATS Epist.
C. C. Clarke 57 Miltonian storms, and more, Miltonian

tenderness. 1871 LOWELL Milton Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 76
It is merely a Miltonian way of saying that he took regular
exercise.

Miltonic (miltp-nik), a. (and s6.) [f.
Milton :

see prec. and -10.]

1. adj. prec.
1708 GAY Wine 15 Inspir d, sublime, on Pegasean wing

By thee upborne, I draw Miltonic air. 1818 BYRON yuan
Ded. x, If Time, the Avenger, execrates his wrongs, And
makes the word Miltonic

1 mean sublime [etc.]. 1886

SWINBURNE Misc. 14 A Shakespearean adept may be a Mil-

tonic believer.

2. quasi-ji. Miltonic language.
1711 HENLEY Spect. No. 396 r 2 That Mungrel miscreated

(to speak in Miltonic) kind of Wit, vulgarly termed the

Pun.

3. sb. pi. Verses of Milton, nonce-use.

I79a COWTER Wks. (1837) XV. 237 Having translated all

the Latin and Italian Miltonics, I was proceeding merrily
with the Commentary on the Paradise Lost.

Hence Milto nically adv.

of the milt.

Milvine (mi lvain), a. and si, [ad. mod.L.

milvin-us, f. L. milv-us kite + -INE.] a. adj. Per

taining to a kite
; belonging to the genus Milvus

or the family Milvinse. b. sb, A member of the

genus Milvus or of the family Milvinx ;
a kite.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Milvine, belonging to a Kite or Glede.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Milvines, Milvini, a family of

Raptorial birds, of which the kite (Milvus) is the type.
Hence Milvinous (milvsi nss) a., in the same

sense (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856).
Milwarde, -well, -wyn, var. forms of MILL-

WARD, MULVEL.

Milz(c)e, variant forms of MILCE sb. Obs.

Uim (mim), a. Sc. and dial. [Imitative of

the action of pursing up the mouth; cf. MUM.]
Affectedly modest, demure, primly silent or quiet.
Also affecting great moderation in eating and

drinking (Jam.).

A form of expression imitating Milton.
1801 LAMB Lett. (1888) 1. 190 Cowper s blank verse detains

you every step with some heavy Miltonism.

Miltonist (mi-ltsnist). [f. Milton + -1ST.] A
follower of Milton in his views on divorce.
1806 SYMMONS Milton (1810) 250 A party, distinguished

by the name of Miltonists, attested the power of his pen,
and gave consequence to his pleading for divorce. 1836
SOUTHEY Cowper III. 81 Hayley . . had reasons for being
what in the days of the Commonwealth was called a Mil-
tonist.

Miltouize (mi-ltanaiz), v. [f. Milton + -IZE.]
a. trans. To impart a Miltonian dignity to. b.

j

intr. To imitate the literary style of Milton.
- i893Athezittti25 Feb. 254/3 This [rc. painting] is a noble

j

example of Palmer s ability to Miltonize landscape. 1903
Academy 4 Apr. 336 Mr. Johnstone has .. gone to Milton
for his model, and Miltonizes as best he may.

Miltor, Milts, Miltschipe, var. ff. MILTER,
MILCE, MILDSHIP.

Miltwaste (mi-ltwist). Also 6-7 -wast, 7
-waist, [f. MILT sb.1 + WASTE.] The finger-fern,
one of the spleenworts, Asplenium Ceterach.

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. Ixv. ^06 Of brpde or large Splene-
wort or Miltwast. Ibid. in. Ixvii. 408 This herbe is called, .in

English. .Scaleferne, Finger feme.. and Myltewaste. 1657 ,

B. W. Expert Phisician 189 Agrimony, Burnet, Miltwaist,

Mercury, each a handful. 1866 Treas. Bot, 258/2 A com-
monish native fern called Miltwaste or Scale Fern.

Milty (mi-lti), a. [f.
MILT sb. + -Y.] Re

sembling or of the nature of the milt or spleen.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont s Oriat. 306 Nothing is

nilty or like to the milt, if it do not swell with the properties

453

? 1679 M*WARD in Earnest Contend. Faith (1723) 323
The best of our Synods (for as mim as we have made it

to this Day) are justly chargeable with the Blood of that

renowned Martyr [Guthrie]. 1715 RAMSAY Christis Kirkc
Gr. n. 48 She was.. mim that day. 1768 Ross Helenorc

(1789) 106 Now Nory all the while was playing prim, As

ony lamb as modest, and as mim; And never a look with

Lindy did lat fa
1

. 1785 FERGUSSON S Prov. 24 Maidens
j

should be mim till they re married, and then they may burn
kirks. 1816 SCOTT BL Dwarf ii, Did I not say it wasna i

want o spunk that made ye [sc. the young Laird] sae mim?
((1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Mint, primly silent, with

lips closed lest a
stray

word should escape. 1880 MRS. PARR
Adam

&amp;lt;$

Eve xiii, Worth twenty o that stuck-up London !

consarn, with her pasty face and mim ways.
b. Used adverbially.

1786 BURNS Holy Fair xvi, See, up he s got the word o
1

G
,
An meek an mim has view d it.

c. Comb,
t
as mini-looking^ -spoken also mim-

mouthed, reserved in discourse, not communica

tive, implying the idea of affectation of modesty

(Jam.). Alsoyi^. Hence Mim-mouthedness.
1721 RAMSAY Lucky Spence iii, Mim-mou d Meg. 1820

Smugglers I. xiii. 164 I m no for being rmm-mpu d when
;

there s no reason; but a man had as gude, whiles, cast a
knot on his tongue. 1849 L . BRONTE Shirley vii, Some o

1

t bonniest and mimest looking too. 1889 Sat. Rev. 12 Jan. i

37/1 That mimmouthedness which has become a fashion
;

of late. 1896 LESLIE KEITH Indian Uncle xi. 189 Douce,
plod-plodding, mini-spoken lads.

t Miniature. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [f. L. mim-Hs

\

MIME sb. + -ATE 3 + -URE.] Mimicking, mimicry.
1638 MAYNE Lucian (1664) 253, I shall present her to you .

various, and in diverse shapes, and shall approve my selfc

not outdone by you in Miniature. Imagine her, then.

Mime (maim), sb. [a. L. mim-us, a. Gr. //ios.

Cf. F. mtme, Sp., Pg., It. mimo.]
1. Antiq, A performer in the dramatic pieces

described in sense 4.

[1900 O. E. Martyrol. 25 Aug. 152 Se waes Eerest sumes
kaseres minia, Jrast is leasere, ond sang beforan him scand-

Hcu Ieo5 ond plegode scandlice pieman.] 1784 T. DAVIKS
Dram. Misc. III. 51 The antient mimes were so expert at

the representation of thought by action. 1888 LOWELL
Heartsease $ Rue 51 Mime and heta:ra getting equal weight
With him whose toils heroic saved the State.

2. A mimic, jester, buffoon ;
a pantomimiat.

1616 B. JONSON Epigr. i. cxxix, Think st thou, Mime, this
j

is great? 1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. 9 Whereas he tels us

that Scurrilous Mime was a personated grim lowring foole.

1760 FOOTE Minor i. (1767) 14 He is an admirable mime, or

mimic, and most delectable company. 1828 SCOTT / . M.
Perth xvii, That which may well shock the nerves of a

;

prince of mimes and merry-makers. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes
,

(1858) 251 Delia Scala stood among his courtiers, with mimes
|

and buffoons {nebulones ac histriones) making him heartily
|

merry. 1902 J. CONKAD Heart Darkn. 142 In motley, as i

though he had absconded from a troupe of mimes.

b. in figurative context.

1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 245 That dance of mimes
]

which passes for life among the upper classes.

3. transf. and Jig, An imitator.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles \\. in. 82 Mimes or
^imitators

make only phantasmes or pictures not things. . . The Mime
wil neither know nor think aught of those things he imitates

as to good or evil. 1902 CORNISH Naturalist Thames 166

Those, .famous mimes, the Indian mynahs.
4. Antiq. A kind of simple farcical drama among

the Greeks and Romans, characterized by mimicry
and the ludicrous representation of familiar types
of character ; a dialogue written for recital in a

performance of this kind. Also occasionally applied

transf. to similar performances or compositions in

modern times.

1642 MILTON Ago?. Smect. $ Scaliger describes a Mime to

be a Poem imitating any action to stirre up laughter. 1693
DRYDEN Persins Sat. n. (1726) 255 note t Liberius in the !

Fragment of his Mimes, has a Verse like this. 1790 MALONE

Eng. Stage in Shaks. Wks. I. ii. 118 The Exodiarii and
Emboliariae of the Mimes are undoubtedly the remote pro-

;

genitors of the Vice and Clown of our ancient dramas, a 1834
COLERIDGE Shaks. Notes (1849) J2 Ihe m imes of Sophron :

were written in prose. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cv, No
!

more shall wayward grief abuse The genial hour with mask
and mime. 1904 J. A. NAIRN Herodas Introd. 22 A Mime
is a piece depicting actual life, generally the life of the

common people, and employing their language.

f 5. An imitation. Obs. rare,

1650 T. VAUGHAN Anthroposophia To Rdr., Excellent

patterns commend their Mimes.

6. attrib,&amp;gt;3& mime-play \ t mime-man, a mimic.
1630 B. JONSON New Inn

y. i, Tipto, and his Regiment of
mime-men {printed (ifai) mine-men], al drunk dumbe. 1894
Daily News 7 May 3/4 *Jean Mayeux , the new mime
play ...will be performed at the Princess s,

Mime (maim), v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F. mimer\
Gr. has fupfiaQai to imitate.]
1. intr. To act or play a part, with mimic

gesture and action and usually without words.

1616-1837 [see the vbl. sb.\. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 18 May
10/2 Mile. Jane May.. can sing and act as well as mime.

b. transf. and_/?^.

1728^ NORTH Mem. Music (1846) 36 Our paltry imitators
are mistaken when they attempt to mime tt upon a silent

stage. 1843 CARLYLE Past $ Pr. in. xv. Miming and chat

tering like a Dead-Sea Ape. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess
xviit, We cannot bedeck our inner selves and make them
mime

^as
the occasion pleases, and sing the old song when

their lips are set to a strange new chant.

c. trans. To represent by mimic action.
a 1894 STEVENSON WeirofHcrmision iv, She made it [the

j

hearthrug] a rostrum, mimeing her stories as she told them. 1

MIMETIC.

2. trans. To imitate, mimic.

1733 Introd. Verses to Fielding s Intrig. ChatnbemtaiJ)
Mark, in his mirth how innocent he plays ! And while he
mimes the mimick, hurts not Baye.s. 18^0 Harper s Mag.
Feb. 422/2 Miming the cuttle-fish devouring its prey.

Hence Mrming vbl, sb.

1616 B. JONSON Epigr. \. cxv, [He] Acts old Iniquitie, and
in the fit Of miming, gets th opinion of a wit. 1642 MILTON
Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 262 But in an ill houre hath his

unfortunate rashnesse stumbl d upon the mention of mi

ming. 1837 HowiTT Rnr. Life vi. xi. 520 All kinds of

pageants, inimings, masks, and frolics.

Mimeograph v
mi mwigraf), jd. [irreg. f. Gr.

fiTptopat I imitate + -GBAPH.] An apparatus,
invented by T. A. Edison, for producing stencils

of written pages, from which a large number of

copies may be obtained.
&quot;

Voice (N. Y.) 10 Sept., The mimeograph and the

autocopyist .. will give any number of copies of a letter.

1903 T. PSs Weekly 6 Nov. 720/1 A typewriter who could

multiply for him copies of these btories on the mimeograph.
Hence Mi meoffraph v. trans., to reproduce by

means of a mimeograph. Mi meographed ///. a.

1895 MARY E. BAM FORD in Chicago Advance 6 June
1290/2 The copies were mimeographed at la&amp;gt;t, thanks to her

mother s help. 1903 Miss FAITHFULL W. Lond. Typeivr.

Off. Circular^ Terms for mimeographing. Mimeographed
Circulars can be sent by the id. post.

Mimer (moi-moj). [f.
MIME v. + -ER 1

.] A
mime or mimic, a buffoon or jester.

1755 JOHNSON [quoting Milton Samson 1325, where Miwirs
in the first edition is a misprint, corrected in the Errata to

Mimics}. 1819 H. HL SK Vestriad n. 128 The Muse, who
taught th* enlivening dance, In Greece to mimers.and to gods
in France. 1835 W. IRVING Ncwstead Abbey Crayon Misc.

(1863) 298 We had mummers and mimers too.

II Mimesis (maimf sis). [Or. ^i^rjais imitation,

f. fuptto&ai to imitate, f. ptpos MlME j.]
1. Rhet, A figure of speech, whereby the sup

posed words or actions of another are imitated.

1650 TRAIT Coinm. Eccles. .\i. 9. 154 Solomon
._. by a

Mimesis brings in a wild yonker thus bespeaking himself.

Rejoice [etc.]. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Gracexxxiv. 568 Satan

called here (by a Mimesis) the god of tins world, not simply
and properly, but because he challenges to himself the

honour of a god.
2. Bid. -= MIMICRY 3.

1845 STRICKLAND in Lond. etc. Philos. Mag. XXVIII.
356 This term [Iconism], suggested by the Rev. Dr. Ingram,

..appears preferable to Mimesis, which I had originally

proposed to use. 1885 in Casse/fs Encycl. Diet. 1896 A. H .

KING Ethnology 196 With the growing needs of society, it

could not fail to develop by various processes mimesis,

reduplication, repetition [etc.].

Mimester (moi-msta-i). rare. [f.
MlMK v. +

-STEK.] MIME sb. 2, a mimic.

1873 T. COOPER Paradise of Martyrs (1877) 299 The
mimesters who beclout themselves anew with rags of Rome.

tMimeteue, Mimetese, Mimetesite.
Min. [Orig. F. mimetise (Beudant 1832) meant to

represent Gr. /li/ttjrijs imitator. Mimetene t
Mime

tesite (G. mimetesit) Breithaupt 1 84 1), and MIMETITE
are alterations intended to make the name less

anomalous in form.] Older names for MIMETITE.

1835 C. U. SHEPARD Treat. Alin. n. II. 46 Mimetene.

1843 CHAPMAN Min. 33 Mimetese. 1867 Pract. Mechanic s

JrnL i Sept. 190 An arseniated plumbic apatite (mimetesite).

Mimetic (maime tik), a. (and j.). [ad. Gr.

plfirjTifcus, f. ntfjttiffOat to imitate : see MIMESIS.]
A. adj.

1. Addicted to or having an aptitude for mimicry
or imitation. Also, pertaining to imitation.

1637 WHITING Albino fy Bellama 9 But Fucus, lead
by

most mimetick Apes, Could not depinge Don Fuco s antick

shapes. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. \V. Ixxix, The mimetic troops.,

begin their campaign [at the theatres] when all the others

quit the field. 1769 R. WOOD Ess. Genius Homer To Rdr. 2

We shall confine our inquiry to Homer s Mimetick Powers.

1843 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 316 Chatham himself lives the

strangest mimetic life, half-herOj half-quack, all along. 1845
R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. iv. (ed. 2) 70 The.. mimetic

tendency of infancy. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. Ixii,

Crying when she expected him to cry, and reflecting every

phase of her feeling with mimetic susceptibility.

2. Characterized by, or of the nature of, imita

tion.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. i. 18 Mimetic Poesie : which
the Platonists distribute into..Eicastic, and . . Phantastic.

1744 HARRIS Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 33 The mimetic art

of poetry has been hitherto considered, as fetching its imita

tion from mere natural resemblance. 1884 H. JENNINGS
Phallicism ix. 99 Among the Greeks all dancing was of the

mimetic kind. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VII. 338 Cases
..in which with lesion of the optic thalamus there has been

no defect in the mimetic movements.

3. = MIMIC a. 3.

1756 J. G. COOPER in World No. 159 V. 169 They maybe
enabled to make an exit as they have lived, in mimetic

grandeur. 1841 D ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1859) I. 59 When the

Duke of Normandy visited . . Edward the Confessor, he

beheld in England a mimetic Normandy. 189* STEVENSON
Across the Plains 266 A false and merely mimetic poverty.

4. a. Zool. and Bot, Of animals or plants:
Characterized by

*

mimicry* or resemblance in ex

ternal appearance to some essentially different

animal or plant, or to some inorganic object. Of

appearances or processes : Of the nature of
*

mimicry *.

1851 WOODWARD Mollitsca i. 56 A second class of ana-
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logical resemblances are purely external and illusive, they
have been termed mimetic. 1861 H. W. BATES in Trans.
Linn. Soc. XXIII. 502 Mimeiic analogies .. are resem
blances in external appearance, shape and colours between
members of widely distinct families. 1870 NICHOLSON Man.
Zool. Gen. Introd. 7(1875) 19 It appears that the mimetic

species is protected from some enemy by its outward simi

larity to the form which it mimics. 1882 Garden 28 Jan.
53/2 There are also cases of mimetic variation.

b. Path. (See quots.)
1856 MAYSE Expos. Le.t., Mimetic, applied to diseases

that resemble, or appear like imitations of others.

C. Cryst. (See quot. 1888.)
1881 W.J. LEWIS in Nature No. 616. 355 Twin and mimetic

crystals. 1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 4^0 Mimetic. Tscher-

mak proposed to call those crystals mimetic which possess

externally a high degree of symmetry, but are built up by
polysynthet ic twinning of crystals; having a low grade of

symmetry. Thus chabasite is termed a mimetic rhombohe-
dral crystal. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. Index,
Mimetic crystals.

5. Gram. (See quot.) rare.

1877 MARCH Coinp. Ags. Gram. 40. 27 Mimetic changes
are those occurring through the influence of other words.

fB. sb. ?A mime, buffoon.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature Ep. Ded. 8 It is

rather fit for the Mimeticks to dispute, then for mee to deter

mine.

t Mime tical, a. Obs. rare. [Formed as prec.
+ -ICAL.] MIMETIC a. 2.

a 1617 BAYNE On Coloss. (1634) 360 He doth unfold it by a

5

mimeticall expressing the charges that these false teachers

give.
1764 KURD Dial, vii. Foreign Trav. (1765) III. 5 A

ialogue in the old mimetical, or poetic form.

Minietically (maime tik li), adv. [f. prec. -f

-LY^.J In a mimetic orimitative manner; by mimesis.

1647 TKAPP Contin. Col. ii. 21 The words of those impos-
tours, which are here mimetically or by way of imitation
related. 1795 MAcKxiGHT Comm, Epistles (1820) II. 574
The apostle writes mimetically here, personating the false

teachers. 1857 H. SPENCER in Westm. Rev. Apr. 464 The
deeds of the god-king, chanted and mimetically represented
in dances round his altar.

Mimetism (marmftiz m). Biol. [f. MIMET-IC
+ -ISM.]

= MIMICKY.
1882 in OGILVIE ; and in later Diets.

Mimetite (msi mfteit). Min. [ad. G. miine-

tit (Haidinger 1845), f. Gr. ^I^TJT-TJS imitator 4-

-ITE. (See MIMETENE.)] Arsenate of lead, found
in yellow to brown crystals, resembling pyromor-
phite (Chester Diet. Min. 1896).
1852 BROOKE MILLER Phillip^s Min. 481.

Mimetry (mai metri). Crystt [f. MIMET-IC
+ -RY.]

^ PSEUDOSYMMETRY.
1895 in Funk s Stand. Diet.

Mi-mi, variant of MiA-MlA.
!l Mimiambi (mai-, mimiae-mbsi), sb.pl. (In

Diets, as sing, mimiambus.) [Latin, a. Gr.

fjttfuafjt^ot //., f. /if/io-r MIME sb. + tapQos IAMBUS.]
Mimes written in iambic or scnzontic verse.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mimiambus^ a kind of Verse,
anciently us d in Lampoons, Farces, c. 1711 in BAILEY.

1905 Academy 4 Nov. 1145/1 The mimiambi of Herodas.

Mimiambic (mai--, mrmiaembik), a. and sb.

[ad. mod.lu.mifmamdic-uSf f. mimiambi: see prec.]
A. adj. Pertaining to or of the nature of mimi

ambi. Of a poet : That wrote mimiambi.
1700 COLLIER 2nd Def. Short View] Another Mimiiambick

poet. 1846 Smith s Diet. Biogr. $ Mythol. II. 695/2 Matius
. .a mini iambic poet.

B. sb. pi. ~ MIMIAMBI.
1845 Encycl. Metrop. X. 412/1 Contemporary with La-

berios and Publius was Cneius Matius, who wrote Mimi-
anibics, which differed from the Mimes of the two former
authors only by being written in scazontics. 1894 A then&um
27 Jan. 108/3 The mimiambics of Herondas have already
made a sensation in the learned world.

Mimic (mi-mik), a. and sb. Forms : 6-7
mimraick, mimicke, -ique, 6-8 -ick, 7 mimik,
mymiky 7- mimic, [ad. L. mimic-us, ad. Gr.

fiituKos, f. /u/i-os: see MIME sb. and -ic. Cf. F.

wimiqiie, Sp. mfatico, Pg., It. mimico.] A. adj.
1. fa. Exercising the profession of a mime or

buffoon ; having the characteristics of, or re

sembling, a mime (obs.). b. Addicted to or having
aptitude for mimicry; imitative.

1598 MARSTON Sco. VUlanie in. x. H vij b, The long
fooles coat, the huge slop, the lugg d boot From mimick
Piso all doe clalme their roote. 1647 WAKD Simp. Cobler
26 They would disdain to be led about like Apes, by such
mymick Marmosets. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. no Oft in her
absence mimic Fansie wakes To imitate her. 1708 ROWE Roy.
Convert n. i, Some mimick Fantom wears the lovely Form.
1726 ARUUTHNOT It cannot rain but it pours in Swift s
Wks. 1751 VI. 200 Aristotle saith, that Man is the most
Mimick of all Animals. 1730 SWIFT Market-hillWte. 1751
X. 146 Sly Hunters. .To catch a Monkey by a Wile, The
mimic Animal amuse, They place before him Gloves and
Shoes. 17.. COVVPER Transl.fr. I . Bourne, Parrot iii,

Sweet Poll!
1

his doting mistress cries, Sweet Poll!
the mimic bird replies. 1821 BRYANT Ages iii, Let the
mimic canvass shew His calm benevolent features.

2. Of actions, expression of countenance, etc.

t a. Pertaining to or characteristic of a mime ;

histrionic; hence, hypocritical. Obs. b. Pertaining
to, or of the nature of, mimicry or imitation.
1601 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. i. v, Woulds t have me.,

wring my face with mimic action ? 1614 GATAKER Tran-
snbst. 113 Where are all those., mimicke gestures and apish

! fooleries that their Masse-bookes enjoyne? 1638 SIR T.

[

HERBERT Trar. (ed. 2) 10 They circle the grave with
,
mimmick gestures and ejaculations, c 1645 HOWELL Lett.

, (1655) I. 219 No simpring smiles, no mimic face, Affected

|
gesture, or forc d grace. 17*7 SWIFT Misc., On Dreams 10

The busy Head with mimick Art runs o er.The scenes and
Actions of the Day before. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian

xxvi, Vivaldi concluded, that his dream had mocked him
with a mimic voice. 1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. ii. 19
As I taught him the written signs of our language, Massieu

taught me the mimic signs of his.

3. That is a copy of, or imitatively resembles,
what is properly denoted by the name ; imitative

as opposed to real.

or playful imitation, and usually suggesting that the copy
is ludicrously diminutive or insignificant as compared with
the reality imitated.

1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argenis IIL xix. 213 This
mimicke Goddesse, who usurped divine honours. 1641
MILTON Ch, Govt. v. Wks. 1851 III. 119 To frame out of their
own heads as it were with wax a kinde of Mimick Bishop
Hmm d out to the life of a dead Priesthood. 1716 POPE

Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 225, I send you some [needles], that have
had their heads and points melted offby our mimic lightning.
1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy Frances (1767) II. 193
Instances in brutes of what we partially stile mimic reason.
1811 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 212 The mimic monarch (of

Hayti] has been encountered with superior force by his rival.

1822 SCOTT Lije in Forest, Along the silver streams ofTweed
Tis blithe the mimic fly to lead. 1839 ALISON Hist. Europe
Hv. 62 (1850) VIII. 524 The mimic warfare of the opera
stage. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed.

t
2) y. 399 If any one dies in

these mimic contests, the homicide is involuntary.
4. Path. (See quot.)
1890 Syd. Soc. Lex.&amp;gt; Mimic convulsion, same as Facial

spasm. Mimic facial palsy, an immobility and relaxation
of the facial muscles which are supplied by the paralysed
nerve.. .Mimic s^asw, sudden and transient contraction of
the muscles supplied by the portio dura of the seventh pair
of cerebral nerves.

B. sb.

1. f A mime, burlesque actor (obs.*) ;
a performer

who imitates the manner, attitudes, or voice of

another in order to excite laughter ; hence, in

wider sense, one who practises or is skilled in

mimicry or ludicrous imitation.

1590 SHAKS. Afids. N. in. ii. ig Anon his Thisbie must be
answered. And forth my Mimmick comes. 1599 B. JONSON
Cynthia s Re^&amp;gt;. in. iv, Waited on By mimiques, jesters. 1609
DEKKER Gi-ls Horne-bk. vi. 31 Draw what troope you can
from the stage after you: the Mimicks are beholden to you,
for allowing them elbow roome. c 1660 WOOD Life 8 Oct.

(O. H. S.) I. 336 He was a great mimick, and acted well in

several playes. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i. iv. (1715) 19
[They] preferr d a Mimick, or a

Stage-player
before the

most Valiant Captain. 1739 GIBBER Apot. (1756) 1. 123 The
mimick.. is a great assistant to the actor. 1771 BOSWELL
21 Mar. in Johnson^ A mimick can not only give you the

gestures and voice of a person whom he represents ; but
even what a person would say on any particular subject.
1830 Ann. Reg.) Chron. 249 Deaths.. Mr. Ralph Sherwin,
mimic and comedian. 1849 mJHCUnJft ffttt* Eng. ii. I. 196
The mimics,reveUers,and courtesans who crowded the palace.

b. A mean or servile imitator* (J.). Occasion

ally of a thing : Something that mimics or feebly
resembles.

16*4 WOTTON Archit. i. 7 What are the most iudicious
Artisans but the Mimiques of Nature ? 1711 ADDISON Sfect.
No. 225 F 7 Cunning is only the M imick of Discretion. 1791
BURKE To Member of Nat. Assemb. Wks. 1792 III. 346
When full grown, it [vanity] is the worst of vices, and the
occasional mimic of them all. It makes the whole man

apart from the mere fools and mimics, of that creed are of
two sorts. 1871 PALGHAVE Lyr. Poems 22 The cottage gable,
bare and high, Poor forlorn mimic of the mountain crest.

t2. A writer of mimes, mimographer, Obs.

1711 BAILEY, A Mimick^ a Writer of Lampoons or short

jests.

3. Zool. and Bot. A mimetic animal or plant.
Also appos. in mimic beetle (see quot. 1855).
1855 W. S. DALLAS in Syst. Nat. Hist. I. 408 This position

is always assumed by these Beetles [Histeridx and Byr-
r/tidae} when alarmed ; and, from this assumption of a death
like attitude, some of the commonest species have received
the name of Afimic Beetles, 1893 NEWTON Diet, /tints*, v.

Mimicry, It is pretty clear that the Mbneta.,\$ rightly
named the mimic, since it is a comparatively weak bird,
and must benefit by being mistaken for the strong, pugna
cious and noisy Philemon.
4. *

Play-acting , mummery (obs.) ; mimicry,
imitation, rare.
a 1631 DONNE Poems ( 1650) 6 Compar d to this, All honour s

mimique ; All wealth alchymy. 1832 Fraser sMag. V. 197
The son

_of
the soldier already will dare To mount the old

charger, in mimic of war.

Mimic (mi-mik), v. [f. MIMIC sb.~\

1. trans. To ridicule by imitating or copying (a

person, his speech, manner, gestures, etc.),

1697 BUBCHOPE Disc. Rejig. Assemb. 121 To misrepresent
his words and mimick his gestures. 1700 DRYDEN Ovi(P$
Met. xi. Ceyx fy Alcyone 330 Morpheus.. express d The
Shape of Man, and imitated best ; The Walk, the Words,
the Gesture cou d supply, The Habit mimick, and the Mien
bely. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarck (1870) I. 229/2 Androcles
..accused Alcibiades,. of mimicking the sacred mysteries.
1821 SHELLEY Chas. /, ii. 98 He mocks and mimics all he

1 sees and hears. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xiii, Mimicking
the voice and manner of the usher. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack
ofGold vi, The laird was mimicking the miller s voice and
manner as well as he could. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed
dooo) 91 This is disgraceful , said Maisie, mimicking
Mrs. Jennett s tone.

2. To imitate or copy with mii.ute accuracy in

external characteristics, e.g. in voice, gesture,

style, or manner of doing anything. Chiefly in

contemptuous use, as implying servile, unintelli

gent, or otherwise ridiculous imitation.

1687 DRYDEN Hind.
(J-

P. i. 40 The buffoon Ape.. mi
micked all sects and had his own to chuse. 1697 fr trf.
Past. v. 116 Alphesibceus, tripping, shall advance; And
mimick Satyrs in his antick Dance. 1761 CHURCHILL Rcsciad
Poems 1763 1. 50 Just in the way that monkies mimic man.

1843 MACAULAY ss.
t
Addison (1899) 724 Thus much. .is

, certain, both Swift and Voltaire have been successfully
; mimicked, and that no man has yet been able to mimic

Addison. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. 27 The rest only
mimicked the hero \sc. Alexander the Great] . . in their

demeanour, and in the trappings and state of royalty. 1871
I

L. STEPHEN Playgr. Enr. (1894) viii. 168 The absurdity of

mimicking a man who was his junior.

b. with an action or attribute as object.
17*6 SWIFT Gulliver \\. iii, He observed how contemptible

a Thing was human Grandeur, which could be mimicked by
such diminutive Insects as I. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil\\.
x. (1840) 328 The devil is known to mimic the methods, as
well as the actions of his maker. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
ii. I. 165 When a sect becomes powerful, .men crowd into it,

. .conform strictly to its ritual, mimic its peculiarities. 1858
BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II. viii. 570 They mimicked the voice
of liberty they aped her very gestures. 1905 W. H. MAL-
LOCK in igtb Cent. Sept. 497 The devil had mimicked the
art of the Creator.

c. oi immaterial or inanimate things personified.
1712 GRANVILLE Poems 173 Who wou d with Care some

happy Fiction frame, So mimicks Truth, it looks the very
same. 1712 SfEELES^eci. No. 514 P2 Vice has learned so lo

mimick Virtue, that it often creeps in hither under its Dis

guise. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 77 F 3 The prattle
of affectation mimicking distresses unfelt. 1854 PATMOKL
Angel in Ho. i. u. vii, The leaves, all stirring, mimick d
well A neighboring rush of rivers cold. 1878 STEVENSON
Edinburgh (1889) 8 Behold the palace re-awakened and

mimicking its past.

3. To represent imitatively, as by drawing,

painting, etc. Of things : To have a close re

semblance to, to have or assume the appearance of.

1770 T. WHATELY Observ. Gardening 23 Such whimsical

wonders, however, lose their effect, when represented in

a picture, or mimicked in ground artificially laid. 1814
WOKDSW. Excursion vi. 315 Like.. clouds that mimicked
land Before the sailor s eye. 1819 KEATS Lamia 11. 125
Fresh carved cedar, mimicking a glade Ofpalm and plantain,
met from either side. 1860 KEADE Cloister

&amp;lt;$

H. IxiH, He
showed her how closely he could mimic marble on paper.
4. J ath. Of a disease : To exhibit symptoms

that have a deceptive resemblance to those of

(another disease) ; to simulate.

1744 BERKELEY Siris S 90 The scurvy, .which indeed must
be allowed to create or mimic most other maladies. 1809
Allvittt s Syst. Med. VIII. 473 Nodular forms are closely
mimicked by the. .febrile outbursts of nodular leprosy.

6. Zool. To have a mimetic resemblance to

(something else) in form or colour.
1861 H. W. BATES in Trans. Linn. Soc. XXIII. 504 The

Leptalides. .fly in the same parts of the forest, and generally
in company with the species they mimic. 1879 LUBBOCK
Set. Lect. ii. 62 The Gcometridae. .closely mimic bits of dry
stick.

Mimical (mi-mikal), a. (and sb.}. Also 7

mymicall. [f. MIMIC a. + -AL.] A. adj.

fl. - MIMIC a. i. Obs.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 104 The Puppets have alwaies
a Mimicall prolocutor to tel what they meane. a 1618
RALEIGH Rent. (1644) 264 A Mimical French-man whom
I entertained . . for bis Icsts. a 1661 FULLER Worthies^
Kent (1662,1 if. 80 A Mimical Ape. 1693 J. EDWARDS
Author. O. & N. Test. 293 Devils.. are a mimical sort of

creatures., diligent emulators of the most holy persons.
2. f Befitting a mime or burlesque actor (obs.} ;

pertaining to, characterized by, or of the nature of

mimicry.
1610 HKALF.Y St. Aug. Citie o/God\i. i. (1620) 226 It were

like Mimicall scurrility to demand any thing of any one of

them [sc. gods], which restethvnder the disposing of another.

1617 MORYSON Itin. HI. 7, 1 beheld the mimicall gestures, .of

the Roman Priests. 1617 BP. HALL Quo Vadis ? (1628) S 14
A few waste complements and mimicall courtesies. 1676
WisKMAN^Vfwy. i. xxiii. 132 Without speaking or opening his

Eyes for many months, onely some odd mimicall gestures he
used. X7O9STEELH Tatler^Q. 99 p 1 13y introducing mimical

Dances, and fulsom Buffoonries. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.
III. ii. 93 The petty Tyrannys and mimical Politysofsome
new Pretenders. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry (1775) I.

i. 49 No priest shall be a poet, or exercise the mimical or

histrionica! art in any degree. 1840-1 DE QUINCEY Style
Wks. 1859 XI. 171 The mimical situations of novels. 1873

Q. Rev. Oct. 340 She had musical and mimical talents.

f3. = MIMIC a. 3. Obs.

1624 GEE New Shreds of O. Snare 17 The Actor that

puts life into this mimicall Artillery by motion and voice.

1663 Proposal to use no Conscience 2 Small mimical oaths,
as when we swear by our Honor . . or Faith. 1695 Eniilianne s

Hist. Monast. Ord. u. i. 232 The Nuns. .did in progress of

time attribute to their cutting off their Hair,., and mimical

Habits, a holy Virtue.

B. sb. An imitator
;
an actor.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 9/2 Euterpe, .is the goddess
of Mymicals.
Hence Mi mically adv., f Mi micalncBs.

i63 COCKERAM n, Scoffingly, frrotticallyt Mimic&Uy.



MIMIOATION.

1641 FULLER Holy % Prof, St. in. xii, 181 So long mimically

imitating mad men that he became one. a 1661 FULLER

(Ogilvie 1882), The mimicalness of the ape. i7ix PUCKLE
Club 107 Be neither mimically in, nor ridiculously out of the

t Mimica tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MIMIC v. +

-ATION.] A mimicking, counterfeit.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. Arianism 83 Several

imperfect notions and mimications of the Christian Religion.

Mimicked ^mi-mikt), ///. a. [f. MIMIC v. +
-ED !.]

In senses of the verb.

1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xli, The lightning rent from
Ariosto s bust The iron crown of laurel s mimick d leaves.

186. DARWIN Qrig. Spec. xiii. (1866) 507 Many of the

mimicking forms of the Leptalis, as well as of the mimicked
forms, can be shown by a graduated series to be merely
varieties of the same species.

Mimicker (mi-mikai). [f.
MIMIC v. + -ER*.]

One who or something which mimics.

1847 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets. 1861 H. W. BATES in

Trans. Linn. Soc. XXIII. 509 Amongst the living objects
mimicked by insects are the predacious species from which it

is the interest of the mimickers to be concealed.

Mimicking (mi*mikirj), ppl. a. [f. MIMIC v.

+ -ING 2
.] In senses of the vb. ; ZooL = MIMETIC a.

1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady 11. xii. 5 (1734) 244 Saint

Vttus s Dance, (as it is call d) the mimicking Distemper.
186. [see MIMICKED]. 1872 NICHOLSON Introd. Stud. Biol.

52 The mimicing butterflies.. are liable at a distance to be
mistaken for the distasteful Heliconidx. 1877 E. LEIGH
Cheshire Dial. s. v. Mimick^ Mimicking work is work
made to look well for a time, but not to last, like bad contract

Also 7 mimmickry.
work.

Mimicry (mi mikri).

[f. MIMIC so. + -BY.]
1. The action, practice, or art of mimicking or

closely imitating, either in sport or otherwise, the

manner, gesture, speech, or mode of action of

persons, or the superficial characteristics of a thing.
1709 STEBLB Tatler No. 38 r 6 A wretched Belief, That

their Mimickry passes for Real Business, or True Wit. 1810

SCOTT Lady of L. IL xxvi, The chase I follow far, Tis

mimicry of noble war. 1829 CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint, i. 58
Mimickry, common to all children, was remarkable in me.

1870 HUXLEY Lay Serm. iii. (1874) 49 The successful mi

micry of the measure of a Greek song. 1905 R. D. SHAW
Pauline Epist. 175 A learned and distinguished Comedian
. . daily went through his antics and mimicry on the Capitol.
b. In mimicry of&quot;: in imitation of.

1814 SOUTHEY Roderick vm. 107 As if m mimickry of
insect play. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece xlviii. VI. 133 [He]
wore a lion s skin, and armed himself with a club, in mimicry
of Hercules.

c. An act, instance, or mode of mimicking.
Also concr. a production by which something is

mimicked.
1687 N. N. OldPopery i/Those trivial upstart Mimmickries

of them [sc. the Roman Church] practiced only within the
narrow Limits of the Church of England. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 169 r 4 We shall find it [Good-Breeding] to be

nothing else but an Imitation and Mimickry of Good-nature.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 219 They [sc. monkeys]
soon begin to exert all their sportive mitnickries. 1877
SHIELDS Final Philos. 236 The Latin apologists . . had
denounced the myths and oracles of paganism as Satanic
mimicries. 1879 C. H. WILSON in Encycl. Brit. X. 673/2
In France an imitative school.. has executed mimicries of
ancient glass painting.
2. Zool. A close external resemblance which

a living creature (or sometimes a nest, etc.) bears

to a different animal, or to some inanimate object.
1861 H. W. BATES in Trans. Linn. Soc. XXIII. 509 ^t

The author [Riissler] enumerates many very singular cases
of mimicry; he also states his belief that the mimicry is

intended to protect the insects from their enemies. 1893
NEWTON Diet. Birds s. v. Mimicry, We must alwaj-s re

member that the Mimicry, however produced, is unconscious.

Miminy-piminy (mi:mini|prmmi), a. and sb.

Also mimminee-pimminee. [Intended as pho
netically symbolic : cf. MIM; also NIMINY-PIMINY.]
A. adj. Ridiculously delicate or over-refined ;

finicking.
1815 MRS. PILKINOTON Celebrity II. 229 Your miminy-

piminy fears of hurting the feelings. 1863 READE Hard
Cask xxxiii, In a miminy-piminy voice [she] said she was
come to make her submission. 1881 W. S. GILBERT Patience
n, A miminy pimtny, Je-ne-sais-qnoi young man.
B. sb Finicking or affected composition.
1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets viiL 293 All the tantalizing,

teasing, tripping, lisping mimminee-pimminee of the highest
brilliancy and fashion of poetical diction. 1825 Spirit of
Age 397 The two lines immediately after, .are a mere piece
of enigmatical ingenuity and scientific mimminee-pimmmee.
Mimique, obs. form of MIMIC.

t Mi mist. Obs. rare&quot;
1
,

[f.
MIME sb. + -IST.]

One who imitates. ( Erroneouslyused by Puttenham. )

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xi. (Arb.) 42 There were
others [sc. poets] that . . vsed in places of great assembly, to

say by rote nombers of short and sententious meetres, very
pithie and of good edification, and thereupon were called
Poets Mintistes : as who would say, imitable and meet to
be followed for their wise and graue lessons.

Mimmation (mim^-Jan). Assyrian Gram.
Also miraatiou.

[f.
Arab, mint, name of the

letter m + -ATION, after NDNNATION.] The ap
pending of m to the flexional vowels in Assyrian.
(A characteristic of the Babylonian dialect of that

language, as nunnation is of classical Arabic.)
1873 Eng. Cycl. Arts $ Sci. Suppl. 173. 1896 W. ST. C.

BOSCAWEN BiMt $ Mon. i. 30 The . . elaborate power of

455

word-building, as well as the preservation of the mlmation
..attest this similarity. 1903 Expositor Oct. 280 Jaum is

the same as Jauonly with the Babylonian mimmation added.

Mi mmering, a. IPseudo-arcA. [Cf. next.]
? Doting, dreaming,
1817 G. DARLEV Sylviabt, A half-brain d loon ! A mimmer-

ing driveller !

t Mimmerkin. 06s. S . In 6 mymraerken,
-in. [Cf. Du. mijmeren (MDu. mimmeren, mi-

meren} to dote
;
and see -KI.V.] ? A dotard.

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting m. Dtinbar 29 Mandrag mym-
merkin, maid maister botin mowis. Ibid. 514 Cankrit Caym,
..Tutiuillus, Marmaidyn, mymmerken, monstirofall men.

Mimmick, -ry, obs. forms of MIMIC, MIMICRY.

Mimmulua, obs. form of MIMULDS.

MimneSS (mi-mines), [f. MIM a. + -NESS.]

Primness, demureness.

1817 HOGG Tales ; Sk., Edin. Baillie (1878)
V. 224 My

angel Lady Jane . . had now lost all her jocularity and

flippancy of speech ; there was nothing but mimness and
reserve m the Marquess s presence.

i Mi mograpli. Obs.rare~l
. [ad. L. nrimo-

graphns, Gr.
/u^o7/&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;-os

: see next. Cf. -^geogi-afh,

bibliography
= next.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. 13 (Plata), Sophron the

Mimographe.

Bffimograplier (msimfgrafaj). [f. L. mTuio-

graph-us (a. Gr. pTnoypatpos, {. /ii ^o-t MIME sl&amp;gt;. +

-ypcHpos writer) + -ER 1
: see -GBAPHER.] A writer

or composer of mimes.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 235 Mimographers

I needs must call them. Ibid. 267 Some are Poetasters, or

Mimographers. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 196 Tis
in this that the great mimog_ranher, the father and prince
of

poets,
excels so highly ; his characters being wrought to

a likeness beyond what any succeeding masters were ever

able to describe. 1858 DONALDSON tr. C. O. Mailer ! Hist.
f,ii. Anc. Gr. xxxix. 4 II. 215 Sophron the rnimographer.

t Mimo loger. Obs.-a
[f. Gr. ^0X07-05

reciter of mimes
(f. nipo-s MIME + -Ao-yot that

speaks) + -ER 1
: see -LOGEB.] A reciter of mimes.

So Mimo-logist.
17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Mimologcr, one who recites Rhymes.

1832 Examiner 21/1 She is the Psyche of the Mimologists.

T MimO logy. Obs. [ad. Gr.
/ii&amp;gt;oA.o-y(a,

f. ^r/joXoYos : see prec.] Recitation of mimes.
17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Mimology, a making of Rhymes.

Mimophyre (mai-miffski). Petrology, [f.

mimo- (see next) + -phyr ending of G. porphyr
porphyry.] An uncrystallized rock having the

appearance of porphyry.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 56 2 Mimophyre, Cement argil

laceous, uniting distinct grains of felspar, &c.

t Mimo-prophet. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f. Gr.

/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;-s
MIME (taken in the sense of mimic

,
sham )

+ PROPHET.] A mock or pretended prophet.
Hence t Mlmoprophetic a.

1668 H. MORE Div. Dial., Schol. (1713) 567 When the
whole Empire of the World was promised, .to the Familists,

by their Mimo- Prophet H. N. Ibid. 571 The Quakers.,
are to be esteemed.. a Mimopropheticic sort of People.

II Mimosa (mimJn za, mimiTtrsa). PI. -as, also

Lat. -89. [mod.L. (Colin 1619: see Hatz.-Darm.

s.v.), app. f. L. mim-us MIME sb. + -osa fern, of

-osus suffix : see -OSE. The name seems to have
been meant to allude to the mimicry of conscious

life shown by the Sensitive Plant.]
1. a. Bat. A genus of leguminous shrubs, natives

of tropical and sub-tropical regions; the best

known representative is the common Sensitive

Plant, M. pudica. The genus was originally

nearly co-extensive with the present sub-order

Mimoseie, but has been greatly narrowed by the

separation of Acacia and other genera. Also, a

plant of this genus, b. In popular language
applied chiefly to the Sensitive Plant and to certain

trees of the genus Acacia, esp. the Australian

species otherwise known as Wattle-trees.

[1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Mimosx Plantx, the same
with Seasath e.} 1731 J. HILL Hist. Plants 474 The
legume of the Mimosa is articulated, and the leaves are
sensitive. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpfi., The species of
Mimosa, enumerated by Mr. Tournefort, are these : i. The
common sensitive shrub. 2. The prickly and more sensitive
Mimosa. . . 5. The prickly Pernambuco Mimosa. 1775 Nat.
Hist.inAnn. ^^.(1783)93 TheMimosae, or sensitive plants.
1801 SOUTHEY Thalaoa i. xiv, Beneath a tall mimosa s

shade . . They saw a man reclined. 1808 SCOTT Marm.
iv. Introd. 196 For not Mimosa s tender tree Shrinks sooner
from the touch than he. 1847 LONGF. Ev. 11. ii. 42 At the

tramp of a horse s hoof on the turf of the prairies, Far in
advance are closed the leaves of the shrinking mimosa. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Trav. xi. 203 White-thorned mimosa (Acacia
horrida). |86&amp;gt; G. T. LLOYD 33 Yrs. in Tasmania iii. 33
The Mimosa or Wattle, which prevails throughout the most
fertile lands of Tasmania. 1867 BAKER Nile Tritut. i. (1872)
9 A few miserable stunted thorny mimosas.
2. The bark of various Australian species of

Acacia, used in tanning ;
also called Wattle-bark.

1851-4 Tomlinson s Cycl. Use/. Arts, etc. (1866) II. 28
Mimosa or Wattle-bark, is procured from different species
of mimosa, which grow in Australia and New Zealand.

3. attrib. and Comb., as mimosa-bush, family,
scrub, shrub, -thorn

;
mimosa-bark = sense 2 ;

mimosa gum =gtim arabic (see ARABIC a. 2).

MIMY.

1848 W. WESTGARTH Australia Felix xvii. 555 The other

exports of Australia Felix consist chiefly of tallow, . ,*mimosa
bark, and gum-wood. 1900 KIPLING in Daily fvcws 16 June
4 5 McManus went for a walk through the &quot;mimosa-bushes.

1860 GRAY Mail. Bot. 91 Mimosez, the &quot;Mimosa Family.
1890 Syd. Sac. Lex., Mimosa gum. 1900 DOYLE Green

Flag 4 Thick clumps of *mimosa scrub. 1830 R. DAWSON
Pres. State Austral, v. (1831) 202 Gum arabic, which exudes
from the *mimosa shrubs. 1894 SIR G. H. PORTAL Mission

Uganda 35 Clumps of *mimosa thorns. 1898 Daily Ncivs
6 Sept. 4/7 They stood behind the thin breastwork of mimosa
thorn bushes. 1775 MASSOS Journeys at Cape in Phil.

Trans. LXVI. 200 Weencamped underalarge mimosatree.

Miniose (mimou s,
1

. Petrology, [a. F. mimose.]
A uniformly greyish coloured lava composed of

compact feldspar closely united with pyroxene.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 56/2 Mimose. Laminated felspar,

and augite.

Miniosite (mimJirsait). Palecont. [ad. mod.L.
Mimosites (see J. H. Balfour Man. Bol. 1849,

1189): see MIMOSA and -ITE.] Any fossil

remains of plants supposed to have belonged to

the sub-order Mimosex.
1882 in OGILVIE ; and in later Diets.

Mimotannic (mimotarnik), a. C/icm. [f.

MIMO(SA) + TASSIC a.] Mimotannic acid: a

variety of tannic acid found in the mimosa.
1857.MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. v. 4 (1862) 403 The

essential constituents of catechu are mimotannic acid and
catechin. 1874 GAKROD & BAXTER Mat.

ftlcd^. 235 Kino
contains a species of tannin, called mimotannic acid i or
catechu-tannic acid).

Mimotype (mi-motaip). Zoo!, [f. Gr. ^ffio-t

MIME sb. (^taken in the sense of mimic ) + TYPE

rf.] A type or form of animal life which in one

country is the analogue or representative of a type
or form found in another country, to which it is

not very closely related (Coil. Diet.}.
1881 T. GILL in Smithsonian Rep. 460 The quasi-repre

sentative forms are not only isotypes, but simply mimotypes.
Foot-n. Mimotypes, forms distantly resembling each other,
but fulfilling similar functions.

Hence Mimotypic (mimoti pik) a., relating to

or having the character of a mimotype.
1890 in Century Diet. , and in later Diets.

Minip (mimp), sb. and a. [Phonetically sym
bolic : cf. MlM.]
A. sb. A pursing up of the lips.

? 1820 Heiress 54, I am preparing the cast of the lips for the

ensuing winter, .thus. ..It is to be called the Paphian mimp.
B. adj. Prim, precise, affected, mim.

1882 in Lane. Gloss., Miinf, prim, precise, affected.

So Mi mpetty mimp adv., in prim silence.

1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Philos. I. 168, I amsoteased
and so lectured by the old folks that I sit mimpetty mimp
before them merely for peace sake.

Blimp (mimp), v. dial. [Cf. MIMP sb.~\

1 1. trans. To purse up (one s mouth).
1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 35. 2/2 She mimp d up her

Mouth with scorn.

2. intr. To speak or act in an affected or mincing
manner ;

to toy or play with one s food in an

affected manner (E. D. D.).
c 1861 STATON Rays from Loominary 41 Peggy coom

mimpin up besoide him, lookin bonnify confused. 1880
MRS. PARR Adam

&amp;lt;$

Eve vi. 83, I thought you d be mimpin
1

and mincin , and that nothin ud please ee.

r Mi mpins. Obs. &quot;&amp;gt;. School slang. (Seequot.)
1820 L. HUNT Indicator No. 35 (1822) I. 275 There used

to be a mystery- called mimpins, which as Dr. Johnson would
say, made a pretty sweetmeat.

Mimsey (mrmzi), a. dial. Also mimzy. [f.

MIM a. : cf. clumsy,Jlimsy, tipsy.] Prim, prudish ;

contemptible (E. D. D.).
1880A ntrim

&amp;lt;$

Dtnt ft Class., Mim, Mimsey, prim, prudish.
1895 S. CHRISTIAN Sarah (ed. 4) 262 She is no mimzy miss to
be scared, or a reed to break if you lean your hand on it.

II Mirnulus (mi-mizJlt s). Bol. Also 8 mim-
mulus. [mod.L.; app. dim. of L. mimus MIME
sb. The application by Linnaeus (sense 2) is sup
posed to allude to the resemblance of the flowers

to a mask.]
1 1. The Louse-wort or Red Rattle, Pedictilaris

sylvatica. Obs.~

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mitnmulus, the Herb Rattle,
or Louse-wort. 1727 BAILEY vol. II.

2. A genus of flowering plants (N .O. Scrophu-
larinese), indigenous in America, Asia, and Africa;
a plant of this genus (in popular use esp. M. luteus,
the monkey-flower or monkey-plant&quot;).
M. tnoschatus is commonly known as the musk plant.

1824 LOUDON Encycl. GardeninglnAex, Mimulus, monkey-
flower. 1882 Garden 10 June 406/3 Single Mimuluses m
variety, .have been the most brilliant outdoor hardy flowers

I have. 1905 Longm. Mag. Jan. 253 The showy yellow
flowers of the North American mimulus may be seen.

II Mimas (msi-mos). Ornith. [mod.L. use of

L. mimus MIME sb.~\ A genus of American birds

including the mocking-bird, M.polyglottus; a bird

of this genus.
1706 PHILLIPS fed. Kersey), ^T//;wj,..the Indian Mock-

bird, not much unlike the Jay, but somewhat smaller.

attrib. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds 958 In the Mimus-
group the tarsus is anteriorly scutellated.

t Mi my, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MIME s/&amp;gt;. + -T 1.]

Of or pertaining to a mime or mimic.



MIN.

1683 O. U. Parish Ch. A*o Conventicles 4 When his mimy
Face should appear, with Gravity and Laughter at the same
instant

tMin, s/&amp;gt;.
1 Obs. Forms: i, 4 myne, mine,

3 mune-, 3-4 min, 4 minne, 4-5 myn(ne. [OE.
myne masc., OS. muni- (in munilic lovable), ON.
wuH-r mind, desire, love, Goth, mun-s : OTeut.

*mtini-z, f. wk.-grade of the Indogermanic root

&quot;men- (: &quot;man- :
11111-&quot;)

: see MIND sb.]

1. a. Mind, purpose, intention (OE. only), b.

Remembrance, memory, mention. To make min

of: to mention.

Btowul/lyji Ljessan hwile.. bonne his mynesphte. 511300
Cursor M. 5174 Yee ha sin bat yee mak of him ani mm.
Ibid. 8835 To haf o bat tre lastand min. a 1450 MYRC 1852
On by power ben haue bow mynne, pat bou my?t a-soyle of

alle synne. 1460 Tmvueley Myst. xxiv._ 361 Now.gramercy
agayn \ Mekill thank and myn and this shalbe ment.

2. Comb. : min-day = MIND-DAY
;
also attrib.

a 12*5 Ancr. R. 22 Ine anniuersaries, bet is ine mune.
cl.iues of ower leoue vreond. 1532 in Weaver Wills With
(1890) 84 A myndey cowe that I had of my mother.

t Min, sb.- Sc. Obs. Shortened form of

MINNIE, mother.
I... Johnnie Fan in Child Ballads IV. 284 (Cent.) I m

Johnny Faa o Yetholm town, There dwall my min and
daddie O.

t Min, a. Obs. Also 3 minne, 4-5 myn(n)e,
4-6 myn. [a. ON. minne (. *minra) =O Kris.

minnera, rninra, OS. minnero (MDu. minre,

minder, Du. minder), OHG. minniro (MHG.
minre, minner, mod.G. minder), Goth, minniza:

OTeut. *minnizon-, *minwizon-, cogn. w. Gr.

luvuffiv to make or grow smaller, L. minufre to

diminish, L. minor less.

The alleged OE. min does not exist ; the word in the

supposed examples is minne with the sense wicked, harm
ful

, prob. cognate with man MAN a. and sb?]

Less. Always coupled with more.
a 1300 E. E, Psalter ix. 5 pou snibbid genge mare and

minne, Forworthed wiked for his sinne. 13.. Garv. fy Gr,
Knt. 1881 pere he schrof hym schyrly, & scnewed his mys-
dedez, Of e more & be mynne, & merci besechez. c 1400
Rule St. Benet 175 Who so makes myrth mor or min, In

god behoues his ioy begin. L
-

1440 York Myst. ix. 34 My
Fadir knewe both more and mynne,. .That al bis worlde
shuld synke for synne. 1571 H. CHARTERIS Lyndesay s

Wks. Adhort. a vj b, Idolateri.s . . Reid heir ;our lyfe at large,
baith mair and min.

t Min, v.l Obs. Forms : I (*mynian, *myn-
nan), yd sing. pres. mynep, stibj. menese ; 4-5

myu(n. [OK. *mynian, f. myne Mix jiU] inlr.

To intend, purpose ;
to direct one s course, go.

a 1000 Gttthlac 1061 paer min hyht myneS to gesecenne.
a 1000 in Cockayne Shrine 163 Ic Izre aelcne Sara be ma^a
si & manigne w&amp;lt;en haebbe baet he meni^e to bam ilcan wucla.

13.. Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 982 pe lorde.. Mynned merthe to be
made vpon mony sybez. a 1400-50 Alexander^4787 Vp at a

ma;te mountane he myns with his ost.

t Miu, v.2 Obs. Forms: 2-4 mine, 3-4 munne,
min ne, 4-5 myn(e, mynne. [a. ON. minna

(: OTeut. type *minjan, *mcnjan, f. root *men- :

see MINU sb. The first quot. may belong to OE.

mynegian : see MING v.]
1. trans. To remind.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 139 And he minede alle men to

forleten here sinnes, and beten. a 1400-50 Alexander 4613
Ne neuire na mercy }ow emell as mynes me sour pistill.

a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 169 Syr, of one thinge I wolle you
mynne.
2. impers. Me tains = I recollect, I remember,

I think. Const, of, on.

a 1300 Cursor M, 5274 Ne minnes yow noght, now man!

dai, Of a drem, lang siben gan? 13. . Sir Bates (A.) 185
1

$e , jhe seide, of a wilde hor I wene, me mineb boute for,

Al of be feure ! a 1400-50 Alexander 1625 For in be
marche of Messedone me mynes \MS. Dublin me menysj on
a tyme, pat [etc.l. c 1460 Tinvneley Myst. xxviii. 200 Cryst
saide his self, mynnes me, That [etc.].

3. trans. To remember, to have or bear in

mind
;
to call to mind or remembrance, recollect.

13. . Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 995 On be morne, as vch mon mynez
bat tyme. 1400 Destr. Troy 1434 Happye is be here

In no hate lengis,..Ne mynnes no malis bat is of mynd
past, a 1400-50 Alexander 1094 As 3one ^ondire hije hill

sail ay hald his place, So sail
\&amp;gt;\

name fra now furth be

mynned in mynde. 14.. in Polit. Relig. ff Ltnie Poems
(1903) 219 My merci, if bou it mynned, \ haue schewed it

bee on many wise.

b. intr. and re/I. Also, to think (of something
or some one). Const, of, on, nfon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 112 A lastand ware apon to myn.

Ibid. 8252 Of cercles bat he toke a-wai Offrand he made at

min on ai. -11340 HAMPOLE Psaltcr viii. 5 What is man
bat bou ert mynand of him? 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 583
Fyrst of my hyre my lorde con mynne. 1377^

LANGL. P. PI.

B. XV. 454 5e mynnen wel how Mathew seith how a man
made a feste. a 1425 CursorM. 21873 (Trin.) Hpngres & deeb
vpon to mynne. c 1460 Tovmeley Myit. xxviii. 136 Myn ye
noght that I you told. .That my body shuld be sold.

4. trans. To commemorate.
a 1225 St. Marker. 2 pe eadi meiden bat we munniS to

dei.

5. trans. To say, tell, mention, record, relate.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23953 Of hir truli it es mi tale, Hir
murning for to min. 1c 1325 Old Age iv. in E. E. P. (1862)

149 Iset ic am wib sunne pat i ne mai no}t munne. a 1375
Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. IV. 456 Sebbe trewely trouwe

br-Inne, And fulliche out of ;or moup hit niynne, per-to

456

liht muche mede. c 1400 Destr, Troy Prol. 37 Amonges
bat menye, to myn hym be nome, Homer was holden
haithill of dedi*. a 1600 Flodden Field Ixxii. in Child Bal-
Ictois III. 358 The first word that our prince did myn, Wel
come, dukes and erles, to mee !

Min, obs. form of MINE.
Mina 1

(mai na). PL minae (marn/&quot;}, minas
(mai-naz). Also 7 myna, mine, 8 minah

; //. 7

minaes, mynaes. [L. mina, ad. Or, ftrd (see

MNA), prob. from a Babylonian source: cf.

MANEH.]
1. A unit of weight anciently used in Western

Asia, Greece, and Egypt.
In Greek-speaking countries it contained 100 drachmas ;

it varied according to locality and time, but was not far

from i Ib. avoirdupois; 100 nnnas made a talent. In As

syria and babylonia there seem to have been two different

jfiinas, one being double of the other,

1603 HOLLAND rIit!arch Explan. Words, Mina or Mfta,
a weight, answering to Libra, that is to say, a pound.

1771 RAPER in Phil. Trans. LXI. 487 It weighed 72 Attic

Minas. 1845 P. SMITH in /( . Smith s Diet. Gr.
&amp;lt;y

ROM,
Ant. s. v. Talentinn, Another standard of the talent, which
was used in commercial transactions,, .the mma of which
was called the commercial mina. . . This mina is mentioned

..as weighing 138 drachmae. 1903 igt/i Cent. Aug. 271
The Babylonian ordinary mina was equal to 982-4 grammes.
Sixty minae made one talent.

2. A denomination of money anciently current

in Greece and Greek-speaking countries, = 100

drachmas, or about 4. (Rendered
*

pound in

the English versions of the N.T.)
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Lysander (\$y$ 486 A tallent of

siluer, two and fifty .Minas [etc.]. 1638 SIR 1\ HERBERT Trav,

(ed. 2) 242 Each supper stood him m a hundred Mynaes of

gold, each mina or dina, in our money valuing six and twenty
shillings and eight pence. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xi,

(1687) 768/2 He [Protagoras] was the first, that took a hun
dred Mina; for a gratuity. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne
xxxiv. (1711) I. 312 He was presently awarded ten Attick
Mines. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. \. x. (1869) I. 141 Four
mina; were equal to thirteen pounds six shillings and eight

pence. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xxxiii. IV. 296 Cyrus had

promised them a largess of five minas a-piece. 1845 P.

SMITH in W, Smith s Dict.Gr.fy Rom.Ant.$.v. Talentitm,
The [Attic] mina was 4/. is.

3&amp;lt;/,
..The Aeginetan mina was,

according to the existing coins, s/. 14$. -jd. 1877 C. GEIKIE
Christ Hv. (1879) 657 He gave them each, only a mina, one
hundred drachmae.

3. = MANEH.
1737 WHISTON Joscphus p. cl, Maneh, Mna, or Mina, as

a com = 60 Shekels. 1707 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 37/2
[Ezekiel] tells us that the minah or maneh was valued at
60 shekels.

II Mina -
(moi na). Forms : 8 rnaynat, 8-9

mino, minor, 9 minah, miuar, miner, myna,
mynah, myneh, maina, 9- mina. [Hindi mai-

;/&amp;lt;?.]
A name applied to several different stnmoid

passerine birds of India and countries further east,

belonging to the genera Acridotheres and Eulabes^

esp. Ettlabes (formerly Gracula] religiosa, the

common talking starling of India. In Australia

also applied to various species of the genera Mano-
rhina and Afyzantha.
1769 LADY M. COKE Jrnl. u Aug. (1892) III. 131 A number

of fine Birds presented themselves oefore me: an Noble Mino
that I wanted to Buy, but [etc.]. xSoo Misc. Tracts in Asiat.
Ann. Keg. 4/2 The maynat. 1813 J. FORBES OrientalMew.
1.47 The myneh is a very entertaining bird,, .articulating
several words in the manner of the starling. 1831 TRELAWNY
Adv. Younger Son III. 246 The mina, of deeper blue than
the sky. 1848 GOULD Birds Australia IV. pi. 79 Yellow-
throated Miner. 1859 L.\NG ll and. India 263 A minar was
chased by a small hawk. 1879 M. STOKES Ind. fatty
Tales iv. (1880) 18 So the dog went to a maina and said :

* What shall I do to hurt this cat? 1888 D. MACDOSALD
Gum Boughs 146 Yellow-legged minahs, tamest of all

Australian birds. 1893 Myna, Maina, Minor [see CRACKLE i).

b. Comb., as mina-Hrdj -grackle.
1782, 1842 Minor Grakle, mino grakle [see CRACKLE i].

1864 Chambers s Encycl.) Mina bird.

Minace, obs. Sc. form of MENACE v.

Minacious (min^i-Jas), a, [f.
L. mindd-,

minax (f. minarl to threaten) + -OU8. Cf. It.

viinaciioso.~\ Menacing, threatening; of a threaten

ing character; full of threats or menaces.
1660 H. MORE Myst. GodL in. iii. 63 Whether the face of

Heaven, .look upon us with a. .sad and minacious counten
ance, a i7ii KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 349 He
ghostly Wants supplies, gives inward Joys, Which most
minacious Crosses overpoise. 1889 ABP. BENSON mLift II.

286 He went away with a kind of minacious *

Very well .

absol. 1824 Blackw. Mag. XVI, 68 You have often a touch
of the minaceous

\sic\&amp;gt;

Hence Mina ciously adv., Kina cionsness.
1674 Rec. Prtsbyt. Inverness (S.H.S.) 43 Donald dow

Mack conachie . . menaciouslie threatened the Minister. 1864
Q Rev. Oct. 571 The attitude of the Papal communion
Before this new enemy is that of a startled, trembling
minaciousness. 1895 Punch 21 Dec. 300/2 Two. .terriers,
which barked minaciously at my legs.

Minacity (minarsiti). [f. L. mindc-ent, minax

threatening (see MINACIOUS a.} + -ITT.]
*

Disposi
tion to use threats* (J.) ; denunciation.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1841 L. HUNT Seer \\. (1864)

76 Nor is the district without its historical minacities. 1854
Mir MAN Lat. Chr, vi. iii. (1864) III. 481 The warning was
couched m words of prophetic minacity.

t Miliacy. Obs. Also 6-7 menacy. [ad. L.

minacim threats, f. min-lc-
t
minax threatening : see

MiNACiors and -ACV.] *= MENACE.

MINATORY.

1565 STAPLETON tr, Bede s Hist. Ch. Eng. 17 Saynt Albane
. .lltle heeded the menacies [L. minas] of the Prince. 1645
FEATLY Differs Dipt c 1646) 79 According to that dreadfull

menacy in the second Commandment, a 1670 HACKET
Abp. Williams 11. (1693) 17 Yet was I left under that minacy
and the minacer . . left to his course against me.

Minah, variant of MiNA 1 and MlNA 2
.

Minal, variant of MONAUL.
Miriam, var. MENNOM Obs. exc. dial., a minnow.
1656 STELMAN Villarc Angl. Pref. 3 What Dragg-net..

. can be so cast to catch all Minams that come under it ?

t Mi uant, a. Obs.
[f.

L. minant-cm, pr. pple.
of minarl to threaten.] That threatens.

1646-8 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 197 A Minant
Exhalation.

II Miuar (mina-j). Also 7 mynar. [a. Arab.

\1* manar, i. root of Ij ndr fire.] A lighthouse,

a tower, or turret. Cf. MINAKET.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 142 High slender

Turrets which the Mahometans., term. .Minars, i.e. Towers.
Ibid. 318 A Tower, Mynar [edd. 1634, 1638, manor]. 1864
Chambers s Encycl. s. v., In India, Minars, or pillars of

victory.are frequently erected in connection with mosques.. .

They.. are divided into stories by projecting balconies, like

the minarets. 1898 G. SMITH Twelve Ind. Statesm. iii. 100
The Taj itself.. was illumined by the electric light from its

four minars and the mosques on either side.

Minar, variant of MINA 2
.

Minaret (mi-naret). Forms : a. 7 minoret,
8 minarat, miueret, 9 menaret, 7- minaret

;

ft. 8-9 minaree, minareh, menareh. [a. Arab,

s L manara1
, manarat (in Turkish pronunciation

minare), f. root of nar fire : cf. MINAB. The
immediate source may be F. minaret ; cf. Sp.

minarete, Pg. minarcto, It. minaretto.~\ A tall

slender tower or turret, connected with a mosque,
surrounded by one or more projecting balconies

from which the muezzin calls the people to
prayer.

o. 1682 WHELER Joitrn. Greece v. 364 They have built a

Minoret, or tall, slender Steeple ; out of which they make a

Noise, to call People together, at their set times of Prayer.

1655 MOTTEUX Saint-Olon s Morocco 72 Two Mosques,
whose Minarets are ofa considerable height. 1728 MORGAN
Algiers I. iv. 157 This Khalifa was the first who erected

Minarets in the Mosques. 1760 Ann. Reg. 87 AH the

minerets .. were thrown down. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. n.

xxxviii, The cross descends, thy minarets arise. 1839 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. 18 The.. menaret of each mosque. 1869
TOZER Highl. Turkey I. 51 The minarets and the castle

which crowns the highest position produce a striking effect.

ft. 1775CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 59 Amid these the

tall minarees rise, and white houses glitter, dazzling the

beholder. 1798 TWEDDELL in Rent. (1815) I. 235 One of the

minarehs of St. Sophia. 1839 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 379 The
mueddins on the menarehs had chanted the Selam of Friday.

b. trans/, and fig.
1860 TYNUALL Glac. I. ii. 13 This beautiful minaret of ice.

1870 B. HARTE Dickens in Camp i, The dim Sierras, far

beyond, uplifting Their minarets of snow.

o. attriti., as minaret-top, -tower.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xviii. 224 A solitary column or

minaret-tower. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. i. 37 The

only call for prayer is from the minaret top.

Minareted (mrnareted), a. Also minaretted.

[f.
MINAKET + -ED *.] Possessing, furnished with,

or characterized by minarets.

1844 LD. HOUGHTON Palm Leaves 138 In the minaretted

distance gleamed Purple and faint-green relics of the day.

1893 W. S. BURRELL & EDITH E. CUTHELL Ind. Mtm. 37
The family mosque, a tiny minareted building.

Minargent i^inaudjent). [f. (ALU)MIN(IUM
+ ARGENT.] A kind of aluminium-bronze.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. s. v. 1889 BRANNT Krupp
ft Wildberger s Metallic Alloys 322 Minargent. This

alloy, which has a very beautiful white color, is composed
of copper looo parts, nickel 700, tungsten 50, aluminium 10.

Minas(s)e, obs. Sc. forms of MENACE v.

Minati, obs. form of MANATEE.
Minatorial (minato-rial), a. [f. MINATORY +

AL.] Minatory, threatening.
1885 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet.

;
and in later Diets.

Hence Minato-rially adv. = MINATORILY.
1847 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Minatorily (mi nat6riH),aA&amp;gt;. [f. MINATORY
+ -LY -.] In a minatory or threatening manner.

111670 HACKET Alp. ll illiams i. (1693) I03 His other

Works being prohibited so strictly and minatorily, that

Bishops might not read them.

Minatory (mi-natori), a. and so. Also 6 mino-

tary, mynatory, 6-7 minatorie. [ad. OF. mina-

toire, ad. late L. minatorius, f. minarl to threaten.]

A. adj. Expressing, uttering, or conveying a

threat ; also, of the nature of a threat or menace ;

threatening, menacing.
1532 MORE Con/at. Tindale Wks. 612/1 Those wordes be

mynatory and threttes. 1543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding
522 Kyng Rychard . . reiected the dukes request with many
spitefull and minotary woordes. 1577 STANYHURST Descr.

Irel. in Holinshed (1808) VI. 29 With rough and mtnatprie
speeches [he) began to menace them. 1644 BULWER Chirol.

59 This minatory Agitation of the Hand. 1851 CARLVLE

Sterling I. xiii, Considerable clouds of Invasion . . hung
minatory over the North and North-East of Spain. 1898

BODLEY France II. iv. vii. 425 A doctrine minatory to the

army of France.

f B. sb. A threat, a menace. Obs. rare.

1572 BURLF.IGH in Digges Cotnpl. Atnbass. (1655) 334 With

some sweet minatories, he intrated that he might be staled.



I

MINAUDERIE.
1686 EVELYX Diary 22 Sept., The Emperor sending hi?

Minatories to the King of Denmark.

Minature, obs. form of MINIATURE.

II Minauderie (mmadni). [Fr., f. minauder
to put on affected expressions, f. mine expression
of face : see MiEN .] Coquettish airs.

1763 H. WALPOLE Let, to Mann n Aug., The Duchess.,
is a neap of minauderies and affectations. 1823 SCOTT
Pcveril x\, [She] neglected nothing that effrontery and min-
auderie could perform to draw upon herself some portion of
the King s observation. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xlvii,
How much pleasanter than the minauderies of the young
ladies in the ball-rooms.

Minaul, variant of MONAUL.
t Minaway. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 7 min-
naway, 8 minuwae, 9 minowaye, minua.
Phonetic adoption of F. menuet, MINUET.
1 1695 Ballad, Constant Coridon ii, No Minnaway Dance,

or Boree, Was ever so sweet a strain. 1787 BURNS Let. to
IV. Nicol i June, She..tipper-taipers when she taks the

te, first like a lady s gentlewoman in a minuwae. 1816
oca Pottic Mirror (1817) 202 The Otar dancit ane mino

waye. 1821 [see MINCE v. 6b]. 1826 GAI.T Last of Lairds
xiv, Like a maid of honour dancing a minaway wi the
lord-chancellor.

Mince (mins), sl&amp;gt;. [f. MINCE z
.]

1. Minced meat ; mincemeat.
a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante

&amp;lt;t

Circ. it. (1874) 274 Then let them
hew me to such mince As a man s limbs may make. 1863
[see HASH sb. i]. 1869 MBS. STOWE Old-town Folks xxvii.

(1870) 303 We children were employed in chopping mince
for pies. 1899 O. SEAMAN In Cap fy Bells (1900) 84 Those
pies at which you annually wince, Hearing the tale how
happy months will follow Proportioned to the total mass of
mince You swallow.

2. An act of mincing in speech or gesture.
Richardson 1837 has a quot. in which mince is a misprint

for ttiinde. The sense appears in many later Diets., and
though no authority is cited, it is so completely according
to analogy that it might be used without producing any
sense of novelty.

Mince (mins), v. Forms: a. 4-6 mynce, 5-6
mynse, 5 mence, (7 minze), 6-7 minse,
6- mince; 0. dial. 5 mynsh, 7 minche, 9
minsh, 6- minch. [Late ME. mynce, mynsh,
ad. OF. minder, minchier (mod.F. mincer},
accentual variant of memtisier : popular L. *mi-

nfitiare, f. L. miniitia (see MINCTIA), f. minfitiis

MINUTE a. Cf. It. minuzzare and
(ani)mencire.&quot;\

1. trans. To cut or chop (meat, etc.) small, or
in little pieces, f Also, to cut up tobacco.
a.1c 1390 FonnofCitry (1780) 12 Mynce Oynouns and cast

ber to Safronn and Salte. c\4*o Liter Cocorum (1862) 18
Above

(&amp;gt;ese
herbus a tytul larde Smalle myncyd. c 1430 Two

Cookery.bks. 41 pen mence Sawge. 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk.
Nurture 400 Mynse hem [sc. partridges, etc.] smalle in

J&amp;gt;e

siruppe. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardlf Facions i. 48 Rawe
fleshe very finely minced. 1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER
Roaring Girle ii. L C 3 Shee that minces Tobacco. 1693
J. DRYDEN in Dryden s Juvenal xiv. (1697) 353 The least

j

Remains of which they mince, and dress It o er again to
make another Mess. 1726 SWIFT Gullwer n. i, [At dinner]
The Wife minced a bit of Meat, then crumbled some bread
on a Trencher, and placed it before me. a 1756 MRS.
HAYWOOD New Present (1771) 159 Mince very fine the white
of a chicken. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia s L. xxxiv, The
sergeant asked for pepper and salt ; minced the food fine and
made it savoury. 1887 Span s Hoiisck. Managtm. 284
Mince the flesh of a hen lobster to the size of small dice.
absol. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 230 And who has to

kill and skin and mince and boil and roast 1 The cook, I said.

18. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1792) I. 291 A small

joint of meat,.. served us cold, hashed and minched, from
one week to the other. 1821 [see 7]. 1880 JAMIF.SON, To
Minch, Minsh, to cut into small pieces.

b. To chop up or grind small with a knife or

mincing-machine and cook (meat, usually the
remains of a joint, etc., left from a previous meal).
Mod. We will have the cold meat minced for dinner to-day.
c. trans/. To cut (a person) in small pieces.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. ll. ii. 537 She saw Pyrrhus make mali
cious sport In mincing with his Sword her Husbands limbes.

1607 Timon IV. iii. 122 Spare not the Babe. .Thinke it a
Bastard . . And mince it sans remorse. 1648 GAGE West Ind.
2CKD Fearing that many would fall upon him cowardly and
mince him small in pieces. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 120 Revive
the Wits ! But murder first, and mince them all to bits.

1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 359 He . .minces their flesh and gnaws
their bone With his cursed teeth. 1896 FARMER & HENLEY
Slang, Mince (medical students ), to dissect.

_
(3. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchic n. 64 Thinking to minch me

into parts and fleece Me of my right,

t d. To cut or slash. Oh. rare.
a 1560 BECON Jc-.vel of Joy Wks. n. 19 b, Theyr dublets

and hoses, ..for the most pane are so mynsed cutte and
lagged, that [etc.]. 1582 STASYHURST /Ends n. (Arb.) 63
Lyk on a mountayn thee tree dry wythered oaken Sliest by
the clowne Coridon rusticks with twibbil, or hatchet. Then
the tre deepe minced, far chopt dooth terrifye swinckers.

t e. The alleged proper term for : To carve (a
plover). Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Allans F vij b, A Plouer Mynsed. 1513 Bk.
Keritynge in Bailees Bk. 151 Wynge that quayle mynce that

plouer thye that pegyon. 66l RABISHA Cookery Dissected
253 Mince that Plover. 1840 H. AINSWORTH Tower of
London xxxix, In the old terms of his art, he leached the
brawn,, .minced the plovers, thighed the pigeons.
2. transf.3.n&Jig. To cut up, subdivide minutely.
Also with up. f To mince away : to nullify by
multiplied petty exceptions.

. c 1450 SI. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6758 All northumberlande
prouyrice He thoght as croms of brede to mynce.
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MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 190 To mince his labour
so, as ech one can haue but some Htle. 1639 FULI.KR HolyWar v. xxi. (1640) 264 We will not take notice of Germanic
as it is minced into pettie Principalities. 1689 T. R. Vieiv
Govt. Enrobe 62 The Jesuits there have.. minc d away all

the old remains of Morality and Conscience, a 1748 WATTS
Improi . Mind\\, vi. 2 (1801) 241, 1 have always thought it a
mistake in the preacher to mince his text or his subject too

small, by a great number of subdivisions. 1853 MARSDEN
Early Purit. 244 Their [sc. the Puritans ] sermons were not

studiously minced up in tiny fragments.
refl. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kelig. Med. i. 8 Nor contented

with a general breach or dichotomy with their Church do
subdivide and mince themselves almost into Atoms.

ft. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett, ii Mar., And let Christ have all

your love, without minching or dividing it. 1712 M. HENRY
Life P. Henry Wks. 1853 U* 647/1 In his expositions, he
reduced the matter of the chapter . . read to some heads ;

not by a logical analysis, which often mincheth it too small.

f3. To diminish, take away from. Obs.
a. 1646 J. BESBRIGGE Vsnra Accom. 20 He that minceth

his estate, doth diminish the Magistrate s Right [-Taxes].
ft. 1499 in A7

&quot;. Riding Rec. (1894) 178 Wherby the setd
wode is mynshed and hurt. 1606 BIRNIF. Kirk-Bnriall
( J 833) 35 Lawlesse publicans, lyke Hophnces with elcrookes
to minche and not Samueles, to mense the offerings of God.

4. To lessen or diminish in representation ; to

make little of, minimize; to disparage; to pal
liate, extenuate (faults). Now rare.

fi IS9 1 H. SMITH Semi. (1637) 395 Wee mince our sins as

though they needed no forgivenesse. 1609 W. M. Man in.

Moonc (Percy Soc.) 46 To mince and extenuate any laudable

part in her, but to display and augment whatsoever deformity
you know by her. 1638 FORD Lady s Trial i. iii, Be gone
Futelli, doe not mince one syllable Of what you heare.
a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. vii. 186 The Author of
the Dissertation .. seems to mince the Universality of the
Flood. 1685 DRYDEN Sylvse Pref. a 3 b, If to mince his

meaning,..! had. .omitted some part of what he[.rr. Lucre
tius] said,.. I certainly had wrong d him. 1727 .SWIFT

Gulliver^ Let.fr. Capt. G. to Sympson 14 You have either

omitted some material circumstances, or minced or changed
them in such a manner that 1 do hardly know mine own
work. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet,* To mince or pass a

thing slightly over. 1839 BAILEY Festtts v. (i 848) 41 Ye
see 1 do not mince the truth for ye.

fb. absol. Obs.

1615 JACKSON Creed iv. n. vi. 5 Abraham . .was then re-

justified not by works though not without faith, as Bellar-
mine minceth, but by faith without works, as the Apostle
strongly and peremptorily infers, 1621 ist Bk. Discipl. Ch.
Scot. Pref. (1641) A 3, Some of the Disciples, .at first did

mince, and sparingly speake, but afterward practise and
loudly preach ; that [etc.]. 1681 GLANVILL Saatfttefstnits n.

(1726) 455 Who confidently and without mincing, denied
that there was any such Being.

C. To mince the matter: in early use, to ex

tenuate or make light of the particular matter in

question. Now only in negative contexts, to

moderate one s language in condemnation, to ex

press oneself politely or delicately. So to mince
matters.
a 1535 [see MINCING i&amp;gt;bl. sb. 2]. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii.

247 lago, Thy honestie and love doth mince this matter.
Making it light to Cassio. 1649 BP. HALL Cases Cense.

(1650) 1 60 Some Doctors. . would either excuse, or mince the
matter. 1668 OWEN Nat. $ Power Indw. Sin Wks. 1851 VI.

315 Here it [sc. the law] minceth not the matter with Sinners, i

1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pard. in. v. (1713) 335 A learned

Jew endeavours to mince the matter, and to turn the story
into an allegory. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 82 Well,
Tom, said he, don t mince the matter. Tell me, before Mrs.

Andrews, what they said. 1778 MME. D ARBLAY Diary 26

Aug., His determination not to mince the matter, when he

thought reproof at all deserved. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes ii.

(1858) 239 A candid ferocity, if the case call for it, is in him ;

he does not mince matters ! 1857
&quot;^ COLLINS DeadSecret

u. ii. (1861) 49 A man s speculative view depends not to
mince the matter on the state of his secretions. 1891 MRS.
OLIPHANT Jems. iv. iii. 483 Language of condemnation ..

j

made when men did not mince matters.

d. f To report (expressions) euphemistically
(obs.} ; to moderate (one s language), restrain

(one s words) within the bounds of politeness or
i

decorum. Also to mince it. To mince an oath :

to substitute some euphemistic perversion for it
;

(also used in sense 5).

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V
t
v. ii. 130, 1 know no wayes to mince

it in loue, but directly to say, I loue you. 1606 Ant. $
Cl. i. ii. 109 Ant. Speake to me home, Mince not the general
tongue, name Cleopatra as she is call d in Rome. 1720
SWIFT Let. Advice Yng. Poet Misc. (1722) 107 My young
Master, who at first but minc d an Oath, is taught there to
mouth it gracefully, and to swear, as he reads French, Ore
rot-undo. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison III. vii. 112 Shall
I give it you in plain English 1 You don t use to mince it.

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey n. ii,
I will not mince my words.

1897 S. S. SPRIGGE Life T. Wakley xxxiL 294 These were
hard sayings, but men did not mince theirwords in those days.
5. a. trans. To utter in an affectedly refined

manner ; to pronounce with affected elegance, ;

clip (one s words), b. absol. or intr. To speak
with affected elegance or delicacy of pronunciation, i

iS49 COVERDALE, etc. Erasnt. Par. Thess. 3 We came not
unto you with bragging, .. nor curiously mincing a sorte of
great wordes. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. n. Wks. 1834 II.

179 Low spake the lass, and lisp d and minced the while.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. x. 347 |Tbe]
fine gentleman who minced his mother tongue.
6. intr. To walk with short steps or with

affected preciseness or nicety ; to walk in an
affected manner; to show affectation or affected

delicacy in manner of gait. Also to mince it.

MINCED MEAT.
156* Jack Juggler (Roxb. Club) 9 She minceth, she bride-

i
leth, she swimmeth to and fro. 1567 DRANT Horace, Ej&amp;gt;.

\

I. xiv. E v, Thou hast no trippinge trull to mince it w ith the
now That thou mighst foote it vnto her as nimble as a cow.
593 DRAYTO Eel. vii. 13 Now Shepheards. .in neate

Jackets minsen on the Playnes, 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. v. i.

9 Fall. Away I say. time weares, hold vp your head &
mince. 1611 BIBLE Isa. iii. 16 The daughters of Zion are
hautie, and walke with stretched forth necks, and wanton
eye&amp;gt;, walking and mincing \marg.^ tripping nicely] as they
goe, and making a tinkeling with their feet. 1616 R. C.
Times Whistle etc. (1871) 133 Then gan she trip it proudlie
one the toe, And mince it

finely vpon London streetes. a 1639
W.WHATKLHY/*nAstfj3*w j. xix.( 1640) 240 Mincing with ones
feete, or any other affected kind of going, is an act ofhaughti-
nesse. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., To mince it in walking.
1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris \. Wks. 1799 I. 36 The men are
all puppies mincing and dancing, and chattering. 1816
Klacku . Mag. XX. 484 She. .minced, and primmed, and
tossed her head. 1868 Miss ALCOTT Lit. n owettxix, It\v:is

a comical sight to see her mince along. 1892 STEVENSON &
I- OsBOURNE Wrecker ii. 28 My aunt might mince and my
cousins bridle, but there was no getting over the solid

physical fact of the stone-mason in the chimney-corner.
b. trans. To perform or enact mincingly.

1603 DEKKER Baichelar $ Bant], xi, Fine Dames and
dainetye Girles..whoe can finely mince their measures.
1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 122 Behold yond simpring Dame,
..that minces Venue & do s shake the head to heare of

pleasures name. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche in. clxxxii, To
the ground Three times she bows, and with a modest grace
Minces her spruce retreat. 1821 in A. Lowson J. Guid-
folltnv (1890) 233 [The witch] Could mince a minua on mist,
Or caper on a cloud !

7. Comb. The verb-stem used attrib. a. with

object-noun, as in f mince-speech, one who
minces his language; b. in the sense of minced

,

as in \mince-collop t MIKCEMEAT, MINCE-PIE.
a. 1621 HRATHWAITE Nat. Eml-assie^zlc. (1877) 278 Mins-

speech, miff- pace sleeke-skin, and perfumM breath.

&. 1821 GALT Ayrsh. Leg. xxv. (1895) 223 A steam-ingine
that minches minch-collops as natural as life.

t Mi nceative, a. and sb. Obs. In 7 mynsa-
tive, minsitive.

[f.
MIN*CE v. + -ATIVE.] a. adj.

? Mincing, affected, b. sb. ? One given to mincing.
1601 15. JONSON Poetaster iv. i, Xeuer say, your Lordship,

nor your Honour; but, you, and you my Lord, and my
Ladie : the other they count too simple and minsitiue.
1606 Sir G, Goosecappe i. ii. B ij b, Tis the mind of man,
..to affect new fashions; but to our Mynsatiues for sooth, if

he come like to your Besogtiio^ or your bore, so he bee rich
or emijhaticall, they care not.

Minced (minst), ///. a. [f. MIKCE v. + -ED 1.]
1. Of meat, etc. : Cut up or chopped into very

small pieces. Minced collops, see COLLOP * 2 c.

See also MIXCED MEAT, MJNCED-PIE.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 17 Frye smalle mynsud

onyone In oyle. c 1430 Tivo Cookery-bks. 15 Also mencyd
Dates, Clowes, Maces [etc.], c 1450 Ibid, no Take vynegre
and poudre gingere, salt, and cast a-pon be mynced shulder
[of mutton]. ? a 1584 Tom Thumbe icoin Hazl. E.P. P. II.
181 His mother. .Into a pudding thrust her sonne instead of
minced fat. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Grace before meat, One
who professes to like minced veal. -&iy$Mrs.BeetonL Cookery
Bk. 1 1 i/i M inced Fowl an Entree (Cold Poultry Cookery).

b. jig. (See MINCE v. 2.)

1581 MULCASTER Positions \\\\. (1887) 53 Writers make to

many, and to finely minced distinctions. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy

Cr. r. it. 279 Is not birth, beauty,, .and so forth : the Spice
and salt that seasons a man? Cres. I, a minc d man and
then to be bak d with no Date in the pye, for then the
mans dates out.

2. Uttered or performed in a mincing or affected

manner. ? Obs.

1545 BRiNKLowOw//. i. 8 The mombled and mynsed Masse
(wherby neither God is glorifyed, nor the hearers edifyed).
1553 BECON ReliquesofRome(\&amp;lt;-fi$ 117 The minsed musike
that now beareth chief rule in Churches.

t3. Diminished; deprived of some essential

part, mutilated. Obs.

1609 J. RAWLINSON Fishermen Fishers of Men 34 A
minced and curtail maintenance. 1695 SAGE Fund. Charter
Presb. (1697) 216 Giving us only a Minced account of this
Petition. 1707 Vittyonc 15 [Of the Scotch Representation
at the Union.] To agree to such a minced Representative,
and give away the Birth-rights of their Lords, Barons and
Boroughs.

b. Of an oath : see MINCE v. 4 d.

1880 BREWER Reader s Handbk. (1885) 606 Mr. Mantalini
. .is. .noted for. .his minced oaths [etc.].

Minced meat.
1. a. Meat cut or chopped up very small.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. ciii. 146 Chopte or minsed meate.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nichotay s Voy HI. xi. 90 b, Pies of
minced meate, and rice. 1626 BACON Syl-ua 46 With a
good strong Chopping-knife, mince the two Capons . . as small
as ordinary Minced Meat. 1839 LANE Arab. Nts. \. 123
Stuffed with rice and minced meat.

b. = MINCEMEAT i b. Also attrib. rare or Obs.

1762 GELLEROY Land. Cook 236 Mix your minced meat and
sweetmeats accordingly. 1824 Miss MITFORD I illage Ser. i.

235 The apple-room,the pear-bin, the cheese-loft, the minced-
meat closet were household words. 1885 in CasselCs En-
cycl. Diet.

2. fig. Any thing cut up very small; esp. in

phrases : see MINCEMEAT 2.

16496. DANIEL Trinarch.^ Hen. /K, xxxiv, Neighbour
Kings.. Hee Courts by his Ambassadors ; and fitts with a
new minc t-meat, seueral appetites. 1668 DRVDES Evening s

Love iv. ii, The sun and moon, and those little minced-meats
of them. 1772 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund II. 208 So as to

displume him, ..so, in snort, as to make minced-meat of

him. 1898 A. BALFOUR By Stroke of Sivord xxi, Father

Miguel, .was straightway resolved into minced meat.
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MINCEDWESS.

t Mvncedness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MINCED

ppL a. + -NESS.] Affected delicacy.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 78 Their coynesse in

gestures, their minsednes in woords and spcaches.

Mincetl-pie.
1, = MINCE-PIE i. Now only U.S.
a. 1607 R. JOHNSON Pleas. Conceites OldHobson (Percy Soc.)

9 Cramming their bellies with minced pyes. 1655 MOUFET
& BENNET Health s Improv. (1746) 297 Dates are usually

put into. .minced pies. 1748 MRS. HARRISON House-Kpr?s
Pocket-Bk. ii. (ed. 4) 6 Christmas or Minced Pyes, are gene

rally brought in with the first Course. 1753 Scot* Mag.
Oct. 491/1 The fore corner of my hat was considerably ele

vated and shortened, so that it resembled, .the corner of a

minced pye. 1762 GELLF.ROY Lend. Cook 237 Minced Pies

with Eel, or Oysters. 1872 SCIIELE DR \KWS. Americanisms

506 Minced-pies represent in America the English Christmas-

pies.

p. 1609 DF.KKER Worke for Armorours Wks. (Grosart)

IV. 117 And vpon Christmas day (in stead of minched pyes)

had no better cheere then prouant.

2. = MINCE-PIE 2.

1739 GKAY Let. to West 22 May, Sugar-loaves and minced-

pies of yew.

Mincemeat. [Altered from MINCED MEAT:
see MINCE v. 7 b.]
1. t a - = MINCED MEAT i a. Obs.

1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery iv. 60 Then lay in your Dish
a layer of Mince-meat.

fig. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 228 note, Stobaeus,. .an author,
who gave his Common-place book to the public, where we
happen to find much Mince-meat of old books.

b. A mixture made of currants, raisins, sugar,

suet, apples, almonds, candied peel, etc., and some
times meat chopped small ; used in mince-pies,
1845 ELIZA ACTON Mod. Cookery 358 Mince Pies. Butter

some tin pattypans well, and line them evenly with fine puff

paste rolled thin; fill them with mincemeat [etc.], 1886

G. R. SIMS Ring o* Bells, etc. iv. ii. 129 My wife makes
her own mincemeat and her own plum-puddings.
2. To make mincemeat of (a person), and similar

phrases: To cut or chop him into very small

pieces ; to destroy, to annihilate.
a. 1663 Cowi,E,vCuiterC0bHa*St.li.iv. I ll hew theeinto

so many Morsels, that [etc.]. . .Thou shalt be Mince-meat,
Worm, within this Hour. 1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busy Body
n. iii, If I should find a man in the house I d make mince
meat of him. 1853 LD. STRANGFORU in Croker Papers (1884)
III. xxviii. 296 They blame you for letting Johnny Russell
off so easily [in a review

1

), when you might have made
mincemeat of him. 1902 L. STEPHEN Stud. Biog. IV. ii. 76
Macaulay . . makes mincemeat of Southey s . . expositions
of political economy.

. 31774 D - GRAHAM Writings (1883) 1.136 Which made
him minch-meat for the grave.
Hence Mi ncemeat v. trans., to cut to pieces.
1879 ATCHERLEY Boerlandzoz Concluding that I wasabout

to be mincemeated by a liasuto impi. 1897 GUNTER Susan.
Tnrnb, ii. 15 Bring him up here, or. .I ll mincemeat you !

HEluce-pie*. [Alteration of MINCED-PIE : see

MINCE v. 7 b.]
1. Apie containingmincemeat (see MINCEMEAT i b).
Usually, one of the small pies (now commonly round, but

cf. quots. 1807 below and 1753 s. v. MINCED-PIE) which form
a prominent part of English Christmas fare.

a. 1600 [see 3]. 1661 z PEPYS Diary 6 Jan., We had,
besides a good chine of beef and other good cheer, eighteen
mince pies in a dish, the number of the years that he hath
been married. 1673 SHADWEI.L Epsom Wells iv. Wks.
1720 II. 247 For currants to make mince-pyes with. 1711-12
SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 2 Jan., I see nothing here like Christ

mas, except brawn and mince-pies in places where I dine.

1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery 116 Lent Mince Pies. 1807
SOUTHEY Espriella s Lett. III. 384 Old bridges danger
ously narrow, and angles in them like the corners of an
English mince-pie, for the foot-passengers to take shelter in.

&amp;lt;zi825
PARR in Chambers Bk, Days (1864) II. 75^/2 Please

to say Christmas-pie, not mince-pie; mince-pie is puri
tanical. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset I. xix. 167 There
was roast pork and mince-pies, and a bottle of wine.

|3. 1846 M. A. RICHARDSOM Local Histor. Table-bk. VIII.

377 Tis I that s to ,. send thee to Satan to make minch
Pies. 1889 A^ W. Line. Gloss., Minch-pie^ a mince-pie.
It is said that mince-pics and minck-pies are not quite the
same. Minch-pies, we are told, have meat in their composi
tion ; mince-pies have not.

2. transf. A yew-tree or other shrub cut or

trimmed to the shape of a mince-pie.
1756 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 435 The

gardens laid out in the old-fashioned way of mince-pies,
arbours, and sugarloaf yews.
3. attrib. and Comb.
1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood \\. 8 Or Mincepie-

like lie mangle out the slaue. 1906 Month Jan. 35 Pitt s

mince-pie Administrations, as they were sarcastically
called.

Mincer (mi-ns3j). [f. MINCE v. +-ER 1
.]

1. A person who minces or chops small.
1611 MIDDLETON& DEKKER Roaring Girlu. i. C^b,Greeft.

Troth, this [tobacco] is finely shred. Lax: Oh women are
the best mincers. 1850 SCORESBY Cheever s Whalem. Adv.
v. (1859) 67 The mincer with a two-handed knife slashes it

nearly through into thin slices.

b. A mincing-machine.
1885 Pall Mall G. 3r Mar. 3/2 How many mincers are in

use at workhouses which [etc.]. 1904 Daily News 19 May
9 In the East-end ..there is a large trade in converting
horse flesh by means of the mincer. One thing is certain
these are not sold as horse flesh sausages.

t2. One who diminishes or disparages. Obs.
Tennyson s use (quot. 1847) is fig. of i, but prob. echoes

some example of the sb. in this sense or of MINCE v. 4.

1619 PURCHAS Microcosmits Ixxiv. 737 She accounted his

\
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Fame a Mincer, and .. a Halfe-reporter of his Prosperitie
and Wisedome. [1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 494 Mincers
of each other s fame.]

3. One who minces words : one who speaks

mincingly or in an affected manner.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1284/2 Nicholas

Stanleie, whome Leland the minser and refiner of all Eng
lish names dooth most curiouslie in Latine call Nicholauin

Stenelegium. 1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pronitnc. I. iii. 4. 194
The mincer, so far from dropping the front of the tongue
from the palate, raises the middle part and produces (Ij)

which degenerates into (i), as in Modern French.

t Mi nchen. Obs. Forms : i mynecenu,
-ceenu, munecenu, 3 mun(e)chene, 4-5 myn-
choun, 4-6 -yn, 5 -on, -eon, -un, -ine, 5-6
-ion, 5, 8-9 -en, 6-7 minchun, -eon, 6, 8 myn-
ehin, 7 minching, 7-9 -in, -en, (9 mynekin) ;

4-5 meynchen(e, -yn; 4-5 menchon, -en, 5

-one, 7 -ion, mention; 4-5 monchyn, -on(e,

-en, 5 -ioun. [OE. mynecenu (: prehistoric

*tnumkint) fern, of munuc MONK.] A nun.
The distinction suggested in quot. 1844 between * min-

chens and nuns does not seem to have any foundation

in the use of the words.
c looo sELVRicGtoss. in Wr.-Wiilcker 155/26 Monacha^ uel

monialis, mynecenu. c laofi LAV. 28476 And heo wes . .

munechene. c 1315 SHOREHAM 7 Sacraments 1780 Sudeakne

mey be ywedded nau}t, Monet, munechene, ne frere [MS,
muneche, ne no frere]. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI.

403 Sche was i-made mynchoun \y.r. monchon, meynchyn],
1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 6 My suster Thomase Blount, Men-
cnoun of Romeseye. 4:1430 Chron. I ilod. 3927 J&amp;gt;ere

was
a mynchun w -inne

f&amp;gt;at abbay bo, p wheche was come off

hey^e lynage. (1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 7164 J?ar war,
in diuers mansiouns Duelland, monkys and monchiouns.

1485 CAXTON Paris fy V. (1868) 39, I would rather make
you a noune or a menchon. 1495 Will of Terbnck (Somer
set Ho.t, Euery mynchion w l in the same abbey. 1538 in

Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 228 Many of the

mynchys {read mynchyns] be also agyd. a 1539 in A rchxo-

logia XLVI I. 54 That euery nunne and mynchin of this

house . . obserue ther deuyne seruice. 1603 STOWE Sun .

134 Pertayning to the Minchuns, or nuns of Saint Helens.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vif. v. 215 Ermengith a mention.
Ibid. xi. 256 Lady Nithgith . . was a Menchion. 1658
PHILLIPS, Minchings, an ancient word for those consecrated,
whom we call Nuns. 1844 LINGARD AnglO Sax.Ch. (1858)
I. v. 198 note i The mynekins were so called from the
Saxon munuc , because they observed the rule of the

monks, while the nuns observed the rule of the canons.

transf. 11531 ELVOT Gov. in. xviii, A Mynchen in the

temple of Diana.

b. attrib.
)&&amp;gt;

minchen clothing; also in the names
of places, as Minchen fane, -meadow, -ivood.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 473 pis Wilfritha was

nou^t verrayliche a mynchoun .. but for drede of kyng
Kd^ar ..sche took myncnene clobynge. 1598 STOW Sitn&amp;gt;, gjA thirde lane out of Tower-streete, on the North side, is

called Mincheon or Minion lane. 1640 SOMNER Antig.
Canterh, 69 The which Wood retaines to this day the name
of Minchen-Wood, a, 1691 AUBREY Nat. Hist. Wilts (1847)

49 About Priory St. Manes, and in the Minchln-meadowes
there, . . there is infinite variety of plants.

Miiicliery (mrntfari). Hist. Forms : 7 min-

cherie, minchionrea, 8 minshery, 9 rnynchery,
8- minchery. [f. MINCHEN + -BY.
First recorded as the proper name of the conventual build

ing at Littlemore near Oxford, and thence adopted in general
application by archaizing writers.]
1661 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 403 An antient house called

Minchcr:e t or Minchionrca, that is the place of nunns ,

founded there of old time. 1710 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.)
III. 84 A great many .. Bones of Men, etc., found at the

Minshery by Littlemore. 1841 F. E. PAGET Tales of Village
(1852) 225 Upon condition that a rnynchery (as the Saxon
nunneries were called) should be forthwith erected. 1893
W. D. MACRAY Catal. Bodl. MSS. v. in. 474 The view of
Littlemore Minchery is given in three states.

II Minchiate (nwrjkia te). [It., sb.pl. ; in Florio

(1611) menchiatte^\ A card game chiefly played
in Tuscany, a modification of tarot. Also, as

plural (the original use) ,
the cards used in the game.

1768 BARETTI Ace. Manners ff Cnst. Italy II. 219 The
games I mean, are those which we form out of those cards
called Minchiate and Tarrocctfs. Ibid.^ Both the minchi-
ate and the tarrocco s consist of five suits instead of four,
as common cards do. 1803 R. SMITH in Archxologia XV.
140 There is no game on the cards, .. that requires closer

attention., than this of Minchiate. Ibid., A complete set
of Minchiate cards, such as have been long in use at Flor
ence. Ibid. 141 A Minchiate pack consists of ninety-seven
cards, of which fifty-six are called Cartiglia, forty Tarocchi,
and one Matto. 1905 Athen&um 18 Nov. 684/1 For those
with a taste for long-drawn-out pleasures, tarot and min-
chiate for others, basset, trappola, [etc.] succeeded each
other as fashionable games.

Minchun, variant of MIXCHEN Obs.

Mincing (mi nsin), vbl. sb. [f.
MINCE v.+

-ING !.]

1. The action of chopping or cutting up into

very small pieces ; f concr. a small shred or piece
(of meat, etc.).
1598 FLORIO, Sminuzzolii mincings, mammocks, shreds

or small peeces. 1626 BACON Sytoa 54 Mincing of meat,
as in Pies, . . saueth the Grinding of the Teeth. 1638 RAW-
LEY tr. Bacons Life $ Death (1650) 47 Gravies of Meat,
and the Mincings of them small well-seasoned. 1899 All-
butCs Syst. Med. VIII. 797 Scarification consists in a minc
ing of the lupus tissue by the knife.

2. The action of extenuating, minimizing, pal
liating, or glossing over a matter; the suppression
of part of a fact or statement.

MINCINGLY.

0. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 964/2 The myncynge
of suche matters, a 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1866-7) I- 449
A spiritual ear can hear God reproving this land for this

mincing of his worship. 1701 NOKHIS Ideal World \. ii. 131
What means this mincing and this disguising ofa plain and
unavoidable truth? 1866 FELTON Anc.

&amp;lt;y

Mod. (Jr. I. 100

If they [Homer s characters] get angry, out it come-;,, .with

no mincing of phrase.
ft. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions (1620) 290 It is admirable

how the minching and particularizing of the object of de

light increaseth and augmenteth delight.

3. The action or habit of speaking or acting
in an affectedly nice or elegant manner.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII
t ii. iii. 31 Which guifts (Sauing

your mincing) the capacity Of your soft Chiuerell Con
science, would receiue. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xii, Such
shall thou be, for all thy mincing and ambling [etc.].

4. attrib. and Comb., as mincing-horse, a

wooden horse or stand on which whale-blubber is

minced or chopped ; mincing-knife, a knife used

in mincing meat, etc.
;
also in whaling, for cutting

up blubber into small pieces; mincing-machine,
a machine for mincing meat, etc. ; also for cutting

up blubber; mincing-spade, a spade used for

cutting up blubber.

1586 Wills
&amp;lt;y

Inv. N. C. (Surtees) II. 149, tj niinsinge
knives. 1634 in Anc. Im-ent. (HalHw. 1854) 18, 3 beefe

forks, 2 mmcinge knyves, i cleaver [etc.]. 1874 C. M.
ScAMMQtiAfarinfMawma/s23& The blubber is transported
in strap-tubs to the mincing-horse, where the ordinary two-
handled knife is used. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afec/i., Mincing-
machine^ . . a sausage-machine. 1884 Ibid, Suppl. , Mincing-

knife (Whaling). Ibid.) Mincing machinet
a machine with

knives on a roller, used in cutting blubber small for trying.
//&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/., Mincing spade. 1885 Pall Mall G. 31 Mar. 3/2 The
Eastbourne board of guardians have ordered a mincing
machine to be supplied for the use of aged and toothless

paupers in their workhouse.

Mincing (mi-nsirj),///. a. [f. MINCE v. + -ING 2
.]

1. That minimizes, extenuates, or diminishes.

1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1879)233 My symple meaning
plaine, not carued with mincing stile. 1593 KAINOLDS Over
throw Stage-fit. (1590) 108 My speech was too minsing,
when I named bawderie. If I had termed it most filthy

beastly bawderie, my wordes had bene broder, though not
brode enough yet.

a 1640 I. BALL Answ. to Cnnne \. (1642)

127 Your minsing figure of extenuation. 1778 MRS. SCOTT
in Doran Lady of last Cent, x. (1873) 242, I hate those

mincing names, designed only to palliate wrong actions,

1827 SCOTT Jrnl. 10 Alar., The mincing English edition in

which he has hitherto been alone known.

2. Of speech, gait, mien, etc. : Affectedly dainty
or elegant.
1530 FALBOB. 830/2 A mynsynge pace, le

J&amp;gt;a$
menu. 1596

SHAKS. Merck. V. in. iv. 67 lie . . turne two minting steps
Into a manly stride, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 4 The
fawning and soft glances of a mincing smile. 1737 POPE, etc.

Art ofSinking in The Finical Style, which consists of the

most curious, affected, mincing metaphors. 1776 MMK.
D ARBLAY Early Diary 2 Dec., Her voice low, and deli-

cate, and mincing. 1848 DICKENS Dombey i, Possibly her

mincing gait encouraged the belief, and suggested that her

clipping of a step of ordinary compass into two or three,

originated in her habit of making the most of everything.
1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. iii, Oho \ said Dunsey . . trying
to speak in a small mincing treble. 1803 A. GRIFFITHS
Secrets Prison Ho- II. iv. ii. 63 She walked with a mincing,
self-satisfied air down the passage.

b. Of a person : Speaking, walking, or behaving,
in an affectedly dainty or nice manner.
1560 INCELEND Disob. Child Djb, This myncing Trull.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ii. 37 Fitt mate for such a mincing
mineon. 1634 MILTON COMHS 964 As Mercury did first de
vise With the mincing Dryades On the Lawns. 1700 DRVDEN
Fables Pref. C i b, Distinguish d from each other as much
as the mincing Lady Prioress and the broad-speaking gap-
tooth d Wife of Bathe. 1849,7AM KS Woodman vii, I can be
as delicate and mincing as a serving maid should need be.

1887 A. J. C. HARK Story my Life xxiv. (1900) VI. 94 [She]

frigntened a mincing curate out of his life.

C. In jingling reduplication. ? nonce-use.
1822 MOORE in Mem, (1853) IV. 7 The mincing-pinctng

style of talking among the French women.
Hence Mrncingness.
1866 GEO. ELIOT -/*. Holt xix, That frigid mmcingness

called dignity.

Mincingly (mi-nsinli), adv. Also 6 mins-, 7

miuz-, minchingly. [f.
MINCING ///. a. + -LY *.]

f 1. In small pieces. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Stninutamente, mincingly, . . in small peeces.
2. f Sparingly, in grudging measure (pbs.} ;

in a

minimizing or extenuating manner.
o. 1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol. i. xi. 5 The justice of one that

requiteth nothing mincingly, but all with pressed and heaped
and euen ouer-inlarged measure. 1699 F. Bucc Quakerism
Exposed To Rdr. i Several do Certine (tho

1

mincingly) that

they have Publicly Charged him with Lies. 1736 AINS-

WORTH Lat. Diet., Mincingly, or slightly, leviter, 1892

Chicago Advance 18 Feb., [Jeremiah] must speak the truth.

. . And better to speak it plainly, than mincingly.
8. ,-1624 BP. M. SMITH Sernt. (1632) 256 It is written of

Galba, that he gaue pinchingly and minchingly, as though
he had not beene Emperour.
3. In a mincing or affectedly elegant manner.

1596 NASHE Saffron-Walden M 3, A turne or two hee

mincingly pac t with her about the roome. 1598 FLORIO,
Mangiare a miccino, to eate minsingly, a cruni, a iot.

1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispach tQ\ Though it seeme to

speak coyly and mincingly. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
(1824) I. xxix. 293 She trips up and down mincingly, and
knows not how to set her feet. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick.

xxxiv, He led her mincingly away. 1878 HESBA STRETTON
Needle s Eye II. 146 She tossed her head higher, and stepped
more mincingly than usual.



MIND.

trans/. 1814 .Vew Monthly Mag. X. 133 Crow-quills that

move mincingly between embossed margins. 1841 Tait s

Mg. VIII.
f&amp;gt;9

A soul of large capacity will not sip minc

ingly.

Mincks, obs. form of MINX.

Mind (maind), sb.1 Forms: I semynd, 2-3

imunde, 3 ymunde, 2-4 munde, 2-7 minde,

3-4 muynde, muinde, 4-5 mende, meende,

(5 myynde), 4-7 mynd(e, 3- mind. [ME.
mynd, repr. (the prefix ge- being lost as in all

other sbs.) OE. ymynd fern, (also neut.) = OHU.
giinunt, Cloth, gamund-s memory : OTeut. *ga-

muniti-z, f. *ga- prefix (see Y-) + *mun- wk.-grade
of the root *men-, man-, mun- (: Indogermanic

*mcn-, matt-, tint-} to think, remember, intend.

A parallel formation with different ablaut-grade
is OTev&.*gamittfyd&quot;

&amp;gt;

neut.,whence Goth, gaminpi
memory, ON. minni neut. (Svv. miniie, Da.

minde) memory, memorial. Other derivatives of

the root are OE. munan, gemtman to think, re

member (
= ON. munu, Goth, gamunan), myne

thought (see MIN sb.^), maiiian to admonish.

Outside Teut. the root (Skr. man) is represented

by innumerable derivatives, e.g. Skr. mati thought

(
= L. metis: OAryan mnti-), manas mind (

= Gr.

/Vo$ rage) ;
Gr. nfpova I yearn, L. meminl I re

member, monere to advise.]
I. Memory.
f 1. The faculty of memory. Obs.

c 1000 jfcLFRic Ham. (Th.) I. 288 purh baet xemynd se man

geSencS ba Sing 5e he jehyrde, obbe seseah, ojjbe $eleornode.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 774 His mynde es short when he

oght thynkes. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw s T. 429 She

seyde she was so mazed in the see That she forgat her

mynde by hir trouthe. 1387 TxEvisA//&&amp;gt;fcu (Rolls) II. 191
He was so my^ty of mynde [L. tanta mcmoria vigitit] bat

he rehersed two bowsand names arewe by herte. c 1440

Pronip. faru. 332/1 lleendfulle, or of good meende, me-

tnoriosus.

2. The state of being remembered; remembrance,
recollection. Chiefly in phrases, as f a. ( To be) in

mind, to be remembered, be kept in memory. So
to come in mind, to occur to one s thoughts.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. vii. 39 pasr se wisdom a wunaS on

Semyndum. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 636 30 wolde bat ire

name were eueremo in munde. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xl.

49 Coueytyse-of-eyes cam ofter in mynde pan dowel or dobet

amonge my dedes alle. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 67 Thewhos
knyhthode is yit in mende, And schal be to the worldes ende.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixiii. 28 Als lang in mynd my wark
sail hald . . As ony of thair werkis all.

b. To have, /ear, keep, (t hold) in mind: to

remember, retain in memory. Now only with

mixture of sense 7: To keep before one, keep
one s attention fixed upon. Also in Arithmetic,

f To keep in mind : to carry .

a 900 tr. Dado s Hist. iv. xxiv. (ed. Miller) 344 pa aras he

from
j&amp;gt;jein slape, & eal ba be he sbepende song fxste in

gemynde haefde [L. memoriter retinuit\. c 1200 Trill. Coll.

Hoin. 209 Listeq nu-.and undernimeS hit on heorte and
habbeS hit on minde. c 1290 i . Eug. Leg. I. 67/460 A^ein

kuynde huy sounguen bere, ase bei huy hadden in muynde
hou muche he was anoured er of foules. c 1386 CHAUCER
Man of Law s T. 1029 In the olde Romane geestes may
men fynde Maurices lyf I bere it noght in mynde. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 415 He dede oon dede bat is

worby to he kepte in mynde [
~
.r. munde]. c 1425 Cursor

M. 6095 (Trin.) In mynde shal je holde bis day. 1431 Rec.

St. Mary at Hill 27 Also haue in mende of ij chales. 1550
CROWLEV Epigr. 1228 The Lorde wyll haue all theyr iuell

doynges in mynde. c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxv. v,

lehovah. .us in mind doth beare. 1612 COLSON Gen. Treas.,
Art Aritiun. G gg 4, Which maketh 17. pence, I write 7.

subscribe a cypher, and keep 2 decimalls in minde;.. then

say 4 times 3 is 12, and 2 in minde is 14. 1827 DISRAELI
Viv. Grey vi. v, Bearing in mind the exact position . . in

which I stand. 1881 MRS. CRAIK Sydney I. vii. 154 Will

you keep in mind that we have got to be better friends ?

1893 SIR A. KEKE\VICH in Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 662/2

Keeping that fact in mind.

fc. To come, fall, run (to a person) to mind:
to occur to his recollection. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 553 [602] And euery word [she]

gan vp and doun to wynde, That he hadde seyd as it come
here to mynde. c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xii. (.Wat/lias) 219,
& alsa rane hyme bane to mynd, bat he, as a wykyt man &
vnkynd, had slane hyr sone. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Rtg.
Princ. 22 Me fel to mynde how that, not long ago [etc.],

1433 LYUG. St. Edmund in. 61 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 415 But now to mynde kometh the champioun Off

Estyngland. . Callid seynt Edmund.
d. To bring, call to mind: to summon to re

membrance, remember, set before one.

1433 LYDG. St. Edmund m. 381 in Horstm. A Itengl. Leg.
(i8Si) 4=0 The olde serpent. .Brouht onto mynde his stat,

his regalye Off tyme passid [etc.]. 1509 HAWES Past.

Picas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 65 Be not to pensyfe ; call to mynde
agayne How of one sorowe ye do now make twayne. 1697
DRYDEN Virg., Past. ix. 76 These, and more than I to mind
can bring. 1788 BURNS Aiild Lang Syne i, Should auld

acquaintance be forgot And never brought to mind ? 1868

DICKENS Utuomm. Trav. xxi, Calling these things to mind
as I stroll among the Banks.

e. To be (go, pass) out ofmind (also t of, from
mind) : to be forgotten. So f to set out of mind,
to forget, disregard. Obs. exc. in the proverb,

459

Out of sight, out of mind&quot;, and time out of

mind (see f ).

c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Fottles 69, & al schulde out of mynde
That in this worlde is don of al mankynde. 1421 HOUCI.I-:VE

Complaint 80 Forgeten I was, all owte of mynde a-way.
a. 1425 Cursor Af. 3196 (Trin.) pi dede shal neuer of mynde
go. c 1450 tr. be Imitatione I. xxiii. 30 Whan man is oute

ofsi^t, sone he passib oute of mynde. I539TAVKRNER Erasm.
Prov. (1552) 30 Oure Englyshe prouerbe. .Oute of syght,
oute of minde. ? a 1550 Droickis Part Play 89 in Dunbar s

Poems (S. T. S.) 317 One thowsand }eir is past fra mynd,
Sen I was generid of his kynd. 1704 M. HENRY Friendly
Visits 16 Though they are out of sight they are not out

|

of Mind.

f. Time out of mind, used as adv. phr. from

time immemorial ; occas. f in, from time out of
mind. (fAlso rarely, for an inconceivably long
future time: cf. sense 7 c.) Formerly also of, from, \

out of time that no mind is (of) ; before, without \

time ofmind;a.n&s\mf\yontofmi&amp;gt;id. Similarly

sith, in, within time of mind, time within mind of
man = within the memory of man.

! 1386 Rolls ofParll. III. 225/2 As out of mynde hath he
used. 1414 Ibid. IV. 60/1 By old tyme, and sithe tyme of

mynde. 1432 Ibid. 417/1 [The inhabitants of Lymington
petition] That hough tyme oute of mynde. .there were wont

many diverse Shippes. .to come..yn to the saide Havenes.

1455 Ibid. V. 337/1 Had, enjoyed and prescribed, fro the

tyme that no mynde is. 1473-5 Cat. Proc. C/tanc. Q. Eliz.

(1830) II. Pref. 6r Unto the which maner the advoweson of

the church . . ys and withoute tyme of mynde hath be ap-

pendaunt. 1530 PALSGR, 591/1 This countray is nothyng so

well inhabyted as it hath ben within tyme of mynde. 1544
tr. Littleton s Tenures (1574) 36 By tytle of prescription,
that is to say, from time whereof is no mind. 1566 PAINTKK
Pal. Picas. II. 307 My . . sleepinge body, under toumhe,
shall dreame time out of mynde. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. q
Jut. I. iv. 69. 1623 T. SCOT Highw. God 12 To follow

that faith which his forefathers professed time out of minde.

1700 DRYDEN Sigismonda &amp;lt;y

Guise. 140 The Cavern-mouth
alone was hard to find, Because the Path disus d was out of

mind. 1898 G. W. E. RUSSELL Coll. r Recoil, xxii. 292
A favourite theme of satirists time out of mind.

3. [? Developed from 2 c.] To put (a person) in

mind: to remind. Const, of; also how or that

with clause, to with infin.

1530 PALSGR. 674/2 Within this syxe dayes I wyll put hym
in mynde of his promesse. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1677) 120 This being in Asia puts me in mind, That no part
of the World is so subject to earth-quakes as Asia is. 1711-
12 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella. 30 Jan., Stella used to do such
tricks formerly; he puts me in mind of her. 1839 JA.MKS
Gentl. Old Sell, xii, Pray., put my young friend, Ralph, in

mind, that he promised me a visit this afternoon. 1853
i LYTTON My Novell m. xxix, You put me in mind of an old

story. Ibid. v. ii, Jarvis, put me in mind to have these

inexpressibles altered.

f4. That which is remembered of (a. person or

thing) ; the memory or record of. Also in phr. of

good mind= of happy memory . Obs.
CIOOO^ELFRIC De Vet. Test, (init.), pa jimeleasan men,.,

heora gemynd is
. for^iten on halsum gewritum. 1387

TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 5 But besines of writers to onre

vnkunnynge hadde i-holde and i-streyned mynde of olde

dedes [L. memorial/I transactorum}. 1489 in Exch. Rolls
Scotl. X. 121 note, The charter of umquhile owre graunlsir
and faider of gud mynd quham God assoilze.

5. The action or an act of commemorating;
something which serves to commemorate ;

a com

memoration, a memorial.

971 Blickl. Horn. 189 And feower syllice stanas on baire

ilcan stowe alexdon, to ^emynde & to cybnesse bss aposto-
lican si^es ob }ysne andweardan daej. c 1320 R. BRUNNE

I

Medit. 196 Yn a memorand of hym with outyn ende, He
seyd, makeb bys yn my mende . c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T.

1048 (Harl. MS.) And westward in be mynde and in memory
Of mars he

haj&amp;gt;
I-maked such an oper [altar]. 1388 WYCLIF

i Luke xxii. 19 Do ?e this thing in mynde of me. 1412-20
LYDG. Citron. Troy n. xvii. (1513) K iij, Nynus. .an ymage
dyde make . . And sette it vp, for consolacion And for a mynde,
and a memoryall. 1423 /AS. I Jfmfis Q. Ixxxv, Here bene
the princis..In mynd of quhom ar maid the bukis newe.

1433 LYDG. St. Edmund I. 769 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 390 At his comyng he bilt a roial toun Which slant

ther yit for a manier mynde For his arryuaile into this

Regioun. la 1500 Wycktt (1828) p. xiv, The breade is the

fygure or mynde of Christes bodye in earth.

\\&amp;gt;. spec. The commemoration ofa departed soul,

esp. by a requiem said or sung on the day of the

funeral in any month or year following. Also, in

OE., the annual commemoration of a saint. Chiefly
in MONTH( S MIND, TWELVE-MONTH( S or YEAB( S

MIND.
a 900 O.E. Martyrol. 2 May 70 On bone sefteran daegbaes

mon3es bi5 baes halgan biscopes ftemynd sancte Athanasi.

1387 TREVISA Higdeu (Rolls) VII. 315 At Wynchestre he
took his fader tresorie, and ?af moche for his fader mynde
\v.r. munde

;
L. pro patris me&amp;gt;noria\. 14. . in Collecta

nea Topogr. (1836) III. 260 That xx.s. he yeve to eche of
the places wher as our bodyes lyith, for holding of the

mendys. 1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 32, Y bequethe to. .holde

my Mynde euery 5ere duryng vij ^ere next folwyng after

my desese,. .vij H. 1486 Rec. St. Mary at Hill u In due
fourme as to a yerely mynde perteyneth. 1526 in Stnitt

Mann. Cust. etc. (1776) III. 172 For yerely obytes, and

yerelye myndes. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in. Disc,
xviii. 112 In the monethly minds and anniversary commemo
rations. 1660 Duct. Dub. n. ii. Rule vi. 55 Upon the

Anniversary , or the monthly, or weekly minds.

t6. Mention, record. Chiefly in phr. To make
mind: const.

&amp;lt;jf&quot;or
with clause.

c 1325 Deo Gracias 38 in E. E. P. (1862) 125 Holichirchc

Muynde of hit maas. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ix. 121 Of such

MIND.

synful shiewes be hauler maketh mynde. c 1410 LOVE Bona-
vcnt. Mirr. vi. tGibbs MS.), And 5J ttc bowe ber was so mychc
nede I fynd noo mynde of furrures or pylches. i- 1412 HOC
CLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1723 The bible niakib no mancr of

mynde Wheber bat pharao lay by hire oght. 1433 LYDG. St.

Edrnnnd\\\. 765 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 427 Blyssid
Kremund, affbrn heer put in mynde. 1450-1530 .ITyrr. our

Ladye 70 Specyally on tryday, where is made mynde of oure
lordes holy passyon. Ibid. 191 Holy scryplure. .roakyth no

mynde that he was vnohedyente [etc.].

II. Thought ; purpose, intention.

f 7. The action or state of thinking about some

thing; the thought of (an object). Chiefly in

phrase to have mint! c/&quot;(also on, upon : to think

of, give heed to. Also const, how or that and

clause, and to with inf. (
= be careful to do). Simi

larly to take mind to, upon. Obs.

971 niiikl. Horn. 83 Se be nu forlio^ab b;Lt he Codes
bebodu healde, obbe ami^se

m&amp;gt;&quot;
nd li;t;bbe Drilitnes cabined-

nt:sse. a 1250 Owl V Night. 252 So dob bat bcob of |*ine

cnnde, Of lihte nabbeb hi none imunde. c 1275 /Vvj/u;/
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;_/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;nr

Lord 6 in O. E, Misc. 37 Lute ymvnde hi huddc of gode.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Symie 5867 Pers, I haue mynde of

|&amp;gt;e. ays Poems temp. Kd.u. II (Percy) Ixvi, And 5ut

is thcr non man That to God taketh mynde Witli ry5te.

(^1380 Lay Folks Catech. (MS. L) 607 Fyrst haue mende
how god made heuyn and erthe. c 1412 HOCCLKVK DcA t-^.

Princ. 4997 pat bei bat haue of him kst bought 8: mynde
l!y bis pL-ynture may ageyn him fynde. c 1440 A Iphabet cf
Tales 93 per was a bruther bat gretelie was tunnent with

mynd of a womman bat he saw som tyme. c 1450 Cov. Myst.
x\v. (Shaks. Soc.) 240 But now mervelous mendys rennyn in

myn rememherawns. 1493 Festival! (\M. de W. 1515) 7 He
shall fynde y mynde of deth y princypall salue of all manner

synnes. 1550 CROWI.KY Last Trumpet 245 Haue minde,

therfore, thyselfe t ) holde Within the bondes of thy dtgre.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 302 b, Y ,.they will have

some consideration, and mynde of hym [L. utipsiusrationcm
habcant\. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Alirr. (Chetham Sue.)

34 Haue minde vpon thy mercy Lord.

fb. To put (a person) in mind: to suggest an

idea to (him). Ol&amp;gt;s.

1579 Gossox Sih. Abuse fArb.) 37 He feared that lice

shoulde rather put men in minde to commit such offences.

fc. Out of mind: more than one can calculate.

it 1400 50 Alexander 3018 He had of men out of mynde
many mayn hundretb.

8. That which a person thinks about any subject

or question ;
one s view, judgement, or opinion.

Now chiefly in phrases : see q.

a 1400 Ottoman 888 The good wyfseyd : Be Seynt Deny*,

Swyche ys my mende . 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 19 Pre-

amble, Theseid Frensche Kyng. .ahydyng in his seid indurat

8: pervart opynyons & erronyous mynde. 1530 PALSGR. 680/1
I reason with one in a mater to fele his mynde in it. 1560
DAUS tr. Slcidane^s Comm. i b, Such as could not be there

present he desyred to send their myndes in wryting. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, ill. ii. 17 Widow, we will consider of your
suit And come some other time to know our minde. 1689
Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 250 The Governor Desired Every
Member of y board would deliver his minde, and give him
advice therein. 1706 POPE Let. to Wycherlcy 10 Apr., Pray
let me know your mind in this, for I am utterly at a loss.

1781 J. MOORE Viciu Soc. It. (1790) II. Ixv. 294 Would to

heaven these doubters would keep their minds to themselves.

9. Phrases, a. To speak one s mind (out) : to

give one s judgement or opinion ; esp. to express
one s sentiments candidly or plainly, to speak

freely. Similarly to tell (a person) one s mind, to

let (a person) know one s mind. For a piece or

bit of one s mind, see PIECE sb. 2 d, BIT sb* 4.

1508 FISHER 7 Piuit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 140 A marines

entent or mynde spoken by his owne mouth moueth more
the herer than it were shewed & spoken by ony other. 1530
PALSGR. 478/2 And I maycatche hym ones, I shall tell hym
more of my mynde. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Skr. iv. iii. 75 Your
betters haue indur d me say my minde. 1600 A. Y. L.

u. vii. 59 Giue me leaue To speake my minde. 1676 MAR.
VELL Mr. Smirks 44 Tis happy that some or other of this

Few chances ever and anon to speak their minds out, to

shew us plainly what they would be at. 1806-7 J BERES-
KOHD Miseries Hum. Lije vn. Ixxvii, I let them know my
mind in a manner that pretty effectually secures me from

this misery ,
for the rest of that sitting. 1845 BROWNING

Souls Trag. i. 207 I ve spoke my mind too fully out.

b. To be of(\ rarely in) a (specified) mind: to

hold an opinion. To be ^(another s) mind: to

be of his way of thinking, agree in opinion.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Niekolay s Voy. Ep. Ded., Hee
was alwaies of opinion and minde, that, .learning, is not to

he sought for in bookes. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. ii. 107
Sweet Yorke, sweet husband, be not of that minde. 1600

A. Y. L. v. iv. 75 He sent me word, if I said his beard was
not cut well, hee was in the minde it was. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. n. xvii. 20 If these men are of the Mind, That they
have clearer Ideas of infinite Duration, than of infinite Space.

1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Pope i Apr., I don t

doubt you ll be of my mind. 1871 Roitlledge s Ev. Boy s

Ann. Apr. 242 I m of Bradshawe s mind in the matter.

C. In my mind: in my judgement or opinion,

as I think. ? Obs. Similarly-to my mind (cf. 14 b).

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxiv. 34 The kyng..sayd, in

his mynde, there was no realme coude be compared to y
realme of Fraunce. 1396 SHAKS. Mercli. V. iv. i, Anthonio,

gratine this gentleman, For in my minde, you are much
bound to him. 1603 Ham. i. iv. 14 (Qo. 1604) But to my
minde .. it is a custome [etc.]. 1663 COWLEY Ess._ iii.

Obscurity, It is, in my Mind, a very delightful Pastime.

&amp;lt;$

Da
young fellow, to my mind.

d. To be of one or a mind: to agree in judge-
124-2
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ment, purpose, or opinion ; to be unanimous,

f With one mind: unanimously, with one accord.

? 1496 in Lett. % Papers Rich. 111$ Hen. VII (Rolls) II.

67 If we hadde alle nere ben of oone mynde in folowyng
directly the Kinges mynde. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x.

178 With ane mynde thay did consent togidder Dauid to

slay. 1601 SHAKS. Airs Well i. iii. 244 He and his Phisi-

tions Are of a minde. 1611 Cymb. v. iv. 212, I would we
were all of one minde, and one minde good, a 1712 GRAN-
VILLE Ess. Unnat. Flights Poetry 74 And, by the Tyrant s

Murder, we may find That Cato and the Gods were of a

Mind. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 537 When men have

anything to do in common, that they should be of one mind
is a pleasant thing. 1877 SPURGEOS Serin. XXIII. 70 Here

they were, all of a mind, and all ready to start.

t e. Against the mind of^ person) : in opposi
tion to his judgement, wish, or opinion, without

his approbation or consent. Also without the

mind of. Obs,

1512 Act 4 Hen. VI//, c. 20 Preamble^ The said John.,
fortuned to be slayn. .ayenst the will and mynde of your
seid Beseecher. 1553 BECON Rcliques Rome (1563) 213 The
Councell which is celebrated without the mynde and consent
of the Romyshe Byshop. 1668 CUL PEPPER & COLE BarthoL
Anat. in. x. 151 Cassenius against the mind of all Anato
mists draws its original from the Pinnae of the Nose. 1698
HEARNE Dnct. Hist. I. in. ix. 324 Themistocles. .brought
the Athenians back to their City, which they fortified, and
added the Pyreum to it much against the Spartans Mind.

10. Purpose or intention; desire or wish. Obs.

exc. in phrases: see n.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9544 J&amp;gt;o

was it muche is munde To
come & winne engelond. 1523 LD. BERSERS Froiss. I. clxxvi.

213 With hym went a varlet, who was priuy to his mynde.
f I55S HARPSFIEI.D Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 125 God s

mind was to astringe and bind the Church perpetually to it.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. i Vnckle Marcus, since tis my
Fathers minde That I repaire to Rome, I am content. 1597
BACON ss., Suitors (Arb.) 40 Manie ill matters are vnder-

taken, and many good matters with ill mindes. 1656 in

Burton s Diary (1828) I. 302 To enquire with what mind
this was done. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 452 Sudden mind
arose In Adam, not to let th

1

occasion pass.

11. Phrases, f a. To fulfil one s mint?, bring
ones mind to pass \ to accomplish one s purpose,

satisfy one s desire. To have or obtain one s mind :

to get what one wants. For one s minds sake : to

gratify one s whim. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 75 Longynge

ryght sore my mynde to fulfyll. 1530 PALSGR. 499/1 It

shall coste me a fall, but I wyll have my mynde. Ibid.

865/1 For my myndes sake, pour satisjaire ama phantasie.
1598 F. Rous T/iule N 2 b, And she as women wont will

haue her minde. 16x4 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. iv. i.

585 This war he vndertooke as it were for bis mindes sake :

hauing receiued no iniurie. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Collo&amp;lt;}.

82 Because I see that thou dost so earnestly desire it, I will

fulfil thy mind as well as I can.

fb. By, according to the mindof (a person) : by
desire or after the direction of. (Cf. 14 b.) Obs.

1523-4 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 322 Paid to the

Orgon maker by be mynde of M* person for mendyng the

Orgons, iijs iiij d. 1618 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 74 Item more

they receyved which was given by Will 1*10 Ord, and lent to

fower poore folk according to his minde, xls.

c. To know one s own mind: to form and adhere

to a decision without shilly-shallying ; to have a

line of action and keep to it.

1824 SCOTT St. Ronan s xii, The report, .that the young
Earl of Etherington . . intended to pass an hour, or a day, or

a week, as it might happen, (for his lordship could not be

supposed to know his own mind,) at St. Ronan s Well. 1864
TENNYSON En. Ard. 475 And others laugh d at her and

Philip too, As simple folk that knew not their own minds.
1888 [see CHOP .

X
4C].

d. To make ttp one s mind : see MAKE z&amp;gt;.l 96 k.

e. t To be of divers or many minds : to waver
in purpose, to chop and change (&amp;lt;?fo.).

To be in

two minds: to vacillate between two intentions;

similarly to be in twenty minds.

1530 PALSGR. 428/1, I am of dyverse myndes, /tf me varie.

. .1 wolde be glad to deale with hym, but the man is of so

dyverse myndes that there is no holde at hym. 1738 SWIFT
Pol. Conversat. 55 You ll never be mad, you are of so many
Minds. 1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins (1884) I. xxi. 208, I

was in twenty minds whether to take her first, and then catch

the chickens, or to let her go off, and then clap upon them.

1850 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xxv, This missive (which I was
in twenty minds at once about recalling, as soon as it was
out of my hands). Ibid, xli, I was in several minds how to

dress myself on the important day. 1853 Childs Hist.

II. 171 Jack [Cade]. .was in two minds about fighting or

accepting a pardon. 1881 E. D. BRICKWOOD in Encycl.
Brit. XII. 197/2 However bold the horse maybe, he will

soon refuse water if his rider be perpetually in two minds
when approaching a brook.

ff. To be in or of mind, to be disposed or

minded, to purpose, desire (to do something) ;

occas. to be in great mind, ofgood mind, in a good
mind (cf. 13 a). Of mind, with purpose or inten

tion (to do something). To run (one} in mind, to

become a purpose or resolution. To bring one

in mind, to persuade. Obs.

ciyjs S& Leg. Saints vi. (Thomas) 248 J&amp;gt;ane
rane hym in

mynde in hy pat he vald firste quyke Jram fla. a 1400-50
Alexander 1254 Sir meliager was in grete mynd a man owt
to send To alexander. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 763 He secretly.. caused the Queene to be

perswaded and brought in minde, that it.. should beieopard-
ous the king to come vp so strong. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. ccccli. 796 Wherofcomplayntes came to the heryng
of the duke of Berrey, who was in mynde to remedy it.
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1586 Let. Earlc Leycester 13 Neither did I it of minde to

circumvent her. 155*9 Reg. Privy Council Scot. (1884) VI.

40 His Majestic being of gude inynd that the said Sir

Gtorge be satisfeit of the saidis debursmentis, as ressone

requyris. a 1617 BAYNK Lcit. (1634) 233 Pharaoh [was] in a
&amp;gt;od mindej as wee say, to let the people goe. 1661 C.

YTTELTON in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 24, 1 doe not find my
brother of the mind he seemed at first to be of to buy it.

11814. Gonzanga n. i. in New Brit. Theatre III. 113 Oh
lud ! if I can but get her in the mind to have me.

12. To change one s mind, to alter one s purpose,

opinion, way of thinking, disposition towards

others, etc. Similarly, one s mind changes,
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. m. ii. 59 You are already louesfirme

votary, And cannot soone reuolt, and change your minde.
1601 Jul. C. ii. ii. 96 If you shall send them word you
will not come, Their mindes may change. 1615 W. LAWSON
Country Housew. Card. (1626) 44, I haue changed my mind

concerning the disease called the worme. 1617 MORYSON
/tin. I. 121 Cardinall Allan an Englishman, having used to

persecute the English..had changed his mind, since the

English had overthrowne the Spanish Navy. 1719 J. ALLEN
in J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) I. 214, I have lived

_to change
my mind, and am almost of the contrary opinion. 1841
TENNYSON Dora 45 It cannot be: my uncle s mind will

change ! 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius vi, Her first

impulse was to change her mind and not go after all.

13. To have a mind: a. (With expressed inf.)

To wish, desire, be inclined or disposed to do

(something). Also with qualifying word, to have
a great) good, etc., mind, to have no mind. Some
what arch. exc. in to have a good or great mind,
to have half a mind, now = to be strongly disposed
or inclined (to do something which one can do
if one wishes), to have nearly made up one s mind

(to do it). (See also MONTH S MIND.)
The confused form / ; a good mind is still current in

some localities as a vulgarism.
a 1400 in Rel. Ant. II. 44 For the greet mynde that he

hath to done his maystris wille. c 1550 BALE A&quot;. Johan
(Camden) 12, I have a great mynd to be a lecherous man.
1618 BOLTON Florns (1636) 268 Pompey driven away, and
fled, he had a more minde to take order for securing the

Provinces, than to pursue him. 1632 CHAPMAN & SHIRLEY
Ball in. i. (1639) D 3 b, Harke you Mounsieur, this gentle
man has a great Minde to learne to dance. 1666 S. PARKER
Free fy Impart. Censure (1667) 181 And now I have a mind
to set up for a Maker of Hypotheses, a 1674 CLARENDON
II1st. Reb. xin. 179 The duke of Lorrayne had a very
good mind to get a footing in Ireland. 1711 ABDUONSftCt,
No. 45 p 6 As I had a mind to hear the Play, I got out of
the Sphere of her Impertinence. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy.
round World (1757) 462 They had half a mind to refuse me
a passage. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 26 It was
lucky for us that we did not follow the nuptial procession
(which we had more than half a mind to do). 185* R. S.

SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tour (1893) 65 I m a good mind to

have his throat cut. 1853 LYTTON My Novel x. iii, She had
half a mind to reply. Is that so strange? But her re

spect for Harley stopped her. 1858 CARLYLK Fredk. Gt. vi.

ii. (1865) II. 47 My Brother and I had all the mind in the
world to laugh. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Gleanings Ser. n. 102

He had little mind to be a martyr, but he had still less a
mind to be a knave. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1876) IV.
xvii. 54 He had no mind to be a mere conqueror.

b. with ellipsis of the inf. (In relative and if

clauses.)
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist.Reb.\\\\. 38 Without, .restraining

them from making incursions where they had a mind. 1737
(S. BERINGTON] G. di Lucca s Alem. (1738) 261 When they
have dropp d all [the wild Boars] that are dangerous, and
as much as they haue a mind, they open their Toils. x8a6
SCOTT Let. to J. B. S. Morritt 6 Feb. in LocWtart, I have
no idea of these things preventing a man from doing what
he has a mind. 1848 THACKERAY Lett, i Aug., Those who
had a mind were free to repair to a magnificent neighbour
ing saloon. 1874 WHYTE MELVILLE Uncle John xxL III.

22 They could . . burn us out if they had a mind.

TI In mod. colloquial use the to of an inf. sup
pressed by ellipsis is often retained. (See To/r#O
The quots. below enclosed in square brackets are probably

to be explained as instances of the idiom by which a prep.
governing a relative expressed or understood is removed to
the end of the sentence (cf. quots. 1674, 1711, 1726 in d).

But the indefiniteness of the antecedent and the presence of
a transitive verb in the sentence render the passages liable

to be taken as anticipations of the modern colloquial practice,
which may indeed have been partly developed from expres
sions of this kind.

[1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 519 Enquire what thou
hast a mind to. 1734 LD. CHESTERK. in Lett. Ctess Suffolk
(1824) II.

115^
Amoretto was with

difficulty prevailed upon
to eat and drink as much as he had a mind to. 1744 ELIZA
HEYWOOD Female Spect. No. 4 (1748) I. 189 As our sex has
the privilege of saying whatever we have a mind to. 18*7
SCOTT Highl. Widow vt In order to gain bis consent to do

something he had no mind to.J 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
foul s C. ii, I don t need to hire any of my hands out, unless
I ve a mind to. 1871 Lippincotfs Mag. 27 Mar. 282 You can
call me when you are a-mind to. 1805 HEATHERBELL in
Scott. Antiquary X. 70 They, .thought they could deal as

they had a mind to with his property.
O. with dependent clause.

1673 TEMPLE Obscrv. United Prov. ii. 95 They had no
mind that Her Ambassador should be present. 1705 PENN
in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 65, I believe he had no mind it

should be done whilst I was there.

d. With to and sb. : f To be favourably disposed
towards (a person) (obs.); to have a liking for (an

occupation) ; to wish to possess or obtain (some
thing). Now somewhat arch.

1530 PALSCR. 580/1, I have a mynde to one, I have a
favoure to hym. 1605 Land. Prodigal i. ii, I have a great
mind to this gentleman in the way of Marriage. 1616 B.

MIND.

JONSON Devil an Ass i. ii, They doe say, H will meet a man
(of himselfe) that has a mind to him. If hee would so, I haue
a minde and a halfe for him. 1674 BUTLER Hud. \. \. 214
That. .Compound for Sins, they are inclin d to, By damning
those they have no mind to. 1683 TEMPLE Mem, Wks. 1731
I. 457, I never had less mind to any Journey in my Life.

i7ii STEELE Spect. No. 145 P6 There visits among us an
old Batchelor whom each of us has a Mind to. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver n. ii, In a few Days, I was able to call for whatever
I had a Mind to, 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. hiii, The
blacksmith said to me the other day that his prentice had
no mind to his trade.

e. \\it\\f0r, &quot;\of;
To wish for, desire.

1616 [see d]. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to Taylor 8 Apr., When
shall I come down to you? I believe I can get away pretty
early in May, if you have any mind of me. 1790 Bystander
134 When he has a mind of a little fun. 1855 PRESCOTT
Philip //, n. iii, Philip had no mind for a second collision

with the
papal

court. 1871 Kentledge s Ev. Boy s Ann.
Jan. 45 We nave no mind for a sousing.

14. Bent or direction of thoughts, desires, in

clinations, etc. In phrases, as Ones mind is (or

runs] on, one attends to, thinks of, is interested in.

To set (have, keep} one s mind on : to desire to

attain or accomplish, put or keep before one as an

object of desire. To give one s mind to : to addict

oneself to (a study or practice) ;
to bend one s

energies towards accomplishing or attaining (an

object).
a 1400-50 Alexander 269 }e behald me sa hogely, quare-

on is 3our mynd? 1475 SIK J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 129

My mynde is now nott most uppon bokes. 1509 BARCLAY

Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 106 For a ryche man settynge
theron his mynde Shal into heuen right hardly passage

fynde. Ibid. 169 Gyue nat your myndes to gylefull vsury.

1677 HORNECK t7/. Law C0Hsid.iv. (1704) 105 The wolf, .sent

to school to learn to spell, could make nothing of all that

was said to him but sheep. His mind still ran upon that.

1827 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. xv, I ve set my mind upon your
joining the party. 1850 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xxxv, Sordid
and selfish as I knew it was. .to let my mind run on my own
distress so much. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 476 And since he

kept his mind on one sole aim. 1861 STANLEY East. Ch. vi.

(1869) 254 But each of the sacraments must often have bee_n
deferred to a time when the candidates could give their

whole minds to the subject.

b. To one s mindi according to one s wish, to

one s taste or liking, as one would have it to be.

Also f according to, after one s mind.

1530 PALSCR. 580/1, I have a person or a beest accordyng
to my mynde, I have them in suche awe as I desyre. &amp;gt;S35

COVERDALE Ecclus. vii. 26 Yf thou haue a wife after thine

owne mynde, forsake her not. i Mace. iv. 6 Which had
nether harnesse ner sweardes to their myndes. 1710 DE FOE
Crusoe n. (Globe) 509 It was however, some Time before we
could get a Ship to our Minds, c 1790 IMISON Sch. Art n.

92 You may brighten it to your mind by the above mixture.

1847 HELPS Friends in C. (1873) I. viii. 130 Commands are

expected to be fulfilled . . exactly to the mind of the person
ordering.
15. Inclination, tendency, or way of thinking

and feeling, in regard to moral and social quali
ties ; moral disposition ; a spirit or temper of a

specified character, f To bear a (specified) mind:
to entertain (such and such) sentiments. For

frame of mind see FRAME sb. 6.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems ix. 129 Off mynd dissymvlat, Lord !

Imeconfess. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Cotnm. 3 b, Luther..

reproveth his cruell and bloudy mynde. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. \. iii. 13 Feare not : he beares an honourable minde,
And will not vse a woman lawlesly. 1633 EARL MANCH.
At Mondo (1636) 29 To be willing to die, and content to

Hue is the minde of a strong Christian. 1777 BURKE: Let.

Sheriffs of Bristol Wks. 1842 I. 207 But the war is not

ended ; the hostile mind continues in full vigour. 1859
TENNYSON Guinevere 334 For manners arc not idle, but the

fruit Of loyal nature, and of noble mind. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Cono. (1877) I. App. 748 He was then brought to a
better mind by a rebuke from a Christian. 1884 CHILD
Ballads I. 278/1 Hugo was evidently not in a state of mind
to go [sc. to mass].

jb. The way in which one person is affected

towards another ; disposition or intention towards

others. To bear good mind to : to be well disposed
towards. Obs.

1470 TIPTOFT Caesar s Comin. x. (1530) 12 Whome he had
knowen and sene so specyally aboue other to here hys good
invite [? read mynde] and fydelyte toward hym. 1530
PALSGR. 449/2, 1 beare hym good mynde, je snis affectionni
enuers luy. c 1550 BALE K. Johan (Camden) 74 Ye knowe
very well she beareth the Churche good mynde. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 707 The more number of the nobilitie,

bare towarde king Henry .. their good minds and fixed

hartes. 1580 STOW Chron. Eng. Lp. Ded. P iij b, Not
doubting but your Lordship, .will, .vouchesafe to accepte
this Monument of my affectionate minde. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. i. ii. 33, I would I knew his minde. 1611 BIBLE Acts
xii.2o Marg.i Herode bare an hostile mind intending warre.

16. State of thought and feeling in respect to

dejection or cheerfulness, fortitude or fearfulness,

firmness or irresoluteness, and the like.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixvii. 7 Quho had all riches vnto

Ynd, And wer not satisfiet in mynd. 1530 PALSGR. 674/2
He was never quyette in his mynde tyll I did put hym in

a suertye. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 163 A turne or two He
walke To still my beating minde. 1611 BIBLE ^jc/j ii.GThe
multitude were confounded \tnarg. troubled in mind], a 1631
DONNE Paradoxes (1652) 24 For our minde is heavy in our

bodies affliction. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1120 Notatrestor
ease of Mind, They sale them down to weep. Ibid. 1125

High Passions .. shook sore Thir inward State of Mind.

1743 SHENSTONE Past. Ballad in, O how, with one trivial

glance, Might she ruin the peace of my mind! 1852 M.
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ARNOLD Empedocles \. ii. 29 Nature, with equal mind, Sees

all her sons at play.

III. Mental or psychical being or faculty.

17. The seat of a person s consciousness, thoughts,

volitions, and feelings; the system of cognitive
and emotional phenomena and powers that con

stitutes the subjective being of a person ; also, the

incorporeal subject of the psychical faculties, the

spiritual part of a human being ;
the soul as dis

tinguished from the body.
A 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii. 93 For i lif in bi laghe, it

may noght slip out of my mynde. c 1440 Generydcs 480 She
..told hytnall that lay sore in hir niynd. 1530 PALSGR. 430/2,
I am wery for occupyeng of the mynde to moche. 1598
SHAKS. Merry It , iv. vi. 30 While other sports are tasking
of their mindes. 1643 K. BAILLIE Lett. 4- Jrnls. (1841) II.

109 While they stand, the scribe and others number them in

their mind. 1690 LOCKE Hutu, Und. \. ii. 5 No Proposi
tion can be said to be in the Mind. .which it was never yet
conscious of. 1692 Educ. 31 Due care being had to

keep the Body in Strength and Vigour, so that it may be
able to obey and execute the Orders of the Mind. 1768,

1834 [see CKOSS ? . 13]. 1794 W. ROBERTS Looker-Ou No. 88

III. 425 Suppose a person, .to store up in his mind certain

leading passages from Scripture. 1817 SOUTHKV Penins.
/^ar II. 352 No such thought had ever entered Reding s

mind. 1851 Bp. C. WORDSW. Mem. H ordsw. I. Si His mind
was filled with gloomy forebodings. 1871 MORLKY Voltaire

(1886) 6 Hardly a sentence is there that did not come forth

alive from Voltaire s own mind. 1887 Miss E. MONEY Dutch
Maiden (1888) 56 Now, will you turn this over in your mind ?

b. Instances of philosophical definition of this.

1704 NORRIS Ideal World u. iii. 133 By Mind I think we
are properly to mean that power which both perceives and
wills. 1785 REID Intell. Powers \. ii. 42 We do not give the

name of mind to thought, reason, or desire ; but to that

being which thinks, which reasons, which desires. 1843
MILL Logic I. iii. 8 Mind is the mysterious something
which feels and thinks. 1846 G. MOORK Power ofSoul ever
Body (ed. 3) 73 Unfortunately the word mind has been
almost universally employed to signify both that which

thinks, and the phenomena of thinking.

c. On ones mind*, occupying one s thoughts;
said esp. of something which causes anxiety.
1850 DICKENS Dav, Copp. xxxiv, I knew my aunt suf

ficiently well to know that she had something of importance
on her mind. 1853 LYTTON My Xovel vi. v, I asked him if

he had not anything on his mind. x864TF.NNYSON En. Ard.
396 Annie, there is a thing upon my mind.

d. Otters mind s eye\ mental view or vision,

remembrance.
c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Prlnc. 2895 Haue often him by-

fore your myndes ye. 1601, 1818 [see EYE sb. 1
4d]. 1883

S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 320 One such scene is in my
mind s eye at this moment.

e. Used with reference to God.
1612 BACON Ess. A theism (&T\&amp;gt;,) 330, I had rather beleeue

all the fables in the Legend^ and the Alcaron^ then that this

vniuersall frame is without a minde. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. iv. x. (end), That eternal infinite Mind, who made and

governs all Things. 1732 POPE Ess. Man \. 266 Just as

absurd, to mourn the tasks or pains The great directing
Mind of All ordains. 1807 WORDSW. Ode Intimat. Im
mortality viii, Haunted for ever by the eternal mind.

f. In generalized sense : Mental or psychical

being : opposed to matter.

1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xlviii, The immateriality of mind,
and .. the unconsciousness of matter. 1879 LINDSAY Hfittd

in Lower Anim. I. i Little is at present known of the

phenomena of mind in the lowest classes ofanimals. 1898
ILLINGWOKTH Divine hinnanence i. i. 4 Thus matter, as

we know it, is everywhere and always fused with mind.

g. A person regarded abstractly as the em
bodiment of mental qualities (thought, feelings,

disposition, etc.).
c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxxiv. ix, To humble broken minds,

This Lord is ever, ever neare. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxvii. 5
That I haue frequent binne with vnknown mindes. 1642
LOVELACK To Althea^from Prison iv, Mindes innocent and
quiet take That for an Hermitage. 1776 MiCKLEtr. Canteens
Lnsiad Introd. 35 Some of the Portuguese courtiers, the
same ungenerous minds perhaps who advised the rejection
of Columbus because he was a foreigner. 1864 BRYCE/^O/J*
Rom. Etnp. vii. (1875) :og The Papacy, .under the guidance
of her greatest minds, of Hildebrand, of Alexander [etc.].

h. In collective sense.

1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 13 In this age it was

peculiarly easy to deceive, but difficult to enlighten, the

public mind. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Atner. III. 206 If

the national mind of America be judged of by its legislation,
it is of a very high order. 1883 Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 5/1 This

cleavage of the religious mind of Europe into two extreme

camps.
18. In more restricted application : The cogni

tive or intellectual powers, as distinguished from

the will and emotions. Often contrasted with heart,

cizoo ORMIN 17572 & sawle iss ec wurrblike shridd purrh
Godd..Wibb witt & wille & minde. ^1350 Will. Palerne

4123 Wei I wot..^at he [the werwolf] has mannes munde
more

t&amp;gt;an we bobe. 1382 WYCLIK Matt. xxii. 37 Thou shalt

loue the Lord thi God, of al thin herte, and in al thi soule,

and in al thi mynde. 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg.Princ.qw
Mynde, ee, and hand, non may fro othir flitte. c 1639
COWLEV On Death, of Sir H. U otton, He did the utmost
Bounds of Knowledge find, He found them not so large as

was his Mind. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 722 Possessor of a soul

refined, An upright heart, and cultivated mind.

b. Intellectual quality, intellect, mental power.
&amp;lt;ri586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. xuv. x, His eye of deepest

minde Deeper sincks then deepest working. 1826 DISRAELI
Yz . Grey n. ix, Blue eyes, lit up by a smile of such mind

and meaning ! 1827 Ibid. vi. iv, But his pupil appears to be
a man of mind. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. i. vii, But these

are the days of advance, the works of the men of mind.

1876 OUIDA
*

Winter City iii, You mean there can be no
mind in an imitation.

c. ABSENCE, PRESENCE*/mind: seethosewords.

19. The healthy or normal condition of the

mental faculties, the loss or impairment of which
constitutes insanity ;

one s reason or wits *.

Chiefly in phrases, as (to
/&amp;gt;e, go} out of ones

mind, \out of mind) (Sc.) by ones mind\ to lose

ones mind\ to be in ones right mind) etc.

&amp;lt; 1369 CHAUCER Detke lUaunche 511 For he had welnye
loste his mynde. 14x2-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy (E.E.T.S. ,

4276 Almost for wo he went out of his mynde. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. Ixix. 317 (Harl. MS.)

|&amp;gt;e

maister of be ship was ha Me
out of mynde. 1509 BARCLAY Sliyp of Folys 11874) 1*295
Than lepe they about as folke past theyr mynde. 1596
DALRYHPLB tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 353 Normond with tin-.

ansuer was halfe by his mynd. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vii.

63, I feare I am not in my perfect mind. 1847 TKNNYSON
Princess vii. 84 And still she fear d that I should lose my
mind. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist, Kng. v. I. 663 He was drunk,
they said, or out of his mind, when he was turned off.

b. in wills, etc., of sound (ox unsound ; mind.

f in good mind, f whole of mind, etc.

1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 4, 1 Alice West, ..in hool estat of

my body, and in good mynde beynge. 1418 Ibid. 30 Hole
of mynde & in my gode memorie btyng. 1430 liid. 85

Bcyng in full mende. 1438-9 IHd. 129 Beyng yn hole

mynde 8: goode witte. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2} V. 541
To prove that the said Nicholas was of unsound mind at the

time of the said fine taken. 1826 [see MEMORY 2 b].

T&quot;
C. One s waking consciousness. Obs.

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 56 And with that vois soth

for to seyne My mynde came to me ageyne.

f IV. 20. A quantity, number, or amount (of

something). [Of obscure development : cf. 7 c.]
c 1250 Gen, # Ex. 3676 Fro lond ortlgie cam a wind, And

bro^te turles michel mind, c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. ll ace

(Rolls) 1888 In fewe ?eres al be kynde Of folk, bey woxen

mykel mynde. Ibid. 16436 porow roten eyr, |&amp;gt;orow wykkede
wyndes, In alle stedes men dide gret myndes. 13. . Probr.
Sonet. (Vernon Mb.) in Archiv Stud. nen. Sftr. LXXXI.
113/24 Heuene-kyngdom is lyk ;ut To a net. .pat of alle

iTissches kuynde, Gedereb in to him muche imiynde. a 1400

50 Alexander 1245 Slik a mynd vn-to me ware meruaill to

reken, Thretti thousand in thede of thra men of armes.

V. 21. attrib. and Comb., as mind-malady,
^ -parts t -picture} mind-changing, -healing, -in

fected, ^ -miidding, -perplexing, -ravishing, -sick,

^-stricken, -torturing adjs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Ahis. 116 What strange humor or

*mmd-changing opinion tooke you this moining? 1826

HOR. SMITH Tor Hill {*%&} III. 41 The placid beauties of

the country, in whose *mind-healing influences he never
failed to find consolation, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia \. (1590)

70 b, These fantasticall *mind-infected people, that children

and Musitians cal Louers. 1646 FULLER Wounded Consc.

iv. (1647) 25 There is such a gulfe of disproportion betwixt

a *Mind-malady and Body-medicines. 1642 H. MoKE.SV;;^

ofSoul IL i, in. xxxi, To chase away *Mind*nuidding nn-i.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1598) 394 Thinking perchance
her feeling sence might caliber *imnd-parts vntoher. 1631

QUARLES Samson ii. 8 In whose eares she brake This mind-

perplexing secret. 1868 SALA in Lamb s ll &s. I. p. xix,

Wealth and piety scarcely fill up the *mind-picture one
would draw of Lord Byron. 1593 NASHE Christs T. 10, I

for-sooke all my immortal 1 pleasures, and *mind-rauishmg
melody. 1577 HARRISON England i\. \. 11877) i. 29 Although
manie curious *mindsicke persons vtterlie condemne it as

superstitious, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia \\. (1590) 135 b, This

noble-man.. had bene so *mind-striken by the beautie
^of

vertue in that noble King. 1595 DAXIF.LO? . Wars in. xciv.

60 O thou mind-tortring misery Restles ambition, borne

in discontent.

b. Special comb. : mind-cure, the curing of a

disease by the influence of the healer s mind upon
the patient s; mind-curer, (a) one who cures

diseases of the mind ; (b} one who practises
* mind-

cure ; f mind-day, the day on which a person s

death is commemorated, esp. the anniversary;

mind-healer, -healing = mind-citrer, -cure
;

f mind-hill, a memorial mound or cairn
; f mind-

making, commemoration ; f mind-place, a place
where the memory of a saint is observed

;
mind-

reader, one who professes to discern what is pass

ing in another s mind, a thought-reader ;
so mind-

reading vbl. sh. ; mind-sight (rare}, mental vision

(after eyesight} ; mind-stuff, W. K. Clifford s

name for the supposed rudimentary form of

psychical existence, which he regards as the reality

of which matter is the phenomenal aspect ; t mind-

taking, consideration {upon a matter) ; f mind-

token, a memorial.

1885 W. F. EVANS (title) Healing by Faith ; or, Primitive
* Mind-cure. 1856 Miss YONGE Daisy Chain, n. ix. 427
Dr. May, *mind-curer, as wellasbody-curer. 1886 BUCKLEY
in Century Mag. June 234/1 The Mormons, Spiritualists,
Mind-curers [etc.]. 0900 tr. Bxdas Hist, iv, xxx. (1800)

374 Dy das^e be his *^emynddej waere and his forSfor.

a. 1380 Enfrosyne 665 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 182

Vche ;eer (?ei don his mynde-day holde Anon to bis day.
1438 E. E. Wills (1882) 109, I bequeth for my mynde day,
xx Ii. 1900 Century Mag, LIX. 635/1 The doctrines of

faith-healing, *mind-healing, and Christian Science. 138*
WYCLIF Josh. xxii. 10 Whanne thei weren comen to the

*mynde hyllis of Jordan [Vulg. ad tnmulos Jordanis}.
1496 Dives $ Paup. (W. de W.) i. iii. 35/1 Euery masse

syngynge is a specyall *mynde makynge of Crystus pas-

syon. c 1449 PKCOCK Repr. Prol. 4 Pilgrimage in going
to the memorialis or the *mynde placis of Selntis. 1888

Pop, Set. Monthly Dec. 154 The professional *mind-

reader . .takes his clew from indications which his subject
is absolutely confident he did not give. 1882 l

y

roc. -^&quot; c.

Psych. Research I. 17 It was shewn that mind-reading
so called, was really muscle-reading. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornay v, (1592) 48 Neither the Sunne, nor any thing vnder
the Sunne, can well be scene without the Sunne : likewise

neyther God nor any thing belonging to God can be scene

without God, how good eyesight or mindsight so euer we
haue. 1849 HARE Par, Scnn. II. 243 The more we gaze at

them the more is our mindsight improved to discern them.

1878 W. K. CLIFFORD in Mind III. 65 Mind-stuff is the

reality which we perceive as Matter. That element of which
. .even the simplest feeling is a complex, I shall call *Mind-

stitjf. A moving molecule of inorganic matter does not

possess mind, or consciousness; but it possesses a small

piece of mind-stuff. 1449 PKCOCK Kepr. i. xix. 114 The
remembraunce and *mynde taking upon these vij mater?, i-.

so necessarie a mcene into the loue and drede of ( iod. 1382
\\~Y( i, IK Isa. Ivii. S And bihynde the dore..thou settedest

tlii myntle tocne [Vulg. inrworinle tnni\.

MCind^mind),^^ ArchwoL Alsominn. [Middle
Irish mind) moil. Irish mionnl\ A name given to

crescent-shaped ornaments found in Ireland, sup

posed to have been used ns diadems.
1862 Catal, Spec. Exhib. S. Kens. 41, No. 851. Gold-orna

ment, believed to be the unuent Celtic mind or head-

ornament. Formed of a thin M;mi-lunar plate of gold with

raided ribs. 1880 \V. P&amp;gt;. DAWKISS Early Man
/_/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;//.

358
The golden c&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n.mct&amp;gt; or minns..worn in Ireland in legend

ary times. 1881 \V. K. Si i.I.IVAN in Encycl. Brit. XIII.

257/1 I he richer, .kings wore, .a golden mind or diadem.

Milid, a. O(&amp;gt;s. [OK. gcmyttdc; prehistoric

*gamnndjo
m

,i. OTeut. *gamundi- : see MJNP j^JJ
1. With dat. of person ; Present to one s thought.
c 1220 Kestiary 611 Oc lie arn so kolde of kinde Dat no

golsipe is hem minde. a 1225 St. Marker. 12 Me Jm makest
to astc uruen wift

(&amp;gt;e
streiicde of bine bcoden, be beo&amp;lt;^

|&amp;lt;e
so

imunde. a * 27$ /
&quot;

sElfred 60 1 in O. E. Misc. 135 And
ower alle

o\&amp;gt;\r
binke God be

J&amp;gt;e
ful minde.

2. Of a person : Mindful, taking thought : const.

ofi for, aboitt, gain ;
also with inl&quot;.

(* 1000 Elcne 1063 (Gr.) pa ^^11 Elenan \\its mod ^emynde
yinli ba nia:ian wyrd Reneahhe for bam n;t^lum. a 1300
Cursor M . 21895 And he gain u-, sa mtke and mind, Sua
mikel luues nathing als urkind. Ibid. 26457 Qua-so wrethes

hi.s lauerd king, and he o mcrci find him mind. Il-id. 28952

pat bou be no^ht for
[&amp;gt;i

ilexs miiKl bot for to sustain mancs-
kind. 1303 K. UFU NNK liandl. Synnc 727 And yam euer so

mynde For to pray for al mankynde,
Mind (maind), v. Forms: 4-5 mende, 4-7

mynd(e, 5-7 minde, 6- mind.
ft&quot;.

MIND j/ .

1

The OE. (^e)inyudgian. to remember, remind f. ^fniyndig
mindful, {.ganyndc Misn s/ .

,i, usually tiled in Diets, as the

source of this vb., is not immediately connected.]

1. trans. To put (one) in mind
(?/&quot; something ;

to

remind. Also, f to admonish, exhort. Also const,

t///, en, and with clause or inf. Now rare.

1340 HAMPOI.K Pr. Consc. 230 Knawyng of all bib shuld

hym lede And mynd with-alle, til mekenes and drcde. c 1400
Destr. Troy 4210 Ne mynd not bes men of be mykyll harme,
That a sone of uur folke before horn has done. x$99 SHAKS.
Hen. I

,
iv. iii. 13 Farewell good Salisbury, and good luck

go with thee. And yet I doe the wrong, to mind thee of it.

1645 KVELYN Diary Easter Monday, The season of the yeare
. .minding us of returning Northwards. 1657 SPARROW Bk.
Com. Prayer (1661) 67 Minding the people what they are

about. 1658-9 Burton&quot;s Diary ^-zf,} 111.575 It was minded

you by my learned countryman, that no law was rightly

made, but by King, Lords, and Commons. 1669 COL. T.

MIDDLETON in State Papers, Dom. 575, 1 hope you will mind
the treasurers about the workmen, as they would fain have

money. 1670-98 LASSELS I oy. Italy Pref. 3 These must be
minded that I am writing of the Latin country. 1693
EVELYN De la Quint. Comfl. Card. I. 56, I must not forget

minding those who dig along a Wall, to take care not to

come too near the Foundations. 17x3 SWIFT Let. to W.
Draper 13 Apr., I have been minding my lord Bolingbroke
. .to solicit my lord-chancellor to give you a

living. 1788
BURNS / Love My Jean ii, There s not a bonie bird that

sings, Hut minds me o my Jean. 1847 TKNNYSON Princess
iv. 109 They mind us of the time When we made bricks in

Egypt. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gnidi Wind. 76 Spain
may well Be minded how from Italy she caught,.. A fuller

cadence and a subtler thought. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only
a Sister 95 [He] began to curse and swear like a trooper at

Elizabeth for not minding him on what he was doing,

tb. To bring (an object) to one s mind. Obs.

1590 SPENSER / . Q. n. ii. 10 That, as sacred Symbole,
it may dwell In her sonnes flesh, to mind revengement.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah x. 219 In the last place I

haue noted, that misery mindeth God vnto vs. Then the

greater our miserie is, the more is our mind on our maker.

2. To remember, have in one s memory ; to think

of (a past or absent object). Now arch, and dial.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. Prol. i, Therfore heafermeth hem nedi

to be confermed, the vices of her paynymrie rathere mynd-
ende. 15.. Myst. Resnrr. in Rel. Ant. II. 156 Now she

spekes of the scornes, Now she remembers the thoines,..
Now she spekes of his pacience, Now she myndes his obedi

ence, That unto deth was. c 1586 C Ttss PKMBKOKE Ps.

LXXVII. viii, Nay, still thy acts I minde ; Still of thy deedes

I muse. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. vii. (1589) 28 King
Achelous minding her for whom began that broile, Alcmenas
Sonne remembring too, whose cause he did defend. 1625
B. JONSON Staple of N. n. iv. 100 Hee minds A curtesie no

more, then London-bridge, What Arch was mended last. 1666

J. FRASER Polichron. (S.H.S.) 42 He minded often his

mother Queen Margaret s advice. 1667 MILTON /*. L. n.

212 Our Supream Foe in time may much remit His anger,
and perhaps thus farr remov d Not mind us not offending.

1786 BURNS Halloiveenxv, Ae Hairst afore the Sherra-moor,
I mind t as weel s yestreen. 1864 TENNY.SON En. Ard. 848,

I mind him coming down the street. 1896 A. E. HOCSMAN
Shropshire Lad iii, The lads you leave will mind you Till

Ludlow tower shall fall.



MIND
b. with obj. a clause, or t with direct obj. and

complement. Also absol.

1621 AINSWORTH Annot. 1 ent., Gen. ill 24 Minding him-

selfe an exile and pilgrime here one earth. 1721 WOOROW
Hist. Stiff. Ch. Scot. I. 455 The Instances of invading of

Pulpits are yet fewer, that is, none at all, as far as I mind,
in the preceeding Years. 1723 Wodrom Corr. (1843) III. 2,

I mind, before Mr. Webster s death, he spoke to me about

one of that name. 1800-24 CAMPBELL Power ofRussia ix,

But, Poles, when we are gone, the world will mind Ye bore

the brunt of fate. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. ix, The

lovers.. so superlatively happy, that I mind when I.. went

with my Angelica to a City church. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown at Oxf. xviii, Tunes, .as ha been used in our church

ever since I can mind. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona xxiii, I

minded how easy her delicacy had been startled with a word

of kissing her in Barbara s letter. 1897 RHOSCOMVL White

Rose Arno 144, I mind you promised us a Welsh army by
the time we reached this place.

c. In imperative, or in context implying a

counsel or warning : To take care to remember,
to bear in mind (a fact communicated or already

known, a duty to be done, etc.). Chiefly with

obj. a clause.

[1340 Ayenb. 262 Ymende bet bis hoc is uolueld ine be cue

of be holy apostles Symon an ludas.] 1422 tr. Secreta

Secret., Priv. Priv. xxiv. 154 Mynde thow how thow arte

dedly. c 1450 Osncy Reg. (E. E. T. S.) i It is to be myndyd
that Robert Doyly and Roger of luory. .come to the con

quest of Inglonde with Kyng William bastarde. 1675 R.

BUKTHOGGE Causa Dei 19 But it must be minded that

though the Son of Man shall Judge the World, yet that he

shall come to do so. .in the Glory ofhis Father. 1787 BURNS
Let. 17 Apr. (in Pearson s Catal. May (1888) 8), In making
up the accounts of my copies, please mind that I am paid
for the following number of copies, which money I retain

in my own hands. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 14 Mind
to-morrow s early meeting.

d. intr. wilh of, on, upon : To remember. (Now
dial.) Also quasi-Tr/7. in / mind me, lie minds

him, etc. (area.}
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. xxi. 148, I ne may not

mynde me that the Emperours of Rome..wer vnlettride

while that hare lordshupp was well gouernyd in his streynth.
..* T? I 17 fTD . VT/-L- I .-fwttlt flt!7/t,t fTT5rl m Vft It SPPII1S

Halloa of nouittatMUSSt x, i mmu me 01 a lime inai b ^unc,
When here I d sit, as now I m sitting. 1871 MRS. H. WOOD
Dene Hollow i, I mind me that something was said about

that paper at the time, resumed the Squire. 1896
*
L. KEITH

Indian Uncle ii. 21 Did Adam ever mention him before i

Never, that I mind of.

3. irons. In pregnant senses.

t a. To mention, record. Also absol. Ol&amp;gt;s.

c 1450, i494[see MINDED ij. 1513 BRADSHAW.?/. Werbiirge
I. 2972 And was incarnate, scrypture dothe mynde, In the

vyrgynall wombe of blessed marye. 1530 PALSGR. 636/1, I

mynde a thyng, I make mencyon of a thyng or mater. Je
mencionne.

f b. To remember or mention in one s prayers,
to pray for. Obs.

c 1420 Anturs of Arth. 230 (Douce MS.) To mende vs

with masses, grete myster hit were. 1444 Test. Ebor.

(Surtees) II. 106 To yj vicar of Mitton a pare of get bedds
for to myn my saule and mynde me in his prayers. i688M.
SHIELDS in Faithf. Cputautiiigs (1780) 327 Mind us when at

the throne of grace.

c. To remember , i.e. to give to (those who

need) ;
to remember in a will. dial.

1714 RAMSAY Elegy an J. Camper ix, And to keep a

things hush and lown He minds the poor. 1886 WILLOCK

Rosetly Ends xix. (1887) 143 Aboot twenty o the leadin
1

inhabitants had been mindit by Ebenezer to the extent o*

sums ranging frae seventeen pounds to fifty-five pounds.

4. To perceive, notice, be aware of; to have

one s attention attracted by (something presented
to one s eyes or outward perceptions). Also rarely
with clause as obj. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn viii. 33 He mynded and dyde
byholde his loyouse esperyte. 150 SHAKS. Tain. Shr.
1. i. 254 My Lord you nod, you do not minde the play. 1610

Temp. n. ii. 17 I le fall flat, Perchance he will not minde
me. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World I. i. 21 A finite intelligence

..may sometimes.. think of somewhat else than what he is

doing, so as to be said in a manner not to mind what he is

about. 1703 T. N. City tj C. Purchaser 32 A Term used

commonly, .but I did never mind it in any one of the
Treatises of the. .Italian Architects. 1708 SWIFT Tritical

Ess., And Archimedes, the famous Mathematician, was so
intent upon his Problems, that he never minded the Soldier
who came to kill him. 1709 E. W. Life Donna Rosina
63 He not minding the figure that stood near the wall
told his Master there was no body. 1781 J. MOORE Vieiv
Sac. It. (1790) I. vi. 66 One of the company had already
passed [the picture] without minding it. 1789 MRS. Piozzl

Jonrn. France I. 2, 1 recollect mindingthat his. .storystruck
Dr. Johnson exceedingly. 1821 CLARE I ill. Minstr. 1. 159,
I minded him oft. when at church, How under the wenches
fine bonnets he d glower. 1880 Antrim A&amp;gt; Down Gloss, s.v.,
See ! d ye mind the way she s walkin .

absol. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 519 Shee busied heard the
sound Of rusling Leaves, but minded not.

5. To attend to, give heed to. Often, to give
heed to (a person, his wishes, etc.) with the in

tention of obeying.
&quot;559

BP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Ref. (1824) I. App. vii. 422
If men wolde diligently mind St. Paul s wordes. 1673 I ain

InsolencyofRome 28 A short History, which I minded, when
I heard it, the more heedfully. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret
A/&amp;lt;r;. (1736) III. 107 The Emperor, is no more minded than
a Baby in Leading-strings. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 124
First it should swiin in the Sea (do you mind me;} then it
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should swim in Butter. 1739 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. xxxi.

107, I looked upon it as a sign that you liked and minded my
letters. Ibid. lix. 167 It signifies nothing to read a thing once

if one does not mind and remember it. 1781 Miss BURNEY
Cecilia IV. v, I have had . . much ado to make him mind me,
for he is all for having his own way. 1819 SHELLEY Cyclops

494 By all means he must be blinded, If my counsel be but

minded. 1814-9 LANDOK Imag. Coim. Wks. 1846 II. 90
Would our father have minded the caitiffs?.. Would he..

us take his advice, though he be one only, and not mind the

others.

b. with obj. a clause.

1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. ill. vi, They neither minded

who, nor what I ask. 1669 STUKMY Mariner s Mag. 17

Mind at Helmne what is said to you carefully. 1709-10
STEELE Taller No. 132 T 9 Old Reptile .. winked upon his

Nephew to mind what passed.
c. absol. or intr. To pay heed or attention.

Chiefly colloq. in imperative, used to call attention

to, or emphasize, what the speaker is saying.

1806-7 J- BERESI-ORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) I. Introd.,

So I bar Latin, mind. 1832 COLERIDGE Tablc-t. 17 Mar.,

Something feminine not effeminate, mind is discoverable

in the countenances of all men of genius. 1853 LYTTON My
Novel l\ . xxiii, Now mind, mother, not a word about Uncle

Richard yet. 1855 BKOWNISG Fro. Lippo 113 But, mind

you, when a boy starves in the streets . . Why, soul and sense

of him grow sharp alike.

1 6. trans. To have in view, have a mind to (an

action, plan, etc.) ;
to contemplate, purpose,

intend, aim at (doing something) ; also, to plan,

provide for (something external to oneself). Some
times with clause as obj. Obs.

1513 BKADSHAW St. Werburge i. 575 In meane whyle the

Scot. I. 310 The saidis Lordis na wyise ^willing
to call in

doubt the autoritie and credit of the saidis lettres.., hot

rather mynding that all strangearis, freindis, and confide-

nitis of this realme..nnd all favour [etc.). 1596 SPENSER
State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 615/1 And that noble prince begann
to cast an eye unto Ireland, and to mynd the reformation of

thinges there runn amiss. 1622 BACON Hen. I ll 246 If this

King did no greater Matters.it was long of himselfe; for wiiat

he minded, he compassed. 1660 SHAKKOCK Vegetables 94 A
convenient descent must be minded. 1663 GERBIEU Counsel
(1664) 55 Those that mind the making use of Chalk in their

walls, must [etc.]. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Indent, p. Ixvii,

He could find no foot-steps of their having minded the Power
of such Conservacy.

b. With infinitive as obj. : To have a mind to do

something ; to wish, be inclined, purpose, intend.

Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. D.).
1513 MORE in Hall s Citron., Edw. V. (1550) i The duke

not entendynge so longe to tary but mindyng. .to preuent the

time. 1548-9 (Mar.) fik. Com. Prayer, Communion, All

other (that mynde not to receive the said holy Communion).

1593 SHAKS. 3 Ifen. I l, iv. i. 106 Belike she minds to play the

Amazon. 1634 in Black Bk. Taymoitih (Bannatyne CI.J 440
In the North, quhair I mynd to stay for tuo monethes. 1671
MILTOX Samson 1603, I sorrow d at his captive state, but

minded Not to be absent at that spectacle. 1683 1 . A. Af!
Converse 2 Ifyou mind to play the logician. 1791 BOSWELL
Johnson an. 1763, Roubiliac. .minding to put a trick on him,

pretended to be so charmed with his performance, that [etc.].

C. ellipt. ;in relative clause).

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 463 Quhilk, &amp;gt;-if thay mynd
as tnay pretend, Thay wald haue begun at this end. 1890
W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister 124 He was wandering round
the shelves, taking down a book here and there as he minded.

f d. To direct one s thoughts toward. Obs.

1631 W. STRUTHER True Happiness 145 So if we minde to-

wardneaven,weemust walkthrough the world as Strangers.

7. To bend one s attention to (e. g. something

j

that one is doing or occupied with) ; to direct or
;

apply oneself to, bring one s mind or energies to

bear upon, or practise diligently.
To mind his book (colloq. ; now obs. or arch.), of a school

boy, to be diligent in his studies. To mind one s business,

to attend to it, prosecute it diligently ; hence to mind one s

aun business, to attend to one s own affairs and leave other

people s alone (see BUSINESS i6d&amp;gt;.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 9305 Achilles . . Myche myndit the mater,
! in the mene tyme, And to bryng hit aboute besit hym sore.

1530 PALSGR. 636/1, 1 myndea thynge, I regarde it.or set my
myndeupon it. jemets le cveur dessus, otjeptens an cuetfr.

It can nat go forwarde with the, for thou myndest it nat.

&quot;577
B. GOOGE Heresbach s Httsb. i.(i586) i3b, A man would

thmke you had neuer minded any other profession. 1611

BIBLE Rom. viii. 5 For they that are after the flesh doe minde
the things of the flesh. 1625, etc. [see BUSINESS i6d]. 1660

Trial Regie. 52 All those . . had a mind for Peace, that

minded their duty, and Trust, and Allegiance to their King.
1662 GEKBIER Print, i Whereas Building is much_minded_m
these times. 17x2 AD_DISON Spect. No. 383 ri Bidding him
be a good Child and mind his Book. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr.
II. 19 If some certain persons minded piety more than poli

tics. 1835 J. H. NEWMAN Par.Serm. (1837) 1. xviii. 272 Mind
little things as well as great. 1877 SPURC EON Serin. XXIII.

360 He went back to Samaria and minded his business. 1889
BROWNING Pope ft Net, So much the more his boy minds

fb. To care for, like, value, wish for. Obs.

1648 GAGE West Ind. 137 The only want of wheat is not a

want to them that mind bread of Wheat more then of Maiz,
for in two dayes it is easily brought. 1666 STILLINGFL. Serin.

(r673) 13 They [the kine of Bashan] minded nothing but ease,

softness, and pleasure. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. ii. (1760)

I. to His heir, .minded nothing but fox-hunting.

8. In negative, interrogative, and conditional

sentences : (Not) to care for, trouble oneself or be

MINDED.

concerned about, be affected by. Hence: (Not)
to object to, be troubled or annoyed by, dislike

(something proposed, something offered to one,

etc.). Often in polite or tentative formulas, as

/ should not mind (something)
= I should rather

like it, I should be glad to have it or do it
;
do you

or would you mind (doing something) ? = be so

kind as to do it; ifyou don t mind, if you have

no objection.
1608 SHAKS. Per. n. v. 20 Now absolute she s in t, Not mind-

i ing whether I dislikeor no. 1710 STEELE TatltrTAo. 206 P2,

I

I did not mind his being a little out of humour. I747-96MRS.
GLASSE Cookery xxiii. 365 They will look quite yellow, and

stink, but you must not mind that. 1750 LADY BRADSHAIGII

in Richardson s Corr. (1804) VI. 95, 1 do not mind him of two
straws. 1776 FOOTE C a/KC& i..Wks. 1799 II. 389 Why, yes,

you may venture, Sir Harry: it is not minded in London.

1777 SHERIDAN Sck. Scand. iv. i, Never mind the difference,

we ll balance that another time. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm.
Trav.\\, I am rather faint, Alexander, but don t mind me.

1863 Ibid, xx, Would you mind my asking you what part of

the country you come from ? 1874 WHYTE MELVILLE Uncle

John xviiu II. 200, I shouldn t mind a cup of tea myself.

1889 J. S. WINTER Mrs. Bob (iSgr) 48 Stay, do you mind

ringing the bell for me first?

b. Hence occasionally in an affirmative sentence :

To object to, dislike.

1861 CUNNINGHAM Wheat $ Tares 136 Yet her heart smote

her now,for Ella minded going dreadfully and was unusually
nice and affectionate.

C. absol. and intr. (not) to care, trouble one

self, object, etc. Const, about. Often in colloq.

imper. phr. never mind = don t let it trouble you,

it does not matter; also offensively (see quot.

1837) = it is none of your business.

1786 Miss BURNEY Diary 25 July, She begged me not to

mind, and not to hurry myself, for she would wait till it was
done, a iZi+Gonzanga n. i. in Nc:v Brit. Theatre \\\. 112

Never mind, father, don t be obstreperous about it. 1837
DICKENS Pickiu. xxiv, There must be something very com

prehensive in this phrase of Never mind , for we do not re

collect to have ever witnessed a quarrel in the street, ..in

which it has not been the standard reply to all belligerent

inquiries.
* Do you call yourself a gentleman, sir ? Never

mind, sir . 1837 S. R. MAITLAND 6 Lett. Fox s A. Ij M. 70

I note, The person whom Fox calls the Bishop of Penestrum

j
(for we will not mind about a supposed misspelling). 1849
THACKERAY Pendennis xxxi, The public don t mind a straw

about these newspapers rows. 1884 MRS. EwlNG Mary s

Mecido-M ii. Mother was very angry, but Father did not

mind. 1898 Times 5 Oct. 3/3 Sir Herbert Kitchener told

them never to mind and to come as they were.

9. To bear in mind and be careful to do (some

thing) ; to remember and take care that something
is done. Mind you do (so and so) = don t fail to

do it.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 16 In setting of their

barres they are allwayes to minde to sett that side of the

barres inwarde. 1710 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 12 Oct., But

I will mind and confine myself to the accidents of the day.

1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia vm. vii, But pray mind that she

is kept quiet. 1837 DISRAELI Venetia I. xix, Never mind
about your handwriting ;

but mind you write.

10. To be careful about, take care of ; to employ

carefully or heedfully; to take heed (what one

does). Mindyour eye, look out , keep your eyes

about you (see EVE si. 1 2 a). To mind ones fs
and Q s : see P 3 b.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 33 It is an easy
Matter to .. skreen Blemishes in the Hoof, if you don t

mind your Eye. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. i, I wish either

don t

_j.. _ltf
either

my father or my moTfier . . had minded what they were about

hen they begot me. 1809 MALKIN Gil Klas v. i. r 2, I began
to mind a little what I was about. 1840 DICKENS Barn.

R itdeexxx, He would recommend him. .to mind his eye for

the future. 1892 MRS. H. WARD D. Grieve n. ii, Mind
what you re about , cried Purcell, angrily.

b. To be wary concerning, be on one s guard

against, look out for (something that is to be

avoided). Now only in the imperative or in con

texts conveying counsel or warning.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxxiii. 8 And though those

[impressions] relating to the health of the body, are, by dis-

i creet people, minded and fenced against. 1881 RISKIN

Mom. in Florence 25 You may let your eye rest .. on the

slow of its glass, only mind the steps half way. 1881 A. C.

GRANT Bush. Life Queensl. x. (1882)04 You better mind

that fellow, Mr. Fitzgerald , said the Native.

c. absol., esp. in colloq. phr. ifyou don t mind
= if you are not careful (to avoid something).

1691 WOOD Life 9 Apr. (O. H. S.) III. 359 Being in hast,

not minding, [she] set the cotton., on fire. 1839 JAMES
Gentl. Old Sch. xiii, Take care ..they ll see you, if you
don t mind, as you get over the bank in the moonlight.

1894 R. BRIDGES Feast Bacchus iv. 1290 You ll certainly be

his death, unless you mind.

11. trans. To take care of, take charge of, look

after ;
to have the care or oversight of.

1694 DRYDEN Love Triumphant Epil. 34 The wife, that

was a cat, may mind her house. 1732 NEAL Hist. Purit. I.

26 They were . . to exhort them to stay at home and mind

their families. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I.

246 The men . . were gone to dinner : I stayed to mind the

furnace. 1873 W. COLLINS Nrw Magd. xviii. II. 8 The

lodge-keeper s wife. . is minding the gate. 1884 MRS. EWING

Daddy Danvin s Dmccot iv, Let me mind your pigeons.

Minded (mai-nded), ///. a. [f.
MIND sbl and

V. + -ED.]

fl. [From the vb.] 1. That has been men

tioned. Alsofare-minded
- forementioned. Oil.



MINDER. 463 MINE.

c 1450 Godstow Rfg. 147 pe fore sayde lohn perschore ..

scholde warantije to
|&amp;gt;e fpre-myndyd religiouse women, ..

\P fore-sayde londes. Ibid. 424 The mynded luke yaf to

the mynded William at the entryng vij. mark. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. v. xcii. 68 Hethenbuylded the Castell before myndyd.

II. [From the sb.] 2. *

Having a mind to do

something; intending, disposed, inclined. Also

(rarely} with clause. To be so minded: to be

inclined to do what has been mentioned.

1503-4 Act 19 Ifen. VII c. 28 Preamble, His Highnes is

not mynded . . to calle & somone a newe parliament. 1530
PALSGR. 482/1 He was so mynded yesterday, but I have

chaunged his purpose nowe. a 1533 LD. UKRNERS Gold.
Bk. Af. Aurel. (1559) Oo iij b, For if that the goddes giue
me longe life, I am mynded for to amende. 1653 H. COGAN
tr. Pinto s Trav. Ixx. 285, I am not minded to make men
tion of them. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 249 They are
minded to make their Plastering very streight and even . 1775
SHFRIDAN Rivals iv. i, Ne er a St. [sic] Lucius O Trigger
in the kingdom should make me fight, when I wa n t so

minded. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxvii, I am no minded to

answer ony o* thae questions. 1861 MRS. CARLYLE Lett.

III. 73 Mr. C. was minded to go nowhere this summer.

1874 H. H. GIBUS Ombre 29 Discarding at once himself..
If he be so minded. 1887 BOWF.N l^ irg: sEneid iv. 638, I am
minded to finish the rite.. Sacred to Stygian Jove.

f3. Having a certain disposition (favourable or

hostile) towards a person or thing. \Vell-minded:

well-disposed, friendly. Obs.

1513 MORE in Grafton s Chron. (1568) II. 758 Which [sc.

Clarence s death] he [Richard] resisted openly, how be it

somewhat (as men denied) more faintly than he that were

hartily mynded to his welth. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron.
I. 148/2 This worthie prince minded well toward the com
mon wealth of his people., did studie [etc.]. 1579 W. WIL
KINSON Confut. Familye of Lone 3 He .. standeth minded

agaynst God, and his Church. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. fV//,
in. i. 58 We come. .to know How you stand minded in the

weighty difference Betweene the King and you. 1677 W.
HUBBARD Narrative 98 A well minded Squaw that was
among them.

4. Qualified by advs. (forming combinations

which when used attrib. are often hyphened) :

Having one s habitual thoughts, tastes, or sympa
thies, inclined in a specified direction.

1611 BIBLE Rom. viii. 6 For to be carnally minded, is

death: but to be spiritually minded, is life and peace
[COVERDALE 1535, has fleshly mynded, goostly mynded].
1890 Imperially-minded [see IMPERIALLY adv. i b]. 1903
Daily Chron, 9 Jan. 3/3 Rather monotonous even to the

most commercially and statistically-minded.

Ifb. The combinations with adv. have some
times been used in the senses more properly ex

pressed by parasynthetic formations with the cor

responding adj.

1712 A. PHILIPS Distrest Mother iv. vii. 43 Pyrrhus is

nobly minded; and I fain Would live to thank him for

Astyanax. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 229 This man was
strongly minded. 1843 RuSKIN Mod. Paint. \\. in. iv. 10
We are in the constant hope of seeing this finely-minded
artist shake off his lethargy.

III. 5. Having a mind of a specified character.

Chiefly in parasynthetic formations with prefixed

adj. (The more common words of this formation,
as absent-, bloody-, dotible-, feeble- ^ healthy-, high-,

noble-, strong-minded, are either given as Main
words, or are illustrated under their first element.)
i53 [see HIGH-MINDED

&amp;lt;?.]. 1528 [see FLESHLY a.]. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. (Arb.) 33 Being a quiet mynded
man and nothing ambitious of glory. 1603 DEKKER Bat-
chelor^s Banq. vii. heading, The humor of a couetous
minded woman. 1872 LEVER LH. Kilgobl in (1875) 172 Sup
porters, one-minded with them in everything. 1872 RUSKIN
Eagle s N. 207 You want to know what sort of a minded
and shaped creature it is.

Minder (mai-ndai). Also 5 mendowre. [f.

MIND s6. 1 and v. + -ER 1.]

f 1. One who remembers. Obs. rare.

c 1440 Frontp. Fan\ 332/1 Meende haver, or mendowre,
mtmor.

1J2. As transl. of TO voovv (the thinking subject
1

:.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay vi. 86 [Plotinus] his conclusion

is, that the Mynder, the Mynding, and the Mynded, are in

the Godhead all one thing.

3. One who minds, f a. One who sets his mind

upon (something). Obs.

1650 O. SEDGWICK Christ the Life 25 The Apostle speaks
of Some who are Lovers of themselves . . and who are
Minders of themselves ; they mind Earthly things.

b. One whose business is to mind or attend

to something ; often with defining word as card-,

cattle-, engine-minder.
1835 URE Pkilos. Mannf. 214 His machine should reduce

the minder and the screwer to one person. 1867 Even.
Stand. 14 Feb., Henry Clearby, a minder of carts. 1874
Sunday J\fae:6io Minders , I echoed. Yes, women who
make a trade of baby minding, taking them by the day at
so much a head . 1884 W. S. B. MC

L_AREN Spinning (ed. 2)

215 When the lap is large enough, it is taken off by the
card-minder. 1885 Spectator 30 May 698/2 The engine
minder who goes to the parish doctor because a spark has
flown in his eye. 1902 \Vestm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 6/2 One of
the King s cattle-minders.

4. A child who is minded *
or taken care of at

a minding school .

1863 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. i. xvi, Those are not his^brother
and sister? . . Oh, dear no, ma am. Those are Minders .

Minders? the Secretary repeated. Left to be Minded,
sir . 1003 Treasury Sept. 1046 There had been a dame
school, kept by an old woman. .. She was quite illiterate,
and her pupils were simply minders.

Milldererus (minderp*r#s). Pharmacy.
[Latinized name of R. M. Minderer of Augsburg
(died 1621) who first recommended its use.] Spirit

of Mindererus, -^ Mindererus*$ spirit: a solution

of acetate of ammonia, which is used medicinally
as a febrifuge. (Now often with small initial.)

1776 FOTHERCILL in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 589 Spirit of

Mjndererus, volatile spirit of sal ammoniac. 1842 FRANCIS
Diet. Ar(s,etc., Mindcreruss Spirit. 1871 NAPHEVS / rev.

&amp;lt;$

Cure Dis. in. xi. 1646 Spirits of mindererus are of
service.

Mindful (marndfiil),**. Forms: see

[f.
MIND sb?- + -FUL.]

1. a. Taking thought or care of\ heedful of\

keeping remembrance of. Also const, with obj.

clause and how or that.
a 1340 HAMI-OLK Psalter Ixii. 7 If J was myndefull of the

of my bede. 1382 WYCLU-- llcb. ii. 6 What thing is man,
that thou art myndeful of him? 1579 B. GOOGE tr. Afen-
dozas Prov. 49 That where hee [sc. Corsar] was verie

mindefull of all other thinges, hee neuer would remember
any iniurie doone vnto him. 1661 MARVKLI. Corr. Let.
xxvi. \Vks. (Grosart) II. 63 We beseech you be mindfull
that the 2gth of May be kept for a thanksgiving. 1736
BERKELEY Discourse Wks. 1871 III. 421 In all their actions
to be ever mindful of the last day. 1849 MACALLAY Hist.

Kng. iv. I. 428 He had always been mindful of his health

even in his pleasuies. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thit It x, Mindful
of the fastidious ways of his friend.

to. Having remembrance of. nonce-use.

1859 TENNYSON Geraint^ Enid 191 Guinevere, not mind
ful of his face, .desired his name.

c. const, with inf.
1581 J. BELL ]{addons AHST.U. Osor. 420 To be Baptized

in Churchyardes ..was an auncient custome .. that so such
as were to be Baptized might be made y more myndefull
to confesse a rising agayne from

y&quot;
dead. 1664 EVELYN

Kal. Ifort-i Kfiir. 11679) T 3 Be mindful to uncover them
[the plants] in all benign, niul tolerable seasons. 1692 SI-KAT

Contriv. Blackhead \. 19, I was not so mindful to preserve
the Letters that came to me. 1889 (&amp;gt;RKTTON memory s

llarkb. 324 The monks were always mindful to establish

themselves where there was water close at hand.

d. without const.

1567 TURBERV. Ovids Epist. 141 b, So she with mindefull
wrath Upon my corse for thee awroken is. 1605 CAMDEN
Rent. 32 Anttent families have given those names to their

heires, with a mindefull and thankefull regard of them.

1728 POCK Dnnc. i. 03 Much to the mindful Queen the feast

recalls. 1747 COLLINS Ode to Liberty 16 Let not my shell s

misguided power E er draw thy sad, thy mindful tears.

1854 S. DotiELL Balder i, Point with mindful shadow day
and night, Where we lie dust below.

f2. Minded, inclined to do something. Also
with ellipsis of vb, of motion. Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. n. 59 A great number of passengers
..that were all mindefull to Zante. Ibid. 61 The Turkes
retired till morning, and then were mindfull to give vs . . a
second alarum. 1672 in L pool Mnnic. Rec. (1883) I. 285

Any that shall bee mindfull to build upon or improve any
such wast. 1681 CHETHAM Anglers I ade-m. xxxii. i

(1680) 173 Tired and mindful to rest.

Mindfully ^marndfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a mindful manner;
(

attentively ; beedfully

(J.) ; thoughtfully, earnestly, intently.
1382 WVCLIF Job xxxv. 5 Behold heuene, and loke, and

myndefullt see the cloudis, that is he^ere than thou. c 1540
Compl. Roderyck Mors xxiv. G viij b, We must regard, that

pur mouthe, spirit and hart be eleuated together mindfully
in faith, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholew. n. {Arb.) 122 Tullie did..

purposelie and mindfullie bend him selfe to a precise and
curious Imitation of Plato. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. AY-

cholays I oy. i. ii, The Ambassadour being mindfully bent

to his charge. 1871 Daily News 20 Jan., He has mindfully
left for me a message.
Mindfulness (moi ndfulnes). [Formed as

prec. + -XESS.] The state or quality of being
mindful

;
attention

; regard ( J.) ; f memory ;

t intention, purpose.
1530 PALSGR. 245/2 Myndfulnesse, pencee. 1561 T. HOBY

tr. Castigliones Conrtyerw. (1577) Giv, To lose, .the mind
ful nesse of them. 1577-87 HOLINSHKD Chron. I. 169/2
There was no mindfulnesse amongest them of running awaie.
i6ia T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. i (1619) 541 To keepe in

mens memories the mindfulnesse of their duties. 1817
MOORE Lalla R. (ed. 2) 72 That deep-blue, melancholy
dress Bokhara s maidens wear in mmdfulneps, Of friends or

kindred, dead or far away. 1820 JAY Prayers 355 Let us
not forget our souls, in our mindfulness of the body.

Minding (mai-ndin), vbl. sb. [f. MIND v. +
-ING !

.] The action of the verb MIND.
1. The action of remembering, regarding, paying

attention to, or caring for; also (now only dial.) t

remembrance, recollection.
c 1449 PF.COCK Rt pr. \\. ix. 191 Into suche now seid re-

membrauncis and myndingis to be gendrid and had . . mai
and wole serue at ful Holi Scripture [etc.]. 1534 MORE
Comf. a^st. Trib. HI. Wks. 1257/2 This matter cosm lacketh,
as I belieue, but either full fayth or sufficiente mynding.
i6xz BIBLE Rom. viii. 7 The carnal mind \marg. the mind
ing of the fleshl is enmitie against God. a 1652 J. SMITH
Set.

Disc.^
ix. 482 To awaken and exhort every one to a

serious minding of religion. 1701 HOWE Carnality Rettg.
Confetti. Wks. (1846) 230 Souls for their too intent minding
of earthly things are called enemies to the Cross of Christ.

2, dial. A reminder; &fXN&amp;lt;UK&Z)dj$. i. Also,

pi.
l the marks on a stone about to be sawn, for

the guidance of the sawyers (E. D. D.).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxiv. xvH. II. 202 Ifa man or woman

happen to be sick of any disease, at what time as this Aproxis
is in the flower, although he or shee bee throughly cured of

it, yet shall they have a grudging or minding [L. adtnoni-

tioneni\ thereof as often as it falleth to flower againe. 1893
Wiltshire Gloss, s.v., After a severe illness you are apt to
have the mindings on t now and again.
3. Comb., as minding-school, a dame-school of
which the chief purpose is to keep the children

out of mischief.

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i, xvi, I keep a minding-school :

I can take only three.

t Minding, ///. a. Obs. [f. MINDZ/. + -ING 2
.]

That reminds.
c 1449 PKCOCK Repr. n. ii. 137 The vsing of hem [sc. images

in churches] as rememoratijf or mynding .signes is not re-

proued by eny ground of feith.

mindless ^marndli-s),**. [f. MiNiud.l + -LESS.]
1. Chiefly of persons and their attributes: Desti

tute of mind
; unintelligent, senseless. Also, fthat

is out of liis mind, stupefied, insane.
c 1000 /KLFRIC Hom. II. 326 Se wisdom, .bine sylfnesctbret

fram. .niyndleasum ^edohtum. a 1400-50 Alexander 5399
Oure mode kyng was so maied myndlcs him semed. 1509
BARCLAY Shyp oj J flys (1570) 1 18 As men mindelesse. 15^3
DOUGLAS sKtteis n\ ii. 30 And, half myndles, agane sche

langis &amp;gt;a!r. 1592 DAVIKS innncrt. Soul ix. ii, God first

made Angels bodiless, pure Minds; Then other Things,
which mindless 1 odies be. 1633 Orkney M itch Trial in

Aibotsford L l. Misc. I. 151 Scho was senceles and myndles
fur ane long speace. 1679 W. OUTRAM Serin. (1682) 468
Nor is the Devil asleep or mindless. 1843 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint, i. i. i. 5 The mindless copyist studies RafTaelle, but
not what KafTaelle studied. 1866 Sat. R?-\ 19 May 602/2
What an amount of mindless rubbish a well-educated gentle
man has the audacity .. to lay before the public. 1885 J.

MARTINEAU TypesEth, Th. 1.35 It. .stands fast in mindless

immobility.
2. Unmindful, thoughtless, heedless, disregarded,

negligent, forgetful, careless of.
a 1547 Si RKKV sKneid iv. (1557) F ilj b, Beastes and fowles

. . Laicle downe to slepe by silence of the night . . ; mindlesse
of trauels past. 1641 HJNDE J. l&amp;gt;rnen viii. 30 So mindlesse
of their owne duties. 16*97 DRYOKN sKneid v. 225 IM indless

of others Lives ..and careless of his own. 1795 Hist, in

Ann. Reg. 22 The ministers of Russia, .. mindless of this

representation, ins^led on the appointment. 1895 Snt J.

CHOWE Rcinin. ix. 242 The younger men . . dive for six

pences, mindless of sharks.

b. const, /w, whether,

1641 HINDK y. Bruen xviii. 58 Being both mindless*: in

observing, and carelesse in retaining what they hcare. 1786
ANNA SKWARD Lett. (1811) I. 232, 1 choose . . the strongest
which spontaneously occur, to express my idea.. ; mindless
whether they do, or do not form a part of the fashionable

vocabulary of Lord Fillagiee and Lady Pamiickle.

Hence Mi ndlessly adv^ in a mindless or un

intelligent manner. Mrndlessness, the state or

condition of being mindless, heedlessncss ;
occas.

total privation of mental power.
1646 T. COLEMAN Brotherly Exam. Re-ex. 5 There was

either ignorance or mindlessnesse in him that sets it downe.
1681 H. MORE F.xp. Dan. vi. 171 He observed the luxury
and dissoluteness of Philopator and his mindlesnes&amp;gt; of hi&amp;gt;

affairs. 1704 M. HENRY Fain, Rclig. Wks. (1853) I. 266/2
Your backwardness and mindlessness will be their greatest

discouragement. 1857 Nat. Mag. II. 15 A poor idiol-glrl
who always came, but as I thought mindlessly, burst into

tears and exclaimed, My mother, my Mother ! 1899 All-

butt s Syst. Med. VIII. 304 We should have mindlessness
before complete organic decay and death take place. Ibid.

383 The general aspect is that of mindlessness.

t Mi ndly, a.
[f.

MIND sbl + -LY i.]

1. Mindful.

1435 MISYK Fire of Love i. v. 10 Whylk fyer byrnand in

bam bat is chosyn, myndely euer makes bame vp forto loke,
and dede in per desyre continuly to with-hald. c 1445 LvDG.

Nightingale 128 Enprime that fall [sc. Lucifer s] right

myndely in thy herte.

2. Pertaining to the mind ; mental.

1434 MISYN Mending Life xii. 128 Myendly [sic] sight

truly is takyn vp heuenly to behald be schadoly syght ^it

& merely, not clere and opyn. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay
vi. (1502) 62 The Father created the mindly shapes, and

faue
the gouernment of them to this second Minde. Ibid.

i By his mindly Inworking he is the verie eternitie it selfe.

1832 fniseis Mag. VI. 732 There to put off your lingering
mindly drop of mortality, and be one of the blessed.

Mi ndsman. nonce-wd. A man of mind.

1837 C. LOFFT Self-formation I. 96 Those whose ambition
it is to separate themselves from the herd, to rise to the
rank of mindsmen.

t Mi lidy, (t. Obs. rare. [OE. myndig, gemindig,
f. (ge}myjtd MIND sbj] Mindful. Hence Mi ndi-

ness (Ormin), mindfulness.

C975 Rnshw. Gosp. Mark xiv. 72, & myndij WEBS petrus
wordes 5xtte cweden waes him 9e hseland. c 1200 ORMIN
11508 Forr sawle onnfob att Drihhim Godd Innsihht &
minndi^nesse. 1433 MISYN Fire of Love n. xi. 98 That

parfite lufe to god . . makis man myndy of his god.

Mindy, variant of MINDEE.
Mine (main),^. Forms: 4-7 myn(e, 6 myene,

miene, mynne, Sc. mynd(e, 4- mine. [a. F.

mine (1314 in Hatz.-Darm.), whence Pr., Sp., It.

mina j also G., Da. mine, Du. mijn t Sw. tmna.
The origin of the Fr. word is doubtful. The evidence

seems to point to the derivation of the sb. from the vb. (see

MINE v.\ which in the earliest instances had the general
sense to excavate, make underground passages, undermine.

(The alleged gth c example of med.L. mina plnmbi lead-

mine given by Du Cange is from a spurious charter.) This
renders it difficult to accept the otherwise plausible con
nexion of the sb. with the OCeltic *// ore, metal

tWelsh jwuyn, Irish infirm),]

1. An excavation made in the earth for the pur

pose of digging out metals or metallic ores, or



MINE.

certain other minerals, as coal, salt, precious
stones (in i6th-i7th c. occas. building stones,

sand). Also, the place from which such minerals

may be obtained by excavation,

Royal mine, mine royal; in English Law, any mine

yielding more gold or silver than will cover the cost of

working : all such mines being liable to be claimed as the

property of the Crown.

1303 R. BRUNNE//&amp;lt;Z&amp;lt;#. Synne 10737 A perylous chaunce
to hym fyl ; For, a grete party of

J&amp;gt;at yche myne Fyl dowun
yn l&amp;gt;e hole, and closed hym ynne. 1390 Go\\ f.v.Con/. II. 83
Ferst forto gete it out of Myne, And after forto trie and

fyne. c 1407 LYDG. Reson $ Sens. 6080 Of awmber ryche
and fyn, Pulshed ful clene out of the Myn. 1467-8 J\ oils of
rat-It. V. 582/2 Mynes of Coles and Leede, and all other

Possessions. 1535 COVF.RDALE i Macc.\\\\. 3 The Mynes
of syluer and golde that are there. 1551 ROBINSON tr.

Mores Utopia i. (1895) 64 Them they condempned into

ston quarris, and in to myenes to dygge mettalle. 1555
EDEN Decades \. in. n liy reason of a myne of stones

which was nere vnto the same, seruynge well bothe to

buyIde with, and also to make lyme. ? 1568 in Pettus/W/*r
Reg. (1670) 54 The Governours, Assistants, and Commonalty
for the Mines Royal. 1638 RAWI.EV tr. Bacons Life fy

Death (1650) 3 Stones continue longer, if they be laid

towards the same Coast of Heaven, in the Building, that

they lay in the Mine. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Itiiprov. Imp*-.

(1653) 149 Bring in several! Loades of Sands either out of
the streets or wayes, or from a sand-pit or mine once or
twice a week. 1671 BOYLE Ess. Gems 31 In East-India,.,

they are wonderfully unskillful at digging Mines; as I

have gathered from the Answers of some, who.. went to

visit the Diamond Mines, as they call them. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5), Mine is also that part of the F.arth where Metals and
Minerals are found, and out of which they are digg d. 1698
KFILL Exam. Th. Earth (1734 37 If we descend into the
Mines or Pits, we shall find the matter there to be three or
four times heavier than the earth above. 1813 BAKEWELL
Introd. Geol. (1815) 276 The deepest mine that has been
worked in Europe . . is one at Truttenberg in Bohemia.

1870 VF.ATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 113 Gold and silver mines
abound in the Andes. 1882

Re/&amp;gt;.
to Ho. Repr. Free. Met.

U. S. 96 The hydraulic and drift-mines during the last year
have produced large sums.

f b. hyperbolically. An abundant mass of gold.
1656 COWLF.Y Pindar. Otfes, Extasic ix, The Horses were

of temper d Lightning made, .. The noblest, sprightful st

Breed, And flaming Mines their Necks array
1

d.

c. fig. An abundant source of supply ;
a store

from which (something specified) may be obtained
in plenty.
1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon s Quest. Chimrg. O ij, Specy-

nlly about e the pryncipal membres that are the mynes of

strength. 1601 SHAKS. Phoenix fy Turtle 36 So betweene
them Loue did shine, That the Turtle saw his right, Flam
ing in the Phoenix sight; Either was the others mine.
a 1764 LLOYD Dial. Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 4 You must have
a fund, a mine, Prose, poems, letters. 1819 BYRON Juan I.

xi, Her memory was a mine; she knew by heart AH Cal-
deron and greater part of Lope. 1905 Athen.Tinn 30 Dec.

887/2 Her book is a mine of valuable information.

fd. tramf. A subterranean cavity, Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Ot/t. iv. ii. 79 The bandy wmde that kisses

all it meetes, Is hush d within the hollow Myne of Earth
And will not he.ir t. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xvir. 51 When a
whirlewind . . tosseth therewithall His fixt root from his

hollow mines.

e. dial. (See quot.)
1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Hnsbandm. VI. i. xvi. 92 The

Middlesex Farmers about Harrow . . get a . . great deal of

Sullidge out of the Bottom of Drains in Roads, Commons,
and other Places, which they here call a Mine.

2. Mineral or ore. Now only used for iron ore.

Also with defining prefix, forming adjs. (often used

ellipt.) : all-mine, designating the best quality of

pig-iron, made from ore only ; part-mine, designat

ing pig-iron made from ore mixed with cinder.

Orange mine : see ORANGE s/&amp;gt;.

1 B 2 c.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxtit. 149 pe erlheesfull ofmyne
of gold and sillier. 1460-70 /M*. Quintessence 3 Good gold
nature!, and of

fc&amp;gt;e myn of
|&amp;gt;e erl&amp;gt;e,

is clepid of philosophoris
sol in latyn. 1581 LAMBAKDE Eiren. u. vii. (1588) 305 Every
occupier of any maner of Ironworks, which shall cary any
coles, Mine, or Iron, to or from the same, a 1650 BOATE
/re/. Nat. Hist, xvi. (1652) 126 In Ireland,.. in some places
the Oar of the Iron is drawn out of Moores and Bogs, in

others it is hewen out of Rockes, and in others it is digged
out of Mountains: of which three sorts the first is called

Bog-mine, the other, Rock-mine, and the third with severall

names, White-mine, Pin-mine, and Shel-rmne. 1651 FRENCH
Distill, v. 166 Take of the Mine of allum, or allum stones.

1674 RAY Collect. Words, Prep. Tin (E. D. S.) 12 The
water runs out, and carries away with it the mine that is

pounded small enough to pass the holes. 1861 FAIRBAIRN
Iron 53 To increase the quantity of mine or ore to the

charge. 1900 Daily News 24 Oct. 2/4 Pig iron sells slowly
at. .65*. for part-mine, fas. 6d. to yos, for all-mine.

fig. 1608 MACHIN Dumb Knt. i. i. B 4 b, The mine Which
doth attract my spirit to run this marshall course, Is the
faire guard of a distressed Queene.

tb. Applied spec, to gold. Obs.

1627 P. FLETCHER Locusts n. xxi, Poore Soules, they dare
not soile their hands with precious_

mine. 1633 Purple j

Isl. viit. xxvi, Thus wallowing on his god, his heap of mine, !

He feeds his famished soul with that deceiving shine.

3. Mil. In ancient warfare, a subterranean pas
sage excavated under the wall of a besieged for

tress, for the purpose either of directly giving
entrance to the besiegers, or of causing the wall to

fall by removal of its foundation. In modern
warfare, a subterranean gallery in which gun
powder is placed, for blowing up the enemy s

fortifications ; the charge of powder contained in

464

such a gallery. Also, in recent naval warfare, a

receptacle filled with dynamite or other explosive,
sunk at the entrance to a harbour, and provided with

machinery by which it can be made to explode so

as to destroy an enemy s vessel attempting to enter.

Contact-mine : see CONTACT sb. 6.

1483 Catk. Angl. 240/1 A Myne, cnnus, via snbterranea,
cunnlnsicnnicitlus. 1523 LD. BERXERS Froiss. (1812) I.cix.

132 Then he called to hym his myners, tothyntent that they
shuld make a myne vnder all the walles. 1533 BELLENDEN
Livy v. viii. (xix.)(S. T. S.) II. 173 pai madeane niynde [MS.
B. myn] vnder

J&amp;gt;e
erde to mak ane gate be quhilk J&amp;gt;ai mycht

cum to
J&amp;gt;e

castell of Veos. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 981 Sir

Alexander Baynam. .caused a myne to be enterprised to

enter into the towne, but the Frenchmen perceyumg that,

made acountermine. 1574WH ITGIFT Def.A nsw. 1 4 1 To buyld
vp the walles of Jerusalem, whiche you haue broken downe :

and to fill vp the Mines that you haue digged. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. IS, in. ii.6i To the Mynes? Tell you the Duke, it is not
so good to come to the Mynes : fur looke you, the Mynes is

not according to the disciplines of the Warre. 1695 PRIOR

Ballad^ Cannons above, and mines below, Did death and
tombs for foes contrive. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. (1869) I. xxiv.

689 A mine was carried under the foundations of the walls.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India 1 1. 476 The fort was carried

by storm after the destruction of part of its defences by the

successful explosion of a mine. iSsjHERSCHEL/V/. Lect.Sci.

24 (1873) 18 As if a succession ofmines had been sprung.
fig, 1639 S. Du VEKGER tr. Camus Admir. Events 30 All

the subtilties, which he invented to Jntrap her, were as so

many vented mines, without any effect. 1647 MAY Hist. far/.
in. vi. 100 Many Mynes and Countermynes were every day
working.. on both sides. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 286
An unseen mine blew up all this tranquillity.

4. (See quot.)
1869 Rontledge s Ev. Boy s Ann. 632 The mine., is a fire

work in which a number of crackers . . are thrown up into

the air.

5. attrih. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as mine-

agent, -fire, -owner, -pump (in quot. attrib.), -shaft,
-water, b. objective, as mine-digger, -digging.
1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 262 What exactly

suits the views of a *mine-aent, may not exactly suit yours.
a 1691 LOYI.E (J.), A &quot;mine-digger may meet with a gem,
which he knows not what to make of. 1648 OWEN To/era-
tio i Wks. 1851 VIII. 176 Which penalty, .was inflicted unto

banishment, imprisonment, *mme-digging. 1813 SCOTT
Trierm. m. xxxiii, Foul vapours rise and *mine-fires glare.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
&amp;lt;V Mining 341

*Mine-owners
are naturally elated and hopeful under this new. .condition
of affairs. 1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 117 The
*mine-pump end of the lever-beam. 1831 CAHLVLE Sart.
Res. i. iv, On the whole, as in opening new *mine-shafts is

not unreasonable, there is much rubbish in his Book. 1882

Rep. to^
Ho. Repr. Prcc. Met. IS. S. 640 A very ingenious

utilization of a portion of the *mine-waters is made.

6. Special comb.: mine adventure, a specula
tion in mines; mine-adventurer, one who takes

part in a mine adventure ; mine-captain, the

overseer of a mine (Worcester, 1860); mine-
clearing, the operation of freeing a harbour from
mines

;
mine-dial (see quot.) ; mine-dragging,

the operation of dragging the bottom of the sea
in order to remove the mines laid by the enemy ;

mine dredger, an apparatus for taking up mines
laid

;
mine earth (see quot. and cf. sense a) ;

mine field, a portion of the sea in which mines
have been laid

;
mine greys, thin beds of shelly

limestone* (E.D.D.) ; mine ground (see quot.);
mine-iron = mine pig ; mine-lamp, a lamp used
in a mine; also fig. ; fmine man, a miner;
mine-master, (a) Mil, one who superintends the

laying of mines ; (b) the overseer of a mine ;

mine-pig, pig-iron made from mine or ore, as

distinguished from cinder-pig ; mine-pit, a pit
or shaft belonging to a mine; mine ship Nattt.j

(see quot.) ; mine-spirit, a spirit supposed to

inhabit a mine (cf. FAIRY sb. 4 b) ; mine-stone,
-stuff, ore, esp. ironstone ; mine surveyor (see

quot.) ; mine-sweeper, a ship for mine-sweeping ;

mine-sweeping = mine-dragging; mine tin, tin

worked out of the lode, cf. moor-tin, stream-tin
;

mine-town, atown of which the population consists

chiefly of miners
;
mine-viewer = mine surveyor ;

mine-work, (a) Mil. pi. subterraneous passages of
the nature ofmines; (/&amp;gt;)

a system of workings
or excavated passages belonging to a mine.

1700 Broadside, List of all the Adventurers in the *Mine
Adventure, May the First, 1700. 1703 STEELE Tend. Husb.
ii. i. 26, I consider d all the Stocks.. and Mine-Adventures,
till she told me [etc,]. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v.
PulloX Hill, A gold mine was discovered here .. by the

society of royal &quot;mine-adventurers. 1905 O. Rev. Jan. 204
Several smaller craft were destroyed in trie operation of
*mine-clearing. 1701 Moxox Math, Instrunr. 12 *Mine-
dial, a Box and Needle with a brass Ring, divided into 360
degrees, with several Dials Graduated thereon, generally
thus made for the use of Miners. 1905 Blacfav. Mag. Jan.
167/1 On May 12 *mine-dragging operations in Talien Bay
cost him a torpedo-boat. 1904 Daily Chron. 9 Aug. 5/1
Our ships, preceded by *mme dredgers, steamed towards
Lungantan. 1883 GRESLEY Coal-mining Gloss,, *Mine
Earth (N.S.). Synonymous with ironstone in beds : a term
used as much as 200 years ago. 1886 Pall Mall G. 21 Aug.
1/2 It has been already shown by similar attacks upon &quot;mine

fields unprotected in this way that the removal of such
obstacles is a simple enough affair. 1862 A. C. RAMSAY, etc.

Descr, Catal. Rock Spec. (ed. 3) 149 In many of the localities

MINE.
in the Weald these limestones are known by the name of
*mine greys. 1883 GRESLEY Coal-mining Gloss., *Mine
Ground, strata containing ironstone in layers. 1838 Civil

Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. I. 144/1 The iron is. .to be made wholly
of pure or *mine-iron. 1820 SHELLEY Setts. Plant i. 63 As
*mine-Iamps enkindle a hidden gem. 1579-80 NORTH Plu
tarch, P. JEmilius (1595) 268 They are confuted by the
common experience of these *mine men, that dig in the
mines for mettall. 1755 JOHNSON, Adit

t
,.a. term among the

minemen. 1598 BARUET Theor. IVarres v. iii. 133 There
must be, ^Mine-maisters, Smithes [etc.]. 1665 Phil, Trans.
I. 112 The Requisits to a perfect knowledge of the Metallick

Art, and of the qualities of the Mine-master. 1683 in

Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coinage Scotl. (1876) II. 200 That he
or his deput or the myn master be judges in all debaits
about myns and levells. 1881 RAYMOND Mining G/oss.,

*Mine-pig, Eng. See Pig-iron. 1884 W. H. GREENWOOD
Steei ff Iron iv. 56 Cinder-pig in contradistinction to all

mine pig i.e., pig smelted entirely from ore or mine is

obtained by [etc.]. 1650 TRAPP Comnt. Num. iv. 3 A
labouring even to lassitude; compared therefore to. .digging
in &quot;mine-pits. 1862 A. C. RAMSAY, etc. Descr. Caial. Rock
Spec. (ed. 3) 148 These still go by the name of *

mine-pits ,

and must not be confounded with the marl-pits , or those
other deeper openings. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) *Mine
Ships or Powder-Ships^ Ships fill d with Gun-powder,
enclos d in strong Vaults of Brick or Stone ; to be brought
up, and fired in the midst of the Enemies Fleet. 17^6-7 tr.

Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV. 144 It is said that the miners of
Idra have formerly been so superstitious as to set some
provisions for the *mine-spirit everyday. 1612 STURTEVANT
Metallica. 35 Prepared or roasted oares, *Mine-stones, or

Mettle-stones beeing the fitt matter of Metallique liquours.

1703 T. N. City -V C. Purchaser 185 Tis the first Iron that
runs from the Mine-stone when tis melting. 1862 A. C.

RAMSAY, etc. Descr. Catal. Rock Spec. (ed. 3) 148 The sites

..where the iron-mine or mine-stone was extracted.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 969 During this operation, all the

water and mine-stuff are drawn off by the pit. 1860 Eng.
&amp;lt;y

For. Min. Gloss. (S. Staffs.), &quot;&quot;Mine Surveyor, a person
who dials the working of a colliery as often as requisite, and
makes plans of the mines got and ungot. 1905 Westm. Gaz.

27 Sept. 4/2 *Mine-sweepers are to play a great part, it

seems certain, in future naval warfare. 1905 Daily Chron,
12 Sept. 3/1 He took part in the risky game of *mine-

sweeping. 1904 Ibid. 9 Nov. 5/2 Five mine-sweeping
steamers have been sunk by Japanese shells. 1601 CAREW
Cornw. (1723) isb, A foote of. .the *Myne Tynne. .[will

weigh] fiftie two pound. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1244 Mine
tin requires peculiar care in its mechanical

preparation
or

dressing. 1802 Brookes Gazetteer (ed. 12), Platen, a *mine-
town of Bohemia. 1835f^RE Diet. Arfsi2-ji At the pleasure
of the skilful *mine-viewer. 1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres
Lowe C. iv. 49 b, The Enemie had in suche sorte wrought
his *Mine wporkes, as that he had gotten intoa Monasterie
within the Citie. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 112 Other chief Over
seers of the Mine-works. 1900 BAKING-GOULD .. Dartmoor
231 An old mine-work, now filled with water.

Mine (main), poss. pron. Forms : i mfn, 2-4
min, 3-6 rayn(e, 4 mein, miin, 6 mijn, Sf.

mynn(e, 3- mine. In 1-3 inflected as str. adj.

(2-3 dat. sing. fern, mire); in 4 sing. min,//.
mine. [Com. Teut. : OE. w/ = OFris., OS. mfn

(Du. mijn), OHG. mfn (MHG. mtn
t
mod.G.

mein) t
ON. nitn-n (Sw., Da. win)) Goth, mein-s :

OTeut. *mfno-, f. *me- : see ME jvrj./nw.
A case-form (whether ablative, locative, or instrumental is

uncertain) of this possessive adj. serves in all early Teut.

langs. as the genitive of the pronoun of i pers. sing. : OE.
;/, OFris., OS., OHG. /?, ON. ttrfu, Goth, meina. The
OE. tftfn as genitive did not survive into ME. (uses like

nialgre min being not survivals, but imitations of French) ;

and is therefore not illustrated here.]

The possessive pronoun of the first person sing.

1. Qualifying a following sb. Now only arch.

or poet, before a vowel or h
; otherwise superseded

by MY, a.v. for the various uses.

Already in the i3th c, the rule in southern and midland

Eng. was to use tnyn before vowels and A, and nty before

consonants, and this subsisted until the i8th c., though
occasional examples of mine before consonants are found
even in the i6th c. In Sc. the longer form was commonly
used in all contexts down to the 151)1 c.

c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Luke xv. 24 For-bam bes min sunu waes

dead, a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 panne beo ic ^emene^ed mines
weddes. c izoo ORMIN 2956 Drihhtin me ^ife^ witt & mihht
To forbenn wel min wille. c 1105 LAV. 8407 pe o5er wes mire
suster sune. Ibid. 28220 pat ich habbe minne zm awrarke
mid ban bezste. a 1224 Ancr. R. 406 Bute }if ich parti
urom ou, be Holt Gost, ^&amp;gt;et is, min and mines Federes luue,
ne mei nout kumen to ou. c 1374 CHAUCER Ow//. Mars
57 Then seyde he thus myn hertes lady swete [etc.], c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. 169 At Petir firste I wald begyne, And
sa futtht to myn purposs win. 1400 in Ancestor )\\\y 11904)

14, I bequeth to Hawys myn wyffall myn necessaries that

arn in myn place. 1467 in Bury Wills (Camdeni 46. I wyll
that John myn sone haue myn seid place callyd Upwode
Halle. 1484 CAXTON Fables of /Esop \. vi, He shall be

myn mortal enemy. 1526 TINDALE John xvi. 26 At that

daye shall ye axe in myne name. 1558 in Strypew4. Ref.
(1824) I. ii. 72, I do send you at this present mine faithful

Chaplain. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. iii. 93 Shall I not

take mine ease in mine Inne. 1628 HAKEWILL in Usshcr s

Lett. (1686) 399 During mine abode in the University. 1726
SWIFT Gjilli-! cr\\. vii, Till I had gotten a little below the

level of mine eyes. I756C. LvcAS/Sss. Waters I. Ded.,[It]
would be very far from desireable, in mine estimation. 1871
R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixiv. 223 Rather, first in cries mine
heart shall lighten her anguish.

b. In association with another possessive, mine
is by some used (without intention of archaism)
instead of my.
1559 HALES in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) II. 2117/1, I haue. .

discouered myne, yours, and England! enemies. 1610

SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. 93 His, and mine lou d darling. 1611

Cymb. v. v. 930 Oh Gentlemen, helpe, Mine and your



MINE.

Mistris. 1761 MRS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph III. 165
As mine and my child s future welfare must be [etc.]. 1804-6
SYD. SMITH Mor. Philos. (1850) 209, I bought them both the
same day, mine and your ticket.

fc. Phr. Min dieu repr. F. won Dieu! my
God! Obs.
^ 1330 Artk. ty Merl. 961 (Kolbing) A, min dieu

, seyd
the ju^tise, pine tales ben gode & wise .

2. Placed after the sb. Now only arch, in vocative.
c (200 ORMIN Ded. i Nu, broberr Wallter broberr min.

c 1205 LAY. 12064 3 f hit wule Appolin pat is deore lauerd
min. &amp;lt;H25o Owl $ Night. 711 (Jesus MS.) Hwy axestu of
craftes myne. a 1300 E. E. Psalter vii. 6 (Horstm.) Fylcgh
saule mine be faa. c 1330 Artk. $ Merl. 1442 (Rolhing)
Tel me now, sone mine, Whi [etc.]. Ibid. 4977 Y dnr Icgge
heued min, pat [etc.]. 1386 CHAUCER Clerks T. 309 1 his
is ynogh Grisilde myn quod he. c 1402 LYDG. Contpf.
Bl. Knt. 639 O gladde sterre, O lady Venus myne ! c 1550
CHEKE Matt. xxvi. 25 Is it J M r

mijn, quoth he. 1567
Gude ff Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 38 O Father myne, howlang
haif I Thy trew and faiilifull seruand benc. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. fy ynl. n. iii. 82 Rom. Thou chid st me oft for louing
Rosaline. Fri. For doting, not for louing pupill mine.
1611 FLORIO, Matnnta^. .also Mam, Mother-mine, or Mam-
mie, as children first call their Mothers. 1852 BHISTED Five
Yrs. Eng. Uniz&amp;gt;. 67 There, reader mine ! Is that last page
grave and solid enough for you ?

1 3. In idiomatic phrases, mine ALONE, mine ONE,
mine UNWITTING, MAUGRE mine

; see those words.
4. As predicative adj. : Belonging to me.
1000 /ELFRIC Exod. xix. 5 Eall eor3e

ys min. cii75
Laib. Horn. 35 Me were leofere benne al world bat hit

were min. c 1200 ORMIN 17964 piss blisse iss min la fuliwiss.
a 1300 Cursor M. 970 (Cott.) Of alkin fruit baf bou be nine
For i wil bat be tend be mine \Gott. mein, riming-with neien],

1362 LANGU / . PL A. v. 90, I wusshe hit weore myn. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. IV. Prol. 145 Blessed be seynt Valentyne !

For on his day I chees yow to be myne. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of /Esop i. vi, The fyrst part is myn by cause I am
your lord. 1535 COVERDALE John vii. 16 My doctryne is

not myne, but his that hath sent me. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.
for /!/. v. i. 497 Giue me your hand, and say you will be
mine. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Eclog. x. 54 Ah ! that your
Birth and Bus ness had been mine. 1833 TENNYSON May
Queen. Conclus. x, It s not for them : it s mine. 1864-8
BROWNING James Lee s Wife iv. v, Such as you were, I took

you for mine.

5. Elliptically^ equivalent to MY with a sb, sup
plied from the context.
a 1173 Cott. Horn. 223 For ban be [bu] were hihersam

bines [wifes] wordum nior San mine, c 1205 LAY. 676 He
de3 him selua freoma ba helpeo&quot; his freondene swa ich wile
mine, c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve s T. 165 Lay doun thyswerd
and I wil myn alswa. 1395 E. E. IVills (1882) 7 To preye
for my lordes soule Sir Thomas West, and for myn. c 1500
Melusine 157 Your wylle & myne be one. 1593 SHAKS.
Rom. # Jul. n. iii. 59 My hearts deare Loue is set, On the
faire daughter of rich Capulet : As mine on hers, so hers is

set on mine. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argents in. xix.
an If more holilyand religiously wee esteeme ofmy Fathers

preserver and mine. 1786 G. HORNE Duty Contend. Faith
8 note, When a man deceives me once, says the Italian

proverb, it is his fault ;
when twice, it is mine. 1843 BORROW J

Bible in Spain xxxii, I am pleased with your company, as !

I make no doubt you are with mine. 1866 J. C. MAXWELL
in Phil. Trans. CLVI. 268 In M. Meyer s experiments the
time of vibration is shorter than in most of mine.
6. absol. a. Those who are mine; chiefly, my

family, my kindred.

cgs/a Lindisf. Gosp. John xvii. 10 Mino alle 8ino sint &
Sino mino sint. ^975 Rnsk-w. Gosp. ibid., Mine alle 5ine
sindun & 3ine mine sindun. a. tyxt Cursor M, 5371 He has
saued me and mine fra mikel nede. c 1300 Harrow. Hell
64 Y shal be bringe of helle pyne, ant wyb be alle myne.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. p 915, L.foryeue yow outrely alle

the offenses Injuries and wronges bat ye haue doon agayn
me and myne. c 1400 Lad Troy Bk. 16851 Jit

I hope that
I & myne Schal venge his dethe on the & thine. 1456 SIR
G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 164 Unharmyt of me or ony
of myn. 1594 SHAKS. Rick. Iff, n. i. 24, I will neuer more
remember Our former hatred, so thriue I, and mine. 1683
Robin Consc. 15 Both I and mine alas would starve. 1829
WORDSW. Mem. 1 1. 209, I and mine will be happy to see you
and

yours
here or anywhere. 1884 A. PHELPS Let. 14 Dec.

in E. S. Phelps Mem. (1891) 275 God is so unspeakably
good to me and mine. 1891 SIR J. PAGET in Mem. $ Lett. \

(1901) 387 The unhappiness of being here alone is greater ;

than the happiness of seeing things which, if any of mine*
had been with me, I should [etc.].

t b. That which is mine
; my property; also, my

affair, my business. Obs.

Beowulf 2737 Ic on earde bad maeljesceafta, heold min tela.

1225 St. Marker. 8 Ich .. hit neauer nuste bat he of min
hearm hefde. c 1300 Harrow. Hell 97 Sebbe he wes boht

wyj&amp;gt;

myn, wybresoun wolle ich hauen hym. a 1300- 1400 Cursor
M. 2429 (Gutt.) Of bin wil \ neuer a dele, Bot leuer me es of
mine bu haue, 1382 WYCLIF John xvi. 14 Ofmyneheschal
take, t; 1450 tr. De Imitations in. Iv. 132 To be I committe
me & all myne to correcte. 1553 EDEN Decades i. in. 17 b,

Myne and Thyne (the seedes of all myscheefe) haue no
place with them. 1368 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 86 Your grace
hath hetherto cherished mee but for mine, but now I will go
to him that is more redier to geue then to take. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Skr. n. i. 385 She shall have me and mine. 1603
Meas.for M. n. ii. 12 Goe to ; let that be mine.

c. Of mine : belonging to me : see OF prep. 44.
f7. Comb, mine-take-it, app. a phrase in some

childish game, Obs*

1694 S. JOHNSON Notes Past. Let. Bp. Siirnet i, 28 The
ridiculous Ownership we have, is the ridiculous English
word, Mine-take-it; which all the Children in England
Know, is equivalent to Your s-take-it.

Mine (main), v. Forms : 4 mini, rnyny, 4-6
myne, (^moine), 4- mine. Pa.pple. 4 ymyned.
[ad. F. mine-r (from l2-i3th c.)

= Pr., Sp., Pg.
minar

t It. minare
;
related to mine MINE sb.
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The view of Die/, that the vb. is identical with popular L.
mindre to lead, drive, is nut without semasiologicafpluusi-
bility (cf. DRIVE i . loj ; but the normal phonetic representa
tive of mindre in Fr. is tnener. Sender s hypothesis, that
F. miner was a learned adoption of med.L. mindre used in
technical works, would remove the phonological difficulty,
but seems in itself somewhat unlikely.]

1. intr. To dig in the earth; esp. in a military
sense, to dig under the foundations of a wall, etc.,
for the purpose of destroying it. Also, to make
subterraneous passages. ? Obs.

13.. A . Alts. 1216 Alisaundre quic hoteth his hynen,
Under heore walles to myne. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 179 R. had minoures, bat myned vndere be \\.illc.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvii. 600 With armyt men enew thar-

in. And instruments als for to myne. c 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. viii. xxxvii. 5538 Wndyre the erde he gert ihaim myne.
c 1440 Gesta Rom, xxx. no(narl.MS.), He saw. .an hlduwsc
pitte, and an orible dragon bere in, myning at the tree. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. v. (1520) 43/1 Do you myne depe tyll

your men come to the ponde. 1483 Cath. Angl. 240/2 To
Mync, arapagcre, curiire. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 327
They beganne to mine vnder the Castell, 1609 C. BUTLKR
Fetn.^Mon. (1634) 57 Then, making more room beneath, by
moining and carrying out the earth, they [ff, wasps] hang an
other comb under the first, by little pins. 1614 R \LFH;U
Hist. World\\.\, iii. 9. 465 The Enemie mined; and they
countermined.

b. transf. and fig.
1340 Ayenb. 108 panne nymb he his pic and his spade and

beginb to delue and to myny and
gej&amp;gt;

in-to his herte. c 1374
CHAUCF.K Troylus n. 628 [677] Ills inanhod and his pyne
Made loue with-Inne hire for t ) myne. 1387-8 T. USK
Test. Love I. Prol. (Skeat) 1. 5 Dul wit and a thoughtful
soule so sore have myned and grafted in my spirites. &amp;lt; 1407
LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 6918 Water that droppcth euer in oon
My net h ful depe in-to A stoon. 1426 De Gnil. rilgr. 4282
Thys mortal werm wyl neuere fyne V p-on hys mayster for
to myne. Ibid. 11872 And many kankres wych on hem
myne. c 1430 Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 233 In amerous
hertys brennyng of KyndenesM, This name of Jhesu moost
profoundly doth myne. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxv.
6 To search and mine into that which is not reuealed.

2. trans. To dig or burrow in (the earth) ; also,
to make (a hole, passage, one s way) underground.
6-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvi. 267 A Fox schalle.. mynen an

hole.
//&amp;gt;/.,

So longe he schalle mynen and ptrce the Krihe,
til that he schalle passe thorghe. 1555 W. WATKEMAN
Fardle Facions i. vi. 93 The Troglodites myne them selues
caues in the grounde, wherin to dwell. 1813 SCOTT Rokcby
n. ii, Condemned to mine a channell d way, O er solid sheets
of marble grey.

b. transf. andyf^. To make a hollow or groove
in; to burrow below the surface of; to make (a

passage) by burrowing.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 20 b, How well the stone is myned

and holowed by contynuell droppyng of water. 1802 Ki;.

DARWIN Ong. Soc. iv. 35 The cruel larva mines its silky
course. 18x1 PINKERTON Petral. II. 551 This stump and
the trunk, hollowed and mined by the subterranean heat.
1816 KIRBY& SP. Entomol. xxii. (i8i8)II. 279 A subcutane
ous larva, .that mines the leaves of the rose. 1820 HAZLITT
Lect. Drain. Lit. 165 He may be said to mine his way into
a subject, like a mole.

C. To supply with subterranean passages ;
to

make subterranean passages under.
1820 SHELLEY Witch Atl. lx. 5 Through fane, and palace-

court, and labyrinth mined With many a dark and subter
ranean street. 1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emfi. (1865) VII. lix.

245 The site of Jerusalem itself is mined with vaults and
galleries.

f3. To bury in the ground. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. HI. 334 The long endurid, old,
forfreton vine Is not to helpe..To delue hit vnder al, but
to reclyne Hit lyke a bowe and vnder lond hit myne.
4. To dig away or remove the foundations of (a

wall, fort, etc.); to undermine in order either to

cause collapse or to effect a hostile entrance. ? Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 408 If be hosebonde man wiste

what hour be beef were to come, certis he wolde wake, and
suffre him not to myne his hous. 1388 Job xxiv. 16 The!
mynen housis in derknesses. la 1400 Morte Artk. 351

mynede be castell. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. vi. (1

139 The kyng first bifore wente, and mynede the founde-
ment. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis v. viii. 42 To mynd the
castell on the rochis hie, Lurkand m harnes waclns round
about. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 139/22 To Mine, suffodert.
transf. 1807 J. BARLOW Colttmb. \. 375 Pastaza mines

proud Pambamarca s base. 1824 BRYANT Green River ii,

The plane-tree s speckled arms o ershoot The swifter current
that mines its root.

b. fig. To attack, overcome, ruin, or destroy by
slow or secret methods; to undermine. Occas.
with down, away.
ci4 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3133 They at be fulle

kunne his herte myne. 1426 LYDG. DeGuil. Pilgr. 15650
Whan Ire doth myn herte myne. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i.

i. 21 Hee. .mines my gentility with my education. 1605 B.

JONSON Volpone\\\.\, I haue done Base offices in. .Whisper
ing false lies, or mining men with prayses. 1751 J. BROWN
Shaftesb.Charac. 239 Till .. irreligion and licentiousness

appear ; mine the foundations of the fabric, and sink it in
the general abyss of ignorance and oppression, a 18x4 Z&amp;lt;wv,

Honor Sf Interest i. i.in New Brit. Theatre III. 260 While
love is mining down The strength and virtue of my own
esteem. 1847 LYTTON Lncretia 31 The wreck ofman is fretted
and mined away by small pleasures and poor excitements.
absol. 1748 JOHNSON 1 aa. Hum. Wishes 332 The rival

batters, and the lover mines.

5. In modern warfare: To lay mines (see MINE
sb. 3) under, for the purpose of destruction.

MINER.
1630 HAYWARD Ediv. VI 60 They mined the walls laid

the powder and rammed the mouth. 1686 Lond. C,az, No.
2158/1 A Deserter.. had informed the Imperial Generals
that the said Towers were Mined. 1775 JOHNSON West, Is!.
Wks. X. 482 It is built upon a rock, as Mr. Boswell remarked,
that it might not be mined. 1820 (JKEVILU-; Mct, 10 Dec.
(1874) 41 The Prussians arrived, mined the arches, and
attempted to blow up the bridge. 1831 GLADSTONE in

Morley Life (1903) I. in. vi. 403 The ground is mined and
the train is laid. 1862 TJIACKKRAY Philip vii. I. 135 Old
Parr Street is mined, sir, mined! And some morn in 5 \ve
shall be blown into blazes, 1885 A . Aincr. Rt v. Sept.
274 Although the waters may Le reported as mined in all

directions, a bold test would show them to be clear of such
dangers.

6. trans. To obtain (metals, etc.) from a mine.
1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. xciv. (1495) 585 In

Capodoce is yelow salt digged and myned. Ibid. xtv. ii.

(Tolleni. MS.), Noble metal is myned out of vtyiu-s of

mountcynes, 1866 ROGERS Agric. &amp;lt;y

Prices I. xxiii. 5.,9
The Eastern produce [of tin] not being yet introduced into

Europe, if indeed it were mined at that time. 1878! . C.
DA v n-;s Slate fy Slate Quarrying 78 The stone is mined
underground and brought up by shafts to the surface. 1878
Eraser s Mag. XVIII. 273 Lignite. . is mined near Ili.msa.

1885 Manch. E.vnni. 10 July 5/3 (Juki and other mineral
wealth, .are as yet not mined on any considerable scale.

7. intr. To dig for the purpose of obtaining
minerals, etc.

;
to make a mine

;
to work in a mine.

? c 1400 [see MINKRAL j/ J]. ? 1568 in Pet tits Fodinx Reg.
(1670* 6&amp;lt;j She grants unto them to search, dig. ami niit, .- fur

the Callamine .stone in all places of KivJ.mii. 1677 / /;//.

Trans. XII. 912 The F.arth they Mine in, is \ cry red. 1748
Austin s Voy. \. v. 50 The workmen break off the rocks, ;md
do not properly mine into them. 1819 BVRON Juan t. cxxxii,
Coals Are safely mined for. 1828 SCOTT / . J/. Perth xxii,
He considered Ramorny as one whom nature had a^^ignt .1

to him as a serf, lo mine for thy gold which he wor-hipi-i-.l.

8. trans. To dig in or penetrate for finding on-,

metals, etc.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 748 Lead veins have been traced even
further down,. .but they have not been mined. 1867 W. W.
SMYTH Coalff Coal-mining^ The. .rich coalfield, .of West
phalia : which, although mined . . as early as 1302, has only
within the last quarter of a century risen to a high degree
of importance. 1899 IVestm. C.az. 2 Aug. 3/r We must
leave the reader to mine this rich quarry for himself.

Mineable (moi-nabT, a. Also 6-7 miuable.

[f. MINK v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being mined (in

any sense of the vb.).
1570 I.KVINS Manip. 2/46 Myneable, /ossilis. 1579-80

NORTH rintarch, Camillas (1595) 144 He beganne to vndcr-
mine it (finding the earth all about very minable). 1589
Late \\iy. Sp. -y i ort. (1881) 60 General Nurris having..
found one place thereof myneable, . .did presently set woi k-

men in hand withal. 1611 SI-KKD Hist. Gt. Brit. i\r . xxiv.

(1623) 1208 One place was found mineable, where theGenerall
the fourth day of this siege set men on worke. 1647 SI*KIGGK

Anglia AW/? , n. iii. (1854) 91 Being well informed tliat lliu

ground w heron it stood was minable. 1893 Colnnt/&amp;gt;its

(Ohio) Dispatch ii Sept., Coal is being found in mineable

deposits in all parts of the world.

Mined (maind), ///. a. [f. MINE v. + -ED 1.]

1. That has been excavated.
c 1400 tr. Secrt-ta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 87 It ys lyk in

manere to stoones of mynyd hilles, and of planetz, and of

binges hauynge soule.

2. Produced from mines.

1903 Daily Chron. 9 Aug. 3/3 The value of her mined
wealth has mounted up from 3141000,000 marks in 1871 to

1,263,000,000 marks In 1900.

3. Furnished with mines.

1870 Instr. Milit. Engin. I. 76 The following description
of a mined magazine, is suitable for a site where [etc.].

Mined, obs. form of MINI; v.

Mi lieliood. nonce-wd. [f. MINE poss. pron.
+ -HOOD.] The fact of being mine 1

.

1662 J. SPARROW tr. Behtne&quot;s Rent. Wks.^ -znd Apol. to

Tylcken 17 He inclineth himself to my Minehood, and my
Ihood inclineth it self up into him.

Minekin, obs. form of MINIKIN sb.

tMrneless, a. Obs. [f. MINE J& + -LESS.]
Without mines.

1614 SYLVESTER Little Bartas 866 There, without stroak
to conquer in the field ; And mine-less make their tumbling
wals to yeeld.

Minem, obs. form of MINIM&quot;.

Minement, obs. form of MUNIMENT.
Mineon, obs. form of MINION sbl

Miner 1
(mai-nw). Forms: 3-4 mynur, 4-5

rniuour(e, myno(u)r, mynowre, 5 minere,
mynere, -cure, Sc. myndoure, 5-7 myner, 7

minor, mioner, myoner, 5- miner. [MK.
mynurt minonr, a. OF. mineor, minottr (mod.F.
inineur), f. miner to MINE : see -OR 2 b.]

1. One who excavates the ground, or makes sub

terranean passages; esp. one who undermines a

fortress, etc. ; now Mil. a soldier whose special

duty is the laying of mines. Sappers and Miners :

see SAPPER.
c 1275 Lime Ron 123 in O. E. Misc. 97 Ne may no Mynur

hire vnderwrote. c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. (1810) 179 R.
had minoures, bat myned vndere be walle. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 4774 Mynours then mightely the moldes did serche,

Ouertyrnet the toures, & the tore walles. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace ix. 1139 Mynouris sone thai gert perss throw the

wall. 1530 PALSGR. 245/2 Myner under the grounde,

pionnier. 1606 A rraign. late Traitors in Harl. Misc.

(Maih.) III. 48 [Guy] Fawkes the minor, justly called The,
Devil of the Vault. 1645 LD. FAIRFAX Let. to Lenthalt
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MINER.

cone. Sherliorn Castle 15 Aug. 4 The Myoners having fully

wrought the Mine through the Castle wall. 1692 LUTTRELL

BriefRel. (1857) II. 470 A miner and another person were

taken fixing a train. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 38 r 13 A
great Body of Miners are summoned to the Camp to counter-

mine the Works of the Enemy. 1711 Miiit. ft Sea Diet. I,

Miners, Men appointed to work in the Mines, being _a

particular Company of themselves, commanded by a Captain

of the Regiment of Fuzileers. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. 111.

Iviii, Here Ehrenbreitstein, with her shatter d wall, Black

with the miner s blast.

b. trans/, .

c 1614 CORNWALLIS in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 158 Jesuites,

at thy well-concerted scheme. 1784
COWPER fask i. 273

Hillocks green and soft, Raised by the mole, the miner of

the soil. 1879 JEFKERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 215 Sometimes

when waiting quietly on a bank, you may see the miner

[a rabbit] at work. 1897 W. ANDERSON Surg. Inat.Lufta
2 Rarely attempting to deal with the apparently healthy

tissues which conceal the bacillary sappers and miners who

are at work in advance of the main body.

(C. Phr. Tofix or attach the miner, tofix miners.

1676 Lond. Caz. No. 1123/3 We nxed the Miner to the

Ravelin, and filled up the Ditch. 1684 Ibid. No. 1951/3

The Imperialists had on the 2oth attached their Miners to

the Wall of the Upper Town in four several places. 1683

TRAVESTIN Siege Newheusel 23 This night we attempted to

fix our Miners. 1685 Lond. Gaz. 17-20 Aug. i We made

a lodgment in the Ditch in order to fix the Miner. 1704

Co/lfct. Voy. (Churchill) III. 737/? Being afterwards ad-

vanc d to the Ditch, they fix d their Miners. 1834 SIR W.
NAPIER Penins. War xm. iii. (1846) IV. 43 The besiegers

..attached the miner to the scarp.

2. One who works in a mine ; one engaged in

extracting minerals from the earth.

1303 R. BRUNNE llandl. Sjiine 10733 pys mynur sojte

stones vndyr J&amp;gt;e
molde, pat men make of, syluer and golde.

13. . Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.

LVII. 287 A Mynour wonede in a Citee, Mynours bei

makeb in hulles holes As men don bat sechet&amp;gt; coles. 1377

LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 221 Masons and mynours and many
other craftes. c 1400 Deslr. Tray 1532 Mynors ofmarbull

ston & mony ober thinges. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA . I. xiv.

38 Mynours that coude fill craftly digge vndre the erthe.

1555 EDEN Decades 22 The myners dygged the superficial! or

vppermost parte of the earthe of the mynes, 1607 loPSBLL

1-oiir-f. Beasts (1658) 525 This (he saitli) may be tryed in

Laborers, Mioners, Diggers, and Husbandmen. 1625 N.

CARPENTER Gcog. Del. n. ix. (1635) 153 Minors and such

as digg deepe into the earth. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) I. 78 If we examine the complexion of most miners,

we shall be very well able to form a judgment of the tin-

wholsomness of the place where they are confined. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Glass., Miner, Penn. The workman who
cuts the coal, as distinguished from the laborer who loads the

wagons, etc. 1901 Census Schedule, Instruct., Miners.,

should always state the kind of mine in which they work-
as, Lead-miner.

3. A name applied to various burrowing insects

or larva1 . (See also leaf-miner. )

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xvii. (1818) II. 81 Another

species of ant, which I shall call the miners (Formica

cunicularia, L.). 1890 ELEANOR A. ORMF.ROD Injnr. Insects

(ed. 2) 49 [Celery and Parsnip Fly]. The miner maggots

go through their changes from the egg to the perfect fly so

rapidly [etc.].

4. A kind of plough.
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 12 The Miner is

another plough, which is used for opening ground to a great

depth ; it is made very strong;, but with a share only. Ibid.

385 The land may be opened up as deep as possible by the

common plough, having others, such as that which has been

termed a miner, following in the bottom of the furrow. 1845

Encycl. Metrop. XIV. 232/1 The miner is very similar to

the binot.

6. A vessel used for the purpose of laying sub

marine mines.

1898 Daily News 8 June 2/7 In a sudden squall, the miner

he was on collided with the steam launch Volta.

6. altrib. and Comb., as miner-like adj. ;
miner

ant, see sense 3 ;
miner s friend, a name for the

Davy safety-lamp ; miner s inch = INCH I d ;

miner s right, in Australia, a licence to dig for

gold.
1816 KIRBY &. Sp. Entomol. xvii. (1818) II. 84 The negro

and miner ants. 1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts, etc.,
*Miner s

Friend, or Miner s Lamp. 1867 J. A. PHILLIPS Min. ft

Metall. Cold % Silver^52 note, The miner s inch of water,
in California, is the quantity which will flow through an

opening one inch square under a mean head of six inches.

1880 S. HARPER in Pioneer Mining Co., Debenture Pros

pectus 3 If the above properly be carried out in a miner-

like manner, .it will not fail to become one of the best Mines.

1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Miner s Right \. (1809) 7, I am a
real gold-digger . . and the holder of a Miner s Right,
a wonderful document, printed and written on parchment.

b. In names of diseases contracted by miners,
as miners ant&mia

t -asthma, -consumption,
disease, elbow, -lung, phthisis, -rot, sickness,

-worm. (See Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases xxxvi. 557 In Europe it

[i.e. ankylostomiasis] is sometimes known as &quot;miners

anaemia . 1855 J. R. LElFcHiLoComMMtf MineszK*, There
is a disease called the miner s consumption. iteflAtlbHtt s

Syst. Med. V. 244 Grinders rot , miners rot and so

forth. 1903 Daily Chron, 21 Oct. 4/2 An Ayrshire medical

man, who wrote to the Home Secretary asking whether his

Department is doing anything to stop the disease known as
* miners worm .

+ Mi lier a
. Obs. [Anglicized form of MINERA.

Cf. G. miner, MDu. minere, mincer.} = MINERA.

Also, a mineral impregnation.

466

I47 RIPLEY Cow/. Alch. VI. xxvii. in Ashm. (165=) i*7
|

And make them then together to be Dysponsat By Conge-

lacyon into a myner metallyne. 1561 TURNER Baths 1 1 hen

seynge that there can not be found any other miner or mater

to be the chefe ruler in these baths. Ibid. (1568) 3 Two

thinges whereby the miner or metall, or vayneof abathmay
be knowne.

Miner, variant of MINA sb?

II Mine ra. 06s. [med.L., ad. OF. miniere,

miners mine = Pr. meniera, Sp. minera, Pg. mi-

neira, It. minera : Com. Rom. type *minaria (a

med.L. minaria is found in the I3th c.), f. *mina,
minare : see MINE sb. and .]

The matrix in

which a metal or a precious stone was supposed
to grow ; in later use, the ore of a metal. Alsoyff.

1651 GAOLE Magastrom. 42 He hath discovered the

Minera of man, or that substance out of which man..was
made. 1655 T. VAUGHAN Euphrates 120 This made the

a Powder upon the Minera. 1673 RAY Jtmrn. Lmu C. 246
A large piece of the minera or matrix of Kmeialds.with the

stones growing in it. 1754 HuxHAMin Phil. 7&amp;gt;&amp;lt;ii/s.XLVIII.

839 Thus the dust, or minera, or ashes of iron, are harmless,
and may be swallowed safely. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Minera,
. .a mine, also used frequently to designate a mineral which

contains a shining metallic substance.

t Mi nerable, a. Obs. [a. OF. minerable, f.

med.L. MINEKA: see -ABLE.] = MINERAL a.

1560 WHITEIIORNE Ord.Souldiours (rsjs) 24 b, The other

writers beleved that it [salt-peter] was minerable.

Mineral (mi neral), sb. Forms : 4-7 minerall,

5 minorale, 5-7 myneral, 6 minorall, myno- \

ralle, Sc. manerialle, 6-7 mynerall, 7 mine-

rale, minrall, 4- mineral, [a. (perh. through
OF. mineral) med.L. minerale, neut. of mineralis

MINERAL a. Cf. F. mineral, Sp., Pg. mineral, It.

minerale, G. mineral (pi. minera/ien}.&quot;]

1. Any substance which is obtained by mining ;

a product of the bowels of the earth. In early

and in mod. technical use, the ore (of a metal).
1 c 1400 LVDG.^sop s Fab. Prol. 25 Who, that myneth lowe

in the grounde, Of gold and siluer fyndith the myneral.

1471 RIPLKY Comp. Alch. VI. xx. in Ashm. (1652) 166

Mineralis be nurryshyd by mynystracyon ; Of Moysture

radycall. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 288 Some dig for

mettalls and mineralis to erect stately buildinges. c 1615
HACON Adv. Sir G. Villiers vi. 16 The minerals of the

kingdom, of lead, iron, copper, and tin,, .are of great value.

1634 HABINGTON Castara i. (Arb.) 28 In a darke cave.. It

doth like a rich minerall lye. 1636 BI.OUNT Glossogr.,

Mineral, any thing that grows in Mines, and contains metal.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 517 Part hidd n veins diggd up.. of

Mineral and Stone. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. \, Minerals,
are hard Bodies dug out of the Earth or Mines, (whence
the Name) being in part of a Metalline, and in part of a

Stony Substance. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic I. i. (1840) 7 As
one to music, another to working in and finding out metals

and minerals in the earth. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 235/2^ By
this plan the ore or mineral is divided into more convenient

masses for extraction. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk.

Prop. Law xvi. 105 With special provisions as to minerals

and the interests therein of remainder-men. 1881 RAYMOND

Mining Gloss., mineral, in miners parlance, ore.

fig- 598 F. Rous Thule Q 4 He sees where death with

greedie spade, Meanes vp to dig the minerals of his hart.

f ta. //. The science of minerals. [Perh. with

allusion to the Liber Mineralium (or De Mine-

ralibus) of Albertus Magnus.] Obs.

c 1590 MARLOWE Faust. \, He that is grounded in astrology,
Ennch d with tongues, well seen in minerals, Hath all the

principles magic doth require.

f 2. Mining or metallurgical industry or ait. Obs.

c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fait.
y. (Parl. Beasts) xliv, Richt

as the minor in his minorale Fair gold with fire may frathe

leid weill win. 1570-^ LAMBARi&amp;gt;E/Vr&amp;lt;wi. AV/(i826) p. v,

It is the manner, .of such as seek profit by Minerall, first to

set men on woorke to digge and gather the Owre : Then [etc.].

T 3. A mine. Obs.

1598 BP. HALL Sat. vi. i. 87 Shall it not be a wild-figg in

a wall, Or fired Urimstone in a Minerall? 1602 SHAKS.

Ham. IV. i. 26 O re whom his very madnesse like some Oare

Among a Minerall of Mettels base Shewes it selfe pure.
1602 Life T. Cronnvell i. ii, My study, like a mineral of

gold, Makes my heart proud wherein my hope s enroll d.

4. A material substance that is neither animal

nor vegetable ;
a substance belonging to the

mineral kingdom . ? Obs.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxvi. 316 Vigitiues, as trees,

fruits, herbes, and such: Dead-Beings too, as Mynerales.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.tfMin. Introd. 78 As for Minerals,

they are bodies perfectly mixt ; inanimate, not having sense

or motion. 1693 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth IV. 174 Nor
do Metalls only sort and herd with Metalls in the Earth ;

and Minerals with Mineralis. 1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal

Mining 20 Any natural substance which is not of animal or

vegetable origin, and which is in all parts of the same com

position, is called a mineral. Among miners, however, the

term is only applied- to such substances as are usually ob

tained from mines.

fb. spec, in Alchemy. One of the three

varieties of the philosophers stone (the others

being lapis animalis and lapis vegetabilis}. Obs.

It is doubtful whether quot. i6iomay not belong to 4 or 4 c.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 87 The thridde Ston in special Be
name is cleped Minerall. .. This Mineral, so as I finde.

Transformed al the ferste kynde. 1610 B. JONSON Alch.

i. i, All your alchemy and your algebra Your mineralis,

vegetalls, and animalis.

f c. A mineral medicine or poison. See also

MINERAL. Obs. .

MINERAL.

1563 T. GALE Antidot. n. 54 Make all these mynorallesin

fyne pouder and mixe with the Oyle. 1588 GREENE Peri-

medcs Wks. (Grosart) VII. 20 Our late Phisitions haue found

out a singular minerall, called Hope: applie this to your
stomack as a soueraine simple against disquiet and feare.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. ii. 74 That thou hast practis d on her

with foule Charmes, Abus d her delicate Youth, with Drugs
or Minerals. 1611 Cyinb. v. v. 50 She did confesse she had

For you a mortall Minerall. 1622 FLETCHER Sea Voy v. i,

[Famine] as the wise man says, Gripes the guts as much as

any minerall. a 1634 CHAPMAN A Iphonsus iv. ( 1654) 49 [They]
Gave me a mineral not to be digested, Which burning eats,

and eating burns my heart. 1730 BURDON Pocket Farrier

40 Sweet Oil a Spoonful, ^Ethiops Mineral an Ounce.

5. In modern scientific use, each of the species

or kinds (defined by approximate identity of

chemical composition and physical properties)

into which inorganic substances as presented in

nature are classified.

1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. Pref. (1815) 9 The number of

simple minerals which form rocks and strata is small. 1823
H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. So Cleavage alone cannot

be relied on for determining the primary form of a mineral.

1896 A. H. CHESTER (title) A Dictionary of the Names of

Minerals.

6. attrib. and Comb., as mineral dealer, -tram ;

mineral-bearing adj.; mineral map, a map for

the purpose of showing the localitieswhere minerals

are to be found; mineral right (see quots.);

mineral rod, a divining-rod for finding mineral

veins.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines tr Mining 174 The croppings
of a heavy mineral-bearing lode are clearly traceable. 1878

GURNEY Crystallogr. 57 This isgenerally sold by the mineral

dealers. 1876 Nature 14 Dec. 150/1 Along with this is a

mineral map ofNew South Wales, showing the localities of

the principal minerals. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 237/2 Certain

stipulations are then entered into between the company and

the proprietor of the land in which the vein or deposit is

situated, or should the mineral right not belong to him,

with [etc.). 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Mineral right,

the ownership of the minerals under a given surface, with

the right to enter thereon, mine, and remove them. 1809

,
KENDALL Ttav. III. 101 The mysteries ofthe mineral-rods

are many. 1894 LD. TWEEDMOUTH in Daily News 5 Oct.

5/6 Our express had a short distance to the north of North-

allertoh run into a mineral train.

Mineral (mi neral), a. [a. F. mineral, ad.

med.L. mineralis pertaining to mines, f. minera :

\

see MINEBA. Cf. Sp., Pg. mineral, It. minerale.

The adj. is in Eng. of later appearance than the

sb., and is in some uses not to be distinguished

from the attributive use of the sb.]

1 1. Pertaining to mines or mining. Of persons :

Skilled in mining matters. Obs.

1592 STOW Annals n The saide Philosopher, .in this land

taught the knowledge of mynerall workes. c 1600 NORDEN

Spec. Brit., Cormu. (1728) 18 It were not amiss that Minerall

Artistes dyd strayne their skyll to make a more general!

proofe by a more exacte searche. Ibid. 70 The howse of

Mr. Windesore, situate amonge the minerall hills. 1602

CAREW Cornwall 13 Sir Francis Godolphin .. entertained

nerall man. 1667 COLEPRESSE in Phil. Trans.
. a Duch my .

II. 481 John Gill, a Man well experienced in Mineral

affairs. 1672 BOYLE Ess. Gems 31 As I have been inform d,

not only by some Mineral Writers of good credit, but also

by eye witnesses. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mineral

Courts, certain peculiar Courts for regulating the Concerns

of Lead-Mines, as Stannary-Courts are for Tin.

H b. nonce-use. Deeply buried
;
recondite.

(11615 DONNE Ess. (1651) 28 Nothing was too Minerall,

nor centrick for the search and reach of his wit.

t 2. Mineral virtue : the supposed occult power
I by which metals are developed. 06s.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. i. in Ashm. (1652) 19 The vertue

Minerall. 1750 tr. Leonardus s Mirr. Stones 22 By an

example which we shall brin from the animal seed, it will

appear, in what manner the mineral virtue operates in stones.

3. Having the nature of a mineral (MINERAL
sb. i) ;

obtained from the bowels of the earth.

1581 in Trans. Jewish Hist. Soc. Eng. (1903) JV. 98 The

Vth corruption [of copper ore] is Calcator, beinge the mother

; or corpus of vitriall, and a mynerall substance. 1600 J. PORY

tr Leo s Africa Introd. 11 Heere also you haue minerall

salt. 1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 207 Under the

I name of mineral salt is comprehended the salts of all metals

[etc.]. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 80 Minerall salt which in

Poland they dig out of pits like great stones. 1695 WOOD
WARD Nat. Hist. Earlhiv. 175 By Experience, .in any Place

or Mine, a Man may be enabled to give a near Conjecture

at the Metallick or Mineral Ingredients of any Mass

commonly found there. 1712 BLACKMORE Creation in. 422

Endless Store Of Min ral Treasure and Metallic Oar. 1875

Ure s Diet. Arts III. 304 When the mineral ores lie in

nearly vertical masses, it is [etc.],

b. Impregnated with mineral substances. (See

MINERAL WATER.) Also of colour, f indicating

mineral impregnation.

were surnamed the Riuers of Hell. 1797 Snefcl. Brit. (ed. 3)

IX 346/1 About two leagues to the eastward is a brackish

mineral spring. 1834 IV. India Sk. Bk. II. 139 Invalids, many
of whom come, .for the. .mineral baths.

4. Of material substances : Neither animal nor

vegetable in origin ; inorganic.

599 B - JONSON Cynthia s Kef. v. ii, I haue an excellent

mineral Fucus, for the purpose. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 454

Men vpon a couetous mind would needs seeke for siluer, and
1 not satisfied therwith, thought good withall to find out

Minerall vermilion. 1605 BACON Adv. Lear:,, n. x.
!&amp;gt; 9

Mineral medicines have been xtotled. 1685 BOYLE .^alu/i.
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Air 35 Some Metalline ores, and some mineral earths them
selves have l&amp;gt;een observ d by Mineralogists. 1794 SULLIVAN
yitnuNat. II. 104 Other opinions, indeed, would fix it a solid

mineral bitumen. 1796 K.IKWAN Elcni. Min. (ed. 2) 1 1. 5 The
other, extracted from some maritime plants, but most fre

quently of mineral origin, and thence called Mineral Alkali.

Ibid. 51 Mineral Carbon, impregnated with Bitumen. 1797

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 347/2 Sir. Kinrnan.. has found that

dephlogisticated calces of iron, and particularly its solutions

in mineral acids, have no binding power. 1834 Cycl. Pract.
Med. III. 109/2 Of medicines, the vegetable tonics are

scarcely so serviceable as the mineral. 1843 J. A. SMITH
Product Farnring($.&. 2) 139 Of Manures of Mineral Origin,
or Fossil and Artificial or Chemical Manures.

b. Pertaining to inorganic matter. Mineral

kingdom : see KINGDOM 5.

1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 520/2 The study of the remaining
elements and of their compounds constituting inorganic, or,

as it is also termed, mineral chemistry.

5. Special collocations and combinations :

mineral candle (see quot.) ;
mineral caout

chouc ELATEUITK ; mineral chameleon (sec

CHAMELEON 5); mineral charcoal, a charcoal-

like substance, often found between layers of coal

(Chester Diet. Names Min. } ;
mineral coal, ( (a)

a variety of coal in which there are no traces of

vegetable structure (pbs.) ; (6) native coal, in contra

distinction to charcoal; mineral cotton, f mineral

crystal (see quots.) ;
mineral jelly, vaseline

(Webster Suppl. 1902); mineral oil, a general
name for petroleum and the various oils distilled

from it ;
mineral pitch, asphaltum ;

mineral
solution (see quot.); mineral tallow = HATCHET-

TITE; mineral tar ~ PISSASPHALT
;
mineral wax,

= OZOCERITE ; mineral wool, a variety of mineral

cotton, slag-wool (Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).
Also MlNEUAL WATER.
1890 Century Dtcl. t

*Mineral candle^ a kind of candle
made from a semi-fluid naphtha obtained from wells sunk in

the neighbourhood of the Irrawaddy river in Burma. 1801

Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 230/2
* Mineral caoutchouc. 1805

R. JAMESON Syst. Min, (1816) II. 401 *Mineral Charcoal.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illustr. Phttton, Theory 150 *Mineral-coal
..is the same which Dr. Hutton derives from the vegetable
juices, .carried into the sea and there precipitated, .to be
come afterwards mineralized. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) 1.37 Mineral or pit coal. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech.)

*Mineral cotton^ a fiber formed by allowing a

jet of steam to escape through a stream of liquid slag, by
which it is blown into fine white threads. 1706 PHILLIPS (eel.

Kersey),
*MineralCrystal(among Chymists), a Composition

of Salt-peter well putrify d, and Flower of Brimstone. 1805
R. JAMESON Syst. Min, (1816) II. 358 ^Mineral Oil, or Pe
troleum. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 45 &quot;Mineral

Pitch, Asphaltum. Mineral Tar exposed to a moderate heat,
and the action of the air, hardens into this substance. 1855
OGILVIE Suppl.,

*Mineral solution^ arsenical liquor, or liquor
potassx arsenitis. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 47
Mineral Tallow. Its colour is white, its consistence that of

Tallow, it feels greasy and stains paper. Ibid. 44
* Mineral

Tar, Barbadoes Tar. This is Petrol still further altered by
exposure to the air. 1864 WEBSTER,

*Mineral wax.
b. in names of pigments : mineral black, a

native impure variety of carbon ; mineral blue,
a variety of Prussian blue, made lighter by the

addition of alumina; mineral grey, a pale blue-

grey pigment obtained in the making of ultramarine

from lapis lazuli
;
mineral green, Scheele s green,

arsenite of copper ;
mineral lake (see quot. 1902) ;

mineral purple, (a} see quot. 1850; (b) purple
of Cassius (CasselVs Encycl. Diet. 1882) ; mineral

white, permanent white (see PERMANENT i d) ;

mineral yellow, a lead pigment made by digesting

litharge with common salt.

1849-50 WEALE Diet. Terms A rchit. etc.,
*Mineral black.

1890 Century Diet.,
* Mineral gray. 1815 J. SMITH Pano

rama Set.
&amp;lt;(

Art II. 382 If to this sulphate of copper be
added a solution of arseniate of potass, a beautiful green
precipitate is formed, called Scheele s green, or ^mineral

green. 1902 WEBSTER Suppl.,
*Mineral lake, a pink pig

ment consisting of a glass colored with tin chromate. 1850
G. FIELD Painters * Art 79 Purple Ochre, Or *Mineral

Purple, is a dark ochre, native of the Forest of Dean. 1903
WEBSTER Suppl.,

*Mineral ivhite = permanent white. 1844
HOBLVN Diet. Med.,

*Mineral Yellow, Patent Yellow, a

pigment consisting ofchloride and protoxide of lead.

f Minerale -ity. Obs. [{.MINERAL a., after cor

poreity, etc.] The attribute of being mineral.

1757 tr. ffenckel s Pyritol. 148 A material cause and pro
perty of mineraleity.

t Mi iieraline, a. Obs. [f.
MINERAL sb. +

-INE.] Composed of mineral substances.

1674 R. GODFREY //. &amp;lt;$

Ab. Physic 33 A Mineralline dose
which another .. unlearned Chymist gave him. Ibid. 171
Their perverse Mineraline Remedies.

t Mrneralist. Obs. [f. MINERAL sb. -f -IST.]

1. One who is skilled in or employed with
minerals

;
a mineralogist.

1631 CAPT. SMITH Advt. Planters 3 Better there may be,
for I was no Mineralist. 1670 PETTUS Fodinse Keg, Table,
Mineralist^ such as deal in Minerals, a 1728 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Fossils(i-]?g} 1. 1.84 The. . Minerahsts of Germany
..all agree that the Ludus Paracelsi is the tessellated Pyrites.
1796 MORSE Amer. Gcog. I. 660 The mountain, .has several
of the appearances described by mineralists.

2. One who follows Paracelsus in the use of

minerals in medicines.
16*8 FORD Lover s Mel. i. ii, Mountebanck, Empiricks,

Quacksaluers, Mineralists [etc.].

Minerality (minunu-liti). [f. MINERAL a. +

-ITY.] The quality of a water containing mineral
salts. 1890 in Syd. A tx. Lex.

Mineralizable (mineraloi-zab l), a.
[f.

Mi-
NEKALizEZ . + -ABLE.] Capable of being mineralized.

1890 in Century Diet.

Mineralization (minerabiz^ Jan). [f. MI
NERALIZE V.+ -ATION.]
1. The action or process of mineralizing, or the

state of being mineralized.

1757 tr. //cnckeCs Pyritol. ix. 145 The mineral damps, that

lodge any where for mineralisation, may happen to be of
different mix t ions. 1798 HAT en KIT in / ////. Trans.
LXXXVIII. 580 This tarnish is principally a commence
ment of mineralization on the surface. 1837 BUCKI.AND
Geol. $ Min. I. 352 note. As happens when vegetable.-, are

converted into coal, under the process of mineralization.

1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. 39 Mincrali/ation uf the [cell-1

wall may be general or local. .. General mineralization of
the wall depends most frequently on silicic ncitl. 1895* M.ivi.u

tr. Kertiers Nat. Hist. Plants I. 264 The final roult of
the decomposition of organic bodies by bacteria has been
termed mineralization.

b. concr. A product of this process, a petrifaction.
1799 W. TOOKK yient Russian Emp. I. 109 In which

mineralizations the tender white rind.. is preserved quite in

its natural appearance.
2. Mining. The condition of being well supplied

with ore.

1899 Daily AVri j,- 3 May 6/6 A sufficient proof, .that City
men believe in the mineralisation of the country.

Mineralize (mi-neraloiz), v. Also 7 mineral-

lise,&amp;lt;S~9 mineralise, [f. MINERAL^, and cz,+ -I/E.]
1. trans. To combine with (a metal) so as to

convert (it) into the state of ore. ? Obs.

1655!&quot;. VAUGHAN Euphrates 29 When it is Mineralised by
itself,and without any fceculent mixture, then [etc.], 1757
tr. Ht-nckcCs Pyrttol. 151 Sulphur in its separate state..

mineralises, or reduces metals to an ore-state. 1796 HAT en in r

in Phil. Trans. LXXXYI. 291 This yellow colour probably
occasioned the supposition that the lead was mineralized by
the tungstic acid. 1813 KAKKWELL Introd. Geol. 221 They
[metals] are usually combined with some substance by which
they are mineralized. 1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall 3lines

84 Iron, lead, and mercury, . .when mineralized by sulphur,
form respectively the following sulphurets, iron pyrites,

galena, and cinnabar. 1880 J&quot;). C. DAVIES Metalltf. Min. &amp;lt;y

Mining(ed. 2) 4 These metalliferous minerals occur in nature
in two distinct forms: ist. Native.. 2nd. Mineralised, or

associated with other minerals, and in combination with
the gases or earthy admixtures.

2. trans. To convert into a mineral substance.

1799 W. TOOKK View Russian Emp, I. 109 Here are .seen

. .leaves, and roots of birch-trees, .entirely mineralized by
iron. 1823 BUCKLAND Relit}. Dili&amp;lt;-;&amp;gt;. 9 The bones found in

caverns are never mineralised. 1873 W. S. SYMONDS Rec.
Rocks v. 142 The rocky axis, even in that far remote period
was as consolidated and mineralised as at present.

b. intr. for refl. To become mineralized. In

quot. Jiff.

1845 MOZLEY Ess.) Laud(\%i%) I. 192 A mind, by under

going a certain ordeal, mineralises and turns into hard

transparent crystal.

3. trans. To impregnate with mineral matters.

1789 PILKINGION View Derby. I.
235

M. de Fourcroy
imagines, that some waters contain the liver of sulphur ; and
that others are mineralized by hepatic gaz.
4. intr. To seek for minerals ; to study minerals.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 26 Can he clamber the rocks
to mineralize? 1857 MRS. CROSSE Mem. A. Crosse 171 [He]
was walking with his eyes fixed on the ground {a habit

acquired from mineralising).

5. passive. To be stocked with ore.

1890 Melbourne Argus 28 May 7/6 A great quantity of

stone, well mineralised, in the level. 1899 Daily News 23
May 7/2 By cablegrams :..Lode is heavily mineralised, in

so far as 3 feet, average assay value 10 dwts. per ton.

Mineralized (mi-neralaizd), ///. a. [f. MI
NERALIZE Z/. + -ED 1

.]

1. Changed to a mineral.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 428/1 Mineralised ores.

1878 A. H. GREEN Coali. 16 Coal is little else but mineralised

vegetable matter. 1890 Nature 27 Feb. 392 The bone-

corpuscles differ from the dentine-corpuscles in becoming
completely embedded in the mineralized matrix.

2. Of water : Impregnated with minerals; con

taining mineral substances.

1893 Nation (N. Y.) 27 July 70/3 Were there not lines of
weakness in the earth, along which lavas and hot mineralized
solutions could penetrate. 1896 Allbutt s Syst. Med. I. 319
Many other slightly mineralised warm-waters, .might be
mentioned.

3. Mining. Of a district : Abounding in ore.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Mineralized^ charged or

impregnated with metalliferous mineral. 1895 Tablet 2 Feb.

158 It was also a highly mineralized country, and a highly
1

payable country.

Mineralizer (mi-neraloizai). [f. MINERALIZE
9. + -XB*.]
1. A substance that combines with a metal to

form an ore, as sulphur, arsenic, etc.

1793 NICHOLSON Diet. Chem. 503 The commonest mine-
rahzers are sulphur, arsenic, and fixed air. 1807 AIKIN
Diet. Chem. \\. 105/1 Mineralizer is any substance found in

natural combination with a metal. 1854 J. D. WHITNEY
Metallic Wealth U.S. ii. 81 Silver, tin, copper, lead, zinc,
and iron are obtained almost exclusively in the form of ore?,
that is, in combination with a mineralizer.

2. The mineral with which a water is impregnated.
1799 Med. Jrnl. II, 358 The principal mineralisers of this

water are the sulphats of iron and alumin.

Mineralizing (mi-nOratoizin), ppl. a. [f. Mi-
NEHALI/E v. + -ING -.] That mineralizes.

1796 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 286 Although
the substance was indisputably proved to be an ore of lead,

yet the minerali/ing principle of it remained unknown.
1875 LVELL Princ. Geol. I. 11. xvii. 405 In some instances,
alumina, .is the mineralizing material. 1890 Atlicnamnt
18 Jan.8S/i The action of fluorine as a mineralizing agent
has been widely recognized.

t Minera llic, a. Obs. [f. MINERAL + -ic.]

1778 FKYCK Min. Cornub. p. ix, Tin. .is. .more rich in its

minerallick Ore than Copper.
tMi neralness. Obs.

[f.
MINERAL &amp;lt;z. + -NESS.]

The quality of being impregnated with minerals.
1661 J. CIUI.I&amp;gt;KI-:Y Brit. Baconica 33 The Mineralness of

thc.se w;itcis appears.
1 MilieralO gic, Obs. [Formed as next.]
= MlNKKAI. MJlCAI,.

1811 PINKKKIUN Petral. 1. 242 The description of the latter

lia&amp;gt; Ix -en i;ivL-n by several mineralogic authors. Ibid. II.

121; Saxony, the very focus uf mineralogic knowledge.

Iffineralogical minenilp dgikal), a. [f.
MI

NERALOGY : sec -LOGICAL.] Of or pertaining to

mineralogy ;
concerned with the study of minerals

;

used in the study of minerals.

1791 I!I;I&amp;gt;DOKS in / / /. Trans. LXXXI. 64 This rule has
beun found to huld good by so many mhieralogical travellers

that [etc.]. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. x. (1873) 272 The
frequent and great changes in the mineralogies] composition
of consecutive formations. 1867 J. HOGG Microac. \. iii.

i?o3 The sharp ei!i;e of a mineralo^ical hammer. 1876 PAI.I-;

A&amp;lt;h&amp;gt;. Ttxt ok* Ge^l. v. 99 Geological, mineralogical, and
chemical considerations are thus inseparably interwoven.

Mineralogically (mineiaV-dgikaH), adv.
[f.

MlNERALOGICAL a. + -i.v -.] In a mineralogical

manner; with regard to mineralogy.
1801 CHKNKVIX in Phil. Trans. XCI. 239 Whether we

consider it mineralogically or chymically, it certainly is an

interesting substance. 1845 Encycl. Mi trop, VI. 562/1 1 he
mo.st important point of view under which mica slate can be

considered mineralogically is [etc.].

Mineralogist (min&se lodsist). [f. MINE
RALOGY +

-I3T.J
1. One who is versed in or studies mineralogy.
1646 Sin T. UKOWNE Pseud. Ep. ii. i. 49 Vet are there aUo

many Authors that deny it, and the e.xactest Mineralogists
have rejected it. 1791 NKWTK Tour Eng. &amp;lt;\

ScoL 429 The
patrons of church livings,, .would naturally, like King
Charles, desire that his .spiritual pastor might be a good
cliymist, a ^uod mineralogist, and a good botanist. 1830
HERSCHEL Stud, Xat. Phil. 139 The number of simple
minerals actually recognised by mineralogists does not exceed
a few hundreds. 1860 PIKSSK Lab. LhcJii. Wonders 33 The
shop of Mr. Tennnnt, the mineralogist. 1879 CassflCs
7 t t/tti. Rduc. IV, 310/2 John Jame&amp;gt;i FerLer, the eminent
Swedish mineralogist.
2. ZooL A name given by collectors to the

gnsteropods of the ycnus Fhorus, which attach

stones to the margin of their shells
;
a carrier shell.

1851 S. P. WOODWARD Mollus^a \. 136 Most of the phori
attach foreign substances to the margins of their shells as

they grow ; particular species affecting stones, ..are called

mineralogists ,
. . by collectors.

Mineralogize fminerseiodgaiz), v. [f. Mi-

NEKALOGY + -IZE.] intr. To look for minerals.

1804 MAR. EUGKWORTH Ennui\\, ^yks. 1832 XI. 143 ^Vhile

he was not studying, he was botanizing or m ineralog izing
with O Toole s chaplain. 1807 SOLTHLIY Espriellas Lett.

II. 43 Some to mineralogize, some to botanize, bonie to take

views of the country.

mineralogy (minerse lodgi). [f. MINERAL sb.

+ -LOGY. Cf. K. mintralogie (i 732 in Hatz.-Darm.),
G, mineralogies Sp. wincralogia, It. minerahgia]
The science which tieats of minerals.

1690 IJovLE Prev. Hydrostat. IVay of Estimating Ores
Advt. 149 This., will not perhaps be unwelcome to some that

Love Mineralogy, much better than they vnderstand it.

1796 KIRWAN Klein. J//. (ed. 2) I. Pref. 5 In the preceding
decennial period, from 1774 to 1784, mineralogy may be said

. .- v i f . . i:,_ i

&quot; ,L_ &quot;_:__

to have for the first t ime assumed its rank among the sciences.

1876 PAGE Adv. Tcxt~bk. Geol. v. 97 The student must on
no account learn to underrate the value of Mineralogy as a
branch of Geology.
Mineral water, a. Originally, water found

in nature impregnated with some mineral sub

stance, usually, such as is used medicinally. Also

(with a and plural} a kind of such water, b.

Later, applied also to artificial imitations of

natural mineral waters, e.g. soda-water, seltzer-

water ;
and in recent use extended to include other

effervescent drinks, as lemonade and ginger-beer.
1562 TURNER Baths g Thys minorall water is cleare. .and

springeth out of sancle. 1577 U. GOOGE Hercsbactis Husb.

(1586)903 Their drinesse they cure with baths, and their

throat with drinking mineral waters. 1694 SALMON Hate s

Dispens. (1713) 406/2 To be drank at several Draughts, as

you drink Mineral-waters, for the cutting and loosening of

gross Humours. 1747 tr. Astntcs Fevers 340 The purgative
mineral waters, as those of Val, &c. prove the most universal

remedy. 1831 J. DAVIES Man. Mat. Med. 91 We apply the

name Mineral Waters to such as contain in solution one or

more foreign substances in sufficient quantity to exercise a

more or less marked action on the animal economy. These
waters are either natural or artificial.

attrib. 1851 in Illustr. Land. AVzcj 5 Aug. (1854) 115 2

Mineral-water manufacture. 1903 DailyChron, 16 Man 3 7

There are 3,500 mineral-water manufacturers in the United

Kingdom.
t Mi nerist. Obs. [f. MINKBA + -IST.] A
mining expert.
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MINEROUS.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Mia. i. Pref., This art is very profitable

to Mmerists and such as work in Mines.

t Mi nerous, a- Obs. [f.
MINEKA+ -ous. Cf.

It. mineroso.] Containing minerals.

1611 FLORIO, Mineroso, minerous, miny, full of mine&amp;gt;.

i6iz DRAVTON Poly-olb. iii. 212 That natural! power . .

Which in that minerous earth insep rably doth breed.

Minerva (mina-jva). Also 4 mynerfe, my-

nerff, 4-6 minerve, 6 mynerve. [a. L. Minerva,

earlier Menerva : pre-L. *menes-wa (cf. Skr. ma-

nasvin full of mind or sense , Manasvim name

of the mother of the moon) f. *menes- = Skr.

manas mind, Gr. ^tVos courage, fury, f. root

*men- : see MIND sb.]

1. The Roman goddess of wisdom, anciently

identified with the Greek Pallas Athene, the

goddess of wisdom, warlike prowess, and skill in

the arts of life (L. & Sc.). -f In spite of Minerva

(tr. L. invild Minerva) : contrary to one s natural

bent, without natural aptitude.
1375 Ii \RBOUR Bruce iv. 262 He callithir his deir mynerfe.

1390 (; t vER Con/ I. 79 A Sacrifice unto Minerve. 1503

HAWF.S Examp. Vitt. iv. 2 A noble vyrgyn there dyde her

seme That fyrst made names called Mynerue. 1589 PUTTEN-

HAM Eng. Poesie in. xxv. (Arb.) 311 That which he doth by

long meditation rather then by a suddaine inspiration, . . (and

as they are woont to say) in spite of Nature or Minerua. 1611

SHAKS. Cymb.\.\. 164 For Feature, laming The Shrine of

Venus, or straight-pight Minerua. 1638 JUNIUS Paint.

Ancients 333 In spight (as the common saying is) of Minerva,
that is, our nature not giving way to it. 1833 THIRLWAI.L

Greece iii. I. 67 The goddess Athene
, whom, with the

Romans, we name Minerva.

tb. fig. a. Used for: Wisdom, ability, b.

Witli allusion to the myth that Minerva (Athene)
was born from the head of Jupiter. Obs.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xin. 179 Then, the Strand They
strew d with all the goods he had, bestow d By the renown d

Phasacians, since he show d So much Minerua. 1665 GLAN-

\\u-Scefsis Sfi. xvi. 09 Self-love engageth us for any thing,

that is a Minerva of our own. 1685 Gracian s Courtiers

2. transf. A woman having the stately mien of

Minerva as represented in sculpture.

1877 READE Woman Hater iii, Ashmead. .chuckled inter

nally at the idea of this Minerva giving change in a ca/f.

3. Short for Minerva machine (see 4).

1883 Ifham Daily Post ii Oct., Printers. Youth Wanted,
accustomed to Minerva.

4. attrib. and Comb., as Minerva birth ; Minerva-

like adj. Minerva machine Printing (see quot.).

Minerva press, (a) the name of a printing-press

formerly existing in Leadenhall Street, London ;

hence, the series of ultra-sentimental novels issued

with the imprint of this press c 1800; (b) {Print

ing)
= Minerva machine.

1632 BROME North. Lassc Ded., A Countrey Lass I present

you, that Minerva-like was a brayn-born Child, and Jovially

XXIII. 705 (art. Typography) Fig. n, Minerva Press.

Minerval (minSuval), sb. [a. L. miturval, f.

Minerva : see prec.] A gift given in gratitude by
a scholar to a master; also, money paid to a

schoolmaster for teaching.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mar. 454 You are well enough

served and receive a due Minerval! for your schoolage.

1674 CHARLETON in Lett. Eminent Persons (1813) I. 5 To

accept my mean oblation, ..not as an ornament to her public

library, but a minerval or simple testimony of my respects

and gratitude. 1700 J. BROME Trav. Eng., Scot., etc. ill.

(1707) 117 The School.. was Built and Endowed by King
Edward. .with a generous Minerval for a Master and Usher.

t Mine rval, a. Obs. [ad. L. Minervcilis :

see MINEBVA and -AL.] Pertaining to Minerva.

1625 G BROOKE On Sir A. Chichester 201 Thus he spun
Honor s Minervall web,

Minery (mai-nari). [ad. med.L. mineria,

mindria, f. minare to MINE.]
1. A place where mining operations are carried

on
; f also, a mine.

[i79 Northumb. Assize Rolls (Surtees) 266 Quod Aldene-

ston et mynaria ejusdem et homines ejusdem minariz

. .fuerint alienati.] 1567 MAI LET Gr. Forest 13 It is found

also in Mineries in maner like to Graueli and Sande. 1577
FRAMPTON Joyful News m. (1596) 103 Euery day they dis-

couer in those countries great Mineries of metals. 1633 T.

ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 5 If we dig into her inwards, we
find metals, mineries, quarries. 1670 PETTUS Fodinx Reg.
88 Every other Trespass done upon the Minerie shall be

fined at 2d. 1799 W. TOOKE View Russian Etnp. II. 506
Certain wrought goods for the army and navy, as cannon,

balls from the mineries. 1876 W. WHITE Holidays Tyrol
xvii. 134 A thank-offering from the minery to the church.

1898 RAYMOND Two Mea o Mendip iii, I ll ride across to

the mineries, myzclf, so quiet as I can.

468

altrili. 1681 in Phil. Trans. Abr. (1722) II. 369 Which
came from the Washing of Lead in the Minery Ponds,

t b. fig.
a 1653 BINNING. Chr. Love ii. Wks. (1847) 528 All these

lusts, .are the mineries of contentions, and strifes, and wars.

f2. A military mine. 06s.

1591 SPARRY tr. Cat/an s Geomancie 86 Vnlesse it bee to

put fire vnto Myneries or Artillerie.

tb. Materials for mining. Obs.

1687 RYCAUT Knolles&quot; Hist. Turks
;

II. 312 The besiegers

had endeavoured to pass the Ditch in I3oats, and so carry

over their Minery.

1 3. The science of mining. Obs.

1777 tr. Bom s Trail. Hungary xiii. 107 A naturalist en

dowed with a proper knowledge of minery.

Minestrale, obs. form of MINSTREL.

MinetteH&quot;16 1)- Min. [z.F.taineffe. ] (See

quot. 1888.)

We propose the analogous term minette-felsite. il

TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 350 Minettc, this is a local name used

by miners in the Vosges for a rock essentially composed
of dark mica, orthoclase and a felspathic matrix. It was

introduced into geological literature by Voltz in 1828.

Minette 2
(.mine-t). The smallest of regular

sizes of portrait photographs. 1897 in WEBSTER.

Minever, variant of MINIVEB.

Minew, obs. form of MINNOW.

Ming (mirj), sb. dial. [f. ming, MENG .]

a. A mixture, b. (See quot. 1856.)
iZz^Caleiionian Men. 4 Dec. (Jam.), Various sorts of mix

tures, in none of which tar is an ingredient. These mings
do not clot the fleece as tar does. 1836 P. THOMPSON Hist.

Boston 715 Land of different proprietors lying mixed, is said

to be lying in ming. 1866 J. E. BROCUEN Prov. Words
Lines.

tMing, v. Obs. Forms: i rayng-, mynegian,

menegian, 2-3 munegen, -ejen, 3 minegen,

-05011, -ijen, monejen, munijen, 5 miniye,

mynye, munye, 4 7 miuge(n, 4-6 mynge(n,

4-^ mengefn, 4 mene3e(n, menewe, monewe,
munge(n, mynewe, 6- miug. [OE. (ge)myne-

gian, myngian wk. vb. : WGcr. *munigSjan (cf.

OIIG. bi-munigori), f. OTeut. *mum- (OE. myne:
see MIN rf. 1

).]

1. trans. To put in mind, remind (a person) ;
to

admonish. Const. c/(in OE. genit. case), on, to

with inf.; also with dependent clause.

rtiozj WULFSTAN Horn. (1883) 210/9 Drihten..us bonne

myngaS bxssunnandaj^esweorces. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 147

pet luued world wunne he munched, c 1290 S. Eng. Leg, I.

413/368 Seint lohan him [i.e. the Bishop] chargede of is

warde ; and muneguede him wel ofte bat he him wuste

swit*: wel. 1415 HOCCLEVg To Sir J. Oldcastle 424 The

sighte us myngith to the seint to preye. Jlftti. Poettis

71/144 Mynge him ther-on. c 1415 Eng. Cony. Irel. 84 He
mmiyed the Erie of his beheste.

b. absol. with clause.

CI200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 215 Prest specS inne chirche of

chirche neode and mine^eS bat me niwe cloSes ooer elde bete.

2. To bring into remembrance ;
to commemorate;

to mention. (In OE. with obj. in genitive.)
ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xliii. argt., Dauid. .myngode brera

3yfa, be he his faedrum and his foregengum sealde. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Ham. 169 He minegede alle his wrecche siSes

be he bolede on bis wrecche worelde. c 1315 SHOREHAM I.

1892 More godsibrede nys ber nau}t bane hys y-meneacd
here. 1:1320 Cast. Love 1193 Marie, Mayden schene, . . For

deol mungen I ne may pe pyne b 1
b&quot; boledest bulke day.

l45oMvKC 1915 More, I pray bat bow me mynge, In by
masse when thow dost synge. 1522 World ff Child 426

(Manly) Ye must loue God aboue all thynge, His name in

ydelnes ye may not mynge. 1598 Up. HALL Sat. IV. ii. 80

Could neuer man worke thee a worser shame Than once to

minge thy fathers odious name. 1623 LISLE SElfric on O.

4 N. Test. To Rdr. 13 This that I minged last was not the

least motine I had. a 1656 Sir Cawliae xxi. in Child

Kallads II. 59/1 For because thou minged not Christ

before, The lesse me dreadeth thee. 1674 RAY N. C. Words

48 To Ming at one, to mention. 1787 GROSE Print. Gloss.,

To ming at one, to remind, give warning or allude to a

thing.

3. To remember. Also refl.
to bethink oneself.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. VH. 88 He is holden, ich hope to

haue me in muynde, And munge me in his memorie. 1377
Ibid. B. iv. 94 And thanne gan Mede to mengen here and

mercy she bisought. 1596 Br. HALL Elegy mi Dr. Wkitakcr
100 The memorie of his mightie name Shall Hue as long, as

aged Earth shall last :..Aye ming d, aye mourn d.

4. intr. To give an account ; to relate.

13. . . E. Allit. P. A. 855 For bay of mote coulhe neuer

mynge. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1067 Hit tidde after hi time as

be tale minces, c 1460 Eittarc 926 The Kyng yn herte was
full woo, When he herd mynge tho Of her that was his

qwene.
t Minge, Obs. rare. [ad. L. mingire to

void mine.] trans. To discharge as urine.

1611 Tarlton s Jfsts (1844) 43 A horse mingeth whay,
madam, a man mingeth amber, A horse is for your way,
madam, but a man for your chamber.

Ming(e, variant ff. of MENG v. 06s. exc. dial.

Mingel, obs. form of MINGLE v.

t Mi ngent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. mingent-cm,

pr. pplc. of miagfre.] Discharging urine.

&amp;lt; 1685 l)k. Rnck hut s Confer. (1714) 2_2
She. .continued

in mingent Circumstances from the Morning till Night.

t Minging, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. MING v. + -ING .]

1. The action of the verb MING ;
an admonition ;

MINGLE.

a warning or reminder. In i7-i8th c. a pre

monitory symptom. (Cf. MINDING vbl. sb. 2.)

&amp;lt;z94o
Laws of/Ethelstan v. vit, Neforla:te he..ba myne-

gunge. 1674 KAY N. C. Words 48 Myncgung an admoni

tion, warning or minding ; so it is usualjy said, I had a

jtiittging, suppose of an Ague or the like Disease, that is, not

a perfect Fit, but so much as to put me in mind of it. 1703

M. WARWICK in Floyer Hot f, Cold Bath. 11. 298 When the

Wind is Northward, I meet a little minging of Pains, but

no contraction.

2. A memorial.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 45 Uwilc sunne-dei is to locan alswa

ester dei for heo is mune}ing of his halie ariste. a 1225
Ancr. K. 136 Cus be wunde studen, ine swete munegunge
of be so3e wunden. 1:1250 Gen. ff .r. 1623 Selte he up
oat ston for muniging.

Mingle (ming l),j*. Now rare. [f.
MINGLE v.}

The action of mingling, the state of being mingled ;

mixture. Also cotter, a mingled mass, a mixture.

1548 ELYOT Diet., Acertiatitn, on heapes, without ordre, in

a mengle [1545 mengley]. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. ff Cl. I. v. 59
He was not sad. . . He was not merrie, Which seem d to tell

them, his remembrance lay In Egypt with his ioy, but

betweene both. Oh heauenly mingle ! Ibid. iv. viii. 37

Trumpetters With brazen dinne blast you the Citties eare,

Make mingle with our ratling Tabounnes. 1621 LADY M.
WROTH Urania 156 Neither Masque nor properly any one

thing, but a mingle of diuers sorts. 1668 DRYUEN Dram.

Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 61 Scenes admirable in their kind,

but of an ill mingle with the rest. 1714 SWIFT Let. to Ld.

Bolingbroke 7 Aug., To represent persons and things with

out any mingle of my own interest or passions. 1720 T.

BOSTON Four/. Slate (1797) 385 In a mingle of many different

seeds the expert gardener can distinguish between seed and

seed. 1811 Ora ff Juliet IV. 76 Her thoughts were a

mingle of thankfulness and dread.

b. Comb., in ( mingle-coloured adj.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. (1613) 62 Her high roofe was

mingfe-coloured with mounting drops of bloud. iMo Mer.

cut-ins Pub/. 24-31 May 349 A mingle-coloured wrought

Tabby Gown of Deer colour and white.

Mingle (mi-ng l), v. Forms : 5 myngel, Sc.

mengill, 5-6 mengel, mengle, myngle, 6 men-

gyll, mingel, -il, myngell, 6- mingle. [Late

ME. mengel, frequentative f. MENG v. : see -LE 3.

Cf. MDu., Du. mengelen (which may possibly have

suggested the formation), MHG., mod.G. mengeln,

of the same meaning.]
1. trans. To mix (things together or one thing

with another) so that they become physically

united or form a new combination ;
to combine in

a mixture, to blend.

1405 Naval Ace. Hen. Vll (1896) 225 Talowe. .mengeled
with pytche. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3 Electrum

is a myxture of syluer & golde myngled togyder. 1535

COVERDALE Ps. ci. o, I..mengle my drynke with wepynge.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tknaufl Trav. \. 31 There is a little

Bason. .and over it a cock of warm water; and.. above.,

another cock, for cold water, so that you may mingle them

as you please. 1706 LONDON & WISE Retir dGard. I. n.

xii. 167 Take some Mould mingled with soft Hay. 1839

URE Diet. Arts 826 The sulphuret
of antimony mingled

with its gangue may be subjected to the same mode of

assay, a 1852 WEBSTER Wks. (1877) III. 317 The bones of

her sons, .now lie mingled with the soil of every State from

New England to Georgia.

f b. Jig. To put together so as to make one, to

pool . Obs.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. vi. 186 Some dozen Romanes of vs. .

haue mingled summes To buy a Present for the Emperor,

t c. Const, to. Obs. rare.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 18 To this water also mingle

a little dunge. .

d. poet, nonce-use. To put in as an ingredient.

1842 TENNYSON Vision Sin iv. xxxvi, Fill the cup, and

fill the can ! Mingle madness, mingle scorn !

2. To bring together, intersperse, or associate

(material or immaterial things, persons,
etc. with

or among others), to unite or join in company.
Also to mingle up.

&amp;lt;ri45o
tr. De Imitatione I&quot;. Iviii. 135 Grace .. suflrib not

itself to be menglid with straunge fiinges. 1494 JABYAN

CAron.1. cxl. 126 They were greatly myngelyd ormedelyd w
other nacions. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W de W. ,531) 7 He

myngleth y trewth with errour & heresy. 1596 SHAKS.

i Hen. IV, in. ii. 63 The skipping King. .Mingled his

Royaltie with Carping Fooles. 1598 GRENF.WEV Tafitta

Ann. I. viii. (1622) 14 Besides this, womens quarrels were

mingled among. 1630 PEYNNE God no Impostor 16 Repro-

bates are mingled with the Elect, as the weedes, the tares are

with the corn and grasse. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver i v. yii,
lo

devour everything that came in their way, whether herbs,

roots, berries, the corrupted flesh of animals, or all mingled

together. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. Indiall. iv. iv. 151 In an

instant the two regiments were mingled at the push of the

bayonet. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge iii, A strong tendency

to mingle up present circumstances with others which have

no manner of connexion with them. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany

i. 2 We must mingle our regrets when our only fare is a

gigot. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. m. xlvi. 544 Mingled

with the rest, the corpses of two men and one woman. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 235 The order of the voice, in which

high and low are duly mingled, is called harmony.

14 Ham Good Wife taught Dan. 86 Thoill thaim

nocht.. mengill thame [sc. women] with neuir vith ladry.

IS3S COVERDALE i Esdras viii. 70 Both they and their

somies haue mengled them selues with the daughters of them.

1702 ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 65 He caus d soldiers.. to

min-le themselves among the people in private apparel.

1725 HE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 258 It is impossible

to describe how the sound (of falling water], crossing and

interfering, mingled itself. 1856 KANE Ant. ExpU I. xxix.



MINGLEABLE.

384 The renewed chorus.. mingling itself sleepily in my
dreams with school-boy memories.

f c. To associate (a person) in common action.

c 1607 DONNE Lett. (1651) 60, I owe you so much of my
health, . . as I would not mingle you in any occasion of repair

ing [1839 ed. impairing] it.

fd. To join (conversation, friendship, etc.) with

another person. Also to mingle eyes, look into

each other s eyes. Obs,
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. in. xiii. 156 To flatter Caesar, would

you mingle eyes With one that tyes his points. 1611

IViut. J . I. ii. 109 To mingle friendship farre is mingling
bloods, [bid. IV. iv. 471 Oh cursed wretch, That knew st

this was the Prince, and wouldst aduenture To mingle
faith with him. 1630 HOWELL Giraffi s Rev. Naples I. 20

The Bishop . . being not able to com himself to mingle

speech with him.

e. Card-making. (See quot. 1867.)
1837 [see MINGLING vbl. sb.}. 1867 FRY Playing-Card

Terms in Philol. Soc. Trans. 57 Mingle, to place papers, or

cardboards, intended to be pasted, in such a way, that the

paster can readily take up the sheets in the order in which

they are to be pasted.

3. To form or make up by mixing various

elements or ingredients, to concoct, compound.
1611 BIBLE fsa. v. 22 Woe unto them that are.. men of

strength to mingle strong drinke. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi.

277 Hence then,, .to the place of evil, Hell, Thou and thy
wicked crew ; there mingle broiles, Ere this avenging Sword

begin thy doome. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases I. 153 The
man whose duty it was to administer the drug mingled in a

bowl.
atsol. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. i. iii. (1636) 121 He took

theCupofthefruitof the Vine mingling, giving thankcs[etc.].

fb. To mix up so as to cause confusion in, to

confound. Obs.

1549 LATIMEK Ploughers (Arb.) 32 Thys is the marke at

the whyche the Deuyll shooteth,. .to mingle the institucion

of the Loordes supper. 1531 BIBLE (Matthew) Gen. xi. 7
Let vs..myngle theyr tonge euen there, that one vnderstand

not what an other sayeth.

4. intr. Of things material and immaterial : To
unite or combine in some intimate relation ; to join

together (or with another) ;
to mix, blend.

1530 PALSGR. 634/2 Oyle and water wyll never mengyll
togyther. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, \. ii. 132 The Tide of

Blood in me,. .Now doth it turne, and ebbe backe to the Sea,
Where it shall mingle with the state of Floods. 1671 MILTON
P. R. iv. 453, I heard the rack As Earth and Skie would

mingle. 1756-7 tr. Keys/er&quot;s Treat. (1760) III. 176 Which

discharge themselves into the Topino, and under that name

mingle with the Chiascio. 1787 G. WHITE Selborne i. 4 The
soil becomes an hungry lean sand, till it mingles with the

forest. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. II. App. 427 In nature, mechani
cal and molecular laws mingle, and create apparent confu

sion. 1885 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 52 When a wave,
Broken and spent, ebbs back, what should it do But mingle
with the new wave flowing in, And swell its volume?

5. Of a person : To mix or join oneself in any
kind of association with others; to have inter

course with
;

to move about among, or in a

gathering. Also, to be associated or take part
with others in some action or combination.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 3 Our selfe will mingle with

Society, And play the humble Host. 1683 TEMPLE Mem.
Wks. 173T I. 380 Some ofthe Train d Bands, .mingled among
them. 1685 OTWAY Windsor Castle 24 Imagine Fate t

have, .mingled in the Throng. 1769 ROBERTSON Clias. K,
VI. Wks. 1813 VI. 106 He is dead to the world and ought
not to mingle in its transactions. 1818 SHELLEY Homer s

Hymn Moon 21 The Son of Saturn with this glorious
Power Mingled in love and sleep to whom she bore

Pandeia. r 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Bologna 32 Observed,
nor shunned the busy scene of life, But mingled not. 1852
THACKERAY Esmond i. x, Nor caring to mingle with the

mere pleasures and boyish frolics of the students. 1870
E. PEACOCK Rat/ Skirl. I. 8 They often mingled in Court

society. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 138 The Batavians

mingled afterwards with the Frisians. 1885 Law Times
LXXX. 10/1 He is very anxious to avoid any appearance
of mingling in party disputes.

Mingleable (mi-rjg l|ab l), a. ? Obs. [f.
MINGLE

v. + -ABLE.] That may be mingled ;
miscible.

1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes ff Qnal. 196 Distill d Liquors,

as to become

Mingled (mi rjg ld), ppl. a. [f. MINGLE v. +
-ED 1.]

In senses of the verb.

1335 COVERDALE Lev. xix. IQ Nether sowe thy felde with

myngled sede. l6n BIBLE Jer. xxv. 20 All the mingled

people, a 1729 J. ROGERS 19 Serin. (1735) 330 Even the best

of us appear contented with a mingled, imperfect Virtue.

1746 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 32 See their mingled graces
transfused into their offspring. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860)

I. 40 Her mingled justice and mercy.
b. Of textile fabrics : Woven in mixed colours.

1633 E. TERRY Voy. E. India 118 Silk, of which they make
Velvets, Sattins, Taffataes, either plain, or mingled, or

striped in party-colours. 1639 HOWELL Vocav. xxv, Mingled
cloath, panno mischio, opanno vcrgato.

Hence f Mi nffledly adv. rare.

1573 BARET Alv. H 381 Here and there, mingledly,

sparsitn. 1650 W. SCLATER Comm. Mnlachy 24 Duties to

him performed, mingledly, of feare and love.

Mingle-mangle (mi-rjg limarrjg P. Also 6

myngle mangle, mingle mangel. [A varied

reduplication of MINGLE sb.] A mixture
; t a

mess of mixed food for swine. Chiefly in con

temptuous or disgusted use, a confused medley
(of things or persons).
1549 LATIMEK yd Serin, tef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 98 They

469

say in my contrye, when they cal thcyr hogges to the

swyne troughe Come to thy inyngle mangle, come pyr.

1549 COVEBDALE, etc. Ernsm. Par. Jus. 25 Their doctrine

is ouer muche tempred with myngle mangle. I^O^DEKKEK
Wonderful Year D j, The maine Army consisting, .of a

mingle-mangle, viz. dumpish Mourners, merry Sextons [etc.].

1623 LISLE /Elfric on O. f, N. Test. To Kdr. 37 Tell me
not it [the English tongue] is a mingle-mangle. 1741 S. A.

LAVAL Hist. Reform IV. vm. 1035 A Speech . . no better than

a Mingle-mangle of base Adulations. 1860 A II Year Round
No. 70. 476

This mingle-mangle of dirty lanes, solemn,

sorrow-stricken gaols [etc.].

b. attrib. or as adj. Like a mingle-mangle or

hotch-potch, mixed confusedly.
S77 HANMER/JHC. Eccl, Hist. (1663) 73 Tatianus. .patched

together, I wot not what kind of mingle-mangle consonancy
of the Gospels. 1589 J. RIDER Bibl. Sclwl., In mingle

mangle wise, or confusedlye. a 1641 UP. MOUNTAGU Acts

ft Alon. (1642) 468 Professing a mingle-mangle hotch-potch
religion. 1799 SOUTHEY St. GuawrtO xxv, The mingle-

mangle mass of truth and lies. 1888 1 all Mall G, z Oct.

9/1 The wine drunk nowadays was a mingle-mangle mixture

of all things except that which was good.

So Mi-iigle-mangle v. trans., to make a mingle-

mangle of, whence Mi-ngle-mangier. Also

Mingle-ma/ng-leuess.
1549 COVERDALK, etc. Erasm. Par. 7&amp;lt;w.

iv. 7-17 Who so

euer backbiteth his neighbour, he either condemneth the

lawe,..or backbiteth it as though it were to muche myngle
mangled, and walowyshe. 1550 LATIMER Last Serin, tef.

Edit}. ^7(1562) no Yet ther be Leaueners yet styll and

mingle manglers, that haue sowred Christes doctrine, with

the leauen of the Pharises. 1614 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.)

Nipfmg Abuses B 3 b, How pitteous then mans best of

wit is martyr d, . . So mingle mangled and so hack t and

hewd. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ix. (173?) 247 Then is

sacrific d to him, Haberdines, Poor-Jack, mmglemangled,
mishmash d. 1827 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 56, I wish you
could see what is done, which for oddity, mingle-mangleness,
and out-of-the-wayness may vie with anything that has ever

preceded it.

Minglenient (mi-rjg lment). [f.
MINGLE v. +

-MENT.J The action of mingling; an instance or

result of this, a mixture.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff Sclv. 28 Tis taking in a daily

minglement of bigger bodies. 1823 MOORE Loves ofA ngcls

in. xii. 259 That happy minglement of hearts. 1868 Con

tentf. Rev. VIII. 560 The difficulty is, not to produce
minglement of race, but to keep blood pure.

Mingler (mrrjglai). [f.
MINGLE v. + -ER!.]

One who mingles, in senses of the verb.

1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 8 i The said Melter, Myngler or

Corrupter, Causer or Procurer thereof, shall forfeyte [etc.].

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intel!, vii. 203 Chaucer . . was in deed

a great mingler of English with French. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. 306 Proclus..was indeed a confounder of_the
Platonick theology, and a mingler of much unintelligible

stuff with it. 1888 A. S. WILSON Lyric ofHopeless Love 121

No sense of mine can hear or spy The mingler of the spell.

Mingling ^mi-rjgHrj), vbl. sb. [f. MINGLE v.

+ -ING i.]
The action of the vb. MINGLE.

1513 MORE Edw. V, Wks. 63/2 The mengling of whose
bloodes together, hath bene the effusion of great parte of

the noble bloode of this realme. 1626 BACON Syhfi 232
Sound is likewise Meliorated by the Mingling of open Aire

with Pent Aire. 1819 T. CHALMERS in Mem. (1850) II. 250
From my extensive minglings with the people, I am quite

confident in affirming [etc.]. 1837 \VHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades

(1842) 99 (Card-maker) The various sorts of paper of which

a card-board is composed are then placed alternately in the

manner called by the trade mingling . 1883 A thcn&iim
i Dec. 695/1 There was a constant mingling of merchant

princes and illustrious professors.

Iffiugling (mi rjglir)), ///. a. [f.
MINGLE v.

+ -INU?] That mingles, in senses of the verb.

Hence Mi nglingly adv. (Webster 1847-54).
1735 SOMERVILLE Chase II. 408 The Forest seems One

mingling Blaze. 1812 BYRON Ch. liar, n, xxiii, When
mingling souls forget to blend, Death hath but little left

him to destroy !

t Mingly. 06s. rare. Also 6 mengl(e)y.

[? Alteration of mengle, MINGLE sb., after MEDLEY.]
A mixture or medley.
1545 ELYOT Diet., Aceritatint, in heapes, without ordre,

in a mengley [1548-52 mengle]. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus,
Cinnns. .a mengly [1578 mingly] of diuers thinges together.

Minheer, obs. form of MYNHEEB.
Miniaceous (minis /as), a. [f.

L. miniace-us,

f. minium native cinnabar, also red-lead : see

-ACEOUS.] Of a cinnabar-red colour. = MINIATE a.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11. 313/1 Miniaceous colour,

a scarlet, or vermilion colour. 1846 DANA Zoopli. (1848) 643
Cortex miniaceous within.

Miniard, Miniardize : see MIGNIARD, -IZE.

Miniate (mi-ni/t), a. rare-&quot;, [ad. L. minicit-us,

pa. pple. of minidre to MINIATE.] (See quots.)

1890 Syd, Soc. Lex., Miniate, coloured like red-lead ;

vermilion-coloured. 1900 JACKSON Gloss. Hot. Terms,
Miniate, the colour of red lead ; more orange and duller

than vermilion.

Miniate (mi-nie t), v. [f.
L. miniat-, ppl. stem

of minia-rc (f. minium: see MINIUM) + -ATE 3.]

trans. To colour or paint with vermilion ;
to rubri

cate or (in extended sense) to illuminate (a mnnu-

script). Also transf.
1*57-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 30 Flowery parterres

of roses, lilies, tulips, .dressed, figured, fringed, folded,

miniated and decked by the hand of Him who made the

heavens. 1670 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 3), Miniated, painted,
or inlaid ; as we read of Porcellane-dishes miniated with gold.

1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry (1781) III. Gesta Rom. 5

All the capitals in the body of the text are miniated with

MINIATURE.
a pen. 1862 P.URGON A*ett. fr. Rome ii. 16 Vermilion is

introduced abundantly. Thus, the first verse of St. John s

gospel is miniated.

Miniator (mi-niiJ taj). [a. L. minister, agent-
noun f. minidre: see MINIATE v. Cf. It. minia-

tore, Sp. miniador (Minsheu).] One who mi
niates fa manuscript), a rubricator, an illuminator.

1865 M. PATTISON in Q. Rev. Apr. 339 But for copies de

luxe ...copyist and mimator still continued in request.

Miniatons (mini&amp;lt;?i tas), a. [f.
L. miniat-iis,

pa. pple. of miniare : see MINIATE a. and -ocs.]

Of the colour of minium or red-lead; miniate.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 279 Miniatous,. .the

j

colour of red lead.

Miniature (mi-niattfu, mi nititu&quot;, sb. and a.

Also 7-8 mignature, minature, miniture. [ad.

It. miniatura, a. med.L. miniatura, (. miniare to

rubricate, illuminate : see MINIATE v. Cf. F.

miniature (1653 in Hatz.-Darm.).
The small size characteristic of paintings in miniature has

led to a pseudo-etymological association of the word with

the L. mitt- expressing smallness (in minor less, miuimut

least, miuufre to diminish), which has prob. affected the

development of the transferred and figurative senses.]

A. sb.

fl. The action or process of rubricating letters

or of illuminating a manuscript. Obs.

1643 EVELYN Diary 18-23 J-&quot;

1 &quot;- Mss - of remarkable

miniature. 1686 [G. HICKES] Spec. IS. Virginis 9 If the

names of other Saints are distinguished with Miniature,

Iler s ought to Shine with Gold.

2. concr. A picture in an illuminated manuscript,

an illumination
; also, illuminated work in general.

1680 EVELYN Diary 2 Sept., [There] were 3 or 4 Romish

breviaries, with a great deal of miniature and monki-h

painting and gilding.. .There is also the processe of the

philosophers great clixcr, represented in divers pieces of

excellent miniature. 1803 ASTI.K Grig. Writing viii. 195

Miniatures preserved in some of the finest and best executed

manuscripts in Europe. 1895 E. M. THOMPSON Eng. Ilium.

A/SS. 36 It is a very beautiful manuscript, written on fine

vellum. ., and decorated with miniatures.

3. The designation of the branch of pictorial

art developed from the art of the mediaeval illumi

nator ;
the painting of miniatures (in sense 4

below). Chiefly in phrase in Miniature.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Miniature,, .the art of drawing

pictures in little, being commonly done with red lead. 1669

A. BsowHEXrs/ K/arni 77 The Ait of Miniture or Limning.

1679 EVERAKO Popish Plot 3 She further produced a picture

in mignature of the said Chancellor. 1712 tr. Pamet s Hist.

Drugs I. 14 A sort of Pink for Painting in Oil and Minia

ture. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 64 P 4, I . .beard every day
of a wonderful performer in crayons and miniature, and

sent my pictures [sc. portraits] to be copied. 1771 H. WAI -

POLE Virtue s Anecd. Paint. IV. 90 Painters in Enamel and

Miniature. 1821 CKAIG Lcct. Drawing vi. 345 The practice

of portrait painting in miniature. 1887 PROPERT Miniature

.^^Pref.s Materials., illustrative of the history of miniature.

4. concr. A pottrait in miniature ;
a portrait

painted on a small scale and with minute finish,

usually on ivory or vellum; formerly always in

water colour, but now often in oil.

1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. 10 Oct. (1887) I. 129

There are a vast quantity of paintings, among which are

many fine miniatures. 1763 H. WALPOI.E Vtrttus Anecd.

Paint. I. 73 His [Holbein s] miniatures have all the strength

of oil-colours joined to the most finished delicacy. 1813

J. SMITH Panorama Sci. f Art II. 743 Miniatures are

painted with extreme precision and brilliancy.. . 1 hey may
be executed either with oil or water-colours. i8S4THACKERAY
Ntnvomti I. 53 A feeble miniature of the lady with yellow

ringlets.

5. transf. and Jig. A reduced image ; a repre

sentation on a small scale. Also occas. a minutely

finished production.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia II. (1590) 150 As the Ladies plaid

them in the water,.. the water (making lines in his face)

seemed., with twentie bubbles, not to be content to haue the

picture of their face in large vpon him, but he would in ech

of those bubbles set forth the miniature of them, a 1680

ROCHESTER Let.fr. Artemiza in T&amp;lt;nvn, Kiss me, thou

curious Minature of Man [x. a Monkey]. 1697 DRVDEN
sEncis Ded., Ess. (ed. Ker)II. 157 Tragedy is the miniature

of human life; an epic poem is the draught at length.

a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 35 The great

Creator s Power and Wisdom shine, Concenter d in this

Miniature Divine [sc. a fly]. 1827 DE QUINCEY Murder
Wks. 1862 IV. n As to Shakspere.. witness his incomparable
miniature in Henry VI of the murdered Gloucester. 1842

I TENNYSON Card. Dait. 12 A miniature of loveliness, all

grace Summ d up and closed in little. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
\ Traits, Land Wks. (Bohn) II. 18 In variety of surface,

Britain is a miniature of Europe.

b. In miniature : on a small scale ;
in a brief

or abridged form.

1700 SOUTHERNE Fate ofCapua iv. iv, How have I hung

upon the little lines Of that dear face, .. To find the mother

there in minature. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub Wks. 1768 I. 32

Their persons I shall describe particularly and at length ;

their genius and understandings in mignature. 1813 T
BUSBY Lucretius I. u. Comm. 34 That which is correct in

miniature will be true in the large. 1860 tAixf.iPhfs.CeeJ.
Sea (Low) xvi. 698 Land and sea breezes are monsoons in

miniature. 1872 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixv. 4 This

verse is a body of divinity in miniature.

C. Minuteness of workmanship, rare .

1790 IMISON Sch. Art I. 243 The human mind is infinitely

insufficient to explore the amazing and inconceivcable

gradations of miniature in every part of nature.

^1 6. A lineament.
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MINIATURE.

1629 MASSINGER Picture iv. i, There are lines Of a darke

colour, that disperse themselues Ore euery miniature of her

face. 1636 Gt. Dk. Flor. v. ii, There s no miniature In

her faire face, but is a copious theme Which would, .make
a volume. What cleare arcVd browes ? what sparkling eyes?

7. attrih. and Comb.
t
as miniature artj colour,

drawing, -kind.painter, painting, -picture &amp;gt; portrait

miniature-initial, an ornamental initial having a

miniature picture painted within it.

1711 SIIAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. M3 note* When a Piece

is of the Miniature-kind ; when it runs into the Detail, and
nice Delineation of every little particular. 1733 School of
Miniature 15 Miniature Colours. Ibid. 17, I advise alt

Miniature Painters to practise it. 1781 (titlt) Miniature

Pictures. Written Originally by Mr. Gray. . . Newly adapted
to The most Fashionable and Public Characters. 1797

EncycL Brit. fed. 3) XII. 146 Miniature-painting. 1806

SURR Winter in Loud. (ed. 3) III. 85 A very small miniature

portrait of a gentleman. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 439/2
With regard to miniature art in Germany. . little can be said.

1895 E. M. THOMPSON Eng. Ilium. MSS. 43 The first fifty-

six leaves are occupied by a series of most exquisite
miniature drawings. Ibid. 60 The. .ornamental-initial (to

be distinguished from the miniature-initial).

B. adj. Represented on a small scale.

1714 GAY Fan i. 170 Here shall the Pencil bid Its Colours

flow, And make a Miniature Creation grow. 1740 CHEVNE
Regimen 180 He might, no doubt, have foreknown every
thing.. by the self-motive Powers of his created miniature

&quot;udges. 1816 ACCUM Chem. Tests (1818) 321 Very little can
ie determined in these miniature assays. 1812-56 DE
QUISCEY Confess. (1862) 122, I. .took a very miniature suite

of rooms. 1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 150
This stream contains many lovely miniature cascades.

Miniature (jnrniatiui, mi nitiui), v. [f. Mi-
NIATUKE Sb.]

1. trans. To embellish (a manuscript) with mi
niatures.

1716 M. DAVIEB A then. Brit. III. 85 A MS... in Golden
Letters upon Vellum miniatur d.

2. To represent or describe in miniature.

1833 New Monthly Mag: XXXVIIL 402 Take this round
orb ; it miniatures the world. 1865 S. LANIER /toww (1884)

231 Still shine the words that miniature his deeds. 1895
H. CALLAN From Clyde to Jordan xxix. 302 Is not the

whole Anglo-Egyptian situation miniatured in this incident?

3. To reduce to miniature dimensions. Hence
Miniaturing vbl. sb. (in quot. attrib?),
1881 Nature No. 622. 514 Three sets of achromatic lenses

forming a focal power of forty at ten inches, or a miniaturing
power of one fortieth.

Miniaturist (mi niatiurist, mrnitiurist). [f.

MINIATURE sb. +-IST. Cf. F. miniaturiste.~\
1. One who executed the miniature-illuminations

of a manuscript ;
a miniator.

1851 MILLINGTON tr. Didrotis Chr. fconogr. I. 260 It is

possible, .that the deficiency is owing to an error of the
miniaturist, 1892 ]. H. MIDDLETON Itluni. MSS. 255 When
the scribe, the rubricator, the illuminator and the miniaturist
. . had completed the manuscript it was ready for the binder.

2. One who paints miniature pictures or portraits.
1856 THACKERAY Christmas Bks. (1872) 52 A couple of

young artists, young Pinkey the miniaturist and George
Kumbold the historical painter.

Minibus (

vmi*nibs). ? Obs. [f. L. minimus
least, smallest, after omnibus. } (See quots.)
1849 CRAIG, Minibus, a light covered vehicle, constructed

for the expeditious conveyance of passengers for short

distances. 1857 OTTE tr. Quatrefages Rambles Nat. II.

143 A tolerably good road now joins Biarritz to Bayonne.
Various omnibuses and minibuses, .carry on an active traffic.

1864 Macm. Mag. X. 205/2 When the first street cab or
minibus was set up in it [St. Andrews],

Millie (mi nw). The name of the inventor of

the Minie* bullet (see below) used attrib., as

Minie ball, bitllet, an elongated bullet invented

by M. Minie of Vincennes, which, when fired,

was expanded by the powder contained in an
iron cup inserted in a cavity at its base ; /!/////&amp;lt;/

rifle, a rifle adapted for firing the Minie bullet

(see quot. 1876).
1853 STOCQUELKR Milit. Diet., Minie Rijle, or Cu fat Ball,

a new species of fire-arm. 1838 GREENER Gunnery 350 In

1847 and 1848 Captain Minie. .proposed a hollow iron cup
to fill up the cavity in Delvigne s bullet, and from this

circumstance we get the name of Minie rifle. 1855) LEVER
Dav. Dunn xiii. 113 Under all that hailstorm of Minie-balls.

1876 VOVLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. s.v., In 1851 a rifle

rnusket of the Minie pattern was supplied to the English
army... It was found to be defective in practice, and was
superseded by the Enfield rifle in 1853. 1884 H. BOND
Milit. Small Arms 202 This discovery caused, .the Minie
rifle {an ordinary rifle firing a Minie bullet) to become the
favourite arm.

Minifer, variant of MINIVER.

Minify (mi nifoi), v. [Incorrectly f. L. minor

less, minimus least, after magnify^\

L trans. To diminish in estimated size or im

portance; to regard or represent (something) as
smaller than it really is.

1676 Doctrine of Devils Ep. Rdr., Their magnifying his

body into an immensity sometimes ; and then again at the
same time minifying him in the smallest atomes of a wafer-
cake. 1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor cxcvii. (1862) 524 Is man
magnified or minified by considering himself as under the
influence of the heavenly bodies? 1898 LOUNSBURV Stntt.
Chaucer II. v. 304 The achievements of these celebrated
men were minified rather than magnified.
2. To reduce in actual size or importance; to

lessen.

1866 Contemp. Rev, I. 91 These are powerless, we will
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not say altogether to repress and eradicate these evils, but
to minify them.

Hence Mi nified///. a.
y Mrnifying vbl. sb. and

///. a.

1837 J. DIXON M NicolFs Wks. Mem. D. M Nicoll 20 It

[Divine truth] is crude or well-digested,, .minified or sublime,
just in proportion to the qualities of his [the instructor s]

mind. 1850! . PARKER Wks. (1863* IV. 205, I have not seen

anything very great in General Taylor, though I have

diligently put my eye to the magnifying glasses of his

political partizans; neither have I seen anything uncommonly
mean and little in him, though I have also looked through
the minifying glasses of his foes. 1906 J. ORR Problem
O. T. viii. 266 On these [phenomena] the minifying end of
the critical telescope is persistently turned.

Minik (mi nik). Short for MINIKIN (sense 5).

1899 :V.
&amp;lt;$ Q. Qth Ser. IV. 535 Minik. This name is applied

by match-makers to their smaller-sized wooden splints.

Minikin (mrnikin), s&. and a. Forms : 6

mynykyn, menekyn, -in, menyking, 6-8 mini-

ken, minnekin, 7 mynnikin, 7-8 miniking,
6-9 minnikin, minikin. Also 7 minckir.s

(sing.), [ad. early mod.Du. minneken (MDu.
minnekijn}) f. minne love -t- -kijn -KIN.]
A. sb.

1. A playful or endearing term for a female. Obs.

exc. dial, (see quot. 1879).
a 1550 Intake Ipocr. in Skelton s Wks. (1843) ! 4 T 9/*

Your riche nnges, ..Which your mynykyns And mynyon
babbes,..When masse and all is done, Shall were at after-

none. 1603 Lond. Prodigal in. iii. E 3 Minckins looke you
doe not follow me. 1608 DAY Hum. out ofBr. \\, v, You
take your parts too low, you are trebble Courtiers, and will

neuer agree with these Country Mynnikins. 1618 B. HOLI
DAY Technog. v. vi. (1630! O 3 Melan. [to Musica}. .Come,
my little Minikin, thou and I will be play-fellowes. 1640
GLAPTHORNE Hollander ii. C4 b, Surely the Minikin is

enamoured on me. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Minnckin
or Minks

i
a nice Dame, a mincing Lass. 1879 Miss JACKSON

Shrofish. Wprd-bk.) Minikin^ a slight, delicate, affected girl
sich a minikin as er is .

f 2. A thin string of gut used for the treble string
of the lute or viol. Also attrib., as minikin string.
1541 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 325 For ij dossen off lewte

stnnges callyd ment- kyns \ 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. I. 2 b, In

luting, .a treble minikin string must alwayes be let down,
but at suche time as when a man must nedes playe. 1580
Ace. Bk. IV. IVray in Antiquary XXXII. 81, ij knotes of

menykinges, iuj d. 1667 PKPYS Diary 18 Mar., Mr. Ciesar
told me a pretty experiment of his, of angling with a minni
kin a gut-string varnished over, a 1670 HACKET Abj&amp;gt;.

Williams i. (1693) 147 Sir Francis Answered him with the
Old Simile, That his Lordship was no good Musician, for
he would peg the Minikin so high, till it crack d. 1676
T. MACK Mustek s Mon. 65 Be carefull to get Good Strings,
which would be of three sorts, viz. Minikins, Venice-Catlins,
and Lyons. 1721 C. KING Brit. Merck, I. 284 Lutestrings
Catlings . . Minikmgs.

b. esp. in the phrase ^ to tickle [the] minikin,
to play the lute or fiddle. (Frequently used by
early i7th c. dramatists, often with allusive sug
gestion of sense i.)
1601 ? MARSTON Pasqnil &amp;lt;V

Kath. 1. 14 When I was a yong
man and could tickle the Minikin,..! had the best stroke,
the sweetest touch, but now.. I am falne from the Fidle, and
betooke me to thee [the Pipe]. 1608 MIDDLETON Fam.
Lffi e i. iii, Of which consort you two are grounds, one
touches the Base, and the other tickles the minikin. 1635
[GLAPTHORNE] Lady Mother n. i. in Bullen O, Pi. II. 131
Thou dost tickle minikin as nimbly.
Jig. phrase. 1606 DKKKRR News from //c//Hjb, Pergt
mentiri. Tickle the next Minkin [sic],

f* c. trafisf, of a high-pitched voice. Obs.
1601 MARSTON Ant. % Mel. in. ii. Cast. Good, very good,

very passing passing good. Pel. Fut, what trebble minikin
squeaks there, ha? good? very good, very very good?
3. transf. andy^

1

. A small or insignificant thing;
a diminutive creature.

1761 COLMAN Genius No. II. in ProscSev. Occas. (1787) 1. 22
A make-weight in the scale of mortality ; a minim ofnature ;

a mannikin, not to say minnikin. 1787 Minor iv. viii, 232
I shan t advance a minikin beyond the truth. iSoiWotcoT
(P. Pindar) Ep. to Ld. Mayor Wks. 1816 IV. 278, I shall

suppose, That Addington s invet rate foes Impede this
honest scheme of thine. Then take this minikin of mine.
1808 E. S. BARRETT Miss-led General 166 A son a very
minnikin indeed. Ibid. 168 Le pauvre petit garcon, the
fiddler s minnikin.

4. A small kind of pin (cf. B. 5 below).
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Minnekins^ the smallest sort

of Pins, us d by Women for their Clothes. 1755 in JOHNSON.
1857 MRS. MATHEWS Tea-Table Talk I. 235 [An] apprentice
..with haply a provident row of minikins darned with
precision on his sleeve. 1881 in Leicestersh. Gloss.
5. (See quot. ;

also MINIK.)
1851-4 Tomltnson s Cycl. Useful Arts (1866) II. 143/1

The large [match] splints or the second size called mtnnikins.
6. Typogr. A size of type smaller than brilliant \
1890 JACOBI Printing.
7. Comb.\ f minikin tickler, a fiddler.

1607 MARSTON What you will iv. i, A fiddler, a scraper,
a miniken tickler, a pum, pum.

B. adj.
1. Dainty, elegant, sprightly. Now contemp- j

tuously : Affected, mincing.
a. of a person ; formerly of a girl or woman,

but now applied to a person of either sex. Also
in jingling combinations, minikin-finikin^ -finical.
1573 TUSSER fires/ . (1878* 20 The credite. .of mUtresse, to

minnekin Nan. 1598 FLOKIO, Mingherlina, a daintie lasse,
a minnikin smirking wench. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxix. !

vi. 1026 Then came up the maner of having at bankets

MINIM.

singing miniken wenches, and such as could play upon the
dulcimers. 1696 TRVON Misc. iv. 121 Fare.. such as the
Proud Wives and Miniking Daughters would scarce ofl er

to their .. Dogs. 1768 BICKERSTAKK Lionel fy Clarissa
i. (17811 9 A coxcomb, a fop, .A minikin, Finikin, French

rwder-puft&quot;.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It. Notc-bks. II. 143,
wish I could put into.. one sentence the pettiness, the

minikin-finical effect of this little man. 1888 Sheffield Gloss. ,

Minikin i delicate, effeminate. Frequently used in the

phrase, he s a minikin-finikin fellow
1

.

b. of a person s actions, attributes, etc.

1545 ASCHAM Toxopk. i. 10 b, The mmstrelsie of lutes,

pipes, harpes, and all other that standeth by suche nice, fine,
minikin fingering, .is farre more fitte for the womannish-
nesse of it to dwell in the courle among ladies. 1781 T.
TWINING in Sel. Papers Twining Fam. (1887) 101 What
have you and I to do with., the minikin duties of civility
and biensfancel^ 187* S. MOSTVN Perplexity I. x. 190
None of your minnikin governess-schemes for me.
Comb. 1876 BROWNING Pacckiarotto viii, And his voice,

that out-roared Boanerges, How minikin-mildly it urges.

t 2. Of a voice : Shrill. (Cf. A. 2 c above.)
i6oa MARSTON Ant,

&amp;lt;y

Mel. v. i, I had rather haue a
seruant with a short nose, and a thinne haire, then haue
such a high stretcht minikin voice. 1608 SHAKS. Lear in.

vi. 45 (Qtos. 1-2) For one blast of thy minikin mouth, thy
sheepe shall take no harme.

3. Of a thing : Diminutive in size or form ;

miniature; tiny. Also in ^minikin name t a pet

name, endearing diminutive.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 9 Euery cut-purse vseth them
[their wordsj at the Old Bayly, that hath had any skill in his

miniken Handsaw. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. x. 444 The
Church is the better for beeing without them \sc. miracles],
without sicke dogges healed, and lame cattes cured by your
minikin-miracles, done at Minich. 1756 MRS. F. BROOK t:0A4
Maid No. 34 (1764) 279 Polly Instep, the dancing-master s

daughter, insists upon being called Pally, because (says she)

. .it is the minikin name for Pallas . 1778 [W. MARSHALL]
Minutes Agric. i July an. 1775 Make it into light minikin
cocks. 1784 COWPER To the Halibutt In thy minikin and

embryo state. i86 Hoou Fairy Tale i, A little house
some years ago there stood, A minikin abode. 1847 fa t s

3fag. XIV. 449 He was pervious all over, and allowed

minnikinarrows..torouse his rage. 1851 THACKERAY Fng.
Hum. iv. (1858) 188 They \sc. pastorals] are to poetry what

charming little Dresden figures are to sculpture ; graceful,

minikin, fantastic. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. 154 In the

distance., the great walnut-trees have become dots, and the

farmsteads, minikin as if they were the fairy-finest of models
to be packed in a box.

f4. Used to designate some kind of baize. Obs.

1604 Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1887) 1. 108, Vij yeards halfe

of minikin bayste to make y same gowne. a 1616 BEAUM.
& FL, Scorn/. Lady i. (1616) C 2, Steward this is as plaine
as your olde minikin breeches. 1711 C. KING Brit. Merck.
II. 306 Bays (Double or Minikin) oy the same Tariff.

5. Minikin pin ;see A. 4 above).
1743 Phil. Trans. XLII. 37 Minnikin Pins, or small Pins.

1843 HOOD Drop of Gin iii, No prospect in life worth a
minnikin pin.

Hence Mi nikiuly cuiv.

1580 BARET Alv. G 30 Galantly, gaily, minikinly [1573
reads minionly]. 1613 tr. Favine s Theat. Honour n. VL

no, I think it a matter hard to. .represent a Floure de
Luce minikinly trussed, but by an excellent Painter.

Minim (mrnim), a. and sb. Forms : 5 mynyn,
mynnym, 6 mynymdne, minnum, 6-7 miuime,
minum, (6 minnem, 7 minem, min(n)om,
minimmo, (minume), 6- minim, [ad. L. mi-

nim-us smallest, a superlative f. the root min- :

see MINOR. The sb. represents various elliptical

or absolute uses oi the adj. in med.L. Cf. F.

minime adj. and sb.]
A. adj. Smallest, extremely small. fOf a

particle : Atomic. Obs.
a 1670 HACKET Christian Consolat. \\. in Heber Taylor

(1822) 1. 108 For nailing our great sins to the cross of Christ,

and for acquitting us from the innumerable fry of minim
sins. 1684 tr. Sonet s Merc. Compit. xvm. 620/2 [Quick
silver] Is a Body most exactly mixt, and its minime Parts

do pertinaciously one stick to another. 1600 N. LEE
Massacre of Paris in. ii, Fat Porcpise Bauds, the Mer
maids too of Honour, The Minim Pages, all the twinkling
Host So fill d, the Snare of Hell must crack to hold you.
iSai Rlackw. Mag. VIII. 663 The savage tribes, .sent forth

their puny fleets Athirst for blood, and wing d with minim
sails. 1876 GKO. ELIOT Dan. Der. v. xxxviii, A minim
mammal which you might imprison in the finger of your
glove. 1876 R. BRIDGES Growth of Love Iv, For man, a
minim jot in time and space.

B. sb.

L Mus. A symbol for a note half the value of a

semibreve and double the value of a crotchet ;
a

note of this value. Also attrib.
&amp;gt;

as minim rest.

In ancient music this note was of the shortest duration, hence
its name nota minima ; in modern music it is second in

value to the semibreve. The symbol Is figured with an open
head, in shape round, inclining to oval (formerly lozenge-

shaped), and with a tail.

1440 Promp. Pan?. 338/1 Mynyn of songys (Harl. MS.
2274, /*., mynymi, minima. 14. . Proverbs in Antiq. Rep.
(1809) IV. 408 He maakithe so his mynnyms fro the square,
that it shall sownde wronge. 1550 MARBECK Bk. Com.

Prayer noted A ij, The iii. [note is] a prycke and is a myn-

ymme. 1587 OOLDING DC Mornay xii. (1617) 184 Our life

is lesse than a short Minim in comparison of a whole song.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. \\. iv. 22 He fights as you sing

pncksong,. .he rests his minum, one, two, and the third m
your bosom. 1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 39 A Minime
is a Figure like a Sembreefe haulng a taylej ascending or

descending. 1621 PKACHAM Cornel. Genii, xi. (1634) 101 A
minim rest. 178* BURKEY Hist. Mus. II. iii. 185 A Long
and a Breve.. differ no more in their effect on the ear, than

a Minim and Crotchet.



MINIMAL.
trans/. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. x. 28 Great Gloriana..

Pardon thy shepheard, mongst so many layes As he hath

sung of thee..To make one minime of thy poore handmayd.
2. Calligraphy. A single down stroke of the

pen; esp. in Court- or Secretary-hand, the short
down stroke in the letters m, n, u, etc.; also atlrib.

f To be in one s minims : to be learning to write

straight strokes .

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mar. 1029 Those who when
they write a running hand in haste, doe not alwaies make
out the letters full, but use pricks, minims and dashes. 1607
DEKKER & WEBSTER Westw. Hoe ir. i. She tooke her let

ters very suddenly : and is now in her Minoms. 1612
BKINSLEY I.ud. Lit. 39 Striuing..to make minimes, and
such like letters sharp at tops & bottoms, or iust to the pro
portion of their copies. 1658 COCKER Pen s Triumph 14
For Set Secretary. . . Your minums must be all alike, as the
down-right stroke of the a, the strokes of the *, m, , u, and
the first of the w. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 293 And so in

creasing the Minnoms according to the Index of the Figural
Number, c 1680 COCKER Pens Perfection 6 You must shape
the nib of your pen to the breadth of the minuin stroke.

1771 LUCKOMBE Hist. Printing 254 So far [mi) they [the
Romans] could easily number the miniums [sic] or strokes
with a glance of the eye. 1890 Collectanea (O.H.S.) II.

290 Mr. Jacobs reads pointeur . It might be read poni-
teur

,
there being three minims between the o and the t.

3. The least possible portion (of something), a
jot ; in scientific use, fan atom, minute particle.
1592 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. (1593) 54 Canst thou ex-
mplifie vnto mee..one minnum of the particular deuice of

rloind ? 1590 Lenten Stuff 28, I vary
i him. 1637 TRAPP Comm. Ps. ii. 12 When
ed but a little . It it sometimes let out in

emptine vnto mee.. one minnum ol the pa:
his play that I purloind ? 1590 Lenten Stuffe 28, I vary
not a minnum from h
his wrath is kindled _

minnums. 1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 16 Therefore
Tully asks that question, Cur declinet uno minimo, nan
decline! duobus aut tribust why only it declines one minimc,
and not two or three. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies in. ii. 440The Red Earth may be more resolvable into Minims, than
a White Chalk, or Marble. 1766 AMORY Buncle (1770) IV. 94
By impregnating the most generous white wine, with the
minims or leasts of antimony. 1884 Public Opinion 5 Sept.
290/2 He has_not the smallest intention of.. yielding one
minim of the rights and interests of Germany.
4. A creature or thing of the least size or im

portance. Chiefly used contemptuously of a

person. Minim of nature, one of the smallest
forms of animal life.

159 BP. ANDREWES Serm. (1629) 279 They be the base
people, the minims of the world. 1600 Ev. Woman in Hum.
n. i. D 3, What will ye 1 heere he is, you minime. 1667MILTON P. L. vii. 482 At once came forth whatever creeps
the ground.. not all Minims of Nature; some of Serpentkmde Wondrous in length. 1679 V. ALSOP Melius Inaid.
rendum n.

yiii. 367 The Minims of Justice ought to vail to
the Magnalia of Charity. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. cxv, With
what a degree of satirical contempt must they. .see., minims,
the tenants of an atom, thus arrogating a partnership in the
creation of universal nature I 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. ii.

Tombs in Abbey, These insignificant pieces of money, these
minims to their sight. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char.
xii. 314 He must be a minim of a historian who confines
himself to those facts only. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-
cap 228 This insect on my parapet, Look how the marvel
of a minim crawls !

6. A friar belonging to the mendicant order
(Ordo Minimorum Eremitarum} founded by St.
Francis of Paula (c. 1416-1507). Also attrib.
1546 LANCLEY tr. Pol. Verg. vii. v. 142 b, The order of

Minimes or lest brethren were founded by one Franciscus
Paula. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett, (vol. III.) 49 The
Fathers of the Minimme Order. 1671 WOODHEAD St.
Teresa n. xxxv. 232 The Fathers Minims were then come
hither to found, a 1718 PENN Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 825He [the covetous man] always looks like Lent : a sort of
Lay-Minim, a 1774 GOLDSM. tr. Scarron s Com. Romance,
(1775) I- 124 Two Minim friars of the Trinity of the Mount
..ran to my assistance. 1885 W. W. ROBERTS Pontif.
Decrees Introd. 53 The Minims Le Seur and Jacquier were
permitted to bring out the treatise.

6. (See quot.) [In Fr. minime (\couleur de
minime, gris de minime, Cotgr.) ; according to
Littrd from the colour of the robe of the Minim
Friars : see 5.]
i*S9 HOWELL Vocab. xxv. Minim colour; Minimo, d

color di nocella. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Minim or
Dark Minim, a brown, tawny, or dun Colour.
f7. Printing. A certain small size of type-

? = MINION. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Minim is also a small sort of
Printing-Letter. 1818 in TOOD.
8. The smallest unit of fluid measure, about

equivalent to one drop of liquid ; the sixtieth part
of a fluid drachm. Also attrib., as minim-measure.
1809 R. POWELL tr. Pharmacopeia (ed. 2) 3 The flui-

drachm contains Sixty minims. 1890 Syd. Sac. Lex., Minim
measure, a measure usually holding a drachm graduated
into sixty parts. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 37 A minim
or two of a..tnnitrine solution may often be added.
Minim, variant of MENNOM, minnow.
Minimal (mi-nimal), a.

[f. L. minim-us
smallest, least (see MINIM) + -AL.] Extremely
minute in size

; of the nature of or constituting a
minimum; of a minimum amount, quantity, or
degree ; that is the least possible.
1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl. x. 89 Choler being set on

hre, and acting upon Melancholy, or rather calcining it into
small acuated minimal bodies. 1878 Smithsonian Rep. 367
1 he strength of which [elements of an electric battery] was

&quot;/- j
e
~ so as to Produce a minimal contraction. 1891 Brit.

Med.Jrnl. 17 Jan. 142/1 Without charge, save a minimal
one for drugs. 1894 LISTER in Phil. Trans. CLXXXVI

471

428 Multitudes of minute nuclei of minimal size. 1899 A II-
butt s Sfst. Med. VI. 846 The minimal limit [of the field of
vision] in health is 55 degrees.

tMi-nimate, v. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f. L. mi-

nim-us (see MINIM) + -ATE 3.] trans. To reduce
to the smallest size.

1613 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. Nativ. xvi. (1629) 134 When
was it, that He was so capile minntus 1 Sure, never lesse,
never so little, never so mmorated, so minimated . .as now.
Miniment, obs. form of MUNIMENT.
Millimeter (mim-mtt3.i). [f. MINIM + -SIETEK.]
Alsop s term for an apparatus for measuring
minims (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1855 in_DuNGLispN Med. Lex.
Minimifidiau (mi nimifi dian), a. and sb.

[f. L. minim-us least + Jid-cs faith + -IAN.] a. adj.
Reducing faith to a minimum, b. sb. One who
has the least possible faith in something. Hence
MinimifTdianism.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Rc_fl. (1848) I. 164 Again, there is a

scheme constructed on the principle of retaining the social

sympathies, that attend on the name of believer, at the least

possible expenditure of belief. . . And this extreme I call
Minimi-fidianism. Ibid. 295 The Minimi-fidian party err
grievously in the latter point. 1882 Spectator 2 Dec. 15.17
Lady Bloomfield s supernatural stories., are not of a kind
to challenge the scrutiny of a minimilldian in pncumatology.
Miniminess. noiice-wd.

[f. L. minim-us (see
MINIM) + -NESS.] The condition of being very
small or insignificant.
1615 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. Na/iv. x. (1629) 87 But these,

though they agree well, yet none of them, so well, as this,
that it [Bethlehem] was minima : the very miniminesse
(as I may say)

of it,

Minimism (mi-nimiz m). [f. L. minim-us
(see MINIM) + -ISM.]
1. nonce-use. Absorption in minute details.
1820 COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag.\\\. 630/2 You] advice-

mongers., whose critical minimism. .might remind one of
those tiny night-flies, that, as they hurry across one s book,
contrive.. to cover a word at a time.

2. Theol. The disposition to minimize the im
plications of an accepted dogma ; the minimizing
view of what is involved in a dogma, esp. that of

papal infallibility.

1874 J. H. NEWMAN Cert. Diffic. Anglic. (1876) 339 Such
a tone of mind [sc. a generous loyalty towards ecclesiastical

authority] has a claim, .to be met and to be handled with a
wise and gentle minimism. 1884 W. PALMER Narr. Events
Suppl. iv. 278 The doctrine of Minimism, adopted by New
man from Bishop Fessler. .gives liberty to the theologian
to examine whether the Papal decree on any given point is
or is not infallible

MINIMUS.
i87 Union Rm. V. 361 Anglicans in 1866, see numbers of

inow
who_went w

over i^the interval stigmatised as mini-

Ixxxix. 162 The two parties, .are now called Maximizers and
Mltumiurs\ the Maximizers pushing the dogma of Infalli
bility to its furthest possible extent. . ; the Minimizers en
deavouring to reduce within the narrowest limits so danger
ous a proposition.

Minimum (mi-ninwm), sb. and a. PI. mi
nima (mi-nima) ; 7-8 crron. minimaes, mi
nima s, [a. L. minimum, neut. of minimus least,
smallest : see MINIM.] A. sb.

fl. Nat. rhilos. The smallest portion into
which matter is divisible ; an atom. Also, the

hypothetical smallest possible portion of time or

space. Obs.

1663 HARVEY Anhxol. Paths. Nova n. i. vi. 29 For mini
ma s

are^indivisibles, otherwise they could not be minima.
Ilnd^ 30 There is a minimum and maximum in all natural
bodies. Ibid. vii. 32 Neither are we to imagine, that God
did create all the minima s of the worM, before he united
them to one Mass. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 19 Whydo they [atoms] decline the least interval that may be, and
not a greater? Why not two or thiee minima as well as
one? 1739 HUME Hum. Nat. i. ii. i (1888) 27 The

their impressions were rcduc d to a minimum, and were in

capable of any farther diminution.

t b. A creature of the smallest size. Obs. rare 1
.

1796 Mod. Gulliver 25 Architecture must have been a
science earlily studied by these minimajs of mankind.
2. The least amount attainable, allowable, usual,

etc. Also in the phrase to reduce to a minimum.
1676 W. Row Contn. B/air s Autobiog. xii. (1848) 390 Thatwas the minimum that was to be required of every intrant.

1740, 1806 [see MAXIMUM 2). 1823 BKNTHAM Net J nal 128
Of the length of this interval three years is the minimum
1857 MBS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 323 The maximum of bother
to arrive at the minimum of comfort. 1861 SMILES En-
flHtersll.aiJ Means should be provided. .to reduce the
recoil of the waves to a minimum. 1863 GEO. KI.IOT Rt&amp;gt;-

inolo.y\\\, The minimum of time had been given him for
decision. 1871 TYNDAI.L Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. i. 20 Her
motion, and consequently her vis viva, is then a minimum.
1900 H estm, Gaz. 29 Jan. 11/3 About 60 per cent, of the
parcels which we [barge-owners] carry are what is knoun .is

minimums of twenty tons. 1903 H. B. SWKIK in Krfositor
June 412 There must be at least two disciples acting in
Christian fellowship. .. But this minimum is assuied of
Christ s presence no less than the largest congregation.

|| 8. Psycho!. In mod. Latin phrases minimum
t Miliimistic (minimi-stik), a.

[f. L. mi
nim-us (see MINIM) + -ISTIC.] Characterized by
or of the nature of MINIMISM 2.

1807 i 9//i Cent. July 100 Seeing how very far the ancient i ?i&quot;ot perceive. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph.
..Church..was from accepting alien orders on the mini-

I

59&amp;gt;.
35 Ihe minimum visibile is the smallest ex,,,,,,

mistic
principles

for which anglicans contend. ..which can consciously affect us, which we can be con-

Minimite (mi-nimait). [f. MINIM (sense O f^Tt
5 seelngi i

1
?!

1
:

In th
!,

s S
1!V [[ hearing], there is,----- -

J L
. . -vfl . OJ

|

m like manner, a Minimum Audibik, that is, a sound the
least which can come into perception and consciousness.
1874 J. SULLY Sensation

&amp;lt;J-

Intuition 45 Impressions ofsound
and light, ..which approached very closely the minimum

XVlll.

xpanse

+ -HE.] A friar belonging to the order of Minims.
In quot. attrib.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 695/1 The building of a chapel in

436 is generally considered as marking the first beginning
of the Minimite order.

Minimization (mimimaiz^i Jan). [f. MINIM
IZE v. + -ATION.] The action of reducing to, or

estimating at, the least possible amount or degree.
1802 BENTHAM Princ. &quot;Judic. Procedure Wks. 1843 II. 9How to unite the maximization of redress for the injured in

the character of pursuers, with the minimization of hard
ship.. in the character of defendants. 1830 Offic. Apt.
Maximized Pref. 9 Maximization of official aptitude, and
minimization of official expense. 1889 Sat. Rev. 9 Feb.
167/2 Dr. Struthers s minimization of sea-sickness.

Minimize (mi-nimaiz), v.
[f. L. minimus

(see MINIM) + -IZE.]
1. trans, a. To reduce to the smallest possible

amount, extent, or degree, b. To estimate at the
smallest possible amount.
1802 BENTHAM Princ. Judic. Procedure Wks. 1843 II. 8

The adjective branch.. may be said to have two specific
ends : the one positive, maximizing the execution and effect

given to the substantive branch: the other negative, minimiz
ing the evil [etc.]. 1823 Offic. Apt. Maximized, Obsew.
Peel s

SJ&amp;gt;. (1830) 27 You may maximize attendance, and you
may minimize it. 1882 J. H. BLUNT Rtf. Ch. Eng. II. 413The vestments of the clergy were to be minimized. 1884
Chr. World 28 Aug. 649/5 Let no one think..Jesus ever
minimised the exceeding sinfulness of sin. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. Comtniu. II. xlii. 124 Other causes were at work to
mitigate and minimise their evils.

2. intr. To take the most moderate view possible
of what is implied by an accepted dogma.
1875, 1898 [see MAXIMIZE v. 2].

Hence Mi-nimized///. a.
; Minimizing vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

5
s?8 Jj

H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 90 Comparing the
original design for Christ Church with its minimized execu
tion. 1874 J. H. NEWMAN Cert. Diffic. Anglic. (1876) 332
lhat principle of minimizing so necessary .. for a wise

T? xT
autlous tneol gy. 875 GLADSTONE Vaticanism 51

Dr. Newman and the minimising divines, 1878 Glean.
(1879) I- &quot;2 We are now. .witnessing the expansion of the
minimised demands of the Conference. 1906 A thenxum 3
Mar. 264/1 We cannot support his minimizing of Froude s

inaccuracy.

Minimize! (mi-nimaizaj). [f. MINIMIZE v.
+ -ER

1.] One who minimizes. Chiefly in Theol.

sensibilc.

4. Math. = minimum value : see B. below.
743 EMERSON Fluxions 123 When a Quantity is required

to be the greatest or least possible, under certain Con-

maxima and minima.

5. The lowest amount or degree of variation (of
temperature, a spectrum, etc.) attained or recorded.
1823 J. MITCHELL Diet. Math. $ Phys. Sci. 512/1 On in

crease of
temperature,

the spirit [in the thermometer] goes
forward and leaves the index, which therefore shows the
minimum of temperature since it was set. 1831 BREWSTER
Optics vii. 73 The two Minima of each of the three primary
spectra coincide at the two extremities of the solar spectrum.

Mem, VI. 2 The heat given put by the sun goes through a
cycle which reaches. .its minimum at the time of minimum
sunspots,

6. attrib. and Comb. ,3.^ minimum period; mini
mum thermometer, one which records automati

cally the lowest point to which the temperature has
fallen since its last adjustment.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xvi. 113 A minimum-thermometer.

1868 [see MAXIMUM sb].
B. adj. [The sb. used appositively.] That is a

minimum
; that is the lowest attainable, allowable,

usual, etc. Minimum value (of a function) Math.,
its value when it ceases to decrease and begins to

increase, as the value of the variable changes con

tinuously.
1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 44 But this is the minimum

rate. 1845 STOCQUELEK Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 301 Its
minimum height from the sea is 900 feet. 1885 WATSON &
BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. $ Magn. I. 19 [It] has a mini
mum value when [etc.]. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII.

849 The rule is to begin with a minimum dose. 1904 Daily
News 25 Feb. 12/3 Parliament . . has enacted that a minimum
number of trains with a minimum mileage shall be run.

Minimus (mi nimr s), sb. and a. PI. minimi
(mi nimai). [a. L. minimus : see MINIM.] A. st&amp;gt;.



MINING. 472 MINIONISM.

1. A creature of the smallest size
;

a small or

insignificant creature.

1590 SHAKS. fl/itfs. N. ni. ii. 329 Get you gone you dwarfe,
You minimus. 1879 G. MACDONALD Sir Gibbie I. xx. 273
An evil cloud of anger at the presumption of the unknown
minimus [sc. a tiny ragged urchin ] began to gather. Ibid.

III. v, 83 Mr. Sclater beheld only the minimus which the

reversed telescope of his own enlarged importance, .made
of him.

2. The fifth or smallest digit of the hand or

foot (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890).
1881 MIVART Cat iv. 99 The fifth [toe, or digit, of the fore-

paw] is the minimus^ or little digit.

3. Numism. (See quot.)
1852 T. WRIGHT Celt, Roman, fy Saxon xiv. 430 On many

Roman sites . .are found very small coins in brass. . .These
coins from their diminutive size, are termed by numismatists

minimi, and are supposed to have been struck during the

period between the abandonment of the island by the im

perial government and the establishment of the Saxon

Kingdoms.
4. Path. Short for lupus minimus, the least

virulent form of LUPUS. In quot. attrib.

1889 J. M. DUNCAN Dis. Women xxy. 205 But there arc
other cases where, without inflammation, and generally in

minimus cases, the sensitiveness is extreme.

B. adj. In some schools, appended to a surname
to designate the youngest (in age or standing) of

three or four boys having the same surname.
Abbreviated min. or mini. (Cf. MINOR A. 7 b.)

1791 in Kton School Lists (1863), Langford tni. . . Langford
min. 1808 List ofEton Coll., Cookson mi. Cookson mini.

1852 ROWCROFT Conf. Etonian I. 72 The boys at Eton are
not known by their Christian names, and when there are
more than one bearing the same surname,, .the individuals
are distinguished by the addition of maximus, major, minor,
and minimus. 1891 BLEW yyner s Not.Venat. (1892) Pref. 8

Musters minimus. 1899 E. PHILLPOTTS Human Boy 101

Corkey minimus.

Mining (moi-nin), vbl. sb. [f. MINE v. + -ING i.]

1. The action of the verb MINE in various senses.

1533 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. I. ccli. 372 They coudenat geat
it by no assaute, nor none other wayes at their ease, without
it were by mynynge. 1^79-80 NORTH Plutarch^ Camitlits

(1595! 145 Now when his mining fell out according to his

good hope, he gaue an assaulte to the walles. 1645 MILTON
Tetrack. Wks. 1851 IV. 257 St. Paul having thus clear d
himselfe, not to goe about the mining of our -Christian

liberty. I764.GHAINGKR Sugar Cane iv. 305 They.. melt
with minings of the hectic fire . 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.
i. xi. (1869) I. 181 Mining, .is considered, .as a lottery. 1845
DARWIN I oy. Nat. xii. (1879) 258 The rage for mining has
left scarcely a spot in Chile unexamined.

b. with qualifying word prefixed, as gold-, lead-,

tin-mining \ placer- , vein-mining , hydraulic-

mining^ etc., for which see those words.

f2. concr. A (military) mine. Obs.

1598 BARRET Thcor. Warns 136 Pioners to make trenches,
Rampiers, Minings.
3. attrib. and Comb., as mining-camp, -district,

-lamp, -speculation, -statute, -tool, -town, -town

ship (Austral.), -work\ mining-hole, a hole
bored to receive a blasting-charge in mining;
mining-ship, one that carries and lays down sub
marine mines in naval warfare.

1555 EDEN Decades 49 All maner of dygginge or myninge
tooles. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. 69 Wee continued our myning
worke. 1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 121 The
failure of some of the great mining speculations. 1838
Murray s Handbk. N. Germany 421 The mining district of
the Erzgebirge. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 852 The ore.. was
attacked by a single man, who bored a mining hole. 1890
R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 283 The mining

township of Turonia. 1895 Dublin Rev. July 652 The most
perfect combination of mining-lamp and fire-damp indicator

yet produced. 1902 ELIZ. L. BANKS Newspaper Girl 87
The mining towns of Lancashire and Yorkshire. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 28 Jan. 2/2 If the Russians took mines out ten
miles from the shore in a mining-ship and laid them there,

Mining (mai-nirj),///. a.
[f. MINE v. + -ING 2

.]

That mines, in the senses of the verb.

1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gorboduc i. ii. (1590) B iiij b,That
myning fraude shall finds no way to creepe, Into their
fenced eares. 1639 WOTTON in Reliq. (1651) 526 The
mining Conies shroud in rockie Cels. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har.
in. xciv, The.. Rhone.. whose mining depths so intervene,
That they can meet no more.

t Minio grapher. Obs. [f. L. mini-urn (see

MINIUM) + -ographer. Cf. med.L. miniografare
(Du Cange).] (See quot.) So t Minio-graphy.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Miniographer . . he that paints or

writes with Vermilion, or any red colour. 17*7 BAILEY vol.

II, Miniography, a writing with Vermilion.

Minion (mi-nyan), sbl and a. Forms: 6-7
minyon, mynyon(e, mynion, mineon, 6 myn-
ny(e)on, mygnyon, mynon, mignyon, Sc.

moyn;eoun, mun;(e)oun, min!jeo(u)n, myn-
jon, -jeoun, 7 minnion, (minione), 7-8 mig-
nion, 7-9 mignon, 6- minion, [a. F. mignon
(also fem. mignonne} sb. and adj.
The ultimate etymology is disputed; according to some

the word is a derivative ofOHG. minnja, minna love ; others
refer it to Celtic min- small.]

A. sb.

1. A beloved object, darling, favourite.

a. A lover or lady-love. Chiefly, and in later
use exclusively with contemptuous or opprobrious
sense, a mistress or paramour. Now rare or Obs.
1500-10 DUNDAK Pettns Ixxv. 52 Quod scho, Now tak me

be the hand,. .My chime and my maikles mun?oun . 1548
LATIMER Phugkers B iiij b, They pastyme in their prelacies
..with theyr daunsyng minyons. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \\.

ii. 37 A mincing mineon, Who in her loosenesse tooke ex

ceeding ioy. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 27 Sum gay pro
fessors (kepinge secret minions) do love there wyues..to
avoyde shame, a 1677 BARROW Sert/t. Wks. 1716 I. 250
What will not a fond lover undertake, .for his minion

although she be.. the worst enemy; he can have? 1815
BYRON Parisina x, The minion of his father s bride, He,
too, is fetter d by her side.

b. One specially favoured or beloved ;
a dearest

friend, a favourite child, servant, or animal ; the
* idol of a people, a community, etc. Often fig.,

as in minion offortune. Now only in contemptuous
sense.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 44 One of his dearest frends

!
named Araspas which was. .the very minion, playe felow

i and companion of Cyrus from his youth. 1581 PETTIE
: Guazzo s Ch&amp;gt;. Conv. in. (1586) 150 b, I cannot abide the

! folly
of some fathers who make some one of their children

i their darling and minion. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. // , i. i. 83
A Sonne..Who is sweet Fortunes Minion, and her Pride.

Ibid. ii. 30 Gentlemen of the Shade. Minions of the Moone.
ci626 Dick of De-con i. ii. in Bullen O. PL II. 13 That
wonder of the land and the Seas minyon, Drake, of eternall

memory, a 1627 HAYWARD Edw. / 7 (1630) 17 For enter

prises by armes, he was the Minion of that time, so as few

things he attempted, but he atchieued with honour, a 1631
DONNE Serin, cxv. Wks. 1839 V. 24 John the minion of

Christ upon earth. 1735 SOMEKVILLK Chase in. 125 That

pamper d Steed, his Master s Joy, His Minion, and his

daily Care. 1753 HASWAY Trai&amp;gt;. (1762) I. yn. xc. 411 His
disinterested practice,.. and his great charity to the poor,
render him the minion of the people. 1859 MACAULAY
Pitt Biog. (1860) 176 1 itt was.. the minion, the child, the

spoiled child of the House of Commons. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. Fr. ii, vii, AH offered up sacrifices to the minion of
fortune and the worm of the hour !

c. esp. A favourite of a sovereign, prince, or

other great person; esp. opprobriously, one who
owes everything to his patron s favour, and is

ready to purchase its continuance by base com
pliances, a creature .

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. Ix, The kingis min^eoun
roundand in his eir, Hecht Veritie. a 1548 HALL Chron,,
Hen, /K, 7 b, Item the same kyng put oute divers shrives

lawefully elected and put in their romes divers other of Ins

owne minions, a 1593 MAKLOWE Edw. //(isgS) B 3, The
king is loue-sicke for his minion, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm,
Keg. (Arb.) 16 Her Ministers and Instruments of State..
were many,. .but they were onely Favourites, not Minions.

1639 G. DANIEL I ctTtc. 147 The fall Of Mignion Somerset.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver \\. x, I had no Occasion of bribing, flat

tering, or pimping, to procure the Favour of any great Man,
or of his Minion. 1828 D !SRAELI Chas. /, II. vii. 162 The
portrait ofBuckingham is usually viewed in the caricature of
a royal minion. 1888 Buyer: Anicr. Ccntirnv. II. Ixm. 455 It

is no wonder if he helps himself from the city treasury and
allows his minions to do so.

cL transf. applied to things.
a 1640 DAY Pt-rsgy. Sc/w/. (1881) 65 Violets, roses, and

lillies, and like mineons and darlings of the springe. 1699
SOUTH Serin. 11842) III. 54 That one [thing] which is the
sole minion of their fancy and the idol of their affections.

1793 COLERIDGE Songs of Pixies iii, When noontide s fiery-
tressed minion Flashes the fervid ray.

e. As a form of address : f (a} endearingly =
darling, dear one (pbs.)\ (b} contemptuously =
hussy, jade; servile creature, slave.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venits i. 194 Myn^eoun, quhairfoir do
ae sustene Sic displesure in hert be countenance, a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia it. (1598) 163 b, Minion said she (indeed
I was a pretie one in those daies though I say it) I see
a number of lads that loue you. 1591 SHAKS. Ttvo Gent. i.

ii. 92 You (Minion) are too saucie. 1600 HKYWOOD -znd Pt.
Ediv. //

,
P 2 b, Come away minion you shall prate no more.

1825 SCOTT Betrothed vi, Go hence, thou saucy minion ,

said the monk. 1835 LYTTON Ricnzi \\. iii, Peace, minion !

draw back !

f2. A gallant, an exquisite. Obs.

1547 BOOUDE Introd. K n&amp;lt;r.vl. \. (1870) 117, I wyll get a

farment,
slial reche to my tayle ; Than I am a minion, for

were the new gyae.

f3. A small kind of ordnance (see quot. 1644).
1547 in Archxologia LI. 262 Gonnesof Brasse.Xulverynes

vj
(

. Sacres vj*. Mynnyons x 1

&quot;. 1587 HARRISON England
n. xvi. (1877) ?8i Minion poiseth clcauen hundred pounds,and hath three inches and a quarter within the mouth. 1644
WHITELOCK Memorials (1853) I. 273 They lost five drakes,
a minion, and two leather guns. 1644 NYE Gunnery (1670)
77 Minions of the largest size, are three inches and a quarter
Diameter in the mouth. ..The ordinary Minion, the mouth
3 inches high. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 217 Sakers
(5-pounders) and minions (4-pounders) were mounted on
skids.

4. a. A kind of peach, in full minionpeach. [
= F.

pche mignonne. } b. A small kind of lettuce.

1609 EVELYN Kal. Hort., Aug. (ed. 9) ipo Minion Peach.
Ibid. 170 Peaches and Nectarins.. Maudlin, Mignon. 1706
LONDON & WISE Rctir*dGard. I. viii. 37 [Peaches.] The
Minion is very large, but not so round as long. 1707 MORTI
MER Husb. (1721) II. 148 Of this sort there are two others,
viz. George Leltices. .and the Minion which is the least
sort. 1766 Coinpl. Farmer s. v. Peach-tree^ The French
mignon ; this is a most excellent melting peach.

5. Printing. (In full minion type or letter?)
The name of a type intermediate in size between

nonpareil
*

and *

brevier . [So F. mignonne
(inignone, Fournier Man. Typogr. 1766).]
1659 HDWELL l

r
ocal&amp;gt;. H, Letters of all sorts, as.. Non-pari!,

Minion, Breviere [etc.]. 1770 [LUCKOMBE] Hist. Printing
1 52 (Specimens of Priming Types) Minion. 1824 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. II. 83 Why this letter was denominated Minion,

|
we have not yet been informed. 1865 M. PATTISON Ess.

1

(1889) I. 72 A pocket Greek Testament in mignon letters.

1894 D. C. MURRAY Making ofNovelist 19 Three columns
of leaded minion.

6. attrib. and Comb.\ a. (sense i) as minion
maintainer ; minion-guided w\\. ; minion-like adv.

(Cf. also B. i.)

1599 Brmightott s Let. v. 17 An whoremaster and a minion
maintainer. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 18 Hitherto will our

sparkefull Youth laugh at their great grandfathers Engli&amp;gt;h,

who had more care to do well, than to speake minion like.

1612 DKAYTON Poly-olb. xvii. 23 That with the fern-crown d
Flood he [the Wey] minion-like doth play. 1773 Genii.

Mag. XLIII. 455 Third Henry s feeble minion-guided rule.

fb. (sense 3), as minion bore, gnn\ minion
drake, some kind of small cannon

; minion
proof a., proof against minion shot

; minion shot,
shot used with a minion, also, the range of a
minion. Obs.

1633 WINTHROP New Eng. (1853^ I. 148 A vessel..to be
minion proof, and the upper deck musket proof. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 248 Two small iron minion-
drakes (all the artillery they hadK 1648 .SV. Papers II.

415 The Vice-Admirals, .were within minion shot one of the
other, a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Cornw. (1662) i. 212 Two
small Mynion-Drakes. .were planted on a little Barrough
within Randome-shot of the Enemy. 1699 DAMPIF.R Voy.
II. 144 He had 2 or 3 small brass Guns of a Minion bore.

1727 A, HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxx. 374 [I] had
eight minion Guns to scour the Sands.

B. adj. Now rare. (Cf. MIGNON a.)
1. Dainty, elegant, fine, pretty, neat. a. of a

person, his actions, attributes, etc.

15.. Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 58 Off servyng men
I wyll begyne. ..For they goo mynyon trym. 1529 FRITH
Antithesis 100 b, Some enter [the fold] thorow their curious

singingeand minyon dawnsinge. 1530 Songs inAng/iaXH.
591, I shal deck your mynyon face that yt shal shyne in

euery place. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 125 A young
ruffleer trymmyng hymselfe after y8 moste galaunte and
mynion facion. Ibid, 189 b, A passyng fatredamysel, beeyng
a mynion dooer in syngyng. a 1553 Royster D. lArb.) 86
Who so to marry a minion Wyfe, Hath hadde good chaunce
and happe. 1579 PL TTENHAM Partheniades xi, O mightye
Muse, The mignionst mayde of mounte Parnasse. 1605
CAMDEN Rem. 28, I may be charged by the minion refiners

of Knglish, neither to write State-English, Court-English,
nor Secrelarie-English. 1718 ROWE lr. I.ittan i. 313 In
silken Robes the minion Men appear, Which Maids and
youthful Brides shou d blush to wear. 1864 TFNNYSON
Aylmers F. 533 My lady,

who made . . A downward
crescent of her minion mouth.

b. of a thing, an animal.

1528 St. Papers Hen. * ///, I. 307 His Hynes lykythe
youre mynyon howse so well, that [etc.], 1543 Test. Ebor.
(Surtees) VI. 175 To my lorde of Northfolke a mynyon
geldinge. a 155* LELAND /tin. V. 123 Wreshil a very fayre
and mynion Castle. 1581 J. BELL Haddon s Answ. Osor.

264 What shall he regarde the lofty grace of Cicero?, .or his

mynion deuises and toyes?
2. Dearly loved, favourite, pet. (Cf. F. ptcke
mignon t one s darling sin .)

a 1716 SOUTH Serin, (1823) III. 257 A secret love to some
base minion lust. Ibid. VI. 167 When the tempter shall

dress up any beloved minion sin. a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess.

(1851) I, 89 They will have some pet production, some
favourite passage, some minion thought.

Minion (mrnyanj, sb.% [a. F. minion (Cotgr.),
f. L. minium.]
1 1. = MINIUM. Obs.
1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. \\\. ii. ni. Hi. (1651) 477 Let them

paint their faces with minion and cerusse. 1654 R. COO-
KIM, ION tr. Insttne xliv. 517 The Countrie doth abound
with Lead, and Brass, and with Minion also. Ibid. xliv. 514.

2. Calcined iron ore,
* used with lime as a water-

cement (Ogilvie 1850).
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 213 What I used was the

siftings of the iron stone, after calcination at the iron

furnaces. ..This material, ftinong the furnace men in these

parts,
is called Minion. Ibid. 214 Minion^ or iron stone

burnt. 1873 Weale s Diet. Terms, Minion, the siftings of

iron-stone after calcination at the iron-furnaces.

t Mi nion, v. Obs. rare. [f. MINION sb.^]

trans. To treat as a minion; to caress. Implied
in f Mi nioning vbl. sb.

1604 MARSTOM Malcontent iv. i, Sooner hard steele will

melt with Southerne wind . . Then women vow d to blushlesse

impudence, With sweet behautour and soft minioning, Will
turne from that where appetite is lixt.

Minion, var. munnion, obs. f. MULLION.
t Mi*nionate,. Obs. rare^ 1

. In 5 mynyo-
nat. [f.

MINION a. + -ATE.]
= MINION a. i.

c 1495 Epitafft t etc. \\iSkeltons ll ks. (1843) 11-391 Lad yes,

damosels, mynyonat and gorgayse.

IVIiiiioiiette (nainyane t), sb. U.S. Printing.

[f.
MINION f&l+ -KKB.] (See quot.)

1871 Ringwalts Amer. Encycl. Printing^ Minionette^
a very small size of type, used chiefly in small ornamental
borders.

t Minione*tte, a- Obs. [ad. F.

mignonnette fem. adj., after MINION
.]

Small and

pretty.
1749 H. WAL&amp;gt; OLE Lett. (1857) II. 163 His minionette face.

Miilionism (mi nyaniz m). [f. MINION sb.^ and
a. + -ISM.] f a. The quality of being minion ;

a manifestation of this quality (obs.). b. Partiality
for a minion or favourite. rare~ l

1611 FI.ORIO, Mignardaggini , minionisme, wantonnesse.

Mignardigie^ mignardises, minionismes. 1611 COTGR.,

Mignonneti\ minionisme, quaintnesse, trimnesse, dclicacie,

sprucenesse, featncsse, fuiusst.&quot;. 1818 COLKKIUGE in Lit.



MINIONIZE.

Rem. (1838) III. 198 Yet how many points., must be brought
together before we can fairly solve the intensity of James s

mmiomsm, his Kingly egotism [etc.).

t Mi iiionize, v. Obs. rare, [f. MINION j.i

+ -IZE.] a. trans. To raise to the position of a
minion ; hence fMinio nized ///. a. b, intr.

(See quot. 1604.)
1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Mignioniset ^\a.y the wan

ton. 1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode Ijb, His Minions.. Whom,
of base Groomes, his Grace did Minnionize. 1616 [T. G.j
Rich Cabinet 3 b, Anger, made Great Alexander.. kill his

minionized friend Clytus.

fMi nionly, adv. Obs. [f. MINION sb.\ and a. +
-LT 2

.]
In a* minion manner; delicately, elegantly.

1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. (1545) 100 At Athens he
wolde.Jiue mymonly and elegantly. 1633 J. DONE Hist.

Septnagint 171 A house, .very stately and mmionly decked
and trimmed.

t Mrnionness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MINION sbl +

-NESS.] The condition or behaviour of a minion.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) Rj, He

muste sutTre hir nice mynionnesse [orig.Sp. sns regalos\ for

euery faire woman will passe hir life in plesure.

t Mi nionship. Obs. rare 1
, [f. MINION sb.i

+ -SHIP.] The position of a minion or favourite.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. i. xvii, The Favourit Luines

strengthneth himself more and more in his minionship.

T&quot;
Mi 111OUS, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. L. minium
MINIUM + -ous.] Of the colour of minium, red.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. ix. 320 They which
hold the [Red] Sea receiveth a red and minious tincture
from springs, .that fall into it. [Whence 1656 in Blount;
and in later Diets.]

Minise, obs. form of MINISH.
Minish (mrnif), v. Now only arch. Forms :

4-5 menus;e, (4 mynus(c)h, menus(c;h, Sc.

menes, myniss, 5 menuze), 4-6 mynyssh(e,
5 minussh, (minys, minise, -issh, mynes(ch,
mynuyssh, mynyss), 5-6 mynys, 6 mynish(e,
(-issh, -essh, -usshe, myn(n)yshe), minisho,
-issh(e), mynysch(e, Sc. menis(che, 6-minish.

[ad. OF. menusier, memtisier= Pr, menuzar, It.

minuzzare : vulgar Latin *minutidret f. minitt-ns

MINUTE a. Cf. MINCE v.~\

1. trans. To make fewer in number or less in

size ; to make less in amount or degree ;
to reduce

in power, influence, etc. (rarely f const. of\
c 1375 [see MINISHING vol. so.}, 138* WYCI.IF Wisd. xi. 8
Whan thei weren mynusht [Vulg. minnerentnr\. .thou }eue
to them abundende water. ^1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 303
(Cambr. MS.) Ek $if he withdrawe or menuse the almesse
of the poore. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 31, I remevid

J&amp;gt;is

stone in be feld, to J)e entent ^at I wolde enlarge myne awn
ground & mynys o^er mens ground. 1465 PastonLett. II.

175 And yff they wold wyrke ayenst me to minussh my
power. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis i. Pro!. 371 Latyne wordis..
1 hat In our leid ganand translatioun bes nane, Les than we
men is thar sentence and grauite. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cvi[i].

39 When they are minished & brought lowe thorow oppres
sion. 1538 STARKEV England i. L 14 Vertues..be no les

vertues, nor mynyschyd of theyr excellency, by any such
frantyke fansy. a 1548 HALL

CJiron., Hen. ^&quot;460, His
armie by sickenesse was sore minished and appaired. 1614
JACKSON Creed in. xxi. 18 The testimonies ofthe Law and
Prophesies, serued as a light.. to minish the terrors of the

night. 1826 SCOTT IVoodst. iii, I may come to trouble, since
it may be thought I have minished their numbers. 1848
LOWELL Eigloiv P. Poems 1890 II. 68, I would not. .minish

by a tittle the respect due to the Magistrate.
absol. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) in She

[Nature] werketh upon all wonder ly, Bothe for to minysshe
and to multeply.

b. To break up into (powder, parts).
1381 WYCLIF 2 Kings xxiii. 15 And that hee} auter he..

mynuschede in to poudre. 1851 LANDOR Popery 33 Our
kingdom is minished into parts and parcels.

fc. To reduce (a coin) by clipping or sweating.
Obs. rare. Cf. DIMINISH v. i b.
1612 [see MINISHED///. a.}.

2. To remove, withdraw (a portion of at from
something).
c 1483 CAXTON Chaucer s Cant. T., Proheme, I had made

it accordyng to my copye and by me was nothyng added
ne mynusshyd. 1525 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 207 Shall

mynysche noe part of yere. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam.
Compl. i. (1876) 19 We are forced, either to minishe the third

part of our househoulde, or to raise the thirde part of our
reuenewes. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 342 What they minish
from the measure, that they add to the wrath of God.

b. absol.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 3 Not presumand to put to His lawe, ne
to minys Jjerfro. ? 14*1 Lett. Marg. Anjou $ Bp. Beckington
(Camden) 28 And ever to have libertee to adde and minise

chaunge and amende. 1506 Bury Wills (Camden) 108 Myn
executours shall mynysshe as they thynke accordyng to

conciens. 1526 TINDALE Rev. xxii. 19 And yfenyman shall

mynnyshe of the wordes off the boke of this prophesy.
3. To decry the importance or worth of; to

depreciate, belittle.

1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 53 Thi
baffyng, lye thou never

so lowde, may not menuse this seint [Wyclif]. Ibid. 85
Thou assentUt thi silf in tresoun, menusynge the kyngis
majeste. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid s Metam. 136 Vaunted
the Titan deeds, and minished those Of the great gods.
4. intr. To become less in quantity, number,

size, power, etc.

1398 TRRVISA Barth. De P. R. iv. vii. (1495) 90 As fatnesse

wexyth the blode mynysshyth. 1494 FABYAN Chron. v.

cxviii. 94 Careticus. .prouyd the strengthe of his enemyes,
and sawe y[ they increasyd, and his knyghtis lassed and
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mynysshed. isxt-ta Act 3 Hen. VIIf, c. 3 Preamble,
Archerie . . is right litell used but dayly mynessheth decayth
and abateth. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. iii. i But Dauid
wente and increased, and the house of Saul wente and
mynished. 1535 STEWART Cron.Scot. III. 53gQuhilkcausit
science togrow . . And vice to menische ilk da les and les. 1901
HENLEY Haivthorn fy Lavender 7 The sovran sun, As he

goes southing, weakening, minishing, Almighty in obedience.

Hence Mi nislied ppl. a. Also Mi nisJier.

1564 BECON \Vks. Pref. A v, He is not Episcopus, but

Aposcopus, not a Minister, but a Minisher. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. xi. 43 The paw yett missed not his minisht might.
1622 BACON Hen. VII 215 In making all clipped, minished,
or impaired Coines of Siluer, not to bee currant in payments.

Minishing (mi-nijln), vhl. sb. [-1NG
1
.] The

action of the verb MINISH, in various senses.

f 375 s&amp;lt;:-
&amp;lt;*

Saints xxxvii. ( Vinccncius} 184, & J&amp;gt;are-fore

wil nocht ony wyse bou to my loy mak lessing, na to my
reward menesinge. 1485 Rolls ofParIt. VI. 338/2 Savyng
only to the abatement, discharge, mynesyng, and relesyng
of the Fee Ferme of the said Towne. 1513 MORE Rich. IIf

to the hynderaunce and minishyng of tbe study of liberal!

artes. 1631 R. CHILD in Hartlib s Legacy (1655) 137 The
dulling and minishing of the Spirit. 1860 DORA GKEENWKLL
Patience ofHope 18 [It] has set the ideals of Christ and
Humanity so far apart, that the wealth of the one can only
be attained through the minishing of the other.

t Mrnishment. Obs. [f. MINISH v. + -MENT.]
The action or process of lessening ; diminution.

1533 MORE Debell. Salem. Wks. 967/2 If you fynde..that
the putting away of that lawe, be better.. for this lande
without the mimshment of the fayth in the same. 1577-87
HOLINSHF.D Chron. III. 1140/1 That the castell with all.,

munitions of warre, should be wholie rendred without

wasting, hiding, or ininishment thereof. 1664 ATKYSS Orig,

Printing 9 That they shall keep all the Lands, Honours,
and Dignities, .whole, without any manner of minishment.

Minisse, -issh, obs. ff. MENACE, MINISH.

t Ministe llo. Obs. [f. MINISTER + It. dim.
suffix -ello^\ A petty minister.

1639 GAUDEM Tears ofCh. it. xiv. 194 Consider, I beseech

you, what pitifull Ministellos, what pigmy Presbyters,, .this

Nation in after-ages is like to have if [etc.].

Minister (mi-nistoi), $b. Forms : 3-6 mi-

nistre, 4 miiiystre, mynystyr, mynystere,
mynistere, minster, 4-6 mynyster, -ister,

-istre, 5 minstre, mynestre, -ter, mynstre,
minestre, mynnyster, Sc. mynistir, 4- mi
nister, [a. OF. menestre^ ministre, a. L. minister

servant, f.
*
minis-, minus less, parallel in forma

tion to the correlative magister MASTER sh
t&amp;gt;

f. wagis
more. Cf. Sp., Pg., It. ministro

9
G. minister.]

T~l. A^ervant. attendant. Obs.

ci375^. Le^rSaintsx^u. {Laurentius} 121 Fadyr,quhare
gais JJu bot minsteris? 41500 Chaucer s Dreme 2132 With
lad yes, knightes, and squieres, And a grete ostof ministeres,
With instrumentes and sounes diverse. 1513 BRADSHAW
St. llSer&urre,i. 1728 The mynysters were redy theyr offyce
to fulfyll Tot^afce vp the tables at theyr lordes wyll. 1572
SIR T. SMITH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 15 Scarcely
the ministers cowld have rowme to bring the meate or the
drinck to the table. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings vi. 15 When the
servant [marg. minister] of the man of God was risen early.
1611 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 4?6 Let the Surgeon
have at hand at the least two or three ministers or servants
besides himself, to assist him in the work. 1781 GIBBON
Deel* fy F xxxi. III. 206 A multitude of cooks, and inferior

ministers, employed in the service of the kitchens.

b. One who waits upon, or ministers to the

wants of another, arch.
1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. clxxvii, Oh ! that the Desert

were my dwelling-place, With one fair Spirit for my minister.
1868 FITZGERALD tr. Omar Iv, And lose your fingers in the
tresses of The Cypress-slender Minister of Wine.
2. One who acts under the authority of another ;

one who carries out executive duties as the agent
or representative of a superior. Now rare.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 301/65 Codes ministres aungles

beoth, seint Mijhel and obere mo. c 1327 Rolls ofParlt.
II. 430 His writings and other goods, &c., arrested by the

King s ministers. 1^90 GOWER Conf. I.6i Pride, .hath with
him in special Ministres five ful diverse, Of whiche,. .The
ferste is seid Ypocrisie. c 14x3 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ.
2535 If be ministres do naght but iustice To poore peple, in

contre as bei go, Thogh |&amp;gt;e Kyng be vniust, yit is his vice
Hid to te peple. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 339 losue,
the minister of Moyses, rewlede the peple of Israel. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 139 b, The goostly ennemyour
olde aduersary& all his mynysters put to

flyght& confusyon.
J535 COVERDALE Rom. xiii. 6 He is the minister of God for

thy wealth, c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cm. xii, Spirits of

might, . . You ministers that willing work his will . . His praise
extoll. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI

t v. ii. 34 O Warre, thou
sonne of hell, Whom angry heauens do make their minister.
1628 COKE On Lift. 147 The Kings Baily should be but his
Minister to distreine for his rent. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

460 His wary speech Thus to th Empyreal Minister he
fram d. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 314 The first

and supreme Minister by which Christ rules his Kingdom
is the Holy Ghost. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 81 p 6 The
community, of which the magistrate is only the minister.

b. Const. of\ One who is employed by another
to carry into effect (a purpose or intention) or to

convey (a gift, etc.). Also transf. of things. Obs.
exc. as coloured by religious use.

(71380 WYCLIF Sertn. Sel. Wks. I. 18 Jesus Crist dide
more miracle, and bad hise disciples serve

fc&amp;gt;e puple at ^e
mete, to teche us

f&amp;gt;at
we ben mynyslris and not autouris of

miracle, c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeotn. ProL $ T. 747 Al to

symple is my tonge to pronounce As Ministre of my wit,

MINISTER.
the doublenesse Of this Chanon. 1580 LYLY Euphites (Arb.)

354 Philautus determined, hab, nab, tosende his letters,, .and
..he thus beganne to frame the minister of his louc. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. V!

t
m. i. 355 For a minister of my intent,

I haue seduc d a head-strong Kentishrnan. 1720 O/EI.L
tr. Vertot s Row. Rep. II. xn. 215 Catiline. .had been the
Minister of the Cruelties of Sylla. 1722 WOLLASTOX Relig.
Nat. ix. 186 Why doth the scene ofthmking lie in our heads,
and all the ministers of sensation make their reports to

something there. 1784 COWPER Task v. 816 Those fair

ministers of light to man That fill the skies. 1866 LIDDON
Bampton Lcct. vi. (1875) 321 1 he Angels are ministers of
the Divine Will.

f c. An officer entrusted with the administration

of the law, or attached to a court of justice. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nuns Pr. T. 223, I crye out on the

Ministres quod he That sholden kepe and reulen thisCitee.
c 1450 Godstoiv Reg. 149 Vndurshreuys, or ober ballyfs
or mynysters what-so-euer they be. 1483 Anc. Cal. Rec.
Dublin (1889) I. 303 The clcrkys and mynnysters of the

courte of Tolsyll. 1526 TINDAI.E Matt. v. 25 Lest.. the

fudge delivre the to the minister. 1538 STARKEY England
i. iii. 83 Cud mynystrys of justyce are to few. 1723 Royal
Proclaut. in Lond. Gaz. No. 6135/3 Before the next Magi
strate or Minister of Justice.

fd. An officer subordinate to another, an un

derling. Obs.

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 54/2 Custumers..have diverse

persones to be here Clerkes, Deputees and Ministres in here
seide Offices. 1601 LD. MOUNTJOY in Morysons /tin. n.

(1617) 174 It grieveth me to see her Majesty so ill served in her

Musters, . .for all the Ministers in that kind, are but ciphers
or false numbers. 1602 Ibid. 256 Errours of subordinate
Ministers in these matters of accompts and reckoning^.
1623 GLANVILLE I oy. Cadiz (1883) 29 The Captaine is to

give them [his superior s commands] in charge to all other
officers and ministers in the shipp.
3. A high officer of state, a. A person ap

pointed by the chief of a state to act for him in a

particular department of government; one entrusted

with the administration of a department of state;
a minister or secretary of state, as minister f at

(now for, of} war, ministerforforeign affairs, etc.

J* First minister^ the same as Prime minister.

&quot;j*

Premier
J prime minister; see the adjs.

In plural often without article- the Ministry, the members
of the Government.
1625 HACON ss. t Envy (Arb.) 516 This publique Enuy,

seemeth to beat chiefly, vpon principall Officers, or Ministers,
rather then vpon Kings and Estates themselues. 1696
PHILLIPS, Minister of State, is one upon whom a Prince re

poses the Administration of his Kingdom. 1741 Lords
Protest \t\ Morley Walpole vii. (1889) 163 We are persuaded
that a sole, or even a First Minister, is an officer un
known to the law of IJritain. 1745 HARDWICKE in G. Har
ris Life (1847) U 1O9 Chancellor. . . Your Ministers, sir,

are only your instruments of government. King~(smilt$\
Ministers are the King, in this country. 1795 ANNA SF.WARD
Lett. (1811) IV. 140, I blame ministers for such an evident
waste of English blood and treasure. 1803 LD. MELVILLE
In Morley Walpole\ \\. (1889) 162 That power must rest in the

person generally called the First Minister, and that minister

ought, he [sc. Pitt] thinks, to be the person at the head of
the finances. 1805 JEFFERSON Writ. (1850) IV. 45 That
there is only one minister who is not opposed to me, is

totally unfounded. 1836 DICKENS S&. Boz, Tales ii, Well,
Brogson, what do Ministers mean to do? Will they go out
or what? 1838 GREVILLE Mem. n. (1885) I. 87 In the
first place the Colonial Minister should have made some
arrangement [etc.]. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xiii,

Isturitz became head of the cabinet, Galiano minister of

marine, and a certain Duke of Rivas minister of the interior.

1868 M.E. G. DUFF Pol, Snrr. 16 The King.. immediately
dismissed his Ministers. 1877 D. M. WALLACE Russia
(ed. 2) I. 315 TheProcureur. .is directly subordinated to the
Minister of Justice. Ibid. 322 The Minister for Foreign
Affairs explained that [etc.].

b. A political agent accredited by one sovereign
state to another; an envoy from one country to

another charged with the duty of protecting and

furthering the interests of the state by which he is

accredited.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4547/1 He received the compliments
of the Foreign Ministers residing here. 1711 SWIFT JrnL
to Stella 5 Dec., The Elector of Hanover s Minister here
has given in a violent memorial against the peace. 1789
Const. 17. S. ii. 3 The president, .shall receive ambassadors
and other public ministers. 1860 MALMESBURY Mem. Ex-
Minister (1884) II. 234 In consequence of this violent act

of invading Romagna, Louis Napoleon has recalled his

Minister from Turin, leaving a charge&quot; d affaires. 1880
W. CORY Mod* Eng. Hist. I. 1^8 note, The term Minister is

applied, .to an envoy residing in a foreign capital.

4. Ecclesiastical and religious uses.

a. In Pre-Reformation English, applied to a

person in orders officially charged with some
function in the celebration of worship in a par
ticular church, chapel, chantry, etc. In the rubrics

of the Book of Common Prayer the word denotes

the clergyman, or any of a number of clergymen,

engaged in conducting worship on a particular
occasion.
CI

3&amp;gt;5
SHOREHAM i. 1539 $e( her nys suiche mynystre non,

pys temple stent iuere. 1482 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 209/2 The
noumbre of ministres daily servyng Almyghty God in the

seid Chapel!. 1501 in Bury Wills (Camden) 89, 1 beqwethe
to the vicars and to the chawntery prestys . . to eche of them

vj. d. and to mynysters and queresteres after the rate. 1549
Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, Then shall this generall con
fession bee made, in the name of all those that are minded to

receyue the holy Communion, eyther by one of them, or els by
one of the ministers, or by the Prieste hymselfe. 1662 Ibid.,

When all have communicated, the Minister shall return to the

Lord s Table.. .Then shall the Priest say the Lord s Prayer.
126
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b. In phrases such as minister of the church, of
the gospel, and the scriptural phrases minister of
God, of Jesus Christ

, of the sanctuary, applied as

general designations for a person officially charged
with spiritual functions in the Christian Church.
Hence from the i6th c. onwards (after the example
of foreign Protestant, esp. Calvinistic, use) em
ployed absol. in the same sense, at first chiefly by
those who objected to the terms priest and clergy
man as implying erroneous views of the nature of

the sacred office. The use of minister as the de

signation of an Anglican clergyman (formerly ex

tensively current, sometimes with more specific

application to a beneficed clergyman) has latterly
become rare, and is now chiefly associated with Low
Church views ; but it is still the ordinary appella
tion of one appointed to spiritual office in any non-

episcopal communion, esp. of one having a pastoral

charge. The term minister of religion, as applied
to a clergyman or minister of any religious

denomination, is common in official use.
Minister s man : in Scotland, a man who acts as personal

servant to a parish minister, and is employed by him in

various offices connected with the church and
parish.

1340 Ayenb. 236 pe gerdel huermide be mimstres of holy
cherche ssolle ham gerde ope [&amp;gt;e

lenden is chastete. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 196 The bysshop wyth other mynystres
of the chyrche dyd halowe the fonte. 1560-1 MACHYI*
Diary (Camden) 249 Parson Veron the Frenche man dyd
prydie ther, for he was parson ther, and ys menyster. 1583
STL-BBES Ana/. Abuses \\. (1882) 106 Such [names] as at

anie hande a Minister of the Gospell ought not to bee called

by. 1590 Articles agst. Cart vright in Fuller Ch. Hist.
ix.

yii. 198 We do object.. against him, that he, being a
Minister (at least a Deacon) lawfully called, . . hath forsaken,
. . and renounced the same orders Kcclesiastical. Ibid,

199 The manner of Ordination of Bishops, Ministers and
Deacons. 1609 B. JONSON Si/. Worn. 11. v, Get me a minis
ter presently, with a soft low voice to marry vs. 1641 J.
TRAPPE Theol. Theol. 253 A Minister, if any man, had need
to bee godly. 1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit. World v. Hi.

8. 474/1 Sixtus [I]., ordered that holy things and
vessels should be touched by none but Ministers. 1698 J.
COLLIER /minor. Stage 137 To make the Ministers of

Religion less upon the score of their Function, would be a

Penalty on the Gospel. 1704 NELSON Fest.
.5-
Fasts n. iii.

(1705) 395 Bishops. .only have Authority to send Ministers
into the Lord s Vineyard. 1722 DE FOE Relig. Conrtslt. i.

13 Ministers are but Men. 1726 PviuwzParergonji Tho1

the word Minister sometimes denotes an Office, as that of a
Priest or Deacon

*,
and sometimes it is put for a Rector ofa

Parish. 1727 SWIFT What passed in London Wks. 1755
III. i. 187 The like might be observed in all sorts of minis
ters though not of the church of England. 1813-15 Proc.
Ch. Miss. Sac. IV. 338 The minister of the Gospel ought
not to be left alone among a heathen people. 1833 Tracts

for Times No. u. 12 The minister of the Independent
chapel. 1837 LOCKHART Scott vii. (1839) 48/1 Macdonald. .

then officiated as minister to a small congregation of Epis
copalian nonconformists. 1867 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life
III. 5 Kenan s appearance is something between the Ca
tholic priest and the dissenting minister. 1901 Scotsman
29 Mar. 6/8 Everyone . . was . . familiar with the duties
which a minister s man had to perform.
Comb. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc.

(1590) 17 How dare
these fellowes aspire to further authontie m Minister-

making.
C. Applied to non-Christian religious function

aries. Obs. exc. occas. with reference to Jews.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xix. 87 pe mynisters bat kepez

bat ilk mawmet. Ibid, xxxiy. 153 f&amp;gt;e prestez and ministres
of ydoles er obedient to him. 158* N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanhcda&quot;sConq. E. Ind. \. vii. 18 A white Moore which
was a Minister of the Moores of Mousambicke. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. u. 164 One of their Ministers

goes along with the Man that carries the Child ; and when
they are come to the River-side the Minister says these
words

[etc.]. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 166/2
The priests and ministers of the gods.

d. The title of the superior of certain religious
orders ;

also minister general. In the Society of

Jesus, each of the five assistants of the general.
1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 195/2 Nicholas, nowe Maistir or

Minister of the ordre of Seynt Gilbert of Sempyngham.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace n. 289 Thomas Rimour in to the
Faile \sc. monastery] was than, With the mynystir, quhilk
was a worthi man. 1727-41 CHAMBERSC&amp;gt;C/. s. v., Minister
is also the title which certain religious orders give to their

superior. In this sense we say, the minister of the Ma
th urins, or Trinitarians. Minister, among the Jesuits, is

the second superior of each house. The general of the
Cordeliers order is also called the minister general. 1884
Catholic Diet. (1885) 580/1 Minister^ among the Franciscans
and Capuchins the head of the order is the minister-general.
..Again, the general of the Society of Jesus has five assis

tants, called ministers, who are elected by the general con
gregation.

f e. An assistant clergyman, curate (an applica
tion of sense 2 d). Obs.

1624 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 364 To Mr. Thompson,
my minister at Dighton, 403. To Mr. Beilbe, now vicar of
Palely Bridge, which was my minister at Dightonn, one
whole suite of my workeday apparell.

1 5. Law. An executor of a will; an administrator
of an estate. Obs.

1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 472/1 That he be not..greved
by the Kyng, nor his heirs, nor his Ministres in tyme to
come. 1463 in Somerset Medieval Wills (1901) 197 My
trieu executors, feoffees and ministers, as they wille answere
afore God. 1546 in Trans. Cnmb. % Westm. Archzol. Soc.
X. 26, I gif to Godfray muncastor j quy by the Discrecion
of my mynistour.

f6. One who administers (medicine). Obs.

559 MORWYNG Evonym. Advert., Without any great

profit to the pacient or worship to the minister, because
their medicines are negligently prepared.
7. U.S. The catfish, Amiurus nebulosus.

[From sense 4 b : see quot.J

1872 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms 382 A species [of the

Catfish] is known also as Mndpoutt
. .and irreverently, from

its black color perhaps, as Minister.

minister (mrnittai), v. Forms : see prec. sb.

[a. OF. ministrer
t

ad. L. ministrare t f. minis
ter MINISTER sb. Cf. Sp., Pg. ministrart It.

I. Transitive uses.

fl. To serve (food or drink). Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit, P. B. 644 Abraham.. Mynystred mete

bytore JK&amp;gt;

men bat mystes alweldez. 1426 LYDG. De Guil.

Pilgr. 3286 Off that foode..He Gaff to etyn to hem alle

Thys newe mete most vnkouth, Mynystryng yt in-to ther

mouth, c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixx. 322 (Harl. MS.) Eueryday
he mynystrid to be Emperour of drynke. 1662 H. STUBBE
Ind. Nectar ii. 10 Chocolatte. .which they minister in great
cups of above a pint.

2. To furnish, supply, impart (something neces

sary or helpful. Now only (arch, or literary}
with immaterial object.

1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 377 Bi occasion of graceofgod
mynystred to eny creature. 1390 GowERCV/ClII. 119 His
Monthe assigned ek also Is Averil, which of his schoures
Ministreth weie unto the floures. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
vii. 23 pai hafe na moisture bot bat be forsaid ryuer minis
ters. c 1450 Mironr Salitacioun 4206 To whame so salutere

techinges he mynystres so freely. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr.
(1884) 40 The lyght ys ther mynystred by many lampes.
1533 P CESS MARY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 30 Ye
thereyn shulde mynestre unto me veraye acceptable pleasor.

1535 Goodly Primer (1834) 33 He that doth minister house,
license, place, time, or help, to the works of this abominable
lust. 1553 EDEN Treat. Nnue Ind. {Arb.l 33 The sea also
ministred vnto them great abundaunce of shelfishe. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, i. vi. S 16 They minister a singuler
helpe and preseruative against vnbeleefe and error. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 90 How great a quantity soeuer
\sc. of glassie sand] is by ships carried thence, is supplied by
the Winds, which minister new sands. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto s Trav. Ixxix. 320 We were thus ministring matter
for the company to laugh at us. 174* YOUNG Nt. Th, vm.
598 Wisdom,. .Was meant to minister, and not to mar, Im
perial pleasure. i86a STANLEY yew. Ch. (1877) I.xvi. 317 The
story. .was able to minister true consolation, a 1873 MAU
RICE Friendship Bks. iii. (1874) 83 The wisdom and consola
tion which it [learning] ministered to the common wayfarer.

jb. To communicate, make known. Obs.

1535-6 Act 27 Hen. l IIIt c. 63 (Deputy s oath) Yf any
defaulte ye fynde therein ye shall mynyster and shewe it

unto theym.
t c. To prompt, suggest. In quot. absol. Obs.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. iv. v. 6 Sometimes you doe
blench from this to that As cause doth minister.

t 3. To dispense, administer (a sacrament, the
elements or the like). Obs.
c 1400 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iii. 123 To ministre

|&amp;gt;is

moste worschipeful sacramente. 1510-20 Ez eryman 742
Thou mynystres all the sacramentes seuen. 1549 Bk, Com.
Prayer^ Comnntn. 118 b, As y prist ministreth the Sacra
ment of the body, so shal he \sc. the deacon], .minister y
Sacrament of the bloud. 1637 Sc. Prayer Bk., Confirma
tion (Rubric), It was ordained that confirmation should be
ministred to them that were of perfect age. 1816 J. WILSON
City ofPlague in. i. 197 Tis but two nights ago I thither
went To minister the sacrament.

4. To apply or administer (something healing) j

also absol. andyS^. ? Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth, De P. R. vii. lix. (1495) 275 Agaynst
the Canker men shall mynistre medycynes wbyche brennen
and frete the deed flesshe. 1426 LYDC. De Guil. Pilgr.
1540 For they mynystre ther oynement To boystously,& no thing soffte. 1484 CAXTON Fables of Pogt x, [He]
mynistyred alwey his pylles to euery man that came to

hym for ony remedy. 1542-3 Act 34 % 35 Hen. VIII, c. 8
An Acte that persones being no comen Surgeons maie
mynistre medicines owtwarde. 1590 BARROUGH Meth. Phy-
sick I.

y. (1639) 8 If the patient be any thing costive, you
may minister this decoction. 1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas
in. i, Such a Physicke May chance to find the humour ; be
not long Lady, For we must minister within this halfe houre.
1680 OTWAY Orphan i. i, As calmly as the wounded Patient
bears The Artist s hand that Ministers his Cure.

t5. To. execute or dispense (justice, law); to
administer (punishment). Obs.
1454 Rolls of Parlt. V, 239/2 After the cours of lawe to

mynystre justice. 1467-8 Ibid. 622/2 This Londe was full

naked and bareyn of Justice, the Peas not kepte, nor Lawes
duely mynystred within the same, c 1550 BALE K. Johan
(Camden) 52 Her custome ys to mynyster ponyshment To
kynges and princes beyng dyssobedyent. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. n. 169 Justice and aequitie he minis-
terit amang his awne w l gret commendatione.

1 6. Law. To administer (an interrogatory, oath
or the like). Obs.

Mareschall, and synglerly to each article yrof. a 1541
WYATT Defence Wks. (1861) p. xxx, What they mean bydeny
ing of this : minister interrogatories. Let them have such
thirty-eight as were ministered unto me. 1563 Act 5 Eliz.
c. i 5 Every Archebushopp.. shall have full power.. to
tender and minister the Othe. a 1631 DONNE Serin, viii.

84 Is he not thy Father? is an Interrogatory ministered by
Moses. 17*1 DE FOE Plague (1756) 46 To minister unto
them Oaths for the Performance of their Offices.

[7. To guide, direct, manage (affairs, etc.). Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. met. vi. 61 (Camb. MS.) On

allone is fadyr of thynges. On allone mynystreth alle thinges.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 391 And 3itt bai daymen so

ferforbli bes tibis, bat no man lawfully may wib-holde
hem or minystre hem save bai. 1492 in loM Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 323 They that ony maters shall have
in courte to be mynstred. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1549)

104 A counsaile, wherby the affaires of the citee. .shoulde
be ruled and ministred.

t b. To execute the duties of (an office). Obs.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 284 b, That he had in suche

wyse executed & ministred y* office of a capitaine that [etc.].

II. Intransitive uses.

8. To serve, wait at table
;

to attend to the

comfort or wants of another; to render aid or

tendance. Const. to t untot ~\for (a person, his

wants) ; also f dat. of person.
1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. Wyclif 124 He bat

mynystrib me folowe he me seib Crint. 1382 WYCLIF Luke
xxii. 27 Forwhi who is the more, he that restith, other he that

mynistrith? 1388 Isa. Ix. 10 The kyngis of hem schulen

mynystre to thee. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xix. 97 Maidenes
and marteres ministred hym her in erthe. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) II. 353 Thepeple of Israel ministrede [orig. servivit\
to Eglon the fatte kynge of Moab. 1509 FISHER Funeral
Serin. C tess Richmond\J\(.s. (1876) 297 In theyr sykenes..
mynystrynge vnto them with her owne handes. 1611 BIBLE

j*/arx.4sTheSonne ofman came not to bee ministred vnto,
but to minister. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 444 Mean while at

Table Eve Ministerd naked. 173* LAW Serious C. v. (ed. 2)

69 To assist, protect, and minister for them who shall be
heirs of Salvation. 1816 J. WILSON City of Plague \\. iv.

131 For these three months, Hath she been ministering at

! the dying bed. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. O. Neighb. xvii.

i (1878) 342 Add to your kindness this day, by letting my wife
1 and me minister to you.

9. To serve or officiate in worship ; to act as a
! minister of the Church.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 80 pel ordeynd a cpuent,
to ministre in bat kirke, c 1400 Afol. Loll, n If minstris
of be kirke wele not frely minster to hem bat bei [schuld?]

frely minster to, not but if mony or ober bing be geuen
to hem. 1521 BP. LONGLAND in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in.

;

I. 252, I mynystred as my weykenes wold serve, in ponti-
ficalibus. 1363-83 FOXE A. $ M. II. 1613/2 Such Byshops
as Minister not, but Lord it. 1672-5 COMBER Comp. Temple
(1702) 53 While he that Ministred repeated this Office, all

present were to joyn with him. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes
\ \\. 86 Who then Ministred in holy things. 1855 MILMAS
I Lat. Chr. (1864) xiv. vi. IX. 213 The Teutons.. were com

pelled to possess one qualification, the power of ministering
in that Latin Service.

10. To be helpful or serviceable; also, to be
1

conducive, contribute to something,
1696 WHISTON Theory Earth iv. (17221 332 The Waters.,

were so dispos d as to minister to his Necessities. 1711-12
SMALRIDGE 12 Strut. (1717) 343 Fasting is not Absolutely..

1 Good, but Relatively, and as it ministers to Other Virtues.

1831 LYTTON Codolphin 3, I ministered to their amusement.

1850 M cCosH Div. Govt. u. i. (1874) 137 The useful. .minis-

i

ters to the love of the beautiful.

Hence Mrnistered///. a.

ri425 Found. St. Bartholomew*; (E.E.T.S.) 31 Plenty
of mynystryd grace from God.

Minister, obs. form of MINSTER.
Ministerial (mi nistN rial), a. and sb. [ad. F.

ministtriel, ad. med.L. ministerialis, f. L. ministe-

\

rium MINISTRY. But the word appears to have

,
been generally apprehended as a direct derivative

of MINISTER sb., and this view of the etymology
has influenced the sense.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to, or entrusted with, the execution

of the law, or of the commands of a superior;

pertaining to or possessing delegated executive

authority.
Ministerial act : an act which is a necessary part of a

person s official duty, or which is required by law in a given
state of circumstances, so that the agent is exempt from

responsibility for its propriety or consequences,
1577 tr. Bullinger s Decades (1592) 836 And there is also

one sort of power which is free and absolute, and another
sort of power which is limited, which is also called mini-
steriall. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xxiii. (1739) 41
He was partly ministerial, and partly judicial, a 1680
BUTLER Rent. (1750) II. 104 He is but subordinate and
ministerial to his Wife, who commands in chief. 1763 BLACK-
STONE Comm. I. 427 There is yet a fourth species of ser

vants, if they may be so called, being rather in a superior,
a ministerial, capacity ; such as stewards, factors, and
bailiffs. 1824 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 325 The
warrant of a ministerial officer may authorize the collection

of these penalties, &c. 1846 M cCuLLOCH Acf.Brit. Empire
(1854) II. 221 The ministerial or executive duties of the

sheriff are multifarious. 1863 H. Cox Instit. \. vii. 92 He
. .puts questions to the vote, . . and performs various func
tions of a ministerial character.

2. Concerned as a subordinate agent, or as an

instrument or means ; subsidiary ; instrumental.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f, Beasts (1658) Pref., As Life is the
I Ministerial Governor and Mover in this World, so is Learn

ing the Ministerial Governor and Mover in Life, a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheom. \. xi. 4 (1622) 118 The most abiect and
ministeriall parts of his body. Ibid. n. i. 8. 186 Inferior

and ministeriall Arts. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677)
238 Cyrus .. with Harpagus .. were ministerial together in

the subduing Astyages. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xin.

7 The States of Holland thought they had merited much
in suffering their ships to transport him, and so being
ministerial to his greatness. 1713 DERHAM Phy&.-Thfol, iv.

xi. 195 From the Teeth, the grand Instruments of Mastica

tion, let us proceed to the other Ministerial Parts. 1840
DE QUINCEV Rhetoric Wks. 1859 XI. 29 We may admit arts

of style and ornamental composition as the ministerial part
of rhetoric, a 1859 Conversat. Wks. 1860 XIV. 167 In

speaking above of conversation, we have fixed pur view on
those uses of conversation which are ministerial to intel

lectual culture, a 1871 GROTE Eth. Fragm. v. (1876) 136



MINISTERIALISM.

The supreme, or architectonic, ends, are superior in eligi

bility to the subordinate, or ministerial.

3. Pertaining to the office, function, or character

of a minister of religion.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. iv. vi. 34 There may
he vnder hym [Christ] an other ministerial hed (as they

terme it) that may be his vicegerent in earth. 1597

HOOKER Eal. Pol. v. Ixxvii. 2 Ministeriall power is a

marke of separation, because it seuereth them that haue it

from other men. 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1851 V. 347

It will not be deni d that in the Gospel there be but two

ministerial Degrees, Presbyters and Deacons. (11716

BLACKAI.L Wks. (1723)
I. 199 Not that tis lawful for any

Man to invade the ministerial Office, who is not call d and

ordain d thereto. 1894 H. GARDENER Unoff. Patriot 65

The exigencies of his ministerial life had so far made it

necessary for him to leave the plantation but twice.

4. Of or pertaining to a minister of state
;
of or

belonging to or having relations with a public
minister or ministry ; siding with or supporting
the Ministry as against the Opposition.
1655 DIGGES CompL Ambass. Pref., The cheif ministerial

parts lay upon Burleigh and Walsingham. 1735-8 BOLING-

BROKE On Parties Ded. 21 There are Persons, who take to

Themselves the Title of ministerial Writers. Ibid. 8 They
who could never brook a Regal, will have the Merit _of

saving their Country from the Danger of a Ministerial

Tyranny. 1747 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 200 My con

nexions with anything ministerial are as little as possible.

1830 Lo. VALLETORT in Hansartfs Parl. Deb. XXIV. 1233
Those who sat on the Ministerial side of the House. 1850
HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace v. i. (187;)

III. 183 Parliament

was to be dissolved on the first ministerial reverse. 1863
H. Cox Instit. in. viii. 723 The supreme ministerial authority
is delegated by the Crown to a Secretary of State. 1889

Daily Nevjs 14 May 3/3 Ministerial cries of Oh, and
cheers from the Irish members.

B. sb.

fl. pi. Subsidiary provisio
1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. v. 18

)revisions. Obs.
18 The ministerials of this

law shall pass away together with this life.

2. Hist. An executive household officer under

the feudal system. (Cf. Du Cange s.v. Minis-

leriales.)
1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages(iSj2) I. 182 Prelates and barons,

who surrounded themselves with household officers^
called

ministerials. 1849 KEMBLE Sajcons in Eng. II. viii. 391

They [the clergy] were called upon to take their place with

other landowners, lords, or ministerials in the popular
councils.

Ministerialism (iniiiiiHiiilin). [f. prec.

+ -ISM.]
1. Partisanship of the ministry in power.
1830 Fraser s Mag. II. 258 His unbending ministerialism

. .cut him off from Whig sympathy. 1873 Daily News
28 July 4/7 An exaggerated Ministerialism is ill met by an

exaggerated sectarianism.

2. The ideas and conduct characteristic of a

minister of religion.
1884 FULLERTON in Sword ff Trowel July 342 There are

scores of men whose sole ambition seems to be to sink their

manliness in ministerialism.

Ministerialist, [f.
MINISTERIAL a. + -IST.]

A supporter of the Ministry in office.

&quot;793
BURKE Policy ofAllie_s Wks. VII. 152 note, This was

the language of the ministerialists. 1820 W. IRVING in Life
ff Lett. (1864) I. xxvii. 455 The visitors are men of different

politics, though most frequently ministerialists. 1882 Times

24 Oct. 9 Those Ministerialists who are not in office them
selves.

Mi uisteria lity, nonce-wd. [f.
MINISTERIAL

a. + -ITY.] The quality or fact of being ministerial.

1858 DE QufNCEY Language Wks. IX. 95 It is a capital

error, under theNdea of its ministeriality, to undervalue this

great organ of the&quot;advancing intellect.

Ministerially (mlnistia-rian), adv. [f. MI
NISTERIAL a. + -LY *,] In a ministerial manner or

capacity ; as a minister (in any sense of the word).
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits A&amp;gt;

Divcls 145 The hus

bandman (by applying and mixing wheat with earth,) may
ministerially be saide to bring foorth the said wheat. 1652
GAULE Magastrom. 207 Whether the good angels can do
miracles? Ministerially and instrumentally they may, but

not principally and authoritatively. 1752 J. GILL Trinity
ii. 38 The angel of the Lord . . spoke in his own name, and
not ministerially in his who sent him. 1848 C. A. JOHNS
Week at Lizard 201 My informant was called on to visit

ministerially one of the . . persons . . , then .. lying on his death-

bed. 1885 Lam Times 11 Apr. 421/1 [He] must have been

acting judicially and ministerially.

Ministe rialness. rare. [f. MINISTERIAL a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being ministerial.

1836 PUSEY in Liddon, etc. Life (1893) I. xvii. 401 The
Ministerialness of the act consists in that it has pleased
God that the absolution should be conveyed through a

minister.

Ministerie, obs. form of MINISTRY.

Ministering (mi nistarirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MI

NISTER v. + -ING 1
.] The action of the verb

MINISTER
; ministration, administration.

(-1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 437 Prests shulden have

betere ordre in minstryng of sacraments. &quot;53
PALSGR.

583/1, I heale one by mynystrynge of medycines to
hym,^&quot;e

medicine. 1611 BIBLE Kom. xii. 7 Or ministery, let vs wait,

on our ministring. 1824 LAMB Elia Ser. ll. Capt. Jackson,
The anxious ministerings about you. 1901 Macm. Mag.
Apr. 412/2 The Church of Ireland clergy as a rule do a deal

of ministering to the Roman Catholic sick and poor.

attrib. 1535 COVERDALE i Chron. x. 28 Some of them had
the ouersight of the mynistrynge vessell. 1566 (title)^

A
briefc discourse against the outwarde apparrell and ministring

garments of the Popishe church.

475

Ministering (mi-nistsrirj), ///. a. [f. MI
NISTER v. + -ING a

.] That ministers or serves ;

serving as a subordinate agent ; performing help
ful services; administering, officiating.

1533 COVERDALE Heb. i. 14 Are they [sc. Angels] not all

mynistrynge spretes? 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. 71 The
Greek Church universally taught that the Consecration was
made by the prayers of the ministring man. 1764 FOOTE

Mayor of G. I. Wks. 1790 I. 162 Is it your Worship s will I

that I lend a ministring hand to the maim d 1 1808 SCOTT
j

Mann. VI. 30 O Woman ! . .When pain and anguish wring ,

the brow, A ministering angel thou ! 1886 A. WEIR Hist.

Basis Mod. Eur. (1889) 27 Though despotic, [both monarchs]
were conscious of the ministering nature of their office.

!l Ministerium (ministia riflm). ccl. [L. :

see MINISTRY.]
1. (See quot.)
1858 Direct. Angl. 233 Klinisteriuiit, the Epistle corner

of the altar. So called from the Sacred Ministers preparing
the chalice, &c., there when the elements are removed from

the credence.

2 . The body of ordained ministers of the Lutheran

church in any district, charged with the ruling of

the congregation and the selection of candidates

for clerical preferment.
1881 Philad. Record No. 3457. I In to-day s session of the

Lutheran Ministcrium a report on Muhlenbcrg College
showed [etc.]. 1882-3 Sc/ia/f s Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III.

2126 Schmuker, S. S...was admitted into the ministry by
the Lutheran Ministerium of Pennsylvania in 1820.

Miiiistership (mi nutaijlp). [f. MINISTER
si. + -SHIP.] The office of a minister ;

the position
or fact of being a minister.

1565 JKWEL Dcf. Apol. (1611) 412 How vainely you snap
..now at our Superintendentships : now at our Minister-

ships. 1742 H. \VALPOLE Lett, to Mann 3 Mar. (1857) I. 137
Think of his talking of making it dangerous for anyone else

to accept the first ministership ! 1863 Daily Tel. 8 Oct., We
are obliged to write of Sir James Hudson s Ministership as

a thing of the past. 1872 Daily Kerns t Oct. 5, I am not

a footman, and the ministership you would give me under

a regime such as this would be a menial office.

Ministery, obs. form of MINISTRY.

t Ministral, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. ministrat, L.

miiiistral-is, f. L. minister : see MINISTER sb. and

-AL.] Pertaining to a minister or agent.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Ministral, belonging to a minister.

1851 G. S. FABER Many Mansions 105 When our Bodies

shall be glorified, they will be capable . . of a divestment of

their glory, should such a divestment be . . necessary for

accomplishing the ministral purposes of the Deity.

Miniatralle, obs. form of MINSTREL.

Ministrant (mrnistrant), a. and sl&amp;gt;. [a. L.

ministrant-em , pr. pple. (Aministrare to MINISTE u.]

A. adj. That ministers. Const, to.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 87 Him Thrones and Powers,
Princedoms, and Dominations minislrant Accompanied to

Heaven Gate. 1718 POPE Odyss. x. 413 Ministrant to their

Queen, with busy care Four faithful handmaids the soft

rites prepare. 1805 SOUTHEY Madpc in IV. xii, The place
To that despondent mood was ministrant. 1871 B. TAYLOR
Faust (1875) I. i. 31 The sweet, consoling chant, Which,
through the night of Death, the angels ministrant Sang.

B. sb. One who ministers.

1818 KEATS Endym. \. 285 Strange ministrant of unde-

scribed sounds. 1874 S. Cox Pilgr. Ps. xv. 323 The heavenly
ministrants do, we know, look down on us with, .compassion.

1884 BROWNING Founder ofFeast 14 When, night by night
..Music was poured by perfect ministrants. 1885 L pool
Daily Post 23 Oct. 4/7 Ministrants at the altar.

t Mi-nistrate, v. Obs. Also fa. pple. 6-7 Sc.

miniatrat(e. [f. L. ministrat-, ppl. stem of

ministrdre to MINISTER.]
1. trans. To administer.

1533 BELLF.NDEN tr. Livy in. xvi. (S. T. S.) II. 8 M. Clau

dius had complenit a litill bat na lustice was ministrate to

him. 1559 in Tytler Hist. Scot!. (1864) III. 391 Their

minister shall have full liberty . . to ministrate the sacraments, i

publicly and privately. 1639 MARQ. HAMILTON Exflati.
Meaning Oath A&amp;gt;

Covenant 12 [They] refuse the participa
tion of the holy sacraments as they are now ministrate. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, To Ministrate, to minister or serve.

2. iutr. To minister to.

1887 BROWNING Parleying!, Furini 154 Learn how they
ministrate to life and death.

Ministration (ministry-Jan), [ad. L. mini

stration-em, n. of action f. ministrdre to MINISTER.

Cf. obs. F. ministracion (i4th c.).]

1. The action (rarely, an act) of ministering or

serving ; the rendering of aid or service.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter, Cant. 524 Crete thing he did til

hur in quantite of grace, gretter in mynystracypn ofAungell.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. iii. 7-8 If the mynistracioun of deeth

deffbrmyd by lettris in stoones was in glorie . .hou not more
the mynistracioun of spirit schal be in glorie 1 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidane s Comm. 49 b, Let them not be covetous, nor
for theyr ministration extorte money gredelye. 171683 OWEN
True Nat. Gosp. Ch. Wks. 1853 XVI. no Ministration unto
the poor of the Church, for the supply of their temporal
necessities is an ordinance of Christ 1711 M. H ENRY Daily
Comtnun. 11. (1847) 126 What a security is the ministration

of those good spirits against the malice of evil spirits ! 1875

JOWETT Plato I. 206 Nor is any one to be blamed for doing
any honourable service or ministration to any man.

t b. Exercise of official functions. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Covt. ft Soc. x. 15. 162 Content with the

nomination of Magistrates, and publique Ministers, that is

to say, with the authority without the ministration,

t c. Agency, instrumentality. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. iv. iv. (1495) 85 The vertues

MINISTRESS.
of the spirites werke their effectes in al the lymmes of the

body by mynystracion and seruyse of humours. 1555 EDEN
Decades So What so euer god by the ministration of nature
hath created.

2. spec. The action of ministering in religious
matters

;
service as a priest or minister

; pi. the

services of ministers of religion.

1535 COVEKUALE Acts i. 17 For he was nombied with vs
S: had opteyned the felashippe of this mynistracion. 1548-9
[see MINISTRY 3]. 1660 SOUTH Senn. (1727) IV. i. 62 At the
thirtieth Year of their Age they began their Leviiical Minis
tration. 1841 A. R. C. DALLAS Past. Superintend. 5 A snare
had long been spread for us. .leading us to injure our means
of usefulness, through a depreciation of order in our minis

trations. 1884 Law Times 14 June 122/2 There should be
a provision for religious ministrations.

f b. A ministerial office or employment. Obs.

1550 CROWLEY Wale to Wealth (E. E. T. S.) 145 Ye have

benefices, or other spirituall promotions, as you call theym,
for ye are ashamed to call them ministrations.

t3. The action of administering the sacraments,

justice, law, an estate or revenue, etc.; adminis

tration ;
occas. execntorship.

Obs.
c 1340 HAMPOIJ: Prose Tr. (1866) 25 Thes holy menne lefte

not witterly the ministracion of the lokynge and the ili-

spendynge of worldely goodis. 1422 E. E. Wills (E.E.T.S.)

50, I wole bat he haue hem vpon this condicion, .. bat he

lete hem note off ministration of myn other goode. 1432-50
tr. Hidden (Rolls) V. 109 The ministracion of baptym and
of beryenge. 1439 E. E. Wills (E. E. T. S.) 128 Wich of

hem as laboureth for the execucion of his will, and taketh

vpon him mynystracion shall [etc.]. 1442 Rolls ofl arlt.

V. 57/1 The ministration of the revenues. 1512 Act 4

lieu. VIII, c. 20 Preamble, Your true Subgectes beyng in

Compeny with hym for mynystracion of your lawes. 1527
RastclFs Abridg. Slat. 99!), Any other that take vppon
them the mynystracion of the forest. 1533 MORE Dctell.

Salem Wks. 1023/1 Their authorite in ministracion of the

sacramente-:. 1550 COVERDAI.E Calrins Treat. .Sacram.

etc. Fjb, The mynistracion of holye baptime. Ibid., The
due ministracyon of holy wedloke. 1579 FL LKK Htskinf
r&amp;lt;trl. 309 Many corruptions, that were crept into the Church
about the ministration of the cup.

4. The action of supplying, providing, or giving

(something). Const, of.

1460-70 l&amp;gt;k. Quintessence 15 panne comforte him wib
ministracioun of cure quinte esscncie afore seid. 1547
BOORDF. Brcv. Health 2 The ministracion of phisickL . 1862

TYNIJAI.L Mountaineer, i. 3 The ministration of unwhole
some food. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap 184 Yours

the care That any world . . be easy of access Through mi

nistration of the moneys due.

Ministrative (mrnisttiv), a. [ad. L.

*ministrativ-us, f. ministrare : see MINISTKU v.

and -1YE.] Pertaining to or of the nature of mini

stration ; affording service or assistance.

1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians i. v. (1876) 125 His ministra-

tive office in the revealed Economy of the Godhead. 1850
GLADSTONE Homer II. 105 When Minerva alters the persona!

appearance of Telemachus, [etc.] . . she uses no sign or minis-

trative act.

Ministrator (mi-nistKitaj). rare. [a. L.

ministrator, agent-n. f. ministrdre : see MINISTER

z&amp;gt;.]
One who ministers or administers ; f a testa

mentary executor.

1523 FITZMERB. Hint. 165 Prayer.. must nedes be done

in the chyrche by the mynystratours of the same before

the people. 1559 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 132 Whome
I maike juntly together executores and ministratores of yis

my last wyll and testament. 1598 Durham Wills {Surtees

No. 38) 332 Widowe Maire,. .lawfull ministrator to hir laite

husband. 1654 R. CODRINGTON tr. lustine XMI. 208 Who
would therefore wonder that the world should be conquered

by such ministrators. (11734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 74 The

Law, and the Ministrators of it. 1884 Schaff s Encycl.

Relig. Knowl. s.v. Angels, They were the ministrators of

t Ministrato-riously, adv. Obs. rare- 1

.

[f. late L. ministratori-us (see next) + -OUS + -LY ^.]

In the capacity of an administrator.

1563-83 FOXE A. ff M. I. 432/1 A man cannot onely minis-

tratoriously geue any temporal or continuall gift, eyther as

well to his naturall sonne, as to his sonne by imitation.

t Ministratory, a. Obs. rare~ i
. [ad. L.

ministrdtori-us, i. ministrator, agent-n. f. mini

strare : see MINISTER v. and -OBY.] Having the

function of ministering.
1625 GODWIN Moses # Aaron (1655) 255 To shew his

ministratory office.

Ministre, -trele, obs. ff. MINISTER, MINSTREL.

Ministrer (mi-nistrai). [f.
MINISTER v. +

-ER V] One who ministers or serves.

?i4.. in Wars Eng. in France (1864! II. 525 Officers

royalle and mynystroures belongyng aftir the custome of

Fraunce. 1509-10 Act i Hen. VIII, c. 16 i Wages due

. . to the Officers and Ministrours of the same. 1530 PALSGR.

245/2 Mynistrer of justyce, droicturier. 1836 New Monthly

Mag. XLV1II. 219 My business is not with the sincere

and conscientious ministrer of comfort.

Ministress (mi-nistres). [f. MINISTER sb. +

-ESS. Cf. F. minislresse (Cotgr.).] A woman who
ministers or serves. Also trans/, and fig.

1600 Hasp. Incur. FoolesR), Nature (diuine ministresse)

contending .. to imprint in them the scale and forme of

Diuinitie. 1662 J. SPARROW tr. Behme s Re &quot;. Wks., Apol.

cone. Perfect. 48 It should, as a Noble Ministresse or Maid

of Honour to its Bridegroom the Soul, draw the Soul there

unto. 1744 AKENSIDE/Veaj. Imag. I. 373 Thus was Beauty

sent from heaven, The lovely mimstress of truth and good

In this dark world. 1891 C. E. NORTON Dante s Hell xxix.

159 The ministress of the High Lord- infallible Justice.

Ministring, obs. form of MINISTERING.
126-2



MINISTRY.

Ministry ^mi nistri). Forma : 4 mynyeterye,
-ie, mynisterie, minstri, 5-6 mynistery, 5-8
ministery, 6 mynyetery, ministeree, minstirie,

-y&amp;gt; 6-7 ministsrie, -trie, 8 ministrey, 6- mi
nistry. [ME. miniseriet ad. L. ministeriuni

office, service, f. minister: see MINISTER sb. Cf.

F. ministere (i6th c.), Pr. ministerit Sp., Pg., It.

minislerio. Cf. MISTER sb.*]

1. The action of ministering ;
the rendering of

service; the performance of any oftice or labour

for another. Now only in religious use or coloured

by association with this.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xliv. 14, I shal jeue hem porters of the

hous, in al the mynysterie therof. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione

in. xi. 78 pou hast ordeined also angels in to niannys mynU*
tery. 15*6 Pilgr. Ptrf. (\V. de W. 1531) 257 b, More plea-

saunt was to hym y* poore ?&amp;gt;eruyce
of his mortal! creatures

than shold haue ben y* gloryous mynystery of aungels.

c 1555 HARPSFIELU Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 245 That

woman doth not pertain to matrimony with whom .. there

was no matrimonial ministry. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.

354 The Oxe is a fellowe labourer with his muster,, .so that

wee finde:speciall benefites redounding to vs, by and through
the vse of their mini-.tt.Tie. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Lift (vj47}
III. 379 Another of those Ministries which Princes are

obliged to render his Church, is, to chasten and correct the

irregular and disorderly Members of it. 1777 ROBERTSON
Hist. Anier. v. (1778) II. 112 People who were unacquainted
with the ministry of domestic animals, or the aid of ma-

chinth, to facilitate any work of labour. 1892 TENNYSON
in Jfait. (1897) II. 421 My idea of heaven is the perpetual

ministry of one soul to another.

f 2. A mode or kind of service ;
a specific de

partment of usefulness ; a function, office. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 461 Whiche suppose bene
fites grauntede to vs for necessites as thynges grevous,

scyenge be ministerys ofartes as wickede thynges, destroy-

enge at the laste the lawes off lyvynge. 1546 LANGLEY/W.
Verg. De Invent. Pref. 5 They that have excogitated.. any. .

handy craftes or minUteries to the maintenance, aid and com
fort of the Body. 1553 HALE I ocac. 9 b, From the shippe,
from y costomehowse, 6: from other homily ministerys, called

he not ya
stought, sturdye & heady sort of men. 1635-56

COWLEY Davideis n. note 30 The daughters of Cocalus
washt Minos at hisarrivalin Sicilie. But the more ordinary,
was to have young and beautiful servants for this and the
like ministeries. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 75 It is not

possible for man to sever the wheat from the tares. .; that

must be the Angels Ministery at the end of mortall things.

3. The functions, or any specific function, pertain

ing to a minister of religion ;
the action, or an act,

of ministering in holy things.
1381 WYCLIK Col. iv. 17 Se the mynisterie, that thou hast

takun of the Lord, that thou fulfille it. c 1400 APol. Loll.

32 It semi^ bat God eniomb to doctors and dekunis be
minstri of presthed, and ofdekunhed, bat are netful. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 405 Seynte Petyr ordeynede ij.

bi-

schoppes at Rome, other ij. helperes to hym .. to fullefille

the ministery off pristes to the peple. 154879 (Mar.) Bk.
Com. Prayer^ Cannntnion (Rubric), The Priest that shal

execute the holy ministery, shall put upon hym the vesture

appoincted for that mimstracion.
is8_i

MARBLCK Bk. of
jV0/6o2 In the Baptime, the outward ministerie or mystical 1

washing doth regenerate. 1612 T. WILSON Chr. Dict.^ To
Prophesie sig[nifieth] .. to bee present at the publicke mi

nistry, and partake in the Doctrine thereof. 1635 SWAN

Spec. AT. (1670) 311 A certain Priest .. was suspended from
his ministry at tne Altar. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 149 This

high Temple to frequent With Ministeries due and solemn
Rites. 1704 NELSON Fest. ty Fasts I. xi. (1705) 133 Whereas
the other Apostles chose this or that Province as the main
Sphere of their Ministry, St. Paul over-ran as it were the
whole Roman Empire. 1868 \V. B. MARRIOTT (title) Vesti-

arivm Christianvm. The Origin and Gradual Development
of the Dress of Holy Ministry in the Church,

t b. A ministerial office or charge. Obs.

*S88 J- UDALL Deutonstr. DtsciPl. \\. (Arb.) 24 A minister

ought not to be ordained before there be a ministery wher-
vnto he is to be allotted.

C. The ministration of a particular minister.

1613 N. ROGERS Str. Vineyardi(& Many who haue heard
the word with thee, beene of the same Parish, vnder the
same Ministery. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. SucJt ii. 50 The
roofs that have looked out. .below the square stone steeple,
gathering their.. olive-green mosses under all ministries.

d. The office of minister of the church, or of a

religious body or congregation.
1 8*4 SCOTT St. Ronan s xvi, A weak constitution . . induced

his parents. .to educate him for the ministry. 1845 S. AUSTIN
RankS$ Hist. Ref. II. 37 He was reproached with having
intruded himself uncalled into the ministry. 1900 Daily
News ii Dec. 11/3 The Rev. A. B. has retired from the

ministry of the M Congregational Church.

e. The body of men set apart for spiritual func
tions in the Christian church or in any religious

community. Now rare.

\&amp;lt;$&Ri&amp;gt;g. Privy Council Scot. I. 494 Hes assignit for sus-
tentatioun of the said minlsterie certane victuales and money
. . to be tane up and disponit be the said Ministerie and
thair Collectouns or Chalmerlanis. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pit-

scottie) Ckron, Scot. (S.T. S.) II. 515 The maist pairt of the
nobilitie and ministrie var in Edinburgh. 1604 E. BRIM
STONE] D Acostofs Hist. Indies v. xiii. 364 There were in
them {sc. temples] places for the ministerie, colleges, scbooles,
and houses for priests. 1659 SOUTH Sertn. (1727) 1.111.84 We
have Christ consulting the Propagation of the Gospel; . .send

ing forth a Ministry, and giving them a Commission. 1847-
54 in WEBSTER. [And in later Diets.] 1848 A. THOMSON Orig.
Secess.Clt. 164 Patronage . . was the most effective instrument
of placing a hireling ministry in the pulpits of Scotland.

4. The condition or fact of being employed as an
executive agent or instalment ; agency, instru

mentality. Now only with religious colouring.

476

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. i. v. (1588; 28 All others .. be or

dained by the meane of the great Scale, and by the mini*-

tcrie of the L. Chauncellor. 1672 CAVE Prim. Chr. m. ii.

(1673) 264 Not by the Minibtery of her servants . . but with
her own liand^. 1705 ATTERBUKY Stri/i. --8 Oct. 29 The
Ordinary Ministry of Second Causes, a 1718 PARNELL Her
mit 231 Twas my Ministry to deal the Blow. 1753 SMOL
LETT Ct. Fat/torn (1784) 4*4/1 The messenger, doubly re

joiced at her achievement, which not only recommended her

ministry, but also gratified her malice
;
returned to her^prin-

cipal. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. xii. (1882) 120 This be

comes intelligible to no man by the ministry of mere words
from without. 1891 A. PHELPS Notc-Bk. i. 24 Heroic be
lievers become such by the ministry of heroic pains.

fb. (Good or bad) conduct as an executive

agent. Obs.

1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 894 The Kingdom, .felt the

Effects of their ill Ministery.
5. The body of ministers charged with the ad

ministration of a country or state, t In the iSth c.

often used- without article.

1710-11 SWII-T Lett. (1767) III. 83 The ministry hear me
always with appearance of regard. 1779 WILKES Cart;

(1805) V. 213 You told him, that you had voted with ministry
as long as any man of honour could. 1791 BUKKE Afp.
Whigs Wks. VI. 145 A Whig ministry, and a whig house
of commons. 1795 Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 324 The

Karliament
has assented to ministry; it is not ministry that

as obeyed the impulse of parliament, a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxiv. (i86x) V. 124 The date from which the era
of ministries may most properly be reckoned is the day of
the meeting of the Parliament after the general election of

1695. 1865 LD. IDDESLEIGH Led. $ Ess. (1887) 251 The
Cabal Ministry were in power. 1879 MCCARTHY Own Times
x.xiii. II. 186 Their existence as a Ministry was only a
question of days.
6. With reference to foreign nations : A minis

terial department of government ; a minister and
his associated subordinates. Also, the building in

which the business of a (specified) government de

partment is transacted.

1877 D. M. WALLACK Russia (ed. 2) I. 302 Immediately
below these three institutions stand the Ministries, ten in

number. Ibid. 305 The Governor .. is the local representa
tive of the Ministry of the Interior.

7. Hist. The name applied to the houses of

certain religious orders. [med.L. ministerium.*\
1889 W. LOCKHART CA. Scot, in ij/A C. 2$ note, Their (the

Red Friars ] houses were called hospitals or ministries.

Mi iiistryship. rare&quot;
1
, [f.

MINISTRY +

-SHIP.] The office of a minister of state.

1730 PULTKNEY in Swifts Lett. (1768) IV. 249, I suppose
it is not yet in your view to entail the ministryship in your
family.

Miilitablllld (mi nitabzmd), a. rare&quot;
1
, [ad.

L. trunitabund-us threatening, f. minita-rt t fre

quentative f. miiidrt to threaten.] Threatening.
1890 Sat. Re~ . 14 June 720/2 Mr. Stanley, who passes,

mimtabund to Lord Salisbury, throughout the land.

Minitant (mrnitant), a. rare 1
. [ad. L.

minitant-etn, pr. pple. of minitarl . see prec.]

Threatening, forming a menace.
1854 R. G. LATHAM Native Races Russian Ei6. 327 Azov

was made into a naval arsenal, minitant to the Crimea.

Minite, obs. form of MINUTE sb.

t Mi nitive, a. Obs. rare^ 1
. [aphetic form of

DIMINUTIVE.] Diminutive.
i6oa XarctssHs (1893) 425 Loves little minitive god.
Miniture, obs. form of MINIATURE.
Minium (mi*ni#m). Obs. exc. Hist. [a. L.
minium native cinnabar; also, red lead.]
1. = VERMILION. Also attrib.

1398 TREVISA B&rth. De P. R. xix. xxvi. (1495) 878 Minium
is a red colour and the Grekis founde the matere therof in

Bphoyro. In Spayne is more suche pigment than in other
londes. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D*Acosta?$ Hist. Indies iv.

.\i. 238 The Antients made great accompt of this Minium
or vermillion, holding it for a sacred colour. 1866 H. SHAW
Art Ilium. 2 The use of minium, or vermilion, in marking. .

particular words of manuscripts, is of very high antiquity.
2. = RED LEAD. Sometimes red minium. Also,
t the colour of red lead.

1650 J. F. Chyni. Dict.&amp;gt; Minium is the Mercury or rather
Crocus of Lead precipitated. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 52
White, Yellow, Orange, Minium, Scarlet, Purple. 1686
AGLIONBY Paintinglltnstr. 133 In a little Book of Designs. .

I have ..two or three little Things of his in Red Minium.
1731 J. PEELE Water-Colours 38 The Minium, or Red Lead,
is as heavy and strong a Colour as most we have. 1806
SMITHSON in Phil. Trans. XCVI. 267, I have found minium
native in the earth. 1882 A. S. HERSCHEL in Nature No. 642.
362 One or two ounces of powdered minium, or red-lead.

3. transf. Red earthy matter resembling minium.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 90 The winds .. doe ..

carry downe alongst the strcame a great quantitie of that
red Earth or Minium of Libanus whereby it passeth. 1703
MAUNDRELL Jonrn. Jems. (1732) 35 A sort of Minium, or
red Earth, washed into the River.

Miniver (mi nivsi). Forms: 3 menivieyr,
menuver, 3-5 menyvere, 3-4, 7-8 meniver,
4 meyneveir, menevayr, -veyr, -voir, meiii-

vere, menuveyr, -voyr, menyvaire, 4-5 mene-
vere, menyver, 5-6 menever, mynever, 6

miniveere, 6, 9 minivere, 6-9 minever, 7 mi-
nerver, 7, 9 dial, minifer, -fa, 9 mineveer, 6-
miniver. [a. F. menu wuV(i4thc. in Godef.),
the furre Mineuer ; also, the beast that beares it

(Cotgr.) ; lit.
*
little vair* (menu : L. minulus

z., and vair : see VAIR).]

MINK.

1. A kind of fur used as a lining and trimming
in ceremonial costume.
French lexicographers say that menu vair v^, the fur of the

pdit gris, a variety of the common squirrel. What the Eng.
miniver meant in early use is uncertain ; some have sup
posed that it was the white fur of the Siberian squirrel ; the

application may have varied at different times, but etym
ology would suggest that it must have been an artificially

planation) may have been the meaning of the word as used
with reference to the costume of judges and the lower

nobility in the i6-i7th c. In this sense the term was revived
in the official regulations for the coronation of Edward VII,
and it has since had some currency m the description of the
ceremonial costume of peers.
Pured miniver^ miniver pure = Mt. tneniver pure, *pow-

dered miniver
; but in modern times the adj. has been

misinterpreted as pure white .

a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 515 (Hausknecht) A mantel of scarlet

Ipaned al
wifc&amp;gt;

meniver. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 137 For
a mantel of menyuere he made lele matrimonye Departen
ar deth cam. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 65 Her good
and gay clothing and furres* of gray[,] meniuere and letuse.

1463-4 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 505/1 Furres of Mattrones, Funes,
Letyce, pured Grey, or pured Menyver. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur yi\\. i. 593 A lykely knyghte and wel apparaylled
in scarlet furred with myneuer. a 1548 HALL Chron. t

Hen. y//{ 214 The knightes of the bath in Violet gounes
with hoddes purfeled with Miniuer lyke doctors. 1593 DRAY-
ION Eel. iv. 178 His Hood of Miniveere. 1611 COTGR. s. v.

I air^ Jtletiu Vairi Mineuer; the furre of Ermines mixed,
or spotted, with the furre of the Weesell called Cris. 1647
WARD Simp. Cobler 76 It seems in fashion for you to..

dapple your speeches with new quodled words. Enmns in

Minifer is every mans Coat. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

iii. 50/2 They [sc. Viscounts] have no Ermine on their

Mantles, but three doublings of Miniver, or plain White
Furr, the Baron having but two on the cape of his Mantle.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 33 If they be of Cambridge, they
wear white meniver. 1867 JEAN INGELOW Story Doom vi.

214 And served in gold, and warmed with minivere. 1901
Lend. Caz. 4 Oct 6477 That the robe or mantle of the
Peers be of crimson velvet, edged with miniver, the cape
furred with miniver pure, and powdered with bars or rows
of ermine (/. e. t narrow pieces of black fur).

IT Recent Diets, attribute to the word the sense

that belongs to menu vair in Fr. heraldry, viz. a

fur distinguished from va/V in that the shield menu
VffiVhas six rows of spots instead of four. But this

use has never been recognized in English heraldry.
2. f a. The animal from which the fur was sup

posed to be obtained (obs.}. b. dial. The stoat or

ermine, Mustela erminea, when wearing its white

winter coat.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 1 80 Furs of Foxes, Sables,
. . Miniver, Beaver, Otter, Squirrel and the like, a 1825 FOKBV
I ffc. E. Anglia^ Minifer^ the white stoat or ermin. 1805
P. H. EMERSON Birds, etc., Norf. 345 In winter, ofcourse, he

(sc. the stoat] is often white, with a black tip to his tail

hence his name of mmifa . 1895 Daily News 27 Nov. 6/3
To this day the white stoat is called minifer in Norfolk.

3. attrib. and Comb., as miniver cap, hood, mantle
,

skin.

1589 RIDER BibLSthol., A *Menever cappe, redimicnlum.
1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 72 Shall Sim Eyre
learne to speake of you Lady Maggy? vanish mother

Mineuer-Cap. 163* MASSINGER City Madam iv. iv, You
wore, .somtimes A dainty Miniver cap. 1393 LANGL. / . PL
C. xxm. 138 For a *menyuer mantel he made leel matri

monye Departe er
de^&amp;gt;

come. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boc-
ca/inis Afh ts. fr. Parnass. i. x. (1674)12 &quot;Minerver-skins,

Sables, and other very pretious Furrs.

Minivet (mrnivet). [Etym. obscure.] Any
bird of the campophagine genus Pcricrocottts.

186* JERDON Birds of India I. 418 The Red Shrikes or

Minivets (as Mr. Blyth has called them in the Museum
Asiatic Society). Ibid. 425, I have found this Minivet ex

tensively spread throughout India. 187 . Casselfs Nat.
Hist. IV. 30 The Grey Minivet \Ptricrocotus cincrens).
1880 A. R. WALLACE 1st. Life iii. 44 The brilliant little

minivets are almost equally universal.

Dffiuk (mirjk). Also 5-6 mynk(e, 8 minck,
8-9 minx. [Found in Sw. as mdnk, menk, a

stinking animal in Finland*. (The word is app.
not known as Finnish.) ]

1. The skins or fur of the animals mentioned
below (see sense 2).

1466 Mann. $ Honseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 371 My mastyr bout
of the skynner of Bury xx. mynkes prise xlij.s. viij.d. 1530
PALSGR. 245/2 Mynkes a furre, minques, 1545 Lane. Wills

(1857) II. 63 My gowne faced withe mynkys and welted
withe tawnye velvet. 1707 E. CHAMUEHLAVNE Pres. St.

Kng. in. ii. 256 Of Furrs, Filches, .. Mincks, Sables, 40
Skins is a Timber. 1883 Harper*s Mag. Dec. 90/1 The
bewitching little muff trimmed with mink.

2. A small semi-aquatic stoat-like animal of the

genus Piitorins
; originally, the European species

P. lutreola\ but now more commonly applied to

the American P. vison, also called mink-otter.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia n. 27 Weesels, and Minkes we
know they haue, because we haue scene many of their

skinnes. 1771 I. R. FORSTER tr. Kaim s Trav. N. Amcr.
II. 61 The English and the Swedes gave the name of Mink
to an animal of this country. 1793 PENNANT Arctic Zool.

I. loo Minx Otter. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. cf Customs (1821)

220 Its skin is blacker than that of an Otter. .; as black as

a Mink being a proverbial expression in America. 1839

Penny Cycl. XV. 253/2 Minx, a name for the Vison-weasel.

1834 MCMURTRIE Cuviers Anint. Kingd. 62 M\it$tela\

lutreola^ Pall. (The Mink or Norek.) It frequents the

banks of rivers, &c., in the north and east of Europe... It

is the Mink of the United States. 1883 fisheries Exkit\
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Catal. (ed. 4) 160 Specimens of Otters, Fisher;., Minks,
Musk-rats Weasels, Seals.

3. - KlNGFISH d.

1888 GOODE Amer. FisJtes 122 The King-fish, Menticirrus

ncbutosns, also known as. . ihe Sea Mink in North Carolina.

4. attrib.) as mink hcady skin, /a //, throat.

1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 220 Mink skins.

1893 Daily News 15 Oct. 7/2 Mink tail is much used by
those who cannot afford sable. 1902 Ibid. 18 Dec. 4/2 The
mink throat has pretty white markings, whilst the mink
head is plain brown.

Hence Mrnkery [7.S., a kennel
1

or breeding

place for minks.

1877 COUES Fur Anim. vi. 182 Mr. Resseque s minkery
consists of twelve stalls.

Minks, obs. form of MINX.
Minn : see MIND $b2

Minnaway : see MINAWAY (= minuet).

Minne, Minnekin : see Mix, MINIKIN.

Minnem, Minner : see MINIM, MINNOW.
II Minnesinger (mrnfsirjai). [Ger. (also

minmianger} f. minne love-*- -singer (also sanger)

SINGEK.] One of the German lyrical poets and

singers of the I2th, i3th, and I4th centuries, so

called because love was the chief theme of their

songs. Hence Mi nnesingiiig vbl, sb. (attrib?).

1825 E. TAYLOR (////*) Lays of the Minnesingers, or Ger
man Troubadours. Ibid. 199 The great fostering place of

the Minnesinging art. 1829 SCOTT Anne of G. iv, The
foolery of minstrels and strolling minnesingers. 1871 LoHOF.
in Life (iSgi) III. 176 Mr. Kroeger s Specimens of the

Minnesingers, which I want him to publish.

trans/. 1845 LONGF. Walter von aer Vogchveidy\i Round
the Gothic spire, Screamed the feathered Minnesingers.

Minnie (mi*ni). Sc. and north, dial. Also 6

rnynnye, -nie, 8-9 minny. [Of obscure origin ;

perh. a child s alteration of mammy. ] A familiar

word for mother.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxv. 16 Sen that I borne wes of

my mynnye, I nevir wowit weycht bot }QW. 1600 \V. WAI-
SON Decacordon (1602) 144 A lacke what ailes my minnie at

me heigh hoe. 1681 COLVIL Whigs Snpplic. (1751) 158 My
Minnie hath the lave on t. 1790 BURNS Tarn Glen iv, My
minnie does constantly deave me, And bids me beware o*

young men. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xl, Light loves I may get
monya ane, But minnie ne er anither. 1858 KINUSLEV An-
dromeda^ etc., Oubit^ My minnie bad me bide at hame until

I won my wings.

Minnie, -nikin, var, ff. MINNOW, MINIKIX.

t Mi nning, vbl. sbl Obs. [f. Mix v. + -ING *.]

1. Remembrance, memory; memorial.
ciz$oGeft. ff Ex. 3344 Moysen dede ful Se gemor, In a

gold pot, for muning Sor. 171300 Cursor M. 3196 pi dede
in minnyng sal last ai. Ibid. 25584 To haf mining o bi

dede bat bou boght sua dere. 13. . St. Erkenwolde 269 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. uS8i) 272 More he menskes men for

mynnynge of ri^tes pen for al be meritorie medes. c 1400
Rule St. Benet xlv. 31 Sain benet cumandis . . bat ta pat
faile in bekirke at te minning of be salmes..sal [etc.].

b. A commemoration of a departed soul
; also,

a peal of bells rung on such an occasion : see

MIXD sb. 5 b.

L 1420 Anturs of Arth. 236 (Douce MS.) Here hertly my
honde, bes hestes to holde, Withe a myllione of masses to

make be mynnyng. c 1460 Toiunelcjf Myst. xxxi. 158 Youre
goodys ye shall forsake..And nothing With you take Bot
sich a wyndyng clothe ; youre Wife sorow shall slake, Youre
chylder also both, Vnnes youre mynnyng make. 1524 Test.

Ebor. (Surtees) V. 188, I will that., the said Sir William
shall every yere cause a mynnyng to be rongyn.
2. Mention.

1x1300 Cursor M. 5169 Quar ar yee mas minning now
ioseph. Ibid. 8518 Childer had he wit wijfes sere O quirk

1 mak no mining here.

3. //. Premonitory symptoms (of a disease) :

M MINDING vbl. sb. 2, MINGING vbl. sb. i.

1724 BAILEY {ed. z\ Winnings of a Disease, the previous
or foregoing Symptoms of it.

4. attrib. or Comb. t as minning-date, minning-
day = MIND-DAY.
a 1330 Syr Degarre 2 Hys wyvys mynnyng day. 1426

Wilt ofHyton (Somerset Ho.), Memorials vocat. myneng
day. 1543 Lane. Wilts (1857) I. 67 And y* every of thaf-

foresayd xvij yeares that vj viij** be dysposed upon an obyte
or mynnynge day. 1556 OLUE Antichrist 157 b, A certain
nombre of masses, certayn mynnyng dates, certain meri
torious praiers. 1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed, 2. , Minnyng
days. 1777 BRAND Pop, Antiq. (1849) H- 3 I 4-

t Mi nning, vbl. $b? rare 1
, [f. *mtn vb.

(f. MIN a.) + -ING 1.] Lessening, diminution.
c 1557 Lay Folks Catech. (T.) 125 Withouten ony merryng

of hir modirhede, Withouten ony mynnyng of hir maiden*
hede.

Minnion, Minnite, obs. ff. MINION, MINUTE.

Minnom, obs. form of MINIM.
Minnow (mi-n^u). Forms : [4 Sc. raenoun,]

5 menawe, 5-8 menow, (5//. menwus), 6 menewe,
meuowej 6-8 minew, 6-8, 9 dial, minnie, -ny,

7 menew, mynnowe, minoe, -ow, 7-9 men-
now, 9 dial, or slang minner, 6- minnow.
[Prob. repr. OE. *mynwe wk. fern. OHG. mune-

wa, mnnua (? for *muniwa) glossing L. capedo
i.e. capita, a fish with a large head. The recorded

OK. mync str. masc. (pi. mynas} glosses L. capita
and mena

;
it is not certain what fish was meant

;

the L. capita is also rendered wleputa EEL-POUT.
The iorms, and perh. the application, of the word

have been influenced by association with F. menu

(poisson) small (fish). Cf. MENISE.
The Sc. form tncnoun in Barbour may perhaps represent

an AF. formation on the Eng. word. Cf. mod.Sc. ntenon,

MENNOM.]
1. A small cyprinoid freshwater fish, Leuciscits

phoxinus or Phoxinus Iszuis, common in the

streams, lakes, and ponds of Europe. Often

loosely applied to any small fish; in Eng. dialects

chiefly to the stickleback (Gastrosteus]. In the

U.S. it is applied (sometimes with prefixed defining

word) to many different fishes of small size, chiefly

cyprinoids; and in Australasia to fishes of the

genus Gataxias.
In early quots. the application of the name is uncertain.

[1375 BAKBOUK Bruce M. 577 Trow t is, elys, and als menov-

nys.] 14.. Notit. in Wr.-Wiilcker 704/44 Jfic solimicns, a

menawe. (1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 54 Trouble, sper-

lynges and menwus. 1496 Bk. St. Allans, Fishing (i%$$) 30
The menow whan heshynith in thewater,thenneishcbyttjr.
J 558 Ait i Eliz. c. 17 4 Places where Smeltes, Loches,
Mynneis, .. or Eeles, hathe been used to bee taken. 1611

COTGR., Frcguerenl, the little fish called, a Mennow. 1635-
56 Onvi.KY Davideis i. 1024 The mute Fish witness no lt

his Praise. .. From Minoes to those living Islands, Whale--.

1668 CHARLETOH Onomasticon 160 Phoximts Lwis, sen
vttriits. .the Minow, or Minoe. 1706 PHILLH-S (ed. Kersey),
.l/cttffit

,
a little Fresh-water Fi^h, otherwise call d a Cat,krcl.

1787 BKSI-Angling (ed. 2)60 The minnow, though one of
the smallest fishes, is as excellent a one to eat as any of the

most famed. 1808 WOLCOT lP- Pindar) One more Peep at
R. A. Wks. 1816 IV. 405 To move a niennow, who would
wish In paltry brooks a paltry fish While Nature offers

him to roll a whale ! 1820 in Smithsonian Collect. (1877)
XIII. ix. i. 32, sist species, Red Minny, Rntilus ? Ruber.

1877 JORDAN ibid. 32 note, I add here a fine small fish,

..it is said to Hve tn the small streams which fall into

the Elkhorn and Kentucky. It is a slender fish, only
2 inches long. . . It is commonly called Red-imnny. IHd.

30 nofe, Length [of Warty Chubby] from 3 to 4 inches, often

called Minny or Red-Fin. 1879 JKM-KRIES Wild Life in

S. Co. -556 The minnie, as the stickleback is locally called.

1880 GuNTHiiR Fishes 596 Other similar genera [sc. of carps]
from the fresh waters of North America, and generally
called Minnows , are Pimephales [etc.]. Ibid. 509 The
Minnow (Leuciscits phojcinns\ abundant everywhere in

Europe, and growing to a length of seven inches. 1898
MOKKIS Austral Eng. s.v., Manga... & New Zealand fish.. .

It is often called the Whitebait and Minnow.

b. transf. and Jig., as a type of smallness. A
Triton of or among the minnows : one who ap
pears great by contrast with the insignificance of

all those around him.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. \. 251 That low-spirited Swaine,
that base Minow of thy Myrth. 1607 Cor. in. i. 89 Heare
you this Triton of the Minnowes? 1796 LAMB Let. to Cole

ridge 27 May (end), My civic and poetic compliments to

Southey if at Bristol. Why, he is a very Leviathan of
Bards ! the small minnow, I ! 1906 A. Novts Drake 11.

in Blackiv. 3Iag. Apr. 470 Those five Small bhips mere
minnows clinging to the flanks Of that Leviathan.

2. Angling, a. A minnow attached to a hook in

such a manner as to serve as a bait for other fish.

b. An artificial fish made in the form and colour

of a minnow, and used as a bait.

1615 MARKHAM Country Contentm. i. xiv. (1668) 72 His
best bait is a little small Roch, Dace, or Menew. 1622

PEACHAM Coinpl.Genti. xxl. (1634) 252 For your live baits,

they are wormes of all kinds, . . Gudgens, or Loches, Myn-
nowes, &c. 1651 T. BARKER Art ofAngling (1653) 4 The
angling with a menow .. for a Trout is a pleasant Sport.

1655 WALTON Angler i. v. (1661) 96, I have .. an artificial

Minnow, .the mould or body of the minnow was cloth, and
wrought upon or over it thus with a needle, the back [etc.].

1767 JOHNSON in Rays Corr. (1848) 128 They will not only
take a worm, or minnow, or other small fish, but swallow the

bait with the hook down into the stomach. i8j83
Fisheries

Exhib. Catal. 212 Flexible Minnows. .Caledonian Minnows
. .Phantom Minnows.. Protean Minnows. 1894 Daily News
22 Aug. s/i The fact that he [a salmon] bites at a fly or

angel minnow is . . ascribed to anger.

3. attrib. and Comb., as minnow-fan^ crate
\
min

now-fisher, (a) an angler who fishes with a min
now as bait ; ^) one who fishes for minnows ;

minnow-fishing, fishing with a minnow for bait
;

minnow-rod, a rod used for spinning with a

minnow
; minnow-tackle, fishing tackle used for

spinning a minnow ; minnow-tansy, a dish of

fried minnows seasoned with tansy ; minnow-
trace, a trace intended to carry a minnow.
1893 Outing: (U. S.) XXII. 86/2 The inside of her &quot;minnow-

can was lifted with care over the side. 1883 Fisheries

Exhib. Catal. 214 Folding *Minnow Crate. 1863 ATKINSON
Stanton Grange (1864) 152 The wonderful skill of a &quot;min

now-fisher. 1895 Bailey s Mag. May 358/1 There is no
accusation of easy times that can be justly applied to the

minno\y-fisher. 1655 WALTON Angler i. xviu. (1661) 234
The nimble turning of that [/. e. a sticklebag], or the

Minnow, is the perfection of *
Minnow-fishing. 1839 T. C.

HOFLAND Brit. Anglers Man. iv. (1841) 70 The first

[manner of baiting with a minnow] .. is particularly calcu
lated for a clear water, as your tackle is finer than in any
other mode of minnow-fishing. Ibid., The *minnow-rpd
should be of bamboo cane. Ibid. 72 Various kinds of &quot;min

now-tackle may be purchased. 1655 WALTON Angler r.

xviii. (1661) 231 In the spring they make of them excellent

*Minnow-Tansies. 1839 T. C. HOFLAND Brit. Anglers
Man. iv. (1841) 71 You must now prepare a *minnow-trace
of three yards of gut.

b. quasi-aiajf . Very small, tiny.
1824 DIBDIN Libr* Comp. 623 The tribe of little minnow

pocket-editions.

Hence Mi nnowy a.t abounding in minnows.
itoACMma.il. FfoldFlowers 23 What pictures of pebbled

and minnowy brooks.

Minnuet, Minnum, obs. ff. MINUET, MINIM.

Minny, dial, variant of MINNIE, MINNOW.
Mino, Minoe, obs. if. MINA-, MINNOW.

Minom, obs. form of MINIM.

Minor (marna-i), a. and sb. Forms : 3-4
menor, 4 mynor, 4-5 menour, 5 menoure,
-owre, -eour, minore, 6- minor, fa. L. minor,
nom. sing. masc. and fern. (neut. minus MINUS,
declension-stem minor- } smaller, lesser, junior, f.

Indogermanic root *min- small : cf. I,, minucre,
Gr. ptvvOav, OE. minsian to diminish, OTeut.

*minwiz less, *minwhon- lesser: see Mix a.

Ol- r. had f//;0r (whence most of the MK. form*- :-!..

nthwrcin accus., beside incintfrt (niod.F. imnndre] :-L.

minor. In early mod. L r. the Latin wurd u;^ adopted in

special uses as utinCMr. Cf. Sp., 1 g. incnor, It. tuition:}

A. adj.
I. 1. FriarMinorAMinorFriar; aFrancNcan.

Rendering ofmed.L. Fratrcs Minores^ lit.
;

lesser brethren
,

the name chosen by St. Francis for the order founded by
him, us L\pix&amp;gt;sing the humility which he desired its mem
bers tu cultivate. Cf. 15, i.

The plural is \\Q\vfriarsininor\ formerly .///&amp;gt;
tninot j,

friars minors, were comniun.

1297 R. CiLOirc. (Rolls) 10241 peordre bigan of fiere meiiut-,

bulke sulue 3er [i.e. 1210] ywis. &amp;lt;.-1400 MAUNUKV. (Ruxb.j
.\.xxi. 139 Twa frcre meneour?, of Lombardy. c 1440 Promf&amp;gt;.

Pa&amp;gt;~ . 333/1 Meiiour frere, or frere menowre, {P. mc-
nowre friyr), minor. 1526 J ilgr, / of. (\\ . de W. 1531) 140

Though the frere minor gyue great examjjle of holyne-, ..

yet [etc.]. 1635 PAGITT Ckristianogr. i. iii. 11636)93 The
Friers Minors onuly, are ealeemed to Le 60 thousand. 1670
G. H. Hist. Cardinals m. I. 238 They elected Pietro Fi-

lardo, a Minor Fryer. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cyd. ^.v. l*riat\

Franciscan, or grey, or minor, or begging, friars. 1862

Chamber^sEncycl, IV. 518/1 The Fianciscan^i ueie properly
denominated Friars Minor (fr ratrcs Minores}.

II. LESSER in various specific a})plications.

^Not followed by than.)
2. Used as the distinctive epithet of the lesser

(in various senses j
of two things, species, etc., that

have a common designation ;
also applied to those

members of a class that collectively form a sub

division as being smaller than the rest ; opposed
to major. Chiefly in certain special collocations,

many of which originated in med. or mod. Latin ; in

most of these lesser may be substituted. Minor

canon, excommunication^ orders
^ prophets ;see

thosesbs.}. &quot;\
Minor Fellow (Cambridge) : a junior

fellow. Minor planet : one of the asteroids or

small planets between Mars and Jupiter.
1654 TRAIT (title) A commentary., upon the xn Minor

Prophets. 1670 WALTON Lives iv. 21 He was made Minor
Fellow in the year 1609 .. Major Fellow of the Colledge,
March 15, 1615. 1679-88 Seer. Sen: Money Chas. fy Jas.

(Camden) 92 John Tinker, one of the minor canons of the

collegiate church of St. Peter s, \Vesimr
. 1683 J. POVNTZ

Tobago 29 The Brazil Tree. . .Brazilleto, is a Minor or Junior
Brazil. 1861 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. i. ix. 51 A numerous

group of small bodies revolving round the Sun which are

known as the Minor Planets. 1863 J/atiifM; Cfitss fy

Draughts 19 The Knight and Bishop, in contradistinction

to the Rook and Queen, are termed minor pieces. 1899
Allbnifs S_ys. Mfd. VII. 765 The first fits occur during
retarded dentition . .as very .slight minor attacks.

b. In less definite sense : Comparatively small

or unimportant ;
not to be reckoned among the

greater or principal individuals of the kind. (Not
now used with reference to physical or spatial

magnitude, exc. as this involves importance.) Often

in minor
foef.A favourite use with Sir T. Browne, and common in

subsequent writers.

1623 B. JONSON Time I ~inct. (1640) 95 The unletter d
Clarke ! major and minor Poet ! 1643 Stu T. BROWNE Relig.
fried, n. i Neither in the name of Multitude do I onely
include the base and minor sort of people. 1646 Psend.

Ep. v. xiii. 254 Petty errors and minor lapses, a 1682

Tracts (1684) 36 The providence of Nature hath provided
this shelter for minor fishes. 1693 Humours T(nvn 36 Gain

ing the Author .. Reputation .. with the Minor Criticks.

Ibid. 106 Minor Authors, Beaux, and the rest of the illiterate

Blockheads. 11734 NORTH Exam. in. vii. 65 (1740^ 55*
The Troubles that fell upon the Minor Abhorrers. 1771
Jnnius Lett. xlv. (i/SS) 257 The minor critic, who hunts
for blemishes. 1780 BURKE

Sf&amp;gt;.
Econ. Reform Wks. III.

262 These minor principalities. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 596 Three principal cross-rails ..besides a minor-rail.

1860 Cornh, Mag. Dec. 745 A minor theatre. Ibid. 750 The
minor parts will be mistakenly rendered or slurred. Ibid.^

Your minor gentlemen may walk about in palatial drawing-
rooms with hats upon their heads [etc.]. 1879 M CCARIHV
Own Times xxix. II. 387 The air was rilled with the voices

of minor singers. 1897 Spectator 27 Nov. 771 Herrick,

Crashaw, Christopher Smart, and, in our own time, Rossetti,

would be ranked as minor poets because of a certain aloof

ness from the great human concerns. 1899 Allbntt*s Syst.
Mt-d. VI. 751 In all minor neuralgias.

f c. St. James (the} minor :
= St. James the

Less (see LESS a. 3). Obs.

?I4-. Stasyons cf ferns. 515 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881)362 This was James pe mynoure. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

The^enofs Tra-v. i. 205 St. James the Minor, first Patriarch

of Jerusalem. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Thus we say,

St. James minor ; Asia minor.

d. Ent. In collectors names of certain moths.

1775 M. HARRIS Eng. Lefidofttia 9 Beauty, minor. 1869
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K. NEWMAN Brit, Moths 398 The Minor Shoulder-knot I

{Epunda ^ iinitialis).

e. Surgery. Minor operations^ those operations
which do not involve danger to life (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1890) ; hence, minor operational operating instru

ment^ an instrument for the performance of such

operations. Minor surgery, the smaller operations

required in the treatment of slight wounds and in

juries (//&amp;lt;/.).

1862 Catal, Exhib. \\. xvn. 125/2 Minor Operating In

struments, a complete set. 1895 A wolds Catal. Surf.
|

Instr. 45 Minor operation and hernia instruments.

f. Football. Minorpoint: A try* (in the Rugby :

game). Also, see quot. 1899.
1896 Field i Feb. 172/2 Ashford improving on the minor

point by kicking a splendid goal. 1899 MACNAGHTEN in i

Football (Badm. Libr.) 39 In the Eton field game there are

thus two possible points to be scored first the major point,
or goal ,. .and the minor point, or rouge ,

three of which
are equivalent to a goal.

3. Math, f a. (See quot.) Obs.

1571 DIGGES rantom. iv. X iv b, The diameter of the com
prehending sphere being a line rational!, the Icosaedrons
side is a line irrationall, called of Euclide Minor. Ibid. Y j,

The comprehending spheres diameter being rational, his

conteyning circles semidiameter is an irrational of that kinde
which Euclide calleth Minor.

b. Minor axis (of an ellipse): the axis perpen- j

dicular to the major or transverse axis, and passing

through the centre.

i86a Catal. Internat. Exhib. II. xi. 15 The difference

between major and minor axis being -012 of an inch. 1885
LKUDESDORF Cremona s Proj. Geoin. 275 The polar reciprocal ;

of an ellipse (hyperbola) with respect to a circle having its

centre at a focus and its radius equal to half the minor

(conjugate) axis is the circle described on the major (trans

verse) axis as diameter.

c. Minor determinant : a determinant whose
matrix is formed from that of another determinant

by erasing one or more rows and columns.

1850 SVLVESTER in Philos. Mag. Nov. XXXVII. 365 Now
conceive any one line and any one column to be struck out,
we get. .a square, one term less in breadth and depth than
the original square ; and by varying in every possible
manner the selection of the line and column excluded, we
obtain, supposing the original square to consist of lines

and columns,
: such minor squares, each of which will

represent what I term a First Minor Determinant relative

to the principal or complete determinant. Now suppose
two lines and two columns struck out from the original

square. . . These constitute what I term a system of Second
Minor Determinants; and., we can form a system of rth

minor determinants by the exclusion of r lines and r columns, i

4. Logic. Minor term : the subject of the con-
i

elusion of a categorical syllogism. Minorpremiss,
proposition-, that premiss of a syllogism which

contains the minor term.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ. Osor. 152 For the same ,

purpose the minor proposition must bee denycd. 1650 BAX
TER Saints&quot; R. n. vi. i (1651) 250 The Major Proposition
will not sure be denied... All the work therefore will lie in

confirming the Minor. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Syl
logism, They [/. e. the two propositions of a syllogism] are

both called, .premises, .and.. both are called antecedents^

only the first the major, and the latter the minor. 1827
WHATELY Logic iii. (ed. 2) 96 The proper order is to place
the Major premiss first, and the Minor second ; but this

\

does not constitute the Major and Minor premises; for ;

that premiss (wherever placed) is the Major which contains
;

the Major term, and the Minor, the Minor. 1843 MILL Logic
n. ii. i The premiss, .which contains the middle term and
the minor term is called the minor premiss of the syllogism.

5. That constitutes the minority. Also rarely in
i

predicative use : In a minority.
1642 CHAS. I Answ. to Printed Bk. 13 That the Minor

;

part of the Lords might joyn with the Major part of the

House of Commons. 1659 BAXTER Key Catk. xx. 99 If a
!

minor party, .may step into the Tribunal, and pass sentence

against the Catholick Church [etc.]. 1774 T. HUTCHINSOS
j

Diary 3 Oct., A person had the major vote for Alderman...

Another person, .had the minor vote in the election. 1796

JEFFEKSON Writ. (1859) IV. 150 There may be an equal
division where I had supposed the republican vote would
have been considerably minor. Ibid. 152 In every other,
the minor will be preferred by me to the major vote.

6. Mits. a. Applied to intervals smaller by a

chromatic semitone than those called major ; as

minor third^ sixth, seventh (and sometimes minor

fourth atulj^M, more usually called diminished
or imperfect}. Hence also applied to the note

distant by a minor interval from a given note.

Also, in acoustical theory, applied to the smaller

of two intervals differing by a minute quantity, as

minor tone (vibration ratio V being less by a

comma than the major tone, -|) ; so, occasionally,
minor semitone (usually called chromatic semitone}.
b. Applied to a common chord or triad contain

ing a minor third between the root and the second

note ; hence to a cadence ending on such a chord.

C. Denoting those keys, or that mode, in which
the scale has a minor third (also, usually, a minor

sixth, and often a minor seventh). (In naming a

key, minor follows the letter, as A minor.}
1694 W. HOLDER Harmony (1731) 49 If A to B [lengths of

strings] be as 6 to 5, they sound a Trihemitone, or Third
Minor. Ibid. 50, J sound a Third Major,.. | a Sixth Minor.
Ibid. 114 There are two sorts of Tones; viz. Major and
Minor. .. Tone Minor (10 to 9) .. is the difference between
Third Minor and Fourth. Ibid. 121 From F to J F, is a

Minor Hemitone, 25 to 24. Ibid. 120, 7th Minor.. 9 to 5.

1742 NORTH Lifo Ld. Kpr. Gmlfora 208 He \sc. Holder]
makes great ado about dividing Tones Major, Tones Minor,
Dieses and Commas, with the Quantities of them. 1777 SIR
W. JONES Ess. Imit. Arts Poems, etc. 200 The minor mode
of D is tender. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mns. I. Diss. i.

ip
All

the ancient modes were in what we should call minor keys.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 511 note, Thus far we have

only treated of fifths, fourths, thirds major and minor, in

ascending. Ibid. 512/2 The first are called perfect chords

major, the second perfect chords minor. 1811 BUSBY Diet.

Mus. s.v. AVy, The natural keys of C major and A minor.

1855 BROWSING Lovers Quarrel xviii, We shall have the

word In a minor third There is none but the cuckoo knows.

1878 W. H. STONE Sci. Basis Music v. 83, jj$
= Minor

Semitone. 1889 E. PROUT Harmony (ed. 10) vii. 171 This
form is known as the Harmonic Minor Scale, the other two

being called Melodic Minor Scales.

d. Minor chords and keys, as compared with

major, have usually a mournful or pathetic effect ;

hence various figurative allusions.

1869 T. H. HIGGINSON Army Life 222 This minor-keyed
pathos used to .seem to me almost too sad to dwell upon.
1874 BURNAXD My Time xvi. 142 His conversation was

pitched in a minor key. 1900 Daily News 17 Oct. 4/7
s address.. was pitched in a painfully minor mode.

7. Following the sb. qualified, a. In certain

combinations correlative with similar combinations

of MAJOR, e. g. quint, tierce minor
^
bob-minor :

see QUINT sd.z, TIERCE, BOB sb. t b. In boys
schools, appended (as a Latin adj.) to a surname
to distinguish the younger (in age or standing) of

two namesakes. (Abbreviated mi.}
1791 in Eton School Lists 1791-1850 (1863) 2 Mr. Douglas

ina, Mr. Douglas nri. 1832 ROWCROFT Conf. Etonian I.

71 A member of the fifth form, Green minor by name. 1899
E, PuiLLroTTS Hitman Boy 108, I bet she will, when Corkey
minor turns up.

III. 8. Under age ; below the age of majority.
Now rare.

1579-80 Rfg. Privy Council Scot. III. 272 We, bem? yit

min&amp;lt;jr,
within the aige of fourtene yeiris . .annull all the

saulis infeftmentis. 1597 SKKNE De Verb. Sign. s.v. Ho-
inagium, [Homage] sulde be maid bi the vassall being
minor, or inaior^ to his ouer-lorde. 1621 BACON Hen. I ll

145 At which time neuerthelesse the King was Minor. 1658
SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. ii. 9 Many, .were persons of minor

age, or women. 1754-63 HUME tlist.Kng. I.xiv. 351 A wife
. .had made her minor son an instrument in this unnatural
treatment of his father. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) II.

273 The public security, .was thought incompatible with a
minor king. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit, India n. x. II. 431
A regard for the interests of the minor Raja.

B. sb. [The adj. used
*///&amp;gt;/.]

1. A Franciscan friar. Cf. A. i. Also Comb.
Minor- Obseruaniint OBSERVANTINE.
13. . Poem Times Edit). II 163 in Pol* Songs (Camden) 331

Menour and Jacobin, And freres of the Carme, and of Seint

Austin, a 1325 Trental St. Gregory n vciAnglia XIII. 3^3
To mynor ne to frere Austyn To caryne [read carme] ne to

Jacobyn. c 1330 R. BKUSNK Chron. (1810) 330 He sent for

Jon Comyn, pe lord of Badenauh ; To Dounfres suld he

come, vnto be Minours kirke. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys
(Roxb.) 301 He.. to the menours ordre went, r 1550 BALK
K. Johan (Camden) 18 Jacobytes, Mynors, \Vhyght Carmes,
and Augustynis. 1700 TYKRELL Hist. Eng. II. 882 The
Preaching Friars and Minors exhorted him. 1761 Ann,
Reg. 146 In the neighbourhood of Bagni. .three convents of
the brothers of M inor-observantinsof the order of St. Francis.

2. Logic. The minor term or the minor premiss
or proposition of a syllogism.
c 1380 WYCUF IVks. (1880) 382 Gabriel schal blow his home

or
t&amp;gt;ai

ban preuyd be mynor. 1540 COVERDALE Confut.
Standisk g viij, Of an euell Maior and Minor foloweth a
weakc conclusion. 1660 BOND Scut. Reg. 246 The Major
no man can deny, the Minor is inviolable, and the Conclu
sion perfect and sound. 1711 in toM Rep. Hist. AfSS.
Comm. App. v. 175 The minor, or the assumption, is uncon-
troulable. 1840 MACAULAY Clive Ess. (ed. Montague) II.

463 Here the Commons stopped. They had voted the

major and minor of Burgoyne s syllogism ; but they shrank
from drawing the logical conclusion.

3. A person under (legal) age; = INFANT 2.

1612 DAviEs/KAy/rc/dwrfi etc. 88 King Richard the second
. . for the first tenne yeares of his raigne was a Minor. 1771
SMOLLKTT Hnmph. Cl. 5 June, My uncle then gave him to

understand that I was still a minor. 1848 KINGSLEY $ // .!

Trag. HI. iii. 143 The minor s guardian guards the minor s

lands. 1892 GILI.KSPIE Bar s Priv. Internat. Law (ed. 2)

312 A Dutch minor, who is by the law of Belgium major,
cannot dispose of his real property in Belgium without [etc.].

fnutffivsAflf, c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serin. (1729) I. 3^ Our
Christian being thus confirmed he is now looked upon in the

eye of the church as no longer a minor.

4. Mus. Short for minor key, mode, etc.: see A. 6.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
XII. 547 notf, Such a piece is. .

upon A, with mi, la, and its minor. 1841 JEBB Led. Cathe
dral Strv. ii.

15 A judicious use of the swell and a change
from major to minor in the course of the Psalm. 1844 MRS.
BROWNING Drama ofExile Poems 1850 I. 83 Floated on a
minor fine Into the full chant divine.

b. In figurative or allusive use : see A. 6 d.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Perplexed Music Poems 1850 I.

329 The strain unfolds In sad, perplexed minors. 1873
BROWNING Red Co. t. Nt.-cap 268 Over this sample would
CorelU croon, Grieving, by minors, like the cushat-dove.

5. Math. fa. Aritk. = SUBTRAHEND. Obs,
i6i&amp;gt; COLSON Gen* Treas., Art Arithm. B bb 2 b, Of Sub-

straction. . . The first number is to be called the AJaior, grosse
sum, sum total, or superior number. . .The second is named
the Minor. ,.&quot;l\\n third is called the Rtmainer.

b. Minor ofa determinant minordeterminant

(see A. 3 c).

1850 SYLVESTER in Philos. Mag. XXXVII. 366 The whole

of a system of rth minors being zero. Ibid., We shall have
only to deal with a system oifirst minors.

6. A name for moths of the genus Miana,
1843 HUMPHREYS & WESTWOOD Brit. Moths I. 179 Miana

litcrosa (the rosy minor). Miana strigilis (the marbled
minor). 1862 F. O. MORRIS Brit. Moths II. 115-117.
V. Football. A minor point.
1890 Stratford on At on Herald 24 Oct. 2/1 No other

points being scored, the good old second were left victo
rious by i try and 2 minors to i minor. 1896 Field i Feb.

171/3 The bid for goal led to a minor being conceded by
the visitors.

8. In boys schools: One s younger brother or

minor* namesake.
1863 [HEMYNG] Eton School Days vii. 82 Let my minor

pass, you fellows !..Here, Chudleigh, just make room there.

9. Short for * minor theatre
,

minor work*.
1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag xyii,

She is engaged at one of
the Minors, and calls herself, in the bills, Rpseville. a 1849
H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 153 Why is this play set down
among Shakspeare s minors?

Minor, obs. or erron. f. MINA 2
, MINER, MINOT.

Millorage (marnori-dj). [f. MINOR + -AGE.]
The condition of being under age; minority.
1888 E. SALT Hist. Standon 84 During the minorage of

the heir.

Minorale, -all, obs. forms of MINERAL.

t Minorand. Arith. Obs. [ad. med.L. mind-
randus (sc. numerus), gerundive of minordre \ see

next.]
=* MINUEND.

1709-29 V. MANDEY Syst. Math.^ Arith. 13 The Remainer
added to the Subducend, if the Sum makes the Minorand,
tis right.

i Mi liorate, v. Obs* [f. med.L. minorat-*

ppl. stem of minordre to diminish, f. L, minor-em
less : see MINOR.] trans. To diminish, depreciate.
1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 6 11 This present acte. .shall

not extende. .to. .or minorate any liberties, .or auctoritie of

any lorde marcher. 1623 [see MINIMATE v.]. 1628 A. LEIGH-
TON in CatndenMisL.\ \\.-p. vi, Magnanimious Henry whom
we do not name to minorate the parts of our present Sove-

raigne. i68a SIR T. BftOWNBCAr. Mor. in. 10 Forget not

how assuefaction unto anything minorates the passion from
it. 1727 HAILEY vol. 1 1

,
Minoratfdt diminished, or made less.

t Minora tion. Obs. [agent-n. f. med.L.
minorare : see prcc. and -ATION.]
1. A lessening, diminution.

1607 WALSALL Life Christ C4, This willing minoration
and extnanition of himselfe. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Kp. ii. v. 86 The Loadstone, whose efiluencies are both

continuall, and communicable without a minoration of

gravity. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Exetnp. \. Ad Sect. v. 58
The excuse and minoration of our actuall impieties. 1696
PHILLIPS, Minoration^ a diminishing, or making less. 1856
in MAVNE Expos. Lex.
2. Mild purgation by laxatives.

1684 tr. Bonef s Merc. Comfit, vi. 229 Some minoration of

the crude matter must be procured first by Clysters.

t Mi norative, #. and sb. Obs. [f. MINORATE
v. + -IVE. Cf. F. minoratif (Cotgr.).] a. adj.

That diminishes or lessens. Of medicines : Gently
laxative, b. sb. A gently laxative medicine.

1543 THAHERON I igo s Chirurg. ix. Add. 225 Clysters

sometymes do supplye the rowme of minoratyve medicines.

1633 HART Diet ofDiseased in. xiv. 284 When . . wee feare

lest nature faint before
perfect concoction, we may some

times use a gentle minprative. 1747 tr. A strut s Fevers 112

Nothing but minoralive apozems should be ordered. Ibid.

232 Others give minoratives more frequently.

Minorca (minfrjka). Also 9 Menorca. [Sp.

Minorca.] The name of the second in size of the

Balearic islands. Useda//ri#., as Minorca-fowl (also

Afinorca), a much esteemed black variety of the

domestic fowl introduced from Spain; Minorca

holly (see quot.). Hence Mino rcau and the equi
valent f Minorquin, f Menorquine [Sp. Mcnor-

quin\. a. adj. of or belonging to the island of

Minorca; b. sb. an inhabitant of Minorca; also, the

language of the inhabitants of Minorca.

1760 SMOLLETT Coniin. Hist. Eng. t Geo. If, ami. 1756 I. 327
Five and twenty Minorquin bakers were hired. 1785 Centl.

Ma?. LV. i. 66 The Minorquins, when they see an English

man, follow him. rty$ Fenny Cycl. XV. 97/2 In character and

manners, the Menorquines resemble the natives of Mal-

lorca. 1848 E. S. DIXON Om. 4- Dom. Poultry 251 In North
Devon they call the Spanish Fowls Minorcas . 1853
Naturalist III. 225 Ilex Balearica^\\& Minorca Holly;
a very distinct variety of the Common Holly, being readily

distinguished by its yellow green leaves. 1882-3 Schaff^s

Encycl. Retig. Knowi. III. 2065 During the British sway,
a number of Minorcans and Greeks were introduced by
Mr. Turnbull [into Florida]. 1807 BAGHOT DE LA BERE Ntw
Poultry Guide n. 38 Blue Andamsians, black Minorcas, and
white Leghorns, all universally admitted to be prolific layers.

MinoreSS 1
(msi-nori-s). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:

4 menouresse, 5 meneresse, 7 minoress. [ME.
nttttouresse, a. OF. menouresse^ f. menour MINOR
sb. i : see -ESS. (In med.L. minorissa.} } A nun of

the second order of St. Francis, known as Poor

Clares, whose house outside Aldgate gave its

name to the Minories, a street still existing in the

City of London.
Susters Meneresses (quot. 1451) is after OF. screurs me

neuresses.

1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 7 The Religiouse Wommen the

Menouresses dwellyngge withoute algate of london. 1451

Rolls of TarIt. V. 224/1 The Abbesse and Covent of the

Susters Meneresses withoute Algate. 1631 WEEVER Anc.

Funeral Men. 755 These Nunncs were of the order of S.



MINORESS.

Clare, and called Minoresses. 1897 Cath. Diet, &amp;lt;ed. 5) 726/2

The first monastery of Franciscan nuns or Minoresses formed

in England (1293) was outside Aldgate.

Milioress -
(mai-nores). rare-. [f.

MINOR
+ -ESS.] A female minor. 1882 in OGILVIE.

Minorist (msi-norist). rare- 1
, [f. MINOR +

-1ST.]
= MlXOIUTE Sb. I.

1836 Tracts for- Times No. 75. 9 The Fratres Mmores
(Minorists or Franciscans) adopted the new usage.

Minorite (marnoroit), sb. and a. [f. MINOR
+ -1TE.] A. sb.

1. A friar minor or Franciscan.
I577~8? HOUNSHED Chron. II. 41/2 Malachias, the minorit

or greie frier. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 427 lolin Ti

Monte Coruino, a Minorite. 1760 JORTIN Erasi. II. 118

Then follows a short letter to some Minorites, who defamed
Erasmus. 1883 JKSSOP in igi/t Cent. July 99 The Mino
rites were the Low Churchmen of the i3th century.

2. t a- A person of minor rank \obs.}. b, alht-

sive nonce-itse. One busied about minor matters,

1644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 41 Our inquisiturient Bishops,
and the attendant minorites their Chaplains, a 1670 HACKET

Abjt. Williams^ n. (1693) 102 The Respondent takes no

notice that a Bishop wrote the Letter : For why not rather

or Minims.

B. adj. Of the order of Friars Minor.

1563-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1596) 236/2 The order of the

minors or minorit friers descended from one Francis, .of. .

Assisium. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 53 A Frier Minorite,
called Simon de Sanct. Quintin. 121604 HANMER Chron.
Ircl. (1633) 73 There was another Livinus a French man, a

Fryer minorhe. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 310 On the scite

. . there anciently stood the abbey of Minorite nuns. 1892
K. GOULD Conversat. DSllinger x. 245 S. Bonaventure,
a member of the Minorite order.

Minority (min^ riti). [ad. F. minority or

med.L. minoritas, f. L. minor-em MINOR : see -ITY.

Cf. Sp. minoridad) Pg. minoridade, It. minorittl. ]

fl. The condition or fact of being smaller, in

ferior, or subordinate, Obs.

1533 MORE Answ. to Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1051/2 The !

minpritie,
and the obedyence y l the scripture speketh of in

Christ, is all ment of his manhod. 1592 Kvn Sol. fy Pers.
\

iv. ii. 62 What, art thou that petty pigmie that chalenged
me at Rhodes, whom I refused to combat for his minoritie?

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. vi. 117 There may, I
|

confesse, from this narrow time of gestation ensue a mi-

nority, or smallnesse in the exclusion. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s,v. Character^ L. Is the sign of minority.

2. The state of being minor or tinder age ; the
;

period during which a person remains under age; \

nonage ; f in, f within minority, under age.
1547 Reg. Priz&amp;gt;y Council Scot. 1. 78 Dispensand with thair

minor! te and less aige, . . without payment ofony teind penny, i

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Comp. Theseus fy Rom. (1595) 45 !

Theseus.. stole awaye Helen in hir minoritie, being nothing
neere to consent to marrye. 1617 MORYSON Itin,, in. 217
The PupilL.is held under daies or in minority till he be

twenty one yeres old. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 7, I.. being
young, and within minority. 1642 FULLER Holy &amp;lt;V Prof.
St. v. xviii. 432 The minority of Princes ought not to lessen

their Subjects reverence unto them. 1751 H. WALPOLE
Lett. (1846) 11.404 It is become the peculiarity of the House
of Orange to have minorities. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,
Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 76 A youth in England, emerging
from his minority. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vi. i. 265 The
long minority of Henry the Sixth, who was a boy of nine
months old at his father s death.

t b. The early part of life, youth. Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 415 Such a man can neither seduce
his minority with ill examples, nor marre his waxen age
with a false impression. 1728 R. MORUIS Ess.Anc. Archit.

p. xix, A Principle imbibed in Minority.
c. transf. and _/?. Now rare.

1611 DONNE Anat. World, ist Annivers. (1625) 12 When
Stag, and Rauen, and the long liu d tree..dy de in mino-
ritee. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Man. 160 An old booke
in broken English, which crept into the world in the mino
ritie of Printing. 1632 tr. BrueFs Praxis ATed. 59 This
disease, .doth sticke close to the patient, vnlesse it bee
taken away by medicines in its minority. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Psend. Ep. i. vii. 25 Yet are our authorities but

temporary and not to be unbraced beyond the minority of
our intellectuals. 1653 MILTON Hirelings Wks. 1851 V.
373 For the Magistrate, .to make the Church his meer
Ward, as always in Minority, .. is neither just nor pious.
1742 YOUNG Nt. T/t. vi. 616 In this her dark minority, how
toils. . the human soul !

3. The smaller number or part ;
a number which

is less than half the whole number ; spec, the

smaller party voting together against a majority
in a deliberative assembly or electoral body.
1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Dict.

t Minority (lesser number).
1755 i i JOHNSON. 1789 BURKE Corr.

(1844^)
III. 95 We are

a minority ; but then we are a very large minority. 1790
Fr. Rev. (ed. 2) 186 In a democracy, the majority of the citi

zens is capable of exercising the most cruel oppressions upon
the minority. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 137 The
tone of men, who are conscious that they are in a minority.
1828 MACAULAY Ess. t Hallani ad fin., Conspiracies and in

surrections in which small minorities are engaged. 1886-94
H. SPENCER Autobiogr. II. liii. 298 It is my habit to say what
I think, though I may so show myself one of a very small

minority, or even a minority of one. 1898 AllbuttsSyst.
Med. V. 1004 The insufficiency of the mitral valve, which
occurs in a minority of cases of exophthalmic goitre. 1903
R. D. SHAW Pauline Ep. \\. \. 86 Men of pure Gallic blood
must in Paul s time have been greatly in the minority.
4. In voting, the number of votes cast for or by

the party opposed to the majority.

479

1774 BURKE Sp. Ainer. Tax. Wks. II. 414 The minority
did not reach to more than 39 or 40. 1788 JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) II. 533 Tlle minorities in most of the accepting States

have been very acceptable.

5. attrib. and Comb., as minority debt, a debt

incurred by a person while under age ; minority

platform U.S., the platform put forward by
the minority of a party; minority report, a

separate report framed by those members of a

committee or other body who are unable to agree
with the majority; minority teller, one who
counts or records votes for a minority ; t minority
waiter (meaning obscure ; by some explained as

a waiter out of work
, by others as an extra

ordinary tide-waiter ,
i. e. one not regularly em

ployed).
1897 Daily Nms 13 May 8/5 The half-crown cigars were

also ^minority debts? 1905 Daily Chron. 24 June 6/6 He
has raised ^45,000. .out of which lie paid his minority
debts. 1901 N. Amer. A cz . Feb. 271 The captors were
able to defeat the *minority platform. 1902 Daily Chron.

27 Feb. 5/1 He had to occupy the unusual position of being
the &quot;minority-teller at the table. 1775 SHERIDAN Riralf n.

i, I told Thomas that your Honour had already inlisted live

disbanded chairmen, seven &quot;minority waiters, and thirteen

billiard markers.

I Mi norize,
&quot; Obs. rare~ l

. [f.
MINOR a. +

-m:. Cf. MINOKATE v.] trans. To depreciate.
1613 Sm E. HOIIY Cnrry-conitt i. 34 Hee that will take

vpon him to Minorize the learning of Authors.

t Minorque. Obs. rare- 1

. [Kr. : see MI

NORCA.] A kind of cloth.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France it. xix. (1794) II. 539 They
make, .camblets, calimancoes, minorques, coarse cloths.

Minorship (,moi n6.iji:p\ [f.
MINOR + -SHIP.]

The state of being a minor ^Ogilvie 1882).

|| Minot (mino). [F., f. mine a measure of 6

bushels.] An obsolete French measure of capacity,

varying according to locality and the nature of the

commodity to be measured : the standard value

was 3 (French) bushels = about 39-36 litre.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Ypy. iv. xxxiii. 155 b,

Those which were found aswel in grayn, as fruits of yerely
reuenues the quantity of 500. uiinots. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No.

259/4 His Majesty. . intends, .to abate 4 Crowns upon
each Minot {printed minor], or measure of four French
bushels of Salt. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Bread, They
take a Minot of this Flower, .leaven and boult it, and cover

it well with the same Flower or Meal. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s. v. Mcasure, The minot consists of three bushels;
the mine of two minots. 1820 RANKEN Hist. France VIII.
vm. vi. 393 The minot contained three bushels,

Minotary, obs. form of MINATORY.
Minotaur (mi-niJtgi). Gr. R[yth. [ad. Gr.

NivwTavp-os (L. Minotaiir-tis, OF. Minotaur, F.

Minotaure), f. MiVcus Minos -I- Tavpos bull.] A
fabulous monster, the son of I asiphae, wife of

Minos king of Crete, and a bull, represented as

having the body of a man and the head of a bull.

He was confined in the Cretan labyrinth and fed

with human flesh. He was slain by Theseus, who
thus freed Athens from her annual tribute of seven

youths and seven maidens to be devoured by the

monster. Hence used allusively.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2104 (Ariadne) The mynatour

[v. rr. My_notawr(e, -taure, Mynataur]. 1390 GOWER Can/.
II. 304 Minotaure, c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. v. (Part.

Beasts) xiv, The nnnotaur, ane monster meruelous. 1500-20
DUNBAR Fenyit Freir 66 The Menatair [v.r. Mynataur]
marvelus. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, v. iii. 189 There Mino-
taurs and vgly Treasons lurke. 1592 DANIEL Contpl. Rosa
mond Ixix, Heere I inclos d from all the world a sunder,
The Minotaure of shame kept for disgrace. 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Der. in. xxii, But don t give yourself for a meal to a
minotaur like Eult. 1900 United Service Mag. Jan. 427 All

those who were the hope and future strength of the race

were devoured by the Imperial Minotaur [sc. Napoleon] in

pursuit of his dream of universal domination.

b. A representation of this, esp. Her.

1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 122 And by his Baner born is

his penoun Of gold ful riche, in which ther was ybete The
Mynotaur which ^at he slough in Crete. 1572 BOSSEWELL
Arniorie II. 49 R. beareth azure, a Minotaure d Argente.

1776 BURNEY Hist. Afns. (1789) I. n. iii. 337 In a medal in

scribed Caleno the Minotaur is seen.

Minouet, obs. form of MINUET.

Minour, obs. form of MINER.

tMinO very. Law. Obs. [app. a corrupt
form of MANCEUVRE. The source from which
Cowell obtained the word is unknown.] (See quot.)
1607 COWELL hlterpr., Minffvery . .signifieth some tres-

passe or offence committed by a man s handle work in the

Forest, as an engyn to catch Deere.

[Hence in Diets.
; those of recent date substitute

the form manovery.]
Minow, obs. form of MINNOW.
Minowaye, variant of MINAWAY (

= minuet).
tMinozin. Obs.
1680 Loud. Gaz. No. 1567/4 A sad Minozin colour cloth

Coat.

Minrall, Minre, obs. ff. MINERAL, MINE pron.
Minse, -sed, -sen, -ser, obs. ff. MINCE, etc.

Minsh, -ery, obs. forms of MINCH, -ERY.

tMinsical, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [?f. MINCE v.

+ -ICAL.] ? Mincing, dainty.
a 1586 SIDNEY ll anstcad rlay in Arcadia, etc. (1605) 571

MINSTRALY.
A woman, of a minsicall countenance, but, .not three quar
ters so beautious as your selfe.

t Mi iising. Obs. [f. *mime vb. (cogn. w. Mix
z (

.) + -ING 1
.]

Remembrance.
t: 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace 326 Of hym ys mynsyng

wih-outen ende, (Tor he made a cite of ioye After his name,
& calde hit Troye. Chron. (1810) 201 Y\ mKdede be in

i&amp;gt;i mynsyng, Euer more to drede, eft to do sutlke ^ing.

Minsitive : see MINCEATIVE.

Minster 1
(mrnstai). Forms: I, 4-6 myn-

ster, 3-6 mynstre, 2 minister, 3 munster,
-tre, 4 mynyster, -tre, menestre, mynstire,

4-5 mynstere, mynistre, 5 mynester, myn-
stir, ministre, minstre, i, 6- minster. [OE.
mynstcr : prehistoric *munistrjo, a. popular L.

*monisterium = Eccl. L. monastSrium MONASTERY.
Cf. OIKJ. mnnistri (MUG., mod.G. miinsfer),

MDu. monster pearly mod.Du. munstcr}, ON.

nutstari.]

f 1. A monastery; a Christian religious house.

rtooo tr. Bxda s Hist. i. xxxiii. (Schipperj, Wa:s seseresta

abbud ba:s ylcan mynstre.s [I,, cinsdan monastenil Petrus

haten. c 1205 LAY. 29357 Gurmund falde
f&amp;gt;a

munstre-^ and

an-heng alle
\&amp;gt;&

munkes. 1387 TKKVISA Higden (RulK) I.

261 Faste by be mynystre [L. tenoHnm\ of Seint Michel is

marbii i-founde. c 1450 St. Ciithbcrt (Surtees) 6695 A myn
stere, Duellyng for monkes and him in fere, c 1475 Partcnay
2596 Faire maillers, that ministre roiall, 1513 HRADSHAW
St. Werhitrge \\. 91 Krle I.eofrice repared .. The mynstre
of Werburge, gyuyng therto liberte.

2. The church of a monastery; a church which
had its origin in a monastic establishment ;

also

applied gen. to any church of considerable size or

importance, esp. a
collegiate

or cathedral church.

^960 Laivs A . Edgar i. i, Man agife aulce teoSunge to

t&amp;gt;amealdan mynstre [L. adwatrein eccteiiam] be seohyrnes
tohyrd. 1056-66 Inscription (at Kirkdale Ch. Vorksh.), Onn
(lamal svna bohte .scs Gregorivs, minster 3onne hit wcs ael

tobrocan & tofalan. 1297 K. (itorc. (Hulls) 3230 pe heye
ministre of winchestre. 13. . E. E. Ailit. P. A. 1063 J*e

al-my}ty was her mynyster mete, pe lombe
t&amp;gt;e saker-fyse ber

to reget. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 30 Seynt Willyams
toumbe in ye mynstre of ye trinyte. ^1450 Merlin vi. 98
Than thei..yeden a-gein in-to the mynistre to heir oute the

masse. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xin. ix. 624, I shal assay
to bere hit [the shield], and soo bare hit oute of the mynstre.
c 1599..-Iff. Hk. IV. ll- fay in Antiquary XXXII. 278 The
colligiat churche or minster.. in Ripu . ^1645 HAIUNGTON
Surv. ll orcs. in H orcs. Hist. Soc. Proc. \\. 191 The cloyster
of the Mynster of Worcester. 1675 OGILUV Brit. (1698) 20
The Cathedral or Minster [at Lincoln! is a stately structure.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph, Cl. 4 July, As for the minster [at

\ork], I know not how to distinguish it, except by its great
size. 11x878 SIR G. G. SCOTT Led. Arc/tit. (1879) I. 200
Yorkshire is especially the land of minsters and abbey-
churches. 1898 LEACH in Beverley Ch. Act Bk. tSurttes)

Introd* 34 The word minster itself is peculiarly one used not

of monasteries but of secular churches York, lieverley,

Ripon, Southwell, Lincoln, Lichfield, Wimbornc, these are

the churches to which the title of minster has clung, ..and

they were one and all churches of secular canons,

f b. transf. A temple. Obs.

trizooORMiN 7580 pe;^ comenn inntill ^errsal.tm & inntill

Godess minnstre. a 1400-50 Alexander 2174 When he was
full bare & fedd he fiittis with his ost, To Tergarontes he te;e

|&amp;gt;are tijt was a mynstre. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xv i- J 74
Before the Mynstre of this Ydole is a Vy vere. 156* PHAKK
sEneidvii. Z iv b, Three hundred mynsters chief along the
towne wyde open stands. 1581 NUCE Seneca s Octavia n.

ii. 174 b, Whom as a God in minsters we adorne.

3. attrib. and Comb., as minster-aisle (also _/-.),

-church, -door, -fund, -gatc^ -garth, pile^ -gnire,

-yard\ f minster book, a book used in church.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4263 pe *mynster yles were

made as warde. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home, Ltch-
Jleld\. 2ii Overarched by a minster-aisle of venerable trees.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hotn. lop Alse be holi *minster-boc sei5.

1828 SCOTT F. A/, Perth iii, I believe she thinks the whole
world is one great *Minster-church. 13.. St. Erkenivolde
128 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 269 *Mynster-dores
were makyd opone, quene matens were songene. 13 ,. E. E.
Allii. P. C. 268 As mote in at a munster dor, so mukel
wern his chawlez. 14.. Sir Benes (M.) 4275 The kyngis
doughter was.. to the mynester durre I-led, Vnto sir Myles
was she wed. 1829 G. POULSON Beverlac 681 Trustees of
the &quot;minster fund, c 1400 St. Alexius (Cotton) 200 With-
owtyn att the *mynster yate, 1393 Test.Ebor. (Surtees) I.

185 My graven in the *mynster Garth. 1866 NEALE Se~

guences fy Hymns 131 Lincoln s *minster pile. 1634-5
BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 72 Erected in the minster-

quire. 1842 W. WHITE Directory Lines. 124 *Minster yard.

t Mi lister -. Obs. [From the name ofMunster
a German city, capital of Westphalia.] A kind of
linen cloth originally imported from Munster.
1612 Sc. Bk. Customs in Halyburtotfs Ledger (1867) 321

Minsters the rowle contening xv hundreth elnis, iiiexx Ii.

1698-9 HOUGHTON Collect. Husb.
&amp;lt;V

Trade No. 343 (1727)
II. 382 Of minsters from Germany 74246 ells.

Minster, obs. form of MINISTER v.

Minstraoy, -trail, -tralsie, -sy, obs. ff.

MINSTREL, -TRELSY.

t Mi nstraly. Sc. Obs. Forms : 4 menstrely,
4, 6 -traly, 6 menstrallie, -tralie, -ye. [f.

MINSTKEL + -Y.]
= MINSTRELSY.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. (George} 191 Til haf had
menstrely & in all degre haf mad mery. Ibid. 662 pane
wes mad gret loy in hy with syndry kynde of menstraly.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxviii. 13 For mirth, for menstrallie
and play. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 65 Appollo. .vitht hissueit

menstralye. 1567 Gude fy Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 37 Quhen
that he.. hard the menstrallie [v.r. menstraly] anone, The
dansing, and the greit blyithnes [etc.].



MINSTREL.

Minstre, obs. form of MINISTRY.

Minstrel (mi nstrel), sb. Forms: a. 3 mene-

stral, (//. menestraus) ;
. 4 mynystrel, minis-

trale,minestrale, 4-5mynystral, j mynistralle,
6 mynystrell, raynnystrelle, (7 a&amp;gt;r/i.ministrel) ;

y. 4 menstrelle, 4-5 menstrale, -alle, 4-6, J

St. menstral, 5 .?c. menstraille, 5-6 menstrell,
6 menatrall ;

S. 4 mynstraell, -tral(e, (mun-
stral), 4-5 minstral(e, mynstralle, 4-6 myn-
strel(le,minstralle, sminstrall, 5-6minstrelle,
6 minstril,mynstrell,6-7minstrell, yminstrill,
6- minstrel, [a. OF. menestral, -terel, ministral,

-terel (F. ministrel] = Pr. mtnestral officer, person

employed, attendant, musician : late L. ministerial-

em one having an official duty, f. ministtrium : see

MINISTRY.
OF. had a synon. menestrier (mod.F. uienetrler village

musician), f. menestrel with alteration of suffix. The It. mini-

strello, Sp. ntinistril, Pg. ministrd, ar,e formed after Fr.]

\\.gen. A servant having a special function.

Obs. rare- 1
,

a m$Ancr. R. 84 An o5er half, nimeiS nu^eme of hwuche
two mesteres beos two menestraus (sc. the flatterer and the

hackbiter] serueft hore louerde, be deofle of helle.

2. In early use (i.e. down to the end of the

i6th c.), a general designation for any one whose

profession was to entertain his patrons with sing

ing, music, and story-telling, or with buffoonery or

juggling. In modern romantic and historical use

commonly with narrowed and elevated applica
tion : A mediaeval singer or musician, esp. one

who sang or recited, to the accompaniment of his

own playing on a stringed instrument, heroic or

lyric poetry composed by himself or others.

The use
o_f

the word in romantic poetry and fiction has
so coloured its meaning that the application to a mere jester,

mountebank, or conjuror, originally common, would now
seem inappropriate.

1297 R. GI.OL-C. (Rolls) 5509 Menestrel he was god
ynou & harpare in eche poynte. 1361 LASGL. P. PI. A.

Prol. 33 And summe Murbhes to maken as Munstrals

cunne. ?ai366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 764 Ther mightest
thou see these floutours, Minstrales, and eek logelours.
c 1386 Sir TltDpas 1 34 Do come he seyde my Mynstrales
And geestours for to tellen tales Anon in myn Armynge.
14.. Now. in Wr.-\V iilcker 693 Hie prt-stigiator, myn
stralle. 1423 in T. Sharp Diss. Pageants Coventry (1825)

207 Thei have retained Matthew Ellerton. .& John Trum-

por Mynstrells as for the Cite of Coventry, c \UftAlphabtt
of Tales ccclvi. 245 He saw mynslrallis & iogullurs. Ibid.,
He said, hym had levur clethe Criste ber-with, or pure men,
ban for to gifT bairn to mynstrallis, for, he said, it was no
noder to giff to mynstrals hod for to offyr to fendis. 1508
in Lysons Kn-i ir. Loud. (1792) I. 226 To the menstorell

upon May-day, 004. 1535 COVERDALE Matt. ix. 23 When
lesus came into the rulers house, and sawe the minstrels

[so 1611] and the people raginge. 1539 CuOMWCU. in Merri-

man Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 236 Item youe shall allowe to

Mr. Brereton and Air. Gryffith their chaplaynes and min-

stralles. 1553 EDEN Treat. A e:t&amp;lt;t Inii. (Arb.) 25 Al the

musicions & minstrels, .playe on theyr instrumentes. 1559
Asp. HETHE in Strype Aim. Re/.(i^)\. App. vi. 403 Kinge
Davyd .. placed himselfe amongest the mynystrells. 1597

MalJoH, Essex Liber C. 146 b, The said John Copke._.shall
.. the said John Hill. .instructe..in the . .arte misterie and
facultie ofa minstrel!. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Minstrel,

Norman] minstrel shows himself everywherea bitter satirist

upon ecclesiastics. 1850 O. WlNSLOW/*r/.// vi. 181 The

banquet is ready and the minstrels are tuning their harps.

lib. Used derisively with pun on minister.

1589 NASHE Almondfor Parrat 8 b, I forgette to tel you
what a stirre he keepes against dumbe ministers, and neuer

writes nor talkes of them, but hee calleth them minstrels.

3. transf. Used poet, or rhetorically for a

musician, singer, or poet.
1718 PRIOR Solomon ll. 71 Music s force can.. make, .the

lynx forget His wrath to man, and lick the minstrel s feet.

1819 WORDSW. To Dr. Wordiw. i The Minstrels played
their Christmas tune To-night beneath my cottage-eaves.

1831 } arrow Revisited 1.8, I stood, looked, listened,

and with Thee, Great Minstrel of the Border ! 1839
Th. on Bants Nith 56 Sweet Mercy ! tothe gates of Heaven
This Minstrel lead, his sins forgiven, n 1881 KOSSETTI
House ofLife ix, Behold this minstrel is unknown; Bid
him depart, for I am minstrel here.

4. Chiefly in plural and with prefixed denning
word, as Christy, negro, nigger minstrels : The

designation assumed by certain bands of public
entertainers in the U.S. and subsequently also in

England, who, with blacked faces and wearing

grotesque costumes, performed interludes represent

ing negro life in the southern states, with songs
and music ostensibly of negro origin.

1864, 1871 [see NEGRO 3]. 1873 [see CHRISTY]. 1904 Daily
Chron. 29 Mar. 3/6 April 9 has been fixed for the last per
formance of the Mohawk Moore and Burgess Minstrels at

St. James s Hall.

5. attrio.

1715-20 POPE Iliad xxiv. 81 This Minstrel God, . . Stood

proud to Hymn, and tune his youthful Lyre. 1767 PERCY
Ess. Anc. Minstrels in Relig. (1794) I. p. liv, The old

Minstrel-ballads are in the northern dialect. 1810 SCOTT

Lady ofL. VI. xiv, Free from thy minstrel-spirit glanced,

Fling me the picture of the fight. 1813 Triertti. i.

xix, The attributes of those high days N*ow only live in

minstrel-lays.

480

! Hence Mi nstrel v. trans., to sing of, celebrate

I

in&quot; song. Mi-nstreless, a female minstrel. Mi n-

\ strolling* vbl. sb.
y

the performance of music,

t Mi nstrelship, (a) minstrelsy, the performance
of mnslc ; (6) (with possessive pronoun) the per

sonality of a minstrel.

1471 in T. Sharp Dtss. Pageants Coventry (1825) 35 It
1

i paid to the waytes for mynstrelship- .vj. a 1578 LINDESAY
I (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 381 With singing and

danceing, minstrelling and playing. 1647 Hactdington
; Presbyt. Rec. in Baron Crt. of Stitchill (1905) Introd. 35

Profane minstrelling-; in time of dinner or supper tends to

great debauchery. 18x7 Blacku&amp;lt;. Mag. I. 169 No monument
tells, mid the wilderness green, Where the m mstreless lies

*

of the Border the last. 1822 T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian
xvi. 218 I ll knock your musical noddles together. .. That

|

will be a new tune for your minstrelships. Ibid. 219 Touch
! thou shalt not : my minstrelship defies thee. 1873 LELAND

Egypt. Sketch Bk. 127 Such poets as Bayard Taylor, who
once minstrelled an Arab s horse.

Minstrelsy (mi-nstrclsi). Forms : a. 4 me-

nestrelsy, -tralcie, menistralsi; 0. 4 men-
stralcye, 5 menstralcy, -sie, -sy ; 4menstracie,
menstracy, 5 menstrasyfe ; 7. 4 mynystralsye;
5. 4 (mistralsi, munstralsye), minstralcie,

-eye, mynstralcie, 4-5 minstralcy, myn-
stralcye, -sy, 4, S minstralsy, 5 mynstralsi,
-sie, mynstrelsee, -eye, mynstrylsy, 5-6 myn-
stralcy, -sye, mynstrelsy, 6 minstrelcy, 6-7
minstralsie, 7 minstrelsie ; 4 minstracie, myn-
strasy, -trecye, -trisye, 5 (munstrassye\ myn-
stracy ; 7- minstrelsy, [ad. OF. menestralsie,

-trancie, f. menestrel a minstrel : see MINSTREL.]
1. The art, occupation, or practice of a minstrel;

the practice of playing and singing; in mod. use
j

only poet, and arch, f To make minstrelsy^ to

produce music.

1303 R. BRUXNE Handl. Synne 4716 He hadde no grace
to sey with-alle His graces ryghte deuoutely For be noyse .

of be mynstralsy. 13.. Seityn Sag. (W.) 3363 Than was
thare made grete menestrelsy. 11350 St. Thomas 38 in I

Horstm. Altcng^t. Leg. (1881) 20 pare was .. grete mirth of
j

sere menistralsi [r .r. mistralsi]. (&quot;1350
Will. Pa/fme 1155 j

Alle maner menstracie here was mad. 1361 LANGL. P. PL i

A.m. ii per was Mur^e and Munstralsye Meede with to i

plese. 1393 ///&quot;(/. C. xvi. 196 What manere mynstralcie .. I

Hn--t bow vsed? c 1440 Bone Flor. 168 Thorow the towne
,

the knyghtes sange, .. Makeyng swete mynstralcy. 1535
,
COVKRDALE Ecclus. xl. 20 Wyne and mynstralsye reioyse
the hert. i6oz &quot;znd Pt. Returnfr, Parnas. \. ii. {Arb.) n
He did chaunt his rurall minstralsie. 1697 COLLIER Ess.

Mar. Sulj. ii. (1709) 24 To have our Passions lie at the

mercy of a little Minstrelsy. 1768 BFATTIE Minstr. i. xvi,
Save one short pipe of rudest minstrelsy. 1862 GOULDURN
Pers. Relig. 104 The minstrelsy of psalms and hymns, and I

spiritual songs. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) I. v.
\

, 274 Verses which breathe the true fire of the warlike mm- i

strelsy common to Greek and Teuton,

fb. Harmony. Obs.

1605 CAMDEN Rent., Rhymes 18 Which delighted in no- ;

thing more then in this Minstrelsie of meeters.

2. A body of minstrels
;
an assemblage or gather

ing of minstrels.

1350 11&quot;ill. Palernf 5011 So many maner minstracie at

bat mariage were, c 1386 CHAL-CER Sqr?s T. 260 Toforn
j

hym gooth the loude Mynslralcye. 1440 Gesta Rom.
\

Ixiv. 276 (Harl. MS.\ Ober worthi lady ?ede to be same

chirch, with gret mynstracy afore hire. i48oCAXTONCAnw.
| Eng. ccxli. 267 Euery man in good aray and euery crafte

|

with his mynstralsye. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 168 Ministring
Spirits, trained up m Feast and Song ; Such hast thou

j

arm d, the Minstrelsie of Heav n. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hob
binol in. 231 Before him march in Files The rural Min
stralsy. 1800-24 CAMPBELL On Catitf- Hill near Hastings \

\ iii, At the Conqueror s side There his minstrelsy sat harp
;

;

in hand. 1855 PRESCOTT/M//#//, i. iv. I. 49 The minstrelsy ,

1 played before them till they reached the royal residence.

f 3. collect. A number or collection of musical

instruments. Also, a kind of musical instrument.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple* s T. 9 Pleyen he koude on euery

Mynstralcie. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 186 The
voys of orgons and of dyvers menstralcy. 1523 LD. BRRNERS
Froiss. I. ccxcix. 443 The spanyerdes .. departed, makyng
great noyse of trumpettes and other mynstrelsies.
4. Minstrel poetry ; oceas. a body of minstrel

poetry.
1802 SCOTT (titIf} Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border. 1830

,
H. N. COLERIDGE Crk. Poets (1834) 35 The Iliad and the

Odyssey . . are compilations . . arranged by successive editors,
,

but still compilations of minstrelsies, the works of various

i poets in the heroic age. 1845 CRAIK Hist. Lit. Eng. V.

150 That remarkable Txxly of national song known as the

Jacobite minstielsy.

Minstryng, obs. form of MINISTERING $b.

Mint (mint), sb\ Forms : i mynyt, -it, -et,

munet, 1-2, 4-5 menet, 5 myntte, 5-7 mynt,
6 minte, 6- mint. [OK. mynet neut., repr.

I (with change of gender) WGer. *mttnita fem.,

i

a. L. moneta : see MONEY. Cf.OFris. menote, nmnte

fem., OS. munita fem. (MDu. mttnte, Du. nntnt

\ fem.), OHG. munita fem., muni^ masc. and neut.

(MHG. nitifi^f, inod.G. milnze fem.). From LG.

j

Ihe word passed into the Scandinavian langs. :

i ON.. S\v., Da. mynt.]
1. A piece of money, a coin

; money. Obs.

From i6thc. only slang: possibly reintroduced in this

use from LG.
(-715 Corpus doss. (Hesselsl N 144 Nontisma^ mynlt.

i (-975 Rvshw. Gasp. Matt. xxii. 19 EawaS me mynet [c 1000

MINT.

Ags. Gosp. mynyt, c 1160 Hatton menet ; Vulg. numisma\
bass gsefles. &amp;lt;:

1000 Sax. Leeckd. II. 192 genim pipores
swilce an mynet seweje, diles saedes swilce .iiii. mynet
Xewe^en. 1340 Ayenb. 241 Vor pouerte is bet menet huer-

mide me bay)&amp;gt; \&amp;gt;e
riche of heuene. c liao Pallad. on ffttsb.

in. 1069 These [sc. pigs] if me spende, or mynt for hem

well. 1666 HEAD Eng. Rogut i. iv. 33. a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Cre-M. 1848 MRS. GASKELL M. Barton xxiii, You ll

want money. . . You must take some of the mint I ve got laid

by in the old tea-pot.

2. A place where money is coined
; usually, a

place where lawful money is coined under the

authority and direction of the state. Master of the

mint (perh. orig. in sense i) : the chief officer and
custodian of the mint.

(Since 1869 the offices of Master and Worker of the

Mint have been nominally held by the Chancellor of ihe

Exchequer, who has direct control of the establishment.)

1423 Rolls ofParIt. IV. 256/2 The maister of the mynte
aforeseid {previously called maistre of the koyne]. c 1475
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 286 For and ther were a myntte
ordeyned ny therby. a 155* LELAND Itin. (1769) IV. 125
There was .. a Mint of (Joynage in Coventrye. 1553 in

Strype Ecel. Mem. (1721) III. App. v. 8 Her Majestic hath
ordered and established to be made within her mintes these

seueral
coynes. 1603 JAS. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III.

67 The Warden of our Mynt and Woprkmaster of our

Moneys there. 1670 LADY N!ARY BERTIE in ia//t Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. v. 21 At the Tower .. I saw the lyons
and Mint. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mastero/tkt; Mint,
an Officer now call d The Warden of the Mint. 1787 Phil.

Trans. LXXVII. 204 note
t
The experiments.. were made.,

at his Majesty s Mint in the Tower. 1836 in Rep. Com
mittee Roy. Mint (1837) App. 28 The Cash Account of the

Master of the Mint. 1853 HUMPHREYS Coin-coll. Man, I.

yi.
66 The Carthaginians . . had a national mint established

in the Acropolis of Carthage,
b. A set of machines for coining.

iS5j R. D. Hypnerotomachia 7 This Image was. .mooxed
about with such a noyse, .as if the mynte of the Queene of

England had been going there ! 1642 CHAS. I Sp. Wks.
1662 I. 412, 1 have sent hither for a Mint. 1831 BABBAGE
Econ. Manuf. XL (ed. 3) 94 The mint which was sent a

few years since to Calcutta was capable of coining 200,000

pieces a day.
3. transf. and Jig. A place in which the fabrica

tion (of anything) is carried on ; a source of in

vention or fabrication.

1555 EDEN Decades 331 b, The. .matrices of moste estemed

ryches, and the myntes of al treasures are the mountaynes.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. i. 166 A man. .That hath a mint of

phrases in his braine. 1610 BP. CARLETON Jurisd. 141 If

that decree were forged,, .with many moe : Let the Romane
forgery be acknowledged, and the Masters of that mint
knowne. 1709 SACHEVERELL Serm. 15 Aug. 16 The Pulpit,
and the Press, those Mints of Alheism. 1715 BENTLEV
Serm. x. (1809) 348 Rome .. should possess the sole mint of

all spiritual licences and pardons, a 1793 WOLCOT (P. Pin

dar) Ode to Pretty Milliner Wks. 1794 III. 327 A kiss !

a thousand kisses let me add Ten thou&amp;gt;and from thy un

exhausted mint. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Jxxix, But thou

and I are one in kind, As moulded like in Nature s mint.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. v. 192 All

these [tak-s] bear the unmistakable stamp of Hawthorne s

mint. 1905 R. F. HORTON Child ty Relig. vii. 276 The
Bible ought to lie taught to every English child, as .. the

Mint of our noblest speech.

*t&quot;
4. Coinage. Obs.

1483 in Lett.
&amp;lt;V Papers Rich. Ill $ Hen. VII (Rolls) I.

45 A leu re undre the kinges prive seall concernyng the

mynte of Irlande. 1621 BACON Hen. F// 235 For Minte,
and Warres, and Marshall Discipline, (things of Absolute

Power) he would neuerthelesse bring to Parliament.

b. In phrase to pass the Mint (with allusion to

the assaying department of the Mint).
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. To Rdr. A_4b, So when any con

siderable Supplement^of New English Words have legally

pass d the Mint and Test of our Verluosi, the same liberty

[of reprinting with additions] may be allowed this Work.

5. f a. A quantity (of money) coined. Obs.

1579 FENTON Gnicciard. I. (1599) 16 They were plentifully

furnished . .with so rich a mynt of money [orig. tanta copia

di danan], that it sufficed against all wants.

transf. 1598 J. DICKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 100

He vanished, leauing mee extreamely discontented ; for I

had ready a mint of questions.

b. Hence, a vast sum (of money) ; rarely transf.

a vast amount (of something costly).

1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. ix. vi. 19. 172 A mass, a mint, a

mine of mony could easily be advanced to defray the ex-

pences thereof. 17*9 BRADLKV Riches of Hop-garden 2

Expect Mints of Money to tumble into their Laps for a

little Secret. 1833 MARRYAT / . Simple i, He must have

lost a mint of money. 1869 ButCKUQtt Lorna D. xxi, He
was so tasselled, and so ruffled with a mint of bravery.

1874 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. xciv. 16 Our John Knox
would be worth a mint at this hour, but where is he ?

6. attrih. and Comb., as mint-bill, a bill or pro

missory note given by the officers of the mint to

the importer of bullion deposited for coining;

mint duties, certain taxes formerly appropriated
to the maintenance of the Royal Mint

;
mint hog

siang, an Irish shilling; fmint house, a building

in which money is coined; fmintmaker, *a

moneyer ; fmint man, one engaged or skilled

in coining; also transf. ;
mint phrase, a phrase

coined for a purpose; mint price, the standard

price of bullion as recognized at the mint; mint-

stamp Numism.- MINT-MARK
(alsoyf^.);

mint-

state Numism.) the condition in which a coin
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comes from the mint (also transf., of a postage-

stamp) ; mint-token, a token of a nominal value

issued by legal authority from a mint ; mint value
= mint price. Also MINT-MARK, MINT-MASTER.

1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4330/5 The New Edict in France for

making their *Mint-Bills current throughout the Kingdom, i

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 253/1 It [coin] is delivered to the

owner weight for weight, as expressed in the mint bill which

had been given. 1782 G. & F. GARBETT in Rep. Committee

Roy. Mint (1837) App. 221 Certain duties upon brandy and

strong waters under the title of *Mint duties. 1806 CARR

Stranger in Irel. ill. 65 The genuine Irish shillings, called

by the low Irish *Mint hogs. 160$ STOW Ann., Jan. /, 1414
The next day he saw .. the *mint-houses. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog, II. 248 The Hungarian gold and silver em
ployed mint-houses, not only in Hungary, but in Germany,
and the continent of Europe. &amp;lt; 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 2

Of *myntemakers [Y.monnoyers] and pybakers. 1605 TIMMK
Quersit. \. xvi. 82 The which is wel known to. .euery gold
smith and *mintman. 1624 BACON War iv. Spain (1629) 2

He that thinketh Spaine to be some great Ouermatch for

this Estate, .is no good Mint-man; But takes greatnesse of

Kingdomes according to their Bulke and Currency. 175*
CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 384 They proposed to coin their

plate to pay them : but the mintmen stole off with their

stamps and Irons. i6a6 B. JONSON Staple of^N. iv. iv. 74,
I wyll tyde This affayre for you ; giue it freight and pas
sage, And such *mynt-phrase, as tis the worst of canting,

By how much it affects the sense it has not. 1758 J.
HARRIS Money &amp;lt;y

Coins n.iL 56 The market price of bullion

might be frequently above the *mint price. 1892 H. R.
GRENFELL in Pall Malt G. 24 Dec. 2/3 Law has instituted

the so-called mint price for gold. 1817 D ISRAELI Cur.
Lit. ist Ser. III. 183 That all men .. should take the

*mint-stamp of their thoughts from the Council of Trent.

1837 in Rep. Committee Roy. Mint Index 22 The Mint

stamp is for the security of the refiner. 1902 Daily^ Ckron.
16 Jan. 7/7 The Niger Coast S.T. [sc. postage stamp] in violet

on 2O
1

.,
and the IOT. in vermilion on $d., both unused and

in *mint state. 1716 Land, Gaz. No. 5439/3 A small Copper
Coin, under the Name of *Mint-Tokens shall be current

(

throughout his Dominions for half a Rixdollar.

IKCint (mint), $b Forms: 1-6 minte, I, 4-6 !

mynte, 3-7 mente, 5-6 mynt, 6 mynthe,6- mint. I

[OE. minte wk. fem. (? Mercian mint str. fern.) !

= OHG. minsa (MHG., mod.G. ):-WG. !

*ffzf ;i/a,a. L. menta, mentha, Gr. ftivOrj (also /uV0os).
A synonym of unexplained form is WGer. *muntja t

represented by M.Du. munte (Du. munt fem.),
OHG. munza (MHG., mod.G. miinze}. The
obsolete Eng. form mente may be influenced by
F. mente (now written menthe), whence also the
MDu. variant mente*]
L Any one of the aromatic labiate plants of the

genus Mentha* esp. M. viridis, Garden Mint or
|

SPEARMINT, well known in cookery. Until the

l8th c. frequently with a and in//.

^975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 23 Forbon je be tzsbijab
intae [c 1000 Ags. Gosg. mintan] & dile & cymen. &amp;lt; 1260
ass. Names Plants in Rel. Ant. I. 37 Menta^ mente,Glo.

mlnten. ? .71366 CHAUCER Rom, Rose 731 A litel path
.. Of mentes ful and fenel grene. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xvn. cvi. (Tollem. MS.), Mynte of

gardynes
is an

herbe bat multiplyej? it selfe. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg.
60 Mintis stampid wib salt, c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Hein-
rich) 69 Take smalache, & myntes, & rewe, and betonye.
1530 PALSGR. 660/2 Plucke these roses whyle I plucke these

myntes. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Menta
t mentae^ . . Mintes.

1593 U. BARNES Parthenophil Ode xi. in Arb. GarnerV.
456 Fragrant violets, and sweet mynthe, Matched with

purple hyacinth. 1618 LATHAM znd Bk. Falconry (1633)

143 Mintes is hot and dry in the third degree. 1733 TULL
Horse-Hoeing Hnsb. \. u, I plac d a Mint, with ifialf its

Roots in the Glass. Ibid., The Mints stood just upon the
ends of the Trough. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 471
Mint has long been used in Medicine.

b. With defining word, as bergamot mint, M.
citrata

; brandy mint, PEPPERMINT, M. piperita ;

brook, fish, horse, water, wild mint, M. syl- \

vestris and other wild species ; brown, mackerel

mint, old names for M. viridis\ corn mint, M.
arvensis t crisp(ed, cross, curled Tair^t

y M.crispa.
1578 LYTE Dodoens u, Ixxiv. 243 The garden Myntes are i

of four sortes, that is to say, Curlde Mynte, Crispe My_nte,
Spere Mynte, and Harte Mynte. The wilde Mynte is of
two sortes, that is, the Horse Mynte, and the Water Mynte.
1597 GERARDE Herbal u. ccxv. 553 The first Mint is called

. .browne Mint, or red Mint. The second, .crosse Mint, or
curled Mint. The third .. Speare Mint, common Garden
Mint, our Ladies Mint, Browne Mint and Macrell Mint.
The fourth . . Hart Woort or Hart Mint. Ibid, ccxvii. 555
Water Mint, Fish Mint, Brooke Mint, and Horse Mint.

1744 J. WILSON Synops. Brit. PL 87 Pepper-mint. They
call thi:

&quot;

and

179 The most used of them are, the Crisped Mint, Mentha
crispy Lin.

;
the Green Mint, M. Viridis&amp;gt; ..the Elegant ,

Mint, M. gentilis, Lin.

2. Applied with defining word to plants of allied
j

genera, e. g. Calamintha and in U. S. Pycnanthe-
j

mum and Monarda. See also CATMINT.
1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes 22 Calamintha. .called in

]

enghsh cornemint and calamynt. 1597 GERARDE Herbal 11. 1

ccxviii. 556 Calamint, or mountaine Mint. 1846-50 A. WOOD
Class-bk. Bot. 417 Monarda didyma, Mountain Mint. M.
puncta(a, Horsemlnt. Ibid. 419 Pycnanthemum incanum

t

Mountain Mint. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n. s. v.,

Calamintha offidnalis is in Yks. Cap Mint or Cat Mint ;

..Teitcrinnt Scorodonia is Rock Mint in Soni. and Wild
Mint in Sitss. \ Ajuga reptans is Wild Mint in Berks.

3. attrib. and Comb. : mint-cake dial., (a) a cake
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made of flour and dripping or lard, flavoured with

sugar and chopped fresh mint, and rolled out very
thin (E. D. D.) ; (b) a sweetmeat flavoared with

peppermint (/&); mint julep (see JULEP 2);

mint-rock, a sweetmeat (see ROCK sb,} flavoured

with peppermint ; mint-stick, a stick of mint-rock
or similar sweetmeat; mint tea mint-water-,
mint tree, an Australian labiate tree, Prostan-
thera lasiantha (Treas. Bot. 1866); mint-water,
a cordial distilled from mint. Also MINT-SAUCE.
1825 MRS. CAMERON Seeds of Greediness 2 (in Hoithton

Tracts I. No. 22) Apples, *mint cakes, and other things.,

very tempting to children. 1817 PAULDING Lett.fr. South
(1835) I. 21 The best compounder of *mint-julepsofany man
in Virginia. 1845 ELIZA ACTON Mod. Cookery 540 Mint

Julep. i86a New York Tribune 13 June (Cent. 1
,
The

soldiers hunger for dates, figs, *mint-stick [etc.]. 1872
SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms 395 Sage-tea and *Mint-
tea were., familiar to all nurses. 1666 Phil. Trans. I &. II.

No. 12. 212 *Mint-water. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Sjst. L liit.

Med. xii. 131 A draught composed of two drachms of mint
water [etc.],

t Mint, s6.^ Obs. [Of obscure origin ; possibly
contraction of MINUTE sb. (cf. MINT-WHILE).]
1. A small insect, mite, weevil.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 623 Btbiones, uermes, AngUce
myntys. 1475 Pict. Voc. ibid. 767/8 Nomina verminm. .

Hec mica, a mynte. 1789 W. MARSHALL Glonc. \. 330
Mints, mites. 1842 in AKERMAN Wilts Gloss.

2. A denomination of weight, -3*5-
of a grain ;

= MlTE.
a 1600 MS. Raivlinson D. 23 Pref. i b, The weyghtes

called myntes which is the smallest weyhte here sette

downe, saving the weyghtes called droytes, Theise weyghtes
called myntes hathe no abbrevyacion sette here downe.

Mint (mint), sb.^ Sc. and north, dial. Also

4 munt, 4-6 mynt. [f. MINT v.1]

1. Purpose, intention.
a 1300 Cursor M. 463 Bot he was merred of hys mint,

Fulson he fand vnsterne stint. 13. . E.E. Allit. P. A. 1160
Bot of bat munt I was bi-talt.

2. An attempt, effort; an attempt to strike; a

blow aimed
;
a threatening gesture or movement.

c 1330 R, BRUNNE Chron. IV ace (Rolls) 12367 He [Arthur]

sey wel how he [Dynabrok] made his mynt, & wi(? his

mace he teysed his dynt. 13. . Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 2345 Fyrst
I mansed be muryly, with a mynt one, & roue be wyth no
rof. Ibid. 2350 pat ober munt for be morne, mon, I be pro-
fered, {&amp;gt;ou kyssedes my clere wyf. c 1400 Yivatne $ Gaw.
2613 A ful fel mynt to him made. 1513 DOUGLAS SEnnis v.

viii. it Now bendis he wp his burdoun with a mynt, On
syde he bradis for till eschew the dint. 1573 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxix. 361 He..Brocht thame to miserie maid ane

mynt to wrang vs. a 1384 MONTGOMERIE CherHe
&amp;lt;V

S/ae

1158 3it , quod Experience, at thee Mak mony mints
I may . 1589 J. MELVILL Autobiogr. (Wodrow Soc.) 273
His brother, .making a mint, maid the lown to flic, a 1699
J. FRASER Mem. \\. 2 (1738) 139 Nor made I ever any
extraordinary Mint to seek God, but [etc.], 1718 RAMSAY
To Starrat 39 The lawly mints of my poor moorland muse.

Mint (mint), zv1 Now dial, or arch. Forms:
i myntan, 2 mintan, 2-3 munten, 3-6 mynt,
3-7 minte, 4, 6 mente, 5 munt, 6 ment, mynte,
3- mint. [OE. myntan^ perh. from
f. fftvne thought, intention : see MIN sb.]

f L intr. and trans. To think. Obs.
c 1000 Judith 153 (Gr.) Mynton ealle, baet se beorna brejo
& seo beorhte mEe^S in Sam wlitesantraefewaeronaetsomne.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28979 For euer ai prai wit-vten stint, He
bat graithli to god has mint, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.
x. 37 Of munnyng ne munt thou namore. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. \Vact (Rolls) 7225 fey seide til ober, what haue

je mynt?
2. With inf. (rarely with clause}. To purpose,

intend ; also, to make an effort, attempt, endeavour
;

to venture.

Beowulf[712 Mynte se manscafca manna cynnes sumne
besyrwan in sele bam hean. 11546?. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 616 Da mynte Laurentius be Sa wa^s ercebiscop on
Caent. baet he wolde su^i ofer se. 1154 Ibid. an. 1137 And
gif he leng moste liuen, alse be mint to don of be norder-

wycan. a 1300 Cursor M. 107^9 Hir to haf had he noght
mint, If he mogbt anigat it stint. 1390 GOWER Conf. III.

261 Sondri times as sche minte To speke, upon the point
schestinte. 1530 PALSGR. 421/2, 1 am aboute to doathynge,
or I ment or purpose to do a thynge, je tache. 1596 DAL-
RYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. ix. 193 The Erie of Surrie. .

minted nocht to cum an inche ner vs. 1633 RUTHERFORD
Lett. xxix. (1862) I. 105 Jesus is looking up that water
and minting to dwell amongst them. 1713 Humble Plead
ings for Good Old-way 137 We the people that adhere to

him have minted to plead with this church. 1715 RAMSAY
Gentle Sheph. i. i, To speak but till her I dare hardly mint.

1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xii. (1873) 76 He s ready
to confess Christ afore men aifter a fashion that I hae never
mintit to dee yet.

f b. With ellipsis of verb of motion. Obs.

Beowulf&quot;762 Mynte se maera, baer he meahte . . banon fleon.

a 1325 Prov. Hendyng xxx, Mon bat munteb ouer flod,
whiles bat be wynd ys wod abyde fayre ant stille. 1660 D.
DICKSON Serm. Sel. Writ. (1845) I. 135 We are like Peter
who minted to his Master on the water.

C. absoL

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xn. xiv. 49 Ne went it [the stone]
all the space, as he dyd mynt, Nor, as he etlyt, perfornyst
nocht the dynt.
3. trans. To intend ; to attempt ; to aim (a blow).
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 3 Ac wit sculon swabeah

secan bast ba?t wit a?r mynton. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn, n
And bat wreche man [leueS] bat swilche bing him mai letten

of bat be god him haueS munt. a 1300 Vox fy Wolf 244 i

MINT.
Hazl. E. P. P. I. 66 Wat hauest thou i-munt, weder wolt
thou ? a 1330 Otuel 182 For $ef ani of }ou so hardi be, pat
any strok munteb to me. c 1400 Ytvaine $ Gavt&amp;gt;. 3437
What so my sister ever has mynt, Al hir part now tel i tynt.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxv, I will cleave to the brisket the
first man that mints another stroke, a 1825 FORBY Voc.
E. Anglia, Mink

t Mint, to attempt, to aim at.

fb. To direct, address (speech). Obs.
c 1491 Cfmsi. Goddes Chyld. xviii. 49 As he minteth us hi&amp;gt;

speche wythouten ony taryeng of worde.
4. intr. To aim a blow

;
to take aim in shooting;

to make a threatening movement. Const, at, to.

13. . G&amp;lt;m&amp;gt;. fy Gr. Knt. 2262 With al!e be bur in hi^ body he
her hit [his axe] on lofte, Munt as mrmyly,as marre hym he
wolde. Ibid. 2274 Nawber fyked I, ne fla^e, freke, quen
bou myntest. c 1400 Yivaine ff Gau&amp;gt;. 2448 Unto Sir Ywayn
he mynt, And on the shelde he hit ful fast. 1423 JAS. I

Kingis Q. cv, For oft, There as I mynt full sore, I smyte bot
soft, c 1423 WYNTOUN Cron. VIM. xvi. 2606 Thai myst bot

seldyn quhare thai wald mynt. 1530 PALSGR. 635/1, I dyd
ment at a fatte bucke but I dyd hyt a pricket, a 1600
MONTGOMERY: Misc. Poems ix. 16 Vhair thou mints thou
missis not the mark. Son ft. liv. 9 Hot hola, Muse! thou
mints at such a mark, Vhais merit far t-xcedes thy slender
skill. 1600 (rtnt rie s

Consf&amp;gt;ir.
U 3, Minting to his Highnes

heart with the dagger.

T &quot;b. To make a movement to seize something.
Const, to. Obs.

1613 in R. M. Fergusson Hume (1895) 199 Dispersoning
of him and minting to ane quhinger to have struckin him
thairwith. a 1828 Earl Lithgwv xxxi. in Child ballads
II. 469/1 It s thrice she minted to the brand.

C. To point.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1089 Seraphis aperis, . . Toward ;i

mi}ti montayne him myntis with his fynger.
5. To make an attempt ;

to aim at, aspire to.

171300 Cursor .V. 28314 Quen i tilony godedede mynt Ful
eth it was do me to stint. c 1440 Promp. Pa&amp;gt;~ . 338/2
Myntyn, or amyn towarde, for to a^sayen. 1721 RAMSAY
Keitha 81 The lasses wha did at her graces mint, Hae
by her death their bonniest pattern tint. 1820 SCOTT
Monast. xvii, They that mint at a gown of gold, will always
get a sleeve of it.

f6. trans. To mention, speak of. Obs.

c 1373 Cursor M. 14021 f Fairf.) Simonde. .wondred& saide

in his bo^t bot
wi}&amp;gt;

his
mouj&amp;gt;

he
rny^nt [earlier te.rts said] hit

no jt. c 1400 Dfsfr. Troy 431 This Medea the maiden, pat
1 mynt first.

Hence Mi nting vbl. sb.

1508 DUNBAR Ftyting &quot;M. Kcnnedie 4 Bot had thay maid

ofmannaceony myming In speciall, sic stryfe sould ryse
but stynting. a 1653 HISSING Scrm. ( 1743} 605 God in Christ

accepts of endeavours andminting. 1703THORESBV Let. to

Kays,, v. Munt, I know your Meaning by your rnunting,

Mint (mint), v.- Forms: see the sb. [f.MiNTj^.
1

OE. had tnynetian O}\G. munizon (mod. G. )niinzen\
Du. nntnten.]

1. trans. To make (coin) by stamping metal.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, u. xiii. 57 b, Phedon

began syluer coyne in the y!e Egina. It was mynted in

Rome. 1691 LOCKE Lower. Interest 148 Had all the Money
in King Charles the II. and King James the II. time been
Minted according to this new proposal, this raised Money
would have been gone as well as the other. 1862 MERIVAI.E
Rom.

Emf&amp;gt;.
ivti. (1865) VII. 149 Gold and silver money,

minted for the occasion. 1881 Metal World No. 3, 37 No
more half-crowns or fourpenny bits will be minted.

b. transf. ? nonce-uses. To make (paper money,
a seal).

1736 BERKELEY Querist ir. 125 Whether it was not mad
ness in France to mint bills and actions, merely to humour
the people. 1871 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) II. xxi. 324
The Great Seal was cancelled in order that another for both

England and France might be minted.

c. To mint gold) money (mod. colloq.) : to gain
or make* money with facility. Cf. COIN v. 1 i c.

1842 MRS. STONE W. Langskawe II. vii, 78 If he can but

weather the corner, he ll mint gold.

d. Jig. To produce (something regarded as com

parable to coin) ;
to coin

*

or invent (a word or

phrase) ;
in contemptuous use, to invent, fabricate

(something counterfeit). Cf. NEW-MINT v.

1593 [see NEW-MINTS.] a 1643 CARTWRIGHT Siege v. iv,

Nature s sincerer kingdome, where she mints And shapes
refin d delights. 1648 GATAKER Myst. Cloitdes 2 They
might, by some colourable glosses, and nice distinctions

newly minted, make them seem [etc.]. 16$* R. BOREMAN
Countr. Catech. x.2$ Broaching new opinions, .such as shall

be minted in the braines of their Tutors. 1659 Gentl.

Calling iv. (1660) 38 That it may every Year appear in

some new piece of Dress, have some Oaths fresh minted
to set it off. a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. God (1834) II. 565
Such was [his] usurpation,, .as if he had power to mint

gods. 1698 C. BOYLE Bentleys Epist. Phal. (ed. 2) 73
One Happy Phrase, newly minted by the Dr. a 1711 KEN
Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 226 Curs d Heresies and
Schisms they all disclaim, Minted in Hell, and kindled by its

Flame, a 1800 S. PmaomAntat. Eng. Lang. (1803) ssQueen
Elizabeth was very successful in minting the Latin word
Foennnilis. 1893 SIR H. MAXWELL in Foriim (N. Y.) Oct.

159 The name has not yet been minted which shall serve to

distinguish the Unionist party of the twentieth century.

2. To convert (bullion) into coin or money. tObs.

1569 SIR T. GRESHAM in Ellis Qrig. Lett. Ser. u. II. 318

Seing this monney.. doth appertain to merchauntes, I would
wishe the Quenes Majestic to put it to use. .as to mynt hit

into her own coyne. 1668 Land. Gaz. No. 287/3 The
Barres of Silver which arrived lately, are to be suddenly
minted. 1670 PETTUS Fodime Reg. 42 Metall being thus

Coyned or Minted, it is called Coyn.

f b. transf. To fashion or convert into. Obs.

a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. God (rite) 30 The Mouth takes

in the meat,., the liver refines it and mints it into blood.

C. Jig. To impress (something) with a stamp or
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character. Also with out, upon. Also, to stamp

(an impress) ufon.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Apol. 544 Though it were in

our power to mint Truth as we please, .yet we should find

that it would not serve all Emergencies. 1641 MILTON Re

form, ii. 45 But by what example can they shew that the

form of Church Discipline must be minted, and modell d out

to secular pretences? 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qnal.
(1809) II. 75, I would. .he had now been present, .to have

his soul melted and minted as mine has been. Ibid. 107, I

was melted down and minted anew, as it were.

Mintage (mi-nted^). [f.
MiNT^orjiM + -AGE.]

1. The action or process (pccas. the privilege) of

coining or minting money ; coinage.
,71570 MS. RawtinsonD. 23 If.

13
A treatyse concerninge

..at Cewis two [etc.]. 1779 Gentl, Mag. XLIX, 410 A
curious account by the President ofthe Roman mintage under

Honoriusand Arcadius. 1820 D.TURNER TourNormandy
II. 261 From time immemorial, the chapter has enjoyed the

right of mintage. 1824 BYRON yuan xv. vii, Bright as a new

Napoleon from its mintage. 1853 HUMPHREYS Corn-Coll.

Man. I. xxiv. 344 Coins of Roman mintage.
2. transf. andy?^. The fabrication or production

of something compared to coin; the *

coining* or

deliberate formation of a new word, etc.

a 1631 DONNE Valed. Weeping 4 Let me powre forth My
teares before thy face,. . For thy face coines them, and thy
stampe they beare, And by this Mintage they are something
worth. 1657 W. MORICE Coi na quasi Koirij Dial. vi. 315

They had the monopoly and mintage of godliness. 1662

SIR A. MKRVVN
Sf&amp;gt;.

Irish AJf. 2 It is now in its Mintage,
and our care must be, that the Miter be not stampt instead

of the Crown. 1745 WARTON Pleas. Melancholy 88 Which
Reason s mintage fair Unmoulds, and stamps the monster
on the man. 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil, Lakes Wks. 1862

II. 116 A new word ofGerman mintage. 1883 MAINE Early
Law fy Cust. 15 Few literary theories of modern mintage
have more lo recommend them.

3. concr. The product of a (particular) mint ;

a coin, or the coins collectively, minted by a

specified person or in a specified place or country.
Also transf. andy?^. (cf. 2).

1638 T.CAREW in CarysMalvezziTo Translator loprwhat
the Crusca yet For currant Tuscan mintage will admit. 1651
CLEVELAND Poems 3 Thus did Natures mintage vary, Coyn-
ing thee a Philip and Mary. 1839 J. STERLING Poems 167

Stamped in clay, a heavenly mintage, All from dust receive

their birth. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. 4- Eng. I. 42 The
Romans, .purposely sowed and buried their mintage. 1871
FARRAR Witn. Hist. iv. 147 Christianity, .stamped them..

and made them current amid the coins of a debased mint

age. 1887 Athenxum 5 Nov. 598/1 A timely withdrawal of

the worn coins may lead to the substitution of a better class

of mintages. 1888 Ch. Times 341/3 Parodies of his most
studied turns of phrase, witty travesties of his mintages.

4. The charge for or cost of coining; the duty

paid for minting or coining.
1645 Virginia Stat. (1823) I. 308 To allow for the mintage

i2fi. per pound soe there will remaine ^9500 sterl. The

mintage allowed and deducted. 1835 Blackw. Mag. XVIII.
240 Mintage, altarage, and small dues, are almost unknown.

1869 [see COINAGE i], 1875 JEVONS Money xiv. 168 Some
small savings would accrue from the less amount of mintage
required.

5. The stamp or impression placed on a coin.

In

1634 MILTON Contus 529 And the inglorious likenes of a
beast Fixes instead, unmoulding reasons mintage Char-
acter d in the face. 01664 KATH. PHILIPS

Friendship
Poems (1667) 78 Those kind Impressions which Fate can t

controul, Are Heaven s mintage on a worthy Soul. 1822

BYRON Werner in. i, Methinks it wears upon its face my
guilt For motto, not the mintage of the state. i88a Times
6 Feb., Who thus became stamped with the common mint

age of their colleagues manners.

6. attrib.
,
as mintage place, system.

c 1630 RiSDON^wyT/. Devon 276 (1810) 287 Con. . . implieth
the mintage place. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 6 Apr. 7/2 The
early efforts of the Edwards to set the coin of the Realm on
a proper mintage system.

Mi iit-drop. [f.
MINT $b + DROP sk]

1. A sugar-plum flavoured with peppermint
(Cent. Diet. 1890).
2. U. S. slang. With pun on MINT sbl : A coin.

1872 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms 291 When the Hon.
T. 1 1. Benton . . put his whole strength forward . . to introduce
a gold currency, he accidentally called the latter mint-drops,
with a slight attempt at a pun. . . For many years gold coins
were largely known as Benton s mint-drops.
Minted (minted), ///. &amp;lt;z.i [f. MINT v.2 +

-ED !.] Coined, made into coin or money ; in the

form of coin. Also transf. and_/*.
1598, etc. [see NEW-MINTED ppl.a.\. 1640 Two Lane.

Lovers 60 (HalHw.) Pretending an indisposition of health,
or some other minted excuse, a 1678 MARVELL Dial. Soul
/&amp;lt;f

Pleas. 58 Wheresoe re thy foot shall go The minted gold
shall lie. 1820 C. R. MATURIN Mebnoth (1892) III. xxx.
202 The sterling gold of a heart-minted look. 1851 JAMES
Pequinillo II. 55 A hundred good and well-minted sequins.
1874 HOLLAND Mhtr. Manse xxi, The minted silver that
his largess scattered wide.

Minted (mi-nted), ppl, fl.2
[f.

MINT sb2 +
-ED 2.] Flavoured with mint.
1881 C. E. TURNER in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 311 A silver

jug with a kind of sparkling minted kvass, the pleasant
odour of which filled the whole room.

Minter (mi-nt3j). Forms : i mynetere,
mynytere, {Northumb. mynittre), 2 menetere,
minitere, 3-4 munetere, 4-5 mynter, 6 -
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minter. [OE. mynetere = OS. *iunitari (MDu.,
Du. munter), OHG. mitnizzdri, a. L. monctarius,
{. monlla: see MONEY. The modern word may
partly descend from OE., and partly be an inde

pendent formation on MINT v.* + EB 1
.]

) 1. Used to render L. nnmmnlarius ( money
changer ). Obs.

C95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt xxi. 12, xxv. 27, etc. c vxaAgs.
Gosp. ibid. 1300 Life Jem 853 (Horstm.) And Muneteres
also

j&amp;gt;at oncou|&amp;gt;e Men misten moneie finde.

2. One who coins or stamps money ;
a moneyer.

c 1000 /1ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) II. 554 Codes feoh. .biS befcst

myneterum to sleanne. a 1131 O. E. Cliron. an. 1125 Man
scolde beniman ealle

J&amp;gt;a
minitere be waeron on Engle lande

heora liman. 1423 Rolls ofl arlt. IV. 256/2 margin, Myn-
ters and Goldsmithes. 1545 LATIMER I loufliers (Arb.) 27
Since priests haue bene minters, money hath bene wourse
then it was before. 1605-6 Act 3 Ja;. I, c. 27 9 Other
Officers Minters and Workemen . . in any the Kinges Ma
jesties Mintes. 1780 NOBLE Mint fy Coins Durham 3 They
. .employed the same Minters as Edward the Confessor.

1828-40 TVTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 278 Foreigners appear
to have been the great coiners or minters of those times.

trans/, a 1631 DONNE Serin. (1640) vii. 62 God stamped his

Image upon us, and so God is. .our Minter, our Statuary.

3. jig. An inventor ;
a deliberate fabricator

;

= COINER sb. 3.

1654 GAYTON Picas. Notes IV. xi. 242 O generation of ficti

tious Mynters ! who knows not that Apollo is a Deity
Errant. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vii. n A most pro

digious Minter of Exorbitant Novelties. 1818 in TODD.

t 4. [A distinct word, f. MINT sb.l + -ER 1.] A resi

dent in the precincts of the ancient Mint in Sonth-

wark, once a reputed sanctuary for debtors. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Rum-dukes, the boldest

Fellows amongst the Alsatians, Minters, Savoyards, &c.

1706 LUTTRKU. Brief Rel. (1857) VI. 20 The riotous pro
ceedings of the minters in Southwark. 1713 Weekly Jml.
20 July, The Southwark Mint. -got to be such a pest, that

special statutes, .were passed ordering the abolition. ..The
exodus of the. .train of Minters .. included some thousands.

Minting (mi-ntin), vbl. rf. 1 [f. MINT v.z +
-ING i.]

The action of MINT v.-, lit. andyf^.
i54gLATiMER/Y0/&amp;lt;^/*rj(Arb.)27 If the Apostles mighte not

leaue the office of preaching to be deacons, shall one leaue it

for myntyng ? 1379 FENTON Guicciard. (1618) 17 For money,
his Mines and mmtings furnished aboue all wants that could

happen. 1665 PEPYS Diary 11 Dec., He [sc. the king] was
forced to borrow thereupon till the tools could be made for

the new minting in the present form. 1713 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5339/1 The Minting of the.. Copper-Pieces, .is. -sus

pended. 1841 D ISRAELI j4w?a. ZrV. (1867) 131 The minting
of new words. 1894 Atkcnxuni i Sept. 294/2 An enormous
collection of old coins, the residue of a century s minting.

b. attrib., as minting apparatus, house, -mill.

1771 Hist. Rochester 10 He established three minting
houses. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Minting-mill, a coining-
machine. 1903 Daily Citron. 29 Sept. 4/6 A complete mint

ing apparatus was discovered.

Minting, vbl. sb.- : see MINT i&amp;gt;.l

Mintjac, variant of MUNTJAC.
Mi lit-mark. [MINT sb.\~\ A mark placed

upon a coin to indicate the mint at which it was
struck.

1797 Encyd. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 167/2. 1816 HAWKINS
Anglo-Gallic Coins Brit. Mus. 87 note, The mint mark is

a cross patonce. 1853 HUMPHREYS Coin-foil. Matt. i. vi. 49
There is on this com a small figure of /Esculapius, a sort

of mint mark.

fig. a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. ^1851) I. 226 What can
the loyal poet do, but . . impress it with the mint-mark of his

own devoted fancy? 1887 LOWELL Dtntocr., etc. 108 That
spontaneousness which is the mint-mark of all sterling

speech.

Mi-nt-master. [f. MINT sb.1 : cf. Du. munt-

meesler, G. miinzmeister.]
1. An officer of the mint whose duty it is to

superintend the coinage of money.
1518 in Lett, f, Pap. Hen. VIII, IV. H. 1723 Th artycles

that we ben sworn to consemyng the mynt rnaysters. 1621
MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 279 The principall Officer is

the Warden of the Mint ; next is the Mint-master. 1762-71
H. WALPOLE Virtue s Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 15 note. Of
William is a curious seal, as Mint-master. 1845 SELBY in

Proc. Bern. Nat. Clvb II. No. 13. 160 note, In ^thelred s

mint were upwards of
forty

mintmasters. 1879 H. PHILLIPS
Notes Coins 14 The daughter of the mint-master stood in
one scale while her weight in Massachusetts shillings was
poured into the other for her dowry.
2. Jig. A coiner of new ideas, words, etc.

Common in 1 7th c. ; now rare or Obs.

1599 Brighton s Let. ix. 30 The graund Mintmaster of

learning in our age. Ibid. 47 You will be counted.. the
mintmaster of fancies. 1641 MILTON Aniniaav. Wks. 1851
III. 204 The odde coinage of your phrase, which no mint-
maister of language would allow for sterling. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Unit. in. x. 2 The great Mint-Masters of these kind
of Terms, I mean the School-men and Metaphysicians.

Mi nt-san-ce. [f. MINT sb* + SAUCE sb.]
1. A sauce made of finely chopped mint mixed

with vinegar and sweetened with sugar ; it is usu

ally eaten with roast lamb.

1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery 4 It will eat like Lamb with
Mint Sauce. 1769 EARL CARLISLE in Jesse G. Selwyn ff

Contemp. (1843) II. 363 Sir P. Lambe .. said he would give
Lady Henrietta mint sauce. 1826 MRS. DODS Cookfy Honyiv.
Man. 169 Mint Sauce for Hot or Cold Roast Lamb.
2. With punning allusion to MINT si. 2 : Money.
1828 EGAN Finish Tom t, Jerry (1871) 53, I. .only hope

that he gets lots of mint-sauce. 1838 DICKENS Nick.

MINUET.

,
.

bs. rare. [App. for minute-
A. i. Cf. MINT sl/.S] The

Nick, xxxiy, It is to melt some scraps of dirty paper into

bright shining, chinking, tinkling, demd mint sauce.

t Mint-while. Obs.

while: see MINUTE
duration of a minute.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xm. 217 An vnredy reue bi residue

shal spene, That menye mothpe was [maister] ynne in a

mynte-while. Ibid. xx. 194 As we may seo a wynter, Uykles
in euesynges, thorgh hete of be sonne Melteb in a mynt-
while 11377 B-text mynut while] to myst and to water.

Minty (mi-nti), a. [f. MINT sbt + -*.]
a. Abounding in mint. b. Resembling the flavour

of mint.

1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalion III. i. 98 Where the minty
meadow breath makes cool Thine ardent brow. 1904 Daily
Neivs 27Dec. 10 Among the flavours avoided like the plague
by every self-respecting blender [of tea] are those described

in the trade as herby , stemmy , mousy ,

(

minty [etc.].

Minua, variant of M INAWAY.

t Minuate, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. minu-ere
to lessen + -ATE 3.] trans. To make less, diminish.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenou s Disf. 235 Its faculty is to rninu-

ate the spleen.

t Minuca. Obs. rare. In 6 mynuca. [app.
med.L. ;

cf. med.L. micha in the same sense (V a.

Arab. XX marrow, or nu\t spinal marrow).]
The spinal cord.

1548-77 VICARY Anal. ii. (1888) 19 The Sinew.. [has] his

beginning from the braine, or from Mynuca, which is the

marowe of the backe.

Minuend (mi-niiend). Arith. [ad. L. mi-

nuenJ-us (sc. numerus), gerundive pple. ofmiuufre

to diminish.] The number from which another

number is to be subtracted.

1706 W. JONES Sya. Palmar. Matheseos 12 The greatest
of the given Numbers is called the Minuend. 1892 BARN.
SMITH & HUDSON A ritk.fcr Schools 11 The smaller number
is called the subtrahend. The greater is called the minuend.

II Mirme ndo, adv. Mus. Obs. [It., gerund of

minnire to diminish.]
= DIMINUENDO.

attrib. 1834 Georgian Era IV. 452/1 A certain singer s

mintiendo notes.

Minuet (minie t). Also 7 minnuet, mi-

nuett, 7-8 mlnouet, menuet, 8 minult ;
and see

MINAWAY. Also (sense 2) in It. form minuetto.

[ad. F. menuet, subst. use of menuet adj., small, fine,

delicate, dim. of t/ienu small : see MENU, MINUTE a.

The form of the Eng. word was perh. influenced

by the It minuetto, which is adapted from Fr., as

are Sp., Pg. minuete, Sp. tninue.

The pronunciation (mi nittet or mi muet), given in all

Dictionaries, is now seldom heard.

1. A slow, stately dance, in triple measure, for

two dancers; derived from France in the latter

part of the seventeenth century, and fashionable

throughout the eighteenth.
1673 DRYDES Marr. a la Mode II. i, And what new

Minoiiets have you brought over with you ! their Minonets
are to a miracle. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode iv. i,

I am fit for Nothing but low dancing now, a Corant, a

Boree, Or a Minnuet. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Menuet,
or Minuet, a sort of French Dance, or the Tune belonging
to it. 1762 GOLDSM. Nash 34 Each ball was to open with a

minuet, danced by two persons of the highest distinction

present. 1778 MRS. E. MONTAGU in Doran Lady Last Cent.

ix. (1873) 231 To excel in dancing a minouet. 1810 SIR A.

BOSKELL Edinb. Poet. Wks. (1871)52 To walk a minuet with

becoming grace. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer s F. 207 A stiff

brocade in which . .she, Once with this kinsman,,. Stept thro

the stately minuet of those days.

2. The music used to accompany this dance.

Hence, a piece of music in the same rhythm and

style, consisting of two sections (the second of

which is often called a trio) ; frequently forming
one of the movements of the Suite, and, later, of

compositions in Sonata-form.
1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2119/4 There are designed to be

published several Overtures or Sonatta s, containing Variety
of Humors, as Grave Aires, Minuetts, Borees, &c. 1717
GAY Epist. Pulteney 144 He.. Hums a soft minuet. 1762

JEFFERSON IVtil. (1892) I. 341 They carried away.. half a

dozen new minuets f had just got. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertue s Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 75 As a dancing-master

would, if he expected Orpheus should return to play a

minuet to them. 1888 Academy 21 Jan. 51/2 The wonder
ful largo was at times rough, and the minuetto taken at too

rapid a rate.

3. attrib. and Comb., as minuet dance, -dancer,

dancing, form, -step, -time, -tune.

1831 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) II. 268 The graceful &quot;minuet

dance of Fancy. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 308 r 6 John Trot

. .has the Assurance to set up for a *Minuit-Dancer. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge iv, Sim. .sprang from his seat, and

consisted of a piece in triple time and of moderate speed.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 148 f j The Gentleman who.,

practised *minuet-steps to his own Humming. 1728 FIELD
ING Love in Sez . Masques H. i, The airy Sir Plume, who

always walks in the minuet-step. 1851 THACKERAY Eng.
Hum. iv. (1858) 188 A &quot;minuet-tune played on a bird-organ.

Hence Minuet v., to dance a minuet ; Minnet-

Ingf vbl. sb. Also Minue-tic, Minnetlsh adjs.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 114 A Glut of minuitish Airs.

a 1847 ELIZA COOK Dancing Song v, See the sweet rose

Bend to the blue-bell, in light minueting ! 1856 BAGEHOT
Lit. Stud. (1879) II- 34 You should do everything, said



MINUITY.

Lord Chesterfield, in niinuet time. It was in that time that

Gibbon wrote his history. .. You perceive the minuetic

action accompanying the words. 1890 Temple Bar Feb.

297 Twenty years :igo people minuet-ed.

tMimrity. Obs. rare. [ad. OK. minuitc&amp;gt;

irre. f. L. mimttiis MINUTE a.) A trifle.

1612 SiitLTON Qitix. i. in. vi. (1620) 174, I would not haue

my soule suffer in the other world for such a minmty as is

thy wages.
t Bffii nulize, V. Obs. rare&quot;

1

. [Perh. an im

perfect recollection of Gr. /UPV/H ^CII .]
trans. To

warble lightly or softly.
1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metam. xxviii, The Thrush, the

Lark, and nights-toy nightingale, There minulize their pleas

ing laies anew.

Minum, variant of MENNOM dia/., minnow.

Minum(e, obs. forms of MINIM.

Minument, obs. form of MUNIMENT.

Minus (mai-nzfe). Also 5 mynus. [a. L.

minus neut. of minor less : see MINOR a.

The quasi-prepositional use (sense i), from which all the

other E ng. uses have been developed, did not exist in

Latin of any period. It probably originated in the com
mercial language of the Middle Ages. In Germany, and

perhaps in other countries, the Latin words//i and minus
were used by merchants to mark an excess or deficiency in

weight or measure, the amount of which was appended in

figures. The earliest known examples of the modern sense

of minus are German, of about the same date as our oldest

quotation. In Widmann s book on commercial arithmetic

(1489) the signs ( ) and (+ ) occur for the first time in print,
and are directed to be read as minus and tner. In the

Biimberger Rechenbuch (1483) the tare to be deducted from
the weight of a package is called das Minus. In a some
what different sense, plus and minus had been employed
in 1202 by Leonardo of Pisa for the excess and deficiency in

the results of the two suppositions in the Rule of Double
Position ; and an Italian writer of the i4th c. used meno to

indicate the subtraction of a number to which it was pre
fixed. For the passages referred to, see Cantor, Vorlesuti-

gen fiber̂ Geschichte tier Mathematik II. (ed. 2, 1899).
The origin of the symbol (-), read as minus^ is disputed;

some have conjectured that it arose as a merchants mark,
while others believe It to descend from the obelus (see OBE
LISK 2) used by ancient critics to indicate that a passage
should be removed from the text. It has certainly no his

torical connexion with the mark $ (explained as the letter

ifr inverted) used by Diophantus for the same purpose. In
Denmark the sign (-7-) is used for minus.]

1. quasi-/?-/. Placed between two expressions
of number or quantity to indicate that the second

of them must be subtracted from the first. In

mathematical use only as the oral rendering of the

symbol ( ). Hence, in non-technical use: &quot;With

the deduction of, exclusive of (some specified

portion or constituent element of the whole). Cf.

LESS a. 4, and the equivalent F. mains, G. weniger.
1481-90 Howard Housek. Bks. (Roxb.) 417, v. yerdys,

mynus the nayle, welwet blake. 1727-5* CHAMBERS Cycl,
s. v. Character^ Thus 14-2, is read, 14 minus, or abating, 2.

1808 J. W. CROKER Sk. St. IreL (ed.2) 42 Competitors offer

the whole value of the produce minus that daily potatoe.
1811 EAST K. B. Rep. XIII. 214 There was not ioo/. due. .

but only that sum minus the rebate of interest for the times
which the bills had then to run. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom.
Econ. I. 123 It might be supposed.. that acetic acid Is alco

hol minus carbon. 1849-51 TodfCs^ Cycl. Anat. IV. 962/2
An imperfect cranium, composed principally of the cranial,
minus the facial, bones. 1859 MILL Liberty ii, If alt man
kind minus one, were of one opinion. 1874 J. CAIRO Lfni-

vtrtity Addr.(ity&] 16 The least and lowest fact of outward
observation is not a bare fact, an independent entity, fact

minus mind.

b. predicatively in colloquial use : Deprived of,
* short of

,
without (something). Also rarely

minus of. Hence occas. as
adj.&amp;gt; standing in the

position of a loser, worse off than before
; also,

unprovided, destitute of something implied.
1813 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 44 He was considerably minus

at the last Newmarket meeting. 1823 BYRON yuan vi. xxi,
Which leaves you minus of the cash. 1836 Lett.fr. Madras
(1843) 33 Twelve boatmen, .with very small matters of
clothes on, but their black skins prevent them from looking
so very uncomfortable as Europeans would in the same
minus state. 1840 J. B. FRASER Trav. Koordistan, etc.

II. xv. 310 We reached our munzil ofToorkomanchai about
six in the evening, minus one horse. 1861 CALVERLEY/W$
i4//i Feb. (n.) 10 Yea ! by St. Valentinus, Emma shall not
be minus What all young ladies. .Expect to-day. 1903
Review of Rev.

Ap_r. 385/2 The Englishman got back to

civilization minus his left arm.

2. Used as the oral equivalent of the symbol ( )

in its algebraical interpretation, as forming with

the expression to which it is prefixed the repre
sentation of a negative quantity, e.g. in *

3 ,

x\ which are read as minus 3, minus x.

1575) PIGGES Stratiot. \\. iv. 38 The same or like Signes
multiplied produce -f- Plus. Contrarie or diuerse Signes
produce alway Minus.

b. Hence attrib. or as adj. in minus quantity,
a quantity which has the sign ( ), a negative

quantity ; popularly often misused for
*

something
non-existent .

1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches xvii. 392 Such states are

a minus quantity.
c. adj. Of the nature of a * minus quantity* or

deficit
;
also colloq. lacking, non-existent.

1800 Proc. Parlt. in Asiat. Ann. Reg, 49/2 There were
six millions minus. 1832 C. A. BRISTED Five Yrs. Eng.
Univ. 53 His mathematics are decidedly minus? but the use
of them is past long ago. 1867 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) II.
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144 J ne villain of a partner eloped, and left him possessor
of a minus i2,ooo/. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 62 Penalise.

Strictly speaking, a penalty is a minus handicap, i.e. the

man who is giving the other competitors starts, is placed
behind the line from which the distance to be run is reckoned.

d. adv. and adj. Negatively (electrified).

1747 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 II. 71 B is electrized plus ;

A, minus. And we daily in our experiments electrize

bodies plus or minus, as we think proper. 1789 NICHOLSON
in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 270 It affords the means of pro

ducing either the plus or minus states in one and the same
conductor. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 5 A body having
more than its natural quantity [of electric fluid] is electrified

positively or plus, and one which has less is electrified

negatively or minus. 1854 T. SCOKKERM in Orr\sCirc. Sci.,

Chem. 225 Its counterpart of or minus electricity.

fig. 1817 COLERIDGE Statesm. Man. 54 Apparent con

traries, which are yet but the two poles, or Plus and Minus
states, of the same influence.

3. sb. in various applications : a. The mathe
matical symbol ( )j

also minus sign. b. An

operation of subtraction, a quantity subtracted or

taken away ;
a loss, deficiency. C. A negative

654G3;VHJTLQcj|h
Zootomia 385 For the Algebra (as I

may teaH!WFf^Rviz/rt ofReprehension ^ giveth the riits

to the Reprover^ and the Minus to the Reproved. 1668

URANCKER Introd. Algebra 4 The Sign for Subtraction is

(. e. Minus, or the Negative Sign. 1685 WALLIS Algebra
xvi. 69 The Signs + and (or Plus and Minus) the former

of which is a Note of Position, Affirmation or Addition
;

the other of Defect, Negation, or Subcluction. 1708 PRIOR

Turtle fy Sparrow 329 Now weigh the pleasure with the

pain, The plus and minus, loss and gain. 1836 E. HOWARD
A . Reefer xxvi, A slatefull of plusses, minusses, x, y, cV.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. vi. xlviii, That new gambling,
in which the losing was not simply a minus but a terrible

pins that had never entered into her reckoning.

Hence Mrmis v. (nonce-wd.) trans., to subject to

a loss or privation.
1801 COLERIDGE Let. to Southey 13 Apr. in Life of S.

(1850) II. 146 Alas ! you will have found the dear old place

sadly minused by the removal of Davy.Mmuscular (mintrskirfliU), a. Pal&ogr. [f.

L. mimtscul-ns : see MINUSCULE and -AB.] Of the

nature of a minuscule
; composed of minuscules.

1756 SWINTON in Phil. Trans. L. 177 After the introduction

of the Omega of the minuscular form.. upon the Parthian
coins. 1882-3 SchafjFs Encycl. Reltg. Knawl. s. y. Alpha t

The u is of that uncial form which resembles the minuscular.

Minusculated (minirskWl/Ued), a. nonce-

wd. [f. MINUSCULE + -ATES + -ED 1
.]

Written as

a ( minuscule or small letter.

1843 HUMPHREYS Brit. Moths\\. 125 Somewhat resembling
the Greek minusculated letter A.

Minuscule (minvskiwl), a. and sb. [a. F.

minuscule, ad. L. minuscttla (sc. littera], fern, of

minuscuhts rather less, dim. of minor (neut.

minus}: see MINOR a. and MINUS a.] A. adj.

1. fa. Printing. Of a letter: Small, not capital,

Mower-case*. Obs. b. Pals&ogr. Ofa letter : Small

(see B. b). Also, written in minuscules.

1727-41 [see MAJUSCULE a.}. 1850 A. WAY in Archxol.

&quot;friil.
VII. 356 A little mark at the

close^
of the first line,

resembling a minuscule C is somewhat indistinct. 1883
I. TAYLOR Alphabet I. 71 The letters of the beautiful

minuscule manuscripts of the loth and nth centuries.

These minuscule letters are cursive forms of the earlier

uncials. 1900 Expositor Mar. 175 Annotations are found
in the minuscule codices.

2, gen. Extremely small.

1893 Nation (N. Y.) 20 July 51/1 The theories that are

put forth by minuscule scholars as personal contributions to

the advance of science. 1898 Edin. Rev. Apr. 420 Only
think of the minuscule touches of advance that Ictinus

added to his predecessors designs. 1904 Nutt s Catal.

Sept. p. ix, Sir Gawain at the Grail Castle. Three Versions,
translated, .by Jessie L. Weston. Minuscule 4to.

B. sb. fa- Printing. A small or lower-case

letter as opposed to a capital. Obs. b. Palseogr.

A small letter, as opposed to a capital or uncial ;

the small cursive script which was developed from

the uncial during the fth-gth centuries ; also, a

manuscript in this writing.

1705 H. WANLEY in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1996 Some MSS.
written with Minuscules. [1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL, Min-
usculze, in printing, denotes the small, or running letters.]

1782 BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. 32 A notation for three octaves,
the gravest of which he expressed by capitals, the mean by
minuscules, and the highest by double letters. 1851 SIR F.

PALGRAVE Norm,
fy Eng. I. 228 The initial difference of a

minuscule or a capital, a 1876 EADIE Contm. Thess. (1877)

23 A few minuscules read avrovs q/xac. 1883 I. TAYLOR
Alphabet II. 160 The minuscule arose in the 701 century as
a cursive monastic script.

Minussh, obs. form of MINTSH.

t Mi/nutable, . Obs. rare. [f. MINUTE v. -t-

-ABLE.] Suitable for making a minute of.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes
Agaric. Digest 2 He threw

every thing he thought minutable, into a series of Minutes.

[Minutal : see List of Spurious Words.}

t Mi*nutary, a. Obs. [f.
MINUTE a. and sb.

f -ART.]
1. ? Pertaining to minute quantities.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie o/Godxv. xxvii. Vives* Comm.

560 One cubit is generally taken for sixe of our common
cubits, or for three hundred minutary cubits [orig. Apndgeo-
metrets. .vel in sex cubitos -vnus deputatur^ si generaliter,
vel trecentOS) si minutatim dicatur}.

MINUTE.

2. Consisting of minutes (of time).
1655 FULLER C/:. Hist. in. Ded., No mortal man can assign

the minutaryjuncture ofTimc.wlien preparing grace, .ended,
and saving grace . . did first begin, a 1661 Worthier,
Hctks (1662) l. 95 This their Clock gathering up the least

Crume of Time, presenting the Minutary fractions thereof.

i Miuuta tion. Obs. [f. MINUTED. + -ATION.]
The action of making minutes (of observations,

etc.). (Frequent in Bentham.)
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jiidic. E-vid. (1827) 11

_
127 By

this division, writing, minutation and recordation..is nccci-

sitated.

Minute (mi-nit), sb.1 Forms : 4 mynut, 4-6

myuute, 4-7 minut, 5 mynwt, mynnate, 6

mynite, -ewte, -iute, .SV. minuth, munet, -it,

6-8 mynuit, 7 min-, mynutte, minit, minnite,

4- minute. [In senses 1-3 and 6 a. ! . minute

fern, (whence G. minute, I hi. minimi), ad. L. ini-

mlta, subst. use of the fern, of iniiiittus MINUTE a.

In senses 4 and 5 ad. L. minftlum (the neuter of the

same adj.) used subst. in various applications in

late Latin. Sp., 1 g. and It. have miniilo masc.

(ad. L. minutum in senses 1-3, but mi/tufa (after

l
&quot;r.)

in sense 6.

Senses 1-2 (whence senses is derived: represent the med.L.

iitinitta, more fully pars iiiitnita priina, denoting the
$-,

of

a unit in the system of sexagesimal fractions (med.L.

iniimtix pkysicx), which, originally derived from Kabylon,
was used, like the modern decimals in scientific calculations

as more easy to handle than *

vulgar fractions {iiunnti.e

simply). The lower denominations of the system were

(furies tniiiutx) secuiidz (our seconds ), tertix, quarts,

etc., the understood denominators being the successive

powers of 60. The system (6 TTJ? t&amp;gt;j*coi&amp;gt;Ta6os TPOTTOS) was

recognized by Ptolemy (f 150 A. D. , who applied it to the

degree (ftoipa) of the circle, to the sixty sections into which

he divided the radius, and to the day; the application of

the system to the division of the hour is much later, per

haps not earlier than the 131)1 c. Ptolemy has no terms

corresponding to the med.L. inimtty, secundz, etc., but

merely uses M*POS part or tffjxoorof sixtieth
1

. The word
iiiinuta is referred to as a term of the mathematici (app.

meaning minute of tile circle) by St. Augustine D* diver-

sis (Jua Stf. octoginta tribus xlv, who also mentions it/inut.e

liiinttlartitii, minutes of minutes (see 2
,

/. e. seconds.

Sense 6 is from F. minute, though LittrJ has no example
before i6th c., and the one quot. for med.L. iiiinnfci in this

use is of date 1500. The primary notion seems to be that

of a rough copy in sinnli writing (L. scriptnra. iiiinuta) as

distinguished from the engrossed document.]

I. A sixtieth (or other definite part) of a unit.

1. The sixtieth part of an hour (divided into

sixty seconds . In earlier use frequently f minute

of an /win; \mimite while. Also, one ol the

lines upon a dial which mark the minute spaces.

The jninittuni of early mediaeval writers, which was one-

tenth of an hour, has no historical connexion with this. For

the system of time-reckoning to which it belongs, see ATOM 7.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 372 He mijte amende in a

Minute while al bat mys standeth. IHd. xvll. 228 Vsekeles

in eueses borw hete of be sonne, Melteth in a mynut while

to myst & to watre. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 9 For the

lachesse Of half a Minut of an houre [
= L. tmius momciiti

tardacione] . . He loste all that he hadde do. a 1485

Pronif. Pan: 338/2 (MSS. K., S.) Minute of an howur,
tninuta. 1552 LYNDFSAY Monarche 6014 The small Minuth
of one hour To thame salbe sogret dolour, Thaysall thynk

thay half done remane Ane thousand yeir in to that pane.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. it. 797 Now at the latest minute of

the houre, Grant vs your loues. 1591 i Hen. VI, i. iv.

54 Wherefore a guard of chosen Shot I had, That walkt

about me euery Minute while. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire
i. (1892) i Our longest sommers daies must be of xvn
houres and fortie three mynuttes longe. 1684 R. WALLER
Nat. Exper. 9 From 35, to 50 Drops Isc. of moist particles]

have fallen in a Minute of an Hour. 1701 Land. Gaz. No.

3844/1 The Great Guns were fired at a Minute s distance.

1817 T. L. PEACOCK Niglitm. Abbey xv, The hour-hand

passed the vn. the minute-hand moved on ;
it was

within three minutes of the appointed time. 1843 Penny
Cycl. XXVII. 107/1 There are other repeaters which also

strike the minutes.

b. Vaguely used for : A short space of time
;

also, a point of time, an instant, moment.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 77 Every houre apointeth so, That
no mynut therof was lore. 1411-20 LYDG. Citron. Troy
(E.E.T.S.) 2817 pe cok..of be tyme a mynute wil not passe
To warnen hem

|&amp;gt;at
weren in be place, Of be tydes and

sesoun of be ny3t. c 1485 Digby Myst. iv. 518, I myght not

leve, nor endure On mynnate, bot 1 am wn The third day
ryse shall hee. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. 11. ii. 112 Content

with Hermia ? No, I do repent The tedious minutes I with

her haue spent, c 1600 Sonn. xiv, Nor can I fortune to

breefe mynuits tell
; Pointing to each his thunder raine and

winde. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. 1. So, I could not expect to find

them at a minutes call. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A
minute [moment or instant], momentum,punctnni tentporis.

1800 LAMB Let. to Manning 5 Oct., I have barely time to

finish, as I expect her and Robin every minute. 1871

R. ELLIS tr. Cuttfllxi Ixvii. 38 You, from your owner s gate
never a minute away? 1898 FLOR. MONTGOMERY Tony 13

The train will be starting in a minute.

c. A particular instant of time ; also occas. the

appointed or fitting moment. The minute (that)

. . : as soon as.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. \ The Windsor-bell hath

stroke twelue : the Minute drawes-on. a 1640 CAREW To

be said that such Laws imply a Contradiction, a 1745

SWIFT Direct. Sen., Gen. Wks. 1751 XIV. n He had but
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MINUTE.

just that Minute slept out. 1799 LAMB Let. to Soiithey
j

20 Mar., My plan is but this minute come into my head.

I8s9 GEO. ELIOT A. Bi de i, I can t abide to see men throw ,

away their tools i that way the minute the clock begins to

5

2. *Geom. (Astr., Geog., etc.) The sixtieth part of

a degree, t Minute of a minute : the sixtieth of

a minute, a second.

The sign for minutes is
,
thus

5&quot;
8 =five degrees eight

c 1101 CHAUCER Astral. I. 8 A degree of a signe contieneth

60 minutes. 1549 Comfl. Scot. vi. 50 The circle artic is

xxiij degreis xxx mumtis fra the pole artic. 1603 UWEN
Pembrokeshire (1892) i Longitude 1 7 degrees, and 20 minuttes i

west. Ibid., 52 degrees which is 40 mynuttes higher then that

of the Cittie of London. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 68 Those

numbers and minutes, yea numbers of numbers and minutes

of minutes iwhich Astrologicall Mathematicians pretend to !

work by). 1755 H- MARTIN Mag Arts Sr Sci. i x. 58 Each

Degree is supposed to consist of 60 Minutes, thus marked
]

( ). 1862 BACHE Discuss. Hagn. S, Metrorol. Obsen*. II. 9

The scale divisions have been converted into minutes of arc.
j

3. a. Arch. The sixtieth or occas. some other

part of the MODULE. ? Obs.

1606 in PHILLIPS. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl., Minute, in

architecture, usually denotes the sixtieth, sometimes only

the thirtieth part, or division of a module. [In recent Diets.]

b. Art. A unit of a scale of head measurement

by which the proportions of the face may be regu

lated or denned ;
the forty-eighth part of the

height of the human head. [So F. minute]
1875 SIR T. SEATON Fret Cutting 132 Draw a line corre-

spending to the line within the oval, and divide this also into

four equal parts. One of these parts must be subdivided

into twelve parts, these are called minutes. Ibid. 133 The

length of a head from forehead to back in a full-grown

person, is three parts eight minutes for a man, and three

parts eleven minutes for a woman.

II. Something small.

f4. A coin of trifling value ;
a mite&quot;. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Mark xii. 42 Tweye mynutis [Vulg. duo mi-

nuta, Gr. Atirri Mo], that is, a ferthing. 1543 BECON Nosegay

Ded. B j b. Yet let vs with the poore widowe of the Gospell

at the leest gyue two minutes. 1589 J. RIDER Bibl. Schol.,

A Minute or Q, which is halfe a farthing, minutum.

f5. Something minute or small, a. // Little

fishes, small fry (cf. MENISE). b. A small par

ticular, a detail ;
a minutia. c. Something of small

size or slight importance. Obs.

iw8 FLORIO, Pesdolini, all manner of minutes, frye, or

small fishes. 1626 B. JONSON Staple o/N. i. v. 138 Let me
heare from thee euery minute of Newes. a. 1628 F. GREML

Sidney (1652) 90 That Heroicall design
. .how exactly soever

projected, and digested in every minute. Alaham II.

Chorus ii. (1633) 39 When I propound in grosse, you minutes

play 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Profli. xvi. 213 And such are

all the s-cts and all the pretences
of Christians, but pieces

and minutes of Christianity. 1654 Real Pres. 238 They
have made it to be unintelligible, inexplicable, indelensible,

in all their minuits and particularities, a 1680 HAMMOND
Serin. (Prov. i. 22) (1664) 46 The last minute of my last

particular, a 1670 [see MIGNIARDIZE].

III. 6. A rough draft (of something to be

further elaborated); a note or memorandum for the

direction of an agent or servant, or for preserving

the memory of current transactions or events ;
a

brief summary of events or transactions, esp. (usu

ally//.) the record of the proceedings at a meeting

of an assembly, corporate body, society, company,

committee, or the like, t In minute : in the form

of a minute or minutes.

1502 in Lett, f, Papers Rich. Ill f, Hen. VII (Rolls) I.

147 He received a mynite of instructions. 1522 CLERK in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 314 The Pope. .caused it [the

mynute] to be staled, and an other minute to be made which

was not sped bifor his death. 1531 CROMWELL in Mernman

Life fi Lett. (1902) I. 340, I haue sent herein Inclosed the

Mynewte with your Instruccions. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-

Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 37 Ordaines James, the next

Committie day, to produce the said minute of contract. 1682

EVELYN in Pcpys Diary, etc. 1 1879) VI. 140 These were only

minutes relating to ampler pieces. 1697 in W. S. Perry Hist.

Coll Amer Col.Ch. I. 52,Ibegantotaketheirsenseinminute
as right as I could, c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (!888) 276

To him are added in the House of Commons also scribes or

secretaryes which record and take minutes also. 1713

POPE Guard. No. 92 P 8 It is my business whenever we meet

to take minutes of the transactions. 1728 MORGAN Algiers
II. v. 316, I some where said my memory was treacherous ;

nor do I ever keep minutes. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero 1. vi. 5n
It was his custom to keep the minutes or rough draught of

all his pleadings. 1771 P. PARSONS Newmarket II. 187

My paper of heads or minutes perished in a different

manner. 1776 in Archxol. (1789) IX. 36sThatsuch curious

communications, .be extracted from the Minutes of the

Society, and formed into an Historical Memoir. 1827 SCOTT

Surg. Dau. i, Lawford drew up a proper minute of this

transaction, by which he himself and Grey were named
trustees for the child. 1851 DICKENS Bill-sticking in

Hoitsek. Words II. 605 These are the minutes of my con

versation with His Majesty, as I noted them down shortly
afterwards. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. vii. (1868) I. 409 The
minute of a letter to Elizabeth.. was submitted to the

ambassador. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scoll. Pref. 8 The
minutes of his town council. 1890 GROSS Gild Merck. I.

149 The minutes of both Companies were kept in the same
book.

b. An official memorandum authorizing or re

commending the pursuance of a certain course.

Treasury minute: a minute or memorandum issued

by the treasury.
1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 301 In terms of minute

484 MINUTE.

1895 Daily News 10 Sept. 5/4 An Under-Secretary, trained

in a bureaucracy where *minute.writing has been brought
to the highest pitch of perfection.

2 7th November. 1783 BURKE OH Fox s East Ind. bill

Wks. IV. 75 In his minute of consultation, Mr. Hastings
j

describes forcibly the consequences which arise [etc.]. 1798

WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. (1837) I. 9 A very able minute f Minute, sb~ Law. 0!&amp;gt;S. [ad. Law Latin

in the Secret department. 1817 TIERNEY in Parl. Deb. 768 | mfnMa v ,l. n0un f. Illillllere to diminish.]
That committee, by a Treasury minute of the 5th of April,

1816, was required to examine and report what offices had

been created since the year 1793. 1845 M CuLLOcH Hu I

tioit ii. v. (1852) 230 This fraudulent practice has been
|

indirectly legitimated by a Treasury Minute of the 4th ol
,

August, 1840. 1863 H. Cox Instil. I. v. 29 The Bank of

England . . was directed to suspend cash payments by a .

Minute of Council. 1880 GEN. ADVE in
\&amp;lt;)th

Cent. No. 38.

694 Lord Napier.. in a masterly minute pointed out the
694 Lord Napl
various evils of the whole system.

f c. An agreement, precise understanding. Ots.

1720 Wodroiu Corr. (1843) II. 519 At Edinburgh I have

come to a minute with the printer.

d. Sf. Law. A memorandum of intention pre

sented to the court by a party to a suit.

1848 SHAND Pract. Crt. Sess. I. 343 &quot;&amp;gt;te
&amp;lt;

A minute of

abandonment of the cause, in such form as the following, is

put into process. \y* Dundee Advertiser 19 Nov. 7 lester-

day a minute was lodged in the Bill Chamber of the Court

of Session stating that no answers are to be lodged to the

note by the Free Church [etc.].

IV. 7. attrib. and Comb., as minute bell, the

tolling of a bell at intervals of a minute ;
minute-

book, f (a) a book ofshort hints (J.) ; (K) a book

containing systematic records of the transactions

of a society, court, or the like ;
minute clock, a

stop clock used in making tests of gas (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1884) ; minute-flourish, a fanfare of

trumpets sounded minute by minute; minute-

glass, a sand-glass that runs for a minute ;

minute-gun, the tiring of a gun at intervals of

a minute (also attrib.) ; minute-hand, the long

hand of a time-piece which indicates the minutes ;

f minute-jack (Vcf. JACK sb. 6), one who changes

his mind every moment, a fickle or changeable

person ;
minute jumper, an electric clock in which

the hands move only at the end of each minute,

the minute-hand moving over a whole minute at

each step (Cent. Did. 1 890) ; fminute-line Naut.,

a log-line ; minute-lust, momentary desire
;
mi

nute mile (see quot. 1867); f minute-motion,
the mechanism of the seconds hand of a watch ;

minute-repeater, a watch which repeats the

minutes
;
minute space, the duration of a minute ;

minute stroke, the measured minutely stroke

of an oar; minute tide, (a&quot;)
^minute while

(see sense i); (b) (see quot. 1865); t minute-

watch, a watch that distinguishes minutes of time

or on the dial of which minutes are marked (also

t minute pendulum watch) ; minute-wheel, the

wheel that moves the minute-hand of a clock or

watch; hence minute-wheel nut, pinion (see quot.

1884); f minute while (see sense i);
minute-

writing, the art or practice of recording minutes

or administrative memoranda. Also MINUTE-MAN.

1827 KEBLE Chr. Y., ist Sunday Advent xii, Faith s ear,

with awful still delight, Counts them like &quot;minute bells at

night. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A &quot;minute book, liber

liel libellus memorialis. 1772 Ann. Reg. 66* The minute-

book of recognizances belonging to the Lord Mayor s court.

1838.4 rr&quot; i
&amp;lt;$

2 Vict.c. n8 22 The Minute Book of the Court

of Session and Teind Court. 1904 A thenseutn 24 Dec. 881/2
A History of the Society of Apothecaries , . .compiled from

the Minute-Books of the Society. 1802 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Gaston de Blondev. Posth. Wks. 1826 I. 87 The trumpets,
that charged so loud and shrill their &quot;millet-flourishes. 1626

CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 29 Turne vp the &quot;minute

glasse, obserue the night. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.

480 Minute and Half-minute glasses. 1747 Gentl. Mag.
XVII. 246/1 &quot;Minute guns were fired by the whole squadron.

1884 Times (Weekly ed.) ii Apr. 2/3 The boom of the minute

guns on the hill beyond could be heard above the funeral

music of the bands. 1726 SWIFT L7w//;zvn. ii, He was amazed
at . . the Motion of the &quot;Minute-Hand, which he could easily
discern. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound i%$ Clock faces

marking six, twelve, and twenty-four hours, mostly without
minute hands. 1607 SHAKS. Timon m. vi. 107 Cap and knee-

Slaues, vapours, and &quot;Minute lackes. 1644 &quot;Minut-line

[see log-line in LOG sb.
1

9]. 1696 PHILLIPS, Log-line or
&quot; Minute-line. 1635 QUARLES Emit. n. xi. 106 The fleshly

wanton, to obtaine His &quot;minit-lust, will count it gaine
To lose his freedome. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.,
*Minitte mile, the sixtieth part of a degree of longitude
or latitude. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth n. iv. 210 In a

Watch,, .you may have a fancy to have an Alarum added,
,.... . _._ rt ... S-..-I WW1 /_ Tl

or a.&quot;Minute-motion. 1843 PCnny Cycl. XXVI 1. 107/1 These

by way of distinction are called &quot;minute-repeaters. 1621

WITHER Motto A 8, I haue not of my selfe, the powre, or

grace, To be, or not to be ; one &quot;minute-space. 1833
MARRYAT P. Simple xxx, The crew dropped their oars into

the water without a splash, and pulled the &quot;minute stroke.

14. . RVMAN Poems in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXIX.
255 This lyfe vnto celestiall Is but a &quot;mynute tyde. 1865
MACGREGOR Rob Roy in Baltic (1867) 163 This is called the
1 minute tide , in which a swelling of the water once every
minute fills up and empties again a quiet pool a little with

drawn from the river s course. 1660 BOYLE New Exp.
Phys. Mech. xi. 79 A &quot;Minute-Watch we kept by us on
this occasion. 1705 Daily Courant 5 Sept., Dropt in St.

James s Park, September the 3rd, 1705, a Gold Minuit

Pendulum Watch, &c. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) V. 74/2
The minute and hour hands turn on the end of the arbor of

the minute-wheel. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch ^ Clockm.

177 [The] Minute Wheel Pinion, or Nut . . [is] the pinion
in the motion work of watches that drives the hour wheel.

- MlNISHING.
1495 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 501/1 Of the Ferme of all Asartis,

Wastes,Purprestureandminutez,oftheparcellesoftheForest.

Minute (miniw t, msini/J t), a. Also 5-6 my
nute. [ad. L. minut-us (whence F. menu small),

pa. pple. of minuere to make small, diminish.]

f 1. Chopped small. Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. IV. 492 Hem summe in cedur

scobe, & summe in stre Mynute, and summe in smal chaf,

wel witholde.

1 2. Of imposts, etc. : Lesser
; esp. in minute

tithes = small tithes . Obs.

[1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 569/1 Sume ferme by the name of

the Manent fume com post terras dat ..and sume under

the name of minute firme to you.] 1542-3 Act 34 &amp;lt;$ 35

Hen. VIII, c. 16 i The fermes of diuers purprestures,

assertes, sergeantes, & minute rentes. 1546 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 222 The preste. .hathe the mynute tythes of the village

of Bysshopton. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. iv. 38 The

Dependence of the Church,, .(except their minute Tythes)
was entirely upon this Law. 1696 PHILLIPS, Minute Tithes,

small Tithes, such as usually belong to the Vicar ;
as Wooll,

Lambs, Piggs, Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Honey, &c.

3. Very small in size, extent, amount, or degree.
In the I7th and i8th centuries the comparative minuter

frequently acquires the sense smaller or more insignificant

than another , without the implication of extreme smallness.

a 1626 BACON New All. 40 Wee haue also Glasses and

Meanes, to see Small and Minute Bodies, perfectly and dis

tinctly. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 31 An Instrument to shew all

the Minute Variations in the pressure of the Air. 1698

FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 39 Those [chapels] of a minuter

dimension were open. 1699 POMFRET Cruelty f, Lust 79

Suppose the Accusation justly brought, And clearly prov d

to the minutest fault. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. n.

106 One single Minutest Thread or Fibre. 1742 YOUNG
Nt. Th. vi. 690 With this minute distinction,. .Nature re

volves, but man advances. 1748 Anson s Voy. i. v. 43 The

neighbouring coast, and the minuter isles adjacent. Ibid.

II. x. 237 Vast quantities of. .callicoes and chints, ..together

with other minuter articles, as goldsmiths work, etc. _i8l6
BENT HAM Chrestom. 24 The distance in question is so minute

as to be incapable of measurement. 1832 BABBAGE Econ.

Manuf. (ed. 3) 83 The minuter cavities can only be filled

under an exhausted receiver. 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible

Teach, vi. (1870) 118 The seed vessels in this plant are exceed

ingly minute. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) 1. 1. 23 vv hat

is true of the earth . . is also true of her minutest atom. 1880

GEIKIE Phys. Geog. ii. 57 It is possible to measure very

minute changes of temperature.

4. Of very little consequence or importance;

trifling, petty.
Minute philosopher is an echo of Cicero s quidam minuti

philosophi: (De Senect. xxiii, also De Div. l.xxx), where the

adj. appears to have this sense, though in Eng. use it is

sometimes apprehended as if belonging to sense 5.

c 1650 DENHAM Old Age iv. 249 Some minute Philosophers

pretend That with our dayes our pains and pleasures end.

1668 WILKIHS Real Char. To Rdr., If any shall suggest

that some of the Enquiries here insisted upon., do seem too

minute and trivial, for any prudent Man to bestow his

serious thoughts and time about. Such Persons may know

[etc.]. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. I. 10 These minute philo

sophers, .are a sort of pirates who plunder all that come in

their way. 1748 Anson s Voy. ill. ix. 396 The Mandarine. .

returned all that had been stolen.. even to the minutest

trifle. 1772 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 377 Your grace dissipates

your mind into too great a variety of minute pursuits. 1872

MINTO Eng. Prose Lit. u. iii. 279 As Lord Chancellor, .. he

j
proved unequal to the minuter duties of the office.

5. Of investigations, regulations, records, etc.

(and hence of persons) : Characterized by atten

tion to very small matters or details ; very precise

or particular ; very accurate.

168. AUBKEY Lives, Hobbes To Rdr. (1813) I. 594 For that

I am so minute, I declare I never intended it [etc.]. 1716

ADDISON Freeholder No. 42 F 14 We cannot be too minute

I
and circumstantial in accounts of this nature. 1751 JOHNSON

|
Rambler No. 86 F 5 He knew with how minute Attention

the ancient Criticks considered the Disposition of Syllables.

1788 REID Aristotle s Log. iv. ii. 71 He is more full, more

minute and particular than any of them. 1799 WELLINGTON

in Gurw. Desf. (1837) I. 25 His minute private diary. 1807

T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 383 A very minute and accu

rate series of experiments. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke

Farm \. 10 A reporter as faithful as he was minute. 18*4

PUSEY Lect. Daniel (1876) 376 A minute, natural, accurate,

history. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 96 Minute regulations

are apt to be transgressed.

Minute (mi-nit), v. [f.
MINUTE rf.i]

1. trans. To ascertain or determine to the minute

the time, duration, or rate of; to time accu

rately. Also f To minute out : to assign (time)

precisely.
1605 CAMDEN Rent. 92 About the yeare of our Lord 1000

(that we may not minute out the time), a 1661 FULLER

Worthies, Suffolk IIL (1662) 62 All Accidents are minuted

and momented by Divine Providence. 1762 Phil. Trans.

LI I 582 The above observations were minuted from a stop

watch of Mr. Ellicott s. 1773 G. WHITE Selborne 8 July

(1789) 153, I have minuted these birds with my watch for

an hour together, . . they return . . about once in five minutes.

1775 Ibid, i Nov. 198 A good rush,.. being minuted, burnt

only three minutes short of an hour. 1784 BLAGDEN in

Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 217 Scarcely any
one had sufficient

presence of mind to minute the time by his watch. 1813

MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. (1832) I. iii. 42 [They] went to

see High Blood rubbed down . . exercised and minuted. 1822

BEDDOES Brides Trag. n. iii, Do not minute The movements
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of the soul. iBS Sporting Mag. XV. 340, I did not minute
this run, but., it must have been a trimming one. 1862 SMILES
Engineers III. 277 Captain Scoresby,. .minuted the speed of
the train. 1888 Temple Bar Jan. 29 The Bishop .. sat by
with his watch on the table, for he had to minute each inter-

view.

2. To draft (a document, a scheme) ; to record
in a minute or memorandum; to enter in the

minutes or records of a society, company, or the

like ;
to make a minute of the contents of (a

document). To minute down, to make a note of.

a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 48 All which
minuted by Louis de Longueville..was at last thus fully con
cluded. Ibid. 84 The design for the Interview with
Francis continued ; which being minuted by our Ambas
sador, .. was continued by his successor. 1661 EVELYN
Chalcogr. 94 It might not seem requisite to minute the
works which he has published. 1711 Lond. Gaz, No. 4842/3
All such disabled Seamen and Marines as are minuted to
be taken into the said Hospital. 171* ADDISON Spect.
No. 439 P 3 The Cardinal is represented as minuting
down every thing that is told him. 1778 [W. MARSHALL!
Minnies Agric., Observ. 153 note, I minuted it as an extra
observation. 1789 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 151
Nothing was concluded [sc. at the next meeting] so as to be
minuted. 1836 H. ROGERS y. Hovue v. (1863) 141 His
thoughts on this occasion he minuted down. 1876 BAN
CROFT ffist. U. S. IV. xxvi. 19 The Empress of Russia with
her own hand minuted an edict for universal tolerance.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Comntw. II. ir. xlviii. 228 A Town-clerk,
who keeps the records, and minutes the proceedings of the

meeting. 1897 P. WARUNG Tales Old Regime 139 Yes,

Sjur
Excellency. Shall I minute that observation? 1808

. W. E. RUSSELL Coll. Recoil, xxxiv. 465 The paper.,
is minuted by each, and .. gradually passes up . . to the

Under-Secretary of State.

absoL 1893 LD. LYTTON King Poppy i. 351 Whereon His
Majesty thus minuted.

3. To minute over-, to reckon up, enumerate

point by point.
a 1770 CATH. TALBOT Lett. (1808) 60 The most agreeable
thought (as I experienced last night when we were minut
ing over all these things) will be, that it cannot be long [etc.],

4. intr. With by : To pass minute by minute.
a 1806 H. K. WHITE To Thought v, And count the tedious

hours, as slow they minute by.
Hence Mi nuting vbl. sb., the recording of mi

nutes ; Mi*nuting ppl. a., that minutes.

&quot;737 J-CHAMBKRLAYNE.5V.L7/. Brit. n. in. (ed. 33) 121 Minut-
ing-clerk to Master General. 1882 London Police Court
Rep., Those having the minuteing and the carrying out of
the details and business of the Court.

Minuted (mi nited), a.
[f.

MINUTE v. + -ED*. ]
1. Recorded or set forth in a minute or note.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. II. ToRdr. 38, 1 hope those
minuted Layes of Seraphick Contemplations,, .will engage
the studious Youth of both Sexes, to be favourable to this

undertaking. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827)
I. 279 Publication by authority, whether of the minuted
viva-voce testimony, or of the ready-written depositions.
2. Timed or numbered by minutes.

1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 352 He is like the mail
coach traveller,, .and must therefore take at his minuted
meals whatever food is readiest. 1859 MRS. GASKELL
Round the Sofa. II. 70 Some sore internal bruise sapping
away his minuted life.

t Jttvnuteless, a. Obs. [f. MINUTE sbl +
LESS.] Not to be measured by minutes.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 68 The starres, whose numbers
are numberless and motions minuteless.

Minutely (mi-nitli), a. [f. MINUTE sb. + -LT 1.]

Happening every minute.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. ii. 18 Now do s he feele His secret

Murthers sticking on his hands, Now minutely Reuolts

vpbraid his Faith-breach. 1658 Whole Duty Man xvii. 7
All that we possess is in minutely danger of losing. 1720
Humouristg^ I have staid four Hours in Minutely Expecta
tion. 1802 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 390 Our minutely con
duct towards each other. 186$ Evert. Exchange 10 Feb. i/t
The hourly and minutely fluctuations of the. .Markets.

Minutely (mini;rtli), adv [f. MINUTE a. +
-LY *.]

1. fa. Into small pieces (obs.}. b. On a minute
scale ; with minute subdivision.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer^s Bk. Physicke 89/2 Contunde
all that is to be contundede, & cut the rest minutly, then
mixe it to a paeste with good wine. 1613 R. CAWDREY
Table Al/&amp;gt;h. } Minutely, smally. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesttv. x.

279 Realgar occurs minutely but well crystallized.
Comb. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer li, The. -minutely-

sanded beach.

2. In a minute manner, kind, or degree; with

great or absolute precision or preciseness; with
exactness.

1732 BERKELEY Alciphr, i. 10 Considering things
minutely, and not swallowing them in the gross. 1736
BUTLER Anal. i. v. Wks. 1874 I. 105 Observations of this
kind cannot be supposed to hold minutely, and in every
case. 1821 J. W. CROKER Diary 24 Aug., The King went
minutely through the museum, and other parts [etc.]. 1863
H. Cox Instit. in. vii. 680 He most minutely and learnedly
investigated the ancient course of the Exchequer. 1895 LD.
ESHER in Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 650/1 It is not

necessary to disclose minutely and in detail every material
fact. 1903 T. P. s Weekly 18 Sept. 495/1 Mr. John Hol-
lingshead has minutely described a little dinner with Dickens,

fb. Intimately. Obs.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 106 The ingredients are
more minutely disseminated than can be performed by hand.

Minutely (mi nitii), advt [f. MINUTE sbl +
LY A] Every minute, minute by minute.
&quot;599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 22 [The red herring].. is the

onefy vnexhaustible mine that hath rais d and begot all
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this, and minutely to riper maturity fosters and cherisheth it.

1637 SANDERSON 6Vr/.(i68i)II. 89 We,, .by most unworthy
: provocations daily and minutely tempt His patience. 1654
HAMMOND Fundamentals viii. 66 As if it were minutely
proclaimed in thunder from heaven. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder
ii. 263 Their frying Blood compells to irrigate Their dry
furr d Tongues, else minutely to Death Obnoxious, dismal
Death, th Effect of Drought. 1803 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895)
439 The sharpshooters were behind exercising minutely,
1807 tr. Three Germans II. 52 A friend, whom I now
minutely expect at the castle gates. 1845 WILBERKORCK in
A. R. Ashwell Life (1880) I. 269 Two daughters.. played
daily, hourly, minutely, .by a very clever, reaching mother,
for coronets and a settlement.

Mi xmte-man. Hist. [f. MINUTE sb. + MAN.]
One of a class of militiamen, during the American

revolutionary period, who held themselves in readi

ness for instant military service.

1774 in A\ Eng. Hist, fy Gen. Reg. (1875) XXIX. 107
Minute or Picquet men in the Town of Urookfield. 1775-83
THACHER J///. Jrnl. (1823) 17 Active men in every town have
formed military companies under the name of minute men.
1903 F. NOKRIS Tkc Pit 43 Ample fireplaces, where once the
minute-men had swung their kettles.

trans/. 1863 J. WEISS Life Th. Parker I. n The same
old cause, whose minute-men are again first in thefield [1861],

Minuteness (ministries), [f. MINUTE a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being minute.
1. Extreme smallness

;
an instance of this.

1666 BOYLE Orig. Forms $ Qua/. Exp. ix. 396 Whose
Corpuscles, by reason of their Minuteness, swimine easily
for a while in the Water. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
(1811) II. v. 84 The discretion of a person is often most seen
in minutenesses. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift
(1752) 86 A convex mirrour, by which every object is re

duced to a despicable minuteness. 1770 C. JKNNKR Placid
Man I. i. iv. 35 All the minutenesses which distinguish the
domestic manners of one nation from another. 1830 HER-
SCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 250 Particles of inconceivable
minuteness. 1872 RIJSKIN Eagle s^

N. 122 The noble
human sight, careless of prey, disdainful of minuteness, and
reluctant to anger.
2. Attention to minute details

; precision as to

details; critical exactness.

1640 SIR K. DIGBY in Lismorc Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV. 137,
I am afraid, .that minutenesse would rather appeare tedious
then punctuall to you. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver iv. ix, The
Justness of their Similies, and the Minuteness, as well as
Exactness of their Descriptions, are indeed inimitable. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. //ist.(ijj$)\. 193 Such .. may consult Hawks-
bee, Morgan, Jurin, orWatson

j
who haveexamined the subject

with great minuteness. 1853 LYTTON My Novel\\\. xvi, He
had studied it with the minuteness with which a scholar
studies a dead language. 1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II.

vii. 364 The chemist by his minuteness, and the geologist by
his grandeur, touch the two extremes of the material uni
verse. 1884 LADY VERNEY in Contentp. Rev. Oct. 545
Every gown.. is chronicled with affectionate minuteness,

f b. Excess of detail, niggling . Obs.

1748 Ansotfs Voy. in. x. 412 There is a stiffness and
minuteness in most of the Chinese productions.

Minuter (mi nitoj). [f. MINUTE v. +-EB 1
.]

1 1. One who writes minutes, a note-taker. Obs.

1825 Celebrated Trials^ etc. IV. 172 Thomas Gurney, the

minuter, was called, who deposed from his minutes.

2. Sc. Law. One who moves the court by minute.

1904 Dundee Advertiser 19 Nov. 7 They do not admit
that the judgments of the Court in the cases of Bannatyne
and others v. Lord Overtoun and others, and Young v.

Macalister,.. settle or determine the rights of the minuters
in the present suspension.

II Minutia (minifi-Jift).
PI. minuti (-i/).

Also 8 //. minutias ;
erron. 8-9 //. minutia, sing.

minutiae, [a. L. minutia smallness, pi. miniitix

trifles, f. minutus MINUTE a.] A precise detail; a

small or trivial matter or object. Usually//.
In Chesterfield s Letters the French minutie frequently

occurs as synonymous with minutia.

1751 EARLORREKY Remarks Swift (1752) 52, I should hope
that all the minutiae of his idle hours might be entirely
excluded. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 47 r 12 He .. often

declares himself weary of attending to the minutiae of a

shop. 1768 ULACKSTONE Comm. III. xxvii. 446 No excep
tions to formal minutiae in the pleadings will be here

allowed. 178* ELIZ. BLOWER Geo. Bateman I. 106 On
the observance of some little minutias, no small share of the

beauty.. depended. 1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio\\. 270
Descending to the minutia of all the events and occasions

which may be imagined. 1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT
Beggar Girl (1813) II. 217 Strict attention to every minutue
of her domestic arrangement. 1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale
without Title II. 208 She. .determined. .to unfold every
minutiae of her former circumstances. 1804 tr. Piguenards
Zoflora I. 4 Those minutia concerning him, which may even
have the appearance of puerility. 1849 Miss PARDOE
Francis /, xiv. 343 They were arranged with a punctilious
minutia. 1882 SERJT. BALLANTINE Exper. II. 191 The
minutias were very exact and carefully executed.

t Minu tial, a. Obs. [f. MINUTIA + -AL.] Of
the nature of minutiae

; pertaining to details.

^1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 14 In smaller, and minu-
tiall matters to carrie an vnbounded. .zeale, were to calk for
a sword to kill aflie. 1778 [\V. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric.,
Digest 16 The minutial management of Farms. 1796 W.
England II. 170 In minutial practices, .the Vale [of Exeter]
pursues the Devonshire method.

t Minu tion. Obs. [ad. L. minution-em^ n. of

action f. minutre to lessen.] A diminishing or

making less
;
a lowering ; spec, a lowering of the

system by blood-letting.
1386 Almanac (1812) 52 Mynucyons to be made by blode

lattyng or ventosyng es ful profytabul. 1607 J. CARPENTER
Plaint Mans Plough 124 The Phisitians. .prescribe, .some-

MIOCENE.
I times unctions, sometimes minutions. i6&amp;gt;6BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Minution^ a diminishing or making less.

Minutiose (mini J&quot;i&amp;lt;jus) }
a. [ad. L. tninu-

tids-its, f. minutiw. see MINUTIA. Cf. F. minu-
tieux,~\ Dealing with minutiae.
1868 F. HALL AVwrtrtA- 15. 1892 in Nation (N.Y.) i Dec.

412/1 He has achieved, among minutiose philologists, an
:
eminence which, .is likely to be recognized as all his own.

MinutiouS (mini-j&quot;ias), a. [ad. F. nrinutieux,
f. minutie MINUTIA : cf. prec.] Attentive to mi-

j

nutiac ; characterized by minute attention to detail.

1819 Metropolis III. 252 Minutiousand troublesome atten-
tions. 1891 Fortn. AYz/. May 802 His leisure was too limited
to allow him to be pedantic or minutious. 1899 Month Apr.

i 433 [He] sent them [the proofs] back covered with minutious
criticism.

fMinuti-ssim, a. Ohs. rare 1

* [ad. L. mi-

nfiti$sini-ns, superl. ofminutus small : see MINUTE
&amp;lt;7.] Extremely minute.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 475 The whole human
body, together with all itS.*mmuUssim glands.

t Mimrtulous, a. Obs. [f. 1.. minutnl-us

(dim. of nrinutits MINUTE a.} + -ou.s.] Very small.

1651 BIGGS AVif ttisfi, P248 Minutulous drops of pus.
Minuwae : see MI.VAWAY (

=-
minuet).

Minx (inhjks). Also 6 mynxe, minxe, mincks,
! 6-7 minkes, 7-8 minks. [Of obscure origin ;

possibly a corruption of minikin, with the added s

not uncommon dial, in playful terms of endear

ment, e.g. ducks, darlings ) pets : cf. JMinckins in

: cjuot. 1605 s. v. MINIKIN i . Sense 2 agrees closely
with the sense of LG. tninskt -- G. uiensch neut.]

f 1. A pet dog. Also as proper name. Obs.

1542 UUALL tr. Erastn. Apoph. 127 b, There been litlc

mynxes, or puppets that ladles keepe in their chaumbers for

especial I iewellesto playe withall. Ibid., When I am houn-

gry 1 am a lit It; mynxe full of playe, and when my bealy Is

full, a mastife. [1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv.

Captains 386 Milk-white Minks and Lun (Gray-bitches

j

both, the best that ever run}.]

2. A pert girl, hussy. Now often merely playful.
1592 Nobody fy Someb. E 2 b, Thus, you minx, He teach

you ply your worke, 1594 I.YLY Moth. Bomb. i. iii. 17
Your minxe had no better grandfather than a Taller, c 1600
DAY Bt gff. Bednall Gr. \\. i. (1881) 31 Come, Minx, what
lewell did you give this Rogue. 1636 HEYWOOD Love s

Mistr. v. i. Wks. 1874 V. 155 That Minks [Psyche] is come
from hell, And heere she harbours. 1695 CONGREVE Lore
for L. n, i, How, hussy ! was there ever such a provoking
minx ! 1706-7 FARQUIIAR Beaux* Strat. i. i, You deserve
to have none, you young Minx. 1742 FIELDING y. Andrfivs
iv. xiii, She ! a little ugly minx , cries Slipslop, leave her
to me . 1812 CKABBE Tales xiii. 136 She thinks To make her

fortune, an ambitious minx ! 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick.
ix, I scorn your words, Minx

,
said Miss Squeers. 1861

HUGHES Tom Brou-n at Oxf. xxix, She is a dressed-up
little minx, who runs after all the young men of the parish.
1881 Mrs. Ravt-ns Tempt. III. 181 We shall be sorry if this

young minx brings more trouble on the Agates.

fb. A lewd or wanton woman. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, l\lagalda,,.& trull or minxe. 1602 North s

Plutarch, Seneca (1612! 1214 Nero.-tooke from him this

minxe that knew the trickes of the occupation. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. iv. i. 159 This is some Minxes token. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Aid. in. iii. i. ii. (1651) 600 If thou be absent long,
thy wife then thinks, Thou rt drunk, at ease, or with some
pretty minks. 1678 DRYDEN Limbtrkam \. i, They are a

Couple of alluring wanton Minxes. 1728 GAY Polly i.

(1777) 24 And so, sir, I leave you and your minx together.

f C. Mistress minx. Obs.

1590 MARLOWE I\utstus vi. 162 What are you, Mistress

Minx, the seventh and last? 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed.

2) 10 b, Mistris Minx, a Merchants wife, that wil eate no
Cherries forsooth, but when they are at twenty shillings a

pound. 1671 KIRKMAN & HEAD Eng. Rogue iv. (1874) 139
How now, Mrs. Minks. 1735 Miss COLLIER Art Torment.
50 Let me tell you, Mistress Minx, twould much better
become my station, than yours.
Hence (nonce-wits.} fMlnx v. intr. (with it\ to

play the minx
; Miiixislmess, Minxship, the

condition or quality of a minx.
1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 303 The

Apologue describes Venus trans-formed waiting maide.who
beeing trick t vp like a Gentle-woman, mink st it a while til

she spied a Mouse, but then made it knowneshee was a Cat.

1632 MASSINGER City Madam \\. ii, On these terms Wil
your minxship be a Lady. 1885 L. WINGFIELD Barbara
Philpot I. x. 271 Was not the sex built up of foibles and
minxishness?

Minx, obs. form of MINK.

Miiiy (mai m), a. rare. [f. MINE sb* + -Y 1
.]

1. Pertaining to a mine
; mineral,

1611 FLORIO, Mineroso^ minerous, miny. x66a J. CHANDLER
Van Helmonfs Oriat. 322 The minie and saltish minerals
of the microcosme [Lat. microcosmi fodinas winerales
atone salinas}.

2. Of the nature of a mine ; subterraneous.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 800 Unveil The miny caverns
..Of Abyssinia s cloud-compelling cliffs.

3. Abounding in mines 1

(Webster 1828-32).
Minyon, Minys, obs. f. MINION, MINISH.

Minzingly, obs. form of MINCINGLY adv.

Miocene (mai-^s/h), a. Geol. Also meiocene.

[irreg. f. Gr, ptiwv less + tcawos new, recent.]
1. The epithet applied to the middle division of

the Tertiary strata (as containing remains of fewer

now existing species than the PLIOCENE), and to

the geological period which it represents.
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1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 54 The next antecedent

tertiary epoch we shall name Miocene. 1877 Nature 7 June
101/2 The European miocene flora. 1880 DAWKINS Early
Man i. 10 The Meiocene group.
2. quasi-jA.
i88a GEIKIE Text Bk. Geol. vi. iv. Hi. | i. 862 The flora

indicates a decidedly tropical climate in the earlier part
of the Miocene. 1885 A tkenzuiii 24 Oct 541/1 The . . Eppels-
heim deposits in Germany are still left in the miocene.

Hence Mioce nic a.

1863 LYELL Antiq. Man xv. 314 Between the close of the

miocenic and the commencement of the glacial epoch. 1889
Lancet 6 July 45/1 A gigantic animal of the middle of the
miocenic period of the Wyoming.
Miol, variant of MEAL sb*

Mioling, obs. form of MIAULING.
Miolithic (maiiifli bik), a. Archxol. Also

meiolithie. [ii reg. f. Or. jutioiv less + \i0os stone +

-ic.]
= MESOLITHIC a. 2.

1877 Academy-*, Nov. 434/3 Prof. Mantovani introduces the
term Miolithic to denote a period intermediate between the

palaeolithic and neolithic ages. 1896 A. J. EVANS in Rep.
Brit. Assoc. 908 A late quaternary deposit, for which
Professor Issel has proposed the name of Meiolithic .

Mioner, obs. form of MINER.

Mionite, -phylly : see MEIONITE, -PHYLLY.

Miops, obs. form of MYOPE.
Miosis, Miostemonous, Miotaxy : see MEI-.

Mioul, Miour(e, Miowe, var. MIAUL v.,

MY EH, MIAOW.

II Mi-parti (mzparU ), a. Her. Also 8 -party.

[Fr., pa. pple. of mipartir to divide in half, f. mi-

(: L. medium middle) + partir to divide.] (See

quots.)
1725 COATS Diet. Her., Mi-party, is a Word used by French

Heralds, denoting that the Escutcheon is half Way down
parted per Pale, and there cross d by some other Partition.

1896 WOODWARD Heraldry I. 478 Mi-parti said of dimi
diated arms, and of an ordinary parti per pale.

Miquelet (mi kelet). Also 9 miquelete, mi-

quelite, miguelet(e. [a. F. miquelct, ad. Sp.

miquelete, miguelete, f. Cat. Miquel, Sp. Miguel,
Michael. (For the supposed origin of the name
see quot. 1845.)] a. In the I7th c., a member of

a body of Catalonian banditti who infested the

Pyrenees, b. Before and during the Peninsular

war, a Spanish guerrilla soldier ; also, a member of

a corps of French irregulars raised by Napoleon in

1808 for service against the Spaniards, c. In

modern Spain, the designation of the soldiers of

certain local regiments of infantry, chiefly em
ployed on escort duties.

1670 Land. Caz. No. 476/4 The Miquelets or Mountaineers
were again got together in a little Village, . -neer the

Pyrenean hills, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cmu, Miquelets,
Mountaneers (in Spain) or Spanish Rapparies. 1721
Lett. Mist s Jrnl. (1722) II. 176 No more, you Holiday
Fools, throw away your Six-pences, . .to see a Spanish
Miquelet swallow aToad. vjnGentl. Mag. XLIX. 501 The
miquelets or mountaineers who so cruelly harrassed the

French armies. 1817 SOUTHEY Penins. War II. 358, 10,000

Miquelets and Somatenes. .had been sent, .to talce advan
tage of any insurrection that might be attempted in Bar
celona. 1829 SIR W. NAPIER Penins. War\. iv. 57 Francisco
Milans and Milans de Bosch, with their Migueletes, keep
the mountains to the northward of Barcelona. 1843 BORROW
Bible in Spain xxiv, One of those singular half soldiers half

guerillas, called Miguelets. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain I.

i. 41 A regular body of men was organized for that purpose
[as a government escort] all over Spain, and were called

Miquelites , from, it is said, one Miquel de Prats, an armed
satellite of. .Czesar Borgia. 1879 STEVENSON Trav. Ce-
&quot; ennes (1886) 186 Militiaman and Miquelet and dragoon.,
they had all been sabreing and shooting.

Mir, obs. form of MYRRH.
Mirabelle (mirabe-1). Also 8 mirabel. [a.

F. mirabelle.] A variety of plum.
1706 LONDON & WISE Retir d Gardner I. 41 The Mirabel

is a small Plum. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 287 Varieties of

plums. . Mirabeile. i86o^4// I ear Round No. 56. i3oThere
are varieties of the Mirabelle plum . . which annually bloom
profusely in England. 1890 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mirabelle, the
fruit of Primus armenoides. Mirabelle ofCorsica, the fruit

of Physalis alkekengi.

t Mirabilia rian, a. Obs. [f. L. mirabilia-

rius (see next) + -AN.] = MIKABILIAUY a.

1624 HP. MOUNTAGU Immed. Addr. 218 In opinion of

Tertullian.it is no safe proceeding by this [nV] Mirabiliarian

courses, to iustifie Inuocation of Saints or Angels.

t Mirabi liary, sb. and a. Obs. [ad. late L.
mirabilidrius miracle-monger, applied by Augus
tine to the Donatists.] A. sb. One who deals in

the marvellous; a collector of marvels.
1600 O. E. Repl. Libel II. iii. 50 The Mirabiliaries were

likewise condemned, for that by myracles, and prophecies,
they sought to confirme their religion. 1605 BACON Adv.
Learn, n. i. 4 The vse of this worke . . is nothing lesse then
to giue contentment to the appetite of Curious and vaine

wittes, as the manner of Mirabilaries [sic] is to doe.

B. adj. Characteristic of miracle-mongers .

1624 GEE Hold Fast 44, I haue formerly related some
iugling mirabiliarie tricks acted of late in this City.
t Mira-bilis. Obs. Short for AQUA MIBABILIS.
1673 DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode in. i. 35 She. .opens her

dear bottle of Mirabilis. 1687 SEDLEY Bellamira III. i,

Have you any mirabilis?

t Mira bilist. Obs. ff. L. mirabilis wonder
ful + -1ST.] One who works wonders.

1599 HARSNET Agst. Darcll 220 Vnto which kinde of

people, and seducing Mirabilistes, Master Darrell in his

practises with Somers, may well bee resembled. 1601

DEACO_N & WALKER Ans-.v. to Dctrcll 47 The most admir
able mirabilist, among all the mirabilistes vnder the heauens.

Mirabilite (mirre-bilait). Min. [a. G. mira-
bilit (Haidii)ger 1845) f. mod.L. (sal) mirabil-is

wonderful salt
,
the name given by Glauber to

sulphate of soda
(
Glauber s salt ) : see -ITE.]

Native sulphate of soda.

1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4).

t Mirabi lity. Obs. [ad. L. mirabilitas, n.

of quality f. mirabilis : see next and -ITY.] ? Ad
mirable quality.
a 1691 FLAVEL Navig. Spirit. (1770) 232 An art of exquisite

excellency, ingenuity, rarity, and mirability.

t Mi rable, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. mirabilis,
f. mirari to wonder : see -ABLE.]
A. adj. Wonderful, marvellous.

c 1450 Mirotir Sahiacioun 899 Now fylowes it for til here
hire mirable Conceyving. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.)

389 A ! myrable God, meche is thy myth. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

ff Cr. iv. v. 142. 1606 HOLLAND Sneton. 271 With mirable
sentences and Apophthegmc-s.

B. sb. Something wonderful
;
a wonder.

1646 GAULE Casts Consc. 33 The Arted Witch, or one

onely speculative upon the abstruse Mirables of Nature.

1653 H. WHISTLER Upshot Inf. Baptising Ye grave Fathers
& Bretheren, who find among the Mirables of Oxford

Library that Coat [etc.].

Mirabola(m, -lan(e, obs. ff. MYROBALAN.
t Mirabu ndous, a. Obs. [f.

L. mirabttndus

(i. mirari to wonder) + -ors.] Wonderful.
1694 MoTTEL x Rabelais (1737) V. 229 Our Auricles, per-

cuss d by Fame sonorous, Your mirabundous Acts have

brought before us.

t Mi rach. Obs. Forms : 5-6 mirac, 6 my-
rao, myracke, 6-7 miraoh(e, 7 myrach(e.
[med.L., a. Arab. ,fLe maraqq pi., the thin or

tender parts of the belly (Lane), f. root raqqa to

be thin or weak.] A name for the abdomen.
c 1400 Laiifranc s Cirurg. 169 Alle bese bingis banne ben

comprehendid in a
skyn

bat is fleischi & of lacertis maad, &
is clepid mirac, & is clepid be vttere wombe. 1528 PAYNEL
Salerne s Rcgim. C iij b, These ventosities gether to gyther
betwene the places of the bealye called mirac. 1541 R.
COPLAND (iuydon^s Quest. Chirnrg. H ij, Of howe many and
what & howe many pa_rtes

is the myrac composed. 1621
BURTON Anal. Mel. i. iii. n. ii. (1651) 200 If from the my-
rache, a swelling and wind in the Hypocondries. 1693 tr.

BlancarcTs P/iys. Diet. (ed. 2).

t Mira-chial, a. Obs. In 7 myrachiall. [f.

med.L. inirachia hypochondria (f. mirach: see

prec.) + -AL.] Hypochondriacal.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. iv. Of HypocondriacaU

or (lauious melancholy, which the Arabians call Myrachiall.
Miracle (mi-rak l), sb. Forms : 4 maracle,

-kle, meracull, -kill, mercle, miracil, -cyl,

-kel, myrakil(l, -kyl, 4-5 meracle, myrrakull,
4-6 myracle, 5 mirakelle, -ylle, 5-6 mirackle,
miracule, 6 mirakill, mirakle, myrackle, 2-
miracle. [a. OF. miracle, ad. L. miraculum
object of wonder (in Eccl. L. miracle), f. mirari
to wonder, f. mir-us wonderful. Cf. Pr. miracle,

Sp. milagro, Pg. milagre, It. miracolo.]
1. A marvellous event occurring within human

experience, which cannot have been brought about

by human power or by the operation of any natural

agency, and must therefore be ascribed to the

special intervention of the Deity or of some super
natural being ; chiefly, an act (e. g. of healing)

exhibiting control over the laws of nature, arid

serving as evidence that the agent is either divineV
or is specially favoured by God. Phrases, to do, f
t make, work, f show a miracle.
1 he L. iniracnltttn in this sense, though common in pa

tristic and later theology, is foreign to the Vulgate, in which
the Gr, words rendered miracle in the English Bible
enjjmoi sign , Tepav wonder , vVajiuc power or mighty
work , are translated respectively by signum, frctiigiuin,
and mrtns.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 (Laud MS.), He maket bur
ure Drthtm wunderlice & manifealdlice miracles. 1225
Leg. Kath. 1426 pan wes miracle muchel.

ciiy&amp;gt;
Kent. I

Serin, m O. E. Misc. 30 pis was be commencement of bo
miracles of ure louerde bet he made flesliche in erbe. a 1300
Cursor M, 177 Iesu..did be meracles sua rijf pat be luus
him hild in strijf. Ibid. 9512 Quat man es moght se sa
bright, pat suilk a man cuth think in thogrit pat mustre
bat mercle moght? CITO R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 23

!

God did faire miracle for Elfride bat houre. 11340 HAM- i

POLE Psaller xvii. 16 He shewyd many myrakils. 1377
LANCL. P. PI. B. xv. 438 porw myracles . . al bat marche
he torned To cryst and to crystendome. c 1380 WYCLIF
H ks. (1880) 288 pou seist bat myraclis & lyues of holymen approuen bis dowynge of be chirche. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xii. 139 This was the firste Myracle .. that Ma-
chomete dide in his jouthe. c 1440 Sir Gcnulhcr 743 (Breul)
He . . gyffus to bo mad hor wytte, And mony odur me-
racullus yytte. c 1511 ui Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd.
35^1 Saint Thomas doeth more myracles, than ony seynt
in heuen. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, v. iv. 41 Chosen from
aboue. .To worke exceeding myracles on earth. 1608 Bp.
HALL Epist. i. vi. 73 Miracles must be fudged by the doc
trine which they confirme ; not the doctrine by the miracles.
i6n BIBLE John iv. 54 This is againe the second miracle
that lesus did. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. iv. 62 A Miracle is a
Work that exceeds all the known Powers of Nature. 1756-7

tr. Keysler s Trav. (1760) I. 466 A St. Ignatius performing a
miracle, by Rubens, on another altar. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac.
i. 5 Miracles or visible suspensions of the order of nature
for a providential purpose, are not in contradiction to
reason. 1872 TENNYSON Gareth 4- Lytiette 1292 Wonders
ye have done; Miracles ye cannot.

b. In generalized sense.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 158 Al were he, puruh miracle, of barain

iboren [etc.]. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 106 That therof mai
be non obstacle, Bot if it stonde upon miracle, c 1430 LYDG.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 13 Lyke to the watyr of Archi-

declyne, Wiche be meracle were turned into wyne. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 264 Then you fled into this Abbey
heere, From whence I thinke you are come by_

Miracle.

1671 MILTON P. R. i. 357 Who brought me hither Will

bring me hence. . . By Miracle he may, reply d the Swain.

1742 VOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 131 Am I fond of life, Who scarce
can think it possible, 1 live? Alive by miracle ! 1855 MIL-
MAN Lat. Chr. ix. ix. IV. 256 By what was believed to be

miracle, which might be holy art. 1869 LIDDON Serin. Spec.
Occas, viii. (1897) 164 When we take up the Book of Jonah,
that which strikes us first of all . . is the degree in which
miracle pervades the whole narrative.

2. transf. in various uses, esp. as applied hyper-

bolically to an achievement seemingly beyond
human power, or an occurrence so marvellous as

to appear supernatural.
c 1386 CHAUCER A&quot;/. j T. 1817 A myracle ther bifel anon.

1586 Let. to Earle Leycesttr, etc. 12 The bottomlesse

graces and immeasurable benefits bestowed upon me by
the Almightie.,1 must., admire, .accounting them as well

miracles as benefites. 1633! . STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. xiv. 84
Captain Flower at Lysmore, wrought miracles against the
Rebels in those parts. 1638 JUKI us Paint. Ancients 95 Now
these miracles of Nature may seem to fall out by meere
chance. 1692 DRYDEN Cleomenes \\, it 17 O Miracle ! He
blushes ! 1738 WESLEY Ps. cxxxix. v, Lord to thy Works
of Nature join Thy Miracles of Grace ! 1824 R. STUART
Hist. Steam Engine 35 It would, indeed, have been a
miracle had a copy, of any equally unimportant book, been
found at such a distance of time in that unenviable situation.

1850 SCORESBY C/iemers Wkalem. Adv. xi. (1859) 145 She
was within a miracle of being upset. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 257 The moral miracles were, in these hundreds
of thousands, God s over-powering grace. 1903 Daily Mail
ii Sept. 3/1 There are two theories to account for the
radium *

miracle .

b. Phrase, To a miracle : so well or successfully
as to seem miraculous

; marvellously well.

1643 TRAIT Comm. Gen. xxxi. 27 Hypocrites are likened
to bull-rushes, which are green and smoolhe ; and he is

cuiious to a miracle, that can find a knot in them. 1672
DRYDEN Assignation i. i, Gad, sir, everything becomes you

complishing it to a miracle. 1882 STEVENSON ATew Arab.
Nts. (1884) 94, 1 understand my part to a miracle.

C. concr. A wonderful object, a marvel ; a

person or thing of more than natural excellence ;

a surpassing example ^/&quot;some quality.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 24 ^\t es pe heued of

(&amp;gt;at

beste with
J&amp;gt;e

homes halden and keped at Alisaunder for

a miracle. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbaclCs Hush. iv. (1586) 167
The bird appeereth as it were a myracle of nature. 1595
DAN!ELCY? JK&amp;lt;z/Mv.xiv. (1609) 117 That magnanimous King,
Mirror of vertue, miracle of worth, 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K,
a. iii. 33 O Miracle of Men t 1602 CAREW Eng. Tongue in

CtimdetCs Rem. (1614) 44 Take the miracle of our age Sir

Philip Sidney. 16x7 MORYSON Itin. in. 64 The Bridge at

London is worthily to be numbred among the miracles of

the world. 1709 J. LAW SON New Voy, Carolina 145 1 he

Humming-Bird is the Miracle of all our wing d Animals.

1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 543 p 3 Sir Isaac Newton, who
stands upas the miracle of the present age. 1797 COLERIDGE
Knbla Khan 38 It was a miracle of rare device. 1845
CRAIK Sk. Hist. Li!. Eng.\, 174 To Garrick, a miracle of

an actor,, .we owe [etc.].

f3. A miraculous story ; a legend. Obs.

(71386 CHAUCER Sir ThoAas Piol. i Whan seyd was al this

miracle, euery man As sobre was that wonder was to se.

4. One of a class of dramatic representations of

the Middle Ages based on the life of Our Lord
and the legends of the Saints. Now usually called

miracle play (see 5).

1303 R. BKUNNE Uandl. Synne 4659 I&amp;gt;at
make swyche

pleyys to any man As myracles and bourdys. c 1386 CIIAUCEK

Wife s Prol. 558 To pleyes of myracles and to mariages.
c 1394 / . PI. Crcde 107 At marketts & myracles we niedleb
vs nevere. 1798 in Archzeologta (1800) XIII. 237 But those

theatrical pieces called Miracles were their delight be

yond all others. 1852 HALLAM Lit. Ess. ff CAar., E. Eurof.
Drama 4 Geoffrey, afterwards abbot of St Alban s, while

teaching a school at Dunstable, caused one of the shows,

vulgarly called miracles, on the story of St. Catherine to be

represented in that town.

o. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly objective), as miracle-

abode^ -author
&amp;gt;

t miracles-doing^ miracle-making,

~mongcr (^hence -mongering}^ -worker, -working.
&\SQ miracle-breeding, /;w?/

r
adjs.; f miracle man,

one who performs miracles
; f miracle minter,

one who *
coins

*

fictitious miracles ; miracle play
= MIRACLE 4 ; f miracle player, one who takes

part in a miracle play; t miracle shop, con

temptuously for a shrine at which miracles are

reputed to be wrought.
1807 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) in Monthly Mag. Feb. i Me-

thinks I see them (sc. Chaucer s pilgrims] on the road To
Becket s *miracle-abode. 1749 LAVINGTON Enthns. Meth.

ff Papists (1820) 237 One of their famous * miracle-authors

declares, that one brother was so elevated . . that he boasted
of having visions of angels attending him. 18x4 MRS. J.

WEST Alicia de Lncy III. 174 By pacing at midnight the

flinty aisle of some ^miracle-breeding chapel, c 2440 Alpha-



MIRACLE.

f of Tales 305 Pe tone of bairn fell vnto (w syn of lichor

her- for God deprivid hym of *meracles-doyng. c 14

: syn of lichorie,

& her-for Go~d deprivid hym of *meracles-doyng. c 1449

PF.COCK Repr. n. viii. 188 Bi the seid euydencis of myraculb
do:

Pop. Impost. 103, I should haue acquainted you how the

*MiracIe-minter in his miracle booke doth solemnly tell vs,

that [etc.]. 1584 R. SCOT Discw. Witchcr. vm. i. (1886)

125 Why doo not these (meaniig *miraclemongers) ap

point some Siloah to swim in ? 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 93 We leaue to you the stile of Mirabiliary Miracle-

mongers. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 36 All the

pretences, both of heathen and of Christian miracle-mongers.
z88i A. B. BRUCE ChiefEnd Rev. iv. 182 Legendary tales

due to the . . *miracle-mongering spirit of the .. reporters.

1852 HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 517 *Miracle-plays were a

kind of church performance in the middle ages represent

ing the miracles wrought hy the holy confessors, and the

sufferings by which the perseverance of the martyrs was
manifested. 1875 WARD Eng. Dram. Lit. (1809) I. 41

Miracle-plays, on the other hand, are more especially con

cerned with incidents derived from legends of the Saints of

the Church, a 1400 Scrm. agst. Miracle-plays in Rel.Ant.
II. 46 Thtrfore to pristis it is uttirly forbedyn not onely to

been *myracle pteyere but also to heren or to seen myraclis

pleyinge. 1711 SHAFTKSB. Charac.(\Ty]} 11.328 The safest

station in Christianity is his who can be mov d by nothing
of this kind, and is thus *miracle-proof. 1629 DONNK Serm.
xxiv. (1640) 239 In the Romane church (where miracles for

every natural! disease may be had at some Shrine or

*miracle-shop, better cheap, then a Medicine ..). 1561 T.

NORTON Calvin s Inst. C. s Pref. A iv b, The Lorde hath

made vs ware agaynste suche *miracle workers. 1857
STANLEY Mem. Canterb. ii. (ed. 3) 103 His [Becket s] fame
as the great miracle-worker of the time, was increasing

every month. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xi. 3 They
haue exalted the power of the imagination to be much one
with the power of *Miracle-\vorking faith. 1867 MACFARREN

Harmony iv. (1876) 152 This miracle-working harmony.

Miracle (mi rak l), v. nonce-wd. [f. MIRACLE

sb.~\ a. refl. ?To be revealed by miracle, b. intr,

To work miracles.

x6xx SHAKS. Cymb. iv. 11.29 ^me not t^16 1
&quot;

Father, yet wbo
this should bee Doth myracle it selfe, lou d before mee.
a 1656 HALES Tracts (1677) 169 Their undaunted fortitude,

their power of miracling.

Miracle, corrupt form of MEEEL, a game.
t Mi raclely, adv. Obs. In 4 meraclelyche.

[f.
MIRACLE sb. + -LY 2.] By a miracle.

c 1410 Chron. Vilod. 1432 pey cryede god mercy alle
J&amp;gt;at

ny^t And meraclelyche god toke hede
J&amp;gt;erto.

tMi racler. Obs. [f. MIRACLE v. + -ER!.]
One who works miracles.

1676 Doctrine of Devils Ep. to Rdr. A ij, Who the

greater Miracler, Christ or Belial?

t Mrraclist. Obs. [f.
MIRACLE sb. + -IST.]

One who records miracles.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 113 Heare the Miraclist report

it, who himselfe was an Actor. Ibid. 125 The first honour
the Miraclist doth bestow vppon it [the cross] is this : that

it serued to discouer Sara to haue a deuil [etc.].

t Mira cular, a. Obs. [f.
L. mlraculitm

MIRACLE sb. + -AR.] Of or pertaining to miracle.

1728 NORTH Mem. Music (1846) 15, I waive the cure of
Saul s frenzy by Mustek as miracular. 1812 COLERIDGE in

Lit. Rent. (1836) I. 371 A scripture miracle, therefore, must
be so defined, as to express, not only its miracular essence,
but likewise the condition of its appearing miraculous.

t Mira culate, v. Obs. [f.
L. mlracuhim

MIRACLE sb. + -ATE 3.] trans. To produce by
means of a miracle.

1633 T. ADAMS Exf. 2 Peter \. 2 The vessels ^whereinto
Christ miraculated wine, were filled up to the brim.

t Miraculi fic, . Obs. [f. L. mTrdculum
MIRACLE sb. + -inc.] Performing miracles.

1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 478 Saint Francis

Xavier, the divine Heliotrope, or sacred Sun-flower, as he fol

lowed, in the course of his miraculific life . . that planet [etc.].

f Mira CUlist. Obs. [f. L. minuuhtm
MIKACLE sb. + -IST.] a. One who works miracles;
in quot. quasi-tf^&quot;.

b. A believer in miracles.
1666 H. STUBBE (title) The miraculist Conformist ; or, an

Account of several miraculous Cures performed by the

Stroking of the Hands of Valentine Greatarik. 1804
SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev. II. 200 It will be equally intelligible
to the reasoner and the miraculist. 1825 HONE Ei ery.day
Bk. I. 1394 Their biographers were miraculists.

Miraculize (mirse ki/Tfoiz), v. [f. L. mtrd-

cuhtm + -IZE.]

1. trans. To make miraculous; to consider as

miraculous.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. n. v. 335 You are search

ing Heaven and Earth for Prodigys, and studying how to

miraculize everything. 1891 MAX MULLER Anthrop. Relig.
Ptef. (1892) 16 A real historical fact.. which from very early

days
was miraculised and misinterpreted.

2. ? To work upon by miracle, nonce-use.

1751 LAVINGTON Enthus. Metk.
&amp;lt;$
Papists HI. (1754) 164

Whatever Miracles Mr. Wesley may bring to account;
I judge, that I ought to be impartial, . . though, in Conse

quence, I should be miraculized into Dread and Shame.

t MiraculO Slty. Obs. [as if f. L. mtracu-
los-us (see next) + -ITY.] The quality of being
miraculous.
1608 T. JAMES Afol. Wyclifys He preached against the

pretipsity, speciosity, and miraculositie, and sundry other

sophistications about images. 1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot.
Jer. 185 They do rather directly infringe and remoove the

miraculosity of them.
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Miraculous (miroe kirfbs), a. Also 6 mary-

culousse, miraculus, 6-7 myraculous(e. [ad.

F. miraculeux, ad. med.L. mfrdcutffs-ust
f. mtrd-

cul-um MIRACLE sb. : see -ous.]
1. Of the nature of a miracle ; produced or

j

effected by miracle ; beyond the agency of natural

laws; supernatural.
1502 Ord. Crystal Men (W. de W. 1506) v. ii. 366 These

operacyons dyuynes and maryculousses. 1605 SHAKS.
j

Macb. iv. iii. 147 A most myraculous worke in this good ,

King. 1651 HoBBKS Z^PioM. in. xx.xvi. 231 The miraculous !

power of foretelling what God would bring to passe. 1671
MILTON Samson 587 Why else this strength Miraculous yet !

remaining in those locks? 1704 NELSON /*&amp;gt;J*.
&amp;lt;V

Fasts \\\\\.
\

(1739) 287 The miraculous Gifts which the Apostles received.

1856 MAX MULLKR Chips (1880) II. xvi. 3 Men who^
had no

sense for the miraculous and supernatural. 1884 F. TEMPLK
Relat. Rclig. &amp;lt;y

Set. v. (1885) 156 They profess to have
miraculous power.

Tb. Concerned with miracles. Ohs.

ci54o tr. Pol. I erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 176 Ihon,

nrchebusshop of Yorcke,,.\vcnt into IJeverlaye, ..where at

this daye he is remembered with miraculus memorie. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay a Voy. iti. xix. 106 Of whom
they do say . . miraculous fable. 1845 Encycl, Metrop. II.

868/1 The testimony by which the miracles of our Lord arc

accredited is .. distinguished, by its strength, from that

which supports any other miraculous accounts.

2. transf.Qto&kyperbolical/y. (Cf. MIRACLE sb. 2.)

Resembling a miracle; so extraordinary as to

appear supernatural ; marvellous; astonishing.
In some of the earlier instances the sense may be directly

based on the primary sense of L. iniraculmn, object of

astonishment .

1573 (title} A letter sent by a Gentleman of England to I

his frende contayning a confutation of a French mans
errors in the report of the myraculous starre now shyninge.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 585 The miraculous workes that

8.
Marcius Rex performed. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $

wnnnv. (1603) 127 Neither is it miraculous amongst them
j

to see a manne live above an hundred and thirty or forty

yeares. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 623 For Murther, though
it haue no tongue, will speake With most myraculous
Organ. 1698 FRYER ^or. E. India $ P. 75 [A mountain]
on whose Summit was a miraculous Piece hewed out

of solid Stone. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extern^. 150
Twas communicated to me. .as a miraculous Experiment,

3. Of things (formerly also of persons) : Having
the power to work miracles ; wonder-working.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. vi. 334 In takne

of his rare and excellent halynes, .. he was miraculous,
canonizet and reknet with the haly number. 16x0 SHAKS.

Temp. n. i. 86 His word is more then the miraculous

Harpe. 1618 ROWLANDS Sacred Mem. 29 He miraculous
did heale them all. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerns. (1732)

132 A certain Sacrilegious Rogue took an opportunity to

steal away this Miraculous Picture. 1781 GIRHON Decl. fy

JF&quot;. xxxi. III. 247 The miraculous tomb of St. Fasli.v. 1850
MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 79 The flask is

always supposed to contain the miraculous oil which flowed

under her shrine. 187* MORLEY I oltaire (1886) 6 Some
miraculous soil, from which prodigies and portents spring.

b. In names of plants: miraculous berry, in

Western tropical Africa, applied by the English
residents to the fruit of Sideroxylon duhificum^
from its extraordinary power of rendering sour

substances intensely sweet (Trcas. Bot. 1866);
miraculous fruit, the fruit of Thaumatococcus or

Phrynium Danielli, native ofthe Soudan (Moloney
Forestry W. Afr. 1887, p. 428).

1 4. As adv.

1766 Gentl. Mag. July 331/1 The scenes,.. Shifting back
wards and forwards,. .And painted miraculous fine.

Miraculously (mirae kirflasli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LT ^.J In a miraculous manner ; by or as by
miracle ;

in a miraculous degree.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxcvi. 201 And whyle they were

there in great argument for this matyer . . a rode there !

beynge. .spake myraculously and said, that Dunstans waye
j

was good and trewe. 1^54 Act 1^2 Phil, fy Mary c. 10

4 He hathe hitherto miraculouslye preserved the Quenes
Mati9 from many greate and imminent perills and dangers.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. 1.40 Lochbroune in

commendatione has the first place, copious in herring
j

miracolousHe. 1656 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 203 note, An
elegie on the miraculously learned bishop ofArmagh [Usher],

1774 PENNANT TonrScotl.in 1772, 236 Preserved miraculously
fortwohundred years. 1885 Manch.Exam. 6 Apr. 5/2 Savages
.. prove almost miraculously quick in hearing and seeing.

Miraculousness (mirse ki#l3snes). ff. MI
RACULOUS a. + -NESS.] The condition, quality, or

state of being miraculous.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxvi. (1592) 410, 1 will not alledge
any miraculousnes. 1676 TOWERSON Decal. 297 They could
..outshine the laity, .by the miraculousness of their works.

1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) 1. 1. 67 The Miraculousness of
an Escape adds to the Pleasure and Joy of it. 1873 M.
ARNOLD Lit. ff Dogma (1876) 151 The more the miraculous-
ness of the story deepens, . .the more does the very air and
aspect of things seem to tell us we are in wonderland.

II Mirador (mzrad^r). Also miradore. [Sp.,
f. mirar to look.] a. A watch-tower, b. A turret

or belvedere on the top of a Spanish house.

1670 DRYDEN Conq. Granada i. i, Your valiant Son, who
had before Gain d Fame, rode round to ev ry Mirador. 1797

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 9/2 Few are without a mirador or

turret for the purpose of commanding a view of the sea.

183* W. IRVING Alhambra I. 112 The delightful belvidere,

MIRE,

originally a mirador of the Moorish Sultanas. 1888 Fall
Afall C. 4 Sept. 14/1 The curious miradores, or turrets on
the tops of the houses.

Mirage (mzravj). [a. F. mirage, 1. (si) minr
to look at oneself in a mirror, to be reflected.]

Originally, and still most commonly, that species
of optical illusion, common in hot countries, and

especially in sandy deserts, which consists in the

appearance of a sheet of water at some distance

from the spectator, where no water actually exists;

now frequently extended to include other forms of

optical illusions similarly produced by atmospheric
conditions, e. g. the appearance in the sky of a

reflected image of a distant object.

(1803 W. H. WOLLASTOS in Phil. Trans. XCIII. i The
phenomenon known to the French hy the name of tniragc,
which their army had daily opportunities of seeing, in theii

inarch through the deserts of Egypt.] 1837 CAKI.YLE fr.

Rtv. (1872) II. I. iv. 29 Mirage, or shadow of still waters

painted on the parched ground. 1861 Court Li/t at Naples
II. 106 The thirsty traveller in the desert pants to attain

the cooling stream in the far distance. Alas I tis but a

mirage ! 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xiii. 270 The mirage
lifted them at times half-way to the clouds. 1885 JHNNINGS
& LOWF. in Expositor Aug. 130 Isaiah (xxxv. 7} certainly
mentions the mirage .

b. f,s.

1812 SOL-THEV Ess. iv. 81 Against this Goliath of the philo-

sophistical Canaanites [Godwin], Mr. Malthus slept forth,

at a time when the mirage in which Goliath had made his

appearance was pretty well dispersed, and had left him in

his natural dimensions. 1825 COLERIDGK Aids Rcjl. (1848)

I. 130 If the self.examinant will .. exchange the safe circle

of religion and practical reason for the shifting sand-wastes

and mirages of speculative theology. 1876 LOWELL Among
my l&amp;gt;ks. Ser. Ii. 141 They lie beyond the hori/on of the

every-day world and become visible only when the mirage
of fantasy lifts them up.
Hence Mira-ge v., to affect with mirage ;

Mira 1-

gcous a., of or pertaining to a mirage ;
Mira -

geously adv., as a mirage ;
Mira gy a., of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of a mirage.
1890 GUNTER ]\liss Nobody iii, Atmosphere so clear that

thirty miles would look as ten, did not a blazing sun make
a heat mist that seems to mirage everything. 1895 ^
WRIGHT 1 altnyra ^ ZenoHa xxiii. 259 Magnified by the

miragy atmosphere. 1905 Blackiv. Mag. July 81/2 ]iy the

side of a deep mirageous lagoon there sprang up a deep
mirageous homestead. Ilnd., I pictured her mirageously
there on the deep verandah, looking out, waiting for me.

II Mirajuoliil (mine nwUn). Hist. Also ma-
ramoline. [Sp., corruption of Arab, amirii l

mfimiiiln Commander of the Faithful
.]

The

European designation in the Middle Ages of the

Emperor of Morocco.
1779 Hist. Mod. Europe I. 302 He invited the miramolin

of Africa into Spain. 1840 HROWNING bordello Wks. 1896
I. 126/2 Saracenic wine The Kaiser quaffs with the Mara-
moline.

t Mira udous, a. [f. L. mlrand-vs (gerundive

pple. of mlran to wonder at) + -ous.] Wonderful.

1652 GAULE RTagastrom. 47 Because of some mirandous
or stupendious things, either effected or foretold, &c.

Mirbane (maMtKin). [Of obscure origin : F.

mirbane is in Littre 1885.] Essence of mirbane,

oil of mirbane. nitrobenzol used in perfumery.
1857 MILLER Elem. C/am., Org. ix. (1862) 656 It [Nitro.

benzol] has a very sweet taste, and an odour resembling
that of bitter almonds, which has led to its use in perfumery
under the name of Essence of Mirbane,

Mire, Mircken, Mirckenes, obs. ff. MIRK a.,

MmKEN, MIKKNESS.

Mird, v. Sc.

1. intr. To meddle. Also, to sport amorously.
1614 BP. P. FORBES To a Recusant 27 (Jam.) Except that

there perhaps he thought some occasion might be catched

to calumniat, or that there was ministred to him some
matter of mirding. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 91 Tis nae
to mird with unco fouk ye see, Nor is the blear drawn easy
o er her ee. 1:1768 in Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1875)

360/1 He there wi Meg was mirdin seen. 1806 R. JAMIE-
SOS Pop. Ball. II. 335 Wi

1

lasses I ne er mean to mird or

to mell.

2. trans. To attempt, to venture.

?ci74o J. SKINNER Christinas Ba ing vii. Misc. Coll.

Poetry (1809) 125 He squeel to her like a young gyte, But
wad na mird to gang Back a

1

that day. 1863 JANET HAMIL
TON Poems

&amp;lt;$

Ess. 300 But the nameless, though giftit, are

cauP i the yird, Ere a sang or a word i
1

their praise she

wull mird !

Mird, variant of MERD Obs., excrement.

1669 COKAINE Ovid 63 Oyntments Made of the spawn of

Snakes, Spittle of Jews, And Mird of Infants.

Mire (maiaj), so.1 Forms : 4-8 myre, 4-6
myr

&amp;gt; 4-5 myere, 4 meore, mir, mure, muyre,
5-7 myer, 5-6 moyre, 6 rnier, 4- mire. [ME.
mire, a. ON. myr-r fern. (mod.Icel. myri, Sw. myr,
Da. myre, myr) : OTeut. *miuzj& : *meuzjA f.

*meus- (cf. OE. mcos moss, OHG. mios, MHG.
mits\ ablaut-var. of *mus- : see Moss.]
1. A piece of wet, swampy ground; a boggy

place in which one may be engulfed or stick fast.

Also in generalized sense, swampy ground, bog.
13. . Exec. Simon Fraser in Pol. Songs (Camden) 216

Now Kyng Hobbe in the mures ?ongeth. 13. . Sir Bcnes

(A.) 2023 And in a mure don him cast. 1387 TREVISA ffigden

(Rolls) VI. 379 It stondeth in water mareys and meores.

1393 LANGI.. P. PI. C. iv. 384 Bote stande as a stake
J&amp;gt;at



MIRE.

stykeb in a muyre. 14.. Sir Beues (MS. S.) 638 So he

smote on her sweres pat her hedes fel on be myres. a i4&amp;lt;-

50 Alexander 2986 Sum ware dreuyn doun in dikis sum in

depe myrys [MS. Dubl. mires], r 1440 Sir Gowther 417

(Breul) He toke his speyre . . And spard nodur myre ne

more; Forthe at bo yatus on hors he went. 1542 UDALL
Erasm. Apoph. 222 When he had dispeched theim out of

the moyre. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Forme 539

Where the ground .. yeeldeth forth such a continuall

moisture, that the smallest trampling or treading therupon

bringeth it to a veiie myre. 1789 BLAKE Songs Innoc.,

Little Boy Lost 7 The mire was deep. 1887 RIDER

HAGGARD She xxviii, For three whole days through stench

and mire.. did our bearers struggle along.

trans/. 1819 SHELLEY Mask ofAnarchy x, Over English
land he passed, Trampling to a mire of blood The adoring
multitude.

b. fig. esp. in phrases, e. g. : To bring, drag, lay,

leave, slick in the mire ;
tofind oneself in the mire.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 286 Synne . . bryngij* his doere

into&amp;gt;e same myre &amp;gt;at
lie eschewib. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 508

He sette nat his benefice to hy re, And leet his sheepe encom-

bred in the Myre. Manciple*s T. 186 A thousand folk hath

rakel Ire ffully fordoon and broght hem in the Mire. 1390
GOWER Con/, II. 93 And of his Slouthe hedremethofte How
that hestickethinthe Myr. c 1440 York Myst. xxxvii. Bj6,
I schall

}&amp;gt;e prove be right resoune, j?ou
motes his men in to

be myre. 1535 COVERDALE Ps, Ixviii. i The waters are come
in euen vnto my soule. I stickefast in the depe myre. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Mortimer xv, The subtyll quean [i.e. Fortune)

behynde me set a trap, wherby to dashe and laye all in the

myre. 1607 SHAKS. Tiwon \. ii. 60 Honest water, which nere

left man i th
1

mire. 1622 BACON in Spedding Life (1874* VII.

385 That thrice noble prince. .will help to pull me. .out of

the mire of an abject and sordid condition. 1741 YOUNG A7.

Th. vi. 216 For sordid lucre plunge we in the mire? 1859
KINGSLEV Misc. (1860) I. 338 Drowning in the horrible mire
of doubt. 1884 Pall Mall G. 9 Sept. 1/2 Sir PMmund
Hornby. .when he leaves the general for the particular finds

himself in the mire.

2. Wet or soft mud, slush, dirt. Often in

allusions to 2 Pet. ii. 22.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 70 William wasoglyft, his

helm was fulle of myre. 1471 RII-LEV Cojnf. Alch. iv. v. in

Ashm. (1652) 145 Clay and Myer. i$a6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 206 Whiche threwe stones and clottes of myre at

hym. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Pet. ii. 22 The sowe that was
waszhed [is turned agayne] vntohir walowynge in the myre.
[So 1611.] 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 1010 What follie then To
boast what Arms can doe, since thine no more Then Heav n

permits, nor mine, though doubld now To trample thee as

mire. 1755 YOUNG Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 157 He is an
immortal being, that would lose none of its most darling
delights, if he were a brute in the mire. 1755 JOHNSON. Mire,
mud ; dirt at the bottom of water. 1837 LYTTON E. Mal-
tiav. ii The roads were heavy with mire. 1871 R. ELLIS
tr. Catullus xvii. 9 Headlong into the mire below topsy
turvy to drown him.

b. Jig. or in figurative context.

13.. E. E. AllU. P. B. 1113 pa^ J&amp;gt;ou
be man fenny, &al to-

marred in myre whyl J?ou on molde lyuyes. 1765-78 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 279 Thus the mire of sordid appetite
must be the soil wherein to plant them all. 1882 MRS. LYNN
LINTON in Life xvii. (1901) 238 Turn where you will you see

pain and sacrifice the root of the lily in the mire.

C. nonce-uses. A mass of dirt.

1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 1338 Until a stumble, and
the man s one mire ! 1877 TENNYSON Harold iv. iii, What
late guest,, .caked and plaster d with a hundred mires, Hath
stumbled on our cups?
3. attrib. and Comb.

t
as mire-fir ,

-hole ; mire-

deep adj.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes fy Leg. xii. (1857) 187 Helen hastily

lighted a bundle of mire-fir. 1835 HALIBURTON Clockin.
Ser. i. (1837) 73 Over ditches, creeks, mire holes, and flag

ponds. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities m. i, The mire-deep
roads.

4. Special comb. : mire-bumper Sc. t the bit

tern (Jamieson 1808-25); mire-crow, the laugh
ing gull, Lants ridibundiis ;

mire-duck Sc. 9 the

wild duck, Anas boscas (Swainson Prov. Names
Birds 1885) ;

also U.S. the common duck (Cent.

Diet?) ; mire-pipes dia?.
t stockings without feet.

Also MIRE-SNIPE.
1678 RAY Willttghby s Ornith. 347 The Pewet or Black

cap, called in some places the Sea-Crow and Mire-Crow.
180? J. HALL Trav. Scot/. II. 608 Mire-pipes or stockings
without feet.

tMire, st&amp;gt;% Obs. Cf. PISMIRE. [ME. mire

(? : OE. *mire wk. fern., found only in Benson s

Anglo-Saxon Diet., but possibly genuine) cor

responding to MDu. miere (Du. mzer), MLG.,
mod.LG. mire (whence rare mod.HG. miere}.
If the word is the formal equivalent of Sw. myra (OSw.

also myr). Da. tnyrct the OTeut. type may have been either

*ntenzjdn- (-Welsh niytvion, ants) or winrjon , related by
ablaut to ON. tnaur-r (Norw. tttaur, OSw. rnffr) whence the

synonymous northern ME. MAUR. Another hypothesis is

that the Eng. and LG. forms represent an OTeut. *mir6n-
t

unconnected with the Scandinavian wordsand not otherwise
found exc. perh. in the doubtful Crim-Goth. iniera ; some
scholars would refer this to the root *mlg- (see MIG), so that
the etymological notion would be the same as that in the
synonymous LG. mig-ente (Woeste), mig-xweken (Scham-
bach) ; if so the compound PISMIRE expresses the idea twice
over.

_
Outside Teut. several langs. have names for the ant

of similar
so_und

to the Teut. words here mentioned, though
the difficulties in the way of admitting etymological con
nexion have not yet been removed : cf. Zend tnaotri, Or.
MvpMlf (and L. formica from *mortnica\ OSI. mravija
(Uuss. Hypaeeft), Olrish woirb, Welsh mtr.\

An ant. (Cf. MAUR, PISMIRE.)
c Z3so Bestiary 234 De mire is ma^ti. Ihia. 273 De mire

fnuned us mete to tilen.

488

I! Mire (nwr), sb.% [F. mire t vbl. sb. f. mirer to

look at, to sight a gun.]
1. Gunnery. Quoin of mire [

= F. a5?
&amp;gt;&]

:

see quot.
1797 Ewytl* Brii-

&amp;lt;

ed - 3) Y11I- 233/2 The quoin of mire,
which are pieces of wood with a notch on the side to put
the fingers on, to draw them back or push them forward
when the gunner points his piece.

2. Astr. (See quot.)
1885 E. S. HOLDEN in Sidereal Messenger (Minn.) III.

301 A mire or meridian mark, eighty feet distant.

t Mire, a. Obs. [f. MIRE sb. 1
] Miry.

c 1430 Pallad. on Hnsb. i. 791 Yit if thy garth be mire,
a diche may stonde. 1441 in Pluntpton Corr. (Camden)

p. lx, The said misdoers followed, and drove them into

a mire more. 1557 TUSSER 100 Points Ifusb. xxxviii, When
pasture is gone, and the fildes mier and weate. c 1656 MIL
TON Sonn. to Lawrence^ Now that the Fields are dank, and

ways are mire.

Mire (mai^i), v.1 Forms : 5-7 myre, 6-7
myer, 6 myar, myir, 4- mire. [f.

MIRE
j/;.l]

I. trans. 1. To plunge or set last in the mire.

(Chiefly m passive.) Also reft.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Hen. VI, xxxiv, Whomoyled to remove
the rocke out of the mud, Shall myer him selfe. 1574
HELLOWES Guenaras f- ant. Et&amp;gt;, (1577) 354 There be so

many quagmires, wherein to be myred. 1576 NEWTON
Lemnifs Complex. (1633) 179 As among Fishes, Eeles, and
other slippery Fishes that lye still myering themselves in

mudde. a i6s6UssHERX. vi. (1658) 706 The Souldiers of

Caesar and Antonius were mired in the fens of Philippi.

175* CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 207 Some of them were mired
in it [sc. a slough]. 1832 LYELL/V/MT. Geol. II. 276 Where
terrestrial quadrupeds were mired.

b. fig. To involve in difficulties. Formerly
often, fto discomfit or confound, esp. in a dispute.
c 1400 Beryn 3388 And nowe we be I-myryd, he letith vs

sit aloon. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus n, 936 With the
missiue that sa oft did him myir. ^1570 Durham Defies.

(Surtees) 264 He. .was so myerd and blinded, by reason of
the said stroks. 1577-87 STANYHURST Chron. IreL 86/1 in

Holinshed, This is a doubtie kind of accusation., wherein

they are stabled and mired at my first denial!. 1688
PRIOEAUX Valid. Orders Ch. Eng. 74 You having been
mir d amongst abundance of Absurdities, .already. 1728
EARBERY tr. Burners S/. Dead I. 39 But further we shall

be mired in the Difficulties of their Hypothesis. 1778 Con
ciliation 7 Mir d and flound ring in th unbottom d Pit.

1847 EMERSON Poems (1857) 185 Or mired by climate s gross
extremes. 1852 J. BRUCE Biog. Samson iii, (1854) 70 It

[marriage] threatened to mire him for ever in domestic

wrangling and broils. 1896 FR. H. BURNETT Lady ofQnal,
xvi, A devil grins at me and plucks me back, and taunts
and mires me.

c. Of bogs, mud, etc. : To hold fast, entangle.
1889 T. N. PAGE In Ole Virginia (1893) 175 The marsh on

either side would have mired a cat. 1892 A. E. LEE Hist.
Columbus (Ohio) I. 273 The bog., began to dry up, but not

sufficiently to prevent it from hopelessly miring the village
cows.

2. To bespatter or soil with mire or filth
;
to defile.

lit. an. _.
1508 KENNEDIE Flytingw. Dnnlar 472 And myritthaym

wyththymvktothemydmast. 1530 PALSGR. 636/1, 1 myar,
I beraye with myar. je crotte. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat.
I. i. Aii b, Janyvere That myrethe all the costs wyth slete.

*SW SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 135 Smeer d thus and mir d
with infamie. 1622 MABBE tr. A/Mian s Guzman (CAlf. \.

228 Being myred in the Winter with durt. 1751 JOHNSONRambler No. 116 F 2, I. .did not come home, .mired and
tanned. 1851 BORROW Lavengro Ixix, I wonder how my
horse s knees are ; not much hurt, I think only mired.

185* M. ARNOLD Tristram fy Isenlt m. 171 Her palfrey s

flanks were mired and bathed in sweat. 1868 TENNYSON
Lucretius 159 Strangers at my hearth Not welcome, harpies
miring every dish.

II. intr. 3. To sink in the mire, be bogged.
t Also with down.
1607 SHAKS. Thnon iv. iii. 147 Paint till a horse may myre

upon your face. 1762 MILLS Syst. Pract. Husl. I. 152 It

ploughed very tough, and the cattle mired in some places.
1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 25 Oct. an. 1775 No
horse could have dragged his legs after him he must have
mired-down. 1865 VISCT. MILTON & CHEADLE N. West
Passage ly Land 283 We had been delayed and harassed
every day by the horses miring.

t Mire, z&amp;gt;.

2 Obs. Also 7 myre. [a. F. mirer ~
It. mirare, Sp., Pg. mirar : popular L. mjrare to
look at, from class. L. mirari (prc-class. mtrare)
to wonder : see MIRACLE

sl&amp;gt;.]
trans. To look at

in a mirror.

c-i*y&amp;gt;Pilgr.Lyf Manhode i. cv. (1869) 56 A mirrour. .in
whiche al the world may mire him wel and considere him.
1640 tr. Verdere s Rom. Rom. in. io6Shebythe light of two
Tapers, .myred her self in his eyes.

tMire, z*- 3 Obs. [a. L. mtrarl: see MIRACLE.
The dial, mire to wonder is perh. aphetic for admire.}
intr. To wonder.

1582 STANVHURST ^Eneis iv. (Arb.) 104 Heere but alas he
myred what course may be warelye taken.

Mire, obs. dat. sing. fern, of MINE/w.
Mire, obs. form of MAR v. ; variant of MERI.
Mired (mai-^d),///. a. [f. MIRE v* + -ED!.]
1. Stuck fast in the mire, bogged.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii. vi. (1624) 285 As a myred

horse that struggles at first with all his mi^ht and mnine to

get out. 1857 KINCSLEY Two Y. Ago 11/91 Cowards, old
Odin held ..sank, .like mired cattle, to all eternity in the
unfathomable peat-slime.

b. transf. nndySg&quot;.
Involved in difficulty, perplexed.

1513 DOUGLAS /Knets ix. in. 106 Rutylianvs wolx aflfrayit

wyth myndts myrit.

MIRIFICOUSLY.

2. Bespattered with mire
;
soiled or discoloured

with mud or mire.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. i. iv. (1612) 13 The. .Sunne..did
shine vpon the oosie plashes myerd.

Mire-drum (mai Udrtmi). dial. Forms :

4-8 myre-dromble, 4 mir-drommel, 5 myre-
dromylle, 6 myr-drumnyl, 7 mire-drumbel,
7- mire-drum. [ME. myre (tremble, formed by
substitution of MIRE sb.1 for the first portion of

some variant of the name for the bittern, which

appears in OE. as rdradumbldj rdredumla.
The original form and etymology of the word are obscure,

but the OE. form (with which cf. rdrian to ROAR) seems to

be more primitive than those in continental Teut., which
have evidently been influenced by popular etymology.
OHG. had horotumil (as if mire-tumbler \ f. horo mire +
stem of titmSn, tumaldn to tumble) and horo tufri/fas if

1

mire-

diver ). The MHG. rdrtzimel, mod. G. rohrdommel, MDu.
roesdotnmer, rosdomp, mod. Du. roerdomt, have the first

element assimilated to the word for reed. MHG. and early
mod.G. have several forms with inserted r in the second ele

ment, as roredrumbelj -drummel, -trummel, rardrtinnnel,
etc. (see Diefenbach Gloss, s.v. Onocrotalus] ;

the alteration

may be of onomatopoeic origin, and perh. arose indepen
dently in Ger. and Eng.]
The bittern.

1398 TREVISA Earth, De P. R. xn. xxviii. (Tollem. MS.),
The mirdrommel is calde onacrotalus. Ibid, xxxvi, A
myre dromble, (at is a brid of

\&amp;gt;e marreyes. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 50 A Buttir, vbi myre dromylle. 1500 Ortits Voc. in

Cath. Angl. 50 note, Myrdrumnyl or a buture. 1668

CHARLETON Onontasticon 103 The white, and spoon- bill d

Heron, or Shoveler, or Mire-drumbel. 16781 RAY Willitghby&quot;s

Ornith. 282 The Bittour or Bittern or Mire-drum. 1794 W.
HUTCHINSON Hist. Cumbld. I. 18/2 The bittern. .. In the

spring it makes a loud bellowing kind of noise. From which
it is called in Cumberland Mire-Drum. 1866 Inverness

Courier 4 Jan., We refer to the bittern of British Zoology,

provincially, the bog-bumper and miredrum.

Mire sauce, variant of MERESAUCE Obs.

Mrre-snipe. Sc. [f. MIRE sbl + SNIPE : cf.

ON. myri-snipa (Edda Gl.).] The common snipe,

Scohpax gallinago.
Also in phr. to catch a ittirf-sni/&amp;gt;et to fall in the mire ;

hence fig. an accident, mishap (Jam.).
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 213 The Martoune.the Murcoke,

the Myresnype. 1847 Zoologist V. 1908 The snipe. .known
by the name of the mire-snipe.

Miret. dial. (Cornwall). The common tern.

1838 J. COUCH Cornish Fauna \. 27 Common Tern..
Miret ; a name which from this Species is extended indis

criminately to the whole genus.

Mirhe, obs. form of MYRRH.
+ Miri. Obs. rare. [a. OF. mirie, mire : L.

mediating A physician.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 22 For bi sal sho do als te

wyse miri [L. tnedicus]Ao$t fc&amp;gt;at wyl hele be seke* Ibid. 23

pan sal J&amp;gt;abbes do als te sle^e miri [L. tnedicus],

Miri, obs. form of MERRY a. and adv.

Miriad, obs. form of MYRIAD.
t Miri dical, a. Obs.~ In 7 erron. mira-

dical. [f. late L. miridic-us (Quicherat), f. mir-us

wonderful + die- wk. stem of diccre to say : see

-AL.] Speaking wonderful things. Hence f Miri -

dically adv.

165^ GAL-LE Magastrom. 215 Those things that are miri-

dically done by the Devill and magicians. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.) Miradical [sic], that speaks strange things.

Mirie, obs. form of MERRY.
Mirific (msiri-rik), a. rare. Forms: 5 myri-

fyke, myryfyke, 8 miriflck, 7- mirific. [a. F.

mirijiqitet
ad. L. mirificus, f. mirus wonderful +

-Jicus (see -Pic). Cf. It., Pg. mirifico, Sp. mirljico.}

JDoing wonders ; exciting wonder or astonishment ;

marvellous. Now $\\e\\y jocular.
i49oCAXTON Eneydos vi. 24 Hiely decoredbymerueyllous

artes and myryfyke. a 1693 Urquhart s Rabelais m. iv.

45 In., very few years you should be sure to see the sancts . .

more numerous, wonder-working, and mirifick. 1727 BAILEY
vol. II, Mirijick, 1831 Examiner 291/2 They have accom

plished something mirific. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxxi,
That man educates a mirific family. 1853 Blacfov, Mag.
LXXIII. 635 The mirific diminishment of the contents of the

brandy-bottle

tMiri fical, a. Obs. Also 7 mirificall.

[Formed as prec. + -AiA] =
prec.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 1196 That yeeld sweet

odors most mirificall. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mirifical..
marvellous. 1819 T. L. PEACOCK Alis/ort. Elphin 173

Merry England, .was.. a phrase which must be a mirifical

puzzle to any one.

t Miri ficenCG. Ot&amp;gt;s.~ [ad. late L. miri-

fcentia, f. mirificus (cf. MAGNIFICENCE).] The
attribute of doing wonders.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Mirificence^ doing wonders.

t Miri Scent, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. intrificent-)

altered stem (cf. MAGNIFICENT) of mirijic-us

MIRIFIC.] Doing wonders ; wonder-working.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. xviii. 66 The more general

Notion of Enchantment, Agrippa defines.. to be nothing
but The conveiance of a certain mirificent power into the

thing enchanted by virtue of the words and breath of the

Enchanter.

t Miri ficOUSly, adv. Obs.
[f.

L. mlrijic-its

MIRIFIC a. + -ous -f -LY 2
.] Wonderfully.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou s
DisJ&amp;gt;,

602 It mirificously conduces

to the freeing the liver.

Mirily, Mirinea, obs. ff. MERRILY, MERKINESS.



MIRINESS.

Miriness (maio rines). Also 6 myrinesse,

7 mieriness. [f. MIBY a. + -NESS.] Miry con

dition or quality.
a 1608 SIR F. VERB Coinin. (1657) 21 A dike or causey, ..

most used in winter by reason of the lownesse and myrinesse
of the country. 1649 BLITHE Eg, Iittprav. [mpr, (1653) 12

Another cause of Barrenness is Bogginess or Mieriness,

1755 JOHNSON, Miriness, dirtiness, fullness of mire.

Mirinesse, obs. form of MEEBINESS.

Miring (maii rirj),
vbl. sb. Also 6 mireing.

[f.
MIRE v. + -ING !.]

1. The state of becoming entangled in a mire.

1556 Act 8 Eliz, c. 8 i W *out daunger and peryll of the

mireyng drowning and perishing of the same [horses], 1657
R. LIGOM Barbadoes (1673) 29 Because their Cattle shall

not be in danger of miring or drowning. 1888 Century
Mag. Mar. 657/2 As long as everything is frozen solid there

is. .no danger from miring.
2. The action of covering with mire ; a be

spattering.
1641 SMECTYMNUUS Answ. (1653) Post. 89 The tearing of

Hoods and Cowles, the miring of Copes,, .in the scuffle.

Mirinkaleon : see MYRMELEON.

tMi-rish, a. Obs. Also 8 myrish. [f. MIKE
ji.l + -ISH.] Of the nature of mire ; miry ; foul.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) To HoiiourofO Toole Wks. 11.

17/2 Thou Hast made them skip o r bogs and quagmires
mirish. 1719 D UKFEY Pills (1872) IV. 326 In that same
myrish, bloody Fen.

Mirites, obs. variant of MIRRITE.

Mirk, Mirky, etc., var. forms of MURK, etc.

Mirled (m5jld),///. a. Sc. [var. of MARLED
///. a. 2 ] Speckled, spotted.

1885 Times 4 June 10/6 Exhibition of Collies. . .A curiously
marked blue mirled and white specimen.

Mirligoes (me rligoz), sb. pi. Sc. Also mer-
ligoes, merrily-goes, mirlegoes, mirlygoes.

[Cf. Sc. dial, mirl to turn round, to be giddy.]

Dizziness, vertigo ; esp. in the phrase in the mirli

goes : in a state of dizziness.

1773 FERGUSSON Ghaists 46 Or else some kittle cantrip
thrown, I ween, Has bound in mirlygoes my ain twa ein.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxviii, My head s sae dizzy with the

mirligoes. 1893 J. A. BARRY S. Brtnvns
Bniiyij*, etc. 99

They havena muckle Hkin for sic a med cin . It gives them
the mirligoes.

II Mirliton. Mas. 1 0bs. Also erron. mir-
loton. [F. mirlilon reed pipe ; of onomatopoeic
origin (Littre).] A toy pipe.
1819 MOORE Mem. (1853) III. 9 The crowd of dancers,

mountebanks, mirloton players [etc.]. 1895 in Funk s
Stand. Diet.

Mirly, variant of MARLY a.2 Sc.

t Mirmillon. Obs. rare*, [ad. L. mirmitton-

*/.] A kind of gladiator.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mirmillon.

Mirmydan, -den, -don, obs. ff. MYRMIDON.
Miro (mi Ttf). New Zealand. [Maori.] The

black pine of Otago, Podocarpusferruginea. Also
miro-tree.

1835 W. YATE Ace. N. Zealand (ed. z) 45 Miro. .grows to
the height of from forty to sixty feet, with a diameter of not
more than thitty inches. 1875 LASLETT Timber 308 The
miro-tree is found in slightly elevated situations in many
of the forests in New Zealand.

Mirobalan(e, -bolan, obs. ff. MYROBALAN.
Miroir, obs. form of MIRROR sb.

Mirondones, obs. pi. of MYRMIDON.
II Miroton (nuroton). Cookery. [Fr.] (Seequots.)
1723 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Miroton, a culinary Term,

being a Kind of Farce, and usuallyserv d up foraSide-dish,
and may be made several Ways, 1877 Casselfs Diet.

Cookery 1177 Miroton, small thin slices of meat about as

large as a crown piece made into ragouts of various kinds,
and dished up in a circular form.

Mirour, obs. form of MIRROR sb.

t Mironrer. Obs. Also mirorer. [f. mirour
MIRROR sb. + -ER 2

.] A maker of or dealer in

mirrors.

1309 in Cal. Let. Bk. D. Land. (1902) 38 [25 Nov. 1309
Roger de Elvedene] mirourer [admitted], 1320 Rolls of
Farlt. I. 382/2 Ad Petitionem Johannis le Mirorer.

Mirr, mirra, obs. ff. MYRRH. Mirre, obs. f.

MERRY. Mirrer, obs. f. MIRROR. Mirrette,
obs. f. MERIT. Mirrh(e, obs. ff. MYRRH.
Mirrines(se, obs. forms of MERRINESS.
Mirriounis, obs. Sc. pi. form of MORION.
Mirrold, obs. form of MIRROR sb.

Mirror (mi rai), sb. Forms : 4-8 mirrour(e,
4-7 mirour, 4-6 myrour(e, myrrour(e, 4-5
meror, merour(e, 4 merrour(e, merrur, mirrur,
mirur, 5 raero, merowe, merowr, merrowre,
merur(e, murrour, myrowre, myrrore, myr-
row, 6-8 miroir, 6 miror, mirrhour, mirrold,
Sc. murrur, 7-8 mirroir, myrhorr, 6- mirror.

[ME. mirour, a. OF. mirour, mireor, mireoir,
earlier (nth c., Rashi) miradoir (mod.F. miroir)
: popular L. *miratorium, f. *mirare to look at

(class. L. mirari to wonder, admire, whence

MIRACLE) : see -ORY. Pr. had mirador-s, and It.

miralore, miradore, in the same sense (both rare) ;

Sp., Pg. mirador has the meaning of watch-tower.

t
The Eng. spelling rnir(r)oir, almost confined to the 1 7th c,,

is due to the influence of mod.Fr.)
VOL. VI.
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I. Literally (or with obvious metaphor}.
1. A polished surface which reflects images of

objects, formerly made of metal, now ordinarily
of glass coated with amalgam ;

a looking-glass.
Also rarely^ the coated glass of which mirrors are

made.
c 1225 Diet. y. de Garlandc in Wright Voc. 123 Willelmus,

vicinus noster, habet . . specula (myrrys [? read myrurys]).
c 1315 SHOKEHAM 7 Sacraments 727 To-slyfte A[l ty] myrour
bou my^t fol wel, liote naujt J&amp;gt;e ymage schifte. 1413
Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxvi. 71 In a ful lytel myr-
roure thou myght see as grete an ymage as in another
that is double more. 1483 Cath. Angl. 236 To loke in

Merowe, specvlari. 1590 SPENSER /&quot;. Q. i. iv. 10 And in

her hand she held a mirrhour bright. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 478 No plates might be driuen by the hammer, nor
mirroirs made, but of the best and purest sillier. 1634 SIR
T. HERBERT Trar. 59 Stones., so well polisht, that they
equall for brightnesse a steele mirrour. 1766 FORDYCF,
Serm. Yng. Worn. (1767) II. vin, 43 Next morning the
mirror is consulted again. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xxiii,

Mirrors were dim as with the breath of years. 1898 G. B.
SHAW Plays II. Candida 81 A varnished wooden mantel

piece, with neatly moulded shelves, tiny bits of mirror let

into the panels.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylns i. 365 Thus gan he make a myr-
! rour of his mynde. 1593 B. BARNES Partht-nophil Madr.

xi. 4 in Arb. Garner V. 370 Thine Eyes, mine heaven ! ..

made mine eyes dim mirrolds of unrest. 1602 SHAKS. Ham.
in. ii. 24 Playing . . whose end . . is, to hold as twer the
Mirrour up to Nature, a 1633 G. HERBERT yacula. Prud.
296 The best mirrour is an old friend. 1677 GALE Crt.

Gentiles II. iv. 94 The Divine Law is called perfect, as it is

an absolute perfect Miroir or Glasse. 1784 COWPER Task
n. 291 The fleeting images that fill The mirror of the mind.
1881 GARDINER & MULLINGER Stud. Eng. Hist. i. ix. 174
Such books serve to hold up the mirror to the time.

C. iransf. Applied to water (chiefly poet,}.

1595 SPENSER Epithal. 63 And in his waters, which your
mirror make, Behold your faces. 1637 HEYWOOD Dialogues
Wks. 1874 VI. 258 Their chrystall waves are Myrrhors.
1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 263 A Lake, That to the fringed
Bank . . Her chrystall

mirror holds. 1713 ADDISON Cato i.

vi, So the pure limpid stream ..Works itself clear, and as it

runs, refines; Till, by degrees, the floating mirror shines.

1866 G. MACDONAI.D Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii, The stars above

shining as clear below in the mirror of the all but motion
less water.

2. spec. a. A glass or crystal used in magic art.

13.. Seuyn Sag. (\V.) 2009 Virgil made another ymage,
That held a mirour m his hond, And oversegth all that lond.

c 1386 CHAUCER SqrSs T. 226 Alocen and Vitulon And
Aristotle that writen in hir lyues Of queynte Mirours and
of prospectiues. 1481 CAXTON Reynard xxxii. (Arb.) 84
Now ye shal here of the mirrour. The glas that stode

theron was of such vertu, that [etc.]. 1533 GAU Richt Vay
12 Alsua thay that wsis corsis, christal, murrur, bukis, vordis
and. .coniuracione to find hwid hurdis in the $eird [etc.],

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede i,
With a single drop of ink for

a mirror, the Egyptian sorcerer undertakes to reveal . . far-

reaching visions of the past.

f b. A small glass formerly worn in the hat by
men and at the girdle by women. Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia?s Rev. ii. i, Call for your casting-
bottle, and place your mirrour in your hat.

3. Optics. Apolished surface, either^/a, convex,
or concave^ that reflects rays of light ;

a speculum.

Burning mirror : a concave mirror which, by
concentrating the reflected rays of the sun at a

focus, causes them to set fire to objects.
1762 H. WALPOLE Vert-ue^s Anecd. Paint. (1765) I. vi. 125

Among the stores of old pictures at Somerset-house, was one
. .representing the head of Edward VI. to be discerned only
by the reflection of a cylindric mirrour. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 675 A convex mirror strengthens the

colours and takes off the coarseness of objects by.
con

tracting them. 1822 I MI SON Sci. ff Art I. 262 Plane mirrors

are those whose surfaces are perfect planes, and whose
section is a straight line. Such are vulgarly called looking-

glasses. 1839 G. BIRD Nat. Philos. 301 The point.. being

consequently equal to half the radius of the concavity of the

mirror.

II. Figurative uses.

4. That which gives a faithful reflection or true

description of
anything.

Cf. LOOKING-GLASS i b.

Formerlycommonin titlesof books,after med.L.J/^w/ww.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 307 What [seilh] vincent

in his estoryal myrour. c 1440 Eng. Cong. Irel. 117 That
same boke. .was . .as merrowre of al his dedys. 1563 SACK-
VILLE Induct. Mirr. Mag. vii, A Mirour well it might bee

calde. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \. 94 It seemed the

more reasonable to enlarge upon the nature and character

and fortune of the duke ; as being the best mirroir to

discern . . the spirit of that age. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 156 P 10 The stage, which pretends only to be the
mirrour of life. 1874 SAVCE Compar. Philol. v. 176 Lan
guage is the mirror of society, and accordingly will reflect

every social change.
b. Used of a person, poet.

1563 SACKVILLE Induct. Mirr. Mag. xvii, Those Whom
Fortune in this maze of nriserie Of wretched chaunce most
wofull myrrpurs chose. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, u. ii. 51 But
now two Mirrors of his Princely semblance, Are crack d in

pieces by malignant death, c 1637 WALLER On Ben Jonson
i Mirrour of Poets, Mirrour of our Age.
5. That which exhibits something to be imitated ;

a pattern ;
an exemplar. Now rare.

^1300 Cursor M. 23867 Cristen folk.., In eldrin men
ur mirur se Quat for to folu, quat for to fle. c 1386
CHAUCER Frankl. T. 726 O Teuta queene thy wyfly chas-

titee To alle wyues may a Mirour bee. c 1440 York Myst.
xxi. 93 For men schall me Ir myrroure make. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 81 Wherefore this Princes actes may
be a myrour unto all Princes, 1683 Brit. Spec. 18 Thou

MIRROR.
art a Mirror to all Christian Kingdoms. 1765 COWPER
Lett. 24 June, A servant, -who is the very mirror of fidelity
and affection for his master. iSoi STRUTT Sports -V Past.
In trod. 7 Sir Tristram, a fictitious character held forth as
the mirror of chivalry.

fb. Hence of persons: A model of excellence;
a paragon. Obs.
c 1369 CHAUCKR Dethe Blaunche 974 She wolde haue be

at the beste A chefe myrrour of al the feste. 1599 SHAKS,
ffen. I-

,
ii. Prol. 6 They sell the Pasture now, to buy the

Horse; Following the Mirror of all Christian Kings. 1615
KKATHWAIT ^^0^/0^(1878)71 Whitest thy renowme great
mirrour of the North, Showne in our time, wants one to set

it foorth. 1785 BURKE Sf. Nalob of A rcot s Del ts Wks.
1842 I. 343 Our mirror of ministers of finance did not think
this enough for the services of such a friend as Benfield.

t c. That which reflects something to be
avoided

;
a warning. Ohs* rare.

1377 LANGL. / . PL B. xvi. 156 [&amp;gt;ow
shall be myroure to

manye men to tleceyue. 1475 /&amp;gt; . Noblesse (Koxb.) 39 But
alway [they] brake the saide trewes. .as it shewethe openly,
and may be a mirroure for ever to alle cri^ten princes to

niystrust any trewes taking by you re saide adversaria or
his allies and subjectis. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. \\. iii.

145 He might for ever bee poynted at as an exemplary
mirror for all insolent Traytors.

III. 6. Applied to various objects resembling
a mirror in shape or in lustre.

a. Arch. A small oval ornament.
1847-54 WEBSTER, Mirror^ in architecture] n. small oval

ornament cut into deep moldings, and separated by wreaths
of flowers. 1901 STURGIS Diet. Archit.

&amp;lt;y

/&amp;gt;

//&amp;lt;/., Mirror^
a panel surrounded by a moulded or otherwise ornamented
frame and suggesting the idea of a mirror. Practically the
same as a Cartouche, Rondel or Medallion, but the mirror
in this sense is usually a detached panel.

b. Ornith. A bright patch of colour on the

wings of ducks and other birds; = SPECULUM.
1903 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 359 2 The black tips of the long

wings waving in the wind, showing the large white mirrors
on the first three feathers distinctly.

C. Short for mirror cloth (sec 7 b).

1899 Daily News 14 Jan. 2/4 So glossy is the cloth, .that

it is now called mirror , in allusion to the sheen of its

highly-polished surface.

IV. 7. attrib. and Comb.
a. simple alt lib., objective, etc., as mirror-

bearer* -silverer, -silvering.
Also in names of scientific instruments in which the index

is a beam of light reflected from a mirror, as in mirror
barometer, galvanometer, thermometer.

1885 PATER ftlariits i. vi, Placed in their rear were the
^mirror-bearers of the goddess. 1898 LODGE in Daily Neivs

7 Jan. 2/4 Such an instrument was the beautiful
*
mirror-

galvanometer of Lord Kelvin. 1829 SIR R. CHRISTISOS
Treat. Poisons xiii. (1832) 375 A somewhat later account of

the disease by Dr. Bateman, as he observed it in *mirror-

silverers. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. II. 931 In mirror-

silvering it [mercury] was also employed.
b. similative, as mirror-faculty, -Jfoor, surface ;

mirror-bright^ -like adjs. Also in the designalions
of textile fabrics with lustrous surface, as mirror

moirg) velvet and of colours, as mirror-*black
t

.grey, -pink adjs.

1890 Century Diet.,
*
Mirror-black^ an epithet applied to

any ceramic ware having a lustrous black glaze. 1900 Daily
News 7 Aug. 3/5 There is an amount of steel and brass

work to be kept
*
mirror-bright. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.

(1737) I. 199 Besides the difficulty of the manner it-self, and
that *mirrour-faculty, . . it proves also . . a kind of mirrour . .

to the age. A 1849 J. C. MANGAN Poems (1859) 73 On the
*mirror-floor of Ocean s wave. 1887 Daily Nnvs 19 May
5/6 A *mirror-grey satin dress. 1772 MASON Eng. Garden
i. 23 Whose mighty mind . . *mirror-like Receiv d, and to

mankind with ray reflex The sov reign Planter s primal
work displayed. 1832 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. v. 151
Two narrow shady lanes cross each other, leaving just room
enough ..for a clear mirror-like pond. 1894 Westm. Gaz.
20 Sept. 3/3 Another splendid gown., was of &quot;mirror

moire . 1874 FARRAR Christ (1894) 161 The *mirror surface
of their lake. 1893 Daily Neivs 27 Nov. 6/1 Vivid tones

of pink and red are seen in *mirror velvets.

C. Special comb. : mirror carp, the looking-

glass carp, Cyprinus carpio\ mirror-fashion adv.,
in the manner of mirror-writing; mirror glass,

glass used in a mirror; also, a mirror (in quot.

y^.); mirror-plate, a plate of glass suitable for

a mirror
;
mirror ray, the spotted ray, Raia

metadata ; f mirror-stone = MUSCOVITE ; mirror-

writer, one who practises mirror-writing; mirror-

writing, writing which appears as though viewed

in a mirror, reversed writing (a characteristic of

aphasia).
1880-4 f. DAY Brit. Fishes II. 159 The mirror-carp, or

carp king, Cyprinus rex cyprinorum^ C. specularis, C.

macrolepidotus. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 25 A
young lady . . who wrote more fluently

* *mirror fashion with

the left hand. ci^oProntp. Parv.^g/i *Myrowreglasse,
spe&tfam. a 1560 BECON Jewel of Joy Wks. II. 42 b, O
what a myrrour glasse and spectacle is here offered vnto vs.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 572 The casting of *mirror-plates was
commenced in France about the year 1688. 1863 COUCH
Brit. Fishes 1. 104 Those staring marks, from which this fish

has sometimes been called the *Mirror Ray. i668CHARLE-
iwOnomasticon 255 Selenitts,. .Lapis Specularis..*)-\\r*

rour-stone, or Muscovy Glass. 1881 IRELAND
jn

Brain Oct.

367 The ..change in the brain-tissue from which the image
is formed in the mind of the *mirror.writer. Ibid. 361

Buchwald and Erlenmeyer have directed attention to what

they call Spiegelschrift or ^mirror-writing.

Mirror (mi-raj), v. [f. MIRRORJ^.] trans. To
reflect in the manner of a mirror.
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MIREOEED.
1820 KEATS Lamia n. 47 He. .bending to her open eyes,

Where he was mirror d small in paradise. 1813 F. CLISSOLD
Ascent Mt. Blanc 23 The glassy pinnacles of the surround

ing Alps mirrored the varying lights of the hemisphere.
1896 A, E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad Tt\, Look not in my
eyes, for fear They mirror true the sight I see.

b. fig. To reflect, or represent something (to the

mind). Also to mirror back.

1827 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. i, Those glorious hours, when
the unruffled river of his Life mirrored the cloudless heaven

of his Hope. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 41 The bright
ness of the outer world is mirrored in imperishable verse.

1890 TOUT Hist. Eng.fr. 1689, no Literature and language

faithfully mirrored back the age,

c. rejl. To see oneself reflected in a mirror.

1891 C. E. NORTON Dante s Purgat. ix. 57 White marble

so polished and smooth that I mirrored myself in it.

Hence Mrrroring vbl. sb. and///, a.

1852 M. ARNOLD Empedocles 18 Hither and thither spins
The wind-borne mirroring Soul. 1873 &** $ Dogma
(1876) 173 A perfectly faithful mirroring of the thought of

Jesus.

mirrored 1 (mrrwd), a. [f. MIRROR sb, +

-ED-.] Fitted with a mirror or mirrors.

1820 KEATS Lamia 579 Still mimick d as they rose Along
the mirror d walls by twin-clouds odorous. 1890 Daily
.Veil s 8 Jan. 2/4 The action of the magnet .. was visibly

represented by means of the mirrored galvanometer.

Mirrored- (mi-rajd), ///. a. [f. MIRROR v. +

-ED .] Reflected, as by a mirror; also _/?.
a 1861 WOOLNF.R Beautiful Lady (1863) 122 Those mir

rored marvels of the lake. 1905 Q. Rev. July 100 The
mirrored Image of life.

Mirrorize (mi rareiz), v. [f. MIRROR sb. +

-IZE.] Irans. To show up as in a mirror.

1598 TOPTK Alba (1880) 54 A Monster then I may her

mirorise, Since she delights in such strange Tragedies. 1873
S. WII.BERFORCE in Ashwell Life (1879) I, viii. 337 All that

sea of glass which lay spread before the Throne, mirrorizing,

measured, compassed, completed.

t Mi rrorly, a. Obs. Also 5 meroly. [f.

MIRROR sb. + -LY 1
.] Resembling a mirror.

1434 MISVN Mending Life 128 Myendly sight truly is

tnkyti up heuenly to behald be schadoly syght jit & meroly.

Mirrory (mi-rari), a. [f. MIRROR sb. + -Y.]

Having the nature of a mirror ; mirror-like.

1885 R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 140 The seas
sank to mirrory stillness.

Mirt, Mirtel : see MYRT, MYRTLE.
Mirth. (niDib), sb. Forms: i myrisj?, mirisp,
myr(s)]?,mir (5) J?,myrhp,mirh J), mersp, 2 murph ,

merh}&amp;gt;(e, 3 mirph, muri(h)J&amp;gt;e, mur(ejh))e,
mur(e)3J?e, muru(h)pe, murepe, murcj&amp;gt;, 3-5
murp(e, 3-6 mirthe, 4 muirth, 4-6 merth^e,
myrthe, 4-7 myrth, 3- mirth. [OE. myr(i}gf&amp;gt;

str. fern. (cf. MDu. merchte) : OTeut. *murgifdt

n. of quality f. *timrgfo- MERRY a.~\

1 1, Pleasurable feeling, enjoyment, gratification ;

joy, happiness. Often used of religious joy. Obs.
c 838 K. /ELFRED Boeth. vii. i Be baem

J&amp;gt;u
meaht on^ie-

tan 3^t bu bser nane myrh3e on naefdest. c 1000 V^LFRIC
Gt n. iii. 24 He adraefed waes of neorxena wonges myrSe.
cii75 Lamb. Horn. 13 MurShe sculen wunian on londe.
a 1225 Ancr. K. 132 Treoweancren..resteShaminne swuche
bouhte, & habbea muruhSe of heorte, ase

[&amp;gt;eo J&amp;gt;et singe5.
a 1*25 Leg. Kath. 1422 per ha heuen up hare honden to
heouene

;
&. .ferden, wi5 murSe, icrtinet, to Criste. a 1340

HAMPOLE Psalter Prol., & oft sith in til soun & myrth of
heuen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 127 Haue no mer-
ueille quod Mercy,

*

myrthe it bytokneth . 1390 GOWKR
Conf. II. 107 Of whom I scholde merthe take, c 1440
York Myst. xlvii. 114 Nowe maiden meke and modlr myne,
Itt was full mekill

myrj&amp;gt;e
to be, pat I schulde ligge in wornbe

of bine. 1508 DUNBAR Tiua Mariit Wemen 42 Bewrie, . .

5e weddit wemen ?ing, Quhat mirth 56 fand in maryage,
sen }e war menis wyitis. 1659 H. PLUMPTRE in ivth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 6 Wishing that all your yeares
yet to come may passe over with mirth and jollityes. 1696
TATE & BRADY Ps. ii. ii Rejoyce with awful Mirth.

b. //. Delights, joys.
a. 1225 Leg. Kath. 1712 Monie ma murhSen ben alle men

mahten wio hare muS munnen. Ibid. 2217 paH wes on an
\Vodnesdei

J&amp;gt;aet
ha bus wende, martir, to

J&amp;gt;e
murhSes

[&amp;gt;aet

neauer ne wonieS. a 1300 Cursor J/. 1004 Paradis is a

priue stedd J)ar mani mirthes er e-medd. ( 1420 Anturs of
ArtA. xiv, Whene |?ou sittis in thi sette, Withe all mirthes
at thi mete, Some dayntes }x&amp;gt;u

dele, c 1440 York Myst.
xxiv. 144 To make

|&amp;gt;ere myrthis more,

tc. Put for: A cause of joy. Obs.
a 1000 Runic Poem 75 (Gr.) Dais byl&amp;gt;.

. myrjl? and tohiht

eadjum and earmum. 11225 Leg. Kath. 2382 (&amp;gt;e
is mi

lauerd & mi lime, mi lif & mi leofmon, mi wunne ..mi
murhSe & mi mede. c i4 Cursor M. 10887 (Trin.) For

\&amp;gt;\

of
(&amp;gt;e be^ born a

burj&amp;gt; Synful men to ioye & mur|&amp;gt;.

2. Rejoicing, esp. manifested rejoicing ; merry
making ; jollity, gaiety. Phrase, f to make
mirth(s t to rejoice.
c 1205 LAY. 1794 Muchel wes

|&amp;gt;a
murSe be

J&amp;gt;at
folc makode.

13. . A . Alts. 1575 Murthe is gret in halle. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce xvi. 237 Thou hass mair causs myrthis till ma, For
thou the ded eschapit swa. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 45 Mali,
Whan every brid hath chose his make And thenkth his
merthes forto make, ci^jo HENRY Wallace vi. 619 To
meit thai went, with myrthis and plesance. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthurs ii. 37 And so in alle haste they were maryed in

a^mornynge with grete myrthe and Ioye. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. xii. 40 Their exceeding merth may not be told.

1603 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. n Be large in mirth, anon wee l

drmke a Measure The Table round. 1822 SCOTT Pirate
xxii, Life without mirth is a lamp without oil. 1837 W.
IRVING Capt. Bonneville I. 238 The genial festival of Christ-
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mas, which . . lights up the fireside of home with mirth and

jollity.

1 3. Something which affords pleasure or amuse

ment; a diversion, sport, entertainment. Obs.

With manye merthes thei despente. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xn. vi. 601 And euery day ones for ony myrthes
that alle the ladyes myjt make hym he wold ones euery day
loke toward the realme of Logrys. i47*~5 Rolls ofParlt.
VI. 156/1 Lordes,..Yc(men, and other Comyners, have used
the occupation of shotyng for their myrthes and sportes
with Bowes of Ewe. 1534 MOKE Comf. agst. Trib. n. Wks.

1171/1 You require my minde in the matter, whether menne
in tribulacion may not lawfully . . coumfort themselfe, with
some honest mirth. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 100

Such vaine, ydle, and filthy pastimes and myrthes should

surcease. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.
&amp;lt;y

Cl. i. iv. 18 To giue a King-
dome for a Mirth, to sit And keepe the turnc of Tlpling
with a Slaue.

fb. Musical entertainment, melody. Obs.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1254 Ich man was lef to libe, His mirj&amp;gt;es

were so swete. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vni. 67 Vnder a lynde
vppon a launde Tened I a stounde, To lythe (&amp;gt;e layes J

louely foules made. Murthe of her mouthes made me J?ere

i to slepe. 1485 CAXTON Paris fy V. 4 [They] wyth one ac-

t corde dysposed them self for to gyue somme melodyous
I myrthe to the noble mayde. c 1531 Du WES in Palsgr.

942 To make myrth as byrtles, degoiger. 1579 SPENSER Shtph,
Cal. Dec. 40 Somedele yblent to song and musickes mirth.

4. Gaiety of mind, as manifested in jest and
i laughter ; merriment, hilarity ;

in early use,

t jocularity, fun, ridicule (obs?). f Also, a jest.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 253 Thei hire siheof glad semblant,
Al full of merthes and of bordes. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s

Comm. 28 b. Which Luther got afterwardes, and translated

it Into Duche, not without much myrthe and pastime [L.
non sine scommatis multoque sale\. 1591 HARINGTON Orl.

Fur. Pref. P vj, Then, for Comedies. How full of harmeles

myrth is our Cambridge Pedantius? 1599 SHAKS. Muck
Ado n. i. 343, I was borne to speake all mirth, and no matter.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. in. (1701) 88/1 Aristophanes
taking this Theme interweaves it with much abusive Mirth,
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xni. 30 He was of an ex-

cellent humour, .. and under a grave countenance, covered
the most of mirth. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 381 P i,

I have always preferred Chearfulness to Mirth. The latter

I consider as an Act, the former as an Habit of the Mind.
Mirth is short and transient, Chearfulness fixed and per
manent, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1744) VII. vii. 151 For if

these [great crimes and great miseriesj be made the matter
of our mirth, what can be the argument of our sorrow?

1760-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 129 Joy, when occa
sioned by the contrast of very

dissimilar objects, along
which it proceeds by continual leaps and bounds from one
to the other, becomes mirth. 1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 24 Who
mix d reason with pleasure and wisdom with mirth. 1841
W. SPALDING Italy &amp;lt;V

//. Isl. II. 216 A reckless mixture of

i

seriousness with mirth. 1831 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara.
iii. 33 Cassius grinned with some feeling deeper than mirth.

b. personified.
? a 1366 CHAUCER Row. Rose 817 Ful fair was Mirthe, ful

! long and high; A fairer man I never sigh, 1631 MILTON
L?Allegro 152 These delights, if thou canst give, Mirth

- with thee, I mean to live. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 222

|

Where grey-beard mirth, and smiling toil retir d. 1816
I BYRON Monody on Sheridan?$ Death no Mirth, That

j

humbler Harmonist of care on Earth.

fc. Put for: The object of one s mirth.
1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. iv. iii. 114 Hath Cassius liu d To be

I

but Mirth and Laughter to his Brutus, When greefe and

j

blood ill temper d, vexeth him? 16x1 Wint. T. \. ii. 166

|

He s all my Exercise, my Mirth, my Matter. 1708 OZELL
i

tr. Boileaii s Lntrin in. 52 The Flout of Boys, and Mirth
i of every Feast.

5. Comb, objective and obj, genitive, as mirth*

maker, -marrer
t f -monger ; mirth-inspiring^

loving^ -making^ -marring, -Moving, -provoking
\ adjs.; t mirth-day, a holiday, festival ; fmirth-
, song, a song of (religious) joy.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. t Digest 118 Let the
I Amusements of those &quot;Mirth-Days be athletic and exhila

rating. 1735 POPE Odyss. iv. 302 Bright Helen mix d a
I &quot;mirth-inspiring bowl. 1853 HICKIE tr. Aristoph. (1872) II.

| 543 The unrestrained, *mirth-loving act of worship. 1636
I MASSINGER Gt. Dk. Florence v. ii, Such chopping mirth-
1

makers as shall preserve Perpetuall cause of sport 1638
BRATHWAIT Barnabees Jrnl. \. (1818) 37 They eat, drink,

! laugh, are still *mirth-making. 1651 J. WRIGHT tr. Cawus*
I
Nat. Paradox iv. 129 Who playing the *Mirth-marrer at
this Triumph, put Water into this fuming Wine. 1771
FOOTE Maid ofB. \. Wks. 1799 II. 209 That ..water-drinK-

ing, *mirth-marring, amorous old hunks. 1641 J. TRAPPE
Theol. Theol. iv. 191 Then woe to our *mirth-mongers that

laugh now. 1588 SHAKS. L. L.L. ii. i. 71 A &quot;mirth-mouing
iest. 1859 LANG Wand. India 287 Each in his own peculiar
way, could relate a story, . . in such a manner as to make it

j

wonderfully
*
mirth-provoking. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on

\ Apoc. (1573) 81 The &quot;myrth-songes, or Carols of Gods excel-

:
lent creatures.

t Mirth, v. Obs. Forms: 3 mir&amp;gt;hen, 4-5
1

rayrth(e, 4 merpe, murthe, 4-7 mirth(e. [f.

i MIRTH sd.]

1. intr. To be glad, rejoice.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxi. 14 Faines in Laverd and glades

in quert And mirthes [L. gloriamini\ alle rightwise ofhert.

2. trans. To gladden, delight; to provide sport
or entertainment for.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 7254 (Giitt.) Bi a piler |&amp;gt;an
was he

[Samson] sett, To miith
j&amp;gt;e gomys at bair mett. 13. . E. E.

Allit. P. A. 861 He myrbez vus alle at vch a mes. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 240 pe weyke and fyre wil make a
warme flaumbe For to myrthe men with

J&amp;gt;at
in merke sitten.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. i. (Skeat) I. n Blisse of my joye,

MIRY.
that ofte me murthed, is turned in-to galle. c 1400 Dcstr.

Troy 7910 To se the maner of
J&amp;gt;o men, & mirth hym a

stound. 1435 MISVN Fire ofLove 10 With byrnynge lufe

playnly our myndes myrthand. a 1600 Flodden F, ii. (1664)
20 Then Minstrels mirthed all the land.

Mirper, obs. form of MURDER v.

Mirthful (maubful), a. [f. MIRTH sb. + -FUL.]
1. Of persons, their dispositions, moods, etc. :

Full of mirth
; joyous, gladsome, hilarious.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10611 Par bileft
|&amp;gt;at

mirthful mai,

Drightin Mr ledd in al hir wai. ^1475 RaufCoilyar 357
Befoir that mirthfull man menstrallis playis. 1500-20 DUN-
BAR Poems x. 36 Be myrtbfull now, at all ^our mycht, For

passit is jour dully nycht. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 14
Brasse buttons, pieces of Pewter, spur-rowels, or what else

the mirthfull Saylers exchange. 1726 POPE Odyss. xx. 415
A mirthful frenzy seized the fated croud. 11745 BROOME

! I nowtr. Anacreon s Odes liv. 8 Hence, hoary Age !

young, And dance the mirthful Youths among. i8ji CLARE
Vilt. Minstr. I. 45 Each mirthful lout The ale-house seeks.

b. Of places, seasons, etc.: Characterized by
mirth or rejoicing. Of sounds or utterances : Ex

pressive of mirth, joyous, merry.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat^^ In mirthfull moneth of May.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlviii. 163 Thane all the birdis

song with voce on hicht, Quhois mirthfull soun wes mer-
velus to heir. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 198 This Cere

mony., to Libidinists may seeme mirthfull and charitable.

1807 CHABBE Par. R(g. in. 847 But most his Reverence
loved a mirthful

jest. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii in. ii,
There

is nothing very mirthful in your strain. 1846 KF.BLE Lyra.
Innoc. (1873) 131 Mirthful bower or hall.

2. Of things: Affording mirth, amusing.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. vii. 43 And now what rests, but

that we spend the time With stately Triumphes, mirthfull

Comicke shewes.

Mirthfully (mSuffuli), adv. [f.
MIRTHFUL

+ -LY^.] In a mirthful manner, joyously; in an

amusing manner; humorously.
c 1470 Gol. # Gau&amp;gt;. 216 The meriest war menskit on mete,

at the maill, With menstralis myrth fully makand thame
glee. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 182 As was mirth-

fully experimented upon one of Alexander s Pages. 1856
HAWTHORNE En?. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 229 Always saying

something mirthfully. i86a LYTTON Str. Story 1. 104 She
would enter mirthfully into the mirth of young companions
round her. 1885 Spectator 25 July 976/1 He mirthfully
describes the shooting in cold blood of 2,000 rebels . . as an
en- oi a. Fambitlence.

Mirtlifuliiess (moubfulnes). [f. MIRTHFUL
+ -NESS.] The quality or state of being mirthful;

joyfulness ; jocosity, facetiousness.

1867 A. DUNCAN Mem. D. Duncan 2 Cheerfully doing
what he could to contribute to their gratification and inno

cent mirthfulness. 1906 Hibbert y-rnl. Apr. 572 She im

presses all who approach her by her constant mirthfulness.

tMrrthing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. MIRTH v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the vb. MIRTH ; rejoicing.
a i-ynE.E, Psalter \xx\v\\\. i6[i5] Miltheandsothnessal

forgan pi face: seli folke
t&amp;gt;ate mirthinge[L./W/rt//&amp;lt;/] kan.

Mirthless (ma-Jbles), a. [f.
MIRTH sb. +

LESS.] \Vanting in mirth, joyless; sad, dismal.

c 1381 CHAUCER Par/. Foules 502 Daunsith he murye that

is myrtheles. 1509 BARCLAV sfyp of Folys (1570) 172 O
mirthless muse of eloquence barayne. 1567601.01x0 Ovids

Met. ix.
(1593)

226 My colour pale, my bodie leane, my
heavie mirthlesse cheere. 1627 DRA\TON Sheph. Sirena 26

Whilst his gamesome cut-lay Id Curre \Vith his mirthlesse

Master playes. a 1800 J. WARTON Fashion 63 As mirthless

infants, idling out the day, With wooden swords or tooth

less puppies play. 1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xi, It was a

curious laugh; distinct, formal, mirthless. 1899 Blach-v.

Mag. July 48/1 A circle of mirthless young men.

Hence Mirthlessly adv. Also Mi rthlessness.

1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. II. xxiv. 252 He
laughed harshly and mirthlessly. 1717 BAILEY vol. II,

AIirthlessnesst sadness, melancholiness,

Mirtlisome (ma-jbsam), a. [f.
MIRTH sb. +

-SOME.] Characterized by mirth ; mirthful, joyous.

18*3 Mirror I, 326/1 Mirthsome birds With wild song fill

the air. 1841 Frasers Mag. XXIII. 459 This was a blyihe-
some bridal, yet less mirthsome than mony I mind of.

Hence Mi rthsomeness. Now rare.

1648 W. BROWNE Polexander in. iv. 122 Coming up to

him with the mirthsomeness of a man that brings good
newes. You have no more enemies, said he. Ibid. v. 1 35

Two [statues] represented the Pleasures as well by their

youth, their mirthsomeness,. .as [etc.]-

Mil-till, mirtle, obs. forms of MYRTLE.

t Mi rtus. Obs. Also 6 myrthus. [a. L.

myrtus : see MYRTLE.] Myrtle.
1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. K. xvn. ci. (1495X667 Some

Mirtus is whyte and some isblacke. 1513 DOUGLAS sEnfis
v. ii. 63 And sayand this, he an his templis tway Covir
wilh myrthus, that is his moderis tre.

Miry (maio-ri), a. Forms: 4-6 myry(e, 6-7
mierie, miery, myery, myrie, 6 myerry, 7

merie, mirie, 8-9 mirey, 5- miry. [f. MIRE
*M-f -yi.]
1. Of the nature of mire or marshy ground,

swampy.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. Ixxxvii. (1495) 836

The Sowe is frende to fenne and to myry places. 1404
FABVAN Chron. vii. 433 The feelde where the hooste laye,

was so wete and myry, that men and bestys were to gre-

uoslye noyed. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. x. 23 Onely these

manshes and myrie bogs, In which the fearfull ewftes do
build their bowres. 16*1 S. WARD Woe to Drunkards

(1627) 38 Though the
pit

bee deepe, merie and narrow.

1763 MILLS Pract. Huso. IV. 332 The ground .. had belter

be dry, than mirey wet. 1833 HOOD Epping Hnnt Ixxvii,

Some fell in miry bogs.



MIBYACHIT.

tig. 1602 F. HERING Anat. 5 Ouer head and eares in

the myric puddle of grosse Ignorance.

&quot;2. Abounding in mire, muddy.
c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 335 J?e strete

J&amp;gt;at
he rade in was

passand myrye. 1574 tr. Marlorat s Apocaiips 40 As the

cleere and vnmuddie water that glydeth with a quiet

streame, differeth from troubled and myrie froth. 1630
R. Johnson s Kingd. $ Cotiiniw. 135 Women footing it in

the mierie streets. 1714 GAY Trivia, i. 239 Deep thro a

miry Lane she pick d her Way, Above her Ankle rose the

chalky Clay. 1833 HT. MARIINEAU Berkeley the Banker
i. i, When the days get damp and dark, and the roads miry.

Jig. a 1653 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. \. 14 Several steps and
ascents out of this miry cave of mortality. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 356 Nor that the miry road of labour,

trouble, suffering, and imperfection, should be made the

necessary passage thereto.

3. Covered or bespattered with mud or mire.

1496 .. St. A IbatiSi Fishing 3 [The hunter] his clothes

torne wete shode all myry. 1530 PALSGR. 318/2 Myerry or

dirty, berayed with dyrte, boncnx. 1714 GAY Trivia \. 25
When late their miry sides stage-coaches show. 1864 R. A.

ARNOLD Cotton Fam. 54 Hodge comes in all miry from his

work.

4. fig. Dirty, defiled ; despicable.
1532 &quot;MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 614/1 Tindall - . layeth

hys myrye handes vpon the knowen catholike churche of

Christ. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage \. \\. 10 Beyond that

myrie heap of earthie waters. 1877 E. JOHNSON Antiq.
Mat. 69 A name under which men drove a miry business.

^Comb. 1589 NASHE Almond for Parrat 5 Thinke you
this myrie mouthed mate, a partaker of heauenly inspiration,
that thus aboundes in his vncharitable railings.

5. Dirty in colour, rare.

1850 Zoologist VIII. 2644 Those \sc. eggs] of the plover
were somewhat discoloured, and were beginning to get
what may be called miry.

Miry, obs. form of MEIIRY a.

\\ Miryach.it (mnyatjrt). Also erron. myri-.
Path. [Russian aiipimiTb (inf.) to be epileptic

(Pavlovsky).] A peculiar nervous disease observed

in Siberia and in some non-European countries, the

chief characteristic of which consists in mimicry by
the patient of everything said or done by another.

1890 in Century Diet. 1897 Trans. Anier. Pediatric Soc.

IX. i68b, The group of nervous disorders which include
the jumpers described by Beard, the latah of the Malays,
the myriachit of Siberia. 1902 QUAIN Diet. Med. 440 The
subjects of Myriachit react only to impulses entering through
the efferent optic and auditory channels.

II Mirza (m/uza), sb. Also 7 mirzey, mursi, 7-8
murza, 8-9 meerza, 8 myrza. [Pers. |-^

mirzd
t

\\#* Mirza&amp;gt;
short for jl:.** mirzdd, f. mir (a. Arab.

amir: see AMEER, EMIR) a prince + zdd born.] In

Persia : a. A royal prince ; as a title, it is placed
after the name. b. The common title of honour

prefixed to the name of an official or a man of

learning.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 422 These Nagayans

have their divers hords subject to their severall Dukes whom
they call Murzes. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 70 The
Persian Prince, hunted him backe againe, not daring to

abide a Combat with that happy Mirza. 1698 FRYER Ace.
E. India

&amp;lt;$

P. 381 When the other Party .. creeps with a

dejected countenance to the feet of the Cadi, calling him
Mirza. 1770 Ann. Reg. 25 Several of their mirzas or chiefs

. . entered into a negociation . . with the Russians. 1788
GIBBON Decl. fy F. Ixv. VI. 351 The same success attended
the other mirzas and emirs in their excursions. 1885
GOLDSMID in EncycL Brit. _XVIII. 628/1 [Persia.] The
somewhat common prefix mirza

1

is usually taken by the

high functionaries of state.

t Mis, a. Obs. Also mys(se. [Partly the

prefix Mis- 1
(4) used as a distinct part of speech

(cf. next) ; partly a reduced form of AMISS.
Some of the attributive collocations illustrated below are

not essentially different from compounds of the prefix with a
sb. They are placed here because they are app. intended
as two words and do not appear at any period as estab
lished compounds.]
Bad ; wrong ; wicked. In predicative use : Amiss.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 716 purth a mys metyng J?at swiche

a niaide wold Leye hire foue so lowe. c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylus iv. 1348 That men the quene Eleyne shal restore,
And &fekes us restore that is mis. 1390 GOWER Conf. III.

274 So that whil I live I myhte amende that is mys. a. 1425
Cursor M. 16496 (Trin.) My tresoun is so mys. f 1430
Hymns Virgin (1867) no Ne plese hire not with no mis
plawe. c 1447 in F. M. Nichols Lawford //a//(i8gi) App.
23 The said enformacion of the said bille ys mysse. c 1450
BeRGB Secrees 1922 In Gold mys humours. 1470-85 MA
LORY Arthur xvn. ii. 692 For yf I be a mys creature or an
vntrue knyghte. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 51 To
for-geve hym hys mysse insample.

t HHis, adv. Obs. Also miss(e, mys(se.
[Partly Mis- 1 treated as a separate word (as in

to gvu mis for to misgon} ; partly a reduced form
of AMISS. Cf. MLG. mis, miss(e, Du. mis.]

Wrongly; badly; mistakenly; amiss.
To do wis(s : see Miss $5.1

1^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John iii. 20 Ha;Ic monn forSon seSe

yfle i c/mis doe5. ,otnnis enimqui male
agit.&quot;\

a 1225 Ancf.
R.ZIQ Summe iug!ursbeo5}&amp;gt;et. .makiencheres, & wrenchen
mis hore mud. a 1240 Lofiong in O. E. Horn. I. 205 Ich
habbe . . i^euen mis and inumen mis and mis etholden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14207 lesus said, miss yee vnderstand .

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl.Synneb^ Whan bou wost bat bou
seyst mys. c 1350 All Saints 186 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 144 PC tyme .. pat has bene spended mys. 1350
Will. Palerne 141 Al

t&amp;gt;e making of man so mysse had jhe
schaped. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. v. (1868) 131 pan

491

I merueile me . . whi bat Jw Jinges ben so mys entrechaunged,

1415 HOCCLEVE To Oldcastle 83 Thow lookist mis, thy sighte
is nothyng cleer. c 1430 Pol. Kel. $ L. Poems (1903) 193

pou hast goon mys ! come hoom ageyne ! c 1450 LoVEUCH
Merlin 270 (Kolbing) Forsothe 36 seyn mys bothe two.

Mis, obs. form of Miss sbl and v^-

Mis,Mis
, obs. abbreviationsof mistris %

MISTRESS.

Mis- (mis), prefix*** (also I (rare], 2-7 miss-,

3-6 misse-, mysse-, 3-7 mys-, 4-5 mes-), repre
sents OE. mis- - OFris., OS. mis- (MDu. mi$(se]-t

rne$(se}~) Du. mis-}, OHG. missa-, missi-, misse~t

mes- (MHG. mis(se)- t
G. ;;-), ON. mis-, Goth.

missa- (in missatifys MISDEED, missaleiks different,

various, see MISLICH, and missaqiss speaking

diversely*, disagreement, tr. Gr. axivp -} : OTeut.
*niisso- (whence

*
missjan Miss v.), repr. a pre-

Tcut. formation with ppl. suffix -to on a root

ending with a dental. The adj. *misso~ seems to

have had two senses: (i) divergent, astray, (2)

mutual, alternate (cf. Goth, misso mutually).
The first of these supports the identification of the

root with the Teut, *
nitf- to avoid, conceal (see

MITHE v.} ;
the two senses may be accounted for

by the supposition that the primitive notion ex

pressed by the root was that of difference or

change, Phonologically, the Teut. root might

represent a pre-Teut. form either with t or tk.

On the former view, some scholars regard it as

cogn. w. L. mittere to send, let go ; but the sense-

seems too remote. On the other assumption, it

would be cognate with Skr. with to meet as

friend or antagonist, alternate, engage in alterca

tion (M. Williams), mitku *

alternately, falsely,

wrongly ,
mithas *

mutually, reciprocally, alter

nately*, mithya
*

invertedly, contrarily, incorrectly,

wrongly
*

; cf. OS1. ;////, mitusi alternately. The
root *meith~ in these words is by some regarded
as an extension of *mei- to change : see MEAX a. 1

In OE. and ME. MSS.the compounds of WH-(as of other

prefixes) are written sometimes as two words, sometimes

continuously, the hyphen being never used. From the

i6th c. onwards the compounds are regularly printed as

one word, with or without the hyphen, which becomes,
however, less and less frequent, and is now employed chiefly
in new or rarely-used formations, and in words like juis-say
or mis-cite^ where its omission would tend to disguise the

identity of the compound or suggest a wrong pronunciation.
(In Sir T. More s Works 1557, the spelling of the com
pounds as two distinct words was retained, e.g. misse re-

member* mysse rule.) The spellings niispel, mispend, etc.

for mis-spell, mis-spend, etc. were once common and are

found as late as the end of the i8th century.

The predominant meaning of the prefix in

English, as in the other Teutonic languages, is

that of * amiss , wrong(ly) , *bad(ly) ,
im

proper (ly) *,

*

perverse(ly) ,

*

mistaken(ly) ,
and

this is the only one now recognized in the forma
tion of new compounds. But even in OE. there

are instances of its use as a mere negative prefix
and also as a pejorative intensive with words of

sinister meaning (see 7 and 8 below).
In early ME. a great extension of the use of the

prefix took place, mis- being freely combined with

words of indigenous and of foreign origin alike.

Many of the new compounds appear to have been

suggested by French formations with mes- (see

Mis- -) ; thus we have misbelieve after OF. mes-

creire (mod. mJcroire}, misfortune and mishap after

OF. mescheance (see MISCHANCE) ;
a word like

misjudge has prob. a double origin, being partly
of native formation, and partly an adaptation of

OF. mesjuger. The most prolific period for the

formation of mis- compounds was the I7th c., to

which a considerable number of those illustrated

in this article belong ; Bacon, Donne, and Bp. Hall

are noteworthy as employing them largely. They
still continue to be formed with considerable free

dom, but in certain cases ill- and mat- are now
preferred where writers of earlier periods would
have preferred mis-.

In the ME. period mis- became to some extent

a separable prefix ; thus we have inumen mis and

misnumen, don mis and misdon
t seyn mis and

misseyn, side by side. (See further under Mis a,

and adv.) Even as late as the i6th c., the prefix was
sometimes co-ordinated with an adj. or adv., as in

the example very erroniouse and misopinions (see

MISOPINION). A related phenomenon, of which an
instance is found as late as the iyth c., consists in

the dropping of the prefix before the second of two

compounds coupled together, e. g. ich abbe mis-

seien mid egen, mid mine eren i/terd (Lamb. Horn,

p. 189), myslyuyngand techynge (Wyclif), misgyed
and led,yee mis happe and cheeue (Hoccleve), for
thoit hast mis-said or done (J. Davies Eel. 1614).
In OE. mis- was prefixed to verbs, active and

passive participles, nouns of action and condition,

MIS-.

and adjectives. In ME. its composition with

agent-nouns and adverbs followed as a matter of

course, and the principle of prefixing it to any
word of the above classes, existing cither actually
or potentially, became soon established. Hence,
in a group of formally related words such as mis

represent vb., misrepresentation, misrepresentative

adj. and sb., misrepresenlatively adv., misrepre-
senter, misrepresenting vbl. sb. and ppl. a., it is

possible (unless there is historical evidence to the

contrary) that each member may have been formed

independently of any of the others.

All those compounds of mis- with respect to which there

is evidence of a continuous history during any period, or

which belong to a group, are treated in their alphabetical

places. ThoM: illustrated in the present article are for the

most part nonce-words of obvious meaning.
1. Prefixed to verbs, with the meaning amiss

,

badly , wrongly , perversely , mistakenly .

In OE. about 40 of such compounds are recorded, of which
less than half are represented in ME. or mod.E. (see Mis&amp;gt;

BEUl-;, M ISDO, MlSFARE, MlSFERE, MISLEAD, MlSLIKE, etc.).

As now apprehended, the prefix normally implies nut

centre of the act itself, but only of its manner. With this

restriction, nonce-words may be formed very freely. In the

i7th c. the use was much wider, and many of the forma
tions of that period would now be inadmissible.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. .xii. 284 *Missacknowledging
[F. mtscognoissant} both himselfe and his labours. 1657

J. WAITS Vind. Ch. Eng, 53, I am mistaken, and have
*misaclded. 1709 STRYPK Ann. Kef. v. 89 The Bp. of

Carlilc on the Papists side, and Sandys on that of the

Protestants are misadded to the aforesaid Di-putnnt-;.

1641 Br. HALL Ansiv. I ind. S)iicct\mnnns 2. 19 These
are all .. which have so &quot;mis-altered the Leiturgie, that it

can no more be known to be itself then [etc.]. 1873 F. HALL
Mod. Ettg. App. 344 note, He

~
mil-analysed is being built into

is being + built. 1611 CUTGR., Mesnrtirer, to *misarrive, to

happen, or come vnfortunately vnto. 1636 SANDERSON Serin.

(1681) II. 64 To mis-judge and mis-a^per^e those that arc

set over them. 1614 J. DAVIES Eel. in Browne Sheph.

Pipe G 3, Hast thou any sheep-cure mi.s-assaid? a 1849

J. C. MANGAN Poems (1859) 375 Thus all too mournfully
*mis-atuning For that black rum his word had made. 1900
Blackw. Mag. Apr. 49^/2 [Disraeli] to whom completely
opposite proclivities have been *misaUribuled. 1646 PRVNM;
Snsp. Sttsp. Ep. Ded., Having neither any private interest

nor design to &quot;misbyas my judgment. 1638 MAVNK Luciatt

(1664) 354 As if we rmsbusied our selves in a vain, womanish
exercise, a 1631 *Miscanonize [see MisCHRiSTEN]. 1624
DUNNE Devot. (ed. 2) 127 They had mis-placed, ^mis-centred
their hopes. 1798 W. ETON Survey Turkish Empire Pref.

xii, They are generally., related, .with circumstances whLh
so totally *mischaracterise the action, that [etc.]. 1611

FLORID, Misuenire .. to mischance or *miscom. 1624 Br.

HALL True Peace Maker in Var. Treat. (1627) 540 If either

the superiors *miscommand, or the inferiors disobey. 1615
SYLVESTER Job Triumph. \. 518 Remit, O Lord, what I have
ill omitted: Remove (alas!) what I have &quot;mis-committed.

1605 TIMME Quersit. n, vii. 138 Thou shalt not *miscompare
that . . to dead coales. 1615 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, iv.

256 Therefore doth Job open his mouth in vain : And voyd of

knowledge, yet, yet, *mis-complain, 1898 T. HARDY Wessex
Poems 12 Grieved that lives so matched should *mtscompose.

1579 LODGE Def. Plays 8 Your day owl hath *misconned
his parte. 1847 BUSHSELL Chr. Nurture viii. (1861) 214 Wu
are to see that we do not *miscondition the state of child

hood. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xxxi. 184 Wee doe
*misconsider our owne frailetie when we desire that God
shoulde worke miracles dayly. a 1656 Br. HALL Let.
Parxnetical Rem. Wks. (1660) 400 An old Church, ..^mis-
daubed with some untempered-.morter. 1877 M. ARNOLD
Sonnet, Divinity Poems I. 261 God s wisdom and God s

goodness ! Ay, but fools &quot;Mis-define these till God knows
them no more. 1613 BP. HALL Holy Panegyrick Wks.
(1625) 474 One God, one King, was the acclamation of those
ancient Christians : and yet it was *mis-desired of the
Israelites. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 14 That the Romans
Religion doth. .*mis-encourage and excite men to this

vicious affectation of danger. 1649 J. H. Motion to Parl.

42 It is easie for men of acute wits to mis-judge and *mis-

expect Nature, a 1618 J. DAVIES (Heref.) Rights ofLiving
&amp;lt;5-

Dead Wks. (Grosart) II. 64 To say thou wast the Forme
(that is the soule) Of all this All ; I should thee *misenroule
In Booke of Life. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri. Faith
(1845) 43 The saints can *mis-father their love, and love
where God loveth not. 1881 F. T. PALGRAVE Vis. Eng.
206 The vapour and echo within he *mis-held for divine.

1687 BOYLE Martyrd, Theodora vi. (1703) 86 Whatever
wilfulness may be *mis-imputed to us. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-

martyr 97 To *mis-incite men to an imagined martyr-
dome. Ibid. 118 The Romane Church, which &quot;mis-inflames

the mrnde to false Martyrdpme. 1901 Daily Express
18 Mar. 8/4 Having to deal with a dropping ball which he
could not properly judge, [he] *miskicked. a 1625 FLETCHER
FourPlayst

Honour i. (1647) 29/1 If either of ye *miskil one

another, what will become of poor Florence? 1835 WILLIS
Pendltines II. liv. 122 If he was not a rogue, nature had
*mislabelled him. 1746 in E. D. Dunbar Social Life (1865)

_.. _ ^.tlk fy Selv. Contents, Two or three things __

another sort,..*mismingled. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights
&amp;lt;$

fjts. x. 109 You have mingled, and perhaps not mismingled
the stories. 1864 Spectator 17 Dec. 1444/2 The facts (at least

so far as they are *misnarrated by either or both Evangelists).

1650 B. Discolliwiniitm n It is a dangerous thing to *mis-

obey Magistrates. 1852 HAWTHORNE Grandfather s Chair

(1879) n. ui. 85 Virgil whose verses, -have been. ,*misparsed
. . by so many. . idle school-boys. 1658-9 in BurtonV Diary
(1828) III. 331, I understand that you and your clerk are

reflected upon, as for *mispenning your order. 1879 MERE
DITH Egoist xxxi, Might he not have caused himself to be

Point in the Articles. 1885 [W. H. WHITE] Mark Rutker-
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ford s Deliverance i, The same arguments, diluted, muddled,
and mis-presented. 1885 American IX. 229 In some direc

tions we are *misproducmg. 1624 DONNE Devot. (ed. 2) 81

Keepe me back, O Lord, fro them who misprofesse artes

of healing the Soule. 1610 Pseudo-martyr 96 The
Romane Doctrine, .doth *mis-prouoke her disciples to a
vicious affection of imaginarie Martyrdome. 1496 Dives

&amp;lt;f-

Pauper (W. de W.) ix. ii. 349/1 Vf thou pccupye ony thynge
*mys purchaced. 1659 *n Burton s Diary (1828; IV. 425
The question was &quot;misput. It ought not to have been put
with a negative in it. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind, 295

[Religious poetry] a painful something misnamed by the

noun and disqualified by the adjective. 1817 J. GILCHRIST
Intell. Patrimony 78, I could not, indeed so strangely

* mis-

reason as to suppose that [etc.l. 1653 WAIERHOUSE Apol.
Learning 249 There is nothing that more dishonoured)
Governours than to *misreceive moderate addresses. 1602

J. DAVIES Minim in Modum D 2b, Th outward Sences
Which oft misse apprehend, and *misse referre. xtitiaTuKC
Adv. 5 Hours iv, The censorious world, who, like false

glasses. . Misreflect the object. 1644 MILTON BuceronDiy.
Wks. 1851 IV. 294 If Ezra and Nehemiah did not *mis-

reform. 1658 A. Fox I flirts Surg. Ep. Ded. 9 If he find

any thing. . &quot;mis-reprinted. 1879 SWINBUKNE In Gcntl.
.1/fff. Aug. 1 76 A comedy miserably misreprinted in Dodsley s

Old Plays. 1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. 35 This . .

being
* mis-resented abroad. 1442 T. BECKINGTON Corr.

(Rolls) II. 191 Howe true men.. might be in subtil wise
&quot;misrewarded. 1633 Hi-. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 392 The
doctrines of that wicked Impostor, .put an ill savour. .upon
all that were *mis-seasoned with them. 1598 FLORIO, Mis-
nt ndere, . . to &quot;mis-sell. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Seh&amp;gt;,

Contents, Sense mistakes and *misshews, and thereby reason
often misled. 1896 Dublin Rev. Apr. 274 St. Thomas s

mare was &quot;mis-shod at the village forge. 1598 SYLVESTER
Die Bartas n. Ded., Wks. (Grosart) I. 94 It will not seem then
that we have *mis-sung. 1614 J. DAVIES Eel. in Browne
S/teph. Pipe G 3 b, Albe that I ne wot I han mis-song^. 1654
J. P. Tyrants fy Prat. Set forth 33 The Mariners eye is upon
the star, when his hand is on the stern ; . . if he &quot;misteers,

the whole is in danger. 1626 in Archxol. Cant. (1902)
XXV. 18 We present Robert Broome for shutting or *mis-

stopping our usual way on going perambulation of our

parish. 121640 JACKSON Creed XL ii, So far hath the mis

apprehended doctrine of predestination . .*missuaded some
as they [etc.]. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 28 If they \sc.

tailors] might bee .. discharged of the tyring slavery of

&quot;mis-tyring women. 1596 SPENSER F, Q. v. xi. 54 She ..

with corruptfull brybes is to untruth *mis-trayned. a 1626
BACON ChargeSess. Verge dbfo} 19 That which is miswrought
will &quot;miswear.

b. In the 14-1 6th c. a few verbs like MISDEEM,
MiSTHTNK, in which the prefix had originally its

normal function, developed new senses in which it

had the force of (

unfavourably . Then also arose

a few new formations, such as MISBODK, Mis-

UOUBT, MISDHEAD, in which mis- was prefixed to a
verb expressing suspicion or fear, in order to

render more fully the notion of uneasy feeling con
tained in the vb. These new senses and combina

tions, however, now survive only as arch, or dial.

2. Prefixed to pples. and ppl. adjs. with the

same meaning as in i. Such compounds may be
formed without reference to the corresp. infinitives,

which in many cases are not extant.

So OE. ntisboreH) misbrogden, tnis/iwierfcdt nns&crydd^
and mishxbbcnde^ misu-eaxende, the corresp. infinitives

juisoeran, etc. being unrecorded.
A few of the formations illustrated below are quasi-para-

synthetic, as misminded) misnatnrcd, misprincipled.
1654 UP. HALL Let. Apol. 6 To compose our *mis-alienated

hearts to perfect love and concord. 1641 SMECTYMNUUS
Vind. Answ. 2 This *misaltered Liturgie. 1643 MILTON
Divorce 47 They shall recover the *misattended words of
Christ to the sincerity of their true sense from manifold
contradictions. 1563-87 FOXE-^.

&amp;lt;y

M, (1596) 61/1 It may be
easilie espied, this epistle to be feigned and &quot;misauthorised.

1889 SKEAT Barbonr s Bruce Pref.
p.

Ixvii, The Bodleian

copy is quite perfect ; it is only *misbound. 1864 CARLYLE
\\\Lett. yanciy.Carlyle(\%%yl\l. 198 The house was new,
. .small, *misbuilt every inch of it. 1611 FLORIO, Misuenuto^
*miscome, decaied. 1893 A. FORBES in DailyNews i May 3/1
The poor *mis-coinmanded, .. over-marched, outnumbered
fighting men. x643HERLE Answ. Feme 38 A *misconcealed
statute. 17x3 Hist. Grand Reb. \\. 302 Honours, .&quot;mis-

confered become the Nations curse. 1831 CARLYLE Schiller
in Misc. Ess. (1840) III. 12 Among the crowd of uncultivated
and &quot;uncultivated writers. 1854-66 PATMORE Angel in
Ho. \\. n. 251 *Misdespairing word and act May now
perturb the happiest pact. 1633 BH. HALL Hard Texts,
N. T. 293 Uncertaine and &quot;Mis-devised traditions of men.
1649 G. DANIEL Trhtarch., Hen. /K, c, Cannot find Con
tempt enough for *misenforced Lawes, 1780 M. NOBLE Mint
&amp;lt;y

Coins ofDurham 65 The supposed letter B will be found
to be*mis-engraved C. 1891 SWINBURNE Stud. Pr. fy Poetry
(1894) 22 The most execrably *misedited book that ever (I
should hope) disgraced the press, c 1600 B. Mas. Add. MS.
10303 titlCt The death of Blaunche the Dutchesse . . no double
*mys&amp;gt;eentituled for this shouldebeChaucersdreame. 1633
BP. \\KL\*HardTexts, O. 7\Amos.iii. i4Those*mis-erectea
altars. 1844 KINGLAKE Eothen xvi. 232 Ifyou look at pictures,
you see Virgins with *mis-foreshortened arms. 16x4 BP. HALL
Contempt.^ O. T. v. iv, It is both unmannerly and irreligious
to be *misgestured in our prayers. 1622 Ibid. xvn. iv,
Those *mis-hallowed hills. i88z SWINBURNE Tristram of
Lyone&se 19/12 His mishallowed and anointed steel, c x6oo
SIR

J. HORSEY Tra-v. (Hakl. Soc.) 243 His highnes maibe
*m [since need. 16x5 CHAPMAN Odyss. xiv. 258 Some God
*mis-inspjred. _ 1718 SAVAGE Bastard 47 Tims Unprophetic,
lately misinspir d, I sung. 1641 BP. HALL Mischief of
Faction Rem. Wks. (1660) 70 The &quot;mis-kindled heat of
some vehement spirits. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvi.

(1887) 138 To haue wittes misplaced, and their degrees
*mislotted by the iniquitie of Fortune. 1850 E. WARBURTON
Reginald Hastings II. 65 The misshapen and *misminded
dwarf. 1881 SWINBURNE Mary Stuart i. ii. 42 To join my
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1862 II. 183 All over his &quot;misorganized country. 1903
A. LANG in Longman s Mag. Feb. 382 [The book] is so
much *mispaged as to be totally useless. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) VIII.

15^8 Winking and pinking, *mis-

patched, yawning, stretching. 1624 QUARLES Job Militant
xi. lab, My dayes are gone, my thoughts are *mis-possest.
[Cf. Job xvji. ii and marg.] 01684 LEIGHTON Serin.
\\1\ _n_ T 1T&amp;gt;I . _ _&amp;gt; t__l__ -_-!*_

sistable. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evtd, (1827) V.

87 Punishment that has been called *mis-seated punish
ment : punishment in alienam personam. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. ff Jul. v. iii. 205 This Dagger.. is *misheathed in my

bee so farre &quot;mis-transported as to condemne a good prayei.
1626 Contempl., O. T. xx. 97 To set on foot the iust title

of Joash, and to put him into the *misvsurped throne of
his father Ahaziah.

3. Prefixed to vbl. sbs. with the same meaning as

in 4. (Such compounds may be formed without

|

reference to a verb.)
1661 J. STEPHENS Procurations 147 Except the mistakes

I in priming.. others of mispointing and &quot;&quot;mi-&amp;gt;accenting
with

j

some other literal escapes. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet.

Pref., Cowel also, especially in the Folio Edition, (besides
I

the *misalphabeting) is extreamly misprinted. 16*5 Bp.

[

MOUNTACu App, Cxsar 3 They seldorne or never talke

!

of any *misbemg, misordering, misdemeaning. a 1641
i Acts ff Mon. (1642) 394 For mis-leading and &quot;mis-bringing

j

up of youth and children. 1629 Sin R. BOYLE in Lismore
Papers (1886) II. 324 The pretended *miscocqueting. .

I of the yron sent by me. 1586 HOOKER Answ. Trovers
24 Whatsoeuer was.. by *miscollecting gathered out of

darke places. x6xx FLORIO, Misuenimento..^, mischancing
or *miscomming. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 171

Granting no divorce, but to the want, or *miscommunicaling
of that. 1865 &quot;Mis-craving [see MIS-WISH so.]. 1866
G. STEPHENS Runic Mon. I. p. xvii, All the talk about
1

*miscuttings . 1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas n. i. n. (1641)

93/2 The &quot;mis-eating of a certain fruit. 1621-31 LAUD
Serm. (1847) 175 The sin.. is committed by man s *mis-

endeavouring, or want of endeavouring. 1645 BP. HALL
Ron. Discontent 146 The sting of the guilty *mis-enjoying
of them will be sure to stick by us. 1496 Dives

&amp;lt;y Pauper
(W. de W.) v. ix. 206/2 They drawe folke to synne by
*mys entysyng. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 229 The &quot;Misgraving
the Bended end of the Springing Wire. (11586 SIDNEY
Arcadia it. (1620) 185 When they knew their *mismeeting
and saw each other, .striuing who should run fastest to the

goale of death. 1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without
Title III. 59 Will not our readers lament this mis-meeting.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling n. v. 200 There are several things
misseen, untrue, which is the worst species of *m!spainting.
x6xx COTGR., Mespartementt a *mispar ting ; an vnhonest,
vnfit, or vnseemelie diuision. a 1626 BACON Controv. Ch.

En%. in Resuscitatio (1657) ^?8 All which Errours, and

*Misproceedin^s, they do fortifie . . by an addicted Respect, to
their own Opinions. 1865 J. GROTE Explor. Philos. I. 249
It depends solely upon the realizing, in my view quite &quot;mis-

realizing, of logical terms. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. I. v. 21

By *mis-reasoning, or by trusting them that reason wrong.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 190 In this misreasoning.
SS^ S let 7 Edw. y/, c. i 7 Fines.. upon any Shirief. .

for not returning or *misreturnine of any Write. 1652 H.
L ESTRANGE Atner. no Jeives 73 Some infirmities, which by
Venery, and *misriding and *mlswalking they have con
tracted. 1901 W. E. LINGELBACH in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc.

(10,02) XVI. 59 In case a report or presentment of *mis-

!&amp;gt;bipping was brought to the notice of the authorities. 1882
Atlantic Monthly\&amp;gt;. 695 A slight &quot;misspacing, very common
in newspaper print. 1680 WALLER Div. J\Udit. xv. no The
slipping, or breaking of a string or the *mistopping ( mis-

stopping] of a fret. 1496 Dives fy Pauper (W. de W.) vi.

4. Prefixed to nouns of action, condition, and

quality, with the meaning *bad
,

*

wrong , erro

neous , perverse ,

*
misdirected*.

Of such compounds 13 are recorded in OE., of which MIS
DEED, MISLORE, MISKEDE, and MISWORK are the only repre
sentatives in subsequent periods.

1894 GOLDWIN SMITH in igt/t Cent. Feb. 226 The misprints
and *misaccentuations.. contributed to its failure, a 1661
FULLER Worthies^ (1840) I. 306 Let them sink into obscurity,
that hope to swim in credit by such *mis-achievements.
a 1849 K. A. FOE Sphinx Wks. 1865 II. 436 To under-rate or
to over-value the importance of an object, through mere
*misadmeasurement of its propinquity. 1650 R. HOLLING-
WORTH Exerc. Usurped Poivers 58 The magistrates

*
mis-

administration. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 286
The *misallotment of worldly goods and fortunes. 1641
C. VERNON Consid. Exch. 28 The said undue discharges
and *misallowances. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys 21
If all the Foly of our Hole Royalme were named Of
*mys apparayle. 1862 CARLYLE Frc&amp;lt;ik. Gt. xin. ii. (1873)
V. 26 *Misappointinent of your Captains is a fatal business,

1834 DE QUINCEY Autob. Sk. Wks. 1854 II. 20 His extrava

gant
*mis-appraisement of Knolles. 1623 BP. HALL Great

Impostor Wks. (1635) 503 Being ouercome with the false

delectablenesse of sinne, it yeelds to a *misse-assent. 1646
R. BAILLIE Anabaptism (1647) Pref. b. The ground of this

*mis-asserlion I take to be a twofold misapprehension. 1888

v. 120 Here we were out of danger of this &quot;mis-raised fury,

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 148 The *misreflected

12 If the sway of your &quot;misresolued conscience be..vnre-

. f u. . . 205 s ager..
Daughters bosome. 1681 BAXTER^MJW. Dodwell\. i Some

:---- : * ~f &quot; * ** &quot;------ &quot; * ----u

MIS-.

Charity Organis. Rev. Oct. 436 To prevent a mis-association
of the sexes. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit.% Dogma (1876) 399 The*
mis-attribution to the Bible.. of a science. -which is not

there. 1706 BAYNAKD Cold Bat/is (1709) ir. 341 Infants.,

may be \vrith d..by the least &quot;mis-bandage into any inform
Figure. 1596 SPENSER / . Q. iv. iii. n The meede of thy
^mischalenge and abet. 1845 STODDART Gram, in Encycl.

Metropj I. 131/1 A *miscoinage of Ben Jonson s coarse and
pedantic wit. 1826 BENTHAM in \Vestm. Rev. VI. 499 Not
onlymis-selection-.but *miscollocation likewise, a 1628 F.
GREVIL Mustapha in. i. Wks. (Grosart) III. 357 In Tyrants
state neuer was man undone By *miscomplaints. 1618 Br.
HALL Righteous Mammon Wks. (1625) 699 The euill dis

positions that doe commonly attend wealth, are Pride and
*Misconfklence. 1822-34 Goofs Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 160
Labour impeded by *mis-configuration of the fetus. 1819
W. S. ROSE Lett. ii. 21 Misconstructions and *misconjuga-
tions. 1648 BP. HALL Select Th. 6 The *miscredulity of
those who will rather trust to the Church than to the Scrip,
ture. 1854 [S. R. BOSANQUET] Tlie First Seal 71 This
wilderness of *misculture and unprofitableness. 1822-34
Cood*$ Study Med. (ed. 4) 111.243 Those cases in which the

[spinal] *miscurvature is very considerable. 1905 Daily
Chron. 9 Jan. 4/5 The offence is known in railway parlance
as *misdeclaration of freight . 1822-34 tTtw/fj Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 29 Genus I : Odontia. *Misdenthion. 1617 Bp.
HALL Quo Vadis ? Ep. Ded., Returning as emptie of grace
..as full of words, vanitie, *mis-dispositions. 1624 True,
Peace-Maker Wks. (1625) 542 To faUifie the writings of..

Authors, by secret expurgations, by wilfull *mis-editions.

1659 HEYLIN Examen Hist. \\, 66 The *mis-erTects of that
war. 1829 BENTHAM Justice &amp;lt;$

Cod. Petit. 58 Neither the

inefficiency, nor the whole of the *misefficiency, can be

brought into view. 1823 GOOD Study Afed, IV. 131 Seminal
*Misemission. 1603 YLQHIQ Montaigne it. xxxiv. (1632) 415
Victories, which one onely disaster, or *mis-encounter, might
make him lose. 1822 GOOD Study Med. I. 94 Psellismus
Blaesitas, *MUenunciation. 1592 Arden ofFeversham C^
And aske of God,. .Vengeance on Arden, or some &quot;misevent,

To shewe the world, what wrong the carle hath done. 1583
GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xcL 564 To bee caryed away by
their *misexample. 1685 HAXmParaJ&r.N. T. Matt. xxiv.

3 Though Christ do not presently blame their *mib-expecta-
tions. 1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispach t 200 These two
*
mis-explications of Dr. H. sduly consider d. i6i4SvLVKsiER
Parlt VcrtuSRoyally Wks. (1621) 853 When by *mis-heed,
or by mishap, hee corns., into the Sacred Rooms. 1898
Wcstm. Gaz. i Jan. 5/1 Caught at mid-offby Hirst, offa*mis-
hit. 1652 BP. HALL fttvis. World i. 9 Here then was this

said, (yea sworn) the contrary. 1894 Eclectic Mag. Jan. LIX.
20 The hugest and ugliest shed constructive by human *mis-

ingenuity. 1680 BAXTER Ansiv. Stillingfl. xxiv. 37 All will

not prevent the *mis-intimations even of such worthy Men
as you. x8 GOOD Study Med. IV. 37 Galactia. ^Mislacta-
tion. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Hi. 4 He bursteth not out
into *rmslanguage too wreake himself. 1822 GOOD Study
Med, IV. 37 Paramenia. *Mismenstruation. /bid. 438 Paru-
ria. *Mi.smicturition. a 1631 DONNE Obseq. Ld. Harrington
132 As small pocket-clocks, whose every wheele Doth each
*mismotion and distemper feele. 1904 Daily Chron. 8 Jan.
4/6 Drowned through *Misnavigation on the Congo. 1835-6
Todays Cycl. Anat. I. 60/1 Certain morbid conditions of the

system, in which there is any process of &quot;mis-nutrition. 1643
MILTON Divorce M. ix. Wks. 1851 IV. 83 That our obedience
be not *inis-obedience.

IV. 97 A misformation or

.

be not *inis-obedience. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4)

. 97 A misformation or*misorganisation ofthe parts. Ibid.

242Parostia. &quot;Mis-ossification. tyoiSothely sCatal. May53
We think that the. .*mispagination was an error on the part
of the printers. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T, 8 Th
inward *mis-passion of the heart. lyaa WOLLASTON Rclig.
Nat. iii. 42 Wrong notions, and *misperceptions of things.

1893 Daily News 24 Feb. 3/1 Lord R. Churchill said he

# Soc. Probl. xi. 305 The very phn
justice is a *mis-phrase. 1812 SOUTHEV Ess. (1832) I. 154
If some strange *nrispolicy does not avert this, .natural

course of things. [Several other instances in Southey.J

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 156 Those apprehen
sions which are often entertained by a pregnant woman
respecting the *misposition of the child. 1653 BAXTEK
Christian. Concord \ 10 No mans

*mi:&amp;gt;-practice
is any reason

able cause of excepting against our Agreement. 1621 Br.

MOUNTAGU Diatribx 5 Having once by a *mis-preconceit
fashioned their thoughts thereunto. 1905 Daily News 26

Jan. 12 The *misproposals of the present Government. 1659
H. L EsTRANCE Alliance Dtv, Off. 31 Through whose *mis-

that have mysgoten them by *my5purchace, or by withhold-

ynge of dette. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling \. viii, Sordid misbe

liefs, *mispursuitj&amp;gt; and *misresults. a 1483 Liber Niger m
f/onseh. Ord. (1790) 59 To counsayle upon whome to cast the

lossesofsuche*mysse pourveyaunce. 1867 CARLYLE Retniit.

(1881) II. 128 Sense of the ridiculous .. is withal very indis

pensable to a man; Hebrews have it not.. hence various

misqualities of theirs. 1864 Daily Tel. isjune, The &quot;mis-

reception of evidence, c 1843 CARLYLE Hist. Sk, (1898) 104

Struggling all thy years against poverty and *misrecognition.
1886 GURNEY, etc. Phantasms of Living II. 390 The mis-re

cognition would then be very similar. 1894 J. L. ROBERT
SON Scoffs Poet. Wks. Pref., The discovery of several *mis-

references. 1831 Fraser s Mag. III. 203 This is a favourite

&quot;mis-rhyme, a 1670 HACKET ./!/. Williams \.{\b&amp;lt;)$Tz
That

*mis-sentence, which pronounced by a plain and understand

ing Man, would appear most Gross and Palpable, c 1810

COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 296 They rejected the fact

for the sake of the &quot;mis-solution, a 1656 BP. HALL Let. Pa-
rxnetical Rem. Wks. (1660) 399 Meer tricks of*mis-sugges-
lion. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy ii, An erasure in the ledger, or a
* mis-summation in a fitted account. 1780 BENTHAM Princ.

Legist. Wks. 1843 I. 75 Where, .there is no *missupposal in

the case. 1876 TENNYSON Q. Mary iv. ii, The huge corrup
tions of the Church, Monsters of *mistraditign. a 1862



MIS-

.

and joy in strange *misunion blent. 1882 ABP. BENSON Let.

in Life (1901) 219 Wherever my *nmwisdom .. draws my
eyes down from the Pattern showed us in the Mount.

5. Prefixed to agent-nouns.
1625 BP. MOUNTAGU Apj&amp;gt;.

Cxsar 232 Wicked *mia-agentb

finder, than a Fawners looke. 1547 Reg. Privy Council

Scot. I. 75 Thai salbe reput and balding as misfavouraris

of this realme. 1574 ir. Marlorat s Apocalips 39 inarg.,

Hypocrites and *misprofessors of religion. 1638 MEDE
Disc. Texts xlvi. Wks. H. (1672) 258 All prophaners and
*misreceivers of those Sacred pledges. 1891 Sat. Rev- 30

May 667/1 The incorrigible *misrhymer who jingles
1 burden and pardon .

6. Prefixed to adjs. with the sense of *

wrongly ,

erroneously , perversely*.
1620 BP. HALL Hon. Marr. Clergy in. iii, \Vhether the

catholike Bishop that wrote this, or the *mis-catholike

masse-priest that reproues it, be more worthy of Bedleem.

1641 Answ. Vind. Smectymnuus 2. 22 My eyes are

so Lyncean, as to see you proudly *mis-confident. 1893
STEVENSON Catriona x. (1903) i to It is most *miaconyenient
at least. 1837 SYD. SMITH Let. Arc/id. Singleton iii. Wks.

(18501 641/2 In defeating this ^mis-ecclesiastic law. 1614
SYLVESTER Little Bartas 822 Without *mis-fond affection.

7. Expressing negation (of something good or

desirable) ; equivalent to DIS-, IN-, or UN-.
In OE., vtisgfeman, mishferan, inis$pdiuan t uiistrfewait,

misiveorfiian are instances in which this meaning is more
or less clearly developed.
1649 EAKL MONM. tr. SenauWs Use Passions (1671) 82

Men. .seem to have a design to hasten their *misadvantages.
1859 TENNVSON Holy Grail 1-75 And once by *misadvertence
Merlin sat In his own chair. 1816 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895)

658 If pain and sorrow and self-*miscomplacence had not

forced my mind in on itself. 1855 A. H. STEPHENS in John
ston & Browne Life (187^8)

288 That. .the Supreme Court
would hold it to be *misconstitutional. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona 108 It is most *misconvenient at least. 1704 F.

FULLER Med.Gymn. (1718) 76 The Pus, the Slough, and all

the *Mispurides of the Sore. 1382 WVCLIF Ecclus. xxv. 29
The wrathe of a womman and the *mysreuerence [1388

vnreuerence, Vulg. irreverentia}. 1850 Tail s Mag. XVII.
2/1 A rental of ten pounds yearly would be, for many
families, a deed of *misthrift.

8. Prefixed to words denoting something wrong
or bad, serving as an intensive.

In OE. we have misscrgncc by the side of %e-$crgnce
=

withered.

1570 in J. P. Collier Old Ballads (Percy Soc. 1840) 79 What
* mis-deformed wights Of women borne there bee. 1656
EARL MONM. tr. BoccalintsAdvts.fr. Parnass. i, Ixxxvii.

171 The. .reproaches, .which Poets, .make.. against such

*misdemeriting men [orig. huotnini di tanto dewerito}.
Ibid. \ i. xcv. 388 His Majesty thought he had no waies *mis-
demerited [orig. demeritato\ by that his forgetfulness. Ibid.

i. ii. 4 The *misdemerits [ori(*. il detnerito} of this fellow.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy m. xxiii. (S.T.S.) II. 40 We. .covatis

nocht bot sow to be penitent of ^oure *mysfalt. 1470
HARDING Chron. CLXXVI. iii, That ruled had in mykell
*mysryote. ?&amp;lt;TISOO

Felon SewcofRokeby\n R. Bell Anc.
Poems, etc. (1857) 134 Ye wolde hav ren awaye, When moste
*misstirre had bin. 1592 WYRLEY Annorie 152 Capitatt de

Buz,, Bicause from England he was late *mistraid [ mis-

strayed].

9. The existence of pairs of words like misbelieve

and disbelieve, mislike and dislike gave rise to

confusion between the prefixes and to the (often,

unmeaning) substitution of mis- for fits- (and even

des-), as in \misguise, ^mismay. To the same con
fusion are due the dial, misdain, misdainful (after

disdain}^ misery for descry ,
and mislest^ corruption

of molest
;
also the obs. mislaundre for dislaundre

DlSCLANDER.

Mis- (mis), prefix
2 (Forms : 3-5 mes-, 4

mess(e)-, 4-5 myss(e)-, 3- mis-) in compounds
adopted from French represents OF. mes- (mod.F.
m&-

t
mes t mf-) = Pr. mes-, mens- t Sp., Pg.

tfit:nos-t Olt. menes-, minis-, It. mis- (also med.L.

mis-) : Com. Rom. minus-, a use of L. minus
adv. less, not

,
as a prefix with the signification

*

bad(ly) , wrong(ly) ,

( amiss
,
and with negative

force, in comb, with verbs, adjectives, and nouns.

The list of words derived immediately from OFr.

compounds of mes- is not large, the most impor
tant being MISADVENTURE, MISCHANCE, MISCHIEF,

MISCONTENT, MISCREANT, MISEASE, MISNOMER,
MISPRIZE ; but the number due directly or in

directly to the influence of such compounds is

prob. much larger (cf. Mis- 1
). In English the

prefix became ultimately identical in form (as it

was in meaning) with Mis- 1
.

Mischief^ mischievous, and miscreant are the only com
pounds of Mis-* having the stress on the prefix. This is due
to the fact that they early ceased to be felt as compounds,
and while they followed the rule of stress-change in French-
derived words, mischance and the rest fell under the influ

ence of the native compounds of Mis-1
, and so have their

stress on the root.

t Misacce pt, v. Ot&amp;gt;s. rare. [Mis-
1

!.] trans.

To take (a word) in a wrong sense. Hence
t Miaacce pter.
1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos, 88 My Intention, .is. .to

settle the True and Genuine Sense of such Words, to be

applied afterwards to the Mis-accepters of them, as occasion

493

requires. Ibid. 288 Those Words, which have been Abus d

or Mis-accepted by Trivial Philosophers.

Misaccepta-tion. rare- . [Mis-i 4.] The

taking of a word in a wrong sense.

1721 BAiLtv, Alisacceptation, a wrong Understanding or

Apprehension of any thing. 1755 in JOHNSON.

t Misacce ption. Oos, [Mis-
1 4: sec Ac-

CEPTION 4.]
-
prec.

1628-9 BI-. HALL Serin, to Lords 18 Feb. ^yks. 1808 V.

385 The Apostle, .contemning all impotent mis-acceptions,
calls them what he finds them, A froward generation. 1697

J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 109 What Prodigious Incon

veniences do arise from the Mis-acceplionb of one of tho&e

many Different Senses such Words may bear. 1727 in

BAILEY vol. II.

t Misa-ccident. 06s. [f. Mis-i 4 + ACCIDENT

sl&amp;gt;,,
after mischance.] ^ MISCHANCK, MISHAP.

1623 in H. Fpley Rec. Kn%. Pror. .V. J. I. 95 His majeaie
was verie sorrie for the mis-accident that happened at the

French Ambassador s. 1633 I!r. HALL Occas. A/t dit. vi. 16

Here is a great world in a little roonie, by the skill of the

workeman, but in lesse rooine, by mis-accident. 1648

Breathings Devout /&amp;gt;&quot;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;;// (1851^ 187 Secular mis-accidents.

t Misaccount, * . Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] trans.

To misreckon, misjudge.
f 1374 CHAUCKR TroyIns v. 1185 He thoughte he mis-

Serin. 17 Oct. 1654. 28 Misaccounting his years summe.

&quot;i*
Misa Ct, v. Obs. [Mis-l i.] trans, and intr.

To act badly. Also f Misa-cting vbL sb.

1609 J. RAWLINSON Fishermen 35 Sc if the Minister did

misact but an earthly Prince only, his fault were more
tolerable. 1614 T. ADAMS Physickefr. Heaven Wks, (1633)

300 The Player, that misacts an inferiour and vnnoted part,

carryes it away without censure. 1651 W. LYFORD Serin.

(1654* 4 In case of misactings. 1665 WITHER Lord s Prayer
159 Truely repenting his other nmaclings.

t Misa ction. Obs. [Mis- 1
4.] A wrong

action
; misdoing.

1693 W. FHEKE Sd. Ess. xxxu 182 The pnly_occa-ion of

his [i iz. God s] Contempt of us, is our Misaction, and our

Aberration from his Law.

t Hisa ctor. Obs. [Mis-
*
5.] A misdoer.

1659 C. NOBLK Mod. Ans. to Immod. Queries 14 Here s a

down right quarrel to the . . management of State Affairs ;

the mis-actors herein he names to be some Lawyers.
Misada pt, v. [Mis-

1
i.] To adapt wrongly.

1862 MRS. N. CROSLAND Ulrs.Blakt! 11.307 By a gradual

misapplication of ideas, some persons have grown to mis-

adapt the thought.

Misadapta tion. [Mis-
1
4.] Defective adapta

tion, want of adaptation.
1878 MORLEY Diderot I. iv. 94 The marvels of misadapta-

tion in the Universe. 1888 H. S. HOLLAND Christ or Eccl,

5 Every day has some fresh discovery to make to us of..

misadaptation, disorder, confusion.

Misaddre-ss, v. [Mis-i i.] trans. To
address wrongly or impertinently. Also Mis-
addre ssed///. a. and Misaddre ssing vbl. sb.

1648 BOYLE Seraphic Love (1660) 49 A fervent Love seems
little less than Devotion misaddrest. 1858 CARLYI.E Fredk.
Gt. II. vii. v. 225 This one (letter]. .by mere misaddress

ing, . .fell into the hands of vigilant Rittmeister Katte. 1885
McCoNKEY Hero of Coupens xxiv. 228 These . . cautions

seem singularly misaddressed, to the man who had never
been known to be surprised from Quebec to Cowpens. 1892
STEVENSON Vailivia Lett. (1895) 163 Receiving misaddressed
letters.

MisadJTL Sted, ppL a. Badly adjusted.
1860 I. TAYLOR Ess. 276 They are in a misadjusted con

dition.

Misadju stment. [Mis-
1
4.]

1. Want of adjustment.
1827 I. TAYLOR Transm. Anc. Bks. (1859) 410 The wrong

chronological conceptions which have arisen from the mis-

adjustment of them as to their order of time. 1888 MAR*
TINEAU Study Relig. II. iv. iii. 384 Apparent misadjust-
ments of this world s goods.

2. U.S. Lack of agreement or harmony.
1878 GARFIELD in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 450 The mis-

adjustment between the Secretary of War and the army.

Misadventure (misKdve ntiur, -tjai), sb,

Forms : 3-6 (9 arch.
] misaventure, (3-6 -eur, 4

-ur, 4-6 -our, 6 -aventre), 5- -adventure. See

also MISAUNTER. [a. OF. mesaventure (i2th c.),

f. mesavenir to turn out badly, after aventure AD
VENTURE sb. : see Mis- -.

The spelling with -ad- appears first in the isth c., but
does not become regular till the end of the i6th c., when
the stress also finally settled in its present position.]

1. Ill-luck, bad fortune. Nearly always in particu
larized use : A piece of bad fortune

;
a mishap or

misfortune.
c 1290 S. Eng^. Leg. 1. 364/11 Muche reu^e was into al bat

lond of bis misauenture. c 1330 R. BRUNNE C/tron. IVace

(Rolls) 9218, & preye lesu our Saueour To schulde vs fro

mysauentour. c 1407 LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 4238 The sor-

rowes and mysaventures . . That loves folkys ha suffred

there, c 1425 Eng. Coitq. Irel. 68 Good aduentures comen
oft slowly & aloon, bot mesaduentures ne cometh neuer-
more aloon. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xx. 44 Hald God thy
friend, . . He will the confort in all misaventeur. c 1510
BARCLAY filirror Gd. Manners (1570) D v, Joy sauced is

with payne, .. Mixt with misaduenture be chaunces pros
perous. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ jul. v. i. 29 Your looker are

pale and wild, and do import Some misaduenture. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. IVorld n. (1634) 407 All under the Sunne
are subject to worldly miseries and misadventures. 1792
BURKE Pres. St. Atf. Wks. VII. 103 The grand, solid body

MISADVISE.

rroatgtoso 11. 102 Among my misadventures I his shipwreck
is the least, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante fy Circle i. (1874) 151

Through this my strong and new mibaventure, All now is

lost to me. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 323 Not a mi&amp;gt;-

adventure or a hitch occurred. 1885 .Manch. Exam. 3 June
5/1 There was a mistake, or a misunderstanding, or a mis
adventure of some sort.

2. Phrases, a. -\ Al, by misadventure (see also
3&quot;;

:

by an unlucky accident, f b. To bid (3. thing) mis-

adventure; to curse. To do (a person) misadventure:

to bring disaster or ruin upon, t c. In imprecatory

expressions.
a. (&quot;1330

K. URUNSK Chron. (1810) 166 His nese & hi-*

ine he carfe at misauentoure. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur in.

vii. 107 And soo he .smote of her hede by mysauenliire. Ibid.

vii. vi. 22\ Allc that euer thou doat ib but by mysaucnlure
and not by prowesse of thy handes. 1820 bnELU:v tr.

Dante s Conrito 55 If by misadventure chance should bring
Thee to base company. 1873 BKOUNING Red Cott. Xt.-caf&amp;gt;

n. 669 Made aware By Misadventure that hU bounty ..

comforted a visitant.

b. c 1330 Arth. $ jl/eri. 4384 (Kulbing) Bobe o lif & ekj

tresour pai dede ^&amp;gt;e paien.s misauentour. Ibid. 8_;6i He. .bad
be time mesauenlure, bat he cuntekcd wib king Arthour.

C. ^1300 K.Horn 344 (Canib. MS.) Went [
= go] vt of my

bur, Wit&amp;gt;
muchel mesauenteur. c 1386 CHAUCER Friar s T.

36 Pees, with mischance and with misaventure*, Tim-.

seyde our host, and lat him telle hS tale \ c 1450 Merlin
68 And she .seide Mysauenture haue that it kcpeth eny
counseile \

3. Law. Homicide committed accidentally by a

person in doing a lawful act, without any intention

of hurt ; now chiefly in phr. homicide or death by
misadventure.

(t 1290 l!nmoN (1865) i. ii. 2 Cum nule felounie ou me.&amp;gt;-

auenturesoitavenue.] 1509-10 Act i Hen. K///, c. 7 Vf eny
persone hathe happened to be slayne by myssaventre and
not by no mannys Hande. 1581 W. STAM-ORH E.\aui. CosnpL
iii. (1876 85 A man that had trespassed the lawe of misad
uenture. 1596 BACON Max. .y Use Com. Law i. (1630) 30
If diuers bee in danger of drowning by the casting away of

some boate . . and one of them get to some plancke . . and
another to save his life thrust him from it, whereby hee S
drowned, thi.s is neither se dcfcndcndo nor by misaduen

ture, but Justifiable. 1614 Charge touching Duels 20

For the case of misaduenture il selfe, there were (. ink
of refuse. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. iv. xiv. 182 Homi
cide per infortnitinnt^ or misadventure.

//&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/.,
Where a

parent is moderately correcting his child, a master hi&amp;gt;

servant or scholar, or an officer punishing a criminal, and

happens to occasion his death, it is only misadventure. 1800

Addison*s
Rcj&amp;gt;.

8 Homicide by misadventure is an unlawful

killing by accident. 1903 filackw. Ma$. Dec. 772/1 Death

by misadventure in the ordinary execution of her duty.

t Misadve-nture, v. Obs.- [nonce-form at ion

on It. (see quot.\]
1611 FLORIO, Misaitenturdrc, to misaduenture.

t Misadve ntured, a. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1

[f. MISADVEN
TURE sb. Cf. OF. mhavcntur^ Unfortunate.

1592 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;y Jul. Prol. 7 (Qo.) Whose misaduen-

! tur d pittious ouerthrowes, Doth with their death buric

their Parents strife.

Misadventurous (mis^dve ntiurss^, a. Also

! 5 mysauentrous. [In the early quot. a. OF.
mesaventureux ;

in the mod. instances f. Mi-s-

I

ADVENTURE + -ous.] Unfortunate, unlucky.
ci4oo tr. Stcreta Secret,. Gov. Lordsh. 114 Kepe be fro

1

vche mysauentrous man, bat ys lesnyd of any membre.
a 1693 Urquhart s Rabelais in, xxii. 180 He was . . so_un-
fortunately misadventrous in the Lot of his own Destiny,
that [etc.]. 1742 C. JARVIS Don Quixote (1749) II. n. i. 104
The obstinacy, with which he was bent upon the search

of his misadventurous adventures. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog.
Lit. xx. (I3ohn) 201 A few misadventurous attempts to trans

late the arts and sciences into verse. 1842 H. TAYLOR Ed
win the Fair iv. i. 180 Our misadventurous Synod.

Hence Misadve nturonsly^/t ., by misadventure.

1632 STRAFFORD in Browning Life (1891) 300, I am
hartely sorrye for him and for myself too, that, .should thus

misaduenturousely light vpon a man, that [etc].

Misadvi Ce. [Mis-
1
4.] Wrong advice.

1632 SHERWOOD, Misaduise, mesadz is. a 1684 LEIGHTOM
18 Sertn. vii. (1745) 113 When they are abused by Mis-

advice and corrupt Counsel. 1773 LORD CHATHAM S/. in

Modern Orator(i%tf) 71 To rescue him from the misadvice

of his present Ministers.

Misadvi-se, v. [Mis-^ i.]

1 1. refl. To take a wrong counsel ; to act un

advisedly. Obs.

(1370-80 : see MISADVISED.] c 1386 CHAUCER IVifes Prol.

230, 1 sey nat this by wyves that ben wyse, But-if it be whan

they hem misavyse. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xi. Ixvii.

(1606) 285 In making Loue vnmeant thou didst thy selfe but

misaduise.

2. trans. To advise wrongly.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. 1V^ 8b, Ruled and rms-

avised by the evell..councell of perverse, .persons. 1659
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 607 Thev accused John de Gaunt
..and Lord Latimer, and Lord Nevil, for misadvising the

; King. 1679 BEDLOE Narr. Popish Plot Ep., To have Some
of their Chief Friends thereabouts, that may misadvise

! Great Persons. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1827 POLLOK
I Course Time ix. (1860) 266 Nor failed to misadvise his

future hope And faith, by_
false unkerneled promises. 1849

GROTE fftsf. Greece u. Ivi. (1862) V. 91 He. .had fatally mis

advised his countrymen into making important cessions.

Hence f Misadvising (?///. a. absol., ill-advised

persons; or Mis a. + ADVISING vbl. sb.}.

^1461 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 253 Many a wondurfulle

i dysgyzyng, By imprudent and myssavyzyng.



MIS-ADVISED.

t Mis-advrsed, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED i

or f. Mis 1 2 + ADVISED.] Wrongly advised; ill-

advised ; injudicious.
1370-80 XI Pains ofHell 237 in O, E. Misc. 229 He hab

ben muche mys-Auyset, Godus Comaundemens he
hafc&amp;gt;

dis-

pyset. 1400 in Roy. &amp;lt;$

Hist. Lett. Hen. IV (Rolls) I. 37 \Ve

was nevere so mys avised to worch agayn the Kyng no his

l.iwes. c 1460 Play Sacram. 639 Voydelh from my syght &
yt wyghtly fibr ye be mysse a vysed. 1469 in lo/Xt Rep.
Hist, MSS. Comm. App. v. 306 Affray made of purpose or

by mysse-advised men. a 15*9 SKELTON Ware the Hauke
-2 To make complaynte Of such mysaduysed Parsons and

ilysgysed. 1590 SPKNSER/ &quot;. Q. m. ii. 9 Ye misavised beene
t upbrayd A gentle knigtit with so unknightly blame. 1643
PRYNXE S&amp;lt;rv. Power Parl. n. (ed. 2) 76 It would rest in the

ineere power ..of a wiifull or misadvised King, .to deprive
the Kingdome of the. .use. .of Parliaments. 1780 BKNTHAM
l^rinc. Morals (1789) ix. 6 In such case the act may be said

to be mis-advised.

Hence f Misadvi sedly adv., ill-advisedly, im

prudently ; t Misadvi sedness, the quality or con

dition of being misadvised.
a 1548 H.M.LC/tran,, Edw. IV (1550 &quot;&amp;gt; 30 Lest it shoulde be

laied to her charge, that she had doen any thyng misaduisedly.

1548 UDALL Krastn. Pa . Luke iv. 85 If the teacher dooe
not presumpteouslye vsurp to hymself the gifte of learnyng

. .ne vndiscretely or mysaduisedly shewe foorth the same as

though it \ver of his owne. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Morals

(i7?g) ix. 16 In the case of ;//;&quot;.s-advisedness with respect to

any circumstance. Ibid. 17 Un-advisedness coupled with

heedlessness, and mis-advisedness coupled with rashness

corrt^pond to the ciilpa sine dolo.

t Misadvi semeiit. Obs. = MISAI&amp;gt;VICE.

1594 LODGI-; Wounds Civ. U . v. I4b, These are verie

indiscreet counsailes neighbor Poppey, and I will follow

your mi.sadui^ement.

tMisaffe Ct, f. Obs. [Mis-1 i, 7.]

1. trans. To affect injuriously.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. in. i, Fracastorius .. calls

those melancholy, whom abundance of., black choler hath
so misaffected, that they become mad thence. 1650 CIIARLK*
j ox Paradoxes 60 When the Palate is misaffected with paine.
2. To dislike.

1586 BACON Let. to Ld. Treas. Wks. 1830 XII. 473 They
\sc. objections] were delivered by men that did imsafTect me.

1641 MILTON Anintadv. Postscr. 74 That peace which you
have hitherto so perversely misaffected.

t Misaffe Cted, ///. a. Obs. [Partly f. prec.
+ -ED

, partly f. Mis- 1 2 + AFFECTED. Cf. OF.

mtsafaitie evil-disposed.]
1. Affected by illness or disease

;
diseased.

1621 BURTON Anat, Mel. i. iii. n, iv. (1651) 204 Such are
for the most part misaffected and prone to this disease.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 17 The Liver. .which by some i&amp;gt;

adjudged to be particularly ..misaffected in this Distemper.
2. Ill-disposed, disaffected.

1633 Br. HALL Occas. Mcdit. (1634) xxi. 126 By how much
more excellent any object is, by so much more is our weake
sense mis-affected in the first apprehending of it. 1645
Some Observations 3 An ill Rhetorician to a misaffected and
ignorant People may make this seem very odious.

Misaffe ction. Nowrw*or0&. [Mis- 14-]
1. Perverted affection ;

disaffection.

1621 lir. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 425 Your ill disposition,
and mis-affection vnto him. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis
P&amp;gt;anish\i I irg. 28 The misaffections and disaflections of his

bonnes. 1635 Br. HALL Char. Man 41 How earthly and
grossc with misaflections.

2. Physical disorder; disease.

1673 O. WALKER Kdnc. 71 Divers misaffections in the eyes,
by Spectacles. iSzz-^Cootfs Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. 398
Flatulency or some other misaffection of the stomach. IHd,
401, IV. 44, 295, 523. 1847 BCSIISELL Chr. Nurture 11. i.

(1861) 238 The seminal damages and misaffections derived
from sinning ancestors.

t Misaffe-ctionate, a. Obs.-i [Mis-i 6.]

Kvil-disposed.
1533 MORE Let. to T. Cromwell Wks. 1428/2 Which condi-

cion hath neuer growne . . of any obstinate ininde or inisse

affectionate appetite.

Misaffi.nil, v. rare. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
affirm wrongly or falsely.
a 1614 DONNE BtaBavtno? (1644) 27 They mis-affirme that

this act alwaies proceeds from desperation. 1649 MILTON
Kikim. Pref., By onely remembring them the truth of what
they themselves know to be heer missaffirmd.

Misagree*) v. [Mis-
1

7.]
1. intr. To disagree. Now dial.

1530 PALSGR. 636/2, 1 never wyst them misagre afore in my
lyfe. a 154* WVATT Defence 264 If they misagree in words,
and not in substance, let us hear the words they vary
in. 1847 HALLIWELL, Misagree, to disagree. 1875 PARISH
Sussex Gloss, s.v., I doant see how anyone can be off from
misagreeing with these here people next door.

2. To be inconsistent or out of harmony.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. x. 10 It wil not misagree

that the sayd talantes and teethe should by a similitude be
\

called strong souldyers.

Miaai, obs. form of MISSAY.

Misarm, -v. rare. [Mis- 1
i.] To aim amiss.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 8 Missing the marke of his mis-

aymed sight. 1692 DRYDEN Clcomencs n. ii. 21 My lan

guishing Regards Are like mis-aiming Arrows, lost in Air. &amp;gt;

1813 SCOTT Rokeby iv. xxii, Some tale, .of shaft mis-aimed. I

t Misallegra-tion. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] A false

allegation ; a misleading citation (of an authority).
1633 (title) A Discharge of Five Imputations or Mis- i

allegations. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. viii. 155, 1 must
consider, .themis-allegations ofScripture,theirinconsequent
deductions [etc.].

r Misallege, - Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
cite falsely as supporting one s contention.

494

1566 STAPLETON Ret. Untruths to Jewell Ep.**, What
kinde is thereof Authors, that you haue not Corrupted, Mis-

to Can i. 10, I wonder if men doe not tremble thus to . .

misalledge the holy scripture, a 1670 HACKET Cent, Serin.

(1675) 323 The Devil did Misalledge the Psalm of David,
because he gave it a sense repugnant to the text of Mor.cs.

vSo Misalle-ged///. a., Misalleging vbl. sb.

15.. in Strype Ann. Ref. 11709) I. App. xi. 36 Excus-

inge the mysalledginge of Words. 1620 lip. HALL Hon.
Marr. Clergy i. ix. 53 Those two mis-alledged Authors,
to whom hee ascribes vs. 1629 H. BURTON Truth&quot;s Ttiuniph
343 A mis-alledged place, or a mis-conceiued allegation.

(11684 LEIGHTON Expos. Creed Wks. (1859) 442/2 There
shall be no misalleging or misproving, or misjudging there.

Misalli auce. [f.
Mis- 1

4 + ALLIANCE, after

F. mesalliance^ An improper alliance, associa

tion, or union
; esp. in reference to marriage

MESALLIANCE.
1738 WARBURTON Di~ . Legat. in. iii. I. 350 The only

Greek Masters he [sc. Plato] followed, were Pythagoras
and Socrates. .. This was a monstrous Misalliance. 1755
CHESTERF. in World No. 114 IV. 84 Brutes .. never

degenerate, except in cases of mis-alliances with their

inferiors. 1762 Br. HUKU Lett. Chivalry viii. 71 Their

purpose was to ally, .the Gothic, and the classic unity ; the

effect of which misalliance was to . . expose the nakedness
of the Gothic. 1768 Woman ofHonor II. 159 No remains
of her former notions of mis-alliance, interfere to lessen her

present vexation. 1839-40 W. IRVING Chron. Wolferfs
Roost (\%$$ 189 They would have considered their mares

disgraced, and their whole stud dishonoured by such a mis

alliance. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-lk, 1,1872) 34 A

Misally (misalar), z p

. rare. [Mis- 1 I. Cf. F.

is-aiiy ones i^onversauon. 1790 i-&amp;gt;&amp;lt; KKKJ^CT. 10 i\ouie i^vra.

ks. VIII. 52 They art; a misallied and disparaged branch
of the house of Nimrod. 1860 REAUK Cloister $ H. xx.xvii,

These beauties being misallied to homely features, had
turned her head.

t Misa-nswer, sb. Obs. [Mis-
l
4.]

1. A wrong answer.

1496 Dr. i s
&amp;lt;y Pauper (W. de W.) \ , xi.\. 222/2 Yf a clerke

erre in answerynge and by his rays answere folowed man
slaughter.
2. Failure to correspond to requirements.
1614 Br. HALL Contempt., O, T. vi. 156 Hee that after

the nusse*answere of the one talent, would not trust the
euill seruant with a second.

t Misa nswer, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
give a wrong or perverse answer to (a person).
c 1400 Rule St. Pn net 24 Yef ani man askis hir ohte bat es

a-gain resun, sho sal noht. .mis-ancewer bam. a 1450 Knt.
de La Tour xviii. 26 Alle women that ben gretherted and
misansueringe her husbondes, 1535 flora in itsntn Sarnnt
155 I haue synned..whon I haue mysanswered myn euen

chrysten reioysynge.

Misanthrope (mi Bftn|&amp;gt;fftp).
Forms: a. 6-7

misantropos, 7 misanthropes, pi. -thropi. (3. 7

niisanthrop, S -thrope. [ad. Gr. fitaavOpojnos

(adj.), f. fua(p}- (liiatlv to hate) + &vOp&amp;lt;uiro$
man.

Cf. F. misanthrope (Rabelais).
The stressing of the Greek form in the i7th c. was nris-

a nthropos.}
A hater of mankind; a man-hater; one who

distrusts men and avoids their society.
a. 1563 A. NKVILLE in Googes Eglogs (Arb.) 23 Defye

them all.
tu&amp;lt;rai&amp;gt;&p&amp;lt;i)iroi

and squ&amp;gt;Titeyd Monsters rygnt They
are. 1579-80 NORTH riutarck (1595) 171 Timon, surnamed
Misiintnropits [ed. 1676 Misantropos}. 1607 SHAKS. Tintott
iv. iii. 53. 1612 UACON AM.. Goodness (Arb.) 205 Misanthropi^
that make it their Practise, to bring Men, to the bough.
i6i T. JAMES Jesuits Dowuefall 5 Nether Zoilus, Aris-

tarchus, Timon, or other Misanthropes. 1678 SHADWELL
Timon v. 74 Hee ll ne r return ; he truly is Misanthropes.

ft. 1683]). A. Art Converse 55 A niisanthrop in such a
measure that can praise nothing that is praise worthy.
a 1745 SWIFT On Death Dr. S. Wks. 1751 VII. 254 Alas,
poor Dean ! his only Scope Was to be held a Misanthrope.
1794 SULLIVAN View Nat, I. 10 It is said, that the most
religious men are m general the most inflexible misanthropes.
1849 MACAULAY Hist, h.ng. ii. I. 169 111 as he [vis. Charles II]

thought of his species, he never became a misanthrope.
b. Used as adj.

~ next.

757 MKS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances (1767) II. 129
My philosophy is neither of the cynic or misanthrope kind.

1875 JOWF.TT Plato (ed. 2) III. 79 The finer .. natures ..

may become misanthrope and philanthrope by turns.

Misanthropic (misnbrjrpik), a. [f. prec.
4- -1C. Cf. F. misanthropique.] Pertaining to,

resembling, or characteristic of, a misanthrope;
characterized by misanthropy; man-hating.
1762 Biogr. Diet. XI. 65 [Swift s epitaph] shews a most

unhappy misanthropic state of mind. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har.
i. Ixxxiv, He..view d them not with misanthropic hate.

1814 SCOTT St. Ronan s v, A misanthropic recluse. 1881 Med.
Temp. Jrnl. XLVII. 163 Insomnia does not so much pro
duce special local affections as a miserable misanthropic state.

Misanthro pical, a. [Formed as prec. : see

-ICAL.] = prec.
1611 T. GRANGER Expos. EecL Iv. o An illustration of the

vanities of Misanthropical! couetousnes^e. 1751 SMOLLETT
Per. Pie. (1770,1 II. Ixxi. 259 His disposition was altogether

misanthropical. 1841 MACAULAY /&quot;., Hastings (1850) 604

MISAPPLY.
He had thrown down his pen in misanthropical despair.

1864 C. KNIGHT Pass. Working Life II. 51 No desertion

of old friends rendered me misanthropical.
b. absol. (See Do v. 1 1 j.)

1836-7 DICKLNS Sk. Boz., CJiaracters i, Old fellows. . who
.. do the misanthropical in chambers, taking great delight
in thinking themselves unhappy.
Hence Misanthro pically adv.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes fy Leg. xvi. (1857) 243 Misanth to

pically accumulating into one gloomy heap all that U terrible

in the judgments of God. 1864 [F. W. ROBINSON] Mattie II.

283 He thought, a little misanthropicaliy, it did not matter.

Misanthropist (misarnbr&amp;lt;?pist). [f.
Gr. fua-

dv&pwrt-os MISANTHROPE + -IST.]
= MISANTHROPE.

Todd, s.v. Misanthrope^ says It is now usual to say tnis*

anthrdpist . But this form is now very rare.

1656 U LOU NT Glossogr.) Misanthropist, he that hate*
the company of men. 1791 CUMBERLAND Observer No. 138
V. 130 Passages, .where he [sc. Menander] speaks in the

character of a misanthropist. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Tit.

iSt/i C. II. xn. iv. 372 The sturdy moralist had a hearty
dislike for the misanthropist.
Hence Misa nthropism = MISANTHROPY.
1832 Frasers Mag. V. 535 Parading an ultxa-mififtn*

thropisrn, and complaining of a morbid and melancholy mind.

Misanthropize (miswnfrfjpriz), v. [f. Gr.

pladv0puir-os MISANTHROPE + -IZE.]

1. intr. To be a misanthrope; to hate mankind.
1846 Blackw. Mag. LIX. 169/1 Misanthropizing under

the pangs of grief or unrequited love. 1849 KINGSLEY
Misc. (1859) II. 264 What a place for some gloom-pampered
man to sit and misanthropize. 1891 F. M. WILSON Primer
on Browning 190 Abandoning the world to mUanthropise
in a distant solitude.

2. trans, (in quot. absol.) To cause to be mis

anthropic.
1838 F. W, ROBERTSON Let. in Brooke Life $ Lett. 20 All

i

that has grieved and disappointed and mlianthropibed will
1 be fully explained.

Misanthropy (misae*nj&amp;gt;r#pi). [ad. Gr. /-
1

oavOpcunia, f. fiodvdfwnQS MISANTHROPE. Cf. F.
1

misanthropic (i6th c.).] Hatred of mankind
;
the

; character, nature, or condition of a misanthrope.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.) Misanthropic^ an hating of

men. 1725 SWIFT Let. to Pope 29 Sept., Upon this great
foundation of Misanthropy, (tho not in Timon s manner)

\

the whole building of my Travels is erected. 1780 HARRIS
Philol. Enq, Wks. (1841) 538 Bad opinions of mankind

naturally lead us to misanthropy. 1828 MACAULAV /-.M.,

; //d//rt/(i85o) 75 Misanthropy is not the temper, which quali
ties a man to act in great affairs, or to judge of them. 1866

W. R. ALGER Solit. Nat. fy Man in. 123 Misanthropy, .will

be found almost always to be the revenge we take on man
kind for fancied wrongs U has inflicted on us.

Misantour, obs. form of MISAUNTEK.

Misantropos : see MISANTHROPE.

t Misapai d,//1/- a. (pseudo-fl/rA.) Obs. [Mis-
1

2.] ? Discontented. (Cf. MISPAY.)
1614 J. DAVIES Eel. in Browne Shcph. Pipe Gab, Thou . .

I Who whilom no encheson could fore-haile ;
And caitiue-

; courage nere made misapaid.

Misappea r, v. rare* 1
. [Mis-

1
J.] inti: To

appear erroneously.
a 1614 DONNE EiaBavaro^ (1648) 155 If any small place of

(

Scripture, mis-appeare to them to bee of use for justifying
i any opinion of theirs.

Misappea-rance. rare. [Mis-
1
4, 7.]

1. Failure to appear, non-appearance.
a 1683 ScROGGsCtfKrjW.r/(i7i4) 116 IfJudgment be given

against the Tenant or Defendant as upon a Misappearance,
because the principal Parly does not appear.

2. Appearance in a perverted form.

1844 EMERSON Kss. Ser. IT. i. 23 Certain priests.. appeared
to the children, .like dead horses ; and many the like mis-

appearances.

Misappellation. [Mis-
1

4.] The action

I

of calling py a wrong name.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestomathia Wks. 1843 VIII. 77 Of the

i

act of misappellation thus committed, now then observe the

j
consequence. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 438/1 Partly in

]
consequence of its misappellation.. the Bill escaped much
observation.

t Misappli ably, adv. Obs. [f.
MISAPPLY +

-ABLY.] So that one s remarks can be misapplied.
a 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 28 In which I know I speak not

dangerously nor misappliably to you.

Misapplication. [Mis-
1
4.] The action

of misapplying ; often used of misappropriation
of funds (f occas. absol. in that sense).

1607 BEAUM. & FL. Woman-Hater i. iii, Hee brings me
informations,.. which with his malitious misapplication, hee

hopes will seeme dangerous. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace i.

ii He may seem to.. last some sweetness in tbe delicious

promises, .of the Gospel by a misapplication of them to him

self. 1704 LD. TWEEDDALE m Lond.Gaz. No. 4037/3 The Mi*-

applications of.. Funds, I7 DE FOE Col, Jack (1840) in
! Having been charged with some misapplications, [he] was

obliged to take shelter in England. 1864 PUSKY Daniel

\ (1876) 113 The misapplication of the ancient Symbol. 1885

Law Times LXXIX. 7/1 The plaintiff specified one mis

application of a sum of/25. 1901 GREBNOUGH& KITTRKDGH

Words ff Their Ways 217 Language develops by the feli

citous misapplication of words.

Misapply (misapbi
1

), [Mis-
1

i.] trans.

To apply to a wrong person or object ;
to make a

wrong application of.

1571 GOLDISC Calvin on Ps. Uix. 29 Such a one [sc.

manner ofspeech] as is not misapplyed tooour small capacitie.

1592 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;V jfal. n. iii. 21 Venue it selfe tiirnes

j

vice being misapplied. 1655 FULLER C//. Hist. i. i. i Idol-

1 aters, who, from misapplying that undeniable Truth of God a



MISAPPRECIATB.

being in every thing, made every thing to be their God,

1698 COLLIER Immor. Stage iv, 145 Thus the Marks of

Honour, and Infamy are misapplyed. 1711 G. HICKES Two
Treat. (1847) II. 377 The presbyterians have abused and

misapplied this doctrine. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. \\. 274 She

notes each moment misapply d. 1783 Miss BURNEV Cecilia

iv. vi, His phrases are almost always ridiculous or misapplied.

1784 COWPER Task in, 402 Misapplying his unskilful

strength. 1823 COBBETT Rnr. Rides 123 These enclosures

and buildings are* a waste; they are means misapplied.

1863 H. FAWCETT Pol. Econ. m. xiv. (1876) 476 Capital may
be misapplied and wasted.
absoL 1732 POPE ProL Sat. 301 Who reads, but with a

lust to misapply.

Hence Misapplied ///. a., Misapplying vbL

sb. Also Misappli er, one who misapplies.
[1450 Misapplying : see MISDISI ENSK.] 1587 GOLDING DC

Mornay cxxxiiii. (1592) 547 His misapplying, .of hys skil.

1629 H. BURTON Truths Triumph 59 Their mis-applye&amp;lt;l

philosophi call diuinity. 1699 COLLIER De/. Short View 84
Unfair Citing and Misapplying. 1736 CARTE Ormonde II.

369 The Misappliers of his revenue. 1903 Blackw. Mag.
Oct. 535/1 He thumps it with the same misapplied vigour.

Misappre ciate, v. [Mis-
1

i.j trans. To
fail to appreciate rightly; to make a wrong
estimate of.

18*8 DE QUINCF.Y Wks. (1850) XI. 54 The real value of his

speech was never at any time misappreciated by the judi
cious. 1865 D. MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. 271 Unappreci
ated or misappreciated because of their higher nature.

Mi sapprecia-tion. [Mis-i 4.] Erroneous

estimation or valuation.

1854 FABER Growth, in Holiness (1872) xi. 178 Want of

sympathy with contemplation leads to a misappreciation of

austerity. 1868 NETTLESHIP Ess. Browning i. 13 The
lovers fail by reason of their mistresses misappreciation.

Misappre ciative, . [Mis-i 6.] Not

properly appreciative.
1866 LOWELL Carlyle Prose Wks. (1890) II. in A man

may look., on an heroic master, with the eyes of a valet, as

misappreciative certainly, though not so ignoble.

Mi sapprehe nd, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
apprehend wrongly ;

not to understand rightly ;
to

attach a wrong meaning to. ( Also, with ace. and

inf., to suppose erroneously (that . .).

n 1653 BINNING Serrit. (1845) 567 All our Mischief proceeds
from this, that we Misapprehend and Mistake that which we
would gladly have, n 1661 FULLER Worthies^ IViltsh. (1662)

in. 155 Country-People who live far off in our Land misappre
hend them (distanced more then 12 miles) to be near together.

17^26
ATTERBURY Serm. I. ix. 322 Here is a Law, attended

with none of these Inconveniences ; the grossest Minds can
scarce misapprehend it. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psycjwl. Inq.
I. ii. 61 Let me not be misapprehended as giving our

knowledge for more than it is actually worth. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 218, I do not think that I misapprehend
your meaning.
absol. 1658 T. WALL Character Enemies Ch. 42 To mis

apprehend, denotes a man. Tis head-strong persistance
that degrades him into a Beast.

Hence Misapprehended ppl. a., Misappre-
he nding vbl. sb. Also Misapprehe ndingly
atfy., through misapprehension.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \, iv. (1686) 10 Fallacious

foundations, and misapprehended mediums. i66sGLANViLL
Scepsis Sci. xiii. 72 Mis-apprehended, or ill-compounded
phantasmes. 170* SIR G. KNELLER in Pepys Diary VI.

237, 1 ask your pardon for Misapprehending. 1862 F. HALL
Hindu Philos, Syst. 16 Unless a man identifies himself,

misapprehendingly, with his body. 1886 New \ ork Sck.

JrnL XXXI. 259 The most misapprehended word in all

modern educational literature is the word, method .

Misapprehe nsible, #. rare

Capable of being misapprehended.
1829 BENTHAM Justice^ Cod. Petit, p. xiii, A determinate

and never misapprehensible .. standard of reference.

Misapprehension.. [Mis- 1
4.] The action

of misapprehending or condition of being misap
prehended ; the misunderstanding of the meaning
of anything.
1629 H. BURTON Truth*s Triumph 312 His eyes are not

dazeled . . by a mis-apprehension and mis-application of the
true light. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/?, v. vi. (1848) 317 [He]
commanded the Fidlers to be thrust out of his Seraglio, upon
a mis-apprehension that they were playing, when they were
but tuning. 1737 BERKELEY App. to Querist 165 Wks.
1871 III. 537 Whether such difference in opinion be not an
effect of misapprehension. 1860 TYNDALL Glaciers u. xiv.

304 An opinion, founded on a grave misapprehension. 1885
Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 545 The Vice-Chancellor there
was under a misapprehension.

Misapprehe nsive, a. [Mis-
1
6.] Apt to

,

misapprehend. Hence Uisapprehe nsively adv., \

through misapprehension; Misapprehe nsive- !

ness, the quality of being misapprehensive.
1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. fy IVar w. Angels 120 Because

men are either insincere and unfaithful!, or misapprehensive I

and darke. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 142 The
;

good and evil works of the misapprehensive man serve !

to fetter him. Ibid* 246 The soul .. when it is misappre-
hensively viewed as a reflexion. 1869 BROWNING Ring &amp;lt;y

Bk. ix. 1526 Gently, O mother, judge men whose mistake
Is in the mere misapprehensiveness ! 1880 J. W. SHERER

Conjuror s Dan. 1 30 Henry had been always dull and mis-

apprehensive.

Misappropriate, a. rare. [Mis-
l

7.] In

appropriate. Hence Misappro-prlately adv.

51831 SIR H. HALFORD in W. Munk Life (1895) 83 The
disease, misappropriately called cholera morbus, 1897
SMEATON Smollett x. 135 Her misappropriate use of the

language of that circle is most felicitously rendered.
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Misappropriate, v. [Mis-i i.] trans. To

appropriate to wrong uses
; chiefly, to apply dis

honestly to one s own use (money belonging to

another).
1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 145 A part of what had been

wrongfully misappropriated being restored. 1887 Times
10 Oct. 3/3 The prisoner, .had been in the habit of mis

appropriating fees which he received.

Misappropriation. [Mis-i 4.] Appro
priation to wrong uses.

1794 BURKE Sp. agst. H . Hastings Wks. 1827 VIII. 367
Another class of women, \vho suffered by the violent mis

appropriation of the revenues of the Nabob. 1847-54 in

WKBSTF.R. 1860 WORCESTER cites Ch. Ob.

Misard, obs. form of MISEK sb.

Misaritie, variant of MISKUITY.

Misarra &amp;gt;

nged,/&amp;lt;z.///c. and///, a. [Mis-
1
2.]

Wrongly arranged.
1848 DF. QUINCEY Colthmith Wks. 1857 VI. 232 To unsettle

false verdicts, to recombine misarranged circumstances, and
to explain anew misinterpreted facts. 1873 SKICAT 1 . ri.

ni. 143 tiofft 77. 78. Misarranged in all the copies.

Misarra/iigemeiit. [Mis-
1

4.] Bad or

wrong arrangement.
1784 COWPKR Task v. in Here glitt ring turrets rise,

upbearing high (Fantastic misarrangementj on the roof

Large growth [etc.]. 1832 SOUTHRY Hist. Penitis. ll ar
III. 37 By a misarrangement arising from mere inattention,

they had been served.. with meat on a meagre day. 1897
SKEAT Chaucerian ,fr

other 1 ieres p. li. That the Trinity
MS. agrees with the Harleian as to misarrangement of the

subject-matter.

Misarray (misan
7

-). [Mis-
1
4.]

= DISABKAV.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. v. xxvii, Then uproar wild and

misarray Marr d the fair form of festal day.

Misasai gn, v . rare. [Mis-
1

I.] trans. To
assign erroneously.
1660 BOYLE New Exp, Phys. Mcch. ii. 38 We have not

mis-assign d the cause of this Pliaenomenon. 18^9 A. B.

GROSART in T. Htnuelfs Poems p.
x note. Wood misassigns

Abp. Parker s verse-Psalter to him.

Misauilter (misg ntsj). Obs. exc. north, dial.

Also 3-4 -aunture, -auntro, -antour, 4 -awen-

toure, 5 -anter, -awnter. [Contracted form of

misa-nenlurc (see MISADVENTURE). Cf. Mis-

HANTER.] MISADVENTURE.
1297 R. Gt.oi:c. (Rolls) 4187 Alas alas bou wrecche mon, woch

mesaunture Ab
b_e ybro^t in to bis stede. ci^ytArth. *,

Merl. 6180 (Kolbing)pe painem starf
wit&amp;gt;

misantour. c 1374
CHAUCKR Troylns i. 766 If I wiste what she were For whom
that thee al this misaunter ayleth. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xix. (Christofore) 4 pat |&amp;gt;aim

ne may ony mysawentoure fal

bat day. 1405 Lay Folks Mass-Bk. 65 That Rod saue thaim
fra al missaunters. c 1440 Pronip. Parv 339/r Mysawnter,
or myscheve. .infortuninw. 1876 IVIiitby Class., Mis-

attnter, a misadventure. Fut o* mishaps an misaunters .

Misaventeur, -our, -ur(e: obs. ff. MISAB-
VENTURE.

tMisave r, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] intr. To

speak erroneously.
1615 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, iv. 215 And let the pru

dent mark. .That void of knowledge, Job hath misaverr d.

Misawa rd, v. rare. [Mis- 1
i.] trans. To

award wrongly. So Misawa rding vbl. sb.

a 16*5 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 226 Mtsawarding of

Processe. 1887 A. M. BROWN Anint. Alkaloids 6 Here an
honour seems to have been somewhat misawarded.

Mistaapti-ze, v. [Mis-
1

i.]

1. trans. To misname, miscall.

1610 MARKHAM Masterf. I. xv. 43 The vnskilfull Farrier

..doth euer mis-baptise the name of the horses infirmity.

1625 F. MARKHAM Kk. Honour n. ix. 9 To haue kept all

the Rules of proportion, .would, .have.. misbaptized my
Title by turning an Epistle into a tedious discourse.

2. To baptize wrongly.
1819 KEATS A&quot;. Stephen i. ii. 33 A fierce demon, nointed

safe from wounds, And misbaptized with a Christian name.

fMisbea r, v. Obs. [f. Mis- 1 i + BEARS/.!]
1. reft. To misbehave or misconduct oneself.

c 1300 Bekct 1248 Ic ne mi^te do hit for nothing the} he

him hadde misbore. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. pgn Ye have

mysbore yow, and trespassed nnto me. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(1839) xit. 135 ?if ony of here Wyfes mysberen hem a?enst
hire Husbonde. 1496 Dives ff Pauper (W. de W.) iv.

xxiv. IQI/I Yfthey mysbere them, ther patrons may depryue
them of ther benefyce. 1502 Ora. Crysten Men (W. de W,
1506) iv. xxi, Yf he. .mysbere hym unto the sacramentes.

2. See MISBORN.
Hence t Mishearing///, a., ill-behaved.

11400 in Hampole&quot;s Wks. (1896) I. 159 pat noon schulde
be proude ne mysberynge a}ens obere.

t Misbea i-ing, vtl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] a.

1 Wrongful bearing, b. Misconduct.

ci33o R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 336 Dan Waryn he les

tounes bat he held With wrong he mad a res & misberyng
of scheld [Langtoft Ke citez et files perdist par /VsfK],
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. xv. 564 Al this, .foule and mys bering
and vniust chalenging and blamyng.
Misbecome (misb;&quot;k m),i . [Mis-

1
I.] trans.

To fail to become
;
to suit ill

;
to be unsuitable or

unbecoming to.

1530 PALSGR. 637/1 It mysbecometh, as a garment mys-
becometh one, or any other comunycacion, or other be-
havour. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. ii. too Speake-.Wbat
I haue done, that misbecame my place. 1624 WOTTON
A ) chit, in Reliq. (1672) 35 A Frank light can mis-become no
./Edifice whateuer. 1638 Bp. WILKINS New Worldv. (1707)

39 An Opinion altogether misbecoming a Philosopher. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones xv. vi, Nothing could misbecome me
more, than to presume to give any hint to one of your

MISBEGIN.

great understanding. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Bug, xEv. III.

464 He declined no drudgery, .provided only that it were
such drudgery as did not misbecome an honest man. 1889
SWINBURNE B. Jonson 108 Such sweeping denunciation of
all contemporary poetry as would not have misbecome the
utterance of incarnate envy.

MisbeCO ming, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ING2 Or

f. Mis- 1 2 + BECOMING ppl a.] Not becoming,

now. 1743 FiKi.niNG y. Wild in. xiv, It is. .very far from

being an improper or misbecoming habitation. 1820 SCOTT
Al l ot xi, When a paroxysm of laughter has seized him at

a misbecoming time ami place.

Misbeco mingly, &amp;lt;*&amp;lt;& [-LY-.] Unbe

comingly, unfittingly.

saw m act t. 1707 ORRIS reat,

Humility vii. 298 It makes it \sc. pride] sit. .still the more

misbecomingly upon us.

Misbeco mingness. [-NESS.] The quality
or condition of being misbecoming; also, in par
ticularized use, an unbecoming characteristic.

1644 Dinnv Nat. Bodies xxviii. 8 One great misbecoming-
nesse he was apt to fall into, whiles he spoke : \vhith was
an vncertainty in the tone of his voyce. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk $ Seh&amp;gt;. Ep. DedM Tis a mi^becomingness to have
a doing Philosophy set forth by a talking Philosopher.
a 1704 LOCKF. Notes Ephcs. v. 3 Wks. 1714 III. 376 What
indecency or misbecomingness is it among Christians to name
covetousness?

t Misbe de, ? Obs. Korms : i

3-4 mis-, mysbcode, 4 -bide, 4-5 -bede
; pa. t.

i misb^ad, 4 -bed(e; pa. pple. \ misboden, 4

mysbode(n. [OE. misbfodan ( MDn. vn ssc-

biedcn, MLG. wisse-, misbcdcn^ MHG, missebietetij

ON. wisl ioSa^, f. mis- Mis- 1
i + bfodan (sec Iin&amp;gt;

v.^ A).] trans. To ill-use, ill-treat
;

to injure,

abuse. (In OE. with obj. in dative.} Also int&amp;gt;\

const, till.

&quot;975
Canons Edgar v, m Thorpe Lavs II. 244 Gif him

aeni^ man healice misboden hiebbe. a 1023 WL LFSTAN Hew.
xx ii. (1883) 112 Dyne misbeodecristenra manna rtni^ oflriim

ealles to swy&e. a naa O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1083
He mi&bead his munecan on fela bingan. a 1250 f :t /

&amp;lt;y

Night. 1541 Me hire may so ofte mysbeode pat heo do wile

hire owe neode. c 1330 R. BKUNNF. Ckron. tiSio) 104 Whan
Lowys herd bat sawe, hat Roberd was so dede, Ageyn right
& lawe, tille Henry he misbede. 1362 LANGL. / . PL A.
vn. 45 And mis-beode [B. vi. 46 mysbede) ^ou not

\&amp;gt;\

bonde-
men. c 1386 CHAVCER Knt. s T. 51 Or who hath yow
misboden, or offended? 1387 TREVISA Higden. (Rolls) III.

225 The peple of Rome made stryf as ^ough bey were

mysbode of the senatoures. ? a 1400 Mart? A rth. 3oS 3 That
no lele ligemane. .Sulde. .biernez myse-bide, that to be

burghe longede. 1496 Dives
&amp;lt;V Pauper (W. de W.) vn.

xxvii. 318/2 Yf thou lene to my poore people, thoushalt not

therfore mysbede hym. 1846 BROCKETT doss. N. C. Words&amp;gt;

Mis-boden, injured. [Quotes Chaucer.]

tMisbefall, v. Obs. [Mis-i i.]

1. impers. With dat. of the person affected : To
happen unfortunately, turn out badly.
a 1223 Ancr. R. 200

J&amp;gt;e

ueoroe [unSeauwe] is Gledschipe of
hisvue! : lauhwen o5er gabben.^if him mis-biueolle [MS. T.

mis-times, C. mistime^]. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 57 Forelles,
hot a man do so, Him may fulofte mysbefalle. c 1425 Kng.
Conq. Irel. 124/15 Thegh hym yn thyke [~ thylke] vyage
mys byfelle. f 1430 Filgr. LyfManhode i. Ixix. (1869) 40,
I wole telleyowhow it bifelof hem, and how itmisbefel hem.

2. Of events : To happen unfortunately. Also
in ppl. adj. Misbefallen. &amp;lt;

1501 Traub. Raigne K. John (1611) 48 Deep sorrow
throbbeth mis-befaln euents. 1645 WITHER Vox Paci/.iij
Scarce a man Among a thousand, searcheth out those things
Which mis-befall. 1648 W. BROWNE Polexaniier in. iv. 128

Something.. is misbefalne Zetmatida.

3. Of persons: To come to harm.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManlwde iv. Ivi. (i869)_203 Wherefore

so ligntliche fallen bei nouht, ne so soone misbefallen.

Misbege t, v. rare. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
beget unlawfully.
c lygoArth. fy Merl. 1113 (Kolbing^) pou art a cursed bing,

Misb^eten o^aines be lawe. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 80 His

fader, which him misbegat, He slouh. 1607 SHAKS. Timoti

III. v. 29 Which [quarrelling] indeede Is Valour mis-begot,
and came into the world, When Sects, and Factions were

newly borne. 1860 READE Cloister $ H. II. 363 Buss the

old folk and (bank them for misbegetting of thee.

t Misbege t, ///. a. and sb. Also 3 -bi}ite,

4 -bigete, -bi^ete, -beyete, 5 begeten. [f.

Mis-l 2 + be)et(en, ME. pa. pple. of BEGET z/.]

= MISBEGOTTEN.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 987 Leste it heode out of kunde

bor3 child mis bi 3ite [later MSS. mys hi gete, mis bigete].

13.. Seuyn Sag. 1052 (W.) And of the child. .He segh hit

was a mis-beyete. ^1330 Arth. fy Merl, 1021 (Kolbing)

pou misbi^eten bing, pou hast ylowe a gret lesing. ft 1400
Octouian 259 Thy mysbegeten chylderen two.

Misbegi n, v. rare. [Mis-l I.] trans. To

begin amiss or badly. So Misbegirn ppl. a.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. Ixxv. 461 By applying
their minds to al wicked shifts for y maintenance of

y&quot;

thing y 1 they had misbegun. 1587 De Mornay xxiu. (1592)
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A Song mistuned, or a Gambauld misbegun. 1864
vrW last ttrni (N.Y.) g Another mis-begun day.

Misbego tteil, ///. a* and sb. Also mis-

begot. plis-i 2.J A. adj.
1. Unlawfully begotten ; illegitimate ;

bastard.

1554 T. MARTIN Marr. Priests B iv, Those haue we seen

to be the most gredy getters for their misbegotten heires.

1595 SUAKS. JoM v. iv. 4 That misbegotten diuell Falcon-

bridge. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 1133 Where no

other youthes do exercise but misbegotten bastards. 1700

DRYDEN Fables, Cinyras % Myrrkam (1721) 130 Mean
time the mis-begotten infant grows. 1740 FIELDING Tom
Jones i. iii, It goes against me to touch these misbegotten

wretches, whom I don t look upon as my fellow creatures.

1789 BURNS Fragm. inscr. to C. J. Fox 15 A sorry, poor,

misbegot son of the Muses. 1875-86 [see B].

b. transf. andjjg*.
X593 SHAKS. Rich. //, r. i. 33 In the deuotion of a subiects

loue, ..And free from other misbegotten hate. 1760 LLOYD
Poems (1762) 97 When Falshood stole them to disguise Her

misbegotten brood of lies. 1820 HAZLITT Led. Dram. Lit,

15 Germany first broke the spell of misbegotten fear. 1858
BUSFINELL Nat.

&amp;lt;$ Supernal, xiii. (1864) 421 Our misbe

gotten opinions.

2. Used as a term of opprobrium.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxiv. 5 That misbegotten

generation, whiche was proude of the only visour of their

ceremonies. 1641 MII.TON Ch. Govt. iii. Wks.
1851

III. no
Some misbegotten thing, that.. vaunts and glories in her

stolne plumes. 1815 BYRON To Moore 12 June, Murray, .has

been cruelly cudgelled ofmisbegotten knaves. 1838 SOUTH RY
Doctor cxxxvii. (1848) 346, I should never like to trust my
precious limbs upon the back of such a misbegotten beast.

1839 BAILEY Festus (1848) 18/1 This dim, dwarfed, misbe

gotten sphere. 1886 STF.VENSON Dr. Jekyll 100 There was

something abnormal and misbegotten in the very essence of

the creature.

B. sb. A bastard ; also, as a term of abuse (cf.

A. 2). Now only dial. t
in form misbegot.

1546 BALE F.ng. Votaries \. (1560) 21 b, Saint Cuthbert
y&amp;gt;

reat God of the North.. was a misbegotten also. (&quot;1550

. INGELEN D Disob. C/tiWE iv, What wordes haue we here,
thou misbegotten? 1875-86 W. Somerset Gloss., Misbegot^

adj. and sb. Base born ; a bastard. 1877 Holderjtess

Gloss.) Misbegot) a bastard.

Misbehadden, Sc. form of MISBEHOLDEN.

Misbeha-ve, *&amp;gt;. [Mis-i i.]

1. refl. and (later) intr. To behave wrongly ; to

conduct oneself improperly.
1475 Rolls of Ptirlt. VI. 134/1 They never offended nor

mysbehaved theym in the mater of the compleynts. .speci
fied. 1530 PALSGR. 636/2 You were to blame to mysbehave
you to hym so sore as you dyd. 1648 Art, Peace xxix. in

Milton Wks. 1851 IV. 538 Such other Person or Persons..
to be named and appointed in the place or places, of him or

them, who shall so die or misbehave themselves. 1759 FRANK
LIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 462 The said mayor, by becoming
a promoter and ringleader of such an insult, had exceedingly
misbehaved himself. 1764 BURN Poor Laws 289 The punish
ment of a servant misbehaving, is to be either by commit-

|

ment to the house of correction, or [etc.l- 1860 EMERSON
j

Cond. Life vi. d86t) 131 If we misbehave we suspect others,
j

1871 BROWNING HervS Kiel vii, Not a ship that misbe- i

haves. 1884 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 775/2 The court can !

order costs to be paid by a trustee who has misbehaved.

f2. trans. To conduct or manage improperly.
1540 HYRDE tr. Vines* Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) 04 The

naughtinesse of misbehaving her body.
So Misbeha ving vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1451 Rolls ofParIt. V. 216/1 Noyse and claymour of the

seid mysbehavyng renneth openly. 1496-7 Act 12 Hen. F//,
c. 2 Perjurie and other divers offenses and mysbehavynges.
1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII) c. 20 Bill or informacyon. .agaynst
any person for any mysbehavynge afore rehersed. c 1610 in

Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 12 That all common women, and mis

behaving people . . withdraw themselves out of this Fair.

1891 Spectator 7 Mar. 331/2 For the purpose of inflicting a
sort of penance on a misbehaving clergyman s soul.

tMisbeha Ved,/-//.^ [Mis-l 2.] Ill-behaved.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. in. iii. 143 Like a misbehaved
and sullen wench.

Misbeha viour. [Mia-
*
4.] Bad behaviour,

improper conduct; -fan instance of this.

1486 Act 3 Hen. VIL, c. i Bill or Information. -against
any Person for any Misbehaviour afore rehearsed. 151*
Act 4 Hen. VlII

t
c. 19 ii What so euer persone or per-

sones do.-commytt eny mysbehayoure in eny maner wyse
touchyng the premisses. 1516 in Eng. Gilds 329 To..
ponysch all such mysbyhauyors and fauttes as haue be, or
be nowe, or schalbe. 1674 BKEVINT Saul at Endor 207 An
Officer..who was cashiered for some Mis-behavior. 1712
STEELE Sped. No. 503 p i The misbehaviour of people at
church. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comtn. I. xvi. 442 The law does
not hold the tie of nature to be dissolved by any misbe
haviour of the parent. 1855 THACKERAY Nemcomes Ixxvii.
II. 347 The just feelings of displeasure with which I could
not but view his early disobedience and misbehaviour.

MisbehO lden, ppl. a. Also dial, -behodden,
Sf. -behad(d)en. [f. Mis- 1 2 + beholden, pa. pple.
of BEHOLD v. The orig. meaning seems to have
been improperly guarded, unguarded ; cf. OE.
behealden cautious.] Unbecoming, indiscreet ; dis

obliging : usually qualifying word.
1600 T. HEYWOOD znd Pt. Ediv. IV, i. ii. (1613) M i b,
We shew thee not one discontented looke, Nor render
him one misbeholden word. 1828 Crnven Gloss, (ed. 2)
II. 294 Bud thou minds I nivver gav him another misbe-
hodden word. 1837 HOGG Siege Roxb. iv. Tales fy Sk. VI.
105 The first side that lifts a sword, or says a misbehadden
word. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.) Misbehodden^ disobliging,
offensive.

*
I nivver gav her a misbehodden word .

t Misbelea d, v. Obs. In 4 pa. pple. mis-
bilftd. [Mia-i i.] trans. To lead astray.

c 1320 Cast, Lave 428 Ac as a Mon mis-I-rad On vche half

he is niis-bilad.

Misbelief (misbflrf). [Mis-
1 4 , 7.]

1. Erroneous or unorthodox religious belief;

wrong faith
; heresy.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2393 Leste $e eft wepen echeliche in

helle..as ?e schullen alle, buten }ef je forleten. .ower mis-

bileaue. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5521 pe haithen men of

mysbylyefe. 1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. xv. 402 Mekometh in

inysbiletie men and wommen brou^te. 1481 CAXTON God
frey c. 152 Crete hate . . hath ben bytwene the Turkes of

thoryent and the Turkes of Egypt . . By cause they discorde

in theyr creaunce and mysbyleue. 1529 MORE Dyalogc
i. Wks. 144/2 If the woprship of ymages wer ydolatrie
than ye churche beleuing it to be lawful . . were in a misbe-
lieue & in a deadly error. 1639 LAUD Wks, (1849) II. 6

Perfidious misbelief could not be welcome, or, rather,

indeed, perfidious misbelievers or schismatics could not be
welcome. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. Wks. 1738 II. 61 Pauli-

nus omitting no opportunity to win the King from mis
belief. 1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 93 In producing
superstition and misbelief on one hand, and unbelief on the

other. 1865 PUSEY Truth Eng. Ch. 13 The authors .. did

not speak out . . the unbelief or misbelief which they sug
gested. 1879 A. W. HADDAN Apost. Sncc. Ch. Eng. p. vii,

[A doctrine] which the tendency of modern belief or mis
belief leads men to scorn as childish.

2. gen. Erroneous belief; false opinion or notion.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. T. 660 Ye shul han no mys-
bileeue Ne wrong conceite of me in youre Absence. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls! VI. 397 pis and o^ere suche lewed
tales Englisshe men holdejj by a mysbyleve [L. incrediili-

tate\ J?at haj ful longe i-dured. 1426 LYOG. De Gnil. Pilgr.

18623 And thynges that thow doste obserue, Alle is but

ffoly and mysbyleve. 1496 Dives fy Fanner (W. de W.) i.

xlv 87/1 They haue no suche fantasye ne mysbyleue in

dremes. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends x. xi. 56 Gif thou wenis that

all the victory . . May be reducit and alterat clar agane, A
mysl&amp;gt;e]eve thou fosteris all in vane. 1651 BAXTER // Bapt.
18 If they prevail to perswade the people of the necessity of

practice, in so doing they put on them both the misbelief and
the mispractice. 1905 Athenseum 8 July 39/2 The mis
beliefs of bygone times.

f3. Want of belief ; disbelief; incredulity.
138. WVCLIF SeL Wks. III. 108 God hardede Pharaois

herte for be mysbyleve bat he hadde to God. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 215/1 O how thy moste beaute hast thou lost for

thyn incredulyte and mysbyleue. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay
vi.(i592)84 Simple distrusts or misbeleefes of the things which

they vnderstand not. 1591 Troub. Raigne K.John (1611) 38
The traitors breath, Whose periurie .. Beleaguers all the
skie with mis-beleefe. 171649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 51/1 MisbeliefOf these sad news. 1653 H. MORE
Antid. Ath. in. xvi. (1712) 142 A contemptuous mis
belief of such like Narrations concerning Spirits, and an
endeavour of making them all ridiculous and incredible.

TT 4. An alleged term for a company of painters.
1486 Bk. St. Albans f vij, A misbeleue of paynteris.

Hence f Misbelie ffUl
&amp;lt;?., unbelieving; t Mis-

belie-fuess, unbelief.

c 1320 Cast. Love 1428 [Saint] Thomas misbileuenesse.

c 1420 Wyclif^s Bible Ecclus. i. 36 Mysbileueful [1382 mys
leeful, 1388 vnbileueful] to the dred of the Lord [Vulg. /-
credibilis timori Domini\,

Misbelie*ve,v. [Mis-1 1,7. CLQ?.mtsertr t

mod, m&roire.]
1. intr. To believe amiss; to hold an erroneous

belief. Also with clause.
1182 WVCLIF Dent. \. 26 MysbJIeuynge (1388 vnbileueful,

Vulg. increduli] to the word of the Lord oure God. a 1425
Cursor M. 18698 (Trin.) Thomas .. Stonde studfaste now
herfore And mis bileue [other MSS. mistr(o)u] bou no more.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 190 Who so euer confesse
. .all y articles of our fayth, saue onely one, & in that one
do mysbyleue, he is an heretyke. 1596 SPENSER F. O. iv.

xii. 26 She . . comming to her sonne, gan first to scold And
chyde at him that made her misbelieve. 1644 MILTON
Bucer on. Div. Wks. 1851 IV. 335 The holy Spirit does not

make the mis-beleevine of him who departs, but the depart
ing of him who mis-beleevs, to be the just cause of freedom
to the brother or sister. 1647 TRAPP Comtn. John xx. 8 As
Mary Magdalene had told them, so they mis-believed, that

it [the Lord s body] was taken away to some other place.

2. trans. Not to believe ; to distrust (a person) ;

to disbelieve (a thing). Obs.
c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 1505 And Neuere j schal the Mis-

beleve For non Man that owht can on pe preve. 1653
H. MORE Antid. Atk. i. ix. (1712) 26 If bare possibility may
at all intangle our assent,. we cannot fully misbelieve the
absurdest Fable. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xv. 139 We find

the same Zachary guilty of misbelieving the Message of the

Angel to him. 1728 BAILEY, To Misbelieve^ to distrust.

t Misbelie ved, a. Obs. [f. MISBELIEF +
-ED ^

;
or perh. f. Mis- ! 2 + BELIEVED ///. a. (cf.

smooth-spoken ) .]

1. Holding a wrong belief or false religion ;

heretical; infidel, heathen.
a. 1225 St. Marker. i pe }et weren monie ma ben nu beon

misbileuede men. 13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 3397 Sarrazins bat

misbileued be. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 309 Hit
was be manere of mysbeleued men [L. ethnicorum\ forto

kepe a dede body nyne dayes wi|&amp;gt;
oute oignement. 1398

Barth. DeP.R. xm. ix. (Bodley MS.), pis ryuer [Jordan]

..departed J&amp;gt;e contrey of ri^t beleued men fro be contrey
of mysbileued men. 1494 FABYAN Chron. \. ii. 9 Diana
a Goddesse of mysbyleued people.
absol. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 1900 (Ktilbing) pus ended

sir Fortiger, pat
misbileued. 1340 Ayenb. 252 pe bougres

and
\&amp;gt;e misbylefde.

2. Unbelieving, incredulous.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylus m. 838 O tbou wikkid serpent

Jelosye ! Thow mysbylevid, envyous folye.

Misbelie ver. [Mis-i 5.] One who holds

a false or unorthodox belief; a heretic or infidel.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xm. xiv. 631 The other wey
betokeneth the way of synners and of mysbyleuers. 1509
BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 198 Of these misbeleuers
more to write or tell .. It were but foly. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch, V. \. iii. 112 You call me misbeIeeuer..And spet
vpon my lewish gaberdine. 1651 C. CARTWHIGHT Cert.

Kelig. i. 114 Though Protestants have done little . . to con
vert meer Infidels, yet in the other kinde, viz. in converting
mis-believers they have done much. 1728 MORGAN Algiers
I. vi. 180 In the very first Encounter, .with the Misbelievers,
Sheikh Abdallah. .was hurried into the other World. 1830
WORDSW. Armenian Lady s Love xx, Innocent, and meek,
and good, Though with misbelievers bred. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (1877) I. vi. 465 Roger, .sought, -to wage war
fare against the misbeliever. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Re/. Ch.

Eng. I. 525 The correction of misbelievers was originally
part of the ordinary jurisdiction of every bishop.

Misbelie ving, vbl. sb. [Mis-i 3.] Misbelief.

1340 Ayenb. 134 And ^erof bye| y-come alle be maneres
of eresye and of misbeleuinge. 1644 [see MISBELIEVE i],

1737 J. WILLISON
Ajffl.

Man s Companion vn. iv. (1744) 140
What is it but a Mfsbelievingof God?

Misbelie ving,///. a. [Mis-i 2.] Holding
a false belief; heretical, unorthodox.
c 1330 Arth. ff Merl. 5982 (Kolbing) pe misbileueand

paiem starf. 1340 Ayenb. 69 pe bougres and ^e mysby-
leuinde. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur v. x. 178, I aduyse . . to
make vs redy to mete with these sarasyns and mysbyleuyng
men. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy, iv. xxxvi.

i6ob, The righteous ludgements of God towards the mis-

beleeuing. 1642 ROGERS Naatnan 577 A misbelieving
Turke or lew. 1691 DRVDKN K. Arthur i. Wks. 1701 II.

491 Lift high thy thund ring arm, let every blow Dash out
a mis-believing Briton s Brains. 1816 SOUTHEY Poefs
Pilgr. i. 3 When Martel . . from the yoke Of misbelieving
Mecca saved the West. 1873 B. GREGORY Holy Cath. Ch.
xv. 161 Each denominational church has the right ..of

excommunicating . . misbelieving members.

trans/. 1847 DE QJUINCEY J&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.

Mil. Nun Postscr., Wks.

1854 HI- 96 Confessions that, .were absolutely mobbed and
hustled by a gang of misbelieving (i. e. miscreant) critics.

Hence Misbelie vingly adv., incredulously.
1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal I. iii. 92 He would have

shrugged his shoulders misbelievingly.

t Misbelo-ve, v. Obs. rare. [Mis-l i, 7.]

1. trans. To love amiss.

1614 SYLVESTER ParL Vertues Royall 371 Wks. (Grosart)

II. 127 Th one loves not, th other mis-beloves What best

to fear, and least presume behooves.

2. Not to love
;
to hate.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde Prot. C vi, By this reason

phisitians and chyrurgians wyves shold greatly be abhorryd
and mysbeloued of theyr husbandes.

Misbesee m, v. [Mis-i i.]
^ MISBECOME.

(In 17th c. freq. in the pres. pple. with an obj.)

1598 BP. HALL Sat. Postscr., One thinkes it misbeseeming
the Author because a Poem, another vnlawfull in it selfe

because a Satyre. 1627 HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 104 Neither
can this action misbeseeme the wortninesse of so gjorious
a peece. 1773 STEEVENS Shaks. Whs.* Ham. in. ii. note^

Nor .. would it much misbeseem us to remember .. that

we likewise are men. 1884 J. PAYNE 1001 Nights IX. 336

Examples of Mohammedan fervour . . that would not have

misbeseemed the strictest epochs of religious enthusiasm.

Misbesee ming, PpL a. = MISBECOMING.
c 1610 BEAUM. & FL. P/tilaster iv. (1622) 48 Goe sell those

misbeseeming cloathes thou wearest. a 1677 BARROW Serin.

(1810) II. 144 To condescend to such a misbeseeming em
ployment.. as the washing of his disciple s feet.

Misbestow, &quot;

[Mis-
1

!.] tarn?. To bestow

wrongly or improperly.
1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 355/2 To ^bestowe his

witte . . about some better busines then Tindall missbestoweih

it now. 1583 GOLDINC; Calvin on Deut. xxxv. 206 If yee

complayne of that time as though it were misbestowed.

1641 MILTON Animadv. iv. 65 The misbestowed wealib

which they were cheated of. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

(1811) IV. vii. 40 All his compliments are misbestowed.

1815 SOUTHEY Roderick xxiv. 247 Oh, for a month Of that

waste life which millions misbestow. 1841 FR. A. KF.MBI.E

Rec. Later Li/e (i?&2) II. 148 This is the way that fool

Fortune misbestows her favours.

So Misbestowal, wrong bestowal.

a 1866 J. GROTE Moral Ideas (1876) 133 The misbestowal

of love . . does of course do much harm.

t Misbethi-nk, v. Oh, [Mis-l i.] refl.anA

pass. To think amiss : a. to be mistaken ; b. to

have wrong thoughts.
c 1275 in O. E. Misc. 45 Peter

J&amp;gt;o
onswerede . . Neuer er

ich hyne ne yseyh |m ert mys-by-);ouht. 13. . Sir Bents

(A.) 55 pe leuedi hire mis-be.^ou?te And meche ajen (re njt

5he wrou^te. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 5825 He ^e gat . . ,
Thar.

for ert
(&amp;gt;ow mys-bytwjte, To procury hym to slee.

t Misbeti-de, v. Obs. [Mis-ii.] impm.tsA
intr. - MISBEFALL i, 2.

&amp;lt;ri330
R. BHUNNE Chron. U- ace (Rolls) 11833 Y trowe t**

schuT jit mis-bytide (Tor
|&amp;gt;er

couetise & ^er pryde. f 1400

Laud Troy Bk. 6734 Alas, that euere him mys-be-tid !

CI430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 5480 If his help be my guyde,
Neuer shal I misbetid.

Misbeyete : see MISBEGET///. a.

t Misbihe de, v. Obs. [Mis-l i.] pass. To
be misguided.
13 .. Childh. Jesns 438 ]&amp;gt;o speken bis maistres gret : Josep,

bou art mis hi hed.

Misbi-rth. rare. [Mis- 14. Cf. OE. misbyra.]
= ABORTION.
1648-60 HEXHAM, Een Mistaert,..\ Misbirth,, .or an

Abortive. 1833 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Cagliostro (1888) V. 83

The everlasting Pit had opened itself and from its still blacker

bosom had issued . . all manner of shapeless misbirths. 1887

W. STOKES tr. Tripartite Life Patrick (Rolls) 207 No chil

dren save mis-births used to be born to Carthenn.



MISBODE. 497 MISCARRY.

t MisbO de, j- Obs. [Representing OE. *mi$-

/W, corresp. to mishtodan MISBEDE : cf. BODE

sb^\ Wrong, offence.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hotn. 79 He. .be ne bole5 and forberefi

noht a misbode, c 1205 LAV. 11095 Al Rome he fordude
burh his muchele misbode. 1613 R. CAWDRF.Y Table Alpft.,

Misbode, wrong. [Hence in later Diets.]

MisbO de, ? . rare~ l
. [Mia-

*
i.] trans. To

forebode (something evil).
1626 in Cosin&quot;s Corr. (Surtecs) i. 89 My only desire to be

with you . . is to knowe what you must not or dare not

write, for I misbode some great matter.

So Misbo ding vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1659 BP. BROWNRIG Serin. (1674) I. ii. 33 [He] forbids
four sorts of Characters to be set upon a Signet, as mis-

boding Characters. 1730 LILLO Arden. of Feversham v,

Her misboding sorrow for his absence Has almost made
her frantic. 1819 LINGARD Ifist. Eng. II. xii. 69 With a

misboding heart he obeyed the summons. 1825 Ibid. VI.
iv. 239 The misbodings of fanaticism.

Misboden, pa. pple. of MISBEDE.

Misborn (misb^-in),///. a. ? Obs. [Mis-
1

2.]
1. Prematurely born

;
abortive. Hence, deformed

or mis-shapen from birth.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 228 Gif cild misboren sy. c 1230
Hali Meid. 34 ^if hit is misborn. . & wont eni of his limen.

i38z WYCLIF i Cor. xv. 8 At the laste of alle, he was seyn
anu to me, as to a mysborn cbild [Vulg. tannjuam abor-
th o\. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 192 A povere child .. in the
name Of thilke which is so misbore We toke. 1496 Dives
$ Pauper (W. de W.) vi. Hi. 234 i They that be mysborn
moost comonly they haue an harde ende. 1570 LEVINS
Manip. 172/35 Mysborne, obartiuns [sic], 1600 SURFI.ET
Count) ie Farme vii. xi. 817 It must either be transplanted,
or else it woulde prooue out of course like a misborne thing.

1605 CAMDEN Rem.^ Languages 19 That which the Latines
call Abortus,, .they [the Anglo-Saxons] called Miss-borue.

2. Born of unlawful union
; hence, base-born.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vi. 42 Ah ! misborn Elfe, In evill

houre thy foes thee hither sent. 1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg
204 Thou Lyer, and misborne Elfe of the Father of lies.

a 1641 Acts fy Mon. (1642) 535 The mis-begotten, and
mis-born changeling of an hereticall father. 1718 MOTTEUX
Qnix. (1733) I. 108 He wou d not be allow d to be a lawful

Knight; but a Mis-born Intruder.

tMisbreyde. Obs. Also-brayde. [f.
Mis-14

+ breyde, BRAID sb. Cf. OE. misbrdden l
dis-

tortum , pa. pple. of *misbretdan (see BRAID v.1 ),
also ON. misbrigfti trespass.] Offence, misdeed.
1303 R. BRUNNE HandL Synnc 3492 5&amp;gt;

f a man haue mysdo
or seyde, And men hym blame for bat mysbreyde. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 1037 Maugree haue bou . . for by foul mysbrayde.

Miscalculate, v. [Mis-i i.] trans. To
calculate, compute, or reckon wrongly.
1705 ARBUTHNOT Coins, etc. (1727) 112 There may be in

such a multitude of passages, several misquoted, misinter

preted, and miscalculated. 1788 BURNS Let. 17 Dec., You
miscalculate matters widely, when you forbid my waiting
on you, lest it should hurt my worldly concerns. 1836
THIRLWALL Greece II. xii. 155 They probably miscalculated
the effects of the public success. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Car
thage 194 Or was it that Hannibal miscalculated the dis
tance . . of the route which he chose ?

b. absol. or intr.

1697 COLLIER Ess, Mor. Sitbj. n. (1709) 39 To look for so

obliging a World as this comes to, is to miscalculate ex

tremely. 1840 MACAULAY Ess. t Clive (1854) 531/2 The con
spirators found that they had miscalculated. 1895 Atlantic
Monthly LXXVI. 68 They had evidently miscalculated
about my departure.
Hence Miscalculating///, a.

1851 L TAYLOR Wesley % Methodism 205 An ill-judging
weakness, a miscalculating caution.

Mi scalcula tion. [Mis-
1

4.] Wrong or

faulty calculation or reckoning.
1720 Biblioth. Bill. L 73 Their want of Intercalations, and

their miscalculations of Eclipses. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud.
Christ. 320 The miscalculation of one age is checked by
that of a succeeding ; opposite errors cancel each other.

1903 MORLEY Life Gladstone III. vm. ix. 146 Events show
this to have been the capital miscalculation.

Miscalculator. [Mis- 15.] One who makes
miscalculations.

1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life iv. ii. 153 Let us not think
too contemptuously of the miscalculators of time.

Miscall (misikg l),^. AlsoSmiscal. [Mis-
1
!.]

1. trans. To call by a wrong name
; to give a

wrong name to ; to misname. Often with compl.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix.

cxxyiii, (1495) 936 A
vessell wyth fowre fete Is myscallyd Trisilis. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, i. iii. 263 Gau. Call it a trauell that thou tak st for

pleasure. Bttl. My heart will sigh, when I miscall it so,
Which findes it an inforced Pilgrimage. 1650 J. HALL
Paradoxes 49 Suppose you miscall happinesse content. 1697
T. BROWN Dispensary n. Wks. 1709 III.ii. 80 Lest I should
mis-call you, and not give you your right Title. 1742
RICHARDSON Pamela III. 185 That violent Passion which
we mad young FelU ws are apt to miscal Love. 1796 MORSE
Amer, Geog. I. 216 The_Partridge of New England is the

Langley iv. 146 He no sooner opened his mouth to read
than half-a-dozen hands were held out, in token that he had
miscalled a word.

2. To call by a bad name; to call (a person)
names

;
to revile, abuse, malign. Now dial.

r 1449 PECOCK AY/r. v. xv, 563 Thei not oonli scornen it

[sc. the sacrament of the altar], but thei haaten it, mys callen
it bi foule names. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 24 Whom
she [sc. Slander] with leasing* lewdly did miscall And
wickedly backbite. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 124
They deserved to be. .punished, for so miscalling and re

viling him. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. (1656) n. 4
By opprobrious .Epithets we miscall each other. 1725 RAM
SAY Gentle Sheph. \. i, She. .Misca d me first, then bade me
hound my dog. 1789 BURNS Capt. Grose s Peregr. x,
Whae er o

1

thee shall ill suppose, They sair misca 1

thee.

1866 RFADE G. Gaunt (ed. 2) II. xvi. 313, I can t bear any
man on earth to miscall her but myself. 1872 Ronfudge s

En. Boy s Ann. 6/2 Here s Kathleen and Susy been mis-
callln

1 me dreadful.

Hence Miscalling M. sb. Also Misca ller.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. iv. 9 Miscalling of any of
those Ideas. .hinders not, but that we may have certain..

Knowledge of their several Agreements and Disagreement-;.
1816 SCOTT Antiq, xii, A the slights and taunts that hurt
ane s spirit mair nor downright misca ing. 1866 GREGOR
Banffsh, Gfoss,^ Misca er, one who reads imperfectly ; as,
He s an unco misca er fin he reads . 1884 A. A. PUTNAM

10 Yrs. Police Judge xvii. 171 The miscalled threw a

clothes-pin and hit the miscaller somewhere.

Misca lled,///. a. [Mis-
1
2.] Wrongly named.

1822-34 Good*s Study Med. (ed. 4^ III. 169 In those cases of
miscalled cataracts. 1838 DICKENS Kich, Nick, vi, Let mis
called philosophers tell us what they will. 1904 Q, Rev.
Oct. 467 The hyraces the miscalled coneys of Scripture.

Miscanter (miskcrntai). north, dial. [var. of

Mis.vrNTER, of obscure origin; cf. MISHAXTER.]
Misadventure, mishap.
1781 HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss. (E.D.S.\ Miscanter, a

misadventure. 1808 J. STAGG Apparition vii. (1808) 75 Oft

by miscanter this way led, The nighted traveller s seen, A
frightful gbaist. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Miscanter, misad
venture. 1878 Ciunbld. Gloss., Miscanler, . .a defeat, mishap.

f Misca
pe,&quot;

. Ohs. [app.f. Mis-i i + SCAPES
.]

1. intr. To have a mishap, come to grief.
1377 LANGU P. PL B. x. 283 (MS. Raw].) Archa dei mes-

kapud and ely brak his nekke. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. iv.

in Ashm. (1652) 49 Use one manner of Vessell in Matter and
in Shape, Beware of Commixtion that nothing miscape
[several Ashin. MSS. have mishappe].
2. trans. To escape (a person&quot;) sinfully.
a 1535 FISHER Spirit. Consol. Wks. (1876) 359 Many deeds,

words, and thoughtes, miscaped me in my lyfe.

Miscarriage (misikse r&Ig). [Mis-
1

4.]

fl. Misconduct, misbehaviour. Obs.
1618 SIR H. MOUNTAGU in Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 253, I have received.. the note that imports the

miscarriage of the new Justice of Peace. It was very inso

lent, if the information be true. 1645 in Essex (Mass.)
Antiquarian (1904) VIII. 6 Wife of Mr. Samuel Hall fined
for miscarriage in words against the constable of Salsbery.
1682 WOOD Life 17 June (O.H.S.) III. 22 The chancellor s

letters for regulating the rudeness and miscarriag of the
Masters in Convocation.

t b. An instance of this
;
an error of conduct

;

a misdemeanour, misdeed. Obs.

1635 BP. HALL Char. Man 34 Miscariages of children,
miscasualties, unquiet nesse [etc.]. 1647 TRAPP Comm.
Jas. ii. 7 A sad thing that a Heathen should see such
hellish miscarriages among Chnsts followers. 1649 ROBERTS
Clavis Bibl. 337 His \sc. Job s], .irreverent miscarriages
against God under his afflictions. 1710 NORRIS Chr. Prud.
vi. 288 As to the personal Miscarriages of the Minister,
our prudent Christian will not for these disesteem his Office.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vm. xi, The miscarriages of

my former life. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1792)
III. 232 Many miscarriages and woful defaults are recorded
of Saul, as a man, yet, as a king, he was held perfect in the

eyes of the people. 1829 SCOTT Rob Roy Introd. (1865)
40,5/1 [They] conducted themselves with such loyalty, .to

his Majesty, as might justly wipe off all memory of former
miscarriages.
2. (A person s) mismanagement or maladmini

stration (of a business) ; ill-success, failure (of an

enterprise, etc.). Now rare.

1651-2 SiRE. NICHOLAS in JV. Papers (Camden) 1. 286 The
miscarriage of the business m the Downs was not inferior to

any treason that I have heard of. 1674 Baker s Chron. (an.

1625) 4$3/2 He excused himself, laying a great part of the

miscarriage on the stubbornness of the Earl of Essex. 1706
DE FOE jure Divino p. v, Some People, who are too apt to
make Misconstruction, watch for my Miscarriage. 11715
BURNET Own Time (1724) I. 251 He did not wonder at the mis

carriage of the late King s counsels. 1800 Chron. in Asiat.
Ann. Reg. III. 113/2 The sagacious and intrepid commander,
to whom success and miscarriage, .are now alike indifferent.

1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 431 The miscarriage
of one crop only, .would, .involve him in ruin.

b. An instance of this; a failure; a blunder,
mistake. Now rare exc. as in e.

Am*r. Geog. I. 216 The Partridge of New England is the 1614 R. BAILLIE Satan 3 When a hard piece ofworke is put
Pheasant of Pennsylvania, but is mis-called in both places. in the hand of an Apprentice for the first assay of his skill.
1812 H. & \. SMITH Rej. Addr., Theatre 14 No r

&amp;lt;--- &quot;
y- -

standing, miscall d standing room. 1822 T. L. ]

.

oom for

, sa sanng room. 122 . . PEACOCK
Maid Marian xii. 165 No one shall miscall a forester. He
who calls Robin Robert of Huntingdon.. or.. Marian Ma
tilda Fitzwater [etc.J. 111853 ROBERTSON Led. $ Addr. ii.

(1858) 59 One of those miserable publications miscalled re

ligious. 1886 GURNEY, etc. Phantasms ofLiinng II. 2 His
..explanation.. depended on his miscalling his experience,
and referring it to the class of dreams.

b. To misread, mispronounce, dial.

1853 CADENHEAD Bon Accord 205 (E.D.D.) Woe totheloun
that a word wad misca . 1866 GREGOR Banffsh. Gloss., Misca
. . (2) To read imperfectly. 1881 Miss YONGK Lads * Lasses

VOL. VI.

,

the beholders are justly afraid for a miscarriage in his young
and inexperienced hand. 1650 [see CARRIAGE loj. 1667-8
MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 234 That the division of
the Fleet was a miscarriage. 1714 GARTH Dispens. v. fed. 7)
61 Your Cures . .aloud you tell, But wisely your Miscarriages
conceal. 1824 TRAVERS Dis. Eye (ed. 3) 338, I have now
adverted to the principal miscarriages of the operation. 1834
MACAULAY Ess.^ Pitt (1850) 300/2 An inquiry into the circum
stance which had produced the miscarriage of the preceding
year.

fc. Mishap, disaster. Obs.

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 46 If I should
meet with any. .miscarriage in the voyage. 1776 JOHNSON

Let. Mrs. Thrale \ Apr., His wife died at last, and before she
was buried he was seized by a fever, and is now going to the

grave. Such miscarriages, .fill histories and tragedies.

fd. An unfortunate lapse (into}. Obs.

1754 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) III. 76 The chimney-pieces,
; except one little miscarriage into total Ionic.. are all of a

good King James the First Gothic.

e. Miscarriage ofjustice \ a failure of a court to

i

attain the ends of justice.

1875 Act 38-9 b ict. c. 77 Order xxxix, Unless in the
opinion of t be Court, .some substantial wrong or miscarriage
has been, .occasioned in the trial of the action. 1878 PKKK
in Contemp. Rn&amp;gt;. XXXII. 105 In cases where the defendant
is poor or ill-defended, there is often positive miscarriage of

! justice. 1882 SKRJT. BALLANTINE E.vper. vi. 160 In both..,
through no fault of the judge, there was a miscarriage of

justice. 1891 Daily Nrws 5 Feb. 7/1 It was submitted.,
to their lordships that there had been a miscarriage, and
that the order of reference should be revoked.

3. Untimely delivery (of a woman) : usually taken
I as synonymous with abortion = expulsion of the

i foetus before the twenty-eighth week of pregnancy.
Some pathologists have sought to establish a di&amp;lt;tinr-ti&amp;lt;m

1 between abortion and miscarriage (see quot. 1822), but thi&amp;gt;

is not generally recognized.
1662 GKAUNT 7?//A- Mart. v. 38 Miscarriages am! Abortions.

1710-11 Swirr Jrnl. to Stella 15 Feb., I dined at Sir John
Germain s, and found lady Betty Init just recovered of
a miscarriage. 1754-64 SMULI.IK Mid.cif II. 67 She had
ti.^ht children, besides two miscarriages. 1822 GOOD Study
Mcd. IV. 176 If the exclusion [of the frctus] take place
within six weeks after conception, it is usually called Mis
carriage; if between six weeks and six months, Abortion;
if during any part of the last three months before the com
pletion of the natural term, Premature Labour.

fig. 1688 CROWSE Darius n. Dram. Wks. (1874 III. 398
They who poorly fell Were embrios,and miscarriages of war.

4. The failure (of a letter, etc.) to reach its destin

ation.

1650 Ln, UFAI CHAMP in Nicholas Papers (Camden) I. 179, I

have been very unfortunate in the miscarryage of your former
addresses. 1670 BLOUNV Laiv Diet, .v. Dnplicat, A second
Letter written and sent to the same parly and purpose, as a

! former, for fear of a miscarriage of the first,.. is called a
j Dnplicat. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines

&amp;lt;y Mining 172
The miscarriage of a paper by Mr. Alexander Trippel
prevents me from presenting, .some further notes. 1893
W. M. THOMAS Lett. Lady M. /K. Montagu II. Contents

p. vi, Miscarriage of letters.

5. Failure to carry or convey properly.
1862 SHIRLEY* (J. Skelton) Nitgx Crit. iv. 195 Public

carriers must carry the public safely, or take the conse-

j

quences ; and neither a voluntary, nor an extorted consent,
will relieve them from the legal results of mis-carriage.

t Misca-rriageable, a. Obs. rare-
[f.

prec. + -ABLE.] Liable to be led astray.
a 1656 BP. HALL Rem. Wks.

(1660^ 418 Why should we be
more mis-carriageable by such possibilities, .than others?

t Misca rried,///. a. Obs. [f.
MISCARRY v. +

-ED !.] Gone astray.
1656 SIR R. BROWNE in Nicholas Papers (Camden) III.

285 The subject of that my miscarried letter, .was that [etc.],

t Misca rrier. Obs. rare 1
.

[f. next + -BE*.]
A seducer, beguiler. (See MISCARRY v. 7.)

1596 NORDEN Progr. Pietie (1847) T 7 2 Turning our hearts
from our Maker, we become one in consent with our mis-

carrier.

Miscarry (mis,karri),z&amp;gt;. [Mis-
1 i. Cf. OF.

meskarier to go from the right path.]

f 1. intr. To come to harm, misfortune, or de
struction

;
to perish ; (of a person) to meet with

one s death; (of an inanimate object, e.g. a ship)
to be lost or destroyed. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxvi. 23 Bot weriand til him

sal myskary [Vulg. maledicentes autem ei disperibunt],

^1386 CHAUCER Prol. 515 He . . dwelte at hoom, and

kepte wel his folde, So that the wolf ne made it nat mis-

carie. 1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 114/1 So that there myght
neither Clusters of Grapes, ne hole Grapes, .entre .. into

the Vessels.. yat myght cause yat Wyne after that to re-

boille or myscare. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 142
And that noon hous where were hyr passyonarye Wyth feer

ner lyhtnyng shuld never myskarye. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 12 b, Not one of them all miscaryed,
but were all safe and sounde. c 1350 R. BIESTON Bayte
Fortune B iv, But yet he must regarde, for drede his welth

miscary, 1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed\\. 92/1
In this conflict, Patrike Fitzsimons, with diuerse other good
housholders, miscaried. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commiv.
(1603) 63 The great ships bringing corne from Siria and Egipt
. .doeseldome miscarrie. zi6o4HANMERC/zr&amp;lt;7M. Irel. (1809)

371 [He] shortly after miscarried at Athlone, by the fall

of a Turret. 1668 SIR W, TEMPLE Let. to AVng-Wks. 1731
II. 58 If we had miscarried, your Majesty had lost an honest

diligent Captain and sixteen poor Seamen. 1737 [S.

BERINGTON] G. di Luccats Mem. (1738) 126 He feu the

Government . . of all to his eldest Son in case he should

miscarry. 1749 R. JAMES Diss. Fevers (ed. 2) 3 Many
Patients miscarry even under this Treatment, perhaps more
than recover.

f b. pass, in the same sense. Obs,

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. iv. (Skeat) 1. 106, 1 had routhe

to sene thee miscaried. 1470-85 MALORY .^rMwrxn. iv. 599,
I am sore ashamed that I haue ben thus myscaryed, for I am
bannysshed oute of the Countrey of Logrys for euer. 1565
Act 8 Eliz, c. 13 T Divers Shyppes. .have by the lacke of

suche Markes of late yeresben myscaried peryshed and lost

in the Sea. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. i. 5 Our Sisters man is

certainely miscarried. 1654-66 EARL ORRERYParthen. (1676)

581 Learning that his first Ambassadors, .were miscarried,
he employed others.

t 2. intr. and refl. To go wrong or astray ;
to

behave amiss, do wrong ;
to misbehave. Obs.

CI325 Metr. Horn. 112 Lat thou noht this child miscarye.
129



MISCARRY.

138. Wvci,iF.9c/. Wks. 111.38 pou^M it myskarie whanne
it comeb to age, be chitdheed pei moun save. 155 . LVNDE-
SAV Interl. A uld Man

&amp;lt;y Wife 57 Maister, quhairto sowld
1 my self miskary, Quhair I, as preistis, may swyve and
nevir mary? 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vin. 348 [They] may not

marry, and yet may mis-carry themselues in all abhomma-
tions. 1649 ROBERTS Claris Bibt. 368 Solomon more mis

carrying in that [sc. prosperity] then Job in this [sc. adver

sity]. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. n. 20 Wks. 1871 II. 92
Crates, .having had a son miscarry at London, by the con

versation of a minute philosopher.

3. intr. Of a person : To fail in one s purpose
or object ;

to be unsuccessful.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 12 Many men are crossed

and miscarrie in their outward estate, because they are

vngodly persons. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. Sf. iv. iii.

252 Here Wolsey miscarried in the Masterpiece of his policy.

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 35 Pi Among all kinds of Writing,
there is none in which Authors are more apt to miscarry
than in Works of Humour. 1815 W. H. I RELAND Scribbleo-

mania 261 Good luck; without which . .it is odds but he

miscarries in his suit 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Self-Reliance

Wks. (Bohn) I. 32 If our young men miscarry in their first

enterprises, they lose all heart. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst.

ix. 256 If you sue for a bull, you will miscarry if you de

scribe him as a bull.

b. const, of.

1781 COWPER Com-. 372 We dare not risk them [sc. our

talents] into public view, Lest they miscarry of what seems
their due. 1832 A.W. FONBI.ANQUE Eng. under 7 Administr.

(1837) II. 259 He has. .pitiably miscarried of his object.

4. Of a business, design, etc. : To go wrong; to

come to nought ;
to be a failure ; to prove un

successful or abortive, t Also pass.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. I. i. 270 What miscarries Shall be the

Generals fault. 1659 FULLER fioly \Var\\. xlv. (1840) 112

When a great action miscarrieth, the blame must be

laid on some. 1654 MARQ. ORMONDE in Nicholas Papers
(Camden* 11.142 It is ordinary when a busines is miscaryed
to blame the ways taken to effect it. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver iv.

vii, If they find their Project hath miscarried, they return

Home. 1827 HAi.LAMpwry/. Hist, iv. (1876) I. 2i2Asimilar

proposition in the session of 1601 seems to have miscarried

in the Commons. 1893 J. STRONG New Era 252 Motive
miscarries if method is wrong.

t b. Of plants, seeds, etc. : To be abortive or

unproductive ;
to fail. Also transf. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 114 My Lady goes to kill

homes, but if thou marrie, Hang me by the necke, if

homes that yeare miscarrie. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts

(1683) 77 [A plant] not subject to miscarry in Flowers and
Blossomes. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) II. 124 The worst

Enemies to this Plant are a sort of Flea that fastens upon
its Shoots, and makes it miscarry. 1740 TULL Horse-Hoeing
Httsb. 254 In other Parts of the same Fields, where a much
less Number of Seeds had miscarried, the Crop was less.

5. To be delivered prematurely of a child
; to

have a miscarriage, (fin first quot. passive.
1

)

1527 ANDREW Bnmsivyke
1

s Distyll. Waters C Hj b,Women
whicne be myscaryd of the mydwyfe in the byrthe of her

chylde. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 1130, She had

dyverse tymes mis-caried of chylde. 1662 GRAUNT Bills

Mort. v. 37 The Question is, Whether Teeming-women died,
or fled, or miscarried? a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766)
I. 244 She had once miscarried of a child. 1786 J. HUNTER
Treat. I en. Dis. (1810) vi. n. i. 433 The mother, .miscarried

of her third child at the end of five months. 1823-34 Goods

Siudy Med. fed. 4) IV. 171 The case of a lady.. who had
miscarried of a fetus under three months old.

fig. 1712 POPE Let. toJ.C.^^z., Wks. (1737) 8p
You have

prov d your self more tender of another s embryo s, than the

fondest mothers are of their own, for you have preserv d

every thing that I
miscarry

d of. 1805 MOORE To Lady
H viii, And some lay-in of full-grown wit, While othersof
a pun miscarried.

f b. Said of the child. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /F, v. iv. 10 If the Child I now go with,
do miscarrie. Ibid. 15 But 1 would the Fruite of her Wombe &amp;gt;

might miscarry.

6. intr. Of a letter, etc. : To fail to reach its

proper destination ;
to get into wrong hands.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. K//7, in. ii. 30 The Cardinals Letters to

the Pope miscarried, And came to th eye o th King. 1710
SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 26 Sept., My penny-post letter, I

suppose, miscarried : I will write another, a 1859 PRAED
Poems (1864) II. 10 Has the last pipe of hock miscarried?

1842 BORROW Bible in Spain xxxv, I supposed, .that my
letter had miscarried. 1866 CRUMP Banking v. 101 If

a bill miscarry unless payable to bearer the unlawful

possessor can neither acquire nor convey any title thereto.

b. pass, in the same sense. ? Obs.

1665 J. STRYPE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 183, I.. think

my Tuesday letter was miscarried, because no Answer toil.

1786 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 16 If my letter of advice is

miscarried.

f 7. trans. To cause (a person) to go wrong ; to

lead astray ;
to mislead, delude, seduce. Obs.

c 1450 Cast. Persev. 2348 in Macro Plays (1904) 147 Who
so wyl schryuyn hym of his synnys all, he puttyth bis

brethel to mykyl myschefe, Mankynde he
J&amp;gt;at myskaryed.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis u. xi. 107 Than wod for wo, so was
I quyte miscareit, That noder god nor man I left wnwareit
[Quern nan incttsaviamens honiinnmqite deonttnque ?] 1562
A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) 1.75 It maid na mis quhatmadinnis
bai miscareit. 1580 A. FLEMING in Baret/J/z . A aaaj, Manie
words of like spelling, and. .different in signification, may
miscarrie young beginners. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 623/1 The judges, whoe are men and may be mis-

carryed by affections, and many other meanes. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vii. 476/1 Impotent passions carrying
him, and miscarrying him. 1633 BP. MALI. //arrf Texts O.T.
121 He was not miscarried into any . . enormous crime. 1650
TRAPP Comm. Num. xx. 1 1 The best may be mis-carried by
their passions. ?&amp;lt;zi7oo Bonny Lizie Baillie xi. in Child
Ballads IV. 267 O bonny Duncan Grahame, Why should
ye me miscarry ?

498

t 8. In physical sense : To carry to destruction.

1632 LITHGOW Irav. vr. 262 If any of them had missed

[his footing], his sliding downe had miscarried them both
ouer the Rocke.
Hence Misca rrying///. a.

1611 BIBLE Hosea ix. 14 Giue them a miscarying wombe,
and drie breasts. 1637 RUTHKRFORD Lett. (1664) xc.

184 Such are the rovings of our miscarrying hearts. Ibid.

cxxxv. 263 What is the dry and miscarrying hope of all

them who are not in Christ, but confusion and wind ?

Misca rrying, vbl. sb. [-ING i.] The action

of the vb. MISCARRY
; miscarriage.

1568 Jacob fy Esau v. ix, O Lorde saue thou my sonne
from miscarying. 1658-9 in Thurloe St. Papers VII. 627
note, The miscarryinge of a packitt. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
i. iv, These things, .imply temptation, and danger of mis-

carrying,, .with respect to our worldly . .happiness. 1822-34
Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 132 Women who are in the

habit of miscarrying.
t Misca se. Obs. [f. Mis- 1 4 + CASE sb.^-

(sense i).] Misfortune, mishap.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10047 Pe meste miscas com to him

sulf attelaste Vor he vel of is palefrey & brec is fot bi cas.

a 1400 Isumbras 784 And coverde he hase alle his myscas,
He lyffes nowe fulle richely. ^1450 Godstyw Reg. 416 Yf
hit so happened .. that the forsaid houses .. were I-brent

thurgh ony mysse-cose.

t Misca st, sb. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] Miscalculation.

1599 SANDYS Ettrope Sp?c. (1632) 210 That their private

ambitions, feares and miscasts did drive them to make so

abiect. .a choyce.

Misca St, v. Obs. exc. dial. [Mis-
1

i.]

1. trans. To cast with evil intent.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 283 If it so befelle That I. .sine On
me that sche miscaste hire yhe, Or that sche liste noght to

loke.

2. To miscalculate, misreckon. Also absol.

1598 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas i. L 416 You have mis-cast

in your Arithmetiok. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. ii.

8. 604 The number is somewhat misse-cast by Polybius
..he reckons nine hundred horse too many. 1633 EARL
MANCH. Al Mondo (16361 107 In reckoning of time most
men miscast it. 1677 Conn. Col. f\ec. (1852) II. 308 This
Court findeing that the List of Stoneington was in the
last year miscast three hundred and twenty one pownd. 1876
ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Miskest&amp;gt; to err in casting up
accounts. All miskessen together .

3. To mislay.
1600 HOLLAND Livy 1234 How all these complete bookes

of T. Livius should miscarrie, it is not certenly knowne.
Some hope there is, that they are but mis-cast and laid out
of the way.
Misca sting, vbl. sb. [Mis-

1
3.]

1. Miscalculation
;

in mod. use, technically,

wrong addition (of accounts),
1543-3 Act 34 &amp;lt;y 35 Hen. VIII^ c. 21 For misrecytall or

nonrecytall of Leases, .or for lacke of the certentie myscast-
ing rating or setting foorthe of the yerelie values, .of the
Premisses. 1621 MOLI.E Camerar. Liv. Libr. in. i. 149
When there is a miscasting in the beginning of an account.

1692 WASHINGTON tr. Miltoris Def. People Eng. M. s Wks.
1738 I. 516 Ballance your Accounts, and you will find that

by miscasting, you have lost your Principal. 1797 TOMLINS
Jacob s Law Dict. t Miscasting or Miscomputing. 1887
Daily News 4 Mar. 7/3 A miscasting of the books in one
instance was over 3,ooo/.

2. Bad casting (of metal)
1901 N. $ Q. Ser. ix. VII 1. 430/2 The difficulty arises from

the bell-founder s miscasting.

Misca sualty. Obs. or dial. [Mis-i 4.]

Mischance, mishap.
1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 18 They, .imputed the mis

hap, or miscasualtie unto the multitude of their owne trans

gressions. 1604 EDMONDS Observ. Caesar s Comm. 95 Men
haue two wayes to come by wisdome, either by their owne
harmes, or by other mens miscasualties. a 1639 WOTTON
in Relig. (1685)683 A Souldier, filling his Flask out of a
Barrel of Powder, set by Miscasualty both on fire, a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia (1830), Miscasnalty, an unlucky
accident.

Miscegenation (miafflgJfaJi jtti). [irreg. f.

L. misce-re to mix +gen-us race + -ATION.] Mixture
of races; esp. the sexual union ofwhiteswith negroes.
1864 (title) Miscegenation : The Theory of the Blending of

the Races, applied to the American White Man and Negro.
Reprinted from the New York Edition. 1878 STANLEY Dark
Cont. I. 44 By this process of miscegenation, the Arabs are

already rapidly losing their rich colour. 1889 Boston (Mass.)
?&amp;gt;/. 27teb. 4/4 Miscegenation in Kentucky.. .The penalty
for miscegenation is three years imprisonment. 1902 /Y/0/

27 Dec. 540/2 The danger of miscegenation *. .ought to warn
us against introducing Oriental settlers into South Africa.

Jig. 1865 E. BURRITT Walk to Lamt s End 64 It is an
. . effort to engraft Christian ideas upon the heathen stock of
Grecian

mythology.-
.In beautiful, .contrast with this osten

tatious group of Christian and pagan miscegenation is [etc ].

1884 J. HAWTHORNE A^. Hawthorne $ Wife II. 178 The
lower regions of palaces come to strange uses in Rome ;

a cobbler or a tinker perhaps exercises his craft under the

archway; a work-shop may be established in one of the

apartments; and similar miscegenations.
So (mostly nonce-wds.) Mi sceg-enate sb. [see

-ATE 2
3], the issue of a union between people

of different races ; Mi scegenate v.
y
to produce

miscegenation ; Mi-scegenated ///. a., produced
by miscegenation; Miscege nesis (inquot.rnisci-)
= MISCEGENATION; Misceg-ene tic ., pertaining
to or involving miscegenation ;

Mi scegrena*-

tionist, Mi scegrenator, Misce genist, one who
favours miscegenation ; also, one who contracts

a union with one of another race. Also Mi s-

cegen [back-formation] = miscegenate.

MISCELLANEOUS.
1 1864 iCftOLY, etc.] Miscegenation 7 To nriuegenate ; i.e.

to mingle persons of different races. Ibid. ii. 19 The Gri-

quas, or Griqua Hottentots, are a miscegenated race. Ibid.

\
v. 28 A miscegerietic community. Ibid. vii. 34 The purest
miscegen will be brown, with reddish cheeks. 1865 Reader
20 May 561/2 (art. Emancipation), There are philogynists
as fanatical as any miscegenists . 1872 SCHELE DE VERE
Americanisms 289 A Miscegenationist. named Williams,
was tarred and feathered, and dumped into the river at

Grenada, Mississippi. 1880 WINCH ELL Preadamites vi. 81

The policy of North American miscigenesis, which has been

I

recommended . . as an . . expedient for obviating race colli

sions. 1881 SALA Amer. Revis. 316 Two such * Misce-

genators have been hanged by the mob in Virginia. 1898
C. F. ADAMS Imperialism 10 It has saved the Anglo-Saxon

i
stock from being a nation of half-breeds miscegenates.

Miscelane, -lin, -ling, obs. forms of MASLIN-.

Miscelden, -din, obs. forms of MISTLETOE.

t Miscellana-rian. Obs. [f. MISCELLANY +

-ARIAN.] A writer of miscellanies.

1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarat. (1737) III. Misc. i. i. 8, I .. like

my Fellow-Miscellanarians, shall take occasion to vary often
from my proposed Subject. Ibid. 113.

t Miscellane, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7 -el(11an,
-elane, -illane. [ad. L. miscellaneus (see MIS

CELLANEOUS) : cf. momentane
.}

A. adj. Mixed ; miscellaneous ; combining
various elements. (Cf. MASLIN *

attrib.}
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 131 Choler is a miscellane

i seed (as it were* and a dregge, made of all the passions

|

of the mind. 1608 J. KING Serm. 5 Nov. 32 A linsey

j

wolsey, miscellan, medlyreligion. 1612 HKKREWOOD Lang,
I # Relig. v. 39 Paulus Diacomis his miscellane history (sc.

!
Historia miscella}. 1642 J. EATON Honey-c. Free Justif.

I 130 These miscillane Christians never knew what an horrible

thing the least motion of sin is in the sight of God. (Cf. B.

quot. 1642.] 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Antonin. 62 One
[colony] . . drawn out from among the gowned Citizens, as
well as the miscellane sort of people.
B. sb. A mixture, medley, miscellany. (Cf.

MASLIN 2)
1600 BP, W. BARLOW Serm.(i(x&amp;gt;i) Dsb, The miscellan

of all nations. 1626 BACON Sylva 670 It is thought to be
of vse, to make some Miscellane in Corne. 1642 J. EATON
Honey*. Free Justif. 137 [They] preach neither true law
nor true Gospel, but a miscillane and marring of both. 1664
J. WILSON A. Commenins v. iv, Some have call d life a

Stage-play. .; Others agen, a miscelane of years, Or
Chequer-work of hopes, and fears.

II Miscellanea (miseVi-n/^a). [neut. pi. of L.

miscellaneus (see MISCELLANEOUS) : in Latin used

for hash of broken meat and a writing on mis
cellaneous subjects . Used also in Fr.] A collection

of miscellaneous literary compositions; a literary

medley or miscellany. Also, a miscellaneous

collection of notes, or the like.

1571 ALLEY (title) The poore mans Librarie. .. Here are

adioyned . . certaine . . annotations which may properly be
called Miscellanea, 1653 FLRCKNOE (title) Miscellania, Or,
Poems of all sorts, with divers other Pieces. 1690 TEMPI. E

Ess., Learning Wks. 1731 I. 291 Upon the Miscellanea s

first Printing in Paris, Monsieur Boileau made this short

Satyr. 1710 SWIFT JrnL to Stella vi, [He] has written some
mighty pretty things ; that in your 6th

Miscellanea^ about the

Sprig of an Orange, is his. 1784 New Sped. No. 6. 3, I . .

begin my miscellanea with a Private Anecdote. 1836 H. N.
COLERIDGE Lit. Rcm. S. T. Coleridge I. I/Envoy p. xiii,

I should misinform you grossly if I left you to infer that

his collections were a heap of incoherent miscellanea. 1897

J. W. CLARK Barn-well Introd. n Miscellanea likely to be
useful for reference.

t Miscella neal, a.(sb.} Obs. [f. L.miscellane-

us (see next) + -AL,] Miscellaneous. Also sb.pl.
=

MISCELLANEA. So f Miscella neau a.

1632 GUILLIM Heraldry i. vi. 38, I tooke occasion to peruse
certaine Miscellanean notes of Scales, a 1633 W. AMES
Fresh Suit agst. Cerem. it. 209 Concerning certayn mis-
celaneall notions and testimonies against .. Ceremonies.

1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. v, Miscellaneal Essais. The fifth

. .Century of Miscellaneals. 1703 T. S. Art s Itn^r. p. xxvii,
Miscelaneal Experiments and Observations.

Miscellaneous (miseVi-n/ias), a.
[f. L. mis-

cellane~uS) f. miseellus mixed (f. miscere to mix) :

see -noes.]
1. With a sing. sb. : Consisting of members or

elements of different kinds; of mixed composition
or character. With a pi. sb. : Of various kinds.

1637 SALTONSTALL Euseb. Const. 53 The people being thus

a long time divided betweene divers opinions, it produced
a miscellanious confusion in Religion. 1671 MILTON P. R.
in. 50 A miscellaneous rabble, who extol Things vulgar.
i7ii SHAFTESB. Charat. (1737) III. Misc. i. i. i That Charit

able and Courteous Author, who. .introduc d the ingenious

way of Miscellaneous Writing. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. H . i,

My second boy., received a sort of miscellaneous education
at home. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rn&amp;gt;. Wks. 1808 V. 47 Dr. Richard
Price, .preached, .a very extraordinary miscellaneous ser

mon. 1821 W. IRVING Life &amp;lt;$

Lett. (1864) II. 49, I have
been leading a * miscellaneous kind of life at Paris, if I may
use a literary phrase. i86a STANLEY Jew, Ch. (1877) I. xvii.

322 In this miscellaneous assemblage were to be seen wor

shippers of the most various characters. 1899 AL. J. G.

MACKAY Lindesay s Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. p. ixxxvii. One
of the miscellaneous volumes of the Wodrow Manuscripts.

fb. Mingled. Obs.

1698 W. Cm*LCOT.V/y Th, iv. (1851144 The miscellaneous

horror and exultation of that dreadful day.

2. Of persons : Having various qualities or

aspects ; treating of various subjects ; many-sided.

f Also, general (as opposed to technical).

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. i. viii. o. 32 [Athenaeus]

being miscellaneous in many things, he is to be received



MISCELLANEOUSLY.

with suspicion ;
for such as amasse all relations, mu^t

erre in some. 1711 SHAFTESB. Ckarac. (1737* III. Misc.

i. i. 8 Nor ought the Title of a Miscellaneous Writer to be

deny d me, on the account that I have grounded my Mis-
,

cellanys upon a certain Set of Treatises already publish d.
,

1773 BURNEY Mus, Germany^ etc. (1775) II. 305 As technical

terms will be unavoidable in this description, I advise my
miscellaneous readers to pass it over. 1831 WORDSW. Prose

Wks. (1876) III. 313 A great theatrical writer, .

,^-ind
mis

cellaneous to that degree, that there was something for all
;

classes of readers. 1839 LONGK. Hyperion \. vi. Prose Wks.
1886 II. 45 The Baron of Hohenfels was rather a mis

cellaneous youth, rather a universal genius.

Hence Miscellaneity (mhseUhHti), miscella- ;

neousness.

1905 Daily Chron. 13 Nov. 4/5 The miscellaneity of the
\

Hellenic masses thusenjoying the hospitality of the King.

Miscellaneously, adv. [-LY -.] with variety
or diversity ;

in various ways, on miscellaneous

subjects, etc.

1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 41 He has !

written miscellaneously. 1850 Taifs Mag. XVII. 740/1 :

They are more miscellaneously clever, and can make them-
}

selves more generally useful
1

. 1905 Q. Rev. Jan. 42 He
collected miscellaneously, and in all probability .. indis

criminately.

Miscella neousness. [-NESS.] Miscella

neous quality, character, or condition.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Miscellaneonsness^ mixture or mixed-

ness together without Order. 1755 JOHNSON, Miscellane-

oitsness, composition of various kinds. 1871 GEO. ELIOT
Middlewareh xxii, The. .miscellaneousness of Rome, which

made the mind flexible with constant comparison. 1887
LOWELL Old Eng. Dram. (1892) 59 The gratuitous miscel-

laneousness of plot, .in some of the plays of John Webster.

Miscellanist (mise-lanist). [f. MISCELLANY
+ -IST.] A writer of miscellanies.

1810 BYRON in Mem. F. Hodgson (1878) I. 168 My third

[letter] will be conveyed by Cam, the miscellanist. x86z

F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 35 A late miscellanist, more
celebrated for versatility and self-confidence than for exact

ness. 1889 SAINTSBURY Ess. En%. Lit. (1891) 219 We may
..consider him [Leigh Hunt] first as a poet, secondly as

a critic, and thirdly as. .a miscellanist.

Miscellany ijni selani, mise lani), sb. Also

7 missol^l)-, miscel-, 8 misell-. [app. ad. F.

miscellanies fem. pi. (ad. L. miscellanea neut.

pi. : see MISCELLANEA), only in sense 2.]

1. A mixture, medley.
1617 BACON in Resuscitatio (1657) 81 A Miscellany and

Confusion of Causes of all Natures. i6ao Hie Mulicr C 3 b,

This Misselanie or mixture of deformities. 1668 DRYDEN
Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 84 As for Falstaff, he is not

properly one humour, but a miscellany of humours or

images, drawn from so many several men. 1703 MAUN- i

DRELL Journ.Jerus. (1721) 40A confus d miscellany of Trees.

Ibid. 18 A Miscellany of Christians and Turks together. I

1833 LYTTON Eng, fy Engl. (ed. 2) II. 287 Turn your eyes I

now to the ultra Radicals, what a motley, confused, jarring,

miscellany of irreconcilable theorists ! 1847 TENNYSON
Princess v. 190 Not like the piebald miscellany, man. Bursts t

of great heart and slips in sensual mire. 1886 STEVENSON
|

Trcas. /si. iv, Under that, the miscellanybegan aquadrant,
a tin canikin, an old Spanish watch and some other trinkets

of little value.

fb. Miscellanymadam \

* a female trader in mis-
\

cellaneous articles ; a dealer in trinkets and oma-
j

ments of various kinds* (Nares). Obs.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. iv. i, I would bee . . one
of your miscelany madams. Ibid.) As a miscellany madame

|

[I would] inuent new tyres, and goe visile courtiers.

2. pi. Separate treatises or studies on a subject j

collected into one volume ; literary compositions
j

of various kinds brought together to form a book,

(Common in titles of books.)
1615 P. WENTWORTH (title) The Miscellanie, or, a Registrie, !

and Methodical 1 Directorie of Orizons. a 1626 BACON Let. I

to Bp. Ely Wks. 1830 XII. 91 This hath put me into these
:

miscellanies, which I purpose to suppress, if God give me
leave to write a just and perfect volume of philosophy.

1629 J. LIGHTFOOT (title) Ervbhin or Miscellanies Christian
j

and Judaicall. 1678 NORRIS Misc. (1699) Pref. i To you
I humbly present this Collection of Miscellanies, for the

j

entertainment of your liesure hours. 1711 [see MISCELLA-
j

NEOUS 2]. 1733 SWIFT On Poetry 318 And when they join
their pericrames, Out skips a book of Miscellanies.

3. A book, volume, or literary production con

taining miscellaneous pieces on various subjects.

1638 HERBERT Trav. n. 262 The Alcoran is a miscellany
of other prodigious things. 1671 SALMON Syn. Mcd. To
Rdr. *3 Wonder not, Courteous Reader) at the Appearance
of this early, or rather untimely fruit ; a Miscelany only
intended for our own private use. 1704 Faction Display d
xiii, Those only purchase everliving Fame, That in my
Misellany plant their ^Name. 1707 (title) The Monthly
Miscellany: or, Memoirs for the Curious. 1791 BOSWELL
Johnson (1831) I. 205 He., wrote The Life of Cheynel ,

in the miscellany called The Student . 1801 Med. Jrnlt
,

V. 107 What appears to me an error in your truly valuable
\

Miscellany. 1872 R. MORRIS (title) An Old English Mis-

cellany. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible iv. (1874) 163 The
Bible, in fact, is a Miscellany a very various one.

4. //. Persons of various classes, rare.

1840 CARLYLE Let. Aug. in R. Blunt Carlyles
1 Chelsea

//*&amp;gt;;/( 1 895) 16 Blackguards, improper females, and miscel

lanies sauntered.

t Miscellany, a. Obs. [ad. L.miscelldne-us .

the form perh. suggested by prec. sb. (But of.

momentary}^ = MISCELLANE, MISCELLANEOUS.
1629 Bacon s War -w. Spain 70 A Veterane Army, com

pounded of Miscellany Forces of all Nations. 1629 (title)

Certaine Miscellany Works of The Right Honovrable,
Francis Lo. Verulam. 165 CLEVELAND Poems 26 The

499

Misselany Satyr, and the Fawn. 1639 PEARSON Creed

(1839)29 By their miscellany deities at Rome,, .they showed

no nation was without its God. 1684 . title) Miscellany
Poems Containing a New Translation of Virgills Eclogues,

Ovid s Love Elegies [etc.]. 1738 SWIFT Pal. Conversat.

Introd. 66, I have read, .all the mmcellany Poems that have

been published for twenty Years past. 1756 AuoRY Bunclc

(1825) I. i Miscellany thoughts upon several subjects.

t Miscelleny. Obs. ran ~
. [Alteration of

miscellen, MASLIN 2
,
after miscellany.] MASLIN 2

.

1745 tr. Columtlla II. xi, It is proper to sow miscelleny,

or barley fodder [orig. /arraginem] in a place that is plowed
and sown every year. (

Miscelline, reading in mod. edd. of Jonson s

Volpone for misc line (see MASLIN 2
c).

Miscalling, obs. form of MASLIN A
Miscelto, -tow, obs. forms of MISTLETOE.

t Misce nsure, sb. [Mis- 4.] \Vrongfulor
undeserved censure.

1613 I oy. Guiana in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 171 All

men s actions are subject to miscensure. 1645 WITHER / c.r

Pacif. 117 A selfe-respect May cause mis-censures to be

cast upon The Publike Justice. ,11684 LEIGIITON I onini.

i Ptf.ll. 6 (1693) 292 They cast him [sc. Christ] away by
their miscensures and reproaches put upon him.

t Misce nsure, v. Obs. [Mis-
1 i

.]
trans. To

censure wrongfully or undeservedly.
1611 CORVAT Crudities 364, I hope the candid reader will

not miscensure me for inserting this into my obseruations.

1645 WITHEII I ax Pacif. 33 Ten hundred thousand tongues
Shall censure them, who now mis-censure thee. 1665
Lord s Prayer -$$ Nor will [I] miscensure their charitable

hope, who [etc.].

Hence t Misce -nsuring vbl. sb.

1657 SANDERSON Serin. Pref. 11674) E 2 b. To prevent (if

I could) the mis-censuring of these Sermons.

t Misce rtify, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

!.] trans. To

certify inaccurately. So t Miscerti ficate, in

accurate certification.

1540 Act 32 Hen. V[II, c. 22 Many prebendes . . bene

double certified . . and some by wrong names or otherwise

miscertifyed. Ibid. c. 45 By reason .. of miscertifical of the

said possessions.

Mischance (misitjcrns), sb. Forms : see

CHANCE sb. ;
also 5 miscaunce, -chanche, mes-

haunce. [a. OF. mesck(e}ance, -aunce, also mt s-

chanche, mescance : L. type *mmuscadentiam : see

Mis- - and CHANCE sb.]

1. Ill-luck, ill-success. In early use often with

stronger sense, disaster, calamity.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2902 Ouer bomber he (ley anon to

wite him fram meschance. 1362 LANGL. f. PI. A. IX. 51

God saue be from mischaunce, And vue be grace uppon
grounde. &quot;1475 Partenay 5642 Anon it happned to hym
gret miscaunce. 1501 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. i. 89 Lords view

these Letters, full of bad mischance. 1622 BACON Hen. I II

181 They. .let downe with Cords .. seuerall Messengers
(that ifone came to mischance, another might passe on). 1822

HAZLITT TaMe-t. Ser. 11. iv. (1869) 83 We are the sport of

imbecility and mischance. 1833 TENNYSON LadyofShalott
IV. ii, Beholding all his own mischance, Mute, with glassy
countenance. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. II. iii. (1866) 191
If mischance should follow the neglect of this warning.

personified. ^1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 1151 Amiddes
of the temple sat meschaunce, With disconfort and sory
contenaunce. 1742 GRAY Spring 38 Brush d by the hand
of rough Mischance.

2. In particularized use : A piece of bad luck, a

mishap, an unlucky accident ; t spec, an accidental

injury or mutilation. In early use also, f a state

of unhappiness, an evil fate.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 182 In takinning als o bi penance be sal

be send a lang meschance. 1393 LANGL. / . PI. C. xx. 229

Mynne y nat, riche men to which a meschaunce fat dives

deyed? a 1450 MvRciSgg Fowrtydayes for bat myschawnce
bow schalt be in penaunce. 1577 in Ellis Orig. Lett. ser. n.

III. 56 Upon Monday here fell a mischaunce betwene two
of my Lo. Chamberleyns men, and the on of them was killed

in Powleschurche yarde. 1587 GOLDING De Mortiay \. (1617)

7 When a man loseth an eye, an arme, or a legge, we do

commonly say, it is a mischance. 1685 WOOD Life 23 July
(O. H. S.) III. 155 He had got a mischance by gunpowder.
1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 55 P 7, I had secured it [sc. a book]

against mischances by lodging two transcripts in different

places. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxiv, First the right
sandal came down, and then the left, and these mischances

being repaired [etc.]. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home
(1879) 145 The vicissitudes and mischances of sublunary
affairs.

3. Phrases, f a. To fare, go to mischance ;
to

cast, chase, drive, put to mischance. To give (a

person) mischance : to bring bad luck to, to over

whelm with disaster. To bid (a person) mis

chance : to wish him bad luck.

1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7282 peycald hym
traitour wyb manace, & to meschaunce bey scnolde hym
chace. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 222 Lat us daunce, And
cast your widwes habit to mischaunce. Ibid. v. 359 Thy
swevenes . . Dryf out, and lat hem faren to mischaunce.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 325 And blame men bihynde
her bakke and bydden hem meschaunce. c 1385 CHAUCER
L. G. W. 333 Enuye I preie to god }eue hire myschaunce.
c 1430 Syr Gencr. (Roxb.) 142 What with swerd and with

launce Many oon he gafe myschaunce. &amp;lt;ri46o_G.
ASHBY

Dicta Philos. 47 Otherwise your werkys gone to mi&quot;.chanche.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace VI. 282 How he had put his pepill

to myschance.
t b. In exclamations and imprecations, esp. in

with mischance ! = deuce take it ! Also How
mischance . . ? How the devil . . ? Obs.

13. . Guy H arw. 2533, & jif ich Gij meie may, Wib mes-

MISCHAHGING.
chaunce y schal him gret. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv.

1^6.: Or now mischaunce sholde I c welle there? 1386
Manciple s Prol. n Is that a cook of Londoun, with

mescha.mce? 1:1386 Man o/Law s 7*. 816 The lordcs

styward god yeve him meschaunce! 1400 Kern. Kosf

7581 What? welcome with mischaunce now! 1402 Jack
Upland in Chaucerian Pieces (Skent) 203 Than so .shulde

they be better than Christ himselfe, with miser ::.cc ! c 1430
LVDG. Min. refills (Percy Soc.) 34 She..hir husband dis-

ceyvethe, alias ! meschaunce! 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 502
God gyue you a very myschaunce !

c. By mischance : Ly an unlucky accident.

AF. far nu schcaunce (Britten) by misadventure .

1535 -let 27 lien. VII f, c. 6 If it shall happen any of the

said mares by mischaunce or casualte for to die. 1625
M II.TON Heath fnjant 44 Wert thou some Starr which from

the ruin d roofe Of shak t Olympus by mischance tlicKl

fall ? 1662 GRAUNT Bills Mort. viii. 48 Slain in Wars, killed

by mischance, drowned at Sea. 1848 THACKERAY I an. I- air

xfiv, When they met by mischance, he made sarcastic bows
or remarks to the child. 1859 1 KNNYSON Mary. Cet-ai it

112 And these awoke him, and by great mischance lie heard

hut fragments of her later words.

d. Proverbs.

14.. Hermes Bird Ixii. in Ashm. Thcat. Chan. (1652)

225 A Chyldys Byrde, and a Chorly* Wyfe, Hath ofte

sythys sorow and mischaunce. 1611 COTGH. s.v. Nallicnr,
Mischances neuer come single.

Mischance, v. Obs. march. [Mis-
1

!.]

1. inlr. To happen unfortunately. Also with

clat. of person.
1552 HUI.OKT, Mischauncen, male eucnire. a 1578 LlNDE*

SAY (Pitscottie) C/iran. Scut. (S. T. S. ) I. 40 Kchuring no
falshoode to mischance him efterwart in respect of his

hartlie messaige that come to him fre the maistratis. 1591
SPENSER M. ll-tibberd 64 And still I hoped to be up ad-

vaunced, . . but still it hath mischaunced. 1809 K. S. HAK-
KETT Setting Sitn I. 68 It so mischanc d, A horde barbarian,

. .Landing, spread death wheiever they advanc d.

2. pass. Tu be unfortunate
;

to have bad luck.

a 1542 WVATT in TottcFs lilisc. (Arb.) 36 Stephan said

tnuj. that my natiuitie Mischanced was with t^e ruler of

May. 11578 LINDKSAV (Pitscottie) Chrvn. Scot. (1728) 11

He burnt the more for anger within himself, that he was
so mischanced in this behalf, f 1586 ( &quot;TI ss PKMHKOKK 1 s.

l.xxxix. viii, All that him hate, be me shall be mischaunced.

3. inlr. To have the ill-luck to do so-and-so.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso XIX. xcviii, On an ambush I mischanst

to light Of cruell men.

Hence Mischa noing rl&amp;gt;l. sb. rare~.
1611 FLOHIO, Misn&amp;lt;-ninit

;
nt&amp;lt;&amp;lt;,..z mischancing.

Misclia-iiced, a.
[f.

MISCHANCE sb. + -EH.]

fl. Unlucky, unfortunate, ill-fated. Obs.

(-1470 HKNKY ll allate vin. 320 Curssand fortoun off his

myschansit [&amp;lt;(/. 1570 mischancefullj cace. 1552 HII.OF.T,

Mischaunced, infortitnatus.
2. Gone wrong.
1875 O SCHMIDT Doctr. Descent xi. 255 From these [the

Annulosa] diverged on one side the 1 estacea, who might

perhaps be called mischanced vertebrata, and on the other

the true vertebrate animals.

Mischa licefnl, a. Now arch, or poet. [f.

MISCHANCE si&amp;gt;. + -FUL.] Unlucky, unfortunate.

1303 R. BRL-NNE Hand!. Synnc 3924 5yf bou were euer

payde of myschaunceful byng pat befyl to any man. 1570

[see MISCHANCED, quot. c&amp;gt;47pj. 1594 H. HELMES Gcsta

Grayorum (1688) 22 This mischanceful Accident, .was a

great Discouragement. 1872 BLACKIF. Lays Highl. 202

Where wert thou when Sire Adam first Drew his mischance

ful breath? 1875 BROWNING Aris/opli. Afitl. Wks. 1896 I.

734 Woe woe ! What man was born mischanceful thus !

Mischanoie : see MESCHANCIE.

Mischancy (mis|tja-nsi), a. Chiefly Sc. [f.

MISCHANCE sb. + -T.] Unlucky.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis ix. vii. 137 His freind and fallow

deyr That sa myschancy was. 1819 Blackiv. Mag. V. 637

Country Laird, attracted from afar, With some mischancy
Writer to engage. 1858 TROLLOPE ThreeClerlts xlvi. (1867)

538 Circumstances were mischancy with Mr. Nogo. 1860

READE Cloister ff H. xix, If ever I was so mischancy as to

last so long as Ghysbrecht did.

t Mischa nge. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] Change for

the worse.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 20 b, The harte also shrink-

[eth] together by reason of excessiue feare, heuinesse & mis-

change, [mttrg. Soudain alteracion.] 1595 T. MAYNARDE
Drake s Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 6 They gave us instructions for

directinge our course, if, by foule weather ormischange, any
should be severed.

t Mischa-nging, vbl. sb. [Mis- 13.] Wrong
ful interchange or substitution.

1382 WYCLIF H isd. xiv. 26 The mischaunging [1388

chaungyng] of birthe [Vulg. nativitatis immutntw].
Mischanter : see MISHAXTER.

Mischa rge, s6. [Mis-
J
4.] A mistake in

charging, as an account ;
an erroneous entry in an

account (1828-32 Webster).
Mischa rge, v. ?Now rare. [Mis-

1
i.]

trans. To charge wrongly or falsely.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xvii. 3 He was mischarged
with wrongfull hatred. 1583 Calvin on Dent. xl. 240 If

wee doe but misconster some one worde that is well spoken
beholde wee mischarge the partie. 1639 in T. Lcchford s

Nnte-Bk. (1885) 164 The said W. . . H. . . did . . overreckon

misreckon . . & mischarge upon this Complt divers par-

ticulare things hereinafter expressed, a 1676 HALE Sheriff s

Ace. x. (1683) 106 The most of the lest of the complaints
were touching particulars mischarged, or not charged. 1833

J. C. HARE in Pkilol. Mils. II. 222 [This] has led us to mis-

charge the Greek verb with a double anomaly.

t MischaTging, vbl. sl&amp;gt;. Obs. [Mis-i 3.]

Misaiming (of a weapon).
129-3



MISCHEER.

a 1548 HALL Ctiraa., Edw. 11
, 247 b, He was with mis-

charging of a speare. .pytyfullye slayne.

Mischeantly, variant of MESCHANTLY Obs.

1600 Rt.g. Privy Council Scot. VI. 97 Maist crewellie,

baibaroushe and mischeantlie.

t Mischee r, v. Obs. [Mis-i 7.] trans. To
dishearten.
c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Priiic. 2380 The kyng hab

schame, and eke it hem mys-cherith.

Mischief (.mi-stjif), sb. Also 4-5 mes-, 4-6

mys-, mis- ; 4 -chif, -cheyf, -chive, chyve, 4-5

-oheef, -cheff(e, -ohyef, 4-6 -chef(e, -cheve,

Sc. -oheif(f), 5 -oheeffe, Sc. -cheyff, 6 -oheefe,

-ohyfe, Sc. -oheif(f)e, -sheif, 6-7 -chiefe,

7 -chieve ;
also 4 mechef, myshef, 6 mishief,

mychief ; //. 4 -cheves, -cevis, 4-5 -chevys,

6 -chives, 6-7 -chieves, 5- -chiefs, [a. OF. mes-

chief, meschef, mechef (mod. mechef), vbl. sb. f.

meschever (see MJSCHIEVE) : cf. Pr. mescap, OCat.

menyscab, OSp. mescabo, OPg. mazcabo (Sp., Pg.
menoscabo loss, deterioration).]

fl. Evil plight or condition ; misfortune; trouble,

distress ; in ME. often, need, want, poverty. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20050 Womman sal peris o na barn, Ne
nan wit mischiue be forfarn. c 1323 Song Deo Gratias 49 in

E. E. / .(i862) 125, I schal seie Deo gracias In myschef and

in bonchef bobe. 1:1350 Will. Palerne 5131 Be merciabul

to alle men bat in mechef arn. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol.

493 He ne lafte nat, for reyn ne thonder, In sikness ne

in meschief, to visyte The ferrest in his parisshe. c 1400

MAUNDF.V. &amp;lt; 1839) xxviii. 287 That no man }eve him. .nouther

of Mete ne Drynk : and so schalle he dye in myschef. 1433
Rolls of Parlt. IV. 424/2 They bee nowe in grele myschief
and necessite. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xii. 12 The

kyng and the yong Spencer, seyng theym selfe thus beseged
in thir myschiefe, and knewe no Comfort that myght come
to them. 1590 C TESS PEMBROKE Antonie 1997 O breast

where death (Oh mischief) [orig. (ha mlch?f)\ comes to

choake vp vitall breath, a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems
iii. 54 Hir mirrines with missheif ay is mixt. 1628 EARLE

Microcosm., ChiLic (Arb.) 21 Hee arriues not at the mis

chiefe of being wise. 1679 PENN Addr. Prot. \. (1692) 55

Alas ! we are not the same ; that s our Mis-chief,

f b. With a and //. A misfortune, calamity.

&amp;lt;zi35o
St. Andrew 56 in Horstm. Alteiigl. Ltg. (1881) 4

For pete bat he had in mynde Of be grete mescheuys
of mankynde. 1:1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 204 penk
..how God hab savyd be fro deeb and

o|&amp;gt;er
miscevis.

a 1400-50 Alexander 399 Lo, maister, slike a myschefe !

1481 CAXTON Godfrey vi. 25 Alle the meseases & the mys-
chiefs that the peple of our lord endured that tyme. 1633
FORD Tis Pity n. v, But Heaven is angry, and be thou re-

solv d Thou art a man remark d to taste a mischief.

t c. Phr. At mischief, at great (etc.) mischief

[
= OF. a meschief, a grant meschief}: in (great)

misfortune, in evil plight; in distress; esp. in

fight, at a disadvantage. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRCNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9855 Netheles bey
were at meschef, ffor to ascape bem were ful lef. 1375 BAR.

BOUR Bruce XI. 604 The erll and his thus fechtand war At

gret myscheiff. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas vm. i. (1558) 30, Thou
died in preson at mischefe like a wretch. 1441-2 Chron.

London (1827) 130 [He] hadde hym at myschief redy to a

popped hym in the face with his dagger. 1470-85 MALORY
A rtluir ix. xxxii . 389 Alias said syr Tristram vpon my heede

there is somme good Knyghte at meschyef. 1558 G.

CAVENDISH Poems (1825) 11.75 By cruel fortune at myschefe
she ended. 1567 Glide * Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 206 Of lait

I saw thir lymmaris stand Lyke mad men at mischeif. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Sep. 10 Or bene they chaffred ? or at

mischiefe dead? \floss, an vnusuall speache, but much

vsurped of Lidgate, and sometime of Chaucer J.

2. Harm or evil considered as the work of an

agent or due to a particular cause.

1480 Robt. Dcvyll (1797) 31 Create myscheyf haue I do,

and muche yll As to robbe and slea. 1535 COVERDALE Ps.

Iv. 3 They are mynded to do me some myschefe, so mali

ciously are they set agaynst me. 1545 BRINKLOW Lament.
26 b, Ye haue.. done most myschefe in shutlynge vp of

Codes worde from the people. 1590 SHAKS. Midi. N. n. i.

237 If thou follow me, doe not beleeue But 1 shall doe thee

mischiefe in the wood. 1613 Hen. VIII, II. i. 22. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Ret. vi. 102 They, .who had contrived

the mischieve. 1727 L)E FOE Syst. Magic i. iii. (1840) 72
The devil is seldom out of call when he is wanted for any
mischief. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxvii, It was hardly possible
two such damned rascals should colleague together without

mischief lo honest people. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art
ii. (1868) 136 It is quite wonderful how much mischief may
be done even by small capacity.

b. An injury wrought by a person or other agent;
an evil arising out of or existing in certain condi

tions. Now only in collect, pi. with the sense evil

consequences ,
and in phr. to do oneself a mischief.
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1884 CassMt Fan:. Mag. May 374 She was always making
mischief between them {sc. two lovers].

3. Law. A condition in which a person suffers a

wrong or is under some disability, esp. one which

it is the object of a statute to remove or for which

equity affords a remedy. Phr. t to be at a mischief.

1596 BACON Max. Coin. rtn&amp;gt;m. (1630) 26 Pleadings must

cheuen they went about. 1580 LYLY-w^Ai j(Arb.) 338 Of
two miscbiefes the least is to be chosen. 1598 VONG Diana
47 A mischeefe neuer comes alone. 1611 BIBLE Ps. Hi. 2

Thy tongue deuiseth mischiefes. 1693 Mem. Cut. Teckely
I. 50 The Turks, .would not fail to work them looo mis
chiefs by means of the new Garrison of Newhaussel. 17*6
SWIFT fiJHfiShwrn.il I.. made three huzzas, to shew that I

had got no mischief by my fall. 1774 BURKE Sp. Attter.

TOJC. Wks. 1842 I. 165 Infinite mischiefs would be the con

sequence of such a power, a 1862 BICKLE Crviliz. (1869)
III. ii. 47 General mischiefs depend upon general causes.

1871 SMILES Charac. ii. 11876) 58 The social mischiefs re

sulting from a neglect of the purifying influence of women.
c. To make mischief: to create discord or dis

sension, esp. by talebearing. Cf. MISCHIEF-MAKER.

subiect to that mischiefe at first. 1642 COKE Oit Lilt. 11. 124

The mischiefe before this Act was, That in a Writ of Dower,
Unde niliil liatel, there were dayes of common retourn..

which was mischievous to the woman, in respect of the long

delay. 1768 BLACKSTONE Coiitm. 1 1 1. ii. 19 Every scheme. .

hath been hitherto found to be. .productive of more mis

chiefs than it would remedy. 1792 X. CHIPMAN Kef. (1871)

So, C. having notice, was not itnin the mischief and there

fore not within the equity of the remedy. 1818 CRLTSE

Digest (t&. 2lIV. 524 If the adhering to such determinations

is likely to be attended with inconvenience, it is a matter fit

to be remedied by the legislature ; which is able to prevent
the mischief in future. 1828-3* WEBSTER s. v., A new law

is made to remedy the mischief.

f b. Distinguished from inconvenience ;
see

quots. and INCONVENIENCE 3 c.

[1509: see INCONVENIENCE sl&amp;gt;. 3.] 1532 Dial, an Laws

F.nf. n.xlvi. 04 b. The law wyll rather suffre that myscheyf
then the said inconuenience. 1596 SPENSER State /re/. Wks.

(Globe) 618/1 True Justice punnishelh nothing but the evill

act or wicked woord ; yet by the lawes of all kingdomes it

is a capitall crime to devise or purpose the death of the

King. ..And therfore the lawe in tliat case punnisheth the

thought ; for better is a mischeif, then an inconvenience.

1622 [see INCONVENIENCE s*. 3 c]. 1670 RAY Prm: 121

Better a mischief, then an inconvenience. That is, better

a present mischief that is soon over, then a constant grief

and disturbance. ^11709 [see INCONVENIENCE 30].

4. fa. A disease or ailment. 06s. b. In medical

parlance used simply to indicate a morbid condi

tion without further definition.

1552 HCLOET, Myschi^fe beynge close or secrete, i lcs.

l599biiAKS. Much Ado I. iii. 13 To apply amorall medicine,

to a mortifying mischiefe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. xvll.

xxiv. 539The running mange or tettar, is a mischeefe peculiar
unto the Fig tree. 1755 POTT Chiriirg. Obsern. 135 A hernia

where the abdominal tendon has no share in the mischief.

1843 K. J. GRAVES Syst. Clia. Med. ix. 98 Traces of in

flammatory mischief. 1860 WINSLOW Obsc. Dis. Brain 12

The mischief established within the cranium, disorganizing
the delicate tissue of the brain. 1899 Allbntfs Syst.
Med. VI. 130 When the mischief is confined to the lung.

5. Hurtful character or influence; mischievous-

ness. Now rare or Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE / scud. Ep. n. v. 2. 84 The conceit

[that glass is poison! is surely grounded upon the visible

mischiefe of glasse grossely or coursely powdered ; for that

indeed is mortally noxious. 1803 R. HALL Sentiments
Pres. Crisis 45 The innocence of the intention abates

nothing of the mischief of the precedent. 1822 GOOD Study
Med. IV. 78 This is a disoider of far greater mischief and
violence than the preceding.

b. The phrase the mischief (of. .) is Jhat} is

used idiomatically to single out the most unfortu

nate aspect or vexatious circumstance of an affair.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trail. 374 The mischief is,

if we carry them out of their own air they die immediately.

1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin in. i. 5 Their dear Francis.,

admired for a glorious Saint, was in his life time commonly
taken for a silly Fool, by their own Confession. And the

mischief is, for no small reason neither. 1708 SWIFT Let.

conc.Sac-r. Test Wks. 1751 IV. 170 But the mischief was,
these Allies would never be brought to allow that the

common Enemy was quite subdued. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 155 f 7 The mischief of flattery is.. that it suppresses
the influence of honest ambition. 1883 OGILVIE s.v., I have

money enough, but the mischief is I have left my purse at

home. 1896 A. E. HOL SMAN Shropsh. Lad Ixii, And faith,

tis pleasant till tis past : The mischief is that twill not last.

1 6. Evil-doing, wickedness. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY A rtltur ix. xix. 367 By thy meschyef and

thy vengeaunce thou hast destroyed the mooste noble

Knyght. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. vi. 5 Y* earth was corrupte
in ye sight of God and full of myschefe. 1593 Q. ELIZ.

Boeth. l. pr. v. (1899) 15 Of mischefz or fraudes of thy slaun-

derers [orig. sceleribus fraudibttsqiie delatorutn], 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 161 With a plumpe
he fercelie fallis in al kynde of mischeife [orig. in omnia
flagitiorttin fy turpitudinum genera]. 1611 BIBLE Acts
xiii. 10 O full of all subtilty and all mischiefe.

7. A cause or source of harm or evil : often

applied to a person whose conduct or influence is

harmful; a worker of mischief; also, in milder

sense, one who causes petty annoyance or acts in a

vexatious or annoying manner.
1586 A. DAY EJig. Secretary \. (1625) 42 He was called. .

the Plague ofthe Common-Weal, the mischiefe of men. 1599
B. JONSON .fr-. Man outofHinn. v. v, O, my good Mischiefe !

art thou come? 1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen. xvi. 12 Mahomet,
the mischiefe of mankinde. 1660 F. BKOOKK tr. Le Blanc s

Trow. 174 One of thejarrs of water broke, which was a great
mischiefe to them, and a very important losse. 1671 MILTON
Samson 1039 The contrary she proves, a thorn Intestin, far

within defensive arms A cleaving mischief, a 1704 T. BROWN
Sat. agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 55 The sex are all Pandoras,
mischiefs all. 1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busy Body iv. iv, B ye,
b ye, dearee ! Ah mischief ! how you look now ! B ye, b ye.

1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 302 The sacred implement I now
employ Might prove a mischief, or at best a toy. 1816 BYRON
Ch. Har. in. xlix, Many a tower for some fair mischief won.

1825-80JAMIESON, Mischief, a vexatious or ill-deedie person ;

as, Ye re a perfect mischief. 1890 Spectator 5 July
Unionists such as Mr. Caine..are positive mischiefs to the

party. 1891 J. EVELYN Baffled Ycngcancc 191 A curly-

headed mischief known by the name of Jimmy.

MISCHIEF.

8. Vexatious or annoying action or conduct
;

chiefly, conduct causing petty injury or trouble to

others by way of sport, without any ill-will. Also,

a tendency to or disposition for such conduct.

1784 COWPER Tifoc. 207 Childish in mischief only and in

noise. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Leg. Sleepy Hollcna

(1821) II. 303 He was always ready for either a fight pr a
frolic ; had more mischief than ill-will in his composition.

1834 MARRYAT P. Simple II. viii. 118 The midshipmen are

. .full of fun and frolic. I ll bet a wager there ll be a bob

bery in the pig-sty before long, for they are
ripe

for mischief.

9. Phrases, chiefly expletive and imprecatory,

f a. With a mischief: (a) used as an expletive,

esp. parenthetically in questions, as What with

a mischief. ..? (also What a mischief..?); (]&amp;gt;}

=
with a vengeance. Obs.

1538 ELYOT Diet. Add., Abi in malam rein, go hens with

a nuschefe. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v., Mains, Quid tna

(malittn) idrefert ? what, witha mischiefe, haste thou to doe

with it? 1572 T. SMITH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. III. IV. 8

What a mischeefe meanethe hee to write unto mee of new
Starres and Astronomers, and telleth me nothinge ofmy come-

ing home ? 161 1 COTGR. s. v. Chemise, Hee raised them with

a mischiefe, roused them with a vengeance, a 1625
FLETCHER .Vice Valour n. i. (1647) 152 Hold still the chaire,

with a grand mischiefe to you. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.)
Wks. 11.06/2 The matronlymedicines.. of this, .woman, will

in a little time make her encrease with a vengeance, and

multiply with a mischiefe. 1640 NABBF.S Bride in. ii, Y are

welcome with a mischiefe to the occasion that brought you
hither. 1722 SWIFT in J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) II. 5, I

wonder how a mischief you came to miss us. 1822 SCOTT

Nigel xxvii, Bide doun, with a mischief to ye.

b. In imprecatory sentences, e. g. A mischief
on ..! A mischief late . . !

1519 Interl. Four Elem. 535 A myschyfe on it ! c 1550
BALE K. Joluui (Camden) 95 It is Sedicyon, God gyve hym
a very myschiefe. a 1553 UDALL Koyster D. iv. iii. (Arb.)

62 A mischiefe take his tokens. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn.

iu iv. (1616) 545 Did I not tell you? mischiefe! 1668

DRYDEN Even. Love iv. Wks. 1701 I. 317 And a mischief

of all foolish disguisements, for my part.

C. Hence (like the plague, etc.) the mischief is

used colloq. and dial, as a euphemistic substitute

for the devil , chiefly in the phr. to flay the mis

chief (with}, and in questions What \,how, etc.) the

mischief. . I (cf. a). Also to go lo the mischief.

1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 283 What the mischiefe

is this that thou hast for thy sadelle ? 1614 B. JONSON Earth.

Fair i. i, What the mischief do you come with her ; or she

with you? ai6i6 BEALM. & FL. Wit mitkmt M. v. I 2 Ith

name of mischiefe what did you meane ? 1807-8 W. IRVING

Salmag. (1824) 125 This unlucky characteristic played the

mischief with him in one of his love afiaiis. 1818 Miss

FEBRIER Marriage xv, Boys may go to the mischief, and

be good for something. 1865 TROLLOIE Helton Est. XXXL

375 Why the mischief should he not set about the work at

once? 1867 Chron. Barset II. xii, That butcher in Silver-

bridge was playing the mischief with him. 1892 KIPLING

Barrack-r. Ballads 24 You eathen, where the mischief

ave you been ?

td. ll otds ofmischief : abusive language, abuse.

rare 1
. (Cf. MIHCHIEVE v. 4.)

555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions I. vi. 86 They curse

him, and reuyle him w-ith all woordes of mischiefe.

10. Comb, (chiefly objective), as mischief-doer,

-founder, -master, -monger, -sufferer, -taker; mis

chief-boding, -doing, -hatching, -loving, -tainted,

-working adjs.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. xxv. A &quot;mischief-boding ray.

1822 COBBETT Weekly Rtg. 4 May 304 Representing me as

a mischief-doer to the country. 1800 COLERIDGE Piccolom.

iv. i, Thus compel Into my service that old mischief-

founder. 1835 J. P. KENNEDY Horse-Shoe Robinson xxxw.

295 Some &quot;mischief-hatching fiend. 1810 Splendid Follies

II 51 The mischief-loving imp. 1587 GOLUING Ovid s Mel.

xin. 158 Would God this &quot;mischeef mayster had in verrye

deede beene mad. 16*0 SHELTON Quix. II. iv. 23 lhat

Cheater, that arrant *Mischiefe-monger. 1888 F.nglaiut

18 Aug. n/i The Grand Old Mischief Monger a! the head.

1552 HI.IOET, *Myschiefe sufferer, or taker, sceleratus.

1598 F. Rots Tliule B, That rout of mischief-tainted

theeues. 1902 Fortn. Ken. Jan. 41 A child in the mischief-

working hands of his own childishness.

Mischief (rai-stfif),?. arch. Forms: see prec.

sb. [f.
MISCHIEF si. Cf. the earlier MISCHIEVE.]

1. trans. To inflict injury upon ;
= MISCHIEVE v. 3.

1483 Cath. Angl. 241/1 To Mischefe, eniinpnare. 1533

MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 971/1 He wil oflykelihode hate

S; mischief any man by whome he taketh any harme. 1605

ARMIN Foole upon F. (1880) 25 He, that mischiefes many,
sometimes wrongs himselfe. 1611 SPKED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX.

xx (1623) 967 Britaine hauing so many Sea-townes and Out

lets to mischiefe the English trafficke. 1682 BUNYAN Holy
War 195 Whomever I mischief, whomever I wrong, lo

me it is musick, when to others mourning. 1835 SINGLETON

Virgil s Eel. iii. I. 15 If you had not somehow mischiefed

him, You would have died.

2. To do physical harm to ;
= MISCHIEVE 3 b.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 248 The flearis than with erll

Palrik relefd To fecht agayn, quhar mony war myscheifd.

1483 in Snrlees Misc. (1890) 29 The crosse in the merkyth

place is lyke..to myschef sume man. 1573 TUSSER Hust.

(1878) 62 The rack is commended for sauing of doong, so

set as the old cannot mischiefe the yoong. 1607 MARKHAM
Caval. V.(i6i7) 57, 1 haue scene them run away, ouer-throwe

the Coach, and mischiefe the Coach-man. 1667 Decay Chr.

Piety (1668) 74 Tis a certain Indication of madness to

tear and mischief those things that would be useful to us.

1702 C MATHER Magn. Chr. VI. v. (1852) 393 Having set his

do&quot; to mischief his neighbor s cattel. 1858 TRENCH Paratlts

xx. (1877)356 The barren tree mischiefed the land, troubled

it, as Bishop Andrewes renders the word.



MISCHIEFFUIi.

refl. a 1470 GREGORY in Hist. Coll.Cit. Land. (Camden) 213

There myght noo man come unto them ovyr the pavysse for

the naylys that stode up-ryghte, but yf he wolde myschyffe

hym sylfe. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health clxxi. 61 At length

they do fal mad, or do mUchefe them selfe. 1624-5 in Notes

&amp;lt;y Gleanings (Exeter 1889) II. 187 To. .cut theire owne
throats or otherwise murder of mischelfe themselves. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe i. 191 When the two Ladders were taken

down, no Man living could come down to me without mis-

chiefing himself.

absol. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. v, ioo^A
Bullet

of Wax will mischief without melting. 1672 R. WILD Poet.

Licent. 33 Their Breath will mischief far beyond a Gun.

3. intr. To suffer injury ;
= MlSCHlKVE i.

a 1510 DOUGLAS K. Hart n. 71 Len me thy cloke, to gy s

me for ane quhyle ; Want I tnat weid in fayth I will mis-

cheif. 1598 F. Rous Thnle B, Which done she weepes
vpon her pitchie dore, That she should in ere she had
mischief d more.

Mischiefful (mi stjififul), a. Now dial. [f.

MISCHIEF sb. + -FUL.] Full of mischief.

1 1. Unfortunate, disastrous. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4622 Also y telle by
iustyng, per-of cumlj myscherTul byng. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace 111. 410 Thar selff was caus of this myschefull
chance. Ibid. tv. 748.

2. Of persons : Full of or prone to do mischief;

mischievous. Now dial.

1541 PAYNELL Catiline y\\\. 69 The common weale, through
the cursed counsell of mischiefull cytesyns is brought into

so great daunger. 1834 LANDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1853
II. 284/2 This is the mischief-fullest of all the devil s imps.

1896 Warm. Word-bit.^ Mischiefful^ mischievous.

3. Involving mischief, rare 1

.

1772 FOOTE Nabob in. Wks. 1799 II. 318 For mi^chiefiul

matters there wasn t a more ingenious . . lad in the school.

Mi SChief-ma ker. One who makes mischief

(see MISCHIEF 2 c) ;
one who foments discord, esp.

by talebearing.
1710 M. HENRY Disp. Rcviewed^te. 1853 11.466,2 None

but a tale-bearer, that great mischief-maker, will reveal

such secrets. 1785 HUTTON Bran New Wark (E.D.S.)

188/121 At present there er in ivvery neak ta manny mischief-

makers. 1848 LD. BROUGHAM Of Revolutions Wks. 1857
VIII. 332 The trade of the agitator, the professional mis
chief-maker. &amp;gt;86a MRS. CARLYI.E Lett. III. 138 Elizabeth,
who is weak enough to believe wh.it mischief-makers tell her.

So Mi schief-ma^ingr vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1715 ROWE Lady Jane Gray v. Wks. ^728 III. 74 I ll..

know What tis the Mischief-making Priest intends. 1818

BYRON Juan i. xxv, A little curly-headed,. -And mischief-

making monkey. 1825 SCOTT in Lockhart Life 11839) VIII.

1 18 Byron loved mischief making. 1896 W. BLACK Briscis

xx, A piece of mischief-making between two school-girls

about a music-master.

t Mischie vable, a - Obs. [f. MISCHIEVED. +
-ABLE (in an active sense).] Mischievous, harmful.

1680 FILMER Patriarcka iii. 7 If a King did strictly

swear to observe all the Laws, he could not without Perjury

give his Consent to the Repealing, .of any Statute, .which
would be very mischievable to the State.

t Mischie vance. Obs. [?f. MISCHIEVE v. +

-ANCE.] Harm, injury, damage.
1600 HOLLAND Livy n. xv. 549 Unlesse they would be

executors of their owne wrongs, and seeke their owne
mischievance. i68[SiR F. HUBERT] Lifefy Death Edw.II
cclvii, Nor [let] common curses, caus d by public greeuance,
Draw Judgment down on you for their mischieuance.

Mischieve (misitfrv), v. Now dial, or arch.

Also (4-5 mes-, 4-6 mys-), 4-5 -chieve, -chyeve,

4-6-cheve, 5 -cheeve,-chewe,5-6 Sc. mischeif,

cheive, 7 mischive. [a. OF. meschever to be

unfortunate, come to grief, f. mes- Mis- - + chever

CHEVE : cf. Sp. menoscabar to impair.
That the Scottish forms in f belong to this word rather

than to MISCHIEF v. is attested by the rimes and the modern

pronunciation.]

fl. intr. To suffer harm or injury; to meet with

misfortune; to come to grief,
*

miscarry . Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 171 He said, ^&amp;gt;ei
salle

mUcheue
,
whan he bat tibing herd. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

xii. 119 Andhissones al-sofor batsynne myscheued. (.1420
Pallad. on Husb. i. 614 And up thai wol atte eve Into a tree

lest thai by nyght myscheve. 14.. in Q. Elis. Acad. 85
Whene pryde is moste in prys . .penne schall englonde mys-
chewe. a 1450 HOCCLEVE Learn to die 544 in Min. Poems
198 He mischeeueth where as he wende han recouered be.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 34 Yt hathe not bene sene, that

euer eny place myscheued where goddes seruyce was
deuoutly kepte. 1604 EDMONDS Observ. Caesar s Comnt. 78
To make supplications for all soules, and specially for such
as had mischieued in France in the time of that warre.

2. trans. To afflict or overwhelm with mis
fortune ; to bring to destruction or ruin,

1388 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 272 The chyrche is grevyd,..
And so sume be myschevyd, c 1440 A iphabet ofTales 3 Why
hase bou loste and myschevid so many sawlis as bou base
done ? 1451 Rolls ofParlt. V. 224/2 Thaugh he [sc. John
Cade) be dede and myscheved. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis 11. x.

112 And tho beheld I all the citie mischevit. I526SKELTON
Magnyf. 2360 So I am lapped in aduersyte, That dyspayre
well nyghe had myscheued me ! 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Dia-
tribx 212 You may haply fall foule, where you may be
mischieued for euer. 1883 R. W. DIXON Mano i. xi. 34

They who thy fair head mischieved Of such a deed the cost

shall well aby.
3. To inflict injury or loss upon; to do harm

to
;
to injure, damage.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860) 41 Many folde tymes we have
ben deceived and myschevid thoroughe suche dissimuled
trewes. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxii. 5 Excess of thocht
dois me mischeif. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems v. 7

Melancholic mischeivis my mind, That I can not rejose.

501

1645 BP. HALL Treat. Content. 71 The Male-content,

1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 177 Desire of mKchieving those

who are happier than they.

b. To do physical or bodily harm to
;
to wound,

hurt.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7429 A sad man full sone, \&amp;gt;e

sun of

Theseus, Segh Achilles my^chtuyt. 1465 Paston Lett. II.

205 Ther fylle uppon me befor Sevayne dore xij. of hes men
..and ther they wold have myscheved me. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis x. xiii. 20 A gret speyr, quharwith he fey II myschevit.

1530 PALSGR. 637/1 Beware of yonder horse, for he wyll

myscheve as many as come within his reache. 1649 MILTON
Eikon. x. 412 The onely Armes that mischiev d us in all

those Battels and Incounter^. 1682 FLU EL fear 74 Francis

Spira. .would have mischieved himself had not his friends

prevented him. 1725 SLOANE Jamaica II. 6 Some they. .

mischiev d to Death with certain Pricks of small Sticks

sharply pointed. 1825-80 JAMIESOS, To mischiei e^ to hurt.

1836 J. STRUTHERS Dychinont in Poet, ll ks. (1250 II. 67
With dye vats chok d, with engines deav d And counties
nuisances mischieved.

t4. To abuse, slander. (Cf. MISCHIEF s&.
Qcl.&quot;)

1656 MANASSEH BEX ISRAEL I itui. Jud. 15 Men mis-

chieving the lewes to excuse their own wickednesse. 1674
SCHIVESKR Course Div. ir. v. 388 Sometimes you shall hear

from them somewhat religiously (as it were) spoken, when

they intend thereby to nuschive and abuse it [sc. Religion].

1785 \V. FORBES Dominie 14 Some strain d their lungs, And
very loud me mischiev d With their ill tongues,

t Mischie ved,///. a. Obs.
[f.

MISCHIEVE ;-.

+ -ED 1
. Cf. OF. mcscheve&quot; unfortunate.] Ruined.

1580 TUSSER /// . x. 1 1878) 23 Happie is he. .that can take

heede by the fall of a mlschieu^d man.

Mischie villg ,
vbl, si&amp;gt;. Now dial, or arch.

[f. MISCHIEVE v. +-IXG 1
.] fa- Mishap, mis

fortune, disaster. Obs. b. Injury, hurt, damage.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7706 peruore perinne wel [m*o?uel]

mony mis cheuing. 1432 Rolls of Farlt. IV. 405/2 For

reboylyng or wexyng long or unresonable e.\ces&amp;gt;e of suche

lyes, or &amp;gt;um other untrowed mesdievyng . . thei wex all noght
or litell of value. 1 1447111 Jarnnv ^ Weannoittk ^Surtees)

241 V 1 said kepper and his feiowe durste nott abide w l in y*
said place for drede of mychevyng. 1737 WHISTOX Josephus,
Hist. ii. xviii. 4 He abused both to the ouschieving of his

countrymen.

t Mischie villg, ppl.a. Obs. [f. MI.SCHIEVE

v. + -ING 1
.] Hurtful, injurious.

1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 313 He might chuse the

most mischeuing, and most speeding hurt for him.

Mischievous (mi stjivss), a. Forms : a. 4

mischuosj myschefous, 4-5 meschevous, 4-6
mis-, myschevous, 5 meschievous, -chyevous,
myschevos, -us, -es, myschyvys, myshevouse,
6 mischevos, mischefous, mischevus, mis-

chiefous, mischivous, mischeevous, St. mis-

cheivous, mischeifais, 7 mischeifous, 6- mis
chievous. &. 6-8 mischevious, 7- dial, mis-

chievious. [a. AF. meschevous (f 1400], f. OF.
tnesckev-er MISCHIEVE v. or meschef MISCHIEF sb. :

see -ous.
The stressing on the second syllable was common in

literature till about 1700; it is now dialectal and vulgar.]

fl. Unfortunate, calamitous, disastrous. Chiefly
of events ; also occas. of persons, miserable,

needy, poverty-stricken. Obs*

^1330 R. BRUNNE Ckroit. (1810) 158 Whan kyng R. herd
of bat mischuos tide [orig. la ineschantice\ & how his

schippis misferd. c 1380 WYCLIF Whs. (1880 38gpisalmes-
5evynge haj&amp;gt;

made afie owre rewme..full pore and nedy
and myscheuous. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4713

pogh fat a man disceuere & pleyne To many a lord his

mescheuous myserie. c 1450 Merlin 5 Synne draweth bothe
man and woman to myshevouse ende. 1556 LAUDER Trac
tate 453 Quho list to pryde pretend, May be assurde ofane
mischeuous end. 1563-83 FOXE A. fy M. II. 810/2 Who
sayde..that before this day seuenth night Hunne should
haue a mischieuous death.

absol. a 1380 St. Augustine 870 in Hontm.Xftr Leg.
(1878) 76 pe vessel.. of holichirche. . He

_
wolde breke and

incite hit smal, pe mescheuous to parte wijj al.

2. Of persons and animals, or their dispositions :

Producing or designing mischief or harm
; inflict

ing damage or injury ; having a harmful influence or

intent.

Now n*v, owing to the predominance of sense 4.

1473 WARKW. Chron. (Camden) n The Lorde Say .. and
other myscheves peple that were aboute the Kynge. 1535
COVERDALE Susanna. 28 Ye two elders came also, full of

myscheuous ymaginacions agaynst Susanna, to bringe her
vnto death. 1563 WINJET Cert, Tractates Wks. iS-T.S.)

11-33 Quhen that mischeuous Nestorius . . began to ryve the
flok of Christe. 1595 SPENSER Eplthal. 342 Ne let mis-
chivous witches with theyr charmes . . Fray us. 1601 SHAKS.
Jul. C. ii. L 33 Thinke him as a Serpents egge, Which
hatch d, would as his kinde grow mischieuous, And kill

him in the shell. 1677 in \-ztk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 37 Some mischievous persons to dishonour my Lord
Chancellour. .stole the Mace and the two purses. 1724
RICHARDSON De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit. (1769) IV. 35 A
People uncivilized, warlike, and very mischievous, commonly
called Highland-men ; who, being the true Race of antient

Scots, speak Irish. 1860 WHARTON Law Lex. (ed. 2) s. v.

Animals^ Domestic animals, or animals not naturally mis

chievous, such as dogs or oxen.

3. Of things, events, actions : Fraught with or

entailing mischief or harm ; having harmful effects

or results.

a. c 1380 WYCUF Wks. (iSSo) 390 pis mischeuous peruei t-

MISCHOOSE.

ynge of cristis ordenance. c 1471 Pol. Foetus (Rolls) II. .77

Thayre myschevus dedis avaylid ham noughte. 1553 Eots
Treat. Newe Ind, (Arb.) 31 They committed innumerable

wronges and mischieuous actes. 1582 STANYHURST sKuci*
n. (Arb.) 51 Through wals downe razed wee draw thee mis-

cheuus engyn. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. c 3 b, The
mischievous Storm continuing. 1736 BUTLER Anal. \. \\\.

Wks 1874 I. 53 Vicious actions are, to a great degree,

actually punished as mischievous to society. 1792 lit ^KK
Corr. (1844) III. 398 The opinions, principles, and practices
which I thought so very mischievous. 1870 LOWELL A mang
my Bks. Ser. I. (1873) 195 A mischievous fallacy. 1888

BRYCE Airier, Commw. I. xxvi. 403 To resist a momentary

fetters, hop d They now had his miscbievious torrent stop d.

1675 TRAUKKXE Chr. Ethics 323 Love without discretion is

a mibchievious thing. 1747 in Col. Rec. Pennsyh*. V. m
The many mischevious consequences that arose [etc.].

4. Of persons, their conduct, etc. : Disposed to

or characterized by acts of playful malice or petty

annoyance.
1676 WVCHERLEY PI. Dealer v. i, Don t we esteem the

Monky a Wit amongst Hearts, only btcau-e he s mis

chievous? 1726 SWIPI Gitllh-ir\\. i, And well remembering
how mischievous all Children among us naturally are to

Sparrows, Rabbits [etc.], 1856 Miss YGNGK Daisy Chain
ii. ix. 432 She .. was only waked by Mela, standing over

her with a sponge, looking very mi-chievous. 1865 C.U;LYU.

Fredk. (&amp;gt;f. xix. v;ii. [1872 VIII. 2 .-j M. d^ Voltaire had..
a 1 U Apt-, of excessively iniscliic\oui turn; who used to

throw stones at the passers-by.

5. C0M&., as mischievous-eyed, -minded adjs. ;

f mischievous-stomached a., ill-tempered.
1577 i;. Gno iK //- rcsl ach s Ilusb. (15861 125 b, M-yl-:--

that . .are . .rugged of their body, and mischeuous stomaked

[ori.^. aniino indontito\. 1641 True Kcl, /Vz 1

. Dt s. f/ip.
. \

. Mischievous minded wretches 1887 P. M NKU.!.

Blati t arie xv. 1 16 Hey, chappie ,
cried out n mischievous

eyed wcin-h, quite unable to restrain her mirth.

Mischievously .mrstfivosli), a&amp;gt;Ji\
[f. prec.

LV -.] In a mischievous manner.

f 1. Unfortunately, disastrously, miserably. Obs,

c 1330 R. BRUXNE Chron. ll act (Rolls) 14107 Mescheu-

ously ^en fel such cas bat sire \\ awayn slnyn ber \vaa.

t&quot; 1380 W\CLM- ll ks. (i8So) 307 per schuld no man haue \ e

mi&cheuously n-
&amp;lt;!y. 1430-40 I.VUG. fleehas \\ . \\\\\.

Duke Urennus delighting to rob and ^teale, mi&amp;gt;chievou&lye

ended. 1567 GWt:
&amp;lt;v

Godiie l&amp;gt;. S. T. S) 102 Except /c

mend,. ,;e sail end all mischeuous] ie. 1660 R. C K

iy Snbj. 166 The same judgment is to I.e given upon him,
who mischievously ended his life \\ith pain.

t2. Wickedly. (Cf. MISCHIEF sb. 6.; Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur*, vii. 424 His squytrb tluy said

hit \\as foul done, and meschyeuousl&amp;gt;-.

3. In such a manner as to produce injury or

damage; with injurious effect, result, or intention.

1500-20 DUXBAR Pccms Ixxiv. 17 Sic deidlie dwawmes so

mischeifaislie. .hesmyhairt ouirpast. 1512 Act 4 Hen. /&quot;///,

c. 20 Preamble^ The said, .myschevously disposed persons.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abns. n. (1882) 6To dispense with them
that shall thus mischleuouslye behaue themselues. ^1614
DONNE Bia^cu-arof 1.1644) 74 Not likely to write any thing
in jest mischieuously interpretable. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.

Reb. iv. 154 The King was very mischievously advised.

1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 339 By mischievously endeavouring
to foment a civil war. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece xi. II. 76

Though it was often mischievously abused, it may be

questioned whether it was not a salutary precaution. 1885
Truth 28 May 839 2 Lord Beaconsfield never exercised his

patronage so mischievously as when he raised Dr. Ryle
to the Bench.

4. With playful maliciousness.

1730 W. HARTE Ess, Sat. 8 The Verse.. nicely pointed in

th
1

Horatian way Wounds keen, like Syrens mischievously

gay. 1786 tr. Beckford?s Vathek (1883) 89, I had rather his

teeth should mischievously press my finger than the richest

ring of the imperial treasure. 1803 LAMB Let. to Coleridge
13 Apr., I mischievously wished that by some inauspicious

jolt the whole contents might be shaken.

Mischievousness (mi stjivasnes). [-NESS.]
The quality or condition of being mischievous;

injuriousness, harmfulness, peraiciousness.
1567 Lucres^ EuriafasG ij b (Roxb.) 150 Myscheuousnes

be not too be encreased but too be lessed. 1647 TRAPP
Comm. Rev. xii. 3 A Dragon the devil is called .. for his

mischievousnesse. a 1715 BCRXET Own Time in. (1724) I.

525 Many were sensible of the mischievousness of such a

precedent 1790 MARSHALL Rur.Econ. Midi. 56 A striking
instance of the . . mischievousness of mice. 1829 BEXTHAM
Justice $ Cod. Petit.) Abr. Petit. Justice 3 The system . .

would remain as it does in all its mischievousness. 1884
Mattck. Exam, i Dec. 5/4 The tendency to scandal-mon-

gering. .only equalled, .in mischievousness by the spirit of

rationalism.

Mischoi Ce. [Mis-
*
4.] Wrong or improper

choice.
a 1684 LEICHTON Comm. i Pet. \. 13 (1603) 132 The great

error of Mans mind, .is the diverting of the soul from God,
. .and this mischoyce is the very root ofall our miseries. i88a

Advance (Chicago) i June, A mis-choice at such a time
would be a misfortune. 1891 Daily News 2 Nov. 4/8 The
mis-choice or misuse of a pronoun. 1896 J. WATSON Mind
ofMaster v. 99 Sin is not merely a mistake or a misfit ; it

is a deliberate mischoice.

Mischoo SC, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans, and intr.

To choose wrongly ;
to make a wrong choice (of).

c i*$pGen. &amp;lt;$

Ex. 190 In 5e moste and in &amp;lt;5e leste he [sc.

Adam] forles His louerd-hed quuanne he mis-ches. a 1407
SCOGAN Moral Ballad ifyt I wolde be sory. if that ye mis-

chese. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixv. 5 Unlesse they [sc.

ceremonies] be either greatly mischosen .. or els [etc.J.

1601 STOW Ann, 1286 (an. 1506) But that we mischose lh=



MISCHRISTEN.
daie attempting so great a worke vpon his daie of rest.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. i. vii. (1848) 89 If th
1 end be not

mischosen, the means are to be estimated by their tendency
thereunto. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Ment S/iakspere(i^o) 149
The madness with which the passing age mischooses the

object on which all candles shine.

So Mischoo sing vbl. sb., Mischo sen ///. a.

c 1400 Rule St. Bcnet (Verse) 2247 pal sal cum To reknyng
on

(&amp;gt;e day of dome For her myschesing bam pmang. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 20 This and the like mischosen
resemblances. 1643 MILTON Divorce Wks. 1851 IV. 52
To.. shut up., the one with a mischosen mate, the other
in a mistaken calling. Ibid. 87 Whom .. onely marriage
ruins, which doubtlesse is not the fault of that ordinance,
for God gave it as a blessing, nor alwayes, of mans mis-

choosing. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 577/1 [A cat] whose
mis-chosen tail was already a source of questioning self-

contemplation.

t Mischristen, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

1.]
= MiS-

BAPTIZE I.

^1631 DONNE Serm. (1649! II. xxiv. 201 They did not

onely mis-canonize men, made Devills Saints, but they mis-

christened men, put names to persons. . that never were.

Mischuos, obs. form of MISCHIEVOUS.

Miscibility (misibrliti). [f. MISCIBLE : see

-ITY.] The quality or condition of being miscible ;

capability of being mixed (with sometbing else).

1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 683 The miscibility of platina
with metallic bodies. 1786 Itnd. LXXVI. 118 Miscibility
with water. 1896 Blttckw, Mag. May 685 The miscibility of
racial traits. ityLAUbutftSyst. Med. V. 248The solubility,

miscibility with fluids, and cohesiveness of the dust

Miscible (mi-sib
1

!), a. {sb. ) [ad. L. type *wzs-

cibiliS) f. miscere to mix: see -IBLE. Cf. F. mis~

cible.~\ Capable of being mixed (wffA something).
1570 DEE Math. Pref. *iij, When you haue two thinges

Miscible, whose degrees are truely knowen. 1660 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. ix. (1687) 567/1 The Soul of the World God
inkindled in the midst . . ; which (Soul) being not easily mis

cible, was not without difficulty contemperated. 1750 G.
HUGHES Barbados 106 Tho oils in general, .are not miscible

with water. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 163 All these had kept
the landed and monied interests more separated in France,
less miscible. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 380
Alcohol has a strong affinity for water, and i.s miscible

with it in every pioportion. 1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot.

(1892) 221 Two liquids which are not miscible for instance,
oil and water.

f b. sb, A substance that will mix with another.
1660 INGELO Bentiv. $ Ur. 11. (1682) 126 Produc d by the

Commixture of such antecedent Miscibles. 1678 R. RUS
SELL Ir.Geber n. i. n. 111.43 In Animals. -there is not a

perficient Pioporiion, nor miscibles of Proportion, nor

Qualities of Miscibles.

Hence Mi scibleness rare
, miscibility.

1736 BAILEY (folJ, Miscibleness.

Mis-cipher (rniS|S9i te.i), #. rare. [Mis-
1

i.]

trans. To express wrongly in cipher ; f to affix a

wrong numeral figure to.

1644 MARQ. ORMONDE Let. in Carte Coll. (1735) 290 The
person s name, from whom it was sent, .[was] certainly mis-

cypliered. 1657 J-
SERGEANT Schism Dnpaelit 172 He

proceeds, upon this mistake of his own and the Printer s

mis-ciphering it, to call my sixth the seventh. 1893
S. R. GARDINER in Hamilton Papers (Camden) 22 Aversion

[note : Sic. ? mis-ciphered for diversion ].

Mis-citation (misjsait^ Jan). [Mis-
1
4.] In

correct citation.

1634 Br. HALL Residue Contempl. 190 What a mis-citation

is this ? Moses commanded . The law was Gods, not
Moseses. 1896 SAINTSBURV Hist. \gth Cent. Lit. v. 250 He
made his own case worse by mis-citation.

Mis-cite (misfit), v. [Mis-
!

i.] trans. To
cite or quote incorrectly. Also Miscrting vbl. sb.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. 939 So Antichrists..

Miss-cite the Scriptures, a 1609 DONNE Lett., To Sir H.
Goodyere (1651) 161 For this particular Author, I looked for

more prudence.. in him, in avoiding all miscitings, or mis-

interpretings. i6ao BP. HALL Hon. Marr. Clergy \. i, If

Satan haue mis-cited the psalme Hee shall giue His angels
charge ouer thee , for temptation. 1700 COLLIER -2nd Def.
Short Vie^u 20 Is the Testimony rmscited ? 1899 Westai.
Gaz. 20 May 3/2 Nor do I blame [him] .. for mis-citing the
Act of Parliament which he venerates.

tMiscla d, /.///*. Obs. [Mis-i 2.] Wear
ing wrong clothes.

1494 FABYAN Ckron. m.liv. 35 [Hejchaunged his. .Armure
and dydde vpon hym the Armoure of a Brytayne, and by
that meane as a Bryton my^clad [etc.],

Misclai ni, sb. [Mis- *
4.] A wrong or mis

taken claim.
a 1626 BACON (J.), Error, misclaim, and forgetfulness, be

come suitors for some remission of extreme rigour.

Misclarxning, vbl. sb. [Mis- 1
3.] Wrong

ful claiming.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deitt.cx\\\. 694 Notwithstanding

his misclaiming of the priuiledge.

Misclass, -- [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To put in

the wrong class.

1782 AYSCOUGH Catal. MSS. Brit. Mus. II. 907 Manu
scripts which had been misclassed, or overlooked.

Mi sclassifica tioii. [Mis-
1
4.] Erroneous

classification.

18*7 HAKE Guesses Ser. i. (1873) 80 The misclassifications

..produced by a general term. 1901 W. CALLAWAY in Publ.
Mod. Lang. Assoc. Amer. XVI. 155 In such a mass of
details occasional . . misclassifications are inevitable.

Miscle, variant of MISSEL, mistletoe.

t MlSCle-ping, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis- 13.] Mis

naming.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. x. (Skeat) 1. 46 Thus is night

502

turned in-to day, and day in-to night,.. not in dede, but in

misclcpinge of foliche people.
Misc line, obs. iorm of MASLIN 2

.

Misco gnizant, -isant, a. Law. Also 7

-conusant. [a. AF. *mesconisant, -usant OF.

meseognoissant, -conissanf, f. mes- Mis- 2
. cogtwit-

sant, pres. pple. of cognoistre (mod. F. connaifre)
to know.] Ignorant of,

1540 Act 32 Hen. 1 IIf, c. 9 5 That no maner of persqnne
.. shuld be ignorante or miscognisaunt of the. . penalises
therin specified. 1586 Act 28 Eliz. c. i in Bolton Stat.

Irel. (1621) 386 To the intent no person or persons shall be

ignorant or misconisant of the penalties herein contaynetl.
1628 COKE On Lift. 99 The King shall not be intended to

be misconusantof the Law.

t Miscogfnize, v. Obs. rare ~~
. [ad. OF.

mescognoiss-, stem rtmescognoistre (mod. F. mccon-

naitre} : for the form cf. COGNIZE and RECOGNIZE.]
trans. To fail to appreciate or acknowledge.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarclis Mor. 1092 The good never

intervert, nor miscognize the favour and benefit which they
have received.

Miscolle, obs. variant of MISKAL.

t Miscolle Ction. Obs. [Mis-
1

4.] A wrong
inference.

1610 BP. HALL Apol. Brownists 6 Wks. (1625) 555 In his

words and yours I finde both a miscollection, and a wrong
charge. 1615 SYLVESTER *Job Triumph, xx. 413 Wks.
(Grosart) II. 159, 1 conceive your mis-conceits, from hence ;

Your mis-collections, and your wrested Sense.

Miscolora tion. [Mis- 1
4.] Discoloration.

1822-34 Good&quot;s Stttdy &amp;lt;1fed, (ed. 4) IV. 540 Miscolourations
of the same character as moles, freckles, and sunburn.

Misccrlcmr, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To give a

wrong colour* to (facts, etc.); to misrepresent.
1809 Svn. SMITH Serm. I. 31 The imagination always

miscolours the facts in these cases. 1844 Q. Rev. LXXIV.
91 Many of the leading politicians, .perverted by the bitter

ness of party miscoloured and distorted to the public, .the

motives [etc.]. 1879 HOWEI.LS L. Aroostook 139 You have
no ri^ht to miscolor my words.

Miscoloured, a. [Mis-
1

6.] Improperly
coloured.

1658 HKXHAM, Miwerweti Ill-dyed, or Mis-coloured, a 1684
LEIGHTON Comui. i Pet. iii. 21 Wks. (1859) 223/2 Looking
thruugh the miscoloured glass of their own malice. 1822-34
Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 531 Miscoloured hair.

Misco louring, vbl. sb. [Mis-i 3.] Attri

buting a false colour.

1669 PEPVS Let. 21 Nov., The miscolouring, misfiguring,
diminishing, or undue magnifying, of an object.

\ MiscO mfort, sb. Obs. [Mis-
1
7.] Distress,

desolation, trouble;
- DISCOMFORT sb. 2.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. il^nce (Rolls) 2992 He ne wyste
whatlond ne port He was aryued, for mys-confoit. a 1340
HAHPOLB Psalter Ixxii. 19 How ar bai made in miscom-
forth [in desolacionein}. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \. iv.

(Skeat) 1.4 Than thought me that Love gan a. lite! to hevye
for miscomfort of mychere. 1483 Cnth. Angl. 241/1 A Mis-

comforthe, mestida. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
42 b, To theyr great confusyon &. miscomfort.

t MiscO mfort, v. Obs. [Mis-i 7.] trans.

To trouble, distress, disturb.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 8508 To chastyse hym..
pat

he myscumfort eft noun ober. a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter
Ixxii. 19 How ar bai miscornforthed. Ibid. cxix. 4 Aruys

sharpe
of be myghty with kolis myscomfortand [cum car-

honibus desolatoribus\. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xxix.

460 Fyghte frely . . Si myscomforte yow noughte for ony
knytt. 1483 Cath. Angl. 241/1 To Miscomforthe, desolari.

Miscomprehend, v. [Mis-l i.] trans.
To comprehend wrongly, misunderstand.

1813 T. BUSBV Lucretius^ I. n. Cotirm. vi, The preceptor
of Nero seems to have miscomprehended the poet. 1899
BARING-GOULD Bk. of West I. 16, I am quite certain to be
miscomprehended by

them.

Miscomprehension. [Mis-
1

4.] Mis

understanding.
1856 J. W. KAYE Life Sir J. Malcolm I. xv. 499 In either

case, of disobedience or miscomprehension, he had proved
himself, .unworthy of the confidence. 1891 KIPLING Life s

Handicap^, ix, [They] stare at each other hopelessly across

great guffs of miscomprehension.
Mi scomputa tion. [Mis- 1

4.] Miscalcu
lation, misreckoning.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. n. 71 A very gross miscom-

putation. (11674 [bid. vin. 2. 1728 MORGAN Algiers \.

iv. 116 Many Writers .. make great Miscomputations in
their References of the Hejira to our Aera.

t Miscompute, &quot;* Obs- 1

[Mis-i4.] =prec.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pscnd. Ep. vii. xviii. 380 As he maketh

the account, and Budeus de Asse correcting the miscom-
pute of Valla, delivereth it.

MiscompU te, v. [Mis-I i.] intr. To mis
calculate, misreckon.

1672 WALLIS in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 532
E xcuse me if I have in haste miscomputed . 17*6 T, MADOX
Firitta Bnrgi Pref. b j, I intended it should make onely a
Pamflet. -But I miscomputed.

Misconceit, sb. Now arch. [Mis- I
4.]

=
MiscoNOKi TioN. iCommon in the i7th c.)
1576 in Gnndats Wks. (Parker Soc) 408 To remove

the scrupulousness and misconceits of some few. 1596
SFENSER F. Q. iv. vi. 2 Full of melancholic and sad
misfare Through misconceipt. a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.
vi. (1648) 119 A misconceit whereby they imagine every act
which they doe knowing that they doe amisse. .to bee mere
sinne against the HolyGhost. 1635 SIBBKS Ctmfer.Christ $
Mary (1656) 4 She had a misconceipt of Christ, as if he had
been the gardiner. a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) VII. {1.40
That general mi&amp;gt;conceit of the Jew.s, about the kingdom of

MISCONCEPTION.
the Messiah. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil II. 172 Whether is it

by misconceit of course, Or driv n oy storms . . Ye ve come
within the margents of our flood. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess.

&amp;lt;$

Stud. (1875) 105 Taintless of jealousy or misconceit.

Misconceit, v. arch. [Mis-
1

i.] trans.

To have a wrong conception or false idea of; to

think erroneously (that . . ).

1595 MUNDAY John, a Kent (Shaks. Soc.) 20 You wrong
them, madame, if you misconceite That you or they shall
be unnobly usde. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 73 If you
would not misconceit that I studiously intended your defa
mation. 1606 J. FORD Honor Triumphant (Shaks. Soc.)

5 Else had I misconcetted mine owne hopes, and beene
gravelled in mine owne conceipts. 1677 GII.PIN Demand,
(1867) 176 If this humour .. misconceit inspiration or pro
phecy. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus xvi. 4 You that.. Mis-
conceit me, sophisticate me wanton.

Misconceived, a. Obs. [Mis-i 6.] a.

Wrongly supposed, b. Having a wrong idea of.
1600 BRETON Melan. Humours (Grosart) 10/2 Feede not

thy self with misconceipted goode. 1633 BP. HALL Hard
Texts

?
N. T. 118 Those w c

*&amp;gt; are fondly and proudly mis-

conceited of their, .wisdom.

Misconceive, v. [Mis-i i.]
1. intr. To have a false conception or entertain

wrong notions (of}. Also with clause, f to suspect

(= MISDEEM v. 6 b).

1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 1166 He that misconceyveth,
he misdemeth. c 1585 Faire Km in. 1236 You know it s for

your cause It pleas^th thus the King to misconceive of me.
1611 BIBLE 2 Mace. iii. 32 The high Priest suspecting lest

the king should misconceiue [COVERDALE suspecte] that

some treachery had beene done to Heliodorus by the lewes.
1862 F. HALL Refut. Hindu P/iilos. Syst. oo Even if I

granted, that some men thus misconceive, still such a mis
take would not be one of perception, but one of inference.

2. trans. To form an erroneous conception of;

to misapprehend (a word, an action, etc.) ;
to

mistake the meaning of (a person).
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. i. i To yeeld them . . reason

able causes of those things, which, for want of due considera
tion heretofore, they misconceiued. 1605 TIMMF. Quersit.
Pref. iti, A bad heart misconceiueth good actions. 164*
MILTON Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 254 As for others who
. . have yet decreed to mis-interpret the intents of my reply,
I suppose they would have found as many causes to have
misconceav d the reasons of my silence. 1794 BURKE Sfi.

agst. W. Hastings Wks. 1827 VIII. 250 If I have under
stood the matter wrong, or misconceived your design. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth vi, I cannot suffer my feelings . .

to remain unexplained, without the possibility of my being
greatly misconceived. 1841 J. F. COOPER Deerslayer I. i.

10 The Mengwe fill the woods with their lies, and mis
conceive words and treaties. 1867 FRF.KMAN Norm. Cony,
(1877) I. iv. 229 The translator seems to misconceive his

meaning.

Misconceived,///, a. [Mis-
1

2.]

1. \Vrongly or erroneously conceived.

1595 SPENSER Epitkal. 337 Ne let false whispers. . Breakc

gentle sleepe with misconceiued dout. 1629 H. BURTON
Truths Triumph 343 A rms-altedged place, or a mis-con-

ceiued allegation. 1640 BP. HALL Episc. i. i. 3 Being wedded
to the love of this misconceived pomp. 1800 Proc. E. Ind.

Ho. in Asiat. Ann. Keg. II. 133/1 He believed, .when he
first read that paper, that it was a hasty and misconceived

production. 1884 SIR E. E. KAY in Law Times Rep.
(N. S.) I. 323/1 All I can say is, that this motion seems to

be misconceived, and that it must be refused with costs.

f2. Having a misconception or wrong idea.

155)1 SHAKS. i Hen. VI\ v- v - 49 No misconceyued, lone

of Airc hath beene A Virgin from her tender infancie. a 161*

HARINGTON Eftgr. (1633) i. 56 Take heed henceforth you
be not misconceived.

Misconceive! . [Mis-
!
5.] One who forms

misconceptions.
-11625 FLETCHER Nice Valour \\. i, What a mis-cpn-

ceiver tis. 1684 BAXTER Answ, Theol. Dial. 21 An erring
Conscience is no Lawmaker, but a misconceiver. 18*7
HARE Guesses (1859) 100 Armed at all points against carpers
and misconceivers. 1891 E. ABBOTT Philomythus Introd.

45 A misconceiver of it [sc. truth].

Misconceiving, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] Mis

conception.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1629) 232 And to be fallen

from all happinesse, not by any misconceiuing, but by his

owne fault. 1616 BACON Exceptions to Coke s Rep. Wks.

1827 VII. 372 Any mistaking either in the declaring thereof

unto him, or in his misconceiving of the same. 1685 BAX
TER Parapkr. N. T. John iy. 25 Even the Samaritans

expected the Messiah : But with misconceivtngs of him.

Misconceiving, ///- a [Mis-
1

2.] That

misconceives ; having false notions. In first quot.,

causally, productive of misconception.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. m. x. 47 And misty dampe of miscon-

ceyving night. 1598 YONG Diana iv. 114, I was then so

trusties and misconceiuing of my selfe, that [etc.]. 1628

STRAFFORD in Browning Life (1891) 295 They were the^wise
intelligent men, and we.. the ignorant, the misconceiving.

tMisCOncept. 06s. [Mis-l 4.] Miscon

ception.
1616 W. HAIG in Russell Hairs (1881) vii. 157 To have

been . . freed . . of all misconcept they may have bred in your

Majesty of me.

Misconce ption. [Mis-
!

4.] The action

or an act of misconceiving; a notion resulting

from misconceiving.
1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Set. x. 53 It cannot be that our

knowledge should be other, then an heap of Misconception
and Error. 1672 HARVEY Anat. Consumptions (ed. z) u- 4

The great errors and dangers, that m?y result out of a mis

conception of the names of things. 1809-10 COLERIDGE
Friend (1865) 97 There is another use of the word reason,. .

and more exposed to misconception. 1873 SYMONDS &amp;lt;*&amp;gt;*



MISCONCLUDE.
Poets xii. 417 To suppose that the Greeks were not a highly
moralized race is perhaps the strangest misconception to
which religious prejudice has ever given rise.

t Misconclrrde, v. Obs. [Mis-
1
!.] intr.

To draw wrong conclusions.

1636 T. GOODWIN Child ofLight 34 Concerning which,
men are more apt. .to make, .false Syllogismes, and to mis-

conclude, then about any other spirituall truth.

t Misconclu der. Obs.- 1

[Mis-
1

5.] One
who draws wrong conclusions.

1684 BAXTER Par. Congreg. 8, I am specially obliged to
answer such misconcluders, lest they make my writings
a means of deceit against my sence.

Miscoiichvsioii. [Mis-
1

4.] A wrong or

false conclusion.
a 1631 DONNE Lett, to Pers. Hon. (1651) 164 We must take

heed of making misconclusions upon the want of it [sc. unity
in religion] 1634 Bp. HALL Fash, of World 379 Away,
then, with all the false-positions, and misconclusions, all the
fantastical!, or wicked thoughts of the world.

Misco iiduct, sb. [Mis- 1
4.]

1. Bad management ; mismanagement. Often

quasi-spec., malfeasance or culpable neglect of an
official in regard to his office.

1710 PALMER Proverbs 2 Princes have lost their crowns
by the mis-conduct of the first year of their reigns. 1736
LEDIARD Life Marlborough II. 357 This new Commander,
by some unaccountable Misconduct,, .suffer d himself to be
surprized. 1788 BURKE Sp. agst. W. Hastings Wks. 1827
VIII. 314 Whenever in any matter of money there is con
cealment, you must presume misconduct. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. in. ii. 599 Censure.. of ministers of the Crown for
misconduct of diplomatic affairs.

2. Improper conduct; wrong behaviour. Now
often, in judicial trials, spec, in the sense of adul

tery .

a 1729 ROGERS igStrm. (1735) xii. 236 It . .highly concerned
them to reflect, how great Obligations., the Memory of their
past Misconduct.. laid on them ..to walk with Care and
Circumspection. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. n. Ixxii, Let
wisdom be by past misconduct learned. 1869 FREEMAN
Norm. Cony. (1875) III. xii. in Stirred up by the miscon
duct of their eldest son. 1879 BLAKISTON Teacher 6Vt\ien
a teacher feels his temper ruffled by a child s misconduct,

t b. //. Instances of misconduct. Obs.
1711 ADDISON

.$&amp;gt;/. No. 256 r 4 Such as are guilty . . of
the same Slips or Misconducts in their own Behaviour.
1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. I. 106 His misconducts were in
curable. 1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. iii. 8 All
malpractices and misconducts shall be smothered by the
exercise of brute force at our expense.

Miscondu-ct, v. [Mis- 1
i.]

1. trans. To mismanage.
755 JOHNSON, To misconduct, to manage amiss ; to

C
2
rry

,,,
n
,,
Wr ng.- I794 Bu KB ?p. agst. W. Hastings Wks.

1827 VIII. 125 Ihe administration misconducted the people
oppressed. 1885 Law Times LXXVIII. 167/1 The second
[sale], though not misconducted, had not realised the value
of the property.
2.

refl. To misbehave oneself.

1883 SIR EDWARD FRY in Law Kef. (n Q. B. Div.) 596A barrister maybe ..reprimanded by the judge if he mis
conducts himself in court.

Misconje cture, . rare. [Mis- 1
4.] Erro

neous conjecture.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 272 We hope they

wil plausibly receave our attempts, or candidely correct our
misconjectures. 1821 GALT SirA . Wylie I. xxxii. 317 There
may be some misunderstanding or misconjecture.

Misconje cture, v. rare*. [Mis-i i.]
intr. To make wrong conjectures.
a 1626 BACON Ch. Eng. Controv. in Resuscitatio (1657)

166 Many Pressing, and Fawning Persons do miscon
jecture, of the Humours, of Men in Authority
Misconjirnctioii. [Mis-i 4.] A wrong

conjunction.
1867 BUSHNELL Mar. Uses Dark Th. 128 There is no mis-

conjunction so absurd as that of safety and wrong 1808
Atlantic Monthly Apr. 461/1 The road. .was. .a diabolical
misconjunction of slipperiness and supreme adhesiveness.

_Misco
&amp;gt;

nsecrate,z .?-ar- . [Mis- 1
i.j trans.

To consecrate improperly. ^72 in LATHAM.
Misco nsecrated, ppl. a. [Mis- 1

2.] a.
Consecrated to a wrong purpose, b. Improperly
consecrated.

1634 Bp. HALL Def. Criieltie 428 Our prayers were the
gale.. that tore these mis-consecrated flags, and sayles
1880 BURTON Reign Q. Anne I. i. 42 He evaded the Com
munion, and so escaped desecration through the miscon-
secrated elements.

Miscoiisecra tion. [Mis- 1
4.] Improper

or invalid consecration.
1664 H. MORE Myst. [nig. 132 This succession may be

interrupted by the misordination or misconsecration of a
priest or bishop.

Misco-nstruable, a. [f. MISCONSTBUE v. +
-ABLE.] Capable of misconstruction.

I734 NORTH Exam. t. ii. 160 If he had been taken up
as a presupposed Prostitute out of the GoaL.it had been
misconstruable.

Misconstrrvct, v. [Mis-i i.]
1 1. Chiefly Sc. = MISCONSTRUE. Obs.
1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, n. i. 7 Except as it is mis-

reported .. and misconstructed..by the false Calumnies of
our Adversaries. 1666 ABP. SHARP Let. to Dk.Rothes in
Klrkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 213 note, To have their carriage,
inclinations, and actions . . misconstructed. 1678 SIR G. !

MACKENZIE Crim Laws Scot. i. i. 4. 12 The doing what
may tend to misconstruct, or raise jealousies. 1685 EARL
OF ARGYLE Last Kp. in Wodrow Hist. Ch. Scot. (1722) II.
545i pray you do not misconstruct my Behaviour this

503

I Day. 1795 M c
KNiGHT.-)/S(Ji/.A&amp;gt;K/. (1820)!. 183 Dost thou

form a wrong opinion of the goodness of God ! Dost thou
misconstruct it ?

2. To construct badly, rare .

1823 DE QUINCEY Lett, to Yng. Man Wks. 1860 XIV. 39
He fails to construct some leading idea, ur lie even mis-
constructs it.

Misconstnrction. [Mis-
1
4.]

1. The action of misconstruing ;
the putting of a

wrong construction on words or actions.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 760 Sometime a
thing right well emended, oure misconstruction turneth it

to worsse. 1605 SHAKS. Lear u. ii. 124. 1662 /&amp;gt;/t. Cvm.
Prayer Pref., Words and phrases . . liable to misconstruc
tion. 1677 HOKNF.CK Gt. Law Consid. ii. (1704) 58 Miscon
structions of the ways of God. 1790 PALEY Hone Paul.
210 To rectify the misconstruction that had been put upon
his words. 1846 Mirror of Literature Sept. 119 Ueing
well aware that misconstructions are apt to be placed on the

projector of any new scheme. 1885 l.,i;v Times Kef. LII.
(N. S.) 675/1 The language. -is open to misconstruction.
2. Faulty or bad construction, rare.

1819 W. S. ROSE Lett. II. 21 Misconstructions and mis-

conjugations allowed in the Tuscan and rejected in the
Italian. 1822-34 Good s Sliuty Med. led. 4) I II. 56 Some mis
construction or misaffectiou ofthe cerebral organs. Itid. 408.

Miscoiistru ctive, a. [f. MISCONSTKUCT
+ -IVE, after prec.] Characterized by miscon
struction.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. in. vii. 299 A conceit sensibly
weak, and mis-constructive.

MiscO iistrue, . Also (ft) 6-7 misconster,
(-tre, -ture). [Mis- 1 !. For stress cf. CONSTUUK.]
1. trans. To put a wrong construction upon

(words or actions) ; to mistake the meaning of (a
person) ; to take in a wrong sense.

. .CI374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 346 Ful ofte thy lady wole
It misconstrue, And deme it harm in her opinioun. 1513MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 791 But these words kingEdward made to be misconstrued, and enterpreted, that
Burdet ment the Crowne of the realme. 1587 GOLUING De
Mornay\\.(i=,cf2) 158 Thou misconstrewest al the goodwhich
thebountifullprouidenceofGoddothvntothee. 1601 SHAKS.
Jut. C. v. iii. 84 Alas, thou hast misconstrued euery thing.
1611 BIBLE Trans/. Pref.n It is sure to bee misconstrued,
and in danger to be condemned, a 1656 P.p. HALL Rent.
Wks. (1660) 241, I beseech you. .misconstrue me not. 1675OTWAY Alcibiades iv. iii, Alas, dear Friend, misconstrue
not my Zeal. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest viii,
I know that young ladies are apt to misconstrue the un
meaning gallantry of fashionable manners. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. v. I. 583 Words, it was said, may easily be mis
understood by an honest man. They may easily be miscon
strued by a knave. 1861 DICKENS Let. 8 July (1880) II. 144,
I fear you may sometimes have misconstrued my silence.

533 MORE Apol. 85 They.. of theyr owne fauour to
them selfe, mysse constre [Wks. (1557) 869/2 mysse construe]
the good mannys mynde. 1379 GOSSON Sch. Abuse To
Rdr., His schollers were woont, how plaine soeuer he
spake, to misconsler him. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. n. ii. 197
Least through thy wilde behauiour I he misconsterd in the
place I goe to. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Ladies* Priviledge i. Wks.
1874 II. 100 You misconster The intention of my lookes,
I am not angry Though much distemper d. 1678 COI.EMAN
in Trial o/C. 59 So as to make them mis-conster all our
endeavours. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Misconster, corruption]
of misconstrue.
absol. 1609 F. GREVIL Mustapha iv. ii. F 2, Enuy tooke

hold of worth, doubt did misconster. 1612 Bp. HALL Con-
tempi., O. T. iv. Birth of Moses Wks. (1625) 868 Then,
he aggrauates, and misconstrues.

tb. intr. To misconstrue of (in the same sense).
1581 RICH Farew. (1846) 145, I confesse I have trespassed

in misconsteryng of your lines. 1588 GREENE Pandosto
(1607) 4 He then began to. .misconsture of their too priuate
familiarity.

2. trans. To infer wrongly, rare~ 1
.

1813 SCOTT Rokety iv. xxi, A kindly smile . . So kind, that,
from Us harmless glee, The wretch misconstrued villany
So Misconstruing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1513 MORE in Grafton Citron. (1568) II. 791 By the mis
construing of the lawes of the realme for the princes plea
sure. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1290 A perverse
interpretation or misconstruing of words. 1636 COWLEY
Sylva Wks. (Grosart) I. 25/2 Lest the misconst ring world
should chance to say [etc.].

MiscO nstrued, ///. a. [Mis-
*

2.] Con
strued amiss.
1682 DRYDEN & LEE Dk. Guise iv. i, To know The true

intent of my mis-constru d Faith. 1718 PRIOR Solomon
in. 203 The long depending cause, And doubtful issue of
mis-construed laws. 1762 WESLEY Jrnl. 5 Feb. (1827) III
77 A misconstrued text in the Revelation. 1866 J. MAR.
TINEA_U Ess. I. 127 A labyrinth of misconstrued relations.

Misco iistruer. Also 6 misconsterer.
[Mis- !

5.] One who misconstrues.
1592 CHETTLE Kind-harts Dr. (1841) 8 If enuious mis-

consterers arme themselues against my simple meaning.
1640 Bp. HALL Cases Consc. in. x. 352 The scripture hath . .

set down the several! six dayes, wherein each part of it was
distinctly formed: which those misconstruers are fain to
understand of the distinct notifications given to the Angels
concerning this almighty work.

tMisccvnstruous, a. Obs. [f. MISCONSTRUE
v. + -oos.] Apt to misconstrue.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 4 Misconstruous lack-iudgment.
Misconte nt, sb. rare. [Mis-

!
4.] Discontent.

1683 Sir J. Melville s Mem. 155 There was at this Time
a universal Miscontent \_Bannalyne Cl-ub ed. miscontente-
ment] in the Country. 1827 H. E. LLOYD TimkowskCs
Trai . II. 310 Divorce is frequent among them; the least
m

..
ntent on either side is sufficient to procure it.

Miscoute llt, a. arch, and dial. Also 5-6
myss-, 6 miss-, mes-.

[f.
Mis- 1

6, 7 + CONTENT a.

MISCOOK.

Cf. discontent (from 1494) and F. mtconlent (from
1642).] Nut content; discontented, dissatisfied;
ill-pleased. Const, with, of.

&amp;lt; 1489 Corr. Pliimptan (Cainden) 170 In any thing which
ye are myscontent with. 1319 HOKMAN Vulg. 8

13. 7 , I am
sore miscontent with thy outragious laughynge afore the
peple. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii. roi Uf this lyfe
the Lord was miscontent. 1591 SPARRY tr. Cat/an s i.,eo-
mancie Ep. to Rdr. A 4 None.. after the vnderstanding and
reading theiof will be miscontent to confesse that (etr ]

1637-5 R&quot;W Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 314 The King was
miscontent that no more mischiefwas done, a 1670 SPALDING
Traul:. Chas. I (1829) 7 [He] got not good payment of hi-
ffe .. whereat he was miscontent. 1870 MORRIS 1-aftliiy
Par. i. (1896) 212 Nor be ye with him miscontent For that
with liule ornament Of gold and folk to you he came.

t Misconte nt, v. Obs. [f.Mis-i 1,7 + CONTENT
v., alter OF. mesconten/er(l4thc.).] trans. To dis

satisfy, displease ; rcjl. to become discontented.
1408-9 I lumpton Corr. (Camden) 133, lam right sory..

th:it he shold myscontent your mastership & give you
cause of accion. 1530 PALSGR. 637/1, I have served hym
this seven yere, and I never myscontcnted hym. 1567 JSANFOKD A//( tctns A 8 b. Thou shake be troubled . . &
shalte miscontente thy selfe with God and men. 1611
FLOKIO, MiscoHtentdrt, to miscontent.

t Misconteivta-tion. Obs. [Mis-
1
4, 7. Cf.

discontentatum.] Dissatisfaction.

1523 WOI.SKY in Fiddes Ifo/sey Collections (1724) 140 His
graces.. miscontentation. 1591 SPAKKY tr. LuttarisC,fom,in-
cie 127 The man shall not he put from the Court, but bee
shall continue there to his great miscontentation.

t Misconte llted,. Obs. [Mis- l 6, 7. Cf. dis

contented.] Discontented, dissatisfied, displeased.
1534 Lu. UICKNKRS Gold. ilk. M. Anrel. (1546) Dvij, Itwas

no reson, that suche as came to his seruyce shoulde retourne
myscontented. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS.SVrw. xviii. 7. 312 So it

fareth with miscontented mindes. Their own desires plague
them, a 1670 SPALDING Trout. Chas. I (Spalding Club) I.

78 Ane Meingzie of miscontentit puritanes. 1826 GAI.T Last
of Lairds vii, Had she gotten a gentleman of family, I

would not have been overly miscontented.
So f Misconte-ntedly cuiv., discontentedly.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. in. 296 Neither ought we

to take it miscontentedly that the outward man be destroyed
so that the inwarde man he renued.

t Misconte nting, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
]
3, 7.]

Discontent, displeasure.
1495 Act ii licit. VII, c. 10 Preamble, The murmore

grugKe and myscontenting of such youre seid subgettes.
1658 HEXHAM, A misliking, or a miscontenting.
Misconte utment. Obs. exc. arch. [f.

Mis- 1
4, 7 -i- CONTENTMENT. Cf. OF. mescoiitenle-

ment (from i6th c.) and Eng. discontentment. }

Discontent, dissatisfaction; grievance.
1579 FENTON Ctticciard. v. (1599) 210 The French king

with melancholy moodes and miscontentments tooke occa
sion to dismisse from his Court the Spanish Embassadors.
ai586SlDNEY,4&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;fttl. xv. (1590)67 Hauing through some
aduenture, or inwarde miscontentment withdrawne him selfe
from any bodies knowledge, where he is. a 1670 SPALDING
Troub. Chas. I iSpalding Club) I. 220 It pleisit his Ma
jestic to send thir mtscontentmentis in paper. . to Edinbrugh.
1860 MOTLEY Netherl. xviii. (1868) II. 379 Alexander.. his

eyes declaring miscontentment asked [etc.],

t Miscontinuance. Law. Obs. [AF. ;
see

Mis- 2
.] Continuance by unlawful process.

In some Law Diets, confused with DISCONTINUANCE.
1540 Act 32 Hen. l/Ill, c. 30 Any myscontynuance or

discontinuance or mysconveing of process. 1607 COWELL
Interpr., Miscontinuance, Kitchin, fol. 231 [errorfor 331],
See Discontinuance led. 1672 aiids Is the same with Dis
continuance). 1628 COKE On Lilt. 325 There is. .a Discon
tinuance of Processe consisting in not doing, where the Pro
cesse is not continued.. .There is another erronious proceed
ing and that consisteth in misdoing, as when one Processe
is awarded in stead of another, or when a day is giuen which
is not legal!, this is called a miscontinuance and if the Tenant
or Defendant make default it is error, but if he appeare,
then_ the miscontinuance is salued, otherwise it is of a Dis
continuance. 1771 JENKINS Rep. II. v. 57 A miscontinuance
is where the continuance is made by undue process ; a dis
continuance is where no continuance is made at all.

Misconusant, variant of MISCOGNIZANT.
t Misconve rt, v. Obs. [Mis-

1
i.] trans.

To convert to wrong uses.
1601 Act 43 F.liz. c. 4 i Misconvertinge or misgoverne-

mente, of any Landes Tenementes Rentes. 1603 B. N. C.
Mjtnitn. W. 20 (Rodborough), [Tenements] have for a long
time been so misused and misconverted.

Misconvey, v. Now rare. [Mis- 1
!.] refl.

To convey a wrong impression of one s meaning.
1839 S. WILBERFORCE Let. in E. S. Purcell Life Card.

Manning (1895) I. xiii. 275, 1 hope he has misconveyed him
self to H. E. Manning. 1864 Saundcrs Kevis Letter
17 Dec., Lest I should have misconveyed myself to the jury.
t Misconvey ing, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-

1
3.]

Mismanagement.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VIl[, c. 30 The pursueing myscon-

tynuying \v.r. mysconveying] or discontynuyng.
MlSCOO k, v. Chiefly Sc. [Mis- 1

I.] trans.
To cook badly ; to spoil in cooking. Also fig. to

mismanage.
1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 455 Bot folk a cury

may miscuke, that knawledge wantis. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xvi. 8 This commoun weill he hes miscuikit. 1638
BAILI.IE Lett. (Bannatyne Cl.) I. 70 These who, by their.,

imprudencies, had miscooked all the matter. 1825 JAMIESON,
To Miscook to mismanage any business; as Ye ve mis-
cookit a your kail . 1864 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. III. 106
Food miscooked. 1868 F. E. PAGET Lncrelia 234 In just
retribution for his miscooking his master s chops.



MISCOOKERY. 504 MISCREDENT.

Miscoo kery. [Mis- 1
4.] Bad cooking.

1655 MOUFET & BENNFT Health s Im/rov. xiii. 112 The
Tongues of Beasts are.. never faulty of themselves, but

marred oftentimes by miscookery.

MisCO py, sb. [Mis-
1
4.] An error in copying.

1881 R. G, XvniTH Two Hamlets in Atlantic Monthly
Oct. 477/2 It [K.satfied] might be.. a misprint or a miscopy
of sullied, 1899 & J- G. MACKAY Lindesays Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. p. civ,
*
Fiftie is a miscopy for fifteen .

MiSGO py, * [Mis-
1

i.J trans. To copy
incorrectly.
1825 COLERIDGE Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 324 These may have

been . .ignorantly miscopied. 1877 RCSKIN Fors Clan. Ixxxi.

250 However . . miscopied, the message . .remains clear. 1903
Strand Mag. Nov. 504/1 Did this liitle imp miscopy your
letters ?

t MiSGO rd, v . Ob$. [a. OF. mescorder : see

Mis- 2 and CORD z/.
2
] intr. Not to correspond.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lave 11. xiv. (Skeat) 1. 27 In his first

beginninge he was a man right expert in resons and swete

in his wordes ; and the werkes miscorden.

Miscorrext, - [Mis-
1

!.] trans. To correct

wrongly.
1697 DRVDEN Virg. Life, He passed the first Seven

Years of his Life at Mantua, not Seventeen, as Scaliger
miscorrects his Author. 1789 T. TWINING Aristotle&quot; s Treat.

Poetry Note 232 AAVNAMIN : which it was obvious

enough for the transcriber to miscorrect into aSuva/juAi .

Miscorre Ction. [Mis-
1
4.] An erroneous

correction.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, vii. 42 Ptolemy not con
cerned in those Miscorrections, they not happening in the

years the Eclipses are set down in.

Miscoirusel, sb. [Mis-
1

4.] Wrong advice.

1496 Dives 4- Pauper (W. de W.) v. x. 208/2 Through
his mysse counseyll..he slough all mankynde both goostly
and bodely. 1678 MARVF.LL Growth Popery Wks, 1875 IV.

384 Before we give [our money] we would be secure it

should be applied to this purpose, and not by miscounsels
be diverted to others.

Miscou iisel, ? . [Mis-
1 i. Cf. OF. tuescon-

seillier.~\ trans. To counsel or advise wrongly.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 87 If any broyer or syster ..

mysconsel or lye his broyer. 1413 Pilgr. So^vle (Caxton
1483) ii. lii. 55 Yf the fende haue mvsconceyled them, they
hodden alsocounceyll in that other side. 1530 PALSGR. 637/1
You wene you take the ryght waye, but you are mys-
counsayled. 1591 SPENSER Af. Hitbberd 128 Things mis-

counselled must needs miswend. 1616 DONNE Sertn. (1660-1)
III. 333 Can I think him fit to give me counsel, that mis-

counsels himself in the highest business, Religion? 1643
PRYNNE Sav. Power Parlt. i. (ed. 2) n These two great
Favorites the Spensers who miscounselled and seduced
him. 1841-3 ANTHON Class. Diet. 576 Having been bribed
to miscounsel the people. 1877 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxvi.

1 16 The share that other people have had in counselling or

mis-counselling me.

So Miscoivnselled ppl. a,, Miscoirnselling
vbl. sb.

c 1460 FORTESCUE Alts, fy Li ttt. Mon. xiv. (1885) 144 The
myscounsellynge off hym in manyoj&amp;gt;er cases. 1643 PRYNNE
Sov. Poiver Parlt. iv. 19 Not daring to trust this prodigall
mis-counselled King with moneys. 1823 GALT R. Gilhaize
ii. x. 106 The provocation given to the people of Scotland

by the King s miscounselled majesty.

Miscotrnt, sb. [Mis-
l

4. Cf. OF. mescont,

mesconte.~\ A wrongcount, reckoning, orcalculation,

1586 J. HOOKER Descr. Irel. in Holinshed II. 49/1 Aswell
in the miscount of yeares as other vnlikelihoods found therein.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1664) lix. 132 O that he would take
his own blood for counts & miscounts, that I might be a
free man, & none had any claim to me, but onely, onely
Jesus. 1897 Daily News 13 May 5/3 The Speaker has,

owing to a miscount, been compelled to give a casting vote.

1903 Fluff-Hmiters 137 She knew how many beans make
five, and never made a miscount.

Miscou nt, v. [Mis-
1 i. But cf. OF. mes-

conter, mod.F. (se*) mconipter.~]
1. trans. To miscalculate, misreckon.

(11548 HALLC/WCJ., Hen. VIIl^ 124 In their computacion
they had mistaken and miscounted in their nomber an hun-
dreth yeres. 1611 COTGR., Mesconte&quot;, rmsreckoned, mis-

compted. 1646 RUTHERFORD Lett. 9 Jan. (1664) 537 Christ
cannot miscount one of the poorest of his lambs. 1793 Tour
thro

1

Theat. War 47 A man less wretched might easily mis
count time, and so did he. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq. xli, After twice

miscounting the sum, he threw the whole to his daughter.
2. intr. (f also refl., after Fr.) To make a wrong

calculation.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 147 And if so be that he misconteth,
To make in his answere a faile. 1530 PALSGR. 637/1 Tell it

agayne, you have myscounted your selfe, I warrant you.
1603 HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 1045 These philosophers doe
miscount greatly, and stray farre from reason and propor
tion. ., if so be that Geometricall demonstrations do availe

ought. 1659 BP. PATRICK Div. Arith. (1660) 6 Thus do all

men generally miscount in the dayes of their health. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. v. 131 The trouble in

foing
up [the steps], makes one often miscount. 1840

^HEWELL /*A*/*w. Induct. Set. 1. 133 In such a case we may
forget in the intervals of the strokes, and miscount.

8. f a. To estimate wrongly. Obs. b. To regard
erroneously (as).
a 1684 LEIGHTON Comm. i Pet. ii. 17 (1693) 393 Men mis-

count themselves at home, they reckoning that they ought
to be regarded. 1847 TENNYSON Princess iv. 315 While my
honest heat Were all miscounted as malignant haste.

Miscotrnting, vbl. sb. [Mia-
1

3.] Mis-

reckoning.
?&amp;lt;? 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 196 To taken other folkes

tMng, Through robberie or myscounting [MS. myscoueit-
ing ; Fr, cest cele qui fait . . bescochier et mesconter}.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. 274 The miscounting of Dia

lects for Tongues causlessly multiplieth the number of those

Languages. 1861 ~Ru.EY Lifor A/fats n. 115 &amp;lt;fc,
The word

miskenning meaning miscounting or mispleading.

t MiscO vetise. Obs. [Mis- 1
4.] Evil desire.

1496 Dives $ Pauper (W. de W.) vii. iv. 280/2 Men sholde
take no thynge for ony mys couetyse ayenst the lordes wyll.

t Miscra ft. Obs. [Mis-
l
4.] Malpractice.

1496 Dives $ Pauper (W. de W.) v. xviii. 221 /i Yf the

woman. .do ony mys crafte to let hyrself or ony other from ;

berynge of childern.

Miscreance T
(mi-skn jans). Now arch. Also

;

4-5 mes-, 5 mys- : see CREANCB. [a. OF. mes~
\

creance (mod.F. mtcrfance) = Pr. inescrezenza, It.

miscredenza : see Mis- 2 and CREANCE.] False

belief or faith ; misbelief.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 175 Se nou the foule mescreance Of
Greks in thilke time tho, Whan Venus tok hire name so. i

1415 HOCCLF.VK Min, Poems 16/252 For thow sholdist re-

consyle Thee to him, & leue thy mescreaunce. 1484 CAXTON ;

Kyall Book C viii, They falle ofte . . in heresyes and in mys-
creaunce. 1540 Act 32 Hen. /&quot;///, c. 26 Allured to..mis-
beleue miscreaunce and contempt of God. 1590 SPENSER
/&quot;. Q. ii. viii. 51 Paynim..if thou wilt renounce thy mis

creaunce,. . Life will Igrauntthee. 1863 YULE tr. Jordaniis*
Aliralt. Descr. (Hakl. Soc.) xiv. 56 Their preachers [sc. Mo- :

hammedans] run about.. in order to turn all to their own
miscreance. 1864 KINGSLEY Row. $ Tcut. xi. 311 The

i

Crescent was master of the Cross ; and beyond the Pyrenees
all was slavery and miscreance . 1876 RUSKIN Fors Clav. i

txxii. 384 By the faith that is in it, what. .good it can.. do, ,

by the miscreance in it, what mischief it can do.

t Miscreance -. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Mis- -*

+ L. ere- (er?sc?re) to grow + -ANCE. Cf. OF.
inescren misgrown.] = MiSOBOWTH.
1658 A. Fox tr. irfirtz Sitrg, in. Introd. 218 Earth is the

mother of all fruits, yet hath it many miscreance [orig. viel

Missgewtuckst^f 1658 tr. M iirtr Childr. Bk. 31:9 Un
less there lie some miscreance, or other unshapedness about
them.

Miscreancy (mi-skr^ansi). [f. MISCREANT
+ -AN CY, after miscreance^\
1. Misbelief; MISCREANCE 1 i. Now arch.
1611 COTGR., Afescrtancet miscreancie, misbeleefe. 1630

In Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. App, 33 Treasons .. against
the Celestial Majesty, as Schism, Heresie, Miscreancy.
1726 AYUFFF, Parergon 208 The more usual Causes of this

Deprivation are such as these. .Schism, Heresy, Miscreancy,
Atheism. 1840 DE QUINCEV Essenes in Blackw, Mag.
XLVII. 469/2 Does the audacity of man present us with
such another instance of perfidious miscreancy*! God the ;

Jehovah anxious for the honour of Jupiter and Mercury !

2. Villainy, depravity. Also semi-#&amp;lt;v.

1804 J. LABWOOD No Gun Boats 30 In the envious mis
creancy of the men . . la Sexe does not participate. 1851 ,

W. ANDERSON Expos. Popery (1878) 75 The attempt of a

perjured miscreancy to deliver England up to the domina
tion of the obscene Italian Impostor. 1875 CAI.DER Nat.
Tribes Tasmania 68 The savages.. had long been the ob
jects of the miscreancy of the sealers, and hated the white
race accordingly.

Miscreant (mi skr/ iant), o. and sb. Also 4-6
-creaunt, 6 -croyaunte. [a. OF. mescreant :

popular L. *mimtscredentem : see Mis- ^ and
CREANT a:.

1
] A. adj.

1. Misbelieving, heretical; unbelieving ,

( in- i

fidel*. Now arch., with some notion of sense 2.

1330 Arth. $ Merl. 5227 (Kolbing) Crete hepes him lay
about Of mani paiem miscreaunt. 1419 in Ellis Orig, Lett.
Ser. u. I. 87 Sir John Oldcastell, that was myscreant and un-

,

boxome to the laweof God. 153* MORE Confut. Bames\m. .

Wks. 774/1 Al miscreant Painyms, all false Jewes^ at false
heretikes. 1562 LECH Armory 26 b, If he [a Christian] ..

kill an heathen gentleman . . he shall beare the armes . . ,

without any difference, sauing only ya word of y same
miscreant gentleman. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 4
All their [sc. Atheists ] virulent and miscreant positions
shall perish with them in unquenchable flames. 1715 ROWE

:

Lady Jane Gray v. Wks. 1728 III.
6p To break thro

all Engagements made with Hereticks, And keep no Faith
with such a Miscreant Crew. 18*3 SCOTT Qnentin D.
xvii, Such a miscreant dog as this Boar of Ardennes, who
is worse than a whole desert of Saracen heathens. 1844
MACAULAY Misc. Writ. (1889) 310 No outrage committed

;

by the Catholic warrior on the miscreant enemy could de
serve punishment. 1865 KINGSLEY Hereiv. vi, The gates
of the pit were too narrow for their miscreant souls.

2. Depraved, villainous, base.

1593 G. HARVEY Picrce s Super. 176 The Ring leader of
the corruptest bawdes, and miscreantest rakehells in Italy.
1725 POPE Odyss. xvii. 667 All the miscreant race of human
kind. 18x8 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 381 The mis
creant ministers and judges and spies who had been the
abettors of that tyrant House, c i8ao S. ROGERS Italy
(1839) 245 A miscreant crew, That now no longer serve me,
1850 S. DOBELL Roman \. Poet. Wks. (1875) 18 That..
sneaks downcast With craven tail and miscreant trepidation
To kennel and to collar.

B. sb.

1. A misbeliever, heretic ; an unbeliever ,

* in

fidel . Now arch.

138. WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 303 A litel covent of Sathanas
synagoge, f?at ben moche worse (?an he^ene myscreauntis.
(-1400 Three Kings Cologne 2 pese ^ree kynges, J&amp;gt;at

of
myscreauntes were | first byleuyng men. 1470-85 MALORY
A rt&urxxi. xiii. 860 These foure knyghtes dyd many batayles
vpon the myscreantes or turkes. 1550 J. COKE Eng. $ Fr.
Heralds 55 (1877) 73 Alvred kynge of Englande. .fought
agaynst the Danes and other myscreantes .LVI. battayles.
I5S4 T. MARTIN Marr. ofPriests Bb

iijb,
If the vnbeleuer

or miscroyaunle dooe departe, let him departe. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixiii. i We are not therefore
ashamed of the Gospell of our Lord lesus Christ because
miscreants in skorne haue vpbraided vs. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. x. 477 A blasphemous miscreant, against their Pope,

their Lady, and their Church. 1668 M. CASAITBON Credulity
(1670) 81 Enough to make any miscreant, (professing out

wardly Christianity) to blush. 1719 DE FOB Cnupr (Qlotn)
584 With a Caravan of Miscreants, as he call d them, that
is to say, Christians. 1788 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. Iviii. VI. 4?
[Soliman s] generosity to the miscreants was interpreted as
treason to the Christian cause. 1840 DE QUINCEY JEssencs in

Blackw.Mag. XAJy\\. 469/1 Now he [sc. Josephus] will re

veal himself (in the literal sense of the word) as a Miscreant.

1873 DIXON Two Queens IV. xix. v. 27 A miscreant who had
raised his impious hands against the Vicar of Christ.

trans/. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trai&amp;gt;, 17, I know
many miscreants, that doubt whether the world hath such a
beast [sc. a unicorn], a 1681 WHARTON Wks. (1683) 45 There
. . ever have been some Hereticks and Miscreants, who rail

. .against Astrology.
2. A vile wretch ; a villain, rascal.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. ii. vi. 39 Vile Miscreaunt , (said he)
1 whither dost thou flye The shame and death, which will

thee soone invade ? 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 39 Thou art
a Traitor, and a Miscreant. 1657 EVELYN Diary 25 Dec.,
As we went up to receive the Sacrament the miscreants
held their muskets against us. J710 STEELE TatferNo. 101

p i These Miscreants area Set of Wretches we Authors call

Pirates. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legisl. xiii. i The mis
creant who would commit murder that he might succeed to
an inheritance. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi I.

iji,
He belongs to

a horrible gang of miscreants, sworn against all order and
peace. 1870 . PEACOCK RalJ Skirl. III. 251 The miscreant,
fully armed, set out on his errand of blood.

Hence f Miscrea ntica., villainous.

*793 J- WILLIAMS Life Ld. Barrymore 87 The miscre-

antic, pallid, hell-born, pestilential group. 179. [J. WIL
LIAMS] Crying Epistle 59 note, Mr. Pitt has apparently as
little respect for individual worth . . as the most vile and mis.

creantic of his predecessors.

Mi screaiitly, adv. rare- 1
, [f. MISCREANT

+ -LT ^.] Wretchedly.
a 1734 NORTH Life Sir Dudley North (1744) 123 The

common Sort, who are miscreantly poor, and the most faith

less Wretches upon Earth.

Miscrea te, v. rare. [Mis-
l i

.] trans. To
create amiss. Also Miscreating vbl. sl&amp;gt;. and ///. a.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 83 What a wonderfull Saint-

maker is Tyburne by this, that in a quarter of an houre
shall miscreate a Saint [etc.]. 1670 LD. BROOKE Monarchy
Ixxi. Wks. (Grosart) I. 30 Yet both the head and members
finite are And must still by their miscreating marre. 1841-4
EMERSON Ess. Ser. i. iv. (1876) no We miscreate our own
evils. 1880 MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 47 The thick-

featured sodden satyr of her miscreating fancy.

Mi screate, pa. pple. and///, a. [Mis-
1

2.]
= next. Also aosol.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. 38 He .. Ymner slew of Logris
miscreate. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, i. ii. 16 That you should
, . nicely charge your vnderstanding Soule, With opening
Titles miscreate. 1607 R. WILKINSON Merchant Royall 15
To see a woman created in Gods image so miscreate.. and

deformed, with her. .foolish fashions. 1868 BROWNING Ring
&amp;lt;$

Bk. vi. 1478 Creation purged o
%

the miscreate, man re

deemed. 1871 SWINBURNE Songs bef. Simrise Fret. 53 Fancies
and passions miscreate By man in things dispassionate.

Miscrea ted, ///. a. [Mia-
1

2.] Created or

formed improperly or unnaturally ; mis-shapen,
misformed. Also used as an abusive epithet.
In the first quot. a mistranslation.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Ntcholay s Voy. iv. xxxvi. i6ob,
These wretched Graecians are left vnder the miserable
seruitude of these miscreated Mahometists [orig. des mes-
creans Ma/iotnetistes], 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ii. vii. 42 For

nothing might abash the villein bold, Ne mortall steele

emperce his miscreated mould. 1596 NASHE Saffron Wai-
den G 2 b, An Oration, including the miscreated words and
sentences in the Doctors Booke. 1667 MILTON/*. L. n. 683
What art thou, . .That dar st . . advance Thy miscreated Front

athwart my way? 1711 HENLEY Sped. No. 396 Fa That

Mongrel miscreated (to speak in Miltonic) kind of Wit, vul

garly termed the Pun. 1778 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIV. 278
A miscreated phantom, called The Spiritual Magazine .

i8a6 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 167 Every scraper
on catgut as intent on the miscreated noise, as if [etc.]. 1831
TRELAWNY Adv. Younger Son ii. 26 Ill-finished, dwarfish,
or miscreated abortions. 1868 SWINBURNE Blake 42 This
monstrous nomenclature, this jargon of miscreated things
in chaos.

Miscrea tioii. [Mia-
1
4.] a. The action of

creating badly or improperly, b. concr. A mis

created thing ; something ill-formed or mis-shapen.
1853 GILFILLAN Martyrs Sc. Covenant vii. 132 One of the

vast creatures of the bygone chaos the magnificent mis-

creations of Geology, interesting . . as a fossil remain. 1871
C. KINGSLEY in Devon, Assoc. Trans. IV. 378 Great dirty
warrens of houses,., peopled with savages and imps of our
own miscreation. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud, in Song 202

Formless form, incarnate miscreation.

Miscrea tive, a. [Mis-
1

6.] Creating or

forming amiss.

1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. 448 The all-miscreative

brain of Jove. 1890 SWINBURNE Autumn Vision vi,

Darkening with its miscreative spell Light.

Miscrea tor. [Mis- is.] One who miscreates.

1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cxxv, Circumstance, that un-

spiritual god And miscreator.

t Miscre dence. Obs. rare
~~

. [Alteration
of MISCREANCE after credence.] Misbelief.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 1346 The Governour of

Cilicia is.. doubtfull.. whether there be gods or no? upon

infirmity, as I take it, of miscredance and unbeliefe.

t Miscre dent. Obs. [Alteration of MIS

CREANT after L. credent-em (see CREDENT). Cf. It.

miscredente] = MISCREANT sb.

1480 Robt. Denyll (1827) 49 The myscredaunte Sarasyns.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1808) VI. 36

A dungeon appointed for offenders and miscredents. 1847

HAI.UWELL, Miscredent^ a miscreant. Devon.



MISCREDIT.

Miscre dit, si*. [Mis-
1

;.] Disbelief.

1565 W- ALLKN* in Fulke DC/. Pitrg. xi. TOI b, There dare

no man. .afiirme that the doctrine of Purgatory is hourlfull

to vertuous life, the only miscreditt whereof, hath vtterly

banished al good Christian condicions.

Miscre dit, . [Mis-
1

/.] trans. To disbelieve.

*554 J- PUT-POT Exam, fy Writings (Parker Soc.) 351, I

can not otherwise do in believing; them, but miscredit thee.

1565 STAPI.ETON tr. fixdas Hist, Ck. Eng. Pref. 4 To
miscredit the perfect behauiour of ourprimitiue church, and
the miracles wrought therein. 1652 BENLOWKS Theoph. Pref.,

If thou wilt not prejudice thine own Charity by miscrediting
me.

Miscre dited,/1

//. a - [Mis-
1 -] Disbelieved.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. J\er. I. vn. vii. 372 The miscredited

Twelve hasten back to the Chateau for an answer in writ ing .

Miscree d. poet. [Mis-
1 ^] Amistnken creed.

a 1821 KKATS Sonnet on Fame H. Wks. (1884) 413 Why-
then should man . . Spoil his salvation for a fierce miscreed ?

1822 SHELLEY Hellas Prol. 106 Tyranny which arms Adverse
miscreeds. .To stamp. .Upon the name of Freedom.

t MiscroO ked, a. Oh. rarer- . [Mis- 1
6.]

Bent awry, deformed.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. vi. x. (Tollemache MS.),
She streccnej?

oute his lymis. .to kepe. .be childe bat he be
not defacit with miscrokid lymes.

MiscrO p, v* rare. [Mis-
l i

.]
trans. To sow

(a field) with a crop out of rotation. Also ahsol.

1844 H. STF.PHENS Bk. Farm III. 1222 A field may be

miscropped in order to bring it the more quickly into the

legitimate rotation of the farm. Ibid. 1317 A better notion

of farming than to miscrop prevails.

Misery*, i&amp;gt;. dial. ? Oh. Also miscree. [app.
alteration of DESCRY z .

1
, by substitution of the

prefix Mis- 1
9.] trans. To descry, discover, detect.

1645 N. DRAKE Diary Siege Pontefract (Surtees) 76 One
of them was taken, being miscryed by the boy which went
out the night before. 1674 RAY N. ( . Words 33 Miscreed:

descryed, This I suppose is also only a ruslick word, and

nothing else but the word descried corrupted. 1703
THORFSBY Let. to Ray Gloss., Miscryfd, discovered. 1847

HALLIWRLL, Miscreed, discovered, detected, decried, depre
ciated. North.

Mis-cue ,
${&amp;gt; Also miss cue. [f. Mis- 1 4 ^or

perh. orig. stem of Miss 7A 1
) -t- COJB ^. :;

] A
failure to strike the ball properly with the cue.

1873 BENNETT ( CAVENDISH Billiards 9 So long as the

point of the cue was flat and unyielding, if the ball was not

struck precisely in the centre, the consequence was a miss cue.

Ibid. 33 A miss-cue. 1906 ll esfui. Gaz. 22 May 9/3 When
Roberts wanted only two to complete his points

1

for the

afternoon he made a mis-cue.

So Mis-cue* 7 ., to make a miscue.

1894 Sheffield Daily Tel. 29 Mar. 8/5 Dawson had ^

promising opening of potting the red, but mis-cued.

t Mi SCUlatCi ///. &amp;lt;* Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [ad. late

L. mi$citta/-its
t pa. ppl. of iniscttlare (whence OF.

mesler, etc. : see MEDDLE 7/.).] Mingled.
1631 LITHGOW Trav. VIM. 364 In this misculat iourneying

of paine & pleasure.

t Misdai n, v. Obs. [See Mis- 1
9. But cf.

MISDEEM.] irans. To be mistrustful of. So Mis-
dai-nful a. dial., suspicious.
*558 GOODMAN H&amp;lt;rwto Obey 201 Papistes. .Of whom lobe

misdained or slandered, is in the eyes of the godly, no small

commendation. 1879 [see MISDF.EMFUL].

Misda te, A [Mis-
1

4.] A wrong date.

Hence Miscla teful ., abounding in wrong dates.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. x. v. II. 642 They abound in

small errors, in misdates, mistakes. 1862 Ibid. xni. ix. III.

536 Poor Bielfeld being in this Chapter very fantastic, mis-

dateful to a mad extent.

Misda te,
&quot;

. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To assign
or affix a wrong date to; to date wrong. Also
absol. Also Misda ted ppl. a.

1586 STANYHURSTC0/.CAwi./nV. Ep. in Holinshed II, If

he misdate, he is named a falsifier, a 1626 BACON Charge agst.
Earl ofSomerset in Baconiana (16791 31 That you did de
face, ,. and misdate all Writings that might give light to
the Impoisonment. 1671 Rhode Island Col. Rec. (1857) II.

422 Why and how the letter was soe long a cominge. .wee
cannot but wonder ; save as wee may suppose it was mis
dated. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 289 This Author seems
to have misdated those occurrences. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th.
v. 777 In hoary youth Methusalems may die; O how mis
dated on their flatt ring tombs ! 1815 Pa&amp;gt;is Chrt-chat

(1816) III. 144 His card of invitation was accidentally mis
dated, and he did not arrive till the day after the feast.

1858 CAttYU/iredfe Gt. v. vi. I. 606 Trusting to memory
alone, she misdates, mistakes, misplaces. 1892 Times
23 Jan. 1 3 6 Mis-dated newspapers. ///&amp;lt;/.,

The practice of

mis-dating newspapers and other periodical publications.

Misdea l, sb. Cards, [f. next.] An error in

dealing.
1850 Bohn s Handbk. Games 255 The turn up being ante

rior to the misdeal. 1862 &quot;CAVENDISH* Whist (1879) 8

A misdeal loses the deal. 1886 Euchre : how to play it 108.

Misdeal, v.
[f.

Mis- 1
i + DEAL v.

;
in first

sense after Du. misJeelen.]
1 1. intr. To distribute unfairly. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 7 Knowe not ye how ye
mysdeled on the plays \vhiche he threwe down fro the carre ?

2. To deal or act improperly.
1561, etc. [see MISDEALING.]
3. Cards. To make a mistake in dealing : usually

intr.
9
but occas. trans.

[17^6 HOYLE Whist (ed.6) 10 If the Dealer should happen
to miss Deal.] 1850 Bohn s Hamlbk. Games 254 On mis

dealing the entire hand. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, vin,
She won the game, and I dealt. I misdealt. 1891 Spectator
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to .Ian., She can never be persuaded that she has misdealt

until the cards have been carefully counted, .three times.

/Iff. (cf. 2). 1868 BROWNING AV-# Rk. iv. 435 Fie on you,
all ihe Honours in your fist, Countship, Househeadship,
how have you misdealt !

Misdealing, vbL sb. [Mis-
1
3.] ^ rong or i

improper dealing; f wrong-doing, evil conduct.

1561 DAUS tr. BulliugeroH Apoc. (1573^ i4&quot;, Let us take

heede that we put not Gods so great benefites from vs through
our owne misdealynges. 1571 GoLDiHG Ca/Wfl on Ps. xxxiv.

15 To abstein from al misdealing and to enure themselves
j

to weldoing. 1587 De Mornay xx. (1592) 319 They ..

which refreyne from misdealing for feare of mans Lawc.

1863 H. Cox Inslit. r. x. 229 Misdealings with the public
revenue, 1902 Wcstin. Gaz. 4 Feb. 3/2 Captain N..,as
an old cavalry officer, could not stomach the scandalous

misdealing with horses that had taken place.

Misdeci de, r. [Mis-
1

i.] itttr. To make
a wrong decision.

1802-12 HKNTMAM Ration. Jndic. Ei id. (1827) I. 270 It

is.,
possible

for the judge, .to misdecide, without any regard
to the evidence. 1830 F..\-&amp;lt;intincr6^g/z Nor can they mis-

decide from incompetency or any other cause of misdecision,
without incurring .shame.

Misdeci Sion. [Mis-
1

4.] Wrong decision

or judgement.
1802-12 P.KNTIIAM Ration. Judic, Erid. (1827) I. 28 The

danger of. .misdecision on the part of the judge. Ibid. II.

137, IV. 48. 1849 GROTK Greece n. xlvi. V. 528 The dikast

trial at Athens, .had in it only the same ingredients of error

ami misdecision as the English jury.

Misdeed (misd/~ d). [OK. misdxdQB. mis-

dad, OFris. misdede^ MLG. misdtit (MDu. misdaet, ;

Du. misdaad}, OHO. wissi-, misset&t^ MJSSO-,
missidtit (MHO. missetfit, G. wissetat), Goth.

missadfys : see Mis- 1 4 and DKKD
sb.&quot;\

An evil
j

deed
;
a wrong action ; an offence ; a crime, f In

ME. also in collective sense misdoings.
c879 /ELFKF.D Gregorys Past. C. Hii. 413 Mine misdaeda

bio3 simlebeforan me. a 1200 Moral Ode 130 A hwilke time
se cure Mon of ^inchb his mis-dede [MS. Trin. misdade].
c 1200 ORMIN 10618 pat missdede bat \vass don purrh Adam
^ (jurrh Kve. r 1290 .V, En. Leg. I. 32/86 I,o here godes
lonib, bat bi-nimeth be worldes mis-dedc. 1340 Aycnb. 114

Voryef ous oure misdedis ase we uoryeueb to ham. c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. r 206 He was woundid for oure mysdede,
and defouled by oure felonyes. 1470-85 MALORV Arthur
xvi. xjv. 683 Ye lefte me. .and suflred me in perylle of deth
..And for that mysdede now I ensure you but cleth, forwcl
haue ye deserued It. 1535 COVERDALK Ps. 1.9 Turne thy
face fro my synnes, and put out all my mysxdedes. 1663
BUTLF.R Hud. i. iii. 349 Like caitiff vile, that for misdeed
Rides with his face to rump of steed. 1726 POPE Odyss.
xxu. 290 That impious race to all their past misdeeds Would
add our blood. 1841 Ku iuxsTON i: Hist. India 1 1. 53 The-e
misdeeds were not entirely unmixed with good actions.

t Misdee-dy, a. Oh. [f. prec. + -v. Cf. MDu.
Misi/atfif/t, Du. misdadig, MDa. misdsedig.] Doing
wrong.
13. . Cursor M. 18279 (Gult.) For mani wick and mistledi ,

[a 1425 Trin. mis dedyl Has
|&amp;gt;u

nu here tint for|ji.

t Misdee lll, s/&amp;gt;. Obs. [prob. f. next, but cf.

DKEM rf.] Misjudgement.
1503 LVLY in P/i(fin .v Nest Wks. (1902) III. 477 Such life

leads Loue entangled with misdeemes. 1602 WARSKK Alb.

Eng. xii. Ixxy. 313 What should we say his loy, that his

Mis-deemes did sort to this?

,
- Now chiefly arch, and poet. (See

also MISDAIN.) [Mis-
1 i. Cf. ON. misd&ma^

1 1. trans. To form an unfavourable judgement
of, think evil of. Obs.
c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Sytnon f? Iitdas) 370 Ws afferis

til helpe saklas men, bot to mysdeme na man kene. [Leg.
Aur. Nocentfs perdere non decet.] 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of
Folys (1570) 63 When he by gelousy His wife suspecteth..
Or her misdeemeth, and kepeth in straitly. a 1529 SKELTON

Rouge ofCourt 137 The seconde was Suspecte, which that

dayly Alysdempte eche man. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i.

vii. 49 Till all unweeting an Enchaunter .. made him
to misdeeme My loyalty, find. in. x. 29 As much dis-

cleigning to be so misdempt, Or a war-monger to be basely
|

nempt. 1628 GAULE Pract. Theories (1629) 96 His lealousie
,

hasts not to reuenge, while he cannot but misdeeme her.

1767 LEWIS Statins n. 370 He. .saw his Friends misdeem d in

Crouds resort. To bask beneatli the Sunshine of the Court. ,

f 2. intr. To form an unfavourable judgement,
think ill (of). Obs.

1388 WVCLIF Num. xiv. ii How long schal this puple
bacbite me [gloss, ether mysdeme of me]? 1496 Dives

,5- Pauper (W. de W.) I. xlv. 86/2 To mysdeme of his

euen crysten. 1548 UDALI., etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. i. 19
True honesty is neyther redy to misdeme, nor hasty to re

uenge. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 424 What but thy malice
mov d thee to misdeem Of righteous Job.
3. To have a wrong opinion of, be mistaken in

one s view of.

c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 92 That take hit [sc. my tale]

wel, and scorne hit noght, Ne hit misdemen in her thoght.
1570 Henry s Wallace u. 352 Be war that ^e do nocht mis-
deme my taille. 1593 G. FLETCHER Licia To Rdr.,
Men

^ unfjtte to knowe what love meanes ; deluded
fondlie with their owne conceit, misdeeming so divine .

a fancie. 1616 BRETON tnvect. agst. Treason (Grosart) 5/2
Where Wisdomes care can neuer truthe misdeeme. 1677
GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 257 Though such men are under

,

God s favour, yet they misdeem it, and think God is angry
with them. 1784 COWI-EK Task iv. 685 Hence too the field

of glory, as the world misdeems it. 1848 LYTTON Harold
;

n. ii, Nor misdeem me, that I, humble, unmitred priest,
should be thus bold. 1875 LOWELL Under Old Elm vni, If

ever with distempered voice or pen We have misdeemed
|

thee, here we take it back.

&quot;b. trans. To suppose (a person or thing) erro-
;

MISDEEMING.

neously to be (something else) ;
to mistake ^a

thing)V&r another.

1667 DRVDKN Seer. Lwc v. Wks. 1701 1.185 My grate lo
Philocles mis-deem d my Love! ? i8oz Wouosw. Sonn.

t

Desponding Father , Misdeem it not a cankerou-t change.
1829 SOUIHEY Allfor Love vi. xxiv, Thy thoughts possest
With one too painful theme, Their own imaginations Fur
reality misdeem. 1872 A. DE \v.v.v.Lcg. St. Patriik, St. P.
at Cashel 65 I &amp;gt;emons misdeemed for gods.

c. with adj. or phr. as com pi.

1835 TRENCH Sonnet Look, dearest, what a glory t If,

having shared the light, we should misdeem That light our
own. 1852 KOHKKTSON Scrm. Sc-r. iv. x.xxviii. (1863) 291 As
if some poor miserable minister or teacher, rejuicinq over

bis -uccess, were to misdeem the work his oun. 1885-94
K. Iliur.nES I-*,res # Ptychc Mar. i. ii, The wealth whit.li

men misdeem of much avail.

4, To form a wrong judgement of ;
to hold a

mistaken opinion.
a 1300 Cursor Al. 27742 Wreili . . ^ Hies, scendes and mis-

ilenissc [1:1375 Fair/, tilting shindis & misdemi^; a 1400
Colt. 1 1 alba H makes fliteing and misdemes] Man aun wiit it

fra him cleuisse {other texts flumis]. &amp;lt; 1386 CIIAUCKR
Merch. T. 1166 He tliat misconceyvethi he misdemeth.
a 1618 SVL\I-;SII:U IVks, (Grosart) II. j35/ i Then doome not

rashly, lest you may misdeem. 1629 H. HURTON Truth s

Triumph 225 Misdeeming and doubting uf the remission

of sinnes. 1667 MILTON /*. /,. ix. 301 Misdeem not then,
If such affront I labour to avert From thee alone, which

[etc.]. 1779 MASON Eng. Cardsn MI. 536 Whom elder

Thales, and the Bard of Thebes Held first of things ter

restrial ; nor misdeem d. 1791 COWI-ER Iliad i. 5 .-8, I..

much misdeem Of my endeavour, or my prayer shall speed.

1814 GARY Dante, //W/xxxii. iiS Farther on, If I misdeem
not. Soldanieri bides. Mia1

,, Paradise xxvi. 73 At his sudden

waking, he misdeems Of all around him. 1839 VVoRDSW.
llfef/i. Tour Scotl. 1803 iii, Leaving each unquiet theme
Where gentlestjudgmentsmay misdeem. 1884 I&amp;gt;iKi.i:(R. V.)

Dent, xxxii. 27 Lest their adversaries should misdeem.

b. To suppose mistakenly.
1596 Si KNsi-R State Irel. Wks. ^Globe) 609/1, 1 will rather

thinke the cause of this evill .. to proceeds rather of the

un.sotindness of the Counsells .. which [etc.] .. then of

any .such .. appoyntment of God, as yuu Dlisdeeme. 1600

HAKI.UVT V oy. uSioj III. 186 Least any man should mis

deeme that God doth resist all attempts intended that

way. 1817 SnM.LKV.tffr . Islam xii. x, He misdeems That lie

is wise, whose wounds do only bleed Inly fur self. 1839-52
BAII.KV

Ifestns 223 He by. .instigating all the soul s vain

aims, Misdeems lu cause thee lose God.

f5. trans. To have a suspicion or inkling of; to

suspect the existence or occurrence of (some evil).

1494 F A BYAN Chron, v. cxvii. gz The Kynge not mys-
demynge enyihyngof thisConspyred treason, a i^ttUDALL
Royster D. \\. lit. (Arb.) 62 Surely, this fellowe misdeemeth
some

&amp;gt;

ll in me. 1607 T. URIGHI.MAS Brighton. RtxHv. in.

(1647) 78 While wee were in Ignorance, we lay scenic in our

sin,,. never mis-deemiiig our estate. 1607 1 in si-.n. Four~j.
Beasts ( 1658) 1 77 The Fox . . misdeemeth no harm, and enti etli

into the hive which is wrought close into the mouth of his den.

t b. To misdeem (a person) for : to suspect
him to be . Obs,

c 1500 Melnsine 265/15 [He] was so Lyke a Sarasyn tli.a

no man mysdymed hym for other than a Sarasyn.

1 6. intr. To suspect something evil. Obs.

c 1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 222 Jewel thoght of treason and

tray-.Thophe mysdemed in this case, Whan shs cam not of

so long while He supposed ther yede som gyle. 1556 J. HLV-
\VOOD Spider $ F. iii. 25 Hath fortune wrought my foes at

this time hither, And not so much as warnde me to nm-
deeme. 1561 SACKVILLE Gorboduc \. i. 39 (Manly), Ifthinges
do so succede As now my ielous mind misdemeth sore. 1596
LODGE Marg. Artier. 55 The emperour conceiving new

suspitions upon this second assault, began to misdeeme.

t b. const, clause. To suspect (that . . ). Obs.

a 1530 HEYWOOD Play of Love (Hrandl) 516 Anone she

mysdemed That I was not merely disposed, And so mysht
she thynke, for I disclosed No worde nor loke, but such as

shewed as sadly as [etc.]. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. i.

xxviii.(i59i) 17 [Hejgaue most men to misdeeme by his deal

ing, that he was somewhat of counsel with the case [orig./ra--

bttit flerisqm suspidonem cousctentize}. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasstf x. xxxviii, Nor say I this for that I ought misdeeme
That Egypts pvomis d succours faile vs might.

Misdee iner. [Mis-
1
5.] One who misjudges.

1616 Manifest. Abp. Spalatos Motives App. iii. 6 This
some misdeemers impute to their penury.

Misdee mful, a- dial, (See also MlBDAIN*

FUL.) [f. MISDEEM v. + -FUL.] Having a false

judgement of\ suspicious of.

CI75O SHESSTONK Wks. (1777) 1. 30^ He too, misdeemful
of his wholesome law, Ev n he, expiring, gave his treasur d

gold To fatten monks on Salem s distant suil ! 1879 M iss

JACKSON Shropsh. U ord-bk.^ Misdcemful^ suspicious. Afis-

deeitfnl^ jitisdawjul, same as above corrupted forms.

Misdee miiig, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] Mis

judging ; false judgement ; t suspicion.
? 1468 PastonLett. II. 313 Hut for gelosye and mysdemyng

of peple that hafe me yn greete awayt. 1491 CAXTON Vitas

Patr. (W. de W. 1495)1. xxxvii. 50^, To the ende that they
. . sholde haue noo suspecyou ne misdemyng. 1571 GOLDING
Calmn on Ps. iv. 2 Hisinnocencie was overwhelmed., with

the misdeemmgs of the common people. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
I. iv. 2 After that he had faire Una lorne, Through light

misdeeming of her loialtie. 1612 J. MASON Anat. Sere. 33
To take away all occasion of misdeeming.

Misdeeming, ///. a. [Mis-l 2.] Mis

judging ;
mistaken (of persons, their opinions,

etc.) ; dial, suspicious. Obs.

t ufi& Pastoti Lett. 11.313 The world ys to mysdemyng and

redy to make dyvysyon and debate. 1584 BABINGTON Confer.

Frailty fy Faith (1596) 45 A suspicious misdeeming mind of

euery bodie, 1590 SPENSKK I\Q. i. ii. 3 Covered withdarke-

nes and misdeeming night. 1648 J. BKAUMONT Psyche v.

Ixiii. (.Grosart) I. 83 O no, misdeeming Sovereign ; I am sent

1(30



MISDELIGHT. 506 MISDIRECTED.

The soft Ambassador of Peace to you. 1760-72 H. BROOKF
Fool of Qnal. (1809) IV. 98 Pardon the misdeeming trans

ports of your lover. 1819 SHELLEY Cenei\. i. 87 The mis

deeming crowd Which judges by what seems. 1848 A. B.

EVANS Leicestersh. Words, Misdeeming, suspicious. She s

sadly misdeeming .

t Misdeli/ght, sb. Obs. [Mis-
*
4.] Delight

in something wrong.
?.. All Saints 510 in Archir Stud. tteu. Spr. LXXIX.

140 If any wyked sprele had broujt hym in myssedelyte.

t Misdelrght, 7-. Obs. [Mis-i i.] pass. To
be wrongly delighted.
1640 Br. HALL Chr. Modtr. I. x. 92 This hony-bagge

hath ever a sting attending it; so as we are commonly
plagued., in that wherein we were mis-delighted.

Misdeli ver,
&quot;

[Mis-
*

i.] trans, a. To
deliver to the wrong person or at the wrong place.
b. To hand down improperly.
1858 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. vi. ii. II. 17 Message mis-de

livered by my Official Gentleman. 1885 Law Times Rep.
LI I. 324/2 The goods were misdelivered by the defendants

to another firm. 1893 WESTCOTT Chr. Aspects ofLife (1897)

408 The testimony of the Church is misdelivered if [etc.].

Misdelivery. [Mis-
l
4-] Wrong delivery.

1859 SALA T?v. round Clock 34 The misdelivery of a letter.

1867 BRANDS & Cox Diet. Sct\etc. III. 69/2 (Printing) In

case of any misdelivery a sheet is spoiled. 1885 Law Times
LXXVIII. 386/1 The misdelivery by the company amounted
to conversion.

t Misdemea-n, sb. Obs. [Mis-l 4.] Mis

behaviour, misdemeanour.
1602 W. KAS Sword $ Buckler xxiii, To thinke it any mis-

demeasne in v.s, If we .. doe fall againe Into our ancient
Sword and Buckler vaine. 1742 in B. Peirce Hist. Harvard
//z . (1833) App. 86 Sundry crimes and misdemeans whereof
he was convicted. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide i. 308 (MS.),
A Criminal arraign d tor. .some heinous misdemean.

Misdemea n, r-. 1
[f. Mis- 1 i + DEMEAN v.^\

1, refl.
To misbehave, misconduct oneself.

[1558 in Strype Ann.Ref.(i7oq} I. i. 42 One of the Canons
of Luchfield has also preached lewdly, and misdemeaned
himself (those are the words in the Minutes of the Council-

Book).] 1577-87 HOUNSHED Chron. (an. 1381) III. 434/2
Neither did the townesmen of S. Albons.. thus

putragiouslie
misdemeane themselues. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. / ///, v. iii. 14

You that best should teach vs, Haue misdemean d your selfc.

a 1618 RALEIGH Prerog. Parl. (1628) 18 lustices. .that had
vsed extortion, or bribery, or had otherwise misdemeanei!
themselues. 1689 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 256 They did not

judge the Keeper to have highly misdemeaned himself in

his office of Keeper of the board Scale. 1736 CARTE Or
monde I. 260 Sir Luke Fitzgerald misdemeaned himself

before the board by uncivil words. 1837 Hnrlstone fy Nor-
wan s Rep. (1858) II. 221 The said William Baker did.. un

lawfully misdemean and misconduct himself in hi* said

service by neglecting ..his said master s service.

b. intr. in the same sense.

1765 C. SMART tr. Phaedms iv, ix, When our neighbour-;
mis-demean, Our censures are exceeding keen.

f2. trans. To misuse, abuse, Oos.
a 1625 SIR H. FINCH /-arc (1636) 47 Hee lhatmisdemeaneth

authority that law giueth him.. shall be a wrong doer ,?/

initio.

Misdemea-n, z.- rare 1
. [f. Mis- 1 8 +

DEMEAX z-.
3
]

= DEMEAN r-.-

1843 LVTTON Last Bar. iv. ix, My Lord Scales, lift the

curtain ; nay, sir, it misdemeans you not.

Misdemeanant (misdfmf nant). [f. MIS-
DEMEAN z .i + -ANT, or f. MISDEMEANOUR by sub
stitution of suffix.] A person convicted of a

misdemeanour.
1819- J. J. GI RNEV Xotes on I isit to Prisons 78 The only

division of these females being that of misdemeanants from
felons. Amongst the men, the classification is much more
complete; for, the misdemeanants are divided into three

classes, and the felons into four. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV.
150/1 Misdemeanants of the first division. 1865 Act sS-g
Viet. c. 126 67 In every Prison to which this Act applies
Prisoners convicted of Misdemeanor, and not sentenced to

Hard Labour, shall be divided into at least Two Divisions,
One of which shall be called the First Division ; .. and a
Misdemeanant of the First Division shall not be deemed to

be a Criminal Prisoner within the Meaning of this Act.

1896 Times 30 July 5/6 Dr. Jameson and his fellow-prisoners
..were placed in the apartments reserved for first-class mis
demeanants.

b. transf. A person guilty of misconduct.
1886 A. M. ELLIOTT in Aw&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\ Jrnl. of Philol. VII. 146

They were no set of political convicts or social misdemean
ants. 1892 W. BEATTY-KIN-CSTON Intemperance 34 To be

compelled to slake their thirst with water would be no great
hardship to these confirmed misdemeanants.

t Misdemea*ned, ///. a. Obs. [Mis-i 2.]
Ill-conducted.

1586 HOOKKK Descr, Ircl. in Holinshed II, Bewailing with

great remorse of conscience his former misdemened life.

t Misdemea iiing, z bi. sb. Obs. [Mis- 1
3.]

Misconduct, misdemeanour.
1487 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 389/1 For othre misdemenyng of

the said John Morys ayenst your Highnesse. 1492 Plnmp-
ton Corr. (Camden) 265 Consideringe the said Dame Joyce
was innocent, & nothinge knowinge of his misdemeaninge.
1562-3 Act 5 Eliz, c. 9 7 Heinous Perjuries and other
Offences and Misdemeaninges. 1625 [-;ee imsbting. Mis- 1

3].

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Misdemeanour, a misdemeaning,
or behaving one s self ill.

Misdemea-nist.
[f. next: see -IST.] Misde

meanant.
1862 LEVER Barrington xviii. Never did a misdemeanist

take his six weeks with a more complete consciousness of

penalty than did Polly sit down to that piano.

Misdemea-nour, -or, sl&amp;gt;\ Forms : see DE-

[Mis-i 4.]

1. Evil behaviour, misconduct. Now rare,

1494 FABYAN Chron. IL clvii. 146 For the whichc myssc
demeanure of this woman, that she had innaturally slayne
hir lorde and husbonde (etc.]. 1561 Child~Marria%e& (1897)

78 Whan he percej-vid this Respondent to be with child,

he perceyvid her noughtie lief and misdeamenour. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 629 This great riote and vnlawfull mis
demeanour. 1579 Termes of Law 63 His . . misdemeaner
shall cause the officer., to loose his office. 1x639 \V.

WHATF.LEY Prototypes H. xxvi. (1640) 68 V ou . . that are so

wickedly gevin over to idlenesse, and drunkennesse..be
ashamed of such more than beast-like misdemeanour. 1723
SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 104 A thousand
slanders .. will never here be able to give a suspicion of

misdemeanor. 1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr.fo The whole
town of Boston is distressed for the misdemeanour of a few.

b. An instance of this
;
a misdeed, offence.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. ccvi. 2iS Some mysdemeanures
and rules that were occupyed and exercysed in his Absence.

1592 NASIIK Four Lett. Confut. 52 God forbid that our
forheades should for euer bee blotted with our forefathers

misdemeanors. 1601 R. JOHNSON l\ingd. &amp;lt;V Commiv. (1603)

78 These misdemenors against all sence and reason. 1659
PEARSON Crvtftf(1839) 490 By great and scandalous offences,

by incorrigible misdemeanours, we may incur the censure of

the Church of God. 1709 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wks. 1751
IV. 129 If any apparent Transgression .. would be imputed
to him for a misdemeanor, by which he must certainly for

feit his. .Station, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1744) IX. xii. 359 God
takes a particular notice of our personal misdemeanors.

2. Law. One of a class of indictable offences

which are regarded as less heinous than those called

felonies. High Misdemeanour: see quot. 1706.
1487 Rolfs of Pctrlt. VI. 402/1 An Acte giving the Court

of Star Chamber authority to punish divers misdemeanors.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. / //, .14 8 Such reteynours and
offences and other Mysdemeanours as shalbe doon .. con

trary totheformeof this acte. 1614 BACON Charge touching
Duels 22 Practice to impoison. though it tooke no effect,

way-laying to murder, . .haue been adjudged haynous mis
demeanors punishable in this Court. 1660 Trial Regie. 113
He charged the Prisoner at the liar with Treason and high
misdemeanors. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), High Mis-
demeanour, a Crime of a hainous Nature, next to High
Treason. 1769 BLACKSIOXEC*&amp;lt;W;/. IV. i. 5 This general de
finition comprehends both crimes and misdemesnors ; which,
properly speaking, are mere synonymous terms. Ibid. vi. 80
Words spoken amount only to a high misdemesnor, and no
treason. 1807 JEFFERSON ll rft. (1830) IV. 103 The trial of

Dayton for misdemeanor may as well go on at Richmond.
1807 SIR S. ROMII.LY in Hansard Parl. Deh. Sen i. IX. 327
He conceived that if ministers should give such a pledge..,
it would be a high crime and misdemeanour. 1821 HOLFORD
Th, on Criut. Prisons 36 Any perso.n convicted of any mis-

demeanor, except libel.

3. Short for : A person imprisoned for mis

demeanour; = MISDEMEANANT. ,Cf. next word.)
App. in regular prison use till c 1820, when misdemeanant

took its place.
1812 A Prisoner in Exawhitr 7 Sept. 574/2 The acts of

Parliament required him to keep the felons and misde
meanours separate. 1815 Rep. Cotitni. A&quot;. B, (etc.} Prisons

(Parl. Papers) 220 Four felons, nine misdemeanors, and
one line. Ibid, 230 The female misdemeanors I generally
class with the female debtors. 1818 .!//. K~nd. Cottnir.

/V/.wwi- Afeftvp. VIII. iJO For debtors, male and female,
ami vagrants and misdemeanors.
attrii . 1814 Min. Krid. St. Gaols ].ondon (Parl. Papers)

App. i. 33 There are three [prisoners] for misdemeanors in

the other misdemeanor ward.

f4. Mismanagement. Ohs. ran !
.

Cf. DEMEANOUR 4. lint the use in the quot. was probably
suggested by MAM-RE.
1644 IV. HAI i. St rjn. Wks. 1808 V. 236 Never was there

nny sterility, whereof there may not be a cause given ; either

..some natural! fault in the soil, or misdemeanure of the
owners.

.
1-
1

Obs.

+ -oi/r, -OR
2
.]
A person guilty of a misdemeanour,

1533 Chron. Calais (Camden) 154 If they fynde nny mys-
demeanours, suspect persons or straungers stirring in the
strets. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. I III, c. ;, 5 i The same rays-

demeanours, Felons, Robbers and burglaries [sic] have ..

the
pryyylege. .of theire clergie.

t Misdemea nour, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Mis-

DKMEANOUR sb. 1
]

= MlSDKMEAX T .
1

1620 J. WILKINSOX Coroners fy Sherifes 52 If any one
shal refuse to enter bond or misdemeanor himselfe.

t Misdepa-rt, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [MlS-1 i.]

trans. To distribute unfairly.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw s Prot. 9 Thou blamest Crist,

and seyst ful bitterly, He misdeparteth richesse temporal.
Misderiva tion. [Mis-

1
4.] A wrong deri

vation.

1905 Athenaeum 464/3 This misderivation is no doubt
responsible for the change of spelling of Met to

*
fleet .

Misderive, v. [Mis-
1

i.]

tl. trans. To divert into a wrong channel. Obs.

1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc, in. vti. 298 Mis-deriving the
well meant devotions of. . pious soules into a wrong channel!.

2. To assign a wrong derivation to.

1817 COLERIDGE * Rlessed are
ye&quot;

16 To exaggerate and
misderive the distress of the labouring classes in order to

make them turbulent. 1822-34 Goods Study Mcd. (ed. 4) I.

103 Alimon, alimonia, alimentum .. have been commonly
mis-derived by the lexicographers from

/&amp;lt;,
to nourish .

Misdescri be, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
describe inaccurately.
1827 BF.NTHAM Ration, Jndic. Evid. Wks. V. 599 When

any other circumstance is
mjsdescribed in the pleadings.

1884 Fortn. Rev. Dec. 847 The events .. have been sys

tematically misdescribed by.. the Liberal press.

Hence Misdescri bed///. a., Misdescri ber.

1889 GASQUET Hen. VIII fy Eng. Monast. II. 495 Those
kindly misdescribers;

Sir Walter Scott and the author of

the Ingoldsby Legend* . 1891 ATKINSON Moorland Par.

153 These misnamed, or rather misdescribed pits.

Misdescri-ption. [Mis-
1

4.] Incorrect

description.
1848 ARNOI LD Marine InsJtr. 172 If the party insuring

purposely misdescribed the vessel, .the policy might be held
void for such misdescription. 1885 Law Times LXXIX.
47/1 Accountant

1

was held to be a misdescription of an
accountant s clerk. 1886 DICEY Eng. Case agst. Home R-ule

(ed. 2) 225 The very heading of the Bill is a misdescription.

Misdescri ptive, a. [Mis-
1
6.] Giving an

inaccurate description (of}.

1903 Law Q. Rev. Jan. 9 His title is therefore misdescrip-
tive of his buok.

Misdese rt. Obs. or arch. [Mis-
1
4.] The

condition of being undeserving ;
ill-desert.

1596 SPENSER / &quot;. Q. vi. i. 12 My haplesse case Is not occa-

siond through my misdesert But through misfortune. 1656
EARL MOSM. tr. Boccalinfs Advts,fr. Paniass. 306 Those
miserable creatures, who for their secret misdeserts, are ..

condemned to tug at an Oar. 1865 PUSEY Truth Eng, Ch.

192 Many of us, for our misdeserts, may be unfit for the

immediate presence of God.

tMisdese-rve,? . Obs. [Mis-i i.] a. intr.

To deserve ill. b. trans. To fail to deserve.

1657 J. SERGEANT Schism DispacWt 77 If any be found

misdeserving in the same manner. 167* Essex Papers (1890)
I. 47 In assuring my selfe anew of yr friendship which 1

have never misdeserved.

t Misdese-rving, vbL sb. Obs. [Mis-
1

3.]

Misdesert.

1540 PALSGR. Acolastns lijb.Throughethy mysdeseruing.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.\\\. xxx. 317 Not stained with any
aspersion ofmis-deseruing. (11649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist.

Jas, If, Wks. (1711)30 His past demerits and misdeservings.

Misdevo-ted, pa. pph. [Mis-i 2.] Im-

properly devoted ;
devoted to a wrong object.

1612-15 BP- HALL Contentpl.^ O. T. xvm. Asa Wks.
(1625) 1328 There were some misdeuoted to the worship of
the true God. 1856 KINGSLEV Misc. (1859) I. 333 Twenty
pages of comment on it would not have been misdevoted.

Misdevo tioil. [Mis-
*

4.] Wrong or mis
directed devotion.
1612 DONNE Progr. Smd^nd Annh\ 511 Here., where

mis-devotion frames A thousand Prayers to Saints. 1614
llr. HALL Xo Peace with Rome 20 The priuate mis-

deuotion of some superstitious old wife ! 1649 MILTON
F.ikon. Wks. 1738 I. 429 The vanity, superstition, and mis-

devotion of which place [sc. a private chapel], was a scandal.

t Misdevotrt, a&amp;gt; Obs. [Mis-
1
6.] Wrongly

devout.
1610 DOXSF Pseudo-martyr 359 Some kings In a mis-

deuout zeale. .neglected the office of gouernement to which
God had called them. 1651 BP. HALL Soft/oymes xxiii. 287, 1

h.ivc grieved to see poor misdevout souls under the Papacy,
measuring their orisons, not by weight but by number.

t Misdret, .&amp;lt;/ . Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] Wrong diet,

improper feeding.
1528 PAVNELL Sahrne s Rcgim. Pref. A j b, By our mysse

tlyete, and to moche surfeit
ynge. 1590 SPENSER /-&quot;. Q. \. iv.

23 A dry dropsie. .Which by misdiet daily greater grew.
1620 SANDERSON Sertti, I. 145 A man may have, .little dis

tempers in his body, through mis-dyet or otherwise. 1665

J. FBASER Polkhron. (S.H.S.) 287 A place unfit for him, con-

Mdering the aire and misdyet he was ingaged to grapple with.

Misdret, :. iObs. [Mis-l i.] trans. To diet

improperly. Hence Misdi eter.

1496 Diris &amp;lt;V Fan/&amp;gt;f
r (W. de W.) i. xxx. 68/2 Vf a man

mysdyete hym & etc & drynke out of mesure. 1607 WALK-
ISGTON Opt. Glass 4 Those who distemper and misdiet

themselves with untimely, .surfetinjj.
Ibid. 16 If consorting

with misdieters, he bath himself in the muddy streamer

of their luxury. 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 253 To giue his

patient a charge. -to take heed how hee mis-diet himselfe.

Misdreting, vbL sb. ? Obs. [Mis-
1

3.] Im

proper feeding.
1486 Bk. St. Allans cviijb, The leest m&amp;gt;-sdyetyng and

mysentendyng sleth h[ir], 1496 Dh&amp;gt;es fy Pauper (W. de W.)
i xxi. 56/2 By mysdyetynge of the moder whyle she is with

childe. a 1656 BP. HALL Bahn ofGilead vi. 6 Wks. 1808

VIII. 158 This great body, by mis-dieting and wilful dis

order, contracted these spirituall diseases.

t Misdi ght, pa.pfle. Obs. [Mis-l2.] Ill-

clothed; family furnished or prepared ; ill-treated,

brought to misfortune.

a 1400 Songs of London Prentices (Percy Soc.) 3 But if

might Goe liefore right, And will Before skill, Then is one

Mill misdight. 1596 SPENSER f~. Q. v. vii. 37 Her heart gan

grudge for very deepe despight Of so unmanly maske in

misery misdight. 1597 Dp. HALL Sat. in. vii. 66 Despised
Nature suit them once aright, Their bodie to their coate:

both now mis-dight. 1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estinines U orU
of Wonders 245 Their wine . . Wherewith they bene each one

so oft misdight [orig. le r /, dottt chacitn (feux s t-nyitre],

Misclirext, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To direct

wrongly ;
to give a wrong direction to.

1603 FLORIO Afmtaigne n. xvii. (1632) 367 Fearing lest

the contention of his will should make him to misse-direct

his hand. 1768 BI.ACKSTONE Comm. III. xxiv. 390 In the

hurry ofa trial the ablest judge may mistake the law, and mis

direct the jury. 1868 Miss YONGK Catttecs I. iii. 21 He him

self remained to misdirect the pursuers. 1883 La:u Rtf. (14

Q. B. Div.) 694 The Court in bane will, .grant a new trial

on the ground that the jury were misdirected. 1897 P.

WARUXG Tales Old Regime 129 Through the going out of

the light, the blow was misdirected.

Misdire-cted,///. a. [Mis- 12.] Wrongly
directed or applied ; misguided ; sent to n wrong
address.

1790 T. BCRGESS Div. Chr. 17 The vanity of mis.

directed reason. 1818-43 TVTLF.R Hist. Seal. (1864) III. 9&quot;

In a spirit of erroneous and misdirected ?e.-\l. 1850 MARS.



MISDIRECTION.

DEN Eat/y Punt. (16531 3& 1 1 ne divinity of the times, .was
at once artificial, and to a great degree misdirected. 1886

KIPLING Departm. Ditties, etc. (1888) 48 It was a mis,-

directed wire, Her husband was at Shaitanpore.

Misdire ction. [Mis- 1
4.]

1. Wrong or improper direction or guidance;
the action of misdirecting or the condition of being
misdirected ; direction to a wrong address.

1 768 BLACKSTONE C&amp;lt;v/. III. xxiii. ^73 A new trial. .is now
very commonly hud for the misdirection of the judge at nisi

prius. 1830 r.Kx. P. THOMPSON Exerc.(i%4z) I. 228 The
great object of fear to the middle classes, is the apprehended
violence and misdirection of those with whom they think

they would have to join. 1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.
A\7. (ed. 3) I. 216 The mis-direction of their efforts. 1860
MKS. CAKLYLE Lett. III. 48 The two notes. .were received

together (on account of misdirection). 1875 Act 38 &amp;lt;t 39
Viet. c. 77 Order xxxix, A new trial shall not be granted
on the ground of misdirection . . unless . . some substantial

wrong or miscarriage has been thereby occasioned in the
trial of the action.

2. A wrong direction, line, or course.
1861 CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. II. 517 Whatever of mis-

direction any of them may have given for a time to the
form of our poetry. 1887 H. S. HOLLAND Christ of Ecctes.

(1888) a We. .wonder whether the en tire movement of human
life has not.. taken some terrible misdirection.

t Misdispe nd, v. [Mis-l i.] trans. To spend
improperly.
c \T$Q Lay Folks Catech. &amp;lt;L.&amp;lt; 793 Whoeuer mys-dispendys

mystys of sowle or body or ony ober goodis agaynst godys
law. 1390 COWER Con/. I. 52 That I scholde schrive As
touchende of my wittes fyve, And schnpe that thei were
amended Of that I hadde hem misdispended. 1:1412 Hoc-
CLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1303 Some riche is large, and his

goode mysdespendethe In mayntenaunce of synne.

t Misdispe lise. Obs. rare 1
. [Mis- 1

4.]

Wrong expenditure.
1450 ^Rolls of ParIt. V. 180/2 The mysdispence und

a;&amp;gt;

pliyng of the same.

tMisdistrnguish, v. Ofis. [Mis-
1

i.] intr.

To distinguish, wrongly, make wrong distinctions.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. iii. i So that if wee imagine
a difference where there is none, because wee distinguish
where we should not, it may not bee denyed that we mis-

disiinguKh, Ibid. in. ii. 2 Herein for two things wee are

reprooued ; the first is misdtstinguishing. 1654*66 EARL
ORRKRV Parthcn. (1676) 353 You may acknowledge the
Enor of such a misdistinguUhhig.
Misdivi de, v. [Mis- 1

i.] trans. To divide

wrongly. 1882 in OGILVIE.

Misdivi sioii. [Mis-l^] Anincorrectdivision.

35
G

1890 Cent. Dict.s.v., .Vewt, newte^ an erroneous form due
to misdivision of an ewte. 1905 JESFERSEN Growth Eng.
Lang. 73 The result being the same misdivision of the word.

Misdo (misdw*), v. Forms: see Do v. 1
[OE.

misdon = OFris. misdua, MDu., Du. misdoen^
OHG. missa-t missituon, -duan (MHG. missttiton

t

G. misstun} : see Mis- 1 i and Do z/.
1
]

1. intr* To do evil or wrong; to do harm or

injury to^ unto, against. Now rare or Qbs.

C95o Liudisf. Gosp. John iii. 20 Hielc monn.,seSe yfle
vet mis doeS. a 1023 WULFSTAN Horn. \. (1883) 270 Ac to
fela is bsera, be a:r&amp;gt;isan misdydan. 1x54 O. E. CHron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1135 Durste nan man misdon wi3 oder on
his time, c 1200 ORMIN 3974, & }iff batt iss batt he mlssdob
Onn ani^ kinne wise, Itt reowebb himm. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex.
555 He hauen sineged and misdon. a i^pa Cursor M. 7014
a to dauid king, and sai He has misdon again mi lai.

f 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 436 [He] with-stud
in na degre agane bame bat in ony thing til hyme mysded.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvi. xvL 686 Fair swete Ihesu that
I haue mysdoo haue mercy vpon my sowle. c 1500 Melu-
si ie 261 There nys none that may say that euer we mys-
dyde. .ayenst our souerayne lord. 1561 NORTON SACKV.
Gorboduc i. i, I knowe nothynge at all.Wher in I haue mis-
done vnto his Grace. 1618 WITHER Motto, Nee Careo
Juvenilia (1633) 531 To see my Friend misdoe, I want not
eyes, Nor Love to cover his infirmities. 1671 MILTON P. K.
I. 225 The erring Soul Not wilfully mis-doing, but unware
Misled. 1676 DRYDEN State Innoc. v. i, I have misdone ;

and I endure the Smart. 1875-86 W. Somerset Gloss. t

Misdo, to transgress; to do amiss.

2. trans, \\ith. pronominal or vague object: To
do amiss. ? Obs.
.11060 Laws of sEthtlred (Liebermann) 258 if hit je-

weorpeS baet man unwilles . . seni^ bine misdeed a 1200
Moral Ode 100 Al bet we misduden her ho hit wuIIeS ku5e
bere, 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 491 Ere Ion..bisou3te is grace
of bat he adde misdo. c 1320 R. BRUNNE Mcdit. 462 What
hab he mysdo to dey bus? 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 122 Godd
it thee foryive If thou have eny thing misdo Touchende of
this, c 1440 H.YLTON Scala Pcr/.(\V. de W. 1494) n. xl,

They haue kyssed *nd made frendes : and all is forgyuen
that was mysse done. 1528 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 225/1
The ihinges that they mysdo. 1592 KYD Sp. Trag. n. v. 28
O poore Horatio, what hadst thou misdonne. 1671 MILTON
&MKS0M9U To shew what recompense Toward thee I in

tend for what I haue misdone. 1837 CARLYLE in Lett. Jane
W. Car/v/*(i883) I. 70, I know not whether this book is

worth anything, nor what the world will do with it, or misdo.
b. To do (work), perform (a duty) improperly.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes iv. 274 The work committed to him
will be misdone. 1858 Frcdk. Gt. x. v. II. 642 He could
have done us this little service, .and he. .has been tempted
into misdoing it !

1
1893 Advance (Chicago) 23 Mar., To mis

apprehend and mis-do the duty now fronting us.

1 3. To do evil or wrong to (a person) ; to harm,
injure, wrong. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 124 jifei mon o5er ei wummon mis-seicS

ooer mis-deS ou. c 1275 LAV. 22456 And ich be wolle loke
to pat no king ne sal be mis-do [^1205 woh don], c 1357
Lay 1-olks Catcch. (T,) 370 To be tholemode when men

507

misdos us. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xv. 252 Misdoth lie no
man ne with his mouth greueth, 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
v. xiL 181 Madame ther shal none of my suLigettys mysdoo
you ne your maydens. 1530 PALSCR. 637/1, I noiuher mys-
ded hym nor myssayd him. 1597 LYLY Woin. in Moon in.

i. 24, Pardon me, That I misdid thee in my witles rage.

tb. To injure (an inanimate object;. Obs.

1387 TKEVISA Higdcn (Rolls) I. m Mysbyleued men
my&amp;gt;-

dede neuere bat chirche. c 1400 Chron. Eng. Ixxii. in

Archiv Stud. UCH. Spr. LII. 12 The waller \\ere so strong---
that noo man myght hem mysdoo.
f4. To destroy, put out of existence. re/I. To

do away with oneself. Obs.

11250 Gen. fy Ex. 2642 Hamonel [
. Haniuntsj likciica was

8or-on; 6is crune is broken, 5is is nmdun. 1592 Kvn
Sp. Trag. iv. v. 6 Fatre Isabella by her &amp;gt;elfc misdone.
1599 Warn. Faire Worn. n. 669 Is not The better part of
me by me misdone? My husband, U he notilaine / 1600
HEYWOOD 2nd Pt. Ediv. /I

, Wks. 1874 I. 142 Drownd in a

butte ofMalmsey ! that is strange, Doubtless he neuer \\oukl
misdoe himself? 1613 J. DAYIES (Heref.) A/uses Tearcs
I) 2 b, Seuere Torquatus, did his Sonne mis-do For charging,
gainst his Chardge, his brauinij Fu. 1619 in Heath Grocers

Contp. (1829) App. 348 A burial-place for children dying
without baptism, and for such as had misdone themselves.

Misdoer (misdw w). Now rare. [Mi- 1
=,.]

A wrong-doer, evil-doer, offender, malefactor.

(1320 R. BKLNNK. Mcdit. 503 Nat unely a mysdoer now
he ys holde, But as a lewed fole he ys eke tolde. 1387
TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 115 Whan (jeue.s and mysduere&amp;gt;

were bere byheded, be hedes were i-left bere. 1433 Rolls

of Parlt. IV. 422/1 Pilours Robbours or eny oilier open
mysdoers. 1495 Act n Hen. fr /f, c. c If eny per&amp;gt;one or

persones geve eny other mete or urinke to the seid mys
doers being in stokkes..or the same prisoners favour in

their mybdoyng. 1535 COVKKDALE Luke -\.\iii. 39 And one
of the myszdoers that hanged there blasphemed him. 1596
SPENSER State Irel. (Globe) 610/1 Feare of law, which re-

Btrayneth offences, and infiicteth sliarpe punishment to mU-
doeres. a 1670 Si ALDixt; Tronb. Chas. I (Spalding Club) I.

50 To summond thir miisdoeris at the marcat cio&amp;gt;sis of
Aberdein . .to compeir befoir the secreit counsall. 1802-12
UKNTHAM Ration. Jndic. El-id. (1827) IV. 590 Without
having succeeded so far as to have produced in the breast
of the misdoer any permanent,, repentance. 1818 Scoi r

///-/. Midi, xvi, He may be called the father of a the mis-
doers in Scotland. 1903 Expositor Nov. 339 The laws of

physical nature, .are not gentle in their treatment of mis-

doers, nor. .of those involved in the misdoing of others.

Misdoing, vbl. sb. [Mis- 13.] \Vrony-doin^,

evil-doing; also Law
t
the improper performance

of an act.

1340 Aycnb. 157 Ich me ssel a^e moche ase ich may wyb-
oute misdoinge a-yens ham paye and condecendrc. c 1386
CHAUCER Melib. P 741 He that .^upporteth him and
preyeth him in his misdoinge. 1495 [*ee prec.]. c 1540
COVKRDALE Goostly Psatiin s Wks. 1846 II. 579 And after

thy great benignite Forgyve thou all my mysdoyng--. 1628

[&amp;gt;ce MISCONTINUANCE]. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi s Ero-
mcna 8 My conscience doth not accuse me of mi&amp;gt;doing.

1675 W. SHKPPAKD Actions, etc. xii. 357 Of an Action upon
the Case for Doing, not Doing, or Mis-doing. iSSo OuiDA*
Moths I. 102 The glance and the blu^h were not for the
shame of her own misdoing. 1903 [see prec.].

b. An instance of wrong-doing, a misdeed.

Chiefly in//.
1543 Necessary Doctrine lij, He shall, .haue pardon.. of

all his missedoinges. 1547-8 Ordre ofCwnmvnion 13 Wee
do earnestly repent .. for these our mbdoynge-;. 1692 R.
L ESTRANGE Fables ccclxxxviii. 361 That All-steing Eye . .

that Observes allour Mis-doings. 1848 THACKERAY **. Fair
.\Ivii, Harbouring of priests, obstinate recusancy, and Popish
misdoings. 1898 L. STEPHEN Stud. Biogr. I. v. 168 We
may forgive a misdoing which caused no permanent misery.

MisdO ing,///. a. [Mis-
1

a.] Doing wrong.
1554 Interlude of Youth U557^ C iv b, Whan ye se mys-

doing men Good counsell geue them.

t Misdoo-m, sl&amp;gt;. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] Misjudge

ment.
1606 Sir G. Goosaappe \. iv. in Bullen O. PI. III. 23

Such misconstructions, and resolud misdoomes Of my poore
work.

t Misdoo m, v. Obs. [Mis-
1
i.] To misjudge.

1615 SYLVESTER yob Triumph. \\. xix. 287 Know, there
&amp;gt;hall Judgment com, To doom them right, who Others
(rash) misdoom.

Misdcnvbt, . Nowfln^^andrfiW. [Mis-
1
4.]

Apprehensionof evil; hence^w. mistrust, suspicion.
1592 KYD Sr- Trag. n. iv. 20 He conquer my misdoubt,

And in thy loue and councell drowne my feare. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. Vf, nt. i. 332 Steele thy fearfull thoughts
And change misdoubt to resolution. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid s

Met. x. (1626) 209 And thee Adonis, her misdoubts disswade
From such encounters. 1680 CROWNE Misery Cn&amp;gt;. War
v. 70 The bird that sees the bush where once it self Was
lim d, .. Cannot but hover round it with misdoubt. 1823
GAI.T Entail II. xxx, I hae a misdoot that a s no right
and sound wi her mair than wi him. 1893 SIR E. ARNOLD
\&We*tm.G**. ii Oct. 7/2 It seems time for enlightened
minds to lay aside misdoubt regarding the continuity of
individual life. 1899 C. H. HERFORD in Shaks. Wks.
(Eversley ed.) IV. 404 The tragic compunctions and mis-

j

doubts of Faustus.

MisdoU bt, v . Now chiefly dial, or arch. [f. \

Mis- 1 i + DOUBT v. Cf. obs. K. mesdoubter refl. to

suspect (1518 in Godefroy).]
1. trans. To have doubts as to the existence,

truth, or reality of (a thing).
&amp;lt;ri54p (

tr. Pol. I/erg: Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 36) 156
The citizens.. in nothing misdoubtinge their power [orig.
satis siiizfreti mribus}. 1570 J. DEE Math. Pref. 6 That
.. I did misdoute your zelous mynde to vertues schole.

1621-31 LAUD Serm. (1847) 191, I will never misdoubt
the piety of this nation in the performing this duty. 1684
R. WALLER Nat. Exper. 61 Misdoubting the sufficiency of

MISDOUBTFUL.
the Ligature to sustain iht air. 1862 TROLLOI-E Oricy E.
\xvii, She did not say that she misdoubted the wisdom cf
her son s counsels. 1875-86 W. Somerset Gloss., Misdoubt, to
misbelieve ; to doubt. 1887 P. M NtiLL Blawearic 129 f hi*
was tlie voice of Teenie Bell : there was no misdoubting it.

al scl. 1601 SHAKS. Ali&quot;s Well i. iii. 130 Manie likeli

hoods inform d mee of this before, which hung so touring
in the ballance, that I could neither belteue nor misdoubt.

b. \\ith clause : To doubt (but} that . .
;
to have

doubts as to how . . .

1640 G. SANDYS Chris?* Passion iv. 42/26 Who beaies not
his O\MI burden, that none may Misdoubt, the Innocent
became their prey. 1709 STKS i i. Ann. Kef. iii. 74 We need
not. .misdoubt but that it is hU, under whose name it gota.
1865 I)K MOKGAN iii Graves Life Sir W. R. Hamilton
11889) III. 622 Misdoubting that the subscription plan had
the sanction of the relatives. 1891 AT K INM x Moorland.
Par. 14 [He] gravely shook hi-, head, and mi&amp;gt;doubted how
it wuiild work.

2. To have doubts about the character, honesty,
etc. of (a person); to be miatriiatful or suspicious of.

6-1583 l- aire Em n. 573 Icaloi^y . . Hath bo bevvitt.hed my
lovely Manvilts stn?.&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; That he nii&amp;gt;doubts his tin, that
loves his soul. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \\. i. 192, I due i,ut

misdoubt my wife : but I would bee loath to turns them
together. 1619 GATAKLK Spiritiiall ll titt/i (1637.) ioy
Peter then, .misdoubted not himselfe, nor ln^ own inability,
but he would and

&amp;gt;hpuid
tiou as then he taid. 1818 Scoi ;

Rob Key \.\ii, I dinna misdoubt ye. 1882 Miss C. 1.

WOOLSON Anne 371 We put him in charge of a woman,
who said she d take care of him, but I misdoubt her. 1902
A, LANG in Blacku . Mag. Apr. 481/1 His witnesses were
misdoubted.

3. Tu have misgivings, suspicion, or forebodings
in regard to.

1563-87 I *O.\L . i. \ M. (1596) 248/1 They began to misduul
their speeding. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv, iii. 194, I beseech

your Grace let this Letter be read, Our person inU-doults
it: it was treason he said. 1593 3 Hut. l/ f, v. \i. 14
The llird that hath bin limed in a bu&amp;gt;!i, With tietnMin^
wings misdoubteth euery bush. 1663 H. COGAN tr. Pinto *

7&amp;gt;&amp;lt;zr. Ixxv. 307 Presently misduuljting the business, .she

went, .to impart the sad neus iint llier Mother. 1857 DICKENS
Lett. (iSSol II. 9, I much misdoubt an amateur artist s

success in this vast place. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II,

in. 496 Much they misdoubted what these came to do.

t b. To hesitate or scruple .to do something). Ob*.

1581 J. UEI.L Haddons Answ. Osor. n. 176 The holy
Gho^t mibdoubtetb not to speaks in the Scriptures, after

this u^uall phrase of speech [orig. $fia\e literje non diiti-

tant voces Ituiusmoiii t-mrpare}.

4. To fear or suspect the existtnce or occurrence

of (something regarded as evil .

c 1540 U. I d. I erg. Eng. Hist. iCamdcii No. jt,
1

159 11. c

kinge, misdoubtinge some treason (orig.fr aitttttti
si&amp;lt;s/&amp;gt;it,a-

ltd}, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1629) 250 Hee miMloubied
each mans treason, and conieUured euery possibility uf
misfortune. 1597 IJEAKD Theatre Gods Judgtm. (16:2) 170
The Turks =ecure and misdoubting nothing. 1603 DRAY TON*

Bar. Wars i. xhx, \\ arn d by Danger to misdoubt the
worst. 1633 G. HEKBERT Temple, C/i. Ponk .\xviii, Vet in

thy thriving still misdoubt some evil. i653GATAKER Wind.
Annot. y^r. 6 Because he misdoubted discovery as wel by
the one as by the other, a 1721 SHKKHKLD (Dk. Buckhm.)
Wks. (1753) I. 64 My fearful conscious eyes Look often back,

misdoubting a surprise.
absol. 1700 DRYDEN Wife of Bath s T. 116 Misdoubting

much, and fearful of the event. 1850 MKS. BROWNING
Poems Island xxx. Poems II. 189 And who would murmur
and misdoubt, When God s great sunrise finds him out?

t b. transf. To fear for, have fears about. Obs.

1630 R. N. tr. Ca-ndciis Hist. Eiiz. 1. 14 This also troubled
the French King, who could not but misdoubt France [orig.
Gallix non f&amp;gt;otemt rw/t timere\ if by this new marriage
England should fall againe to the Spaniard, his Enemy.
5. \Vith clause (occas. with simple obj.} : To fear

or suspect (that something is or will be the case).
1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iii. 47 Misdoubting least he should

misguyde His former malice to some new assay. 1605 in

Bncclenck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) Si They misdoubt
they shall not be able to raise many voluntaries, a 1648

Lp. HERBERT Hen. I llI (1683) 406 Neither did the King
misdoubt that the putting of Anns into so many of his

Subjects hands would redound to his prejudice. 1813 BYRON
Br. Abydos i. v, Much I misdoubt this wayward boy Will
one day work me more annoy. 1818 SCOT r H rt, Midi.
xxxviii, And that leddy was the Queen hersell?..! mis
doubted it when I saw that your honour didna put on your
hat. 186$ DICKENS Mitt. Fr. m. xv, Mr. Boffin stared here,
and stared there, as misdoubting that he must be in some
sort of fit. 1883 Harpers Mag. May 830/2, I misdoubt the
ladies won t like it.

b. \Yith acc. and inf. : To suspect ^a person or

ihing) of being (so-and-so). ? Obs.

1599 SANDYS Enrofx Spec. (1632) 172 [He] is strongly
misdoubted to practise with the Emperour for the joyning
the Catholike and Lutheran forces in one. 1625 BP. MOUN-
TAGU App. Caesar 275 You misdoubt the Testimony to bee

forged, because it was forgotten to name the place.

C. refl. and intr. To suspect ; to have suspicions

of; to be suspicious of. Obs. or arch.

1637 HEYWOOD Dial. viii. 109 Dost thou misdoubt thee Of
nothing lost? hast all thy tooles about thee? 1814 CAKV
Dante^ Paradise xxiv. 86, 1 not a whit misdoubt of Its assay.

1843 JAMES Forest Days I. ii. 12 Get thee gone, slut!.,

what dost thou know of friars cells? Too much, I mis
doubt me. 1846 TRENCH Mirac, xviii. (1862) 300 The
neighbours may have misdoubted of the work, as having
been done on the Sabbath.

Hence Misdou bted/^/.#,
1687 H. MORE App. AntuL (1712) 181 Suspected Innocency

and misdoubted Truth.

tMisdou btfal, a. Obs.- l

[Mis- 1
6.] Sus

picious. So Misdou- btftaiy adv., suspiciously.
575 R- K. Appius &amp;lt;y

Vire. civ, When men wyll &ceme

130-a



MISDOUBTING.

mUdoubtfully, Without an \viiy, to call and crie. 1596
Si LxsLs / . f v. vi. 3 She gaii to cast in her mbdoubtfull

mynde A thousand feares.

Misdoa bting, vbl. &amp;gt;b. [Mis-
1

3.]
= MIS

DOUBT sb.

1571 GoLDlNti L ah-in on 7V. Ixviii. i3 Our nature U for

ward to misdoubting. 1606 G. W[ooDcocKt] Hist. Ivitiiu

i. 5 This man.. casting about. .to found out the depth of

this their misdoubting. 1813 J. F. COOPER Piotuen xi,

The mUdoubtings of our arrogant nature. 1877 LADY
WOOD Skeen s Foreman I. 264 She.. had a little misdoubt

ing of the success of an evening s entertainment.

Misdou bting, ///. a. [Mis-
1

2.] Distrust

ful, suspicious.
1652 Eliza s Bates 75, 1 must now ask thee pardon for those

misdoubting thoughts. 1814 BVROS Corsair in. viii, Mix-

doubting Corsair ! 1868 HoLMt Ltt B. CfJfny Itvi, Mis-

doubling vagabond that you are.

Misdrau-ght. rare. [Mis-
1
4.]

1 1. Misbehaviour. (Cf. DRAUGHT sb. 20 b.) Obs.

c 1440 CAFGKAVC Life St. Kath. \. 621 Whanne she covde

aspye ony mysdraught \MS. Ra .^l. mysdrawtej Of man
or of woman, that tbei were^nyce.
2. A draught (of air) in a wrong direction.

1838 Ch-ii Engin. *t Arch. JmL 1. 212 2 The mortar, .falls

out in powder, and leaves gaping chinks for misdraught
between the bricks.

Misdraw, t . [Mis- J
i.]

1 1. trans. To draw amiss. Obs.

Cf. OF. Hiestraire le tnerel \la nur^L}^ jouer mauvais

jeu, cprouver un revers; un trait dc mcreU^ un ccup de la

fortune (Godefroy,1
.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 16 So that under the clerkes lawe
Men sen the Merel al m&amp;gt;-sdrawe.

t 2. To entice, allure, mislead. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Dent. xvii. 17 He shal not haue many wyues,
that mysdrawen [Vulg. alliciant] the soule of hym. 1599
SANDYS Ettropx Spec. (1632) 122 So they be in the latine,

and not purposely written. -to misdraw the multitude.

f 3. intr. To go astray. (Cf. DRAW v. 68.)
t 1290 6&quot;. Eng. Ltg. \. 304/168 pe luj&amp;gt;ere lucifer, fc&amp;gt;o

he was
i=&amp;gt; [JL. St. Michael s] felawe.., for-to he gan misdrawe.

Hence f Misdrawing ppl.a. (in quot. absol.*,.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. in. pr. xii. u368j 104 5if |re were
a sok of mysdrawynges in diuerse parties [orig. detrectan-
limn juguni\.

Misdrawing, vbl. sb. [Mia-
J

3.] A faulty

drawing or delineation.

1872 PROCTOR Ess. Astron. iv. 5^ A small misdrawing in

an orthographic presentation of a planet. 1905 C. F. KtAKY
in Author i Feb. 144 Leslie s mL&amp;gt;Urawings of mob-capped
maidens.

tMisdrea d, sb. [Mia-
1
4.] Dread of evil.

1608 SHAKS. Per. i. ii. 12 (Qo. il The passions of the mind,
That haue their first conception by misdread.

t Misdrea d, v. Obs. [Mrs- 1
i.]

1. reft,
and intr. To have fear, be in dread.

c 1350 Will. Paleme 1567 MUdrede jow neuer ; I wil ful-

fille alle forwarder feibli in dede ! 1597-$ Bp. HALLOO/.,
Defiance to Envti 25 Needs me then hope, or doth me
need nusdread?
2. trans. To dread (some evil,.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine xxxi. 104 To auoyd a

miachiefe which he misdreaded. Ibid. xxxv. 113 Alexander
. .mistlieding no hostility prepared against him at all.

Misdri-ve, v. [Mis-i i.]

1 1. trans, f To commit (a wrong). Obs.

1330 R. BRtNNCVfr&amp;lt;?- fiSioi 116 If trespas be misdryuen,
& do bin owen ^ocoure, & I wille make amendes.

2. To drive in a wrong direction.

a 1631 DOXSE iVrw. Ixxxiv.Wks. 1839 IV. 58 They are mis

carried, misdriven, . . with the spirit of giddiness. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulk V Seto. 74 A curious frame.. so featly
set together . . that should but any one pin of it be mis-driven
.. you hazard the cracking .. of the whole. 1885 SIR H.
TAYLOR Autobiogr, I. 398 The Government, .was so much
misled, or rather misdriven, as to supersede him in office.

aiz),.^.! Also 5-6 myse, 5,8 mysse,
6 misse, 7 mize. [a. AF., OF. mise action of

placing or setting, expenses, account, wager, arbi

tration (whence med.L. misa, misia}, fern, abstract

noun f. mettrt (pa. pple. mis) to place.]

f L //. Expenses or costs. Obs.
L 1450 Gcdstow Reg. 83 The mysis and expensis 1-had by

the defaute of the said John and Robert. 1469 Anc. Cal.
Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 333 And all&amp;gt;o rollys to be made of the
iniiii and cobtes. 149* in Rymer Foidera (1711) XII. 490
The Mises and Expenses the which he hath doon for
th enteiiaining of the Men of Werr.
2. A grant, payment, or tribute made to secure

a liberty or immunity, as (a} by the inhabitants of
Wales to a new Lord Marcher, king, or prince on
his first entrance into their country, (b) by the in

habitants of the County Palatine of Chester on a

change of earl.

: a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) 459 Ofte I sett vppon
falce Assy/e rayvinge poore with layinge myze. 1535
A ct 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 \ 23 That all . . lay and temporall . .

per^onnes nowe beyng Lordes Marches \v.r. Marchers]..
shall, .have all suche myses and profhtes of thir tenauntes
as they have had or used to have at the first entre into their

Laudes. 1548 Act 2^-3 Edw. l^ f, c. 36 52. c 1567 in

Cardiff Rec. (1901) III. 279 As concernyng myses the which
the said Erie [of Pembroke] and lorde i Herbert of Cardiff]
do clayme to have of their tennauntes at their fyrst entry.
1648 British BtU-man 7 Impositions, by way of Excise,
Lcane, Myjtes, Weekly and Monetbly Assesments. 1656
King s Vale-Royal Eng. 15 We perceive, that the Inhabit
ants of the said County of Chester, have paid, and must pay
rightfully, at the change of every Owner of the said Earl

dom, 3000. Mark.-, called a Mize. And the inhabitants of

508

ihe County of Flint, being parcel of the s*iiu County Palatine,
uiu-t likewise pay 2000. Marks, which i= also called a Mize.

1665 P. HENRY Diaries ft Lett. (1882) 172 At Malpas at a

parish-meeting, .three raizes sess d for \* ensuing year. 1709
STRYPE.-iffff.

/?&amp;lt;?/&quot;
I ntrod. 2. 13 Nor did she [Q. Eliz.] forget

her Myzes ; that is, what was due to her from the People of

Wales, by antient Custom due to the Princes of Wales, . .at

their first Entrance upon the supreme Government.
3. A settlement by agreement.
In Eng. Hist, applied to the two settlements made in

January and May, 1264, between Henry III and his

rebellious barons, called the Mise ofAmiens and Mist of
Leit cs

respectively.
41293 1- DK WYKES Ckron, an. 1264 in ffist. Angt.

.V,&amp;gt;/. 11687) II. 63 Staiutum quoddam quod Misam Le-
\vensem inusitato nominenuncupabat.] 1700 TYRRELL Hist.

Eag. II. 1027 Until such time as the Peace between the

said Lord the King, and the Barons at Lewes, according
to a certain Mise or Agreement, should be fully concluded.
Ibid, tnarg., The Mise at Lewes. 1875 STL. BBS Const. Hist.

XLV. 177 11896) II. 92 The Mie of Amiens, .received the

papal confirmation on the ioth of March.

4. Law. The issue in a writ of right.

1544 tr. AV*/. Brevium 2 loynyuge the myses vpon the

mere. 1544 tr. Littleton s Tenures 101 He. .may well have
a writ of ngbt agaynst him y l recovered, for thys that the

mise sballbe joyned onely upon the clere right. 1716 W.
NELSON Lex Maneriomin 1173; 47 [The Court of tht

Manor] tis a Court which may try the Mise joined upon
a Writ of Right. 1773 BLACKSTOM: Cctitt. III. .\x. 305 In
a writ of right, the mise or issue is, that the tenant has
more right to hold than the demandant has to demand. 1853
Ji DGt LLE in Grattans

Re/&amp;gt;.
I irginia (1855) X. 355 Upon

the mise joined on the mere right, every affirmative matter

going to the right and title of the demandant., is necessarily

put in issue.

f b. At ones own mise : by one s own pleading.
[Cf. AF. pat- sa mist: et par soen assent (Britton it. xviti).]

1453 Rolls ofParit. \. 270, 2 In cas that they, .appere nat,
that than they that appercd nat, by auctorite aforseid be

atteynt and convict. .a veryly and in the same forme and
effect, as they were atteynt and convict at theireown myse.
5. Comb., as mise-gatherer\ mise-book, a book

containing the ratings for the gathering of the mise
in the various towns and villages ot the County
Palatine ; mise-layer, an assessor of taxes

;
mise-

money ^- 2 (above .

1673 &quot;Mue-book [see MISK r.]. 1715 I. JOLLEY \. title)

The Head Constable s Assistant; or, a Nlize- Book for the

County Palatine of Cheshire. 1886 Clieshirc Gloss, (citing
Cheshire S/tea/

&quot;

II. 361), There was, and perhaps still l^,

at Chester a mise-book, in which every town and village
in the county is rated for this lax. 1597 Crt. Leet
AVt&quot;. Matuh. 1 1885; II. 130 Reynolde Parkynson and
Anthonie Shepparde to the office of *mysegatherers for

this year to come. 1604 Salford Portmote Rec. (1902) 41

Hcnrye Kelley and fTraucis Hutchenson were appointed
misegatherers. Ibid. 114 There shalbee a Laye layd by
the *MyDelayers for provysion of Ducketts and Hookes.

1615 in Crt. Lect Rec. Manck. (1385.1 II. 308 That
A reasonable ley shalbe assessed and taxed by the myse-
layers - - whereby sixe ladders [etc.] . . rnaye be presentlye

provided for the Comon good of all the inhabitants. 1617
in A&quot;. tQ. ber. MI. -1891) XI.66*MueMoney. 1679 BLOUNT
Anc. Tenures 162 The tenants shall pay him a certain sum
of money called Mise-money, in consideration whereof, they
claim to be acquit of all fines and amerciaments, which are
recorded at that time and in Court Rolls and not levyed.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey. , Mist~Money&amp;gt; Money given by
way of Composition or Agreement, to purchase any Liberty.

t Mise, sb.- Obs. [Of obscure origin. Cf.

MISER sb:-} app.
- PANADA.

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 339/2 Myse, or mysy&amp;gt;, mice, in plur.
1611 COTGR,, Eau paneCt a Panado, a Mise.

t Mise, ^- l
LaPP- back-formation f. MISEB ;.*]

intr. To be miserly. Hence Mising ///. a.

1579 E. HAKE A ewes oivt of PvwUs Churchyarde D j b,

They scratch, they scrape, they mise, they muse. 1595
LODGE Fig for Mounts Sat. iv. 21 A miserable mysing
wretch, Tbat Hues by others los&amp;gt;e, and subtle fetch.

Mise rruz, maiz;, v.- [f. MISE sb. 1
] trans. To

rate for the mise.

1673 SLR P. LEYCKSTEK Hist. Antiq. Cheshire iv. 309 The
Township of Limme. .is in our Common Mize-book Mized
at ot/. i&r. oot/. Ibid. 351 Runcorn Superior and Inferior..

are Mi zed together in our Common Mize-book, and are very
hard Mized. 1886 LJut/tire Gloss., Mise, to value for

rating purposes.

Mise, obs. pi. of MOUSE; var. MESE sb.- and v.

Misease (mi&X, ;. arch. Forms: see Mis- *

and EASE sb.\ also 3 meoseise, 4 myseis, myssis,
raishese, meseysey (V), 5 myssaes. [a. OK
mesaise (from I3th a), f. mes- Mis-- + aise EASE.]
1. Distress, affliction ; trouble, misery ; extreme

suffering or discomfort. Also//. Obs. exc. arch.

ai**$Ancr. R. 114 Al )&amp;gt;et
flesch }&amp;gt;unccheo sur o3er bitter,

fc&amp;gt;et is, pine & weane, & teone, & alle meseise. c 1330
R. BHLSSE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2460 J&amp;gt;e vnkynde fyou will

vp reyse, pe kynde (&amp;gt;ou puttest to meseysey. c 1375 Cursor
M. 3596 (Fairf.j, Squa ha* now elde \ri* ysaac led al he in

mys-ese \Cott. langur] lijs in bed. xjjBaWvcLi?? *. iii. 16,
I shal multiply thi myseses and thi conceyuyngis. c 1386
CHAUCER Pars. T. F 102, I go wiih-oute returning, .to the
lond of misese and of derknesse, where-a- is the shadwe of
deeth. c 1440 York Myst. xx. 213 Mysese [T
had neuere man more, c 1450 Merlin 64 And so endured
the kynge in grete mysese for love of Ygerne. 1^70-85
MALORY Arthur \\. xix. 367 Alle themysease that sir trisiram
hath was for a letter that he fond. 1483 CfiXTOtiGo/d.Lfg.
148/3 Wherfore are ye in so grete mesease for brede ? Yf ye
haue none thys day ye shal haue to morn. 1490 Godfrey
vi. 25 Alle the meseases & the myschiefs that the peple of
our lord endured that tyme. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad y.\\\.

521 His dart, Merione* Pursude, and Adamas so striu d,
with it, and his misease, As doth a Bullocke puffe and

MISEMPLOY.
1

storme. 1848 Lvnos Harold II. v. ii. 25 Gurth, has my
father ailed ? There is that in his face which 1 like not .

He hath not complained of misease , said Gurth, startled.

1900 F. S. ELLIS Rom. Rose I. 7/178 Covetise eggs men on,
for their misease, To gather, but to scatter not.

1 2. Lack of the necessaries of life or of the

means of living; poverty, need, want. Obs.

c laoo Trin. Coll. Hont. 43 DiuLias et paupertates ne
dederts michi sed tantutn nictui ntci ssantt, louerd ne

gif ^u me
noj&amp;gt;er

ne woreld winne ne meseise ac mi bare
bileue. a 1300 Cursor M. 4770 [&amp;gt;at

he. .ar grant |&amp;gt;am son
nicnskli to dei, Ar

J&amp;gt;at
misese [Gott. hunger] lang for to drei.

* I3J5 1 rose Psalter xllii. 26 jJou for-jetest our mesais

\inopix ttostrae} and our tribulacioun. 136* LASCL. P. PI.

A. i. 24 J&amp;gt;at
on Clothing is fromChele ow to saue : And Jmt

ot&amp;gt;er
Mete at Metl for meseise of fciseluen. 13851 in Eng.

C-iids (1870) 31 Quat broyer or syster.-falle in mischefe er

mys-ese. .heschal han Almesse. i49oCAXTON Godfrey t\. 153

bcyng that our men suffred so moche famyne and meseaae.

3. Uneasiness, disquiet.
1905 R. H. SHEKAKD O. W ilde vi. 75, 1 noticed with some

mi-.ease that.. he seemed to have the middle class contempt
for the title of knighthood.

t Misea SC, a. Obs. [app. an adj. use of

MISEASE sh. modelled on F. aise adj. (?for *aaist

^a aise at ease) ;
cf. the forms tese, eise^ s.v. EASY

a.] Distressed, miserable; in want.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 46 Hwo se is ful meseise, of alle beo hto

cwite. Ibid. 162 Uorto urouren ancre
J&amp;gt;et

is meseise \v.r.
in meseise]. c igpSt. *Jnlian 106 in S. Eng. Leg. \. 259 J&amp;gt;is

holie Man..mani Miseise Man in is hous wel loueliche

vnder-fonge. 1377 LANCU P. PI. B. vn. 26 And amende
mesondieux J&amp;gt;ere-myde and myseyse folke helpe. c 1440
[see MISEASEU]. c 1450 Merlin 94 He..yaf hisgodes..to
mysese peple of his reame.
ahsol. ? a. 1400 Morte A rth. 667 To mendynantez and

mysese in myschefe fallene.

-Misease, v. Obs [a. obs. F. mesaiser,
OK. mesaisier, f. mesaiic MISEASE sb.~\

trans. To
trouble, inconvenience.

1530 PALSOR. 637/1 If you take this waye, it wyll mysease
you.

1 Misea sed,^. Alsojmissaysid. [f.
MISEASE

sb. + -ED-.] a. In want. b. Troubled, distressed.

c 1440 Eng. Conq. Irel. (Rawl. MS.) 115 The mayny, that

was myssaysid \Dnbl. MS* mytsayse] and hungry, founde
ther mette and drynke y-now. 1553 GKIMALDK Cicero s

Offices (1558) To Kdr., To make sound the sicke mind
(in case it be miseased and hath a wil to be relieved}.

t Misea sely, adv. Obs. In 3 miseialich.

[app. f. MISEASE + -LY -.] ? Miserably.
a 1300 Earth ix. in E. E. P. (1862) 151 Whan erb haj&amp;gt; er|

u
ij? &amp;gt;t

reinj&amp;gt; J)Us geten, ala^t he haj? is
lein(&amp;gt;

miseislich i-meten.

t Misea seness. Obs. rare 1
, [f. MISEASE

sb. + -NESS.] Trouble, affliction.

14. . ll-yciifs Bible Job v. 21 (MS. Bodl. 277), $ schalt

not drede mysee^nesse [Vulg. calatnitatem] whanne itcomi^.

t Misea sety. Obs. In 4 myseiste, -este,

-eisetee. [f. MISEA;SE +
-/(?(^ -TY.] MISEASE.

1381 WVCLIF Mark iv. it) Myseiste [v.r. myseeses, Vulg.
seruinny} of the world. Ibid, xil 44 But this of hir myseste
[\v\g.penuria] .-enic alle thingis that sbe hadde.

t Misea Sy, a. Obs. [a. OF. mesais&amp;lt;ft -aisij

(also -azsi), f. mes- Mis- - + dijf EASY a,] Miser

able, wretched.
c 1290 St. Julia* 120 in S. Etig. Leg. I. 259 A MiseUiore

man pane he
J&amp;gt;ou;te, no man ne mi;te iseo. 1387-8 T. USK

Test. L&amp;lt;n e i. iii. (Skeat) 1. 150 Unnetb may I ligge for pure

mises^ sorowe.

Mise ducate, v- [Mis- 1
i.] trans. To edu

cate wrongly. Also Mise ducated ///. a.

[Mis-
1

2], wrongly educated.

1837 POLLOK Course T. ix. 167 The miseducaled fancier. .

Of superstitious men. 1856 G. WILSON Gateways Knoul.
86 The tongue is deliberately mis-educated. 1858 CARLYLC
Freak. Gt. vn. viii. II. 277 His fault was the general one,
of having miscducated the Prince. 1897 Lady s Realm
June 216/1 Servants are not only more educated ; they are

intseducated.

Miseduca tion. [Mis-
1
4.] \Vrong or faulty

education.

1624 BP. HALL Epitt. vi. vi. 394 Our Land hath no blemish

comparable to the mis-education of our Gentry. 1831
CAKLVLE Sart. Res. \\. iii, As for our Miseducation, make
not bad worse. 1840 KINGSLLV Misc. (1850) 1. 237 Spiritual

faculties, which it is as wicked to stunt.. by miseducatlon
as it is to maim our own limbs.

tMise-gging, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Mis- 1
3 +

EGGING vol. sb. 1

] Unlawful instigation.
1496 Dives ff Pauper (W. de W.) vn. viii. 286/2 Vf a man

. . by mys eggynge take awaye an other mannes seruaunt he
doth theft.

Miaegun, vulgar corruption of MAZAGAN.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xiv, Am trenching up the sparry-

grass, and am gaun to saw sum Misegun beans .

Misel, var. MIZZLE. Miselden, obs. f. MISTLE
TOE. Miself, obs. f. MYSELF. Miselle, obs. f.

MIZZLE. Miselled, obs. f. MEASLED ///. a.

Miselto e, obs. ff. MISTLETOE. Miselve.n, obs.

ff. MYSELF.

Misemploy, r. [Mis-
1

!.] trans. To employ
amiss ; to use for a wrong or improper purpose ;

to put to wrong uses.

1609 W. M. Man in the Moone (1849) 16 Much riches were

you bequeathed, the more is the pittie you have so little

grace to misemploy them. 1654 &quot; L ESTRANGF, Chat, f

(1655) 5 Considering how those moneys were mis-imployed,
indeed rather thrown away. 1681 DKVDEN Abs.

&amp;lt;$

Achit.

613 Tis sin to misemploy an hour. 171* ADDI&ON Spect.
.

No. 535*1 That vain and foolish Hope, which ismisemployed



MISEMPLOYED.
on Temporal Objects. 1851 GKOTE Greece IL UtxviiL IX.

;,; The force of Athens, misemployed and broken inlo

fragments, is found . . unable to repel a new aggressor.
1860 MILL Ktfr. Govt. 18651 66/t Not that the depositaries
of power will not, but that they cannot, misemploy it.

Misemployed, ///. a. [Mi*- 1
2.] Wrongly

or improperly employed. Also absol.

1646 FULLER Wounded Ctmsf. (1841 324 In case his leg be

setThe .. flies out, unjointing it again by bis misemployed
mettle. 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 28 What a multitude of

mis-employ d hands, might be better improv d in some more

manly Manufactures. 190$ Dmiljr Xraa 30 Aug. 5 Workers
and loafers, unemployed, misemployed, and unemployable.

Misemploying, vtl. st. [Mis-
1

3.] Mis-

employment.
1686 HORNF.CK Crucif. Jctui XX. 574 These general gifls,

upon his abuse and misemploying of them, are gradually
remoN-ed. a 1711 KEN Prep i -a:fves PoeL Wks. 1721 IV. 6

The pass d can be no more, Whose misemploying I deplore.

Misemployment. [Mis- 14.] Wrong em -

ployment or use ; improper application.
1597-8 Act 39 Eli:, c. 6 i The. .mUimploymentes Falsi-

tyes defrauding of the Trustes. a 1661 FULLER Iv orlkief.

Rutlandshire (1662) IL 34^ The pious and liberal gift is

much abused by the avarice and mis-imployment of the

Governors thereof. al676HALE/
&amp;gt;riw. Orig. Man. i. i.

4 An improvident expence. and misemployment of their

time and faculties. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. II. 267 By
our Negligence and Mis-employment they prove al last t j

have been bestowed in vain. 1846 GROTE Grttc* i. xvi. I.

497 A misemployment of abstract words. 1877 M. ARNOU*
Last Ess. on Cknrcli 155 The risks which beset practice
from the misemployment of such criticism.

Misen, obs. form of MIZZEX.

t Mise nglish, z: Obs. [Mis- :.] tram.

To mistranslate into English. Also, to make an

English word of illegitimately. Also absol. So

Mise-nglishing -M. so.

1567-9 JEWEL Def. Afai (1611) 257 Not nipping the

Scriptures, nor misse^nglishing them. 1641 SMtcrvMsi. us

ViiuL Annv. Pref.. Hee tells us .. of misenglishing Ter-

tullian. Ibiei. 6 With what face can the Remonstrant

charge us with infidelity in quotation and mis-englishtng ;

1737 BYROM Rent. (Chetham Soc.t I!. I. 137, I thought.,
that the word ineuiimAting was tni-^-englished.

Misenite (mi stnsit . Min. [f. Miseiia, the

name of a promontory near Naples, where the

mineral U found.] Hydrous sulphate of potassium
found in white silky fibres.

1854 HKNA Sftt. Min. ied. 4.1 II. 377-

t Mise nter, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] traits. To
enter erroneously.
1675 Cftn. Col. Kec. (1052) II. 360 This w^s, ordered

Septr. 3, 75, and was miss-entered here.

t Mise-ntering, v6l. so. 06s. [Mis-
1

3.]

Erroneous entering. mUentry.
1580-1 Ac::-.Eli^c. -,S2NoFyne..shalbee reversed. .by

any Wtittc of Errour. for false.. Laltin. .misentring of any
Warraunte of Attorney (etc.). 1607 XOROEN Surr. Dial. \.

34 The misconceiuing misentring by the Surveyor, may be

erroneous.

tMisentrea-t.-intrea-t.z . Obs. [Mis-ii.]
trans. To treat badly : to ill-treat, ill-use.

1450 Rolls o/Parlt. V. iS^ 2 Arestyng and misentretyng,

a&amp;gt;^enst
tbe lawes of God and libertees of the Church, the

Dean. 1483 CAXION Gold. Leg. 399/3 A clerke . .sayd it was
not honest . . to mysentrele the holy body by vyolente
hondes. 1519 HORMAN I ulg. 4 Pnsthod is holy, and

ought nat to be misintreatted. 1583 Gou&amp;gt;isc CtUrin on
Dent. Ixxiii. 448 S. Paule w-arneth maisters j* they should

not mis-intreat their seruaunLs.

t Misentrea-ting, : K s6. Obs. [Mis-
1

3.]

Ill-treatment.

1531 Ehst s Instr. in Governor (i883&amp;gt; 71 Complaining to

thePope of the misintreatin^ of us. 1581 LAMKARDE Eirrn.

n. iii. 11=55) 133 Violent handlings and misentreatings of

the person.

Mise ntry. [Mis- 1
4.] An erroneous entry.

1602 FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 70 Because he did make
a misentrie once into a rolle in a Court where hee was
Steward. 1697 J few Penal Liars 18 No Common Brewer
shall be prosecuted for any Misentry if [etc.]. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Coatne. III. 407 And if any mis-entry was made, it

was reclined by tbe minutes.

t Misepi SCOpist. Oft. rare 1
. [f. Gr.

rua(o}- Miso- -r iwiaxo-tm BISHOP + -IST.] A hater

of episcopacy.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ck. iv. xxiv. 640 Those Misepiscopists

.. who most emied..thal honour to. .other Bishops.

Miser mai Wi^. a. and sb.l Also 6 myser,
myzer, 7 mier. f. 6-7 rnisard. 9 dial, miserd,
misert. etc. [a. L. miser wretched, unfortunate.

The i forms are due to association with the suffix -ARD. .

Sp. and It. misero have, like the Eng. word, tbe two mean

ings of (t) wretched, 12) avaricious.]

tA. adj.
1. Miserable, wretched. 06s.

1541 UD.ALL Erasm. Afofk. 108 b marg^ Manne of all

creatures moste miser. 1558 PHAElyCi luE iv b, Again
to wepons fourth I flewe. and death moste myser call [L, mtr.

terufue miserrimus ofto]. 19*7 TURBERV. Efit. etc. S Thus
must I Miser liue till shee . . Doe pittie mee. a 1586 SIDNEY

Arcadia 11. (1612) 174 Shee assured her selfe 1 was such a one

as would make euen his mi&amp;gt;er-minde contented with that

h had done. lu Pasfnil s .\ :ff.:&amp;lt;at (1877! 58 And

looking forth did see that miseT wight, which ,Uke a drowned ,

mouse) stood dropping there.

2. [attrib. use of B. J.] Miserly, arch, or dial.

1598 STLVESTER Dn Bartas n. L HL 781 Treasures, scrap t

by th Vsury and Care Of miser-Parents [ori&amp;lt;r.
da vjrexlt

nnriers). i6u W. PAIWES ^itrtaint-Dr. iiS;6) 30 A miter

509

father finds a thriftless* sonne. 17*9 SAVAGE H atuurcr
ill. 155 The miser-spmt eyes the spendthrift heir. 1789
BURNS To Mary in Heaven iv. Still o er these scenes my
mem ry wake*, And fondly broods with miser care ! 1810

I. MONTGOMERY W. Indies, etc. led. 5) iS Dark through his

thought* the miser purpose roll d l oturn itshidcien treasures

into gold. 1855 SIXOLETOS irgii 111. 03 Ah : r

fly a miser shore [ang./&quot;g & ** or-omw).
. 18*5-80 JAMILSOS, MUfrt, extreme.}- parsi:.

Can?. 160* BRLTOS signer s Blessing .Grosarr ic/j
Where thou shall see the mizer-iaiaded-Uug^c, r rie io the

furnace of his molten gold.

B. sd.

f-L A miserable or wretched person; a wretch.

Obs. \arch. in Scott-)

1542 UDALL ErastH. Apepk. io5 b, So did the p:..

call hym a miser, that had n qualitee aboue the commc:)
rate of manne. 1548 HAUL Ckrcm., f. -.

pacienliy suffered the stroke of the axe, by a ragged and

Boocherly miser^ whiche very u:.;;ocly perf.r^ied lb-j

Onice. 1584 R. SCOT DJK:*?. ti i:.fur. MI;. :u :::: :.:!:
these cold prophets .. tell tbee pro?peri:ie ar...

thou art made a miser through \aine ex^ .-ti.-r.. 1591
SHAKS. I Hfn. I J. \. iv. 7 Dc.rc;.: M;:. .^-c _

Wret.ri. 1608 TOPSILL Scrptr.: . eslilutc of..

Mi&amp;gt;=r . . hee tr-L^ e^ r.. .-

g. iSao SODTI - . &amp;gt;uut. xxiv. Arid w :.

who stands beside him; 1831 f.M Perth xv,
i&amp;gt;ce thou keep thy scuff?, to pass upon misers in t;. .

2. One who boards wealth and lives miserably in

order to increase his hoard. Also, in wider i.-

avaricious, grasping person, a ni-gard.
a. i 1560 . fiffgcnus IL ii. ; . . ..= misers weahh

doth hurt his health. I5Q9SHAKS. Hi*. I , n. iv 47 Defence
..Which of a weake and niggardly :

M iser spoyle his Coat, with scanting A luileC^-::- 1634 M:,-
TON Cemxs 39j The unsun G heaps Of Misers trea&amp;gt;_r-. 1691

NoRRls/V;
. like a Scare-Crow in i; : . , L :

-
1 i

GOLDSM. frar. 51 As some lone miser, vis::.

Bends at his treasure, counts, recour.t? i; o er. 1818 E\ *ON

yttafi L cxxiv. Sweet to the mi-c-

184* Xt-&amp;gt;nx .
r

&amp;lt;ir. Sirin. V. lii. ~* A .

... is unreal.

3. 1588 GKEESK Pcrimedes F. This Meli.-,

ihus in happy fame, the old misard her Father. -._;:.: c _:

. . a yoong Gentleman. 16*3 COCKEKA.V I. C: :.
: ictf. A

misard. or~r.ig;ird. 1879 Miss _!A,KSOS . /
. miser, an avaricious man. 1886 Cntikire O.Vi.^.

_

b. t Miser s gallon : a very small r.

^Xares . Misers sauie: see qnot. i&amp;gt;77-

1630 I. TAYLOR (\Valer-P.) .-irwo^ i Wk&amp;gt;. t :

Drttnktn Sisse . . Her Ordnance are Gallons Pot: .-.

Pints, and the muers Gallon. 1877 Casuifs Difl. CxKfrj,
Miser s Sane*. Mince some your.? onions, a lit:

. .and graie a dessert-spoonful of horse-radish. Mix these

ingredients with an equal quantity of oil and \i:,c.,a:.

t C. A niggard in the use cj.

1630.1. TAYLOR \S ater-P.) tl it. L iraWinea:
so scarce, and the people there such Mirers of i:, .

tMi SCr, so.- 06s. Also 6 mizer. [Origin un

certain ; pern, a use of F. miure, which according
to Cots;rave had the sense of a drink made from the

washings of bee-hives.] A kind of sop made with

the crumb of bread, etc.

1594 XASIHE L nJart. Tra-.: K, They may crumble it [j

bread) into water well inough, and make miners wilh it.

1670-74 HAS. WOOLLEY Queen-like Cuuft n&c*
make Misers for Children to eat in afternoons i

-

Take half a pint of good small Beer, two spoonfuls of back,

the Cram of half a penny Mancbet (etc.).

Miser v
msi-M.i . sc.z Also mier.

uncertain.] A boring instrument used in sinking

wells, consisting of an iron cylinder having an open

ing in the side with a cutting lip, which is attached

to the lower end of a boring-rod.
1841 Ci-.il Eng. * A rdk. Jnd. V. i6S 2 The miser can

bring up a cubic yard of earth each lime it is raised. 1843

Mix. Prtc. Imt. Ciril Eng. 1844) H- 59 lbc ad\antages
of a large diameter were manifest to all practical men, par

ticularly when the auger or miser ras used. i7sE. Sros

Suiting 4- Bmxf H eilt 56 The vah-e in the old form of

mizer ts subject to various accidents which inlerfere with

the action of the tool Hid- 57 The conical bottom of the

mirer has a triangular-shaped opening.

Miser msrzs^ . t.i rare. [f.
MISEB j*.i]

trans. To hoard up in a miserly fashion.

1888 G. MACDOXALD Elect Ljulj *vi 144 Before people
had money, they must have misered other things ! Some
girls miser their clothes, and never go decent. vjfaCasselTs

SxffL, Miter, to keep or hoard like a miser ; to save (with ,/ .

Miser ,ni-zsJ\ v.- [Related to MISIB
si&amp;gt;.3]

trans. To bring up earth) by means of a miser.

Also absd. Hence Mi-sering :.*/. si., boring with

a miser.

1841 CK-U Eng. * Arck, Jnd. V. 420/1 The misxring was
continued until the depth of 189 ft- 10 in. was ltmerl.

1843 HotTlApFFKL Turning II. 553 mftf. In boring large

holes, the earth is generally excavated by the process of

misering up . i8ssOciLViESuppL,Jfw, an iron
c&amp;gt;

Under
. . in which the earthy matters are collected, or misered-up,
in the process of =inVmg.
Miserabilism mi-ierabiliz&quot;m% [ad. mod.L.

miserabi.ism-us, 1. L. miierdbil-is XliSEBABLE : see

-isx.] A form of pessimism (see qnot). So Mi -

Mnldlict, an advocate of miserabilism ; Kisera-
bili stic a., practising or advocating miserabilism.

1881 J. \V. BARLOW Ultim. Fcuimitm 8 The third .. of

these unscientific species combines the characteristic evils

of both wrathful and quietistic pessimism. It has been

aptly termed Miserabilism ,Miur*tias&amp;lt;nni\ The msera-

baisuc peaamist spends hU life in sulky grumbling at his

MISERABLE.

lot, without L _
- He

is DO( active, Dur IM- tne grace to Le
re&amp;gt;:^:&quot;.t_. i^: I

OCL 65^ Lcopurdi&quot;* pessimism is ^f :

Miserabllity ::.. zeiabrliti . rare&quot;
1

.
[f.

MlsEBAbLi : ee -ITV-] M;-c

1838 K - - -

.

Hiser&ble ^- --;--. - - .&quot;. [-. t

, . in i4th c. , ad. L.

pitiable, f. Miserartto Le pitiful. 1. mi:if wie;.

A. adj.
1. Ofpcrc:.s: a. Kxiat;:.^ i- c. .-

wretchc Now rzre.

1516 TlSDALL I Cor.
:. 1536 .

;

_:
. off. a*j . . -

- :- :
r-

&quot;

1 360 - :

.

I3&8 .~

twice ore How 1 r.
&amp;gt;

1604 L
[

. ,-. 1667

: -: :

-

I4&4 C--
E

;- ; ; _ .. - Rt-
-

:

b. y .
-
.:; : retclw

; trii i-J sen:* :

15SI Sr
&quot;

1696 &I1 - Z,*/. :- : -

i-yi

.-: -i.t .:&quot; tei

, 1866 ?? &quot;.

: :-;x -

ious pr; , \ - .. L:..

2. Net. v. . ,-.e:: .-;-.!.ken ;
wrt:.. -

Ccs. e.\j. is merge : r.

1585 A,.
-

:. HI. -i-Ji
garis anc i59oS*;&amp;gt;i.

qo They be {.-:-:- a eedie sod u the a

niiserable
f&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;:r&amp;gt;- 1697 T

habitants of thi- -

People ir

&amp;gt;

:: : :r V\ -

these. 1706 pV.iii.ii&amp;gt; ed. Kersej
unfortunate, distressec. f-:-:r. 1841 b:;i:. I

xxxiv . Sa.n Vincen .e, a large
habited by miserable fishe: :

3. Of conditions, cvcr. .s. i ...: : o--
with misery ; causing w retche

1500-10 D . NB .E !~X&amp;gt;KS Lxi. 50 My ijf hes ber.c &amp;gt;:

abfe. 1535 Cc -J.F.r ALE r AViT xiv. .: &quot;.;.; 1.

sicered the miserable afHiccioa of Uratl. i=^i

Rick. 111. l. iv. 2 O, I haue past a miserable eight, So fell

of fearefull Dreatr.es, .

&quot;

_ I : : :

Mirat. Pret. Esi ed Ker I. 11 The destructkr

so vast and misera; &amp;gt;7*

SWIFT Gtiliirer 11. \-iii, What could I expect but

able death of cold and hunger? 1813 SHELLEY C- -]
*

248 Disease, disgust, and lassitude, pervade The::

and miserable lives. 1866 Mis. CHAILES ii ii.i/- ed Ber-

iram L 15 Auntie says it is not of the least Lse lo make
one s self miserable about miserable things that never hap
pened al all.

b. In weakened sense : Causing extreme disccm-

fort.

1850 Be. c i f^ris: : -,3 It was a miserable moming . her.

we started for Slough in our open conveyance. 1856 FKOLLE

Hist-Eng. :J;: 1. v. 4=3 Tbe journey in lie wiid w caller

was extremely miserable.

4. Of things : Exciting, or such as to excite, pity ;

pitiable, deplorable. Now rare cxc. with mixture

of sense :.

1551 ABP. HAXILTOS Caiti. Pref. diS4! 5 Bot and the

samj-n office be done negligently, thair is na thing afore

God mair miserabil, &quot;uir bevy and air rlamnahil. 1665
SIR T. HERBERT Tra i Lperstitic.n I cc:est ;

but that it should become a derision, is miserable and to be

pitied. 1716 SWIFT Gnllaxr u. vn. To show tbe miserable

effects of a confined education. 1*70 MAI Mcun S.i.

Kef.^~:-, --7; His soccesswas after all a miserable failure.

5. Pitiably unworthy, inadequate, or
^ meagre^

contemptible, despicable ; paltry, sorry , poor .

1500-10 DuMAR/Vowliiii. 37 Arje vthir sort, jjore
miser-

abill, Tbocht thai be nocbt sa profitable. is Wnrrorros

T*Uya Ojffuxt L (1540) 58 Ambycion and cornrnoon far

honour is a vyce Ytteriy ery miserable. ISJS CoratnalE 7**
xri t Miserable geoers of comfbne are ye. iggrt riigrim.
nam*n n. (1886) 8 [He] often scratcbetli hjs witts bead

for tie bringinge of ooe miserable period into tlie w-orWe.

1610 T. GM.VCOI Din. Ltgikt 350 The Proposition is miser

able. For a false adranct is pot a true adjunct, happie.

1713 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clen, Treat. ArcJtii I. 137 Their

Bases and Corniches will be conibonded together, which

must needs have a miserable ESect. rj WESLET ni to.

::-: I. 412 One of the most miserable sermons I ever neaTd.

1794 FVRKE Sf.Mflt. W. /fastinfiVte- .677 VIII. 301 Tfcts

n iserable balance of Kxoooi ii in Harfcr s .Vaf. 11814



MISERABLENESS. 510 MISERICORD.

June 126/1 The corn is miserable..; we have to pound U.

1841 L. HUNT Sc-cr (1864) n. 34 It would be the misei ablest

and most despicable of all mistakes. 1873 HALE In His
.Vamc vi. 60 He had lost certainly half an hour in that

miserable altercation.

b. colloq* Applied to very weak tea. Alsoa&W.
1842 LoviiR Handy Andy xv. 130 The large bowl of miser

able Mrs. O Grady had prepared. 1900 K. GLYN Visits

Eliz. 205 There was only a miseral lc tea left.

6. Miserly, mean, stingy. Now dial.

1484 CAXTON Fables of^Esop iv. iv. (1889) 106 The niyser-

itble auarycioub, the more goodes that they haue the more

they desire to haue. 15*2 [implied in MISERABL^-NE^ 2].

1597 HOOKLCK Eccl. Pol v. Ixv. 20 Theliberall harted man
is by the opinion of the prodlgall miserable, and by the

Judgement of the miserable lauUh. 1611 COTGK. s. v. four-

mage, Cheese is good when a miserable hand giues it. 1621

IJURTON Anat. Mel. u. i. iv. ii. (1651) 228 That he be not too

niggardly miserable of his purse. 1646 QUARLES Judgcin. ff

Mercy Wks. (Grosart) I. 78/1 If I am covetous it is inter

preted providence; if miserable, it is counted temperance.
1816-60 WHAT ELY Couim.-pL Bk. (1864) 235 In Norfolk and

SuiTolk, among the common people, the word miserable is

the only one in use to signify what we call penurious. 1853
N,

&amp;lt;V Q. Ser. i. VII. 54). 1859 MKS. GASKU.L Round
the Sofa II. 101 Ace_rtain kind of sober pleasure in amassing
money, which occasionally made them miserable (aa they call

miserly people up in the north).

t 7. Having pity, compassionate. Obs.

1584 Three Ladies Loud. F j b ( Therefore pray ye Sir, he
miserable to me, and let me go. 1600 HEYWOOU i.r^ Pt.
Edw. /! )

iv. iv. I j b. My sonnes..itha Gaile,..and out

step [ -putcept] the King be miserable, hees like to totter.

1630 J. TAYLOU (Water-P.) Whs. n. So/i Although my crim^
is vnm-asuiable, yet I hope your Lordship will not forget to

become miserable.

8. Comb., as miserable-looking %.$].

1839 DARWIN Jrnl, ^ oy. Beagle 3 A hospital, containing
about a dozen miserable-looking inmates.

B. sb. A miserable person ;
one who is in

misery, extreme unhappiness, or great want.

[In mod. use chiefly after F. miserable.}

1534 Lu. BLRNERS Gold. B. J/. Aurel. (15591 Hhvjb,
The^e miserables after that they be appoincted and set in

their offices, where of they be nothynge woorthy [etc.], 1640
tr. Voders s Rom. of Rom. III. 131 Parmolma (so is tins

miseiable called that speaks to you) loves you with passion.

1679 EvKRARU Disc. 23 We need not admire at the Tribula
tion which these poor miscrables do suffer. 1768 SIKRNE
Sent. JourH.^Dii.aiJi So many miseiables, by force ofacci-
denti diiven out of their own proper class. 1815 SOLTHKY
Roderick xxv, Saying thus, he seized the miserable. 1833
GEN. P. THOMPSON E*erc. (1842) II. 480 The same kind of

tfiect, that a clean shirt and a ra^or have upon the miser

able uhu was in want of them. 1896 IAN MACLAKEN
Kate Carnegie 287 It ill became such miserablesUi.. students
in grimy towns] to be insolent.

Mi serableness. [-M-&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.]

1. The quality or condition of bein^
r miserable ;

wretchedness, miserable unhappiness.
1613 PUKCHAS nigfima^e \. xin. (1614) 74 He found a

miserable death, where others with miserablenesse seeke
a blessed life. 1701 COLLIER J/. Anton. (1726) 178 Does
any natural defect force you upon grumbling, miaerableness,
or laying your faults upon your constitution. 1830 COLK-
RIDGL Lett. (1895) 751 During my long chain of bodily
miserablenesses. 1890 Spectator 5 July, My God ! what
a genius I had when I wrote that book , said Swift, half-

mad and wholly miserable. . . Wordsworth, without any
miserableness or despair, was., of the same opinion.

f2. Miserliness, niggardliness, stinginess. Obs.

1521 SKLLTON H /iy nat to Court 1020 Suche gredynes^e,
Suchc nedynesse, Myserabknesse, With wretchydnesse.
1641 QUAFLES Enchyr. u. xvii, It is lesse reproach, by
nuserablenesie, to preserve the popular love, than by liber

ality to deserve the private thanks. 1681-6 J. Scorr Cltr.

Lije ii. iv. 3 Wks. 1718 I. 289 His Prosperity either

shrivels him into Miserableness, or melts him into Luxury.
1706 PHILLIES (ed. Kerrey), Miscral lctwss, Covetousness,

^igg ai dliness, Stinginess.

3. \Yretched or mean character or condition.

1633 lip. MORTON Disch. 5 Imputations 199 To the, end
that you may see the miserablenesse of your Cause, which
must be supported by such Frauds, .as his have beene.

Miserably (mi-zerabli), adv. [f.
MISERABLE

+ -LV ^J
1. In a miserable manner; in sucli a manner or

to such an extent as to excite pity ;
in misery; in

extreme unhappiness or discomfort.

1432-50 tr. fligden (Rolls) IV. 5 He herde that hi-, moder
scholde die miserably, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 244 And
ban come tythandis at be pope was myserablie dead, a 1500
Bernard, de citra reiJam, (E.K.T.S.) i As he his howsalde
sulde contene, And his famele miserabilly sustene. 1535
COVLRDALE Micak ii. 10 Because off their Idolatry they are

corruple, and shall myserahly^ perish. 1657 WOOD Life
(O.H.S.) I. 216 The effigies, .miserably defaced when Oxon
was besieged. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. iv, In the mean
Time, the whole Country lies miserably waste.

1753
Scots

Jfag- Feb. 100/1 Five were miserably scorched. i78aCowpER
Left* 18 Nov., We promise, however, that none shall touch
it hut such as are miserably poor. 1822 SHELLEY tr. Cat-
detoris h(ag, Prodig. \\. 44 The melancholy form Of a great

ship. .Drives miserably! 1881 RUSSELL Haigs \\\. 154
This unnatural strife .. which had ended in her husband
being thus miserably incarcerated.

b. Pitiably, deplorably, despicably.

?597 Pilgrim. Parnass. n. (1886) 6, I want a worde

miserablely ! I must looke for another worde in my diction-

arie. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. x. 414 Bassus was miser

ably unwilling to deliver up his Legion.
2. So as to cause misery or distress ; calami

tously, disastrously. ? Obs.

1538 STAR KEY England 22 Some put in pryson and

mjiciably handlyd. 1584 POWEL LloyiCs Cambria ioo

[They] set the cathedrall on fire, and. .spoiled and burnt
the towne miserablle. 1596 DALRYMFLE tr. Leslie s Hist.

Scot, II. 300 The Jnglis men of weir, -afflicted vs sair, and
misaribilie. 1603 KNOLLES /fist. Turks (1621) 59 [They]
miserably and without resistance wasted the countrey about
Kmissa. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. ii. 227 He continued
his Excursions, miserably ravaging all the Italian Coasts.

b. So as to make one feel wretched.
1806 J. BtRESKORD Miseries Hum. Life vi. xxxviii, On the

i road one of the wheels of your carriage beginning to creak
1

miserably.

f3. In a miserly fashion, covetously. 06s.~
1611 COTGK., Sordidemcnt,. .basely, miserably, for(deere)

i
lucressake. 1736 AINSWOKTH, Miserably (covetously), Avare,
illiberalitcr.

4. Meanly, wretchedly, badly.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia ii. xix. 4 (1590^ 187 b, The same

loue makes me ashamed to bring yuu to a place, where you
shalbe so.. miserably entertained. 1840 MACAULAY .,

j

Ld. Clive (1843 IH. 113 The younger clerks were so miser

ably paid.

5. Used as a pejorative intensive (cf. wretchedly}.
1715 POPE Iliad I-.iSo Sanson s map . . is miserably

defective both in Omissions and false Placings. 1810 J.

FOSTER in Life $ Corr. (1846) I. Ixxvni. 415 The miserably
1

deficient improvement of a life of which the best part is now

I
gone. 1871 CARLYU-: in Mrs. Carlyk Lett. I. 392 She had
a miserably bad sore throat.

Miseraic k, -aike, etc., obs. ft&quot;. MESAUAIC.

t Misera tioil. Obs. [ad. L. j/nscratidti-em,

n. of action f. miserari to have compassion, f.

miser wictched.] Pity, compassion, mercy.
1382 WvcLit1

2 Esdras i.\. 31 God of myseraciouns [Vulg.
Dens miserationnm \. 1432-50 tr. Higden f Rolls) I. 5 Diuine
miseracton [orig. dirina miseratw} hath prouided vse of

letters in to the remedy of the imperfeecion of man. 1522

i

SKELTON Why Hat to Court 1041 God of his miseracyon Send
1 better reformacyon ! 1533 BELLENDEN Lhy i. ii. (S. T. S.J

I. 17 Hir sonnys war commandit but ony miseracioun to be

i cassin in tyber. 1609 UIBLI-: t Douay) Zcc/i. vii. QOW/;//., Doe
ye merck-, and miserations [Vulg. iniserationesfacit&amp;lt;:\ 1638

i JLNIUS Paint. Ancients 72 The .sight of so many afflicted

one-, provoking tearcs by a nmiuall miseratioii.

I Miseratour. 06s. raw 1

. [a..\-..mi$en}tor,

agent-n. f. misenin to
pity.]

One who pities.

1609 UiBU; (Douay) Isa. Hv. 10 comm. t Our Lord thy mis-

eratour [Yulg. miscrator tuns].

Miserdom [marzaadsm)! [f.
MISEU s6J +

I

-DOM.] The habits and practices of a miser.

1887 Pall MallG, ii Feb. 2/1 A Tory Government yielding
to senseless and uncalled-for pressure for miscrdoin U a sight
for men and gods. 1887 Advance (Chicago) 13 Oct. 641 In all

the annals of miseidom or rapacity.

Misere, obs. form of MISERY.

II Misere (mize-u, Fr. m*zr). CarJs. [Fr.
=

I poverty, MISERY.] In boston and solo whist, a

declaration by which the caller undertakes not to

take a trick.

i83o EiDRAti TRKBOK Hoylc 32 rBoaston.] Ifhe is to play
Misere, the elder hand leads, and in this case there are no

trumps. Ibid. 34 In playing any of the four modifica

tions of Misere . 1888 A. S. WILKS it C. F. PARDON How
to Play Solo Whist 2 The monotony of the very bad hands
which in Whist were dealt out to him. .he is now enabled to

vary by calling misere \ Ibid. 6 The misere callei should

..claim the full penalty for every such offence. Ibid. 9.

[Misereatur (mizert^t&i). Ecd. [3 pers.

sing. pres. subj. of L. misererl to have pity or

mercy.] May (God) have mercy : being the first

word of the Absolution used in the Western Church.
c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 154 in Babees Bk-, To schryue J&amp;gt;e

in

general bou schalle lere
|&amp;gt;y

Confiteor and misereatur in fere.

a 1470 GKEGORY in Hist. Coll. Cit. Land. (Camd.) 167 He. .

, layde hym downe prostrate, sayng there hys Con/yteor, and
- alle the prelatys sayde Misereator. 1845 J. JONES afam,

Plain-chant 25 The Centfiteot\ HIisereatnr
t
and Indulgcn-

tiaiit, are recited, not sung.

II Miserere (mizerim).
Also 6 rneaserery,

7 misereri. [imper. sing.of L. miserSrt (see prec.).]
1. The fifty-first Psalm (fiftieth in the Vulgate),

beginning Miserere mei Dens (
Have mercy upon

me, O God ), being one of the Penitential Psalms.
a 1225 Attcr. A . 44, & mid te miserere, god biuoren ower

\\eouede & ended 3er J graces. 1539 PI:KY in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. u. II. i53Sayeinge the sawmeof *

Messerery
1 ower

us. 1583 FOXE A. fy M. 149V2 And so was brought, .by the

Sheriffes toward Smithfield, saying the Psalme Alisercre by
the way. a 1693 Uxjuharrs Rabelais m. xxiii. If ever

,.! may lay hold upon thee. .thou shalt have the Miserere
even to the I ituhs [cf. Vulgate Ps. 1. fin.). 1656 BLOUNT
Gtossogr. IMisetere, . . is commonly that Psalm, which
the Judge gives to such guilty persons as have the benefit

of Clergy allowed by the Law. 1829 W. IRVING Diary
16 Apr. in Life ty Lett. (1862) II. 310 Miserere in the

cathedral in the evening. 1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 65
Arriving at Rome in the Holy Week, they hunted to the

Sistine Chapel, to hear the Miserere at matins.

b. With reference to the time it takes to recite

the Afiserere. (Cf. F. demenrcr nn bon misererj.)
I 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 111 Sejjehem by be space

of bis psalme seyenge : miserere mei deus.] 1558 WARDE tr.

I Alexis Seer. (1568) 26 Let all boyle together for the space
1 of one Miserere. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 97, I have heard one

say, that had seen it, that it did not set Wood on Fire but
after the time of saying a Miserere,

C. A musical setting of this psalm.
1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) IV. 569 Metastasio, to

i whom I transmitted a copy of this Miserere. 1779 H. WAL-
I POLE Let. to C tess Ossory 15 Nov., I was last night at Lady
! Lucan s to hear the Misses Bingham sing Jomelh s Mi-

,

serere . 1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 67 The Miserere* of

Allegri.

^ d. = KYIUE i b.

: l:i62o R. PATRICK in S. Arnold Cathedral Mns. (1790)
(title) The Te Deum, Benedictus, Miserere, Nicenc Creed
[etc.],

2. transf. A cry of Have mercy! ; a prayer
or ejaculation in which mercy is asked for.

a i6l613EAL M. & FL. WomanV Prize in. i,Nomoreay-mee&amp;gt;,
and miseries [read misereres] Trallio Come near my brain.

1657 J- D[AVIES] tr. Lett. Voiture xi. 1. iy, I repeated to
her in your behalf, a whole Miserere, a 1700 KLN Hymno-
tlieo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 75 The Mourners, who the Peni
tent espy d, A universal miserere cry d. 1804 Ldin. Rev. V.

152 A main fault that pervades the whole is the monotonous
cry of miserere for the poor Irish. x845LoNGh. Arsenal at

Springfield ii, \Vhat loud lament and dismal Miserere Will

mingle with their awful symphonies [sc. of firearms]. 1882

J. H. BLUNT Kef. Ch. Eng. II. 35oThe sweet Alleluias and
the plaintive Misereres of the English Prayer Book.

1 3. In full Miserere mei (rru-ai), lit. have mercy
on me : a name for the iliac passion ,

a form of

colic attended with stercoraceous vomiting. Obs.

1611 COTGK., Reply, -the voiding of the excrements at the

mouth ; a disease called, Miserere mei. 1648 JENKYN Blind
C,uide iv. 116 You were under a quotidean fury, or sick of

the miserere mei. 1722 QLISCY Lex. Pkysico-Med. (ed. 2),

Miserere mei, this is apply d to some Cholicks, where the

Pains are so exquisite, as to draw Compassion from a By
stander. 1766 A.MORY Mem. II. 50 In the excruciating
torments of that most dreadful distemper a miserere. 1783
POTT Chinrg. Wks. II. 148 If it proves fatal by mortification,

it is taken for a passio-illia^a, or miserere.

4. = MISERICORD 2 c. (An incorrect use.)

1798-1801 J. MiLStR Hist. WincliestcrW. 36 The stalls

with their misereres, canopies, pinnacles, &c. Ibid, note,

That small shelving stool, which the seats_
of the stalls

formed when turned up in their proper position, is called

a Miserere. 1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery n. xxiii. (1874)

80 The Misereres here have place, As hiding from the day
ofGiace The quaint device, and snakes that twine, . .Which

speak the serpent s brood below. 1869 TOZER //;. Turkey
I. 80 The stalls.. are provided with misereres, which, .are

seldom used, as the monks generally stand during the whole

service.

atlril . 1872 A , f, Q. Ser. iv. IX. 405/1 Miserere carvings.

Ibid. 472/2 Miserere stalls.

Mi serliood. rare. [-HOOD.] Miserliness.

1867 BCSHNELL Mar. L ses Dark Tn. 221 Hate, jealousy,

petulance, miserhood, envy, every sort of obliquity has its

own disfigurement. Ibid. 253.

Misericord (mize-rikpad), sb. Also 4-5 my-
sere-, 4-6 mi-, myseri-, mysery-. [a.OF. miseri-

corde, ad. L. misericordia, f. misericors (see next).]

fl. Compassion, pity, mercy. Also as int. Obs.

a 1315 SHOREHAM i. 1183 To oure lorde Mercy he cryb,

and bidde|&amp;gt; hym Mercy and misericorde. c 1386 CHAUCER
/ an. T. P731 Thanne is misericorde. .a vertu, by which

the corage of man is stired by the misese of him that is

misesed. c 1480 CAXTON Sonues of Aymon xi. 284 Code
lord.. by thy pile & mysericorde graunt to Rowlands his

prayer. 1549 Coinfl. Scot. viii. 72 Quhy vil ?e nocht haue

misericord S: pytie of jour natiue cuntre? 1651 tr. De-las-

Cameras Donl enisc 144 [He] abandoned himselfe to divine

mercie, and to the misericord of the waves.
_
1657-83 EVELYN

j/ist. Kelig. (1850) II. 217 The Divine misericord did not

utterly abandon our lapsed parents in this condition. 1705
VANBRUCH Confederacy \. iii, Misericorde ! what do I see !

2. llist.sxi&Antiq. Senses derived from monastic

uses of L. misericordia. a. An indulgence or

relaxation of the rule.

1820 Soil T Jl/o&amp;lt;H/. xix, Indulgence shall be given to those

of our attendants who shall, from very weariness, be unable

to attend the duty at prime, and this by way of misericord

or indnlgentia.
b. An apartment in a monastery in which certain

relaxations of the nile were permitted, esp. one in

which those monks ate to whom special allowances

were made in food and drink.

c 1529 in Archxologia (1882) XLVII. 51 That 1100 suche

householdesbe then kepte . . butt oonly oon place which shalbc

called the mysericorde where shalbe oon sadde lady of the

eldest sorte ouersear and maistres to all the residue that

thidre shall resorte. c i^Sun . 1 &quot;orksh. Monast. in Yorksh.

Arehxol. Jrul. (1886) IX. 212 A nother chambre by the

same called Mysericorde. 1545 in London $ M scx Arclixal.

Trans. IV. 357 nate, That Mr. Dean and his successors shal

have the Misericorde, the greate Kitchen [etc.]. 1883
Atlicnxuin 24 Feb. 255/2 [Mr. Turle s house] was one of the

largest of the houses .. next after that of the abbot. ..It

stood between the dorter and the misericorde. 1898 J. T.

FOWLER Durham Cath. 59 The misericorde or loft .

c. A shelving projection on the under side of

a hinged seat in a choir stall, so arranged that,

when turned up, it gave support to one standing

in the stall. Also attrib.

c 1515 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 484 Iron

worke and other email necessaries, .as copper to hang the

misericordes with [etc.]. 1874 MICKLEIHWAITE Mod. Par.

Churches 2 The chancel seats hung on hinges and provided
with misericords. 1893 Reliquary VII. 129 Of the ancient

misericords [in Limerick Cathedral] nineteen are perfect.

1904 Atlicnxum 20 Aug. 250/3 There are four misericord

stalls at Wysall.

3. A dagger with which the coup de grace was

given. [So med.L. misericordia, F. misericorde]

14.. I m. in Wr.-Wulcker 653/20 Hie piigis [read fiigio],

myserecord. Ibid. 654/16 Hec cica, misericord. 1484 CAX
TON Chivalry 63 Mysericorde or knyf with a crosse is gyuen
to a knyght to thende that yf his other armures faylle hym
that he haue recours to the myserycorde or daggar. 1859

Arehxol. Jrnl. XVI. 356 A misericorde, or dagger of mercy,

dug up in a field near Deddington. 1869 BOLTLLL Arms
ff Armour iii. 49 It was adjusted at

t

the waist, as was the

nmlKcval misericorde, on the right side.



MISERICORD.

t Misericord, n&amp;gt; Sc. Obs. [a. OF. misericord,

L, misericord-em (-cors), f. miseri-^ stem of mise-

reri to pity + cord-, cor heart.] Compassionate,

pitiful,
merciful.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Laiu Arms (S.T.S.) 269 Jugis suld be

ay misericordes, and full of clemence and pitee. 1567 Gttdc

ff Godtie B. (S.T.S.) 168 How suld we thank that Lord,
That was sa misericord. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 448
Ye man be gude, my Lord. And to yor rnan misericord.

t Misericq-rdially, adv. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.

L. misericordia mercy + -AL + -LY.- Cf. OF.

miserieordialment] Mercifully.
1659 BBOMBQlWH fy Cone. iv. Jii. 81 If misericordially This

gracious Faeminine preserve your lives Ex ore lupj.

t MisericO rdious,^. Ohs. [a. OF. miseri-

cordieux (from i2th c.), or ad. med.L. misericor-

dws-ns, f. misericordia (see MISKKICORH sh.}.]

Compassionate, merciful.

1483 CAXTON Cato eiiijb, Yf he neuer pardonned .. he
shold not seme to be myserycordyons ne mercyful. ft 1500
Alt htsitie 313 There nys so grete a synnar in the world but
that is more piteable & mysericordyous whan the synnar
icpenteth hym. .of his. .synne. 1528 Shcph. l\al. xiv. L j b,

liy youre myserycordyous pyteye. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr.

Balzac a Lett. 91 The misericordions Justice of God. 1648
W. BROWNE Polexander ur. in. 79 That misericord Sous

Goodncsse from whom I have so often petition d you.

t Miserico rdy. Obs. [ad. L. misericordi-a \

see MISERICORD sb.\ Mercy.
\$..Chaitcers Boeth. MI. met. xii. (Caxtont, The Lord

and lugge of sowles was meoued to myserycordyes. 1491
CAXTON I itas Pair. (W. de W. 1495! n. 243 b/2 To haue
mercy of me poore synnar & Indygne of thy grete mysery-
cordye.

t Mise ricorS, a. Sc. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [a. OF.
Otls.mistricors; cf. MISERICORDS. ] Compassionate.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 566 Gratiiis God quhilk is

miseiicors [rime perforce].

IVIiserism (mai zariz m). raw~ l

. [f. MISEK
+ -ISM.] Miserliness.

1798 ANNA SF.WARD Lett. fi8n) V. 155 Mr Newton has

put an immense sponge upon Dr Falconer s reproach to his

miserism.

t Mise rity. Sc. Obs. Also misaritie. [app.
f. L. miser + -ITY after prosperity^ Misery.
1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 404 Quhat mortall cheangi^,

quhat miseritie ! {rime calamitie], 1533 GAU Richt Vay
(1888) 51 Ye miserite of this vane vardil. 1552 LYSDESAY
Monarche 165 Sum tyme in vaine prosperitie, Sum tyme in

gret Misaritie.

t Miserlike, ads*. Obs. Of obscure origin and

meaning.
c 1150 Gen. fy Ex. 2658 Dor-fore seide 5e ebru witterlike,

Dat he spac siSen miserlike. [Petrus Comestor : Unde ct

Hebrxi impeditioris linguae emit fitisse antmjiant.\

Miserliness (mai-zajlines). [f.
next + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being miserly ; niggard
liness, closefistedness.

1645 USSHER Body Div. 304 frugality without liberality

[degenerateth] into sordid miserlinesse. 1860 GEO. ELIOT
Mill on Fl. I. 227 In old-fashioned times, an independence
was hardly ever mnde without a little miserliness. 1865
LEWES in Fortn. Rev. II. 692 Economy is rejection of
whatever is superfluous; it is not Miserliness.

Miserly (nwi-zaili), a. [f. MISER sb. + -LY
1.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of a miser; niggardly,

stingy,
1593 NASHE Christ s T. 29 b, If there were any that had

dudgen-olde coughing miserly Fathers they could not en
dure. 1860 WISSLOW Obsc. Dis. Brain vi. 169 Ifbenevolent,
he [sc. the insane person] becomes parsimonious and miserly.
1870 DICKENS E. Drood\\\ t He was a miserly wretch who
grudged us food to eat, and clothes to wear. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 104 The youth who has had a mean and
miserly bringing up.
transf. 1869 LOWELL Under the Willows vii, To spend

in all things else, But of old friends to be most miserly.

t Mi-serous, a. Obs. [a. OF. misereitx, f.

inisere\ see MISERY.] Miserable.

ci47S in Miss
(
Wood Lett. Roy. Ladies (1846) I. 108 She

hath been long in the miserous prison of Ludgate. 1530
PALSGR. 319/1 Myserable wretched or myserouse. 1560
PHAER Aineid\\\\. (1562) Bbtij b, O plague most miserous.

Misery (mi zeri). Also 4-6 misere, mysere,
4-7 miserie, (5 mesury), 5-6 mysery(e, 6
misserie. [a. OF. miserie (i 2th c.), ad. L. miseria,
f. miser (see MISER).
The i sth c. form mise re seems to be a later re-adoption

from OF. misere (mod.F. misere).}
1. A condition of external unhappiness, dis

comfort, or distress ; wretchedness of outward cir-

cnmstances; distress caused by privation or poverty.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troyhts iv. 272 Wrecche of wrecches, out

of honour falle In-to miserie. -1425 Eng. Cong. Ircl. 43
Shew hym the mesury that thay SufTend for his Sake,
c 1450 LOVEUCH Grail xliii. 450 And so longe abod he here
In poyert and In gret Misere. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
ti. viii. 84 In grete pouerte mysere & wretchidnes. 1535
COVERDALE 2 Esdras ii. 17 Ye ae the myserye y l we are in,

how lerusalem lyeth wayst. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 41

Misery acquaints a man with strange bedfellowes. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. Sio But say That Death be not one stroak,. .

but endless miserie. 1705 ADDISON Italy 5 The extream

Misery and Poverty that are in most of the Italian Govern
ments. 1829 LYTTON Devereux \. i, Early marriages were
misery ; imprudent marriages idiotism. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY
tr. Humboldfs Trav. xix. 273 The converts live in great
poverty, and their misery is augmented by prodigious
swarms of mo^uitoes. 1849 MACAULAY ////. F-ng. iv. 1. 433
I he sight of his misery affected his wife so much that she &amp;lt;

311

I fainted. 1886 RVSKIN Preterita I. 432 The misery of un-

(
aided poverty.
personified. 1750 GRAY Elegy Epit., He gave to Mis ry all

he had, a tear. 1799 COWPER Castaway 59 Hut misery still

delights to trace Its semblance in another s case.

2. With t and //. A miserable condition or

circumstance
;
a cause or source of wretchedness.

1509 FISHER I nncral Serm. C^tess Richmond \\ ks. (1876)

306 After that he [sc. Lazarus] was restored to the myseryes
of this lyfe agayne, he neuer laugh. 1548-9 ( Mar.) /&amp;gt;. Com.
rrayer^ Offices 24 b, The miseries of this wretched world.

1572 Hi LOF.r s. v., It is a great mysery to be very beautiful!.

1613 Srow Ann. Pref. f 5 What a hellish misery it is to

have vnreconciliftble warres in one small kinsdome. 1660
K. BROOKI: tr. Lc Riant s Tra~ . in. xvi. -^98 The misery is
divers of them have fallen to frequent their Superstitions
and Idolatries. 1697 URVIM \ sEncht x. 1076 The Gods
from Heav n survey the fatal Strife, And mourn the Miseiirs
of Human Life. 1788 COWPEK Xegro s

ComJ&amp;gt;l. 43 l*y the

miseries that we tasted, Crossing in your barks the main.

1842 BORROW /&amp;gt;// /( hi Spam vii, He was going to expose
himself to inconcei\ pable miseries and hardships. 1849 M \&amp;lt;

.-\i.-t.AY Hist. Eng. v. I. (128 All the miseries of fallen gn-atncs-;
and of blighted fame.

b. cotter. A miserable person or place.
1790 MMK. D ARBLAV Diary (1842) V. TCI, I am sure slit;

would gladly have confined us both in the IJa^tile, had
! England such a misery. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. VIII. 374, ::

i Small street Arabs
,
she answered. The little miseries out

of the gutters .

3. The condition of one in great sorrow or distress

of mind
;

miserable or wretched state of mind
;
a

: condition characterized by a feeling of extreme

unhappiness.
1535 COVERDALE Job ill. 20 Wherfore is the light gcm-ii,

to him that is in mysery? and life vnto them that haue hetty
hertes? 1599 Return fr. Parnass. i. i. 472 Thanks, gentle

nimphes, for this sweete harmonic ! Soe musick yealde.s
some ease to miserie. 1667 MILTON P. L. 11. 563 Of good
and evil much they argu d then, Of happiness and final

misery. 1729 I n i IR Serni. \\ k*. 1874 II. 35 It is acknow

ledged that rage, envy, resentment, are in themselves mere

misery. 1833 Ti NNYSON Two Voices 2 Thou art so full of

misery, Were it not better not to be? 1852 MRS. Simvi:
Uncle Tom s C. xxxiv. 311 It seemed as if I had misery

enough in my one heart to sink the city.

f4. Miserliness, niggardliness. Obs.

1531 Er.vor Get . 111. xxii. (1880) II. 345 This was but

miserye and wretched nygardeshippe in a man of suchc
honour. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch^ Gaiba (1595) 1107 His
meane and simple ordinary of dyet. .was imputed misery and

niggardlines in him. 1600 HOLLAND Livy m. 131 The
Senate right sparingly (such was their miserie), decreed . . one
daies thanksgiving ..and no more. 1624 WOTTOX i-.Ur.i.

Arc/tit. 66 A little misery in the Premises, may easily breed

some absurdity of greater charge in the Conclusion.

t 5. A mean or despicable condition. Obs.

1607 DEKKF.R A w/. s Conjnr. (1842) 76 Into so lowe a

miserie (if not contempt,) is the sacred art of poesie falne

[etc.].

6. dial. Bodily pain; U.S. dial, (with d) a pain.
1825 FORIIY I oc. E. AngHa^ Misery, acute pain in any

part of the body. Alisery in the head , means a violent

head-ache. 1867 LATHAM Black
&amp;lt;y

White 38 Ma^sa, I have
such a misery in my back. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 543/1

[His] most memorable remark was that he had a misery in

his stomach .

7. Cards. =Ml8iKB. Commons/A?//.
8. Comb*) as misery-making^ -stricken, -thirsting

adjii
1813 SMEI.LF.Y Q. Mab vi. 126 Thou framedst A tale .. to

glut Thy misery-thirsting soul, 1865 DICKENS Afut. J- r. n.

xiv, Perverted uses of the misery-making money. 1896

Daily Tel. ro .Mar. 6/7 The misery-stricken people of Italy.

Misese, obs. form of MISEASE.

Misestee m, sl&amp;gt;. [Mis-
1
4. Cf. F. mtsestimt^

Want of esteem or respect ; disrespect.
1850 OGILVIE, Mhesteent^ disregard; slight. 1881 F. T.

PALGRAVE Vis. Eng. in They of the great race Look

equably.. on foe And fame and misesteem of man below.

1898 P.ODLEV France II. HI. v. 258 The office of minister

must remain in misesteem.

Misestee m,&quot;
. [Mis-

1 1. CfP.m/sesttmer.
1

]
trans. To have a wrong estimation of. Also Mis-
estee ming vbL sb.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. viir. iii. 8. 402 Albeit some
Heralds make Harold by birth but a Gentleman of one, i

and the first descent,, .yet. .it may seeme he is mis-esteemed,
seeing his Father was Goodwin a Duke by degree. 1647
H. MORE Song ofSoul \\. \. i. i, I must him tell, that he doth

j

misesteem Their strange estate. 1685 BUNYAN Pharisee $ \

Publican 51 What kind of righteousness of thine is this, !

that standeth.. in a mis-esteeming of Gods Commands?
i

1848 LYTTON Harold \\. vi, I pray you not so to misesteem
us. 1850 GROIE Greece \\. Ixvii. VIII. 477 The practical
teachers of Athens and of Greece, misconceived as well as
misesteemed. 1900 HENLEY Iferses IVar^ Envoy* That race
is damned which misesteems its fate.

Mise stimate, sb. [Mis- *
4.] Wrong esti

mate or valuation.

1851 H. ROGERS J5ss, (1874) I. vii. 363 The presumption
of this, .intellect, its total misestimate of the exigencies of
the great pioblems with which it had to deal.

Mise Stimate, v. [Mis-l i.] trans. To
estimate erroneously, have a false estimate of.

1841 CARLVLE Heroes ii. 75, I believe we mis-estimate
Mahomet s faults even as faults. 1849 J. GUMMING Christ

Receiving Sinners vi. 124 If you see a person mis-estimat

ing every thing around him, thinking.. that rags are royal
purple.

Misestima tioii. [Mis-i 4.] False or in

correct estimation.

1809 SYD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 64 The
delay occasioned by the mis-estimation of my own powers.

MISFALL.

Mise Xecute, v. [Mis- 1 i .] trans. To
execute, carry out, or perform improperly.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. 234 A person so ob

noxious to them, in the mis-executing his. .office of Chief
Justice in Eyre. 1894 Voice (N. Y.) i Feb., All the laws,
good and bad, are so misexecuted by Tammany as [etc.],

Misexecu tion. [Mis-
1

4.] Improper
execution.

1535 - let 27 Hen. VIII, c. 24 9 Fynes..for none execu-
cion or mysexecucion. .of suche writtes. 1809 W. BLAKK
pcsir. Catal. 34 All is misconceived, and its mis-execution
is equal to its misconception.

Misexpe-nding, vbl. sb. [Mis-i 3.] -next.
1646 (JI AHLKS yitdgent. -V Mercy Wks. (Orosnrt) I. 82/1

The misexpending of my pretious time.

Misexpe-iiclitiire. rare- 1
. [Mis-

i
4.]

\Yr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;n^ expenditure.
1795 HAMILTON irfa. (1886) VII. 89 A mUevpemlitu&quot;- uf

Ko nun h money.

I Misexpe-iise. Ofis. [Mis-i 4.]
=

prcc.
1598 SVIALSIIH n/t tiaras \. ii. 11641) 9/1 I.esse should

a mii-txpence.

Misexplai n, [Mis-
1

i.] tram. To ex

plain incorrectly.
1674 HOYLK E. \\ell. Thcol. ii. iv. 172 Divers phenomena

of nature, that had been left unexplained, or wore Itft tiiis-

explained by the Schools. 1864 CKOSART I. amis all S.ifc

53 Misexplaining the incident as meaning only rhi dlike-

dispositioned adults, robs it of all its meaning. 1869 KARRAK
/ am. Speech iii. ; 1870! 129 note, A second-hand reileciion of
(Jreek thoughts, often both mistranslated and misexplained.

Misexposi tiou. [Mis-
l

4.] Incorrect ex

position.
1524-5 Arclrrnl. JrnL (1874) XXXI. 64 By inadvertence

and misexposition of the -aide Acte. 1645 MILTON / etrncfi.

Wks. 1851 IV. 247 Let them., give God his thanks, who
hath., scowr d off an inveierat misexposition from the Gos
pel. 1673 HAXIT.R Leg, in Ace. Sherlocke ii. 168 You mis-

expound Rom. 7. and upbraid others with the consequent-.
of your misexposition.

MisexpOU nd, v. [Mis-l i.] trans. To ex

pound wrongly.
1673 [^ee prec.J.

Misexpre SS,- . [Mis-
1

i.] reft. To express
oneself fnultily.

(-1718 Life, R. Frampton ( 1876) 122 If in such a royal
auditory he had misexprest himself. 1847 KR. A. KF.MHI.R

Rcc. Latrr Life III. ^05 You have misunderstood me, or

I misexpressed myself.

Misexpre SSion. [Mis-1 4.] Incorrect ex

pression.
1651 BAXTER Inf. F&amp;gt;apt. 324 The two former I hope an*

but mis-expressions of a tolerable sence. (71832 HENTHAM
Deontol. 11834) II. 221 Impute his neglect. .to misconcep
tion, or misexpression, or forget fulness

Misexpre SSive, a. [Mis-
]

6.] Expressing
a wrong meaning. Hence Misexpre ssiveness.
1816 Iii-:sTAM Chre&tom. 109 Instead of beinjj negatively

and simply (inexpressive, it is positively misexpressive. Ibid.

Wks. 1843 VIII. 40 The inexpressiveness, or rather the

mise.vpressiveness, of the language. 183* AUSTIN Jitrispr.

(1879) II. 542 The terms promulged and unpromulged. .are

not less misexpressive than written and unwritten.

t Misfai t. Obs. In 4 mysfait, =&amp;gt;
mesfeat.

[a. OF. mesfait) mod.F. mcfait (= Pr. mesfait, It.

inisfatto^y f. wesfaire, mtfaire to misdo.] Misdeed.

1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xi. 366, I haue wonder of be.. Why
Jow ne suwest man and his make |?at no mysfait hem folwe ?

1481 CAXTON Godfrey viii, 29 All their mesfeat es and tres-

peaces were redressyd.

Misfai th. [Mis-1 4.] Disbelief; mistrust.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. ii. 18 Who dreden the Lord, shul not
ben of mysfeith [1388 unbileueful] to the wrd of hym. 1859
TENNYSON Vivien 382 A woman and not trusted, doubtless I

Might feel some sudden turn of anger born Of your misfaith.

tMisfa ll, sb. [Mis-
1
4.] Mishap, misfortune.

1340 Ayenb. 84 Kueade mysfall es and zorges. Ibid. 86,

182. ^1489 CAXTON Blatukartfymm. 44 Ye wyll scandalyze
& vttre your mysfal that is now happed to you of one man.

tMisfa-11, v. Obs. [Mis-i i. Cf. MLG.,
MDu., Du. misvallen, MHG. mi$sevaUen

t Ger.

missfalkn]
1. intr. To suffer misfortune, come to grief.

11x300 Cursor M. 7820 His hend he wrang-.bat godds
folk suld sua mis-fall, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc
(Rolls) 2005 Humbert gan fer mys-falle. .ffor he dreynte
J?erin. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xn. 365 And thai may happin
to mysfall.

2. impers. or said of the event : To happen un

fortunately, fall out amiss. // misfell ?ne\ mis

fortune befell me.
1340 Ayenb. 193 Hit is we! ri^t bet hit misualle to him..

J&amp;gt;et dej? harm uader ober moder. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T.

1530 Al-though thee ones on a tyme misfille Whan Vulcanu*;

had caught thee in his las. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.)

55 Whiche mysfylle her euyl, fTor the false felle foxe awayted
wel his tyme [etc.J. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 70
Thou art blinde and mad to set thy brayne All thing to

venge by wrath that doth misfall. 1530 PALSGR. 637/2

Sythe you wyll nat be ruled, if it mysfall with you, you
can blame no body but yourselfe. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. v.

10 Thereat she gan.. to upbrayd that chaunce which him
misfell. 1615 SYLVESTER Job Triumph. 157 Vet did not

Job, for all that him mis-fel!, Murmur at God.



MISFAME.

t Misfa me, Obs. rare- 1
. [Mia-

1
4.] Evil

fame or report.
1480 CAXTON Trevisa s Higden in. xxiii. 112 b. He had

grete Joye of euyll loos and mysfame.

Misfa/me, v. rare 1

-.
^Mis-

1
i.] trans. To

spread a false report concerning.
a 1850 ROSSEITI Dante

&amp;lt;y

Circ. i. (1874) 42 This false and
evil rumour which seemed to misfame me of vice.

t Misfa*re, sb. Ot&amp;gt;s. [f.
Mis- 1 4 + FAKE sb.\]

Going wrong or astray ; mishap, misfortune.
a 1300 Cursor M. 315 His sun..t&amp;gt;atwat All Binges t&amp;gt;at

haldes stat, And halds fam up fro mi^fare
|&amp;gt;at J&amp;gt;ai

ne worth
to noght. 1387 TKI;VISA Higden (RolliO II- 213 _Sterynge
and meuynge in lymes vvi|&amp;gt;

uiite eny uiysfare [orig. motits

membrontw nnc t-rrore}. c 1^70 HENKV Wallace s. 1060

Mekill dolour it did him in his mynd. Off itiaii mysfayr.

1496 Dives
&amp;lt;y Pauper (W. de Wj .\. ii. 3?2/j 1 hey were

in&amp;lt;jre enclyned to lecherye for welfare than to robberye for

mysfate. 1596 SI-EX.SEK /&quot;. Q. vi. iii. 24 Crying aloud to

sh-vv her sad mi&amp;gt;faie Unto the knights.

t Misfa re, ~&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Obs. I- orms : see FARE z*.
1

[OK. misfaran = OFris. wis/ara, MHG. misse-

varn, OX. misfara\ see Mis- i and FAKE zO]
1. intr. To fare ill, come to grief, be unfortunate.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. iTh.) I. 100 Sume. .cweftaS 5aet hi

binh blet^unge inisfaraS, and Sui h vvyrijunge geSeoS. a 1023
WUI.FSTAN Horn, xviii. 1,1883) I04 Eala, sefyri1 i s

&amp;gt;

b*61 Burn
deofol fela binga misfor. c 1230 ilali meia, 34 For nis ha
neauer wioute care leste hit ne mis-feare. 1:1350 Wilt.

i aUtne
i$$&amp;lt;) pi fader and al his folk so misfaren hadde,

bat alle here Hues in a stuunde hadde be lore. &amp;lt;: 1420 Str
Amadace tCamdcn) xxi, A dede cors opon a bere lay A
woman alle mysfave. 1496 Dives y Pauper (W. de W.)
vn. xxviii. 319; i In what londe usurye is used openly that

londe shall mysfare. 1621 Gttde -y (.iodlie B. (S.T.S.) 232
Do ^e the contrair, jour housis will misfair. i633HEY\voon
frag. Trav. v, It slice misfare I am a man more wretched
in her losse, Then had I forfeited life and estate.

b. Of an enterprise : To miscarry, fail.

ci375 HARBOUR Bruce (Edinb. MS.) x. 529 For it wes hys
enteiiiioim To put hym till all awentuv Or that a ,sege on

hym mysfur. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. Prol. 66 Now vvar

me laitii my lang laubour myafur.
2. To go wrong ;

to transgress.
(-897 K. /EI.FRKD Gregory s Pas (. C. i. 29 ForSon oft for

Sass lareowcs unwisdorne misfarad [orig. offt niia&amp;gt;it\ 3a
hieremenn. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. lyii If he sa^ hi.se breSere

mis-faren, His fader he it gan vn-hillen. a 1300 Cursor M.
866, I sagh wel bat I niisfard. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 115 Er
thou so with thiself mi-.fare. 1487 MOID Gwd Wi/e Taught
Dan. 282 And kep thame fra neyd and mystair, 1 hat pouerte

gar lhame noi_iil my-&amp;gt;fair.

3. trans. ^.Sr.) a. To do nmiss. b. To cause to

go wrong.
1461 Liber Plusfardcnsis x. viii, He that all as made

As langand gouei nance of itis Gotlltadc Nathing mysfaris,
but all dois for the best, a 1578 LINIJKSAV (PitscoLtiejC//ri?.

Siot. (1728) 172 He shall .. misfair the Government and
t.uiJment of his Country.

t Misfa ring, vbl sb. Oh. [Mis-l 3.] Wrong
doing ; transgression.
1595 isi ENSER Col. Clout 758 For alt the re&amp;gt;t do most-what

f;ue amis, And yet their uwne misfaring will nut see. For

either they be puffed up with pride [etc.],

t Misfa ring,///. Ohs. [Mis-
1

2.] a. Trans

gressing, misbehaving.
c 1290 -i&quot;. Eng. Leg. I. 305/180 He [sr. Lucifer] may corsi

euere-more his mis-farinde pruyte. 1x1300 Leg. Rood
(A&amp;gt;hm. MS.) 50 Kraclius

l&amp;gt;e emp^rour..Of bis my^uarynge
pruie [I ernon MS. mis farinde pruyde] hurde Iclle ilome.

13. . A . Alis. 6470 Alle they [&c. the devil s sons] beon my.s-

faryng. 1413 Pilgr. &&wU (Caxton) iv. xxxviii. 41859) 65
So that the kynge put awey that foule, mysfarynge old one.

b. In evil Alight.
c 1450 Guy Warw. (Camb.) ni8 He sawe a knyghte ryd-

ynge ; Hys ryght arniu was my&amp;gt;farynye.

i Misfa sliiou, v. Ol&amp;gt;s. [Mis-
1

i.] trans.

To put out of shape ;
to make of a wrontj shape.

1570 LEVINS Manif*. 164/43 To Misfashion, dfformare.
1594 HLUNDEVIL Exerc. \\\\. (1636) 757 He saith that they
must needs mis-fashion the Regions, and make the.. longi

tudes, and latitudes, to be untrue. 1608 J. DAVE Humour
out of Breath in. v, What toyle I had to fashion them to

loue, And how tis doubled to misfashion them. 1647 WARL&amp;gt;

Simf&amp;gt;. Cobltr 35 What is ami*se in the mould, will mis-

fashion the prosult.

Misfa shioned, ppl a. [Mi*-
1

2.] Badly
formed; deformed, mis-shapen.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxviii. 25 Thocht God mak ane

mi&amp;gt;fassonit man, 5 can him all schaip new agane. 1548
GtSTE Pr. Masst: Fiv, What a misfashioned argumentation
i^ this. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol, Pref. iii. 9 Through their

misfashioned preconceit. 1633 Bp- HALL Hard TextsO. T.

610 Such a scrip as nowise snepheard would beare, as being
mis-fashioned.

Misfa-shioning, vM. sb, [Mrs-* 3.] Dis-

figurement ; deformity.
1469 Paston Lett. II. 343 Let hym bryng the bat upon

hys hid for mysfacyonyng of it. 1581 MULCASTEK Positions
xxx. (1887) no Sicknesse assaileth vs three ways :..by mis-

fashioning, when either the whole bodie, or some pane
therof, wanteth his due forme [etc.].

t Misfa-te. Oh. [Mis-
1 4.] Evil fate.

1614 SYLVHSTER Part. VcrtHes Rnyall I. Panaretits 1495
Were t throw their own mis-fate, in having none. Or having
Vertues, not to have them known. 1652 BENLOWES Thfopfi.
11. xxxin. Misdeeds their own misfate engage.

t Misfa VOUr. 06s. [Mis-l 7.] Disfavour.
&amp;lt;zi66o Co iloiip. Hist. /ret. 1641-52 (1880) III. I. 142 The

clergie . .deliuered tlieir opinion, in his misfauour.

Misfeasance (misff zans). Law. Also 7

-feisance, 7-8 -fesance, 8 -fesans, 9 -feazance.

512

[a. OF. mesfaisance, f. mesfaisant, prcs. pple. of

mes/aire, niijaire lo niisdo : see Mis- - and

FEASANCE.] A transgression, trespass; spec, the

wrongful exercise of lawful authority or improper

performance of a lawful act.

1596 BACON Max. $ Uses Ctnti. Law i. (1656) 32 He is

subject to an action upon the case for his misfeisance. 1675
W. SHEPPARD (title) Actions upon the Case for Deeds, VIA

Contracts, Assumpsits [etc.], .and for other Male- Feasance
and Mis-feasance. 1689 Trial Pritcliard v. Papillan 9
That were a Misfesance, or a Male.executipn of their Office.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 2oS Any misfeasance, or act

of one man whereby another is injuriously treated or dumni-

fied, is a transgression, or trespass in it s largest sense. 1781
W. JONES La-.u Bailments 54 A distinction seems very early

to have been made in our law between tlie &amp;lt;?fesance, and
the //sfesance of a itmditctor operis. 1863 KINGLAKE
Lrimcii ii. 13 The custom of awarding wild, violent praise

to the common performance of duty, and even now and
then to actual misfeasance. 1875 DIGBY Real Prop. (1876)

vi. 303 note, All cases of damage caused by misfeasance

(commission of wrongful acts).

trans/. 1840 A&quot; Monthly Mag. LIX. 242 The long-acre

copse., which had so often sheltered the misfeasance both

uf my gun and lips. i88a HLGHES Mem. D. Macmillan
6 He had. .discovered some small misfeasance in the shop
and had accused his apprentice of it.

t Misfea se, v. Obs. rare 1
. [Back-forma

tion f. prcc.] trans. To do evil to.

1571 in Arclizologia XLV. 62 Whose son or servant shall

be found to missfease lohn a wood, sexton, in word or deed.

Misfeasor vmistrz(?j). Law. Also 7 -fesor, 9
-feazor. [a. OF. mesfcsour, -feisottr, agent-n. i.

mesfaire, f. mes- Mis- * + Jaire to cio.j One who
commits a misfeasance.

1631 Star Clniiiil . Casts (Camden^ 62 They take upon
them to punish these misfesors. 1884 Law Rep. 26 Chanc.
Div. 146 The punishment which is reserved for wilful mis-

feasors.

Misfeature, sh. fMis-i 4.] A distorted

feature; a bad feature or trait.

a 1821 KEATS Sonn.^ Hitman Seasons, He [sc. man] has

his Winter too of pale misfeature. 1871 CARLVLE in .!/&amp;gt;.&amp;gt;.

tartylc s Lett. 1. 42 Some misfeature of pronunciation, which
I have now furgotten. 1890 R. BRIDGES &amp;gt;lwrt&amp;lt;?r Poems I.

5 All summer s dry misfeatures.

Misfea tured, ///. a. [Mis- z.] Having
liatl features.

1868 BROWMNG King &amp;lt;V
Bk&amp;gt; t- 593 A dark mtsfeatured

messenger.
Misfea turing, ///. a. [Mis- 2.] Distort

ing the leatmes.

1885 i ENNvsoN Wreck ix, The strange misfeaturing mask
thut I saw.

i Misfee l, -&amp;gt;. Oh. rare
-

. [MlS-l I.] in/i:

To iiave sinful feelings.
t 1200 in O. E. Horn. I. 305 Ich habbe. .Misifelet.

1- Misfee ling, ///.&amp;lt;/.
0/n.rare.

J.\Iis-l 2.]

Used in the earlier version of \\yclifs Hible to

render 1,. insensatns senseless&quot;.

1382 WycLip Ecclns. xvi. 20 In all these thingus mys
felende, or vnwittie, is the herte. // /(/. xxii. 14 With a mys
ft-lende go thuu not awey [1388 an vnwijs manj.

t Misfei gn, f. Obs. rare- . [Mis-
1

I.] intr.

To feign with a wrong intention.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 40 By him, who has the guerdon
of bis guile, For so misfeigning her true knight to bee.

t Misfe re, v. Obs. Forms: KeJtJCUV.1
[OE.

misftran : see Mis- 1 I and FERE v. 1

]

1. intr. To do wrong, transgress ;
to misbehave

(const, mid, with = towards).
c 1000 ./KLFRIC De I tt. Test. (&amp;lt;Jr.) 7 Saul . . ^ast folc bewerode

wiS \,a hitSenan leoda heardlice mid wxmnuni, |&amp;gt;eah |)e he

misferde on manegum o8rum |&amp;gt;ingum. &amp;lt;i 1300 \r ox
&amp;lt;y Wolf

212 in Hazl. E. P. / . 65 Men seide, that thou on thine

liue Misferdest mid mine wiue. 1387 TRKVISA Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 147

(&amp;lt;e
outrage of riche men, }&amp;gt;at

misferde

with pore men long, divitiun ittsolenliam qua paitperes

indium tractatantur}. 1390 llowEK Cm/. I. 241 Bot only
that thou hast misferd Thenkende.

2. intr. and/rttt. To fare ill ; to come to grief;
to be unfortunate or unsuccessful.
c 1205 LAV. 26229 ,if Ar5ur mis-ferde

(&amp;gt;ene
he come to fihte.

^1330 R. PiKUNsK Chron. Waie (Rolls) 7965 Alle
J&amp;gt;al |?ey

made a day vprifjht, ffallen was doun vpon Jat nyght ; . .pat
saw

f&amp;gt;e kyng hit misferde so. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi.

(Clement] 197, & his fadir fore doule & wa he trewyt in
f&amp;gt;e

se

mysferde. a 1425 Cursor M. 18311 (TrinJ pere I was wib

my foos mysferde [Cott. was vm-settj.

o. ? trans. ? To overthrow.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 224 Whan Sir Edward herd,

(jat pel had Lyncoln taken, & J&amp;gt;e Juerie misferd, ber tresorie

ouerschaken {(f. supra bei robbed
&&amp;gt;am

& slouh].

Misfie Id, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To field (a

ball) badly. Hence Misfie-lded ppl. a.

1890 Daily Nfius 18
Sept. 3/6 Key misrielded the ball.

1894 Punch 22 Dec. 298/3 1 he course of a misfielded ball

between leaving bowler s hand and returning thereto.

Misfi gure, sl&amp;gt;. rare. [Mis- i
4.] Disfigure-

ment, deformity.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (ffinian) 682 Othir be be to hafe

remede of bis mysfigur, or be dede. 1857 H EA\ VSEGE Saul
II. II. iv. 149 As a thing which long pressed out of form,

Does, after being restored to its true shape .. start back All

foul and crumpled to its old mis.figure.

IVIisfl gure, v. Now dial. [Mis-
] i ; after

disfigure yCl . Mis- 1
9).] trans. To disfigUFe; to

distort the form of; to disguise.

1648 J. GOODWIN Rieht\ Might Pref. i That men. .should

be able to misfigure the liberal! and ingenuous face of your

MISFORTUNATE.
I actions Into an absolute deformity, a 1677 MANTON &trm.

Jokn xvii. 3 Wks. 1872 X. 149 Some great, .governor of the

I

order of the world, whom they mightily transformed and

misfigured in their thought^. 1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl.
i

III. 99 He may misfigure hissen next time as he likes, I

i
shall knaw him.

Misfi gured, ///. a. Now dial. [Mis-
1

2.]

Dishgureu.
1624 GATAKER Tratisubst. 134 You may not marvaile why

,
his answer is so di hused, deformed and mis-figured. 1886

1 S. W. Line. Gloss, s. v. Misjigitre^ She s misfigured worse
than ever I seed her. 1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Mis-figured.

Misfi gurillg, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1
3.] Disfiguring;

misrepresenting of figure.
1685 H. Mou/ftto^fm/soMffitc 34 Even to the misfiguring

his own visage by the distemper of his passion. 1699 PEPYS
/,&amp;lt;/. to Ld. Reay 21 Nov., The miscolouring, misfiguring,

diminishing, or undue magnifying, of an object.

Misfire (misfai-u), sf&amp;gt;. [i. next. Cf. Miss-

FIKE.J A failure to discharge or explode.
1859 Musketry Instr. 18 The instructor will naturally

attribute *
mis-fires to a dirty rifle. 1881 GREENER dm 28

A misfire of the charge in the mortar. 1888 Times {weekly
ed.) 21 Dec. 12/3 Did you leave him after three or four

misfires?

attrib. 1902 \Vestm, Gaz. 26 Feb. 0/3 A misfire ball

cartridge, or one that had been used but had not exploded.

Misfire vmisfeiM), v. [Mis-
1 i. ci, phi.

to miss Jire t
s.v. Miss z;.

1

] intr. Of a gun or its

charge : To fail to be discharged or exploded.
1758 in Scots Mag. (1753) Aug. 401/2 The little gun was in

use tu snap or misfire. [1881 GREENER Gun 43 The weapons
were, .tiresome to charge and discharge, and continually

miss-firing.] 1902 ll esttn. Gaz. 16 Apr. 8/1 Jloth guns in

1 the fore-barbette had misfired.

Misfit ^misfit), sl&amp;gt;. [f.
Mis-l 4 + FIT rf.3]

A garment or other article which does not fit the

person for whom it is intended.

1823 ).
BEE Did. Turf, etc., Misfits clothes which do

[

not suit the wearer s shape. Hence, tis a
misfit],

when
a story, or some endeavour fails of its eflect, then it von t

I lit . 1851-61 MAYHKW Loud. Labour III. 232/2 There are

a number of (artificial] eyes come over from France, but

these are generally what we call misfits. 1865 KNIGHT
J assages Work. Life 111. x. 213 [The] shoemaker, .would

occasionally have a misfit or two on his hands.

irausf. mA /ig. 1813 [see above). 1862 Miss BRADDON

Lutiy AmtUy II. ii. ly Her mouth. .was an obvious misfit

i for the set of teeth it contained. 1865 Cornh. Mag. June
645 There are some unfortunate people in this world, whose

names are how can 1 express it? whose names are, Misfits.

1903 C. E. OSBORNE father Dolling vi, Amid the streets

of Landport Father Dolling was no deplorable misfit.

Misfi t, T. [Partly f. Mis- 1 i + FIT v., partly

f. prec. sb.] trans, and intr. To fail to fit, fit badly.

1885 W. AI.LINGHAM in Athenxutn -\ Oct. 435/1 No luck

misfits thee, Ivy, great or mean, Mirthful or solemn. 1887

i Twin Soul 11. iii. 32 Every truth.. is a link in one eternal

and infinite chain, and cannot possibly misfit with or

contradict any other. 1894 Outing (L . S.) XXIV. 244/2

His garments all misfitted him so astonishingly.

So Misft tting vhl. sb. and ///. a.

1851 I. TAYLOR Wesley fr Methodism 233 The misfitting
of the twelve volumes [of Wesley s Writings] to the times

current. 1896 Altimtt s Sjist.MfJ. I. 464 Mis-fitting boots.

i Misfo-ngV . Obs. [f. Mis- i -rfovg, FANO
w.l Cf. OK. misftn to make a mistake.] trans. To
take wrongly.
c 1250 Owl H Night. 1374 (Cott. MS.), pah

heo [if. mine

song] beo god me hine mai misfonge An dralie hine to sothede.

t MisfOO ting, vbl. sb. Obs. rare- . [Mis- 3.]

Going astray.

1446 LYDC. Nightingale Poems 23/209 Myn handes were

nayled fast vn-to the tre, And for mysfotyng, where men
wente wiong, My feete thurgh-perced.

t Misforgi-ve, v. Obs. rare-*. [Mia-i i.]

trans. -- MISSIVE i . (Cf. FORGIVE v. 7.)

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1426 But yet to lete hir go
His lierte misforyaf him ever-mo.

Misform, [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To form or

shape amiss; lo mis-shape.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 Ther wylle be

fourged a fowle deformed hede and nedes must be mysformed
all the body after. 1580 BLUNDEVIL Horses Discuses iii. 2

Those (diseases] that doe come. .by errour of nature, in

misforming the yoong. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Jfr. xviii.

comm., A potter can make a new vessel of the same clay

being misformed in casting. 1670 LD. BROOKE Monarchy
ccccxxi. Wks. (Grosart) I. 151 He shall find all wisdoms that

suppress, Still by misforming, make their own forms less.

Misforma tion. [Mis-
1
4.] Malformation.

(Frequent in Good.)
1812-34 Good s Sttuty Med. (ed. 4) 1. 439Where these defects

depend on organic misformation, they will mostly be found

without a remedy. 1841 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. VI.

xxiv. 300 Cases of. . what may be called misformation of the

re

|cisfo-rnied, ///. [.V;s-&amp;gt; 2.] Badly
formed or shaped ; mis-shapen.
1590 SPENSER J . Q. i. ii. 43 How long time. .Are you in

this misformed hous to dwell ? 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ s

I j ri. 60 Such horrid gorgons, and misformed formes Of

]

damned fiends. 1864 (CROLV, etc.] Miscegenation xvi. 65

The dirty, ignorant, and misformed Irish girl from the eml-

grant ships. 1883 j. W. SHERF.R At Home f, in India 176

j
He. .of the misformed arm.

Misftvrtunate, a. Now chiefly Sc. and U.S.

[Mis- 16.] Unfortunate.

i53oPALSGR. 319/1 Mysfortunate. IS53T. WILSON Rhet.tf

But what seeke 1 for misfortunate men, . . seyng it isan harder

matter . . to finde out happie men ? 1573 L. I.LOVD Pilgr.

Princes (1607) 3 Thus was the misfortunate end of so form-
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nate a beginning. 1664 H. MORI-: Mysf. Iniq. xix. 73

Harbours of retirement, .to the Nobler sort of Persons who
are. .misfortunate in their affairs. 1733 P. LINDSAY Interest

Scot, ii The misfortunate Trader that fails. 1782 ELIZ.

BLOWKR Geo. Bateman III. 21 Hut her s misfortunate in all

her undertakings. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xlvi, Married,
Efiie ! exclaimed Jeanie

* Misfortunate creature ! and to

that awfu 1
. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Artevelde 11. iv. iv. 165

In that misfortunate wasting of his strength. 1855 HA LI-

BURTON Nat. $ Hum. Nat. I. 186 These arguments, .do

harm if the misfortunate critter is rubbed agin the grain.
1860 READE Cloister fy H, Iv, Maligning the misfortunate.

Hence Misfo rtunately adv. Sc., unfortunately.
1727 J. KEITH Mem. (Spalding Cl.) 71 We expected im

mediately to have open d the trenches, hut very niisfnr-

tunately we had no cannon. 1881 RLACKIE Lay Serin.

viii. 246 One of those men of small notions, ..who, when

perched misfortunately on high places [etc.].

Misfortune (misf^atjan), sb. [f. Mis-* 4 +
FORTUNE sb.]

1. Bad or adverse fortune ; ill-luck.

1502 ARNOLDE Chron. 6ob/z, For his mysse fortune they
wepe and waile. 1533 COVERDALE Ps, Ixxii. 5 They come
In no misfortune like other folke; 1579 Tcrmes ofLaw 62
When any man by mysfortune is slaine by an horse or by
acart. 1590 SPENSER f, Q. in. iii. 5 When so her father deare

Should of his dearest daughters hard misfortune heare.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcl\ i. 20 The common misfortune
of Princes, that in so substantial a part of their Happyness
..as depended upon their Marriage, Themselves had never

any part. 1742 Act 15 Geo. If, c. 30 Persons who have the

Misfortune to become Lunaticks. iBuMoZLKY Univ.Scrtn.
ix. 195 Misfortune, adversity, soften the human heart.

Personified. 1596 SHAKS, Merck. V. n. iv. 36 And neuer
dare misfortune crosse her foote, Vnlesse she doe it vnder
this excuse. 1650 WALLER Pocms^ (1664) 180 Here weeps
Misfortune, and there triumphs Crime. 1742 GRAY Eton 57
Black Misfortune s baleful train ! 1838 LYTTON Leila i.

&quot;ii,

Misfortune set upon my brow her dark and fated stamp.
b. An instance of this.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. ccxxviii. 257 After which season. .

fell to the Frenshe Kynge many and dyuerse mysfortunys.
1553 EDEN Treat. Neive fnd. (Arb.) 39 A misfortune which
chaunced in the goulfe of the sea Atlantic, a 1680 BUTLER
Rem. (1759) II. 12 Nor shall our past Misfortunes more lie

charg d upon the ancient Score. 1767 GRAY in Corr. ?c.

Nicholls (18431 69, I have many tifsagrcmcns that surround
me ; they have not dignity enough to be called misfortunes,
but they feel heavy on my mind. 1781 GninoN Decl.fy F. xxx.
III. 177 He might perhaps be affected by the personal mis
fortunes of his generous kinsmen. 1860 WARTRR Sea-board
II. 181 To bedeprived of Burial, .has ever been looked upon
as amongst the greatest of misfortunes.

c. Proverbial phrases.
1622 MABIJF, tr. Aleman s Guzman d&quot;Alf. \. iii. 29 ware&quot;.,

Misfortunes seldome come alone. 1647 CLARENDON Hist,
Itch, i. 71 Let the fault or misfortune be what and whence
it will. 1717 G. REDPATH in Burns Mem. Wodraw (1838)
I. p. vii, Which is not our crime but our misfortune. 1717
ADDISON tr. Ovid s Met. in, Cadmus ad fin., You ll find it

his misfortune, not his fault. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge
xxxii, Misfortunes, saith the adage, never come singly. 1862
SIR B. BRODIB Psychol. fny. II. iii. 83 The overabundance
of leisure, .is often a misfortune rather than a fault.

2. dial, and colloq. To have or meet with a mis

fortune : to have an illegitimate child. Hence
used simply for: An illegitimate child, bastard.
1801 Ifttrst Rig liii, She wi a Misfortune met, And had

a bairn. 1833 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 42 It would be difficult

for me to say that an Annandale woman s virtue is the worse
for a misfortune. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy\\\^ If you
please, ma am, I had a misfortune, ma am

, replied the girl,

casting down her eyes. 1866 CARLYLE A1emin. (1881) II. 156
A special misfortune (so they delicately name it), being of
Esther s own producing. Misfortune In the shape ulti

mately of a solid tall ditcher, a 1881 in New Lett. Jane
W. Carlyte (1903) I. 59 [ Wee Jen ] Ann Cook s mis
fortune *.

t Misfo rtune, v. Obs. Also 5 mes-. [Mis-
*

i.] a. impers. or said of an event: To happen
unfortunately, b. intr. Of a person : To happen
by mischance to do something, c. To be unfor

tunate, come to grief.

1466 Mann. $ Househ. Exfi, (Roxb.) 173 It mesfortened
me. .to hurte my lege. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. ii. 340
And soo it mysfortuned hyin, another stronge knyght met
with hym. 1533 MORE Apol. 94 b, Whych thynge to se so

mysfortune betwene any two crysten folke, is a thynge
myche to be lamented. 1533 Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks.
1 102/1 As for this argument of mine.. I missefortuned to
make so feble, yl he taketh euen a pleasure to play with it.

1599 I estry Bks. (Surtees) 276 Whatsoever shall happen to

faille or misforten about the clock. 1615 E. HOWES in Stow
A nn, Pref. &amp;lt;[ 7 The Queene after manage was concerned witli

chitde, but it misfortuned.

Misfo rtimed, a. Now rare. [f.
MISFORTUNE

sb. + -ED 2
.] Affected by misfortune, unfortunate.

1582 STANYHURST ^neis
l

etc. (Arb.) 109 Also se that

thither you bring thee martial armoure That the peasaunt
left heere, with al his misfortuned ensigns, a 1578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 8 This potent prince. .

vas murdreist be ane misforttunit gown. 1645 MILTON
Tetrach. 44 While charity hath the judging of so many
private greevances in a misfortun d Wedlock. 1876 BLACKIE

Lang. $ Lit. Higkl. Scot. i. 5 The Highlanders, .were not

exactly in the position of that misfortuned people [sc. the

Poles]. 1881 Lay Scrm. i. 70 Coming into misfortuned
collision with the great forces of the universe.

Misfo rtuiier. rare
~

*. [f.
MISFORTUNE sb.

+ -KK 1.] One who meets with a misfortune.
a. i774GoLDSM, Intended Epil. Stoops to Cong. , Doctors,

who cough and answer every misfortuner I wish I d been
called in a little sooner .

t Misfou-nding, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
Mia- 1

3
+founding, f. FOUND v.] ? Mistaken endeavour.

VOL. VI.

1

i 1460 Totvnelcy Myst. xxviii. 242 In all youre skyllcs
more and les for mysfowndyng fayll ye. Ibid. 275 He
shewid hym not to you, for mysfoundyng ye rafe.

Misframed, ///.. [Mis-i2.j Badly framed,
formed, or fashioned; ill-formed, ill-constructed.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. G&amp;lt;/. Manners (1570) Aij, A man

with hoare heres uncomely doth incline To misframed fables.

1539 ABP. PARKFR Corr. (1855) n Not with ambiguous
sophistication to fortify their misframed judgments, a 1578
LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 143 Ane
peace of ane misframit gune that brak in the schutting.

jVIisfra iuing ,
vbl. sb. rare&quot;&quot;

1
. [Mis-

1
3.]

Mis-shaping.
1533 MORE Apol. xiii. Wks. 874/1 In the misse framing of

hys matter more towarde derision then vnitye.

t Misga iig. Obs. Also -gorig. [Partly a.

ON. imsganga straying, misconduct, partly f.

Mis- 1 4 + GANG sb^\ Going astray, misbehaviour.

13. . CursorM. 17235 (G&amp;lt;itt.) Of &amp;gt;i misgnng |ni wend again.

(11325 Maudelcin 21 in Horstm. Altengl, Leg. (1878) 163
For hir sinne Sc hir misgong.

t Misge&quot;t,/a. pple. Obs. [L Mis- 1 2 + #./, pa.

pple. of GET v.~\ Misbegotten.
1390 GOWKR Coiif. III. 283 For of the false Moabites Forth

with the strengthe of Amonites, Of that thei weren fcrst

misgete, The poeple of god was ofte upsete.

Misgilt: see MTSOUILT.

Misgive (misgi-v), v. [Mis-
1

i, 7-]
1. trans. Of one s heart

, mind, etc. : To suggest

(to one) doubt or apprehension ;
to cause to be ap

prehensive (thaf) ;
to incline to suspicion or fore

boding. (See GIVE v. 22; the personal obj. was

orig. a dative.)
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 777 Were it, that

before such great thinges inclines harts.. misgeueth them.
c 1592 MARLOWE Jew ofMalta n. ii, My heart misgives me
that.. He s with your mother. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. J-V,
iv. vi. 94 So doth my heart mis-giue me, in these Conflicts,
What may befall him. 1667 M&quot;.TOM / . L. ix. 846 Yet oft

his heart, divine of something ill, Misgave him. 1712-13
SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 14 Feb., I was afraid to knock at the

door; my mind misgave me. 1727 GAY tiegg. Op. i. vi,

I am as fond of this child as though my mind misgave me
he were my own. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 559 The
minds of the questioners misgave them that the guide was
not the rude clown that he seemed. 1865 KlNGSLEY llcrw.
xii, Torfrida s heart misgave her.

b. absol. or intr. Said ortg. of the mind, etc.,

and hence (now rarely] of the person (also re/I,}
=

To have misgivings.
1604 SHAKS. Oik. in. iv. 89 Fetch me the Handkerchlefe,
My minde mis-giues. i6ia lip. HALL Contempt. ^

O. T. iv.

Wks. (1625) 872 Those seruices, which we are forward to,

aloofe off, wee shrinke at, neere hand, and fearfully misse-

giue. a 1641 BP. MoUNTACU Acts $ Mon. (1642) 300 He
Ijegan somewhat to misgive himsclfe, and to feare detection.

1726 POPE Odyss. xxn. 175 Learn, if by female fraud this

deed were done, Or (as my thought misgives) by Oolius
1

son. 1838 LYTTON Leila \. vi, The Zeguis might misgive,
did they see me leave the palace with you. 1872 C. J.
VAUGHAN Earnest Words (1878) 154 When we. .misgive
ourselves as to the possibility of spiritual endurance. 1887
HALL CAINE Deemster xxxix, When this man came my
mind misgave.

f C. trans. To suggest fear of. Obs.

1387 GOLDISG De Mornay xvii. 308 Repentance presup-

poseth a fault, and conscience misgiueth the insewing of

punishment for the same [orig. s en propose^
la pHne\.

2. intr. To fail; to go wrong, miscarry. Of a

gun : To fail to go off; to miss fire. Chiefly Sc.

1579 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. III. 227 The said

purpose misgave thame. 1054

vogli&amp;lt;?s
Wars Flanders 250 If the design of assaulting

England missive. 1703 BRAND New Descr. Orkney^ Zet-

/aw/, etc. 1 12 Upon which the ist. and zd. Brewings misgave

likewise, but the ad. was good. 1752 jn Scots Mag. (1753)

Aug. 401/1 It [sc. a gun] misgave with him thrice at a

black cock. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 248 Oats for

the first year frequently misgive. 1833 CHALMERS Const,

of Man vi. (1834) I. 228 The abortive enterprises of..

Utopianism..have all of them misgiven. 1880 MRS. C. H.
MACGILL Mem. H. Macgill 61 Fall back in thought on the

question who He is, and your hope will not misgive,

3. trans. To bestow amiss; to cite wrongly.
1611 COTGR., Mesdonner, to misgiue, or bestow amisse.

1639-40 LAUD Hist. C/ianc. O.rf. in Rem. (1700) II. 192,

|

I knew nothing of any of their Liberty misgiven or misused,
! till about a Fortnight since. #1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog,

(1714) 318 Quotations.. misgiven, misapplied, or perverted.

Misgi Ven,///- a. [Mis-
1
2.] Wrongly given.

1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. 254, I remember .. his swift

correction of my misgiven Wordsworth s line.

Misgi ver. rare, [f. MISGIVE ZJ. + -ER 1
.] One

who misgives.
1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argenis ii. iv. 76 Great are

the gods portents, but greater farre Our inward feares ;

all men misgivers are. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 8 Feb. 3/2 The
misgivers really hold the situation in their own hands.

Misgi ving, vbl* sb. [f. MISGIVE v. + -ING .]

The action of the vb. MISGIVE
;
a feeling of mis

trust, apprehension, or loss of confidence.

1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. in. i. 145 And my misgiuing still Falles

shrewdly to the purpose. i6iz HP. HALL Contempt.^ O. T.

iv. Plagues of Egypt) His very misguiing hardens him the

more. 1705 STANHOPE Paraplir. I. 75 [To] look stedfastly

up to this Tribunal, without any manner of Misgiving or

Concern. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 770
_

Conscious of her

d

misg

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop i, I had a strong mi^ix ing that
his nightly absence was for no good purpose. 1849 MACATLAY
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 185 The bulk of the Scottish nation,, .with

many misgivings of conscience, attended the ministrations
of the Episcopal clergy. 1883 H. I&amp;gt;HI

-

MMONI:&amp;gt; Nat. Laiv in

Spir. IV. vii. (1884) 230 The misgiving which will creep ..

over the brightest faith.

Misgi ving, ///. a. [-ING -.] That misgives ;

having misgivings.
1598 R. TOI-TK in Shaks. Cent. Praise 25 My misgiving

minde presaging to me ill. 1646 P. HULKKLEY Gosp. Covt.
n. 172 With a. .misgiving henrt, fearing lest our own mouth
should jiulfiti us. 1711 M. HKNKY borgiv. Sin Wks. 1857
II. 522 Sinners carry about with them a misgiving con
science. 1814 Wonnsu . M liite Doc vi. 82 He heard, and
with nii^givin^ mind. 1845-6 TRENCH Hnls. Lect. Ser. i.

vii. 198 This is the true answer to every misgiving question
of a like kind.

Hence Misgi vingly adv., with misgiving.
1834 DE QUINCRV Autob. Sk. Wks. 1854 II. 63 Misgiv-

ingly I went forwards, feeling .. that .. 1 was continually
nearing a danger. 1850 L. HUNT Aittolnog. \\. xi. 77 A re

form in Parliament,, .which the younger onts, .advocated
but fitfully and misgiving!} .

t MisfflO ZC, &amp;lt; . Obs. rare 1

, [f.
Mis- l I -f

GLOZE v^\ trans. To misinterpret.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. i. (Skeat) 1. 59, I have

ordeyned hem, whiche that auctorite, misglosed by mannes
reson, to graunt shal ben enduced.

MisgO (misgiJ
i

1

), v. Now dial. Pa. t. and pa.

pple. as in Go v. Cf. MISWEND. [Mis-
1

r.]

1. intr. To go from the right path ;
to go astray ;

to go the wrong way. Often Vhfig. context.

1340 Ayeitb. 94 Fol he is bet can bane
ri^te way and be his

wytinde niysgeb. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve s T. 298 Alias!

quod she, I hadde almost misgoon ; I hadde almost gon to

thecletkesbed . 1387-8 ! . USK Test. Lore\\. x. (Skeat) 1. 143
And there thou hast miswent, eschewe the path from hens-

forward, I rede, c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems f Percy Soc.) 241

Duryng my lyf with many gret trespace, Hy many wrong
path wher I have mys-went. 1509 I AKCLAY Shyp of
Fotys 271 b, liut in my iournay if that I haue mysgo liy

bytynge wordes or scarsnes of scyence. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso
xiv. xviii, All thy souldiours wandred and misgone, 1875-86
W. Somerset Gloss, s. v. Misivent.

b. Of a thing: To go astray.

1864 MKS. CARLYLK Left. III. 242 Send me a single line. .

by return of post, ihat I may be sure the tiling has not

misgone.

2. intr. and pass. To go astray, go wrong in con

duct or action ;
to err, make a mistake.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 16148 O galilee
ban es he born, pe folk

he dos mis-ga [I- airf. & bringis our folk in \va|. a 1350
St. Nicholas 307 in Horstm. AUcngl. Leg. (1881) 15 J&amp;gt;t:

lew

sayd ban: pou has mis-gene, For to me payd |&amp;gt;uu
inner

none . c 1400 Rule St. Henct (Prose) 5 pe abot sal Ite blamid
if ^e cuuent mis-ga. c 1450 l-k. Ciiitaiye 363 in Halves fik.

t

5if any mann hase in court mys-gayne. ? 1500 Mwimufs
7 rt/^756Such mister men bcn all misgo. [Echoed by Spenser
Sheph. Cal., July 201.] i5~20 DUMBAR Poems ix. 70 Plane
I rewoik in tbir quhair I miswent. 1605 MAKSTON Du.
Courtezan \\.

I&amp;gt;, Lord, how was I mfegone, how t-a^ic ti\

to erre. 1875-86 IV. Somerset Gloss., Miswnt, p.t. and

p.p.) went astray; gone astray. In these tenses i_ommun,
but obs. in the/r./.
3. Of a business, etc. : To go wrong, miscarry.
1766 NICOL Poems 21 (E-D.D.) But if a mercy things mis-

gae. 1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. (1858) 125 The business had
all misgone in the interim ! 1866 Remin. I. 169 Some
whole fleet of cargoes had by sudden change of price during
the voyage ruinously misgone. 1866 GRKGOR Banffsh. Gloss.,

Mis-gae, to miscarry; as, A doot the thing ill mis-gae
1

.

1 4. Of a firearm : To miss fire. Sc. Obs. [The
usual word is misgie t MISGIVE.]
1586-7 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. IV. 139 The said

Archibald .. schote ane pistolett at him .. ; and seeing the

same misgaa, he..presentit ane uthir pistollet at him.

MisgO iiig, vbl. sb. Now rare. [Mis-
1

3.]

Going astray; trespass, transgression.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17235 (Cott.) O H misgaing J&amp;gt;ou

weind

again [cf. MISGANG, quot. 13..]. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) I. 31 pe staat of mysgoynge [orig. status devia-

tioms]. 1398 Earth. De P. R. xiv. Ii. (Tollemache MS.)
Londe of misgoynge and of errynge [orig. terra deitii et

erroris\ 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes xiv, Let those pity
her who can feel their own weakness and misgomg.

MisgO tten, fa. pple. and ppl. a. Also 5 mys-
gettyne. [Mis-

1
2.]

1. Wrongly acquired or obtained
; ill-gotten.

ci4i2 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 664 As yt mysgoten
was, mys was despendid. a 1425 Cast. Pcrse-s. 2628 in Macro

Plays 155 Mys-gotyn good J=eeschalschende. lUoCROWLSV
Epi%r. 703 1 he goodis mysgoten, that men do t her at wynne.
1596 SPENSER F. O. VI. i. 18 Leave .. that misgotten weft

To him that hath it better justifyde. 1649 BP. HALL Cases

Consc. iv. ix. (1654) 369 Secretly mis-gotten dispensations.

2. = MISBEGOTTEN.
.) 1075 He saw wyl with hys eye.. That

Mysore log [= men].

Misgo-vern, v. [Mia-i i. (F. wesgou-
verner is cited only from Palsgrave 637/2.)]

1 1. trans. In obs. uses corresponding to those

ofGovEUN^. ; tomismanage, misdirect, misconduct.

c 1440 Jacob s Well 148 He techyth his dyscyples, to mys-

gouerne here tungys. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 75

Then lohau blamed hym and sayd y l he had mysgouerned
the chylde. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 807

Brydeling and punishing of such as there had misgouerned
themselues. a 1577 GASCOIGNE \Vks.{\&amp;lt;-$^

r
VQ Rdr. U K^j j b,

If any (misgouerning their owne wiltes; doe fortune to vse
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MISGOVERNAIL.
that for a Spurre, which I had heere appoynted for a Brydle.
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulart&quot;s Wise Vieillard 76 They
. .feele..grieuous woundes in their bodies, either for that

their children misgouerne themselues, or their wiues behaue

themselues vsurpingly.

f b. intr. for refl. Obs.

la 1500 in Grose, etc. Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 407 A Shawme
. .yf it be blowne withe to a veheme[n]t wynde, It makithe

it to mysgoverne oute of his kynde.
2. trans. To direct and control the affairs of (a

state, etc.) wrongly or badly; to mismanage the

government of.

1587 Mirr. Mag. t lags vi. (1610) 73 Misgouern d both my
Kingdome and my life. I gaue my selfe to ease. 1665 BOYI r

Occas. Rejl. iv. xi. 11848) 231 Our wonder, that the Rulers

of States .. should oftentimes mis-govern them. 1710 M.
HENRY Life Lien!, lllid^e Wks. 1853 II. 578/1 Our own
wills have undone us; they have misgoverned us. 1889
Sat. Re-. . 30 Mar. 371/2 All Oriental nations under Oriental

rule are misgoverned.

t Misgovernail. Obs. [Mis- 14.] a. Bad

steering, b. Mismanagement, misrule, misgovern
ment; disorder.

1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 29 2 By . . misgovernaile of such-

Maistres and Mariners with suche Shippes. ciw*C,esta
R im. xxv. 93 (Harl. MS.) That wacchemen shulde. .visile

eche house, |&amp;gt;at
here was no misgouernayle J&amp;gt;ere

in. c 1470
HARDING Chron. CXLTX. ii, Whom his father exiled for

miscouernaile.

MisgO veriiance. Obs. exc. arch. Also 5-6
Sc. -govorance. [Mis-

1
4.]

fl. Misconduct, misbehaviour; evil living or

conduct. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCF.R Monk s T. 22 Had never worldly man so

hei^h degree As Adam, til he for misgovernaunce Was
drive out of his hye prosperitee. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Lai-.

Arms (S.T.S.) 150 Be cans of the misgoverance of sik ane

ungracious creature, all a bale company may tak. .scathe

and schame. (&quot;1470 HARDING Chron. cv. xiv, He Iiad ..

repentaunce For his trespas and misgouernaunce. 1495
Act n Hen. / //, c. ii /Vtww/ ^V, Vong people. .be growcn
to ydelnes vices and other divers mysgovernaunces. 1512
Act. 4 Hen. F///, c. 20 Preamble, The same mysgoverned
person? shall lyf in robbyng and mysgovernaunce duryng
ther lyves. 1627 P. FLETCHKR Locusts iv, xxi, Those who
dtsgrac t by some misgovernance (Their owne, or other- 1

swell with griefe or spiglit.

f-2. Mismanagement, misdirection, misuse. Obs.

1390 Oou J:R Conf, II. 150 Tor if ther fell him eny schame,
It was thurgh his misgovernance. 1413 Pilgr. So-vle (Cax-
ton 1483) i. i. 2 By theyr owne mysgouernaunce they for-

lettyth the ryght way of vertu. ? a 1500 in Grose, etc. Antiq.
Rep. (1809) IV. 407 The sounde borde crasede forsith tl-.c

instrumente, Throw mysgovernaunce to make notis whiche
was not his intente. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal, May
go All will be soone wasted with misgouernance. 1621

BP. HALL Heattcn upon Kartk g 7 These vnruly affections

are not more necessary in their best vse, then pernicious in

their mis-gouernance. 1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crim. La~.&amp;lt;-s

Scot. i. iv. (16^0)40 He who burns a House, .by misgovern
ance and not of set purpose,
3. Bad government of a country or state.

1447 BOKKNH.W Seyntys (Roxb.) 28 To what myschaunce
The cyte he brouth, thorgh mysgouernaunce. c 1460
FoRTESCfE Abs. fy Lint. Man. xiv. (1885) 144 Murmor
ageynes the kynges person, ffor ^ mysgouernance off his

reaume. n 1578 LlHDHBAV (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)
I. 171 They tuik god to witnes that they sould be guiltles

of the misgoverance of the realme. 1641 BAKER Chron.

(1660) 160 That the Realm of England should be destroyed
through the misgovernance of King Richard. 1878 STCBBS
Const. Hist. III. xviii. 243 He is liable to be defamed for

misgovernance.

f 4. Lack of restraint. Obs.

1463 in Heath Grocers Conip. (1869) ei^Yf anye debatis

arose betwixt anye two members, for misgovernaunce of
wordes. c 1470 f/ors, Shefie # C. (Roxb.) 27 Beware of

surfete and misgouernance.

Misgoverned,///, a. [Mis-i 2(]

T~l. Characterized by misconduct ; ill-conducted;

immoral. Obs.
c 1440 Jacobs Well 270 No$t only to gode & sobre soue-

reynes but also to mysgouernyd. c 1460 G. ASHBY Dicta
Pkilos. 438 Misgoverned men and vicious. 1509 BARCLAY
Shyp ofFolys 12 b, His mysgouerned maners. ? a 1550 in

Dunbar s Poems (1893) 309 Misgovernit :jowth makis gowsty
age. i6xz SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. (1623) 884 Many
misgouerned and loose persons.

f2. Unruly, unrestrained; misdirected. Obs.

*593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. ii. 4 Where rude mis-gouern d
hands.. Threw dust and rubbish on King Richards head.

1627 DRAYTON Agincourt 65 The beauteous Margarite,
whose misgouern d spleene So many sorrowes brought
vpon her life, a 1639 DONNE Ess, (1651) 69 How strong
and misgovern d faith against common sense hath he.

3. Badly ruled or managed ; mismanaged.
1834 Tail s Afaff. I. 732 The poor misgoverned child.

1875 STEDMAK Viet. Poets ii. (1887) 54 The punishment of
a misgoverned career is that it hinders even the man of

genius from being justified during his lifetime.

Misgoverning, vbL sb.
[f.

MISGOVERN v. +
-ING i or Mis- 1

3 + GOVERNING vbl. sbl\ The
action of the vb. MISGOVERN, fa. Misconduct. Obs,

b. Misgovernment.
1487 How Good Wife Taught Dan. 256 For fait of aw and

of teching Bryngis thame oft to mysgouernyng. 1593 SHAKS.
Liter. 654 Blacke lust, dishonor, shame, mis-gouerning.
1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars \. xxxiii, Besides, the times, with all

Iniustice fraught, Concurr d, with such confus d misgouern-
ing. 1711 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 112 The
people, .dethroned their King under pretence of misgovern
ing. 1845 CARLYLE Past V Pr. i. v, A Governing Class..
which.. could not. .be kept from misgoverning, corn-lawing,
and playing the very deuce with us.
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Misgo vernment. [Mis- i
4.] |

1 1. Kvil conduct
; unruly or disorderly be

haviour
;
misconduct. Obs.

In the first quot. strictly two words.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 1975 Of good, or mysgouerne-

ment. 1573 L. LLOYD 71/arr^c ofHist. (1653) i4oTarquinius !

Superbus.-forhis misgovernment and lust in the City against
the chast matrons, .was. .banished Rome. 1581 PF.TTIE tr.

Crnazzo*sCiv.Conv. in. (1586) 127 b, Through idlenesse, or i

gluttonie, or some such misgouernment. 1599 SHAKS. Much.
Ado iv. i. 100 Thus pretty Lady I am sorry for thy^much
misgouernment. 1602 WARNKR Alh. F.ng. (1612) Epit. 384

Through his owne obstinate headinesse and misgouern
ment. 1665 GLANVILL Def. fan. Dogni. To Tho. Albius,
The unreasonable heats, frequent partialities [etc.], ..The
resentment I have of which misgovernments [etc.].

f2. Error or irregularity in the management,
conduct, or use of anything; mismanagement. Obs.

1601 Act 43 Eltz. c. 4 *! i Misconverlinge or misgoverne-
mente, ofany LandesTenementes Rentes. 1650 JF.R. TAYLOR

Holy Living i. i n66) 9 If such mis-government and un-

skilfulness make them fall into vitious and baser company.
1777 HOWARD Sf. frisnns (i^So

i 181 No . . servant of any
judge to take a fee on occasion of a petition or complaint,
founded upon the foregoing orders, or any misgovernment.

3. Bad government of a country or state ; mal
administration of public affairs. Hence, disorder,

anarchy (of. misrule}.
1592 Nobody $ Someb. (iS/S

1

! 203 King Archigallo that

now raignes In tiranny and strange misgovernment. c 1620

COKE in Bacons Wks. (1827) VII. 376 Tending to. .the

raising of faction or other misgovernment. 1783 BVRKB
Sp. Fox s E. India fiill Wks. 1792 II. 386 Whether, with
this map of misgovernment before me, I can suppose myself
bound . .to continue, .the management of these countries in

those hands? 1849 MACAI/LAY Hist. F.ng, iv. I. 522 The
misgovernment of James .. completely turned the tide of I

public feeling. 1889 Sat. Rer. 30 Mar. 371/2 The chronic

misgovernment. .which usually accompanies Turkish rule.

MisgO vernor. [Mis-
1

5.] One who mis

governs.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys 057 b. O Lothsome lust:

j

o mad mysgouernour Of all mankjnde. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Hist. Jos. ///, Wks. (1711) 49 The nobility of Scot

land should be ready .. to .seise upon the king s favourites,

and misgovernours of the state. 1829 GFN. P. THOMPSON I

Exerc, (13431 I. 170 A nation bound by the act of past mis-

governors. 1862 CAKLVLK Fredk. Gt. xn. viii. (1873 IV.

187 Traitors, misgovernors worthy of death. 1884 .SVzf. Rei\
12 July 40/1 The misgovernors of Egypt.

r Misgra/ffed, fa. pfle. Obs. [Mis-i ,.]

( Drafted niniss; fig. badly matched.

1590 SHAKS. It/Ms. A&quot;, i. i. 137 The course of true loue

neuer did run smooth, But either it \vns different in blood

. .Or eke misgraffed, in respect of yeare^.

Misgra ft, . rare&quot;. [Inferred from mis-

graftca.} To graft wrongly. 1846 in WORCKSTER.

Misgra fted, ///. [Mis-
1

2.] Grafted

wrongly or unsuitably.
1738 WAHBI-RTON Div. Legal. I. Ded. p. vi, The Barren

Leaves of misgrafted Free-thinking.

i Misgree ,&quot;

. O/&amp;gt;s.~&quot; [Mis-
1
7.] To disagree.

1530 PAI.SGR. 518 i, I discorde, I mysgre, jc dcscordc.

1570 LKVINS Alanip. 46 41 To Misgree, disscntirc.

t Misgrie-ved, pa. ppk. Obs. [Mis-i 8.]

Grieved or offended.

1543 GRAI-TON Contn. Harding 578 He desired hym not
to bee misgreued that he did thus leaue hym. 1579 TOM SON
Cahnn s Serni. Tim. 236/1 That they may not thinke much
or be misgreeued. 1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Tlieol. 179 They
are such, as are misgrieved at the matter of the word.

Misgroiviid,
&quot;

. [Mis-
1
I.] trans. To ground

falsely.

1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. I. vii. 418 note, That he had
misgrounded his opinion on a certain precedent, which [etc.].

Misgroirnded, ppL a. [Mis-l 2.] Falsely

grounded ; ill-founded.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. Ded. to Earl of Salisbury
iz Cause-less Envie, and mis-grounded Hate. 1630 PRYNNK
Anti-Armin. 253 O vnhappy flocke that must be led by
such a young misgrounded Shepheard. 1633 BP. HALL
Hard Texts t N. T. 33 Your frequent and misgrounded put
ting away of your wives, a 1684 LEIGHTON Comni. i Pet.

i. 14 It is a foolish misgrounded fear. 1700 ASTRY tr. Saa-
vedra-Fa.rardo II. 295 Sometimes, upon a mis-grounded
Apprehension, Money is expended to no purpose.

Misgrow, J . rare~ n
. [Mis-

1
I.] intr. To

grow amiss. 1647 HEXHAM, Mis^L assen t to Misgrowe.

Misgrown, pa. pplc. and ///. a. [Mis-i 2.]

Grown out of shape ; mis-shapen.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xx. 36 Lame Mulciber. his walkers

quite mlsgrowne. 1848 tr. Rickter s Levana iii. 16. 25 An
interlaced, misgrown, banyan forest. 1866 GREGOR Banffsh.
Gloss., Misgrown t stunted.

Misgrowth. [Mis-l 4.] A distorted or

abortive growth.
1647 HEXHAM, Een Misn-as in krnyden^ bootnen, fyc., a

Misgrowth in hearbes, trees, &c. 1819 COLERIDGE in Lit.

Rem. (1836) II. 204 A misgrowth or IHSHS of the capricious

..genius of Shak-ipeare. 1848 CLOUGH Amours de I oy.

in. 170 Our strivings, mistaking 1

;, misgrowths, and perver
sions. 1883 A. W. WARD F.ng. Poets II. 443 A disgraceful
illustration of too common a misgrowth of patriotism.

: Misgue ss. v. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] intr. To
guess wrongly.
1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 976/2 He mysse gesseth

amonge and weneth it were one, where in decle it was
another. 1665 HOOKE Microgr, 74 Not withstanding this

mis-ghessing.

MisgU ggle, T. Sf. Also -goggle, -grugle.

[f. Mis- 1 S + gttgpfr, grttgrte to handle roughly

MISGUIDEK.

or clumsily (see Eng. Dial. Diet?).] trans. To
handle roughly, maul; to mar, spoil, bungle.
1742 R. FORBES Jrnl. in Ajax sSp., etc. (1755) 33 She bad

me had aff my hands, for I misgrugled a her apron. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xviii, Donald had been misguggled by ane of

these doctors about Paris. 1818 Hrt. Midi, viii, Over

turning and mishguggling the government and discipline
of the kirk. 1825-80 JAMIESON, To misgoggltt to spoil,.. as,

He s fairly misgogght that job .

Misgui daiice. [Mis-
1

4.] Guidance in a

wrong direction ; misdirection.

1640 BP. HALL Episc. Ep. Ded. 4 The misguidance of

many well meaning soules. .which are impetuously carried

away in the throng. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. 11727) I. 113

By a small mis-guidance of the Affection, a Lover of Man
kind becomes a Rnvnger. 1840 CARLYLE IIewes v. (1841)

258 He wanders . . in a world of which he is as the spiritual

liglit, either the guidance or the misguidance. 1844 KING-
LAKE Eothen xiii. (1878 171 The Na/arene, whose mis

guidance had been the cause of our difficulties. 1859
J. TAYLOR Transmission Anc. Bks. xxii. 410 Under the mis

guidance of these chronological errors.

Misgurde. sb. Obs. [f.
Mis- 1 4 + GUIDE

sb. III.] Misguidance; irregular behaviour.

1596 SPENSER Hymn Hear. Lcve 144 Nor spirit, nor

Angell. .Could make amends to God for mans misguyde.
1602 WARNER Alb. Kng. ix. xliv. 210 Proserpin her offence

(Growen through Mis-Guides, Venial perhaps) we censure

in suspence. ? 16. . Beggar~Laddie xv. in Child Ballads V.

119 And for a the lassie s ill misguide, She s now the young
knight s lady.

Misgurde, z p

. [Mis-i i.]

1 1. refl. To go astray, go wrong; to conduct

oneself badly or manage one s affairs improperly.
1390 COWER Conf. 111.373 He may sone himself misguide,

That seth noght the peril tofore. 1483 CAXTON G. dt la

Tmtr k vij b, How the badde. . wymmen .. were punysshed,
as they mysgyded them. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 493

Quhen that thai se..thair king Misgyde him self in ony
kynd of thing. 1651 CULPEPPER Astrol. Judgem. Dis. (1658)

43 The disease came by the mans own misguiding himself.

2. trans. To mismanage, misgovern, misrule.

Hence (mod.5V.), to treat badly or improperly ;
to

abuse, injure, spoil.
1494 FABVAN Chron, vn. 502 The realme before tyme had

been mysseguydyd by offycers. 1572 Satir, Poems Reform.
xxxiii. 163 The Parische Kirkis. .thay samisgyde Thatnane
for wynd and rane thairin may byde. 1671 MILTON Samson
912 To shew what recompence Towards thee I intend for

what I have misdone, Misguided. 1681 COLVIL Whigs
Snfplic, (1751) 94 When they misguided church and state.

1787 [J. Er.vrm:] Seoticisms 55 The boy misguides his

cfoaths. Abuses, or sullies. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona xv,

There were whiles when his dander rase to see the Lord s

sants misguided.
3. To guideinawrongdirection, misdirect, mislead.

1509 BARCLAY
Shyf&amp;gt; ofFolys ( 1570) &quot;j

&quot;

t iij, Blinde foolisbc-

he should misguyde His former malice to some new assay.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvi. 3 Those leaders. .who mis

guide their tractable admiring followers. 1680 COTTON
Compl. Gantcstfr 8 But his drunkenness misguided his hand,
so that he ran him only through the arm. 1709 POPE Ess.

Crit. 202 To blind Man s erring judgment, and misguide
the mind. 1759 GOLDSM. Polite Learning vi, The truth is,

vanity is more apt to misguide men than false reasoning.
1880 MCCARTHY Owm Times IV. 338 The curious ignorance
of the condition of American .. feeling which misguided

Kngland s policy.
absol. 1696 LOCKE Let. 21 Nov. in F. Bourne Life II. xv.

453 Outward hearing may misguide but internal knowledge
cannot err. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. ii, The nobles.,

have nearly ceased either to guide or misguide.

Misgui ded,///. &amp;lt;t. Also 5 -kidyd. [Mis-l 2.]

tl. Ill-conducted, ill-behaved, immoral. Obs.

c 1490 Plnmpton Con: (Camden) 77 If I knew that she

wold be a myskidyd woman, I shold never speake word.,
for hir. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ix. 20 Druncartis, dysouns,
dy[v]owris, drewellis, Misgydit memberis of the dewellis.

1513 in Ace. Fam. of Innes (1864) 97 Alexander has bene

ane misgidit man prodigus and has waistit ..his..gudis.

2. f a. Mismanaged, misruled. Obs, b. Badly
trained or reared.

1562 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 4 Manag
ing, .destruction of zour..misreulit, and misgydit gouern-
ment. 1841 J. AITON Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 300 Misguided
apple and pear-trees may be recovered in a very few years.

3. Guided in a wrong direction ;
misdirected or

misled in action or thought ; hence, having a wrong

purpose or intention ; erring in thought or action.

1659 PHILIPOTT /&quot;/ //. Cant. Aj, That fiction of Brute, .ob

truded upon s by seduced and misguided Histories. 1660

MILTON Free Commowv. 18 To give a stay, .to this general

defection of the misguided and abus d multitude. 1660

Trial Regie. 101 Others might do it by a misguided Con
science, a 1776 HUME F.ss. (1777)

I. ix, 68 An ambitious, or

rather a misguided [earlier cdd. ignorant], prince arose, who

[etc.]. 1825 LAMB FMa Ser. 11. Barbara S-~, Some comic

actor,, .in the misguided humour of his part, threw over the

dish such a quantity of salt [etc.]. 1828 SCOTT / . M. Perth

xxxii, Far different had been the fate of the misguided Heir

of Scotland, from that which was publicly given out. 1903

R. D. SHAW Pauline Ep. 137 Unworthy and misguided

party cries had arisen among them.

Hence Mis^ui dedly adv.* Misgni dedness.

1809 Kxox in Jebb & K. Corr. (18341 I. 555 Ignorance,

misguidedness, and . . infelicity of circumstances. 1868

BROWNING Ring fy Bk. ix. 932 A poor hard-pressed . . thing

Has rushed so far, misguidedly perhaps. 1874 MORLEY

Compromise 96 Perversely and misguidedly self-asserting.

Misgtli der. [Mis-
1

5.] One who misguides.
a 1572 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks*. 1846 I. 206 Maister James,



MISGUIDING. 515 MISHNAH.

priucipall mysgydar now of Scotland. 1648 SALTMAKSH
Some Drops 50 That a new-star is to prepare for a mis-

guider. and your story of liarchochebas upon it, it hath

more lightsomnesse than light in it. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela, IV. 234 Pride, Vanity, Thoughtlessness, were my
Misguiders. 1796 ELIZA HAMILTON Lett. Hindoo Rajah
(1811) I. 138 The misguider of the mind of Zaarmilla has.,

mixed some truth with the abundance of his falsehoods.

1824 SCOTT Redganntlet let. xi, My gudesire was nae

manager not that he was a very great misguider.

Misgurding, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] fa. Evil

conduct; misbehaviour; disorder, b. Misrule; mis

management; ill-treatment. Sc. c. Misdirection.

?ci47oG. ASH BY Active Policy 431 Mysreule & extorcion

Mysguiding, Robbery necligence. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. ccxlviii. u 7 b, Thurgh mysguydyng of the barge it

ouerthrewe on the pyles. 1520 Caxtotfs Citron, in. 25/2
He slewe .1. thousande of y* olde sage faders of greate
vertue bycause they tolde hym his mysgydynge. 1530
PALSGR. 470/2 Reformacions of mysgydyng [F. refornta-
cions (fas abus\ be very necessary in a comtm welth. 1535
STICWART Cron. Scot. II. 214 King Occa. .Throw misgydmg
wes slane into the feild. 1588 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser.

I. IV. 266 Fur ailegeit misgyding of sum of the saidis

collegeis. 1786 BURNS On Sc. Bard\\\\, He ne er was gien
to great misguidin, Yet coin his pouches wad na bide in.

1898 II estm. Gaz. 7 Oct. 3/2 The. .perversion of our taste

and misguiding of our aesthetic instincts.

Misgurding, ///. a. [Mis-i 2.] That mis

guides, misdirecting.
1753 H. JONKS Earl

&amp;gt;]f
Essex (1756) 43 The narrow cen

sures of misguiding crowds. 1811 SHELLEY in Hogg Life
(1858) I. 406 A man under a misguiding preconception. 1891
Dully News 15 Oct. 4/6 The. .misguiding criticisms of Tory
newspapers.
Hence Misffui dingrly adv.,

( in a way to mis
lead (1847-54 Webster).
t Misgui lt, j. Obs. In 4-5 -gilt, -gylt(e,

-gelt. [f.
Mia-1 8 + GUILT sb.] Offence, mis

deed, crime.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14732 pe moneurs for ^air misgilt, pair

bordes [Jesus] ouerkest, bair penis spilt, c 1350 Will*
Paltrne 3996 Let me make a-mendis for al my mis-gelt.
Ibid. 4397, etc. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle (Hall.) 61 Thynke how
thou was owte pylte Of thy lande, for thy mys-gylte. 14. .

Leges Burgoritiit Ii, Gif bat a burges be attachyt. .for det
or for ony mis^ilt. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 123 Toys
mys-gylt pou for-yeue me !

t MiSffui lt, v. Obs. In 4 pa. pple. mlsgilt,

-gelt. [f. Mis- 18 + GUILT v.] To do wrong :

used intr. or with pronominal obj.
13.. Sir Beues (A.I 1581 What haue ich so meche misgilt?

a 1335 Maudelcin 24 in Hprstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 163
Euer he schonejj bat

ha|&amp;gt; misgilt.

t Misgui se, sb. Obs. [Mis-1 9.] Disguise.
So t Misgui sed///. #., f Misguising vbl. sb.

1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliv. 332 ^our filthie, fals mis-

gysing, Of haly Kirk }our temerar disposing. 1603 HARS-
NET

Po/&amp;gt;. Impost, xxii. 149 These misguised bewitched
creatures. 1646 W. DELL Rights Reform. Ep. Ded. A 2 b,
The power of God. .shall as soon be made void, as the true
Doctrine of the Gospel, though called Errour, Heresie, and
Schisme, and have all the misguises of Hell put upon it.

t Misgye
1

,
v. Obs. [f. Mis-l i +gye t

GUY vl]
trans. To misguide ; reft, to misbehave.
c 1386 CHAUCER Monk s T. 543 Tho wiste he [sc. Nerol wel

he hadde him-self misgyed. 1406 HOCCLEVK/, Male Regie
228 Solil deceyuours, By whom the peple is mis gyed &
led. c 1500 Lancelot 1663 If thei tak not full contrisioune,
And pwnys them that hath ther low mysgyit.

1&quot; Mask. Cant. Obs, [Shortening of COMMIS
SION sb.-] A shirt.

1671-80 HEAD Eng. Rogue \. iv. 44. a 1673 in Head s

Canting A cad. 19 What though I no Togeman wear, Nor
Commission, Misn, or slate.

Mish, obs. form of Miss z&amp;gt;.l

Mishaif, Sc. form of MISHAVE.
t Misha le, a. Obs. [Mis-l 7. (Etymological

perversion of misa le MESEL.)] Unhealthy, sick.
c 1323 Metr. Horn. 132 Forthi thou, and the sones ilk ane,

Sal be mishale als was Naamane [cf, infra unhale].

Mishandle (mishse-nd l). v. [Mia-i i. Cf.

G. misshandelit) Du. miskandelen] trans. To
handle or treat badly or improperly; to handle

roughly or rudely; to maltreat, ill-treat.

_ [1390: cf. MISHANDLING vbl. sb.} 1530 PALSGR. 637/2 U
is nat well done to myshandell hym thus as you do. Ibid.

689/1, 1 restore a mater, or processe that was mysse handled.

1533 MORE Apol. xxxv. Wks. 899/2 To be so wrongefullye
myssehandeled and punyshed, for onelye speakynge agaynste
mysseorder and abusions. 1581 J. BELL Haddon*$ AHSW.
Osor. 257 b, There be some that are so beastly brutish that
will mishandle the wordes and deedes of others, be they
never so well spoken. 1616 BACON Tract Conunendams
Wks. 1827 VII. 319 The proceedings wherein had either

been mis-reported or mis-handled. 1823 SCOTT Quetitin D.

xxi, It is a shame to see how they have mishandled the old

man. 1828 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 93 He mishandled
good subjects with great success. 1904 WEYMAN Abb.
Vlaye vii, Solomon is old, and they may mishandle him.

Misha ndled,yV/-rt. [Mis-la.] Ill-managed;
maltreated, ill-treated.

ci6io SIR }. MELVIL Mem. (Bannatyne CI.) 370 Charging
us to tak cair of his mishandled estait. 1896 A. WHYTE
Bible Char. 178 Poor mishandled Esau could not say that.

Mishandling, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] Rough
handling; improper treatment ;

maltreatment.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 189 The wardes of the cherche keie

Thurgh mishandlinge ben myswreynt. 1533 MORE Apol.
xxxv. Wks. 900/2 The proues of al such myssehandlyng
may.. be brought foorth, 1658 A. Fox Wiirt Sure: n.

vii. 65 Not regarding the mis-handling, it happenetn in

some fals.. that the skin goeth off from the bone. 1886
STEVENSON Kidnapped yi\\\. 119 He had looked on, day by
day,at the mishandling of poor Ransome. 1904 Longman s

Mag. Jan. 254 Even my mishandling cannot rob the earth

of its quickening power.

Mishant, variant of MERCHANT.

Mishanter (mijcrntai\ mischanter (mis-

Uaj,. Sc. and north, dial. Also MiscAM EB.

Var. of MlSAlM KU, prob. influenced by mishant*

mischant ;see MESCHANT). The form mischanter

is app. due to assimilation to the synonymous mis-

chance.] Misadventure, mishap.
1755 R- FORBES Ajax*s S/&amp;gt;. 31 They had suinc ;illa^ust

that some mishanter had beia n us-. 1784 BURNS Welcome
Illeg. Child, Mischanter fa me, If ought of thte, or of thy
mammy, Shall ever daunton me, or awe nit. 1824 SCOTT
Redgauntlet let. xii, Mischanter on the auld beard o1

ye !

1866 GKEGOR Katiffsh. Gloss., Mischnntt r, a hurt ; a bruise.

1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb (1873) 2^6 For there s sae

mony inishanters t we hear u happcnin wi the like o im.

IVIishap (mishffi p), sb. Forms : see HAP sb^\
ulso 5 myschap, 6 inishhapp. [f.

Mis- 1 4 +
HAP sit. 1

, prob. after OK. mescheance MlSCUANCK.]
1. Evil hap ; bad luck

;
misfortune. Now rare.

1:1386 CHAUCER Monti s T. 255 What man that hath
freendes tliurgli fortune, Mishap wol make hem enemys.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. vii. 221 Thoruu my^happe
I sauc hym slee two knyghtes at the passage ol the water.
. 1530 Pol. Rel.

&amp;lt;y

L. Poems (,iS66 32 Wyse labuure & mys-
happe seldom mete to-gyder. 1591 SHAKS. i Iffit. VI, i. i.

23 Shall we curse the Planets of Mishap? 1633 (&amp;gt;. HERBKKT
Temple 132 Arlillerie i, From small tirt-s comes&amp;gt; oft not

small mishap. 1667 MILTON / . L. \. 239 It cannot be lUit

that success attends him ;
if mishap, Ere this he had

return d. 1684 Contentpi. St. Man i. ii. (1699) 21 The
greatest felicity of the World, was tyed to the greatest Mis

hap. 1807-8 W. IRVING Sahnag. xvii. (1860) 381 It is either

my good fortune or mishap, to be keenly susceptible to the

influence of the atmosphere. 1826-34 WOKDSW. To May 66

And what if thou, sweet May, hast known MUliap by worm
and blight.

2. In particularized use : An unlucky accident.

c 1330 R. BRLNNI-; Chron. (1810) 175 Many grete mis-

happes, many hard trauaile. c 1450 Rlerlin 5 A worthy man
to whom weren falle many myshappes with-in sborte time.

&amp;lt; 1586 C TKHS PEMBROKE Ps. cxxi. v, From ev ry mishapp..
Safe thou shalt by Jehovas hand be guarded. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. i. i. 152 Secure from worldly cbaunces and mishaps.

1667 DRYDI^N Ind. Kinp. v. ii, I might have livM my own Mis

haps to mourn. 1781 Cowi ER Convcrsat. 321 Alas for unfore

seen mishaps ! 1836 W. IRYIM; A$ioria\. 17 The pleasures,

dangers, adventures, and mishaps, which they had shared

together in their wild wood life. 1896 Lmv Times 0.438/2
The musical portion of the service had to be curtailed, .in

consequence of a mishap to the organ.
Proverb. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Polys (1874) II. 251 One

myshap foituneth neuer alone.

b. A fall from chastity, rare. (Cf. MISFORTUNE
sh. 2.) Cf. dial, mishap-child, a bastard.

1857 P. CUNNINGHAM Walpoles Lett. I. 95 note, Lady
Betty was the friend and correspondent of Swift. In early
life she made a mishap.

t Mislia-p, v. Obs. [Miw-i i.]
1. intr. Ofa person : To meet with mishap or

misfortune ;
to come to grief. Also, to have the

misfortune to do something.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4967 For bou

myshappedest y be first ende, Now schaltow spede er f?at

pou wende. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. x. 283 Archa. dei mys-
happed and ely brake his nekke. 1402 HOCCLEVB Let. o/
Cupid^217 For many a man by woman hath mishapped. c 1450
Merlin 24 Yef Vortiger hadde be ther, they hadde not so

myshapped. 1533 MORE Apol. 192 b, Mo men then so many,
haue misse happed to be.. mysse punyshed.

2. Of an event or impers. : To happen unfortu

nately. Often with dative pron.
^1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13280 Grace til

hym wold non bytide, But euere mys happed [a 1400 Petyt
MS. mishapned] on his syde. 14.. Arth. fy Merl. 795

(Douce MS,) For hit was myshapped so, In his herte hym
was ful wo. ^1450 Merlin 471 Gawein was euer pensif for

his vncle,..that hym sholde eny thinge myshappe. 1533
MORE Apol. 95 A thynge . . myche more to be lamented,
when yt myshappeth to fall betwene a man & his wyfe.

iSgz LD. VAUX in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV. 109 This

mishappethe me by Andrewe Mallories lewdest misleading

n\y sonne. 1633 13. JONSON Tale Tub in. i, Some things

mishap d, that ne is come without her. 1647 HEXHAM,
Misschieden^ to Mishap, or to Fall out 111.

b. Of a weapon : To fall unluckily.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. \. a 4, As this Brute shold shete

vn to an hert his arwe myshapped .. and so there Brute

quelled his fadre.

So T Misha-pping
1

vbl. sb., mishap.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 68 Alle his mishappyng

felle, he com in to Pountif \Descendtst en P. a. so. confusioun].

Misha ply, adv. [Mis-
1

6.] By mischance.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur vii. vi. 220 By myshap thou

camyst behynde hym and myshappely thou slewe hym.

t Misha-ppen, v. Obs. [Mis-ii.]
1. MISHAP v. i.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 289 Boste & deignouse
pride & ille avisement Mishapnes oftentide. ? 1400 Alorte
Arth. 3454 Mane, amende thy mode, or thow myshappene.
1530 PALSGR. 637/2 It is no wonder thoughe he myshappen,
for he is ever quarellynge.

2. = MISHAP v. 2.

a 1400 [see MISHAPS. 2, quot. 1330], (&quot;1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode iv, xxiii. (1869) 188 Whan any wole flee in to be

skyes, and afterward hapneth him to falle, ober mishapneth.

1530 PALSGR. 637/2 He that trusteth ever to happe it mys-
happeneth hym somtyme. 1550 COVEKDALE Spir. PerU v.

1588) 41 No evil mishappened vnto him tiierof. 1^90
SPENSER b . CJ. i. iii. 20 Affraid, least to themselves the like

niishapen miyht. 1610 HOLLAND Cantderis Brit. I. 59 If

ought should mil-happen. 1611 COTGK., Mesadvcuira, to

niishappen, to succeed ill vnlo.

So -f Misha-ppening vbl. si)., mishap.
t 1330 R. HKUNNE Chron. (iBioJ 290011 bo bat (Jod lufes

lest mishappenyng ,sal)e falle.

I Mislia ppy, a. Obs. [Mis-l 7.] Unhappy.
61386 CMAUCKH M, tib. P 602 Sorweful and mishappy is

the condicioun of a povre begger. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 339/2
Myshappy, or vnhappy, injortunatus.
iSo f Misha ppiness, unhap|^inL --s. unluckines-i.
(i 1541 WYAIT in Tottel s Misc. (Arb.) 47 What wit haue

wordes so prest, and forceable, Tluit may uonteyn my &amp;lt;_;real

mishappinesse? 1639 liAii.i.iK /,-. /. ^Ha-inatyne Cl.i I. MJ
J he mishappincs of the affair, uhich could not b-j . .bo uum-
passed as to give content to all.

1-Misha-rrit, pa. pple. Sc. Obs. [VI. MJ.-S-

-f HARUE + -it = -KD.] Vynliin^wl.
1501 Dou(ii.AS Pal. Hon. \. .\i.\, I aganc ..Crap in the

muskane aikin stok niisharrit.

t Misha ve, v. Obs. Also 6 Sc. mishaif,
mischawe. [f. Mis- 1 i -f HAVK v. 12. Cf.

HAVING vbl. sb. 3. (In OK. mishwbbtnde =
ill,

unwell.,] reft. To misbehave oneself.

1528 .SV. Acts Jas. / (i8i4) II. 323/2 Gefe ony tyme had
bcne p

1 we had mishad ws. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems tS.T.S. i

iii. 49 Bot }it ^e may niishaif jow in sum caice, And $e
defend no 1 daimssellis defame. 1562 Aberdeen Reg. 1844
1. 346 For the injuring of diuerse nychtbouris . . and for

mischawing of himself in sic sindry wayis. 1744 MRS.
DKI.ANY Life &amp;lt;y

Corr. (1861) II. 287 Barrow has mishaved
himself so much that he must go.

Misheant, variant of MESCHANT.
IVIishear (mishit, v. Also 3 misihercu

(see Y-HEUE). [In OK. mishuran\ see Mis- 1 i

and HEAR vJ-~\ trans, fa. In OK., to disobey.
b. To hear amiss, incorrectly, or imperfectly.
Also absol. or intr.

(-961 /Ei HKLWOLD Rule St. Benct v. (Schr-Jer 1885) 62 Se
be eow ^ehyrS, he gehyrfr me, and ^e be eow mibityrj, lie

niishyr3 me. a 1023 WULFSTAN J/oni. xviii. (1883) 104 And
J a;t mancynn to swySt gode mishyrde. 121225 Ancr. R.

296 On elpl wurd bet tu mis-iherest. 1483 Cath. Angt.
241/2 To Mibhcre, olaitdirt:. 1552 Hi LOET, Misheaie,
obandio. [Cf. COOPER T/tfsatirtts (1565), Obattdio^ to heare

hardelyor vnwillingly.J 1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 4 Thou hast

mispoke, misheard, Ke well aduis d, tell ore thy tale againe.
1815 J. C. HOHHOUSK Substance Lett, (1816 II. 70/11 My
informant misheard or mistook a metaphor for a fact. 1877
TENNYSON Harold v. i, Your second-sighted man .. Mi&amp;gt;-

heard their snores for groans. 1884 Harper s Mag. Dec.

142 Perhaps he had misheard the unknown voice.

So Mishea rer.

1483
Cath. Angl. 241 2 A Mi&herer, obauditor.

Misliea-ring, vbl. sb. [Mis-i 3.] + a. Sinful

hearing or listening. Obs. b. Hearing incorrectly
or Imperfectly.
1483 Catk. Angl. 241/2 A Misherynge, obanditits, oban-

t/iuw. 1493 Dives
-5- Pauper \\. xix. i vj, Godd- -. name

is taken in veyne by mysheryng For if thou haue liking to

liere grete othes [etc.]. 1832-4 DE QUINCEV Cassars \\ k&amp;gt;.

1859 X. 32 The universal mishearing in the outermost rinij

of the audience. 1860 PUSKV Min. Proph. p. vii, The
question how the translators came so to render it, by what

misreading or mishearing, or (.etc.], 1881 Blackiv. Mag.
Apr., [

Errors J such as arise from mishearing.

i Mishea-rken, v. Obs. [Mis-i i.] intr.

a. To listen sinfully, b. To mishear,
c izoo in O. E. Horn. I. 305 Ich habbe . . Mishei cnet. c 1580

JEFFERIE Bugbears iv. v. 3 in A rchiv Stnd. nen.
A/&quot;

.

(1897) XCIX. 40 Art sure he did tel thee, or didest thou
misseharken ?

Mishent, obs. variant of MESCHANT.

[Misher^s)ing : see List of Spurious Words.]
Mishlaw, variant of MUSHLA.
Misll-iuash (mrjimsef), sb. Also 5 mysse-
maache, 7 mish-mass. [A reduplication of MASH
j/&amp;gt;.l Cf. G. mischmasch) Da. (?from LG.) misk~

mask.] A confused mixture ;
a medley, hodge

podge, jumble.
c 1450 Mankind 49 in Macro Plttys 3 But, ser, I prey yow

(MS questyon to claryfye : Dryff-draff, mysse-masche. 1585
HIGINS TMHtu* Nomenclator 362 A confused or disordered

heape of all things together : a mishmash. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy xxvi. xl. 615 A very mish mash [orig. t.o&amp;gt;iliiTio\ and
sinke of vile and wretched persons. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (1638) 27 A mish-mash of Arabick and Portuguise.

1676 Doctrine ofDevils 146 That Gallimawphey Mish-mass,
of most Monstruous . . Conceits and Practises. 1806 \\.

TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) H- 257 The Mishmash of

Manuscript, printed extract [etc.]. iMoPuSKYAfm. Proph.,

Haggai i. 2 1 he Samaritans. . (amid their mishmash of wor

ship, worshipping, as our Lord tells them, they know not

what). 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxii, A ridiculous

mish-mash of superannuated customs and false ambition.

attrib. 1652 News fr. Low-Countr. i When, first, the

first confused Masse Did, from its mish mash medly, passe.

Hence Mi shmash v. 9
to make a ( mish-mash or

confused mass of; to throw into confusion.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. lx. (1737) 247 Then is
sacrificed

to him Haberdines, Poor-Jack, minglemangled, mishmash d.

1791 LEARMONT Poems 199 Steghin gluttons.. Mish-mashin
creatures for their greed or gust. 1866 GREGOR Banffsh.Gloss. ,

Mfesh-washi to mingle ; to throw into a confused mass.

|| Mishnah, mish.ua (mi-Jna). Also 7-8
mi.sna, mischna,(^A mischnaios). [post-Biblical
Heb. rr:uro mishndn , pi. mishnoth and mishnavoth

(i) repetition, (2&quot;) instruction, f. n:u? shandh to

repeat, in post-Biblical Heb. to teach or learn
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MISHONOUK, 516 MISINTERPRETABLE.

(oral tradition .] The collection of binding pre

cepts or halakhoth (see HALACHAH) which forms

the basis of the Talmud and embodies the contents

of the oral law. Also, a paragraph of the mishnah.
1610 T. FITZHERBERT Policy $ Kelig. n. xiv. 191 The first

collection was made by ludas, the sonne of Simon, . . and
this was called Misna. 1613 FURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 169
The Aliscfmaiost

and Gemara made vp the whole Talmud.
Ibid. 170 Their Mischna or Talmud text. 1723 MATHER
Vindic. Bible 300 The Jews affirm that the most remark
able copies of the Mischna, written in the .second age after

Christ, were marked with points. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1834) II. 673 Drawn from the Fathers, the Councils, or

the Mishna. 1867 Chamb. Encycl. IX. 281/1, 524 chapters

(Perakim), which contain the single Mishnas. 1883 Encycl.
Btit. XVI. 503/2 A mishnah, if genuine, never begins with
a passage of the Pentateuch.

Hence Mislmic, -ical (mi jmk, -ikaP, also

Mislmaic
(mijiu&quot; ik), f Mi sniac, -acal adjs., per

taining or relating to, characteristic of, the mishnah.

1718 PRIDEAUX Old fy New Test. u. n. 67 The Tanaim or

the Mishnical doctors. 1723 MATHER Vindic. Bible 301

Ephodeus assures us that all the ancient Misniack books
were pointed. Ibid. 362 After these let the Misniacal
Doctors be considered. 1867 Chamh. Encycl. IX. 281/1
The individual enactments of the Mishnic doctors. 1898
Expositor July 77 Very late Biblical or even Mishnic
Hebrew, \fyfiEncycl. Brit.\lli. 561/1 The Mishnaic usage.

t Misho nour, sb. Obs. [Mis-* 7.] Dishonour.
a 1300 Cursor I\l. 23644 J&amp;gt;e

wicked .. of alle bai sal haf
mishonur.

So tMishonour ^., to dishonour.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (i8z6&amp;gt; 174 God was
blasphemed, the holy Virgine his mother mishonoured.

t Misho-pe, sb. Obs. [Mis-i 7. Cf. MDu.
mishope^ MSw. mishap.] Despair.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 27050 For sli mis-hope bat bai Hj in, ne
d;ir J;ai nakln god bigm. c 1400 Rule St. Bcnet (Prose) 9
pat ye ne falle in na mis-hope, bot in godis trou} to Hue.
c 1450 St. Cvtkbert (Surtees) 5889 Mys hope of bair synn.
1506 KalcndcrofSheph. I j b (1892) III. 93 Myshope.

tMisho-pe, v. Obs. [Mis-i 7. Cf. MDu.
mishopeit) MUG. missehoffen, MSw. tnishoppa. ]

1 . trans. To fail to hope in.

a 1240 Lo/songm Cott. Horn. 213 Ich ne mishopie be nout.

2. intr. To despair.
1303 K. BRUNNE Hnndl. Synnc 8439 pat a man myshope

no.^ht pogh he haue grete tcmptyng of boght. a 1340
HAMTOLE Psalter xliii. 20 Myshopand of thi gpednes.
(- 1380 WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 346 How my^te pis Ladi
myshope bat ne she shulde come to hevene?

Misick, obs. form of MlZZIOK dial,

Mis-iheren : see MISHEAR v.

Misimagiiia tion. [Mis-
1

4.] Wrong
imagination.
1618 Hi-. HALL Righteous Mammon Wks. (1625) 700 Who

can without indignation look vpon the prodigies which this

mis-imagination produces in that other sex?

Misima giue, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
imagine erroneously. So Misiiua gined ///. a.

1625 DONNE Serm. 24 Feb. (1626)44 God hath no where told

thee, that hee hath done any such thing as an ouertender
Conscience may mis-imagine, a. 1684 LEIGHTON Comtn.
i Pet. Wks. (1868) 231 Had he come down, as some have

miMmagined it, only to set us this perfect way ofobedience.

Misimpre SSlon. [Mis-
1

4.] A wrong im

pression.
1670 BAXTER Cure Ch. Div. 351 Even he that overcomth

in the main yet seldome so far conquereth as to receive no
misimpression upon his mind. 1869 SIR J. T. COLERIDGE
Aleut, y, Keble xiii. 301, I can scarcely avoid saying a few
words to prevent a misimpression as to himself. 1884 SIR

J. A. PICTON in N. ty Q. 5 Apr. 271/2 [She] is under a mis-

impression as to any connexion between these two words.

Miaimpriaion. Error for MISPHISION.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. 781/1 Whose fault as

shoe thought, .was rather through misimprision then will.

Misimprcvve, v. Now rare. [Mis-
1

7.]
1. trans. To employ wrongly (cf. IMPROVE

v. 2); to fail to use to good purpose; to abuse,
use ill. Obs. or U.S.

1658 H. MosiiLEY Healing Leaf 15 What should become
of him that had ten Talents, if he had misimproved them?
1680 MATHER frenicnm 19 That good principle of., modera
tion towards Brethren of differing Judgments, hath been. .

perversely misimproved. 1737 J. WILLISON Affl. Maits
Companion VH. i. (1744) I28 * ne most Part of Men. .mis-

improve their Health. 1708 Missionary ftlag. No. 22. 133
We warned the people against misimprpving so high a privi
lege. 1826 LONGF. in Life (1891) I. vii. 87 You either over
rated my abilities and advantages, .or I have sadly mis-

improved them both.

2. To improve injudiciously ; to
* make worse

for mending*. Also absol.

1847 MILLER First Itnfir, Eng, xvi. (1857) 266 Nowhere.,
had the hand of improvement misimproved so sadly. 1853
G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 115 This, our only
station for the plant,.. has been, .tampered with and mis-

improved of late.

Misimpro ved, ppl. a. Obs. or C7.S. Also
8 -improven. [Mis-

1
2.] Wrongly employed ;

not used to good purpose ; abused.
1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 95 Nor did this licentious-

nesse long want the misimproved subtlety of a Gentleman.
1717 WooRowO-r. (1843) 1 1. 286 Our sins and misimproven
privileges. 1820 W. JAY Prayers 208 Our misimproved time
and talents.

t Misimpro vement. Obs. [Mis-
1

4.]
Failure to employ properly, abuse, misuse.

1644 tH. PARKEH] Jus Populi 41 If the commonwealth
hath an interest in slaves, how can such mis-improvement

thereof be answered to God ? a 1748 WATTS Imprw. Mind
li. iv, We are justly chargeable with criminal bloth, and mis-

improvement of the talents. 1774 ABIGAIL ADAMS in Fam.
Lett. (1876) 48 The misimprovement of our great advantages.
1806 A. STEWART in Mem. (1822) 232 Our sin in the mis-

improvement of former privileges.

Misimpro-ver. 06s. or U.S. [Mis-
1

5.]

One who misimproves.
1711 BLACKWELL in H. G. Graham Social Life Scot. x.

, (1899) II. 133 [Every enjoyment that came from Providence]
could but feed to the slaughter of the misimprover. 1746

. D. BKAINERD Diary n Oct. (1902) I. 314 My mind was per
plexed with fears that I was a misimprover of time.

Misiiicliiia tioii. [Mis-
1
4.] A wrong in-

i
clination.

1652 SCLATER Civ. Magistracy (1653) 16 If any are found
of the same misse-inclinations now. 1673 O. WALKER Ednc.
21 It is much easier to bend a natural mis-inclination to its

neighbour virtue than to its opposite.

Misincli iie, v. [Mis- 1
i.] To incline in a

wrong direction.

1652 HP. HALL Invis. M orld \\\. n See him, by mis-

inclining
his own will, apostatizing from his Infinite Creator.

Misincli-ned, ///. a. [Mis- 1
2, 7.] a.

Wrongly inclined, b. Disinclined.

(11716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) X. i. 8 Our affections [are)

mis-tnclined. 1837 S. R. MAITLAND Voluntary Syst. (ed. 2)

12 If you ve any thing ..that you could let me have reason

able, I should not be inisinclined to deal with you.

Misinfe r, v. [Mis-
1

I.] trans. To infer

wrongly ; also, f to draw a wrong inference from.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. lit 4 Nestorius. .did. .mis-in-

ferre that in Christ those natures can by no conjunction make
one person. 1640 SIK E. DEKING Carmelite (1641) Bij, You
corrupt one Text and mis-inferre two other, a 1663 SANDER
SON Serin., Ad Clernm (1681) 67 Such conclusions as are

mis-inferred hence. 1700 COLLIER -2nd Def. Short View 101

Because Modesty is the Character of Women, [I] misinfer,
that no Woman must be shewn without it.

Misi iifereiice. [Mis-
1
4.] Wrong inference.

1627 W. SCLATER E.\-p. 2 Thess. (1629) A ivb, Plausibly

perhaps by mis-inference. 1647 TKAITC CW/W. 2 Pet. in. 16

When we put words into the mouths of these oracles by
mis-inferences or mis-applications.

Misiiife rring, vbl. sb. [Mis-
^

3.]
=

prec.
1627 lii&amp;gt;. HALL Epist. iv. iv. 343 Is it the voice of treason,

or religion? And, if traiterous, whether flatly, or by mis-

inferring ?

Misiufo rm, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To inform

amiss
;
to give wrong or misleading information to.

In the first quot. prob. two words (see Mis adv^).

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 178 It nedeth of no bakbitinge That
thou thi ladi mis enfprme. 1530 PALSGH. 605/1, 1 . . bring one
from the trewe opinion by misenformyng. a 1608 DEK
Retat.

Sfiir. I. (1659) 67 You may also mark how the Devil
at this time did misinform E. K. 1651 HOBBES Lwiath. n.

.xxx. 175 To let the people be.. mis-informed of the grounds

..of those his essentiall Rights. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix.

355 Least . . She dictate false, and missinforme the Will To
do what God expressly hath forbid. 1701 NORKIS Ideal

i World i. iv. 188 Our senses, .do not. .deceive or misinform
us as to the meer existence of things. 1807 G. CHALMERS

1 Caledonia I. in. ix. 457 Pontoppidan misinformed, and
1 deluded, his prince, upon a thousand points of history.

absol. 1611 BIBLE 2 Mac. iii. n That some of it belonged to

Hircanus,. .and not as that wicked Simon had misinformed.

1625 Hi1
. MOUNTAGU App. C&sar-2$b You misinforme against

him for concluding with the Papists. 1678 MAKVELL Growth,

Popery 43 However the King s Counsel may miiinfonn.

Misiiifcrrmaiit, [Mis-
1

5.] One who gives

wrong information.
1860 in WORCESTER, citing Wilberforce. i88a Standard

ii Nov. 5/7, 1 am at a loss to know what your mis-informant
can mean by the expression.

Misinforma tion. [Mis-
1
4.]

1. The action of misinforming or condition of

being misinformed.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holtnshcd III. 1009/1 A..riuer,

which the Britons called Isk ; Ptolomeus by misinformation
nameth it Isaca. 1654 in Nicholas Papers (Camden) II.

60, I must now contradict.. what by L* Gen. Middleton s

very unkind and unfriendly misinformation I mibtold you
in my last. 1668 CLARENDON Vindie. Tracts (1727) 37 Either

by misinformation or negligence of the clerk. .the county
of Warwick was inserted. 1756 JOHNSON K. of Prussia
Wks. 1796 XII. 239 He declares himself, .against the use of
torture, and by some misinformation charges the English
that they still retain it. 1800 Asiat. Ann. AVf. 313/3 By
tlie misinformation of our guides, we were led to Amergurh.
1861 J. S. MILL Utilitarianism v. 85 Courts of law allow

voluntary engagements to be set aside, .sometimes on the

ground of mere mistake, or misinformation.

2. Erroneous or incorrect information.
a 1661 HOLYDAV Juvenal (1673) 262 According to the

common misinformation, which the Romans had concerning
the Jews. 1743 T. BIRCH Life Boyle B. s Wks. 1772 I. p. cvi,
Not only our

weather-glasses, but likewise our senses,
may give us misinformation about cold. 1846 J. W. CROKER
in C. Papers 22 Aug. (1884), Lord George is again under
some misinformation. 1901 KIPLING Kim vii. 163 He was,
by virtue of his office, a bureau of misinformation,

fb. With a and//. Obs.

1627 LORNE in Willcock Gt. Marquess (1902) App. iii. 355
Whom they have incensed agains me by their misinforma
tions, c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeley* (1883-51 U- 47 A
misinformation of those that waited in his sicknes. 1788
JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 63 It says that Congress removed
to Hartford, but this is a misinformation.

Misinfo rmed, ///. a. [Mis- 1
2.] Incorrectly

informed ; having an incorrect or imperfect know
ledge of or acquaintance with the facts.

1447 n F- M. Nichols Lawford Hall(ity\) App. 23 The
said pe de gre aboue is mysse enfourmed bothe of weddyng
of Agnes Forde and [etc.]. 1635 QUARLES Embl. n. vi.

! (1718)85 She abuses Her mis-inform d beholder s eye. 1735
BERKELEY Frce-think. in Math. 6 Wks. 1871 III. 304,
I own myself misinformed, and shall gladly be found in a

mistake. 1815 A. UL-RN in Mem. m. (1816) 121 A weak and
misinformed conscience. 1895 Times 9 Jan. 4/4 A few of

the less important ones [? . statements] were found to be

misinformed or misleading.

Misinfo rnier. [Mis-
1
5.]

= MISINFOBMANT.
1635 in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1889) III. 222 Those

malicious misinformers whose . . lyes turned my sinces into . .

a confused load ofgreife. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc.) 525 That all incendiaries, and misinformers of the

subjects anent his Majestic.. be punished. 1894 Columbus
(Ohio) Disp. 17 Jan., Your informer, or rather misinformer.

Misinstru-ct, v. [Mis-
1

I.] trans. To
: instruct amiss.

I547~&amp;lt;S4 BAULDWIN Mor. Pkilos. (Palfr.) 147 When they

\

haue heene . . misinstructed . . by a fawning and fleering
1 flatterer. 1597 HUOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlix. 3 Let vs not

thinke that our Sauiour did misinstruct his disciples. 1843
i Black^u. Mag. LIV. 31 He. .subsides into the mere singing-

master, to misinstruct the rising generation.

Misiiistru ction. [Mis-
1

4.] Erroneous

instruction.

1642 MILTON Apol. StneJ. Wks. 1851 III. 299 Correcting

by_
the clearnesse of their ownejudgement the errors of their

mis-instruction. 1664 H. MORE Antid. Idolatry x. 116 liy

reason of the hlinde Mis-instructions of their Church. 1839

Spirit Metrop. Conserv. Press (1840) II. 157 The official

project.. for the mis-instruction of our poorer countrymen.
1854 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874) II. i. 59 Bent and perverted by
. .early misinstruction. 1898 Daily News 26 May 4/7 The
Eton Greek Grammar. . was one of the worst ever compiled
for the delusion and misinstruction of youth.

Misinte lligence. [f.
Mis- 1 4 + INTELLI

GENCE, prob. after K. misintelligence^
1. Misunderstanding between two parties ;

dis

agreement, discord. Now rare or Obs.

1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Sp.for Edin. Wks. (1711! 216
i Whatever those mis-intelligences have been, which might

have estranged .. us from your majesty. 1654-66 EARL
ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 645 Her heart and face were m
jjerfect mis-intelligence. 1765 MACLEANE tr. Mosheint s Eccl.

Hist. xvn. ii. I. i. 21 (1768) IV. 323 There had subsisted

. .an, almost, uninterrupted misintelligence between the

French monarchs and the Roman pontiffs.

2. Misunderstanding of the meaning of some

thing ; wrong impression as to facts.

1779 H. WALPOLE Let. to Rev. IV. Cole 28 Jan., I showed
one or two of them [sc. some tales] to a person . . who may
have mentioned them, and occasioned Mr. Lort s mis-

intelligence. [xSiSTouo, Misintelligence^ . . 2. Misinforma

tion; false accounts.] 1822 SHELLEY Stf. Lett. (1882) 192
Their stupid misintelligence of the deep wisdom and

harmony of the author.

3. Lack of intelligence or sagacity, rare.

1848 Tail s Mag. XV. 703 [tr. Fr.] There reigns in our
stables a rudeness, a misintelligence, which does not allow

our undertaking the necessary operations for taming these

animals. 1876 LOWELL Lett.(ify\] II. 196 No doubt the

government is bound to protect the misintelligence of the

blacks, but surely not at the expense of the intelligence of
the men of our own blood.

Misittte-lligible, a. rare- 1
. [Mis-

1
6.]

Capable of being wrongly understood.

1847-8 DE QUINCEY Protestantism^^. 1858 VIII. 89 It

is not even intelligible, and, what is worse still, sure to be

mis-intelligible.

t Misinte nd, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

!.] trans. To
intend, purpose, or direct wrongfully.
159* K.YD Sol.

&amp;lt;V

Pers. i. iv. 127 Cut short what malice
i Fortune misintends. 1598 DICKENSON Greene tit Cone. (1878)
i in Such recreations not misintended, hinder melancholy.

t Misinte;nded( ///. a. Obs. [Mis-
1

2.]

|

Maliciously aimed.

1594 SFENSEK Amorctti xvi, The Damzell broke his mis-

intemled dart.

t Misinte nding, vbl.sb. Obs, In

tendyng. [app. f. Mis- 1 3 + INTKND v. + -

but the meaning
*

tend, care for is not recorded for

INTEND or F. entendre.] ? Want of care, inattention.

1486 Bk. St. Allans c viij b, The leest mysdyetyng and

mysentendyng sleth [hir].

Misinte litioil. rare~ l

. [Mis-
1
4.] Wrong

intention.

1626 lip. HALL Contempl., O. T. xx. 74 The act is no other

then what the infinite iustice of God would iustly worke

by their mis-intentions.

Misiiite rpret, v. [Mis-
1 !, Cf. F. w&amp;lt;fr//ier-

pr{tcr.~\ trans. To interpret erroneously or in an
incorrect sense; to give a wrong interpretation to.

occas. absol. Also Misinterpreting vbl. sb.

1589 Keg, Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. IV. 427 The motioun

j

of my voyage .. wilbe diverslie bk:msit upoun, the misin

terpreting quhairofmay tend, .to mygrite dishpnnour. 1593
i SHAKS. Kick. //, in. i. 18 Neere to the King in blood, and

j

neere in loue, Till you did make him mis-interprete me.

1645 MILTON Tetrack. 83 That all misinterpreting, and occa*

t sion of fraud, or death may be remov d. 1651 HOBBES
\

Leviath. n. xxvii. 153 False Teachers, that .. mis-interpret
the Law of Nature. 1711 SIEELE S^ect. No. 80 T i All their

Words and Actions were misinterpreted by each other.

1821-2 SHELLEY Chas.I, m. 54 Mark too, my lord, that this

expression strikes His Majesty, if I misinterpret not. 1880

MCCARTHY Own Times xxxii. III. 63 They entirely mis-

! interpreted the significance of the stories.

Misinte rpretable, a. [Mis-
1
6.] Capable

of misinterpretation ;
liable to be misinterpreted.

1604 Supplic. Masse Priests 14 The letter of Scripture

(mis-mterpretable by every contentious spirite). 1684 t . S.

A HSU . H. Mare s Expos. Afoe. 169 How mis-interpretable
the Bible is., is too notoriously known. 1828 CARLYLE



MISINTERPBETATION.
Misc. Ess., Werner (1840) I. no The two most showy,

[

heterogeneous, and misinterprelable writers of his day.

Mi sinterpreta ticm. [Mis-i 4. Cf. F.

misinterpretation^ Erroneous interpretation.

1576 LickfieidCildOrd. (E.E.T.S.) 32 By the abvsynge,

mysinterpretacion or rnystakinge of these ordynaunces. 1624
DONNE Serin. (1640) ii. 17 S. Matthew .. sayes in a word,
which can admit of no mis-interpretation That that was
fulfilled which Esay had said. 1684 T. BURNET Th, Eartk
in. 13 We are oblig d to free it from those false glosses or

mis-interpretations, that.. make it wholly ineffectual. 1711
STEELE Spect. No. 4 r 2 One would think a silent Man., i

should be very little liable to misinterpretations. 1874
CARPENTER Ment, P/iys. i. iv. (1879) 168 A far more frequent
cause of false perceptions, however, lies in the misinterpreta
tion of real Sense-impressions. 1896 AllbutCs Syst. Med.
I. 211 The histological misinterpretations it contains are so
numerous [etc.].

Misinte*rpreter. [Mis-i 5.] One who

misinterprets.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stnffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 293 The

lawyers and selfe-conceited misinterpreters. 1643 MILTON
Divorce Introd., Wks. 1851 IV. 12 He is no better then a
Pharise . . whom as a mismterpreter of Christ I openly protest

against. 1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. 227 His solid defence

of divers of its truths against its misinterpreters. 1825
COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 246 To present each article

in its true Scriptural purity, by exposure of the caricatures

of misinterpreters.

Misjoi ii, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To join or

connect wrongly, inappropriately, or unsuitably ;

spec, in Law (cf. MISJOINDEB).
1540 Act 32 Hen. F///,c. 30 Yc issues haue ben mi^ioyned.

Ibid., Mysjoyning of thissue. 1667 Mn.TON P. L. v. in
Oft in her absence mimic Fansie wakes To imitate her \sc.

Nature] ; but misjoyning shapes, Wilde work produces oft.

1687 DRYDEN Hind
&amp;lt;V

P. n. 140 Luther, more mistaking
what he read, Misjoins the sacred Body with the Bread.

ijqQSeinprouia III. 61 It misjoins nor thoughts, nor words,
nor deeds. 1857 [see next].

Misjornder. Law. [Mis-
1

4.] Improper
joinder of parties in an action or of causes of

action in a suit.

1852 Act 15 $ 16 Viet. c. 76 35 In case it shall appear
at the Trial of any Action that there has been a Misjoinder
of Plaintiffs. 1857 KERR Blackstone s Coinm. III. xx. 324
In actions of tort the plaintiff may always remedy a mis-

joinder of defendants, by entering a nolle proseqni^ as to

the defendant misjoined. 1883 [see JOINUKK b].

Misju dge, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To judge

wrongly ;
to judge ill of; to have false opinions of.

1533 MORE Debell. Salem x. Wks. 952/2 And therefore no
more mysse iudge any manne. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al
Mondo (1636) 171 If you know the goodnesse of a mans
life, mis-judge him not by any strangenesse of his death.

c 1779 JOHNSON L. P., Waller (1868) 109 That Clarendon

might misjudge the motive of his retirement is the more

probable. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan II. 3 How you
misjudge us women !

b. absol. or intr. To err in judging ; to form

wrong opinions of.

1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 5 23 And because no maner of person
shall misjudge of thintent of this Estatute. 1678 DRYDEN
Allfor Love n. Wks. 1701 II. 70 You misjudge: You see

through Love, and that deludes your sight. 1725 POPE
Odyss. iv. 38 Too long, mis-judging, have I thought thee
wise. 1868 BROWNING Ring &amp;lt;y

Bk. x. 1467 Have we mis

judged here, over-armed our knight?
So Misjirdged ///. a., Misjudging vbl. sb. and

ppl. a. (hence Misjirdgingly adv.}.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 64 Suspicyon or rms-

iudgynge of that thynge that is vncertayne. 1598 MARSTON
Sco. Villanie n. vi. 199 Hence thou misjudging Censor.

1643 MILTON Divorce (1645) A a b, Let me arreed him, not
to be the foreman of any mis-judg d opinion, unlesse his

resolutions be firmly seated. 1677 GILPIN Deinonol. III.

ii. 10 All kind of distresses are obnoxious to the worst of

misjudgings from malevolent minds. 1788 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Emmeline (1816) IV. 314 Did he not wish to see
his misjudging father? 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Scenes xi,
His graceful demeanour, stiff, as some misjudging persons
have.. considered it. 1838 LVTTON Leila in. i, I did not
read that face misjudgingly,* thought the queen. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 153 The misjudging friends of

liberty.

Misjudgement, -ju dgment. [Mia-
1
4.]

Wrong, mistaken, or perverted judgement.
15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 93 Misiudgement is

whan of a lyght suspycyon .. we iudge our neyghbour to

speke, thynke, or do yl thynge that is mortall synne. 1633
UP. HALL Hard Texts %

N. T, 157 To runne so far into the

mis-judgement of their mindes. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809)

368 They cannot carry off a misjudgment, or a rash saying,
with the., indifference of a younger person. 1873 SPENCER
Stud. Sociol. ix. (1877) 207 The bias thus causing misjudg-
ments in cases where it is checked by direct perception,
causes greater misjudgments where direct perception can
not check it.

Misju dger. [Mis-
l
5.] One who misjudges.

1877^
t. J. T?URKIVMA, Leopold Shaks. Introd. p. Ixxxv, For

all misjudgment and crime comes death to the misjudger.

II Miskal (mi skal). Forms : 6 met-, mitioal,

-gal, 7 medical, mesticall, meticalle, mettegal,
initicale, miscolle, 8 muscal, 9 mes-, met-,

mitch-jinith-, miskal,-kel,-call,mitkul. [Arab.

JUio mij&amp;gt;qal (locally misqal, mitqal}) f. Jju/o^z/a
to weigh. The 1 7th cent, forms in Eng. come mostly

through Sp. mitical, Pg. matical, metical]
1. An Arabian measure of weight, equivalent to

24 carats or about \\ dirhems; the corresponding

English weight is given variously for different

countries at from 71 to 74 grains Troy.

517

1555 EOEN Decades (1885) 263, xi. Fanans and a quarter,
is one MUigal : And -vi. Mitigates and a halfe, make one
vnce. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage vi. vii. (1614) 687 Euery
Mittigall being a Uuckat of Gold, and a third part. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thevi-not s Trai&amp;gt;. i. 67 The Medical is a

Drachm and a half. 1698 FKYEK Ace. E. India $ l\ 406
Their lowest Weight is a Miacolle ;. .whereof 6 make an
Ounce. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixiv. 293 The
inuscal through all Persia is the same.. 6 dunk i muscal
6 muscals i dram. 1836 LANE Mod. Egypt II. 372 The
cheera t (or carat),.. as above mentioned, is the 24th part of

a mitcka l. 1884 J.
PAYNE 1001 Nights IX. 83 Make it not

large, a mithcal in weight and no more. 1886 YULE it

IJLT KNt:LL I/obsott-Jobson Suppl., Miscall^ ..an Arabian

weight, originally that of the Roman aureus and the gold
dinar ; about 73 grs. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 627/1 The
unit of weight [in Persia] is the iniakal 1,71 grams), subdivided
into 24 nakhods (2-96 grains

1

.

2. In Morocco, a money of account.

1695 MOTTEUX tr. St.-Olon s Morocco 145 The Meticalle

or Ducat for the generality is nothing real, but such a
manner of counting as by Francs or Livres in France. 1845
G. C. RENOUAKD in Encycl. Metrop. XXII. 285/1 (art.

Morocco), i Mithkal, or ducat, (an imaginary coin) 10

waklyahs-3-r. $d. Ibid, niarg., MiskeL

I Miskee p, - Obs* [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
keep, guard, or observe badly or wrongly.
r$..Evang. Ntcod. 915 \nArc/iivStvd.neu.Spr. LI 1 1. 408
We sail noght trow, .pe knyghtes ^at him rnyskeped has

Sen
he in graue was layd. c 1412 HOCCI.KVE De Reg. Prlnc. 1301
If it be wrong dispendid or rays-kept. 1530 PALSGK, 638/1
The beste thyng in the worlde, if it be myskept, wyll inarre

in processe of tyme. a 1618 SYLVESTER DH Bartas, Mem.
Mort. ii. Ixxv. (1621) 1053 Misers mis-keep, and Prodigals
mis-spend them, [a, 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grove
Wks. (1711) 120 Prodigals mispend them, wretches mLkixp
them.]

t Miskee piug, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1

3.] Im

proper or faulty keeping, observance, etc.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptisia) 817 Gif
\&amp;gt;e

dekinc

eschapit thru miskepyngore subtihte. 1387-8 T. UsK Test.

Love in. v. (Skeat) I. 42 To les-: his love by miskeping,
thorowe his owne doing. 1457-8 Anc. Cnl. Rec. Dublin

(1889) I. 298 Becawys of har myskepyng of bar saydswyne.
1496 Dives

&amp;lt;y Pauper (W. de W.) i. xxi. 56/2 Cause of

bodely sekenesse is.. by myskepynge of the childe in the

youthe. 1540 Act 32 lien. J-Y/7, c. 48 Al. .wastes imbesse-

linges miskeapinges. .of the sayd artilleries.

t Misken, sb. Obs. Also -kin. [? Dim. of

MDu. meese
t
Du mees titmouse.] A titmouse.

1585 HIGINS Jnnius Nomenclatorfo/i Paras, .a titmouse,
misken. 1616 SURFL. & MAKKH. Country frann 729 The
Miskin is more subiect vnto the gowt than any bird that is.

Miskeil (miske n), v. Sc. and north, dial. [i.

Mis- 1
i, 7 + KEN z;.*, prob. after ON. miskenna

not to recognize (a person).]
1. trans. Not to know

;
to be ignorant of.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus Minor} 210 Lord,

remyt bis gilt bam to, for
{&amp;gt;ai

myskene quhat bai do. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneisi. viii. i26Quhaknawisnocht thelynaigeof
Knee ? Or quha miskennis Troye, that ryall cietie ? iS5a

ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884)48 Miskenning the rychteous-
nes of God. a 1553 WEDDIRBUKNE Ball. Prayis Wemen 3

(Harm. MS. 694), The veritie and trewtli thay do misken,
Thruch thair obdurat obstinatioun. 1829 BKOCKETT N. C.

Gloss.,, Misken, to be ignorant of.

2. To have wrong ideas about
;
to misunderstand.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andrew) 355
J&amp;gt;u

miskennis,
and saweris nocht

fc&amp;gt;e thinge he god will haf in thocht.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 250 The warld, thame self,

and God for to misken. 1660 DICKSON Writings (1845)

I. 25 The impenitent . . miskens both God and himself.

1737 J. W\iAjaonAJft.Maifs Companion \u. vii. (1744) 203
How ready am I to misken and mistake him, when he

changeth his Dispensations toward me ! 1899 Cttmbld. Gloss.)

Misken, to form a mistaken idea with regard to a person.
absol. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus Minor] 174

For nerhand all be puple now myskennand trowis in Ihesu.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 459 Throuch thi falsheid thin awn

wyt has myskend.
b. reft. To have false ideas about oneself, one s

position, etc.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S.T.S.) 6 He miskend
himself and for}ett quha had gevin him that grete beautee.

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 424 That na wayis thay
thair selfis misken. 1791 LEARMONT Poems 266 Ye sair

misken yoursel Or thans ye wadnae tell me sic a tale.

1825-80 JAMIESON s. v., To misken one s self, to assume airs

which do not belong to one, to forget one s proper station.

3. Not to know ; to fail to recognize, mistake the

identity of.

1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 70 Thai vald haue clair myskend it,

be rasone that it yas sa mekil altrit. 1646 RUTHERFORD
Lett. (1664) ii. xlviii. 536 Ye shall misken him, & he shall

appear a new Christ. 1653 LOVEDAY tr. Calprenede s Cleo

patra i. 45 He misken d her not in the lustre of those

glorious ornaments in which she then shin d. 1712 RAMSAY
Three Bonnets n. 14 Wks. 1877 U- 3^4 Gin that I had nae
maist miskend ye. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan s xyi, No man
fell so regularly into the painful dilemma of mistaking, or,

in Scottish phrase, miskenning, the person he spoke to.

4. To refuse to recognize or notice ; to affect

ignorance of; to overlook, disregard, disown.

1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen, 380 Quhen he. .payntit
me as pako, proudest of fedderis, I him miskennyt, be Crist ;

& cukkald him maid. 1533 [seeMiSKENNiNG/^/. a.], 1552
LYNDESAY Monarche 190 Thare Predecessouns, Peter and
Paull, That day wyll thame mysken, at all. 1588 A. KING
tr. Canisim Catech. 231 b, Nother misken we the iustice of

God or denyes it. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett, (1862) I. Ixxxix.

231 My Lord miskent all and did bear with my foolish

jealousies. 1724 in Calderwood Dying Test. (1806) 226

Misken these new ones, hold you by the old. 1737-50
RAMSAY Sc. Prov. xxviii. 8 Poor fowk s friends soon misken
them. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose \ \\\, Were I you, Ranald,
I would be for miskenning Sir Duncan.

MISKNOW.
with clause. 1686 G. STUART Joco-sa; Disc. 14 I ken

this County wcel eneugh, Miskenn I tell d ye.

Misken, variant of MISKIN, dunghill.

tMiske-nning,^/. sb. Old Law.
[f. Mis-i 3

f OK. *c$nning1
vbl. sb. f. cyinan to make known,

declare : see KEN sb}-\ A mistake or variation in

pleading before a court. Also, a fine exacted for this.

Found in several alleged charters of Eadweard, but these
are either forged or modernized in the iath c.

ii.. Charter ofEadiveard in Larle Charters 340 And ice

an heom eft alswa 6at hi habben Oarto &amp;gt;ace and scene, toll

and team, tnfangene&amp;lt;5ef and flemenesfermS, griSbriehe and
1 hambocne, forcstal and minkenninge. 1114-18 Legts llenrici

\

xxii. in Liebermann Gcsetze \. 561 Scpc etiam ex inscici.i

placitancium cause transeunt in ius aliorum : exaggeracione
rerum . . transcunt etiam in mUlocutione miskenninge,
?ii3i Charter Hen. /, ibid. I. 525 Et ainpHus non sit mis-

kunnin^a in hu^leiigc ncqiic in folkcMiiute IIUMUIL- in aliis

placitis infra ciuiialem. 1136 Charter ofStephen in Stubbs
I Set. Charters 11895) 121 Oninus exacliunes et injustitias et

! mescheningas, sive per vlcecomites vc-l per alios quoslibut
male inductas, fundims c.\stirpo. c \ztpCiioss. L&amp;lt;i:- / rt&amp;gt; .-,

in Ri:l. Ant, I. 33 Miskenninge, MiS/&amp;gt;ris par &amp;lt;&amp;gt;i,
n dt

-

J\t.

1267 in Lib. de Antiq. Leg. 11846) 104 Quod lion ouca-

i sionentur projiter miskenninga in suis loquehs, videlicet, M
j

bene non omnino narravui int. 1387 TKKVISA H igdcn (Kuli&amp;gt;J

I

II. 95 MiskenyngL-, (.hauiigin^e of spcche in ujurt. 1607
;
COWL i.L Int^rfr. 1658 I liiLLirs, Miskenning [170601- J/A-

k&ming].
Miske imiiig, ppl. u. Sc. [Mis-i 2.] MU-

; understanding, ignorant; neglectful, forgetful.
1533 ]*I;LLEXI;I-;N Ln-y v. x.v. uS. T. S.) 1 1. 216 To JMIHC |&amp;lt;at

ar nocht myskennanu na i;ii(_ii: dn!i^ Mild be remembrit
in rcproclie. 1552 ABI-. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 25 Wilful

ignorant and miskumand men.

IVIiskin 1
(ini skin). Also misken. Variant

; (mainly s. w. midland di.il.) of MIXK.X.
1601 [Ijr. W. BARLOW] Defence S A very heajje and nnskcn

of shamelesse vntruethes. a 1603 Ordcr-bk. Wot\-tster in

i Nicliols Progr. (J. Eliz. I. 533 Every person having any
(ionghills or myskyns. 1625 FLiiTciiKK & Stum KY AV.
Walker \\\, 216 Would you mellow my young pretty Mistru-&amp;gt;s

In such a misken? 1656 \V. }). tr. Comcnius (iaft- Lat.
Unl. 139 Our home-bred ones turn over mLskens, and ix-fusu

|

tilings Hung out. 1789 W. MALSHAU. Cilouc. I. 330 Aliskin,
tlie common term for a dunghill; or a heap of compost.
1896 Wanu. Gloss.i Miskin^ a comport pit.

at tril&amp;gt;. 1665 S. HAKWAIUI Treat, rrofag. riant s in

! Markham Way to Get Wealth in. iv. 103 Good rank mould,
i tempered with short muck and misken water.

t Mi/skin 1
. Obs. rare- 1

. [? Dim. of MDu.
muse, a. OK muse (mod. K. musette

&amp;gt; cornemitsc)

bagpipe.] (See quots.)
1593 DRAVTON Eel. ii. 5 Now would I tune my Miskins on

this Greene \&amp;gt;narg.
A little Bagpipe]. 1678 PHILUIS, Mis-

kin, i old word) a little Bagpipe.

Miakin, variant of MISKEN sb.

t Miskin-fro. Obs. *
[f.

MDu. Dicskeii, mcis-

! kljn ( = mod.Du. meisje} dim. of ffieid young woman
+ P liow jd.J A maidservant.

1632 COTGR., ftftsc&iftfj a wench, maid seruant, miskin fro.

tMiski SSing,z / /.^. Obs. rare- 1
. [Mis-^.]

Improper kissing.
1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 219 Let no myskissynge

have prise of joure boj)e lyvynge [orig. Convictus vestros
non I incant oscula concha?}.

Misknow, v. [Mis-
1 i and 7. In early use

largely Sc.; cf. MISKEN.]
1 1. intr. ? To have an evil conscience. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17314 Me think 36 haf to me mibknawen

of bat prophet* (&amp;gt;at ?e gart hang.

f 2. trans. Not to know or be aware of ; to be

ignorant of. Also with clause as obj. Obs.

CI375 & Le%- Saints \\\. (Andrew) 902 pe bischope ^an,
as Innocent, pat misknew al hyr entent. 1513 DOUGLAS
s&tteis vi. xi. 57 Misknawing quhat this ment. 1552 ABP.
HAMILTON \fitft\ The Catechisme ;..ane..Instruciioun. .in

materis of our Catholik Faith . . whilk na gud Chrislin man
..suld misknaw. 1560 RoLLANDCr/. Venus 1.62 That I was
thair. .thay did misknaw. 1581 in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.)
121 Gif ye haue red the antiquitie, ye can not misknau this.

fto. in pa. pple. urisknown unknown (to}.

1558 KENNEDY Coinpend. Tract, in Wodrow Sac. Misc.

(1844) 159 Because it wes evir misknawin to the Kirk of

God. 1562-3 Rtg Privy Council Scot. I. 230 Qulnlk
article . . suld not haif bene misknawin to the said Thomas.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. vii. 328 Our way we Know, and yet

; vnknowne to other, And whiles misknowne to vs.

3. To know badly ;
to have a wrong idea of; to

misapprehend, misunderstand. Also absol.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 5 Than tha misknaw God
and Fortoun so far, Na wounder is suppois tha get the war.

!

1645 Bi-. HALL Rem. Discontents 108 If therefore we mis-

! know, the fault is in the mean, through which we doe im

perfectly discover them, a 1663 C. HARVEY Sch. of Heart
xxn. iii, Some things thou knpwest not, mis-knowest others.

1831 CARLYLE Sart, Res. I. iii, Great men are too often un

known, or what is worse, misknown. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame
162 What she half-knows, or mis-knows. 18797. ^- MOHISON
Gibbon 26 It would be greatly to misknow Gibbon to suppose
that his studies were restricted to the learned languages.

b. reft.
= MISKEN 2 b. Chiefly Sc. ? Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 638/1 Whan a man mysknoweth hym selfe it

is a daungerouse thyng for hym. 1565 Reg. Privy Council

Scot. I. 370 The greit honour we did unto thame .. maid
thnme to misknaw thame selffis. 1617 JAS. I Let. in Bacon s

Wks. 11830) XII. 329 You were afraid that the height of his

fortune might make him misknow himself.

4. Not to recognize (a person) ;
= MISKEN v. 3.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian) 317 & twa lyand [he]

has persawyl, fc&amp;gt;at
he mysknew, fore bai ware hyd. c 1480

HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 48 Knew thou not well I was both

Lord and King Of beast es all? Yes (quod the Mouse; I
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i Miskuow ledge, . St. Ote. [Mis- 7.]
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\, I li,Mu;li l-\ .iml.ili. ii I.ii niislnl, I hu .nt &amp;gt; n.&amp;gt;Hr kntfkK,

1856 SIM H. Huoi ii / M. ;,/. In,-. I. iU. 98 Juriu haVtt . .

lit-t-n misled h\ ill- irliiirinrnls ol inrJii.il \v il lics.scs.

.1, &amp;gt;, , . ifrji; llACON M., / /V /.A W/ lAilO 170 Scattered

t .Minsrls . . will i.tlli. i .li (r L .nid Misl.-.idi-, then Sclll.-,

.iiul HiH-,t. 1671 Mn ION / . A
1

, iv. ; .HI Wh.it .an they

leach, .uu! ti.-L mi.le.idr 1861 II. I v* /W&amp;lt;V,

. . . i I .itii-iu r.lhi- i-.riUlf ;;imh- to pnnU lK r
,
ml

10 h.uil nulitl. rence.

b. /(//. To inisln-liave, iniseoiuluct oiu-si-ll.

, 1374 CM M i i it /&amp;gt;.&quot;
I &amp;lt; lolk *| Ttoyc hem-

s.-Ki-n so Mns.lr.Meu, Th.U \\iihlln-\\oi.sriit nielli li.miu.ud

the) M. .Mi- IL 1390 iluwi K i .-! , III.
.-,;(

I low tlici fur lo\c

|
i\ To aitilitce wion.-Iv. l VM

1654^1 \I\MN M.tiih I .ipiNi-. II.O.T misled

S. i inline in theii . . l.ihoniirin lo piov the .single life of the

I m-,!-, to In- ol I lviiu- i. oiinn.uHl.

fU. To mUnuiu-y. (

1390 lio\\ i K i .&quot;. . 1 1 1. MI Am! hi&amp;gt; .isl.it .In MU Ii in.iiicir

l .rto 1&amp;lt; .U-. I I -ii lie his li.msholil in- nusl.-a,-. 1494 KAHVAN
, Vlli - I &amp;gt; in.tl,i Kerch* i-t &amp;gt; o nync thvugo than

ni\sl.ul .ui,i -.-mil j;\iKil \\illiin the iculmr.

3. In physical sen-e (or AA : To leml oi ^uidc
in tlie \\ronj; direction*

1575 FIMO.N (,&quot;.-. ./.
//.&amp;gt;.

. n. 1 if t&amp;gt;ih.rs nipporing
thrnt.srhtcs t&amp;lt;

l Bliwe-wd .ui.l ffont .r-ti.o,. ,ur nolwilh

.[.in.lini; in the hiiih w.iy to their fclicilio. 1590 SKVKS.
\ i i

|O.
An \ OLI not hrf, I tlill .. nir-li .i.lf night-

u .iii.U K-ix . 1635 56 ( o\\ I f \ . \ i. ..: ,.- I \\ k-.. i
-

l I MM
\ \ l \\loxe .. Mi&amp;gt;ila I m l \ ihr \\r.iP,ni. .uul mla-na

1667 Mn i. \ / - I . \\
f-i-&amp;gt;

A 1 l.uiu- \\ huh ..

MisK-.uls th am.iAl Nijihl-w ano!ru-i (torn his
u.i&amp;gt;. 1837

1 \ i ION 1 I&quot; lights h.i\c lAthei nuslnl nu ,

llcncc MUUa dabl*,;., capable of IKMUI^ inisK-il.

1836 /-.&quot;. \. A tT. XV 11. I.-.- I ln&amp;gt; I.INI mosi iiiisK-.ui.ihh.

11 not uu st U-.vJ.i . U ,
.1

Misloa der. [Mia 5.] t*ne who oi &amp;gt;onu-

thin^ which nuslcaus or can -v s proplc lo err ; also,

tone who iniMitUs oi mis^o\rins ^juot. I.V&amp;gt;o\

1390 ( !o\\ i i; i &quot;. I . (M I ii &quot;,- Hoiu-f.t.-, ttutii pi out

.-! llu- I .ip.u i. . 1579 loMs.iN (.-.,.-/ * StrtH.

Tim. 7T\; \ nu .a numln i \\ hu h . . VM.-IV niisli ^,lei-. .^

lonro! to Jis^uist m.ittcis. 1506 SMAKS i H t H. II . Ii n

{08 rii.it vill.inons abhominable mU-leadti oi \outh. I .il-

M.itlc 1611 Sri i i&amp;gt; ///.. . (. . . litii, l\. \i. i

liucr iho Ri .ilino from thi- mislc.ii.U-is ot tin- Kin^. 1703
K , \i i , i .

&amp;gt;, \
.
\\ Ivs, i

74&quot;
1 (

i * Tliou i .i.sli M i .h aoVi t&amp;gt;l

this ijuliU l io\\,!. 1753 Ki. HAKMSOX itf.tHtii.^ Ill i ;

tOO, UoAttna nn-K-.uln. 1853 Mill /V**.* /*

liS^g^ 11 ii, .uul nun of hi- stamp . . IMC t&amp;gt;\

no inc. i: is thr woi&amp;gt;t niisU-.uloi-. ^ the Atheni.in pi-opli-. 1868

I I v , \\ Vi .. &amp;gt; s -

1
.. .

&amp;gt;j t-rs 11.8; Me dcnouiuvil holli -oni;

Inul ,,ui--i.-asnnsK .uK-is.

Misleading, ;//. sfi. [Mis
i

;,.] The aaion
ol the vctl Mi^i l \i&amp;gt;; i niisvomluct.

&amp;lt;t 1300 (&quot;i/ j.
-

.V. j; &amp;gt;-(&amp;gt; I oh- U-h.iKlinj;. iinsUxliiu o Uu\

1480 i \\ION ; V*. . : ; :f. - J Si ollt s.nul piru-s by ini-le.lmi;

ot Maxiuuis th, tvLunu puisii-u,,! I M;.L\ . 1597 /X&amp;lt;,&quot;

v \i-ic K-t tin. pil^iims io tins LiuuMI

niounlr K.u : Ji llic nn slr.i-lin.; of SOIIH-

m, 16^5
Mu ION (,-;.!&amp;gt;:. \\ ks. tSsi I\

\\ hull in.iv in limo hi ,i\f. in touiul fees to tin- I

\v i.-i. h. &amp;lt;.\ mis K ,uii:i. tQ i 1 , oplc. 1768-74 Ti . KKK /./.

.\~.tt. II. 40^ To olhi-i IH-ISOU.S pt-ihaps tlu-v inii;ltl HOW
inisK-.uiincs. itanbUag^locks, 1884 /&amp;lt;i. A ./. -; CBMC
l &amp;gt;i\ c ;o 1 IH-I i- h.is not been any nn&amp;gt;lc.ulin^.

Mislea-ding, ///.&amp;lt;i. [Mis-i.-.j Th.u U.ui,

astia\ oi c.ui-es to err.

1638 JIMIN / .i.&quot;*)/. ,-t*,.V ;/j io Siu-li . .. laby
rinth H g/tM, 1649 ^lll1^ ^ /..,-. . 1&amp;gt; .-, \.\

hliiulncssl uu&amp;gt;i- i;iv&amp;gt;ss ,M m,u- niiMe.uUiii;, 1834 Pi ^i iNv i \

A ttttib. X*. \\ 1. .; s4 11. l ;; N.iUM s as \\vlf.is sltuiiii !-. -

li.\c Ullcn viitnns..to tlu- misle.uliiij; atul i .-; louiuiin.i;

eftects of deep mUt.-.
1864^ TrsKV I.ect, / */V/ 11876) 487

It would then have l*een viinph nu-K .uhn^. t,- h.o.i- iisi-,1

ttn&amp;gt;c wonls at all. 1878 fivOH 4,7*
^

h.i\o hr.iul it .vtiil th.it 1.uul i.- capital, intelli^viu i- is i.ipn.il,

.in,l so loiih riu-M.- arc .ill
mi&amp;gt;lc.uUnj* expre.s&amp;gt;ions.

Hence Mile dinffly .:./:., Mile dinffnesi.
i86 I . A. I nonorK /..-/. y\*nnuyi. a The pciuxl of tlu\

{.omewh.it nii-U-.ulii^K so called, rt**i$f&amp;gt;iH.t. 1881 CifH-

///. A .. M.i\ : .-S I he nuYlcadin^ncs.- of the utu

Mislea r, I Wff. c\c. -* ...*. .

fOl&quot;. MtVAvwi :

&amp;gt;ce Mi^ l
i nd I.ERt

;-.]
tmtis. To mistcach ;

to
&quot;

; to U\\d nsti.iy.

MISLICH.

i 1000 .ViiKii ^,i -,. v /,/. .-, v, 119 l&amp;gt;.i onpunnon lieora

m. ..^. is ni\. i linn b&amp;lt;- In.MUM.ui |
.ct hi itfic ha inaitvms inii-

I.n. in \\oltton. i i75 I.AV. 4 ;ii Ai Hicnne hafdc lu^er
men M hinc niMcifdr. &amp;lt; 1305 in / . K. / . (iS6.i) 57 Kr he

;r \\ r,,
[

, ,!. ;u 1 \\.is \\il 5111 nr atiiiiit him to luislcrc.

1878 c tutiM.t. (/. . .^., .V/W, &amp;lt; /, led ail ray.

So f Mila ringr r/V. J/ ., lail Irainiti;;.

13.. SIMM .
s

&amp;lt; i^ ^ i
i M I oi mi soiie* miilcriiig, Ye

-, hulk h.ihh,- ivfl - .uiin !

Mislearecl fmlsl/ rd), rt. ^V. and north, dial.

Al .o -loert, -laird. [I.
M^ l j 4- leaitd* hi HI i&amp;gt;

///. *i.] I nmannerly, ill-bred; not knowing what
is due ti&amp;gt; oneself or one s position in locfaty.
1691 At. / 1.

1 1 II nut \&amp;gt;v greedy, nor
iiii-.ir.iid. i]96H*r

f
ttJtig Iviii. 11794^ * * Emorufh

\i iv i . them a* exceed i-&quot;&amp;lt; i *-.nt mi .U .u d ill \\out , indeed !

1808 Si \i.i. /- /,/&amp;lt;-. ivi/ \i. I OCIIIN 4 Soiiu- ^.it .s.i. mislcar d
ui dniiL. iSao St o i i J/i&quot;/,i.\, . iv, \\ liat nuidr you, yc miv
1. .U.I loons .. come yon j;ate into tin- In

,
i oaring like hulls-

hi.;htcn the leddy I 1831 Hi NI ... The
.!. ll i [reedVi hut \ &quot;ii &quot; mi -U-.u \l. 1897 CKOCKKI r I .i.i .\

/ . , \. io/, I could i;ct 0:1 a
lir.ip

l.iM-l tried the Illii-

Ir.nrd 1,1-su-, tui impiuleiu i-
ii.sin&amp;gt;; instantly.

Mislea-rn, r. [Mis-
1

i.J //MMJ-. To Karn

hadlv oi Incorrectlv.

1678 J&quot; A . .l/.,- .
p

j ( *i//. 149 Thingh once miile.irned ute

i \. i . diii.-, li.inll\ inilcaint. 1871 Ki SKiN /tf/ i CV.K . xtx.

i
.

I li.tiiud ii. ihin.; from it, and the publii mUleamed
nun h. 1900 I tlot i\ June, Tho&amp;gt;e ho had inislcaiiicd the
I, iii whu h tliry had sou&amp;gt;;ht

lo teacll thfni.

t Mislea-rned, ///. a. Ot&amp;gt;s. fMis-i 2.] a.

Ill-lau^hl, I .ulU named; -V. - Mlsi.KAliED. b.

l i i \ I ist-ly lc.il nrd.

163* Ki i ni iu OKO I &amp;lt;tt. 11664) li. xii.
44_g

lake a tanow -

B inisU-.uin-d childe.
1637

IHti. l. ci. BOI, 1 wuuld be

11, 1 1, !.ui , i.i n not b4 i-i- 1
1

- I iird and seek niuic in that kinde.

1641 T. l.i i ni OKI&amp;gt; /V.i/ /Y-I//W (1867) 85 Master Robert

Parker *. who .. wrote that nuswamea liook /&amp;gt;t Politt*
/ ., Uliattic*, 1649 Hr H \n &amp;lt;- OA t&amp;gt;*Ji. Addit. i. (1654)

, d Advocate.

I Mislea ruing, i W. sl&amp;gt;. Ofis. [Mi.s-i 7.]

\Vnnl l li-.ii hint;.

ij8a\V.,in fiwAu.lv, i&quot; \u,l l I, MIIK of llii inyilcrn-

jnj; l\ ul^. ,l&quot;, //;. ../.I, ;. ti tnit.
ii&amp;gt;nii]

be tliou n lifoimdiU.

Misle d, //. . . [pa. I l
1 6 MISLEAD t 1

.]

l.ivl iislr.iv; luis^uklcil; fill-conducted.
,t 1300 ( ,&quot; M. J7735 Laics inislcdd, liRluncss o iaj;e.

1594 K\l&amp;gt; (,- (. /.* ni :i 1 .,
[

ni\slctl Country S

Tli.ii fownd n Serpent iiynint; i i&quot;e snow. 1614 RICH
ltt-ntslit vfthis Af 1

184^) 37 Her former misled life. 1634
MII.IUN (, ,-nttn aoo To

(jive
due light To the misled and

lonely liav.iiln. 1711 in loM A ./. Ilitt. , WJ. tDw.
A

|
i . \. lit I o lake pitty..on his mislead people. 1806

I- .. IK\IS,. l ,*ht,-&amp;gt;t 11. 384 Poor misled men, who are them-

s(K, s IgnonlM ol the spiiit lh.it diivt-ih them.

Misieden, ol. lonn ul MASI.I.N-, MISILKTOS.

I Misleefnl, &amp;lt;i. Oh. /,;/-,- . [f. MISLEVEJ*.

l -Ki
i..]

I ntn-lic.iiij, .

i38j\\.,in /,,. . .i. ;c 1;, iluui not rebel, and mys lee-

full Vulu. /., i&amp;gt;-,i /i&amp;lt;i] lo the dred of the Lord.

Misleon, -len, ubs. imins of MISTLETOK.

Mislon : MC MAM IN -
.

Mislest i,misle-st), v. [Alteration of MOLEST

by sulistinitii.n el Mis i) lui tilt- first syllable.]

tram. To limit-Hi, injure.

573 / &quot; * &quot;&quot; I tfoi. (Surtees) 359 Whether Ihe wul
KOSM -. Muiht-w Ogle, or Toppingt d)-d then draw any
uti,,,i&amp;gt;, ! iui-.U-si them sells. 1847 HALLlWkLt , .1//J.V. /, lo

in,. I, si. r.ir. .rY.i/. [Sec Kif.
Dial. Diet.] 1863 ill k, s&amp;lt;n

/. .i ./ , / \n&amp;lt; 81 Tlier shu nit yen biv tongue or pen, Mis-

\\ i \ .1 i,&quot; ii oi ii.i K-.

Mialetoa, -to(e: see Misn.KTOr:.

t Misle ve, ^. Ots. [f. Mis 4 t I.EVK rf.]

. ij.-o I /. &amp;lt; &quot;. Hem. 7; J&amp;gt;e
mannes shiiltc

\&amp;gt;e ^urli his

nusK uc hnl i i^e^ K luh ^, vi on his hcorle. 13.. . /- .

Alii:. I . V-. i.&quot;.- Hade
l&amp;gt;e

Uder..neuer liespast to him in

In If of iu\&amp;gt; &quot;

tMisle ve, :. Oh. [f.
Mis-i i, 7 + LIVIV.]

To believe vvronyh ; tu misbelieve ;
to disbelieve.

i Itco Tilt. &amp;lt;.
.-!!. It,-&quot;:, i 17 His l.i,ler..hadtle dumb ben

si.V I ,

I 5 &amp;gt;&quot; A . 6S
|&amp;gt;e

lie. .-is

misU-ueil. , 1150 I.Vi. + Kje. 3006 IXU folc misleuede Oor-

OB, , ijjo R. BKI-NNK (&quot;; Kolls! i^j6 A leinple

,.|l VkuOOl N folk ims.lyuande Worsthiped per-inne

M.iumi lry. , 1375 AV. l.tj;- Saiits xx\i*. (t &amp;lt;.V DtuHjr-
- Mvslrwund

!&amp;lt;! M il v.es he. 14.. in Tii i.tait s

\ . thou ni)s loisl, I .1111 iiol

h.&amp;lt; ih.it liiou wcnesl.

S,&amp;gt; t Misle-ving i-H. si . nd /// a-

.11300 I f. s.v . / --0904 pis ilk simon he yrde lo rome

., . lain inislfiLindletle. Hut.
J7&amp;lt;_&amp;gt;

He will, .his mulliyn|
nosht for-sak. i 1330 R. I!KI NNK C A w*. /IfcvtRollsl 134=

Jen hem yn mys leuynj;?.
a

145&quot;
Cft: .Ifjftt. (Shaks.

Soc.i4iOw, wh.il menyht this myslc.yng man?

Misley. Misleyne, obs. IT. ttnuT, MASLIN -
.

f- Jffi Slicll, &quot;

[
- mis/if, miss,--, mist

,

.-.
- OS. misttt, lIKtis., Ml (;.. 1 *;. nislitt

Mlhi. misjt&quot;-, mtsjcVijc lUu. misstlijk), OlUi.

. -iis^i)Iih (JlHC:. mis(tt)lt(k t
G.

mwAV/D^Icel. OTIJ///6/- (MS\v. ..&quot;.,. IVt. /M-

. loth. missaJtilts : see Mis- 1 and -u .]

1. Pivcrse, unlike, various.

.888 K. .tti&amp;gt;Kn K,lilt. xxxiii. S 5 .Scdgefield) f
|
n

fyldest oas eorSan mi.l inisiluiun rynrenum netcna, .-v hi

si.NSan asevivvc misllicum smxle lic,. .1 ,&amp;lt;. M i.i. 97 f; - : - *&quot;

//,./. 4 1 PKI hie heoni synnn cunnon on rihtlice gMMMttn ;

for)wn ^e
hie Wop to)K ii mislii-r. &quot;i &quot;ai ( . t . t * &amp;lt;. an.

KS jeliiwod. .1 1115 A970 ,MS. C
1

| y ilc.vn V-&amp;gt;
w

Set..on mistime beiunas \vio



MISLICHE. 51 J MISLOCATE.

pe inre [rule] ii euere iliche : be uttre it mitlich !. a 1140

Wokungi in Cott. Hum. I. 781 Selcuflel
|&amp;gt;at

miiliche ami

monifald hauen bifallen.

2. Wandering T f. next a.)

a 1100 in Napier O, E. Gloutt 9?/3*95 Errabundii .i.

uafa&HHifit, nmtltoum.

( Mi gliche, adv. Obs. Formi : r miii tjfce,

2-4 minliche, 4 mimeliche, -ly. [OK. ;;; ///,
adv. corresp. to prec. : see -r.Y2. (Jf. MOn. mine-,

mesttlikc, OHG. miaelicho, MHO. mis sc li(he.~\

1. In varioui wayi; diversely, variously.
^888 K. /Ki.mr.D Biclli. xxvi. | 4 (.Srdjj.rf.eMj ,./, I

.

men ^e lEOodl ^r yWs wi!nb*i t v .nmaMi : to ;; /,

hi Im nmlic* wilmen. &amp;lt;x iiooO. K. Citron, an. r. /. M I

ft hit zeferan he lo-draf; & ume mitltce of\loh. a 1175
Cotf. ttont. 231 Ac bi )eceod lie hkd Je iIt hi-

frcnd and fend bat ban hi comr musli .*: to lyri-

a
ia&amp;gt;5

-4&amp;gt;-. AT. 6 VOT bi n&amp;gt;-,t ^- ,. n .V

mulicbe efttr cu .b one* mancre. 1140-70 Ali uunder i -. ,.

Of mentis bat niy.Iyi.li wcr piordredtherin.

2. I/i various directions ; atr;iy.
aisooO. E. Citron. An. 107 ,&amp;gt; -\ \&amp;gt; if- -

!

Morkere eorl hlupon ut & m\\\v-^. f -fV. - 1175
Lamb. Hottt. 119 He cal luUlkhe far;in o-i ,-

ban. c 1*05 LAV. I/, , , . rn jrr*: h O tmvir.fir f .-

fc i275hii misferdr bWeJ. ijao/.W:/. /.&quot; e
-,&amp;lt;7

H*
IVthe roylych i gon an l unyrrrKl J (1/rrnvnM ,. rnivlyi&quot; i

& ml for-jemed, Fr. etgnrtz].

3. Wrongly.
a.l*y&amp;gt;

Owt ^ KiKht. 1773 P ro-l rich? m*n..p;tt &amp;gt;(;&amp;gt;

E xie man pat of v, fclt bif.y TI :/ yiueb r*rnte * :

\y.
f-. ciWfl Will. I alerne 207 But nmvsly markc-l

wy. 1M4.TM Crin it for-bede bat i .h more /f bat mat &quot;:

to miueliche benkc
Mislicken: . : Muumnr.
tMialie-, . 0*i. [Mis-

1

i.] int&amp;gt;. i -, :i

in a wrong pojition.
c 138* CMA .CM Milttt t T. 461 And eft hi no

heec mislay.
tMiU fe. 0*J. [MM- 4.] Wrong living.
1606 WARNKK X/*. Kitg. xv, r. ;,: Can 1

where tuch Mivlife is (bund?

t MU-li jfht, . O*/. [Mid-
1

I.] Iran:. To
lead astray Ely its light.

1648 HF.MICK Heifer., The Nifht-fieu, to //,.&amp;lt;

Wilto -th -WUpe mil-light thec ; .V&amp;lt;/r Sria^

Migli-ke), /*.
[f.

MIHLIKK .]

fl. = MWLIKIX ; i/W. /A. i.

a 1300 Cunor M. yss] pit cartel &amp;lt; o luue arc;

19881).. Wit miilik ulhe neu&amp;lt;rr l ledd, pi; max (/. .

wcrd es fledd.

2. Want of affection
;
dislike of,,?*: / ,

objection f/o . t /i grow in mislike of: to Jy.--

come unpopular with. Now rare.

01569 KlKCHMYU. C&amp;lt;?/7. K/. :,ntan i
-,

. ( .&amp;gt;. I

that t*aloweth a nuxt pleasant drinkr wit^/ut an/
of U%U. ij7 FLcmxa Cmtn. llolinilud 111. 1275/2 H*
(rew in mitlik- of the noWttie in eoMflMll pr /uoicu,j;

them to an(er. rjej SHAKV ) lien. Yl, n. i. 24. __mM .MTO* Dutch Courtezan u. i. E 3 b, O let not my vwr jr-:

sunplkiir. breed your muliice. 104$ L WHM /,W.x /&amp;gt;/;/.

j?4 When the party withdraweth ittelfo, in nrnlikr,
or loathtomnex. i*4S * Tir.v.H ///. /,/. Srr. i. vii.

112 Jnlian t nmlike ofthe ruing faith. iM$-O4 f I:

/:r
.y fi/cxi* Feb. xxi. The godden, whow mitlike had

birth From too great bonoor paid the bride on earth.

b. Wrh a and //.
1557 .VoTTH Guevara i Diall Pr. (IIO) ProL i. F 2 What

eeme doth bee upon hffrfrffr
t/&amp;gt;,

ana multitude of miv-

likn, that hath the charge of governing otbert? ifco Hoo
!./[/ Comae* i Brit. i. 84 Upon a miiiike that they tooke
rnlsVsi llnj deprive him of hi. Empire, neo K. BumvT
//or* .JK^J. M? bnpraiting will nourish a mi-lit- of inch
lamxi. a. dcetrae i.immniilili in

t 3. Disaffection, disagreement, dissension. &amp;lt;%&amp;gt;.

a i;M Siom-r Arcaaia n. zrvi. jy/i/ 21? Tne mUilte
growne among fhemeeM&amp;gt; did we! aBay the beat againw her.

1500 Xc/ Privy Council &amp;lt;i*&amp;gt;)
XIX

yx&amp;gt; fThu) may breed a
i&quot;

-
-

l -M
MoK. tr. Bentivaflia/ i Warn Plandcn 75 Greater mk-
nlbM anting amonc Ibe ckiznit. ibev came 10 mow*.

t4. Wasting
plants; licklini

iwz HCLOCT, . r. Mitfytinfe, TatiJta, he that u in a

maljrke. rflj MAXXHAM
/.&amp;lt;. Huibandman \. II. i:

3 (If) TOD BMC a certain muUke or coniomption in tbr

pknt. 1614 Giro/ //u&amp;lt;^. 02 Of Leannetw, MuGke,
Scurfe, and Manginewe in Swine. 6u K. HAWKIH* f^.

40, 1 never have &amp;lt;eene any man to whom they
have bred mU-lik , or done bait with eating much of them.

imali or

not nitlike vnto the fee* of toe fabe Porpara.

Kisli ke, v. Now chiefly literary or r/za/.

mi:linan -- OHG., MHO. mii:eli&amp;lt;hfn, ON&quot;,

//4a: s*:e Ml*- 1 I and LIKE . ]
1. /ran/. To be displeasing to; to displease,

oflend. Orig.const.dative(toccas. in ME. with /o y .

f (97 K. &Lmo Grifoty i Pmtt. C. *xi 158 Donne cow
:

; .- .-

cuoo&Lr*Kf.xi. xxll&Tbm niili i&quot;
&amp;gt;

Mrfni.i.

warrdlq Mimtikenn. &amp;lt;r taf* &amp;lt;;. 4- j-.

oat tacob btjat Michil, and him mUikede oat. c JJJB k.
Bnmvc Chrem. i .i-f, 173, I trowe fce Sanmn* our comyng,

. Wvcur .ftrx*. Set Wkt. II. 305 If it rv
e. 141} Pilgr. Sewlt Cxnon 14*1) in. nii.

ea rppon tko thatM)M have myrimal Atm.
Tti*fn //*i.

t7*&amp;gt; 63 The oak of 8. Sfrpfcni U
did ne : if that doe !, tbee (erne other daie

iSS 7 T. ROOCM Art. n. (t&amp;gt;;t 32 AgwnM

.

like to kit pope.
55 To be wrokea

them whi .h.. deface ^nJ put vu uch texts at ir.Ulike thf rn.

1870 Movm* I.artttty / ar. 111. r/. 275 I e .a-j^ th*. Dodx
ar&amp;lt; wiv;, and thriftle** deed Mi\like* them. 1*74 ! : *

/,r/. Strm. v5 If thou thinkeU tli^t tboa , , nuyot t-V.r

what thou likefct, and leave what mitlik -

a^&amp;lt;&amp;lt;J/. ai*y&amp;gt; Owl 4 Night. 544 ^0^ tiarj/^ ?f
;

,

fowele
sV&amp;gt;ng Miilik-p if liit ii ro I -r.^. 1603 I^//j-/(

Heroic. /:/. iv. ij/i yj j&amp;lt;

IK I

much ntulilcet.

t b. To be out of harmony with. Ofa

Perhap* a diitiiv.t word f. f,r/K . -,r I,;,

^1470 Hr.-^y Watt/iff /r, jy^i J / - ( ;t
f&amp;gt;r

held tv- t/ayr, And th^ri liirn til

f 1570 . , ^r/j iW.hl rny-lykit all tfc- :

t2. ; ;//r. To -,&quot;,&quot;-

tronblc i or uneasy Vf. M/HI.IK -

.
f i.

tt 1300 - / tor / ) O (
. i

fi rr l ^an o ^^i^ typKM. . 1330 J I . //////. /Krt/--

&amp;gt;4I7
NO*- -Jj 14, :

V &amp;lt;,atu. 5j4 Aii l KnygliK *-.

,
- t/ X *yr Vwaynr. c 585 /-/ .. / /. . . I

r K^T;ll fri

ike.
iy&amp;gt;*

IHMKII /; / .

/f lrx/%e (

&amp;gt;;r^;it
v,-i ion t

xlii. l3i Fir*t they rfii .lik&quot;, yrat ^t t..*- .-

miftlea J 1611 fi tciow Atiat. A/tt. t- n. ; iii. r .

When th;intrat% w^re ,\^
hirr n . 4 * M / / ;;/- / M
Ih^y rua/ir -(xyf ,

and I lau^ ht, tK* /

Vt.

t b. To .&quot;x: displeased vjith or ///
;

to &amp;lt;

/- 1555 HAO-M ii I.FJ l)ivor(c Hen i ///
. .would rrrAt Ki^Kly mitliltr of ;-,,.,

Ant. i // . .

1 f /ri/i -,f faith. 1578 F-,, , , . I

f,arffi &amp;gt;tt: t,,t llfry A ij b, (He) fcC /t; a

( I%( H ,
v n ,r, ,,/

hvjJd if /r ba/,k and mi\likf: wilh K

t C. with . .- n /- ii. i

i5j9
f

&amp;gt; / &amp;gt; I
,

i

&quot; 1586 -ll~ - rY /\rr&amp;lt;iti&amp;lt;&quot;

/ffA .
t . I *;*?

-
- - ( , . i &amp;gt;, /

/? i6$6 HALRH / V//.

/. ///, !*&quot;,&amp;lt;
&amp;gt;/

I
&amp;gt;

. , // fo be di
(
/!tav: l or offvn i

;
-

r -

&quot;

1547 8 (jr i*e /

IX^i^ - - IJ93 //f. K/. j I. M-,
**; ,he\ that j

- ti* ny
1611 Ufur i, I rani. I ref.v \ t

[fwe,.doi
--.. a 1634

C*HAf%fAM Alphontut f\ity\ i - 1
, \\\. -

kit* II take it off ajferi with r. 17*1 iJt, \ A
I (i;;

f I urt Jt. I. i *I5
M&amp;gt;*. K:x,: /,-^7;( /-^, ^ / ^

. H; ^ fv*r
r,/*ftn. t*7

r

j. I &quot;J arid mi*.:..

trant/. 1577 (!. f

&amp;gt;.

I

mitlik*

in V/rnf;thiri^ , rarf\
&amp;gt;. O / . /A

HWstsL
t5. 7/r. ;j|te

away. Cf. I.ixf. z/.
1 4^ 6^;.

&amp;lt;: 14*0 / allad. on /Suit. \ t. i ; Vf tKat th* fr M/te mvUike
and frrjm &amp;gt;*em f.lle. 1552
.. /o/r laforarc. i6ot : tl it

man perrcjv that i rniUikc a/d ;r &amp;gt;*

1606 Button. 211 . &quot;. a/*d die.

Hence MUliked ///. a., of

1641 SMe/rrYMwt ft Ant. I,
f

i
f
, ,;) $ Mitlikd Penoni?

and why i X offending prrv/ru? 1660 Ittx-tt.* f ath
jnun.&amp;lt;i S,4) 2j When I / JudvJ &amp;lt;**.

MiBli-kene-i. ^^. fMi- J

4.]

fL A distorted shape. 0&.
1440 *%. Cony, tret, 131/2; fRawl MS.; That

that wa in my-fy*j6enyi \lfuht, M i. that

2. Bad portraiture.
eft** ScKmrmr

^&amp;gt;.
/f. Cunningham Poet, W^-.,

;&amp;gt;,;
, JIJ

906 Tim countenance, web a* it K, So oft hy ra*cafly miv-
ukeneM wronz d.

Misli ker.
[/.

MIW.IKK ?.. + -KE .]

who mUliket, dUHkes, or hates.

ijSj OX^M /krtaurui .v. Auirttrt, Antrim a vero. .

arnnfikerc/ tnetrnth. lfc( in Farr V./ . 7a:. /

Thoie That were mitfikert of tbi* woman * deed. 1*66
W. k. Ai/.w . .///. .V/. 4- /-fa* iv. 269 H muJikcn con-
Mdered him at a zr /wlin% old bear*.

inK. [Mw-&amp;gt;

tl. The
opposite

of pleasure; discomfort, un

easiness; oooappiness, trouble. Obi.
n ua$ Anrr. K. tto Vttre nonomy i* hwaruf mmrB

liknnge /Vr mili)cunz, ;*/-jtr, ooer wifinnen. 1140
H tmiM/ r.Ctiuc. lyq f*t na aure p-evaace taOe foa
fele, ?fe na mare payne hare, ne mytlykvng. ijjfBAiaoii
//rTtci in. ji ^etyng CtnMrjn to men (or myiEkmg. 1470
f,l. * fiaw.

~

sn !a myililfing have in hart, nor bane ye

whan he M wakyng. auM AXCMAM Sckeiem. i. **,.&amp;gt; n
What oer I [u.IjtAy Jane Orey) do efa, but learning, H

--. .-.-.- ...... .
,

&amp;lt; (ee T. Tv r Silver WalcliJ/ell i. 1 6*&amp;gt;) 10 lac Peacock
. .with peat maJadng, raileth bit lop^a&utf, &amp;lt;c wemeth to

.

t2. Ditpleasore ;

Colltl I V, / Xy Jr. - X ii. l

miv.^ri(n!in*r^. i/y , -// lw .,/ .

tt,r I: -

&amp;lt; fi^ ;
.

, -,f r &amp;gt;- 1^1 J
,

. }. Diilikc of i ; avcr&amp;gt;.ion.

&quot; if/A Avio .; ,fli&quot;lri. n Arb.J /i? I!..

I
y.-r,

IOJ7 ^ilf.l.C.M-JK /
.&quot;;(

/ /
Jx,r

p

tl( u . Jfil-.j^i

^y. 1638 .tifmy t Arcadia ir j^y i &quot;t; ,!.i? HIM

/ /

/). /if/-/ J. /I. 4-Xy V ...
. , . r ,, . illoTI

itlM . f.i/r i.
/&amp;lt;

, II-.

1891 //,//. / / I (, !. ,

;

1 -, //.
.

1^4 , . J . / . i

I /i y ,-,: ; ; Ailiit&quot;&quot;

[.IK I. //.
(

&amp;lt;

IJJI H ,
&quot; I .M

i / //MX I r xf fi

. / ,./ : I ; / I

-/

,. ,( , . .: i. Country /-arm .

:
&amp;gt; J - /

,..,...

Misli kiiig, /// . [M:
; /

]

,. a I b. I/

i

1477 ,://
,

I //i (..::,
&amp;lt;

, ,

f ^.r H /-//// I

Mini) klnifiy &quot;

iWj }
&amp;lt; I , I , I

Miwlin : /
&quot;

. MOK
M J :

-.J J ;/^, . 1CX

MifiJl J,J; :)1. .

:ir:k :7j I : . .
i

.

;

i.J

1. I, in:. ! ,

l^^2 /. .&quot;,
&amp;gt; / / &quot;

&quot;*

ir^I 2 / / I ,-,/.. ,/ J . / 4 ,

^

1683 -. M J , - /-&quot;&quot; 7ll - ; : ri

// :/:,, ,..
l ,: j I .

iW. I /

2. I

15?,! i r., i .

.

17 / /
.

*

r i;
.

* &quot; iVy.

tiHt/,* liiin/f./t
( :l . //: /*//

/
-

y. i

.
&amp;gt;

.

quietly ..

** * X* do. 1*71 - &quot;/ -i 1- 1
&quot;*

-.

Mili-trate, &quot; .&amp;gt; .

I$JI r,ny:tarile &amp;gt;, .yf/niiraiHr I.-

ainyt. . I

Migli-ve,
ii::tletrn.\ inlr. I -.

i tone /f.i i

batt : .

&quot;

: / !&quot;&quot;&quot;

Alltel. I.er.. fitu i-;7 B&amp;lt;

j/am vlf. IS79 KMCMM i//*
. /. Ma v %7 i

Minlive, varm/. of M
v MUli-ved, /. O*/. [f-

M
-r./x&amp;lt; (,f. Ir.f.ha.] Ofev;llife.

&amp;lt; ij74f..o-. i^ //
&amp;gt;

c/Xx //&amp;gt;/ -; ll^vf. .a i i H MJ /, If a- /

(xerv/ri w*r-: ;.-
!.

Mili ver. &amp;gt;-ar

of ev:l Ii:*; an e-.ll liver.

14)6 / ///j o/ / ar/ !

&quot;.i*r\. iyA 7i!xi.r X/x^ ,/ii-. /t/i ijv
Vf

Jx Vxf/^ hyr t x *x: a. i
-

-,
&quot;

IJX/J N/.Ht
llMt,/. -/, . I i.i -: --, I

!

I07-y

i*Jiur, ^V.^ tnv r*7j c.

t are n*ember .1

ICisli-ving, &amp;gt;
r

&amp;lt;lMin/:./: 7. i . . &amp;gt;.he riht w&l r a*rav.

Andbbme v or w mulr.uyr. 1)40 HAI&amp;gt;&quot;/U; /&amp;gt;. C&amp;lt;w

mytlyvrnc. I4*e Merlin 2 Yeftber will reveal aad for-

Jw ibcir ysMwe, &amp;lt;: Mfc Hw Ifw. / a*. Prot

i,TorrewI die baill mWcK&amp;gt;c Of man. ** PATITUA
.al.rnj, Kefim. Pref. A ij b, tV M*

_s*&quot;ir)t
1

fyftby - WATS*- I - XHI. K
The reprotaonce that a mytlyiiyiyemaiyorwnmMtikrih
for ^mrtr^atf. J** Edl. Rev. Jly. K H.

- Mimli-ving, /// . 0*
evilHfc.

,j^ H /./&amp;gt; K./r- 7k, A
Caowu c A/ Trumpet ni For wh

.

.]

be, The people arc not coodccrtayoe. usflMeprce.}. i*4
. ,. .. v .

a i]ee ^. ^. Ptatter
hit aitJmynft ;f.. ,

He n
-

in Wara wreth of

.

cTDci*fef CbriK afaw.
oca-

--
.

-



MISLOCATION.

Misloca-tion. [Mis-i 4.] Misplacing.
a 1661 FULLHR Worthies (1840) I. 203, I am confident

herein is no mislocation. 1677 CARY Chronol. n. i. i. xx.

153 The Number .. was originally the Transcriber s slip of

the Pen ;
so likewise the mislocation of Aphobis. a 1832

BENTHAM Deontol. (1834) I. 254 Dirt, .is a sort of mislocation

of matter in small particles. 1836-9 ToddsCycL Anat. II.

318/1 Mislocation of the germ during its growth.

MislO dge, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To lodge or

place in a wrong place ; t to mislay.

1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1071/4 Lost or mislodged by a

Messengers mistake . . 6 or 7 bundles of Parchment Court

Rolls. 1824 BYRON Def. Trans/. }.\. 146 Tis an aspiring
one [sc. a soul], whate er the tenement In which it is mis-

lodged. 1827 HOOP Hero $ Leander xxxvi, Mislodging
music in her pitiless breast.

t Misloo k, sb. [Mis-
1
4.] Sinful looking.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 53 Ovide tellethinhis bok Ensample
touchende of mislok.

t Mislook, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.]

1. intr. To sin in looking.
( 1200 ( . E. Ilout, I, 305 Ich habbe . . Misloket. 1390
G UVKK Con/. 1. 56 That thei wolde Misloke, wher that tliei

ne schokle. Jl id. 57 Of mislokynge how it hath ferd,..now
hast thou herd.

2. To look unfavourably on.

c 1412 HOCCI.EVE ne Reg. Princ. 703 And now I am mys-
lokyd on & loured.

3. dial. (See quots.)
1875-86 IV. Somerset H orJ-bk, Mislaok, to mislay ; to

miss; to lose temporarily. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss.
t
Mis-

look, to overlook, neglectively.

t MislO re. Obs. [Mis-
!

4.] Evil teaching
or counsel.
a 1050 Liber Scintill. vii. (1889) 33 Flaesclicra mislara

[l^.carnaliurn sugge(s)ttones}, n nooin Napier t?. E. Glosses

228/323 Intecebras, misHara). c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 29
Elch pine [of helle] is fremed on bre fold wise. On is be

defies minting and mislore.

t Mislcrse, v. Obs. [f. Mis- 1 i + to, LOOSE

--.]
Used to render L. dissolvere.

1382 Wye LI K Josh. xiv. 8 My bretheren, . .discoumfortiden

[r.r. myslosedyn, Vulg. dissolvertint] the herte of the puple.

t MislO Sed, ///. a. Obs. In 5 mysloset.

[f.
Mis- 1 i + LOSE z .

2 Cf. OF. meslos blame.]

Dispraised, blamed.
c 1440 Ccsta ROM. xxxvii. 360 (Addit, MS.), Crete men are

but glosede, and smale men borne downe and myslovede
[read mislosede (for rime}}, r 1450 Kk. Citrtasye 208 in

KaheesRk.t In swete wordis }?e nedder was closet, Disseyu-
aunt euer and mysloset.

|
Mislo ve, T. Obs. [f.

Mis-l i + LOVE r-.
1
]

intr. To love in a wrong way.
ci45o in /W. Rel.

&amp;lt;V

L. Poems (1903) 134 pat I myslufede,
] aske mercy.

1 Mislo ving, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Mis- 1
3 +

LOVING vbl. sb.
1

*] Dispraise, depreciation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27683 Missau, and groching alsua Bak-

bite, mislouing \Cott. Galba sklander and bacbiteing].

Mislu Ck, sb. Chiefly Sc. [Mis-
1

4.] Mis
fortune.

1623 WODROFPHE Mnrroiv Fr. Tongite 301 It was his

Mislucke to marry that wicked Wife. 1647 HEXHAM, Een
wisluck, a Mishap, or a Misluck. 1711 Countrey-Man s

Let. to Citrat 84 But the Misluck is, he did not believe

himself. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. i. (1877) II. 47 Wha
can help misluck?

So MisUfck v. intr., to meet with misfortune.

1647 HEXHAM, Mi$lncken&amp;gt; to Misluck, to Mishap. 1808

JAMIESON, To Misluck, to miscarry, not to prosper. 1853
CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Prtnzenraub (1857) IV. ^43 They are

to ride by two different roads towards Bohemia, that if one

misluck, there may still be another to make terms.

Misly, obs. form of MizzLY.

Misma-de, pa. pple. and ///. a. [Mis-
1

2.]

Badly or wrongly made
; f deformed, mis-shapen.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix. (Bertkolomcus) 217 pe face ..

wes awful &mysmade. 1393 in C0//tt/. Topogr. (1836) 1 1 1. 257
A feynyd chartre in oure alle forsaid confefles name mys-
maad. I483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 154/3 A man whiche was
greuously mysmade. 1508 DUNBAK Flytingw. Kcnnedie 53
Mismaid monstour. 1640 Bp. HALL Episc. n. xv. 172 His
mis-made Presbyters. 1856 MRS, BROWNING A ur, Leigh in.

524 Subjoined to limping possibilities Of mismade human
nature. 1881 FAIRBAIRN Stud. Life Christ vii. 115 The
simple Galileans were not mismade, only unmade, men.

Misma-ke, v. Now Sc. [Mis- 1
1.] a. trans.

To make badly, f b. To unmake, depose. Obs.

c. rejl. To disturb oneself, put oneself out.

ci^ooChron. Enir.lxxxv. in ArchivStnd.neu. Spr. LI I. 24
Be stille, good wyff, quoth they, there ofmysmake you noght.
1500-20 DUNKAR Poems xxviii. 10 That God mismakkis ?e
do amend. 1575 Burgh Rec. Edin. 9 Tuly (1882) 41 That
we haid sppkine off his Graice that we haid maid his Graice
and we waild mismak him. 1613 W. COWPER Holy Alphabet
186 Wee haue mismade our selues, . . and are not now
like vnto that which God created vs. 1825 JAMIESON, To
Mismnck, Mismake. i. To shape or form improperly;
applied to clothes. 2. To trouble, to disturb ; as Dinna
mismake yotirsell for me . 1887 Jamiesons Diet. Suppl. s,v.,
He could threep a lee in your face, an no mismak him.

t Mismaking, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1
3.] Bad

composition.
1532 Gnystarde Sr Sygysmonde Lenvoy D ij. And where

nede is toadde or elles detray Pardon of mysmakinge gladly
thou hym pray.

tMisma iiage, Obs. rare- 1
. [Mis- 1

4.]

Bad management; improper administration.

1716 BEVEKLEY Virginia (1722) I. 20 That this Dis

appointment, .proceeded from a Mismanage of Government.

Mismanage, : . [Mis-
1

!.] trans, and intr.

To manage badly or wrongly. Also Mismanaged
ppl. a., Mismanaging vbl. sb. and///, a.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xvii. 4 The Business of

Assemblies would be in danger to be mismanag d. 1698
COLLIEK Immor. Stage (1699) 138 The Clergy mismanage
sometimes, and they must be told of their faults. 1699

Def. Sliort View 68 As for his Mismanaging, he must
account to his Master. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv.

ix. 294 The good of the community . . so formidably threat

ened in their mismanaging hands. 1838 LYTTON Alice 89
A mismanaged estate. 1885 Manch. Exam. 21 Feb. 5/3 In

some respects our foreign policy has been mismanaged.
Hence Mismanageable a.

1883 RUSK IN Fors Clai\ xc. 162 A kind of girl . . who is

more or less spoilable and mis-manageable.

Mismanagement. [Mis-
1

4.] Bad or

improper management or administration.
1668 PEPYS Diary 13 Nov., The reason he had to suspect

his mismanagement of his money in Ireland. 1690 LOCKE
Govt. ii. xlx. 225 Such Revolutions happen not upon every
little Mismanagement in publick Affairs. 1711 POPE Temp.

I Fame 456 Old mismanagements, taxations new. 1845 K.

. HOLMES Mozart 82 The mismanagement of the blessed

,
theatrical people, who, . . delay every thing to the last .

1

1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C. I. in. 423 In the English
service mismanagement and languor were general.r*__i-iit

MISNAMING.
mated with a yawning clown. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI.
245/1 Several pairs of mismated oars.

Mismay, v. Sc. and north, dial. [Alteration
of DISMAY or ESMAY by substitution of the prefix
Mis- 1

9. For the sense cf. MISMAKE v. c.] trans.

To trouble, disturb, upset ; chiefly refl.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15265 Mismai yow noght, mi

brej&amp;gt;r

dere, Quat-sum yee her or se. 1438 Bk. Alex. Grt. (Banna-

tyne Cl.) 21 We na wayis sould vs mismay. 1501 DOUGLAS
Pal. Hon. i. Ixii.Than as I mocht with enrage all mismaid,
. . Sair abaisit, beliue I thus out braid. 18*5-80 JAMIKSON,
To Afismae, to disturb ; as She never mismaed her mind \

Mismaze, variant of MIZMAZE.

I Mismea ll, : . Ol&amp;gt;s. [Mis-
1

r.] trans, a.

To mean or intend wrongly, b. To misinterpret.
1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. 230 Our northerne name of

Peg, misment for Margaret. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 61

Mismeane me not.

t Mismea ning, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1

3.]

Wrong intention.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1622)417 He saw the misfortune
not the mismeaning of his worke, was like to bring that

creature to end.

Mismea ning, ///. a. Ofis. [Mis-
1

2.]

&quot;Wrong-thinking.

1387^8 T. USK Test. Lore 11. ix. (Skeat) L 88 Heretykes
and misse-mening people.

Mismea*sure, z . [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
measure or estimate incorrectly.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 974 With aim mis-measur d, and

Misma*liager. [MlS- 1
5.] A baa manager. .

impetuous speed. Ibid. ix. 1330 Time, eternity! ( Tis these,

1683 in W. Mankind Hist. Edin. (1753) I. vi. 104 Mis- mis-measur d, ruin all mankind). 1851 E. FITZGERALD
manadgers and Imljezlersof the Common Good. 1711 STEELE

;

Spe&amp;lt;t.
No. 258 F 3, I would fain ask any of the present

Mismanagers, Why should not Rope-dancers [etc.].. appear
again on our Stage? 1780 BURKE CEcon. Reform Wks. III.

247 A long and unbroken pedigree of mismanagers. 1862
Public

Of&amp;gt;in.
26 July Contents

,
The Mismanagement and

Mismanagers in the War Department. 1877 RCSKIN Fors
Clav. VII. 229 He would find .. that the mismanagement
could lie arrested , instead of the mismanages

Misma-nnered, a. north. [Mis-
1

6.] Ill-

mannered, unmannerly.
1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. cvi, 268 Some pining and

I mismannered hunger. 1790 MRS. WHEELER l\7estmld.Dial.
1 1821) 57 Sic like mismannerd deins [= doingsj. 1847

1 HALLIWELL, Mismannered^ unbecoming. Ctnnb,, ^ .

So t Misma-nners, bad manners.

Misma rk, v. [Mis-
1 i. Cf. ON. mismarka

to mark (a sheep wrongly.]
1 1. rejl. To make awrongguess. (Cf.MARK v. II.)
c 1440 York Myst, xxix. 123 Pet nts,. .Of his company never

are 1 was kende. pou haste
J&amp;gt;e

mismarkid.
2. trans. To mark, note, or designate wrongly.
Also in pa. pple., having wrong markings.

w ii.ii in. .uiiy IIBIIBMIU u, itiiu nc royc IIIIMIUHK u. 1700
-2nd Def. Short Vietu 101 Why is Nature thus disguis d,

and Quality mismark d? 1904 Daily Chron, 30 Aug. 8/1 It

i does not matter if the birds are a trifle mismaiked.

Misma-rriage. [Mis-
1

4.] An unsuitable

j

marriage. So Misma rry v. (lit. and fig.}.
1817 MAR. EDOKWORTH Ormond w. (1833)42 He was never

I

the same man, especially since his last mis-marriage. 1892
,

Sat. Rev. 2 July 29/2 The absurd words he mismarried.

1893 SWINBURNE Stud. Prosify Poetry (1894) 121 The woes
1

. .of any couple accidentally or otherwise mismarried.

Mismase, obs. form of MIZMAZE.
Misma tch, sb. [Mis-

1
4.] A bad match.

1606 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n. iv. 11. Argt. 6 Mis-Matches
taxt. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 65 See you not . . the
mismatch that there is in our minds? 1881 MRS. A. R. ELLIS
Sylvestra II. 168 That mismatch began the mending of

Philip. 1883 Harpers Mag. Mar. 538/1 The saucer a mis
match.

Misma tch, 7-. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To match

ill, badly, or unsuitably, esp. in marriage; pass, to

be ill-matched or ill-mated. Also Misma tched

///. a,, Misma-tching vbl. sb.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. x, Cup. 1 am studying
how to match them. Mer. How to mis-match them were
harder. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp t 2 Peter ii. 4 (1865) 288 How
preposterous and mismatched is an erected countenance
and a grovelling spirit ! 1638 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 282 Here and there a mismatched suit, but
none complete. 1643 MILTON Divorce 18 One example of

mis-matching with an Infidell. 1678 DRYDEN Allfor Love

iv,
Sure that Face Was meant for Honesty, but Heav n

mis-match d it. 1726 LEONI AlbertTs Archil. II. 8/1 If
the Members be. .not mismatcht nor unsightly. 1848 J. H.
NEWMAN Loss fy Gain 73, I have heard persons mentioned,
but, if I tried, I think I should, in some cases mismatch
names and opinions. 1853 FELTON Fam. Lett, xliii. (1865)

317 A mismatched pair of Eleusinian steeds. 1873 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1426 The belts are of different lengths, so as to

mismatch the sections as they are revolved.

Hence Misma tchment MISMATCH sb.

1858 MRS. GORE Heckington III. xiii. 283 The mismatch-
ments created by those hypocrisies of modern life which [etc.].

Misma ted, pa. pple. and ///. a. [Mis-
1

2.]

Ill-mated, ill-matched, unsuitably allied.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan III. 382 The windows care

fully mismated, no two of a size. 1858 J. G. HOLLAND
Titcomb s Lett. v. 132 A mismated match is much worse
than unmated life. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1275 Not all mis-

,

EitpJiranor 72 The moralist who worked alone and.. in his

closet was most apt to mismeasure Humanity, a 1859
DE QUINCEV Brevia iv. in Posth. lVks.

(i89i)_
I. 261 What

motive should that furnish him for mismeasuring Nineveh?
80 Misraea surement, wrong measurement.
1859 MILL Diss. fy Disc. I. 392 note, The habitual mis-

measurement of the. .value of things. 1900 MORLEY Croni
~*ut ll in. i. 204 Mismeasurement of forces.

Misme tre, v. [Mis-
1

J.] trans. To spoil
the metre of. Hence Misme tring vbl. sb.

1:1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1796 So preye I god that noon

miswryte thee, Ne thee mismetre for defaute of tongue.
1509 HAWF.S Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 220 Go, little boke !

I praye God the save From misse metryng by wrong im

pression. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xin. concl. 217 Take gud
tent .. 5he nowder maggill nor mismetir my ryme. 1829
SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 228 note, Whether these verses

are her own composition, or whether she only remembered,
and elongated, and mis-metered them 1891 LOUNSBURV
Stud. Chaucer III. vii. 207 No one capable of reading can

manage to mismetre them.

t Mismi nded, ///. a. Obs. rare- . [Mis-
1

2.] J erverted in mind.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1570) 25 Mad and mismmded,
priuate of wisedome.

Mismo ve. U.S. [Mis-
1
4.] A faulty move

or step in action.

1877 T. II. ALDRICH Cjnecn of Sheba viii. (1885) 158 He
had leen guilty of a mismove in attempting to take her at

a disadvantage. 1901 N. A trier. Rev. Feb. 166 It is a dis.

tress to look on and note the mismoves, they are so strange
and so awkward.

t Mismo*ved, &amp;lt;*. Obs. [Mis-
1
6.] Moved un-

rhythmically.
?rti;&amp;gt;oo

in Grose, etc. Antiq. Ref. (1809) IV. 407 How
may a mysmovede tymere judge a trew instrument?

i Misiia me, ^ . [Mis-
1
4.] An abusive name.

1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 315 Callenge hym knaffe, or

horson, or deffe, or any yoder mysname.

Misna-me, &quot;

[Mis-i i.]

1. trans. To call by a wrong name; to name

wrongly; = MISCALL i. Often with compl.
1537 ix.Latiniers Sert/t. Icf. Convocation C vij, They be mis
named children of lyghte for as mocheas they so hatelyghte.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638)244 Oftentimes mis naming
vnto them the places they passed by. a 1641 UP. MOUNTAGU
Actsfy Mon. (1642) 145 Though he misname the man, and
nicknames him Darius Medus. 17x1 STEELE Sped. No. 84
P 4 By the Force of a 1 yrant Custom, which is mis-named
a Point of Honour, the Duellist kills his Friend. 1774
BEATTIE Minstr. \\. xxxvii, In that Elysian age (misnamed
of gold). 1881 FARRAR Early Chr \. 497 If James and

Joses and Simon were habitually called brothers when they
were only cousins, it can only be said that they were need

lessly and systematically misnamed.

f2. To call by an abusive name ;
= MISCALL 2.

c 1500 Coventry Corpus Chr. Plays 6/160 Josojf. . . Thogh
thatt I dyd the mys-name, Marce, Mare ! a 1529 SKELTON

Replyc. Wks. I. an Bycause ye her mysnamed, And wolde
haue her defamed. ^1550 BALE A&quot;. Johan (Camden) 85 If

thu with an hatefull harte Misnamest a kyng. 163* SHER

WOOD, To misname, improperer.
So Misna med ///. a., wrongly named.
1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. n. v. 58 A tone of sadness reigns

through this misnamed Paradise of Daintiness. 1904 Cart

temp. Rei. . Aug. 164 The now misnamed Pacific Ocean.

Misna iuing, vbl. sb. [Mis-i 3.]

1. The giving of a wrong name to a person or

a thing ; in Law = MISNOMER.
1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 13 16 Misrecitall, misnaming

or non-recitall. 1599 THYNNE Animadv. (1875) 61 Although^
there be no mysnamynge of the signe [Taurus]. 1653
KITCHIN Jurisd. Courts Lcet (ed. a) 308 Defendant pleads

misnaming of himself. 1689 Grant in Brand Newcastle

(1780) II. 671 The .. misnameing or not nameing of any
demise or grant.

f 2. Calling by abusive names. Obs.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. vi. 32 And whom ye could not

move by sophisticall arguing, them you thinke to confute

by scandalous misnaming.



MISNIM,

Misne, obs. form of MIZEN.

t Misni m, v. Obs. [f. Mis-
1 i + Nm v. Cf.

OIIG. missenemen to err.J a. trans. To mistake.

b. intr. To make a mistake ; to err, do wrong.
am$Ancr. R. 46 3 f ?e gluffeS of wordes, o5er mis-

niined uers, nimeft ower uenie dun et ter eorSe. .o5er ualleS
ndun al uor muchel misnimunge. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 455 5ef
|)U ne misnome onont ure maumez. c 1250 Gen.

&amp;lt;y

K.r, 3091
Quad pharaon, *ic liaue rms-numen 1

. ^1330 R. BRUSNK
Ckron. (1810) 211 He proued . . J?at Jw kyng misnam, & did

grete trespas. 1340 Ayenb, 83 Ine
of&amp;gt;re quereles huanne me

mysnym^.
Hence f Misni miugf vbl. sl&amp;gt;. : a. error; b. mis

appropriation.
/II225 [see above], 1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 10465 }uf

eni cierc vor^eue out pe king of suich mis niminge. 1340
Aycnb. 160 po J&amp;gt;et

. . ine alie Binges hnbbe)&amp;gt; discrecion and
mesure wyjvoute misnimynge.
Misiiome (mianou in), v. Only in pa. pple.

[Hack- formation f. MI.SXOMEU.] trans. To misname.
1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title II. 101 The

effect of a principle superior to either pride or misnomed
delicacy. 1822 T. G. WAINEWRIGHT Ess. fy Crit. (1880) 294
tiote, The misnomed Grecian Shepherdess. 1852 LYTTON in

Klack-w. Mag. LXXI. 86/1 This A/y AVr ^/..was misnomed
and insulted as a Continuation of The Ca.*tons .

Misnomer (misn^u-maj), st&amp;gt;. Also 5 -uoumer,
7-8 -nosmer. [a. AF., OF. mesnom(m}er inf.

used subst., f. mes- Mis-- + jiomwer to name: L.
nominare (see NOMINATE

7-.).]

1. Law. A mistake in naming a person or place.
1455 Rolls of Parlt. V. 334/1 To allege or plede . . mis-

noumer. 1532 Dial, on Laws Eng. \\. xlviii, 122 He. .pledeth
misnomer \ed. 1638 misnosmer]. a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Law
(1636) 385 The defendant may plead misnosmer of himself,
or no such towne. 1769 BLACKSTONB Cownt. IV. 328 A plea
in abatement is principally for a misnosmer, a wrong name,
or a false addition to the prisoner. 1846. /;, , \ 10 fr icf.

c- 95 59 No misnomer or inaccurate description of any
person or place in any such plaint or summons shall vitiate
the same. 1882 Act 45 fy 46 / icf. c. 50 241 No misnomer
or inaccurate description of any person, body corporate, or

place. .shall hinder the full operation of this Act.

2. gen. The use of a wrong name
; misapplica

tion of a term.

1635 JACKSON Creed vm. xxvii. 304 The second [diffi

culty] pitcheth upon a misnomer of the Prophet, as
whether that Prophecie .. was uttered or written by
Zachariah, or .. Jeremiah. 1681 HICKERINGILL Sin Alan-
catching Wks. 1716 I. 174 The Spirit of God. .miscalls none,
and never is guilty of any misnosmer. 1796 MME. D ARBLAY
Lett. 16 Dec.. You would not accuse yourself of a misnomer
in calling him cherub. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library
(1892) II. vi. 206 A kind of misnomer which classifies all

Scott s books as novels. 1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism xxi.

159 The City which, by a misnomer, is called the Metropolis.
o, A wrong name or designation.
1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koioj Def. vi. 309 The

Notion of Presbytery (which sure is a misnomer). 1728
MORGAN Algiers II. v. 307 To pass by abundance of Mis
nomers he will needs call the Person I name Drub-Devil,
Devil-Driver. 1818 BVKON Juan i, cc, My name of Epic s no
misnomer. 1891 DRIVER Introd. Lit. O. T. (1892) 471 note,
The term Chaldee for the Aramaic of either the Bible or
the Targums is a misnomer.

MisiiO mer, z&amp;gt;. [f. prec.] trans. To mis
name. Chiefly in pa. pple. and ppl. a. Called by
a name which is a misnomer, misnamed.
1740 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. I\i. 404 The misno-

mered free-gifts which we read of in some kingdoms on
extraordinary occasions. 1795 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) IV ks.

(1812) III. 435 Whose life (misnomer d life) is death, rank
death. 1848 Frasers Afag\ XXXVIII. 134 Louis, mis-
nomered le Grand, 1854 LADY LYTTON Behind the Scenes
I. n. ii. 186 He was beginning sorely to repent the precipi
tate step which he misnomered hospitality. 1884 EDERS-
HEIM Life of Jesus (ed. 2) II. 562 The wretched witticisms
of what is misnomered common sense.

tMisnote, v. Obs. [f. Mis- 1 i + NOTE v.i]
trans. To abuse.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 130 Saul, abutens, sine abusio. Vor Saul,

on Ebreuwisch, is mis-notinge an Englisch ant te valse
ancie mis-note5 ancre nome.

Misnirmber, v. [Mis-i i.] trans. To
number incorrectly.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. i. 8 Which might well

make it suspected, that the Armies by Sea, before spoken of.

were misse-numbred. 1774 GOSTLING U alk Canterb. (1777) !

140 The misnumbering the prebendal houses. 1906 Book- \

man Mar. (Educ. Suppl.) 25 The last twelve pieces are mis-
!

numbered, 103-114 instead of 147-158.

MismrrtTire,- . [Mis-li.] To train up badly. ]

1625 BP. HALL Contempl.^ O. T. xix. Eli&ha cnr&ing ckil- ;

dren, He would punish the parents mis-nurturing their chil-
!

dren .. with the death of those children.

tMismrrtured,///.^. Sc. Obs. [Mis-i 2.]

Badly brought up ;
ill-bred

; unmannerly. Hence
Misun rtnredness.
niSjS LINDESAV (Pitscottie) Cliron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 84

It was ane misnurtartnes \v. r. misnortourit] deid and he
was hot ane knaif that did it. Ibid. 120 The scoittismen

growls nevir misnorturit nor disobedient to thair gover-
nouris. 1616 ROLLOCK Led. xxxv. 343 This homelines will
not be with misnourturnesse [sic : 1 misprint], and with an
opinion of paritie. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. 11664) I. xxvii.
62 That which idle on-waiting cannot doe, misnurtured cry- i

ing and knocking will doe.

Miso- (mais0, misfl), before a vowel usually |

fflis-, repr. Gr. picro- (//i&amp;lt;r-), combining form of
the root of ^Taitv to hate, (ttaos hatred. The !

compounds formed in Greek with this prefix are of
the same kind as those with the similar

&amp;lt;iiA.o-, ,
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PHILO-, but, both in Greek and in English, they
are much less numerous than in the case of the

latter prefix. The most important adoptions and

coinages will be found as main words, viz. MIS
ANTHROPY, MISOGAMY, MISOGYNY, MISOLOGY,
MISOKEISM, and the related words

; others, chiefly

nonce-words, follow here. Misoba silist [(ir.

fuaof}acrt\evs], ,1 hater of kings. Misoc.rpnic a.

[In Bp. Montagu s Lat. edition (1619) ofJames I s

works A Counterblasts to Tobacco appears as

Misocapnus : Gr. xamm smoke], hating tobacco
smoke

;
so Misocrrpnist, a hater of tobacco

smoke. Misoca tholic a., hating what is (Roman)
Catholic. Mi soclere a. [eccl. Gr. A^pos clergy],

clergy-hating. Miso cyny [Gr. KW-, KVOJV dog],
hatred of dogs. Misoga-llic a., characterized

\&amp;gt;y

hatred of the French. Misogfra mmatist [Gr.

-/pa^nara letters
, pi. of ypafi^a letter], a

hater of letters or learning. Mi so-Helle iie

[cf. Gr. /JtWAAiji ], a hater of the Greeks.

Mi-somatli, a hater of mathematics. Miso-
mona, rchical a.

, detesting monarchy. Miso-
mirsist [Gr. /jovaa learning], a hater of learn

ing. Misopse clist [cf. Gr. niaoimtS-, ^iffoiraisj,
a child-hater. Miso-pa rson, a hater of parsons.
Misopa terist, a hater of the Fathers of the

Christian Church. Misopogxmrstically adv. [Gr.
Hiaonuyaii name of a satire by the emperor Julian :

Truiyaiv beard], with a hatred of beards. Miso-
pole mical a. [cf. Gr. inatnr4\fpos], war-hating.
Miso scopist [Gr. axo-nfiv to look at], a hater of

sights. Miso sophist [cf. Gr.
fuffoffocpos], a hater

of wisdom; so Miso sophy, hatred of wisdom.
Uisothe ism [cf. (!r. ^raoStos], hatred of God or

gods : so Misothe-ist, Misotlierstic a. Miso-
tramo ntanism, hatred of what is tramontane .

Misotyranny [cf. Gr. plaoTvpawos], hatred of

tyranny. Mi soxeue [Gr. nio6tvoi\, a hater of

strangers; so Miso xeny [Gr. fuao^ivia], hatred
of strangers, f Misoxygenous a., having no
chemical affinity for oxygen.
1638 in Bk. Sc. Pasqnils (1868) 43 Frome .. All monster

*Misobasilists . . Almighty God deliver us. 1835 KINGSLFV
11 V\/:c. Hot vii, That &quot;Misocapnic Solomon James I. 1839
JOSFTH FUME Paper on Tobaa o 70 Offending the nostrils

of all *misocapnists with the fumes of his mundmi j;iis. 1857
ELLIS & BLACKBURN Kef. Cases Q. B. VII. 190 lie would
not have approved of the *misocatholic opinions. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. 182 King Henry the sixth, acu-d
herein by some *misocIere-Courtiers sent this Arch- Bi.shop
for a N ew years-gift, a shred-pie. iBSg^at. Kcv. 26 Oct.

450/1 They .. seldom express their misocyny .. articu

lately. 1897 F.dui. Rev. July 31 The &quot;misogallic language
and policy of Signer Crispi. a 1661 FULLER Worthies,
.\itffolk (1662) in. 68 Wat Tyler. .being a x

Misogrammatist
(if a good Greek word may be given to so Barbarous
a Rebel). 1868 VISCT. STRANCFORD Selection (1869) I.

345 A dastirdly nnlrChristian &quot;miso-Hellene. 1872 DE
MORGAN Budget 418 The great *misomath of our own day.
1644 MAXWELL Prcrog. Chr. Kings 158 Our *Miso-mon-
archicall Statists and Sectaries. 1642 SIR E. DERING Sp.
on Rclig. 116 Our better cause hath gained by this light :

which doth convince our *Miso-inusists. 1895 Pop. Set.

Monthly Sept. 655 Children, says the misopaedist, are not

only unfeeling. 1795 G. WAKEFIELD Reply ind Pt. Pfiinc

54 For me, who am engaged in this controversy with our

*misc-parson 1840 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr. Regcn. p. xvii.

Lest it should be eagerly caught up, by some strenuous

&quot;Misopaterist, as stultifying the legitimate Principle of an

Appeal to Antiquity 1843 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets
Poems 1890 V. 135 He and Basil, .talked low and *miso-

pogonisticallyof their fellow-student Julian s bearded boding
smiles. 1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves 167 The &quot;misopolemi-

cal Cobden. 1873 LOWELL Lett. (1894) II. in He has
become a thorough misoscopist or hater of sights. 1890
Eng. lliustr. Mag. Nov. 130, I am a *mysosophist! All

wisdom is vanity, and I hate it ! 1820-30 COLERIDGE in

Lit. Rein. (1838) III. 33 Schools of psilology. .and *miso-

sophy are here out of the question. 1846 DE QUINCEY
Cliristianity Wks. 1859 XII. 251 Hypocrisy, the cringing.

of sycophants, and the credulities of fear, united to conceal
this misotheism. z88i H. HARTSHORNE Glance 2oM Cent.

56 They unite ourselves.. as *misotheists, against all that is

called God. Ibid., The new &quot;Misotheistic Association. 1846
DE QUINCEY Mackintosh Wks. 1862 XII. 78 Machiavelli s

fierce *misotramontanism. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece
v. 148 The . . known &quot;miso-tyranny of the family. 1883
Q. Rev. Jan. 197 His fellow *misoxene of a nearer East.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1623) 614 Our *Misoxenie
for hatred to strangers was no new qualitie. 1674 JOSSELVN
Tivo l

r
oy, 125 Both Men and Women are guilty of Mis-

oxenie. 1799 SIR H. DAVY in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. &amp;lt;y

Med. Knowl. 223 The terms philoxygenous and *misoxy-
genous must be changed.
Misobse rvance. rare. [Mis-1 4.] Failure

to observe rules or conditions properly. Also
t Misobse rvaiicy .

1496 Dives r Pauper (W. de W.) i. xl. 80/1 Yf
they

use
in theyr dooynge ony mysobseruaunce. 1637 EARL MONM.
tr. Malvezzi s Romnlns fy Tarqitin 49 Alisobservancie
differs from contempt. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India I. in.

v. 643 That as soon as any misobseryance was laid hold of

by the judge, the w hole of the preceding operations . . should
be set aside.

So Misobse-rve v., Misobse rver.
1649 MILTON Eikon. ix. 87 The . . Covnanteers (For

so I call them as misobservers of the Cov nant). 1693
LOCKE Edifc. 81 If I misobserve not, they (sc. children!

MISONEISM.
love to be treated as rational Creatures, sooner than is

imagin d.

Miso-ccupy [Mis-i i.] trans. To occupy
amiss. Also Miscvccupied ///. a.

534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1330/2 Hemay..misse
occupy his eares and heape vp in his hart a donghyl of
theyr dyuelyshe vanities, a 1832 BKNIHAM Deontol. (1834)
II. ii. 113 Unoccupied or misoccupied time.

Misogamy (mais-, misfg&mi), [ad. mod.U
misogami-a, a. Gr. *fj,iaoyafu-a, f.

^frr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ya^o$ hating
marriage ;Stephanus), f. ftiffo- Miso- + 70/40? mar
riage. Cf. F. misogamie.] Hatred of marriage.
1656 Ilr.ouxT GlDsso.tp:, AUwganrie (rriisofatiiia), hating

of marriage. 18. . I,AMB Let. to Coleridge i L.), It i-,

misogyny rat her than misogamy tliai he affects, 1857 C hamb.
yr&amp;gt;//.Vlll. 397 Not throne; h any foolish independence of

mankind, or adventurous misogamy.
So Miso g-amist, a hater of marriage; Miso-
gamic (msisi?-, mis^gae mik) a., marriage-hating,
1706 PuiM.H S (ed. Kersey

1

!, Mis,\zaini&amp;lt;;t. a Marriage-
hater. 1780 M. MAIIAN Thclyphthora II. 89 note, Xotuith-
slanding all the bitterness of that gloomy misogamist
Jerome. 1877 MKS. FORREST KH Mignon I. 34 A cynical old

misogamist. 1889 Pall Mull G. 7 Jan. 3/2 Any doubt he
may have ever cherished in his misogamic breast concerning

j

woman s creative capacity.

Misogyiie ^mai s^-, mi s^dgin). we 1

, [ad.
Gr. ptaoyvvrjs (see MISOGYNIST). Cf, F. mi$ogyne^\
A woman-hater.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (Ilohn) 112 The Mi.sogyne, Boc

caccio.

SoMisog&amp;gt;

ynic,Misoffynous(ni. )is-, mis^ d^inDs)

fttf/s.j woman-hating.
1823 AVrc Monthly Ma.^. XV. 247 A cynic misogynic

heretic old bachelor. 1859 MKKKDIIH A . I-c- crel xxv, His
misogynic soul. 1884 Trans. Citwbld.

&amp;lt;V

M estmld. Lit.
Assoc. X 41 A woman has been, by misogynous old bache
lors, said to be at the bottom of all mischief.

Misogynist (mais-, misp-d^inistj. Also 7

-genyst. [f. Gr. fjtlooyvvrjs (f. nloo- Miso -f- yvvtf

woman) -t- -T-ST.] A woman-hater.
1620 Swetnam Arraigned \. ii. A 4 [Mysogenos !GI|.]

Swetnams name, Will be more terrible in womens eare.s.

Then euer yet ^lisogenysts hath heene. 1642 KTLLKR Holy
&amp;lt;V Prof Sf. i. xii. 3 Junius, at the first little better then
a Misogynist, was afterwards so altered from himself, that
he successively married foure wives, 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) I. 308 That surly old misogynist, as he \vns

deemed, Sir Oliver. 1858 Tn .\CKF-KW / /V^/ xxxiv, (1878)
274 Confound all women, I say , nuutrred the young
misogynist. 1900 \V. I,. COURTNF.V /de&amp;lt;i of Traftay 104

Many critics have called him [sc. Euripides] misogynist,
and certainly he says very hard things of the female sev.

Hence Miso g-ynism * MTSOCYNY
; Misogy

nistic, -gyni-stical aJjs.
= MisoriYNic.

1821 Neio Monthly Mag. I. 88 The sentiment has been
re-echoed by every misogynistic satirist. 1830 H N. COLK-
RIDGF, Grk. Poets (1834) 274 Euripides did not indulge his

supposed misogynism beyond the taste of his audience.

1850 J. BROWN Horse S?t/&amp;gt;s., Locke y Sydenham (1858) 10
This misogyni.stical rosicrucian was brought over to Ovfird
by Boyle. 1876 H, KINGSLEY Grange Garden I. 30 Ben Jon-
son in his hideous misogynism. 1891 Harper s Mag. Jan.
196/2 The misogynistic lament that Adam ever lost a rib .

Misogyny (mais-, misf dgini). [ad. mod.L.

misogym-a.) a. Gr. ftiffoywia, f. ^.laoyiiv^ (see MISO
GYNIST). Cf. F. misogynif.] Hatred of women.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Misogynie (nri$oglnia\ the hate or

contempt of women. 1658 PHILLIPS, Misoginy. 18.. [see
MISOGAMY]. 1882 H. C. MERIVALE Faneit ofB. 1. 1. j. 7 He
. . walked the banks apart, a thing of misogyny, in a suit of
flannel.

Misology (mois-, mis^ lodgi). [ad. Gr. plGo-

\oyia (corresp. to /jicroAo-yos hating reason) : see

Miso- and -LOGY.] Hatred of reason or discussion ;

also, hatred of learning or knowledge.
1833 COLERIDGE Table-t. 16 Feb , Misology, or hatred and

depreciation of knowledge. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos.

(1853) 327 Bruno s scorn sprang from no misology. 1865
GROTE Plato II. xxiii. 155 Tinged with misology, or the
hatred of free argumentative discussion.

So Misologist, Misologue : mnivt?-, i

a hater of reason or discussion.
1866 M. P. \V. BOLTON Inyuis. Philos. 89 Let us not

,

replies Socrates,
* become inisologues, as some persons be

come misanthropes . 1871 JOWETT Plato I. 438 As there
are misanthropists or haters of men, there are also miso-

logists or haters of ideas. 1873 MORLEY Strnggle Nat.
Educ* 66 What statesmanship is that which ,. invests its

priests with a new function, and entrusts afresh a holy army
of misologists with the control of national instruction?

Misomere, obs. form of MIDSUMMER.
t Mison. Obs. = MISY i.

160* HOLLAND Pliny xix. in. II. 7 Of the excrescence
name Misy \marg. or, Mison]. Ibid., Misy \ntarg. or,

Mison rather, according to Turneb.J. 1611 FLORIO, Afrsr\
a kinde of excressence of the earth called Misons passing
sweet in smell and taste.

Mison, obs. form of MIZEN.
Misoiieism (mais^-, mis(?nriz m). [ad. It.

misoneismo (Lombroso Vuomo delinquente (1889)
I. 21), f. Gr. fitffo- Miso- + ve-os NEW : see -ISM.]
Hatred of novelty. Hence Misone ist, a hater of

novelty; Misonei stic a., characterized by miso-

neism.
1886 Pop. Sci. Monthly Oct. 782 The fear of the un

known has been named misoneism. . . It is best exem-
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speedy acceptance ofscientific improvements ? 1891 Review
of Rev, Jan. 83/2 The most thoroughgoing misoneist.

t Misopi nion. Obs. [Mrs-
l
4.] An erroneous

opinion.
1545 RAVNOLD Byrth Mankynde 2 Certayne thynges .. of

the whichebothe men .. and women. .haue conceauyd very
erroniouse and misopinions. 1624 BP. HALL True Peace-

maker (1645) 102 Every fault is a crime ; every mis-opinion
an heresie. 1640 Eplsc. \. xii. 54 Were there not foule

mis-opinions in the Churches of Corinth, Galatia, Thessa-

lonica, Colosse? 1680 WALLER Div. Medit. 35 Nothing but

ignorance is the mother of this misopinion.

Misordained,/^///*. [Mis-i 2.] fa. Not

guided or directed. Obs. b. Irregularly ordained.

So f Misordai ning- vbl. sb., misdirection.

c 1400 Mysordeyninge [see MISORDINANCE]. 1456 SIR G.

HAVE La-.u Arms (S. T. S.) 291 But hete, but wilfulnes of

a disordinate lust, . . but favour mysordanyt. 1640 BP.

HALL Efiisc. ii. xv. 172 A Nullity pronounced of those his

misordained.

Miso rder, sb. Now rare. [Mia-
1

4.]

1. = DISORDER (in various senses) ; absence or

breach of order; confusion; disorderly conduct,

misbehaviour.

(-1400 .SVr J. Mandevelle fy Gt. Souden (MS. EodL e.

Mu^eo 160, fol. in b), They by & selle by craft gyn,
Theyr mysorder cawses alle myscheve. 1494 FABYAN Chron.
ii. xlvi. 29 After hym reygned .xx. Kynges successyuely . .

of the whiche . . is no mencyon made eyther for their rude-

nesse. .or discordaunt meanes, or maners -the whiche mys-
ordre Clerkes disdayned towryte or put in memory, c 1515
BP. WEST in Ellis Ori%. Lett. Ser. HI. I. 182, I have be-

gonne my Visitacyon in my Cathedrall Churche of Ely,
wher I have ffounde suche Mysorder , . that [etc.]. 1586
COGAN Haven Health ccxiv. (1636) 228 It is better to pre
serve health by sobriety and temperance, than by surfet and

misorder, to make the body weake and sickly. 1646 R.
BAILLIE Anabaptism (1647) Pref. A, When an Army is once
.. put in such misorder as it begins to run. 1654 Z. COKE
Loglck 50 The misorder (arafta) in this motion is not from
the soul. 1849 H. MILLER Footer. Creat. ix. (1874) 160 The
limbs seem to exhibit merely the amount of natural mis-

arrangement and misorder.

b. An instance of disorder; an ill-ordered pro
cedure or state of things.
1538 STARKEY England \. iii. 20 Except \ve..serch out al

commyn fautys and general mysordurys. 1613 CAMDEN
Rent, (1636) 263 His Uncles .. with other of that faction,
who sought to reforme the misorders of . . his Counsellors.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Rent. (1688) 96, I will speak of the
redress of some misorders very frequent in our Age. 1709
STRYPE Ann. Rcf. xh . 462 Because he found still the Con
tinuance of that his misorder. 1885 EDGAR Old Ch, Life
Scot. v. 234 To report to the Session what scandals and
misorders existed within the bounds of his charge.

f

\ 2. Had or wrong order. In first two quots.
with reference to the ordering of clergy. Obs.

1561 Burnynge of Faults Church, etc. (1563) O Jj b, The
order by whiche cure Byshops and Priestes are made nowe,
is more agreeing to the . . tradition of Thapostles than that

misorder wherby the Popish prelates order their clergy.

1563-83 FOXF. A. fy M, 1693/2 Boner. Well Syr, what say
you to the Sacrament of Orders? Smith. Ye may call it

the Sacrament of misorders. 1641 R. B. K. Parallel of

Liturgy with Mass-Ik. 87 We follow punctually the mis-

orders . . we cast the Epistles ever before and the Gospels
behind.

tMiso rder,^. Obs. [Mis-i i.]

1. trans. To put into disorder or confusion
; to

confuse, disturb.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. ccix. 223 The donghter of Canutus

..by whome many thynges were mysse orderyd, and specy-
ally by y* subtylytie of this Erie Goodwyn. 1530 PALSGR.

638/1 Who hath mysordred these thynges sythe I wente.
I dyd put every thyng in his ryght place. 1555 in Hakluyt
Pay. (1599) 262 That which shall bemisorderedby negligence.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 33 The Time (mis-order d) doth
. . Crowd vs, and crush vs, to this monstrous Forme.

2. To ill-treat, ill-use.

1550 COVERDALE Spir. Pfrle xxviii. 265 When he was
mocked . .scourged, .and most cruelly misordered and dealt
with all. 1575 Gawvt. Gurton\. ii. (Manly), Master Doctor
vpon you

here complaineth That you and your maides
shtild him much misorder.

3. reft. To misbehave, misconduct oneself; to be

disorderly or ill-behaved.

1505 AV/. far. CWMHist. MSS.Comm. 1901)1.5 If there
be any of the bretherne . . that messay or do in myssorder-
ynge hyme selffe one anenst another. 1573 Act 14 Eliz. c. 5

2 Every person or persons.. taken vagrant wandring and
misordering themselves. 1588 Nottingham Rec. IV. 220 For
misorderinge hym selfe in the sarmon time. 1740 Act 13
Geo. //, c. 24 The County, .where such Person shall be so
found begging, or otherwise misordering htm or herself.

t Miso-rdered, ///. a. Obs. [Mis-i 2.]
1. Of disorderly behaviour ; ill-conducted.

1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 274/1 Where were become
nl good ordre among men, if euery misordred wretche myght
alledgc that nis mischieuous dede was his desteny ? a 1568
ASCHAM Scholem, i. (Arb.) 33 Fewe of them cum to any
great aige, by reason of their misordered life when they
were yong. 1605 Play ofStncley in Simpson Sck. Shaks.
(1878) 168 Thou lewd misordered villain.

2. Disordered, confused, deranged ; irregular.
1538 in Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 184 A better deade

for the comen wealth and dew reformacion of the whole
mysordered dyocesse can not be purposed. 1559 Primer in
Priv. Prayers (1851) 101 No agreement of opinions, but,
as it were, in a misordered quire, every man singeth a con
trary note. 1631 GOUGE GfMTJ Arrows I. 43 Anger is mis-

ordered, when it is unadvisedly, or immeasurably moved.
1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal % Tri. Faith (1845)31 Christ must
oil the wheels of mis-ordered will. 1794 MATHIAS Purs.
Lit. (1798) 397 This mis-order d world, these lawless times.

t Miso rdering, vbL sb. Ohs. [Mis-
*

3.]

a. Mismanagement ;
misrule, b. Disturbance.

C. Misconduct.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 61 In ony other euyl

kepyng of thy syght, or misorderyng of ony other of all thy
senses. 1533 Act 27 Hen. VII1^ c. 18 Misorderyngeof the

saide riuerby casting in of dunge. 1625 BP. MOUNTAGU
App. C&sar 3 Any misbeing, misordering, misdemeaning in

any point. 1643 PRYNNE S0v. Power Parl. i. (ed. 2) 8

Who for misordering of his people was deposed by them.

t Miso rderly, a. Obs. [Mis-i 6, 7.] Unruly,

disorderly ; irregular, confused.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 28 Lest his ouennpch

hearinge of you driue him to seeke some misorderlie shifte.

Ibid. 91 This kinde of misorderlie meter, a 1656 HALES
Gold. Rent. i. (1673) 164 Unruly and misorderly affections.

1661 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) 1 1 1. 213 Misorderly carriages

tending to disturbance in the towne of Eastham.

t Miso rderly, adv. Obs. [Mis-*6, 7.] In a

disorderly manner.

rti557 Diurn. Occnrr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 36 The Scottis

without any skaith fled mis-ordourlie. 1558 KENNEDY Com-
pend. Tract, in WodrffivSoc. Misc. (1844) 142 1 akand the

place of authoritie mysordourlie on thame selfis. 1592 STOW
Ann. 1146 Being taken begging, vagrant, and wandring
misorderly [cf. MISORDER v. 3, quot. 1572].

Miso rdiiiaiice. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] a. Lack

of order or regularity, b. Misconduct.

CI400 LanfranCs Cirurg. 84 Mys-ordynaunce [v.r. mys-
ordeyninge] of dietynge. 1509 BARCLAY Skyp of Folys
252 b, Who can rehers eche sort of folysshenes That vs

mysgydeth through our mysordynaunce?

Misordina tion. [Mis-
1
4.] Improper or-

dination. 1664 [see MISCONSECRATION.]

t MisO rned, ///. a. Obs. [f. Mis- 1 2 + *omed
after Y.omc adorned. (Cf. OBNBfl.

2
)] Unadorned.

15.. R. COPLAND Helyas Prol. in Thorns E. Eng. Prose
Rom. (1828) III. 2 To take no regard to the languag nu s-

orned and rude.

\ Misowning, vb!. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1

7.]

Disowning.
1661 J. DAVIES Civil ll arres 311 Manifesting an utter

dislike and iiii-^owning of theirs and the kings proceedings.

! MispaiT. Obs. Insmyspayre. [V Alteration

of DESPAIR: see Mis- 1
9.] ? Despair.

14.. SirBeues 4264 (MS. Cant, in Hall.) The kyng Edgare
Diyveth the to grete myspayre [/!/.?. ^. tomeche tenismare].

I Mispa rlance. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. OF. mes-

parlance: see Mis- - and PARLANCE.] Evil speaking.
c 1570 Pride $ Lowl. (1841) 49 And praied witnesse of his

fowle misparlaunce.

Mispay, v. fa. OF. mespai-er\ see Mis- 2 and

PAY
7&amp;gt;fj

fl, trans. To displease, dissatisfy; to anger,
irritate. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 198 Hwose .. is wel ipaied ^if heo is

ipreised, Sc rnis-ipaied jif heo nis itold swuch ase heo wolde.
c 1330 R. URUNSE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7811 So be barons

tern nought mispaye, Ne ^e comun folk affraye. 11340
HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxviii, 23 If thou see any thynge in

my way that is mispayand til the. r 1440 York Myst. v. 64
To do is us full lothe, pat shuld oure god myspaye. 1493
Dives fy Pauper n. xtx. i vj, If thou .. art nat myspayed
whan thou heryst them [. oaths], thou takest goddes
name in veyne.
2. To pay by mistake.

1698 Lond. Cm. No. 3369/4 Whoever has Mispaid such
a Bill, let him enquire of John Brassey.

Mispeak, Mispeche, obs. fL MIS-SPEAK, MIS-
SPEECH.

Misperform, v. [Mia-
1

I.] trans. Toper-
form improperly.
a 1656 VINES Lords Svpp. (1677) f7? Tne P9s &amp;gt; l ve worship

of God in sacraments is not easily either misperformed or

neglected. 1663 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xxiv. 87, I do
not think any of your company can accuse me for misper
forming my duty. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India III. 11.74
The duties of the office . . were . . such as could not be ne

glected, or misperformed. 1873 BKYCE Holy Rom. Emp. x,

To degrade him ifhe rejected or misperformed it \sc. his task].

Misperfb rmaiice. [Mis-
1

4.] Improper
performance.
1684 BAXTER Twelre Argts. 4. 10 Must we renounce the

Communion with them all, or reserve exception against
their faults and misperformances? 1885 H. W. BKECHFR in

Amer. Rev. Jan. 192 It is an argument against the misper-
formance of duty, and not against the imperative duty.

t Mispe rsoil, v. Sc. Obs. [Alteration of Dis-

PERSON, by substitution of prefix: see Mis- 1
9.]

trans. To treat (a person) with indignity.
1523-4 Exit-acts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 445 For the misper-

soning of . . the merchandis . . in calling of thame Coffeis .

1530 Ibid. 134 Alex. Rutherfurd, bailzie, complenzeit in

iugment that he was disobeyit, strublit, and mispersonit in

the executioun of his office. 1613 Extracts Rec. Lanark
(1893) 120 Quhllle hie . . acknahaulege his pfTens

in raisper-

soning the said Robert Lokhart [cf. snpra impersonit].

Mispersua de,&quot;
. Now rare or Obs. [Mis-l i.]

trans. To persuade wrongly or into error.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. o. The teachers error is

the peoples tryall, harder and heauier by so much to beare,
as he is in worth and regard greater that misperswadeth
them. 1635 JACKSON Creed vin. ix. 86 Job s wife did seeke
to mispersuade him. 1710 NORRIS Chr. Prud. vii. 328 Tho

1

he is misperswaded in so thinking.

Mispersua-sibleness. nonce-wd. Incapability
of being persuaded.
^11684 LKIGHTON Comm. i Pet. L 14 Sons of mispersua-

sibleness [rendering 0fviov$ Ttjs ojreiOet as, Eph. v. 6].

Mispersua Sion. Now rare or Obs. [Mis-
1

4.] Persuasion of what is erroneous
; wrong con

viction or conception.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. PoL Pref. viii. 13 Touching the

sequele of your present misperswasions. 1597 Ibid, v.lxviii.

11 Suppose that some haue by misperswasion liued in

Schisme. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety viii. p 7 Some misperswa
sions concerning the divine attributes, which do .. tend ..

to the corrupting mens manners. 1707 in Hearne Collect.

(O. H. S.) II. 50 To confirme people in their several mis-

persuasions. 1819 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 207 Persons. .

under a fatal but invincible mispersuasion. T&y^Oxf. Unii:

Mag. I. 47 Till the mispersuasion is eradicated from the
mind of the public.

Mispickel (mrspikcl). Min. Also 7 -pickle,
R -pikel. [a. G. mispickel, formerly also misputl^

mispiltj of obscure origin.] Native arseno-sulphide
of iron ; arsenical pyrites ; arscnopyrite. Also attrib.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Minor n. 7 All Silver Oars, .free from

Flint, Blent, Cobolt, Mispickle, Glimmer, Wolferan. Ibid,)
The Blent, Cobolt, or mispickle Oars. 1789 in Med.
Comm. II. 350 Specimens of aerated barytes that contain

ramifications of mispikel, 1801 CHENEVIX in Phil. Trans.
XCI. 215 To ascertain the quantity of metallic arsenic in

mispickel. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 681 Mispickel is a tin-

white mineral, which emits a garlic smell at the blowpipe.
Hence t Mispickly (?., resembling mispickel.
1683 PETTUS Fleta Minor i. 230 What is splendy, mis-

pickly. glimery or spady.

Mispla-cev
v. [Mis-

1
!.]

L trans. Topntinawrongplaceorin wrong hands.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. ii. 44 He haue this Crown of

mine cut fro my shoulders, Before lie see the Crowne so

foule mis-plac d. c 1600 Sottn. Ixvi, And gilded honor

shamefully misplast, 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xxxi, If he

have not washt a glasse well or misplaced a stoole. i66a

STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrae \\\. i. o Many times arguments
may be good in iheir order, but they are mis-placed. 1717
BRADLEV Fam. Diet. s. v. Florist, Handling a Flower. .is.,

apt to misplace the Leaves. 1781 COWPF.R Table-T. 39 The

Norm. Cong. (1877) I. vi. 489 Secondary authorities have

altogether misplaced the date.

b. To assign a wrong position to.

1551 RECORDE Cast. Knenvl. (1556) *57 To prooue that it

[the earth] standeth in the myddle of the worlde,..! \vyll

declare certayne inulncible reasons for confutation of them
that mysseplace it. 1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 6 That
..the Spaniards, in their posterior charts, misplaced Solo

mon s islands.

f C. absol. To misplace one s words. Obs.

1603 SHAKS. Jlfcas. for M. 11. i. 90 Elh. Proue it before

these varlets here thou honorable man, proue it. Esc. Doe
you heare how he misplaces?
2. To set (one s affections) on a wrong object ;

to place (one s confidence) amiss ; fto spend (time)

unprofitably. Usually in pa. pple. (cf. next).

1638 WILKINS AVw U orld n. (1684) 176 In the study of

which, so many do misplace their younger Years. 1665
DRVDEN Ind. Emp. v. i, Your guilty kindness why do you
mis-place ? 1666 M . M. Solomon 1

s Prescr. 82 Hast thou mis-

plac t thy heart on a treacherous Friend? 1710 PALMER
Prwerbs 174 A man of honour isn t therefore to be fool d,

because he has mis-plac d his address. 1784 COWPER Tiroc.

50 Power misemployed, munificence misplaced. 1838 JAMES
Robber I. vii. 159 With that bright confidence which you
shall never find misplaced, you have yielded your heart [etc.J.

Mispla ced, ppl.a. [Mis-
1
2.] Putin a wrong

place ;
devoted to a wrong object ; hence, out-of-

place, unseasonable, ill-timed.

1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 133 The mis-pjac d lohn. 1685
BUNVAN Pharisee # Publican 51 This misplacing of Gods
Laws, cannot., but produce mis-shaped, and misplaced
Obedience. 1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 3 p 3 Misplaced liber

ality. 1793 A. YOUNG Example oj France 58 Two words
on this purity will not be entirely misplaced. 1797 BL-RKF.

Regie. Peace in. ad init, The loose, misplaced stones . . of this

rough, ill kept.. French causeway. 1814 LAMB Let. to Cole

ridge 13 Aug., One s romantic credulity is for ever mis

leading one into misplaced acts of foolery. 1891 HARDY
Tess xxxiii, The incident of the misplaced letter.

Mispla cement. [Mis-
1
4.] The action of

misplacing or the condition of being misplaced ;

wrong position.
1655 H. MoRE^//W.^M.App. Wks. (1662) 159 The story

of the misplacement of certain Mountains on the Earth. 1676
Remarks 93 The measure of misplacement of the parts

of the matter of the Universe. 1876 BRISTOWE Th. % Pract.

Med. (1878) 867 Misplacements of the kidneys. 1881 WEST-
COTT & HORT Grk. N. T. II. 301 The confusion arising out

of the misplacement of the incident. 1906 J. H. MOUL-
TON Gram. N. T. Grk. I. 84 A very curious misplacement
of the article occurs in the 6 O^AO* iroAiis of Jn. 12&quot;.

Mispla cing, vbL sb. [Mis-
1

3.]
=

prec.
1622 BACON Holy War Wks. 1827 VII. 131 An omission

which is more than a misplacing. 1706 A. BEDFORD Temple
Mus. ix. 192 The Misplacing of the Accent. 1891 Athenxnm
31 Oct. 584/1 The erroneous dates have led to much mis-

plr.ring of the letters.

Mispla-nt, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To plant

amiss; spec, in Fencing (see quot. 1767).

1692 DRVDEN Cleomenes n. i, Thou art . . Misplanted in a

base degenerate Soil. 1767 FERGUSSON Diet. Terms Small
Sivord 13 To Misplanti not to direct any thrust properly.

Misplay*. [Mis-
1
4.] Wrong play.

1889 Colnmbns (Ohio) Disp. i Aug., A misplay ofany kind

would allow the score to be lied. x894(7w//f (U. S.)XXIV.

300/2 He was playing a steady, careful game,, .apparently

waiting for Hovey s misplays.

Misplea d, z. rare. [Mis-
1 i. AF. had

mespleder^ trans. To plead wrongly or falsely.



MISPLEADING.

1676 BUNYAN Strait Gate 44 Wks. (1692) 636/1 You that

can tell how to inisplead Scripture to maintain your Pride.

1681 HiCKERiSGiLL^V.l/flw-ta/c/[/^- Ppstscr., Wks. 1716 I.

206 They suffer no Man s Cau;e to perish, .by a word mis

placed, mis-recited or mis-pleaded.

Misplea-ding, vbl. sh. [Mis-i 3 : cf. prec.]

Wrong pleading ;
a mistake in pleading.

1532 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. xlviii. 121 The Judges shall

so mstructe hym..that he shall renne into no Jeopardy by
his mispleadyng. 1540 Act 32 Hen. y/II, c. 30 Any mys-
pleading lacke of colour .. or jeofaile. 16.. T. ADAMS
Forrest ofThorues Wks. (1629) 1059 And when the vpshot
comes, perhaps the mispleading of a word shall forfeit all.

1775 DE LOLME Eng. Const. \. x. (1784) 96 A mispleading,
or the like transgression.

t Misplea-sance. ofa. [Mis-
1

7.] Grief,
sorrow.

1387-8 T. USK Tat. Loi-e i. iii. (Skeat) 1. 22 There shal no

misplesaunce be caused through trespace on my syde,

t Misplea-se, v. Obs. [Mis-i 7. Cf. OF.

inesplaire.~\
1. trans. To displease.
c nyal/ywHS I irgin. (1867)90 SchuUIe neuere ^an J&amp;gt;is er^e

for is
erj&amp;gt;e mysplese heuene king, c 1450 LOVKLKJH Merlin

272 God. . Js misplesid. .whanne ony Synnere doth him hate.

1614 J. DAVIES Eel. in Browne Shcph. Pipe G 6 Sith the
rude world doon vs inisplease That well deseruen.

2. intr. To be displeased with.
c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xxvi. 87 Flegentyne. .hire preide

bat sche sholde not with hire mysplese. Ibid, xxxvi. 556
Wherfore his wyf gan there to mysplese.

t Mispoi nt, ^.l Obs. [Sec DISPOINT z/.1 and
Mis- 1

9.] trans. To balk.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlix, Whan they apperceyued
this, that they were myspoynted theysaylledstrayt to Depe.

Mispoi nt, f.2 Now rare or Obs. [Mis-
1

t.]

trans, t a. To point with the wrong finger. Obs.

b. To punctuate wrongly; to mispunctuate. Also

Mispoi nted///. a., Mispoi nting vbl. sb.

1542 UDALL Krasm. Apofh. 87 b, The errour of mys-
poyntyng with the fynger. 1567-9 JEWEL Def.Apol. (1611)

103 You haue purposely corrupted, and mispointed the whole

place. 1582 STANYHUKST .-Eneis, etc. (Arb.) 157 The mis-

3/6

with me in Paradise. 1649 Br. HALL Cases Consc. in. vii.

299 Ambroses mis-pointed reading. 1744 C. WILLATS Assize
6Vrw. at York 26 This greatly mistaken passage, .could not

possibly have been mistaken .. if it had not been first mis-

pointed. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 307 Misprints and mis-

pointings.

tMispO rt, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
import unlawfully.
c 1630 DONNE Sernt. (1640) II. xxxiv. 305 When forain

merchandize is mis-ported, tne Prince may permit, or inhibit
his Subjects to buy it, or not to buy it.

Misprai se, v. Now rare. [Mis-i i, 7.]
1. trans. To dispraise, blame.
ft 1300 Cursor M. 25842 Mai naman mis-prais J&amp;gt;e thing

be quilk es broght to god ending. 1340 Ayenb. 136 He
prayze|&amp;gt; more b o^re ]&amp;gt;e

more he him-zelue misprayseK
1481 CAXTOS Reynard (Arb.) 7 Your Chyldren many yeris
herafter shal be myspreysed and blamed therfore. 1850
BUCKIE AZschylns I. 196 Thus speaking, ye nuspraise the
holy rites Of matrimonial Hera and of Jove.
2. To praise amiss. Also absol.

a 1631 DONNE Serin. (1640) ix. 89 They, whom I have
so nmpraised, are the worse in the sight of God, for my
overpraising. 1888 F. T. PALGRAVE in igt/t Cent. Sept. 341
The natural frailty to mispraise and overpraise.
3. ? Error for : MISPRIZE z/.

1

1550 SJitpk. Kal. vii. D vij, When any maketh a vow and
nisprayseth to doo it.

t Mispri de. Obs. rare , [f. Mis- 1 4 +
PRIDE so., after MISPKOUIX] Improper pride.

J
S3&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

PALSGR. 245/2 Mystakyngof a man selfeor myspride,
outtrecvidanct. Ibid. 613/2, I loke ashosshe, or aswasshe,
as one dothe upon a thing by disdayne, or mispride.

Mispri nt, sb.
[f. next.] A mistake in

printing ; an error of the press.
1818 in TODD. a 1834 [see MIS-SCRIPT). 1884 Q. Rev. Jan.

215 The bibliographical information . . abounds in errors . .

many of them no doubt mere misprints.

Mispri nt, v. [Mis-l i.] trans. To print
incorrectly; to make a mistake in printing.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxciv. 198 If Dame Nature had

any thynge forgoten or mysprynted in her. 1533 MORE
Confut. Tindale Wks. 772/1 Leste there myght baue bene
some ouersight . . by misse writing or mysse pryntynge those

fygures of algorisme. 1598 T. SPEGHT Chaucer s Wks.
b bbb vj. This place is misprinted, as well in misnaming
of the signe, as the misreckoning the degrees of the sun.

1629 H. BURTON Truths Triumph 97 Vega s copie hath
sanctification haply mis-printed. 1729 FENTOS Wks. E.
Walter, Qfaerv. (1729) p. xix, SkiUiagswortki Walter, Cift,
have been constantly mis-printed for Chilling-worth, Waller,
and Sid. 1817 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 673, I would that
the misprinting had been the worst of the. .ill-usage.

Misprisal misprai-zal). rare. Also 7 -prizal.

[f. MISPRIZE Z&amp;gt;.I + -AL 5.] Contempt, disdain, scorn.
1620 [J. PYPER] tr. Hist. Astrea vii. 230 The heauens..

will accuse me of misprisall [orig. Fr. tnfcognoissance\ if I

Hue not for you. 1653 KIRKMAX Cleric fy Lozia 129 If the
sots raile against the misprizal that I make of it. 1897
MARIE CORELLI in Lady s Realm Mar. 527/2 A marriage-
vow sworn in falsification and misprisal of Love.

t Mispri senient. Obs. [a. OF. mesprise-
mtnt, f. mespriser MISPRIZE z/.l] Disdain.
1484 CAXTOS Curtail 3 Therrour of mesprysement whyche

thou hast goten.
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Misprision 1
(mispri-gan). Also 5-6 mes-,

mys(se-. [a. AF. mcsprisioitn (whence Law-Latin

misprisiOj =OF. mesprison, -prision mistake, error,

wrong action or speech : popular L. *minus-

pr#hensidmm t n. of action f. *minusprxhcnd2re
(OF. nicsprendre to mistake, act wrongly, mod.F.

mfprettdre, : see Mis-- and PKEHEXD v.]
1. Law. A wrong action or omission

; spec, a

misdemeanour or failure of duty on the part of

a public official.

1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 306/2 Suche mispriMons and de-
fautes of ye said Sherefs. 1491 .-lit 7 tlen. /-V/, c. 22 i

Mespriskm byhym commytted and doon ayenst the Kynges
moost royal personu. 1622 CAI.I.IS Stat. Sewers (1647.) 120
To pronounce a Traytors judgement upon a Kellon, or a
Fellons judgement upon a Traytor, is grand misprision.
1648 COKE On Litt. in. Ixv. 139 If any man in Westminster
Hall [etc.], .shall draw a weapon upon a Judge, or Justice,
though he strike not ; this is a great misprision. 1875 STLmis
Const. Hist. .xvi. II. 476 All defaults and misprisions where

by the king was injured or the law broken.

b. Misprision of treason, offelony, originally,
an offence or misdemeanour akin lo treason or

felony, but involving a lesser degree of guilt, and
not liable to the capital penalty. As various

statutes enacted that concealment of a person s

knowledge of treasonable actions or designs should
be regarded as misprision of treason, this term
came to be used as the ordinary designation for

such concealment.
Hence it was often supposed that the word misprision

itself expressed the sense of failure to denounce a crime.
This imagined sense Sir E. Coke (followed by Blacks tu::e

attempted to account for etymological ly, assuming that the
word was. derived from the OF. mcspris (mod.F. inepris :

cf. MISPRIZE si .
1 and r. 1

) neglect, contempt.
1533-4 Ait 25 Hen. y/I/

t
c. 22 9 Vf any person, .being

commaunded . . to take the seid othe . . obstynatly refuse that
to doo.. that every suclie refusall shalbe. .adjudged mes-

prysipn of high treason. 1551-2 Act 5
&amp;lt;y

6 Edw. I f, c. n
Provided also, .that concealment or kepinge secrete of any
Highe Treason be deemed and taken only my&prUion of
Treason. 1572 Act 14 Eliz. c. 3 That yf any person or

persons hereafter, .counterfayte any suche kind of Coygne
. .as is not the proper Coigne of this Real me. ..That then

e\erye suche Offence shalbee deemed and adjudged inya-
prision of Highe Treason. 1579 L.\po&. Terntes ofLaiv s.\ .,

Misprision of felonie or trespasse. 1769 BLACKSTONE Contnt.
IV, 119 Misprisions. .are. .generally understood to be all .such

high offences as are under the degree of capital, but nearly
bordering thereon : and it is said, that a misprision is con
tained in every treason and felony whatsoever ; and that, if

the king so please, the offender maybe proceeded against
for the misprision only. 1855 KINGSLEV IVest-u.-. Hoi II. vi.

176 Amyas was guilty of something very like misprision of
treason in not handing him over lo the nearest justice.

T C. transf. in popular use.

a 1662 HEYLIN Laud {1668,1 54 It was almost made an
Heresie. .for any one to be seen in his company, and a mis

prision of Heresie to give him a civil Salutation as he walked
the Streets. 1769 Juntas Lett. ii. 12 A sort of misprision of
treason against society. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. 11. L (1866,1

134 The edict, .provided against all misprision of heresy by
making those who failed to betray the suspected liable to

the same punishment as if suspected or convicted them
selves. 1862 T. A. TROLLOPE Marietta I. i.\. 153 Guilty of

mis-prision of flirting.

f 2. Wrongful capture. Obs.

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 60/1 How .. awners of divers

Shippes, that have, be commaundement of the Kynges
Counseill, sent their Shippes to the See, and they nought
sette in their Shippes Maisters ne Maryners, for their mes-

prision on the See were putte in grete trouble.

3. The mistaking one thing, word, etc., for

another; a misunderstanding ;
a mistake, arch.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 98 A Feuer in your bloud !

why then incision Would let her out in Sawcers, sweet mis

prision. 1590 Mids. N. iii. ii. 9^. 1594 PLAT Jeu&amp;lt;ell-ho.

in. 17 By the misprision of the Brewer of English hoppes !

for Flemish hoppes. 1624 SANDERSON Serm. I. 170 An
earthly judge is subject to misprision, mis-information,

partiality, corruption. 1630 CAPT. SMITH Trav. $ Adv.
\

Ep. Ded., To prevent therefore all future misprisons, I

have compiled this true discourse. 1644 BULWER Chiron.
121 To use the Middle-Finger instead of the Index ..is

much to be condemned. . . Paschalius alluding to the same
misprision of the Hand [etc.]. 1655 tr. Sorets Coin, Hist. \

Francion xn. 30 He intended to have foysted into his
:

Chamber the Coffer . . but by misprision he hid it in the !

Chamber of Raymond. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 410
The fable of the Horse certainly arose from a mUprision
of terms. 1817 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) I. 114 Lady
Jersey goes on calling Lord Morley Boringdon, and.. he
endures this misprision. 1846 J. C HARE Mission of
Comforter (iS^oj 193 The misprision of this passage has
aided in fostering the delusive notion.

b. Misprision of the clerk : a clerical error.

(In Biitton (I. 317, 318) AF. mesprisionn is used with re-

ference to misnomer : mesprisioun de nouns, de vile.]

1543 tr. Act 14 Edw. ///, c. 6 That by the misprision of
the clerkes of euery place, no proces shalbe adnulled or dis

continued, by mistakinge in writynge one syllable or one
letter to moche or to lytle. 1543 tr. Act 8 Hen. VI^ c. 15. i

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Misprision of Clerks, a Ne-
j

gleet or Default of Clerks in Writing, Engrossing or keeping
Records.

t c. A malformation : app. regarded as a
mistake on the part of Nature. Obs.

1650 BULWER Anthrof&amp;gt;omet. 16 To preserve what is .

according to Nature, and in case of misprision to reduce
unto the Natutall state. Ibid. 212 These misprisions of
Nature in this Organical part.

^ d. Unjust suspicion. |

MISPRONOUNCE.
1657 TRAPP Coiinn. Esther v. 2 Neither did he command

her to the block, a^ Henry the eighth did his Anne Bullen,
upon a meer misprison of disloyalty. 1705 in W. S. Perry
Hist, Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. 1. 156 Any temporary Misprison^
we may for a short lime itill the reason of the thing be
duly considered) lye under at home.

Misprision- (mispri san). arch. [f. MIS
PRIZE z 1

.
1 after prec.] a. Contempt, scorn, b.

Failure to appreciate or recognize as valuable.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. 11595) 119 [Such men] do
of seruants become sawcie : . . of aduisers, arrogant : &: con

sequently, running into eucry mi&amp;gt;pri--i^:i
uf others. 1601

SHAKS. Ail s Well n. iii. 15, That du?&amp;gt;t in vile
mi.sprUi&amp;lt;jn

shackle vj) My loue, and her desert. 1692 IJKVM-.N .S t.

Eureiont*s Ess. 19 The Legions particularly had in great
misprision the Adversaries Horse. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. iii,

Those, .persons who. .have their heart-- barred against con
viction by prejudice and misprision. 1871 R. Ku.is tr. C,i-

tnllns Ixiv. 301 Peleui &amp;gt;i&amp;gt;tt:r alike and brother in high mit-
Liri-iiuM Held. i895/ANO\\ ILL Master i. viii. ^6 It seemed an
i:i&amp;gt;nll to Ruth H alley, ami a mi-prisiun of her kindly wishes.

Mispri ze, s&. 1 rare. Also 6 rues-, 6, 9 -prise.

[f. MISTRIZK v.l i cf. OK. mespris. mod.K. nitpris.]
--=

prec.
1590 Si tNSER F. Q. 11. vii.

.&amp;lt;)

Miiiniiiuii \sa.-&amp;gt; much dis

pleased, yet no le lie chu.-c Hut Lean; il:-: rigour of his bold

nit-sprite, a 1843 (j. KII.LD in C K. Lc-lic Mem. Constable
I l^jJ -\i. n6 Our MIO--L eminent landscape painter, . .have
been subjected .. to frequent misprise and neglect. 1898
T. HARDY IVesse.t Poems 154 \Vheii I found you, helpless
lying, And you waived my deep misprise.

t Mispri ZC, ^-- Obs. rare 1
. [lielongs to

MISPRIZE v* Cf. OK. mcsprise^ mod.K. mJprise]
Mistake.

1590 SPENSER / . Q n. xii. 19 A goodly Ship . . \Vr t ;&amp;lt;Ji

through great dUaventure, or mespri/e, Her selfc had runne
into that hazaidize.

Misprize (raisprai-z), v.^ Also 5-6 mes-
pryse, 5-9 -prise, [a. OK. tiicsprisier, -priscr
(mod.F. mtpriser) Sp. menospreciar^ Pg. mc-

nosprezar : L. *ininu5pretiare : see Mis- - and
PHI/E v. Cf. MEPRIZE vJ] trans, a. To despise,

contemn, scorn, b. To fail to appreciate the good
qualities of.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey liii. i ic93J 94. A mescrtau:/ nan ed
arriua which mesprised certeyn poynt^s of ti.e fayth. 1530
l
J
.\;.s(jH. 635 i He that mespriueth hii Letters it .shallj-:

loi;.^
:

or he thrive. 1549 Compl. Scot. iii. 28 He tliat mi^ijii-:^
the correctione uf his preceptor. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado
ill. i. 52 Disdaine and Scorne ride sparkling in her ey-:-,

Alls-prizing what they looke on. 1637 HEYWOOD Royal
King \\. iv, It borrows me that you misprise my lu\e. 1660
tr. Amyraldns Treat, com. Rclig. \\. iii. 205 By misprising
and debasing hia own worth. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. \.

xxx, I^ess lik d he still that scornful jeer MUprii d the land
he lov d so dear. 1894 BLACKMORE Pcrlyiross 23 Her ti:.e

qualities. . were misprised and under-valued.

t Mispri ze,^.- Obs. Also5mes-,myspryse,
6-7 misprise, [f. OK. mespris^ pa. pple. of mcs-

prendre to commit a crime (mod.F. meprtndre).
Cf. comprise , reprise. ]

1. intr. To commit an offence, do wrong.
1485 CAXTON Paris

&amp;lt;y
V. (i86Sj 48, L.knowe in my self

that I haue mesprysed [orig. aygrandement mespris] and

faylled toward you. c 1489 Sowics cf Aynwn it 59
Ye mysprysed sore whan my brother.. ye made thus sham-

fully deye. a 1500 Melnsine 79 Vf in eny poynt forsayd [I]

haue myssaid or mesprysed.
2. trans. To mistake, misunderstand. Also with

clause and absol.

1598 B. JONSOS Case Altered iv. i, Monsieur Caspar.,
misprise me not. 1624 MIUDLETON Game at Chess v. iii,

How you misprize ! this is not meant to you-ward. 1657
W. MORICE Coenfi quasi Koitoj Def. xv. 206 There are some
that misprise their faults to be their perfections.

Mispri zed, ppL a.1 [f. MISPRIZE v. 1 + -ED *.]

a. Despised, scorned, b. Not appreciated.
1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xvn. cxli, The best amends I

can, I vow to mate To my misprised slander d Piety. 1822
HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. xi. (1869) 228 Such misprized
obligations. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times Ixvii. IV. 529 The
misprized Tiberius. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 396
The pangs of misprised love.

t Mispri zed, ///. a.2 Obs. [f. MISPRIZE z/.^

f -ED 1
.] Mistaken.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N, in. ii. 74 You spend your passion
on a mispris d mood.

Mispri zer. rare. [f. MISPRIZE vl + -Eit 1
.

Cf. OK. mespriscur. ] A despiser.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 31 Some other mis-

prizers of my courtesies. 1884 igtA Cent. July 132 The
misprizer of the spirit and the worshipper of the body.

Misprrzing, vbl. sb. [f. MISPRIZE v. 1 + -ING !
.]

= MISPRISION 2.

1485 CAXTON CAas. Gt. 132 The mysprysyng that guj had
doon in hys presence. 1539 CROMWELL in Merriman Life

4- Lett. (1902) II. 205 For mesprising and avoyding of hi.;

abuses. 1601 SHAKS. All s Well in. ii. 33 By the misprising
of a Maide too vertuous For the contempt of Empire. 1648
\V. BROWNE Polexandcr in. v. 145 Our misprising of men
might make you doe the same to us. 1875 D. GREKNWELL
Lioer Human. 106 What can be a more ignoble misprizing
of man s true dignity, than to intimate, .that man has no

natural thirst after righteousness?

Mispronou nce, v. [M:s-l i.] trans. To

pronounce incorrectly.
1593 NORDEN Spec. Brit,, M^sex \. 21 Sometime we finde. ., .

names in England giuen of the French, and mispronounced
as .. Beaulye for Beaulieu.
Wks. 1851 III. 268 They mispr

,

ulieu. 1643 MILTON Apol. State f.

. . hey mispronounc t and I mislik t.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals i. ii, Mrs. Malaprop. -shall treat me
13 2 - 2



MISPRONUNCIATION.
. .with her select words so ingeniously misapplied, without

being mispronounced. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. I r. in. xiv. 119
To correct Mr. Wegg when he grossly mispronounced a
word. 1905 Atkensenm 8 Apr. 430/3 Daily do we suffer

from the conversation of persons .. who misapply terms,
mispronounce words.

Mispronunciation. [Mis-
1
4.] Bad pro

nunciation.

1530 PALSGR. 12 Lot the lerner shulde accustoms any
mispienunciation. 1832 tr. Sismondi s Ital. Rep. iv. 103
They were made to repeat ceci and clccri^ and were, on
their mispronunciation, immediately put to death. 1859
R. F. BURTON Centr.

Af&amp;gt;\
in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 234

The words Tanganyenka and Tanganyenko used by Dr.

Livingstone, .are palpable mispronunciations.

Mispropo rtion, sb. [Mis-
1
4, 7.] Lack of

proportion.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft, (1848) I. 213 The temporary

deformity and misproporlions of immaturity. 1847 H. Busii-

NKLL Chr. Nurture (1861) viii. 219 A certain Disproportion
is induced which distempers all our efforts.

Mispropo rtion, ?. [Mis-i i.] trans. * To
join without due proportion (Johnson).

Misproptyrtioiiateness. Obs. [Mis-
1
4

7.]
= DISPROPORTIONATENE83.

1587 GOLDIXG DC 3fornay xiv. (1592* 223 Mans Soule . .

is troubled by the distemperature or misproportionateness
of the body.

Mispropo rtioned, ///.- [Mis-i a.] Badly
or wrongly proportioned.
1552 HVLOET, Misproporcioned, meffigiatits. 1587 GOLD-

ING De Mornay xiv. (1592) 222 A mishapen and mispropor-

tipned head. 1657 EARL MONM. tr. Panitas Pot. Disc. 73
This monstrous body of the Roman Empire being composed
of almost incompatible, ill-govern d, and misproportioned
parts. 17x0 M. HENKV Christ. No Sect Wks. 185711.458/1
When.. the exercises of devotion are either, .misplaced or

misproportioned. 1879 DOWDEN Sottthey iii. 76 The rage
of Popery working in his misproportioned features.

Misproud (misprau-d), a. Obs. exc. arch.

[Mis-
1
6.] Wrongly or wickedly proud ; arrogant.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handt. Synne 3047 ^yf bou for strenkbe be

mysproute, And hast bostful wrdysand loude. a 1400 HYLTON
Seata Perf. (W. de W. 1494) n. xiv, And yf ony man wolde
Ittte his mysproude wyll he wextth felle & wrothe. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde Prol. livij, Vtterly abhorryng
. . all fardyng, paynting, and counterfeit cast colours : which
of some dampnable and mysproude people be dayly vsed.

35?3 SHAKS. 3 //.. VI^ \\. vi. 7 Impairing Henry, strength-
nmg misproud Vorke. 1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastw. Hoe in.

ii, Ah thou misproude Prentise, dar st thou presume to

marry a Ladies sister? 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. v. x.vvi,

Thy mis-proud ambitious clan. 1864 Miss YONGK Bk.
Golden Deeds 169 A bold but misproud and violent prince.

MisprO ving, vbl. sb. Obs.
[f. Mis- 1

7 +
PROVE v. = thrive.] Falling off, failure. So Mis-
pro ving///. a., failing, unsuccessful.

1542 UDALL Etastn. Afioph. 101 b, To laye vnto
y&quot;

Goddes
y j fault e of quaillyng and mysprouyng. 1798 Trans. Soc.
Arts XVI. 204 By too thin planting 1 am subject to more
misproving crops. Ibid. 209 If I try any fresh experiment,
I never condemn it for misproving one year.

MispU UCtuate, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans, and
intr. To punctuate incorrectly.
a 1849 POE Marginalia v, The writer who neglects punctu

ation, or mis-punctuates, is liable to be misunderstood. 1897
Daily News 3 Sept. 6/2 A mispunctuated sentence.

So Mispunctua tion, wrong punctuation.
1807 SOUTHEY Espriella s Lett. (1814) III. 65 Omissions

which alter the meaning, or mispunctuations which destroy
it. 1879 W. S. SIMPSON in Mem. (1899) 87, 1 have corrected
one or two mispunctuations.
t Misque-me, v. Obs. [Mis-

1
7.] trans. To

displease, offend.

1c\y& Plowman $ Tale 647 But if any man these mis-

queme, He ihal be baited as a here. 1658 PHILLIPS Mis-
giteaw, .old word) to displease.

Misquotation. [Mis- 1
4.] a. Inaccuracy

in quoting, b. An incorrect quotation.
1773 JOHNSON Note on Shaks. Ant.

&amp;lt;$

Cl. i. v, The mis-

Quotation
of stall-worn for stall-worth. 1833 DICKENS &&.

&amp;gt;0s, Tales ix, He could never
sjt by and hear a misquota

tion from the Swan of Avon without setting the unfortu
nate delinquent right. 1867 LEWES Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) I.

90 He is guilty of a very gross misquotation of Aristotle.

Misquo te, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To quote
incorrectly.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV

t
v. ii. 13 Lopke how we can, or

sad or merrily, Interpretation will misquote our lookes.

1699 COLLIER Def. Short View 36 Because I Misquoted
Wasting Air, for Wafting A if. 1771 Juntos Lett. Ixi. 316
You rins-wer. .by misquoting his words, and mistating his

propositions. 1835 LYTTON Ricnsi i. i, They.. misquote
Latin over their cups. 1891 Law Times XCII. 18/1 Mr.
liesant . .accused Mr. Willis of intentionally misquoting him.
absol. 1809 BYRON Bards

&amp;lt;y

AVi . 66 With just enough of

learning to misquote.
So Misquo ter; Misquo ting

1

vbl. sb.

1673 [R- LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 147 His disingenuity is

visible in his. .misquoting of Thorndikes passage of Schism.
1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 894 We are sad misquoters.

Misra te, v. Now rare. [Mis-
1

I.] trans*

To estimate wrongly. Also Misra ting vbl. sb.

1624 HEYWOOD Captives \. \. in Bullen O. PI. IV. 112,
I have bethought mee better nowe to keepe This business
secrett..And not to make it publicke and this honest Pur
pose ofmyne by that meanesmisreated. ai6z6 BACON Ordin.
Admin. Chanc. (1642)2 Any pretended misrating or misvalu-

ing. ^1677 BAKRO\\ Serm. Wks. 1686 IILxxix. 317 Either

assuming false, or misrating true advantages. 1691 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. 65 By this means we shall mis-rate both Persons
and Things. 1804 ECCENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title
111. 139 A boy, who.. greatly migrates her endowments.

524

Misrea d, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To read or

interpret wrongly.
1809 J. BARLOW Columb. x. 368 War sure hath ceased ; or

have my erring eyes Misread the glorious visions of the
skies? 1851 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. i. xvii. (1806) 297 Let
not the rich misread the signs of the times. 1879 FROUDE
Cxsar xiii. 189 He misread the disposition ofthe great body
of citizens.

So Misrea der; Misreading vbl. sb.

1847-8 DEQvixcw ProtesfftHtisM Wks. 1858 VII 1. 150The
New Testament had said nothing directly upon the question
uf slavery ; nay, by the misreader it was rather supposed
indirectly to countenance that institution. 1849 H. MILLER

Footer. Crcat. xv. (1874) 300 The hypothesis involves a mis

reading of the geologic records. 1866 KINGSLKY Herew. I.

iii. 105 note, Ulcus Ferreus , says Richard of Ely ; surely
a misreading foruncus. 1885 Laiv Rep, 29 Chanc. Div. 210
A misreading of the clause.

Misreci tal. [Mis-
1
4.] An incorrect recital

or account.

1539 Act }i Hen. / /// c. i j $ 16 For mysrecitall or nun
recitall of leaser. 1634 Jrnls. Irish Ho. Lords (1770) I. _o
The Lords of the Committee perused the Journal-Book..
and amended what Mistake* and Misrecitals they found.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 23 Though founded upon a
misrecital. 1850 AVn- Ens. Hist.fy Gen. Reg. IV. 309 It is

drawn up with technical accuracy.. .A misrecital would have
then been fatal to theMiit. 1863 KlNGLAKE Crimea I. xvii.

350 The Turkish Government soon detected in it not only
a misrecital of history, but [etc.].

Misreci te, &amp;lt; . [Mis-
1

!.] tram. To recite

incorrectly ;
to give a wrong account or rendering

of. Also absol.

1591 SILVESTER Du Urtttiis i. vi. (1641) 49/2 If tlie Gre-
cians doe not mis-recite. 1596 BACON Max. Com. Law xxv.

(1630) 97 The reference of the Patient, the date whereof was
mis-recited. 1628 COKE On Litt. 46 b, If a man .. mis-

recite a lease in point materiall which is in esse. a 1715
JJURNET Own Time iv. (1724) I. 639 They [sc. words] were
often ill heard and ill understood, and were apt to be mU-
recited by a very small variation. 1827 HALLA.M Const.
Hist. xii. (1876; II. 419 The committee reported on the zgth
of March, after mUrcciting the order of reference 10 them in

a very remarkable manner.
So Misreci ting vbl. sb. = MISRECITAL.
1572 Act 14 Eliz. c. 14 Any suche Mysnamynge, Mysreryt-

ing or not true namynge or recytinge. 1688 PBIDEAUX I tilid,

Orders Ch. Eng. 70 That misreciting which you charge me
\\itii.

Misrexkon, v. [Mis-i i.]
1. trans. To reckon, compute, or calculate (an

amount) incorrectly ; also, to make a wrong cal

culation in respect of (a certain number).
1524-5 Kef. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 330 For xxix //of wax

whiche was MisRekonyd in the byll of her Acount. a 1553
UUALL Royster D. \. iv. lArh. i 28, I am not so olde, thou
misreckonest my yeares. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n.

11634) 421 I* is a familiar error in Josephus to misreckon
times. 1669 STUKMY Mariner s Mag. v. viii. 27 The mistake
of a quarter of an 1 ncli . . may make you misreckon a Gallon
in the Content. 1717 BERKELEY Jrnl. Tour Italy Wks.
1871 IV. 567 Avellino reckons (I doubt misreckons) 30,000.

Jig. 1628 HP. HALL Serin. Lds. Parlt, 5 Apr. 22 Bee sure,
if we be forgetful!, God will not mis-reckon his owne mercies.
n 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1727) VI. 397 His Heart misreckons
him; and therefore when he comes to rectify his Account
by the Measure God takes of Things [etc.],

2. pass.) reft.) and intr. To make a wrong cal

culation
;
to l&amp;gt;e out in one s reckoning. (Cf. F. se

inecornpter.}
a. pass. 1530 PALSGR. 638/1, I had rather paye to moche

than to be mysrekened. 1586 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III.
8 Wherein no doubt he was misreckened.
b. refl, 1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxx. (1632) 103 He

that hath once misreckoned himselfe is never scene againe.
1667 FLAVEL Saint Indeed \\i$$ 68 Thou misreckonest thy
self, when thou think st My provision is almost spent.
Q. intr. a 1608 DEE Relat. Spir. i. (1659)90 Where have

I misreckoned, I
pray you? 1614 ii. JONSON Bart/i. Fair

ii. ii, Drinke with all companies, though you be sure to
be drunke: you l! mis-reckon the better, and be lesse

asham d on t. 1708 SWII-T Sent. Ch. Eng. Man Wks. 1755
II. i. 69 [He] must allow himself out, though, .he may not
see in which article he has misreckoned. 1831 CARLYLE
Sart, Res, \. xi, Wherefrom, if I misreckon not, your per
spicacity will draw fullest insight.

1 3. trans. To present an incorrect (esp. an

exorbitant! account to (a person). Ol&amp;gt;s.

1640 BROME SparagusGard. in. ii. E 4 b, Ex. Gen. Who
would be troubled with such pinching guests ? Gar. I, tis

good to misreckon such to be rid of hem. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomiay^ For Arithmetick ; who can misreckon a woman
(they can men) in payments?
Misre ckoniiig, vbl. sb. [Mis-

1
3.] Incorrect

reckoning or casting of accounts; miscalculation.

1540 PALSGR. Acolxstus b iv, To helpe to vndo hym with

mysse reckenynge and false dyce. 1563 J. HEYWOOD Prov.
&amp;lt;V Epigr. (1867) 161 Misrecknyng is no payment. i647TRApp
Comm. 2 Tim. ii. 18 As inconsiderate Mariners, by mis-

reckoning of a point, they have missed the haven. 1792
Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 103 By these precautions, almost all

possibility ofa misreckoning was prevented. 1845 LD. CAMP
BELL Chancellors Ixxxix. (1857) I y. 203 Seeing Lord Norris
had not observed it, he went on with his misreckoning often.

Misrecolle Ct, v. [Mis-l i.] trans, and
intr. To recollect wrongly or imperfectly. (A
favourite word of Bentham s.)

1787 BENTHAM Def. Usury vi. 49 If I do not misrecollect,
I remember instances. (21833 Mem. $ Corr. Wks.
1843 X. 60 He received, if I misrecollect not, the sum of

^1000.
So Misrecolle ction.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration, yudic. Evitl. (18271 IV. 261 Te

enable him.. to reflect upon it, without danger of misre*

MISREMEMBER.
collection. 1818 Champion 20 Dec. in Atnaixidit (1891) 26
Dec.

S6p/3 Oblivion, or misrecollection of the past.

t Misre de, v. Ofc. Also 4 pa. fple. misirad,
mysrad. [OK. misn&lan MDu., Du. misraden

t

OHG. misscraten (G. missraten^\ cf. ON. mis-

rdftit (neut. pa. pple.) : see Mis-l i, and REDE
v., READ z/.] trans. To misadvise. Also absol.

&amp;lt; 960 J^CTHELWOLD Ride St. Bcnet Ixiv. (Schroer 18851 7

^if seferraeden pane ra;d on ^emainum jebeahte misredaS
[? . r. mi-&amp;gt;sra;da&J. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Honi. 215 |?enne cumed
t?e werse to sume mannes heorte..and bus him misredeS.
a 1300 A . Horn 308 Sore ihe me ofdrede. He wolde horn
misrede. 1320 Cast. Love 427 Ac as a Mon mis-I-rad [etf.

Hall, my^radj On vche half he is mis-bi-lad. 1340 Ayenb.
184 f&amp;gt;e

ilke bet ylefp U^tliche uitit ofte bet me him. .misret.

t Misrega rd, sb. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] Lack of

regard, respect, or care; neglect; contempt.
1542 KLCORDK Gr. Artei, (1640) To Rdr., Contempt or

misregard of learning. 1596 iSpENSEU / . Q. \\. viii. 29 When
as these rimes be red With misregard. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng.
Pop. Cerent, in. iv. 50 There was also a great contempt and
misregard shewed to the King. 1655 tr. SoreCs Com. Hist,
/ rancion ,\n. 31 He found a small Seal.. by mis-regaid
huddled in amongst the rest.

t Misrega-rd, v. Chiefly &. Obs. [Mis-ii.]
trans. To have no regard for ; to despise, disregard.
1582 Reg. Privy Council Scot. (1880) III. 470 Thay wald

gif hi.s Majestic occasioun. .to think his letter.. misregardit.
1632 LUHGOW Trav. x. 453 The Kings safe Conduct he

mis-regarded, giuing it neyther Respect not trust. 1697
in A. Fergusson/,a/;v^&amp;lt;7/&quot;/lr^ (1886) 247 They having mis-

regarded all former admonitions of the Synod.
Hence t Misrega rder, one who disregards.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 228 Beeing vntamed Sauages, and

mis-regarders of ciuihty.

t Misrehea-rsal. Obs. [Mis-
1

4.] M is-

recital, misquotation.
1472-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 49/1 Any mysrehersell of the

premisses in any wise notwithstondyng. 1523 MOKE in
\\ ordsw. Eccl. Biogr. (1853) II. 60 If it mishappen me. .for

lacke for good utterance, and misrehearsal to pervert., their

prudent instructions. 1631 C. MOKE Life Sir T. More (1828)

332 They laid to his charge, .the. .misrehearsal of Tindall s

arguments.
t Misrehea rse, v. Obs. [Mis-

1
i.] trans.

To misrecite, misquote. Also absol.

1533 MORE Debell. Salem Pref., Wks. 931/1 Tlie man hath
..misse rehearsed them to make the reader wene. . I had
written wronge. Ibid. xvii. Wks. 1009/1 He woulde make
you wene here, that I bothe misserehearse and misseconstrue.

t Misrejoi n, v. Law. Obs. [f. Mis-l i +
REJOIN z^.

1
] intr. To reply wrongly to a pleading.

a 1625 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636)398 No repleader shall be

notwithstanding that the Tenant haue. .misreioyncd.

tMisre ke,f. Obs.
[f.

Mis-i i + KEKE v.i]
intr. To go astray.
a 1250 Owl fy Night. 400 Vor sumerestyde is al wlonk &

dob mysreken monnes ponk. Ibid. 675 & sone may a word
mysreke {&amp;gt;ar

mub schal ayeyn horte speke.

Misrela te, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To relate

or recount incorrectly. Also absol. So Misre-
la ting vbl. sb., Misrela tion, incorrect relation

or account
;

also Misrela ted ppl. a., wrongly
related or connected.
1621 HP, MOUNTAGU Diatribx 489 It could not be, you

should so often mistake, or mis-relate, if you had trusted

your owne eyes. 16*5 App. Cxsar 118 Historicall mis-

takings, misrelatings. a 1656 HALES Gold. Rent. n. (1673)

4 That ifany thing were either omitted or misrelated.it might
be rectified, a 1663 BKAMUALL Def. True Liberty

1

^.^. Ded.,
To press home those things in writing, .fa course much to
be preferred before verbal conferences, as being . . less subject
to mistakes and misrelations). 1674 HICKMAN Quinquart.
/list. (ed. 2)226 Some things done in tngland, and misrelated

by the Doctor, must be rectified. \9yiPallMailG. i6July
3/1 Here are two flagrantly misrelatcd participles.

t Uisreli gion. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] False reli

gion. So t Misreli ffious a.

1623 BP. HALLAVi7a^i/;;rWks.(i625)5i8Theeterna!l
state of their soules hath not seemed too deare to cast away
vpoii an ill bargaine ofmis-religion. 1625 Contempt., O. T.

xviu. Seduced Prophet Ibid. 1320 No pestilence should bee
more shunned then the conuersation of the mis-religious.

1648 British Bell-man i Perjury and Lyes in their Mouths,
FaKhoods, Treasons, MUreligions in their hearts.

Misreme mber, v. [Mis-
1

i.]

1. trans. To remember wrongly, imperfectly, or

incorrectly; to have an imperfect recollection of.

Now chiefly dial., to forget, disremember .

1533 MORE Ansu . Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1139/1 Not the

p;icilier but my selfe was ouersene in that place wyth a litle

hast, in misse reinembring one worde of his. 1641 LD. FINCH
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) I. 226 He who twice upon Oath
with lime of recollection, could not remember any thing of
Mich a Business, might well a third time misremember some
what. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comin. IV. vi. So [Words] may be

..mistaken, perverted, or mis-remembered by the hearers.

1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 170 The
oftener a man has had to give an account of a fact the less

1 ikely he is tohave forgotten it or in any point misremenibered
it. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. i. 8 A tumult having risen

around his name.. so that he could not be forgotten, and
could only be misremembered. 1856 LEVER Alartins xv,
He forgets many a thing, but no man living can say that he
ever misremembered a duel. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only
a Sister? xxix. 325 A doctor. . I misremember his name.

2. absol. or intr.

a 1631 DONNE Lett, to Pers. Honour (1651) 101 He is prac
tising for the Mask, of which, if 1 mis-remember not, I writ

as much as you desire to know in a letter. 1713 DERHAM
P/tys. Theol. 64 &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/(,*,

A Cave, which (if I misremember not)

was lined with those StoUcticml-Stonta, 1815 \V. TAYLOR
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in Robberd* Mem. (1843) II. 454, I did not like to write to

you without the book at my elbow, least I should misre-

member. 1841 LcVEftC.0*Aw2&amp;lt;yxcix, What do they call

the convent? It is a hard word, I misremember .

So Misreme mbraiice rare.

1542 RtcoKUE Gr. Artes (1575) 338 You would not haue
me trust to memorie till I were better experte, leaste often-

times I happen by misse remembraunce to bee abused. 1831
MACKINTOSH Hist, Eng. II. 200 Every misremembrance
into which hurry or faint ness plunged her.

t Misre iupe, v. 06s. [?f. Mis-i i + KEMP v.]
intr. ? To go astray.
a 1250 Owl ,y Night. 1787 Telle ic con word after worde
& if Jje binkb f&amp;gt;at

ic nunrempe pu stond ayeyn and do me
crempe.

Misre nder, v. [Mis-lj.] trans. To render

or interpret incorrectly. So Misre nderingz / /. sb.

1661 BOYLK Style of Script. 64 The misrendring of the

Original Particles. 1674 ScHBFFER Lapland ii. 59, I sup
pose they are both mistaken, and misrender d them leaden
darts. 1693 Answ. Treat, Just Measures 39 Those who
so mistook and misrendred the design of the Brethren. 1871
LIGHTFOOT Revision JVt iv Test. iv. 178 Your devotions is

not a misrendering but an archaism, signifying the objects
of your worship . 1883 Harper s Mag. Feb. 468/1 He
would not admit that Shakespeare would allow Burbage to

misrender Hamlet.

Misrepea t,
&quot;

[Mis-
1

i.] trans. To repeat

incorrectly.
1615 BACON Charge agst. Mr. 1. S. in Resnscitatia (1657)

61 Because I will not mistake, or mis-repeat, you shall hear
the Seditious Libell, in the proper termes .. thereof. 1645
PRYNNE Fresh Discov. 36 He misrepeats, and misapplies
some Passages of mine, a 1715 BlTRNKT?ttw Time n. (1724)
I. 296 Words, they said, might be misunderstood, misrepeated
and denied.

Misrepo rt, sb. [Mis-i 4.]

f 1. * Evil report
*

;
unfavourable repute. Obs.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \\. ,\ix, Without spot of tres-

passe or of blame Of mysreporte in hyndrynge of our name.
T553 1 - WILSON Rhet. 59 b, Anymisreport or evil behavior

ofourpartyheretofore. IjBjCoopER^i/wow.ia They.. shall
often light into .. misliking of many, and thereby get mis-

report. 1697 STILLINGPL. Disc. Trinity 42 The mis-report
of him came from his zeal against Sabellianism.

2. A false or erroneous report, as of the actions
or character of a person.
1530 PALSGR. 585/1, I hynder ones promocion by my mysse

reporte. 1535 COVERUALE Num. xiv. 37 Because they brought
vp a myszreporte of the lande that it was euell, a 1649
DRUHM. OF HAWTH. Hist* Jos. // Wks. (1711) 26 The king
at first was loth to lend an ear to misreports and calumnies
of a man lately so well deserving. 1736 CARTE Ormonde I.

312 The apprehension he lay under of those misreports.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk.Gt. xvm. vi. VII. 193 An Aide-de-

Camp made a small misnomer, misreport of one word, which
was terribly important. 1901 A. LANG Magic fy Relig. 44
If they are all misreports .. what is the value of anthro
pological evidence?

b. without article, in generalized use.
X535 STARKEY Lett. p. xvii, Yf I had found truth in dede

thes thyngys wych by mysreport ther wyth you were com-
mynly =ayd. 1581 LAMBARDE Eireu. n. vii. (1602) 253 The
one charge th the other with words of misreport. 1660
INGELO Beniiv.

&amp;lt;y
Ur. i. (1682) 65 You may have receiv d

misreport concerning him. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (181;)
VIII. 55 That I should .. be the occasion .. of widening
differences by light misreport.

Misrepo rt, v. [Mis-
1

i.]
1. trans. To report (a matter) erroneously; to

give a false or imperfect account of (an event,
statement, opinion, or the like).
c 1430 LYDG. Compl Bl. Knt. 605, I am worthy for to here

the blame If any thing here misreported be. 1592 GREENE
Conny Catch, m, 25 This tale, because it was somewhat
misreported before, . . is set dowue now in true forme, a 1641
Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Man. (1642) 230 He mis-reporteth
Herods off-spring and descent. 1722 DK FOE Plague Wks.
(Bohn) V. 30 There has been heretofore much abuse in mis-
reporting the disease. 1830 DEQUINCEY Bentley Wks. 1857
VII. 60 His behaviour ..scandalously misreported by Bennet.
1874 MOTLEY John ofBarneveld I. iv. 203 Villeroy had ..

been making mischief., by reporting and misreporting pri
vate conversations.

fb. const, ace. with inf. or pres. pple. Qbs.
1574 tr. Marlorat s Apocalips 39 [They] boast themselues

to be professors of the true faythe, and misreport thee to
folow a false doctrine. 1579 FULKE Heskins Parl. 4 You
misreport S. Peter being a Lord of the higher house.
2. To give a false report or account of the state

ments or opinions of (a person).
153 1 LATIMER^A to Baynton in Foxe A. % M. (1583)

*747/i Christ himselfe was misreported, & falsely accused.
1675 BAXTER CatJi* Theol. II. 1. 11 You wholly mistake and
misreport us. 1699 COLLIER Def. Short View 127 He calls
me an unfair Adversary, as if I had misreported him. 1862
RAWLIHSOM^WC. Men. Ckald. I. viii. 215 The probability
would seem to be, that Berosus has been misreported.
t 3. To speak ill of; to slander. Obs.
1534 MoRECtf/C^*/. Trib. n.Wks. 1209/2 Leste he should

geue other folke occasion to . . misreporte hym for an hypo-
cryte. _i6o3SHAKS. Meas.for M. v. i. 148 A man that neuer
yet Did (as he vouches) mis-report your Grace. 1625 in

Ferguson & Nanson Mumc. Rcc. Carlisle (1887) 280 James
Blaklocke . . did misreport and slaunder the wife of Alex-
antler Addle, .in calling her shepe stealer.

f4. intr. To give a false report (of}. Obs.
1573 HULOET, To misreporte of an other. 1579 \V. WIL

KINSON Conftit. Fatn. Love 10 If to slaunder and misreport
be a works of righteousnesse. 1601 J. WHEELER Treat.
Comin. 62 The doings, which, .they. .doe. .misreport of.

bo Misrepo rted///. a., MisrepoTting vbl. sb.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbur^e^.ioM, Go forth litell boke,
lesu be ihy spede And saue the alway from mysreportyng.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. i. (1617) 20 It shall appeare great
honor to our nation, and much shame to them who haue

wrongd it with former misreportings. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. \. xxi. 62 The wrong Judgment that misleads us, . .

lies in misreporting upon the various Comparisons of these.

1846 GROTE Greece \. xvi, I. 543 A misreported exaggerated
i

and ornamented recital.

MisrepO rter. [Mis-l 5.] One who mis-

reports.
1553 GRIMALUI: decrees Offices \\. (1558) 87 DUhonest mis-

reporters [orig. inaledicos\. 1584 Reg. Privy Coum.il Scot.

Ser. i. III. 648 To slope the mouthis of misreporlaris, 1624
GATAKKR Transubst. 114 As this mis-reporter and mis-ex

pounder of him affirmeth. 1748 KICMAKUSON Ctartisa(\$\i)
VII. 264 Let misreporters say what they will.

Mi sreprese lit, v. [Mis-i i.]

1. trans. To represent improperly or imperfectly;

|

to give a false representation or account of.

1647 CLAKKSUON Hist. AY/ , n. 49 Those.. who had done

I

them ill offices, and misrepresented their carriage to the

t King. 1677 GILHN Demonol, n. ix. 390 Satan doth endea
vour to misrepresent God to troubled Souls. 1726 SWIM
Gulliver in. viii, They had so horribly misrepresented the

Meaning of those Authors tu Posterity. 1846 WRIGHT Ess.
Mid. Ages II. xiii. 87 Popular tradition generally misre

presents the actions, but not the character of its hero. 1879
FKOUDE Cxsar xxi. 352 He had been himself misrepresented
to his countrymen.
tibsol. 1671 MILTON Samson 124 This, this is lie . . Or do
my eyes misrepresent? 1822 COBBKTT Weekly Keg. 9 Keb.

362 If I had misrepresented, why not prove it?

2. To fail to represent correctly or adequately as

! agent or official representative.
1860 MILL AV/r. 6&quot;(?&amp;lt; A(i865)55 The constituencies to which

most of the highly educated . . persons . . belong . . are . . either

unrepresented or misrepresented.
So Misrepresented ///.(?., Misrepresenting

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1688 Pulpit-Sayings 14 Such, who pretend to be clear
from the Imputation of Misrepresenting. 1699 COLLIE K

Def. Short I ieiu 90 He understands the Art of Misrepre
senting. 1817 DR. T. CHALMERS \i\Alein. (1850) II. 140, 1 had
previously read the misrepresented passage to Mr. Chalmers.

1887 Pall MallC. 28 Nov. 12/1 It [a company] can recover
the purchase money from the misrepresenting vendors.

Misrepresentation. [Mis-
1
4.]

1. \Yrong or incorrect representation of facts,

statements, the character of a person, etc.; the

action of misrepresenting.
1647 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. iv. (1701) I. 554 Those who

have .. improved all opportunities .. by false Suggestions,
Misrepresentations, and otherwise, for the destruction of
this Army. 1661 UOYLE Style of Script. (1675) 5 The
misrepresentation made by these men of the Bible. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 50 F 5 Our Guides deceived us with

Misrepresentations and Fictions. 1814 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. (1838) XII. 9 Misrepresentation of facts is the
common practise of the writers for newspapers. 1858 LD. ST.
LEONARDS Handy-Bk, Prop. Law v. 26 A purchaser, .who
makes an actual misrepresentation, which tends to mislead
the seller. 1875 HELPS Soc. Press, x\v. 403, 1 never met with
a man who bore misrepresentation with thorough calmness.

2. * Incorrect or unfaithful representation in the

capacity of agent or official representative* (Cent.
Diet. 1890).
Mi^representative, sb. [Mis-i 5.] One
who fails to represent others; a bad representative.
1862 New York Tribune 26 Jan. (Cassell), A better reply

from thatmisrepresentative of Indiana. 1887 Pall Mall G.
18 Apr. 9/1 Until the chairman appealed for order his.,

opponents would not hear one of their misrepresentatives.

Mi sreprese iitative, a. [Mis-i 6.] Not

properly representative (of}.

1736 SWIFT Let. to Sheridan Wks. 1751 XIII. 147 The
. .slavish Practices of those mis-representative Brutes. 1892
Daily Tel. 18 Aug., The question before the country would
be whether the representative or the misrepresentative
branch of the Legislature should prevail. 1902 B. KIDD
West. Civilization 99 Interpretations .. utterly misrepre
sentative of the real meaning of the phenomenon.
Mi sreprese nter. [Mis-

1
5.] One who

misrepresents.
1688 Pulpit-Sayings 15 They must not take it amiss, if as

they were misrepresenters then, they are esteem d Misre

presenters still. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 332
III will and passion were dreadful misrepresenters. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) II. 9 Lawyers . . are . . the

pleaders and impleaders, representers and misrepresenters
.. of our laws. 1813 SCOTT 3 Sept. in Fam, Lett. (1894) I.

ix. 306 All I have to fear.. is that some busy misrepresenter
may whisper in the Regent s ear.

MisrepU te, t . ^ Obs. [Mis-
1

!.] trans. To
estimate erroneously. Also Misrepu ted///. .,

wrongly reputed or estimated.
1628 GAULE Pract. Theories (1629) 232 Wis-dome chose

there to bee misreputed, rather then Curiositie should be
satisfied. 1643 MILTON Divorce 47 They shall vindicate the

misreputefl honour ofGod and his great Lawgiver. 1659 H.
L ESTRANGE Alliance^Div. Off. 101 Those Liturgies extant
under the names of misreputed Authors.

Misrese mblance. rare. [Mis- 1
4.] f a.

Want of resemblance or agreement. Obs. b. Bad
likeness or portrait.
a 1618 RALEIGH in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 75, I shall pick out

some short mis-resemblances, or disagreements, between
the common law, and the civil law. 1822 SOUTHEY Ep. A.
Cunningham Poet. Wks. 1838 III. 313 Return we now ..

To a lighter strain ; and from the gallery Of the Dutch
Poet s mis-resemblances Pass into mine.

Misru le, sb. [Mis-
1
4.]

fl. Disorderly conduct or living; misconduct;
ill-conducted or irregular life

;
excess. Ohs.

In quot. 1406 app. intended to be taken
Mis a.) rendering OK male

b two ord= (see

cx4oo Destr. Troy jg^ Thow might meruell the myfcell
if my misrewle, But |?at wottcs . . pat here longer no loue
..To hym fat dressis for my detlie. 1406 HOCCLEVE La
Male Regie 90 My freendes seiden vn-to me ful ofte, My
mis reule me cause wolde a fit. 1484 CAXTON Fables of
sKsop in. xi, The

cryme and my.srewle of his sone. 1404
[see MISDEMEANOUR i b]. 1570 LEVINS

Mani/&amp;gt;. 95/43 Mis-
rewle, cxcessits^ litxus. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 749,
I haue .seen houses as full of such prostitutes, as the schools
in France are full of children. They there vsu much mis
rule, riot and wantonnei,.

2. Bad rule or government (of a state, etc.);

misgovernment ; the action of misruling or con
dition of being misruled; hence (often J, a state of

disorder, anarchy, or rebellion.

1399 LANGL. Ruh. Reticles iv. 3 Where was eutre ony
cristcn kynge. .pat helde swiche an household. .As Richard

j

in bis rewme born myserule of o^er? 1450 Rolls ofPartt.
V. 206/1 The Abbot and Covent..is in gret dUo!acion..by
the mysreule and dilapidation of divers Abbottes. 1541
A. KLKR in Hamilton Papers I. 142 This mysrewill and
breik upoun the Bordouris. 1657-8 in burtons Diary (1828)

11.365 Misrule is better than no rule ; and an ill govern
ment., is better than none. 1667 MILTON P. L. vil. 271
And the loud misrule Of Chaos farr remov d. 1725 POI-I.

Odyss. i. 139 The heav n-burn maid Enormous riot and mi.s-

rule survey d. 1777 ROULKTSON Hist. Amer. vi. (1851) I.

650 The authority of government had been almost forgotten
during the long prevalence of anarchy and mis-rule. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth xix, As the town is in misrule, we two,
Harry, \\ill carry her home. 1841 GKN. ABBOTT in C. R.
Low Jrnl. ii. (1879! 195 Ihere is such misrule here, that the

country never can be quiet; people are sent out for the

express purpose of getting up rows.

3. Lord (also Abbot^ Blaster] of Misnile : one
chosen to preside over the Christmas games and
revels in a great man s house. Obs. exc. Hist.
See Brand Popular Antiquities (1813* I. 387 seqq. ; R. T.

Hampton Medii Aevi Katendarium (1841) I. 116, 117.

1491 in Excerpta, Ilistorica (1831) S3 To Ringley, luuie
of mysrewle, upon a prest, 5. 1492 Ibid. 92 To Ringley,
abbot of mysreule, ^5. 1571 [ec LOKIJ i//. 14 a], 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1067/2 On mondaie the fourth of

Januarie, the said lord of merie deports came by water to

London,. .where he was receiued Ly Wau.se lord of misrule
to John Mainard one of the shiriffes of London. 1633 R.
EVELYN in Archxol. 11817) XVIII. 333, I giue free leave to

Owen Flood my Trumpeter, gent, to be Lo 1 of Misrule
of all good Orders during the twelve dayes. 1654 H.
L ESTRANGE Chas.I^i That Christmas the Temple Sparks
had enstalled a Lieutenant, a thing we country folk call a
Lord of Misrule. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 323 Their
Master of Misrule at Christmas. [1820 SCOTT Abbot xiv,
A hall, a hall ! for the venerable Father Howleglas, the

learned Monk of Misrule, and the Right Reverend Abbot
of Unreason !]

b. transf. and fig.
1591 LYLV Endym. v. ii, Loue is a Loide of misrule, and

keepeth Christmas in my corps. 1623 WEBSTER Duchess

Zlalfi HI. ii, Ant. I must lie here. Duch. Must ! you are
a lord of mis-rule. Ant. Indeed, my rule is only in the

night. 1660 SOUTH Senn. (1727) IV. i. 63 Their great
Master of Misrule Oliver [Cromwell]. i8zz W. IRVING
Braceb. Hall xx\\. 227 Slingsby . . who is not merely lord

of misrule in his school, but master of the revels to the

village. 1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet Let. viii. (1852) 99 There
used to be a swarm of these small apparitions, in holiday
time; and we called them children of the Lord of Misrule.

1898 K. GRAHAMK Golden Age 15, I [sc. the wind] am the

strong capricious one, the lord of misrule.

t c. Show of misrule (? nonce-use) : festivities

such as those presided over by a Lord of Misrule.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions \\. viii. 182 Thei
[i &amp;lt;r. Brachmanes] couette no sightes, nor shewes of misrule :

no disguisinges nor entreludes.

Misrule, v. [Mis-
1

i.]

1 1. trans. To manage or control badly. Also rejl.

13.. in Hampoles Wks. (1896) I. 172 pe foule fende (?at

mpne gostle men begils borou preway pontz of pryde j?at
misrewle pere witte. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. ix. 59 Moche
wo worth f?at man bat mys-reuleth his Inwitte. 1390 GOWER
Conf. III. 170 Wher such thing falleth overal That enyking
himself misreule. 0460 G. ASHBY Dicta Pkilos. 19 Suche
folk as misreule theire spendyng. 1530 PALSGR. 638/1 If

you mysrule your selfe, you maye. .catche some disease.

2. To rule or govern (a country, etc.) badly.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 346 If he misreule that kingdom.

1462-3 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 268 Engeland. .\Vhiche hathe
be mysrewled jerys sertayne. 1567 Gttde

&amp;lt;y
Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 197 Preistis .. Misreule the realm and court no
moir. 1810 G. CHALMERS Caledonia II. n. v. 200 The Duke
of Albany misruled his kingdom. 1883 Pall Mall G. 12

Sept. 10/1 He pleaded guilty to being a disturber so long
as Ireland was misruled by England.
Hence Misrirling vbl. sb. and///, a.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 214 For here synne & mysreul-
ynge of hem self. 1839 LD. BROUGHAM For. Relat. Gt,

Brit. Wks. 1857 VIIL J26 Like the kne11 of death to the

hopes of the misruling few.

Misruled, m. a. [Mis-i 2.]

1. Disorderly; lawless; unruly. Obs. or arch.

a 1400 HYLTON Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) i. xlii, A fals

mysruled loue of man to hymselfe. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 101

(&amp;gt;at
it [sc. a vow] be made wib deliberacoun, bat be purpos

or entent be not misrewlid. 1495 Act n Hen. VIL, c. 2 3

Vagaboundes and other mysruled persones. 1532 MORE;

Confut. Barnes vm. Wks. 777/2 Agaynst murderers & theues

and against al other viciouse & mysseruled persons. 1563
in Robertson Hist. Scot. (1759) II. App. 15 Except we put
better order unto our misruled papists. 1829 SCOTT Antiq.
xxvii, I may weel tak the tale hame to mysell, that hae led a

misruled and roving life.

2. Badly ruled or governed.
7829 F. GLASSE Bclgic Past. iii. 52 Misruled nations in



MISBULEB.
vain wars engage. 1873 Brit. Q. Ka&amp;gt;. LVII. 500 The state

of Ireland, .was that of a misruled dependency.
MisrU ler. rare. [Mis- 5.] fa. A disorderly

person. Obs. b. A bad ruler.

1479 in Eng. Gilih (1870) 416, 1 shall reproue & chastice
the mysrewlers & mysdoers in the forsaid tounc. 1897
Edin. Rev. July i Their tyrants and misrulers.

t Misru ly, . Obs. [Mis-1 6.] Disorderly;

unruly.

^ 1412 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 4376, I me repent of my
misrewly \v.r. mysreulede] lyfe. 1442 Rolls of Parlt. V.

55/2 Misgoverned Maisters.., and other misruly poeple.
1570 LEVINS Manip, 100/21 Misruly, ctioriuis. 1581 in

Cat/t. Tractates (S. T. S.) 90 And knok the crouins of thame
quha ar misreulie. 1598 Bp. HALL Sat. vi. i. 89 And crub
the rauge of his mis ruly tongue.
Misa (mis), ji.l Forms : 3-6 mis, mysse, 3-7

misse, 4-5 mys, (=, myss, 6 myshe), 6- miss.

[Partly f. Miss v.\ ; but other formations (likewise
from the OTeut. *misso-} seem to have coalesced
with this. In the sense of loss (branch I) the word

may partly represent OE. *&amp;gt;uiss neut, absence,
loss (Sweet Anglo-Saxon Diet.}, or be ad. ON.
missi-r masc. or missa fern., loss . In some of the
earlier examples of branch II (fault, mistake) the
word appears to have been evolved (like Mis adv.)
from the resolution of compounds of Mis- prefix

1
;

of similar origin are MUG., MLG., MDu. misse

mistake, ill-success, Du. mis error. In the sense
of missing a mark , etc. (branch III) it has not

been found earlier than the i6th c., and may be

purely a late formation on the verb; cf., however,
early mod.Du. misse vanus ictus, jactiis (Kilian),
which was developed from the adverbial use in

misse slaan, to miss one s stroke. Cf. also ON.
&amp;lt;( mis adv., so as to miss or fail to meet, whence
the ME. on mis (see 4 below

,
later AMISS adv., is

prob. adopted.]
I. Loss, lack. (Cf. Miss z;.l IV.)

1. The fact or condition of missing, having lost,
or being without (a thing or person) ; loss, lack,

privation. Const, of or genitive. (Cf. Missz/. 1
14.)

c 1470 HARDING Cliron. ccxxx. iv, The kyng murthered..
The duke was wpd, and frantike for his misse. 1494 FABVAN
Cliron. vn. ccxxix. 260 And whan he lefte his crowne, than
fell honour downe, for mysse of such a kynge. 1513 MOKE
in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 783 When the wondring of the

people ciist a comely red in her chekes, of the which she
before had most misse. 1586 MARLOWE imiPt. Tumbiirl.

iv.ii, As when an herd of lusty Cymbrian bulls Run mourn
ing round about the females miss. 1592 NASHE / . renilcssc

9 b, If more regard were not had of him shortly, the whole
Realme should haue a misse of him. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
World II. v. v. 4. 570 At Carthage, the misse of so great
a person was diuersly construed, 1628-77 FEI.THAM Re
solves n. xxii. 40 An estate squander d in a wanton waste,
shews better in the miss, then while we had the use on t
1886 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cxliv. 15 Temporal blessings
are not trifles, for the miss of them would be a dire calamity.
tb. Observable lack. (Cf. Miss vl 15.) Obs.

1689 S. SEWALL Diary z-j May, The main streets thwacked
with people, and yet little miss of people in Fen-Church
and Lumbard Streets. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1754) 248
There was no miss of the usual Throng of People in the
Streets.

2. Disadvantage or regret occasioned by loss,

absence, or privation of & person or thing. (Cf.
Missf. 1

16.) Chiefly in phrases, To have or find
(a) (great, heavy, little) miss of; to feel the miss

of; there is no (great) miss of. Now dial, or

vulgar.
a 1200 Moral Ode 234 penne hi cumeS eft to \K chele, of

hete hi habbeS misse. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 262 per mys
nee mornyng com neuer here, c 1400 Destr. Troy 6707 Of
soche a mon were a mysse burgh the mekyll world. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froiss. \. ccxix. 279 These two kynges..be-
wayled the lorde James of Bourbon, sayeng, that it was
great damage of hym, and a great mysse of hym out of theyr
company. 1540 57. Papers Hen. Vlll, III. 205 Their shalbe

greate myshe of ther absentie, considering ther towardnes
and goode esperience. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in.
xxv. (Arb.) 282 Heywood being loth to call for drink so oft
as he was dry..sayd I finde great misse of your graces
standing cups. ? 1608 BACON Let. to Sir T. liodley Wks.
1830 XII. 91 In respect of my going down to my house in
the country I shall have miss of my papers. 1657 ^* R ANL&amp;gt;

tr. Gassendis Life Peiresc. 66 Leaving behind him a great
misse of himself, at Padua especially. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) VIII. 114 We know the miss of you, and
even hunger and thirst, as I may say, to see you. 1751
ELIZA HEYWOOD Betsy Thoughtless II. 267 Agreeable as
her conversation was, Mr. Trueworth found no miss of her,
as the lovely Harriot was left behind. 1797 MRS. A. M.
BENNETT Beggar Girl I. 95 The poor servants will all have
a miss of such a master as your honour. 1807 ANNA SEWARD
Lett. (1811) VI. 364 With such excellent qualities of head
and heart [etc,]..F think his professional talents will have
no great miss of what are called the classics. 1860 GEO.
ELIOT Mill on Fl. in. viii, I was determined my son should
have a good eddication : I d none myself and I ve felt the
miss of it. 1901 RITA Jilt s Jrnl. i. xx, I m thinking tis
now you ll feel the miss o your mother, my dear,

t b. transf. A person missed, nonce-use.
a 1631 DONNE Eleg. xvi. Poems (1654) 95, I found my

misse, struck hands, and praid him tell . .where he did dwell.
II. Wrong, mistake. (Cf. Miss v)- V.)
f3. Wrong, wrong-doing; offence, injury; awrong,

misdeed. With miss : wrongly, amiss. Obs.
Not alwayt distinguishable with certainty from Mis adv.
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a. 1*35 Ancr. R. 86 5if a mon. ,sei5 & de3 so much mis
bet hit beo so open sunne [etc.]. 01300 Cursor M. 24339
To me his moder did bai bat mis. c 1330 R. BRUNSE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 4784 pou bedes me mys & outrage ! 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3289 Als Innocentes bat never dyd
mys. 13.. Gaiv.

&amp;lt;y
Gr. Knt. 2391 pou art confessed so

dene, be-knowen of by mysses. c 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867)

98 Repentynge bee of al
pi mys. &amp;lt; 1470 HENRY Wallace n.

352 Be war that yhe with myss deyme nocht my taille.

a 1500 Bernard, dc cura rci fain. (1870) 7/162 Ane aulde
woman bat is Licherus and wyl not lef hir mys. 1546
Supplic. Poore Commons (1871) 79 Defer not (moost deare

Soueraine) the reformation of this mysse. 1590 SPENSER
F, Q. in. ix. 2 What wonder then if one, of women all,

did mis? 1592 SHAKS, I cn. fy Ad, 53 He saith, she is

immodest, blames her misse. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad \. 197
Some other way I might repair this shameful miss. 1616

J. LANE Coittn.
S&amp;gt;/r*s

T. xi. 60 Uut if hee will for neithers

[sake] quitt the misse.

t b. in alliterative association with mend^ etc.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2760 Mendi bou most
J&amp;gt;at

mis [viz. the

slaying of Morauntj. a 1400 Rclig. Pieces fr. Thornton
MS. 91 pou broghte thaym to blysse Thorowe mendynge cf

mysse. c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 64 Off this gret myss I

sail amendis hawe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. ii. 78,
1 shalle amende all

mj&amp;gt;se
that I haue done ageynst yow.

1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliv. 114 And tyme requyris
amendement of mi^is. &amp;lt; 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865)
2 To mend the nuVses that ignorant custom hath bred.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 164 To amend
his awin misses, and to refonne abuses in his Court.

f4. Phr. on mis (cf. OX. A mis) = AMISS, q. v.

c 1230 Ifali Mcid. 17 pet is. .be stude te time pe mah-
ten bringe be on mis forte donne. a 1350 St. Aitasttisia 202
in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. 11881) 27 Onmis bo wurdes bou
vnderstode. c 1420 [^-c AMISS ad~: 5].

t 5. Withoute(ii) miss \ without mistake or un

certainty; undoubtedly, certainly; without fail
in its older application. [Cf. MDu. sonder misse.]
a 1250 l- k-e Joys t&amp;gt;/

the Virgin in Kel. Ant. I. 49 There
is joie ant eke blis.-,e, That ever last, wid-OUte misse. a 1300
Cursor M. 24758 Quat time and term bat bis bitidd . . I sal

yow mon wid-vten mis. c 1450 LOVE Licit Merlin 208 And
whanne the devel vndirstod al this, thanne was he joyful,
with-owten mis. Ibid. 308, 1366, 1388, 1454.

f 6. Error, mistake. OOs.
a 1568 ASCHA.M Si/wli-m, u. (Arb.) 90 \Vithout any great

misse in the hardest pointes of Grammer.
III. Failure to hit or attain. (Cf. Miss v.1 I.)

7. Failure to hit something aimed at.

Proverb : A miss is as good as a mite (formerly ^ An
inch in a miss is as good as an ell

t etc.) : a failure is a
failure however near one may have been to success.

1555 W. WAIKKMAN I- ardie Factons i. vi. 89 He throweth
his stone, fetching his ronne, and maketh lightly a na.rowe
mysse, thoughe it be a good waye of. 1614 CAMDEN Rein.^
Prov. 303 An yndie in a misse is as good as an ell. 1721
KELLY Sc. Pro*1

. 35 An Inch of a miss is as good as a span
[misprinted spaw], 1825 SCOTT Jrnl. 3 Dec. (1890) 1. 32
He was very near being a poet but a miss is as good as
a mile, and he always fell short of the mark. 1860 ADLER
Prov. Poet. xi. 237 Walter .. evades the blow but the miss
stretches his antagonist flat upon the ground. 1878 BROWNING
La Saistaz 163 What seemed hits and what seemed misses
in a certain fence-play. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess v, He
has just killed half a dozen . . partridges without a miss.

b. Billiards. A failure to hit the object ball,
on account of which the opponent scores : in

certain circumstances considered the correct play.
Phr. togive a miss = to avoid hitting the object ball,

esp. with the intention of putting one s ball in a
safe position. The opponent is said to score a miss.

1844 MAROON Milliards 29 In playing off, it is customary
to give a miss in the baulk. Ibid.
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Should the .striker,

when in hand, play at a ball in baulk, his adversary has the

option of scoring a miss. 1867 W. DUFTON Pract. Billiards
iii. 42 The miss may be made with the butt or the point of
the cue. 1873 BENNETT & CAVENDISH Billiards 345 In
most cases a miss would be the game here.

8. Failure to obtain or achieve something. Now
rare.

1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to Mr. T. H. 15 Your debts were
. . very clamorous : the misse of your preferment was
grieuous. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Hoitseiv. Card. (1626)
1 8 After first or second grafting in the same Stocke, being
mist (for who hits all) the thira misse puts your Stocke in

deadly danger. 1661 R. L ESTRANGE Interest Mistaken,
Pref. p. iv, Aerius turn d Heretique upon the misse of a
Buhoprick. 1680 UAXTER Answ. StitltngJ?.y.xvm. 41 It is

not. .the miss of a Complement or Ceremony, that makes a I

Man a Rebel. 1753-4 RICHARDSON Grandison (1811) II. ii.

12 If they have had no lovers, or. .have not found a husband,
they have had rather a miss than a loss, as men go. 1834
GLADSTONE in Morley Life(\yy$ 1. 112, 1 ought tobe thank
ful for my miss [sc. failure to catch the Speaker s eye].
9. Printing. The omitting to lay on a sheet in

feeding a printing-machine.
1888 JACOBI Printers I ocab.

Miss (mis), sb? [Shortening of MISTRESS.
Probably this oral shortening may have been suggested

by the written abbreviations Mis. and ( M **
(the latter

representing the spelling mistris) which were common in
the 16-ijlh c. In the following quots. it is not quite certain
that Mis is not a mere graphic abbreviation.

i6o6C40/&amp;lt;Y, Chance^ &amp;lt;y Change G 4 My Mistrisse. .did thus
salute me. Seruante good morrow, what abroade so earlie ?

..mistris quoth I, shall the seruant bee in bed after his
Mis? Ibid. H 2, If your mistris haue a fine wit, and your
wife, but a plaine vnderstanding . . if your mis. be kind and
your wife dogged : wil you loue your mis. better then your
wife ?]

1. A kept mistress
;

a concubine. Less com
monly, a common prostitute, whore. Obs. exc. dial.

1645 EVELVN Diary June, The com on misses [at Venice]
. . go abroad bare-f:ic d. i65a Ibid. 9 Jan., She being taken

MISS.

i to be the Earle of Oxford s Misse fas at this lime they began
to call lewd women). 1675 (title] The Character of a Town-
Misse. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. L 864 All women would be of
one piece, The virtuous matron, and the miss. 1765 BICKER*
STAFFS Maid ofMill n. x. 42 If one is a Miss, be a Miss to
a gentleman I say. 1803 MARY CHARLTON Wife &amp;lt;y

Mistress
IV. 214, I would rather chuse to see this child ..the wife
of an honest man, than the Miss of a Nobleman. 1809
J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 303 A Miss of the street. 1826

J.WILSON tfoct. Ambr.\^V^. 1855 I. 10 Can you believe
what the newspapers said that the parents connived at her

being Colonel Barclay s miss? 1889 in A . IY*. Line. Gloss.

transf. 1700 DRYDEN Fables^ Cock fy Fox 56 This gentle
cock.. Six misses had, beside his lawful wife.

i Jig. 1678 BUTLER Hud. Hi. 1.969 (1694) 51 Our Money s

now become the Miss Of all your Lives and Services.

2. Prefixed as a title to the name of an unmarried
woman or girl (not entitled to the prefix lady or

some higher designation of rank).
In modern use, when Miss is prefixed to the surname alone,

e. g. Miss Smith, it normally indicates the eldest (unmarried)
daughter of the family ; in referring to the others the Chris*

i

tian name is employed, e. g. Miss Ethel (Smith}. (But for

reasons ofconvenience the Christian names are often inserted
or omitted without regard to this rule.) When the title is

! applied to several persons of the same name at once, usage
i

sanctions two forms, viz. the Misses Smith and tlu Mi*s
Smit/is, the .former being regarded as grammatically the
more proper.

1666-7 PEI-YS Diary 7 Mar., Little Miss Davis did dance
a jigg after the end of the play. 1670 FLECKNOE E6igr. 43
To Mis Davies, On her excellent dancing. Dear Mis, Who
woud not think [etc.], 1697 VANBKUGH Relapse iv. i, Enter
Miss Hoyden, and Nurse, c 1700 FARQUHAR Love

&amp;lt;y

a
Kettle Epil., Oh Collier ! Collier ! thou st frighted away
Miss Cro&amp;gt;s. 17*0 SWIFT Direct. Scrv. xvi, Miss Betty
won t take to her Book. 177* in J. L. Chester Wcstni. Abbey
Keg. (1876) 416 Miss Catharine Ayrton ; aged three months.
1826 DISRAELI Vi^ . Grty II. iv. i. 171 Does my Lord Man
fred keep his mansion there, next to the Misses Otranto?
1870 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life III. 112 The Miss Gaskells
were staying with them. 1880 Theatre Feb. 1 18 As Adriano
Miss Josephine Yorke looked and sang admirably.

b. Miss A r

aticy (dial, and colloq.) : an effemi

nate man. Hence l\Iiss-A
T

ancyism, effeminacy.
1824 CARR Craven Gloss. s.v. Nancy^ A Miss-nancy, is an

effeminate man. 1886 Harper s Weekly 20 Mar. (Cent.),
Ineffable silliness, sneering at the demand for honesty in

politics as Miss Nancyism. c 1898 MHS. LYNN LINTON in

Speaker (1901) 20
July 453/1, I think a dash of femininity

in a man is good ; but I hate a Miss Nancy .

c. A lady entitled to be addressed as Miss .

1840 Hoou Kihnanscgg, Marriage xxiit, The Bride, who
came from her Coach a Miss, As a Countess walk d lo her

carriage.

3. AYith ellipsis of the proper name. Not now in

educated use. a. \\ ithout article, substituted for

the name of a young unmarried lady, often equiva
lent to * the daughter of the house ,

* the young
lady of the family.
1695 COSCREVE Loz tfor L. n. x, Oh, madam, you are too

severe upon miss. 17x1 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 30 Dec., I

saw the Bishop of Clogher s family to-day; Miss is mighty
ill of a cold. 1747 GARRICK (title) Miss in her Teens. 1758
JOHNSON /rf/^rNo. 33? 24 Both the old lady and miss are fond
of . . collared eel. i8ao BYRON Blues i. 78 Is it miss or the
cash of mamma you pursue ? 1888 J. PAYN Prince ofBlood
xxviii. (1892) 229 I hope miss is not much worse

, he said.

b. vocatively.
1667 DRYDEN Maiden QH. in, Adieu, Dear Miss ! If ever

I am false to thee again. 1670 [see 2]. 1740 tr. De Monhy s

Fort. Country Maid (1741) I. 60 And, Miss, since that is

your Name, you shall go Home to your Parents. 1766
GOLOSM. We. W. xxxi,

* My sweetest Miss , cried my wife,
he has told you nothing but falsehoods. 1816 KIRBY & Si-.

Entontol. (1818) I. 101 Dear Miss
,
said a lively old I^ady to

a friend of mine, a 1825 FORBY l- oc. . Anglia s.v., Nor
must one say, Pray, Miss, do you go to the ball this even

ing? 1850 Miss TOUCH Henrietta** Wish, iv. 49, I bey
your pardon, Miss,

1

said she [sc. a maidservant]. 1901 *RITA
JilCs Jrtil. i. ii, He . . said, A pleasure, miss, I assure you .

.. Miss , I repeated.. . Fancy calling me &quot;miss&quot;, llui

then he isn t a gentleman.
C. In angry or contemptuous use.

1906 WEYMAN Chippinge xxii, (A mother says] You hate
me ! Oh no, no ! the girl cried in distress.

* You do, miss !

4. A young unmarried woman; a girl, esp, a

schoolgirl, or one who has lately left school
;

in

modern use, often connoting the squeamishness or

sentimentality characteristic of girls of such an age.
In literary English use now only playful or contemptuous ;

in trade use (distinguished from ladies and children, with
reference to sizes or styles of articles of clothing), misses
denotes girls of from about 10 to 17 years of age. The
American diets, describe the word as being in colloquial and
trade use.

1667 DRYDEN Maiden Qu. u, i, Oh, my Miss in a Masque !

have you found your Tongue? a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Orw, Miss, . . a little Girl, 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mtss,
a Title given to a young Gentlewoman. 1715 GAY Ep.
Burlington 75 Three boarding-schools well stock d with
misses. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 85 P 12 A knot of
misses busy at their needles. 1796 LAMB Let. to Coleridge
28 Oct., To fall out like boarding-school misses. 1802 Mxs
E. PARSONS Myst. Visit l\. 172 Very unlike a novel-leading
Miss. 184* TENNYSON Atnfhion 81 The wither d Misses !

how
they prose O er books of travell d seamen. 1858 MRS.

GORE Heckington. III. x. 213 Leave them [sc. whimsies] to

such Misses as the Horsfords, 1880 Nation (N. Y.) 12 Aug.
advt.) The Maples. A Family School for Young Ladies
and Misses. 1885 Spectator 30 May 706/1 Happiest

when
under the tyranny ofsome small miss of two or three.

5. = MBS. dial, and U.S.

1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 451 If Miss Corncob,
your wife, ain t here. 1875 in PARISH Sussex &amp;lt;Jtoss.



MISS.

Miss (mis), sb.% Cards. [Possibly a use of

Miss sb. 1 or of Miss s6%] At loo, an extra hand

for which any of the players may discard his own.

1767 LADY M. COKE Jrnl. 10 June (1889) 1 1. 22 There was

to be two tables at Lu,..The partys were scanty; both

tables play d with Miss . 1861 H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe

(1862) III. 240 General Mainwaring had been looed in miss

four times running. 1883 H. JONES in Encycl. Brit. XV.
i/i Each player in rotation . . looks at his cards, and declares

whether he will play, resign, or take miss.

Miss (mis), V* Forms : i missan, 3-7 misse,

4-6 mys(se, mis, myse, 5-6 myss, 6 mish,
6- miss; pa. t. 1-4 miste, (3 misste), 4-9 mist,

5-6 myst, 4- missed (also 5 -id, -yd, -ud, etc.) ;

pa. pple. 3 ymyst, 3-4 imist, 4- (as in pa. t.).

[OK. missan OFris. missa, MLG., MDu., Du.

missen, OHG. missan (MHG., G. missen), ON.
missa (S\v. mista, Da. miste, from the pa. t. and

pa. pple.) : OTeut. *missjan t
f. participial stem

*misso~ f
. see Mis- 1

.]

I. trans. To fail to hit, meet, or light upon.
1. To fail to hit (something aimed at). Said

either of the person aiming or of the missile. In

OE. with obj. in genitive (cf. miss of, 23).
To miss the cushion : see CUSHION sb. 10 a.

Beowulf 2439 He miste mercelses and his mass ofscet.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 366 The Bruce him inyssyt as

Wallace passyt by. a 1547 SURREY in Tottel s Misc. f Arb.)

13 The palme play, where..With dazed eies oft we.. Haue
mist the ball. 1603 FLORID Montaigne i. xxxiii, That
ancient fellow, who, hurling a stone at a dog, misst him, and
there withall hit . . his step-dame. 1646 EVELYN Diary
(Chandosed.) 193 They were most accurate at the long-bow
and musket, rarely missing the smallest mark. 1664 INGKLO
Bentiv. fy Ur. vi. 182 The next Course was perform d much
after the same manner, only Proselenes miss d the Ring, 1748
Anson s Voy. it. iii. 148 The Purser . .fired a pistol at Cozens,
which however mist him. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby iv. x.xvi,

The gun he levell d mark like this Was Bertram never
known to miss. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 753 The babe. .

rear d his creasy arms, Caught at and ever miss d it. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1877)

I. v. 387 He. .missed the

traitor, and slew another soldier who was near him.

b. in fig. application, esp. to miss ones aim,
one s (or the} mark (see MARK sb\ 7 e).

1530 PALSGR. 638/1 If I mysse nat my marke, he is a busy
felowe. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen.

/&quot;/,
i. iv. 4, I. .oft haue shot at

them, Howe re vnfortunate, I miss d myayme. 1604 Hani.
iv. 1.43 ((^0.2). 1602 -2nd Pt. Returnfr. J amass. iv. iii. 1926
For that I misse this gaudy painted state, Whereat my
fortunes fairely aim d of late. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix.

176 The Ministers or Brethren now missing their mark,
abated much of their former activity. *735 POPE Ep,
Lady 128 The Pleasure miss d her, and the Scandal hit.

a 1800 COWPER Ep. to Prot. Lady 38 But ills of every shape
and every name, Transformed to blessings, miss their cruel
aim. 1855 BROWNING Grammarian

s^
Funeral. This high

man, aiming at a million Misses an unit. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. ix. i Cromwell, .in his later years felt bitterly that

Puritanism had missed its aim.

c. Occasionally, of a missile, a blow, etc.: To
chance not to hit (some object or part, not neces

sarily aimed aO ; to pass by without touching.
1749 BRACKEN Farriery /w/r. (ed. 6) I. 300 Gun shot

Wounds are seldom or never deadly (provided they miss the

very^ Vitals). 1859 TENNYSON I ivieii 781 One flash, that,

missing all things else, may make My scheming brain a
cinder.

d. absol. (Phr. Hit or miss : see HIT v. 22.)
c 1250 Gen, fy Ex. 3872 Ones he smot 5or on Se ston, And

miste, and saj Se water gon. 1535 COVERDALE Judg. xx.
16 With the slynge coulde they touch an heer, and not

mysse. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jnl. i. i. 214 Well in that hit

you misse, sheel not be hit With Cupids arrow. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. xlix. 68 In cutting off

Heads, they are very dextrous, and never miss. 1742
FIELDING J. Andrews i, xyi,

I never saw a surer shoot at
a partridge. Every man misses now and then. 1850 TENNY
SON Vivien 349 The sick weak beast seeking to help herself

By striking at her better, miss d. 1866 READE G. Gaunt I.

vi. 154 The longer and more steadily the duellist fixes his

eye on his adversary, the less likely he is to miss.

2. Not to hit upon (the right path). Usually to

miss one s way. (Also fig.)
a 1547 [see MISSING vbl. s?&amp;gt;. 2]. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanhedas Cong. E. Ind. 13 b.The said Nicholas missed
ye

channell, and ranne on ground. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIM,
in. ii. 439 Say Wolsey. .Found thee a way. .to rise in : A
sure, and safe one, though thy Master mist it. 1667 MILTON
P. L. in. 735 Thy way thou canst not miss. 1742 FIELDING
J. Andrews H. ii, He could not apprehend any mischief had
happened, neither could he suspect that he missed his way.
1800 A. CARLYLE Antobiog. 28 Their eldest son.., having
missed the road.., fell into a peat pot. 1822 SHELLEY tr.

Calderon s Mag. Prodig. \. 76 Take which [path] you will,
you cannot miss your road.

3. To fail to obtain footing on (a step, plank, etc.).
Also to miss ones footing, (Sc.) to miss a foot.

1 a 1550 Freiris Benvik 558 in Dunbars Poems (1893) 303
Freir Johine attour the stair is gane In sic wyiss, that mist
he nes the trap, And in ane myr he fell. 1641 J. JACKSON
True Evang. T. ii. 146 Till wee misse the bridge and fall

into the ditch. 1670 [see FOOTING vbl. st. 4]. 1785 BURNS
ffaUffWeen xxvi, She.. mist a fit, an in the poo!., she
plumpit. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. x, If he..dinna. .missony
o

p

the kittle steps at the Pass o Walkwary. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess iv. 159 Blind with rage she miss d the plank, and
roll d In the river.

f

4. To fail to meet (a person with whom a meet
ing or interview was possible or intended). Also
occas. intr. for reciprocal.
1589 NASHE Retttrne of Pasgnill Wks. (Grosart) I. 91,

I ramie presently to the water side to discouer your commit).^
in ; I wonder how I missed you ? 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
in. v. 56, i will visit her, tell her so :..! will not misse her.

1663 PEPYS Diary 27 July, Walked over the Parke to

St. James s, but missed Mr. Coventry. 1721-2 POPE Let.
to Atterbury 14 Mar., I was disappointed . . in missing you
at the Deanery, where I lay solitary two nights. 1880

; MEKKDITH Tragic Com. 40 Then we missed : now we meet.

b. Of a letter: To fail to reach (a person).
1855 R. M. MILNES in Lifc(iSgi) I. xi. 527 Lady Elles-

mere s letter missed me altogether, although directed as

I desired.

5. Phrases, a. To miss fire. Of firearms : To
fail to go off. Hence fig. to be unsuccessful, to

fail in his or its object.

1727 GAY Regs. Op. \. xiii. (1729) 16 May my pistols miss
fire. 171734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 160, I conclude only that

Wilkinson was a Trapan, and after missing Fire [etc.], 1837
DICKENS Pickw. vii, Never knew one of them miss fire;

before. 1838 D. JKKHOLD Men ofChar. II. 166 That s how
a man s brightest ideas sometiines miss fire. 1859 K&amp;gt; .\ni:

Love me little i, She missed fire Uncle Fountain, like

most Englishmen, could take in a pun by the ear, but wit

only by the eye.
b. To miss stays (Art///.). To fail in the attempt

to go about from one tack to another.

1691 Lc-nd. Gaz. No. 2687 3 It was by reason he mist

stays. Ljej&CJtron. \\\Ann. Reg. \. 83/1 The Invincible, one of
his tleet, . . missed her stays, and run upon a flat. 1821 SCOTT
Pirate xxxiv, His mates, .have been here waiting for him
till they have missed stays. 1893 F. M. CRAWI:

o\ir&amp;gt; Children

of King i. 1 1 She was near missing stays.

fig. 1883 STKVKNSON Treas. 1st. xxvi, I reckon I ve
missed stays !..I m for my long home, and no mistake.

II. trans. To fail to attain.

6. To fail to get, obtain, receive, or acquire ; to

come short of, go without (what it is possible or

desirable to have).
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3336 A met 8or was, it het Gomor, lie

man is he bead, and nunmor, Him gaderen or Se sunne-

sine, Elles he sulden missen bine. 1340 HAMPOLK /V.

\

Consc. 5266 And for be godhede es ful of blisse, parfor t&amp;gt;e

sight of it bai sal misse. 13.. E. E. A/fit. P. Ii. \ ,

I

Man may mysse be myrbe, bat much is to prayse. a 1450
LOVELICH Merlin 782 Whanne the devel aspide..that his

pray he scholde thus mis. 1582 STANVHCRST /Ends i.

(Arb.) 18 Through this wyde roaming thee Troians Italy

mishing Ful many yeers wandred. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. I .

n. i. 37 And so may I . .Misse that which one vnworthier may
attaine. 1606 BACON in Four C. Eng. Lett. (iSSo) 41 Since
the time I missed the solicitor s place. 1634 MILTON Counts
925 May thy brimmed waves for this Their full tribute never
miss. 1779 JOHNSON /,. / ., Denham (1868) 33 At the
Restoration he obtained that which many missed, the reward
of his loyalty. 1850 Miss VOM;R Henrietta s ll- ish iii. rg
She could not bear that her husband should miss his yearly
holiday. 1872 TKNNVSON Gttreth fy Lynette 1265 So will

my knight-knave Miss the full flower of this accomplishment.
1879 FKOI DE Caesar xi. 130 Catiline had missed the consul

ship, and was a ruined man.
b. To fail to capture (a person, fa fortress!.

1596 DALRYMPLF tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot, fS.T.S.) II. 468 He-
caus tha knew him not tba mist him. and sa he chaipcd.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1638) 94^

Curroon. .attempting
vamely Hasser, but missing it redelivers Rantos also into

his enemies hands. 1889 R. BOI.DREWOOD AV/&amp;gt;/vry under
Anns xliii, What a muff Sir Ferdinand must be, he s

missed me twice already.
C. Not to have the satisfaction of hearing,

seeing, or witnessing (something).
1841 H. AINSWORTH Guy Eaiukes in. i, It has been a

painful spectacle.., and yet we would not have missed it.

1852 ROGERS Eel. Faith. (1853) 181 Painful as were the
revelations which ensued, I would not have missed them on

any account. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 142, 1 would not
have missed the speech of Protagoras for a great deal.

7. a. \Vith inf. or gerund : To fail (to do some

thing). Now arch, or dial*

c 1381 CHAUCER Par/. Fonles 75 Thou shalt nat misse To
comen swiftly to that place dere. 1477 NORTON Ord.Alch. v.

in Ashm. (1652) 77 Which would not misse . . to make lac vir-

ginis. c 1540 J. HEYWOOD Four P. P. 368 (Manly), I thought
ye wolde nat haue myst To make men lyue as longe as ye
lyste. 1568 Jacob 4- Esau Prol., To send him a son by Sara
he did not misse. 1664 CHAS. II. In Cartwright Madame

ng Hitsb. xiv. 196 In a dry Si
sorts of Clover are apt to miss growing. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mort. xxxiv, The whigs never miss to find it \sc. good ale]
out. 1820 KEATS Isabella xxvi, I was in pain Lest I should
miss to bid thee a good morrow. 1869 BROWNING RingfyBk.)
Pope 1658 So, never I miss footing in the maze.

b. To fail to achieve (an object). Cf. I b.

1644 MILTON Arcop. (Arb.) 54 To make it plain that this
order will misse the end it seeks. 1738 WESLEY Hymns * But
that Thou art my Wisdom, Lord*\ My Soul would be
extremely stirr d At missing my Design. 1779 JOHNSON
L. /*., Cowley (1868) 6 He that misses his end will never be
as much pleased as he that attains it.

t c. To miss (one s) measure : to fail to

measure correctly. Obs.

1631 WEEVER Anc* Funeral Mon. 271 The Carpenters
(missing their measure) had made it so much too short.

d. To fail to accomplish (a stroke).
1858 CRAWLEY Billiards (ed. 2)29, 1 attempted a difficult

canon off the white and missed it. 1888 J. PAYN Myst.
Mirbridge xxii, A man.. must be an angel indeed who
misses his stroke at billiards without a murmur.
8. To escape, avoid. Now only diaft , exc. with

adv. just, narrowly , etc. Also, f to get clear of,

elude (pursuit).
1526 Pilgr. Perf.W* de W. 1531) 166 [The ball], .rnysseth

the hande & falleth to the grounde. 1567 Glide % Godlie B.

MISS.

(S.T.S.) 126 Throw hi* bitter deide I mis Of bell the dyntis
dour. 1638 SIR ! . HKRBKHT Trav. fed. 2)23 A .shark (a man
eating fish, and who seldome misse the hook, out of too much
greedinesse). I^OGLAPTHOHNK IVitin a Constable iv. Wks.
1874 I. 223 The house anon I will enforme you, and what
way to take To misse pursuit. 1788 P. HI;NRY in Amer.
Oratory (18681 19 (Stand. DiU.), Happy will you be, if you
miss the fate of those nations, who. .have groaned under in

tolerable despotism. 1791 W. JESSOP Rep. Navig. Thames
14 A cut of 400 Yards will miss a very crooked and Obstructed
Part. 1890 R. BOLDREWooo 1

Col. Reformer (1891) 278, I

turned, .across country for Delhi, and after missing a few

shots, rode one hundred and thirty miles before I stopped.
with gerund. 1600 HAKMYT I oy. III. 257 [ThH ni:u!&amp;lt;j

nice and my company as narrowly to escape staruing . . ris

eut:r niL-n did that missed the same. 1687 [see NAIIMIU i v

4 b]. 1756 TOLDEKVY J/rsf. 2 Orplians IV. 94 A hollicr,

who narrowly missed taking ofT the toes of Humphry with
bis carriage. 1814 SCOTT ll a&quot; . l.\i, She. .once very nar

rowly missed introducing Waverley to a recruiting-sergeant
of bis own n-,Jiii -nl.

9. To fail to take advantage of; to let slip an

opportunity, etc.).
a 1628 PRESTON AVro Cort. (1629) 587 viarg.. Because men

mi SSL- the time they fall into misery. 1672 MAKVELI, AV/r.

Transp. i. 198 How frequent opportumtu &amp;gt;. have I mist.

1772 Pim-STLF.Y Inst. Rclig. (1782) I. 338 Would the orator

Tertullus have missed so tine a topic of declamation, had
there been the least colour of truth in this story V 1827
SCOTT Highl. ll- it/cwv. He thus missed an opportunity., of

doing much good. 1841 JAMI.S Corse dt- Leon II. xi. .145 Ii

\v&amp;lt;- mis-, the precise moment., we have lost the ^n. Cit t.i!!--

man for ever. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY Church \ Miu. in /-
.&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;-/y

Cent. v. 173 It was better to !&amp;gt;* imposed upon sometimes
than to miss the chance of entertaining a brother Chi Jstian.

b. To fail to catcli (a train, etc.); not to lie in

time for. (Cf. miss of, 23 n.)
1823 DK. Srssi;\ in S. Parr Wks. (1828) VII. 5, I fear t.&amp;gt;

miss the Post. 1842 TENNYSON Walking to Mail 102 Hut

put your best foot forward, or I fear That we shall miss the

mail. 1856 [see LIP, ?-. 27 a]. 1886 Manch. Exam, 12 Jan.
4/7 Mr. Parnell himself was absent in consequence of

missing his train at Crewe on the previous night.

10. To fail to see or perceive (something that is

within view); to fail to catch* or hear (some
part of what one is listening to) ;

to fail to appre
hend or perceive intellectually.
a 1588 TarltotCs Jests (1844) p. xx, You may see his

^&amp;gt;

. . ,] y
counterfeit Hung up on everie wall. You never can misse
the likennesse, For everie bodieknowes.. His fathers lovelie

visnomie. 1596 SHAKS. Tani. Shr. v. ii. iS You are verie

sensible, and yet you misse my sence. 1605 Macb. \\. ii.

13, I lay d their Daggers ready, He could not misse em.
1610 Temp. n. i. 54. 1666 PKI&quot;I s Diary 28 I

&amp;gt;ec.,
I sat SM

high and far off that I missrd most of the word^. 1690
LOCKK Govt. ii. vi. 61 Wks. 1727 II. 175 The most blinded
Contenders for Monarchy, by Right of Fatherhood, cannot
miss this Difference. 1779 JOHNSON L, / ., Sa7 age (1868)

320 Mr. Savage, .thought his drift could only be missed by
negligence or stupidity. 1781 CO\\TER Rctiretn. 4 =,3 What
obvious truths the widest heads may miss. 1816 SCOT i ( . ./

Mort. xli, Ye canna miss Widow Maclure s public, for deil

another house or hauld is on the road for ten lang Scots miles.

1855 tli-;o. ELIOT Kss., Evans. Teaching (1884) 164 Hr is

meeting a hypothesis which no one holds, and totally missing
the real question. 1893 Li DIJON Life Fnsey I. viii. 165
Allusive writing is open to two objections : Its point is

missed by the majority of readers [etc.].

III. trans. To omit.

11. To omit, leave out (usually, a part of what one

is reading, reciting, or writing). Also with out.

1530 PALSGR. 681/1 He hath a syngular memorie, he

recytecl al our hole comunycacion and myssed nat a worde.

1563-83 FOXE A. $ Af. II. 2047/2 Then the said Lane being
somewhat abashed, said his beliefe to these words, which he
missed vnawares : Borne of the virgin Mary. 1641 SMEC-
TVMSUUS I ind. Ans^v. 2 The Heathens bad a Monitor
that led them along in their prayers, .that they might misse
nor mistake no words. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xii, He has

gone to church service with me fifty times, and I never heard
him miss one of the responses in my life. 1818 BYRON Jnan
I. xi, If any actor miss d his part Sne could have served him
for the prompter s copy. 1870 TOULMIN SMITH Eng. Gilds

432 note, The transcriber by a slip of the pen has missed out
words or parts of words.

t b. To leave undone through inadvertence. Obs.

1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 747 All thinges were prepared,
and no thing was missed.

12. To omit the performance of (a customary or

expected action) ;
to fail or neglect to keep (an

appointment) ;
to be exceptionally absent from

(church, school, etc.) ; to omit to attend or be

present at (some particular spectacle, ceremony,

festivity, etc., out of a series or succession).

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. u. ii. 102 One. .that will not misse

you morning nor euening prayer. \Go*Ihid. in. i-92(Qo. i),

For missing your meetings and appointments. 1658 Whole

Duty Man. v. 34 He can never find in his heart so much as

to miss a meal, c 1694 PRIOR Lady s Looking Glass n She
would never miss one day A walk so fine. 1711 STEELE

Sped. No. 51 F6 Others never miss the first Dav of a Play.

1742 FIELDING J. Andrews ii. iv, She. .rarely missed a ball,

or any other public assembly. 1819 B NESS BUNSEN in Hare

Life I. v. 139 Mr. Thirlwall has never missed any Tuesday
evening since, except the moccoli night. 1834 HOOD Tylney
Hall I. xii. 122, I remember the time when Dr. Cobb never

missed a meet of the hunt. 1886 RUSKIN Przterita I. 368,
I never missed chapel.

*t&quot;13. To pass by, overlook, Obs.
1666 BUNYAN Grace Abound. 208 How many Scriptures

are there against me? There are but three or four : and
cannot God miss them, and save me for all them?
IV. trans. To be without ; lack

;
want.

1 14. To be without, not to have, lack ; to cease

to have, lose. Also with away. (Cf. sense 6.) Obs.



MISS. 528 MISSAL.

a. 130$ Cursor M. 20792 He wil noght tak be cark on him

Quar fat it be sua soght or nai, pou hir botli be mist o wai.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 8000 pe dampned bodyse salle

fredom mys. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 101 As a man may
nou^t se pat mysseth hi\ eyghen. ^1400 Rom. Rose 5646
To paradys the soner go He shal, .. Where that he shal no

good misse. a 1450 Cw. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 50 $oure

fadyrly love lete me nevyr mysse. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. An-
drois So Gif he had not fled for feir, Gude Matchewell had
mist his meir. 1628-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxxiv. 59 He
hath good Materials for a foundation : but misseth where
with to rear the walls.

absol. 1573 TUSSER Husk, (1878) 35 To borow to dale

and to-morrow to mis, for lender and borower, noiance it is.

a 1631 DONNE Lett, to Pcrs. Honour (1651) 113 You have a
fortune that can endure, and a nature that can almost be

content to misse.

fb. To be missed: to be missing or absent;
not to be found. 06s.

f 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 537 If that he were missed,

night or day, Ther-whyle he was aboute this servyse. 1535
COVERDAI.E 2 Kings x. IQ, I haue a greate sacrifyce to do
vnto Baal Who so euer is myssed, shal not lyue. 1596 DAL-
RVMPI.E tr. Leslie s Hist. Stot. II. 6 Of the Scotis onlie war
misset twa knichtis,and of the commoun peple four thousand.

fc. Contextually, to do without. Obs.

1533 HEVWOOD Pard. fy Friar Bj, This is the pardon,
which ye cannot mysse. 1580 LVLV Ititphues (Arb.) 264
Bringing vnto man both honnye and wax, . .both so neces

sary that we cannot mkse them. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i.

ii. 311 We cannot mis^e him : he do s make our fire [etc.].

1637 RUTMFRFOKD Lett. (1664) cl. 301 Learn daily both to

posses* and miss Christ in his seciet bridegroom-smiles.

15. To discover the absence of; to perceive that

(a person or thing) is not in the expected or

accustomed place. Also (north.) \ with away.
ri2oo ORMIN 8919 Till batt itt comm till efenn, ta be;}

misstenn ^e^re child, a 1225 Ancr. K. 78 pe ueorSe time
was boa heo hefde imist hire sune, & eft hine ivpnd, a 1300
Cursor M. 17288 + 120 And when bai missed his body fast

away bai fledd. 1375 HARBOUR fir-nee xix. 04 On the morn,. .

The Ingtiss host myssit avay The Scottis men. ^1450 .SY.

Cnthbert (Surtees) 5641 pe childe waked and his belt myst.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 827 They myssed hym and knewe
not in what part of the worlde to make inquirie or serche
for hym. 1592 GREENE Canny Catch, n. 21 The farmer ..

thrust his hand into his pocket and mist his purse. 1693
DRYDEN & EARL MULGRAVE Ess. Satire 47 Like her, who
miss d her Name in a Lampoon, And grieved to find her
self decay d so soon. 1711 STEF.LE

Sf&amp;gt;cct. No_. 280 p 4 This

Man, whom I have missed for some Years in my Walks
1750 GRAY Elegy 109 One morn I missed him on the cus-
tom d hill, 1770 SMI J. BANKS Jrnl. xvi. (1896) 376, I took
decoction of bark plentifully, and in three or four days
missed it [sc. an ague]. 1782 Cow PER Gityin. 231 The post

boy s horse right glad to miss The lumbering of the wheels.

1814 SCOTT Wa&quot;\ Ixiii, It was sae dark that his folk never
missed him till it was ower late. 1846 BROWNING Sours
Trap, i. 198 Well, he paid my fines Nor missed a iloak
from wardrobe.

16. To perceive with regret the absence or loss

of; to feel the want of.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xviu. v. 731 Madame said sir

Bors now mys ye sir launcelot. f 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE
Ps. L. iii, Not want of sacrifice doth mee offend, Nor doe I

misse thy alters daily flame. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 104, I

miss thee here, Not pleas d, thus entertaind with solitude.

1779 JOHNSON L. P., Milton (1868) 44 Milton was too busy
to much miss his wife, 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 524
Every month his native land remembers and misses him
less. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood iii, I feel as if it would miss

me, when I am gone so far away.
V. Intransitive uses.

f!7. To go wrong, make a mistake, err. In

OE. impersonal, const, dative of person. Obs.
In some of the latest examples the word should perhaps

be referred to sense i d.
a 97& Canons K. Edgar xxxii. in Thorpe Laws (1840) II.

250 Ac beo se canon him set-foran ea^um ; beseo to, gif he

wille, by Ises be him misse. c 1275 Passion our Lord 102 in

O. E. Misc. 40 [&amp;gt;o seyde vre louerd crist . . Nyrnej? gode
yeme bat ye nouht ne mysse. Hwam ich biteche bat
bred. .He me schal bitraye. 13*5 Spec. Gy Warn*. 120

And, what it is, i wole be wUse, Vnderstond, bat bu ne
misse. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv. i. 230, I telle the that
thou myssest in thy sayeng in this byhalfe. 1562 LEGH
Armory 51 There you misse. For if you marke it, this is

not like yl
, y l went before, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i.

(Arb.) 26 If a childe misse, either in forgetting a worde, or
in chaunging a good with a worse. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple^ H. Serift., Starres are poore books, and oftentimes
do misse. a 1700 DRYDEN Fables, Cock fy fox 452 For art

may err, but nature cannot miss, a 1754 FIELDING On Con-
versat. Wks. 1784 IX. 366 If. .men . . often err in their con

ceptions of what would produce their own happiness, no
wonder they should miss in the application of what will con
tribute to that of others.

f 18. To be lacking or wanting. Const, dat. (of

person) or to. Obs. (Cf. MISSING///, a.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 445 Nil I nought swere. .that

he..wolde of that him missed han ben sesed. 1535 COVER-
DALE Josh. xxi. 45 And their myssed {1611 failed] nothinge
of all the good that the Lorde had promysed. .it came euery
whyt. a 1536 Inter!. Beauty $ Good Prop. Women ad fin.,
For grace doth neuer mys To them that vse good prayers
dayly. 1589 LYLY Pappe iv. Hatchet Dd, There sball
not misse a name of any, that had a Godfather. 1611 BIBLF,
i Saw. xxv. 7 Neither was there ought missing vnto them,
all the while they were in Carmel. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
xiii, The heir of Thomas Randolph might have a better
claim to be answered.

_
And, by my honour, it shall not

miss for want of my asking the grace.

fl9. To fail to happen, come. etc. Obs.

1390 GOWF.R Con/. I. 325 Who loveth wel, it mai noght
misse. .Bot if that thei som weie finde. 1603 FLORIO Mon
taigne i. xl, Death hath come, or it will not misse.

1 20. To come to an end, give out, fail. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9964 [&amp;gt;is

castel es o held and blis, bar
mirth es neuer mar to mis. c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns in.

1624 That, there-as thou now brought art in-to blisse, That
thou thy-self ne cause it nought to misse. c 1381 Pur/.
Faults 40 Til the day gan misse. (-1460 Tovuneley Myst.
i. 66 Thou has. .giffen vs loy that neuer shall mys. a 1529
SKELTON Noiv synge we 1

71 And thou shall have blys
That neuer shall mys.
21. To be unsuccessful : said of a person s

designs or the person himself. Now arch, or Obs.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. Prol. 14 What here shall miss,
our toil shall strive to mend. 1662 PEPVS Diary 3 Nov.,
Though we have missed twice, yet they bring such an ac
count of the probability of the truth of the thing,.. that we
shall set upon it once more. 1687 DRYDEN Hind fy P. I. 149
The bank above must fail before the venture miss. 1747
in Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 137 If they miss i i their Schemes.

1813 SCOTT Rokcby in. xxvi, If thy scheme mivs.

22. Of crops, etc.: To be abortive or unpro
ductive, dial.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Hottsciv. Card. (1626) 18 Put
in euery such roomth three or foure Kirnels of Apples or
l eares..and that day Moneth following, as many moe
(lest some of the former misse). 1826 in A*. IV. Line, Gloss.

(1889) s. v., The turnips have all missed. 1852 Jrnl. 1\.

Agric. Soc. XIII. n. 274 The seed has been known to miss

occasionally.

23. Miss of . Chiefly Obs. or arch.

a. To fail to obtain, receive, acquire, attain to,

or secure ;
= 6. (f occas. miss on.}

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 581 pu hauest ymyst of fayrhede
& lutel is bi godhede. c 1357 Lay Folks Cafech, (T.) 379
And man withouten merci of merci sal misse. c 1386
CHAUCER Shopman s T. 352 And if that I were riche..
Of twenty thousand sheeld shold ye nat misse. 1526
SKELTON Magnyf. 397 And of my seruyce you shall not

mysse. 1599 Return fr, / amass, n. i. 638, I had like have
missed of this preferment for wante of one to be bounde
for my truthe ! a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Wit at Sev. Wtap. i.

1, For feare some poor Earle steale her, *t has bin threatned
To redeem morgag d land, but he shall misse on t. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pac, //// . i. xix. in III pleased for that they
missed of the booty expected. 1712 STEEI.E Spect. No. 485
P 3 He is that Sort of Person which the Mob call a hand
some jolly Man; which Appearance can t miss of Captives
in this part of the Town. 1742 MRS. MONTAGU Lett. (1809) II.

144 An animal that has missed of instinct, and not lit upon
reason. 1835 MACALXAY Ess., Mackintosh (1852) 325/2 A
project which.. had very narrowly missed of success. 1841
F. K, PAGET Tales of I illage (1852) 505 Placed in a state in

which., he cannot miss of everlasting happiness. 1868
SWINBURNE Blake 89 Compelled, .to an eternity of fruitless

repentance for having wilfully missed of pleasure . . in this

world.

t b. To make a mistake with regard to. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Friar s T. 118 Kr we departe. I .shal thee

so wel wisse. That of myn hous ne shallow never misse.

c 1400 Solomon 30* in Adam Da- y 97 And (o knowe god
& yuel bat I berof ne mysse.

c. To fail to seize or capture ; 6 b.

n 1631 DONNE Elegy on Mris. Rnlstred Poems (1633) 70
IJut thou hast both of Captaine mist and fort. 1678 Donna
Olimpia 32 Which indeed, as to his possessions, she effected,

though she missed of his life. 1737 WHISTON Josephits,
Hist. iv. ii. 5 Titus . . had captives enough . . to satisfy
his anger, when it missed of John. 1833 WHITTIER Pr. Wks.
(1889) I. 262 They had missed of the old chief, but had
captured his son.

f d. To be without, lack
;
to cease to have, lose

;

=
14. Obs.

a 1300 A&quot;. Horn (Ritson) 126 Hue wenden mid y wisse,
Of huere lyve to misse. c 1325 Sfec. Gy Warm. 418
1

peih sholen se god aperteliche, In his godhede and in his

blisse, Off which bei sholen neuere misse. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 486 Wyte it that ye have myssed of

peas, For Charlemagne wylle noo thynge of it.

e. To fail to accomplish (a design) or realize

(a hope) ; to fail in (an attempt or enterprise).
a 1225 Leg. A at/i. 65 1 pet beo be beoS icumene . . me to

underneomene, moten missen brof. 1390 GOWER Con/. III.

149 And I [have] hot on desire, of which I misse. 1:1420
,YDG. Assembly of Cods 108 Oft of myn entent hath he

made me mys. f 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xiv. 321
He never myssed of no thyng that he toke in hand. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nic/tolay s Voy. n. iv. 34 He hadde
missed of his enterprise. 1649 MILTON Kikon. 2 Rather.,
then that the People should not still miss of their hopes, to
be releiv d by Parlaments. 1662 PEPYS Diary i Nov., I my
self did truly expect to speed ; but we missed of all. 1667
Decay Chr. Piety ii. p i Who can suspect that a cause so

rightly dispos d, should miss of its effect? 1703 BURKITT
On N. T. Matt, xxvii. 27-31 The Jews missing of their

Expectation of a Temporal King in Christ. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. (Globe) 503 If he miss d of his Business outward
bound, he was to go up to China.

f. Not to find (a person or thing) where one

expects or desires to ; to discover the absence of

(a thing). Also, to fail to meet with (a person).
1560 DAUS tr. S/eidane s Comm. 57 b, When they missed

of their company, they wer in such a rage [etc.]. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 634 Grittus .. missing of the

Moldauian, fell vpon Francis Schenden. 1610 HEYWOOD
Gold. Age iv. i. 54 We have mist of Saturne lately fled.

1628 GAULR Pract. Theories (1629) 367 They worthily misse
of Christ, that seeke hnn where he is not. 1721 GIBBER

34
L

Lady s Last Stake v. Dram. Wks. 1757 II. 226 They are

certainly gone out that way, and Sir Friendly must miss of
em. 1769 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 172, I was unluckily in

London and so missed of him. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss.) \

miss d on him yisterdaay, though I look d high an low fer

him.

g. To miss ofone s aim : = i b.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. vi. v, Penelope had a com
pany of suiters, yet all missed of their aym. 1655 LOVF.DAY

tr. Cutyretutte s Cleopatra in. 222 Oroondates enrag d to
have miss d of his aime, drew his sword and threw himself
after Artabon. 1771 FOOTE Maid ofBath m. Wks. 1799 1 1,

234 Projects, the most prudentially pointed, may miss of
their aim. 1876 LOWELL Ode for ^tk July \\. iii, Time has
a quiver full of purposes Which miss not of their aim.

h. To fail to perceive or understand ;
--= 10.

1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers x. 19. 310 He cannot be
certain, but may still miss of the sense of it. 1704 NORRIS
Ideal World n. i. 38 The reason is so very obvious that we
cannot well miss of it. 1708 ATTERBURY Senn. (1726) II.

vi. 190 These. .Perfections of the Deity, are.. most easy to

be understood by us ; upon the least Reflection and Enquiry
we cannot miss of them.

i. \\ith gerund : To fail (to do something); =
7 n.

1658 II hole Duty Man \. 30 No man can miss of enjoy
ing them [sc. God s merciesl, but by his own default. 1663
PEPYS Diary 20 Sept., He hath not missed one night .. of

supping with my Lady Castlemaine. 1756 WASHINGTON
Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 268 Since the first murders were com
mitted by the Indians, 1 have never missed of receiving
intelligence of their motions. 1840 T. ROBBIKS Diary
12 Aug. (1887) II. 579 Missed of seeing my brother at Kn-
field. 1868 SWINBURNE Blake 6 With what excellent care
and taste this has been done, no one can miss of seeing.

fj. To fail to accomplish (a stroke). Obs.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2389 Eft vrgan smot wij main And of

bat stroke he miste.

k. To fail to be present at or to witness; =6c.
1612 BEAUM. & FL.C&amp;gt;/W* Rei: \. ad init., I had mist of

this, if you had not call d me.

1. To escape, avoid
;

8.

1628-9 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (Camd.) 85 { He] told me the Dun-
kerkers ranged much .. about our channel!, and that in all

probabilities I could not misse of a hott encounter with them.

m. To fail to take advantage of; =9.
a i6z8 PRESTON AV?v Covt. (1629) 587 Because they do

not effect the thing they go about, when they misse of their

time. 1785 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (18881 II. 223 Missing
of the opportunity by which I expected to have sent this

letter la^t week.

n. To fail to catch (a boat, etc.) ;
= 9 b.

1777 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 56 Should you miss

of one at Boulogne, proceed to Calais.

24. Miss on . To fail to hit upon.
1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Amiens rcdh&amp;lt;ivus t Trite as the

counsel was, and impossible, as one should think, to be
missed on.

Miss (mis), v.- [f.
Miss *.-] trans. To address

as miss .

1824 Miss FF.RRIER Inher. xlv, Did you hear how he

|

Miss d me to-day? me a married woman! 1863 MRS.
CAREY BROCK Margaret s Secret viii. 115, 1 am not accus
tomed to hear myself called Miss Ellis, . . Well, you ll he
missed here by every one .

Miss, obs. form of MASS sf&amp;gt;}

Missafic, erroneous form of MISSIFIC.

Missage, Missai, obs. ff. MESSAGE, MISSAY.

t Missa ke,
&quot;

- 0/&amp;gt;s. rare~~*. [a. MDu. tnis-

saecken (mod.LHi. mistaken} : cf. FORSAKE ? .]

trans. To deny, renounce.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Pub.) 116 Yf he were otherwyse ..

I wold euer myssake hym.

IHissal (mi sal), sb.^ Forms: 4 rnessel, 5

myssal(l)e, 5-6 messall, missale, 5-7 missal),

(7 erron. massal), 6- missal, [ad. eccl. L. mis-

sale, neut. sing, of missalis (see next). Some of the

early forms represent OF. messel (mod.F. missel}. }

1. The book containing the service of the Mass
for the whole year; a mass-book.
c 1330 Arth. ff Merl. 3574 (Kolbing) Her after sone Merlin

swore. .Tofore|&amp;gt;e king onomessel. 1432 Test. &&amp;gt;r. (Surtees)
II. 21, 1 wyte unto my chauntry in y* chapell of Sancte Anne
. . my best Missal). 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxx. 245

Charlys leyde his right hond on the paten with goddes body
and his lift hond on the missale. 1506 Test. Ebor. (Sur

tees) IV. 247 To
y&quot; Chapell in Holbek my Messall, my

Portus in prynte. ^1553 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 728
For Carryage of y9 new grailes and missales. 1611 BIBLE
Trans/. Pref, p 13 Pope Nicolas the third . . brought into

vse the Missals of the Friers Minorites. 1657-61 HEYLIN
Hist. Ref. i. ii. 5. 40 Many of the inferior Clergy had not

much more learning than what was taught them in the

Massals and other Rituals. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 356 In

the Roman Church there were always Forms of P.rayer, as

may be seen in their Missal.-;, Breviaries, Rituals. .&c. 1845
T. H. HORNE in Encycl. Metro}. XXI. 494/1 The Council

held at Toledo, in 633. .adopted the Missal and Breviary of

Isidore, Bishop of Seville. 1895 G. H. PALMER in Eltm.

Plainsong 59 To S. Gregory alone belongs the credit of

having compiled .. the Sacramentary and Antiphoner, Le.

what we should now call the Missal and Gradual.

lib. Used vaguely for: A Roman Catholic book
of prayers, esp. when illuminated ;

an illuminated

book of hours, or the like.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 304 The reading of one of their

Missals, or books of Devotion. 1838 C. B. ELLIOTT Trar.
II. 368 The greater part of the night, as well as of the day,
is passed with rosaries, crucifixes, and missals. 1845 LONGF.
Norman Baron iii, A monk ., Who .. repeated Many a

prayer and pater-noster From the missal on his knee. 1858
O. W. HOLMES Anf. Breakf.-t. iii, He is as tender and
reverential to all that bears the mark of genius, .as a nun
over her Missal. 1886 J. R. REES Divers. Bookworm (1887)

163 The pages of the missal are. .illuminated with elegant
borders of fruit, flowers, and birds.

2. attrib, and Comb, (usually with reference to

the illumination of service-books or manuscripts),
x?&amp;gt;missal-albitm t hand, letter, -like adj., -marge,

-page, -painter, -painting vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ;

missal caps (Printing) : see quot.



MISSAL.

1890 W. WHITE Catal. Ruskin MHS. Library 6 &quot;Mi-sal

Album of Lady Diana de Croy. 1875 J. SOUTHWARD Diet.

Typcgr..
*Missal caps^ a style of fancy letter, used some

times as initials to Old English or Black letter, 1831
LAMB Let. to Dyer 22 Feb., You never wrote what I call a

schoolmaster s hand, like .Sirs. Clarke; .. nor a *missal

hand, like Porson. 1888 Athen&itm 20 Oct. 514/1 The
colours used for the *missal letters, and in the final touches

of the rubricator. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton vii. 94 Deco

rating our bedrooms with *missal-like texts. 1855 BROWN
ING Men $ Women IT. 237 He.. Fills his lady s *Missal

marge with flowerets. 1858 RVSKIN Arroifsofi. hace (1880)

I. 129 The officers. .of trie British Museum refuse to ex

pose their best drawings or missal-pages to light, a 1843
SOUTH EY Comm. pl. Kk. (1849) IV. 258 In these countries

the poets resemble *missal-painters j
their colours often

lich, their pencilling delicate. 1883 K.\nKmArto/E$.$
The speciality of colour-method, .founded on *missal paint

ing. ilfy$Artny% ,\avy Co-oj&amp;gt;.
Soc. Price List 668 Colours

for illuminating and miscal painting, 1903 Edin. Rev. Apr.
450 The patient labour of *Missal-painting monks.

Missal (mrsal),d:. (sb.-) [ad. eccl. L.mtssa/-is,

f. missa MASS j.l] Of or pertaining to the Ma-s
;

mass-, f Also sb.
t
a mass-priest.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, 74 The Closet hanged
with clothe of gold all other iewelles MKsall. Ibid. 82 b,

The alter apparelled with all Juelles myssall of great riLhes.

1549 LATIMER yd Serm. bef. Edw. I
7l (Arb.) 86 It had

bene good for our missal priestes to haue dwelled in that

contrye. 1553 BFCOM Rtliqites of Koine ( 1 563) 130 Pope
Honoriusthe third commaundedy 1 the Missal I bread shoulde

be . . lifted vp aboue the Priestes heade at the sacryng tyme.
1614 BP. HALL No Peace with. Rome 19 Wks. (1625) 658
The Priestly Office of Christ is not a little impeached by
the dayly Oblation of the Missall Sacrifice. 1637 GILLESIME
E t%, Pop. Cerent. Ep. A 3 b, Her sweet Voice is.. mutter

ing some missall and magicall Liturgies. 1660 R. COKK
Power q- Subf, 162 All his Missal vesnments. 1793 HF.I.Y

tr.O Flaherty sOgygia I. 41 They distinguished Thanes into

missals, and seculars; the Missal-Thanes were Presbyters.

Missal, obs. vaiiant of MISSILE.

Mi ssal-booh. [f- MISSAL a.]
= MASS-BOOK.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) 178 They present unto him the

Cross, and the Missall book to swear upon. 1873 HALE In
His Name viii. 71 The beautiful missal book, from which
the Senior Canon was about to read. 1894 Dublin Re~&amp;gt;.

Oct. 246 Three early missal-books of the Roman Church,
or, as they are called sacramentaries.

Missale, variant ot MESEL.
ci375 Sc, Leg. Saints xxxvt. (Baptista) 366 Missale are

clene mad alsa.

t Missa lfan, a. and sb. Obs, rare*
[f. eccl.

L. missal-is MISSAL a. + -IAN.] a. adj.
= MISSAL a.

So Mi-ssaline a. b. sb. A mass-priest. So
Mi ssalist.

1624 DARCIE Birth of Heresies xii. 50 The vestments of

these Missalian Sacriricers. Ibid. 51 A Pectoratl. .which
the Missalists terme a Chasuble. Ibid. 52 The Stole put
ouer the Amid, at the Missalians necke. Ibid. 53 The
Missalian Priest. Ibid. xxl. 84 Was there euer..a more
detestable Heresie then this Missaline transubstantiation ?

Missall (.SV.), Missar : see MUZZLE, MISSER.

t Mi SSary. Obs. [ad. eccl. L. miss5ri-us
t f.

missa MASS st&amp;gt;.
1

: see -ART.] A Romanist or

Romish priest.

1550 VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 34 The very missaites

..do call it. .the sacrifice of. .praise. 1637 J. SERGEANT
Schism Dtspactit 56 Such as are neither easily deceivable

by our MUsaries, nor possibly undeceivable by Dr. H.

t Missa tical, a. Obs. [f. eccl. L. mi$satic-us
t

f. missa MASS sb.\ : see -ATIC.] Pertaining to the

Mass.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams i. (1692) 101 Since he pro-

fess d open adherence to the Romish Church and did not
renounce the Missatical corruption of their priesthood.

^11683 J. OWEN Nat.* Causes Apostasy Wks. 1852 VII.

99 Missatical sacrifices for the living and the dead.

t Mis-sa vour, v. Obs. [Mis-ii.] intr. a.

To have defective sense of taste, b. fig. To have

wrong notions of.

1402 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 53 With wrong wrytyng he

wrou^te mykil care, and.. foul fel fro the chirche, mis.

saveryngeof the sacrament. 1540 PALSGR. Acolastns H ivb,
To vs also the palate myssesauoreth or mysse tasteth neuer
a whytte.

t Missaw. Obs. Forms : 3-4, 7 missawe, 4
mys(s)a-we, mis(s)au(e, mys-, rnissagh. [f.

Mis- 1 4 + SAW sb,, saying.]
1. Evil speaking, calumny, slander, abuse.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 124 A^ein mis-sawe offer misdede, lo,

heranont, remedie & salue. a 1300 [see MISI.OVING vbl. sb.\
a 1340 HA*! POLE Psalter x\x, 3 All. .wrangis and myssaghis
.. that thou suffird for vs. c 1373 Cursor M. 5877 (Fairf.)

Quat wene bai
\vi\&amp;gt;

missawe fra my werk ham to drawe.

^12. ? Wrong expression, perverted language.
1614 J. DAVIF.S Eel. in Browne Slieph. Pipe 64 So my

spirits been steept In dulnesse, through these duller times
missawes Of sik-Hke musicke (riming rudely cleept).

t Missay, sb. Obs. Also 4 misai, 5 myssae.
[f. next] ----

prec.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21474 Al has pis curt herd bi misai.

f 1460 Townelcy Myst. xxiii. 568 If thou be crist . . Com downe

emangys vs all, And thole not thies myssaes {rime says].

Mis-say (mis|S^-),f. arch. Pa. t. and pn. pple.
mia-said (misise d). Forms: see Mia-l i and
SAY . : also 4 misain, misaie

; pa. t. misede.
[ME. misseggen, missei(ii), etc. Cf. MDn. mis-

seggen, LG. miszeggen, MHG. mis(te}sagsn.]
1. trans. To speak evil of or against (a person) ;

lo abuse, slander, revile, vilify. Now arch, and poet.
cil-zv^Anrr. R, 186 BiddeS aeorne uor beo ou eni vuel
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doS o5er misslggeS. (-1290 Bckct 2036 in A&quot;. I-.ng, Leg, ,

Hold bmne mouth b,. ,J&amp;gt;ov
mi.vseist mi louerd be king. 13. .

Sir Reues (A.) 1168 pow haddest vnri^t.So te misain a nol lc

kni^t ! c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 353 Crist was so patient,
,.J&amp;gt;at whan he was mys-^aid he cursid not a^en. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur v. i. 161 The kynge commaunded that

none of them vpon payne of dethe to myssaye them ne
doo them ony harme. 1541 COM.AND Gitydon s Quest.
Chirnrg. E ij b, Myssaye nat the auncyentes, nor dyspraysu
nat Hyppocrates. 1568 Jacob fy I-.san iv. xi, Curs-.d be the

man that .shall thee curse or missay. 1631 HEYWOOD n7
Pt. Fair Maid of West in. 33 Is she such a Saint, None can

missay her? iQjzTi .wvsoxGa ef/t fy /.ynettew^ Farliefc-r

hnd 1 fight a score of times Than hear thee so missay me and
revile. 1888 MORRIS Drcaw John tiall xii. 12, These men
shall the blind and the fearful mock and rnissny.

f
1 b. To say (something) with evil, abusive, or

slanderous intent. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14779 Mikel of him can bai mis-,ai. 1340
Ayenb. 189 By be kucade huiche he ssel miszigge. 1470 85
MALORY Aithitr\\\. xi. 229 The myssayenge that ye mys-
sayed me. 1530 P.U.SGK. 638/1, I never myssayd hym
worde. 1593 URAYTDN Eel. li. 95 And sore repents what
he before misse-said. 1614 SYLVESTER Fnrl. I ertnes

Royall Wks. (Grosart) 1 1. 134/2 And can suffer nought
Gainst them to be mis-done, mis-ft&id, mis-thought*

1 2. intr. To speak evil; to speak abusively,

slanderously, arrogantly, or the like. 0/&amp;gt;s.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13905 pou missals, deuel es in be. c 1386
CHAUCER Manciples T. 249 He that hath misseyd. . Hr:

may by no wey clepe his word agayn. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
I. v. 28 To whom it pleseth that they messaye. 1596 SPFNSER
F. Q. iv. vi. 27 Her tongue. . brought forth speeches myKl
when she would have missayd.

f b. To speak evil of. Obs.
ft 1300 Cursor .T/. 19420 Tua wittnes fals } ai J

am puruaid,
To tell he had o godd missaid. c 1385 CHAUCER f,. (r. II . 2; ^

And of mynne olde seruauntrs thow misseyst. 1477 / asfo/i

Lett. III. 185 Sum evyll tong..myss sayeth of me. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cat, Sept. 106 Their ill haviour garres men
missay, Both of their doctrine, and of theyr faye.

3. trans. With pronominal or cognate obj. : To
say amiss, wrongly, or incorrectly. Now rare.
a 1400 Cursor M, 25102 fCott. Galba) And of cure prai- r

crist es payd Sum tyme all if it be missayd. 1629 H.
BURTON /V;////

1

.? Triumph 254 Let men beleeue that . .

which the diuine Scriptures doe say, and not which mens
tongues doe mis-say. 1641 MILTON Aniinadi&amp;gt;. 2 Wks.
1851 III.203 Lest any thing in generall might be n.issaiil

in their publick Prayers through ignorance, 1665 WJTHFK
Lord s Prayer Preamble, Beseeching him to pardon what
is misdone or missaid, by others, or misunderstood by me.

b. intr. To say what is not right or correct
;

to say something wrong or amiss.

1390 GOWER Cof. I. 19 And nniheles I can noght seie, In
aunter if that I misseye. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAywon
vii. 174 Ye have myssayed, For I never sawe Reynawde
nor I wote not what he is. 1579 SPEXSFR Sheph. Cfil.

Sept. 2 Or Diggon her is, or I nussaye. 1611 A. GILI. in

Speed J heat. (.if. I&amp;gt;rit. Pref, Great love and little skill may
cause mee to missay. 1816 BYRON Siege of Cor. Introcl.,
Some of mosque, and some of church, And some, or I mis-

say, of neither. 1879 BROWNING Iran Ivanovitch 417 The
Sacred Pictures where skulks Innocence enshrined, Or I

missay 1

tmis-sayer. Obs. [Mis-i 5.] AH evil

speaker, slanderer.

ttMAytnb,fa P)londere and mis?iggere byebof one scole.

Ibid. 136. 177, 256. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2231 If that any mis-

sayere Dispyse wimmen. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. v. 28 Mys-
sayers felons & enuyous men that wil lerne no good,

t Mis-saying, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1
3.]

1. The action oi the verb MISSAY
; evil speaking ;

slander, abuse.

13.. in Archiv Stnd. nen. Spr. LXXXI. 316/42 P.lesset

beo ^e . . To whom be world makel&amp;gt; missiggynge. 1340
Ayenb. 66 pe myssigginges bet is huanne ^e on peynep
bannobren and zigge^ be greate felon yes. c 1440 Jacob s

Well 83 Myssaying ; bat is, whan bou spekyst euyll of an
oper mannys goodnesse. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (,\V. de W. 1531)
Sob, And asked of hym mercy and forgyuenes of his mis-

sayenge. 1581 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. I. III. 433 For
missaying, detracting and sclandering of the baillies.

2. Mis-statement.

1650 MILTON Eikon. Pref. (ed. 2) A 4 To.. refute the mis-

sayings of his book.

Misschelmasse, obs. form of MICHAELMAS.
Mis-SCri pt. [Mis-

1
4.] A miswriting.

a 1834 COLERIDGK Notes % Lect. (1849) ! T43 In treating
this

*

path as a mere misprint or mis-script for put . 1873
F. HALL Mod. Eug. 175 note

t These mis-scripts {analyse,
paralyze] look as if descendants of ava\v$a and n-apaAu^w,
which are nothing.

Miase, nonce-var. of MILCE, used for rime.

^1300 in Rel. Ant. I. 275 That he .. bring us of this

woning For his muchele misse [rime blisce].

Missed (mist),///, a.
[f.

Miss z;.l + -ED l.]
In senses of the vb. Also dial, of a heifer : Barren.

1615 WITHER Sheph. Hunting Eel. iii, Thy mist pleasure.
1657 in Burton s Diary (1828) 195 It was a little missed
sense, that might be mended. i763*THEOPH. INSULANUS
Second Sight 189 His account of a missed hatchet found by
a dream. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 259 Those who buy
the mist heifers are farmers in Monaghan. 1898 Westw.
Gaz, 6 Sept. 2/3 This missed train. 1905 Daily Chron. 24
Aug. 4/6 The undergraduate never heard more of the missed

chapels,

*fb. Missed way: having missed the way;
erring, straying. Obs.

1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abington (1841) 1 16 To light my
niis-t way feete to my right way.

Mis-see ,
z&amp;gt;. [Mis-

1
i.] trans. To see im

perfectly ;
to take a wrong view of. Also absol.

igqi FI.ORIO vnd Frnttcs 81 A&quot;. Well maie I want in

MISSEL-BIRD.

habilitie, but ncuer in affection. .V. To much affection makes
you mis-see both. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1841) 311 The
man who cannot think and see

;
but only, .missee the nature

of the thing he works with ? 1841 Misc. AYs., BaiUu- (1857)
IV. 236 Herein he fundamentally mistook ; mis-saw ;- and
so miswent. 1902 Hoards of Kyc-witness 324 Its mode-,1
hues and stature being ridiculously mis-seen as purple-
patched and tall .

Missee, obs. form of MISSY.

MlS-see k, v. [Mis-1 i.] tram, and intr.

To seek wrongly. So Mia-see king vbl.
sl&amp;gt;.,

Missoirght ///. a.

1387-8 T. USK Trst. Lore n. xi. ,Skeat) 1. 48 Krrour in

mankynde departeth thilke
g&amp;lt;iodes by mis-sechiir:, whichc

he shulde have hole, a 1542 \\ VAI r in I ottcl s Misc. (Arb. )

87 The thing, that most is your desire, You do rnisseeke, with
more trancl! and care. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Rivers xxii, What
myschiefe?- fol-w mUsought marynges. ^1628 F. GHEVIL
C.rlica Ixvi, The heart of man mis-seeking for the best.

Mis-see lll,
-

. Now rare. [MlS-1 i.j trans.

To misbecome.
c 1400 tr. St creta Secret., Cov. Lonish. 62 Ne wo&amp;gt;t bou

no-!ii |-at yt tnyN^cniys bi (lignite, .whanne boit swtjrys .

1513 I OIM.AS sEneis \\\ vi. i&amp;lt;,3 Xor it sail neuir me irk,
na ^it misseme, The worthy Dido to bald in froche memory.
1590 Si i \SI.R /-&quot;. ^. in. iii. 53 Xecertes, daughter, that same
warlike u-j/e, I weene, would you misseeme. 1603 Fl-oRio
Mon iii^ne n. iv, He hath at It-ast lent him nothing that
doth be I ye him, or misseeme him. ./ 1641 I!r. MOL STAGU
Acts ^- Mon. (1642^ 57 Divines ouyht not huld any opinion
(it mis-seemeth th^ir profession

r-o to hold) which hath no
footii^ in ScnptiifL

1

. 1819 Chrou. in Ann. K g. 523 A spirit
that would not have misseemed the most illustrious of her

ancestry. 1836 CARI.YI E in Academy 17 Sept. (1898) 272 t

His head is getting a sha&amp;lt;.!e of grey. . whii h does not mis-
seem him, but looks very well.

i Mis-seeming, --hi. sb. Obs. [Mrs-* 3.]
? False show.

1590 SPKNSI:R /&quot;. Q. i. vii. 50 With her witchcraft and mis-

seeming sweet e.

Mis-see ming, ///. a. [Mis-i 2.] Mis

becoming, unseemly.
a 1340 HAMPOLE rsaUcr Ixxii. 15 I.o thi^ niisemand thing

folous. 1513 DOUGLAS sKnets i. Prol. 409 He. .haldis mis-

semyiicr. Ay wonl
1&amp;gt;y

word to reduce ony thing. Ibid. xn.
i. 63 Of lilnde and frcndschip na thyng myssemand [orit;.

tit c t*n$ indt C^r, ^}. 1590 STFXSF.R J*\ U, i. ix. 23 For
never knight I cavv in such misdeeming plignt. i6o3FLOKio
Afffntaigne I. xxxvi, A thing which would no whit be mi-;-

seeming or undecent.

Misseif, obs. form of MI^SIVK.

Missel (mi scl). Forms: i
, 5 mistel. (r, 3-il), 6

mistle, miscel, 6 7 missel 1, 7 mis c le. miasle.

[OE. nii stcl, (i) basil, (2) mistletoe, distinguished
in the I.cechdoms as eotpinistt l and dcmistel respec

tively : corresp. to OHG. w/j//V(MHG.. G. mutef}
mistletoe, early mi&amp;gt;d.l)u. mistel viscum . Kilian^,

glew Hexham), ON. only in comb, tnistilteinn

MISTLETOE (the S\v. and Da. mistel are prob. from

LG.) : of unascertained origin.]

fl. Mistletoe. Obs.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) V 185 I isens, mistel. c 825

Epinal Gloss. 1083 /
-

iscus, mistil. c 1450 Alphita (Anetd.
Oxon.) 192/1 \yiscus} g*. wy de chene, a. mistel. 1562
TI-RNKR Herbal \\. 164!!, Of the Missel or Misselto tre,

1566 WITHAI.S Diet. 22 b, Mistle, whiche groweth vpon
aple trees and crabbe trees in a great numbre of white or

yelow heries. 1573 TUSSFR Husb, (1678) 33 Giue sheepe to

their fees the mistle of trees. 1610 BARROI/GH J /&amp;lt;?///. Physick
i. xxiv. (1639) 41 Miscle of the Oke. 1670 SWAN Spec. J/.

246 Missel or Misselto, groweth . . upon trees.

t b. attrib.) as missel-berry , -birdlime, -child.

1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 165 The thurse, .shiteth out the

*miscel berries. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 123

The Quincunciall Specks on the top of the M iscle-berry.

1562 TCKNKR Herbal M. 164 b, The best ^missel byrde lyme
is freshe resemblinge a leke in Color within. 1579 LASGHAM
Card. //( / //( 1633) -40 Misstl birdlime, hath power to soften

and ripen apostumes with rosin and wax. 1608 SIR H, PLATT
Card. Eden (1653) 86 There you shall finde an Oake with

Mistletoe therein, at the root whereof there is a *misscll-

child, whereof many strange things are conceived.

f 2. Basil, Catamintha Chnopodium* Obs.

c 1000 Sa.r. Lechd. I. 232 jenim bas wyrte J?e man ocimum
is: oSrum nnman mistel nemneb. [bid. II. 86 Eor3 miste!.

12.. .1/-S , Bod1. 130 If. 54 b, Mistil. Ocitnum,

3. Shoit for MISSEL-BIRD, MISSEL-THRUSH.

1845 iVtw Statist. AiC. Scotl. XIV. (Ross & Cromarty) i Sj
The missel, blackbird. .. and throstle are common. 1882

Free. Bertu. Waf. Club IX. No. 3. 554 The Missels were
fewer than usual.

Missel, variant of MESEL a.

?I4-. Iter Cainerar. xx. in Ralfoi&amp;lt;rsPracticks( 1754) 582

Quhen thay opin fish, thay luke not gif thay be missel fivh,

or not [cf. MESEL a. b, quot. a 1400].

Missel, obs. Sc. form of MIZZLE.

Misselane : see MESSELLAWNY.

Misselany, obs. form of MISCELLANY.

Mi SSel-bird. Now dial. Also 7 miasle-,
8 mizzel-. [f.

MISSED. Cf. G. misfeljtnkt Du.

mistetvink. }
= MISSEL-THRUSH.

1626 BACON Sylva 5^6 An Idle Tradition, that there is a

missel! thrush or feeder upon misseltoe. 1676
Ornith. n. xvii. 137 Tnrdnsviscivoriis major. The Missel-

Bird or Shrite. 1731 ALBIN Nat. Hist. Birds 31 The Mizzel-

Bird, Titrdns Visewonts. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zeol. 1.226.

1773 G. WHITE Selborne, To Pennant 9 Nov., The people
of Hampshire and Sussex call the Missel-bird the storm-

cock. 1879 Miss JACKSON .SArogtafc. Word-bit.



MISSEL-THRUSH.

Misselden, -din(e, obs. forms of MISTLETOE.

Misselin, -ling, -llane, obs. forms of MASLIN 2
.

Misselling, Misselmas, obs. ff. MIZZLING,
MICHAELMAS.
Mi ssel-thrush. [f.

MISSEL. Cf. G. mistel-

drosscl.] A species of thrush, Turdus viscivonts,

which feeds on the berries of the mistletoe.

1774 GOLDSM. A af. Hist. (1776) V. 320 The missel-thrush

is distinguished from all of the kind by its superior size.

1774 G. WHITE Sclborne, To Rarriugtott Sept., Several mag
pies came determined to storm the nest of a missel-thrush,

1859 UAKUIN Orig. Sfiec. iii. 50 The recent increase of the

missel thrush in parts of Scotland lias caused the decrease

of the song thrush. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 124
The -.harp crying of the missel-thrush.

Misselto;e, obs. forms of MISTLETOE.

t Mis-se-mblance. Oh. [Mis-
1
4.] False

semblance.
a 1641 SIR H. SPFLMXN Fends xx. Po^th. Wks. (1698.1 34

From such missemblances rise many errors.

Missen, obs. form of MIZEN.

Mis-36 lld,
&quot;

. [Mis-
!

i
.]

trans. To send

wrong ;
to send to a wrontj place or person.

Chiefly in pa. pple. and ppl. a. Mis-se nt.

14.. Sir Bsues 1447- iMS. S.) He lake no leue, he is mys-
spmle. 1737 J. Cn \\IHI-:RLAYSE St. &amp;lt;-f. Brit. (ed. 33) ii. Gen.

List 78 [Genernll Tetter-Office in Lombard-street] .. Mr.
Robert Parsons and Mr. John Uarber, to overlook the

Franks and mis-sent Letters. 1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Helen II. 199 She pointed to the word mis-sent

,
written on

the corner of the cover. 1839 MCRCHISON Sthtr. Syst. i.

xxix. 382 note, This sketch wasmissent. 1847-54WEBSTER,
A/isscmt, to send amiss or incorrectly. 1841 EMERSON Misc.

(1855) 249 It appears that there was some mistake in my
creation

;
and that I have been missent to this earth.

tMis-se-nse, sb. Obs, [Mis-l 4.] \Vron.^
sense or meaning.
a 1618 SYI.VF.STF.R /Aw \ I- ttr-vcl Wks. (1621) 1159 With

out OfTence, without MU-sense, or Blame.

t Mis-se nse,
&quot; Obs. [Mis-

1
i.] trans. To

attach a wrong sense or meaning to.

1560 JEWELL Sertn, at faufs Cross A iij, The faNe

Prophets, .caused the people.. to missence the sacranient&amp;gt;.

1617-47 FELTHAM Itcsnlves \. Ixxi. 215 Philoxenus.. hearing
some masons, mis-sensing his lines.. falls to breaking their

bricks amaine ; they aske the cause, hee replyes, they spo&amp;gt;
le

his work, and he theirs.

t Mi SSer, -ar. Obs. [ad. eccl. 1.. wissdtitts

MISSARY.] A mass-priest.
.11560 i:roN Jewel of Joy Wks. II. -6 b, Verely these

myssars are altogyther amysc. 1604 [see MISSM ICAI.J.

Misserie, obs. form of MISERY.

Mis-se rve, v. Now rare. [In early use n. OK.
messcrvir ^see MLS--) ; later f. Mis- 1

i +SKiivi-:r ]

1. trans. To serve badly or unfaithfully; to &amp;lt;!o

a disservice to.

1340 Ayaib. 20 pench hou uele xij?e |&amp;gt;ou
hest misserued

oure Ihord Jesu crist. 1390 (iowKR Conf. III. 224 Of that

the king his god rmsserveth, The poeple takth that he
descerveth Hier in this world. 1475 J aston Lett. III. 130
If it be so that ye be mysse servyd ther. c 1500 Gfstt 1

Rohyn Hode cxc, I was mysserued of my dynere. 1584
Extracts Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 54 Quhilk [regrating
of victual] is.. the cans that the pure commounis of this

burght ar misservit. a 1626 BACON Charge Sess. I erge
(1662) 19 Whereby a man may have that he thinketh he

liath, and not be abused or misserved in that he buyes. 1727
ARBUTHNOT Coins, etc. xix. 200 Great Men who mis-served

their Country, were often fined very highly.

1 2. To deprive of the services of. Obs.

1456 SIK G. HAVE Laiu Arms (S.T.S.) 147 Sen he..

mycht..have had otheris at
^
will and wale, of quhilkis he

has gert the King be misservit.

1 3. intr. To miss fire. Obs.
1661 Justiciary Rec. (S.H.S.) 10 George presented a Pistoll

to them which misserved. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2045/1 He
presented his Pistol to the Country-man, but it mis-served.

tMis-se-rvice. Obs. [Mm- 1
4, 7.] A bad

service ;
disservice.

1587 Goi.niNG De ^fornay xxiv. 409 That seruice should
rather bee a misseruice than a Seruice, if it were not accord

ing to his will. aittoCoiitewp. Hist. Irel. 1641-52 (1880!
II. i. 119 By those reciprocall misunderstandings a gape
was open for the rmsservice of both kinge and kingdome.

Misserye, Missese, obs. ff. MISERY, MISEASE.

Mis-set (mis, se t), v. [Mis-l I. Cf. MDu.
wissetten, missitten^ OHG. ttnssisezzen.]
1. trans. To set in a wrong place, misplace.
r 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 1210 Many a worde I ouer

skipte In my tale for pure Fere Lest my wordys mys-sette
were, a 1626 BACON Chttrge Ssss. I ergt 11662) 7 If. .that

Boundary of Suits be taken away or mis-set, where shall be
the end?

2. To put out of humour, upset \ Sc.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. \\. xxii, In recompence for his
missettand saw, He sail }our hest In euerie part proclame.
1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 12 In tyme be war fra ainis

the work mis.se t hir. 1790 J. FISHER foems 143 (E. D. Dj,
I ..did s she bade, wha durst mis-set her? 1816 SCOTT Bl.
D i ar_f\\\, I did not say frighted, now I only said mis-set
wi the thing. 1818 Hrt. Midi, xviii, Our minnie s sair

mis-set.

Misset, Misseuse, Missey: see MESSET,
MISUSE, MIS.SAY ^., MISSY.

Miss-fi*re. [f. phr. to missfire : see Miss 7 .
1

5 a. Cf. MISFIRK
.(/;.]

A failure to discharge or

explode.
1811 Sfarthtfr Mag. XXXVIII. 290 It was clone without

a miss or a miss fire. iSSz Times 15 Jan. 5/6 The five-

530

barrelled Gardner fired 339, with one miss-fire in the minute,
worked single handed.

tMissha*mefnl,&amp;lt;z. Obs. [Mis- S.] Shameful.

Perhaps the word originally written by Capgrave was
intended as a form of mischieffttl,
c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 649 J&amp;gt;ou myssha[m]ful

[v. rr. myschamful, shameful, vnshamfulle] doggeful of boost.

Mis-shape (misp p), sb. Now rare. [Mis-
1
4.]

A bad or deformed shape or figure ; deformity.
Also concr. a mis-shapen body or person.

&amp;lt;ri46s Eng. Chron, (Camden 1856) 7 The whiche Edmund
haddeacrokidbakandwasamysshape. i54aL DALLrrtsw/.

,4/tfM. 223 Silenus.. whom for his monstreous myshape,..

Jupiter, Apollo [etc.],, .used for their foole. 1610 HOLLAND
Camdetfs Brit. \. 530 i he iliuels of Crowland with their

long tailed buttocks, and ugly mishapes. 1654 WHITE-
LOCK F. Mem. (1732) 596/1 Hardly to be called Men or

Women, by reason of their mishapes. 1875 (5. MACUONALP
Malcolm I. xxii. 281 Disorder and misshape must appear to

it the 1,1 \v of the universe.

Mis-Shape mi&amp;gt;|&amp;lt;

7

-|&amp;gt;\

v. [Mis-l I.] trans.

To shape ill; to give a bad form to; to deform.

///. and fig.

1450-1530 Myrr. mr Lathe gS Oure..soulle. .ys made to

hys lykene^e but yt was defoyled and darkyd and mys-
shape by .synne. 1530 PALSGR. 637/2, I myshappe, or bring
out of fncyon. 1583 GOUHN ; Cairin on Dent, cix. 669 Such
a-; mUhape things iiy their inchauntments. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. n. v. 27 Whom . . she does transforme. .And horribly

misshapes with uyly sightes. 1673 HOWK Self Dedication

292 They do strangely mis-shape religion who frame to

themselves a religion made up of. . doubts and fears. 1703

J. SAVAGE Lett. Anticnts viii. 49 Mishape me, if you
please, into any Monstrous Form. 1798 CoLERIDGB Picture
Poems (1864! 157 A ihoii-.;md circlets spread And each mi-

shape tlie other. 1858 t HU.I-.XI R Gunnery $-$ If the distance

the drops fall be not sufficiently g_reat,
and they reach the-

water in a semi-fluid state, the resistance of the water mis

shapes them.

Misshape, variant of MISHAP v.

Mis-shaped (misj^-pt), ///. a. [Mis-i 2.j
= next.

1509 HAWRS Past. Picas., xxxvii. (Percy Soc.) 192 His great

body.Which was mishaped ful right wonderly. IMjStiAKS.
1,/fen. f 7, in. ii. i?u .My mis-shap d J runke, that beares

this Head. 1601 WF.F.VER Mirr. Mart. 203 Bleare-eydt\

mi^hapt, vntoward, impious. 1709 POPE Ess, Crit. 171 Some
figure-; monstrous and mis-shap d appear, Consider d singly,
or beheld too near. 1876 J . HARDY Ethfllwrta (1890) 380
Did you ever see anything so ugly as that hand a mi-.-

shaped monster, isn t he?

Hence f Missha-pedness, deformity.
1610 HEM.EY .sV. A tiff. Citic ofGod goo A statuary . . can

mold or cast it [i.e. a statue] new.. without all the former

miss-shaped nesse.

! Mis-slxa, pemeiit. [Mis-
1
4.] Deformity.

1653 H. MORI: Antid. Ath. in. xi. Wk*. (1712) 122 What
is that outward mis-shapement of Pody, to the inward

deformity of their Souls?

t Mis-Sha pen, . Obs. rare. [?f. MIS
SHAPEN pa, pple. }

= MIS-SHAPK 7 .

&amp;lt; 1440 Alphabet of Tales 361, 1 am aferd bat I sail oght be

niy&amp;gt;sliaptiiii \i/.itnt, sho was shapen to be a biche whelpe].

1555 KI&amp;gt;E\ /)t&amp;gt;cat/t-$ To Rdr. (Arc.) 53 People mysshapened
with phantastical opinions. 1788 Trifitr No. xvi. 217,
I conceived that the purest favour of Providence might be
^o perverted and mishapened, that [etc.].

Mis-shapen (misJ/
7

p n},/&amp;gt;//.
a. Forms: 4-6

mys-, mischapen, (5 -on, -yn, 6 -shapin), 6-7
mishapen, 4- misshapen, (7- mis-shapen).
Also 4-5 myschape, mysshap(e. [f. Mis- 1 2 +

shapen, pa. pple. of SHAPK 7
.]

1. Having a had or ugly shape; ill-shaped ;

deformed ; monstrous.
c 1375 Cursor M, 8076 (Fairf.) Sagh men neuer of na cures

sa misshapen creatures, c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 5482 Mysshapon
bestes. Ibid. 7758 There met hym l?is Nlawhown, Jiat was
so mysshap. c 1440 rromp. Parr. 339/2 Myschape thynge
yn kynde, tnonstrnosns. 1530 PALSCR. 637/1 He is the
moste mysshapen slovyn that ever you sawe. 1581 PETTIE
tr. Gitazzos Civ, Conv. in. (1586) 123 b. It sildome falleth

out, that a good minde is lodged in a mishapen bodie. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 251 On me, that halts, and am ini-

shapen thus? 1687 DKVDKN Hind $ P. in. 1054 A mis

shapen ugly race ; The curse of God was seen on every
face. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 50 p 3 An huge mis-shapen
Rock that grew upon the Top of the Hilj. 1833 HT. RIAR-
TINEAU Charmed Sea iv. 48 Jagged, misshapen pieces of

silver. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Character, The mis

shapen hairy Scandinavian troll.

2. transf. and fig. Itadly formed, shaped, or

framed ; distorted
; f morally monstrous or ugly.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1355 In notyng of nwe metes & of

nice gettes, Al was be mynde of bat man, on misschapen
binges. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1570) 8 If I should
write all the euils manifolde,That proceedeth of this coun
terfaite abusion, And misshapen fashions I neuer should
haue done. 1579 G. HARVFV Letter-l-k, (Camden) 59 A mis.

shapln Ulfavorid freshe copy of my precious poems. 1603
FLORIO Montaigne i. xxiv, Crooked and mis-shapen minds.

171631 DONNE Poems (1650) 93 Mishapen Cavils, palpable
untroths. 1635 G. HERBERT Temple^ C/t. Militant^ 46 Such

power hath mightie Baptisme to produce For things mis

shapen, things of highest use. 1670 in i2//r Rep. Hist.

MSS. Coiitw.App. v. i^Theirordnary deslgnes [in tapestry]
for the most part being deformed and mishapen. 1809
W. IRVING Hist. Netv York iv. iii. (iSso1 238 Some dozen . .

mis-shapen, nine-cornered Dutch oaths and epithets that

crowded all at once into his gullet.

f3. Without form (Gen. i. 2). Obs.

1639 HORN & Ron. Gate Lang. Unl. \\. 20 A kind of

darke and mis-shapen thicke fogge.

4. ( In Shakespeare, perhaps, it once signifies
ill directed ; as, to shape fit course (J.).

MISSILE.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jill. m. iii. 131 Thy wit, that Orna

ment, to shape and Loue, Mishapen in the conduct of them
both.

Hence Mis-sha penly adv., Mis-sha peniiess

(fmiahapnesse), deformity.
1587 HOLDING De Mernny ix. (1592) 123 Euen mishap-

nesse it self is a kind of shape. 1611 COTGR., Monsti-ii-

fiisoiicnt, monstrously; mishapenly. i6ai Bp. MOUXTAGU
Diatribx 94 To let you see the misshapennesse of your
Argument. 1883 B. HARTE Cat-quints tt oods i. 3 At times

this life seemed to take visible form, but as vaguely, as mn-

shapenly as the phantom of a nightmare. 1903 G. MATHE-
SON Rcfr. Men of Rible Ser. II. 271 It was as if a deformed
creature, .for the first time beheld his misshapenness.

Misshood (mi-shud). [f.
Miss sb? + -HOOD.]

The condition of a young unmarried woman.
1861 THACKF.RAY Philip xvii, When she used to read the

Wild Irish Girl or the Scottish Chiefs in the days of her

misshood. 1886 Blottm, Mag. CXXXIX. 403 Pretty

(laughters. . emerging from bread-and-butter-misshood.

Missible (mi-sib l), a. rare. [f.
L. miss-, ]&amp;gt;pl.

stem of mittfre to send + -IDLE. (Mitsitilia occurs

for missilia in Sidonius.) Cf. OF. (letlres) tms-

sibles.
] Capable of being sent.

1789 G. KEATE Pelnu 111. 315 Their spears, .not being in

general missible beyond fifty or sixty feet. 1809 LAMB Let.

to Coleridge 30 Oct., This Custom-and-Duty Age would
have made the Preacher on the Mount take out a licence

and St. Paul s Epistles would not have been missible with

out a stamp.

t Missi fic, -fical, adjs. Obs. Also 7 erron.

-aflque. [f.
eccl. L. missific-us : see -ic, -ICAL.]

Celebrating Mass.

1604 Aasw. Stiff/if. .Ifassf-frifsts viii. These Missificall

Misseres. 1607 R. C[AK\V] tr. Kstienne s tt tn-UofWoH-
iffrs 343 Without interrupting his missificall deuotion. 1614
DARCIF. Birth of Heresies xxii. 105 Abolishing your Pom.

pilian and Missafique Idolatries.

t Missi ficate, Obs. [f. ppl. stem of eccl.

I., missificare, f. missa MASS $b.\ : see -FICATE.]
intr. To perform Mass. So 1 Missifloa-tion.

1641 MILTON Cli. Curt. v. Wks. 1851 III. 115 What can

be gather d hence but that the Prelat would still sacrifice?

. .he would missificate. 1641 R. BAILLIE Parallel Liturgy
T&amp;lt;-. Mass Rk. 2 None but Schismaticks will denie their har

monic with the ancients in this Missification. 1694 MOT-
TF.rx Raheiais iv. Ixvii. (1737) 277 Fourteen missiticating

Arch-lubbers.

Missikin (mi-sikin). jocular. Also missakin

(?,, missykin. [f.
MISSY +-KIN.] A little miss

or young lady.
1815 y.eliica III. v. 149 Zeluca flew to tlie bell, with an

exclamation, that but for her she should have forgot the

Missakin in toto. 1839 fail s Mag. VI. 35 Little mannikin
lords and missykin ladies. 1863 HOLME LEE/J. Wtirleigh
III. 271 It will be your turn some day, missikin ... No, it

will never be my turn, for 1 purpose to lead a single life .

Missil, perverted form of MESI.E Obs.

1610 Gl lt.MM Heraldry 5. ii. 241 Those Armes . . doe
admit .. intermixture, of one colour with another, for which
cause they are of Leigh termed Mi^ils. 1656 BI.OI NT

f ,7...t.( ITT.

Missile (mi-sail, mi-sil), a. and sb. Also 7 -il 1.

-al. [ad. L. missilis (neut. sing, missile ns sb.,

missile weapon), f. miss-, ppl. stem of mitllre to

send : see -1LE. In OKr., Godefroy cites missiles

i/arif:, and Cotgr. lias feti missile, a squib, or

other lire-worke throwne .]

A. at//. Capable of being thrown; adapted to

be discharged from the hand or from a machine

or engine : chiefly in missile weapon.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xvi. (1623) 840 Women and

children assaill the English from their windowes with all

sorts of missill things. 16*7 MAV Litcatt\\\.
50^

The Greeks
missill weapons, a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II.

313 The Pagans all the Traitors drave before, To shield

them from the Anglians missile store. 1715 POPE Odyss. IX.

183 We bend the bow, or wing the missile dart. 1817
KEATINGE 7 rar. II. 2 Every missile article being imme

diately laid hands on by them and showered on us. 1871
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Kss. Introd. 13, The horseman ..

used his spears,. .as missile weapons.
b. Applied to weapons that discharge nrrows,

bullets, or the like. rare.

1819 SCOTT /ran/we xxx, Their long-bows, slings, and
other missile weapons. i8js MACAUI.AY Hist. Kng. xiii.

III. 371 To alter his missile weapon [sc. a gun] into a

weapon with which he could encounter an enemy hand to

hand.

c. trans/, and Jig.

1756 BURKE SiiH. fr B. Wks. 1808 I. 224 The porcupine
with his missile quills. 1791 COWPER Iliad xi. 325 With
missile force of massy stones. 1813 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)

IV. 227 Since the invention of gunpowder has armed the

weak as well as the strong with missile death. 1864 SWIM-

iiruxF. A/alanta. 60 But Meleager smote, and with no mis

sile wound, the monstrous boar.

d. Zoo!. Applied to the filaments which Actinia

bellis sends out on provocation.
1855 GossE Jlfar. 7,ool. i. 29 Actinia .. destitute .. of

missile filaments. 1856 TUCIVKI.L Matt. Sea-Anrmonts 90.

B. sb.

1. A missile object or weapon, as a stone dis

charged from a sling, an arrow, a bullet.

1656 BIOUNT Glossogr., Missil (missile), a dart, stone,

arrow, or other thing thrown or shot. 1828-41 TYTLER Hist.

Scot. (1864) I. 79 The missiles which they (sc. engines of

war] threw consisted of leaden balls. 18*9 SCOTT Demonol.

x. 377 Surprisingly quick at throwing stnnes, turf and other

missiles. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 45 .Some were



MISSINESS.

whelm d with missiles of the wall. 1897 FKAZER Pausanias
I. 534 Despite the cross-fire of missiles and the bitter cold.

fig- l^33 I- TAYLOR I antit. ii. 28 The word [fanaticism]
is the favourite missile of that opprobrious contempt [etc.].

1866 G. MACDONALD AUK. Q. XeigU. i.\. (1878) 167 All my
missiles of argument were lost.

2. //. L. mistilia, res missiles, largesse (con

sisting of sweets, perfumes, etc.) thrown by the
Roman emperors to the people.
1606 HOLLAND Slieton. 183 Scattered also abroad there

were for the people Missils, during the whole time of those
Plaies. 1647 A. Ross Myslnf. Pott. vi. (1675) 126 The
Romans were very lavish in their missals or larges at this

solemnity.

Missilry, variant of MESELUY.
Missiness (mi-sines), [f. MISSY a. + -KESS.]
^ MlSSISHNJiSS.

1857 J. MILLER Atci)!wt(i$cfi) 97 The designation of water-
drinker can carry no imputation of missiness or mediocrity.

Missing .mi-sir)), vbl. sli.
[f. Miss v. 1 + -IXG 1.]

f 1. Absence, privation, lack. 06s.
tt 1300 Cursor 1M. 14228 We sal find missing witerli Of vr

god freind o bethani. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xi. 201 God
wol nat lete hym sterue In myschef for lacke of mete ne for

myssynge of clolws. 11440 York Myst. i. 48 Of myrthe
neuermore to haue myssyng. f 1530 LD. BLKN-LKS Arth.
Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 499 Theyr hoost is .. in great trouble for
the myssynge of theyr emperouie. 1611 STEKD Hist Gt.
lirit. IX. iv. 48 Vpon which his suddaine flight and missing,
the Empresse Maud . . was suspected to be guiltie of his
death. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 275 My Lord, ..Vpon my
Ladies missing, came to me With his Sword drawne. 1634
Bp. HALL Contempt. N. 7 ., Resurrection 282 Shee freely
confesseth the cause of her griefe to be the missing of her
Saviour.

2. Failure to hit, obtain, attain to, or take

advantage of.

&amp;lt;ii547 SURREY sEueiJ n. (1557)02 Whether by fate, or

missinjf of the way. 1603 FLORID Montaigne i. liv, With,
out ever missing he would every time make it goe through
a needles-eye, a. 1628 PKESTON A tru Covt. (1629) 586 The
missing of time biingeth misery. 1660 PEPYS Diary 28 Mar.,
This day we had news of the election at Huntingdon for
Bernard and Pedley at which my Lord was much troubled
for his friends missing of it. 1711 ADDISO.N Sped. No. 15
7 7 The missing of an Opera the first Night. 1748 Alison s

Voy. til. i. 301 Ihe currents were driving us to the north
ward. .and we thereby risqued the missing of the Ladrones.
1749 FIELDING Tain Jones xui. ii, These kind of hair-breadth
niissings of happiness. 18580. W. HOLMES Ant. Breal.-f.-t,
ix, That trick of throwing a stone at a tree and attaching
some mighty issue to hitting or missing.

t b. Missing-wood (Bowls) : see quot. Obs.

1753 CHAMBERS CycL Sitpp. s. v. Bffivling, Bowl-room, or

missing-wood, is when a bowl has free passage, without
striking on any other.

t 3. Fault, error. Obs.

_
a 1568 ASCHAM Sclioltm. ii. (Arb.) 88 Shew his faultes

iently,. .of such missings, ientlie admonished of, proceedcth
glad and_ good heed taking. 1664 PEPYS Diary 10 Aug.,
To see him.. read it all over, without any missing, when..
I could not. .read one. -letter of it.

Mi-ssing, ///. a. [f. Miss z&amp;gt;.i + -ING 2.]
1. Not present ;

not found ; absent ; gone.
a 1530 HEYWOOD Play of Love (Brandl) 24 Whiche one

ones founde I fynde of all the rest Not one myssyng. (,1566
Merie Tales ofSkelton in Wks (i 843) I. p. Ixviii, Skelton was
verye angiie that his cup was mysynge. 1607 SHAKS. Temp.
v. i. 255 There are yet missing of your Companie Some few
odde Lads. 1611 BIBLE i Kings xx. 39 Keep this man : if

by any mealies he be missing, then shall thy life be for his
life. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 15 Moses was in the Mount,
and missing long. 1716 SWIFT Phyllis 26 Wks. 1751 VII.
168 Next Morn betimes the Bride was missing. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike i. 8 Missing from home,
a 1845 HOOD Waterloo Ballad 40 Before I m set in the
Gazette As wounded, dead, and missing. 1848 ARNOLJLD
Marine Insur. (1866) I. n. ii. 524 The ship is what is called
a missing ship, i. e. has been so long on the voyage that the
owner has reason to suspect that she has met with some
casualty. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxvii. 212 In a moment the
missing man was drawn from between its jaws [sc. of the
fissure]. 1900 Daily News 26 May 4/2 War Office State-
ment. ..The term missing means that a soldier s fate has
not been definitely ascertained.

2. That fails to hit.

(11586 SIDNEY Astr. tf Stella xxiii, The curious wits, ..
With idle paines, and missing ayme, do guesse. 1603
FLORIO Montaigne i. xxxix, A never-missing runner at
the Ring.
3. Of a crop : That has failed. ? Obs.
1777 A. Hunter s Geoffical Ess. 408 Finding some beds

I had sown very early with onions to be a missing crop.
4. Special collocations : missing link, (a) some

thing lacking to complete a series; (b) Zool. a
hypothetical type assumed to have existed between
two related types; esp. a hypothetical animal
assumed to be a connecting link between man and
the anthropoid apes ; also applied trivially to an
animal (or person) supposed to resemble the

latter; missing word, a term which arose in

1892 in connexion with competitions instituted

by certain periodicals, the object being for the

competitors to guess the appropriate word to fill

a gap left in a given sentence.
1851 LYELL Elem. Geol. xvii. 220 A break in the chain im

plying no doubt many *missing links in the series of geo
logical monuments which we may some day be able to
supply. 1875JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 154 The metaphy
sical imagination was incapable of supplying the missing
link between words and things. 1879 Gtntl. Ma?. CCXLV.
298 The early critics of the hypotheses of evolution were not

531

slow to fix upon mining links and tlieir nature. 1883
T. TYLEK in Time VIII, 476 The exhibition at the West
minster Aquarium of .. The Missing; Link

, or, according
to another description, The Human Monkey . 1892 Times
14 Dec. 9/4 The decision of Sir John Bridge, to the effect

that the &quot;missing word competitions . . are contrary to the
law by which lotteries are forbidden. Ibid. 17 Dec. 7/6
Missing Word Lotteries 1892 .Spectator 17 Dec. 882/1
The fortunate guessers of the missing word . 1898 GissiNG
Town Traveller xxv, The missing word this week, discovered

by an East-end licensed victualler, w-&amp;gt; pUk-mc-np.
Hence t Mrssingly aafv.

t
with a sense of loss.

1611 SHAKS. IVint. T. iv. ii. 35, I haue (rnissingly) noted,
he is of late much retyred from Court.

Mission (mi-Jan), sb. [ad. L. mission-em * n.

of action f&quot;. mittcre (miss-} to send. Cf. F. mission^
in OF.= expenses (Cotgr.),from idth c. in sense 3,
from i;th c. in sense 4; Sp. mision, formerly
mission (

= * dismissal
*

in Orozcu 1 6 1 1 s.v. Alissa) ;

It. missionc.~\

1 1. The action or an act of sending. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ (V. in. iii. 189 Whose glorious deedes

.. Made emulous missions mongst the gods ihemselues, And
draue great Mars to faction. 1611 FLOKIO, J//ii/fw, a

mission, a sending. 1647 .l//i\t/rr ofConsolation Pref. A i?,

J his Mission of my thoughts into my country. i6s8OsiiORN
Adi-. Son Wks. (1673) 1&amp;gt;Z 5 ^T r can ln ^ Mission to the
Tower be looked upon for less than the best Fortune so

high a Malefactor could be capable of. 1662 PLITY 7 &amp;lt;rtvi

13 The numerous missions of Cattle and Sheep out of Ire

land. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India -V / . S? The K.vtent of
the Presidency is larger in its Missions than Residency.
fb. Among the Jesuits, the sending of members

of the order to seminaries abroad or on missionary
work

; also, a body of men thus sent, or the errand
on which they are sent. Obs.

1598 in Foley Rec. Eng. Prov. Sec. Jesus (1878) III. 723
Ye continuallie confluence of the rares and bestes [sic] wities
of our nation to the Seminaircs, and ther const ance in follow

ing their missions. Ibid. 724 Thes evident tcstimones of
missions and remissions, .sent continuallie to Fr. P. by e\-

piesse messingers. 1606 ibid. 268 Bemge sent in mission
to the Colledge of Siville. 1644 Ibid. 66.

2. A sending or being sent to perform some
function or service; TheoL the sending of the
Second or Third Person of the Trinity by the First,
or of the Third Person by the Second, for the pro
duction of a temporal effect.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Joel ii. comm., The mission of the
Holie Ghost performed on Whitsunday. 1676 HALE COH-
templ. i. 310 The miraculous Mission of his Holy Spirit
visibly and audibly. 1745 tr. Coetlogons Unrc. Hist. Arts
V Sci. II. 1 180 The Mission whereby Christ came into the
World in the human Flesh. 1752 j. (iiLi. Trinity vii. 138
The greatness of God s love in the gift and mission of his
Son. 1846 J. C. HAKK(/I //?} The Mission of the Comforter.

1897 Catholic Diet, (ed. 5) 904/1 It cannot, .be said that all

three Persons are sent, because mission consists in the pro
cession of one Person from another.

3. ff/ The action of sending men forth with

authority to preach the faith and administer the

sacraments; also, the authority given by God or
the Church to preach.
1641 J, JACKSON True Evang. T. m. 186 Christ.. In the

Mission first of his Twelve, and after of his Seventy. 1656
~BiQVittGl0iSCr. t Afisst0n(&ay*a Roman CatholickAuthor)
is a giving of Orders, JuiLsdiction and power to preach
that Doctrine, which is taught by the Catholick Church,
and to administer the Sacraments. 1672-5 COMBER Coinp,
Temple (1702) 291 These words, Receive the Holy Ghost.,
are properly used by us on the ordinary Mission of Pastors.

-11699 STILLINUFL. 50 Serin. (1707) xlviii. 729 That Christ
and his Apostles did work.. Miracles, .and this for a Con
firmation of their Divine Mission. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl,
s.v., Jesus Christ gave his disciples their mission in these
words, Co, and teack all tuitions, &c. The Romanists re

proach the Protestants, that their ministers have no mission.
1884 Catholic^Dict. 584/2 Mission is inseparably connected
with jurisdiction. 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 28
To obtain consecration and mission from Pope Caelestine I.

4. A body of persons sent to a foreign country,
esp. for the purpose of conducting negotiations,
establishing political or commercial relations,

watching over certain interests, etc.
1626 BACON New Atl. (1627) 19 That in either of these

Shipps, ther should be a Mission of three of the Fellowes,
or Brethren of Salomon s House; whose Errand was onely
to giue vs Knowledge of the Affaires, .of those Countries, to
which they were designed. 1662 PETTY Taxes 27 The
envy which precedent missions of English [in Ireland] have
against the subsequent. 1791 WASHINGTON in Amcr. State
Papers (1833) I. 127 An additional motive for this con
fidential mission arose in the same quarter. 1813 Edin.
Rev. XXI. 155 The French mission was still suffered to
remain in Stockholm, until the Moniteur mentioned the
behaviour of Gustavus disrespectfully. 1816 J. PICKERING

,
Mission. .. It was first employed as a diplomaticu_i: i... __ . .

r - - -t

of Ceremony or Etiquette, the object of which is, notifica
tions or compliments of congratulation or condolence. .; (3)
Fixed Missions, in which the Diplomatic Agent, .is charged
with watching over the various objects above mentioned.

D. U.S. A permanent diplomatic establishment,

embassy, or legation.
1805 Atner. State Papers (1832) II. 669 As nothing was

said in rny communication respecting the ordinary mission,
it remains of course in force. 1890 Century Diet. s. v., The
members of the British mission at Washington.
5. a* A body of persons sent out by a religious

community into foreign lands for the conversion of

MISSION.

the heathen. Also (esp. //.) the organized effort

involved in the preparation and equipment of such
bodies; called distinctively^m missions (sf. b&quot;).

1622 BACON Holy War Misc. Wks. (1629) 96 The Church
..maketh her Missions, into the Extreme Parts, of the
Nations, and Isles. 1648 GAGI-; M est Ind. ; Minion*, .of

Voluntiers, Fryers mendicants, Prices or Monkes, or else
of forced Jesuttes. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lc Wane s Trow. 42
S. Francis Xavenus. .was called the Apostle of the Indies,
his order continues their minion thither slil. 1660 DRVDICN
Astrzea Redux 19} Like zealous Missions, they did care

pretend Of souls in show, but made the guld their end.

1768 MACI.MM; tr. .Weshciiifs / .&amp;lt;.,!. Hist. Cent. xvii. i. 18
The African missions were allotted to this austere Order by
the court of Rome. 1830 Enc)d. Ihit. (ed. 7) II. 6jj/_-
A mission COMMAS in general t-f one or two friars or priests,
who settle among the i-avugcs [etc.]. 1864 Chauib. l-

.n&amp;lt;ycl.

VI. 488/2 The mission in the south of India &quot;-non received
the support of the English Society for Promoting Chri^ti.ui

Knowledge. 1888 Encycl. l-rit. XVI. 51- - In 1882 tU-
amount raised by British contributions alune to fom:;u
missions amounted to upwauls of^ i)9oo,ooo.

b. \\ith qualifying \\ord: An organization iur

the evangelization, spiritual instruction, or moial
betterment of various classes of people ; e. home,

city ) polite-court mission, (Cf, MISMOXAKV Ii. i.)

1839 1 ,-nny Oi/. XV. 27i/j Within the last four yt-.u-,

City Minion* b,ive been funned in London and several of
the large touns 1851 M \YHK\V Lund. Labour I. 318 That
the object of the London City Mission i.i must noble . .

admits of no depute. 1861 K. L. CLTIS \titlc) Home
Missions and Churdi Lvtension.

C. Congi ti^ition of Ihe J wcsts of the Mission :

a congregation founded by St. Vincent de Paul
in i62.j, mainly for the evangelization of the poor ;

also known as LazariLcs.

1656 KLOUNT Glosso^r. s.v. ML^ionan c^,. . A Ko, a particu
lar institute in France, called the Fathers of ihe Mission;
who ^o by pairs,.. preach and c:ttechi?e, and purfurm other

p.i&amp;gt;tuial
* )lTu e--. 1727-52 CHAMUI-.KS OY/., Mission is als &amp;gt; the

name of ;i LA ir.;] &amp;lt;_ Cation of pi ie-.t-&amp;gt; and laymen, instiiuic-j i.y
Vincent I.*e Paul,and confirmed in 1626 by p-jpc l&quot;i !&amp;gt;aii \ 1 1 1 .

under the title of Priests &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f the Lon^reyati-ni of t lie nusiioii.

1845 /-.&quot;//o-t/. Mctrop. XIII. 488/1 The Priests of the Mis
sion, .acted as home-missionaries.

6. A permanent establishment of missionaiies in

a country ;
a particular field of missionary activity ;

a missionary post or station.

i?6gC/it\e. in Ann. A tj,-. iS^ An officer that has lived se\en

years in the missions of Paiayuay. 1825 SOL i FIKV Tale Para*
gtiay MI. xiv, They. .To the nearest missi-m sped and ask d
the Jesuit s aid. 1836 MACGII.LIVRAY tr. Humboldt s Trai&amp;gt;.

vni. 100 Nocturnal biids the fat of whuji i^ employed in the

Missions for dressing food. 1843 M.\]-:i-v\r JA l- icl&amp;gt;:t MX,
The mission of Conception . . is a vei

j
building.

1880 C. R. MARK HAM / ( :-. }-a&amp;gt; k f
j Dr. Wcddell descended

the river Tipuani to Guanay, a mission of Lecos Indians.

b. transf. An organization, usually including a

church with quasi-parochial institutions, esta

blished in a particular district for the spiritual
betterment or conversion of the people ; spa.
R.C. Ch, (see quot. 1884).
c 1800 C. IJUTLLK Acc. A. Butler in Lk cs ofSaints (18471

I. 8 The vicar-apostolic of the middle distrLt . . appointed
him to a mission in Staffordshire. 1845 Cai iolic Direct. 27

Hackney. .. This interesting Mission was established in

July, 1843. 1884 Catholic Diet. 585/2 In countries where
the majority of the population is non-Catholic, .the priests

having charge of souls are not inducted into parishes, but
stationed on missions. 1903 C. E. OSBORNE b ather Dolling v.

It was resolved that Magdalen College should adopt S.

Martin s Maidman Street, as its mission.

7. A special series or course of religious services,

sermons, instructions, etc. organized in connexion
with a particular church or parish for the purpose
of stimulating the piety of believers and converting
the unbelieving.
1772 NUGKNT Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 287 nott, In the lime

of Lent many preachers go about from town to town, in

veighing vehemently against sin, and strenuously exhorting
to repentance, which is called going upon a Mission. 1826
H. D. BEST Four Yrs. France xiv. 301 In the second year
of my sojourn, a mission was preached at Avignon. 1863

[see MISSIONER]. 1906 Ch. Times 26 Oct. 513 The first

service of the Kuridecanal Hampstead Mission.

8. The commission, business, or function with

which a messenger, envoy, or agent is charged ;

now esp. the errand on which a political mission

is sent.

1671 MILTON /-*. K. 11.114 How-to accomplish best His
end of being on Earth, and mission high. 1704 NELSON
Fest. ^r Fasts xi.(i705) 135 None of the rest of the Apostles
stand in competition with St. Paul for this Mission \sc. of

converting Britain]. 1820 SCOTT Abbot ii, No 1

,
answered

the old woman, sternly ; to part is enough. I go forth on

my own mission \ 1836 THIRLWALL Greece III. 365 Phaeax

possessed talents well suited for negotiation,, .but. .he met
with such opposition as to deter him from proceeding further

on the business of his mission. 1859 TENNYSON Entd^ 1376
Another hurrying past, a man-at-arms, Rode on a mission

to the bandit Earl. 1863 Ln. RUSSELL in R. P\ Burton
tilission to Gelele (1864) p. x, You were informed.. that you
had been selected by Her Majesty s Government to proceed
on a Mission to the King of Dahomey, to confirm the

friendly sentiments expressed by Commodore Wilmot to the

King. 1873 HALE In His Name vi. 108 It seemed to him
. .that there was not one. .who seemed to take the least in

terest In his mission.

9. That which a person ii designed or destined

to do ;
a duty or function hnposed on or assumed

by a person ; (a person s) vocation or work in life.
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MISSION.

Also transf. attributed to things. Sometimes trivial

or contemptuous.
rtiSos WUKDSW. Prelude \. Introd. 5 Whate er its mission,

the soft breeze can come To none more grateful than to

mission
1

(to borrow the cant phrase of our own day) to

conquer and to convert. 1848 LD. KKOUGHAM Of Revolu

tions Wks. 1857 VIII. 322 She [sc. France], .has a MISSION,

what we would term a vocation, to hasten and help the Dis

contented. 1865 LOWELL T/ioreait Prose Wks. (1890) I. 362

Everybody had a mission (with a capital M; to attend to

everybody-else s business. 1881 W. S. GILBERT Patience n,

1 am a man with a mission.

10. attrib. and Comb., as mission-agent, -boat,

-chapel^ -church, -college, -field, -hall, -house,

-journey, lecture-room, -preacher, -preaching,

-premises^ -room, -school, -seminary, -service, -ship,

-society, teacher, -tower, -vessel, -work.

1888 E. J. MATHKR Nor ard of Dogger 98 The work ac

complished by the *mission-agents. 1903 Month Aug. 150
Two small *mission boats were built. 1883 BfcSANT Chitdr.

Gikeon \\. x, He had.. a &quot;mission chapel to serve in some
slum or other. 1792 in Missionary Mag. (1797) II. 217 He
preaches twice every Lord s Day, in the Mission church,
in Calcutta. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 274/2 The Society for

the Propagation of the Gospel founded a mission college
at Calcutta in 1820. 1856 Mission FU td Jan. 5 The

* Mis
sion Field of the Society may be said to extend over an

area of 7,000,000 square miles. 1859 L. N. R. Missing Link
i. 10 Many churches . . maintain . . their own missionaries,
and have th^ir own Home Mission halls. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XV. 274

!2 Funds for the erection of churches and
&quot;mission-houses. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY Church t*j- Mm. in

I.arly Lent. iv. 163 The &quot;Mission journey of Paul and
Barnabas. 1851 R. NESBIT in Mem. xii. (1858) 305 After

receiving Hcem.e
,
he preached in the &quot;Mission Lecture

Room. 1898 Dublin R?v, Apr. 315 A very holy Franciscan
*
mission-preacher. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 6_34/2

In sub

stance, ^mission-preaching has been employed in every age
of the Church. 1848 THOMSON Hist. Sk. Secession Ch. 153
Mure recently *mission-piemiseb were erected. 1888 Q. Rev.

CLXVI. 57 The multiplication of mission-rooms in squalid
districts. 1879-80 WEBSTER Suppl.,

*
Mission-school, a school

for children who do not regularly attend a church, or who
are poor and neglected. (U.S.} 1839 Penny Cycl. XV.
273/2 So successfully has the work of education been con

ducted in the *mission seminary. 1839 Ibid. 272/1 A South-

Sea *mi--,sion-ship. 1856 Miss YONGE Daisy Chain n.xvii.

529 They.. hoped shortly to be called for by the mission-

ship to return. 1809 C. SIMEON in W. Carus Life (1847) 2 72

The religious dissipation of Mission Societies. 1897 MAKY
KINCSLEY /K Africa. 557 Two &quot;mission-teachers. 1868 ii.

HARTK Angclus Poems u886) 7 The dome-shaped Mission

towers. 1888 E. J. MATHER Nor*ardofDoggery The fleets

where &quot;mission-vessels are stationed. 1861 (title) A Few
Words to Bible &quot;Mission-women. 1888 H. C. LEA Hist.

Inyuis. II. 34 Their arduous and dangerous &quot;mission-work.

Mission (mi-Jan), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To send on a mission ;
to give (a

person) a mission to perform. Chiefly in passive.

1691 BF.VERLEY Disc. Dr. Crisp 19 Whom the Spirit of

God .. hath so Missiond, Commission d, and Enabled.
J737 Dream H, To native Heav n they re fled, and there

have Place, Till mission d to attend her Rising Race. 1783
Gentl. Mag. IV. i. 66 The English, .thinking that being
missioned to the States of Uarbary I might command some
attention from the Algerines. 1818 KEATS Endym. \. 701

A disguis d demon, missioned to knit My soul with under
darkness. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xi. ix. IV. 106 We
shall see him expressly missioned hither. 1887 Temple Kar

Sept. 32 Parties, each led by its own captain, and missioned

to its separate duty, began to go forth.

b. nonce-ttse. To send.

1824 HOOD Two Swans xxi, And through the shadows dun
He missions like replies.

2. To conduct a religious mission among (a

people) or in (a district).

1772 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gtnmd I. 287, I have heard the

Tlieatines say [so].. when they come to mission our souls

for us. 1894 tt fstm. Gaz. 25 Apr. 7/1 The young lady mis

sionaries who have been sent out to Algeria to mission the

natives. 1894 MexboroHgh $ Swinton Times 30 Nov. 5/2 The
brass band missioned the streets morning and afternoon.

3. intr. To conduct a mission.

1898 Athenaeum 5 Nov. 648/2 It was used by St. Augus
tine when he was missioning in those parts.

t Missionaire. Obs. rare
~

*. [a. F. mis-

sionnaire.~\ MISSIONARY. 1687 [see MISSIONER b].

Mrssioxiarize, f. Also -oryize. [f.
MIS

SIONARY + -IZE.J
= MISSIONIZE.

1829 T. ARNOLD in Stanley Life let. xi, No missionaryiz-

ing is half so beneficial, as to try to pour sound and healthy
blood into a young civilized society. 1830 Fra&ers Mag.
I. 717 The regulation of the Church the conversion of the

Jews tl;e missionarizing Kamscbatka and Galway.

Missionary (mrjan&ri). a. and sb. [ad. mod.
L. missiondri its (i7th c.)i f. mission- MISSION +
dri US -ABY. Cf. F. missionnaire sb. (G. Sagard
Hist, du Canada 1636, p. 1008).] A. adj.
1. Relating to or connected with religious mis

sions ;
sent on or engaged in a mission ; proper to

or characteristic of one sent on a mission ; occupied
in or characterized by mission-work.
In some collocations it is felt to be the sb. used attrib.

Missionary rector (R. C. Ch.) : see quot. 1884. Mis
sionary box : a box for the reception of contributions in

money towards the funds of a missionary society.

1644 in Foley Rec. Eng. Prov. Sac. Jesus (1878) III. 89
They seemed . . firmly united in the several Braces of priestly
anil apostolical missionary vocation. 1690 TEMPLE Mine,

532

ii. 20 These [records] are agreed, by the Missionary Jesuits,

to extend so far above Four Thousand Years. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe 11. (Globe) 523 The Missionary Priesti usually

\

went thither \sc. to Macao], in Order to their Ruing forward

to China. 1813-15 (title} Proceedings of the Church Mis

sionary Society for Africa and the East. 1832 DOWNES
Lett. I. 47 Near the gate is a large missionary cross. 1842
BORROW Bibie in Spain xlvi, One of those little accidents

which chequer missionary life in Spain. 1873 FROUDE in

Brit. Q. Rev. (1873) LV1I. 509 That section of the Pro

testants who alone possessed missionary power. 1875 MAX
MULLEK Ckif&amp;gt;&

IV. 265 The three missionary religions, Bud

dhism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity. 1884 Catholic

Diet. s.v. Rector* In England there is a certain number
of missions in each diocese, important either on account of

their having been long established or because of the size of

the congregation, the priests in charge of which are styled

Missionary-Rectors . 1886 Free Ch. Monthly Dec. 365/1
1C very class, .to have its missionary box. 1894 ILUNGWORTH

Personality 10 The missionary desire to commend their

creed, .will, .increase the need of theological definition.

trans/. 1865 GROTK Pinto I, vii. 390 The . . operations
announced, .by Socrates.. as his missionary life-purpose.

2. That is sent out or forth. Now Obs. or poet.

1691 NOKRIS Pract. Disc. 330 The Missionary Angels,
that have the. .Office of Guardians here upon Earth. 1699
POMI-KLT /,&amp;lt;re/c Triumphant Poems (1724) 28 Cupid..Who
Troops of missionary Lo\es commands. 1850 S. DOBELL
Ionian vi. Poet. Wks. 11875) 95 The night, .calling By mis

sionary winds and twilight birds.

B. sb.

1. A person who goes on a religious mission ; esp.

one sent to propagate the faith among the heathen.

Home missionary : a person (usually a layman) employed
by some religious organization to labour in the evangeliza
tion or .spiritual instruction of the poor. City missionary :

one so employed among&amp;gt;t the poor of a city; chiefly, an

agent of the London City Mission or of one of the similarly

named organizations in other towns; so town missionary.
Police-court missionary, a person employed to attend a

police-court and to work for the spiritual or moral benefit of

those brought before it, and to inquire into cases of distress

that are disclosed by the proceedings.

1656 BLOLM Glo^ogr^ Missionaries, persons sent; com
monly spoken of Priests sent to unbeleeving Countries to

convert the people to Christian Faith. 1691 tr. Eitiilianne s

J- rauJs Rout. Monks (ed. 3) 296 Should the Jesuits of Italy
..send thither their Missionaries. 1726

CAVALI.IER Mem.
I. 4 The King sent through all his Kingdom Missionaries

to instruct the Protestants.. in the Roman Religion. 1791
WKSI.KY IVks. (1872) Vll l. 316 Why are we not all devoted

to God; breathing the whole spirit of Missionaries? 1851
MAYIU.\V L&amp;lt;ind. Labour I. 70 A poor, .urchin, who was

spoken of by one of the City Missionaries a.s being a well-

disposed youth. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. i. 3. 23 The mis

sionaries of the new faith appeared fearlessly among the

Mercians. 1891 M. WILLIAMS Later Leaves 390 The great
assistance magistrates receive from the thirteen missionaries

attached to the different Courts. Ibid. 397 My Co^irt mis

sionary saw the two off by train.

b. trails/.

1671 MAKVELL Reh. Transp. \. 92 That Politick Engine
who.. was employed by some of Oxford as a Missionary
amongst the Nonconformists of the adjacent Counties. 1747
CHESIERK. Lett. (1792) I. cxix. 323, I would not, at twenty
years, be a preaching missionary of abstemiousness and

sobriety, c 1789 GIBBON Mew. Misc. Wks. 1814 I. 270 The
fanatic missionaries of sedition have scattered the seeds of

discontent in our cities. 1890 K. BUCHANAN Coming Terror

(iSyiJ 83 My father was one of Robert Owen s missionaries.

tc. A Priest of the Mission ,
a Lazarite. Obs.

1656 [see MISSION sb. 5 c].

2. An agent or emissary ; esp. one sent on a

political mission. Now rare or Obs.

1693 ApoL Clergy Scot. 101 The Agents of the party would

employ their little Missionaries to gather Stories from
all corners of the Country. 1777 IJURKE Let. to Sheriffs
of Bristol Wks. III. 200 That this ill-natured doctrine
should be preached by the missionaries of a Court I do not

wonder. 1821 JEFFERSON Autob. Wks. 1892 I. 148 The diplo
matic missl diaries of Europe at Paris. i8ai SCOTT Pirate iv,

Mr. Triptolemus Yellowley, who was the chosen missionary
of the Chamberlain of Orkney and Zetland.

\-
3. A missionary body or establishment. Obs.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 529 Christianity., was
once planted here by a Dutch Missionary of Protestants.

1761 Ckron, in Ann. Reg. 172 There were then. .612 Jesuits

colleges, 340 residuaries, 59 noviciates, 200 missionaries, and

24 professors houses of that society.

Mi ssiouarysliip. [-SHIP.] The position
or status of a missionary.
1840 Freiser s Mag. XXII. 363 To back Wightwick in his

propagandist missionaryship for the conversion of the public
to architectural study. 1898 G. A. SMITH //. Drummond
vi. (1899) 135 Drummond resigned the missionaryship.
Missionate (mi Jsn^t), v. U.S. [f. MISSION +

-ATE.] intr. = MIHSIONIZE v. a.

1816 J. PICKERING Vocab.) To Missionate^ to perform
the services of a missionary. A low ecclesiastical word
(says a learned clerical correspondent) used in conversation
in America. 1847-54 WEBSTER, Jftu&Mdr, to act as a mis

sionary. {Not well authorized.)

Missioned (mi-Jand), ///. a. Chiefly/^/. [f.

MISSION sb. or v. + -ED.]
1. Having a mission

;
sent on a mission or errand.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc in. 101 The mission d maid
reply d, Go thou Dunois, Announce my mission to the

royal ear . i8o4GRAHAME.S &amp;lt;7MaM43i The missionM men,
who have renounced Their homes, their country. .Bearing
glad tidings to the farthest isles. 1819 KEATS Eve of St.

Agnes xxii, When Madeline, St. Agnes charmed maid,
Rose, like a missioned spirit, unaware. 1822 Blackw. Mag.
XII, 38 The missioned Angel of Destruction.

2, That belongs to a person s mission to perform.
1798 in Spirit Publ, Jrnls, (1799) II. 77 Ere his mission d

toil is done.

MISSISSIPPI.

t Missionee r, sb. Obs. [f. Mission s6. +

-EEK.] One who gives a commission.
a 1660 CoHteiii/i.

Hiit. Irel. 1641-52 (1880) III. 11. 140 That
. .such commissioners, .had free libertie to. .treate. -accord-

inge instructions of theire missioneeres.

t Missionee r, v. Obs. [f. Mission sb. +
-EER. Cf. electioneer vb.] intr. To conduct a mis

sion. Also Missiouee ring vbl. sb. (also attrib.}.

1715 M. \)\\\EsAttu n. Brit. I. 276 A Se&amp;lt; ular Priest, -now

Missiuneering in Yorkshire. 1716 Ibiii. 111. Diss. Drama
12 That insolent Popish Missioneering Calumny. Ibid. 26

Their common Fool s Krrand of Missioneering.

Missiouer (mi Janai). [f. MISSION + -El.]
One sent on a mission, a missionary ; esp. (in early

use) a Jesuit missionary. In mod. use chiefly, one

who conducts or is in charge of a parochial mission

(in some dioceses, a permanent clerical officer).

1654W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. II. v. 3. 94 The missioners

of France, .seek to establish this practice in all places where

they teach, that persons of all conditions, make some short

address to God, at the striking of every clock. ? 1687 DKVDtN
/_f/. to Sir G. Ethertge 13 Like mighty missioneryou come
Ad Paries lH/iiieliut&amp;gt;i. ytttf.DxtmAtfalt. Brit. II. 120

Other four were sent as itinerant Preachers and Missioners

into all the Counties of England. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng.

north. 1861 FUKNISS Confession xv. 16 One night during
the Mission he went into the church. He stood near the

platform where the missioner was preaching. 1894 BARING-

(iouLD Deserts S, France II. 76 St. Fronto, . .probably a

missionerof the third century- 1896 IQ/// Cent. Aug. 213 Our

[the Jesuits ] position as theologians, missioners, preachers.

fD. Jig. [cf. MISSIONARY Ji. i b, 2.) Obs.

1687 DRYDEN Hind f, P. II. 565 Poems d743&amp;gt;
I. 285 Those

are the Manufactures we export ; And these the Missioners

(ii/ ed. Missionaires] our zeal has made, 1751 ELIZA HEV-
WOOD Betsy Thoughtless 1 1. 215 As every little circumstance

. . seems a missioner from fate. 1793 BURKE On folicy oj
Allies Wks. VII. 146 You will have a missionei of peace
and order in every parish.

Missioiiize (mi Jansiz;, v.
[f.

MISSION sb. +

-izt.J a. intr. To conduct or promote a mission ;

to do missionary work. b. trans. To do mis

sionary work amongst (people).
1826 ISlackw. Hag. XIX. 464 Why do they not buy all the

land in a single island, and missionize and philanthropize at

their own expense. 1879 MRS. HUTCHINSON / Tents in

Transvaal xiv. 125 One must hope.
.that the Kafits..will

cheerfully suffer themselves to be missionized, shot, and

bayonetted into tail-coats. 1888 Ms. J. K. SFESDKK Kept
Secret III. ii. 29 You have been spending the long years in

missionizing cannibals.

Hence Mi ssioniziug vbl. sb. and ///. a. ;
Mi s-

sionizer, one who does missionary work.

1864 [see DISSENTERISM). 1888 Voice (N. Y.) o Feb. 4

Missionizing agencies. 1893 iqtli Cent. July 167 The mis-

sionising.. function of the Church. 1901 Putt. Circular

-5 May 583/2 Social missionizers.

Alissis, missus (mi sis, -iz, mi sz s). dial,

and vulgar. [Corruption of MlSTKESS. The oral

equivalent of the abbreviation MKS. (q.v.), which

is always written exc. in the vulgar uses explained

below.]
1. Wife. (The missis is used by a man in speak-

inp of his own or of another man s wife.)

1839 CLAHK J. Noakts Ixviii (E.D.S.), Missus ! I thinks

as how, taa-day, Yow ve put the meller s eye out ! 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair xxv, So he altered these words,

bowing to the superior knowledge of his little Missis. 1860

C .iiO. ELIOT Mill ox Fl. i. viii, And what with the Missis

being laid up so, things have gone awk arder nor usual.

189* KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads 11 Then ere s to you
Fuzzy-Wuzzy, an the missis and the kid.

2. Used by servants (usually without article^ in

speaking of their mistresses.

1837 DICKRNS Pickui. xxxvi, Gentlemen ,
said the man

in blue.., I ll give you the ladies; come . Hear.hear!
said Sam. The young missises . .. Missises, Sir . . We
don t recognize such distinctions here . 1850 Miss YONGE
Henriettas Wish iv. 49 Yes, Miss Henrietta, I was coming
down from Missus s room, when Mr. Godfrey stopped me.

1857 Tnoi.LorE Barchestcr T. II. ix. 165 Mr. Slope called

with it himself, your reverence , said the girl ; and was

very anxious that missus should have it to-day .

Hence Mi ssis v. trans., to address as Mrs.

1838 DICKENS Kith. Kick, xlii, Don t Missis me, ma am
..returned Miss Squeers.

MiSSish (mi sij ,
a. [f. Miss sb? + -ISH-]

Like or characteristic of a miss, young lady, or

schoolgirl; hence, affected, prim, squeamish, or

sentimental.

1795 M.ME. D ABBLAY Diary (1846) VI. 47, I remember
how many people did not like thatUc. the name) of Evelina,

and called it affected
* and missish

,
till they read the

book. 1853 MRS. GORE Dean s Dau. II. 86 Some foolish,

missish scruple or other. 1865 Miss BRADDON Eleanor s

Victory i, Another girl would have given herself all manner

of missish airs. 1897 Truth 6 May 1123 The missish street

dress, fashionable when the Queen came to the Throne,

would never do for girls who play lawn tennis.

Hence Mrssishuess.
1839 T. HOOK Births, Deaths 15- Marriages I. ii. 41 My

own missishness. .in liking to have lovers in order to teaze

them. 1890 Spectator 13 Dec., There is far more grit and

far less missishness in this story than are generally to be

found in books written for girls.

Mississippi (misisi-pi). Also 8 missisipee,

-ippi, 9 -ipie. [A fanciful application of the

name of the North American river.] A game



MISSIT.

similar to bagatelle, in which balls are driven

against cushions at the side of the table so as to

go through arches (of which there are 15 at the

end of the table, the number of the arch counting
to the player whose ball goes through it.

1728 in Dig. Proc. Crt.-leet Savoy (1789) 15 Playing a

game commonly called Missisipee. 1777 HOWARD State of
Prisons 1 59 They also play in the yard at skittles, missisippi,

fives, tennis, &c. 1835 J. WILSON Biog. of Blind 185, I

remember his occasionally playing at billiards, missisipie,

shuffle- board and skittles. 1850 Bohns Handbk. Games 612.

attrib. 1757 Act 30 Geo. If, c. 24 14 Any Gaming with

Cards, Dice,. .Mississippi or Billard Tables. 1801 STRUTT
S/&amp;gt;orts .$

Past. iv. i. 18 Arches similar to those upon the

mississipi-table.

t Vissi*t, V. Obs. [Mis-l i. Cf. F. MMserir. }

intr. To be unbecoming to ;
to misbecome (with

dativeV Also, to be inconvenient or disturbing to.

? 1366 CHAUCER A out. Rose 1194 And certes, it [a brooch]
missat hir nought, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Sain1sx\\. (Mathias) 44
& to be faddir

J&amp;gt;at hyme gat his byrth ful gretumly missate.

1390 Gown Conf. II. 302 For it mai be that thi desir, . .Per
cas to hire honour missit. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy v.

(1513) 2 L) iij b/i And though so be that any wordc mysse syt,

Amende it with chere debonayre. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf tMan-

hode i. Ixxxviii. (1869) 50 And suppose }&amp;gt;at,
to bi seemyn:; .-,

j hadde maad thing missittynge.

Missive (mrsiv), a. and sb. Also 5 myssif,

-yfe, 5-6 -yve, 6 missiwe, -yve, -eif. [ad. F.

missive fern, (also sb. in Cotgr.), or med.L. mis-

slv-us (Diefenbach), f. miss-, ppl. stem of mittcre

to send : see -IVE.

The corresponding words in med. Latin and the Romanic
languages are used chiefly in phrases analogous to letter

missive : med.L. littery tnissivx, F. lettre\,s) tirissive(s\

It. littera nrissiva, Sp. letra, carlo, misi-i a, P^. cartas

tnissivas, also nrnia missiva (cf. A. 2). Cf. MDu. tftissijfi

brief. OF. has also lettres missibles.]

A. adj.
1. Letter missive, missive letter. Usually pi.

letters missive or &quot;^missives.

t a. gen. A letter or epistle sent from one

person to another. Obs.

1519 HOHMAN Vulg. viii. 80 b, Fyne and thynne papyr,
seruynge for myssyue letters. 1530 PALSGR. 35 The letters

missyves of suche as be secreatores in the sayd countreis.

c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. Ibid. 898 The second boke shall

be of lettres missyves in prose and in ryme. 1637 RUTHKRFOKU
Lett. (1664) i. cxiii. 219, I know missive letters goe between
the Devil & young blood. 1658 PHILLIPS, A letter Missive %

a letter which is sent from one friend to another. 1710
J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. \. in. x. (ed. 23) 281 Though
the Number of Letters missive in England were not at all

considerable in our Ancestors Days, yet it is now so pro
digiously great (since the meanest People have generally
learnt to write) that [etc.].

b. A letter or letters sent by a superior authority,

esp. the sovereign, to a particular person or body of

persons, conveying a command, recommendation,
or permission. Now chiefly, in the Church of

England, a letter from the sovereign to a dean and

chapter nominating the person whom they are to

elect bishop. (See CONGE D J&UKE.)
1466 Anc. Cal. Kec. Dublin (1889) I. 325 The saide Maister

John, .for the Maire, Baylyffes and commaltie. .to make all

myssyvve lettres in lattyne to Irishe enemyes. .and others . .

that undrestandith not Englys. 1477 MS. Raivl. B. 332 If.

^z-titar^, A commission maad in a lettre myssif forto visite

533

i88o H. M. DEXTER Congrega
manner Councils are regularly called. This has been uni

formly done by a form of written request, which has received

the technical name of a Letter-Missive.

f 2. Sc. Missive bill, writing ^ letter missive.

1564 Reg* Privy Council Scot. I. 283 Heirupoun wer letlres

direct and als missyve writtingis to this same effect sent to

luic.l. a 1578 LINUESAY (Pitscottiej Chron, Scot. (S.T.S.) II.

1 12 This was done all for sending of ane missiwe bill in Ing-
land. 1579-80 Reg. Privy Council .Scot. Ser. i. III. 256
Missive bill of Houstoun and New Work.

f3. Ofa weapon or engine ofwar : = MISSILE a.

1548 PAITKN A .iyV//. Scot. I ij b, Most of our artillerie

*v inisMue engins. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 879
Not with their missive weapons pnely . , but with their

drawne swords. 1697 DRYDKN sEneidxii. 848 1 he feather d
Arrows fly, And clouds of missive Arms invade the sky. 1704
SWIFT Batt. Rks. Misc. (1711) 226 Ink is the great missive

Weapon in all Battels of the Learned. 1780 in Grose, etc.

Ant/if. Rep. III. 68 Nor among the defensive machines is

the missive wheel to be despised.. .The missive chariot may
also be effectually used, a 1809 J.

PAI.MKK Like Master
1811) I. x. 141 He luirl d the missive weapon which trans

pierced the heart of his adverse chief.

trans/. 1667 MILTON / . /,. vi. 519 Thir Engins and thir

lialls Of missive ruin. 1695 BLACKMOBE Pr. Arth. v. 254
Eni/h on his Foe missive Instruction pours. 1/1761 CAW-
THORN Poems (1771) 19 Where dreadful Hew the missive
deaths around.

t 4. That is sent; sent on an errand; also, sent

as a message. Obs.
1610 WILI.ET He.vapla, Daniel 376 Christ is none of the

missiue or ministring Angels. 1627-77 KELT HAM Resolves
l. xlvii. 75 Scaliger defines Death to be the Cessation of the

SouK functions : as if it were rather a restraint, than a mis
sive ill. 1830 W. PuiLLii sJ//. Sinai l. 444 The missive words
then told he.

B. J*.

1. A written message ; a letter. Sometimes spec.

missive letter (A. i). Now usually, either

denoting an official letter, or used as a somewhat

high-flown equivalent of *
letter .

In early use largely S t\

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. f/on, n. v, How Acontius till Cydippe
anone Wrait his complaint, . .With vther lustie missiues

mpny one. 1560 ROLI.ANU Crt. Venus n. 635 His small
missiue belyue he gaif him fro, Vnto thir thre. 1577-87
HOLINSHED ( hron. III. 1237/1 A missiue persuasone sent

to the Scots for the marriage of their yoongqueene Marie to

our yoong king Edward the sixt. 1603 KLOKIO Montaigne \.

XXMX, To spend their time in wittily devising and closely
liudling -up of a quaint missive or witty epistle. 1603 BACON
Adv. Learn, i. 33 The last act of his short raigne left to

memorie was a missiue to his adopted sonne. t 1610 Slk J.
MELVILLE Mem. (1827) 283 To the quhilk convention his

Maieste directed missyues to .some of the nobilite. 1647
(title) A Missive of Consolation : sent from Flanders, to the
Catholikes of England. 1791 GIBBON Misc. ll ks. (1814) I. 342
Had I delayed . .another post, your missive of the i3

tb ..

would have arrived In time. 1838 PBESCOTT Ferd.
&amp;lt;y

Is.

(1846) I. ix. 395 The marquis . .nad despatched missives,

requesting the support of the principal lords, .of Andalusia.

1879 FARRAR St, Pant (1883) 247 The circular missive from

James and the Church at Jerusalem. 1885 DOBSON At Sign
ofLyre 188 Mysterious missives, sealed with red.

2. Scots Law. A document in the form of a

letter interchanged by the parties to a contract.

party,

Also missive of lease (or tac#) t
m. of sale.

1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 181 The charter t

and the missive, billis, and cocquet of the said schip. 1572
..,. -

. .
i Ibid. II. 139 The writtmg of missives and other writtis.

42 -mar?., A commission maad n a lettre myssif forto visile
, ERSKINK Inst. Law Scot. in. ii. 2 Where an agreementthe priory of Hertford by my lord Abbot m proper persone. c^crnillg heri,age is executed in the form of mutual

1477 BOW. IV in Ellis Orlf. Lett. Ser. i. I. 17 Whereas 6
, aifi Sr

b
nTT .,, ,,, v _ Th .

r(&amp;gt; _,.., .&amp;gt;...,,,
.1477 .

we have other tymes addressed our Lettres missiues vnto
Robert Conestable for restitncion of the goods of Thomas
Yare. 1487 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 66 A letter

missiue Vnder the Kynges signett. IS33~4 Aft 25 Hen.
y/Ift c. 20 3 A lycence vnder the greate seale..with a
lettre myssyve, conteynyng the name of the persone which
they shall electe and chose ; By vertue of which licence the
seid Deane and Chapitour.. shall. .electe. .the seid person
named in the seid letters myssyves. 1555 EDI-:X Decades
Contents (Arb.) 45 The letters missiue which kynge Edwarde
the .vi. sent. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 13 Alexander
the Great had by his letters missive given commandement
that the Greekes should provide Robes of purple against his

returne. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Bannatyne Cl.) 63 His
Maiestie sent aught missive letters, dated ..To ..(such a
man) Minister of (such a place). 1679 BURNET Hist. Ref. I.

in. 236 The King granted a Cong d^elire to the Prior and
Convent, with a Missive Letter, declaring the name of the

person whom they should choose. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comin.
III. 445 If a peer is a defendant, the lord chancellor sends a
letter missive to him to request his appearance. 1841HALLAH Mid. Ages (ed. 8) I. iv. 397 John I had long before

admitted, that what was done by cortes and general assem
blies could not be undone by letters missive. 1863 Cox
Ittstit. i. vi. 32 The Convention Parliament of 1688, elected

by virtue of letters-missive written by the Prince of Orange.
1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) II. viii. 189 A good
precedent for the congt tfelire and letter missive.

c. Sc. = B. 2.

1568 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. i. I. 641 All missive

lettres, contractis or obligations for mariage [etc.]. 1693
STAIR Inst. Law Scot. I. x. 9 Though the buyer by a
Missive Letter, wrote, that he thought he would not be able
to furnish the Money. Ibid. iv. xlii. 25 Missive-Letters
are Probative, except where they relate to more solemn
Writs, such as Bonds, Bills, or Accompts. 1773 ERSKINE
Inst. Law Scot. in. ii. 24 Missive letters in re mercatoria.
are valid, though they be not holograph.

d. U.S. AmongCongregationalists, an official let

ter inviting churches to send delegates to a council.

1798 M. CUTLKR in Life, Jrnls. $ Corr. (1888) II. 4 We
jointly addressed letters missive to eleven churches, all of
whum complied, and the council was formed at my house*

ng heritage
missives. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf, x, There really should be
some black and white on this transaction. Sae just make
me a minute, or missive,, .and I se write it fair ower, and
subscribe it before famous witnesses. 1822 R. AINSLIK Land
i]f Burns 94 As gif the Almighty was bun by missives o*

lack, to gi e them seed time an harvest. 1833 Act 2
&amp;lt;$ 3

Will* fV
t
c. 65 9 Provided each Tenant., shall, .have held

such. .Tenements under a Lease or Leases, Missive of

Lease, or other written title. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot, s.v., It would appear that missives of lease, like

missives of sale, require to be stamped to found an action.

f 3. A messenger. 06s. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. v. 7 Whiles I stood rapt in the

wonder of it, came Missiues from the King, who all-hail d
me Thane of Cawdor. 1606 Ant. $ Cl. n. ii. 74. 1649
G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV, ccclxxvi, Where trusted

lanizaries stand about The Tyrant, Missives to his Crueltye.

1 4. Something hurled or thrown ; esp. a missile

weapon. Obs.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xii. 100 The stringes [ofa racket]
..do cause the missiues [sc. tennis balls] to speede so fast

lowardes their appoynted homes. 1770 SIR J. BANKS Jrnl.
(1896) 244 Defensive weapons they nave none, and no mis
sives except stones and darts. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb.
vi. viii. (1849) 366 The heavens were darkened with a
tempest of missives.

IT 5. = MISSILE sb. i.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.
Exemj&amp;gt;.

i. Ad. 7. no How great
things God hath done for us, whether in publick Donatives,
or private Missives.

tMi Ssively, adv. Obs. [f. MISSIVE a. +
-LY ^.] By letter.

1641 KEYLWAY in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 63 At
least missively if not personally.

Missle, Missletoe, obs. ff. MISSEL, MISTLETOE.
Miss-maze, variant of MIZMAZE.
Missmeiit (mi-sment). dial.

[f.
Miss z/. 1 +

-MENT.] a. Mistake, error, b. Loss.
1868 TRHGELLAS Tales 33 But howsomever, we maade

a missment. 1866 W. THORKBURY Greatheart III. xviii.

248 There s something wrong in the level, surely, some mi.-o-

MIS-SPELLING.
ment (mistake), I tell ee. 1890 Q. Three Shifs viii, We ve
found ee a great missment.

Miseomer, Misson
v
ne : see MIDSUMMER,

MlZEX.

Mis-sort, v. [Mis- 1
i.] tram. To bort

badly ; to allot to a wrong place or in a wrong
way. So Mis-soTted///. a.

1581 MULCASTER Positions v. 11887) 25 If they be..mis-
.sorted in place, a i6z6 Bi p

. ANDRKWES 96 Serin, xv. ^1661)

503 Not to be mis-sorted into a place no ways meet. 1821
COLEKIUGE Lett., Con-versat. etc. (i8^6j II. 71 The present
unsorted or w/w-sorieil ministry. 1873 M. COLLINS Squire
Silchestcr II. xv. 179 These missorted twins.

Hence Mis-so rt sb., an instance of mis-soiting ;

a thing mis-sorted.

1898 Daily News 20 Dec. 3/3 To be able to sort the whole

500. .with not mure than 30 blinds mis-sort-, that IM.

Mis-sou ixci, v. [Mi-s-i i.]

1. intr. To sound amiss.
in 1500 in Cirose, etc. Antiq. Rej&amp;gt;. (18091 IV. 405 A songe

myssowndUhe yf the prickynge be not right. Ibid. 40 j l- or

perversite of thy prickings and myssoundynge uf thy songc.
2. trans, and intr. To mispronounce.
(11548 HAI.L Chron., Hen. ^ i//, 127 They called them

( rakers, whych by missounding, was commonly called

Krekers. 1599 NASMK Lenten Stnjje 41 By corruption of

.speech, lht_-y talse dialect and misse-hound it. 1880 I KKK-
MAN Lit. 10 May in Stepliciib Life $ Lett. (1895) II. 204 It

is Mire to be impounded.

Missour, obs. Sc. form of MEASI/KE.

t Missowne, v. Obs. [f. Mis- 1
7 + sowne,

Souxi) v.~\ iiitr. To be discordant ;
not to agree.

1382 \VYCLII-
J&amp;lt;)s/i. Prol., And forsothe it may not be sooth

that discordith [? . r. myssouneth, Vulg. dissatmt}. &amp;lt; 1465
-A

i,
. L kron. (Camden 18561 57 Articles lotigyng . . to the s,dd

craft of nigromancie, or mis sownyng to the Cristen feith.

Missoy, variant oi MASSOY.

Mis-Spea k, v. Also 4-7 misp-. [Mis-1 I.]

|
1. ////;-. To speak wrongly or improperly; to

speak evil. Ol&amp;gt;s.

c i2ooin O. E. IIot. I. 305 Ich habbe. .!\Iisispeken. c 1374
CHAUCKK Troylus \. 93 1, I me repente If I mis spak. c 1386

Millers Pro!, 31 If that I misspeke or seye, Wyle it

the ale of Southwerk. 1595 SMAKS. John in. i. 4 It is not

so, thou hast mispoke, misheard. 1613 tr. Alexias Treas.
Anc.

&amp;lt;y
Mod. Times 764/1, I doe not inferre that it U law-

full for weomen to depraue or mispeake by any means.

fb. To speak disrespectfully or disparagingly of.
c 1380 WVCLIF ll ks. (1880) 228 Enemys of cure fei}? bat

bakbiten or myspeken of vs. 1390 COWER Conf. I. 227 If

that I myhte ofherkne..That eny man of hire mispeke.
1598 SYLVESTKR Du Hartas n. iv. iv. (1641) 232 \\ ho mis

speaks of thee, hee spets at Heav n, And his owne spetile
in his face is driven.

f2. /raw. To speak evil of; to calumniate. Obs.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xxiii. 5 The prince of thy people
thou shall not rnisspeake. I584PEELE Arraignnt. i aris in.

i, Mis-speak not all for his amiss.

3. trans. To speak, utter, or pronounce in

correctly or improperly, rare.

[1390 : see MIB-SPEECH.] IS93NASHE Christ s T. (1613 13^
We care not how we mispeake it so wee haue it to speake.
a 1631 DONNE Let. toM . M.H. Poems (1654) 177 As a mother
which delights to heare Her early childe mis-speake halfe
uttered words. 1879 BUTCHER & LANG Odyss. xiv. 238 Thou
hast not misspoken aught, nor uttered a word unprofitably.
So Mis-spea king vbL sl&amp;gt;.

1530 PALSGR. 172 Blaspheme, mispekyng of God. 1650
KARL MONM. tr. Stimuli s Man bee. Guilty 199 As they
have the art of speaking, they have also the cunning of mis

speaking.

Mis-Spee Ch.. [Mis-
1
4.] t a. Evil speak

ing. Obs. b. Incorrect speaking.
c 1350 Will. PaUrtie 1523 pan meliors mekly hire mayd-

enes dede calle, & many of hire meyne for drede of misse-

speche. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 178 And otherwise of no mi-

speche, Mi conscience fortoseche. I can noght of En vie finde
That I mispoke have oght behinde Wherof love owghte
be mispaid. a. 1461 Songs fy Carols i^tk C. (Warton Club) i

Rewle thi tunge in svvych a gys, That non mysspeche come
the froo. 1496 Dives 4- Pauper (W. de W.) n. i. 109/2 Goddes
name is taken in vayne. .oy myslyuynge, by myspeche, &
by mysherynge. 1893 Atlantic Monthly Mar. 432 Another
form of misspeech, to which most of us are. .subject, the

exchange of syllables.

1 Mis-speed, v. Obs. [Mis-*;.] intr. To
be unsuccessful or unlucky.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6912 Now haue

bey for-sake vs alle & sum, . . pat often mys-spedde in
|&amp;gt;er

passage. 1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) I.
2^.3 Dayes ^at

^e Romaynes mysspedde were i-hote nefasti, as it were
noust leeful. 2496 Dives $ Pauper (W. de W.) vir. xiii.

297^ He that wyll not paye his tythes shall myspede.
1501 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 161, I send about it unto
the Shereffe as sone as Hare Harlad com from you, for

sume remedy ther, if he myspede.

Mis-Spell, v. [Mia-l i.] trans. To spell

incorrectly. So Mis-spelt///, a.

1655 FULLER Hist. Cambr. (1840) 160 No wonder, if they
did mis-spell him whom theydid mis-call, loading him with

opprobrious language. 1773 SHERIDAN Rivals i. ii, That
she might not mis-spell, and mis-pronounce words. 1838
HAWTHORNE Twice-told 7&quot;., Chippingsivith a Chisel, Some
[of the monuments] were inscribed with misspelt prose or

rhyme. 1846 LANDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. ag6, I wrote
not down the words, fearing to mis-spell them.

Hence Mis-spe ll sb., mis-spelling, rare.

1891 .V. $ Q. Ser. vu. XII. 351/2 He has discovered a

misspell in Evelyn. 1893 Dublin Rev. July 37 Mis-spells

occurring in proper names.

Mis-spe lling, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] A bad

spelling; false orthography.



MIS-SPEND.

1695-6 Act 7 &amp;lt;*

3 Will. Ill, c. 3 9 That nue Indictment
. . shall bee quashed . . for miswritiiig mispelling faUe . . Latins.

1731 Gentl. i\?ag. I. 213 Mis-spelling or Mistake of Clerk

ship. 1865 KINGSLEY Hcrciv. Prelude 21 The misspellings
of English names in his work are more gross than even
those in Domesday. 1898 Gissisc Town Traveller xxv,

Mis-spelling, he knew, would invalidate his chance.

Mis-spe nd, v. Also 4-8 misp-, (4-6 mysp-)-

[Mis-
1

i.] trans. To spend amiss or wastefully;
to make a bad, useless, or wasteful expenditure of.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. (Pelagta) 44 Scho bat welth

& bat beute myspendit in sic degre, bat [etc.] 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B, xv. 74 Ho\v bat folke in folyes myspenden
her fyue wittes. 1460 Pol. Rel.

&amp;lt;*r
L. Poems (1903) 206,

I haue mysspendyd my yonge age In synne, and wanton-
nehed also. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clxx. 164 Gouernours
therof mysspent the patrymony therof in excesse. 1530
PALSGR. 638/1 Myspende nat your monaj , you may happe
to have nede of it. 1597 Pilgrim. Parnass. v. (1886) 19,
I have beene guilue of mispending some time in philosophic.

1697 DRYDEN sEntid Ded., Some similitude, which diverts

. .your attention from the main Subject, and mispends it on
some trivial Image, a 1721 PRIOR On a Pretty Madwoman
i, Our griefs misplac d, our tears mis-spent. 1812 BYRON
Ch. liar. \. xxvii, His early youth, misspent in maddest
whim. 1858 FROUUE Hist. Eng. (1858) II. VL 15 [They]
vowed to accept no benefice, lest they should misspend the

property of the poor.

Mis-spe iider. [Mis-
1

5.] One who mis

spends.
1607 HIEKON Wks. \. 463 MispenJers of the sabbath.

1648 MILTON Observ. Art. Peace Wks. 1851 IV. 577 The
mo^t prodigal mis-spenders of time. 1766 JOHNSON Prayers
.y Mcdit. (1817) 67, I again appear in thy presence the
wretched mUpender of another year.

Mis-spe nding, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] Bad or

useless expenditure.
138. WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 370 pis mon schal nedis be

dampned fur mysspendynge of Gods tresoure. 1541 BAKSI.S
Wks. (1573) 364 Mispending of goode^. 1659 Gentl. Calling
422 Not only with the mis-spending their own estates, but
other metis.

Mis-spe-nditure. rare
~

*.
[f. MIS-SPJENIJ,

after expenditure^ Wasteful expenditure.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Sydney in Fr,\ser*s J/&amp;lt;i-.(i868) L&amp;gt;

104 Compelled to lo^e time the value of which he under
stood, and the mispenditure of which lie lamented.

t Mis-spe iie, v. Obs. Also 4 -speyne. [f.

Mi.s- 1 i + SPKXJE z 1

.]
trans. To misspend, mis

employ.
c 1275 LAY. 13481 }ef ich his god mis-spene [earlier text

for-leose]. ciynCast. Love (Halliw.) 1150 And for oure

sy^ht myspende allso, His eynen were blynwherved boo.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xi. 174 And muche wo worth hym
bat Inwitt

mys-speynej&amp;gt; [v.rr. myspene^, mys-spendeb],

t Mis-spe iise, -e nce. Obs. Also misp-. [f.

Mis- 1
4.] Improper or wasteful expenditure.

1591 Garrard s Art Warre 61 Mispence of munition.

1597 BEARD Theatre God s Jndgem. (1612) 427 The losse of
time and mispence of goods. 1627 UP. HALL Epist. n. x.

309 If your negligence, your riotous mis-spence, had em-
paned your estate, a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1687 I.

395 A wilful mispense of our time, a 1788 in Croft Let. to

Pitt on Johnsons Diet. (1788) 40 The misspence of every
minute is a new record against us in heaven.

Mis-Spent ^stress variable),///, a. [Mis- 1
2.]

Badly or wastefully spent ; ill-spent, wasted.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixvi. 3 The mispent tyrue, the ser

vice vatne. 1781 COWPER Hope 715 The shameful close of all

his misspent years. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixxv. 2 So
in her own misspent worship uneasily lost.

t Mis-sta rt, v. Obs. In 3 -sturte, -storte.

[Mis-
1

i.] intr. To start forth amiss.
a 1250 Owl &amp;lt;V Night. 677 & sone may a word mys sturte

\Cott. MS. misstorte] par mu^ shal speke ayeyn horte.

Mis-sta te, v. [Mis- 1
i.] trans. To state

erroneously ; to make wrong statements about.

1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. Usurped Powers 39 You
dare to mis-represent and imstate the minde of God. 1657
SANDERSON Serm. Pref. 12 (1674) C 3 They mis-state the

8uestion,
when they talk of pressing Ceremonies. 1791

OWPER Yardley Oak 48 Unrecorded facts Recovering, and
misstated setting right. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII.
271 When a writer mis-states facts, be sure that he drives
at no very laudable conclusion. 1865 BRIGHT Sp. t Canada
13 Mar. (1876) 66, 1 am not mis-stating the case.
absol. 1864-8 DROWNING jf. Lee s Wife iv. iii, Now do

I mis-state, mistake?
So Mis-sta ted ppl. a., Mis-sta tiug vbl. sb.

;

Mis-sta ter, one who mis-states.

1643 PKVNNE Soy. Power Parlt. in. 61 Through the mis
stating of the points in question. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis
Sei. xix. 120 The mis-stated words are the original mistake.

1859 Chamb. Jrnl. XI. 404 That gross mis^tater of fact.

Mis-sta temeut. [Mis-
1

4.] A wrong or
erroneous statement.

1790 BURGESS Div. Christ Notes 39 There is in this passage
.1 mistatement of important circumstances. 1818 COBBETT
Pol, Reg. XXXIII. 271 A very flagrant mis-statement in

point of fact. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 265 Story
tellers make the gravest misstatements about men when
they say that many wicked men are happy.
Misstay, v. [app. f. phr. to miss stays.]

intr. Of a ship: To miss stays.
1885 Standard 5 May 6/8 C. H. Cumbell . . misstayed in

Comlough Bay ; took the ground. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec.
9/2 The ship, when tacking, mis-stayed.

Mis-ste p, sb. [Mis- 1
4.] A wrong step,

1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, iv. vi. I. 460 As he was descend
ing a flight of stairs he made a misstep and fell. 1888 B. A.
WATSON Sportsman s Paradise 193 So that, .the game may
not be frightened byamis-step. 1894 Outing $3* S.) XXIV.

534

063/3 One mis-step might have resulted in a clear fall of
three thousand feet.

b. = FAUX PAS.

1854 MARION HARLAND Alone xxi, Watchfully, prayer
fully, Ida strove to keep her feet in the path, and by no
misstep or fall, to cast obloquy upon the name she loved.

1892 Harper s Mag. June 152/2 Whatever we think of the
first misstep of Tess in the immaturity of her girlhood.

i Mis-step, v. Obs. [Mis-l I.] intr. To
take a wrong step ;

to go astray.
1390 GOWER Conf. II. 143 Sche schal noght with hir litel

too Misteppe, hot he se it al. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
u. i. i. (1641) 83 If man from duty never had mis-slept.

Mis-Style, v. rare. [Mlfl-1 i.] trans. To
style or term incorrectly.
a 1604 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 103 He . . came to the

Church called.. the Church of great Paternus, mis-stiled
with the governement therof. 1613 J. DAVIKS Rinses Teares
B 4 Greatnes (as we mis-stile it). 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr.
(1879) II. Iv. 911 The privilege mis-styled personal.

t Mis-succeeding, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
J
3.]

Ill-success. So t Mis-succe ss.
a 1656 UP. HALL Sena. Wks. (1662^ 197 As some shifting

alchymiit that casts all the fault of his mis-success upon his

glasse or his furnace, a 1661 FULLKK Worthies, Lincoln-
shire (1662) n. 154 Miscarriages in his Government (many
by mismanaging, more by the missucceeding of matters).

t Mis-Sue*, v. Law. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] trans.

To sue (livery) wrongly.
[1227 in Cat. Charter Rolls I. (1003) 63 With soc and sac. .

niundbriche, miskenning, missueing and forfeg.] 1548 STAUN-
roRD Kinoes Prcrog. (1567) 79 b, Yf the heire sue his

generall lyuerie beefore an oflfyce thereof founde omittinge
them in the liuerye, the lyuery is missued. Ibid. 84 Whether
in this case y missuing of y J same shal be a cause of reseiser
or not.

Mis-sui t, v. [Mis-
1

i.] tmns. To suit ill.

a 1618 SYLVESTER St. Lewis 588 Wks. (Grosart) II. 235
That Robe of Power, which those doth much mis-suit, Who
have not on rare Vertue s richest Suit. 1860 MRS. BROWN*
ixu Xapolt on ll[ in Italy xviii, He will not swagger nor
boa^t Of his country s meeds, in a tone Missuiting a great
man most If such should speak of his own. 1864 BROWNING
Sludge the Medium

, Each. .Is blind to what missuits him.

tMi SSUre. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. type *wis-

xilm, f. miss- ppl. stem of mittere to send : see
j

-t RE.] A commission.
1615 T. ADAMS Lycaitthropy 5 The missure, I send you :

|

the mixture, as lambes among wolves .

: Mis-swa re. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Mis-1 4 +
-sware, repr. UE. -swaru, -swara action of swear-

]

ing, as in afauwa.] False swearing.
a 1240 Lofsong in O. E. Horn. I. 205 Wre53e and onde,

lesunge, missware vuele i-holden treouSe.

t Mis-sway, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

!.] trans. To
sway in a wrong direction.
a 1640 JACKSON Creed \\. x.\v, n Other secular vanities,

which usually missway us Christians to folly.

t Mis-swaying, vbl. sb. Obs t [Mis-
*

3.]

Misgovernment.
1603 J. DAvits(Heref.) Mitrotosnt. 149 The first Edward,

that did first refine This Common-weale, and made the same
ascend When through mis-swaying it seem d to decline.

1 Mis-swea-ring, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1

3.]
false swearing.
1493 Dii d ff Pauper (Pynson) n. xix. i vj, If tliou haue

liking
to liere grete olhes. .or any mysswerynge

Miss-woman, -word: see MiswOMAN, MIS-
WORD.

Mis-swo rn,///. a. [Mi.s-i 2.] a. Forsworn.
b. \Vhose name has been taken in vain.

1506 Kalendcr Sheph, E6 (1892) III. 62 Myssworone By
wordes [etc.]. ? a. 1800 B+oomfu-ld Hill v. in Child Ballads
1. 395 But if I

stay
from Broomfield Hills, I ll be a maid mis-

sworn. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixxvi. 4 A God s mis-
sworn sanctity, deadly to men.

Missy (mi-si), sb. Also 7 missee, 8-9 missey,
9 missie.

[f.
Miss sb. - + -Y dim. suffix.] An

affectionate or playful appellation for a young
girl : used chiefly by servants and the like, occas.

contemptuous.
1676 in \-2th Rep. Hist. JlfSS. Comm. App. v. 29 A coach

fitt for pretty Missee is not to be found ready made. 1780
MME. D ARBLAY Let. a-i Aug. in Diary (1891) I. 311, I beg
my best compliments to him, and to my master and missey.
1818 Blacku: Mag. III. 403 An English missy, slim and
pale. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Toms C. xiv. 124 What s
little missy s name? said Tom at last. 1876 BLACKMORE
Cripps liii, The pious papa and the milk-and-water missy
rush into each other s arms.
Comb. 1831 Society I. 138 The missy-like astonishment

you are pleased to assume.

Hence Mrssyisli a. = MissiSH.
1887 Miss BETHAM-EDWARDS Next of Kin Wanted II.

xviii. 245 Why do you put on this missyish air of Innocence?
|

Missy (mi-si), a. [f. Miss sb + -Y.] Pertain

ing to, resembling, or characteristic of a miss or

young lady; = MissiSH.
1809-19 MAR. EDGEWORTH Vivian via, Her ladyship ..

values herself too highly, to make such a missy match. 1831 I

Society I. 88 The mean and missy feeling of seizing the first i

opportunity to speak to you of a man. 1859 BOYD Retreat.
Country Parson ii. 43, I have heard . . the same person
called a gentlemanlike man and a missy piece of affectation.
1881 Literary World 14 Jan. 26/1 With nothing to recom
mend him physically but a missy prettiness.

Missy, obs. variant of MISY.
Mist , mist), sb. 1 Forms: I- mist; also^mijat,

3-6 myate, 4-7 myst, miste, (5 meyat).

MIST.

str. masc. MLG. (LG.), MDu. (Du.) mist, Icel.

niistur (genii, misturs] neut. (Norw., Sw. mis/} ;

OTeut. *mikstoz~y f. mlg- : pre-Teut. *migh-,
-

weigh-, as in Gr. byl\Kf]^ OS1. -mfgla, Skr. mik
and wegha cloud, mist. Perhaps further related

to the root of OK. migan. MiG, and meox Mix
sb.^\

1. A cloud formed by an aggregation of minute

drops of water and resting on or near the ground,
In generalized sense, vapour of water precipitated
in very fine droplets, smaller and more densely
aggregated than those of rain. Sometimes distin

guished from fog, either as being less opaque or
as consisting of drops large enough to have a per
ceptible downward motion.

f tooo /ELFRIC Gen. xv. 17 |&amp;gt;a
ba sunne code to setle, J?a

sloh beer imcel mist. 6*1050 Sufpl. JLlfncs Gtoss. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 175 23 Nebula, mist, ucl senip. a 1200 Moral
Ode 16 Ne michte ich seon bi-fore me for smike ne for miste.

COHSC. 1445 Now gadirs mystes and cloudes in be ayre.
(1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 895 Bot myste ves in

MC degre pat nan mocht a stane caste se. 1398 TKEVISA
Karth. De P.R. xi. xii. (1495) 397 Myste is frende to theues
and to euyl doers for he hydyth theyr spyers and waytynges.
c 1450 -S7. Cutkbert (Suttees) 7105 pan fell sodaynly slike a
myst, pat whidir to wende &amp;gt;ai ne \\ist. 1530 PALSGH. 740/2
Whan the moysture of the dewe stryketh upwarde agayne,
it maketh a myste. i6oz MAKSTON Ant.

&amp;lt;y
Mel. 11. WIcs.

1856 I. 26 The flagging st bulrush that ere droopt With
each slight mist of raine. 1667 MILTON P. L. xti. 629 As
Mv ning Mist Ris n from a River o ve the marish glides.

1798 COLERIDGE A nc. Mar. ^. xix, In mist or cloud on mast
or shroud It perch d for vespers nine. 1831 SCOTT Cast.

Dang. Hi, The mist had settled upon the hills, and unrolled
itself upon brook, glade, and tarn. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
40 The atmospheric moistuie passes through the condition
of visible cloud or mist. IbuL 44 The position of a river is

often marked by mist.

Jig. 1615 HIERON Wks. I. 438 Neither is euery myst of
sorrow dissolued into teares. 1842 TENNYSON Love

tj- Duty
43 Rain out the heavy mist of tears.

b. Used in proverbial phr.
c 1330 Arth.

&amp;lt;$

Merl. 7364 (Kolbing) Ich hope . . We schul
hem driue, so sonne dop mist ! c 1420 LVDG. Assembly of
Gods 1988 Derke as a myste, or a feynyd fable. 1535
CuvERi&amp;gt;ALE/ja. xliv. 2i As for thyne offences, I dryue them
awaye like the cloudes, and thy synnes as the myst.

c. Scotch (f Scottish^ f Scots] mist : a thick
, very

wetting mist characteristic of the Scottish hills;
hence jocularly, a steady soaking rain.

1589 [? LYLY] Pappe u: Hatchet Ded., Wks. 1902 III. 394
We care not for a Scottish mist, though it wet vs to the

skin. 1599 Broiightatfs Lett. viii. 27 It is no marueile you
so affect the Scottish mist ; for where the head doth
aworoSti iaj

,
the tongue must needes oxoroAoyeii . 16*3

MINSHKU, JHolliiias, soft showers, Scottish mists, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew^Scotcfi-tnuf, a sober, soaking Rain.

1770 WI-SI.KY Jfnl. 16 Apr. (1827) III. 384 We. .got into a
Scotch mist. 187* Routledge s Ev. Boys Ann. 38/1 With
a light diizzle or Scotch mist falling thickly.

d. ttansf. A cloud (of small particles) resem

bling a mist
;
a haze or haziness, as that produced

by distance; hence fig. of time, etc.

1785 COWPER Task i. 360 The rustling straw sends up a

frequent mist Of atoms. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFKE Myst.

Udolfiko i, The plains of Guienne and Languedoc were
lost in the mist of distance. 1810 SHKLLEY St. Irvyne s

Toivef v. 4 Why may not human minds unveil The dim
mists of futurity? x8 BYRON Ch. Har. \\. ii, And o er each

mouldering tower, Dim with the mist of years, Grey flits

the shade of power. 1869 FRKKMAN Norm. Cong. (1875)
III. xi. 5 Times.. half shrouded in the mist of legend.

2. Dimness of eyesight; a hazy or filmy appear
ance before the eyes caused by disorders of the

body or by the shedding of tears.

t 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 26 Liecedomas wi|? ea^na mi.ite.

c laao Bestiary 102 in O. . Misc. 4 Of hise eijen wereft 5e
mist. 1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Riverius xiv. iv. 385 They have
the Head-ach, mists before their Eyes, and giddiness. 1693
SOUTH Serm. (1698) III. ii. 99 Where there is a Giddiness
in the Head, there will always be a mist before the Eyes.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 1617 She did not weep But o er her

meek eyes came a happy mist. 1880 OUIDA Moths I. 33
She felt a mist before her eyes, a tightness at her throat.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 66 Such patients usually

complain of a mist before their eyes.

b. Hence used in phrases with reference to the

obscuring of the vision (physical or mental), esp.

to cast or throw a mist before (a person s) eyes\
also simply, f/0 cast a mist or mists: to produce

mystification.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Ojffundcrc caligincm oculis, to

cast a miste before ones eyes. 1579 GOSSON Sc/t. Abuse

(Arb.) 20 The luggler casteth a myst to worke the closer.

1607 DEKKEK \Vh. ofBabylon H 4 They say you can throw
mists before our eyes, To make vs thinke you faire. 1641

[see PETTIFOG $b?\. a 1674 CLARENDON Surv. Leviath.

(1676) 26 And by a mist of words ..he daxles Metis eies.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 81 PS Over this law, indeed,

some sons of sophistry have been subtle enough to throw

mists, which have darkened their own
eyes. 1824 LAMB Elia

Ser. ii. Capt. Jackson t
He was a juggler, who threw mists

before your eyes.

3. Applied to immaterial things conceived as

enveloping a man s mind and obscuring his mental

vision or outlook, or as veiling the real character

or blurring the outlines of a thing.
(888 K. ALFRED Boeth. v. 3 fin., [&amp;gt;a

mistas 5e baet mod

jedrefaS, aiooo Boeth. Mttr. xxiii, ^if he.. of him sclfum



MIST.

oone sweartan mist, modes bioslro, rnaej aweorpan. c 1384
CHAUCER H. Fame \. 352 Euery thinge ys wyste, Though
hit be keuered with the myste. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.

x. (Percy Soc.) 36 The fatall problemes of olde antiquyte,
Cloked wyth myst and wyth cloudes derke. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 676, All cloudes & mystes vtterly

purged and expulsed out of our soules. 1576 FLEMING

Panopl. Epist. 416 All mystes and fogges of ignoraunce.

1728 VENEER Sincere Penitent Pref. 7 Those mists and
false notions which our infirmities, education or conversation

may have thrown in our way. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,

1842 TENNVSON Will Waterproofs MonoL 39 And softly,

thro a vinous mist, My college friendships glimmer. 1849
ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. I. x. (1866) 170 It was faith straining

through the mist. 1852 M. ARNOLD Ejnpedodes n. 67 The
mists Of despondency and gloom.

b. Mists of death) deathly mists.

1729 SAVAGE Wanderer in. 280 Sad o er the sight swim

shadowy mists of death. 1866 B. TAYLOR Poems
^
Autumnal

Vespers, Death s mist shall strike along her veins. 1878
BROWNING La. Saisiaz 484 As soul is quenchless by the

deathly mists.

t4. A state of obscurity or uncertainty; an
f

atmosphere of doubt Obs.

1532 MORE Confat. Tindale Wks. 401/2 They wil clerely

dissipate & discusse the myst that he fain would walke in.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Rrr. n. ii. 218 He say as they say, and

perseuer so : And in this mist at all aduentures go. 1650
B. DiscoHimbnmn 54 The Grand Cause of this Realme . .

is yet in the myst to many . . judicious men. 1678 Hattot
Corr. (Camden) 161 My Lord wee are in a mighty mist wht

our buisnesse is heere. n 1715 BuRHCT Own Tune in. (1724)
I. 510 In this mist matters must be left till the great revela

tion of all secrets.

5 . attrib. and Comb.
,

as m ist-doud, -drop ,

-wreath ; mist-blotted^ -blurred, -clad, -covered,

-enshrouded, -exhaling, -hung, -impelling, -laden,

shrouded, -wet, -wrcathen adjs. ; mist-bow, a

white arch, resembling a rainbow, sometimes seen

in misty weather; mist-flower, a plant of the tro

pical American genus Conoclinium\ fmist-hackle,
a cloak or covering of mist

; mist-tree, a name
for Rhns Cotinns, the smoke-tree (Cent. Diet.}.

1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 68 r A great *mist-blotted light
Flared on him. 1880 Academy n Dec. 415 The whole view
is *mist-blurred and indistinct. 1897 Daily News IT Dec.

8/3 Clouds on which brilliant *mist-bows were thrown by
the morning sunlight. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre s

Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 363 These *mist-clad hills are islands

emerging above the Horizon. 1884 JV.WEKIE& Life ofFields

133 The inclined plane of *mist-clouds again reflects a grey
light. 1809 SHELLEY Dial. 20 Tell me . . What awaits on

Futurity s *mist-covered shore, a 1847 ELIZA COOK Winter
is fere iii, The mist-covered pane. 1860 PUSEV Min. Proph.
375 Countless multitudes of *mist-drops. 1848 DICKENS
Dombey xxxiii, Towards the *mist-enshrouded city. 1782 J.
SCOTT A incebean Eel. ii. Poet. Wks. 114 Dull are slow Ousa s

mist-exhaling plains. 1860 A. GRAY Man. Bat. 188 Cono-

clinimn, &quot;Mist-flower. 13. . Ga~c. $ Gr. Knt. 2081 Vch hille

hade a hatte, a *myst-hakel huge. 1601 WEEVER Mirr.
Mart. (Roxb.) 210 A *mist-hung Star-exhaled Meteor. 1777
MASON Eng. Garden n. 396 The sable ensign of the night
UnfurPd by ^mist-impelling Eurus. 1899 F. T. BULLEN li^ay

Navy 85 The secret of Ireland s greenness is the *mist-laden
Gulf Stream. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891)

246 The *mist-shrouded pinnacle of. .success. 1776 MICKLE
tr. Camoens Litsiad vn. 298 Distant navies rear the *mist-
wet sail. 1811 SCOTT Don Roderick n. Ixiii, All the phan
tasms of my brain, Melted away like &quot;mist-wreaths in the

sun, 1864 TENNYSON En. A rd. 633 The *mist-wreathen isle.

t Mist, sb2 Obs. [? A use of prec. sb. influenced

by myfttC) mystery : cf. MISTY a. 2] Things
spiritual or mystical. In mist : mystically.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 462 Ry^t so is vch a krysten sawle,
A longande lym to be mayster of myste. c 1430 Hymns
Virgin (1867) 41 pese prophetis speken so in myst, What
bei mente we neuere knewe. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 435 So
down they sat, And to thir viands fell, nor seemingly The
Angel, nor in mist, the common gloss Of Theologians, but
with keen dispatch Of real hunger.

t Mist, sb$ Obs. App. shortened form of

MISTER sbl = need.
r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 41 J&amp;gt;at

bai schuld lede me
fra citee to citee, if miste ware. ? 1469 Paston Lett. II. 334,
I have grete myst of it.

Mist (mist), v}- [OE. mistian, f. mist MIST j.i]
1. intr. To be or become misty ;

to gather or

appear in the form of a mist
; (of the eyes, out

lines, etc.) to become dim, obscure, or blurred.
ciooo ./ELFRIC Gram, xxxvi. (Z.) 216 Caligo me mistiatS

mine eajan. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 340/2 Mystyn, or grow
roky as wedur, and mysty. 1635 VAUGHAN Silex Scint.

I. 70, 1 have deserved a thick, Egyptian damp. Dark as my
deeds Should mist within me. 1818 KEATS Endym. m. 44
When thy gold breath is misting in the west. 1821 CLARE
Vill. Minstr. I. 132 Full sweet it was to look, How clouds
misted o er the hill. 1829 FROUDE in Rem. (1838) I. 241 It

began to rain and blow, and, what was worse, to mist. 1891
Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 23 Dec., Your eyes cannot but mist
as you look and listen.

2. trans. To cover or obscure with or as with mist;
to envelop in mist ; to bedim (the eyes) with tears.

143^-40 LYDG. Bochas n. ii. (1554) 44 Flattery. .Whiche
.. Misteth the iyen of euery gouernour That they cannot
know their owne erroure. 1598 E. GUILPIN Skial. (1878) 21

He sits Misted with darknes like a smoaky roome. 1600
HOLLAND Livy xxix. xxvii. 730 They were misted againe,
and lost the sight of land. 1603 SHAKS. Learv. iii. 262 If that
her breath will mist or staine the stone, Why then she Hues.
i6z8 GAULE Pract. Theories (1629) 373 Perhaps, her lauish

weeping .. misted her eyes, 1631 HEYWOOD -znd Pt. Fair

535

Maid of H cst in. F4 Let s mist our selves In a thick cloud
of smoak. 1685 SIK G. MACKENZIE Religious Stoic v, 43
That Glass is now so misted and soiled. 1820 KEATS Lamia
n. 274 No soft bloom Misted the cheek. 1858 MRS. OLI-

PHANT Laird of Norlaw III. 220 Stars do not mist them
selves with tender dew about the perversities of human kind
as these eyes do.

b. with immaterial obj.

1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanie n. v. 198 With Caduceus
nimble Hermes fights, And mists my wit. 1613 PVRCHAS

Pilgrimage I. it. 14 We haue this testimonie of Moses of the

Creation of the World, whose sense, if I haue missed or

misted in these many words, I craue pardon. 1637 RUTHER
FORD Lett. (1862) I. cxviii. 294 If I were not misted, and
confounded, and astonished how to be thankful. 1654
WHITI.OCK Zoototnia 495 This double Errour mists metis

Judgments concerning them.

t Mist, v. Obs. Iii 3 miste, myate. [? f. mist

pa. pple. of Miss 7 .* Cf. S\v. mista
^
Dn. miste.]

intr. and trans. Miss z/.
1

(7 1250 Owl $ Nig/it. 764 Oft spet wel a lute lyste par
muche strengbe solde myste. Ibid. 825 If be uox miste of

al bis dwele At ban ende ho creophb to hole. Ibid.
i6.|i&amp;gt;

Nule ic wib be playdi na more Vor her bu myst bi ryhtc
lore.

Mist, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Miss v.\
;

scribal variant of ME. migt (see MAY V. 1
).

t Mista-d, pa. pple. Obs. [app. f. Mis-* 2 +

stad, pa. pple. of STEAD
v.]

In sorry plight.
a ijpo Cursor AT. 28158 Quen i sagh ober men mistad, Of

his fare wald i be gladd.

Mistakable (mist^kab l), a. [f.
MISTAKE -.-.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being mistaken, misappre
hended, or misunderstood.

1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. \\. i. 279 If wee consider

how differently they are set forth in minor and lesse mistake-
able numbers. (1633 HAMMOND Paraphr. A&quot;. 7 . Postscr.

32 Places of Scripture, .mistakable by the Enthusiast, 1822

Examiner 341/1 The darkest and most mUtakable parts of

this drama. 1864 BOWEN Logic xii. (1870! 388 The internal

peculiarities of the malady, of which the outward symptoim
are only the faint and easily mistakable indications.

Hence Mista fcableness ; Mista-kably adv.

1665 J. SERGEANT Sure Footing -2-21 Supposing the noto

riety of it secur d the thing from mistakableness. 1844
MROWNING Let. to Dowson 10 Mar. in Atkenxum 18 July
(1891) 108/1 The good fortune which appears slowly but

not mistakably setting in upon me.

Mistake (mist (&quot;i k),^. [f.next. Cf. Sw.w/JJ/fl^.]
1. properly, A misconception or misapprehension

of the meaning of something; hence, an error or

fault in thought or action.

1638 JuNirs Paint. Ancients 337 We doe excuse small

mistakes in them. A 1656 USSHER Lett. (1686) 505 Upon
the old Sabbath-day, or upon the Sunday

1

; by a strange
kind of mistake, turning the Copulative into a Disjunctive.

1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Lady Rich 17 June,
V our whole letter is full of mistakes from one end to the

other. 1752 HUME Ess. $ Treat. (1777) II. 5 It is easy for

a profound philosopher to commit a mistake in his subtile

reasonings. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 166 Mistakes in

the description of the premises. 1856 SIR B. BRODIK

PsychoL Inq. II. iv. 134 There are not a few who make the

great mistake of expecting too much of life. 1856 FROUDK
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 285 It will be thought .. on wider

grounds, that the measure was a mistake. 1874 MTCKLK-
THWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 29 It is a great mistake to

think that a building looks better for being empty,

fb. A mistake of: a misconception as to.

1649 in Def. Rights $ Priv. Univ. Oxford (1690) 10 Mis
takes of the manner and rules of proceeding. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. in. x. 16 Whatever Inconvenience follows

from this Mistake of Words. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 502
p i It cannot be called a Mistake of what is pleasant. 1771

JENKINS Cent. Rep. (ed. 3) 11. v. 57 For when the defendant

appears, a mistake of the process to bring him to appear
shall do no harm.

c. In generalized use.

1671 TILLOTSON Serin, Pref. bsb, Infallibility is an abso

lute security of the understanding from all possibility of

mistake in what it believes. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 32
But if, beneath the favour of mistake, Thy smile s sincere.

1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab vi. 30 Crime and misery are in yonder

earth, Falsehood, mistake, and lust.

2. Phrases, t & -^; upon, or under a mistake :

under a misapprehension. Obs.

1683 New Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1867) I. 460 It may be

I may be upon a mistake, but, according to what I know
and belive, I am falsely indited. 1683 H. PRIDEAUX in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 185 That you may be under noe

mistake as to him. 1742 YOUNG Nt. T/i. vin. 884 For what
is vice ? self-love in a mistake. 1777 Bentleys Phal. 328

note, Gronovius was under a mistake, in supposing the

Romans had no such sum as a Talent in their accounts.

1822 SHELLEY tr. Calderons Mag. Prodig. i. 32 You lie-
under a mistake. 1839 Standard 12 Apr., Some timid con
servatives, .labour in the same mistake.

b. By (rarely_/r0w, \ind} mistake : erroneously,

mistakenly.
1726 SWIFT Gulliver n. viii, It [sc. a tooth] was drawn by

an unskilful Surgeon, in a Mistake. 1769 Jitttius Lett, xiii,

(1771) I. 65 It is not that you do wrong by design, but that

you should never do right by mistake. 1822 COBBETT
Weekly Reg. q Mar. 579 In the year 1814 ; and not 1815, as

I, from mistake, stated at Chichester. 1864 J. H. NEW
MAN Apol. 23 A story of a sane person being by mistake
shut up in the wards of a Lunatic Asylum.

C. And no mistake&quot;, without any doubt, un

doubtedly, for certain ;
used colloq. to emphasize

a preceding statement. Also used attrib., (and-}
no-mistake undoubted, unquestionable.
Often stressed (anomalously) on the syllable no.

1818 LADV MORGAN AntoHog, (1859) 15 He is the real

MISTAKE.

thing and no mistake. 1837 THACKLHAY Ravensiving i, A
tip-top swell, 1 can assure you, a regular bang-up chap, and
no mistake. 1857 HUGHES Tout Brown \. i, Yes, it s a
magnificent Roman camp, and no mistake, with gates, and
ditch, and mounds. 1884 Harper s Mag. Feb. 412/1 Mary
Ann was mad, an no mistake.

attrib. 1838 THACKERAY Fashnable Fax Wks. IQOO XIII.
251 A reglar slap-up, no mistake, out-an -out account of the
manners and usitches of genteel society. 1848 Bk. Snobs
xxiii, The real old original and-no-mistake nobility. 1858
(). W. HOI.MKS Ant. Break/. -t. xii, He is the real, genuine,
no-mistake Osiris.

Mistake (mist^-k), z 1

. Forms: see TAKE v.

[a. ON. mistaka lo take by mistake, refl. to mis

carry (Sw. imsstaga refl. to be mistaken), f. mis-

Mis- 1 + taka to TAKE. For the uses cf. also

OF. mesprendre (mod.P\ m4prendre),~\

1 1. trans. To take wrongfully, wrongly, or in

error. Obs.
c 1380 WYCI.IF Wks. (iS8o) 345 pis office is dispised &

cristus owne office is misse-taken. 1382 l^cnt. v. i r Thow
shalt not mystaak the name of the Lord thi God idillirh.

1387 TKEVISA Higdeu (RolLs) VII. 321 He ha^ nou^t mys
take as his owne hat he hab i-fonge for a tyrne. 14.. Lai.

Euff. Voc. in Wr..\\ iilcker 604/39 Pr&amp;gt;
sni&amp;gt;f/&amp;gt;tii&amp;lt;i,

to mystake.
1550 CHOW LEY ll ay to ll eatth 579 To make restitucion of
that ye haue misse taken. 1614 B. JONSON l&amp;gt;arth. Fair \\.

ii, To be euer busie, and mis-take away the bottles ami
Cannes, .before they be halfe drunke oft&quot;, a 1631 [VNM
Sat. v. Poems (1633) 348 To see a Pursivant come in, ;in&amp;lt;l

call All his cloathes, Copes;.. and all His Plan-, ( halliees ;

and mi.st;iku them away.

f2. ////r. To transgress, offend, do wrong. Obs.
c 1330 R. URUNNE Chron. fiSioj 138 If be Scottis kyng mis

take in any braide Of treson in any byng, ageyn Henry for-

said. . ^1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1540 l.adyes, I preye
ensample taketh,Ve that ayeins your luve mistaketh. (&quot;1400

.S7. Al -.rhis (Laud 622) 94 Ayeins no Man she mystook,..
Noiber in word ne dede. 1500 M,-lnsi&amp;gt;te 29, I haue

my&amp;gt;-

taken ouermoche anenst your noble person ne. 1822 SCOTT

.V/Xv/ iv, I think the knave mistook more out of conceit
than of purpose.

f b.
refl. (and pass.} in the same sense. Obs.

(- 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. II ace (Rolls) 5145 paw y mys-
tok me greuously, I prey be of me haue bou mercy, c 1386
CHAUCER Mclib. f 852 We han so greetly mistaken us, and
han offended .. agnyn your heigh lordshipe, that [etc.].

a 1400 Pcty Job 1 16 in 26 Pol. Poems 124, I pray to the.

Warne me when I am mystan. a 1425 Cursor M. 18788
(Trin.) His kyn wol he not forsake But we vs fouly mystake.

3. To err in the choice of, as to mistake the or

one s i ay (road} : to take the wrong path.

Similarly to mistake one s mark. Obs. or arch.

1390 CiowKR Conf. II. 15 That he mistake noght his gate.

1548 HALL Citron.* Hen. I llI, 26 By negligence of the

carters y
1 mystooke y

e way. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii.

(Krowde) 314 It is very hard to find one in perfect plight, am I

that doth not alwaies mistake his marke and shute wide.

1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. cciii, [They] swallow in the fry.

Which through their gaping jaws mistake the way. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. \\. 393 When blind ambition quite mistakes
her road, 1791 MRS. RADCMFFK Rom. Forest i, La Motif-

began to have apprehensions that his servant had mistaken
the way.
4. trans. To misunderstand the meaning of (a

person) ;
to attach a wrong meaning to the sayings

or doings of (a person).
1402 Pol. Poems (1859) II. 97 And so thou mysse takist

Jerom,and lyest on Bernarde. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholon. n.

(Arb.) 124 Erasmus. .is mistaken of many, to the great hurt

of studie, for his authoritie sake. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent.

n. v. 49 Why, thou whorson Asse, thou mistak st me. 1637-
50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 312 [He] was mistaken,
and his answer thrown to another sense. 1699 BENTLEY
Phal. 460 There s no room for any suspicion, that he mis
took his Author. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 557 Yet shun their

fault, who, scandalously nice, Will needs mistake an author
into vice. 1714 R. FIDDES Pract. Disc. n. 207 The old

serpent.. was.. out of his calculation, and mistook his man.
1821 SHELLEY Hellas 792 Mistake me not ! All is contained
in each. 1837 BROWSING Straffordi. ii, I was away, Mis
took, maligned: how was the king to know? 1891 Pall
Mall G. 30 Oct. 5/3 On the point of resignation he has mis
taken me.

(
b. To have a wrong view of the character of

(a person). Also with compl. Obs.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxix. 129 Let them take

me wilfull,or mistake me wanton. 1622 FLETCHER Beggar s

Bush iv. 1, Ger. Good fortune Master. Flo. Thou mis

tak st me Clause, I am not worth thy blessing, c 1680

BEVERIDGE Sertn. (1729) I. 535 No, mistake not your selves ;

so long as you are so unjust to others [etc.], ..ye have no

ground to hope that God will be so merciful to you.

5. To have a misconception with regard to (an

opinion, statement, action, purpose, etc.) ;
to mis

apprehend the meaning or intention of; to take in

a wrong sense, attach an erroneous meaning to.

1496 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 511/1 As though every of the

comentary to it, lesteany man should mistake it. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. fV&amp;gt;

iv. ii. 56 My Fathers purposes haue beene mis-

tooke. 1610 Temp. \\. i. 56 He doth but mistake the

truth totally. 1677 DRYDEN Apol. Heroic Poetry Ess. fed.

Ker) 1. 179 They wholly mistake the nature of criticism who
think its business is principally to find fault. 1729 BUTLER
Serfa. Wks. 1874 II. Pref. 7 An argument may not readily

be apprehended, which is different from its being mistaken.

1769 Jimius Lett. xxii. 103 It sometimes may happen, that

the judge may mistake the law. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
(1858) I. ii. 144 He over-rated the strength of his English
connexion, and mistook the English character. 1880 DIXON
Windsor IV. !. z He mistook the times in which he lived.



MISTAKEFUL. 536 MISTED.

6. To make a mistake; to be in error; to err in

opinion or judgement; to be under a misappre
hension ;

to take a wrong view.

a. intr. Now somewhat arch.

1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzos Civ. Com: n. (1586) 77, I think

you mUtake. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 94 Oh, cry you
mercy .sir, I haue niistooke. 1631 GOUGK Coifs Arrows \.

42. 67 God can not mistake : the evill at which he is at

any time angry is indeed evilL 1699 KENTLEY PhaL 326
That He was not the first, that made this (false) Discovery,
but mistook after threat Names, Goluius, and Fazellus.

1732 POPE Ep. Cobham 210 Vet, in this search, the wisest

may mistake, If second qualities for first they take. 1802

MAR. EDGEWORIH Moral T. (1816) I. x. 85 If I don t mis

take. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. iv. 56 How
;
dead ! he only

sleeps; you mistake, brother. 1861 Jml. Asiatic Sac.

XXX. 198 Professor Lassen mistakes a* to the locality of

ihi*&amp;gt; place. i8gi Sweater 2 May 532/2 If we mistake not,

he has put the believers in the guilt of Richard III in a

dilemma.

b. pass, (to be mistaken^ -\ mistook)^ and ^refl.

Const, in (rarely ^ of).

1599 SHAKS. Hen.
/&quot;,

u. iv. 30 You are too much mistaken

in this King. 1607 DEKKER A w^.V Conjur. (1842) 69 The
destinies (who fought on their side) mistooke themselues,
and in steede of striking the colours out of his hand, smotu
him. 1644 GABRIEL PLATTERS in HartliFs Legacy (1655)

253 If I be not hugelymistaken.it is the self-same with. .

Saint-Fein. 1658 COKAISE Obstinate Lady v. iv. Poems

(1874) 9^ But I am much mistook ; you are not she Whom
heie I was to meet. 1671 MILTON .Sfttns(tngoj t I was a fool,

too rash, and quite mistaken In what I thought would have
succeeded best. 1784 COWPER Task HI. 154 That He who
made it [sc. the earth), and revealed its date To Moses, was
mistaken in its age. 1824 HOGG Can/. Sinner 188, I can

never be mistaken of a character in whom I am interested.

1848 DICKENS Dowbey\v,\Q\\ \Q mistaken I daresay. 1875

JOWETT Plato led. 2) I. 431 Plato, if I am not mistaken,
was ill.

f7. trans. With direct obj. (or ace. nnd inf.)

and compl. : To suppose erroneously to be or to

do ... Also /Ott&tf. Obs.

1596 SPENSER / . Q. iv. viii. 55 For me he did mistake that

Squire to bee. n 1637 B. JONSON Eng. Gram Pref. (1640),

The opinion of rudenesse and barbarisme, wherewith it [sc.

our language] is mistaken to be diseas d. a 1661 KULLKK
Worthies, \Vanvitkshire (1662) 124 Vincent of Coventiie

was. . bred a Franciscan (though Learned Leland mistakes

him a Carmelite). 1711 HRADLEY Philos. Ate. ll ks.Xat,

144 Some mistake the Aureliae of certain kinds of Buttfc-

fiies to be the Aureliae of Ichneumon Flies. 1736 KUTI.KR

Ann/, M. ni. 170 Lest 1 should be mistaken to vilify Reason.

8. To mistake (a person or thing
1

) for (some
other peison or thing): to suppose erroneously
the former to be the latter

;
to substitute in

thought or perception the latter for the former.
1611 SHAKS, Wint. T. n. i. 82 You haue mistooke (my

Lady) Pohxenes for Leontes. 1617 MORVSON Itin. i. 181, I

touched the poore mans box with my fingers, .mistaking it

for the Font of holy water. 1651 HOBBKS Lc -iath. n. xxv.

131 They mistake the Precepts of Counsel lours, for the Pre

cepts of them that Command 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 120

f 15 She [sc. a henl mistakes a Piece of Chalk for an Egg,
and sits upon it in the same manner. 1791 MKS. RADCLIFFF.

Rom. Forest ix, The effusions of gratitude she mistook for

those of tenderness. 1828 SCOTT / . M. Perth xxii, Poor

fossip
Oliver often mistook friends for enemies 1871

IORLEY / oltmre (1886) 5 Those., who have the tempera
ment which mistakes strong expression for strong judgment.

9. To err as to the identity or nature of; to take

to be somebody or something else ; now usually in

phr. there s no mistaking = it is impossible not to

recognize.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. viii. 5 In hand she boldly tooke

To make . . Another Florimell, in shape and looke So lively
and so like, that many it mistooke. 1633 MILTON Arcades 4
What sudden blaze of moiesty Is that which we from hence

descry Too divine to be mistook 1731 POPE Ess. Man \\.

216 If white and black blend, .is there no black or white ?

., Tis to mistake them, costs the time and pain. 1837
DICKENS Pickw. li, There was no mistaking the fact. 1874
SVMONDS .$-, Itniy &amp;lt;V

Greece (1898) I. xv. 320 Another [astro

loger) described him so accurately that there was no mis

taking the man.

b. To estimate wrongly.
1785 BURNS Joi/y Beggars 3rd Recit., I fear I my talent

mi^teuk.

f 1O. To commit an error in regard to (a date,

a number, etc.); to perform (an action) at a wrong
time. Obs.

1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4035/3 In the Circuit Gazette, the

Day of the Month for the Assizes, .is mistaken. 17*6 SWIFT
Gulliver in. ii, He. .brought my Clothes very ill made, and
uite out of Shape, by happening to mistake a Figure in the

Jalculation. 1734 SRYMOI R Cow///. Gamester 79 He that

mistakes his Stroke, loses i, to that Side he is of.

f 11. To bring by mistake info. Obs.

1663-9 DRYDEN Wild Gallant \. ii, Sure this fellow, .was
sent by Fortune to mistake me into so much money. 1667

Ind. F.mf. Prol., Wks. 1725 I. 326 Grant us such Judges
. .As still mistake themselves into a Jest.

f!2. To take amiss, object to. Obs.

17*5 DK FOE I oy. rnund World {\%,$&\ 245 Since I would
be a maker of presents, she should do herself the honour to

take it with her own hands and he would be very far from
mistaking them, or taking it ill from his wife.

Mista keful, a. [f. M [STAKE sl&amp;gt;. + -PUL.]
Full of mistakes.
1880 FURNIVALL in Trans. New Sfiaks. Sec. (1880-2) 199

The scrappy and mistakeful state of the text.

Mistaken (mist^ k
n),///.&amp;lt;7. Also8.9r.-tane.

[pa. pple. of MISTAKE v.]

c!

fl. a. Wrongly supposed to be so. b. Wrongly
taken for something else. c. Taken in a wrong
sense; misunderstood, misconceived. Obs.

1597 BRETOS Marie s Exercise (Grosart) 5/2 Martha . .

complained to Thee of her sister s mistaken and mistermed
jdlenes. 1660 DKYDEN Astrxa Redux 149 The watchful
travellour That by t!ie moon s mistaken light did rise. 1744
[see MISPOINT v.-\.

d. Mistaken identity: a phrase used to describe

an error made with regard to a person s identity.

1865 Remarkable Convictions 26 (heading), Mistaken

Identity.

2. Of persons : Labouring under a misappre
hension ; taking a wrong view.
1601 SHAKS. Tu-el. N. n. Si. 36 And she (mistaken) seemes

to dote on me. 1660 T. B LOUNT Bos(obct 55 An imputation
(laid on them by some mistaken Zelots) of disloyalty.

1712-14 POPK Rape Lock iv. 151 Yet am not I the first mis
taken maid, By love of Courts to num rous ills betray d.

1715 DK FOE Fara. Instruct. \. iv. (1841) I. 73 You ll line!

yourself mistaken in my mother. 1770 Jttnius Lett, xxxvi.

177, I think him honest, though mistaken. 1878 JKVONS
Primer Pol. ECon. n A hundred years after the publication
of his great book, there ought not to be so many mistaken

people vainly acting in opposition to his lessons,

3. transf. of their opinions, actions, etc. : Wrongly
conceived, entertained, or carried out ;

erroneous.

1676 HALE Contempt. \. 21 The mistaken estimate of the

generality of men. 1692 R. L 1 ESTRANGE Fables xxxviii. 38
The Licentiating of any thing that is Course and Vulgar,
out of a foolish Facility or a Mistaken Pity. 1700 COLLIKR
2nd Dtf.^hort View 123 Of these Lines he gives a foul and
mistaken Translation. 1742 YOUNG AV. Th. v. 301 Friends
counsel quick dismission of our grief: Mistaken kindness !

our hearts heal too soon. 1868 FRFKMAN \orni. Cow?. (1877*
II. vii. 158 We can only suppose that a mistaken feeling of

loyalty hindered him. 1897 GLADSTONE E. Crisis 2 The
unwise and mistaken views of some Powers have brought
dishonour upon the whole.

Mistakenly (mist^ k nli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY 5

*.]
In a mistaken manner ; by mistake ; under

a misapprehension ; erroneously.
1654-66 KARL OKRERY Parthen. (1676 805 A Vow. .mani

fested to he mistakenly grounded. 1660 Trial Regie. 71
He was unhappily ingaged in that bloody business, I hope
mistakenly. 1715 LFONI Palladia s Archit. (1742) II. 71
A Portico (mistakenly called Pia/za in England i. 1759
1 IOLDSM. Bee No. 3 P 40 Animated with a strong passion for

the great virtues, as they are mistakenly called, and utterly

forgetful of the ordinary ones. 1850 KOBKRTSON Lect. (1858)

69 It matters little whether it was rightly or mistakenly
denied. 1881 SAINTSBURY Dryden 115 This was Amphi
tryon, which some critics have treated most mistakenly as a
mete translation of Mollere.

Mistakenness ;mist&amp;lt;^ k nnes), [-NESS.] The
condition or quality oi being mistaken.

1865 J. OKOTK JZxplor. Philos. \, 66 There is no reason

why people should not find out the mistakenness of them ..

by making the attempts, and seeing the absurdity which
results. 1894 Athe*t#nm 20 Jan. 80/2 A little prose tale . .

which in simplicity and mistakenness is like the production
of a clever child.

Mistaker mistr -kai). [f. MISTAKE r&amp;gt;. + -ER 1
.]

One who mistakes or misunderstands. In early

use, sometimes, one who wilfully takes things in

a wrong sense.

1551-3 Act 5 -V 6 Edw. VI, c. i 8 4 Their hathe arrisen. .

!

diverse doubles, .rather by the curiositie of the Mynistreand
i mystakers, then of an ye other worthie cnuse. 1628 BK HALL
Old Relig 191 The well meaning ignorance of mis-takers.

1684 tr. BoneCs Merc. Compit. xtx. 794 The unhappiness
. of the Mistake s ought to have derogated nothing from the

J

excellency of the Median. 1827 in Hone Every-day Bk. II.

1012 Would it be impossible to make a. .mistake with regard
to the mistaker? 1869 BPOWNING King &amp;lt;y

Bk. xi. 2045 So,
let death alone ! So ends mistake. So end mistakers !

Mistaking ;misti
T t

kirj\ vhl. sk. [f.
MISTAKE

v. -f -ixr, i.] The action of MISTAKE v. ; fwrong-
doing; misunderstanding, misconception; the act

of making a mistake. From c 1580 to c 1650 fre-

i quent in the sense of : Mistake, error.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 27258 Enentes knightes [sal he frain] o

mistakyng, And namli wran^wis warraing. c 1430 Pitgr.
Lyf Manhode \. Ixxvt. (1869) 44 To you dame Sapience
sendeth me. .to shewe you youre mistakinges. 15*9 MORE
Dyaloge \. Wks.

167/1 That we shall auoide .. all su&amp;lt;:h

myssetakyng. as might brynge vs into any damnable
errour. 1530 PALSGR. 245/2 Mystakyng of a man selfe or

1 myspride. 1573 I ARKT Alv. M
^67

The Hkenesse causeth
i mistaking. Errorem creat siwilitndo. 1579 FULKK Ht-s-

kins* Parl. 203 As his manifold mistakins do declare. 1613
i SIR H. NEVILL in Bnccleuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1.

131, 1 would wish you not to neglect him, out of any mis

[
taking of his worth. 1626 BACON Syfca 946 This Pretended
Learned Man told me; It was a Mistaking in Me. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. \\. xliv. ^36 The same mistaking of the

present Church for the Kingdom of Hod. .11654 SELDEN
Table-T. (Arb.) 112 The way to find out the Truth is by
others mistakmgs. 1677 R. GARY Palseol. Chron. 11, i. xxi.

161 To prevent Confusion, as well as Mistakings, it was
not permitted [etc.! 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. cxviii. He first

inclined to think he had been mistaken ; And then to be
ashamed of such mistaking. 1890 Spectator 7 June, Those
whose eyes are opened in a new world to their fearful mis

taking. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed iv. 66 There was
no mistaking.

Mistaking (mist^-kirj), ///. a. [-ING
-
.]

1. Misunderstanding, misconceiving; erring.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. v. 45 Pardon old father my

mistaking eies. 1688 PRIOR Ode Exodus vii, Still enquiring,
still mistaking Man. 1692 DRYDEN C/rflniexes v. ii. 59 And

! with a good mistaking Piety, First blessing him, then

|

Heaven! 1711 SWIFT Examiner No. 24 F 2 And first I

|
declare (because we live in a mistaking world) that [etc.].

1725 Port-: Oityss. vii. 394 Man s of a jealous and mistaking
kind, a 1806 HORSLKY Strut. (1812) II. 25^ They expected
not like the mistaking Jews a Saviour of the Jewish nation

only.

t 2. Of opinions, statements: Mistaken, erro

neous. Obs,

1651 BAXTFR Saints fi. in. ii. fed. 2) 193 Do not say then,
I cannot beleeve that my sin is pardoned . . and therefore I

am no true Beleever : This is a most mistaking conclusion.

1660 BOYLE Seraph. Lave To Rdr. 3 Its mistaking Passages
and unwary Expressions. 1680 BAXTER Answ. Stiltingft.
Ixiv. 87 How faulty and hurtful this mistaking passionate
Separation is.

Mistakingly (mat^ khjli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY-.] Erroneously; incorrectly; mistakenly.
1652-69 HEYLIN Coswogr. in. 25 Sola, .mistakingly called

Heliopolis, by Qu. Curtius. 1654 WHITLOCK Zooto iiia 424
The mistakingly frighted, and running Army. 1678 Lomi.
Gaz. No. 1273/4 Wi ri the Crest an Eagles head and a fire-

brand in the beak, but mistakingly engraved like a flaming
torch. 1794 Rigging &amp;lt;y SfaauBuMJ II. 338 If the chaser

should mistakingly stand on. 1807 SOUTHEY Esp iellas

Lett. (1814) III. 284 The Heaven therefore which men mis

takingly desiie. 1883 \ature XXVII. 254/2 Parents mis

takingly think the measles and whooping cough necessary

accompaniments of childhood.

Mistal (mi st l). dial. Also 7-9 mistall, S

mystall, 9 mistle, missel, etc. [Of doubtful

origin ; perh. f. Mix j*. 1
, dung + STALL sb.

Connexion with Norw. mjjstfl resting-place near a farm,
or wjilltesttril station in the out fields for milking purposes,
is improbable.)
A stable or shed for catlle.

1673 Dffios. Cast. York (Surtees) 29 He .. saith that . . he

sawe the said Mary Sikes riding upon the backe of one of

his cowes. And he endeavouring to strike att her stumbled
and soe the said Mary flewe out of his mistall window.

1703 THORESBY Let. to Kay Gloss. (E. D. S.), Mystall,
mewstall for cattle, oxen, and cows. 1808 Complete Grazier

(ed. 3) 68 Ox-stalls, or Feeding Houses . . are usually deno*

minated [in Lincolnshire] mistles. 1847 HALLIWELL, Missel,

a cow house. 1 orksk. 1865 W. S. BANKS Wakcfield Words,
Mistle, a cowhouse. 1884 Leeds .Merc. 3 June 2 Good
Mistal, for 8 beasts, with Hay Chamber. 1885 Law Times
LXXVI1I. 187/2 Whilst the cattle were in the mistal they
w ere supplied with water from the well in the plaintiffs land.

Mista ste,
&quot;

0/&amp;gt;s. [Kormed after DISTASTE;
cf. Mis-l 9.] a. infr. To be out of taste, b. trans.

To spoil the taste of. c. To have no taste for.

1540 [see MIS-SAVOUR]. l$6 J. HEYWOOD Prov. ft Epigr.

(1867) coTast not to muche, lest taste mistast thy chaps.

1613 WITHKR Abuses Stript I o Rdr., Some, no doubt, will

mistaste myplainnes, in that I have so bluntly spoken [etc.].

M-istate, obs. variant of MIS-STATE.

Mistaught (mistg-t), ppl. a. [Mis-l 2.]

\Vrongly taught ; badly brought up.
1551 HUI.OET, Mistaught or rude, triuialis. 1554 Interlude

ff 1 oittk B iv, Who learned the thou mistaught man To
speake so to a gentylman? 169* R. L EsTBANGE t-al tts

xxxviii. 38 The Disorders, of either a Mis-taught, or a Neg.
lected Youth. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles xxii. 223 Again,
did strange thoughts tingle in that mistaneht little brain.

Miste, v. Obs. [f.
med.L. tnistum, mixtum

(OY.miste,mixte): seeMlXTCM. Cf. med.L. mix-

tare = mixtum sumere .] inlr. To take the light

meal known as mixttim.
c 1400 Rule fit. Bf iet (Prose) xxxv. 26 pa bat serue o be

kichin sal miste [orig. atcipiant. .sieali&amp;gt;s Hl-eres il pan,-m\
bi-fore be mikil mete bred, butter, pat tay may serue wid-

vten gruching. Ibid, xxxviii. 27 Sho bat sal rede sal miste

[orig. accipiat mixtum} ay litil, be-fore sho rede.

Miste, scribal var. mihte: see MAY z&amp;gt;. 4 a.

c 1105 LAY. 18690 Ne miste [c 1275 mihte] he of ban eorle

nabing twinnen.

Mistea ch, st&amp;gt;. [app. alteration of MISTETCH

after next.] Bad habit.

1841 CJ. S. FABER Pro-:: Lett. (1844) II. loo What gave
these members of our Church such an unlucky mislead),

that [etc.].

Misteach (mist/ -tf),
v. [OE. HMMWi see

Mis- l i nnd TEACH v.] trans. To teach or instruct

badly or wrongly. Also, t* misdirect.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. (Th.) II. 50 iif ?a lareowas . . mis-

tacaS, oSSe misbysniaS, hi forp;craS hi sylfe. c 1150 Gen.

ff Ex. 475 Al-so he mistake, also he schet. 15*9 MORE

Dyaloge iv. xi. Wks. 263/2 If thei should, .blame the church

for misteching the people. i54oCovERDALE, etc. Erasm. Pnr.

Rom. Argt., The Komaines . . beyng fyrst misse taught & by
false preachers deceiued. 1658 HOBOES Six Lessons \\ V*.

1845 VII. 316 When I think how dejected you will be. .for

misteaching the young men of the University. 1701 C.

MATHER iVafn. Chr. vii. 15 Their Teachers .. had mis-

taught and mis-led the People. 1868 GLADSTONE y: .

Mundi x. (1870) 402 He is indeed mistaught with reference

to the use of the strong hand.
a/isol. i66i FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 463 They did

not only not teach in the Church, but misteach by their

lascivious .. behaviour. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Sac. Amcr.

111.295 Has not God his own ways.. of teaching when man
misteaches?

b. To teach (a subject) bndly.

1831 CARLYLE Misc. Ess. (1840) III. 240 The New School,

with all that it taught, untaught, and mistaught.

Hence Mistea ohing vbl. sb.

1549 COVERDALE etc. /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;!.//. Par. Gal. \ Simplenes it

was, that they were through misteachyng begiled. 1587

GOLDING De Mornay xvi. 306 The misteaching or mis-

example of the Parents. 1818 [see MISTETCH sb.\.

Misted (mi Sted
1

), a. [f.
MIST sb. or v. + -ED.]

Obscured by or hidden in mist ; fig. dulled, blurred.

i6a7-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. viii, When the brain is misted,

with arising Fumes. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1664) xxxii.

I. 74 Misted faith, & my Fever conceive amiss of him. 1810



MISTELL.

CLARE Poems Rur. Life (ed. 3) 58 Through the rimy misled

pane. 1887 Harper s Mag. June 108 He walked the streets

under the thinly misted moon.

Misteir, obs. form of MISTER sb^-

Mistell(miste-l),t&amp;gt;. Also 7-8 -tel. [Mis-l i.]

t 1. trans. To number or reckon incorrectly ;
to

miscount. Also absol. Obs.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 17618 Thys hand ek fairly

beyth and sylleth ; And in reknynge, thys hand mystelleth.

1530 PALSGR. 638/2 You have mystolde, for there was no
lesse in the puree. 1608 SYLVESTER Tri. Faith \, xxxv.

(1621) 540 That Bizantian Prince, that did mis tell A four-

fnntd Essence in the onely One. i6zz BRBTOH Strange
.Veivs (Grosart) 5 Their prayers are all by the dozen, when if

they miss-tell one, they thinke all the rest lost. itf47HEXHAM,
Mistcllen, to Mistell, or to Miscount.

2. a. To relate incorrectly, f b. To misinform.

1565 JEWEL Repl, Harcfing(i6u) iSi M. Harding mis-

telleth his authours tale, and auoucheth that he neuer
meant. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk

&amp;lt;y

Sclv. 141 One who could
never mistake himself, nor mistel us. 1753 JOHNSON, To
Misfel, to tell unfaithfully or inaccurately.

Misteltewe, -tow, obs. forms of MISTLETOE.

Mistely, obs. form of MISTILY.

t Miste inper, si&amp;gt;. Obs. [f. Mis- 1
4 + TKMTKK

sb,] Disorder.

1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 31 To . . find by your mis-

temper to be themselves better ordered, c 1550 Ij.ovn
Treas, Health Tviij b, If he haue the lepre mystempre and

paynes throughe al the bod ye.

So f Miste mperance, disordered or impro
perly tempered condition.

1341 R. COPLAND Galyeifs Terap. 2 A iv, The mystemper-
an nee of y9 flesshe vlcerate. 1561 HOLLYBI PSH How. Apoth.
26 The iaundis caused by mistemperaunce of heate.

t Miste inper, . Obs. [f. Mis- * i + TEMPER

v.] trans. To disturb or disorder.
a 1547 in Lanehftnt s Let. (1871) Pref. 130 Haue youe bene

mystemperyd With ale att any tyme? 1561 HOLLYBI-SH
Horn. Apoth. 21 b, Lyke to lyke mistempereth the body.
1592 WARNER All . Eng. vn. xxxiv. (1612) 166 When .. Nor
Husbands weale nor Childrens woe mistempered my head.

1641 SIR E. DERING
SJ&amp;gt;,

on Relig. 120 It will not now suit

this Bil, as it is now mistemperM to that purpose.
Hence fMiste mpering vbl. s6.

t disorder.

1561 Hot-LYBL SH Ifont. Apoth, 17 b, Manye wayes getteth
a man the cough : somtyme of the brestes mistemperinge.

p
fy

MlSTEMPEKANCE.
1561 HOLLYBUSH Iloni. Apoth. 26 The jaundis. .is caused

..ether by mistemperatness of heate, or by stoppynge in

the lyuer.

Miste mpered, ///. a. Oh. or arch. [f.

Mis- 1 2 + TEMPERED.]
1. Badly or unsuitably mixed.

1506 Kalendar Sheph. L 3 (1892) III. 107 Whan they [jr.

the humours] be vnegall & mysse tempred that one

domyne ouer an other. 1594 NASHE Terrors of Night
Wks. (Grosart) III. 269 Our brains are like the firmament
.. and exhale .. the like grose mistempred vapors and
meteors. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, O.T. 498 Those
substitutions . .shall be of a mis-tempered mixture, some of
them strong, .others weake.

2. Disordered, deranged.
1541 R. COPLAND Galyeris Terap. 2 A iv, The mystem-
ered flesshe ought to be deuysed in two dyfterences. The
yrste is whan the subiect flesshe is out of nature in an
onely qualyte. 1587 HOLINSHED Hist. Scot. 114/1 He..
vsed to sit at supper . . till he were so mistempered, that

being laid to sleepe, he would streight vomit out such heauie

gorges, as [etc.]. 1593 SHAKS. John v. i. 12 This inundation
of mistempred humor. 1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 33 Gentle

ness, and tenderness, and truth And Gospel charms to tame
mistempered souls.

3. Of weapons: Tempered for an evil purpose.
159* SHAKS. Rom.

&amp;lt;$ Jitl. i. i. 94 From those bloody hands
Throw your mistemper d Weapons to the ground.

1 Mi Sten, z. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. MIST j.l +

-EN 5
2.] trans. To dim the senses or perception of.

1599 SANDYS Europse Spec. (1632) 82 Whom neither the
fumes of fierie passions doe misten, nor [etc.].

t Miste nd, v. Obs. In 4 pa. pple. myse-
tente. [f.

Mis-&quot;1 i + TEND v.^~\ trans. Not to

give proper attention to,

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 257 5e h ;ir

&quot;

your tale myse-tente,
To say your perle is al awaye, fat is in cofer.

t Mi SteOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. MIST sb. +

-ECUS.]
*

Misty ,
obscure.

1549 Compl. Scot. x. 85 On tin s misteous propheseis, that
haue intendit veyris contrar Scotland, in hope to conques it.

Mister (mi stai), sb.1 Obs. exc. arch, and dial.

Forms : 3-4 meister, 3-5 mester, (4 me(i)stere,
meester, meyster, mystare, -eir), 4-5 misteir,
-ere, mestyer(e, 4-6 mistir, mystir, 4-7 mes-
tier, 4-8 myster, (5 mestyer, -ire, -ur, -our,

maister, mystur, -yr, -ire, -air, mystre, mistre,

-tyr, 6 mistar, 7 mistier), 4- mister, [a. OF.
mestier

t wester, mod.F. metier
&amp;gt; (i) service, office,

occupation, (2) instrument or made-up article of

certain kinds, (3) need, necessity (etc.) Pr. mester,

meistier^ Sp., Pg. mester^ It. mestiere popular L.

*misterium for ministerium : see MINISTRY and cf.

METIER. (In 13-14111 c. stressed mistt r,)]
I. Occupation, service, etc.

fl. Handicraft, trade; profession, craft. Jlfatt

of mister-, a craftsman (cf. 5). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor AL 1 1840 He . . clos him leches for to seke,
And bai com bath fra ferr and ner, pat sliest war o

[&amp;gt;at
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mister. ( 1330 R. BRUNKE Citron. fiSio) 94 He asked for

his archere, Walter Tirelle was haten, master of bat mister.

Ibid, 169 Respons bei gaf him bere, bei were men of mistere,
c 1386 CHAUCEK Prat. 613 In youthe he lerned hadde a

good mister ;
He was a we l good wrighte, a carpenter. 1390

GOWEH Con/. III. 142 Of hem that ben Artificiers, Whiche
usen craftes and mes tiers, c 1477 CAXTON Jason, 21 For to

mayntene the noble mestier of armes. 1538 STAKKEY Eng
land 11. i. 159 Euery man scholer apply hym selfe to hys
mystere and craft. 1613 DANIEL Coil, Hist. Eng. i. n As
one who well knew his mistier.

1 2. Office, duty, business, function. Chiefly

qualified by possessive pron. Obs.
ft 1225 Aticr. R. 72 Holde euerich his owene master, &

nout ne reame oSres. Hid. 414 Marthe me.stcr is uorto
ueden & schrutlen poure men, ase huselefdi. a 1300 Cursor
J/. 2154 Sem had fiue suns sere, Of an to spek es our mitten .

c 1320 Cast. Lo~-c 478 Kihies mester hit is and wt-s In vche
doni Pees to maken. c 1386 CHAII;J. Knt. s T. 4^2, I noot
which hath the wofullere mester. ci^ooKom. Kose 697^,
lam somtyme messager ; &quot;J h.it falleth not to my mister,
c 1450 Kk. Curtasyc 352 in ftabt t-s JU:, Now speke \\ e

wyllo of officiers Of court, and ;ils of lior mes.ticrs.

t 3. Employment, occupation ; practice. To do.

use (such) misters , to be so employed. Obs.

a\z2$ Ancr. A . 84 bus ha beoS bisie i fnsse fule mo^ter.
c 1250 (, t fi. $ /-&quot;.r. 536 And 3e fifte hundred ^er, wapmen hi-

fiuntiun nuad mester, bi-twen hem-selucn hun-wre&amp;gt;,tt; pla^e.
a 1300 Cursor Af, 29319 pe tent [case of cm-Mim] es of pis
okerers bat openli dose sli misters, c 1330 R. I I^-NNK Citron.
Wace (Rolls) 11576 We haue now al bis fyue 5er Lyued in

lechours mester. 1375 BARBOI/K Bruce xii. 414 Thai maid
knychtis, as it efferis To men that oysis thai mysteris.

f4. Skill or cunning in a profession; art. Obs.
a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernoti MS. 600/547 Mester wol

not fayle \&amp;gt;\ lyf, Hit mil be neuere forsake, c 1450 Merlin
156 And he lepte vp lightly as he that hadde grcte my&amp;gt;tere.

c 1475 RaufCoilyttr 4^2, I haue na myster to niatche with
maisterfull men.

5. Comb, f mister man,misters genitive) man:
a craftsman, artificer ; a mrw having a certain

occupation. Also f mister folk. Phrases like all

mister wetf, &quot;what mister man, such a mister man
came to be analysed as men of all misters

1

,
a

man of what mister ,

* of such a mister
;

and
these were subsequently interpreted as == men of
all classes

,
a man of what such a) class, or

kind
,

what kind of n man
,

etc. The idiom
occurs as an archaism in Spenser and later writers,
from whom it was adopted but with misappre
hension of its meaning) by Pope and Scott ; it

survives dialectally in Yorkshire (see V.. 1&amp;gt;. 1X\
a 1300 Cursor JA 27261 All mister men wirkand wit

handes. c 1325 Fro:-. Hendyng-^i^ in Ret. Ant. I. 115 Of
alle mester men mest me hongeth tlieve&amp;lt;. 1340 Ayenb. 39
Ine zuyche reuen, prouost, bedeles, obre mt^teres men
huiche bet hy byeb. 13.. St. Erkemwldc 60 in Horstm.

Alttngi, Leg. (1881) 267 Mony a meters niuti of maners
dyuerse. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt s T. 852 But telleth me what
mister men ye been. &amp;lt; 1400 Rtun. Rose 6332 Now am
I maister, now scolere ; Now monk, now chanoun, now
baily ; What-ever mister man am I. c&quot; 1430 ^V4 / . Ly_/
Manhodc i. cxx. (1869} 63 So bat ayons suich a mister man
it is good to haue suich a gorgeer. c 1440 LOVK /nwarent.
Mirr. xlvi. (Gibbs -MS.), Othere mester men bat broghten
with hem dyuerse instrumentys. c 1450 LOVKUCH Merlin

i^
What mester man Js he, this, that doth vs here al this

distres? 1:1530 Crt.
&amp;lt;if

Love 227 Seeing full sundry peple
in the place, And mister folk. 1590 SPKNSKR / . Q. i. ix. 23
To weet what mister wight was &amp;gt;o di.sin.iyd. 1593 DRAV-
TON SHcph. Carl. vii. 47 These mister arte.s been better

fitting thee. c 1620 FLETCHKR & MASS. Lit. I- r. Lawyer
u. iii, What mister thing is this? Let me .survey it. x6a6

QUARLKS Feast for Worms Medtt. ii, What mister word is

that? 1728 POPE Dune. in. 187 Right well mine eyes arede
the myster wight. 1814 SCOTT IVnv. ix, Sometimes this

mister wight held his hands clasped over his head,

II. f6. Instrument, tool. Obs.

c 1450 HOLLAND Hewlett xvi, He couth wryte wounder
fair, With his neb for mistar.

III. Need, necessity.

1 7. Need arising from the circumstances or facts

of the case. Mister is, (it, is mister ; it is necessary.
In the predicative use, the word becomes quasi-adj.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24810 O siluer and gold giftes to bede,

Mar ban mister es to rede. Hid. 28377, I ha ^en rnare

Grenand and greueand ban mister ware, c 1320 Sir Tristr.

1388 In his schip was boun Al bat mister ware. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7373 Helle..es..s\va wyde and large,

fjat it moght kepe Alle be creatures. .Of alle be world if

myster ware, c 1350 li ill. Palcrne 1919 Mete & al maner
bing bat hem mister neded. c 1400 Song Roland 321 And
we may son help yf me bink myster. c 1400 Destr. Troy
11815 pat mys to amend, is maistur ye go To the corse of

l&amp;gt;at kyng m his cleane towmbe. c 1440 York Myst. viii. 52
Me liste do no daies dede, Hot yf gret mystir me garte. c 1450
Erie Tolous 434 Hyt was no mystur them to bydd. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur \. xv. 57, 1 wylle encountre with kynge bors
and ye wit rescowe me whan myster is. 1543 Aberdeen Reg.
(1844) I. 191 That the portis be mendytt and lokit and
reformat as mister is. 1556 LADDER Tractate 490 Ke wer..
And mend, geue ony myster be. 1600 in Pltcairn Crim.
Trials (Bannatyne Cl.) II. 286 Hald me excused for my
vnsemly Letter, qhilk is nocbt sa veil vrettin as mister ver.

*} 8. A condition in wliich help is needed, or there

is a lack of some necessary thing; a state of

difficulty or distress ; esp. a state of destitution,
lack of means. Phr. in or at (one s) mister. Rarely
//. = necessitous circumstances. In later use Sc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 803 pai cled bam ban in bat mister Wit
leues brad bath o figer. Ibid. 10134 For-bi rede i bairn bat

yee here bat mai yow help at [other texts in] your mistere.

c 1375 .SV. L&amp;lt;g. Saints 1. (Kuterine) 248 Gret mystere gert me

MISTER.
assemble 5011 & call, a 1400-50 Alc.iAiidtrim For niestire
& miseric vnncth may bou forthe pine awen uiitefe cors to
clethe & to fede. 1487 Hoiv Good Wife Taught Date. ^88 Sic

mysteris haldis madynnisin.That thaiar py nit with pouerte.
*S49~S&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Extracts Kurgk Recs. Stirling (1887 58 N eid and
mister

compellit
hlr to sell the saidis warklumes to hustene

hir. 1570 BUCHANAN Adwon. (S.T.S.)25 Saying j at yai had
enterlt yame in dangeare and not supportit in mister. 1641
FERGUSON Prov. (1785) 24 Mister makes man of craft. 1768
Ross Heicnore i. 27 To come alang swcer was she to intreat,
An yet I kend her mister to be great.

t b. To have mister : to be in straits or in neces

sity ;
to be in want of something. Obs.

n 1300 Cursor -V. 10x^44 A* bair gain come mete JKU gaiic,
Ilkan bat bai .sagh mister haue. 1375 I .-\Rboi.-K jinuc xvn,

743 Till relcif ih.ime that had iniitcr. 1432 Tcsf. Ebor.
iSurtees) II. 22 A rough felt.. to be in kepyng of Agne~
West on. -to lay on

y&quot; pore folke y
l hafc mystre in y winter.

C 1489 CAM ON* Sonncs ofAywon ix. 249 Socoure v&amp;gt;, for th

lovt: of Ihcbii^, for we have well mystre. 1567 Glide &amp;gt;v

Ciodlie B. (S.T.S.) 97 Bot he will gif and len his gude at

lar^e, Till thame tliat myster hes.

t 9. Need or want of something specified. Const.

of, to. Chiefly in to have mister. Ct&amp;gt;s.

(11300 Cursor M. 3247 \Vit tresur grette and riche ring,
Suilk als maiden had of mister. Ibid. 4718 Wasneuer mart;

mister o bred. Ibid. 118275, I . . Ictte o Jjam be lighter Kit bai

suld haue to me mister, i 1330 A rth, fy Mert. 3428 (Rolbing
1

,

^ou worf? to hunwel grt-t mister, c 1400 MAUNDI:V. (Roxb.)
xxiv. ii 3 Hod base na mister of mete ne drink, t 1475 /*a;--

tcnay 625 i Tho whii_h liad grett necessity, Iloth mister and
ned vnto soin goodnesse. c 1489 CAX i ON Sonncs ofAywon
vii. 180 Vf they have mystre of vs, Lete vs goo helpe is;

sucoure theym. 1533 I!KLU:NIJFN Livy v. v. (S.T.S. J II.

i &amp;gt;o pe ciete had grete myster of money, havand sa mony
army is to gif wagis to. 1603 Philotus xv, He is richt gude,
Ane man of wealth and nobill blude, Bot hes mair mister of
ane Hudc. 1692 Sc. Presbyt. Etoq. (1738) 140 England, that

stands muckle in mister of a Reformation,

t b. with ellipsis of prep. Obs*
a. 1300 Cursor J/. 20793 Disput, he sais, es na mister

liituix te wis in swilk a wer. a 1400 Relig. Puces fr.
Thornton JlfS. 24 J hurghe bese pyftes oure Lord Ihesu
lerres man all bat he base myster till be lyfe J&amp;gt;at

es callid

actyfe.

f c. with inf. 70 have mister: to need, require
! to do something). Obs.

c 1325 Metr. Iloin. ^ I.aued men hauis mar mister, Code.
word for to her, Than klerkts. 13.. /: . E. Allit. P. B. 67,
1 haf jerned &amp;gt;!&amp;lt;: ?at ^okkez of oxen, & for my hyjez hem bo^t,
to bowe haf I mester. (-1435 Torr. Portugal 583 To the

inownteyne he toke the wey, To rest hyme alle that day,
He had my-iyrr to be kyllyd [-cooled], 1549 Compl. Scot.

v. 36 Ve haue mistir to be vigilant ande reddy, sen the

terme of cristls cumming is schort.

1 10. a. //. Necessary articles, fittings, etc.
;

necessaries. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. So vle u -

. xxxvli. 134 b, Alle tho mystres,
whiche that apperteynen to the body without, as clothyng
howsynge and defense ageyne dyuerse perylles. 1513 in

Ace. Ld. Trttis. Scot. (1902) IV. 481 Item for 4
C Swetyn

luirdis to the said Lorence for misteris in the schippis. 1609
SKENE Reg. Maj. 29 (Stat. Rob. I) Reseruand to the

tutours their reasonable misterres and necessare expenses,
b. Something needed or necessary, rare.

1829 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xliv, WarId s gear was hence
forward the least of her care, nor was it likely to be muckle
her mister.

11. A matter or respect in which some necessity
or want is felt; a case of need. Sc. in phr. with

the vb. to beet : see BEET v. 3.

1508 DUNBAR Tita viariit ivtmen 128 He.. may nought
beit worth a bene in bed of my mystirs, 1513 DOUGLAS
/Ends i. viii. 105 To hew, and tak Tymmer to belt ayris
and wther mysteris. Ibid. vt. i. 15. 1721 RAMSAY Scribblers

Lashed 78 To please the sighing sisters, Who often beet

them in their misters. 1823 HOGG in Blackw. Mag. Mar.

314 If twa or three hunder pounds can beet a mister for you
in a strait, ye sanna want it.

Mister (mi-staj), sb* Also 6 myster. [See
MASTER^. 1

21, note.]
1. Used as a title of courtesy prefixed to the

surname or Christian name of a man (not entitled

to be addressed as *Sir* or Lord ), and to de

signations of office or occupation.
The word in mod. use may be best described as the oral

equivalent of the written prefix MR. (q.v. in its alphabetical

place). In writing, the unabbreviated form is now used

only with more or less of jocular intention ; in a passage
like quot. 1854 in d, most persons would now write Mr.
(with inverted commas).
1551 Acts Privy Council Eng. (N. S.) III. 397 To suffer

the ij Mysters Bassetes to have accesse and speake .. with

theyre brother. 1706 in Afe/tr. Ripon (Surtees) II. 302 My
best hat which is at Mister Rigedale s in Ripon. 1786
MRS. A. M. BENNETT Jui tmU Indiscr. II. 42 Squire

b. transf. x&& jocular.
3760-72 H. BROOKK FoolofQual. (1809) I. p. vii, O Jupiter,

some water, a little water ! dear mister Jupiter, water,

water, water ! a 1806 H. K. WHITE Descr. Summer s re,

The snare for Mister Fox is set.

C. The word * mister (Mr.) as a prefix or title.

1758 GOLDSM. Mem. Protestant (1895) II. 244 They never

spoke to us without putting Mister to our Names. 1837
L.VTTON , Maltrav. 43 Stop, mon cher, don t call me
Mister; we are to be friends. 1860 EMERSON Ccnd. Life,

Culture Wks. (Bohn) II. 373 Mr. Pitt, .thought the title of

)od against any king in Europe. 1888 BU-RGON-Mister goo
134



MISTER.

Lives 12 Gd. Men I. 440 Well, Mr. Burgon ? . . Mister

at the end of 20 years ! . . I wish you wouldn t call me
Mister .

d. One who is entitled to be addressed or spoken
of only as Mr. .

1764 FOOTE Mayor of G. \. i, Has his majesty dubb d

me a Knight for you to make me a Mister ? 1859 MACAU LAV

Biog^ Pitt (1860) 182 Plain Mister himself he [Pitt] had

made more lords than any three ministers that had

preceded him. 1864 HURTON Scot Abr. I. ii. 98 Whether the

Persian Mirza expresses a Prince or a mere Mister.

2. Asa form of address not followed by the name;
= SIR (or less respectful than that title). Now

only vulgar.
1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (iSog) I. 31, I must.,

tell you, Mister, that matters are much changed. 1782

Miss BURNF.Y Cecilia ix. iii. (1882) II. 322 Mrs. Belfielcf,..

running into the passage,.. angrily called out [to the chair

men], What do you do here, Misters? 1834 HAWTHORNE
Twice-told T. t Mr. Higginbotham s Catastrophe, Good

morning, mister*, said Dominions. 1862 LOWELL BigloivP.
Ser. n. The Courtin\ Says he, I d better call agin ; Says

she, Think likely, Mister . 1901 Punch 22 Jan. 65 Please

Mister, when are we going to get through?

f3. A (horse s) rider. (= MASTER sb. 4.) Obs.

c 1620 in J. P. Hore Hist. Newmarket (1885) I. 360 The
horse and mister yairof that first comes over the scoir at

the said Walnuik of Paislaye.

tMister (mi-stsj),! .
1

Chiefly Sc. Obs. Forms:
as in MisTEBJ^. 1 Also/#. t. mustrid,6 mestoret,

mistorit, mystart, mistert. [f. MISTER sb. 1
}

1. impers. To &quot;be necessary or needful. Const,

inf. or clause, or absol.

1424 Sc. Acts Jos. f (1814) II. 7 Ande gtf it misteris bat

secular power be callyt |&amp;gt;erto
in suppowale and helping of

halykirk. !ci$oo King $ Barker 99 in Hazl. E. P. P.

(1864) I. 9 The hors prekyd, as he was wode, Het mestoret

to spor hem not. c 1500 Melusine 222 Yf it mystier, we
shal guyde & lede you . . thrughe all the passages. 1583

Leg. /&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;.
St. Androis 884 Ten pund Stirvehng I have heir,

And mair, when misteris, you command. 1590 SPICNSER

F. Q. in. vii. 51 As for my name, it mistreth not to tell.

b. What misters (a person to do something ):

what need is there for him to, why need he ? Also

What misters ^a thirty)? What need is there for it V

c 1440 \ ork Myst. vii. 54 What mystris be, in gode or ille,

of me to melle be? 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvi. 62 What
mystreth hym to edyfie cartage? 1581 in Cath. Tractates

(S. T. S.t 77 Quliat misterit men in this cage seik out ane

neu interpretation? 1590 R. BRUCE St.rm. (1843) 17 Quhat
misterd us to have a sign ? 1603 Pkitotns cxxvi, Gude-mau,
quhat misteris all this inowis? 1715 A. PENNECUICK Poem*

17 What misters me for to express, My present Poverty.

2. Of things : To be necessary, needful, or requi
site. Const, dat. of person.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvu. 215 And alkynd othir apparaill

That mycht availl, or ^eit mysteir Till hald castell. a 1400-

50 Alexander 4281 Vs mistris neuire na medcyne for malidy
on erthe. 1411 Catterick Ch. Contract (Raine 1834) 8 All

the stuffe of the stane that misters more for the makyng of

the Kirke of Katrik.
f &amp;lt;4So

Merlin 22 Blase sought all

that hym mystered to write with, a 1530 Hicvwoou Weather
(Bvandl) 314 At all tymys when suche thynges shall myster.

3. trans. To have need of, require.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 268 Gif me think

I mister ma, I sail have leve to produce ma. c 1460 To-unclcy

Myst. xii. 231 We myster no sponys here, at oure mangyng.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace in, 212 Harnes and hors. quhilk thai

mysteryt in wer. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xii. ii. 117 Now
is the tyme that I maste mister the. 1533 GAU Richt I

7
ay

(1888) 62 Thay quhilk ar hail thay mister notht ane lech.

1596 DALRVMPLF. tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 125 For surelie,

we mister na Magistral. 1722 RAMSAY Three Bonnets r..

146 Counting what things he now did mister.

nbsol. 1438 Bk. Alexander Gt. (Bannatyne Cl.) 2 And gif

thay mister, to mak rescours. 1572 Act 31 Mar. in Peebles

Burgh Rec. (1872) 337 Quhair superabundance of stanis is

to help vtheris thairwith that mistaris.

4. intr. To find it necessary to do something.
Also with ellipsis of inf.

r 1440 Alphabet of Tales 6, I sail so ordand at bou sail

nott myster to be a thief no mor. 1540 J. HEVWOOD Four
P. P. 175 (Manly) That way, perchaunce, ye shall nat

myster To go to heuen without a glyster ! a 1578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chton. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 20 Na man misterit to

tak feir of the Erie of Douglas. 1585 MONTCOMERIK Chcrn.-

fy Sloe 805 First quhen he mistert not, he micht, He neids,
and may not now.

5. To have need (of\ Also pass, to be mistcredo/.

to have lost, feel the loss of.

i 1470 HENRY Wallace \. 361 Bot blynd he was..Throuch
hurt of waynys, and mystyrit of Mud. 1484 CAXTON Fables

of /E so/&amp;gt;
in. xvii, Gyue thou not that thynge of whiche

thow hast nede of to the ende that afterward thow myster
not of hit. c 1500 Meiusine 219 He . . proffred to them his

seruyse, yf they myster of it. 155* Ani\ HAMILTON Catech.

59 To be distrubit to thaim self sa far as thai myster to

thair honest sustentatioun. 11572 KNOX Hist. Kef. in.

Wks. (Wodrow Soc.) II. Si It mycht chance that the Kyng
mycht mister of his greit gums and artailyerie in France.

6. To be of advantage or service.

r 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of Ayinon iv. 120 Lady moder,

gramercy of so fayre a yefte as here is, For it mystreth
me well. Ibid. vi. 141.

Mi Ster,^.- [f,
MISTKR sb.-} trans. To address

or speak of by the title of Mr.

1742 FIELDING y. Andrews iv. ii, Pray, don t mister

^uch fellows to me
,
cries the Lady. 1817 HAZI.ITT Pol. F.ss.

(1819) 213 He would not have been content, .with Mistering
his opponent, and Esquiring himself. 1830 Miss MITFORD
Village^**, v. (1863) 338 Mr. Warde pshaw ! heistooemi-
nent a man to be mistered ! John Warde, the celebrated

fox-hunter. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xiii, None of your
mistering , replied the ruffinn ; you always mean mischief
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when you come that . 1892 T. HARDY Tcss xxvii, Darling

Tessy !. .Don t, for Heaven s sake, Mister me any more.

tMi sterful,&amp;lt;z. Sc. 06s. [f.
MISTER s&.i + -FUL.]

1. Needy, necessitous.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. (Lucy) 128 To helpe pure men
& fede, & visit mysterful in ned. 1513 DOUGLAS A*eis\.
xvi. 136 Vnkend and misterful in desertisof Libie I wandir.

tatioun of the puir people infectit and misterraU. 1670 RAV
Prov. 287 Misterfull folk mon not be mensfull.

2. Needful, necessary.
a 1450 Ratis Raving i. 977 Thane Is it misterfull to the

Till have thai placis veil in thocht.

Misteri, ubs. form of MYSTERY.
Miste rm, v. [Mis-

1
i.] trans. To term

incorrectly ;
to apply a wrong term or name to.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser s Shefh. Cat. Apr. 144 Flowre

delice, that which they vse to misterme, Flowre de luce.

I59Z.SHAKS. Rom, fy &quot;Jnl.
in. iii. 21. 1599 THYXSE Animaii 1

.

(18751 28 The woorke, before this last editione of Chaucer
termed the Dreame of Chaucer*, is mystermed. 1623
MIDDLF.TON & ROWLEY Sp. Gipsy v. i, I am none of ought
Your rage misterms me. 1822 Liberal I. 342 The factitious

modes of society, which form what is mis-termed its well

being . 1891 L. MERRICK Violet Moses III. xxiii. 189
There are unions mistermed guilty .

Hence Miste-rmed
/&amp;gt;//. a., Miste rraing vhl. sb.

and ///. a.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. C j b, [Hi-;] bald affected

eloquence, . . better beseeming . . a misterming Clowne in a

Comedy, then a chosen man in the Ministerie. 1593
NORDEN Sfec. Brit., M*sex \. 8 Holding the smallest errour

(yea the misterming of the place) verie criminous. 1597 [see

MISTAKEN///, a. i\. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Misnomer,
..a misterming or miscalling.

1 Mi sterOUS, a. Obs. In 5 mysterus. [f.

MISTER sb. 1 + -ous.] Needy.
14. . Langlanfs P. PI, C. in. 78 (MS. F, northern} pese

mysterus men bat after mede wayten.

Mistership, corruption of MISTRESS-SHIP.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 40 How now good fellow,
would st thou speake with vs? Clo-M. Yea forsooth, and

your Mistership be Emperiall.

Mistetch. (mistctj), sb. north, dial. Also
-tech. [f.

Mis- i
4 + TETCH sb.] A had habit.

CX4SO.V/. Cttthbert (Surtees) 1226 We. .pat for our slepyng
and mysteches, With gpddis seruande we lete to wake.
1828 Craren G/ess., AlistetcJt, a bad instruction, a mis-

teaching. Toud mear hes gitten a sad mistetch . 1847
HALLIWELL, Mistech, a bad habit. North.

Mistetch. (miste-tj), v. north, dial. [app. an

alteration of MISTEACH after prec. sb.] trans. To
teach bad habits to ;

to train badly,
15*9 MORE Dyaloge in. xiii. Wks. 229/2 Because he that

had mistetched his wife and his children, were vnmete for

a great cure. 16830. MERITON Yorksh. Dial, 2 Thou macks
sike Anters, Thou l mistetch my Cow. 1828 Craven Gloss.,

Mistetch, to teach bad tricks or habits, to give bad instruc

tions. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss. y Mistetch, mistrain, or

misteach.

Mistetched (miste tft), ///. a, north, dial.

[f. prec. sb. or vb.] Badly trained ;
of bad habits :

commonly applied to a vicious horse.

1691 RAY N. C. Words (ed. 2) 49 Mistetcht ; that hath got
an ill habit, Property or Custom. A Mistecht Horse. 1787
MARSHALL Rur. F.con. E. Yorksh. (E.D.S.) 33 Misteached

ipron. mistech*f)ipp. spoiled by improper treatment ; vicious,
as a horse. 1829 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Mistetched,

spoiled- said of a horse that has learnt vicious tricks. 1893
NorthnmbJd. Gloss., Mistfti hed, snistctchcd. . . A dangerou *

horse is termed mistached . 1900 Darlington Horse S/tofrs*

Assoc. Price List, Cramped or Mis-stetched Horses.

Mistful (mi stfiil), a.
[f.

MIST j.l+-rrL.]
Full of mist ; obscured with or as if with mist.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. fr
, iv. vi, ^4, I must perforce compound

With mistfull {printed mixtfull] eyes. 187. W. A. SCOTT
in W. H. Rankine Hero of Dark Cent. (1896) 25 We ve

seen the mistful mountains on the lone Glenshee. 1893
ll estm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 9/2 Morns rise mistful.

t Mistlia-nk, v. Oh. [Mis-l 7.] trans. To
show resentment at.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. v. (1621) 100 The Dolphin,
beating gainst the bank Oan mine oblivion moodily mis-

thank long, pour ta.vcr mon onbly\.

tMisthew. Obs. [Mis-l 4.] A bad habit.

cijij Pry.: 11,-mtyng 18 (Camb. MS.), Ne be H cliilde

neuir so dere And he wil misjjewis {other version vn|&amp;gt;e\ves]

lere, ]Jete him oHr wile.

Misthi-nk, v.
[f. Mis- 1 i + THINK z-.i]

1 1. intr. To have sinful thoughts. Obs.
ft 1225 Amr. R. 62 Ich habbe ivestned, sei5 Job, foreward

mid min eien,
|&amp;gt;et

ich ne misSenche. 1615 SVLVESTER Job
Triumph, xxxi. 458, 1 made a Covenant with my constant

eyes, From gazing out on blazing vanities :..Why should I

once mis-think upon a Maid?
2. To have mistaken thoughts; to think mis

takenly (that . .) Also Misthi -liking vbl. sb.

a 1530 Crt. of Lm&amp;gt;c 483 Women, .lightly set their plesire
in a place ; Whan they misthink, they lightly let it passe.
1599 B. JONSON Cynthia&quot; s^

Rev. iv. Hi, There is the note ;

and all the parts if I mis thinke not. 1609 F. GREVIL
Miistapha n. ii, For ignorance begetteth cruelty, Misthink-

ing each man, euer _ _ ~~_
Mrs. Bouhtreci Poems (1654) ?5 There would have been

:uery thing can be. a 1631 DONNF. Elegy on

Some that would sinne, mis-thinking she did sinne. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 5 If I do not much mis-think.

a 1871 DE MORGAN ftiidgct (1872) 336 One ..who takes

misthinking from points of view which none but a student
of history can occupy.
3. trans. To think ill of; to have a bad or un-

MISTILY.

favourable opinion of. Also intr. const, of, in

the same sense.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI. n. v. 108 How will the Country..
Mis-thinke the King, and not be satisfied ? 1606 Ant. %
Cl.v.u. 176. a 1634 CHAPMAN Alphonsns 11. (1654) 14, 1

hope your grace will not mis-think of me, Who for your
good . . Bethought this means to set the world at Peace.

1843 LYTTON Last Bar. n. ii, When 1 am gone, my liege. .

will not mUthink me, will not listen to my foes.

4. With cognate obj. : To think bad thoughts.
a 1618 SVLVESTER Patiarctiis 1196 Wks. (Grosart) II. 134

Their People.. can suffer nought Gainst them to be mis-

done, mis-said, mis-thought. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 289

Thoughts, which how found they harbour in thy brest,

Adam, missthought of her to thee so dear?

MisthotTght. [Mis-l4.] Erroneous thought
or notion ;

mistaken opinion.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 58 Error and misthought Of

our like persons, eath to be disguiz d. c 1843 CARLYLE Hist.

Sk. (1898) 342 He had no soul.. or his thought would not

have been such a misthought.

Misthrive (misjirai-v), v. [Mis-1 7.] iitti:

To be unsuccessful ;
not to thrive. Hence Mis-

thri ven ppl. a., unsuccessful, unprosperous ;

Misthri-ving vbl. sb., failure.

1567 Gv&amp;lt;ie f, GaMe B. (S.T.S.l 187 And thocht thay fuffe

at it, and blaw. .The mair thay blaw. .The mair it dois mis-

thryue. 1599 JAS. I Ba&amp;lt;nA. fiaipoy (1682) 51 This oversight
hath beene the greatest cause of my mis-thriving in money
matters. 1609 A. CRAIG 1 oet. Kecr. (1873) 5 Amongst so

many children some must mis-thrive and proue naght. 1776
C. KEITH Farmer s Ha* vi, And ay till this mis thriven

age, The gudeman here sat like a sage. 1844 N. Brit. Rev.
II. 34 A starving, misthriven, and wretched population.

Misthrow, i . rare. [Mis-
1

i.]

1 1. trans. To cast (glances) with a wrong intent.

1390 GOWF.R Conf. I. 60 Hast thou thin yhen oght mis-

throwe ?

2. To throw fa ball) badly.
1896 ll t stin. Gaz. 14 July 4/2 To fumble the ball or mis-

throw it.

t Misbrriiche, : . Obs. [f.
Mis- 1 i + liinche,

OK. fryncan THINK
z&amp;gt;.-]

intr. To seem wrong.
&amp;lt;: 1225 Leg. A /i//j.o82 pet tu of bet bing |&amp;gt;et

te misbuncheS,
underfest be an half & dustest adun be ooere.

Mistic, -ical, obs. forms of MYSTIC, -ICAL.

Mistice, obs. variant of MESTIZO.

1704 Collect. I oy. (Churchill) III. 709/2, 150 Misticts and

Negroes. Ibid, 732/2.

II Mistico (mi stiktf). [Sp.
= Cat. meslech,

taken to be a. Arab, juisleh (lit. Hat surface) broad

basket, large frying-pan, etc., f. satalia to flatten.

In F. mistic, mistique : see also MYSTIC(K.] A
coasting vessel having two sails, used in the

Mediterranean.
1801 Naval Chrmi. VI. 416 The Spanish mistico Jean

Baptiste. 1841 J. ALLEN Engl. Wooden^ Walls xvi. in

United Service Jrnl. Mar. 332 A well-directed fire was

opened upon the misticoes from the frigate. 1886 List of
Ships Reported Dec., Abbrev., Mis. Mistico.

1 Misti de, sb. Obs.
[I. next.] A mishap.

c 1400 Cursor M. 23599 (Edin.) Na mistid [other texts

miscniue, mistime] mai bairn bitid, For bai er traist on ilka

side.

t Misti de, * Obs. [OE. misltdan : see

Mis- 1 i and TIDE
z&amp;gt;.]

1. intr. To happen amiss or unfortunately. In

OE. impers. to be a failure.

10*7-34 Laws of Cnttt (Liebermann) 348, & gif hit tihtle

si^, & -I t lade mistide, deme se
bisceop.

a 1250 Otvl $ Night.
1501 pu myht wene bat be mystide hwanne bu lyst bi hire

side. 1421-2 HOCCLEVE Dial. 644 Certes, for the deffaute of

good forsighte, Mis-tyden thynges bat wel tyde mighte.

2. To have misfortune.
c 1386 CHACCER Me/it, r 730 He that hath over-hard an

herte, atte laste he shal mishappe and mistyde.

Mistier, obs. variant of MISTER.

Mistigris (mi stigris). [ad. F. mistigri knave

of spades, esp. when accompanied by two cards

of the same colour at bouillotte and brelan .]

The name of the blank card in a variety of draw

poker; hence, the game in which it is used.

1882 raker 76 Mistigris. This is a variety of the game of

Draw Poker, sometimes called Fifty-Three Deck Poker.

Mistigris is a name given to the blank card accompanying
every pack. 1895 Poker Manual 17 The Joker is some
times called Mistisris.

t Mi Stihede. Obs. [f. MISTY a.1 and a. 2 +

-hedt, -HEAD.] a. Mistiness, obscurity, b. Mys
tical significance.
c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 224 What meneth this ?

what is this mistihede? &amp;lt;zi4ooHvLTON Scala Per/ (W.
de W. 1494) n. xliii, By mystyhed it is illumyned for to

see be werkesofJhesu inholy chirche. c 1413 LVDG. Goodly
Ballad 33 Misty cloudes, that wolde overlede Trewe humble
hertes with hir mistihede.

Mistik, Mistilto, obs. ff. MYSTIC, MISTLETOE.

Mistily (mi-stili\ adv. Also 4 mystiliche,

mistili, 4-5 mistely, etc. [f.
MISTY a.1 + -LY- .]

In a misty manner
;

in early quots.yf^f.
With the first quot. cf. MISTV &amp;lt;l.

2

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 4364 In he appocalipse apparty
Es sayd bus ful mistyly [etc.]. 138. WVCLIF Serm. Sel.

Wks. I. 149 J&amp;gt;at hes bmgis he seide bifore to hem in pro-
verbis and mystily. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeont. T. 841

Philosophres speken so mistily In this craft, that men can

nat come therby. c 1450 Merlin 54 Than began Merlin to

speke so mystily wher-of the boke of prophtsyes is made.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxlv. (1533) 173/1 Yt ys .sodarkely



MISTIME.

or mystly wry ten, that the reader therofshall hardely conic to

y knowlege of the trouthe. a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 90
These Men having gazed long at the Starre above doe as

Mistyly behold the Wise-men below. 1813 jRUWMW3lMay
348/1 The mistily seen objects behind, 1864 LOWELL I-irc*

si&amp;lt;ie Trav. 278 It began to rain, first mistily, and then in

thick, hard drops. 1874 LISLE CARR Jud. Givynne I. iv. 122

A semi-unconscious and mistily vague hope. i&qjCent. Mag.
Feb. 556/1 The distant palms rose mistily into the genial air.

t Mistrine, sb. Ol&amp;gt;s.

[f. next.] Mishap.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27768 In mining of his mistime He witcs

wend \rtad werd] and waris his time. 13 . , Ibid. 20050 (Gott.)

Womman sal noght peris of barn, Ne nane wid mistime

\Cott. mischiue] be forfarn.

Mistime (mistai m), v. [OK. mistlmian : see

Mis- 1 i and TIME v.~\

t 1. intr. a. Of the event : To happen amiss.

Const, dat. b. Of the person : To come to grief,

suffer misfortune. Obs.
c 1000 ir. Bastfs Admon. v. (18411) 44 if him h\v;ut mis-

timab hesarga his unrotnysse. etitx^Ancr* A1

. 200 Lauh-
wen oSer gabben, }if him mis-biucolle [JAV. T, mis-times].

1401 Pol. Pot-ins (Rolls) II. 58 Litil wondir thows lordis

myssetyme, that han suche confusours. c 1420111 Lay Folks
.\Iass Ilk, 84/33 Lat neuer my saul on domcsday mystime.
2. Not to time properly : a. to do or perform

at a wrong time; to say or do (something) out of

season; b. to miscalculate or mis-state the time

of. Also absol.

1390 GOWEK Con/. I. 49, I pral the let me noght mistime
Mi schrifte. Ibid, III. 281 So hath such love his lust mis
timed. ? (11500 in Grose, etc. Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 405
The sownde of a trew songe makithe trevv concorde, But
subtill prickyngt; mystymthe and causith grete discorde.

i66i FULLER Worthies, Monmonthskire (1662] 53 If he is

guilty in Mis-timing of actions, he is not the onely Historian
without company in that particular. 1664 H. MOKK Myst.
Iniq. \\. ii. iii, As Grotius has mis-Limed these Visions, so his

Interpretations are accordingly ab*urd. 1673 SHAFTKSB,
ParL $p. in Coil. Poems 239 He desires you not to mis
time it : but that It may have only the second place. 1706

Reflex, upon Ridicule 307 Actions mistim d lose their value.

1752 CHESTERF. Lett. III. cclxxv. 250 [He] mis-times, mis

places, runs precipitately, .at the mark. 1858 DORAN Court
Fools 143 Rowley s chronicle drama abounds in anachron
isms. The probable facts, .are only mistimed. 1896 Daily
News 14 July 4/6 [He] mis-timed a ball.. and was out leg
before wicket.

Mistimed (mutai md),^/. a. [Mis-
1

a.]

tl. Unfortunate. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY \Vallace\\\\. 1212 The ost..prayit God..
Him to conwoy fra all mystymyt cace.

2. Ill-timed, unseasonable, out of place.
1687 R. L ESTKANGE Answ. to Dissenter 40 That s a Hitle

Uncharitable, and Miss-timed. (71710 KILLINGBECK Serin.

(1717) 63 A hasty and unguarded Expression, an incautious
and mistimed Reproof. 1742 YOUNG iVt. 7Vi.vin. 792 There
is a time, when toll must be preferr d, Or joy, by mis-tim d
fondness, is undone. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iii, We do not re

cover composure by the mere feeling that agitation is mis
timed. 1887 Spectator 2 July 882/1 Proposals for reunion

amongst Liberals would be absolutely mistimed.

3. Disturbed in one s habits, esp. with respect to

eating and sleeping, dial.

1841 R. W. HAMILTON Nitgae Lit. 356
( He has not slept

for the last three nights. No wonder he is ill ; he is quite
mistimed . His regular hours are interrupted. 1868 AT
KINSON Cleveland Gloss.) Mistimed, subjected to irregularity
as regards seasons of refreshment, especially sleep.

t Misti iuely ,
a. (or adv.} Obs. [Mis-

1
6.]

Unseasonable (or unseasonably).
c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serin. (1729) II. 536 So careful should

we be. .of speaking any thing mis-timely.

Mistrmiiig, vbl. sb. [Mis-i 3.] The action

of the verb MISTIME.
1. a. Doing a thing at a wrong time. b. Mis

calculation of the time of an event, etc.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xvi. (1887) 73 The rule of health
condemnes not daunsing, but the mistyming of it. 1649
JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in. Disc. xiv. n He endures af

fronts, mistimings, tedious waytings. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
Iniq. 448 The same falling out here that has in his other

mistimings of Prophecy. 1693 J. EDWARDS Author, O.

&amp;lt;y

N. Test. 152 There was no great mis-timing of the story.
1765 ELLWOOD A ntobiog. (ed. 3) 301 If. .there was any mis

timing in the Case it must lie on the Part of those Plotters
for timing the breaking forth of their Plot. 1873 MAXWELL
Electr. (y Afagn. II. 751 The error arising from a mistiming
of the current.

2. dial. Disturbance of regular habits.

1844 \V. CROSS Disruption, xxxii. {E.D.D.l, This illness

maun have maid him less fit to thole ony mistiming either
of meat or sleep.

Mistiness (mi-stines). [f. MISTY al + -NESS.]
A condition of being misty ; dimness, obscurity ;

also concr. or seini-f0;nr. = vapour, haze, mist.

Said of the atmosphere and of the eyes or sight.
1382 WYCLIF Deut. iv. n There weren in it [Sinai] derk-

nessis, and clowde, and mystynes [Vulg. caligo}. i$6t T.
NORTON Calvin s lust. i. 89 A heavlsome mistmesse is cast
before our eyes. 1583 GOLDING Calvin, on Deut. xxli. 130
G

t

od..did set a Cloude darkenesse and mistinesse before
him. i6z6 BACON Sylva 91 The Mistinesse scattereth and
breaketh up suddenly. 1656 JEANES Mixt. Schol. Div. 38
The cloudinesse, and mistinesse of the aire. 1748 RICHARD
SON Clarissa (1811) I. 355 Mistinesses, which give to my
deluged eye the appearance of all the colours in the rain

bow. 1838 JAMES Robber iii, The mistiness of the mid-day
sunshine. 1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanors Victory i, The
red August sunset was melting Into grey mistiness. 1878
T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 306 The. .extent of the mistiness
or obscurity is governed by the.. extent of the impaired
portion of retina.

\
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b. of language and thought.
[577 tr. Bullinger s Decades (1592) 24 The holy Prophets

of God.. did not call the worde of God darkeness, obscure-

nesse, or mistinesse.] 1816 J. GILCHRIST Pkilos. Etym. 40
If he makes use of a little metaphysical mistiness. 1836
E. HOWARD A . Reefer x.\, I cannot even shelter my^lf
under the mistiness of the peremptory ive. 1898 Pall Mall
Mag. Feb. 250 In the mistiness of waking thought.

Misting (mi sthj), vbl. sb. [f,
MIST j/;.

1 ore/. 1

+ -iwil.] Mist.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. xiii. 70 Gn-at fog in. misting

and misling 7 p. 1713 DEKHAM Pnys.-Tkeol. \. iii. 20 If the

Vapours, .soon meet the Cold, they are then Condensed
into Misting. 1905 ll t stm. Gaz. 8 July 2, 2 Arriving in an
Irish misting ,

drenched to the skin.

Misting (mrstiij ),///. a. [-INC; -.] Misty.
1772 Gentl. Mag. 394 Oct. 22, misting morning, cloudy

afternoon.

t- Mi Stion. Obs. [ad. L. mistion-em^ f. mist-,

ppl. stem of misccrc to mix. (Cf. MIXTION.)]
Mixtion, mixture.
1612 WOODAU, .Y&amp;gt;x

p

. Mate Wks. 11653) 272 Mistiuii is

such a composition of bodies, as inceration, incorporation,

colliquation, and contusion do declare. 1646 SIK J . BROWNE
Pseud.

E/&amp;gt;.
in. x. 128 In animals, .many actions are mixt,

and depend upon their living forme, as well as that of mistion.

1680 J HJVLE Sctpt. Client. \\. 146 I o evince that Nature
makes other Mistions than such as 1 have allowed.

Mistir, obs. variant of MISTKK sbl

t Misti the, v. Obs. Also pa. fplc. 3 mis-

iteotfeget, 4 mys-i-teyped. [Mis-
1

i.] a. intr.

To be dishonest in paying tithes, b, trans* To
pay tithes wrongly upon.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 208 Mis-iteo5eget [i .r. tiheSc mis, teou-

5en mis], etholden cwidc, o6er fundles, oSer lone, c 1380
WYCLIF AW. /FX-s, III. 309 Alle

\K&amp;gt; J at mystibcii ony goodis
ben cruely cursed, a 1450 MVKC 95^ Hast buu wyth-holden
any tey^ynge, Or mys-I-tey|wd ?

Mistitle (mistoi t l), v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans.

To give a wrong title or name to. Also Mis-
ti tled///. a.

1618 WITHER Motto, A tv airco Juvenilia (1633) 533 A
bashfulntsse, which somt; mis-title, ftarc. 1670 MILTON
Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. 1851 III. 141 Keaulin whom he mis-

titles King of Ka.-l-Sa.\on.s. 1740 NOKTH (title} Examen
of an Historical Libel, mislitled A Compleat History of

England. 1812 COMUE: Syntax, Picturesque xxi, Who ilien

will venture to declare That man s mistitled sorrow s heir?

1816 *QL
P

IZ Grand Master vn. 187 That all he got, mis-

titled pay, Kept him in constant poverty.

Mistle, obs. form of MISSEL, MISSXLE.

Mistless (mi slles), a. [f.
MIST s&.

1 + -Lt,sd.]

Free from mist.

1853 C. BRONTE I illcttc I. xiv. 270 How soft are the

nights of the continent ! . . No sea-fog. . : mistless us noon,
and fresh as morning. 1884 Edin. A cr-. 479 An unclouded
and mistless sky.

Mistletoe (mi*z*U0n, mi s lt^u). Forms : a. i

mistiltau, 5 mistilto, 6 myscelto, -towe, mis-

celto, mysteltew, misteltow, -tewe, -dew, mis-

letoa, muscelto, 6-7 miselto, 6-S misselto, 7

misceltow,messelto, 7-9misseltoe, mis(s)letoe,
8-9 miaeltoe, mistleto, 9 -tow, 7- mistletoe.

3. 6 mysceltyne, misceldin, misselden, 6-7

mis^c)elden, 7 rnisseldin(e, mistledeii, meael-

dine, 8 misleden. 7. 6 mislen, 7 misleen, 9
dial, mislin. [OE. mistiltan (

= ON. mistilteinn9

Sw., Da. mistleteti)) f. mistil, -cl ^see MISSKL) +
tan twig.
The normal development (with obscuration of the final

syllable) of OE. mistiltdn is represented by the jS-forms, of

which the disyllabic y-forms appear to be merely contrac
tions. The o-forms, to which the current form belongs,
descend from another type having secondary stress on the

final syllable, which app. underwent the same development
as the uncompounded word tan (str. masc.), from which td

(wk. fem.) was evolved in late WS.]
1. A parasitic plant of Europe, Viscum album

(N.O. Lorarfthact&), growing on various trees (in

Britain, frequently on the apple-tree, rarely on the

oak) and bearing a glutinous fruit, from which a

birdlime is prepared.
This plant was held in veneration by the Druids, esp.

when found growing on the oak. It is still used in England
in Christmas decorations, a bunch of it being commonly
hung from the ceiling of a room or hall : see alsoquot. 1820.

a. c 1000 ^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 136/11 Uiscerago,
nustiltan. 1548 TURNER Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 89 Muscelto.
c 1550 LLOYD 7 raw. Health C vij b, Myscekowe layd to
the head draweth out the corrupt humores. 1558 PHAER
sneid\i. P4b marg., Mysteltew callyd of some misteldew

growyng on trees in winter with a yelowe shiny bery. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii. 95 The Trees .. Ore-come with Mosse,
and baleful Misselto. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabeltouer

1

s Bk.
Physicke 24/1 Take Misletoa of Hasellnuttree .. Misletoa
of Oackes, of Pearetree. 1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat.
Philos. ii. v. vii. 185 A young Lady, .was cured onely by the

powder of true misseltoe of the oake. 1716 GAY Trivia n.

41 Now with bright Holly all your Temples strow, With
Laurel green, and sacred Misletoe. 1768 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
II. 371 It is thought the misletoe would be lost out of

nature, if it were not continually propagated from tree to
tree by the thrush. 1820 W. IRVING 6^/fA Bk., Christmas
Eve (1821) HI. 32 note, The mistletoe is still hung up in

farm-houses and kitchens at Christmas; and the young
men have the privilege of kissing the girls under it, plucking
each time a berry from the bush. When the berries are all

plucked the privilege ceases. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1221/1 The
mistleto of the oak had such repute for helping in the

diseases incidental to infirmity and old age, that it was
called Lignum Sanctae Cruets, Wood of the Holy Cross.

MISTRANSLATION.
1885 Eiuy^.1. Bnt. XVI II. ^65/2 The mistletoe growb on a
large number of different trees, such as the apple, lime, elm,
maple, willow, thorn, poplar, and even on conifers.

. 1538 TURNER Lwellus, Viseuin, angli uocant My^cel-
tyne, aut Mysctrko. 1548 Names Herbes (E. D. S.) So
Viscum is called.. in euglish Mi^celto or Misceldin. 1590
GREENK Never too late (1600) 89 None comes neere the
fume of the Misselden but hewa.\eih blinde. 1611 COTGR.,
Vise, Missell, Misseltoe, Misseldine. idsdBLouNTG/OH^r.,
Messelto

t Meseldine, or Misteldcu [ed. 1661 Misselden}.
[And in later Diets.]

y. 1562 LiL LLEiN/j/a. . D&amp;gt;f., Bk. Simples (i$-]&amp;lt;)} sob ma&amp;gt;-.,

Misteltow or Mislen. Ibid. 50 b, This mislen ^roweth ..

vpon the tree through the donate of byrde;-.. 1680 T. LAW-
hON Mite into Treas, 50 The J&amp;gt;ruides had Oak-Trees in

great estimation; they worshipped the Misleen that grow*,
thereon, a 1825 FOKBY I oc. &.Anglia(i$yj)) Mislin-iush.

b. Applied to other species of Visatm and
other genera of N.O. LoranthaccK.
American or False Mistletoe, Phoradendron \ I iscuin)

fltiVi Sn ns. ^V^J^t Indian MLitlciDL-, I,ot tinthiis,rhoradc&amp;gt;i-

dron, and Arceuthobiuni ( 1 reas. Hut.).

1597 CiUKAHiJE Herbal in. xxxv. 1168, j l- i^um Indiiinn

UOoelljt Indian Misseltoe. 3 I /V&amp;lt; nut j\riiuiaiutni L Obt:-

/// , Misseltoe of Peru. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot.
186 Viscum erticillntum (mistletoe). 1847-60 DARLINGTON
Amer. Weed* $ PL 287 Phoradendroit^..i\ ^arc.-tena
..Mistletoe. False Mistletoe, 1860 GKAV Man. Bot. 303
P.jlai csccns. .(American MistlutuO.

f2. Basil; -MISSEL a. Obs.
a 1400 Stockholm Mcd. HIS. 211 Mistilto, osznitn.

3. att rib. and i ofttb., ai&amp;gt; mistletoe berry ^ bird

lime, bough, plant, seed, free
; mistletoe thrush,

the missel-thrush, Turdns viseivorus.

1626 I!ACON Sylva 556 It may be, that Uird feedetli upon
the *MibseltOL--l)erries and so is often found there. 1597
Cii-iHAKlJE Herbal in. xxxv. 1170 It can no where be read
that Chamasleon ni^er doth bcarc *ili&amp;gt;seltoc bird lime.

a 1839 T. H. BAYLY (//// ofpoem), The Mistletoe Hoiuh.

1753 CHAMBERS Cyii. Snf&amp;gt;p. s.v., The branch^ of tree;, full

of Misletoe plants. Ibid., The radicle of a Misletoe .-eed.

1719 SIK J. COI.HATCH Diss. cone. Mistletoe
&quot;j

A Bird generally
known by the Name of the *Misletoe Thrush ; which Name,
I .-tuppo^e, it derives from its feeding upon M isletoe-l!cri ic.s.

i8z8 J. FLLMINC; Hist. Brit. Anini. 64 Throstle Cock, Shrite,
..Misselio Thrush. 1563 TLRNEK Herbal \l. 164 b, Of the
Missel or *Misselto Ire.

Mi St-like, a. and adv. [f. MIST sbl + -LIKE.]
Like a mist.

1592 SHAKS. Rout. .S- &quot;Jitl.
in. iii. 73 Vnlebse the bie;ah of

Hart^^cke groanes Mist-like infold me fiom the s&amp;gt; ar. ii uf

eyes. 1813 T. DUSBY Lucretius \. in. 642 The Soul s seed.i

.. like spreading mist, Mist-like exude, and there no more
exist. 1839 LONGF. Beleaguered City iv. The mist-like

banners clasped the air, As clouds with clouds embrace.

i847TKNNvsoN rrin^css vii. 334 All the past Melts mist-like

into thU bright hour. 1873 SUSAN Cooi.mcH 1 IVhut Katy
Did at Sc/i. iii. 49 A tender mist-like colour.

Mistling, obs. form of MJZ/LIXG.

Mistoinit, obs. Sc. form of MISTUNEO///. a.

Mistone(niist^u n). rare~\ [Mis-
1
^.]

Discord.

1813 HOGG Queen*s Wake 250 The harp-strings jarred in

wild mistone.

t MistO ned, ///. a. Obs. [Mis-
1

2.] Dis

cordant, out of tune.

ViiiSoo in Grose, etc. Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 406 In the

dyvers proporciones of the mystonjde sownde. 1562 \ViN5Ei
Cert. Tractates Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 20 That ane mistoneit

string confoundis all zour harmonic. 1570 Satir, / oems
Reform, xvii. 66 Mistonit stringis.

IVIistral (mi stral, inistra l). Also 7 mestrall,

S-g maestral, maestrale. [a. F. mistral, a. Pr.

mistral: L. magistral-is MAGISTRAL. The literal

meaning is
( master-wind

; cf. Sp. maestral or

viento maestro CMinsheu).] A violent cold north

west wind experienced in the Mediterranean pro
vinces of France and neighbouring districts.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies m. v. 134
Southeast is by them called Xtntcffut .. and his opposite,
which is Norwest, Mestrall. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. Prance
# Italy xii, The wind that blew, is called Maestral, in the

Provincial dialect, and indeed is the severest that ever I

felt. 1804 C. B. BROWN tr. Volney s View Soil U. S. 179
The mistral of Provence. 1813 J. FORSVTH Rent. Excurs.
Italy 29 The nights are damp, close, suffocating, when not
ventilated by the maestrale. 1891 A. LANG Angling Sketches

176 He reached Mentone, and there the mistral ended him.

t Mistra in, v. Sc. Obs. [Origin obscure.]
trans. ? To derange, disorder.
1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall xvii. (1833) E 3 b, By kirk-

buriall kirk bounds are so mistrammed, and in many places
either so eatten up with intaking lies . . that [etc.]. 1614
FORBES On Revelation xii. 8. 103 [Satan] being., shut out
of God his house, he furiously misirammeth his owne.

Mistransla-te, v. [Mis-i i.] trans. To
translate incorrectly.
1532 MORE Confut. TindaU Wks. 428^1 The tother word,

which he hath also mistranslated of like malice ecclesia.

1645 GATAKEH God*s Eye on Israel 3 Which place . . is . .

commonly mistranslated and mistaken by the most. 1718
WATERLAND Vitid. ChrisCs Div. xxvii. (1720) 437 The
learned Doctor by wrong Pointing and Mistranslating per
verts a Passage of Justin Martyr. 1822 SOUTHEY J&amp;gt;W. Lett.

III. 353,
I do not mistranslate bean ideal^when I write of

the fair ideal of a work of art. 1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real
Presence 67 note E, Behold the blood of the covenant ,

has been mistranslated, This blood is the covenant .

Mistranslation. [Mis-i 4.] Erroneous

or incorrect translation.

1694 C LESLIE Short Methodic. Deists iii. i Wks. 1721
I. 16 Mis-translations and errors either in Copy or in Press.

1731 Act 4 Geo. If, c. 26 2 That Mistranslation, Variation

in Form by reason of Translation, Misspelling or Mistake in

134-2



MISTBEAD.

Clerkship.. shall be no Error. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel 509
The statement, that the Zend books contained the doctrine

of the Resurrection, was first rested on mistranslation.

Mistrau, -traw, variant forms of MISTROW.

tMistrea d, sb. Obs. [Mis-
1

4.] A wrong
step ;

afaux pas.
1597 MIDDLETON Wisd. Solomon xtx. 17 Eyes thought for

to misleade, and were mislead : Keete went to make mis-

treads, and did mis-treade.

t Mistrea-d, v. Obs. [Mis-i i.]
1. trans. To tread (one s shoes) awry.
c 1305 Sat. Monks Kildare in E. E. P. (1862) 154 Ofte

mistredit? ?e jur schone, 3ur fete bej? ful tendrc.

2. intr. To make a faux pas.
597 [see MISTREAD sb.].

t Mistrea ding, vM. sb. Obs. [Mis-i 3.] A
mis-step; a misdeed.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 1 1
,
in. ii. n For. .the Rod of heauen

To punish my Mistreadings. 1647 HEXHAM, Een J/^W^x/t:,
..a Mistreading. 1760-72 H. HKOOKE FoolofQual. (1809)
I. 92 Their secret lapses and mistreadings.

Mistreat (mistrrt), v. [Mis-i i.] trans.

To treat badly or wrongly; to ill-treat. Also
Mistrea ted ///. a., ill-treated

;
Mi8-treating

vbl. sb., ill-treatment, abuse.

1453 R oils ofParl;. V. 270 2 To th endaungeryng, trouble
and mistretyng of all Ladies, c 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden
1856) 22 That thay s:iold^ not mystrete the said Oweyne,
lest he made the Walshmen arise. 1496 Dives fy Pauper
(W. de W.) vin. xiii. 339/1 Robberye is called al maner
mystrcatynge of an other mannes good ayenst his wyll.

1799 SOUTHEY Nondescripts iv, The Pig, A poor, mistreated,
democratic bea-,t. 1862 LYITON Sir. Story I. xii. 77, I had
seen m.my more patients die from being mistreated for con

sumption than from consumption itself. 1868 J. H. NEWMAN
Versus I ar. Occas. n Where iron rule, stern precedent,
Mistreat the graceful day. 1886 A. WKIR Hist. Basis Mod.
Europe (1889) 42 She .. ran counter to what Russians re

garded as their traditional, though long mistreated regime.

Mistreatment (mistrrtment;. [Mia-
1

4.]
Bad treatment ; ill-treatment.

540

, Improv. Mind (1774) II. 72 The mistress of a family must
be ever watchful. 1814 SCOTT ll av. 1m, The future mis-

|

tress of my family, and the mother of my children. 1861
I FLOE. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 24 The mistress of any build-

! ing, large or small, does not think it necessary to visit every
hole and corner of it every day. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard,

st one
was mistress.

day. 1864
,y, Philip th26 Enoch was host one day, Philip the next, While Annie

1716 B. Cm.-RCH Hist. Philip s H &amp;lt;ir i\16$\ I. 140 The tresse of mine oulle - I59* Q- Euz. &quot; ArJizologia X
Government promising him satisfaction and redress for

[

b. Sc. and dial, (with the} : The wife of a prin

cipal tenant, a minister, etc. (the application vary

ing in different localities).

1683 Reg. Par. Forres 10 Feb. (MS.\ John the son of
Thomas Urquhart of Burgorge and Flowrence Dunbar the

Mistress [born]. 1786 BOSWELL Jrnl. 6 Sept. note, The
tacksmen, or principal tenants, are named by their farms,
as Kingsburgh, Corrichatachin ; and their wives are called

the mistress of Kingsburgh, the mistress of Corrichatachin.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxvi, Several of the neighbouring mis
tresses ia phrase of a signification how different from what
it bears in more fashionable life !) had assembled at Charlies-

hope to witne-&amp;gt;s the event of this memorable evening. 1822

GALT Steam-Boat xii. 296 Although Mr Keckle had been
buried but the week before, the mistress, as a

1

minister s

wives of the right gospel and evangelical kind should be,
was in a wholesome state of composity.

f3. A woman who has charge of a child or

young person ;
a governess. Obs.

( 1320 Sir Tristr. 102 To hir maistresse sche gan say pat
hye was boun to go To Je kni^t J?er he lay. c i386CHAL&quot;CKR

Doctors T. 106 This mayde, . . So kepte hir-self, hir neded
n&amp;lt;j maistresse. c 1386 Sgr. s T. 369 Thise olde wommen
that been gladly wyse, As is hir maistresse, .. seyde, ma-
dame [etc.], c 1400 Ytvainc fy Gaic. 936 Sho was al hir

maystres, Her keper, and hir cownsayler.
4. A woman who has the power to control or

dispose of something, } To be mistress : to have
the upper hand. Now rare.

(1380 WYCLII-- Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. 380 Oure Ladi . . is

special maistiresse to clistroie bes heretikes. 1577 F. dc
i. isle*s Legcndarie Kiij, The Cardinal knew that so long
as the Queene mother was Mistresse, the accomptes should
neuer be taken, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1590) 2^4
While you say I am nustre^se of your life, I am not mis-

. in Art,h3&amp;gt;ologia, XIX,

some mistreatment that he had met with. 1828 CARLYLB
Misc. Ess., Heyne (1888) I. 59 Threats and mistreatment of

all sorts. 18.. DE QUINCEY Language Whs. 1858 IX. 94
Darkness gathers upon many a theme, sometimes from pre
vious mistreatment. 1891 CARD. MANNING in Dublin AVr.

July 161 A century of narrowand commercial mistreatment.

Mistress (mrstres), sb. Forms: 4 maist-,
mastiresse, 4-6 maystresse, 4-7 maistres^se,
mastres, 5 mastras, maistress, -tricce, mayst-,
maisteres, -erace, mestresse, 5-7 mastreas(e,
mistresse, 5-8 mistres, -is, 6 niasteres, mais-

ters, -triss, -teras, misterz, maistrice, -isse,

mestres, maestriss, mystres, 6-7 miatriss;e,

(7 misterss), 7- mistress, [a. OK. maistresse,

mod.K. maitresse (cf. It. maestressa and med.L.

inagistrissa}) f. maistre, maitre MASTER sb^ + ~esse

-ESS. For shortened and corrupted forms see Miss
sb. t and MISSIS.]

I. A woman who rules, or has control.

1. A woman who employs others in her service
;

a woman who has the care of or authority over

servants or attendants.

1416 LYDC. De Gut/. Pilgr. 3786 For she that ys a mays-
teresse Muste haue a seruant hyr to-beye, 1451 Paston
Lett. I. 222, I send vow the cerdorari for my maistresse

your modir. 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1036

My lady Mary of Englande, my lady and mastresse. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. cxxii. 2 As the eyes of a mayden [loke]
vnto the handes of hir mastresse. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent.
n. iv. 106 Too low a Mistres for so high a seruant. c 1614
SIH W. MURE Dido

&amp;lt;$

&neas in. 391 Her Dams attending
see their mistris fall On piercing sword. 1715 POPE Iliad
in. 526 The maids officious round their mistress wait. 1866
REAUE G. Gaunt II. iv. 76 That sort of. .cold pity women
are apt to show to women, and especially when one of them
is Mistress and the other is Servant. 1866 W. COLLINS
ArmadaU II. 322 Whan the maid-servant had opened the

door...
1
Is your mistress at home? he asked. Yes, sir.

1

J93 J- M- SLOAN Carlyle Country xxi. 192 Jane Welsh was
among the best of mistresses to her servants.
Proverbial phrases. 1573 TUSSKR Husb. (1878) 107 Such

maister such man, and such mistris such maid. 1611 BIBLE
Isa. xxiv. 2. x6ia PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. To Rdr., He
should neuer leaue the Mistresse to court the maid.

b. transf. and fig.
1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. i. (Arb.) 44, I euer thought shooting

shoulde be a wayter vpon lerning not a mastres ouer learn

ing. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V^ \. i. 52 The Art and Practique
part of Life, Must be the Mistresse to this Theorique.
1658 DRYDEN Death Cromiwll viii, Fortune, that easy mis.
tress of the young, But to her ancient servants coy and hard.

1846 Pref.Ess. in Charnock s Wks. p. xii, Charnock s imagi
nation was. .the handmaid not the mistress of his reason.

2. The female head of a household or family,
and, by extension, of an establishment of any kind.

&quot;ic I^QQ Rule St. Benet (.Prose) 10 Ilkain sal take discipline
at o})ir, als hir mastiresse

\K&amp;gt;^
scho ware. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle

(Caxton) iv. xxxviii. (1859) 64 She bare hyr seluen boldely,
right as she were maystresse, and hadde alle the gouerne-
ment of the kyng, and his houshold. 1513 BRADSHAW St.

Werburge I. 2317 Of whiche sayd, places [sc. monasteries]
she had the youernaunce, As worthy maystres. 1611 BIBLE
i Kings xvii. 17 The sonne of the woman, the mistresse of
the house, fell sicke. 1641 J. JACKSON True E-vang. T. in.

225 The Mistris is a good Huswife, but of shrewish condi
tion. 1711 STEF.I.E Spect. No. 202 p 12 That the Masters
and Mistresses of such Houses live in continual Suspicion
of their ingenuous and true Servants. 1773 MRS. CHATONK

be supposed of less gouvernement than mistres of her
word. 1687 A. LOVKLI, tr. Thei tnot s Trar. i. Ixx. in The
World is turned topsie-turvie in this Island ; for the Women
are the Mistresses there. 1746 HtRVEV Met/if. (iSiBJ 251
The little creature, .shewed herself mistress of every grace
vthich constitutes or embellishes harmony. 1794 MKS. RAU-
CUH-K Alyst. Vdolplto xxxix, You are your own mistress.

1807 CKAUDE Par, Reg. \\.
51

And now at sixty, that pert
dame to see, Of all thy savings mistress, and of thee.

b. transf. of things more or less personified.
c 1430 LVDG. A/in. Poems Percy Soc.) 60 Entendement

double is a maystresse, Triew people to sette at distaunce.

1509 UAKLLAY Shyfl ofPolys (1570) 185 This pride is lady
and maUtres Ouer womankinde. isSyGoLuiNG De Mortiay
(1592) Pref. 4 Christ wrought by a powre, that is mistresse
of Nature. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xi, I know his reason
. . so absolute mistress over him, that she can never give
him away in any vicious desire. 1614 .JACKSON Creed ni. 239
An infallible authoritie which may sit as ludge and mis
tresse of all con trouersles of faith. 1711-12 AriKKBtRV^Vrw/.
(1734) II. vii. 200 The Mind of Man is . . so little Mistress
of strict Attention, so unable to fix itself steddily even on
God. 1727 ARBITHNOT Coins, etc. 243 What a miserable

Spectacle was this for a Nation that had been Mistress at

Sea so long? 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vin. 533 Pleasure s the
mistress of ethereal pow rs. 1785 COWPEK Task iv. 703 Ere
yet her ear was mistress of their powers. 184* TENNYSON
Gardener s Dan. 57 Such a lord is Love, And Beauty such
a mistress of the world. 1884 Sat. Rci&amp;gt;. ^ June 731/1 Eng
land is still miitre&amp;gt;s of the situation on the Nile.

t 5. The female governor of a territory, state, or

people. Obs.
c 1366 CHAUCKR A. B. C. 109 From his ancille he made J?e

maistresse Of heuene & eeibe. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
n. ii. n. 673 That prudent Pallas, Albion s Misteris, That
Great Eli/a, 1686 WALLER Foetus 244 Ages to come. .Will

&quot;TTiink you Mistiiss of the Indies were. 1785 Cow PER Task
v. 129 Imperial mistress of the fur-clad Russ !

b. Said of a country or state, etc. that has

supremacy or suzerainty over others.

(Ancient Rome is freq. called the mistress of the world .)

1375 BAKBOI R Bruce i. 550 Arthur .. Maid Bretane
maistres lady Off twelf kinrykis that he wan. 1456
SIR G. HAVE Law Art/is (S.T.S.) 21 The kirk ofRome suld

becallitlady and maistiess of all cristyn kirkis. 1570-6 LAM-
BARDK Pt ratul . Kent (i8.&amp;gt;6) 17 The Westsaxon kingdome,
which in the ende became ladle and maistres of all the rest

of the kingdomes. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline i. i. Chorus,
Rome now is mistress of the whole World, sea and land, to
either pole. 1785 COWPER Task iv. 169 A Roman meal,
Such as the mistress of the world once found Delicious.

1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. 435 Eretria..was mistress of
several islands. 1859 JKI HSON Brittany xvi. 255 England,
mistress of Normandy and Anjou. 1893 EARL DUNMORE
Pamirs II. 315 Russia, being then determined to make
herself mistress of Central Asia.

tc. The chief, the first. Obs.

1491 CAXION Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xxxvi. 32 b/2,
The fayr vertue of charytee, whyche is the maystresse of
all vertues. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VI/J, in. i. 152 The Lilly
That once was Mistris of the Field.

1 6. A woman, a goddess, or something per
sonified as a woman (e.g. a virtue, a passion),

having dominion over a person or regarded as a

protecting or guiding influence, Obs.
c 1369 CHAUCER Bit. Duchesse 797 For that tyme yowthe
my maistresse Gouerned me in ydelnesse. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xviii. (Egipdane) 745 Sa

J&amp;gt;at
bu myn mastres be, &

ledar in wa of sawete. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 353 For
Nature is under the Mone Maisiresse of every lives kinde.

c 1420 Lvuc. Assembly ofGods 243 Wyll ye agre that Phebe

MISTRESS.

your niastrebse May haue the guydyng of your varyaunce?
1470-85 MALORY Arth. x. Ixxi. 538 Wei I wote that loue is

a grete maystresse. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr, Acad. \\.

61 They. .do as if they meant to despite God and Nature,
whome they will not followe as mistresse. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear n. i, 42 Mumbling of wicked charmes, coniuring the

Moone To stand auspicious Mistris. 1633 MILTON Arcades
36 The great Mistres of yon princely shrine. 1677 YARRAN-
TON Eng. lmpro-c. 6 To beat the Dutch with fighting, so as
to force them from their beloved M istriss and delight, ;which
is Trade and Riches thereby).

f7. A woman, or something personified as a

woman, regarded as the authoress, creatress, or

patroness of an art, religion, a state of life, etc.

a 1400-50 A texander 4530 Minerua was a maistres of many
kingis werkis. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 46 Juno, the

goddesse ofwedlocke whiche is lady mastresse,and wardeyne,
of the connexes or bondes aminicules. a x500-30 DUNBAK
Poems Ixxxvii. 13 Dochtir to Pallas. ., Mastres of nurturand
of nobilnes. 1577 NORTHBROUKI; Dicing (1843) 59 Idlenesse

(sayeth Chrysostome) is the mystres and beginning of all

vice and wickednesse. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONEJ D&quot;Acosta\s
Hist. Indies in. iii. 127 Vntill that Experience (the mistrU
of these secrets) had taught them. 1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE

Busy Body \. i, Want, the mistress of invention.

tb. = PATRONESS i. Obs.

[1460: see MISTRESS-SHU 2.] 1710 SWIFT Jrnl. to Sttlta
10 Sept., I..saw my mistress, Ophy Butler s wife, who is

grown a little charmless. Ibid, i Oct., To desire him to

engage Lady Hyde as my mistress to engage Lord Hyde in

favour of Mr. Pratt.

8. A female possessor or owner. Chiefly to be

mistress of: to be possessed of; to have in her

possession or at her disposal ; also, to be per

fectly acquainted with (a subject). ? Obs. (Cf. 4.)

1551 T. WILSON Lo^ike Ep. A iij, I haue first laboured to

bring so noble a maistresse both of reason and judgement
acquainted with so noble a countrey. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
i. ii. 4, I show more mirth then I am mistresse of. 1603
FLORID Montaigne i. xl, [The soule] who is the only and

suveraigne misttis of our condition. 1665 BOVLE Occas.

Rj/Z. v. ix. (1848) 329 The Collection . . is . . such, as if

the Mistress of it were less handsome than she is, might
give her as well Cause to be jealous of these fine things.

1703 Rowt Fair Penit. n. i, If I was ever Mistress of such

Happiness. 1756 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 256 You
may expect, .that, without a considerable reinforcement,
Frederick county will not be mistress of fifteen families.

1766 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 587 A strong bodied mare, mistress

of 16 stone. 1783 COWPER Parrot iv. 13 Sweet Poll ! his

doting mistress cries. 1811 Miss AUSTEN Sense $ Sens, xl,

Klinor, not hearing much of what was said and moie anxious
to be alone than to be mistress of the subject.

9. A woman who has mastered auy ait, craft, or

branch of study.
1484 CAXTON Fables ofAuian v. (1889) 221, I arn a mays-

tresse in medecyn. 153^ COVERDALE A a/r. iii. 4 The fayre

and beutifull harlot : which is a mastresse ofwychcraft. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. i Great maistresse of her art was that

false Dame. 1611 SHAKS, U int. T. iv. iv. 593, 1 cannot say
tis pitty She lacks Instructions, for she seemes a Mistresse

To most that teach. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 02 P 5, I

would advise all young Wives to make themselves Mistresses
of Wingate s Arithmetick. 1718 ROWB tr. Lucan vi. 913
Hail ! mighty Mistress of Haemonian arts. 1801 ANNA
SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 48 Who is such a mistress, where
I am so shallow a student. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. \. 184
The Sybil of the Row. .Mistress of worthless arts. [1888
BHVCE Amer.Comnnv. vi.cii. III. 445 note

% Degree titles. .,

Mistress of Polite Literature, Mistress of Music.]

10. A woman who has command over a man s

heart ;
a woman who is loved and courted by a

man ; a sweetheart, lady-love. (Now avoided in

ordinary use exc. in unequivocal contexts.)

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xviii. (Percy Soc.) 83 You are

my lady, you are my inasteres, Whome I shall serve with
all my gentylnes. 1591 SHAKS. Tu-o Gent. iv. iv. 182, I. .

iue thee this For thy sweet Mistris sake, because thou
lou st her. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. \. 20 How Gallant
. .a thing it would be for his Highness, -to fetch home his

Mistres. 1697 DKVDEN Virg. Past. m. 103 To the dear

Mistress of my Love-sick Mind, Her Swain a pretty Present

has design d. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 28 r 3 How fe_w
faults a man, in the first raptures of love, can discover in

the person or conduct of his mistress. iSza LAMB Elia,
Ser. I. Modern Gallantry, It was during their short court-

ship,, .that he had been one day treating his mistress with

a profusion of civil speeches. 1868 (see MISAPPRECIATION].

1891 HARDY Tess \\.\iii, A last jaunt in her company while

they were yet mere lover and mistress.

b. Applied to animals.

1691 R. L EsTRANCE Fables cxx iii, The Other Cock had
a Good Riddance of his Rival. .and had All his Mistresses

to Himself again. 1720 GAY Rtir. Sports 82 The dewlap d

bull.. His well-arm d front against his ri%-al aims, And by
the dint ofwar his mistress claims. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII.

477/1 In France they allow twenty mistresses to each cock.

11. A woman who illicitly occupies the place of

wife.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas \. viii. (1494) ci, [Scylla loq.) Called

in my cuntre a fals traitouresse..Of newe defamed and

namyd a maistresse. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd, fy Contmw.

(1603) 320 Every man hath his Mistresse with instruments

of muslcke, and such like pleasures [etc.]. (11631 DONNE
Sernt. Ixiv. 642 Those women, whom the Kings were to

take for their Wives, and not for Mistresses, (which is but

a later name for Concubines). 1694 EVELYN Diary 22 Apr.,
The quarrel arose from his taking away his owne sister

from lodging in a house where this Laws had a mistress.

1727 POPE & GAY What tassedin London Swift s Wks. 1751
VI. 271 They took to Wife their several kept Mistresses.

1819 BYRON Mazeppa iv, But soon his wrath being o er, he

took Another mistress, or new book. 1859 MACAULAY Bicg.i

Pitt (1860) 193 His Protestant mistresses gave less scandal

than his Popish wife. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Ej/._xviii.
21*

For three years I was a man s mistress, and not his wife.



5 .

MISTRESS.

II. 12. A female teacher, instructress ;
now only,

one who is engaged in a school, or one who teaches

some special subject, as music, drawing, etc. Cf.

3, and MASTER sb. 2.

c 1374 CHAUCER Cotnpl. Mars 33 She hath take him in

subieccioun. And as a maistre.sse taught him his lessoun.

c xj^ Troylus n. 98
*
Is it of love ? O, som good ye me

lere ! Uncle , quod she, your maistres^e is not here !

1534 LD. BF.KNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (15461 F v, He
rouyded women and may-stresses for tpteache theim. 1663
. HEATH Flagellum (ed. 2) 4 From this A. IJ. C. Discipline

nd the Slighted Governance of a Mistris, his Father

removed him to the Tuition of Dr. Heard. 1697111 CW. Rcc.

Pcnnsylv. I. 532 Such and so many masters, ushers, mis-

trihses. a, 1745 POPK Mem. P. I\ Swift s Wks. 1751 V. 229
Kven when I was at School, my Mistress did ever extol me
above the rest of the Youth. 1826 Mrs. DoDsC&amp;lt;w&amp;lt;f /ionst -

wife s Man. 88 The Masters and Mistresses of Hoarding
Schools. Mod. She is a mistress at the High School.

III. Used as a title or prefix.

13. Used vocatively as a term of respect or

politeness;
= MADAM, MA AM. Obs. exc. arch.

c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 269 Maistres
,
he seid, god

you spede ! 1\\(&Paston Lett. 11. 313 And ye know welle,

maistras, better ys afrende unknow then knowen. 1513
BRADSHAW St. Werbnrgc \. 13; lllessed vyrgyn \Verburge

my holy patronesse, Helpe me to endyte I praye tlie, swete

maystresse. 1534 MORE Comf.agst. Trit&amp;gt;. n. \Vk^. 1170 -2

Forsoth maisters quod he, youre husband loueth well to

talke. 1588 SHAKS. /,. L. L. \. ii. 847 Studies my Ladie?

Mistresse, looke on me. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. ? ;- Wonder

not, sovran Mistress, if perhaps Thou canst, who art sole

Wonder, much less arm Thy looks.. with disdain. 1824
HOGG Con/. Sinner 91 Pray, mistress, what is your name ?

My name is Arabella Calvert , said the other; Mivs,

mUiress, or widow, as you chuse. for I have been all the

three . 1905 R. GARNKTT Will. Skaks. 76 Mistress, if pardon
for thy spouse entreating, Thine errand know for vain.

fb. In angry use (cf. Miss sb2 4 b\ Obs.

1883 M. R. LAHEE Acquitted though Guilty vi, [Father
to daughter] But let me tell thee one thinp, mi&amp;gt;tress, : if ever

I catch thee wi him I ll mischieve th pair on yo\
14. As a title of courtesy. Prefixed, a. to the

surname (in early use also to the Christian name)
of a married woman. Now abbreviated Mus.

(q.v.), formerly M ls
, Mis, M rls

. Now dial.

1471 Paston. Lett. III. 18 If it come to Mestresse Elysabeth

Hyggens, at the Blak Swan. Ibid., Mestresse Elysabeth
hathe a son, and was delyveryd within ii. dayes afftr

Seynt Bertelmew. 1552 LATIMKR Serm. (1584) 288 Hee
styred vp mistris Pilate, which tooke a nap in the morning
[etc.]. 1563-83 FOXE A.

&amp;lt;$

M. II. 2073/2 One maistresse Anne
Laciewidowe in Notinghamshiere. 1628 Obituary R. Smith
(Camden Soc.) 4 M&quot; Lucas, wife to Anthony Lucas, .died.

a 1631 DONNE Lett- ta Persons Hon. (1651) 75, I hear from

Now Mistress Gilpin (careful soul Had two stone bottles

found. 1825 Hoop Addr. to Mrs. Fry xiii, I like your
chocolate, good Mistress Fry! 1872 SCHEI.E DE VEKE
Americanisms 507 Mistress is in the South very frequently

yet heard pronounced fully, without the usual contraction

into Missess .

b. to the Christian name or surname of an un

married woman or girl ;
= Miss sb?&amp;gt; Obs. or dial.

? 1461 Paston Lett. II. 78 To my right worchepfull
Mastres Paston. c 1535 KLIZ. SHELLKY in Miss Wood Lett.

Roy. &amp;lt;$

Illustr. Ladies (1846) II. 213 Your letter,.. by the

which I do perceive your pleasure is to know how mistress

Bridget your daughter doth. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \. i.

197 O heauen ! this is Mistresse Anne Page. 1707 STEELE

Corr., Dear Mistress Scurlock. 1710 SWIFT JrnL to Stella

25 Nov., So, here is mistress Stella again with her two eggs,
&c. 1818 TODD, s.v. Mtss, Mistress was then the style of

prown up unmarried ladie-;, though the mother was living ;

and, for a consjderablepart of the [i8th] century, maintained
its ground against the infantine term of titiss.

to. to a title, as mistress mayoress. Obs.

1541 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 410 Such obprobrious
words as one Walter Coke shold haw spokyn by Haisteru
Mayras.

d. transf. and jocular.
1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 862/2 Some proiit the

husbandmen in some parts ofthe realme got by the moouing
of this matter, where inclosures were alreadie laid open,
yer mistresse monie could preuent them. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
ff Jul. in. v. 152 (Qo. 2), Mistresse minion you? Thanke
me no thankings nor proud me no prouds. 1596 Tarn.
Shr.\. ii. 42, 1, Mistris Bride, hath that awakened you? 1610

Temp. iv. i. 235 Mistris line, is not this my lerkiu?

15. In the title oi&quot; certain Court offices. (Cf.

MASTER sb. III.) Mistress of the Robes: in the

English Royal Household, a lady of high rank,

charged with the care of the Queen s wardrobe.

f Great mistress : used to represent the title of the

lady entrusted with the government of the house

hold of a foreign princess.
1710 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. 542 Mistress of the

Robes, Sarah Dutchess of Marlborough. 1768 Hist. Eur.
in A nn. Reg. 1 16 The great duchess [of Tuscany], attended

by her great mistress, and the ladies of honour. 1905
Whitakers A Im. 85 Household of H. M. Queen Alexandra.
Mistress of the Robes, The Duchess of Buccleuch.

IV. Technical senses.

16. In the game of Bowls, the jack ;
= MASTER

sb\ 9. Often Jig,
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. xiv. (1590) 303 Zelmane (vsing

her own bias to bowle neer the mistresse of her owne
thoughtes). 1598 FLORID, Lecco, is properly the maister or

mistres at bowels or quoits. 1600 Weakest goetk to the
Wall G 3, Though I come late, I hope to lie as neare the
Mi&tresse a.- any of ye all. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ,y Cr, in. ii. 52

541

So, so, rubon,andkissethemi.stresse. 1630 (see JACK sf&amp;gt;.

1

18).

1680 COTTON Coinfl. Gamester iii. 36 The World .. where
most are . . wrong byassed, and some few justle in to the

Mistress, Fortune !

f!7. Bot. = PLI MUI-K J. Obs.

a 1711 LISLE Husb. (1752) 281 The little mistress or plume
(from whence the flower arises).

18. A lantern used in coal-mines.

1851 GRKENWEI.L Coal-trade Terms, Nortkumb.
&amp;lt;V

Oiirh.

36 Mistress, an oblong box, wanting the front side,

carried upright ; the use of which is to carry a lighted
candle in a current of air. 1860 Kng. &amp;lt;y

I or. Min. Gloss.

(Newcastle Terms 1
.

V. 19. attrib. and Comb., as mistress-market,
-server \ mistress-like adv.; t mistress-bowl ^
sens^ 1 6 (cf. master bowl}.
1598 FI.OHIO, Mat to. . .the *mistie.s bowlu to caste at. 1654

WHITLOCK Zootomia 486 Let who will commend their *Mis-

tresse-Iike-chosen Arts. 1802 Mns.(ii_ THRiK Tour xlviii. 152,

I am sure that a &quot;mistress-market must be a curious subject
to the polished nations of Europe. 1609 DKKKI.I; Gulf s

Horn-bk. iii. 16 But [be] thou a Reueller and a *Mistris-

beruer all the yeare.

b. quasi-m/y.
- Chief

, leading
1

: with fern,

personification, or (formerly) with a sb. grammatic
ally Inn. in L. or Kr. (Cf. MASTER sb.\ 24 a.)

1581 SIDNEY Apol. (Arb.) 30 So yet are they all directed to

the highest end of the mistres Knowledge. . Architt donikc.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. 1
&quot;,

n. iv. 133 Hee lc make your Paris

Louer shake for it, Were it the Mistresse Court of mightie

Europe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny \vi. xiiii. 1. 493 loyners doe
i.husc the mistres^e threadie ^raine [Fr. tr.uisl. maistresse

rei ttf] that is most streight. 1603 KI.OKIO Mcntiiigfic I. xxvii.

After this general comnmnitie, tlie mistrih and worthiest part
of it [etc.], 1611 COTGK. s.v. Maistressf

t
La niaistresse

Eglist&amp;gt;.
a Oithedrall Church, the mistresse Church, or chjefe

Church in a Towne. 1613 J.VKSON Creed \. 1 10 Rome, .the

Mi&amp;gt;trtrs&amp;gt;e-citie of the world. 1641 MH.TON I rd. Episc. \\ ks.

1738 I. 30 Being born free, and in tlie Mistress Island of all

the British. 1641 W. SiOKts Vaulting Master L), The
ninth I asse, called The Mistresse Command. 1667 BOM.K

Orig. !-ories .y Qnal. i,ed- 2) 291 Subjected to the predomi
nant Mistresse Forme. 1899 MACK-MI, /(*. Mrrris II. i j3

Through the mistress-art to all the other subordinate arts.

Mistress .mi str6s\ r 1

. [f. prec.] a. trans.

To provide with a mistres. t b. To make a mis

tress or paramour of. c. To call or address as mis

tress , d. To mistress it : to play the mistress,

to have the upper hand. e. To become mistress of

(an art), f. To dominate as a mistress.

1579 J. STLBBKS Gaping Gnif 1) 3 b. Both she and we
poore soules, are to be mastered, and, which is worse,

mistrised to. 1603 SIR C. HKYPOS Jud. Astro/, xii. 318

Neither could Venus in conjunction with Mar&amp;gt; cause any to

&amp;lt;EAOR ftever too l^ate 11. xxu. 210 mis on

ilder, she mistressed it entirely in three days. 1904 M.

KWLKrrQrtgfn sQuairi. viii. 117 You are too masterful, my
girl. . . I do not choose to be mistressed by a maid of honour.

Mi stressdoni. rare*. [See -DOM.] Female

despotism.
1844 Frascr&quot;s Mag. XXX. 449/2 We object.. to the sole

sway and mistressdom of the one histrionic queen.

Mi StreSShood.
_
[See -HOOD.] The con-

dition or status of a mistress (of a household).
1879 Genii. Mag. Jan. 3 Her first act of mistresshood was

to give her husband a power of attorney to deal with all as

he would. 1883 MRS. LYNN LINTON lone III. xxx. 137 The
house was a standing disgrace to her mistresshood.

Mistressing ^mi stresirjl,^/. sb. [f. MISTRESS

sb. + -ING !.] Paying court to, or dallying with, a

mistress.
a 1631 DONNE To Mr. Tilman Poems (1654) 350 As if their

idienesse, wuiuii yos uiuu uuiai uui UK: uy UIV&amp;gt;OWUKJ U113-

tressing, and complement. 1683 TBYON Way to Health 461
No Mistrissing, nor Revelling. 1783 WKSLKY Wks. (1872)

XI. 525 Drinking, and dressing, and mistressing.

Mistressless(mi-stresles),a. [-LESS.] Having
no mistress or female head.

1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy III. viii. 126, I have again
taken advantage of the mistressless condition of the establish

ment. 1886 MRS. MOBERLY Lady Valeria II, iv. 92 Altcar

Court lost much of its forlorn mistressless air.

Mistressly (mi-stresli), a. [-LY
1
.]

1. Belonging to the mistress of a household, rare.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. 298 Will he take from
me the mistressly management, which I had not faultily

discharged ?

2. [after MASTERLY 2.] Like one who is a mis

tress in her art.

1786 MACKENZIE Lounger No. 76 F 9, I have seen some of
them go through their evolutions In a very masterly and

mistressly manner. 1794 WALPOLE Let. to the Miss Berrys
27 Sept., I did see the new bust of Mrs. Siddons, and
a very mistressly performance it is indeed. 1804 SOUTHEY
Sel. Lett. (1856) I. 272 You who manage a pencil in so

masterly, or mistressly a way. 18980. G. ROBERTSON Voces
Academics 253, I thought Gerty would have burst out

crying, but she controlled herself in a mistressly way.
iff i stress-piece. Now rare. [f.

MISTRESS
after masterpiece. Cf. F. mattresse piece the prin

cipal piece of a work.] A feminine masterpiece.
a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen* VIII (1649) 175 Mistresse

Elizabeth Blunt . . was thought, for her rare Ornaments of

nature, and education, to be the beauty and Mistresse-peece
of her time, a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Hertfordshirt^f&z)

MISTROW.
n. 41 Rosamund, being the Mistress-piece of beauty in

that Age. 1901 Daily Chron. 24 Mar. 5
; i Those who

hold his (Sir Walter tJesuut s] Dorothy Forster to be his

mistresspiece.

Mi stress-ship, [f.
MISTRESS sb. + -SHIP.]

1. The condition or status of mistress or head of

a household, etc. ; authority of one in the position
of a mistress.

1581 MUI.CASTKR Positions xxxviii. (1887) 176 From the

lowest in menaltie, to the highest in mistriship. a 1656
HP. HALL Rent, Wks. (1660) 407 If any of them still usurpe
a Mistress-ship over them. 1705 Br. HULL Corrupt. Ck.

Kmtie Wks. 1827 II. 290 They never acknowledged her

mistresship over them. 1858 Miss M CLOCK Woman s Th.

ai ant Women 55 Having all the cares, and only half the

joys of maternity or mistress-ship. ifymCttikolic A gx-s 2$

luly, There is some talk of her Majesty putting the Mis

tress-ship of the robes into commission. 1898 FITCH KIT Fights
far the I la^ -\

The struggle between the two maritime re

publics for the mistress-ship of the seas.

f 2. The status of a woman to whom the title of

mistresswasused : always in yoitnnistress-ship. Obs,

1460 Pa*ton Lett. I. 533 Heseching yow of your good
maisteresship to be myn good mnisteres to help wit your
gracious woord. Ibid. III. 253 Plesith it your mastresship
To witte. a 1553 UDAI.I, Rfystcr I). \\. iv. iArb.,i 38 I y your

mistreshyps licence. 1611 MJDDLKTOS /t DRKKEK Roaring
(, ir/ 11. i, 1 humbly thank your good mistresship. 1632
MASSINGER City Madam iv. iv, He made a knight, And
your sweet mistress-ship ladyried.

3. The post ot mistress in a school.

1891 Brit. -V J- or. School .V&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. Rep. 17 There has been a

han^i- &amp;gt;f teachers, Miss Hrown having resigned the inis-

ti-f-s-sliip on lier marriage. 1900 Standard 27 Oct., Girls

.School. Head Mistress-ship.

4. Pie-eminent skill in an art, etc. ? Obs.

1819 /iVdt-^ Tc. Ma&- V. T?5 His wife has a complete
mistress-ship in the art. 1837 / art s Mag.\\

T

. 569 She ..

imparts to her . .sketches a certain style and mistress-ship
which no traveller of the other sex.. could have attained.

Mistreat, variant ofMiSTRiST.

Mistrial ^mistrai-al). [Mis-
1

4.] A trial

vitiated by some error i^e. g. a disqualification in

a judge or juror). Also, (J.S., an inconclusive

trial, as where the jury cannot agree.
1628 COKF Ojt Lift. 125 If there be a mistryall, (that isl

if the Jury commeth out of a wrong place, or returned by
a wrong Officer and giue a verdict. 1651 HEOWM.OW Rtp.
7 The word.s were spoken at C. in the County aforesaid . .

and so a Mistryall. 1810 EAST A . B. Rep. XII. 229 Little-

dale .. moved to .. have a new trial on the ground of a

mistrial. 1884 Law Rep. g Prob. Div. 185 They insisted

that there had been a mistrial on the ground of improper

rejection of evidence. 1889 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 3 May
i 5 Another Mistrial. A Seven Days Trial of a Ca^e
Results in a Disagreement of the Jury.

t Mistri st, sb. Obs. Also 5 myitrest.

[Mis- 4.]
= MISTRCST sb.

1382 WYCLII-- Prol. Bible iii. 4 God . .punisshide hem. .for

grucchyng and mystriste to Goddis word, c 1440 Generydea
1673 In hym he hadde no maner of mystrest. 1483 Catk.

Angt. 241/2 A Mistriste, desperado* diffitlencia. 15..
Guistard fy Sismond n. (1597) C 3 b, And when they wer in

comin, they put no mistrist.

t Mistri St,^. Obs. at dial. Also 4-5 -triste,

4-6 -traist, 5 mystrast, 5-6 -trest, 9 -thrist.

[Mis-
1

7.]
= MISTRUST v.

a. trans, c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. 41 And never shal

he more his wyf mistriste. ^1440 Generydes 1399 H grevith
me full soore, That ye shuld me mystrest by eny waye.
c 1460 SIR R. Ros La Belle Dame 746 Sum man say how he

mystristed is on sum partyse. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech.

(1884) 41 And quhy suld we nocht put all our tiai^t , .in the

mercy of God j!,.Suerly we suld nocht mistrest him.

b. intr. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 149 Sche wissheth forto ben

unbore, Er that hire fader so mistriste Totellen hire of that

he wiste. c 1400 Song Roland 186 Sistir son , said the

king, sore I mystrist . c 1470 HENRY Wallaceix. 1623 Ner
the castell he drew thaim prewaly In till a schaw ; Sotheroun

mystraistyt noclit. 1567 Gude
&amp;lt;y

Godlie B. 160 At thy deith

thow did mistraist, And sa fell in dispair. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. II. 356 Quhom the deith of Makin-
tosche causet gretlie to defecte, . . mistraist ing of his actioune.

1877 Holdemess Gloss. ,
Misthrist, to mistrust or doubt.

Mistrouth(e: see MISTRUTH.

I MistrOW, sb. Obs. Also 4 -tru(n, -trou(n,

-trou^. [f. next. For the form mistrun cf. the

verb.] Mistrust, suspicion.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8433 And bat bou be noght in mistru,

par-til mak i be here a wou. Ibid. 9261 He sal find, with-

vten mbtruns, Sexti hale generacions. Ibid, 15354 H^an Of
o^er had mistrun [rime resun]. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3314
Swiche mistrowe had meliors for

]t&amp;gt;ei
so moche him preised.

^1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 19 Vef it sua bi-tide, bat any
falle in mis-troug ;

ban sal scho pray gerne to god.

t Mistrow, v. north. Obs. Also 4 -tru(u,

-tro(u)n, -trou(e, -trau, -traw(e, -treu. [ad.

ON. mistrtia, f. mis- Mis- 1 + trua (see TROW v.\

The form mistrun in Cursor Mitttdi was app. orig. used

for the purposes of rime (perhaps under the influence of

ON. mistnindSr disbelief), but the seems to have been

afterwards taken as part of the stem : cf. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To disbelieve (a person) ;
to have no

faith or confidence in.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 68 For H j?e treowe is misleued [MS. T.

mistrowet], & ^e sakelease ofte bilowen, uor wone of^wit-
nesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 3651 pat he

t&amp;gt;e
mai ^e less mistru

[Gott. mistrau, Fair/, mistraw] bou sal sai ^ou ert esau.

13.. IHd. 17958 (Gott.) His auen sun sal he send dune

In erde, hat mani sal mistron. 1450 Merlin 21 *\ef

this be so , quod the luge, neuer .shall I mystrowe the .

1480 CA.XTON OvifTs Met. xv. vi, The fader, .belived tlic

lesyng, which was full of iniquyte, & mistrowed hys son.



MISTRUM.

2. To suspect (a person; of (a. misdeed}.
1375 BAKBOUR Bruce x. 327 Thai mystrowit hyin of

tiatory.

3. To disbelieve (a thing). Also with clause.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22795 Bot mistrou [Edinb. mistrun] bat,

ea na nede. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. {Ninian) 1303 Mys-
trowand bat I mocht helpe be ocht.

4. intr. To be unbelieving, not to believe (in) ;

to be doubtful (of}.

4x1300 Cursor M. 13595 pe maisters luus ban bigan To
mistru o bis sinful sell man [Fair/, mistrowne queber bis

sely man, queber be fore blinde hacl he bene]. lota. 17402
Yee ar be folk bat ai mistruus. Ibid. 22868 Vte of all skil it

es,..For to mistru in godds might, c 1380 WYCLIF Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 368 pe viglle of Baptist tellib how Gabriel

bi!n3te him, and bis stone telli}? how Zacarie mistrowide.

Hence t Mistrowing1

vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also
t Mistrow able, t Mistrowful^,^., unbelieving;
t Mistrower, an unbeliever.
a 1300 Cursor J/, 16643 Vee foles mistruand folk. Ibid.

18673 To frest if bai in trouth war tru, Jrair mistruing \Gott.
mistrou ning, Fairf. mistrowning] for tu misprais. Ibid.

21203 Lucas.
-t&amp;gt;e

mistruand he tok to teche. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce x. 329 For that ilk my&trowtng, Thai.. put in presoun.
1382 WycLiF Isa. Ixv. 2, I spredde out myn hondis al dai
to a puple mystrouful [1388 vnblleueful, Vulg. increditlitm],

Bar. i. 19 We weren mystrowable [1388 vnbileueful, Vu!g.
incredibilcs\ to the Lord oure God. 1390 GOWER Conf. III.

56 For espiaile and mistrowing^s They dede thanne suuhe
thinges. 1456 SIR G. HAVK Law Arms (S. T. S.) 89 May
men move were agaynjs the Sarrazenis or othir mistrowaris.
Ibid. 103 The Sarazenis or othir mistrowand folk.

t Mistru in, a. Obs. [f. Mis- 1
7 + OE. trum

strong, after UNTBUM aj] Weak.
a 1225 Ancr. A . 262

&amp;gt;if
heo benche5 we! heron, of mistrum,

ot^er lea:ie mel [MS, T. of miitune meal, .1/S.C. of mistrume
mclj of unsauure metes, of poure puaunce?
Mistrust (mistrp-st;, sd. [Mis- 1

;. Cf. the
lat-T distrust sb.] Lack of trust or confidenc-j

;

suspicion, distrust. Const, of, IH, f to. f Also,
doubt as to the truth or probability (&amp;lt;?/&quot;something).
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 780 For ever som mistrust, or

nyce stryf, Ther is in love, som cloud is over the soune.

1440 Generydts 5760 To you , quod she, now haue I noo
mystrost

1

. 1488 CAXTON Chast. Goddes Ckyldern 35 No
man shall haue mystrust of foryeuenesse of whaisomeuei
synne man hathe done, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixxxi.

247, I had no mystruste in him. 1601 SHAKS.
J&amp;gt;d.

C. v. iii.

66 Mistrust of good successe hath done this deed. 1677
MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 552, I have sent for you
hither to prevent mistakes and mistrusts, a 1699 STILLINGFL.
Serin, xlii. Wks. 1710 V. 640 The mistrust Men have of
themselves would make their Fears over-balance their

Hopes. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude x. 161 Man is only weak
through his mistrust And want of hope. 1854 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. viii. li. III. 29 These decrees were sent to the Pope,
with a significant menace, which implied great mistrust in
his firmness.

Mistrust v mistro-st), v. Also 4-6 -trost^e.

[f. Mis- 1
7 + TRUST z/., prob. after OF. mesfier

(mod. F. mtfier) : see Mis- 2
.]

1. trans. Not to trust, to have no confidence in (a

person); to suspect the actions, intentions, motives

(etc.) of.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus \\. 1606, I see wel now that ye
mistrusten me ; For by your wordes it is wel y-sene. c 1440
Generydes 56^5 Me to myslroste trewly she is vnkynd,..
Vntrew to hir she shall me neuer fynde. a 1548 HALL
C/ir0ti. t Edzv. y

t 21 b, For whom mUt rusted he that mis
trusted his awne brother? 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. v.

141, I will neuer mistrust my wife againe, till thou art able
to woo her in good English. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 207 Had it been a Spanish ship, they would
not have mistrusted him, 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges
iii. (1862) 151 She

kept
her household lonely and in gloom,

mistrusting almost all people who came about her children.
1886 G. ALLEN Darwin vii. 113 The practical English
nation mistrusts philosophers.

b. reft. To be doubtful as to one s own powers
or capabilities.
iSja LATIMER Serm. (1584) 299 Mistrusting himselfe and

hys owne doynges, and trusting in the merites of Christ.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1212/1 They mistrusted

themselues, .. their minds being suddenlie altered, they
returned. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost viii. 217 Our
need to watch over ourselves and to mistrust ourselves, and
to trust in God alone.

2. To entertain suspicions with regard to, have
doubts about (a thing); to doubt the truth,

validity, or genuineness of.

- 375 xi. Pains ofHell 232 in O. E. Misc. 218 To god hit

is most hye trespace To mys-trost his mercy and grace.
15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 167 b, Mystrust not the

goodnes of god. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 123/2 The
messenger thynketh that he may well mistrust & deny the

myracles. 1602 MARSTON Ant. fy Mel. v. sign. I, When I see
one..wallowe in a greate sloppe, I mistrust the proportion
of his thigh. 1615 BACON Sp. Undertakers Wks. 1826 VI.
20 As gamesters use to call for new cards, when they mis
trust a pack. 174* Lond. V Country Brew. \. (ed. 4) 15
Such Waters ought to be mistrusted more than any, where
they are not pure, clear, and soft. 1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 4
F 10 For my part I am ever ready to mistrust a promising
title. 1848 LYTTON Harold \. v. 178 Mistrust the wisdom
that sees only the things of the day-light. 1871 Miss
YONCE Cameos Sen u. xiv. 152 Juan mistrusted this advice.

3. To suspect the existence of or anticipate the

occurrence of (something evil). ? Obs.

1535 COVERDALE yndges viii, \\ The hoost was carelesse,
and mystrusted nothinge. 1500 NASHE Pasgnifs Apol. I.

B j b, No such largesse could be looked for at the hands of
her Ma[iestie] .. no fingring of Spanish coyne mought be
mistrusted. 1598 BARRET Thtor. H arres \. \. 2 To shake off

542

securitie, to mistrust the \\orat. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne
i. vi, They were all asleepe mistrusting no harme. 1674
PKIDEAUX Lett. (Camden) 18 It U feared .. that he will

speedyly be mad, if he is not soe already, which his actions
doe make every on mistrust. 1728 MOKGAN Algiers II. iii.

238 The poor Prince,, .mistrusting no Treachery was easily

surprised.

b. with obj. a clause: To suspect that some

thing has happened or will happen. ?Now&amp;lt;&7/.

t Also pass, (corresponding to ace. and inf. in the

active) : To be suspected (of doing something).
a 1450 Kut, de La Tour^ The brother tolde her husbonde,

the whiche alle his lyff after mistrusted that his wiff had
done amys. 1554-5 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 386 Not mys-
trustynge that that shulde haue hyndered theyr bargenynge.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus^ Suspectns in aliqua Tirgine, Mis
trusted to be ouer familiar with a maydeti. 1621 LADY M.
WKOTH Urania 475 Shee mistrusted I loued a brother of
hers. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. \. xi. 46 Wisely
mistrusting that reasonable spirits

would never firmely be
lost in the adorement of things inanimate,, .he [Satan] begat
an opinijn that they .. were living creatures, 1777 Boston
Gaz. 10 Nov. 3/3 He said he was taking his Way to Boston,
but is mistrusted to be going to Long or Rhode Island.

1904 ! . ROOSEVELT in J. A. Riis Life viii. 187. I mistrust
that it scared the Spaniard almost as much as our

charge did.

absol. 1615 E. S. Britain s tiuss E 4 Except the Dutch
should proove more froward and fond then I can yet mis
trust.

t c. To have an inkling of (what ia the matter).
1707 Cr/f j&amp;gt;. in IIusl\

($
Cnird. 204 Mistrusting what it

ail d, I took the Pot out of the Water.

4. intr. To be distrustful, suspicious, or without
confidence. Also, ) not to trust in, to be doubtful of.

138. WVCLIF Ps. Prol. 737 To mystrosten of for^iuenesse,
and of the inerci of God. 1382 Bar. \. 17 Wee han not

leeued, mystrostentle in to hyin. 1570 LEVINS Ulanip.
194/32 To Mistrn&amp;gt;tv, diftidcrc. 1711 PKion Henry fy

Eiiiui.i 35^ Near thee, mistrust not, constant I ll abide.

1725 Port Oifyss. n. 116 At once the gen rous train com
plies, Nor fraud mihtru.sts in virtue s fair disguise. 1896
Codey s Mag. Apr. 391/2 Until I noiiced . . your confusion
over your name, I never mistrusted.

Hence Mistru sted///. a., in quot. f suspected.
1588 GKEESE Pandosto (1843) 10 Hoping now he should

be fully revenged of such mistrusted injuries.

Mistru Ster. [Mis-
1

;.] One who mistrusts.
c 1425 Foitnd. St. Bartholomews (E.E.T.S.) 38 Ther was

oone amonge the wepeis and waylers & mystrustres, ripyr
& sadder ofage. a 1560 BARNES Wks. (1573) 354/2 You In-
fidelles and mistruaters of God. 1643 MII.ION Divorce Wks.
1738 I. 112 These cautious mi.strusters might consider, that
what they thus object lights not upon this Book. 1840
DICKENS Old C. .Shop xvi, But now you re a universal mis-
truster. x86x CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. I. 391 The enemies
and mistrusters of all innovation.

Mistru stful, a. [f. MISTRUST sb. + -FUL.]
Full of or marked by mistrust

; wanting in con
fidence ; distrustful, suspicious. Const, of.

1529 MOKE Dyaloge iv. i. Wks. 247/2 To shewe our selfe

so mistrustful & wauering, that for to strclie whether our
faith were false or true, we should geue hearing, .to a fond
frere. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen, I I, iv. u. 8, 1 hold it cowardize,
To rest mistrustfull, where a Noble Heart Hath pawn d an
open Hand, in sipne of Loue. 1667 MILTON /*. L. \\. 126.

1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1548/3 We begin here to l&amp;gt;e somewhat
mistrustful of the Merchandises that are brought fiom Ger
many. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bnlln\, ii, Why so mistrust
ful ! Hast thou ever found us false to thee ? 1847 C* BRONTE
y. Eyre (1857) 86 She presented it across the counter, accom
panying the act by another inquisitive and mistrustful

glance. 1886 Nixox Euclid Revised Pref., So far, teachers
are either unaware, or mistrustful, of such strength.

t b. transf. Causing mistrust or suspicion. Obs,

1592 SHAKS. / en. $ Ad. 826 Orstonish d as night-wanderers
often are, Their light blown out in some mistrustful wood.
Hence Mistru stfully adv., with mistrust or

suspicion, distrustfully ;
Mistrtrstfulness, the

condition or qualify of being mistrustful
;
want of

confidence, suspiciousness.
154* UDALL ErasM. Afioph, 294 The mystrustfulnesse of

the Byzancians he laiedon the necke of..y capitain. a 1586
SlDttWAf&uO* u. (1590) 181 b, A mistrustfulnesof my selfe,
as one strayed from his best strength. 1602 WARNER Alb.
Eng. vi. xxxiii, Mistrustfully he trusteth, and he dread-
ingly did dare. 1672 EACHARD Hobbs s State Nat. (1705) 5,
I am confident there must be some occasion or other of this
so very great jealousle and mistrustfulness of yours. 1873
BROWSING RedCott. Nt.-cap 330 Those five Cold fingers,
tendered so mistrustfully. 1879 MEREDITH Egoist xxvii.

(1889) 258 She controlled her alert mistrustfulness.

Mistrirsting, vbl. sb. [-ING i.] The action
of the vb. MISTRUST.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 64 That couent can

power. 1647 HEXHAM, A mistrusting, eett mistrottwinge.
Mistru sting, ///. a. [-ING 2.] That mis

trusts, mistrustful. Hence Mistnrstingly adv.

_
1552 HULOET, Mistrustynge, diftdens. Ibid,, Mistrust-

inglye, diffidentcr, dubitanter. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
F.pist. 93 My wauering and mistrusting mynde. 01586
SIDNEY Arcadia vi. (1638) 488 The humble teares of a still-

mistrusting lover. 1822-56 DEQUISCEY Confess, i, Gradually,
tentatively, mistrustingly, as one goes down a shelving beach
into a deepening sea. 1845 Whitehall Ixix. 479 They parted

coldly
and mistrustingly.

MistrU Stless, a- [-LESS.] Free from mis
trust or suspicion ; unsuspecting. Const, of.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. \. iv. (1612) 14 He hunts abroad,
mistrustles of such wrong. 1596 R. L[INCHE] Diella (1877)
60 So Syrens sing vnlil) they haue their will, Some poore

MISTUBN.
;

mistrustlesse Passenger to kill. 163* QLARLES Div. Fancies
\\. xlix, Mistrustles Isaac seeing the wood, the fire, The
sacrificing Knife, begins t enquire. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill.

27 The swain, mistrustles of his smutted face. 1839 Blackw.
Mag. XLV. 355 A bland expression of mistrustless affection.

t Mistrusty, a. Obs. [Mis- 1
6,] Mistrust

ful, suspiciuus.
c 1440 Partonope (1862) 156 Ye shull me neuer fynde That

tiitr mystrusly shall 1 to you be.

V Mistru th. Obs. north. Also 4 -trouth(e,
-trowp, -traupe, -treutht. [Mis-

1
7.] a. Dis

belief, unbelief, b. Unfaithfulness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18676 Bot bair mistrouth, be soth to sai,

Ks strenghing of vr trouth to dai. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
B. 996 For two fautes bat he fol was founde in mistraube.
c J375 $ Leg. Saints v. (Johannes] 364 To bat entent,(&amp;gt;at

J&amp;gt;u
of bi mystreutht hafscham now. c 1400 A6ol. Loll. 97 pei

arc brout in to mis trowb, & hopi^ to haue helpe wi^ out God.

Mistry (mistrai-), v. [Mis-
1

i.J trans. To
try wrongly.
1651 BROWNLOW Rep. 7 marg., Judgement arrested being

mis-tried. Ibid. 17 It wa^ moved in Arrest of Judgement,
,

that it was mis-iried, because [etc.] 1906 Daily Xcivs
; 5 Mar. 7/6 Murray, .was. .mistried by Sir Forrest Fulton,
and condemned to nine months hard labour for perjury.

Mistry, obs. form of MYSTEBY.
Mistryall, obs. form of MISTRIAL.

Mistryst (mistrarst), v. Sc. and north, dial.

[Mis-l i, 7.]
1. trans. To fail to keep an engagement with.

Also ahsol. or intr. const, with.
1816 SCOTT //. Du-ar/iv, Ye ll be gaun yonder, Mr. Pa-

j

trick ; femd o me will mistryst you for a my mother says.
1893 STEVENSON Catriona xiii, Braw

try.-&amp;gt;ts
that you ll can

I keep ,
said Alan. Ye ll just mistryst aince and for a with

j
the gentry in the bents . 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 393 An ill

! speldron o a loon that had mistrysted wi twa lasses already.
2. pass. To be perplexed, confused, frightened

(app. orig.
= to have an unpleasant meeting with

something).
1816 SCOTT Bl. Du ar/ni, It s a braw thing for a man to

be out a day, and frighted na, I winna say that neither
but mistrysted wi bogles in the hame-coming. 1818 Rob
Roy xiv, They are sair mistrystud yonder in their Parlia

ment-House, about this rubbery o Mr. Morris. 1855
ROBINSON \\ hitby Gloss., Mistrysted, frightened, put out of
track.

*
I hae been sair mistrysted , sorely perplexed.

Mistime, z r

. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To tune

wrongly ;
to put out of tune, make discordant ;

to perform (music) out of tune. Hence Mis-
tuned ///. a., out of tune; fof persons, having
no ear for music.

1504 CORMSHE in Skelton&quot;s \Vks.(i^&amp;gt;^ zvb, If he [n.
the harper] play wrong, good tunes he doth lette Or by
mystunyng the very trew armonye. Ibid, zvj, Any Instru
ment mystunyd shall hurt a trew song. 1535 LVNDESAY
*Va/yr*75Till all our rymis be rung, And our mistoinit sangis
be sung. 1587 [see Mis-Btcis], 1636 B. JOSSON Eng. Grant.
vii, Where for want of one [sc. an accent], the word is in

danger to be mis-tuned, a 1684 LEIGHTON Comnt. i /V/. iv. 8
Wks. 1830 II. 333 When thou prayest aluiie, while thy heart
is imbittered. .it is as a mistuned instrument, c 1750 AI-M
STRONG ^//Vf. (1770) II. 197 Some of the best mimicksare nii&amp;gt;-

tuned.and have not the least eai to harmony. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sitpp. s.v. Diatonic^ Ptolemy s tetrachords are so

mis-tuned, that Salinas has charged him with having no ear.

1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) I. 220 A hoarse, mjstuned
voice. 1815 SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. xxviii, Hymn mistuned
and mutter d prayer. 1883 Knowledge 25 May 315/1 With
the pianoforte tuned (or, one might say, mistuned,1 to equal
temperament.
transf. and fig. 1744 ARMSTRONG Art Prescrv. Health

iv. 134 The Body, by long ails mistun d. 1836 LANDOR
Imag. Conv.

t
Pericles

( Aspasia Wks. 1846 II. 429 Idly do
our sages cry out against the poets for mistuning the heart.

1858 BUSHNELL Nat. ff Supcrnat. ii. (1864) 46 A scheme
unstrung and mistuned.

Mistur, obs. form of MISTER sb*

fMi-sture 1
. Obs. rare. [?f. Miss vl on the

analogy of mixture; but prob. suggested by MlSfKii
j^. 1

8.] A loss, privation ;
= Miss sb. l

i, 2.

1563-83 KOXE A.
&amp;lt;y

M. 1964/2 How sore
they

tooke hys
death to hart, and also, how hardly they could away with
the mislure [orig. desiderium] of such a man. 1592 NASHE
/ . Fcmfosse

2o\&amp;gt;,
U is a great misture, that we haue not intu

swine as well as beasts.

t Mi-sture *. Obs. rare. [ad. L. mistiira : see

MIXTURE.] Mixture.
a 1626 BACON Disc. Union Eng. $ Scot, in Resuscitatio

(1657) 201 Such Imperfect Mistuies, continue no longer, then

they are forced.

Misturn (mist^ in), v. Forms : see TURN v.

[Mia-
1 i. Partly after OF. mestourner.]

1. trans. To turn in a wrong direction; to per

vert, invert; to reverse the order of; to turn to a

wrong use.

c 13*5 in Rel. Ant. I. 26* Armes other legges mU-turnd
wose sy-th [sc. in dreams], Langour ant mournyng that bith.

1340 HAMI-OLE Pr. Consc. 1617 pat es to say bam sail be wa
pat here mysturnes bair lyfe swa. 1382 WYCLIF Gal. i. 7
Ther ben summe that disturblen jou, and wolen mysturne
the euangelie of Crist. 1390 GOWER Conf, I. 56 Diverse

men..Thurgh sihte of hem mistorned were, Stondende as
Stones hiere and there, c 1440 Jacob s Well 142 pou mys-
turnyst be tyme bat god ordeynyd, for f^tu tnakyst day of

nyat, & nyjt of day. a 1450 Knt.
de^

la Tour 71 The
unlefulle synne of lecher&amp;gt; e . . mistormthe tbe ordre of
iiiuure. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 359/1 Tindal..

manifestlye misturneth the mynde and sentence of our
Kiuiour. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. in. 239 Wherupon
followeth, that y* doctrine of iustiftcation is mistourned, yea



MISTUTORED.

ouerturned from the very foundation. 1581 J. BELL Had-

don s Answ. Osor. 398 The state of the Question is mis-

tourned by the Romanistes. a 1625 SIR H. FINCH L,r.o

(1636) 187 To reduce a water-course that is misturned.

2 intr. To turn in a wrong direction; to go wrong.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 36 And whan this litel world mis.

tortieth The grete world al overtorneth. Ibid. 111.236 If

the Monthe of Juil schal frese And that Decembre schal

ben hot, The yeer mistorneth. 1413 Pilgr. Sou le Caxton)

i. xxiv. (1859) 29 Bokes of moralyte techen what wey a

trewe pylgrym owed for to take and not for to mystorne to

one syde, ne to other.

So Mistu-rniner vbl. sb.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5345 And Fortune, mishapping, Whan

upon men she is falling, Thurgh misturning of hir chaunce.

MistU tored, ppl. a. [Mis-1 2.] badly in

structed or brought up.

&quot;757
T. EDWARDS Canons Crit., Sunn, xxviii. To G.

Onsla-v, Gay, mistutored youths, who ne er the charm ( )f

Virtue hear. 1876 BLACKIF. Songs o/Rcl!g.,tK. 14 Before

the power of misvouched creeds and a mistutored church.

Misty (mi-sti), a^ Also i mistis, 4 rnyisti,

raisti, 4-5 mysti, 4-6 mysty, (6 -tie), 6-7

mistie, 4- misty. [OE. mistig, f. mist (see

MIST rf. 1
) + -ig, -i. Cf. MLG., MDu. mistich]

1. Covered with, clouded or obscured by, mist
;

accompanied or characterized by mist
; consisting

of mist.

Be/nvtilf 162 Atol a^laca ehtende wa;s, . . seomade and

syrede, sinnihte heold mistime moras. 11327 in Rel. Ant.

\ 265 Eyr mysty whose syth [in a dream], Desturbaunce

that bith. 1:1374 CHAUCER Troylus 111.1060 For I have

seyn of a ful misty morwe Fohven ful ofle a mery somercs

day. c 1430 LYDG. Comfl. Bl. Knt. 24 Whan that the misty

vapour was a&quot;oon And clere and faire was the morowning.

1:1460 RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 911 in Batets ,S.,Whebur hit

be feyre or foule, or mysty alle withe reyn. 1592 SHAKS.

Rom. ff Jill. III. v. 10 And locond day Stands tipto on the

mistie Mountaines tops. 1603 KNOLI.KS Hist. Turks (1638)

157 The night being dark and misty, and the moon giving

little light. 1682 WOOD Life (O.H.S.) III. 29 Misty and

rimy morning. 1718 L\DY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. II. In. 73

The misty rains, .penetrated even the thickfur I was wrapped
in. 1817 WOLFF. Burial Sir J. Moore ii, By the struggling

moon-beam s misty light. 1858 MASSON Milton I. 720 The

mistier north is forgotten, and he longs to make Florence

his home. 1877 TENNYSON Harold in. ii, Two young lovers

in winter weather, None to guide them, Walk d at night

on the misty heather.

b. Clouded with fine particles resembling mist.

1833 TENNYSON Miller s Dau. 104 The very air about the

door Made misty with the floating meal. 1885 Manch.

Exam. 4 May 5/3 The air is in fact quite misty with the

fine impalpable dust.

c. Blurred or blinded as with a mist of tears.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 1620 Not so misty were her meek

blue eyes As not to see before them on the path. 1897

Romance of Lady Barton II. 745, I never took my misty

eyes off Trieste and our home.

d. Having the appearance of being shrouded in

mist
;
indistinct in form or outline.

1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xii, The long-drawn pro

spect faded into misty light. 1818 SHELLEY Rosal. ff Helen

1198 A troop Of misty shapes did seem to sit Beside me.

1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II. 207 The light from ad

joining points will mix at the edges, and will render the

images misty and indistinct. 1898 St. yantes sCaz. 12 Jan.
IT/I Striped across .. in a misty admixture of colouring.

2. Jig. (often with literal phraseology retained).

a. Dark
; obscure; unintelligible.

377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 181 Ac theologie hath tened me
ten score tymes, The more I muse bere-Inne be mistier it

semeth. 1380 WYCLIF Semt. Sel. Wks. I. 156 fes wordis

ben mysty and derke to be puple. 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch.

xii. v. in Ashm. (1652) 185 Thys mysty talkyng. 1494
FABYAN Chron. 2 Ryght mysty storyes, doughtfull and vn-

clere. c 1530 Interl. Beauty f, Gd. Prof. IVomen Biijb,
The wordes whych thou spekyst in my presence Be so

mysty, I perseyue not thy sentence. 1581 SIDNEY Apol.
Poetrie (Arb.) 32 The Philosopher, .is so hard of vtterance,

and so mistie to bee conceiued, that [etc.]. 1603 FLORIO

Montaigne II. xii. (Frowde) 236 Wherefore hath Heraclitus

beene surnamed oxo-reii-i*, a darke mysty clowded fellow ?

1624 GATAKER Transubst. 201 What not mysticall, but

mistie riddles are these? 1755 JOHNSON, Misty... 2. Ob
scure ; dark ;

not plain.

b. Resembling mist ; obscuring, causing ignor

ance. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 2 To drawe a cur-

DONNE Elegy on Mrs. Boulstred Poenw (1654) 260 Blinde

were those eys, saw not how bright did shine Through
fleshes misty vaile those beams divine.

c. Not illuminated with the Might of reason,

faith, truth, etc.

1616 HAYWARD Sanct. Troub. Soul i. 3. 59 Mollifie my
stony heart, illuminate my misty minde. 1633 P. FLETCHER

Purple Isl. in. iv, Shed in my mistie breast thy sparkling

light. 1669 PENN No Cross xx. ^14 (1682) 511 Though
times began to look somewhat mistier, and the purity and

spirituality of Religion to be much declined. 1748 JOHNSON
Van. Hum. Wishes 144 Should Reason guide thee with

her brightest ray, And pour on misty Doubt resistless day.
i8it W. R. SPENCER Poems 185 No beam of real fire My
misty nature ever knows.

d. Of thought, speech : Having no definite out

line or character
; vague, indistinct. Said also of

writers with reference to style or exposition.
1816 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 28^Nov. (1884), That

misty pomp of language which you .. think laudable. 1855
GF.O. ELIOT Ess., Kvang. Tcaching{iWtf 157 Their sense of

truthfulness is misty and confused. 1865 TYLOR Early

543

Hist. Man. iv. 58 A misty recollection hovering about it

in our minds. 1890 GROSS Gild Merck. I. 94 The jurists

had not yet shrouded the notion in misty complexity.

e. Of persons: Clouded in intellect.

1812 Black. Mag. XII. 101 And over a skin of Italy s

wine To get a little misty. 1848 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874) I.

vi. 316 A little too misty readily to follow the argument,

they got drowsy.
3. Comb. : parasynthetic, as misty-brained ;

ad

verbial, as misty-bright, -dark, -magnifc, -soft acljs.

1611 SPF.KD Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. i. i Through the misty-

darke times of which Stories.. I am lastly approached to

these times of more light. 1649 HKYI.IN Hist. Indlf. n. 80

mnrf.. For this you must take the faith of the mysty-

brayned Pen-man, who had this .. by Revelation. Cl8io

COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 210 Paragraphs so

vague and misty-magnific as this is. 1860 RUSKIN Mod.

Paint. V. vii. iv. 6. 140 The rain-t lotids in the dawn . .not

shining, but misty-soft. 1871 M. COLLINS Mr:], f, Mcrch.

I. vii. 215 The air was misty-brij-ht.
1886 Pall Mall (,.

5 Oct. 11/2 A misty-visioned political sect.

Hence Mi styish a., somewhat misty.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. iv. 202 Mistyish Heaven.

t Mi Sty, a.- Oh. [app. the prec. adj. used

by form-association for L. mysticus.] Pertaining

to, involving, or characteristic of spiritual mysteries;

mystical, spiritual.

1380 WYCI.IF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 286 And so bre mysty
wittis ben tokened in be same story, c 1420 LVDG. Com
mend. Our Lady 134 Thou misty arke, proballk piscyne.

Mi-sundersta iicl,

Misunderstanding.
1864 MEREDITH Sandra Bdloni xxvi, No misunder

stands, mind ! Wilfrid s done with.

Mi sundersta-nd,
-

. [Mis-i i.]

1. trans. Not to understand rightly; to mis

conceive, miscomprehend, a. Xo take (words,

statements, etc.) in a wrong sense.

c 1200 I ices ff Virtues 37 Sume mis-undcrstondet hier Sis

ball writt. (-1380 WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 123 (&amp;gt;ei mys-
undirstonden jrer lawe 5*9 M RE Dyalogc I. xxi. Wk&amp;gt;.

147/2 That some of them which do rede it diligently
. .

may yet for al that, mistake & misvnderstand it.
i_6l4

RALEIGH Hist. World i. iii. 9 He failed in distinguish

ing these two Regions, both called Eden : and . . mis-

vnderstood two of the foure Riuers (to wit) Pison and Ge-

hon. 1629 H. BURTON Truth s Triumph 310 It is plaine

hee mis-vnderstandeth. .the place. 1778 Miss BURNEY Eve
lina xxi, His booby of a servant had misunderstood his

orders. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest i, His sense of

compassion was too sincere to be misunderstood. 1864

or his reader will certainly misunderstand them.

b. To misinterpret the words or actions of (a

person).
a 1300 Cursor M. 19152 lesu bat yee did on rode, bat al-

ivais yee mis-vnderstode. 1330 PAI.SGR. 639/1 He that mys-
vnderstandeth a man must nedes make a folysshe answere.

1680 W. AI.I.F.N Addr. Ifonconf. 6g When Nicodemus grosly

mis-understood our Saviour, and demanded how can these

things be? 1791 CUMBERLAND Observer No. 140 V. isr,

I conceive I have been misunderstood as having carried my
attack against the moral doctrines of Socrates. 1837 T.VT-

TON E. Maltrav. 13 My poor girl, we misunderstand each

other. 1841 EMERSON Ess., Self-reliance Ser. i. 58 To be

2. inli: Also with clause.

13.. Cursor M. 14207 (Gott.) lesus said, Je mis-vnder-

stand [Cott. miss yee vnderstand]. Hid. 15922 Yoene

. . es ane of his bat wid vs es in band \ Ebberthwert nai ,

said he, 3e misunderstand [Cott. yee mis nu vnderstand].

1822 COBBETT Weekly Kef. 2 Feb. 295 The effects of the

system were so manifest, that nobody could misunderstand

whence they sprung. 1906 KIPLING Puzzler in Tribune

15 Jan. 4/3 Giuseppe placed the monkey atop of the organ,

where the beast, misunderstanding, stood on his head.

Hence Misundersta-ndaWe a., capable of being
misunderstood.

1843 P. Parley s Aim. IV. 266 The old mamma grunted
and looked very misunderstandable through her grey eyes.

Misundersta-nder. [Mis-i 5.] One who
misunderstands.

1529 MORE Stiff I. Soulys~WVs. 324/2 Many textes whiche

as farre semed vnto the missvnderstanders to speake against

purgatory, as [etc.]. 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. A 3

The true Sense of Aristotle s Doctrine, . .being taken, .from

stander being the hero s own father.

Mi sundersta-nding, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.]

1. Failure to understand
;
mistake of the mean

ing ; misconception, misinterpretation.
c 1449 PECOCK Kepr. i. xii. fio The mis vndirstonding of

the firste text. 1579 W. WILKINSON Ctnfut. Fam. Love.

B i, All controuersies growne among men about their

misunderstanding of the Scriptures. 1644 MILTON Bacer
on Div. xxviii. n Through misunderstanding of the law.

1685 SOUTH Serm. (1697) I. viii. 347 The misunderstanding
of a word, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) 1 1. 184 Misrepresenta
tions of reasons, And misunderstandings of notes.

2. The condition in which parties fail to come

to an understanding ; an interruption of har

monious relations ; dissension, disagreement.

MISUSE.

1641 CHAS. I in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721) ill. II. 5 The
malignant Party, which have, .begot this Misunderstanding
between us and our good Subjects. 1691-2 LUTTRELL Brit-/
Rel. (1857) II. 339 The accommodation which seem d to be

in view between the pope and the French, upon some mis

understanding, quite disappears. 1712 STEELE Spcct. No.

263 F 3 The many Misunderstandings which are created by
the Malice and Insinuation of the meanest Servants between

People thus related. 1849 COBDEN Sf. 17 America has

three times, within the last few years, had a misunderstand

ing with two of the greatest Powers of the world. 1859
GF.O. ELIOT A. Bede xxxiii, Some little pique or misunder

standing between them. 1867 FREEMAN Xorm. Coinj.

(1877) I- &quot; 38 Occasional misunderstandings seem not to

have seriously interrupted their friendship.

Mi sundersta-nding, ///. a. [Mis-
1 2]

That misunderstands. Also nbsol.

1610 HI.AIEY.SV. Aug. Cilie of Cod 333 The mis-undcr-

standing reader. . might imagine that the Pagans worshipped

cods in the Temples. 1675 BAXTER Ca. /t. Theol. n. v. 107

These are but the bold effusions of a misunderstanding con

tentious temerarious passion. 1881 Athenzum 23 July
IO

:&amp;gt;/3
Whatever is most vicious in a style which grows out

of a misunderstanding worship of Keats. 1900 W. M. SIN

CLAIR Unto You \
\&amp;gt;u&amp;gt;!g

Men iii. 72 Doubts and difficulties

may make sad. .the fainthearted, the misunderstanding.

Hence Misundersta-ndingly aJ- ., by a mis

comprehension.
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Wold, Wold, . . as Stow in

thtj \\&quot;olds,and Cotswold. .is sometimes misunderstandingly
confounded with H &amp;lt;-ald.

Mi SunderstoO d, ppl. a. [Mis-1 2.] Im

properly understood ;
taken in a wrong sense.

Also absol.

1594 CAKEW Huartc s Exam. Wits (1616) 172 Three mi&amp;lt;-

vnderslood lawes, which they haue learned at all aduen-

tures. 1711 ATTERBURY Serm. (17.34) I- *
^9

l & mis

understood Place of Scripture may overthrow One of the

Prime Articles of Kailh. 1790 BURKE l- r. /!c~: 219 The
most dangerous shock that the state ever received through

a misunderstood arrangement of religion. 1887 STF.DMAN

I ict. Pccts xi. 389 America, w-ith her strange..misunder

stood yearning for a rightful share of the culture.. of the

older world. 1892 ZANGWII.I. llo-.u Mystery 51 The incurable

interest of humanity in the Unknown and the Misunderstood.

Hence Mi sunderstoo dness.
1826 BENTIIAM in H estm. Rev. VI. 484 From non-llnder-

stoodness or misunderstoodness comes oppositeness to ex

pectation.

MiBure, obs. form of MEASURE.
1416 in Madox Formularc Angl. (1702) 16 The bounties

i founde and misured of the. .grounde ofJohn Bernardes.

Misusage (misy zed,5). Nown. [Mis-l4.
Cf. OF. iiususage. ]

fl. Misconduct; corrupt practice, abuse. Obs.

1532 [see MISUSE ;. 3]. 1579 Roy. Proclam. 15 Dec., The

great misusage in the execution of sundrie her Highnes

graunts made to diners persons. 1579 SPF.NSER Shcph. Cal.

July 184 Palinode .. Yode late on Pilgrimage To Rome, ..

and then He saw thilke misusage.

2. Ill-usage; maltreatment; \pl. instances of this.

1554-5 EIIKN Decaties (Arb.) 386 The fame of theyr mys-

usage so preuented them that the people of that place also

offended therby, wold bring in no wares. 1583 GOLDINV,

Calvin on Dent. cli. 934 Vnder this saying our Lorde hath

comprehended all the misusages that wee can offer to our

neighbour. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny (1634) I. 30 These mis-

usages which she [sc. the earth] abideth aboue, and in her

outward skin, may seeme in some sort tolerable. 1670 G. H .

Hist. Cardinals n. 11. 158 The rest of the Cardinals looking

upon the misusage of bis person, as a reflection upon the

Order. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. Introd. r. 3 By occasion

of the Hardships and Misusages she underwent before. 1837
LOCK-HART Scott (1839) VI. 394 He had no longer any
thoughts for the petty misusage of mankind. 1858 CARLYLE
/ red/i. Gt. VI. iii. II. 269 Foul misusage, not to be borne

by human nature. 1886 A. WEIR Hist. Basis Mod. Europe
(1889) 308 The Serbs . . were determined only to defend

themselves from misusage.

3. Bad or wrong use, misuse.

1567 in Strype Ann. Ref. 1. (1709) 508 This Misusage of

the Privilege that belonged to him, as her Ambassador.

^1638 MEDE Wks. I. (1672) 14 If the Name of God be pro-

phaned by the disesteem and misusage of the things it is

called upon, a 1849 POE Whiffle, etc. Wks. 1864 III. 387

The misusage of like in place of as .

T Misu sance. 0/&amp;gt;s. [Mis-i 4. Cf. OF. mes-

usaiife.] Misrule, mismanagement.
c 1470 HARDING Citron, ccxxxnl. iv, Made good rule and

noble ordynaunce, Auoyding all misrule and misusaunce.

a 1670 HACKET Atf. Williams i. (1692) 202 [They] presaged
that after he had chafed at their mis-usance, they might

promise to themselves a good cast of his office,

Misuse (misy7&amp;lt;-s),
sb. [Mis-l 4. Cf. OF.

mestts abuse, excess, misdeed.]
1. Wrong or improper use ; misapplication.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. i. (1495) 48 Isidorr saylh

by a mysuse Homo a man hath the name of humo the

erthe. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 88 To be ware leaste by

mysvse of oure free wylle we falle in blyndnesse and hard-

nes of harte. 1483 Cath. Angl. 241/2 A Misvse ; Atmaa.
Abusio. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. x. 15 How much

Names taken for Things are apt to mislead the Vnder.

standing, . . and that, perhaps, in words little suspected for

any such Misuse. 1707 ATTERBURY Semi. (1726) II. iv. 112

Lest he should punish our Misuse of his Mercies, by stop

ping the Course of them. 1748 HARTLEY Otscrv. Man n. iv.

Sa 391 A great Misuse of Time to dwell upon such Specu
lations. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 14 Artful misuse of the

confidence of others. 1885 Manch. F.xam. 28 Mar. 5/4

The gross misuse of his public position for private profit.

f2. Ill-usage. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. i. 43 Vpon whose dead corpses

there was such misuse, Such beastly, shamelesse transforma

tion, By those Welshwomen done, as [etc.].



MISUSE. 544 MISWORD.

f 3. Evil custom or conduct. Obs.

1509 BARCLAY
Shyj&amp;gt; ofFolys (1570) 233 Let these fooles

auoyde this mad misuse, and folowe the right way of vertu-

ous grauitie. 1554 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. xviii.

47 Thus plainly ye se one mischievous misuse in this mass.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 109 How haue I bin behau d, that

he might sticke The small st opinion on my least misvse?

Misuse (misyK z),z&amp;gt;. [Mis-
1 I. Cf. OF. mes-

ttser to make a bad use (of), commit an error or

misdeed.]
1. trans. To use or employ wrongly or im

properly ;
to apply to a wrong purpose.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. vii. (1868) 145 pe comune
worde of men mysusfy. .bis manere speche of fortune, c 1380
WYCLIF .SV/. ll ks. III. 252 And so many men mysosib [? read

mysvsib) her power, c 1460 G. ASHBV Dicta Phihs. 378
That mysguideth his liuelode.. And al his reuenues mys-
vseth ! 1486 Bk. Sf. Albans d ij, Som folke mysuse this

terme draw. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //
,
iv. ii. 13, I haue mis-

vs d the Kings Pres^e damnably. 1620 Ifist. Fr, Rush in

Thorns E. F.nff. Prose Rom. (1858) I. 289 He had so vildly
misused the order of his religion. 1754 T. GARDXER Hist.

Ditnu ick in At the house is a stone coffin misused as a

trough. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 244 A king cannot
misuse his power, without the advice of evil counsellors.

1842 TENNYSON Godiva 72 The Powers, who wait On noble

deeds, cancell d a sense misused. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A, fidfc

v, It turns a man s stomach t hear the Scripture misused
i

1

that way. 1880 Ouio\ Moths II. 1 17 It will not be men s

fault if she misuse her liberty.

2. To subject to ill-treatment; to maltreat, ill-use.

1540 in R. G. Marsden Set. Pleas Crt. Adm. I, (1894) 99
With moche other wrongs and injuries that I and other
hath been mysused in tymes past. 553 Act i Mary Sess,

ii. c. 3 i Vf any person . .shall, .molest, .disquiet or misuse,
any Preachour. 1625 PL RCHAS Pilgrims II. 1173, I was
taken by the Turks and misused and almost slain. 1632 Star
Chamb. Cases (Camden) 128 Whereupon Walton beat the

prisoner, haleing and dragginge him towardes the common
goale, and otherwise misused him. 1781 COWPF.R Hope 128
Men deal with life a&amp;gt; children with their play, Who first

misuse, then cast their toys away. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
Rudge Ivi. They haven t been misusing you with sticks, or

pokers,. .have they, Johnny? 1884 TKNNVSON Becket i. iv,

Who misuses a dog would misuse a child they cannot

speak for themselves.

fb. To violate, ravish, or debauch. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF yndg. xix. 25 The which whanne al ny^t
thei hadden mysu^id, thei laften hir eerly. 1538 BALK
God s Promises v, Of late dayes thu hast mysused Bersabe,
The wyfe of Urye. c 1540 W. SAMPSON in Old Ways (1892;
106 Bicause I have myseused here, I intende to make [her]
a goode woman.

f3. refl. To misconduct oneself. Obs.

1532 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 1 1 880) 109 For
the Mysvsage of Senaunts. .. Yf any of the serjaunts ..

doth mysusse themselfe, or geve not attendans to the

Mayre, Aldermen, and Bayllyffs. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. An-
drois 953 in Satir, Poems Reform, xlv, I schame to tell Sa
oft as I misvsit my sell, In guyding of the giftis of grace.

1581 LAMBARDE F.iren. n. vii. (1588) 202 If any such person
..shall be taken begging, or wandring, or misusing himselfe

[cf. MISORDFR r., quot. 1572],

f4. trans. To speak evil of; to abuse with
words ;

to revile, deride. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Iret. 128/1 in Holinshed II, None
taunting, checking, or misusing an other in aiiie vnseemelie
\vordes or deeds. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. i. 160. 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. ii. iii. vii. (1651) 356 Socrates was
brought upon the stage by Aristophanes, and misused to
his face. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. xiii. (1821) 143 Doe
you not heare nim misuse mee in words?

f 5. * To speak falsely of, to misrepresent . rare~ l

.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn, clii, All my vows are oaths but to

misuse thee.

t 6. To deceive, delude. (Cf. ABF.SE v. 4.) Obs.

138:1 WYCUF/TaYwj. xxv. 36 Fro thi flesh kut hir awei lest

euermore sche mysvse thee. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado II. ii.

28 Proofe enough, to misuse the Prince, to vexe Claudio,
..and kill Leonato. 1601 SIR W. CORNWAI.LIS Ess. xxxii,
Wee are misvsed by these spirites both night and day.

Misused (misy?7-zd),///. a. [f. prec. + -EDl.]
Improperly used or employed ; ill-treated.

^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxv. (Thadee) 17 Mysoysit betite

dois II ofte. c 1610 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 15 T, the
last of these misused souldioures, keepes alwayes it s aun
nature, excep it bebefoer

tip. 1634 MILTON Comvs 47 The
sweet pcyson of mis-used Wine. 18*3 SCOTT /Vrw/Vxxxix,
Submitting to all his injustice with the endurance of a faith
ful and misused spaniel. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm.
I. ix. 139 The poor mis-used soul is left exhausted. 1853
J. NICHOL in Knight Mem. (1896) 106 That misused sense
of the word gallantry.

Misuseful (misy sful) ( a. rare. [f. MISUSE +
-FUL, after useful.] Characterized by misuse.

1890 A. LANG Old Friends xvi. 135 The wanton misuse,
or rather the misuseful wantonness, of the Indian herb \sc.

tobacco].

t Misirsement. Obs.
[f. MISUSE v. + -MENT.]

Ill-usage; seduction.

1561 BRENDE Q. Curtius iv. 56 b, And Darius coulde not
be otherwyse perswaded but that she was slayne, because
she woulde not consente to her mysusement.
Misuser 1

(mfayfi iai). [Mis- 1
5.] One who

misuses.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Jlfat/.xv. 84 Notthefaulte
of the meates, but of the misuser. 1598 R. BERNARD tr.

Ttrence (1607) 204 To him that knowes how to use them,
they are good, but to the misuser ofthem they are ill. c 1643
Maximes Unfolded 24 The mistiser of his trust may forfeit

that to others.

Misuser 2
(misy77-z3j). Law. [a. OF. inesuser,

inf. used as sb. : see -ER*,] Unlawful use of a

liberty or benefit such as may lead to its forfeiture.

a 16*5 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 165 A franchise is..

forfeited by misusing of it. As. .keeping Faire vpon two
dayes when hee hath but one granted : for that is a misuser.

1664 R. ATKVNS Orig. fy Growth Printing 19 All lesser

Governments under a Monarchy may by misuser be wholly
taken away, or else abated. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

153 An office .. may be forfeited by mis-user or non-user,

1883 Law Times 27 Oct. 428/1 Something which had arisen

in consequence of some neglect or some misuser.

Misusing (misy/7 zirj), vbl. sb. [Mis-l 3.]
The action oi the verb MISUSE.
1. Wrong use or employment ; misuse.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 56 Euere be betre \&\ a bmg is, be

worse & be more abhominable is be mysusynge |&amp;gt;er-of.
c 1393

CHAUCER Scogan 95 Through misusing of right. 1488-9
Act 4 Hen. I /I, c. 6 Through the negligence of. . kepers. .

and by mysusyng of their Offices, thedere.,is destroied.

1526 Pilgr. /Vr/CiW. de W. 1531) 238 All vnlawfull vsurpyng
or misvsynge of the temporall goodes of ony persone. 1689
POPPLE tr. Locke s ist Let. Toleration L. s Wks. 1727 II. 313
Whether the Magistrate s Opinion can change. .the Power
he has, or excuse him to his judge for misusing of it. 1814
MRS. J. WEST Alicia de Lacy II. 197 To render a strict

account of our intrusted ten talents, for the mis-usings of

reputation, of knowledge, of time. 1874 W. URICHT Hymns
22 Look not on our rmsusings of Thy grace.

f2. Misconduct. Obs.

1395 Remotistrattct (1851) 153 How abhominable is the

mysusinge of prelatis that holden benefisid men in seculer

officis. 1532 MORE Confut, Tindalc Wks. 346/2 He semed

verye penitent of hys mysseusing of hymself, in falling to

Tyndalles heresies agayne. 1540 S.IR W. EURF. in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. HI. III. 280 For the reformacion of the

mysusing of the Spiritualtie in Scotlande.

t3. Maltreatment. Obs.

1590 SIR ]. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. 5 b, [They] haue
Ilued. .more vpon the spoile, and misusing of the common
people. 1647 HEXHAM, F.en mishanddinge, a Mis-using.

Misva lue, &amp;lt; . [Mis-l i.] trans. To value

falsely or wrongly ;
to misesteem.

(11626 [see MISRATE], 1614 J. DAVIES Eel. in Browne
Sheph. Pip? G 3 b, I dread my warke Woll be misualued

;
both of old and yong. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary in. ii, I fear

i the Emperor much niisvalned me. itjpoAthtn&um 21 Apr.
490/2 After having been ignored or misvalued during his life.

So Misvalua tion.

1903 Daily Chron. 26 May 3/2 This same revaluation is

perhaps responsible for the statement that [etc.].

Misve nture, sb. Now arch. [Mis-
1
4.] An

i
unfortunate venture

;
a mischance, misadventure.

1563 HVI.L Art Garden. (1574) Aivb, Whosoeuer thou be,
That bymisuenture or by will, shall chau nee this booke to see.

1755 SMOU.F.TI Qtiix. in. v. 1. 108 All the misventures, which
have this day happened to us, are designed as a punishment
for the sins committed hy your worship. 1831 Erasers Mag.
III. 131 From among so many shipwrecks and misventures
one goodly vessel comes to land. 1858 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt.
\\. i. II. 136 Pranks enough, and misventures, half-drown

ing
*
in the mill-race at Annamoe in Ireland

,
for one.

*[ In allusion to Cervantes use ol dcsrentnra (see

DISVEXTURE): Foolisli adventure .

1839 J. M. WILSON Tales borders V. 96/2 Like all good
knights of misventure, I fainted and fell down upon the
floor. 1881 DUFFIELD tr. Don Quixote I. v. 61 My honoured
uncle would read those impious books of misventures.

tMisve nture, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [Mis-l i.]

trans. To risk in bad investments.

1677 YARRANTON Rng. hnpro- . 20 Moneys misventur d by
trusting and bad Securities.

Misve nturous, a. rare~ l
. [Mis-l 7.]

Not venturous ; timid.
1882 CARLYI.E in Century Mag. XXIV. 20 Misventurous

Irishwomen, giving up their plan of emigration to Australia.

MisvOTTChed, /&amp;lt;?. ///&amp;lt;*.
and

///.&amp;lt;?, [Mis-* 2.]
1. Alleged wrongly.
rti66 BACON True Greatness Rrit. Wks. 1859 VII. 56

That very. .saying of Mutianus, which was the original of

this opinion [that money is the sinews of war] is misvouched,
for his speech was. **;&amp;gt; snnt nen-i belli civiiis.

2. Not well voothed for. 1876 [see MISTUTORED].

t Miswa ndered, ppl.a. Obs. [Mis-i 2.]
In which one has gone astray.

1590 SPEXSER F. Q. nr. vii. 18 His late miswandred wayes
now to remeasure right. i6ao QUARLES Feast ofH ormes
ix, They . . relented , And (changing their mis-wandred wayes)
repented.

t Miswa-ndering, ///. a. Ol&amp;gt;s. [Mis-i 2.]

Going astray.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. viii. (1868) 61 Amyable

fortune.. draweth mys wandrynge men [orig. devios\ fro the

souereyne good. Ibid, in. pr. ii. 65 pe myswandryng errour

mysledil&amp;gt;
hem in to false goodes. 1631 QUARLES Hist. Samson

vii, Can thy miswandring eyes choose none, but her, That is

|

the child of an Idolater? 1645 Solomons Recant. Solil. v,

Wavering footsteps, and miswandring eyes.

t Miswa Ste, v. Obs. [Mis-l8.] trans. To
lavish foolishly.
c 1380 WYCLIF StI. Wks. III. 400 po seed of Gods word is

better ben boseed of mon ; berfore hit is worse to mysspende
J&amp;gt;at

ben to myswaste monnysseed. a 16x8 SYLVESTER Specta
cles viii. Wks. (Grosart) II. 298 Their Health, Wealth, Wit,
mis-wasted Are but as blossoms blasted.

t Misway. Obs. [Mis-l 4.] A wrong path.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. met. xi. (1868) TOO Who so that

..coueyteth nat to ben deseyuyd by no mys-weyes [orig.
I nitllis dcviis]. Ibid. v. pr. i. 149 It is to douten

|&amp;gt;at f&amp;gt;ou
ne

I

be maked weery by mysweys.
b. quasi-a^. in to go misway, to go astray.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4766 Love makith alle to goon miswey.
Miswe d, . [Mis-l I.] trans. To marry un-

; suitably. Also Miswe dded///. a., of a marriage:
; Wrongly or unsuitably contracted.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 167 Every ungodly
and miswedded mariage. 1828-33 WEBSTER, Misused* to wed
improperly.

Miswee-n, v. Obs. [Mis- 1
i.]

1. intr. To have a wrong opinion. Also with clause.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. Prol. iii, Why then should witlesse
man so much misweene, That nothing is but that which he
hath scene? 1594 Astr. xvii, Full happie man imis-

weening much) was hee. ^1640 JACKSON Creed xit. iv.

Wks. XII. 27 The Jews..misweening_ that the whole family
..of God .. should be comprised within the .. family of
Abraham.
2. trans. To think wrongly of, misjudge.
1614 J. DAVIES Eel. in Browne Skeph. Pipe 64 For thy tho

Songsters aremisween d of all. 1749 MELMOTH Fitzosbome s

Lett. II. Ixxii. 105 Ne thou, O man ! who deal st the tort,
misween The equal gods.

tMiswee-ning,? /;/. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1
3.] Mis-

thinking ; misjudgement ; mistrust.

1488 CAXTON Chast. Goddes Chyldern 92 A man shall put
suche myswenyng away from hym. 1571 GOLDING Calvin
on Ps. lix. 20 They bee made drunken as wel with their

owne misweening as with the flattery of the common sorte.

1590 SPENSER / . Q. \. iv. i Least.. rash misweening doe thy
hart remove.

t Miswei gh, v&amp;gt; Obs. rare&quot;
1

. In 5 mys-
weye. [Mis-

l
i.] trans. To weigh amiss.

r 1450 Godsttnu Kfg. 9/157 The balance of vertues I haue

mysweyed, With sleyng of tonge, or with wilfulnesse [etc.],

i Miswe-nd, r. Obs. [Mis-
1 i. (For certain

uses of miswent see MISGO .)]

1. trans. To turn in a wrong direction ; to mis-

| apply ;
to lead astray ;

to pervert.
1340 Ayenb. 22 Ac uor hire euele tongen hi miswende^

|

moche uolk to done wel. Ibid. 62 Huanne he miswent and
went to be worse halfal bet heyher^ober yzty. 39 GOWER

I Conf. III. 80 Nectanabus his craft miswente. a 1450
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 243 Ther the Bibelle is al myswent

, To jangle ofJob or Jeremye. c 14606. ASHBY Dicta Philos.

469 That the myddyl of your lifie be not spent In ydelnesse,
DC in vnthrifte myswent.
2. pass, and intr. To go astray (lit. and _/?.); to

come to grief. Pa. pple. miswent = (i) gone
astray; ( 2 j out of gear ; dilapidated; ruined.

1297 R. GLOL C. (Rolls) 7217 Vr louerd. .prest sCp imad uor
to smite men bat

befc&amp;gt;
mis wend. 1340 Ayenb. 27 pe herte of

J&amp;gt;e
enuious is enuenymed and suo miswenl. 1390 GOWF.R

Con/. I. 21 And eche in hiscompleigmetelleth How that the
world is al miswent. Ibid, 331 And that makth al mi world
miswende. 1413 Ptlgr. Scwie (Caxton 1483) in. iii. 51 Good
hede he took . . that cord or chaine were nought myswent other

,

wise than it shold. 1581 RICH Farew. (1846) 38, I now for

sake the former tyme I spent, And sorry am, for that I was

I

miswent. a 1586 SIDNEY Sonn. in Arcadia (1622) 494 What ?
:

is thy Bagpipe broke, or are thy lambes miswent ? 1591 [see
MISCOUNSEI. ? .). 1596 SPENSER F.Q. iv.v. 30 Who likewise

sought her lover long miswent. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso II. x.
1

21 In this maze still wandred and miswent. 1713 Port
land Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 77 He^hat would see

a church miswent, Let him go to Cuckeston in Kent.

tMiswi ll. Obs. [Mis-
1
4.] Wrong desire.

1406 Dives % Pauper (W. de W.) vii. Introd. 27/1 Her
wycked couetyse and myswyll of richesse.

T Miswi n, v. Obs. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To
obtain wrongfully.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 42 Of bat men mys-wonne Jei

made hem wel at ese. c 1613 in Overburys Wks. (1856) 10

As if the day Were come, wherein another Phaeton Stolne

into Phoebus waine, had all misse-won A cleane contrary

way.
Mis-wi Sh, sb. [Mis-

1
4.] Wrong desire.

1865 J. GROTE Moral Ideas ii. (1876) 31 Mis-craving i-

physical disease, mis-wish is mental.

Mis-wi Sh, ? . [Mis-
1

I.] trans. To have

wrong wishes with regard to.

1831 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Early German Lit. (1840) III.

173 He men miswishes and misjudges, Inferiors scorns,

superiors grudges.
So t Miswi shing vbL sb.

t wrong desire.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxv. 25 This miswishtng hath
bin expounded.

fMiswi te,? . Obs. [Mis-
1
1017.] To neglect.

a 1225 A tier. R. 202 To . . miswiten el Jing bet heo haueS
to witene.

t Miswi ve, v. Obs. [Mis-
] I

.]
trans. To

marry unlawfully.
r 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 540 Two hundred $er after So wunes,

Mis-wiuen hem gunnen seoes sunes.

t Miswoman. Obs. [app. f. Mis a. + WT

OMAN.]
A bad woman ; a strumpet.
1518 TINDALE Parab. Wicked Mammon 17 Mysse women

tyre them selues with goldp and sylke to please theyr louers.

1530 PALSCR. 831 As a mysse woman is at ones commaunde-
ment. c 1530 Remedy ofLm-e Chaucer s Wks. (1561) 322 b,

Fife the miswoman, lest she thee disceiue, Thus saith

Salomon. 15. . Guistard
&amp;lt;y

Sismond n. (1597) C 6, Sooner. .

Then ye wold euer haue thought to be a mis-woman.

t Miswo nting, vbl. sb. Obs. [Mis-
1

3.]

Disuse.

x67 Bp. HALL Div. Medit. vii, These feeble beginnings.,
are soone extinguished by intermission, and by mis-wonting,

perish.

Misword fmiswyud), sb. Now dial. Also 9
miss word. [Mis-

1
4. (Cf. Mis a.}] A harsh,

angry, or cross word.
a xa5 A ncr. R. 190 A mis-word bet 50 )x&amp;gt;Ue8. 15^8

SYLVESTER Dn Bartas \\. iii. iv. 1015 Where, .the T&amp;gt;TantV

sword Is not made drunk with blood for a Mis-word. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. in What mis-word can they have

to say unto you ? 1603 BRETON Packet Mad Lett. (1633) 38,

I haue receiued your snappish Letter whereby I see you are

more angry, then I thought you would haue beene for a



MIS-WORD.

mjsword or two. 1801 W. HUNTINGTON Bank of Faith 88

Not one creditor ever gave me a miss word in this world.

1824 MRS. CAMERON Pink Tippet \\. 33 If a miss word was
said by chance, she would never let it drop. 1872 MRS. H.
WOOD Within the Maze i, Not a mis-word would ever have
arisen between them.

Mis-wO rcl, v. [Mis-
1

i.] trans. To word

(a message) incorrectly. Also Mis-wo rded///. a.

1883 Advance (Chicago) 16 Aug., A number of mis-worded

telegrams. 1895 Funk s Stand. Diet., Mis-iuord, to word
wrongly or inaccurately ; as the telegram was misworded.

Mis -wo rding, vbl. sb. [Mis-
1

3.] Wrong
wording or expression.
a 1680 BUTLER Ron. (1750) I. 425 [They] spoil all they do

by wilful Miswording of their Acts. 1804 EARI. MALMES-
BURY Diaries % Corr. III. 327 A Miswording in the original

Message.

t MiswO rk, v. Obs. Chiefly in pa. pple. mis-

wrought. [Mis-
1

i.]

1. trans, (with indefinite ohj.) To do amiss.
a 1300 Assitmp. Virg. (Camb. MS.) 187 5ef ihc habbe eny

bing mis wro}t, Tellez hit me. 1340 HAMPOI.K /V. Consc.

1993 Turne agayne fan may he noght For to amend bat be
has myswroght. c 1407 LYDG. Rcas.

&amp;lt;y

Sens. 2930 Vif any
thing I ha myswrought. a 1529 SKELTON Replyc. VV ks. I.

214 Howe ye haue small contrycion Of that ye haue mjs-
wrought. 1554 Interlude of Youth C iij, And amende that

thou hast myswrought.
2. intr. To act amiss ; to commit an offence.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 5148 J&amp;gt;at
sche wold miswerche wrongli

any lime. 1413 Pilgr. Soiulc (Caxton 1483) i. xv. 12, I am
that same that hyely haue myswrought. c 1450 Cot . Myst.
121 Averts God thou hast myswrought.
3. trans. To manufacture badly.
a 1626 BACON Charge Sess. Verge (1662) 19 That which is

miswrought will miswear.

Miswo rship, sb. [Mis- 14.] Wrong or false

worship*
1626 BP. HALL Contempi.^ O. T. xx. 118 He was not more

the father of a later lereboam, then (in respect of mis-

worship) he was the son of the first lereboam, who made
Israel to sin. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes^ \. (1841) 5 Such
hideous inextricable jungle of misworships, misbeliefs.

Miswo rship, v. [Mis-i i.] trans. To
worship amiss. Also MiswoTshipping vbl. sb.

;

MiswoTsMpper.
1640 BP. HALL *$&amp;gt;?-///. Wks. 1837 ^* 420 &quot; them God is made

our idol, and we the misworshippers of him. 1647 WARD
Simp, Cobler 35. I fear many holy men have not so deeply
humbled themselves for their former misworshippings of (iod
as [etc.], a 1656 Bp. HALL SouTs Farew. 3 There have
not wanted nations, .which have misworshipped it [heaven]
for their God.

,^ . 06s. Onlyinpa.pple.4my8-
wreynt. [Mis-

1
I.] trans. To twist out of shape.

1390 GOWEK Conf. II. 189 The wardes of the cherche keie

Thurgh mishandlinge ben myswreynt.

tMiswre st, v. 06s. [Mis-t i.] trans. To
pervert ; esp. to pervert the meaning of (a passage).

rf 1400 Pety Job 369 in 26 Pol. Poems 133 All thys world
now ys mys wrest, To carpe thys, lorde, ayenst the. 1532
MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 501/2 The heretikes wrested
& misse construed the scripture (as we see that these heretikes
much more mysse wrest it nowe). 1583 GOLDINQ CoAwi on
Dent. Ixx. 31 b, Ye see how this Text hath bin miswrested.

Miswrite ;misrai-t), v. [MlS-
1

I.] trans.

To write incorrectly ; to make a mistake in writing
(a word, etc.). Also Miswri tten^/. a.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. 1. (Z.) 294 jif hit byo miswriten o55e

miscweden of bam rihtan craefte. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns
v. 1795 So preye I god that noon miswryte thee, Ne thee
mismetre. 1533 MORE Apol. yii.

Wks. 858/2 These wordes
seme to be miswritten, either in the principall booke, or in
the copy. 1614 RALEICH Hist. World \\. xxii. 6 Whether
it were so that losephus did omit, or else that he did mis-write,
some number of the yeares. 1677 WALLIS in Rigaud Corr.
Set. Men (1841) II. 608 At your note K, I desire you to con
sider if there be not somewhat miswritten. 18. . KINGSLEY
Sir IV. Raleigh in Misc. (1859) * 33 That the passage . . is

either misquoted, or miswritten by Raleigh himself, I can
not doubt. 1876 EMERSON Ess* Ser. u. i. 15 And substitute

something of our own, and thus miswrite the poem. 1884
A. R. PENNINGTON Wiclif\\. 22 note, The mis-written word
apocrisus, instead of apocryphus. 1899 PLUMMER Sa.v.
C/iron. II. p. xxxii, 1130 (miswritten 1080, MLXXX having
been substituted for MCXXX).

Miswriting (misrai tirj), vbl. sb. [Mis-l 3.]
An error in writing.
1430-1 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 378/1 Ony errourin myswrityng.

1632-3 LAUD Hist. Chanc. Oxf. Rem. 1700 II, 58 That Slip
was but in the mis-writing of one word. 1677 W. MOUNTAGU
in B*ccle*cb MSS, (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1.325 There are
some little mtswriting[s] in the patent. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN
Form oj Process 167 Nor shall any such miswrhing, &c.
after Conviction, be Cause to stay or arrest Judgment. i8z8
THIRLWALL & HAKE tr. Nieb&amp;gt;t/ir*s Hist. Rome (1855) I. 264
The greatest difficulties in them [sc. the Fasti of Diodorus]
arise from mis-writing. 1869 E. A. FREEMAN O. E. Hist.
vii. 92 note, The text of the Chronicle has three years, but it

seems clear that this must be a mis-writing for thirteen,

Miswrought : see MISWORK v.

tMiswirne. Obs. [Mis-l 4.] Evil habit.
&amp;lt;ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 For te quenchen .. his lust Je

miswune haueS on broht.

t Mi sy. Obs. Also 7 mysy, missy, [a. L.

misy (Pliny), a. Gr. ptffv. Cf. F. misy, It. misi.]
1. A kind of mushroom or truffle.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xix. iii. II. 7 Within the province of
Cyrenaica in Affricke, there is found the like excrescence,
called Misy, passing sweet and pleasant.
2. A kind of copper ore, usually identified as

yellow copperas or copiapite.
VOL. VI.
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There is no evidence that the word was ever used in Eng.
except with reference to the mineral described by Pliny.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxiv. xii. II. 510 Some .. have

written, that Mysy is engendred by the means of a fire

made with pine wood, in the hollow veines. .of brasse ore.. .

But the truth is, of the foresaid stone or ore [sc. chalcitis]
it is engendred naturally. 1616 HULLOKAR Eng . JKxpos.,
Misy, a kind of yellow coppera^, shining like gold, brought
out of Egypt and the He of Cyprus. 1661 LOVKLL Hist.
Anitit.

&amp;lt;y A//., Isagogc, Some [minerals] have only little

sparks, as misy. 1683 PETTI/S J-leta Min. n. 90 Missy . .

which G. Agricola from Pliny, calls Atratntntuttt sieforiuw,
or shoe-makers Black ; but Pliny makes it a kind of Vitriol.

1722 QUINCY Lex. P/iysico-Med. (ed. 2). a 1775 SIR J, Hn.i,
Materia Med. 141.

Misy, obs. form of MI/ZY.

t Misyea riling, vbL sb. In 4 -3arninge.
[Mis-

1
3.] Wrong desire.

ri375 ^c- ! * Saints iii. (Andrew) 451 pat . . he, throw
be croice of be blissit tre, suld exclude of mi^armnge be tre.

Misye-me, v. &amp;lt;%. [Mis-l I.] trans. To
neglect.
ioz8-t 1060 Law Xorthiuub. Priests xxxiv. (I.iebermann)

,82 jif preost sceare mistime beardes u&quot;6iV Raxes, $ebete
a;t. a 1223 Ancr. A . 344 pe binges in ^isse riwle bet beoi&quot;)

uis^emed. 13. . 1. /:. A Hit. P. A. 322 For hit was for-garu-,
at paraclys greue Oure ;ore fader hit con mys&amp;gt;e5eme.

tMisye nge, --. Ol&amp;gt;$.
[f. Mis- 1 i + *jen$cn,

GKNC; v.\ intr. To go astray, miss.
a 1250 C J-:c/ ty A tght. 1229 (Cott.) }ef me

ikepl&amp;gt;
mid iwar-

nesse An fleoscbal toward misjenge [Jews MS. miayengcj.

Misyoke (misyJu-k), v. [MlS-1 i.] trans.

To yoke or join (in marriage) unsuitably. Also

intr., to be so yoked.
1645 MILTON Divorce \. viii. 18 Therefore saith the Apostle

2 Cor, 6, Mis-yoke not together with infidels , which is

interpreted of marriage. Ibid. \\. xix. 70 Hinder d in wed-
lock by mis-yoking \\ith a diversity of nature as well as of

religion. 1643 Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 150 Where the

yoke is mis-yok t, heretick with faithfull. 1872 TENNYSON
Last Tourn. 566 Misyoked with such a want of man.

3

p

S,. [Mis-
1

6.] \Vronglyzealous.
1617 BP.HALL^&O I adis? 16 Their mis-zealous passions

bide themselues in a pleasing sweetnesse. 1641 Answ.
Vind. Smectymn. 66 Let those mis-zealous men .. see how
they will answer it. 1641 MILTON Anhnadv. Wks. 1851 III.

196 The practizes, and combinations of Libelling Separatists,
and the miszealous advocates thereof.

Miszen, obs. form of MIZEX.
Hit (mit). Obs. exc. dial. Forms: I mitte,

5 mytte, 9 rait. [OK. mitte wk. fern. : OTeut.

type *mitjdn-t
f. root *met to measure : see METE v.

Cf. OHG. mezzo masc.,
*

[h]eminus ,MHG. incize,
G. metze masc., fern,, a measure for corn, salt, etc.]

tl. A measure of capacity, in OK. app. two

ambers; mentioned as used for corn, meal, honey,
ale, wine; in I5th c. used for salt. Obs.

804-29 Charters, etc. (Thorpe) 460, xxx. ombra godes
Uuelesces aloS

J&amp;gt;et limpnaS to xv. mittum. t 1050 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 359/8 Bata, mittan. ^1450 Codstow Reg. 664
In the wyche xiiij. myttes of Salte [L. .r////&quot;. niittas satis}.

2. dial. A shallow tub, or other like vessel, used
for household purposes (Miss Jackson Shropsh.
Word-bk.&amp;gt; Suppl. 1879), as bittter-mit^ kneading-
mit. Cf. MOAT sb

1847 HALLIWELL, Butter-wit, a small tub in which newly,
made butter is washed. Wesf.

Mit, obs. form of MIGHT sb, ; var. MITT, a mitten.

1 Mita (nu-ta). [Sp.] In the Spanish-
American colonies : A certain portion of the

Indian population chosen by lot for a specified

period of forced labour in the public service.

1726 J. STEVENS tr. Herrera s Hist. America V. 56 The
Mitayos Tindarunasare Tributary Indians, the Curacas, or

native Lotds have set apart to hire them out to work in the

Mines, build Houses, and the like. . . These they furnish to

serve in their Mitas, or Turns, for the Space of two Months,
or longer. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. vm. (1851) II. 102

In Peru, each niita t or division, destined for the mines, re

mains there six months. 1812 Ann, Reg., Gen. Hist. 161

The inhumanity, .of that regulation in the American colonies

[of Spain] called the Mitas. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Pertiv.
Bark 147 Mitas of Indians, for the purpose of collecting
coca-leaves, were forbidden in 1569.

Mitch, var. MICH sb. and MICHE z\, obs. f. MUCH.
Mitch-board (mi-tj,boojd). Naut. [?f. mitch
= MICHE sb.- + BOARD sb.] A support for a boom,
yard, etc., when not in use.

1883 E. W. H. HOLDSWORTH Sea Fisheries 58 The mast of
these Yarmouth luggers, .is supported about the middle by
a broad upright piece of wood called a mitch-board . 1887
HALL CAINE Deemster (1888) 65 Davy jumped on deck,
took a lantern, and fixed it to the top of the mitch-board.

1894 R. LF.IGHTON Wreck Golden Fleece 18 The crutch of
the mitch-board.

Mitche, obs. form of MICHE v.

Mitchel (mi-tjel). ? Obs. [Possibly from the
surname Mitchel\ it can hardly represent the
obsolete southern fmfcfU/MlOKUB.] (Seequots.)
1669 in Dict.Archit. (Arch. Publ. Soc.)s. v., For paving the

upper pawne with Mitchells per foote Set. 1703 T. N. City
4- C.^Piirchaser

202 Mitchels t Purbeck-stones for Paving,
pick d all of a Size, from 15 inches square to 2 Foot. 1737
SALMON Country Build. Estitn. (ed. 2) 3 Purbeck Paving at

promiscuous Sizes .. is about
&quot;jd.

or Zd. per Foot ; also Mit-
chels are valued at about is. iod. per Foot. 1842 GWILT
Arcfiit., Mitche^ a name given by workmen to Purbeck
stones of twenty-four by fifteen inches when squared for build

ing. (Perh. an error : cf. quot. 1703.]

MITE.

II Mitchella {mitje-la}. Bot. [Mod.Lat. ;

named by Linnaeus in 1753 after the botanist John
Mitchell (&\t& I7^&amp;gt;8\]

A genus of trailing evergreen
herbs of the N.O. Rubiaccx\ a plant of this genus,
e.g. M. repens, the partridge-berry.
1824 LOUDON Encycl. Card. Gen. Index (ed. 2) 1206/2

Mitchelia [read Mitchella] .. a diminutive creeper which
grows in peat soil. 1862 DARWIN in Life $ Lett. III. 301
The Mitchelia very good, but pollen apparently equal-sized.

1870 MRS. WHITNI.Y li c Girts ii, Leslie was quick to spy
the bit of creeping imtchella.

Mitcher, variant of Micur.u sb.

Mite 1
(moil). Also 4-6 myte, (5 moighte,

myght). [OK. mite wk. fern. MDu., MLG.
mite (I)u. mijt fern/, OHO. mi$a fern., gnat :

OTeut. *mi ton-. Cf. F. mite, of Tent, origin.
Franck suggests derivation from the Indogermanic root

&quot;

inci- expressing smallness. Some refer the word to an
ablaut- variant ot thcTeut. root*w&amp;lt;i;V- (Goth. ;;/a//w,OHG.
}&amp;gt;tt i?e)i) to cut.]

1. In early use, applied vaguely to any minute
insect or arachnid

;
sometimes spec, a small para

sitic insect infesting hawks. Xo\v usually restricted

to certain genera of the order Acarida of arachnids,
and chiefly applied to the cheese-mite, Tyrogtypkus
(formerly Acants} dome^ticits.
c 1000 /F.U--RK; Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 122/6 T&amp;lt;i[&amp;gt;]tus t

ma^a, mite.
(&quot;1386 CHAUCER // ifc s 1 r^l. 560, I .. wered

vpon my gaye scarlet gytes. Thise wormes ne thise Motthes
ne thise mytes Vpon my peril frete hem r.euer a detl. 1472-3
AW/S of Parlt. VI. 59,1 Such [wouls] as shall happen to

rote or pervdi by long standyn.^, l)ityng of inoightes. c 1475
i^ict. I oc. in \Vr.-\Viilcker 767/26 Hoc gainalion, a myght.
1486 Bk. St. All&amp;gt;ans C v, An hawke that hath mites. 1530
PAI.SGR. 245 2 Myte incbese, myte. 1601 SHAKS. All s It \ ll

\. \. 154 Viryinitic breedes mites, much like a Cheese. 1611

COTGR., Ca/cndrc, the corne-deuouring Mite, or Weeuill.

1633 LATHAM Falconry \\ ords Art Kxpl., Mites, are a kinde
ofvermine --niallcr then I. ice, and most about the heads and
nares of Hawk*. 1658 R(-\\ I.\M&amp;gt; Mcn/,-t s Theat. Ins. 1094
In English, Miles, m chce-c, !&amp;lt;_-a\ &amp;gt; s, diy wood, and wax.
173:1 POPE A ^.r. Man i. 196 Say what the use, were finer

optics giv n, T 1

inspect a mite, not comprehend the he.iv n ?

1753 CHAMBERS Cyil. Supp. s. v., The Mites among tigs
resemble beetles. 1870 NICHOLSON M&amp;lt;in. Zool. xxxvii.

(1875) 269 Several Mites (Thalassarachna^ Ponto.r(ich&amp;gt;ta,

&C.)bave been found to inhabit &amp;gt;alt water. 1881 I-. A. OK-

MEROD/M/tfT*. Insects 62 Other kinds of mites, which may very
likely be found on currant busbes. 1896 tr. Boas Zool. 285
Peculiar microscopic ^&amp;gt;\\\A^,..(_Dtnodex^biliculoruitf\ occur
in the follicles of the human nose.

b. With defining word prefixed (see quots.).
1797 Encycl. Drit. (ed. 3) I. 48/2 The siro, or cheese-mite,

is a very minute speues. Ibid. 49/1 The baccarum, or scarlet

tree-mite, is a small species [of A earns], 1833 Penny C&quot;: cl.

I. 69/2 Water-Mites (Hydrachncllar). 1833 Itch-mite [see
ITCH sf&amp;gt;. 3], 1835 KIRBV Hab. cV Inst. Anini. \\\. II. 305
A species of bat-mite \Pteroptes\. 1870 NICHOLSON Man.
Zool. xxxvii. (1875) 1-69 The Wood-mites (Oribatidx). .are

to be found amongst moss and herbage, or creeping upon
trees or stones. 1874 Hardwicke s Sci.-Gossip 234 Tetrany-
chits Laphium (Stone Mite). 1874, 1877 Harvest-mite [*ee
HARVEST sb. 7]. 1896 tr. Boas Zool. 284 The Beetle-mites

(genus Gawasits) frequently occur on Beetles, Bumble-bees,
etc. . . An allied, but thin-skinned form, the common Bird-

mite(DermaHyssTtsattvm)QCCursQQ Iiirds(Fowl?,Canaries),
and sucks their blood. 1898 E. A. ORMEROD Handhk. In
sects 61 Phytoptus ribis, or the Currant Bud Mite.

2. s/ang. A cheesemonger.
[1765 FOOTE Commissary in. i, Miss Cicely Mite, the only

daughter of old Mite the cheesemonger.] 1785 GROSE Diet.
I ttlg. Tongue^ Mife t a nick name for a cheesemonger, from
the small insect of that name found in cheese.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1624 GATAKER Transnbst. 191 Corruption, putrefaction,

mite-breeding [etc.]. i774GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) I. 405
These [cheeses] are never found to bleed mites . ., probably
because the mite-fly is not to be found in Lapland. 1878
EMERSON Sovereignty cf Ethics, The same original power
which . . works in a lobster or a mite-worm. 1881 E. A. OR
MEROD Injur. Insects 180 The Mite-infested bud.

Mite 2
(mait). Also 4 myt, 4-5 myght, 4-6

myte, 5 myth, 6 myit. [a. (? through OF. mite t

I4th c.) MDu. mite fern, (early mod.Du. mijte,
now mijt} = MLG. mtte, meite, meute (whence
early mod.G. meite

^ something very small) :

OTeut. *miton-
; prob. identical with MITE j^.1]

1. Originally, a Flemish copper coin of very
small value ; according to some early Flemish

writers, worth of a Flemish penny, though
other, chiefly smaller, values are also mentioned.
In Eng, use mainly as a proverbial expression for

an extremely small unit of money value. In books
of commercial arithmetic in i6-i7th c. it com
monly appears as the lowest denomination of

English money of account, usually 2\&amp;lt;/,
but some

times -fad, and sometimes -fad\ it is, however, un

likely that the word was ever in Eng. mercantile

use. From the I4th c. mite has been the usual

rendering (though the \Vyclifversions have e

mynu-
tis )

ofL. minitlum
( Vulg.), Gr.AfTrroV in Mark xii.

43, where two* mites are stated to make a farthing*

(Gr. o5pdvT7;s, L. quadrans] ;
hence the word is

now popularly taken as equivalent to half-farthing .

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 196 Haued nou^t..be pore
widwe [more] for a peire of

mytes, pan alle bo that offreden

\\\.\.Q gazajilaciitin ? c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 51 A peny,
a halfpeny, A ferdyng, a myte. 1535 COVERDALE Mark xii.

43 And there came a poore wyddowe, and put in two mytes,
135



MITE.

which make a farthinge. 1577 D. GRAY Storeh. Brev,

Aritlun. 5 Firste giue heede nowe many Mites make one

Farthyng, and that beeyng 6. you shall for euery 6 Mytes

assigne to i. peny. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 77 That is

16 Mites in one Farthing. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Mite, an ancient small Coin, about a third part of our Far-

ihing. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Littldorongh, Notts.,

Many little coins like flatted peas, called mites, are also

found here. 1807 SOUTHEV Espriella s Lett, I. 243.
Jt wil!

soon entirely disappear, just as the mite or half farthing has

disappeared before it. 1863 TKKVEI.YAN Comfet. Wallah

11866) 95 We were ferried across [the Ganges] for the

moderate remuneration of three mites a head.

t b. Jn proverbial phrases, as not worth a miff,

not to care a rni/e, etc. ( To fay) to the mite :

= to the uttermost farthing , without deduction.

ci35o Will. Palerne 4543 William.. Greyed him.. so
J&amp;gt;at

non mi^t a-mend a mite wprfc,
i wene. Ibid. 5348 Al ^e men

vpon mold it amende nemijt.. half a mite, c 1374 CHAUCER

Compl. Mars 126 He ne roghte not a myte for to dye.

c I374
^ Troylns in. 783 [832] Vf to lese his loye he set a

myte, Than seemeth it
|&amp;gt;at loye is worth but lyte. 1375

EARBOL-R Bruce MI. 198 And fra the hart be discumfyt The

body is nocht worth a myt. (-1425 Cast. Fersev. 24? in

Macro Flays 84 pou synne my sowle sese. I ;eue not a

myth, c: 1485 Digly Myst. (1882) i. 142 And though thci

sharme and crye, I care not a myght. 1513 DOUGLAS . Etta s

nr. Prol. 19 In cais that bark, I compt it neuir a myte. 1567
Gtfttf

&amp;lt;*r
Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 176 Bot quhen he had payit

all to ane myit. He mon be absoluit than. 1592 GHKIAI-:

Groatsu . Wit Wks. (Cirosart) XII. 137 Greene will send

you now his groat worth of wit, that neuer showed a mites-

worth in his life.

c. With allusion to Mark xii. 43, (one s&quot;;

mite is

often used for : The small sum which is all that

one can afford to give to some charitable or public

object ;
hence fg. applied to an immaterial con

tribution (insignificant in amount, but the best one

can do) to some object or cause.

1650 BAXTER Saints K. iv. xiv. Soi Will my mite requite
thee for thy golden Mines? 1687 DKYDHX Hind $ P. in.

113 Are you defrauded, when he feeds the poor? Our mite

decreases nothing of your .-tore. 1709 SWIFT Tritteal Ess.

Wks. 1755 II. i. 140, I hope I nuiy be allowed among so

many far more learned men to offer my mite. 1747 BERKE
LEY Tar-water in Flagne Wks. iS/i 111.479 * may not

be amiss to contribute my mite of advice. 1784 FRANKLIN

Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 103 My mile for such purpose was
never refused. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i.v, Reuben Butler

went to offer his mite of consolation to his old friend and
benefactor. 1827 ROBF.RTS I oy. C&amp;lt;~ntr. Anter. 255, I have
been desirous .. to add my mite to the great m:i^s of in

formation. 1873 MnRLKY Koitsscan I.ix. 328 He subscribed
his mile for the erection of a statue to him.

f2. A small weight; spec, the twentieth part of

a grain troy. (See note s.v. DKOIT a
.) Obs,

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 275 Lovers, .thogh thei love a lyte,
That scarsly woulde it weie a myte. 15.. MS. Hetrl. 660
If. 81 h,Euerysubtyllegrayne[doth]cont.iyne2omyte.s. 1601,
a 1606, 1649 [see DROIT -J. 1725 [see BLANK sb. 10]. 1727
ARBLTHNOT Tables Anc. Coins 109 The Sevil piece of Eight
..contains 13 Pennyweight 21 Grains and 15 Mites (of

which there are 20 in the Grain} of Sterling Silver. 1727 -38
CHAMBERS Cycl. (ed. 3) s.v.

3. A minute particle or portion ;
a tiny fragment.

Now only colloq. or vulgar.
1608 SHAKS. Per. \\. Prol. 8 Loosing a Mite, a Mountaine
aine. 1614 SIR A. GORGES tr. Lucan iv. 148 Although we

few are but a mite Mongst thousands that for him do fight.

1633 FORD Ltrvfs Sacr. iv. ii, I haue a sword. .To.. cut

your throats, and mince Your flesh to mites. 1670 EACHAKO
Cant. Clergy 56 We be but mites of entity, and crumbs of

something. 1691 KAY Creation \\. 130 The Ants,, drop
upon them a small Mite of their stinging Liquor. 1820

BYRON Mar, Fal. in. i, All the pregnant hearts of our bold

blood, Moulder d into a mite of ashes. 1828 HAWTHORNE
Fanshawe vii, A man must keep his mite of hone&amp;gt;ty.

tb. Arith. A fraction (see quot.) Obs. rare- 1

.

1709-29 V. MANDF.Y Syst. Math., Arith. 21 A Fraction or

Broken Number, is that which we assign for a part or parts
of any whole thing. It is also wont to be called a Mite or

Fraction, because these things are broke into small parts.

4. fig. A jot ,
whit . Now only colloq.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xx. 178 Surgerye ne Fisyke May
nou3te a myte auaille to medle ajein elde. c 1420 LYDG.

Assembly ofGods 1814 I!e hyt ryght or wrong, he changeth
nat a myte. 1571 GOLDINC Calvin on Ps. ii. 6 He is further

of from earthly men, than that the whole multitude of them
can one myte deface the glory of him alone. 1573 Nw
C?t$lc&amp;gt;itie in, i. D iij b, God waieth not, who is a sprite, Of
any vesture, or outward appearance a mite. 1633 TATHAM
Lave Crowns the End \. (1640) K i b, Since then my love is

not one mite rewarded. 1886 C. D. WARNKR Their Pil

grimage xi. (1888) 256 The White Sulphur waters. .had not
done her a mite of good. 1897 Graphic (Christm. No.) 9,

I wonder whether you will help me a mite to-day. 1906
WINSTON CHURCHILL Coniston 191 He s a hard one to fool,

loo. Never suspected a mite did he ?

6. A very small object ; often, a very small living

creature, as a tiny child. (Cf. MIXING.)
In some instances this use might perh. be more properly

referred to MiTE. 1

1594 LYLY Mother Bombie 11. ii, Well, without Halfepenie
all my witte is not woorth a dodkin : that mite is miching
in this groue, for as long as his name is Halfepenie, he will

bee banquetting for the other Halfepenie. 1821 CLARE Vill.

Minstr. 1. 7 And tales of fairy-land he loved to hear, Those
mites ofhuman forms,.. That through a lock-hole even creep
with ease, 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xv, A mite of a boy,
some five or six years old. 1883^. Words by) When I was
quite a little mite. 1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 283/1 What
an intense spark of vitality must it be that warms such a
mite [viz. a bird] in such an immensity of cold.

g
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I! Mitella (mite-la). [L. mitella, orig. head
band

, dim. of mitra : see MITBL.]
1. Surf. A sliny for the arm.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. 434/2 The Mitella is a ..

Scarf to. .carry the Arme in, that is hurt or wounded. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. 1855 DUSGLISON Med. Lex.

2. Mot. A genus of herbaceous plants of the N.O.

Saxifragacue, native to North America.
For the meaning of the name, cf. quot. and the English

synonyms bishop s cap and tnitre- ivort.

1731 MILLER Card. Diet., Mitella (so call d, of MileHa,
I .at. a little Mitre, because the Seed-vessel of this Plant re-

semhles a Bishop s Mitre). Bastard American Sanicle...

American Mitell.i.

Miter, obs. form of MKTRK ;
var. MITRE.

Mite SCent, a. 0/&amp;gt;s. rare~. [ad. L. //-

fescenf-em, pr. pple. of mTtesc-fre, f. mi/is mi\A : see

MITIGATE.] Growing mild. 1727 in DAILEY vol. II.

Miteyii, obs. f. MITTEX. Mith : see MAY r.

Mith, variant of Mm/;r/. and adv. Olis.

Mitlian vmi-]un . Also mytton, mythun,
methiu. [Assamese met/ion.] The GAYAI..

1845 E. J. T. DALTON in jrnl. Asia!. Stic. Bengal XIV.
265 The Mytton is the only species of horned cattle possessed
by the Meris. 1885 HALIOUR Cycl. India (ed. 3) II. 936
Afcthin, the wild cow of the hills near Cachar. 1885 HUNTER
Impcr. Gaz. Ind. I. 349 The mithan or gayal (Ga- Xiisfront-
nils}. 1890 rail.Mall G. 18 Aug. 7/3 To propitiate these

ghosts an animal must be slaughtered whether it be the

prolific pariah dog or the valuable mytbun.

t Mithe, &amp;lt;&amp;gt; Olis. Forms: i mitSan, 3-4myth(e,
3-4 mith(e. [A Com. W.Ger. str. vb. : OK. miSan

(pa. t. nidi, pi. meoSon, miSoa, pa. pple. mfSen)

corresponds to OFris. (far mitha to avoid, OS.
nrithan (MDu. miden, IJu. tuijdeii), O1IG. miilcn

to hide oneself, conceal, avoid (M 1 1G. milieu, mod.
G. meidni to shun, forbear).
For the affinities of the Tent, root *;?/-, see Mis- .]

1. trans. To conceal, dissemble (feelings, etc.).
In OK. (as in OS.) occas. with obj. in genitive.
, 888 K. /Kl-i !&amp;lt;i-:n /&amp;lt;VM. xxvi. i Ne me na.-fre naK ealles

swa ic wolde, beah ic his mi&e. a 1300 Cursor Af. 29069
ljuen yee fast, ben sal yee scau gladnes wit yur sembland

blith, and sna yur fasting sal yee myth, c 1300 Havelokqafi
His sorwe he coube ful wel m\\K. a 1310 in Wright Lyric
1\ iv. 24 My murthe is al \vith moumyng meind, ne may
i .h mythen hit namore.

2. absol. and intr. To remain concealed, to

escape notice (in OE. also trans, to escape the

notice of) ;
to hide one s thoughts or feelings.

a 900 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 222/r8 Dilitiscenao, mibende.

^900 tr. ttzdti s Hist. v. xii. (1890) 424 Moni^ Sing Xe

e^[e]slice Re willsumlice seseh, be oore meoSon [L. ttuilta

(]iix alios laterent}. r 1000 Sax. Lccchd. II. 298/8 ponne
bib sona sweotol jeteowod on him

J&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;er dea^ol mao. &amp;lt; 1350
Gen. ft *. 3807 Do} Sis folc mi5e a stund for-dred. 1320-

30 Horn C/i. 825 Sche might no lenger mithe ; To him

spac that maiden fre, And seyd, Horn, y love the.

Mither: sec MITHE, MOITHKK v., MOTHER.

Mithology, etc., obs. forms of MYTHOLOGY, etc.

Mithra: see MITHRAS.

Mi-thracize, v. Incorrect form of MITHRAICIZE
v . \ lence Mrthracizing ppl.a.
1876 A. WILDER in R . P. Knight s Symbolic Lang. p.

xix,
The Albigenses, it is supposed, were Manicheans or Mithra*
cisina Christians.

Mithradatie, etc. : var. ft&quot;. MITHHIDATIC, etc.

II Mitlirseum ^mibrrzJm). Antiq. I l. Mith-
reea. [Mod.L.f. L. jtfit/ini-s : see MITHRAS.] A
sanctuary of Mithras ;

a chapel (often underground)
for the celebration of the Mithraic mysteries.
1878 COOTE in A rchxologia (1882) XLVI I. 206 A similarly

acuminated stone was found in the Mithraeutn at S. Cle.

mente in Rome. 1900 Pilot 24 Mar. 94/2 The lion-headed

human figure, .that so often occurs in the Mithrxa.

Mithraic (mibri-ik), a. [f.
MITHRA + -1C.

Cf. late L. Mithriacus MITHRIAC.] Of, pertaining

to, or connected with Mithras or his worship.
1678 CcmvoRTH Intfll. Syst. i. iv. \ 16. 286 Zoroaster and

the ancient Mai, who were best initiated in the Milhraick

Mysteries. 1818 MII.UINGKN \nArchxologia (1821) XIX. 71
The crow, the scorpion, and the serpent, are animals com
monly seen on Mithraic monuments. 1873

PARKER Catacombs

ofRome Plate xv, Catacomb of Mithraic Worshippers.
Hence Mithra icism = MITHUAISM; Mitlira i-

cist = MITHBAIST
;
Mithra icize v. --- MITHRAIZE.

1864 C. W. KING Gnostics 49 Such a connexion was actu

ally declared by the partisans of Mithraicism. Ibid. 62 The
author of the Apocalypse probably had the Mithraicists

in view in penning this allegory. Ibid. 248 (Index) Mith-

raicising Christians. 1878 COOTE in Archxologia (1882)

XLVII. 206 A stone commemorating this birth of Mithras
was an object of adoration amongst the Mithraicists, 1888

Pop. Sci, Monthly Feb. 560 Mithrakism, with explanations
of its alliance with Occidental Christianity. 1898 Contetnp.
Rev. Jan. 96 The Lord s Supper was modified to meet the

Christians who had been converted from Mithraicism.

Mithraism (mi Jire iiz m). [f. MITHBA + -ISM.]
The religion of the worshippers of Mithras.
1822 HODGSON in A rchseol. SEliana I. 307 The success of

Mithraism in Gaul and Britain, must not, therefore, be attri

buted to novelty. 1887 J. A. FARRF.R in Gentl. Mag. Nov.

442 In its general tenets. .Mithraism was the same as Zoro-

astrianism, out of which it sprang.

Mithraist (mi-J&amp;gt;iyi,ist;. [f. MITHKA + -IST.]

A worshipper of or believer in Mithras.

1888 Pap. Kci. Monthly June 283 Whether the Christians

borrowed from the Mithraists or the Mithraisls from the

MITHRIDATE.
Christians. 1900 Pilot 24 Mar. 94/2 The Mithraists identified

him [OrmuzdJ with the Roman Jupiter.

t Mithrai tic, a. Obs, [f. MITHRA + -inc.]
= MITHRAIC a.

1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 152 A Mithraitic cave,
which was found near Newcastle.

Mithraize (mi-Jntfisiz), v. [f. MITHRA + -IZE.]

intr. To hold or affect the doctrines of Mithraism.

1800 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets.

Mithras (mi-hnt s),Mithra jni-J&amp;gt;ia). Mythol.
Forms: 6 Mitra, 6-7 Mythra, 7 Mithres, 6-

Mithra, 7- Mithras. [L. Mithras, Mithres ~ Gr.

MiSpas, a. OPers. Mithra, corresponding etymo-

logically to Skr. Mitra, one of the gods of the

Yedic pantheon.] One of the chief gods of the

ancient Persians, in later times often identified with

the sun. His worship was introduced amongst
the Romans under the empire, and spread over

most of northern and western Europe. Also applied

by More to the Supreme Being of Utopia .

1551 ROBINSON tr. Moris Utopia n. (1895) 267 There is

one chiefe and pryncipall God. .whome they all commonly
in theire countrey language call Mythra. 1585 T. WASHING
TON tr. Nicholay s Voy. iv. ii. 115 [They] worshipped the

Sunne, which they called Mitra. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s

Mor. 1306 This Zoroastres. .named the good god Oromazes,
and the other Arimanius. .he gave out. .also that there

is one in the middes betweene them, named Mithres: (and

heereupon it is, that the Persians call an intercessor or

mediator Mithresi. (11650 CRASHAW H ks. (1904) 365 Be
fore the Infant Shrine Of my weake feet the Persian

Magi lay And left their Mithra for my star. 1822 HODGSON
in Archxol. SEliana I. 284 Montfaucon thinks these two

attendants are also Mithrases.

attrih. 1864 C. W. Kisr, Gnostics 47 The Mithras-worship
at first indeed makes its appearance as a distinct creed.

1903 J. MOFFAT in Expositor Dec. 469 The Mithra-cult.

Mithratic (mij&amp;gt;rse-tik),
a. [f.

MITHRA +

-ATIC.] Of, pertaining to, or concerned with the

worship of Mithras.
1816 FABEHOni . Pagan Idol. III. 178 Porphyry, .tells us,

that the Milhratic grotto was a symbol of the World, and

that it was dedicated to Mithras in the capacity of the

great demiurgic father. 1822 PORTRR Trav. Georgia, etc. I.

073 The true faith, from a dateless epoch in Persian annals

until the conquest of the Arabs, was the Mithratic mystery.

Mithriac (mi-hria:k), a. and sb. rare. [a. L.

Mithriaeus, f. MITHRAS.] a. adj.
= MITHRAIC.

b. sb.pl. A festival of Mithras.

1818 k. P. KNIGHT Symbol. Lang. 168. 135 Another
mode ofmystic purification by baptism was the T aurobohum
..of the Mithriac rites. [Index has Mithraic riles.] 1864
I I-SEY Led. Daniel viii. 537 The Satrap sent the King

yearly 20,000 colts for the Mithriacs.

Mithridate (mi-hrid^ t). Also 6 mith-, me-

thridat, mithrydate, mitridat, 6-7 metridat(e,
methridate, 7 mythridate, methredate, mith-

rydat, mitridate, medridate. [a. med.L. mith-

ridaliim, altered from late L. mithridatium, orig.

neut. oiMitkridaKut, -ttis adj., pertaining to Mith-

ridates (see below, sense I note*), f. L. Mithri-,

MithradalfS, Gr. Miflpi-, MiflpaSarns. Cf. OK.

metridat (mod.F. mithridale), Sp., It. milridalo,

Pg. mithridato.]
1. Old Pharmacy. A composition of many in

gredients in the form of an electuary, regarded as

a universal antidote or preservative against poison
and infectious disease. Hence, any medicine to

which similar powers were ascribed.

So called from Mithridates VI, king of Pontus (died

(-63 B.C.), who was said to have rendered himself proof

against poisons by the constant use of antidotes.

1528 PAYNKI. Salcnu s Kcgim. (1541) 33 . Auicen saythe ;

There be certeyne mcdicins. .which wyl not suffre poyson
to approche nere the harte, as triacle and Metridate. 1533

EI.YOT Cast. Helthe (1541) A ij, Mithridates invented ihe

famous medicine ageynst poyson, callid Mithiidate. 1593

S. KEI.LWAYE Defens. agst. I lagve 32 Take a great Onyon,
make a hole in the myddle of him, then fill the place with

Mitridat or Triacle, and some leaues of Rue, then [etc.],

1605 TIMMF. Qucrsit. MI. 177 Take of. .the treacles of mythri-

date, and the confection of hiacinth, of each 2 ounces. 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Country /-arm 387 Some make a souer-

aigne mithridate against the plague, .with two old walnuts,

three figges [etc.]. 1686 D*UKFKY Commonw. Worn. v. it.

47 Fools may talk of Mythridate, Cordials, Elixers. 1758

K. BROWN Compl. Farmer (1759) 96 Anoint it with some

honey or mithridate. iBoa GIFFORD tr. Juvenal vi. 959 Vet,

if the husband, prescient of his fate, Have fortified his breast

wilh mithridate. 1825 SCOIT Betrothed xvii, Their ra-h

recipes, their mithridale,. .their amulets, and their charms.

attrib. 1694 SALMON Bate s Dispens. (1713) 591/2 The

Mithridate Julep against Fits of the Mother.

b. transf. and fg.
1592 LVI.Y Midas iv. iv. 47 That which maketh me most

both to sorrow and wonder, is that musick (a methridat for

melancholy) should make htm mad. I597TOFTE Laura In.

xii, Cordial! of hart, right Methridate of loue. 1622 in

Naworth llouseh. Bks. (Surtees) 458 Y 1 re . . was medridate

to his hart. 1632 MASSINGER Maid ofHon. iv. iv, In this

breach of faith My loyalty findes reward ! what poysons
him Proves Mithridate to me ! 1812 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832)

I. 120 Those .. whom a sound understanding, and a mind

well stored, have fortified, as with mithridate, against such

poison. 1834 .Dor/or Ixxvi. (1848) 162 A drop of the true

elixir, no mithridate so effectual against the infection of vice.

2. In full mithridate mustard, a name for the

plants Lepidiwn campeslre and Thlaspi arvense.

Also Bastard mithridate mustard : candytuft.



MITHRIDATIC.

1597 GERARDE Herbal u. xix. (1633) 261 Mithridate Mus
tard.. the rootc is

long_
and slender. 1731 MILLER fjarti.

Diet., Thlaspi,. .Mithridate Mustard. Ibid., Tfiluspidiitiii,
..Bastard Mithridati: Mustard. 1760 J. LEE IiitroJ. Bat.

App. 319 Mithridate Mustard, Bastard, Ibcris. 1780 J. T.
DILLON Triiv. Spain (1781) 392 A high mountain covered
with mithridate. 1855 M iss PKATI Flower. / /. I. 87 Thltispi
an tfn^c (Mithridale Mustard, or Penny-cressi.

Mithridatic (mijwidae-tik), a. Also 9 mith-
radatio. [ad. L. mithridatic-us, a. (Jr. MiSpiSa-

TIKUS, (. M:ffpi5arrji : see MITHKIDATK and -ic. Cf.

F. uuthridatiqut, Sp. mitridalico, 1 g. mithriJatico.&quot;\

1. Of or pertaining to Mithritlates VI, king of

Pontus. Mithridatic mars, the wars waged by
Rome against this kintj.

1649 OGILBV tr. Virg. C,corg. ir. (1684) 79 note. This Tree
was first shewn by Pompey to Rome in his Mithridatick

Triumph. 1678 j. D. (title] The History of Appian. ..

In Two Parts. The First consisting of the Punick, Syrian,
Parthian, Mithridatick, .. and Hannibalick, Wars. 1898
\V. M. RAMSAY in Expositor Aug. 132 The Romans aided
them to gain their freedom in the Mithradatic war&amp;gt;.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of mithri

date. rare~&quot;. 1847 in WLUSTEK.

3. a. Resembling Mithridates or his alleged im

munity from poisons (see MITHKIUATE I note), b.

Pertaining to or of the nature of mithridatism.
1868 HELPS Rcalinak vi. (1869) r22 Poison has no more

effect on my Mithridatic constitution than ginger-beer.
1889 E. R. LANKESTKR in Xatitrt! 13 June 149/j The
mithradatic theory of inoculations.

tl Mithrida ticon. Obs. In6metridaticon.

[med.L., a. Gr. fiidpiddriKuVj ntut. uf MiOpiSariKus.

MlTimiDATIC.] = MlTHKlUATK I.

1540 J. HliYwooD Four P. P. 619 Mercury sublyme. and
metridaticon.

Mithridatism (mi-Jiridiritiz m). [f. L. Mithri-
dilt-es (see MITHUIJUTE) + -ISM.] Hie condition
of immunity to a poison induced by administering
to an organism gradually increased doses of it.

1851 MOKELL tr. Fouritrs Pass. Human Soul I. 191 The
state of Mithridatism, or unitary accord of our bodies witti

the neuter poisons, will depend on [etc.]. 1889 K. R.
LAHKXSTXR Adv. Sd. (1890) 113 \Ve may speak of this

training in tolerance of poison as mithridatism .

tl Mlthridatiuin. Obs. Also mithridation.

[L.Mny&;&quot;;:8eeMlTHKLDATE.] = MITHKIDATE.
1693 tr. Blaixard s Pltys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mitliridatium,

compounded by King Mithridates. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar
Cane It. 130 note, This medicine is called Mitkruiatiuiii,
in honour of Mithridates.

Mithridatize (mi])ri-datoiz),t . Alsomithra-
datize. [f. L. Mithriddt-es (see MITHRIDATE) +

-IZE.] trans. To render immune or proof against
a poison by the administration of gradually in

creasing doses of it. Also trans/.
1866 LOWELL Lett. I. 406 Our constitutions adapt them

selves to the slow poison of the world till we become mithri-
datized at last. 1889 E. R. LANKESTUK Aih: Set. (1890) tr4
Poisonous snakes are. -mithridatised in regard to their own
poison. Ibid., Thus the animal is mithridatised. 1889
in _.V/;v 13 June 149 The utility of the related terms
mithradatize and mithradatic is obvious.

II Mithrida tum. Obs. Also 7 meth-, myth-.
[med.L. : see MITHRIDATE.] MITHRIDATE.
1603 DEKKER Wonder/till Ycarc D 2, For poor Methrida-

tum and Dragon-water, .were boxt in euery corner, and yet
were both drunke euery houre at other mens cost. 1605
UACON A dv. Learn. H. x. 8 For except it he Treacle and
Mythridatum,..they tyethemseluesto no receiptes seuerely
and religiously. 1634 R. H. Salcrtus Kcgii. 51 Under
the name of Tryacle the noble medicine Mithridatum may
be comprehended, which two be like in operation.

t Mitifica tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.

iiiitifitdre: see Mmry v.~] Mitigation.
1607 TOPSELL I- our-f. Beasts (1658) 161 The juyce of

Harly to be given to them for their mitification. 1657
TOMLINSON Kenan s Disf. 63 Such distempers as require
mitifkation.

t Mi-tify, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. mitificare, f.

L. ifti&amp;gt; mild : see-FY.] trans. To soften, mitigate.
1656 BI.OUNT Glassogr., Mitifie, to pacific, or make quiet.

1744 MITCHELL in Phil. Trans. XL! 1 1. 145 The virulent

Acrimony of the cutaneous Contagion being inviscated, and
consequently milified, by the Semen which received it.

Mitigable (mi-tigab l), a. [ad. L. *mUiga-
bi/is (implied in mitigabiliter adv.) f. mltigare to

MITIGATE.] Capable of being mitigated.
a 1677 BARROW Wks. (1686) II. xv. 213 The rigour of that

ceremonious law was mitigable. 1822-34 Good s Study
Med. (ed. 4) 1. 50 The pain will be., far less mitigable. 1887
GURNEV Tertiiiin Quid I. 182 Supposing the pain of the
rack to be mitigable.

Mitigal : see MISKAL.

Mitigant (mrtigant), a. and sb. rare. [ad.
L. miligant-eni, pr. pple. of mltigare to MITIGATE :

see -ANT!.] A. adj. Mitigating, lenitive.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyen s Temp. 2 Cij, A playster made
of mylygant thynges. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in

JOHNSON. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 558 The oxygen is the

tempering, mitigant.. principle oflife.

B. s/&amp;gt;. Something that mitigates ;
a lenitive.

1863 Pall^ Mall G. No. 182. i/i A simple disease which
yields to mitigants.

t Mi tigate,/a.///f. and ppl. a. Obs. Forms :

see MITIGATE v.
; also 6 St. mitigait. [ad. L.

taitigdtus, pa. pple. of mltigare : see next.] Miti

gated, alleviated.

547

1433-50 tr. Higdcn (Roll;.) II. 387 Hit was answcrede to

theyme by Apollo Delphicus that pestilence to be mitigate
[L. sedari] if [etc.]. Ibid. VII. 35 But their mynde&amp;gt; not miti

gate J&amp;gt;erwith [L. Sed adkuc non sciinfis &amp;lt;iniini$], 1531 KLYOI
&amp;lt;. 0v. n. vi, The wise prince with that playne confession was
mitigate, a 1533 I,D. BKKS KKS ii^U. Bk. J/. Antet. (1546)
L vj, His chastysemcnt was mitigate, and mure easyo. 1560
A. L. tr. Calvin s Fonre Serin. Song Kzcck, iv, That iliu

pain should be mitigate. 1560 KUU.AND Crt. I cnus PiuK
113 Sumpart ar dry and bum are mitigait. 1592 in Neal
Hist. Purit. (173- ) I. 551 That some mort: militate and
peaceable course might be taken therein.

Mitigate (mi tig^ t), v. Also 5 myttygate, 6

mytygate, metigat(e, mit^t igat, raittegate,

6-7 mytigate, mittigate, 7 medigate ; also/i7. /.

6 Sc. metigat. [f. 1.. tnitigtit- t ppl. stem of ////-

i
r

(v, f- nriti-s inilcl, gentle. C f. K. nritigcr (OF.
also initigiier)j Sp. tuitigar. It. ?nitigare.\
1. trans. To render (a person, his mind, dis

position, or mood) milder, more gentle, or less

hostile; to appease, mollify. Now rare.
I432 5o, 1531 IMJC Mn KiAiE/^r. /// .]. 1513 MOKE Rich.

///j Wks.
57/&quot;i

Where the king tuke displeasure, she would
mitigate iv appease his miiid. 1584 COGAN Haven Health \\.

(1636):- 1 The Chesse. .\\as inventud . . to mitigate the minds
or htrarl-i of Tyrants. 1642 Didar. Lords

&amp;lt;y
(. oui. London

8 Such Commiiiiioners were inittigaU-d, in respect of .some
clauses perilous to the Commissioners, and approved of for
tlie time to come. 1761 HL .MK Hist. Kng. I. viii. 178 The
Cardinal of I avia. .tooke care, .tu mitigate the pope by the
accounts which he sent of that princes conduct. 1855 PUSEY
Doctr. Real r&amp;gt;cs&amp;lt;--&amp;gt;H.c Note S. $75. 694 S. I.eo the (Ireat..

mitigated Genseric, when Rome was taken. 1859 J. BKOWN
Rob

&amp;lt;y

/ . (iS6L ) 18 The severe little man was mitigated,
and condescended to say Hal), ma man, pnir Rabhie .

2. To render (anger, haired, etc.) less fierce or

violent
;
to appease.

1494 FAUYAN Citron. \ n. CLXXXV. j;i The
i recstys. .to the

en tent to myttygate . .the crueltvc uf the s;iyd tyrauntes, dyd
open them the ornameiit&amp;gt; s oi&quot; the saytle churclie. 1513
BKADSHAW St. H t fl iir^c n. 155 (

&amp;lt;) glorious virgin . . Meti-

gate the malice, .uf Ricluird our loide. 1558 Br. \\ VTSON
.ViT . Sacnit/f. xviii. no To mitigate (ioddes dy.-pkasuie.

^1578 LiNuiih.w (Pitscottie) Citron. Stot. tS.I .S.) I. 30.:
Thir goode wordis. .metigat and as^uadgii the Duike of
Albanieis anger. 1579-80 NOUTII PlutarJi^ Sy\i&amp;gt;i (i

503 To mitigate somewhat the peoples ill will towards him,

1656 in I erney Mem. (i8y4) III. 317 [Luce 1^-gs Sir Ralph
to do his best] to medigate my lady s anger against her
dallr

. 1777 RoHKlUSON ///;/. Aimr. V. (17701 II. yO Mulltt:-

/iima addressed them with e\ ery argument that could miti

gate their rage. 1855 PKESCOTI I hilip //, I. m. vi. 379
The. .envoys interposed to mitigate the king s anger. 1875
JowETT/Ya/0(ed.2) IV. 17 His [Socrates

]
hostility towards

the sophists . .was nut mitigated in later life.

fb. To relax the violence of Bone s actions, etc.).

(-1470 HKNKYSON Mor. Fab. vn. (Lion ,y Mouse} xl, To
remit sum lyine ane grit offence, And mitigate with mercy
crueltie. 1509 KAKCLAV Shyp ef l- olys (1570) 39 Mitigate by
measure your proude hastie language. 1549 Compl. Scot.
Pro]. 13 Dame fortoune vil mittigat hyr auen crualte.

3. To alleviate (physical or mental pain); to

lessen the violence of ^a disease&quot;
;

to lighten the

burden of (an evil of any kind).

1432-50 tr. lligdcn i, Rolls) V. 389 A man liesynge, ptple
beynge by use to say Criste helpe the

,
and make a crosse

on their niowthe to mitjaate tliat passion. 1502 ATKYNSON
tr. DC Imitations in. liii. 241 Com forte me, good loide, in

my exyle mytygate my sorowe. 1541 R. COPLAND 6
,y&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;;V

Quest. Chintrg. O j b, Anoynte it \sc, the place] with oyle of
Koses. .to mytygate the smert. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 5 It is

wisedome. .warely to mitigate, by pi olestacion, theevill that
is in theim. 1590 STENSKH F. Q. \. x. 26 And dieted with

fasting every day, The swelling of his woundes to mitigate.

1591 Si AKiiY tr. Caftan s Geoinaiiac USj, The lasper stone
.. hath vertue to mittigate Kernels of the flesh. 1655

CULPKPPEK, etc. Riveriiis vi. i. 132 At first the pain wil

seem to encrease ; but afterward, it wil be mitigated, and
cease. 1715 ADUISON Freeholder No. 12 F 2 Government. .

mitigates the inequality of power among particular persons.
1759 ROBKKTSON Hist. Scotl.i. Wks. 1813 I. 29 Princes of

greater abilities were content to mitigate evils which they
could not cure. 1804 ABERNETHY Snrg. Obs. 92 Nothing
mitigated her sufferings so much as lint dipt in a solution of

opium. 1824 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) ^* &quot; u i. 256 He
. .gave himself up to the composition of those works which
..mitigated his political sorrows. 1895 R. L. DOUGLAS in

Bookman Oct. 23/1 The king.. does his best.. to mitigate
the disastrous effects of the blunders of his middle life,

ft), pass. To be relieved of a. burden. Obs. rare.

1644 HASTINGS INGRAM Let. to Ld. Denbigh 19 Aug., Y6

countrie exspecteth by yor
justice to be inittigated of yor to

heavie pressures.

4. To abate the rigour or severity of (a law) ;
to

render less stringent or oppressive. ? Obs.

1532 MOKE Con/itt. Tindale Wks. 641/1 Yet are the lawes
of the church mitigated. 1563 Homilies n. Fasting \\. 98 b, i

It may lawfully, .alter, change, or mitigate those Ecclesi
astical! decrees borders. 1683 Brit. Spec. 61 Where he sees

j

the Laws rigorous or doubtful he may mitigate and interpret \

them.

fb. To lessen the stringency of (an obligation).
1651 C. CAKTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 2 Your Majesty knows j

. .my obligation to him, which difference in opinion shall ,

never mitigate in point of affection.

5. To reduce the severity of (a punishment).
Also, -f*to lower, moderate (a price).
rtl

,533[see MITIGATE /a. ///.]. i$3$ Act 31 Hen. K//7,
|

c. 8 To diminish or mitigate the penalties. 1542-3 Act 34 &amp;lt;$

I

35 Hen. K///, c. 7 Suche Lordes .. shall .. haue the same I

auctoritie to mittigate, and enhaunce the price of wynesv
as. .occasion shall require. 1596 SHAKS. Merch, V. iv. i.

203, I haue spoke thus much To mittigate the iustice of thy
plea. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. iv. i. (1651 454 Those hard
censures. .are to be mitigated. 1667 MILION / . L. x. 76

MITIGATION.
That I may mitigate thir doom. 1850 DICKKNS Biil-Stickwg
in House/i. Words II. 604 They were, .fined five pounds. .

but.. the magistrate.. mitigated the fine lo fifteen shillings
1869 ToZER Higiil. Turkey II. 284 As she could not reverse
the curse .. she did what she could to mitigate it by substi
tuting for death a

&amp;gt;leep
of a hundred years duratiun.

b. To render (a condition, custom) more humane.
1835 J. B. KoiiKK-rsoNtn VottSchleger$ Philos.Hist. (1846)

39 Christianity first mitigated, and then abolished slavery.
1869 I.IXKY Kit nip. Mor. (1877) I. ii. 252 .Marcus Aurclius
..mitigated the gladiatorial show&amp;gt;.

6. To moderate, reduce lo a more bearable

degree (heat, cold, light} ;
to temper the severity

of (a climate).
1611 TUURNKUK .///;. Trtig. n. iii, That but mitigates The

heat. 1611 Bnn.i: Wisd. xvi. iS Sometime the llame wa-,

mitigated, that it might not bitrne vp the beasts that wcie
r-.cnt a-ainst the

\ngo&amp;lt;l!y. 1742 CULLISS Oriental Kcl.\\.

^4 Or moss-crown d fountains mitigait: the day. 1837 LYELL
i rinc. C,eol. I. i. viii. ^26 The wintL-r and summer tempera
tures being suinc-times mitigated, and at others exaggerated,
in tin: &amp;gt;ame latitude. 1840 MACAULAV ., CAfff (1899)
504 .Many de\ice&amp;gt; which now mitigaii.- tin: heat of the

climate, pre&amp;gt;cr\e health, ami jiruluii^ life, were unknown.
1846 DI-; (JuiMi-.v Antigone \\ ks. 1860 XIV. 221 Thue
were n-j stage l^hls; but .. the general light uf day wa&amp;gt;

specially mitigated fur that particular pai t uf the theatre.
1860 M.u KV/ //J .V. Gt-oif. Sea (Low) \ iii. yfi Thi&amp;gt; current
is felt as far as the E(|uator, mitigating llie rainless climate
of Peru as it goes, and making it delightful.
7. To lessen thegravityof(anoflfence); to palliate.
1719 YOUNG Kt-icitgc in. i, Then you must pardon me, If

I presume to mitigate the crime. i86z J .TKION I,k. Hunter
(1863 3^i It may perhaps do something tu mitigate bur lees s

offence in the eye of the world.

8. With a quality as obj. : To moderate ^the

severity, rigour, heinousness, etc., ^/&quot;somethingl.
Ill recent times there has been a tendency to prefer this

periphrastic use to the uses in which the vb. lake-. .1 thing
or cundiliun as its object.

1571 &amp;lt;;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;[. IJING L ahin on / s. lx\ iii. 34 The har.-liner.bu uf
the met.iphor was to bee mitigated. 1597 HOOKKK /:\ , /. Pel.
v. .\.\ii. S .-u We cuiild greatly wi-h tl:at the ii-ur of this
their opinion were alayed and mitigated. 1660 NV oon Life
.O.I 1&amp;gt;. i J. jj5 j The strictness uf the Lord s day \\ as miti
gated. I70Z J. I l KCKLL Choiick (1714 16^ To Mitigate thu
Violence t.f the Pain. 1718 fr tce-thinker N.J. 10. 69 No
Consideration upon Earth can mitigate the Heinousne.-.s of
the Crime. 1849 JAMES // W//,Wix, One \\ho..^iove \.&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

initigate the lihody rigour of a civil war. 1879 FI:OU.H-:

C&amp;lt;esar\x, 96 Ca&amp;gt;ar interceded tu mitigate tiie &amp;gt;evi.-iit\ uf th-:

punishment.

t 9. In physical senses : To render mild
;
to free

from acridity; to make (land) fruitful. Oh.
1601 HUU,.\ND / liny \. 37 ; This tiee. .hath in it a t. n Liin j

fat liquor, .and enlretli into compositions of sweet ointments,
for to ..mitigate the other oile. 1654 R. COUUINGIUN tr. Si/s-

////fxi.m. 507 To exercise and mitigate the fields with ploughs.
10. intr. To become mitigated; to giow milder

or less severe, rare.

*&33 ! JAMES I oy. 68 The cold did very little mitigate.
1738 Ii. BROOKE Jcrtis. Dtlfo. \. 43 But as his Years en-

crease, his Fires asswage Allay with Time, and miti^.ue
with Age. 1880 MCCARTHY Oivn Times IV. Ivii. 235 The
bitterness of popular feeling had very much mitigated.

Mitigated (mi-tig^ted), ///. a. [f. Mrn-
UATE v. + -KD 1.] In senses of the verb.

1671 \VOODHI:AD ,S7. Teresa n. .\.\.\ii. igy The Fathers of
the Mitigated Rule. Ibid. xxxv. L-J-J The Mitigated Fathers
Carmelites had bin attempting the same. 1771 bMoi.LKTT

Humph. Cl. 10 May, Saying, in a mitigated tone Surely
I am much obliged . 1791 UUKKK App. //7/4^Wks. 184-^
I. 517 Who, though they perfectly abhor a despotick govern
ment, certainly approached more nearly to the love of

mitigated monarchy, than [etc.]. 1810 Spotting Mag.
XXXV. 36 Fined in the mitigated penally of ten pounds.
1869 G. LAWSON Dis. Eye (1874) 12 The solid mitigated
nitrate of silver. 1884 HUNTER & \VnvtK My Ducats

&amp;lt;y My
Dan. iii, She was dressed in mitigated mourning.
Hence Mrtigatedly adv., in a mitigated degree.
1884 H. JAMES Little Tour in France xviii, This young

man. .was mitigatedly monastic. He had a big brown frock
and cowl, but he had also a shirt and a pair of shoes.

Mitigating (mi-tigt itirj),
vbl. sb.

[f. MITI
GATE z/. + -]NGiT] The action of the verb MITIGATE.
a
1683 SIDSKY Disc. Govt. in. xv. (1704) 287 The power of

mitigating is inseperable from that of instituting.

Mitigating (mi-tige tin),///. a. [f. MITIGATE
v. + -ING-.] Alleviating, extenuating, palliating.
1612 WEBSTER White Devil Fa, lieare me hence, Vnto

this house of what s your mittigating Title? Man. Of
conuertites. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones Wks. 1775111.205
I . .have more than once applied to the judge on the behalf
of such [highwaymen] as have had any mitigating circum
stances in their case. 1841 MACAU LAY Ess., Hastings(i &:}o)

636 He could see no mitigating circumstances, no redeeming
merit. 1903 R. D. SHAW Pauline Epist. 323 The Mosaic
legislation [dealing with slavery] was essentially mitigating
and restricting.

Mitigation (mitigt
T
*j3n). [ad. L. mlligdlidii-

ettt, n. of action f. mltigare to MITIGATE. Cf. F.

mitigation from I4th c.)] The action of miti

gating; the fact or condition of being mitigated.
1. Abatement or relaxation of the severity or

rigour of a law, penalty, or the like ;
alleviation

of anything painful, oppressive, or calamitous;
extenuation or palliation of an offence. In miti

gation-, by way of palliation (of an offence); in

order to obtain a favourable modification (^/&quot;judge

ment, a penalty, damages).
[1347-8 Rolls ofParlt. II. 215/1 Si mitigation ne iui soil

faite de sa dite feime.] 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 252 Bole

135-2



MITIGATIVE. 548 MITRE.

for bi muchel Merci imtigacion I be-seche ; Dampne me
not on domes day for I dude so ille. 61430 LYDO. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 206 Sobre and appeese suche folk as
falle in furye, To trist and bevy do mytigacioun. 1494
FA BYAN Ckron. vn. 651 For the mytigacion of his peynfull
sykenesse. 1533 MORE Apol. xlviii. Wks. 924/1 Therfore
nede we no such chaunge of the lawes for that purpose.
But on y* tother side, what harme would come of hys myty-
gacions, . . the whole summe and sequele of hys deuises doe
more than manifestly shew. 1533 ELVOT Cast. //*, #//*&amp;gt; (1539)

36 b, It somewhat profyteth in mitigation of excessiue heate.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt \. \. 70 How now for mittigation of
this Bill, Vrg d by the Commons? 1601 7W/. A&quot;. H. iii.

98 Ye squeak out your Coziers Catches without any mitiga
tion or remorce of voice. 1622 BACON Hen. VII 209 Their
manner was.. to suffer them to languish long in Prison, and
. . to extort from them great Fines and Ransomes, which

they termed Compositions and Mitigations. 1664 H. MOKE
Myst. ///. xiii. 44 As for the mitigation of the fault of
either hide from any exteriour circumstances, I briefly adde,
That [etc.]. 1749 E. MOOKE Trial Seletn 318 These crimes
successive on your trial Have met with proofs beyond
denial, To which yourself with shame conceded, And but
in mitigation pleaded. 1766 BLACKSTONE Coiiint. II. 508
Though, as against the rightful executor or administrator,
he cannot plead such payment, yet it shall be allowed him
in mitigation of damages. 1801 Mcd. Jritl. V. 221 She
perspired, .very freely, but without affording any mitigation
of her pain. 1817 COBBETT Taking Leave Countrymen 13
The Wolves, .flew upon the fleecy fools and devoured them
and their lambs without mercy and without mitigation.

1832 HT. MARTINEAU Homes Abroa&amp;lt;i i. 6 A mitigation of

punishment. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 339 The shorter
addie-&amp;gt;s in mitigation of the penalty. 1885 j. PAVN Talk of
Town I. 45 William Henry murmured something in mitiga
tion about its being an acroitic. 1885 Maneh, Exam.
24 J u y 5 /r All that could be done for him was to attempt
some mitigation of his pain.

b.
quasi-f&amp;lt;?//tv.

A circumstance that mitigates.
1729 BUTLER Serw. Wks. 1874 II. 70 Mitigations and

reliefs are provided .. for most of the afflictions in human
life. 174* YOUNG Nt. Tli. \\. 4 This seeming mitigation
but inflames ; This fancy d med clne heightens the disease.

1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel
(, 1876,1 240 Whicli God gave them

as a mitigation of their ills.

f2. Softening vof words or statements); a quali

fication, limitation. Obs.

1588 FRAUXCE Lawien Log. Ded. FPJ b, The addition,
detraction, or mitigation of woordes. 1651 HOBBES Leviath,
in. xiii. 306 Hee bringeth one Text, .. lohn 16. 13.. where
(saith he i by all truth^ is meant, at least, all truth necessary
to salvation But with this mitigation, he attributeth no
more Infallibility to the Pope, than to any man that pro-
fesseth Chri-tianity, and is not to be damned. 1709 STRYPE
Ann. Re/. I. xliv. 445 A third letter was written to the

Chancellor, with more mitigation.

t3. Propitiation (of a person); taming (of an

animal). Obs.

1382 WYCLIK Eccl. xvii. 28 How gret the merci of God,
and the mytigacioun . . of hym to men conuertende to hym
[L. et propitiatio illiits convertentibtts ad se\. 1737 WHIS-
TON Josef/ins, Antiq. xvn. v. 5 The most envenomed
serpents.. admit of some mitigation, and will not bite their

benefactors.

t 4. ? A soothing remedy. Obs.

^1430 LYDG. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 15 And ageyns
her Us ffor mutigacions, Damysyns wiche withe her taste dc-

lyte, Fulle grete plente both uf blak and white.

Mitigative (mi tig^ tiv), a. and sb. Now rare
or Obs. [ad. L. mitigatlvus, f. mitigare : see MITI
GATE v. and -IVE. Cf. If. mitigatif.]
A. adj. Tending to mitigate or alleviate ; leni

tive ;
also const, of.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 235 J&amp;gt;ou
schalt 5eue him medi-

cyiv;..bat ben mitigatif for to take awey ^e akynge. 1541
K. COPLAND Guydons Formul. X j b, The fyfth fourme is

vnguentum dulce mollyfycatyfe, resolutyfe, and mytygatyfe
of the paynesof y synewes, 1566 WAKDE tr. Alexis Seer. HI.

i. 49 b, A playster mitigatiue, and very gentle for Cankers.
1611 COTGH., Mitigatifi mitigatiue, lenitiue, appeasiue.
B, sb. Something that serves to mitigate or

alleviate ; a soothing remedy.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cintrg. 217 Leie berto mitigatiuis for to

do awei be akynge. c 1430 LYDG. Mm, Poems (Percy Soc.)

196 Ayer of nature . . [is] a gret mytigatiff. c 1530 Remedy
ofLove Prol. 20 Whiche may the feruence of loue aslake To
the louer, as a mitigatiue.

Mitigator (mi tig^ui). Also 7-8 -er.

[agent-n. f. L. mitigare : see MITIGATE
z&amp;gt;.]

One
who or something which mitigates or alleviates

;

f a soothing remedy.
1605 TIMME Quersit. i. xiii. 53 A certain red ocre . .which

is..agieat mitigator of all griefesand patties. 1656 RIDGLEY
Pract. Physick 257 Mitigaters are useful, either temperate
or cold. i7ii SHAFTESB. Charnc. (1737) III. 23 The highest
glory which cou d he attain d by mortal man, was to be
mitigator or moderator of that universal tyranny already
esublish d. 1869 BUSHNELL Worn. Suffrage vii. 139 They
are no more mitigators now, but instigators rather.

Mitigatory (mi-tig^tari), a. and sb. Also 7
mitt-, [ad. L. mitigatori-us^ f. mitigare : see MITI
GATE v. and -OKY^.J A. adj. Tending or serving
to mitigate; lenitive, alleviating; palliative.
.71611 CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 758 Then twixt his hands he

brus.de A sharpe and miligatorie roote : which when he had
infusde Into the greene well-cleansed wound, the paines he
felt before Were well and instantly allaide. 1813 CROKER
Parl. Deb. 18 Feb. Jn Examiner 22 Feb. 118/2 That..
Admiral rnd since received no mitigatory or restrained
orders. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 32 Whatever
mitigatory explanations might be offered by the learned.
B. sb. Something which serves to mitigate ; a

lenitive or soothing remedy ;
a plea in extenuation.

1656 W. D. tr. &amp;lt;Jonte&amp;gt;tiits Cmte Lai. Unl. 806 Hee miti-

gateth pains, with certain miltigalories, or anodynes, a 1734
NORTH Exam. \\. v. 2(1740)316 He talks of hard Usages,
and straining Points of Law.. and such Mitigatories.

t Mi tillg. Obs. Forms : 5 mytyng, mygh-
tyng, 5-7 mytting, 6 myteu, myting, myteyng.
[f. MITE - + -ING 3.] A diminutive creature. Often

used as a term of endearment or of contempt.
1440 York Myst. xviii. 113 With

^&amp;gt;at mytyng yf bat we
be mette per is no salue bat hym may saue. ibid. xxxi. 305

pou mummeland myghtyng. c 1460 Tmunelsy Myst. xii.

477 HaylJ. praty mytyng ! 1508 KESNEDIE Flyting iv.

Dnnbar 494 A inyten \y. r. mytmgj, full of flyting. a 1539
SKF.LTON J. Rummyng 224 He calleth me his whytyng,
His mullyng and his myting. Agst. Garnesche iii. 115
For alle ys nat worthe a myteyng, A mekerell nor a wyte-
yng. a 1585 MONTCOMERIE Flyting iv. Poluwt 9 Foule
misniade mytting.

Mitis !
(mi tis). Also mittis. [a. G. mitis

igniti} ;
from the name of the manufacturer, Ignaz

Mitis v( Kirchberg (1771-1842).] Mitis green \

Scheele s or Emerald green (see KMEKALD 5 d).

1839 UKK Diet. Arts 619 Miltis green is an arseniate of

copper. 1853 WATTS lr. Cmelin s Handbk. Client. VIII.

329 Cupric Aceto-arsenile. Schweinfurt Green, \ ienna
Green. Imperial Green, MitU Green. 1892 CHURCH Ckt iit-

titry Paints 15- Painting s. v. SchwU s Green, Mittis Green.

Mitis- ^in/ tis
1

, ^[etallurgy* [Named by the

inventor of the process, 1*. Ostberg of Stockholm
;

app. from L. mitis mild, taken in the sense of
MILD a. 8 b.] Mitis casting: a method of in

creasing the fluidity of molten iron (so as to render
it possible to prevent the occlusion of air in the

casting) by adding a minute quantity of aluminium
to the charge in the crucible ; also, a casting pro
duced by this process. So mitis-tnctal^ process, etc.

1885 T. NoRDENtELDT in Ironmonger 9 May Suppl., On
* Mitis Castings. 1886 Ckamb. JrnL 14 Aug. 527/2 The
Mitis process . Ibid, 5^0/1 In the United States and

Sweden, Mitis Metal lias already established itself as an
article of commerce. 1888 PetllMallG. 6 Sept. 12/1 The
i-2oth part of i per cent, of aluminium, when added to
molten wrought iron will reduce the fusing-point of the
whole ma^,s some 500 degrees, and will render it extremely
fluid, and thus enable wrought iron lor what are commer
cially known as * Mitis -castings of the most intricate

character) to be produced. 1894 Jrnl. Iron $ Steel Inst.
XLIV. 476 Mitis Castings. Stambke . . describes the method
in use at the Mitis foundry at Chemnitz.

Mitkul, variant of MISKAL.

Mitom, mitome (mai-t^m, -&amp;lt;7um). Biol.
Also in mod. Latin form. [ad. mod.L. mitoma

(mitJirma), f. Gr. p/ro? thread : see next and cf.

carcinoma^ sarcoma, etc.] Flemming s name for the

mnss of fibrils of protoplasm in the body of a cell.

1888 ROLLESTON JACKSON Anim, Life p. xxij Proto
plasm . .as a rule . . is more or less vesicular, consisting of a
denser subtance fmitome) enclosing droplets of a more fluid

character (enchylema, paramitome). 1898 KLKIN & EDKINS
Klein. Histol. ii The divided nuclear mitoma. 1900 JACK
SON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Mitom.

II Mitosis (mitJu -sis). PI. -QS8S (-^ Siz). Biol.

[mod.L., f. Gr.ptTos a thread of a warp : see -osis.j
a. The splitting up into threads of a minute

granular nucleus embedded in living protoplasm.
Cf. KARYOMITOSIS. b. The figure presented by
the nucleus at any stage in this process.
1888 ROLLKSTON & JACKSON Anim. Life p. xxii, The nu

clear membrane is dissolved in mitosis and reconstituted
round the new nuclei. 1891 Lancet 6 June 1269/1 The
mitoses are not of uniform size, . . but present the greatest

variety in this respect in one and the same tumour. 1896
Allbutfs Syst. bled. 1. 65 Many of the corneal corpuscles. .

can.. be seen undergoing mitosis.

Hence Mitosic (miU^ sik) a. = MlTOTJC.
1890 in Century Diet. , and in later Diets.

Mitotic (mitp tik), a. [f. MITOSIS : see -OTIC.]

Pertaining to, connected with, characterized by, or

exhibiting mitosis.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life p. xxii, The divi-

sion of the protoplasm [of a cell] . . may be indirect or mi-
totic. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 584 The work of
Flemming and his pupils in 1884 placed beyond doubt the
mitotic reproduction of lymphocytes in these situations.

Hence Mito tically &amp;lt;idv.
y by mitosis.

1890 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets.

HMitra (jnsrtra). Also 7 mi-, mythra. [L.,
a. Gr. pirpa : see MITKK sb.]

iy.
A head-dress =

T. HER . .

jngraven the Idea of a Majestique Monarch; his roabe is

long, a Tiara or Mithra on his head. 1850 LKITCH tr. C. O.
Matters Anc. Art 383 (ed. 2) 488 A magnificent luxuri
ance of curling hair restrained by the mitra.

%.BoL fa. (see quot. 1775). b. (see cutot. 1852).
1775 ASH, Mitra t the name of a plant, the mitreola. 1852

HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Terms, Mitra, used synonymously
with galea, for Helmet . Also, the thick, rounded, and
folded pileus of some fungi.

3. Surg. A fillet or bandage applied on the
head (Mayne Expos. Lex, 1856).

II Mitraillade (m/trayad). [Fr., f. mitraille-r:
see MITHAILLE v. and -AUE.] A wholesale execu
tion or massacre by volleys of mitraille.

1833 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849-50) III. xiii. 115. 123
The inhuman mitraillades of Lyons.

II Mitraille (mAray, mitral), sb. Also angli
cized mitrail. [F. mitrailU t OF. mi(i)trailU small

1.
Antiy.

A head-dress = MITHE
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 146 Above each doore

money, pieces of metal ; an altered form of OF.
mitaille, f. mite : see MITE -.] Small missiles, as

fragments of iron, heads of nails, etc. shot in

masses from a cannon ;
now spec, small shot or

projectiles fired from a mitrailleuse.

[1802 C. JAMES Miiit. Diet., Mitraille, Fr. small pieces
of old iron, such as heads of nails, &c., with which pieces of
ordnance are frequently loaded.] 1868 KINGI.AKF, Crimea
(1877) IV. vi. 140 His .. purpose of meeting the assaulting
column . . with a pelting blast of mitrail. 1876 VOYLE &
STEVENSON Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Mitrailleur, A machine
gun intended to throw mitrattle^ that is, groups of small

projectiles, independently, to distances of 1000 yards.
Hence Mitrai lle, v. rare [cf. F. mitrailler\

trans, to assail with mitraille.

1844 TH. PARKER in J. Weiss Life V Corr. I. 225 The
wretched Terrorists of the Revolution guillotined . . and
mi [milled, I know not how many.
Mitrailleur (rmtrayoV. [Fr., agent-n. f.

mitrailUr\Q fire mitraille (see MITKAILLE
z/.). In

Littre only in sense 2.]
1. = MITRAILLEUSE i. Also, see quot. 18762.
1869 FosBtiiv in Jrnl. R. United Serv. Instit. XIII. 540

Mitrailleur, the term I have adopted in the title of this

paper, perhaps best of all expresses what is intended,
namely, a weapon producing a hail storm of comparatively
small projectiles. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet.

(ed. 3) s. v. Mitrailleur, The Nobel mitrailleur is the one
used in the Russian army. It is a ten-barrelled gun on the

Catling system. Ibid.) Mr. Hale . . has invented a mitrail-

! leur which fires five rockets at a time. 1883 Pall Mall G.
15 Sept. 1/2 The French mitrailleuse was only an adapta
tion of the Montigny mitrailleur.

2. One who works a mitrailleuse, rare&quot; .

1890 in Century Diet.

I! Mitrailleuse (mnrayJz;. [Fr., fem. agent-
n. formed as prec.] A breech-loading machine-

gun with a number of barrels fitted together, so

arranged that it can discharge small missiles simul

taneously in large quantities with great rapidity,
or singly in rapid succession.

It was introduced into the French army about 1868 and
: first brought into service in the Franco-German war of
I 1870-1. There are many varieties of this gun, with qualify

ing names prefixed.

1870 Times 23 July 10/3 The Emperor .. is reported to
have constantly had the mitrailleuses brought to St. Cloud

. to be tested under his own eyes. .. The mitrailleuse is,

perhaps, relied upon to do for France in the present war
what in the last the needle-gun did for Prussia. 187*

. RUSKIN Eagle** N. 34 Our mechanical contrivance will

only make the age of the mitrailleuse more abhorred than
that of the guillotine. 1902 R. W. CHAMBERS Maids of

,
Paradise i. 14 A battery of Montigny mitrailleuses passed.
Mitral (mMtral), a. and so. Also 8 mytrale.

[a. F. mitral^ ad. mod.L. mitralis, f. L. mitral
see MITRE sb. and -AL.] A. adj.
1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling a mitre.
1610 GLILLIM Heraldry in. i. 190 The Field is lupiter, a

Crowne Mitrail Imperial] Sol, garnished and enriched with
sundry precious Gems, Proper. Ibid.* margin^ A Crowne
Imperial) Mitrail. 1624 DuasAp of Heresies xii. 54
Which Mytrall Ornament is only preserued for eminent and
higher Priests. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus ii. in

Hydriot. etc. 41 The mitrail Crown, which common picture
seems to set too upright and forward upon the head ofAaron.
2. Anat. Mitral valve : The left auriculo-

ventricular valve of the heart, so called from its

shape (see quot. 1872) ; formerly it was considered
as two valves. Also called bicuspid valve.

(1693 tr. Hlancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mitrales Valvnut,
see Episcopates.} 1705 W. COWPER in Phil. Trans. XXV.
1974 The Mitral and Semiiunary Valves of the Left Ven
tricle of the Heart. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t,
xi. 227 Heart hits as hard as a fist, bellows-sound over
mitral valves. 1878 MIVART Elem. Anat. 408 The left

auriculo-ventricular opening is guarded by two flaps, form
ing what is called the mitral valve, from a fancied resem
blance to a bishop s mitre.

b. Anat. and Path, Of or pertaining to the
mitral valve.

1853 MARKHAM Skoda s Aascult, 207 Constriction of the
mitral orifice. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s.v. Regurgita-
tion

t
Mitral regnrgitation .. means the reflux of blood

Syd. Soc. Le.r.
t
Mitral area^ the area in which the sounds

produced at the mitral valve are best heard,

B. sb. = Mitral valve.

[1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Mitrales, are two Valves
at the Orifice of Vena pulmonaris, in the Left Ventricle of
ihe Heart.] 1835 J. HOI-E in Cycl. Pract. Med. IV. 424/1
Kxtreme contraction of the mitral ..can be detected by the
characters of the pulse, and the assemblage of other signs.

1897 Allbutt s Syst. J\Ied. III. 450 A .. contracted mitral.

1899 Ibid. VI. 25 The degree of stenosis of the mitral is

generally more severe than that of the tricuspid.

Mitrate (martre t),^. Bot. and Zool. [ad. L.
mitrat-us wearinga turban, i.mitra\ see MITRED.
and -ATE.] Having the shape of a mitre or bonnet.

1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Medusa* 22 The umbrella is

sub-cylindiical and milrate. 1887 \V. PHILLIPS Brit, Disco-

mycetes i Receptacle, .mitrate.

Mitre (mai tw), sbl Forms: 4-5 mytir, 4-7
mytre, -er, 5 mytyre, mytor, 6 mytyr, myttor,
mytter, mither, meeter, 6- miter, 4- mitre.

[ad. F. mitre (= Pr., Sp. mitra, It. mitra
t mitria,

OX. mltr
t ;;///nz),ad. L. //;&amp;lt;Vra,a. Gr. ftirpa ;Ionic

l^irprj ) belt, girdle, head-band, lurban.J



MITRE.

1. a. Antiq. As rendering of Gr. /ur/xi, L. mitra, :

A headband or fillet worn by ancient Greek

women ; also, a kind of head-dress common among
Asiatics, the wearing of which by men was re

garded by the Romans as a mark of effeminacy.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. iii. 19 In that dai the Lord shal don awei
the. .armcercles, and mytris, and combys, and ribanes.

Judith xv\. 10 She bond togidere hir crisp heris with a mitre,

c 1450 Miroiir Salitacionn 3204 Judith hire cluthis didde on
mobt ffestyvale faire and swete With mytre hire heved arraied.

1590 SI-ENSER F. Q. I. ii. 13 And like a Persian mitre on
her hed Shee wore, c 1614 MURK Dido 3* sEneas n. 417 His
curled head with Phrygian mytre {sEn. iv. 216 Mxonia
mitra] guised. 1647 A. Ross My&tag. Poet. \\. (1675) 40
Bacchu* used to wear a Mitre, which i.*, the proper attire of

women. 1699 GARTH Dispens. vi. 72 These, Miters emulate,

Those, Turbans are. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sct.
t etc.,

s. v., Servius makes it a matter of reproach to the Phrygians
that they were dressed like women, inasmuch as they wore
mitres.

H Used by Chapman and Pope for the Homeric

UtTprj, which means a belt or girdle.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad v. 719 Oresbius, that did wear The

gaudy mitre. 1716 Port: ibid. 870 Oresbius, in his painted
mitre gay. [Gr. otfi favvvtriceTo nCrpqv.]

j-b. Applied by travellers in the 16-17111 c.

to the turban or the long conical cap worn by
certain Asiatic peoples; also, rarely, applied toother

kinds of head attire worn in remote countries. Obs.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays I oy. iv. xiv. 128 They
weare . . on their head a long myter. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D^Acostt^s Hist. Indies v. xxix. 420 The maides were
clothed in new garments, wearing, .vpon their heads myters
made of rods covered with this mays. 1638 Sm T. HERBERT
Tray, (ed. 2) 227 About their headi they wreath great
rowles of Callico, of silke and gold,, .they call them shashes,
in past times (especially those worne by Kings) Cydarims
or Tyaraes, with us call d Mithers.

2. A sacerdotal head-dress.

a. Hebrew Antiq. Used (after L. mitra^ Vulg.,
and /urpa, LXX.) for the ceremonial turban of the

high priest (Heb. nc:ao mipuphtthi r^zs $anlpK) ;

also (in Wyclif and the Douay Bible, though not

in the other versions) for the head-dress of the

ordinary priests (Heb. n?2;?D migb&tcfi ; Coverdale
and the Bible of 1611 bonnet

1

, 1884 Revised
headtire ).

For the
*
mitre of the English Bible of 1611 the Vulgate

has eidaris or tiara, (mitra only in Exod. xxxix) ; its mitra
is the bonnet of the English Bible. Wyclif s rendering of
eidaris by mytre is noteworthy, as probably indicating
that the word was already current in English (in sense i b).

1382 WYCLIF Lev. xvi. 4 He [sc. Aaron] shal be gyrd with
a lynnen gyrdd, and a lynnen mytre he shal putte to the
heed. Zeck. iii. 5 Putte ^e a cleane cappe or mytre [1535
COVERDALE a fayre myter, 1611 a faire miter, 1884 (Revised)
a fair mitre (margin, or turban)] vpon his heued. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxxix. (1495) 687 The myter
of the cheyf preest was shape to the liknesse of the herbe

weybrede. a 1400-50 Alexandcri*$q. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
World \v.\\. 6. 470 laddus the high Priest.. with his miter,

1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalion iv. ii. 145, 1 took away The High
Priest s mitre, long since threadbare grown.

b. Eccl. A head-dress forming part of the

insignia of a bishop in the Western Church, and
worn also by certain abbots and other ecclesiastics

as a mark of exceptional dignity. In its modern
form, it is a tall cap, deeply cleft at the top, the
outline of the front and back having the shape of a

pointed arch ;
the material has usually been white

linen or satin, embroidered and often jewelled;
but mitres of gold or silver have also been used.
The application of mitra in med.L. to the episcopal head

dress was doubtless suggested by its occurrence in the de
scription of the attire of the Jewish high-priest. (See a.)
In the Anglican church after the Reformation, the mitre,

though theoietically part of the episcopal insignia, was
seldom actually worn except at coronations down to that of

George III. In recent times some bishops have revived its

use on special ceremonial occasions.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 398 Bishopis. .shulden knowe

bojje Goddis lawes ; and Iris token J?ei beren on hem, whanne
t&amp;gt;ei

hilen hem
wifc&amp;gt;

her mytir. c 1393 CHAUCER Gentilesse ^
Al were he mytre \Caxton mytor] croune or dyademe. 1431
Rec. St. Mary at Hill 27 Also a myter of cloth of gold set
with stones, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixiii. 219 He [sc.
the abbot] called all his couent, and chargyd them .. to re-

uest them selues with crosse and myter & copes, to receyue
Huon. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 33 Dyvers by-
shoppes and abbottes in their mytteres. Ibid. 50 The by-
shoppe in his myttor. 1661 EVELYN Diary 20 Dec., There
was a silver mitre with episcopal robes, born by the Herauld
before the herse [of the Bishop of Hereford], 1687 DRYDEN
Hind $ P. i. 395 Our Panther, .. The crosier wielded and
the mitre wore. 1852 HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 508 The episcopal
coronet-Mitres, though worn in some of the Lutheran
churches (as in Sweden), have fallen into utter desuetude in

England, even at Coronations.

trans/, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. v. 48 Upon their heads they
carry a Miter of paper. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in.
Ad Sect. xv. 161 The Crown of Thorns was his Miter. 1868
MARRIOTT ISest.Chr. p. xl, In Egyptian monuments we find
the symbols of priesthood ..such as .. a high cap or mitre,
indicative of authority,

c. Used as the symbol of the episcopal office or

dignity.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \\. ii. (Skeat) I. 36, I [sc. Love]

bar both crosse and mytre, to yeve it where I wolde. 1390GOWER Con/. I. 258 The Mitre with the Diademe He hath
thurgh Supplantacion. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxiii. 103What cite I forraine matters, when our natiue Stories yeeldOf Myters meriting with our Sword an ouerplentcous feeld?
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1641 HEYWOOD Reader here you&quot;l plainly see, etc. 2 As
Wolstan, Becket, Wolsey,..And their successors,.. Would
make the Miter levell with the Crowne ! a 1660 Content^*
Hist. Irel. (Irish Archaeol. & Celtic Soc. 1879) I. i. 101 To
indeere himself unto the Councell, that they may speake a

pood worde for him to enjoy a meeter. 1708 HEAKNIC
Collect. 10 Jan. (O. H. S.) II. 88 Learning being.. reckon d
a very ordinary Qualification for y Mitre. 1738 POPE l-.piL
Sat. ii. 240 Stars.. (Such as on Hough s unsully d Mitre

shine, Or beam, good Digby, from a heart like thine). 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv, I. 491 Baxter, .refused the mitre

of Hereford. 1903 Edin. Rev. Apr. 526 James II . .could not

get a mitre for Petre.

d. Her. The representation of a (bishop s)

mitre. (In British heraldry borne, instead of

helmet and crest, over the arms of episcopal sees ;

in the arms of a few sees it occurs also as a charge.)
1610 GfiLLiM Heraldry iv. ii. 193 He beareth Sable, a

Miter with two Labels Argent. 1727-41 CMAMBKKS Cy&amp;lt;.l.

s. v., In Germany, several great families bear the mitre for

their crest J to shew that they are advocates, or feudataries

of antient abbies, or officers of bishops, ^s.&amp;lt;-. 1784 COWPER
I iroc. 369 In fancy sets him.. ride In cx&amp;gt;ach with purple
lined, and mitres on its side. 1823 CKAUU Tecknol. Diet, s.v.,

Those \sc. the arms of the sees] of Norwich and Chester
have three mitres. 1885 Fttirholfs Costume II. Gloss. 286
The row of strawberry leaves around the modern arch

bishop s mitre is an invention of modern engravers. 1894
WOODWARD Eccles. Her. 101 The mitre of the Bishops of
Durham is represented as rising out of a ducal coronet.

e. slang. A hat.

1896 FAKMiiK & HENLEY Sliing^ Mitre (University), a hat.

3. Used as the name of various taverns and

hotels, etc., as the JMitrt Tavern, a famous place
of resort in Shakspere s time. Also attrib.

1608 MIDDLETON Mad Wortd\. H, This will be a True
feast, a right Miter supper. 1611 BAKKY Ram-Alley \\. D 3,

Meete me straite At the Myter doore in Fleet-street. 1633
Row LI;Y Match at ^lidn. ii. K 3, Come, weele. .to the Miter
in Bredstreele, weele make a mad night on t. 1661-6 WOOD
City of Oxford (O.H.S.) III. 152 This High-German, .fell

sick at his arrival, in the Miter inne.

4. t & The * head or *

cap of an alembic. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. 139 Like as in a Lim
beck, th 1 heat of Fire Raiseth a Vapour, which still mount
ing higher To the Still s top; when th odoriferous sweat
Above that Miter can no further get, It softly thickning,
falleth drop by drop.

b. A cowl for a chimney (CcJit. Diet. 1890).
5. Hist. A base coin current in Ireland during

the last half of the I3th c. see quot.).
1749 J. SIMON Irish Coins 15 note, Other foreign coins

called Mitres, Lionines, . . Eagles, &c. from the stamp or

figures impressed on them, were. .uttered here for pennies,
though not worth half a penny.
6. Conch. A mitre-shell.

1840 SWAINSON Malacology y8 The Mitring^ or mitres,
where the spire is always acute [etc.]. 1861 CARPENTER
in Rep. Smithsonian Inst. for 1860, 180 Family Fascio-
lariadse (Tulip-shells and Mitres).

7. attrib. and Comb. : mitre-bearer, -gold, -super*
stition mitre-crowned, -missing, -shaped adjs. ;

mitre-iitise adv,
; mitre-flower,

* a plant of the

genus Cyclamen
*

( Cent. Diet. 1 890) ;
mitre-

mushroom, an edible mushroom (Helvetia crispa})
so called from the shape of the pileus ;

mitre-

shell, any one of numerous species of marine uni

valve shells of the genus Mitra (the shape in some

species resembles that of a mitre) ; mitre-snake,
. a slender colubrine serpent (genus Contia), espe

cially C. episcopa, of the Mexican bordeiland*

(Funk s Stand. Diet. 1895).
1833 WILLIS Pencittings I. xviii. 127 The long train of

proctors,. ,*mitre-bearers, and incense-bearers. 1885 W_. J.
FITZPATRICK Life T. N. Burke I. 17 Dr. Butler ..^mitre-

crowned, singing the High Mass at St. Finbar s. 1820
MILMAN Fall Jerns. (1821) 114 The breastplate gems, and
the pure *mitre-gold, Shine lamplike. 1840 L. HUNT Dram,
Wks. IVycherleyi Congre^e^ etc., Biog. Congreve p. xxxiii,

Bravo, Doctor Young ! With leave of thy very gloomy,
*mitre-missing,and most erroneous Night Thoughts [etc.].

1854 LiNDLEY Sch. Bot. ix. 156 c, Helvetia crispa (the *Mitre
Mushroom), 1766 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 169/1 The *nutre shap d
aloe. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitfip. App., *Mitrc-shell^ the

English name of the smooth and slender buccinum, with
a split rostrum. &amp;lt;; 1628 F. GREVIL Sidney ii. (1652) 30 To
binde this *Miter-superstition with the reall cords of truth.

1662 GREENHALGH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. HI. IV. 280 A
very light cap with its corners standingstreight and upwards,
&quot;&quot;mitre wise. 1844 THACKERAY May Gambols Wks. IQOO
XIII.

_442
The dinner-table set out, the napkins folded

mitrewise.

Mitre (martai), sb.* Also miter. [Of some
what uncertain origin : perk., as is usually assumed,
a transferred use of prec., but the development of
sense is not easy to explain.
Possibly there may be a reference to the early form of

the episcopal mitre, which had a vertical band bisecting a
rectilinear angle at the top.]

1. In Joinery and other mechanical arts : A joint

(also mi t re-joint} in which the line or plane of

junction makes an angle of 45 with the side of

each of the two pieces joined, so that the adjacent
sides meet in a right angle ; the shaped end or

edge of a piece of material intended to form such
a joint with another ; an angle or slope of 45.
Now sometimes applied to any joint in which the

angle made by the sides of the joined pieces is bi

sected by the line of junction.
Keved mitre , a mitre-joint strengthened by the insertion

MITRE.
of keys (KLY sir. 91. Lapped mitre : a combination of the

lap and mitre joints.

1678 MOXON J/tfc/f. Excrc. iv. 60 By Miters are meant the

joining of two pieces of wood, so as the Joynt makes half a

Square. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. II, Mitrc^ in Archi
tecture, is the Workmen s Term for an Angle that is just
45 degrees, or half a right one

;
and if it be a quarter of a

Right Angle, they call it a Half Mitre. 1825 J. NICHOL
SON Operat, Mechanic 589 A lapped mitre. 1850 Parker s

Gloss. Archit.^ Mitre, the line formed by the meeting of

mouldings or other surfaces, which intersect or intercept each
other at an an^le. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 489/1 A keyed
mitre. 1880 Coach Builders* Art Jrtil. I. 71, I drive all

home, and cut the mitres and joints on the body Dingle-

handed, thus making a better job by single saw cut than
can be obtained by solid mitre made at bench. 1882 J.
LI KIN Picture }&amp;gt; rani&amp;lt;i Making u These [mouldings] ncud

only be sawn to a mitre or angle of 45 de. 1901 S. Blank s

Iltitstr. Carp. &amp;lt;y Build., Home Handicrafts 28 The amateur
measures off four pieces for the sides of his quadrangle (s,-.

the frame], allowing for the mitre. 1902 A. MORKISON Hole
in li- all -^7 Now a lock of that sort joins in an angle or

imtre at the middle, where the two side^ meet like a Vii .vj,

pointing to resist the tide.

2. Short for mitre-square,
1678 MOXON Mcch. E.vt-rc. \. 85 As the Square U made to

strike an Angle of 90 Degrees, and the Miter an An j;Ie of 45
decree;-, s,o the Be\ ii [etc.]. 1842 GWILT Arc/tit. Glos.s. b.v.

/. (T .V, The make and use of it [sc. the bevel] are much the
.same as tho.ie of the common square and mitre, except that

tho^e are tixed, the first at an angle of ninety decrees and
the second at forty-five. 1877 Attttitcttr Handicraft 77
The carpenter s Try-square, T-Square and Mitre. 1884
KNIGHT Diet. ftlech, Suppl. 1890 in Century Diet.

3. Short for mitre-wheel*

1844 Sihi HKNs Bk. Farm II. 291 When it happens that
..the wheels y , fig. 322, are.. mitres. 1875 KNIGHT Dut.
Meek. fig. 3182 d, Miters.

4. = GUSSET 2. (Cf. MITKE z.- 3.)
1882 CAILFEILD 5: SAWAKU Did. Xecdlework 305 In

dividing the stitches to form the Gusset or Mitre, place
double the number [etc.], 1892 Daily. Xeivs 10 Mar. 2/4
There are no buttons at the back [uf the overcoat], but a
finish is lent by mitres being worked in.

5. Comb., mitre-arch, the curve formed by the

mitre or junction of two curved surfaces, as

in groining, etc. ; mitre-bevel = mitre-square ;

mitre-block, board, (a) a joiner s mitre box
; (/ }

mitre shoot ing-board ; mitre box, a joiner s

templet with kerfs or guides for the saw in cutting
material for mitre-joints ; also, a similar tool for

mitring printers rules ; mitre-bracket, each of the

angle-brackets in the bracketing of a moulded cor

nice ; mitre-cap, a cap of a newel terminating a

handrail to which it is mitred; mitre-clamp, a

clamp with mitred ends; hence mitre-clamped \

mitre-cramp, a cramp to secure a glued mitre-

joint while it is drying; mitre-cut, *a groove cut

in the surface of plate-glass for ornamentation
1

(Cent. Diet. 1890) having a bottom angle of nearly

90 ; mitre-dovetail, dovetailing, a combination
of the mitre and dovetail joints ; also attrib.

;

; (cross) mitre drain (see quot. 1838) ;
mitre-

gauge (see quot, 1875); mitre-iron, -jack (see

j
quots.) ; mitre-joint (see sense i); so mitre-

jointed ^., furnished with a mitre-joint; mitre-

line, any line which bisects a mitre-joint ;
mitre-

machine mitring
- machine \

mitre -plane 1

[PLANE sb.
*~\ t a plane having the iron set obliquely

across the face of the stock ; mitre-plane - [PLANE
sbs*\ t

the plane in which the mitre-joint lies ; mitre

post, each of the chamfered outer posts of a pair
of lock-gates which, when closed, present an angu
lar face to the stream

;
mitre rule, a plasterers

tool (see quot.) ; mitre-seating a., (ofa valve) that

has an annular seating turned to an angle of 45;
mitre shooting-board, a shooting-board used in

chamfering the edges of wood
;
mitre sill, the sill

of a lock-gate which presents an angular face to

the stream when closed ;
mitra square, a square

*

with the blade set immovably at an angle of 45

,

for striking lines on something to be mitred, also

. sometimes applied to the bevel ; mitre-valve, a

puppet valve having its face and seat inclined 45
to its axis ; mitre-wheel, each of a pair of bevelled

! cog-wheels, the axes of which are at right angles,
and which have their teeth set at an angle of 45.
1725 W. HALFPENNY Sound Building 16 To find the Angle,

or *Mitre Arch of a .. Groin. 183- Diet. Arc/tit. (Arch.
Publ. Soc.) s. v. Bevel) [An instrument] which answers for a

square, a common bevel, and a *milre-bevel of forty-five

degrees. 1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning II. 503 *Mitre block.

1871 AVELING Carpentry fy Join. 61 A saddle or block,
known as a Mitre-block or box. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Suppl., *Mitrt Board. 1888 Lockwood s Diet. Mech.

Engin. t
Mitre Board. 1678 MOXON Mech. Exerc. v. 88

Another way. .of Drawing, or striking out of Squares, Miters,
and several Bevils . . is with a Tool called a *Miter Box.

1875-84 KNIGHT Diet. Mech, t Miter-box. 1725 W. HALF
PENNY Sound Building 14 To find the .. *Mitre-Bracket
of a Cove. 1820 P. NICHOLSON Staircases % Handrails 7
*
Mitre-cap, .is a block of wood, turned to some agreeable

figure.. used in dog-legged stairs to terminate the handrail.

185. Diet. Arc/n t. (Arch. Publ. Soc.) s.v. Clamp, *Mitie

clamp. 1835 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 602 Boards

keyed and clamped, mortise-clamped, and ^mitre-clamped.

1847 SMEATON Builder s Matt. 90 The last method to be
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mentioned, .may be termed *
mare-dovetail grooving. 1873

TAKN I rcdgoW* Carpentry 240 JMitre-dovetailing. 1838
Civil Eng. &amp;lt;y

Arch. Jrnl. I. 97/2 Other drains are made
under the roadway which, from their form, are termed cross
* mitre drains. Their plan is in shape like the letter V...

The construction of mitre drains is [etc.], 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech.,
*
Miter-gage, a gage to determine the angle of a miter-

joint in picture-frames, moldings, etc. 1894 HASLUCK
Woodworker s Handy-bk. xiii. 121 The use of an adjustable
mitre gauge. 1843 HOLTZAPPPEL Turning I. 197 [A faggot
of iron] made of a round bar in the center, and a group of

bars of angular section, called &quot;mitre iron, around the same.

1884 KNIGHT Dut. Mech. Supp].,
*Miter Jack, a templet

used in making and fitting all kinds of small miters on

moldings. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in, 367/2 [A plane]
for the fitting and framing of *Miter and Bevil Joynts.

1791 SMEATON Edystonc L. p. 196 The mitre joint of two

contiguous bars. Ibid. 276, I chose them to be *mitre-

jointed at the angles. 1678 Moxox Mech. Exerc. \. 85 A
^Miter line. 1890 \V. J. GOKDON Foundry 155 The cutting
of the louvres, which a boy does on a * mitre machine. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury in. 367/2 The *Miter Plain. 1894
C. P. B. SHELLEY workshop Appl. 44 Mitre-planes.. are

intended for planing across the grain. 1823 P. NICHOLSON ;

Pract. Build. 173 The upper mouldings are mitred together,
so that the *niitre-plane may be perpendicular to the hori

zon. 1838 F. W. Simms* PnbL IVks. Gt. Brit. ii. 6 The
,

gates are made water light at the *mitre posts, by being
nibbed dry the one upon the other. 1845 l-.ncycL Metrop.
XXV. 177/1 The *mitre or joint rule is eighteen inches long
by three inches wide, and about an inch thick, bevelled off

to a thin edge about an inch wide. 1888 HASLUCK Model
Ilngin, Hatidybk. in The mitre-seating cone-valves . .

are often considered easier to make than the ball valves. !

1903 Cassetfs Cycl. Mechanics VI. 167/2 A *mitre shoot- ,

ing board. 1841 BK^ES Gfoss. Civ. Engiti. s. v. Lockt

The bottom framings, against which the gates are shut, are
;

called *m!tre sills. 1678 Muxox Mech. Exerc. v. 84 The
&quot;Miter square .. is used for striking a Miter line, as the

Square is to strike a square line. 1850 Archxol. Jrnl.
VII. 40; What is technically called a mitre square. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek., *Miter-rafce. 1833 Louuos Encycl.
At-Jtit. Gloss.,

*Mitre wheel. 1844 STEPHENS /&amp;gt; . Farm.
II, -_95 Each of the sciews is mounted with a small mitre-

heel.

Mitre (mai taj), v
&amp;gt;

1
U- MrcKE jtf.1 ;

of. early
mod.F. niitrcr, mittrer, Sp., Pg. mitrart It.

m ftrare
t
mitriare (Baretti , , Olt. mttraret med.L.

mitraw^ trans. To confer or bestow a mitre
(

upon, to raise to a rank to which the dignity of

wearing a mitre belongs. Chiefly in pa. pple.

mitred, invested with something by way of mitre.

L 1380 WYCLII- Set. Il /is. III. 25 Bischopis mytrid wij&amp;gt;
two

hoinys figuren bat bei schulden boru good ensaumple putte ,

be folk fro vicis to virtues, (.1440 Prontp. Puru. 341/1

Myttyn, nritro. 1801 CoLERlDGK in C. K. Paul It-
7

, Godwin
(1874! II. 74 It was once clothed and mitred with flame,

1804 J. GKAHAME Sabbath 332 Mitred with a wreath Of
\

nightshade. 1891 C. E. NORTON Dante s Purgat. xxvii. 176
Wherefore thee over thyself I crown and mitre.

Slitre (nwHai), v.2 Also miter. [f.MlTBE^.
2
] !

1. trans. To join with a mitre-joint ;
to make a !

mitre-joint in
;
to cut or shape (the end of a piece ,

of material to a mitre. Also with away, up. To
mitre the square : to bisect the angle of a joint.

1731 [implied in MURING vl l. sb.\. 1753 HOGAKTH Anal.

Beauty xii. 172 The profile out-line of some corner of it [sc.

the moulding] where it is mitered
,
as the joiners term it.

1833 LOUDOX Encycl. Archit, 1122 The slates to be all

close-mitred, when two planes meet against a diagonal line,

they are said to be mitred 1842 GWILT Arc/tit. % 2285
(1859) 607 Steps and riser.- mitred to cut string, and dove
tailed to balusters. 1 1850 A &amp;lt;zVw. Navig. (Weale) 116 They
are. .mitred into the gunwale. 1875 Carpentry $ Join. 65
Such work as mitring up a box. 1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his

own Mech. 452 The edges are bevelled or mitred away.
b. intr. To form a mitre, meet in a mitre-joint.

iSzo I*. NICHOLSON Staircases fy Handrails 28 The part
that mitres upon the riser below. 1875 Encycl, Brit. II.

467/2 A moulding returned upon itself at right angles is

said to mitre. In joinery the ends of any two pieces of wood
|

of corresponding form cut offat 45 necessarily abut upon one
,

another so as to form a right angle, and are said to mitre.

2. a. Bookbinding, b. Printing. Sec quots.
1875 [cf. MITRED ///.. *]. 1880 ZAEHXSDOKF Bookbinding

xxii. 119 As a general rule morocco is always mitred. Una.
ui Carefully mitreing the corners where any lines are used.

1888 J.\coui Printers I ocab. Mitre, to chamfer, .the ends of
rules in order that they may join closely in forming a border.

3. Needlework* To make an angle in (a straight

strip or band, etc.) by cutting out a three-cornered
j

piece and uniting the resulting edges.
1880 Plain Hints Needlework 27 To make coiners of a hem

. . they should be mitred .

Mitre, obs. form of METRE v.

Mitred (marta-id),///. a.1 [f. MITHE sbl and
v.1 * -ED. Cf. med.L. mitralus.]
1. Entitled or privileged to wear a mitre. Mitred

abbot (= med.L. abbas mitratus); an abbot in-

vested by the pope with the privilege of wearing
a mitre; hence mitred abbey (med.L. benejiciitm \

mitratum}, an abbey ruled by a mitred abbot.
In England before the Reformation the mitred abbots

were members of the House of Lords.
c 1380 [see MITRE v. 1

]. 1393 LANC-L. P. PL C. v. 193 More
b.m al by marchauns o^er by mytrede bisshopes, Ober
lumbardesof lukes bat lyuen by lone as lewes. 1550 BALK
Eng. Votaries \\. E iij, \Vhiche of them shuld be highest in

that mitred kingdome of idlenesse. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s \

Co/nut. 368 The bishops . . and . . a few other mitred men.
1658 HRAMHALL Consecr.

B/&amp;gt;s.
vi. 139 One Bishop and two

Mitred Abbats. a 1661 FULLKH H ort/nts, Yorks. (1662) 11.

190 Selby, where after he [Henry] founded a Mitred-Abby.
j

1759 Diuvoimi Pope 67 The bishop .. related that con-

fcrence to a friend of his, a dignified but not a mitred clergy
man. 1830 Westm. Rev. XII. 473 The methodise pars&amp;gt;o.i

and the mitred bishop. 1878 SIUBBS Const. Hist. III.

xx. 445 The mitred and parliamentary abbeys were not

identical.

2. Wearing or adorned with a mitre.

c 1420 LVDG. Story of Thebes $iSb As a bisshop, mytred,
in his stalle. 1480 CAM ON C.kron. Eng. ccxliv. 300 Bisshops
reuessed and mytered with senscers to welcome the kyng.
1562 in Rcf. on Focdcra. E. 11.48 The impure assembhe
of those shaven fathers, those myteryd and redd-hattyd
fcllowes [at Trent]. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 112 He shook
his Miter d locks, and stern bespake. 1687 DRYDEN Hiruij
l\ i. 202 Vour fangs you fastened on the mitred crown. 1790
HURKK Fr. Rev. 153 We will have her [sc. religion] to exalt

her mitred front in courts and parliaments. 1805 SoUTHBY
Madocin IV. xv, The mitred Baldwin, in his hand Holding
a taper, at the altar stood. 1850 TYMMS Bury Wills (Cam-
den) 229 A leaden token.. bears on the obverse a mitred

head. 1863 J. R. WAI.BRAN Mem. Fountains Abbey (Sur-

tees) 147 The abbot robed and mitred . . standing under a tri-

foliated canopy.
b. Hearing a representation of a mitre, rare.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Xat. (1834,1 H- 46 4&amp;gt;

I see tne &quot; &quot;red

coach come rolling along. 1772-9 W. MASUK Eng. Garden
\\. 106 The fane conventual there is dimly seen, The mitred

window, and the cloister pale.

3. Formed like a mitre
; having a mitre-shaped

apex ; Nat. Hist, in specific names ^
=- mod.L.

initratits .

a !547 SURREY .-Eneid u. 277 With mitred hat&amp;gt;,
with

oynted ljush and beard. 1860 Ckantb. Encycl. s. v. Basilisk
t

1 he Mitred or Hooded Basilisk (liasiliscus initratits}, a

native of the tropical parts of America. 1887 HAY lirit.

I-nngi 140 Helvetia, lucniiosn, the Mitred Helvel. 1897
H. O. FORBES Htind-bk. Primates II. 137 The mitred

langur, Setnttopithecus mitratus.

Mitred (msi-taid^ ///. a.- [f. MITRE v~ +
-KU.J In the senses of the verb.

I 77S ASH, Mitred, cut off at an angle of forty-five degrets.

1832 Skyring s Builders* J l ices 18 Mitred and glued
borders. 1843 GWILT Archil. 2285 (1859)607 If grooved for

balusters, circular. . mitred and turned caps, such to be men
tioned. 1847 SMI.AION Builders Man. 90 Kig. 26 repreents
a still neater dovetail; and, as the edges are mitred to

gether, is termed a mitred duvctail. 1860 HLKN C,loss.

rahii. To HIS Building 7 Mitred Borders, narrow widtl)2&amp;gt;

of boarding placed round the front hearths to fireplaces.

1871 Kiitgivalfs Aincr. j-liicycl. PriJiting, Mitred Rules.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. .!/.&amp;lt; /;., Mitered. Bookbinding}. Said of
a fillet ornamentation when the lines unite exactly at their

junction without overrunning. 1880 ZAKHKSDORF Book-

l&amp;gt;inding\\\\. 119 This [finislung with a full gilt back] is done
in two ways, a run up back and a mitred back. 1902
tt cstm. Ca:. 16 May 3/2 Perpendicular mitred lines of in

sertion on the skirt.

Mitre-wort (mai toaw^atV [f. MITRE j^. 1 +

\VOKT.] A book-name for the genus MITKLLA.
False mitre-wort : a plant of the genus Tiarclla.

1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN I.cct. Bot. App. 176/2 Tiarclla

cordi/aliti, (mitre-wort). 1856 GKAY Man. Bot. (1860) 145
J/V .vMr, Mitre-wort. Tiarclla, False Mitre-wort.

Mitridat^e, obs. forms of MITHUIDATE.
Mitriform (moi-trif/am), a. [ad. mod.L.

mitriformiSy f. mitra MITRE $b\ : see -FORM.]
a. Bot. Resembling or shaped like a mitre;

conical, hollow, and open at the base, the base

being sometimes irregularly indented ; applied to

the calyptra of mosses and to certain fruits, b.

Conch. Shaped like a mitre-shell.

1830 LINDLKV Xat. Syst. Bot. 322 The mitriform calyptra.
1843 J i Jf Cycl. XXVI. 446/2 [Of shells) Mitriform ; spire

produced, conic. 1881 K. B. WATSOS in Jrnl. Linn. S0t.
XV. 404 Shell, high, mitriform, biconical.

Mitring (moi-t rirj), vbl. sb.
[f. MITUE z\- +

-ING 1
.] The action of MITHE v.- in its various

senses; also concr, the shaped end of a piece pre
pared to be mitred with another.

1731 W. HALFPENNY Perspective 31 The Miterin^ &quot;f ilie

under side of every Square, .must be drawn from the Point
of Sight. 1778 EncycL Brit. (ed. 2) I. 618 The thickness of
the bracket, with its mitring to the riser. 1851 SKIOEL
Organ 158 Sometimes pipes require even a repeated miter-

ing. This mitering greatly influences the., tone of a pipe.
b. attrib.i as mitring tool \ also mitring block,

board^ box, saw, etc. = mitre block, board, etc.
;

mitring-machine (see quots.).
1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 177/1 Tools used by the

plasterer... There are also various mitring tools of iron or
steel. 1871 Ringwalt s Amer. Encycl, Printing, Mitring
Sox t a box used to facilitate the operation of cutting
material that is to be mitred. Ibid., Mitrinĝ Machines,
various machines made for the purpose of mitring rules

neatly and accurately 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,Mitcting~
machine (Joinery), a machine for mitering or slaniing the
ends of pieces which are to be united by a miter-joint. 1875
Carpentry fy Join. 39 The Mitreing Box . . Is used to cut

pieces of moulding at the right angle for picture and other
frames.

t Mi trous, a. nonce-ivd. [f.
MITRE sb. + -ous.]

Relating to a mitre or bishopric.
1791 HUDDKSFORD .Vrt/w/og-,, Monody Death of Dick 137

When soft reclines in velvet pomp supreme Divinity, en-

tranc d in mitrous dream.

Mitry (mai-tri), a. Her. [f.
MITRE sb. + -Y 1

.]

Charged with a number of mitres.

1847 Gloss, ffer., Mitry. The word occurs in blazoning
a bordure charged with eight mitres. 1889 ELVIN Diet. Her.

Mitt (mit). Also mit.

[Shortened from MITTEN sb.]

1. -= MITTEN s/&amp;gt;. 2.

Chiefly in //.

1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 324/2 Silk mitts, and silk

gloves. 1795 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Lousietti v. \Vks. 1812 I.

304 Transform an old silk stocking into miu. 1811 Ora
&amp;lt;$

Juliet I. 42 Dudley laughed, and took hold of htr cherry
lingers, that peeped out of her mils. 1828 SCOTT Aunt
Marg. Mirr. In trod., The black silk gloves, or mitts. 1851
Caiai. Gt. Exhib. II. 575 Lace milts, a 1876 Hr. MAKrixtAu
Antobiog. I. 57 The long mils she wore.

trans/. 1886 / c/. Su . Monthly Nov. 208 The hands and
forearms of the women are tattooed with mitts, as in the
Marshall Islands. 1903 Daily Record fy Mail 30 Dec, 7
A novel device, .for persons who do not know how to swim.
It consols of a mitt or gauntlet. . .\Vhen fitted to the hand
it forms webs between the fingers and the thumb. Ibid.,
An elastic band which fastens the mitt to the wrist.

2. MITTEN i. f Also slang^ a glove.
1812 J. H. VAUX Fleuh Diet., Mitts, gloves. 1812 J. SMYTH

1 ract. 0fCustoms (ifoi} 214 Waste Silk. .may. .be spun to
make stockings, mits,&c. but they will be coarse and ordinary.
1856 KANE Arct. Exfilor. II. i. 24 Mitts of ^eal skin well
wadded with sledge-straw. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.,
Mitts, a protection for the hands, covering the thumb in

one space and the fingers in another, io that men u&amp;lt;

them can still handle ropes.
3. t/.S. slang, a. A hand. b. A big mitt : a

mode of swindling at cards (see quot. 1905);
hence a municipal scheme undertaken with a view
to the private advantage of its promoters.
1901 H. M cHucH John Ucnry 10 I m sitting on the bofa

with one mitt lying carelessly on the family album and the
other bunched around a $1*70 cane. 1903 Daily Chron,

27 May 7/2 A big mit, . . is a big boodle game, a graft.

1905 Itla^k-jj. Mag. Jan. 137/1 At the big mitt game alone,
an ingenious method of swindling by means of a stacked
band at stud poker, a vast profit was made.

Mittain^e, mittan, obs. forms of MITTEN.

t Mittane. Sc. Obs. rare. Also myttane,
myttaine. [Of obscure oiigin : cf. MITTELL.]
A bird of prey, a kind of hawk.
1500-20 DuxiiAR Poems xxii. 12 Forsett is ay the falconis

kynd, Bot euir the mittane [v.r. myttell] is hard in niynd.
laid, xxxiii. 73 The myttane and Sanct Martynis fowle.

Mitted ^mi-ted;, ///. a. [f. MITT + -ED-.]

Wearing mitts or mittens.

1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 155/1 Reaching in deftly with
milted arms.

t Mittell. -Vt . Obs. rare. Forms : 5 myttal,
mytall, 6 myttell. [Ol obscure origin : cf. MIT

TANE.]
* A bird of prey of the hawk kind (Jam. .

1457 Sc. Ai.ts Jos. 11, c. 32 (1814) II. 51 V^er foulys of
reif as trnys bussardes gleddes and my italics [v.r. (1566)

mittalis], 1500-20 [&amp;gt;ee MniANt].
Mitten (mi tsn). Forms : 4-5 meteyn^e,
metaynj myteyn(e, mytan, -en, 5 meting,
5-6 myttau, -en, 5, 7-8 mittain, 6 mytayne,
myttayn, mytton, 6-8 mitton, 6, 8-9 mit
tan, 7 mittaine, 7- mittin, -ing, 6- mitten.

[a. F. witaine (from 1 2th c.), of obscure origin;
cf. F. miton gauntlet (i6th c.), mitten (1738 in

J.ittrc), also Fr. dial, mite mitten, and med.L.

(i3th c.; mitana, mitanna mitten, mita ? mitten.]
1. A covering for the hand, differing from a

glove in having no divisions for the fingers, but

provided with a separate receptacle for the thumb ;

worn either for warmth, or (e.g. by hedgers and
other workmen) to protect the hand from injury or

pain in handling something. Also (now dial. : see

Eng. Dial. Ditt.
t applied to a thick winter glove.

c 1386 CHACCEK r&amp;lt;trd. Prol. 45 He^at his hand wol putte
in this Miiayn He shal haue multipliyng of hi&amp;gt; grayu.
c 1394 / . n. Crcde 428 Twey mytt-ynes, as mete, maad all

ofcfoutes; f&amp;gt;e fyngers weren for-werd,and ful of fen honged.
&amp;lt; 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. \. 1167 And botis, cpkirs, inyttens
| L,. ntanicas dc pdlibus\ mot we were. 1488 in Tytler/rVf/.
Scot. 11864) II. 393 A pare of metingis for hunting. 1515
UARCLAV Kglogcs iv. ( 1570) C nj/i His furred mittens were of
a curres skin. 1563 Homilies \\. Excess ofApfare1 1 14 b, He
that rufTleth in his.. corked slippers, trimme buskins, and
warme mittuns, is more redy to chyll for colde, then the

poore labouryng man. a i6 FLETCHER Lovc sCurc ii. i, Let
not thy mittens abate the talons of thy authority, but gripe
theft and whoredom wheresoever lliou nieet st em. 1634
PI:ACM.\M Uentl. F..\frc. n. vii. 126 December mu&amp;gt;t be ex

pressed with a horrid and fearefull aspect, . . at his backe
a bundle of Holly, .. holding in furd Mittens the signe of

Capricornus. 1662 Plymouth. Col. Rec. (1855) IV. 12 There
was found his capp, with his staffe and one milling. 1667
I?i-i\s Diary 21 Jan., The Swede s Resident .. came to Ub

out of bed in his furred mittens and furred cap. 1729
T. CONSETT Prt s. St. Ch. Rnss. 157 note. The vulgar people
.. with their .. gloves on, which are almost as large and

strong as a hedger s mittins. 1743 MIDDLKIOX in Phil.

Trans. XI, II. 161 A large Pair of Beaver Minings..
which reach upas high as our Elbows. 1818 SCOT T Hrt.
MidLxK\ t Hastily and confusedly searching for his worsted
mittans and staff. 1840 R. H. DANA Bv. Mast iii, I J he

crew] can get their wet mittens and stockings dried. 1884

Baby s mitten [see COMBINATION 10).

fig. plnase. x66a J. Owts Aniwadv. I- iat Lux 31 1 Such

stupid blockheads, as to be imposed on with Sophistry,
that they may feel through a pair of Milieus.

b. Phrases. To cast ones mitten : to offer

a challenge (cf. GAUNTLET! i c). To daw ttp

or lay up (a person s) mittens (Sc.) : to give the

finishing stroke to, to kill (cf. CLAW v. 8). To
handle without mittens : to treat unmercifully.
1589 NASHK Martins Months Minde G 4, I cast him here

my Mitten vpon the quarrel). 1678 RAY Prov. (ed. 2) 76
To handle without mittins. 1609 R. L/ESTKAXGE Krasnt.

Collotj. (1711) 178 He handled the Reverend Fathers with

out Milieus. 174* FOKBKS Jrni. //: Load, in Ajtix, etc.



MITTENED. 551 MIX.

( T 755) 3 They may come to lay up my mittens, an ding
me yavil, an as styth as gin I had been elf-shot.

c. Her.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. xviii. (Roxb.) 110/1 He

beareth Gules, a left hand Male Mitton. .proper.

d. slang, pi. (a} The hands.
(/&amp;gt;) Boxing-gloves.

iSta J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Mittens, the hands. 1859
Hotten s Slang- Diet., Mittens, fists. 1883 J. GREENWOOD
Odd People 56 That s their mittens they ve got tied up in

that hankercher. They re fighting coves.

2. A sort of glove of lace or knitted work cover

ing the forearm, wrist, and part of the hand, but

not extending over the fingers ;
much worn by

women at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
and lately revived. Now more commonly MITT.
1755 JOHNSOM, Mittens, gloves that cover the arm without

covering the lingers. 1762 Ami. Reg. 162 Their chief busi
ness was making silk nets, purses, and mittins, 1795 Woi -

COT (P. Pindar) Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. 187 On week
days were black worsted mittens worn ; Black silk on Sun
days did her arms adorn. 1824 .Miss MITFORD I iftagcStt. i.

223 The sleeves came down just below the elbow, and were
finished by a narrow white ruffle meeting her neat mittens.

1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, iii, Hem ! said Miss La Creevy,
coughing delicately behind her black silk mitten.

b. transf. See quot.
[1899 Cf. i&amp;gt;nttfn-~i ise, 3 below.] 1900 Daily Mail $ Feb.

7/1 The sleeve in its full dress adaptation is called the
mitten because it falls fiom the shoulder, though it is at
tached to the bodice underneath the arm, and covers the
hand right down to the knuckles.

3. Phrase (slang or co loq.}. To get the mitten :

of a lover, to be dismissed or rejected ; hence, in

wider application, to be dismissed from any office

or position. Similarly, to give (a person) the mitten.

1838 J. C. NEAL Charcoal Sk. (Uartlett), Young gentle-
men that have got the mitten.. always sigh. 1848 LOWELL
Fablefor Critics 936 Here comes Dana,.. Who ll be going
to write what II never be written Till the Muse, ere he
thinks of it, gives him the mitten. 1851 [I!. H. HALL] Col
lege Words 209 Mitten. At the Collegiate Institute of In

diana, a student who is expelled is said to get the mitten.

1867 O.W. HOLMES (7w/m/. /4r/xxxiii, Some said that Susan
had given her young man the mitten, meaning thereby that
she had signified that his services as a suitor were dispensed
with. 1884 Punch i Mar. 108/2 Lifeboat hands who are
found shrinking, Or with fear of danger smitten. Get, not

medals, but the mitten.

4. attrib. and Comb.
, mitten-gauntlet^ -skeve,

-wise (adv.) ; mitten-beaver, the skin of a beaver
used for making mittens [cf. F. mitaine inferior

beaver-skins]; mitten-mill, aright with boxing-
gloves.
1744 A. DOBRS Countries Adjacent to Hudson s Buy 26

The eight is the *Mittain Beaver, cut out for that Purpose
to make Mittains, to preserve them from the Cold. 1898
Arc/urol. /Eliana XIX. in. 246 The hands are covered
with plate

&quot;

mitten-gauntlets having gads and cuffs. 1859
MATSELL I ocab. s.v. (Farmer), *Mitten-mill. 1813 J. N.
BREWER Beauties Eng. $ U ales XII. n. ii. 146 A woman. .

I

with..*mitten sleeves, a belt and cordon. 1899 U cstm.
Gaz. 22 Dec. 3/1 When a lace sleeve, instead of having
actual mittens, is brought *mitten-wise over the hand.
Hence Mi tten v. t U. S.j trans., to give the

mitten to.

1873 CAKI.I:TON Farm Bait. 10 Once, when I was young
as you, and not so smart, perhaps, For me she mittened a
lawyer, and several other chaps.

Mittened (mi tand), a. [f.
MITTEN sb. + -ED -.]

j

Furnished with, or wearing, mittens.

1834 HT. MARTINEAU Farrers ii. 20 Jane settled herself,
aproned, shawled, and mittened, at her desk. 1876 Whitby
Gloss, s.v.,

* A mitten d cat catches no mice . 1895 KIPLING
2nd Jungle- fib. 162 The girl, .laid her mittened hand., to
the ice floor of the hut.

t Mi ttent, a. Path. Obs. [a. L. mittent-em,

pr. pple. of mittere to send.] Said of the organ or

part supposed to send peccant
( humours to another.

1661 LOVELL Htst. Anim. % Min. 367 It s cured, by..
evacuating corrupted humours and helping mittent parts.
1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, n. v. 179 Vicious Humours
peccant in quantity or quality are either thrust forth by the
Part mittent,.. or attracted by the Part recipient. 1684 tv.

Bond s Merc. Comfit, xvni. 631 We must consider whether
the part mittent [L. pars mittens} of the Humour to the
Stomach be less noble than the part suscipient.

Mittilate, Sc. form of MUTILATE.
II Mittimus (mi-tim^s), sb. [L. mittimus we

send
,
the first word of the writ in Latin.]

1. Law. A warrant under the hand and seal of
a justice of the peace or other proper officer,
directed to the keeper of a prison, ordering him to

receive into custody and hold in safe-keeping, until

delivered in due course of law, the person sent and

specified in the warrant.

11591 GREFNE 2rf Pf. Conny Catching Wks. (Grosart)
X. 132 The knight, .bad him [sc. his clerk] make a mittimus
to send the Tinker to prison. 1625 MASSINGER New Way
v. i, Take a Mittimus, And carry him to Bedlam. 1681
W. ROBERTSON PlirascoL Gen. (1693) 486 Send him away
with a Mittimus to the house of Coirection. 1728 VANBR.
& GIB. Prov. Hush. v. 98 No words, Sir ; a Wife, or a Mit
timus. 1764 FOOTE Mayor of G. i. (1783) 15 Some warrants
and mittimuses ready filPd up. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) I. 642, I never sign a mittimus to the house of cor
rection, but had much rather it were done by somebody else.

1837 CARLYLF. Fr. Rev. II. vr. i, Clapped in prison by mit
timus and indictment of Feuillant Justices. 1849 MACAULAV
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 320 The heir of an estate often, .scarce
attained learning enough to sign his name to a Mittimus.

fb. (See quot. 1641.) Obs.

1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 516/1 Boo to be made, oure Writt

I

of a Mittimus unto the Tresourer and Barons of oure Kx-

j
chequier. 1641 Termes de la Ley 204 Mittimus is a Writ

by which Records are transferred from one Court to another.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t

Mittimus, in law, a writ, by which records are ordered to

be transferred from one court to another; sometimes imme
diately, as out of the King s Bench into the Exchequer ; and
sometimes bya certiorari into the Chancery,and from thence

by a mittimus into another court.

c. transf. and jig.
1638 NABBES Cov. Card. v. vi. 71 \Varr. . . I sweare I under

stand it no more then Ignoramus himselfe. Ralph, Make
his Mittimus and send him to schoole, 1642 IJi&amp;gt;. HAM. 7 V&amp;lt;v

Prisoner vii. in Three Tractates (1646) 121 Never was
there a more close prisoner then my soul is for the time to

my body;.. which since it s first Mittimus, never stir d out
from this strait room. 1681 FI.AYKF. Meth. Grace xxxii.

540 His mittimus isalready made for bell. 111708 IV.vKKii)(;r

J i i~ . / //. i. (1816) 164 How runs the mittimus, whereby he
is pleased to send me to the dungeon of afflictions.

2. colloq* A dismissal from office or situation
;

a notice to quit (dial.}. To get ones mittimus:
to be dismissed; also, to get one s quietus*.
1596 NASIIE Saffron Walden Xjb, Out of two Noble-

mtiiis houses he had his Mittimus of ye may be gone. 1668
R. L/ESTRAXGE Vis. Qucv. (1708) 88 He had his Mittiinu-.,
and took the Left-hand way at parting. 1850 CARI.YI.K
Latter~d. Ptimpli.^ Jesuitism 15 Ignatius s black militia
. .have got their mittimus to Chaos again. 1857 KINCSI.EV
Two Y. Ago I. i. 24 He got his mittimus by one uf Sdiainyl s

bullets.

13. A jocular designation for a magistrate.
1630 RANDOLPH Conceited Peddler Wks. (1875)38, I am

no Justice of Peace, for I swear, by the honesty of a Mini
mus, the venerable Bench ne er kissed my worshipful but
tocks. 1775 SHERIDAN St. Pair, Day n. ii, Nay, tis but
what old Mittimus commanded.
Hence Mi ttimus v. trans. ,

to commit to jail by
a warrant.

1764 FOOTE Mayor o/C. \. (1783) 9 Had I been here, I

would have mittimusM the rascal at once. 1836 T. HOOK
G, Gnrney III. 83, I had mittimused half a do/en paupers
for begging about the streets.

Mittin(g, obs. forms of MITTEN.
Mittle (mi t l), v. Sc. [?a. F. mutiler to

MUTILATE ; cf. mittHate.] trans. To hurt or mu
tilate. Hence Mrttled///. a.

1820 A. SUTHERLAND St. Kathleen III. 2T3 The stirk that

ye lat get itsel mittled the ither day. a 1869 C. HPENCE
From Braes ofCarsc (1898) 71 Collie left me in the bog,
A mittled. mertered, drooket laddie. 1900 BAKRIK Tommy
9f Grizel xxvi. Say a word against him and I ll mittle you.

Mitton, obs. form of MITTEN.

Mitty (mi ti). dial. The stormy petrel.
1831 Montagus Ornith. Diet. (ed. 2). 1840 Penny Cycl. !

XVI 1 1, 44/1.

II Mitu i^mi-tiw). [Tupi.] = CURASSOW. Also
j

i Mitupora nga [Tupi poranga beautiful].
The two names are

applied by Marggraf to two different I

genera or species, but the identification is doubtful.

[a 1644 MARGGRAF Hist. Rer. Nat. Brazil, v. (1648) 194
Mit-&amp;gt; vel Mvtv Brasiliensibus dicta avis e\ Phasianorum
est genere, major gallo gallinaceo. Ibid. 195 Reperitur
alia ejtisdem species, quam Mituforanga vocant Brasilien-

ses, solo rostro & pennis capitis differens [etc.].J 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sapp., Mitn

t
or Mitu-Porangu ; . . a Bra-

silian bird of the pheasant-kind, according to Marggrave,..
j

but supposed by Mr. Ray, rather to approach to the nature
of the peacock or turkey-cock. 1828-32 WEBSTER, Mitu,
a fowl of the turkey kind, found in Brazil. 1890 in Century
Diet. , and in later Diets.

Mity (moi ti), a. [f. MITE sb. 1 + -Y i.] Full
of mites, abounding in mites: said esp. of cheese.

|

1681 COLVIL Whigs Supplic. (r75i) 85 Some sold the sol-
|

diers mity meal. 1827 Blackw. Mag. XXII. 383 The part
[of the cheese] is particularly mouldy and mity. 1904
Longtn. Mag. May 27 Too much salt-junk and mity biscuit
ain t good for you.
fig- i??^ in Loyal Verses (1860) 35 Do st think it is an
honest job This Mity bunch of Kings to rob?

|| MityS (msi tis). [Gr. pins, the wax used by
beesto cover the crevices of their hives.] (See quots.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mitys, the gummy Wax with

which a Bee-hive is first lin d. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entotnol,
xxvii. (1818) II. 485 [The bees] replacing the demolished cells

. .with mitys, which firmly fixes the comb to its support.

tMix, $t&amp;gt;-

1 Obs. Forms: i miox, meox,
(meohs, meohx), 1-4 mix, myx, 2 mex. [OE. [

meox neut. (?or masc.) = Fris. mittjc, minks:
OTeut. type *mihso-

t a parallel formation with
*mihstu-z (Goth, maihstu-s, OHG., G. mist masc.,
dung), f. wk. grade of Teut. root *mfe/i- : see MIG.]
1. Dung; filth. Abofa.
c 888 K. /ELFRED Botth. xxxvi. i Se wisdom & eac o5re

Crasftas-.licgaS forsewene swa swa miox under feltune.
c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Luke xiii. 8 O5 ic bine bedelfe & ic hine
bewurpe mid meoxe. c 1000 ,/ELFRIC in Morris OE. Horn.
I. 301 SeSe ahefS of meohse

J&amp;gt;one
mann ]?e he wile. [Qnt

siiscitat depitluere egenum $ de stercoreerigitpanperem,}
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 God ahef of mexe bene mon

J&amp;gt;e
he

wule. rtiago Prov. sElfred 385 in O. E. Misc. 126 And
vyches cunnes madmes to mixe schulen i-Multen. c 1315

:

SHORKHAM iv. 239 For nys non of be syxe [sins] pat hy ne
comeb of |?ane [sc. pride], For myx of alle myxe In heuene I

hy by-gan.
2. transf. A vile wretch.
c 1475 Orison 53 in O. E, Misc. 140 Ne myhte be mixes

po wurse be don Bute a-mong beoues on rode an-hon. c 1350
Will. Paterne 125 |?e quene his moder on a time as a mix
pou^t, how faire & how fetis it was & freliche schapen.
fa 1400 Morte Arth. 989, I am cornyne fra the conquerour,
. .Messenger to pis myx, for mendemente of pe pople.

3.
As&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;#.: Filthy, foul.

&amp;lt;* 5 I*cg&amp;gt; Kath. 204 pet euch waried weoued of
\&amp;gt;c

mix
maume/ run of bet balefule blod al biblodeget. Ibid. 2100,& tine mix maumez alle beon amanset.

Mix (miks\ sb;-
[f.
Mix v.} The act or result of

mixing; a mixture. Chiefly cotloq.: A muddle,
mess

; also, a state of being mixed or confused.
C 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE / f. CXLVII. iii, O make harmo

nious mix of voice and string. 1882 HOWKLLS Likely Story
iii. (1807) 56 She ll show the note to Miss Greenway, and
you ll be ruined. (

&amp;gt;h, poor Mr. Welling ! Oh, what a fatal,
fatal mix ! 1893 A. FULLER Lit. Courtship xv. 156, 1

thought of her clear eye and her healthy way of looking and
talking, and I was more in a mix than ever. 1901 llnrpct j

Ma^. Apr. 761/1 It has all been a mix and a muddle \ she
nnvwerod. 1905 Speaker 3 June 231/1 They made an in-

dt srvibable mix and blend of colour.

b. Prinliiig. See quot.)
1897 Daily \eit&amp;lt;$ ?.g Nov. 6 3 A somewhat different class

of Printers errors are tho^e that arise from what are techni
cally known as mixes that is the accidental running
together of sentences, .which have no connexion.

c. Mix-up, the state of beinc; mixed up see

MIX 7 . 6 .

1898 Ar/ /j .\\&quot;,&amp;lt; s i? ALIEJ. 6/3 One or two b ats h;cl
run into the raft, and tlit.-re was a considerable mix up there.
Il id. 24 Nov. 7/3 Glove Contest in America. Midway tho
round was a rattling mix up. 1902 Daily Chron. 14 Oft.
3/2 The general mix-up of things in these. .latter days,
Mix ^miks), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. mixed

(mikst). [Hack-formation from the ppl. adj. mixt
(see MIXED ///. a.\ a. F. mixfe, ad. L. niixtu&amp;lt;,

]ia. pple. of misct-re to mix. Cf. MIXT
-&amp;gt;.

Our earliest example of the vb., in any form other than the

pa. pple., is of the date 1538, and it was extremely rare until

Shakspere s time. Of the pa. pple. itself, the earliest

examples are c 14,80 and 1526, the latter year being the date
of our first quot. for MIXTT-. The OE. wisefan i the alleged
by-form ^mi.vian is spurious) which has generally been
assunnd to be the source of the present verb, app. did not
survive into M K. Only two examples are cited by Toller,
and in these the sense seems to be to apportion suitably .

The L. miseere : *mik-$k- is f. the Indogermanic root
*tifi/C (: meik) moik-}^ represented by Skr.jw/pvi {:*;//// rn-)

mixed, and by many vbs. with the sense to mix in the
various lan-s. : Skr. wiksJi^ ?Gr.fito-ytt (Gr jLuyi tVat is from
the cognate root iig-) t

Welsh wyagu, Olri.sh mesc, Lith.

maiszyti, OS1. mesiti (Russ. Mf&amp;gt;II];lTI,^. Whether the OK.
wiscian, OHG. mlsgen^ miskan (MHG., Ml.G., mod.G.
mischen) is cognate with the Latin or an early \VGer, adop
tion from it, seems doubtful; the absence of the word from
Goth., Scandinavian, OS., and Frisian, is an argument in

favour of the latter view.]

1. trans. To put together (two or more substances,
or groups or classes of things) so that the particles
or members of each are more or less evenly dif

fused among those of the rest; to unite (one or

more substances, groups, etc.) in this manner with
another or others ; to mingle, blend.
Not now employed with reference to the more intimate

union of substances to form a chemical compound ; in this

application combine is the usual vb.
c 1480 Songs ff Carols (Percy Soc.) 6 Butt now prosyrs

[Ircad profyrs] glorius be myxyd with gall, Wyche byt ter

ys
and tedius over all. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (w. de W. 1531) 3

More pleasaunt to beholde than is the colour of syluer myxte
with golde. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras xiii. IT And they
were all myxte together : the blast of fyre, the wynde of
the fiammes, and y greate storme. 1538 ELYOT Diet.,
Misceo,..\.Q myxe \so 1545 ; 1548 reads myxt, 1552 myxte]
or meddyll together. 1555-8 PHAER sEneid it, E iij b,& mixt w 1 dust smoke [Virg. n. 609 mixtoque itndan-
tcm pnhicrefnmKm] thick streames of reekings rise. 1560
UIBLE (Genev.) Heb. iv. 2 The worde that they heard, pro-
fitted not them, because it was not mixed [Gr. (ryyKeKpa^c-
i os] with faith in those that beard it. 1566 DRANT Horace,
Sat. H. iv. G viij, Aufidius, myxt heddy wyne, and
honey all in one. 1572 MASCALL Plant. % Graff. 86
Clense the ground of weedes, and mixe it well with
good molde and fat earth. 1638 jfuxius Paint. Ancients
272 He who vainly mixing many faire colours represented
nothing else in his worke but a painted tempest. 1667
MILTON P. L. xn. 181-2 Thunder mixt with Haile, Haile
mixt with fire must rend th Egyptian Skie. 1670 LADY
MARY BERTIE in i-zth Rep. Hist. .MSS. Comm. App. v. 21
Some ware all small ribban, others brode ribbans, others
broad and small mixed. 1716 LADY M. W, MONTAGU Let.
to Ctess Mar 14 Sept., Their own hair.. they mix with
a great deal of false. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. I. 129 If

you mix nitrous vapour with oxygen gas, there will be no

absorption. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Lond.
Disj&amp;gt;.

i. (1818)
p. Ixxi, Oxygen gas and sulphurous acid gas probably com
bine when simply mixed together. 1819 BYRON Juan \\.

Ixxv, The lots were made, and mark d, and mix d, and
handed In silent horror.

b. With immaterial obj.: To combine, associate,
or blend (different principles, methods, qualities, or

one principle, etc., with something else).
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 7^,v. ii. 46 Brothers, you mixe your

Sadnesse with some Feare. i66z STILLINGFL. Qrig. Sacr.
u. vi. ii Now there had been no reason at all for this, if

he had mixed promises together with his threatnings. 1707
FLOVER Physic. Pulse-Watch 277 In this case we must mix
both the hot and the cold Method. 1729 BUTLER Serin.
Wks. 1874 II. 7 The two principles are frequently mixed
together, and run up into each other. 1815 ELPHINSTONE
Ace. Caww/(i842) I. 333 They also mix trade and agency
with their regular banking business. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) V. 124 In the election of the Council, the legislator
attempts to mix aristocracy and democracy.
fc. To put in or introduce as an ingredient, to

intersperse. Const, to. Obs.

i6o7TopsELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 187 The milk also of
a Goat mixed to a Womans milk is best for the nourishment
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of man, because it is not too fat. a 1715 BURSF.T Own Time

(1724) I. 1 8 They were very factious and insolent ; and both

in their sermons and prayers were always mixing severe

reflections on their enemies. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vm. 495
Knows he, that mankind praise against their will, And mix

as much detraction as they can?

d. To prepare (a compound) by putting various

ingredients together.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. q Jul. in. iii. 44 HadVt thou no poyson

mixt? 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Ceorg. iii. 685 From the Founts

where living Sulphurs boil, They mix a Med cine to foment

their limbs. 1818 KITCHINER Cook s Oracle (ed. 2) 577

Puddings are best when mixed over night. 1842 C. WHITE-

HEAD K. Savage (1845) II. iii. 203 I ll write the letter while

the punch is mixing. 1887 P. M CNEILL Bla-.ufarie 100 He
had mixed and otherwise prepared as much of his layering

compound as he thought he might use.

e. hyperbolically. To confound, confuse together.

1667 MILTON P. L. VH. 215 They view d the vast im

measurable Abyss. ., Up from the boitom turn d by furious

windes And surging waves, as Mountains to assault Heav ns

highlh, and with the Center mix the Pole.

f. In various occasional uses: To unite (persons

eyes) in interchange of glances ;
to join (hands).

Also t to &amp;gt;nix one s thigh (
= 4 b).

1592 SHAKS. Yen. # Ad. 489 Were neuer foure such lamps
together mixt, Had not his clouded with his browes repine.

1606 MARSTON Fawn iv. i, The Romans, .thought that

a woman might mix her thigh with a stranger wantonly,
and yet still love her husband matrimonially. 1713 ADDISON
Cato in. ii. 36 Never to mix my plighted Hands with thine.

1868 TENNYSON Lucretius 56 And hands they mixt, and

yell d and round me drove In narrowing circles.

2. intr. = to be mixed. Also, to admit of being
mixed

;
to unite with, to go (well or badly) along

with.

1632 MARVION Holland s Leaguerm. iii, O divine counsel !

that so rare a beauty Should mix with wisdom. 1647
COWLEY Misir., Platonick Love i, When Souls mix

tis_
an

Happiness ;
But not compleat till Bodies too combine.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 529 But is there yet no other way,. .

how we may come To Death, and mix with our connatural

dust ? a 1745 SWIFT Abstr. Hist. Eng. Wks. 1824 X.
_3O3

The Danes.. in process of time.. mixed with the English.

1760-2 GOI.DSM. Cit. If. xciv, Her dear idea mixes with every
scene of pleasure. 1774 h at. Hist. i. xix. i tit.. All the

bodies of the earth are continually sending up a part of their

substance by evaporation, to mix in this great alembic [the

atmosphere], and to float awhile in common. Ibid. (1776)

II. 136 At last, when the approaches of sleep are near,

every object of the imagination begins to mix with that

next it. 1796 C. MARSHALL Gar.isn. xix. (1813) 379 The

pyramidal sort [of the Star of Bethlehem] is a proper flower

to pot, mixing with others very ornamentally. 1797 LAMB
Let. to Coleridge 10 Jan., I do long to see our names to

gether ;
not for vanity s sake.. altogether..; and yet there

is a little vanity mixes in it. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace.

Caubul (1842) II. in The Afghaun Humsauyehs mix well

with the Dooraunees. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 169/1

Some builders prefer receiving the grey-stone lime ground
dry, as it mixes more readily when made up into mortar.

1889 SKKIN-F. Mem. E. Taring 164 He floated in their ele

ment, not soluble. It is often the way with heroes : they will

not mix.

b. Of the eyes : To interchange glances, foet.

1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia 29 Their eyes mixed, and from

the look sprang love.

3. trans. To unite (persons) in dealings or ac

quaintance; to associate; fto join in sexual inter

course. Chielly rejl. and pass. Now rare.

I535 COVERDALE Ezra ix. (Contents}, Eszdras is sory that

the people haue myxte them selues wilh the Heylhenish
wemen. 1599 B. Joxsos Cfntkia s Re- . IV. v, Wee must

mixe this gentleman with you in acquaintance. 1667 MILTON
P. L. I. 579 Th Heroic Race.. That fought at Theb s and

Ilium, on each side Mixt with auxiliar Gods. Ibid. xi. 686

Those ill-mated Marriages. .Where good with bad were

matcht, . . and by imprudence mixt, Produce prodigious
Births of boJie or mind. 1791-1823 D IsRAELl Cur. Lit.

(1866) 285/1 Ever since we have mixed ourselves with the

Low Countries.

4. intr. To associate, have intercourse -with

(occas. among) ; to occupy oneself with, take part

in. Also f to mix in with.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 21 Gladly then he mixt Among
those friendly Powers who him receav d With joy. 1697
DRYDEN /Emeid vn. 538 She flies the town, and, mixing
with a throng Of madding matrons, bears the bride along.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 69 F i, I am infinitely delighted in

mixing wilh these several Ministers of Commerce. 1725
Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 232, I hope still to be guarded

by better principles. Indeed, it s hard mixing in with self-

willed and peremptory people. 1771 Jiiiiins Lett. liv. (1788)

293 He never mixed with the world. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart.

x, Have you, who used to mix so little in these unhappy
feuds, become so suddenly and deeply implicated. 1846
Mirror of Lit. Sept. 109 Here he mixed among the primi
tive and rude inhabitants of the district. 1868 E. EDWARDS
Kalegh I. xxiii. 521 He had mixed largely with his country

men, in every rank of life. AjiRoiitledge s Ev. Boys Ann.

153/2 Mr. Polybank has only mixed in the best society.

ta. To have sexual intercourse with.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. I. 123 She mixt [Gr. njuyeicra] with

Neptune in his hollow caues. 1630 MAY Contn. Lttcan I. 265
There goates..Doe mix with woman kinde 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 363 Warreners assert, that the pole
cat will mix with the ferret. 1889 R. B. ANDERSON tr.

RyMerg s Tent. Mylliol. 151 They mixed with the wood

sprites, and thus became the progenitors of the Huns.

C. To join battle, engage in conflict, poet.

1697 DRYDF.N Virg. Georg. iv. 359 Wasps infest the Camp
with loud Alarms, And mix in Battel with unequal Arms.

a 1700 Ovid s Metani. xn. Fables 448 Where Greeks and

Trojans mix d in mortal Fight.

5. To cross in breeding, trans, and intr.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Itntr. (1757) II. 55 When a good

552

English Mare is mixed with a Barb, she produces a better

l- oal. 1892 A. A. CRGZIER Pop. Errors about Plants App.
157 (Funk) Plants mix or cross in the blossom only.

6. Mix up. a. trans. To mix intimately, to

work into a mixture with something else.

1753 J. BARTLET Gentl. Farriery vi. (1754) 68 Then give
him two drams of calomel, mixed up with an ounce of

diapente, for two nights. 1845 Encycl. Metrof. XXV. 168/2
Mortar. ..Its composition varies, .according to the various

ingredients which may be mixed up with it.

b. In immaterial applications. Now only with

unfavourable implication : To mix or associate

irrelevantly, unsuitably, or confusingly ;
to confuse.

Also slang (see quot. 1823).
a 1806 HORSLEY Serin, iv. (1816) I. 75 Who is he that shall

determine in what proportions the attributes of justice and

mercy, forbearance and severity, ought to be mixed up in

the character of the Supreme Governor of the universe ?

1818 BYRON Juan I. xx, But then she had a
d_eyil

of a spirit,

And sometimes mix d up fancies with realities. 1833 J.

BEE Diet. Turf, To Mix it up, to agree secretly how the

parties shall make up a tale, or colour a transaction in order

to cheat or deceive another party, as in case of a justice-

hearing, ofa law-suit, or a cross in a boxing-match for money.
1846 HARK Mission Coin/. (1850) 403 One virtue was mixt

up with a thousand crimes. 1875 JOWF.TT /Ya/ofed. 2) III.

188 His manner of mixing up real and imaginary persons.

C. With implication of something discreditable

or unpleasant : To associate ivith (inferior or dis

creditable company) ;
to connect with or involve

in (a compromising affair, shady dealings, etc.).

Chiefly reft, andfass.
1847 MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest xxv, It is not fit that the

heiress of Arnwood should mix herself up with foresters

daughters. 1882 E. DICF.Y / ictor Emanuelv. 53 An Italian

exile, who in his hot youth had been mixed up, very much
against the grain, in an abortive plot for the assassination

of the late King.
d. intr. (Pugilism?) Of two combatants : To

interchange blows wildly and rapidly.
1808 Daily News 24 Nov. 7/3 The men were in the centre

of the ring mixing up in the liveliest manner.

Mixable (mi-ksab l), a. rare-&quot;, [f. Mix v.

+ -ABLE. Cf. MlSCIBLE, MlXIBLE, MlXTIBLE.]
That can be mixed. Hence Mi nableness.

[1817 n/ack-.i: Mag. XXI. ;6r It consists ofjarring, un-

mixable atoms.] 1854 WEBSTER, Mixaltle. [And in later

Diets.] 1881 WIUTNF.Y Mixt. Lang. 7 Any view, .concerning
the mixablene^s or unmixableness of language.

|
Mi xar. Alch. Obs.

41500 Liber Patris Sap. in Ashm. (1652) 199 Sche ys
a very frendly mixar, The progeneration of a greate Elixar.

Ibid. 201 The which ys called the greate Elixer, And ys

verily made with a stronge mixar.

t Mixed, a. Obs. [f. Mix rf.l + ED 2.] Foul,

polluted.
c 1300 Havckk 2533 pat fule traytour, that mixed cherl.

Mixed, tmixt (mikst), ///. a. [Originally

mixt, a. F. mixte (in the AF. law phrase accioitn

mixte in Britton c 1290 : see sense I below), ad.

L. mixlus: see Mix v. The word having the

appearance of an Eng. pple in -t, which would

regularly have an alternative form in -ed (cf. blest,

blessed, vcxt, vexed}, the form mixed (niyxyd)
came very early into use, and ultimately gave rise

to the formation of the vbs. Mix and MIXT.
The spelling vtixt in the J7th c. is prob. in most instances

merely phonetic, but may sometimes indicate that the writer

apprehended the word as an adoption of L. iitixtits rather

than as the pple. of an Eng. vb. In recent use this spelling

sometimes occurs (Hist.) in the legal sense I, but otherwise

it is confined to writers who advocate spelling reform.]

1. Law. Formerly applied to an action which

partook at once of the nature of a real and of a

personal action : see PERSONAL 6 a.

With the abolition of real actions {see PERSONAL a. 6),

mixed actions necessarily came to an end.

1448 [see PERSONAL a. 6). 1535 Act 27 Hen. \ III, c. 26

4 Al actions personals, .and al actions mixte .. shall be

sued by originall writte. c 1610 BACON CasePost-natiScotl.

(1641) 12 But for free-hold, or lease, or actions reall, or mixt :

he is not inabled, except [etc.]. 1768 BLACKSTONE Contm.
III. 228 This action of waste is a mixed action ; partly reaj,
so far as it recovers land, and partly personal, so far as it

recovers damages. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 532 In

pleas real or rmxt. 1888 T. C. WILLIAMS in Law Q. Rev. IV.

398 Mixed actions partook of the nature both of real and

personal actions.

2. Mingled or blended together ;
formed by the

mingling of different substances, individuals, etc.

1557-8 PMAER sEneid vi. Qivb, Thou hedlong threwst

thyself on myxyd heapes ofenmyes slain. 1611 BIBLE Prov.

xxiii. 30 They that tarry long at the wine, they that goe to

seeke mixt wine. 1663 GERBIER Counsel g, iv, A Building,
either made of stone, brick, or mixt. 1696 Land. Gaz. No.

3160/4 Stolen . . 6 Pieces Northern blown mixt Clothes. 174*
YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 260 With mixt manure she surfeits the

rank soil. 1747 WESLEY Frim. Physic (1755) p. xv. Abstain

from all Mixt, all High-season d Food. 1861 [F. W. ROBIN

SON] No Church II. 238 A plate of mixed biscuits. 1869
BOUTELL Arms % Arin. viii. (1874) 124 Armies.. composed
of mixed bands of mercenary soldiers.

to. Compounded of (different ingredients).
1622 BACON Holy H ar Ep. Ded., Thei efore I haue chosen

an Argument, mixt of Religious and Ciuill Considerations ;

And likewise mixt between Contemplatiue and Actiue.

1639 GENTILIS Semita s Inquis. (1676) 840 This is the

beginning in Venii-e of the Office of the Inquisition mixed

of Secular and Ecclesiastical Persons, a 1716 SOUTH Srrm.

(1823) II. 14 With an odd kind of passion, mixed of pleasure

and envy too. 1742 YOUNG Nt, Th. vlll. 819 Nature, .drinks

MIXED.

to man, in her nectareous cup, Mixt up of delicates for ev ry
sense. 1883 R. W. DIXON Mano I. xi. 33 This story mixed
of spiteful falsity My wicked daughter gave.
3. Consisting of different or unlike elements or

parts ; combining diverse natures or qualities ; not

of one kind, not pure or simple.
1530 PALSOR. 920 Myxed lyght is devyded in four paries.

1586 W.WF.BBE Eng. J oelric(Arb. 169 A foote of twosillables,
iseyther simple or mixt, that is, of like time or of diuers. 1590
SWINBURNE Testaments 123 Mixt conditions are those which
are partlie arbitrarie and partlie casual!. 1645 RUTHERFORD
Tryal &amp;lt;y

Tri. Faith (1845) 51 David was punished according
to the rule of that mixed and fatherly justice, which keeps
a due proportion between the sin and the punishment. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 62 F 6 Mixt Wit therefore is a Composi
tion of Punn and true Wit. 1742 CIBBER Let. to Pope 34
What a merry mixt Mortal has Nature made you ? 1790
Monthly Rev. 1 1 1. 485 The mixed atomists, who ascribe the

power of thinking to some inherent power in matter. 1844
H. H. WILSON Brit. India. II. 164 A person of mixed

European and Indian descent. 1849 HARE Par. Serm. II.

469 Man is a mixt being, made up of a spiritual soul and of

a fleshly body. 1903 A. CARR in -r/tof/V0r6June4i8 With
these mixed motives Pilate wrote the title.

4. Made up of good and bad elements ; having
both good and bad qualities.

745 WESLEY Answ. Ch. IT, I have described them, as

of a Mixt Character, with much Evil among them, but

more Good. 1760-2 GOLDSM. Cit. IV. Ixviii, This gentleman,
who is ofa mixed reputation. 1762 Ann. Reg. H. 50 The life,

character, transactions, and writings of that mixed man
[Voltaire]. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xii. I. 343 Every circum

stance that relates to this prince appears of a mixed and
doubtful nature. 1882 MOZLEY Remin. I. xx, As regards
the older boys it is a monastery, and the results are about
as mixed as in the monastery of old times.

5. Of a company of persons : Comprising indi

viduals of different birth, rank, or character; not

restricted to one class or set. Hence, in bad sense :

Not select
, containing persons who are of doubt

ful character or status.

1611 BIBLE Exod. xii. 38 And a mixed multitude went vp
also with them. 1657 J. WATTS Vind. Ch. Eng. 199 You
cannot away with mixt communions. 1705 STANHOPE

Paraphr. II. 249 This Parable was spoken before a mixt

and numerous Auditory. 1720 SWIFT Fates Clcrgyitt. Wks.

1751 V. 35 A free Manner of speaking in mixt Company.
1748 CHESTERF. Let. to Son 19 Oct., Avoid, in mixed com

panies, argumentative polemical conversations. 1817 BYRON

Bcppo Iviii, The company is mix d (the phras_e I quote
is As much as saying, they re below your notice). 1902
T. M. LINDSAY Ch. A&amp;gt; Ministry^ in Early Cent. ii. 49 The

population of Corinth was as mixed as that of Alexandria.

6. Of a government or polity: Combining features

of two or more of the recognized types (monarchy,

democracy, etc.) ; not pure or absolute in type.

1538 STARKEV England n. ii. 181 For thys cause the most

wyse men. .afTyrme a myxte state to be of al other the best

and most conuenyent to conserue the hole out of tyranny.

1650 HOBBES De Corp. Pol. 72 This Policy they call Mixt

Monarchy, or Mixt Aristocracy, or mixt Democracy, ac

cording as any of these three sorts do most visibly pre

dominate. 1752 HUME Ess. iy Treat. (1777) I- &quot; Unbounded

liberty of the press, .is one of the evils attending, .mixt forms

of Government. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, i. (1862)

1 2 The ancient republic of Sparta was a Mixed Aristocracy.

Ibid. iii. 29 The British Constitution, the most perfect

example of Mixed Government.

7. Of sciences: Involving or dealing with matter;

not pure or simply theoretical. Now rare or Obs .

exc. in mixed mathematics : see MATHEMATICS.

1641 [see MATHEMATICS). 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Mirt Mathematicks, are those Arts and Sciences which

treat of the Properties of Quantity, apply d to material

Beings, or sensible Objects; as Astronomy, Geography,

Navigation, Dialling, Surveying, Gauging, &c. a 1834

COLERIDGE Method iii, We call those [sciences) mixed in

which certain ideas of the mind are applied to the general

properties of bodies. 1835 URE PMlos. Mann/. 2 The finest

model of an automatic manufacture of mixed chemistry is

the five-coloured calico machine.

8. rath. Said of cases which present symptoms
of two kinds of disease at once.

Mixed fever: see quot. 1856. Mixed nxt iis, one in

which the true skin and the subcutaneous connective tissue

are both involved (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

1767 GOOCII Treat. Wounds I. 275 The assemblage of

symptoms will generally be of a mixt nature. 1856 MAYNK

Expos. Lex., Mixed Fever,..& fever having a mixture of

the symptoms of an inflammatory and a typhus fever, being

a combination of Synocha. and Typhus. 1897 AUbutt s

Syst. Med. 11. 445 Where the case is marked by a moderate

amount of oedema, and a moderate amount of paralysis, it is

sometimes called mixed beriberi.

9. Comprising both sexes ; involving the presence

or co-operation of both sexes. Mixed school, one

in which girls and boys are taught together.

1644 MILTON Arcop. (Arb.) 51 Who shall regulat all the

mixt conversation of our youth, male and female together,

as is the fashion of this Country? 1667 P. L.i\. 768

Nor in Court Amours, Mixt Dance, or wanton Mask, or

Midnight Bal. 1826 D. RAMSAY (title) Delineation of

a mixed school in regard to its influence in promoting a

Christian education. 1863 JOYCE Sc/i. Management 47 A
mixed school, in which the girls do not learn needlework, is,

so far as the time-table is concerned, the same as a boys

school. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mas. II. 339 Mixed Voices, the

English term for a combination of female and male voices.

1880 BROWNLEE Lout-Tomb 167 Ladies never play care

lessly in Mixed Doubles. 1899 Daily Neius 2 Aug. 6/6 W

was, he said, a convert to the mixed system in education.

10. colhq. Mentally confused, muddled ; esp.

muzzy with drink.

1872 Leeds Mercury 29 Aug. (Farmer), No, Sir, he was
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not drunk, and he wornt sober . You say he wasn t drunk?
No, Sir, he was mixed \ 1880 Punch 4 Sept. 106 Tom-

kins s First Session. . . Rather f mixed after twenty-one hours
continuous sitting, he says [etc.]. 188* H. C. MKRIVALE
Faucit of B. II. i. xxiv. 106, I am myself a man of peace,
who only carried a gun four times, and grew rather mixed
over it.

11. Special collocations : f mixed angle, one
formed by the intersection of a straight line and a

curve; mixed arch, an arch of three or four

centres; fmixed body, a compound body (cf.

MIXT sb.}; mixed cadence /J//.(seequot.); mixed
chalice, the sacramental wine with water added to

it
;
mixed contract Civil Law (see quot.) ; mixed

decrement Cryst. (see quot.) ; mixed earth

(see quot.) ; t mixed figure Geom., one com
posed of straight lines and curves; f mixed
fraction = mixed number {b) ; mixed marriage,
a marriage between persons of different religions ;

mixed metal, an alloy; alsoy?^. (in qnot. allfib.
) ;

mixed metaphor, the combination of two or

more inconsistent metaphors in one figure ; mixed
mode Pkilos. (see MODE//;. 6) ; f mixed money,
money coined of mixed metal

; t mixed motion,
the descending curve of the trajectory of a projec
tile ; mixed nerve, a nerve which contains afferent

and efferent fibres
;
mixed number, f (a) a whole

number expressed by two or more Arabic figures

(06;.); (b) a number which consists of an integer
and a fraction ; mix3d person Law (see quot. :

after mod.L. persona mix/a) ; mixed pickles,
vegetables of several kinds pickled together ;

t mixed plat Geom., a surface partly plane and

partly curved
;
mixed proportion Math. -mixed

ratio
; t mixed range = mixed motion mixed

ratio, treason Math, (see qnot.); mixed school

(see 9) ;
mixed tithes (L,. detinue mixliK], tithes

partly of the nature of personal and partly of

that of praedial tithes, e.g. those of cheese,

milk, young animals ; mixed tone, name of one
of the Gregorian tones

(
=

peregrine tone} ;
mixed

train, a railway train made up of both passenger-
carriages and goods-waggons ; formerly also, a
train carrying different classes of passengers.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. i. (1636) 272 Of plaine Angles,

. .some are said to be mixt, because the one line is crooked
and the other right. 1702 RAI.PHSON Math. Diet., Angle
mixed or mixtilinear. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. q- Art
I. 131 &quot;Mixed arches are of 3 centres. 1817 RICKMAN
Archit. 41 Mixed arches are of three centres, which look

nearly like elliptical arches; or of four centres, commonlv
ailed the Tudor arch. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos.

(Aristotle) (1687) 378/2 *Mixt bodies are twofold, imperfect
and perfect. 1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mas. Terms,
*Mixed Cadence, an old name for a cadence, consisting of
a subdominant followed by a dominant and tonic chord

;
so

called because the characteristic chords of the plagal and
authentic cadences succeed each other. 1877 J. D. CHAM
BERS Div. Worship 244 The course of the Church of England
in respect of the &quot;Mixed Chalice. 1860 WHARTON Law Lex.
(ed. ), *Mixed contract, one in which one of the parties
confers a benefit on the other, and requires of the latter some
thing of less value than what he has given ; as a legacy
charged with something of less value than the legacy itself.

1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystattogr. 21 A mixed decre
ment is one in which unequal numbers of molecules are
omitted in height and in breadth, neither of the numbers
being a multiple of the other, such as three in height and
two in breadth, or four in height and three in breadth. 1796
KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 370 Earths, resulting from the
union ofearths, or sands, are called &quot;mixed, because the ingre
dients . . may in great measure be mechanically separated.
Ibid. 371 The only mixed earths, to which peculiar names
have been assigned, are loam and mould. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. I, *Figi4res Mixt, are such as are bounded
partly by right Lines, and partly by crooked ones, as a

nicircle. 17
&quot; - - ~

III. 434 The Catholic clergy were beginning to object to
the &quot;mixed marriages which they had hitherto sanctioned.

1617 MORYSON Itin. i. r54 A statua of a woman, made of
&quot;mixt metal (richer then brasse, vulgarly called di Bronzo}.
1756-7 tr. Keysler s Trav. (1760) I. 283 A blue kind of
mixed metal, not unlike varnished steel. 1800 LAMB Let.
to Coltridge (end of year), It seems the Doctor is invariably
against the use of broken or &quot;mixed metaphor. 1602 in

J. Simon Irish Coins (1749) 104 Three score pounds in

*mixt monies of the new standard of this realme. 1603 Ibid.

109 To reduce the base mixt monyes of three ounces fyne
to their value in silver. 1615 SIR J. DAVIES Cases 18 La
Roigne Elizabeth, pur payer les gages del Army, .que fuit

mainteine. .a suppresser le rebellion de Tyrone, causast vn
gt-aund quantity de Mixt Moneyes. .destre coine in le

Tower de London. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. v. xii.

68 (plate), ^The &quot;mixt or Crooked Motion. 1878 FOSTER
Phys. in. i. 390 All the spinal nerves are *mixed nerves,
composed of afferent and efferent, of motor and sensory
fibres. 1542 RECORDE Gr. Artes (1575) 53 That number is

called &quot;myxt, that containeth articles, or at the least one
article, and a digitte. Hid. 324 Mixt numbers (that is whole
numbers with fractions). 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 3
If many Digits alone, or many Digits and Cyphers stand
together .. promiscuously placed one among another, such
Numbers are called Mixt or Compound Numbers, c 1865
in Circ. Sci. I. 443/2, 2i ; 3^, &c., are mixed numbers. 1660
R. COKE Power $ Subj. 209 The King is a &quot;mixt person,
because he hath Ecclesiastical and Temporal jurisdiction.
1857 J. H. WALSH Dam. Econ. 407 For &quot;Mixed Pickles,
prepare [etc.]. 1551 RECORDS Patlnv, Know!, i. Defin., And
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if it be partlie plaine, and partlie crooked, then is it called a
&quot;Myxteplatte. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Mixt Reason,
or *ProAortion. 1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. v. xii. 75
Every Shot made upon the Level hath the &quot;mixt or Crooked-
Range thereof. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl.^

*Mixed ratio, or

Proportion. 1695 ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 19 *Mtxt Reason, is

the comparing the sum of the Antecedent and Consequent,
to the difference of the Antecedent and Consequent. 1531
Dial. Laws Eng. it. 1. 113 A *mixte tythe is properly of
calues, lambes, pygges, and suche other that come parte of
the grounde that the! be fedde of, & parte of the kepynge
industrye, and ouersyght of the owners. 01634 COKR
Inst. n. (1642) 490 Now of tithes there be three kindes,
prediall, personal!, and mixt. 1672 CoivelCs Intcrpr.,
Mixt Tythes, Decimae mixtae. Are those of Cheese, Milk,
&c. and of the young of Beasts. 1844 [W. B. HEATHCOTE]
Canticles ii, A ninth [tone] is generally added .. called
1

&quot;Mixed ,
_ 1838 Civil Engin. % Arch. Jrnl. I. 115/1 The

*mixed train which leaves Birmingham at half-past four.

1839 Kradsfaiius Railway Time Tables 25 Oct., The
Mixed Trains consist of First Class Carriages carrying six

inside, and of 2d class carriages open at the side, 1850
LARDNER Railway Econ. 481 Mixed trains, by which goods
and passengers are indifferently carried. 1866 W. COLLINS
Armadale I. 268 In the crovyd and confusion caused by the

starting of a large mixed train.

Mixedly (mi kstli), adv. Now rare. [-LY -.]
1. In a mixed manner; after the manner of a

mixture or combination
; { conjointly.

1570 .BILLINGSLEY Euclid y\\. ii. 361 Note the manner of
the drift in this demonstration and construction, mixtly.
1656 S. H. Golden Law 56 The Israelites Hv d together in

Goshen, .. and not mixtly or scatteringly amongst the

Egyptians. 1839 Eraser s Mag. XIX. 127 He lived. .with
the revolution, revolutionally ; . .with the directory, director!-

ally ; with the consulate, mixedly. 1860 I. TAYLOR Ultimate
Chnliz. in In such instances the Governing Power pleases
itself in thinking of men mixedly, and alternately as
brutes and as babies.

fb. Promiscuously; without discrimination.

1597 BEARD Theatre God s Judgem. (1612) 333 He spared
neither noble or Ignoble, but mixtly sent them to their

graues, without respect of cause or justice.
2. With intermixture of other qualities, elements,

etc. ; not purely, simply, or absolutely.
1579 G. HARVEY Letter-hk. (Camden) 66 Anye notable

thinge. .that., is not ether merely or mixtely outlandish.

1594 HOOKFR Eccl. Pol. i. x. 10 The one sort [of laws] wee
may for distinctions sake call mixedly, and the other meerely
Humane. 1653 Apol. J. Goodwin 4 Things of a Religious
nature are absolutely such, or mixtly.
3. Math. In mixed proportion fsee MIXED u).
1695 ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 13 If A:D:-.C\D then

mixtly as A +B: A -B ;:C+D : C- D. 1709 J. WARD
Introd. Math. \\. vii. (1734) 191 If Four Quantities are

Proportionals they will also be Proportional in Alternation,
Inversion, Composition, Division, Conversion, and Mixtly.

Mixedness (mi-kstnes). [f. MIXED + -NESS.]
The quality of being mixed.
1668 WILKIMS Real Char. n. i. 3. 28. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,

Miscellaneonsness, mixture or mixedness together without
Order. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool\. xxxv, The reserva
tions produce, .that mixedness in human characters which
must more or less vitiate any. .generalisation. itoy^Spectator
15 Apr. 490/1 The mixedness of American dinner-parties.

Mixel(l, obs. forms of MIXHILL dial.

Mixen (mi ksan). Now dial, or arch. Also
i micxsen, meoxin, -en, i, 4-5 myxen, 3-5
mixne, 4 myxne, 5 myxon ,

6 myxson ,

mickeson, mickson, 4-5, 7, 9 mexen, 7-9 dial.

mixon, 9 dial, maxon, -en. [OE. mixen str.

fern. : prehistoric *mihsinnja, f. *mihso- : see Mix
sbj- and -EN 3. A similar formation on the parallel
stem *mihstu- (Goth, maihsttis, OHG. mist dung)
is OHG. mistunnea dunghill.]
1. A place where dung and refuse is laid; a

dung-hill or laystall ; also, a heap of dung, earth,

compost, etc. used for manure; f dung and refuse

from sheds and cow-stalls, etc. {obs. }.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke x ui. 8 Ic delfo ymb hia & ic

sendo micxseno. a 1000 ,/ELFRIC Sigewulfi Interrog. xlix.

(1888) 16 On )?aere ny3emestan fieringe wses heora gangpyt
& heora myxen. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 837 Though
that hooly writ speke of horrible synne, certes hooly writ

may nat been defouled, namoore than the sonne that shyneth
on the Mixne [v.rr. myxen, myxene, mexen]. 1480 Robt.

Devyll 38 Into a foule donge myxen he her caryed. 1581
in 5//i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. i. App. 570/2 Let all the

myxsons and annoyances be caryed away byffore the spryng
do cum. 1596 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax 42 By turning a
streame of water on the mickesons, he [Hercules] scovvred

away
^
that in a weeke, that an hundred could scant haue

done in a yeare. 1611 COTGR., Fnmier, a mexen, dung-hill,
heape of dung. 1622 MABBE tr. Altaian s Guzman d Alf.
n. 53 The. .rottennest mixen that was in all the street. 1688
R. HOLME A rmonry n. 173/1 A muck-hill is the place where
the Dung is laid till it be carried into the field to manure
the ground : some call it a Mixon. 1794 J. CLARK Agric.
Here/. 23 The makings of mixens, however, is not properly
attended to In general. 1865 GOSSE Land $ Sea 12 Great
mixens outside the doors, strewn with the shells of enormous
limpets. 1881 BLACKMORE Christwvcll xvi, He was turning
up a imxen in a meadow near the lane, a, 1887 JEFFERIES
Field ff Hedg_ero^u (1889) 169 He had dug up a gallon of
snakes eggs in the maxen .

b. transf. and Jig.
1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 337 The

Epistler would needes .. haue this mixen stirred. 1684
Bp. W, LLOYD Hist. Ace. Ch. Govt. Pref. (b), The Gesta
Pontificnm, that Mixen of ill-contrived Forgeries, which
perhaps was made before Bede s time. 1880 T. HARDY
Trumpet-Major \xx\\. III. 151 We will let it be buried in
eternal mixens of forgetfulness.

MIXING.
C. Proverbs, f A cock on his own mixen : cf.

DUNGHILL^, i b. Better ivedover the mixen than
over the moor\ *

better marry a neighbour than
a stranger from distant parts (K. D. D.).

rt 1225 Ancr. R. 140 Ase me seiS, pet coc is kcne on his
owunemixenne . ^1661 FULLER Worthies, Cheshire (^6-2) i.

j

174 Better wed over the Mixon then over the Moor. 1710
!

Brit. Apollo No. 12. 3/2. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxi,
i

Better wed over the mixen as over the moor
,
as they say

j

in Yorkshire. 1874 T. HARDY Madding Crowd xx\\.\. 250.
2. A term of abuse or reproach to a woman or

child: see quot. 1887, dial.

1764 FOOTF. Mayor ofG. \. Wks. 1799 I. 173 Who told you
as much, Mrs. Mixen? 1887 T. DARLINGTON Folk-Sp. S.
Cheshire, Mexen, Mixen,.. & term of reproach to a female.

i Yo little mixen . It seems to have originated as a comic
substitute for &quot;vixen.

3. attrib.) as mixen-cart, -heap, -ho!e\ mixen-
varlet (quasi-#;r//.), a term of abuse for a man.
1610 Mirr. Mag., King Madan xi, I thinke the clovvne

I

that driues the mixen-cart Hath better hap than Princes
i such as I. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., M.i-ven-hoU*. a midden hole.
: 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-Hags \. 13 Faugh, keep wide
i

from me, mixen-varlet ! 1903 F. HALL in Eng. Dial. Diet.,
\ Mixen-heapi a dunghill.

Mixer .mi-kso.i). [f.
Mix v. + -En 1

.]

1. One who mixes (in various senses of the vb.) ;

\ spec, in various manufactures, the workman who

j

performs the operation of mixing .

1611 COTGR., Mcslangenr, a mingler, mixer, blender. 1828
SCOTT Tales of Grandf. Ser. 11. xlvii. (1841) 207/2 The
wretched mixer of the poison was tried and executed. 1854
LONCF. Cata-wba Wine ix, To the sewers and sinks With
all such drinks, And after them tumble the mixer. 1884
Manch. Exam. 16 Sept. 7/1 Professional mixers [of cotton]
had been less successful in their operations. 1897 Allbntt s

Syst. Med. II. 928 The mixers and dippers* are particu
larly liable to suffer from phossy jaw [in match factories].

2. A machine or mechanical contrivance for

mixing. Also with defining word.
1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. Mus. (1877) 248 Mixoscope

(colour- mixer). 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. p. Ixxxiu,
Patent mixer for mixing hard water supply and lime water.

1898 Allb-ntfs Syst. Med. V. 443 The smaller end of the
stirrer may be used to remove the drop of diluted blood from
the mixer to the cell. 1901 ll\ sh/i. Gftz, i July 7/3 The
fall of a workman into a sugar mixer.

So Mi xeress, a female mixer.

1830 W. TAYLOR Hist. Sun . Germ. Poetry II. 480 A
poison-mixeress Ought not to sully England s royal throne.

Mixey-maxy, variant of MIXTY-MAXTY.
t Mix-grass, Obs. rare. [? f. Mix

z&amp;gt;.] (See
first quot.) Also attrib.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minnies Agric., Digest 73 By Mix-

grass is here meant a compound of White-Clover, Rye-
Grass, and Trefoil. Ibid., Otscrv. 32 It was.. stacked with
the mix-grass bay of Norwood. Ibid. So No Manure has
this year been laid on Mixgrass-Leys.
Mix-Hellene (mikshelrn). [ad. Gr. piflAAip ,

f. /&quot;(o)-
Mixo- +

&quot;EXAt;i&amp;gt; HELLENE.] A person of

mixed Greek and barbarian blood.

1856 GROTK Greece n. xcviii. XII. 645 Taking into pay a
semi-Hellenic population in their neighbourhood (Mix-Hel
lenes, like the Liby-Pheniclans in Africa*. 1873 LOWELL
Spenser Pr. Wks. 1890 IV. 286 The descendants of the

earlier English settlers had degenerated as much as the

Mix-Hellenes who disgusted the Latin poet.

Mixh.il! (mi kS|hil). dial. Forms: 6 mixel(l,

9 maxul, 8- maxhill, xnixhill. [f. Mix sb.^ +
HILL sbl\ A dunghill, mixen.

1552 HULOF.T, Mixell and dunghyll. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
56/29 A Mixel, stercorariitm. 1763 Museum Rust. I. Ixii.

261 They generally make a maxhill on some corner of the

land. 1846 HANNAM in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. n. 589
Part of the ground..was manured from a mix-hill. 1887
Kentish Gloss., Maxitl, a dungheap.
Mixible (mi-ksib l),. 10bs. rare. [f. Mixv.
+ -IBLE. Cf. MlXABLE, MlSCIBLE, MlXTIBLE.j

Capable of being mixed.

1607 J.DAVIES Siimma TotalisC} b, Mixion vnites Things
mixible by change ; Or intermingling of their Substances :

Things mixible, are they, which, though they range, Are

yet contain d in euhers Essences. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 25
It being known that the sulphuric and septic acids are

mixible with each other.

Mixie-maxie, variant of MIXTY-MAXTY.

Mixing (mrksirj), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.] The action

of the verb Mix. Also with ug (see Mix v. 6).

599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. n. i, I cannot abide any
thing that sauours the poore ouer-worne cut.. I must haue

variety, I : this mixing in fashion I hate it worse, then

to burne juniper in my chamber. 1611 COTGR., Mistionne-

ment, a mixing, mingling [etc.]. 1683 TRYON Way to Health
xix. 615 These ought to be the Chief Ends and Considera
tions of every man in Marriage, and not the mixing of

Mannours, and joyning together of Farmes. 1813 VAN-

Mixing, (Cloth.) uniting wool of different colors for mixed
cloth, called medleys. 1890 Spectator 6 Dec., The mixing-

Op of a local control with the working of the Purchase Act.

1893 Athenxttm 25 Nov. 731/2 This mixing, .takes place
in the arrangement of the stories. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 62

Mixing, a deliberate attempt to put in a few running
strides when in a walking race.

b. eoncr. in//. ({7.S. slang.) Mixed drinks.

1861 LOWELL Bigloiu P. Ser. n. i, Le 1

s liquor; Gin ral,

you can chalk our friend for all the mixins.

c. attrib.) as mixing bowl, machine, sieve, etc.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Mixing-machine^ Poole s ma
chine for mixing chemicals, fertilizers, etc. Ibid. t Mixing-
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MIXING.

sieve, one by which ingredients are intimately combined by
sifting together. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 841/2 The rub
ber.. is mechanically incorporated with about one-tenth of

its weight of that substance [sc. sulphur] by means of the

mixing rollers. 1887 MORRIS Odyss. ix. 9 The wine-swain
from the mixing-bowl fillet h up And beareth forth, and

poureth the wine in every cup. 1897 F. M. CRAWFORD
Corlione xxv, Don Atanasio [the apothecary] laid down the
broad mixing-knife he was using. i&$Allbutt sSyst.Med,
V.

433
^e mixing pipette is provided with a rubber nozzle.

Mi xing,/// a [-ING
2
.] That mixes.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 1362 The mind,, .where the

mixing passions endless shift.

Mixion, obs. form of MIXTION.

Mixite (mi ks^it). Min. [Named in 1879 by
A. Schrauf, after A. Mixa : see -ITE.] Hydrous
arsenate of copper and bismuth, found in fibrous,

green incrustations (Chester Diet. Min. 1896).
1882 yd App. to Dana s Min. 82 Mixite... Occurs with

bismuth, ochre, bismutite, and torbernite in the Geistergang
at Joachimsthal, Named in honor of Bergrath A. Mixa.

t Mi xitive, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. Mix v. ? after

fitgitive, etc.] Tending to mix.

1614 W. B. Philosopher s Banquet (ed. 2) 26 This rmxitiue

application of viands.

Mixne, obs. form of MIXEK.
II Mixo- (mi kso), repr. Gr. pifo-, f. root of

ptyvvvat to mix, occurring in many Gr. com
pounds with the sense mixed

;
used in a few

mod. scientific words founded on Greek analogies,
as Mixogamous (miks^gamas) a. [Gr. -yd^-os

marriage + -ous.], Ichth. (see quot. 1880); Mixo -

gramy Ichth.
^
the condition of being mixogamous ;

Mixopyous (miks^ pias) a. Med. [Gr. /UO-TTUOS,
f. -nvov pus],

(

mingled, or mixed with pus; formerly

applied to the urine (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856);
Mi xoscope [see -SCOPE], the name given to an

apparatus for mixing colours; Mixotro phic a.

[see TROPHIC a.], half-saprophytic (B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900^. See also MIXOBARBARIC,
MIXOLYDIAN, and cf. MIX-HELLENE.
1876 Mixoscope [see MIXER 2]. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes

xiii. 177 The majority of Teleostei are mixogamous that

is, the males and females congregate on the spawning-beds,
and.. several males attend to the same female, frequently
changing from one female to another. 1881 Athenaeum 15

Jan. 97 Chapter xiii [of Giinther s Study of Fishes deals]
with, .niixogamy, polygamy, .as occurring amongst fishes.

Mixo-barbaric (mi:kB0bSibse*rik), a.
[f.

Gr. ^tfo-/3a/&amp;gt;0apos half-barbarian half Greek : see

Mixo- and BARBARIC a.] Characteristic of a

people partly barbarous and partly Hellenic.

1876 C. T. NEWTON Ess. Art $ ArchxoL xi. (1880) 413
All the barbaric and mixo-barbaric coinages imitated from
Greek prototypes.

Mixolydian (miksoli dian),^. MMS. [f. Gr.

/xifo-AtSios half-Lydian : see Mixo- and LYDIAN.]
The designation of (a) the highest in pitch of the

modes in ancient Greek music ; () the fourth of

the authentic* ecclesiastical modes, having G for

its
*

final and D for its dominant.

1589 PUTTENHAM Rug. Pccsie n. x. (Arb.) 98 The Eolien,
Mi[x]olidien and lonien. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan.
Words, ftUxolidian tune, that is to say, lamentable and
piiifull : meet for Tragoedies. 1760 STILES in Phil. Trans.
LI. 709 In the Mixolydian species, the diazeuctic tone was
the first interval, reckoning from acute to grave. X

77j&amp;gt;

BURNEY Hist. Mits. I. 390 Mixolydian mode. 1842 W. F.

DONKIN in Smith s Diet. Gr. $ Rom. Ant. s.v. Music
(Greek), The seven species of the Octachord . . were anciently
..denoted by the names Mixolydian, Lydian [etc.],., the
M i xolydian being the highest,and the Hypodorian the lowest.

1867 MACPARREN Harmony i. 14 The fourth mode Ambrose
selected is the Hyper-Lydlan, sometimes called Myxo-
Lydian. 1893 H. E. WOOLDRIDGE Chappell s O. Eng. Pop.
Mns. I. p. xi, Ecclesiastical Scale of G. ?th or Mixolydian
Mode.

Mixon, dial, form of MIXEN.

t Mi XSChipe. Obs. rare~^. [f.
Mix sb^- +

-schipe -SHIP.] Wickedness.
a 1225 Juliana 46 (Royal MS.), Ant mi lauerdes wil ich

wurchc, t&amp;gt;at
is meister ouer mixschipe \Bodl. MS, meister

of alle mixschipes] ouer al J?er imei.

t Mixt, s&. Obs. Also 7 mixte. [ad. L.

nrixtitm ncut. of mixtus : see MIXED ///. a. Cf.

F. mixte sb.]
1. A substance consisting of different elements

mixed together; esp. in Old Chem., a compound.
1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxv.

^. 229 The causes of the

figures of diuers mixtes, and particularly of some pretious
stones. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 326 He discourses of Bread,
Wine, Oyle, and the other Mixtes that are made of Plantes.
1680 HOYLE Scept. Chem. in. 172 There maybe two sorts of
Mixts, whereof the one may not have any of all the same
Elements as the other consists of. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. I, Mixt, \. e. a Mixt Body : By which, in Chymis-
try and Natural Philosophy, is understood a Body not mixt
or compounded by Art, but by Nature; such as Minerals,
Vegetables, and Animals. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

Perfect Mixts are the class of vital or animated bodies. . .

Imperfect Mixts are inanimate bodies. 1757 Phil. Trans.
L. 163 Where the quantity of the mixt to be assayed was
very small. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 462 The
blood is not merely a peculiar chemical mixt, but a living

part of the animal economy.
2. In immaterial applications : A product of

mixture, a compound,
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pccsic ii. ix. (Arb.) 97 Now also
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haue ye in euery song or ditty Concorde by compasse and

t Mixt, a. Obs. exc. Hist. : see MIXED a.

t Mixt, v. Obs. Also 6 myxte, mixte. [In
ferred from the pa. pple. mixt (see MIXED///. #.).
In the early i6th c., although inixt was freely used as a

pple.,
there seems to have been much doubt whether the

inferred Eng. vb. should have the form mixt or mix.
Elyot s Lat. Diet. (1538), s.v. Misceo, has myxe t

but the
edition of 1548 alters this to myxt.\
= Mix v.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 39 b, By mixtynge
water with floure, & werkynge it into paste. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. i. xiii, Mixting serious mater with thynges that were

pleasaunt. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrtk Mankynde 123 In the
whiche also myxte barly meale. a 1548 HALL Chron.^
Hen. VI 129 Aduertisyng hym..not to. .mixte his safetie

and surenesse with the unstablenesse and unsuretie of his

newe alye. 1563 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. 1890 II. 60
Bot . . gif we sal begin to mixt noueltie with antiquitie, 1609
BIBLE (Douay) Jer. Argt., In the next eleuen chapters he
mixteth consolations and threats.

Hence fMi xting vbl. sb.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. xiv. 3 Alcimus (which had.. wil

fully defyled himselfe, in the tyme of the myxtinge) [1611
their mingling (with the Gentiles)]. 1570 DEE Math. Pref.

*ij, And so is this Arithmetike greately enlarged, by diuerse

exhibityng and vse of Compositions and mixtynges.

Mixt, var. mixedt pa. t. and pa. pple of Mix v.

Mixter-maxter, etc., var. ff. MIXTY-MAXTY.
t Mi xtible. Obs. rare. [ad. mod.L. type

*mixtibile, f. L. mixt-, ppl. stem of miscere to Mix :

see -IBLE.] = MIXTIL.
1750 tr. Leonardus 1 Mirr. Stones 57 The Magnet has

Hardness, an iron Colour, and the like, proceeds from the
Virtue of Mixtibles or the Elements.

Mixtiform (mrkstif^im), a. rare.
[f. L.

mixt-zts
t pa. pple. of miscere to Mix + -FORM.] Of

a mixed shape, form, or character.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. I. vn. ix, The General, .glances,
only with the eye, at that so mixtiform National Assembly.

, 1837 in Froude Life in Land. (1884) I. 108 My hearers
I were mixtiform dandiacal of both sexes.

t Mixtil. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *mtxtilet

\

neut. of *mixtili$ f. mixt-, ppl. stem of miscere to

Mix: see -ILE.] A mixed body, a compound.
1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. i. xxvi, From which, .all mixtils

doe surmount. 1654 Theot. Treat, i. 27 Mixtils are com
pact of Elements into which they resolv.

Mixtiliiiear (mikstiU nf&i), a. [f. as prec.
I

+ -AR.] Formed or bounded partly by straight,

I

and partly by curved lines.

1702 [see mixed angle, MIXED///, a. n \ 1734 BERKELEY
Analyst 34 The right Line C c being produced to K, there
are formed three small Triangles, the Rectilinear C E c, the
MixtilinearC E &amp;lt;r,and the Rectilinear Triangle C E T. 1803

,
WOODHOUSE in Phil, Trans. XCII. 121 The lines and mix-

&amp;lt; tilinear triangle therein exhibited cannot be called natural

, signs. 1868 BLEDSOE Philos. Math. 61 The little mixtilinear

figures at the ends of the triangles.

So Mixtili neal a. rare l
.

1833 Erasers Mag. VIII. 491 Whether in rectilineal, cur-
, vilineal, mixtelineal [s/c], or other figures.

Mixti lion, anglicized form (in translations of
i documents) of med.L. mixtilion-em MASLIN 2

.

^1640 J.SMYTH Lives Berkeley* (1883) I. 155 Had also
i Drage, pilcorne, mixtilion [etc.]. 1892 KIRK in Abingdon
I Ace. (Camden) p. xxi, Small quantities of corn, mixtillion,
and malt were received from the mill under the Court.

t Mi xtion, v/&amp;lt;. Obs. Forms: a. 5 myxtion,
-yon, -ioun, 6- mixtion; &. 5 myxyon, myx-
cion, 6 rayxion, 6-7 mixion. See also MISTION.

i [a. F. mixtion (from I4th c.
;
also mistiott), ad. L.

i
mixtion-em (also mistion-eni}^ n. of action f. mis-

j

cere (pa. pple. stem mixt-, mist-) ; see Mix
v.&quot;\

1. gen. The action, or process of mixing, or the

condition or fact of being mixed. = MIXTURE i.

a. 1483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 133/1 The waxe whyche is made
of the bee purely wythout companye and myxtioun of one
bee with another signefyeth the body of our lord Jhesu
cryst. 1530 PALSGR. 246/1 Mixtion of thynges. mixtion

%
cott~

fnsion. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 63 Upon the mix
tion of these colours.. all things have their colour. 15194
R. ASHLEY tr. Lays le Roy 66 Being all vnited by the mix
tion of bloud. 1604 CAWDREY Table Alpk. t Mixtion [1613
mixiori\ mingling, or tempering together. 1615 CKOOKE
Body ofMan 279 An Embleme of the holy mixtion of seedes
in Matrimony. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xvi. 7. 143 The
qualities which we find in bodies do result out of the com
position, and mixtion of the Elements. 1705 C. PURSHALL
Meek. Macrocosm 132 Those that consider that the Mixtion
of different Particles, is the Cause of the Generation.

0. 1398 TKEVISA Earth, De P. R. i. (1495) 6 From this

holy trynyte all confusion and all myxcion of persones is

voyded for the fader is a nother, the sone is a nother, the

holy ghost is a nother. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 437 b/i,
He prayeth. .that by the vertue of the same myxyon the

people may be unyed to god by veray loue & dyleccion.
i66a R. MATHEW Unl. A left, 10. 5 By reason of the mixion
of forcible Vegetatives.
2. concr. A product of mixing, esp. a medicine

or drug composed of various ingredients.
a. 1477 CAXTON Jason 81 This myxtion shall haue suche
vertue that yf thy body be anoynted therwyth the fyre ne
the venym of the dragon . . may not noye the. 1480
Ovid*s Met. xiv. vii, And other [flowers] she toke .. &
made dyverse myxtyons. 1549 Compl. Scot. ix. 80 Thai
mixtions he [Mithridates] eit euyrie daye vitht ane fastan
stomak. 1538 WARDE tr. Alexis Seer. (1568) 34 Annoint a

ner,

into

MIXTURE.
piece of parchement with this mixtion. 1607 R. C[AREW]
tr. Estienne s World of Wonders 246 These their mixtions
they call counterpoison. a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677)
171 Put this mixtion into a deep wooden dish. 1697 Phil.
Trans. XIX. 657 There may be copious Supplies of Matter
for such Mixlions. 1757 tr. HenckeCs Pyritol. 122 These are
. .in their mixtion found of a like proportion of metal and
sulphur.

. 150* Ord. Crysten Men iv. xxi. (W. de W. 1506) 232To make these mixions where with women paynte theyr
visages. 1576 BAKER Jewell of Health 104 b, Take the

myxion, which put into a goates skynne.
b. = MIXT sb. i. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. it. xxi. in Of thyse two myxtyons
[sande and the glayre of the see] is made good glasse and
clere. 1555 EDEN Decades 333 b, Yet are there not many
that do care to knowe of what substaunce or natural mix
tion it [sc. gold] conslsteth. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. n. i. 55 Yet are they not to be closed up in the generall
name of concretions, or

lightly passed over as onely Ele
mentary and Subterraneous mixtions. 01677 HALE Prim.
Orig. Man. iv. ii. 299 The materia proxima or secunda
of all other Corporeal Beings being the simple Elements,
and the next Matter of all Mixtions or Composition.
3. = MIXTURE 5.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Heb. iv. 2 It. .proffited not them that

they hearde the worde, because they y* heard it, had not
the mixtion of faith, a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. i.

vi. (1609) 5 Ye shall finde one vtterly perfect without mix
tion of the other, a 1619 FOTHERBY A theom. \\. x. 3 (1622)

304 God is a pure substance, without any mixtion. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1687) 185/2 But the Gods being
void of corporeal mixtion understand purely and sincerely.

t Mi xtion, v. Obs. rare. [ad. F. mixtion*
f. mixtion : see prec.] trans. To mix, make i

a mixture.

(-1500 Melnsine 142 Vesselles full of flaxe grecyd with

oyle and mixtyouned with brymstone and sulfer.

Mi-xtish, a. nonce-wet, [f. tnixt, MIXED///, a.

+ -ISH *.] Of the nature of a mixture.
a 1844 L. HUNT Blue-stocking Revels n. 164 So Irish, so

modish, so mixtish, so wild.

Mixtly, variant of MIXEDLY adv.

II Mi xtuni. Obs. rare. [med.L, mixtum t ncut.

of mixtus MIXED///, a. Cf. MISTE z/.]

1. In monastic rule : A slight refection.
c 1490 CAXTON Rule St. Benet xxxviii. 131 The reder may

afore his lecture take a lytyll refeccyon that is called mix-
turn yf nede be for by-cause of his redyng atte mete. [1823
CRABDF. Technol. Dict.,Mixtnnz(Archieol.)t a.\xea.\i.fas^Qv
a certain quantity of bread and wine.]

2. = MIXT sb. i.

1656 [? J. SERGEANT] tr. T. White s Peripat. Inst. 207 A
Mixtum, therefore is a body of certain parts, of divers de-

erees of rarity and density [etc.]. Ibid. 215 The nature of
Mixtum s, which consist in the Number and Proportion of
rare and dense bodies, follows [etc.].

Mixture (mi-kstiui, -tjaa).
Also 6 myxture,

mixtur. [ad. L. mixtura (also mistura) t f. mixt-

(w/.r/-), ppl. stem of miscere : see Mix vt Cf. OF.

mesture, misture, F. mixture j It., Pg. mistura,

Sp. mtstura, mixtura^ G. mixtur.]
1. The action, process, or fact of mixing (in the

intransitive senses of the vb.) or becoming mixed;

also, an instance of this.

1530 PAI.SGR. 420/1, I allaye, as mettals be alayde or as

Elver
or golde is with their myxture, je attretnpe, 1587

OLDING De Mornay(\yyz} 144 Or y8 mixtur of the elements.

1594 HOOKER Eccl.Pol. i. iii. 2 If the Moone should wander
from her beaten way, the times and seasons of the yeare
blend themselues by disordered and confused mixture. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 62 That mixtures in garments,
seedes, and the like, were forbidden by the Law of Moses.

Ibid. 76 This river . . passeth through the Lake Thonitis

without mixture of waters by reason of this swiftnesse. 17*7-

41 CHAMBERS OK/., Mixture^ in matters ofdrapery, denotes

the union, or blending of several wools of different colours

1841 A. COMBE Phvsiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 228 Mixtures of

different kinds of food are strongly condemned by almost

all writers on dietetics, as injurious to digestion. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. u. v. 250 From the intimate mixture of air

and water we obtain foam. 187* BAGEHOT Physics ff Pol.

ii. 69 Early in history the continual mixtures by conquest
were just so many experiments in mixing races as are going
on in South America now. 1876 VOVLE & STEVENSON Milit.

Diet. s. v. Mixing the Ingredients^ Five minutes is sufficient

for a thorough mixture.

b. In the transitive sense : The action of mixing

(different things). ? Obs.

1663 GERBIER Counsel n A good Surveyour sheweth his

Art. .in the fit mixture of Materials, Morter [etc.].

C. Mixed state or condition ;
coexistence of dif

ferent ingredients or of different groups or classes

of things mutually diffused through each other.

1597 HOOKER Eel. Pol. v. xlvii. 40 happie mixture,
wherein things contrary do so qualifie and correct the one

the daunger of the others excesse. 1615 CROOKE Body of
Man Pref. i A Discourse of the constitution of mans body,
as he enioyeth a perfect or apportionated health by a due

Mixture of the principles whereof he consisteth ; of the

Temperament ofeach part arising from that mixture. 1711-

13 SWIFT Jml. to Stella 23 Jan., There was a mixture of

company.

( d. Mixed nature, complexity. Obs.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World Pref. i How unfit, and un-

worthy a choice I made of my self, to undertake a work of

this mixture, mine own reason . . hath sufficiently resolved me.

fe. Sexual intercourse. Cf. Mix v. 4 b. Obs.

ICf. 1483 MIXTION ib.J 1604 DEKKER ist Pt. Ifon. Wk.



MIXTURE. 555 MIZEN-MAST.

vi. Wks. 1873 II. 38 Bella/rente [a Courtesan]. .For whose
true love I would.. Hate the worlds mixtures, and the

smiles of gold. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vm. 382 The Sunne
their mixture saw; and came, and told. 1632 MILTON
Penseroso 26 Thee [sc. Melancholy] bright-hair d Vesta

long of yore, To solitary Saturn bore; His daughter she

(in Saturns raign, Such mixture was not held a stain). 1659
HAMMOND On Ps. xix. 9 The dread of offending God keeps
the man from all impure mixtures. 1697 POTTER Antiq,
Greece i. ii. (1715) 8 Promiscuous Mixtures had been allowed

of amongst them. 1703-12 POPE Tkebais i. 96, I.. With
monstrous mixture stain d my mother s bed.

f. The mixing or blending of different races in

common offspring.
1843 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 20 The tribe of people,

termed .. Cafusos .. are known to have sprung originally
from a mixture of native Americans with the Negroes
imported from Africa. 1845 YouAIT Dogiv. (1858) 155 The
ihock-dog is traced by Buffon..to a mixture of the small
Danish dog and the pug.

fg. The fact of mixing* socially with others/
association. Obs.

1764 J. SMITH in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll (1891)
I. 26 He intended, .to send his son to obtain his educati-jn

in mixture with these Indians.

2. concr* A product of mixing ; a complex unity
or aggregate (material or immaterial) composed of

various ingredients or constituent parts mixed to

gether, a. With the components specified (const.

of] or implied by the context.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence i. 9 Putte all
[&amp;gt;at

mixture into

a strong watir maad of vitriol and of sal petre, and be siluyr
wole be dissolued. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) John xix. 39 Bring
ing a mixture of myrrhe and aloes. 1612 DKAYTON Poly-oil.
n. 304 That braue youth, the splendor of whose eye A
wondrous mixture shew d of grace and maiestie. 1676
GLANVILL Ess. Pref. a Sij b, The[seventh] Essay is a mixture
of an Idaea, and a disguised History. 1702 ADDISON Dial.

Medals 1. Wks. 1766 III. 9 The agreeable Mixture of
shades and fountains, in which the whole country naturally
abounds. 1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. vin. 227 His conduct..
was .. a fatal mixture of weakness and temerity. 1815

J. SMITH Panorama Set. $ Art II. 314 A simple mixture of

sand and clay. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xix, His mixture
of surprise, joy, and anxiety, did not deprive him of the

presence of mind which the occasion demanded. 1884
W. H. GREENWOOD Steel fy Iron ix. 186 It is always con
sidered better to use a mixture of several brands of iron in

a charge for any casting, .since such mixtures are most

frequently found to be stronger than the average of the

several brands taken separately. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Mcd.
VIII. 826 The vessels may be all veins, . .capillaries,, .or

very commonly a mixture of both. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY
Ch. ff Ministry in Karly Cent, vi. 258 The sorry mixture

of Paganism and Christianity which [etc.].

f b. = MIXT sb. i. Obs.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies To Rdr., In
the two following books, is treated of that which concernes
the Elements and naturall mixtures, as Mettalls, Plants,

Beasts, and what else is remarkable at the Indies. Ibid, iv.

xiii. 248 We .. will passe to the two other mixtures, the

which are plants and beasts. 1634 MILTON Coinus 244 Can
any mortal mixture of Earths mould Breath such Divine

inchanting ravishment ?

3. spec, in various concrete applications.

a. A preparation for medicinal or other pur

poses, consisting of two or more ingredients mixed

together. In Pharmacy , now applied to potions
or liquid medicines, in contradistinction to pills

and other solid forms in which drugs may be ad

ministered.

1592 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;J- Jul. iv. iii. 21 What if this mixture

do not worke at all? 1604 Oth. i. iii. 104 With some
Mixtures, powrefull o re the blood,. . He wrought vp on her.

1695 Freezing mixture [see FREEZING vbl.sb. 2]. 1706 PHIL
LIPS (ed. Kersey), Mixture. .. In a Physical Sense, several

Ingredients or Drugs mixt in a Medicine. 1806 Med. Jrnl.
XV. 513 A pint of this mixture [sc. of wine and water] was

presented to him. 1831 J. DAVIES Manual Mat. filed. 295
Antispasmodic mixtures. 1904 Longtn. Mag* Feb. 304,
I took a sip of the horrid mixture.

b. A cloth of variegated or mottled fabric,

usually of quiet colouring. Heather, Oxford
mixture : see these words.

1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 310 Five yards of crimsom
[cloth] . .

,
and the rest of fine mixtures. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cyct, s. v., The mixture, or mixed stuff, is that whose woof
and warp are of wools of different colours dyed and mixed
before they were spun. 1799 Hull Advertiser 12 Jan. 2/3
Woollen drapery, jeans, quiltings, ..plains, mixtures. 1882

CAUI.FEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Mixtures, a term

applied to any cloths of variegated colouring, such as

Knickerbockers and Tweeds. 1885 Heather-mixture [see
HEATHER 3].

attrib. 1784 Europ. Mag. Nov. 330/2 But amongst the
other class of gentlemen are worn dark green, drab, or mix
ture cloths. 1837 DICKENS Pickiv. xx, An elderly, .man, in

a black coat, dark mixture trousers, and small black gaiters.

1897 Daily News 8 Apr. 8/5 The shot mixture canvases.

1902 Daily Ckron. 7 Jan. 6/3 The jacket, .ofa drab-mixture

serge.

c. A tea, tobacco, snuff, etc. of various sorts or

qualities mixed together ; usually with qualifying
word to indicate the variety.
1840 HILL Pinch ofSmtffyi Prince s Mixture, asnothing

more than plain brown Rappee scented with otto of roses.

1872 M. LECRAND Cambr. Freshtn. 286 I m going in to

get a canister of smoking mixture to take down with me,

1895 Price List, The Foochow Mixture, specially prepared
and packed from the Finest Foochow Teas.

4. In mod. physical science used with restricted

meaning : The mechanical mixing of two sub

stances as distinguished from (chemical} combina
tion

,
also cotter, the product of such a mixing, in

contradistinction to a compound. More explicitly
mechanical or simple mixture, originally used in

antithesis with f chemical mixture.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 184/1 Chemical mixture is

attended with many phenomena which are never observed
in simple mixtures. 1863 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Set

., etc.,

s. v. Chemistry, Artificial mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen.

1887 REMSEN Elent. Chem. i. (1897) 9 Mechanical Mixtures
and Chemical Compounds. In a mixture the substances
are unchanged. . .In a chemical compound the substances
which are in combination arc completely changed. They
are so intimately combined that tbey cannot be recognised
by any ordinary means.

b. A fluid containing some foreign substance in

suspension : opposed to solution.

1763 HAMILTON in Phil. Trans. LV. 150, I think .. we
may consider the transparency of a heterogeneous fluid

..as the criterion of a true solution, and where that is

wanting, it is only a mixture. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap.
(1879) 18 Mixtures are preparations in which one or more
medicinal substances are held in suspension in water. Of
such nature are emulsions, in which some oily material is

suspended by a gummy or an albuminous body.
5. The action or an act of adding as an in

gredient ;
the presence of a heterogeneous element

in the composition of something ; quasi-AHftm an

amount or proportion of something heterogeneous
that has been added to or mixed with a thing ;

ad
mixture. Without mixture , unmixed, pure.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. dc W. 1531) 40 b, Whether.. these

bothe sayd thynges be togyder in your soule without ony
myxture of y contrary. 1529 MORE Dyalogc\. Wks. 161/1
For when the gospell speketh of wyne onely tourned into

his precious blode, what man woulde aduenture to make any
mixtureofwater. i6oDAUStr..S/*/rf*VC/.59b, Suche
ministers as should preache Gods worde sincerely] without

any mixture of niens traditions. 1611 BIBLE Rev. xiv. 10
The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God,

the depth of three or foure cubitcs. 1625 BACON ss., Truth
(Arb.) 499 A mixture of a Lie doth euer adde Pleasure.

1641 BAKER Chron. (1653) J 6 His [sc. K. Edgar s] Pious
Acts were, that he built and prepared seven and forty Mon
asteries. .. But now his mixture of Vice marred all. 1658
SIK T. BROWNK Hydriot. i. 2 Except the salt Ocean were

handsomly contempered by a Mixture of the fresh Element.

1670 TKMPLE Let. to Dk.Tuscany Wks. 1731 II. 221 Such is

the Composition of human Things, that nothing is pure or
without Mixture, a 1704 B, KEACH Key to open Script.

Metaph. (1779) 137 Adulterating the Word of God by the
Mixtureof theirown Fancies. ijraoHEARNECW&cMO.H.S.)
VII. 186 His Conversation, which was generally facetious,
not without a Mixture of Satyr. 1725 WATTS Logic i. vi.

i In order therefore to a clear and distinct Knowledge
of things, we must uncloath them of all these Relations and

Mixtures, that we may contemplate them naked, and in

their own Natures. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat, Agrtc. I. xix.

(ed. 2) 143 The soil in which there is a great mixture of moss.
1826 LAMB Etia Ser. n. Pop. Fallacies xiii, The good
things of life are not to be had singly, but come to us with
a mixture J like a schoolboy s holiday, with a task affixed

to the tail of it. 1845 YouATT Dog\\\. (1858) 211 His bark
. .had a slight mixture of the howl, and there was a husky
choking noise in the throat.

6. Mus. In full mixture-stop : A compound stop
or furniture stop : see COMPOUND a. 2 f. and FUBKI-

TUHE 8.

1776 HAWKINS Hist. Mus. IV. i. x. 147 The compound
stops are the. .Mixture,, .and sundry others. 1811 BLSIIY

Diet. Mus. s. v. Stop, Mixture, or Furniture Stop. 1876
STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms, Mixture, an organ
stop, consisting of several ranks of pipes to each note. 1876
Mixture-stop [see FURNITURE 8].

7. Printing.
*

Type setting that calls for the use

of three or more distinct faces or faces and bodies

of type (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1888 JACOBI Printers Vocab., Mixture, an extra charge

involved on composition if three or more types are used in

a work.

Hence fMi xture v. Obs. rare~ l
t re/I, to mix

or mingle oneself with) to associate with.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. CastanhedtisConq. E. fnd. \. xvi.

40 They will mixture themselues with you and yours [Pg.

orig. estar coeles dc mesturd\.

t Mi xturous, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. MIXTURE

sb. + -ous.] Of the nature of a mixture.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 173 Nor is this

co-existence with any mixturous confusion.

Mixty-maxty, mixy-maxy (mi-ksti-

marksti, mi ksijmse ksi), a. and sb. Sc. and dial.

Forms : a. 8-9 mixtie-maxtie, 9 mixter-maxter,

9- mixty-maxty ; . mixie-maxie, mixey-
maxey, mixy-maxy. [A varied reduplication of

mixt MIXED///, a. Cf. MISH-MASH.]
A. adj. Incongruously or promiscuously

mingled ; jumbled together ; mixed ; confused.

1786 BURNS Earnest Cry xxi, Yon mixtie-maxtie, queer
hotch-potch, The Coalition. 1861 QUINN Heather Lintie

(1863) 238 Degenerate things, however coud Yer mixtie-

maxtie puddle Vie wi the pure Milesian bluid O winsome

Sally Noddle. 1885 G. FRASER Poems 133 His points got
mixy-maxy, and defied ye tne recall The guid advice he

gied ye, for twas a
1

reel-raw!. 1894 Superfluous Woman
(ed. 4) I. 75 It makes a body feel mixtie-maxtie to come

upon her sudden-like amidst the pots and pans.

B. sb. Anything promiscuously mixed ; a mixed
or confused mass, a heterogeneous mixture.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. (1876) 189 Wi
1

supper
in his kyte weel fed, Composed o unco mixie maxies. 1829
BROCKBTT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Mixty-maxty, AH.vy-maxy,
any thing confusedly mixed, an irregular medley a misn-
mash, or hotch-potch. 1871 ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb ix.

68 A mixter maxter o 1

figures wi
1

the letters o the A B C.

1893 ROY Horseman s Word xxxix. 429 The warld was
a gey queer mixty-maxly.

Mizeil, mizzen (mrz n). Nant. Forms : 5

meseyii, 5-7 meson, 6 mizine, myszen, mesen,
myssyne, myssen, missonne, mysson, Sc. mo-
zan, 6-7 misen, 6-8 missen, misne, 7 myson,

meisseine, mison, miszen, mizon, mizan
se, 7-

mizen, mizzen. [a. K. misaine (in mod.Fr. fore

sail, foremast
; 01381 migenne in Hatz.-Darm.),

believed to be ad. It. mezzana mizen-sail
;
the It.

word is fern, of mezzano middle. Cf. Sp. mcsana,

Pg. mezena foresail, Du. bezaati (earlier bezanen
G. besan (-mast, -segtl) mizen.
The agreement of the use in Eng. and It. suggests that

the divergent use in mod.Fr. is not original ;
the statement

that It. inczzana originally meant mainsail
1 seems to be

merely a conjecture based on the etymological meaning of

the word, the precise implication of which is uncertain:

some have suggested that it may be middle-sized .

The i6th c. MUSAU. (Sc.) and myssyll (f,fiv quot. c 1515 s.v,

MAIN-MIZLS) appear to be synonymoub, but their relation to

this word is ub.-scurj.J

1. (Also mizeii-sail.) A fore-and-aft sail set on
the after side of the mizen-mast. Often used as

synonymous with SPAXKEU, but more correctly

applied to the * mizen trysail ,
set instead of

the spanker in stormy weather, f Formerly also

applied to a sail of similar shape serving as the

principal sail in certain small cral t.

1465 Mann.
&amp;lt;y

Honst h. Exp. tRoxb.) 200 Item, for a yerde
for a meseyn, xvj.&amp;lt;/. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. Vll (1896) 37
Blokkes fur the meson with iij shevts of brasse. Ibid. 41
Meson sailes. .ij. 1549 Conipt. Scot. vi. 41 1 1 else the mys^tn,
and change it oner to leuart. 1591 PDKCYVAI, /&amp;gt; //&amp;lt;/. //n/.,
Diet., Mcssaiia 7v/&amp;lt;r,

the nii/inc sailc. 1601 HOLLAND Piiny
II. i Yet are not \vcc content with a single rnainc saile..

vnlesse..we haue fore-sailes and sprit-.saiL-s in the J ruw,
misnes also hoised vp. .in the I oupe ;. .and all to set vs nioie

forward vpon our death, and to hasten our end. 1609 ?&amp;lt;&amp;gt;- /

Dory vii. in Child Hallads V. 132/2 Thi.-y huist their iaiie-,,

both top and top, The meissume and all was tride-a. 1622

R. HAWKINS /
&amp;lt;y.

-V. Sea lix. 138 To fight witli sprit-saileand

myson, and tpp-sayles louse. 1665 SIK T. HEKDKKI Trai 1
.

(1677) 389 This tempest, .forced us. .to lie by the Lee without

more sail than the muzen. 1669 SIIK.MY Mariners Mag.
i. ii. 16 Loose the Misne in the lirailex 1670 L ovi-.L Dia&amp;gt;y

(Hakl. Sot,,) 130 A small vessel with a meson and slay sail.

1694 NAKISOKOUGH, etc. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy n. ~- We
. .drove with our Missen-sall towards South-east. 1715 J.

EDENS in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 318 Their Sails {si: of a

Caravel] are all Muen Sails, that is, Trian^uUi;. 1748 An-
son s ]/oy. i. vii. 73 We were obliged., to continue under a

reefed mizen till eleven at night. 1886 R. C. LKSI.IE Sea-

painter s Log vi. 130 The Dean is correct in his description
of what was known in those days as bagpiping the muen,
by hauling the mizen-sheet to windwaid.

b. In figurative context.

1579 FUITENHAM Partheniades in Nichols Progr, Q.
Eliz. III. 477 Thou strike mizzen, and anker in his porte.
a 1619 FLETCHER Wit without M. ;. ii, My sister is a

goodly portly Lady,, .she spreads satten, as the Kings ships
doe canvas, every where she may spare me her misen, and
her bonnets strike her maine petticoale, and yet outsaile

me. 1702 VANBKUGH False 1-riend in. ii, There may be

foul weather there too. I reckon at present he may be

lying by under a mizen at the street door.

2. = MIZKX-MAST. Now rare.

1583 HAYES Narr. Gilbert s Voy. in Hakluyt (1811) III.

190 The Golden Hind succeeded in the place of Vizadmirall,
and removed her flagge from the mizon unto the foretop.
1622 MABBE tr. Alentati s Guzman d*Aif. n. 357 Sti earners

that belonged to the Main-Mast, the Misne, and other

fitting places for them. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Actid. Yng.
Seamen 13 In great ships they haue two misens, the latter is

called the boneanentiter misen. 1634-5 BREREION Trav.

(Chetham Soc.) 169 This carries four masts.. 4- the mizen,
which is placed in the stern almost over the helm. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. s.v. Admiral^ The white St.

George s cross at the main, fore, or mizen.

3. attrib. and Comb, in the sense pertaining to,

connected with, or near the mizenmast or mizen-

sail
,
as mizen-boom, -brail

t -cap^ -halyard^ -lift,

-light, -parrel^ -peak, -pole, -rigging, -royal, -sheet,

-shroud, -skysail) -stay, -staysail, -tack, -truck, -\ -tyc.

Alsomlaen-Bail(seei),MizKN&quot;MASTfMizENTOP,etc.
1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 36 Meson shrowdes.

Ibid. 49 Meson lyftes.. .Meson halyers. . .Meson perell.

..Meson shetes.. -Meson tyes. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Ace.

Yng. Seamen 14 The mison stay. 1667 DRVDEN & DA-

VENANT Tempest I. i, Get the Misen-tack aboard. Haul

aft Misen-sheet ! 1698 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II.

456 Hanging white flags.. on the mizen peak. 1768 J.

BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 206 Which he desired might
be hung up in the mizen-shrouds. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr.

^nd Voy. xlvi. 594 Carrying away the mizen-boom. 1841

R. H. DANA Seaman s Man. \. i. 4 Mizen royal yard 16 ft.

Mizen skysail yard 10 ft... Mizen pole 9 ft. 1905 Daily

Graphic 17 Jan. 4/4 Watching the mizzen truck swing

among the stars.

Mi zeii-niast. Naut. The aftermost mast of

a three-masted ship.
1486 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 14 A Mayne Meson

mast for the said Ship. 1305 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. (1901)

III. 86 Item,, .forane mozan mast and ane pege mast. 1556

BURROUGH in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 275 The Pinnesse bare

her Myssen mast ouer booid with flagge and all. 1748
136-2



MIZBN TOP.

Anson s Voy. n. iv. 161 To make a mizen-mast for the Wager.
1895 R. LtiGHTON l/ndtr Foematfs Flag xxi, Her niizen-

mast had been shot away in the battle.

Mi zen-to p. Nant. The top ofamizen-mast;
a platform just above the head of the lower mizen-

mast.

1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 178/4 She wears upon her Main-top
an Knglish Ancient, .and a French upon his Mizen-lop.
1806 Med. Jml. XV. 73 Lord Nelson was inortally wounded

..by a musquet-ball,. .fired from the mizen-top of La Re
doubtable. 1833 MAKKYAT P. Simple xiv, 1 was put into

the mizen-top.
b. attrw.i as mizen-top-boyj -wan, -shrouds.

i6a6 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 14 The mison top
bhroudes and their ratlings. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xiu,

Having recourse to one of his remedies to cure a mizen-top-

boy of smoking, a 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catech. 79
The duties of mizentop-inen aloft are much the same as the

other topmen...The youngest^ and slightest hands in the

ship are usually selected for mizen-top-men.

Mi zeu-topga llant. Naut. Used attrib. in

mizen-topgallant-mast, the mast abovethe mizen-

lopmast; similarly in mizen-topgallant-brace^-mast-

head) -sai/j -yard, etc.

1864 Chamb, Encycl. s.v., Above it \sc. the mizen-mast],
are the mizen-topmast, the mizen-top-gallant-mast, and the

mizen-royal. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2)

260 When she is immediately to hoist her ensign at the

mizen top-gallant mast-head.

Mi Zen-tO pmast. Naut. The mast next

above the lower mizen-mast. Also attrib.

i6a6 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 The misen top
mast 169* Capt, Smith s Seaman s Gram. i. xiv. 63 Mizan

Topmast Shrowds. . . Mizan Topmast Stay. . . Mizan Top
mast Crowfoot. 1755 Centl. Mag. XXV. 184 With the blue :

flag at the mizentopmast head of the Monarch. 1841 R. H.
DANA Seaman s Afan. I. iii. 16 The main topsail braces ..

are seized to the mizen topmast-head. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
Word-bk. s v. Stay, The wizen-topmast stay is that which
comes to the hounds of the main-mast.

Mi zen-to psail. A r
auf. The sail above the

mizen-sail, the sail set on the mizen-topmast. Also

attrib.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 The misen top

sayle yeard. 169* Capt. Smithes Seaman s Gram. I. xiv.

63 Mizan Topsail Lifts. Mizan Topsail Sheets. 1772-84
COOK Voy. (1790) I. 151 It was so tempestuous as to split

the main topsail and the fore mizen-top sails. 18^1 R. H.
DANA Seaman s Man. i. iii. 16 The mizen topsail braces

,

reeve up through the leading blocks.. on the main rigging. |

lbid.+ The lower block of the mizen topsail halyard is usually
in the mizen tops.

IKEizen-yard. Naut. The yard on which the

mizen-sail is extended.

1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 49 Meson yerdes..ij.

1564 in R. G. Marsden SeL PI. Crt. Admir. (Selden) II. 129
Item a bade smalle bote of two toune and a myssyne yerde
vj* viij

d
. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram. in. 17 You

must allow the Misen Yard and Spretsaile Yard i inch of

thickncsse to a yard in length. 1786 CUMBERLAND Observer
No. 23 I. 224, 1 would hang him at the mizen yard.

Mizer: see MISER so.^ and -.

Mizerion, obs. form of MEZEREON.

Mizmaze (mrzmffz). Also 6 myse mase, 6-7
mis-mase, 7 misse-, 7, 9 mis-, 9 dial, mizz-,

mizzy-maze. [Varied reduplication of MAZE
sb.~\

fl. A labyrinth or maze. Chiefly^. Obs.

1547 SALESUURY Welsh. Diet., Frustial, a myse mase.

1587 HARMAK tr. Beza s Serm. 69 Salomon, .hath walked
vs through the whole labyrinth & mizmaze of this life.

1612 J. DAVIES Muse s Sacrif. (Grosart) 10/1 Errors misse-

maze, where lost is Veritie, Or blinded so, that still wrong
course it takes, a 1624 BP. M. SMITH Serm. (1632) 234 In

this distraction, and mismaze, I think the middle-way to be

the best way. a 1734 NORTH Life Dudley North (1744) 41
The Gentlemen of the House were in a Miz-maze.and knew
not how to take one Step towards extricating themselves.

1794 Percy s Reliq. (ed. 4) II. Gloss, s.v. Maze, On the top
of Catharine-hill, Winchester (the usual play-place of the

school), was a very perplexed and winding path, running
in a very small space over a great deal of ground, called a

Miz-Maze.
2. Mystification, bewildering delusion ; a state of

confusion or perplexity. Chiefly dial.

1604 BABINGTON Com/. Notes Exod. viii. 18 The Lord will

cut off that difference and mismaze,. .and giue his truth

victory ouer all Enchanters. 1871 PULMAN Rustic Sk. (ed. 3)

1 16, I da veel all ev a mizz-maze. 1875 Q. Rev. Oct. 392
The physico-theological mizma/e which.. clouded the per-

ception of those who were following immediately in the

wake of Newton. 1880 MRS. PAKR Adam $ Eve xxvii. 371,
I want to be a bit quiet my head seems all of a mizmaze
like. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss, s.v. Mizmaze^ I m all o a

mizzy-maze . 1880 E. Cornwall Gloss. t Mtsmaze, bewilder

ment.

f 3. Dazzling radiance. Obs.
a 1814 Gonzanga H. i. m New Brit. Theatre III. no,

I have now a scheme in my head, which..will envelope you
all in a mizmaze of glory.

t Mizmore. Obs. = MASSYMORE.
1636 BLOUNT Glossflgr. t Mizmor (Span, tttazmorra}, a

Dungeon. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

II Mizqui tl, native Mexican form of MESQUITE.

(In F. Hernandez A T
ova l^lant. Hist. 1651.)

1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 6&quot;//. 17^97 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XL 672/2 The mizquitl, or mezquite, is a species of true

acacia.

Mizurko, obs. form of MAZURKA.
Mizzle (miz l), sb. Forms : 5 mysell, 7 misle.

9 mizzle, [f.
MIZZLE v.

1 Cf. MDu. xujw/dew.J
Slight or drizzling rain, drizzle.

556

149 CAXION Eneydos xv. 55 And tormented [them] Rygth
asperly with Rayne mysell, and grete heyle stones amonge.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \. xii. 49 Snow and Misle. Ibid. n.

xii. 322 A mUle of Vapour or Fume may be extenuated into

some hundreds [of miles] at least. 1806-7 J BEKESPORD
Miseries Hunt. Life (1826) vl. iii, A mist which successively
becomes a mizzle a drizzle a shower a rain a torrent. 1860

All Year Round No. 72. 512 The sorts of rain are natural ias

cat-and dog-rains, showers and mizzle) and unnatural. 1886

6&quot;. It- . Lint:. Gfoss. s.v., There was a bit of a mizzle.

Mizzle (mi z l), v\ dial, forms: 5-misel(le,

my(s)sylle, 6 mizsel
vl, mysle, myssel, mesel,

misell, 6-8 misle, 7 mizell, 7-9 mizle, mistle.

8 meazle, 9 measle, mezel, 6- mizzle. [Re
corded only from the end of the 1 5th c.

; cogn. w.

the synonymous Du. dial, miezelen, \VFlem.

mizzelen, mijzelcn, LG. miseln, imiseln
;

a fre

quentative formation with the suffix -LE 3; the

base is found also in Du. dial, micsregen drizzle,

miezig, miezerig, LG. misig, drizzly.]

1. intr. {impers.) To rain in very fine drops,
drizzle. Also to mizzle of rain.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 241/2 To ifiselle(&amp;lt;4. ttytyOt^fbaatan,
pluuitimire. 1530 PALSGR. 130 // brvyne, it misleth. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Col. Nov. 208 Up, Colin, up ! Now gynnes
to mizzle, hye we homeward fast. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 79
If it chanced to mizzle of raine, hee tooke that for a luckie

signe.
l66a MABBE tr. Alemans Guzman dAlf. II. 48 The

raine..came not drizling or mizling downe vpon me; but

[etc.], 1711-11 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 14 Mar., It has rained

or mizzled all day. 1711 BAILEY, To Misle, (y. d. to mistle,

i. e. to rain in a Mist, of Miesclen, Du.) to rain small. 1852
Miss MITFOKD Recoil. I. 81 On the morning in question, it

did not absolutely rain, it only mizzled.

) 2. trans. Of a cloud (also impers.]
: To send

down in a drizzling shower. Obs.

1584 LYLY Sappho iv. iii. 59 It seemed to mysell gold, with
faire drops. 1592 WARNER Alb. Eng, VIM. xxxix. (1612) 192
Some Cloudes but misell Rayne,
Mizzle (mi z l), v.- slang. Also in Shelta

form misli. [Of obscure origin : the Shelta misli

to go has been assigned as the source, but this

may be from Eng.] intr. To disappear suddenly ;

to run or slink away, decamp, vanish, take oneself

off; also imperative = be off! Also dial. to suc

cumb, to yield, to give up {Eng. Dial.
&amp;gt;ict.~).

1781 G. PAKKER ViewS0fitty\\. 231 He preferred mizzling
off to France. 1823 W. T. MONCRIEFF Tom fy Jerry I. iv.

(1828) 20 Now then Dicky, mizzle ! be scarce! broom!

1853 R. S. SURTEES Sponge ! Sp. Tour i, It was a murky
October day that.. Mr. Sponge.. was seen mizzling along
Oxford Street. 1863 C. ST. JOHN Nat. Hist. Moray 78
When it saw us the trout immediately turned itself round,
and mizzled back into the pool it had come from. 1891 CAREW
No. 747,xxxvii. 434 Misli in an our and a arf. 1904 A. LANG
in Morn. Post 6 Feb., He mizzled into the general company,
and 1 hope he enjoyed his luncheon.

Mizzle (mi z l), v.& Obs. exc. dial. rare.

Forms: Cmizzel, misle, 7 mizel, 9- mizzle. [A
frequentative formation, perh. suggested by MIZ

MAZE.] trans. To confuse, muddle; fto make

tipsy; also, to mystify (a person) ;
to give (one)

wrong information.

1583 STL-BBES Anat.Ahts. I. (1879) 87 Their heades preteley
miz/eled with wine. 1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingt.
(Percy Soc.) 48 What though he be mump, misled, blind. . r

tis no consequent to me. 1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence 81

They were by their owne ignorance mizeled, or by their blind

guides miss-led. 1896 BOUND J rovinc. Here/. (E.D.D.).

Mizzle (mi z l), V.* Sc. Also 9 mizle, misle.

[Var. of MEASLE v. ; early mod.Flemish (Kilian)
has ntaschelen reddish spots contracted in winter

when the legs are put too near the fire .] trans.

To make spotty. Hence Mi zzled ///. a., said

esp. of the legs when discoloured by sitting too

near the fire
;
also Mi zzly a. in the same sense.

1801 W. BEATTIE Fruits Time Parings, Yule Feast, May
the French for their ambition Get miz/led shins. 1805 A.
SCOTT Poems 146 (Jam.) Oft have I blawn the danders quick
Their mizlie snins amang. 1808 in JAMIKSON. 1832 A.
HENDERSON Prcrv. 47 Bare shouthers mak mizzled shins.

Mizzle, Sc. form of MUZZLE v.

Mizzler (mi-zba). slang, [f. MIZZLE z&amp;gt;.2 +
-EH 1

.] (See quot. 1890.)
1834 H. AINSWORTH Rookwood ill. v, Though a needy

mizzler mysel, I likes to see a cove vot s vel dressed. 1890
BARRERK & LELAND Slang Diet. (1897) s.v., Mizzler or rum
mizzler (popular), one clever at effecting an escape, or getting
out of a difficulty.

Mizzling (mi zlirj), vbl. sb. [f. MIZZLE v^ +
-ING l.] The action of MIZZLE . ; the falling of

very fine rain
; f fine rain or drizzle. Also fig.

1483 Cath. Augl. 241/2 A Miselynge (A. Myssyllynge),1483 Catli. Angl. 241/2 A Miselynge (A. Myssyllynge),
nimbus. 1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 698 Of Pliades he

prechid with tner drowsy chere, Immoysturid with r

and ay droppyng dry. 1530 TINDALE Dent, xxxii.
prechid with ther drowsy chere, Immoysturid with mislyng
and ay droppyng dry. 1530 TINDALE Dent, xxxii. 2 My
speach flowe as doeth the dewe, as the mesellynge vpon the

herbes. 1571 MASCALL Plant. $ Graff. (1592) 7 They, .doe

put their fruite gathered, into the middest of their Garden, in

the raine & mislings, vppon the bare earth. 1636 STANLEY
Hist, Philos. vi. (1687) 378/2 They \sc. clouds] are condensed
. . into drops of water, which if they come down very small,
are called milling ; if greater, ram. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenofs Trav. \\. 73 In the Evening we had a shower of
rain..which was the first, save onely a little mizling, that

we had seen fall since our departure from Aleppo. 17*5
BRADLEY Fam, Diet., Mizzling; the falling of very small

Rain, after a Fog in Winter or at some other Times. 1843
THOKEAU Let. 8 June in A tlantk Monthly (1892) May 588, 1

MNEMONICIAN.
must wait for :i shower of shillings, or at least a slight dew or

mizzling of sixpences, before I explore New York very far.

Mizzling (mi-zliq), ppl. a. [f. MIZZLE zv.
1 +

-ING-.] That mizzles : a. of rain or the like.

1535 COVKRDALE Isa. xviii. 4 There fel a myslinge shower,
like a dew. 1653 R. DAVENPORT K. Jolui if Matilda v. i.

1 4 b, These [eyes] sbeed . . misling showers. 1733 ARBUTH-
NOT Ess. Effects A ir iv. 87 The Air .. feels more moist when
the Water is., in meazlingand soaking Rains, than in great
Showers. 1827 Sporting Mag. X_X. 397 Tuesday morning
came in with a nasty mistliug rain. 1866 MRS. H. \Vooo
6V. Martin s Eve xxviii, A slow, mizzling rain was falling.

b. of a Jay, weather, etc.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 44 If the morninge bee
wette and mislinge. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 745 Wet and

Mistling Weather. 1714 GAY Sktph. Week Tues. 55 In

misling days ..With nappy beer 1 to the barn repair d.

a 1845 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. in. My Letters, Another

mizzling, drizzling, day !

t . fig-
1608 CHAPMAN Byron Plays (Pearson) II. 269 The misling

breath of
policie.

Mizzlings, obs. form of MEASLINGS.

Mizzly (mi-zli), a. [f. MIZZLE zv.1 + -T 1.] Of
the nature of, or characterized by mizzling .

1566 J. PARTRIDGE Plasidas Ciiijb, The deadly shaft

through misley cloudes aloft in Skies doe flic. 1666-7
PEPYS Diary 24 Jan., It proved dark, and a misly night. 1821

COLKRIDGE in telackw. Mag. X. 253 This .. muzzy, mizly

morning. 1853 G. J. CAVLEV Las Alforjas I. 187 It came
on mizzly, and we put on our cloaks. 1866 BLACKMOKE
Cradock Nmvell xxii, A mizzly drizzly rain set in.

Mizz-maze, dial, variant of MIZMAZE.

Mizzy (mi-zi). dial. Forms : 4 misy, 7-
mizzy. [ME. misy, perh. related to OE. meos

moss, bog.] A quagmire.
13.. Gtvw.ttGr. Knt. 745 pe gome vpon Gryngolet glydez

hem vnder, purs mony misy and myre. 1674 RAY N. C.

Words 33 Mizzy, a Quagmire. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1819 J.

BUTTERWORTH (Paul Bobbin) StquelLaiu. Diat.yj (E.D.D.)

They draggunt meh . . thro
1

mizzles. i88a Lane. Gloss.,

Mizzy, a soft, boggy place.

II Mna. [(jr. /*&quot;&quot;
= see MINA 1.]

= MINA .

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mar. 373 A balfe a Mna [mistr.

Mua; corrected in Errata] of silver. 1737 WHISTON Josephus,

Of Jewish Weights &amp;lt;5-

Meas. p. cl, Maneh, or Mna 100

Shekels in weight 21,000 grains Troy. Maneh, Mna, or

Mina, as a coin=6oshekels=7. 10. o. l^sEiifycl. Metrap.
1. 444/2 The Greeks had a second pound of 16 physical

ounces, called the tuna, or tnina.

t Mnam. Obs. rare. Also NAM. [a. L. mnam
(Luke xix. 24), accusative of inna MNA.] = MNA.
1377 LAKCL. P. PI. B. vi. 244 [He] jaf J&amp;gt;at

Mnam to hyin

}&amp;gt;at
ten Mnames hadde.

t Mnemoneu tiC) o. Obs. rare~ . [a.d. Gr.

lO TjiJiovfVTtK-us of or for reminding, f. nvrmoiKv-tui

to remind, f. larriiuuv (see next).]
= MNEMONIC.

1652 URQUHART y&amp;lt;iw/Wks. (1834) 212 This Mnemoneutick

liexameter, quis, quid, ubi, quibas au-filiis, cur, quomodo,
quando.
Mnemonic (nimp nik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

pnuwrar-dt, f. nvripov-, nv-imaiv mindful, f. pva-,

ftvaaOai to remember. Cf. F. mntmoniquc, Sp.

mnemdnico, Pg., It. mnemonico, G. mutmeniscA.]
A. adj.

1. Intended to aid the memory; pertaining to

mnemonics.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,Mnemomc Tables, among the

artifices to assist the memory, this is one of great use. 1866

FELTON Anc. fy Mod. Gr. I. i. iii. 40 Many of the North
American ttibes had invented, .a set of mnemonic signs, by
which the words of popular songs, once learned, could be

recalled to the memory. 1870 JEVONS ELem. Logic xvi. 141

In the next lesson certain ancient mnemonic lines will be

furnished.

2. Of or pertaining to memory.
i8as Centl. Mag. XCV. I. 234 The mnemonic power of the

late Professor Porson. 1905 SHERARD Oscar Wilde 246 We
took immense pleasure in this mnemonic tourney.

B. sb. a. A mnemonic device, b. = MNEMONICS.

1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 156 Serving the purpose of

a theological Mnemonic to those who want a religion ready
more than deep. 1836^7 SIR W. HAMILTON Klctaph. vii.

(1859) I. 122 Mnemonic, or the science of the laws of

Memory. 1899 Allbiitt s Syst. Med. VII. 449 The different

sounds are best remembered by the mnemonic given by
Pitman.

Miiemonical (nj nifvnikal), a. [f. Gr. iwi\-

^on/c-os (see MNEMONIC) + -AL.]
= MNEMONIC a. i.

1661 HARTLIB in Washington s Diary (1855) II. I. 45 It

is the best mnemonical expedient to the acquest of Ian*

guages. 1701 R. FLEMING Rise q Fall Rome Papal (1849)

137 To remember the three heads themselves, with relation

to the morning, the day, and the evening, as they are com

prehended in these three mnemonical words, propose, reflect,

and examine. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. it. iii. 8 14 In

these mnemonical treatises he [Bruno] introduced much of

his own theoretical philosophy. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Mm,
Uses Gt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I. 287 I he history of the uni

verse is symptomatic, and life is mnemonical.

Hence Mnemo-nicalist = MNEMONIST ;
Mne-

mo nically adv., in a mnemonical manner.

1867 Q. Rev. Oct. 427 Each one of these mysterious letters

was taken, mnemonically, as the initial of some technical

word that indicated one of these four methods. 1887

J. GILLOW BiU. Viet. Eng. Cath. 111. 310 Hill, William,

mnemonicalist.

Mnemonician (nmwni-Jan). [f. MNEMONIC
+ -IAN.]

-= MNEMONIST.
1830 MAUNDER Trias. Kiiowl. l,Mneni&amp;lt;&amp;gt;Hicia-i,

one skilled

in mnemonics.



MNEMONICON.

|| MnemoniCOn (nimpnikfii). [Gr. iair\^ovi.Kuv,

neut. sing, of ^^^ocids: see MNEMONIC.] A
device to aid the memory.
1858 Appletoifs Cycl. III. 410 Bode s law is not a law,

properly speaking, but simply a mnemonicon for remember.

mg the distances of the planets from the sun.

Mnemonics (n/m^niks), sb. pi. [f. Gr. nvij-

uLoviKa, neut. pi. of pvr]fAovtrfus : see MNEMONIC and

-ic 2 (-ifs). Cf. F. mntmonique, Sp. miiemdnica,

Pg., It. mnemonica.] The art of refreshing, im

proving, or developing the memory, esp. by arti

ficial aids ;
a system of precepts and rules intended

to aid or improve the memory.
[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Afncmonica.} 1721 BAILEY,

Mnemonicks, Precepts or Rules and common Places to help
the Memory. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1824 Register a/ Arts *
Sci. I. 46 (lieading ofparagraph) Mnemonicks. 1837 Pop.

Encyd. V. 6/1 Ihe ancients were well acquainted with

mnemonics. 1843 CARLVLK Past ff Pr. n. xvii, With all

conceivable appliances and mnemonics. 1866 BRANDF.

Cox Diet. 6V/., etc., s.v., The common process of tying a knot

in a handkerchief, &c., will exemplify the simplest species

of mnemonics.

Muemonist (nf-raonist). [f. MNEMON-IC +

-IST.] One versed in the science of mnemonics;
one who teaches how to train and improve the

i

memory, or practises the art of memory.
1863 COOPER in N. $ &amp;gt; 3rd Ser. III. 383 His [sc. Fuller s]

contemporaries gave him credit for being an accomplished
mnemonist. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 533/1 Modifications

,

of the systems of Feinaigle and Aime Paris were advocated

by subsequent mnemonists.

Mnemonize (m monsiz), v. [f. MNEMON(IC) ;

+ -IZE.] trans. To express by a mnemonic formula.
!

Hence Mnemoniza tion.

1845 &amp;lt;V. Anu r. Rev.]n\y 260 This work, .contains a series I

of numbers arranged with the various corresponding words

to facilitate the rapid mnemonization of facts. Ibid. 263
Twelve fortunate individuals being thus mnemonized into

immortality. 1850 P. MILES Mnemotecknyi. 17 On finding
an Event with its Date, that we wish to Mnemonize, or re

tain in the mind by Mnemotechny, we [etc.].

Mnemotechnic (n/m0te knik), a. and sb. pi.

[f.
MNEMOTECHNY + -ic. Cf. F. mntmotechnique.]
A. adj.

= MNEMONIC a.

1839 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jritl, II. 437/2 The mneno-
technic [sic] rules appended to it. 1844 FAUVEL GOUKAUU
(title) Phreno-mnemotechnic dictionary. 1873 HAMERTON
Intell. Life in. x. (1875) 128 The mnemotechnic art.. may
be of some practical use in ordinary life.

B. sb.pl.
= MNEMONICS. [See -ic 2 (- ).]

1843 FAUVEL GOURAUD in N. Amer. Rev. July 262 A gi

gantic impulse given to mnemotechnics. 1868 D. G. BRIN-

TON Myths New World i. (1876) 15 On what principle of

mnemotechnics the ideas were connected with the knots

and colors we are very much in the dark.

Mnemotechny (nrmatekni). [f. Gr.

memory + -Tt\via, rtx i/
art. Cf. F.

tichnie.]
= MNEMONICS.

1845 FAUVEL GOURAUD (title) Phreno-mnemotechny, or

the art of memory. 1846 WORCESTER, Mnemotechny.., the

art of memory, or an artificial method of improving the

memory. 1850 P. MILES (title) Mnemotechny, or Art of

Memory, theoretical and practical.

Mo (rnou), adv., quasi-rf. and a, Obs. exc. Se.
,

and north. Forms : I ma, Anglian ruse (adv.);
ma (adj.) ;

2-6 ma, 3-6 maa, moo, (3 moa), 4-6
may, (6 maye, me, rnooe, Sc. mea, 7 north.

meay), 3-9 mo, 5-9 moe, 6-9 Sc. and north.

mae. [Com. Teut. i OE. md corresponds to OFris.
i

md, me (beside mdr, mer adv., influenced by the

adj. mdra, infra MORE), MDu. mee (the MDu.,
mod.Du. meer, OS. mtr adv., is influenced by the

adj.), OHG., MHG. mtr (mod.G. mehr; the I

MHG. ml, early mod.G. meh, is a shortened

form), ON. meir(r (Sw., Da. mer), Goth, mais:

OTeut. *maiz. The OE. variant mie has not been

accounted for ; but cf. OE. msest MOST adv.

According to Brugmann, OTeut. &quot;mais is unconnected
with L. major, magis, but is the formal equivalent of Oscan

iitais, and represents an Indogermanic type *in*is
t
formed

with comparative suffix -is (\*-yes :-yos)on the root *m*~

(: &quot;&quot;me- : mo-) ; an ablaut-variant is found in Olrish mdo
more :-*tHdyds.]

fA. adv. Obs.

1. In or to a greater degree, extent, or quantity.
Mo and mo : increasingly.
c 825 Vtsf. Psalter Ii. 5 Du lufedes hete ofer freamsum-

nisse, unrehtwisnisse mae 8on spreocan rehtwisnisse. c888
K. ALFRED Boeth, xxxii. 3 Hit baer ne weaxS be ma 6e

Ximmas weaxa5 on win^eardum. 0900 tr. Bxdas Hist. iv.

xxix. (1890) 370 Daet he . .to Saem upplican lustum ma & ma
onbzerned ware, c 1175 Lamb. Hont. 9 Na ma ne mei me
her god don for bere saule be on bis Hue god bi-^innen nalde.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5532 (Cott.) pis folk multiplid ai maa
[a 1425 Trin. moo & mooj.
2. Longer, further, again, besides. Chiefly qualified

by any, no, none ; ever, never= at (any or no) future

time. See also EVERMO, NATHEMO, NEVEBMO.
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. Hi. 405 Wenestu recce

he hire sefre ma? 971 Blickl. Horn. 247 pjet waeter oflan and
ma of heora mube hit ne code, c iaoo ORMIN 4206 patt naifre

ma ne shall he ben O nane wise filedd. c 1386 CHAUCER IVi/e s

Prol. 691 It is an impossible That any clerk wol speke good
of wyues, . . Ne noon oother womman neuer the mo.

Wife s T. 8 But now kan no man se none Elues mo. c 1440

Gentrydes 2722 Nor let no mo suche thou^htez yow a5sayle.

1584 PEELE Arraifiii/t. Parii v. i, Without mislike or

557

quarrel! any inoe, Pallas shall rest content. 1591 GREENE
Maiden s Dr. xv. No foreign wit could Ration s overgo:
Yet to a friend wise, simple, and no mo. a 1619 FLETCHER,
etc. Q. Corintk in. ii. Song, Grief is but a wound to woe ;

Gent lest fair, mourne, mourne no moe. 1812 IYRON Ch.

Har. i. xciii, Ye.. Shall find some tidings in a future page,
If he that rhymeth now may scribble moe.

B. quasi-^. [These uses originated from the

adv., but from the point of view of the later

language those that survived may be regarded as

elliptical uses of the adj.]

f 1. With partitive genitive sing.: Something in

addition; an additional quantity or amount. Obs.

a 1000 Andreas 1443 (Gr.) No
J&amp;gt;e

Ia5es ma l&amp;gt;urh
tlaroSa

gedrep ^edon motan, |?a ^e heardra masst hearma gefreme-
dan. ai*soOwtfy Night. 564 (Jesus MS.) Hwatdostugodes
among monne ? Na mo bene dob a wrecche wrenne.

t 2. A greater number ;
more individuals of the

kind specified or implied.
Const, than. Obs.

In OE., a verb to which ma ts the subject is put in the

singular. Subsequently, mo in this sense was treated as an

adj. with ellipsis of a plural sb
,
and therefore takes a

plural vb.

a. In early use, with partitive genitive plural ;

later, const, of.
a goo tr. Bxdas Hist. u. ii. (1890) 102 Mid by cower ma

i,s. 971 Blickl. ffoui. 61, & weana ma bonne amides mannes
emet sy ba;t hie ariinan niae^e. c 1175 Lamb. How. 27
Ma monna ic scolde bi^eten swa. ^1386 CHAUCER ProL
576 Of maistres hadde he mo than thries ten. c 1470
HENRY Wallace n. 192 Ofi&quot; ws thai haiff wndoyne may than

ynew. 1546 LANGLEV Pol. Verg. De Invent, vn. vi. 144 b,

Of these valiant beggers there be in euery place mo then
a great meny. 1549 Compt. Scot, iv. 29 Ther is maye of

the sect of sardanapalus amang v.s, nor ther is of scipions.

1630 tr. Camdcns Hist. Eliz. I. 19 The Papists murmured,
Dial moe of the Protestants were chosen of set purpose .

fb. Without partitive genitive or its equivalent.
Often = more persons, f Mo twice : twice as

many. Obs.

agoo tr. Bxda s Hist. 1. xi. [xiv.J (1890) 48 pxt heora niu-

ni^e heora feondum on hand eodan ; & gyt ma wass
l&amp;gt;c

b;t;t

don ne wolde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 141 And muchele mo
fare&amp;lt;5 on bisse SEC, bat is on ^isse worelde, fuliende be leome of

penitence, .bane don be leome ofmaiShod. c 1205 LAV. 12036
Heo. .ise^enscipen an & an while ma [c 1275 mo] while nan.

a 1225 Ancr. K. 42 Her siggeo&quot;
fifti auez, ober an hundred,

o5er mo o5er les. Ibid. 74 Mo sleaS word bene swtord.
a 1300 K. Horn 864 Her bul&amp;gt; paens ariued, Wei mo bane
fiue. &quot;1470

HENRY Wtillace x. 115 And I haiff seyn may
twys in to Scotland, With son ilk kjng. 1563 WINJET Four
Scoir T/ire Quest. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 129 In mony places

thryse in ye oulk, and in fer may nocht anis in the moneth.

1594 HOOKER EccL Pol. i. x. 2 Unto life many implements
are necessary; moe, if we seek, .such a life as [etc.],

f c. The mo : the majority, the greater part. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNK Ckron. (1810) 58, & for he had be treuth,

on his side were be mo. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles iv. 86

Some helde with the mo how it euere wente. c 1449 PECOCK
Rei&amp;gt;r, v. vii. 522 The mo of the peple. 1326 Pitgr. Pcrf.
(W, de W. 1531) 173 b, Crisostom answereth. Before the

mo he hath spoken euyll
of the. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.

Poesie \. xv. (Arb.) 4.8
Some men among the moe became

mighty and famous in the world.

frd. Phrases. And mo, or mo: and, or a larger
number than that specified. (Frequently used to

express an indefinite excess over a number stated

approximately.) Similarly, One or mo. Obs.

a 1000 Elene 634 (Gr.) Is nu worn sceacen .cc. [sc. wintra]
o85e ma jeteled rime, c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 135 His
michelnesse was unhiled on ten fold wise and mo. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 313/490 For be man bat mijte go euereche

daye fourty mile, and }eot sumdel mo. ci3ao Sir Tristr.

613 He..redily gaf him,. Ten schilinges and ma. (1470
Got.

&amp;lt;$

Gaw. 970 His scheild he chopit hym fra In tuenty

pecis and ma. 1473 Exck. Rolls Scotl. VIII. 153 notet To
mak and depute subtennandis undir him in the said landis

ane or maa as he thinkis maste expedient. \*M Act Sed.

3 Nov. (1790) 30 That the secretarie..mak and constitut

particular deputts, ane or mae. 1617-18 W. LAWSON Orch.

&amp;lt;$

Gard. Pref. (1623) A iij b, A . . way of planting, which I

haue found good by 48. yeeres (and moe) experience.

f e. In phrases of which the proverb the mo the

merrier is the type. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 273 The ma thai be, The mair
honour allout haue we. 1529 S. FISH Snpplic. Beggers
(1871) 13 To make many hospitals for. .poore people? Nay
truely. The moo the worse. 1571 DIGGES Pantoin. i. vii.

C iv b, So haue ye the sides of your scale eche to be deuided
in 12. 60. 100. looo. poynts . . the mo the more commodious.
a 1575 GASCOIGNE Posies^ Flowers 30 And mo the merrier

is a Prouerbe eke. 1684 G. MERITON Yorksh. Dial. 64
Meay the merryer, but fewer better Fair.

t f. Mo and mo : used to express a progressive
increase in numbers. Obs.

ciaos LAY. 18276 Auer her comen ma & ma and ferden
touward Octa. 1530 PALSGR. 707/1 Sythe we used to scourge

tgars
out of towne, we have ever sythe had mo and mo.

, Other individuals of the kind specified ;
other

persons or things in addition to those mentioned.
Const, than.) save, but. See also No MO.
In the combinations many tot

a hundred mo
t etc., mo

admits of being taken as adv. : see A i. So also in the
modern no mo

} which must not be confounded with the OE.
nd

tnd&amp;gt; where nd = not
,
and md might be referred to

sense B 2. (The first quot. may belong to A. 2.)

ciooo ^ELFRIC Gram. xtv. (2.) 262 Donatus tel5 jyt ma to

3isum : /, nist\ sed. Ibid. 89 [see No MO], c ioo ORMIN
15496 puss wrohhte barr be Laferrd Crist, .hiss firsste takenn,
& affair batt he wrohhte ma. aizzsAncr. X. 328 pis beo3
nu nie reisuns, & monie moa ber beo5. c 1275 Passion our
Lord 686 in O. E. Misc. 56 Nerun and Dacyen and mo bet

beob vor-lorcne. 13., E. E, Al/it. P. A. 870, & wyth hym

MO.

maydennez an hundiebe bow^ande & fowrc & forty bowsande
mo. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3023 He was not hole, for ther was
mo. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle tCaxton 1483) iv. vii. 61 This fayre
grene appel tree .. said ..I ne here neuer no mo but this
one appel. t 1460 Towneley Myst. iii. 152 Take .. of ich

kynd beestis two, May 11 & femayll, but no mo. 1540 J.
HEYWOOD Four P. P. A j b, Yet haue I been at Rome also

And gone the stacions all arowe, Saynt Peters shryne and

j

many mo. 1594 HOOKER Eul. Pol. \\. vii. 2 The Chronicles

I

of England mention no moe than only six kings bearing the
: name of Edward. 1597 Ibid. v. Ixxvui. g u The ancienteat

of the Fathers mention those three degrees of Ecclesiastical
1

order specified and no moe. 1605 BACON Adv. Leant, u.

xv. 3 And besides which axioms, there are divers moe. 1641
;

C. BURGES Serin. 5 Nov. 3 In all which places, and many
moe, the Originall word is [etc.]. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle

Ski-ph. iv. i,
But first I ll Roger raise, and twa three mae,

To catch her fast. 1785 BUKNS Death
&amp;lt;y

Dr.
Hornbook^

xxii, Forbye some new, uncommon weapons .. Sal-alkali o
1

Midge-tail clippings, And mony mae. 1844 W. JAMIL: Muse
o/Mt arns 71 iK. D. D.) Several mae that I did ken.

b. const, of.

1562 TURNER Daths^ 13 Other writers give a gea.t deale mo
of properties unto this bath. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 614
Of honest men fie had na mea. 1724 in Calderwood Dying
Testimonies (1806) 232 Would you open moe of their eye*.

1856 G. HiiSDKRSOs Pop. Rhymes etc. /&amp;gt;Vrrc-. 14 Need I

mention ony mae. .O the honest men o the day.

f c. Phrases : Withouten mo, but ma (Sc.) only,

alone. Obs.

6-1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 311/418 pat cueret.h of hc-m \sc.

firniainenx], i-wts, One steorre hath with-oute nu&amp;gt;
|&amp;gt;at

phtnete i-cleoped is. a 1300 Cursor M. 13489 Fiue huics

and fisches tua, Bot quatdon bai, wit-vten man? 1375 BAR-
; HOUR Brnce u. y For he wald in his chambre be. .in priuate,
With him a clerk, for-owtyn ma. i 1440 Generydes 2682 It

i
is your loue, (^uod bhe, withoute moo. 1560 ROLLAND Crt.

fattus Prol. 88 On ane of thame alluterlie, but ma. a 1600

MoMTGOMERlE Misc. Poems vii. 46 O worthie wicht both

wyse and womanlie ! O myn but mo !

C. adj. MOUK a.

[In OE. the construction of md with a partitive t;&amp;lt;.n;iiv:

(see B i, 2) was sometimes inconvenient, because tiic ^-\&amp;gt;.

which was felt to be virtually the subject or object uf the

verb, or the regimen of the prep., did not .show the nature

of this relation by its inflexion. Hence the genitive was
occas. replaced by the case in which the sb. would have

stood if md had been absent, or (to express the same thing
in another way) the sb. was placed in apposition with md.
In this way md became practically an indeclinable adj.]

1. (With a sb. in
&amp;gt;#.)

a. As the comparative
of MUCH : More or greater in amount or quantity.
b. Additional, further.

This use has always been rare, and perhaps the later

, examples may be due to mere inadvertence.

971 Blickl. Horn. 231 Ac ma wen is ba;t bu onsende binne
1

engel, se hit niaej hrajdlicor ^eferan. Ibid. 247 Ara nu ..

and ma waeter of binum nmbe bu ne send, c 1275 Passion
&amp;gt; otir Lord 317 in O. E. Misc. 46 Hwat abyde yu nube lo

habben mo wytnesse. 14.. Lett. Marg. Anjou &amp;lt;( Bp.
Bcckington (Camden) 69 For their moe .surcte, ye do the

said B. and his servants to be bounden to us. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. III. 347 With small power rydand futth the

way, This Striuiling, . .With far ma power hes him vmbeset.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 234 With . . noy^es Of roring,..

gingling chaines, And mo diuersitie of Bounds. 1650 RuNCSBY
L&amp;gt;iary(i&36) 342 Never thirstinge ambissciously afu-r in re

hono1 nor covetously of moe estate. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss.

s.v. Mae, The mae pairt on them wis gan back agyen.

2. As the comparative of MANY : More in number
i (as distinguished from more, greater in amount or

quantity). Const, than^ nor\ also negatively with

i but. Frequently qualified by many, also by far,
well. Rarely put after the sb.

t 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 27 And forgme us ure guiles be

we hauen don , . and ofte . . and muchele mo _siSe
banne we

be3en mu;en, a 1300 Cursor M. 21883 Bpt ai be ma takens

we se, Ai be warr warnist ar we. 1398 TBKVJSA Barth. De
I

P. R. vn. Ixvi. (1495) 282 The female serpentes haue moo
i teeth than males. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 7 Ye haue

j byten and nypte myn vncle . . many mo tymes than I can
telle. 1530 RASTKLL Bk. Purgat. i. xiii, There be no mo

I Goddys but one. a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642)

28 Bookes of moe sorts then one. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.

vin. ii. 16 According to the rules of proportion, who could
i expect otherwise, but, the moe men, the moe Martyrs ? 1737
RAMSAY Sc. Prov. (1750) 5 A fair maiden tocherless will get
mae wooers than husbands. 1868 J. SALMON Gowodean in.

i ii, Ane maun keep mony mae cracks to their sel
,
..than

! abroad they tell.

f b. Phrases. Mo . . than one or two, two or

\ three, mo . . than enough. Obs.

13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 730 He sleped in his yrnes Mo ny^tez
l

ben in-noghe in naked rokkez. c 1500 Lancelot 1197 The
! lady said, Per dee, He vsyt haith mo horses than one or

two . 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxi. 4 Seiris and dayis mo
than two or thre.

f C. predicatively. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xv. 2 Tille haleghs bat in land are

ma, &quot;He selkouthed alle mi willes in ba. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce xi. 636 His fayis ar ma Than he. a 1400 Sir Perc.

926 He was ferde lesse my sonnes sold hym slo, Whenne
thay ware eldare and moo. c 1460 Tovmtlty Myst. \. 163

Erthly bestys.-bryng ye furth and wax ye mo. ^1460
FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lint. Mon. v. (1885) 119 How be it thai

\sc. harms] bith mony mo than we haue shewid yet. 1567
Cat. Laing Charters (1899) 208 Becawse thai war fer may
nor he was, he mycht nocht slope thaim. 1611 BIBLE Ps.

Ixiv. 4 They that hate mee without a cause are moe then

the haires of mine head. 1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU Gagg 32
Ecclesiasticall constitutions are moe, more certaine; of the

same authority with the Churches written Lawes. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. ii. ii. 6 Seeing you are moe in Number.

3. Additional to the number specified ; further,

other.



MOA.

Forming an adjunct to a sb. pi., often qualified by an in

definite adj. as many, anyt etc., or by a definite numeral adj.

as one, two, etc.

c 1000 /KLFRIC Gram, vlii. (2.) 32 pus byd eac on ma
stowum. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 335 ^e fairest hauke he gan ta

pat tristrem wan fat day ; Wip him he left ma Pans for to

play. 138* WVCLIF Ruth i. ii Y haue no mo sonys in my
wombe. c 1449 PECOCK Refr. \\. xi. 215 Thou? ther wer x.

thousind mo bokis writun in Londoun..of the same Seintis

lijf. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 30/24 Make the ynche to

seethe, And put therin mo galles And more substance. 1564
BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. 4 b, FA beggar from Redesdale

(Northumberland) says:] Besides vs pakers, many me men
haue gud lucke. c 1600 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie ty Slae 847
Thair be mae sences than the sicht. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII,
in. ii. 5 You shall suslaine moe new disgraces, With these

you beare alreadie. a 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH./tofHf Wks.
(1711) a Day shall but serve moe sorrows to display. 17*1
RAMSAY Prospect ofPlenty 206 For rowth shall cherish love,
and love shall bring Mae men t improve the soil. 1813 E.

PICKEN Misc. Poems I. 151 Gie s nae mae sic wither-shms.

tb. put after a sb. pi.; also with a sb. sin^.

preceded by many a, and negatively, f Times

mo, at other times. Obs.
CI200 ORMIN 8157, & jet he haffde suness ma Ace himm

he 3afT (&amp;gt;att
crune. a 1300 Cursor M. 3210 Sex scor and

seuen yeir liued sarra And deid wit-outen childer ma.
a 1300 Fall

&amp;lt;$

Passion n in E. E. P. (1862) 13 And in

to nelle sone he li^te an wij? him mani an mo. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810; 26 After nyen & twenty sere J&amp;gt;e

dede
him hiben nam, & sex monethes mo. 1386 CHAUCER
Clerk s T. 393 Ther fil, as U bifalleth tymes mo [etc.]. 1423
JAS. I Kingis Q. xlii, I. .sawe hir walk. .With no wight mo,
bot onely wommeu tueyne. c 1440 Generydes 1064 After

hym ther came ij kynggez moo. 15.. Adam Bel 538 in

Ritson Ane. Pop. P. 25 Syr, they be slayne,. .And many an
officer mo. 1579 SPENSER Shcfh. Cal. June 57, 1 sawe Calliope

wyth Muses moe ,. Theyr yvory Luyts .. forgoe. a 1584
MONTGOMERIE Cherrie

fy
Slae 20, I saw the cunning and

the cat,. .With mony beistis mo.

fc. with a sb. pi. qualified by other or with
other used absolutely. Obs.
c 1290 Beket 571 in 6&quot;. Eng. Leg. t Seint Thomas grauntede

blu^eliche peos [ir. laws] and opure mo. Ibid. 2079 Ofte
ich habbe pe guod i-do and manie othure mo. a 1300
Cursor M. 14449 Lazar pat ded was . . he raisid, and o^er
maa. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 181 Tuo Cardinals he hath
assissed With olhre lordes many mo. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 79
And pis iuconuenient mai not be voydid w l mani moo

o;&amp;gt;er.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. viii. 45 Kyng Lot and mo other
called hym a wytche. 1513 DOUGLAS AZncis in. iv. 6 The
cruell Celeno, With all the vtheris Harpyis mony mo. 1545
ASCHAM Toxoph. i. (Arb.) 27 And infinite other mo lettes.

1622 WITHER Chr. Carol 87 Some others play at Rowland-
hoe And twenty other Gameboys moe. 1652 C. B. STAPYL-
TON Herodian xvn. 144 These Countries got he left unto
his heires, With other moe.

II 4. Mo and less : misused for more and less in

reference to condition or rank. Obs. rare~ l
.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 80 Fore thi-self furst thou pray ..

And fore men and women mo and lees.

II Moa (m&amp;lt;?u-a). [Maori.] A bird of the genus
DINOHNIS, formerly inhabiting New Zealand.

[1820 Grant.
&amp;lt;5-

Voc. New Zealand Lang. 181 M6e O
t
a

bird so called.) 1842 BP. WILLIAMS in Trans. Zool. Soc.

(1844) HI- 237 1 ne Natives told me of some extraordinary
monster which they said was in existence, . . to which they
gave the name of Moa . 1862 DANA Man. Geol. 578 The
Moa (Dinornis giganteus) of New Zealand exceeded the
ostrich in size. 1880 Daily Tel. 20 Sept., The other Barons
are doomed, and will ere long be an extinct species, like

the moa.

Moab (m&amp;lt;?u asb). University slang. ? Obs. [See

quot. ;
at Winchester College Moab is the name for

the lavatories.] A kind of hat: see quot. 1865. .

1865 Slang Dict.
t Moao, a name applied to the turban-

sbaped hat fashionable among ladies, and ladylike swells of
the other sex, in 1858-9. From the Scripture phrase Moab
is my washpot (Ps. Ix. 8), which article the hat in question
is supposed to resemble. University. 1884 Graphic 20
Sept. 307/2 His stiff brown Moab of the newest fashion.

Moabite (mJu-abait), sb. and a. [ad. L.

Moabita (Gr. Mwaltfri?;, repr. Heb. INTO moabt} t
i.

Moab : see -ITE.] A. sb.

1. One of the people of Moab, which bordered
on the territory of the trans-Jordamc Israelites. In

i6-i7th c. occas. applied opprobriously to Roman
Catholics.

1381 WYCLIP Dent, xxiii. 3 Amonytis and Moabites [so
all later versions] .. shulen not goon into the chirche of the
Lord. 1567 Guae $ Goalie Ball. (S.T.S.) 10$ Ze Moabitis,
with hornis twa ful hie, Outwart, lyke schcjp, ze beir the
beistis mark. 01623 W. PEMBLE Justif.\\\. iii. (1629) in
That doctrine is part of the dregs of corrupted nature,
maintained by Popish Moabites. 19030. MATHESON AY/r.
Men Bible II. 66 The Moabite worshipped the physically
beautiful.

2. slang. (See quots.)
a 1700 B. E, Diet. Cant. Crew, Moabites^ Serjeants,

Bailiffs and thetr Crew. 1715 in New Cant. Diet. 1823
JON BEE* Diet. Tur/^io Moabites^ bailiffs and their fol

lowers.

B. adj. Pertaining to Moab or the Moabites.
The Moabite stone, a monument erected by Mesha king

of Moab c 850 B.C., which furnishes the earliest known in*

scription in the Phoenician alphabet.

1870 C. D. GiNSBURG (title) The Moabite Stone; a fac
simile of tbe original inscription. 1883 Athenaeum i Sept.
275/3 1* is not to be supposed that because Berlin was taken
in by the Moabite

pottery,
Dr. Lepsius would wish Blooms-

bury to be deceived into buying a forged Deuteronomy.
Hence Mo abitess, a woman of the Moabites;

Moabitio (m^uabi tik), Mo abitish (-aitij) odjs. t

of or pertaining to or resembling the Moabites.
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XS3 COVERDALE Ruth u. 6 The damsell the Moabitisse.

1611 BIBLE ibid., The Moabitish damosell. 1882-3 SCHAFF
Encycl. Relig. Knowl, II. 1540 The Moabitic worship.

Moag, variant of MOGUE v. dial.

tMoaks. Obs. PI. moakses. [repr. OE.
mdx

t mdsc-
t recorded only in Comb. : see MASH

sd.l] A mash in brewing.
1703 SIR J. MORE Eng. Interest iv. 62 Two Moakses will

. . take out the strength of your Malt. Ibid. 68 Lade or

Pump out your Second Liquor.. on your Moaks. 1728

BAILEY, Moaks, a mashing in brewing Drink.

t Moal. Obs. Also 3 mal. [a. ON. m&l =
OE. m%l\ see MAIL $b\ Language, speech.
c 1200 ORMIN 4270 Forr Jesuss o Grickisshe mal Onn

Ennglissh iss Haelennde. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 81 Des frenkis

men o france moal, it nemnen un iur natural .

Moal(e, obs. forms of MOLE.
Moa ler. Some kind of railway lamp.
1843 MEESON & WELSBV Exchequer Cases (1845) XII. 33

Scott T. The Eastern Counties Railway Company.. .On the

i3th May, 1841, the defendants .. agreed to purchase . . one

triangular lamp,. .twelve moaler lamps, four square lamps,
two new side lamps [etc.]. Ibid, 35 The moaler, the square,
and the new side lamps were delivered..and paid for.

Moam(e, obs. forms of MOME.
Moa11 (mJun), sb. Forms : 3 man, 3-4 mon,

mane, 3-7 mone, 4-6 moou(e, 5-7 moane, (5

moyn , 5- moan; Sc, 4-6 mayn(e, 5-9 mane,
8 main, 9 maen. [app. repr. an unrecorded

OE. *mdn : prehistoric OE. *main- 9
whence

*mainjan, OE. mxnan MEAN z&amp;gt;.

2

The sb. cannot well be identified with OE. man wicked
ness (though the cognate ON. tnein has the sense of hurt ) ;

perhaps its phonetic coincidence with this may be the cause
of its being unrecorded in OE. The word has app. no cog
nates in Teut or elsewhere, as there seems to be no sufficient

ground for etymologically identifying its derivative OE.
tiixnan to complain (MEAN z .2j with tnxnan to intend,
mean, speak of (MEAN Z .

1
).]

1. Complaint, lamentation ; an instance of this,

a complaint, lament. Chiefly in phr. To make

(ones} moan : const, of and with obj. clause. Now
always apprehended as a transferred use of sense 2.

For t to tnean one s moan
t
see MEAN v.&quot; i b.

a iza$ Ancr. R. 418 pi is lodlich ping hwon me makeS
mone in tune of ancre eihte. c 1390 S. Eng. Leg, I. 96/140
And buy afenge pe deth for godes loue ; with-oute anie
mone. c 1*90 Beket 1264 ibid,) To pe we comieth to make
ore mone : of strong Uf pat we ledez. a 1300 Cursor M.
16865 Noiper pai gaf man, lie tok emsample gode ^ar-bi.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxyi. {Nycholas} 1137 pane in his

hart ne mad may_ne & slchit sare. 23398 TKEVISA Barth. De
P. R. xn. xxvii. (1495) 430 The Kite seketh his meete

wepynge wyth voys of pleynynge and of moon. 1413 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton 1483) i. xv. 9, I not to whome to make my
mone to. f 1450 HOLLAND Ifowlat 41, I herd ane petuoss
appele, with ane pur mane, Solpit in sorowe. a 1553 UDALL
Royster D, I. ii. (Arb.) 15 Of loue I make my mone. 1572
in Digges Comft. Atnbass. (1655) 343 There is very great
moan made for the loss of Monsieur U Candales. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. n. iii. 33 Marke the moane she makes.

1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton i. (1840) 18 A carpenter, .made
such pitiful moan to be taken in. 1832 TENNYSON M tiler*s

Dan. vi, And oft I heard the tender dove In
firry

woodlands
making moan. 1832 Mariana in South i, But Ave
Mary ,

made she moan. Ibid, vii,
* The day to night , she

made her moan. 1853 LYNCH Self-Iwprov. vL 135 The
moan of the idle about circumstance, 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong, V. xxiii. 159 In Henry s days the people made their

moan that they were ground down.
Comb. 1598 FLORIO, Qucrclat

a complaint, a moane-
making.

f b. A state of grief or lamentation. Obs.

1500-20 DUNQAR Poems Ixxiv. 31 Behald my mayne, and
mwrning merwalous. 1560 INGELEND Disob. Child G tij,

Thou matest learne what gricfe, sorowe and mone, Socrates
had with Xantippa his wyfe. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, VI, n,

iii. 44 Thy mirth shall turne to moane. 1600 DEKKER Gentle

Craft Wks. 1873 I. 49 T would kill my soule to leave thee
drownd in mone. 1631 MILTON Epitapk ftVness Win
chester 55 Here be tears of perfect moan Weept for thee in

Helicon.

2. In mod. use, with onomatopoeic suggestion :

A prolonged low inarticulate murmur indicative

of physical or mental suffering.
Differing from groan in that it suggests a sound less harsh

and deep, and produced rather by continuous pain than by
a particular access or paroxysm.
1673 MILTON Sonn.

t Massacre in Piedmont, Avenge O
Lord thy slaughter d Saints. .. Their moans The Vales
redoubl d to the Hills. 1708 POPE Ode St. Cecilia 60 Sullen

moans, Hollow groans, And cries of tortured ghosts ! 1789
BLAKE Songs fnnoc.

t
Cradle Song t Sweet moans, dove-like

sighs. 1808 J. MAYNE SillerGun iv.viii, John answer donly
wi his tears, Or made a maen ! [1836, in. vii, mane.] 1864
TENNYSON Bo&dicea 25 Phantom sound of blows descending,
moan of an enemy massacred.

b. transf. of the low, plaintive sound produced
by the wind, water, etc.

1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. Introd. iii, See how the little

runnels leap, In threads of silver, down the steep, To swell
the brooklet s moan ! 1831 TENNYSON Pal. Art 280 [He]
hears the low Moan of an unknown sea. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xxvii. 211 The moan of the adjacent pines chimed
in noble harmony.

Moan (mJan), v. Forms : (? 5), 6-7 mone,
(? 5 moone), 6-7 moane, 6- moan, 9 Sc. mane,
maen. [f. the sb., a new formation taking the

place of the older MEAN v.%
It is doubtful whether the vb. moan occurs before the

i6lh c. Mone is often a misprint or editorial misreading for

mone move ; in other instances the rime*; show that the

MOANIFICATION.
word is MONE v. (= mun). The two isth c. instances here

given may be genuine, but possibly the true readings are
mene

t viournyd.]

1. trans. To complain of, lament (something) ;

to lament for (a dead person) ; to bemoan, bewail.

Const, with simple object and object clause.

[1471 : see MOANED///.**.] 01548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII
68 b, Their fall was title moned etnong wise men. 1605
STOW Ann. 780 This man was greatly moaned of the people.
a 1677 BARROW Sernt. Wks. 1716 II. 38 Doth not every man
moan the scantness of his lot? 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide
in. ii, The sick Wretch who moan d the tedious Night.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xl, Na, na, I maun never maen doing
and suffering for the Countess Joscelin. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xiv, She.. bitterly moaned the fickleness of her

Matilda,

f b. refl. To lament or bewail one s lot, to make
one s moan*

;
= MEAN v2 2 d. Const, to. Obs.

c 1425 Castle Persev. 1632 in Macro Plays 125 Mankynde !

take kepe of chaslyte, & mone [printed moue ; but cf.

quots. under MEAN v. ] bee to maydyn Marye. 1548
CRANMER Catech. 148 b, God hath commaunded us to.,

mone ourselues to him in all our troubles and aduersities.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 48 You should rouze up yourselves
and moan yourselves to the Lord.

t 2. To condole with (a person) ; to pity. Obs.

1593 Tell-TrotKs N. Y. Gift (1876) 24 He looked to have
his wife rebuked and himselfe moned. 1596 DANETT tr.

Comines (1614) 332 If this misery had fallen but vpon them

only that made this composition, they bad not been greatly
to be moned. 1669 DRYDEN Wild Gallant \\\. i, Non.
What ! Does he take no pity on me ? Const. Prithee moane
him Isabelle.

3. intr. To make complaint or lamentation.

Const, of, for. Now only arch, or poet. t
coloured

by association with sense 4.

593 Q- ELIZ. Roethius i. pr. v. 15 Of our complaynt
[thou] haste moned [L. dolttisli], & bewaylde the wrack of

estymations Loste. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 977 Let there be

chance him. pitifull mischances, To make him mone. 1650
Sc. Metr. Psalms cii. 6, I like an owl in desert am, that

nightly there doth moan. 1725 POPE Odyss. xi. 100 Still

as I spoke the phantom seem d to moan, Tear followed tear,

and groan succeeded groan. 1833 TENNYSON May Queen
Conclus, xiv, And what is life, that we should moan ? 1855
BRIMLEV Ess., Angel in Ho. 206 We listen to the fierce

Achilles moaning for his lost mistress.

fb. trans, (causatively} To cause to lament,
to grieve (a person). Obs. rare 1

. (Perh. moans
is a misreading for moves.)
a 1625 FLETCHER, etc. Fair Maid Inn. v. i, And yet my

wife (which infinitly moanes me) Intends [etc.].

4. intr. To make a low mournful sound indica

tive of physical or mental suffering. Cf. MOAN sb. 2.

1724 [see MOANING vbl. st&amp;gt;.]. 1798 WORDSW. We are seven

xiii, In bed she moaning lay. 1819 SHELLEY Ctnci \\\. ii. 79
The house-dog moans, and the beams crack. 1828 D ISRAELI

Ckas. /, II. x. 245 The King, .throwing himself on the bed

..passionately moaned, shedding abundant tears. 1871 K.

ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixiv. 119 Mother, who o er that child

monu d desperate, all heartbroken.

b. transf. of inanimate things.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. i. xii, She sits.. And listens to

a heavy sound That moans the mossy turrets round. 1851
KINGSLEY Song) Three Fishers^ For men must work..

Though the harbour bar be moaning. 1902 A. B. DAVIDSON
Called ofGod x. 267 You hear, .the forests moan.

5. trans. To utter meaningly. Also whh/0/-///.
1819 KEATS St. Agnes xxxiv, Fair Madeline began to

weep And moan forth witless words. 1822 SHELLEY Dirge t

Rough wind, that meanest loud Grief too sad for song.

1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 130 And in herself she moaifd
*Too late, loo late!

1

1878 BROWNING La Saisaiz 75
Melodious moaned the other Dying day with dolphin-hues.

Hence f Moaned///. a. t lamented.

1471 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 4 Ther was kyllyd

uppon the fTelde-.Sir Omffrey Bowghsher off owr centre,

wnyche is a sore moonyd man her.

Moanful (mJu-nful), a. [f. MOAN sb. + -FUL.]
1. Full of moaning or lamentation ; expressing

lamentation pr grief. Said of a person, his actions,

etc., hence of a melody, song, etc., plaintive,

mournful, sad. Now somewhat rare.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1598) 83 Nowceasse we to wearie

the hearers With monefull melodies, for enough our griefes
be rcuealed. Ibid. iv. (1629) 414 But in such monefull march,

they went towards the other Shepheards. 1586 WARNER
Alb. Eng. i. iv, He saw a monefull sort of people, a 1677
BARROW Wks. (1686) II. 483 Do not (saith S.James) grudge
(or make moanfull complaint) against one another. [Cf.

quot. a 1677 under MOANFULLY adv.} 1714 GAY Sheph. Week,
Past. iii. 26 Sparabella . . Did this sad Plaint in moanful

Notes devise. 1837 CARLYLE Misc. Ess.* Diatn. Neckl.

(1840) V, 104 He. .sobbing out the moanfulest broken howl,
sank down in swoon. 1855 Fraser s Mag. LI. 95, I sang

upon the linden like a moanful nightingale.

f2. Fraught with or causing lamentation. Obs.

1573 TWYNE JEneid xn. Nn iij, And houses to deface, and
monefull mariages to make, a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. (1684)

IV. 580 Look upon all the sad moneful objects in the world.

i66a HicKERiNGiLL-4/t?/. Distressed Innoc. Wks. 1716 I. 314
*TU a sad Conscience that can joy at the thoughts of this

days moanful Remembrance.
Hence Moa-nftilly adv.
1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 189 Monefully

she would

sit, dayes without words, a 1677 BARROW Wks. (1687) I.

286 Do not (saith S. James) moanfully complain one against
another. [Cf. James v. 9 M&amp;gt;j orefa^ere KOT* aAAijAur.]

Moanitica-tion. nonce-wd. [see -FICATION.]
The action of *

making moan .

1817 B. HALL Diary in Lockhart Scott xxv. (1881) 591
When he saw that we had no intention of making any
attempt at sympathy or moanitlcation.



MOANING.

Moaning (mou-nin), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.]

The

action of the verb MOAN, in various senses.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. xi. (1590) 44 Palladius. .besought

her for her promise sake, to put silence so longe vnto her moil

ing -AI&QVKS Righteous Zeal Encouraged^^s.^^lU.
143 Hence his complaints, hence his moanings. 1724 RAMSAY

Vision vi, Thy graneing, and maneing, Have laitlie reich d

myne eir. 1744 ARMSTRONG Preserv. Health iv. 151 Nor to

the rivulet s lonely moanings tune Your sad compjaint.

1855 BAIN Senses ft Int. n. ii. 9 (1864) 216 The moaning of

the wind is due to the waxing and waning of the mtensily

of the sound. 1880 TENNYSON Crossing the Bar, And may
there be no moaning of the bar, When I put out to sea.

1904 Expositor Mar. 198 The self-commiserating moanings
of the modern lyrics of pessimism.

Moaning (moo-nirj), ///. a. [f. MOAN v. +

-ING^.J Tliat moans.
a 1800 J. WARTON Ode on Shooting, Linnet, or warbling

thrush, or moaning dove. 1829 F. GLASSE Belgic Past.,

True Lover 141 A sighing, moaning, am rous youth. 1830

TENNYSON Poems 97 On the black and moaning sea. 1859

KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) II. 281 The soft melancholy alto of

ihe moaning woods.

Hence Moa ningly adv.

1837 VERLANDER Vestal, etc. 80 Hark ! Ihe sad voic d bell

now rolling Moaningly and low. 1844 DICKENS Mart.

Chun, xv, High over her Ihey [sc. waves] break, . . and giving

place to others, moaningly depart. 1857 Fraser s Mag.
LVI. 489 The rain welters moaningly.

Moanless (moo-nles), a. [f.
MOAN sb. +

-LESS.] Without a moan.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. vi. xxi, Thus, motionless, and

moanless, drew His parting brealh, stout Roderick Dhu !

Moansome (m0u-nspm), a. nonce-wd. [f.

MOAN v. + -SOME.] = MOANFUL.

1883 JEAN INGELOW in Loiigm. Mag. Sept. 533 While

lovesome and moansome thereon spake and falter d the dove

lo the dove.

t Moa-nworthy, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [MoANrf.]

Worthy of lament.

1540 PALSGR. Acolastus D iij, This was his moneworthy
communicalion .i. Ihis was his pituous tale worthye to be

bewayled or lamented.

Moap, obs. form of MOPE v.

II Moar (mo T). Also moor. [Manx = Irish

and Gaelic maor: see MAYOR 3.] (See quots.)

1656 J. CHALONER Descr. Isle ofMan 17 Ofwhich [courls],

the Moors which are Ihe Lords Bayliffs of the Land, give.

Summons. 1702 W. SACHEVERELL Ace. Isle ofMan 2 The
Towns [are govern d] by Ihe 4 Constables; and Ihe Civil

Conslitution, by two Deemsters, 6 Coroners, 17 Moars, or

Bayliffs, wilh several olher inferiour Officers. 1811 J. JOHN
SON Jurispr. Isle ofMan 82 There is also in each parish in

the island, an ancient officer called a Moar, who collecls Ihe

rents and fines due to the lord [etc.].

Moar(e, obs. forms of MOOR, MORE.

Moarisn(e, obs. forms of MOORISH.

Moary, obs. form of MOORY a.

f Moashy. Obs. rare 1
. Some kind of fur.

1619 MIDDLETON Tri. Love fy Antiq. D, Lamb, Wolf, Fox,

Leopard, Minck, Stole, Miniuer, Racoone, Moashye, Wol-

uerin, Caliber.

Moat (mout), i*. 1 Forms : 4-8 mote, 4-0

(9 dial.) mot, 5-6 moote, 6 moate, 7 moat.

[ME. mote, mot, app. identical with MOTE jA.l

mound, embankment, a. OF. mote, motte.

The development of the sense ditch from that of em
bankment (for which cf. DIKE sb., DAM sb. 1

} may have taken

place in Norman- French : Moisy (Diet. Patois Normand)

says that motte is still used in Normandy for moat ,
and

quotes from an early document (! of i6lh c.) a passage con

taining mote in this sense.]

1. Fortif. A deep and wide ditch surrounding a

town, castle, or other building, usually filled with

water as a protection against assault. Also transf.

and fig.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi. 76 pe Mot is of Merci be maner

al abouten. 1377 Ibid. B. xix. 362 Conscience comaunded

bo al cryslene to delue, And make a muche mole. 1469

Bury Wills (Camden) 46 Alle Ihe curtelage. .wyth jnne the

moote. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary iv. (1870) 239 Yf Ihere be a

moote made aboule it [sc. a mansion], there should be some

freesshe sprynge come to it. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 48

The siluer sea, Which serues it m the office of a wall, Or as

a Moale defensiue lo a house. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb.

vi. 276 The Close in Leilchfield . . ; a place naturally strong,

and defended with a moat. 1694 G. SAVILE New Model at

Sea 4 It may be said now to England,. .What shall we do

to be saved in this World? There is no other answer, but

this, Look to your Mote. 17. . S. JENYNS Mod. Fine Lady
in Dodsley Poems (1763) III. 174 Unlil at lenglh appears
the ruin d hall Within the grass-green moat, and ivy d wall.

1808 LD. ERSKINE in Hansard Parl. Debates X. 929 Sur

rounded by thai impregnable moat wilh which ihe Divine

Providence has fortified this island, we can say [etc.]. 1820

W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Royal Poet I. 194 The garden.,

occupies what was once the moat of the keep. 1871 FREEMAN

Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 153 A sort of ravine, .forms a

natural moat round the greater part of the cily.

2. A pond, lake; esp. a fish-pond. Obs. exc. dial.

1463 Mann. * Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 563 My masler put

inlo his longe mole be Ihe hye wey att Overbury halle, in

roches, ix&quot;. [1472 in Blount Law Diet. (1691) s.v. Mote,

Rogerus tradidit prefatp Thorns: tria stagna & unam Molam
Piscariam exislentem infra manerium Domini de Yeffyn.]

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 2 title. Fishing in any seuerall

ponde stewe or mot with an intent to steale fishe out of Ihe

same is felony. 1598 YONG Diana 71 They came to a large

greene meadow, wherein was a very faire Br
f
a
,
t
T
ino
^

t

5.^f

a small pond. Chs. Nhp. Ess.
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3. atfril&amp;gt;. and Comb., as moat-side ; moat-

garden, one situated in a disused moat; f moat-

hen, the moor-hen, Gallinttla chloropus (cf. 1774
in 2) ; moat-house, a moated house.

1899 CROCKETT Black Douglas (ed. 2) 94 Sholto stood, .on

the topmost step of the ascent from the &quot;moat-bridge. 1826

Hon. SMITH for Hill (1838) II. 82 The &quot;moat-garden.

1544 TURNER Avium Pratcip. I 6, Trynga, Anglicc a uuater

hen, or a *mot hen. 1899 TREVELYAN Eng. Age \Vycliffe 318
He was welcomed at nightfall to the kitchen fire of the

moat-house. 1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. v, Will they

open the Gate, or do they desire I should grow at their

Moat-side like a Willow?

t Moat, sb* Obs. Also 7 mot, moate, 8 mote.

[Cf. MIT 2.] A cheese-vat.

1602 PLAT Delightes for Ladies in. xxii, You may deuise

moates or cases [for cheese] either rounde or square of fine

wicker. 1617, 1629 Cheese mot, moate [see CHEESE sb\ 7],

1736 BAILEY Househ. Diet. 171 Fill a narrow high cheese

mote or vat, continually filling as the curd sinks, till the

mote or vat is full.

Moat (rnout), v. [f. MOAT st. 1] trans. To
surround with or as with a moat, ditch, or trench.

(Said of a personal agent, also of a river, fosse,

etc. which serves as a moat.) Also with about,

in, round.
c 1420 Antttno/Arin. 671 (Thornton MS.), I gyffe to the

..Twa baronryse in Burgoyne, with burghes so balde, That

are moted abowte [Donee MS. batailed abou^te]. 1509

HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. (Percy Soc.) 175 A manour place,

Moted about. 1606 HOLLAND Sue/an. 17 The Cirque was

enlarged on both sides and moted round about [L. # in

gyrnm Evripo atldito\. 1680 MORDEN Ccog. Reel., Hun
gary (1685) 96 Komora is..moated by the Danow. 1700

DRYDEN Ceyx ST Alcyone 372 An Arm of Lethe with a gentle

flow. .The Palace moats. 1768 MORANT Essex II. 599/1

It is now but a farm-house moated in. 1779 FORREST Voy.

N. Guinea 183 A broad and straight street.. .It is so well

raised as never to be overflowed ; and is moated on both

sides. 1848 J. A. CARLYLE tr. Dante s Inferno (1840) 8

The deep fosses, which moat that joyless city. 1855 MOT-

LEY Dutch Rep. vi. xi. (1866) 804 Through the breach was

seen a massive terreplein, well moated.

b. transf. xrAfig.
1617 HP. HALL Quo vadis (1624) i In moling our Hand

with the Ocean he [God] meant to shut vs vp from other

Regions. 1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN. ly. i, He [a master-

cook] Makes Citadels.., Some he dri-dishes, some motes

round with broths. 1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Theol. iv. 181

Warding off (as well as they can) Gods blow, molting them

selves up against his fire. 1652 BKNLOWF.S Tlicopli. in. l.vvi,

When purple robes hide scarlet sin Ingrain d from that life-

blood, which moated their Souls in. 1740 H. WALPOI.E

Lett. (1857) I. 63 The torrent broke down the quays. ..We

were moated into our house all day. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Tit.

v. 481 Moated round, with fathomless destruction. 1830

Examiner 785/1 A prodigious effusion of cant, .streamed

forth, to moat in as it were, ihe new Government. 1852

M. ARNOLD Empedocles on Etna n, The sea of cloud That

heaves its white and billowy vapours up To moat this isle

of ashes from the world.

Hence Moa ted ///. a.

1592 SYLVESTER Tri. Faith iv. xiv, Elias Faith.. Fir d

withoul fire his moated Sacrifice. 1603 SHAKS. Meas./or
M. in. i. 277 There at the moaled-Grange recides this de-

iected Mariana. 1676 DRYDEN Aurengz. Ep. Ded. i When
he sees he can hardly approach Greatness, but as a Moated

Castle. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell I. Introd. iii. 38 A moated

mansion, wilh dilch and painled paling round it. 1903 AUSTIN

Flodden Field n. 72, I would not be an hour with him

alone, For all my vaunted moated maidenhood.

Moat(e, obs. forms of MOTE.

Moater, variant of MOTEB.

Moath, obs. form of MOTH sb?-

Moating (moo-tin). The puddling beaten in

behind the stonework of a mining shaft built up

through a bed of quicksand.
1830 Brewster s Edin. Encycl. XIV. 338/2 The ashler and

moating are progressively carried up. . .The water, .is kept

back by the clay moating. 1839 in URE Diet. A rts 970.

Moatley, obs. form of MOTLEY.

Moll (nvb), rf.l Also 7-8 mobb. [Abbrevia

tion of MOBILE sb* Cf. the following :

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 135 F 10 It is perhaps this Humour
of speaking no more than we needs must which has so

miserably curtailed some of our Words,, .as in mob. rep.pas.

incog, and the like, a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vii. (1740) 574,

I may note the Rabble first changed their Title, and were

called the Mob in the Assemblies of this [the King s Head]
Club. It was their Beast of Burthen, and called first, mo
bile vulgus, but fell naturally into the Contraction of one

Syllable. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat.lnUoA., Wks. VI. 234

Abbreviations exquisitely refined : As Pozz for Positively,

Mobb for Mobile.)

1. The disorderly and riotous part of the popula

tion, the roughs, the rabble ;
an assemblage of the

rabble ;
a tumultuous crowd bent on, or liable to

be incited to, acts of lawlessness and outrage.
i688F-myAfo.(r899)IV.447[i3Dec.]TheMobbcarried

away the very boards and rafters. [Cf. 1688 LUTTRELL Brief
Ret. (1857) I. 486 (12 Dec.) This night Ihe mobile were up
again (etc.).] 1692 Jacobite Conventicle 19 But Common
wealths why should we rob, Of th Glory of a Ruling Mob.

1695 C. HATTON in H. Corr. (Camden) II. 216 For thes 2

nights a great mob have been up in Holborn and Drury Lane.

1774 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life f, Writ. (1832) I. 25 We
shall be under Ihe dominalion of a riotous mob. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. (ed. 2) 125 Lord George Gordon, .having. .

raised a mob (excuse the lerm, it is still in use here) which

pulled down all our prisons. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. v. I.

559 The army had become a mob. 1874 GREEN Short Hist,

x. (1878) 729 When mobs were roaring themselves hoarse

for Wilkes and liberty .

MOB.

f b. One of the mob. Obs.

1706 FARQUHAR Recruiting Officer \\, (1707) 18 Enter Kite,
with a Mob in each Hand drunk.

2. The common mass of people ;
the lower

orders ; the uncultured or illiterate as a class ;

the populace,
the masses.

This is noled by Swift among the vulgarisms for which he
censures Burnet s History.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. xxiv, An idle Notion
..that inloxicated the beliefs of ihe Mob. 1695 DRYDEN tr.

Dufresnoy s Art Paint. Pref. 26 A very Monsler in a Bar
tholomew-Fair for the Mob to gape at for their two-pence.
a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1900) II. III. v. 70 At least he

[the Prince of Orange] thought religion was only for the

mob. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. i. 91 She sat among the

Mob in the Gallery. 1749 FIELDING Ton: Janes i. ix, Re-

fusing to gralify ihe good-natured disposilion of ihe mob.

[Noil] Whenever this word occurs in our writings, it intends

persons without virtue, or sense, in all stations. 1752
Coi cnt Card. Jrnl. 13 June, Three estates, namely kings,

lords, and commons, .ill entirely passing by in silence that

very large and powerful body which form the fourlh estate

in this community, and have been long dignified and dis-

linguished by ihe name of ihe mob . 1779-81 JOHNSON
L. P., Pope Wk*. IV. 42, I, says Pope, have ihe lown, that

is, the mob, on my side. 1795 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Sfain (1799)

50 The opinion of this forgiving power vested in the church,

will, among Ihe mob of mankind, destroy the motives to

virtue. 1831 Lr&amp;gt;. BROUGHAM Sp. 7 Oct. (1838) II. 599, I do

not mean the populace the mob : I never have bowed to

them. Ibid. 600 Bui if ihere is ihe mob, ihere is ihe people
also. I speak now of the middle classes. 1868 Di FF Pol.

Sun . 143 The mob of ihe great cities, .is hostile to us.

f 3. Without the : Disorderly or lower-cla?s

people forming a crowd. Obs.

1693 Hummtrs Tmvn 128 A number of undistinguishaMe
mob. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 44 T 3 A cluster of

mob, who were making themselves merry with their betters.

1721 l)u FOE Afti/i. Cavalier (1840) 15, I saw the strcel

..full of mob. 1751 CHESTERF. Lett. 18 Mar.
_ (177.4)

&quot;

118 Kvery numerous assembly is mob, let the individuals

who compose it be what they will. 1789 A. YOUNG 1 ra- .

France (1890) 210 Greal riots at Bel fort : last night a body
of mob and peasants demanded of the magislrales the arms

in the magazine.

4. A promiscuous assemblage of people ;
a mul

titude or aggregation of persons regarded as not

individually Important. In Australian use, without

disparaging implication, a crowd.
1688 CAPT. SOUTHOUSE Taking K. James, etc. (B. M. Add.

MS. 32091-96, If. 3), These Gent, mob {app. meaning the

king and his friends] were much perplex d to get a coach.

1700 DRYDEN Cock ft Fox 328 Fancy. .Compounds a .Med

ley of disjointed Things, A Mob of Coblers and a Court of

Kings, a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Wealth Wks. 1730 I. 87

The applauses the mob of quality gave to the Don s oration.

1737 POPE /lor. Epist. n. i. ro8 But for the Wits of either

Charles s days, The Mob of Gentlemen who wrote wilh

Ease; Sprat, Carew, Seclley, and a hundred more. 1742

YOUNG Nt. Th. vm. 1088 Earth s genuine sons, the seep-

ter d, and the slave, A mingl d mob! a wand ring he:d!

1784 COWPER Tiroc. 206 Train him in public with a mob of

boys. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab v. 58 Gold : Before whose

image bow. .The mob of peasants, nobles, priests, and kings.

1830 in J. West Hist. Tasmania (1852) II. 42 A mob of

natives appeared at Captain Smith s hut. 1875 HELPS Ess.,

Party-Spirit 100 Those who think whalever the litlle mob
in which Ihey live pleases to think. 1877 lit. Martincau s

Aittobiog. III. 177 Young men who deprecated the tyranny
of a moneyed mob. 1884 R. BOLDREWOOD Atelk. Mem.
ix, He., was one of the Dunmore mob , and aided gener

ally in the symposia which were there enjoyed. 1888

Robbery under Arms x\x, At the side of the crowd was a

small mob of blacks. 1890 Melbourne Argus 16 Aug. 13/2

It doesn t seem possible to get a mob of steady men for

work of lhat sort now.

b. transf. and fg. A heterogeneous collection

or crowd (of things). Obs. exc. Austral.

1728 POPE Dune. i. 65 She sees a Mob of Metaphors ad

vance. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. r437 Twill not make one

amid a mob of thoughts. 1844 Port Philip Patriot 22 July

2/6 They buttoned up in front ; the only suit in the mob
which did so. 1892 G. PARKER RonndCompass in Austral.

v. 72 My wife, .insisted on my carrying this book lo you.,
and if it was in your mob of books, to give this copy to

somebody that would appreciate it.

C. orig. Austral. A flock or drove of animals.

(The form mop in quor. 1836 is peril, a mistake.)

1836 in Three Yrs. Exper. of Settler in N. S. W. 44

(Morris) While I walched Ihe mop [of cattle] I had col

lected. 1846 G. H. HAYDON 5 Yrs. in Austral. Felix iii. 59

The old men kangaroos are always the largest and strongest

in the flock, or in colonial language, mob . 1875 t lel-

boiirnc Spectator 22 May 34/2 A mob of sheep has been

sold at Belfast at u. rorf. per head. 1906 J. OXEHHAM John

ofGerisan ix, At last . . we sighted him [a white colt), gallop

ing quietly along in the centre of the very last mob of all.

d. Shetland dial. A school of whales.

1898 Shetland News 30 July (E.D.D.), II is believed this

shoal [of whales] consisted of two mobs.

5. slang. A company or gang of thieves or pick

pockets working in collusion. Also, a member of

such a company. Swell mob, a class of pick pockets

who dress stylishly to carry on their occupation.

1843 Punch IV. 129/1 The swell mob they are there.

1846 Lt.KOOKlniag.Conv. ,Southeyq I.. Wks. 1853 &quot; 5*A

Making room for ihe swell-mob of aulhors to pass by. 1851

MAYHEW Land. Labour (1864) I. 234/1 Some classes of

patlerers. .work in schools or mobs of two, three, or

four. 1859 Slang Diet., School, or mob, two or more

patterers working togelher in the streets. 1884^
Standard

6 June 6/3 There were about twenty mobs (pickpockets)

that never got a rap.

6. atlrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. (senses



MOB. 560 MOB-CAP.

i and 2), as mob-assembly, -associafor, -cause,

-fancy , favour^ gentry, -government, -idol, -leader,

-meeting, -orator
^ petition, title, -tyranny, -violence,

-way ; mob-like adj. b. objective, as mob-adoring,

-fearing adjs.; C. instrumental, as mob-election ,

mob-created, -guided, led adjs.
1828 E. IRVING Last Days 304 The *mob-adoring press.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. i.ii. (1740) 66 This *Mob-assemblywas
drawn together for the Purpose of Terror. 1750 CARTE Hist.

Eng. II. 135 These *mob-associates broke open houses by
night. 1711 AMHERST Terrx Fit. No. 43 (1754) 226, I do
not intend to enumerate all the strong holds of this prevail

ing &quot;mob-cause [sc. High-Church]. 1807-8 W. IRVING Sal-

329 It tickled the
*
mob-fancy mightily. 1835 LVTTON

Rienzi x. iii, Too vulgar a desire of *mob favour. 1859
HELPS Friends in C. Ser. ir. (ed. al II. 97 If they are mob-

guided, *mob-fearing people. 1711 DE FOE Moll Flanders

(1840) 200 The assurance gave the *mob gentry a check.

1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. Sel. Wks. I. 23 Whilst they are

terrifying the great and opulent with the horrors of *mob
government, a 1849 H. COLKRIDCE Ess. (1831} II. 169 Nelson
was a *mob-idol indeed. 1834 AVw Monthly Mag. XLI. 59
In their ambition to be &quot;mob-leaders, they were, in fact,
*mob led. 1796 W. COOKE Conversation in. 34 That *mob-
like education of the streets. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees

(1733) II. 41 In all *mob-meetings,. .the entertainment in

general is abominable. 1839 WHITTIER Pr. Wks. (1889) II.

333 The *mob-orator of Clare and Kerry. 1734 DF. FOE
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 312 The *mob petition from Bucks
was presented to the king. 1869 MCLARKN Serin. Ser. n.

vii. 123 The willing spirit sets us free,. .free from the *mob
rule of Passions and Appetites, c 1800 R. CUMBERLAND
John De Lancaster (1809) II. 280 A propensity in the
town s- folk to. .administer tumultuous justice in their own
*mob-way.
7. Special comb. : mob courtship, courtship

among the lower classes ; mob defence, defence

by the populace as opposed to military defence
;

f mob-driver, one who incites a mob; mob feast

nonce-wd.) a banquet open to every one
;
mob

law, Maw* imposed and enforced by a mob;
mob-master, one who controls a mob

;
mob

opinion, the opinion of the illiterate or uncul

tured
;
mob reader, a reader belonging to the

mob
; fmob story, a story circulating among the

mob.
1883 RUSKIN Fors Clav. xc. 167 There are no words strong

enough to express the general danger and degradation of
the manners of &quot;mob-courtship, as distinct from these. 1845
W. H. MAXWELL Hints Soldier on Service I. 239 No city
. .afforded the same advantages, for what might be termed
a &quot;mob-defence, a 1734 NORTH Exam* i. iii. (1740) 126
Colonel Mildmay, an old Rumper, and late &quot;Mob-driver in

Essex. Ibid. u. v. 343 A Sideling-Writer, .shall cry, O!
the Papists are set up; just as his Mob-Drivers did to their

Rabble. 1830 MOORE Mem. (1854) VI. 150 This is the third
dinner., one of the others being a *mob feast, at six shillings
a-head. 1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 347 As has been seen in the
case of Saint Stephen,, .a sort of *mob-law might, .be stated
as forming part and parcel of the law of Moses. 11734 NORTH
Exam. in. vii, (1740) 571 *Mob-Masters..that upon the

Watch-word, are to bring forward some hare-brained Rout,
which they call the People. 1769 WARBURTON in Pope s Ep.
Cobham 135 note. This, though a mere &quot;mob-opinion, is the

opinion in fashion, and cherished by the Mob of all de
nominations. 1697 DKYDEN &neid Ded. (e) 3 b, Such things
as are our Upper-Gallery Audience in a Play- House. ..

These are *Mobb-Readers. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 9
p 12 Do you. .believe the *mob-story, that King George
designs to make a bridge of boats from Hannover to Wap-
P
Mob (mpb), sb* Obs. VR&. Hist. [Cf. MAB sb.,

MOB v.l, and MOB-CAP.]
fl. Cant. A strumpet. Obs.

1665 R. HEAD English Rogue i. Ivii (end), We kist and
parted ; I sigh d, she did sob; she for her lusty Lad, I for

my Mob. 1673 CantingAcad. 13 Mob, a Wench or Whore.
Ibid. 192 When a Mob he has bit, his Cole he will tell. 1697
N. LEE Princess of Cleve ProL, The little Mob, the City
Wastcoateer.

f 2. A neglige attire, a dishabille ; also attrib.

mob-dress. Obs.

1665 R. HEAD English Rogue i. x, Their Mobs Scarfs,
and Hoods all rent. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 71. 3/2 It

shines. .As Beauty does, tho in a Mob-Dress. 1710 SWIFT
Jrnl. to Stella 13 Dec., The ladies were all in mobs (how
do you call it?) undrest. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 302 p n
Wrapping Gowns and dirty Linnen, with all that huddled
Oeconomy of Dress which passes under the general Name
of a Mob.
3. = MOB-CAP.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. iii. 29 Her head

dress was a Brussels-lace mob, peculiarly adapted to the
charming air and turn of her features. 1790 KALOttittftR
Wks.) Ham. n. it. 525 note, The ordinary morning head-
dress of ladies continued to be distinguished by the name
of a mabt to almost the end of the reign of George the
second. 1793 STEEVENS Ibid., In the counties of Essex and
Middlesex, this morning cap has always been called a MOP,
and not a mab. My spelling of the word therefore agrees
with its most familiar pronunciation. 1805 Sporting Mag.XXVI. 221 Some ladies talking of the revived fashionable
headdress mobs. 1830 MRS. BRAY Fitz ofF. xxi, A neat
little old woman, wearing a close mob and pinners.

Mob (m^b), sb$ (See quot.)
1852 SEIDEI. Organ 150 The mob is a sort of brush, con

sisting of threads of wool or silk, which are glued on to a
thin handle of wood or wire.

! Mob, z .i Obs. [Cf. MAB v., MOB sb?,
MOBLK V.\

1. trans. To muffle the head of (a person) ; to

dress untidily. Also to mob up.
1664 H. MORE E.rp. 7 Epist. Prcf. b 2, Men . . having

..Chins as smooth as Womens, and their Faces mob d in

Hoods. 1681 Expos. Dan. i. Notes 22 Monks and Friers

mob d in their Cools and long Coats. 17*0 GAY Eclogues,
Tea-table, Yet in the gall ry mob d, she sits secure, a 1745
SWIFT Story Injured Lady (1746) 3, I go always mobbed,
and in an Undress. 1761 GOLDSM. Cit. W. xc. Wks. (Globe)

232 (He] shall sit.. mobbed up in double night-caps.

2. To mob (it), to go a-mobbing\ to go in dis

guise, or attired so as to escape recognition, to the

unfashionable part of a theatre, etc. Hence (? asso

ciated with MOB J^.l), to frequent low company.
[1720 : see i.) 1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar. iv. 43, I don t

wonder such as these go a mobbing among those meanest
of mad Things call d Free-Masons ; rough Cheats, and con-
fess d Delusions are the fittest things to amuse them. 1771

1825-9 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor I. ix. 389,
want you to make your appearance, I want to go incognito,
to mob it, you know, to go in masquerade, and sit in the

gallery. 1837 Nnv Monthly Mag. LI. 36 He cannot mob it

to see a play in the pit.

Mob (nvb), vt [f. MOB j/;.i]

1. trans. To attack in a mob or disorderly crowd ;

to crowd round and molest or annoy; to press

unduly upon ;
to throng ; also in pass, to be

attacked or surrounded by such a mob.
1709 Li TTRELL BH&amp;lt;tffiel.(iB$?)VI, 494 Last week acorn

factor.. had like to have been mobb d. 1717 DE FOE Mem.
Ch. Scotl. u. 27 They mobbed the Presbytery, beat and very
ill treated.. the Moderator. 1719 Rhode Island Col. Rec,

(1859) IV. 259 Tis very wonderful to me. .that none of His
Majesty s officers of the custom, have been mobbed, and
torn in pieces by the rabble. \%\o Sporting Mag. XXXVI.
262 The crowd were very abusive, following us, and mob
bing us. 1828 MACAULAY in Edin. Rev. May, Whenever
any tolerable book of the same description makes its ap
pearance, the circulating libraries are mobbed. itiS+Manc/i.
Exam. 4 Oct. 4/7 The Alcade of the town having made
himself obnoxious to the people, they mobbed the Court
house. 1894 IlARiNG-GofLU Deserts S. France II. 63 The
populace, .mobbed and derided him in the streets.

b. To force (a person) into (an action, etc.),

drive him/row (a place) by mobbing him.

1724 DE FOE Mem. Caralicr (1840) 159 The king \va&amp;lt;?

obliged to leave them.., for fear of being mobbed into

something., unworthy of himself. 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 7

Between one and another, 1 was fairly mobbed into it. 1861

W. PHILLIPS Disunion 6 Throughout half the great cities

of the North, every one who touches on it [the slavery
question] is mobbed into silence !

2. ;;///-. To form a mob, to congregate in a mob
or disorderly crowd ; also to mob it.

1711 E. WARD Vulgus Brit. viu. 96 For those that Mob,
like noisy Knaves, Against the Law, with Clubs and Staves.

1718 WOOLSTON Disc. Miracles iv. 61 If they did mob it to
their own disappointment, about the Door of the House.

1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris i. Wks. 1790 I. 37 They ha nt

spirit enough to mob here. i8a6 HOOD Fairy Tale v, With
dusty hides, all mobbing on together. 1840 Miss A7/-

manseggi Fancy Ball ix. As many more Mob round the
door To see them going to see it. 1845 ^ **. MAXWELL
Hints Soldier on Service I. 74 Perceiving their unsteadi
ness when mobbed together in the repulse.

3. nonce-use. To mix up with a mob.
1847 TENNYSON Princess vi. 280 That Which .. drags me

down From myfixt height to mob me up with all The soft
and milky rabble of womankind.

4. trans. To abuse, scold, rail at. dial. Also&amp;lt;z3W.

1803 [see MOBBING vbL sb* 3], a 1825 in FORBY Voc. E.
Anglia. 1903 Longm. Mag. July 253 Let her mob, she ll

sune get tired.

t Mobard. Obs. rare. A * clown
, boor .

(A term of contempt.)
r 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 137 Nay such mobardis schall

neuere man vs make. Ibid. xh v. 74 Harke, maistir. .Howe
bat bes mobbardis madclis nowe, per maistir bat oure men
haue slayne.

fMobarahip, variant of AMOBRESHIP Obs.

1467-8 Rolls ofParlt. V. 580/2 A Graunte to hym. .undre
the Seall of oure Erledome of Marche, of th office of Mo-
barship of oure Lordship of Dynby.
Mobbed (mpbd), ///. a. [f. MOB $b.- and z.l +

-ED.] Furnished with or wearing a mob; hooded.
Also Comb, mobbed-head. a harlot (cf. MOB
sb* i).
1681 H. MORE Ext. Dan. \. 22 They \sc. Monks and Friars]

pretending to nothing but holiness .. whether in these
mob d habits, or got into a more brisk dress. 1707 MRS.
CENTLIVRE Platonick Lady Epil., Young Templars . . March
hither [sc. to the theatre], where Mobb d-heads too often

ply. 1708 Busie Body Epil. 33 Like that dark mob d-up
Fry.. who to remove Love s Pains bestow a worse.

Mobber (m^-baa). [f. MOB z;.2 + -ER *.]

1. One who mobs, in the senses of the verb.

1744 WHITEEIELD Brief Ace. Late TVm/Wks. 1771 IV.

105 His Majesty had nowhere put the reins of Government
into the hands of mobbers. 1745 BVROM Jml. fy Lit. Rent.
(Chetham Soc.) II. u. 398 He orders no two persons be
seen walking together ..on pain of being deemed mobbers
and rioters. 1885 Harper s Mag. Mar. 599 That sparrow
. . disappeared in a panic, and the whole party of mobbers
with him.

2. U.S. (See quot.)
1892 E. L. WAKEMAN in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 6 Oct.,

Those who remove the fUh to the stallmens* wagons, or the
costers carts, who are called mobbers .

Mobbie, mobee (m&amp;lt;rbi, m^u-bi). Also 7-8
mobby, 7 mobbi, (mabby). [a. Carib mabi

batata, drink made from batatas.]
1. In the West Indies : a. A spirituous liquor
made from the batata or sweet potato.
1638 T. VERNEV in l\ Papers (1853) 194 This as we call

mobby is only potatoes boyled, and then pressed as hard
as they can till all the juce is gon out of the root into

fayre water, and after three houres this is good drink. 1750
G. HUGHES Barbados 34 nate, Mobby is a Drink made with

pounded Potatoes, and Water fermented with Sugar or
Molasses. 1836 H. N. COLERIDGE West Indies (1832) 40
Their suppers being a few potatoes for meat, and water or
mobbie to drink.

b. (See quot. 1859.)
1833 MRS. CARMICHAEL Dow. Mann. W. Ind. II. xiv. 63

Ginger beer, mobee, and orgeat are always plentiful [in the
market]. 1859 BARTLETT Diet. Awer., Mobec^ a fermented

liquor made by the negroes in the West Indies, prepared
with sugar, ginger, and snake-root.

2. In America : The expressed juice of apples and

peaches, used in the distillation of apple and

peach brandy ; also the brandy itself. Mobby
punch (see quot. 1705).

1705 R. BEVERLEV Virginia iv. u. xv. 74 (1722) 254
Mobby Punch, made either of Rum from the Carlbbee
Islands, or Brandy distill d from their Apples and Peaches,
1860 WORCESTER, Mobby, the liquid or juice first expressed
from apples and peaches, and afterwards distilled to make
apple or peach brandy.

tMo bbify, v. Obs. [f.
MOB sbl + -(I)FY.]

trans. To drive oitt by mob-violence.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. \\. v. (1740) 345 This same High

and Low shall. .serue for Noise, and mobbify out, at Elec
tions, conformable Loyal Gentlemen.

t Mobbing, vbl.sbl Obs. [f.
MOB v.1 + -ING ]

.]

The action of MOB z&amp;gt;.*
;

in quot. attrib.

1825-9 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor 1. ix. 390 The
mobbing-party for the theatre was determined upon and
carried into effect,

Mobbing (mp bir/, -vbl. sb? [f.
MOB v? +

-ING 1
.] The action of the verb MOB.

1. Gathering in crowds; the action of a mob in

assailing a person.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vii. (1740) 579 The Spirit of the

Faction was not broken till . . the Rye Conspiracy was dis

covered ; and then Mobbings were laid aside all at once.

1741 H. WALPOLE Lett. 12 Nov., It is Admiral Vernon s

birthday . . and the night will be full of mobbing, bonfires,
and lights. 1816 Remarks Eng. Mann. 32, I never heard

any one.. say that the mobbing of a London rout was any
thing but insipid. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Mar. 4/7 Two
of the prisoners., pleaded guilty to charges of mobbing and
rioting.
attrib. 1781 S. PETERS Hist. Connecticut 411 David

Wooster, the rebel General, Benedict Arnold s old acquain
tance and mobbing confederate.

2. Hunting.
1781 P. BECKFORD Hunting (1802) 213 When hounds are

at cold hunting with a bad scent, it may then be a proper
time to send a whipper-in forward : if he can see the fox, a
little mobbing, at such a time as this may reasonably be
allowed.

3. ? Abusive treatment, scolding (see MOB v? 4).

1803 Censor i Mar. 35 If he has not enough to give some
thing to the waiter and the ostler, he must . . undergo a

good (or rather a bad) mobbing from these gentry*.

Mobbing (m^-birj),///. a. [f.MoB v2 + -ING 2
.]

That gathers In a mob.
184* F. BARHAM Socrates 48 Tilt the mobbing populace

shall catch a sparkle of their radiance.

Mobbish (m^bij), a. Also 8 mobish.
[f.

MOB st&amp;gt;.

1 + -ISH.J Resembling or characteristic of

a mob; f given to mobbing (obs.} t disorderly,
tumultuous. Also, f characteristic of, or appealing
to * the mob or lower classes

; vulgar, clap-trap.
1695 Whether Parlt. be dissolved by Death of Princess of

Orange 4 They turn more Mobbish than a Dover Court.

1699 COLLIER and Def. /tumor. Stage 398 The Surveyor
gives the Text a mobbifh Turn, and foists in some of his

own ill Language. 1711 HICKES Two Treat. Chr. Priesth.

(1847) I. 168 His mobbish fallacious way of arguing. 1731
EARL OF OXFORD in Portland Paters VI. (Hist. MSS.
Coiiiiu.) 156, I never was in so mobbish a place, we could
scarce walk the streets for the numbers of people that flocked

about us. 1793 A. YOUNG Example of France (ed. 3) 58
As if it was possible, after rousing, by inflammatory publi

cations, the mobbish spirit, that you could draw the line

of moderation. 1814 SCOTT \Vat&amp;gt;, xxxv, The group, .were

in ordinary Lowland dresses . . which, contrasted with the

arms they bore, gave them an irregular and mobbish ap
pearance. 1831 Blacfav. Mag. XXIX. 512 The mobbish
love of destruction. 1864 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. vii. IV.

355 HC judicial, arithmetical, in passing sentence on it [sc.

Voltaire s fraudj; not shrieky, mobbish, and flying off into

the Infinite !

Hence Mo bbislily adv.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. II. 250 The tumultuous
Citizens of Thessalonica .. having mobbishly murder d one

of the Emperor s Lieutenants. 1767 CHAUNCY Disc. 24 July
26 Some mobishly disposed persons.

Mobbism (m^ biz m). [f. MOB st&amp;gt;.

1 + -ISM.]
Mobbish behaviour.

1830 Btackw. Mag. XXVIII. 620 Nothing better than
what we must call, .mere mobbism.

Mobbie, Mobby : see MOBLE r., MOBBIE.

Mob-cap. [?f- MOB sb* The relation to Da.

mopmnts (inuts = cap) is not clear.] An indoor

cap worn by women in the i8th and early I9th c.

(see quots.}. Cf. MOB sb* 3.



MOBILE.

1811 H. & ] SMITH Kfj. Addr. v, Lady Macbeth is to

have a cotton gown, and a mob cap. 1819 COLERIDGE in

Lit Re&quot;- ( 8361 II. 225 A mob-cap is still a word in common

use fo a morning cap which conceals the whole head of

hair and passes under the chin. 1846 FAIRHOLT Costume
&amp;gt;Q6 Mob-caps, that covered the hair, were worn [c 1780]

with a full caul and deep border, secured by a broad riband.

1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xiii, A mob-cap ; I mean a cap,

much more common then than now, with side-pieces fasten

ing under the chin. 1884 EDNA LYALL We Two ix, [Her]

smooth grey hair was almost hidden by a huge mob-cap.

Hence Mob-capped a., that wears a mob-cap;
Mob-cappish a.

,
nonce-tad.

1828 MOORE Mem. (1854) V. 251 Her beauty was gone;
her dress was even prematurely old and mob-cappish. 1905

Author i Feb. 144 Misdrawings of mob-capped maidens.

Mo bilar, a. nonce-nod, [f. MOBILE s&.~ + -AH.]

Pertaining to the mob. So f Mobila rity.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry f, Frances (1766) IV. 47

The mobilar Spirit infused into the People of Ireland, in

1753, has been the Root of all the Tumults and Risings in
[

this Kingdom, ever since. Ibid., It would be an useful

Work for some ingenious Writer to lay open to the Public,

the Difference between Popularity and Mobilarity. Ibid.wk.

Mobile (nwa bil), sbt- Also 6-7 mobil. [a.

F. mobile (in premier mobile, etc.), a. L. mobile

ncut. of mobilis: see MOBILE a.

The later examples with the spelling mobile were perh. in

tended by the writers for the Latin mobile (in Eng. pro
nunciation m&quot; bilj). A pronunciation mob/ l is indicated

by the rime in quot. 1645 under i.]

f 1. First, grand, great, principal mobile, angli

cized forms of FRIMUM MOBILE (///. and fig.}. 06s.

1549 Camft. Scot. vi. 48 Al thir nyne speris or hauynis ar

inclosit vitht in the tent spere, quhilk is callit the fyrst

mobil. c 1645 HOWF.LL Lett. v. (1650) 150 Thou First Mobile, \

Which makst all wheel In circle round. 1651 URQUHART

their action [etc.). 1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 32/2

This Wind proceeds from the Course of the first Mobile.

a 1797 MARY W. GODWIN PastA. Wks. IV. Ixvii. 3 A world

in which self-interest.. is the principal mobile. Ibid., Let.

I m. Char. Fr. Nation 45, I begin to fear that vice, or, if

you will, evil, is the grand mobile of action.

2. Metaphysics. A body in motion or capable of

movement. Now rare.

a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. IV. ii. 292 Motion, whose

Measure Time was, had a beginning, before which it was

not ;
because no Mobile was more ancient than the begin

ning of Time. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. 355 The

[Immaterial] Agent having no impenetrable Part, wherewith

to impell the Corporeal Mobile. 1875 LEWES Probl. Life

t; Afind Set. i. II. IV. ill 45. 279 There can be no direction,

distance, dimension, unless a mobile moves in that direc

tion, and a sensation appreciates it.

Mobile (moii-bili). -f*-2 arch. Also 7 mo-

bele, 7-8 mobiles. [Shortened form of L. mobile

vulgus the movable or excitable crowd.] The
common people ;

the populace, rabble, MOB.
[1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 67 There followeth. .

another deuice plotted of purpose to make it sceme meet to

the ignorant multitude . . (for note this, that popularitie is

the rouer they ayme at in all their proceedings, the motile

vulgns being euer wauering and readiest to run vpon euery .

change).] 1676 SHADWELL Libertine v. 81 I). Lop. D hear I

that noise? the remaining Rogues have rais d the Mobile,

and are coming upon us. . . Enter two Shepherds, with a

great Rabble. 1679 in Verncy Fam. Memoirs Nov. (1809)

IV. vii. 259 Y mobele was very rud to v&quot;
Dutch Imbasidor

& his wife. 1683 HICKERINGTLL Hist. Whiggism Wks. 1716

Sc. Affairs (Bannatyne Cl.) 705 The Privy Councell . . re-

preived them, -for they thought not fit to irritat the mobilee

too much. 1688 W. LONCUEVILI.E in Hattoti Corr. (Camden)
1 1 . 99 The mobile has been very turbulent hereabouts. 1701

DF. FOE Trite-born Eng. Misc. (1703) 34 He grants a Jubilee,

And hires Huzza s from his own Mobilee. 1830 N. S. WHEA-
TON jrnl. 271 The mobile were fast gathering.

Mobile (moo-Mi), a. Forms: 5 mobyle, 6-7

mobil, 7- mobile, [a. F. mobile, ad. L. mobilis,

f. mo-, movere to MOVE. Cf. MOBLE a. and
sb.&quot;\

1. Capable of movement ;
movable ;

not fixed or

stationary. 1 8&amp;gt;- In various applications. Of the i

sight : Wandering, not steady. Of a star : Not

fixed. Also in mobile spirits, the spirits by
which the motor impulses were supposed to be

transmitted to the muscles. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xix. 71 Dydo .. or euer that she

coude saye ony thyng, as rauysshed helde her sighte all

mobyle, wythout to areste it vpon one thynge of a long ;

while. 1522 SKELTON Why not to Court
1

! 522 Any star
j

Fyxt or els mobil. 1649 BUI.WER Pathomyot. i. v. 23 The
Motive Faculty by a wonderfull providence of Nature

moves the mobile Spirits, and these moved, flie forth . . to

their destinated Organs. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mobile,

moveable; any thing susceptible of motion, or that is dis

posed to be moved either by itself, or by some other prior

mobile, or mover. [Not in JOHNSON 1755.]

b. Of a limb, an organ of the body: Movable,

not fixed, free .

1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 133 The Nine-banded

Armadillo . . body with seven, eight, or nine mobile bands.

1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 579 The lower [region of the

nose], which is less firm, but mobile, allows the apertures of
;

the nostrils to be contracted, widened, or even closed. 1874
WOOD Nat. Hist. 285 The hind toe of each foot is

very
mobile. 1881 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool l. iii, A hawk

circling high in air, with steady wings and mobile, down-

looking head.

VOL. VI.
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c. Of a liquid, etc. : That has its particles capa
ble of free movement.
1851 NICHOL Archil, Heav. 101 Streams of matter inter

nally mobile. 1860 MAURV Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) i. 27

Like all fluids they are mobile. 1878 HUXLEY Pkytiogr. 56
The mobile liquid passes into a compact rigid solid. 1880

BASTIAN Brain 9 The coming into contact of a fragment
of organic matter with projected portions of the substance

of an Amreba is followed by the closure of this .nobile sub

stance round it.

d. Of a cell, molecule, etc. : Capable of separate

movement, free ; not adnate or fixed.

1871 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (1873) 102 It is the

mobile cells which are principally concerned. These cells

are the most active. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas. Faith ii. 89
Yet no less a task is laid upon the mobile molecules, mo
mentarily renewed, momentarily perishing, of the brain.

e. Mobile spasm, (lower s term for the slow

and irregular movements that occur in the extremi

ties after hemiplegia (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1891).
Z899 AllbuifsSyst. Mat. VII. 338. 1H,1. 735 The pecu

liar mobile spasm known as athetosis.

2. Characterized by facility of movement, a. Of
features: That easily change in expression.

1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi Wind. i. 708 And brows
that with a mobile life contrive A deeper shadow. 1874

G9XXH Short Hisl.\\. 4. 309 The thin mobile lips, .picture

the inner soul of the man. 1878 BKSANT RICK Celia s

Art. xxxii, As much astonishment as discipline would

allow, expressed upon a not remarkably mobile set of fea

tures, a 1880 C. T. NEWTON Art .y Anh.rol. iii. 79 In the

Ephesian heads, the eye appears rather as if seen through
a slit in the skin than as if set within the guard of highly
sensitive and mobile lids.

b. Of a person, his mind, etc.: That turns or

is turned easily from one thing to another ;
want

ing in stability of purpose ; also, in favourable

sense, versatile.

1853 LEWES Goethe (1864) 127 Nor will this surprise those

who have considered the mobile nature of our poet. 1860

HAWTHORNE Marble, Faun (1879) I. ix. 89 This idea filled

her mobile imagination with agreeable fantasies. 1866

Citrnh. Ma%. Oct. 465 {Art. Naval Men] The very nature

of his work .. makes an off-hand, free-spoken, decisive, and

yet mobile man of him. 1867 MlLLStitj. Women (1869) 117

Women s minds are by nature more mobile than those of

men, less capable of persisting long in the same continuous

effort. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. v. 187

His imagination is more intense and less mobile.

C. rarely of a visible object : Constantly in

motion.
1882 STEVENSON Ki-ji Arab. Nts. (1884) 145 In the mobile

light of the lantern.

3. Mil. Of troops, etc. : That may be easily and

rapidly moved from place to place.

1879 A. G. F. GRIFFITHS Eng. Army iv. 107-8 Wheeled
vehicles are not sufficiently mobile to conform to the rapid
movement of active troops. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 5/1

A mobile army of upwards of 25,000 men.

Mobiliary (mobHiari), a. [ad. F. mobiliaire,

(. L. mobili-s movable : see -ARY.]

1. In the Channel Islands : Relating to movable

property. Also as the distinctive epithet of a court

that deals with mobiliary questions.
1682 WARBURTON Guernsey (1822) 83 On the second Monday

of the term, the mobiliary [sic ; also in oilier passages]
courts are held for the upper parishes. 1694 FALLE Jersey
iv. 112 This Court.. is intended for the decision of Matters

of less moment, as Arrears of Rents . .
, Arrests, Distrainings,

and such like Mobiliary things. 1841 DUNCAN Guernsey 485

In the mobiliary court, all common debts may be sued for

by way of summons.

2. Of or pertaining to household furniture.

1855 tr. Labarte s Arts Mid. Ages i. 10 Specimens of

mobiliary sculpture.

3. Mil. Pertaining to mobilization.

1888 Daily News 16 Apr. 6/3 We [the Russians] do not

command the mobiliary facilities of the smaller Powers.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 7/1 The frontier forces . . have also

been placed upon a mobiliary footing.

t Mobilifica-tion. Oh. rare
-

. [f. MOBILE

a. : see -FICATION.]
= MOBILIZATION.

1794 EARL MALMESBURY Diaries % Corr. III. 113, 1 trusted

no time would be lost for putting his army into a state of

mobilification.

Mobility 1
(mcbHiti). [a. F. mobility, ad. L.

mobilitds, f. mobilis : see MOBILE and -ITY.]

1. Ability to move or to be moved ; capacity of

change of place; movableness. (Sometimes enume

rated among the properties of matter.) Also,

facility of movement.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xv. 57 \Vherby_ arose one euylle

goddesse callyd fame or renommee, whiche . . by mobylite

vygorouse encreaseth her forse in rennynge. c 1500 MORE
Wks. C iiij, I am Eternitee. . . Thou mortall Tyme . . Art

nothyng els but the mobilite, Of sonne and mone chaungyng
in euery degre. a 1639 WOTTON Sum. Educ. in Reliq.

(1651) 318 A rod or barre of iron . . by the help of a corke. .

being ballanced in water, or in any other liquid substance

where it may have a free mobility, will bewTay a
kind^

of

unquietude. 1669 BOYLE Absolute Rest in Bodies 2 The

Epicureans, .ascribing to every particular Atom an innate,

and unlooseable mobility, or rather, an actual motion. 1688

NORRIS Theory Love i. ii. ;8
The two eminent Propertys

of matter, viz. that of receiving various Figures, and that

of Motion or Mobility. 1727 ARBUTHNOT Tables Anc.

Coins, etc. 244 The Romans had the advantage..by the

Bulk of their Ships, and the Fleet of Antiochus in the

Swiftness and Mobility of theirs. 1792 Phil. Trans.

LXXXII. 221 The thermometers I employed had not a

sufficient mobility for very nice experiments. 1794 G. ADAMS

MOBILIZATION.
.Vat. ft E-r-f. Philos. IV. xlix. 347 Of all that are known in

the universe, the mobility of the matter of light is the

greatest. 1837 BKF.WSTER Magnet. 322 The mobility of the

needle is diminished. 1841 Martyrs Set. 97 Paul An
thony Foscarinus. .wrote a pamphlet in which he illustrates

and defends the mobility of the earth.

b. Of the limbs or organs of the body : Freedom
of movement ;

absence of fixity or rigidity ; occas.

liability to be abnormally displaced.
1528 PAYNELL Salerne s Regiin. (1541) 115 The .ii. cause

[of over-much bleeding] is mobilitie of the arlerie, . .for

woundes with out rest can nat heale. 1688 BOYLE Final

Causes Nat. Things ii. 55 Nature not having given that

mobility to the eyes of flies. 1831 R. KNOX L loqueff Anat.

165 All that the former {sc. the tarsus] has gained with

respect to size and solidity, it appears to have lost with

reference to mobility. 1872 T. G. THOMAS Ills. H ouien

(ed. 3) 59 In estimating the effects of direct pressure upon
the position of the uterus, its extreme mobility must be con

stantly borne in mind. 1876 HKRNSTEIN Fire Senses 24 All

organs adapted for touching are endowed with the greatest

mobility. 1881 MIVART Cat 54 The mobility of the spinal

column in different regions.

c. Of persons : Ability to move about. ? Obs.

777 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 29 Sept., Mrs. ..grows

old, and has lost much of her undulation and mobility. 1779

IHd. 16 Oct., Hut I am told how well I look; and I really

think I get more mobility.

d. Physics. Of a fluid: Freedom of movement
of its particles.
1817 FARAHAY K.rf. Res. ii. 6 The actual relative mobili

ties of the gases are inversely as their specific gravity. 1830
HF.RSCHKL.S/W. A at. Phil. 232 The perfect mobility of their

\Si. liquids] parts among one another. 1871 TYNDALL

Fragin. Set. (18791 1. x. 311 The mobility of hydrogen ..

being far greater than that of air.

e. transf. and Jig. of immaterial things.
1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. iv. 108 Labour, on which

so many circumstances are now conferring mobility and ex

pansion. 1889 Spectator 12 ()i_t., It is within the province
of the State to promote the mobility of labour and capital.

2. Ability to change easily or quickly ; liability

to fluctuation
; changeablcness, instability ; fickle

ness.

1567 FKNTON Trag. Disc. i. 19 b, [There is not! any so

greate a paterne or example of her [sc. fortune s] mobitie

[1579 mobility), as they that fynde often chaunge of estate.

356 We cannot choose_ but daily - -

strange mobility and instability in our Imaginative and
Intellective Faculty. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. iv. (1867) 75
In the conformation of the heretic by temperament, there

is more of intellectual mobility than of strength. 1873
HAMERTON Intfll. Life ix. iv. (1875) 315 The mobility ot

fashionable taste. 1884 tr. Lotze s Metafh. 8, I do not

ignore the many valuable results that are due to this

mobility of imagination.

b. Of a person : The condition of being easily

moved ; excitability.
1824 BYRON Juan xvi. xcvii, So well she acted all and

every part By turns with that vivacious versatility, Which

many people take for want of heart. They err tis merely
what is call d mobility. {Note, In French mobilite . I

am not sure that mobility is English.] 1837 C. LOFFT

Self-formation II. 225, I had not the excitable spirit, the

mobility, to use their own term, of our French neighbours.

1870 HUXLEY Lay Sertn. ii. 27 Women are, by nature,

more excitable than men prone to be swept by tides of

emotion, . . and female education does its best
_tp

weaken

every physical counterpoise to this nervous mobility.

c. Of the features: Facility of change of ex

pression.
1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 298 Mozart s physiognomy was

remarkable for its extreme mobility. The expression changed

every moment. 1872 J. H. GLADSTONE Faraday ii. 89
That wonderful mobility of countenance. 1884 Graphic

4 Oct. 357 A mouth with a sympathetic mobility about it.

3. Mil. Of a field force and its equipment : The

quality of being able to move rapidly from one

position to another.
1866 E. B. HAMLEY Oferat. War VI. i. 316 Mobility and

the mutual support of all arms, ..were now on the side of

the French. 1871 C. H. OWEN Mod. Artillery m. iii. 329
Other means have been taken to give field batteries the

greater mobility now required on some occasions. 1894 LD.

WOLSELEV Life Marlborough I. 89 A new and well-ordered

mobility and a facility of manoeuvre was taught.

Mobility 2
(mobHTti). [f.

MOBILE sb.*, MOB
sl&amp;gt;.

1
,
after nobility] The mob; the lower classes.

1690 DRYDEN Don Seoast. iv. iii, She singled you out with

her Eye, as commander in Chief of the Mobility. 1695

HICKERINGILL Lay-Clergy Wks. 1716 I. 321 No wonder then

that the mobility did run a madding, when Oppressions will

make the Nobility and Wise Men mad. 1774 FOOTE

Cozeners I. (1778) 24, I don t mean for the mobility only ;

..the best people of fashion ar n t ashamed to follow my
Doctor. 1823 BYRON Juan xi. xix. note, The select mobility

and their patrons. 1843 Black. Mag. LI 1 1 . 79 They are as

easily to be distinguished . .from the children of the mobility,

as is a well-blooded Arabian from a Suffolk punch.

Mobilizable (m n-bilsi zab l), a. [f.
MOBILIZE

v. + -ABLE. Cf. F. motilitaKe.] Capable of being

mobilized.

1884 Contemp. Rev. XLV. 885 A mobilizable army. 1892

Harper s Mag. June 54/2 The mobilizable commands, posts,

companies, and establishments of the armed force.

Mobilization (mJa:bil3iz/i-Jan). [a. F. mobi

lisation, f. mobiliser to MOBILIZE : see -ATION.]

1. The action or process of mobilizing or render

ing movable ; bringing into circulation ;
also in

Law, the conversion of real into personal property.
137



MOBILIZE.

1799 Hist. Europe in A nn. Reg. 89/1 { France] A mobiliza

tion of the national debt ; by which the real stock was

reduced to one-third, payable in money, and the other two

in bonds to be taken in payment for national lands. 1879

BARING-GOULD Germany II. 249 Roman law. .brought in

the novel ideas of capital and the mobilisation of real pro

perty.

2. Mil. and Naval. The action or process of

mobilizing (an army, a fleet, etc.).

1866 Ch. Times 14 Apr., Austria. -demanding that the

mobilization of the Prussian army be at once discontinued.

1883 Manck. Exam. 26 Nov. 4/3 The news respecting the

Russian mobilization of troops is exaggerated.
attrib. 1885 Pall Mall G. 14 Feb. 7/1 A Mobilization

Committee has been sitting at the War Office arranging for

the despatch of troops to Suakin.

Mobilize (m^u-bibiz\ v. [ad. F. mobiliser,

f. mobile : see MOBILE a.}

1. trans. To render movable or capable of move
ment

;
to bring into circulation.

1838 Globe 15 Jan. 2/2 They have the masses , they say.

We believe they have, so far as those inorganic masses as

yet have been to borrow a French term mobilised. 1864
Realm 27 Apr. 3 Mobilise the riches of Austria (and Free

Trade is m fact only movement circulation life) and [etc.].

1868 Pall Mall G. 24 Sept. 4 Either the Governor-General

must give up his tours, or must take his Council with him.

The real question at issue seems therefore to be not as to

the healthiness of Calcutta, but whether the Supreme Council

should be mobilized. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Mcd. VI. 259 Oil

once deposited may be again mobilised and transferred to

other capillaries.

2. Mil. To prepare (an army) for active service.

1853 C. L. BRACE Home Life Germany 256 When ever the

army is to be prepared for war or mobilised, the Reserve

step into their respective regiments again.
absol. 1873 BORBST^DDT & DWYER Franco-Ger. War viii.

170 It only requires a .simple telegraphic order to mobilise

.. to set in perfectly harmonious movement the colossal

machinery spread over the whole country.

b. intr. (tvi passive). To undergo mobilization.

1878 LD. WOLSKLRV in igM Cent. Mar. 437 To fill its.,

stores, so that.. its little army may be in a condition to

mobilise. 1899 Daily News 18 Dec. 5/2 The Seventh
Division is to mobilise at Aldershot.

Hence Mo bilized ///. a., Mobilizing vbl. sh.

1851 GALLENCA Italy 463 The mobilized national guard
was to leave Milan for the camp. 1882 H. SPENCER Stud.
Social. 515 In rude societies, .the army is the mobilized

community, and the community is the army at rest. 1899
F. T. EULLEN Way Navy 83 The signal was made, Mobil
ised cruisers proceed independently to Portland .

Mobish, obs. form of MOEBISH.

t Mo ble, a. and sb. Obs. Forms : 4-6 moble,
(4 mobill, Sc. mwbill), 4-5 meoble, moeble,
meble, (4 meeble, Sc. mebile, 5 Sc. raobylle,

mubulle, meuble), 5-6 mobil. [a. OF. moeble,
moble (mod.F. meuble} = Pr. moble

% Sp. moble,

muebte, Pg. moveI, It. mobile: popular L. *mo~bil-

em for class. L. mobil-em : see MOBILE.]
A. adj. Movable. Chiefly of possessions, e.g.

m goods mobleSj moble, goods, personal property.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 300 Whan |je kyng asked

half of alle J?er moble Jung, c 1340 HA.MPOLB Prose Tr. n
Thou sail noghte couayte J?e hous or o^er thynge mobill or

in-mobill of pi neghtbour. c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. $ 21

Alle the signes, be they moist or drie, or moeble or fix.

1429 Wills $ Inv.N. C. (Surtees) I. 80 And alle remenant
and residewe of my goods moblez and vnmoblez. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng, ccxxv. 230 For whiche nedes to be

sped the kyng axed the fifthe part of all the meoble goodes
of englond.

B. sb. pL Movable goods ;

*

personal
*

property.
rare in sing.
13. . Coer de L. 6460 Home he wente. .With that tresore

and the moble. &amp;lt;ri33oR.
BRUNNEC/I/W/. (1810) 145 Richard. .

His mobles on siluer reised porgh Inglond alle his gode. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce V. 275 A man.. That wes..rich of mwbill

[MS. E moble] and catell. (71420 AHfurs of Arth. 199
(Douce MS.) If auber matens or mas mi^te mende

\&amp;gt;\ mys,
Or eny meble [v. r. mobylles] one molde. a 1450 Knt. de
la Tour (1868) 119 They wolde haue lefte her nothinge nor

londes, heritage, nor meubie. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Laiu Anns
(S.T.S.) 154 Gudis wonnyn apon inymyes. .that is to say
meubleis. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis VIM. vi. 15 Nor jit had
[thai] craft to conques nor wyn geyr, Nor kep thair moblis

quhen it gadderit was.

Moble, mobble (m^-bT), v. Obs. exc. dial.

Also moble. [frequent, f. MOB v.1 Cf. MABBLE
z&amp;gt;.]

trans. To muffle (one s) head or face. Chiefly
with up. Hence f Mobled ///. a.

1603 SHAKS. Ham. (Qos.) n. ii. 524 Play. But who, O who
had scene the mobled [ist Fol. mobled] Queene? Cort

Mobled Queene is good, faith very good. 1655 SHIRLEY
Gentl. Venice v. iii, The moon does mobble up her self

sometime in t. Where she will shew a quarter face, and
was The first that wore a black bag. 1668 OGII.BV ^Eso^
II. xi. 26 Mobbled nine dayes in my Considering-cap. 1673
MARVELL Reh. Tranrf. \\. 278 The old Jades, .are mobled
up like so many Judges. 1879 in Miss Jackson Shropsh.
lYord-bk. s. v. Moble i Er mobles erself up in that owd ood
an shawl, an* sits by the fire, tell er s as nesh as nesh.

Ibid., Yo mun moble yourself well up, its a despert, raw,
coud night.

IT In mod. writers echoing Shakspere s use.
86o S. DOBELL in Macm. Mag. Aug. 325 But heard, far

off, the mobled woe Of some new plaintiff for the light.

1877 EARL OP SOUTHESK Meda Maiden^ etc. 120 There
rested a woman, close mantled in brown, Mobled and
muffled from sandal to crown.

Mobocracy (m^b^-krasi). [f. MOB $bl, after

democracy , ochlocracy : see -CRACY.]
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1. The rule of the mob, government by a mob.

1754 A. MURPHY Grays-Inn Jrnl. No. 05 Another Mode
of civil Policy, which cannot be called by a better name
than a Mobocracy. 1789 MME. D ARBLAY Diary ip Nov.,
Mr. Wilkes. .quarrelled with a gentleman for saying the

French government was become a democracy, and asserted

it was rather a mobocracy. 1839 Times 18 July, Henceforth,

..mobocracy will be at a heavier discount
1

than ever.

1878 BAYNE Purit. Rev, x. 431 [They] seem to have been
infected.. with the cretinous hallucinations of mobocracy.

2. The mob or lowest class as a ruling body;
a ruling or politically supreme mob.
1754 A. MURPHY Gray s-Inn Jrnl. No. 95 The Mobocracy

have further the legislative and executive Part of their Laws
in their own Hands. 1819 Metropolis II. 73 Without the

nobles, the mobocracy would have it all their own way.

1856 Chamb. Jrnl. VI. 225 The shopocracy in the pit, and
the mobocracy in the gallery. 1885 Century Mag. XXXI.
54 The American demagogue is the courtier of American

mobocracy.

Mobocrat (nvbtf.knet). [formed as prec. after

democrat^ etc. : see -CRAT.] One who advocates

mobocracy; a leader of the mob, a demagogue.
1798 in Spirit Public Jrnls. (1799) II. 123 Republican

Gazette for 1892. Written and prophesied by an eminent
Mobocrat, 1845! . W. COIT Puritanism 233 The demagogue,
the mobocrat, the sans-culottes. 1879 BAYNB Less.fr. my
Masters i. 75 The idiotic notion, possibly entertained by
a brainless mobocrat here and there, that [etc.].

Mobocratic (m^b&amp;lt;7|kn3e

-

tik^#. Also 8 mob-
cratic. [f. prec. + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the

nature of a mobocracy ;
that advocates mobocracy.

1775 J. TUCKER Let. to Burke (ed. 2) 14 Tarring and

Feathering would be the mildest Punishment, which such
a Rebel against this (Mob-cratic) Constitution could expect.

and democratic principles.

Mobocratical (m^krsc-tikal), a. [formed
as prec. + -IC-AL.] Of or pertaining to mobocracy.
1754 A. MURPHY Gray s-fnn Jrnl. No. 95 Mr. Wilks..

was not in his Heart of Mobocratical Principles. Ibid.) One
disaffected Person cannot withstand the Mobocratical
Power. 1804 FESSENDEN Democr. (1806) I. 98 Many plaus
ible excuses For mobocratical abuses.

Mobolatry (m^bp latri), [f. MOB^.I + -olatry %

after idolatry^ Worship of the mob.
1864 Daily Tel. 8 Apr., It is no sacrifice of revenue at the

shrine of mob-olatry, as the abandonment of half the malt

tax was so clearly proved to be. i88a Dublin Morn. Mail
15 Dec. 3 Mr. Gladstone has himself always discriminated

between popularity and mob-olatry.

Mo bship. nonce-wd. [f.
MOB sb^ + -ship, after

lordship^ kingship.] a. jocularly. The personality
of a member of a mob. b. Mob-government.
1830 Frasi-r s Mag: I. 457 The two gentlemen.. smile

condescendingly on the mobility, cut a curvet in the air to

shew their mobships that they are clever lively divinities,

and finally [etc.], 1893 HUXLEY Evolution
&amp;lt;y

Ethics 51
The Ionian politics had passed through the whole gamut of

social and political changes from patriarchal, .kingship to

rowdy, .mobship.

Mobsinan (m^-bzmcen). [f. moffs, genitive of

MOB jj.i]

1. One of a mob or crowd.
1868 Express 20 May, To.. find himself in a well-dressed,

querulous, selfish mob,.. to see small detachments of his

fellow mobsmen conveyed by policemen through phaetons
and barouches [etc.]. 1881 W. H. MALLOCK in Contewt&amp;gt;.

Rev. 938 Of all these thousands of men [composing a mobj
each man has his own separate temperament...The passions
that direct him as a mobsman may be quite dormant in

private life. 1901 R. M. STILLARD B. Sullivan II. 10 Forrest

had none of his mobsmen in the theatre that evening to

repeat the disturbance.

2. (In full swell mobsman.} A member of the

swell mob (see MOB sb* 4).

1851-61 MAYHEW Loud. Labour II. 369 Swell-mobsmen,
and thieves, and housebreakers. 1862 Ibid. IV. 25 Mobs-
men , or those who plunder by manual dexterity. &tQ.Rev,
June 183 The swell mobsmen proper generally work together
at races In gangs of from three to seven.

//&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/.,
A school of

mobsmen. 1904 Daily News 9 Nov. 2 He belonged to
a gang of swell mobsmen who frequented the West-end.

Mobylle, Sc. variant of MOBLE 06s.

Mocadan, variant of MOKADDAM.
Mocado, variant of MOCKADO.
Mocador : see MUCKENDER.

fMocawk, variant of MACAQUE.
1757 J. H. GROSE E, Indies 41 The natives call it a Mo

cawk, and when taken young it soon grows very tame.

Mocayare, obs. form of MOHAIR.

Moccasin (mp kasin). Forms: 7, 9 mockasin,
8 molkasin, morgisson, mogasheen, -i(n)son,

-erson, -oson, -ason, moggi(n)son, mokasiu,
-awson, mackassin, maccase(e)ne, mockassiii,
-aaeen, -ason, -eson, magassiu, 8-9 mocas(s)in,

9 mowkisin, mocki(n)son, moccaso(o)n, -usin,

-assin, mognesan, mogissin, mocsen, mocas-

son, moccassin, 8- moccasin, [a. Powhatan
MQ ckasiti, Odjibwa mwkisin ; other Indian dia

lects have the stress on the middle syllable, as in

Narragansett mokit ssint Micmac mku stin.~\

1. A kind of foot-gear made of deerskin or

other soft leather, worn by the Indians of North

America, and by the trappers and backwoodsmen

MOCH.

who have adopted Indian customs. Also attrib.,
as moccasin track^ awl.
16x2 CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia (Arb.) 44 Motkasins.

Shooes. 1704 New Hanipsk. Prov. Papers (1869) III. 290
note, Every Householder, .shall provide.. one good pair of
snow shoes and mogasheens. 17*5 S. WILLARD in E*rly
Rec. Lancaster, Mass. (1884) 238 We found a mpgenon
tracke, and spent some time scouting after said Tracre.

1760 Char, in Ann. Reg. III. 23/2 His dress was a deer
skin jacket,..with morgissons, or deer-skin pumps, or san

dals, which were laced. 1788 M. CUTLER in
/,/&quot;*, etc. (1888)

I. 423 We saw frequently moccasin tracks, which appeared
to have been just made. 1799 J. SMITH Ace. Remark. Oc~
cftrr. (1870) 115 All the surgical instruments I had, was a

knife, a mockason awle, and a pair of bullit moulds. 1826

J. F. COOPER Mohicans (1829) II. iv. 59 The impression of
a moccasin in the rich and moist alluvion. 1840 R. H.
DANA. Bef. Mast xxvi. 85 Indian curiosities .. such as..
feathers of birds, fur mocassins [etc.]. 1877 BLACK Green,

Past, xlv, His mocassins of buffalo-hide were very elabo

rately embroidered.

2. Moccasin flower, plant, U.S. name for the

orchidaceous genus Cypripcdinm (Lady s Slipper) ;

yellow moccasin, C.pubescens.
1700 PLUKENET Ofera Bot. (1769) III. 101 Helleborine

I irginiana. . . The Molkasin Flower. 1748 Phil. Trans.
XLV. 159 They call it the Mocasin Flower, which also

signifies in their Language a Shoe or Slipper. 1882 Garden
3 June 384/1 The Mocasson Flower (Cypripedinmsfectabile)
..here apparently finds a congenial home. 1890 Syd. Soc.

LfJtr., Moccasin plant , same as M.Jlower. Moccasin roof,
the Cypripediitm pubescent. 1902 CORNISH Naturalist
Thames 181 Big white mocassin flowers, ..and bog arum.

3. [Possibly a distinct word ; in any case the

reason for the name is obscure.] In full Moccasin
snake : a venomous crotaline snake, Ancistrodon

(or Cenchris or Toxicophis or Trigonocephalus]

piscivorus, about two feet in length, usually of

a somewhat aquatic habit, native of the Southern

United States ;
also Water Moccasin {-snake}.

Highland or Upland moccasin, the Cottonmouth,
Ancistrodon atrofusctts, a similar or identical

snake inhabiting the dry land and mountainous

regions. Sometimes erroneously applied to the

Copper-head snake, Ancistrodon contortrix^ and to

snakes of the colubrine genus Nerodia.

1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 272 The moccasin snake Is a

large and horrid serpent. Ibid. 273 There is another snake
in Carolina and Florida called the moccasin. 1842 HOL-
BROOK N. Amer. Herfetol. III. 33 Trigonocephalus pisct-

vows... Water Mocassin Video. Ibid. 45 The Trigonoce-

phalus atro-fuscus. .is. .called in Tennessee Highland Mo
cassin. 1849 J. E. GRAY Catal. Specim. Snakes Brit. Mus.
16 The Black-brown Mocassin, Cenchris atrofuscus. 1853
BAIRD & GIRARD Catal. N. Amer. Reptiles i. 19 Toxico-

phis piscivorns. .. Water Mocassin. Ibid. 165 Highland
Mocassin (Toxicophis atrofuscns). Ibid. 166 Upland Mo
cassin (Toxicophis atrvfttscus). Ibid., Mocassin (Nerodia

sipedon and N. fasdata}. 187. Casselfs Nat. Hist. IV.

319 The Copper-head Snake Trigonocephalns (Ancistrodon)

contortrix^ often wrongly called the Mocassin Snake., preys

upon frogs and birds. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III.

394 The so-called highland-mocassin,^ ncistrodpn atrofnscus,
has not been collected since the time of its original descrip
tion. It and A.piscivorns are undoubtedly the same species.

Moccasined (m^kftsind). a. [f. prec. + -ED 1
.]

1. Furnished or provided with moccasins.

1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, i, This region is only trod

den by the mocassined foot of the hunter. 18. . WHITTIER

YankeeGypstes Pr. Wks. 1889 I. 326 Quick tripping of fair

moccasined feet on glittering ice pavements. 1903 Blackw.

Mag. Apr. 497/2 Her moccasined feet, tucked into wide

wooden stirrups.

2. U.S. slang. (See quot.)
1859 BARTLETT Diet. Atcr. t

Moccasonedt intoxicated.

South Carolina. 1871 SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms 35

In the South a man made drunk by bad liquor is said to

have been bitten by the [moccasin] snake
,
or simply to be

mocassined.

I MoccenigO. Obs. In 7 muccinigo, mut-

senigo. [a. It. moccenigo, wocenigo (Klorio 161 1) ;

from the name of Tommaso Mocenigo, doge of

Venice 1413-23.] A small coin formerly current

in Venice, worth about nincpence.
? i5S3 J- LOCKE in HakluyCs Voy. (1599) II. i. 108 They

haue euery pay, which is 45 dayes, 15 Mozenigos, which is

15 shillings sterling. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone n. i, You shall

not giue mee sixe Crownes,. .nor two nor one; nor halfe

t

Mai.. .In the mean lime lend me the trifling Duccats. .. Cur.

Not a Muccinigo To save thee from the Gallics.

Mocco, obs. form of MOCHA *.

Moch (nvx), sb- Sc. [npp. repr. OE. moh&e

MOTH ; cf. the ijth c. Kng. forms mowhe, mmvghe

(Promp. Parv.).] A moth.
c 1650 P. GORDON Short Abridgem. Brit. Distimper (1844)

113 This earle George his first wife. .forbids her husband to

leave such a consuming moch in his house, as was the sacra,

ledgeous medling with the abisie of Dcir. 1871 W. ALEX
ANDER Johnny Gibb xxi. 156 Half ate n \vi the mochs.

I Moch, a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 moich. [Of
obscure origin : cf. MOCH v. and MOCHY a., also

MUGGY a. and dial, mote sb. (Lines.) a mist, fog,

moke adj., hazy, dark (E.D.D.).] Moist, damp.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. 26 Auld rottin runtis quhairin

na sap was leifit, Moch, all waist, widderit with granis mon-

tit. 1513 /Eneis xn. Prol. 46 Mysty vapour vpspringand,
. . In smoky soppis of donk dewis wak, Moich hailsum Mtovis

oilrheildand the *Iak.



MOCH.

t Modi, v. Sf. Obs. Also 7 moaoh. [?
f.

MOCH . But of. G. mucheu to turn rancid or

mouldy.] intr. To decay, rot.

1624 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1848) II. 394 Not onlie sail

the most pairt of thame \sc. the books] moch and conswme,
bot [etc.], ft 1670 SPALDING Troitb. Ctias. / (Bannatyne
Club) I. 49 The cornes..begane to moche and rotU

Moch, obs. form of MUCH a.

Mocha (mou-ka). Forms: 7 moous, 8 rnoco(e,
mocoa, mocho(e, moohoa, 8- Mocha. [In early

examples inocust moco, mocho
\ of obscure origin,

but regarded (perh. correctly) by Johnson (and

apparently by Woodward in 1728) as identical

with the place-name MOCHA 2
(in i8th c. often

spelt Mocho} ; hence now commonly written with

capital M. Cf. G. mokkasiein, V.pierre de Mocka

(1765 in Encyclopedic X. 590), Sp. piedrade tnoca,

Pg. pedra de tnoca, perh. after the Eng. name.]
1. (Also Mocha, stone, pebble.) A variety of

chalcedony resembling or identical with moss-

agate, having dendritic markings due to the

presence of oxides of manganese, iron, etc.

1679 Will Dan, Bennett (Somerset Ho.), My Mocus stone

Ring. 1704 in Ashton Sac. Life Q. Anne (1882) I. 180 A

fold
Moco Stone chain set in Gold. Ibid. 181 One Moco

tone Bracelet. 1728 WOOUWAHD Fossils 22 The Mocho-
Stone. Note, Achates /l/oc/wewj/s. . .These are nearly re

lated to the Agat-Kind,..with Delineations representing
Mosses, Shrubs and Branches. 1728 Catal. Foreign.
Fossils 16 A Mochoa-Stone, with Delineations of Shrubs.

1753 MRS. DELANV in Life ft Corr. (i860 III. 249 Some
new acquisitions of shells, agates, mocoes, and a thousand
fine things. 1769 Public A dvertiser 29 May 3/4 Beautiful
oriental Mocoas, Antiques. Seed Pearl. Ibid. 12 June 3/2
A Mourning Ring, Hair, Mocoa, set round with Amethyst.
1771 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 17 The Earl of Wandesford
had one of them sawn into a slab, and it is as beautiful

as a Moco. 1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Gard. II. 157 Pictured
mochoes tesselate the ground. 1827 H. E. LLOYD tr. Tim-
ktnvski s Trav. I. 185 An eminence which was covered
with cornelians, calcedony, mocha stones, and jasper of dif

ferent colours. 1843 BERKKLKY in Ann. Nat. Hist. XI. 415
On Substances inclosed in Mochastones. [Footnote, This
word is evidently used with considerable latitude, and by no
means confined to the bodies so named in this country.] By
Karl Mueller. 1864 BLACKMORE Clara Yanghan. xl, Any
Mocha stone, fortification agate, or Scotch pebble.

2. One of several brown geometric! moths lined

and variegated with grey, esp. of the genus
Ephyra ; in full often mocha moth, ) stone.

1775 M. HARRIS Eng. Lepidoptera 45 Mocha stone.
Pale mocha stone. 1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Motks 73 The
False Mocha (Epliyra porata). ..I do not know the cater

pillars of the Mocha moths from each other. Ibid. 74 The
Mocha (Ephyra owicronarid). Ibid., The Dingy Mocha
(Epkyra orbicularia). Ibid., The Birch Mocha (Ephyra,
pendiclaria).
3. dial. A term applied to a cat of a black

colour intermixed with brown. (Halliwell 1847.)
Mocha -

(mou-ka). Also 8 Mooco, 9 Moka.
[The name of an Arabian port at the entrance of the

Red Sea.]
1. In full, Mocha coffee : a fine quality of coffee ;

originally, that produced in the Yemen province
of Arabia in which the town of Mocha is situated.

[So F. Moka, Sp. cafi de Moca, Pg. cafe de Moka.]
I773SIR J. PRINOLE Let. in Encycl. Brit. (1797) V. 124/1 The

cofree ought to be of the best Mocco. 1819 S. ROGERS Hum.
Life Poems (1839) 14 Then fragrant clouds of Mocha and
Souchong Blend as they rise. 1871 M. COLLINS Jlrq. &amp;lt;y

Merch. II. x. 292 The. .lady would.. sip a cup of strong
Mocha. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 540/2 The.. name of
Mocha coffee is derived from the shipment of coffee there.

2. a. Mocha aloes : an inferior kind of hepatic
aloes, of dark colour and nauseous smell, brought
to Aden from the interior, b. Mocha senna, :

Indian senna, the product of Cassia lanceolata,

angustifolia, or elongata.
1881 Syd. Sac Lex., Aloes, Moka. 1882 BENTLEY Man.

Bot. (ed. 4) 524 The Common East Indian, Arabian, Mocha,
or Bombay Senna is derived from Cassia angustifolia.

Mochado, variant of MOCKADO.
Mochato, obs. corrupt form of MUSTACHIO.
t Moche. Surg. Obs. [a. F. moche skein, OF.

moiche (mod.F. meche) seton.] A seton.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirtirg. Livb, And
all other woundes without tentes and moches ought to be
vnderstande to be consolydate.

Moche, obs. form of MUCH sb., a. and adv.

Mochel(l, -il(l, obs. forms of MICKLE.
Mochenese, obs. form of MOCHNESS.
t Mo chlic, a. and sb. Obs. [a. F. mochlique,

ad. Gr. ^OX^IKOS pertaining to the use of levers ( in

reducing dislocation), f. jioyKm lever.] a. adj.

Surg. Of or relating to the reduction of a dis

located bone (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1856). b. sb.

Med. A drastic purge. So Mo chlical a., (of a

medicine) drastic.

1657 TOMLINSON Reuou s Disp. 390* Elaterium is nume
rated among mochlical Medicaments. {1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp,, Mochlica, a term by which some authors call

the violent or drastic purges.]

Mocho, -oa, -oe, obs. forms of MOCHA J
.

II Mochras (motjro-s). Also 9 moocherus,
mucherus. muchi-ras, moehurrus. [Hindi
macros ; Skr. tnocarasa.] (See quots.)
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1856 A. FAULKNER Diet. Commerc. Terms, Moochcrns^ a
gum resin yielded by the Bombax Heptaphyllum. 1882 J.
SMITH Diet. Plants Econ., Muckerus, a gummy substance
obtained from the bark of Bombax malabaricum. 1885 E.
BALFOUR Cycl. India (ed. 3), Muchi-ras. Hind. Gum from
several plants, Salmalia Malabarica and Moringa pterygo-
sperma, also a gall from the Areca catechu. 1885 CasselCs

Encycl. Dzct.
t
Mochras.

Mochy(m^xi)&amp;gt;0. Sc*
[f. MOCH a. + -Y. Cf.

MOKY, MUGGY.] Damp, misty.
1786 Har st Rig Ixxxi, Mair scouthry like it still does

look, At length comes on in mochy rook. [For later quots.
see E.D.D.]

Mochyll, variant of MICKLE.

Mocio(u)n, -cioner, obs. if. MOTION, -ER.

Mock (mpk), sb.}- Now rare or arch. Forms :

5-6 mokk(e, 5-7 mocke, 6 mok, 7 moke, 6-
mock. [f. MOCK z&amp;gt;.]

1. A derisive or contemptuous action or speech ;

an act of mocking or derision.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 360 pe gude man bade styll &

had a mokk [L. maritus delusns remansit}. 1491 CAXTON
Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 195 b/2 This olde philo
sopher, .casted at hym many proude mockes & shameful!
wordes. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlix. 45 Wyvis thussmakis
mokkis Spynnand on rokkis. 1509 HAWES Past, Pleas.
xxxv. (Percy Soc.) 182 He.. called me boye, and gave me
many a mocke. 1535 JOYE Apot. Tindale (Arb.) 14 This
saith Tindale yroniously in a mok as though it were false.

rti54i WYATT in Tottel s Misc. (Arb.) 36 Such mockes of
dreames do turne to deadly payne. 1587 GOLDING De Mor-
nay xv. (1617) 251 Ye may well thinke they gaue a dry
mocke to all the arguments of Aristotle. 1615 SwETNAM
Arraignm. Worn. (1880) p. xxi, Thou canst not goe in the
street with her without mocks, nor amongst thy neighbours
without frumps. 1679 EAKL MULGRAVE Piss, on Satire 194
For after all his vulgar marriage mocks, With beauty daz
zled, Numpswas in the stocks. 1888 CHILD Ballads III.

178/1 Robin Hood . .changes clothes with the palmer (who
at first thinks the proposal a mock).

b.
T&quot;

To make wock(s or a mock at : to deride

(obs.}. To wake a mock of: to bring into contempt.
a 1460 Gregory s Ckron. in Hist. Coll. Citizen Lond.

(Camden) 178 For men provesyde be-fore bat the vyntage
of Gascon and Cyan shulde come ovyr Scheters Hylle, and
men made but a mocke ther of. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit
Wemen 279 Makand mokis at that mad fader. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ps. xiii. 9 Ye haue made a mocke at the councell of the

poore. Heb.
yi.

6 Yf they fall awaye (and concernynge
them selues crucifye the sonne of God afreszhe, and make
a mocke off him) that they shulde [etc.], 1611 BiBLBjPnw.
xiv. 9 Fools make a mock at sin. 1693 Mem. Cnt. Teckely
ii. 125 Tekeley made a mock at this forced offer. 1714
G\v SheA/i. Week, Tnes. 19 Colin makes mock at all her

piteous Smart. 1837 HAWTHORNE Tivice-told T. (1851) II.

xviiL 265 My own shadow makes a mock of my fooleries !

1891 HALL CAINE Scapegoat v, An evil spirit would make a
mock at him. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 21, I could never

forgive her for making a mock of me.
c. Derision, mockery.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 726 All their trauaile, paine,and

expences, were to their shame loste and employed, and
nothyng gayned, but a continuall mocke, and dayly derision
of the French King. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton s Dcf.

Po/&amp;gt;.
vii. M. s Wks. 1851 VIII. 171 Are they called so in

vain, and in mock only? 1881 PALGRAVE Visions Eng. 247
[They] watched the Ganges-brimming jars In fiendish mock
borne past their dungeon bars.

fd. An imposture. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clxxvi. 213 He sent me with

y* letter, the goodlyest chessemen than euer I sawe : He
found out that mocke, bycause he knewe well that the

capitayne loued well the game of the chesse.

t 6. In phr. mocks and menus : see Mow sb.

2. A thing to be derided or jeered at
; something

deserving of scorn.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. iv. i. 230 Other suche thinges
of the whiche shulde not be reputed nor taken in luge-
ment but for a trifle or a mocke. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis
127 They hald it still vp for a mocke, How Maister Patrik
fedd his flock. 1627 MAY Lucan x. 31 If ere the world her
freedome had attaind, He for a mocke had been reserv d.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. iv. 20 They were a fright to

few, a mock to many, and an hurt to none. 1814 BYRON
Ode to Napoleon xvi, Foredoom d by God by man accurst,
And that last act, though not thy worst, The very Fiend s

arch mock. 1890 MRS. A. E. BARR Friend Olivia i. 5 A
Puritan gentleman is her mock, and nothing else.

3. The action of mocking or imitating; concr.

something that mocks or deceptively resembles
;

an imitation, a counterfeit.

1646 CRASHAW Musicks Duell 108 Now reach a strauie

my Lute Above her mocke, or bee for ever mute. 1659
Burtorfs Diary (1828) IV. 277 It is but a mock, an image
of a House of Lords. 1807 J. BARLOW Columb. iv. 23 While

Eious
Valverde mock of priesthood stands, Guilt in his

eart, the gospel in his hands. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lost
Bower xxxii, Or, in mock of art s deceiving, was the sudden
mildness worn ?

4. attrib. use : f mock-sign, a derisive gesture ;

mock-word, a term of derision. (Perh. rather f.

the stem of MOCK
z&amp;gt;.)

1659 HOWELL Vocal, i, To make mock-signs with the

fingers. Far la castagna d lafica doe [etc.]. 1845 R. W.
HAMILTON Pop. Educ. iv. (ed. 2) 61 Religion is a mock-word
on their lips.

Mock (m^k), sh2 dial. [Possibly repr. an OE.

*moc^
related to ON. miuk-r soft (see MEEK a.),

myki MUCK.] (See quots. 1796, 1882.)
1777 Hory Subsecivae 275 (E.D.D.). 1796 W. MARSHALL

W, Eng. I. 232 The washings of the mock
,
or pomage.

Ibid. 328 Mock) pomage, or ground fruit. 1882 FRIENH
Devon. Plant names (E.D.S.) 38 Mock, apples made into
cheese or pommage, ready for ilie cider-press.

MOCK.

Mock (mpk), $b$ dial.

1. A root or stump ; a log.
1844 BARNES Poems Rural Life ya&Mock,* root or *tump

of a cut-off bush, or large stick. 1855 Morton s Cycl. Agric.
II. 724/2 Mock (Dorset ,

the root of a tree. 1874 MRS
WHITCOMBE Bygone Days Devon $ Comw. 194 The Christ
mas Log . . is usually called ( the mock .

2. A tuft of coarse grass or rush left by cattle in

pasture land.

1844 BARNES Poems Rural Life 328 Mock, ..A tuft of
sedge. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk. 482 The
cattle usually leave tufts or patches of the ranker herbage:
these are always called mocks.

Mpck (mpty, s&.4 Anglo-Irish. [Of obscure

origin.] A piece of land held in
*

conacre . Also
Comb, mockground CONACRE.
1824 Evid. htf. Commons Comm. 20 May 131 What do you

mean by mockground?. .Do you not refer to muckground ?

It may be ; they call it cornacre. 1862 H. COULTER West of
Irel. 71 Conacre or Mockground as they term it in Clare.
. .1 have heard of an instance of a Mock being charged for
at the rate of^io an acre.

Mock (m^k), a. (Not in predicative use.)

[Partly from the attributive use of MOCK s6. 1
;

partly from the use of the stem of MOCK v. in

combination with an object. The hyphen is still

often used in the collocations of the adj. with sbs. ;

when these are used attributively the hyphen is

almost always inserted.]
1. Prefixed to a sb. to form a

designation
for a

person or thing that * mocks
, parodies, imitates,

or deceptively resembles that which the sb. properly
denotes

;
= sham, counterfeit, imitation, pretended.

a. of persons.
1548 LATIMER Ploitghers (Arb.) 26, I feare me some be

rattier mocke gospellers then faythful ploughmen. 1591
SPENSER J/. Hubberd IOQI They this mock-King did e^py.
1652 EVKLYN Diary 6 Rlar., Then marched the mourner?-,
General Cromwell. ., his mock-parliament-men, officers, and
40 poore men in gounes. 1660 FULLKK Mi.vt Contetnpl.

(18^1) 256 Many mock-ministers having banished out of
divine service the use of the Lord s prayer, cretd, and ten
commandments. 1668 DUYHEN (title] An Evening s Love,
or the Mock- Astrologer. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. The?.&amp;gt;enot s

Trav. in. 10 The Tomb of the Mock-Saint which is in the
middle of the Chappel. a 1711 KEN Hymnothco Wk&amp;gt;. 1721
III. 217 The Envoy Thanks to the Mock-Angel paid. 1724
SWIFT Drapier s Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n. 30 This little arbi

trary mock-monarch. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II.

84 A barrister . . appeared for the mock plaintiff, and made
some feeble objections to the defendant s plea. 1901 A. LANG
Ma^ic fy Relig. 134 The mock-king who was annually killed
at the Babylonian festival of the Sacsa.

b. of things, actions, events, etc.

1561 [see MOCK HOLIDAY]. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus^ Hist.
iv. xv. (1591) 179 Those mocke-expeditions of Caius the
Emperour. 1623 COCKERAM, To Rdr., The mocke-words
which are ridiculously vsed in our language. 1643 Cony-
catching Bride, titlc-., This. .Mock-Marriage was kept
privately in London. 1646 J. BENBKIGGE 6W jr Fury 54
Alas, your mock-prayers, mock-fasts, your mock-duties,
make his fury come into face. 1647 R. STAPYLTON
Juvenal 213 His wooden mock-knife. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. \\. ii. 43 Those Idols .. were so far from defend
ing themselves, that their mock-Mouths could not afford
one word, to bemoan their finall Destruction, a 1656 BP.
HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 167 The Popish mock-fasts which
allow the greatest dainties in the strictest abstinence. 1682
DRYDEN & LEE Dk. ofGuise \. i, I ll swear him Guilty. I

swallow Oaths as easie as Snap-dragon, Mock-Fire that never
burns. 1689 Ace. Reasons Ckas. II War States-Gen. 6
After a Mock-Imprisonment of nine or ten days he was let

out again, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Mock-song, that
Ridicules another Song, in the same Terms and to the same
Tune. A Mock^Romance^ that ridicules other Romances,
as Don Quixot. A Mock-Play, that exposes other playes,
as the Rehearsal, a 1711 KEN Hymns F.vang. Wks. 1721
I. 88 Mock-Thunder-bolt in his Right Hand he graspt.
1770 Junins Lett, xxxviii. (1820) 188 The lofty terms .. re
sembled the pomp of a mock tragedy. 1838 THIRLWALL,
Greece IV. xxviii. 49 The mock assembly was dismissed.

1839 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia (1863) 21 The turkey-
buzzards . . soar over the river like so many mock eagles. 1844
THIRLWALL Greece VIII. 361 A mock trial in which their

enemies were judges. 1855 TENNYSON Maud HI. vi. 33 It

is time, O passionate heart and morbid eye, That old hysteri
cal mock-disease should die. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman
v. ii, He. .lifted his eyebrows and his hands in mock protest.

C, of qualities, sentiments, etc.

1648 SANDERSON Serm. II. 248 There are .. many mock-
graces .. that .. are not the things they seem to be. 1684
WINSTANLEY -&quot;. Worthies 346 One that was a Thrasonical

Puff, and Emblem of mock-valour. 171* ADDISON Spect.
No. 309 F i That superior Greatness and Mock-Majesty,
which is ascribed to the Prince of the fallen Angels. 1784
W. COXE Trav. Poland^ etc. I. 150 This spirit of mock-
reverence. 1806 T. CAMPBELL in Smiles Mem. J. Murray
(1891) I. xiv. 326, I am not assuming any mock modesty.
1835 LYTTON Rienzix. ii, The young man. .had much of the
.. mock patriotism of the Romans. 1877 BLACK Green
Past, xxiv, He gave that advice with mock humility.
2. Special collocations (usually hyphened) : mock

auction, a Dutch auction (see AUCTION sb. 2) ;

also, a fraudulent auction of worthless articles, in

which a brisk pretence of bidding is kept up by
confederates in order to elicit genuine bids ; mock-
colour, a fugitive as opposed to a permanent
colour or dye (cf. False colour : FALSE a. 16 b) ;

mock-gold, a yellow alloy composed of copper,
zinc, platinum and other materials in various pro

portions (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; mock-knee, a callo

sity on the inner side of a horse s leg below the
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knee (Syd. Soc, Lex. 1891); mock-lead = BLENDE,
hence mock-leady a.

y containing blende ; t^o ^&quot;

man, (a) one unworthy to be called a man ;
also

attrib. ; (b) a chimpanzee ;
mock-moon = PARA

SELENE; mock-ore mock-lead (see also quot.

1681); mock-plum = bladder plum (BLADDER
10) ; mock-rainbow, a secondary rainbow (see

RAINBOW i); mock-sun = PARHELION; also fig. ;

t mock-velvet, pern.
= MOCKADO. Also in names

of culinary preparations, as mock-brawn, the flesh

of a pig s head and ox feet cut in pieces, and

dressed to resemble brawn
; mock-duck, -goose,

a piece of pork from which the *

crackling has

been removed, baked with a stuffing of sage and

onions (colloq^} ; mock venison, leg of mutton

long hung, cooked after the manner of venison. Also

MOCK TURTLE.
c 1766 Cheats ofLondon Exposed 32, I term them *Mock-

Auctions, because they are deceits throughout. 1884 DICKENS
Diet. Loud. 28/1 The Mock Auction is a swindle, 1891
M. WILLIAMS Later Leaves 82 A mock auction case. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1805) 302 To make *Mock
Brawn. 1845 ELIZA ACTON IMod.Cookery, I ndex, Mock brawn.

1791 HAMILTON Bertkollefs Dyeing 1. 1. n. iv. 207 If it loses

its body or ground of colour it is a *mock colour. 1877
Casselfs Diet. Cookery 262 *Mock Goose is a name given in

some parts to a leg of pork roasted without the skin, and
stuffed just under the knuckle with sage-aud-onion stuffing.
a 1728 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) i. I. 182 A black

glossy Matter like Talc .. common in Cornwall; and call d
there *Mock-Lead. 1829 Glover s Hist. Derby \. 84 Mock
lead is the native sulphuret of zinc. 1757 tr. Henckefs
ryritol, 6 These fissures .. be often *mock-leady. 1624
FLETCHER Wifefor Month i. i, I would first take to me, for

my lust, a Moore, One of your Gally-slaves, that cold and
hunger, Decrepid misery, had made a *mock-man. Then be

your Queene. 1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Lover v. i,
What a

Mock-man property, in thy intent, Wouldst thou have made
me? 1738 [see CHIMPANZEE]. 1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. v. 1,

Three &quot;mock-Moons at once reflex d hav bin. 1889 Pa l

Mall G. 27 Oct. 7/1 Occasionally for a few minutes one or

other of the mock-moons was very bright. 1681 GRKW
Musxitm in. ii. iii. 338 Mundick Ore, and Ulack Daze,
mixed with a Vein of White and Green Spar. ..These Ores,

by some are called *Mock-Ores. 1786 WHITEHURST Orig.
St. Eart/i(ed. 2} 230 This mineral has been usually known by
the names of black-jack, and mock-ore. 1829 Glover s Hist.

Derby \. 84 Mock ore, or sulphuret of zinc. 1890 1!. D.JACK
SON Gloss. Bot. Terms, *

Mock-plums. 1725 POPE ly ks.

vY/m&j. I. Pref. 2 Each picture like a &quot;mock-rainbow is but the

reflexion of a reflexion. 1665-6 *Mock-sun [see PARHELION].
1671 MARTEN Voy. into Spitsbergen in Ace. Sev. Late l

r
oy.

ir. (1694) 50 A Parelion or Mock-sun. 1878 BROWNING
Poets Croisic xxxix, Let France adore No longer an illusive

mock sun. 1886 Pall Mall G. 2 Apr. 7/2 Four mock suns
were seen in the neighbourhood of Greenwich. &amp;lt;zi6i3OvKR-

BURY New Charac.) Fellow ofHouse (1615) L 3, His meanes
will not suffer him to come too nigh [the fashion] : they
afford him *Mock-veluet or Satinisco. 1845 ELIZA ACTON
Mod. Cookery 225 *Mock Venison. Hang a plump and

finely-grained leg of mutton in a cool place [etc.].

b. In popular or book names of plants, as

mock acacia, Robinia Pseud-Acacia (see ACACIA 1

2) ; mock-apple, Canadian name for Echinocystis
lobata (Treat. Bot. Suppl.i874); moekbishop( s)-

weed, American name for the genus Discopleura\
mock-chervil, (a] Cow parsley, Anthriscus syl-
vestris

; (b} Shepherd s needle, Scandix Pecten
;

mock gillyflower (see GILLYFLOWER 3) ; mock
liquorice, Goat s rue, Galega officinalis ; f mock-
mustard, [tr. mod.L. sinapistntni\, ? Salvadora
imlica

; mock myrtle, ? bog-myrtle, Myrica Gale ;

mock-olive, an Australian jasmine, Notelxa longi-

folia (Maiden Native PL Australia 1889); mock-
orange, (a) the common syringa, Philadelphia
coronarius ; (b} the Carolina cherry-laurel, Prunus
caroliniana

; (c] the Australian native laurel, 2
y
itto-

sporum uiidulatum (ibid.) ;
mock pennyroyal,

the genus Ifedeoma\ mock plane(-tree), the

sycamore, Acer Pseudo-Platanus
; mock privet,

the genus Phillyrca ;
mock saffron, Carthamus

tinctorius
; mock willow, Spirxa saluifolia.

1754 Catal. Seeds in Fam. Rose Kilravock (Spald. Club)
428 *Mock acacia. 1860 GRAY Man. Bot. 156 Discoplenra.
* Mock Bishop-weed. ij48TuKNER Nat!icsfft. rl&amp;gt;s(E,D.$.)s4

Myrrhis is called in Cambrygeshyre casshes, in other places
*mockecheruel. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. cccc. 884 PeC
ten Veneris .. Shepheards Needle, wilde Cheruill, Mock-
Cheruill. i548TuRNER Names //*?&* (E.D.S.) 86 Regalicum

564

*mocke-saffron. 1633 JOHNSON Gerarde
l

s Herbal App. 1601

This Willow leaned Shrub .. I have named in English
*Mocke willow.

C. in names of birds, as mock-nightingale,
(a) the BLACKCAP, Sylvia atricapilla ; (b) the

Garden warbler, Sylvia salicaria ; (c) the White-

throat, Sylvia rufa (or Motadlla sylvia) ; (d) the

Sedge warbler, Acrocephalus schcsnob&nus ; mock
regent-bird, an Australian Honey-eater, Meli-

pkaga phrygia ;
mock-thrush U.S. MOCKING

THBU8H,
1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 262 It [the blackcap], .is called in

Norfolk the *
mock-nightingale. 1831 Montagues Ornith.

Diet. (ed. 2) 42 It does not appear to me that the provincial
names of Mock-nightingale, Nettle-creeper, Nettle-monger,
are ever applied to the Blackcap, but to the White-throat
and the t auvette. 1878 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XVI.
541/1 The name.. Mock-Nightingale is in England occasion

ally given to some of the Warblers, especially the Blackcap
. .and the Sedge-bird. 1848 GOULD Birds Austral. IV. 48
Warty-faced Honey-eater... *Mock Regent-Bird, [of the]
ColonistsofNew South Wales. 1890 Century Dict. t *Mock-
thrush,

3. Comb. a. with adjs. and advs. with the sense

in a counterfeit manner *,

*

simulatedly *. Chiefly

implying humorous or ludicrous simulation, as in

MOCK-HEROIC.

Kirkstead 26 Thickets . . Of sweet *Mock-myrtle and of
purple Ling. 1731 MILLER Card. Dict.

t Syringa . . The
*Mock-Orange; vulgo. iSia BRACKENRIDGE Views Loui*
siana (1814) 59 There is particularly one very beautiful, bois

jautie, or yellow wood : by some called the mock orange.
1903 QUILLER-COUCH Adv. H. Revel 139 A bush of mock-
orange at the end of the verandah. 1860 GRAY Man. Bot.

308 Hedeotna. *Mock Pennyroyal. 1797-1804 MARTYN
Miller s Card. Diet. (1807) s. v. Acer, With us it [the Great
Maple] is vulgarly called the Sycomore-tree and by some
*Mock-plane. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. {ed. 5) 521 The latter

\AcerPseitdo-platanus} is generally known under the names
of the Sycamore, Greater Maple, and Mock-plane. 1597
GERARDE Herbal m. liv. 1209 Of *mocke Priuet. i Philly-
rea augustifolla. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet., Philyrea,
Mock-Privet. 1548 TURNER Navies licrbes (E.D.S.) 29
Cnecus or cnicus is called, .in englishe Bastarde saffron or

a 1711 KEN Edmund fo^t. Wks, 172.1 II. 178 Seven mock-
bright Angels on the Deck appear d. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH
Aristoph. 44 note t

A mock-serious tone. 1858 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xliv. 173 The men, pompous,
mouthing, and mock-dignified. 1864 G.MEREDITH Emilia
xxxvi,

*
It Is done, sometimes

,
she said, mock -sadly. 1871

//. Ric/tiiiondx\\\\ t
I told her mock-loftily that I did not

believe in serious illnesses coming to godlike youth. 1880
SWINBURNE Stud. S/iaks. (ed. 2) 198 A pseudocritical and
mock-historic society. 1893 Outing (U. S.) May 120/1
Thank you.. Mr. Smith! 1

she said, with a mock-offended
air. 1900 G. SWIFT Somerley 117 Prudishly mock-modest.

b. with a verb, with the humorous sense *

pre

tendingly ; also with a ppl. adj., as ( mock-
made a., made as a counterfeit.
a 1619 FLETCHER Bonduca iv. ii, I defie thee, thou mock-

made man of mat I ai66i FULLER Worthies, Somerset
(1662) in. 31 Other mens mock-commending verses thereon
[sc. Coryat s Crudities]. 1889 J. CORBETT Monk xi. 158 He
[i.e. Monk s butler] was a wag whom Charles the First had
mock-knighted one evening at supper with his table-knife.

Mock (mfk), v. Forms : 5 mokken, moke,
mocque, 5-6 mokkyn, raok, 5-7 mocke, 6-
mock. [ME. mokken

t mocque, ad. OF. mocqtter
(K. moquer] to deride, jeer, a northern dialect form

corresp. to the synonymous Pr. mochar^ It. moccare.

According to some scholars, the word represents a popular
L. *ntuccdre to wipe the nose (whence F. ntoucher. It. moc-

cftre)ff.*tnncc-tts (class. L,.tiicus; see Mucus). With theOF.
(whence the Eng.) transitive use, cf. L. eniungerc to wipe
the nose, to cheat. The reflexive use (the only one in mod.Fr.)
se iiioqner de qnelqifun, may originally have denoted the
derisive gesture imitative of the movement of wiping
the nose. In mod. Provencal, according to Mistral, tncnca
means to wipe the nose

*,
to strike on the nose , while

se ntonca F. se motjiter^ and nioiicndo means* a blow on
the nose

,

* a humiliation .

Another hypothesis, less plausible semasiologically, would
connect the word with Ger.dial. inncken to growl, grumble,
OHG. irwuccazan mutire (mod.G. mncksen to grumble).]
1. trans. To hold up to ridicule

; to deride ; to

assail with scornful words or gestures.
a 1450 Ktit. dc la. Tour 64 Thei were mocked and scorned

of alle folke for her leudnesse. c 1450 Mankind 371 in

Macro Plays 14 Haue ae non other man to moke, but euer
me? 1484 CAXTON Fables of Poge vii, Alle the sallary or

payment of them that mokken other is for to be mocqued at
the last. 1530 PALSGR. 639/2 He mocketh hym at every
worde and yet the foole perceyveth it nat. Ibid. 663/1, I

potte, I mocke one with makyng a potte in the syde of my
mouth. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 34 Loe, how he mockes
me, wilt thou let him my Lord ? 1641 FULLER Holy fy Prof.
St. HI. ii. 156 Mock not a Coblcr for his black thumbes.
1781 W. CAMERON in Sc. Paraphr. xvn. vi, Mock not my
name with honours vain, but keep my holy laws. 1812 J.
WILSON Isle ofPalms ii. 273 Art thou a fiend. .Come here
to mock.. My dying agony. 1869 M. ARNOLD Urania vii,
With smiles, till then, Coldly she mocks the sons of men.

b. With adv. or phrase as complement: To
bring to a certain condition by mockery. Now
rare. Also, f to mock out : (a) to evade (an argu
ment, etc.) by mockery or trifling ; (b) to gain by
mocking or buffoonery.

533 [TINDALE] Sniper of the Lord E vj, And as for M.
More, whom the verite most orfendeth, & doth but mocke
it out when he can not sole it. 1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd
509 For there [at court] thou needs must learne to laugh,
to lie,.. to be a beetle-stock Of thy great Masters will, to

scorne, or mock. So maist thou chaunce mock out a Bene
fice. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V

t i. ii. 285 Many a thousand
widows Shall this his Mocke, mocke out of their deer
husbands

; Mocke mothers from their sonnes, mocke Castles
downe. 10*5 JACKSON Creed v. xxlv. 4 He would . . be
mocked out of his skin by Courtiers. 1655 FULLER C/t. Hist.
ix. vii. 18 It was no soloecisme to the gravity of Eliah to
mock Baals priests out of their superstition, a 1863 WOOLNER
My Beautiful Lady 60 Some gigantic bell, Whose thunder
laughing through my brain Mocked me back to flesh again.

C. To defy ; to set at nought.
1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 38, I thinke likewise this

reason shuld be mocked. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. n. i. 30,
I would ore-stare the sternest eies that looke. . .Yea, mocke
the Lion when he rores for pray To win the Ladie. 1606

Ant. fyCL in- xiii. 185 Fill our Bowles once more : Let s

mocke the midnight Bell. 1877 C. GKIKIE Christ Ixi. (1879)

MOCK.

746 The
hierarchy

. . know how to honor the appearance of

justice while mocking the reality.

d. Jig. of impersonal things.
1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 628 Our walks at noon, with

branches overgrown, That mock our scant manuring. 1741-2
GRAY Agrippina 156 These hated walls that seem to mock
my shame. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 248 Though my harsh

touch, falt ring still, But mock d all tune, And marr d the

dancer s skill. 1788 T. WARTON On H. M. Birth-day 51
And many a fane he rear d, that still sublime In massy
pomp has mock d the stealth of lime. 1807 WORDSW. White
Doe vii. 28 A perishing That mocks the gladness of the

Spring. 1821 SHELLEY Adonais 17 Melodies, With which,
like flowers that mock the corse beneath, He had adorned
and hid the coming bulk of Death. 1847 A. R. C. DALLAS
Look to Jerus. (ed. 4) 84 Australasia and Polynesia have
arisen to mock our arithmetic. 1879 E. GARRETT House
by Works I. 13 Their artless sport did not seem to mock
her, as did the sunshine and the breeze.

2. intr. To use or give utterance to ridicule
;
to

act or speak in derision; to jeer, scoff; to flout.

Const, at) f wit&*
c 1450 Mankind 358 in Macro Plays 14 We xall bargen

with yow, & noper moke nor scorne. 1503 Ord. Crysten
Men (W. de W. 1506) ii. viiL 107 Also those the whyche
mocketh with these auncyentes. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin*s
Inst. in. 202 This forsooth is not to mocke with the Scrip
tures. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xli. (1887)239 Some..do
vse to abase them, and to mocke at mathematicall heades.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D^Acosta^s Hist. Indies i. vii. 21

Lactantius Firmian, and S. Augustine mocke at such as

hold there be any Antipodes. 1611 BIBLE Prov. \. 26, I

also will laugh at your calamitie, I wil mocke when your
feare commeth. 1784 Cow PER Task v. 122 Thus Nature
works as if to mock at Art. 1810 SCOTT Leuiy ofL. HI. v.

Fleet limbs that mocked at time. 1832 SHELLEY Clias. /,

ii 386 If fear were made for kings, the Fool mocks wisely.

1884 TENNYSON Becktt iv. ii, Will he not mock at me?

fb. To jest, trifle; to make sport. Obs.

i 1440 Prontp. Parv. 341/2 Mokkyn, or iapyn, or tryfelyn,
! Indtfico. c 1460 Wisdom 826 in Macro Plays 62 Mynde. . .

On a soper I wyll ,. Set a noble with goode chere redyly to

spende. Wndyrstondynge. And I tweyn be bis feer, To
moque at a goode dyner. 1537 SIR J. DUDLEY in Froude
Hist. Eng. III. 253 He. .mocked not with me, for he brake
down a part of the decks of my ship. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xix.

14 Lot., said, ..the Lord wil destroy this citie : but hee
seemed as one that mocked, vnto his sonnes in law.

3. trans. To deceive or impose upon; to delude,

befool ; to tantalize, disappoint.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vui. 1412 In spech off luff suttell

ye Sotheroun ar ; Ye can ws mok, suppos ye se no mar.

1538 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ty Lett. (190?) II. 141 He
dothe but to dyvise to mocke al the world by practises with
faire wordes for his owne purpose. 1561 T. NORTON Cal
vin s Inst. 111.246 Let us not wilfully mocke our selues to

our own destruction. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. / , v. ii. 126 My
Father is gone wilde into his Graue,. .And with his Spirits,

sadly I suruiue, To mocke the expectation of the \Voild ;

To frustrate Prophesies. 1611 BIBLE *Jndg. xvi. 10 Behold,
thou hast mocked me, and told mee lies. 1648 iir. HALL
Breathings Devout Son I (1851) 201 What would it avail me,
O Lord, to mock the eyes of all the world with a semblance
of holiness? 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 773 Why am I mockt
with death, and length nd out To deathless pain? 1812 H.
& J. SMITH Rtj. Addr. in. (1873) 17 What stately vision

mocks my waking sense? 1819 SHELLEY Fragm, Tale Un
told 4 Empty cups ..Which mock the Hps with air, when
they are thirsting. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Ment Napoleon
Wks. (Bohn) I. 381 As long as our civilization is essentially
one of property, . . it will be mocked by delusions. 1852
M. ARNOLD Etnpedocles on Etna \. 15 Mind is a light which
the Gods mock us with, To lead those false who trust it.

fb. To disappoint ^something promised. Obs.

1541 in I. S. Leadam Set, Cas. Crt. Requests (Selden) 61

Your sayd servant and subiet was . . dissapoynled and
mocked of suche bandoges as he bhold have had.

4. To ridicule by imitation of speech or action.

(The current colloquial use, and presumably as

old as the i6th c., but not evidenced in literature.)

Hence, to imitate or resemble closely; to mimic,
counterfeit. (Cf. MOCKING-BIRD.)
1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 171 Another [sc. drum] shall . .

rattle the Welkins eare, And mocke the deepe mouth d
Thunder. 1611 Wint. T. v. iii. 19-20 Prepare To see

the Life as liuely mock d, as euer Still Sleepe uuxk d
Death, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To Mock, or mimick
another. 174* YOUNG Nt. Th. in. 335 For what live ever
here? .. to bid each wretched day The former mock? 1817
SHELLEY Rei&amp;gt;. Islam \\. xlv.

7
He (a horse] would spread

His nostrils to the blast, and joyously Mock the fierce peal
with neJgbings. 1822 Chas. /, ii. 98 He mocks and mimics
all he sees and hears. 1827-44 WILLIS Lazarus

&amp;lt;$ Mary 16

Like life well mock d in marble. 1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
H. iv. iv. 311 Not one of Stansfield s lines is like another.

Every one of Salvator s mocks all the rest. 1867 G. G.
McCRAE W/efc/f4uft*0 30 (Morris) There the proud lyre-bird

spreads his tail, And mocks the notes of hill and dale.

f b. To simulate, make a false pretence of. Obs.

1503 SHAKS. 3 /fen. VIt in. iii. 255, I long till Edward fall

by Warres mischance, For mocking Marriage with a Dame
of France. 1606 Ant.

&amp;lt;$

Cl. v. i. 2 Go to him Dollabella,
bid him

yeeld, Being so frustrate, tell him, He mockes the

pawses that he makes.

f5. In the lyth c. the verb-stem was prefixed to

a few sbs., forming compound sbs. with the sense
* one who or something which mocks . . . : mock-
beggar, (a) applied to a house that has an appear
ance of wealth, but is either deserted or else in

habited by miserly or poor persons ; also as quasi-

proper name, Mock-Beggaries Hall, etc. ; (b} used

by Florio (? erroneously) for BULL-BEGGAK ; mock-
clown nonce-wd., a trick that deludes rustics;

mock-guest, one who disappoints his guests of



MOCKABLE.

the liberal entertainment which he has led them

to expect; in quot.yf^-. Also MoCK-GoD.
1611 FLORIO, Bejfana, a bug-beare, a scarcrow, a *mock-

begger, a toy to mocke an ape. 1615 Cupids Whirligig

C4, Whats this, A shirt that ye weare, Else tis a mock-

beggar with stripes. 1616 Rich Cabinet 52 A Gentleman

without meanes, is like a
faire_

house without furniture,

or any inhabitant,, .whose rearing was chargeable to the

owner, and painfull to the builder, and all ill-bestowed, to

make a mock-begger, that hath no good morrowe for his

next neighbour. 1622 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Water-Cormo
rant C 2 b, The poore receiue their answer from the Dawes,
Who in their caaing language call it plaine Mockbegger
Manour, for they came in vaine. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E.

Anglia, Mock-Beggar-Hall. 1835 HOHSHELD Sussex I. 136

Some old buildings in a place called the Mock-beggars.

1840 Gent/. Mag. Oct. 338 Both places . . bear the name of

Mock-Beggar s Hall. The one is an insulated rock near

Bakewell .. presenting from the road the semblance of a

house. .. The other is a Tudor .. mansion in the parish of

Claydon ..which .. remained so long unoccupied as to be

the cause of numerous disappointments to those travellers

who had never been taken in before. 1598 FLORIO, Ingan-

nanillano, the name of a leape or sault so called in Italian,

as we should say *mpck-clowne. 1642 FULLER Holy St. i.

i. 3 Some women which hang out signes . . will not lodge

strangers; yet these *mock-guests are guilty in tempting
others to tempt them.

Mockable (nfktt l), a. [f.
MOCK v. + -ABLE.

Cf. F. moquable.] Deserving of or exposed to

derision.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 49 Those that are good mailers

at the Court, are as ridiculous in the Countrey, as the be-

hauiour of the Countrie is most mockeable at the Court.

1837 CARLVLE Fr. Kev.d&ji) III. 1. vii. 41 This huge Moon
calf of Sansculottism, . . is not mockable only, and soft like

another calf. 1892 PEYTON Mem. Jesus iii. 63 The Primates

..mock us unconsciously. We encounter the mockable

element in man, just at the junction where flesh is passing
into mind, animality into mentality.

Mockadam, variant of MOKADDAM.

t Mockado (mpka-do). Obs. Forms : 6

mockeado, mochadoo, mockadoo, -adowe,

makadowe, moccadowe, 6-7 mocado, moeka-

doe, 6-8 mocoado, 7 mocoadoe, -dow, moca-

doe, moohado, muckado, 8 mockade(e, 6-

mookado. [app. a corruption of It. mocajardo

(see MOHAIR) or some variant.

Cotgrave (1611) gives mockado as the rendering of F.

moiicade (not found elsewhere) and mocayart, and he

renders moncaiart by silk moccadoe ; a Fr. form moil-

aiiayat occurs in 1580 as the name of a material for curtains.

Florio (1611) has It. mocca.iaro, and moccaiorro, mokado

1. A kind of cloth much used for clothing in the

l6th and I7th centuries. Also attrib., as mockado

cassock, doublet, etc. ;
mockado ends, fringe (men

tioned as a commodity sold by weight). Tuft

mockado, a peculiar kind of mockado decorated

with small tufts of wool.
It was made in Flanders and (first by Flemish refugees)

at Norwich ; it is usually mentioned as an inferior material

(of wool) in contrast with silk and velvet, but a silk mocka
do is also spoken of. Quot. 1638 exceptionally refers to

mockado as a costly fabric ; but the word by that time may
have ceased to be generally understood.

1543 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 51 One night gowne of

mockeado with one paire of hoase of the same. 1571-2
A. WHITFELD in Durham Depos. (Surtees) 246 Mochadoo
for the cote, coller, and hands, with sylk boottons. 1579
DEE Diary (Camden) 6 Some kinde of tuft mockado, with

crosses blew and red. 1587 HARBISON England^ n. v. (1877)

1. 132 Mockadoes tufted and plaine. Ibid. in. i. (1878) n. 6

Now by meanes of strangers succoured here from domesticall

persecution, the same [sc. wool] hath beene imploied vnto

sundrie other vses, as mockados, baies, vellures [etc.]. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 290 Who would
not thinke it a ridiculous thing to see a Lady in her milke-

house with a veluet gowne, and at a bridall in her cassock

of mockado. 1590 Ace. Bk. W. Wraym Antiquary XXXII.
374, i&quot; black moccado fringe, iiis. viijd. 1594 LODGE &
GREENE Looking-glass (1598) C 3 b, When I . . saw . . what
a faire mockado Cape it had. 1596 LODGE Wits Kliserie 14

The farmer that was contented in times past with his Russet

Frocke & Mockado sleeues, now sels a Cow against Easter

to buy him silken geere for his credit. 1605 Land. Pro.

digal in. i, Why she went in a fringed gown, a single ruff,

and a white cap ; and my father in a mocado coat. 1617 in

Heath Grocers Comp. (1869) 427 Crimson mocbados to make
sleeves for the poore men. 1620 in Naworth Hoitseh. Bks.

(Surtees) 123 A pound of black moccadow ends, ij
1
. viij

11
.

1638 FORD Lady s Trial i\. i, Imagine first our rich mockado
doublet. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4 Rates Inward, Mocado
ends the dozen pound, iiij //.

b. fig. as the type of an inferior material. Also

altrib. or aJj. : Trumpery, inferior.

(In quot. 1741 used, probably by etymological misappre
hension, in the sense of mockery&quot;. Cf. -ADO 2.)

mak-a-dooes. 1619 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Kicksey Winsey
B 8 b, I muse of what stuff these men framed be, Most of

them seeme Muckado vnto me. 1621 Motto D, I want
that high esteemed excellence Of fustian, or mockado Elo

quence. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 37 What Mockado
is this to such a poor Soul as I ?

2. (See quot.)
1738 in 6M Rep. Dep. Kpr. App. n. 120 A new Invention

of making Carpetting called French Carpets or Moccadoes.

t Mo ckage. Obs. [f. MOCK s6. + -AGE.]
Very common in the i6th and i7th centuries.

1. The action or an act of mocking ; mockery,

ridicule, derision ;
a derisive utterance or action.

565

1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. i. 338 In mockage ye shalle

be called la cote male tayle. 1494 FABYAN Ckron. vli. 608

The Frenshe Gaguyne bryngeth in a matier of game, as he

rehersith, to the mockage of Englisshmen. 1535 COVER-

DALE Jsa. xiv. 4 Then shall thou vse this mockage vpon

y kinge of Babilon. 1548 GEST Pr. Mouse Dij, What
an vnsufferable mockedge is this aswel of god as of our

soueraygne lord y king. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s fust.

iv. xx. (1634) 743 Christians ought truly to bee a kinde of

men., open to the malice, deceits, and mockages, of naughty
men. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1663) 38 In a mockage

they tried the sharpnesse of their swords upon the dead

bodies. 1607 R. QAREW] tr. Esticnne s World of Wonders

347 Turned into a matter of merriment and mockage of

poore Saint Peter, a 1677 MANTON Serai. Ps. cxix. 52

(1681) 347 Their Derision and Mockage of Godliness ceaseth.

b. The fact or condition of being mocked.

1534 LD. BERNERS Cold. Bk. If. Aurel. (1546) G ij, The
woorkes of the peple ar holden in mockage with wyse men.

1580 LVLY Euflines (Arb.) 344 Which then brought youth
into a fooles Paradise, and hath now cast age into an open
mockage. a. 1656 HALES Gold. Rein. in. (1673) 36 It is but an

errour to think that God is a party capable of mockage and

illusion ; no art, no fineness can circumvent or abuse him.

2. An object of mockery.
535 COVERDALE Jcr. xxv. 9, I will make of them a wilder-

nesse a mockage and a continuall deserte. 1628 WITHER
Brit, Rememb. Concl. 53 Nay, Law is made a mockage,
and a scorne. 1657 REEVE God s flea. 23 Man ..was the

spoil of time, the mockage of fortune, and image of con

sistency, a 1677 MANTON Serin. Ps. cxix. 83 (1681) 553

Though scorned and made a mockage [1725 mock] by those

that . . lived in pomp and splendor, yet his zeal was not

abated.

3. Mimicry, close imitation ;
concr. something

that mocks or resembles, a counterfeit.

1615 J. STEPHENS Ess. fy Char., A Rankc Observer (1857)

160 Whilst he meanes to purge himself by observing other

humours, he practises them by a shadow of mockage. 1686

GOAD Celest. Bodies in. i. 397, I can believe, .that there are

such Mockages of Humane Nature by Sea, as an Ape is

on the Mountain.

Mockaire, obs. form of MOHAIR.
Mo-ekaniste. iwncc-u d. [f.

MOCK v. after the

words in the context.] A mocker.
a 1530 tillage Ipocr. in. in Skelton s Wks. (1843! II. 435/2
He is no Acquiniste, Nor non Occanist, But a mockaniste.

Mockaseen, -a(s)sin, -ason, obs. ff. MOCCASIN.

Mock-beggar : see MOCK v. 5.

Mo-ck-bird. [f.
MOCK rf. 1 + BIRD sb.] The

American MOCKINO-BIBD, Minius polygloltus.

1649 Pcrf. Descr. Virginia (1837 15 One Bird we call the

Mock-bird ;
for he will imitate all other Birds Notes. 1709

STEELE Taller No. 51 r 4 The Indian Fowl, called the

Mock-Bird, who has no Note of his own. 1774 GOLDSM.

Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 337 The American Mock-bird. Ibid.

338 The mock-bird is ever surest to please when it is most

itself. 1809 CAMPBELL Gertr. Wyoin, i. iii, From merry
mock-bird s song, a 1854 CAROLINE A. SOVTHEY Poet. Wks.

(1867) 13 The pretty mockbird with his borrowed notes

Tells thee sweet truth.

b. Applied to the Sedge-warbler and the Black

cap (cf. MOCKING-BIRD 2).

1831 G. Montagu s Ornith. Diet. 326 Mock Bird, a name

applied to the Sedge Bird. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 582.

C. fig.
1800 SOOTHEY Let. to Coleridge 8 Jan., Moses will be a

I very mock-bird as to languages. 1823 BYKON Island 11.

xiii, Sweep these mere mock-birds of the despot s song From
the tall bough where they have perch d so long.

Mock-clown : see MOCK v. 5.

Mocke, Mockeado, var. ff. MOCK, MOCKADO.

Mocked (mpkt), a. [f.
MOCK v. + -EoV|

Imitated (in quot. absol.}.

186 . DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiii. (1866) 507 When the mockers

and the mocked are caught and compared they are found

to be totally different ir essential structure.

Mockedar, obs. form of MUCKENDER.

Mocker (mp-kai). Forms : 5 moker(e, 6 Sc.

mokkar, mookar, 6- mocker, [f. MOCK v. +

-EH 1
. Cf. F. moqutur.]

1. One who mocks, derides, or scoffs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 14 b, Ware that ye be

no mokers for that engendreth battered, c 1500 Young
Cliildr. Bk. 59 in Babees Bk., Be no glosere nor no mokere.

1570 BUCHANAN Ane Admonitioun Wks. (1892) 24 Mokkaris

of all religioun and vertew. 1634 CANNE Nccess. Separ.

(1849) 221 How can he prove that these were outwardly
wicked and irreligious, known to be idolaters, drunkards,

sorcerers, mockers, . .&c. 1683 BURNET tr. Mare s Utopia 39
If the many Mockers of Elisha,. .felt the Effect of his Zeal,

What will becomi of one Mocker of so many Friars ? 1688

SOUTH Serin. (1697) II. viii. 347 An Ordinance, in which

God is so seldom mocked, but it is to the Mocker s confu

sion. 1750 BYROM Rein, Aliddleton s Exam. 525 What these

Mockers call d a drunken Fit, Was God s Performance of

what Joel writ. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 163 The
peculiarities of the Puritan.. had been.. favourite subjects
with mockers. 1903 Speaker 10 Oct. 29/1 The enthusiast

was a happy man, the mocker was a miserable man.

b. One who deceives or illudes.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. \\. vi. 13 If thou diest Before I come,
thou art a mocker of my labour.

2. One who imitates in speech or gesture.

3. A mocking-bird.
1773 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 286 From the

attention which the mocker pays to any other sort of. . noises.

1859 BAIRD Catal. N. Amer. Birds 253 a, Var. Mimas cau-

aatojBaird Long-Tailed Mocker. 1860 Birds N. Amer.

353 ffarpor/iynchiis m/us..Thrasher; Sandy Mocker.

4. Nat. Hist. A mimetic animal.

186. DARWIN Orig. Sfcc. xiii. (1866) 507 The mockers are

almost invariably rare insects.

MOCKET-HEAD.

Mockere, obs. form of MUCKEE.
Mo cker-nut. U.S. The fruit of the North

American White-heart Hickory, Caiya tomentosa.

Also, the tree itself.

1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot.^i Mocker-nut Hickory.
1859 J. G. COOPER in Ann. Rep. Sinitlison. last. 255 Carya
tomentosa Nutt., Mocker-nut. 1860 G RAY Man. Bot. North.
If. S. 402 Mocker-nut. White-heart Hickory.

Mockery (mp kari). Forms: 5 moquerye,
mokkery, 5-6 mockerye, mocquery, 6 mockeri,
.SV.mokrie, moekrie, 6-7 mockerie, 6- mockery.

[a. F. moqucrie (ijth c.), f. moijuer to MOCK.]
1. Derision, ridicule; a derisive utterance or action.

1426 I,YOG. DeGuil. Pilgr. 13020 They be no thyng off

myn allye ; I haue off hem but moquerye. 1481 CAXTON-

Reynard (Arb.) n Reynart . . shal thynke how he may be-

gyle deccyue and brynge yow to some mockerye. a 1533

LD. BEi&amp;lt;NERs//a0Kliv. 182 Y paynymdyd syne it toHuon
in a mockery. (11548 HAI.L Citron., Hen. VIII ioi b,

All our saiynges were by the Frenche kyng turned into

mocquery. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Con/in. 193 b, 1 his

was the third mockeri of fortune that chaunced in Fraunce.

1563 WINJET Wks. (S. T. S.) II. Ei Studiing lo thraw be his

mokrie and bairding the mekle vertew and honor of his

father to be a vyce [etc.]. 1590 SPENSER / . Q. I. vii. 43 The
forlorne Maiden, whom your eies have scene The laughing
stocke of fortunes mockeries, Am tli onely daughter of a

King and Queene. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. ll. ii. 123 Where
fore was I to this keene mockery borne? a 1656 Bp. HALL
Rein. Wks. (1660)270 Should a man be bidden to., walk

steddily on his head, this would justly sound as a mockery.

&amp;lt;II7I9
ADDISON Chr. Rclig. vii. \Vks. 1766 III. 317 The

insults and mockeries of a crouded Amphitheatre. 1838
THIRI.WALL Greece III. xx. 163 The heralds of Darius had

been put to death with cruel mockery. 1860 MKS. CARLVI.E

Lett. III. 61 Mrs. Prudence
,
as Mr. Harries calls me in

mockery.- 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. (1875) III. xii. 238

Laying himself open to the jeers and mockeries of bis rebel

lious subjects. 1884GLADSTONK in West. Daily Prea ? July

3/4 He was sorry that gentlemen with no knowledge of the

subject should receive this remark with mockery.

b. A subject or occasion of derision ;
a person,

thing, or action that deserves or occasions ridicule.

1560 DAUS tr. Slfidam s Coinin. 38 Which thinges are

doubtles to all that wise be, a very mockerye. 1590 SIR

J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 13, I conclude, that such fortifica

tions in England are veric skornes and mockeries. 1596

SHAKS. Tam.S/ir. in. ii. 4 What will be said, what mockery
will it be? To warrt the Bride-groome when the Priest

attends To speake the ceremoniall rites of marriage ? 1820

HAZLITT Led. Dram. Lit. 314 When the name of Jeremy
Taylor is no longer remembered with reverence, genius will

have become a mockery, and virtue an empty shade. 1849

JAMES Woodman vii, As if be made a mockery of the very

acquirements he boasted of. 1870 BKYANT Iliad I. x. 311

Let no one yield to sleep, Lest we become the mockery of

the foe.

2. Mimicry, imitation
;
a counterfeit representa

tion; an unreal appearance. Now only- in indig

nant use, a contemptible and impudent simulation.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. Chor. 53 Yet sit and see, Minding
true things, by what their Mock ries bee. 1605 Macb. in.

iv. 107 Hence horrible shadow, Vnreal mock ry hence. 1717

. .

warmth, however, scarcely worthy the unpretending sincerity

of the great planet. 1872 YEATS Growth Coinin. 189 The

unhappy monarch then went through the mockery of a trial

for concealing his treasures.

3. Ludicrously futile action ; something insult

ingly unfitting.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 146 It is as the Ayre, invulnerable,

And our vaine blowes, malicious Mockery. 1634 W. TlK-

WHYT tr. Balzac s Lctt.(ya\. I.) 398 It were a mockery to make

choyce of sicke folkes, and.. to put sovereign power into

their hands, to the end onely to have them leave it to others.

1798 Monthly Mag. VI. 397 Although suffered to perish

almost for the common necessaries, his body was ostenta

tiously carried to the grave in a hearse, accompanied by the

mockery of a mourning-coach. 1852 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser.

m. xvii. 215 It is piockery, brethren, for a man to speak

lightly of that which he cannot know. 1863 GEO. ELIOT

Romola xxxvi, In her bitterness she (elt that all rejoicing

was mockery.

4. attrib.

I!

Kh
Sui

drops. 1634 FORD _ . .......

with false apparitions Of pageant Majestic, and new-coynd

greatnesse, As if wee were a mockery King in state. 1834

Tait s Mag. 131/1 Legitimacy is a mockery word in such

a case. 1898 WATTS-DUNTON Aylwin xi, A monstrous

mountainous representation of an awful mockery-goddess.

Mockeaon, obs. form of MOCCASIN.

Mo cket. Now dial. [Shortened from mocketer,

MUCKENDER. Cf. Anglo-Irish muckie, mocky, in

the same sense (H. C. Hart).] A bib or hand

kerchief; also, ? a kerchief.

&quot;537
Irish Act Hen. VIII, c. 15 Or use or weare any

shirt, smock.. mocket, or linnen cappe, coloured or dyed
with Saffron. i6n COTGR., Baverette, a bib, mocket, or

mocketer to put before the bosome of a (slauering) child.

Ibid., s.v. Embavetf. 1880 W. Cormti. Gloss., Mocket, a

bib attached to an apron to keep the front of the dress clean.

t Mo-cket-hea-d. Obs. [Origin obscure.]

See quot., and cf. ANCONY.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. iv. 163 They work it [sc. the iron]

into a bloom, which is a square barr in the middle, and two

square knobs at the ends, one much less then the other, the

smaller being called the Ancony end, and ihe greater the

Mocket head.



MOCKPUL.

MockettO, quasi-It. form of MOQUKTTE.
tMo ckful,a. Obs.

[f.
MOCK sb. + -FUL.] Full

of mockery.
1805 Public Characters 256 The merry maid in mockful

play. 1820 C. R. MATURIN Mclmotk (1892) III. xxxi. 253
Those whose mockful persecution, or whose vacant pity,

might be equally torturing to her feelings.

Hence Mo ckfolly adv., in a * mockful manner.

1834 Fraser s Mag. X. 426 He was impetuous, daring, and
mock fully defiant.

t Mo ck-G-od. Obs. [f.
MOCK v. -f GOD j&]

One who mocks, derides, or defies God. Also
altrib. and forming adjs. as mock- God-like. (Very
common in the iyth c.)
1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 128 Now the earth is full of

ranke Atheists and mpcke-Gods : which scoffe at the Gospell.
ifiiz W. SCLATER Ministers Portion 49 A pretty mocke-God
answereit will bee, ..to tell him [sc. God] : for matter of tith

ing, thou hadst a custome to the contrary. 1618 S. WARD
fcthrtfs justice (1627) 42 What shall I say to such mocke-

fod-Hke
Esaus ? 1677 W. HUGHES Man ofSin i. x. 45 This

mpudent Mock-God dares to make Laws to bind the Con
science immediately, where God Almighty hath left it free.

Mock-guest : see MOCK v. 5.

Mo ck-h.ero ic, a. and sb. [f. MOCK &amp;lt;?.]

A. adj. Imitating in a derisive or burlesque
manner the heroic character or style ; burlesquing
heroic action.

1711-12 ADDISON Spect. No. 273 F 8 We find in Mock-
Heroic Poems, particularly in the Dispensary, and the

Lutrin, several Allegorical Persons. 1765 COLMAN tr.

Terence, Eunuck i. iii. 123 notc t The poet in a kind of mock
heroick manner invokes the muse to teach him to draw the
character of his heroine. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 296/1
Tassoni s mock-heroic poem, La Secchia Rapita . 1847
TENNYSON Princess Concl. n The men required that I

should give throughout The sort of mock-heroic gigan-
tesque. 1876 BLACK Madcap V.v^l am not to

gjo
down to

the foot of the lane? said she, with mock-heroic sadness.

1889 SWINBURNE Stud. A . Jonson 73 The passage is a really

superb example of tragicomic or mock-heroic blank verse.

abiol. 1756-82 J. WAUTOS Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. iv. 255
Cervantes; who is the father and unrivalled model of the

true mock-heroic.

B. sb. A burlesque imitation of the heroic style
or manner.

1728 Gulliver Decypherd^ Peter abused the Wittlings of
the Town for not having Sense enough to taste his Mock-
Heroicks. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Concl. 64 In mock
heroics stranger than our own. 1864 W. SMITH T. B. Saaivs
Hist. Eng, Lit. xv. (1865) 294 The famous mock-heroic of
Boileau. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar viii. 83 He [Caesar] had no
sentimental passion about him; no Byronic mock heroics.

So Mock-hero-ical a. MOCK-HEBOIC a. Also
Mock-hero ically adv.^ in a mock-heroic manner.
1850 L. HUNT A utobiog. xxiii. (1860) 370 An article which I

wrote, with the mock-heroical title ofThe Graces and Anxie
ties of Pig Driving. 1905 Daily Chron. 27 Dec. 4/7 The
Argonaut mock -heroically challenges anyone to point to a

single case of a college man having bitten off another player s

nose or ear.

t Mock-holiday. Obs. [MOCK a.] Only in

phrase: To play mock-holiday^ to act deceitfully.
Const, with.

15. . Catal. Anc. Deeds (1906) V. 498 As it seme he plaieth
mock halliday with me. c 1561 VERON Freewill 50 b, God
dothe playe mocke holy daye wyth us, if he promysethe
thynges, that it lyeth not in us to obtayne. 1604 Meeting
ofGallants 21 The stirrup plaide mock-holy-day with him,
and made a foole of his foote. a 1607 BRIGHT.MAN Revelation

(1615) 230 The lesuites doe not interprete the Scriptures, but

play mocke haliday with them.

Mocking (m^-kirj),
vbl. sb. ff. MOCK v. +

-INC 1
.] The action of the verb MOCK

;
the utter

ance of derision or scom ; imitation, mimicry.
Now only gemndiaL Also occas. ^ an object of

derision.
c 1440 Boctits(Laud MS. 550. If. 5 b), This came to Boctus

the kyng All in scorne and in mokkyng. 1539 TONSTALL
Serin. Palm Sitnd. (1823) 12 He was obediente to suffre

the mockynge of the people of J ewes, 1607 SHAKS. Timon
\. i. 35 It is a pretty mocking of the life. 1611 BIBLK
Ezek. xxii. 4 Therfore haue I made thee..a mocking to all

countries. 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalini&quot;s Advts. fr.
Parnass. i. i. (1674) i These false Cheaters .. mind only
mocking and cosenage.

fb. Mocking-stock, a laughing-stock. Obs.

Very common in id-yth c.

1516 TINDALE 2 Pet. ii. 13 Off you they make a mockyng-
stoke. 1534 MORE Coinf. agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1152/2 The
Philisties. . vsing Sampson for their mocking stocke m scorne
of God. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr, Camus* Adnrir. Events
208 The wisest persons made but a mocking-stocke of his

vanity. 1791 WALKER, Mocking-stock,,
a butt for merriment.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU CharmedSea viii. 122 How should you
bear to be made.. a mocking-stock while you were full of
gloomy wrath ?

Mocking (m^kirj), ///. a. [-IXG^.] That
mocks, ridicules, deludes, or mimics.
1530 PALSGR. 720/1, I skorne one with mockynge wordes,

je raflarde. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 52 Some merry
mocking Lord belike, ist so ? 1593 DAVIES Immort. Soul
Introd. xx, The great mocking Master mock d not then,
When he said, Truth was bury d here below. 1634 CANNE
Necess. Separ. (1849) 286 A mocking contradiction of Mr.
Johnson. 1710 J. HUGHES Siege Damascus \\. ii, I am
dar d to it, with mocking scorn. 186. DARWIN Qrig. Spec.
xiii. (1866) 507 But if we proceed from a district where one
Leptalis imitates an Ithomia, another mocking and mocked
species belonging to the same genera, equally close in their

resemblance, will be found. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
(1876) IV. xviii. 787 The savages, as the mccking tongues of
the Norman:) called them.
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Mo cking-bird. [f. MOCKING ///. a. Cf.

MOCK-BIRD.J
1. An American passerine song-bird of the genus
MimuSy esp. Mimus polyglottus, characterized by
its habit of mimicking the notes of other birds.

1676 T. GLOVER in Phil. Trans. XI. 631 There are also

divers kinds of small Birds, whereof the Mocking-bird, the

Red-bird, and Humming-bird, are the most remarkable.
1688

J. CLAYTON Let. to Roy. Soc. 12 May (1844) 30 Their

mocking Birds may be compared to our singing Thrushes.
Ibid. 32 The red Mocking is of a duskish red, or rather

brown ; it sings very well, but has not so soft a Note as the

frey
mocking Bird. 1741 E. LUCAS Jrnls. &amp;lt;$

Lett. (1850) n,
promised to tell you when the mocking bird began to sing.

1803 BISGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 155 The Mocking Bird

seems to have a singular pleasure in leading other birds

astray. 1855 W. S. DALLAS in Svst. Nat. Hist. II. 296 The
hunters in the Southern States know that the moon is rising
when they hear the Mocking Bird begin to sing.

2. Applied to other birds having a similar apti
tude for mimicry: a. the Sedge-warbler, Acro-

cephalus schcenobsemts \
b. = BUTCHEB-BIKD ; c.

the Blackcap, Sylvia atricapilla ; d. MOCKING-
WBEN

; e. the Lyre-bird, Menura superba ;
f. =

PARSON-BIRD i
; g. the Bhim-raj, Edotius para-

|

diseus (Balfour Cycl. Ind. 1857, p. 133); h.

French mocking-bird (U. S.), the Thrasher (Har-
porhynchns}.
a 1779 J. COOK l- oy. Pacific (1784) 1. 151 [In New Zealand]
A small greenish bird. ..One would imagine he was sur
rounded by a hundred different sorts of birds, when the
little warbler is near. From this circumstance we named
it the mocking bird. 1835 W. YATE Ace. N. Zealand ii.

(ed. 2) 52 Tni. This remarkable bird, from the versatility of
its talents for imitation, has by some been called the Mock
ing Bird . 1846 G. H. HAYDON /Yf^ Yrs. in Austral. Felix
vi. 131 Numerous pheasants (incnura superba). These birds

j

are the mocking birds of Australia. 1860 BAIBD Birds N.
i Amer. 353 Harforhynchns rufus.. French Mocking Bird.

1883 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 541/1 The name
Mocking-Bird, . . is in England occasionally given to some of

,
the Warblers, especially the Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla)

1 and the Sedge-bird (Acrocephahts schtrnobyntts). 1894
Diet. Birds 582 In North America two Wrens, Thryotnorns
ludovicianus and T. bcivicki^ seem to be widely known as

Mocking-birds .

Mockingly (mp-kirjU), atlv. [f. MOCKING

///. a. + -LY ^.J In a mocking manner.
1545 ELYOT Dict.

t
Nasute

t wyttyly, mockyngly. i6oa
WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlvi. (1612) 215 And, he saying, Let vs

meete, Let s meete , quoth Echo mockingly. 1863 GEO.

l

ELIOT Romola xxx, Whispers which died out mockingly as
he strained his ear after them.

Mocking-stock : see MOCKIXU vbl. sb.

Mocking thrush. [Cf. mock-thrush^ MOCK
a. 2 c.] The Thrasher, aarporhynckusfoscus or

rujus.
1839 AUDI BOX Ornith. Bios. V. 336 Townsend s Mocking

Thrush. 1847 EMERSON Poenis^ Mnskctotjnid WVs. (Bonn)
I. 485 A mocking thrush, A wild rose, a rock-loving colum-
bine, Salve my worst wounds. 1876 GENTRY Life-Hist.

I Birds E. Pennsylv. 1. 26 The Mocking Thrushes as a group
j

are chiefly southern.

Mocking wren. An American wren of the

genus ThryothoruS) esp. T. ludovicianus.

1874 BAIKD, etc. A&quot;. Amer. Land Birds I. 142 The great
Carolina or Mocking Wren, is found in all the South
eastern and Southern States from Florida to Maryland.
1876 GENTRY Life-Hist. Birds E. Ptnnsyfc. I. 74 Thryo-
thorns litdoz icianus,. .is commonly surnamed the Mocking
Wren from its remarkable powers of mimicry.
t Mo ckish, a. Obs. [f. MOCK v. + -ISH.]

Mocking, derisive; also, mock, sham.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 398 In derysyon of the Kynge,

they made this mokkysshe ryme folowyng. 1513 MORE
Rich. ///, Wks. 67/1 After this mockishe eleccion, than was
he Crowned [etc.]. 1631 WKEVER Anc. Funeral Mon, 457
This mockish rime doggerell.

b. Of animals: Skittish.
a 1529 SKELTON Col. Clontc 181 Let se who that dare Sho

the mocky^he mare.

Hence tMo-ckishly^/t/., in a * mockish manner.
1530 PALSGK. 839/2 Mockysshly, par mocaueru*. 153*MORE Confttt. Tindale Wks. 392/1 Els could he neuerfinde

in his heart to speke so mockyshlye of such a matter.

t Mock-shade, mog-shade. dial. Obs.
rare~Q

. [Original form and etymology uncertain;
the first element may be MOCK a. or possibly MOCK
j/ .

2
, tree-stump ;

if the correct form be wog- 9
it

may be connected with MUGGY.] (See quots.)
Also mock-shadow, twilight (Halliwell 1847).
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 329 Mogshade, the

shadows of Trees, or such like. 1681 BLOUNT Glossogr,
(ed. 5), Day-lights-gate &amp;gt;

i. e. the going down of day-light;
otherwise called the Mock-shade.

Mock-sign : see MOCK j.l 4.
Mock turtle. [MOCK a.]
1. A dish consisting of calfs head dressed with

sauces and condiments so as to resemble turtle.

1763 MRS. GLASSE Cookery (1767) 340 To dress a mock
turtle. Take a calf s head [etc.]. 1783 J. FARLEY Land.
Art ofCookery (1789) i. iii. 32. 1826 MRS. DODS Cook ff

Housew. Man. 225 Mock Turtle, or Calf s Head.
2. (In full, Mock turtle sotip.} A soup made (usu

ally of calfs head) in imitation of turtle soup.
1783 I. FARLEY Lond. Art of Cookery (1789) i. xiii. 158

Mock-Turtle Soup. 1789 MRS. Pipzzi Journ. France II.

196 The cold mock turtle soups., which London pastry-cooks
keep in their shop. 1826 MRS. DODS Cook $ Houseiv. Man.
3 Mock Turtle Soup. 1 rocure the head of a middle-sized,

MODAL.
well-fed cow calf [etc.]. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxvii,
As the midshipmen prophesied, there was plenty of pork
mock-turtle soup, made out of a pig s head [etc.], 1855
DELAMER Kitch. Card. (1861) 122 Cooks say that it [i.e.
Sweet basil]. .Is a grand secret in the composition of good
mock-turtle soup.

fa. 1890 W. CORY Lett.
&amp;lt;$ Jmh. (1897) 553 Anglo-Catho

lics started vestments, and a whole lot of mock turtle .

Mock-word : see MOCK sbJ- 4.

Moc-main (mp-km^n). Surg. [a. Chinese
muk-mien *

cotton-tree, Bombax Ceiba (Williams
Syllabic Diet. Chinese Lang?).
Loureiro Flora Cochin-ckinensis (1793) gives wo~mUif

hoa as the Chinese name for Boinbax pentandra^\
A white shining fibre of great lightness and

elasticity, the produce of the seed-pod of the silk

cotton-tree, Bombax heptaphyllum^ native of

Cochin China and Cambodia.
Moc-main tntss, a specially designed truss padded with

this elastic fibre.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1866 Treat. Bot. 748/1 Mac-
t/tai t, a Chinese name for Botnbax Ceiba. 1866 Chambers s

Encycl. s. v. Silk-cotton. 1881 Syd. Soc. Lex.
t Bombax

hcptaphylluin t ..%, tree which affords the substance called
moc-main.

II MOCO (m&amp;lt;7 u-ko). |Tupi moco.] A kind of cavy,

esp. the Rock cavy, Cavia (or Kerodotf} rupestris^
a South American rodent rather larger than the

Guinea-pig.
1834 Citvier s Anim. Kingd. 1. 139 The Mocos have rather

simpler grinders than the Cobayes. 1869 R. F. BURTON
Highl. Brazil II. 313 The brown Moco peeped out of its

home. 1898 Nat. Science June 376 The moco is., sometimes
called the rock-cavy.

Moco, obs. form of MOCHA 1.

t Mocoa. Obs. [Of obscure origin ; perh. a
use of MOCHA l.] Some kind of * clouded cane .

176* FOOTE Orators i. (1780) 13 To drop a hint that I may
occasionally use him as a walking stick ; a kind of an
elegantly clouded Mocoa, or an airy Anamaboo: yet,

that
it is by no means my intention to depend upon him as a
support.

Mocoa, mocoe, obs. forms of MOCHA i.

Mocock, mococo, obs. forms of MACACO 2
.

*797 S. TAMES Narr. Voy. 141 The tail of the mocock, is

the most beautiful that can be imagined.

II MOCO-IUOCO (m0 u-k0mJu-k&amp;lt;?). Also 8 mucco-
mucco, 9 moccomocco, mocamoca, moka-
moka. [Carib:

* i)ioucou-moucouy espece de pied-
de-veau

*

{Dictionarium Galibi, 1/63).] A variety
of arum, Artttn arborescent, growing in Guiana, etc,

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 104 The Muccomucco always
grows in water.. .It usually grows eight or ten feet in height
and is jointed every few inches. 1825 WATERTON Wand. S.
Amer. (1882)25 The mocamoca trees on the banks of the
Demerara. 1855 H - G. DALTON Hist. Brit. Guiana II. 201

Mocco-mocco, Arum arborescens. 1901 A. H. KEANE
Central A nter. II. 441 The large leaved Mocomoco. 1903
DES VCEUX Col. Service 1. 26 Moka-moka a tall arum with
bare stalks.

Moconer, obs. variant of MOTIONER.
Mocque, Mocquery, obs. ff. MOCK, MOCKERY.
Mocuddum, obs. form of MOKADDAM.
Mocus, Mocyon, obs. ff. MOCHA i, MOTION.
II Mod (m^d). [Gael, mdd an assembly, court,

a. ON. m6t\ see MOOT sb.~\ The yearly meeting
of the Highland Association, for literary and
musical competitions.
1893 Daily Neivs ai July 5/3 The Highland Association*

are going to hold their second Mod ., at Oban. 1901
Scotsman 20 Sept. 4/2 The annual Gaelic Mod was held

yesterday in Glasgow.
Mod, obs. form of MOOD.

Mod., abbreviation for MODERN, MODERATO.
Modal (nwu-dal), a. and sb. Also (sense 4)

6 moodal. [ad. med.L. modalis, f. L. mod-us :

see MODE and -AL. Cf. F. modal.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to mode or form as contrasted with

substance.

1625 LAUD Serin. (Ps. cxxii. 3-5) 18 There must be.. a par
ing off of foolish and vnlearned Questions, yea, and of many
ModaHoo. i678GALE&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/.(7ftf/( jIII.6i\Ioral Bonitieand
Vitiositie are differences of human acts meiely accidental
or modal. 1782 PKIKSTLEY Corrupt. Chr. 1. 1. 148 Dr. Wallis

thought the distinction, .was only modal. 1851 ROBERTSON
Scrni. Ser. iv. xi. (1876) 104 A heresy, known in old limes

by
the name of Sabellianism or modal Trinity. 1876 E.

MELLOR Pricsth. iv. 172 To discount from the teach ing of

Christ the words eat and l drink
,
as modal terms enjoining

modal operations, .is to relinquish the literal interpretation.

2. Law. Of a legacy, contract, etc. : Containing

provisions denning the manner in which it is to

take effect.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 135 Excepte the condition be

not conditionall but modal), for (conditioi and (modus) doo

freatlie

differ. Ibid. 290When the legacy is not conditional,

ut modall. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 336 Some think it

to be a modal Legacy;, -and consequently a Legacy of this

kind ought to be paid before the Mode is fulfilled. 1860

WHARTON Law Lex. (ed. 2), Modal tcpacy, a beauest with

a direction as to the mode in which it is to be applied to the

legatee s benefit.

3. Mus. Pertaining to mode.
597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot., To this daie could I

neuer see..a Long set for 3 briefes, with that signe, except it

had either a figure of three, or then \read three] modal restes

sette before it, 1777 SIR W. JONES Ess. Imit. Arts Poems,
etc. 198 Each of them has a peculiar character, arisinc from

the position of the modal note. 1680 W. b. KOCKSTRO in
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Grove Diet. Mtts. II. 340 The Modal Sign is usually placed
after the Clef, like the Time Signature in modern music.

*93 West 11 - Gas. 27 Nov. 10/2 A great many genuine old

ballads, some so old as to be modal in form that is, pre-
existent to the time of the major and minor scale.

4. Logic. Of a proposition : Involving the

affirmation of possibility, impossibility, necessity,

or contingency. By some writers used in a wider

sense, so as to be applicable to any proposition in

which the predicate is affirmed or denied of the

subject with any kind of qualification, or which
contains an adverb or adverbial phrase. Of a

syllogism : Containing a modal proposition as a

premiss.
1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippas I an. Aries 22 b, And of

these doo onely approue eignt Moodes and laugh at Moodal
propositions. 1697 tr. Burgersdiciits his Logic \. xxviii. 113
These Enunciations.. are Modal; because they not only
denounce the Predicate to agree or disagree with the Subject,
but also declare the Manner how they both agree and dis

agree. 1774 REID Aristotle s Logic iv. 6. (1788) 95 In a
modal proposition the affirmation or negation is modified.

1827 WHATELY Logic ii. in. (ed. 2) 106 A Modal Proposition
may be stated as a pure one, by attaching the Mode to one of
the Terms. 1870 JEVONS Elem. Logic vii. 69 It has long
been usual to distinguish propositions as they are pure or
modal.

5. Gram, a. Of or pertaining to the mood of

a verb. b. Of a particle : Denoting manner or

modality.
1798 TOOKE Purley \\. (1805) 467 Our language has made

but small progress compared either with the Greek or with
the Latin, .even in this Modal and Temporal abbreviation.

1845 J ELF Grk. Gram. I. 184 The Modal vowel, which
signifies the modal relations of the verb, and varies accord-

ingly. 1880 Expositor XII. 289 Those conjunctive and
modal particles in which the Greek language is so incom
parably rich.

B. sb. Logic. A modal proposition (see A. 4).

*7&amp;gt;5
WATTS Logic u. ii. 4 There is no great need of

making modals a distinct sort [sc, of proposition]. 1827
WHATELY Logic ii. in. (ed. 2) 108 When a hypothetical
Conclusion is inferred from a hypothetical Premiss, . . then the

hypothesis (as in Modals) must be considered as part of one
of the Terms. 1878 S. H. HODGSON Philos. ReJJ. I. 368 It

has the advantage of
exhibiting

the derivation of the Modals,
as they are called, from the reflective mode of consciousness

[etc.].

Modalism (nwu-daliz m). [f. MODAL +-ISM.]
The Sabellian doctrine that the distinction in the

Trinity is modal
*

only, i. e. that the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Spirit are merely three different

modes of manifestation of the Divine nature.

1859 SCHAFF Hist. Chr. C/i. (an. 1-311) 292 Sabellian
modalism. 1903 W. SANDAY Crit. $th Gospel viii. 244 The
language of Ignatius tends to Modalism.

Medalist (mJn-dalist). [f.
MODAL + -IST.]

a. sb. One who holds or professes Modalism. b.

quasi-a^ . = MODALISTIC.
1831 I. TAYLOR Saturday Even, xxviii, 469 The error of

the Modalists and Sabelhans. 1897 Expositor Dec. 408
Passages, .could be understood in a distinctly modalist sense.

Hence Modali stic a.
t
of or pertaining to the

tenets of a Modalist.

1878 J. COOK Boston Lect. Orthodoxy 11.40 The definition

given here is not modalistic. 1882-3 Schaff^s Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. II. 1549 The old and generally accepted division
into dynamic and modalistic Monarchianism.

Modality (nwdse llti). [ad. med.L. modalitas,
f. modalis : see MODAL and -ITY. Cf. F. modalitQ
1. The quality or fact of being modal. Also, a
modal quality or circumstance

;
the modal attri

butes of something; fa question or point relating
to mode, manner, or method, and not to substance.
Now rare.

#1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658) 144 Liberty in this sense,.,
contingency, necessity, these are modalities agreeing to

effects, as effects are in order to their second causes. 1647
M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. n. iii. 87 Even the temporal
part of that promise, .was performed exactly in the reality,

though not in the Modality thereof. 1656 Burton s Diary
(1828) I. 44 Shall punctilios and modalities and forms, bind
and tie up a Parliament ? 1704 NORRIS Ideal World n. x.

401 We cannot conceive the modality of any substance as
a Being distinct from that substance. ,. We cannot conceive
a circle as a being distinct from extension whose modality
it is. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XIV. 474 The resemblance
takes its colour from the modalities of thought and feeling
of the artist by whom it is sketched.

2. Logic, a. In the scholastic logic, the fact of

being a modal proposition or syllogism. Also,
the particular qualification by the presence of which
a proposition is rendered modal.
1618 T. SPENCER Logick To Rdr., The modalitie of propo

sitions doth explicate the subject or predicate of the pro
position wherein it is. 1725 WATTS Logic n. ii. 4 But
whether the modality be natural, moral, &c. yet in all these

propositions it is the mode is the proper predicate. 1843
MILL Logic L iv. 2 Those distinctions among propositions
which are said to have reference to their modality. 1870
JEVONS Elem. Logic vii. 70 All these assertions are made
with a different degree of certainty or modality.

b. In Kantian and subsequent use, that feature
of a judgement which is denned by the class in

which it is placed when judgements are classified

into problematic, assertory, and apodictic.
f
This is a development of the older sense 2 a ; the distinc

tive features of problematical and apodictic judgements
being modalities in the earlier sense, the term was extended

to apply also to that of assertory judgements. In Kant s

classification the Categories of modality are those of

possibility and impossibility, existence and non-existence,

necessity and contingency; the term is coordinate with

Quantity, Quality, and Relation.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 368/1 These Categories consist of
four primordial classes: i. quantity, 2. quality, 3. relation,

4. modality; each class containing three Categories. 1884 tr.

Lotze s Logic 53 What modality have such sentences as

these, *S will be P\ Sought to be /
,

( S may be /&quot;, S
has been P ? No one of them affirms reality, but the
unreal which is past in the last is something quite different

from that which is permitted, enjoined, or future in the
others. . . If all these shades of meaning had been taken into

account, the forms of modality might have been correspond
ingly increased in number.

3. Civil Law. * The quality of being limited as

to time or place of performance, or, more loosely,
of being suspended by a condition : said of a

promise* (Cenf. Did. 1890).
Moclalize (mJi d&laiz), z&amp;gt;. rare~~ l

. [f. MODAL
a. + -IZE.] trans. To render modal.

1857 A- B. WILSON in Oxford Ess. 115 All dogmatic state

ments must be held to be modalized by greater or less pro
bability.

Modally (rnJu-dali), adv. [f. MODAL + -LY 2
.]

i

In a modal respect ;
with reference to mode or

;

manner.

1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. n. ix. 130 Clods honour
and the Kings are not really but onely modally and circum

stantially different. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World n. i. 21

Things that are modally distinct, or distinct by a modal
abstraction, that is, whose distinction is owing [etc.]. 1867
FROUDE Short Stud,, Spinoza (ed. 2) 232 Therefore because

j

things modally distinguished do not qua substance differ
[

from one another there cannot be more than one substance
of the same attribute.

Modd(e, obs. forms of MOOD, MUD.
Moddel, -der, obs. forms of MODEL, MAUTHKR.
Moddley-coddle, variant of MOLLY CODDLE.

Mode (rruTnd), sb. Also 4 raoede; and see

MOOD sb.% [In branch I, a. L. modus measure,
size, limit of quantity, manner, method, musical
1 mode (in late Latin also

* mood in grammar and

logic), f.
W.Indogermanic*w0&amp;lt;/-(:*w&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;/-:

see METE
j

v.). In branch II, a. F. mode fern., ad. L. modus

(with change of gender due to the final e) ;
the Fr.

;

word had in the i6th c. developed the sense of
*

fashion
,
and this was adopted into Eng. in the

1 7th c.

The F. mode (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.) remained fem. in all
;

uses until the i7th c., when the masc. gender was adopted ,

for the uses, chiefly technical, that belonged to L. inodns. \

For the sense fashion the fem. gender was retained. Sp.,
j

PgM and It. have modo (from Latin) manner, etc., moda
j

(from Fr.) fashion ; the Fr. word in the latter sense has been
i

adopted as G. mode, Da. mode, Sw. mod.}
I. In senses derived directly from the Latin.

1. Mus. a. A kind or form of scale; a particular
scheme or system of sounds, (a] In ancient Greek
music : Each of the scales or sets of sounds, accord

ing to one or other of which a piece of music in

the diatonic style was composed; denoted by i

special names (Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian, etc.) I

and each having a special character attributed to
j

it. Sometimes also applied to the scales used in
i

other (e. g. Oriental) systems of music.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. i. 20 (Camb. MS.), Musyce
A damysel of oure hows bat syngeth now lyhtere moedes or

j

probasyons nowheuyere[orig.;/c lei-iores, minegraviores \

inodos], 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. xi. 57 That which
the Grecians called Mode or Mood, the Latins termed Tone

i

or Tune, a 1727 NEWTON Chronol. Amended \. (1728) 59 He
|

[Terpander] was the first who distinguished the modes of

Lyric music by several names. 1841 KLPHINSTONE Hist. Ind, \

in. vii. I. 297 The Hindu music appears . . to be systematic
and refined. They have eighty-four modes, of which thirty-
six are in general use, and each of which, it appears, has a

peculiar expression. 1867 MACFARREN Harmony i. 8 In the
diatonic genus, the Greeks had several modes.

() In mediceval church music : Each of the

scales (ecclesiastical or Gregorian modes} in which
PLAINSONO was composed (derived from and
named after, but not always corresponding to, the

ancient Greek ones) ; beginning on different notes

of the natural scale, and thus having the intervals

(tones and semitones) differently arranged. AU
THENTIC modes ) PLAGAL modes : see these words.
1721 A. MALCOLM Treat. Kins. ix. 563 Authentick and.,

plagal Modes. 1782 BURNEY Hist. Mns. II. 14 The Eight
Tones or Ecclesiastical Modes. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 296/1
In what is called the Gregorian Chant there are eight modes,
or tones. . .The Authentic modes are the Dorian, Phrygian,
Lydian, and Mixo-Lydian of the antients. 1881 MACFARREN
Counterp. iii. 6 A mode in the mediaeval church was a dis-

tribution_ of . . notes . . which varied in the order of the tones
and semitones according to what note was chosen for the
key-note.

(c} In modern music : Each of the two species
or classes {major and minor) of keys, having the
intervals differently arranged : corresponding re

spectively to the Ionian and /Eolian ecclesiastical

modes. Formerly sometimes = KEY sbJ- 7 b.

1721 A. MALCOLM Treat. Mus. ix. 274, I would propose
the Word Modet to express the melodious Constitution of
the Octave.. ; and because there are Two Species, let us
call that with a ylg the greater Mode, and that with a yil
the lesser Mode. Ibid. 277 The ^d and $th ofany Mode or

Key deserve the Name of essential Xotcs. 1777 SIR \V.

JONES Ess. Imit. Arts Poems, etc. 198 Now a series of
sounds relating to one leading note is called a mode, or a
tone, and, as there are twelve semitones in the scale, each
of which may be made in its turn the leader of a mode, it

follows that there are twelve modes. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) IX. 285/1 Major or minor intervals, as they prevail,
characterize the major or minor mode. 1880 C. H. H. PARRY
in Grove Diet. Aftts. II. 460 The Dominant major ninth is

only used In the major mode, the minor ninth in both.

b. The proportion of a long to a large and to a

breve ;
= MOOD $b? 3. Obs. exc. Hist.

1667 SIMPSON Cotnfiend. Pract. Mns. 14 In former times

they had four Moods or Modes of measuring Notes. 1782
BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. 421 The Circle with a point of per
fection in the center, thus 0, was the Sign for the great
Mode perfect\ in which all long notes were equal in duration
to three of the next shorter in degree. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO
In Grove Diet. Mug. II. 340 In the Great Mode Perfect,
the Large is equal to three Longs. In the Great Mode Im
perfect, it is equal to two only. In the Lesser Mode Perfect,
the Long is equal to three Breves. In the Lesser Mode
Imperfect it is equal to two.

f2. Gram. MoOD j. ^ 2. Obs.

1520 WEUTINTON / K
Iff. (1527) 3 Somtyme of the infinytyve

mode folowynge. 1581 I TLKK in Confer, u. (15341 M iii,

The wordes. .are both the imperatiue mode in the Greeke
text. 1751 HARRIS Hermes \Vks. (1841) 159 Thus have we
established a variety of modes: the indicative or declara

tive,. .the potential [etc.]. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 252/2
The term Verb comprehends those words in a language
which are used to indicate the relations of mode or mood.

3. Logic. [ med.L. modus, a rendering of Gr.

TpoTroy, introduced by the early commentators on

Aristotle.] a. = MOOD sb, - i.

1531 MORK Cotifnt. Tinda.lt in. 290 And thys syllogysme
yf Tymlale wolde fayne wyt in what fygure it is made: he
shall fynde it in y

8
fyrst fygure, & the thyrd mode. 1699

T. BAKKH Rfjl. Learning v. 54 To reduce our . . loose

reasonings to certain Rules, and make them conclude in

Mode and Figure. 1774 RKID Aristotle s f-fgi c iii. aWks.
II. 694/2 The Mode of a syllogism is determined by the

(Duality and Quantity of the propositions of which it con
sists. 1843 MILL Logic n, ii. i Kach figure is subdivided
into modes, according to what are called ihe quantity and

quality of the propositions.

b. The character of a modal proposition as either

necessary, contingent, possible, or impossible ;

each of the four kinds into which modal proposi
tions are divided ns having one or another of these

qualities.
1852 MANSEL Aldrich s Logic (ed. 2^ 45.

4. A way or manner in which something is done
or takes place; a method of procedure in any

activity, business, etc.

a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Gold. Gwe, Gmdt- Pcnit. (1836) 156
The duty itself being once resolved upon, the mode ot doing
it may easily be found. 1798 WELLINGTON in Gunv. Dcsp.
(1837) I. 5 A regular mode of bringing to an amicable

adjustment .. any questions which might hereafter arise.

1794 PALEY Evid. (1825) II. 239 A good man will prefer that

mode, by which he can produce the greatest effect. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 310 The mode in which a seisin

of a rent may be acquired, has been already stated. 1815
WATERTOM Wand. .V. Ainer. i. i. 83 The only mode then
that remains is to proceed by water. 1884 K. TKMI-LH
Relat. Relig. &amp;lt;fy

.SV/. vi. (1885) 183 The writer made use of a
mode of teaching used commonly enough in the Bible. 1900
L. H. BAILEY Bat. 152 When the compartments split in the
middle between the partitions, the mode is loculicidal

dehiscence.

fb. Used for mode of expression . Obs.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Dryden Wks. II. 385 He who
writes much will not easily escape a manner, such a recur

rence of particular modes as may be easily noted.

5. A particular form, manner, or variety (of
some quality, process, or condition). Now rare

exc. in uses (e. g. in mode of life) in which it ap
proaches sense 4.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dcgm. iii. 23 If they finde a determi

nate intellection of any Modes of Being, which were never
in the least hinted by their externall or internall senses.

1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 211 What modes of sight betwixt
each wide extreme, The mole s dim curtain, and the lynx s

beam. Ibid. n. 83 Modes of Self-love the Passions we
may call. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No, i P 2 Every mode of
life has its conveniences. 1781 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. xvii. II.

22 note, The mode of superstition which prevailed in their

own times. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson Mar. an. 1781, Con
descending to trifle in the same mode of conceit, a 1858
DE QUINCEY Lang. Wks. IX. 89 The French language
possesses the very highest degree of merit, though not in

the very highest mode of merit. 1863 TVNDALL (title] Heat
considered as a Mode of Motion. 1888 Miss BRADDON
Fatal Three i, i, She considered her mode of life intensely
domestic.

6. Philos. a. A manner or state of being of

a thing; a thing considered as possessing certain

attributes that do not belong to its essence, and

may be changed without destroying its identity.
b. An attribute or quality of a substance ;

an

accidental determination (J.). c. In Locke s use :

A *

complex idea* which denotes neither a sub

stance nor a relation. Mixed mode\ a mode*
formed by the combination of different simple
ideas ; opposed to simple mode, a mode formed by
the repetition of the same simple idea. Obs.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. Proem 5 Finite Ens or

Being may be distributed into substance or Mode. ..Mode
Is not a complete ens or being, neither is it a mere non-

entitie or nothing. 1678 Ibid. III. 6 Moralitie is a mode
not physically or intrinsecally inherent in human acts. 1681



MODE.

GLANVILL Sadducismns 143 That a Spirit is not an Accident

or Mode of Substance, all in a manner profess. 1690 LOCKE
ffttiti. Und. n. xii. 4 Modes, I call such complex Ideas,

which, however compounded, contain not in them the sup
position of subsisting by themselves, but are consider d as

Dependances on, or Affections of Substances; such are the

Ideas signify d by the Words Triangle, Gratitude, Murder.

1704 CLARKE Being % Attributes ofGod Wks. 1738 II. 527
To suppose that there is no Being, no Substance in the

Universe, to which these Attributes or Modes of Existence

are necessarily inherent, is a Contradiction in the veryTerms.
For Modes and Attributes exist only by the Existence of

the Substance to which they belong. 17*5 WATTS Logic i.

ii. 3 The next sort of objects which are represented in our

A nti- Thelyph. 42 That substances and modes of every kind

Are mere impressions on the passive mind.

II. A direct adoption of mod.F. mode in the

sense of fashion, prevailing fashion or custom.

7. A prevailing fashion or conventional custom,

practice or style ; esp. one characteristic of a

particular place or period.
71645 HOWELL Lett. v. xxxviii. (1655) I. 233 He is also

good at Larding of meat after the mode of France. 1645
EVELYN Diary 8 Feb., Some of our company were flouted

at for wearing red cloakes, as the mode then was. 1665
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 45 The Bannyan and other

Indian Females after theOrienial Mode are seldom visible.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 474 Gods Altar to disparage and dis

place For one of Syrian mode. 1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to Otcss ofMar 21 Nov., Tney are. .dressed after the

French and English modes. 1745 De Foe s Eng. Tradesman
(1841) I. x. 75 It is the mode to live high, to spend more
than we get. i837CARLYLE Fr. Rev. (1872) III. n.i.sgThere
are modes wherever there are men. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer.
Ind. (1844) II. Iviii. 249 These people, .have much in their

modes as well as in their manners to enlist the attention.

1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrastan 69 We are grown To be
a sort of dandies in religion, Affecting the last mode.

b. ? Something fashionable.

1841 LADY BLESSINGTON Idler in France I. v. 66 Oh, the

misery of trying on a new mode for the first time, and before

a stranger !

8. Conventional usage in dress, manners, habit

of life, etc., esp. as observed amongst persons of

fashion .

1692 R. L ESTRASGE Fables i. 2 We are to prefer. .the

Blessings of Providence before, .the splendid Curiosities of

Mode and Imagination. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 6 P 4 Is

then

j t gj^
came &quot;a matter of mode. 1827 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 19
Over which the vicissitudes of mode have no sway. 1894
A. C. HILLIER in -2nd Bk. Rhymers Club 80 We know that

way they have of old, For it is mode in Opera-land.

fb. {Man, people] of mode man etc. offashion

(see FASHION sb. 12 b). Obs.

1676 ETHEREDGK(////e-) The Man of Mode, or Sir Fopling
Flutter. 1693 Humours Tcnvn 28 The man of Mode here in

Town. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 119 P 3 If after this we
look on the People of Mode in the Country, we find in them
the Manners of the last Age. 1711 STEELE ibid. No. 182 P3,
1 . . had the Satisfaction to see my Man of Mode put into the

Round-House. 1749 BOLINGBROKE Patriot King 181 The
choice spirits of these days, the men of mode in politics.

fc. One who or that which sets or displays the

fashion. Obs.

1712 STERLE Spect. No. 478 f 9 Every one who is con
siderable enough to be a Mode. 1818 LADY MORGAN
Autobiog. (1859) 48, I shall send two dressed dolls for the

two babies, as modes.

9. The mode : the fashion or custom in dress,

manners, speech, and the like adopted in society
for the time being, arch.

1649 DK. NEWCASTLE Country Capt. MI Wee are governd
by the mode, as waters by themoone. 1672 DRYDEN Assigna.
tion Prol., But, gentlemen, you overdo the mode. 1697

Virgili Life *4 b, The Devotion . . was their Interest, and,
which sometimes avails more, it was the Mode. 1706 ADDI
SON Rosamond in. iv, It suits a person in my station T*

observe the mode, and be in fashion. 1728 YOUNG L&amp;lt;rve

Fame v, The mode she fixes by the gown she wears. 1849
SAXE Poems, Times 303 Slaves to the Mode, who pinch
the aching waist And mend God s image to the Gallic taste.

1898 HENLEY Lend. Types, Barmaid, Cheaply the mode
she shadows.

flO. In phrases: In, out of (the) mode, in, out

of fashion or customary use, esp. in *

polite*

society ; a//, much the mode, said of the object of

a general but usually temporary popularity. Obs.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. 25 This Tree is now all the mode
for the Avenues to their Countrey palaces in France. 1669
WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 175 The white Shock-Rabbit
of Turkic is.. now become the most in Mode. 1672 J.
CRESSET in N. Eng. Hist. $ Gen. Reg. (1868) XXII. 83
When they have come to Town, they must presently be in

the mode, get fine clothes. 1673 Remarques Humours
Town 3 These things are set formalities, and out of Mode.
a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 101 Nothing can be bad or

good, But as tis in or out of Mode. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Con.
versat. 117 Why Tom, you are high in the Mode. 1760
FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 230 If I would finish my
letter in the mode, I should yet add something that means
nothing. 1766 Ann. Reg., Charac. 5/2 Monsieur de Belleisle

was then much the mode, being spoken of both rxt court and
at Paris. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. n. i, What do you
take to be the most fashionable age about town? Some
time ago, forty was all the mode. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. iii. I. 408 In a few months experimental science became
all the mode.

fll. = ALAMODE 4. Also attrib.

568

1751 MacSparran Diary (1899) 407 A la mode (or mode)
was a thin, glossy silk, used for hoods, scarfs, &c. 1766 W.
GORDON Gen. Counting-he. 429, 338 yards figured mode.

1777 Ann. Reg., Chron. 213/1 A black silk mode cloak and
other apparel. 1795 Edtn. Advert. 6 Jan. 15/1 A Variety
of Articles in the Haberdashery line.. consisting of Modes,
..Vellum Modes,.. Sattins, &c. 1796 Hist.^Ned Evans I.

156, I will lay my mode cloak to a brass pin. 1819 J. H.
VAUX Mem. I. 119, I began my depredations by taking a

piece of elegant black mode. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. ii. 55 Her close black bonnet of that silk which
once . . was fashionable, since it is still called mode. 1864
Cornh. Mag. Aug. 136 She had on a black mode cloak that

had been her mother s. 1900 Academy 21 July 41/1 Her
train of soft mode silk, she held up at the back as she

walked.

b. ?An article made of this material.

1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xviii, Brocaded and hooped petti

coats, satin sacques, black modes, lace lappets, &c.

12. //. Lace-making-. (See second quot.).
i88a COLE in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 185/2 The use of meshed

grounds extended [1650-1720], and grounds composed en

tirely of varieties of modes were made. 1882 CAULFEILD &
SAWARD Diet. Needleivork, Modes, a term used in Lace

making to denote the open work Fillings between the thick

parts of the design.

f!3. (See quot.) Obs.
1688 R. HoLMEArtaottry n. 117/1 Modes, or self coloured

flowers.

14. attrib., as mode-book, a fashion-book.
1861 MRS. H. WOOD East Lynne vii, Her head-dress, .was

like nothing in the mode-book or out of it.

t Mode, v. Obs. rare. [f. MODE so.&quot;]

1. trans, or qnasi-toi;;;. a. To put (a person)
into fashionable clothing, b. To mode it, to

follow the fashion.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. To Rdr. A ij b, In London many of

the Tradesmen have new Dialects...The Taylor is ready to

mode you into a Rochet, Mandillion [etc.]. a 1661 FULLER
Worthies, Sussex (1662) in. 102 He was accounted.. some
what Clownish,, .partly, because he could not mode it with
the Italians. Ibid., Warwick in. 119 He could not Mode
it, or comport, either with French ficteness, or Italian pride.

2. intr. To be or become the mode .

1663 Cup ofCoffee 5 Pure English Apes ! ye may, for aught
I know. Would it but mode, learn to eat spiders too.

Modee, obs. form of MOODY.

Modefy(e, -fyshe, obs. ff. MODIFY, MUDFISH.
Model (mp del), sb. Forms : 6 modill,

moddell, 6-7 moddel, 6-8 modell, modle, 7

moduli, modil, 7-8 modelle, 6- model, [a.

OF. modelle (mod.F. module}, ad. It. modello, dim.

of inodo, ad. L. modus : see MODE sb. From It. or

Fr. the word has passed into other langs. : Ger. and
Sw. modell, Du. and Da. model. Cf. MODULE sb.]

I. Representation of structure.

f 1. An architect s set of designs (plans, eleva

tions, sections, etc.) for a projected building;
hence, a similar set of drawings made to scale

and representing the proportions and arrangement
of an existing building. Also occas. a delineation

ofaground-plan .-. of a town, a garden, etc.). Obs.
1575 GASCOIGNE Posies, Herbes 173 And I shall well my

sillie selfe content, To come alone vnto my louely Lorcle,
And vnto him . . To tel some . . reasonable worde.Of Hollandes
state, the which I will present, In Cartes, in Mappes, and
eke in Models made. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Pompeius
(1595) 695 Pompey liked exceedingly well the Theater., and
drew a modell or platforme of it to make a statelyer then

that in Rome. 1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 33 The
same man, as soone as hee might see those beasts well

painted, or the house wel in moddel, should straightwaies
grow without need of any description, to a indicia! compre
hending of them, c 1582 T. DiGGHSinj4tt00tfti*XL 228. .

The proportion of the fludgates and capestainds. .shall in

modell bee allsoe sett downe. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. iii.

142 When we meane to build, We first suruey the Plot,
then draw the Modell. 1601 SIK W. CORNWALLIS Ess. n.

xl. (1631) 166 Cottages may lie built without modelles, not

pallaces. 1617-18 W. LAWSON New Orch, ff Card. (1623)

Pref., The Stationer hath, .bestowed much cost and care in

hauing the Knots and Models by the best Artizan cut in

great varietie. 16*5 BACON Ess., Gardens (end), So I haue
made a Platforme of a

Princely Garden, Partly by Precept,

Partly by Drawing, not a Modell, but some generall Lines
of it. 1639 [see PLATFORM aj. 17x4 SWIFT Pres. St. Affairs
Wks. 1755 II. i. 205 When a building is to be erected, the

model may be the contrivance only of one head.

/* 1S99 SHAKS. Much Ado i. iii. 48 Will it seme for any
Modell to build mischiefe on ? 1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag.
\\. ii, My plot still rises According to the Modell of mine
owne desires.

b. transf. A summary, epitome, or abstract ;

the *

argument
*

of a literary work. Obs.
a 66 BACON Let. to T. Matthew in Spedding Life &amp;lt;fr

Lett.

(1870) IV. 133 Of this, when you were here, I shewed you
some model, a 1627 MIDDLETON Worn. Beware Worn. v. i.

107 The actors that this model here discovers Are only four.

a 1649 WINTHROP New. Eng. (1826) II. 231 That treatise

about arbitrary government, which he first tendered to the

deputies in a model, and finding it approved by some, and
silence in others, he drew it up more at large. 1760-72
H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) III. 45, I have now. .given

you the. .unformed rudiments of our Britannic constitution.

And here I deliver to you my little model of the finished

construction thereof.

f O. A description of structure. Obs.

1578 T. DIGGES in L. Digges Progn. Everlasting To Rdr.
M, I founde a description or Modill of the world and
situation of Spheies Coelestial and Elementare according to

the doctrine of Ptolome. Ioid. t But in this our age one
rare witte. .hath by long studie, . . deliuered a new Theoricke,
or model of the world, shewing that the earth resteth not

MODEL.

(
in the Center of the whole world, but only in the Center of

( thys our mortal world.

2. A representation in three dimensions of some

J
projected or existing structure, or of some material

object artificial or natural, showing the propor
tions and arrangement of its component parts.

Working model, one so constructed as to imitate

the movements of the machine which it represents.
16150. SANDYS Trtxi: 221 Menelaus with fiftie ships, sent

him only one, with the models of the other in clay, tocolour
his perjury. 1662 PEPYS Diary 30 July, Cooper. . begun his

lecture upon the body of a ship, which my having of
a modell in the office is ofgreat use to me, and very pleasant
and useful it is. 1665 MOXON tr. Vignola (1702) 76 If they
were all cut out, and placed one above another, .you would
..have the Model of a true pair of Stairs. 1676 T. MILLER
Cornpl. Modellist x When you go to raise the Model of

any Ship or Vessel, you must in the first place know the

Length of her Keel (etc.). 1697 Bp. PATRICK Comni.
Exod. xxv. o. 483 The Hebrew word Talmit . . signifies
a Structure, or Building; which cannot be better expressed
than by the word Model, which he now saw of the House
he was to erect. 1727 DE FOE Sysi. Magic i. L (1840) 30
Prometheus, who.. is feigned by the poets to have first

formed Man ; that is to say, formed the Model of a Man by
the help of water and earth, and then stole fire from the
sun to animate the Model. 1766 tr. Hassclqiiis?s Voy.

Levant^ 149 They, .force them to buy. .models of the grave
of Christ. 1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 96 The
university s collection of mechanical and philosophical
models. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries I. 192 A
model of William Tell stands opposite

another of his son.

They are formed of wood. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 73
A dozen angry models jetted steam. 1850 MRS. JAMESON
Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 149 At his feet is a small model of

a hill. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 833/2 Mr. Brunei had com

pleted a working model of certain machines for constructing
..blocks.

b. Jig. Something that accurately resembles

something else
;
a person or thing that is the like

ness or image of another ; esp. in little model, a

thing that represents on a small scale the structure

or qualities of something greater. 06s. exc. colloq.

or dial, in the (very) model of.

1593 SHAKS. Kick. II, i. ii. 28 Thou dost consent In some

large measure to thy Fathers death, In that thou seest thy
wretched brother dye, Who was the modell of thy Fathers

life. 1602 Ham. v. ii. 50, I had my fathers Signet in my
Purse, Which was the Modell of that Danish Seale. 1603
DRAYTON Bar. Wars iv. xxxiv, Seeing Lundy that so faire

doth stand,.. This little model! of his banish d Land. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) zi Delighted (as the Father in

his Childe) in this new modell ofhimselfe. 1663 Bp. PATRICK
Parab. Pilgr. xv. (1687) 131 These quiet places are the

resemblances of the serene regions above, and little models

of Heaven. 1824 HOGG Con/. Sinner 138 The likeness to

my late hapless young master b so striking, that 1 can

hardly believe it to be a chance model. 1899 CROCKETT
Little Anna Mark lii. (1900) 438 He minds me of Sir James

the very model of Sir James.
c. An archetypal image or pattern.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1337 When shall I.. Gaze on
creation s model in thy breast Unveil d, nor wonder at the

transcript more? 1785 REID Intell. Powers 421 Every
work of art has its model framed in the imagination.

f 3. A mould
; something that envelops closely.

593 SHAKS. Rich. If, in. ii. 153 Nothing can we call our

own but Death, And that small Modell of the barren Earth,
which serues as Paste and Couer to our Bones. 1599
Hen. V, n. Prol. 16 O England : Modell to thy inward

Greatnesse, Like little Body with a mightie Heart.

f4. A small portrait. Hence confused with

MEDAL. Obs.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Latv-Menh. 356 Modells or Medalia

to be worne by the said hundreth persons of the societie,

and the Masters of counting houses. 1626 HOYLE in Lis-

tnore Papers (1886) II. 190, I receaved..a
chayn,

and the

kings picture or moduli of gowld fastened to the chayn of

gold. 1658 WALTON Life Donne (ed. 2) 91 That model of

Gold of the Synod of Dort, with which the States presented
him at his last being at the Hague.
5. An object or figure made in clay, wax, or the

like, and intended to be reproduced in a more
. durable material, t Also, rarely, a sketch or study
i made for a painting.

1686 AGLIONBY Painting lllustr. Explan. Terms, ModeL
Is any Object that a Painter works by, either after Nature,

1 or otherwise ; but most commonly it signifies that which

Sculptors, Painters and Architects make to Govern them
selves by in their Design. 1695 DRYDEN Dnfresnoy s Art
/ aintinfPreC. 4.1 To make a Sketch.or amore perfect Model
of a Picture, is in the language of Poets, to draw up the

Scenaryof a Play. 1845 Encycl. Metrof. VIII. 456/1 He
[/. e. the mould maker] then pours the semi-fluid around and
over the [clayl model until the upper part has the designed
thickness. 1856 Eng. Cycl., Biogr. II. 929 (Fbfxmax), The
contents of his studio included nearly all his working
models, casts of all his chief works, &C.

6. Plastering. A tool for moulding a cornice,

having a pattern in profile which is impressed

upon the plaster by working the tool backwards

and forVards. Cf. MOULD.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 606 Plastering. The

tools of the plasterer consist of. .rules called straight-edges ;

and wood models. Ibid., The models or moulds are for

running plain mouldings, cornices, &c. 1842 GWILT A rchit.

2233.
II. Type of design.

7. Design, structural type; style of structure or

form
; pattern, build, make. a. of material struc

tures.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xiv. i A fault no lesse

grieuous,..then if some King should build his mansion
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house by the modell of Salomons palace. 1660 F. BROOKE
tr. Le Blanc s Trow. 46 This Town is- .built very stately at

the Italian model. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 107
These Vessels that are for this Voyage are huge unshapen
things, and bear both the Name and Model of their old

Junks. iiyBEttj?. Gazetteer (ed. a), Putney.. has a church
after the same model with that of Fulham. 1829 I. TAYLOR
Enthus. iii. (1867) 55 Each of his works is perfect, both in

model and in movement.

&quot;b. of immaterial things, systems, institutions, etc.

In the i7th and i8th c. often in turw model,, denoting a

remodelling of some institution, etc.

1593 G. H\R\ RY Pierces Srtfer. Wks. (Grosart) II. 43 Such
a new-devised modell, as neuer Sun saw before.. .Old Archi-
lochus and Theon were but botchers in their rayling faculty.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reh, \\. 10 It was now easy . . to

suggest, .that here was an entire new Model of Government
in Church and State. 1678

CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. i. 45.

53 That new Modle of Ethicks, which hath been obtruded
upon the world, .is no Ethicks at all. 1725 DE FOE Compl.
Eng. Gent. (1890) 22 Exactly after the modelle of the
Common-wealth of Rome.

174.7
W. HORBLEY Fool (1748)

II. 331 This new Modelle of Things has quite corrupted the

very Soul of Naval Affairs. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot.
vui. Wks. 1851 II. 239 Such acts as.. paved the way for a
full and legal establishment of the presbyterian model. 1764
FOOTE Mayor ofG. 11. Wks. 1799 1. 176 He will put us into
the model of tne thing at once. 1874 GREEN Short. Hist.
viii. 5. 508 The new faith, .borrowed from Calvin its model
of Church government. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 51
Limited in size, after the traditional model of a Greek state

C. The (New) Model (Hist.) : the plan for the

reorganization of the Parliamentary army, passed

by the House of Commons in 1644-5.
1645 CROMWELL Let. to Fairfax 4 June in Carlyle Lett,

&amp;lt;y Sp., That you would be pleased to make Captain Rawlins
,. a Captain of Horse. He has been so before

; was
nominated to the Model. 1645 WHITELOCKE./I/CW. iojan. f

The commons, .debated about the new model of the army.
Ibid. 5 Feb., Debate about the ordinance for the new model.
Ibid. 2 Apr., The new model was by them [sc. the king s

party] in scorn called the new noddle.

f8. Scale of construction
; allotted measure

;
the

measure of a person s ability or capacity. Obs.

(Cf. MODULK sb. i, i b.)

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 19 An Errour ordinarie
with Counsellors of Princes, that theycounsell their Maisters

according to the modell of their owne mind and fortune.
1620 R. CARPENTER Conscionable Christian (1623) 39 Hauing
..spoken, .{according to the modell of time allotted forme tu

speake, and you to heare) of the reall religious practice [etc.],

1624 F. WHITK Repl. Fisher 301 We are farre from appoint
ing ignorant persons to be ludges of that which exceedeth
their modill and skill. 1625 BACON Unity in, Relig. (Arb.)
427 Of this I may giue onely this Aduice, according to my
small Modell. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \\. xxiv. 130 Thu&amp;lt;

much (considering the modell of the whole worke) is suffi

cient. 1662 \\imw.RTBodyDiv. I. 206 Shall any reduce and
shrink up the thoughts and wayes of God to their narrow
and straitned model? 1675 BAXTER Cat/i. Theol. \\. i. 278,
I tell you the Ignorant and Carnal sort of Priests and Fryers
did each man talk according to his Model, and so do all

Sects.

t b. Compass, extent of space. Obs.
? a 1600 in Lyly s Wks. (1902) III. 493 Thethundringe God

whose all-embracinge powre Circles ye modell of this

spatious rounde.

9. Of a violin, viol, etc. : Curvature of surface.

1836 DUBOURG Violin ix. (1878) 266 The instruments by
the three Amati are rather higher, or less flat, in the model,
than those of Straduarius. 1848 J. BISHOP Otto s Violin i.

(1875) 4 The even side [of the wood for the violin s back or

belly] is then smoothed and the model traced on it.

III. An object of imitation.

10. A person, or a work, that is proposed or

adopted for imitation
;
an exemplar.

1639 N. N. tr. Die Bosg s Compl. Woman r. Eivb, The
desire we have to become like to some goodly model. 1693-4
GIBSON in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 217, I had a letter

last night from Dr. Parsons, with a fresh request to send
him down a [sc. history of aj Cpuntie finished, from whence
he might take a model to adjust his own materials. 1714
GAY Let. to Lady 31, 1 then resolved some model to pursue,
Perused French critics, and began anew. 1734 tr. Rollings
Anc. Hist. (1827) VIII. xix. v. 156 Which young officers

should propose to themselves as a model. 1837 LYTTON E.
Maltrav. in. ii, Models may form our taste as critics, but
do not excite us to be authors. 1838 EMERSON Addr.^
Cambridge, Mass. Wks. (Bohn) II. 202 Imitation cannot
go above its model. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. 213 The
system., served., as a model for the policy of Rome under
the emperors. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xix.

419 [The Church] of Rouen, we are told being his special
and immediate model.

11. A person, or, less frequently, a thing, that

serves as the artist s pattern for a work of painting
or sculpture, or for some portion of such a work

;

spec, a person whose profession it is to pose for

artists and art-students.

1691 Emiliannes Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 391 [She]
commonly serv d for a Model to the Limners of the

Academy. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.. In the academies,
they give the term model to a naked man, disposed in

several postures. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun ii, One of
those Jiving models. .whom artists convert into saints or

assassins, according as their pictorial purposes demand. 1891
KIPLING Light that Failed vii. (1900) 159 But remember, old

man, she isn t a woman
; she s my model

;
and be careful.

b. transf. A woman who is employed in a

draper s or milliner s shop to exhibit to customers
the effect of articles of costume by attiring herself
in them.
1904 Books of to-day May 3 One of the models of the

establishment came gracefully towards me.
VOL. VI.

569

12. A person or thing eminently worthy of imita

tion ; a perfect exemplar ofsome excellence.

1788 ANNA SBWARD Lett. (181 1) II. 104 A man (sc. Johnson]
who, hating dissenters of all denominations, held up the

writings of Clarke and the life of Watts as models of

perfection. 1794 PALEV Rvid. \\. ii. (1817) 60 The Lord s

Prayer is a model of calm devotion. 1805 N. XICHOLI.S
Remin. in Corr. iv. Gray (1843) 43 Mr. Gray thought the
narrative of Thucydides the model of history. 1868 SWIN
BURNE Blake 16 Their vivid and vigorous style is often a
model in its kind. 1871 E. F. BURR Ad Fidcni xi. 211
Models of pure and noble conduct.

13. colloq. in//. = model dwellings (see 14).
1887 Pall MallG. 5 Oct. 4/2 The parish has gone down . .

and the building of the ( models has not marie it better. 1896
Daily Citron. 25 Aug. 5/6 The ordinary streets and the
smaller models, which make up the bulk of the Ghetto, as
we find it in Whitechapel [etc.]. 1900 Daily Nfws 25 Oct.
3/4 The overcrowding per acre caused by

* models was ju-,t
as unhealthy as overcrowding per room.

IV. 14. fa. = MODULE i. Obs.

1598 HAYDOCKE tr. Lomatins i. 89 But because Vltruvms
measureth this order by models, . . I purpose likewise to keepe
the same course, making the diameter of this columne at

the base, to consist of two models, whose height with the
base and Capitell shal be fourteene models. 1665 MOXON tr.

Vignola (1702) To Rdr., Our Author to avoid that, .certain

uncertainty hath reduc d all his measure, to a convenient
and universal measure, which is called by the Name of
a Model [It. modulo} . The invention whereof hath made
the whole Art of Architecture very easie. 1706 in Pim.nrs
(ed. Kersey).

b. = MODILLION. Obs.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 39 The Models in the Cornishes
may be just over the middle of the Column.

V. 15. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, pass
ing into adj. : Serving or intended to serve as a

model; suited to be a model, exemplary, ideally

perfect,
c

pattern .

Model lodging-house . originally, one of a number of

lodging-houses, established c 1840-5 by various philanthro
pists and placed under regulations intended to secure the
comfort and the orderly conduct of the inmates ; the designa
tion was afterwards applied by the proprietors of large
lodging-houses to their own establishments, often of a very
low class. Model dwellings : in London and elsewhere,
certain large buildings divided into flats for working-class
tenants, intended to supply better arrangements for sanita
tion and comfort than are obtainable at equally low rent in

the same neighbourhoods.
1844 MARG. FULLER IVout. igth C. (1862) 31 Lectures on

some model-woman of bride-like beauty and gentleness.
1847 f^\tstr. Lond. News 23 Jan. 61 Model Lodging House
in St. Giles s. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Aeiaty Wk&,
(Bohn) II. 35 Sir Kenelm Digby. .was a model Englishman.
1857 KlNGSLEY Two Years Ago^ Introd. (1881) I. 22 There s

my lord s .. model cottages, with more comforts In them,
saving the size, than my father s house had. 1860 All Year
Round No. 57. 161 A mill-owner, whose mill, I was assured,
was a model one. 1885 Public Opinion 9 Jan. 32/1 A model
Bishop of London is . . more easily imagined than discovered.

1891 Tablet 2 May 694 How did so model a youth get on
at the University? 1891 M. WILLIAMS Later Leaves 369
In the case of many cleared areas, . . model dwellings have
been erected for the accommodation of the persons displaced.

b. simple attrib., chiefly with reference to the
life-models employed by artists, as in model-day ,

-stand) -throne. Also objective, as model maker.
1873 W. MORRIS in Mackail /,/(1899) I- 3OI &amp;gt;

^ keep it up,
dreading the model day like I used to dread Sunday. 1881
Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 55 Figure, Image-Maker...
Model Maker. 1899 MORROW Bofietn. Paris 43 They placed
the helpless M. Haidor on the model-stand. 1898 WATTS-
DUNTON Aylwin vm. ii, A.. burly woman,, .standing on
the model-throne between two lay figures.

C. Special comb. : model-drawing, in art-

teaching, that branch or stage of study which
consists in drawing in perspective from solid

figures ; model-room, a room for the storage or

exhibition of models of machinery and the like.

1829 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 103 A Model
Room for the Jacksonian Professor. 1843 J. B. WILLIAMS
(title} A manual for teaching model-drawing from solid

forms.

Model (nip-del), v. [(. prec. sb. Cf. F.

modeler, Sp., Pg. modelar, It. modellare.]
f 1. trans. To present as in a model or outline

;

to portray or describe in detail. Also with forth,
out. Obs.

1604 DRAYTON Moses in Map ofMiracles n. 57 Afflicted

London, . . When thy affliction seru d me for a booke,
Whereby to modell Egipts miserie. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems (1656) 185 Cease dreames, . . To modell
forth the passions of to morrow, a 1651 J. SMITH Set. Disc.
vii. iii. (1821) 327 Our Saviour, when he models

o_ut religion
to them, points them out to something fuller of inward life

and spirit.

f b. To frame a model or theory of the struc

ture of. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 79 When they come to model
Heav n And calculate the Starrs.

2. To produce or fashion in clay, wax, or the
like (a figure or imitation of anything).
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 99 Having an extraordinary address

in modelling the Figures. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vcrtue s
Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 205 Michael.. began by modelling
small figures in clay, to show his skill. 1771 Bp. HORNF.
Disc. Creat. Man Wks. 1818 II. 9 He moulded or modelled
him [sc. man] as a potter doth. 1847 EMERSON Pvcjns, To
Rhea Wks. (Bohn) I. 403, I make this maiden an ensampie
To Nature, . . Whereby to model ne\\ er races, Statelier forms,
and fairer faces.

MODELESS.
afaol. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Brcakf.-t. ii. (1859) 2 4

I rough out my thoughts in talk as an artist models in clay
Jig. 1641 MILTON Reform, ii. 45 But by what example

can they shew that the form of Church Discipline must be
minted and modell d out to secular pretences?
3. To give shape to ; to frame, fashion (usually,

an immaterial object, or a document, argument,
etc.). t To model out \ to produce (an expression
of countenance) by studied effort.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. x. xiv. 1848 The Mother ..

played a womans part, shed teares,. .modeld out a dejected
Countenance, and., made an impression in them of her inno-
cencie. 1768 STERNE Sent. Jonrn. (1778) I. 53, I forthwith

began to model a different conversation for the lady, think

ing .. that I had been mistaken in her character. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 382 Articles were only minutes.,
and ought to he so modelled. .as to make them effectual.

1885 A/anch. Exam. 16 June 5/3 Budgets .. modelled too
much on. .free-trade principles.

fb. To plan out, put into preliminary shape. Obs.

1683 DRYDEN Life Plutarch 71 Having model d but not
fmish d them [sc. the Lives ] at Rome he afterwards
resum d the work in his own country.

c. To mould or assimilate in form to.

1683 Brit. Spec. 39 The Words which they received . .seem
much to be modelled to that Dialect. 1903 Contentp. AVr-.
Mar. 357 The sea-shell models to its form the wandering
fish that dwells therein by choice.

fd. To mode! info, to bring into (a particular

shape). Obs.

s.ng,, eiii iiozij 11. 149 11 is impos-smie lor a orooK 01 ini*

size to be modelled into more diversified, or more delightful

e. To form (something) after a particular model.

Usually const, after; on, upon.
1730 Hist. Littcraria I. 437 He was ordered either to

suppress them, or to model them according to the Plan that
was prescribed to him. 1841 D !SRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867)
130 The earliest writers of France had modelled their taste

by the Greek. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. hid. xn. iii. II. 655
He modelled bis court on that of Nadir Shah. 1882 HISS-
DALE Garfield fy Educ. ir. 302 Each new college is modelled
after the older ones. 1898 BODLF.Y France II. in. iv. i8t

Parliamentary institutions primarily modelled on the

English pattern.

t4. To organize (a body of men, a community,
a government, etc.). Obs.

1654 FULLER Two Serin. 12 Were
they_

all connected into
one Body,, .summed up and modelled in one Corporation.
111661 Worthies, Wales (1662) iv. 8 Wales .. was not
modelled into Shires, .till the raign of K. Henry the eighth.
1674 BAKER Chron., Chas. //{an. 1659) 660 They propose
first, to have the Army setled and modelled in a way of

Unity before they determined upon the Government. 1678
SIR G. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws Scot. ii. xvi. 2 (1699) 215
They having been modelled in an Army, and taken in the
Field fighting, .they behoved to be judged by the Military

Law.^ 1693 Humours Town 41 There s not a Trader . . but
has his share in Modelling the Government, a 1715 BURNET
Oivtt Time (1724) I. 421 The design was to keep up and
model the army now raised. 1724 K. FIDDES Morality Pref.

63 God, who founded human society, may model it as he

pleases. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 101/2 Solon.,
being asked, What city was best modeled? he answered,
That, where those who are not injured are no less ready to

prosecute . . offenders than those who are. 1842 J. ATTON
Domest. Econ. (1857)323 The whole power of instituting and
modelling parishes was at one time entirely ecclesiastical,

t b. To classify, arrange in a system. Obs.

i727THRELKELD.SY/r/&amp;gt;.s Hibernicx Pref., He [Boeihaave]
has concisely modelled plants according to method.

f5. To train or mould (a person) to a particular
mode of life or living; also, to make a tool of. Obs*

1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. v. v. (1848) 316 Those whom their

nearness to Him, or their Employments, make the con

spicuous and exemplary Persons, being thus model d, their

Relations and Dependants will quickly be so too. 1666 in

lot/t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 24 By their too

powerfull perswasions to modell him to their designes. 1673
O. WALKER Educ. r. ii. 24 One. .who may continually attend
the Child, ..model his manners, and preserve him from

danger. 1701 FARQUHAR Sir H. Wildair \\. i, Tis an in

supportable toil, though, for women of quality to model
their husbands to good breeding. 173^ tr. Ratlin s Anc.
Hist. (1827) IX. 203 He modelled him, and instructed
him fully in all that it was necessary to do or say.

^6. To plan, machinate. Obs. rare~ l
.

1725 POPE Odyss. x. 339 Each friend you seek in yon en
closure lies,. .Think st thou by wit to model their escape?
7. intr. Of the portions of a drawing in progress :

To assume the appearance of natural relief.

18.. F. FOWLER Charcoal Drawing 44 (Cent.), The face

now begins to model and look round.

Modeless (m^u-dles), a. Also 6 moodelesse.

[f.
MODE sb. + -LESS.]

fl. Unmeasured. 0/&amp;gt;s, (Frequent in Greene.)
1580-3 GREENE Mamillia i. Wks. (Grosart) II. 17 Nor to

shewe himselfe such a moodelesse Aminius, to say all were

Criples, because he found one halting. 1587 Carde

ofFancie ibid. IV. n Vsing suche mercilesse crueltie to his

forraine enimies, & such modelesse [1593, A 4, moodlesse]

rigour to his natiue citizens.

2. In mystical use : Having no ( mode or specific
determination.

1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. VT. viii. 325 note,
The sons are utterly dead to self, in bare modeless love,

1865 T. F. K.NOX tr. Life H.Suso 31 The modeless abyss of
the divine essence.

Hence Mo-delessness.
1856 R. A. VAI-GHAN Mystics (1860) II. x. i. 150 The con

trast lies, with her, not between Finite and Infinite, .be-
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MODELIAR.
tween mode and modelessness,..but simply between God
and Self.

|| Modeliar (nwde-lyar). Ceylon. [Tamil ww-

daliyar, an honorific plural from mudali a chief

(Yule).] A head-man, chief; a chief military

officer. Grand modeliar, a commander in chief.

1662 J. DAVIES tr. Matuielslo s Tray. 112 The Portuguez..

made no difficulty to confer upon him the office of Grand
Modeliar of Candy. . . Grand Modeliar, that is, Constable

of the Kingdome of Candy. 1840 J. FORBES ii Yrs. in

Ceylon 116 On our arrival at Avisavelle, the Modeliar in

formed us that [etc.]. 1845 Xncycl. Metroj*. XVI. 451/1 The
chief military officer in each Desaveny was the Modelyar.
Ibid. 452/1 The frequent collision of the civil and military

authorities, the Korales and Modelyars.

Ittodelist (mp-delist). In quots. modellist.

[f.
MODEL sb. + -IST.] A maker of models.

1676 T. MILLER (title} The Compleat Modellist : shewing
The true and exact way of Raising the Model of any Ship
or Vessel, small or great, either in Proportion, or out of

Proportion. 1825 HOGG Q. Hynde i. 28 Come, modellist,

thy toil renew Such scene shall never meet thy view !

tMo delize, ^. Obs. [f.
MODEL sb. + -IZE.

Cf. MODULIZE.]
1. trans. To frame or construct according to a

model
;
to give a particular shape to ;

to model,

frame; to organize. Also reft.

1605 SHELTON in Verstegan Dec. Intell. To Author, Thy
curious nation . . all that was rare or strange In forrain lands,

at home did modellize. 1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. xxiii. 86

He who ere Time was, yet Knew all things, and now
Model lized fitt, Sees with a carefull Eye. 1650 Merchant
Adv. of Newcastle (Surtees) 162 To modilise an acte for

restrayningeof the bretheren from taking apprentices. 1659
GAUDEN Tears Ch. iv. v. 426 Which..some silly Saints and
devout bunglers will undertake to manage and modelize

beyond their line and measure. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc s Trav. 387 Some amongst them .. civilized the rest,

and modelized the government. 1716 M. DAVIES A then.

Brit. III. Diss. Physick 30 The learned Protestant Anti

quarian liochard, and the erudite Popish Bishop Dan.

Huetius, ..agree entirely, that Apollo was modeliz d by the

Ethnicks upon the Platform of Phut. 1771 LucKOHBB
Hi^t. Print. 400 The Germans have a ragged r, . .which, in

modelizing their letters to the present shape, they have
castrated. \%\Q Splendid Follies II. 196 Her impatient hus

band was reproving her stupidity..; for Milford would fain

have modelized her.

2. To symbolize.
1623 C. BROOKE On Sir Arthur Chichester Poems (1872)

237 Her outward accions modelized her minde.

Hence Mo delized ///. &amp;lt;?., modelled, shaped;
Mo delizing///. a., formative.

599 I*. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. in. i, For the more

modelizing or enamelling, or rather diamondizing of your
subiect. 1688 R. HOLME Armory iv. xii. (Roxb.) 475/2
Their gods, made of little ModelHzed stones or mettle. 1716
M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. 18 He had a Modellmng,. .or

an Approving Hand in all his Royal Letters, Commissions

[etc.]. 1810 Splendid Follies III. 87 The enlightened Chris

tian, who, but for the modeli/in^ hand of science, which
fashioned him in his cradle, had been thy [the negro s) equal.

Modelled (m^-deld), ///. a. [f.
MODEL v. +

-ED 1.]

1, Shaped or organized after a particular or de

sirable model : frequently with qualifying adverb.
1621 G. SANDYS Ovid s Met. i. (1632) g O would I could

my Father s cunning vse ! And soules into well-modul d

Clay infuse ! 1670 PENN Case Liberty Cause. 30 We are

not such model d Christians, as they coercively would have
us. 1679 in Wodrow Hist. Suff. Ch. Scot. (1722) II. 60 The
Lord Macdonald, a professed Papist, with a modelled Army
. .hath remained in Armes. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke s Voy. E.

Ind. 177 Their vigilant, and wisely Model d Government.

1704 J. BLAIR in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Anter. Col. Ch.

I. 108 He . . would keep a Standing modelt d militia in con

stant pay. 1863 OUIDA Held in Bondage (1870) 3 Broad

chest,and splendidly modelled arm. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita
II. 60 A beautifully modelled forehead. 1895 MRS. B. M.
CHOKER Village Talcs (1896) 21 Her two modelled arms,

jingling with copper bangles.

2. Executed in relief.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1458/1 A modeled map of a

country 200 miles square.

Modeller (mp-dcbj). [f.
MODEL v. + -EB*.]

One who models (in any sense of the vb.) or

makes models, esp. one who forms models in clay,

plaster, wax, or the like. Also^/fg:
1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xxv. (1632) 79 Philosophy (as a

former of judgements, and modeler of customes) shall be His

principall lesson. 1699 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II, 101 He..
became . . a great proposal maker, and modeller of state, and

publisher of several seditious Pamphlets. 1^11
ADDISON

Spect. No. 414 P 5 Our great Modellers of Gardens have
their Magazines of Plants to dispose of. 1791 SMEATON
Edystone L. 69 A competent draughtsman and an excel

lent modeller. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 465
The modeller and the mould-maker, whose occupations are

very distinct branches of the art. The modeller has great

scope for the exertion of natural and acquired ability, taste,

and ingenuity. 1837 Rep. Roy. Mint App. 6 The office of

a modeller should be established, and I should humbly sub
mit that he might be chosen from among the most celebrated

of our Royal Academicians. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II.

313/1 The. .formative skill of the modeller [in clay].

Modelling (mp delirj), vbl. sb. [f. MODEL v.

+ -ING 1
.]

+ 1. The action of drawing or projecting plans.
Obs. rare

~ l
. (The word may possibly be the

ppl. adj. used absol. = l

modellers*.)
1581 MULCASTER positions v. (1887) 35 Whose vse [sc. of

Drawing] all modelling, all mathematikes, all manuaries do
finde and confesse to be so notorious and so needefull.

570

2. fig. The action of bringing (anything) to a !

desired or desirable form or condition.

a 1653 BINNING Strm. (i 845) 486 That constant .
.rule,

which
the Lord gives concerning the modelling and carriage of

authority. 1676 TOWERSON Decalogue 431 He who invests

Modelling of the Justices of the Peace. 1749 MRS. DELANY
in Life * Corr. (1861) II.

51.3
She is a fine lively girl, but

wants a good deal of modelling.

3. The action or art of making models
;
the art

of constructing representations of things in clay,

wax, plaster, or the like; spec, the art of

making a model in clay or wax to be copied in

more permanent materials by the sculptor or

founder.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 84 They are very expert in

carving and modeling. 1856 Eng. Cycl., Kiogr. II. 163

Chantrey . . therefore turned his attention to modelling in

clay. 1860 Our Eng. Home 167 These beautiful modellings
and arboresque chasings. 1871 J. YEATS Techn. Hist.

Comm. 351 Associated with and dependent upon casting is

another new handicraft, called modelling. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1458/1 The largest attempt at geographical

modeling was by Mr. Wyld.

b. trails/.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 90/2 A new school of taxi

dermists, with new methods, whose aim is to combine a

knowledge of anatomy and modelling with taxidermic tech

nique, are now coming to the front, and the next generation
will discard all processes of stuffing in favour of modelling.

4. Art. The representation of solid form in

sculpture ; Iransf. the representation of material

relief and solidity in painting.
1874 SY.MONDS Sk. Italy ft Greece (1898) I. viii. 134 An

ideal Roman head, with the powerful square modelling.

1884 H. WALLIS in Atheteium 8 Nov. 599/2 The drapery
also has all his careful elaboration and accurate modelling.

1889 Academy 25 May 365/1 The modelling in the numerous

portraits . . is painstaking rather than really firm or expres
sive of the structure beneath.

5. attrib., as modelling-clay, -wax; modelling-

board, a board used in loam-moulding to give

shape to the mould (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875);
modelling loft = mould-loft (Ogilvie 1882) ;

modelling-plane, a short plane used in planing
rounded surfaces (Knight) ; modelling-stick,

-tool, tools used by modellers in clay or wax.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 571/1 Over this iron skeleton

well-tempered *modelling-clay is laid and is modelled into

made of wood and wire. 1845 Encycl. Metrop.Vlll. 790^1
To make the l&amp;gt;est &quot;modelling-wax, take two cakes of virgin
wax [etc.]. 1866 BKANDE Cox Diet. Set., etc. II. 551/1

Modelling wax consists of bees-wax melted with a small

quantity of Venice turpentine, with which a little flake white

I
in powder, or other powdered colour is mixed. 1891 KIPLING

I Light that Failed*, \iqoo) 201 A piece of red modelling-u a.x.

Modellion, variant form of MODILLION.

Modellist, obs. variant of MODELIST.

Mo del-wood. The hard pale-coloured wood
of the Indian rubiaceous tree Adina (or Naticlea}

cordifolia.
1857 E. BALFOUR Cycl. India, Model or Putcha Ootoo

i Wood. 1866 Treas. Bat, 748/1 Model-wood. Nauclea.

\ cordifolia.

Modena (mp-d/na). [Name of an Italian city.]
! A deep purple colour. Also attrib.

1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 394 The modena hue
is produced by the carbon with which the blood is loaded.

Ibid. 400 [A cause which] converts it from a deep purple or

1 modena, into a rich scarlet. Ibid. II. 114 The fauces
pre-

! sent a Modena-red colour. 1888 W. WILLIAMS Princ. Vet.

Med. (ed. 5) 219 The conjunctiva varies in shade from a

i bright scarlet to a modena red.

t Modeiiature. Arch. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [a. F.

modilnatttre, ad. It. modanatura, f. modano mould

ing.] The mouldings decorating a cornice.

1664 EVELYN tr. Freart s Archit. II. i. 90 Its proportion
. .requires an enrichment of handsome Modenatures.

t Mo der, v. Obs. Also 5 modre, 5-6
modere. [ad. OF. moderer (F. mocUrer), ad. L.

moderari: see MODERATE
z&amp;gt;.]

= MODERATE v.

in various senses : To restrain, hold in check ; to

temper, mitigate ; to regulate, settle
;

to modify.

(Frequent in igth c.) Hence Mo dering -M.

s/&amp;gt;.,
a diminishing, attenuation.

1414 in Proc. Privy Council (1834) II. 141 Eny. .oflre that
were moderyngge of youre hoole title or of eny of youre
claymes beyonde the see. 1:1430 Kolls of Parlt. V. 417/1
Moderyng aleway the nombre of the Persones and Estates
of the Parlement, . . and ofother Officers, as the necessite and
service of the Kyng. .requireth. c 1450 tr. De Inlitatione in.

xii, That be desires of be herte must be examyned & moderid.

1481 BOTONER Tulle Old Age (Caxton) d 3 b, Yf every man
will tempre & modre his strength .. he shal have grete

desyre and plesire in his strength. 1495 Act n Hen. f/f,
c. 2 i In modring of the seid estatute..it be ordevned.

1533 MORE Apol. xxii. Wks. 882/2 If this pacifier would
moder and measure his sufficiencie by the wordes of S. Paule

[etc.]. 1533 J. HEYWOOD Play Weather (1903) 688 As we
se the wynde in hys estate, We moder our saylys after the

same rate. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices m. (1540) 135

MODERATE.
One referreth al to the opinyons of Socrates schole, the

other modereth all after custome of men and lawe ciuyle.

Moder, obs. form of MAUTHEB, MOTHER.

t Mo derable, &quot; 0/&amp;gt;s.~ [ad. L. modera-

bil-is, f. moderdri to moderate : see MODERATE v.

and -ABLE.] Moderate ; temperate.
i6 COCKERAM, Moderable* temperate, measurable.

t Mo deracy. Obs. [f.
MODERATE a. : see

-ACT.] Moderation.
1601 in Archpricst Conlrov. (Camden) I. 193 They did it

w th muche more moderacie and shewe of peace . . than

these did.

t Mo derance. Obs. [ad. med.L. moderantia

(I)u Cange), f. L. maderant-em : see next and

-ANCE.] Moderation.

1481 BOTONER Tulle Old Age (Caxton) b 5 b, Fabius. .had

in himsilf a good dispocicion of a moderaunce medlyd with

curtesye. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Officts I. (1540) ai En
dued with this slendrer verities, as moderaunce, temperaunce
and . . justyce. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. in He wald wse sic moderance heirin and deill

witht thame as gentill as he could.

Moderaut (m&amp;lt;rderant). [ad. L. moderant-em,

pr. pple. of mode) art to MODERATE : see -ANT.

Cf. F. mod(rant.~\ Something that moderates.

1897 Daily Neivs g Feb. 7/4 He added a moderant in the

form of castor-oil.

Moderantisni (mfderantiz m). Obs. exc.

Ifist. [F. modcrantisme, f. moderant, pr. pple. of

modtrer to moderate : see MODER v. and -ISM.] In

France, during the Revolution, and later, the doc

trines and spirit of the Moderate party in politics.

1793 BURKE Policy of Allies Wks. VII. 134 They [sc. the

Jacobin Clubs] too have been lately subjected to an expur-

gatory scrutiny, to drive out from them every thing savour

ing of what they call the crime of moderantism. 1795
HEL. M. WILLIAMS Lett. France I. 139 (Jod.) The revolu

tionary tribunal, .was denounced for us moderantism.

So Mo derantist, one professing moderantism.

1877 MORLEY Cri t. Misc. Ser. n. 95 Other prominent
members of the party whom they lovecf to stigmatise by the

deadly names of Indulgent and Moderantist.

Moderate (m^der^t), a. and s/&amp;gt;. Also 5 Sc.

modreth, 5-7 moderat. [ad. L. maderSt-ui, pa.

pple. of moderari : see MODERATE v. Cf. F.ffMtf/rl.]
A. adj.

1. Of persons, their attributes, actions, etc. : Ob
serving, exhibiting, or acting with moderation ;

avoiding extremes; characterized by temperance
of conduct or expression.
Moderate drinker , one who does not drink to excess, but

is not a teetotaller. So moderate drinking.
c 1411 HOCCLEVE De Kef. Princ. 2436 Moderat speche

engendrith reste, and malath. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)

I VT309 A man lyke to a god, happy in batelle and moderate
in peace. 1360 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 175 They must

bring with them a mynd neyther ambitious nor covetous,
but godly and moderat. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. /*. in. ii. 112

O loue be moderate, allay thy extasie. 1611 BIBLE Eccliis.

xxxi. 20 Sound sleepe commeth of moderate eating. 1634
Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 53 Methinkes it should

make you more moderate, just, and compassionate towardes

others. 1680 TITUS Sp. Ho. ofComm. 26 Oct. in Collect.

Poems 186 The moderatest and meekest Man that ever was,
. .Slew the Egyptian. 1^88 GIBBON Decl. 8f F. V. xlix. 97
In the reformation of religion, his first steps were moderate
and cautious. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 64 Ro
chester s moderate counsels. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 76
You are such a very moderate man, Octavius, that you
might just as well take the pledge as not.

2. a. Of opinions and their supporters : Not
extreme ; not strongly partisan, b. Hence (now
usually with initial capital) used as the designa
tion of various political and ecclesiastical parties

and their views : see B. below.
a. 1844 HEYLIN BriefRelat. Laud ^ Some of the more

moderate (or rather the lesse violent) Lords, .gave out that

they intended onely to remove him from his Majesties eare.

1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 26, I maintained a good corre

spondence . . with the moderater sort on either side. 1705
(title) The New Association of those called Moderate-
Church-Men. By a True-Church-Man, a 1715 BURNET
Own Time IV. (1753) III. 137 He slackened all the laws
made against the moderate Presbyterians. 1770 Junius
Lett, xxxviii. (1788) 203 They have lost or renounced the

moderate principles of their government. 1889 Spectator
28 Dec., The temptation to a Prime Minister is to appoint

only moderate men.
b. 1753 WITHERSPOON Reel. Characteristics Wks. 1 804 II.

299 The moderate party commonly set up on a pretence of

being more learned than their adversaries. 184* Mem. J.

Halley T.-J
There are two contending principles within the

Church &quot;of Scotland, the supporters of which are called

respectively Evangelical and Moderate. 1848 STRUTHERS
Risi ReliefCh. 193 The Moderate clergy .. were very un

popular. 1875 M CRiE Story Scott. Ch. 505 In 1763, Dr.

Robertson became the avowed leader of the Moderate party.

3. Of medium or middling quantity, quality, size,

or extent ; fairly large or good ;
tolerable . Now

often (esp. in phr. very moderate) in depreciative
sense : Mediocre, scanty.
c 1410 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 885 The remenaunt Of pety

capteyns that with Vertu were, Moderat Dyete, & Wysdom
auenaunt [etc.]. ^1430 Min. Poftns (Percy Soc.) 69
Moderat foode [1487 in Camo. MS. modreth fude] gevith to

roan his helthe. a
1547

SURREY Ecclrsiastes v. 30 The cheif

blisse that in earth to liuing man is lent, Is moderat welth.

1607 SHAKS. Timon in. iv. 117 There s not so much left to

furnish out a moderate Table. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.,
Misc. v. ii. (1737) III. 283 A good Bargain it were, cou d we

get rid of every moderate Performance in this kind [sc.



MODERATE. 571 MODERATION.

Poetry or Essay]. 1711 SWIKT Jrnl. to Stella 10 Nov.,
Have you got the whalebone petticoats among you yet ? I

hate them ;
a woman here may hide a moderate gallant

under them. 1748 Anson s Voy. in. vi. 350 It is a rock, of a

small circumference, but of a moderate height. 1796 MORSE
Aftier. Geog. II. 73 (Russia), They put a very moderate

faggot into them [sc. stoves], 1825 J. NICHOLSON Optrat.
Mechanic 69 Where great quantities of water are discharged
from moderate heads, the actual head of water, and the

virtual head,.. will nearly agree. 1828 PUSEY Hist. Enq.
I. 38 The rest, are very moderate productions. 1889 Sat.

Rev. 16 Mar. 326/1 He [sc. the horse Monarque] looks

long in the back and has very moderate loins. 1897 A llbntfs

Syst. Med. IV. 162 The skin assumes a moderate icteroid hue.

b. Of physical processes, conditions, or agencies :

Not intense, violent, or rigorous. Of the voice :

Neither excessively loud nor excessively low.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xi. ii. (1495) 384 Winde
that is moderate and not contraryouse to Shypmen. 1590
SPENSER f. Q. n. xii. 51 The milde ayre with season
moderate Gently attempred. 1598 Epnlano L j b, Make a
moderate fire as to a Tarte. 1704 J. CUNINGHAM in Phil.

Trans. XXV. 1649 Grey cloudy Weather, with moderate
Gales from NW to W. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Honsekpr.
(1778) 299 Bake them in a moderate oven. 1802 Med. frill.
VIII. 314 A second case, .terminated, .in a moderate sweat.

1863 JOYCE Sch. Management 75 The monitors must be
trained to speak, when teaching, in a moderate voice.

4. Cofftd., as moderate-minded^ -priced, -m^adjs.
1819 BYRON Juan i. cxviii, I m a &quot;moderate-minded bard.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 22 Sept. 2/3 Extensive and * moderate-

priced hotels. 1765 Museum Rust. III. 157, I pass a
*moderate-sized roller over the field.

B. sb. One who holds moderate opinions in

politics, religion, or any subject of controversy.
Hence (now usually with initial capital), a member
of any of the various parties of which * Moderate
has been the official or customary designation ;

e.g. in the French Revolution (transl. of F.

moderf) applied to the Girondins, later to the

Dantonists and others.

1794 BUKKE Corr. (1844) IV. 213, I take it for granted lie

will come to the moderates, and by thus reuniting the party,
put himself [etc.]. 1803 JEFFERSON Writ. (ed. Ford) VIII.
222 A schism was taking place in Pennsylvania between the
moderates and the high-tlyers. 1831 A. W. FONULANQUE
Eng. Under 7 Administr. (1837) H- 81 The vast majority
of society, Whig, Tory, and Moderates, acknowledge the

necessity of Parliamentary Reform. 1833 ALISON Hist.

Europe x. II. 62 ttoft
j
Those who . . frequent the society of

. . Feuillants, Moderates, or Aristocrats. 1877 MORLKY Crit.

Misc. Ser. n. 98 The execution of the Anarchists only pre
ceded by a week the arrest ofthe Moderates. 1882-3 Schaff s.

Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 659 The Moderates hastened to

elect him [sc. Cascilianus, bishop of Carthage].
b. In the Church of Scotland during the greater

part of the i8th and the former half of the igth

century : A member of that party which (in opposi
tion to the Evangelical party) held lax views on
doctrine and discipline, and opposed the abolition

of lay patronage.
About 1843 the abbreviated forms Mods and Notts were

familiarly used for Moderates and Non-intrusionists .

1842 Mem. J. Halley 40 One of the facts illustrative of
the principles and practice of the Moderates which made a
deep impression on Halley s mind. 1848 STRUTHERS Rise

ReliefCh. 191 The Moderates, about the year 1735, allowed
them [sc. the popular party] to have their own way. 1854
H. MILLER Sett.

&amp;lt;$

Schnt. xxii. (1860) 239 The younger men
were staunch Liberals, but great Moderates, the elder, sound
Evangelicals, but decidedly Conservative in their leanings.

c. In recent municipal politics (opposed to

Progressive) : A member of the party hostile to

undertakings involving large expenditure of public

money.
1894 Times 19 Dec. 6/1 A Progressive headed the poll,

followed by six Moderates, at the election of guardians.

Moderate (m^-dereit), v. Also 6-7 moderat;
pa. pple. 5-6 moderate, 6 Sc. moderat. [f. L.
* moderat- , ppl. stem of ^/Wirar/^pre-classical and
late L. moderare)) f. *moder-\ *modes- (whence
modesties MODEST), a noun-stem parallel witli

niodo-, modus measure, MODE sb. Cf. L. operarT
to work, f. oper~ t opus work.]
1. trans. To abate the excessivenessof; to render

less violent, intense, rigorous, or burdensome ; f to

reduce the amount of (a fine, charge, financial

burden).
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 31 This Marcus Antonius. .

moderate grevous lawes and constitutions with other of

gretter moderacion. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xx. 64
The maystres..dyd perceyue.. that her Indygnacion. .was
moderat in her herte. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
51 These outrageous mocyons be moderate & rectifyed by
the cardinall vertue temperaunce. 1541 Act 33 Hen, VII1^

c. 22 The saide maister. .shall haue.-auctoritie to moderate
such recognisances as be..forfaited. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
n. ii. 38 With equall measure she did moderate The strong
extremities of their outrage. i6o4 E,G[RiMSTOXE]D

t

Ac0sta. s

Hist. Indies II. xiii. in The coolenesse of the night then is

not sufficient to moderate and to correct the violent heate
of the Sunne. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

&amp;lt;$

Cr. iv. iv. 5 The griefe is

fine, full perfect that I taste. . . How can I moderate it ? 1632
PORY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 272 His Grace by his

dyet hath so moderated his gout, as it is [etc.]. 1656 /VOT /-

dence(R. /.) Rec. (1893) II. 92 Ordered that ye Attournies
fee is moderated from 6: s 8d to $:* 4

d
. 1732 LEDIARD Sethos

II. ix. 308, I. .advise you to moderate your demands. 1731
ARBUTHNOT Aliments (1735) 146 By its astringent Quality
it [sc. Tea] moderates the relaxing Quality of warrn Water.
1765 BLACKSTONE Cojnm. i. viii, 319 All the hopes we can

entertain of ever discharging or moderating our incum-
brances. 1885 Manch. Exam. 29 June 5/1 Mr. Balfour
must moderate at once any hope he derives from the sup
position. 1903 G. MATHESON Refr. Men Bible Ser. n. 36
Lot should have remembered this, and should have mo
derated his desires.

b. intr. for refl. To become less violent, severe,
or rigorous.
1678 BUTLER Hud. in. 11.463 Yet when his profit moderated,

The fury of his heart abated. 1819 BARON DE BONSTETTEN
in Lady Morgans Autobiog. (1859) 3 10 As the heavens have

moderated, I propose,, to pay you a visit. 1897 J. CHALMERS
in Life xi. (1902) 443 Fortunately the weather moderated,

t C. trans. To simplify. Obs.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) To Rdr.
**jij,

I haue so moderat them
[the arguments of Scriptures] with playnenes and brcuitie,
that the verie ignorant may easely vnderstande them.

f2. trans. To exercise a controlling influence

over; to regulate, restrain, control, rule. Obs.

1534 MORE Treat. Passion. Wks. 1311/1 This coulde none
do but he, that . . was able . . to moderate and measure they r

pacys hym selfe, in suche wyse as them selfe wyste not why.
1538 STARKEV England i. iv. 104 By hys royal powar..he
may moderat al thyng accordyng to hys plesure and
w

yl&quot; 555 EDEN Decades 304 A collar or rayne wherwith
he moderateth the course of the liartes. 1612 BRINSLEY
Lnd. Lit. xx. (1627) 238 The InterHneall translation may be
a worthy helpe for a man. .who can so moderate his eye, as
to keepe it fixed upon either Greek or Latine alone. 1615
CROOKB Body of Man 274 The woman was ordayned. .to

gouerne and moderate the house at home. 1641 Mass. Body
ofLiberties 95 in Col. Laws Mass. (1889) 59 Provided that

the whole action be guided and moderated by the Klders of
the Church where the Assemblie is helde. 1742 YOUNG Nt.
T/i. vii. 533 But these.. When reason moderates the rein

aright, Shall re-ascend. 1781 GIUUON Decl. fy F. xvii. (1788}
II. 33 Whatever could interest the public prosperity, was
moderated by the authority of the Praetorian prefects. 1808

BAKCLAY Muscular Motions 324 On what grounds are we
to imagine that these two muscles shall .. moderate one
another with accuracy and precision?
rcjl. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II.) 200 Yet

moderate your selfe a little nt first, and be reserved in a

strange country. 1673 SIH L. JENKINS Let. to Karl of
A rlington. in W. Wynne Life (1724)!. 128 The two Bishops
have moderated themselves as much as can be desired.

fb. To adjust, arrange, adapt; to modify; to

proportion the quantity of. Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) DieUs 18 He moderated so

liis mete and his drinks that he was at noo tyme fatter nor

leener than other. 1523 FITZMERB. Husb. 44 And he that

hath but a fewe shepe moderate this medicyne accordynge.
c 1570 Schort Sommc \st Bk. Discipline 6 The ministeris

stipend sould be moderated that neither (etc.]. 1630 R.

Johnsons Kingd. fy Coininiv. 243 Not only his orders and
decrees are broken and moderated by the Counccll, but also

sometimes rejected and contemned.

3. In academic and Keel, use : To preside over

(a deliberative body) or at (a debate, etc.).
To moderate a call {Sc.) = to moderate in a call (see 3 b).

1577 HAN.MKK A tic. Eccl. Hist. 84 There moderated there

at that time the schoole of the faithful!, a famous learned
man called Pantanus. 1593 BJLSON Gwt. Chr. Ch. xiv. 291
The Churches of Christ before that time were guided by
certainechiefe Pastours, that moderated as well the Presby
ters as the rest of the flocke. 1630 W. SCOT Apol. Nan-.
(1846) 17 The General assemblies were not moderated by
Superintendents. 1638 Act Gcn.Assemb. Ch. Scotl. 17 De--,

(1682) 51 No Minister, moderating his Session, shall usurps
a negative voice over the members of his Session. 1708 S.

SEWALL Diary 4 Feb., He expounded the first of Matthew
yesterday; Moderated the Bachelours Dispute to day. 1748
Whitehall Even. Post No. 363 A Call was moderated for

the Rev. John Edmonston, Minister at Cadross. 1809 KEN
DALL Trav. I. vii. 68 The governor or some one chosen to

moderate the court. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxi, Others
were moderating a harmonious call, as they somewhat im

properly termed it, to new officers. 1848 G. STRUTHERS Hist.

ReliefCh. ii. 201 A call was moderated.. .The people had
set their affections upon Mr. William Adam... For him they
moderated a kind of irregular call among themselves.

b. intr. To act as moderator ;
to preside. Now

chiefly Sc., to act as president of a Presbyterian
church court or of a synodical or congregational

meeting.
In the Scottish Presbyterian churches, the call or formal

invitation to a minister-elect is signed by the members of
the congregation at a meeting attended by the presbytery,
and presided over by its moderator. On such an occasion
the presbytery (or its moderator) is said to moderate in
a call.

1581 Confer, in. (1584) Ojb, Any learned man present might
moderate. 1614 B. JONSON Bart. Fair i. iii, A question of
Predestination,. put to hem by the Matron, your Spouse ;

who moderates with a cup of wine, euer and anone, and a
Sentence out of Knoxe between. 1635 PAfsmC&ritttattftgr,
21 Stachis was the first Bishop of Bizantium..who hath had
a continued Succession to the Patriarch now moderating.
1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xiii. (1739) 23 In the
National and Provincial [Synods], sometimes Kings mode
rated alone, sometimes the Archbishop alone. 1707 E.
CHAMDERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. in. xii. (ed. 22) 468 The
Regius Professors of Divinity, Law, and Physick, are

obliged to moderate at every Doctors and Batchellors Act,
in their several Faculties. 1795! . HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass.
(ed. 3) I. 161 nott.; Mr. Mather.. moderated at the masters

disputations, and conferred the degrees at the commence
ment In 1681. 1803 Gradus ad Cantabr. 89 To Moderate^
to perform the office of Moderator in the schools. 1869 A.
MACDONALD Story Disputed Settlement (1877) 69 (E.D.D.),
I must go over and see him one of these days, before his

call is moderated in. 1898 N. R. JOHNSTON Looking Back
fr. Sunset Land 15 He had moderated in a unanimous call

for me in Topsham congregation.

f4. trans. To decide (a question) as an arbitra

tor ; to settle by bringing about a compromise.

1602 CAREW Cornwall i. 26 b, It passeth mine abilitie to
moderate the question. 1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud, Astral.
xii. 276, I will require no other arbitrators, to moderate the
controuersie beetwene vs. 1726 LEONI Albertis Archit. I,

23 b, Cato moderates the matter thus. 1744 WARBURTON
Remarks I. Wks. iSlX XL 327 But St. Paul himself has
long ago moderated this question for us, and declared fur
the negative.

f b. absol. or intr* To act as mediator or arbi

trator. Also, to take a mediating view. Obs.

1597-8 BACON Ess.. Discourse (Arb.) 14 The honourablest

part of talke is to giue the occasion, and againe to moderate
and passe to somewhat else. 1612 BKINSLEY Litd. Lit. xiii.

(1627) 184 When one taketh the affirmative part, another the

Negative, and it may be a third moderateth or determineth
betwene both. 1634 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. 160 Klgazzuli. .

moderated twixt the Cadies and his owne Reformat ists.

1708 SWIFF Senthi t. Ch. of Kng, Man \. Wks. 1751 IV.

65 Endeavouring to moderate between the rival Powers.

1713 Pitomsox. Guard. No. 122 p6 There were however a few
select judges who moderated between both these extremes.

1756 Connoisseur No. 130 P i, I shall not pretend to mo
derate in family disputes of so important a nature.

Moderated (mp-dewHed), ///. a.
[-EI&amp;gt;I.]

tl. Reasonably restricted and limited. Obs.

1643 PKYNNE Sin 1
, Poivcr Parl. App. 14 TheopOmpus left

it [sc. the kingly power] more moderated to his successours.

1665 MANI.EY Grains Lcnv C. Wars 496 They say, the
Netherlander were never enslaved, but had al waves a mo
derated Empire bounded by Laws. 1690 LOCKK Govt. n.

xiv. (Rtldg.) 159 Moderated monarchies and well-framed

governments. 1790 J UKKK /&amp;gt;. Kev. Wks. 1808 V. 333 If the

present project of a republick should fail, all securities to a
moderated freedom fail along with it.

fb. Well moderated-, well-conducted. Obs.
1660 WATKUHOUSI: Arms

&amp;lt;y

Ann. 178 Abounding in rich,

stout, grave, and well moderated Citizens.

2. Rendered moderate; reduced to a moderate
amount or degree ; duly regulated.
1814 I.) IsKAKu(?w&amp;lt;zr/v/.i- Auth. (1867)261 [He] Drudgingly

bestows a moderated praise on this exquisite satire. 1857
lie. WILBKRFORCE in Life uS8i) II. x. 345 Lord Aberdeen
thinks that anything but a carefully moderated cour.se. .will

come in too strong contrast with your p;i&amp;gt;t
silence. 1878

DOWOKN Stud, in Lit. 45 Those who pos.ses.s a moderated
but steadfast confidence in the beneficent tendencies of the
laws of the world.

Moderately (nv dcrt
v
tli),fl(/z . [f. MODERATE a.

+ -LY 2
.] In a moderate manner, degree, extent,

or amount
;

in or with moderation.

1398 TKIAISA Barth. DC / . R. xix. xliii. (1495) 886 Swet-
m:.s^e laycd to the tonye upenyth modcraily and hetyth
rnodurnlly and moy.steth moderatly. c 1489 CAXTON Blanch-
ardyii \. 13 Blanchardyn right moderatly and manerly
mayntentd hym self. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidnne s Coinm. 226 b,
He wyll so moderately use ihys victory, that no man shall

nede to feare hys vyolencc. 1592 SHAKS. Rom,
&amp;lt;y Jtil. n.

vi. 14 Therefore Lone moderately, lon^ Loue doth so, Too
swift arriues as tardie as too slow. 1631 R. UOLTON Coinf.
AJft. Consc. Si.(i635) 155 If Hee be but moderately, and not

every day drunk. 1731 AKI;UTHNOT Aliments (1735) 146
Tea is an Infusion of a Plant acescent, ami moderately
astringent in warm Water. (11763 SHKNSTONK Ess. Wk.s.

1777 II. 7, I think, moderately speaking, the vulgar arc

generally in the wrong. 1831 J. FOSTHK in Life &amp;lt;y
Corr.

(1846) II. 193 Never more than very moderately good. 1880
Res^onsib. Opium Trade 22 The Chinaman who smoker
moderately.

b. Cotnb.
t
as Hiodcratcly-gijtcd, lighted y&amp;gt;A\$.

Combinations of the adv. with adjs. in -Eu-are often in

correctly substituted for parasynthetic derivatives contain

ing moderate adj., e.g. ittoderatcfy~sizcd for moderate-sized.

1807-8 Svu. SMITH Wyinlets Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 167/2
A set of worthy and moderately-gifted men. i86oH5i FLOR.
NIGHTINGALE Nursing (ed. 2) 9 A moderately-sized bed
room. 1872 HUXLEY PkysioL ix, 220 A moderately-lighted
surface.

Moderateness (mfrdert
y
tnes).[f. MODERATE a.

-f -M;SS.] The state or condition of being moderate.

1571 GOLDJXG Calvin on Ps. xlvi. n When men ronne a
head without advisement, there is no roome for moderate-
nesse. 1658 A. Fox tr. ll urtz Siirg. n. ui. 52 A true

moderateness in eating and drinking. 1781 JUSTAMOND
Priv. Life Lewis -V/7

,
II. 144, I am surprized at the mo

derateness of the sum. 1872 BAGEHOT /IAy &amp;lt;^

Pol. (1876)

203 A vigorous moderateness in mind and body. 1894 W.
WALKKK Hist. Congregat. Ch. U.S. 361 A moderateness of
cost which should put it within the reach of the most needy.

Moderator, -6rateur: see MODERATOR.

Moderating (mfder^tirj), ///. a. [f. MODE
RATE v. + -ING -.] That moderates.

1673 R. LEIGH Transp. Rch. 22 Alack, Alack, said I, that

was upon the moderating part. 1714 SWIFT Prcs. St. Affairs
Wks. 1755 II. i. 207 Acting for the future upon a moderating
scheme in order to reconcile both parties. 1887 Athcn&uui
26 Nov. 705/3 His moderating influence was especially
valuable.

Moderation (mfdcr^-Jbn). [a. F. moderation

(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. moderation-em,

f. moderarl to MODERATE : see -ATION.]
1. The action or an act of moderating.
f a. Limitation, restriction

;
a fixed limit

;
a

restricting provision or clause. Obs.

1437 Rolls ofParlt. IV, 508/1 For ye reste of the saide

Wolles and Wollefell, over the moderation aforesaid. 1461
Ibid. V. 467/1 The Kyng. .assenteth to this Petition, and
hit accepteth, with certeyn nioderacions, provisions and

exceptions, a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthinna (1650) 12 This
Moderation of the words, though it hath not so much
evidence as would bee required, yet it hath a notable pretens.

1700 C. DAVENANT Disc. Grants, etc. in. 192 The Mo
derations or Savings put in writing as afore are in Number
Forty Two.
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MODERATION.

t b. Control, rule, governance. Also, a system
or method of government. Obs.

15x6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 89 Whan holy j&amp;gt;er:&amp;gt;ones

..seeth them selfe to profyte greatly and encrease in pros-

perite in maner by a moderacyon of the heuenly dispensa-

cyons. 1531 ELYOT Gov. i, i, A body lyuyng, tompacte or

made of sondry astates and degrees of men, whiche is . .

gouernaunce of the common wdth, king Henry had neuer

wauered in so many hasardes. 1593 BILSON Govt. Chr. Ch.

ix. in It cannot ue doubted, hut the moderation of the

keite, and imposition of hands were at first setled in the

Apostles and exercised by them. 161* T. TAYLOR Comm.
Titus i 7 He hath lost all the bridle and moderation of

himself. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 130 My right

eous j udgements in the moderation ofthe world and ordering

;ill the affaires of my Church, ^i&^wxi Albert?s Archit.

I. 77 Those who are entrusted with the supream authority
and moderation in publick Affairs.

fc. Settlement by arbitration or compromise;
an arrangement, a compromise. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidattes Comm. 47 b, Wherin not with-

standyng to use this moderation, that suche as be in posses
sion already, be permitted to enjoye the rente. 1568 GRAF-
TON Chrpn. II. 731 If it might please the king of Englande
to appoint certayne of the yomen . . to appoint not onely
who should enter, but also the number of them, he thought
that this moderation should be both suretie and pleasure to

both the parties.

d. Abatement of severity or rigour ; restriction

within moderate limits. Now rare. Also, + reduc

tion (of expenditure), abatement or lowering (of

pecuniary charges).
1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus Ann. in. v. (1622) 71 They de

bated the matter concerning the moderation of the law

Papiapoppxa. 1601 F. GODWIN Bts. ofEng. 515 [He] went
about by course of law to stay him and force him to a
moderation of expence. i6 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords
(Camden) no Moved, whether a generall jubelee shalbe
for the debtes, or whether a moderacion? 1629 MASSINGKR
Picture iv. i, In extreames Of this condition, can it be in

man To vse a moderation ? 1692 DRYDEN St. Euremont s

Ess. 202, I find but two things that may render it [sc. Life]

happy : The Moderation of a Man s Desires, and the good
use of his Fortune. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xlvli. 475 It

would be with some NIoderation only for Strangers, a 1716
SOUTH Serm. (1727) VI. i. 31 What is all Virtue but a Mo
deration of Excesses?

2. The quality of being moderate, in various

senses; now only with reference to conduct,

opinions, demands, desires, or their indulgence ;

avoidance of extremes ; self-control, temperance ;

occasionally, f avoidance of severity or rigour,

lenity, clemency.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 31 This Marcus Antonius ..

moderate grevous lawes and constitutions with other of

grelter moderacion. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xii. (Percy
Soc.) 49 But moderacyon in theyr myndes is had, So that

outrage may them not overtake. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s

fust. i. 63 A paciencc and quiet moderation of hart, a 1628
PRESION Breastpl. Lore (1631) 212 The moderation that

keepeth from actions wherein is excesse, is good. 1702
STEELK Funeral v. (1734) 79 Oh ! grant me, Heav n, grant
me Moderation ! 1725 DE FOR Voy. routid World, (1840)
iog He admired much the moderation I had used. 1782
V. Ksox Ess. (1819) I. ii. 12 Moderation is the law of enjoy
ment. 1796 LAMB Let. to Coleridge 5 July, Can you write

with sufficient moderation, as tis called, when one sup
presses the one half of what one feels or could say oil a

subject? 1827 DISKAKLI Viv. Grey vi. i, There is moderation
even in excess. 1855 BKEWSTKR Ne^vton II. xxiv. 346 Con-
stantius . . in place of persecuting the Athanasians, treated
them with the greatest moderation. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) V. 68 He is sensible that moderation is better than
total abstinence.

b. Phr. In moderation : in a moderate manner
or proportion.
1867 Chambers Encycl. IX. 350/2 The habitual use of

alcoholic drinks in moderation. 1903 Pilot 17 Oct. 375/1
Howabout that cruel bearing rem? In strict moderation it

may do no harm .. but then in moderation it does not

produce the effect aimed at by those who use it.

c. Sc. Applied to the views and policy of the
* Moderate party in the Church of Scotland (see
MODERATE 13. b). Hence occas. the Moderation
* the party of moderation \ the * Moderates .

[1735 L RSKISE Serin. Wks. 1871 II. 357 There is a genera
tion of Gallios and Laodiceans who under the name of

moderation, falsely so called, will look upon you as mad
men.] 1753 WITHKKSPOON (title) Ecclesiastical Characteris
tics, .being an humble Attempt to open the Mystery of Mo
deration. 1801 T. BROWN in D. Welsh Life v. (1825) 165 The
governing churchmen have persuaded the Dundases that it

is absolutely necessary to secure the interest of moderation.

1831 J. M. CAMPBKLL in Mem, (1877) I. 78 The Moderation
was not half so excited against me as the Evangelicals. . .

The Moderation in my presbytery are not better than
the rest.

3. Sc. The action of (

moderating in a call (see
MODERATE v. 3 b) ;

a meeting of a congregation
together with the presbytery, for the purpose of

signing a (

call to a minister- elect. See also quot.
1808.

1782 Acts Gen. Assemb. Ch. Scotl. (1843) 811 The resolu-
lion of Assembly rcNpecting the moderation of calls. 1808

JAMIESON s.v. Moderation, When a minister is appointed
to preside in this business [sc. of electing a pastor], it is

received a unanimous call. 1875 J.\s. GKANT One of the

572

600* v. 1. 73 Ihe provost and minister gabbled about

presbyteries and synods, the moderation of calls, elders,

deacons [etc.]. 1904 R. SMALL Hist. U. P. Congregat. 1.

125 A moderation was applied for, jioo of stipend being

promised.
4. //. In the University of Oxford, the First

Public Examination* for the degree of B.A., con

ducted by the Moderators (see MODERATOR 5 b).

Colloquially shortened to MODS.
1858 J. C. THOMSON Almx Mains 224 The next compul

sory examination is called moderations . 1883 A. Bar-
ratt s Phys. Metempiric Pref. 13 When he was reading for

double Honours in Moderations.

5. Comb.
,

as (sense 2 ) moderation-monger ;

(sense 3 Sc.) moderation day.
a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1727) VI. 80 No Moderation-monger

under Heaven shall ever persuade me that St. Paul would i

have took such a Course with such Persons. 1904 R. SMALL
Hist. U. P. Congregat. I. 353 His rejection on the modera
tion day was the last straw that broke the camel s back.

Moderatioilist (mf?der^* Janist). [f. prec. +

-IST.] An advocate of moderation; spec. y
one

j

who supports the views of the moderate drinker

as opposed to the total abstainer.

1846 G. M eCuLLOCH Sobriety contrasted ?v. Intern}. 131
From the last resting place of every Moderationist arises a
Voice .. Beware of Moderation . 1883 League Jrnl. 20

Oct. 657/3 This is^the new line of defence behind which
some moderationists [sc. on the drink question] are disposed
to shelter themselves.

Moderatism (mp-der/tiz m). [f. MODERATE
a. and J. + -ISM.] The doctrines or policy of any
of the parties known as Moderate

;
addiction to

moderate views or courses of action.

1795 Hist, in Ann. Kfg. 83 It was common ..with the

more violent Jacobins, .to maxe charges against those who
were less so, or insinuate suspicions of Moderatism ! 1835
PUSEY in Newman&quot;

1

* Lett. (1891) II. 134 But I fear those

persons have too far committed themselves, and are too

ingrained with moderatism. 1842 Mem. 7. Halley 38 The

principles of Moderatism in the Scottish Church. 1894
Westm. Gaz. 2 Apr. 2/2 Moderatism, then, has made no

way in Rotherhithe; but a certain number of Progressives
who voted in 1892 did not take the trouble to go to the poll.

Moderatist (m&amp;gt;*dert
r
tist). [f. MODERATE a.

+ -IST.] One who professes or is characterized by
moderatism or moderation.

1716 M. DAVIES A then, Brit. II. 337 That solid Modera
tist Mr. Talents. 1817 BENTHAM Parl, Reform Introd. 331
The Honourable Gentleman in question, who of all modera-
lists.. seems to be least remote from Radicalism.

II Moderate (m^Klera to), adv. A/us. [It. : cf.

MODERATE.] Moderately ;
at a moderate pace or

tempo. Abbreviated Mod.
1714 Explic. For. Words in Mus. Bks., Modtrato^ with

Moderation. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy \\. xi. 1811 BUSHY
Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Moderate^ a word used adjectively to

signify a time of a moderate degree of quickness.

Moderator (m^ der^tw). Also 4, 6 modera-

toure, 6 moderator, 6-7 moderatour. [a. F.

modtratettr I5th c. in IIatz.-Darm. (cf. OK. mode-

reur\ a. L. moderator , agent-n. f. rnoderani see

MODERATE z .]

f 1. A ruler, governor, director. Alsoyf^. 06s.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. vm. xvi. (1495) 322 The
sonne is moderatoure of the fyrmament. 1363-83 FOXE
A .

&amp;lt;y

M. I. 578/1 You. .take vppon you so cockishly ..to be
a controller and maister moderatour of other mens matters.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. I. (1618) 27 There were ioyned with
him (as moderators of his youth) lohn lacques Triuulce, . .

and the Count Petillane .. both Captaines of great experi-
ence. 1641 PKYNSE Antip. Kpist. 17 The great Moderator
of the Universe, who hath, .wrought wondrous things, .for

the honour and safety of his Majesty, and his Realmes.

1640 HP. HALL Chr. Moder. i. vii. 66 Cu&tome of the place,
care of health, regard to our ability, are fit moderators of

every mans palate. 1658 J. HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Govt.
it. xi. (1700) 334 The Romans having conquer d Antiochus,
became Moderators of Asia. 1680 H. MOKE Apocal. Apoc.
102 The works of Righteousness [were numbered] by dayes,
of which the Sun is moderator. 1682 GREW Aunt, Plants
i. ii. 16 The Cortical [Body] is the Moderator of that

[sc. Motion] in the Lignous. 1705 S. SEWALL Lett.-Bk.
1 1 Sept., Storms and Tempests

which Christ makes great
use of in Governing the World ; and in this He is only
Moderator. 1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 370 The
same muscles .. when acting in any capacity as motors,
have, .at all times the same moderators and the same direc

tors. 1867 FREEMAN .Voritt. Comj. ,1877) I . iv. 209 Competent
to act in his name as moderator of the \Vestern realm.

f2. nonce-use. One who keeps a middle course.

1565 T. STAPLKTON Fortr. Faith 158* These meane mo-
deratours, and half Halters.

3. One who acts as an arbitrator between dispu
tants ; an arbiter, umpire, judge. Also, a mediator.
c 1560 tr. Calvin s Comm. Prayer Bk. in Phcnix (1708)

II. 213 If so be any Contention rise, then such as are ap
pointed Moderators either satisfy the Party, or else, .exhort
him to keep silence. 1578 SIDNEY May Lady in Nichols

Progr. Q. Eliz. II. 99 Between whom the schoolemaster
Rombus came in as a moderator. 1646 CRASHAW Mnsicks
Duett 52 The high-percht

treble chirps at this, and chides,
Vntill his finger (Moderatour) hides And closes the sweet
quarrell. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Job xxxii. 279 He . . takes
the boldnesse to interpose as an Arbiter, or Moderator,
blaming both sides [etc.]. 1713 ADDISON Sptct. No. 309
F 8 He acts _as a kind of Moderator between the two

opposite Parties. i8a6 DISKAELI Viv. Grey n. xiv, He
was earnestly requested by the contending theorists to

assume the office of moderator. i847GROTE^m t:^ n. xxvii.

(1862) III. 37 They were directed. .to invite from Mantinea
a moderator. 1863 H. Cox Instlt, nu iii. 633 The Sovereign

MODEBATOK.
is a moderator between the several political parties in the

State. 1884 .1/awt/i. E.rant. 12 Sept, 5/1 In Syria he was
the moderator between two sets of fanatics.

4. A person chosen to preside over a meeting or

assembly and conduct its business ;
a presiding

officer or president, esp. U.S., one elected to

preside over a town meeting .

1573 CARTWRIGHT Reply to Ansiu. Whilgift 29 What is it

then that is sayde in Exodus that Moises .. sate as it were

moderatoure in that election ? 1580 LVLY Euplaies (Arb.)

421 The Ladie Flauia, . . as moderater commaunded them
both to silence, willing Euphues as vmper in these matters,

briefly to speake his minde. 1641 in Col. Laws Mass. (1889)

49 So shal the presedenl or moderator have [a casting

voice) in all Civill Courts or Assemblies. 1649 in Rec.

Mtutify River f, Brookliiif, Mass. (1875) 36 note, It is

ordered yt there be a Moderator chosen annually to regu
late publicke towne meetings. 1766 M. CUTLER in Life, etc.

(1888) I. 13 There should be a President appointed, to act

as Moderator, to propose all matters to the Club. 1799
S. FREEMAN Town Off. 194 Having first chosen a Modera
tor to manage and regulate the business of the meeting.

1850 MARSDEN Early Purit. (1853) 107 A presiding mode
rator always concluded the exercise, which lasted from nine

to eleven o clock. i88a Mass, t nblic Sirtt. 232 At every
town meeting . .a moderator shall be first chosen.

5. In academic use : a. A public officer formerly

appointed to preside over the disputations or exer

cises prescribed in the University schools for candi

dates for degrees. Now (a) at Cambridge, one of

two officers, appointed annually, who preside over

and are responsible for the proper conduct of the

examination for the Mathematical Tripos ; (6) at

Oxford, an examiner for Moderations.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 51 As he was abroad

in the schooles, so wuld neds seme a moderator at home
too in the haul. 1615 CROOKE Body ti/Mtin 132 Thatoccu-
late Anatomist Petrus Pauius of Leydon. .my first Maister

& Moderator in Anatomic. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Qitin-
tiuart. LpisL (ed. 2) a iij b, The main work of the Moderator

is, to keep the Disputants to form. 1766 CLAP Ann. Yale

27 The Rev. Mr. Woodbridge acted as Moderator ; and he

and Mr. Buckingham and other Ministers present signed

Certificates, that they judged them to be worthy of the

Degree of Bachelor of Arts. 1797 Cam/ r. Univ. Cat. 142
Moderators are appointed and paid by the proctors. 1850
Abstracts New Exam. Slut. Oxf. (1851) i The First

Examination under Moderators will take place for the

first time in Easter Term 1852. 1906 Oxford Univ. Cat.

176 Honour lists issued by Moderators from 1891.

b. At Dublin, a candidate for the degree of

Bachelor of Arts who passes out first (Senior) or

second Junior) in honours.

1838 Dublin Univ. Cal. 15 Of the successful candidates
in each department \sc. Physics and mathematics, Classics,

Ethics and logics) there are two grades, called Senior and

Junior Moderators. 1845 W. B. S. TAYLOK Hist. L ni-&amp;lt;:

Dnbl. 155 [List of) Works examined in for moderators in

mathematics and physics. 1882 Society 16 Dec. 18/2 Mr.

Maunsell graduated . .as a Moderator and Silver Medallist.

6. In the Presbyterian churches : A minister

elected to preside over any one of the ecclesiastical

bodies, e.g. the congregation, the presbytery, the

synod, the general assembly.
&quot;

Min. Gen. Assembly in Pe

(1830) 17 It was proponed
be the haill Assemblie

1563 Min. Ceil. Assembly in Peterkin Bk. Unit: Kirk
Scott. (1830) 17 It was proponed

be the haill Assemblie

that ane Moderator should be appointed for avoiding con

fusion in reasoning, 158* Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 476
Maister Nicholl Dalgleische, as moderatour of the haill

nodal assemblie, . . Patrik Gillespie, moderatour of the

order to his Brethren. 1091 LUTTKELL briefK el. (1857) 11.

362 The moderator [of the general! assembly of the kiik]

adjourned them till August 12 months. 17*7 SWIFT Further
Ace. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. l. 161 Some deceased mode
rator of the general assembly in Scotland. 1846 M cCuLLOcn
Ace. Brit. Empire iv. viii. (1854) II. 287 The Assembly
chooses a moderator for every meeting, who, ill recent

times, has been always a clergyman.

7. One who or that which mitigates or makes
moderate.
1611 BURTON Anal. Mel. m. iv. H. ii. (1624) 535 Hope,

that sweet moderator of passions as Simonidescall.-, it 1696
TRVON Mite, i. 6 This Essential Powder or pure Life, is the

Moderator or Friendly Quality in all Minerals. 1817 J.

SCOTT fans Revisit, (ed. 4) 333 It was known to be.. her

[Russia s] policy, to recommend herself to France as the

magnanimous moderator of the severity of her Allies.

b. /fist. A member of a band of persons opposed
to the violent methods of the Regulators who

professed to supply the want of the regular ad

ministration of justice in the Carolinas c 1767-71.

1767 LD. MONTAGU in A. Gregg Hist. OldCheraws (1867)

182 A new set of people, who call themselves Moderators,

have appeared against the Regulators. 1847 Dcsfcradoes

of South-West in Harbinger 7 Aug. 136/1 The regulators.,

soon find that their foes organize also ; arm themselves, and

prepare for systematic resistance, under the denomination

of moderators .

c. (Occas. in Fr. form modilrattur.) Short for

moderator-lamp (see 8 b). Also, the mechanical

contrivance by which the supply of oil to the

wick of such a lamp is regulated.
1851 Pract. Mechanics Jml. Mar. 273 It is however in

tlie mode adopted for the adjustment of the oil supply to

the burner that the improvement for which the inventor

claims the name Moderator consists. 1859 W. G. WILLS
Life*sForeskait. II.xii.i6i Heput outthe moderateur. 1864

C/unlit. Encycl. VI. 23/2 The greatest improvement ever

effected in oil.lamps was in the so-called French moderator.

1875 Ure i Diet. Arts, etc. (ed. 7) III. 35 As the pressure
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employed is so great, the oil would, but for the moderator ,

flow over with too much rapidity. This moderator, or regu
lator, is a tapering rod of iron-wire.

8. altrib. a. Anat. and Pkys. in names of

certain structures exercising a regulating actionj

as moderator-band, -centre^ -ligament^ -nerve, -ring

(see Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891).
1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 849 The apparent provision

against this distension [of the heart] in ungulates by the

&quot;&quot;moderator band, demonstrated by the late Professor Rolles-

ton. 1782 A. MONRO Comfar, Anat. (ed. 3) 76 Each lateral

or *moderator ligament of the head. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Snpp. s.v., Moderator-ring, .that ring which the muscles of

the eye make round the optic nerve,

b. Moderator- (occas. modtrattur} lamp, a

lamp in which, by a mechanical contrivance, the

passage of the oil from the reservoir to the burner

is regulated or moderated to a uniform flow.

1851 Pract. Mechanics Jrnl. Mar. 273 Hadrot s Moderator

Lamp. 1857 Union 23 Jan. 63 (Advt.), Moderateur lamps
. .just received from Paris. 1904 Blackiu. Mag. Apr. 469/1
New lampshades . . decorated the globes of the moderator-
la nips.

Moderatorship (nydritaifip). [See -SHIP.]
The function, office, or position of a moderator.

1641 SMECTYMNUUS *

I hui. Ans\v. xiv. 182 From whose
Moderators our Bishops differ onely in perpetuitie of Mo-
deratorsliip. 1656 HEYLIN Extraneus Vapulatis 153 Passed

Moderator-

754

from one to another in their severall turns like the M
ship in the generall Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland. 175
RICHAKDSON Grandisoil (1781) I. xiii. 76 Mr. Reeves.. sai

he would, by way of moderatorsliip in the present debate,
read them a passage. 1838 Dubl. Univ. Cal. 15 Those
candidates for degrees who have obtained honors in the

preceding part of the College Course, are entitled to offer

themselves as candidates for Moderatorships. 1901 Daily
Ckron. 25 Dec. 6/4 Moderatorship of the Free Church of
Scotland. .. A letter was read from the Rev. Dr. Marcus
Dods, declining to be nominated to the Moderatorship of
the next Assembly.

t Moderatress. Obs. [f.
MODEUATOK + -ESS.]

A female moderator. (Only in i;th c.)
1602 DOLMAN La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 664 The

maker of the matter and moderatresse of all nature, a 1661

FULLER Worthies
^
Yorksh. (1662)111. 191 Hilda, .being a kind

of Moderatresse in a Saxon Synod. i686GoAL)CWf.iY. Bodies
i. xiL 47 Those who allow the Lunar Influence to be Mo
deratress of the Tides.

I
Modera trix. Obs. Also6moderatrice. [a.

L. moderatrix^ F. moderatricei see MODERATOR.]
A female moderator.

1531 ELYOT Gov. n. ix, Temperance, .is the moderatrice as
well of all motions of the minde, called affectes, as of all

actis procedyng of man. 1577 TIMME Calvin on i Cor. 64 b
(margin}, Loue the moderatrix of contention, a 1614 COPE
in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 120 He loved equity, as the true

umpress between them both, as moderatrix of extremes.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 63 Your Church hath
. .practised it along time, for a woman to behead or supreme
moderatrix in the Church. 1673 Ess. Educ. Gentlewom.
13 She is ordinarily a Moderatrix in the Academy at the

Disputation amongst learned Wits. 1741 MlDDLETON Cicero
II. x. 386 He had given up all his resentments to the Re
public; made her the Moderatrix of all his acts. 1753
RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) VI. Iv. 356 The debate was
closed, and referred to Mrs. Shirley, as Moderatrix.

tMo derature. Obs. rare l
t [f. MODERATE v.:

see -URE.] Moderation, temperance.
1574 NEWTON Health Mag. 77 Aristotle, .referreth all the

cause of prosperous health unto temperate moderature of
meate and drinke, and [etc.].

Modere, obs. form of MODES, MOTHEB.
Modereid, perron.} variant of MIDRED Obs.

Moderh.ed(e, -les(se, -ly, obs. ff. MOTHER-
[

HEAD, -LESS, -LY.

Modern (mp dam) , a. and sb. Also 6-7
moderne. [ad. late L. modern-its (6th c.)&amp;gt;

modo just now (on the analogy of hodiernus that
is of to-day, f. hodie to-day). Cf. F. moderne

,

Sp., Pg., It. moderno, G. modern. }
A. adj.

fl. Being at this time ; now existing. Obs. rare.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 5 Hodiern, modern, sempi-
tern,Angelicallregyne! 1555 Extracts Aberdeen Reg, (1844)
I. 285 The next parliament, to be haldin..in name of our
maist gracious quene moderne. 1597 Burgh Rec. Glasgow
(1876) I. 185 Hew, erle of Eglingtoune moderne. 1700
Penmylv. Archives I. 127 Being obliged to it by thy former
as well as modern kindness. 1752 Charter Sac. Antiq. Loud.
7 Wee have nominated . . Martin Folkes, Esquire, to be the
first and modern President of the said Society.
2. Of or pertaining to the present and recent

times, as distinguished from the remote past; per

taining
to or originating in the current age or period.

In Historical use commonly applied (in contradistinction
to ancient and mediaeval) to the time subsequent to the
MIDDLE AGES, and the events, personages, writers, etc. of
that time. So Modern History : see HISTORY sb.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. i. xv. i6b, The

writings of the auncient and moderne Geographers and
Historiographers. 162. BACON Let. to T. Matthew in

Spedding Lett. VII. 429 For these modern languages will
at one time or other play the bank-rowtes with books.

1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccaltnis Advts.fr. Parnass. n.

xxviii. (1674) 177 The women of this Modern Age had
..need of amendment. 1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 122 Much
also he hath . . taken out of some modern writer it hath
not been my hap to see. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s

Trav. i. 275 There is another Aqueduct somewhat older, yet
still modern. 1706 PHILLIPS fed. Kersey) Pref, Our English
Tongue . . may be said to equal, if not surpass all other
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Modern Languages. 1713 POPE Guard. No. 4 P 2 The
authoress of a famous modern romance. 1757 J. H. GROSK
Voy. E. Indies 74 These last are of moderner date. 1757
tr. Keysler s Trav. (1760) III. 400 Their country appears to

have been situated.. at a great distance from the modern
Padua. 1774 MITFORD Ess, harmony Lang. 260 The most
admired modern masters. 1810 K. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia
xxv. (1839) 120/1 Perhaps we are not authorised in con

sidering the modern Greeks as legitimate descendants of the

Getae. 1864 KIRK Chas. Bold II. iv. i. 170 The close of the

I5th century is universally recognized as. .the starting-point
..of Modern, in distinction from Mediaeval, history.

b. Geol. and Zool, Belonging to a comparatively
recent period in the life-history of the world.

1823 BUCKLAND Rcliq. Diluv, 2i The modern hyama is an
inhabitant exclusively of hot climates. 1830 LYELL Princ.
Geol. I. 114 If such species be termed modern, in comparison
to races which preceded them, their remains, nevertheless,
enter into submarine deposits many hundred miles in length.

1873 DAWSON Earth
&amp;lt;y

Man x. 248 The Modern Damans
or Conies.

c. Prefixed to the name of a language to form a

designation for that form of the language that is

now in use, in contrast to any earlier form. In

recent philology used technically to denote the

last of the three periods into which it is customary
to divide the history of living languages ; distin

guished from Old and Middle. Modern English :

see ENGLISH sb. i b.

d. Modern languages : as the designation of a

department of study, ordinarily taken to include

only the better-known living literary languages of

Europe (sometimes merely French and German).
Alsool/rzA in modern language master, school , ttipos.
1838 Dubl. Univ. Cal. 55 Medals for Modern Languages.

1862 Rep. Putt. Schools Conttn. (1864) 111.257 (Eton) With
respect to modern languages, they are not cared for much,
are they?

e. With reference to secondary education,

applied (in contradistinction to classical} to sub

jects of school instruction other than the ancient

languages and literature. Modern school^ modern
side: in some English public schools, a separately

organized division of the school in which ( modern

subjects form nearly the whole curriculum, Greek

(and, usually, advanced Latin) not being taught.
1862 Rep. Pubt. Schools Comm. (1864) IV. 281 There

would be this danger ;. .that idle and incapable boys would
wish to enter this modern school to get off Latin composi
tion and Greek. 1881 F. E. HULME Town, Coll., &amp;lt;$ Neigkb.
Marlboroitgh 91 In the modern school the subjects of in

struction are mathematics [etc.]. 1887 Pall Mail G. 7 Nov.

2/2 Modern sides are either effective (as they all ought to

be) or non-effective. If the former, there are scholarships
in modern subjects for them to win. 1905 JAzcw. King.
Nov. 78 [At Harrow] the Modern Side is not self-contained
in the sense of having a separate staff. It has been thought
that any attempt to group Modern Side boys together and
apart under separate masters and tutors would be unwise.

f. absol. That which is modern, t Upon the

modern . ? peculiar to modern times.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Foolof Qual. (1809) 1. 165, 1 apprehend
that this character is pretty much upon the modern. In all

ancient or dead languages we have no term any way ade

quate, whereby we may express it. 1905 Daily Chron.
21 Jan. 4/6 He rejoices in that inability to depict the modern
which is the most convincing sign of the contemporary.
3. Characteristic of the present and recent times;

new-fashioned ; not antiquated or obsolete.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 8b, Without composing
them of diuers sorts of weapons, according to the moderne
vse. 1598 BARRET Theor. IVarres Gloss. 251 Modernewarre,
is the new order of warre vsed in our age. 1605 B. JONSON
Volpont&amp;gt;\\\. iv, He has so moderne, and facile a veine, Fitting
the time, and catching the court-eare. 1676 ETHEREDGE
Man ofMode i. i, Belt. He thinks himself the Pattern of
modern Gallantry. Dor. He is indeed the Pattern of modern

Foppery. 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng. 24 But England,
Modern to the last degree Borrows or makes her own
Nobility. 1872 HOWELLS Wedd. Joum. (1892) 79 They
conjectured . . flavours of Tennyson and Browning in his

MODERNIST.
5. Comb, with adjs. and pa. pples., as modern-

bred^ -builti -looking^ -made, -practised^ -sounding.
Also modern-dress

quatrain of the Elegy which Gray s feeling for unity ex

punged. 1883 J- PAYN Talk of Town I. 130 A writing on
the wall, which, albeit it was not in modern characters,
needed . . no interpreter. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 3/2
Against such foes, men with the modernest artillery and
highest explosives are utterly powerless.

b. in disparaging use.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison{i&i\)^ V. xiii. 83 You. .are not
a modern woman ; have neither wings to your shoulders,
nor gad-fly in your cap : you love home.

C. Her. in France modern : see quot. 1893.
1889 P. O. HUTCHINSON in Notes $ Gleanings (Exeter) II.

50/2 The French arms are represented as France Modern \

1893 CUSSANS Her. (ed. 4) 223 Henry the Fourth :.. three

Fleurs-de-lys were substituted for a field seinet for the Arms
of France. This alteration, .constituted what is commonly
known as France modern.

f4. Every-day, ordinary, commonplace. (Fre
quent in Shaks.) Obs.

1591 LODGE Catharos H 3, It . . maketh him blinde and in

considerate in matters aswell moderne, as necessarie to his

saluation. 1595 SHAKS, John HI. iv. 42 Then..would I..

rowze from sleepe that fell Anatomy.. Which scornes a
moderne Inuocation ! 1600 A. Y. L. u. vii. 156 The
Justice, With eyes seuere and beard of formall cut, Full of
wise sawes and moderne instances. 1610 B. JONSON Alch.
iv. i, Why, this is yet A kind of moderne happinesse, to
haue Dol Common for a great lady.

1808 HAN. MoKKCor/r^I. i. 9 The mind of a true &quot;modern-

bred lady. 1905 Daily Citron. 28 Dec. 4/4 Most of these
furnaces are &quot;modern built. 1885 J. K. JEROME On the

Stage 64 For ordinary *modern-dress parts, we had to use
our own things entirely. 1849 J- FORBES Physician s Holi
day \\, (1850) 58 The church is. .more modern-looking than
the rest of the town. 1899 Daily News 27 Mar. 2/7 The
allegation was that the punches had been forged and used
upon *modern-made silver plate to represent antique goods.
1754 A. MURPHY G&amp;gt;vyV/ Jrnl. No. 86 Manyof his Turns
did not allude to &quot;modern-practised Life. 1903 Daily Chron.
10 June 7/1 A piece with the more *modern-sounding title

of The Court of Comfort \

B. sb. (Chiefly in plural.}
1. One who lives in or belongs to the present

time; one who belongs to a modern as contrasted

with an ancient period or epoch.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. \. ii. 2 b, The lies

Ualeares, so aunciently called : but by the modernes Maior-

que and Minorque. 1609 B. JONSON Silent IVoin. iv.it, He
must have Seneca read to him, and Plutarch, and the

ancients ; the moderns are not for this disease. 1717 PRIOR
Abna i. 5-20 Some in ancient books delight; Others prefer
what moderns write. 1784 Enrop. M&amp;lt;tg. May 366/2 No
modern has been heard to play an adagio with greater taste

and feeling. 1812 T. TAYLOR Diss. Pkilos. Aristotle (title-p.),

The insufficiency also of the Philosophy that has been sub-
btituted by the Moderns for that of Aristotle is demonstrated.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 2/1 (Organ), In point of touch, and
mechanism generally, the moderns are far superior to their

predecessors. 1888 W. CORY Lett. ,5- Jrnls. (1897) 539 The
old moderns, say Chaucer, Spenser and Le Sage.

*t*b. transf. applied to a thing. Obs.

1735 J. PRICE Stonc-Br. Thames 14 Description of many
fine Bridges.. in Italy wherein the finest among the Mo
derns is the Farnesian,

2. One whose tastes or opinions are modern
;
a

member of the modern school of thought in rela

tion to any subject.
1897 Mag. ofArt 283 It will be deemed old-fashioned by

the latest of moderns. 1905 J. ORK Probl. O. T. xii. 453
note

)
Most of the moderns deny the supernatural character

of prophecy.

t Mode mal, a. Obs. [f. late I., modern-its (see

prec.) + -AL.] Of or belonging to the present day.
1542 BOOKDE Dyetary A iij, Y&quot; which [flowery language]

in all wrytynges is vsed these modernall dayes.

t Mo derner. Obs. rare. [f.
MODERN a. +

-KK 1
.]

= MODERN- sb.

1592 NASHK P. Penilcssc 21 Report (which our modtjrner.s

clepe flundring Fame) puts mee in memorye of a notable iebt

I heard long agoe.

fModernicide. nonce-wd. [f. MODERN sb. +
-CIDJ3 I.] One who kills

* moderns .

#1774 GOLDSM. .,
Visit to Elysium Misc. Wks. 1837 I.

213,1 should certainly have fallen beneath the hands of this

company of men, who gloried in the title of Modernicides.

Modernism (m^ doiniz m). [f.
MODERN a. +

-ISM.]
1. A usage, mode of expression, or peculiarity of

styleor workmanship, characteristicofmodem times.

1737 SWIFT Let. to Pope 23 July in P. s Wks. 1757 IX.
218 b, The corruption of English by those Scribblers, who
send us over their trash in Prose and Verse, with abomin
able curtailings and quaint modernisms. 1853 Blackiv.

Mag. LXX1V. 314 Shakespeare s archaism is exchanged
for this modernism. 11:1864 HAWTHORNE; Awcr. Notc-oks.

(1879) II. 77 Such modernisms as astral lamps. 1871 EARLE
Philot. Eng. Tongue 481 The last of these [viz.

*
its ] is a

comparative modernism in the language. 1897 D. C. TOVEV
Rev. $ Ess. viii. 143 The published specimen contained. .

some imperfections and modernisms.

2. Modern character or quality of thought, ex

pression, style of workmanship, etc.; sympathy
with or affinity to what is modern.
1830 H. N. COLERIDGE Grk, Poets (1834) 274 The women

of the Odyssey discover occasionally a modernism and a
want of heroic simplicity. 1844 LINGARD Anglo Sax, Ch.

(1858) I. ii. 65 note^ The modernism of its language. 1861

F. METCALFE Oxonian, in Icelandic. (1867) 57 And some
how this very modernism begets a desire for reverting now
and then to old things, old people [etc.], 1887 Westm. Rev.
June 348 The Roman Church and the American Republic. . .

The one typifying medievalism, the other illustrating with
tolerable fidelity the spirit of modernism.

Modernist (m^-dajnist). [f.
MODERN a. +

-IST !. Cf. mod.L. modernista (Luther), F. mo-

derniste.]

1 1. A modern. Obs.
I588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 106 Likewise . . of sundry

other neotericall mathematicians and modernists. 1592 G.
HARVEY Pierce s Super. 182 The witt of this, & that odd
Modernist, is their owne.

2. A supporter or follower of modern ways or

methods; in the iSth c., a maintainer of the

superiority of modern over ancient literature.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub ix. Wks. 1751 I. 138 That his [Mr.
Wotton s] Brain hath undergone an unlucky shake ;

which
even his Brother Modernists themselves, like Ungrates, do

whisper so loud, that it reaches up to the very Garret I am
now writing in. 1864 Daily Tel. 8 June, Those Guelphs
and Ghibellines of art, the modernists and the mediaevalists.

1874 RUSKIN Val D Arno (1886) 9 Behold, the Christians

despising the Dunce Greeks, as the Infidel modernists de

spise the Dunce Christians.

b. attrib. (quasi-o^ .)

1848 KINGSLEY Yeast v, That vile modernist naturalism is

creeping back even into our painted glass.
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3. In education, one who advocates the teaching
of modern subjects (including modem languages)
rather than that of the ancient classics.

1856 J. GROTE in Camb. Ess. 99 Let us survey the state of
the attack upon it [sc. classical study] first by Patriots, and
then by Modernists. 1905 Jrnl. Ednc. Apr. 266/1 The pre
sumption that the pure classicist would be degraded or con
taminated by admixture with thu modernist unregenerated
by Greek.

Modernity (mAiaumti). [ad. med.L. mo-
Jernitat-em ,

noun of quality f. modern-u$\ see

MODERN and -ITY. Cf. F. modernitt (Littr^).]
1. The quality or condition of being modern

;

modernness of character.

1627 HAKEWILL Apol. \. (1635) 192 Yea but I vilifie the

present times, you say, whiles I expect a more flourishing
State to succeed ; bee it so, yet this is not to vilifie modern
ity, as you pretend. 178* H. WALPOLE Let. to Cote 22 Feb.

(1858) VIII. 161 Now that the poems Ut. Chatterton s] have
been so much examined, nobody (that has an ear) can get
over the modernity of the modulations. 1796 K.GGE. Anonym.
(1809) 429 Macrobius is no good author to follow in point of

Latmity, partly on account of his modernity, and partly of
his foreign extraction. 1888 Athenaeum 31 Mar. 401/3
Those unlucky stumblings into modernity which some
archaizing translators do not avoid. 1904 MAY SINCLAIR
Div. Fire 415 My dear fellow, modernity simply means
democracy. And when once democracy has been forced on
us there s no good protesting any longer.

2. Something that is modem.
1753 H. WALPOLE Let. to Bentley Sept. (1857) II. 355 But

here is a modernity, which beats all antiquities for curiosity.
1884 Harper s Mag. Dec. So/i After he had , . arranged him
self in these modernities.

Modernization (m? dainaiz^-Jan). [f. MO
DERNIZE v. + -ATION.] The action or an act of

modernizing ;
the state of being modernized.

Also, a modernized version.

1770 GOUGH in Lett, to Granger 263 The Marquis of Win
chester s noble house at EngTetield has suffered by some
late modernizations. 18x8 HALLA.M Mid. A$es (1872) I. 150
We cannot always judge by the modernisation of a proper
name. 1830 W. TAYLOR /list. Sitrv. Germ. Poetry III. 317
The Birds is an abridgement, or modernization, of the

comedy of Aristophanes so entitled. 1895 C. R. B. BAK-
KLTT Surrey iv. 101 The town of Bletchmgley. .is, despite
borne modernization, an old-world spot.

Modernize (mp-dainaiz), v. [ad. F. modcm-
tser, f. modertte : see MODERN a. and -IZE.]
1. trans. To make or render modern ; to give a
modern character or appearance to

; esp. (a) to re

write ^an old text) in modern spelling or language ;

to change ^obsolete words, language, spelling) for

modern equivalents ; (b} to remodel and refashion

an ancient building.
1748 [implied in MODERNIZED ppl. a.]. 1752 FIELDING

Covcnt Card. Jrnl. n July, I have taken the liberty to mo
dernize the language. 1802 Brookes Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.y.
Russia^ The young generation are modernizing these antic

[^antique] vestments. 1818 Brathwatt^s Barnabces Jrnl.
Introd. 9 The text was modernized throughout. 1880 DIXON
Windsor III. xii. 116 No one ever dreamt of modernising
Surrey s lines. 1901 Daily Express 28 Feb. 5/3 The King
has decided to have Windsor Castle thoroughly modernised.

b. To bring about modern conditions in.

1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers, De Juventute^ Gun
powder and printing tended to modernise the world.

2. intr. To adopt modern customs, habits, ways,
or the like. rare.

1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1811) II. ii. 10 He scruples
not to modernize a little; but then you see, that it is in

compliance with the fashion, and to avoid singularity. iSoa
MRS. J. WEST Infidel Father I. 27 Mugjjleton had mo
dernized so far as to have a chitterlin tacked into his holland
shirt, a 1853 W. JAY Autobiog. xviii. (1855) 172 Several
new schools also, or to modernize colleges , for the sons
of the prophets, have been established.

Hence Mo demised///, a. ; Mo dernizing vbl,

sb. and ///. a.

1748 H. WALPOLE Let. to Montagu 25 July (1857) II. 119
The rest of the house is all modernised. 1824 J. WINTER-
BOTTOM Observ. Two Fr. Words 29 A very good modernized
edition of the Essays. 1869 FARRAR Fam.

Speech, ii, (1873)
77 The Lettish, spoken in Courland and Livonia, is only
a modernised form of Lithuanian. 1885 Atkenieum^ Apr.
533/2 Capt. Burton is justly severe on the unwarrantable

modernizing of Camoens. 1904 Biackw&amp;gt; Mag. Feb. 309/1
The modernising spirit has taken hold of the Statistical De
partment. 1905 Athemunt 19 Aug. 249/3 The Gatehouse
which gave entrance to the now modernized Council House.

Modernizer (mp-daanaizaa). [f. MODERNIZE v.

+ -EB !.] One who modernizes.

17390. WHITEHIELD in Lifet etc. (1756) 225 The Generality
of our Modernizers of Christianity. 1805 SOUTHEY in Ann.
Rev. III. 563 Not only the style, but the morals of the origi
nal, . .are vitiated by the French modernizers. 1886 POSNETT
Compar. Lit. 47 We expect the old harmony between earlier

sounds and ideas to be kept up by the moderniser.

b. One who desires to modernize education

by the elimination of *
classics

1889 A. SIDGWICK in Jrnl. Educ. Feb. 116 Before it was
the modernisers, asking, in view of needful modern subjects,
Is there time for classics?

Modernly (mfdajnli), adv. [f. MODERN a. +
-LY 2.]

1. In modern times. Now rare.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell, ii. (1628) 54 The honour as
well antiently as modernely of that great and noble nation.

1631 LITHCOW Trav. m. 87 Mount Ida, of old was called

Phelorita,. .but modernely Madura. 1756 TOLDERVY Hist.
3 Orphans II. 69 With deliberations, shorter than those

modernly used by the States General, a treaty of peace was
agreed upon. 1856 Ulster Jmt. Archxol. IV. 244 Bonaght
..was specially due on land modernly held bysorren tenure.

2. In a modern manner; after the fashion of

modern times.

1743 Lond. Mag. 35 To be modernly oolite, introduces

Extravagance. 1868 Morn.Star 29 June, The Latin original
reads to-day most modernly. 1887 Harper s Mag. July
315 Most modernly American as it is, it has a flavor one
tastes in travels of old times.

3. Comb.y as modernly-armed, written adjs.
1894 Westm. Gaz. 13 Oct. 5/1 The well-drilled and mo-

dernly-armed force which China can put in the field. 1905
Daily Chron. 28 Dec. 8/3 A modernly-written play.

Modernness (m^-daanines). [f. MODERN a. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being modern;
conformity to modern conditions or ideas.

1731 BAILEY vol. II, Modernness^ newness, the being of
late days. 18*5 W. COBBETT Rur. Rides (1885) II. 19 The
Bridewell, which from the modernness of its structure,

appears to be [etc.]. 1835 Fraser s Mag. XII. 650 Though
he should, .outlive his modernness as much as George Cole-
man the Younger has outlived his youth. 1874 MAHAFFY
Soc. Life Greece ix. 278 The fact remains a very curious

monument of the modernness of Attic life. 1905 A thcnxuin
16 Sept. 362/3 The modernness of thought shown in

Jevons s mode of handling his subject.

Moderschypp, -snip, obs. var. MOTHERSHIP.

Moderwort, obs. form of MOTHERWORT.
Iffodest (modest), a. [ad. F. modestet ad. L.

modest-its keeping due measure, moderate, modest,
f. *ttiodcs- a synonymous variant of wodo-, modus
measure : see MODE sb. Cf. Sp., Pg., It. modesto.}

-(
1. Well-conducted, orderly j not harsh or domi

neering, Obs.

1574 HELLOWES Gueuara s Fatu. Ep. (1577) 158 Your
Lordship ought to .. commaund your ministers of

justice.,
that they be milde, modest, and manerly ; for sometimes the
sorrowful Sutor doth more feele a rough word they speake,
then the iustice they dilate. 1611 BIBLE 2 Mace. iv. 37 The
sober and modest behauiour [TIJV (r&amp;lt;it$po(rvyr)v icai woAATjf

tuTo^iat-] of him that was dead. 165* SIR E. NICHOLAS in

.V. Papers (Camden) I. 320 He seems to be indeed a very
modest and discreet person.
2. Having a moderate or humble estimate of

one s own abilities or merits
;
disinclined to bring

oneself into notice; becomingly diffident or un

assuming ; unobtrusive, retiring, bashful ; not bold

or forward. Hence of actions and attributes : Pro

ceeding from or indicating these qualities.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Modesttis^ Adolescentia mo-

dcsiissima, very modest & sober youth. Ibid.
t
Modestus

1 itttu^ of modest and spbre countenance. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
ii. iv. 25 Resolue me with all modest haste, which way Thou
might st deserue, or they impose this vsage? 1653 WALTON
Angler ii. 51 You are so modest, that me thinks I may
promise to grant it before it is asked, a 1680 BUTLER
Rent. (1759) II. 213 Nothing renders Men modest, but a

just Knowledge how to compare themselves with others.

1710 PALMER Proverbs 187 Tho the modestest are not al

ways sure to be paid first, yet an impertinent dun is very
odious. 1712 BUDGELL Spect. No. 373 P 12 When they are
thus mixed and blended together, they compose what we
endeavour to express when we say a modest Assurance ;

by which we understand the just Mean between Bashfulness
and Impudence. 1748 CHESTEKK. Let. to Son 22 Feb., The
more you know, the modester you should be. 1781 COWPEK
Truth 68 He, Christian-like, retreats with modest mien.

1781 GIBBON Decl.
&amp;lt;$

F. xxxi. III. 223 In a modest and sup
pliant tone. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. vi, A light and modest
tap was heard at the parlour door. 1859 TENNYSON Idylls
Ded. 17 We see him as he moved, How modest, kindly, all-

accomplish d, wise. 1899 MARK TWAIN Man. that Cor-

rupted Hadleyburgi etc. (1900) 105 A little book, merely a
little book could words be modester? 1901 J. WATSON
Life of Master xxii. 202 Nathanael was a quiet, modest,
diffident, questioning person.

b. fig* Of things, sometimes with semi-personi
fication : Apparently retiring from observation,
not obtrusively conspicuous.
1786 BURNS To Mountain Daisy, Wee. modest, crimson-

tipped flow r, Thou s met me in an evil hour. 1830 J. G.
STRUTT Sytoa Brit. 73 Their delicate green changing to
modest brown. 111832 BRYANT Ytllow Violet 3 The yellow
violet s modest bell Peeps from the last year s leaves below.

3. Of women, their attributes and behaviour :

Governed by the proprieties of the sex ; decorous
in manner and conduct

;
not forward, impudent, or

lewd; shamefast . Hence (in later use also of

men), scrupulously chaste in feeling, language,
and conduct; shrinking from coarse or impure
suggestion.
a 1591 H. SMITH Prfpar. Mariage 32 He sayd not that

she was the wisest, . . nor the modestest wife in the world,
but the fittest wife for him in the world, a 1586 MONT-
GOMERIE Misc. Poems Ii. 9 The myildest may ;

the mekest,
and modest. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. H. 35 She modest was
in all her deedes and words, And wondrous chast of life.

1607 BEAUM. & FL. Woman-Hater v. v, Thou woman which
wert borne to teach men vertue, Faire, sweet, and modest
maid forgiue my thoughts. 1667 MILTON / . L. iv. 310 And
by her yeilded, by him best receivd, Yeilded with coy sub
mission, modest pride, And sweet reluctant amorous delay.
1697 DKVDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 288 Their modest Appetites,
Averse from Venus, fly the Nuptial Rites. 1711 STEELK
UMLMOh 154 F i, I am apt to believe (begging your Pardon)
that you are still what I my self was once, a queer modest
Fellow. Ibid. F 2, I found a sober modest Man was always
looked upon by both Sexes as a precise unfashioned Fellow
of no Life or Spirit. 1744 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 120

Every one that can give himself the Liberty to say Things
that shock a modester Person,, .mistakes Courage for Wit.

1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 408 The modest matron, and the blush
ing maid. 1781 COWPKK E.tpost, 48 Her women . . Forgot
the blush that virgin fears impart To modest cheeks, and
borrow d one from art. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxv, A

j
young woman.. whose countenance might be termed very

I
modest and pleasing in expression.

b. Of female attire : Decent, not meretricious.
1611 BIBLE i Tim. ii. ^ That women adorne ihembelues

in modest apparell [Gr. iv icaraoToA)] *co0&amp;gt;Ltu)].

j&quot;

C. Inoffensive to decency. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 301 Their waist is

circled with a peece of Callico, which makes them modest.

t d. Modest part : that part of the body which

modesty requires to be covered. Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 15 As a cover to their modest
parts, they gird themselves with a piece of raw leather, and
fasten a square fjiece . . to it. 1693 DRYDEN Persius iv. (1697)
460 The depilation of thy modest part.

4. Of or with reference to demands, statements,
estimates: Not excessive ; free from exaggeration,
moderate

;
not unduly exacting or importunate.

1601 R. JOHNSON Ktngd. $ Commit). (1603) 153 Some more
modest in writing affirme, that the Moscouite could leuie

150 thousand horse, c 1616 FLETCHER Thierry fy Theod. n.

i, I haue in the relation of my wrongs Bene modest. 16*3
T. SCOT Highw. God 35 There is nothing practised in our

Church, but that which finds allowance and approbation
from the modestest and learnedest of their side. 1652 BOYLE

; IVks. (1772) I. p. 1, In less than a year, of which not the
least part was usurped by frequent sicknesses and journies,

by furnaces, and by (which is none of the modestest thieves
of lime) the conversation of young ladies. 1708 ADUJSON
Pres. St. War 5 During the last four Years, by a modest

Computation there have been brought into Brest above six

Millions Sterling in Bullion. 1781 COWPEK Conversat. 889
Held within modest bounds, the tide of speech Pursues the
course that truth and nature teach. 1792 BURKE Corr.

(1844) III. 370 This is not the less modest and peaceable
for being clear, open, and manly.
5. Of things : Unpretentious in appearance, style,

; magnitude, or amount.
1770 GOLDSM. Des. VUl. 140 There. .The village preacher s

modest mansion rose. 1813 RUTTER Fonthill 7 Surprised
by the modest pretensions of the entrance, 1840 |&amp;gt;ee

, QUENCHER b]. 1842 MRS. GORE Fascin. 18 Dominique
boasted a modest annuity of about fifty pistoles. 1856
THACKERAY Christmas Bks. (1872; 66 They set up a carriage

the modestest little vehicle conceivable. 1870 DICKENS
E. Drood viii, And then I step into my modest share in

the concern. 1886 Pall Mall G. 31 July 3/1 For the modest
sum of 6d. 1887 RUSKIN Prasterita II. 147 Modest gardens,
and farm-dwelling houses.

6. Comb*
t
as modest~likt

t -looked^ -looking^ -seem~

\ ing adjs.
1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 517 Her *modest-like bash-

fulnes. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. i. 68 Never trust a
*modest-lookt Stallion.

^ 1818^ SCOTT Hrt. Midi, v, A
*
modest-looking, fair-haired girl. 1864 A. McKAY Hist.
Kilmarnock 191 A plain, modest-looking structure. 1728-46
THOMSON Spring 989 The enticing smile, the &quot;modest-

seeming eye.

Modestines, erron. variant of MODESTNESS.

t Mode stious. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MODESTY +

-ous.] Modest, chaste in habits.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. ix. E iij b, The women be
modestiouse & in the townes Si church they couer them self.

iMo destless,&amp;lt;z. Obs. rare 1
, [f. MODEST a.

+ -LESS.] Destitute of modesty.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Barias i. i. 410 Alas ! how falthlesse

and how modest-lesse Are you.

Modestly (mp destli), adv. [f. MODEST a. +
-LY 2.] In a modest manner.

fL Without exaggeration, excess, or importu
nity; with due measure, moderately; with reserve.

1561 DAUS tr. Bulttnger on Apoc. (1573) 36 After he [the

Lord] speaketh modestly, least uy exasperating ouer much
the sinne and errour in the faythfull, he should trouble
their myndes and discourage them vtterly. 1579 GOSSON
Sck. Abuse Ded. (Arb.) 17 liuery man fedde modestly on
that whiche stoode before him. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo*s
Civ. Conv. II. (1586) 99 A prince . . must use his authorise
modestlie. 1606 SHAKS. /V.

&amp;lt;$

Cr. iv. v. 222 Modestly I

thinke, The fall of euery Phrygian stone will cost A drop
. of Grecian blood. 1674 TEMPLE Let. Ld. Chamberlain
Wks. 1720 II. 317 He believes the Point of Predestination
the firmest that ever any body did, and laughs at any of

them, that speak modestly of it. i?ia STEELE Spect. No.
280 F 3 Shewing how forcible it was to speak Modestly of

your own Wants. 1735 SWIFT Let. to Dk. Dorset 30 Dec..

|

I desired you would Testow a preferment of one hundred
and fifty pounds a year to a certain clergyman. Your an
swer was, that I asked modestly.
2. Without self-conceit or presumption ; not arro

gantly or obtrusively.
1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 738 He modestly aunswered,

most noble and redoubted Lorde, this [etc.). 1599 SHAKS.
, Muck Ado ii. iit. 216, I could wish _he would modestly
examine himselfe, to see how much he is vnworthy to haue

!

so good a Lady. 1638 MAYNE Lucian (1664) 335 Vet ihcbe

speak much modestlyer then the Thebans, who derive them
selves from a serpents tooth sown. 1690 DRYDEN Don
Sebast. Pref. (1693) 23, I think I may modestly conclude,
that whatever errors there may be, . . they are not those

1

which have been objected to it. 1781 COWPER Convcrsat.

485 Know then, and modestly let fall your eyes, . . That air

i

of insolence affronts your God. 1837 MARKYAT Fere. Kccne
\ x, He hoped I was a good boy, which being compelled to

be my own trumpeter. I very modestly declared I was.

1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. n. ii. 92 Togrul
kissed the ground, and waited modestly, till he was led to

the throne,

3. With womanly modesty ; decently.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays I oy. u. xxv. 66 The

women being. . richly apparrelled, yet doe weare the same
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modestly. 1593 SHAKS. i Hen. VI&amp;gt;
v. iii. 179 Mar. Such

commendations as becomes a Maide, A Virgin, and his

Seruant, say to him. Sitf. Words sweetly plac d and mo-

dest[l]ie directed. 1847 C BRONTE J. Eyre vii, The hair

to be arranged closely, modestly, plainly.

4. Comb. (cf. MODERATELY b).

1870 RUSKIN Lect. Art ii. (1875)41 No modestly-tempered
..thinker would now take upon himself to decide.

ModestneSS (mp-destnes). Now rare. Also
6 modestines. [f.

MODEST a. + -NESS.] Modesty.
1546 LANGLKY Pol. Verg. De Invent, n. ii. 36 b, A Kynge

. .which attained to that dignitie by no ambicion or favour

but by a singular wyt & sober modestines. 1548 R. HUT-
TEN Sum of Diuinitie B Hj b, Thys precept conteineth ex

cellent vertues, y: is to saye diligence in obeyng, doinge our

vocacion, modestnes, pitie toward our parentes y common
welth & such like vertues. 1638 H. RIDER Horace s Epodes
xi, Then my modestness shall give o er to strive.

Modesty (mp desti). Also 6-7 modestie.

[a. F. modestie or ad. L. modestia, f. modestits

MODEST a.]

fl. Moderation; freedom from excess or exag
geration; self-control; clemency, mildness of rule.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xxv, Modestie ; whiche worde nat

beinge knowen in the englisshe tongue, ne of al them which
under stode latin, except they had radde good autours,

they improprely named this vertue discretion. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay^s Voy. i. xviii. 21 He gouerned
with all modestie to the great contentment of the inhabi-

tauntes. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shreiv Induct. L 04, I am
doubtfull of your modesties, Least . . You break into some
merry passion. 1601 Jitl. C. in. i. 213 The Enemies of

Caesar, shall say this : Then, in a Friend, it is cold Modestie.

1639 FULLER Holy War in. vn. (1647) 120 Richard refused
.. to strip poDre mariners out of those rags of their estates

wch the mercie and modestie of the waves and winds had
left them. 1756 BURKE Vind, Nat. Sac. Wks. 1842 I. 20
Thus are we running in a circle, without modesty, and with
out end, and making one errour and extravagance an excuse
for the other. 1781 GIBBON Decl. % F. xxxi. III. 192 The
modesty of Alaric was interpreted . . as a sure evidence of
his weakness and fear.

ironical. 1839 SOUTHEY Lett. 18 Feb., I am likely to
recover something from Baldwin and Cradock. The trus
tees of their affairs had the modesty to expect that I should
receive a dividend of one shilling in the pound [etc.],

2. The quality of being modest, or having a
moderate opinion of oneself; reserve springing
from an unexaggerated estimate of one s qualities;
freedom from presumption, ostentation, arrogance,
or impudence, t On a modesty, from a feeling of

modesty.
553 T* WILSON Rhet. 19 b, Modestie is an honest shame-

fastnesse. 1601 HOLLAND /Y/My I. 172 Augustus Caesar.,

expressely forbad that the Poeme of Virgil should be burned,
notwithstanding that he by his last wil and testament on a

modesty [orig. contra testamenti eius verecundia&amp;gt;n\ gaue
order to the contrary. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 289 There
is a kinde [of] confession in your lookes

; which your mo
desties haue not craft enough to color. 1681 LUTTRELL
Brief Rel. (1857) I- *&amp;gt;2 They would trust to his own
modesty. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 231 r 4 An Excess
of Modesty obstructs the Tongue. 171* STEELE ibid. No.
350 f 2 Modesty is the certain Indication of a great Spirit.

XT79-8i JOHNSON L. P., Addison Wks. III.
4_6 By the influ

ence of Mr. Montague, concurring, . . with his natural mo
desty, he was diverted from . . entering into holy orders. 1802
Med. Jrnl. VIII. 366 A desire which perhaps proceeds
from too much modesty, and a mistaken deference for

others. 1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 6 True modesty does not
consist in an ignorance of our merits, but in a due estimate
of them.

fb. Humility (towards God). Obs. rare.
XSS7 ^- T. (Geneva) Acts xx. 19 Seruyng the Lord with

all modestie [Gr. ^lerd irtunjs TaTreivwfrpovvvris ].

t c. Deferential feeling. Obs.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. r. i, There is a way of

winning more by loue And vrging of the modestie, then
feare. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 77 Arguments from
Humane Authority generally shew better in Rhetorick then

Logick, and press the modesties of men more then their

judgments.
td. Shame, confusion. Obs.

1594 LYLY Moth, Bomb. HI. i, I can neither without danger
smother the fire, nor without modestie disclose my furie.

3. Womanly propriety of behaviour ; scrupulous
chastity of thought, speech, and conduct (in men
or women) ;

reserve or sense of shame proceeding
from instinctive aversion to impure or coarse sug
gestions.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus s. v., Moaestia,.. Virginalis tno-

destia, Maydenly modestie & shamefastnes. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. i. ii. 55 Maides, in modesty, say no, to that,
Whiph they would haue the profferer construe, I. 1610

Temp. in. i. 53 By my modestie (The iewell in my dower)
I would not wish Any Companion in the world but you.
1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry i. i, To gaine their

fauors, Our chastest dames put off their modesties. 1671
CLARENDON Dial. Tracts (1727) 288 You talk of modesty:
there hath been no man seen to blush in the court since the

king s return. 1691 HARTCLIFFE Virtues 201 In the case
therefore of Conversation in general, and especially of that,
which is mixt, Male and Female together, we must put on
such a Modesty, as may guard our Virtue. 1699 ADDISON
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 294 A place . . where Modesty
is so very scarce that I think I have not seen a Blush since

my first landing at Calais. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 6/3
When Modesty ceases to be the chief Ornament of one
Sex, and Integrity of the other. Society is upon a wrong
Basis. Ibid. No. 154 F 2 My character for Modesty was
so notorious . . that I resolved to shew my new Face in

new Quarters. 1717-46 THOMSON Summer 1334 Check d,
at last, By love s respectful modesty. 1869 LECKY Europ.
Mor. (1877) II. 319 The sister of St. Gregory of Nyssa was

afflicted with cancer in her breast, but could not bear that a

surgeon should see it, and was rewarded for her modesty
by a miraculous cure. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 8/2

They have no conception of the western idea of modesty,
and go freely about in their nude simplicity .

b. A kind of veil for the concealment of the

bosom (see quots.). In full modesty-bit, -piece.

1713 ADDISON Guard. No. 118 P3 A narrow Lace., which
runs along the upper part of the Stays before . . and being
as it were a part of the Tucker, . . is therefore . . called the

Modesty-Piece. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 289 Sometimes the
Stomacher rises almost to the chin, and a modesty-bit serves
the purpose of a ruff; at other times but halfway, and the

modesty is but a traasparent shade to the beauties beneath.

vfiq Loiterer No. 32. n Their handkerchiefopened on either

side, and left between it a space of at least eight inches,
which was occupied, not covered, by a bit of narrow lace,
a part of the Ladies dress which I have since heard called
a Modesty piece, c 1800 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 207A modesty they all must have, If ne er a smock they wear, O.
trans/. 1783 Ann. Reg. 11. 14 The females [of Sumatra],

before they are of an age to be clothed have what may not
be inaptly termed a modesty-piece, being a plate of silver
in the shape of a heart hung before.

4. Unpretentious character (of things), rare.

1906 Blackvj. Mag. Apr. 494/1 The straitness of their sur

roundings, the modesty of their homes may better be ima
gined than described.

Hence fMo destyz-. (nonce-ivd.^to throw away
by prudery.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 42 Twice already have

you, my dear, if not oftener, modesty d away such oppor
tunities as you ought not to have slipt. Ibid. 55 You ..

have accused me ofhaving modesty d away, as you phrase
it, several opportunities of

l&amp;gt;eing Being what, my dear?

Modi, obs. form of MOODY.
Modia tion. Hist. [ad. late L. modiatidn-em

a measuring by the MODIUS.] A toll or tax on wine.
1661 BLOUMT C&t*4r. (ed. 2.

, Mediation, a measuring by
the Bushel

;
Also a measuring of liquid things. 1738 TOVEY

Anglia fud. 63 That they shou d be free throughout Eng
land and Normandy, of all Custom, Tolls, and Mediations
of Wine.

Modicity (m^di siti). rare. [a. F. modicite
,

ad. med.L. moduitai~em, f. L. modictts moderate:
see next.] Moderateness.
1611 CoTGR. t Modicitfi modicitie, mode ratenesse, mean-

nesse, Httlenesse. 1623 tr. Famine s Tlicat. Hon. in. iv. -^62

And those lewels or Gifts .. were not set down in the In-

uentarie, after the Husbands decease, according to the
modicitie of the price, or small value of the things then

giuen. x88i H.JAMES Portr. Lady II. iv. 53 Mrs. Touchett
. . found compensation for the darkness of her frontage in

the modicity of her rent.

Modicum (mp*dik#m). Also 7 mod(d)icom(e,
[a. L., neut. sing, of modicns moderate, f. mod-its

measure : see MODE sb]
1. A small quantity or portion ;

a moderate or
limited amount. (Often qualified by little or small.}
a. of food and the like.

In quot. 1609 app_.
a slang term for something eaten in

order to provoke thirst .

c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. n. ( Town fy C. Mouse} xi,
Ane modicum is mair for till allow, Sua that gude will be
caruer at the dais, Than thrawin vult and mony spycit
mais. 1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 252 Age seeketh rather
a Modicum for sustenaunce, then feastes for surfets. 1605
ARMIN Foole vpon F. (1880) 24 There was no boote to bid
runne for drams to driue downe this vndisguested moddi-
come. 1609 DEKKER Gvts Horne-bke. Procem. 4 Lay open
all thy secrets, & y* mystical Hieroglyphick of Rashers ath

coales, Modicums & Shooing homes, a 1670 HACKET Abp.
Williams i. (1693) 74 ^at ll UP a^i or not a whit, for a
Modicum will Gnpe the Belly. 17*5 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s. v. Treacle* Drink a small Modicum of good Wine upon
it. 1859 TROLLOPE West Indies iii. (1860) 42 With the cup
of coffee comes a small modicum of dry toast. 1875 H. C.
WOOD Therap. (1879)306 It is probable that but a modicum
of the poison was absorbed.

b. of money or other property.
1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 8 There s a little

modicum more, porter, for making thee stay. 1628 BURTON
Anat. Mel. n. iii. v. (ed. 3) 316 As Alcumists spend that
small modicum [ed. 2, 1624 that little] they haue to get
gold. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. clxxxv. 784 It may also

import some parcell of Land or acquisition of some modicum
by the decease of a Kinsman, a

1734 NORTH Exam. L iii.

123 (1740) 203 Upon Search of his Pockets, there was
found his ordinary Modicum of Guineas. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones v. viii, St. Paul hath taught me to be content
with the little I have. Had the modicum been less, I should
have known my duty. 1875 MLAREM Serni. Ser. n. L 14
A true, lofty life may be lived with a very small modicum.

c. gen.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. n. i. 74 What modicums of wit he

vtters. 1606 HIERON Wks. I. 59 So you must euen giue all,
euen for one little modicum of hearty obedience to the truth.
1620 VENNER Via. Recta vii. 115 They are also cooling, not
withstanding the modicum of heate in them. 1675 EVELYN
Terra (1676) 30 Such [Earth] as having a modicum of
Loam naturally rising with it, to entertain the moisture,
does neither defile the Fingers, nor cleave much to the
Spade. 1781 COWPER Con-versat. 2 Though nature weigh
our talents, and dispense To ev ry man his modicum of
sense. 1858 BRIGHT Sp. Reform 27 Oct. (1868) II. 22 And
no law can pass, not the smallest modicum of freedom
or of justice come to you, until [etc.J. 1874 W. E. HALL
Rights &amp;lt;$

Duties Neutrals H. ii. 64 To possess any force at

all, it must possess a modicum of armament, 1878 STUBBS
Const. Hist. III.

(
xix. 371 The monastic and other schools

placed some modicum of learning within reach of all.

f2. Jocularly applied to a person of small

stature. Also, more or less disparagingly, to a
woman (cf,/r, bit}. Obs.

1611 MIDDLE-TON & DEKKER tfexmXf Girl i. (///. ,
I haue

culled out for him. .a daintier bit or modicome then any lay
vpon his trencher at dinner. 1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan
II. i, Marc. Where are you? You Modicum, you Dwarfe?
Mari. Here, Giantesse, here. 1632 SHIRLEY Love in Maze
v. iv, Heaven bless your worship, and the sweet-faced
modicum in your company.

Modifiability (mp:dif3i,abi liti). [f. next : see

-ITY.] Capability of being modified.
1840 J. H. GREEN Vital Dynamics 57 The principle of

organic modifiability and unity of composition. 1856 LYELL
in Darwin*s Life fy Lett. (1887) II. 83, I foresee that many
will go over to the indefinite modifiability doctrine. 1862
H. SPENCER First Princ. n. xiii. | 104(1875) 302 The struc
tural modifiability of a child is greater than that of an adult
man.

Modifiable (nydifoiiab l), a. [f.
MODIFY v.

+ -ABLE.J That can be modified.
1611 COTGR., Modifiable, modifiable, qualifiable. (11704

LOCKE Exam. Malebranche 10 Wks. 1714 III. 4-32 It

appears to me more difficult to conceive a distinct visible

Image in the uniform unvariable Essence of God, than in

variously modifiable Matter. 1840 J. H. GREEN Vital

Dynamics 76 Man has the most modifiable organs of mo-
lion. 1889 Scottish Leader 16 Feb. 5/3 The whole case

may have been modifiable by the decisions of the Commis
sion now sitting.

Hence Mo clifiableness.

1873 MORLEY Rousseau I. 145 This belief .. of the ea=,y
modifiableness of a society in the hands of an energetic

lawgiver. 1888 Pop. Set. Monthly May 117 Buflbn, who
contended for the modifiableness of species.

Modificabi lity. rare. [Formed as next +

-ITY.] Modifiability.
1827 COLERIDGE Table-t. 12 Mar., Internal or mental

energy and external or corporeal modificability are in in*

ver-e proportions. 1883 ROMANES Ment. Evol. Aniui.
xviii. 2Si An argument against the modificability of instinct

by natural selection.

Modificable, a. rare-*, [ad. L. type *modi-

flcdbil-is, f. modific&re to MODIFY: see -ABLE.]
Modifiable.

1721 in BAILEY. 1755 JOHNSON, Modificalle. diversifiable

by various mode*;.

Modificand [mp-difiksend). rare&quot;
1

, [ad. L.

modificand-us, gerundive of modificare to MODIFY.]
Something that is to be modified.

01832 BENTHAM Language Wks. 1843 VIII. 317/2 In this

way, modificative clauses in any number may be made to

precede, and by that means exclusively attach upon one
and the same modificand.

t Modificate, v. Ols, [f. L. modificat-, ppl.
stem ofmodific&re to MODIFY.] trans. To modify ;

to limit, restrict; to distinguish with a specific
mode of being or specific characteristics

;
to differ

entiate into various modes or forms of existence.

16*5 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. iii. (1635)48 A Philo

sopher ought to distinguish betwixt that which giues them
a power to moue, and that which limits and modificates the

action. 1660 R. SHERINGHAM King s Snprem. Asserted
viii. (1682) 73 Although they do not diminish Majesty,, .yet

they do diversly qualifie and modificate it.

Hence fModificated ///. a.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comw. Angells 29 To see God . . evi

dently, clearely, ..without a straitened and modificated

vision. 1659 PEARSON Creed vL (1662) 312 And he shall

reignfor ever and ever, not only to the modificated eternity
of his Mediator-ship, . . but also to the complete eternity of

the duration of his humanity. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. S?st.
i. v. 35. 870 The modificated Lives of animals and men,
as such, according to them [are] accidental things.

Modification (mfxlifik^J jan). [a. F. medi/ua-
.in Hatz.-I)arm.),orad.L. modification-

em ^ n. of action f. modificare^ -art to MODIFY.]
1. The action of limiting, qualifying, or toning
down (a statement, etc.) ;

a limitation, restriction,

or qualification. (Tends to merge in sense 3.)

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. iii. (1632) 459 So that it is

naturally a paine unto mee, to communicate my selfe by
halves, and with modification. 1626 DONNE Serm. Ixviii.

(1640) 691 He that beleeves not every Article of the Chris

tian faith,. .Damnabitur (no modification, no mollification,

no going lesse). He shal be damned. 1657 HAWKE Killing
is M. 49 Mariana . . approves the killing of Princes by
poison . . yet always with this modification, that it is better

to poison a Tyrant in his chair, or in his habit, . . then to

poison his drink. 1660 R. COKE Power fy Subj. 221 The
Commissions and Bulls of the Popes Legate are . . to be . .

published with such cautions and modifications as that

.ied, without any c

ever. 1881 LOCKVER in Nature No. 616. 367 We find that

the general statement requires a very considerable amount
of modification.

f b. ? Appeasing, mollifying. Obs.

1656 FIN-ETT For. Ambass. 48 The French Ambassador

[having taken offence] . . was entertained by one or two Lords

of the Bed-Chamber . . with as satisfactory reasons as they
could frame for diversion, but with little effect, though Sir

Thomas Edmons . . were {together with the Master of the

Ceremonies) sent to him immediatly after to the same pur

pose of modification.

f2. Philos. a. The bringing of a thing into a

particular mode of existence; determination of

a substance into a particular mode or modes of

being ;
differentiation into a variety of forms

or * modes . Obs. (merged in 3).

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv.xvii.2i7 After

the cyrcumstaunces and modyfycacyon of mortaJl synne.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. in. vi. 191 If men contend

about the terme specification . . 1 can .. substitute in the
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room thereof a terme equivalent thereto in point of efficace,

namely, modification, which is used by our acute Dr. Sam.
Ward. 1693 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ii. 14 If these powers of

Cogitation, and Volition, and Sensation, are neither inherent

in Matter as such, nor acquirable to Matter by any motion
and modification of it. 1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra. \\.\\. 26.

40 The Use hereof [sc. of Sense], being only to minister to

the Modification of Life in the Vital Principle, wherein the

Essence of Sense doth consist. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON

Metapk.v\\\. (1859) 1. 150 The word modification is properly
the bringing a thing into a certain mode of existence, but

it is very commonly employed for the mode of existence

Itself.

tb. The form of existence which belongs to

a particular object considered as a determina

tion of some wider entity or substance ; one of the

particular or concrete forms into which a substance

or entity is differentiated ;
a mode *

or variety of

being (cf. MOPE sb. 6). Ohs.

The philosophical conception having lost currency, the

expression is obsolete both in philosophical and in general

use, or is merged in sense 4.

1664 H. MORE Myst, Iniq.^Apol, 408 There is no Specifical

change in the most contrary modifications of Matter ima

ginable, but onely Accidental. 1665 GLANVILL Def. Van.

Dogm. 21 There is no way then of defending the assertion

of the souls being matter, or any modification of it. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xiii. 4 Each different distance is a
different modification of space. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1834) I. 17 Disposition, configuration, and motion, are not

substances, but accidents in ancient dialect, or modifications

according to modern philosophers. 1779-81 JOHNSON Z../*.,

Pope Wks. IV. 72 His Characters of AIen t
written with

close attention to the operations of the mind and modifica

tions of life. 1836-7 [see 2]. 1841 D IsRAKLt Amen. Lit.

(1867) 128 New modifications of thought create new modes
of expression.

3. The action of making changes in an object
without altering its essential nature or character;
the state of being thus changed ; partial alteration.

1774 BURKE Amer. 7.r. Wks. II. 402 Sir, a partial repeal,

or, as the bon ton of the court then was, a modification^
would have satisfied a timid, unsystematic, procrastinating

Ministry. 1835 SOUTHEY Doctorc\\\. 111.305 It is a curious
instance of the modification which words undergo in differ

ent countries. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. n.

i. 71 Here again was a very powerful instrument in modi
fication of their national character. 1859 PARWIN Orig.

Spec. i. (1873) 5 Our oldest domesticated animals are still

capable of rapid improvement or modification. 1860 TVN-
DALL Glac. i. i. 7 It required but a slight modification of
our plans.

4. The result of such alteration ;
a modified

form, a variety. (Cf. sense 2 b.)
1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 6 The chief, .of all signes is. .

Humane voice, and the several modifications thereof by the

Organs of Speech, viz. the Letters of the Alphabet. 1704
NEWTON0;tm*(i79x) 103 And therefore theseColours areto
be derived from some other Cause than the new Modifica
tions of Light by Refractions and Shadows. 1821 CRAIG
Lect. Drawing \\\. 142 Together with blue, red, yellow, and
their modifications and combinations. 18*3 J. BADCOCK
DOM. Amusem. 24 The acid of wood in its original state,
or the acetate of lime, which is its next modification. 1823
H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 96 The secondary forms
of crystals have been explained to consist of modifications
of the primary, occasioned by decrements on some of their

edges or angles. 1857 MILLRR Elem. Chem.^ Org. (1862)
iv. i. 265 Stearin may exist in three modifications, each
of which has a different fusing point. 1867 H. MACMILLAN
Bible Teach, vii. (1870) 130 All the parts of a plant, from
the seed to the blossom, are mere modifications of a leaf.

6. a. Scots Law. The action of assessing or

awarding a legal payment ; esp. the determination

of the amount of a parish minister s stipend. (Cf.
MODIFY v. 5.)
1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 665 That he sail satisfie,

content and pay all personis skaythit or hurt in thatr gudis
be him. .at the jugement, sicht, discretioun, and modifica

tioun of Johnne Erskin of Dun. 1578 Ibid. Ill, 30 The

ordjnar assignationis of the stependis of the ministre con-
tenit in the yeirlie buke of the modificatioun. 1595 Extracts
Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 109 For payment of his vnlaw

according to the modificatioun of the consall. 1838 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Locality^ The decree of the Teind

Court, modifying a stipend to a minister from the teinds

of the parish, is called a decree of modification.

b. Law. A limitation or conditioning of the

holding of property.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2} IV. 13 An agreement to make

some future disposition or modification of real property.

6. Gram. a. Qualification or limitation of the

sense of one word, phrase, etc. by another ; an
instance or result of this.

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Modificative^ Nouns, and
verbs.. are susceptible of divers circumstances or modifica
tions. 1845 Encycl. Metro}, I. 70/3 In all these instances,
it is obvious, that the attribute expressed by the adjective

undergoes some modification from the adverb.

b. Alteration of a vowel by umlaut ; an
instance or result of this.

1845 J. M. KEMBLE in Proc. PJiilol Soc. II. 136 This

operation, for which we have no name, is known in Germany
by that of Umlaut . . : we must content ourselves with the

very insufficient rendering modification . Ibid.^ These
modifications remain, even though the vowel that caused
them should have perished by lapse of time. Ibid. 141 The
long w, and its modification y. 1889 Pall Mall G. 22 Jan.
1/3 Why . . cannot the reader of the Revue look after the

correct spelling
of the German text? The signs of the

modification are wanting in almost every case.

7. Mits, ? = meantone temperament (see MEAN
TONE).
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1811 BUSBY Diet. Mits. (ed. 3), Modification, a term applied
to that temperament of the sounds of instruments whose
tones are fixed, which gives a greater degree of perfection
to one key than another, and produces between them a cha
racteristic difference, as in organs, harpsichords, and piano
fortes.

Modificative (m^-difik^tiv), a, and sb. [ad.
med.L. modificdtiv-us, f. ppl. stem of L. modificare
to MODIFY : see -ATIVE. Cf. F. modificatif^ -ive

(i8th c.).] a. adj. That has the property of

modifying, b. sb. Something that modifies ; a

modifying word or clause.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Gen. (1662) i. sgThe Spirit ofTruth
it self, where Numbers and Measures are concerned, useth

the aforesaid Modificatives [ almostV very nigh ]. 1685
H. MORE Paralip. Prophet. 487 And though it be true that

the Settlement of the Reformation is a further Perfection

added thereto, yet that is but a modificative Addition to it,

but that which is the main, the form and substance of the

Reformation was before. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Alodi-

ficative^ something that modifies, or gives a thing a certain

manner of being, /bid., This last kind of words, which
serve to modify nouns and verbs, since they have no general
name in the common grammars, he [Buffier] chuses to call

modificatives. a 1833 BENTHAM Langitage Wks. 1843 VIII.

317/2 In this case put the modificative clause before the

clause intended to be modified.

Modificator (mp din ktfitai). rare. [a. L.

modificatort agent-n. f. modificdre to MODIFY.]
&amp;gt;= MODIFIER. Also (repr. Sp. modificador) a

member of a political party in Spain c 1823 which
advocated the modification as opposed to the

abolition of the constitution.

1824 U estw. Rev. Apr. 325 The drift of this gross policy
was too obvious; yet with it he aimed to satisfy the modi-
ficators. 1889 Science 8 Nov. 318/1 Sulphuretted hydrogen,
a modificator of the skin and of mucous membranes.

Modificatory (m^difik^tori), a. [f. prec. +
-ORT -.] Modifying ; tending to modify.
1824 n estm. Ret . Apr. 318 The modificatory party in

Spain believed that the epoch of triumph was now at hand.
1861 MAX MTLLER Set. Lang. Ser. i. viii. 297 In Turkish. .

all modificatory syllables are placed at the end of the root.

1864 Ibid. Ser. u. vii. (1868) 326 Here j and dh are

clearly modificatory letters.

Modified (jnp-difaid),///. a. [f. MODIFY v.+
-ED l.l In senses of the verb : Limited, altered,

qualified, etc. Modified logic : see quot 1837-8.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Latw Arms (S.T.S.) 126 Vassallis

ar behaldyn to thair baroun in speciale jurisdiccioun modi-

fyit, and to the king in generate. 1668 Min. Baron Crt.
Stitchill (1905) 53 Three punds sevin shillings for the

modified pryce thereof. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xviii.

7 The mimes, which in several arts have been . . applied
to several complex ideas of modified actions. 1837 DIS
RAELI Venetia \\, H, An uncertain light, or rather modified

darkness, that seemed the sky. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON
Logic iv. (1860) I. 60 What I have called Modified Logic is

identical with what Kant and other philosophers have deno
minated Applied Logic {Ange^vandte Logik, Logica af&amp;gt;pli-

cata). 1845 Proc. fkilol. Soc. II. 166 The modified word
is not, as with us, the predicate or qualifying noun, but
the subject or leading one. 1845 M CCULLOCH Taxation \.

\. (1852) 61 Proprietors of estates subject to a variable land-

tax have, in fact, only a modified right of property in them.
1868 OUSELEY Harmony xv. 175 We may also take the
third below, . . and thus get a new bass, or as it is called,
a modified bass. 1866 HUXLEY Physiol. xiL (1869) 314 The
crystalline lens is composed of fibres which are the modified
cells of the epidermis.

Modifier (m^rdifoiai). [f.
MODIFY v. + -ER!.]

One who or a thing which modifies (see the vb.).

1583 Acts Gen. Assemb. Ch. Scotl. (Maitland Cl.) II.

636 A request sail be made to the modifiers for that effect.

1587 Ibid. 726 The brethren agreeth, that certane of their

number be adjoyned with the Lords
Modifiers,

to perfyte
the assignations of this present year. i68a H. tftbttj4ftM0A
GtanvilCs Lux O. 108 That universal Spirit of Nature is

most certainly the \iover of the Matter of the World, and
the Modifier thereof. 1757 HUME Nat. Hist. Relig. vi. in

Four Diss. 47 That a limited deity . . should in the end be

represented as sovereign maker and modifier of the uni
verse. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. (Low) xxi. 474 A powerful
modifier of climate is the latent heat of vapour in the air.

1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man, ii. 26 A third construction

[sc. of sentences] is common . . ; the modifier after the
modified. 1868 G. MACDONALD R. Falconer I. 243 We
shall have . . more modifiers and completers, and fewer in

ventors. 1890 A tit/tony s Photogr. Bull. III. 372 Colored
media recommended as screens or modifiers of the light.

Modify (m^-difai), v. Also 4-7 rnodefle,

-fy(e. [a. F. modifier (i4th c,), ad. L. modificare,
art to limit, moderate, f. mod-its MODE : see -FY.]

1 1. trans. To limit, restrain, keep within bounds
and measure. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 157 A king after the reule is holde
To modifie and to adresce Hise yiftes upon such largesce
That he mesure noght excede. Ibid. 233 The reule of

Policie, Wherof a king schal modefie The fleisschly lustes

of nature, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 341/1 Modyfyyn, or settyn

yn mene cowrse of resone.

t b. To appease, assuage. Obs.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas ix. xxxi[i]. (1494) G iij b, Tyrauntys
hertis thys vertue doth appese, Modefyeth their cruell fell

wodenesse. 1433 St. Edmund u. 857 Thus kan the lord

.. The rage of beestis appese and modifie. 1546 LANGLEY
Pol. I

7
erg. De Invent. \. xi. 21 b, [Orpheus] by tne swetenes

of his armony delited and modefied the grosse hartis and
rude myndes of men.

t C. refl. To control one s feelings. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 639/2, I modyfye, I temperate,/? me modifie.
. .What thoughe he speke a hastye worde you music mody
fye your selfe.

MODIFY.

2. To alter in the direction of moderation or

lenity; to make less severe, rigorous, or decided;
to qualify, tone down, moderate. (Tends to merge
in the wider sense 4.)
c 1386 CHAUCER KntSs T. 1684 Wherfore to shapen ^at

they shal nat dye He wolde his firste purpos modifye. 1426
LYDC. DeGuil. Pilgr. 24376, I. .prayed hym..that he wold

..modefyen his vengeaunce, and to with-drawe his luge-
ment. c 1480 HENKYSON Test. Cress. 299 The pane of

Cresseid for to modify. 1509 HAXVES Past. Pleas, xxxiv.

(Percy Soc.) 174 Your hasty dome loke that ye modefy.
1610 DONNE P$eudo iartyr 184 For so Mariana modefies
his Doctrine, that the Prince should not execute any Clergy
man, though hee deserue it. 1756 BURKE Subl. ty B. iv.

xxv, The great has terrour for its basis ; which, when it is

modified, causes that emotion in the mind, which I have
called astonishment. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.

(1837) X. 382 Upon the whole I conceive that it would be
best for the court to modify their sentence. 1819 BYRON

yuan n. Ixiii, They did their best to modify their case.

1859 LAXG Wand. India 402 There is generally a light
breeze to modify the heat. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey II.

264 In fairy tales .. inconsistencies are .. modified and
softened down. 1873 Miss BKADDON Milly Darrell xii, I

suppose that medicine was intended to modify those attacks

of sickness from which she has suffered so much.

3. a. Philos. To determine (a substance or other

entity) into a particular mode or modes ; to give

(an object) its particular modality or form of being.
a 1643 S. WARD in Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. in. vL 191 That

the previous Concurse of God, as the first cause, doth accord

ing to its mode modifie and determine al the actions of

second causes. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. m. vi. 190 He
doth by a particular efficacious concurse so modifie and
determine the entitative act, as that the natural specifica
tion and individuation thereof may be ascribed to him as

the God of Nature. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Modify,.*
In Philosophy, to give the Modality or manner of Existence.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Spinozism^ Whence it follows,

that the substance modified by the square figure cannot be

the same substance with that modified by the round figure,

t b. gen. To differentiate into a variety of forms ;

to distinguish or diversify by investing with specific

characteristics. Obs. (merged in 4).

1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 32 They [ letters ] modify
and discriminate the Voice without appearing to discontinue

it. 1690 LOCKE Hutu. Und. n. xviii. 3 Sounds .. are

modified by diversity of notes of different length put to

gether, which make that complex idea called a tune. Ibid.

6 Some others of the simple ideas, .have been thus modi
fied to a great variety of complex ideas. 1608 FRYER Ace.

E. India fy P. 278 More than twice Seven Plates are differ

ently Modified to invite the Palate to Luxury. 1704 NEW
TON Ofticks (1721) 101 And therefore the differences of these

Colours from one another do not arise from the different

Confines of Shadow, whereby Light is variously modified, as

has hitherto been the Opinion of Philosophers. 1777 SIR

W. JONES Ess. Intit. Arts Poems, etc. 207 As the passions
are differently modified in different men.

4. To make partial changes in; to change (an

object) in respect of some of its qualities ;
to alter

or vary without radical transformation.

1780 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 387, I confess I see no cause

to change, or to modify, my opinion on that subject. 1791
FEARNK Cant. Remainders led. 4) I. 108 Words of limitation

operate by reference to or connection with other words, and

the forms best suited to the gratification of man. 1834
Tait s Mag. I. 184/1 Measures of improvement so often

mutilated, or, as the word is, modified [by the House of

Lords]. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. hi. I. 321 There are,

however, some important parts of his character still to

be noted, which will greatly modify this estimate. 1863
H. Cox Instit. L iv. 8 The Crown must either assent

to or reject bills in Parliament, but cannot modify them.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xvii. 273 The agents which are now
at work in modifying the crust of the earth.

b. To alter so as to adapt (to}, rare.

rtooMed. Jrnl. III. 514 Every medical man.. will know
how to modify its dose and formula to the existing circum

stances of his patient.

6. Scots Law. To assess, decree (a payment of

money, a fine, costs) ;
to award (a payment) to a

person ; esp. to determine the amount of a parish
minister s stipend, f Also absol.

1457 Sc. Acts Jos. II (1814) II. 51/1 Vnder sik payne
and vnlawe as pe barone or lorde sail modify. 15*4 Ex
tracts Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 108 To pass and modefy the

provest and lohne Colisonis expensis. 1539 Ibid. 160 The

provest and bailzeis. . modefiit ane mendis for the said mys-

personyng, as efter followis. 1569 Acts Gen. Assemb. C/i.

Scott. (Maitland Cl.) I. 164 Every Superintendent .. shall

modifie the stipends, augment or diminish the same, as

occasione shall serve. 1583 Keg. Privy Council Scot. III.

598 [The Lords of Council therefore] modifiis to hir the

sowme of twentie schillingis to be paid to hir. 1631 LITH-

cow Trai . vin. 351, I receiued m compensation of my
abuses, .fifty Florentine Crownes of gold, being modified by
the Duke him selfe. 175* I. LOUTHIAN Form of Process

(ed. 2) 118 May it therefore please your Lordship, .to modify
the Sum for which your Petitioners are to find Hail. 1754
ERSKINE Print. AV. Law (1809) 53 A commission of Parlia-

ment was appointed. .for. .modifying stipends to ministers

out of the teinds. 1833 Act 3*4 Will. IV 0.46 117 Such

penalty . . may be recovered by summary complaint to the

sheriff, .with such expences therefor as shall be modified by
him. 1838 W. HELL Diet. Law Scot. s.v. Modification,

The stipend.. must be modified in grain or victual, and paid

in money.
6. Gram. a. To limit or qualify the sense of (a

word, phrase, or sentence).

1727-41 (see MoniFlCATiVK s/ .J. IjyiExfyct Brit- (ed. 3)

VIII. 72/1 The usual effect of adjectives, .is to modify or



MODIFYING-.

particularise a general term. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. I, 70/1
The adverb., is used to modify an adjective, or a verb,
or another adverb.

b. To change (a vowel) by
* umlaut*.

1845 J. M. KEMBLE in Proc. Philol. Soc. II. 138 The short

n continues to represent the Gothic n., where it has not
been dulled into o, or modified by a following i or if into j ,

7. CrySt. (See quot.)
1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 24 The new

planes produced by decrements are denominated secondary
planes, and the primary form, when altered in shape by the

interference of secondary planes, is said to be modified on
the edges or angles on which the secondary planes have
been produced. Ibid. 96 Crystals rarely present themselves
under their respective primary forms; they are usually
modified by new planes, producing secondary crystals.

Modifying (mp-difaijirj), vbl. sh. [-ixo
1
.]

The action of the verb MODIFY.
1643 in Dundee Charters (1880) 86 The said Provest. .shall

compeir. .and thair Judiciallie consent to the modefying of
the forsaid sowmes as ane constant yeirly stipend to thair

persone. 1692 R. I/ESTRANGE Fables ccxv. 188 All this

Descanting, and Modifying upon the Matter, a 1853 \V.

JAY A ntobiog. xyii. (1855) 163 General principles of church-

government, which will admit, .of considerable modifyings
in their application.

Modifying, ppL a. [-ING ^.] That modifies.

1793 FiF.onoES Matft. Evid. 145 Indeed, except as to the
sound of a language, it is indifferent whether these modify
ing words are prefixed or suffixed. 1823 H. J. BROOKR
Introd. Crystallogr. 113 When the modifying planes first

touch each other on the edges of the tetrahedron, a regular
octahedron is produced. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain liii,

There is many a cave of nature s forming, .which neverthe
less exhibits indications that man has turned it to some
account, and that it has been subjected more or less to his

modifying power. 1845 J.
M. KEMBLE in Proc. Philol. Soc.

II. 136 Where the modifying vowel has only been introduced
in the process of conjugation. 1883 H. DRUMMONO Nat.
Laiv in Sfiir. W. via. (1884) 259 Changes of food..exert
a powerful modifying influence upon living organisms.

Modilich(e, -like, obs. forms of MOODILY.
Modillioil (nwdHysn). Arch. Forms : 6-8

modiglion, 6-8 modilion, 8-9 modillon, 7-
modilliou. [ad. It. modiglione ; cf. F. modillon

(in 1 6th c. also modiglion).
The ultimate etymology is not clear; the resemblance of

sense would suggest connexion with L. mutulns MUTULE.]
A projecting bracket placed in series under the

corona of the cornice in the Corinthian, Composite
and Roman Ionic orders. Also applied to similar

ornaments in modern building, 7 In I7thc. some
times = MUTULE.
1563 SHUTE Archit. D iv b, Mutili, whiche is also named

Modiglions. 1598 R. HAYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo I. xxvi. 95
Being diuided into 6 parts, one giues denticnli , an other
cymatittm which supporteth the modilions. 1664 KVELYM
tr. Frearfs Archit. 136 Modilions, being certain supports
in the form of Corbells. 1663 MOXON tr. Vignola. (1702) 36
The Modillion. .or Underprop to bear up the Cornice, 1732
BERKELEY Alciphr. in. 9 The Entablature and all its

Parts and Ornaments.. Triglyphs, Metopes, Modiglions,
and the rest. 1838 BRITTON Diet. Archil., Modillion, ..

Less ornamented, they are sometimes used in the Ionic
entablature. 1839 Civil En$. $ Arch. Jrnl. II. 82/1 On
the ends of the joists, an iron capping, forming a modillion.

1845 PETRIE Round Towers Irel. n. iii. 233 The mouldings
which cap the Corinthian modillions in the palace of Dio-
clesian at Spalatro. 1855 REINNEI. Masons, etc. Assist. 62
Manner of fixing Modillions, &c. on Soffits.

attril*, 1737 SALMON Country Build. Esthn. fed. 2) 29
Modillion Cornishes, Cove-Eaves, and Dentil Cornishes,
are generally measured and valued by the Foot superficial.

i8i7_RicKMAN Styles Archit. Eng. (1848) 30 This modillion
cornice is, in fact.. rather Italian than Roman.
Modinesse, obs. form of MOODINESS.

II Modiola (nuxtei-fla). Nat. Hist. [mod.L.,
alteration of L. modiolus MODIOLUS.]
1. ZooL A genus of mussels (Lamarck) ; a

mussel of this genus. Cf. MODIOLUS 2.

1826 CROUCH Introd, Lamarck s ConchoL 18. 1839
SOWERBY Conch. Man. 1841 H. MILLER O. R. Sandsf. xiv.

(1842) 294 We may find the ancient modiola of the Lias in
habitats analogous to those of its modern representative
the muscle. 1876 Benedetfs Anim. Parasites 16 We have
opened hundreds of these modiotae, and we have never met
with any without their crabs.

2. Bot. A genus of J\Ialvace&, (Mbnch 1794).
Named from the whorled position of the carpels, resembling

the nave of a wheel.

1846 LINDLEV Veg. Kingd. 370. a 1865 PAXTON Boi.
Diet, (1868), Modiola, from Modiolus, the nave of a wheel,
whorled position of carpels.. .Nat. or. Malvacese.

Modiolar (modsi-flai), a. Anat. [ad. mod.L.
modiolar-is, f. MODIOLUS,] Belonging to the
mocliolus of the ear.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1868 OWEN Vertebr. Anim.
III. 220 The inner or modiolar wall of the turns.

Modvolifprm, a. Bot. rare~. [ad. mod.L.
modiolifarm-is, f. L. modiol-us : see MODIOLUS and
-FORM.] (See quot. 1866.)
[1839 LINDLEV Introd. Bot. nr. i. (ed. 3) 454 Nave-shaped

(modioliforjnis}}. 1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1866 Treas.
Bot., Modioliform, shaped like the nave of a wheel, round,
depressed, with a very narrow orifice ; as the ripe fruit of
Gaitltheria, or the carpels in Modiola.

II Modiolus (mt?d3ivn#s). [L. modiohts bucket
on water-wheel, nave of wheel, trepan, etc., dim.
of modius Momus.]
1. Snrg. The crown of a trepan, rare .

1693 tr. Blancard^s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Modiolus, Trepa-
VOL. VI.
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ttj/w, or Anabaptiston, an Instrument which they use in

..Contusions, Cuts, and Fractures of Hone. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey), Modiolus. . Also a Trepan. 1891 Syd. Soc.

Lex.) Modiohts. .Also, the crown of a trephine.
2. Zool. Earlier name for the genus of mussels
Modiola (see MODIOLA i) ;

= Mytilusmodtolus LvciTi.

[1797 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 610/1, Art. Mytilnst
The

modiolus, or great mussel.]

3. Anat. The conical axis around which the
cochlea of the ear winds.

1823 in CRASH Technol. Diet. 1840 E. WILSON Anat.

Vade^ M. (1842) 469 The central axis or modiolus is large
near its base, where it corresponds with the first turn of the
cochlea.

Modir, obs. form of MOTHER.
Modish (rrtfu dif), a. [f. MODE J. + -ISH.]
1. According to the mode or prevailing fashion.

(Very common in 17-18 c.
;
now somewhat arch.)

a. Of persons: Observant of or following the
mode (usually with suggestion of disparagement). I

1660 INGEI.O Bcntiv. q? Ur. \\. (1682) 155 Such Manners as i

were scorned by the Modish World. 1664 PI-:PYS Diary
\

26 Aug., Mr. Pen, Sir William s son, is come back from
:

France, and come to visit my wife. A most modish person
[

grown, she says, a fine gentleman. 1712 ADDISON Sped.
\

No. 399 p i The modish Hypocrite endeavours to appear
more vicious than he really is, the other kind of Hypo- !

crite more virtuous. 1725 WODROW Corr. (1843) III. 188
All our modish writers. 1803 MAR. EDGEWOKTH Belinda
(1832) II. xxviii. 269 A very pretty, modish, affected young
lady. 1885 AGNES M. CLERKE Pept Hist. Astron. 14 The
most brilliant and modish society in England was at that
time to be met at Bath
absol. 1675 E. PHILLIPS T/teat. Poet. Pref. **3 For Cloths

I leave them to the discretion of the Modish. 1902 Westm.
Gaz. 16 Jan. 3/1 One still sees the modish clutching their
skirts when they walk abroad.

b. Of things: Conformingtothemode; inaccord-
ance with the prevailing fashion

; also, followed
j

or sought after by people of fashion, fashionable.
1663 PKPYS Diary 21 Oct., A good velvet cloak, .and other

things modish. 1672 WYCHEKI.EY Love tn \Vood\\\ ii, He-
,

sides, they say he has the modish distemper, a 1706 EVELYN ,

Sylva (1776) 310 The Swedish Juniper, now so frequent in *

our modish gardens. 1743 Lond.
&amp;lt;&amp;lt;j- Country Brew. n. (ed. 2)

112, I believe the greatest Evil is on the Side of this
destructive modish extraordinary Incorporation of the Yeast
with the Beer. 1745 DC Foe s En?. Tradesman (1841) II.

,

xliv. 156 Houses built thirty or forty years ago, are now
old-fashioned, and must be pulled down, to build more
modish apartments. 1810 S. GREEN Reformist I. 220 Her
modish effrontery was evidently constrained by habitual

Puritanism. 1852 MRS. SMYTHIKS Kride Elect xxi, Her
mother s

elegant and modish little abode. 1894 Daily News
g Feb. 3/1 Till then [i.e. Easter], no one is supposed to wish
for modish raiment.

^1 2. nonce-use. Pertaining to mode *

in the

metaphysical sense.

1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 102 Whence the Notions
signify d by such Words are.. Modish (as we may term it)

or expressing some Manner [How] the Thing is.

Modishly (mJtrdiJli), adv. Somewhat arch.

[-LY -.] In a modish manner; fashionably.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 144 His sleeve is either

carelesly or modishly thrown over his arm. 1710 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4642/3 A Brick Building new and modishly built. 1776
FOOTE Bankrupt Prol., Wks. 1799 II. 97 Unless, indeed, I

modishly apply, For leave to sell my works by lottery. 1821

J. BUNTING in Treflfry Mem. y. Benson (1840) 344 His I

ministry was scriptural ; not metaphysically subtile, nor
|

modishly sentimental. 1882 B. HARTE Flip iii, The slight
|

. .figure of a young woman modishly attired.

Modishness (m^ dijhte). [f. MODISH +
-NESS.] The state or quality of being modish; con- i

formity to the fashion ; affectation of the fashion,
j

1676 GLANVILL Seasonable Reflect. 30 [They] do not Scoff
|

at Religion out of enmity or malice, but out of modishness I

and compliance. 1712 M. HENRY Life P. Henry Wks. 1857 :

II. 744/2 We must, .not affect singularity, nor affect modish-
ness. 1894 A. BIRR ELL Ess. Ix. 101 Wit of that genuine
kind which is free from modishness.

Modist (mJu dist). rare* [f. MODE sb. + -1ST.]
A follower of the fashion.

1837 Q. Rev. LIX. 414 The announcement of a new poem
by Byron never excited a greater sensation amongst the
men of letters than the description of a new dress worn by
a certain beautiful English duchess, periodically excites

amongst the modlsts of the continent. 1846 WORCESTER
(citing Q. Rev.). Hence in later Diets.

II Modiste (nwdzst). [Fr., f. mode fashion :

see MODE sb.] One who makes, invents, or deals
in articles of fashion ; esp. a maker of ladies robes,

millinery, etc. ;
a milliner, dress-maker.

1852 SMEDLEY L. Anindel xxxvi, Fashioned, .by an in

genious Parisian modiste. 1880 DISRAELI Endym. xvi, The
days of the great modistes, when an English lady might
absolutely be dressed in London. 1903 Speaker 7 Feb.
465/2 The modiste and the governess had fallen foul of
each other.

II MocTius (m&amp;lt;?u diys). Antiq. PI. modii ;

(m0 *di3i). [L. modius
^ whence F. imtid.~\

1. A Roman corn-measure, equal to about a peck.
Also, in the Middle Ages, a measure of capacity,
dry and liquid (= F. muid} of varying size, com
monly rendered by

* bushel .

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. (149,) 932 The
mesure Modius hathe that name for it is perfyte of his

j

manere. 1609 HOLLAND Anim. Marcell. xxv. xii. 278 So
grievous and extreame was the famine., that if in any place
there was but one Modius or pecke of meale found.. it was
exchanged for ten pieces of gold. 1693 tr. Blancard s Phys.
Diet. (ed. 2). 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1802 RANKEN

MODULATE.
Hist. France II. v. i. 312 A modius, probably a bushel of
corn, sold at Mayence for ten shekels of silver.

2. A tall cylindrical head-dress with which
certain deities are represented in ancient art.
1800 J. DAI.LAWAY Anecd. Arts F.ng. 245 Both [Jupiter

and Pluto] have frequently the cap called modius
, from

its resemblance to a bushel. 1850 LEITCII tr. C. O. Mutter s
Anc.

f
Art 357 (ed. 2) 437 In terracottas from Magna

Graecia. .Demeter has the modius on her head.

Modiwarp, -wart,obs. forms of MOULDIWARP.
Modle, obs. f. MODEL. Modo : see MODU.
Modre, obs. form of MOTHER sb.

Mods (m^dz), colloquial abbreviation of ^lode-
rations : see MODERATION 4.
1858 J. C. THOMSON A lm& Matrcs 226 Between the little-

go and mods he learns nothing new. 1893 I&amp;gt;EATRII:K

WIIITBY In Suntime of Youth I. ii. 26 Neither the attain
ment of the BalHol scholarship, nor a first in Mods

,

elicited a word of congratulation.

t Mo du, Mo do. Obs. The name of a devil

(see quots.).
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost, x. 48 Modu, Ma: Maynies

deuill, was a graund Commaunder, Muster-maister ouer the

Captainc-s of the seauen deadly sinnes..: so saith Sara
Williams, /did. xxii. 148 Maho, and Modu (the two
Generals of the infernal furies). 1605 Modo [see MAUL-].

tModula minOUS,/*. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

type ^moditldmmosus, f. L. modulamen melody,
f. moditldri to MODULATE : see -ous.] Melodious.
1637 SvDENHAM^SVrw. 25 By a kinde of modulaminous and

delightfull ayre.

Modulant (m^-dirflant). rare- 1

. [ad. I,.

ttiodulant~etn 9 pres. pple. of modularl to MODU
LATE.] A modulating agent.
1869 E. WADHAM Eng. I er&ification xvi. 119 In modern

English verse alliteration only plays the subordinate part of
a modulant, not to be unduly decried where not overdone.

Modular (mp-di^lai), a. [ad. mod.L. modu-
lar-is (or F. modulaire]^ f. L. modnl-us : see MODU
LUS and -AR l.]

1. Arch. Of or pertaining to a module or modulus

(see MODULE 4).
1842 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Modular Proportion, that

which is regulated by a module.
2. Math. Of or pertaining to a modulus.
1798 HUTTON Course Math. (1828) II. 415 IfW were the

greatest load which a modular wall, or column, could carry.
1815 Philos. q Math. Diet, (new ed.) 1 1. 60 Modular
Ratio, a term invented

by_
Mr. Cotes, to denote the ratio or

number whose logarithm is what he calls the modulus [tr.

ratio modnlaris, R. Cotes Hannonia Mensuranim (1722)

p. 5!. 1843 MAcCuLLAGii in Proc. R. Irish Acad. II. 453-4
It may happen that only one of them \sc. the curves] can be
used in the generation of the surface by the modular method,
as the method of which we are treating may be called, from
its employment of the modulus. A focal curve which can
be so used shall be distinguished as a modularfocal. 1845
DE MORGAN in Encycl. Metrop. II. 385/1 Taking, therefore,

(/&amp;gt;

a solution of the modular equation, which makes the above-
mentioned equations consistent. 1862 SALMON Anal. Geom.
Three Dimens. 109 Professor MacCullagh calls the ratio of
the focal distance to that from the directrix, the modulus of
the surface, and the foci having imaginary planes of contact
he calls modular foci, a 1883 H. J. S. SMITH Collect. Math.
Papers (1894) II. 560 The Modular Curves of an Uneven
Order. 1894 FORSYTH Theory ofFunctions 633 The general
definition of a modular function is that it is a uniform
function such that an algebraical equation subsists between

il/( \ and ^ (w), where a, B. y. 5, are integers subjectT
\yw + fi/

to the relation a5 |3y=i.
Mo dulate, pa. pple. rare 1

, [ad. L. wodulat-us
t

pa. pple. ofmodu/arito MODULATE.] Modulated.
1814 GARY Dante, Par. xx, 23 As sound Of cittern, at the

fret-board, or of pipe, Is, at the wind-hole, modulate and
tun d.

Modulate (mp diflSfeit), v. [f. L. modnlat-, ppl.
stem of modulari to measure, adjust to rhythm,
make melody, etc., f. modulus : see MODULUS. Cf.

F. moduter.]
1. trans. To set or regulate in a certain measure
and proportion ; to adjust, temper, vary conform

ably^; tosoften,temper,tonedown. (Thisgeneral
sense tends to be coloured by those that follow.)
1623 COCKERAM ir, Done by measure, modulated. 1783

BURKE $p. E. India Bill Wks. IV. 43, I shall certainly
endeavour to modulate myself to this temper. 1797 MRS.
RADCLIFFK Italian ii, She determined to modulate that
nature to her own views. 1832 TENNYSON Eleiinore iv,

Motions flow To one another, even as tho They were mo
dulated so To an unheard melody. 1858 BUSHNELL Serin.
New Life xii. (1869) 168 He learns how to modulate and
operate his will. 1004 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 345/2 His glance
..travelled from the walls lined with well-bound books to
the lamps modulated to the proper light.

2. spec. To attune (the voice, sounds, etc.) to. a

certain pitch or key; to vary or inflect in tone,

adapt to a new time
;
to give tune or melody to.

Const, to, f unto.

1615 CROOKE Body of M^an 911 The second vse [of the

tongue] is to breake the ayer that is driuen out of the Lungs
and to Modulate the voyce. 1701 GREW Cosin. Sacra \.

v. 21. 28 The Nose, Lips, Teeth, Palate, Jaw, Tongue,..
AH serving to make, or to modulate the Sound. 1725 BROOME
Notes on Pofes Odyss. iv. I. 261 Is it credible that any
person could modulate her voice so artfully as to resemble
so many voices? 1746 H. WALFOLE Let. to Mann 28 Mar.,
Cluck ..is to play on a set of drinking-glasses, which he
modulates with water. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. iii, He
listened to the voice of nature, and modulated his own unto
it. 1788 GIBBON Decl. ft F. Hi. V. 443 The songs of triumph
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MODULATION.
were modulated to psalms and litanies. 1872 SPURGEON
Treas. David Ps. Ixvi. 2 The noise is to be modulated with

tune and time.

fig- 1805 SURR Winter in Lond. (1806) III. 184 To mo
dulate by counsels resulting from experience, the sweetest

chords of the human heart ; which thus regulated constitute

the harmony of life. 1830 DE QUINCEY Bentley Wks. 1863
VI. 174 Bentley s English style was less meritorious...

He took no pains with it... He would not stop to modulate
a tuneless sentence. 1845 CRAIK Sk. Lit. $ Learn. III.

100 A soul of nobleness . . modulates every cadence [of

Spenser s poetry],

b. intr. of a song: To be sung in varying
cadence or harmony (with}.
1815 SHELLEY A faster 46, I wait thy breath, Great Parent,

that my strain May modulate with murmurs of the air, . .

And voice of living beings.

3. a. trans. To sing, intone (a song), b. intr.

To play, make melody (on an instrument), rare.

f 1557 AUP. PARKER Ps. xcii. i To thy good name, O God
so hye, Due laudes to modulate. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

!$ P. 174 Who hearing one sweetly modulating on an Is-

mean Pipe, swore he would rather hear the neighing of an
Horse. 1889 Harper s ftlag. Oct. 680 We are conscious of

a murmuring humble voice : it is a beggar, who is modulat

ing a prayer for alms.

4. A/its, f a. trans. To pass to (a particular

note) in the course of a composition. Obs.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 512/1 After having sung the
tone nt, we naturally modulate the third //*, and the fifth

sol, instead of the double octave of mi, and the octave of sol.

f b. intr. To pass, in accordance with the laws

of melody,from one note to another; to compose
music correctly. Obs.

1782 UURNKY Hist. Mus. II. 19 note, The Greeks more fre

quently modulated from the key note to its fifth below, than
to the fifth above. 1797 Encycl. Krit. (ed. 3) XII. 192/1 To
modulate properly in the same tone, it is necessary, i. To run

through all the sounds of it in an agreeable air [etc.].

c. To pass from one key to or into another
;

to

change the key. (Also said of the key.) \T&
modulate upon (a particular note) : to introduce

v
it a&amp;gt;; a transition to another key.
1721 A. MALCOLM Treat. Afrts. xiii. 441 To modulate into

and make Cadences upon several other Keys. Ibid. 446 It

now remains to shew, how to modulate from one K.ey to

another, so that the Transitions may be easy and natural.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 193/1 Issuing from the major
mode of ztt, to modulate upon its mediant. 1889 PROUT
Harmony x. (ed. 3) 104 A minor key most often modulates to

one of the related major keys. 1890 A. 15. ll.uii Art Ballad
128 Lot;we here modulates, .from G minor into 1C flat minor.

transf. 1885 S. Cox Ex/&amp;gt;os. xi, 131 In the middle of
verse 5, the invocation of a divine advent modulates into a
sorrowful and pathetic confession of sin.

Hence Mo dulated, Mo dulating ///. adjs.
1735 SOMKRVILLE Chase in. 73 When The Master s Hand,

in modulated Air, Bids the loud Organ breathe. 1751 W.
THOMPSON Sickness v. 230 May the nightly Pow r, Which
whispers on my Slumbers, ce.ise to breathe Her modulating
Impulse through my Soul, a 1806 H. K. WHITE-; A1

/-;//,

( 837) 359 The pleasure we derive from tragedy is a pleasing
sorrow, a modulated pain. 1874 SVMONDS Sk. Italy %
Greece (iSgS) I. ix. 173 Clear waves bathed in modulated
azure. 1880 Expositor XII. 291 A number of phrases
follow each other asyndetically, without conjunctive or

modulating particles.

Modulation (mpdil# Jan). [a. F. modulation

(i4thc. in Hatz.-Darm.) or ad. L. modulation-em ,

n. of action f. modularl to MODULATE.]
1. The action of forming, regulating, or varying

according to due measure and proportion ;

\ measured or rhythmical movement; variation

(of light, line, form, etc.) with regard to artistic

effect; a softening, tempering, or toning down.
1531 ELYOT Gov. \. xx, More ouer the emperours that

were moste noble, delited indaunsyng, perceyuing therin to

be a perfecte measure, whiche maye be called modulation.

1674 Govt. Tongue \. 3 To this purpose the infinite wisdom
of God ordained Speech, which as it is a sound resulting
from the modulation of the Air, has most affinity to the

spirit. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 195
The Matter of two or more Kinds being mlx d together,
and, by the different Proportion and Modulation of that

Matter, variously . . diversify d. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.
Beauty xii. 95 Different kinds of softmngs and modulations
of the rays of light. 1883 C. C. PERKINS Ital. Sculpture
n. ii. 124 That delicate modulation of surface treatment
which gives high value to the best Florentine metal work.
1888 Scril&amp;gt;ner*s Mag. III. 424 It is not the firmness of a line
in drawing or sculpture that makes it forbidding ; it is the
stiffness or poor quality of its modulation.

2. The action of inflecting the voice or an in

strument musically ; variation of tone or pitch ;

regulated variety of inflexion in the voice; a par
ticular inflexion or intonation.

1543 TKAHERON l
f

igo $ Chirurg. n. in. xv. 60 That it [sc.

the uvula] myght gyve modulation or tunynge to the voice.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE / semi. Ep. vu. xiv. 368 Although the

weazon, throtle and tongue be the instruments of voice
(
and

by their agitations doe chiefly concurre unto these delight-
full modulations. 1701 GREW Costa. Sacra i. v. 10. 25
The Rings of the Wind-pipe, are fitted for the Modulation
of the Voice. 1756-7 tr. Kcysler s Trav. (1760) IV. 14
Among the singers in Italy .. Farinelli indisputably makes
the greatest figure for the fineness and modulation of his
voice. 1797 MRS. RAOCLtm Italian i, AH the

sensibility
of character that the modulation of her tones Indicated.

1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 361 By modulation
is meant that pleasing variety of voice, which is perceived
in uttering a sentence, and which, in its

nature, is perfectly
distinct from emphasis, and the tones of emotion and pas
sion, 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bcde \ With the same gentle

578

modulation of voice as when he spoke to Seth. 1866 HUX
LEY Physiol. vii. (1869) 205 The modulation of the voice

into speech is effected by [etc.].

3. &quot;The action of singing or making music
;
an air

or melody ; pi. musical notes or sounds. Now rare.

1398 TREVISA Earth, De P. R. xix. cxxxi. (1495) 941 Sym-
phoniais temperate modulacSon accordyn^e in sowneshighe
and lowe. ci$z$St. MaryofOignies\\.n\, ~mAngliaV\\\.
178/14 Oure lorde. .fillidhir herte

wi|&amp;gt; myrt&amp;gt;e,
and hir lippys

wil&amp;gt;modulacyone. *6i6R\:\~i.QYiMtEng. Expos., Modulation,
a pleasant tuning or sweete singing. 1624 DONNE Strm. ii.

(1640)12, I will singofthy mercy
and judgement, sayes David;

when we fixe our selves upon the meditation and modulation
of the mercy of God, even his judgements cannot put us
out of tune. 1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr. t Modulation,.,?*, plea
sant tuning, a singing or playing by number or measure.

1728-46 THOMSON Spring 608 Innumerous songsters, in the

freshening shade Of new-sprung leaves, their modulations
mix Mellifluous. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall xi,

To ring to the profaner but more lively modulation of

youlezvons darner. Mademoiselle I

4. Mits. a. Hist. In the ecclesiastical modes:
Each of certain notes in each mode, on which a

phrase of melody must begin and end (see quot.).
1880 Grove s Diet. Mus, II. 351/2 The intermediate

phrases can only begin, or end, on one of another set of

notes, called its Modulations. Of these Modulations, four

the Final, Dominant, Mediant, and Participant are of
more importance than the rest

?
and are therefore called

Regular. But as the constant reiteration of these four notes
would prove intolerably monotonous, in a Melodyconsisting
of very numerous phrases, other notes, called Conceded
Modulations, are added to them.

*t&quot;b. Composition or performance of music,

management of melody and harmony, in a par
ticular * mode or key. Also, a chord or succession

of notes, an air or melody (cf. 3). Obs.

1721 A. MALCOLM Treat. AIns. xiii. 441 Under the Term
of Modulation may be comprehended the regular Progres
sion of the several Parts thro the Sounds that are in the

Harmony of any particular Key as well as the proceeding
naturally and regularly with the Harmony from one Key
to another. 1782 BURNF.Y Hist. Mits. II. 412 As to the

Modulation, it is so monotonous, that little more than two
chords are used throughout the Canon [ Sumer is i-cumen
in ). 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 191/2 Modulation ..

frequently means no more than an air, or a numbei of
musical sounds properly connected and arranged. Ibid.

511/2 The modulation formed by ut with the octave of sol

and the double octave of jiti, sung one after the other.

///(/. 512/2 This modulation or chord nt, w/b, W, /.

c. In modern use : The action or process of

passing from one key to another in the course of a

piece ; the result of this, as an element in the

harmony of the piece ;
a change of key.

1696 I HM.i.H S, Modulation, a carrying on a Song in the
same Key, sometimes passing out of it, then getting into it

again, without offending the Ears. 1721 A. MALCOLM Treat.
Ar f. xiii. 450 Having thus explained the Nature of Mo
dulation from one Key to another. 1782 BURNEY Hist.
Mas. II. 163 nt fc. The modulation from D major to C is

rarely found in modern music. Ibid. 164 The following
specimens of Chromatic Modulation, ascending and descend

ing. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 296/2 Modulation may be di

vided into Simple, Chromatic (or extraneous), and Enhar
monic. 1889 ! KOI;T Harmony (ed. 10) xiv. 371 By . . en-

harmonically changing one or more of its notes it [the chord
of the Diminished Seventh] can be used for modulation
between any two keys.
5. transf. Melodious composition in prose or

verse
;
harmonious treatment of language.

759 JOHNSON Idler No. 63 p 7 Then begin the arts of
rhetoric and poetry, the regulation of figures, the selection
of words, the modulation of periods. 1779-81 /.. /*.,

Waller Wks. II. 269 The Poets of Elizabeth had attained
an art of modulation, which was afterwards . . forgotten.

1841 D ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 476 A master in the art of
versification was struck by our

poet
s modulation.

6. Arch. The proportioning or regulating of the

parts of an order by the module (sec MODULE 4).
1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 62 Ornaments made from

the Rule of the Dorick Modulation. 1842 GWILT Arckit.

Gloss., Modulation^ the proportion of the different parts of
an order.

Modulative (mp di/H^tiv), a. rare. [ad. L.

type *modnlatw-u$ : see -rvE.] Serving to modu
late (the voice or intonation).
1888 SWEET Hist. En^.Sounds 71 Our punctuation-marks

seem to have been originally inoculative.

Modulator (m^ dirfl^ tai). [a. L, modulator^

agent-n. f. modularl to MODULATE.]
1. One who, or a thing which, modulates.
c 1500 Proverbis in Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 408 A perfyte

modulatour makithe his songe trew. 1654 WHITLOCK Zoo-
tomia 477 Poetry . . is a most musicall Modulator of all In-

telligibles by her inventive Variations. 1713 DFRHAM Phys.-
Theol. v.

y. (1727) 295 The Tongue . . the artful Modulator
of our Voice. 1834 DE QUINCEY Aittobiogr. Sk. vi. Wks.
1862 XIV. 171 Thus, in a musical metaphor, the great man
is the sole modulator and determiner of the key in which
the conversation

proceeds. 1896 MRS. CAFFVN Quaker
Grandmother 145 The haze was a modulator of all things
a balancer.

2. A chart used in the tonic sol-fa system,
showing the relations of tones and scales.
1862 Catal. Intemat. Exhib. II. xxiv. 35 The Modulator,

or pointing board for teaching tunes.

Modulatory (npttlUtori}, a. [ad. L. type
*moduli!tori-ns, f. modularl to MODULATE : see

-ORY.] Pertaining to or serving for modulation.
1880 PARRY in Grove Diet. Mits. II. 348/2 (Bach s] more

wonderful modulatory devices must have fallen upon utterly
deaf ears.

MODULE.

Module (mfrdiwl), sb. [a. F. module (1547 in

Godefr. Compl.}^ or directly ad. L. modul-us small

measure, limit or standard of measure, machine
for measuring water, module in architecture, also

rhythmic measure, dim. of modus measure : see

MODE sb. (Cf. MOULD sfr. 2
j

a. OK. molde, modle :

L. modtilum.) The earliest uses in Eng. seem to

be based directly on Latin senses not found in Fr.,

and also to show confusion of the word with

MODEL. The architectural sense appears to have
been introduced from Fr. in the I7th c.]

fl. Allotted measure, compass, or scale; one s

allotted power or capabilities. Cf. MODEL sb. 8. Obs.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 122 To repose a
foundation consonant to the module or compasse of this

my present intendment. 1587 FLEMING Cantn. Holinshed
III. 1369/2 His counterfet so naturallie conveied into co-

loures, with his white beard, the hollownesses of his cheekes,
.. and all within a module the circumference whereof ex-

ceedeth not six inches. 1607 WALKISGTON Opt. Glass. Ep.
Ded. 3 Yet for that module of these habiliments in me I

have ever bent my judgement so far as in it lay to limit

[etc.]. 1628 COKF. On Litt. Pref., The module of a preface
cannot express the observations thr.t are made in the work.

1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon s Adv. Learn, ix. i. 471 That the

mind for its Module [orig. pro modulo} be dilated to the

amplitude of the Mysteries. 1663 CHARLETOS Chor. Gigant.
41 Whose picture, though in too small a module, is taken
also by our Author. 1681 WITTIE Sitrv. Heavens 70, I have
reasoned with modesty according to my module.

2. f a. The plan or design in little ofsome large
work. Cf. MODEL sb. i. Obs.

1589 Acts Privy Council (1898) XVII. 455 Send unto us

a plat forme or module of the situation of the said mylne
upon the river. 1611 R. BADLEY To Author in Coryat
Crudities k, Yet in thy booke the module is descried Of
many aCitie, and Castle fortified. 1622 HAKEWILL Davids

l- owvi. 222 Man .. himselfe, a little map or module as it

were of the great world, 1636 EARL CORK Diary in Lis-

more Papers Ser. i. (1886) IV. 210, I sent [them] . . to tak

a module of the L. presidents howse .. to make the lyke by
flfor my son. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth \\. 107
That s the Business of the Larger Work, of which this is

only the Module or Platform.

j-b. A plastic or graphic representation (usually
on a small scale) of some material object. Cf.

MODEL sb. 2.

1591 SVLVESTER Du Bttrtas i. vL 1015 You that have seen
within this ample Table, Among so many Modules admir
able [orig. farttty tnnt de ponrtrnits\ Th

1

admired beauties
of the King of Creatures. 1609 HEVWOOD Brit. Trey xii.

!xxx\ii, The Pummel., rarely wrought With artful Modules.
1661 FELTHAM Resolves, etc. Let. x. 74 By this weeks

Carrier you shall receive the Module of the World in a box.

f c. poet. A mere imnge or counterfeit. Obs.

1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 58 And then all this thou seest, is

but a clod, And module of confounded royalty. 1601

Airs Well iv. Jii. 114 Come, bring forth this counterfet

module. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. iv. in. Schisms 492
This Childe (no Man, but Man s pale Module now).

fd. poet. A model for imitation; a type or

pattern of excellence, a perfect exemplar (of) ;

= MODEL sb. 10. Obs.

1609 DANIEL Civ. \Var$ iv. Ixxxii, That vertuous Prince

..borne to bee The module of a glorious Monarch. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. Ded., From Thee (rare Module
of Heroik minds). Ibid. \\. i. i. Eden 04 Ye Pagan Poets . . ;

from henceforth still be dum Your fabled prayses of Elysium ;

Which by this goodly Module you have wrought.

f e. A regularly formulated plan or scheme (of

government, etc.); MODEL sb. 7 b. Obs.

1650 NEEDHAM Case ofCotnmw. \\. 50 Notwithstanding all

the Reasons to the Contrary the Scotish Module was still

pressed.
3. A standard or unit for measuring.
a 1628 F. GREVIL Ccelica vi, Measure of all ioyes stay to

phansie traces Module of pleasure. 1685 BERNARD Let. to

Author in Pococke Cottim. Hosea (a). Many of the ancients

serv d themselves with ordinary grains of corne (which
module hath also entred our English Laws) for the Mea
sures both of length and capacity. 1712 H. Morels Anttd.
Ath. i. v. Schol, 145 They are not made . . by measure or

module, which should limit, and, as it were, design and
determine them. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON

Poj&amp;gt;.

Ednc. vi.

(ed. 2) 128 A precise proposition is already adjusted, a mo
dule of the truth. 1863 HKRSCHEL Fam. Lect. Set. (1868)

450 The only new measure I would legalize would be a
module (or some other name at present unoccupied) of

50 geometrical inches.

4. Arch. In the classic orders, the unit of length

by which the proportions of the parts are ex

pressed ; usually the semidiameter of the column

at the base of the shaft.

[1563 : see MODULUS i.) 1664 EVELYN tr. Freart s Archit.

i. xxvii. 66 The Chapter contains two Modules and a third.

1760 RAVER in Phil. Trans. LI. 814 The shafts of the

columns are so nearly 16 modules, that they seem to have
been designed for that proportion. 1823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 480 The height given to the column is fourteen

modules, or seven diameters.

b. Numism. The diameter of a coin or medal.

1887 Athen&um 24 Sept. 411/3 There are thirty plates,

many of them containing coins of the smallest module.

5. Math. = MODULUS 2.

a 1883 H. T. S. SMITH Collect. Math. Papers (1894)
;

II. 545
The squared modules resulting from lhe&amp;lt;r (&quot;) primitive and

primary transformations of//.

6. An apparatus for measuring or regulating a

supply or flow of water. [ It. modulo.]
1875 L. D A. JACKSON Hydraulic Man. (ed. 3) 136 Hy

draulic engineers not having yet arrived at a perfect module



MODULE.
for measuring the amount of water drawn off in an open
channel for irrigation. Ibid. 147 This module discharges
one cubic metre, .per hour.

117. ?The capital of a pillar (cf. MUTULE). Obs.

1585 J. HiGGiNStr. Junius
1

Nomcnclator 204/1 Epistylium^
Vitru[vius], capitulum, modulus. . . The head or chapter of

the piller ; the module. 1610 HOLLAND Camderis Brit. i.

411 What a sort of modules or Chapters of pillars [orig. quot
efistylia} .. haue beene digged up.

t Mo dule, v. Obs. [In sense I, a. F. module-r,
ad. L. modulCirc to MODULATE. In sense 2, altera

tion of MODEL v. after MODULE sbJ\
1. trans. To sing, perform (music).
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ s Viet. n. xviii, Soon the old

Palmer his devotions sung, Like pleasing anthems moduled
in time. 1612 DRAVTON Poly-alb, xiii. 70 That Charmer of
the Night. .That moduleth her tunes so admirably rare.

2. To MODEL, mould, form.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Barfas n. i. n. Imposture Argt., Jus
tice and Mercy modul d in their kinde. 1621 G. SANDYS
Ovid s Met. i. (1632) 9 O would I could my Father s cun
ning vse ! And soules into well-modulM Clay infuse ! 1693
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth n. (1723)95 Men. .which were
to inhabit this Earth, thus moduled anew.

t Mo dulet. Obs. rare. [f. MODULE sb. + -ET.]
A little model.

1591 SYLVESTKK Du Bartas \. vii. 747 But, soft my Muse :

what? wilt thou re-repeat The Little-World s admired mo-
dulet? 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey \. in. 6 The
Crassitude of the Soale is diuersified in seuerall Plots, and
particular Modulets. Ibid. 11. iv. 52 Proportion consists in

the generall Modell and particular Modulets of the Plot.

t Mo dulize, v. Obs. [f. MODULE sb. -t- -IZE.

Cf. OK. moduUstrtQ make melody, and MODELIZE.]
trans. To model, form a model of; to organize.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. in. Law 105 While

with the Duke [Moses], th
1

Eternall did devise, And to Ins

inward sight did modulize His Tabernacle s admirable
Form. 1679 EVERARD Prot. Princes Europe 40 They who
have the .. dexterity to modulize or conquer Sovereign
Estates know better than any other by what Maxims their

Successours may be enabled to maintain themselves therein.

Moduli, obs. form of MODEL.
IIModulus (mp-dil#s). PI.moduli (mp-ditfl&i) ,

moduluses. [L. : see MODULE.]
fl. Arch. = MODULE sb. 4. Obs.

1563 SHUTE Arckit. C j, A Modulus, or half the thicknes
of the pillor.

2. Math. a. A number by which Napierian
logarithms must be multiplied in order to obtain
the corresponding logarithms in another system
(usually that with base 10).
[1722 R. COTES Harm. Metisur. 4 Pro diversa magnitu-

dine quantitatis assumptae M, quae adeo vocetur System-
alls Modulus.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Logarithm^
The line M is what Mr. Cotes calls the modulus of the

system. 1798 HUTTON Course A fit t/i. (1828) II. 306 Multiply
the result by the modulus of the system of logarithms. 1897
Chambers Math. Tables (ed. PrydeJ 454 Modulus of
common logarithms=M- 0-4342944819.

b. A constant multiplier, coefficient, or para
meter involved in a given function of a variable.
For the specific applications see Greenhill Elliptic Func*
ffMf (x8oa)4 53, and Forsyth Theory ofFunctions (1893) 377.
1843 MACCULLAGH in Proc. R. Irish Acad. II. 448 The

given plane may be called a directive pla)ie^ and the con
stant ratio may be termed the modulus. 1865 BRANDE &
Cox Diet. Set,, etc. I. 768 Any trigonometrical function of

&amp;lt;fr

is termed an elliptic function^ having the argument it and
modulus k. 1873 MAXWELL Electr.

&amp;lt;f Magn. (1881) I. 217We may call k and k the two complementary moduli of the
confocal system, a 1883 H. J. S. SMITH Collect. .Math.
Papers (1894) 1 1. 570 Geometrical Construction of the Trans
formed Modulus by means of the Modular Curve.

C. A measure of a quantity which depends upou
two or more other quantities. In recent use chiefly,
the absolute value of a complex quantity.
1845 DE MORGAN Calculus ofFunctions in Encycl. Metrop.

11- 375/ 1 By the modulus of a (x,y) we mean the function
a (JT, jr) considered as of a single subject. The moduli of the
sum, difference, product, &c. of two functions are the sum,
difference, &c. of the moduli. 1846 CAYLEV Coll. Math.
Papers I. 238 The square of the secant of the semi-angle of
resultant rotation will be the modulus of the rotation. 1891
HOBSON Trigonom. 255 The modulus of the sum ofa number
of complex quantities is less than, or equal to, the sum of
their moduli.

d. Theory ofNumbers* A number in respect of
which other numbers are congruent.
1892 G. B. MATHEWS Theory Numbers 7.

3. Physics and Aleck. A constant indicating the
relation between the amount of a physical effect

and that of the force producing it.

Modulus ofelasticity ; originally applied by Young to the

quantity by means of which the amount of longitudinal
extension or contraction of a bar of a given material, and
the amount of the tension or pressure causing it, may be
stated in terms of each other. Now used in a wider sense

(see quot. 1877).

1807 T. YOUNG Led. Philos. xiii. I. 137 According to this

analogy, we may express the elasticity of any substance by
the weight of a certain column of the same substance, which
may be denominated the modulus of its elasticity. Ibid. II.

66 It may be shown that every small change of form is

propagated along an extended chord with a velocity equal
to that of a heavy body falling through a height equal to
half the length of a portion of the chord, of which the weight
is equivalent to a force producing the tension, and which
may be called the modulus of the tension. 1824 TREDGOLD

Strength^ Cast Iron 251 The measure of the power of a body
to resist impulsion, that U, the modulus of resilience. 1843
MOSELEY Aleck. Ppinc. Engin, 162 The modulus of- a

579

machine, .is the relation between the work constantly done
upon it by the moving power, and that constantly yielded
at the working points [etc.]. 1846 MALLET in Trans. A*.

Irish Acad. (1848) XXI. 93 If we take the modulus of

elasticity for the following rocks from the preceding table,

and, comparing these with the modulus of cast iron, sup
pose the time of wave transit in each to be proportionate
roughly to the square roots of their respective moduli, we
get the following table of results. 1877 SIR W. THOMSON in

moduluses a modulus ofcompression and a rigidity.

4. A unit of payment (see quot.).
1882 Cambr. Stat., Trin. Coll. (1883) 590 The Council

shall fix for the year the amount being not more than..

25o/. to be called a modulus. And there shall be paid to
each Fellow, .his proper dividend fixed as hereinafter men
tioned by reference to the amount of the modulus. There
shall be paid to the Master seven moduli^ and to each of the

Chaplains and to the Librarian one half of a modulus.

5. gen, A norm or standard. Cf. MODULE 3. rare.

1864 Reader 30 Apr. 544/3 He sometimes deviates from
the strict modulus of the sonnet.

Modur(e, obs. forms of MOTHER.
II Modus (mJu-d^s). PL (rare} modi (mju-dai) ;

(in sense 4) modusea. [L. modus : see MODE sb.]

fl. OldLaw. The qualification of the terms of a

conveyance or other instrument; the consideration
of a conveyance.
1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 137 Modus is a moderation,

whereby a charge or burthen is imposed, in respects of a
cominoditie. ..The meane or moderation is knowtm by this
worde (that) as I make A. B. my executor or giue him a
hundred pound, that he male erect a monument. 1850 Lluu-

n\\A*LaiuDict.iModns, ..in old conveyancing. A considera
tion ; the consideration of a conveyance, technically ex

pressed by the word ut,

2. gen. The way in which anything is done
;

mode or manner of operation.
Sometimes short for t/t. opcrcindi or in. agcndi (see 5).

1648 EVKLYN Covr. (1852) III. 23 Touching the reports of
this day.. as that Rochester was entered by stratagem, or

Canterbury (for none of the relators agree either in the place
or modus), a 1686 T. WATSON Hody Div. (1692) 239 What
shall be the modus or manner of Trial ? 1780 in I.Allen
Hist. Vermont (1798) 144 That either party should establish
the modus, or rules to be pursued in determining deputes.
1846 in Proc. Amcr. Phil. Soc. IV. 259 The modus in which
the electric charge passes along the wires. 1898 A. LANG
Alaking Relig. viii. 143 Because.. psychologists are unable
to explain, or give the modus of a ,-&amp;gt;et of phenomena.
t3. Philos. MODE sb. 6. Obs. In full modus

csseiuli or existettdi.

1675 HOWE Living Temple \\. i. Wks. 1724 I. 126 [Cnti-
cism of Spinoza.] And if the Essence of Substance contains
the inexisting Modi, the Essence of the Modi doth equally
contain their inexistence in Substance, a 1679 T. GOODWIN
Christ Alediator it. v. (1692) 48 One and the same thing is

differenced from it self by a different modus, or manner uf

existing, a 16^9 Mail s Rcstaur. Grace Hi. 9 The dis

tinction
jjjf

their personality (if abstractly considered from
the essence) being but modus csscudi.

4. A money payment in lieu of tithe. In full

modus dccimandL
1618 SELUEN Hist. Tithes x. 288 Where any . . Prescription

or Custome hath setled a Modus Dccimatuii or certain

quantitie payable, though never so little, for the Tithe. 1669
WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) nr It is to be wish d that

there were some more certain Modus in lieu of that trouble
some way of Tything. 1687 Assur. Abb. Lands 31 Also
Modus of Tithes was another Infringement of the Canons.

1747 Cent1. Mag. 57/1 The ancient Modttsses and com
positions for tythes. 1763 BURN Eccl. Law II. 388 Of
modus s, or exemptions from payment of tithes in kind.

1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. lii. 29-30, 1843 ^leeson fy

Welshes Exche-j. Rej&amp;gt;.
(1844) XI. 676 The plaintiff was. .

employed in maintaining and upholding the said moduses,
1866 Gi:o. ELIOT F. Holt vi. I. 137 The spiritual person who
still took his tithe-pig or his modus.

5. In mod.L. phrases : a. modus agendi, the

mode in which a thing acts or operates.
1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 29 Scientific men are not

agreed as to the modus agendi of the amalgam applied to

the rubber.

b. modus operand!, mode of operating: (a)
the way in which a thing, cause, etc., operates;

(&amp;lt;5)

in more recent use, the way in which a person

goes to work,

t684VtiUTtoat200t0tttia 222 Because their Causes, or their

modus operandi (which is but the Application of the Cause
to the Effect) doth not fall under Demonstration. 1835
Edtn. Rev, LXI. 85 We are still ignorant of the nature, .of

this force, and of its modus operandi. 1843 MILL Logic \\\.

x. S I. 529 We must make entire abstraction of all Know
ledge of the simpler tendencies, the modi operandi of mer
cury in detail.

1874^
W. ARCHER in Q. Jrut. Microsc. Sci.

XIV. 130 The foHowing will show the ;0rfr0/t z&amp;lt;jY. 1894
K. GRAHAME Pagan P. 86 It would hardly be in the public
interest to disclose his modus operandi.

C. modus vivendi, a mode of living ;
a

working arrangement between contending parties,

pending the settlement of matters in debate.

1879 N. fy Q. Ser. v. XII. 109 Modus Vivendi This
formula Js in daily use to express a practical compromise.
1882 Standard 27 Dec. 4/7 The Russian Government and
the Pope have arranged a modus vivendi. 1884 Maiic/t,

Exam. 9 Dec. 5/5 He hoped to establish a modus vivendi

pending the conclusion of a Treaty.

t Mo dwall. Obs. Also 7-8 mud-, 8 mid-. A
variant or corruption, in old Dictionaries, for

WOODWALL or WlTWALL.

MOFP.

1571 HULOET, Modwall a byrde which destroyeth bees,
apiastra. 1657 C. HECK Univ. Char. I

ij,
A mudwall or

wood pecker bird, 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufet s Thcat. Ins.

901 The nests of Swallowes, Modwals [orig. apiastrontm}.
Owls, or Wood-peckers. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mid-
wall..,AIodwaIl. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat, Diet. I, Modwall
(bird), picus. , . Mud wall (bird), apiastcr. Ibid, u, Apiastra,
..midwal.

tMo dy, a. Obs. [f.MoDE^. -r- -Y.] Fashion

able, modish.

1701 F. MANNING Poems 67, 1 am o erjoyed, says one, that
we shall see Of Mody Fans so great variety. 1741 RICHARD
SON Pamela I. xxxii. 125, I said, O dear Mr. Longman, you
make me too rich, and too mody. 1771 T. HULL Sir 11^,

ffnrrington(i-jqj) III. 42 These [dresse&amp;gt;] were entirely new
for the wedding, .mine the mody coloured crimson, edged
with ermine.

Mody, obs. form of MOODY.
Modyngstrete,var. or corrupt f. MIDDENSTEAH.
c 1475 Pict. I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 798/4 Hoc senum [ ex-

tium], a modyngstrete.

Modyr^e, obs. forms of MOTHER sb.

Moe, var. Mo more ; obs. f. Mow sb. and v.

Moeble, obs. f. MOBILE a. and sb. 1
;
var. MOBLE.

Moed(e, Moeder, obs. ff. MOOD, MOTHER.

Moedor^e, Moehair, see MOIDORE, MOIIAIK.

Moelline (mJu-elin). [f.
F. moclle marrow -f-

-IN !

.] A kind of unguent for the hair.

1851 Official Catal. Gt. Exhib, II. 790
* Moelline , ;i pecu

liar oleaginous compound. 1860 in WOKCESTEK. 1864-1897
in WEBSTER.

II Moelloil (inwaloii). Arch* [Fr., altered form

(? assimilated to motile marrow) of OF. moilon,

ineuloit, JiiQiroH) of obscure origin.] Rubble used in

masonry ;
RAG sb

[1836 : as Fr. in PARKER Gloss. Archil. (1850) s.v. Ka^~
stow. iBgSSiMMONusZVaf. 7VW*,^//ff (French), rough
MI int:.-, fit for building.] 1875 in KNIC.HT Diet. Ah c/t.

Moerdre, Moerdrer, Moerdrice, obs. ff.

MrilDEB, -Kit, -ESS.

Moes, obs. form of Moss.
Mceso-Goth (mrs&amp;lt;?gp|&amp;gt;).

Also Mseso-. [ad.
late L. Ala-sogothi pi., f. L. Mo:si the people of the

country (from them called Jl/asia), corresponding
to the modern Bulgaria and Servia + Cot/it&quot;, see

GOTH.] A member of the Gothic tribe that in

habited MtL-sia in the 4th and 5th c. after Christ.
1818 T. H. HOUSE Introd. Study Script. I. 302 Ulphila-;,

a celebrated bishop of the Maeso-Goths. 1864 Cham! . /-, -

cycl. t Mtrso-Goths, the name given to the Goths who in the

3d c. settled in Lower Mttsia at the mouth uf the Danube.

MoeSO-Gothie (mt&gp Jrik), a, and sb. Also
Meeso-. [ad. late L. Hl&sogothic-us, f.

M&amp;lt;xsogothi\

see prec. and -ic.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to

the Moeso-Goths or their language, b. sb. The
language of the Mceso-Goths.
Formerly applied to the language of the extant Gothic

version of portions of the Scriptures, which is doubtless the
work of the Mu:so-Gothic bishop Wulfila (Ulpliilas). But as
the language does not differ materially from that of other
remains of Gothic, and there is no evidence tbat such dif

ferences as exist belonged to the dialect of Wulfila himstlf,

philologists now usually speak of Gothic simply.
[1689 HICKES (title) Ipstitutiones Gi ammatica: Anglo-Sax-

onica: et Mceso-Gothicffi.] 1818 T. H. HORNI-; Introd.

Study Script. I, 304 The Maeso-Gothic translation uf the
thirteen Epistles of Saint Paul made by Ul^hilas. Ibid.^ A
complete set of M&soGothic types has been cast. 1831
CAKI.YI.I-: Sart. Res. in. vii, Hud there been no MOJMJ-

gothic Ulfil.-i, there had been no English Shakespeare, or a
different one. 1845 SJODDARJGrammar in Encycl, Mt-tn&amp;gt;f.

I. i }8/i In M;uso-Gothic the verb heon or bion is not fuund.
a 1886 J. KER Lcct. Hist. Preaching vi. (1888 03 The New
Testament and the Septuagint .. found their way into

Western tongues, through the Vulgate and the Moesogothic.
Moet (m0|g). [From the name of the firm,

Moct ct Chandon of Rheims, which, sells it.] The
name of a class of champagne.
1841 THACKKRAY St. Philips Day at Paris Wks. 1900

XIII. 554 A bottle of soda-water, which all ihe pit takes to
be real moet. 1883 Miss BRADUON Golden Calf\\\. iv. 91, 1

can have a bottle of Muiit there.

Moether, obs. form of MOTHER.
Moevable, etc. : see MOVABLE, etc.

Mofe, obs. form of MOVE v.

II Mofette (nwfe t). Also moffette. [F., ad.

It. (Naples) mofetta Sp. mofeta^\ a. An exhala
tion of mephitic gas escaping from a fissure, b. An
opening or fissure in the earth fiom which such
exhalations escape.
1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 433 The first, for

merly denominated phlogistic air, and sometimes mofette, is

thrown forth largely during the decomposition of animnl
matter. 1823 CRAUB Technol. Diet.) Mofette (Chem.) another
name for Nitrogen. 1849 OTTE tr. Humboldt s Cosmos I.

209 Various substances have been ejected during the earth

quake, as hot water,. .Mofettes\gloss. exhalations of carbonic
acid gasj. .; mud, black smoke [etc.]. 1887 Our Earth $ its

Story I. 225 The amount of carbonic acid which is dis

charged by these mofTettes must be enormous.

MofF 1

, moph. (mpf). [See quot. 1885.] An
instrument consisting of a pair of compasses, one

leg of which is fashioned like the leg of a pair of

callipers.
1885 Let. 28 Nov. (MS.), It is a cross, in fact, between

compass and calliper; and its character of cross breed got

jt originally the name of hermaphrodite, which wascorrupted
into mophrodiie, which has been shortened into moff*



MOFF. 580 MOHAIR.

1902 MARSHALL Metal Tools 12 A useful form of calipers for

marking off. .is known by various names, such as odd-leg

calipers , scribing calipers , hermaphrodite calipers ,

mophs , or jennies ,

II Moff- CnyO* See qut.
1851 Official Catal. Gt. Exhib. III. 1373 Caucasian silk

stuff (called moff}. 1858 SIMMONDS DUt. Trade.

Moffe, obs. form of MOVE v.

Moffel(l, moffle, obs. forms of MUFFLE v.

Moifette, variant of MOFETTE.

i; Mofussil (mofzrsil). Anglo-Ind. Also 8 Mo-
fussel, 8-9 -ul, 9 Mofusil. [Hindustani mu-

faffily ad. Arab. V^ju mufa^al, pa. pple. oifa^fala

to divide, separate.]
1. In India, the country as distinguished from

the f

Presidency ; the rural localities of a district

as distinguished from the chief station.

1781 Micky s Bengal Gaz. 31 Mar. (Yule), A gentleman
lately arrived from the Mo[f]ussel. Ibid. 30 June (/&&quot;&amp;lt;/.),

A
gentleman in the Mofussil, Mr. P., fell out of his chaise and
broke his leg. 1878 (title) Life in the Mofussil ; or the

Civilian in Lower Bengal. i885 YULE & BCKSELL Gloss.

Anglo-lnd. s.v., Thus if, in Calcutta, one talks of the Mo
fussil, he means anywhere in Bengal out of Calcutta ; if one
at Benares talks of going into the Mofussil he means going
anywhere in the Benares division or district (as the case might
be) out of the city of Benares. And so over India.

2. atlrib. Of, pertaining to, belonging to, or

living in the Mofussil
; rural, provincial.

c 1836 MACAULAY in Tievelyan Life (1876) I. 395 The Mo.
fussil newspapers, .have spoken favourably of this measure.
1860 Rural Life in Bengal 105 Characteristic of Mofussul
life. 1878 Life in. Mofussil I. 58 The natural dulness of a
wet Sunday in a Mofussil bungalow. 1906 Advice Note,
Office ofSuperintendent ofGovt. Printing, India Voucher
No. 5656 When cheques on mofussil banks are sent, they
must include the amount of discount.

Hence Mofivssilite, one residing in the Mo
fussil

;
Mofu ssilize v. tntr., to live away from a

town or residency (iwnce-wd.}.
1845 (title of newspaper] The Mofussilite. 1863 SALA

Qualk the Circumnavigator 64 Bankrupt scholars, whose
parents had been inofutilising in an inordinate degree.
1888 Bookseller s Catal. (Bombay) To Purchasers, Mofus-
silites should always send the price and postage of the books
beforehand.

Mog (mpg), v. dial, and U.S. Also 7-8
mogg, 9 mug, maug.
f 1. intr. Cards. To exchange cards in the

obsolete game of costly colours . Obs.

1674 COTTON Compl. Gamester (1680) 89 You must deal off

three a piece, and turn up the next Card following ; then the
Eldest is to take his choice whether he will Mogg (this is

change a Card or no). 1734 SLVMOUK Compl. Gamester
(ed. 5) n. 32.

2. To move on, depart, decamp. Chiefly with off
or on.

1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Travcst. (1797) II. 128 Get on
board thy rotten ship; The rest, I hope, will scorn to mog
off And dim my daylights if I jog off. 1862 C. C. ROBINSON
Dial. Leeds 363 Mug on !

* Wean t mug a bit . 1880
Antrim ff Down Gloss.* Maug, to walk away. Maug off

with you .

3. To walk along slowly but steadily; to jog
0, move gently (K.D.D.).
1857 J. T. STATON Bobby $ Shuttle 5 (E.D.D.) Aw mogged

up eawt oth loom-shop into th heawse. 1873 W. CARLLTON
Farm. Ball., Out o* the Fire 52 He. .mogged along to the

door-way, with never a word of row. 1894 KKMISGTON
in Harpers Mag. Feb. 359 As our horses were thirsty and
footsore, we mogged along .

4. trans. (See quots.)
1879 Miss JACKSON Shropshire IVord-bk., Mog,io move

from one place to another.. . Tell John lo mog the cows i

the mornin \ 1887 ^T. Cheshire Gloss., Mogt ..(z} to make
to go, remove. Speaking of some one who had honestly
restored to her some belongings, a woman said, Many a
one ud ha mogged em off .

Mog, v.-, dial, variant of MUG v.

Mogador (mfgadf?!). Also -ore. The name
of a seaport in Morocco; used attrib. to designate
certain of its products or exports; as Mogador
colocynlh, gum ;

also absol. (see quot, 1866).
1861-87 BKNTLEY Man. Dot. n. in. (ed. 5) 538 Slorocco,

Mogadore, or Brown Barbary Gum [is derived) from Acacia
arabica. Ibid. 567 Mogador or Unpeeled Colocynth..is
obtained from Mogador. 1866 R. S. CHARNOCK Verba
Nom. t Mogadore, a bees -wax from Mogador.

Mogasheen, -ason, -erson, obs. ff. MOCCASIN.
Mogera, obs. form of MUGBA.
Moget, var. MUGGET Obs. exc. dial.

Moggaii (mfgan). Sc. and dial. Also 9 mog-
gen, -in, mogan, muggiu, moogan. [Of obscure

origin; the Gael, mogan is believed by Celtic phi
lologists to be adopted from Sc. Cf. mokins dial.

(Hants) gaiters made of coarse sacking* (E.D.D.);
also (though the sense is more remote), moggins
(Cheshire) shoes with wooden soles, clogs.]
1. A long footless stocking ; a stocking used as a

purse; also long sleeves for a woman s arms,
wrought like stockings (Jam.).
174* R. FORBES frnl. in Ajax* .S/. (1755) 31 I m seer

some o them wat the sma end o their moggan. 1789 Ross
/felenort. etc. 134 Had I won the length but of ae pair of

sleeves, .. And on my twa gardies like mosgans wad draw?
1832-53 D. S. IJuctiAN in tt histle-binkie Ser. in. 72 He,.
prepared for to dee : And left. .his lang neckii moggin to

me. 1897 Blackiu. Mag. Nov. 613/1 They came into the

place in their mogans at night, quiet as ghosts.

t 2. //. The legs. Obs.

1780 W. FORBES Dominic Deposed g Wae to the night I

first began To mix my moggans wi thee, man.

Moggi(n)son, obs. forms of MOCCASIN.

Moggy (nv gi)- [Possibly a variant of MAGGIE.]
1. dial. (West Midland : see E.D.D.) A pet-name

for a calf or cow.
{1825 Houlston Tracts II. xlviii. 4 Skelton s kine. .lowed

so, twas pitiful to hear them. For all they were dumb
creatures, I knew their meaning, as well as if they had said,

Give us a mouthful of dry food... No , says I, poor
moggies, I cannot do that . . .

2. dial, and slang. An untidily dressed woman.
1886 S. IV. Line. Gloss.i Moggy^

a slattern, dressed out

untidily : She did look a moggy . 1896 FARMER &. HEN-
LKV Slang, Moggy (old) a badly-dressed woman ; a guy.

Moghal, variant of MOGUL.

Moghe, obs. form of MOTH, Mow sb.

Moghet, var. MUGGET Obs. exc. dial.

Moghol, Moghra : see MOGUL, MOGKA.

Moghrabbin, variant of MAUGRABIN.
1906 Athensenin 8 Dec. 735/2.

Moght, obs. form of MOTH.

Moght^e, Mo;(e, obs. iT. might pa. pple.
of MAY t .i

Moghul, variant form of MOGUL.
i, Mogi- (m^d^i, infgi). Combining form of

Gr. p6yt-s with toil and pain, f. poyos toil, used in

a few mod.L. pathological terms, as Mogigra phia
[Gr. -7/xt^m, -GBAPHY

; cf. F. mogigraphie]. diffi

cult or cramped writing, writer s cramp; also in

anglicized form Mogl graphy ;
hence Mogi-

gra phic a. Mogila lia [f. Gr. /io-yiAoA-oy that

speaks with difficulty], stammering ; Mogi lalism
= prec. (Syd. Soc, Lex. 1891). Mogipho nia [Gr.

&amp;lt;pcayrj sound],
* a difficulty in producing loud vocal

sounds with the larynx, ordinary speech remaining
unaffected (Syd. Soc. Le

He distinguishes two varieties of defective speech, para*
phoniaandmogilalia. \%yj AllbutfsSyst.Med. IV._85o J he
cases described by U. Friinkel under the name mogiphonia.

Mogi(n;son, -issin, -nesan, obs. ff. MOCCASIN.

Mognion, obs. variant of MONIOX.

I: MogO (mJu g^). [Native Australian.] The
stone hatchet used by the aborigines of New
South Wales.

1823 CRABR Technol. Dict.
t Mogo, an Indian tomahawk.

1838 T. L. MITCHELL Three Exfcd. I. 204, I heard-. the

inogo of a native at work on some tree close by. 1868 W.
CARLKTON Australian Nts. 20 One mute memorial, by his
bier His mogo, boomerang, and spear. 1876 Forest fy

Stream 13 July 375/2 With the head of the mogo [they] will

track the bones of animals for marrow.

Mogol^l, Mogor, obs. forms of MOGUL.
Mogoson, obs. form of MOCCASIN.

II Mogra (mtrgra). Forms : 7 mogera, 8-9
mogree, 9 mohra, moogree, morgree, moghra,
mogra. [Hindi mogra^\ The Arabian jasmine,

Jasminiun Sambac. Also attrib*

i66a J. DAVIES tr. Mandclslo s Trav. 86 There is almost
no Flower but is sought after more for its colour then scent :

for though those they call Mogera and Scampi have a good
smell, yet [etc.]. 1757 J- H* &amp;lt;JKOSE Voy. E. Indies 229 A
necklace..composed of flowers strung together, they call

mogrees, something resembling Spanish double jessamy.
1813 J. FORBES Oriental Mew. III. 268 A sofa, .adorned
with wreathes of mogrees. 1834 M EDWIN Angler in Wales
II. 317 The mogra-wreaths about his neck entwined, Those
flowers the emblems of as

pure
a mind. 1879 E. ARNOLD

Lt. Asia iv. 107 The Suddha Devas .. Plucked the red
mohra-flowers. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Moogreejloivcrs. 1893
fall Mall G. 23 Dec. 2/1 They are morgree flowers. The
nautch girls wear them in their hair. 1902 Miss W. DOUGHTY
Afoot thtongh Kashmir I alleysv\, 143 From off the island

bowers Come scents of moghra trees in bloom.

Mograbi(a)n, Mogrebbin: see MAUGHABIN.
1837 Pop. Encycl. V. 10/2 Mogrefbins ; Arabs of the

western part of Egypt.

Mogrebee, variant of MAUGRABEE.
Moguey: see MoKiA
Mogul (m0g l), sb. and a. Forms: a. 6-7

Magoll, 7 Mogol,!, -ull, 8-9 Moghul, -hoi, 9
Mog-, Mughal, 7- Mogul; 0. 6-7 (9 from Pg.)
Mogor, 7 Maghoore, Magor(e. [a. Pcrs. and
Arab, li^ t/tuya/t wttyu/, a mispronunciation of

the native name MONGOL. The #-forms represent
the Sp. and Pg. corruption AIogor.~\
A. sb.

L A Mongol or Mongolian ; spec, in Hist, (a] A
follower of Baber (a descendant of Tamerlane)
who founded the Mongol empire in Hindustan in

1526; (b} a follower of Jenghis Khan in the I3thc.
a. 1615 PURCHAS nigrints I. 267 The Gouernour of Surat

and the Gouernours brolher of Cambaya,sent aMogoll vnto
me with a present of refreshing. 1662 j. DAVIES tr. Man-
delslo s Trav. 82 The Mogul s .. who came out of great
Tartary, are good Natur d, mild, discreet, civi! [etc.]. 1841
ELPHINSTONE///J/. Ind. I. App. 11.433 There were Scythian
irruptions into India before those of the Moguls under
Chenftz Kh;m. 1341 \V. MILES tr. Hist. Hydur Xatk 317

The besieged Naik..had killed a great many of the Mo-
ghuls. 1874 L. J. TROTTER Hist. Ind. m. vii. 160 Driven
out of the province he had hoped to reconquer for the Mo.
ghals, Abhi Singh . . retired into his own country. 1886
YULE & BLRNELL Gloss. Anglo-hid. s.v., Among the Ma-
hommedans of S. India the Moguls or Mttgh&is constitute
a strongly marked caste.

0. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Comuiw. (1603) 179 In
Cambaia it selfe, where the Mogors are of such fearefull

puissance, Hue the Resbutt.

fb. MoguFs breeches : ?a sort of long drawers
or pyjamas. Obs.
a 16*5 FLETCHER, etc. Fair Maid Inn iv. u, Oh let him

have his shirt on, and hU Mogols breeches, here are women
ith house.

2. The Great or Grand Mogul, also shortened to

the Mogul: the common designation among
Europeans of the emperor of Delhi, whose empire
at one time included most of Hindustan ; the last

nominal emperor was dethroned in 1857.
a. 1588 HICKOCK tr. Frederick s Voy. 6 Twelue yeares

agoe the great Magoll a More king of Agray and Delay. .

became the gouernour of all ..Cambaia. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 542 The Mogol or Mogor. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 29 These Moguls or Emperours of East
India. 1710 ADDISON Whig Exam. No. 5 p 4 Turks and

Indians, who have no laws above the Will of a Grand
Signior or a Mogul, c 1796 T. TWINING Trav. Amer. (1894)

92 When I was at Dehli the Great Moghol. .allowed me..
to have his name and the date of my reception at his Court

engraved on some personal ornament. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
Rudge iii, But then he awoke out of a dream about picking
a lock In the stomach of the Great Mogul. 1876 BANXROFT
Hist. U. S. III. i. ii The empire of the Great Mogul.

jS. 1588 PAHKE tr. Mendoza s Hist. China 407 The grand
Tartar, or Mogor. c 1591 FITCH in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II.

i. 254 The people.. call him The great Mogor. 1615 3tow s

Ann. 945 The great Maghoore whome some corruptly call

Mogall. c 1645 HOWELL Lett., The Vote (1650) II. 128 That
she may prize his royall favour more Than all the wares
fetch d from the Great Mogor ! 1880 R. F. BURTON tr.

Canteens Lusiad x. II. 384 The Grand Mogor.
b. transf. A great personage; an autocratic ruler.

1678 DRYUEN Kind Keeper iv. i, Mr. Limberham is the

Mogol of the next Mansion.

3. The name of a kind of plum.
1718 MRS. KALES Receipts 29 The great white Mogul

makes a fine black Plum. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v.

J runuS) White Imperial, Bonum Magnum ;
white Holland

or Mogul Plum. 1845 Miss ACTON Mod.Cookcry 483 Pre
serve of the Magnum Bonum, or Mogul plum.
4. In full mogul engine^ locomotive : A locomotive

of a peculiar type built for hauling heavy trains.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. s.v., The Mogul is gene.
rally accepted as a type of engine especially adapted to the

economical working of heavy-freight traffic. Ibid. fig. 1756

Mogul Locomotive. 1885 Iron 25 Sept. 281/3 The
*

Mogul
engine.
5. //. Playing cards of the best quality (see quots.).
1842 IlradsJtaw s Jml. 16 Apr. 371/2 The best cards are

called Moguls, \3fyb Stationer $ Fancy Trades Rfg. i Sept,

Phttol. Soc. Tra&amp;gt;is. 71 Mogit,
the wrappers used for this particular sort of cards; the

device being a fancy sketch or picture of the Great Mogul.
B. adj. Of, pertaining or relating to, the Moguls,

or the Mongol empire in India.

1617 PURCHAS Pilgrimaee (ed. 3) 609 Wee might seeme to

haue spoken sufficiently of the Cambayans alreadie, in our

former Mogoll-Relations. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \\. (Globe)

568 We thought our selves a Match for the whole ten thou

sand Mogul Tartars. 172* tr. Petis de la Croi.v s Hist.

Genghis Khan i. i. 7 Every Mogul Family. .were accus

tom d the first Day of the Year to celebrate a Feast. 1788
GIBBON Decl, fy F. Ixv. VI. 332 Memorials in the Mogul or

Persian language. Ibid. 337 In the Mogul empire of the

north. 1858 I. B. NORTON Topics 38 The old Mogul dy
nasty. 1903 Blackw.Mag. Mar. 317/2 It was here that the

later Moghul emperors held their daily court.

Hence tMogrulish a. = MOGUL a.

1719 J. T. PHILIPPS tr. Thirty-four Confer. 331 His two
Sons, .undertook to defeat all the Mogulish Army.

Moguutine (.nwgo-ntin), a. [f. L. Mogtintia*
ancient name of Mainz.] Of or pertaining to the

city of Mainz in Germany (see quots.)-
1641 (title) Looke about You. The Plot of Contzen, the

Moguntine Jesuite, to cheate a Church of the Religion
established therein. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr^ Moguntine^
belonging to Mogunlia or Mentz a City in Germany, where

Printing was first invented by John Gutenburg an. 1440.

1773 ASH, MoguntinC). .belonging to the art ofprinting. [In
recent Diets.]

II Uoha (mu-ha). Also mohar. [Of obscure

origin; in Fr. moha de Hongrie.] A variety of

Italian millet.

1855 OCILVIE Suppl., Moha. 1864 Chatnb. Encycl. VI.

461/1 German Millet, or Mohar (Setaria Germanica).
1866 Treas.

7&amp;gt;V/., Moha, Setaria italica.

Mollair
(m&amp;lt;Ju he.i). Forms: 6 mocayare,

moochary, mockaire, 7 mohaire,moher, moe-

hair, raowhayre, 7-8 moyhair, mowhair, 7-
raohair. [Ultimately a. Arabic ^^i* mu\ayyar

cloth of goats hair (lit. select, choice
1

, pa. pple.
of xayyara to choose). The history of tne forms

is obscure, the word having come into Eng. by
more than one channel. The present form is prob.
due to association with hair.
The It. tnoccttiaro (moccaiorro, tnoccaiardo} and F. MO~

cayart) moncayart^ which come nearest of the European
forms to the Arabic original, were early applied to textile

fabrics of different material isee MOCKADO). In the i;th c. the



MOHAMMED.
Eng. word was adopted in Fr. as monain; now ^pelt ttteirtt

(see MOIKK) , the Sp. moarrct mitcrt It. woarrc, G. tuohr,

bcem to be adoptions from Fr.

1. Properly, a kind of fine camlet made from the

hair of the Angora goat, sometimes watered. Also,

yarn made from this hair. In modern use often

applied to a fabric in imitation of the true mohair,
in the i8th c. wholly of silk, but now usually of a

mixture of wool and cotton. Mohair glaci , see

quot. 1884,
1570 G. CAMPION in Haklityt s Voy. (1599) II. r. 127 There is

also Gotten wooll,. .chainlets, mocayares. 1584 W. BARRET
Ibid. 273 Cloth of Wooll, Karsies, Mockaires, Chamlets, and
all sortes of Silke. 1588 T. HICKOCK tr. C. Frederick s Voy.
6 b, Gerdles of wooll and bumbast black and red like to

Moocharies. 1619 PURCHAS Microcosmus xxvii. 269 The
new devised names of Stuffes and Colours, .. Veletato,

Philizello,. . Mohaire. 1640 in Noorthouck London (1773)

840/2 Yarn, grogram or moyhair, thecwt. qt. fivescore is.6d.

1641 Silke-mohers [see DURETTO]. 1668 T. ROKEBY Let.
28 Sept. in Mem. (Surtees) 16 A mohaire with a small weale

[for a gown]. 1702-3 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (i886j
II. 2ii Crimson Morella mohair for the Curtains. 1727
W. MATHER Yng. Man sComp. 400Theyimport. .Cambleis,
Grograms, Grogram Yarn, Mohairs of Angor. 1735 POPE
Ep. Lady 170 She. -Observes how much a Chintz exceeds
Mohair. 1742-3 MRS. DELANY in Life^^ Corr. (1861) II.

204 Let my room be hung with mohair instead of paper.

1831 A. S. MACKENZIE Year in Spain II. 214 A petticoat
of mohair. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl^Mo/iairC/ac^
a goat s-hair and cotton French dress goods. 1884 ll esf.

Daily Press 1 3 J une 7/6 Mohair is a more ordinary material,

serving for early morning outdoor wear,

2. A garment made of such material.

1673 LD. FOUSTAINHALL in M. P. Brown Suppt. Dctts.

(1826) III. 3, I haveobserved the most part ofpeople to have
ventured upon moyhairs. 1751 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) III.

166, I could find no mohairs in London, that exactly
answered that description. 1861 Eng, Worn. Dam. Mug.
III. 69/1 A grey mohair is

very pretty made with two fluted

flounces at the bottom of the skirt.

3. The hair of the Angora goat.
i?S3 HANWAV Trav. I. v. Ixx. 317 note, Mohair from

turkey.. is from 2$. 6^/. to 12^. the pound, 1878 Encycl.
Brit, XVI. 544/2 The first importation of mohair from the

Cape [of Good Hope], made in 1862, amounted to 1036 Ib.

1879 Cassettes Teckn. Educ. IV. 261/2 The woolly hair called

mohair, which forms the fleece of the Angora goat.

4. slang. A soldier s nickname for a civilian.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar 7*., Mohair, a man in the civil

line, a townsman, or tradesman, a military term, from the
mohair buttons worn by persons of those descriptions or

any others not in the army; the buttons of military men
being always of metal. [i8aa SCOTT Nigel xii, I need not
speak of it, my lord, said the man of war ; the world
knows it all, perhaps, but the men of mohair the poor
sneaking citizens of London. ]

5. attrib. or adj. Composed or consisting of
mohair.
1640 GLAPTHOKNE Hollander \\\. Wks. 1874 1. 113 Moehair

peticoates. 1642 Rates Merchandize 59 Camel or Mo-hair
yarne. 1674 WOOD Life (O.H.S.) II. 300 License was given
to gent, commoners and commoners to weare silk and mo
haire round caps, a 1756 MRS. HAYWOOD New Present
(1771) 259 Mohair-stuffs may be managed in the same way.
1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Macclesfield^ Its chief
manufacture is mohair buttons. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN^^?-.
to Brit. Assoc. p. Ixi, Fancy or mixed goods from alpaca
and mohair wool.

b. spec. Comb. : mohair braid, worsted braid
used for binding garments (Cent. Diet. 1890);
mohair goat, the Angora goat ; mohair lustre

(see quot.) ; mohair-shell (see quot.).
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework 350 *Mohair

consisting of mohair woven with cotton warp. 1753 CHAM
BERS Cycl. Sitpp., J/bm:,..the *mohair shell, ..a peculiar
species of voluta, which seems of a closely and finely reticu
lated texture, and resembles on the surface a piece of mohair.

Mohammed (nwhse-med). Also 7 Mahumed,
S Muhammed, 9 Mahom(m)ed, Muhammad.
The name (repr. Arabic Muhammad] of the
founder of the Moslem religion. (See the older

European form MAHOMET.)
The older forms with final /, which follow the early

European tradition, are placed under MAHOMET ; those
which show recourse to the Arabic form are for convenience
collected here, as explaining the diversities of form in the
following adj.

1615 BESTWELL (title) Mohammedis imposture; that is,
a discovery of the forgeries, falshoods, and impieties of
Mohammed. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 36 They [sc. the
Buiniaa Priests] hate Mahumed, and acknowledge one God
and creatour of all things. 1706 PHILLIPS, Mahomet or
Mtthammed, an Arabian Impostor. 1777 f. RICHARDSON
Dut. Persian^ Arab. t etc., Dissert, p. xiii/2 The era of
Mohammed. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xx. 19 The subjected
West Should bow in reverence at Mahommed sname. 1891
D. A. CAMERON Arabic-Bug. Voc. Introd. (1892) 14 The
Moslems reckon from A. D. 622, the date of the Flight
. .of Mahomed from Mecca to Medina. 1896 T. P. HUGHES
in Snn (N. Y.) May, The only correct way of spelling the
word under consideration is Muhammad 1

... In writing for
the press I very often use the incorrect spelling [Mohammed].
Mohammedan (mflhzeTnedan), a. and sb.

Also 7 Mahumedan , 9 Mahomedan , Ma-
hommedan, Mohummadan, Mohammadan,
Muhammudan, Moohummudan, [f. MOHAM
MED + -AN. Now generally substituted for the
older MAHOMETAN. Cf. G. Mohamedaner.

581

The prevailing spelling is Mohammedan, but Orientalists
sometimes use other forms, based en various modes of

transliterating the name Muhammad.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Mohammed, or to

the religion or doctrine of Mohammed.
1681 Moores Baffled 23 The Mahumedan Law. 1776

MICKLK tr. Camoens 1 Lustad vn. 313 note, They have

long submitted to the oppressions of a few Arabs, their

Mohammedan masters. 1832 W. IRVING Alhambra. I.

145 Mohammedan worship. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India
I. i. i. ii The Mohammedan kings of Delhi. 1878 A.
BURNELL in Academy 28 Dec. 604/1 On medicine eleven
Hindu books and one Muhammadan were published last

year. 1880 A. RUMSEV (title) Moohummudan Law of In
heritance.

B. sb. A follower of Mohammed
;

a believer

in the doctrine of Mohammed.
1777 J. RICHAKDSON Diet. Persian, Arab., etc., Dissert,

p. xli/J Many of the Mohammedans having a custom of

carrying about them verses or chapters of the Alcoran, by
way of preservatives or charms. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I.

62 A person . . does not . . become free, unless he flies from a

foreign infidel master to a Muslim country, and there

becomes a Mohammadan. 1878 A. BURNELL in Academy
28 Dec. 604/1 The sacred books of the Hindus and Mu-
hammadan.s. 1888 S. S. AI.LNCTT in Cambr. Rev. p. Ixii,

I

The orthodox Muharuinedan in India would disdain [etc.].

Mohammedanism (nwhse-mediniz m). Also

9 Muharnmedanism, Mahommedanism. ff.

i prec. -f -ISM.] The Mohammedan religion.
1815 Tweddelfs Rcm. 329 note, Mohammedanism purified

from the corruption and degeneracy into which it is pre
tended, that the genuine faith has lapsed. 18170. MH.I.S

(tittc} History of Muhammedanism. 1860 MAX MULLKRL&quot;////^-

(1880) I. xv. 372 Mohammedanism, .is a Semitic religion.

Mohammedamze (mohse-medanaiiz), v. [f.

MOHAMMEDAN + -IZE.] trans. To convert to Mo
hammedanism ; to make conformable to the prin

ciples and rites of the Mohammedans.
1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1903 United Free Ch. Afissloir.

Kcc, Apr. 160/1 Aboriginals who were Mohammedani/ed
during the Mohammedan dynasty.
Hence Molia mmedaniza tion, Moha inmedan-

izing&quot; vbl. sit., converting to Mohammedanism.
1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xii. 231 After the Mohamme-

damzing of Persia.

t Moha-mmedism. Obs. In 7 Mahumed-
ism(e. [f. MOHAMMED + -ISM. Cf. MAHOMETISM.]

MOHAMMEDANISM.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 105 An African expressly affirms

that in Mahumedisme were anciently Ixxii. Sects, and now
but two. 1788 GLADWIN Hist. Hindostan, I. 49 Mohain-
medism. first appeared in Carbineer about the commence
ment of the eighth century of the Hegira. 1850 F. W.
NEWMAN Phases 161 Mohammedism . conquers those Pagan
creeds which are morally inferior to it.

Mohainiuedize (nrwhse medaiz), v.
[f.

MO
HAMMED + -IZE.]

= MOHAMMEDAMZE. IlenCC

Moha mmediza tiou.

1847 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets. 1906 l- ortn. Rev.
Feb. 366 The Mohammedisation of the Middle East.

t Moha mmedry. Obs. rare. [f.
MOHAMMI-D

+ -RY. Cf. MAHOMETRY.] = MOHAMMEDANISM.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 378 The Persians are a

kinde of. . Puritans in their impure Muhammedrie.

Mohaque, Mohar: see MOHAWK, MUIIA.

n Moharra (mtfharra;. Alsomojarra. [Ameri
can Sp. mojarraJ] a. Any fish of the family

GerridsGy common on the coasts of the Southern

United States, b. A California!! surf-fish, Hyp-
surus caryi. c. The cow-pilot, Pomacentrus
saxatilis.

1845 STOKER Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. in Mem. Atner.
Acad. II. 336 Gerres BnsUianilS, Cuv. ..Called, at Porto

Rico,
( Mobarra . 1882 JORDAN & GILBERT Synopsis Fishes

N. Amer. 611 Pomncentrus sa.ratilis. .Cow-pilot; Mojarra.
1884 JORDAN in Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim. 276
The names Minny , Sparada , and Moharra

,
are also

applied to the smaller species [of perches ] northward.
Ibid. 278 Hypsurns Caryl . . is known as Moharra to

the Portuguese at Monterey; elsewhere it is a Perch .

Ibid. 270 The Moharra Family Gerridae*

\\ Moharram (mo\iwivm). Also 7 muharam,
8 muharrem, 8-9 mohurrum, 9 moharran, mu-
harrarn. [Arab, muharrani (lit. sacred*).] a.

The first month of the Mohammedan year, con

taining thirty days. b. An annual celebration in

this month
; originally a period of mourning ob

served by the Shiites in memory of the martyr
dom of Hasan and Husain

;
in India the cere

monies are now rather of a festal than a mournful

character, and are shared in not only by Moham
medans generally, but even by many Hindus.
[1615 BEDWELL. Arab. Trudg. Nib, Afoharram, Mnha-

ram,, .the name of the first moneth of the Arabian Kalen-
dar, containing 30 dales.] 1861 J. T. WHEELER Madras in.

Olden Time II. 347 The jime came round for the Mussul
man feast called Hossein Jossen ..better known as the
Mohurrum. 1882 FLOVER Unexpl. Baluchistan, 80 The
preparations for the Moharram were extensive.

Mohaut, variant of MAHOE 1.

1843 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. (1846) 369 The plant [sc. Hi
biscus] is called Mohoe or Mohaut.

Mohaut, variant of MAHOUT, elephant-driver.
Mohawk (mcTu-h^k). Also 7-8 Mohock, Mo-
hauk ; and in various forms purporting to repre-
sent the native pronunciation, as 7 Mowha(w)ke,

, Mohaque, Mauquawog, Maq.uaw, Moqua,

MOHO.

7-8 Maqua. [North American Indian. The
spelling MotiucK, q. v., is now appropriated to
a transferred use that survives only JJist.&quot;]

1. One of a tribe of North American Indians,
formerly supposed to be cannibals.
The Mohawks originally inhabited the neighbourhood of

the Mohawk River, in what is now the State of New York.
They were the most powerful of the Six Nations or Iroquois.
1638 P. VINCENT True Rclat. in Mass. I/ist. Coll. Ser. m.

(1837) VI. 40 He went with forty men to the Mohocks,
which are cruel, bloody cannibals. 1651 Plymouth Col.
Rtc. (1855) II. 169 A request was made the last winter by
a messenger from the French at Canada to assist them
against the Mowhakes. 1676 I. MATHKR K. Philip s li ar
(1862) 168 The Indian affirmed, that those Indians who are
known by the name of Jlauquawogs (or Mohawks, i.e. Man
eaters) had lately fallen upon Philip. 1693 (title) A Narra
tive of an Attempt made by the French of Canada upon
the Mohaque s Country. 1709 S. SEWALL Diary g Aug.,
Col. Hobbcy s Regiment musters, and the Govr. orders the

Maquas to be there and see them. 1778 WOLCOT iP. Pindar)
Poetic Epist. Kez icwas Wks. 1816 I. 3 With hatchets,

scalping knives in .shape of pens, To bid, like Mohocks,
hapless authors die. 1819 REES Cycl. XXIII, ^lohavks^
an Indian Nation, acknowledged by the other tribe.s of the

Six Nations to be the true old heads of the confederacy.
1845 Encycl. Mctrop, XXI. 114/2 The appearance of a

single Mohawk on the hills was sufficient to throw into

alarm the Indian villages in New England*
b. Mohawks i orn : a variety of maize.

1678 WiNTHOiu- in Phil. Trans. XII. 1065 In the pure
Northerly parts, they have a peculiar kind called Mohauks
Corn, which though planted in June, will lie ripe in season.

2. The language of the Mohawks.
1754 EDWARDS Freed. H ill iv. xiii. (1831) 404 The

question is nut whether \\hat is said be.. Latin, French,
English or Mohawk. 1787 Moka-vk Piayer Bk, iliile-p.),
A new edition, to which is added the Gospel according to

St. Mark, translated into Mohawk byCaptn. Joseph Brant,
an Indian cf the Mohawk Nation. 1873 R. BKOWN Races
.Mankind I. 243 Mr. Jones expresses his belief that in

Canada there are only two distinct Indian languages the

Ojebway and the Mohawk.

^13. Used by mistake for AMUCK i. Obs.

1772-84 Cook s I oy, (1790) I. 288 Most of our renders must
have heard of the Mohawks, and these [the Indians of Ba-

tavia] are the people who are so denominated, fiom a cor

ruption of the word amock. 1797 Encycl. Brit. {ed. 3) XII.

439/1 If the officer takes one of these amocks or inofi&wks
. . alive, he has a considerable reward.

4. Seating. .See quot. 1892.)
1880 VANIJI-J&amp;lt;VELL & WITHAM Ftgttre~Skating (ed. 3) So

This change . . \\ as la.st year introduced into the Club figures
on ice, and christened by the name of Mohawk . 1892
MONIEH-WILLIAMS, etc. Figure-skating 60 A Mohawk is

simply a step or stroke from any edge in one direction to

the same edj-e on the other foot in an opposite direction.. .

To make an Inside forward Mohawk, the skater must [etc.].

5. attrib. and adj,, as in Mohawk languaget

nation^ etc. Mohawk tassel (see quot. 1891).
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Mohaitks earn, This

Mokauk kind [of inai/] need not bee sown before June.
1763 WHITAKER St-rm. 30 June (1767) 44 This Joseph is a
Chief of the Mohawk Nation. 1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3) I.

562/1 He . . spoke well the Mohock language. 1878 (title)

Mohawk minstrels annual of dramas, dialogues, and drol

leries. 1891 Syd, Soc. Le.v., Mohawk-tassel, the Enfato-
rium fiurpurcum.

Mohawk, Mohdi: see MOHOCK, M.MIDI.

Mohe, obs. f. MAY z;.i ; var. MOWB Obs.

Moher, obs. form of MOHAIR ; variant of MOHUH.

Mohican, Mohegan (mahrkan, -gan),a. and
sb. Also 8 Mohigon, Mohickon, 9 Mohiccon,
Mohigan, Moheecan

;
also in renderings of the

native form, 8 Muhhekaneew, 9 Mahicanni,
Mo-hee-con-neugh. [From the native name.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Mohicans.

1766 C. BEATTY Two AIonth$ Tour (1768) 109 Thirty or

forty of the Mohigon Indians. 1778 T. HuiCHlNS Topogr.
Descr. Virginia etc. 66 Mohickons. 1788 J. EDWAULS (//#)
Observations on the Language of the Muhhekaneew In
dians. Ibid. 6 The analogy between the Mohegan, the

Shawanee, and the Chippewau languages. 1881 Encycl.
Brit. XII. 831/1 The Pequod and Mohegan tribes were

amongst the largest and most powerful. 1884 G. SMITH
Short Hist. Chr. Missions \\. xii. 136 In 1661-63 the Mo
heecan Bible, the first Bible printed in America, was printed
by him [sc, John Eliot].

B. sb.

1. One of a warlike tribe of North American
Indians of the Algonquin stock, formerly occupying
the western part of Connecticut and Massachusetts.

(See also quot. 1819.) Also, the language of this

tribe.

1788 J. EDWARDS Qbserv. Lang. Muhhekaneew Indians 5

They are by the Anglo-Americans called Mohegans. Ibid, n
The Mohegans have no adjectives in all their language.
1819 REES Cycl. XXIII, Mohiccons, a tribe of Indians
whose habitations lie on a branch of the Susquehannah. ..

Also an Indian tribe in the N.W. territory, which inhabits

near Sandusky. 1826 J. F. COOPER (////*) The Last of the

Mohicans. 1836 Pop. Encycl. IV. 73/2 note, The word
kthnivhunin t in Mohegan. 1873 R. BROWN Races Man-
kindl. 225 The Mo-hee-con-neughs (or Mohicans) are now
almost extinct.

f2. (See quot.) Obs.

1848 Taifs Rtag. May 309 A Mohican, in Cadonian
phraseology, is a tremendously heavy man, who rides five

or six miles {in an omnibus] for sixpence.

[I

Moho 1
;m&amp;lt;?irh0). Maori.] An extinct ralline

bird, Notornis Mantelh^ of New Zealand.

1848 R. TAYLOR in Prof, Zool, Soc. (1850! xvm. an .
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Raii, colour black, said to be a wingless bird as large as
a fowl ..; it is nearly exterminated by the cat. 1850
MANT ELL in Proc, Zool. Sot. xvm. 211 According to the
native traditions, a large Kail was contemporary with the
Moa. ..It was known to the North Islanders by the name
of Motio*. 185s GOULD Hatidbk. Birds Austral. II. 576
Notoniis Mantelii Owen. Moho.

II Moho -
(mjo-htf). [Hawaiian.] A genus of

mcliphagine birds peculiar to the Sandwich Islands,

named in 1831 by Lesson ; a bird of this genus.
[1782 W. ELLIS Voy. Capts, Cook ff Clerke 1776-80 II. 156

A black and yellow bird called moho.] 1890 in Century
Diet, 1904 Blackw, Mag: Feb. 245 This moho feeds much
also on the nectar of flowers.

Moho, variant of MAHOB 1
.

Bloliock (mJu h^k). Hist. Also 8 mohack,
9 mohawk. [Transferred use of mohock MOHAWK ;

now differentiated in spelling.]
1. One of a class of aristocratic ruffians who

infested the streets of London at night in the early

years of the iSth century.
1711-12 SWIFT yrnl. to Stella 8 Mar., Did I tell you of

a race of rakes, called the Mohocks, that play the devil
about this town every night, slit people s noses, and beat
them, etc. 1711-12 HEARNE Collect. 30 Mar. (O. H. S.)
III. 326 A certain barbarous Sect of Persons arose lately in

London who distinguish themselves by the Name of Mo
hocks, 1717 PRIOR Alma, in. 231 But give him Port, and
potent Sack; From Milk-sop He starts up Mohack. 1758
CHESTERF. Let. 23 May Misc. Wks.djTj) U- 499 The other

[lie) that Prince Eugene intended to murder lord Oxford, by
employing a set of people called Mohocks, which society,
by the way, never existed. 1789 M. MADAN tr. Persins (1795)
in nott\ Nero. .was a kind of Mohock in his diversions.

1829 LVTTON Devereux n. xi, A large band of those young
men, who, under the name of Mohawks scoured the town
nightly. 1894 J. KNIGHT Garrick vii. in Garrick [had] an
experience of stage muhocks,

f2. (Meaning unknown.)
1772 GKAVKS Spir. Quix. x. xxiv, Bob Tench, .had always

a little phial of Fryar s Balsam in his pocket, some . . court-

plaister, as well as his cork-screw and mohock.
3. attrib. and adj.
1712 STEELE Sped. No. 324 p i A Set of Men . . who have

lately erected themselves into a Nocturnal Fraternity,
under the Title of the Mohock Club, 1882 Punch 18 Feb.
83^2 The Mohock Revival.

Hence Mo hock v. trans., to assail or maltreat
in the manner of Mohocks

;
Mo hockism, the

practices or the spirit of the Mohocks.
iyi8 Entertainer No. 12. 76 We love Mischief for Mis

chiefs sake, and can .. break windows, .. knock down Old
Women, .. and Mohock the Tories. 1882 Punch 18 Feb.

83/2 That ancient form of ruffianism known as Mohocktsm
appears to have broken out with more than ancient severity
in various parts of London. 1883 L. S. WINGFIELIJ A. Rcnve
I. ii. 40 He exceeded in luxury and Mohockism that pair of
immortal rowdies.

Mohock, obs. form of MOHAWK.
Mohoe, variant of MAHOE 1

.

Mohogena, -g(g)on(e)y, obs. ff. MAHOGAKY.
Mohol^l, obs. variant forms of MAHAL.
Mohor, Mohout, var. ff. MHOBK, MAHOUT.
Mohr, variant of MHORU.
1831 TRELAWNY Adv. Younger Son III. 39 Presently u

nmlir of the elk-kind burst cover.

Mohr, Mohra, var. forms of MOHUB, MOGKA.

Mphsilie (mtfu-sain). Min. [Named after

Friedrich Mohs a German mineralogist (1773-
1839) : see -i.\E 4

.]
*= LOLLINGITE.

1843 E. J. CHAPMAN Pract. Min. 138 Mohsine. .. This
substance having no general name, I have bestowed upon
it that of the able and celebrated Mineralogist by whom it

was first distinguished.

Hffohsite (mJu sait). Min. [Formed as prec.
+ -ITE.]

= ILMENITE.
1827 A. LEVY in Phil. Mag. Ser. n. I. 221 Some crystals

belonging . . to a new species, which .. I propose to call

Mohsite, in honour of Professor Mohs. 1837 ^ANA ^ *

385 Mohsite. .is supposed to have come from Dauphiny.
Moht, obo. form of might t pa. pple. of MAY v^
Mohummadan, variant of MOHAMMEDAN.
II Mohur (m&amp;lt;?u hw). Forms : 7 moor, 8 muhr,

mohr, 9 moher, more, muhar, 8- mohur.

[Pen. .1^ muhr
t primarily seal, seal ring, cogn. w.

Skr. mudra seal.] A gold coin, originally Persian,

bat used in India from the i6th c. onward. Now,
*
the official name of the chief gold coin of British

India (Yule), weighing 180 grains troy, and con

taining 165 grains of pure gold; its value is 15

rupees. Now usually gold mohur.
1696 OVINGTON Voy. Suratt 219 The Gold Moor, or Gold

Roupie, is valued generally at 14 of Silver; and the Silver

Koupie at Two Shillings Three Pence. 1753 HANWAV
Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixiv. 29? Muhr ashressie, or treble ducat
of 6 mildenaer Value 6 [English crowns]. 1763 SCKAFTON
Indostan (1770) 218 The Colonel . . sent . . a present of five

hundred gold mohurs [foot-note, about ^1000 sterlingj.
1776 Trial Jos. Fowkt\ etc. Defos. 17/1, 15000 rupees in
mohurs. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Sense $ Sens. (1879) 42 Na
bobs, gold mohrs, and palanquins. 1801 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) Suppl. II. 265/1 Maker, in Bengal, a gold coin,
worth about 33 shillings, 1817 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field
Sports 175 A Gold Mohur (value two pounds). 1831 TKE.
LAWNY Adv. Younger Son Ixvii, I contrived to realize a few
bags of gold mores, and rupees. 1849 E. B. EAST WICK Dry
Leaves 201 An offering of one hundred gold muhars (one
hundred and fifty pounds).
attrib. 1859 LANG Wand. India 9 The good players are

playing hij;h. Gold mohur points.

Mohurrum, variant of MOHARRAM.
Mohw, obs. variant of MAUGII (a male relative).

Mohwa, variant of MAHWA.
Moich, see MOCH a. Sc.

Moicher, obs. variant of MICHER.
1562 COOLER Atisiu. Def. Truth 122 They be self will

moichers, they be not diligent scholers, that leauyng their

maisters teachyng will folow their owne interpretacions.

Moide, obs. form of MUID.
Moider (moi dDi), v. dial. Also 7- moyder,

moidher, 8 moyther, 9 moither, moidur,
-ar, mither, myther, meyther, meither. [Of
obscure origin; possibly related to MUDDLE v.]
1. trans. To confuse, perplex, bewilder ;

to

worry, bother, fatigue* (E. D. D.). Chie/ly pass.
and reft. Also in passive^ to be overcome or

stupefied with heat.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 33 Welly Moyder&quot;d\ almost Dis
tracted. Cheshire. 1705 [T. WALKER] Wit of a Woman.
in. 29, I ve been strangely moyder d e re sin bout this same
News oth French King. I conno believe tis true. 1787
GROSE Provinc. Gloss. ,

Molder
f

to puzzle, perplex. N.
Ibid.i Moytlierd) confounded, tired out. Glouc. 1794 J.
WILLIAMS Crying Epistle, etc. 20 Sure Common Sense is

moider d. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. 349 One
whose intellects are rendered useless, by being in the habit

of taking spirituous liquors to excess, is said to be moidert.

1848 MKS. CASK ELL MaryBarton vi. 1. 90 Don t mither your
mammy for bread, here s a chap as has got some for you.
1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on FL in. viii, Scolding her for

moithering herself and going about all day without chang
ing her cap. 1863 MRS. CASK ELL Sylvia s L. II. ix. 156
She s fairly moithered wi heat an noise. 1880 Miss
BHOUGHTON Sec. Th. n. v, Moidering his brain with tem

perance meetings, . . temperance papers, and such trash.

1900 M. O NKILL Songs Glens Antrim 4 This livin
1

air is

moitbered wi the bummin 1

o
1

the bees.

b. (See quots.)
1847 HALLIWELL, Mither

&amp;gt;

to muffle up; to smother; to

encumber. Northampt. 1888 SliejffieId Gloss. s.v., A Derby
shire woman said that a child was mythered up in clothing
when it was too much wrapped up.

2. inlr. To talk incoherently or foolishly ;
to

be delirious, to wander or ramble in one s mind* ;

also, to wander about aimlessly or confusedly

(E. D. D.).
1839 Hereford. Gloss.

, Moither^ ..to be weak in mind.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropshire Word-bk^ Moither, wither^
. . to talk incoherently to ramble, as in feverish sleep, or
delirium. Com. I thought the poor child wuz gwein to ave
a faiver, fur er burnt like a coal, an moithered all night .

3. intr.
* To labour very hard

*

(Halliwell).
Also quasWra?/j. with away.
i8a8{CAKR] Craven Gloss. I. 328 Moider,. .to labour hard,

to toil. 1846 BKOCKETT A^. C, Words. &amp;gt;8.. Cornh. Mag.
(Ogilvie 1882), She lived only to scrape and hoard, moidering
away her loveless life in the futile energies and sordid aims
of a miser s wretched pleasure.

Hence Moi dered ///. a., confused, stupefied;
Moi dering ///. a., stupefying, bewildering.
1674 Moidered [cf. MOIDER v.}. 1796 MARY LAMB Let.

to Coleridge 17 Oct. in Final Meat. C. Lamb ii. 205
Polly, what are those poor crazy moythered brains of

yours thinking uf always? 1839 Hereford. Gloss. , Moither-

ing
;

or Moitheredt confused, silly; also lightheaded or
delirious. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in yrnl. Geog.
Soc. XXIX. 163 After midday it would be difficult, .to find

a chief without the thick voice,, .and tbemoidered manners,
which prove that he is either drinking or drunk. 1896 J. K.
SNOWDEN Web of old Weaver vii. (1897) 78 It was out of
these moidering talks with my mother that I gathered nerve

enough [etc.]. 171894 J.
SHAW m R. Wallace Country

Schoolin. (1899) 350 Aloidart, stupid.

Moidore (moi do-u). Also 8 moyodore, moe-
doi\e, moydor(e ? moider, moidor. [Corruptly
a. Pg. moeda d ouro lit.

*

gold coin (inoeda MONEY,
euro : L, auntrn gold).] A gold coin of Portugal,
current in England in the first half of the iSth

century (see quot. 1717). In later use, the word
survived as a name for the sum of 27^., which was

approximately the value of the coin.

[1703 in W. A. Shaw Sel. Tracts Eng. Monet. Hist, (1896)
166 In Portugal the Moeda is recconed at ten Crusados or

28.1. 7. id.] 1711-11 NEWTON Ibid. 178 The Moydores of

Portugal, one with another, as they are brought hither by
the Merchant.. in England are worth 27*. 8&amp;lt; Half-penny.
1717 in Ld. Aldenham Colloy. on Currency^ (1900)

442 Some years ago the Portugal moedors were received In

the west of England at a8i. apiece; upon notice from the
mint that they were worth only about 275. 7^., the Lords
Commissioners of the Treasury ordered their receivers of
taxes to take them at no more than 27$. & 17*7-41
CHAMBERS Cycl.^ Moidore^ Moedore^ or Moeda^ a gold coin,

struck, and current in Portugal. 1731 MRS. DELANY in Life
&amp;lt;5r

Corr. (1861) I. 325 The gentlemen subscribed two moiders
a piece, and have two tickets each night to dispose of to

ladies. 1749 FKANKUN Let. Wks. 1887 II. 153, I send you
also a moidore enclosed, which please to accept towards

pay back the dowager s hard moidores. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library I. 30 Tangible subjects which he can

weigh and measure and reduce to moidores and pistoles.

Moien, obs. form of MOYEN,
Moienaunt, variant of MOYENANT Obs.

Moienne: see MOYEN (kind of cannon).
Moiet, dial, variant of MOTE jA1

Moiety (moreti). Forms : 4-5 moite, 5
moitee, 5-6 moyte^e, 5-7 moytie, 6 moyity,

6-7 moitie, moyetie, moietie, 6-8 moity, 7
moyitie, moyety, mojety, 6- moiety. [ME.
Jiiotte, moitie^ a. OF. moit t moiti^ earlier meit^
meitiet (mod.F. moitie} Pr.

meitat-z&amp;gt; mitat-z

(Gascon maytat\ Sp. mitad, Pg. mitade, It. me&
(and in learned form medieta] : L. mcdietatem
middle point, in late L. half, f. mcdius middle:
see MEDIUM. Cf. MEDIETY.]
1. A half, one of two equal parts : a. in legal or

quasi-legal use.

1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 104/2 Ye to have the oone moite

yerpf, and he that
espieth..hit forfaitable, to have the oyer

moite. 1545 Test. Ebor. vi. 224 The moitie or half pairte of
the mannor. 1592 Kvo6&amp;gt;. Trag.u. iii. 16 She isdaughterand
halfe heire Vnto our brother heere, Don Ciprian, And shall

enioy the moitie of his land. i6o3HoLLAND/V tareh s Mor.
497 Mandron. .offered him the one moitie of his country
and city, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xi. 176 To submit
others to pay . . a full moiety of all they were worth, a 1715
BURNET Own Time u. (1724) I. 214 All.. were required to

bring in one moiety of their fines : But the other moiety was
forgiven those who took the Declaration. 1838 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. s. v., A sum payable in moieties is payable
in two equal shares, though sometimes, erroneously, the
term is applied to a sum payable in two or three different

parts or instalments.

b. gen.
c 1475 Partenay 5936 Thys monstre with teeth the swerd

ther taking, In moitees to Forthwith it breking. 1590
SFENSER F. Q. n. xii. 31 They.. were depriv d Of their

proud beautie, and th one moyity Transformd to fish for

their bold surquedry. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 164 A man
at three yeares of age, is come to one moitie of his growth
and height. 1641 MILTON Reform. 11. Wks. 1851 III. 57,
I know they will not turn the beame or equall Judgement the

moity of a scruple. 1671 MAKVELL Rch. Transp. i. 119 Let
halfof them be School- Divines and the other moity Systema
tical. 1776 GIBBON Decl. fy F. x. adfin., We might suspect,
that war, pestilence, and famine, had consumed, in a few
years, the moiety of the human species. 1799 WASHINGTON
Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 196 On this Estate I have more

working negros by a full moiety, than can be employed to

any advantage in the farming system. 1835-6 Todd sCycl.
Anat. I. 172/2 An earthworm cut in two. .will continue to

live, and each nioiety will become.. a perfect animal. 1897
A llbutfs Syst. Med. II. 850 Hereditary taint may be traced
in a very large proportion of alcoholic cases it is said in

nearly a moiety.

2. loosely. One of two (occasionally more) parts

(not necessarily equal) into which something U
divided ; f one s share or portion.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. I ll, in. i. 96 Me thinks my Moity,

North from Burton here, In quantitie equals not one of

yours. 1597 HOOKKR Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxvit. 2 Saint Paul
him selfe dividing the body of the Church of Christ into two
moieties nameth the one part i5iu&amp;gt;ra. c 1600 SHAKS. Son*.

xlvi, By their verdict is determined The cleere eyes moyitie
and the deare hearts part. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. 11. iv.

5 Crowned Monarch of the Southern and greater Moiety
of this Island, a 1674 CLAKENUON Surv. Lcviath. (1676)
261 The greater moiety of the world being, .mere Heathen
men and Pagans. 1838 [see i], 1854 HUXLEY Lay Serin.

v. (1870) 98 Physiological Science.. Its subject-matter is

a large moiety of the universe.

f b. contcxltially. A small part ;
a lesser share,

portion, or quantity. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. Liter* Ded., The loue I dedicate to your

Lordship is without end : wherof this Pamphlet without

beginning is but a superfluous Moity. 1605 \st Pt. Iero&amp;gt;

nimo in. i, Methinks no moyetie, not one little thought Of
them .. But should raise spleens big as a cannon bullet

Within your bosomes. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \\. iii. 8 Say
that she were gone, ..a moity of my rest Might come to

me againe. 1650 H. MOKE Obscrz: in Enthus. Tri. t etc.

(1656) 144 All that will be left of this learned discourse of

yours, will prove such a small moitie of that knowledge your

presumptuous mind conceited to be in her self, that [etc.].

1650 FULLER PisgaJi i. xii. 39 Who knows not. but that the

word Moity .. importeth the just midst, and true half of

a thing, though small moity in ordinary discourse is taken

for any Canton, or small portion.

3. jocularly. One s better half, i.e. a wife

(rarely, a husband). (So F. m0iti4.) ? Obs.

1737 [S. BEKINGTON] G. de Lucia s Mem. (1738) 212 It was
to deprive the Husband of the voluntary Love of bis Moiety.

1770 Lady s Mag. I. 228/2 Among the grievances against
which Mr. Bustle exclaims abroad

{
is the excessive neatness

ofhis notable moiety. 1829 LAMB in Gftn 25 The Lady with
a skeleton moiety in the old print.

4. Anthropology. Each of the two primary classes

into which an Australian tribe is divided.

1888 HOWITT in yrnl. Anthrop. Inst. XVIII. 39 There
are in such cases totems which each apply to one moiety of

the tribe. 1899 B. SPENCER & GII.LKN Native Tribes Ccntr.

Austral, ii. 70 The four (sub-classes) are Panunga and

Bukhara, Purula and Kumara; the first two forming one

moiety of the tribe, and the latter two forming another.

Moifl,f, obs. Sc. forms of MOVE.

Moighte, obs. form of MITE *
(an insect).

Moignon, variant of MONION Obs.

Moil (moil), s6. 1 arch. and. dial. Also7moyle,
7, 9 moile, 9 mooil, mwoil, mwile. ff. MOIL z.]

1. Toil, labour, drudgery; freq. in toil and moil.

1612 AINSWORTH Atinot. Ps. vii. 15 Molestation [note] or

moyle, miserie. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 318 When Masters

care not what excesse of toile and moile servants undergoe.

1639 HAMMOND On Ps. xc. 10 Their life for that space was

..hard travail or moyle. 1785 BURNS Cotter s Saturday
Nt. ii, This night his weekly moil is at an end. 1856

BKIMLEY ss.
t Angel in Ho. 219 Enduring moil and toil m

the trenches before Troy. 1881 DUFFIBLD DonQuix. II.

xliti. 284 It is for love of me that he comes on foot and with

all that moil.



MOIL.

2. Turmoil, confusion, tangle; hcnceyff. trouble,

vexation, concern. Also in //. (E. D. D.).
1855 HAILEY Alystic 47 So fierce a storm, That with the

madding moil the waves themselves Inflamed, a 1864 HAW
THORNE Amer. Note-bits. (1868) II. in When I flounder

into the midst of hushes, which .. intertwine themselves
ahout my legs, and brush my face [etc.].. .It is laughable,
after I have got out of the moil, to think how miserably it

affected me for the moment. 1885 STEVRNSON ChiltCs Card.
,

Keepsake Mill iii, Deaf are his ears with the moil of the mill.

3. Mud, mire; sticky, wet dirt (E. D. D.) ;
a

spot, taint ; damage caused by touch.

[1818 Toco (citing Upton), Moil, a spot.] 184* AKERMAN
H iltsft, Gloss. 36 To get into the mwoile

,
to get into the

mud. 1856 MRS. I ROWNING Anr. l.eigli iv. 552 A finished

generation, dead of plague, Swept outward from their graves
into the sun, The moil of death upon them. 1888 Bcrksk.
Gloss., IWwile, mire. A s a-gettin vurder in the mwile

,

i. e. he s going from bad to worse.

t Moil, rf.2 Obs. Forms : 7-8 moyla, 8 moyl,
moile, 8-9 moil. [? var. of MULE in the sense of

hybrid ;
see quot. 1823. Cf. GENET-MOIL.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 47 The farina of the

pippin was introduced to the flower of the Siberian crab,
whereby a mule was produced.]
A variety of apple ; also cider produced from this.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. Ep. Ded. a iij, Cider that is

made of the best Fruits, as Pearemaines, Pippins, Moyles,. .is

much stronger and better than that which is made ofordinary
fruits. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder I. 27 Pregnant with the
Dregs Of Moyle, or Mum, or Treacle s viscous Juice. Ibid.

29 The Moile Of sweetest hony d taste. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agric. Ghent. (1814) 254 The golden pippjn, the red streak,
and the moil, so excellent in the Beginning of the last

century, are now in the extremes! stage of their decay.

Moil (moil), a. and sd.3 dial. (Anglo-Irish and
Welsh border.) Also moyle, muil, mweeal,
miel. (See E. D. D.) [a. Ir. maol, and the equiva
lent Welsh moel, lit. bald .] a. atij. Of cattle :

Hornless, b. si&amp;gt;. A hornless cow.
1847 Gloss. Heraldry, AToile, a provincial word signifying

an ox without horns, 1855 iMorton s Cycl. Agric. II. 724
^fw/V (Irish), cow without horns. 1887 HAVFRGAI. Hereford.
Gloss., Moyle, a hornless cow or bullock.

Moil (moil), v. Forms: 5-7 moile, 6-7moyle,
7-9 moyl, (9 dial, myle, mile, mwoil, mwile),
7- moil. [a. OF. moillier

(: popular L. *mol~

Hare, (. L. mollis soft) to wet, moisten, also intr.

to paddle in mud (mod.F. moniller to wet).]
1. trans. To wet, moisten

; to soil, bedaub, make
dirty, chiefly in passive. Obs. exc. dial, and arch.
cuaoBeryn 138 A monk that tpke the spryngill,..And

did right as the manner is, moillid al hir patis. 1575
TUHDERV. Venerie 33 If they go to kenell wette and moyled
with dyrt. 1653-4 WHITELOCKF. jfmt. Siveii Emb. (1772)
I. 447 Though the streets were very dirty, and their robes

very long, .. yett they did not hold them up, butt were
pitifully moyled. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Moil,..
to dawb with Dirt. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase i. 262 Moil d
in the clogging Clay, panting they lag Behind inglorious.
1841 C. H. HARTSHORNE Salopia Antiqua 508 Moiled from

Ei
to fut. a 1861 MRS. BROWNING Mother fy Poet *

ii,

tiers moiled With my kisses.

t b. Jig. To defile. Obs. rare.

1596 SPENSER Hymn. Heav. Love 220 Rouze thyself. .

out of thy soyle, In which thou wallowest-.And doest thy
mynd in durty pleasures moyle. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Rev.
xiv. 4 Which have not moiled themselves with fornication

corpprall or spirituall. 1650 Comm. Lev. xviii. 20 As
David, how did hee moil himself with Bathsheba.

1 2. intr. To make oneself wet and muddy ;
to

wallow in mire. Obs.
a 1566 R. EDWARDS Daman

,$ Pith. (1571) f iii, All day
I moyle in dourte. 1573 GASCOIGNE Flowers, Fmitc ofFoes
Poems 1869 I. 94 A serpent..Which (almost dead for colde)
lay moyling in the myre. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbaclis Htisb.
n. (1586) 51 b, The t rogge continually doth crie while in
the stincking Lakes he still doth moile. 1599 Sir Clyomoti
Prol. A 2, Filthy Swine which in the mire doth moile.
3. To toil, work hard, drudge. Sometimes

with some trace of the etymological sense 2 :

To work in wet and mire. Often coupled with
verbs of similar meaning, esp. in to toil and moil.

Very common dial. : see E. D. D.
1548-5 LATIMER Serin. Plonghers (Arb.) 26 They (sc. vn-

preaching prelates] are so troubeled wyth Lordelye lyuynge,
..mounchyng in their maungers, and moylynge in their
gaye manoures and mansions, and so troubeled with loyter-
ynge in theyr Lordeshyppes. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Fall R.
Tresilian vm, And moyleth for no more then for his need-
full hyre. 1580 H. GIFFORD Gilloflo-.iiers Poems (Grosart)
55 To^toyle

and moyle for worldly drosse. 1593 NASHE
Christ s T. 44 b, Heere we labour, drudge and moyle. 1623
BACON Ess., Plantations, But moile not too much under
Ground: For the Hope of Mines is very Uncertaine. 1629
H. BURTON Truth s Triumph 250 Vega bath spent . . 20
chapters.. wherin he moyles in sweate and dust, cx68o
BEVERIDGE Serin. (1729) I. 387 He moils and toils., to come
at them [sc. riches]. 1687 MRS. BEHN Lucky Chance n. i,
I must moil on in the damn d dirty road, And sure such pay
will make the journey easie. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week n. 50
With thee twas Marian s dear Delight, To moil all day,
and merry make at Night. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. II. xi,Who toil and moil in stores and factories. 1849 LONGF.
Kavanagh \. 8 They saw him daily moiling and delving in
the common path like a beetle. 1858 SEARS Athan. n. v.

205 The commentators are signally at fault in moiling at
this passage. 1880 BROWNING Dram. /ifrlhSer. n. Dr.
34 A lawyer wins repute Having to toil and moil.

f4. trans. To weary, fatigus- harass, torment,
worry. Chiefly passive. Obs.

583

1588 STANYHURST /Ends i. (Arb.) 27 luno fel harted, Thee
seas, thee regions, thee skies so spightfulye moyling [orig,
i. 280 qitae ntare nnttc terrasqitc tnetu caelm?n/}iefiitigat].
1600 HOLLAND Livy XL. xxii. 1074 Much moiled they were
all, and sore toiled in this untoward way. 1604 T. WRIGHT
Passions \, ix. 33 Who is moyled with heavinesse. .and per-
cetveth not his heart to bee coarcted ? 1640 tr. Verdere s

Rom, Rom. m. 205 This while Alcidamant and Griolanis..
were no

Jesse moiled, for the great Knight of the Sun.. so
stoutly withstood them. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pluto s Trav, iv.

8 We had been . . miserably moiled, and our hurts, that were
great, but ill looked unto. 18** Spirit Publ. Jmls. (1825)

408 He seemed sadly moiled with his matrimonial miseries.

b. refl.

1x1560 RECON Sick Mans Salve Pref., We moile and tor-

moile oure selues in studying and dcuising howe we maye
come by the giftes of glassy fortune. 1581 MUI.CASTER
Positions iv. (1887) 15 They [sc. the ancient writers] moile
themselues sore, with the maners and conditions of the
nurse, 1600 HAKJ.UYT Voy* (1810) III. 401 To moyle them-
selves thus with abiect and base worke. c 1611 CHAPMAN
Iliad xxiii. 637 No more tug one another thus, nor moyle
your seines [rpifieaQe jraxouri]. 1673 MARVFLL Kelt. Transp,
it. 115, 1 only threw it out like empty Cask to amuze him. . ;

he runs away with it as a very serious business and so

moyles himself with tumbling and tossing it, that he is

in clangerof molting his SpermaCeti. i86gTFNNYSON.V0rM.
Farmer, NcioSfytt; xiii, Hut e tued an 1

moil d Jssendead.

C. intr. for refl. To distress oneself. Obs. cxc.

dial. t to worry, be fidgety or restless.

1567 HOLDING Ovitfs Met, ix. 502 They moyled why
others myght not geve like sift as wele as shee [orig. AV,
cur nou ftliis eadcin dare dona licref

t
Klurjintr crat\.

1889 .V. IIS. Line.
Glflss.jjrpil^. .(2) To be fidsetty or rest

less. Theare s no;i gettin
1

nori rest wi him at ncets ; he s

tewin an moilin aboot for Jver .

5. trans. To root itp\ to burrow in (the ground)
like a pig, badger, etc.

;
to draw potatoes with

the hand from under the growing plant (E.D.D.).
! Obs. exc. dial.

1581 J. BEI.L Haddoifs Ansic. Osor. 101 b, Like a wilde

Hoare, to moyle up by the rootcs, the flori^hyrg nnd most
plentyfull Vynenrde. Ibid. 325 l&amp;gt;,

It is apparannt enough
what thinges are moyled uppe by the Rootes, lint what is

planted in that place, heconfesseth he cannot asyetdiscerne.

fb. intr. To burrow. Obs.

15.. EDGEWORTII Scnti. i. 6 b, Couetons men bc..euer-
like wantes or Moles moiling in the grounde. [1625 : cf. 3.)

1658 A. Fox lyiirtz&quot; Snrg. T. vi. 23 Why do they then
molest the Patient with seeking, pressing, ..and moiling in
the Wound.

f 6. trans. ? To maul, mangle. Obs.

1698 FRVER Ace. E, India fy P. nR Trampling a Man to

Death, or Moiling him to Pieces with their Foreheads.
Moil: see MOILES, MOVLK, MULE* and ^.

[Moile,*ndish made of Marrow and grated bread*,
in Speght s glossary to Chancels Works 1 598
(copied in Blount Glossogr. \bifi and in later Diets.)
is due to misunderstanding of J&quot;ranch moiJe (see

FRANCHEMYLE) in Lydgatc s Thebes ibid. 370 b/i.]
Moile : see MULE sbl and sb?
Moiled (moild), a. dial.

[f.
MOTL a. or sb$

+ -ED 2.] Of cattle: Hornless.
1839 Hereford. Gloss. s.v., A moiled sheep is a sheep

without horns. 1853 Morton s Cycl. Agric. II. 724 Moiled
(Heref.. Irish), without horns. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.
Word-ok. s.v. Mottled^ My pretty mwoilled eifer.

Moiled (moild), ppl. a. ff. MOTL v. + -Enl.]
1. Hard worked ; exhausted

; oppressed with
labour and toil,

1617-18 W. LAWSON Orch. fy Gard. (1623) 48 The Horse
and moiled Oxe wrought to an

vntimely_ death. 1793 Gentl.

Mag. Dec. 1084 Moiled^ troubled, fatigued. Sedgemoor.
iSzo CLARE Poems Rural Life (ed. 2) 136 The rough rude
ploughman, ..While moil d and sweating, by some pasture s

side, Will often [etc.].

2. Made dirty or foul; soiled, dial.

1632 SHERWOOD, Moiled in the mire, Enfangt. Ibid.)

Moyled, Sonille. 1839 Hereford. Gloss., Moiled, dirty with
wet mud. i88a IV. IVorcs. Gloss.

Moiler (moHai). rare. [f. MOIL v. + -EU 1
.]

One who moils or labours
;
a toiler.

1563-87 FOXE A, % M. (1596) 184/1 As for your Cardinals,
we shut them out both of churches and cities, for that we
see them not preachers but prollers ;. .not plilers and up
holders of the church, but . . moilers of monie and gold. 1568
GRAFTOM Chron. (1809) I. 3 This Cain was a great toyler
and moyler in the earth. 1880 MRS. RIDDELL^/J-^. Palace
Card, xxiii, Excepting a few millions of toilers and moilers.

Moilere, obs. form of MULTER.
Moiles (moilz). Glass-blowing. Also(inDicts.)

moil. [Cf. F. meule *
se dit, dans les verreries,

des morceaux de verre qui s attachent anx Cannes
,

Littre).] (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mccfi,, Moiles^ the metallic oxide

adhering to the glass which is knocked from the end of the
blow-pipe.

Moiley (moHi). Sc. and Anglo-Irish. Also
moylie, moilya. [f. MOIL a.] A hornless cow
or bullock

;
also transf. applied to a person ;

also attrib. or adj.
1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl^Moylie^ a mild, good-

natured person: an anld moylie^ a tame person, even to
sillyness; a moylie, is also a bullock wanting horns. 1880
Antrim fy DOIVH Gloss.

t Moily, Moilyat a hornless cow.
Moily, hornless.

Moiling (moi-lirj), vbl. sb. [-ING*,] The
action of the verb MOIL in various senses.
c 1560 [RICHARDES] Misogonus n. ii. So (Brandl) Or to what

end shoulde we here spende Our tlayes in vi ksome moylinge ?

MOIRE.

1575 Gamm. Gnrton iv. iii. (Manly), Why, makes the knaue
any moyling? 1581 J. BELL Hatiiion s Ans.m. Osor. 326These men have.. undertaken much fruitlesse labour in that
lamentable moilyng of thinges which they have subverted
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions vi. 327 What brought first hunger
and thirst, ..toyling and moyling into this world? 1691Woon A th. Oxon. II. 205 After a great deal of moyling, tur-

moyling, perfidiousness, and I know not what, he laid down
his head and died. 1885-6 SPURGEON Trcas. Dav. Ps. cxxvii.
2 Blesses them more in their resting than others in their

moiling and toiling.

Moiling (moi-Hij),///. a.
[(.

MOIL v. + -ING -.]
That moils; labouring, toiling; fatiguing, toilsome.
1603 KNOI.I.ES /fist. Turks (16211 1198 Such moiling labor.

1608 Mt-rry DevilofEdmonton (.if)*-]} F 2, We liruie had tl c

moylingst night of it that euer we hnd in our Hues. 1692
R. I/KSTRANGE Fables cccv. -66 Oh the Kmllcss Misery of
the Life I Lead ! crys the Mijilini; Husbandman, to spend
all my Days in Ploughing [etc.], a 1711 KEN I.iitinnid

Poet. Wks. 1721 I!.8i That moylin^ Swain who ploughs
the fertile clod, Looks rarely to his litnefactor Goa. 1840
DirKKNS llarn. l\lt(f^c Ivxi, I am an aliject slave, and a
toiling, moiling .. potter s wessel. 1879 Miss JACKSON
Shropsh. }Vord-l k., Militig, dirty and laborious A niilm

job . &tfj Daily tfev. S 14 July 7 3 A good sprinkling of
real moiling workers in their best.

Hence Moi lingly ai/v., in .1 moiling mnnncr.
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Gonlarfs H ise Viciltant 7 He

runnes and
nloylingly

trots vp and downe.
Moill i;er(e, -ie, -ye, moilre, obs. K. MCI.II.K.

Moilsome (moi ls#m),. [f.
Moil. v. +

-?&amp;lt;IME.]

Involving toil = LABOKIOU.S 2.

1877 BI.ACKMOF.E Ercma i, A dark, narrow gorge departed
from the moilsome mountain track.

Moine, obs. form of MINK st&amp;gt;.

1561 T. HOIIY tr. Castiglicnf s Cntrtyer l. T? ij b, Rome in

rydinge, some in playnge at fence, euerye man accordinge
|

to the moine of his mettall [It. U547) 6 b, tiascuiio seccn.io
In t tincrtz del situ jticlalli }.

II Moineau (moi-n^, |] rmvana). For/if. Also
8 moyeneau. [Fr. ; regarded by Littre and lint/. -

Parm. as a use offfiotneau sparrow.] (See quot.)
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Mofcnfmi. .is a small Hat

Bastion, commonly placed in the middle of an c,vcr-l.,n-

Curtain, by which the Bastions at the Extremities :m; n &amp;gt;t

well defended from the Small-sliot, by reason of their I )is-

tance ; so that this Work is proper for placing in it a Body
J

of Musqueteers to fire upon the Knemy from all sides.
It id., Moinfan [with similar explanation]. 1802 in C. JAMI s

HHlit. Diet, And in mod. Diets.

I Moi lies. Oh. rare. Also moynrs. [ad.
OF. (early 141)1 c.

N

moinesse, tiitynesse, moignesse,
f. moine : see MONK anil -KSS.] A nr.n.

1313 BRADSHAW Sf. Wcrburge \. 413 The other liyL bt

saynt Krkengode a nioynes serene. //&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/. 3519 Blessed pure
virgin moines and abhasse, O venerable werbinge.

Moines, obs. form of means: s&amp;lt;e MKAN s/&amp;gt;.

1449 l- crnlfim MSS. iHist. MSS. Comm., 1906) 3 upte.

Moiniall, variant of Morn A I, s/ . Obs.

Moir, obs. form of MOKE a. and aJv.

II Moire (mnar, mwjJr, moj). Also 7 moyre.
[F. moire, according to Fr. lexicographers an

adoption of some form of Eng. MOHAIR.
_The OF. moire, the name of some textile fabric men
tioned by Chrestien of Troyes ii2th c.\ is believed to be
unconnected with the modern word.]

Originally a kind of watered mohair; after-

, wards, any textile fabric (but usually silk) to

|

which a watered appearance is given in the process
of calendering; a watered or clotukd silk.

Moire antique, explained by Fr. lexicographers to mean

j

a watered silk^cf large pattern, is in Eng. use practically
synonymous with moire, which is apprehended as a short
ened form.
1660 PF.rvs Diary 21 Nov., We hought some greene-

watered moyre, for a morning wastecoate. 1664 //&amp;gt;/,/.

8 May, A new black cloth suit and cloak lined with silk

moyre. 1731 CHESTERF. Let. to Son 22 Apr. (1774) II. 136
!
Talk pompons, moires, &c., with Madame de Blot. 1855
MRS. CARLVLE Lett. II. 268 \Dressmaker log.\ I don t

think I ever saw so trashy a moire. 1858 HOMANS Cytl.
Comm. s.v. Moire Antique, If good silk be wrapped tightly
and carelessly round a roller, it may become moire much
against the inclination of the possessor. 1860 TROU.OPE
Framliy P. (1861) III. xvii. 316, I suppose Jane can put
her hand at once on the moire antique when we reach
Dover? 1866 Miss BRADDON Laily s Mile 191 The heap
of silk and moire. 1869 MARK TWAIN hinoc. Atr. xxiii.

(1872) 166 Velvets and moire antiques.

II Moire (mware, moo-r^i), a. and sb. [Fr.,

pa. pple. of moirer, to give the appearance of
moire to, f. moire MOIKE.]
A. adj. Of silk : Watered. Of metals : Having

a watered or clouded appearance.
1823 I. BADCOCK Dom. Atmisem. 140 Moire

1

Watering, by
other Methods. 1836 Mns. BROWNING Aur. Leigh iv. 565
Those passed the salts, with confidence of eyes And simul
taneous shiver of moire silk. 186&quot; JOYNSON Hfetals iv. 104
Giving the plates [of galvanised iron] the well-known moire&quot;

appearance. 1893 G. EGERTON Keynotes (1894) 33 The lap
of her moire gown,
B. sb.

1* A variegated or clouded appearance resembling
that of watered silk

; esp. as imparted to metals
for the purpose of ornament.
1818 Jml. Sc/. $ A rts V. 368 On the Moire Metallique, or

Per blanc moire . Ibid., The moire has of late been much
improved by employing the blow pipe. ..When the moire&quot;

has been formed, the plate is to be varnished and polished,
the varnish being tinted with any glazing colour, and thus
the red, blue, green, yellow, and pearl coloured moires are



MOIRE.

manufactured. 1839 URF Diet. A r/js.v., Moirte jnetdUnjne^
called in this country crystallized tin-plate, is a variegated

primrose appearance, produced upon the surface of tin-

plate, by applying to it in a heated state some dilute nitro-

muriatic acid for a few seconds, then washing it with water,

drying, and coating it with lacquer. 1888 TEALL Brit.

Petrogr, 440 Moirt, the name given to the wavy appearance,

comparable to that of watered silk, presented by thin plates
of mica under crossed nicols.

IT 2. Erroneously used for MOIRE.
1851 Official Cnial. Gt. Exkib. II. 504 Moire&quot; antique

1

,

for garments, various colours. \l$iRept$. JuriesGt, Exhib.

(1852) 368 Gros-de-Naples, glace, and checked moire, and

and down the terrace.. in her armour of apple-green moire*.

1885 MABEL COLLIS-S Prettiest Woman xxxi, He wore a

coat of white moire antique, embroidered with gold.

Moire, moire, v- [f.
MOIRK sb. and MOIRE.

Cf. Y. moire?: ] trans. To give a moire* or

watered appearance to. Also Moi ring vbl. sb.

1823 New Monthly Mag- IX. 551/2 The means which I

had employed for moiring tin-plates. 1884 W. H. WAHL
GalvanopL Manip. 521 (Cent.) The solution [salt, or sal

ammoniac] mry be applied to the surfaces to be moirded
with the aid of a sponge.

Moiraen, obs. form of MOREEN*.

Moirette (mware-t). [f.
MOIRE -f- -ETTE.] A

textile fabric made to imitate moire.

1895 Price List, Moirette for lining. 1900 Daily Ar
sws

i Sept. 6/7 A nut-brown cloth dress . . has a petticoat of nut-
;

brown moirette to match it.

Moirneing, obs. form of MORNING.

MoirolOgist (moir^lod^ist). rare*, [f. late

Gr. fiotpo\6yos (corruptly written /zupoA.o yos, mod.
Gr. fivpto\6yosf

whence MYRTOLOOUE), f. Gr. poipa

fate, death + -\6yos speaker, discourser : see

-LOOIST.] A hired mourner in modern Greece.
1886

(_
. AY:-. July 215 There may be found traces, too, of

Lethe.. in the death ballads sung by the hired mourners...
The moirologUts will sing of the loneliness of the living, of

the horrors of death [etc.].

t Alois. Obs. Also moyste. [a. F. wofs

month.] Only in Mois of Easter or Pasch (
=

OF. mois fie Pasques, med.L. mensis Pasehx) :

a. the month or the
fortnight ending on Low

Sunday; hence Low Sunday itself; b. the Easter

dues, payable on or before Low Sunday.
1426 Coventry I.ccf Bk. (E.E.T.S.) 104 Ric. Joy reseyved

the moyse of Ester of Ric. Crosseby,. .C marc 1

. 1442 Rolls

ofTarlt. V. 60/1 At the moys of Kstre next comyng. 1449
Jf&amp;gt;iff. 169/1 Afore the Kyng in his Uenche, atte the Moys of

,

Pasche, that shall lie in the yere of our Lorde MCCCCXLVI. ,

1491 H iJ. VI. 443/2 To be certified on this side the Mois of l

K&amp;gt;ter then next folowing.

Moise (moiz), v. dial. Also S moys. ; ///;. To
thrive ; to increase, improve, mend.
1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk (1795) IL 384 To Moys t to

j

thrive; spoken of crops and stock ; also in a general sense,
as he muddles on but does not moys . 1791 Gcntl. Mag.
I,XI. ii. 1022 It is a common saying among the common
people of this place [Norwich] when a person does not seem
to recruit after a fit of illness, or when he does not thrive in

the world, that such an one does not tnoisc. a 1825 FOR BY
foe. K. Atiglidi Afoise v. to mend, improve, increase, &c.
1860 E. GILLF.TT Song Sol. in Norf. Dial.\\. n To see

\vuther the wine-trees moised, and the pomegranates blowed.
i

t Moisoil. Obs. rare. Forms : 4-5 moysoun,
muao(u)n, muyson, 4-6 moyson. [a. OF.

j

moistM) wmson, AF. mewson (1406 in Riley Afew.
Lond. 563), early mod.F. moisoti

t moyson (Cotgr.) ,

: L. mension-em act of measuring, f. m?ns-^ mctiri

to measure.] a. A measure in music, b. Size,

dimension.
c 1325 [see G-SOL-RF-L-T]. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 128

And alle Musons [v.rr. musonys, musouns, muysones] In

Musyk I made hire to knowe. ?&amp;lt;zi366 CHAUCER Koin. I

Rose 1677 And some therbeen of other moysoun, Thatdrowe
j

nigh to hir sesoun. And spedde hem faste for to sprede.

1545 RAVNOLD Byrtk Mankynde \. xv. (1552) 49 Vaynes..
the which in moyson & notable biggenesse moch surmount
the quamite of y* aboue named descendinge brest vaynes.

Moisron, obs. form of MUSHROOM.
Moist (moist), a. and sb. Also 4-5 moiste,

4-6 moyste, 4-7 moyst, 5 moste, 6 mowest.

[a. OF. moiste (mod.F. inoite}.
The ulterior etymology is disputed. By most scholars

OF. moiste is believed to represent late L. muccidus
t
an

altered form of L. mftcidns mouldy, related to rnucere to be

mouldy, mucor mouldiness, mftcns Mucus. Cf. F. inoisir

to grow mouldy :-popular Latin
*
wticlre, class. L. mucere \

also Rumonsch musch wet, Friuli mosrid doughy^ It. tnoscio

limp. Some, however, following Diez, consider it to repre
sent L. mustens like new wine, also fresh, new (said, e. g.
of cheese, pepper, etc.), f. mnstnm new wine, MUST. It is

possible that the two Latin words have coalesced in Fr.]

A. adj.
1. Slightly imbued with wetness ; containing

liquid in a state of suspension or absorption ;
not

dry ; damp, humid.

^Now differing from damp in having no tendency to imply
either an undesirable or a merely temporary or casual con-
dition. In early use the word had a wider application.
1398 TRF.VISA Rarth. De P. R. v. xix. (1495) 123 Kynde

mafcyth the mouth moyste wythin to tempre and chaunge
theeselyar thedryenes of the mete, c 1400 MAUNDFA*. (1839) I

ix. 100 iff the Erthe were made moyst and weet with that
Wat re, it wolde nevere here Fruyt. Ibid. xiv. 160 3if

Venym or Poysoun be broughte in presence of. the Dya-

584

mnnd, nnon it begynnethe to wexe moyst and for to swete.
c 1420 LVDG. Assembly of Gods 258 With her moyst clothes

with tearesall bespreynt. 1*83 Cat/:. AngL 244/1 To make
moste, liquidare, fy cetera, voi to wete. 15*9 WOLSF.V in Four
C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 10 This mowest &

corupt ayer. 1555
EDEN Decaties 137 The confynes of the chiefe citie are
moister then is necessary. 1611 BIBLE Song 3 Child. 26 As
it had bene a moist whistling wind. 1667 MILTON P. L. XT.

741 The Hills to their supplie Vapour,and Exhalation dusk
and moist, Sent up.amain. 1726 LEONI A Ibertfs Archil. I.

30/1 The moistest part of the Quarry. 17*7-46 THOMSON
Summer 1587 Like the red-rose bud moist with morning-dew.

1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 207 The skin grows
moister, and the sweat.. begins to have a peculiar foetid

smell. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xviii. (1813) 311 Let

spring sown seeds be watered occasionally, according to the

weather, to keep them moist. 1797 COLERIDGE Christabel i.

218 The lady wiped her moist cold brow. 1815 ELPHIN-
STONE Ace. Cafat/ (1842) 1 1. 91 The Gurmseer itself is moist,
and sometimes even marshy. 1863 H. SPENCER First Princ.

ii. x. 84 (1875) 258 Moist winds.. lose so much heat when
they reach the cold mountain peaks, that condensation

rapidly takes place. 1866 TATE Brit. Mollnsks iv. 159 The
variety inhabits moist places. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom.
Singer I. 22 You are oppressed with a moist heat.

b. Of the eyes : Wet with tears, ready to shed

tears. In i6-i7th c. also, Watery, rheumy (as
one of the signs of old age).
c 1386 CHAUCER Mtlib. p 26 Whan that thy frend is deed

quod he lat nat thyne eyen to moyste been of teeris. 1597
SHAKS. 2 ffen. fft i. ii. 203 Haue you not a moist eye? a

dry hand ?. .awhile beard?, .and wil you cal yourselfeyong?
1609 B. JONSON Sii. Won. \. i, Weake hammes, moist eyes,
and shrunke members. 1807 WORDSW. White Doe ir.68 On
the banner. .He glanced a look of holy pride, And his moist

eyes were glorified. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam v. iv,

Thoughts which make the moist eyes overbrim. 1859
TKSNYSON Enid 1199 The tender sound .. Made his eye
moist. 1897 H. S. MERRIMAN In Kcdar s Tents vi, A
round-faced, chubby little man, with a tender mouth and
moist dark eyes looking kindly out upon the world.

c. Of a season, climate, etc.: Wet; rainy;

having some rain
; having a considerable rainfall.

1481 CAXTON Afyrr. in. vitt. 147 One somer is softe and
moyste, And another is drye and wyndy. 1545 RAYNOLD
Byrth Mankynde 89 The hole & moyste whether. 1604 K.

G[RIMSTOSE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies \\. ii. 84 The night
being colder then the day, is likewise more moist. 1697
DRVDEN t- irg: Georg. i. 146 Ye Swains, invoke the Pow rs

who rule the Sky, For a moist Summer, and a Winter dry.
1815 ELPHIXSTONE Ace. Canbul (1842) I.

17^
Some places

are refreshed in summer by breezes from moister countries.

1865 DICKENS ;!//. /&amp;gt;. i. vii, The weather is moist- and
raw. 1878 JEVOSS Prim. Pol. Econ. iii. 30 In England we
have good soil and a moist climate fitted for growing grass.

t &amp;lt;L In medkvval physiology, said of elements,

humours, planets, etc. (
= HrMiD b) ; opposed to

DRY. (See COLD a. 6.) Obs.
c 1381 CHAUCER Parl.Foules 380 Nature. .That hot, cold,

heuy, lyght, moyst, & dreye Hath knyt with euene noum-
beris of a-cord In esy voys gan for to speke seye fete.].

1390 Gowns Cotif. III. 120 [Cancer] of himself is moiste
and cold, c 1400 Lattfranc s Cirurg. 12 Oon of

J&amp;gt;e
men

is of an hoot complexioun & a moist, J&amp;gt;at
ober of a cold

complexioun Si a drie. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi.

(Percy Soc.) 73 Youth is .. Hole, and moyste, and full of
lustines. ( 1550 LLOYD Trens. Health Aj, It shal do good
to moyst persons and women. 1604 SHAKS. Hani. i. i. 118

(2nd Qo.), And the moist starre, Vpon whose influence

Neptunes Kmpier stands, Was sicke almost to doomesday
with eclipse. 1707 FLOVER Physic. Pulse-Watch 71 In
Children and Women the cooler and moister Diet is most

agreeable to preserve their natural Pulses. 1774 GOI.DSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 183 They [sc. fish] are cold and moist,
and must needs, say they, produce juices of the same kind.

f2. Of plants, fruits, etc.: Juicy, succulent

(J.); not withered or dry; fresh as opposed to

dried. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 68 Matrymonye I may nyme
a moiste fruit with-alle. 1381 WVCLIF Job viii. 16 Moiste
semeth the resshe befor the Sunne come. 1567 MAPLF.T
Gr. Forest 41 b, It is then best of all riuen, clouen and cut
in sunder when it is moyst andgreene. 1607 SHAKS. Timon
iv. iii. 223 Will these moyst Trees.. page thy heeles And
skip when thou point s! out? 1611 BIBLE Num. vi. 3 Nor
[shall he] eate moist grapes, or dried. 1611 COTCR., Sttccit

lent, succulent, sappie, moist, full of iuice,

fb. Of liquor: New, not stale. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thofas 53 Notemuge to putte in Ale,

Wheither it be moyste or stale. Pard. Prolt 29 A
draughte of moyste and corny Ale.

fc. New, not worn,
*

green , Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pro/. 457 Hir hosen weren of fyn scarlet

reed fful streite yteyd and shoes ful moyste and newe.

t 3. Yielding moisture or water ; bringing or

that brings rain or moisture ; containing water (or
other liquid), Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/, I. 264 Thilke blod which scholde have
ese TO regne among the moiste veines. 1590 SPENSER / . O.
in. i. 57 The moist daughters of huge Atlas strove Into the
Ocean deepe to drive their weary drove. 1601 SHAKS. Airs
Well n. i. 167 Ere twice in murke and occidentall dampe
Moist Hesperus hath quench d her sleepy Lampe. i6oa
znd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. i. ii. 167 Plame Meteors, bred
of the exhalation of Tobacco, and the vapors of a moyst
pot, that soare vp into the open ayre. 1704 POPE Iv indsor
For. 119 Moist Arcturus clouds the sky,

1 4. Liquid ; watery. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER ftoetk. v. met. v. 132 (Camb. MS.) Oother

beestis by the wandrynge lyhtnesse of hir wyngis belyn the

wyndes and ouerswymmyn the spaces of the longe eyr by
moyst fleeynge [orig. Hqnido volatu], 1388 WYCLIF yet:
xliv. 25 Offre to it moist sacrifices [1382 Ibid, sacryfises of

licoures]. 1390 GOWER Cotif. III. 04 The moiste dropes of
the reyn Descenden into Middilerthe. 1530 PALSGR. 744/2,
I swalowe downe any medycyne or lycour that is moyste,

MOIST.

je assorbys. 1597 SHAKS. 2 ffett. ll
t
iv. v. 140 (1600 Qo.)

But for my teares, The moist impediments vnto my speech,
I had forestall! this deere and deep rebuke. ci6n CHAP
MAN [Had I. 308 The moist waies of the sea they saild [Gr.
tircVAeor vypa jceAcvtfa].

6. Associated or connected with liquid, spec. a.

poet. Tearful ; accompanied with tears, b. Said

of a process or apparatus in which liquid is used.

f Moist measure : liquid measure, c. Of diseases,

etc. : Marked by a discharge of matter, phlegm, etc.

1563 TL RNER Katlis 13 A ciath . . holdeth after moyste
measure an unce and an halfe. 1605 1st Pt. Jeroitiwo l.

ii. 61 Tis as common To weepe at parting as to be a woman
..pl.iy not this moyst prize. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 159
Where ere thy bones are hurld, Whether beyond the stormy
Hebrides, ..Or whether thou to our moist vows deny d,

Sleep s! by the fable of Bellerus old. 1796 KIRWAN Elem.
Alin. (ed. 2) II. 395 No effectual method of analyzing this

ore [Tui stone), in the moist way has as yet been disco\ ered.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 812 The assay of ores, comprehending
the mechanical part : that is, by washing ; the chemical

part, or assays by the dry way ; and the assays by the moist

way. 1876 BRISTOWE Th. 4- Pratt. Hied. (1878) 86 When. .

the gangrene is what is usually called moist , 1891 Sytt.

Soc. Lc.v., Moist tetter. Iltitf., Moist wart, the Condyloma
acnminatum. 1899 Allbntt s Xyst. Med. VIII. 511 It [sc.

eczema of the ringers] may be dry or moist. Ibid. 524 The

healing of a chronic moist eczema may be indefinitely de

layed by washing.
d. Med. Of sounds heard in auscultation : Sug

gesting the presence of liquid.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Cliii. Med. xx. 230 The only
stethoscopic phenomena observed were extensive minute
and moist bronchial rales. 1898 A llhitfs Syst. tied. V.
10 Two great classes of the dry and of the moist sounds.

f 6. Addicted to drink. (Cf. DRY (7.3.) Obs.rare~
l

.

1619 R. HARRIS Drunkard s Cvf 8 By the testimony of

the loosest and moystest naturalists, the very Poets.

7. Special collocations : moist chamber, a

chamber in which microscopic objects may be

kept moist; moist colour, a water-colour pig
ment in the form of a soft paste ; moist gum =
DEXTRIN (Cent. Dift. 1890); moist stove, a

hot-house heated with a moist heat
;
moist sugar,

unrefined or partially refined sugar; also attrib.

and Comb., as moist sugar-coloured adj. ;
moist

sugar Imvl, spoon, etc.

1869 DALLINGER & DKYSDALE in Monthly Microsc. Jrnl.

(1874) XI. 97 Recklinghausen s **moist chamber only en

ables us to arrest for a short time the dissipation of the fluid

under examination. 187-6 RUTHERFORD Out!. Histol. (ed. 2)

150 Schultze s modification of Recklinghausen s moist cham
ber. 1885 F.ncycl. Brit. XIX. 86/1 For water colours the

pigments are prepared.. as *moist colours contained in

small porcelain dishes. 1814 Lofnos Kticycl. Card. (ed. 2)

6177 The bark or &quot;moist stove, .having a pit for bark or

other fermenting matter instead of a stage. 1845 Florist s

Jrnl. 124, I then place
them.. in a moist stove or forcing

house. [1657 R. LtooN Jiartaiioes (1673) 85 The Sugars
they made, were but bare Muscavadoes, . .so &quot;moist, and full

of molasses, and so ill cur d.] 1826 KIRBV & Sp. Entoniot.

xliv. IV. 202 Of a granular appearance, much resembling
fine moist sugar. 1833 Court Mag. V 1. 169/1 The two Jl isses

Larkin . . wore their own sevenpenny-moist-sugar coloured

hair. 1847 A. & H. MAYIIKW Greatest Plague nf IJfe iii.

30 She could not for the life of her lay her hands upon the

lump-sugar, and we were obliged to put up with moist.

1886 \V. H. ST. Jons HOPE in Archxolcigia L. 150 This
mazer was formerly used in the family as a moist-sugar bowl.

8. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as moist-brained,

-eyed, -natured adjs. ;
also moist-striking adj.

1606 Sir G. Coosccafpe I. i. in Bullcn O. PI. III. 9, I ..

know him to be a dull *moist-braind Asse. 1847 WEBSTER
(citing Coleridge), Moist-eyed. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric.
(1681) 71 A very excellent Soil for a cold &quot;moist-natured Land.
1816 L, Hl NT^//;mlv. 177 Then issue forth in this &quot;moist-

striking air.

t B. absol. and sb. That which is moist ;

moisture. Also, moist quality, moistness.

? 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1564 Abouten it is gras

springing, For moiste so thikke and wel lyking, That it ne

may in winter dye. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 97 The fyr..U
withoute moist al drye. c 1470 HENRVSON Mor. Fab. \. (Cock

ft yasfl xi, Riches. .Quhilk maith, nor moist, nor vther rust

can screit. 1361 TURNER Baths 3 b, It is good for the crampe
and for all colde diseases and moyste of the synewes. 159*
DAVIES Intmort. .SV/// xxxi. v, She lodgeth Heat, and Cofd.
and Moist, and Dry, And Life, and Death, and Peace, and
War together. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. in. Schistne

419 Myrtles and Bays for want of moist grew wan. 1615
CHAPMAN Oayss. vm. 67 The deepe moist then They further

reacht. 1667 MILTON P. I., in. 652 Who . . Bear his swift

errands over moist and dry, O re Sea and Land. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 99 The moist of human frame the sun

exhales ; Winds scatter, thro the mighty void, the dry.

Moist, v. Forms : 4-6 moyste, moiste, 6-7

moyst (pa.pple. moist), 6- moist, [f.
MOIST a.]

1. trans. To render moist, impart moisture to;

to moisten, wet. Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. D.).

vi. xxii. (Tollem. MS.), Constantyn sayejibat drynke is nedful

for many maner cause : ffor hit moysteb (&amp;gt;=
drie body. IHd.

xiv. xlvi. (1495) 483 Valeyes ben moysted with stremes

that come out of mountaynes. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys

(Roxb.) 248 Blak brede. .In hole watyr moystyd . . she eel.

&amp;lt; 1530 T. PRIDIOXE in Collier Hist. Dram. Poetry (1831) II.

384 Beholde myne eyes whose teres do moyst my paled

face. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltlu (1541) 32 b, Wyne heateth

and moysteth the bodye. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent

(1826) 174 Moisting womens breastes that before were drie

and wanted milke. 1590 C TESS PEMBROKE Antonie 600 His

sworde Alreadie moisted is in his warme blonde. 1655 in



MOISTEN. 585 MOISTURE.
Hartlib Rcf. Covnnw. Bees 18 Rye . . need not . . be dryed,
but beaten and moisted with its own liquor. 1821 CLAKE
VilL Minstr. \\. 145 As evening moists the daisy by thy side.

b. To slake or quench (one s) thirst. To moist

ones tip , to drink very little; also (slang) to moist

one s clay. (Cf. MOISTEN v. i b.) Now dial.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 366 May no drynke me moiste
lie my thruste slake, Tyl [etc.]. 1530 PALSGR. 630/2, I dyd
natdrinke today, I dyd but moystemy lyppes with aquarter
of wine, a 1562 G. CAVENDISH tt elsey(\ &g-$) 241 Thus passed
he forthe his dynner in great lamentacion and hevynes,whiche
was more fed and moystyd with sorowe & teares, than with
owther pleasant mets or dylicate drynks. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch, Lycttrgus (1595) 45 So they al dranke hartely
except himself, who .. did no more but a litle moyste his

mouth without, and so refreshed himself. i6oz znd Pt.
Returnfr. Parnass. \. ii. 339 Meete me an houre hence, at
the signe of the Pegasus in Cheapside, and He moyst thy
temples with a cuppe of Claret. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. v.

ii. 285 Now no more The iuyce of Egypts Grape shall

moyst this lip. 1834 A. SMART Rawhliiig Rhymes 120
When he used to moist his clay An

1

lay his corn in.

f c. fig. Chiefly, To soften (the heart, etc.). Obs.

13.. Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Archh&amp;gt; Stitd, neit.

Sp&amp;gt;;
LXXXI. 317/57 pe w^uche techers dude Moyste wel

be hertes of trewe men eueridel. 1435 MISVN Fire ofLove
li. v. 80 Froo qwhens he byrnys with lufe swetist & with a

draght of heuenly passage he is moystid & vmbesett & truly
is transformyd with hcit of happis to-cum. 1557 Sarnm
Primer i Good Lorde Jesu Christe, . . moiste my minde
with thy most precious blonde. 1578 G. WHETSTONE -2nd

Pt. Promos
&amp;lt;y

Cassandra v. ii, Stormes of teares did showre
As myght, with rueth, haue moyst a stony hart. 1598
ROWLANDS Betraying of Christ 27 And let my teares be
flouds to moist my heart.

f2. absol.

a 1548 H.\LLC/irort., lien, K37b, Sprinkle a vessell ofwater
and it moisteth not, but cast it out wholy together and it

bothe washeth and norisheth. 1562 BULLKYN Bulwark, Bk.
Sim/&amp;gt;les 5 Waxe is good for plasters . . it moisteth and is

used for outwarde Medicines. 1581 MULCASTER Positions
xx. (1887) 87 Walking in the dew moystes and harmes. 1624
DONNE Devotions, etc. (ed. a) 162 As thy water moysts, so
it cooles too.

Hence f Moi sted ppL a.
; f Morstir:g z&amp;gt;bL sb.

and ///. a.

1382 WYCUF Deut. xi. 10 Moystynge watrys [Vul^. aqitx
irrignas}. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xm. v. (Bodl.
MS.), After thee moistinge of

\&amp;gt;e
londe pe h[epes of] grauel

toschedeb- 1541 R. COPLAND Gafyen s Terdp. z A iv, Sense

y bathynge & moystynge. 1549-62 STERNHOLD& H. Ps.
cxvi. 8 Thou hast deliuered. .my moisted eien from mourne-
ful teares. a 1562 G. CAVENDISH tt otsey in Wordsw. Eccl.

Biog, (1818) I. 456 After he had. .dried his moisted cheekes,
he spake to them in this sorte. 1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xl.

263 All which purgers are to be.. mingled with some moyst-
ing decoction. 1612 DRAVTON Pply-olb. H. 40 Upon whose
moisted skirt, with sea-weed fring d about, The bastard
Corall breeds.

Moiat, obs. Sc. f. MOST ; MUST sb. (musk) and v.

Moisten (moi s n), v. Also 6-7 moysten.
[f. MOIST a. + -EN 5

.]

1. trans. To make or render moist, damp, or wet ;

to wet superficially or moderately. Also absol.

1580 [implied in MOISTENED, MOISTENING ppL adjs,}.

1590 SPENSI-:R F. Q. HI. vi. 34 Ne doe they need with water
of the ford .. to moysten their roots dry. 1610 MARKHAM
Masterp. ii. clxxiii. 483 It looseth and scattereth humors,
warmeth and moisteneth. 1611 Hi BLR Job xxi. 24 His
breasts are full of milke, and his bones are moistened with
marrow. 1626 BACON Sylva 230 A Pipe a little moistned
on the inside . . maketh a more solemne Sound, than if the

Pipe were dry. a 1680 CHARNOCK Chief of Sinners Obj.
Mercy Wks. (1847) 16 Water cannot but moisten, fire can
not but burn. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Apricock,
Moisten them [sc. the apricocks] with a Spoonful of Water
or Vinegar. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 17 P i By fatal confi
dence in these fallacious promises [of fine weather], .many
curls have been moistened to flaccidity. 1799 G. SMITH
Laboratory I. 21 Mealed powder moistened with brandy.
1850 O. WINSLOW Inner Life iii. 88 No tears of repentance
have ever moistened the eyes.

b. In expressions relating to the satisfaction of
thirst. To moisten the lips, throat

, etc.* to refresh

oneself with liquor. To moisten one s clay ; see

CLAY sb. 4 b. (Cf. MOIST v. \ b.)
In quot. 1821 moisten the lips \^ used make the mouth

water .

1603 DEKKER Batchelor s Bang, iii.
E&amp;gt;4b, And halfe a

Prayers by drinking every now and then a large Glass
of Wine. 1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 583 Ulysses. If you drink
much after a mighty feast, Moistening your thirsty maw,
you will sleep well. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Grace be/ore
Meat, The savoury soup and messes steaming up the

nostrils, and moistening the lips of the guests with desire.
1826 SCOTT IVoodst. v, You have been moistening your
own throat to some purpose. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop
xlvjii, Mr. Swiveller .. chanced at the moment .. to be

moistening his clay, as the phrase goes, rather copiously.
1842 A. COMBE Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 37 The generous
self-denial of him who passed the cup to his wounded neigh
bour, without stopping even to moisten his own lips.

t C.
Jig.

= MOIST v. i c. Obs. rare.

1582 [implied in MOISTENED ppl. a. 2]. ?i66i FULLER
(Webstar i_864),

It moistened not his executioner s heart
with any pity.

2. intr. To become moist.

1859 TENNYSON Enid 520 Nor let her. .blue eye Moisten,
till she had lighted on his wound. 1880 G. MEREDITH
Tragic Com. (1881) 71 The burning eyes of her Indian
Bacchus fixed on her till their brightness moistened and
flashed.

VOL. VI.

Moistened (moi-s nd), ppl. a. Also 6
moistned. [f. MOISTEX v. + -ED *.]

1. Rendered moist.
Moistened chicken (nonce-phrase), a literal rendering of

F. ponle Jttoni/lce, applied to a person excessively afraid
of incurring any discomfort.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. vi. v, My moistned bed proofes of my
sorrow showeth : My bed ..With my teares floweth. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. i, 49 When at their Mothers moistned

eyes, Babes shall suck, Our lie be made a Nourish of salt

Teares. 1697 DRYDEN l- irg, Georg. in. 652 The Southern
Air And dropping Heav ns the moisten d Earth repair.

1749 FlBLDIHG Tom Jones xm. i, All those strong energies
of a good mind, which fill the moistened eyes with tears.

1823 GreenJiouse Conip. I. 247 Any dirt or dust [should be]

carefully wiped off with a moistened sponge. 1859 THACK
ERAY Virgin. II. xvii. 139 The story about the French is,

that their governor, the Duke of Aiguillon, was rather what
you call a moistened chicken. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. ii. xxni.

351 When two pieces of ice, with moistened surfaces, were
placed in contact, they became cemented together. 1902
Daily Chron. 8 Jan. 5/1 A moistened finger . , may be re

commended in an emergency.
t2. Softened, made tender. (Cf. MOISTEN 7-. ic.)
1582 T. WATSON Ccntnrie of Lone xxi. Poems (Arb.t 57

Thelre beanies drawe forth by great attractiue power My
moistned hart.

Moistener (moi-s nsi). Also 7 moystner,
moistner. [f. MOISTEX v. + -ER 1

.] One who or

something which moistens.
1611 COTGR., Trenipcnr, a dipper; wetter, moistener ;

soaker, steeper; seasoner, temperer. 1632 tr. Bruel s Praxis
Mctt. 103 His diet must be liquid broths, and moystners of
the body. 1755 JOHNSON, Moistensr, the person or thing
that moistens. 1867 Contcnip. Rev. V. 34 The ocean, that

great moistener and softening equalizer of the atmosphere.

Moistening (moi s nin), vbl. sb. [-ING i.]
The action of the verb MOISTEN ; also concr.
1611 BIBLE Prffv. iii. 8 It shalbe health to thy nauill, and

marrow [warg. Hebr. watring, or moystning] to thy bones.
1611 COTGR., M&uilleinent,, a wetting, or moistening. 1627
HAKEWILL Apol. i. v. 3. 52 It pleased God to open the
windowes of Heanen for the moistning and nourishing of
their seedes. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON- Chem. Technol.

(ed. 2) I. 321 A moderate moistening of small coal has., the

advantage of preventing us falling through the grate-bars
and creating dust.

Moi sterling, //^&amp;lt;
7 * [-iNft

2
-] That moistens;

rendering or becoming moist.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxn. ix, My moistning strength is like

a pottsheard dried. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillcmeaus Ft: L /ii-

rurg. lob/i With moysteninge medicament es must it

be cured and helped. 1683 SALMON Doron Aled. i. 51

Moistning medicines. 1700 DRYDEN Sigisin. 3- Gwiscardo
504 When the World began, One common Mass compos d
the Mould of Man ; One Paste of Flesh on all Degrees be-
stow d, And kneaded up alike with moistning Illood. 1880
Miss KRADDON Just as I am iv, God bless you, Sir Ever-
ard , said Vargas, with moistening eyes.

Moister, obs. form of MOISTURE sb. and v.

Moistful (moi stfiil), a. rare. [f. MOIST a. +
FUL i.] Full of moisture; moist.

1591 SYLVESTER DH Bartas i. iv. 94 Moistfull matter.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xvjii. 28 Her moystfull Temples
bound, with wreaths of quiuering Reeds. 1855 SINGLETON
tr. Virgil 1.347 The next Aurora..Was scanning earth,
and moist ful shade from heaven Had chased away. 1892
Punch 17 Sept. 132/2 When it has to play quick It is moist-
ful and thick, For the trombone is fond of beer.

Moistify (moi-stifai), v. [f.
MOIST a. + -EY.]

trans. To moisten
;
used humorously of topers *.

1786 BURNS Earn. Cry Postscr. vii, Tho
1

whyles ye mois-

tify your leather. 1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Widow Married
xxix, The ladies taught her how to arrange a spit-curl \ so as
to defy the moist ifying efl ects of the climate. 1882 J.WALKER
Jaunt to Aitld Reekie 87 [They] moistified their drouthy
clay Wi rousin brandy-whitters O

1

punch.
Moistish (moi stij), a. [f. MOIST a. + -ISH.]

Somewhat moist or damp. Hence Moi stishness.

1576 NEWTON Leninie s Coinplex.\\. iii. jogb, This humour
..is a certayne vliginous moystishnes. .which ought.. to be
sent out and purged. i6io\V. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey
I. xi. 36 A. .moistish earth. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) III. 68| Moistish mountainous situations.

MoistleSS (moi -sties), a. [f.
MOIST sb. +

-LESS.] Devoid of or free from moisture ; dry.
1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vin. xxxix. 174 Some Cloudes
iue Snow, that lights and lyes a moysture moystles. 1634
IR T. HERBERT Trav. 183 A rinde moystlesse hard and

scaly. 1827 CAPT. G. BEAUCLERK Jonrn. to Marocco xii.

141 The moistless tongue rattled as it essayed to speak.
1884 ]. PURVF.S in Gd. Words Nov. 768 The subterranean

galleries, .leave the seed dry and moistless.

t Moi Stly, adv. Obs. [f.
MOIST a. + -LY 2.]

In a moist manner (in quot., drunkenly).
1602 znd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv, iii. 1921 Swaggering

full moistly on a tauernes bench.

Moistness (moi stnes). [f. MOIST a. + -NESS.]
The quality or state of being moist ; in early use
also \concr.) moisture.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. iv. iv. (1495) 85 Yf moyst-
nes be shedde in to the vtter partes of a thynge, it fyllyth
alle the voyde place therof. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Goi&amp;gt;.

Lordsh. 80 Whos grape.. ys noght. .gedryd or..|?e moyst*
nesse of his stok sty vp to pe crope and ^e braunches. 1526
TINDALE Luke viii. 6 Some [of the seed] fell on ston and as
sone as yt was spronge vp yt widdred awaye because yt
lacked moystnes. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Alopecurus^ . .

an hearbe like a foxe s taife: full of mostnesse. 1591
FI.ORIO -2nd Frnitcs 159 Looke that they [sc. the sheets] be

drie, and without moistnesse. 1662 GERBIER Princ. 25 The
moistnesse of this Clime. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v.

Swfgfyrtea^Sf Which proceeds from the Moistness of the
Fruit. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Oferat. MecJianic 722 Cotton

;

wool is generally used.. to take the [gold] leaf up.. on
account of its.. slight moistness. 1885 Manch. Exam. 23
Feb. 5/4 A hybrid much better adapted to . . the moistness
of our climate.

fb. transf. andy?f. Obs.

1425 St. Mary of Oignies \. vi. in AngliaVlll. 139^9
Whanne she [was] comen to hirselfe ageyne as after a moyst
nesse of mynde, rekenyd & countld streitly atte euene alle hir

deedys. 1551 BIBLE (Matthew) Job xv. notes, Out of whiche
procedeth suche false doctryne as drieth vp the moistnes of
the soule in trifling out y truth. 1576 WOOLTON Chr.
Manual B iv, He hath the name of a cliristian, because he
Is ingraffed in Christ, as the branche in the slocke, . . & so
to rcceyue of his moystnesse and lyfe.

Moistre, obs. form of MOISTURE v.

Moisture (moi stiui, moi stjaj), sb. Also 4-7
moysture, 5 mostour, 5-6 moystour, -er, 6

moistur, -er. [a. OF. wo/.?Awr(mod.F. moitenr],
f. moiste MOIST a.~\

1 1. Moistness
;

the quality or state of being
moist or damp. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. v. xxiv. (Bodl. MS.) If.

13 b/i Hoossenes of
J&amp;gt;e

voice come)? of the moisture of
J&amp;gt;e

wosenandof be lunges. 1477 NOKTON?/Y/. Alc/i. v. in Ash in.

(1652) 54 Moisture, and Urines, be qualityes Passive. 1575
LANEHAM Let. (1871) 20 The weather enclynde too sum
moyster & wynde. 1597 ^- ^J- tr - Gnillemeau s Fr.

Chirurg. 42 b, 2 Through the humiditye or moyster therof,
it may soacke through the Escara. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D Acosta^s Hist. Indies v. xviti. 379 At such time as the

founlaines, springs, and rivers, did increase by the moistures
of the weather. 1625 N. CARPKNTKR Geog, Del. if. ii. (1635)
22 In the Karth are ingendred the foure ferst qualities of

Heate, Cold, Drouth, and Moisture. 1774 GOLIJSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VII. 94 Seldom venturing out, except when the
moisture of a summer s evening invites them abroad. 1777
WATSON Philip II (1839) 247 Alva had.. applied to Philip
for liberty to leave the Low Countries, on account of the

bad state of his health, occasioned by the moisture of the

climate. 1794 S. WILLIAMS I ermont 6r Another remarkable
effect is an alteration in the moisture or wetness of the earth.

2. Water or other liquid diffused in small

quantity through air as vapour, or through a solid

substance, or condensed upon a surface.
Viz 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1424 Through moisture of

the welle swete Sprange up the sole grene gras. c 1386
Pars. T. F 146 God shal destroie the fruyt of the erihe as

fro hem ; ne water ne shal yeve hem no moisture, ne the Eyi
no refresshyng, ne fyr no light, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii.

23 J&amp;gt;ai
hafe namoisture bot bat

J&amp;gt;e

forsaiJ ryuer ministers.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy (E. E. T. S.) n. 990 It [ebony] wil

..nat cormpte with water nor moysture. 1483 Cath. Angl.
244/1 A Mostour,_//7W7&quot;, humor, 1599 DAVIES Immort. Son/
xxx. xviii. (1714) 94 The Moisture, which the thirsty Earth
.Sucks from the Sea. 1611 UIBLE Lnke viii. 6 Some fell

vpon a rocke, and assoone as it was sprung vp, it withered

away, because it lacked moisture. 1697 DKVIUCN Vtrg.
Gcorg. i. 387 For Moisture then abounds, and Pearly Rains
Descend in silence to refresh the Plains. 1719 JJii FOE
Crusoe i. 123 The Earth having had no Rain after the Seed
was sown, it had no Moisture to assist its Growth. 1783
BURKE

Sj&amp;gt;.
Fox*s E. India mil Wks. IV. 78 In that country

the moisture, .is given but at a certain season. 1803 Med.
Jrnl. IX. 231 Oxydated muriatic gas mixed with different

other gasses..is easily changed into acid by the moisture of
the flesh. 1843 HORROU- Bible in Spain xxx, No moUture
was wrung from his tanned countenance. 1878 HUXLRV
Physiogr. 64 Snow is not the only solid form in which

atmospheric moisture is precipitated. 1885 blanch. Exam.
6 Apr. 5/2 The breeze is more balmy, with a touch of

moisture in the air.

b. with reference to tears.

1597 SHAKS. Lover s Cowfil. 323 That infected moysture of
his eye. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, vii, Nicholas Nickleby s

eyes were dimmed with a moisture that might have been
taken for tears. 1897

* H. S. MERRIMAN In Kedar s Tents

vi, With, as it were, a small solution of sympathy, indicated

by a moisture of the eye, for the family, .in their bereave
ment.

t c. The liquid part or constituent of a body. In

Mediaeval philosophy, the humours or humid pro

perty, naturally inherent in all plants and animals.

Also radical moisture : see RADICAL a. i. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. xxxL (1495)245 A Feuer

Etyk . . wastith the substancyall moisture of the body.
c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 1259 Yif purgacyons Be necessarye . .

Solve flewm brennyng or moysture To kepe a mene. 1471
Radical moisture [see RADICAL a. i]. 1521 FISHER Serin.

agst. Luther ii. Wks. (1876) 323 The trees whan they be

wydred..and all the moystour shronke into the rote & no
lust of grenenes nor of lyfe appereth outwardly. 1547
EOORDE Brev. Health cclxxxiv. 94 This matter [sc. spittle]
doth come of the humiditie or moisters of bloude. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. 1, n. i. 79, I cannot weepe : for all my
bodies moysture Scarce semes to quench my Furnace-

burning hart. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet in Aliments,
etc. i. 406 When the worms are large they will consume the

moisture.

d. transf.
1426 LYDG. De Guil, Pilgr. 2618 The soule.. may profyt

neuer a dele To bere frut. .Of vertu,. -ffor that yt lakketh

moysture Off grace. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiv-Merch. 64
Game was the radicall moisture of commerce. 1871 MORLEY
Crit. Misc. Ser. i. Carlyle (1878) 173 A cloud of sedulous

ephemera still suck a little spiritual moisture.

f e. A noxious exhalation or humidity. Obs.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary iv. (1870) 239 To drye up the

contagyous moysters of the walles. 1543-5 BRINKLOW
Lament. (1874) 81 Oh Lorde God,, .when they be in treble

or plaged rightfullye of the, eyther be drught, moysture, or

pestilence, or anye suche like.

f 3. Liquid in general. Obs.



MOISTURE.
the marine moisture To the red guild fish. i697DRYDEN
Virg, Past. in. 172 Now dam the Ditches, and the Floods
restrain: Their Moisture has already drench d the Plain.

1713 ADDISON Cato in. v, When you. .ofler dthe full helmet

up to Cato, Did he not dash th untasted moisture from him ?

1741 J. MARTYN I irg. Georg. i. (1811) 80 Their wives. .boil

away the moisture of the sweet must over the fire.

4. attrib.axi&Comh.yt&moistitresupply \
moistwe-

ckarged) -laden, -loving adjs.

1827-35 WILLIS May 19 Dews for the moisture-loving
flowers. 1878 K. JOHNSTON Africa ii. 26 There is naturally
a marked difference in the moisture supply north and south
of the Atlas. 1895 SWETTKNHAM .&quot;\fatay Sk. 281 Plains and

slopes of green on which the moisture-charged clouds un

ceasingly pour fatness. 1896 Allbtttt s Syst. Med. I. 252 The
moisture-laden monsoon.

t Moisture, v. Obs. Forms: 5- 7 moysture,
6 moster, moystre, 6 moisture, 6-7 moister.

[f. MOISTURE sb.]
1. trans. To moisten ;

to water, make wet or damp.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. in. viii. in Ashm. (1652) 141

Therwith dyd Hermes moysture hys Tre. 1545 RAYNOLO
Byrth MankynJe \. xi. (1552) 24 b, Moystrynge al that parte,
as it were wyth a dewe. ? 1554 COVERDALE Hope Faithf.
xxxi. (1574) 221 They water and moisture all things, and
make them fruteful. 1584 LYLY SappJw in. iii. 1 8 Will you
haue any of this Syrope, to moysture your mouth? 1610
MARKHAM Master^. \. xxxi. 60 It proceedeth only from
flegme, cold and grosse, which moysturing the braine too

much, causeth heauinesse.

2. intr. a. To moisture away : to decay from

damp. b. To shed moisture.

1519 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 268 Item
the amendynge of the dalmatykes for ye Advent & Septua-
gesym myghte be done w* a htile cost, whiche nowe mosters

away & not occupied. Item the lettron wherupon the

Sjspell
is red U moistered away & faullyn downe. 1610

. FLETCHER Chr. I ict. i. xl, Heau n stole it selfe from
earth by clouds that moisterd vnder.

Moi Stureless, a. Also dial, moisterless.

[-LESS.] Lacking, or destitute of, moisture.
1828 J. RunniMAN Tales fy Sk. 241 Some aged female,

whose dry and moisterless eyes can best withstand the
pungent fumes of the operation. 1847 in WEBSTER. 1872
jBPFERiEfl Wild Life in S. C. 20 The chalk is moisturele^,
and nothing can grow on it.

Moisty ^moi sti), a.
[f. MOIST a. + -Y 1

.]

1 1. Of ale : New. (
= MOIST a. 2 b.) Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Manciples Prol. 60 For were it wyn or
oold or moysty Ale That he hath dronke he sptketh in his
nose.

2. Moist, damp, wet. Now rare.

14*2 tr. Secrsta Secret., Priv. Prh&amp;gt;. 219 The bloode I*
hotte and moysti. 1561 HOLLYBI-SH Jfom. Apoth, 27 b, The
Lyuerworte that groweth in moystye marishes or standinge
waters. 1590 C TKSS PEMBROKE Antoni? 1317 Nor yet the
cruell murth ring blade Warm in the moistie howells made
Of people pell mell dieng. 1603 DRAVTOS Bar. Wars ii.

xxxv, Amongst the Ayre-bred moystie Vapours throvvne.

1632 LITHCOW Trar. ix. 404 The moysty and choaking heat.
ci666 SIR J. LAUDER (Fountainhall) Jrnls. (S.H.S.) 76 Up-
right poddock stools, .grow in humid, moisty places. 1889
F. R. STOCKTON A rdis Claverden (1890) 372 Tossed out upon
the moisty air.

b. of a day, season, country, etc.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. n. (Arb.) 156 A litle winde in a
moystie day, stoppeth a shafte more than a good whiskynge
wynde in a clere daye. 1596 SPENSER / . Q. vi. ix. 13 The
moystie night ..Her deawy humour gan on th

1

earth to shed.
1856 LO\VKLL Lett. (1894) I. 301 A misty, moisty morning.
1861 Miss YONGE l f. Step-motlier ii, It is not doing the

place justice to study it on a misty, moisty morning. 1894
P, COLLIER in Forum (U.S.) Aug. 731 A misty, moisty
island [sc. England].

f3. Given to drink. Obs. rare~~ l
.

1593
*

P. FOULFACE Bacchus Bt&amp;gt;untie 2, Which beeing
once tasted, dooth maruellously encrease a moystie appetite.

Moit, obs. Sc. form of MOAT
s/&amp;gt;.^,

MOTK.

Moite(e, obs. form of MOIETY.

Moither, Moithern, var. ff. MOIDER, MATHEKN.
Moitie, -y, Moitive, obs. ff. MOIETY, MOTIVE.
Mojarra, variant of MOHARRA.
Mok, obs. form of MOCK, MUCK sb. and v.

Moka, variant of MOCHA 2.

II Mokaddam (mpkzrdznn). India. Also 7
mockadam, mocadan, 9 muccudum, mucud-
dum, mokaddam, mokhad(d)am, -em, mocud-
dim, -um, mukaddim, muquaddam. [Arab.
muqaddam, pa. pple. of qaddama to place in

front.]
= HEADMAN i.

1654 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 36 The better sort [of the
Banian priests of Surat] are called Mockadams. or Masters.

1653 H - COGAN tr. Pinto&quot;s Trar. iv. 8 The Jaylor, which in
their language is called Mocadan [etc.]. 1801 R. PATTON
Asiat. Afon. 118 The subordinate collectors have been de
nominated choudries, and those who collected in villages,
mocuddims. 1803 WELLINGTON Let. 16 Sept. in Gurw.
Desfi. (1844) I. 712 It has more than once happened that
soubahdarsand muccudums, and between 60 and ico drivers,
have deserted in one night. 1870 SIR G. CAMPBFLL in Syst. \

Land Tenure (Cobden Club) 158 This headman was called
the Mokaddum in the more northern and eastern provinces.
1891 Blackw. Afar. Mar. 371 The muqaddam of Spins in

Anglo-Indian parlance only means the chief of Spinsters.
1901 Ibid. Oct. 551 The minor sheikhs, .have certain limited

powers in nominating the Mokaddems or lesser officials.

Mokado(u)r, variant forms of MUCKKNDER.
Moka-moka, variant of MOKO-MOKO.
Moke 1

(m^uk). dial. Also 7 //. mockes.
[Assumed sing, of mokes : OE. max net : see

MESH.] A mesh of a net. Also//, wicker-work.

586

1604 Hastings Corjtor. Rec. 4 Aug., in Cooper Sussex
Gloss. (1853) OI Any trawl-net, whereof the moak holdeth
not five inches size throughout. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.
Agric., Diet. Rust.

t
The Mocks of a net, the mashes of a net,

1674 RAY S. $ E. C. Words 72 The Mokes of a net. 1787
GROSE Prtnnnc. Gloss., Moke, the mesh of a net. Also

wicker-work, perhaps from the resemblance to the meshes of
a net. Norf.

Moke 2
(m&amp;lt;7ttk). slang and dial. [Of unknown

origin. Cf. dial, mokus donkey (Hampshire, Devon\
In the i6th c. proverbial phrase

* Mocke (or Mok) hath
lost her shoe *

(Skelton WhyXat to Courte 83, Garlamieoj
J,aurell 13^6) it is possible that Mocke is a name for a

;
donkey or a mare (cf. Skelton s use of MOCKISU a.\ but

j

connexion with the modern moke is unlikely. Senses 4 and

I

5 may be etymologically distinct.]

1. A donkey.
1848 [J. L. TUPPER] in Arttf Poetry WQ. $(&&) 131 They

might live like gods, have infinite smokes, Drink infinite

rum, drive infinite mokes. 1851 MAYHEW Lend. Labour \ I.

85/1, I had a good moke (donkey), and a tidyish box ov a
cart. 1854 THACKERAY Ntivcontes x\x, Miss Chummey..
inclines to the one [sc. of the costermongers] who rides from
market on a moke rather than to the gentleman who sells

i his greens from a hand-basket, 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bal .

I
viii. 305 But he saw the end of such fellows, when he came

!
to the island of the Golden Asses. . . For they were all turned
into mokes with ears a yard long, for meddling with matters

;

which they do not understand. 1871 J. R. GREEN- Lett.

(1901) 286 At last I have resumed my donkey. . . Never was
such a moke. She rushes at the steepest hillside.

2. transf,
( A stupid fellow, a dolt (Cent. Diet.

1890) ;
= DONKEY 2.

3. Australian slang. A very inferior horse.

1891 A rgns (.Melbourne) 12 May 6/3, I have exchanged
my hired moke for a fine black horse. 1898 in M. Davitt
Life #f Frogr. Australia xxxv. 191 And a bosom friend s
a cobber And a horse a prad or moke .

4. U.S. A negro.
1871, 1879 in Schele de Vere Americanisms.
5. Theatrical slang. A variety performer who

plays on several instruments (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Mpke dial* Also moak. [Of obscure

origin. Cf. Sc. MOCH a. and MCGGY a.
;
also Sw.

dial, inokct cloudy (Kietz).] A mist, fog.
1866 J. E. BROGDF.N Lincoln. Gloss., Moke,, .a mist, foggy

thick weather. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Moke,, .cloud an tl

dampness together.
Hence Mo ky a. dial. (See quots.)
1706 PHILLIPS fed. Kersey), Kloky, (old Word) cloudy ;

as

A/oky Weather. 1736 AixswoRTH Lat.
Z&amp;gt;/V/.,Moky weather,

tempestas caliginosa. 1866 J. E. BROGDEN Lincoln. Gloss.,
Moaky, hazy, dull, dark, weather.

Moke, obs. form of MOCK, MUCK sb. and v.

Mokedore, variant of MUCKEXDER.
Mokel,!, Moker, obs. ff. MICKLE, MOCKER.
tMokerard. Obs. [SCC-ARD.] =MICKKRER,

miser.

1303 R. P.RUNN F. Jfandt. Symie 6230 Auaryce, ryche and
hard*--, ys a befe, a mokerad [v. r. mokerard].

Mokere,Mokerer,obs.ff.ML-cKKR,MucKEREii.
Mokhad(d;am, variant of MDKADDAM.
II Moki 1 (m0u ki). [Maori.] The native name

of two New Zealand fishes, the Blue Cod, Penis
cotias, and the Bastard Trumpeter, J.atris ciliaris.

[1820 Gram.
&amp;lt;V

I oc. Lang. Ar
. Zealand I.C. M. S.) 182

Moki, s. A fish so called.] 1857 HURSTHOI SK A^ Zealand
I. 122 Sea fish are more plentiful : the best are the Hapuka,
..the Moki, the Wharehou [etc.J. 1893 Star 25 May 2/8
The fish In question was New Zealand Moki

,
or blue cod,

as it is called there, though it has less affinity with cod than
with our own gray mullet.

il Moki&quot; (mju ki). Also mokihi, moguey.
[Maori.] A kind of Maori raft. (See quots.)
1840 J. S. POI.ACK Manners $ Cust. Nnu Zealanders I.

226 In the absence of canoes, a quantity of dried bulrushes
are fastened together, on which the native is enabled to cross
a stream..; these humble conveyances are called moki.
1858 Jrnl. Ho. Represent. N. Zealand App. iii. 18 (Morris)
We crossed the river on mokis. 1871 C. L. MONEY Knock
ing About in N. Zealand 52 (ibid.), Moguey, a Maori
name for a raupo or flax-stick raft. 1889 V. PVKE Wild
Will Enderhy 115 From amongst the bushes he drew forth
a * mokihi , on which he crossed the river in safety.
attrih. 1858 Jrnl. Ho. Represent. N. Zealand App. iii.

18 (Morris), Moki navigation.

Mokkar,Mokkery, obs. ff. MOCKER,MOCKERY.
II Moko * (mJu ktf). [Maori.] The system of

tattooing practised by the Maoris
; also, any par

ticular pattern of tattooing.
[1769]. BANKS JrnL 22 Nov. (1806) 203 The people, .were

browner v and they had a much larger quantity of amoca or
black stains upon their bodies and faces.. .In this particular,
I mean the use of amoca, almost every tribe seems to have
a different custom. 1813 CRI-ISE Jrnl.Resid. N. Zealand
310 The lines upon the faces and persons of the New Zea
landers are universally designated amoco.] 1855 R. TAYLOR
Te Jka a Mam 150 The grand ornament ofall was the
moko or tattoo. 1896 ROBLEY (title) Moko ; or Maori Tat
tooing. 1896 Moko 13 Fig. 8. Moko signature on a
deed. Ibid. 16 He drew for Dr. Traill the mokos of his
brother and of his son.

Hence Mo ko v. trans., to tattoo in the Maori
manner. Hence Mcvkoed///. a.

1896 ROBLEY Moko 183 Mokoed heads in museums and
collections. 1901 WEBSTER Suppl., Moko, v. t.

Moko 2
(m&amp;lt;ju k0). slang. (See quot.)

1860 Hotten s Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Moko, a name given
by sportsmen to pheasants killed by mistake in partridge
shooting during September, before the pheasant shooting
comes in. They pull out their tails and roundlyassert they
are no pheasants at all, but mokos.

MOLAR.

il Moko-moko (rf\o^ ko
tmou-^ f Also mako-

mako, moka-moka. [Maori.]
1. A New Zealand species of lizard (Lygosoma
ornatnm or L. moko}.
[iBzoGram. * I oc. Lang. N. Zealand^.. M. S.) 182 Moko

jiioko, a small lizard.] 1902 in WEBSTER Snppl.
2. The Bell-bird, Anthornis melanura.
a 1888 A. W. BATHGATE in Sladen Australian Ball. 22

(title) To the Moko- Moko, or Bell-Bird. 1889 PARKER Catal.
\
N. Zealand Exhib. 119 ( Morris s.v. Bell-bird), Bell-bird,..

i or Mako-mako {Anikornis iitelauura], is still common in

many parts of the South Island. 1900 Longni. Mag. Jan.
; 231 The tuls and moka-mokas vie with each other to see

I

who can sing the sweetest.

Mokum (mJu kpm). [a. Japanese moku-mt]
: An alloy used in metal-work.

[1884 C. G. W. LOCK Workshop Receipts Ser. in. 38/2
Attention should be called to the so-called moku-me, a word
which might be rendered by veins of the wood .] 1889
BlANVT Krnpp *r Wildberger s Metallic Alloys 322 The
so-called mokum

, an alloy .. introduced from Japan...

Chiefly
used for decorations upon gold and silver articles.

Mol, variant form of MAIL sb*t MULL.
! Mola (m&amp;lt;7*la). [L. mola (i) millstone; (2)

salt cake
; (3) a false conception (after Gr. /iiJAj;).

Senses 2 and 3 below are mod.Latin.]
1. A fleshy mass occurring in the womb

;
a false

, conception; = MOLE sb.*&amp;gt; Also transf. and^^.
1601 HOLLA XQ Pliny 1. 163 A false conception called Mola,

;&quot;. amoonecalfe. 1636 JAMES Iter Lane. (Chetham Soc.) 9, 1

hope no sisters did of molaes dye. 1646 SIR T. BROWNK
Pseud. Ep. n. vi. 93 Many Mola s and false conceptions there
are of Mandrakes. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. /F,
cccx]ix, The Age (it seemes) after ROC great a Birth In Treason,
as his owne, broke in the Cell ; Slipt her Rebellions, like rude
Molaes forth. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants iv. App. i These
Thorns [have their origin], from the outer, and less fecund
Part ; and so produceth no Leaves, but is, as it were, the
Mola of a Bud. 1753 N. TORRIANO Midwifry 39 Mola s

and false Conceptions. 1822-34 G^3 S*ndy Med. (ed. 4)

j

IV. 196 1 he human mola sometimes attains considerable

developement without either brain or spinal cord.

t 2. A fish
;

MOLE $h$ i, MOLEBUT.
The Latin word is in Carpentier s additions to Du Cange,

with a quotation from an anonymous MS. of the i6ih c. ;

the passage is in Rondelet De Pise. Mar. (1554) 425 : see

MOLKBLT.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Mola, a Fish found in the Adi iatick

Sea.

3. Ent. The grinding surface of the broad basal

projection of the mandible of certain insects.

1826 KIRBV & SP. Entotnol. III. 437 These mandibles.,
are furnished with.. miniature mill-stones to grind it \i.t.

i food]. The part here alluded to I call the Mola.

fMolair. Obs. rare. Anat. Used in pi. as

\ rendering of L. molaria in the early editions of
I Vegetius iv. i

;
mod. editors read malaria, but

the meaning is not clear. Topsell 1607, rendering
,

the same passage, has grinding bones
;
Markham

1610, copying Blundevil, has mo/airs, which in

|

ed. 1675 becomes molars.

1580 BLUNDEVIL Diet. Horses viii. 4 b, Then there is a

great bone in his [the horse s] breast wherevnto are fastened
.xxxvi. ribbes. And to the Columell behind be two bones,
and from the molairs to the ioints other two.

t Molan. Obs. Also 4 molayne, 5 molane,
mulan. [Of obscure origin : cf. MOLLET.] A bit

for a horse.

13.. Caw. ^ Gr. Knt. 169 His molaynes, & alle
\&amp;gt;e

metail

anamayld was ^enne, {&amp;gt;e steropes fcat he stod on, stayned of
be same. 1483 Cath. AngL 242/2 A motan [MS. M. trron.

. inokan, MS. A. molane] of a brydelle, lorale, tnerdaculunt,
salwares. Ibid. 246/1 A Mulan, vbi Molan (A.).

Molar (mJu-lai), a. l and sb. Also 7 molare,
and 7-8 //. in L. form molares. [ad. L. molar-is

belonging to a mill {$b. millstone, grinder tooth),
i.mola a millstone: see -AR 1

. Cf. F. molaire

(i6th c.) ; also AF. dents moellers (Britton).]
A. adj.

1. Grinding, serving to grind, a. spec. Applied
to the back-teeth or grinders of mammals, and the

flat or rounded grinding; teeth of certain fishes.

i6a6 BACON Sylva fi 752 The Back-Teeth, which we call

the Molar-Teeth, or Grinders, a 1661 FULLER Worthies^
Cheshire (1662) i. 172 How necessary these (mill stones] are
for mans sustenance, is proved by the painful experience of
such aged persons, who wanting their Molare Teeth must
make use of their Gums for Grinders.

iya8 BAILEY, Molar
Tffth (i. e. Grinders), the five outmost 1 eeth on either side
of the Mouth. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. i. 36 It appears
as if the posterior molar or wisdom-teeth were tending to
become rudimentary in the more civilised races of man.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 12 The number of
molar teeth is greater in the Hare and Rabbit than in any
other Rodents.

fig. 1831 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1859) &quot; 2I9/2 The ma
jority of the new members will be landed gentlemen: their

genus is utterly distinct from the revolutionary tribe ; they
have Molar teeth ; they are destitute of the carnivorous and
incisive jaws of political adventurers.

b. gen.
1844 (-&quot;/? // Engin. ff Arch. Jml. VII. 401/2 The peculiar

mechanical power which streams employ in forming their

channels by the operation of cataracts, . .the molar or grind
ing process, most common in mountainous countries.

2. Of or pertaining to a molar-tooth. Molar

forceps (see quot. 1884).
1831 R. KNOX Cloqittfs Anat. 599 At the back part, be-

tween the masseter and buccinator muscles, are two small
bodies formed of the assemblage of these follicles. They



MOLAR.
are designated by the name of -([olar Glands, because the

orifice of their excretory duct is situated opposite the last

molar tooth. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Midi. Suppl. 613/2 Molar
Forceps^ heavy forceps for extracting the molars ; or cowhorn
forceps for eradicating roots when the crowns have decayed
below the alveolar process. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Molar
gtaiitis.

3. Ent. Of or pertaining to a mola.

1879 WOOD-MASON in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 152 In.,

other Rove-beetles ,
. .no molar process is developed. lbid.

t

The molar branch of the jaws in Blatta and Machilis.

4. Path. Of the nature of a mola or false con

ception.
1822-34 Good s Study Mot. (ed. 4) IV. 186 Simulating

pregnancy, from molar concretions. 1891 in Syd. Soc, Lt .i:

B. sb.

1. A molar or grinding tooth
;
a grinder; spec.,

a true molar
&amp;gt;

a molar tooth in the adult which is

not preceded by a deciduous or milk-molar.
False, molar, a pre-molar ;

a molar tooth which
has replaced a deciduous or milk-tooth.

1541 [see DUAL $/ . z]. 1671 J. WEBSTER Mttallogr. ix.

140 Two or three of the molares or grinding teeth of an old
Cow. 1767 Pkil. Trans. LVII. 465 None of the molares,
or grinding teeth of elephants, are discovered with these
tusks. 1834 M CMURTRIK Cuviers Aniin. Kingd. 50 The
canini have two roots, which causes them to partake of the
nature of false molars. 1855 \V. S. DALLAS in Syst. Nat.
Hist. II. 494 The true molars are furnished with sharply
tubercular crowns. 1881 MIVARV Cat 29 Behind the third

premolar is an exceedingly small tooth, which is called a
true molar.

2. Ichthyology. A tooth which has a rounded
or convex or a (lat surface.
1880 GUNTHEK Fishes 344 In all the species \sc. of Mylio-

batidx\ the dentition consists of perfectly Hat molars, forming
a kind of mosaic pavement. Ibid. 406 Jaws [sc. of Stirg-jtta]
with a single series of incisors in front, and with several

series of rounded molars on the side.

3. Ent. One of the thick internal processes with
a grinding surface found on and near the base of

the mandibles of many insects.

1892 J. B. SMITH in Trans, Amcr. Entoin. Soc. XIX. 84
Another of the basal pieces,..! propose to call the molar,
or grinder... In the present species the molars are ridged
and dissimilar.

Molar (mJu laj), a.- [f. L. moles mass; see

-AR 1
; cf. MOLE sb.z] Pertaining to mass ; acting

on or by means of large masses of matter. Often

contrasted with molecular.
i86z H. SPENCER First Princ. it. v. 55 (1875) 181 The mo

lar motion which disappears when a hell is struck by its

clapper, reappears in the bell s vibrations. 1871 TYNDALL
Fragnt. Sci. 11879) I. xii, 360 This cleavage is. .molar, not
molecular. 1903 F. \V. H. MYERS flninatt Personality 1 1.

509 This apparently molar world consists.. of at least two
interpenetrating environments, molecular and etherial.

Molai iform (m&amp;lt;?ularrif/jm)j a. Bot. and Zool.

[ad. mod.L. molarifonn-is^ f. L. molar-is \ see

-FORM.] Having the form of a molar tooth.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1888 O. THOMAS Catal.

Marsupialia Brit. Mus. 4 The milk-premolar well developed
and long-persistent, molariform. 1903 Ainer. Jrnl. Sci. XV.
176 The premolars rarely become molariform.

Molary (m&amp;lt;Ju-lari),
a. [ad. F. molaire MOLAR a.\

see -ARY -.] Adapted for grinding or pulverizing
food; = MOLAR aJ- i.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 435 He [Marcel de
Serres] ..divides them [sc. the teeth of the Orthoptera]
into incisive or cutting, laniary or canine, and molary or

grinding teeth. 1835 KIRBY Hab. % Inst. Anim. II. xxi.

381 Their laniary, incisive, and molary teeth. 1884 Sunday
at Home Jan. 28/2 It is this unequal wearing surface of the

elephant s grinders which makes them truly molary or

mill-stony .

t Mola SS. Sc. Obs. Also molash. [Assumed
sing, form from MOLASSES.] MOLASSES 2.

1773 FKRGUSSOM in Herd Songs (190^) 48 The ignorant
ass Who drinks all the evening at burning molas.i. a 1779
D. GRAHAM Coalnt. Crtskip. Writ. 1883 II. 51 Spout ye a
mutch kin o1

molash in her cheek, ye ll get her mind an
j-peed the better. 1813 G. BRUCE Poems 25 The only guid
niolass has dune, Some drouthie wives it s sent name soon.

Hence Mola ssed///, a. t drunk with ( molass .

1789 W. BUCHAN Doin. filed. (1790) 98 note^ The common
people have got so universally into the habit of drinking this

base spirit, that when a porter or labourer is seen reeling

along the streets, they say, he lias got nwlassed.

II Molasse (melas). Geol. Also 8 mollasse.

[F. molasseJ] A soft coherent greenish sandstone
of Miocene age, esp. that peculiar to the region
between the Alps and the Jura.
1796 KIRWAN Elent. Min. (ed. 2) I. 99 Mollasse, a grey or

yellowish grey stone, found in the neighbourhood of Lau
sanne, and various parts of France. 1827 R. JAMESON tr.

CKvier*s Theory Eart/t 97 Certain lignites and molasses do
in fact contain them [/. e. fossil remains of terrestrial mam-
miferal 1886 J. GEIKIE Outl. Geol. 351 The lower por
tions of this Molasse pertain to the Oligocene.
Molasses (mtflse-sez). Forms: 6 melasus,

molassos, 6-7 malasso(e)s, 7 molosso(e)s, ma-
losses, mallassus, mellasses, mullasses, 7-8
molosses, -us, 8 molossa s, mollossus, 7-9 me-
lasses, 7- molasses, [a. Pg. inelafo = It. me/azzo
: late L. melldceum must, neut. of *wellaceus of

the nature of honey, f. mell- t
mcl honey. A fem.

form
(: late L, *mellacea) occurs in Sp. melaza-, F.

mtlasse (whence It. melassa), which may be the

source of some of the Eng. forms.

587

1 he word was adopted in the plural form, and ihi has re-

niained constant in Eng. exc. in the application to an alco
holic spirit (*ee MOLASS); the word is however construed
as a sing. In the Western U. S. (according to Bartlett

i

Diet. Americanisms 275) it is treated as a plural. J

1. The uncrystallizcd syrup drained irom raw

sugar; also, the syrup obtained from sugar in the

process of re tin ing.
The word is now rare in British use, but in the U. S, is

I

commonly used promiscuously with treacle. In technical

language, molasses is applied to the drawings of raw sugar
and treacle to the syrup from sugar in the process of ic-

fining.

1^82 N. LICHKFIELD tr. Castanhcdas
Co&amp;gt;t&amp;lt;/.

E. Ind. \.

x.viv. 61 b, There was nothing els but Cocos and Melasus,
which is a certeine kinde of Sugar made of Palmes or Date

: trees. 1588 N. H. Voy. Cavendish in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)
1

810 One was laden with., molassos or sirrope of sugar,
beanes [etc.]. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. ir. 8 We spent here

very neere three moneths before we could get in our lading,
which was Sugar, Dates, Almonds, and Malassos or sugar
Syrrope. 1663 BOYLE Uscf. E.\-p. Nat. Philos. if. iv. 105
Which, together with Rice and Molossos (or black course

Suger) they put into a quantity of Water, and distil it in an
Alimbick. 1694 WESTMACOT Script. Herb. 11695) 6 Good
store of Molossus or common Treacle to sweeten it. 1731
P. SHAW Three Ess. Artif. Philos. 31 An Inquiry into a
Method of converting Melasses or Treacle into tolerable

Sugars. 1764 .Museum Rust. II. iii. 17 Whatever sac
charine particles touch the greatly-heated boiler arc tnrnt-d

i black, and form what is called molasses. 1864 (Ii.AnsioM,

J

Sp. on Budget 7 Apr., There was also liquid sugar under
, the class of melassea or molasses.

f2. Sc. A spirit distilled from this : see MOLASS.
1789 W. BUCHAN pom. .\fed. (1790) 98 note, Above two

thousand private stills [in Edinburgh] are constantly em-
i ployed in preparing a poisonous liquor called Mola^so.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as molasses acid -^ ME-
,
LAHSIC Acm

;
molasses beer, a fermented liquor

!

flavoured with molasses (of. treacle beer) ;
mo

lasses bird (see (juot.) ; molasses cistern, a tank

which receives the molasses; molasses-gate (see

quut. 1875) ;
molasses spirit sense 2.

1838 T. THOMSON Chctn. Org. Bodies 624 The nature of
the *melasses acid is not better known than that of the
herbaceous matter. 1742 Lond. $ Country Brew. \. (ed. 4)

31 Of Brewing *MuIosses Beer. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 91
Molasses beer. 1878 Proc. U. S. Xat. JMns. (1879) I. 190
[Birds of St. Vincent] Ccrthioia saccharine. . .Called tht:
1 ^Molasses bird . 1845 Encycl. Metro}. VIII. 5037- Tim
curing-house is a large airy building provided with a ca-

: pacious molasses cistern. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^Mo-
; tasstS gnte, a faucet with a sliding lip at the discharge end,
I to cut off the flow positively and prevent drip. 1884 PHIN
;

Diet. Apiciilt. 44 IJeekeepers have adopted the molasses-

gate . 1731 P. SHAW Three Ess. Artif. Philos. 123 History
:

of &quot;Melasses spirit. 1753 CHAMHKKS Cycl.Snpp. s.v. Sugar
spirit, The manner of preparing it is the same with that used
for malt and melasses spirits.

Hence Mola ssiecl, Mola ssy adjs. t charged with
molasses.

1839 URI-; Diet. Arts 1209 The liquor, .can dissolve none
of the crystalline sugar, but only the coloured molassy
matter. 1866 BLACKMORE C, NaiveII vii, A glass of first-rate

, brown sherry not the vile molassied stuff, thick as the sack

\

of FaUtaff, but the genuine thing.

Molat, variant of MOLET Obs.

Molata, -attp,
obs. forms of MULATTO.

Molavee, -vie, obs. forms of MOOLVEE.

Molayne, obs. form of MOLAN, MULLEIN.

Molberi, -bery(e, obs. forms of MULBERRY.
Mold, obs. form of MOLE sb.

2 and sd. -&amp;gt;

Mold, Mold- : see MOULD, MOULD-.
t Moldave. Obs. [f. Moldavia : see next.]
1. A long outer garment worn by ladies during

the first half of the 19111 cent.

1800 [MRS. ST. GEOKUK] Jrnl. Visit Germany (1861) 95
She [the Queen of Prussia]wore. .a mpldave (simply a body,
train, and short sleeves) of pale pink silk.

2. MOLDAVIAN sb.

1851 BORROW Lavengro .\lvii, He is a Moldave
, said the

Armenian.

Moldavian (mf&amp;gt;ld^i viarO, a. and sb. [f. Mol
davia, formerly a province of northern Turkey,
now part of the kingdom of Roumania : see -IAN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Moldavia or its in

habitants. Moldavian balm, mint
t
the plant Draco~

cephalum moldavicum* Moldavian cloak = MOL
DAVE i.

1760 J. LEE lutrod. Bot. App. 319 Moldavian Baulm,
Dracocephalitfii. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 289 The false Mol
davian serfs fled. 1890 Century Diet, s.v., Aloldaviait
cloak. 1891 Syd, Soc. Lex.

t
Moldavian mint, the Draco*

cephaliitn inoldai icuni.

B. sb. a. An inhabitant of Moldavia, b. The
Moldavian language.
1603 [see Miss v. 23 fj. ^1847 w- C. L. MARTIN Ox \. 8/1

The names of this animal in the present day are as follow :

bison,. ,\\\ Polish /w,..in Moldavian zimbr [etc.]. 1851
BORROW Lavengro xlviii, The cuffs which I had seen him
bestow upon the Moldavian. 1904 Speaker 24 Dec. 320/1
Translations from the Turkish, Arabic,.. or Moldavian.

Molde, obs. var, MOLE s&.*, MOULD.
Mole (mjul), j.l Forms: i maal, mal, 5

mool, 6 moole, 6-7 moll, moale, 7 molle, moal,
9 Sc. dial, maele, mail, 4- mole. [OE. ?;/#/? neut.,

corresp. to OHG. meil neut., met/a str. and wk.
fern. (MHG. meil neut., meile str. and wk. fern.),

Goth. ///atVneut.]

MOLE.

1 1. A discoloured spot, esp. on cloth, linen, etc.

Iron-moU : see the corrupted lormliiON-MouLD. Obs.
c :ooo .KLKRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiikker 125-19 Stiguicntnut,

ful maal on rsegel, c 1050 Voc, ibid. 446, j.., 523/15 Macu-
ta/a, mal. 1377 LAXCL. / . PI. B. .MM. 315 pi best cote,
haukyn. Hath many moles and spottes. 14.. in Ret. Ant.
1. 108 TO done away mool or spool from clothe, a 1535
FISHER Serm. Wks. (1876) 402 Any moole in your kerchiuei.
1579 I VLV Knpkues (Arb.) 39 One yron mole defaceth the
whole peece of Lawne. 1588 L. M. tr. Bk. Dyeing 6 \Ve.u
it still againe, till ye see the moll so forth. 1807 HOGG
Mount. Hani Poet. Wks. 1838 II. -&amp;gt;6-&amp;gt; That mantle bear.-,

the purple dye. And all the waters in Liddisd&le, , .Can
ne er wash out the wondrous maele ! 1825-80 JAMIKSON,
Mai/, a spot in cloth, especially what is caused by iron ;

often, nn irne mail.

2. spec. A spot or blemish on the human skin ;

iu mod. use, an abnormal pigmented prominence
on the skin, sometimes accompanied by a close

hairy growth.
1398 TKEVISA Barth. DC I\ R. \\\. .\vi. (1495) 235 Whan

a mole of the eye is fre^he and Ijtyl redde popy icdc Mtf-

fyceth to helpe it. 1571 HVI.L rhysiognoiitie (iiile-p.), A
little Treatise of Mules, seen on any part eylher rf man or

woman. 1588 GKKKNI-: Pandoslo (1843) 15 OHL- moale
staineth the whole face. 1598 BAHCKI.KY I \-lic. Man in.

(1603) 203 Hi.ivvife had a little black e spot fa mole some call

it) behind in htrr necke. 1601 SHAKS. itvel. A , v. i. ^.49 My
father had a moale vpon hi.^brow. 1601 HOLLAND f /iny II.

76 Pimples, wems, and molls that be eye-sores. Ibid. 299
The haire growing in any molle or wert vpon tlie face, a 1618
KALI-:IGH Mahomet (1637) 74 An hairy moale as big as a

pease. 1672 Sin T. BROWNE Let. Friend $ 10 In consump
tive Diseases some eye the complexion of Moals. 1693 [.sec

N.i:vi;s|. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 130 f 4 The several
Moles and Marks by which the Mother used to docribe the
Child. 1835 J. GKKEN Din. SA iu 335 A small mole upon
the cheek i.-. sometimes held rather us a heightener of female

beauty than otherwise. 1899 \tt(
lft t&quot;s Sy&t. Mtt(. VIII.

819 It is very difficult to discriminate warts frum moles.

1900 Kr.. (Jl.YN I jsits Elizabeth (1906) 32 \Ve saw a. .family
oi elilerly girls. .and they all had moustaches or moles on
the cheek.

fb. An ulcerated sore on an animal. Obs.

i52z SKKLION H hy not to Court 243 A mayny uf mare-
fok-s, That occupy theyr holys, Full of pccky mulys.

t C. Jig. (tij A blemish, fault; \b) a distin

guishing or identifying mark. 06s.

1644 BULWEH Chiron. 103 Reckoned by Quintiliaii among
llm ni jalcs of Rhetoricke. 1651 N. HACON Disc, (., c t t. Eng.
n. xxxvit. 11739) ! ^7 A Mole in the fair Face of Church-
government. 1660 SHAKUOCK Vegt tatks 9 There is a gruu
controversie. .whether this be a seed, or onely particular
mole, and character of Plants of that nature. 1699 HKX i LLV
rhal. 393 A few particular marks and moles in the Letters.

1715 POI-K Ilititl I. Pref. K 4, There are two Peculiarities in

Homer s Diction that are a sort of Marks or Moles, by which
every common Eye distinguishes him at first .sight. 1743
WIIITEHEAU On Ridicule 217 The random pencil haply hit

the mole; Ev n from their prying foes Mich specks retreat.

3. attrib. and Conib.^ as mole-like^ -marked tu\}$.

1876 Trans. Clinical^Soc. IX. 45 On the arms and hands
were several mole-like specks of discoloration. 1906
Jjlii.kis. Mag. May 637/1 Such masculine flotsam as our
mole-marked friend.

Mole v
mJul

;, sb? Forms : a. 4 7 molle,
5 mo oil, mulle, 6 moal, mowl, mol, 6-7 moale,
moole, moule, mowle, 6-7 moll, 7 moul, 4-
mole

; 13. 5-6molde, 5-7 mold, mould, 6 moold.
K. nudity nwlle^ corresponding to MDti. mo/,

l(e^ MLG.j LG. mol^ mnl masc.
;

an early
Frankish form (?7th c.) appears in the Keichenau

glosses in latinized form :

*

talpas, mttli qui terrain

fodinnt*.
Home scholars regard the word as a shortening of OTeut.

*
awldowerpon-^ -u orflon- MOULDWARP; according to others

it is an independent derivative from the root of MOULD
s&amp;gt;.&amp;gt;

MULL. The word resembles in form a WGer. word for

Mi/aril*: OS., OHG.ww/, MHG.///,AW//,/0/tA mod.G.
nwlch\ the two can hardly be identical, but they may be
from the same root, or they may be hypocoristic shortening^
of different compounds of *uiold&amp;lt;i mould, earth.]

1. Any one of the small mammals of the family

Talpidat\ esp. the common mole of the Old World,
Talpa europitctfi a small animal about six inches

in length, having a velvety fur, usually blackish,

exceedingly small but not blind eyes, and very
short strong fossorial fore-limbs with which to

burrow in the earth in search of earthworms and
to excavate the galleried chambers in which it

dwells.
o. 1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 739 The

molle that hathe eyen closyd wythin a webbe. 14. . Stockh.
Mcd.MS. 1.411 in Anglia XVI 1 1. 305 Take & fleamoleowte
of

J&amp;gt;e skynne. 1426 LYDG. DC Gail. Pilgr. 18390 1* or low in

erthe, on euery syde, Lyche a molle, they abyde. 1481-90
Harvard Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 359 My Lady gaff Braby for

takynge of mulles xij.d. 1486 [see LABOUR sb. i d], 1530
PALSGR. 246/1 Mole a beest, talpe. 1573 TUSSEK llusb.

(1878) 86 Go strike off the nowles of deluing mowles. 1584
LYLV Sappko n. 131 Talke [not] with any neere the hill

of a mowle. 16x1 BIBLE Lev. xi. 30 These also shalbe
vncleane vnto you,.. the Lyzard, and the Snaile. and the

[MK.

.

Molle. 1714 GAY Sheph. ll- cck, Friday 157 While Moles
the crumbled Earth in Hillocks raise. 1819 WARDEN
United States I. 194 The Red mole of Seba, Talpa, rnb
Americana. 1886 J. DALLAS in yrtil. Anthrop. Inst. X
323 The distribution of the moles is also noteworthy. 18

-

United States I. 194 The Red mole of Seba, Talpa, rnbra
t. XV.

898
Daily y^vs-zi Sept. 6/6 That leader, instead of burrowing
underground like the mole, should appear on the surface.

0, c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 130 The molde & other suche
as diggeth lowe Anoy hem not, in hard lond yf they growe.

1570 LEVINS Mattip* 160/21 A Mold, ialpa. Ibid. 218/40
140 -a



MOLE. 588 MOLE.

A Mould, t&amp;lt;il/&amp;gt;a. 1576 Nottiiifkam Ra. IV. 164 Payd to

Bacon ..for takyng of mouldes in the feldexirjj. 1592 LYLV
Entcrtainnt. \Vks. 1902 I. 478 Me he terrified, .saying that

he would turne me . . to a molde.

b. In allusion to the blindness attributed to the

European mole in classic and later times.

1563 Mfrr. Mag., Rivers Ixiv, Blynde as molles. 1598
F. Kous Tkule L4\t t Like blinde Moles into our bane we

irg. Georg. i. 266 1 he blind laborious Mole In winding
Mazes works her hidden Hole. 1713 BENTLEY Kent. Disc.

Freethink. 11. xlix. 269 In the whole Compass and last
\

Tendency of Passages he is as blind as a mole.

2. transf. andyf^. One who works in darkness.

1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 76, I woonder . . that these
]

Moules and Mucke-wormes of this earth, should so minde !

these shadowish things [sc. riches]. i6oaSn.-\KS. Ham.i.
v. 161 Well said old Mole, can stworke i th ground so fast?

jA worthy Pioner. 174* YOUNG AV. Th. ix. 949 The miser
;

earths his treasure ; and the thief, Watching the mole, half- i

beggars him ere morn. 1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall
\

Mines 151 The miners there must have been generations of
human moles pursuing their slow but certain advances in

mysterious candlelight.

b. One whose (physical or mental) vision is

deemed defective.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 194 Pray you tread softly, that

the blinde Mole may not heareafootfall. 1677 W. HUGHKS
Man ofSin i. iii. 1 1 A very mole must see, and Papist can t

gainsay the Truth propounded.
3. Applied, usually with defining prefix, to other

animals, as Cape mole, (a) the mole-rat Bathy-
ergus maritimus (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; (b~]

the

golden mole; duck-mole (see DUCK sbJ- I2b);
gold-, golden mole, the Cape chrysochlore,Cr&amp;gt;

-

sochlorisaureus; marsupial mole, asmall pouched
bunowing animal, Notoryctes typhlops, native of

Australia; radiated or star-nosed mole, Condyl-
ura cristata. Sec also SHREW-MOLE, WATER-MOLE.
1731 MEDLEY Kolcetis Cape G. Hope, II. 123 Moles, .are

pretty numerous at the Cape. 1781 PENNANT Hist. (Juittf.

II. 487 Linnaeus places this [Brown Mole] and our radiated

Mole, in his class of Sorex or Shrew. 1855 W. S. DALLAS in

Syst. Nat. Hist. II. 490 The peculiar metallic lustre of
their coats, which has given rise to the name of Golden
Mole (Chrysochloris aitrea), applied to the best known
species. 1859 WOOD Illnstr. Nat. Hist. I. 429 Radiated

Mole, or Star-nosed Mo\e.Attr0myctes cristatus. 1898
Citide Mammalia* 13 Marsupial ^\Q\^.(,Notoryctestyphlcps^.

1904 Q. Rev. Oct. 470 The golden moles, recognisable by
the iridescent sheen of their fur.

f b. Short for mole-cricket (see 8 b). Obs.

1714 DKRHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. xiii. (ed. 2) 234 note, Thir
two fore-legs are formed somewhat like those ofthe ordinary
Moles, or GryUottilpa. 1761 Ann. Reg. 113 The gardeners
round Lambeth are pestered with vermin called flying moles.

1 4. French mole : app. a translation of K. taupe ,

a sort of tumour formed under the integuments of

the head, which are raised like the earth mined by
j

the mole (Littre). Obs.

1607 C. TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. Wks. 1878 II. 10 He hold
\

her by the fore-top fast enough, Or like the French moale
heave up hair and all.

5. The borer of a MOLE-PLOUGH.
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. Plate xlvii, Fig. i.

is the beam, 2. the mole, to which segments for lengthening
it screw on at 3. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 453 The mole, or

\

borer, is a well-tempered cast-iron conical share, of about
three inches diameter at the largest end.

6. //. Moleskin trousers. Also mole trousers.

1890 Times 16 Sept. 10/4 The missing man. .was wearing
. .dark gray waistcoat, white mole trousers. 1900 H. LAW-
SON Over Shiprails 164 Tom stood up in his clean, white
moles and while flannel shirt.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as mole-

earth, -heap, -hillock, -hole, -rttti, -track {^-tract} ;

also mole-grains, -spade, -spear, -staff, f -tine, -trap^

implements used in the destruction of moles.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 26 Nov. 16/1 There are some interest

ing diagrams of *mole-earths. 1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (16^5) ,

loo They are destroyed likewise with *mole-graines, which
is a set of sharp iron-points, skrewed upon a staff. 1617
MINSHEU Ductor, Mole-hill, or &quot;Mole-heape. 18796. MAC-
DONALD P. Ftiber \\.x\\. ity Some mere moleheap, of which
her lovelily sensitive organization,, .made a mountain. 1523
FITZHERB. Sttru. xxvii. (1539) 50 The moss wyll rotte,and the

&quot;moll hyllockes wyll amende the ground wel. 1824 SCOTT

Rcdgauntlet ch. viii, A stumble, .over an obstacle so in

considerable as a mole-hillock, cost the haughty rider his

life. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 350 Put Leekes
into the *moldholes to make them come forth. 1613-16
W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \\. v. 86 Or in the bancke the water

hailing got Some Mole-hole, runs, where he expected not.

1844 H. STEPHHNS Bk. Farm I. 604 A small opening in the
soil, .in the form of a*mole-run. 1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle

(1596) 291 Then take your *mole-spade and cast her vp. 1589
GREENE Afenn^/uw(Arb.)^ Poore Menaphon neither asked
his swaynes for his sheepe, nor tooke his mole-spade on his

necke to see his pastures. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 38
}

Sharp *moul-spare with barbs, that the mowles do so rue,

1617-18 W. LAWSON Orch. *y Card. xiii. (1623) 47 You must
[

watch her well with a Mole-speare. 1587 MASCALL Gm t,

Cattle (1596) 289 Be readie witli your *mole-starTe to strike

at the first, .putting up the earth. 1676 T. GLOVER in Phil,
Trans. XL 633 They strike with an Instrument of Iron

j

somewhat like *Mole-tines. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721)
I. 318 A deep Earthen Vessel set in the ground, with the
brim even with the bottom of the *Mole-tracts. 1711 J.
JAMKS tr. Le Blondes Gardening 174 Traps should DC laid

about half a Foot deep in the Mole-Tracks. 1651 R. CHILD
\

in Hartl^s Legacy (1655) 91 A * Moat-trap which the
Gardiners frequently use about London. 171* J. JAMES tr.

Le Blondes Gardening 174 The surest way to catch them,

is by . . Boxes, or Cases, called Mole-Traps, made of Elder-

Boughs slit in two.

b. Similative, as mole-colour, -eye\ mole-blind,

eyed, -grey, -like, Sighted adjs. ; mole-blindediy^

-like, -wise adverbs.
/i 1660 ConUmp. Hist. Irt-L {Ir. Archaeol, Soc.) II. 98 How

are the Irish soe *mould-blinde that they canot see those
abuses. 1820 A. RODGER Poems

&amp;lt;y Songs (1838) 246 Scores o*

mole-blind fools forby. 1882 CON. i*. WOOLSON Auitu 502 As
the prosecution *molc-blindedly averred. 1906 IVestm. Gaz.

13 Oct. 13/1 The neutral tones, *mole-colour and grey.

1629 N. CARPENTER Achitophel in. (1640) 149 The child of

nature, whose *mo!e eyes, .can hardly pierce so farre as its

own spheare. 1610 HEAI.EY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 149 But
farre mistaken was hee, and *mole-eid in this matter. 1897
E. K. CHAMBERS in Bookman Jan. 113/1 The German dis

sertation, .has. .the narrowness of mole-eyed outlook. 1906
Dnily Chron. 15 Oct. 8/2 A simple skirt in *mole-grey
velveteen. i66a HIBBERT Body Diz&amp;gt;. i. 262 They are sharp-

sighted abroad .. but *mole-like blind at home. 1837-9
H ALLAM Hist, Lit. (1847) III. v. f 23. 472 A purblind mole-
like pedantry. 1891 Daily News 18June 5/8 The blind mole-
like marsupial recently discovered in South Australia- 1813

J. QUINCY in Life (1867) 285 It is now apparent to the

most *mole-Mghted. 1833 CARLYLE Diderot Misc. Ess.

(1872) V. 30 He digs unweariedly, *molewise, in the Ency
clopaedic field.

c. Objective, as mole-seeker, -laker.

f 1515 Cocke Lorelfs /&amp;gt;. 10 Harde ware-men, *molc sekers,
and ratte takers. Ibid. 5 With lelyan loly at sygne of the

bokeler, And mores *mou!e taker. 1541 in Vicary s Anat.
d33S) App. ii. 109 Item, for John Whatson, molletaktr,
ix s. iiij d.

8. Special combinations: mole-cast, a mole-hill;

mole-catcher, (a) one uhose business it is to

catch moles ; f (6) used as a vague term of abuse
or contempt; so also mole-catching a t mole-

diver, the Little Grebe, Tachybaptcs Jluviatilis ;

mole-drain z 1

., to make drainage courses with the

MOLE-PLOUGH; mole-plant = mole-tree ; mole-

stone, a stone of a particular character regarded as

an amulet (cf. TOADSTONE) ; mole-tree, the caper-

spurge, Euphorbia Lathyris ; molewort, the genus
Arabis or wall-cress. Also MOLE-HILL.
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 330 An Instrument much

usf;d in the West Country for the Fpreading of *Mole casts.

1880 Daily Tel, 9 Dec., A fresh mole-cast, apparently ju^t
thrown up. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 90 Get *mowle
catcher cunninghe mowle for to kill. 1603 DEKKER Wonder-
full Year D 2 That God would blesse the labors of those
mole-catchers [sextons]. 1629 SHIRLEY Wedding in.

&amp;lt;i,

Whorson mole-catcher. 1851 D. JKRROLD St. Giles xiv.

138 A mole-catcher of tolerable parts. (11693 Urquhart s

Rabelais in. xlviii. 391 The *Mole-catchmg Symntysis
have been .. incensed. 1887 A. C. SMITH Birds Wilts. 505
In Sussex it [sc. the Little Grebe] is called the *Mole
Diver . 1844 H. STEPHENS /Mr. Farm \. 606 An acre of

ground can be *mole drained for ijs. 6d. 1842 Encycl.
/&amp;gt; ///. (ed. 7) VIII. 139/2 The drain thus made is like a

large mole gallery, and hence it is called *mole-draining.

1700 E. LHWVD Let. 12 Mar. in Rowlands Mona Antigua
(1723) 338 Besides, the Snake-Stones .. the Highlanders
have their Snail-Stones, Padcloc-Ston.es, *Mole-Stones. .

and to all which they attribute their several Virtues. 1846-50
A. WOOD Cltiss-bk. Bot. 487 Euphorbia Lathyris. *Mole-
tree. Caper Spurge. 1770 J. HILL Herb. Brit. II. 209
Genus iv. ArabU. *Mole-wort.

b. In the names of animals, as mole-cricket

[cf. Du, molkrekel\i any one of the fossorial ortho-

ptcrous insects of the genus (Jryllotalpa, esp. G.

uulgaris ;
mole hog-louse, a cheliferous crusta

cean, Apseudes talpa\ mole-rat, (a] any one of

the myomorphic rodents of the family Sfalacufa,

esp. Spalax typhlus\ (It) dial., the common mole;
mole shrew, (a] the American genus Blarina of

Sortiids&\ (b} the genus Urotrichus of MyogalinK.
1714 DI.RHAM Phys.-Tkeol. iv. xiii. (ed. 3) 233 note. The
*Mole-Cricket (Gryilotalpa). 1879 TODHUNTER Alcestts 18

In tlie glowing leas The shy mole-cricket shrilled. 1850
A. WHITE List Crustacea Brit. AFtts. 67 Apseudes talfa,
*Mole Hog-louse. 1781 PENNANT Hist. Quad. 11.469 Blind
&quot;Mole-Rat. 1836-9 TodtVs Cycl. Anat. II. 176/2 The mole-
rat (Aspalax zemni}. 1849 Sk. .Yaf. Hist,, Mammalia IV.

89 The Mole-Rat . . Spalax typltlns [etc.]. 1855 \V. S.

DALLAS
in.S&amp;gt;^/.

Art/. Hist. 1 1. 463 The Georhychidy^vt Mole*
Rats, form another family nearly allied to the Muridse.

1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 101 The Mole-rats, or

family Spalafidx. Ibid. 102 There are some half-dozen

species of the latter [sc. Bathycrgns\ all of South Africa,

among them the Strand Mole-rat (H. maritimus). 187.
Casselfs Nat. Hist. I. 376 The Hairy-tailed &quot;Mole-shrew

Urotrichus talpoidcs. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V.

148 The typical species, called the Mole-shrew, Blarina
brevicauda.

Hence Mo leism nonce-ivd.^ mole-like character.

1787 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) I. 378 Darwin is a mole
to Milton, and that you will say is indeed a molism. 1796
Ibid. IV. 189 She, not aware of his moleism, relied upon it

that all was well.

Mole (m0ul), j.3 Also 6 molle, 7-8 (in sense

2) mould, mold; 7 in Latin form moles. In

sense i, ad. L. mdlis fern., mass ; cf. OF. mole. In

senses 2 and 3, a. F. mole masc., ad. L. mSlts. It.

and Sp. have mole fern., (from the Latin) in the

sense mass
;

the sense *pier, breakwater* (2
below) is expressed by Sp. mucllc t Pg. iolhe

t It.

molo (whence G. moh, beside mole from Fr.), the

relation of which to L. mSles is uncertain.]

1 1. A great mass, large piece ; the collective

mass of any object.

fiiSSa LELAND//*.(J769)VII.52 Kent Ryverisof a good
Depthe not wel to be occupied with Botes for rowfiyng
Stones and other Moles. 1555 EDEN Decades 27 When
they sawe soo greate a mole to mo tie as it were by it sclfe

without ores. 1578 BANISTER Hist, Man \. i If he note . .

how the whole mole, and pack of members are sustayned
by them

[sc. bones]. 1596 F. SABIE Adam s Comfl., etc.

G 2, O mightie Founder of the earthly mole. 1607 TOP-
SELL Foiir-f. Bt-asts (1658) 153 The very mole and quantity
of his [i.e. the elephant s] body is sufficient to artne him
against the fear of death. 1611 CORVAT Crudities 486 That
Supcrlatiue moles vnto which I now bend my Speech. 1637
HEYWOOD Royal Ship 27 How else could such a mighty
Mole be rais d? 1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 549 Whole
roots, .should be condited, for their mole hinders not. 1677
HALE Contempt, n. 92 The Guilt grows to such a moles

t

that a Man is desperately given over to all kind of Villany.

1711 G. HICKES Two Trtat. Chr. Priest/i. (1847) II. 108

The victim to be slain was brought to the mole (or bulk) of

the altar.

2, A massive structure, esp. of stone, serving as

a pier or breakwater, or as a junction between two

places separated from each other by water. Hence

metonymically, the water-area contained within

the mole; an artificial harbour, a port.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 204 The Turkeiplier with

.vi. English Knyghtes were appoynted to defende the Molle
or Peere at the hauen mouthe. 1579 FENTON Guicciard. vi.

(1590) 231 The other, .retired to the mole of Naples. 1615
G. SANDYS Tra-u. 12 The sea-ruined wall of tne Mould.
Ibid. 255 The Mole, that from the South windes defendeth
the hauen. 163* LITHGOW Trav. x. 448 A French ship.,
that was lying in the Mould. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arth.
iv. 483 As when a Mold repels th Invading Seas, a 1674
CLARENDON Hist. Rfb. xv. 12 He anchored in their

very mole. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. vi. 53
It has. .a pretty good Mould, or Bason, for the Easterly
[monsoons]. 1773 URYDONE Sicily vii. (1809) 69 A stream
of lava running into the sea, formed a mole, which no ex-

pence could have furnished them. 1791 W. BARTRAM Caro
lina 253 A long point of flat rocks, which defended the mole
fium the surf. 1840 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. III. 265/2
The extremity of the mole, called the chop, in which the

sea made a large breach. 1847 E. CRESY Encycl^ Cii-il

1^ngincer. \. 67 The Mole, which united Chalcis in the

island of Eubcea with Aulis in Bceotia. i86a MERIVALE
Rom. Enip. (1865) VI. xlviii. 64 A complete mole or break

water. 1878 YEATS Growth Comm. 42 Democrates.. con
nected Pharos with the mainland by a jetty or mole. 1893
SLOANE-STANLEY Remin. Midshipm. Life xx. 264 We took

up our position off the New Mole. Ibid. 267 Landing at

the Old Mole, .we emerged into Warport Street

f3. Antiq. A Roman form of mausoleum. Obs.

1700 J. MONRO in Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 401 D. M. at the

head of an Inscription, argues the Moles, the Sepulchre, the

Monument, &c. was in the primary intention made for and
dedicated to the Soul. 1715 POPE Ep. Addison 21 Huge
Moles,whoseshadow stretch d from shore to shore,Their ruins

perish d, and their place no more ! 1726 LEONI Albert?*
Archit. II. 56/1 The Sepulchres of the Ancients are.. in

several other forms, as Moles and the like. 1818 BYRON
Ch. Ifar. iv. clii, Turn to the Mole which Hadrian rear d
on high. 1842 GWILT Archit. 1005 The mole of Adrian.

1 Mole, J&amp;lt;M Antiq. Obs. [ad. L. mola (Gr.

fAv^rj) : see MOLA.] A cake made of grains of

spelt coarsely ground and mixed with salt (niola

satsa) which was customarily strewn on the

victims at sacrifices.

a 1547 SURREY JEneid iv. 694 She with the mole all in her

handes devout Stodenearetheaulter. ifiai MOLLE Comerar.
Liv. Libr. in. xviii. 206 This mole, lumpe, or seasoned

dough. 1697 DRYDEN I irg. Past. vm. 115 Crumble the

sacred Mole of Salt and Corn.

Mole (m&amp;lt;Jal),
sb Path. Also 7 moale. [a. F.

m6le t
ad. L. mola (Gr. ^A.^) : see MOLA.] A false

conception; MOLA i.

1611 COIGR. s. v. i- rcre, Frem des Lombards^ Moles, or

Mooncalues. idisCnooK ^HodyofMaJi 298 The Coagmenta-
lion therefore of the Moleisneuer made \vithoutcopulation.

rti6i7 BAYNE Lett. (1634) 117 Living biiths are strangers

here, moales and abortives are otherwise. 1770 HEWSON in

rhil. Trans. LX. 382 Those large clots which, .have often

been called mnles or false conceptions. (1850 Arab. Nts.

(Ktldg.) 721 They showed a piece of wood, which they falsely

affirmed to be a mole, of which the sultana had been

delivered. 1881 Trans. OhsU-t. Soc. Lond. XXII. 44 The

patient, .had not menstruated.. -A fortnight afterwards the

mole . . was expelled.

t Mole, sb$ Obs. [a. F. mole. See MOLA 2

and MOLEBUT.]
1. The manSabtOrtfaforiseiu

mola. (Cf. MOLEBUT.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 249 The Mole or Lepo called

Phycis, doth alter her hue. 1661 LOVKI.L //at. Anim. $
Min. 233 Mole. Mola. . . The whole Fish is of a ferine

savour, and very unpleasant.
2. dial. [Pern, a different word.] The rock goby,
Gobius niger. 1880 in Cornwall Gloss.

tMole, .
1 Obs. Chiefly dial. 7-9 male, 9 mail,

[f. MOLE j/ .
1
] trans. To spot, stain, discolour.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiii. 275 He hadde acote..Ac it was
moled in many places with many sondri plottes. 1677 W.
NICOLSON Gloss. Brigantinum in Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit.

Ser. H. (1870) IX. 315 Male, to stain. 1691 RAY Collect.

Words 145 To Male, dccolorart. c 1700 KENNETT J/.V.

Lansd. 1033 (Halliwell), To male, to discolour, to spot,
Northumb. 1808-18 JAMIESON, To Mail, Male, to stain.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvii, A bit rag we hae at harne that

was mailed wi the bluid of a bit skirling wean that was
hurt some gate.

Mole (m&amp;lt;M),
zi.2 [f.

MOLE
sl&amp;gt;.-}

1. trans. To free from mole-hills (Webster 1832)
or moles (Cassell s Encycl. Diet. 1885).
a 1800 PEGGE Supfl. to Grose (1814), Moling, clearing the

ground from mole-hills. York, litj MACKENZIE Hut.



MOLEBUT.
Newcastle II. 713 The two nolthenls are. .abo tequired to

scale, mole, and dress the Cow-hill, Moor, and Leases.

2. To burrow or form holes in, as a mole

(Ogilvie 1882). To mole (something) out, to

grope darkly in order to find (something).
i855 DICKENS Dorrit i. xxxv, He had felt his way inch by

inch and Moled it out, sir (that was Mr. Pancks s expres
sion), grain by grain.

3. inlr. To destroy moles (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Mo lebllt. Obs. rare. Forms: 6-7 mole-

bout
;
in Diets. 7 moleboute, -baut, -but(t, erron.

-pout, 8 -bat. [a. F. molebout.

the fish) and the Spanish synonym bout. Cf. MOI.A 2 and
MOLE sit.

6
; with the second element, which cannot be Sp. or

even Cat., cf. OF. (isthc.) feHr&w/TtJKBOT, and BuTTi^. 1

]

The sun-fish, Orthagoriscits inola
;
~ MOLE sb, u i .

1598 FLOKIO, tiota, a fish that grunteth called a Molebout.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 429 The greatest of all other fishes

;
Mole cula.
MOLECULE.

Olis. [mod.L. : see MOLECULE.]

1678 CUDWORTH Inlcll. Syst. l. i. 16. 16 Asclepiades. .

supposed al I the Corporeal world to be made .. of Dissimilar
and inconcinn Molecules, i. e. Atoms of different Magnitude
and Figures. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 191
All these particular HiolccuLe united, form the great mass
of what is truly the body politick. 1800 tr. Lagran^e s

Chan. I. 14 The molecula:, which first unite themselves to
a body, adhere with much greater force than the last.

b. In etymological sense : A small mass or

aggregation.
1713 CHKSKLDEN /*/. in. x. (1726) 227 In such persons as

have their blood too thin, the Globuli cohere and form
Molecula; or polypuses.

Molecular (mole ki;?laj),. [f. mod.L. mole
cula (see MOLECULE) + -AR 1

. Cf. F. molcculaire.]
1. Pertaining lo, consisting of, or concerned with

molecules; acting or inherent in the molecules
of a substance. Molecular heat, weight : see
the sbs.

1823 H. J. BROOKE Introci. Crystallogr. 51 Parallelepipeds,
whose least molecular attraction is in the direction of their

diagonal planes. 1826 KIRBV & Sp. Entomol. IV. xxxvii. 3

Comparative anatomists have considered the nervous system
of animals as formed upon three primary types, which may
be called the Molecular, t\\ega&amp;gt;itionic, and ccrebro-spinal.
1841-4 F.MERSON Ess., Experience Wks. (Boh, ) I. 181 The
new molecular philosophy shows astronomical interspaces
betwixt atom and atom. 1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psyclwl.
(1872) I. i. iii. 51 Each portion, while passing on the wave
of molecular motion, adds the molecular motion given out
during its own transformation. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec.
iv. (1878) 100 The shape of a crystal is determined solely by
the molecular forces. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil.
I. I. 385 The ultimate, or molecular, constitution of the
bodies. 1884 J. TAIT Miad in Matter loo Molecular move
ments are not identical with thought and feeling.

Mole cnlai ist. rare. [f. prec. + -1ST.] One
who investigates the properties of molecules.
1869 J. H. STIRLING As regards Protoplasm, etc. 61

Neither molecularists nor Darwinians, then, are able to level
out the difference between organic and inorganic.

Molecularity (molekiwlse-riti). [f. MOLE
CULAR a. + -ITY.J The quality or state of being
molecular

; also, molecular agencies generally.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 335/2 Theories of molecularity.

1871 H. MARSHALL For very Life 1. 1. xvii. 123 Human will
has knit particles together as close and tight as moleculariiy
could.

Molecularly (rrwle-ku/laali), adv. [f. MOLE
CULAR a. + -LY 5

*.]
In a molecular manner; as

regards molecules.
1830 GROVE Corr. Pliys. Forces (ed. 2) r6 All matter. .is

ever in movement, not merely in masses, ..but also molecu-
larly, or throughout its most intimate structure. 1873
ROBERTS llandbk. Med. 132 The tongue becomes moist, and
cleans from the edges, either in patches or molecularly.

Molecule (nvlfldl,in-mdfil). [a. F. mole
cule (1678 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. mod.L. molecula,
dim. of L. moles mass.
The word seems to have arisen in the i7th c. in the dis

cussions initiated by the physical speculations of Descartes.]
1. Physics and Chem. One of the extremely

minute discrete particles of which material sub
stances are conceived to consist. In early use the
term was employed somewhat vaguely ; in modern
chemistry the molecules of any element or com
pound are assumed to be of uniform size and mass,

representing the smallest portions into which the
substance can be divided without losing its chemical

identity. (Cf. the earlier MOLECULA.)
Organic molecules

-^
Buffon s term for the indestructible

and unchangeable minute particles, endowed with life, of
which he supposed all animal and vegetable bodies toconsist.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat.
iff Exp. Philos. I. iii. 79 Fermentation

disengages a great quantity of air, that is disseminated
among the fluid molecules. 1796 KIRWAN Elem, Mia. (ed. 2)
I. 20 The shape of the crystal will be determined by that of
the first molecule formed. 1802 PALEY Nat. Tlieol. xxiii.

(ed. 2) 459 For instance, I could never see the difference
between the antiquated system of atoms, and Buffon s or-
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ganic molecules. 1804 / /*//. Trans. XCIV. 286 The word
molecule, .is understood to represent the peculiar solid&amp;gt;, of
definite composition and invariable form, the accumulation
of which forms the crystals of mineral substances. 1869
KOSCOK Elem. Client. (1871) 169 The smallest particle of an
element in the free state is, howevei-j not a single atom, but
a group of atoms mechanically indivisible, or a molecule.
1882 TYNDALL in I.ongin* Mag. I. 30 A group of atoms
drawn and held together by what chemists term affinity, is

called a molecule.

b. transf. and_/-.
1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. n. i. 19 Language is always

a mosaic work, made up of associated fragments, not of

separate molecules. 1879 GKO. ELIOT T/ieo. Sttc/i vii. 134
He was a political molecule of the most gentlemanlike ap
pearance.

c. Occasionally used for : A chemical equivalent
(usually, of a compound).
1878 A. CRUM BROWS- in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 621/1 When

a chemist speaks ofact ing on a molecule of succinic acid with
two molecules of pentachlorideof phosphorus, he means that
he mixes them inthe proportion of 118 parts of the former to
2X 177-5 f the latter. For the sake of precision we some
times speak of a molecule of water (or other substance) in

grammes,or even ofa gramme-molecule, a grain-molecule, &c.
2. In popular or loose use: A small particle.
1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 478 The molecules of soil abraded

and carried from some spots are often annually recruited by
vegetation. 1835 KIRBV Ilab. $ hist. Anim. I. iv. 162 The
first plants and the first animals are scarcely more than ani
mated molecules. 1859 J. R. GREENK J/a, Anim. Kingd.,
I rotozoa Introd. 12 Both alike [plants and animals] spring
from germs, /. f. minute independent living molecules. 1878
r&amp;gt;i-;o. ELIOT Coll. Brcakf. / . 33 Feeding on molecules of
floral breath.

Mole-head, [f. MOLE *&. &amp;gt; + UKAD sl&amp;gt;. iS b.]
PlEK-HKAI).

1585 T. WASHINGTON- ir. Nichola^s I
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;y.

i. vi. 4 b, All the

people, .runne to the mole head to see vs enter into the port.
Ibid* vii. 6 b, We saw al along the mollehcad the people with
the souldiers. 1587 FI.I-.MING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1536/2
The pierre was not finished by 350 foot so far as the founda
tion thereof (which he called the Molehead) was laid, c 1710
Torrington Mem. 11889) 141 To the southward of the mould
head. 1802

A&quot;//.;

1
- Encycl. VIII. 431/1 Ports formed by

throwing a strong mound, .across the harbour s mouth to
some island or rock called mole-heads. 1836 MARRYATMIdsh. Easy x.xxiii, Was he to be thrown over the mulchead
to the fishes .

Mole-hill, molehill, [f. MOM: sb:-\
1. A small mound, or occas. a ridge, of earth
thrown up by moles in burrowing near the surface
of the ground.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf.Manhode in. xxx. (1869) 152 At a molie

hille j stumblede and til cloun. 1485 6 in Durham Rolls
(Surtees) 98 Pro aspercionelezmodhylles. 1492-3 Ibid. 652
Lez moldhillex. 1531 MS. Ace. .S7. John s

llm/&amp;gt;., Cantero.,
Paid for castyng a Ijrode of moll hillys. 1610 G. FLETCHER
Christ s I ict. I. Iv, Like a sort of busie ants, that crawle
About some molehill. 1736 Swirr Gullireru. v, Walking
to the top of a fresh Mole-hill, I fell to my Neck in the Hole.
1855 W. S. DALLAS in Syst. Nat. Hist. 11.489 The little

heaps well known as Mole-hills. 1878 Encycl. tirit. XVI.
609/1 Passages, .along which the animal hunts its prey,
throwing out the soil in the form of mole-hills.

2. In allusions to the smallness of a mole-hill
;

chiefly antithetic with mountain, To make a
mountain (put] of a mole-hill: to attribute great

importance to something (esp. a difficulty or

grievance) which is really insignificant.
1570 FOXK A. fy M. (ed. 2) II. 1361/1 To much amplifying

thinges y l be hut small, makyng mountaines of Molehils.

1576 FLEMING Patwpl. Epist. 237 margin, To whome you
are as much comparable as a mole hill to a mountaine. 1592
LYLY Entert. Wks. 1902 I. 489 Among my ioies, there is one
griefe, that my daughter, the Mistris of a Moole hil, hath so
much forgotten. -duetie. 1594 Battle of Alcazar n. ii,

King of a mole-hill had I rather be, Than the richest subiect
of a monarchic. 1609 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 30. 1631 Celes-
tina 282 Thou promises! mountaines, but performest Mole
hils. a 1680 CHAKSOCK Mercy for Chief Sinners Wks.
(1846) 58 Can mole-hills stand against him who has levelled
mountains? 1778 T. HUTCHINSON Diary 5 May, I told him
his nerves were affected : every mole-hill was a mountain.

1892 J. TAIT Mind in Matter^ (ed. 2) 53 [This is] like

making mountains out of molehills.
attrib. 1679 DKYDEN & LEE CEdipns iv. i, Each mole-hill

thought swells to a huge Olympus. 1802-12 BENTHAM
Ration. Jitdic. Evid. (1827) V. 738 Of the mountain of their
nonsense the magnitude may be measured by the molehill
dimensions of. .their, .sense.

3. A small eruption or excrescence, nonce-use.

1650 BULWER Anthropotnet. 157 Whose heaving phantsies
fill their Faces full of such artificial Mole-hils.

Hence (nonce-ivds.) Mo-lehillish a., like a mole
hill ; Mole-hilly a., abounding in mole-hills.

1850 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 888 Obstacles, .we smile at
the idea of surmounting, so molehillish do they kythe, 1835
CLARE Rural Muse in When I stroll o er the mole-hilly
green. 1891 ANNIE THOMAS That Afair I. xii. 201 A
rather mole-hilly piece of grass.

Moleine, obs. form of MULLEIN.
Moleism : see MOLE si. 2

t Mpleil. Obs. ? Shortening of MiRAMOLlN.
1538 Bury Wills (Camden) 136, vj sylver sponys wyth the

molens heddes.

Molen, obs. form of MULLEIN.
t Molenda-rious, a. Obs. rare-&quot;, [f.

med.
L. molendari-us, f. molend-us : see MOLENDINAB.]
Of or pertaining to a mill.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. : whence in later Diets.

Molendiliaceous (molendin^i-Jos), a. Bot.

[f. med.L. molendin-uin mill (see next) + -ACEOUS.]

MOLEST.
i Of vegetable fruits or seeds : Resembling the sails
of a windmill, i.e. having many wings .

1840 SMART, Molendinaceous, shaped as the sail of a mill.

1856 in MAYNB Expos. Le.r. 1900 H. D. JACKSON Gloss.
;

Sot. Terms ifia Molendinaceons, furnished with large wing.
like expansions. In mod. Diets.

Molendinai*, a. and sl&amp;gt;. nonce-wJ. humorously
pedantic}, [ad. med.L. molendlnar-iits pertaining
to a mill, f. inolendmum mill, f. molend-us (fru-
menlinn iiiolendum corn to be ground) gerundive
of molere to grind. (A brook at Glasgow is called
the Molendinar Burn

; the local pronunciation is

molendj-nar.)] a. adj. Of or concerning a mill or
miller, b. sb. A molar tooth.
1820 SCOTT Monast. xxviii, O most Molendinar beauty.

1824 St. Ronau s xiii, The extraction of a carious
molendinar. 1827 Diaiy jo Feb. in Lockhart Life, The
stories of the Miller of Thirlstane, and similar molendinar
tragedies.

So Mole ndinary a., belonging to a mill
; sb.,

a mill.

1820 SCOTT Monast. xxix, The house of thy molendinary
father. 1822 Pirate xi, Can a man.. look at that thing
there, which they have the impudence to call a corn-mill,
without trembling to think that corn should be intrusted to
such a miserable molendinary !

Moleiidina-rious, . Ol&amp;gt;s.

a
[Koimed as

prec. + -ous.] Of or pertaining to a mill.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., MoU-ndinaiious, of or pertaining
to a Mill. 1728 in BAILEY.

Mole-plough, [f.
MOLE sb.&quot; + PLOUGH rf.]

A plough in which a pointed iron shoe attached to
a standard is drawn along beneath the surface,

making a hollow channel resembling the track oi

a mole, which serves as a deep drain.

. i798J.MiUDi.ETON I ieiuAgrtc. Miiisx. 289 A mole plough,
invented by Mr. Adam Scott, for the purpose of making
hollow-drains. 1879 SIR T. WRIGHTSON in Ctissell * Te^hn.
l-.ttnc. iv. 219 First we have the mole-plough forcing its way
through a tenacious clay, and leaving a hollow channel.

Moler (mou-la.1), [i. MOLE v.- + -EUI.] A
mole-catcher.

1893 liARixc-Gon.n Cheap. Jack Z. II. 39 Artisans out of
humour because trade was slack, gangers,, .millers, molers,
goxxards. 1902 C. G. HARPKR Camlir., l:ly&amp;gt;r King s Lynn
Road 206 The moles, .caught by the molers.

Moleskin (mJu-lskin). [f. MOLE rf.2 + SKix.]
1. The skin of the mole used as a fur. Also

other skins sheared so as to resemble this.
1668 R. L EsTKANGE Vis. Qiiev. (1708) 14 The Impositions

now to be set on foot, are upon liare-neck d Ladies, Patches,
Mole-skins, Spanish Paper, and all the Mundus Muliebris
more than what is necessary and decent. 1903 Edin. Even.
Xews 17 Apr. 6 There is just now an exceptional demand
for moleskins,, .due to a report that the King recently had
a waistcoat made of moleskins. 1906 Westiu. Gaz. 3 Nov.
13/1 The moleskin that is produced by shearing musquash.
2. A strong, soft, fine-piled cotton fustian the

surface of which is shaved before dyeing.
1803 .Inn. l\cg. 830 A patent, dated June 28th, to Joseph

Everett, clothier, for an article, .which he denominates
Salisbury Angola Moleskin. 1831 Lincoln Heraltlg Sept.
3/6 The trowsers are of stout moleskin. 1873 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton xviii, The loafer in moleskin stood at some little

distance.

3. //. Outer garments, esp. trousers, made of
moleskin (in sense 2).
1836 J. STRUTHEKS Poet. Wks. (1850)!!. 113 Our moleskins

are every way as capable as their blouses. 1858 Times
20 Nov. 8/5 Our agricultural labourers who wear corduroys,
or moleskins. 1893 MRS. C. PRAED Outlaw $ Lawmaker
I. 238 Bushmen in immaculate moleskins and flaring ties.

4. attrib. and Comb., as moleskin breeches, clothes,

coat, colour, trousers
; moleskin-breeched, -coloured

adjs.; moleskin shaver, a workman who shaves
or crops the surface of moleskin.

H. MILLER Sch, ffSchm. viii. 146 A suit of strong *moleskin
clothes. 1903 IVestin. Gaz. 10 Sept, 4/2 There is *moleskin
colour, a term born of the mania for *moleskin coats, which
..will result in *moleskin-coloured cloths of many kinds.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks 71 Fustian Manufacturer . .

&quot;Mole-skin Shaver. 1900 H. LAWSON On Track 57 The scrub
steamed and stunk like a new pair of *moleskm trousers.

Mole St, sb. Obs. exc. arch. [a. OF. moleste,
ad. L. molestia trouble, f. molest-us : see next.]
Trouble, hardship ; molestation, injury.
13. . K. Alls. 3443 Thekyng thereof hadde molest. Ititt,

5811 Bot of bestes and wormes felle, And of the wederes
stronge, and tempestes, That hem duden grete molestes.
? a 1412 LYDG. Two Merch. 577 What grevous molest and
what heuynesse With many assaut in dreed doth vs to doute !

c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xviii. 58 Neuertheles, they lefte

not to lodge hem self there, what for daunger nor moleste
that men coude do to them. 1590 GREENE Mourn. Garment
(1616) K 2, Thus clogg d with loue, with passions and with
griefe, I saw the country life had least molest. 1647 LILLY
Chr. Astral, clxxxv. 821 You have victory,, .and acquire
what you desired, .even out of these molests. 1865 W. J.
LiNTONCY&amp;lt;xn &amp;lt;W,

etc. 53 Alfred. .Sat down to keep the feast
of Epiphany Within his walls, secure from all molest.

t Mole St, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. moleste, ad.

L. molest-us : see next.] Troublesome, vexations.

1539 TAVEBNER Erasm. Prov. (1552) 64 Many ther be
which while they studie to do a man good do hym much
harme, or otherwise be molest and greuouse unto him.

Molest (mole-st), v. [a. OF. molester ( 1 2-1 3th
c. in Hatz.-Darm.) =

Sp. molestar, It. molestare,



MOLESTANCE.

ad. L. molesldi-e to trouble, annoy, f. moleU-us \

troublesome, burdensome, annoying, f. *moles-, I

perh. cogn. w. molls mass, burden.]

fl. trans. To cause trouble, grief, or vexation

to ; to vex, annoy, put to inconvenience. Obs.

c 1374 CHAUCKR Troylus iv. 852 (880) But how this cas

doth Troilus moleste, That may non erthely mannes tongu

seye. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5274 If he do not his requests, I

He shal as mochel him moleste As hisfelow. 1490 CAXTON I

Eneydos vi. 26 Elysse faynynge that she ne myghte no

lenger duelle in the hous of Acerbe late her husbonde, by- |

cause that she was overmoche moleste and greved by (etc.).

1541 Act 33 Hen. /&quot;///, c. 35 For lacke of the saide water ;

[they] shall be muche greeued annoyed and molested. 1549

Compl. Scot. xv. 134 ?our gudsiheir molestit the pepil vilht

intollerabil exactions. 1568 GKAIHON Chron. II. 645 Neithi-r

will I molest you with the recitall of all the perticulers ,

thereof. 1617-18 W. LA\VSDN .Vu Orcli. tf Card. (1623)
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weeks without receiving any molestation by the wa
. SMITH

&quot;

molestation.
Bosw. SMITH Carthage 97

y molesta
He wouli

, - . 78
Id be safe from Roman

If ouerfiovving molest you after one day, auoid it then by
ueepe trenching, a 1667 COWLEY Ess. in Verse

&amp;lt;$

Prose
%

Liberty i, The^e are the small uneasie things Which about

Greatness still are found, And rather it Molest than Wound.

1705 ADDISON Italy (1733) 51 The Colds of Winter, and the

Heats of Summer, are equally incapable of molesting you.

1726 LKOSI Albert?s Archil. I. 4/1 The Western. .Reflec

tions of the Sun . . molest us most of all : because they double

the Heat.

fb. Of disease: To afflict, affect. AlsoyT^. O&s,

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Efiist. 268 If he be molested still,

with that mischiefous maladie, yet [etc.]. 1600 J. PORY tr. I

Leo s Africa vm. 299 With the French poxe I think that

no other countrie vnder heauen is so molested. 1604 T.
|

WIUGHT Passions i. iv. 17 If the passions of the Mynde beu

not moderated according to reason . . immediately the Soule

i-&amp;gt; molested with home maladie. 1646 SiwT. HKOWXE PstUt/. ,

Ep. v. xiii. 253 Using conlinuall riding, they were generally
molested with the Sciatica or hippegowte. 1696 / ////. Trans.

XIX. 252 He has been, .generally molested with a Diarrhoea ,

for some years past.

2. To interfere or meddle with (a person) in

juriously or with hostile intent. Now almost

exclusively in negative contexts.

1494 KABYAN Chron. vn. 469 Certayne men of the iluchiu

of liurgoyne . . gaue vnto hym, to the enteiit he shulde nat

molest or hurte that countre, CC. M. floryns of golde. 1553
EDEN Treat, Newe Ind. (Arb.j 34 Their chiefe studie is in

no case to moleste their neyghboures. 1598 BAKCKI.KY

Felic. Man (1631) 458 Another companie of Mice joyned
with these and molested them more then before. 1659

MILTON Civ. Powtr 34 No protestant .. ought, by the

, oiiimon doctrine of protestants, to be forc d or molested

for religion. 1660 K. COKE J\m&amp;gt;er # Siibj. 231 No person
shall be molested for any offences abovesaid. 1695 Ki-v

//y/,
l

Glory to thee, my 6W v, Let. .No powers of

darkness me molest. 1769 ULACKSTONC Coimn. IV. 115 11 y
the statute i & 2 Ph. & Mar. c. 8. to molest the posses

sors of abbey lands granted by parliament to Henry the

eighth, and Edward the sixth, is a praemitnire. 1861

HuRLBTOHK & NORMAN K.vcftcy. AY/. VI. 450 He the

plaintiff should not nor would molest or disturb the s.tiil

Ann Thomas in her person or in her manner of living. 1864

CAIU.YLG Fredk. Gt, xv. ii. (1872) V. 278 Prussians, under

btrict discipline, molest no private person. 1884 Law AV/.,

14 Q. B. D. 796 The Countess . . molested the defendant

contrary to the covenant contained in the separation deed.

1902 A. LANG Hist. Scot. II. vii. 156 It does not seem, .to

follow that she intended to persecute or molest Protestants.

tb. To tamper with (a thing). Obs.

1603 T. M. True Narrat. Ent. jas. I 4 b, A great
common (which as the people there-about complaine, sir

I. Spenser of London hath very vncharitable molested).

1774 T. WEST Antiq. Ftirntss (1805) 366 When it was first

molested, some of the tomb stones were removed.

f 3. ittfr. To cause annoyance or vexation. 06s.

1580 LYLY Enphues (Arb.) 421 Your pardons obteyned, if

I offend in sharpnesse, and your patience gimunted,
if molest

in length, I thus beginne to conclude against you all [etc.].

t Mole-stance. Obs. [f. MOLEST v. + -ANCK.]
Molestation.

1693 LYDE True Ace. Retaking Friends Adventure 14

Being uncapable of making any further resistance, he went
out upon Deck staggering to and fro, without any further

Molestance from the Boy.

t Molestate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

niolest&re MOLEST v.~\
trans. To harass, trouble.

1543 GRAFTON Cent. Harding 573 He desired the kyng
y l he would not molestate his realme herafter with suche

cruel tormentyng and fteryng.

Molestation (mplestiFi Jaii, mew-), [a. OF.

molestation, ad. L. molestatidn-em %
n. of action

f. molestare to trouble : see MOLEST #.]

1. The action of molesting, or the condition of

being molested ; annoyance, hostile or vexatious

interference; t vexation, distress.

.1400 Beryn 1509 Wee have no nede to dout werr, ne
molestacioun. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis 1 1. ii. 28 With this regrate
our hartis sterit to petie, All molestatioun cessit and lattin

be. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. IV. India 28 Neyther his person,
nor none of his countrey should receyve anye molestation

of him. 1597 A. M. tr. Gttilleinctiu s Fr. Chirurg. 2 There
are some of the Plates (vnto my great molestatione and
sorrows) lost. 1604 SHAKB. Ot/i. n. i. 16, I neuer did like

mollestation view On the enchafed Flood. 1611 FLORID, A sa,

..Also molestation, lazines, or anxiety of mind. ai66i
FULLER Worthies^ Westminster (1662) it. 239 Such his

hazarding his person i really worth ten thousand of them)
to the great molestation of his true friends, a 1691 BOYLE
Hist. Air (1692) 180 Having in great veneration the bodies
of their ancestors, being most extreamly against any
molestation of the dead. 1708 MRS. CF.NTLIVRE Busy Body
i. i, You are.. to move your suit to Miranda, .without let

or molestation. 431720 SKWEL Hist. Quakers (1722) Pref.

b2, The People called Quakers at length obtained Liberty
to perform their publick Worship without Molestation. 1777
WATSON Philip U xxu. (1839) 483 He arrived in a tew

b. Scots Law. The harassing of a person in his

possession or occupation of lands, c. Eng. Law.

(See quots. 1884.)
1456 SIR G. HAVE La-.v Arms (S. T. S. ) 106 The pape .

._

may tak fra thame thair foresaid jurisdictioun .. gif thai

mak ony molesUtcioun to crUtyn that is in thair jurisdic

tioun. 1497 Extracts Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 65 Or yit,

that ye or thai mak ony arrestment, molestatioun, tribute,

or injur to the saide Nicholl. 1547 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

1. 72 He sail debist and cese fra all stop, molestatioun, lett,

and impediment making to the said Schir George Douglas.

1564 Ibid. 275 The partie makand the invasioun, persute, and
molestatioun sail pay . . the souin of fyve thousand markis.

1597 SKKSK De Verb. Sigtt. s. v. Assisa, In sundrie civil

causes, slk as perambulations, cognitions, molestations,.,

.serving of brieves,and in all and sundriecriminal causes. 1627

Burgh Rec. Gfasgffnt(t%76) I. 359 Sik asbeisimprUsonetfor

capital! crymes, truble, molestatioun or ryett done within

the said burghe. 1861 HURLSTOHB& NORMAN Exclteq. Rep.
VI. 453 The words molest or disturb , in that covenant,
mean personal molestation or disturbance. 1884 Law /if/.,

12 (J. /&amp;gt; . /&amp;gt;. 543 It amounted to substantial molestation,

using the word molestation
1 in the sense ofinjury knowingly

and without lawful excuse inflicted upon another in his

person, character, social position, or property. 1884 I.aiv

AY/., 14 Q. B. D. 796 The molestation may be of different

kinds: adultery and the birth of an illegitimate^ child as

a consequence of that adultery are sufficient evidence of

molestation. 1885 Law Times Rep. LIU. 306/1 The trustees

covenanted to indemnify the husband from the debts of and
molestation by the wife.

2. With a and in //.: A trouble, annoyance,

vexation; concr. a cause of annoyance. Now rare.

c 1400 Keryti noi For a molestacioune Ther was noon
othir remedy, but a consolacioune. 1474 CAXTON Chesse

1 1 1 There cometh of glotonye riottes wronges and molesta-

cions. 1555 EDKN Decades 359 Such greefes & molesta

tions as they othtirwyse receatie. 1576 FI.KMING ranapl.

Epist. 62, I \vil withdraw me .selfe from al molestations and

perplexities. 1604 T, \VniGnr Passions i. iv. 16 If the in

ferior appetite or passions obey and concurre with the will

..they take away the molestations and tedioiisnes.se that

occurre in the practise of good woorks. 1629 J. COLE O/
Deatk 93 The molestations of trade, or worldly affaires.

1642 FULLER Holy &amp;lt;y Prof. St. in. xxii. 213 All the molesta

tions of Marriage are abundantly recompensed with other

comforts. 1863 OHO. EI.IOT Romola Ixxi, The man wlio

was as great a molestation to vicious citizens . . as to a cor

rupt clergy.

Mole sted, ///. a. [f.
MOLEST v. + -ID*.]

In senses of the vb. ;
in quot., t harassed.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnilleineaus Fr. Chirnrg, 2 Throu^he
the iniuryes of this most disturbede anJ molestede time,

there are some of the Plates lost.

Molester (nwle-stai). [f.
MOLEST T-. + -EHI.]

One who molests or disturbs.

1579 W. WILKINSON Confut. Family ofLone, /&amp;gt;V;V/YV.u r.

Aj, God make him to be a member, not a molester of the

Chun h.
ci6&quot;jo

Cor ION Voy. Irel. u. Poems (1689) 178 Till
;

the Bells, that had been my morning molesters, Now wak d
me a;^ain, chiming all in to Vespers. 1725 KIRKPATKICK

AY//V. Ord. Norwich (1845) 10 To restrain all such ino-

lote rs by ecclesiastical censure. 1895 /V/- Sci. Monthly .

July 118 It has no offensive odors to warn off molesters.

Molestful (nwle stful), a. Now rare. [f. |

MOLEST sb. or v. + -FUL.] Troublesome, annoying, ,

painful.
1596 DALRVMI-LK tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. \. 04 In tyme of

weir qiihen-.to karie. .kitchine veshels thay tho1 hauie and
molestful. Ibid. vn. 13 Quha suspectet tliis kuir thairfor

to be committit to him that he war nocht molestful to his

Soung sone Dauid. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions i. ii. 9 Wee
have a continual! and molestful! battell with Carnal! vices.

1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. GoitlarCs Wise Vicillardyi Thou
oughtest not . .to liold it grieuous or molestfull to haue lost

I thy sight. 1675 \VGODHEAD, etc. Paraphr. St. Paul 1 16 The
|

wicked also shall have a resurrection . . to all manner of

molestful possibility. 1891 C. E. NORTON Dante s Hell x.

1

47 That noble fatherland to which perchance I was too

I

molestful.

Hence f Mole stfolly adv. (Minsheu .S/. Diet.

I n. 1599.)

t Molestie. Obs. rare~~ l
. [a. OK. molestie^ ad.

L. molestia : see MOLESTIOUS.] Trouble.

*$$* haucer sBoct/t. ni.pr. ix.(Skeat) 1. 77 He ne geteth
him nat suffisaunce that power forleteth, and that molestie

[Ca/itfi. &amp;lt;y

Addit. MSS. moleste] prikketh. .and that derke-

nesse hydeth.

Mole sting, vbl. sb. [f.
MOLEST v. + -ixc 1

.]

The action of MOLEST v. ; t annoyance, injury.

1533 CROMWELL, in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) I. 33 The
grete molestyng and trowbelyng of all the nacions abowte

they^m. 1561 DAUS tr. Bnllinger on Apoc. (1573^ 211 b, If

Christ will come to Judgement, why doth he differre it so

long, and to so great molestyng of his? 1577 HANMER Anc.
Eccl. Hist. (1585) 394 Againe he fell a molesting of y* No-
uations.

t Mole Sting,///. a. Obs. rare. [i.
MOLEST v.

+ -ING -.] Troublesome, interfering.

1597 A. M. tr. Guilleweaii s Fr. Chirurg. iob/2 The
fracture of the bone, with the molestinge and troublesome

accidentes therof. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions \. iv. 16 If our

heartes . . reioyce in God, then paine is turned into pleasure,
and a molesting service into a delightful! obsequie. 1821

GALT Provost xl, In nothing, however, did his molesting

temper cause so much disturbance, as when [etc.].

t Mole Stious, a. Obs. [f. L. molestia (n. of

quality f. molestus troublesome) + -ous.] Trouble

some.
1524 PACE in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. ,\i.

Tcdiousnes of heats, thirst and hunger with molestit

MOLINE.

passage of baggage. 1597 A. M. tr. Gjtillenteaus Fr.

Chirurg. 34 b/ 1 They weare too intollerable and mole-stiouse

vnto the patient. 1611 SpEto Hist. Gt. Brit. VI. xxiii. 14.

114 Here in Britaine, the mo&amp;gt;t vnquiet and molestious Pro-

uiiKe of all. 1620 VKNSER Via Recta ii. 32 If the time be

very hot, and the thirst molestious, . . foure parts of water

may be mingled with one of wine.

Hence t Mole-stiousness, troublesomeness.
a 1670 HACKET Cent. Semi. (1675) 895 They come upon

us with some molestiousness and torment.

t Mole stous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. tnolest-us

troublesome -t- -ous.]
= MOI.KSTIOIS.

1555 EutN Decades 90 It is a warlyke nation and hath

byn euer hetherto molestous to theyr bortherers. Ibid. 1 50

They seemed to bee molestous to thinhabitantes. 1657
\V. MoiiiCKCV&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;i?&amp;lt;u-/ Kotri) Pref. 18 Humorswhich. .were

neither discerned, nor were molestous.

t Mole StuouS, a. Ola. [erron. f. L. molest-us

troublesome: after tempestuous, etc.] Trouble

some
;
troublous.

a 1572 KNOX Ilk. Common Order (1602) 129 Afflictions

are molestuous \cd. 1575 molestsome], noysome and hard to

be borne with. 1611 MUNDAY llriffe Chron. 239 Pompilius
..appointed his seate in another City.. but rinding it too

mollestuous he transferred the State to another Citty. 1657
TRATP Coin/if. Job iii. 17 Vexatious persons, .. molestuous
and mischievous.

Molet, obs. form of MOLLET Obs., MULLET.

Moletta, Molette, obs. ff. MULATTO, MULLET.

Molewarp, obs. form of MOULDWABP.

Moley (mju-li), a. rare- 1
,

[f.
MOLEJ*.- + -v.]

Of the nature of a mole.

1758 GOLDSM. Hist. Our Oivn I.ang. ii. VVks. (Bonn) IV.

449, I am far from saying that Parker was a fine.. writer

of the English language, but he certainly did it infinite

service in discouraging . . the moley, creeping style, which, at

that time, infected all the ranks both of the laity and clergy.

Moleyne, Molhah, obs. ff. MULLEIN, MULLAH.

Moliable, obs. variant of MOLLIABLE.

!! Molimen (mi bi men). PI. molimina (mo-
li-mina\ 1 Jiys. and Path. [L. niellmen effort,

f. indlirl to make an effort, undertake, attempt.]
An effort by which the system endeavours to

perform any natural function, esp. menstrual moli-

men, the straining to bring about the catamenia.

1865 T. H. TANNKR f racl. Mtd. (ed. 5) 670 The effect of

the menstrual molimen is felt by the whole sj-steni. 1878 A.

HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 220 She never had had her cata-

nienia nor noticed any molimina, 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Lect.

Dis. Women xvii. (ed. 4) 133 There may be a molimen, or

no molimen. When there is said to be a molimen or at

tempt, the girl expects the flow.

t Moli minOUS, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. [f. L. molimin-

MOL1MEN + -OUS.]
1. Characterized by great effort or endeavour;

laborious.

1656 BLOL NT Glossogr., Motiininoiis, that hath force, or

useth endeavor to do any thing ; difficult. 1686 H. MORE
Real Pres. viii. 62 All which things to repeat here would be

too moliminous and inconsistent with the Brevity I intend.

1712 \Vot-LA5TON Kelig. Nat. v. 93 If the genius of the

language, .were well understood, some labord and moli-

niinous attempts to account for it [the flood] might have been

prevented.
2. a. Massive, cumbrous, b. Weighty, mo

mentous.
c 1643 Observ. on his Majesty s late A Hfiv. ,5- Expresses \ \

Some way was invented to regulate the motions of the

peoples moliminous body. 1660 H. MOXK Myst. God/, vll.

1. 281 Some Prophecies are not conditional but absolute, as

certainly all those are that are of so vast and Moliminous

Concernment to the World as the appearing of the Messias

is. 1684 Ansiu., etc. 176 In this place it was impertinent,

and too moliminous, nor sutable to the accustomed brevity

and succinctness of the Apocalyptick style.

Hence t Moli-minously ,uh:., laboriously.

1678 CUDWOKTH Intell. Sfst.
i. ii. 19. 82 If this Deity

must needs go about molimmously to make a world . .
,
what

Tools and Instruments could he have to work with.il! .

Molin, obs. form of MULLEIN.

Molinary (mou-linari), a. rare. [f.
late L.

mollnari-us, f. inolina mill : see -ABY 1.] Of or

pertaining to the grinding of corn.

1774 PKSNANT Tour Scot, in 1772.280 All the molinary

operations are done at home. 1876 RUSKIN Fors C/rtr . \ I.

161 The Lead ,
a stream led from the Tay into the town

for molinary purposes.

Moline ;moloi-n), a. and sb. Her. [Prob. repr.

AF. *molinj, f. molin (mod.F. moulin) mill : see

MILL sb. 1 and -EE.]
A. culj. Of or resembling the expanded and

curved extremities of a mill-rind ; esp. in cross

moline, a cross each of the arms of which termi

nates in two expanded and curved branches re

sembling the extremities of a mill-rind.

1561 LEIGH Armorie 188 b, He beareth ermin a crosse

moline Or. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry n. vii. 70 The Field

is Azure, a Crosse Moline Pierced Losenge-waies. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury III. xvi. (Roxb.) 90/1 A cleever with

a moline oiling end. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 532 Azure, a

cross moline, argent. 1868 CUSSANS Her. (1893)118 There

are twelve families of Miller who bear Crosses-Moline. .and

none who bear Millstones or Mill-rinds.

el/ift. 1864 BOUTELL Her., Hist, q Pop. vi. 29 The Cross

Patonce.. expands more widely than the Moline.

B. sb. 1. = Cross moline.



MOLINET.

2. = MILL-HIND (Ogilvie 1882).
Hence fMolined a. rare = MoLi.s E a.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. 342/1 Let it be called a Mill

Rinde molined, because the ends turn like the Cross Moline.

t Molinet. Obs. Also 8 molionet. [ad. F.

moitlinef, dim. of nioulin a mill : see -KT.] a. A
little mill, a small grinding apparatus, b. A stick

for whipping chocolate.

1648 GAGE West Ind. xvi. 106 The Chocolatte. .is stirred

in a cup by an instrument called a Molinet, or Molinillo.

1676 WOKUDGK Cyder (1601) 176 This kernel being ground
fine by a niolinet. 1690 [KvELYN] Mwtdtu Mnlieons ii A

j

Tea and Chocolate Pot, With Molionet and Caudle Cup.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cn-.u, Moliiuf, a Chocolate Stick,
or little Mill. 1728 BAILEY, Mollinet, a small Muller to

grind Colours.

Molinism (nyliniz m). [f. the name of the

Spanish Jesuit Luis Molina (1535-1600) + -ISM.

Cf. F. malitlismt.] The doctrine propounded in

1588 by Molina, that the efficacy of grace depends
simply on the will which freely accepts it.

1669 GALK True Idea Jivisc&amp;gt;risic 107 The subversion of

Molinisme.

Molinism- (mp-liniz m). [f. the name of

Miguel de Molinos (1627-96) a Spanish priest.]
The doctrine of Molinos

; quietism.
17*0 Land. Gaz. No. 5863/1 [Auto da Fc] There were 43

Criminals brought out of the Prison of the Inquisition on
this Occasion, .. most of them accused of Molinism or Juda
ism. 1868 BROWNING Ring $ Bk. vi. 152, I heard.. what is

priest s-duty labour to pluck tares And weed the corn of
Molinism.

Kolinist 1
(rnfHnist). [f.

Molina + -IST.] One
who holds the doctrine of Molinism

;
a follower

t

of the Jesuit Molina. Also atirib.

1655 J. OWEN i lnd. F.Taiig. xxxi. 646 The Molinists and ,

Jesuits on the one side, with the Jansenians, or Bayans on
the other. 1859 Alt Year Koutid No. 30. 82 The Molinists,
were. .analogous to our High-Church party.
attrib. 1768 HUME Ess. ff Treat. (1809) II. 481 The Mo.

linist party had tried to discredit these miracles.

Hence f Molini stic a.

1669 GALE Trim Idea Jansenisme 54 They publisht this

Cartel of Dtfiatice to the whole Molinistick Partie.

Molinist- (mp-linist). [Formed as MOUXISM 2

+ -IST.] A follower of Molinos.
1868 BROWNING King .? Bk. v. 1838.

t Molinosist. Ol&amp;gt;s. [a. F. molinosistc, f.

the name Molinos : see prec.]
=

prec.
17*7-5* CHAMBERS Cytl., Molinosists. .the same with what

are otherwise called Qiiit tists, 1797 Eiicyct. Brit. icd. 3) s.v.

Molionet, erron. form of MOLINET.
tMoli tioii . Obs. [a. F. molition (Rabelais !

,

ad. L. mltfttiSn-im, n. of action f. mollrl to make
exertions, to build, construct.] a. An endeavour,
effort, b. A contrivance, apparatus.
*S97 A- M. tr. Gniltcineaits J r. Chintrg. iv b, This

treasure house of Engines, Molitioues, and of other Chyrur-
gicall Instrumentes. 1642 M. NEWCOMEN Craft C/mrc/i s
Adversaries (1643) 24 You that have bin now these two
yeares wrastling with them, you know what their Molitior.s
have bin. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 1. ii. 22. 86 In
finite Atoms, .after many Convolutions and Involutions, M-
litions and Essays, .chanced, .to settle into this form and
system of things.

tMoli tion-. Obs. rare &quot;, [a. med.L. mo-

lition-em, n. of action from L. molere to grind : see

-ITION.] The action of grinding.
1731 BAILEY vol. II, Molitions, grindings.

t Moliture. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. med.L. moli-

tiira,i. L. mottre to grind: see -TURE.] =MULTURK.
i

1656 BRAMHALL Keflie. Bp.Chalcedon v. 204 This claim
of

uniyersall power and authority doth bring more molinire
to their mill.

Molkasin, obs. form of MOCCASIN.
Moll (mpl), sb. Also 6-7 Mall. [A familiar

diminutive of Mary. Cf. MOLLY.]
1. A female personal name. Moll Cut-purse, the

nickname of a notorious female of the first half of
the i ;th c., introduced by Middleton and Dekker
into their Roaring Girl and by Field into his

Amends for Ladies. f Moll Thomson s mark
(slang) : see quot. 1 785.
1567 WAGER Marie Magdalene 1194 (Carpenter) Consci

ence? how doth thy conscience, little Mall? 1611 MIDDLETON
& DEKKER (title) The Roaring Girle. Or Moll Cut-Purse.
As it hath lately beene Acted on the Fortune-stage by the
Prince his Players. Ibid., Dramatis Personx. . . Mol the

Roaring Girle. 1662 Womans Champion (title-p.) A true
Relation of the mad Pranks, .and most unheard of Strata

gems of Mrs. Mary Frith, commonly called Mall Cutpurse
1663 B .-TI.ER Hnd. i. ii. 368 A bold Virago, stout and tall,
As Joan of France, or English Mall. 1711 BUDGELL Spect.
No. 67 F g At last an impudent young Dog bid the Fidlers

play a Dance called Mol Patley. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg.
T., Moll Thompson s Mark. M. T. i.e. empty; take away

j

this bottle, it has Moll Thompson s mark upon it.

b. Moll Blood, the gallows.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xx, Three words of your mouth

would give the girl the chance to nick Moll Blood.

C. In names of animals and plants, as moil-
blob = MARSH-MARIGOLD

;
moll-hern (-heron,

-yern\ the heron, Ardea cinerea; moll-washer,
the pied wagtail, Motacilla htgubris.
1847-78 HALLIWEI.L, Moll-washer, the water-wagtail. 1848

Zoologist VI. 2191 Herons are not only very commonly
called cranes ..but also moll-herons , or rather moll.

(

591

yerns . 1854 Miss BAKER Xorthampt.C,lc-ss. t Moll-blobs t

or Molly*blobs. 1880 JKTFERIFS Gt. Kstate iv. 78 A moll

ern flod away.
1

2. A prostitute. Also, tbe unmarried female com

panion of a professional thief or vagrant.
1604 MIDDLETON Father HnbbnnTs T. Wks. (Bullen)

VIII. 78 None of these common Molls neither, but discon

tented and unfortunate gentlewomen. 1785 GROSE Diet.

Vnlg. T., Mall, a whore. 1819 T. THOMPSON in Collect.

Songs NtWCOfttt Dial. 10 When the Malls began their reels.

1823 ]. BEE* Did, Tu&amp;gt;J\ J/^/A are the female companions
of low thieves, at bed, board, and business. 1877 1- ive Yrs.
renalSew. Hi. 242 Once, when he was speaking of his old

woman for the time being, I asked if she was a crooked
one too. Oh, yes , he replied ; I never had nothin to do
with any moll&quot; who couldn t cut her own gra^s.

t 3. ? A ramrod (sense uncertain
; perh. a distinct

word). Obs.

1596 Ace. W insford m Proc. Somerset Archvol. Soc. 1900,

194 One muskett with his flaxe, twich boxe, moll, and rest.

Hence Moll v. (see quot.).
1851 MAVHEW Lond. Labour \. 310/2 There Is a great

many furnished cribs, let to needy* (nightly lodgers) that

are moiled up (that is to say, associated with women in the

sleeping-rooms).

i Moll, a. Obs. rare. Forms : 5 mole, 6-7
molle, 7 rnoll. [a. OK. mol (mod.F, nion^ nwl,
fern, molle : L. moll-em soft.]
1. Soft.

1474 CAXTON Chcssc in. v. G viij, Hit happeth ofte tymes
that the nature of them that ben softeand mole taketh soner

Impressyon than the nature of men that be rude & stronge.
2. J///j. In B moll, b moll = flat. (Also UEMOL.)
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mits. 5 Phi. What is t? wollel Jlf.r.

It is a propertie of singing, wherein
y^z

must alwaies be song
in bfab ///;, and is when the rt is in F fa 7-t. a 1600

MONTGOMERIB Afisc. Poems iii. 14 Sing sho tua notn, the
one is out of tone, As Ii acre Ian and It moll far abone. 1667
C. SIMPSON Coiitpcnd. Pratt. Mas. 113 f&amp;gt; KIollc was when
they sung_/rt in Ii.

Moll, obs. f. MOLE sb.i and j/&amp;gt;.

2
, MOULD, MULL.

Molla, variant of MIT.L.UI.

Mollag (mp lag). Manx dial. [Manx.] A
dog s skin blown up as a bladder, and used to

float the herring-nets (Kelly Manx Diet. 1866).
As empty as a moUag, quite empty ;

as full as a

Mollag, dead drunk.

1883 Fisheries I-lxhib. CataL (ed. 4) 132 One Ralk or long
line for cod-fishing, . . witli mollag or buoy. 1894 H\ii.
CAINT. Manxman 151 Your head s as empty as a mollag.

Mollah, variant of ML LLAH.

Mo llaiicl. 0/&amp;gt;s. exc. Hist. Also 3 molloiid,

4-6 rnoland. [f. ;;/J/, southern ME. form of MAIL
-r/ .

1 + LAND.] Land for which rent was paid in

commutation of servile customs.
The explanation in quot. 1607 is erroneous; the term

apparently continued to be traditionally applied to certain

lands, but its import was matter of conjecture.

1290 Reg. Bnry St. Edmunds in Vinogradoff Villainage
(1892) 183 Omnes tenentes de mpljond solebant esse custu-
marii. la 1300 AYj,-. Eye PrioryVcnA, 184 Si tola terra fuerit
mollond primogenitus debct earn retinere. [1399 in Essex
Rc~ . July (1904) 131 John Pyg was admitted to tenure
of four acres of molond.] 1505 II ill ofGyrden (Somerset
Ho.), v. acres tnolktnd. 1507 IMd. t Molland Werkland
Freeland Worland. [1563 in Essex Rev. July (1904) 131
Richard and Clemence Everard .. held Saver s molond,
a quarter of molond belonging to it.] 1607 NoRDEN Surv.
Dial, iv. 183 Molland is up-land, or high ground, and the

contrary is Fenland^ low ground.

tMo llart. Obs. [F. (poire de) mollart, f.

mol, vioHe soft + -art : see -AI;D.] A kind of pear.
1600 SURFLET CountryFarm in. xlix. 537 Delicate peares

such as are .. the roset, hasting, rimolt, mollart, greening
[orlg. de rcnonlf

t
de mollnrt. de ~

erdelet\,

Mollasse, variant of MOLASSE.

Mollat, variant of MOLLET 06s.

Moll-bu zzer. Thieves slang, [f. MOLL sb.

+ BUZZER.] So Moll-buzzing vbl. sb. (see quots.).
1859 MATSELL I ve. (Farmer), s.v. Moll. . . Moll-buzzer, a

thief that devotes himself to picking the pockets of women.
1904 Speaker n June 256/2 He made a lot of money by
moll-buzzing or picking women s pockets in the streets.

Moll-caudle, -coddle, var. ff. MOLLY-CODDLE.
|- Molle. Obs. [a. Sp. molle, a. Quichua mulli

;

cf. F. molle an Indian tree
*

(Cotgr.).] The
Peruvian mastic-tree, Schimts molle

9
native of

tropical America.
1604 E. GfRiMSTONK] D&quot;Acosta&quot;s Hist. Indies iv. xxx. 292

Molle is a tree of many vertues, which casteth foorth small

boughes, whereof the Indians make wine. 1640 PARKINSON
Theat. Bot. 1524 Lentisci Pectiani [?read Pentani] sitnitis

Molle dicta. The Indians Molle. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Snpp. App. s.v., Indian Mastic, the name by which the
Molle, or Peruvian Lentisk is sometimes called.

Molle, Mollee, obs. ff. MOLE, MULL, MALLEE 1.

Mollefye, obs. form of MOLLIFY.

Mollemoke, obs. form of MALLEMUCK.
IR J. Ross Narr. indVoy. iii. 38 There were some

shearwaters and mollemokes about the ship.

Mollen, obs. form of MULLEIN.
Mollescent (mple-sent). Med. [ad. L. molle-

scent-enij pr. pple. of ntolfascfre, f. mollis soft : see

-ESCENT.] Tending to become soft. Hence Mol-
le-scence, tendency towards softness; = MOLLT-
TIES b.

1822-34 GoorfsShtdy Med. fed. 4) III. 26 The brain..has
been found in a mollescent or pulpy state. Ibid. 240 There

MOLLIFICATION.
I is always to the touch a mollescence in their structure. 1855
i DUNGI.ISON Metf. Lex. (ed. 12), Mollescencc, Mollitio.

Molleatuous, variant of MOLKSTlous.
tMollet, sh. Sc. Obs. Also6molet,moi;i)at.

1

[a. OF. molete spur-rowel, also an ornamental
stud imitating this : see MULLET. Cf. MOLAX.]

i

(? Originally, a boss or stud on n bridle-bit. Hence:)
A studded or toothed bit for a horse

;
also mollet bit.

Also mollet-bridle, a bridle having a bit of this

kind (rendering J,. frcnnni lupatunt].
1503 in Ld. Trcas. Ace. Scotl. (1900; II. 206 Item, for ane

inolat bridill and ane tee, xijs. Ibid. 396 And for mollat

hit, small bitlis [etc,]. 1505,
//vW. UQOI) III. 135 Item, fur

ane grct mollet bit to the Kincr, xiiijs. 1508 DUNBAR Tna
i Marnt ll emcn 349 Thar inyght na molet [ -.r. mollat] iimk
! me moy, nahald my mouth in. 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends \\\. v.

I 196 Thair harnyssing of gold rycht deyrly dychl, Thai runge
1 the goldin mollettis burneUt brycht. 1536 HKU.KXIIKX L rott.

Scot. (1821) II. 269 Makbeth. .said, This man wil not obey
my chargis, qnhill lie be riddin with ane mollet bridil

;
noch-

tht-les I sail gar him draw like ane avir in ane cart
1

.

t Mollet, v. Ofa. ? notice-ii d. [f. prec.] intr.

To ride.

1529 LVNDESAV Cowfilaynt 333 Hot, gene thay can play at

the cairtis, And mollet nioyhe on ane Mule, Thocht thay
had neuer sene the M:uk

, ^it.. Wyll be maid sic ane spin*
turill man. [Cf. quot. 1508 under prec. sb.]

Mollet, obs. form of MI:U,KT.

Molleton m^-lrtfn\ [f. ! . molhton f. mollet,

dim. of mol (inou , molle soft.]
-- SWANSKIN.

1858 SIMMONDS I^ict. Tvctdc^Molleton (French) swanskin;
a kind of blanket or Hantuil. 1896 Allfattt s Syst. Med. 1.

744 Some close, soft material ( molltton is suitable).

b. The rags of closely woven white flannels

(Eng* Dial. Diet. 1903).
Mollewell, variant of MULVEL.

Molley, variant of MALI.KK !; obs. f. MOLLY*.
1852 Life in Bombay -.

J
3 There must be from one to six Mol-

leys, or gardeners.

I Mo lliable, a. Obs. [Badly f. 1,. moUire to

soften 4 -ABLE.] Capable of being softened.
1688 R. HOL.MK Armoury n. 85/2 Tar, a compounded

ROMII, or Rosin made molliable. Ihid. 119 3 Gums, . Liquid
or more moliable, a&amp;gt; 1 .iquidambra [etc.]. 1766 Coutpi.
l-anncr s.v. Sion&amp;lt;\ a hard Milid body, neither molliable,
fusible by tire, nor soluble in water.

t MO lliate, v. Obs. rare 1

. [Formed as

prec. + -ATE-
-.] trans. To make soft or easy.

1702 Poet (Ovid} Bantered (ed. 2) 23 Soon will she mol-
liate your way, Charm d with the Magick of a Fee.

tMo llicine, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. [ad. mod.L. molli-

enius (in mollicinttm cniplastrnm soothing plaster,

Phillips, ed. Kersey, 1706), inferred from late L.

mollicTnct a kind of soft garment.] Mollifying.
1856 MAYNE Exfos. Le.\\$\. Mollicinits.

I Mollicinous, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ous ]

Softening, mollifying (-Vj &amp;lt;/. .SVv. J.ex. 1891).
Mollie: see MALLEE* and MOLLY.
Mollieilt (mp li|ent), a. and sb.

[f.
L. mol-

lienl-cni) pr. pple. of mollTre to soften, f. molli-s

soft: see -F.NT.] a. adj. Softening. raW~ n
. f t&amp;gt;.

sb. Med. A softening application. Obs.
1612 Enchiridion Hied. 92, I apply mollients and re^olu-

tiues. 1721 BAILEY, Mollient^ softening, mollifying. 1736
AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., Mollient, molliens, deliniens.

Hence Mo lliently adv., soothingly, assuagingly.
1847 in WEBSTER; and in later Diets.

t Mollifa ction. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MOLLIFY

v. : see -FACTION.]
= MOLLIFICATION.

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 460 There is a con
siderable difference in explaining upon the same principle
the mollifaction of the diseased area.

Mollifiable (nvlifoi,Sb l), a. [f. MOLLIFY v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being mollified.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. 14. 488 The King.,

perceiuing Beckets stiffenesse. .to be no way mollifiable by
whatsoever his old fauours [etc.]. 1755 in JOHNSON. In
mod. Diets.

Mollification (mplifik^-fan). [a. OF. molli

fication (F. mollification}, ad. L. mollification-em
f. mollificare : see MOLLIFY v. and -ATION.] The
action of the verb MOLLIFY

;
an appeasing, ap

peasement, pacification. Also, f something that

softens (a substance) or mitigates the harshness of

(an action or quality); fa softening expression, a

qualifying clause.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeoin. Pro?. $ T. 301 Yet forgat I to

maken rehersaille Of watres corosif and of lymaille And of

bodies mollificacion. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydons form.
Sjb, The dylygent workman ..ought to wyt to whiche
resolucyon is due, and to which mollyfycacyon. 1562
BULLEYN Bulwark^ Dial. Soamtes fr Chir, 13 You muste use

mollifications, and softenyng medicenes. 1590 BARROUGH
j\let/t. Pkysicku. xi.

(1596) 91 If it [sc. matter] creepe into

the belly, you must minister most of all mollifications.

a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheoin. n. viii, 5 (1622) 290 There is a
mollification vsed, to reduce the .. Deification, within the

compasse of this sense. 1626 DONNE Serin, Ixviii. (1640)

691 Damnabititr(f\Q modification, no mollification, no going
lesse) He shall be damned. 1698 NoRKisPract. Disc. (1707)
IV, 226 A Truth, which may be represented nakedly as it

is, or with some tenderness and mollification. 1716 M.
DAVIES A then. Brit. II. 184 In return of all his reciprocal
Molifications and Meliorations of some uncouth Points.
1881 Daily Nejvs 7 Feb., We close the book with some
feeling of mollification toward its faults. 886 G. ALLEN
Maiinie s Sake xvii, With some fi\int show of mollification

in his softened tone.



MOLLIFICATIVE.

t Mollificative, a. and sb. Obs. Also 5

molyflcatyffe, molliflcatif(e, 6molificative. [a.
F. mollificatifi *ive, ad. med.L. *moUificdtiv~its&amp;gt;

f. mollificare to MOLLIFY.] a. adj. That causes

mollification or softening, b. sb. A medicine or

application that softens.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirnrg. 47 {&amp;gt;e chapitle of medicyns
mollificatyues [v.r. molyticatyffes]. Ibid. 211 pis is a molli-

ficatif bat rasis made. 1590 IJAKROUGH Metk. rhysick yii.
iv.

(1596) 388 If you will make a clyster molliticatiue lacking
the things aforesayd, doe thus. Ibid., 1 hen make a clyster

partly of mollificatiues& partly of ex pulsiues. i6ia WOODALL

Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 32 This unguent is.. of tempera
ment cold, .mollificative, and attractive. 1656-74 in BLOUNT
Glossogr. 1775 in ASH.

Mollified ( f), ppl. a, [f. MOLLIFY v.

+ -ED 1
.] In senses of the vb. : f Softened,

rendered soft or supple (obs.) ; f rendered less

severe; mitigated obs.} ; appeased, conciliated.

1696 A. M. tr. GifilleineaJi s Chirurg. 37/1 The fleshe and
alt the other mollifyed parts of the ioyncte. 1682 DRYDKN
Relig. Ltiici Pref., Wks. (Globe) 187 Those texts may reeg. tic re., s. oe) 17 ose texts may re

ceive a kinder and more mollified interpretation. 1764
HARMER Obsen*. xn. i. 35 [When] the sacred writer .. says
jfcgypt has no rain he must he understood in the same mol

,

Hence Mo-Uifledly adv.
1626 \V. FKNNF.R Hidden Manna (1652) 72 The bloud of

Christ is of a sufficient value to redeeme them all a toto\

Secondly, mollified ly, a tanto.

Mollifier (mp-liri,3.i). [f. next + -ER!; cf. F.

mollifieur (Cotgr.).] One who or something which
mollifies.

155* in Misc. Hisf. $ PhiM. (1703) 169 The Lord Trea-
surer, .ever secretly feigned himself to be a Moderator and
Mollifier of the Catholtcks Afflictions. 1610 MARKHAM
Mttsltrp, 11. clxxiii. 485 IJranckvrsin is a \vonderfull great
molli fie r. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Exteuip. 317 Vinegar. .

is itself a prime Corrector and Mollifyer,

Mollify mjrlifci), v. Also 5-8 molify, 5-6
mol;l;yfy(e, -efy(e. [ad. F. mollifier, ad. I..

moHificare, f. molli-s soft + -ficare : see -FT.]
1. trans. To rendersoft orsupple; tomaketender;

to reduce the hardness of. Also absol. Now rare.

1426 LYIJG. DC Gail. Pilgr. 8399 Han a leche. .Thy synwes
harde to mollefye With oynementys, to make hem plye.
Ibid. 10982 Dyamaunt, I trowe, ys no-in, Nor noon other
maner ston So indurat, to mollefye, As lie. 1490 CAXTON
Eneydos xv. 59 The erth . .was alle made fatte and molyfyed
wyth the Mode of the bestes that were there Immolated.
1555 KUKN Decades 220 These skynnes being made verye
harde, they hunge them . . in the sea. .to mollifie them. 1610
MARKHAM Master^. \\. clxxiii. 493 Manna is of equal!
temper hote and dry; it openeth, it mollifieth, and incar-

nateth. 1638 WILKIXS AV:u World xiv. (1707) 119 Metals
are not rarify d by melting, but mollify d. 1707 Curios, in
Husb. fy Gard. 300 One of the.. Plants is that which so
mollifies the Bones, that . .we cannot stand upon our Leg-.
1832 \V. IRVING Talcs Alhainbra, Moor s Legacy (1875) 161

Pedrillo Pedru^o. .put a basin of hot water under his chin,
and began to mollify his beard with his fingers.

fig. 1624 DONNE Devotions 306 Thou rainest vpon vs and
yet doest not alwayes mollifie all our hardnes.

t b. To mollify the Jlst (? nonce-use) : a jocular
substitution for * to grease the palm .

1698 FRVICR Ace. E. India fy P. 98 Making the Merchant
dance attendance till a right understanding be created be
twixt the Shawbunder and them, which commonly follows
when the Fist is mollified.

t c. To mollify the belly : to relax the bowels. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Hclthe (1539) 21 Quynces. .taken after
meate . .mollifieth the bealy. 1631 Winnow F.S Nat. P/ulos.

45 It mollifieth the belly, and cureth hardnesseof the backe
and belly.

fd. intr. To become soft or tender. Obs.

1528 PAVNEL Salerne s Rcgim. O ij b, Tyll tyme the meate
of them mollifie, and waxe tender.

2. trans. To soften in temper or disposition ;

to allay the anger or indignation of; to render

less obdurate ; to calm, pacify, or appease. From
the 1 5th to the iyth c. very common in the phrase
f- to mollify (one s} heart. Obs.
c 1412 HOCCLFA-E De Reg. Princ. 2638 Lat vs mollifie Our

hertes stoute to his genterie. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes
Comm. 408 b, Ambassadours, whiche might mollifie their

mytides and perswade them to peace. 1667 DRVDEN & DK.
NEWCASTLE Sir M. Mar.all\\\. (middle), I must mollify him
with money. 1x715 BURNET Own Time (1724) I. 213 Even
the Presbyterians were much mollified . . by his mild and
heavenly course of life. 1754 HUME Hist. Gt. Brit. I. Chas. /,
v. 271 To mollify, by these indulgences, the rage of his most
furious persecutors. 187* BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxvii, Oh,
as you please , said the young man, a trifle mollified.

t b. intr. To become softened in temper or

disposition ; to grow more kindly or genial ;
to

relax one s severity, to become less angry or

obdurate, to relent. Obs.

15*6 Pilgr. Pirf. (W. de W. 1531) 246 Shall make the
most harde herted persone that is, to mollify & melte. ^1533
TINDALE Answ. More Wks. (1573) 330/2 The hart here be-

ginneth to mollifie and waxe soft, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia
iv. (1598) 413 Philinax feeling his hart more & more molli

fying vnto her, renewed (etc.). 1694 DRYDKN Love Trium
phant v. i, She has a delicious tongue of her own, and I

begin to mollify. 1741 H. WAI.FOLE Lett, to .Mann 23 Nov.,
He. .owned his father had mollified, but hoped she would
excuse him. 1823 Examiner 268/2 The father mollifies and
is reconciled to the marriage.

592

f3. To enervate, enfeeble. Obs,

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xii. 42 This man onely hath moly
fyed my wyttes, and perturbed the corage of myn opynyon
firste. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 165 Whose mind
is so well ordered, .that these wanton dauncings..woulde
not corrupt, ouercome, and vtteilye molifie?

f4. To abate the violence or intensity of

(passions; also heat, cold, tempests, etc.) ; to

relieve (care). Obs.

ci49S Epitaffe, etc. in Skclton s Wks. (1843) II. 390 To
mollyfy cure monys. 1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament 10 Their
absence shulde not quenche nor mollifye your loue towardes
your brethren. 1577 B. GOOGE HertshacKs Husb. H. (1586)

85 The extreeme heate of the sunne, is somthing mollified

j

with the cold blastes of the winde. 1612 DRAVTON Poly-alb,
xii. 186 Refresh you m my bathes, and mollifie your care
With comfortable wines and meats. 1653 Ln. VAUX tr. Go-
deait*s St. Paul 238 His great courage could not be molli
fied, a 1833 R. WATSON in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxiii.

7 What sources of comfort does it [sc. Christianity] open to

mollify the troubles of life !

5. To lessen the harshness or severity of (ex

pressions, laws, etc.); abatethe rigour of (demands);
also, to represent in favourable terms, to euphemi/e.
Now rare.

1523 Ln. BF.RNF.RS Frciss. (1812) I. ccccxxiv. 741 The erle

of JHaunders . . molefyed the mater as moche as he might.
1549 COVERDALF, etc. Erasni. Par. 2 Cor. Argt., He molli

fieth the sharpenes vsed in his former epistle, a 1674
CLARENDON ///.(/. AY/1

, vm. 203 They would, by yielding
to some things when they refused others, sooner prevail with

: the Houses to mollify their demands. 1681 DKVDEN Sp.
I- riar v. ii. 75 Now mince the Sin, And mollifie Damnation
with a Phrase. 1785 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia xiii, He had
not mollified the term of Savage. 1798 JF.FFERSON ii rif.

(1859) IV. 249 Our alien bill struggles hard for a passage.
It has been considerably mollified. 1880 Expositor XI. 469

&amp;gt; The Apostle, .could easily and euphoniously have modified
! and mollified his expression.

1 6. To impart a tender beauty to. Obs. or

nonce-use.
c 1750 SHEXSTONE Rttind Abbey 20 The vocal flute..

Crowns his delight and mollifies the scene.

Mollifying m
fdifoi|irj ,

vbl. sb.
[f. prec. +

-ING !.] The action of the verb MOLUFT.
c 1532 Du Wi.s In trod. Fr. in Pahgr. 1040 Molifiyng of

angre. 171540 HAKNUS Wks. (1573) 274/1 Duns saith, that
there is a mollifieng, that precedeth grace, which hee calleth

attrition. 1643 STHICK tr. E.\-p. Chyrnrg. xiv. 55 They \sc,

scars] require greater mollifying.

Mollifying (m? lifoi|irj),^/, a. [f. as prec. +
-INC; -.] That mollifies (in senses of the vb.).

1590 DARROUGH Meth. Physick in. xxxvii. (1596) 163 It

prohteth greatly to discend into a bath made of mollifying
herbs. 1611 UIEILI; M isd, xvi. 12 It was neither herbe, nor

mollifying plalster that restored them to health. 1622 T.
SCOTT Belg. Pismire 31 The Nobilitie line idlely, acquainting
themselues with all effeminate fashions, and mollifying
pleasures. 1713 M. HKNRY Meekness fy Quietness ofSpirit
(1822) 163 Could any thought !&amp;gt;e more mollifying than that ?

a 1797 II. WAI.POI.K J/*v//. (it O. II (1847) II. ii. 41 The
face of Lord Kildare, one of the mollifying demagogues,
was blackened on sign-posts. 1906 Outlook 24 Mar. 403/2
We should not embrace the mollifying delusion of security
in private or in national life.

Molligut (nifligzn). L\S. dial. The angler,

IsOphins piscatorins.

1884^
G. E. GOODE, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anitn. 173

The Goose Fish or Monk \&quot;\*-\\Lophiuspiscat0rii4s... V\\t

names of the fish arc mnny;..In Eastern Connecticut [it is
1

called] Molligut*.

Mollimock, variant of MALLEMUCK.
1832 GOODRIDGE I oy. South Seas 20 Various birds, .such

as the Albatross Nellys, Peeos, Mollimocks [etc.].

Mollin, obs. form of MULLEIN.
Molline (rn^lin). Med. Also -in. [A trade

name; ?f. L. moll-is soft + -INK.] A yellowish-
white saponaceous preparation used as a base for

ointments in the treatment of skin diseases.

1889 Lancet 6 Apr. 698/1 A saponaceous preparation which
i is known under the name of molline . 1891 Syd. Soc. I*tx..

Mollin.

Mollinet, obs. variant of MOLINET.

Mollipilose (mglipai
l^NfL a. [f. L. mollis

soft: see PILOSE.] Having soft pilage or plumage
i (Cent. Did. 1890). Hence Kolllpllo-sity (Jbid^.

Mollipuff, variant of MULLIPUFF.
Mollisher (m^ lijoj). slang. A woman.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., MolUsher^ a woman. 1851

MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 424 One old mollesher (woman).,
brought out 8 Ibs. of white rags.

Mollitie, variant of MOLLITY.

II Mollities (m^Ii-fii/z). Also 7 mollicies.

[L. mollifies^ f. molli-s soft.] ) a. Jig. Effemi

nacy (pbs.\ b. Med. Softening, softness. Molli
ties eerebri, softening of the brain (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1891); mollifies ossium^ softening of the bones.

1604 JAS. I Counterbl. (Arb.) no Mollicies and delicacie
were the wracke and ouerthrow. .of the Romane Empire.
&quot;835-6

Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 437/1 The phenomena of mol-
lities,. and. .other morbid actions. 1876 BHISTOWE Th. fy

Pract, Med. 11878) 923 Mollities ossium is characterised

anatomically by progressive softening of the bones.

i Mollition. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. *mo?/i-

tidn-enti f. molltre to soften : see -ION.] Softening.
1657 TOMLINSON Renous Disp. 75 Mollition is the begin

ning of Liquation.

Mollitious (mfli Jas), . rare. [f. L. mollili-es

softness + -ous.] Luxurious, sensuous.

1646 QIIARLES Barnabas fy B. (1651) 79 Can lusty diet,

MOLLTTSCOIDEA.
and mollicious rest bring forth no other fruits, but faint de.

sires, rigid thoughts, and Piilegmatick conceits? 1840
BROWNING Sordello III.

i_29
Mollitious alcoves gilt Superb

as Byzant-domes the devils built.

t Mollitude. Obs. [ad.L. molliludo, f. molli-s
soft : see -TUDE.] Softness, effeminacy.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mollitutte, softness, niceness, ten

derness, effeminateness, wantonness. 1767 A. CAMJ-BEI.L

Lexipli. ii A perennial mollitude of manners. In mod.
Diets.

t Mo llity. Obs. In 7 mollitie. [ad. L.
mollitti-s softness : see MOLLITIES.] Gentleness.
1655 .tfurrinv of Complements 2 If that tenderness and

mollitie inherent and predominant in your soft sex sway
its scepter in you.

Mollotto, obs. form of MTLATTO.

Mollusc, mollusk (mp-l;Ssk). Nat. Hist.
Also 9 mollusque. [ad. F. mollusque, ad. mod.
L. MOLLUSCA.] An animal belonging to the
Mollusca.

1783 JJARBrr C,,-ncra I eriiiiiiin p. xvii, Ascidia. The
Bladder-Shaped Mollusque. Holothuria. The Tentacu
lated Mollusque. Medusa. The Snake-lock Mollusque.
1808 HOMK in nil. Trans. XCVI. 286 All the mollusques
\vhichcreep on their bellies. 1839 l\-nny Cycl. XIV. 321/2
Terrestrial and fluviatile Mollushs. 1867 K. FRANCIS Angling
vii. (1880) 259 These molluscs took well to the lake.

&quot;

1898
R. MUNRO rreh. Scot. 81 This mollusc is now extinct in
the Clyde.

Mollusca (mfJl-ska), sb. pi. Zoo!. fmod.L.
mollusca (Jonston 1650), neut. pi. of L. mol-
luscus (occurring in mollusca mix, a soft kind of

nut), also ellipt. as sb., and molluscitm neut., used
snbst. as the name of a kind of fungus.] a.

Applied by Linnaeus in 1758 to a heterogeneous
t/roup of invertebrates, forming the second order
of his class V ermes, and comprising the Echino-

derms, Hydroids, Annelids, and naked Mollusca.
To these the shell-bearing Mol .usca were added

by later naturalists, b. In present use (mainly
following the classification proposed by Cuvier in

1788-1800), a phylum or sub-kingdom of animals,

comprising the four classes Gastropoda (limpets,
snails, etc.), Scaphopoda (tooth-shells), Cephalo
poda (cuttlefish, etc.), and Lamellibranclua

(oyster, mussel, etc. ;
the classes Cirrhopoda,

Tunicata, and Brachiopoda, included by Cuvier

among the Mollusca, are now placed elsewhere,
and the Polyzoa have since Cuvier s time been
added to the phylum and again removed.
1797 Eniycl. Hrit. fed. 3) XII. 204/1 Alcllitsca, in the

Limicean system, is the denomination of the second genus
of vermes or worms. These are simple naked animals, not
included in a shell, but furnished with limbs. 1806 1 LKION
tr. Linn. .\j St. Nat. IV. 3 Class VI. Worms. .. They are
divided into five Orders. I. Intestina.. . II. Mollusca. Are
naked, furnished with tentacula or arms, for the most part
inhabitants of the sea; and [etc.]. i8a8 FILMING lint.
Anim. 224 It is niy intention to proceed to the considera
tion of the species [of Radiata] .. immediately after the
enumeration of the Mollusca. 1896 KIRKALDV & POLLAKO
tr. Itoas&quot;

1

Text-lk./.ool. 289 note, In many Mollusca.. certain

parts of the epithelial covering of the pericardium are glan
dular.

Molluscan (mfflzTskan), a. and sb. Zool.
[f.

prec. + -A.N.] a. aJj. Of, pertaining to, or having
the characters of the Mollusca. b. sb. One of the

Mollusca ; a mollusc.

1828-3* in WKBSTER. 1835 KIRBY Hab.
A&amp;gt; lust. Anim. I.

viii. 236 The Cirripedes. .seem to have little to do with the
bivalve Molluscans. Unit. 255 The superiority of the Insect

over the Molluscan tribes. 1883 Cd. Words Aug. 531/2 The
molluscan population of our British shores.

MolluscigerOUS (mpl/Jsi-dgeras^, a. Also

molluskigerous. [f.
MOLLUSC + -GKBOUS.] Bear

ing or producing molluscs.

1877 HUXI.KY Anat. lire. Anim. viii. 513 In some few of

the Synapty.. elongated tubular molluskigerous sacs ate

found attached, .to one of the intestinal vessels.

Molluscoid (m&amp;lt;lz&amp;gt;-skoid),
a. and sb.

[f.
as

prec. + -oil).] A. adj.
1. Zool. a. Belonging to or resembling the

Mollusca
;
b. Of or belonging to the Mollnscoidea.

1855 Enr. Cycl., Nat. Hist. III. 858 The Molluscoid sub-

division of the neural forms. 1877 LK CONTE Elem. Geol. i.

(1879) 296 Their affinities [i.e. those of the Poly/oa] are

probably molluscoid.

2. Path. Of the nature of molluscum.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 926 Molluscoid acne.

1. One of the Molluscoidea.

1855 W. S. DALLAS in Sytt. Nat. Hist. I. 416 The Bryozoa
and the Tttnicata. .have been formed into a separate sub-

division, the Molluscoids. 1879 VKHRILL in Bull. U. S. Xa-t.

MHS. No. 15. 147 Molluscoids.

2. = MOLLUSCDM I (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891).
Molluscoidal (m^fekoi dal), a. [f. MOL-

LPSCOID + -AL.] MOLLUSCOID a.

1872 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xi. (ed. 6) 309 At an ancient

epoch the highest and lowest molluscoidal animals [ed. 5

(1869) x. 412 molluscs].. swarmed in numbers.

So Molluscoi dan a. (Cent. Diet. 1890).
3VIolluscoidea (m^U&quot;skoi*d/ia). Zoo/. Also

-oida. [mod.L. (Milne-Edwards 1844), f. MOL-
LUSC-A : see -oil).] A division of invertebrates



MOLLTJSCOIDEAN.

comprising the Polyzoa and the Brachiopodn, and

formerly also the Tunicata.
, .. .7 * j rr.-j II

Ascidioida. 1869 HIXLKV Inlrod. Class!/. Aniin. iv. 82

The Ascidioida, Hrachiopoda and Poly/oa . . may be con

veniently denominated Moliuscoida. 1875 NICHOLSON Man.
Zool. (ed. 4) 31,0 Distribution of Molluscoida in Time.

Molluscoidean (nylifckorcUiSn), a, and s/&amp;gt;.

[f.
MOLI.USCOIDEA : see -AN.]

= MOLLUSCOID a.

and sl&amp;gt;. (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Molluscous ,mj&amp;gt;h;-skos), a. [f.
L. mollusc-us

(see MOLLUSCA, MOLI.U.SCTM) + -ous.]

1. Of or belonging to the Mollusca.

1813 HAKEWEI.L Inlrod. Geol. 179 Moluscous animals of a

particular species. 1816 I.INGLKY Usejtil Knmul. III. 13

Molluscous Worms are simple animal-, without shell, ami

furnished with limbs, as the cuttle fish, module, star-fish,

and sea-urchins. 1840 Cluunt. Jrnl. No. 438. 174/3 The
snail belongs to the Molluscous division of the animal king
dom. 1886 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 407 Now that oysters are so

dear, .we should look around for some molluscous substitute.

2. fig. esp. in the sense of flabby , invertebrate .

873 W. S. MAYO Never Again xxix, Reclining in mol

luscous languor upon a mother-of-pearl reading-lounge, she

seemed [etc.]. 1884 Clu: U orld 28 Aug. 648/4 The mol

luscous might of China. 1886 iWanch. Exam. 9 Nov. 5/2 \\ e

may regard him as a fair type of Toryism in its present

molluscous condition.

3. Path. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

molluscum.
1885-8 FACGF. ft PYF.-SMITH Priac. Mcd. (ed. 2) I. 112 The

peculiar discoid shape of molluscous growths. 1899 All-

faitt s Syst. Med. VIII. 824 Molluscous tumours.

Hence Mollu scousness.

1870 Contemp. Ke-j. XIV. 408 That moral molluscous,

ness which my Lord Elcho has had the good fortune to

make into a proverb.

II Molluscum (m^lo k?m). [mod.L., neut. of

I,. mollusciis : see MOLLUSCA.]
1. Path. The designation of a kind of soft tumours.

1818-20 E. THOMPSON Cnllen s Nosol. Method, (ed. 3) 332

Molluscum; Small soft wen. 1899 Alltatt s Syst. Med.
VIII. 874 The molluscum tumours.

f 2. Zool. = MOLLUSC. 06s.

1832 JOHNSTON in Proc. Bern: Nat. Club I. No. i. 9 The
F.olis riifibranchialis [is] a molluscum new to naturalists.

Mollusk, -sque, variant forms of MOLLUSC.

Molly 1
(nyli). Also S molley, 8- mollie.

[f.
MOLL sl&amp;gt;.

1 I + -T.]

1. (With capital M.) A familiar pet-form of the

name Mary ;
often applied contemptuously to a

lass
,

wench
,
and occas. to a prostitute. (Cf.

MOLL.)
1719 D URFF.V Pills I. 5 Town follies and Cullies, And

Molleys and Dolleys, For ever adieu. 1819 SHKLI.EY Peter

ndlyd vi. xxxii, Twould make George Colman melancholy
To have heard htm, like a male Molly, Chanting those stupid

staves. 1890 Gloucester Gloss. 97 The men and girls [at

a hiring-fair] are called Johnnies and Mollies .

2. An effeminate man or boy; a milksop. Miss

Molly, in the same sense (cf. Miss Nancy, Miss

sb* 3 b) ;
hence Miss Mollyism. Cf. MOLLY-CODDLE.

754 Wi WHITEHEAD World No. 58 r i If he goes to

school, be will be perpetually teized by the nick-name of

Miss Molly. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vnlg. T., Molly, a miss

Molly, an effeminate fellow, a sodomite. 1816
;

Quiz Grand
Master \. 19 In fact, a specimen of folly, A scmi-t-er [sic],

a mere Miss Molly. 1834 J. WILSON in Blacklu. Mag.
XXXVI. 843 It would be sad., if John Bull were to be emas

culated by Miss-Mollyism. 1879 L. B. WALTOMtCtoifuulII.
1 72 Simon is not a molly, whatever he may be. 1884 lllnstr.

Lond. Nnvs 18 Oct. 363/3 When a man makes a molly of

himself by describing the work of the housemaid. 1901
1 R. CONNOR Man fr. Glengarry vii, The Langfords are

regular Mollies.

3. A large basket used for packing fruit, etc.

1883 Newspaper, Pears, 2*. to i,s. per molley ;. .walnuts,

31. 6rf. to 41. 6rf. per molley. 1885 Standard n Sept., In

numerable mollies (big baskets) of plums. 1898 Garii.

simpleton; molly-mop, an effeminate man; Molly

washdish, the pied wagtail, Moladlla Ingiibris.

1859 BARTLF.TT Diet. Amer., Molly Cotton-tail, a rabbit.

1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) V. 78 Molly Cotton-tail.

1902 Munsey s Mag. XXVI. 492/1 Stephens is in it to pass

the stuff to the *mollyheads that can t be got at without

him. 1829 MARRYAT F. Klildmay xvi, I ll disrate you, ..

you d d molly mop. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds

44 Pied Wagtail (Jlfofacilla higubris). ..*Molly washdish.

Hence f Mollyisli a.

1801 DIBDIN Frisk, Jack at the Opera iii. If it wasn t for

the petticoat gear, With their squeaking, so mollyish, tender,

and soft, One should scarcely know ma am from mounseer.

Molly *, mollie (m^-li). dial. [Alleged to be

an abbreviated form of MALLEMUCK.]
1. = FULMAR. Cf. MAW (mall}.

387 Other birds were, .seen, including, .the molly.

2. A meeting of ship-captains held on board one

of several ice-bound ships
in company.

1874 A. H. MARKHAM Whaling Cruise to Baffin s B. 112

In the evening.. I got some little insight into the mysteries
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of a mollie
, though on a small scale. In whaling parlance,

a mollie means having a night of it. 1885 Si IILKY& SOI.EY

l\ ts.nc ofGrcfly 183 These interviews are called Mollies ,

and are announced by a bucket hoisted as a signal at the

fore-royal masthead. . .Generally speaking, a Mollie means

making a night of it.

Molly-COddle (mf\\VoSV: sb. Also 9 moll

caudle, -coddle, [f. MOLLY 1 + CODDLE t 1

.
2
]

a. One who coddles himself or is coddled
;
one

who takes excessive care of his health; an effeminate

man. Also allrib. b. dial. = MOLLTCOT.

1833 SIR C. NAHER Colonies 209 A moll caudle spirit

that reigned supreme through all the acts of this govern-
ment. 1849 THACKERAY 1 endennis I. xxxii. 310 Von have

been bred up as a molly-coddle, Pen, and spoilt by the

women. 1851 Kug, Hum. v. (185;) 257 He couldn t d &amp;gt;

otherwise than. .hold him up to si urn as a moll-coddle and

a milksop. 1894 WII.KIXS S; Vi\ I AN Green Ray Tree I. 24

This desperately molly-coddle a;.;e. 189$ Times 12 Nov.

14/2 They., come .. from well-meaning but molly-coddle
friends. 1903 Kng. Vial. Diet., Mollycoddle,..?. A man
who does household work ; one who interferes with women s

business.

Molly-COddle jiiflik( &amp;lt;n\r. Alsogmoddlo-
coddle, moddley-coddley. [f. prec.] trans. To
coddle or cocker up.
1870 DICKKNS /. . fiwotfn. Don t moddley-coddley, there s

a good fellow. I like anything better than being moddley-
coddleycd. 1880 MRS. KORUTSIKR Roy ^-

/&quot;. J. 264, I am
not going to have the child molly coddled in that way. 1883
Miss liRAl.nON Gold. Calf III. vii. 227 Look here, mother
dear: I m as well as ever I was, and I m not going to be

mollicoddled any more. 1898 C,it!i. .\\ius ?i May 83 This

is very much like appealing to a householder to molly coddle

a burglar who had invaded his premises rather than bring
in the police.

Hence Mo-lly-coddling abl. sb. and///, a.

1881 RtTA
1 My Lady Coquette xv. Fresh air is a thou

sand times better for her than molly-coddling and medicines.

1885 Times 2 Jan. 10 A hypersensitive and mollycoddling re

gard for our finer feelings. 1893 Wcstm. Gas. 6 Feb. 10/2

Moddle-coddling is the curse of missions.

Mollycot wlikfit). ifiii/. [f. MOLLY 1 + COT

sf&amp;gt;.-~&amp;gt;]

( )ne who fusses about domestic concerns
;

a man who performs a woman s domestic duties.

1837 Miss MiTFORnCWw/r.) .?/;-/&amp;lt;* (1850) 99 He s a worse

mollycot than a woman, c 1861 J. T. STATON Kays fro
J.oominary (1867) 63 If ever aw contentedly turn Mollycot,
there ll ha to be some very different noshuns oth whole

duty o man.

Mollyhawk (m^-lihyk). Orrupt form atmolly-

maivk, MALLEMUCK.
1884 STURGEON in Sword ff Tro-i-el Apr. 167 The Molly-

hawks, and Cape-pigeons, .followed faithfully in our wake.

1888 Daily AVrcs 10 Sept. 2/4 Molly-hawks.

Molly Maguire(m(&amp;gt; li|magw3ij .i). [A female

name (see MOLLY*; Maguire is a common Irish

surname) assumed together with the female dis

guise : see quot.] A member of a secret society

formed in Ireland in 1843 for the purpose of resist

ing the payment of rent.

1868 W. S. TRENCH Realities Irish Life vi. 82 These

Molly Maguires were generally stout active young men,
dressed up in women s clothes.. .The Molly Maguires
became the terror of all our officials.

b. trans/. A similar society formed in the

mining districts of Pennsylvania for purposes of

intimidation, but suppressed in 1876.

1867 DIXON New Amer. II. 299 The judge who tried this

murderer was elected by the Molly Maguires ; the jurors
who assisted him were themselves Molly Maguires.

Mollymawk, variant of MALLEMUCK.

Mo lmail. Obs. exc. Hist. PI. molmen.

[late OE. *mdlman, f. mal MAIL sb.\ -f MAN. Cf.

I Sc. mail-man] A holder of MOLLAND ;
one who

held land for which he paid rent in commutation

of servile customs.

1277 ElySnrj ey in VinogradofT Villainage 442 De consue-

tudinariis qui vocantur Molmen. 1291 Inquisition 19
Kiln . /(Rec. Office) ibid. 186 Uberi tenentes per cartam.

Liberi tenentes qui vocantur fresokemen. Sokemanni qui
vocantur molmen. Custumarii qui vocantur werkmen. 1892
VINOGRADOFF I illainage in Engl. 184 The word mal-men
or mol-men is commonly used in the feudal period _for
villains who have been released from most of their services

by the lord on condition of paying certain rents.

MolOCh, (m&amp;lt;Ti lf&amp;gt;k). [a, L. Moloch (Vulg.),

Gr. MoXox, Mo\dx (LXX), repr. Heb. Tjbb

|
mo lek. It is believed that the,

true form of

the name (or rather title) was iJTO Mclek king

(cf. the name of the Tyrian god Melcarth, king
of the city ), but that the Jews after the Captivity

\ pronounced it with the vowels of flBQ bo shcth

shame, in order to mark their horror of idolatry.
The Bible of 1611 has the name always as Molcch, exc. in

Amos v. 26, where it has your Moloch , though_the Maso-
retic reading of the Heb. is malk kem your king . The
earlier Eng. versions spell the name Molock after the

Vulgate.]
1. The name of a Canaanite idol, to whom

children were sacrificed as burnt-offerings (Lev.

xviii. 21); represented by Milton as one of the

devils. Hence (as appellative, bnt now always
with capital M), applied to an object to which

horrible sacrifices are made. Also atlrib.

The Rabbinical story that children wers burnt alive (being

MOLOSSOID.
! placed in the arms of the image, whence they fell into the

flames) appears to lie unfounded, but is popularly well-

known, and has influenced the transferred use.

1667 MII.TON / . /.. I. 392 Moloch, horrid King besmear d
with blood Of human sacrifice, and parents tears. 1794

;

COLKRIDGE AV//&amp;gt;. Musings 185 Thee to defend the Moloch
J liest prefers The prayer of hate. 1799 Sporting Mag.
XII. 332 The moloch to whom her honour and happiness
had been sacrificed. 1817 COLKRIIXJK Statesm. Man. App. 10
The Molocks [sii ] ofhuman nature. 1838 Ci- il Eng. y A rclt.

Jrnl. I. 394/2 More lives have been sacrificed to the Moloch
of high pressure steam, than

[etc.].
1882 UARI.OW Ultiin.

l^essimism 49 The trouble of rearing new victims for the

Moloch of culture. 1868 \V. CORY Lett. H, Jnils. dS97) 237
This holocaust, this human incense, this Moloch-squeezing
of innocents [a hot Sunday in school chapelj.

2. The thorn-li/.ard or thorn-devil, Moloch horri-

(///s, native of Australia, one of the most grotesque
and hideous of existing reptiles. Also at/rib., as

inoloch-lhard (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855 .

[The mod.L. Moloch hoiridus (Gray 1841) was suggested

by Milton s expression : see quot. 1667, sense i.)

1845 J- K- CiAV Catal. Special. l.i^ar,ls Brit. Mils. 263
The Moloch, M.jK di horrldns, Cray. 1893 Daily Knvs
22 Dec. 5/4 Australia prodiu.es many curiosities ..out few-

are greater oddities in . .appearance than the Moloch li?ard.

lliiii., The Moloch is decidedly the m.&amp;gt;t remarkable of

recent additions tn the Reptile House.

3. A Brazilian monkey, I allithrix woloth,

1875 r.ncycl. lirit. II. 115 Hie Moloch Callithrix. 1893
Kov. ,\ a&amp;gt;. Hist. I. 171 Another livnzilian species is tbr

Moloch titi (Callithrix n:oloih}.

Ileace Molochship mmce-vod.
1661 Cov, I.KV Ca-. t. Cromwell Wks. (i633 37 To set him

self up as an Idol, ..and make the very Streets of London
like the Valley of Hinnoni, by burning the bowels of men
as a .Sacrifice to his Moloch-ship.

I! Molochine (mp-Wkin), a. and sl&amp;gt;. Zflof. [f.

mod.L. Moloch (generic name of the moloch

lizard) + -INK 1
.]

a. adj. Pertaining to or con

nected with the reptilian sub-family Molochiniv,

represented only by the MOLOCH (Cent. Diet. 1890).

b. sb. A molochine lizard (// /&amp;lt;/.).

Molochite B, obs. forms of MAL.UHITK.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xiilwlafs l o\. iv. xi. 123!), In

this place are al-o found the Sardonique stone-, Molochite,

and those which are called Iris.

Molochize (mJu-Ukoi/.), v. [f.
MOLOCH

_

+

-l/,E.] trans, in nonce-uses, a. To imbue with
1 the cruelty characteristic of the worship of Moloch.

b. To immolate, to sacrifice as to Moloch.

1823 HONE F.-vry-day Bk. I. 295 Humanity was dead, for

superstition Molochi/ed the heart. 1877 TENNYSON Harold
I. i, 1 think that they would Molochize them \sc. their babies]

too, To have the heavens clear.

Hence Mo loehizing ///. a.

1878 P. W. \Vv.\TT Ilardradn 44 The Molochmng fire

that sears the germ Of kindness in man s soul.

Moloker (mp-Wksj). slang. Also molocker.

A renovated silk hat. So Mo-loker v. (see quol.;.

1863 SAI.A Break/, in Bed v. 105 Tis like an old hat that

has been molokercd ,
or ironed and greased into a simula

crum of its pristine freshness. 1893 H estut. Gaz. 18 July

3/3 A good Molocker (Molocker, it appears, is the trade

term for renovated old chapcanx). Il id., We came across

one shop where Molockers were sold.

Molossa B, obs. form of MOLASSES.

Mol03S(e (molp-s). rare. [ad. L. molossns. ]

f 1. = MOLOSSUS i. Obs.

1731 BLACKWALI. Sacr. C!as:!cl;s def. f, illnslr. II. 100

The smaller Alcaic verse with a Molosse interpos d.

2. = MOLoSsrH 2.

1842 DE QIMNCF.Y Mod. Greece Wks. 1863 XIII. 460 Out

bounds . . a horrid infuriated ruffian of a dog oftentimes

a huge inoloss, big as an English cow.

3. A mastiff-bat (see MOLOSSINE).
1843 Encycl. Melrop. XXII. 249 Molosses of the Old

World. ..Collared Molosse. .Plaited Molosse.

Molosses, obs. form of MOLASSES.

Molossian ^mylfsian), a. and sb. Hist. ff.

I,. Molossia (= Gr. MoAoao-m) a country in Kpirus,

f. Gr. MoAoo-CTos MOLOSSUS : see -AN, -IAN.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Molossia ; esp.

Molosiian dog. hound, a kind of mastiff.

1649 OGIIBY V;&amp;gt;r. Georg. (1684) in. 434 B&quot; 1 feej FIeet

Spartan Whelps, and thy Molossian Breed. 1837 Penny

Cycl. IX. 481/1 Alexander was the first of the Molossian

princes who bore the title of king of Kpirus. 1879 FARRAH

St. Paul (18831 46 The carcase of a Molossian hound.

B. s/i. An inhabitant of Molossia.

a 1592 GREENE Marnillia n. (1593) G 3 Sarcas the king of

the Molossians. 1878 Encycl. Brit. V1I1. 483/2 The Mo-

lossians [inhabited] the inland district of which the lake of

Pambotis or Yannina may be regarded as the centre.

MolOSSic(m0U/sik),a. Prosody. [f.MoLOSS-ns
+ -1C.] Of or pertaining to a molossus.

1890 in Century Diet.

MolOSSine (mwlp-sain), a. and sb. S.oo/. \\.

mod.L. Afolossinx a family of bats (f.
Moloss-its:

see MOLOSSUS 2) : see -INK.]

A. adj. Relating to the Molossinn\

1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mummals xiii. 669 The Mo-

lossine division is characterised by [etc.].

B. sb. One of the Molossinte or mastiff-bats.

1840 Cuz ier s Anim. Kingd.bg The Molossines. . .These

have the muzzle simple [etc.].

Molossoid (moljvsoid), a. and sb. [Formed
as prec. : see -oia] = MOLOSSINE.



MOLOSSUS.

1864 H. ALLEN Bats N.Amer.(Smit/isi&amp;gt;n!aa Misc. Collect.

VII.) 6 The Molossoid group of the Noctilionidz.

Molossus (molfsvs\ [a. L. Molossus = Gr.

MoAoiraos Molossian, used subst. as below.]

1. Prosody. A metrical foot consisting of three

long syllables.
1585 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrin (Arb.) 69 Molossus, that is

[a foot] of three long, as - -
forgiuciics. 1879 J. W.

WHITE tr. SJimidt s Rhythmic .V Metric 33 The Molossus,
like the spondee, was used in solemn religious melodies.

2. A Molossian dog.
1882 OuiDA* Maremtna I. 54 She was afraid of the white

Molossus dog.

Molossus, -otto, obs. ff. MOLASSES, MULATTO.

Molour, -owre, obs. forms of MULLEII.

Molsh, obs. form of MULCH.
Mol stick, obs. form of MAULSTICK.

Molt: see MELT v.
;
obs. form of MOULT.

tMO ltable, &quot;. Obs. rare-&quot;, [f. molt, obs.

form of MELT v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being

melted, meltable.

1552 HULOET, Moltenable [1572 (ed. Higgins\ Molteable],

f*Mit.

Molte, Molted : see MELT z&amp;gt;.

Molten (miJu-lt n
1

),///. a. Forms: see MELT v.

[strong pa. pple. of MELT vl\

1. Liquefied by heat ;
in a state of fusion.

Now said only of metals or other bodies that require great
heat to melt them ; not, e. g., of wax or ice. Cf. MELTED.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlviii. {Juliana) 39 par men bane

dang hir sare,. .& moltyne led he gert 5et a-pone hir hed.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvi. 62 Out of thair throttis thay
schot on vdder Hett moltin gold. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. do
W. 1531) 135 To some the boylynge oyle or molte leed hatli

ben no more p.iyne, than the plea&amp;gt;aunt warme water. Il itf.

192 b, Goddes of metall molten. 1596 SHAKS. i lien. II ,

v. iii. 34, I am as hot as molten I.ead, and as heauy too.

1611 I!AI;RKY Ram-AlL-y iv. i,
It lies, As heauy in my belly

as moult lead. 1697 DHYDUN I i -g. Georg. in. 656 Scum
that on the molten Silver swims. 1784 COWI ER Task I. 17 D

The stream, That, as with molten glass, inlays the vnle. 1884
C. G. W. LOCK IVorksliof Receipts Ser. in. 249/2 Malleable

iron is iron which has been decarburized ..by the action

of air upon it in a molten state.

TO. fig.
1824 I.AXDOR Imag. Cflttr., Detnosth. fy Rub. \\ ks. 1853 I-

86 2 He leaves them in the quiet possession of all their

moulten arguments. 1871 SWINBURNE Songs bef. Sunrise,
Tenebrae 27 In the manifold sound remote, In the molten

murmur of song. 1884 F. HARRISON Choice Bks. (1886) 253
The molten passion of Hurke. 1885 Times (weekly ed.)

15 May 5/3 The molten material of his mind too abundant

for the capacity of the mould, overflowed it in gushes of

fiery excess.

fc. Molten grease (see quot. 1754)- ^s *

1706 PHILUPS (ed. Kersey), Molten Grease, a Disease in

Horses. 1754 BARTLF.T Farriery (ed. 2) 166 By molten-

grease is meant a fat or oily discharge with the dung, and
arises from a colliquation or melting down of the fat of the

horse s body, by violent exercise in very hot weather.

2. a. Of metal or other substance : That has

been melted (and again solidified), b. Of an

image, etc. : Made or produced by melting and

running into a mould; = CAST///, a. 8.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg, I. 316/580 pel
he of molten bras were.

1428 Snrtets Misc. (1888! 2
&amp;gt;ai

fand certein smale pece-;

multen tyn mended with other metall. 1535 COVERDALK
Exod. xxxii. 4 They made a molten calf. 1641 I KST Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 29 Wee buy our molten tallowe. .of the huck
sters and tripe-wives. 1718 PRIOR Solomon \\, 327 His

Mystic Form the Artizans of Greece In wounded Stone,
or molten Gold, express.

f 3. Dissolved (in a liquid) ; also, loosely ,
reduced

to a partially liquid condition, e. g. by putre
faction.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22791 It semis al again kind
J&amp;gt;an

man
es molten flexs and banes, fra time

|&amp;gt;at lai be roten anes ha

pith and lijf als ^ai had ar. c 1420 Pallad. on Ifnsl&amp;gt;. \\. 284
And summe hem kepe Thre nyght in molten [I,, liqiriffe]

donge.
Hence Moltenly adv., like what is molten.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. iii. (1870) 149 A..

language, .that is still hot from the hearts and brains of a

people, not hardened yetj
but moltenly ductile to new shapes

of sharp and clear relief in the moulds of new thought.

Molter, obs. form of MOULDER, MULTUKK.

Moltid, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of MKLT v.

Moltlong, variant of MALTLONG, MAT-LONG.

1649 Eng. Farrier B 2b, Molt-long, is the pinching of a

straight-hoofe.

tMo lton. Obs. [f. the name South Mo/ion,
a town in North Devon.
The word appears as in Ger. use (but with Fr. pronuncia

tion, and said to be from Fr.) in Fidget s Ger.-Eng* Did,

1893. (? Confused with MOLLETON.)]
A kind of coarse woollen cloth.

1545 Rates Custom Ho. d vij b, Tauestockes tawntons
mottons. [1759 BRICF, Grand Gazetteer 1208 South-Afoul-
ton. . .As the chief Manufactures are Serges, Shalloons, and

Felts, great Quantities of Wool are brought here to Mar
ket.] 1800 A. HKNRY Trav, 34 A molton, or blanket coat.

Ibid. 139 The lock. . I had carried under my molton coat.

Molton, obs. pa. pple. of MELT v.

Moltoun, obs. form of MUTTON.

Moltring, obs. form of MOULDERING a.

Moltyn^e, -tynnyd, obs. pa. pple. of MELT -v.

Molucca (mJlyka). Also 7 Molluca, Mo
lucco. [Appears in Fr. (15-22) ns Isles Mohtqites,

594

in It. (1598) as hole AMitckc, and in 17111 c. Sp.
|

and Fg. as Mciluco, islas Alalucas and Molncas.

The name (the Moluccas, the Molucca Islands)
of a group of islands (also called the Spice Islands)

situated in the Eastern Archipelago ; used atlrib.

in Molucca balm, a cultivated labiate plant,
Moluccdla /smis, native of the Eastern Mediter

ranean region ;
Molucca bat, the Harpy bat, ,

Harpyia cephaktes, native of the islands of Celebes

and Amboyna ;
Molucca bean, the fruit of a

,

species of BONDUC, Guilantiina Bonducella ;
Mo

lucca berry, the fruit of a large liliaceous tree,

Elu ocarpus scrra/ns, native of India
;
Molucca

crab, a name for species of the genus Limuhis ;

the king-crab ;
Molucca deer, a species of deer,

Cervus molitccensis, found in the Moluccas
;
Mo

lucca grains, the seeds of the East Indian tree

Cretan Tigliiim, from which croton oil is extracted ;

Molucca nut, the BOSDUC nut ;Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1856).
1731 MILLER Can/. Diet. s.v. Afolucca, &quot;Molucca Balm.

1789 \V. AITON ilortns Keivcnsis II. 310 Moluccella l&ris.

..Smooth Molucca Balm.. . Moluccella spinosa. .. Prickly
Molucca Balm. 1781 PKSSAST Hist. Quad. II. 558 &quot;Mo

lucca Bat. a 1688 J. WALLACE Descr. Orkney (1693) 14

Upon the Rocks you will find, .very oft these pretty Nulls

\iiiarg. &quot;Mulluca Beans], of which they use to make Snuff :

Boxes. 1700 [.WALLACE Jr. A&amp;lt;c. Orknfyn. 36 AfterStonns

!
of Westerly Wind, amongst the Sea-weed, they find corn- i

monly in places expos d to the Western-Ocean these Plm-

seoli, that, 1 know not for what reason, go under the Name
of Molucca Beans. [Cf. SLOANF. in Phil. Trans. (i6o6)XIX.
398, where tha name Phasccli ^fohtcatii is cited from Sib-

bald Proiir. Hist. Xnt. Scat. p. 55 part 2.] 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Snp/&amp;gt;., AniKariliitiii, the Portuguese denominate it

Ftirti dc Molai]na, the Molucca bean, by which title it is

also known in England. 1887 BESTLEY Man. Bat. (ed. 5)

484 Elzocarfins (Ganitnts } serratits. The fruits are com

monly known under the name of Molucca Berries. 1681

GREW Museum I. v. iv. 120 The *Molucca-Crab. Cancer
Molucensis. 1902 KROPOTKIN Mutual Aid n The big
Molucca crab (Litrtultts^. 1893 LYDEKKER Horns fy Hoofs 299
The Molucca deer. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 179 2 Theseeds
of the Croton Tiglii were formerly used as a drastic purga
tive medicine, under the name of grains of Tilly, or &quot;Molucca

grains. 1696 SLOASK I atal. 1 lant. &quot;Jamaica 225 &quot;Molucco

Nuts of med. cur.

Molwarp, obs. form of MOUIDWAEP.

Moly (miTu H). [a. L. moly, a. dr. pwXv.]
1. Mythology. A fabulous herb having a white

flower and a black root, endowed with magic pro

perties, and said by Homer to have been given by
Hermes to Odysseus as a charm against the sor

ceries of Circe.
The Homeric moly is by some modern writers identified

with the mandrake, but Theophrastus and Dioscorides ap
ply the name to some species of garlic (A llimit).

1567 C.OLDIXG OriiTs /!/&amp;lt;/. Ep. Ded. a iv b, And what is

else herbe Moly than the gift of stayednesse And temper
ance ? 1579 fiossos Sett. Abuse (Arb.) 42 It shall preuayle as

much against these abuses, as Homers Molyagainst Witch
craft. 1580 LYI.Y Eiiphucs Wits. 1902 II. 19 But as y
he.irb Moly hath a lloure as white as snow, & a roote as

blacke as incke : so age hath a white head, showing pietie,

but a black hart swelling w l mischiefe. 1634 MlLTOMCVvnrJ

636 And yet more med cinal is it then that Moly That
Hermes once to wise Ulysses gave. 1735 POPE Oifyss. x.

365 Black was the root, but milky white the flower, Moly the

name, to mortals hard to find. 1884 A. LANG CHStarn ff Mytk
154 Homer s moly, whatever plant he meant by that name.

fig. 1593 LODGE Phillil,Ctrlfl. J-:/strfd(i%i$) 68 He had
Loues Moly growing on my pappes, To charme a hell of

sorrow and mishappes.

2. Applied to various plants that have been sttp-

I posed to be identical with the moly of Homer.
a. The liliaceous genus Allium, esp. the wild

garlic, Allium Moly. Also with prefixed word,

applied to various species of this genus, as civet,

Dioscorides
, dwarf, Homer s, Indian, Montpellier,

fine-apple, serpent s, yellcnv moly.
1629 PARKINSON Paradisus 141 Moly. Wilde Garlicke.

1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 105 The late Pine-apple Moly,
the Civet Moly of Monspelier. -are well preserved many
yeares. 1664 hvEi.vs Kal. Hart., May(i6j&amp;lt;j) 17 Flowers in

Prime, or yet Lasting. .. Bugloss, Homers Moly, and the

white of Dioscorides [etc.). liid.. Sept. 25 Flowers in Prime,
or yet lasting. ..Moly, Monspcliens [etc.]. 1682 WIIF.I.KR

Journ. Greece r. 7, I should have taken it for a Moly, but

that it had no smell. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 55/2

Serpents Moly.. the small green leaves twine and crawl,
from whence it took its name. 1721 MORTIMER Husb. (ed. 5)

II. 231 Moly, or Wild Garlick, is of several Sorts or Kinds,
as the Great Moly of Homer, the Indian Moly, the Moly
of Hungary, Serpents Moly, the Yellow Moly, Spanish

Purple Moly, Spanish Silver-capped Moly, Dioscorides s

Moly, the Sweet Moly of Montpelier, &c. 1789 W. AITON
Hortus Keiwnsis 1 . 422 A llinm sitbhirsututn, . . Hairy
Garlick or Dioscorides s Moly. Ibid. 423 Allium magi-
CUM. ..Homer s Garlick, or Moly. Ibid. 428 A Ilium Moly,
. .Yellow Garlick, or Moly. 1856 J. H. NFWMAN Cnllista

(1890) 126 The stately lily, the royal carnation, the golden

moly. 1899 Wesfm. Gnz. 4 Oct. 2/1 Moly, however, can

be identified. It is a common bulb of Southern Europe,.,

covering the ground with sheets of brilliant yellow.

fb. App. identified with Thrift, Armeria vul-

garis. Obs. rare
~~ l

.

1578 LYTE ttftwiW!V.l. 508 Yon may also reckonamongst
the kindes of Moly, a sort of grasse growing alongst the sea

coast . .and . . bearing flowers . .tuft fashion, of a white purple,
or skie colour.

MOLYBDO-

Molybdate (molrbd^t). (. hem. Also 8-9
molybdat. [mod., formed as MOLVBDIC a. : see

-ATE . Cf..melybaate.~\ A salt of molyhdic acid.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ff Exp. Philos. I. App. 546 Molybdats,
soluble in water., but little known. 1796 HATCHETT in

Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 288 The acidulous molybdate of

pot-ash. Ibid. 292 Molybdale of lead. 1861 BRISTOW Gloss.

Min., Molybditte of Iron, occurs in subfibrous or in tufted

crystals of a deep yellow colour ;
also pulverulent. 1899

CAGNEY tr. Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. v. (ed. 4) 185 Molybdate
of soda.

Molybdena (mplibdr-na). ? Obs. Also 79
-daena, and 9 in anglicized or Ger. form molyb-
den. [a. L. molybd&ita, a. Gr. tiokiifiSaiva, {.

/.LuXvliSos lead. For the history of the application
of the word, see PLUMBAGO (note at end of article).]

a. Applied vaguely to various ores or salts of

lead. b. An older name for MOLYBDENITE, by

early mineralogists confused with graphite and

with various ores of lead. c. From c 1790 to

c 1820 sometimes used for MOLYBDENUM.
1693 tr. Blancard s Phyi.Dict. (ed. 2), SlolyMama, native

and factitious, the native is only a mixture of Lead and
Silver Mine ; the Factitious is a sort of Litharge. 1783
WITHERING tr. Bergman s Outl. Min. 65 The acid of

molybdana has never yet been obtained quite free from

phlogiston. 1786 BEDDOES tr. Scheele s Client. F.ss. 227

Experiments upon Molybdsena. 1778. 1796 KIRWAN fclcnt.

Min. (ed. 2) II. 4 The Molybdenous acid has been ex
tracted from Molybdena. Ibid. 215 The Molybden seems
to me to be only in the state of a Calx. 1798 Phil. Trans.

LXXXVIII. 123, I evaporated it to dryings, without per-

ceiving any vestige of oxide of molybdaina. 1816 P. CLEAVE-
LAND Min. 403 The Graphite and sulphuret of molybdena
often strongly resemble each other.

d. attrib. : t molybdena acid, molybdic acid ;

molybdena ochre MOLYBDITE.
1783 \ViTHSfasatr. fSergman sOnll. Jlfiu. 18 Molybdaena

acid. 1854 DANA 6&amp;gt;J/.
Mia. (ed. 4) II. 144 Molybdena Ochre.

Hence f Molybde nic, t Molybdenoua adjs.,

obtained from or pertaining to molybdena (cf.

MOLYBDIC). Molybdeni ferous a., containing

molybdenum (Cent. Diet. 1890%
1790 WEDGWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 317 The molyb-

djenic acid, discovered by Scheele. 1796 Molybdenou* acid

[sec MOLYBDENA]. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 216

The molybdenic Calx is known to communicate a yellow-

colour to I.ead. Ibid. 478 A pure Molybdenic acid. 1815

J. SMITH Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 431 This is the molyb-
denous acid.

t Molybdenated, a. Chcm. Obs. [f. MOLYB-
IIEN-A + -ATE- + -ED 1

.]
Combined with molyb

denum.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 212 Yellow Molyb-

denated Lead Ore. Ibid. 322 Molybdenated Barytes is

soluble in cold water.

Molybdenite (moli-bdenait). [f.
MOLYBDEN-A

+ -ITE. Cf. F. molybdenite] t a. C/iein. An arti

ficial sulphide of molybdenum (obs. }.
b. Min.

Disulphide of molybdenum occurring in tabular

bluish-grey crystals.
1796 KIRWAS Eh-m. Min. (ed. 2) II. 319 Molybdenite...

By this name I distinguish the Regulus produced from

Molybdena. 1837 DANA Min. 426 Molybdenite generally
occurs imbedded in.. granite., .and other primitive rocks.

1901 Scotsman 4 Nov. 58 Molybdenite in Queensland.

Molybdenum (mclibcU&quot;
nz m). Chem, [mod.

L., alteration of MOLYBDENA.] A metallic element

(symbol Mo) occurring in combination, as in molyb
denite, wulfenite, etc.

When separated it is a brittle, almost infusible silver-white

metal, permanent at ordinary temperatures, but rapidly oxi-

di/ed by heat. Molybdenum oxide = MOLYBDITE (Cassell

1885). Molybdenum sulphide
- MOLYBDENITE (Ibid.).

1816 J. SMITH Panorama Nci. ff Art II. 408 The ore con

taining molybdenum has almost the appearance of plum

bago. 1873 WATTS hmmef Chcm. (ed. n) 512 Molybdenum
occurs in small quantity as sulphide.

Molybdic (moli-bdik), a. [f.
MOLYBD-ENA +

-ic. Cf. F. molyldiqite.} a, Min. Containing or

derived from molybdenum. Molybdic ochre = MO
LYBDITE. A/0/y/&amp;gt;dYr.r//z

- = WEHRLlTE. b. Client .

Applied to compounds containing molybdenum in

its higher valency; esp. in molybdic acid.

1796 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. ,17 The yel-

low molybdic acid. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed.
3&amp;gt;

1 1. 247

The molybdic acid precipitates in the state of a fine white

powder. 1823 W. PHILLIPS Intrmi. Mitt. (ed. 3) 28; Molyb
dic Silver. 1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 527 (Indrx) Mo
lybdic ochre. 1873 WATTS Pmuf ( hem. (ed. 1 1 ) 514 Solu

tions of molybdic salts have a reddish-brown colour.

Molybdine (moli-lxlin). Min. Also -in.

[f. MOLYBD-ENA + -INE 6.]
= MoI.YBDlTE.

1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 144 Molybdine. .. An

carlhy yellow powder.. .Occurs with molybdenite.

Molybdite (moli-bdoit). Min. [i.
MOLYBD-ENA

+ -ITE. Cf. F. mo!yt&amp;gt;di/e]
Trioxide of molyb

denum occurring in yellow capillary crystals or

incrustations. 868 DANA Syst. Mia. (ed. 5) 185.

Molybdo- (moH-bdo), prefix.

1. 1 atli. [repr. Gr. ^oAi/oSos lead]. Used in the

names of certain diseases to indicate that they

are caused by the presence of lead, as molybdo-

colic, molybdo-dyspepsy, violybdo-paresis, etc.

2. Chcm. [Taken as combining form of MOLYB-



MOLYBDOMANCY.
. Prefixed to names of salts, to indicate the

presence of molybdenum.
1836-41 BRANDE Chan. (ed. 5) 905 Tersulphuret of molyb

denum, .combines with the sulphurets of tlie electropositive

metals.. and forms a class of sulphur-salts, which may be

called molybdc-tersulphurets.

Molybdoniancy (rrwlrbd^msensi). rare 1
.

[f.
MOLYBDO- + -MANGY.] (See quot.)

[ 753 CHAMBERS CycL Sitpf., Molybdomantia, MoAu/3o-

MapTeia (citing Potter Archxol. Gr. n. xviii).] 1895

ELWOKTHY Evil Eye 445 Molybdomancy, [divination] by

noting motions and figures in molten lead.

Molybdomenite (nwlib&amp;lt;Wmf
i

nait). Min. [f.

Gr. ^oAy/SSus lead + /jijn; moon : see -ITE.] Selenite

of lead occurring in thin fragile white lamella:

(Casselfs Encycl. Did. 1885).

Molybdous (moli bdas), a. Chein. [f.
Mo-

LYBD-ENA + -ous.] Applied to compounds into

which molybdenum enters in its lower valency, as

opp. to MOLYBDIC ; esp. in molybdous acid.

1796 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 336 The green

oxyde, which.. I am inclined to call molybdous acid. 1826

HENRY Elan. Cliem. II. 59 When one part of powdered

molybdenum, and two parts of molybdic acid, are triturated

in boiling water ;. .we obtain a fine blue powder, which is

molybdous acid. 1873 WATTS Famine? C/iem. (ed. n) 514

Molybdous salts in acids, are opaque and almost black.

Mom, Momble, obs. ff. MUM, MUMBLE.

[Momblishness : see List ofSpurious Words]
Mombu : see MAMDU.

Mombyll,-chaunce,obs. ff. MUMBLE, -CHANCE.

t Mome l
. Obs. [Corresponds to MLG. mome,

OHG. muoina. (MHG. muonte, mod.G. mnliine),

prob. a reduplication of the first syll. of OTeut.

*modar MOTHER. A probably related formation

is represented by ON. mono, mammy ,
MDu.

(rare) mone aunt (and perh. ME. MONK s6.-, crone).]

An aunt.

c 1440 Prouip. Pan . 342/1 Mome, or awnte [Pyiaoa faders

suster. Mome, or aunte, moders syster].

Mome -
(mourn). Obs. exc. arch. [Of obscure

origin : possibly related to MUM. Some have

compared Fr. (Norman dial.) mime little child

(Moisy).] A dull blockish fellow (Phillips, ed.

Kersey 1 706) ; a blockhead, dolt, fool.

1553 RespMicn I. iv. 348 An honest mome ; ah, ye dolt,

ye lowte, ye Nodye. 1560 INGELEND Disot. Child G nj 1&amp;gt;,

And me her husbande as a starke mome, With knockyng
and mockynge she wyll handell. 1573 TL-SSEK Huso. (1878)

130 III husbandrie spendeth &quot;abrode like a mome. 1584

R. SCOT Discm*. Witchcr. vn. xii. (1886) 118 Saule saw

nothing, but stood without like a mome. 1590 SHAKS. Coin.

Frr in i 32 Mome, Malthorse, Capon, Coxcombe, Idiot,

Patch. 1609 DEKKER Gvlls Horne-bk. 5 Grout-nowles and

Moames will in swarmes fly buz/ing about thee. 1656 i. H.

Gold Lam 23 And yet like senseless Momes, sit still.

1719 D URHEY Pills I. 147 Joan lisping her Liquor scatters,

And Nelly hiccoupping calls her Mome. ml 7fM

Queens Brentford IV. i, At this the Knight look d like a

Mome. dfc DufTUU) DmQtd*. I. p. cxix, But if thou

cook a kind of fare That not for every mome is fit, be sure

that fools will nibble there.

transf. 1736 in Lediard Life Marlborougk III. 438 But

let their molten Mome of Triumph stand, And blush, tho ,

Brass, at Marlbro s mighty Hand.

Mome a
(m&amp;lt;?am). [Anglicized form of MOMUS.]

f a. A carping critic (obs.). b. nonce-use. A buf

foon, jester.

1363 Mirr. Mag., Wilful Fall Blacksmith xiv, I dare be

bolde a while to play the mome, Out of my sacke some

others faultes to lease, And let my owne behinde my backe to

peyse. 1652 A. Ross Hist. World Pref. 4 [It is] farre more

easie to play the Mome then the Mime, to reprehend,

then to imitate. 1652 ( &quot;urn all Religions (1655) To Rdr.,

These censorious Momes. 1676 MOXON Print Lett. $ My
Pains and Endeavours may lie under the Censure of De

tracting Momes. 1902 Q. Rn&amp;gt;. Oct. 465 Samuel Rogers. .

could still describe the Italian mome as one Who speaks ,

not, stirs not, but we laugh ; . . Arlecchino .

Mome, variant of MALM a. dial., soft.

Momele, -ell, -elyng, obs. ff. MUMBLE, -BLINO.

Momene, variant of MALMENY Ol&amp;gt;s.

Moment (moment), sA. Also 5 momeutt,
6 momente; Sc. 6 mamunt, 9 mament. [ad.

L. momentum movement, moving power (hence,

importance, consequence), moment of time, par

ticle, f. mo-, movere to MOVE. Cf. F. moment

(from izth c.), Sp., Pg., It. momenta, MHG.
momente fern., moment of time, mod.G. moment

masc. (from Fr.), moment of time, moment neut.

(from Latin) momentum, decisive consideration,

essential factor.]

1. A portion of time too brief for its duration to

be taken into account ;
a point of time, an

instant. Also, in the same sense, t moment ofan

hour, of a minute (prob. originally used with

reference to sense 2).

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 5650 A moment of tyme es nan

othir thyng, Bot a short space als of a eghe twynklyng.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 1726 In that selue moment Paia-

mon Is vnder Venus. 1471 CAXTON Kecuyell (Sommer) I.

236 And than the same moment & tyme )&amp;gt;

she had so doo

Alcumena . .began [etc.]. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 242/2 A Moment!,

articulus, momentum, momentiilum. 1526 T ISDALE i Cor.

xv. 52 We shall all be chaunged and that in a moment and

inthetwincklyngeofaneye. 0154* H.\u.C/i&amp;gt;v., kdw.ll ,

595

2oi In a moment of an houre, the Welshemen wer cleric dis

comfited. 1590 SHAKS. Mills. JV. m. ii. 33 When in that

moment (so it came to passe) Tytama waked, and straight

way lou d an Asse. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot.

v. 300 In the verie selfe mamunt quhen thay war to Joyne
battell, Bischope ffothadie. -Cumis betueine thame. 1627
FELTHAM Resolves ii. [L] xlix. (1628) 143 Wee are curdled

to the fashion of a life, by time, and set successions ; when
all again is lost, and in the moment of a minute, gone. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xv. (1695) 103 Such a small part in

Duration, may_ be called a Moment, and is the time of one
Idea in our Minds, in the train of their ordinary Succession

there. 1748 CHESTERP. Let. to Son. 16 Feb., The value of

moments, when cast up, is immense, if well employed. . .

Every moment may be put to some use. a 1774 GOLDSM.
Sum. E.vp. Philos. (1776) II. 295 As the sun is every mo
ment altering its situation, so is the landskip every moment

varying its shade. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inn. I.

iv. 125 The mind is often active even at the very moment of

death. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxii, It seemed a long
while to them it was but a moment. 1871 FKKI.MAN .\oritt.

Com/. (1876) IV. xvii. 78 Eadgar, the King of a moment.

1891 E. PEACOCK N. Bremton II. 10 At this moment a

servant entered.

tpersonified. 1642 FULLER Holy t, Pi of. St. iv. xiii. 304
She remembreth how suddenly the Scene in the Masque was

altered (almost before moment it self could take notice of it).

b. The moment: occas. in pregnant sense, the

filling moment, the momentary conjunction of

circumstances that affords an opportunity.
1781 WASHINGTON in Bancroft Hist. Const. (1882) I. 21

The moment should be improved ; if suffered to pass away
it may never return. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. i. 5 The
man is not enough without the moment.

C. Phrases, f At a moment : at a moment s

notice. For a moment: (a.) predicatively, destined

to last but a moment ; (b) adv., during a moment.

For the moment: so far as the immediate future is

concerned ; also, temporarily during the brief space
referred to. One moment: elliptically for wait one

moment , listen for one moment . On the spur

of the moment : see Srun. On, upon the moment

(now rare} : immediately, instantly. The moment :

elliptically for the moment when or that
,
as

soon as ever. This moment : used advb. for (u)

without a moment s delay, immediately ; (/&amp;lt;) just

now, hardly a moment ago. To the moment : witli

exact punctuality; also, Tor the exact time required.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicho/ay s I oy. n. xviii. 51 b,

The other.. being kept & reserued as at a moment to suc

cour & supply tile instant necessities which might happen.

1607 SIIAKS. Timon i. i. 79 All those which were his Fel-

lowes but of late, Some better then his valew ; on the mo
ment Follow his strides. 1611 BIBLE Proi*. xii. 19 The lip of

trueth shall bee established for euer: but a lying tongue is but

for a moment. 111763 SHENSTONE Ess. \V ks. 1765 II. 206

The best time to frame an answer to the letters of a friend,

is the moment you receive them. 1800 LAM u Let. to Manning
13 Dec., I have received your letter this moment, not having
been at the office. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop i,

I rose to

go:. . One moment, Sir, he said. 1871 R. EI.I.IS tr. Catul

lus x. 3 She a lady, inethought upon the moment, Of some

quality. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrg. f; Mcrch. III. i. 24 A cook

who could roast a joint. .to the moment. 1878 TENNYSON

Revenge ii, You fly them for a moment to fight with them

again. 1890 Spectator 18 Oct. 509/1 The political crisis in

Portugal ended for the moment on Monday.

f2. As the name of a definite measure of time.

a. In mediaeval reckoning, the tenth part of a

point (see POINT rf.1 A. 10), the fortieth or the

fiftieth part of an hour. b. With reference to

Rabbinical modes of computation (repr. Heb. pn
he-leq): see quot. 1625. C. In the iJ-lSth c.

occas. used for SECOND. Obs.

a. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. ix. ix. (14951, And a

day [contains] foure quadrantes. And a quadrant con-

teynyth syxe houres. And an houre foure poyntes. And a

poynt .x. momentes. And a moment twelue vnces. And
an vnce seuen and fourty attomos. c 1532 Du WES Introd.

Fr. in Palsgr. 1078 Of atmos ben made the momentes, of mo
mentes ben made the mynutes. 1621 BRATHWAIT A al. Em-
Iassie 15 Who gouernes thee, point, moment, minute, houre.

b. 1623 T. GODWIN Moses ,5- Aaron in. 155 Not before

the ninth houre, and the 204. moment of an houre... Note

in the last place, that 1080. moments make an houre.

O. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul Notes 163/1, I understand,

by a moment one second of a minute. 1767 LADY MARY
COKE jrnl. 23 Aug., The Clock has three hands, one for

the hours, one for the minutes, and a third for the moments.

1 3. A small particle. To the moment : to the

smallest detail.

Moment of a balance: lit. from the Vulg. momentum
staterx, which is a mere Hebraism, and therefore has not,

as is sometimes supposed, any share in the sense-develop

ment of the Latin word.

1382 WVCLIF Isa. xl. 15 Lo! lentiles as a drope of a

boket, and as a moment of a balaunce ben holden. 1594

BLUNDEVIL Exerc, in. l. xvii. (1636) 316 For to every

severall place, yea to every little moment of the earth in

an oblique Spheare, belongeth his proper Horizon. 1638

JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 77 Examining therein every little

moment of Art with such infatigable. .care that it is easie

to be perceived they do not acknowledg any greater pleasure.

1642 H. MOKE Song of Soul i. Ep. to Rdr. note, I his

opinion, though it have its moments of reason, yet [etc.}.

1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 23 One of the Scales may and

will receive some moments of Advantage more than the

other. 1754 RICHARDSON Graitdison VI. xvi. 58 Be good,

and write me every-thing how and about it ; and write to

the moment. You cannot be too minute.

tb. Math. An infinitesimal increment or de

crement of a varying quantity. Obs.

MOMENT.
[1704 NEWTON De Quadratura Cunwum, Momenta id

est mcrementa momentaneasynchrona.] 1706 PmLLlps(ed.
Kersey) s.v.

, Moments are such indeterminate and uncertain
Parts of Quantity, as are supposed to be in a perpetual Flux.

1743 EMERSON A/tfjrwu 3 Toe Moments and Fluxions ought
not to be confounded together, since the Moments. .are as
different from the Fluxions, as any Effect is different fiom
its Cause.

4. Importance. weight . Now only in the ad

jectival phrase of {great, little, any, etc.) moment.
1522 CI.ICKK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. ill. I. 310 He said the

kyngs Highnes lettres if they had comme in season shulde
have been of no smale momente. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, I.

ii. 5 What Townes of any moment, but we bane
1

/ 1617-18
W. LAWSON .Velv Orchardi. (1623) 2 The Gardner had not

need be an idle, or la/ie Lubber, for so your Orchard tjehv.;

a matter of such moment, will not prosper. 1647 CI.ARKN-

DON Hist. Reb. i. !i 152 1 he Crown well knowing the mo
ment of keeping Those the objects of reverence, and venera

tion with the People. 1709 Tntlcr No. 67 f 1 1 A -Matter of

too great Moment for any one Person to determine. 1772

JOHNSON in lioswll 181 1&amp;lt; II. 203 The great moment of

his authority makes it necessary to examine his position.

1790 Bt RKK&amp;gt;&amp;gt;. Rev. 90 Things which appear at first view

of little moment. 1823 SCOTT l\vt,ril x\iii, The affairs

of moment which have called me hither. 1874 GREEK S/tcrt

Hist. vi. S
;. 290 He [Caxlon] printed all the English poetry

of any moment which was then in existence.

f5. Cause or motive of action; determining
influence ; determining argument or consideration.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. .V Cf. I. ii. 147, I haue
seene^

her dye

twenty times vppon farre poorer moment. 1611 II. Jossox
Catiline iv. v, Can these, or such, be any aydes to vs (

Looke they, as they were built to shake the woild, Or be a

moment to our enterprise ? 1627 MAY l.n.an v. 389 Thinke

ye that such as ye Can any moment to my fortunes be?

1632 LITHGOW Tra-. . in. 117 The diuine Maicstie doth swey
the moments of things, and sorteth them.. to strange and

vnlooked for effects. 1663 JI:K. TAYLOR Ftaural Scrm.

ISramhall 36 He so press d the former arguments ..and

added so many moments and weights to his discourse, that

[etc.]. 1691 NOKRIS I ract. Disc. 59 This is a certain sign

that we are not determined by the .Moments of Truth., .hut

by some other By-Consideration and partial Inducement.

f 6. Motion, movement. Obs.

1641 MILTON Cli. C.ort. i. Wks. i5;r III. 97 AU the m-j-

ments and turnings of humane occasions au: mo\ \\ to and

fro as upon the axle of discipline.

7. A definite stage, period, or turning-point in a

ci &amp;gt;u isc of evenls.

This sense now tends to be apprehended as an application

of sense i, point of time
1

.

1666 SAXI KOI T /.f.i- Ifiiea
6 A threefold Song I..,. Isa.

\\iv-xxvii]. . Um d.and fitted to the tlnee i;real Moments ol

the Event. The first, to the time of the Ruine itself.. .The

second.. lit ted to a time of their Return. ..The third., be

longs to the whole middle Interval. 1906 C. BII:I; H aysi.ic

.Sk. p. \, These Lectures, .might have been called Essays
on the Development of the Church. They refer to tlnee

great moments in that fateful process the making of tin-

mediaeval system, the decay of the mediaeval system, and

the beginnings of modern Christianity.

8. Mech. t a. - MOMENTUM 4. Obs.

1706 W. JONI s Syi. Palmar. Mdthetcos 2Sj Moment . . is

compounded of Velocity, .and. .Weight. 1727-52 CIIAMIU-.RS

Cvcle., Jfomcnt, Momentum, in mechanics, is the same

with impetus.
b. Applied, with qualifying words, to certain

functions serving as the measure of some me
chanical effect the quantity of which depends on

two different factors.

Thus the moment ofaforce or a velocity about a point is

the product of the length of the directed line representing

the force or the velocity, multiplied by the length of the

perpendicular from the point. The moment ofa couple is

the product of either of the two equal forces into the length

of the arm. The moment of inertia of a body about any
axis is the sum of the products of the mass of each pal ticle

of the body into the square of its least distance from the

axis. Moment of momentum of a rotating body is the pro
duct of momentum into the distance from the axis.

1830 KATER & LARDNER Mech. x. 135 The moment of a

force is therefore found by multiplying the force by its lever-

age. Ibid. 137 The product of the numerical expressions

for the mass of the body and the square of the radius of

gyration.. has been called the moment of inertia. 1858

KANKINE Man. Appl. Mechanics 22 The monicut of a

couple means the product of the magnitude of its force by
the length of its arm. Ibid. 308 This is called the bending
moment or moment offle.ture of the beam at the vertical

section in question.

9. One of the elements of a complex conceptual

entity. (After Ger. use.) Cf. MOMENTUM 5.

1863 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Gen. xxv. i-n These are all

moments, potent elements in the memory of man, founda

tion-stones of his history and philosophy, n 1864 FERRIEK

C,rk. Philos. (1866) I. v. 125 Being and not-Being are the

elements or moments of Becoming. 1869 Jrnl. Sfecul.

I /iilos. III. 351 The moments of the Comprehension are

Universality, Particularity, and Individuality. 1879 J.

VEITCH tr. Descartes Method (1880) Introd. 79 It is a com

plete mistake historically to assume that the moment cf

Cartesianism is consciousness. 1906 E. F. SCOTT $th Gospel

iii. 96 The ethical moment is thus markedly absent.

10. attrib. and Comb.,as, -^moment-space ; moment-

lived, -living adjs. ;
moment-axis Physics, a line

indicating by its length and direction respectively

the moment and the direction of a couple; f mo
ment-hand, the seconds-hand of a time-piece.

1865 BRANDE & Cox DM. Sci., etc. I. 575 Such a line

is called the moment-axis of the couple. 1809 T. DONALD
SON Poems 67 On Seeing a Clock ; the hour and &quot;moment-

hands of which were going in contrary directions. 1833

LAMB To Moxon 24 July, Life, etc. (1876) I. 143 She takes



MOMENT. 596 MOMENTUM.
it [sc. her watch] out every moment to look at the moment-
hand. 1654 WHITLOCK Zoototitia 404 All mans Creations

(his Actions) are vanity ; (but what he doth for his Creatour)
and his Creatures, (the Effects of those Actions) but Abor

tives, or moment-lived. 18*6 W. ELLIOT Nun 20 *Mo
ment-living flowers that blow, Full of fragrance, soon to

perish. 1508 DUNBAR Goldyn Targe 210 Than was I

woundit to the deth wele nere, And yoldyn as a wofull

prisonnere To lady Beautee, in a *moment space.

t Moment, v. Obs. rare
1

, [f. MOMENT sb.]

tmns. To determine to the moment the time or

occurrence of; to time precisely.
ai66i FULLER Worthies, Suffolk (1662) in. 62

^

All Acci
dents are minuted and momented by Divine Providence.

Momenta, pi. of MOMKNTUM,
Momental (mtfme ntil), a. [a. F. viomental^

ad. late L. *mometttSl-ts (implied in momentaliter^

adv.) f. momentum: see MOMENT sb. and -AL.]

tl. Having only the duration of a moment;
momentary. Obs.

1606 BRETON Sidneys Onranta D, Not one moment;ill
minute doth she swerue. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 133 Ma
homet the second, .liuing in a discontented humour, to be
hold., this famous Cide, that so flourished in his eyes, by
momentall circumstances, collected his cruel intentions, to

the full height of ambition. 1646 SIR T. BROWNK Pse7td.

Eft. v. v. 240 For holding no dependence on any preceding
efficient but God, in the act of his production there may be
conceived some connexion, and Adam to have been in a
momentall Navell with his Maker.

f2. Important; valuable; of moment . Obs.
18x8 in TODD, but with quot. 1606 as in sense i above.

3. Math. Of or pertaining to momentum, esp.
in momental ellipse^ ellipsoid.

1877 H. WILLIAMSON Integr.Calculns (ed. 2) x, 207 The
boundary of an elliptical lamina may be regarded as the
momental ellipse of the lamina.

t Mome ntally, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY -
.]

1. From moment to moment.
1612 tr. Benrewttos Passenger i. i. 31 The bodies of liuing

creatures remayning in a daily ebbing and flowing, so that

momentally the corporall spirits are di^solued.

2. For a moment.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. in. xxi. 160 Ayre but

momentally remaining in our bodies, it hath no proportion-
able space for its conversion.

t Momentane, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 -tain,

-tayne, 6-7 -taine. [a. OF. mowtntain, ad. L.

Hiomentaneus momentary, f. moment-um : see

MOMENT sb. Cf. MOMENTANY
a.~\

A. adj. Lasting for a moment, momentary.
1510 Hours Bl. Virg. 102 This life that is momentaine.

1555 I* SAUNDKKS in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 182 Our
tribulation, which is momentane and light, prepareth an ex-

ceding 8: an eternal weight of glory vnto vs. 1619 DOXNK
Serin. (1661) III. 271 Present any of the prophecies of the
Revelation concerning Antichrist and a Papist will under
stand it of a single, and momentane, and transitory man,
that must last but three yeer and a half. 1630 HKATHWAIT
Eng. Genttem. (1641) 375 Promising them.. for this momen-
tajne sorrow, an incessant joy in Sion.

B. sb. Math. MOMKNT 3 b.

1708 Misc. Curiosa II. 129 The Momentane of any Power.
Hence f Momentanely adv. MOMENTARILY 2,

1631 DONNE Semi. (1661) 111.405 For the mercies of
God work momentanely in minuts.

tMomenta neal, a. Obs.
[f. L. momentane-its

(see MOMENTAHE) + -AL.] Lasting but a moment.
So f Momenta nean .-.

^1598 ROLLOCK Scrnt. Wks. (Wodrow Soc.) II. 300 The
momentanean lichtness of afflictioun wirkis into us ane ever

lasting wecht of glorie. c 1610 Women Saints 4 That which
by nature, .is, .transitorie, and momentaneall. 1654 WIUT-
LOCK Zootomia 283 He scarce affordeth the uncheckt Cur
rent of the Affaires of the wicked, so much as to be a delay,
but onely in the apprehension of us Momentanean Ephe-
meri, and span -long-lived Accountants.

t Momenta-neons, a. Obs. [f. L. momenta-
ne-tts (see MOMENTANE) + -ous.]
Very common in the i7th c.

1. Lasting but a moment
; momentary.

c 1610 Women Saints 78 Contemning vile pleasure ami
momentaneous delighte. a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet.
Wks. 1721 IV. 41 Or on this Momentaneous Stage, In a
short Time to live an Age? 1801 FUSKLI Lect. Paint.
iii. (1848) 407 Form displayed in space, and momentaneous
energy, are the element of painting.
2. Occurring in a moment, instantaneous.

1657 W. MORICF, Coeua quasi KOICTJ xv. 231 Though the

previous dispositions were precedent, yet the introduction
of the form is momentaneous. 1670 W. CLARKE Nat. Hist.
Nitre 88 In which momentaneous explosion of the whole
quantity al! the force consists. 1692 RAY Disc. ill. vi. (1732)
391 Shall this Dissolution be gradual and successive or
momentaneous and sudden? 1793 HOLCROFT tr. Lavater^s
Pkysiog. xxvii. 130 Creation of every kind is momentaneous.
3. Pertaining to an infinitesimal division of time.

Cf. MOMENT 3 b.

1708 Misc. Cnriosa II. 128, I make use here, of what the
celebrated Mr. Newton has demonstrated.. concerning the
Momentaneous Increments or Decrements of Quantities
that Increase or Decrease by a continual Flux.

Hence t Momenta*neously adv., in a moment,
also, every moment ; Momexxta-neonsness.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Instantaneousness, Momentaneous-

ness, or happening in the Nick of Time. 1753 N. TORRIANO
(rangy. Sore Throat 8 Bad Humours, which when once
formed, increase momentaneously, and that too with great
Velocity. 1783 Ei.iz. BLOWER George fiateman I. 225
Hassell, staggered by this application to his hinder part,.,
turned momentaneously round.

TMomentaniness. Obs. [f. next + -NESS.]
Momentariness.
1634 Br. HALL Char, Man (1635) 35 How doth the mo-

mentaninesse of this misery adde to the misery, a 1653
(MXGE Comm. Hcbr. x. 25 1655) u. 484 As great a differ

ence as is., betwixt momentaninesse and ever lastingnesse.

t Momeiitany, a. Obs. [ad. K. momcntan^
ad. L. momentane-us : see MOMENTANE.]
Very common in the i6th and i7th c.

Pertaining to the moment, momentary ;
tran

sitory ; evanescent.

value and uncertein occurrence. 1644 HEVUN BriefRelat.
Laud 26 His death was glorious, the paines whereof were
short and momentany to himselfe, the benefit like to be

perpetuall [etc.]. 1726 HUXHAM in Phil. Trans. XXXIV.
140 Vivid Coruscations, .which, .formed by their Collision

momentany Arches of a Circle.

Momenta*rian. nonce-wd.
[f.

MOMENT sb. +

-ARIAN.] One who believes in moments* (see
MOMENT sb. 3 b).

1863 DE MORGAN in Graves Life Sir W. R. Hamilton
(1889) III. 598 Cotes was an infinitesimalist ; so was Newton,
till he abjured in 1706. But he continued a momentarian
which I take to be a (^.rj^-man- all his life.

Momentarily (mJa mfintirili), adv. [f.
MO

MENTARY a. + -LY-.]
1. For a moment.
1654-66 KAKL ORRKKY Parthen. (1676) 519 The offended

god, to make those Sentinels sleep eternally, that would nut

momentarily, sends down Mercury. 1790 in Spirit Pul&amp;gt;l.

Jrnls. fed. 2) I. 72 It may be momentarily palliated by a
connection with a more wholesome family. 1878 F. A.
WALKER Money xiii. 266 The price of gold, .mounted. . from

15-63 to 1777, rising momentarily even to 20-17. I 91

HARDY Tess xxix, He released her momentarily-imprisoned
waist, and withheld the kiss.

2. At every moment ;
moment by moment, rare.

1800 SOUTHSY Let. to Coleridge i May in Life (1850) 11.64,
I am interrupted momentarily By visitors, like fleas, infesting
a new-comer ! 1895 J. G. MILL.US Breathfr. Veldt (1899)

34 The light was also momentarily getting worse.

f3. At the moment, instantly. Obs.

1799 SICKELMORE Agnes $ Leonora I. 8 This was mo
mentarily agreed to. 1801 KLIZ. HELMK SI. Marg, Ctii e

1 1. 60 The friar groaned, but almost momentarily recoveied
his emotion.

Momentariness (mJfc-mentSrines), [f. Mo-
HKNTAHY + -NESS.] The quality or condition of

being momentary or transitory. Alsoyfg;
1827 HARE Guesses (1874) 510 One of those paradoxes, .for

which., their moinentariness and unpremeditatedness are

mostly a sufficient excuse. 1872 MORLEY I oltaire v. (ed. 2)
266 The momentariness of guilt and eternity of remorse.

Momentary (m^u-mentari), a. Also 6 -tarry,

-arye, 6-7 -arie. [ad. L. tnomentari-us, f. mo
ment-urn : see MOMENT sb. and -ART 2

.]

1. Lasting but a moment
;

of but a moment s

duration ; transitory.
1526 TiN DAi.E 2 Cor. iv. 17 Tribulacion, which is momen-

tarry and light. 1592 GREKNE Groat s W. Wit Ci6i7) a All
mortall things are momentarie. 1641 MAISTERTON Serm. 17
A momentary dalliance. 1711 STKELE Spect. No. 75 T 8
His Griefs are Momentary, and his Joys Immortal. 1791
Gcntl. Mag. 32/1 This error seems to have arisen from a

momentary forgetfulness. 1856 KANK Arct. Expl. II. .\xii.

220 We availed ourselves of a momentary lull to shoulder
the sledge. 1903 W. H. GRAY Our Divine Shepli. 55 The
!iar may get some momentary benefit, .from his falsehood.

2. Of living beings : Short-lived ; ephemeral.
1587 GREENE Pencils Web C 2 b, Men are . . the true

disciples of tynie, and therefore momentarie. 1640 QUARLES
Enckirid. it. c, How full of death is the miserable life of

momentary Man. 1692 DRYDEN Clcomcncs iv. i. 47, I

wouM have swopp d Youth for old Age, and all my Life

behind, To have been then a momentary Man. a 1762
LLOYD Genius, Envy $ T. 99 Born like a momentary fly,
To flutter, buzz about, and die. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. $
Dogma (1876) p. xx.vi, Truth more complete than the parcel
of truth any momentary individual can seize.

3. nonce-use. Ready at the moment.
1725 POPE Offyss. xiv. 552 Hardly waking yet, Sprung in

his mind the momentary wit.

4. Recurring or operative at every moment. Now
rare.

1743 T. WAKTOM Pleas. Melancholy 210 Attentive mark
The due clock swinging slow. ., Measuring time s flight with
momentary sound. 1799 E. Du Bois Piece Family Bio.
II. 112 A dealer in the fine arts in momentary fear of
a spunging-house. 1806-7 J- BEHESFORD Miseries Hum.
Life (1826; i. Introd., What. .are the senses but five yawn-
ins inlets to hourly and momentary molestations? 1869
GOULBURN Purs. Holiness viii. 92 God is not only the

ground, but the momentary support, of all existence.

f 5. Instant, instantaneous. Obs.

1799 E. Du Bois Piece Family Biog. I. 21 An affair that
demands a momentary decision. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred
II. xi, I settled.. that you were not to go away if anything
occurred which required my momentary attention.

f 6. Math. Pertaining to an infinitesimal por
tion of time. Obs.
i8-i6 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil.

(1819} I. 23 The change
which any variable quantity undergoes in an infinitely small

portion of time, is called the Momentary Increment of that

quantity. 1833 HERSCHEL Astro t. xi. 323 Between the

momentary change of inclination, and the momentary re
cess of the node there exists an intimate relation.

7. quasi-rt-rt ^. : MOMENTARILY 3.
1725 POPE Odyss. VIH. 227 She spoke ; and momentary

mounts the sky : The friendly voice Ulysses hears with joy.

tMo nientless,&quot;. Obs.rart.
[f. MOMENTA. 4

LESS.] Having no foundation (see MOMENT sb. 5\
1633 AMES Agst. Cerent, ir. 61 The Rejoynder forgetteth

himself muche, when upon this uncertaine and momentlesbe
conjecture, he compareth the Replier to a hungrie creature.

Momently (mt?u mentli), a. rare. [f. MOMENT
sb. + -LY 1

.]

1. Occurring at every moment.
1641 J.JACKSON TrueEvang. T.n. 152 Moderne Christians,

whose very lives are, in short, a dayly, horary, momently
breaking of that great Euapgelicall precept. 1867 MRS.
WHITNKY L. Goldthwaite xii, He told them of God s mo
mently thought and care.

2. Knduring for a moment.
1817 COLERIDGE Satyratie s Lett. i. in Biog. Lit., etc.

(1882) 245 A beautiful white cloud of foam at momently
intervals coursed by the side of the vessel with a roar.

Momently (m&amp;lt;Ju-mentli),
adv. [f. MOMENT

sb. + -LY -.]

1. From moment to moment
; every moment.

1676 W. RowC&amp;lt;7/. Blair s A ntobiog. ix. (1848) 144 Take
up the sweet cross of Christ daily, hourly, yea momently.
1747 Mem. Nntrebian Crt. II. 79 Who was dearer to him
than the vital blood that momently circulated in his heart.

1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto \. vii, Reb ShemutTs tone
became momently more sing-song.
Comb. 1848 H. AINSWOKTH Lane. Witches i, ix, He..

whirled on with momently-increased velocity.

2. At any moment ;
on the instant.

1775 PRICE in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 113, I will next state

the different values, .of life-annuities, according as they are

supposed to be payable yearly, half-yearly, quarterly, or

momently, a 1822 SHELLEY Pericles Ess. & Lett. (1886) 139
In the act of watching an event momently to arrive.

3. nonce-use. Instantly.
1824 HOGG Con/. Sinner 357, I was momently surrounded

by a number of hideous fiends.

4. For the moment; for a single moment.
1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy 265 Thoughts, .look at me

With awful faces, from the vanishing haze That momently
had hidden them. 1892 Spectator 2 Apr. 451/1 The fall

in the price of Silver, which this week momently touched

39 ^* an oz.,..is creating genuine alarm. 1895 CROCKETT
Sweeth. Trav. 157 The rain comes in furious dashes, and
a chill blue blink looks momently through between.

Momentous (m^me-ntas), 0. [f. MOMENT
sb. + -ous.]
tl. Having motive force. Obs.

1652 L. S. Peoples Liberty x. 18 In such particulars. .
,
as

are not momentous to the impairing of the publick welfare.

2. Of moment
;
of great weight, consequence, or

importance; important, weighty.
1656 jE.\xts Mixt. Sckol. Div. 15 There remameth a

second objection, which js the more momentous, a 1761 CAW-
THORN Poems (1771) 202 Who.. could decide whene er they
met Momentous truths without a belt. 1844 THIRLWALL
Greece VIII. Ix. 77 His death forms a momentous epoch in

Grecian history. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vL 6. 325 The
ten years which follow the fall of Wolsey are among the

most momentous in our history.

3. Of persons: Having influence or importance.
Now rare.

1667 J. CORBET Disc. Reltg. Eng. 2 The Roman-Catbolicks
in England,, .being Rich and Powerful,..are very moment
ous, and seem to be capable of great Designs. 18x4-9
LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. 464 Epammondus \vas

undoubtedly a momentous man, and formidable to Laceda;-
moil. 1898 G. B. SHAW Plays I. Widower s Ho. 13 Cokane,
hardly less momentous than Sartorius himself, contem
plates Trench with the severity of a judge.

j- 4. Pertaining to momentum. Obs.

1775 WHITEHURST in Phil. Trans. LXV. 278 It seems
reasonable to infer, that the momentous force is nmi.li

superior to the simple pressure of the column IK.
Hence Mome-iitously adr.

1748 J. Liso Lett. Navy ii. (1757) 73 A person may offend

very notoriously and momeniuously \sic\. 1880 KiHGLAKE
Crimea VI. ix. 250 Two or more courses of action moment
ously different.

MomentOUSness (m^me nUsnes). [-NESS.]
The state or quality of being momentous.
1672 DODWELL in Haxter Answ. Dodwell (1681) 72 It may

put them in mind of the greater momentousness of good
Government and peace than many of their differences. 1752
CARTE //w/. Eng. III. 89 The momentousness of the affair.

1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent n. x. 412 A conviction . .

of the reality and momeniousness of the unseen world.

1884 Daily Acivs n Feb. 5/5 A matter of a momentousness
so stupendous.

t Mome utual, ft. Obs. [irreg. f. MOMENT sb.
%

after
a(tual&amp;gt; etc.] Having

* moment or significance.

1613 SHKKI.KY Trav. Persia 5^ Hauing gathered his inten

tions by very momentuall circumstances, nee gaue the

King, from time to time, notice of them,

Momentum (moume ntora). PI. -ta. [a. L.

momentum : see MOMENT s6.]

1 1. MOMENT 3 b. Obs.

1735 B. ROBINS Disc. Newtons Meth. Fluxions 75 Sir

Isaac Newton s definition of momenta, That they are the

momentaneous increments or decrements of varying quan
tities, may possibly be thought obscure.

1 2. Impulsive weight (J., s. v. Moment) ; force

of movement. Obs.

1740 CHEVNE Regimen 109 The Particles of Mercury have

thegreatest Momentum and Force. 1754-64 SMELUKjI/fV/zw/!
I. 107 In young people the Momentum of the circulating
fluid is greater than the resisting force of the Solids. 1817
CQI&HIQGK* Blessed are ye 84 The short interruptions may
be well represented as a few steps backward, that it might
leap forward with an additional momentum.

t3. Mech. = MOMENT sb. 8 b. Obs.



MOMIOLOGY.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 311 Momentum^ or Moment, of
Inertia.

4. Mcch. The quantity of motion of a moving
body ; the product of the mass by the velocity of

a body. Angttlar momentum (see quot. 1870).
1699 KEILL Exam. Reft. Th. Eartk 10 According to the

Laws, of motion, the momentum or quantity of motion of
both bodies taken together would remain the bame. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Moment^ In comparing the motions of

bodies, the ratio of their momenta is always compounded
of the quantity of matter, and the celerity of the moving
body. 1870 KVERKTT DeschaneCs Nat. Philos. 75 The
angular momentum of a rotating body is a name given to

the product of the moment of inertia and the angular velo

city. i88z MiNcnis Unipl. Kincmat. 106&quot; The momentum
of a moving particle in any direction is defined to he the

product of the number of units of mass in the particle and
the number of units of velocity in its component of velocity
in that direction.

b. Hence, in popular use, applied to the effect

of inertia in the continuance of motion after the

impulse has ceased ; impetus gained by movement.
1860 TYNDALL Clac. I. xxvii. 216 His momentum rolled

him over and over down the incline. 1874 H. K. KLVNOLUS
John Bapt. in. iii. 189 Every drop of the Nile or the Ganges
has been, .lifted by the sunbeam to the height, the fall from
which give the momentum of its onward passage to the sea.

Comb. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN Alovum. PI. 508 This mo
mentum-like movement probably results from the accumu
lated effects of apogeotropism.

c. fig.
1782 V. KNOX Ess. I. Iviii. 257 Such genius, .makes itself

felt by its own native force, and bears all before it by an
irresistible momentum. 1790 BUKKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 100
That momentum of ignorance,.. presumption, and lust of

plunder, which nothing has been able to resist. 1868 KING-
LAKE Crimea (1877) Ill.i. 44. 308 Ambition lends strength
and momentum to the purposes of a general. 1902 A. 1!.

DAVIDSON Bibl.
&amp;lt;y

Lit. Ess. vii. 188 Faustus Socinus gave
a new momentum to the exposition of the Epistle.
5. = MOSIENT sb. 9.

1829 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 31 You have all

the momenta whose relation and notion constitute the

reality of knowledge. 1874 MOKRIS tr. Ucler^ cgs Hist,
Philos. II. 232 The momenta of Quantity are : pure i|uantity,
quantum, and degree. 1903 A. B. DAVIDSON (&amp;gt;. T. I t-ofihccy
viii, 114 Revelation, .was in all cases part of the life of the

individual, a momentum in the spiritual relations of him
and God.

Momerie, -ry, obs. forms of MUMMKUY.
Momia, etc., obs. forms of MCMMV.
Momin, obs. variant of MAJIMEE.
i656 J. DAVIES Hist. Caritty Isles 31. 1672 W. HUGHES

Ainer. Physit. 57 Of the Momin-Tree, or Toddie-Tree.

Moiuiology (m&amp;lt;Mimi^-16d,5i). [f. F. mamie
MUMMY : see -LOGY.] The science of mummies.
1894 Athemeutn 3 Mar. 283/2 Even the history of the

Egyptian dynasties is a department of momiology.
t Mo inish, a. Obs. [f. MOME sb2 + -isn.]

Resembling a mome or fool.

1546 PHAER Bit. C/iiUr. (1553) A ij, Snuffing at all that
offendeth the noses of their momishe affections. 1592
JtaABlNGTON Coin/. Notes Gen. xii. 8 Cutting thereby and
therein the combes of all such momish Monkes that [etc. ].

I Mo-niism. Obs. rare-&quot;,
ff. MOM-US -i-

-IS5I.] Carping; fault-finding.
1611 COTGR., Moinerie, momerie, momisme, carping, fault

finding. i6zjj
in MINSHEU Ditctor (ed. 2) 471.

t Mo mist. Obs. [f. MOM-US + -IST.] A fault

finder.

1.597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Ded., Insulting momistes who
think nothing true but what they doo themselues. 1619
HUTTON Follies Altai. Epil. D2b, What Momists censure,
or the roring sect ; Be what it will, tis but their dialect.
1626 L. OWEN SfK. Jesuit. Ded. (1629) A ij b, All malignant
Zoilysts, and biting Momists.

t Mo mize, v. Obs. [f. MOM-US + -IZB.] inir.

To play the part of Momus ; to cavil.

1654 WHITLOCK Zoolomia Pref. a yj b, If Authors Carp
(were not my Principle of Character otherwisel I could
momize and cavil at Matter or Form . . of their Labours.

Momlyng, obs. form of MUMBLING sb.

Momma : see MAMMA (etym. note).
1895 Harper s blag. Nov. 841/2 Do you think you d catch

anybody reading a contract wrong to old Meakum 1 Oh,
momma ! Why, he s king round here.

II Momme (trif&amp;gt;ra).
A Japanese measure of

weight equal to 3.75 grammes.
1868 in Seyd Bullion 265 The quantity of silver being

coined
&amp;gt;

daily..wu 50,000 moinme. 1898 Echo 20 Jan. 1/6
Heyl gives the mommes as equal to 1.75 grammes, while the
correct equivalent is 3.75 grammes.Momme chance, obs. form of MUMCHANCE.
Mommer, Mommet, Mommie, -y: see

MUMMEK, MAUMET, MUMMY.
Mommy (m^-mi). U.S. dial. The long-tailed

duck, Harelda glacialis (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Mommyng(e, obs. forms of MUMMING sb.

Momordicill (mam^-jdisin). Chem. Also
-ine. [f. mod.L. Momordica the balsam-apple
(C. Durante Herb, turv,, 1585, ed. 1602 p. 59),
now the name of a cucurbitaceous genus (Tourne-
fort 1700) + -IN.]

= ELATEBIN.
1865 WATTS Z&amp;gt;i c&amp;lt;. Chem. III. 1046. 1874 GARROD& BAXTER

$Iat. Med.
^(1880) 260 Elaterium contains an active prin

ciple, elaterine or momordicine.

t MomoTsioii. Obs. rare. [Badly f. L. mo-
tiiordT, perfect of inordere to bite, after MOKSION.]= COKBOSION i a.
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1597 A. M. tr. Gitillcmeau s Fr. Chirurg. 51/1 As we have
saved of the momorstons or Bittes. 1599 tr. Gabt lhouer*s
Bk. Pliysicke 20/1 They sensiblye perceave a momorsion,
and corrosion in their Wombe.

Momot, variant of MOTMOT.
Mompyn, obs. variant of MUMPING rf.

t Mo mpyns, sb.pl. Obs. Also mone pynnes.
[f. *wne, MUN mouth + PIN.] The teeth.
c 1430 LVDG. Rlin. Poems (Percy Soc.) 30 Thy mone pynnes

bene lyche old yvory. .1460 Toivnchy Myst. xii. 210 .Syrs,
let vs cryb furst for oone thyng or oder, That thise wordis
be purst, and let vs go foder Oure mompyns.

t Mo murdoteS, sb.pl. Obs.
[f. ME. *momur

= MAMMEK v. + DOTE sb. (cf. DORT sb. and canker-
dart Chaucer Trail. & Cr. II. 1572).] Sulks.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9089 (hcaiiing^ The Solempnite of 1 lie

Obit of Ector, And How Achilles Fell in be Momurdotes
for Luff.

MoillUS jnou-mys). Myth. Occas.//. ;Momi,
Momusses, cS Mcmus s. [L. Mounts, ( I r. Mcu^ is,

personification of (iGiuos ridicule.] A (heck

divinity, the god of ridicule, who for his censures

upon the gods was banished from heaven
; hence,

a fault-finder, a captious critic. A daughter, dis

ciple, son of Moiniis, a facetious or humorously
disagreeable person; a wag, a buffoon.
Often in allusions to the story (Lucian Henn. xx, Habiins

lix) that when Hephaistos (or Zeus) had made a man, Mo-
mus blamed him for nut having put a window in his breast.

1563 I. HALL in T. Gale Encliirid. A iiij. Hut maugre nowe
the malice great of Momus and his sect. 1579 FcLKt; Refut.
l\astcl 710 The sentence is wel inough placed, if Momus
could let any tiling alone, a 1586 SIDNICV Afol. Poctfu
(Arb.) 72 If you. .by a certaine rusticall disdaine, will be
come such a Mome, as to be a Momus of Poetry. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny Pref. to Kdr., Certes, such Monti as these
.. thinke not so honourably of their native countrey and
mother tongue as they ought. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n.
xxiii, 14 That window which Momus did require. 1624
SANDERSON Serm. (1674) I. 223 A fault more pardonable, if

our censures stayed at the wurks of men, like our selves
;

and Momus-like, we did not quarrel the works of God also.

1669 STURM v Mariners Mag. aij, The Rules, .in the follow

ing Treatise, are most exact. ., though much more abused by
ignorant Momus and his Mates .. ; I say, such Momusses
will have their.. Tails lash d by the Devils. 1709 Swu r

Frit. L-.ss. \Vks. 1751 IV. 1 80 Those carping Momus s, whom
Authors worship as the Indians do the Devil, for fear. 1822
I!VROX ll ci-iu r in. i. Were Mumus lattice in your breasts,
My soul might brook to open it more widely Than theirs.

1835 Court Maf. VI. 184/1 Th e H k, the momus of tbe

social, the literary and the political world ! 1848 DICKI:XS
Doinbey viii, 1 do not think.. that Wickam is a person of

very cheerful spirits, or what one would call a A
daughter of Mumus , Miss Tox softly suggested. 1860
Kt .SKIN itlati, Paint. V. ix. x. 7. 306 Momus

,
the Spirit

of Blame.

Momy, momyan: see MUMMY.
II Mou (mpn). [Japanese.] A family crest or

badge. (Frequently used in decorative design.)
1878 MRS. B. PAI.LI.SKK tr. Jaaiuemart s Hist. Furniture

457 Of these princely [Japanese] families we shall give the
mon 1

or arms most frequently occurring.
Mon: see MAN rf. 1

,
MAN indef. pron. Obs.,

MOAN, Moxuii. and v. Obs., MOON, MUN v.

Mona (moirna). [a. Sp., Pg., It. mono, monkey
(whence the mod.L. specific name).] A small,

long-tailed African monkey, Cercopithecus mono..

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 157 The fifth [of
M. Buffon s species of African monkeys] is the Mona.. : it

is distinguished by its colour, which is variegated with
black and red ; and its tail is of an ash colour, with two
white spots on each side at its insertion. 1874 WOOD Nat.
fits , i. 47 All the long-tailed African monkeys are termed
Monas by the Moors. 1897 H. O. FORBES Handbk. Primates
II. 66 The Mona Guenon. Cercopithecus mona.
Monacal : see MONACHAL.
Monacanthid (m^naksc-njrid), a. Zool. [f. Gr.

HovaxavOoi (f. JJLWO-S MONO- + axavSa spine) + -ID.]
Of a starfish : Having the ambulacral spines in

a single row. 1890 Century Diet.

Monacetin (m^nK sAin). Chem. Alsomono-
acetin. [MONO- 2.] (See ACETIN.)
1856 Fowitcs Chem. (ed. 6) 607 With acetic acid . . it

[glycerin] forms three combinations, monacetin, diacetin,
and triacetin. 1869 ROSCOE Chem. (1874) 386 Mono-acetin.

t Moiiacll e. Obs. rare. [ad. L. monach-us

MONK.] An affected substitute for monk .

1:1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) 129 Augustine
and Miletus, two monaches of sownde livinge. 1611 H.
BROUGHTON Require ofAgreement 62 Fuller of eyes then
all the Bridge-maker monaches to this day.

Monachal, monacal (mjj-nakal), a. Forms :

1 monac(h)all, 7- monachal, 8- monacal, [ad.
eccl.L. monachal-is, f. monach-us MONK. Cf. F.
monacal (:6th c. Hatz.-Darm.).] Of, pertaining
to, or characteristic of a monk or of monastic
life; monastic; monkish.
1587 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1625) 166 Papists, who. .make

the vowe and profession of the Monachal!, or life of a !

Monck, as good a token of Christians, as Baptisme. 1632
LITHGOW Trav. n. 76 This monachall and licentious life.

1685 LOVELL Gen. Hist. Rtlig. 159 There are no Monachal
Constitutions that so much oblige Monks to obey their

Superiour, as [etc.]. 1716 AVLIFFE Parergon 368 If a child
..has taken on himself the Monachal or Monkish Tonsure.
1841 Blaclay. 3fag. XL1X. 374 Under every creed, mona
chal austerity and seclusion had been attempted. 1889
FAEEAR Lives Fathers II. xvi. 237 Jerome seems to have

MONAD.
had the monacal feelings which led him wholly to avoid the
society of women.

Monachate (m^-naka). rare- 1

. [ad. L.

monachat-ui, f. monaclnts: see MONK and -ATE!.]
The period of life passed as a monk.
1819 DUGDALE flfonast. Angl. II. 94/1 Abbat Turketul..

died, in his sixty-eighth year, and the twenty-seventh of his
monachate.

Moiiachism (mfrnakiz m). [f. L. monach-us
MONK + -ISM. Cf. F. monac/iisme.]
1. The mode or rule of life distinctive of monks

and nuns
;

the monastic system or principle ;

monasticism.

1577 HOLINSHKD Desi r. Krit. vii. 11/2 Augustine, .thinking
this sufficient for.. the stablishment of hys mouachisme.
1615 W. HI/LL Mirr. Maiestie 44 Popish Monachisme
desineth and confmeth profession of religion, to bare con

templation and meditation. 1726 AVLIFFK Parergon 375
Fiom tbe time of King 1 xlg.ir, to the Reign of Henry viii,

Monachism had been growing here in England. 1862
Maciti. Mag. Sept. 370 Monachism. .separates the duty of

charity from domestic duty, making tbe one the task of tbe
nun alone, and tbe other of the \\ ife and mother. 1876
J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. II. I. v. 97 Monachism became.,

nuthing else than a peculiar department of the Christian

ministry.

t 2. A monkish characteristic. Ola.

1670 MILTON Hist. Brit. Wks. 1738 II. 70 Florence of

Worcester, Huntingdon, Simeon of Durham, . .with all their

Monachisms.

Mouachist jnfnfikist), a. [f. eccl.L. mo
nach-us MO.NK + -IST.] Favouring monachism.
1860 RUSKIX Mod. raint. V. ix. ix. n. 295, I do not

find in Giorgione s work any of the early Venetian mona-
dlist element.

Monaclliza tiou. rare 1
, [f. next + -ATION.]

The action or event oi becoming a monk.
1813 J. FORSYTH Ron. K.vcnrs. Italy 260 A sonnet ready

for every occasion, such as births, . . monachization, death.

Mouacliize (mfnaksiz), v. [f. L. monach-iis
MONK + -I/E.] a. inli: To live the life of a

monk
;

to become a monk. b. trans. To make
(persons) monks.
I&84ORNSBYMan. [/o/&amp;gt;e-Scol!\. 179 Individuals, .were soon

attempting to nionacbi/e, and to live as they thought that

men in their places would have lived in the olden days.

1896 Dublin AVr. July 2~-2 The large share taken by Teuton
women in the woiks of conversion and monachising.

Monacholite, blundered form ofMONOTHELITE.
Mouacid (jnfn.vskl), a. Chem. Also mono-

acid. [MONO- 2.] Having the power oi saturating
one molecule of a monobasic acid.
1862 HOFMANN in / roc. Roy. Soc. XII. 7 Water decom

poses them with reproduction of the monacid compound.
1863 Ftnuiies Client, (ed. 9) 494 The mono-acid ethers. 1866
FRANKLAND in Jrnl. Chetn. Soc. XIX. 385 The monaud
alcohols.

Monack : see MOONACK.

Monacord(e, obs. forms of MOSOCHORD.
Monact (miincc kt), a. and sb. [Shortened

from MONACTINE.] a. adj.
= next. b. sf&amp;gt;. A

sponge-spicule consisting of only one ray (Cent.
Diet. 1890).
Monactiiial (mfOse ktinSl), a. [Formed as

next + -AL.] Of a sponge-spictile : That has only
one ray.

1887 S. O. RIDLEY in Rep. Voy. Challenger XX. Introd. 6

The chief spicules of the group are monactinal , that is to

say, consisting of only a single ray.

Monactiiie (mj nre ktm), a. [f. (mod.L.
type *monactin-us] Gr. /^oi-o-s (see MONO-) -t-

U.KTIV-, d*r/s ray.] = MoNACTINAL a.

1887 W. J. SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416 (Fig. 12),

Typical megascleres. a, rhahdus (monaxon diactinc) ; o
t

stylus (monaxon monactine 1
.

Moiiactiiiellid (m^na.-ktine lid), sb. and a.

[ad. mod.L. Monactinellidse, sb. pi. (see below),
formed as MONACTINK + -ella dim. suffix + -idx :

see -ID.] a. s6. A sponge of the sub-order or

group Monaftinellidse, characterized by the pre
sence of uni-axial spicules. b. adj. Of or per
taining to this sub-order or group. So Monacti-
ne llidan a. = prec. adj.

1883 CARTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. Ser. v. XI. 32 The great
number of existing Monactinellid sponges. 1884 Riverside
Nat. Hist. (1888) I. 67 The Monactinellidan forms in the

palaeozoic rocks are uncertain. 1885 HINDE in Phil. Trans.
CLXXV I. 434 Those monacttnelltds whose skeletons are

exclusively composed of uniaxial spicules.

Monad (mfnAd). Also 7 monade. [a. L.

monad-, monas unit, ad. Gr. novas unit, f. pavo?
alone. Cf. F. monade, Sp.,Pg. monada, \\..monade.~\
1. The number one, unity ; an arithmetical unit.

Now only Hist, with reference to the Pythagorean
or other Greek philosophies, in which numbers
were regarded as real entities, and as the pri
mordial principles of existence.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 144 [tr. Sityl. Orac. l. i.] Eight
monads, decads eight, eight hecatons Declare his name
\sc. 1H20YS = 888]. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V,
cclv, Numbers Carrie Their Prejudice, but Monads never
varie. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. (1687) 523/2

&quot;]

hey
make a difference betwixt the Monad and One, conceiving
the Monad to be that which exists in Intellectuals ; One in

numbers. Ibid. 525/1 The Monad is a quantity, which in

the decrease of multitude, receiveth mansion and station ;



MONADABY.
Tor Below &quot;Quantity, Monad [read below Monad, Quantity]
cannot retreat. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Sj&amp;gt;st.
i. iv. 372

The Cause of that Sympathy, Harmony, and Agreement,
which is in things,..was by Pythagoras called Vnity or a

Monade. 1706 J. MATTHEWS Forgiveness^ To Rdr., They
fram cl up a whole decad of frivolous depositions, without one
entire monad of truth. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 485
Instead of saying that oddness is the cause of odd numbers,

you will say that the monad is the cause of them.

b. applied to the Deity.
1642 H. MORE Song of Soul if. iii. in. xii, One steddy

Good, centre of esseiicies, Unmoved Monad, that Apollo

hight. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 225 That which
was called by them [sc. the Platonists and Pythagoreans]
the rb y or poya?, Unity itself or a Monad that is, one

most simple Deity. 1841 D !SRAELI Amen. Li. . III. 233
He [Robert Fludd) reveals the nature of the Divine Being,
as a pure monad, including in itself all numbers . 1850
DAUBENY Atom. Th. xiv. (ed. 2) 451 The monad is used to

signify the Deity, as being the first great ^
Cause, one and

the same, throughout all sjjace, and in all time. 1870 J. H.
NEWMAN Gram. Assent i. iv. 49 But of the Supreme Being
it is safer to use the word monad than unit.

2. An ultimate unit of being ; an absolutely

simple entity.
Chiefly used with reference to the philosophy of Leibniz

(1646-1716), according to which the universe of existence

consists of entities without parts, extension, or figure, and

possessing, in infinitely various degrees, the power of per

ception. Those among these monads which have the

perceptive power in the higher degrees are souls ; the rest

are formed in the view of the percipient mind into aggre
gates, which constitute bodies. The term was adopted by
Leibniz from Giordano Bruno (tf. 1600), with whom the

monad has the twofold aspect of a material atom and an
ultimate element of psychical existence.

1748 HARTLEY Obsei~&amp;gt;. Man n. i. 27 No Sensation can be

a Monad, inasmuch as the most simple are infinitely di

visible in respect of Time. 1785 REID Inteil. Powers in. iv.

^45 A person is something indivisible, and is what Leibnit/

calls a monad. 1856 SIR R BKODIK Psyclwt. Inq. \. ii. 38
The conscious indivisible monad which I feel myself to be.

1874 MORRIS tr. Uclwiwg s Hist. Pkilos. i r i 1 1. 27 Bruno

opposes the doctrine of a dualism of matter and form. . .The

elementary parts of all that exists are the rninima or monads,
. .they are at once psychical and material. The soul is a

monad.. .God is the monad of monads. 1879 HUXLEY Hume
iii. Si The possibility that the mind is a Leibnitzian monad.

transf. 1862 Q, Rev. Apr. 402 The wealth, the might.. of

the British empire are due not to the mere aggregation and

activity of monads or units of mankind [etc.].

3. BioL A hypothetical simple organism,
assumed in evolutionary speculations as the first

term in the genealogy of living beings, or regarded
as associated with a multitude of similar organisms
to form an animal or vegetable body.
1835 KIHBV Hab. *,- Inst. Anim. I. Introd. 24 Thus [accord

ing to Lamarck], by consequence, in the lapse of ages a

monad becomes a man ! ! ! 1847 TUI.K tr. Oken s Physio-

phitos. 570 Decomposition is a separation into Monads, a

retrogression into the primary mass of the animal kingdom.
1851 H. Sl ENCER Soc. Stat. xxx. 451 We are warranted in

considering the body as a commonwealth of monads, each

of which has independent powers of life, growth, and repro
duction. i88oB.\STlAN Grain 10 The encysted mass of living

matter may after a time divide into a swarm of smaller

though most active monads.

4. Zcol. A protozoon of the genus A/OHOS, or,

more widely, of the order Monadidea or the class

Flagellata,
1836-9 R. OWEN Eniozoa in TodtCs Cycl. Anat. II. 133/2

Some species of the Trematode Entozua are infested by

\
parasitic Polygastrica which belong to the Monads. 1846
MANIKLL Tk. Animalcules 38 The monads we have just
examined are single, fiee animalcules. 1847-9 R- JONKS
Polygastria in Todays Cycl. Anat. IV . 7/1 The genus
Uvetla . . somewhat resembles a transparent mulberry rolling
itself about at will, whence the name grape monad , which
these animalcules bear.

5. Chem. An element or radical which has the

combining power of one atom of hydrogen.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1874) 172 The elements of the

first group combine atom for atom with hydrogen, they are

monovalent elements or monads. Ibid. 264 Thallium is a

monad in the thallious compounds,
6. attrib. and Comb. a. Biol., as monad-dcnte

(see DEME 2
2), -fonn\ monad-like adj. b. Chem. t

as monad atom
t
element , radical.

a. 1842 PRITCHARD Hist. Infusoria 89 Separate Monad-
like bodies. 1846 DANA Zoopk. \. (1848) 7 w/f, Monad-like
in their motions. 1874 Monthly Jml. Microsc. Soc. XII.
j6i The minute monad-forms found in macerations of fish.

b. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chan. (1874) 172 Each atom.. re

quires two monad atoms for saturation. Ibid. 175 The
monad elements unite amongst themselves to form only few
and simple compounds. 1873 RALKE Pltys. Chan. Introd.

26 From all dibasic acids a monad as well as a diad radical

may be derived.

7. quasi-tfrt^ . = MOXADIC. a. Of or pertaining
to the monadic constitution of matter ;

b. Chem.
That has the atomic constitution of a monad.
1846 DANA Zooph. vii. (1848) 107 These remarks are in

tended to support no monad or Lamarckian theory. 1866

ODLING Anim. Chem. 16 Monad, dyad, and triad combina
tions. 1878 LOCKYER Spcct. Anal. (ed. 2) 124 Many monad
metals give us their line spectra at a low degree of heat.

Monadary ,m^*nadari\ [ad. mod.L. monad
dri-um, f. monas: see MONAD and -ARY* B. 2.]

The outer covering or envelope of an assemblage
of monads. So also Mona diary, in the same sense.

1847-9 R. JONES Polygastria in Todays Cycl. Anat. IV.

7/2 Several genera composed of numerous Monads, asso

ciated together and connected by a common envelope ,
which

constitutes a kind of compound polypary or monadary, as it
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has been recently called. 1880 PASCOE ZooL Clet$sif.(vA, a) i

283 Monadiary.

II Monadelphia (m^nade Ifia). Bot. [mod.L. .

(Linnxus 1735,1, f. Gr. povos one + d8A&amp;lt;-o$ brother !

+ -IA 1
.] The sixteenth class in the Linncean Sex-

ual System, comprising plants with hermaphroditic
flowers having the stamens united in one bundle.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ A/onadelp/iia,..a. class of

plants whose stamina or male parts, by reason of their fila

ments running in among one another, are all formed into .

one body. 1785 MARTYX Rousseau s Bot. ix. (1794)92 In the

sixteenth class, called monadelphia^ the filaments are united

so as to form one regular membrane at bottom,

Hence Mo nadelpli, a plant of this class
;

Monade-lpfciau a. = next. (1828-32 Webster.)
MoIIadelpilous .m^nade lfos), (?.,#&amp;lt;?/. [Formed

as prec. + -ous.] a. Of stamens: Having the fila

ments united so as to form one bundle, b. Of

plants: Having the stamens monadelphous; be

longing to the Monadelphia.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 321 Stam[ina] all connected, or

monadelphous. 1830 LINDI.KY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 28

The stamens, .are monadelphous in Malvacea: and Melia-

ceae. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 397.

Monadiary, variant of MONADARY.
Monadic (m^nse dik), a. [ad. Gr. /zo^aSt/foy

composed of units, f. /lopaS-, //oi/as MONAD.]
1. Composed of monads or units; pertaining to

or of the nature of a monad; existing singly. Also

quasi-jr/;., that which is composed of units.

1788 T. TAYLOR Froclns I. Diss. 14 The monadic, or that

which is composed from certain units, they justly considered

as nothing m^re than the image of essential number. 1839
BAILEY J- cstns .\xvii.n852) 467 In this fatal life There is no

real union. All things here Seem of monadic nature. 1858

J.
HADI.KV Ess. (1873) 342 So, too, we have the seven open

ings of the head, tlie three twin pairs of eyes, ears, and

nostrils, with the monadic mouth to make the seventh. 1872
BUOWNING FijiHI? xlviii, What does it give for germ, monadic
mere intent Of mind in face? 1873 Contemp. Kei . XXII.
45 Personality, self-consciousness, and freedom of the will,

is rather the power of breaking through the limits of relative

monadic existence, of expanding into the infinite by con

sciousness and will. 1875 J. H. NKWMAN Let. Dk. Norfolk
J7 We cannot take as much as we please, and no more, of

an inj-tiiution which has a monadic existence.

2. Chem. Of the nature of a monad; univalent.

1877 WATTS Fownes&quot;
1 Chem, (ed. 12) I. 262 Potassium forms

only one chloride, K.C1, and is therefore univalent or mo- ,

nadic.

3. Relating to monadism.
1862 MAUKICE Mar. fy Met. Pkilos. IV. viii.
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Leibnitz, whose monadic tendencies may have placed him. .

at no very great distance from his opponent. 1874 MORRIS
tr. I cbcru egs Hist, Pkilos. $ 121 II. 145 Kant.. brings the

monadic nearer to the atomistic doctrine.

Monadical (m^nse-dikal . a. [f. prec. + -AL.]
( )f the nature of a monad ; pertaining to a monad
or monads.
1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul\\. i. in. xxiv, All here depend

on the Orb Unitive, Which also hight Nature Monadicall.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 556 Henadical (or Mo
nadical) Gods, and Intellectual Gods. 1875 M cCoSH Scott,

rhilos. xl. 282 The monadical theory of Leibnitz.

Hence Mona dically adv.

1794 T. TAYLOR tr. Piotinns Introd. 39 It is said. .that.,

every number subsists monadically in unity.

Monadiform (m^nae dif^jm), a. Bid. [f.
MO

NAD : see -FOKM.] Having the form of a monad.
1862 G. KFARI.KY Links in Chain \. 9 The Gonlum

Pcctoralc, commonly called the High Priest s Breast-plate
. .consists of a combination of sixteen monadiform bodies,

disposed regularly in a four-cornered tablet. 1866 [see

next]. 1877 Hfxi.KY Anat. Inv. Anim. ii. 96 In Bicosccca. .

a fixed monadiform body is enclosed within a structureless

and transparent calyx. 1885 E. R. LANKKSTKR in Encycl.
Brit. XIX. 837/2 A very large number of Gymnomyxa pro
duce spores which are termed monadiform ,

that is, have

a single or sometimes two filaments of vibratile protoplasm
extended from their otherwise structureless bodies.

Monadigerous (m^nadrdJjeras), a. Zool.

Bearing or composed of monads.
1866 JAMES-CLARK in Mem. Boston Soc. Nat. //is/. I,,325

The monadigerous layer lines the cavity of the body. . . This

layer is composed of monadiform animalcules packed closely
side by side in a vast colony.

Monadine vmc nadin), a. and s/&amp;gt;. [ad. mod.
L. monadinus (Ehrenberg), f. monad- MONAD.] a.

adj. Of or pertaining to the monads or Flagcllata.
b. sb. A protozoon belonging to this class.

1847-9 R, JONES Polygastria in Todds Cycl. Anat. IV.

7/2 1 he. .group of animalcules belonging to the Monadine
type. Ibid. 9/2 A proboscldiform mouth similar to that

possessed by the Monadiries of Volyox. 1881 CARPENTER
Microsc. ff Rev. (ed. 6) 418 Monadine forms.

So Monadi nic a., of or belonging to the

monadine family.
1885 CUNNINGHAM in Sci. Mem. Mftt. Officers India i. 11

Crowded with infusorial, monadinic, and schizomycete
forms. Ibid. 29 The development . . of some Monadinic

organism.

Mouadism (m^-nadiz m\ [f.
MONAD + -ISM.]

The theory of the monadic nature of matter or of

substance generally ; the philosophical doctrine of

monads, esp. as formulated by Leibniz.

1875 J.CI.KRK MAXWELL in Encycl. Brit, III. 37/2 Of the

different forms of the atomic theory, that of Boscovich may
be taken as an example of the purest monadism. 1877 h.

CAIRO Pkilos, Kant Introd. v. 81 We must free Monadism

MONANTHOUS.
from the blough of ordinary Atomism, which, with Leibnitz,
it never completely cast off. 1886 SVMONDS Renaiss. ft.,
Catli. React. (1898) VII. ix. 78 [Bruno] supplied .. Leibnitz
with his theory of monadism.

Monadistic (mpnadi-stik), a. rare.
[f.

MONAD + -isric.] Pertaining to monadism.
1891 in Syii. Soc. Lex. 1906 Hibtcrt Jrnl. Oct. 197 The

theory cf mouadistic idealism.

Monadite (.nynadait). rare- 1
, [f. MONAD

-f -ITE.] One who believes in monadism.
J 753 tr- GenarcCs School ofMan 38, I close with the Mo-

nadites,and with them affirm that matter cannot absolutely
think.

Monadity (m^nse diti). rare 1
, [f. MONAD

+ -ill .] Monadic state or condition.

1844 MRS. BROWSING Lett, to Hortie II. 31 All truth is

assimilative, and perhaps even reducible to that monadity
of which Parmenides discoursed.

Mpnadology (ml&amp;gt;na.dp-\6dy.}. [a. F. monad-

oloyie (Leibniz), f. moitaile : see MONAD and -LOGY.]
The philosophical doctrine of monads.
1732 Hist. Litterarifi IV. 193 The second Argument is

borrow d from J.eibni/ s Monadology. 1847 LEWES Hist.
Philos. 11867) II. 271 When that reasoning conducts him to

such hypotheses as the pre-established Harmony and the

Monadology. 1867 Content/*. Rci . VI. 60 He is developing
. .his monadology like a disciple of Leibnitz. 1901 Emycl.
Brit. XXX. 651/1 His [sc. Leibniz s] monadology, or half-

i ythasorean, half-Iirunistic analysis of bodies into monads.

t Mo nady. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. MONAD ]

The number one.

1637 HEYWOOD London s Mirr. B 4 b, [The Pythagorean
school reasoned that] all nations, .can tell no farther than to

the Denary, which is Ten, and then returne in their account
unto the Monady, that is one. 1659 tr. Fludffs Mos. Pkilos.

132 God.. is understood to be that absolute Monady or

Unity, which onely was in it self.

Monal, varinnt of MONAUL.
Monalechite, blundered form of MONOTHELITE.
Moiiainide (mc namaid). Chem. [f. MON(O)-
+ AMIDE.] An amide foimed by the displace
ment of one of the three hydrogen atoms of

ammonia. See AMIDE 2 note.

1861 l cnvncs* Cht tii. (ed. 8) 734^ Organic derivatives of

ammonia nionamines, and monamides. 1869 KOSCOE hlcni.

CkiHi. 11871) 368 Lactic raonamide is obtained by the action

of ammonia on lactide.

Moiianiine mfnimsin). Chan. [f. MON(O)-
= AMIXE.] An amine formed by the exchange of

one of the three hydrogen atoms of ammonia for a

basic radical. See AMINE note.

1859 HOFMANN in Froc. Roy. Soc. IX. 393 Contributions
towards the History of the Monamines. 1878 KINGZETT
Anim. Chem. 35 The amines, .may be grouped into 3 classes,

namely monammes, diamines, and triannnes.

Moaanapse stic, a. Pros, rare . In Diets,

-anapestic. [f. MON(O)- + AKAP.ESTIC.] Con

taining but one anapsest. 1890 Century Diet.

Monanday, Sc. variant of MONDAY.
II Moiiaudria (mpnarndria). Hot. [mod.L.

(Linnams 1 735), f. Or. ^waySpojhavingone husband

(f. /lava s MONO- ) dvdp- man, male).] The first

class in the Linnrcan Sexual System, comprising
all plants having hermaphrodite flowers with but

one stamen or male organ.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supfi., 3[OHandria,..a. class of plants

which have hermaphrodite flowers, with only one stamen in

each. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Hot. II. ii. (1765! 73- &quot;7
85 MAK-

IYN Rousseau s Bot. ix. (1794) 87.

attrib. 1797 l-.iuycl. ISrit. (ed. 3) XVI. 80/2 A genus.,
belonging to the monandria class of plants.

Hence Mona nder (rare* ), a plant belonging
to the class .Monandria \

Mona ndrian, Mon-
a-ndric adjs. (rare )

= MONANDROUS.
182831 WKHSTKR, Monander.

/l&amp;gt;i\S.,
Monandrian. 1891

Syd. Soc. Le.r.
t
Monandric.

Monaudrons (mfmje ndras), a. [f. Gr.
n&amp;lt;jv-

arSp-ot (see MoN.VNDKlA) + -ous.]
1. Bot. Belonging to the class Monandria; of a

flower, having a single stamen.
1806 GAI.TINK AV/V. Bot. 15 F[lowers] monandrous.

1849 UALIOUK M&amp;lt;in. Bot. 394. 1881 Jrtil. Linn. .Sw.

X\ III. 365 Surrounded by 2 or more monandrous male
flowers.

2. Having but one husband, tiona-use.

1866 SHLCKARD Brit. Bees 323 The queen is monandrous
or single-spoused,

Monandry vm^nai-ndri). Also mono-andry.

[ad. Gr. *novcu&amp;gt;opia, i. puvav&pos : see MONANDKIA
and -Y.j

1. The custom of having only one husband at a

time.

1855 Miss COBBE Intuit. Mor. 155 Monogamy and Mono-

andry are general rules conducive to the Happiness of man
kind. 1880 WEBSTEK Suffl., Monandry. 1882 A. MAC-
KARLANE Cottsanguin. 8 In countries where monandry is

established. 1904 Conteinf. Rev. OcL 486 From promiscuity
. .to. .monogamy and monandry, every possible _phase and

form of the institution [of marriage] can be studied outside

of the human species.

2. Hot. The condition of having but one perfect

stamen. 1900 in B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms App.

Monanthous (mjmarnhas), a. Bot, [f.

Gr. fiov-os MON(O^- + M-os flower + -ot s.]

Bearing a single flower ^oti each stalk).

1858 A. OKAY Bot. GYtVj., JIoHtintttolts, one-flowered.



MONAPSAL. 599 MONARCHICAL.

IVIonapsal ! nvncvpsal), a. [f, MON(O)- +
APSE + -AL.] Having a single apse.

1884 A. J. Krrt.KR Coptic Ch. I. i. 33 Mr. Freshfield s

canon that a Greek triapsal church is later, and a monapsal
church earlier, than the time of Justin II.

Monarch (nyniik)j.I Also 5 monarcha, 6-7
monark.e, 6 monarche, [ad. L. monarcha, ad.

Gr. fjLovnp\rjy (more commonly f^6vap\o^, f. pav-os
alone + apx~*w to rule. Cf. K. aionarque (i4th c.

Hatz. -Darin.), Sp., It. moiiarca, Pg. monarcha^
1. In early use, a sole and absolute ruler of a

state. In modern use, a sovereign bearing the

title of king, queen, emperor, or empress, or the

equivalent of one of these. (Ordinarily, a more or

less rhetorical substitute for the specific designa
tion of the person referred to.)

1*1450 LYDC. Secrees 299 Souereyn of Renoun, Which as

monarcha of euery Ke^ioun, GalT me this Charge. 1538
ELVOT Dtcf., Monarcha^ a prynce, whiche reuleth alone
without piere or companyon, monarche. 1572 H. MirmKi.-
MORE in Kllis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 5 His de&amp;lt;eign. .is to

make himselfe monarche of Christendome. 1587 GOI.DING
De Morttay viii. (1592) 96 From the great Monarkes we
come to the Kings of seuerall Nations, and from them to

vnderkings of Prouinces. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. \ . iv. i. 189
The&amp;lt;|iiality of mercy, .becomes The throned Monarch better

then his Crowne. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trai&amp;gt;. (ed. 2) 312
He is reputed as absolute a monark as any other in India.

1783 WATSON Philip Iff, in. (1839) 183 The French and

English monarchs, in whose name this proposal had been
made. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst. xii. 350 According to..

Austin, the Sovereign, if a single person, is or should be
called a Monarch.

b. transf. and_/*.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 40 To be moued to doe

that which we know, or to be mooued with desire to knowe,
Hoc opns: Hie labor est. Nowe therein of all Sciences..
is our Poet the Monarch. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. ty Cl. n. vii.

120 Come thou Monarch of the Vine, Plumpie Bacchus,
with pinke eyne. 1609 C. BUTLER l- em. Mat. i. A 2, And
al this vnder the government of one Monarch, of whom
aboue al things they [sc. the bees] haue a principal care.

1640 H. KING Semi. 15 The Sunne..who is the Prince and
Monarch of the Skie. 1698 FKVKR Ace. E. India $ P. 91
Unless the Seamen or Soldiers get Drunk, ..then are they
Monarchs, and it is Madness to oppose them. 1742 YOUNG
Nt. Th, ix. 1617 How far, how wide, The matchless mon
arch [sc. the sun], from his flaming throne, .throws his

beams about him. 1788 COWPKR Alex. Selkirk i, I am mon
arch of all I survey. 1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 105 Most of the

corps crossed over to an island, to attack and rout its

monarch, a large brown bear. 1817 BYRON Manfred i. i,

Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains. 1872 MORI.EY
Voltaire (1886) 7 In the realm of mere letters, Voltaire is

one of the little band of great monarchs.

2. slang. The coin called a sovereign.
1851 MAVHEW Lond, Labour I. 52/1 Upper Benjamins,

built on a downey plan, a monarch to half a Hnnuf. . . Pair of

long sleeve Moleskin, .half a monarch.

3. A very large red and black butterfly (Danais

Plexippus}.
1893 MORRIS Brit.JBnttcrfl. 71 The Monarch.. is one of

the commonest species throughout a great part of North
America.

4. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as mon
arch-like adj. and adv., monarch-wise.
c 1586 C TFSS PEMBROKE Ps. xciri. i,*Monarck-Iike lehova

raignes. 1662 GKRIF,R/V/C. 12 The Monarchlike Staires
of the Pallace of Darius. 1839 BAILEY Festus xviii. (1852)
252 The lion, monarchlike, alone Hath sympathies with no
race but his own. 1586 T. B. La Priwaud. /&amp;gt;. Acad. Iv.

561 If a citie be assembled in *Monarch-wise [orig. si nion-

archiqitc3nent\ it is to bee defended against strangers.
b. appositive,as monarch-bee, -dead^-god, -judge^

-lave^ -martyr^ -mind, -monster^ -oak t -pope, -reason,

-savage, -spirit, -swain, -victor.

1766 Compl. Farmer s.v. Queen-bee, This was giving great
talents to the *monarch-bee. 1864 NEALE Seaton. Poems
131 The monarch, midst the *monarch-dead Reposes in his

glory. 1870 BRYANT Iliad 1. 1. 3 The *monarch-god, Apollo.
1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. n. iv. 61 Reasons . . in favour of
a

*
monarch-judge. 1647 COWLEV Mistr., Heart-breaking v,

Thus have I chang d with evil Fate My*Monarch-Love into
a Tyrant-State. 1842 SIR A. DE VERE Song of Faith 259
Mid wild revelry. .Should thus the *Monarch-martyr s son

appear. 1812 CRABBK Talcs i. 67 And now, into the vale of

years declined, He hides too little of the *monarch-mind.
1593 NASHE Christ s T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 114 Vengeance
on your soules. .for thus mirrouring mee for the *Monarch-
monster of Mothers. 1682 DRVDEN Mac Fl. 28 ^Monarch
oaks that shade the plain And, spread in solemn state,

supinely reign. 1904 A. LANG Hist. Scot/. III. n. 28 Charles I

was acting on the example of four English *monarch -popes.
1700 DRYUKN Cock * Fox 326 Dreams are but interludes,
which fancy makes ; When ^monarch reason sleeps, this mimic
wakes. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 454 The *monarch-savage [sc.

a lion] rends the trembling prey. 1800 COLERIDGE Piccoloin.
in. iii, This great *monarch-spirit, if he fall, Will drag a
world into the ruin with him. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
494 Amid his subjects safe, Slumbers the ^monarch swain.
1821 MRS. HEMANS Dartmoor Poems (1875) 145 The tro-

phied car Wheeling the *monarch-victor fast and far.

C. objective, instrumental, etc., as monarch

mnrderer\ monarch-murdered adj.
1611 FLORIO, Monarcacfda, a Monarch-murtherer. 1795

COLERIDGE To Author ofPoems 28 There for the monarch-
murder d Soldier s tomb You wove th unfinish d wreath of
saddest hues.

Hence Mo-narch v. ititr., to act the monarch
;

also to monarch it.

n 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll., Ilhtstr. 4 The Tirrannous High-
Preist Once but a Man, now Monarchs o re the Rest. 1737
Common .Sense 1. 1 1 While he monarchs it in his own closet,

[he] becomes contemptible in the Eyes of the World. 1839
Eraser s Mag, XX. 126 So be it known, We monarch it by
rule of two, and not of one.

t Bffo narch, sb Obs. [a. OF. monarche, ino-

narqite fern., semi-popular ad. late L. type
inona rchia.~]

= MONARCHY.
1483 Chron. Eng. in. f vj b, The Monarch of Rome a bowt

this time mightili encresed. 1572 J, JONES Bathes ofBath
Ep. Ded. aiij, Bladud..a Brittayn the ix King of this

Monarch after Brute. 1588 A. MARTEN Exhort. Fait/if.

Subjects D 2 b, The Roman Monarch., was one hundred
times greater then ours. 1602 WAKNKK A(l&amp;gt;. Eng. x. Ivii.

250 It.. was Aduisde a Monarch absolute in France to bring
to pas. Aristocratick gouernment, nor Democratick pleasd.

Monarch (infnaak), a. Bot. [f.
Gr. /*oV-os

one, single +
/&amp;gt;x

-17 beginning, origin : cf. DIARCH.]
Arising from only one point of origin, as the

woody tissue of a root. Monarch-bundle, a xylem-
bundle in which there is only one strand.

1884 I .OWFR & SCOTT DC Bary&quot;s Phancr. 350 In the hep-
tarch or octarch examples of Lycopodium clavatum in

vestigated, I almost always found one of the concave platc-s

larger,, .the other smaller, .with a separate . .vascular strand

(in itself monarch 1

, lying in front of its. .outer surface. Ibid.

363 The monarch bundles of some species of Trichomanes.

Monarch, var. MUNIKKK slang-) name.

Monarchal (nynaukal), a. Also 6-7 -all.

[f. MONARCH sb. -f -AL. Cf. OK. monarchal.]
1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of a

monarch
; befitting a monarch.

1592 Nobody y Scinicb. F 3, My kinglie browes itch for a

stately Crowne, This hand to beare a round Monarchal]
Globe. 1610 Gi. M.i.iM Heraldry \ i. vii. 280 The Blazon of
these his Maiesties most Roiall and Monarchal Ensigiies.

1667 MILTON / . L. n. 428 Satan, whom now transcendent

glory rais d Above his fellows, with Monarchal pride.. thus

spake. 1825 LAMB Elia Ser. u. Convalescent, To be sick is

to enjoy monarchal prerogatives. 1826 G. S. FADER Dijfic.
Romanism (1853) 60 The Bishops of Rome have legitimately
inherited the alleged monarchal prerogatives of Peter. 1845
Blackiv, 31tig. I.VII. 783 The royal harangue .. has .. a
certain monarchal tune. 1886 Belgratna. Ring. LX. 43 A
bastard, crowned. Aped manners of monarchal state.

Jiff. 1612 DRAVTON roly-olb, iii. 371 By whose monarchal

sway, She fortifies herself.

2. Having the status of a monarch; that exercises

the functions of a monarch.
1586 FKRNE Blaz. Gentrie n. 26 This is that fashioned

Crowne which appertained! to kinges onely monarchal!.
1620 DFKKKR Dreame (1860) 41 Hee [Adam].. was sole

monarchall lord O re the whole globe. 1656 FINKTT Fo&amp;gt;:

Antbass. 3 He. .would never allow (he saydj so much as a

question or thought of competition betweene him a mon
archall soveraigne and a meane Republi&amp;lt;iue. 1678 MAH-
VF.LL Growth. Popery 12 The king, .was more Generous and
Monarchal than to assign Cause.. for his Actions. 1826
G. S. FABKR Dijffic. Rtnnanism (1853) 217 Christ s Monarchal
Vicar might send two of his dependant suffragans.. upon
an ecclesiastical errand.

3. Of a state, etc. : That is ruled by a monarch.
Of government or institutions : Monarchical, Now
rare or Qbs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia v. (1613) 451 The Princes persons ;

being in all monarchall gouernements the very knot of the

peoples welfare. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis l&amp;gt;ani$h\i

I irg. Pref. verse, The ware. .by thee in-brought To this

Monarchall lie. 1640 H. KING Serin. 41 Look .. upon
Kingdomes governed by formes Monarchall and Absolute
as yours. 1836 LAN-DOR Peric.

&amp;lt;y Asp. clvii. Wks. 1853 II.

419/1 Nations monarchal and aristocratical. 1846 HARE
Mission Comf, (1850) 15 [Such a change] would have over
thrown the legitimate monarchal constitution of your being,
to set up the ochlocracy within you in its stead.

Hence Mona-rchally adv., as a monarch.
1838 G. S. FABKR Inquiry 392 Antichrist, .hath already

appeared in his true character, seated monarchally in the
seven-hilled city.

Moiiarchess (mfnajkt-s). Now rare. [f.

MONARCH sb. + -ESS.] A female monarch.
1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grin-vile, To tJie fayrest ix, Thou

..Onelie immatchlesse Monarchesse of harts. 1596 FITZ-
GEFFRAY^Yr F. Drake(\t&\\ 74 Death-scorning Gilbert..
To Englands Monarchesse did force to yeeld The savage
land. 1616 CAPT. SMITH Descr. New Eng. 32 For example :

Rome, What made her such a Monarchesse, but onely the
adventures of her youth . . in dangers abroade. 1642 BROME
Queens Exch. v. I, Were I sole monarchess of this Island.

1843 J. NICHOLSON Hist. *? Tradit. T. 92 Meg Merrilies or
the monarchess of tinkers and gipsies.

Monarchial (m^naukial), a. [f. L. nwn-
archia MONARCHY + -AL. Cf. OF. monarchial^
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a

monarchy; that is under the dominion of a
monarch. Cf. MONARCHAL a. 3.
1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon(i6o2) 39 When these Realmes

of England, Wales and Scotland, shal be all one Mcn-
archiaU lie of lesuits. 1642 BRIDGE Wounded Couse. Cured
iii. 56 The nature of Monarchiall government, we shall come
to consider, .in that which followes. 1680 AUBREY in Lett.
Eminent Persons (1813) III. 447 The Liberty of Mankind,
wch he thought would be greater under a free state than
under a monarchiail government. 1737 Common Sense I.

119 The ancient Form of government, which was Kingly or
Monarchia!. a 1806 C. J. Fox Reign Jas. II (1808) 232
To promise, therefore, the continuance of a monarchial
establishment, and to designate the future monarch, seemed
to be necessary. 1869 RAWUNSON Anc.Hist. 339 The form
of government was monarchial.
2. = MONARCHAL a. i.

1788 ANNA SEWARD Lett. fiSii) II. 104 A man. .who wor
shipped the monarchial claims and despised the parental
ones. 1841 Black, Mag. XLIX. 368 The authoritative
sentiment of duty is upheld, .in all its absolute and mon-

M

archial rights. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunters Life S. Afr.
(1902) 47/2 The dignified and truly monarchial appearance
of the lion. 1870 BALDW. BROWN Eccl. Truth 273 The growth
of the monarchial power.

f 3. = MONARCHAL a. 2. Obs. rare.
1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 319 He shall haue the

title in words of a king monarchiall. Ibid. 324 One lesuite

Pope and prince Monarchiall. 1661 UAXTKR Mor. Prognost.
(1680) 65 A Visible Constitutive, or Governing-Head ;

whether Monarchial,. .or Aristocratical or Democratical.

MoliarciliaII (m^naukian), sb. and a. Keel.

Hist. [ad. late L. monarchiani pi., f. monarchia :

see MONARCHY and -AN.
The term monarchiani is merely a nickname applied by

Tertullian (Adv. Prax. x) to certain opponents of the

doctrine of the Trinity, in derision of their unintelligent use

of the word ttionarc/iia ( Monarchiam, Snquiunt, tenemus
,

ibid. ii). In early apologetics, ^ ftofopxia TOU ou ( the

monarchy of God ) was a current designation for Christian

monotheism, and these heretics regarded themselves as the

defenders of this cardinal doctrine against the Trinitarians.]

A. sb. One of those heretics in the 2nd and 3rd
centuries who denied the doctrine of the Trinity.
Modern historians distinguish between Oynamistic or

Adoptionist Monarchians, who regarded Christ as a man
endowed with Divine power, and Modalistic Monarchian-;,
who maintained that He was an incarnation of God the

Father.

1765 A. MACLAINK tr. Moshci/n s Eccl. Hist. \\. v. 20 (1833)

64/1 His [sc. Praxe.is
l
followers were called Monarchians,

because of their denying a plurality of persons in the Deity.

1841 H. J. ROSE tr. XcanJers Hist. Relig. II. 283 The
Monarchians who reduced the whole Trias (or Trinity) only
to different conceptions and relations under which the One
Diviix.- Uting is viewed. 1872 MORRIS tr. UebtrWfg s Hist,
Philns, 82 I. 308 The Monarchian, Praxeas, . .appears. .

to have taught that the Father descended into the Virgin.

B. adj. Of or belonging to the Monarchians or

to Monarchianism.
1847 J- TOKKKV tr. Neaiidcr s Hist. Relig, II. 333 The

founder of this Monarchian party in Rome. Ibid., 1 lit- re

arose ,. another Monarchian sect in Rome. 1853 W. K.

TAYLER Hippolytus it. i. 75 The leaders of the Monarchian
heretics. 1872 Mounts tr. L cbt rivet?s Hist. Philos. $ 94 I.

187 He [Abelard] gives to the doctrine of the Trinity a
tlonarchinn interpretation. 1899 A. E. GARVIK Ritschlian
Thcol. iv. \i. 122 In spite of the opposition of the mon-
archian schools, whether adoptionist or modalist.

Hence Mona rcliianism, the antitrinitarian doc
trine of the Monarchians. Mona rcliianist

MONARCHIAN sb. Monarchiani/stic a. = MON
ARCHIAN a.

1841 H. J. ROSE tr. X.autfrr s Hist. RcUg. II. 259 The
others.. were still more strongly opposed to thi^ class of

Monarchianism. 1858 J.
MARTINKAU Stud. Chr. 246 This

shows the yet powerful influence of the Judaic Monarchian
ism, 1872 MORRIS tr. Ueberwtg s Hist. Philos, 82 I. ^o3
In the teachings of these Monarchianists the Logos-con
ception is not found. Ibid. 94. 394 He [Abelard] often

employs.. the almost Monarchianistic comparisons of Au
gustine. 1888 HATCH Infl. Greek Ideas vii. (1890^ 207 The
two schools of Monarchianism, in one of which Christ was
conceived as a mode of God, and in the other as His exalted
creature.

Monarchic (m^naukik), a. Also 7 -ique,

7-8 -icke. [a. K. monarchique, ad. Gr. pwapxiK~u*t

f. puvapx-os : see MONARCH and -ic.]

1. Of a government : Having the characteristics

of monarchy. Now rare\ usually replaced by
MONARCHICAL.
1624 BriefInform. Affairs Palatinate 24 The Empire is

not an Estate Monarchique, where the Prince ruleth

absolutely. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. l\eb. vi. 120 That the
Parliament only aimed at taking his majesty s regal rights
from him, to the prejudice of monarchic government, with*
out any thought of reforming religion. 17*7 WARBURTON
Eng. Causes of Prodigies 119 He [sc. Sallust] first wrote
under the Consular, and the other [sc. Tacitus] under the
Monarchic State. 1864 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. IV. 492 What
form of government do you reckon best?&quot; inquired he..
The monarchic, if the king is just and enlightened .

2. Of or belonging to n monarchy; pertaining
to or favouring monarchy as a form of government.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. 80 In that [bill]. .there

were some clauses very derogatory to monarchic principles,
as, giving the people authority to assemble together if the

King failed to call them, a 1668 DAVEKANT Epithal. Wks.
(1673) 312 For Hymens common-weale cannot dispence In

private with Monarchick excellence. 1756 BURKE Vind*
Nat. Sac. 67 The Monarchick, Aristocratical, and Popular
Partizans have been jointly laying their Axes to the Root
of all Government. 1851 GALLENCA Italy 159 Mazzini..
blames the Milanese for throwing themselves into the arms
of an Italian, however monarchic, confederate. 1867 FREE
MAN Norm. Cong. (1877) I. iii. 74 The monarchic, the

aristocratic, and the democratic branches ofour constitution.

3. Of or pertaining to a monarch or monarchs.
Now rare or Obs.
1612 SELDEN Draytotfs Poly-alb. Author of Illustr. to

Rdr., The Author, in Passages of first Inhabitants, Name,
State, and Monarchique succession in this Isle, followes

[etc.]. 1676 NEEDHAM Packet ofAdv. 15 The contemingof
Monarchick Power in its just bounds. 17.. Addit. Pope s

Wks. (1776) I. 107 In vain was ministerial breath, In vain
monarchic folly. 1807 J. BARLOW Colnmb. iv. 420 A new
creation waits the western shore, And moral triumphs o er

monarchic power.

f4. = MONARCHICAL 4. (In quot. transf. } Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 185 Cyprus, Candy, and Sicily, are
the onely Monarchicke Oueenes of the Mediterranean Seas.

Ibid. 191 The Cedars of Libanon,. .like Monarchick Lyons
to wild beasts, . . become the chiefe Champions of Forrests.

Monarchical (mpna-rkikal), a. Also 6-7
-all. [f. MONARCHIC a. + -AL.]



MONARCHICALLY.
1. Of the nature of or having the characteristics

of a monarchy; esp. of government, vested in

a monarch.
\*faHay any Work (1844)48 Such isthe civil governement

. . Monarchicall in her Majesties person. 1602 FULBKCKE
Pandects 32 Thus in the end they came to a Monarchicall

estate. And these Nations . . do create a Duke or Capitaine,

ever preserve its original monar?h ical form. 1850 PRKSCOTT
Peru II. ii. 19 With the Aztecs.. it [the form of govern

ment] was monarchical and nearly absolute. 1869 LKCKV

Europ. Mor, II. iv. 286 The monarchical.. institutions of

feudalism. 1888 SCHAFF Chr. Church VI. i. x. 44 Every
little principality in monarchical Germany.. has its own
church establishment.

transf. 1615 CKOOKE Body ofMan 39 It is more honour-

able (say they [SL. the Peripatetics]) and monarchical, that

there should be one principle [e.g. the Heart] then many.
2. Of or pertaining to monarchy; that advocates

monarchy as a form of government.
1628 WITHER Brit. Retnemb. vni. 1530 Ev n what the son

of Hannah told the Jewes, Should be their scourge (because

they., were so vaine To aske a King. .) that curse they shall

Affirm to be a Law Monarchical^ 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Card. Cyrus iii. 143 More in the edificial Palaces of Bees
and Monarchical spirits; whomaketheircombssix-cornered,
declining a circle. 1833 ALISON Hist. Europe {1849 v -

S 38. 474 The remains of monarchical attachment yet
lingered. 1865 MAI:VYA Brigand Life I. 90 Men representing
all varieties of opinion, .appeared in Naples. . Mazzinians,
monarchical democrats, &c. 1869 I,I:CKV J-

.ur,&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.
.!/,-. II.

iv. 287 When the course of events has been to glorify.,
monarchical . .spirit, a great, .sovereign . .will arise.

3. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a

monarch; befitting a monarch ; monarchal.

1576 FLEMING
PanoJ&amp;gt;L F.J&amp;gt;ist. 198, I am content with my

Monarchicall maiestie or title royall. 1622 DONNE Serm.
2 Cor, iv. 6 Serm. 1660-1 III. 377 There is not so Regal, so

Sovereign, so Monarchical a Prerogative, as to have [etc.].

1647 COWLF.V Mistress, Vain Love 12Your brave and haughty
|

scorn of all Was stately,
and Monarchical. 1649 MILTON

j

Eikon. xv. 144 That his Monarchical foot might have the

setting it upon thir heads. 1772 FOOTE Nabob \. (1778) 7 |

A very monarchical address. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. i. viii, \

When. .the bees worry themselves, .about their sovereign
and become perfectly distracted touching the slightest
monarchical movement.
4. Having the power or functions of a monarch ;

j

having undivided rule; t autocratic.
a 1618 RALEIGH Prince (1642) 6 So that a Monarch bee

,

not to Monarchicall,. .as the Russe Kings. 1641 J. JACKSON
j

True Ei ang. T. in. 173 The Messias where he is Monarch
icall, and rules, is also Eirenarchicall, and atones. 1906
D. W. FORRF.ST Authority ofdirist vii. 409 In the churches i

of Kgypt, as we have seen, there was no monarchical bishop.

Hence MonaTchically adv.) in a monarchical
form or manner.
1586 T. P.. La Printaud. Fr. Acad. I. 587 Who can denie, i

that it is not a great deale better for great and mightie !

nations to be governed monarchical ly. 1651 HOBIIF.S Lc-
I iat/t. II. xix. 98 Nor are those Provinces. . Democratically,
or Aristocratically governed, but Monarchically. 1656 J.
HARRINGTON Oceana (17001 70 To plant it Nationally, it

niust be. .either Monarchically in part, ..or Monarchically
in the whole. 1839 Prases Mag. XIX. 127 He lived.,

with Kings, monarchically ; with the people, democratically.

1882-3 ^chaff s I.ncycl. Relig. Knoivt, II. 987/1 The Roman
church, .organized monarch ically, the whole power centring ;

in the Pope.
Mona*rchico-aristocra tic;al, &amp;lt;? That

|

combines the monarchic and aristocratic principles. I

1817 BKNTHAM Parl. Reform Introd. i2oThe monarchico- ,

aristocratical theory. 1874 BLACKIK Sclf-Cnlt. 7, I once
j

heard.. that all the miseries of this country arise from its I

monarch ico-aristocratic government.

Monarchism (mfnajkiz m). fa. F. mon&quot;

arrhismc, f. monarchic : see MONARCHY and -ISM.]
1* The principles of monarchical government; j

attachment to monarchy or the monarchical prin

ciple.
1838 Frasers Mag. XVII. 213 The object, .is to combine

republicanism with monarchism. 1848 Tait s Mag. XV.
340 A president ofa civil tribunal, and a president ofa tribunal

of commerce, were suspended for no act save their former

monarchism. 1898^ tlantic Monthly LXXXII. 564/1 His

[Bismarck s] monarchism rested not only on his personal
allegiance to the hereditary dynasty [etc.].

2. Belief in a sole ruler (among the gods).
1877 J. E. CARPENTER Tide s Hist. Relig. 215 All the

gods [in the Homeric theology] are little else than repre
sentatives of Zeus, each in his own realm. ..Thus, mon-
archism has touched the borders of monotheism.

Monarchist (m^nlikist), [f. MONARCH-Y +
-1ST. Cf. F. monarchiste.]
1. An advocate or supporter of monarchy. Also

in Fifth-monarchist (see FIFTH MONARCHY).
1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. n. iL 83 This Relative

blessing of Monarchic,.. the Relatum or Monarch, and the
Correlation or Monarchists and subjects. 1660 in Brit.

Mag. (1833) IV. 147 Y widowes of those slaine &c., by 5
lh

Monarckists. a 1677 BARROW Pope^s Suprem. ii. (1687) 76
The.. Supposition of the Church Monarchists.. That Saint
Peter s Primacy, .was not personal but derivable to his

Successours. 11734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 118 For the

principles of the former being demagogical, could not allow
much favour to one who rose a Monarchist declared. 1823
BENTHAM Not Panl 203 Monarchists and Aristocrats ! mark
well 1 187* Echo Oct. 5 The Monarchists pretend that * the

beginning of the end of the Republic has commenced.
i88a~3 SchaJTs Encyct. Relig. Knmvl. III. 2449 Constitu
tional monarchists and absolute monarchists,

2. One who believes in monarchy among the gods.

600

1678 CITJWORTH Intel!. Syst. \. iv. 23. 403 Plato acknow- i

ledged and worshiped many gods yet . . he wa.s no polyarchist,
but a Monarchist, an assertor of One Supreme God. 1893
R. C JEBB Growth Class. Grk. I oetry 200 Aeschylus .. is

no mpnotheist, yet he might be described as a monarchist
in religion.

3. = MONABCHIAX sb. rare.

1876 A. PLUMMER tr. Dollingers Hipfolytits fy C. iv. i.

188 It is now no longer possible to define exactly what
Sabellius himself or other later Monarchists contributed to
the development of this view.

Monarchistic (m^nliki-stik), a.
[f. prec. +

-ic.] Of or pertaining to monarchism ; in quot.
=

MONARCHIAN a.

833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians \. v. (1876) 120 To confess that

God was, in such sense, one Person with Christ, as (on their

Monarchistic principle) to be in no sense distinct from Him.
,

Monarcnize (m^nlUkoiz), z-. [f. MONARCH
sb. 4- -IZE. Cf. F. monarekistr.]
1. intr. To perform the office of monarch ; to

rule as a monarch; to rule absolutely. Also to

monarchize it.

1592 [see MoNARCiiiziXG ///. a. below]. 1593 SHAKS.
Rick. //, in. ii. 165 Allowing him a breath, a little Scene,
To Monarchize, be fear d, and kill with lookes. 1649 HOWELL
Pre-em. Parlt. n That King hath an advantage hereby
one way, to monarchize mure absolutely, and never want

money. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law 62 He was necessitated to

Monarchi/e it, and self-ly manage all. 1822 SHF.U.KY /&amp;gt;/.

Life 504 The delegated power, Arrayed in which those

worms did monarchize, Who made this earth their charnel.

b. of personified agencies.
1592 NASHE Four Lett. Confitt. K, Shee \sc. Art] a bamsht

Queene into this barraine soile, hailing monarchizd it so

lung amongst the Greeks and Romanes. 1600 I KKKFR Old
J- ortnnatMs Wks. 1873 1. 105 Vice. .in euery land doth mon
archize. 1849 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. J_XV1. 25 The

;

enthusiast adores Greece not knowing that Greece mon-
archises over him.

2. trans. -\ a. To make subservient to one

monarch; to rule over as a monarch. Obs.
1606 WARNER.-I #&amp;gt;. F.ng. xv. .vciii. 375 King Rodericke, sur-

namd the great, did monarchize at last Wales, that had neere

as many Kings as Cantiefes in times past. 1612 DKAYTON
j

Poly-olb. v. 63 liy whom three sever d Realms in one shall

firmly stand, As Britain-founding Ilrute first Monarchiz d !

the Land. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 189 Raise vp
your spirit, that which is worthy to Monarchist; the world.

b. To make a monarchy of.

1660 MILTOS Free Comnnv. Wks. 1851 V. 453 So far shall

we be from mending our condition by monarchizing our
(iovernment. 1794 J. COURTKSAY Pres. St. Manners, etc.

J- rance fy It. 102 Let s boldly advance To hang the Con
vention, and Monarchist France. 1800 JEFI-F.KSON M rit.

(1896) VII. 451 Principles which go . . to sink the state !

governments, consolidate them into one, and to monarchize
that.

Hence Mo narchizing- vbl. sb. and///, a. Also
Mo narchizer, one who monarchizes.

1592 XASHE / . Penilesse (ed. 2) 34 b. Such a monarchizing
spirite it was, that sayd vnto Christ, If thou wilt fall down

j

[etc.]. 1593 Christ s T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 137 The
spyrite of monarchizing In pryuate men is the spyrite of \

Lucifer. s6o8 HEVVVOOD Rape Lvcrece i. ii, Let the
j

pride
Of these our irreligious monarkisers Be Crown d in

blood, a 1610 PARSONS Leicester s Ghost (1641) 10 Or like
!

as Caesars Monarchising spright Pursued false Brutus at

Phillippos field.

t Mona rch.0. Obs. Also Monarcha, Mon-
arko. [repr. It. monarca MONARCH.]
1. The title assumed by an insane Italian who

fancied himself emperor of the world ; hence

transf. applied to one who is the object of general
ridicule for his absurd

pretensions.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. t. 101 This Armado is a Spaniard

that keeps here in court A Phantasime, a Monarcho, and i

one that makes sport To the Prince and his Booke-mates.

1596 NASHE Saffron IVatden M 2 b, But now he was an

insulting Monarch aboue Monarcha the Italian, that ware
crowneson hisshooes. 1634 MKKK^ WitsConttmt. . 390 They
\sc. braggers] gape after. .vaine prayse and glory. As. .in

our age Peter Shakerly of Pauls, Monarcho that lined
|

about the Court.

2. Used derisively for MONARCH.
1598 MARSTON Sat. iv. F 2, This thunderer..Is now the

great Monarko of the earth, Whose awfull nod,.. Shakes
Kurops ground-worke.

t Monarchcxniachist. Obs. [f. mod.L. i

monarchomach-ns ^see below) * -1ST.] One who ,

fights against monarchy; an anti-monarchist.
[1600 (title) G. Barclaii. .de Regno et regali Potestate ad- !

versus Buchananum, Brutum, Boucherium, & reliquos Mon- j

archomachos.] 1639 J. CORBET Ungird. Scot, Armour 30
That assertion of tne Monarchomacnists is not alwaies true.

a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Sp. Wks. (1711) 219 The history
which I have written, of the lives of the five kings of Scotland,
may, by some monarchomachists, be challenged as scanda
lous. 1816 Eilin. A tT . Sept. 221 The monarchom[ach]ists of
the sixteenth century.

Monarchy (m^-niuki). Forms : a. 4-7 mon-
archie, 5-6 -ye, 6-7 monarkie, -ky, 5- mon
archy; $. 6-7 monarchia. [a. F. monarchic

(i.^thc.), ad, L. monarchia, Or. novapx^o. rule

of one, f. fiuvapx-os MONARCH.]
f 1. Undivided role by a single person ;

sole

rule or sovereignty ; absolute power. Cos.
a. 1390 GOWF.R Conf. I. 26 The Monarchic Of al the world

in that panic To Babiloyne was soubgit. Ibid. 1. 27, 67.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 33 And then the monarchye
on men of Assiria.whiche con tynuede from Belus other Ninus
to the laste tymes of Sardanapallus. .failede. 1561 NOR
TON SACKV. Gorboduc Dumb Show bef. ist Act, Gorboduc

MONAS.

deuidinge his Lande to his two Sonnes, which he before held
in Monarchic. 17*9 BUTI.KR Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 200 The
monarchy of the universe is a dominion unlimited in extent,
and everlasting in duration. 1845 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch.
1. iii. 114 [St. Peter] whose happy lot it had been to receive
..the power of binding and the monarchy of loosing [orig.

fotestatttni ligantii et iiionarchiatti solveiidi\ both in heaven
and on earth. 1876 MOZLEY Unh: Strtrt. i. i Gregory VII
..claimed the monarchy of the world.

ft. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 425 Kenethus..
was the first.. that had monarchia Of tua kinrikis. 1602
WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ivii. (1612) 251 JJiscoursl of his

Experience thus, he then descends to it, Whereby of
Monarchia might himselfe the French King fit.

*[b. loosely. Exclusive dominion (of a body of

persons). Obs.
1600 W. WATSON* Decacordon (1602) 324 The Jesuits aspire

to the whole and absolute monarchic of the world.

2. A state having a form of government in which
the supreme power is vested in a single person.

Formerly, also, a nation or state having domi

nating power over all other states.

Absolute or despotic rtt., a government by the absolute will

of the monarch. Constitutional m. (see CONSTITUTIONAL
a. 4 b. Elective /., one in which the monarch is deter-

mined by election as opposed to heredity. Hereditary nr. t

one in which the sovereign power descends by hereditary

right. Limited m. (see LIMITED 2).

r 1430 LYDG. Min. roans (Percy Soc.^ 128 The realmes
and the monarchyes, Oferthely princes. 1494 FABYAN Citron.

v. xci. 67 [Egbert] hadde subdued the more partie of the

Kyngdomes of Saxons, and made of all but one Monarchy.
1552 LYNDESAY Monarch* 1979 As, quhen one Prouince..
Had hole power Imperial!,, . Abufe all Kyngisand Nationis,
One Monarchic tliat men doith call. 1560 DAUS tr. S/t t-

dane s Connn. 392 b, That the same Monarchye, that hath
ben now so many yeares in framinge, maye at the lengthe
be established. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I , n. iv. 73 Good my
Soueraigne. .let them know Of what a Monarchic you are

the Head, a 1618 RALEIGH Prince (164212 Monarchies.,
are of 3 sorts touching the right or possession of them ; viz.

1. Hereditary, ..2. Elective,. .3. Mixt.. .Monarchies are of

2 sorts touching their power or authority; viz. i. Intier...

2. Limited. 1651 HOBUES Leiriath. \\. XXVL 140 It is ..

necessary to consider in this place, .what is the will of the

Soveraign, as well in Monarchies, as in other formes of

government. 1776 GIBBON Dec/.
&amp;lt;$

&amp;gt; . vii. (1782) I. 204 Of
the various forms of government,, .an hereditary monarchy
seems to present the fairest scope for ridicule, 1874 BAN
CROFT Footer. Time i. 47 The Chaldean Monarchy was the

first in order of time.

3. In the abstract : Monarchical rule.

1638 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 40 It is chiflle monarchic
uhich is intended by them to be destroyed. 1651 HOBBF.S
I.t&quot;! iath. 11. xix. 95 For they that are discontented under

Monarchy, call it Tyranny. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. ff Ac/lit.

n. 904 Who once at such a gentle reign repine, The fall of

monarchy itself design. 1741 HUME Ess. I. vii. (1777) 33
Absolute monarchy, therefore, is the easiest death, the true

Euthanasia of the British constitution, a i86a BUCKLE
Civiliz. (1873) III. iii. 156 The very institution of monarchy
was repulsive to them.

f 4. The territory of a monarch. Obs. rare.

c 1550 BALE A&quot;. Johan (Camden t 01 Than shall never Pope
rule more in thys monarchic. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 403
Crouds of those that would have come to Court from the

furthest parts of the Monarchy.
5. transf. and^/%; (From senses 1-3.)
1609 C. UUTLER (title) The Feminine Monarchic Or A

Treatise concerning Bees. 1695 CONGREVE Love for /,.

Ded., Nobody can dispute Your Lordship s Monarchy in

Poetry. 1713 STEELE Englishman No. 7. 44 Liberty is

checked by the Restraints of Truth, and the Monarchy of

right Reason. 1791 BENTHAM l}
anof&amp;gt;t.

II. 205 A prison,
a sort of monarchy which has never yet been noted for plans
of conquest. 1884 J. PARKED Apost* Life III. 133 The only
monarchy that is not tinsel is the monarchy of holiness.

!! Monarda (monauda). Also 8 monardus.

[mod. L,, f. the name of N. Monardez (1493-1588),
a botanist of Seville.] A genus of herbaceous,

labiate, aromatic plants found chiefly in N.America,
of which the species Af. pitnetafa yields a camphor
and an essential oil, the monarda-camphor^ -oil of

commerce.
1711 tr. FonteCs /fist. Drugs I. 179 This was doubtless

the gum Monardus us d against the gout. 1865 WATTS
Diet. Chein. s. v., Oil of Monarda. The essential oi! of an
American Labiate plant, the Moitarda pitnctata. It easily

separates into a liquid oil and a camphor.

Mouardin (irwnaudin). Chcm. [f. prec. -t-

-IN. J
A crystalline solid, isomeric with thymol,

which separates from monarda oil.

1890 BILLINGS Med. Dict.^ Monardin, a
crystalline

stear-

opten, isomeric with thymol, obtained from oil of horsemmt.

Monarsenous (m^nausenas), . Zoo/,
[f.

MON^O)--*- Gr.dpvfv-, dptjrjv male + -ous.] Having

only one male for several females.
In some recent Diets.

Monarthritis (mpnaibjai-tis). Path. [f.

MON(O)- + ARTHRITIS.]
( Articular rheumatism of

one joint only (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891).

1893 in DUNGI.ISON Diet. Med. (ed. ai).

Moiiarticular (,m^naJti kilaJ% a. rath.

Also mono-, [f. MON(O)- + ARTICULAR.] Of
a disease : Affecting a single joint (of the body). _

1874 VAN BUREN Dis. Genit, Organs 82 This form is

generally mono-articular. 1897 Alibntt s Syst. Med. III.

78 The partial or monarticular form of rheumatoid arthritis

is Charcot s third division. 1898 ibid. V. 862 Occasionally
endocarditis may follow monarticular rheumatism.

II Moiias ^mp nzes). PI. monades (mfnad/&quot;z).

[Gr. fjiovas : see MONAD.]



MONASTEB.
1. = MONAD iii various senses.
1568 J. DEE in Ashm. (1652) 334 Our Monas trewe thus

use by natures Law. 1656 HI.OUNT Glossogr., Monas (Gr )
the number one, unity. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) V
472 I hough He be n monas and we are monades, yet [etc 1

1865 GROTE Plato I. i. n The first principle or beginning
of Number was the One or Monas. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN
Gram. Assent i. v. 121 The One Personal God, who is not
n logical or physical Unity, but a living Monas 1872MOHRIS tr. Ulfmot^l Hist. Philos. 82 I. 300 So the
divine Logo;, after its hypostatization in Christ, returned
again to the father or Monas.
t2. Arilh. (See quot.) Obs. rare~ l

.

674 JEAKK Aritli. (1696) 5 Digits are sometimes called
Monades. 1704 m J. HARRIS Lex. Tcclm. I.

Monast, obs. form of MO.MSH v.

Monaster (mpnarstai). Rial. [f. MON(O)- +
Gr. dcrrrip star.] The single-star figure which
occurs between the rosette and diaster stages in
cell-division.

1883 REN-MAM tr. IValdeyerm Q. Jrnl Microsc. Sd. XXX.
177 Lne stage [of cell division] which is termed the mother
star

, aster
, or

^monaster
. 1889 KLEIN Elem. Histol. 10.

Monasterial (mpnastHTial), a. Now ran.
[f. L. monasteri-nm (see MONASTERY) + -AL.]
Belonging to or of the nature of a monastery.
c 1420 Lyric. Assembly ofGoth 913 Monasteriall monks

1632 LITHGOW Trim, i. 19 Idle monasteriall Loyterers
ll itl. v. 219 False miracles, first indented partly by mona
steriall pouerty. 1670 WALTON Lives n. i 34 [He declared]
himself for the Church of Rome ;. .betaking himself to a
monasterial life. 1845 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. C/i. I. 250
Motives which led to the first monasterial establishments
1846 CARD. WISEMAN Fate of Sacrilege Kss. 1853 I. 3
Si r Edward Dodsworth . . possessed the monasterial property
of Newland.
Hence MonasteTially adv., like a monk.
1653 URQUHART Ralielais i. Prol. 3 It is not the habit

makes the Monk, many being Monasterially accoutred,who inwardly are nothing lesse then monachal.
Monasteriall (mpnastlo-rian), a. and st&amp;gt;. F.ccl.

[f. med. L. Afonastlri-um Miinster (Westphalia)
-I- -AN.] The designation of a fanatical sect of

Anabaptists who, early in the i6th c., settled
themselves at Miinster under the style of the New
Jerusalem .

1641 T. HAVNE Lutlter 93 Luther wrote..a Preface to
Vrbanus Khegius book against the Monasterians [etc.).
1650 TRAPP Comm. Exod. ii. 12 The like madness is reported
of the Monasterian Anabaptists.
t Monaste-rical, a. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. L.

monaster-ittm (see MONASTERY) + -ic + -AL.] Of
or pertaining to a monastery ; monastic.
1651 Fuller s Alvl

Rediy., Mnsmltis 250 The Prior . .

demanded of him how he liked a Monasterical life.

Monastery (m^-nastari). Forms: a. 5-7
monasterie, (5 -eri, 8 -try, 6

monnestarie),&quot;5-
monastery; 0. 5-6 monaster, (6 -tre), 5 mo-
nestre, 6 -tar, 6-7 -ter. [ad. eccl. L. nunastcri-
uin, a.

late^
Gr. /lovaar-fipiov, f. povaffiv to live

alone, f. fiuv-oi alone. The /3-forms are from
OF.fHontvttrt. Cf. MINSTER.] A place of residence
of a community of persons living secluded from the
world under religious vows

; a monastic establish
ment. Chiefly, and now almost exclusively, applied
to a house for monks ; but applicable also to the
house of any religious order, male or female.
1432-50 tr. ffigden (Rolls) II. 27 The monastery of Wynne,burne [ I38; Trevisa mynistre, L. monastcrium]. Ibid. 120

The
monastery of Seynte Hilda [Trevisa abbay). ,71440

Gesta Ram. xliv. 364 (Add. MS.) Sir, why purpose ye to
distroye bis monestre? 1451 Rolls of Paflt. V. 221/1Th abbesse and covent of oure Monasterie of Saint Saviour
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 386/1 What monaster is yonder
that I see? 1539 PERV in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 141He sainge what a goode Crysten is yowre Kinge of Ynglande
to pwte downe the Monesterys. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s

Hist.^ Scot. x. 310 A certane monestar not far fra the place
quhair tha lay. ci6io Women Saints 21 By her example,
many monasteries of Virgins and monks were founded at
Rome. &amp;lt;i66o Contemf. Hist. frel. (Ir. Archaol. Soc.) I.

255 Captain Con Oneylle did guarde the monester of the
fryers preachers of S. Dominicks Order. 1759 B. MARTIN
Nat. Hist. Eng. I. Somerset 73 Its Church . . was at first a
Monastry. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xi, There arose that
great tumult at the outward gate of the Monastery. 1841
EI.PHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 201 They have nothing of the
freedom of the Hindu monastic orders.. and seem never
allowed to leave the monastery. 1872 YEATS Teclin. Hist.
Comm. 143 Each monastery was a luminous point, whence
the light of civilisation radiated into the darkness around.

D. attrib. and Comb.
1591 HORSEY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 264 A yonge bishop of

Rostove..who had a sonn before he was exposed to that
monnestane HIT. 1828 MOORE Mem. (1854) v - ^54 A most
monastery-like state of gloom and cheerlessness.

Monastic (mfTnao-stik), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.

monastic-US, a. late Gr. ^oraoriKds (lit. pertain
ing to solitary life ), f. novafav to live alone : see
MONASTERY. Cf. F. monastiqite (i4th c.), Sp.
ntonastico, Pg., It. monas/ico] A. adj.
1 1. See quot. (prob. a misapprehended use).
CI449 PECOCK Rcpr, i. xviii. 107 In lengthe of tyme fill

greet chaunge is alwey maad in . . the circumstauncis of poll-
tlk

gpuernauncis, she, and of monastik gouernauncis (that is
to seie, of gouernauncis bi whiche oon man gouerneth him
silfaloon).

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of persons
living in seclusion from the world under religious
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vows and subject to a fixed rule, as monks, nuns,
friars, etc.

; pertaining to monasteries.
1600 SIIAKS. A. V. L. m. ii. 441 To forsweare the fill

stream of
y&quot; world, and to Hue in a nooke meerly Monastick

1622 DRAYTON Poly-alb, xxiv. 444 He [Saint Gregory] at
.Mymard led A strict monastic life, a Saint alive and dead
a 1631 DONNE Elegy Mris. Bonlstred 69 He sinkes the
deepe Where harmelesse fish monastique silence keepe
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniy. 447 Out of which luckless Repre
sentation . . this M onastick Legend seems to be framed. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. y. vi. Wks. 1851 IV. 147 The three vows
of poverty, of chastity, and of monastic obedience, which
are common to all the orders of regulars. Ibid. 148 The
primary object of almost all the monastic orders is to
separate men from the world. 1806 Gazetteer Scot!, (ed. 2)
250 Ruins of monastic buildings. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess.
(1889) I. 47 The inmates.. were submitted to an almost
monastic discipline. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 333 Monas.
tic lands, .yielded a scanty produce.
3. Bookbinding. The distinctive epithet of a
method of finishing by tooling without gold.
More commonly called antique .

1880 ZAEIINSIJORF Bookbinding xxii. in Finishing is
divided into two classes blind or antique, or as it is some-
times called, monastic and gold-finished. 1885 \V. J. 10.
CRANE Bookbindingfor Amntenrs xx. 162.

B. sb. A member of a monastic order ; a monk.
1632 LITIIGOW Trav. x. 474 Your order.. by all the other

Monasticks, is hated. 1721 K. KEITH tr. T. &amp;lt;i Keinpis Vail
Lilhes Pref. 7 The pious Author having been a Monastick
or Hrother of the Order of St. Augustine. 1860 HOOK Lives
Alfs. I. v. 226 [They] are warned not to give to secularn or
monastics an example of. .wicked conversation
trans/. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trmi. 26 His pie-plants..,

compulsory monastics, blanched under barrels, each in his
little hermitage, a vegetable Certosa.

Hence f Mona sticly adv., in a monastic manner.
1596 DALRVMPI.F. tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. iv. 227 Quhair,

quhen thair lyfe he monastiklie had informed, a Magnifik
Monasterie . . he erected.

Monastical (m&amp;lt;yncvrstikal), a. Forms : 5 mo-
uastioale, -alle, 6-7 -all, 6 Sr. monestycall, 6
monastical.

[f. med.L. monastic-its MONASTIC a.
+ -AL.] Pertaining to or characteristic of the
monastic life; in early use = MONASTIC a. I.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 65 The thridde degree.. off
sich as ben gaderid in coventis togidere ;. .the which for

worldly combraunce kepen in cloistris, . . and this clepewe monasticale. 1432-50 tr. Itigden (Rolls) IV. 327 The..
Essei, exercisede and usede allemoste in alle thynges a life

monasticalle. (11548 HALL C/iron.. lien. IV n These
monasticall persones. .tpke on them to write.. the noble
actes .. of kynges and princes. 1593 R. HARVKV Philnd. 51
\ monasticall liuer..hath no partes of time for such young

ac
A monastical

j
liuer..hath no panes ui nine ior sum young

childish studies, r 1610 Women Sflints 79 Her monasterie
was at Derham, which she herself built, and in it receiued
her monasticall weede. a 1626 BACON Ch. Contra;-. Wks.
18^9 I. 347 The idle and monastical continuance within the
universities. 1641 MILTON Animate. Wks. 1831 III. 232
Their liking of doltish and monasticall Schoolemen daily
increast. 1686 AGI.IONBY Painting Illustt: 131 One of the
first Founders of the Monastical Orders. 1774 T. Wi sr
Antiq. Fnrness Ci [transl. of papal document] We will,
that monastical discipline be there observed at all times.
1859 C. BARKER Assoc. Prine. i. 9 The gradual departure
from primitive monastical austerity.

Hence Mona/stically adv., in a monastic manner.
1600 SURFLET Conntrie Farme IL xlvi. 294 The Spaniards

..did erect and set vp a Couent of Friers Cordeliers, lining
monastically. a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. ix. 452 To confine
the soul thus monastically to its own home. 1729 SWIFT
Let. to Bolingln-oke 31 Oct., Years.. monastically passed in
this Country of liberty and delight, and money, and good
company! 1867 Contemf. Rev. IV. 377 A monastically
organised community of ascetics.

Monasticism (m^narstisiz m). [f. MONASTIC
+ -ISM.] The monastic system or mode of life.

1795 MILNER /list. Ch. Christ iv. xix. (1812) II. 243
Monasticism continued to make a rapid progress through
this whole century. 1845 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874) I. iii. 144
The church would soon have fallen back, like the purified
forms of monasticism, into its ancient corruptions. 1868
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) II. x. 452 Monasticism, in one
form or another, was dominant for some ages. 1883 Con-
temp. Rev. Dec. 806 No one can question the services
rendered to civilization by western monasticism.

Monasticize (mpiiEe-stissiz), v. [Formed as

prec. + -IZE.] trans. To make monastic in cha
racter; to convert to monasticism. Hence Mo-
na stieized ppl. a.

1854 Fraser s Mag. L. 321 Subjects, .belonging to the
Romish, or, to speak more truly, to any monasticised church.

1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. in. vi. (1864) II. 80 The institutions,
which were hereafter to send forth S. Columban to convert
and monasticise the German forests. 1893 Edin. Rev. July
256 A married clergy monasticised in vain by Dunstan.

Monatomic (m^natp mik), a. Chem. Also
mono-, [f. MON(O)- + ATOM + -ic.] Containing
one atom

; consisting of molecules each containing
one atom. Also used for : Univalent.
1848 WATTS tr. GmclMslIandbk. Client. I. 53 Monatomic

gases. 1866 ODLING^mm. Chem. 32 Monatomic alcohol.
1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. iv. 105 Chlorine itself
is molecular and not monatomic. 1874 J. P. COOKE New
Chem. 278 Such hydrates are said to be mono-atomic, find.,A hydrate is. .monatomic, diatomic, triatomic, etc. according
as it contains one, two, three, or more hydroxyl groups.
Monatomism (mpnos-tomiz m). [Formed as

prec. + -ISM.] The quality or condition of being
monatomic.
1854 J. SCOFFF.RN in Orr s Chr. Scr., Chem. 46 The proof of .

monatomism would be capability of electric decomposition. \

MONDAY.
Monaul (m^nj-l). Also monal, minaul -al

moonaul, menall.
[ Hind, mttnal or monal (it

seems to be in no dictionary) (Yule).] The
Anglo-Indian name for the Impeyan pheasant
(Loplioplionts Imptycatus). (See also quot. 1864 )
1787 LATHAM Synopsis Birds Suppl. 209 Impeyan Phea-

rant... Sir Elijah [Impey] informs me, that these birds are
known in India by the name of Monaul. 1858-9 RUSSELI
Diary India (1860) 1 1. 164 They had only killed a few splendid
minaul (monal, menall les tiois sc disent), and another kind
of pheasant called coqplass. 1864 JERDON Birds ofIndia III
(II. II.) 510 Lophoplwrits Impeyanns Latham. . .The Monaui
Pheasant. Ibid. 516 Ccriornis satyra, Linnams. . . Monaul
popularly by Europeans at Darjeeling, or Argus Pheasant
1895 KIPLING ?nd &quot;Jungle Bk. 39 The villagers.. saw the
minaul, the Himalayan pheasant, blazing in her best colours.

II Monaulos
(m/&amp;gt;ng-1/&amp;gt;s). [L., f. Gr. ^orat-Aos

single flute, flute with a single pipe, f. /xoVo-s single
+ auAos pipe.] An ancient Greek nntewith one pipe.
1797 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 487/2 The monaulos, or

single flute. 1864 ESGEI. Mm. Am. Nat. 155.

Monaural(mcncyral ),
a.

[f. MON o}- + Aim.u..]
Of or pertaining to the use of one ear only.
1888 Pof. .SVv. Monthly XXXIII. 87 Direction cannot

be appreciated by monaural observation.
Monax : see MOONACK.
Monaxial

(m^nrc-ksial),
a. fiot. and Zonl.

[f.

MON(O)- + L. axi-s + -Ai., nfter Axi.u,.] Having
only one axis

; developing along a single line.
1^60 Nature XXI. 449 In many cases it [the central cap

sule] is monaxial, in others dipleuric. 1880 PASCOF. /&amp;lt;-!&amp;lt;/.

Classif. (ed. 2) 283 Mona.vial, when the axis is in one
direction only. 1888 Athen.rnm 31 Mar. 406 2 Sponges
with monaxial spicules. 1902 Kncycl. Brit. XXV. 415 2 If
this be the primary, or relatively primary axis [of ilowerj
the plant is monaxial ; Ihc majoiily of plants are, however
plunaxial.

Mouaxile ;nv&amp;gt;ruvksil), a. nnd sb. Zool.
[f.

MO.V(II)-+ L. ax-is + -H.E.] a. adj. Of a spongc-
spicule : Having only one axis. b. sb. A monaxile
spicule.
1888 ROLLFSTON X: JACKSON Anliii. Life fio Monaxile

ipicules. Ibid., Spicules to a great extent tctraxile
; large

monaxiles common, .spicules for the most part mona.viles.

Monaxou (m^nse-kspn), a. Zoo!,
[f.

Gr. /luv-os

(see MONO-) + dfov-, a(av axis. Cf. mod. I.. A/b-
naxona neut. pi., the name of an order of sponges.]
Having only one axis. So Monaxo jiic a.

1885 E. R. LANKFSTKR in Kncycl. Biit. XIX. 349/2 A
spherical (homaxonic) or a cone-shaped (monaxonir) per
forated shell. 1887 SOI.I.AS Ibid. XXII. 416/1 Monaxou
Hiradiate Type (rhabdus). IbU. 416/2 Modifications of
monaxon type.

Monaxonid (m^nse ksonid), a. and sb. /.ool.

[ad. mod. I,. Hfona.ronida neut. pi., formed as

prec. : see -in.] a. adj. Belonging to the sub-order
Monaxonida of sponges. Of a sponge or sponge-
spictile : Having only one axis. b. sb. A mon-
axonid sponge.
1887 S. O. RIDLEY in Kep. Voy. Challenger XX. Introd.

5 Monaxonid sponges. Ibid. 6 Doth these forms of spicule
are.. monaxonid . 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. B,it. XXII.
422/1 The scleres are moulded on a Monaxonid base. Ibid.
427/2 The Choristida. .are commoner than the Monaxonids.

Monazite (nynazsit). Jtfin. [Named by
Breithaupt, 1829 (Ger. monazit), i. Gr. /jovafriv, to
be solitary, on account of its rarity.] Phosphate
of the cerium metals, found in small, reddish
or brownish crystals (A. H. Chester).
1836 T. THOMSON Min., Ceol., etc. I. 672 Monazite. ..This

name was given by Breithaupt to a mineral brought by
Fielder from the Uralian mountains. 1865 WATTS Diet.
Chem., Monazite. Edwardsite, Mengite, Eremite. A phos
phate of cerium and lanthanum, also containing thormum
according to some authorities. 1903 Edin. Ren. Oct. 388
The North Carolinian monazite.

Monchaunce, variant of MUMCHANCE.
Monche, obs. form of MCNCII v.

Monchen, -ioun, -on, -yn, var. ff. MINCTIEN.
Monck, -ely, -ery : see MONK, MONKLT, etc.

Moncorne, obs. form of MONGCORN.
Mond, obs. form of MOUND, world, orb.

Mondain, obs. form of MUNDANE.
Monday (mwndi, -di). Forms: 1-2 Monan

dees, 2 Monendeeis, Mondees, 3 Monen dai,
Munendai, 3-4 Monenday, Monedai, (3 -dtei,

5 -day)) 5~7 Munday, (6 -day(e), 5 Monnyn
day, Monunday, 8 Mooneday, 4- Monday;
Sc. 5 Mououndai, Monynday, Monnunda, 6

Mon(o)unday, 6-9 Mononday, (7 Moonday),
8 Mununday, 9 Munan-, Mona vn)-, Munon-
day. [OE. Mvnandieg, f. minan genit. of mc /ici

MOON sb. + etas DAY; a translation of late L.
Lfinx dies, whence F. htndi, It. htnedl, etc.

Equivalent forms in the other Teut. langs. are
OFris. monendei, mSnedei, MLG. manendach,
mandach, MDu. manendacli, maetidach (Du.
maandag), OHG. manetag (MIIG. maniac, mif/t-

tac, mSntac, mod.G. Montag), ON. miitiadag-r

(Sw. maitiiag, Da. mandag^.]
1. The second day of the week.
c 1000 Ags. Gos/&amp;gt;. John vii. 32 rubric, Dys sceal on monan

dx$ on ba;re fyftan wucan innan lenctene. c 1050 Byrht-
142



MONDAY.
ftrtKs IlandlKK in A nglia(\ 885) VI 1 1. 321 pscs sunnanda=ses
nama waes of f&amp;gt;aere sunnan, & Jes monandnj^es of |?es monan.

c 1060-1125 Rcct. Singitl. Person. 3 in Liebermann Gesetze

445 Kotesetlan riht be Sam 5e on lande stent : on sumor

he sccal Eelce Mondzje ofer scares fyrst his laforde wjTcan.

1129 O. E. Ckron. an. 1 129, pa began (wet mot on Monendieij
& heold on an to 5e Fridaeig. c 1200 Winteney Rule St. Baut
(1888) 49pxt is asunnandxje & on monan da;, c 1250 Gen. fr

Ex. 72 He fel out on 5e munendai. c 1200 Beket goo in

next before the fest of Seint Martyn. a IS57 Diurn. Occur.

(Bannatyne Cl.) 24 The Inglismen come on Scottis ground,

and lay still fra Monunday to Sattirday. 1562 WINJET
Cert. Tractates iii. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 23 On Pasche Monun

day last passit. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. t Jut. HI. iv. 17 Ca/&amp;gt;.

But soft, What day is this? Pav. Monday, my Lord.

1624 LAUD Diary 2) Mar., Wks. 1853 III. 151 Easter Mon
day. 1638 BRATHWAIT Barnnliees Jrnl. (1818) 15 Banbery
..Where I saw a Puritane-one Hanging of his cat on Mon
day, For killing of a mouse on Sonday. 1713 H. CAREY

Ballad, Sally in our alley iv, And that s the day that

comes betwixt A Saturday and Monday. rtiSio TANNA-

HILL Poems (1846) 145, I see I maun quat takin Munon-

day s yiil. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad iii, Or
come you home of Monday When Ludlow market hums.

2. With specific epithet. Black Monday, (a)

a name for Easter Monday (the historical ex

planations in the quots. are untrustworthy ; for

the unlucky character ascribed to Mondays gener

ally, and esp. to one or more Mondays in April,
see Lecchdotns III. 76 and 162, Brand s Pop.

/Intif.cd. Ellis 1 813 I. 466 fT., and qnot. ifoo; the

common notion that rejoicing is naturally fol

lowed by calamity may have caused the day after

Easter day to be regarded as even more perilous
than other Mondays) ; (t) school slang, the first

school-day after a vacation, f Bloody Monday
school slang, the first day of vacation, a day of

punishment for offenders. -\-Fat Monday [
= F.

Inndi gras~\, the Monday before Shrove Tuesday.
Saint Monday, used with reference to the practice

among workmen of being idle on Monday, as a con

sequence of drunkenness on the Sunday ; chiefly in

phrase to keep Saint Monday. Col/op Monday :

see CoLLOP 1 i c. Handsel Monday: see HANDSEL

5. Also HOCK-MONDAY, PLOUGH-MONDAY.
? 1359 (MS. ? 1389) E. E. Gilds (1870) 97 Yis glide sclial

haue, by 3ere, foure mornspeches. .ye secunde schal be on
blake monunday. c 1435 Chron. London (Kingsford 1905)

13 In the same yere [1360! the xiiij day off
April

and the

morwe after Ester Day, Kyng Edward with his Oost lay

byfore the Citee off Parys ; the which was a ftoule Derke

day . . so bytter colde, that syttyng on horse bak men dyed.
Wherefore, vnto this day yt ys called blak Monday. 1449
BOWER Fordun s Scotichron. xiv. xvii. 358-9 [Relates that

the army of the Black Prince sustained terrible losses from
a storm on Easter-Monday 1357.] Propter hoc hucusque in

Anglia feria secunda Paschae Blak-mononday vulgariter nun-

cupatur. 1491 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 176 Item, on
Blak Monnunda, to the Freris of Edinburgh, ix s. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. u. v. 25 It was not for nothing that my
nose fell a bleeding on blacke monday last. 1601 Nottingham
Rec. (1889) IV. 256 Itt ys ordered, that the Aldermen.. shall

wayte on Maister Major on Blake Monday yearely. a 1604
HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 186 Anno 1209, the occasion of

blacke Munday, and the originall remembrance thereof rose

at Dublin. [A massacre of the English settlers of Dublin

by the Irish on Easter-Monday. ] 1700 Foot- Robin Feb.,
I find not by the Stars we shall have ever a Black-Monday
this Month, which we are very glad of, because such days
are very prejudicial to the Credit of Astrology. 1735 Ibid.

Jan., But after Twelfth day Christmass is visibly eclips d
and beclouded ; then comes Black monday for the School

boys, and they as well as the rest must go to their daily
Labour. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones VIM. xi, My mother.,
made home so disagreeable to me, that what is called by
school-boys Black Monday, was to me the whitest in the
whole year. 1829 BROCKETT N. C. Words (ed. 2), Black.

Monday, the first day of going to school after the vacation.
1682 R. VERNEV Let. to Father Winchester College 18 May,
We shall breack up on the Whensday before holy Thursday :

And Sr
. I would desire you to let your horses be here on the

Satterday following that I may be going on Bloddy Munday,
upon which day all the Children.. Goe home & after that

day noebody stays but some of the Children which the
Warden makes stay here for some notorious action they
have comniitted. 1765 GARRICK in Unir. Mag. XXXVII.
326/1, I, like a boy who long has truant play d..On bloody
Monday take my fearful stand And often eye the birchen-

scepter d hand.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicholay s I ty. iv. xxxvi. 159 b,
They doe obserue two Lents. . wherof the first beeinneth on
the fat mimday, being ix. dayes before the lent of the Latins.
1753 Scots Mag. Apr. 208/1 (title) St. Monday ; or, the

tipling tradesmen. 1804 MAR. EDGEWORTH Popular T.,
To-morrmu vii.

(1856) 408 tff, It is a custom in Ireland
among shoemakers, if they intoxicate themselves on Sunday,
to do no work on Monday ; and this they call making a Saint
Monday. 1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. \. vii. 22
An assemblage of artisans keeping Saint Monday. 1890 E.
ROPER By Track

&amp;gt;,
Trail x\\i. (1891) 255 Ah Sin loses no

time in holiday.. he has no St. Mondays.
3. attrib.

5o6 SHAKS. i lien. IV, i. ii. 39 A purse of Gold most
resolutely snatch d on Monday night. 1602 Ham. H. ii.

406 A Monday morning twas so indeed. 1676 LADY
CIIAWORTH in i2M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 33, I

shall send your Lordship the peck of chesnuts. .by the Mun
day carrier. 1880 W. S. GILBERT Patience n, Who thinks
suburban hops , More fun than Monday Pops . 1884 J.

Qumcv Figures of Past 198 Here we were, IVIonday even
ing, actually dining in New York. 1892 KIPLING Barrack-r.
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Ballads^ Snarleyenu, An if one wheel was juicy, you
may lay your Monday head Twas juicier for the niggers.

1897 MARV KINGSLF.Y IV. Africa 142 This morning the

French official seems sad and melancholy. I fancy he has

got a Monday head (Kipling).

Mondayish. (nunute|ij), a. [f. prec. + -ISH.]

Affected with the indisposition, often felt by

clergymen on Monday, resulting from the work of

Sunday. Hence Mo ndayishness.
1804 W. BULL in Mem. (1864) 313, I quite forgot it was

Monday, and I dare say I am Mondayish. iSsoGiLFiLLAN
in Watson G. t Lett. $ Jrnls. (1892) 145 Your letter has

cheered my Mondayishness . 1884 Congrcgationalist Apr.
320 There is a disease, only known among ministers, of

Mondayishness. 1884 Guardian 10 Sept. 1330/2 It might be
read, .even by the Mondayish clergyman.

Mondayn(e, obs. forms of MUNDANE a.

i; Monde (mond). [Fr.: lit.
* world , Cf.

BEAU MONDE.] The * world of fashionable or

aristocratic persons ; society \ Also, a person s

particular world or circle; the set in which

one moves.

1765 H. WALPOLE Lett. 26 Sept., When the monde returns

to Paris, I shall probably be more dissipated. 1774 Ibid.

23 Apr., I.. expect you will think no personages of less

monde fit to invite to owcfartie guarrfe. 1823 BYRON yuan
xiv. xix, Tis said. .That no one has succeeded in describing
The monde, exactly as they ought to paint. 1862 THACKE
RAY Philip iv, Unless you are of the very great monde.

Ibid,) You come home late, and you don t live in a proper
mondet sir ! 1872 E. BRADDON Life in India v. 167 Bills

have been left at the houses of the monde.

Monde, obs. pa. t. of MUN v.

Mondeyne, obs. form of MUNDANE.

Mondglorye, variant of MANDGLOIIYE Obs.

tMO ndial, a. Obs. In 5 -all. [a. OF.

mondial, ad. late L. mundidlis^ f. L. wund its

world : see MUNDANE a.] Worldly, mundane.
c 1475 Partenay 18 And wel at ease of goodes mondialL

Mondic, obs. form of MUNDIC.

Mondongas, obs. form of MUNDUNGCS.

1, IVIondongo (m^nd^Tjg^). [Sp. mondongo.
Cf. MUNDUNGUS.] A dish composed of tripe.
1622 MABBE tr. Aleman s Guzman d*Alf. 11. 274 On the

Saturdayes, we alwaies made our meales of Mondongo s

\marg. The tripes or intrals of any beast]. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 159/2 Mondongo (a soup-like dish ; a favourite

preparation in the country) [Venezuela].

Mondoyne, obs. form of MUNDANE.
&quot;I* Moiie, shl Obs. Forms : i sem&na, 3 ymone,
imone, man, 3-4 mone. \QE,.gem&ita wk. masc.

: OTeut. type *gamaznon-, cogn. w. *gamainjo-
common : see MEAN fl.

1
]

1. Companionship; sexual intercourse. Cf. MENE.
a goo tr. Bxdas Hist. 11. viii. [ix.] (1890) 120

J&amp;gt;a
he aerest

his aerendwrecan sende..& bisse femnan gemanan bsed.

ci2O5 LAY. 25916 Ne mihte
J&amp;gt;at

maiden his mone
i-|&amp;gt;olien.

a 1225 St. Marker, 13 Ant heom i folhi neodelukest beet

cunnuS to beon cleane w!5uten monnes man ant fleoS

flesches fulSen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6359 So nis it no$t
quab J&amp;gt;e king uor mi kinedom is ymone [v.r, in mone] Vor
an felawe ich abbe

J&amp;gt;er
to. ^1315 SHOREHAM i. 1690 And

}if hys make mone crauej*. Ibid. 1763 Bot ?if J&amp;gt;er
ulesches

y-mone be Fol?ynde. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI.

29 He was i-bore of
J&amp;gt;e mayde Marie by vertu of God wib

oute mannys mone [L. nan hwnano scnrinc],

2. A companion.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6436 ]&amp;gt;o

he was of al engelond
king wiJTOute mone. a 1300 A . Horn 560 (Camb. MS.)
A(&amp;gt;ulf

was his mone,

fMone, sb2 Obs. rare- 1
. [?a. ON. mtna

mammy
1

.] An old woman, a crone.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 97 He sende up for the lady sone,
And forth sche cam, that olde Mone.

Moiie (m0n), sb$ [ad. mod.L. niona, the

specific name, or its source Pg. mona : see MONA.
Cf. F. mone (Button). ] = MONA.
1868 Museum Nat. Hist. I. 30 The mone.. Is usually

brought to Europe from Senegal.

t Mone, v. Obs. Forms : 3 mune-n, 3-4
raun, 3 mon, 4 monne, 3-5 mone. [a. ON.
muna to remember (a preterite-present, I and 3

sing, man, i pi. munom t pa. t, wunSa, mwnda\
etymologically identical, and in most of its forms

coincident, with munu to intend (see MUN v).
The equivalent OE. tnunan to think, consider, is rare exc.

in the compounds gciiiMian (see I-MUNK 7 .), ofntnnan to

recollect, onmnnan to consider ; it is unlikely that the ME.
verb is of native origin, as the examples are all from dialects

with Scandinavian admixture. For the root and the cognates
in other Teut. and Indogermanic Inngs., see MIND sbs\

L trans. To remember, bear in mind. Also intr.

(const, of).
c 1220 Bestiary 370 in OE. Misc. 12 De hertes cosies we

o^en to tinmen \rimc sunen = $AK]. c 1250 Gen. fy Kx. 558
Noe and hise 8re sunen, Sem, Cam, faphet, if we ri^t

rnunen, And here foure wifes woren hem wiS. Ibid. 2409
So Sinked euerilc wis man ,.5e of adames gilte mune5.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixv. 5 Comes and sees, goddes
werkes mones. a 1300 Cursor M, 8384 Bot if

&amp;gt;ou
bar-of

wil mone, sir king Will i wat bat
f&amp;gt;ou

me hight. Ibid,

23927 Leuedi [Mary]..giue me grace.. Mi sinnes to bete.,

pi suns ded to mon on ai. 1303
R. URUNNE Handl. Synnc

7673 Yn a prouerbe of olde tnglys. .pat sougbe wones, yn
age mones. r 1320 Sty J ristr. 657 Child.. How were

Jx&amp;gt;u

fram rohand lorn? Moncstow neuer in lede? c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. trace (Rolls) 4811 [ Androcheus] preied hym

i
|&amp;gt;at

he wolde mone pat he was his broker sone . 1375

MONERA.
HARBOUR Bruce xix. 526 But othir dedis nane war donne
That gretly is apone till monne.

b. intr. To make remembrance. Const, on,for.
a 1425 Cursor M. 8252 (Trin.) Of cercles

f&amp;gt;at
he toke awey

Offringe he made to mone on ay. a 1440 Sir Eglam. 1008

(Lincoln MS.) He gafe thame [lands] for to lyfe appone,
For Cristabelle saule to mone.

2. To mention, tell of. Also absol, and intr.

const, of.
a 1300 Cursor M. 0233 lechonias ;e herd me mun \other

texts mone], Salatiel he had to sun. a 1300 Ibid. 9519 pis
ilk king J&amp;gt;at

i of mon He had an anlepe son. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. xxxii. 92, Y wole mone my song on wham
that hit ys on y-long. c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 214 Bot Noe & his pre sones And

f&amp;gt;eir wyues (&amp;gt;e

bible hit mones Were none worthi in Codes sight. Ibid.

14823 Mayster Edmond seis, as me mones, pat be Engle
hadde nynetene sones. 13.. Proj&amp;gt;r.

Sanct. (Vernon MS.)
in ArchivStnd. nen.

Sj&amp;gt;r.
&quot;LXXXI. 106/99 Bariona, t&amp;gt;at

we
ofmone, hit is to mene a coluer sone .

b. const, dot. of person.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20325 [Mary log.} I sal mon mi suet sun,
He sal te \sc. John] do til him com. Ibid. 24758 Quat
time.. bat pis bitidd pat sco was geten.,1 sal yow mon
widvten mis. 1303 R. BRUNKE Handl. Synne 11888 Now
haue 56 herde ^e poyntes twelue. . . Prestes oghte hem alle to
kunne Lewed men to teche and monne. c 1325 Body fy

Soietm Map^s Poems (Camden) 336 5wanne thou} me tau^tist
on unti^th, an me gan ther ofie mone. a 1400 Relig. Pieces

fr. Thornton MS. ix. 239 What may J&amp;gt;is
mene

, quod these

men, mone it vs mare .

Mone, obs. f. MANY, MOAN, MONET, MOON, MUN.
Monechen, -on(e, -yn, var. fF. MINCHEN Obs.

Monecian, obs. form of MONOZCIAN.

Mon6ddo, variant of MANITOU.
1845 HIRST COM. Mammoth, etc, 17 We deemed Moneddo s

will Had given us to these sons of Flame.

Monek(e, obs. forms of MONK.

Monexnbryony (m^ne mbrii^ni). Also

mono-, [f. MON(O)- + EMBRTON + -Y.] The
condition of producing but one embryo. Hence

Monenibryo nic a., having a single embryo.
1849 BALFOUR Alan. Bot. 586 In general, one embryo is

produced [in fertilization], constituting what is denominated

monembryony. 1879 STORMONTH Man, Set. Terntst Man-
anbrionic.

Monemerous : see MONOHEMEROCS.
t Moueil-. Obs. rare. [ME. Moncn in Monen-

day y Monday. Cf. OE. Mtinan srfen, niht, Sunday
ni^ht.] Monen morrow^ Monday morning.
a 1300 Vision of Paul (MS. Laud 108) in Archiv Stud.

nen. S&r. LIJ. 38 Fram Saturday non to be monen moruwe.
1 Mo neO. Oxford Univ. Obs. [L.,

= I warn .]

A formal reminder of a University function. So
Mo pneo v. trans,, to serve with a moneo* or

; reminder.

1713 HEARNE Collect. (O. H.S.) V. 83 This Morning
: preached Mr

. Mear..at S l
. Marie s.. .It was about half an

i hour after ten er e became to Church... He excused him-
1 self by saying he was moneo d for y* Afternoon. Ibid. 128

This Morning preached at X* Church I&amp;gt;. Potter...Mr
.

Taylor of X 1 Ch. was put in the Note, there having been a
Mistake in delivering the Moneo.

Moneour, obs. form of MONEYER.

Monepic(m^ne pik),a. rare. Also monoepic.

j [f. MON(O)- + Gr. ITT-OS word + -1C.] Composed of

a single word or of sentences consisting of a single
word.
a 1832 BF^TTHAM Latig. Wks. 1843 VIII. 333/1 This pro

position will consist of one word only, or of divers words,
will be either monoepic or polyepic. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly
Feb. 440 A child s first imitative talk, whicn might be de
scribed as monepic or single-worded as wow-wow , dow
(down&amp;gt; is essentially vague. Ibid. Apr. 781 His speech is

monepic.

Mpnepiscopacy(m^pi sk#pasi). [f. MON(O)-
+ EPISCOPACY .J Government of the Church by
bishops endowed with monarchical authority.
1889 GORE Ministry Chr. Ch. ii. 73 Noone. .can maintain

that the existence of what may be called, for lack of a dis-

t
tinctive term, monepiscopacy is essential to the continuity of

i the Church. 1903 Dublin Rev. Jan. 84 St. Peter is com
monly said by the Fathers to be the type ofmonepiscopacy.
So Monepi scopal a., pertaining to or of the

nature of a monepiscopacy ; |{ Mouepi scopns
! (quasi-Latin), a monepiscopal bishop.

mpt ti , ___

torals with the mon-episcopus (or monarchical bishop) of the

I

second century.

Moner (m^-n3i). Biol. Alsomonere. Angli-
: cized form of moiieron, sing. MONERA.

1868 HUXLEY in Q. Jrnl Microsc. Sci. VIII. 210, I pro-

pose to confer upon this new Moner the generic name of

| Bathybim. 1869 tr. Hacckel ibid. IX. 219 Detaching them
selves.. from the

periphery
of the Moner-colony. Ibid.,

i

This Moner-fprin would be intimately allied to Protpgenes.
1873 MAX MULLER in Fraser s Mag. July 5 The physiologist

i ..sees in the lowest Mpneres the living proof of an inde

pendent beginning of life. 1882 COUES Biogen. (1884) 33
I The chain of life is unbroken from moner to man.

Moner, obs. form of MANNER.
II Monera (nwnl*rft)j sb.pl. [mod.L., badly f.

, Gr. tiQvr)pr)s single.] Haeckel s name for a gronp
of Protozoa composed of organisms of the simplest
form. Also sing. Mone ron, one of the monera.

1869 tr. Haeckel in O. JrnL Microsc. Sci. IX. 28, I have
I called those forms of life standing at the lowest grade of
1

organization Monera. Ibid. 35 A Protozoan organism of



MONERGISM.
the Monera group. 1876 tr. HaeckeVs Hist. Creat. I. 184
The first complete observations on the natural history of a
Moneron .. were made by me.. in 1864. 1894 E. CLODD in

Academy 7 July 14/1 The theory of the continuity of life

from moneron to man.
Hence Mone ral, Mone ric aif/s.

= MoKEi\A.Na.
Moneran a., of or belonging to the monera; sb.

a moneron.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. ii. 95 An endoplastic re

petition of the moneran Protomonas. 1881 CARPENTER
Microsc.

&amp;lt;$

Rev. (ed. 6) 394 Another very interesting

mpneric type is the VampyrAla. 1891 Q. Jrttl. Microsc.
Sci. XXXII. 611 Haeckel was mistaken in assuming their

disappearance in a moneran stage .

Monergism (mp-nsjd^iz m). Theol. [ad.
mod.L. (and Ger.) monergismus ,

{. Gr. ^oVos (see

MONO-) + ipyov work : see -ISM.] a. The doctrine
of some Lutherans that regeneration is entirely the
work of the Holy Spirit ; opposed to SYNERGISM.
b. Applied by some mod. writers to the doctrine

(closely akin to Monothelitism) that the two natures
in Christ have only one operation (/ a ivtp-yua).

(In this sense some Ger. writers have, more cor

rectly, monenergisnius. ) Hence Mo nerg-ist sb.,

one who professes monergism ; also adj.
= next.

Monerg-i stic a., of or pertaining to monergism.
1867-80 M CLINTOCK & STRONG Cycl. Bibl. Lit. VII. 481

{Cassell Snppl.} It is held by monergists that the will of
sinful man has not the least inclination towards holiness. .

until it has been acted upon by divine grace. 1893 E. K.
MITCHELL tr. Harnack s Ontl. Hist. Dogma 300 The Mon-
ergistic and Monotheletic Controversies. 1898 STF.IRS &
MILLAR tr. Harttack s /list. Dogma IV. 252 The Monergist
and Monothelite Controversies.

II Monerozoa (mpmiozoa-a.), sb. pi. Zoo!.

[mod.L., f. Gr. jiocr/pjjs single + (yov animal.]
An alternative name for MONERA.
1881 CARPENTER Microsc. fy Rev. (ed. 6) 392 Monerozoa

(as they have been designated by Prof. Haeckel, who first

drew attention to them).

Hence Monerozo-an a., of, belonging to, or
characteristic of the monerozoa ; sb. one of the

monerozoa ; Monerozo ic a. =
prec. adj.

1879 CARPENTER in Encycl. Brit. IX. 375/1 Living
organisms of the simplest possible monerozoic type.

Mones, monesche, obs. forms of MONISH v.

Monesia (mom-pa). [Origin unknown.] An
|

astringent substance obtained from the bark of
a Brazilian tree, Chrysophyllum Buranhem (C.

glycyphlceuni). Hence Mouesin (nvnrsin) C/iein.,
an acrid principle obtained from monesia.
1843 Pharm. Jrnl. III. 292 Dr. G. Martin St. Ange..

says : A vegetable substance, called iiionesia, has lately
been imported from South America, in the form of hard
thick cakes. ..M. Bernard Derosne, the druggist, who intro
duced it, informs me that some travellers call the monesia
bark, go/tarcm ; and others, bitranhem . 1858 HOGG Veg.
Kin^d. 500 An acid [read acrid] principle, analogous to

saponin, called monesin.

Monest, obs. form of MONISH v.

Monestar, -er, -re, obs. forms of MONASTERY.
Monestyeall, obs. Sc. form of MONASTICAL.
Monetain, obs. form of MOUNTAIN.
t Moneta-rian, a. Obs. rare 1

, [f. L. mo-
netdri-us (see next) + -AN.] Of or pertaining to

money or coins
; numismatic.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. So The last of all the
Medal-kind Authors and Monetarian Writings.

Monetary (mp-n-, mzmnari), a. [ad. L. mone-
tari-us of or belonging to the mint, f. monela
mint : see MONEY.]
1. Of or pertaining to the coinage or currency.
Monetary unit, the standard unit of value of a country s

coinage.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration, jfudic. Evid. (1827) I. 148

Monetary for.cery forgery in relation to the current coin.

1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 208 The principles
of what he terms monetary value. 1832 tr. Sismondi s Ital.

Ref&amp;gt;.
iv. 85 The whole monetary system of Europe was..

abandoned to the depredations of sovereigns, who continu

ally varied the title and weight of coins. 1853 HUMPHREYS
Coin Coll. Man. vi. 56 The effigy of Pan was adopted as a

monetary type by the Panticapeans. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. L 6. 53 Laws which regulated the monetary standard.

2. Pertaining to or concerned with money,
pecuniary.
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. xi. 330 Monetary asceticism,

consisting in the refusal of pleasure and knowledge for the
sake of money. 1865 BRIGHT Sf. Canada 13 Mar. (1876)

67/1 Men who are deep in great monetary transactions. 1866
CRUMP Btinkingm. 74 The person who introduces a customer
to a bank is expected to have some knowledge. .of his

friend s monetary affairs. 1872 J. H. GLADSTONE Faraday
ii. 76 But it was not in monetary gifts alone that his kind
ness to the distressed was shown.

Moneth(e, obs. forms of MONTH.

Monethyl (mpne Jril). Chem. Also mono-,

[f. MON(O)- + ETHYL.] An organic compound in

which one atom of hydrogen is replaced by one
molecule of ethyl. Hence Mone thylio a.

1868 Fownes* Chem. (ed. 10) 615 Monethylic borate
C2H5Bp2. 1869 ROSCOE Elein. Chem. 339 Monrethyl [sic]

phosphine. 1881 Academy 14 May 360/2 An ethylether malic
acid isomeric with the monethyl malate of Desmondisir.

Mo lietisni. nonce-wd. [f. L. moneta (see

MONEY) + -ISM.] The worship of money. So
also Mo nctist, one who practises monetism.

603

77 J- STEVENS tr. Quevedo s Coin, IVks. (1709) 488 For
founding the new Sect of Monetism, changing the Nnme of
Atheists into that of Money-mongers, or Monetists [trans

lating Sp. dinerismos and dinerisia$\,

Moiietization (mp-i\-,mu:nttdiz&-fen). [f.next
+ -ATIOX. Cf. mod.F. montisation^\ The action
of monetizing.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1890 G. B. SHAW Fabian Ess. Socialism

IQI Monetization of silver, import duties.

Monetize (mp n-, mzniftaiz), v. [f. L. monct-a
MONKY + -IZE. Cf. F. motifUser.] trans. To give
a standard value to (a metal) in the coinage of a

country ; to put into circulation as money.
1880 in WEBSTEK, Suppl. 1903 Speaker 10 Oct. 52/1 He

demonetised silver in Germany and monetised gold.

Moneto, obs. variant of MANITOU.
1773 Hist. Brit. Domin. N. Anicr. xm. xi. 241 They

assert, there are two monetoes or spirits ; that the one sends
all the good things they have, and the other all the bad.

Moneur, obs. form of MONEYER.

Money (nurni), sb. PI. moneys. Forms:
3-6 moneye, 4-5 monoie, -oye, moone, 4-6
monay(e, monei^e, mone(e, monye, 4-8 mony,
5-7 monny, 6-7 monie, 4- money, [a. OF.
moneie, mon(ii}oie (mod.F. monnaie] = Pr., Sp.
moneda, Pg. moeda, It. moneta : L. moneta (V f.

monere to warn, remind) : orig. the name of a

goddess (in classical times regarded as identical

with Juno), in whose temple at Rome money was
coined, hence, a mint, money. Cf. MINT sb\}
For the plural the irregular spelling monies is still not

uncommonly met with, esp. in sense 4.]

1. Current coin
;

metal stamped in pieces of

portable form as a medium of exchange and
measure of value. Piece ofmoney : see PIECE sb. 3 c.

^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1725) 238 Edward, .wille wite

certeyn, who schent has his mone. Of clippers, of roungcrs,
of suilk takes he quest is. 1340 Aycnh, 26 Of guod metal hy
make)? ualse moneye. 1377 LANGL. / . PL B. xv. 3.13 pi:
merke of|?at mone is gopd.ac be metal is fieble. 1611 BIB LI;

i Kings xxi. 2, I will glue thee the worth of it in money.
1680 MORDEN Geog. Red.) Asia/. Tartaria (1685) 396 The
Mony of this kingdom is of a good Alloy. 1711 ADUISOM
Sfcct. No. 3 p 5 Behind the Throne was a prodigious Heap of
Bags of Mony. 1859 GEO. ^LlorA.BfaStix, It s no use filling

your pocket full of money if you ve got a hole in the corner.

Jig. 1651 HOBBES Levidth. i. iv. 15 Words are wise mens
counters, they do but reckon by them : but they are the

mony of fooles.

b. Applied occas. by extension to any objects,
or any material, serving the same purposes as coin.
^1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 239 He [the great Khan].,

makethe no Money, but of Lether emprented, or of Papyre.
1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 24 The monie which
they vse, is made of a certayne paper.. with ye kinges
yinage printed theron. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa In-
trod. 22 Salt is the principall thing which runneth currant
for money throughout all the emperotirs dominions. 1807
ROBINSON .,4 r&amp;lt;r/*#&amp;lt;7/. Grxca n.xix. 177 Incases of emergency
. .the Spartans were allowed the use of money made from
the skins of beasts.

C. In mod. use commonly applied indifferently
to coin and to such promissory documents repre
senting coin (esp. government and bank notes) as

are currently accepted as a medium of exchange.
See PAPER MONEY.
1819 Noble s Instr. Emigr. U. S. 107 The best money to

take to the United States, is either guineas or Spanish
milled dollars ; . . Bank of England notes will not do. 1864
Chamh, Encycl. VI. 529/2 No one hesitates in counting
a /5 Bank of England note as money. 1880 BON. PRICE in
Eraser s Mag, May 675 Only 3^. in each ioo/. were cash-
that is, coin and bank notes, true money. 1903 Westm. Gaz.
18 June 2/r In international commerce the form of money
most used is a bill of exchange, and a good bill is good
money.

t&amp;lt;i. Black money (~ med.L. moneta nigra},

copper coinage ;
? also, debased silver coin. White

money, standard silver coin. Obs.

[1335 Act Edw. Ill, stat 2
(&amp;gt;

c. i 4 Que totes maneres de
noire monoie, que courent ja communalment en notre
roialme. .soient tote oultrement ostez.] 1423 Rolls ofParlt.
IV. 256^2 For as muche as gret scarcite of Whit money
is wyth inne this land, because that silver is bought. 1469
Sc. Acts Jos. ///(i597) 40 That there be na Deniers of
France,., nor nane vther counterfaictes of black money, be
tane in payment in the Realme, bot our soveraine Lords
awin black money. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 42 He plucked
oute viii. shyllinges in whyte money. 1607 MIDDLETON
Phcenix I. vi, He had so much grace before he died to turn
his white money into gold, a great ease to his executor.

1643 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. iv. v. 264 Receiving black

money from cheatours, he payes them in good silver,

2. (With pi.) A particular coin or coinage.
Also, a denomination of value representing a
fraction or a multiple of the value of some coin

;

in full, money of account (see ACCOUNT sb. i).

1426 LYDG. De Guil, Pilgr. 17614 Thys hand in frenshe..
Ys callyd Poitevyneresse ,

For yt forgeth . ,A monye callyd
Poytevyn. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xiv. 165 The monoyes
were establisshed first ; for as moche as they had not of alle

thinges necessarye to gydre. 1588 J. READ tr. A rcaeus
1 Com-

pend. Metk. 69, I made an orifice with the Trepan, to the

greatnes of a siluer mony called a Roiall. 1617 MORYSON
/tin, i. 285 Now I will set downe the divers moneys of Ger
many with the severall values of them. ^1630 MUN Eng.
Treos. (1664) 4 He ought to know the Measures. Weights,
and Monies of all forraign Countries, a 1637 B. JONSON
Discov., Consttctndo etc. ( 1 640), Custome is the most certaine
Mistresse of Language, as the publicke stampe makes the cur* i

MONEY.
rent money. 1648 C. WALKHR Hist. !ndepemi. r. 169 Francis

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 328/1 Constantine I. introduced the
mrtliarensis, worth somewhere about a shilling of our money.
1839 Ibid. XV. 322/1 The denominations, .of the different

moneys current among the chief nations of antiquity. 1885
Atfurtmuttt 30 May 690/1 The reasons for these changes in

coinage, the intentions of those who issued moneys . . are
often almost unknown.
3. Coin considered in reference to its value or

i purchasing power ; hence, property or possessions
of any kind viewed as convertible into money or

having value expressible in terms of money.
m

c 1290 S. Ens-. Leg. 1. 262/41 Non ofmr Moneye, hco seide,
ich ne habbe Dote mi-self her. 1377 LANGL. / . PL B. xm.
394 To marchaunden with monoye [v.r. moneie] and maken
her eschaunges. c 1386 CHAUCKR Prol. 705 Up-on a day

! he gat him more moneye Than that the pci ion gat in

:
monthes tweye. &amp;lt; 1430 LYDG. London Lyckpcny i, Hut for

lack of mony I cold not spede. 1529 MORE Suppl. Soulys
Wks. 325/2 Then were he very cruell in that he deliuercth
them not without moneL 1539 UIBLE i Tim. vi. 10 For
couetou.snes of money is the rote of all euyll. 1651 HOBUKS
Lcviath. n. -\xii. 122 Sometimes I notice cannot be had with
out mony. ^1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. (188^) II. 237
Tis his business to get money, and hers to spend it. 1753
HANWAY Trav. II. i. iii. 15 They have introduced the custom
of giving money to servants. 1776 ADAM SMITH If. jV. iv.

i. P i Wealth and money.. are, in common language, con
sidered as in every respect synonymous. 1879 FROUDB
C&sar .\viii_3oi He already owed half a million of money.
1890 Murray s Mag. June 764 He ll come into a lot ofmoney
somi: fine day.

b. with demonstrative or possessive adj., desig

nating a sum applied to a particular purpose or in

the possession of a particular person.
a 1300 Cursor Jf. 16475 Here ! yeld yow yur mone, qes

me a-gain mi war. c 1330 R. URUNNE Chron. (1725) 308 pat
tyine no I?ing he wrotiht, bot spendid his mone. 1463 Bury
li- ills (Camden) 27 This mony not to be delyuerid to noon
of hem. 1390 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 63 The monie that

you owe me for the Chaine. 1:1645 [see FooL^. 1
i d], 1684

BUNYAN Pilgr. n, (1862) 351 Then said one of them, I will

fay
you when I take my Mony. 1818 CKUISE Digest (ed. 2)

. 477 Notwithstanding the father paid the whole money.
1838 D. JKRROLIJ Jlfen q/C/iaractcrliZ^i} 320 The highway
laconism of your money or your life ! 1891 KIPLING Light
that bailed iii, Come hack when your money s spent.

c. considered as a commodity in the market

(for loan, etc.).
a 1687 PKTTY Pol. Arii/i. vi. (1691) 100 It is certain that

mony which payeth those Rents, and drivcth on Trade,
must have increased also. 1691 SIR D. NORTH Disc. Trade
Pref. B 2, Money is a Merchandize, whereof there may lie

a glut, as well as a scarcity. 1776 ADAM SMITH H , N. iv. i,

It
i_s

not any scarcity of gold and silver, but the difficulty
which such people find in borrowing, and which their

creditors find in getting payment, that occasions the general
complaint of the scarcity of money. 1797 BURKE Regie.
Peace iii. Sel. Wks. HI. 208 The value of money must be

judged, like every thing else, from it s rate at market. 1878
Encycl. Brit. XVI. 721/1 In mercantile phraseology the
value of money means the interest charged for the use of
loanable capital. Thus, when the market rate of interest is

high money is said to be dear, when it is low money is re

garded as cheap.

Ud. A certain money (see CEBTATN sb. 5 b).
1380 Antecrist in Todd 3 Treat. IVyclif 149 To sett

I&amp;gt;ereon her syngnet for a certeyne moneye. 1556 Chron.
Gr. Friars (Camden) 70 [She] gave hare husbande a sartyne
mony a yere dureynge hys lyffe.

4. //. Properly = * sums of money ,
but often

indistinguishable from the sing, (sense 3). Now
chiefly in legal and quasi-legal parlance, or as an
archaism.

1382 WVCLIF 2 Mace. iii. 6 And tolde to hym the tresorie
in Jerusalem for to be ful with moneys [Vulg.J*WK#j] vn-
noumbreable. 1625 BACON Ess., Usury (end). No Man will

Lend his Moneyes farre off, nor put them into Vnknown
Hands. 1632 LITHGOW Trav.iv. 140 [He] furnished him with
great moneys, and other necessaries. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc.
Hist. xix. v. (1827) VIII. 163 To make him a present of the
monies arising from that sale. 1822 BYRON Werner n. H,
But to steal The moneys of a slumbering man ! 1865 Morn.
Star 3 Feb., A young woman, was charged, .with stealing
from the person of Robert Tharston,. .7^. 6^., his moneys.
1866 CRUMP Banking v. 118 An agreement to pay the bill

when certain monies were realised. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Ca
tullus x.xix. 22 Is not all his act To swallow monies, empty
purses heap on heap ?

IT From Shakspere onwards, the use of the pi.
for the sing, has been commonly attributed to Jews,
whose supposed pronunciation is sometimes ridi

culed by the spelling
( monish .

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. iii. 117 You come to me, and you
say, Shylocke, we would haue moneyes. 1794 CUMBERLAND
JeT.v ii. ii, Sheua. Why truly, monies is a goot thing. 1819
SCOTT Ivanhoe xi,

( O , said the Jew, you are come to pay
moneys. . . And from whom dost thou bring it ?

*

5. With defining word, forming specific phrases,
as f chief money = capital ; even money, equal
betting, also attrib.

; t present, f real money ^
READY MONEY; t sinsle, small money, small

change ; f Spanish money slang (s&& quot. 1700).
For hard, soft money see HARD a. 2, SOFT a. Freq. with

prefixed sb., denoting the reason or purpose for which money
is expended, as AMytMWMtf^Bsn sb.\ 4), BLOOD-MONEY, card-

money (CARD $b2 14), conscience-money (CONSCIENCE 16 c)

t COPY-MONEY, gate-money (GATE &b$ 13), HUSH-MONEY,
POCKI-ZT-MONEY, SMART-MONEY, CtC.

a 1380 St. Bernard 738 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 53

5if i take be
fc&amp;gt;e

chef moneye [L. ca&italc] Wip to pleye.
142-a
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1553 Stanford Chiirc.}tiv. Ace. in Antiquary XVII, 117

It. of ye pariiheoneis for crowche moiiuy or paschull monay
iiijj. vijrf. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 34, I am not fur-

nish d with the present nionie. 1591 GREENE wuiPt. Conny-c.

(1592) Da, [There] came another and bought a knife and
should haue single money again. 1611 DONNE Anat. World,
ist Anniv. 234 And that rich Indie liich doth gold interre,

Is but as single money coyn d from her. 1685 PETTY Last

Will p. v, Which, .raisecf me an estute of about i3ooo/. in

ready and real money, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Ov;c,

Spanish-money, fair Words and Compliments. 1722 Dt
FOE Plague (1884) 106 Small Money to make up any odd

Sum. 1903 Daily News 8 Aug. 4/5 If number five wins the

bank collects all the even-money bets.

6. Phrases, etc.

a. Proverbs, Money makes the mare (or Ahorse)

to go\ money is the sinews (or \ nerves ; of war

(cf. Cicero Phil. v. ii. 5 nerves belli, pecuniam
innnitam ); time is money ;

etc.

c 1450 Cov, Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 268 In old lermys I have

herde seyde That mony makyth Schapman. 1573 J. S \xu-

i OKD Hours Recreat. (1576) 213 Money makes the horsse

to goe. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxiii. 38 But that

opinion I may condenine with like reason as Macchiauell

doth that other : that monies were the sinews of the warres.

1638 [see NERVE sb. a]. 1660 T. M. C. Walkers Hist,

ludepcnd. iv. 65 The Army could not subsist without money
(which is the Nerve of War!. 1659, 1698 (see MARE i b].

1792 WoLcor \l . Pindar) More Mottey, Odes to Mr. Pittiv,
Tis money makes the old mare trot. 1861 TKAFFORD City

V Suburb xiv, Money makes money, it is said. 1886 BARING-
GOULD Court Royal xliii, Time was money to Mr. Cheek.
He did not allow the grass to grow under his feet.

b. For money : in return or exchange for money.
For or at ike money : at the price paid. For love

or money : see LOVK sb. 7 c. (So and so} for my
money, a colloq. expression of approbation = . .is

what I desire or like , . .is my choice , give me . .

t To take eggs for (ones) money : see EGG sb. 4.
c 1330 R. BKLNNE Chron. (1725) 246 pel wer out of IK; tour

delyuerd for moiie. c 1380 WYCLIF lyks. (1880) 241 Whanne
prelatis. .fauouren hem in sytine for moneye. 1513 BRAD-
SHAW St. Wcrbitrge i. 1677 There was habundaunce Of all-

mailer plea.sure^ to be had for monye. 1599 SHAKS. Mnck
Ado ii. iii. 63 Well, a home for my money when all s done.

1616 W. HAUGHTON (title) English-Men for my Money.
1667 DRYDEN & DK. NEWCASTLE Sir M. Alar-A II v. i,

They nuy talk what they will of Oxford for an university,
but Cambridge for my money. 1700 [see GIVE v. 3 c]. 11734
NORTH Life Dudley Xorth (1744) 181 It is certain the Pam
phlet is . . utterly sunk, and a Copy not to be had for Money.
1802-12 BKNTHAM Ration. Jttdic. Evul. (1827) IV. 93 The
higher you pay for your dispatch, the more delay you have
for your money. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy x, You re

rii*ht \ said Dick,
*

Murphy is the very man for our money .

1882 Daily Tel. 30 Jan., Khamseen, who cost 570 guineas
at M r. Vyner s sale, is reckoned a bargain . . at the money.

c. To make money : to acquire or earn money ;

also, to get money by the sale of, make a profit

cut of. To coin money : to acquire wealth rapidly

(see COIN f. 1 i c).

1457 Paston Lett. I. 416 He. .resseyvyth but chafiY and
\\aare for hys cornys and wollys, &c. and then most abyde
along day to make money. 1472-1632 [--ee MAKE v. 29].

1828 W, M DOWALL Poems Galloway Dial. 25 When Buona
parte in splendour shone, Twas then I made the money.
1901 Spectator 20 July 82/1 The War Office ought not to

make money out of, any more than they should subsidise,
the rifle clubs.

d. (// is) everybody s or every man s money : in

early use, what everybody prefers to buy ; also,

what everybody can afford to buy ;
now (mainly in

negative context) what everybody would find worth
its price. (Also in analogous phrases : see quots.

1625, 1712, 1851.) To be (good, bad) etc.) money :

to be a (good or bad) investment, to *

pay : There
is money in (something) : money can be made out

of it.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 381 The ointment of Saffron

confected at Soli in Cilicia, imported for a good while and
caried the praise alone : but soone after that of Rhodes was

every mans money. 1625 BACON Ess.
t Riches, When a Mans

Stocke is come to that, that he can expect the Prime of

Markets, and ouercome those Bargainee, which for their

greatnesse are few Mens Money. 1653 GATAKER I ind.

Annot. Jer. 29 The whole work .. consists of two great
volumes, and the price consequently correspondent, not

every mans money, and in fewer hands therefore. 1712
ADDISON Speit. No. 482 F i Such a Discourse is of general
Use, and every married Man s Money. 1851 MAYHEW
LontL Lab. I. 91/1, I sell dry fruit, sir, in February and
March, because I must be doing something, and green
fruit s not my money then. Ibid. 130/1 Mignonette s

everybody s money. Dahlias didn t go off so well. Ibid.

(1861) III. 103, I reckon Astley s is the worst money
for any man. Ibid, ijo Richardson s used.. to be more
money, but now it s as bad as the rest of em. 1887 Pall
Mall C. i Mar. 14/1 There is undoubtedly money in guns.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as money-
affair^ -bond, -chest, f -codger (miser), -coffer,

&quot;Controversy, -dell, -draught , -drawer, -fine, -god,
-market

y f-means, -\-miser, -mulct, -payment, -price ,

^-sack, Safe, -standard, -toktn
% -transaction^

-valuation, -value, -wages.
1702 STEELE funeral n. i, Your Lordship will send for

Him, when you are at Leisure to look upon *Money-affairs.
1817 CARLYLE Fr. Rtv. I. in. viii, Rich if Court-titles and
*Money.bonds can enrich him. 1836 PUSEY in Liddon
Lift (1893) I. xvii. 393 To put a canker into the *money-

. . .

III. 402 Musty, frousy, stingy,
*
money-codger. 1525-6

^?tv. Ht. .Mary at Hill 331 tor . . niendyng of the lock

604

of the &quot;money cofur within the plate chest. 1597 BEAKD
Theatre God s Judgcin^ 1612) 490 If there were anie money-
controuersies to be decided. 1711 M. HENRY Forgiv. Sin
Wks. 1853 II. 319/2 Our Saviour in his parables alludes

to *money-debts. 1890 SIK G. F. DUCKETT Visit. Eng.
Cluniac Found. 31 He found the hou^e with a money-
debt of 935. marks. 1758 J/./Vi Let, on Navy 19 These

assigned Tickets would be equal to &quot;Money-draughts
h

upon any responsible Banker. 1880 W. NEWTON Serin,

/of Boys &amp;lt;y

Girls (1881) 372 She had lost the _key other
j

&quot;money-drawer. 1875 STLBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 47 Such
are the proportions of the wer-gild and the *

money-fines.

1590 SPENSKK /&quot;. Q. n. vii. 39 Suffice it then, thou *Money
God, (quoth hee That all thine ydle offers I refuse .

1600-12 ROWLANDS Four Knaves (Percy Soc.) 63 A knight
.. Intreates his father ,, Some *mony-means to help him
he would make. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 45 ,

A wretched ending of such money-misers. 1650 TRAIT
Comtu. Exod. x.\. 17 Violence offered to a woman ..if .

bhee were not quick, it was onely a *monie.mulct. 1799
Hull Advertiser 15 June i/z The house is. .subject to a

|

&quot;money payment in lieu of tithes. 1776 AUA.M SMITH W. N.
i. v. (1869) I. 49 Six shillings and eight pence, .in the time

)

of Edward I, I consider as the same *money -price with a

pound sterling in the present time. x86i MAINE Auc. Law
v. 157 The husband.. pays a money-price to her relations

for the tutelage which they surrender to him. 1603 DAVIB8
Microcosm. 153 The *Money-Sacke best kept the Land from
sack. 1799 Hull Advertiser 6 Oct. 3/3 Charged, .with

having broken open .. the &quot;money-safe within the said
i 11- , __ TI . . :_ i

welling-house. 1771 RAI-ER in Phil. Trans. LXI. 468, I

_iscovered the Eginean Talent to have been the *money-
standard of Macedon. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 242

They will need a market-place, and a &quot;money-token for

purposes of exchange. 1858 Lu. ST. LEONARDS Handy-Bk.
Prop. Law xviii. 135 Looking at this as a simple

*
money

transaction. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ., Prel. Remarks, I. 5 He
accepted these [goods] at a &quot;money valuation. 1870 EMER
SON Soc.

&amp;lt;$
Solit.i Eloquence Wks. (Bonn) III. 32 In old

! countries, a high *money-value is .set on the service of men

I

who have achieved a personal distinction. 1817 MALTHUS
Popul. (ed. 5} I. 31 An increased number of labourers receiv.

\ ing the same &quot;money-wages will necessarily, by their com-
I petition, increase the money-price of corn.

b. objective and objective genitive, as money -

\ borrower, -catcher , -clipper, -coiner, -getter,
&amp;lt; -hoarder

, -lover, -teller
, &quot;\-thirster ; money-breeding,

-catching, -dipping, -getting, -grasping, -loving,

meditating, -saving vbl. sbs. and adjs.; c. advb.

and instrumental, as money-bloated, -distressed,

-mad, -mouthed, ^spelled (= spellbound) adjs.
a 1845 Svu. SMITH /&amp;gt;W/fl/\Vks. 1859 II. 306/1 The *money-

bloated blockhead. 1766 GOLDSM. I ic. II7. iii, Though he
was a *

money-borrower. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina
I. 71 The blustering,.. money-breeding savage, her father.

1702 C. MATHKR l\lagn. C/ir. vn. 33 The Disciples of this
*
Money-catcher became so Exceeding Fierce. 1841 EMER

SON Li-ct., Man the Reformer Wks. (Kohn) II. 236 The
most bronzed and sharpened money-catcher. 1737 (titlt:)

The Pleasant Art of .Money-Catching. 1759 B. MARTIN
|

A rt/. Hist, Eng. I. Somerset 68 A notorious shelter for

|

Robbers and
&quot;Money-clippers. 1563-87 FOXE A. fy M.

j
(1596) 311/1 About which time also,. . Iewes for *monie

clipping were put to execution. 1715 LEONI Palladia s

\

Archit. (1742) II. 78 The Mcnsarii had the inspection over

*Money-Coiners, and Hankers. 1852 THACKKRAY Esmond
\. xiv, Few fond women feel *money-distressed. 1813 L.

HUNT in Examiner 26 Apr. 257/2 An assembly of jobbers
and *money-getters. 1653 WALTON Angler \. 5 *Money-
getting men. 1836 J. H, NEWMAN Par. AV&amp;gt;/. (ed. 2) II.

xxviii. 395 A life of money-getting is a life of care. 1875

wretch. 1643 TRAIT Connn. Gen. xxiii. 16 It may well be
said of *money-hoarders, they have no quick-silver, no

! currant money. 1795 Lu. AUCKLAND Corr. (1862) III. 301

j

The money-holders know . . that the whole continental
I system is involved in calamity. 1838 MRS. GRANT Mem.

11844) HI, 214 He is no *money-lover, and is kind-hearted.

1703 ROWE Fair Pcnit. i. i. 54 Sour, unrelenting, *Mony-
lovmg Villains. 1768 Woman of Honor III. 219 That
*money-mad avarice. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones XI. ix,

Not so travels the &quot;money-meditating tradesman. 1604
PRICKET Honors Fame (1881) 4 Some golden *mony mouthed

eloquence, that vseth a detractors Oratory. 1826 E. IKVINU

Babylon 1. iv. 311 Legislation upon any principle but that

j

of money-making, or *money-saving, hath gone to sleep.

1615 1 . ADAMS it kite Dei il 42 A mercenary tongue and a
, *money-spel d conscience. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Loys Ic Roy

29 b, *Money-teIlers, and changers. 1651 FRENCH Distill.

Pref. *3 b, Did you never heare of a vapouring fellow, .that

]

. .was. .caught aside by *muney-thirsters?

8. Special combinations: f money-bank =
BANK sl&amp;gt;.3 2 or 7 ;

so f money-banker ; fmoney-
batterer, a clipper or sweater of coin ; f money-
bawd, derisive name for a usurer

; money-bill, a
. bill in Parliament for granting supplies; money-
|

broker, a money-dealer; money-clause, a clause

(in a Parliamentary bill) for granting supplies ;

money-column,
(&amp;lt;*)

a portion of an account-book

page or the like, marked off by vertically ruled

lines for the reception of figures denoting sums of

money ; () the column of a newspaper devoted
to the money-market ; money-cowrie, ** COWRIE
i a

; money-dealer, one who deals in money in

the way of exchange, banking, lending, etc. ;
so

money-dealing vbl. sb.
; f money-dropper,

a sharper who drops a piece of money and
then pretends to have found it, in order to obtain

the confidence of his intended dupe ; money-
flower, the plant Honesty, Lunaria biennis\

f money-gentleman, a money-man ^sec below)

MONEY.
of good position ; money-jobber, a dealer in

money or coin ; so money-jobbing vbl. sb. ;

money-letter, a letter containing money ;

t money-man, a financier
;
also (notice-use) one

who desires money ; money-market, the sphere
of operation of the dealers in loans, stocks and

shares, etc. ; f money-master, one who possesses

large funds with which he does business, a capitalist ;

t money-merchant, a trader in money, money-
dealer; money-order, an order for payment of

a specified sum, issued at one post-office and

payable at another (in British official use restricted

to what is popularly called a post-office order, in

which the name of the payee does not appear on

the order, but is transmitted from the issuing to the

paying office in a Metier of advice
;

thus dis

tinguished from the postal order} ; money-pot,
an earthenware money-box from which coins can

be taken only by breaking the vessel ; money-
quake, a financial smash of seismic magnitude;
t money-scrivener, one whose business it is to

raise loans, put money out at interest, etc., on

behalf of his clients (see SCUIVENEII) ; money-
spider = next (a); also, a spider of the genus
Salticus money-spinner, (a) a small spider,
Aranea scentca, supposed to bring good luck in

money or other matters to the person over whom
it crawls; (6) one who makes great profits by
speculation or usury ; so money-spinning vbl.

so.
; money-taker, f (#) one who takes bribes ;

(b} one who is appointed to receive payments of

money, csp. one who is set at the entrance of a

place of entertainment to receive the money for

admission.

a 1628 F. GKEVIL Sidney (i&yti 230 That provident Lady
..made his credit swell through all the &quot;money-banks of

Europe. 1677 YARKAMI ox Eng. Intfrov. 18 All persons
that have designs to get considerable Sums of Moneys into

their hands for intended designs, or hazardous adventuies,

apply themselves to the *Money-Banker. 1 1515 Cocke
LorclCs B. (Percy Soc.) ii Players, purse cutters, *money
baterers, Golde washers. 1626 B. JoxbON Staple ofN. 2nd

Intermeane, Old Couetousnesse,..the &quot;Money-bawd, who
is a flesh-bawd too, they say. #1715 BURNET Own Time
in. (1724) I. 439 The House of Commons gave a *money
bill for this. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (18761 III. xiit. 27
The long agitated question of the right of the lords to make
alterations in money-bills. 16x6 B. JONSON in Br&amp;lt;nvn&

Past. n. To Author, Or, like our &quot;Money*Brokers, take vp
names On credit, and are cossen d. 1833 J. HOLLAND
ftlannf. Metal II. v. 113 Mr. Rothschild, the eminent

capitalist and money-broker. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit.

Const, xvii. (1862) 266 The assent of the Lords to a &quot;money-

clause is just as necessary as to any other part of a Bill.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cyct. s. v. Book-keeping, 1 hey may keep
the debt and credit both on one side, by double &quot;money-

columns. 1861 Chainb. Emyd. II. 227/2 The first money-
column on each page is for the discount, and the second
for the cash. 1906 Daily Citron. 23 May 6/4 A keen eye
intent on the money-column [of a newspaper]. 1839 Sow-
ERUY Conch. Man. 65 &quot;Money Cowry, Cypnea Jltuii-ta,

1787 HAWKINS Life Johnson 423 A company of &quot;money-

dealers, who, in their time, held the balance of the Antwerp
exchange. 1866 CRUMP Banking i. i Some authorities

assert that the Lombard merchants commenced the business

of &quot;money-dealing. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xv, A
rascally *money-dropper, who made it his business to decoy
strangers in that manner to one of his own haunts. 1578

\Mony floure, 1597 money flower [ste penny-flower, PENNY
12], 1665 PKPYS Diary 7 Apr., Unless the King can get
some nobleman or rich *money-gentleman to Tend him

money. 1696 J. CARY Ess. Coyn g The People were again
furnish d by the &quot;Money-Jobbers, with new Arguments
against the Government. 1798 Br. WATSON Address

rcople Gt. Brit. 5 Money-jobbers, who deal in huge specula
tions on credit. 1790 BURKE Fr. AVr . 277 By this menus
the spirit of &quot;money-jobbing and speculation goes into the

mass of land itself. x886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 85 As
to those with the parcels, or &quot;money-letters, ask them to

wait. 1575-85 AUP. SANDYS Serin, i. 5 As before he exhorted
vs to come and buie freely, without monie; because

t

God
is no &quot;nionie man. 1662 PEI-VS Diary 18 Sept., To dinner
to Sheriff Maynell s, the great money-man. 1861 GOSCHEN
Eor. Exch. 10 The power which foreign capitalists, holders

of bills of exchange upon England, may exert over our

*money-market. 1604 T. M. Black Kk. in Middlctons Wks.

(Bullen) VIII. 28 An hoary &quot;money-master, .his only recrea

tion was but to hop about the Burse. 1630 R. Johnson s

Kingd. &amp;lt;y

Commw. 339 They are great Bankers and niony
Masters. 1647 TRAPP Comnt. Matt. xxi. 12 Christ is every
day costing out of his Church all these &quot;money-merchants.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Ron. m. Scrm., etc. (1673) 26 Augustinus
Chiessius, a Banker, a Money-merchant at Rome. 1802 in

H. Joyce Hist. Post Office (1803) 438 At Sight pay. .one

Pound . .and place the same to the Account of the &quot;Money

Order Office. 1893 Ibid. 420 The Money Order Office had
been established in 1792. 1681 GREW Mtattum \\. iv. 381

A Roman &quot;Money-Pot, .fashion d almost like a Pint Jug
without a Neck. Closed at the top, and having a Notch on

one side, as in a Christmas- Box. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed
Man III. 111.67 A *;tf&amp;lt;y-yKaXr, whose explosion should burl

all their fortunes jnto the air. 1852 MUNOV Our Antipodes
(1857) 20 At the time of the general money-quake he fell like

the rest failing for an immense sum. 1704 LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) V. 414 Mr. Adams, an eminent &quot;money scrivener

of this citty,. -is gone aside (as tis said) for so,ooo/. n 1784

JOHNSON in Boswell Life (1816) III. 20 Jack Ellis, a money
scrivener behind the Royal Exchange. 1875 MKLLISS St.

Helena 217 Salticas nigrotinibatns* Cambr. The large

black and white Fly-catcher or &quot;Money-spider , as it is

commonly called. 1879 A&quot;, .y Q. bcr. v. XII. sjy The super-
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stition in connexion with so-called money-spiders . 1756
MRS. F. liROOKt; Old Maid No. 36. 289 Last night you
were more pleased than a wise woman ought to have been,
at seeing a *money-spinner upon your handkerchief. i86z

SALA Seven Sons I. x. 253 The son of a city money-spinner
of mushroom extraction. 1855 CHAMILK My Travels III. iv.

95
*
Money-spinning defies even a sirocco or a pestilence.

1616 R. C. Times
1

IV/iistfe iv. 1442 Sayth muster *mony-
taker, greasd i

1

th fist, And if thou comst in danger, for a
noble I le stand thy friend

1

. 1825 HONE Every-day Bk.

5 Nov. I. 1185, I paid my penny to the money-taker.

Money (mzrni), v. [In sense r, ad. F. won-

nayer\ in the other senses, f. MOXEY sb^\
1. trans. To coin or mint (money), rare.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMtinkode i. cxii. (1869) 59 And therfore \

on him was forged and moneyed thi ransoum ; the wikkede
]

smithes forgeden him on his hak and moneyden [orig. Fr.

inonnoyerent\ him. 1691 LOCKE Lower. Interest \f\i$. 1727
II. 44 If your Exportation will not balance your Importa
tion. .away must your Silver go again, whether Monied or !

not Monied. 1865 SALA A mcr. in War 1. 136 The American
..double eagle..H perhaps the most beautiful and splendid
coin ever moneyed in any mint.

f2. To supply with money, bestow money upon.
In bad sense, to bribe. Obs.

1528 TINDALE Obed. Ckr. Man D ij b, How many yeres
they will prolong* the sentence with cayillacions suttelte,
if they be well monyed on both parties. 1530 I fact.

PreL G j, Then come in the embassadours of Fraunce and
monye a fewe prelates, .to betraye both the kynge and the

royalme to. 1611 SPKKU Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xi. (1623) 674
Some perfidious English, whom King Robert had monyed.
1624 HEYWOOD Captives i. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Thou hast
monied me in this, Nay landed me. a 1625 FI.I-;IX;HI-;K iS:

MASS. Laws of Candy i. i, He out of his own store Hath
monied Cassilanes the General.

fb. To furnish money for (an undertaking).
a 1697 AUBRI-:V Lives, IngeIbert ( 1 898) II. i He wasapoore-

man, but Sir Hugli Middleton.. moneyed the businesse.

3. To dispose of for money, rare.
c z6xi CHAPMAN Iliad \i. 590 Our prey was rich and great ;

Twice fiue and twentie flockes of sheepe [etc.] ; . . And these
soone-monied wares We draue into Neileus tmvne. 1895
Funk s Stand. Dict.

t Money v...2. (Rare.) To dispose of for

money ; as, to money a cargo.
4. To money out : to state in detail the prices of

;

to (

price out
*

or *

figure out (a tender or esti

mate). Sc.

1833 LOUDON Encycl. A rcktt. 1059 (Scottish Specification)
A detailed bill of every article contained in the estimate-,

together with the price at which each article was monied out,
must accompany such tender. 1893 ll estw. Guz. i Nov. 7/3
The high prices at which they moneyed out their tenders.

MO ueyage. Ifist. [a. OF. monneagc (mod.
F, monnayage}) mint, tax upon money, f. nionnaycr
MONEY v. Cf. med.L. monctagiiun and inonc-

t&ticum.]
f A payment by the moneyers for the

privilege of coining ; otherwise explained as a

payment by the subjects to prevent loss by the

depreciation or change of coinage* (Stubbs Set.

Charters Gloss, s. v. Monetagitini}.
1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 482 Moneyage was a duty of

twelve pence paid every third year in Normandie to the
Duke for not altering the coin. 1762 HUME Hist, Eng. to

Hen. F//, I. App. n. 414 Moneyage was also a general land-
tax.. levied by the two first Norman kings, and abolished

by the charter of Henry I.

Money-bag.
1. A bag for holding money. Often used jocularly

in pi. to denote wealth .

1565 COOPER TJiesaunts s.v. Nitmarius^ Tlieca numaria^
a money bagge. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. n. v. 18, I did
dreaine of money bags to ni^ht. 1713 ADDISON Guard. No.
106 r 4, I found my place taken up by an ill-bred, aukward
puppy, with a money-bag under each arm. 1825 LAMB Elia
ii. Stage Illusion^ The insecure tenure by which he [sc. the

miser] holds his money bags and parchments? 1884 Sf.

James s Guz. 9 July 6/1 The elder had possession of the

money-bags ; and so Prince Victor was forced to eat the leek.

2. transf. (//.) A person who is chiefly remark
able as a possessor or lover of money.
1818 KEATS Isabella xviii, How could these money-bags

see east and west?
t 1898 J. ARCH Story ofL ifc 378 Though

squarsons and squires, landlords and money-bags leagued
together against me, I was returned by a majority of 34.

Money-bound, a. jocular, [after weathcr-

bound.*\ Detained by want of money.
1823 MOORE Mem. Sheridan II. 488 His letters to the

treasurer of the theatre on these occasions were generally
headed with the words Money-bound . 1863 JEAFFRESON
Sir Everartfs Dau. 85 When you were often money-bound
for a month at a time at a manor-house, because you hadn t

the requisite amount of cash wherewith to tip the servants
on leaving. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk., Money-hound,
a phrase expressive of such passengers as are detained on
board till a remittance arrives for paying the passage made.

Mo ney-box. A box in which money is kept ;

esp. a closed box into which savings or contribu
tions are dropped through a slit.

1585 HIGINS tr. Junius* Nomend. 249 Capsclla ftctilis^.
a mony box made of potters clay, wherein boyes put their

mony to keepe, such as they hang in shops, &c. towards
Christmas. 1611 COTGR., Cachetnaille, a money box. 175^
JOHNSON, Moneybox^ a till. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xviii,
The juggler s wife is active with the money-box in another
quarter of the town. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut.^Breakf-t.
vii. (1895) 169 The brains also are shaken up [by riding] like

coppers in a money-box.

Mo ney-changer. One whose business it is to

change money at a fixed or authorized rate.

1382 WVCLII- John ii. 14 And he fond in the temple men
selTuige sche-jp, and oxen, and culueri*, and cliaiingeris (- ,r.

605

money chaungerib] iitlin^e.
c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 73 In

oure leniple. .Where tabillis full of tresourc lay.. Of uure
cheffc mony-changers. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xxi. 12 And
overthrew the tables of the inony chaungers. 1737 AKBUTII-
NOT Coins) etc. 212 The Usurers or Money-changers beina
a sort ofa scandalous employment at Rome. 1827 MAC.U LAV

ss., Machiavelli F 13 The tables of Italian money-changers
were set in every city.

Moneyche, obs. form of MOMSH.
Moneyed (mzmid), a. Forms : 5-7 monyed,

6 monide, 6-9 monied, 6- moneyed, [f.

MONEY $b. + -ED^.]
1. Having or pouesung money, rich in money,
Moneyed man often spec, CAPITALIST.
1457 Paston Lett. I, 416 Of such chafifr takyng he shall

nevere be monyed. 1573 L. LT.OYD Pilgr. Princes 104 Hec
should bee the mo*t monyed Prince that euer shoulde rai^nc
in India, c 1592 MAKLOWK Jciv ofMalta i. (1633) C, Thou
art a Merchant and a monied man. 1597 BACON Ess., Colours
v. (Arb.) 143 When a great moneyed man hath deuided
his chests and coines and bags. 1625 Ibid.^ Usury f 4
To inuite Moneyed Men, to lend to the Merchants, fur

the Continuing and Quickning of Trade. 1647 CLARENDON
If1st. Rcb. vi. 288 The Marquis of Worcester was gener
ally reputed the greatest monied man of the kingdom. 1712
SmFxC0fut.A/tfrs Wks. 1751 VIII. 119 That Set of People,
who are called the Monied Men; such as had raised vast
Sums by trading witli Stocks and Funds and lending Money
upon great Interest. 1727 A. HAMILTON Aiw Ace. E. Ind.
I. xii. 139 The Insolence of the Portuguese makes it unsafe
for money d strangers to dwell among them. 1803 Wounsu&quot;.

Poems Nut. Indcp. \. xx.Sv/ttwt, These times strike monied
worldlings with dismay. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Anier. 108
To appropriate to themselves the labour of less moneyed
citizens. 1844 STANLKV Arnold (1858.) I. vi. 237 The landed
aristocracy and moneyed aristocracy. 1868 RUSKIN Tintc
&amp;lt;V

7VVi (i872) 154 The monied men and leaders of commerce.
1871 M. COLLINS Alnj. fy Alerch. III. ix. 226 So moneyed
a man deserves better treatment.

f b. With qualifying adv.: (well, plcntcoitsly^

etc.) supplied with money. Obs,

1471 RirLEY Coin/*. Alcfi.\, .\\.\ix. in Aslnn. (165.-) 157
For they can tech lijs Monkys to levc in poverte, And to

go clothyd and monyed relygyously. 1479 Paston Lett.
III. 254, I was nott weell monyed, ffor I haddc nutt paste
x. marke. 1556 J. HKYWUUM SpUUr -V /- . l.xxiii. -\ Had lie

bene an ant plenteouslie monide. 1688 FAIKIAX in Mated.
Coll.

&amp;lt;y Jas. II (O. H. S.) 245 Ye best monyed was best

qualifyeo.
2. Consisting of money, derived from money.
1790 Ut KKK J r. Rer. Sel. \Vks. II. 129 The monied pro

perty was long looked on with rather an evil eye by the

people. 1798 MAI, in us Popul. (1817) II. 398 The clear monied
rent yielded to a certain number of proprietors [etc.]. 1812
COMBE Picturesque xix, Tis a proud scene of monied strife

Forms this magnificence of life. 1825 W. IRVING in Life fy

Lett. (1864) II. 233 The moneyed influence of the man of
wealth. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 475/2 Trade revived, and
the monied resources of the State were improved. 1856
LEVER Martins of Cro M. 346 For these, we want power
from you and some present moneyed assistance.

3. Moneyed interest : interest or concern in

money as a possession ;
a class or body of persons

having such interest. (Cf. landed interest.)
1711 [see LANDED a, 2]. 1757 J. H. GROSE Voy. K, Indies

407 A class of men called the moneyed interest. 1776 ADAM
SMITH ]V. N. n. iv. (1869) I. 355 As such capitals are com
monly lent out and paid back in money, they constitute
what is called the monied interest. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev*
164 The monied interest is in its nature more ready for any
adventure ;

and its possessors more disposed to new enter-

prizes of any kind. 1793 A. YOUNG Example Franca 81
The monied interest, .have some advantages from the more
portable nature of their wealth. 1865 J. BRIGHT

J&amp;gt;&quot;/.
Canada.

13 Mar. (1869} 67 We know what the City means... It

means that the people who deal in shares. . the moneyed
interest

1

of the City, are alarmed.

4. U.S. Of a company or corporation : Having
power to deal in money.
1873 SCHELE DE VEKE Americanisms 301 A Moneyed In

stitution, as chartered companies are generally called, like

banks, insurance companies, and the like. 1889 Century
Diet. s.v. Corporation^ Moneyed corporation^ a corporation
having banking powers, or power to make loans on pledges
or deposits, or authorized by law to make Insurances.

Moiieyer (mzrniai). Forms : 4 moneur, 4-5
monyour, moneyere, 4-7 monyer, 5 moneyour,
monyowre, moneour, moniour, 6-8 monier,
4- moneyer. [a. OF.

&amp;gt;non(?i}iert mori^n^oier
: L. monetarius coiner, minter.]
1.

&quot;f
a. A money-changer. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14727 pair ox, Jjair cu, ^air scepe bai

.said, And moneurs [Fairf. moneyersj pair mone tald. 1380
WYCLIF Set, Wks* II. 49 Jesus.. turnede up so doun

\&amp;gt;e

bordis of monyeris. c 1400 Row. Rose 6811 But see what
gold han usurers, And silver eek in garners, Taylagiers, and
these monyours.

b. A money-dealer, banker, capitalist. ? Obs.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Moneyers. . . Also Bankers that !

make it their Trade, to deal in Monies upon Return. 1755
JOHNSON, Moneyer i. One that deals in money ; a banker.
1853 THACKERAY Newcontes Ixiv, F. B., sir, has a station in
the world

; F. B. moves among moneyers and City nobs.

2. One who coins money; a coiner, minter. Now
chiefly Hist.

^
Formerly used as an official designation at the Mint

; the
Company of Moneyers was abolished in 1837.
1421-2 HOCCLEVE Dialogue 174 Ye cursed men, ye false

moneyours. 1469 in A rchxologia, XV. 175 The seid moniours
to coyne and to make it. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Comtnu .

Eng. H. xxi. (1589) 91 To enquire of all heretiques.. false

moniers, extortioners [etc.]. 1631 BEDWELL Descr* Totten-
huiii E 3 b,j\ House . . sometime in the tenure and occu
pation of Simon Dolton, inonyer. 1668 Lout, &amp;lt;/&amp;lt;*-. No.

Pn-
the

[-FUL.] Abounding

One

MONEY-MONGER.
I 294/4 The Piovost and Company of Moneyed. 1670 ]

I
TUS fOditt* Ktx, 41 Hie Master-worker, who received! ...v.

Silver from the Warden,, .and delivereth it to the Moniers.
1697 EVELYN Nvttiuirt, i. 4 Coiifd by certain Florentine
moneyers. 1815 Ann. A\y, f Chron. 84 The moneyers hall

!
and offices also escaped with little injury. 1874 SIUBDS

;

Const. Hist. I. x. 314 The general depreciation of the coin-
| age, caused by the dishonesty of the moneyers.

t Mo neyfied, AT. pple. Obs. rare- 1

. In quot.
I
monifide, -fi d. [f. MONEY sb. : see -FV.] Endowed
with money.
1641 Witt s Retreat. M 8, Nature did well in giving poore

men wit, That fooles well monifide [1663 Ibid. 1 5 b,
monifi d] may pay for it.

Mo Iieyful, a. rare- 1

in money.
1604 BROUGMTOM Corrupt, in Handi. Re-lig. 52 Th&amp;lt;

. . looke for a moneyfull King.
Mo ney-grub. [See GRUB sb. 2 c.]
who is sordidly intent on amassing money.
1768 Woman ofHonor III. ^35 Vainly is seen capable of

erecting the very dirtiest money-grubs into Peer-,. 1816
T. L. PEACOCK GryllGr. (1861) 128 He has been chosen as
the most conspicuous grub among the moneygrubs of his

borough.
Mo ney-grubber. [See GKUBBEH,^.] pre-c.

1851 IJ. JERROLD St. Giles xxxii.
33^

And .s, they ve
turned you over, .to the old money-grubber. 1862 I nm;:.-
UL KY Turner II. 258 Was this. .the mere money-grubber
and sordid Harpagon ?

So Mo-ney-g-rubbiiig
1

vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1848^THACKERAY / an. ///- .\.\, The \\ hole pack of moiu-y-
grubbing vulgarians. 1870 DISK.MJ.I Lothair .\.\.\ii. They
have become absorbed in money-grubbing and \\liat tlu-y
(.all industry.

Mo ney-lender. One whose business U lend

ing money at interest.

178. UL-RKIC
S/&amp;gt;.

Dnrat. Parl. Wks. 1812 V. j 7 3 In every
district of the kingdom, there is some leading man,, .some
active attorney, some popular preacher, some moneylender,
&c. &c. who is followed by the whole fluck. 1835 DILKI-.SS
A XT. AV j, Pawnbroker s Shop, The better ^ort of pawnbroker
calls himself a silversmith... while the more humble money
lender boldly advertises his calling, and invites observation.
1878 STL- bus Const. Hist. III. xviii. 91 The odium which
lias been heaped upon him a.s a money-lender.
So Mo ney-lending

1

i l&amp;gt;l. sb. and
/&amp;gt;//.

a.

1765 FOOTE Commissary \. Wk:&amp;gt;. 1799 II. 7 That Luutiii^,
cuiizciiing, money-lending, match-making, pawnbr. -kin.;
1818 T. L. PKACOCK Nightmare Abbey 118 A nioney-lendiii.^
Jew. 1866 CKIMI- l&amp;gt;anking\. 8 Money-lending was carried
on very extensively after the return from captivity.

Moneyless (mzrnilus}, a. [-LESH.] Without

money, having no money.
1362 LANGL. P. PL.\.\\\\. 130 Metele.s and Moueyek-s &amp;lt;&amp;gt;n

Maluerne hulles. 1509 UAKCLAY Shyp of Foiys (1570] 5
That poore men and monyle.s may her once see. 1641 Mn -

TON Ch
:
Goi t. n. iii. Wks. 1851 III. 173 Where bribery and

corruption solicits, paltring the free and monilesse power of
discipline with a carnall satisfaction by the purse. i7ia
Spect. No. 437 ? i She marries, .a Moneyless Girl to a Man
of Fortune. 1841 EMERSON Lcct.,Man the Rfft)rntcr\\\i^.
(Bohn) II. 242 We are first thoughtless, and then find that
we are moneyless. 1841 R. OASTLEK i- leet Papers I.

xxxvii. 2^9 Her public coffers are moneyless.

Mo ney-maker.
fl. One who coins money; a mintcr, monejer.
{1400 Destr. Troy 1590 Marcnandes, Monymakers, Mon

gers of fyche. 1431 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 16 Ego Jo
hannes Esyngwald de Eboraco, monymakerr. 1523 LD.
BERMBRS Froiss. I. cxxxvi. 163 Two hundred money makers,
that forged there the Money for the french kyng.
fb. A maker of counterfeit coin. Obs.

c 1440 in Hearne R. Glouc. (1724) 587 Anothur [statute] he
made a none ryghte That monye makers shuld lesse hure
syghte. 14.. Agst. Friars in I ol. Poems (Rolls) II. 250
Mony-makers I trow thei be, regis proditores.
2. One who gains and accumulates money; one
who is skilled in, or intent on, getting money,

money-maker.
b. A thing which yields pecuniary pioftt.

1901 Mimsey s Mag. XXV. 748/2 Some wells have been
great money-makers for their owners.
So Mo -ney-makiug- vbl. sb., acquisition of wealth

;

///. a., occupied in, or intent on, acquiring wealth ;

also (of things), yielding money, lucrative.

1739 GIBBER Apol. (1.740) 58 These Shares of the Patentees
were promiscuously sold out to Mony-making Persons, call d
Adventurers. 1855 MIL.MAN Lat. Chr. xi. viii. V. 187 The
Jews were the first ; their strange obstinacy in money-
making made them his perpetual victims, a 1862 BUCKLE
Ctviliz. (1869) III. iii. 171 A mercantile and money-making
spirit. 1887 Jftssopp A ready ii. 63 Farming never has been
a money-making pursuit.

Money matter. [See MATTER sb. 1 21.] An
affair turning upon money. Chiefly //., the
financial side of things.
155* LATIMER Serin, -aid Sund. Adi . (1584) 252 b, It is

not a triflyng matter, it is not a money matter. 1560 DAUS
tr. Sleidaw s Comtil. 74 A mony matter can not breakc
their frendshyp. 1618 Barnevelt s Apol. C iv b, I settled
the money-matters of the Prouinces. 1713 ARBUTHNOT John
Bull iv. ii, What if You and I, Nic., should inquire how
Money-matters stand between us? 1835 MACAULAV Hist.
Eng. xii. III. 203 He had been a principal asent of the
Order of Jesuits in money matters. 1887 RUSKIN Przterita
II. 247 Anxiety about money matters.

Mo ney-monger. A dealer in money, esp. in

the way of lending it.



MONEYOCEACY.
1571 Goi.Dixc Calvin on Ps. xv. 5 For it is a very vnmeet

thing, that. .only the monymongers sitting stil shuld take

tribute of euery mans labors. 1639 MASSINGER Unnat.
Comvat iv. ii, My pay. .The citie cormorants, my monie-

mongers, Have swallow d downe already. 1753 J- SHEB-
BEARE Lydia (1769) II. 32 The Change-alley jobbers, who
can no more suffer a story to lie still without improving,
than these money-mongers can their cash without interest.

1844 KINGLAKB ESthen (1845) 102 Rothschild (the hite

money-monger). 1877 RUSKIN Fors Clay. Ixxxii. 325 Given
..not by God ..but only by the Jew money-monger in

twenty per cent.

appos. -1613 ROWLANDS Paire of Spy-Knaves 14 The
sonnes of Mammon, mony-monger slaues.

Hence Mo ney-mong ering1

vhl, sb. and ///. a,

AlsofMo-ney-monging
1

(cf. mass-monging, etc.).

1594 R. WILSON Cotter s Proph. \. ii. 140 The money
monging mate with all his knauerie. c 1600 Timon v. v.

(Shaks.Soc.) 90 Away, thou mony-monging cormorant. 1816

KEATS Sonn. to Haydon t
A money mong ring, pitiable brood.

1848 KISGSLEV Yeast xv. (1881) 304 The last place in which
he will look for the cause of his misery is in that very money-
mongering to which he now clings as frantically as ever.

1874 I- ARRAR Christ xiii. (i8SO 88 These money-mongering
Jews.

Moneyocracy (mimip kriUi). jocular. [See

-CRACY.] The moneyed class as a ruling power.
1834 Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 339 Which has at last precipi

tated the nation, bound hand and foot into the bonds of tne

shopocracy and moneyocracy. 1859 SALA Gas-light ff D.
xxvi, The flower of the British aristocracy and moneyocracy.

Moneyour, obs. form of MONEYEB.

Mpney s-worth. [\VOKTH s&.]
1. Something that is worth money, or is recog

nized as equivalent to money. Often in phr. money
or money s worth. Cf. the older MONEY-WORTH.
a 1604 HANMER Citron. Irel. (1633) 160 Laden with gold,

silver, money, and monies worth. 1674 ALLEN Danger
EntJui, 90 To take mony, or moneys-worth, whereby to live.

1760 FOOTE Minor \i. (1767) 40 Tho money is not to be had,

money s worth may, and that b the same thing. 1845 STEPH I;N

L ouuit. Laws Eng, (1874) II. 174 An obligation to pay money
or money s worth on tbe breach of any covenant.

2. An equivalent for the sum of money paid or

to be paid; full value. (Now chiefly with poss.

pron.)
1588 SHAKE. L. L. L. n. L 137 In surety of the which, One

part of Aquitaine is bound to vs, Although not valued to the

moneys worth. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) 1. 141, 1 give my
pupils their money s-worth.

Mcrneywort. [Suggested by the old L. name
Nummularia.] The plant Lysimachia Nummu-
laria or Herb Twopence, which has roundish glossy
leaves. Also, a book-name for Anagallis tenella,

Sibthorpia europaea (Bastard or Cornish Money
wort), and other plants.
1578 LYTE Dodoens I. liii. 78 Monyworte hath small slender

stalkes . . vpon euery side whereof groweth small rounde
leaues. .almost like to a penny. 1597 GEHARDE Herbal 11.

clxxxix. 505. 1756 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 815 The
purple-flowered Moneywort. 1787 WITHERING Brit, Plants

(1796) II. 2^0 Anagallis tenella,- .Purple-flowered Money
wort. Bog Pimpernel. Ibid. III. 557 Sihthorfia eurojtxa.
Bastard Moneywort. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Week at Lizard
287 Sibthorpia Eurofxa^ Cornish Money-wort,, .clothes the
sides of every ..rill.

Mo ney-worth, sb. [\YORTH sb.]

1. = MONEY S-WORTH i. ? Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. ( i S8o) 67 Alle syche as taken money or

money worjj for gostly offices, c 1394 / . PI. Credc 715 pat
hey may kachen Money ober money-worthe and inede to

fonge. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 275 Yf they be
founde to haue ony money or money worth, contrary to theyr
rule. 1545 BKINKLOW Compl. xxiv. (1874) 71 Andifthei..

geue no mony nor mony worth, thei shal be cownted here*

tyckes. 1668 CLARENDON Vindlc, Tracts (1727) 23, I do
positively deny that ever I received, .the least sum of mony
or mony-worth for any lease made by his Majesty of his

customs. \%w&amp;gt;Ckron. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 101/1 To dispose
of his patronage for money, for money-worth, or for any thing
convertible into money.
2. Worth in money, money-value,
1^03 Expositor Apr. 271 The value of a gift is independent

of its money-worth. 1904 Quaritch s Catai.^ It is..equiva
lent in intrinsic value to an early Quarto, and ought to be

equivalent in money-worth likewise,

t Money-worth., a. Obs. [\VORTH a.] Worth
money, valuable.
In examples like quot. 1611, the word may be the prec. sb.

used predicatively.
1611 COTGR. s,v. Argent^ Oest argent au argent vant:

Prov. Nothing but money is money-worth. 1645 USSHRR
Body Div. (1647) 294 Whether it be Cattell, money, or any
thing that is money-worth. 1649 Br. HALL Cases Cause.
(1650) 24 There is no great difference between this case,and
that of loane . .

; save that there money is let, here commodi
ties money-worth.

Monful, obs. form of MANFUL a.

Mong (mrrj), sb. Also 8-9 mung, 9 mang.
[Aphetic form of YMONG sb. (OE. gemanf?).]
1. A mingling, mixture. Obs. exc. dial.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 384 pis mong woreo so be eien of be heorte

bet heo ne mei iknowen God. a 1240 Saiyles Warde in
Colt. Horn. 251 For eioer is unbolelich ant i^isferliche mong
be leatere burh be earre derueS be mare. 1848 A. B. EVANS
Leicestersk. Words s. v., All of a mang loike : i. e. all, as
it were, mashed or jumbled together.

f*b. Intercourse, commerce. Obs.
a 1240 Ureisun, in Cott. Horn. 185 Ich nabbe no mong, ne

felawscipe, ne priuete wib be world. 133/0 R. BRUSNE
Chron. Wact ^Rolls) 7384 Wyb false Codes ?e make monge.

606

2. Applied to mixtures of different kinds of meal

(the precise application varying according to

locality).
[1380 in Essex Rev. July (1904) 146, 3 acres of peasemong

& 3 of benemong.] c 1475 Pict. Voc, in \Vr.-Wiilcker 785/12
Hec mixtilip) mo[n]ge. 1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss.j Mung,
food for chickens, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia^ Mitng^
a mixture of coarse meal with milk or pot-liquor for the food
of dogs, pigs, or poultry. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Mung, a
mixed food for horses.

3. A crowd, dial*

1877 E. LEIGH Cheshire Gloss., Mung, a crowd, a rabble.

1883 C. F. SMITH Sonthernisms in Trans. Amer. Philol.

Sac. 51 A student, .(from West Tennessee) was heard to say
recently: Well, if I fail on my examination, I ll have the

consolation that 1 am in the mang [i.e. the crowd ],

tMong, s .
1 Obs. Forms: I mangian, 3

mang, 7 mung. [OE. mangian - OS. mangon,
ON. manga : OTeut. *maijgdjan, f. L. mango
dealer, trader. In quot. 1606 a back-formation

from MONGER j&amp;lt;M (which Holland spells munger}. }

a. ittfr. To traffic (with}, b. trans. To barter.

897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. xliv. 333 Hwxt
forstent aenijum menn oxt, 3eah lie mangi^e 3aet he ealne

Sisne middanjeard age, $if he his saule forspildt? ciooo
^LFRIC IIoui. (Th.) I. 412 Mid sceapum he mangnS. 1225
Ancr. R. 146 Seint Gregorie awundre5 him, & seiSbet men
beoS wode pet treoweS io vuele [? . r. mangen swa uuele],
Ibid. 407 Vndeore he maked God.. bet for eni worldliche

luue his luue trukie [7 . r. manges], a 1300 E. E. Psalter
ci. 27 And als hilinge wende saltou )?a, And bai sal be turned

\v.r, manged, Vulg. Jiiutabuntur] swa. 1606 HOLLAND
SuetOH. 68 He was none of these that lie in the winde to

mung and catch at Inheritances.

Mong, v&amp;gt;~ dial. Also mung. [app. f.

fl. intr. ? To mingle (with}. Obs.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 52 With murthes mome

mote heo monge, that brid so breme in boure.

2. trans. To mix; also, to knead.

1790 GROSE ProvtHC, Gloss, (ed. 2), Muttg^ to mix. Worcest.
1810 MARSHALL Rei&amp;lt;. Rep. Agric., West. 334 note, The term
in use, for this mixed mongrel crop,, .is. .mongcorn; doubt
less from the obsolete verb inong to mix. 1893 Broad
Norfolk 17 To mung is used as meaning to knead dough.

Mong&quot; (rm?rj),/rt^. Now always written rnong
(Sc. mang). Also 3-4 mang. [In ME. an aphetic
form of awang, among, or imong (OE. $emang)
YMONG prep. ;

since the 1 6th c. only poetical

shortening of AMONG.] Among.
c izoo OKMIN 239 patt ice ne beo mang wimmannkinn Till

ha;binng butenn chilldre. c 1205 LAY. 10292, & mong [&quot;1275

a-mong] heom seoluen vnimete seor5en. aiyjo Cursor M.
10274 pe tre bat bers na fruit to hand, Mang ober tres aght
not to stand. 1596 SHAKS. Aferch. I , in. v. 94 How som
ere thou speakst mong other things, I .shall digest it ? 1640
HABJXGTON Q. Arragon \\. i. C 2 b, Tis that will make thee
held a potent Peere, Mong men oth Pike, of buffe, and
bandeliere. 1678 I mi.tR llnd. in. ii. 351 Mong these
there was a Politician, With more Heads than a Beast in

Vision. 1786 BURNS Vision 11. v, Mong swelling floods of

reeking gore. 1796 MACSEILL Waes d&quot; War n. 60 Thrice
fraeaffthe ground he started,. .Thrice. .Sigh d and sank

mang heaps o slain. 1858 W. T. MATSON Poetits 3 The
breeze that mong the branches makes a stir Of leaves.

IVIongcorn (mi?Tjk()in). Ol&amp;gt;s. exc. dial. Forms :

3 mancorn, 5 mongorne, 5-6 mong(e)corne,
6 mon-, muncorne, 7 mun(c)k-corn, mung-
corne, 7, 9 muncoru, 8 (in Diets.) mangcorn,
8-9 mungcorn, (9 monk-corn), [f. MONG si).

+ CORN j.i] Mixed corn ; a mixture of two
kinds of grain (usually wheat and rye) sown

together; = MASLIX^.
1263 Muniment Magd. Coll. Ox/, (1882) 144 Mancorn.
1440 rromp. Paru. 334/2 Mestlyone,_pr monge corne..

(.$&quot;. mongorne}, inixtilio.

bygge, or moncorne. z&quot;

Some [make bread] of&quot; _ __ ,
_._ _

AVorcester Shyre. 1620 MABKHAllTiwm, Hiisb. 117 Mas-
line, or as some call it Munck-corne or Blend-corne, being
part Rye, and part Wheate mixed together. 1686 PLOT Staf-
fordsh. 341 They sow it with Muncorn or Miscellane in the

place of wheat. 1805 DUNCUMB Agric. Here/. 66 Rye,
which with an equal proportion of wheat, constituted the
bread-corn used in religious houses before their suppression,
is now sown but sparingly, but grain thus mixed in flour

during a time of scarcity, or dearness, still retains the name
of monk-corn, from the circumstances above-mentioned.
1855 MortonsCycl. Agric. II. 724 Muncorn (Herefords.),
a mixture of different seeds sown to come up as one crop.

b. attrib.
,
as mongcorn bread, heap ;

also as

adj.
= mingled, mixed, in mongcorn team.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 786 And mene mong-corn bred to her
mete fongen. 1598 HP. HALL Sat. v. ii. 1 16 A jolly rounding
of a whole foote broad From of the mong-corne heape shall
Trebius loade. 1655 MOUFET & BENKET Health s Imfr.
xxv. 239 Misslin or Munckcorn-bread, made of Rye and
Wheate together. 1839 Hereford. Gloss. 128 A muncorn
team means a team of horses and oxen mixed. 1879 Miss
JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., Muncorn breaa s very
. . good, but theer s nuthin like a bit o good w eaten flour.

Monge presawnte,var. MAUNCH PRESENT Obs.

Monger *
(mp-rjgai). Forms : I man(c)gere,

2 mangare, 3-5 mongere, 5 mounger, 6-7
munger, 3- monger. [OE. mangere ( OHG.,
ON. mangan)t agent-n. of mangian MONG v?\
1. A dealer, trader, trafficker. From the i6th c.

onwards, chiefly, one who carries on a petty or

disreputable
*
traffic

*

; also, in recent use, in

conscious analyses of words like cheesemonger*

MONGIN G.

is heofena rice fcelic bam mangere be sohte gode mere-grot.
c 1150 I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 539/31 Mercator, uclnegotiator,
mangare. t 1400 Destr, Troy 1590 Marchandes, Mony.
makers, Mongers of fyche. 1567-9 JEWEL/V/! Apol.{\b\\}
615 Against these Mongers of Miracles, my God hath armed
me. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 485 One rich munger or other,

buying vp a commodity,, .for to haue the Monopoly of it,

raiseth the market. 1639 FORD Lady s Trial \. i, Fvt. I am
. .no monopolist Of forged Corantos, monger of Gazets. Pie.

Monger ofcourtezans, fine Futelli. 1654 GAYTON Picas. Notes
in. VIL in Their [the Barbers ] shops are. .the Magazines of
all Newes..All the Mongers of that kinde come thither for

matter and Inspiration. i8i Religionism 23 Cheese

mongers not more like, nor beans, each other; For every
monger is a monger s brother. 1841 SYD. SMITH in Lady
Holland Mem, (1855) H- 445 Mongers who have lived in

the midst of cheese. 1874 RUSKIN Fors Clav. xxxviii. 33
He would be. .more reverend to mortals. .as a true monger
of sweet fish. 1881 DUFFIELD Don Quix. I. Pref. 32 Official

guardians of the faith and mongers of prayers.

t b. Used for : \VHOREMONGEB. Obs.

1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot $ Cold Bath. \\. (1709)
282 Some strong young Mongers ofgood Constitutions, have
brushed through such Misfortunes

2. Used as a second element in compounds, as
i cheesemonger , costermongcrj fishmonger &amp;gt; jltsh-

monger, ironmonger. In formations dating from
the middle of the i6th c. onwards -monger nearly

always implies one who carries on a contemptible or

discreditable trade* or traffic* in what is denoted
! by the first element of the compound, as ceremony-

mongert fashion-monger^ mass-monger ,
merit-

monger, news-monger, pardon-monger, scandal-

I
monger. The more important compounds of this

:

kind are given as Main words or under their first

element; the following are examples of the

occasional formations, the number of which is

unlimited.

1297 Coram Rege Roll m. 22 dorso (1898) 143 Willelmum
i

le Heymonger, c 1475 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 30, I

i

fand one which hath bene of old a supersedias mounger.
i 1550 BALE Image Both Ch. xviii. Bbvj, Foule priestes,..

[

and holy water mongers dayly peruerting the ignorant
i people. 16^8

BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 999 The impatient States-

Monger Could now contain himself no longer. 1748
i
CHESTERF. Let. to Son 6 Dec., The numerous.. tribe of

i insect-mongers, shell-mongers, and pursuers and driers of
butterflies. 1761 CHURCHILL Rosdad 509 The nice punctilio-

mongers of this age. 1829 SOUTH EY Sir T. More i. v. 109
The humanity-mongers, who deny the necessity and law
fulness of inflicting capital punishment in any case. 1837
HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) I. xix. 276, I must be
content to bear the stigma ofa fiction monger. 1858 Eclectic

\
Rer&amp;gt;. Ser. vt. III. 411 The latter qualification, .is notoriously
complied with by most of our recent word-mongers. 1863
KiNCSLEY Lett., etc. (1877) II. 181 My only fear is that

people will fancy me a verbal-inspiration-monger. 1900
I Academy 28 July 73/2 Ah, Mr. Haggard, what an incorri

gible hero-monger you are !

t Mo nger -. Obs. [Origin obscure
; perh. a

use of prec.] A kind of fishing vessel.

1561 EDEN Arte Naittg. Pref. fiivb, Fyshermen that go
a trawlyng for fyshe in Catches or mongers. 1570 Act 13
Etiz. c. ii 3 The Catches, Mongers and Picardes pre-

lemlyng to buy fressh Herrynges.

Mongerefl, obs. form of MONGREL.

Mongeriiig (m0iigarin),etf/. sb. [f. MONGER!
: + -INGX Cf. soldiering.] Trading, trafficking.

Chiefly used, like monger, as a second element in

compounds, with a like implication.
1846 THORPE sEl/riSs Horn. II. 95 Let none of them

undertake any reeveship or mongermg. 1867 H. C. LEA
Sacerdotal Celibacy xxv. (1884) 413 The salvation monger-
ing of Tetzel. 1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains 314 AH
these., militant mongerings of moral half-truths.

So Mo ngering///. fl.,as in borough-motigering.

MCoiigery (owggari). [f. MONGER i + -Y.]
= MONGERING vbl. sb., only as second element in

compounds, as book-mongery , IRON-MONGKUY, etc.

1876 lii.ACKiE Lang, ff Lit. Highl. Scot. ii. 68 These days
of widespread prose and bookmongery.

Monghol, Mongholian, var. ff. MONGOL, -IAN.

t Monglbel. Obs. [ad. Mongibello (for Monte
Gihello : from Arab, jabal mountain), the mod.
Sicilian name.] Mount ./Etna : in

guots. transf.
1660 HoWELL Parly of Beasts 134 Within us we felt too

often, .such furnaces or Mongibells of fires. 1674 T. FLAT-
MAN On. Death Dk. Albcmarle vi. 8 The City turn d into

one Mongibel.

t Mo*nging, &quot;vbl. sb. Obs. Also t mang(g)urag,
3 manging(e. [OE. mangling, f. mangian MONG
vy\ Trading, trafficking. In mod. use only as a
second element in compounds, as mass-wonging,
scandal-monging.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 5 Da for^ymdon hi^ ^a;t &

ferdun, sum to his tune, sum to hys inanggunge. ciooo
MLVMC Horn. (Th.) I. 524 Se fa;rcS einbe his mangunge.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliii. 14 poit salde bl folke wuh-out

waringe, And noght was mikelhede in bair manginge. 1560
W. BALDWIN Funerallcs Edw. I /, Cij (Roxb. Club), Re.

pent you, marchantes, your straunge marchandises Of
personages, prebends [etc.]. . Your monging of vitay les, corne,

butter, and cheese.

So t Monging
1

///. a.
t as m fashion-monging

mass-monging, merit-monging.
Mongke, obs. form of MONK.



MONGLE.

t MO ngle, J. Obs. [? freq. of root mong-,mang-
to mix (cf. MONO sb.). Cf. the ranch later MINGLE.]
To mingle. Hence f Mo ugling vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1M5 Ana: K. 6 peos riwle..is euer on & schal beon,
wiSute monglunge & wi5ute chaungunge. Ibid. 1 16, Ich am
stille of

t&amp;gt;e more, nout one monglinde honden, auh put_en
honden utward. Ibid. 338 pus euer sum vuel mongleo him
mit mine gode. Ibid. 384 pe heorte schir . .

J&amp;gt;et
non ne

mei habben mid monglunge of unSeauwes.

Mongoe, variant ofMUNGO.

Mongoes, obs. form of MONGOOSE.

Mongol (mp rjg?l), sb. and a. Also 8 Mungul,
-al, 8-y Mongul, 9 -ghol, -gole. [The native

name, said to be f. mong brave . Cf. MOGUL.]
A. s6. One of an Asiatic race now chiefly in

habiting Mongolia, a large territory situated be

tween China proper and Siberia, but formerly

extending into eastern Europe ;
also more widely,

one of the Mongolian race, a Mongolian.
1738 tr. Strahlei&erffs Descr. Rnss., etc. 138 Those few

Mungalsof King Ill-chan s Army, who [etc.]. 1788 GIBBON
Decl. ft F. Ixv. VI. 358 Timour dispatched . .a numerous army
..to subdue the Pagan Calmucks and Mungals. 1837 Pop.
Encycl. V. 33/1 Having subjugated Russia, the Monguls
entered Poland in 1240. 1883 Encycl. frit. XVI. 744/1
Lamaism has always had a great attraction in the eyes of the

Mongols.

B. adj. Pertaining to or characteristic of the

Mongols, their country, or language ; Mongolian.
1763 SCRAFTON lndostan(\Tjo) 18 The Tartars, or the Mun

gul Tartars, .are commonly called Moguls. 1799 Monthly
Jiev. XXX. 480 The Nogais still hear, .m their countenance
the marks of their Mongul descent. 1843 Encycl. Metrop.
XXV. 867/1 The Monghol and Manchu languages. 1857
DUFFF.RIN Lett. High Lett. (ed. 3) 254 Oblique Mongol eyes.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 741/2 An expedition into Syria, by
which the country was made tributary to the Great Mongol
Empire. 1883 Ibid. 749/2 The Mongol tongue is a member
of the great stock which recent scholars designate as Finno-
Tataric or Ural-Altaic.

Mongolfier, variant of MONTGOLFIER.

Mongolian (mfrjgou-lian), a. and sb. Also 8

Mungalian, 9 Mongholian. [f. MONGOL + -IAX.]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to the Mongols, their country, lan

guage, etc. ;
= MONGOL a.

1738 tr. Stmhlenbergs Descr. Russ., etc. (title-p.), A Vo
cabulary of the Kalmuck-Mungalian Tongue. Ibid. 139
After the Tartars had totally defeated the Mungalian Army.
1836 H. MURRAY, etc. Hist.

&amp;lt;5-

Descr. Ace. China I. ii. 39
The opinion which assigns to the Chinese a Tartar, or

rather Mongolian lineage. 1862 Chatnb. Encycl. IV. 692/1
The Mongolian goat. 1878 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 750/1 The
Mongolian characters . . are written perpendicularly from
above downward. 1893 LYDEKKER Horns # Hoofs 182 The
tseain or Mongolian gazelle.

2. Anthropology. Belonging to the yellow-skinned

straight-haired type of mankind (according to

Blnmenbach s classification). Cf. MONGOLOID.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat._ Hist. 1.38 The Mongolian variety

inhabits eastern Asia, Finland, and Lapland in Europe, and
includes the Esquimaux of North America. 1834 Fenny
Cycl. II. 473/1 The white (or Caucasian), the yellow (or

Mongolian), and the black (or Ethiopian). 1903 Blackiu.

Mag. Mar. 372 Their features are decidedly Mongolian.

8. Applied to a type of idiots characterized by
a physiognomy resembling that of the Mongolians.
1892 J. L. DOWN in Tuke Diet. Psychol. Med. II. 644 Ten

per cent, of all cases of idiocy arrange themselves around
a highly characteristic type which the writer has proposed
to call the Mongolian variety. 1904 Brit. Med. yrnl. 17

Sept. 679 The histological examination of two brains of

Mongolian idiots.

B. sb. a. A native of Mongolia ; a Mongol.
b. One of the Mongolian race of mankind (see
A. 2 ). c. The language of the Mongols.
1846 y. Sell s Geoff., Asiat. Kuss. Hi. IV. 176 They speak

a very rude dialect of Mongolian. 1854 R. G. LATHAM in

Orr s Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 316 The Mongolians are the
most nomadic of populations. Ibid. 317 Zingis-Khan was
a Mongolian and not a Turk. 1903 Blacfav. Mag. Mar.
341/1 The white officers bade the chattering Mongolians
cease their clavers.

Mongolia (m^rjgp-lik), a. and sb. [f. MONGOL
+ -ic.] a. adj. Mongolian, b. sb. The Mon
golian language.

Mongolic or yellow, and the Caucasic or white. 1888 A. H.
KEANE in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 2/2 Many Turkic forms
and words can be explained only by reference to Mongolic.

Mongoliforni (mjingoa-lifJTjm), a. [f. MONGOL
+ -(I)FOBM.] Having the form characteristic of
the Mongolians.
1849-52 Todifs Cycl. Anal. IV. 1335 The cranium is

Mongoliform and brachycephalic.

MonffO lioid, a.andrf. rare&quot;. = MONGOLOID.
1882 in OGILVIF,. 1891 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Mougolize (m^ngfJlaiz), v. [f.
MONGOL + -IZE.]

trans. To render (a people) Mongolian in cha

racter, customs, etc.
;

to introduce a large Mon
golian element into. Hence Mongoliza tlon.
1814 tr. Klnproth s Trav. 10 They perhaps belong to the

most ancient branches of Mongolized Tartars. 1887 Ajner.

Missionary (N. Y.) Sept. 270 The Mongolization of America.
1906 Daity News 2 July 6/2 Australia was determined . . not
to Mongolise its dominions.

607

MO ngolO- (nvrjgcflfl), used as combining form
of MONGOL or MONGOLIAN, to denote partly Mon
golian and partly . .

i88S A. H. KEANE in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 2/2 Mongolo-
Turkic and Finno-Ugro-Samoyedo-Tungusic. 1903 Con-

temp. Re-s. Aug. 100 The Mongolo-Manchurian question.

Mongoloid (myngjTloid), a. and sb. [f.

MONGOL + -DID. Cf. K. mongoloide.] A. adj.
1. Belonging to that one of the five principal races

of mankind (according to Huxley s division), which

prevails over the vast region lying east of a line

drawn from Lapland to Siam.
1868 HUXLEY in Trans. Intern. Congr. Preh. Archxol.

(1869) 93 In the Mongoloid race the complexion ranges from

brownish-yellow to olive.

2. = MONGOLIAN a. 3.

1899 Allbntt s Syst. Med. VIII. 236 Dr. A. E. Garrod
mentions six cases of mongoloid idiots.

B. sl&amp;gt;. One of the Mongoloid race.

1868 HUXI.F.Y in Trans. Intern. Congi: Preh. Arch&ol.

(1869) 95 The Xanthochroi inhabit a far smaller area of the
earth s surface than the Mongoloids.

l^OilgOOSG, mungoose (mfijg/7s, myrjg/7s).
Forms : 8 mougoes, -goos, mungos, 8-9 mun-
goos, mongooz, -goz, 9 mongous, mungoose,
(//. ?erron. mungoes), 7- mongoose; 0. 8-9
maugoust, (-oost). [a. (? through Pg. mangits)
Marathi mangils (Telugu niaiigisu, Konkani mini-

gasa, Canarese miingisf). The /3-forms are from F.

mangottste.]
1. An ichneumon, Ilcrpestes gnseas, common in

India, and well known for its ability to kill

venomous snakes unharmed. Also applied to

other ichneumons (subfamily Herpeslinx) ; in the

form Rlungos the word has been used in zoological
Latin as the name of a genus (now Crossarchus*) of

this subfamily.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f^ P. 116 A Mongoose is a-kin to

a Ferret. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane u. 95 note, A species
of East India animal, called a Mongoes, which bears a
natural antipathy to rats. 1800 Asiat. Ann. l\cg., Misc.
Tracts 3/2 The viverra ichneumon, which, by the Euro
peans, is called mongoos. 1827 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field

Sports 204 A cat withstood the poison better than any other

animal, excepting the Mungoose (Ichneumon). 1859 BOWKING
Vis. Philippine Isl. xvi. 274 Oxen, swine, buffaloes, deer,
goats, .flying squirrels, dogs, rats, mungoes and other quad
rupeds, are found in various stagt-s of domesticity and
wildness. 1881 Encycl. llrit. XII. 629/1 The Indian ichneu
mon or mungoos. .is considerably smaller than the Egyptian
form. 1893-4 Roy. Nat. Hist. I. 474 The thick-tailed

mungoose {Cynictis f&amp;gt;cnicillata) . .inhabits the Cape Colony,
and is of medium size. 1894 KIPLING Jungle Ilk. 124 It is

the hardest thing in the world to frighten a mongoose.
f. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. 11.304 The Weasil kind.,

comprehends .. the Ferrit, the Mangoust [etc.]. 1785 G.
FORSTER Ir.Sfarrman s Voy. Cape G. H. (1786) II. 246 The
viverra ichneumon, or the mangoust. 1840 tr. Cnvier s

Anim.Kingd. 93 The Urra of Mr. Hodgson appears also
to be a Mangouste, with incomplete orbits.

2. A species of lemur or maki, Lemur mangos.
[Possibly a distinct word ; but no source has been found

for it in Malagasy or any other language of the Indian

Ocean, and it may be a transferred use of the name of the

ichneumon.]
1758 EDWARDS dean. ,\~at. Hist. 1. 12 The Mongooz. [The

Fr. version, in parallel columns, has Le Mongous.] These
animals are brought from Madagascar, and many of the
smaller islands between that and the East Indies

; they
seem to be one remove from the direct Monkey. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 240 A second of this kind [sc. the

Maki], which is also a native of Madagascar, is the Mon
gooz. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 785/2 The mongooz, or

woolly maucauco, inhabits Madagascar. 1828 STARK Elem.
Nat, Hist. l.6oL. inongoz. . .The Mongooz, ..The Mongous
pass a considerable portion of the day in sleep. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XV. 331/2 Mongoose, or Mongooz, one of the names
of a species of Macauco, Lemnr Mangos, Linn. 1868
Museum Nat. Hist. I. 43 The Mongous (Lemur Mongoz)
. .is a little larger than the ring-tailed lemur.

Mongorne, obs. form of MONG-COBN.

Mongrel (mtrngrel), sb. and a. Forms : 5
mengrell, 6 mon-, mungerell, 6-7 mangrel(l,
mo(u)ngrel, -ell, 6-S mungrel, -il, mongrell,
-il, 7 mungrill, 7- mongrel, [app. f. root meng-,
mang-, mong-, to mix (see MENG v., MONG sb. and

.
2
) + -BEL.] A. sb.

1. The offspring of two different breeds of dog.
Chiefly, and now only, a dog of no definable

breed, resulting from various crossings.
1486 Bk. St. Albans fiiijb, A Grehownd, a Bastard,

a Mengrell, a Mastyfe. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 98 Of
mastiues and mungrels. 1576 FLEMING tr. Cains Dogs
43 Of mungrels or rascalls [L. degeneres] somwhat is to be
spoken. And among these, y* Wappe or Turnespet. 1607
I opsELLfour-f. Beasts 154 Of the mixt kind of Dogs called
in English Mangrels or Mongrels. Those we call Mangrels
which though they be on both sides, propagated by Dogges,
yet are they not of one kind, a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife, etc.

(1638) in Like a true mongrell, he neither bites nor barks, but
when your back is towards him. 1674 Land. Gaz. No. 945/4A great old Indian Spaniel, or Mongrel, as big as a Mastiff.

1697 DRYDF.N Yirg. Past. III. 25 His Mungril bark d, I ran
to his relief. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4079/4 A . . Greyhound,
. .with, .abrushy Stern likea Mongrel. 1766 GOLDSM. Mad
Dog iv, Both mongrel, puppy, whelp, and hound, And curs
of

low^degree. 1827 HOOD Mids. Fairies xx, A flock of
panick d sheep. .Watching the warning mongrel here and
there. 1862 CALVERLF.Y Verses $ Transl. (ed. 2) 48 A long-
backed fancy-mongrel. 1882 Miss HRADDON Ml. Koyallll.

MONGREL.
vi. 106 What kind of dogs did you see in your travels? ..

Two or three very fine breeds of mongrels .

fb. Applied to persons as a term of contempt
or abuse. (Cf. atr.) Ol&amp;gt;s.

a 1585 MONTGOMERY Flyting 772 Gleyd gangrtll, auld
mangrell ! to the hangrell, and sa pyne. 1601 B. JONSON
Poetaster in.

iy,
You mungrels, you curres, you ban-dogs,

wee are Captaine Tvcca, that lalke to you. i6zo MIDDLE-
TON Chaste Maid n. ii, How did the mongrels her r my wife
lies in? 1647 WHARTON Rellnm llybern. \Vks. (1683) 227
To the intent that this barking mungrel may not delude the

ignorant with his pedling trash. 1764 FOOTE Mayor fl/G.
I. Wks. 1799 I. 171 Is that your manners you mongrel V

2. In wider use : An animal or plant resulting
from the crossing of different breeds or kinds;
restricted by some scientists to the result of the

crossing of varieties (opp. to hybrid).
i677CiiARi.ETON K.vercit. de Differ. etNom. Airint. fed. 2)

26 Canis..Lyci$cns, a Mongrel, engendered of a Wolf and
a Bitch. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mongrel^ a Creature

got by two kinds. 1796 MORSE Ainer. Geog. I. 197 Mon
grels, the offspring of the wolf and dog. 1828 \\ KBSTER,
Hybrid^ a mongrel or mule. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv.

99 A large majority, .of the seedlings thus raised will turn

out mongrels. Ibid, viii. 273 The parents of mongrels are

varieties, and mostly domestic varieties. 1879 tr. De Qnalre-
/agi s Hum. Species i. vii. 63 This crossing itself is differently
named according to whether it takes place between different

races or different species. In the first case it produces a

mongrel, in the second a hybrid.

3. A person not of pure race; the offspring of

parents of different nationalities, or
-\-
of high and

low birth. Chiefly in disparaging use.

1542 UDALL Krasm. Apofh, 15 By the uaie of reuilyng or

despite, laiyng to the charge of the same Antisthenes that

lie was a moungreell, and had to his father a citezen of

Athenes,but to his mot her a woman of a barbarous or sahiage
countree. 1577 HANMEF Anc. Eccl. /list. (1619) 356 Selenas,
. . a mungrell, by father a Gotth, by mother a Phrygian.
1600 HOLLAND Livy iv. ii. 140 Being a mungrell. as it were,
the one halfe a Noble, the otheraCommoner. 1622 FLETCIIEK
Sen ypy, TV. ii, Cla. Of what sort are they ? Jitl. They sny
they are Gentlemen. But they shew MungreK 1708 WIL
SON, etc. tr. Petronius Arbiter 61 He s of a right Breed both

by Father and Mother, no Mungril. 1870 EDGAR Rtnitiy-
incde xxii, Men.. of every race, mongrels almost to a man.

1898 F. T. BULLEN Cruise of Cachalot 115 Neither do (he

Arab mongrels, .bear any too good a reputation.

fig- 1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 2, I being.. borne to the

Muses, as to the World, a mungrell to buth,

4. In transferred applications, more or less con

temptuous.
f a. A person of mixed or undefined opinions, or

who leans to both sides (in religion or politics).

Also {rare), a person of undefined official position.
1554 T. SAMFSON in Strype Edt. Mem. 11721) III. App.

xviii. 53 A weak brother seeth you, as mungrels mingling
yourselves with the Papists in their idolatry. 1561 1 Vu s

tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 58 It were better thou were a
Sinner or an Heathen, than an hypocrite and a mongerell.
1632 LITHGOW Trai&amp;gt;. vm. 361 Our seuerall Ambassadours, .

at Constantinople, who rather stay there as Mungrels than
absolute Ambassadours. a 1638 MEDK H ks. iv. (1672) 819
You desired but to know what I thought of Gennjlexio
versus Altare

%
and I think I have told you ; and you see

hereby what a mungrel I am. 1645 King s Cabinet Opened
48 The King, .despiseth you by the name of Mungrells, as

not altogether firme enough to his owne designe. a 1677
BARROW Serin. (1686) III. 89 If thou wilt be brave, be brave
indeed ; singly and thoroughly ; be not a double-hearted

mongrel. 1713 ADDISON Cato m. vi, Mongrils in faction,

poor faint-hearted traitors !

b. A * cross
1

{between}.
1613 PL-RCHAS Pilgrimage (\6i$ 586 Whose Religion was

a mungrell of the Greekish, Egyptian, and their own. 1645
MILTON Colast, Wks. 1851 IV. 377 Though his two faculties

of Serving-man and Solliciter, should compound into one

mongrel. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xvi. 411 In
character he is a sort of mongrel between the thoroughbred
jester-clown and the cur errand-boy. 1864 CAIU.YI.E rredfe.
Gt. XVH. v. (1872) VII. 56 Some cart, or dilapidated mongrel
between cart and basket.

B. adj. (appositive and attributive uses of the

sb.)
1. Of dogs : That is a mongrel or of mixed breed.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains Dogs 33 It remaineth that we de-

Huer vnto you the Dogges of a mungrell or currishe kind.

1679 BLOUNT Anc, Tenures 10 A Mungrel Hound, for the

Chase of the wild Boar. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans.
XVIII, 1 33 There followed them two or three Mungrel Curs.

1773-83 HOOLE Orl. Fur. xvn. 629 When th exerting voice
of village-swains A mungrel cur against the wolf constrains.

1890 C. L. MORGAN Anim. Life &amp;lt;J

Intell. (1891) 168 The
bitch retains the influence of the mongrel puppies., and
therefore mongrelizes subsequent litters.

b. As an abusive epithet for a person.
1605 SHAKS. Lear u. ii. 24 A Knaue, a Rascall,. .and the

Sonne and Heire of a Mungrill Bitch. 1606 Tr.
&amp;lt;f-

Cr. v. iv. 14 That mungrill curre Aiax. 1720 J. HUGHES
Siege Damascus v. ii. (1777) 63 Perfidious mungrel slave !

2. In wider use, of animals and plants. (Cf. A. 2.)

1635 S\\-AX S#ec. M. (1670) 355 The Tassel [or male] of the

Saker is called a Hobbie, or Mongrel Hawk, c 1645 HOWELL
Lett. in. 54 The Welsh nag.. is right and of no mongrill
race. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica i. {ed. 2) 40 Their sheep being
of a mongrel race, 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) I.

489 Care should be taken that the cabbage tribe.. should be
cultivated at as great a distance from each other as possible,
to prevent the ill consequences of a mongrel produce. 1871
DARWIN Desc. Man II. xv. 156 The result would.. be the

production, .of a mongrel piebald lot [of pigeons],
3. Of persons: Of mixed race or nationality;

having parents of different races. Chiefly in dis

paraging use.



MONGREL.
1606 HOLLAND Stiffen. 30 Diuers mungrell Gaules no

better than halfe Rarbarians. 1670 DRYDFN Cong, Granada
I. !, Their Mungril Race is mix d with Christian Breed.

1718 MORGAN Algiers I. i. 10 A mungrel breed of Tyrians
and old Africans. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in IV, xv, To learn

that law from Norman or from Dane, Saxon, Jute, Angle,
or whatever name Suit best your mongrel race ! 1861 Loud.
J\tt&amp;gt;. 16 Feb. 187 We Englishmen may be proud of the

results to which a mongrel breed and a hybrid race have
led us. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. vii. 225 An immense

mongrel population of Negroes and Portuguese. 1879
FARRAR St* Paid (1883) 354 Men.

.unsophisticated by the

debilitating Hellenism of a mongrel population.

4. transf. Of persons, things, classes : Of mixed

origin, nature, or character; not referable to any
definite species or type; that is neither one thing
nor the other . Chiefly in contemptuous use.

1581 SIDNEY ApoL Poetrie (Arb.) 65 Neither the admiration

and commiseration, nor the right sportfulnes, is by their

mungrell Tra?y-comedie obtained. 1600 SURFLET Country
Farm vi. xxii. 792 Such wines are called mungrell or bas

tard wines, which (betwixt the sweete and astringent ones)
haue neither manifest sweetener, nor manifest astriction.

1632 High Commission Cases (Camden) 319 What is he-

tweene Adam and Christ, halfe a new creature and halfe

an ould, a mongrel) Christian. 1645 King s Cabinet Opened
47 He [the king] calls those, who have deserted their trust

in Parliament,, .by the name of a base, mutinous, and mun
grell Parliament, a 1661 Frt.LER Worthies, /K///f (1662)111.

158 These Mungrell Pamphlets (part true, part false) doe
mo^t mischief. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. in. 1225 This zealot

Is of a mungrel, divers kind, Cleric before, and Lay behind.

1691 Woon Ath. Oxon, I. 186 About that time King Hen. 8

I was] setting up a mongrel Religion in the Land. 1702 in

fiomers Tracts 4th Collect. (1751) III. 21 A Sort of mungril
Church-goers, whose Conformity was not the Result of Prin

ciple, but of a hike-warm Compliance with the Humour of
the Times. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertne s Anecd. Paint.

(1786) IV. 84 His imitators, without his taste, compounded
a mungrel species, that had no boldness, no

lightness,
and

no system, a 1764 LLOYD Law Student Poet. Wks. 1774 I.

24 That mungrel, half-form d thing, a Temple-Beau? 1826

HooD/r/VA Sckoolm. viii, A mongrel tint, that is ne brown
ne blue. 1833-5 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. S&. (1876) III. i. iii.

51 [He] had been brought up., a mongrel sort of religionist,

part Jew, part Pagan. 1884 W. ST. J. P.KODRICK in Fortn.
Rfv. June 755 A subservient peerage, elastic principles, and
a mongrel policy.

b. Applied to a word formed of elements from
different languages, or to a dialect made up of

different languages.
1610 HOLLAND Camden&quot;s Brit. i. 486 A mun^rell name

halfe Saxon and halfe Latin. 1652-62 HFVUS- Casmogr. n.

(1682) 1 80 A mungrel Language, composed of Italian, French,
and some Spanish words. 1715 tr. Pancirollns

1 Rernm
Aleut. I. i. viii. 21 Aurichalcum. .is a mungrel Word derived
from both those languages [Greek and Latin]. 1867 DFUTSCH
\\\Q. Rn&amp;gt;. CXXIII. 450 The Aramaic.. had become in the
bands of the people a mongrel idiom. 1871 FARRAR // //.
/list. iii. 93 If they spoke their own language, it bewrayed
them by its mongrel dialect.

Hence (now:e~words} Mo ngreldom, Mon-
gre lity, the condition of l)eing a mongrel ;

Mo ii-

grelish a., Mo ngrelly a., resembling a mongrel.
18. . MOORE On Hunt in Byron s ll&quot;ks. (1846! 526/1 They

suffer small mongrelly cursin their kitchen. 1859 F. FRANCIS
Newfan Dogvanc (i883) 40 A mongrelish-looking, coarse-

sterned pointer. 1859 SALA Gas-light ^- J). xxi, A brown
dog of an uncertain shade of mongrelity. 1884 P.LACKMORE

Tommy Uflin, II. ii. 17 What marvel, that we have sold

our birth-right to an acephalous mollusk, when the simple
use of the tongue has passed into such headless mongrel-
Horn? 1889 Pall Mall G. 9 Jan. 2/1 [The dog] began to

develop undoubted signs of mongreldom.
t Mo iigrel, v. Obs. rare. In 7 moun-, mun-.

[f. prec.] trans. To make mongrel or hybrid.
1602 MARSTON Ant. fy Mel. i. Induct., Millane being halfe

Spanish, half high Dutch, and halfe Italians, the blood of
(he chifest houses is corrupt and mungrel d. 1607 What
yon Will i. i, Shall our blood be moungreld with the

corruption of a stragling French?

MongTelism (nwijgreliz m). [f. MONGREL
sb. + -ISM.] The condition or quality of being

mongrel or hybrid.
1598 FLORIO, Bastardnme, bastardise, mungrelism. 1831

Examiner 274/2 [He] has passed from rank Toryism to the

mongrelism of moderate reformer . 1849 D. T. BROWNE
Artier. Poultry Yd. (1855) 66 There is no breed of fowls
more disfigured by mongrelism than this. 1871 GALTON in

Proc. Roy. Soc. XIX. 396 The variations to which the breed
is liable, and which might at first be thought due to mon
grelism,

Mongrelize (mirrjgrebiz), v.
[f.

MONGREL
sb. + -IZE.] trans. To make mongrel in race, com
position, or character.

1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 256 It was not fit that
cither of their Races should be Mungreliz d in that manner.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. oo, How.. comes it that such
a vast number of the seedlings are mongrelized ? 1871
GALTON in Proc. Roy. Soc. XIX. 306 The breed of rabbits
which I endeavoured to mongrelize was the Silver-Grey ,

1890 [see MONGREL a, i].

Hence Mongreliza tion.

1889 H. CAMPBELL Cans. Dis. x. 76 Hybridization or

mongrelization of disease.

Mongst (mmjst),/;?/. poet. Aphetic form of
AMONGST.
riSoo MARLOWF Fanstus vii, Faustus is feasted mongst

his noblemen. 1601 SHAKS. Phoenix
&amp;lt;$

Turtle 20 Mongst
our mourners shah thou go. 1652 MILTON L Allegro 4
Mongst horrid shapes, and shreiks, and sights unholy.
1707 WATTS Hymns ff Spir. Songs i. xxxix. (1751) 28 And
mongst a thousand tender Thoughts [can] Her Suckling
have no Room ? 1871 PALGRAVF. Lyr. Poems 38 Mongst
all perfections the most perfect wife.

li

608

t Mo ngster. Obs. [f. MONG-ER : see -STEU.]
A female trader; only as the second clement in

comb., 9&flour-mongster.
1281 in Cal. Pat. Rolls Edw. 1 4fa Agathe le Flurmon-

gester.

Monguba, variant of MUNGUBA.
Mongul, obs. form of MONGOL.

Monhad, -heade, obs. ff. MANHOOD, -HEAD.

Monhydride(m^nh3i-dr3id).C//w. [f.MoN(o)-
+ HYDRIDE.] A compound of one atom of hydro
gen with an element or radical.

1866 ODLINC Anim. Client, i Monhydrides, dihydrides,
and trihydrides..and their derived chlorides.

Moni, obs. form of MANY.
Mo uial, a. and j.l Obs. Also 4 -yale, 4-6

-yal(l, 6 -iale, moiniall. [a. OF. menial, moinal

(inoniale sb. fem.), f. F. moine MOXK ; or ad. med.L.

menial-is.] A. adj. Monastic. rarr~*.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Menial or Monachal.
B. sb. A nun.

1377 LANGL. / . PL B. x. 319 pere shal come a kyng and
confesse jow religiouses,. .And amende monyales monkes
and chanouns. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbnrge n, 319 Virgin
and moiniall of mycle excellence, r 1550 DALE A . Johan
(Camden) 18 Canons of S. Marke, Vestals and Monyals.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1027/1 The first was
a house for women called moniales or nuns.

Moilial (m(?&quot; nial), sb.% Arch. Now Antiq.
Forms: 4 moniel, monyele, moyniele, 4-6
moynel(l, 5 munell, 6 monyelle, -al, mu-
n(y)iall, moinel, mynell, 9 moniaL [a. OF.
moinelj moynff, ttioniat (also meigneaitl, mayneau,
viaineait, mod.F. mcneait), of unknown origin.
Cf. MULLION, MCNNION.]
1. A mullion.

1330 in J. T. SMITH Antiq. Westminster (1807) 185 (For
the purpose of strengthening and keeping in their places
the] moynells [in the east gable]. 1379 Mem. Ripon (Sur-
tees) II

J.
102 Et in j moniel lapid. figend. cum plumbo in :

prrcdictis aluris. n 1440 Sir Degrev, 1459 Square wyndowus
j

of glas, The rechest that ever was Tho moynelus was off
|

bras. 1426-7 AVc . St. Alary at Hill 64 For iiij munell for

wymlowes. a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. J III 73 The postes
or monyelles of euery wyndow was gylte. 1569 in Pension i

Ilk. dray s Iiui (1901) 464 Munialls in the said windowes.

1846 Ecclcsiologist V. 164 The west window of the north

aisle, of three lights with simply intersecting monials. 1856
. ALLEN Liskeard viii. 119 Three small square-headed

lights, .the openings separated by monials. 1878 M cViTTJE
Christ Church Cathedral 28 note, In all these old walls
were found ..annulated monials and cusped tracery.
+ 2. One of the plates of gold on the back of a

bishop s or abbot s glove. Obs.

(1540 /;;: . U estm. Ablvy in 7 ratts. Land, fe Mdsx.
Archxol. Soc. IV. 317 The best payre of Pasturall Gloves,
with parells of brodered work and small perells haveyng on
them ij monyals of gold garnyshed with vj stones and .\\iiij

gret perles.

Moniast, obs. Sc. superl. of MANY. Monide,
obs. f. MONEYED. Monie, obs. f. MANY, MONEY.
Monied.var. MONEYED. Moniefauld.Moniel,
obs. ff. MANIFOLD, MONIAL. Monier, var. Mo-
NEYER. Monies cunnes, kinnes, kunnes:
see MANYKIN. Moniest, obs. f. superl. of MANY.
Monifald, -fold, obs. ff. MANIFOLD.
Monifide : see MONEYFIED.
Monilated (mpnikited),///. a. Anat. [f. L.

monfle necl&amp;lt;lace + -ATE 2 + -F.D i.] Moniliform.

1877 HL-XI.EY Anat. Im&amp;lt;. Anita, vii. 416 An accessory
gland composed of dichotomous monilated tubes. 1898
P. MANSON Trap. Diseases xxvi. 393 The individual hairs
become white, or downy, or splintered or monillated [sic],

Moniless(e, obs. forms of MONEYLESS.
Moniliform (mpni lif^jm), a. [a. K. monili-

forme, or mocl.L. momliformis, f. monllc necklace :

see -FORM.] Of the form of or resembling a neck
lace ; necklace-shaped ; having contractions at

regular intervals
; consisting of or characterized

by a series of globular or oval protuberances sug
gesting a string of beads.

1802-3 tr- Pallas Trav. (1812) II. 195 Moniliform iron-ore,
and pudding-stone, are still more common in the schistous
beds. 1819 SAMOUEU.E Entomul. Contpcnd. 260 Antennae
as long or shorter than the lody, with moniliform joints.
i8z6 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. III. 146 note. That [sc. the
horn on the tail] of Sphinx [atrophy, .is moniliform. 1874
COOKE Fungi 38 The spores are.. generated in a moni
liform manner, and afterwards separating at the joints.

1890 Allhitt s Syst. Med. VI. 582 Portions of the veins on
the Dack of the hand become quite moniliform, that is tosay,
there was an alternation of small dark swellings with narrow
almost colourless intervals ltween them.

Hence Moui-liformly adv., so as to resemble a

necklace.

1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Medusa 59 From the four
bulbs spring as many pale yellow, moniliformly-granulated,
slender, coiling tentacula. 1882 J. M. CROMBIF, in Encycl.
Hrit. XIV. 553/2 In Ephebocei they [sc. the gonidial
granules] are not moniliformly arranged.

Moniment, obs. form of MONUMENT.
Monimolite (m^ni-mtflait). Min. [Named by

L. J. Igelstrom, 1865 (inonimolif), f. f!r. jiovi/io-s

stable, because it is decomposed with great dif

ficulty: see -LITE.] Antimonate of lead and iron,

found in yellowish or brownish crystals.
1868 DANA Syst. Mia. (ed. 5) 546.

MONISH.

t Mo llioil. Mil. Obs. Also 7 mougnon, 7-9
mognion, 8 moignon. [a. F. inoignon, in i;th c.

t mougnon, of obscure origin : cf. Sp. mttnon
muscle of the arm.] (See quots. 1658, 1706.)
1652 LOVEDAY tr. Calprenede s Cassandra i. 47 His sleeve

which issuing forth of a Mougnon of gold, in the forme of
a Lions Jawes, cover d his Arme to the elbow, was of the
same. 1658 PHILLIPS, Mongnon^ (French) the brawny part
of the arm, also the brassel, or that part of a Coat of

Armour, that covereth the Arms. 1659 HOWELL Lex.^
Partic. (^ocab. xliv, Montons for the shoulders, gli spalacci,
Les moignons, Espaldares. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Moignon, the Stump of a Leg or Arm that is cut off; also

Armour for the Arms. 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., Mognions.

Momon,Moniour,obs.fT.MuNNioN,MoNEYER.
Moniplies, variant of MANYPLIES.

Monipolical : see MONOPOLTCAL.

Moilish (m^ nij), v. Forms : a. 4-5 monast,
-yst, moonest, 4-6 raonest(e ; . 4 mones,
moneyche, 5 -ys s)ch(e, -esche, -yche. 5-6
raonysh(e, -ysshe, 6 rnonis(s)h(e,6 r. monis, -ys,
6- monish. Pa. t. and/0. pple. in -st. 4-5 monyst,
4-6 monest, 6 -1st. [a. OF, monester : popular
L. monestare* an unexplained derivative of wonere

to advise, warn. For the change of termination

in English, see ADMONISH.]
1. trans. To ADMONISH (a person), in various

senses. (Also absol^ arch,
a. a 1300 Cursor HI. 27330 And for to monest [Fnirf.

monastjhim ful gerne, if he can noght, for to lerne. 1380
WVCLIF Sel. lV&s. III. 6 Here he monestib ech man to lyve
wel. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3579 For I you pray, and eek

moneste, Nought to refusen our request e. ^1449 PF.COCK

Repr. iv. iv. 445 Poul bade him [sc. Titus], .forto correcte

defautis as wee! as forto moneste. 1494 FABYAN Chron.
vi. cliii. 140 Monest ing hym. .that he shuld exchew and for-

bere suche doynge.
^. a 1300 Cursor M. 26828 We moneyche \Fairf. monest]

Liscops preistes bath, ..bat
J&amp;gt;ai

thol na sauls for to be lend

vnto
J&amp;gt;e

feinddes hand. 1375 BARBOUR Rruce xn. 383 Thai

may weill monyss [Camb. AIS. monast] as thai will, c 1440
Gesta Rom. xlviii. 216 (Add. MS.), Whan loseph was mo-

nysshed and bidden by the aungell, that he shuld flee into

Egipte. 1483 Chron. Eng. g vij, He monyschyd all cristen

men that prestes shuld be worsshipped a bown all other men.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. viii. 5 The haly nymphe..Hyr
brother Turnus did monys and exhort To succur Lawsus.
a 1533 FKITII Answ.More(i%2g) 175 And so are we monished

by Isaiah, in the 8th chapter, that we believe no such
fantasies, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholetn. i. (Arb.) 31 Chide not
hastelie :. .but monish him gentelie. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKK]
Lives Emperors in Hist. I~ siine Hh iij t

Men say that his

parents were monished in a dreame to cal him Theodosius.
16.. SwiNBi RNE Spoitsah (1686) 91 Yet is he rather to be
monished than compelled to marry this Woman. 1839 RAILKY
Festtts iv. (1848) 31 Were thou and I To monish them. 1856
Miss WINKWORTH tr. Tftnlfr s Life fy Serai, xxi. ( 85^) 360
Each doing as he is inwardly monished by the Holy Ghost.
1866 T. N. HARPER Peace thro. Trttth Ser. 1. 15 The Apostle
then, as Pacian monishes us, speaks of a visible unity.

^[ Pa. t. and pple. in -st.

471300 Cursor M. 29292 He
J&amp;gt;at aght..fra hall kirk has

laght, and he bar-for es monest thrise [etc.). 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce xn. 379 Tharfor thai monyst thame to be Of gret

vorschip. a 1400-50 Alexander 3127 (Ashm. MS.) pus monest
he J messangers baire maistir to say. c 1450 St. Cnthbert

(Surtees) 64^00
Of pis wyse monest was he. 1513 DOUCLAS

SEneis in. iii. 77 Lat ws obey Phebus..As we bene monest.

1536 BELLENOEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 231 Reule monist be
this visioun, come with the said reliquies.

b. In ecclesiastical use. (Cf. MONITION 3 b.)
c 1440 Jacobs Well 56 Alle bo bat. .kepin or defend yn an

opyn theef, after
J&amp;gt;e tyme Jiey be thryes monestyd of here

ordinarye, in specyal or in general [etc.]. 1533 Ace. Ld.

High Treas. Scot. VI. 152 To monis the priores..for non

payment of thair taxt of the Beltane terme. 1607 in W. H.
Hale Prec. in Causes ofOffice (\^\} 10 He is now monished
to appeare in the Consistorie the first court day of Easter

next. 1633 Acts Durham High Commission Crt. 36 Hath
heard the late Lord Bishopp Neile.. monish and require
Vaux to give over the profession of casting of figures. 1847
COOTE Pract. Eccl. Courts 257 [Form of Monition.] We do
therefore hereby authorize, .you. .peremptorily to monish,
or cause to be monished, the said Alexander McMath, that

he shall [etc.]. 1872 O. SHU-LEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms s. v.

Monition^ an order monishing the party complained against
to obey. i88c Law Times LXXIX. 438/1 Whether the

clergyman .. had sufficiently monished him or any other

erring parishioner.

t2. \Vith thing as obj. (chiefly in translations):
To exhort to; to give warning of; to call to mind.

138* WVCLIF Luke iii. 18 He monestinge manye others

thingis [Vulg. Multa qnidein et alia exhortans}. 1382

John iii. 10 If 1 shal come, I shal moneste [Vulg. co)nmonelo\
his werkes, whiche he doith. 1388 Eccles. vii. 3 The ende

of alle men is monestid [Vulg.yf/&amp;gt; cnnctornm admonetnr

hominnm\ 1533 FRITH Disput. Purgat, Pref. (1829) 83
Let them rememoer what Paul monisheth i Tim. 4. 1540
PALSGR. XwAw/w* Diiib,Surelyheisastouteand a hartye

monysher, if he monysh any thynge well.

Hence Mo nisliing vbl. sb. Also Mo nisher,

one who admonishes.

1382 WVCLIF Isa. xxx. 21 Thin eres shuln heren the wrd
bihinde the bac of the monestere. 1388 Dent. xxi. 20

He dispisith to here oure monestyngis. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
it. xxix. 370 And the voice of monysshyng is this. 1483

Cath. Angl. 243/1 A Monyschere, hortaior^ monitor. 1513

DOUGLAS /Eneis iv. viii. 115 Eik bygane the feirfull sawS
seir Off the devynis, with terrible monysingis. 1540 Mo-

nysher [see MONISH r. 2]. a 1600 Ballad in T.James Corrupt.

Scripture (ifat) in. 44 In his monestings he forsaketh de-

spisings. 1634 OFF Holdfast 33, I should seeme rather to

l&amp;gt;e an accuser, .then a monisher in. .dutie to my Countrey.



MONISHMENT.

Mo iiishment. arch. Also 5 monestement.

ft.
MONISH v. + -MENT. Iii Caxton, a. OK. nii iieste-

inciit.] Admonition, warning. Also, f a reminder.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 265/2 Gerard, .refused alwey his I

monestementes and techynges. 1494 FABYAN C/irou. vil.

ccxliv. 286 Kynge John came not at y day appoynted..

accordyng to y Mioliy.sshement to hym gyuen. 1563 KOXK
A. ff M. 853 b, Monkes, friers, and nonnes. .forgat that their

ceremonies \ver monibhmente.s to put them in mynd of theyr

profession. 1565 COOPER Tliesaitrtis, Cotninonitio. .a mo-

imhment: an aduertisement. l8g6SNOWDBN Webof Weaver
xix. (1897) 212, 1 was fairly plagued with it till I had shaved

my beard, to spite her monishments.

Monism (mp niz m). [ad. mod.L. tnenism-us,

f. Gr. nvt&amp;gt;os single : see -ISM.]

1. Philos. A metaphysical system based on the

assumption of a single ultimate principle or kind of

being instead of two or more : opposed to DUALISM
and PLURALISM in various applications.

a. The doctrine that only one being.exists.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 160 To the Vedantins

the establishment of monism, or non-duality, is most essen

tial. They wish to make out the soul to be Brahma, and
the world to be false; whence it would follow, that Urahnia

solely is true, and that nought but him exists.

ta. A general name for those theories which deny
the duality (i. e. the existence as two ultimate

kinds of substance) of matter and mind.
Thus materialism and idealism or spiritualism are both

species of monism ; the name, however, is often applied

specifically
to a third variety, viz. the doctrine that physical

and psychical phenomena are alike manifestations of a reality
which cannot be identified with either matter or mind.

1876 tr. Haecki-Vs Hist. Great. I. ii. 35 The Monism here

maintained by us is often considered identical with Material

ism. 1887 Kncycl. Brit. XXII. 564/1 Until dualism had
been thought out, as in the Peripatetic .school, it was im

possible that monism (or at any rate materialistic monism)
should be definitely and consciously maintained. 1898
ILUNGWORTH Div. [ininan, iii. 71 Monism, .started from

the physical side, from analysis of the cerebral conditions

of thought.
C. The doctrine that there is only one Supreme

Being, as opposed to the belief in a Good and an
i

Evil Principle as co-ordinate powers.
1872 MORRIS tr. Uetem eg s Hist. Philos. I. 334 Against the

dualism of the Manichaeans . . Augustine defends the monism
of the good principle.

2. (See quot. : perh. a misapprehension.)
1880 PASCOE Zool. Class!/, (ed. 2) 283 Monism, the descent

of all organic beings from one primitive stock.

Monist (mp nist). [f. Gr. jioVos single -I- -1ST.]

One who holds a doctrine of monism (in any sense). I

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctapli. xvi. (1850) I. 295 The
|

Realists or Substantiates are again divided into Dualists,

and into Unitarians or Monists, according as they [etc.].

1862 I\ HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 267 Can monism be estab-
j

lished by simply showing, that two things are different in

kind? If so, the Naiyayikas, no less than you, are monists. I

Monist : see MONISH v.

Monistic (m^ni-stik), a. [f. MONIST + -ic.] j

Pertaining to, involving, or holding monism.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 251 The belief, that

the internal organ, c., the whole world, are false, is the

very life of the monistic doctrine. 1866 J . MARTINRAU Ess.

I. 158 Mind, to think out its problems, .cannot be monistic.

1872 Contemp. Rev. XX. 393 Eleaticism was monistic, did

not intend to recognise any distinction between matter and

spirit. 1880 PASCOE Zool. Class!/, (ed. 2)283 Monistic theory
holds that creation was the product of natural forces. 1886

MVERS in Gurney, etc. Phantasms of Living \. Introd. 50
A monistic scheme of the universe.

So Moni-stical a. (Cent. Diet. 1890) ;
hence

Moni stically adv., from a monistic point of view.
1880 Athenxnnt 25 Dec. 851/3 [Bahnsen s] philosophy

..defines the Ding an sich of Schopenhauer, the Will,

pluralistically, and not, as Hartmann does, monistically.

i Mtviiit. Obs. [a.A. L.momf-its.] A reminder.

1692 THORESBY Diary (ed. Hunter) I. 227 Lord, sanctify
all monits of mortality !

Monition (m^ni-Jan), sb. [a. OF. monition

(from i jth c.), or ad. L. monition-em, n. of action

f. monit-, monere to admonish.]
1. t a. Instruction, direction (obs!). b. Warning ;

admonitory counsel. Also in particularized sense,

an admonition, a warning.
1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andreas] 655 Andro mad |?ame

monicione, bat bai suld nocht his passione let. Ibid. vi.

(Thomas) 49 pe kinge..gerte mak gret monicione, pat, al

j&amp;gt;at
euire vare in

J&amp;gt;e
tovne Suld. .cume to

f&amp;gt;at
feste. 1421-2

HOCCLEVE Dialog *& To do this labour, .at the excitynge
and monicion of a devout man. 1471 CAXTON Kccuyell
(Sommer) II. 527 But neuer for. .the monyssions ne warn-

ynges of Cassandra the kyng wold not change his purpoos.

1494 FABYAN Citron, n. xlvii. 32 The kynge disdeynynge this

demeanure of Andragius, after dyuers monycions to jmn
gyuen, gatheryd his knyghtes made warre vpon Andragius.

1316 Joseph Arini. 34 By monycion of the Archaungell

gabryell they made a Churche..of our Lady. 1529 MORE
Dyaloge in. Wks. 245/2 With a good monicion & fatherly
counsell to vse it reuerently. 1352 Bk. Com. Prayer, Coll. ist

Snnd. Lent, O Lord, .geue us grace to use such abstinence,
that . . we may euer obey thy godly monicions. 1636 JACKSON
Creedvm. xii. 4 That peremptory monition to his Apostles.

Pray that yee enter not into temptation . 1682 SIR T.

BKOWNE Chr. Mor. n. ir The capital sufferings of others

are rather our monitions than acquitments. 1692 R.
L ESTRANGE Fables ccxx. 193 Deaf. .to the Councels and
Monitions of the very Spirit of Reason it self. 1713 SWIFT
On f/i)j:se(/&quot;Wks. 1755 IV. l. n Sage monitions from his

friends His talents to employ for nobler ends. 1843 CARLYLE

VOL. VI.

609

Past
&amp;lt;V

Pr. m. xiii, To them the voice of Prophecy, of

heavenly momtion
:
is quite ended. 1879 GREEN Read. Kng.

Hist, xxiii. 117 Turning the deafest of all deaf ears to the

monitions which he received to stay.

2. A warning or intimation of the presence or

imminence of something (now only, of&quot; some im

pending danger).
1398 TKKVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. xlviii. (1495) 569 Blacke

gete gyuyth monycyon of them that haue fendys wythin
theym. 1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) II. 229 In that he }afe

not to hym a monicion jitr of. 1694 W. HOLDER On Time
vt. 72 We have no visible Monition of the Returns of any
other Periods, such as we have of the Day, by Successive

Light and Darkness. 1839 Penny Cyd. XV. 332/1 These

Monitory Lizards. .obtained credit for this monition solely
from the accident of their haunts. 1906 Daily A ews 10 Apr. 6

The first monitions of the impending catastrophe occurred in

63 A.D., when. .Campania was shaken by an earthquake.
3. An official or legal intimation or notice, esp.

one calling on a person to do something specified.
c 1460 Oseney Reg. 92 After thre monicions or warnynges

(by )j
u vicare of Cudelynton or his stedys beryng to bem to

be paide) [etc.], 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 406 That they
appere in the yeld halle. .vpon monition to them yeven !&amp;gt;y

eny seriaunt, vppon the peyn of xij d. 1492 Bury tt ills

(Camden) 78 That than the seyd aldyrmnn. .shall after reson-

able warnyng and ther monycion avoyde hym. 1512 Act

4 Hen, VIII, c. 4 Preamble, Of the which outlanes . . the

partie defendaunt . . had never knowlege ne monycion.
1540-1 KLYOT Iniagt- Gov, (1549* 142 Onely hearyng that IH:

was chosen Pretor, before that he had monicion thereof, he

(led. 1615 Act 12 Jas. /, c. 8 in Bolton Siat. Ircl. (1621) 434
That every person should have lawful! knowledge and moni
tion ofsuch actions as hereafter bee to be., sued against him.

1863 JOWETT in Lift- &amp;lt;$

Lett. (1897) I. x. 311, I hear that this

monition is to be issued at the V.-C. Court next week.

b. A formal notice from a bishop or an eccle

siastical court admonishing the person complained
of to refrain from a specified offence. .

1509 UAKCLAY Shyp ofPolys (1570) 236 To thy monition my
Bishop I assent. 1610 BP. CARLETON Jurisd. 275 That all

Translations of Prelates, all depriuations, reuocations, moni

tions, Ecclcsiasticall censures, .shall be voide, value, and of

none effect. 1696 PHILLIPS fed. 5), Monition,.. & warning
given by Ecclesiastical Authority to a Clerk to reform his

Manners, upon Intimation of his Scandalous Life. 17*5 ll -

Dupin&quot;s Eccl. Hist, ijt/i C. I. in. i. 77 What Monitions

soever, Excommunications or Interdicts he [the Pope] may
make. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. I. ii. 77 note, A severe

monition from Archbishop Morton to the abbot of St. Al-

ban s, imputing all kinds of scandalous vices to him and his

monks. 1847 COOTE Pract. Reel. Courts 255 [Form of) Mo
nition to Refrain. 1906 [see MONIT. ON v.}.

c. In those courts which use the civil law process

(as the court of admiralty), a process in the nature

of a summons. (Bouvier Law Diet. 1856.)
1840 HAGGARD Cases Admiralty III. 300 The Court.,

further decreed a monition against Matthew Russell. 1854
Act 17 $ 18 Viet. c. 78 13

It shall be competent to him
to proceed by way of Monition, citing the Owner or Owners
of such Ship [etc.]., to appear and defend the Suit.

Moni tion,? . EccL Law. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To warn by a monition.

1883(7. Rev. CLVI. 530 The offending clergymen had been

solemnly monitioned. 1906 SIR L. DIBDIN in Guardian
28 Feb. 347/2, I suspend Mr. F. from office and benefice for

two years. I monition him not to offend again.. .Disobedi

ence to the monition which I have decreed.. can be.. dealt

with by the infliction of an even severer sentence.

Monition, obs. form of MUNITION.

t Moni tioner. Obs. [f. MONITION v. + -ER *.]

Onewho or that which gives admonition or warning.
1556 OLDE Antichrist 199 b, As many as considre not so

faithfull a monicionar. 1597 J. KING On Jonas (1618) 595
Wretched is the man, whom the Lord correcteth not ; whose
first messenger

and monitioner is the first borne of death.

t Mo nitive, ^* and sb. Obs. rare. [f. L.

monit-, ppl. stem of inone-re to admonish + -IVE.]

a. adj. Warning, admonitory, b. sb. A warning
or reminder.

#1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) 326 Ignatius, .urges the Vnity
of the Altar for a monitive to the Congregation to agree

together in one. (11677 BARROW Serw. Wks. 1716 II. 140

Considering the usefulness of them.. as they are exemplary
and monitive.

Monitor (mp nit^O, sb. Also 7-8 -our. [a.

L. monitor^ agent-n. f. monere to advise, warn, ad

monish: see -OR.]
1. One who admonishes or gives advice or warning

to another as to his conduct. Now somewhat arch.

fAlso (rare\ one who advises another to do
some particular action, an instigator.

1596 BACON Max. $ Use Com. Laiu i. xvi. (1636) 61 When
a man is author and monitor to another to commit an un
lawful! act. 1616 Adv . Villiers in Cabala (1663) 4^2

In this

\sc. religion] you need not be a Monitor to the King ; the

chiefest of his imperiall titles, is, to be The Defender
of the Faith. 1630 BKATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 116

Though reason like a discreet Monitor advise them to Mo
derate their passions. 1630 BP. HALL Occas. Medit. xc.

(1633) 229 O God, thou art still equally merciful!. ..Let the

sound of thy faithfull monitors smite my eares. 1692 DRY-
DEN Cleomencs i. i, Panth. You promis d Patience, Sir.

Cleom. Thou art a Scurvy Monitor, I am Patient. 1731

JOHNSON Rambler No. 155 P 5 The officious monitor Is per
secuted with hatred., because he assumes that superiority
which we are not willing to grant him. 1771 BURKE Corr.

(1844) I. 278 Strict and faithful monitors, that keep watch
on every action of my life. 1830 CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint.

II. 231 George \ said his monitor, you must have reasons

for keeping such company. rifcBTHACKttAYAVwc&amp;lt;MK*l II.

i. 7 You boast of its being over. You see it is not over ,

says Clive s monitor and companion.

MONITOR.

b. transf. of things more or less personified.

(Often of conscience.)
1651 JI:R. TAYLOR Serw. Gold, Grove, Sitminer xiii. 162 A

final judgement is no good monitor to him, to whom it is

a severe executioner. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy 11. xvii. Con
science, this once able monitor, placed on high as a judge
within us. 1824 HOGG Conf. Sinner i Of the matter fur

nished by the latter of these powerful monitors \sc. history
and tradition], I have no reason to complain.

2. A senior pupil in a school, or (formerly in

England and still in America) a student in a

college, who has special duties assigned to him,

esp. that of keeping order, and who may occa

sionally (as in some elementary schools) act as a

teacher to a junior class.

1546 in Peacock Stat. Cambr. (1841) 123 Let them \sc. the

deans] appoint six monitors, two for public worship and four

for speaking Latin [i.e. to enforce the speaking of Latin].

1607 Stat, in Hist. Wa k,-fitId Grain. Sch. (1892) 65 Theire
several 1 absences, negligencies and misbehaviours . . given

up by the monitours in their bille. 1612 HRISSLEV Litd. Lit.

295 The Monitours of that weeke. a 1656 Br. HALL Rent,
ll ks. (1660) 248 Even the most carelesse boyes will be afTraid

to offend in the face of the monitor. 1764 Metn. G. / .W-

ftianazarj*) This mark of distinction [sc. a large riband] did

moreover entitle me to be head monitor and marshal of that

whole school. 1841 ELPHINSTONK Hist. hid. I. 353 They
are taught, with the aid of monitors, in the manner Intro

duced from Madras into England. 1848 Stat. -V Laws
Harvard (1854) n Monitors are appointed, and their duties

and compensation fixed, by the Faculty. 1875 A. K. HOPE
Aly Schoolboy l r. 76 We looked to see that none of the

monitors were in sight. 1882 AV;y Educ, Code (ed. J. Rus
sell) 23 Temporary monitors employed in place of the

teachers causing the vacancies are recognised as part of the

school staff.

3. Something that reminds or gives warning.
1655 Fi LUCK Ch. ///&quot;.(/. v. i. 32 That picture was placed

there by the Cardinals own appointment, to be to him a

monitour of humility. 1675 THAHKRNE Chr, Ethics 202 All

our enjoyments, .are daily monitors of mercy to us, because

they are purchased by the blood of Christ. 169. LOCKE
F.dnc. 107 The Pains that come from the Necessities of

Nature, are Monitors to us to beware of greater Mischiefs,
\vhirh they are the Fore-runners of. 1760 GKAY Corr. n.
Nicholls (1843) 205i I sympathise with your gout : it would
be strange if I did not, with so many internal monitors

as I carry about me, that hourly bid me expect it myself
this autumn. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 100 At the re

animating appearance of the rising sun, nature again revives;
and I obey the chearful summons of the gentle monitors

of the meads and groves. 1840 HP. JOLLY Observ. Sunday
Set-! 1

. 219 Such emblematical rites, .cleared of superstition,
are useful helps and monitors to our weak minds.

f4. = BACK-BOARD 4. Obs.

1784 COWPER Task ii. 585 A Monitor is wood plank shaven

thin. We wear it at our backs. 1828 Lights V S/itid*?s I.

315 In one corner of the room may be seen Miss Jenny
choaking in a monitor. 1831 BRITTON Irishtncn

&amp;lt;y
Irish-vow.

(ed. 3) 67 Every real young lady she averred ought to wear

monitors and steel collars.

5. A lizard of the family Monitorid& or \
T
ara-

nidtt) inhabiting Africa and Australia ;
so called

from being supposed to give warning of the vicinity

of crocodiles.
1826 PRICHARD Research. Phys. Hist. Man fed. 2) I. 73

Africa possesses the Monitors. 1832 LYF.LL Princ. Gcol. II.

103 The monitor of New Holland is specifically distinct from

the Indian species; these latter again from the African.

i8&4&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;mVaVIII.fli8 Large monitors and many smaller

Hzards abound. 1900 \Vestm. Gaz. 19 Apr. 1/3 Among the

latest arrivals at the Zoo is a Bengal monitor.

6. An ironclad having a very low free-board and

one or more revolving turrets containing great

guns, built on the model of the vessel invented by

Captain Ericsson (see quot. 1862).
1862 ERICSSON Let. 20 Jan. in Church Life (1890) I. 255

The iron-clad intruder will thus prove a severe monitor to

those leaders [sc. of the Southern Rebellion].. .On these and

many similar grounds I propose to name the new battery

Monitor. 1864 Ibid. II. 49 The ability of a dozen monitors

to take Charleston. 1862 (see IRONCLAD sb.\. 1887 Wcstw.
Rev. June 368 It is stated that the United States possesses

fourteen monitors twenty years old, and five in process of

construction.
attrib. 1864 H. DRAPER in Q. Jrnl. Sci. I. 520 When a

person enters a Monitor turret, he cannot fail to feel a

sensation of absolute protection, surrounded as he is on all

sides by ii inches of iron.

b. An ironclad railway truck carrying a big gun.

1885 W. W. BURNS in Century Mag. July 460 General

Lee s famous railroad monitor was approaching.

7. U.S. (In full monitor roof 01 top: ) A raised

part of a roof (e. g. in a railway-carriage or omni

bus), with openings for light and ventilation. Hence

monitor-car.

1871 SNOW Pathfinder 2 The roofs [of certain railway

passenger cars] are of the monitor pattern , meaning slightly

elevated along the centre, to make the car airy. 1875

KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Monitor-car.

8. A jointed nozzle used in hydraulic mining,

which may be turned in any direction.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss. 1883 Century Mag. Jan.

324 Pipes from fifteen to thirty inches in diameter.
; may be

seen winding through a hydraulic mine. These pipes ter

minate in monitors, each discharging a gleaming shaft of

water so powerful as to toss about rocks, tons in weight.

1891 Engineer LXXIL 217 The monitor, .has a ball joint

that permits it to be slung in any direction. 1898 [see

HYDRAULIC a. i].

Mo nitor, v. nonce-word, [f. prec. sb.] tram.

To guide as a monitor.
143



MONITORIAL. 610 MONK.
1818 KEATS Endym, iv. 884 In that same void white

Chastity shall sit, And monitor me nightly to lone slumber.

Monitorial (mpnitoVrial), a.
[f.

L. monito-

ri-tts (see MONITORY) +-AL, or ad. F. monitorial^
1. = MONITORY a. \

,
i b.

1725 tr. Dnpin s Eccl. Hist. i;/A C. I. it. I. 17 The Senate

being inform
1d that the .Monitorial Bull was publish d.

fli754 CARTE Hist. Eng. (1755) IV. 63 The Emperor..
issued on the soth of that month monitorial letters requiring
him to lay down his arms. 1816 F. H. NAYLOR Hist. Ger

many 1. 1. iv. 128 They resolved to preface hostilities with a

monitorial address to the Palatine. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

vin. v. II. 342 His Majesty even honours him by expecting
he should quietly keep a monitorial eye upon the Crown-
Prince.

2. Of, pertaining to, connected with, or per
formed by monitors in schools.

1845 R. \V. HAMILTON Pop. Edttc. iv. (ed. 2) 81 Bell and
Lancaster introduced the reciprocal and monitorial system.

1864 Edin. Rev. July 185 The monitorial
*

system, or the

system of governing the younger boys through the elder.

1888 W. HUNT in Diet. Nat. Biog. XVI. 57/1 He [Drury,
headmaster of Harrow] disliked flogging, and the system of

monitorial caning seems to have grown up in his time.

3. Belonging to the monitors (MONITOR sb. 5).

1878 Ann, fy Mag. Nat. Hist. July 92 In one special dental

modification they are Iguanian, in another Monitorial.

Hence Monito-rially adv. t
in a monitorial

manner (1847 Webster).
Mo iiitorsliip. [-SHIP.] The office or posi

tion of a monitor; also, the period during which

any one holds the office of monitor.

1641 SMBCTYMNUUS Vind. Ansiv. 15. 187 Those.. who
..might be fit Monitors, .were designed to that office of

Monitorship. 1847 TaiCs Mag. XIV. 292 They not only
pay the boys and girls for acquiring a knowledge of the

business, but they also pay the person who, during their

monkorship and apprenticeship, is to have the benefit of
their assistance, for teaching them. 1851 R. NESHIT in

Mitchell Mem. xii. (1858) 301 The Government Institution

has such advantages over us. .in monitor-ships and teacher-

ships, &c. 1866 Harvard Mew. Bi0g. t C. /&amp;gt; . Broivn I. 359
He met his expenses by keeping school during the winter
and with the aid furnished by the college monitorship.

Monitory (m^ nitari), a. and sb. Also 5

manyterye. [ad. L, monitori-ns^ f. monitor :

see MONITOR and -ORY. Cf. F. monitoire.]
A. adj.

1. Giving or conveying a warning; serving to

admonish; admonitory.
c 1450 Mankind 872 in Macro Plays 33 Mankend, $e

were obliuyows of my doctrine manyterye. 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 3 Sundry Epistles, the titles where
of are.. Monitorie, Accusatorie..and such like. 1622 UACON
Hen. VI /, 75 The King also made a Statute in that Parlia

ment, Monitory and Minatory, towards lustices of Peace,
that they should duly execute their office, a 1652 J. SMITH
Set. Disc. vi. 199 The general difference between prophe
tical dreams and those that are merely nouthetical or moni

tory. 1692 R. L EsTRAXGE Fables xxxi. 31 That which was
Rudeness, and 111 Nature in the Aggressor, was only a

Monitory Justice, and a Discreet Sharpness in the Other.

1783 HURKK Sp. Fox s E. India Bill Wks. 1842 I. 298 These
were the sole object of the monitory resolution of this house.

1819 WORDSW. ll aggtmer n. 154 He heard the monitory

I

(Holm) II. 52 The mottoes of their families are monitory
proverbs. 1885 Manch. Exam. 26 June 5/3 Lord Brabourne
had to say a few monitory words to bring the preachers
back to their forgotten text.

Const, of. a 1854 II. REED Lect. Eng. Lit. v. (1855) 157
William Caxton whose life is to be thought of. .as moni

tory of perpetual industry .

b. Monitory tetter = B. 2.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 51, Monitory Letters^ Letters from an
Ecclesiastical Judge, upon Information of Scandals and
Abuses within Cognizance of his Court. 1690 C MATHER
in Quincy Hist. Harvard Unit 1

. (1840) 1.487, 1 have already
written a large monitory letter to those innovators. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. V^ x. III. 211 The Pope, .immediately
issued monitory letters. 1839 JAMES Loins Xfl r

t
II. 23

fudging that the monitory letters he received were rather

&quot;rom the hands of enemies than of friends, he displayed a
calm countenance.

2. Monitory lizard = MONITOR s/&amp;gt;. 5.
1810 Naval Chron. XXIII. 59 That extraordinary animal

called the Monitory Lizard, from its faculty of warning per
sons of the approach of any venomous animal. 1839 i t-nny

Cycl. XV. 332/1 The warning of these Monitory Lizards
was said to be a hissing or whistling.
B. sb.

fl. An admonition; something that serves as a

warning. Obs.
c 1557 ABP. PARKER TV Ixxviii. 118 Argt., This hye pro

found oration A monitorie is To God to turne. 1613 Pun-
CHAS Pilgrimage i. iv. 19, I see not why they should denie
God that Hbertie to impose, or man that necessitie to need
such monitories, a 1677 HARROW Serin. (1686) III. iii. 31
Monitories, encouragements and excitements to our duty.
2. A letter containing an admonition or warning,

$p. one issued by a bishop or pope.
1624 BACON Apothegm 70 \\iResnscitatio (1661) 303 There

was a King of Hungary, took a IVishop in Mattel, . .Where
upon the Pope writ a Monitory to him; For that he had
broken the priviledge of Holy Church. 1707 Lend. Ga~.
No. 4360/1 There are Three Monitories printed, and afiix d
in the most frequented Places of that City. 1790 GIBBON
Misc. Wks. (1814) HI. 458 A monitory, or summons, to ap
pear in fifteen days, was affixed on the church doors. 1816
F. H. NAYLOR Hist. Germany I. n.xi. 479 Ferdinand, .in a

thundering monitory, annulled their proceedings. 1871
MORI.KV / W/Vj/Vt- 2iy This testimony, given with a vague

ness that ought to have proved it legally valueless, was the
fruit of the episcopal monitory.

Monitress
;m^-nitres). [f. MONITOR sb. + -ESS.]

1. A female monitor or admonisher.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 54 His divine monitress,

he called me ! 1813 SCOTT Rokeby iv. xii, She. .Assumes a
monitress s pride, Her Redmond s dangerous sports to chide.

1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xvi, Harry.. corrected the faulty
intonation, under his English momtresses, 1897 OfiDA 1

Massaretus xv. 187 It must be very annoying to have a
perpetual monitress in one s own daughter.
attrib. 1887 RUSKIN frseterita II. 422 Lady Trevelyan..

became at once a monitress-friend in whom I wholly trusted.

2. In a girls school, a pupil having special
duties assigned to her (cf. MONITOR sb. 2).

1844 Yng. Communicant (1848) 12 As head monitress I

know them both very well. 1868 Rcgul.
&amp;lt;y

Ord. Army
465 The training of School Mistresses, pupil teachers and

Monitresses. 1884 CasselFs Fain. Mag. Mar. 216/2 The
monitress . . moves towards the three culprits, and tells them,
..that

talking
is not allowed.

Moiiitrix (m^ nitriks). rare
~ l

. [fern, in

Latin form of MONITOR : see -TRIX.] =
prec.

17*7 SOMERVILLE Hor. Epist. i. x. 42 In vain from Nature s

rules we blindly stray, And push th uneasy monitrix away.
Moniwhat, variant of MANYWHAT Obs.

Monk (mtfrjk), sb. Forms : 1-3 munuc,
(munec-), 2-3 munec, -ek, 3 munuch, 3-4
monek(e, 4 monok, munc, mun(cjk, 4-6
monke, munke, 5 mongke, 6 moonke, Sc.

mounche, moun(c)k(e, mwn(c)k(e, 5-6 monck,
3- monk. [OK. imtmic : pre-historic *imtniko- t

ad. popular L. *monicits for monachtis, a. late Gr.

povaxfa, subst. use of Gr. nova^o* ac
li-&amp;gt; single,

solitary, f. /.toy-os alone. Cf. OFris. inunek
y
-ik

t

monik (MDu. manic, uwnc, mttii(i]c, Du. monnik t

munnik], MLG. mon(n.ikt monk, OHO. mtinih

(MHG. Mun(i]ch, miin(e}ch t G. monch\ ON.
milnkr (Da., Sw. , mitnli) ; also the Rom. forms,
F. moiney Pr. monge-s t Sp. wonjc t Pg. monge
(:

Rom. type *fwiv t
&amp;gt;),

It. monato.
In accordance with its etymology, monachus originally

meant a religious hermit or solitary, .but was from an early

period applied to cccnobites, and this eventually became the

ordinary use.J

1. A member of a community or brotherhood of

men living apart from the world under the vows
of poverty, chastity, and obedience, according
to a rule (characteristic of the particular order),
and devoted chiefly to the performance of religious
duties and the contemplative life. The different

orders of monks are distinguished by habits of

various shapes and colours (cf. b).
In England, before the Reformation, the term was not

applied to the members of the mendicant orders, who were

always called friars. From the i6th c. to the igth c., how
ever, it was usual to speak of the friars as a class of monks.
In recent times the distinction between the terms has been

carefully observed by well-informed writers. In Fr. and
Ger. the equivalent of monk is applied equally to monks
and friars \

_The word properly belongs to Christian use, but is some
times applied to persons of other religions (c. g. Moslems,
Buddhists).

.7900 tr. Bxdas Hist. v. xii. [xi.] (1890) 434 Waes sum
munuc & masssepreost in nehnesse his cetan eardisende,
Jnts noma wa:s Hamgels. ^961 ^ETHELWOLD Rule St.

Kenet i. (1885) g Feower synt muneca cyn..Da;t forme is

mynstermonna. .Ober cyn is ancrena [etc.]. CUM O. E.
C/iron,zr\, 675 (Laud MS.} Hwilc abbot

(&amp;gt;e bej? fcer coren of

\&amp;gt;e
munccan. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 143 J&amp;gt;e

treowe men, be

munckes, be meidene, be weddede wiues . . sculen beon

icleoped on
&amp;gt;e

fader riht halue. c 1*05 LAY. 12906 paet child

munec wes inne Winchaestre, a 1225 Ancr. R. 318 Munuch,
preost, o3er clerk. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11478 Sir alein
was ek inome in monekene wede In

J&amp;gt;e priorie. a 1300
Cursor Af. 22002 Quatkin man sum euer it es,. .or clerc, or
munk [Gott. monk], or canun. 1377 LANGL. / . PI. U. xx. 262
.Monkes and monyals and alle men of Religioun. (-1400
MAUNUEV. (Roxb.) ii. 5 Ane abbay of munkes. 1518 WRIO-
THESLEV Chron. (Camden) I. 12 All the orders of friers

channons, moncks of Stratforde and Tower Hill. 1530
PALSGR. 246/1 Monk of the charterhouse, chartrevx. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 371 The common people named
him Monke, because he was of thordre of Paule, the first

Hermit. 1567 Gitde
&amp;lt;V

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 206 The Monkis
of Melros maid gude kalll, On Frydayis quhen they fastit.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 436 A Dominican
mounck. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 251 Uajazet..
there executed Torlac Keman another seditious Turkish
Monk-. 1649 EVELYN Diary 19 May, A Monk at his beades.

1788 GIBBON Decl. fy F. Ix. VI. 129 The priests and monks
were the loudest and most active in the destruction of the
schismatics. 1846 GREENER Set. Gunnery 18 Many ascribe
the discovery [of gunpowder] to Roger Bacon, the monk.
1849 KKMBLE Saxons in Eng. \\. ix. II. 448 Although monks
are not necessarily clergymen . . many of the body in this

country took holy orders. 1889 Ch. Times 992/1 That the

object of a monk was to make a good man of himself, the

object of a friar was to do a good work among others.

b. Preceded by defining adj. having reference to

the colour of the habit : black monk, a Bene

dictine; also, a Black or Augustinian Canon;
fgray monk, white monk, a Cistercian monk.
c xaoo S. Eng. Leg. 1. 20/42 A fair Abbeye he let bare a-rere

. . Of blake Monekes. c \ziyQ-c 1300 [see GREY a. 2]. c 1305
Edmund Conf. 184 m E. E, / . (1862) 76 Ulake monekes he

se}. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6695 As these chanouns regulers, Or
white monkes, or these blake. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 178
The Se Mawis war monkis, the bl.tk and the quhyte. &amp;lt; 1500
Lytell Geste Robin Hood iv. 35 (Kitson) Than were they

1 ware oftwo blacke monkes, Eche on agood palferay. 1:1630
RISDOM Surz-. Devon 204 (1810) 213 Which monastery he

replenished with black monks, Augu^tines. 1700 TYRRELL

I

Hist. Eng. II. 744 The White Monks.. were forced to pay
l ,.4opoo/. of Silver. 1766 ESTICK London IV. 237 This
1

parliament was adjourned to Westminster, amongst the

: black monks,

c. Proverbs.

1340 Aycnb. 165 Vor
J&amp;gt;e clobinge ne make)) na^t J&amp;gt;ane

monek. 1546 HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 62 Ye make hir a cook-

queane, and consume her good. And she must syt like a
beane in a moonkis hood. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIll^ HI.

i. 23 But all Hoods, make not Monkes, 1678 RAY Prov.

(ed. 2 ) 296 The Devill was sick, the Devill a monk would
1

be, The Devill was well, the devill a monk was he.

t 2. //. The house of a particular order. (Cf.
FRIAR 2 c, quot. 1375.) Obs. rare.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 3 Whane he [sc. King
John] had raynyd xvij. yeres he dyde, & is burryd there in

the monkes before the hye auter.

3. As the name of certain animals whose form

i suggests lift costume of a monk, esp. with reference

to the cowl or hood ;
see also quots. and SEA-MONK.

| (Cf. G. mSnck.)
1789 BROWNE Jamaica 430 Bttgrestis i. Fusea minima

rugosa. The Monk. This Insect is smaller than the Wevil.

1815 S. BROOKES Conch. 156 Monk, Conns inonachns.

1831 G. Montagu s Ornith. Diet. 526 Monck) a name for the
1 Bullfinch. 1840 tr. Citviers Annn. Kingd. 99 [Seals] The
Monk (Pelagijis\ 1848 J. GOULD Birds Australia IV.

j

pi. 58 Troptdorhynchus Cornicnlatus.. .Its bare head and

|

neck have also suggested the names of* Friar Bird , Monk
,

Leather Head
,
etc. 1848 Zoologist VI. 1976 Angel Fish,

Squatina. angelns. This strange fish, .is frequently called

a monk . 1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour (1861) II. 64 His

pigeon-cote, .is no longer stocked with carriers, dragoons,

horsemen, jacobins, monks. 1863 Cassell s Pof. Nat. Hist.
I. 116 The Monk, Pithccia monachus [a monkeyj.

4. As the name of various objects in certain nrts

and crafts (see quots.). Cf. F. moine, G. monch.

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc.^ Printing 385 When the Press

man nas not Destributed his Balls, some splotches of Inck

may lye on. .them, which . -he delivers upon the Form; so

that the Sheet Printed on has a black blotch on it : Which
Blotch is called a Monk. 1683 PETTUS Fleta A/in. i. 15
When the Loam is prepared you must then have a Frame,
in which you may beat the Proof-Test and Crucibles : . . then

..grease also the upper part of the Frame which is called

the Monk. 1763 W. LEWIS Comm. Phil.- Techn, 130 A round-

faced pestle, called a Monk. 1834-47 J. S. MACAULAY Field

Fortif. (1851) 207 The piece of agarick used to communi
cate the fire to the powder is called the monk. 1876 VOYLE
& STEVENSON Milit. Diet., Monk&amp;gt; a piece of junk or touch

wood laid over the priming of a mine to give the miner
time to retire.

5. attrib. and Comb.
t

as monk artist, -bishop,

-latid\ monk-like adj. and adv., monk-educated\

-made, -ridden^ -taitght adjs.

1855 MIL MAN Lat. Chr. xiv. x. (1864) IX. 321 No doubt.,

many *monk-artists fled from the sacrilegious East to prac
tise their holy art in the safe and quiet West. i85i tr.

Montalentberfs Monks ofWest II. 19 St. Martin, the great

*monk-bishop whose ascetic and priestly virtues had edified

Gaul. i6nSc.ActsChas. 7(1817) V. 26/1 Any church lands

fryer lands *monk lands or comoun lands. 1611 FLORIO,
Monacale^ *Munke or Nun-like. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg.
XXXIII. 691 But, monk-like, whenever it deviates from

downright dullness, it is only to discover its malignity towards
toleration and freedom. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 7/3 With
a monk-Hke girdle round his waist. 1865 KlMttLBY/rmiK
xx, The French look on us English &quot;monk-made knights as

spurious and adulterine. 1848 LYTTON Harold vi. v, He
concealed his disdain of the monks and &quot;monk-ridden. 1868

MILMAN St. Paul s 246 The shouts of a rabble of monks, of

*monk-taught men, and boys &quot;monk-educated.

b. Special comb. : monk-bat, the Afolossits

nasutits of Jamaica, etc. ; t monk-child, a boy
who is being brought up to be a monk

;
monk-

craft (after priestcraft\ monkish practice or policy
based upon unworthy motives; monk-flower, a

name for the supposed genus J\lonachanthus^ to

which the orchids of the genus Catasetum have been

sometimes referred; f monk-house, a monastery;
Monk-Latin, the corrupt Latin used by monks;
monk-monger, a favourer of monks or monasti-

cism; monk parrot (see quot.) ; monk s cloth,
( a kind of worsted (Halliwell 1847); f monk s

cowl = MONKSHOOD ;
monk-seal, a white-bellied

seal inhabiting the Mediterranean and neighbouring
ocean ; monk s gun, harquebus Anliq. [

= G.

W4&amp;gt;nchshtichse\i
a name given to the wheel-lock gun

of the i6th c., from the fancy that it was invented

by the monk Schwarz, the alleged inventor of gun

powder; monk s-head, f(a) t = monk-seal
\ (b}

= MONKSHOOD; (r) the plant Leantodon Taraxa

cum; t monk s peason, woodlice (cf. monkey-

pease] ; monk(
J

s)-seam JVattt. t (a) a seam in which

the selvages of sails are sewn flat one over the other;

(d}
( the fash left at the junction of the moulds

when a ball is cast* (Smyth Saitohs Word-bk^\
t monk-swan (see quot).
1851 GOSSE Nat. Sojourn Jamaica 294 The habit so

strongly reminded me ofa herd ofmonks shutting themselves

up in a convent, that I thought the species might well be de

signated as the *Monk Bat. ciooo ^LFRIC Horn. (Th.) IL

174 Sum *munuc-cild drohtnode on his mynstre. c 1205 LAV.

13251 Nime bane munec child & makien Brutlondes king.

1691 D Eniilianne s Frauds Rom. Monks (ed. 3) 242 They
were only the effects of Priest and *Monk-Craft to get Mony.



MONK.

1848 LYTTON //v/iA i. iv, I shall need no mediator between

nature and monk-craft. 1483 Catli. Angl. 247/1 (MS. A)

A &quot;Munke bowse, ccnobium & cetera; vbi Abbey. 1694

MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxvii. (,737) 123 The Prior of the

Monk-House. 1843 CARLYLE Past ff Pr. n. vi, Some of us
(

can preach, in English-Saxon, in Norman- French, and even

in *]Monk-Latin. 1873 LELANU Egypt. Sketch lik. 3 A Monk-

Latin chronicle. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. v. 24 Oswald

(a great &quot;monk-monger..) held York and Worcester. 1865

KIN&amp;lt;;SI.EV Hcrew. xxiii, Are you a monk-monger into the

bargain V 1878 Daily News 16 Sept. 3/1 &quot;Monk parrots

are sickly parrots, which have caught cold on their passage
to the wholesale dealers in Liverpool, London, &c. 1441-2
Act 20 Hen. Yl, c. 10 Draps appellee *monkes clothes.

1548 TURNER Names Her/res (E.D.S.) 9 It is called muench

kappen in duche, and it maye be called in englishe &quot;monkes

coule or blewe wolfsbaine. 1841 fenny Cycl. XXI. 158/1

The -ktill of the &quot;Monk Seal (I /toca Monacliiis). 1855

W. S. DALLAS in Sysl. Nat. Hist. II. 470 The Monk
Seal {Stenoryncltus nunackia), which inhabits the Medi
terranean. 1894 Vatui e 26 July 307 A Monk Seal (Mono-
elms albh enter\ from Madeira. 1881 GREENRR Gun 47 In

the Dresden Museum there is an example of this [wheel-

lock] system in thecelebrated &quot;Monk s Gun . 1870 BLACK
tr. DcmmitCs \Veapons of ll^ar 69 The Hock of compilers
still continue to call this little hand-cannon Moenchs-

biichse , or &quot;monk s arquebus. 1666 J. T&amp;gt;AVIKS//&amp;lt;VS..Caribby
Isles lot There is another kind of Porposes which have

the snout round and hollow, . . some call them &quot;Monks-

heads, and Sea-Monks. 1682 WHEI.ER Jaunt. Greece i. 25

Aconitnm Lycoctinum [sic]. .which I took to be a kind of

monks-head. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Hot. App. 319 Monk s-

head, Leontodon. 1845 MURNETT Plantx Util. II. PI. Ix,

From the receptacle looking bald, after the (lower and seeds

are gone, it [sc. Leontodon Taraxacum! is sometimes called

Monkshead. 1558 WARDE tr. Alexis
1 Seer. (1568) 24 The

little beastes called &quot;Monkes peason or sowes. 1626 CAPT.

SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 A &quot;munke seame, a round

seame. 1750 BLANCKLEY Nav. Expositor, Monk Seam
Sewing the Edges or Selvedges of Sails together, over one

another on both Sides to make it the
Stronger.^

1668 CIIARLE-

TON Onomasticon 114 Dodo Litsitanoritm, Cygniis Citcitl-

latus, . .the Dodo or &quot;Monk-swan of S. Maurice s Hand,

t Monk, v. Obs, rare. [f.
MONK s6.]

1. traits, a. To make a monk of. b. nonce-use.

1 To cause to look like a monk.

vock (Spald. Club) 448, I don t care twopence what I wear,

provided he [sc. Ramsay, the painter] does not monk me.

2. To monk it : to be a monk.
1756 A.MORY fic&d77ol III. 63 It pleased me so much to

see these monks march off with their smiling partners.. It

is really a fine thing to monk it on this plan.

Monk-corn, variant of MONGCOKN.
Moiikcloni (mo nkcbm). [f.

MONK s!&amp;gt;. + -DOM.]
The condition of a monk

;
monks collectively ;

the domain of monks.
1862 HOOK Lines Alps. II. iv. 281 Throwing off the re-

btraints of monkdom..ne travelled as a visitor from one

monastery to another. 1883 FROUDE Luther in Cmttmp.
Rev. XLIV. 5 Hans.. was bitterly disappointed, knowing,

perhaps, more of monks and monkdom than his son. 1890
E. JOHNSON Rite Christendom 485 Monkdom passed under

the. .condemnation of the world some 400 years ago.

Monke, obs. form of MONKEY.

Monkery (mo-qkari). Chiefly contemptuous.
Also 6-7 mouk(e)rye, -erie, monckery, 7 mun-

k(e)ry. [f. MONK sb. + -EBV. Cf. MDu. monikerie.]
1. The state, condition, or profession of monks

(or religious orders in general) ; monastic life,

monasticism.
? 1536 LATIMER in Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 149

For the upstandynge of his forsayd howsse, and contynu-
ance of the same to many good purpasesse, natt in monkrye.
1581 J. BELL Haddon s Aitsm. Osor. 340 But Monckery
was then a sequestration & departyng from the world, not

a profession in the world. 1601 F. GODWIN Bps. ofEng. 17
For the space of 90 yeeres after, monkerie ceased throughout
the realme. 1635 PACITT Christianogr. 34 Oswald one of

the greatest setters up of Monkery, begat Oswald the Monke.

1749 WESLEY Wks. (1872) X. 8 You quote not one line from

any Father in the third century, in favour of monkery. 1818

HALLAM Mid. Ages^Tf) III. 274 After the introduction of

monkery, and its unsocial theory of duties. 1844 STANLEY

.^r-MW(i858) I. it 65 Monkery seems flourishing there in

great force. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt. hi. 2. 181

The., modern eulogists of monkery.

2. a. A body or community of monks ;
an estab

lishment of monks ; a monastery.
1349 LATIMER 4M Serin, be/. Edw. K/(Arb.) 118 If he

dye in the state of dampnation, he shal rise in the same.

Yea, thoughe he haue a whole Monkerye to synge for hym.
1581 Sc. Acts Jos. VI

(1814^
III. 276/1 The monkreis ar

altogidder abollshit, and thair places and abbayis ar for be
maist pairt left waist. 1581 J. BELL Haddon s A nsw. Osor.

302 b, Whom the Pope deposed from his kingdome, and
thrust into a monckery. 1600 SURFLET Country Farm n.

liv. 367 In many countries it [Agnus Castus] is scene planted
almost in all the monkeries. 1716 M. DAVIKS At/ten. Ilrit.

III. Diss. Drama 24 For refusing to submit to the Union
of the Spanish and Italian Monkeries into one Congrega
tion. 1740 H. WALPOLE Ep. to T. Ashton 22 To woods and
caves she never bade retreat, Nor fix d in cloister d monke
ries her seat. 1852 R. KNOX Gt. Artists tr Gt. Anat. 168

A long residence.. in courts, monkeries, and barracks. 1866

Land. Rev. 28 Apr. 470/2 Brother Ignatius has quite as

much right to set up a monkery at Norwich as the Irvingites
have to set up a temple in Gordon Square. 1898W. WHITE
Jrnls. 244 To Shulbred farm, an old monkery.

b. Monks collectively j also, the monks (of a

particular place).
iSS LYNDESAY Meaarche 4669 All Monkrye, je may heir

611

and se, Ar callit Denis, for dignite. 155* LATIMER Serin. I

5/4 Sand. Epip/t. (1584) 322 Do not as the fondness of the
j

Monkery first did. 1837 LANDOR Pentaiueron, $tli Day s

Interview Wks. 1853 II. 346/2 The clergy and monkery at

Certaldo bad never been cordial with Messer Giovanni.

1878 K. C. G. MURRAY Russians of To-day 141 It was the

custom to recruit the ranks of monkery by .. impressing some

of the worst-behaved pupils in the four ecclesiastical aca

demies of St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiew and Kazan. 1880

SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. iii. led. 2) 214 And of such here is

enough to glut the gorge of all the monks in monkery.

3. //. Monkish practices, appurtenances, or

paraphernalia.
1614 DARCIE Birth of Heresies xv. 62 The principal!

Monkeries are celebrated on the left side of the Altar. 1873

MRS. H. KING Disciples, UgoKassiv. (1877) 179 It likes me
ill To see.. thy bright face above the monkeries Of tlie

black habit of the Barnabites. 1878 MOULEY Diderot I. ill.

59 The . . confused theological wilderness of sin, asceticism,

miracle, and the other monkeries.

4. Conduct or practice characteristic of monks

(esp. those of the Middle Ages) ;
a system of life

or conduct marked by the alleged faults or abuses

of monasticism.

1649 Br. HALL Cases Cause. IV. i. (1654) 290 Although those

Casuists doe sufficiently doat upon their Monkery. 1693

KaiHSnPar.Autif.Vtt.f6 Ifwe renounce all the monkery
of this tale. 1846 HARE Mission Com/. 11850) 425 This

righteousness lies not. .in human service, monkery, pilgrim

ages [etc.]. 1854 MII.MAN Lat. Car. i. i. (1864) I. 57 A second

marriage.. was revolting to the incipient monkery of the

Church. 1872 CREIGHTON His/. Ess. ii. (1902) 61 A reaction

against . . the monkery and bigotry of the Middle Ages. 1884

TENNYSON llecket iv. li, I, that thro the Pope divorced King
Louis, Scorning his monkery.
5. slang. The practice of going on tramp; also,

the country districts frequented by tramps.

aijgo POTTER Diet. Cant (1795), Monkery, the country.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Monkery, the country parts
of England are called The Monkery. 1851 MAYHKW Loiut.

Labour I. 244 He had followed the monkry from a child.

Ibid. 247 The writer of this account was himself two whole

years on the monkry , before he saw a lodging-house for

tramps. Ibid. 248 Well ,
said he, I don t know what this

ere monkry will come to, after a bit .

Mtrnkess. rare. [f.
MONK s6. + -ESS.] A nun.

1729 T. CONSETT State of Russia 1(17 Monkesses to knitt,

sow, or weave lace. 1861 tr. Montalemberfs Monks of
West 1.426 How little she desired to be a monkess [orig. F.

moinesse, rendering Jerome s monacha\.

Monkey (myrjki), sb. Forms : 6 munckey,
munkkey, munkye, monke, 6-7 munkey, 7

monkeye, -eie, 7-8 monkie. 6- monkey. / /.

6-9 monkies, 7- monkeys. [Of uncertain origin.
The MLG. version of Reynard the Fox (14981 has_ (only

once, 1. 6161) Moneke as the name of the .son of Martin the

Ape ;
and early in the i4th c, the same character is men

tioned as Monnekin (v. r. Monneijnin) by the Hainaulter

Jean de Condc in /,: Dis itKntcndcment (Scheler) 853 (the

passage is also printed by Chabaille as a branthe of the

Roman dn Renart). As the name does not occur in any
other version of Reynard, the Eng. word can hardly be de

rived from the story. But it is not unlikely that the pro.

per name may represent an otherwise unrecorded MLG.
*moneke, MDu. *monnekijn, a colloquial word for monkey,
and that this may have been brought to England by show
men from the continent. The MLG. and MDu. word would

appear to be a dim. (with suffix -ke, -kijn : see -KIN) of some
form of the Rom. word which appears as early mod.F.
monne (i6-i7th c.), It. moitna (earlier mono], Sp., Pg. ittona,

mod.Pr. moiino female ape (a masc. mono occurs in Sp. and

Pg.), whence the diminutive forms, early mod.F. monine,
It. monnino and \monicchio (Florio). The origin of the

Rom. word has not been discovered.]

I. The simian animal, and transferred uses.

1. In its widest application, an animal of any

species of the group of mammals closely allied to

and resembling man, and ranging from the anthro

poid apes to the marmosets; any animal of the
j

order Primates except man and the lemurs. In

a more restricted sense, the term is taken to exclude

the anthropoid apes, and the baboons ;
in popular

use associated chiefly with the greenish long-tailed

species having cheek-pouches, often kept as pets.

By some writers, the word ape is used to express the wider

of the two senses above explained, and monkey is confined

to its narrower application.
Others employ tnonkey as the

wider term, restricting ape to the tailless and especially the

anthropoid monkeys .

1530 PALGR. 246/1 Monkey a beest, brouiicque, marmot.

IS33 n Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. III. II. 242, ij Muske Catts,

iij lytyll Munkkeys, a Marmazat [etc.]. 1570 B. GOOGE

Pop. Kingd. II. 16 b, Besides at home they Parots keepe,
and Apes and Munekeys store. rtisSsMoNTGOMERiE/ /j ^/w^

483 Manie monkes and rnarmasits came with the mother.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 154 More giddy in my desires,

then a monkey. 1622 BACON Hen. VII 243 His Monkie. .

tore his Principall Note-Bookeall to pieces, when by chance
it lay forth. 1664 WOOD Life 21 Dec. (O.H.S.) II. 25 His

person ridiculous, like a monkey rather than a Xtian.

1706-7 FARQUHAK Beaux Strat. n. ii, She reads Plays, keeps
a Monkey, and is troubled with Vapours. 1727 Pltilip

Quarll (1816) 26 The greener sort of monkies. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geoff. II. 562 They sit on their hams, with their legs

and arms disposed in the manner ofmonkeys. 1810 SOUTHEY
Kehama xin. xii, The antic Monkies, whose wild gambols
late,.. Shook the whole wood. 1820 SHELLEY Witeli All.

Ixxiv, The chatterings of the monkey. 1880 HAUGHTON
Ptiys. Geog. vi. 273 Ihe American monkeys differ widely.,
from all the apes and monkeys of the Old World.

b. With qualifying word : see quots.

Howling monkey : a monkey of the genus Myceles. See

also CAPUCHIN, MOUSTACHE, PROBOSCIS, SQUIRREL, SPIDER,
1 VtRVET lilt

MONKEY.
1607 [see MAKTIN-]. i8oa BINGLEY Anim. Biog, (1813) I.

86 The Howling monkey. 1863 HATES Nat. Amazon ix.

(1864) 255 The nocturnal Owl-faced Monkey (.Nyctifiithfcus

Trivirgatus}. Ibid, xii. 391 The Scarlet-faced Monkey.
1905 Westni, Gas. 14 Scot. 4/1 C.crcopitheciis albigulans.
Sykes s Monkey, as it is called after its discoverer, who

brought the first specimen home mure than seventy years

ago, is a handsomely marked species.

c. Monkey up (or on) a stick : a toy consisting
of the figure of a monkey attached to a stick so that

it can be moved up and down it on a sliding rinjj.

1863 Tyncsidc Sartfs 18 In these days he was a regular

brick, When he seld the munkeys up the stick. 1874 MAX
ADKLKK Out of Hurly-burly viii. 06 Willie hud a purple

monkey climbing on a yellow stick.

2. transf. a. One who resembles a monkey in

appearance or behaviour; esp. a mimic, or one

who performs comical antics.

1589 NASHI-; Martins Months Minde 34 See how like the

old Ape this young Munkey pattered). 1607 TorsKi.i.

/ our-f. lieasts 7 The Englishmen call any man vsing such

HUtrionical actours Uvtl a Munkey . a 1716 SOUTH Serin.

118421 IV. 106 In a word, no man can be exact and perfect
in this wayof flattery, without being a monkey and a mimic.

1791-1823 D lsRAtLi Cur. Lit. (1866) 25/2 Imitation by
which an inferior mind becomes the monkey of an original

writer. 1809 MALKIN d /7 Bias iv. viii. ? 10 If she is stark

mad for such a monkey as thi*. 1873 SVMUNHS Grk. Poets

viii. 256 Grote clearly thinks that Aristophanes was a

meddling monkey.
b. Used as a term of playful contempt, chiefly

of young people.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 131 This is the Monkey*, owne

gluing out : She is perswadcd I will marry her [etc.]. 1605
Macb. iv. ii. 59 Now God helpe thee, poore Monkie :

l!ut how wilt thou du for a Father i 1616 B. JONSON Devil
an A si. il. viii, I cannot get my wife To part with a ring, on

any tcrme* : and yet The bolleil Monkey has two. 1710 SWIH i

Jrnt. to Stella -2 Nov., Well, little monkeys mine, I must go
write ; and so good-night. 1715 1 &amp;gt;fc FOE Fam. Instruct. \\. i.

(1841) I. 170 Our master s son . . is such a religious monkey.
1819 BYRON Juan \. x,\v, A little curly-headed, good-for-

nothing, And mischief-making monkey from his birth. 1849
THACKKRAY rendennis iii, The young monkey used to ride

out .. in quest of Dulcinea. 1876 KI:SKIN Let. to Yng.
Girls 8 Serve the poor, but, for your lives, you little

monkeys, don t preach to them. 1895 KUSA LYAI.L Hew
Child! en rai&cd Wind i, Go to sleep, you monkeys, and
don t worry your brains at this time of night.

3. In Australia: - monkey-bear ,see i;\
1847 CARPENTER /Ml 9 314(1857)1.353 The Phascolarctos

or Koala, .by the colonists, .is usually termed the native

Bear or Monkey.
4. a. dial. A young hare. b. Australian.

A sheep.
1881 A. C. GRANT Bush Life Queensland vii. (188-2) 66 No

one felt better pleased than he did to see the last lot of

monkeys ,
as

the_
shearers usually denominated sheep,

leave the head-station. 1889 Fishing Ga. 7 Sept. 147/3 -^

young hare (or monkey, as they are called here (sc. on the

Wye] at this time of the year). 1893 F. ADAMS Austral. 137
Now and then. .you lit upon a mob of the wild, timid,

yet inquisitive monkeys (sheep).

II. Applied to various machines or implements.
t 5. A kind of gun or cannon. Obs.

1650 Art. Rendition Etiinb. Castle 4, 28 Short Brasse

Munkeys alias Dogs. 10 Iron Munkey*. 1663 Fla^cllnin,
or O. Cromwell (1672) 103 Twenty-eight Brass Drakes
called Monkeys.
6. A machine consisting of a heavy hammer or

ram working vertically in a groove and used in

anchor-making and in driving bolts and piles.

Also applied to the ram itself and to the hook by
which it is raised.

1750 BLANCKLEV Nov. Expositor^ Monkey^ a Block made
of Iron with a Catch, made use of in Ginns for driving
Piles. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 80 The Monkey \s a
machine for setting the arms, &c. It consists of a weight
of about 200 lb... .and a long iron shank suspended by an

iron chain to a crane. 1823 CKABB Technol. Diet., Monkey
(.!///.), a machine which is used for driving large piles of

wood into the earth. 1839 URK Diet. A rts 44 The junction,

or shutting on, as the workmen call it, of the several

members of an anchor, is effected by an instrument called

a monkey. 1847 lllitstr. Lotui. News 16 Oct. 252/3 A
pointed iron rod . . took 46 blows ofa monkey. 1855 OciLViE,
The monkey of a pile-driving machine is the double hook
which takes up the ram. 1874 THEARLK NavcU Arckit. 135

The bolt is driven with an iron sliding ram, termed a

monkey , an operation usually requiring four men. 1903

Engineer 19 Sept. 285 The snatch hook of the pile driver is

the monkey whilst the falling weight is the ram,

b. Mil. The instrument which drives a rocket.

1883 in CASSELL. 1896 in FARMER Slang.

C. Short for monkey-block (see 17).

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple vi,
* What blocks have we below ?

. . I have a couple of monkeys down in the store-room.

7. Applied to various receptacles for liquor. (Cf.

the phrase in 1 1 below.) a. A kind of wooden kid

for grog. (Adm. Smyth.)
b. ? A hunting flask. Obs.

1851 R. S. SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tour (1893) 309 Having
. . filled his monkey full of sherry, our friend J og slipped
out the back way to loosen old Ponto.

c. A globular earthenware water-vessel with a

straight upright neck. Cf. MONKEY-POT 2.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge xvi. (1842) 301 That claret,

Brail and the monkey of cool water thank you. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech, 1166/2 The water-jars, or monkeys,
used in tropical countries. These are merely ungla/ed
earthenware jugs having a small neck and a spout. 1883

OLIVK SCHREINKR African Farm 11. viii. In the front room
a monkey and two tumblers stood on the centre table.

143-2



MONKEY.

8. a. A bricklayer s hod. (1885 in Cassetfs

Encycl. Diet.} b. (See quot.)
1886 Good Words 530 [Lucifer-match making.] The splints

..are received in large cases and are transferred in batches

of 20,003 or so on to trays, technically known as monkeys .

9. Mining. (See quots.)
1883 GKESLHV Gloss. Coal-mining 170 Monkey (Lei.), an

iron catch or scotch fixed in the floor of a way. 1888 W. E.

NICHOLSON Coal Trade Gfoss.CE. D. D.), Monkey, an arrange
ment placed between the rails at the head of_an incline,

which allows the wagons to pass over it in going up, but

prevents them from running back.

10. A solution of zinc chloride, used as a flux in

soldering. 1890 in Century Diet.

III. Colloquial and slang uses.

11. To suck (or sztp] the monkey, (a) to drink

from the bottle; hence, to tipple; () to drink

out of a cocoa-nut emptied of milk and filled with

spirit ; (c) to drink spirits from a cask through a

straw or tube inserted in a small hole.

1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 253
Thee hast been sucking the monkey. Ibid. 270 A goodish
wench in the main, if one keeps a sharp look-out after her,
else she will sup the monkey. 1822 SCOTT Pirate xxxix,

Why, he has sucked the monkey so long and so often ,

said the Boatswain, that the be&amp;gt;t of him is buffed . 1833
MARRYAT P. Simple xxx, Do you know what sucking the

monkey means?.. It is a term used among seamen, for

drinking rum out of cocoa-nuts, the milk having been

poured out. 1842 BAKHAM Ingot, Leg. Ser. n. Black

Mousqnetairz, Besides, what the vulgar cull sucking the

monkey HO.S much less effect on a man when he s funky.
1868 Star 27 Mar., Three men.. were charged with an
offence called sucking the monkey

1

,
but in legal phraseo

logy feloniously stealing, taking, and carrying away brandy
from a cask in the London Dock. 1894 // estm. Gaz. 10 Dec.

5/1 Sucking the Monkey 1
. .was the cause of the death of

a dock labourer.. .He had driven in the bung of a ca.sk of

brandy, and having had a good draught of the liquor, be

came unconscious.

12. Monkey s allowance (see quots.)-
1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue s.v., Monkey s allowance ;

more kicks than halfpence. 1833 MAKRYAT P. Simple ii,

You ll find monkey s allowance more kicks than halfpence.

13. Afy Monkeys up : I am angry or enraged.
So to get one s m. up t

to put (a person s) m. up.
1833 Tynesidt Songs 25 For when maw mungky s up aw

gan The yell hog or nyen. 1873 Routledge s Yng. Gcntl.

Mag. June 433/2 My ole massa s monkey up, and no mis-

take. 1889 F. ANSTEY Parialt n. iv, I always get my
monkey up when I hear these swells laying down the l.iw

about indigo. 1880 OfiDA Moths II. 91 I m glad that

girl put my monkey up about the coals.

14. Betting slang. ,500 ;
in America, 500.

The explanation in quot. 1832 is prob. erroneous; the

German original has five pounds ,
but this sense is equally

unauthenticated.

1832 tr. I ncckler-Mitskaus Tour ofGerman Prince III.

xiv. 372, I won eight rubbers and two Monkeys . What
is a Monkey ? you ask... One for twenty-five pounds is

called a Poney; and one for fifty, a Monkey . 1861 WHYII-:

MELVILLE Gd. for Nothing xxviii. II. 31 A monkey at

least to the credit-side of your own book landed in about a
minute and a half. 1881 Standard 23 Mar. 3/7 Dourance
.. was decidedly favourite, and after 500 to 45 had been
noted to her name, nearly a monkey went on at 10 to i.

15. To have a monkey on a house, etc. : to have

a mortgage on it.

Common in northern and midland dialects : see E.D.D.

Presumably suggested by the initial in of mortgage.
1877 A&quot;.

&amp;lt;y Q. ser. v. VIII. 289 A Monkey on the House.
i88&amp;lt;S Graphic 10 Apr. 399/2 To a lawyer..a mortgage is a

monkey with a long tail .

IV. 16. attrib. and Combn as monkey appemiage^

-kind, -mimic, -tribe^ -trick; monkey-faced, -led,

-looking, -tailed adjs. ; monkey-like adj. and adv. ;

monkey-fashion adv.

1795 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 6 The little boys wear
the &quot;monkey appendage of a tail. 1x1864 HAWTHORNIC
Attur. Note-bks.dfyty f. 39 With something of the &quot;monkey

aspect inseparable from a little Frenchman. 1895 KIPLING
2nd Jungle Bk. 218 When he tired of ground-going he

threw up his hands *monkey-fashion to the creeper. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 101 Man s head.. is differently

formed from that of all other animals, the *monkey-kind
only excepted. a 1843 SOUTHEY Cotmn,-6l. Bk, III. 809
Mankind at the lowest point where monkey-kind is at its

highest. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals n. i. But country dances !

.. to be *moiJkey-Ied for a night ! 1611 COTGR., Pierre dit

Coigitet) a *Monkie-like Image of stone m our Ladies Church
at Paris. 1856 MACAULAY Biog,, Johnson (1860) 99 The
master was often provoked by the monkey-like impertinence
of the pupil. 1884 Pall Mall Budget 22 Aug. 14/2 Brown
urchins swarm up trees monkeylike. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise

Midge xviii. (1842) 341 The *Monkey-looking paws. 1728
POPE Dune. n. 236 The *monkey.mimics rush discordant in.

1733 Harmony in Uproar in ArbnthnoCs Misc. IVks.

(1751) II. 25 The taunting Reproaches of this foul-mouth d

*monkey-taird Railer. 1728 POPE Dune. n. 232 Three
Cat-calls be the bribe Of him, whose chattVing shames the
*
monkey-tribe. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bins v. i. F 90 Playing a

hundred *monkey tricks. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 315
Imitating by divers monkey-tricks, the holy ceremonies of

the Mass.

17. Special comb. : monkey-bear, the koolah or

native bearof Australia; monkey-bird (seequots.) ;

monkey-block, a small single block strapped with

a swivel ; also, those nailed on the topsail-yards of

some merchantmen, to lead the buntlines through*

(Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. 1867) ; monkey-board,
a footboard at the back of a vehicle for a footman
or conductor to stand on; monkey-boat, (a) and

612

(5) see quots. 1858, 1867 ; (c) a long narrow canal

boat ; monkey-drift, small prospecting drift

(Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881); monkey-engine,
a form of pile-driver having a monkey or r.im

moving in a wooden frame (Knight Diet. Mull.

1875) ; monkey-gaff 1 U.S., a small gaff on some

large merchant-vessels, placed above the spanker-

gaff; monkey-hammer, a jeweller s drop-press;

monkey-house, a building in which monkeys
are kept for show, as at zoological gardens ;

monkey-jacket, a short close-fitting jacket, such

as is worn by sailors ; t monkey-pease, wood-

lice (cf. mtmKs-pcason}; monkey-press = monkey-

hammer; monkey-pump, straws or quills for

sucking the liquid from a cask, through a gimlet-

hole made for the purpose (Smyth 1 867) ; monkey-
-rail, a supplementary rail above the quarter rail;

monkey-rigged a., rigged with monkey-spars

(in quot. used for not full-rigged ); monkey-

rope, (a) a creeper or liane in a forest used by

monkeys in climbing; (i) a rope fastened to a

sailor s waist-belt when he is working in a

dangerous position ; monkey-shines //., U.S.

slang, monkey-like tricks or antics ; monkey-
spars, reduced masts and yards for a vessel

devoted to the instruction and exercise of boys

(Smyth) ; monkey( s)-tail, a short hand-spike ;

a lever for training a carronade (Smyth);
f monkey-waist, a waist resembling a monkey s;

monkey-wrench, a wrench or spanner having a

movable jaw.
1891 ADA CAMBRIDGE Three Miss Kings ii. 9 A little

monkey-bear came cautiously down from the only gum
tree that grew on the premises. 1848 ScHOMBUKGK Hist.

Earl-ados 681 Vino olivacca Wilson. The Monkey liird.

1861 Du CHAII.LU Egnat. Afr. xvi. 306 This little monkey
is also a great favourite with the monkey-birds (BtKtrai
albocrystaiut), which I often saw playing with it. 1794

Rigging * Xcainanshif I. 156
*
Monkey-Mocks.. .This sort

of blocks is sometimes used on the lower yards of small

merchant ships, to lead (into the mast or down upon deck)

the running rigging belonging to the sails. 1842 MRS. F.

TROLLOPE Vis. Italy II. xxii. 366 The almost grotesque
effect occasioned by. .four laquais crowded on the *mon-

key-board. 1865 Jtfartt. Star 1 1 Feb., The man. .pursued
the omnibus and again jumped on the step and endeavoured
to get on the spare monkey-board. 1884 Law Rff. 12

Q. L. Div. 201 In consequence of a defect in the ironwork

by which the monkey-board . .was supported, the plaintiff

fell. 1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Trade,
*
Monkey-boat, a boat em

ployed in the docks. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Worct-bk., Mon
key-boat, a half-decked boat above-bridge on the Thames.
1882 Standard 26 Sept. 6/4 They had to cross a monkey-
boat to get to the barge. 1885 Harper s Mag. May 859/1

[On Regent s Canal]. We are in the midst of a little fleet

of monkey-boats, deep down in the water with bricks and
sand. 1883 Century Mag. Oct. 946/2 An answering pen
nant flying from her &quot;monkey-gaff. 1869 Routlcdge s El .

Roy s Ann. 308 An instrument something like what in en

gineering is called a &quot;monkey-hammer, but is known in the

goldsmith s trade as a drop-down or monkey press.
_
1854

Zoologist XII. 4283 The *monkey-house lias been subjected
to a course of cleansing. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Maslxxiii,
We always took our &quot;monkey-jackets with us. 1894 C. N.
ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 515 In 1889 a monkey jacket took the

place of the blue tunic. 1681 HARTMAN Preserver ty Re
storer of Health 47 Take a hundred &quot;Monkey-pease, or

Hoglice, those that roul themselves round when they ate

touched. 1869
*
Monkey-press [see Monkey-hammer]. 1840

R. H. DANA Jit/. Mast xxxv, [We] painted . .the &quot;monkey-

rail, black, white, and yellow. 1900 Scribiier s Mag. Sept.

290/1 Hanging over the monkey-rail in order to see as well

as feel the quick answer of the vessel to her helm. 1882

Daily Tel. 12 Sept. 2/1 Most of the steamers nowadays are

&quot;monkey-rigged. 1849 E. E. NAPIER Kxcurs. S. Afr. II.

369 Noble forest-trees, mostly connected together by various

iianes and creepers here called &quot;monkey ropes . 1851
H. MELVILLE Wliale Ixxii, The monkey-rope was fast at

both ends. 1878 A. R. GROTE in Pop. Sci. Monthly XIII.

435 You may have noticed barefooted boys cutting up

monkey-shines on trees with entire safety to themselves.

1894 F. R. STOCKTON Pomona s Trar. 76 Most of them

played and cut up monkey-shines on the hay. 1833 MARRYAT
/ . Simple vi, Hand me that &quot;monkey s tail. i6o4RowLAN DS
l^ookc to it (1872) 28 You with the Hood, the Falling-band,
the Ruffe, The &quot;Moncky-wast, the breeching like a Ueare.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
&quot;

Monkey-wrench. 1894 Outing
(U. S.JXXIV, 132/2, 1 luckily had a pair of gas pliers in my
valise which I used as a monkey wrench.

b. In names of fruits and plants: monkey
apple, apple-tree (see quots.) ; monkey-cup,
the pitcher-plant, genus Nepenthes; monkey-
flower, the genus Mimulus

; monkey grass, the

fibre of Attalea fimifera ; monkey guava, Dio-

spysos mespiliformis ; monkey nut, a name for

the pea-nut, Arachis hypogsea; monkey orchis,
Orchis tephrosanthos; monkey-puzzle, the puzzle-

monkey, Araucariaimbricata; monkey s dinner-

bell, the sandbox tree, ffura crepilans; monkey-
vine, Ipomea Nil. Also MONKEY-BREAD,-?ACE.-POT.
1813 Trans. Hart. Sx. (1824) V. 446 [Sierra Leone] &quot;Mon

key Apple. Anisophyllealaurina. 1833 rennyCycl. 1. 187/1
The monkey apple (.Anisot-hylleet laurina) the drupe of
which is, in flavour and size, between a nectarine and a

plum. 1857 HENFREY Sot. 427 Clusiaftava is called the

Wild Mango, or Monkey-apple, in Jamaica. 1750 G.
HUGHES Barbados 120 The &quot;Monkey Apple-tree. . .The
Fruit hath its Name from its being eaten by Monkeys.

MONKEYISH.

1848 ScHOMBt PGK Hist. Barbados 599 Anona palnstru
Linn. Monkey Apple Tree Hughes. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN
Lect. Bot. 54 The pitcher-plant is a native of Ceylon, where
it ii called *monkey-cup. 1789 W. AITON Hortus KtWttuit
II. 361 Mimulus. . ,*Monkey-flower. 1796 C. MARSHALL
Garden, xix. (1798) 344 Monkey flower, or American fox

glove, blue. 1882 Garden 24 June 437/3 The. .dull cfrens
section of Monkey flowers. 1858 Hookey gra.vs [.see PIAS-

SABA]. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry II . Afr. 522 ^Monkey
Guava. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 221/2 Even m England
large quantities of these &quot;monkey nuts are consumed by
the poorer children. 1892 ZASGWIU. Chiidr, Ghetto \. iii,

There was brisk traffic in toffy and gray peas and monkey-
nuts. 1855 Miss PRATT Flower PI. V. 209 *Monkey Orchis.

1866 Reader 9 June 566 Mr. Carruthers calls attention to

the singular genus Arattcaria (the *monkey-puzzle of

ignorant gardeners). 1891 Times 7 Oct. 10/6 Cones of the

monkey puzzle. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 405 The juice of

Hnra crepitanS) Sandbox-tree, or *Monkey s dinner-bell, is

also very acrid. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbados :68 *Monkey-
Vine. 1848 SCHOMBURCK Hist. Barbados 612 Ipomea Nil,
Pers. Monkey Vine Hughes. Blue Ipomea.

Mo nkey, v. [f. MONKEY sb.]

1. trans, a. To ape the manners of, mimic, b.

To mock, make a jest of.

1859 MRS. BROWNING Villafranca v ni, All curst-d the

Doer for an evil Called here, enlarging on the Devil, There,

monkeying the Lord! 1875 BROWSING Aristoph. Apol.
Wks. i8y6 1.674/1 Then marched the Three who.. Mon
keyed our Great and Dead to heart s content That morning
in Athenai. 189* PEYTON Mem. Jesus iii. 63 If man allows

vanity, lust, vulgarity in his nature, he delivers himself to

be mocked and monkeyed.
2. intr. To play mischievous or foolish tricks.

1886 Chicago Advance 9 Sept 565 There can be no mon
keying

* with the issue. 1887 F. FRANCIS Saddle % Mocas
sin 143 It is just possible that I may have been monkeying
with the cards a little. 1889 Anthony s rhotogr. Bull. n.

188 His time is too fully occupied in monkeying about his

boat, sails and rigging. 1891 KIPLING & BALESTIER Nan-
lahkd vi, I don t see how you fellows have the time to mon
key around here.

Mo nkey-bread. Also monkey s bread.

The fruit of the baobab tree; the tree itself.

1789 W. AITON Hortus Kciuensis II. 439 Adansonia digi-

fata... Ethiopian Sour Gourd, or Monkies-bread. 1849
BALKOCR Man. Bot. 784 The Baobab tree of Senegal, or

monkey-bread. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY JK Africa 149 Dr.

Pelessier then insists on banging down monkey bread-fruit

with a stick, to show me their inside.

Mcrnkeyed,///. a- [f.
MONKEY sb. + -ED 2.]

Made like a monkey.
1790 J. WILLIAMS Sftrore Tuesday in A Cabinet, etc. (1794)

39 Cbampanze humanis d, and monkey d man.

Mo-nkey-face.
1. A face like a monkey s. Also attrib.

1598 FLORID, Mona^ an ape, a munkie, a pug, a kittin, a
munkie face. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 333
One. .made us good laughing, with his mows and monkey
faces. 1681 T. FLATMAN HeracUtus Ridens No. 33 (1713)!.
21 4 Harry will . . have his little Monkey-face mounted to adorn
the top of the Amsterdam-Coffee-house. 1765 FOOTE Com
missary i. Wks. 1799 II. 17 Doctor Catgut, the meagre
musician ; that sick monkey-face maker of crotchets.

t 2. The betel-nut. Obs.

1700 PLUKENET Opera Bot. (1769) III. 145 Palma Areci-

fera fructu compresso [etc.J. Hujus fructus Nucis..ex

Angola allatus est, & a nostratibus Monkey-face^ ibi dictus.

So Mo-nkey-faced a.

1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunter s Life S. Afr. (1902) 14/1 This
is a common failing among this monkey-faced race.

Monkeyfy (nwijkifai), z&amp;gt;. Also 8 monkify.

[f.
MONKEY sb. + -PV.] trans. To make like a

monkey; to make ridiculous-looking. Hence
Mo nkeyfied, Mo nkeyfying ///. actjs,

1761 Chron. in Ann. Reg* 126 A parcel of prentice boys
monkified in the same manner [i.e. frenchified up in the

new mode 1

]. 1834 M. SCQTT Cruise Afidgc x. (1842) 174 The
people have so monkeyfied him that he is scarcely presentable
on the quarterdeck. 1836 E. HOWARD /?. Reefer xix, His
features were compressed into a small monkeyfied compass.
1862 D. WILSON Preh, Man vjj. 121 The very monkeyfying
process to which some of the illustrations of inferior human
types have been subjected in this pictorial chorography.

Monkeyhood (mynkihud). [f.
MONKEY sf&amp;gt;.

+ -HOOD.] The condition or state of being a

monkey ; also monkeys collectively.

1846 G. MOORE /Vww ofSoul over Body(i$$?) 9 The first

man, wasluckily evolved after passing through all the variety
of monkeyhood, intoa being fit to produce others like himself.

1873 L. STEPHEN Ess.Frtetfrinkinff 266 The upright posture

appeared at a certain period in the course of his develop
ment from monkeyhood.

Monkeyish, (mvTjki^J), a. [f. MONKEY sl&amp;gt;. +

-ISH.] Like a monkey ; resembling a monkey in

imitativeness or mischievousncss.
1621 Bp. MONTAGU Diatribse 1 1 Some Apish and Munkeyish

as well as Lion-like diuels. 1830 ARNOLD in Life &amp;lt;V
Corr.

(1844) II. App. C. 388 But monkeyish imitation will do no

good. i8$a DICKENS Bleak Ho. xx, He drinks, and smokes,
in a monkeyish way. i88a

_F.
ANSTEY Vice Versa iv, Their

[sc. boys ] monkeyish mischief.

Hence Mo nkeyislmess.
1824 Black. Mag. XV. 263 This is the great excellence of

Talma in tragedy that he has little or none of the monkey*
ishness of his country. 1890 BARING-GOULD / Troub. Land
iv. The Germans have a saying that the higher a monkey
climbs the more he exposes his monkeyishness.

Moiikeyisni (mzrnki|iz m). [f. MONKEY $b. *-

-ISM.] Monkey-like nature or character; behaviour

characteristic of a monkey.
1845 Black. Mng. LVII. 51 The chattering and capering

monkeyism of the Parisian exquisite. 1867 GOLDW. SMITH



MONKEY-POT. 613 MONO-.

Three Eng. Statesmen (1882) 207 The religious middle classes

were soon repelled by the impieties of the [French] revolu

tion, .all men of sense by its monkeyism and its madness.

Mo ttkey-pot. Also monkey s pot.

1. The woody seed-vessel of the Brazilian tree

Lecythis ollaria ; the tree itself.

1849 HALFOUR Man. Bot. 867 Lecythis oltaria, a large
Brazilian tree, yields the woody capsules called Monkey-pots.
1855 DALTON Hist. Brit. Guiana II. .201 Monkey s pot,

Lecythis grandijlora. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 310 Pyxis
ofthe Monkey-pot, .with transverse dehiscence. 1871 KINGS-
I.KV At Last xi, If nature has played the poor monkeys a
somewhat tantalizing trick about Brazil nut?, she has been
more generous to them in the case of some other Lecythids,
which go by the name of monkey-pots.
2. A vessel used in tropical countries for cooling

drinking-water. Cf. MONKEY sb, 70.
1897 GuwTRRSitsan Turnlmll xx\. 265 Let him [the butler]

remember that the rain-water for our drinking is to be well

chilled in monkey-pots.

t MonkeyrO ny. Obs. Alteration of MACA-
BONI (in sense 2) by association with monkey.
1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. iv, An we ve any luck we shall

see the Devon monkeyrony in all the print-shops in Bath !

1786 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile Indiscr. III. 5 The
sneaking crew of monkeyronies.

Monkeyry (immkiri). rare&quot;
1
, [f. MONKEY

sb. + -RY.] A place where monkeys abound.
1826 H. N. COLERIDGE ll cst Indies (1832) 201 The frog-

geries of France, the crabberies of Antigua, or the mon-

keyries of Trinidad.

Mo nk-fisll. [f.
MONK sb. Cf. Ger. miwh.]

1. The Angel-fish, Sqitatina crngelus.
i6ioGuiLLiM Heraldry \\\. xxvi. (1611) 183 To these must

be added Mantegres, Satyrs, Monk-fishes. 1672 JOSSELYN
New Eng. Rarities 96 Munk fas/i, a fiat Fish like scale,

having a hood like a Fryers Cowl. 1769 HEWSON in / /;//.

Traits. LIX. 205, I next went to Brignthelmstone, wliere I

found kingston, or monk-fish, a species of skate. 1836 VAK-
KI.I.I. Sril. fzs/ies II. 407 The Angel-fish, .is also called

Monk-fish, because its rounded head looks as if enveloped
in a monk s hood. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catat. (ed. 4) 108

Monk Fish or Angel Shark, caught at Lynn, Norfolk.

2. The Angler, Lophins piscatoriits.
1666 MERRETT Pinax 186 Rana piscatrix^ the Monk,

Toad, Nass, or Devil fish. 1880-4 DAY Fishes Gt. Brit. I.

74. 1884 [see MOLLIGUT].

Monkhood (mzrrjkhud). [f. MONK sb. +

-HOOD.] The state, condition, or profession of a

monk; the monastic life, monasticism. Also,
monks collectively. So f Monkhede [-HEAD].
a goo tr. Bxda s Hist. v. xiii. [xii.] (1890! 434 J&amp;gt;aet

he in 5act

fcemynd^ade mynster mid his bene inn^edon wacs & inn

munucbade bescoren. c 1000 /ELFRIC Houi. (Th.) II. 126

^Eft Ser Se preost hades ^e mumichades menu. 1303 R.
BRUNNE HandI. Synne 201 pat lie forsake.. God of Tieuene

and hys bapteme And alle pe godenesse of hys munkhede.
(.&quot;1449

PKCOCK Repr. iv. vii, 460 Uynys. .makith mensioun
that the grete dukis of the chirche..ordeyneden the re-

ligioun of monkehode to be had and vsid in the chirche.

c 1450 St. Citthbert (Surtees) 6410 He left all and to monk-
hede he pas. 1687 ATTERBURY Answ. Consid. Spirit Luther
25 He had left on his Monkhood too. 1740 HOR. \yALi-ou-:
Ef&amp;gt;.

fr. Florence 189 Nor the dark cloister s mystick rites

display, Whence num rous brawny Monkhoods waste away.
1839 LONGF. Hyperion i. vii. (1853) 47, I think the name
of Martin Luther, the monk of Wittemburg, alone sufficient

to redeem all monkhood from the reproach of laziness. 1854
MILM&N I-nt, Chr. iv. vii. (1864) II. 344 Image worship in

the mass of the people, of the whole monkhood. 1888 H. C.
LEA Hist. Inquis. I. 252 The council had forbidden the

.formation of new orders of monkhood.

Monkie, obs. form of MONKEY.

t Mo ukiiig, ///. a. Obs. [f. MONK sb. +

^ING^.] a. Living like monks, b. ? Harbouring
monks.

J 537 tr Latimer^s Serin. bcf.Convoc. 8 Neither these be

solitary, how religious, how mocking, how muncking, I

would say ; so euever they be. 1650 FULLER Pisgalt n. xiii.

286 Behold here the large difference betwixt him \sc. John
the Baptist) and monking Eremites. 1834 COLERIDGE
Table-t. 31 May, The old ccenobitic establishments. .were
converted, .into monasteries and other monking receptacles.

Monkish (my-nkij), a. [f. MONK sb. + -ISH.]
1. Of or belonging to monks

;
monastic.

1546 BALE Rug. Votaries \. (1548) 42 b, Those .ii. homes
of that earthly Beast were here in Englande, the .ii. monkysh
sectes that in those dayes fyrst entered. 1560 DAUS tr. Slei-

danes Cotntit. 59 Men must be warned that they sufire not
them selves to be bounden to Monkish vowes. 1587 T.

Norton&quot;s Calvin s Inst. iv. xiii. 422 b, Only monkish life [isj

termed perfection in the Papacie. 1617 MOKYSON /tin. in.

212 Monkish vowes being against the word of God. 1781
COWPER Charity 43 Where wast thou then, sweet Charity ?

..Wast thou in monkish cells and nunn ries found? 1840
DICKENS Old C. Shop i, Fantastic carvings brought from
monkish cloisters. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain iii, Most of

these men spoke of priestcraft and the monkish system with
the utmost abhorrence. 1869 M CLAREN Serm. Ser. II. vi.

104 Sometimes you will find in an old monkish library the

fair vellum that [etc.].

b. That is a monk.
1697 T. SMITH in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 243 The life of

this Great Saint, written by an old Monkish author. 1859
C. BARKER Assoc. Princ. hi. 72 A Latin history., written. .

by a monkish historian, known as Geoffrey of Monmouth.
1881 WARREN Celtic Liturgy 56 A monkish pilgrim from
the city of Constantinople.

C. Used, executed, or performed by monks.
1612 SEI.DEN Illustr. Drayton?s Poly-alb, ix. 147 He v is

affirmed the same with Ine K. of Westsex in our Monkish
Chronicles. 1646 EVELYN Mem. (1819) I. 229 A MS. in y
old Monkish character, a 1761 CAWTHORN Antiquarians
62 Wrapp d in a leaf of monkish Latin. 1833 CHALMERS in

Mem. (1851) III. 410 Mr. Sparke. .invited me to the palace
to see an old monkish painting-. 1838 Murray s Hand-bit.
N. Germ. etc. 63 [Utrecht isj in monkish Latin Ultra Tra-

jectum, whence comes its modern name.

d. Suited to an establishment of monks.
1791 W. GILPIN Forest Scenery II. 144 The situation of

Beaulieu-abhey is . . perhaps more monkish, than could easily
have been found in the neighbourhood.
2. Resembling a monk or what pertains to a monk.
1577 tr. Bnllinger&quot;s Decades (1592) 884 The greatest part

of these monkish priests, doe nothing else but sing in the

Church, and mumble masse. 1581 HANMKR Anstv. ycsnffs
Challenge To Rdr. 2 In weede monkish, frierish, priestly
and

Pharisaical}. 1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. i. Wks, 1856
I. 14 A tbinne lippe, and a little monkish eye. 1645 MILTON
Cclast. Wks. 1851 IV, 365 The exposition. -is the rcceay d

Exposition by all lertied men, unless it bee a Monkish
Papist heer and there. 1849 DICKENS Dm&amp;gt;. Copp. xxiii,

What is a proctor, Stecrforth ? . . Why, he is a sort of

monkish attorney . 1882-3 Schaff s EmycL Relig. Knffml.

11.917 He lived like a monk... He was not monkish, though.
3. Characteristic of monks or the monastic

system ; chiefly in depreciatory sense, having the

evil characteristics, features, or tendencies attri

buted to monasticism.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Puramb. Kent (1826) 231 By this and
such other Monkish partes of theirs, you may sec Quid
otiiuit

&amp;lt;y

dims fatiat alioms. 1591 Tronb. Raigne A&quot;.

John (1611) To Gentleni. Kdi s. 70 Fond rashnesse murdreth
first a Prince, And Monkish falsenesse poysneth last a King.
1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \\. vii. (1635) 126 In such
a Monkish age. the most petty Inuentions were admired
for great matters, 1641 MILTON Anitnadv. Wks. 1851 III.

190 Your Monkish prohibitions, and expurgatorious indexes.

1695 KFNNETT I ar. Atttfft^Pnf. (end), There be some, who
slight and despise this sort of Learning, and represent it to
lie a dry, barren, Monkish studie. 1790 KCRKK Fr. Rev. 149
This Gothic and monkish education. 1813 SHELLEY A &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/c.c

toQ. Mab Poet. Wks. (1891) 44/1 Chastity is a monkish and
evangelical superstition. 1863 RUSKIN Mnncra full . Wks.
1872 II. 4 The monkish doctrine of the opposition of body
to soul. 1864 BURTON Scot. Abr. II. i. 68 He. .is a monkish,
bookish person, who meddles with nothing but literature.

Hence Mo iikislmss.
1882 in OGILVIK, 1900 Daily AVtt y 27 July 4/6 The

monkishness of Henry the Sixth s portrait.

Moilkism (mzrrjkiz m). [f. MONK sb. + -ISM.]
The monkish system.
1716 M. DAVIES Athcn. Brit. II. 272 Back again.. into

their unavoidable Mahometanism, and consequentially
Monkism, and judaicat Papism. 1807 G. CHALMERS Cale
donia I. n. vii. 318 The merit of Monkism now found its

way into Western Europe. 1848 Rtackiv. Mag. Sept. 328
They have been sunk in the mire of their monkism.

Moiikly (m^ rjkli), a. Now rare. [f. MONK
sb. + -LY 1

.] Of or pertaining to a monk or

monks
;
monastic.

figoo tr. Bxda s Hist. v. xix. title (Schipper) 652 Daitte

Cynred Mercnacyning &Offa Kastseaxna cyningon munuc-
licum hadum to Rome becom. c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xviii.

(Kgipriane) 29 For sa ennornyt ^at man was in inonklyke
vorke, vord, & dede, ..bat [etc.]. 1532 M.QRECemfut. Tin-
dale Wks. 397/2 As Otho did in Ahnain which ranne oute
of the charterhouse, & . . toke a wyfe for sobrenes and

chajitisyng
of hys munkelye membres. 1548 G. WISHART

tr. Swiss Conf. Faytk in Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 22 We
reject and refuse this monckely chastite. 1652 EARL MONM.
tr. Bentrvoglws Hist. Rclat. 73 But to return to the Monkly
Order. 1893 Month Dec. 574 No longer monkly garbs, but

dainty muslins or frilled confections, flit hither and thither.

Hence Mo-nkliness.
1887 I. TAYLOR in PallMall G. 8 Oct. 11/2 Islam, .replaced

monkliness by manliness.

Monkrie, -ry(e, obs. forms of MONKERY.

Moiikship (mzrrjkjip). [f.
MONK sb. + -SHIP.]

a. The monastic system ; monks collectively, b.

With poss. pron. The personality of a monk.
1620 BRENT tr. Sarpis Coitnc. Trent (1676) 634 All Catho-

lick Writers do condemn Luther, .of Heresy, for saying that

Monkship is a humane invention. 1716 M. DAVIES Athcn.
Brit. II. 159 For tis truly said of Mathew Paris, that his

Monkship is at every body that comes in his way. 1861
BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathcdr. iqth C. v. 168 As society and
monkship drew more apart from each other [etc.].

Monk s-hood, moiiksliood (my-rjkshud).

[Named from resemblance of form.]
1. A plant of the genus Aconitttm, esp. Aconitum

Napellus.
[Cf. Du. monnikskap (early mod. Du. Munckskappekens^

aconitum, hecatheis, vulgo cappa vel cucullus monachi ,

Kilian), Ger. monchskappe .&quot;\

1578 LYTE Dodoe:is in. Ixxix. 427 Blew Woolfs bane, or
Monkes Hoode,. .is small. . .The (lowers be as litle hoodes.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccclx. 823 This kind of Woolfs
bane, called Napelltts vents, in English, Helmet flower, or
the great Munks hood. 1629 PARKINSON Parad. 215 Na-
pellus vents Jiore c&ruleo, Blew Helmet flower or Monkes
hood. 1634 i*. JOHNSON tr. Parey s Wks. 805 The juice,
fruit, and substance of Napellns \inarg. or Monks-hood]
taken inwardly, killeth a man the same day. 1845-50 MRS.
LINCOLN Led. Bot. 31 Such plants as have horned or hooded
nectaries, as the Columbine and Monk s-hood, are mostly
poisonous. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot. it. 130 Monkshood is

very poisonous, and the root has been mistaken for Horse
radish,., with fatal result

2. Applied to species of the genus Delphinium
(Larkspur) ; also, to Dielytra Cucullaria (Treas.
Bot. 1866).
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccccxxvi. 924 In English Larkes

spur.. and Munkes hoode. 1629 PARKINSON Parad. Table,
Monkes hoode, or Larkes spurs. 1678 PHILLIPS, Monkes-
hood, a kind of flower called in Latin Consolida Regalis.

\ 3. Atiat. The trapezius muscle. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 773 The second is called
Citcnllaris or the Monkes-hood. .Galen calleth it Trapezius
or the Table-muscle. 1683 SttAttArtat, Horse iv. xxii. (1686)

193 The Cucnllaris or Monk s Hood.

4. Monkshood moth, book-name for Plusia

moneta, which lives on the plant monkshood.
1882 W. F. KIRBV Enrop. Bntterfl. $ M. (1903) Plate xii.

Monk s rhubarb, [trans. med.L. Rheitbar-

bantni (or Rha barbaruni) Monachorum ;
cf. F.

rhnbarbe des nunnS.~\ A name for species of dock,

esp. Rwnex Patientia and A , alpinus.
1578 LANGHAM Card. Health 197 Diinke one dramnie of

the roote of the garden Uocke, or Monkes rubarb to purge
withall. 1597 GKHARDK Herbal it. Ixxviii. 314 The Monkes
Rubarbe is called.. of some Rkitbarbantm Monaclwnun^
or Monkes Rubarbe : because as it should seenie some
Monke or other haue used the roote heereof in steed of

Rubarbe. 1707 Curios, in Hush, fy Card. 280 Hif&amp;gt;polapatlinnt

or Monks-Rhubarb. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s. v. Lapa-
thmit, Round-leav d Alpine Dock, by some call d Monks
Rhubarb. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 998/1 s. v. Ritincx. 1895 J.

SHAW in R. Wallace Country Schoolni. (1899) 22 Plants,
such as Monks 1 rhubarb and masterwort, of no value ii m-,

but formerly used in poor people s broth.

^1 Erroneously applied to the garden rhubarb,
Rheum Rhaponticiun.
1737 BRACKKN Farriery Intf&amp;gt;r. xxv. (1749) 216 Rhaponti-

cidti or Monk s Rheubarb. 1832 Veg. Subst. Food -$\o Monk
Rhubarb, .is. .a native of Asia. . ; we find it mentioned by
Tusser as early as 1573, a.s being then cultivated in England.

Monmoutli (inyn-, mfnmah). Hist. Also 7
Munmoth. The name of an English county town

(formerly regarded as part of Wales), used atirih.

1. Monmouth cap : a flat round cap formerly
worn by soldiers and sailors.

1599 .SEIAKS. Hen. !
,
iv. vii. 104 The Welchmen. .wearing

Leekes in their Monmouth cap-. 1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastw.
Hoi iv. F 3, Hurle away a browne doxen of Monmouth
capps or so, in sea-ceremony to your bone voyage. 1640
HOWELL Dodonas Gr. 13 Sometimes you shall not see in

the whole atmosphere from morning to night as much cloud
as would line a Monmoth C appe. 1641 Arminitin Nunnery
6 They came to Church in round Monmoulh Capps. 1644
SV.MONDS Diary (Caimlen) 14 Bewdley. The o:iely manu
facture of this towne is making of capps called Monmouth
capps. 16. . Song of Ctifs in J. P. Collier Roxb. Ball.

(1847) 173 The souldiers that the Monmouth wear. 1713
Lend. Gaz. No. 5182/4 The Caps that the Dutch Seafaring
Men do generally wear, formerly called Monmouth Cap-.

2. Monmoitth code : a military
* cock

*

of the hat

in vogue towards the end of the ryth century.
(Prob. named after James Duke of Monmouth, natural

son of Charles II.]

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No 129 F 10 The smartest of the

Country Squires appear still in the Monmouth-Coek. 1769
GRANGER Biog. Hist. Eng, II. 470 The Monmouth, or

military cock of the hat, was much worn in this reign [H.
Charles II].

Morrn, variant of MUN v., must.

Monnestarie, obs. form of MONASTERY.
t Moilliet. Obs. rare. (See quot.)
1653 R. SANDERS Physiognomie 176 Little cars denote

a good understanding, but they must not be of those ears

which being little, are withall deformed, which happens to

men as well as cattel, which for this reason they call

Monnets J for such ears signifie nothing but mischief and
malice.

Monnyplies, variant of MANYI&amp;gt;LIES.

Mono- (mpn0 7 ni&amp;gt;nr),
before a vowel often

mon-, repr. Gr. ^ovo-, combining form of ^toros,

alone, only, sole, single, occurring in a number of

words adopted from existing Greek compounds (as

MONARCH, MONODY, MONOGAMY, MONOGRAM, MO
NOLOGUE, MONOPOLY), and hence used to form

words, mostly scientific and technical, indepen

dently of a Greek original. The second element

of these words is normally of Greek origin, but in

recent formations mono- is often combined (instead
of UNI-) with a Latin element (as monocellular :

see also 2 below) , and occas. prefixed to an

English word (as MONOLINE, MONO-KAIL). Many
of these words have correlatives in di- (see Dr-

pref.-). tri-, poly-, etc. The more important will

be found as Main words; others of less importance
follow here.

1. General words :
j| Mon(o)ansestlie*sia.Az///.,

anaesthesia of a single part, Monobla stic a.

BioL [Gr. ySAao-r-os sprout, bud], having a single

germinal layer (Cent. Diet. 1890). ||
Mono-

tole psia, -ble psis Path. [Gr. fi\tyis vision], a

state of vision in which objects are distinct only
when one eye is used (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1856). Monobra ncMate a., having only one set

of branchiae or gills (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891). Mono-
ca rdian a. [Gr. tcapSia heart], having a single

heart, as fishes and reptiles (Webster 1847).
Monoce Unlar a. BioL = UNICELLULAR; so Mono-
ce llule, a unicellular organism (Cent. Diet. }.

Monoce ntric a. Biol.^ having a single centre, as

a cell ; Anat. = UNIPOLAR. Monoce rcous a.

Zool. [Gr. tftp/f-o? tail] inonomastigate (Cent.

Diet.}. ||
Monochore-a Path., chorea limited to

one area, as an arm (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Monociliate,
-ci-liated adjs. Zool., having a single cilium, uni-



MONO-.

ciliate. Monoccelian a. (and sb.) Zool. [Gr.

cavity], having the encephalocoele single; pertain

ing to the class Alonoccelia, otherwise called Lefto-
cardii ( Ceitt. Diet.); so Monocce lic

(-/&amp;gt;), having
a single cavity (Mayne). Mono-coloured a.

rare
~

, having only one colour. Monoco ndylar,

-condylian, -condylic adjs. Zool. [Gr. itovoKuv-

8u\-os single-knuckled, f. Koi&amp;gt;5v\os knuckle], having
one occipital condyle, as the skull of birds and

reptiles ; distinguished from DICONDYLIAN. Mono-
co-rmic a. Bot. [Gr. nopp-m tree-trunk], having a

single main axis of growth. Monocro tic, Mono -

crotous atfjs. Phys. [Gr. xpur-oi beat], of a pulse,

having a single beat, not DICROTIC. Monode rmic
a. [Gr. Sippa skin], having, or consisting of, a

single dermal layer. Monodia bolisin(0K-zrar.),
belief in a single devil ; cf. polydiabolism (POLY- i).

Monodia inetral a. Afa/A., term proposed for

quartan curves with a single diameter. Mono-
dichlamy deoxis a. Bot. [cf. MONOCHLAMYDEOUS],
having indifferently cither a calyx only, or both

calyx and corolla (Trcas. Bot. 1866). Monodi-
me-trio a. Cryst.

= DIMETRIC. Monocli sticli

^nonci-wd.), a distich forming a complete poem.
Monody uamoiis a. Bot. [Gr. SuVu.ms power;
after DIDYNAMOUS], having one stamen much
longer than the rest (Mayne). Monoe strous
a. Zool. [CEsTRUM 2 b, CEsiKUs 2 b] (see quot.).
Monona gellate a. Zool. = monomastigate. Mono-
ga-nglial a. Path, [see GANGLION i], epithet of
a bubo affecting only one gland. Monoganglio nic

a., having a single ganglion (Cen/. Diet.). Mono-
gouen tic a. Ent. [Gr. fovj-ftv to beget], having
only one brood a year (Syii. Soc. Lex.). Mono-
gonopo ric, -gono porous adjs. Zool. [Gr. yvv-os

generation + wup-os passage], having only one
sexual aperture or generative pore, as certain

dendrocoele worms (Cent. Diet.) ; Monolobite, a

trilobite in which the division into three lobes

is not distinctly marked {Ibid.). Monolo -

bnlar a. Path., having a single lobule or lobe.

Monolo-cular a. Bot. and Path,, having a single

cavity or cell, unilocular (Mayne). Monoma sti-

gate a. Zool. [Gr. naarl-y-, paan whip], of in-

fusorians, having a single flagellum, unillagellate

(Cent. Diet.). Monomeroso matous a. Zool.
[Gr.

Hovopep-Tis consisting of one part (plp-os part) +

(Tajjuar-, irui^ia body], having the body formed of

one segment, as the order Monomerosomata of

Arachnida in Leach s classification (Mayne). Mo-
noneu ran [Gr. vtvp-vv nerve], a member of

Rudolphi s division Mononeura of animals with

only a ganglionic nervous system (Brande 1842);
so Mononeirrous a., belonging to this division

(Mayne). Monope rsonal a., having but one

person (Worcester 1860, citing Meadows). Mo no-

phaiie Min. [Gr. povoipav-Tis visible alone], obs.

synonym of EPISTILBITE, prob. so named because
it has one very distinct and brilliant cleavage
(Chester). Mono phanons a. [see prec.], simi
lar in appearance (Maunder 1830). Mono-
placid a. Zool. [Gr. Tr\ax-ovs flat cake], having
but one madreporic plate, as a star-fish (Cent.
Diet.). Monoplevrrid [PLEURA], one of the

family Monopleuridx of bivalves. Monopleu ro-

branch a., belonging to the sub-order Monopleurt-
branchiata of gastropods, which have gills only
on one side

; sb., a member of this sub-order (Cent.

Diet.); so Monopleurobra nchian ( Brande 1842),
Monopleurobra nchiate (Cent. Diet.). Mono-
pnenmo nian a. (and sl&amp;gt;.)

Zool. [Gr. vvtu/Miv

lung], belonging to the Monopneumona or fishes
i

with one lung ; so Monopneu monous a. (Cent.

Did.). Monopro style a., of a colonnade, con

sisting of a single row of columns placed in

advance of the wall of a building. Mouoptery-
giau a. (and sli.) Zool. [Gr. irrepuy-, irripv wing,
tin], belonging to the order Moaoptcrygii or fishes

with one fin (Cent. Diet.) so Monopterygious
a. (Mayne). Monopylean a. (and sb.) Zool. [Gr.
Tiv\rj gate], belonging to the group Monopylex of

radiolarians, which have a single pseudopodal
opening (Cent. Diet.). Monosche mic a. Pros.

[Gr. povoffxin-os of but one form, f. ffXW form],
consisting of one form of foot throughout (Kid.}.
Monosoma tic a, Cryst. [Gr. acuf^ar-, nupa body]
(see quot.). Monoso matous a. Zool. [see prec.],

having a single body or cell, as a rhizopod (Cent.
Diet.). Mo nospasm, spasm confined to one side.

Mo-nostach, Mono stachous, Monost.-vchyous
adjs. Bot. [mod.L. moitosletehyus, Gr. yraxv-s ear of

corn], bearing a single spike. Monosti gmatous
a. 13ot, t having but one stigma (Mayne). Mo no-

614

stylous a. Bot,
t having but one style (Mayne)

Monosymptoma tic a. Med.) having a single
dominant symptom. Monote lephone, a tele-

|

phone adapted for transmitting sounds of definite
\

pitch ; hence Monotelepho nic a. (Cent. Diet. }.

Monothe lious a. Zool. [Gr. 0fj\-v$ female],

applied to species in which several males serve to

fecundate a single female ; polyandrous (Ibid.).

Monothe-tic a. Philos. [Gr. 6eTtK-os positing, per

taining to a thesis],
*

positing or supposing a single
essential element (Ibid.}. Mono tonions a. Min,

[Gr. ro/i-17 cutting, section], having a cleavage
j

distinct only in a single direction.

1893 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 21) *Monanaesthesia. :

1899 Alllwtt s Syst. Med. VII. 302 The co-existence of

brachial monoplegia with brachial monoanaesthesia, 1859
TodtVs Cycl. Anat. V. [129/2] The simpler and &quot;mono-

\

cellular Algee. 1880 W. S. KENT Infusoria I. 99 The mono-
cellular unimpregnated ovum. 1878 tr. Gegenbaur^s Conip.
Anat. 597 If the rete remains broken up, then it is known
as a diffuse, unipolar, or &quot;monocentric rete mirabile. 1887
H. M. WARD in Nature 27 Jan. 301/2 A complexity is in- ,

troduced as soon as the sap-vacuoles appear, in many cases
|

making the cells not monocentric but polycentric. 1866 H. J. i

CLARK in Anier. Jrnl. Sci. XLII. 324 The *monociliate

l- lngt llata. 1857 A tin. Nat. Hist. Ser. it. XIX. 260 A group i

of *monociliated Monads. 1880 W. S. KKNT Infusoria I. 145
The normal, small, monociliated and uniciliated sponge-cells. ,

1798 Trans. Soc. A rtsXV 1 . 284 A *mono-colouredsubstance.

1890 Century Diet.,
*
Monocondytar^ *Monocondylian. \

1891 FLOWER & LYDKKKEK Mammals iii. 83 The former

[the Anomodontia] have become *monocondylic by [etc.]. !

1899 Nature 9 Nov. 28/1 Following Viichtung, the author

recognises two principal types the *monocormic and poly-
cormic respectively.. .The common spruce fir is an example
of a monocormic conifer. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.^

*
Monocrotic^

a term applied to the pulse in which the dlcrotic wave is

absent. 1877 ROBERTS llandbk. Med. (ed-3) II. 22 Among
the principal dangerous signs are a marked dicrotous or

&quot;mono-crotous pulse. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
MonodfnniC)

having an envelope or skin consisting of one layer only. 1897
Nature 7 Oct. 555/2 The elements which constitute themono-
dermic outer wall of the cuelom. 1880 SPALIHNG EHz. Demon-
ologyi-] *MonodiabolUm being as impossible as monotheism.

1872 Brit. Assoc. Rep. n. 23 On *Monodiameiral Quartan
Curves. Ky F. W. Newman. 1854 Pereiras Polarized

Light (ed. 2) 196 The pyramidal, the tetragonal, or the
*monodimetric system. 1825 CARLYLE Schiller m. (1845)

154 The plan was that it [the Xcnien} should comprise an
immense multitude of detached couplets, each conveying a

complete thought. . . It was at first intended to provide about
a thousand of these pointed *monodistichs. 1900 HKATK in

Q. y&amp;gt;~nl. Microsc. Sci. Nov. 16 There are two forms of
sexual season evident in female mammals ; the *monoes-

trous, in which there is only a single oestrus at one or more

particular times of the year (bitch), and the polyccstrous. in

which there are two or more concurrent dicestrous cycles at

a particular time of the year (mare). 1880 W. S. KENT
Infusoria I. 310 A simple *monoflagellate organism. 1898
SKDCWICK Student s Tcxi-bk, Zool. I. 30 Monoflagellate
forms. 1861 BUMSTEAD yen. Dis. (1879) 401 It is very rare

is at first *monolobular. 1865 WATTS Diet. Chetn. III.

1047 *Monophane. 1903 GKIKIE Text-bk. Geol. vi. in.

iii. (ed. 4) 1170 The families of *Monopleurids. .and Hip-
puritids. 1843 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. VI. 330/2 The
advanced or *monoprostyle colonnade in the centre Is 200
feet in length. 1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 440

*Monoso-
matiC) a term applied to crystals and their inclusions when
both belong to the same mineral species. 1899 AlllnttCs

Syst. Med. VII. 291 The *monospasms or protospasms of

Jacksonian epilepsy. 1819 Pantologia, *Monostach caulis,
in botany, a stem bearing a single spike. 1850 OGTLVIE,
*Mono$tachons. 1775 J. JENKINSON tr. Liftmen? Brit.
Plants 254 *Monostachyous [wrongly explained, consist

ing of but one range or order J. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^
Motwstachyons. 1899 A llhntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 1 1 9 Char-
cot thinks, .that in children the usual stigmata [of hysteria)
are often absent and the disease is *monosymptomatic \

1835 SHEPARD Min. I. p. xxxi, Pearl Kerate.. i Hexahedral
. .2 Pyramidal.. 3 *Monotomous.

2. Chem. Used in the names of compounds to

signify the presence of a single atom or combining
equivalent of the element or radical indicated by
the word to which mono* is prefixed.
PROTO- has also been used with the same meaning. The

nomenclature is regularly continued in the series *?/, tri~t

tetra-) PCnta-, hexa- (see HEXA- and HEX-), Itepta-*

The more important of these names are treated

as main-words : see MONACETIN, MONAMIDE, MON-
ETHYL, MONOCHLORIDE, MONOXIDE, etc. J

also

MONOBROMO-, MONONITKO-, etc. With a like sense
are formed MONACID, MONATOMIC, MONOBASIC,
MONOVALENT. A free use of the prefix is illus

trated here in mono-compound (soequot.;; mono-
substitution, substitution affecting only one of the
elements or radicals in a compound ;

mono-sub
stituted a.j formed by mono-substitution.
1865 WATTS /?/t7. Chetn. III. 1047 Rlotahcowpoitnds. This

term is applied to compounds containing i at. of the element

specified. 1881 in Nature 15 Dec. 148/1 The saturated

hydro-carbons.. are first described; next their mono-sub
stitution derivatives. 1885 RF.MSEN Org. Chetn. (1888) 131
The lactic acids.. will be shown to be mono-substitution

products of propionic acid. 1889 Nature 26 Sept. 539/2 On
the constitution of monosubstiluted derivatives of camphor,
by M. P. Cazeneuve. 1892 MORLEY & MUIR Wattfs Diet.

Chew.) M^ono-. This prefix is very seldom used in this

dictionary. Compounds whose names begin with mono- are
described under tne name to which mono- has been prefixed.

MONOCAEPOUS.

Mono-acetin, -acid : see MONACETIN, -ACID.

Monoanaesthesia : see MONO- i.

Mono-articular: see MONARTICULAR.
Monoaxal (mpn&amp;lt;?ise ksal), a. Physics, [f.

MONO- + Ax-is + -AL.J (See quot.)
1890 Century Dict. t Monoaxal, pertaining to a

single axis.

Monoa.ralisotropy^ the case in which the homotatic coeffi

cients are completely isotropic round one axis only.

Monobasic (nynflb^ iik), Chem.
[f. MONO-

+ BASE sbl + -ic.] Having one base, or one atom
of a base. Of an acid : Containing one atom of

replaceable hydrogen. Also = MONATOMIC.
1842 T. GRAHAM Elem. Chem. 167 Monobasic salts. 1849

D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 140 Solutions of bibasic or mono
basic phosphate of soda. 186* MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 2)

III. 52 Monatomic or monobasic elements, one atom of
which is in combination equivalent to.. one atom of hydro
gen. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chan. (1871) 349 Formic acid is

monobasic.

Monoblastic, -blepsia, -blepsis, -bran
chiate : see MONO- i.

Monobromated (m^n^brJa m^ted), a. Chem.

[See MONO- 2 and BROMATE.] Said of organic

compounds in which one atom of bromine has been

substituted or added in each molecule.

1889 Cent. Diet. s.v. Camphor^ Monobromated Camphor.
MoHObromide (m^n0br&amp;lt;7u-m3id, -mid). Chem*

[f. MONO- 2 + BROMIDE.] A compound of one
atom of bromine with a monad element or radical.

1875 in Family Herald 4 Dec. 78/2 The monobromide of

camphor produced the most extraordinary effect. 1881

Syd. Soc. Lex, s.v. Camphor.
Monobro minated, Moiiobro mized,

adjs. Chem. [MONO- 2.]
= MONOBROMATED.

1862 OITENHKIM in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XV. 29 Monobro-
minated menthene. i86a MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) III.

243 Monobrominated ethylene. 1878 KINGZETT Anim.
Chem. 104 A monobrominated product. 1889 Nature 26

ijept. 539/2 On a new monobromized camphor.
Monobromo- (mpnobidumo). Chem. Also(esp.

before a vowel or k} monobrom-. [See MONO- 2

and BROMO-.] Combining form, expressing the

presence in a compound of one atom of bromine,
as monobromacetic acid^ monobromobenzene.
1858 Foivnes Chem. (ed. 7) 464 Monobromace tic acid. 1862

MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 370 Monobromosuccinic
Acid. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1871) 369 Monobrom-
succinic acid. 1873 ^tricries Chetn. (ed. n) 759 Monobromo
benzene is a liquid boiling above 150.
Monocalcic (m^n^ka-lsik),^. Chem. [Moxo-

2.] Containing one atom or equivalent of calcium.

1897 Altbtttfs Sj st. Med. IV. 299 Two molecules of di-

calcic phosphate and one of monocalcic phosphate.

MoilOCarboil (m^ncka Jb^n),^. Chem. [Mo&amp;gt;&quot;0-

2.] Containing or derived from one atom of carbon.
1866 ODLISG Anim. Chem. 40 The most stable mono-

carbon compound known to chemists, namely, carbonic

anhydride. 1860 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1874) 317 Mono-
carbon or methyl series.

Moiiocarboil ate (mf7n?kaub6nd
y
t). Chem.

[MONO- 2.] A neutral salt of carbonic acid

(H aCO3 ) in which both atoms of hydrogen are

replaced by a metal : see CARBONATE sb. i .

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr s Circ. Sci.
t
Chem. 457 It is a

true neutral, or mono-carbonate. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med.

(ed. 6) 152 By continued boiling it is further reduced to

mono-carbonate.

Monocardian: see MONO- i.

Monocarp (mp n&amp;lt;7kiup).
Bot. [a. F. monocarpe

(DeCandolle),f. Gr. /xovo-s MONO- +apir-os fruit;

in mod.L. moiwcarpusJ] A monocarpic plant.
1846 SMART, Monocarf, a plant that bears fruit but once.

Moiiocarpellary (mp n^kaupelari), a. Bot*

[MONO-.] Having or consisting of a single carpel.

1863 BENTHAM Flora Austral. I. Introd. 17 Where a more

precise nomenclature is adopted, the flower is tnonocar.

pellary when the pistil consists ofa single simple carpel. 1873
OLIVER Less. Bot. 30 Garden pea.. pistil superior, apocar

pous, monocarpe llary- 1*75 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bot*

492 A whorl of monocarpellary ovaries.

Monoca rpian, a. Bot. fare . Also -ean.

[Formed as next (or f. mod.L. monocarfe-tts) +

-IAN. Cf. F. monocarpien^\ next.

1836 HENSLOW Diet. Bot. Terms, Monocarpean, Mono-

carpous [L.J Monocarpcus. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mono-
.

Monocarpic (m^n^ka-jpik), a. Bot. [Formed
as MONOCARPOUS + -ic.] Of a plant : Bearing
fruit only once (and then dying).
1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 634 Annuals and biennials,

which flower the first or second year and die, as well as the

Agave, and some Palms which flower only once in forty or

fifty years, and perish, are monocarpic. 1857 HENFREY
Elem. Bot. 548 Monocarpic perennials. 1875 BENNETT &
DYKR Sachs Bot. 519.

Iffonocarpous (mpnokaMpos), a. [f.
mod.L.

itwnocarp-us : see MONOCABP and -ous.]
1. Bot. *= MONOCARPELLARY.
1731 BAILEY vol. II, Monocarpons, a term apply d to such

plants as bear but one single fruit. 1856 MAYNE Expos.
Lex. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 603 Fruit mono-

carpous. i88a VINES Sachs Bot. 560 When the gynseceum
of a flower consists of a single ovary only one fruit is formed,

and the flower is said to be monocarpous.
2. Bot. = MONOCARPIC.
1830 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. in. i. (1839) 475 3foHoC(irfonf\



MONOCEPHALOUS. 615 MONOCHROME.
bearing fruit but once, and dying after fructification, as

Wheat. 1842 BRANDS Diet, AV/., etc., Monocarf&amp;gt;on$ [read

Monocarpons}. .is a term invented by De Candolle to desig
nate what gardeners call annual plants. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER Sachs* Bot. 806 The plant itself is also completely ex

hausted, all its disposable formative substances are given up
to the seed and the fruit, and it dies off (monocarpous plants).

3. Path. (See quot.)
1891 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Monocarpous. . .In Medicine, formerly

used to describe an eruption the spots of which were not

close to each other but discrete.

Monocellular,-cellule,-centric: see MONO- i .

MonocephalpUS (m/nwse falos), a.
[f. mod.L.

monocephal-us^ Gr. nQvoKstpaX-os one-headed (f.

HVVQ-S MONO- +
K&amp;lt;pa\-rj head) -I- -OUS.] Having

only one head.

1. Bot. a. A term applied to a fruit or ovary
which has but one head or summit, b. Applied
to a plant which has its flowers disposed in a

single head or umbel.

1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Led. Bot. xv. 90 They [sc. the

capsules] are monocephalous, as in the lily, or polycepha-
lous, as in Nigella. 1856 HKNSLOW Diet. Hot. Terms, Mono-

ceflhalous, where flowers are disposed in single heads or

umbels, &c. Also, where the ovary is surmounted by a

solitary style or stigma.

2. Having the character of a monocephalus.
1885 in CasselFs Encycl. Diet. ; and in mod. Diets.

II Monocephalus (napiwse ffiUfc). Teratology.

[mod.L., see prec. Cf. F. monocephalien (Littre).]

A double monster having one head and two bodies

more or less completely blended together.
1882 in OGILVIE ; and in later Diets.

So Monoce phaly (see quot.).

1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Monocephaly^ the condition of a
Monocepkalns.
Monocercous : see MONO- i.

MonoceroS (m^np-serps). Also 4-5 mono-
ceron, 7 -cerot. [a. OF. monoceros

t monoceron,
a. L. monoeeros, med.L. also monoceron, a. Gr.

pov6fC(pQJSj -K(pQJT-t f. fj.6vo-$ MONO- + Ktpas horn.]

f 1. The UXICORN. Obs.

13. . K. A Us. 6539 A best ther is. .That Is y-cleped Mono
ceros. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. A*, xym. xc. (1495) 839
Monoceron is a wyld beest moste shape like to the horse in

bodi. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 206 The Licorne or Mono
ceros. i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. i. iv. (1624) 303 A
Monocerots home. 1656 TRAPP Comm, James iii. 7 Some
creatures indeed may be taken, but not tamed, as the tiger,

panther, monoceros. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit. \\. 239
[Hel cured several of the Plague, onely by applying a piece
of the Monocerot s horn. 1749 POINTER OXOH. A cad. 160

[In the Musaeum] Monoceros and Rhinoceros Horns.

t2. A fish having a horn
,

as the saw-fish,

sword-fish, or narwhal. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 23 Bright Scolopendraes arm d
with silver scales ; Mighty Monoceros with immeasured

tayles. 1633 SWAN Spec, M. (1670) 329 The Monoceros or

a fish with one horn may fitly be called the Sea-Unicorn.

1706 PHILLIPS {ed. Kersey), Monoceros... bAsQ the Saw-fish.

1825 G. PAXTON Illnstr. Holy Script, (ed. 2) I. 89 The Mono
ceros is a native of the Indian seas.

3. Astron. The zodiacal constellation of the Uni

corn, lying between Canis Major and Canis Minor.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 239/2. 1839 Penny Cycl.

XV. 340/1.

4. A genus of prosobranchiate gasteropods
(Lamarck 1809), so called from the prominent
spine on the outer lip ; the unicorn-shell.
1828 J. FLEMING Hist, Brit. Anim. 342. 1851-6 WOOD

WARD Mollusca 113.

Monocerous (nvnfrser3s), a. [f. Gr. povo-

ttfp-ws (cf. prec.) + -ous.] Having a single horn
or horn-like process. (In recent Diets.)

II Monochasium (mpnok^ zwm). Bot. PI.

-ia. Also anglicized mono chasy. [mod.L., f.

fiofo-s MONO- +
x&amp;lt;*cn-y chasm, separation. Cf.

DICHASIUM.] Eichler s name for that form of

cymose inflorescence in which the main axis pro
duces only a single branch ; a uniparous cyme.
1890 in Century Diet. 1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898 tr.

Stras&nrger s Text-bk. Bot. (1903) 436 A monochasium is

termed a helicoidcyme or bostryx when the lateral branches

always arise on the same side of the pseudaxis. 1900
K. D. JACKSON Gloss, Bot. Terms, Monochasy, a uniparous
cyme, either pure, or resulting from the reduction of cymes.
Hence Monocha sial a., of the nature of or per

taining to a monochasium.
1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (ed. 5) r. iv. i. 215 The same

form of unilateral, monochasial, or uniparous cyme.

Moiiochlamycleous (mpnoklarai-dfts), a.

Bot. [f. mod.L. Monochlatnydese, f. Gr. jioVo-s

MONO- -f- x^a/w5-, xXapvsdQak : see -EOUS.] Having
only one floral envelope; having a single perianth;

belonging to the division MonochlamydeSR.
_ 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 24 If it [sc. the calyx]
is unaccompanied by the corolla, plants are said to be Mono
chlamydeous. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 47/2 The Great

Nightshade and many other monochlamydeous flowers.

1882 G. ALLEN Colours ofFlffiuersvi. in There would be no
reason why flowers with petals should not appear sporadic
ally among monochlamydeous families.

Monochloride (mpnokloVraid, -rid). Chem.

[MONO- 2.] A compound of one equivalent of

chlorine with an element or radical.
1866 ODLmaAnfm. Chem. i Analogous mono-,di-,and tri

chlorides of metals. 1873 Foumes Chem. (ed. n) 194 Iodine

unites directly with chlorine, forming a monochloridc and
a trichloride.

Monochlorinated (mpn0kl5Tin*H6d), a.

Chem. [MONO- 2.] Having one equivalent of

chlorine added or substituted in each molecule.

1852 WATTS tr. GntelMs Handbk. Chem. VII. 280 Mono-
chlorinated Methyl-Ether. 1873 Fownes Chem. (ecf. n) 555
A mono-chlorinated or monobrominated olefine. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. V. 676/2 Monochlorinated ethylic ether.

Monochloro- (m^kloan?). Chem. Also (esp.
before vowel or h} monochlor-. [See MONO- 2

and CHLOBO-.] Combining form, expressing the

presence in a compound of one equivalent of chlo

rine, as monochloracetic acid, monochlorhydrin t &.c..

1855 WATTS tr. Gmeliris Handbk. Chan. IX, 192 Mono
chloracetic Acid. C H 3

C1,O*. Ibid, 498 Monochlorhydrinc.
1858 Ilnd. XII. 540 Monochloracetate of Ethyl. 1857
MILLI-IR Klein. Chan. III. 380 Monochlorhydrin. 1862 Una.
(ed. 2) III. 373 Glycolic Acid.. has also been procured by
heating monochloracetate of potash for some time [etc.].

1869 ROSCOE Klein. Chan. (1871) 367 Monochlor propionic
acid. Ibid. 409 Monochlor-benzol. *&73 fffwnes Chem.
(ed. IT) 759 Monochlorobenzene.

Monochord (m^ n^k^jd). Forms: 5-6 moiia-

cord(e, monocorde, 5 Sc. mony-, monicord,
7- monochord. [a. F. monocorde (from I4th c.),

ad. med.L. monochordos, -on, a. Gr.
/*oi/oxo/&amp;gt;8oj ,

neut. of pov6xop8os adj., having a single string, f.

povo-s MONO- + xopSq string (see CHORD j.). Cf.

MANICHORD.]
1. A musical instrument composed of a sound

board with a single string; in the nth c. used in

singing-schools to teach the intervals of plain-song ;

in later use, an instrument for the mathematical
determination of musical intervals.

1432-50 tr. Iligdcn (Rolls) III. 211 As hit may be schewetl
in the monocorde [orig. in monochordo (v.r. monacordo}\
when the wire extendede on a holowe body is distreynede
diametrally. 1609 DouLAND Ornith. Alicrol. 23 A Mono-
chord, .is a long square peece of wood hollow within, with
a string drawne ouer it. 1642 FULLER tloly $ Prof. St.

ir. vii. 72 His mother tongue was like the dull musick of a

monochord, which by study he turns into the harmony of
severall instruments. 1652 WHARTON tr. RothwaiCs Art
Divining 157 That the Soule of the World, .may. . bu as a
Monochord sounding out by the threefold kinds of Creatures,
Intellectual!, Celestial!, and Corruptible, at one IJlast, one

only Life. 1694 HOLHKK Harmony (1731) 50 These Rations
are more certainly found upon the Measures of a Mono-
chord. 1782 HURNF.Y ////. Mns. (1789) II. ii. 78 The method
Guide pursued in teaching boys to sing was by making them
practice with the monochord. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mits. II.

354 Monochord . .an instrument consisting of a long box of
thin wood with a bridge fixed at each end, over which is

stretched a wire or catgut string. 1881 BROADHOL .SE Mus.
Acoustics 101 Thompson s monochord is a method of demon
strating the pitch by adding different weights to a stretched

string.

2. A medieval musical instrument with several

strings and bridges for the production of a com
bination of sounds. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1407 LYDG. Reson

&amp;lt;$

Sens. 5583 And Instrumentys. .Many
moo than I kan telle :. .Orgnys, cytolys, monacordys. ( 1450
HOLLAND Hmvlat 758 The crovde, and the monycordis, the

fittyrnis
gay. 1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scott, I. 116

tern, to Johne Hert, for bering a pare of Monicordis of t?e

Kingis fra Abirdene. 1885 A. J. HIPKINS Pianoforte in En
cycl. Brit. XIX. 65/2 We attribute the adaptation of the
narrow regal keyboard to what was still called the mono-
chord, but was now a complex of monochords over one re

sonance board, to the latter half of the i4th century.

3. A harmonious combination of sound ; hence

fig. harmony, agreement. Now rare.

-1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 7 Musyng,.how that I

myght make Reason & Sensualyte in oon to acorde ; but
I cowde nat bryng about that monacorde. Ibid. 2016. c 1500
in Grose Antiq.Rep. (1809) IV. 408 Purenes in the margent
makithe a trew monacorde. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi.

(Percy Soc.) 62 The vii. scyences in one monacorde, Eche
upon other do full well depende. a 1548 HALL Chron. t

Hen. IV Introd., By the whiche you shal . . bryng vs into an
vnitie and monacorde. Ibid.) Hen. VII 3 There lacked a
wrest to the harpe to set all the strynges in a monacorde
and tune, a 1550 Image Ipocr. HI. 471 in

Skeleton
s Wks.

(1843) II. 439 For of that monocorde The scripture doth
recorde. 1644 BULWER Chirol. 105 Their cunning mannag-
ing of the Hand in time and tone, I have sometimes call d
the Horse-Rhetorique of Smithfield, which by calculation I

have found to differ from the Fish Dialect of Billingsgate,
in the monochord of motion. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks.
iii. (ed. 2) 210 We hear a sound of sacred and spiritual music
as solemn as the central monochord of the inner main itself.

1880 Stud. Songt)\ The sense of thy golden Great harp s

monochord Was the joy in the soul of the singers that hailed
thee for master and ford.

Hence fMouochordize v. [tr. F. monochordher\,
intr. to perform on the monochord ; Monochordist,
a writer who treats of the monochord. Also fMono-
diordical a., pertaining to the science of the mono-
chord. Uonochordous a. (see quot. 1856).
1653 URQUHART Rabelais \.

yti. (Rtldg.) 35 He.. would
nod his head, monochordizing with his fingers. 1687 SETTLE
Refl, Dryden 95 To answer him in Trigonometrical, Meta
physical, and Monochordical Fustian is not to the purpose.
1834 Westm. Rev. XX. 81 The monochordists from Euclid
downwards. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Motwchordus,
having only one string : monochordous.

Monochorea : see MONO- i.

Monochroic (m^n^kr^-ik), a. rare. [f. Gr.

povoxpo-os of one colour (f. /xovo-s MONO- + XP&quot;-a

colour) + -ic.] Having or showing only one colour.

1890 in Century Diet. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jafack s Clin.

Dingn, \. i Arterial blood is monochroic.

Monochromatic (m/mJknmKE-tik), a. [f. Gr.

fiuvo-s MONO- +
xp&amp;lt;

atAaTll{vs CHROMATIC (f. xp^Ma
colour) ;

Gr. has fAovoxpajftaros of one colour.]
1. Of or presenting one colour only; applied

spec, to light of one wave-length.
Alonochromaticlainp,^. lamp which produces such a light.
1822 BREWSTER in 1 rans. Roy. Soc. Edin. IX. 437 The

j

Monochromatic Lamp being thus completed, I lo--t no time
in applying it to the illumination of Microscopic object*.

1827 Q. Jrnl. Sci. XXII. 374 Talbot on Monochromatic
; Light. 1854 DE QuiNCEY-4AA Sk. i. 2 Wks. 1854 II. 36
i note. Porphyry is far from being so monochromatic as

\
Gibbon s argument would presume. 1854 Perch a s Polar

i ized Light (ed. 2) 27 The component prismatic colours are

; simple or homogeneous lights. Each of these may be termed
I a monochromatic light. 1874 T. HARDY I tirfr. Mad. Crowd

II. iii. 30 Under a monochromatic Lammas sky.
2. Executed in monochrome.
1823 J. UADCOCK Dom. Amusein. 52 Mr. Gilpin s mode of

monochromatic painting and printing. 1828 Edin. Rer.

Sept. 75 The Monochromatic works were highly esteemed.

1879 Roon Chromatics xviii. 310 In monochromatic designs
the small interval is very frequently employed.

b. sh. pi.
= studies in monochrome.

1893 Athaiftnm 27 May 676 2 There are examples of all

;

sorts of styles. . [including] the monochromatics and subtle
I tone-studies of Mr. Whistler.

Hence Monochromatically adv. Also Mono-
chro iiiatism, the monochromatic condition

;

f Moiiocliro inatist, a painter in monochrome.
1784 J. HARRY in Lect. Paint, i. (1848) Si The old method

of those they called monocliromatists. c 1865 J. WYLDE in

Cifc.Sc/. 1.54/1 A series of. .phenomena connected with
mono-chromatism. 1880 W. SKVKKN in /l/ac/a. Mag. No.

i

245- 376 Nothing is more puzzling to beginners than to de
termine between two very opposite colours as to which is

the darkest in tone, or, to use a long word monochromatic-
ally. 1890 Anthony s Photoffr. Bull. III. 408 For develop
ment, a monochromatically lighted room is still a necessity.

Monochrome (mpnakwu m), sb. and a.

Forms : 7-9 monochrom, 8 naonocrome, 9-
monochrome. [In sense i, ad. med.L. mono-

chroma^ -c/irj/nat-
y
evolved from (ir. /xofoxpw^aTos

adj.; in the other uses a. F. monochrome or ad. Gr.

povuXptof10 ?) -ov
t
of one colour, a by-form of povo-

XpuJpaTos (see MONOCHROMATIC).] A. sb.

1. A painting executed in different tints of one

colour, with representation of light and shade.
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. iv. 35 Those wretched gravings..

j

where the Devil is but one great blot .. and the re.st of
I the Figures Monochroms as ridiculous. 1760 Ann. Reg.

|

III. n. 164/1 Four monocromes which stand first in the

catalogue of pictures [from Herculaneum]. 1801 FI SEM
Lect. Paint, i. (1848) 350 Monochrom, or paintings of a

single colour. 1848 Ibid. 351 note. There appears to be no

example of the perfect monochrom OocoxpojiuaToc) on the
ancient vases. 1849 RI SKIN Se~&amp;gt;. Lamps iv. &amp;gt;; 41, 132 The

; Elgin frieze is a monochrom in a state of transition to sculp-
I ture. 1861 THORSBURY Turner I. 105 His earliest works

being mere monochromes in sepia. 1866 I KANDE & Cox
Diet. Set, s.v., A drawing in chiaro-scuro is a monochrome,

, whether in black and white or in any colour and white.. .The
skiagram or silhouette is not a monochrome, though exe-

,
cuted in a single colour.

2. Representation in one colour ; esp. in phr. (to
. paint, etc.) in monochrome. Hence occas., the

|

state of being in one colour ; a tract of one colour.

1851 lllmtr. Lond. News 51 May 493/1 Messrs. Hull-

mandel, who produce effects in monochrome. 1858 BIRCH
Anc, Pottery I. 259 A great improvement.. was the use of

incised lines cut through the colour to relieve the mono
chrome. 1861 J. BELL Colour on Statues in J^nl. Soc. Arts
IX. 424/1 The wonderful groups of the Medici monuments,
have come down to us in their native monochrome, un
touched by change of tint. 1874 FERGUSSON in Content^.
Rev. Oct. 759 No architect ever proposed to line the whole
. . with one cold, monotonous monochrome of gray. 1876
T. HARDY Ethelberla 11.47 H ere grassed hills rose like

knuckles gloved in dark olive, and little plantations between
them formed a still deeper and sadder monochrome, igoz
Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 685/1 If a coloured object were illu

minated solely by a paraffin light, a print from the negative
would give a fair representation of the object in mono
chrome.

B. adj. Having only one colour; executed in

one colour.

1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps iv. 41. 133, I have an intense
love for these monochrom figures, 1850 LF.ITCH tr. C. O.
Miiller^s Anc. Art 74 Outline drawing and monochrome
painting. 1861 THORNBURY Turner II. 89 Some almost
monochrome but powerful water-colour Swiss scenes. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 685/1 This light-filter.. wilt render all

coloured objects in correct monochrome luminosity.
Hence Monochro mic, Monochro mical adjs.
= MONOCHROME a. Mo-nochro^mist, a painter in

monochrome; also (quot. 1861 !), one who advo
cates the use of monochrome. Monochro-mous
a. = MONOCHROME a. Mo nochro my, the art of

painting in monochrome.
1839 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. II. 368/1 These kinds of

sculpture . . were held in greater estimation than *mono-
chromic sculpture. 1854 Blackw. Mag. LXXVI. 556 These
gentlemen . . wear a monochromic or one-coloured suit. 1901
in N, fy Q. gth Ser. VIII. 503/2 These bacini. .are sometimes
monochromic.. others show a number of fantastic designs.

1890 Century Dict.^
*Monochromical. 1662 EVELYN Chal

cogr. v. 127 Heredices the Corinthian, and Thelophanes the

Sicyonian, who were both of them but *Monochromists.
1861 J. BELL Colour on Statues in Jrnl. Soc. A rts IX. 424/1
Is the addition of coloring to statues to be looked upon as ait
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advance in art, or a retrogression ? The polychronmls will, of

course, hold it to be, the former, while the monochromist in

sculpture will represent that [etc.]. 1861 THOKNBURY Turner

1.99 Girtin was at first little more than a monochromist.
a 1878 SIR G. SCOTT Led. Archit. (1879) I. 180 The churches
. . of one unvaried stone colour, .have been made over periodi

cally to the tender mercies of the monochromist. 1856 MAVNE

Expos. Lex., Monocftroiujts. .*monochromous. 1880 SALA in

Daily Tel. 26 Feb. 5/8 The general monochromous dingi-
ness of the disestablished hotel. 1855 HYDE CLARKE Diet.,

*Monockromy,. .painting in one colour. 1879 ROOD Chro
matics xviii. 310 We return now to a brief consideration of

monochromy, or decoration in a single colour.

Ttt021Ochronic (mpiwlcip nik), a. rare
~~

.

[Formed as next + -1C.] (Sec quots. ; but the word
cannot with etymological propriety be used in the

sense assigned. )

1840 SMART, Monochrome, existing at one and the same

geological period. 1882 OGILVIE, Monochronic, in geol,

applied to organic remains which seem to have been de

posited at the same period, [Similarly in later Diets.]

Mouochronous (m^np kr^nss), a. Pros. [f.

Gr. novuxpov-os (f. /^oVos MONO- + %p6vos time) +

-ous.] Consisting of one ( time or mora
;
mono-

semic. 1890 in Century Diet.

MoilOChrOOUS (m^rykr^as),**. [f. Gr./iovd-

Xpo-o? (see MOXOCHROIC) -f -ous.]
= MONOCHROIC,

1856 MAYXE Expos. Le,v.
t Monochroiis, . . monochroous.

1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Monociliated : see Moxo- i .

Monocle (mp-n^k l). [a. F. monocle (in OF.
as adj.

= one-eyed), ad. L. monocnlns : see MONO
CULOUS.]
1. A single eye-glass.
1858 SiMMON Ds Diet. Trade, Monocls (French), a reading-

glass for one eye. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 46 He
has. .a glass in his eye . A binocle or a monocle ? 1889
D. C. MURRAY Dang. Catspaw xiv. (1890) 247 A great mo
nocle which the old gentleman used for the critical examina
tion of his work lay near at hand. 1894 Idler Sept. 175 The
young man screwed a monocle into his right eye.

2. = MOXOCULE (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Monocleid(e (m^n^klaid). [f. Gr. //oVo-s

MONO- + K\(8-, tfAtt s key.] A cabinet locked by a

single key.
c 1840 (/;V/&amp;lt;0 Description of the Monocleid Writing-cabinets

..invented by Thomas Sopwith. 1885 Newcastle Ckron.

25 May, Superior Oak Monocleide.

Monocliiial (m^n^kbi nal), a. and sb. Geol.

[f. Gr. povo-s MOXO- + KXiv-tiv to bend 4- -AL. Cf.

anti-, i$o-&amp;gt; synclinal. } a. adj. Applied to strata

that dip or slope in one and the same direction.

b. sb. MONOCLIXE.
1858 H. D. ROGERS Geol, Pcnnsylv. I. 10 The ridges..

are of three orders... In geological language they are of

anticlinal, synclinal, and monoclinal structure. Ibid. 18

Monoclinal Valleys. 1876 PACK Adv. Text-bk, Geol. iv. 83
The strata of a district, though lying at different angles,

may all slope in the same way, and in such a case they are

said to be monoclinal or dipping in one main direction. 1877
LE CONTE Elem. Geol. (1879) 178 Such a bend is called a

monoclinal fold or axis. 1886 T, M. RF.ADE Grig. Mount.
Ranges xx. 250 The Water- Pocket flexure, one of the

grandest monoclinals of the west.

Hence Monocli nally adv.

1858 H. D. ROGERS Geol. Pennsylv. I. 10 Dipping only in

one direction, or monoclinally.

i

as MONOCLIN-AL + -ATE 2
.]

= MONOCLINIC.
1847 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Monocline (m^ n^klam). Geol. [Formed as

MONOCLIN-AL; cf. twit-, iso-&amp;gt; syncline.} A mono
clinal fold.

1879 GEIKIE in Encycl. Brit. X. 300/1 The strata are thus
bent up and continue on the other side of the tilt at a higher
level. Such bends are called monoclines or monoclinal

fohis, because they present only one fold, or one half of a

fold, instead of the two which we see in an arch or trough.

1898 MILNE Seismol. iii. 33 The bases of monoclines are

tracts where faults are frequent.

lyionoclinian (mf7n0kli nian), a. Hot. [Formed
as MoNocLiN-oua + -IAN.]

= MONOCLINOUS.
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms,

Monodinic (mfnf7kli nik),. Cryst. [Formed
as MONOCLIN-AL + -ic. Cf. F. monocUnique,]
Having three unequal axes, two of which intersect

each other at right angles and the third or prin

cipal axis intersects one at right angles and the

other obliquely.
1869 PHILLIPS Vcsuv, x. 275 The fifth, or oblique, or mono-

clinic system, has one of its axes perpendicular to the other

two. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xix. (1874) 215 Yielding the

salt, (NH^-tHPO-j, which crystallizes in the monoclinic sys
tem. 1879 GEIKIE in Encycl. Brit. X. 227/2 The Monoclinic
or Orthoclase felspars.

So Monoclinohe dral, Monoclinohe dric, Mo-
noclinome trie adjs. [see HEDIIAL, CLINOHEDRIC
s.v. CLIKO- 2, METRIC a.1] (in the same sense).
1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 440 *Monoclinohedral. 1854

Pereira s Polarized Light (ed. 2) 229 The *monoklinohe-
dric system. 1862 J. B. JORDAN Const. Models Crystallogr,
20 Fifth System. The Alonoclinohedric. 1858 THUDICHUM
Urine 123 Creatinine crystallizes in the *monoclinometric

system.

MonOClinoUS (m^n&amp;lt;?kbi-nos),a. [f. F. month
dine (1799), or mod.L. monoclinu$t f. Gr. /*6Vo-s

MONO- + K\ivrj bed, couch : see -ous.]

1. Bot. Having both stamens and pistils
in the

same flower, hermaphrodite.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 466 Those vegetables

where the male and female organs occur on the same plant
are called Monoclinous ; and the others Diclinous. 1849
BALFOUR Man. Bot. 648 The flower is hermaphrodite, or

monoclinous. 1888 VINES in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 131/2
Series 2. Polypetatee . usually monoclinous.

2. Geol. = MONOCLINAL a.

1882 in OGILVIE ; and in later Diets.

Monocoelian, -ccelic, -coloured: seeMoNOi.
MonOCO lOUS, a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. povvKcak-os

(f. jj,uvo-s MONO- + KW\OV limb) -f -ous.] (See quot.)

1798 FERRIAR Illitstr. Sterne, Varieties of Man 200 The
people were monoecious, that is, having only one leg, or

sciapodous, having feet so large as to shelter the whole

body, in a supine posture.

Mono-compound : see MONO- 2.

Monocondylar, etc. : see MONO- i .

Monocorde, obs. form of MONOCHOKD.
Monocormic : see MONO- i.

Monocot, Monocotyl, shortened forms of

MONOCOTYLEDON.
1877 LE CONTE Elem.GeoL \. (1879) 354 Types. .of the

monocotyls on the one hand, and of the Dicotyls on the other.

1890 A thenxnni 22 Nov. 702/1 Angiosperms are divided

[by Dr. D. H. Campbell] into two sub-classes , thus placing
the monocots and dicots on a lower level than the cycads.

MonOGO tyle, a. Bot. rare* . [See prec. and

Cf. MONOCOTYLOUS 2.]
= MONOCOTYLEDONOUS.

1838-32 in WEBSTER ; and in some later Diets.

Monocotyledon (mp-n^kptilf d^n). Bot. [ad.
mod.L. monocotyledon, f. Gr. puvo-s MONO- + KOTV

krjSajv cup-shaped cavity : see COTYLEDON.
The term Monocotyledones was employed by Ray, but its

practical introduction into botanical classification dates from

Jussieu 1779.]

A flowering plant having one cotyledon or seed-

leaf in the embryo. The Monocotyledons (in hot.

Lat. Monocotyledones}^ or PJidogens, constitute one
of the two great classes of flowering plants.
[1703 RAY Afethottus Plant. 2 Monocotyledones, qure nee

folia seminalia bina efferunt, nee lobos binos condunt.]

1727 DAILEY (vol. II.), Monocotyledon, which springs from
the Seed with a single Leaf at first, as Corn, Tulips, Onions,
&c. 1800 tr. Lagranges Client. II. 261 It is chiefly from
the seeds of the monocotyledons, .that the greater part of the

fecula: are extracted. 1857 HEXFREY Elem. Bot. 750 The
stems of Monocotyledons are very generally herbaceous.

Monocotyledonous (m^rwkptiU d&ws), a.

Bot. [f. prec. + -ous.] Having a single cotyledon ;

belonging to the class of Monocotyledons.
1770 C. MILNE Bot. Diet. s.v. Cotyledoncs, some seeds,

however, have only one seminal leaf; in which case, the

plants, by botanists, are termed Monocotyledonous. 1783
MARTYN Ronsseaus Bot. xiii. (1794) 131 note. 1845 DAK-
WIN Voy. Nat. xi. (1873) 244 Stately trees, .loaded by para
sitical monocotyledonous plants. 1851 RICHARDSON C,eol.

vii. (1855) 164 The monocotyledonous, or endogenous classes.

b. Of or belonging to a monocotyledon.
1849 BALFOUR Alan. Bot. 91 Endogenous or Monoco

tyledonous Stem. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. ix. 185
The parallel venation of a monocotyledonous leaf.

Monocotylous (mpn^kp-tibs), a. [In sense i

f. mod.L. monocotyl-uSi f. Gr. p6vo-$ MONO- +

Korv\--r] cup, cavity : see -ous. Cf. F. monocotyle.~\
1. Zool* Having one vent or mouth (see quot.).
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Monocotylus, applied by Blain-

ville to a Family {Monocotyla) of the Entozoa tnyzocephala^
comprehending those of which the body has but one vent :

monocotylous.
2. Bot* Used for MONOCOTYLEDONOUS.
1905 BALFOUR Goebets Organogr. Plants II. 327 The seed

lings., have the ordinary leaf-form of monocotylous plants.

Monocracy (mfmfvkrasi). [ad. assumed Gr.

type *novoKpaTia : see next and -CRACY.] Govern
ment by a single person, autocracy.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. p 34 The Monocracy and single-

sol d intemperature of the Liver. 1754 A. MURPHY Cray s
Inn Jrnl. No. 95 Monocracy, Aristocracy, and Democracy.
1839 SYD. SMITH Ballot^ (ed. 2) 29 A scene of wholesale
bacchanalian fraud,, .which would disgust any man with a
free government, and make him sigh for the monocracy of

Constantinople. 1893 GOI.DW. SMITH United States 160

Jefferson s jeremiads over the encroachments and corrup
tions of monocracy under the first two Presidents.

JVIoilOCrat (mfrnJkrcet). [ad. Gr. ^oyofcpar- fjs

ruling alone, f. /toro-s MONO- + Kpar-fiv to rule :

see -CHAT.] a. One who rules alone ; an autocrat.

(In Diets.) b. A partisan of monocracy or mo
narchy; a political nickname given circa 1790 by
Jefferson to members of the Federalist party, be
cause they sided with England as against France.
1793 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) III. 494 The doctrines of the

Monocrats. 1793 Ibid. IV. 9 The war between France
and England has brought forward the Republicans and
Monocrats in every State. 1883 J. T. MORSE jr. Jejfer$on
xv. (1885) 251 Here was an act, done by the great Republican
doctrinaire-president,, .monarchical, beyond what any *mo-
nocrat had ever dared to dream of.

appos. 179. JEFFERSON in W. Irving U aslriitgton (1863)
V. 148 (Funk) Even the monocrat papers are obliged to

publish the most furious philippics against England.
Hence Monocra tic a., relating to monocracy.
1890 LOWELL Milton s Areop. Latest Lit. Ess. (1891) 101

His experience of Cromwell apparently having made any
monocratic devices distasteful to him.

Monocrotic, -crotous: see MONO- i.

Monocular (mpnp kilai), a. Also (in sense 2)

mono-ocular, [f. late L. wonocttl-us (see MONO
CULUS) + -AH. Cf. F. monoculture.]
1. Having only one eye, or the use of only one

eye. Now rare.

1640 How ELL Dt&amp;gt;i10&amp;gt;ia*s Gr. 86 Who going to cut downe
an ancient white Hauthorne-Tree. .had some of the prickles
flew into his eye, and made him Monocular. 1664 POWKR
Exp. P/iilos. i. 82, I could never find any Animal that was
monocular. 1696 E. LHWVD in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 464
He had..catch d Monocular Trouts. 1767 HARRINGTON
ibid. LVII. 207 Monocular fish, which are said by Giraldus
Cambrensis to be found in the lakes of Snowden. 1886
R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. go Had we escaped
the mortification of those monocular Kalandars. 1887 Brit.
Med. Jrnl. 7 May 995 A small monocular fcetus.

b. quasi-J^. A one-eyed person.
1886 R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 82 [She] re

turned with three monoculars.

2. Of or pertaining to one eye only ; adapted to

one eye.
1858 Edin. Rev. CVIII. 439 Monocular vision, or vision

with a single eye. 1874 VAN BLFEN Dis. Genit. Org. 87
These varieties of ophthalmia . . are rarely mono-ocular.

1878 CARPENTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 274/1 By the inser

tion of a suitably constructed binocular eye-piece into the

body of any ordinary monocular microscope. 1891 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Monocular bandage^
a bandage applied 10 one eye

only. 1902 \()th Cent, Apr. 605 It is still more rare for it \sc.

colour-blindness) to be monocular.

fig. 1890 J. MARTINEAU Seat Author. Relig. 163 Such a
monocular phenomenon is the orthodoxy of the Church.

Hence Monocula-rity, monocular condition.

Mono cularly adv., with the use of one eye only.
1857 -Vrt Mag. II. 276 Thieving may not unnaturally be

assigned to a mental strabismus or monocularity. 1881

CARPENTER Microsc. 36 (ed. 6) 39 No one who has only
thus worked monocularly can appreciate the guidance deriv

able from binocular vision.

t Mono CUlate, a. Obs. rare* 1
, [f. late L.

Monocttl-us (see MONOCULUS) + -ATE-, after L.

ocnldtus OCULATE #.] One-eyed.
1618 T. ADAMS Spir. Eye-sahv Wks. (1629) 664 Philosophy

(vnbaptized with grace) is said to be monoculate, to haue
but one eye, and that is of naturall Reason.

MonOCule (m^noki//!). rare. [a. F. monocnle,
or ad. L. monocnl-its MOXOCULUS.] A creature

with only one eye (e.g. the Cyclops). Also, a

member of the Linn?ean genus MONOCULUS.
1771 J. R. FORSTER Catal. Anim. N. Aitter. 33 Monocule,

King s Crab, Monoculus Polyphemus. 1829 Btackiv. Mag.
XXVI. 285 Little moving things, no bigger than mites,
were bustling about, and now and then I could perceive one
or two of these diminutive monocules venturing [etc.]. 1832
Ibid. XXXII. 667 The orifice in the forehead of the Mono
cule abhorr d.

MoiiOCulist (m^np kizJlist). rare. [f. late L.

monoculous (see MONOCULUS) + -IST. Cf. F. mono-

c/t/isfe.] A monoculous person.
i6zz MISSKLDKX Free Trade 114 Some Monoculists, by

the sharpnesse of the sence drawne to one Eie, see better

with that, then both. 1659 Hone TURBERVIL* Walk
knaves, walk in Morgan Phoenix Brit. (1732) I. 262 Our
Learned Monoculist and Noble Commander, Col. Hewson.
1866 .\ ortk Brit. Mail 26 Sept., O Baldwin had the valu

able assistance of a . . not over-refined monoculist, and
i another equally objectionable member of pugilistic society.

lUConOCulite (mpnfki^laitX rare. [Formed
as prec. + -ITE 1

.]

fl. ? MONOCULIST. Obs.

1718 Entertainer No. 14. 95 Are there no Deputies of oak
or Monoculites?

2. A fossil animal that appears to have but one

eye* (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Monoculous (m^nfkWbp), a. [f. L. mono-
ail-its (see next) + -ous.] One-eyed.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Monocular, Monosculous [sic],

that hath but one eye, one ey d. ai66i FULLER Worthies,
Carnarvonsh. (1662) iv. 30 He telleih us also of Monoculous
Fishes. 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogiu. 129 We judge truth to

be circumscrib d by the confines of our belief,, .and. .repute
all the rest of the world Monoculous. vfi$Gent. Mag. LV.
I. 267 note, But Polypheme surely was monoculous. 1861

F. HALL in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal XXX. 206 note,

Every one-eyed man, m these parts, [is now known] as

Holkar, from the monoculous Maraihn chieftain of that

name. 1887 O. W. HOLMES in Atlantic Monthly L1X. 6j8
Dr. Knox was the monoculous Waterloo surgeon, witli whom
I remember breakfasting.

fig &quot;845
NAPIRR Conq. Scinde H. ii. 283 Outram s

monoculous diplomacy.

[I Monoculns (m^np ki^lz?s). [late L., irreg.

f. Gr.
pi&amp;gt;v-Q&amp;lt;$ MON(O)- + L. ocuhts eye.]

1. A one-eyed being.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 389 When he had burgh raklesnes

loste ane of his een and was made monoculus, 1597 BACON
Confers Gd.

&amp;lt;y

Euill Ess. (Arb.) 152 As to a monoculos [sic]

it is more to loose one eye, then to a man that hath two eyes.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 20 The Arimaspi (who
from wincking when they shoot are. said to be Monoculi).

1709 TatlerNo. 36? 5. Ibid. No. 56 P i. [Used as a proper

strosity, in which there is but one eye, and that mostly
above the root of the nose.

2. A Linnoean genus of ( insects or minute crus

taceans ;
a member of this genus.

1752 J.
HILL /fist. Anim. 22, 23. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.

Hist. VII.

797 En

. .
,

288 The Monoculus or Arborescent Water-Flea.

l. Brit. (ed. 3} XII. 240/2 The quadricornis, or



MONOCYCLE.
four- horned monoculus, a very small species about half a
line in length. 1848 E. FORBKS Naked-eycd lfc,/,,sf 60 So
wrote Otho Frederic Midler filled, by his studies of minute
life, with a deep spirit of reverence and admiration of his
monocuh. 1880 H UXI.EV Crayfish v. 279 The water-fleas or
the monocuh of the ponds.
3. a. A bandage for one eye.
1849 in CRAIG. 1875 in KNIGHT Dict. Mech
b. A single eye-glass (Sy,i. Soc. Lex. 1801)
Monocycle (nv -n&amp;lt;fe&amp;gt;ik l). [f. Gr. p6ro-s MoNO-
+ KVK\OS wheel, CYCLE. Cf. Gr. HOVUKVK\OS with
one circle.] A velocipede having only one wheel

In one form the rider is seated inside the wheel (Web
ster

Suf&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;l. 1902).

.869 The I -clocifede (NY.) Apr. 79 A Xew York mechanichas devised a monocycle or single machine. 1869 SV;
4mcr. 22 May 330 The machine is evidently a monocycle

SSL i:

5 Feb 564/I M nOC
&amp;gt;-

cles P^e^ing at eiRh,y

Monocyclic (mpnosi-klik, -sai-klik), a
[1 ormed as prec. + -ic.] Having a single circle
or cycle.
1. Zool. a. Of or pertaining to the Monoeyclica,a subclass of crinoid Kchinoderms havin&quot;- only a

single circlet of basal plates, b. Of or pertaining
to the Monocyclia, a division of Holothurians
having the tentacles in a single circle or series.
l88

.?.
F - H - CARPENTRR in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXII

377 The monocychc Comatnir. 1888 Ro, i ESTON- & I \CK
KoxAn,,,,. Life S45 When they [tc. underbasalsl are pre-
sent the base of the apical system is said to be dicyclicwhen absent monocyclic. 1900 Lankester s Treat. Zoo!
111. in Monocyclic and dicyclic genera should not be
placed in the same line of descent.
2. Bot. a. Having the members of a floral

series disposed in a single whorl, b. Annual
(B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900).
1891 Syd.Soe. Lex., Monocyclic, having the members ofa series all in one whorl.
3. Elect,; Designating a certain system or ar
rangement of armature windings and transmission
lines for the utilization of currents in a combined
lighting and power service (Webster Suppl. 1902).
MonocyclOUS nvnosi-klas), a. Conch, rare.-&quot;

[f. mod.L. nionocycl-us (formed as MONOCVCI El +
-ors.] (See quot.)
1856 MAVVK E.vfos. Lex., Mmwcychis, applied to the

u *Th? &quot;&quot;,&quot;&quot;

K̂ a ^&quot;&quot;&quot;e its last turn is circumscribedat the base by a transversal filament : monocyclous.
monocyst (m^mfeist). Path.

[f. M,,.v (1 . +
CYST.] A tumour

consisting of a single cyst
1869 T. G. THOMAS Dis. H- omen(^\. 2) OT The monocyst

..develops the power of cysto-genesis and becomes poly-cystic. **, AUbHttl Syst. JIM. II. ,,, The hydatldbladder, .consists of a single simple sac or mono-cyst.
Jttouocysted (mfn&iitdd), a. [Formed as

l&amp;gt;rec.
+ -En -

.]
= next.

1885 T. GILL in Sniit/ismiiui Kef. (1886) i. 765 The
monocysted Gregormes [read Gregarines].

Monocystic (m^nosi-stik ,
a. [Formed as

DFCC. -4- -IP. I T-TflVlnrr f\r ..,,., , ,&amp;gt; . _r _ .

617

Monoda-ctyly. [f. MONODACTYL + -Y 1 The
condition of being monodactyl.

^
jr&quot; \&quot; f &quot;v-*-t^4 ,001, ftld* F I^foHO

utipw (De Blainville), f. mod.L. Monodelph-ia f
Or. povo-s MONO- + St

\&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;vs womb.] A mammal be
longing to the subclass Monodelphia of mammals
characterized by a single uterus and vagina, and
comprising all mammals except the monotremes
and marsupials.

i ^* Sf
A

.

ND
!

! Dict- Sfi- etc
-&amp;gt; Mfiiodelphs.., a name triven

by I e Klainville to the first sul&amp;gt;class ir, his binary divl on
f,
Mamma,a. ,878 BARTI.EV tr. Tofinanf, Antlnvj, ^

, \-ri J! L p mcllule ( ) Hie Ci-taccitznd ImtAiliin
(2; me rachydermata [etc.].

.SoMonodelphian, a. adj. of, belonging to, or cha-

ractensticofthe.l/;,,,,^////^; b. sb. a member of
is subclass; Monode lphic, Monode lphona adn

1856 !MAV\-J. A .I/AV. /,(.(-., MiinotMfltu,* 7 J .1
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71 ^ WKI! Osteal- * &quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;

&amp;gt; -876)
,

I hei lemaining .Monodelphia,, Mammals are :-,. Primate..88, MIVART t.,/469 The Cat, as a monodelphous mamma?
class fro&quot; f

r^ \eChar,

aCterSwhich
&quot;&quot;iniuish that sub-Class Iron, both the others. 1882 OGII.VIK, MeHdel/&amp;gt;lt

Monodelph, etc., erron. ff. MO.VADELPH etc
Monodermic : see MONO- i.

II Mono-dia. Mas. [It. or L. : see MONODY. 1

(See quot.)
1880 ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mas. II. 354, , MonodiaA term appl,e,l by .nodern critics, to music writ en m whai

is sometimes called the Homophonic Style : that is to sav
music, in which the Melody is confined V, a single part histead of heniK equally distributed between all the Voices
employed, as ,n the Polyphonic Schools.

Monodiabolism, -diametral : see Mo.vo- i

Monodic (m^np-dik), a. [ad. Cir. novu&uc-ti
f./iovyS-o!-. see MONODY and

-1C.] Penaining to or
f the nature of monody. In Music, characterized

by the predominance of one part or melody, to
which the other parts merely furnish harmonics.
.818

Bys,,Y
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,. Mas. 99 /,., The first of these styles^&^r^is^iS

MONCECIOUS.

Hence
Melodramatic a., pertaining to or cha-

Monodrpmic (m?nodr?-mik), a. A/,,//,, rf&r. /.wo-* MONO- +
6&amp;gt;&amp;lt;5M-o S course .

f I/
;&amp;lt;.;,*-,

(Cauchy).] Of a function: Having
single value for one value of the variable

Monody {m/ -nAIiX [ad. L. moiwdia, mom.
mum, a. (,r. ^ofwSia solo, lament, f. pen yS-6s sing
ing alone, f rfv-oi MONO- + yS- contracted form of

cfF.^rit!^j
osin :cf- ODE-

1. In tireek literature : a. A lyric ode sung by a
single voice; an ode sung by one of the actors in
a tragedy v as distinct from the chorus) ; hence a
mournful song or dirge.
[1580 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xxiv ( \rb ) 65 S,,M-

funeral! songs were called Kficedia f they were son^bv

^^^^s^^SsiSsS

s T r I
Havl

&quot;?

or consisting of a single cyst.
.872 T G. THOMAS Dis. Wamat (ed. 3) 65= Unilocular or

.nonocystic tumors rarely attain a great si/e as such 188?
K..R. LANKRSTER in Eucycl. Krit. XIX. 853/2 The snoru-
lation . . of the various monocystic Gregarinides
Hence Mouocystically adv
1871 PEASLEE Ch ar. Tumors 3, The distinction, of the

monocystically mclmed and the polycystic. .cystoma
Monocystld (mpntfsi-stid). Zool. [ad. mod.

L. Monocysticl-ea (neut. pi.), f. Gr. /uWs MONO-
+ Kt,ffT-&amp;lt;r bladder, CYST : see -ID.] A member of
the order Monocystidea of Gregarines, having the
body simple, i. e. not segmented.
Tk

88
^? R- L^ KES

]&quot;

ER &quot; Q- yrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXII sSThe Monocystid Adrlia oz-ata. 1888 Ro, i KSTON- ^lArK
SON Ani,,,. Life 859 The Monocys.kTs of the Earthworm

^o Monocystl-dean a. and sb. (in recent Diets.).
Monocyttarian (m?nosite-rian), a. and sb.

too/,
[f. mod.L. Monocyttaria nent. pi (f Gr

I*-! MONO- + ^Trap-as cell) + -
AN.] a. adj.

belonging to the group Monocyttaria of Radio-
larians, which have a single central capsule: uni-
capsular. b. sb. A member of this group
1890 in Century Diet.

Monodactyl, -yle (m?n&amp;lt;jdarktil), a. Zool. i

Lad. br. novoZaKTvK-os one-fingered, f. ^ora-sMONO- + SaKrv\-os finger. Cf. F. monodactyle]= -MONODACTYLOl S.

darter&quot;&quot; n
e Di

/!
tern

}&amp;lt;
is almost universally mono-

1870 FLOW -O /&quot;/

r &quot;Sl &quot; 36 A monoclac|yle hand.

Monodactylic, a. Pros. rarc-. [f.MoNO-+ DACTYLIC.] Containing but one dactyl.
890 in Centnry Dict.

Mpnodactylous (mfinocloe-ktibs), a. Zool.
[I. MONODACTYL + -ous.] Having only one finger,
toe, or claw. In Crustacea = SUBCHELATK.
.828-31 in WEBSTER. ,841 Penny Cycl. 4,!/, The lastthree pairs [of feet] are monodactvlous. ,856-8 W. CLARK

I nn der Hon,en-s Zool. I. 671 Hippoidea. -First pair of
eet monodactylous or subchelate. 1881 Mature 29 Sept/2 A link.. between our modern monodactylous horseand its three-toed ancestor

VOL. VI.

..
,

--...- .. /^w/i i luiiiuiniuiie . . is sometimes
applied to music written in what was formerly called the
Monodic style. 1883 ROCKSIKO iHd. III. ^2 The Mo-
nodic School of Florence. ,896 J. A. F. MAHLAXD in Dict.
A,,/. A,o.\l.\ II. 42/:,lhe new art of monodic writing -is

opposed to the elaborate involutions of the madrieaYian
period 1900 II. W. SMYTH Greek Melic l o,-l* p. xxi, Mon,,-
dic melic, or that which is sung by a single voice, is repre
sented in the earliest stage of Greek song by the nome.
So Mono-dical a.

; Mono dically attr.
1638 BLOI-NT Ghssog,:, Mtmodieal. 1890 Century Di. f

Motwdically.

Monodiehlamydeous, etc. : see MONO- i.

Moiiodist (m/7-nAlist). [f. MoNon(v + -IST.]
1. One who writes or sinys a monody.
1751 RlCHARnsoN Cm-r. (1804) HI. 183 Think you, Madamthat a certain monodist did not imagine himself possessed

by this purer name. 1825 HONK E-M-iy-day Bk. 1-1 4n e I
1106 The monodist [sc. Huddesford, who wrote a Monodyon the Death of Dick, an Academical Cat J connects him
with cats of great renown in the annals of witchcraft.
2. One who composes in the monodic style;

opposed to contrapuntist (Cent. Dicl. iSnoX
Monodistich : see MONO- i-

Mo nodize, v. nonce-wd. [f. MONOD(Y + -IZE.]
trans. To make the subject of a monody.
1796 COLERIDGK Let. Aug. in Biog. Lit. (1847) II. 370 I

was at Matlock, the place monodized by Bowles.

II Monodon (m^-n^dfn). Zool. [mod.L., f. Gr.
fioi&amp;gt;oSovT-,tioi 65ovs,{.fi6v-osMos(o)- + 68oi&amp;gt;T-,u5ois

tooth.] A genus of delphinoid cetaceans, con
taining only the narwhal

(Jlf. monoceros} also, a
member of this genus.

&quot;75* J- HILL Hist. Atiim. 314 Monodon, the Unicorn-fish
?r Nar-wal. 1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snff. c 1865 LKTIIEBY
mllyldesCirc. Set. I. 103/2 Even the Monodons or nar-
whales may be made to yield train-oil.

Monodont (m^-n&amp;lt;Jdpnt), a. rare&quot;. [Formed as

prec.] Having only one tooth. Also Monodo-ntal
a., of the nature of an only tooth

; also, pertain
ing to the genus Monodon.
1853 KANE Grintiell Exf. xxxvii. (1856) 340 The horn,

that monodontal process which gives them their name of
sea-unicorn. 1891 Syd. Sac. Lex., Afonodoiit.

Monodrama (m^-nodrama, mpnodra-ma). Also
9 monodram(e. [f. M^ONO- + DRAMA.] A dra- I

matic piece for a single performer.
1793 SOUTHEV Let. to &amp;lt;;. C. Bedford if, Oct. in Life (1849)

!

I. 185 Monodramas, comodramas, tragodramas, all sorts of
dramas. 1803 in Spirit Pnlil. Jrnh. (1804) VII. 170 He
[an actor] is assisting to get up the Monodram, in which he
takes a principal part. 1813 Edin. Re-.: XXXVIII. 183 ,

u /
attemPt at dramatic writing Would naturally be in

the form of a monodrame. 1829 Examiner 275/2 The puns
and drollery of Mathews in his new mono-drama At Home.
1849 Eclectic Km. XXYI. 2ri The entire sum of his
I Browning s] poetry may be said to be dramatic, though
much of it. .simple monodrama. 1904 Athfnyum 18 June
770/1 Tennyson intended Maud to be a pure monodrama, f

yet it was taken for a portrait of himself.

7 ...n, jut LUICI represem uv
, monody are the Ainlians and the Ionic Anakreon

D. A funeral oration. [So in late Or 1

1781 GIBBON Dec/. \ F. xviii! II. , IO nfte T j^e
pronounced on the death of Constantine, might ha been
very instructive; but prudence and fate taste engaged theorator to involve himself in vague declamation
^. A poem m which a mourner bewails some

one s death.

1637 M.LTON
I.ycnla.; Argt., In this Monody the Authorbewails a learned I nend, unfortunately drown d. ,60,\\oon All,. Oxo,,. I. 59o Soon after was a tomb erectedwhereon was msculp d a .Monodie made by Ur I am

Humphrey. ,790 COUIHU.GE (title) Monody on the Deathof Chatterton. 1809 Hvnos Bards ,v /;.. , I.et monodieson fox regale you, crew. ,866 M. AKNO,.,,
(&quot;//,) Thyrsis A

CIon&quot;h

&quot; co &quot;&quot;nelnornte thl: author s friend, Arthur Hugh
3. Mns. The homophonic style of composition

(sec MONODIA). Also, a comjwsition in this style
1887 Daily A

ej.-s 3 May 6/, Songs for a single voicewere not known in art music until Vincenro Galilei.. com
posed _solos with instrumental arcompaniments On the
invention of these monodies

,
as they were called, the

three above-named
[Italian] masters.. founded their drama

tic attempts. 1890 in Crn/xrj- Dict.
4. Monotonous sound

; monotonousness of
sound (Cent. Diet.).

i V^9
vfi?

E Bclls
&quot;A

Hear the tollin8 ofthe bells-Iron
! \Vhat a world of solemn thought their monody

compels ! 1885 Miss M! RFREE I rofhet Gt. Smoky I//,
i. 30 ihe vague, sighing voice of the woods rose and fell
with a melancholy monody.
Monodyuamic (m/7:nbinse-mik, -din-), a.

rare.
[f. Gr. ^wo-t MONO- + Swa/i-is power + -ic.]

1. Having only one power or talent, nonce-use
1823 De QU.NCF.Y l!_criter WK 1862 XII. 128 Monody-

namic men, men of a single talent.

2. Cliem. = MONOVALENT.
1872 THUHICHL-M Chem. Phys. 23 Butyrj-1 . . is a mono-

dynamic radical.

Monodyuamism (m^nbi-namiz m). rare.

[f. Gr. /(oi o-s MONO- + Swap-is power, force + -ISM.]The doctrine that all forms of activity in nature
are only various manifestations of one force.
1867 I.F.WES Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) I. 3 Side by side with

this tentative.. monotheism there is a bold and unhesitating
monodynamism, the efforts of all the early thinkers beinc
to reduce all the powers of nature to one principle
Monodynamous : see MONO- I.

II Monoecia (m^n/ -Jia). Bot. [mod.L. (Linnaeus
735)&amp;gt;

f- C r - poro-s MONO- + OIK-OS house : cf.

DlOicrA.] The twenty-first class in the Sexual
System of Linnreus, comprising plants which have
the stamens and pistils, or male and female organs,
in separate flowers, but on the same plant.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sutp., Moxtrcia, in botany, a class

of plants which have not the male and female parts, . . in the
same, but in different flowers; and those on the same root.

1783 MARTVN Rnutanfl Bot. ix. (1794) 05. 1861 DARWIN
u\ Life f Lett. (1887) III. 304 Aliont one-third ofthe British
genera of aquatic plants belong to the Linnean classes of
Mono- and Dicecia.

Hence Moiice ciau adj.
= MONOECIOUS

;
st&amp;gt;. a

monoecious plant or animal.
18x8-31 WEBSTER, Maneciatt

\&amp;lt;i.
and sf.} ; and in mod. Diets.

monoecious (mpnrf3s),a. Also monecious.
[f. MojfffiCI-A + -OUS.]
1. Bot. a. Of phanerogams : Having unisexual

male and female flowers on the same plant ; be-
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MONCECISM.

longing to the Linncean class MONCECIA. (Cf.

MONOICOUS a.)

1761 STILES in Phil. Trans. IV. 259 Not only in_the
Dicecious plants, but in the Monoecious and Polygamious
also. i8za Hartus A ngiicus 1 1. 545 With flowers monoecious.

1877 DARWIN Forms of Fl. Introd. 9 We now come to our

second Class, that of monoecious species, or those which

have their sexes separated but borne on the same plant.

1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Monoecious homo-

gamy, fertilization from another inflorescence of the same

plant (Delpino).

b. Of cryptogams : Having both male and

female organs on the same individual.

i85i BENTJ.EV Man. Bot. 393 When conceptacles of both

kinds [sc. with antheridia and sporangia] occur on thesame

plant, this is termed inoiurdfuis, if on different plants, they
are dioecious. 1887 Ibid. (ed. 5) 396 Some species, as Fucns

platycarj&amp;gt;n$,
are moncecious, i. e. contain both antheridia

and oogonia in the same conceptacle.

2. ZooL [Cf. MoNOica.J Having the two sexes

in one individual ; hermaphrodite.
1826 KIROV & SP. F.ntomol. IV. xlvii. 401 The first of

these purposes was best promoted by creating things

according to their kind ,
with sexes moncecious or dioecious.

1880 PASCOE Zool. Classif. (ed. 2) 283 Moncecious. When

-

then said to be monoecious or hermaphrodite.

Hence Monce cionsly adv.

1847 W. DARLINGTON Amer. Weeds Gloss. (1860) 424/2 ,

Motufdously or monoicoitsly polygamous , having perfect

and imperfect flowers on the same plant. 1890 in Century
Diet. ; and in later Diets.

Moncecism (mfmrsiz m). [ad. mod.L. motue-

cismus, f. Gr. VOKOIK-OS (see MONCECIA) -t- -ISM.]

The condition of being monoecious.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bot. in. vi. 807 If the plant
which produces both kinds of sexual organs is large or at

least strongly differentiated, distance in the relationship of

the two kinds of reproductive cells is still attained by the

maleand female organs being produced on different branches;
and tliis phenomenon, which is in general termed Moncecism,
is also common in the vegetable kingdom.

Moaoeidic (m?n&quot;|3i dik\ a. rare *, [f.
Gr.

Hovoei$-ris of one form or kind
(f. //wo-s MONO-

+ (To-os form) +-IC.] Of one form or nature.

a 1822 SHELLEY J?ss. % Lett. (1840) I. 145 A beauty
wonderful in its nature. ..It is eternally uniform and con

sistent and monoeidic with itself. Ibid. 146 The divine, the

original, the supreme, the monoeidic beautiful itself.

Monoembryony : see MONEMBRYONY.
Monoepic : see MONEPIC.

Monoestrous, Monoflagellate : see MONO- i.

Monoethyl : see MONETHYL.

Monogam(mp n&amp;lt;5g8em).
Bot. \3..f.monogamc,

ad. mod.L. monogamy, fern. pi. of monogamus
MONOGAMOUS.] A plant of the order MONOOAMIA.
1828-32 WEBSTER, Monog&m, in botany, a plant that has

a simple flower, though the anthers are united, [citing] Lee.

In mod. Diets.

II Monogamia (m^nog^-mia, -gcu-mia). Bot.

[mod.L. (Linnoeus) use of late L. monogantia single

marriage , MONOGAMY.] The sixth order in the

nineteenth class (Syngenesid) in the Linnrean

Sexual System, comprising species which bear

solitary flowers (not collected in a capitulum) in

which the anthers are united. Not now recognized
as an order in any system.
1760 J. LEE Inlrod. Bot. n. iii. (1765! 81 Monogamia.

1807 J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. 400 Linnseus has a 6th Order
in this [sc. the igth] Class, named Monogamia, consisting of

simple flowers with united anthers ; but this I have pre
sumed to disuse, because [etc.].

Hence Monojfa mian a. 1
, pertaining to this order.

1828-32 in WEBSTER.

Monogamian (mpnog^i-mian), a.2 rare. [(.

MONOGAMY -t- -AN.] Of or pertaining to mono
gamy ; monogamous.
1876 L. H. MORGAN in /V. Amer. Rev. CXXIII.62 It was

founded upon marriage between single pairs, but it fell below
the monogamian family of civilized society. 1881 Con-
trio. N. A trier. Etknol. IV. 5 As the syndyasmian family
of the period began to assume monogamian characteristics.

b. /.ool. Mating with but one of the opposite
sex (Funk s Stand. Diet.).

Monogamie (mfnogarmik), a. [f. Gr. ftov6-

va/j-os (see MONOGAMOUS) + -ic. So F. monoga-
mijue.]
1. Of or pertaining to monogamy ; (less correctly)

practising monogamy, monogamous.
1840 Fraser s Mar. XXI. 391 All trace of the monogamie

pillar
oforthodoxy therefore disappears. 1860 J. M. LUDLOW

in Macm. Mug. II. 46 If M. Michelet has satisfied himself
by means of physiology that man is a monogamie animal,
so much the better. 1876 in Ruskin Fors Clav. VI. 376 A
Home should minister to all the needs of its members. This,
ordinary monogamie homes cannot do. 1882-3 SCHAFF
Encycl. Relig. Knc/nil. III. 2549/1 The institution of mono
gamie marriage in Genesis.

2. Bot. = MONOGAMOUS a. 3.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Monogamicus, Monoramus.
The latter of these two terms is applied by H. Cassim to the
calathidict of the Synanlherex when they contain flowers
which are of the same sex, as in the Lactuca : monogamie :

monogamous. 1866 Treas. Bot., Monogamia (adj. Mono
gamie), having flowers distinct from each other, and not
collected in a capitulum.

618

Monoga-mious, a. Bot. [f. MONOGAMI-A +

ous.] Belonging to the Linnsean order Monogamia.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

t

Monogamist (mmfgamist). [f.
Gr. fiavu-

70/1-0; (see MONOGAMOUS) + -IST.]

1. One who disallows second marriages (J.) ;

also, one who by custom or law is debarred from

second marriage after the death of the first sponse ;

opposed to digamist.
1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. I. 49 Hierom [was] a

Monogamist. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. II . ii,
I maintained, .that

it was unlawful for a priest of the church of England, after

the death of his first wife, to take a second ; or, to express

it in one word, I valued myself upon being a strict mono

gamist.
2. One who has but one living and undivorced

spouse, as opposed to bigamist or folygamist .

1731 BAILEY (vol. II.), Monogamist, one who is of single

marriage. 1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Dec. 637 Polygamy is forbidden

by the Gospel, and . . consequently, on becoming a Christian,

a man must.. become a monogamist. 1862 MAX ML LLER

Chips (1867) I. 168 The Parsis are monogamists.

3. quasi-aa) . = MONOGAMISTIC.

1875 POSTE Gains iv. (ed. 2) 545 A monogamist forum will

not enforce polygamistic laws. 1906 The Christian i Nov.

9/2 Christianity, the only absolute monogamist religion.

Hence Monogami stic
.,

of or pertaining to

monogamists (sense 2) or monogamy; favouring

monogamy. 1890 in Century Diet.

t Mono gamize, v. Obs. [Formed as prec.

+ -IZE.] intr. To hold the opinion of the mono

gamists (see MONOGAMIST i).

1605 T. BELL Motives Rom. Faith Ded., If Tertullian..

erred montanizing ;. .if Hyeronimus monogamizing.

Monogamous (mfjnp gamss), a. [f.
eccl.L. mo-

nogam-tts (a. Gr, ^opoya/ios marrying only once, f.

It6vo-s MONO- + 7oVos marriage) + -ous. Cf. F.

monogaiiie.]
1. Of persons : Practising monogamy, a. Having

or permitted to have only one living and un

divorced husband or wife at one time : opposed
to bigamous or polygamous, b. Refraining or de

barred from remarriage after the death of the first

spouse : opposed to digamtrus.
1798 MALTHUS Popal. (1817) I. 216 The number of people

increased in a fourfold ratio by polygamy, to what It is in

those countries that are monogamous. 1828-32 WEBSTER,
Monogamons, having one wife only and not permitted to

marry a second. 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia I. 295 A
faithful and (though wealthy) a monogamous husband.

2. Zool. Of animals, esp. applied to birds : Pair

ing with only one male or female, either for the

breeding season, or for life.

1770 G. WHITE Selborne, To Pennant xxix, Among the

monogamous birds several are to be found, after pairing-

time, single, and of each sex. 1830 B. MOUBRAY * Dotn.

Poultry (ed. 6) 141 The pigeon is monogamous, that is, the

male attaches and confines himself to one female, and the

attachment is reciprocal. 1835 KIRBY Hob. tf lust. Anim.
xxi. II. 384 Both sexes [of these fishes], for they are mono
gamous, watch and defend them [sc. their eggs] till the

young come forth. 1833-6 OWEN in TodcTs Cycl. Anal. I.

267/1 All the Birds of Prey, .are monogamous. 1871 DAR
WIN Desc. Man. II. xx. 361 Several kinds, as some of the

Indian and American monkeys, are strictly monogamous,
and associate all the year round with their wives. 1880

GUNTHER Fishes xii. 178 Some Teleostei. .are monogamous.
3. /&amp;gt; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/. Belonging to the Linnrean order Mono-

gamia.
1821 tr. Dccandolle f, SprengeFs Elcm. Philos. Plants n.

ii. 94 The Linnasan Monogamous plants. 1856 [see MONO-
GAMica. 2]. 1891 in Syd. Sac. Lex.
4. Of or pertaining to monogamy.
1882 BASER in Roy. Geog. Sac., Suppl. Papers I. i. 97 A

European .. whose personal conviction.. is strictly mono
gamous. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C. (1883) 1. 495 Perpetual
monogamousattachments would always be the most common.
1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 621 The monogamous family,
formed by the union of one woman with one man. 1885J. G.
BERTRAM British Aim. Comp. 77 The grouse. .[is] a bird of

strictly monogamous habits. 1895 G. PASTON Stud. Pre-
: judices vii, Monogamous marriage.

Hence Mono gamously adv.

1875 Echo 3 July 1/3 There are in this country. .500,000
women who cannot possibly be monogamously married.

Monogamy (m(7mrgami). Also 7 mouo-
gamio. [ad. F. monogamie, ad. eccl.L. monogamia,
Gr. povoyania, f. /aovo-ya/i-os (see MONOGAMOUS).]
1. The practice or principle of marrying only

once, or of not remarrying after the death of the

first spouse : opposed to digamy. Now rare.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titns i. 6 The marriage of the

wiues sister is forbidden by proportion euen in monogamie.
1630 Bp. HALL Hon. Marr. Clergy i. xix. 106 Ifhee had euer
read the Booke following, of Afonogamie, he might have
found [etc]. 1656 BLOUNT C-lossogr., Monogamie, a marrying
of one onely wife all the life time. 1727-51 [see 2]. 1856
MACAULAY Biog., Goldsm. (1860) 62 Moses and his spectacles,
the Vicar and his monogamy. .have caused. .much harmless
mirth.

2. The condition, rule, or custom of being
married to only one person at a time (opposed
to polygamy or bigamy); chiefly applied to the

rule or custom (more explicitly called monogyny)
by which a man can have only one wife, but also

including monandry, the rule or custom by which
a woman can have only one husband.

MONOGENETIC.

1708 Brit. Apollo Xo. 82. i/i Monogamy is Agreeable
to the Primary Intention of a Marriage-state. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl., Monogamy, the state or condition of those

who have only married once, or are restrained to a single

wife. 1788 KEID Active Powers in. m. vi, Suppo&amp;gt;e again,
that we reason for monogamy from the intention of nature.

1869 LECKY Euro/i. Mor. I. 107 In Rome, .monogamy was

firmly established. 1878 K. JOHNSTON Africa iii. 41 In

Marocco Monogamy is the rule both amongst the Arabs
and the Berbers. 1886 Law Times LXXX. 335/2 A country
where monogamy is the only legal form of marriage.

3. Zool. The habit of living in pairs, or having

only one mate.

1785 G. FORSTER tr. Sparnnans Voy. Cape G. H. II. 120

Thevenot is right when he asserts, that the ostrich lives in

monogamy, or with one female. 1828 STARK Elein. Nat.
Hist. I. 51 These apes.. live in monogamy.

Monoganglial, -ganglionic : see MONO- i.

Monogastric (mpncgse strik), a. [ad. F.

monogastrique : see MONO- and GASTRIC.]
1. Anat. (See quots.).

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Monogastric, in anatomy, a

name given by Vieussens, and some French writers, to one
of the muscles of the ear, called by Cou-per, the internus

auris, and more properly by Albinus, the tensor tympani.

1904 Appleton s Med. Diet., Moiiogastric,..!. having a

single belly (said of muscles).

2. Having only one stomach or digestive cavity.

1814 Edin. Re-.: XXIII. 289 The one [i.e. Avarice] is

a monogastric bloodsucker. 1849 HUXLEY in Phil. Tram.
CXXXIX. 426 The stomach of a monogastric Diphyes.

1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 12) s.v., Man is monogastric ;

ruminating animals, on the contrary, are polygastric. 1875
H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 547 Youatt states that. .both

with monogastric animals and ruminants, he has never

known the drug to fail.

Monogen (mp-nJd.^en). Chem. [See MONO- i

and -GEN I
.]

An element which combines in one

proportion only.
1873 [see POLYGENIC a. 2].

Monogeneity (m^niWg/ri? -Iti). Math. [Formed
as next + -ITY.] The state or condition of being

monogeneous.
1906 Athenaeum 20 Jan. 83/3 The following papers were

communicated [on Jan. 11]: On the Monogeneity of an

Algebraic Function , by Dr. H. F. Baker, [etc.].

Monogeneous (m(7n0d,z/-n*3s),a. [f. mod.L.

monogcne-u$, f. Gr. (lovoyfv-tis (f. puvo-s Moxo- +

yeVos kind, race) + -ous. Cf. F. monogene]
1. Ofone race or family. 1856 in MAYNF. Expos. Lex.

2. Biol. Generated in the same form as that of

the parents.
1890 Century Diet. s.v. 1891 Ibid. s.v. Trematoda, The

monogeneous and digeneous suborders [of Trematoda].

3. Math. Having a single differential coefficient.

Cf. MONOGENOUS a. 7.

1888 B. WILLIAMSON in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 72/1 (Vari
able) The function is monogeneous.

Monogeiiesis (mm&amp;lt;&amp;gt;dz,e m&quot;sis). [a. mod.L. :

see MONO- and GENESIS. Cf. F. monogenese.]
1. Ceo/. Oneness of origin.

1864 WEBSTER (cites Dana).

2. Biol. in various uses (see quots.).
1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci., etc., Monogenesis. Professor

van Beneden understands this term as applied to the direct

development, e. g. of an Entozoon from a parent resembling
itself. Prof. A. Thomson uses it as applied to descent of an

individual from one parent form, containing both the sperm
cell and germ cell, or male and female parent principles.

1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 195/2 The terms Monogenesis
and Homogenesis have been . .applied to the cases in which

non-sexual reproduction takes place by fission or gemma
tion. 1882 OGII.VIE, Hlonegenesis. .(c) Defined by Haeckel

to mean development of all the beings in the universe from

a single cell. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Monogenesis, . . the

doctrine of the descent of the members of a species from

an original single pair. Ibid., Monogenesis,.. \h& same as

Monogeny
Hence Monoge-nesist = MONOGENIST.
1862 Temple Bar\. 215 The theory of gradual climatic

changes must, .be abandoned, and the monogenesists must

..fall back upon a new line of defences. . .This quarrel of

the mono- and polygenesists.,is a very pretty one.

Monogenesy (mpnodge-n/si). [f. Gr. /jwo-s

single + -yfvtaia, f. ytviois : cf. MONOGENESIS.]
1. = MONOGENISM.
1885 in Cassetfs Encycl Diet., and in later Diets.

2. = MONOGONY. 1890 n Century Diet.

Monogeuetic (mp:n&amp;lt;!Wz/ne-tik),
a. [Formed

as MONOGENESIS : see -GENETIC.]
1. Geol. Of or pertaining to monogenesis; re

sulting from one continued process of formation

(Webster Suppl. 1880).

1873 [see POLYGENETIC a. 2). 1880 DANA Man. Geol. (ed. 3)

776 The Appalachians . . constitute one individual among
mountains, because a result of one genetic process, or in a

word, monogenetic.
2. Biol. Of or pertaining to monogenesis or

monogenism.
1873 MAX MULLER in Fraser s Mag. July 2 There are,

indeed, two schools of physiologists, the polygenetu: and

monogenetic, the former admitting from the beginning a

variety of primitive cells, the latter postulating but one cell,

as the source of all being. 1886 Science VII. 169/1 The

monogenel ic theory which believes in the original common

origin of all mankind from one pair. 1896 F. B. JEVONS
Introd. Hist. Relig. i. 7 Man s origin was monogenetic.

3. Zool. (See quot. 1903.)
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 649 In the mono-



MONOGENIC.
genetic Trematoda it [the ovum] is always laid ; in the di-
genetic it may, or may not commence its development in
the oviduct. 1903 MiNCKIN Sparozoa in E. K. Lankester
Treat. Zool. I. 166 In Mmocysth the whole life-history is

4. Hot. (See quot.)
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bat. Terms, Monogcnctic Re

production, asexual reproduction.

Monogenic (m^nod^e-nik), a.
[f. Gr. (tuvo-s

MONO- + fiv-os kind, origin (cf. -GEN) + -ic.]
1. Gcol. (See quot.) So F. monogtnique.
1856 II.VVNB Expos. Lex., Monogenicns, applied to a

rock of winch all the parts are of the same nature ; thus the
monogenic gompholite is a calcareous rodk in a calcareous
cement, more or less pure : monogenic.
2. Chem. Combining with an element in only

one form; forming only one compound with a
monovalent element.

1873 FomtKS Client, (ed. n) 231 There arc a few other
monogenic elements.

3. Math. Monogenic function : a function which
has a differential coefficient

; i. e. one whose rate
of variation in any direction is independent of that
direction by being independent of the mode of
change of the variable.

1893 FORSYTH Tlicory ofFunctions i^The idea of a mono
genic function of a complex variable and the idea of de
pendence expressible by arithmetical operations are not
coextensive. 1902 H. F. BAKER in Encycl. lint. XXVI 11.
539/1 A monogenic analytical function ; the word mono-
gemc having reference to the fact that various series, in
x-c,x-ci,x -CM,..., w-hich represent the function in different
parts of the plane, have a single origin, namely, the series
f(x), all the properties of the function being virtually con-
tmued in this one series.

4. Biol. a. Of or pertaining to monogenesis
(Webster 1897). b. (See quot.)
1894-1900 G. M. GOULD Diet. Meet. (ed. 5), Monogtnic, in

biology, producing but one sort of embryo, as distinguished
from diphygenic.
5. Having a single origin ; applied to the
human species (Webster Sitppl. 1902).
Monogenism (m^np-d^/iiiz m). [f. MONO- +

-GEN -t- -ISM. So F. monoginisme.]
1. The doctrine of monogeny; the theory that

the human races have all descended from a common
ancestry, or from a single pair.

863 HUXLEY in Fortn. Rev. I. 273 Five-sixths of the
public are taught this Adamitic Monogenism, as if it were
an established truth, and believe it. 1878 N. Aincr. Kcv.
CXXVI. 471 But the church doctrine as to man s moral
condition does not depend at all upon monogenism. 1880
A. H. KEAXE in Nature 30 Dec. 199/1 Unorthodox mono
genism, that is monogenism not starting from a created
pair,.. seems [etc.].

2. Lamarck s term for the doctrine that all
animal types actually living have derived their

origin from the same anatomical element (SvJ
Sot. Lex. 1891).

Monogenist (m^-dgftiist). [f. MONO- +
-GEN + -IST. So F. monog&iiste.]

619

T.fyEng. Mah. n Feb. 524/1 Chlorine forms
&amp;lt;

compound with hydrogen... Chlorine may, fohis reasoTbe called a monogenous element. On&amp;gt;

4. Geol. (See quot.) Cf. MONOGENIC i
1888 TiiALL Brit. Petrogr.w Monogcnos, a word applied by some authors to clastic rocks the fragments ofwhichare derived solely from one rock.
5. Biol. Used as a general designation for gem-

, mation, or sporulation, as modes of asexual re
production involving but one parent.
1884 SEDGWICK tr. Clans Xool. I. 96 Reproduction l,v fi-

Mon, which, with that by budding and spore-formati
included under the term monogenous asexual reproduction0. ut or

pertaining to monogenism (Cent. Diet )7. Math. Having a single differential coefficient
considered as a rule of generation (Cent. /Jiff.)

.MONOGENIC 3.

^SS?f^^rd3A9 -
[t: Gr - /&quot;v - s Mu -v -

1. The
(theoretical) origination of mankind from

one common pair of ancestors
; also loosely, the

theory of such origination, monogenism
MsAnthrof KM. Oct. 362 This paper was entitled, On

Monogeny and Polygeny . ,893 S. LAINC. 11,. Orpins
405 As the old orthodox argument for

monogeny faded into
oblivion, a new and more powerful one was furnished by the
doctrine of Evolution, as expounded by IJarwin.

&amp;lt;i. Monogenesis ; monogenous reproduction.
I ,3

S MAYNE Expos. LC.I-. Monogenia, Physiol., appliedby Burdach to the mode of generation which consists in the
production, by an organised body, of a part which separatesat some period and becomes by its growth a new individual
similar to that which has produced it : monogeny.
Monoglot (m^-ndfgl^t/,

a. and sb. [ad. Gr.
liovuiXaiTT-os, f. /ioi/o-s MONO- + y\urTa, i\S&amp;gt;aaa

tongue, language.] A. adj.
1. Of a person : That speaks, writes, or under

stands only one language.
1830 SoUTHEV^rt. 19 June in Life d35o) VI. 106 Lament

able experience makes me know how much is lost by a
monogot traveller. 1903 Schoolmasteri 5 Apr. 774/1 Mono
glot Welsh maidens are few in these days.
2. Written in only one language.
1890 in Century Diet. 1893 FuiOfs Slaiul. Diet s v V

monoglot dictionary.
B. sb. One who knows only one language.

1894 Times ii Jan. 7/4 Whether monoglots only are
reckoned, or [etc.). 1893 IVcstni. Gaz. 8 May 2/3 Four or
five of them \se. the jurors].. are Welsh monoglois, and do
not know a word of English. 1896 Blaclni: ,ilag. 717 Sour
and Saxon-hating monoglots.

Monogoneutic : see MONO- i.

Monogonic (m^nog^-nik), a. Biol. [f. Gr.
/xoVo-s MONO- + yovmus parental, f. yov-, ~f(v- to
bear, produce.] Of the nature of monogony; non-
sexual. So Monotonous a.

1876 tr. Haeckcrs Hist. Creat. I. 183 The phenomena of
non-sexual or monogonic propagation. Ibid. Contents p. viii,
Nonsexual or Monogonous Propagation.

Monogonoporic.-gonoporous: see MONO- i.

Monogony (ni(?n^goni). Biol.
[f. Gr. ^uVo-s

MONO- + -fofia begetting. Cf. MONOGONIC.] Kc-

MONOGRAPH.
2. A character composed of two or more lettersm envoven together the letters being usTal y the

initials of a person s name; now often, such a
or therwue

The Christiane rstan monogram or monogram of Christ th

n
re^d ;icce

&quot;^
1 781 G &quot;&amp;gt; bed.

(1787) II. 194 Ihe mysterious

1. One who believes or maintains the theory of production by fission or gemmation ; non-sexual
the origin of mankind from a single pair.

rmw,.ti.
LIDDON in Nott & G. Indig. Races 402 The Mono-

gemsts and the Polygenists : being an exposition of the
doctrines of schools professing to sustain dogmatically the
Unity or the Diversity of human races. 1865 HUXLEY in
t-artn. Rev. I. 273 According to the Monogenists, all
mankind have sprung from a single pair. 1875 TYLOR in
t-ncycl. brit. II. 114/1 The monogenist has claimed all
mankind to be descended from one original stock, and
generally from a single pair.
attrib.

&quot;

unity of origin of
living beings.
1868 OWEN Anat. III. 817 To meet the inevitable question

1 Whence the first organic matter? the Monogenist is
reduced to enumerate the existing elements into which the
simplest living jelly.. or sarcode..is resolvable.
Hence Monog-eni stic a., pertaining to mono-

genists or monogenism.
OSSRmttr M Feb. 162/3 A consideration of the mono-
emstlc and polygemstic theories of the origin of man 1865HUXLEY in Fortn. Rev. I. 275 Combining all that is good in

the Monogemstic and Polygenistic schools. 1890 in igt/i
&amp;lt;-&quot;&quot; July 754 Their judgment was often unconsciously
warped by strong monogenistic proclivities.

Monogenous (m/hp-ds/nss), a.
[f. Gr. /*oVo-sMONO - + 7eV-os kind, origin, -iw- to grow, produce

(see -GEN) + -ova.]
1. Bot. (See quot. 1856.)
1856 MAYXE Expos. Lex., Monogenus, Bot., applied by

Lessmg to monocotyledonous plants, because they have but
one surface of increase, which is central : monogenous. 1801** *&quot;* Lex *9 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms,
Monogcnoits= Endogenous.
2. = MoNOGENEQUS a. I.

polygenous as to the individual ancestor of each variety!
1891 m Syd. Soc. Lex.
3. Chem. MONOGENIC 2.

propagation.
1873 MAX ^lv\.\XK\n Frascr s Maf. July 4 Cells, .capable

of producing by the processes of monogony. . and amphigony,
the endless variety of living creatures. 1876 [see AMPHI-
GONY]. 1900 LI. D. JACKSON Gloss. Hot. Terms Add.

Monogram (mfm gram). Also 1 mono-
gramme. [Two formations, (i) In sense r, ad.
L. monogram/mis adj., a. Gr. &quot;/loi/o-Y/ja/^os, f.

liovo-s single, only + 7pa/^/i-v line. Cicero attri

butes to Epicurus the use of this word (app. with
the virtual sense unsubstantial ) as descriptive of
the gods according to his conception of them, and
Lucilius uses moiwgrammus for a thin and colour
less person, a mere shadow . Nonius (c 280)
who has preserved the passage of Lucilius, explains
the word as designating a picture drawn in line

only, before the colour is applied. (2) In sense 2,
ad. late L. nionograiiiiiia, neut. (sthc.), irregularly
formed after late Gr. novoypa/ipov ,

neut. of jiovu-

ypanfios, f. nuvo-s single + ypdn/ja. letter. Both the
late L. and the late Gr. words were applied to the

monogram (in the modern sense) which repre
sented the signature of the Byzantine emperors.
In med.L. mmiogranima was common. Cf. F.

monogramme masc. (1633 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
f ! A picture drawn in lines without shading or

colour ; a sketch. 06s.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citic ofGod n. xxi. Vive? Comm.

(1620) 84 Painters, .first doe onely delineate and line forth
the figure they will draw : which is called a Monogramme.
a 1637 ^- JONSON Underwoods, Poet to Painter 11 You
were . .To. .draw My Superficies : . .Which if in compasse or

no Art it came To be described by a Monogram, With one

great blot, yo had formed me as I am. a 1660 HAMMOND
Serm. ii. Wks. 1684 IV. 571 A kind of first draught, or

ground colours only, and monogram of life. 1675 COCKKK
Morals 66 You here, our choicest Monograms may scan,
Where man is fairly pictur d forth to Man. 1801 FUSKLI
Lect. Paint. \. (1848) 350 The next step of the art was the

monogram : outlines of figures without light or shade, but

with some addition of the parts within the outline. 1843
[see MONOCHKOME sb.].

. .
&quot;uti^iit i iiuujr.s made use ot m

or ciphers, containing the initial letters of their names orother devices curiously interwoven. ,847 I.,,. LINDSAY . .

Christ , n
2 C

/,
OSS - SUPP&quot; K the monogram ofChlis 1865 DICKENS Mnt. F,. ,. x, Twt-mlow receiveda high y-perfumed cocked-hat and monogram from Mrs

1883 ANXA K. GREEN llanS t, tf/V viii, I
the Monogram upon your handkerchief. 1900

d

Veneerin
have rea ur anerce. 1900A. LANG Hist. beat. I. n. 24 On these stone pillars is foundthe Christian monogram, surrounded by a circle

to. (See quot.) Olis. rare-&quot;.

1656 HI.OUM
&amp;lt;;tossogr., Monogram, ..a sentence in onehue or an Lpigram in one verse. As l ,,,,fer rideri Cinnl

iV &quot;?&amp;gt;
&quot;A -.

Mart -658-1706 I
,,,LL,,.S, , 72I BAILEY

1 4. (See quot.) Obs. ran.
1801 J. HAGKR Hal-yhn. Inscr. 53 .Some arbitrary si-,,

ngure or character, destined to express complete word-,, and
which I therefore ,:all monograms. It-id. 56 The characters
on the Babylonian bricks being. .monograms.. designed to
express either whole sentences or whole words
5. attrib.

1871 M. LECKAXU Camtr. 1 reshm. 364 With gorgeous
monogram buttons. 1884 KXIC.HT Diet. Mcctl., Suppl.Mmarram .Machine, a foot press for stamping monograms,
initials, sizes, etc., un paper or manufactured articles.

Icnce Mo-nogrammed a., bearing a monogram.1868 K. YATES Rock Ahead \. vii, The much mono-rammed
note. 1884 Harper s Mag. Jan. 299,2 Its monogrammed
coupes. 1890 ],. FALCONEK Mile. Ixc vi, The.. mono-
grained envelopes.

t Monogra-mmal, a. Obs. ran.
[f. L. mono-

gramm-us (see prec.) + -AL.] Drawn in line only,
without colour.

&amp;lt;ii6i9 FOTIIEKUY Athcam. n. x. 4 (1622) 306 And a,
I shewed before, of Punctum in Geometry; that it hath
diners hues, as monogrammall draughts of the image of
God : so may the same be shewed in Arithmcticall unity,
llud. xiv. S 2. 355 A monogrammal description, and a kind
of rude draught, as it were with a Cole.

Monogrammatic (m^n^grSmse-tik), a.
[f.

late L. monogrammal-, monograiiiina, MONOGRAM
+ -ic. So F.

i&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;wgrainiatii]ue.~\ Of, pertaining
to, or in the style of, a monogram.
1773 SUIXTON in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 322 It will follow,

that the Romans borrowed the monogrammatic way of
writing rather from the Etruscans than the Greeks. i8ao
Gentl. J/tig.X.C. i. 431 As far as Roman Capitals can express
this Inscription which is partly monogrammatic, it stands
thus [etc.]. 1874 \V. H. WITHROW Catacombs of Rome
(1877) 401 They frequently abound also in. .monogrammatic
abbreviations. 1905 A then.Eiun n Nov. 654/1 The mono-
grammatic cross belongs to the third century after Christ.
So Monogranima-tical a., concerned with mono

grams.
1871 Athemeiim 16 Sept. 374 Mr. Richard Redgrave joins

his two R s back to back, and triumphs as a monogram-
matical artist.

Moiiogra-mmatize, v. [Formed as prec.
+ -WE.] intr. To use monogrammatic characters
in writing.
1818 Edin. AYr. XXXI. 108 In their inscriptions.. the

Spanish Goths, .were fond of using combined capitals of

monogrammatizing.

Monogrammic (m^nogras-mik), a. rare. [f.
MONOGRAM + -ic.]

fl. = MONOGRAMMAL. Obs.

1721 BAILEY, Monogrammick Picture, a Picture only
drawn in Lines without Colours.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of a monogram.
1851 D. WILSON I reli. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iv. 286 A species

of Monogrammic Runic writing.

t Monogra mmical, a. 06s. [Formed as

prec. -I- -ICAL.] =
prec. I.

1685-6 H. MORE in Norris Theory Lore (1688) 219 No
Attention is sufficient to make us rightly discern the beauty
of Holiness, but onely a shadowy Notion or Meager Mono-
grammical Picture thereof.

t Monogra-mmous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, ff. L.

moncgramni-its adj. (see MONOGRAM) + -ous.J In

outline ; indistinct.

1678 CL-DWORTH Intell. Syst. I. ii. 2. 61 As for those Roman-
tick Monogrammous Gods of Epicurus, had they been

seriously believed by him, they could have been nothing
else but a certain kind of Aerial and spectrous men.

Monograph (ayn^raf), sb. [f. MONO- +
-GKAPB.
The earlier word with this meaning was MONOCRAPHY

(=Fr. and Ger. monographic, still in use), which was dis

carded prob. because its formation suggested an abstract

sense. (C{.E\\g. photograph &nA . f/totogriifhic.) Fr. has

tnonographe sb., writer of a monograph, and adj. (of a book)

treating of one subject.]

1. Originally, in Natural History, a separate
144-2



MONOGRAPH. 620 MONOLINE.
treatise on a single species, genus, or larger group
of plants, animals, or minerals. (In this use often

with const, tf/ instead of the more usual on.) Hence,
in later use, gen. a separate treatise on a single

object or class of objects : in contradistinction to

the general treatises in which this is dealt with as

part of a wider subject.
iSzi tr. Dccantioltc $ Spreugcts Blew. Philos. Plants in.

i. 6. 163 By a Monograph we understand a complete
account of any one family, tribe, or genus, nothing being

neglected which is necessary for a perfect knowledge of it.

1827 Q. Jnil. Sci. XXII. 39 13y the frequent publication of

monographs, . . the science of natural history cannot but be

e&amp;gt;sentialty promoted. 1828-32 WEBSTKR s. v., A monograph
of violets in botany ; a monograph of an Egyptian mummy.
18390. BIRD AW. Philos. 77611 the subjects treated of, in the

preceding five chapters, the student may consult, .the mono
graphs in Sir David Brewster s Encyclopedia. 1847 HARDY
in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 234 A Monograph of the

Scottish species. 1862 ASSTKD C/i/r/ /$/. Pref.(ed. 2)7 The
Channel Islands.. deserve and require a monograph. 1876
PAGE.-h/z . Text~bk. GeoL xiii. 237 Mr. Woodward s Mono
graph of Fossil Crustacea. 1880 Athcnxum 12 June 762
Monographs on Poe, Hawthorne [etc.].

U 2. Misused for MONOGRAM 2.

1849 ALB. SMITH Pottteton Legacy (1854) 24 A steel key.,
with some initials worked in a monograph in the handle.

1876 FREEMAN Hist.
&amp;lt;y

An/i. S&. 49 On one ofwhich [pillars]

is a monograph out of which ingenious men have spelled the
word Theodorlcus \

Monograph (m^-n^raf, v. [f. MONOGRAPH
sb^\ trans. To write or produce a monograph on

;

to treat or discuss in a monograph.
1876 T. GILL in Harper s Mag. Jan. 229/2 Dr. H. Wood

has monographed our fresh-water alga;. 1881 DARWIN
yeg. Mould i. 8 The British species of Lumbricus have
Tiever been carefully monographed. (11887 HOOKKR in D*r-
ivitis Life fy Lett. I. 347 It was monographing the Barnacles
that brought it about. 1890 Miss A. M. CLERKE Syst. Stars

277 This extraordinary object .. has been monographed,
mapped, measured, figured and photographed.

Monographer (m^nfgrafai). [f. mod.L.

monograph-its (see MONOGBAPHY) + -ER 1
.] One

who writes or has written a monograph.
1770 G. WHITE Selborne, To Barrington 8 Oct., Every

kingdom, every province, should have it s own monographer.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entoinol. xlviii. IV. 425 Apollodorus. .

was the first monographer of insects. 1880 NKWTON in

Encycl. Brit. XIII. 825/2 Few existing birds offer a better

subject for a monographer [than the kakapo]. 1905 Spcttktr
ii Mar. 565/1 It is impossible to imagine two subjects more
attractive to the intending monographer than Matthew
Arnold and Sidney Smith.

Monographic (m^n^grariik), a. and sb. [f.

MONO- + -GRAPHIC ;
in senses i and 2 after MONO

GRAM; in sense 4 after MOXOGBAPHY ;
cS. Y. motto-

graphiqite^\ A. adj.

fl. MONOGKAMMIC I. Ob$.

1731 BAILKV, Monographic?* Picture, a Picture only drawn
in Lines without Colours. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint.

38 The monographic style [of painting in Greece) consisted

also of lines, but the inner lines or markings were given as

well as the exterior outline.

2. =- MoXOGKAMMIC 2.

1888 Harper s Mag. Apr. 746 A monographic combination
of the letters A and P. 1890 in Century Diet.

3. Representing a sphere in a single diagram.
1855 Rep. Brit. Assoc., Sections 148 On Improved Mono

graphic Projections of the World. By James Gall.

4. Pertaining to or of the nature of a mono

graph.
1825 GOOD Study Mcd. (ed. 2) II. 547 The monographic

and clinical writers of our own country. 1869 \V. S. DALLAS
tr. Miillcrs Facts for Darwin x. 106 A Monographic
Memoir. 1859 AllbittCs Sj st. Mcd. VI. 205 Material for

. .monographic treatment.

fB. so. pi. Writings treating a subject mono-

j^raphically. Obs.

1768 PHSNANT 2ool. (1776) I. 342 The curious monographics
on the swallow tribe of that worthy correspondent.

Monogra phical, a- rare. [Formed as prec.
+ -ICAL.J -MONOGRAPHIC a. 3.

1799 Mcd. Jrnl. I. 30p This valuable monographical book
is divided into four distinct parts. 1828-32 in WKBSTEK.

1904 Edin, Rev. July 152 The monographical method has
been much discussed.

Monogra-phically, adv. [f. prec. + -LV 2.]

In the manner or form of a monograph.
1838 V. THOMAS Adiir. B ham Roy. Sch. Med.

&amp;lt;V Surg.
^9 Ang ,

To write monographically, is to write profoundly,
it is to write professionally. 1874 COLES Birds N. II- . Introd.

7 Three families. .are treated monographically.

Monographist (mjfnjvgrafist). [f. MONO-
GUAPH or MONOGRAPHY + -1ST.] A monographer.
1822 GOOD Study Mett. III. 198 The ophthalmic mono-

graphists, by making every variety of affection a distinct

disease, have most unmercifully enlarged the list under this

genus. 1847 WEBSTER, Monographist, one who writes a

monograph [cites Keith],

Monography (m^np grafi). [f. Gr. fi6vo-s

MONO- +
-Y/&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;-fiv

to write : see -GKAPHY. In

sense I, it represents mod.L. mOHtgrafkif (iSth c.),

f. monograph-us (Linnaeus), one who writes a treatise

on a single genus or species. Cf. F. monographic
(1807 m Littre ).]

1. = MONOGRAPH I. (06s. in Natural History

applications; but still occasionally applied to a

treatise on some special subject in other depart
ments of knowledge.)

1773 *&amp;gt; WHIIK Seloortte, To Rarrington 20 Nov., My
monography of this little domestic and familiar bird. 1777
Ibid. 20 May. A good monography of worms would afford

much entertainment and information. X78$SlR J. E. SMITH
in Mem. (1832) I. 133 Schreber is writing a monography on
the genus Aster. 18x9 W. LAWRENCE Lect. Physiol. Zool.

(1822) 22 The best monography we possess in the class

M;unmali;i. 1838 J. G. DowuXG Eccl. Hist. iii. 3. 208

Monographies (if I may be allowed to naturalize an useful

word) or treatises on particular branches, have been still

more abundant [in Germany] than works on the general
history of the church. 1849 R. A. VAUCHAS in Brit. Q. Rev.

May 307 Schleiermacher .. wrote also monographies on
Auaximander . . and Socrates. 1866 MKRIVALE Satirist

Introd. (ed. 2) 15 The Catilina and yugnrtlia are what
are denominated in modern times Monographies; ie.
narratives of a detached series of connected events. 1876
FERGUSSON Hist. ftul.

&amp;lt;v
East. Anhit. in. i. 294 In order

to write a complete monography of the Kashmiri style, we
ought to be able to trace it very much further back than

anything in the previous pages enables us to do.

f2. (See quot.) Obs. &quot;

1828-33 WUBSTEK, Klonography, a description drawn in

lines without colors. Qu. should not this be monogram ?

Monogyn (mp-nod^in). Hot. [ad. mod.L.

/noiiogyn-us : see MONOGYNIA.] (See quot.)
1828-32 WEBSTER, JTonoffyn, in botany, a plant having

only one style or stigma [cites Smith]. 1860 WORCESTER,
Moiwgyn [cites LimUcy\.

II Moiiogynia (mjmodgi-nia). Bol. [mod.L.
(Linnosns), f. monogyn-us monogynous (f. Gr.

^tuVo-s MONO- + fvv-rj woman, taken in the sense

pistil ) : see -IA.] The first order in each of the

first thirteen classes of the Linnaan Sexual System,

comprising plants having flowers with only one

pistil or stigma. Also used attrib. or adj.

1760 J. L.EEV ntrod. Bot. II. 111(1765) 78. 1785 MAKTYHJ?0ttf&amp;gt;

scan s Bat. x. (1794) 99. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 7/1.

Hence Monogynian, Monogynic, Monogy-
nions adjs.

= MONOGYKOCS a. i .

a 1704 SIR W. JOSES Enchanted Fruit Wks. 1799 VI. 182

Taught . . To class by pistil and by stamen, Produce from
nature s rich dominion Flow rs Polyandrian Monogynian.
1891 Syti. S{V. Z,t .r., RIonogyniCi same as Alonogynous.
1856 MAVNK E.rpos. /.t .r., Monogynius, having one pistil,

or one style ;. . monogynious.

Monogynist .m^-dginist). [f. MONOGYN-Y
+ -IST.] One who practises or is in favour of

monogyny.
1895 in Funk s Stand. Diet. 1902 in Casseirs Sttppl.

Ittonogynoecial (mo--noA^mr[ 3.V},a. Bot. [f.

MONO- + OYNOSCI-UM + -AL.] Applied to a simple
fruit formed by the gyncecinm of a single flower.

1876 H. J. BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 150/2 Simple
fruits are hence sometimes denominated monogyncecial, as

being formed by one gyncecium.

Monogynous (m^nji-d^inas}, a. [f. mod.L.

inonogyn-us (see MONOGYNIA) + -ous.]
1. Bot. Having only one pistil, style, or stigma;

belonging to the order Alonogynia.
1816 P. KEITH Syst. Phys. Bot. I. 117 Sometimes the

pistil is single or solitary, .the flower is [then] said to be

monogynous. 1837 Bot. Lex. s. v., Flowers having but
a single style are said to be monogynous, as in Primula.
1861 BENTLEV Man. Bot. I. iv. 4. 274.

2. Of or pertaining to monogyny; living in

monogyny.
1890 in Century Diet. 1906 \t)tli Cent. Feb. 223 The

Report [on the decline of the birth-rate in N.S. W.]. .stigma
tises the married state of those who practise it \sc. limitation

of offspring] as one of monogynous prostitution .

3. Zool. Having only one female mate (Cent.

Monogyny (m^up dgini). [f. MONO- + Gr.

ywr; woman, wife.] The practice of mating with

only one female, or of marrying only one wife.

(Corresp. to MONANUKY.)
1876 H. SPENCER Princ. Social. (1877) 1. 698 Monogyny does

not fully express the union of one man with one woman . .

since the feminine unity is alone indicated by it... Hence
monogamy, expressing the singleness of the marriage, may
be fitly retained.

Monohalogen (mfinoharlodjen), a. [f. MONO-
+ HALOGEN.] Containing one equivalent of a

halogen.
1893 Proc. Royal Soc. LIV. 101 On the Ratio of the Specific

Heats of the Paraffins and their Monohalogen Derivatives,

by J. W. Capstick.

MonohemerOUS (mjmoh/ Tneras), a. Med,
Also 9 monemerous. [f. mod.L. mcnohcmer-a

neut. pi. (ad. Gr. /wroij/wpor, var. of
/jonj^fpoj

lasting one day only, f. fiovo-s MONO-+ rJ/if/Mj day)
+ -ous.] Lasting or existing only one day.
[1693 tr. Blancard*s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Monohemera,

Diseases that are cured in one Day.] 1731 BAILEY, Mono-
hfwerons Diseases, such as last but one Day, or are cured
in a Day. 1856 MAVNE Expos. Lex. ,Moncntt-ros,.. \zs\mg
or enduring one day.. : monemerous.

Mononydrate (mpnohai-dr^t). Chem. [See
MONO- 2 and HYDRATE.] A hydrate containing
one equivalent of water. So Monohydrated
a., compounded with one equivalent of water.

1853 URE Diet. Arts I. 987 Monohydrated nitric acid.

1854 J. SCOKFERK in CVr s Circ. Sci. t Chein. 315 Monohydrate
of nitric acid. 1857 MILLER Elcm. Clum. (1862) III. 309
The normal or monohydrated monobasic organic acids.

1876 HARLEV Mat. Mtd. (ed. 6) 69 The acid thus obtained

is the Monohydrate (HNOa).

Mouohydric (m^nohsi drik), a. Chem. [See
MONO- 2 and HYDBIC.] Having one equivalent of

hydrogen in combination. 1856 in MAVNE E.rpos. Lex.

Monohydrogeu. [Moso- 2.] Used attrib. to

denote compounds with one equivalent of hydrogen.
1869 ROSCOE Elein. Client, xv. (1871) 160 Monohydrogen

phosphate.

Monoic (ni( noi k),a. Zool. rare. [ad. mod.L.
inonoica (neut. pi., De Blainville 1825), a. Gr. type
*/*6voinos : see MONOSCIA.] = MoNffiCious 2.

1856 MAYSE Expos. Lex., Monoicits,. .Zool. Applied by
Blainville to a sub-Class (Monolca, notn. pi. n.) of the Para,

cepftaltiphora, comprehending those which have the sexes

distinct, but in the same individual : monoic. 1882 Entom.
Mug. Mar. 226 The .. evolution of monoic insects.

Blonoicous ^m^noi kas), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

monoif-us, Y. iiioiu ifiie, irreg. ad. Gr.type*j&amp;lt;oVoiKos

(see MONCECIA) + -ous.] a. = MONOK.TOUS i. Now
rare or Obs. b. Applied by Darwin to those

polygamous plants which have the three sexual

varieties together on the same individual : opposed
to trioieous.

1822 Goou .Study Med. IV. 5 Monoicous plants. 1831 J.

DAVIES Manual Mat. Mcd. 154 Flowers greenish, small,

monoicous, disposed in spikes. 1863 BEHKELKY Brit. Mosses

65 CryphiKa, Mohr. Monoicous. 1877 DARWIN Forms ofFt.
Introd. 12 Of the other or monoicous sub-group_of poly
gamous plants, or those which bear hermaphrodite, male
and female flowers on the same individual, the Common
Maple (A eer cainpcstre) offers a good instance.

Hence Monoi consly adv. 1847 [see MOMKCIOL SLY).

Monoid (monoid), a. (and sl&amp;gt;.} [ad. Gr. itovo-

ciS-ijs of one form, uniform, f.
ft&amp;lt;ji&amp;gt;o-s

MONO- + cfS-os

form : see -oiu.]
1. Aiic. Prosody. Composed of feet of one kind.

1890 in Century Diet.

2. Math. Applied to a surface which possesses a

conical point of the highest possible (K i)th order.

Also absol. or sb. monoid surface.
1862 CAYLEY in Proc. Brit. Assoc., Sections 3 A cone.,

and a monoid surface with the same vertex. 1866 BRANDE
& Cox Diet. Sei. s.v., The cones P and Q are called respec

tively the superior and inferior cones of the monoid.

Monoideism ;mp-n0 r
aid;~ iz m). [f. MONO-

+ IDE-A + -ISM.] Concentration of the mind, or

fixation of the attention, upon one idea ; esp. as a

form of monomania or a hypnotic condition.

1860 FOWLLK Med. Voe., Mono-idcisnt, that artificially in

duced condition in which the acts of the mind, sensation,

and motion, may be completely governed by means of

suggestive ideas the individual being conscious Braid.

1885 GURNKY & MYERS in Proc. Soc. Psych. Research III.

407 It is observed that the mental conditioner hypnotised

subjects is often one of marked mono-ideism of strong
and one-sided attention. 1891 W. J. GREENSTREET tr.

Cuyan s Educ. /r Heredity i. 14 This state has been called

monoideism, and is found in somnambulists. 1891 Syd. Soc.

Lex., MonoideisHij Braid s term for the condition in which
mental conditions m one person are governed by ideas sug
gested by another. 1892 SULLY in Tuke Diet. Psych. Med.
Y. 1 10/2 Narrowness of interest with its accompanying ten-

dency to monoideism is one fertile source of danger in an

age when subdivision and specialisation of work has been

carried to an extreme point. 1907 Atftenxumz Mar. 258/1

Monoideism in science is always a present peril.

Mono-i Odo-. Chem. [See MONO- 2 and IODO-.]

Combining form, denoting the presence in a com

pound of one atom of iodine.

1873 Fmunes Chem. (ed. n) 802 Oxyphenols are formed

from the corresponding monoiodophenols. 1891 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Monoiodopentane, same as Amyl iodide.

Monok, obs. form of MONK.
Monoklinohedric, var. MONOCLINOHEDBIC.

Monolater (m^-lata.!). [f. MONOLATRY,
after idclatcr.] A worshipper of one god. So

Mouo latrist.

1900 Dublin A1

if. July 210 He.. declares them to have

been monolatrists ,
/. c. to have believed in many gods,

and worshipped but one, Jehovah. 1905 J. ORK Problem
&amp;lt; . J . iv. 86 Israel emerges from the dim past as a loose

aggregate of polytheists or at least monolaters.

Mono latrous, [f- MONOLATRY, after

idolatrous^ Of or pertaining to monolatry.
1892 MONTKFIORE Hibbcrt Lcct. i. 18 A conscious infraction

of a known monolatrous law. 1897 R. L. OTTLEV Aspects
( . T, ii. 69 In its earlier stages the worship of the ordinary
Hebrew was not monotheistic but monolatrous.

Monolatry (in(;n(&amp;gt;-latri). [f. Gr. ^oko-s
MONO-

+ \arptia worship, -LATHY.] The worship of one

goil, where other gods may be supposed to exist.

1881 W. R. SMITH Old Test. in. ynv. Ch. x. 273 The re

ligion of the Old Testament is no mere natural variety of

Semitic monolatry. 1886 HL-XLEY in \t)th Cent. Apr. 495 A
worship of one God monolatry as Wellhausen calU it

which is very different from genuine monotheism. 1892

MONTKFIORE Hibbert Led. i. n Monolatry is the worship

of one god ; monotheism, of the one and only God.

Mouoleiu (m&amp;lt;7n&amp;lt;?u-h |in).
Chem. [MONO- 2.]

An OLEIN containing one equivalent of oleic acid.

1857 MILLER Elcm. Client. (1862) III. 278 Monolein. . .

Diolein.. .Triolein. 1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 49.

Monoline (mp-nJlain). [f.
MONO- + LIKE sb]

1. The inventor s name for one of the printing

machines which cast a line at a time. Cf. LINOTYPE.

1902 Encycl. Brit. XXXIII.
s&quot;/?

The former class [of

type-setting and type-casting machines] is exemplified by
the Linotype, the Typograph, and the Monoline machines.



MONOLITH.

2. = MONO-HAIL.
1902 Wcstm. Gaz. i Feb. 10/2 A project for constructing

a railway between Edinburgh and Glasgow oil the inonoline

principle.

monolith nif ixJliJi), sl&amp;gt;. and a. Also mono-
lithe, [a. F. tnonolillie adj. and sb., or ad. L.

monolith-us adj., a. Gn_jom!Ai6oi_made out of

one stone, f. povo-s MONO- + Aiflos stone.]

A. sb. A single block of stone, esp. one of

notable size, shaped into a pillar or monument.

[1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 214 The monolithoi or

single stones.] 1848 Chamb. Inform. People I. 433/2

Twenty-four colossal monplithes, representing Indian gods,

are placed in separate divisions. 1851 I). WILSON Preh.

-\un (1863) I. v. 166 The giant monoliths of Salisbury

plain.
1862 R. H. PATTERSON Ka. Hist.

,5-
Art 411 Several

remarkable monoliths, or temples carved out of single rocks.

1875 Encyfl. Brit. II. 390/2 The obelisks of Egypt are

generally huge monoliths of red granite or syenite.

B. adj.
= MONOLITHIC i.

1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer s Anc. Art 310 (ed. 2) 352

Monolith colossal statues. 1864 PUSEY I.ect. Daniel i. (1876)

\i Monarchs who transported a monolith obelisk from Ar

menia, a 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT I.cct. Archil. (18791 LI. 48

The side doorways were found to have monolith jambs.

Monolithal (mpnH\\]n\}, a. ran. [f.
MONO

LITH + -AL.]
= MONOLITHIC a. I.

the god in his monolithal (made of a single stone) shrine.

Monolithic (ni ( ii&amp;gt;li-bik),
a. [f. MONOLITH +

-1C.]

1. Formed of a single block of stone; ot the

nature of a monolith.

1815 FOSDROOKE Eiicycl. Autii/. I. 12 These sanctuaries

often consisted of a single excavated block. They are called

Monolithic temples. 1849 FREEMAN Archil. 101 The Greek

column, which, in idea at least, is so essentially monolithic.

1859 TENNKNT Ceylon II. x. ii. 622 Rows of monolithic

pillars, each twenty-six feet high. 1876 FKRGUSSON Hist.

In,t. f, East. Archil, iv. ii. 338 There is no doubt that their

monolithic character is the principal source of the awe and

wonder with which they have been regarded.

2. Composed or consisting of monoliths ; relating

to or characterized by monoliths.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann.v. loo The remarkable mono
lithic group called The Stones of Stennis. Ibid. 103 What
in.ty he styled the monolithic era of art.

3. (See quot. 1 88 1.)

1881 YOUNG Ev. Man his own Mcc/i. 1232 It is intended

to build the walls in
( monolithic concrete, that is to say, a

wall composed of concrete built up piece-meal which hardens

into a solid unbroken mass. 1885 [see BKTON]. 1898 EH-

^ineering Mag. XVI. 131/1 A Large Monolithic Concrete

Building. Il iil., A large Monolithic Factory Building.

Monolobite,-lobular,-locular : see MONO- i .

MouolO gian. rare. [Formed as next +

-IAN.] MONOLOGIST.
1625 MINSHEU Dae/or (ed. 2) 474 A Monologian, or a

Monologue, one that will haue all the talke to himselfe, or

one that loues to heare himselfe talke. 1835 Tail s Mug.
II. 18 Pierre [is] a monologian well worth the listening to.

Monologic (m^ncV djik), a. rare. [f. Gr.

iwi&amp;gt;6\oy-os (see MONOLOGUE) + -1C. Cf. F. mono-

tagique.] Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a

monologue.
1853 BLACKIE Stint. Lang. 27 You will thus make for

yourself a sort of speaking practice in the monologic form.

1866 BLACKMORE Cradock MravttliH, A page and a half of

monologic dialogue. 1886 Academy 16 Oct. 253/3 \ record

of her [sc. Miss F. Marryat s] musical, dramatic, and

monologic triumphs.

Monological (mcnfflp djikal),. [Formed as

prec. + -ICAL.] = MONOLOGIC. Also of a person :

Given to monologue or soliloquy.
1823 .Vcrc Monthly Mag. IX. 394/2 [He] appeared not

only in his monological entertainments, but also in the

drama. 1829 CARLYLE Misc., Gei: P/ay.u. (1840) II. 55

Plays, which, .are essentially monological. 1834 BECHIORU

Italy II. 228 In return for the honour of being admitted to

this monological dialogue I kept nodding and bowing. 1842

J. STERLING Ess. (1848) I. 453 [Tennyson s] S/. Simeon

Slylites, a kind of monological personation of a . . mad
ascetic. 1871 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. x. 281 King
Thomas [sc . Carlyle], the last of the monological succession.

Monologist (mfJnjvlodijist). [f.
Gr. ^01/0X07-05

(see MONOLOGUE) + -IST.] One who talks in mono

logue, one who soliloquizes ; also, one who mono

polizes the conversation. See also MONOLOGUIST.
1711 SHAHTESB. Charac. (1737) III. Misc. in. ii. 185 Thus

our Monologist, or Self-discoursing Author, in his usual

Strain. 1727 BAII.EY (vol. II), Motiologist, one that loves

to have all the Talk to himself. 1848 GiLHLLAN in Tint s

Mag. XV. 279 A lecturer, in the common sense of the term,

he is not ; call him rather a public monologist, talking
rather to himself than to his audience. 1882 Atlmunan
No. 2841. 435 When monologist meets monologist mutual ad
miration rarely results. 1885 E. C. STEDMAN in Century
Mat:. XXIX. 509 The Autocrat.. is always acute, the

liveliest of monologists.
b. One who performs monologues.

1858 Sat. Rev. 7 Aug. 133 An indifferent troupe of actors

can produce an excitement far beyond that which is caused

by thii pert song or flippant anecdote of the most accom
plished monologist. 1892 Speaker 30 July 141/2 One pro
minent comedian and monologist of the Comedie Francaise.

Monologize (mjJnp-lod^aiz), v. intr. [Formed
as prec. + -IZE.] intr. To talk in monologue.

621

1826 I hsuALi.i l- i:&amp;lt;. Grey i. i, Now who could have told
tlie child that ? monologised mamma, with all a mamma s

admiration. 1890 SVMONDS Mem. C. Goj^i I. 128 Celio

monologised against his mortal foe Morgana. 1899 Speaker
2 Dec. 237/2 The characters seem to monologise ab

stractedly.

Monologue (mfnf\pg], sb. [a. F. monologue,
one that loues to heare himselfe talke

;
or talkes

very much about very little (Cotgr.), ad. Gr. povo-

Aoyos speaking alone, f. ^oVo-s MONO- + -\oyos

speaker, speaking. See -LOGUU.]
fl. One who does all the talking. Ol s.~&quot;

1625 [see MONOLOGIAN].
2. A scene in which a person of the drama ;

speaks by himself (J.); contrasted with fhorns
and dialogue. Also, in modern use, a dramatic

composition for a single performer ; a kind of

dramatic entertainment performed throughout by
one person.
1668 DRYDEN Ess. Drain. Poesy (Ker) L 78, I can show.,

in Catiline and Sijantis sometimes thirty or forty lines lof

rhyme together], I mean besides the Chorus, or the mono
logues. 1696 PniLi.irs (ed. 5), .Monologue, a Dramatick
Scene, where only one Actor speaks. 1739 CIBIII K Apol.
(1756) II. 164 The monologues and pageants drawn from

place to place on wheels answer exactly to the cart of

Thespis. 1845 } .. HOI.MI:S Alt -.nrt 200 The opera began
with a monologue. 1872 LimjON f- lein. Rcliz. iv. 132 The
true sense of the monologue in Hamlet may be thus
summed up. 1883 S. C. HAM. Retrospect II. 254 It was in

monologues that he [Mathews] surpassed all competitors.
Iratisf. 1849 LYTTON Ca.vlons vi. i, Life is a drama, not a

monologue.
b. In generalized sense : Literary composition

of this nature.
1668 DRYHEN Ess. Dram. POC.-.V (Ker) L 50 He also gi\^s

you an account of himself, .in monologue: to which un
natural way of narration Terence is subject in all his play*.

C. A poem, or other non-dramatic composition,
in the form of a soliloquy.
1866 Athenieiun 3 Feb. 175/1 Mr. Robert Buchanan s new

\olume of poems, London Idyls , \\iit consist principally
of monologues.
3. A long speech or harangue delivered by one

person who is in company or conversation with

others; talk or discourse of the nature of a soliloquy.

1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. ii. II. v. 115 Notice the

self-contained talker, whose talk is a monologue. 1873 BLACK
I r. Thule iii, He was pleasing himself with a series of

monologues, interrupted only by his cigar. 1905 A. C. BEN-
SOX Upton Lett. 11906) 310 He will plunge into a fiery

monologue about his ambitions.

Mo nologue, v. [f. prec.] intr. To MONO-
I.OCIZK. Hence Mo nologuing vbl. sb.

1834 Tail s Mag. I. 367/1 What, the j-ectory
of

,
if

I ll change my coat?
1

monologues the vicar. _i863
.\otan

Angel\. 140 Miss Mary, .monologned the while, after her

manner. 1892 Blitck-M. Mag. Aug. 205 Holmes. .goes on

with his monologuing if we may coin a word. 1894 *i.

MOORI-: Esther li aters 41 Feeling that he had secured an

appreciative listener, he continued to monologue regarding
the wealth and rank his family had formerly held.

Monologuist (mfntfl^gist). Also -logueist.

[f. MONOLOGUK + -1ST.] One who talks or per

forms in monologue; one who delivers monologues.
1865 Ithcnzum 29 July 151/3 The newest of the mono-

loguists is Mr. M cCabe. 1866 Itid. 3 Feb. 175/1 Such sub-

I jects as The Murder Idyl ,
in which the monologuist is

a woman whose husband has been hanged. 1874 W.
MATHEWS Gt. Coaversers,etc. 1.30 The name, .would imply

that he[Ld. Macaulay] was a monologueist, not a converser.

1901 Diet. Nat. Biog. Suppl. I. 317/2 Browning was, as a

writer, largely a psychological monologuist.

Monologuize (mfn^lpgaiz), v. [Formed as

prec. + -UE.]
= MONOLOGIZE.

1870 RKAUE Put yourself, etc. II. xiii. 185 He kept the
j

ball always going, but did not monologuue. 1885 (&amp;gt;. MERE-

DITH Diana xvii, Finding Redworth beside htm, he mono-

Iodized in his depths. 1886 BESANT ChiUr. Gibeon Prol. ,

i, Her lips had a habit of silently monologutsing.

MonolOgy (mpnp-lod^i). [ad. Gi. novo\oyia
|

(f. pot&amp;gt;u\oyos
: see MONOLOGUE).] f a. A mono-

;

logue. Obs. b. The habit of monologizing.
1608 OlAi MAN Byron s Conspir. E 3 b, Which the Welch

Herrald of their praise, the Cucko Would scarce haue put,

in his monology, In iest, and said with reuerence to his

merits. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Monologic,*. speak

ing still of one thing, a long tale of one matter. 1625 MIS-

I SHEU Dnctor fed. 2) 474 Monologie, a long tale of little

matter, only speech without substance, a 1859 DE QUINCEY

Convert. Wks. 1860 XIV. 171 Coleridge persisted in mono-

logy through his whole life.

Monoma-chiC, a.. &amp;gt;-a&amp;gt;-e-\ [ad. Gr MO&quot;O-

/laxt/cos, i. novo/Mxa* : see MoNOMACHY.] )f the

; nature of single combat.
a 1610 SIR J. SEMPLE in Sempill Ballatis (1872) 246 Thes

monomachicke {printed -th-1 Jarris betuix myselffand the.

Monomachist (nw makist). rare. [f.
Gr.

fiovonax-o* + -1ST-] Onewho fights in single combat.

1846 DE QUINCEY .Vales Gilfillan s Lit. Portraits-Wks.

1859 XII. 2?i With the air of some Titan slmger or Mono

machist from Thebes and Troy. , .

Monomachy(m?Vmaki). 0- * monotnachie

or ad. L. monomachia, a. Gr. fiovoiM-xia, E povo-

udy-05 that fights alone, f. HOVD-S MONO- +
pa-X-&amp;lt;

/Idx^01 to fignt-] A si
&quot;S

le combat !
a contest

between two ;
a duel. ,

is8 \ FLEMING (title) A Monomachie of Motives in the

mind of man. a 1586 SIDNEY A &amp;gt;: adia. II. .MX. heading i he

MONOMEEOUS.

Duellist 38 The morning came and man to man, The

fraud
nionoiiiachy began. 1822 BYRON Let. to Kinnaird

F eb., The duello, or monomachie. 1885 R. F. BURTON in

Academy i Aug. 69/1 The other [kind of combat] is the

monomachy for especial purpose., to decide an important
question without shedding the blood of the general.

b. In Latin form.

1624 HEYWOOD Gnnaik. u. no He died in a single mono
machia valiantlie by the hand of Achilles. 1845 FOKII
Handhk. Spain Ii. 604 This monomachia is evidently Ori
ental. 1903 A. LANG in IHackiv. Mag. July 46/2 These were
the first wounds he received either in battle, siege or the
monomachia.

Mo nomane. [a. V. moneinanc . see next anil

-MANK.] A monomaniac.
1846 WORCESTER cites Month. AYr.

Monomania (mjm0mfi nia). [a. mod.L. mono

mania, f. Gr. poro-sMoNo- + fiavia MANIA; after

! . tuonoHiauie (Esquirol).] A form of insanity
in which the patient is irrational on one subject only.

iaz3&amp;lt;Juart. Jrnl. For. ,\ lirit. .\fc,{. V. 311 [M. Ksquirol s

Account of Colony of Maniacs, at Gheel, near Brussels],
Monomania is sometimes successfully treated with neutral

salts in aqua graminis. 1833 PKICIIARU in t yd. / t;ut. Med.
II. 833 The term monomania, meaning madness affecting one
train of thought.. has generally been adopted of late times

instead of melancholia. 1877 L. O. PIKI: in Encyst. Brit.
VI. 584/2 Kleptomania and homicidal monomania are as

sorted by medical theorists to be forms of mental aberration.

1883 T. S. CLOI-STON Clio. Lee/. Mental Dis. 17 The fixed

delusional states without excitement or depression come
next, the Monomanias.

b. transf. in popular use : An exaggerated en-

ihusiasm for or devotion to one subject : a craze

(/or).
1834 I:din. A CI . LIX. 43 The epidemic monomania which

infected the world so largely during the sixteenth ami seven

teenth centuries. 1849 DICKENS Dai . Copp. xvi, I call it

quite my monomania, H is such a subject of mine. 1864
KISGSLEY Rom. ff Tent. iii. (1875) 72 A virtuous youth
whose monomania was shooting. 1866 Miss BRADUON

Laity s Mile xxxiii, That sort of thing is a monomania with

very rich people.

Monomaniac (m(7nfftn^
l
&quot;nisek),

sb. (a.] [f.

MONOMANIA: see -MANIAC.] One who suffers

from monomania
;
one who hasa monomania orcrazv.

1833 Athcnxnm 23 Nov. 792 In the year 1793, there was,

at Besanron, an idiut a mono-maniac a fool. 1838 Penny

Cycl. XI I. 484/2 It is rarely that tlie mind of tlie mono
maniac is otherwise perfectly sound ; there is generally

combined with the delusion a morbid state of the moral

feelings. 1862 H. AIDE Carr of Cai -i-lyon. I. 167 The old

gentleman is a monomaniac on the subject of society. 1889

JESSOl i Coming ofFriars vii. 322 A small army of wander

ing monomaniacs, .were roaming about London.

b. aJj.
= next.

1836 SIR J. PAGET Let. 29 Nov. in Mem. v. (1901) 93 He
is certainly a sharp fellow, but I should think rather mono
maniac on the reflections.

Monomaniacal (mpnomanai akal), a. [f.

MONOMANIA, after maniacal] Pertaining to, cha

racterized by, or afflicted with monomania.

1833 Klculm: Mag. XXXIV. 452 He is transformed at

the beck of our Monomaniacal Necromancer into a fish.

1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Ednc, x. (ed. 2) 327 These are

the fanatics to whom this subject [sc. education] is a mono-

maniacal idea. 1857 DICKENS Lett. 13 July, He retired

from the stage early in life (having a monomaniacal de

lusion that he was old). 1897 S. S. SpRlUGE Life T. Wakley
xxv. 230 Wakley was not monomaniacal on medical reform.

Monoma tiious, a. rarc~. [I.
MONOMANIA

+ -ous.] Monomaniacal.

1872 I -ATHAM, Monomanions, monomaniacal. Colloquially

it is, probably, the commoner word, though avoided by
writers who study purity.

Monomastigate : see MONO- i.

Monome (mc-nonm;, sb. and a. &amp;lt; Obs. [a. F.

HionSme, f. MONO- in imitation of biiwtne: see

BINOMIAL.] - MONOMIAL.
a 1719 HARRIS (J.). 1829 SANG in Pliilas. Mag. VI. 262

The Primitives and Derivatives of the Product of two Mo-

nome Functions. 1845 LARDNLR in Etuycl, Metro/-. I. 527/1

Monomes are said to be homogeneous when they ar

the same degree. -i i \ rr
Monomeniscous (mpnomfiirakss),

a. \f,

MONO- + MENISCUS + -ous.] Applied to those

eyes, in invertebrates, that have only one lens.

1883 LANKESTEK & BOUKNE in f. Jrnl. Mierosc. Sci.

XXIII 106 The closely-set groups of monomemscous eyes

of Myria^ds. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Amm. L,Je

525 With the exception of the lateral eyes of Limuliis,..

Arachnidan eyes are always monomemscous.

Monoment, obs. form of MONUMKNT sb.

Monomerosomatoua : see MONO- i.

MonomeroUS (mj?n?-mer3s),
a. [f.

mod.L.

monomer-us (ad. Gr. forotuffa, f. f&amp;gt;ovo-s
MONO- +

utp-os part) + -Ol Sj.]
a. Eftt. Consisting of only one

member or joint, b. Bot. Applied to flowers

having one member in each whorl.

,826 KIRBY & SP. Eatomol. IV. 326 Monomerous (#**
mernsl When the trunk has no suture or segment. Una.

~,8 Tarsi mostly trimerous, rarely dimerous or monc

n erous 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 2. 176 I erms..com

posed of the Creel nunierab prefixed to the word meamng



MONOMETALLIC.

parts or members, as Monomerous, for the case of a flower

of one member of each.

Monometallic (m^ntfm/tarlik), a. [f.
MONO-

+ METALLIC, after bimetallic^}

1. Pertaining to, involving, or using a standard of

currency based upon one metal.

1877 [see BIMETALLIC]. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII.
130 A mono-metallic basis of gold. 1879 Sussex Daily
News 14 June 5/1 England is what is called monometallic,

that is, she bases her currency on one metal, gold. 1890

Times 4 Jan. 9/2 If the world became monometallic on

a silver basis.

2. Chem. (See quot.)
1903 G. M. GOULD Diet. New Med. Terms, Monometallic,

i. containing one atom of a metal in a molecule. 2. capable
of replacing one atom ofhydrogen in an acid. 3. consisting

of one metal.

Monometallism (m^n0me taliz m). [f. prec.:

see -ISM.] The monometallic system or standard

of currency.
1879 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 232 British statesmen of all

parties, .have united in extolling the advantages of mono
metallism in the form of a single gold standard. 1881 H orld

1 1 May 6/1 The only alternatives were universal mono
metallism by the adoption of gold, or a convention among
the nations binding each other to use silver and gold equally
at certain fixed values.

Hence Monome tallist, one who advocates or

favours monometallism. Also attrib.

1876 .V. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 163 The mono-metalists

denounce it for demonetizing the best of the two metals.

1885 Atlantic Monthly Apr. 448/2 Monometallism and

bimetatlists, business men and bankers, are assaulting the

dangerous silver legislation. 1886 Contemp. Rev. May 622

The ever-growing scarcity of gold, .was remarked, .also by
the monometallist Economist.

Monometer (mffap mftai). Pros. [a. L. mono-

meter, a. Gr. ^ovuficrpos, f. novo-s MONO- + \iirf-av

METRE.] A line consisting of one metre .

1847 in WEBSTER. 1870 R. C. JEBB Sophocles Electra

(ed. 2) 141/1 Dochmiac monometer. 1900 H. W. SMYTH
Grk. Melie Poets 248 The refrain is an iambic monometer,
which was often used in exclamations.

Moiiometliyl (m^ncme Jiil). Chem. [MoNO-2.]
Used attrib. to denote organic compounds in which

one equivalent of methyl takes the place of one of

hydrogen. Also Monome-thylated, -methylic

adjs. in same sense.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. (1871) 340 Mono-methyl phos-

phine. 1880 FKISWELL in Jrnl. Soc. Arts XXVIII. 444

Dimethylaniline. .free from unaltered aniline, andcontaining
only 3 per cent, of the monomethylated compound. 1902
WEBSTER Suppl., Monomethylic.

Monometric (mpnpme trik), a. [f. Gr. fiwo-s

MONO- + jjLtTp-ov measure (see METRE si.l) + -ic.]

1. Cryst.
= ISOMETRIC 3.

1837 DANA Min. 348 Primary form : monometric. 1868

Fo-.unes Chem. (ed. 10) 288 The monometric, regular, or

cubic system. The crystals of this division have three equal

axes, all placed at right angles to each other.

2. Written in one metre.

1892 Century Mag. June 185 Its serene verse, impressive
even in the monometric dialogue.

Monometrical (m^nome-trikal),
a. [f.

MONO-
MKTER + -ICAL.] Pertaining to or consisting of a

monometer or monometers. 1882 in OGILVIE.

Monomial (mpnou-mial), sli. and a. [irreg. f.

MONO- after binomial. Cf. MONOME and MONO

NOMIAL.]
1. Algebra, a. sb. An expression consisting of

one term only.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Monomial, in A Igebra, a Magnitude

or Quantity of one Name, or of one single Term. 1854

J. R. YOUNG in Orr s Circ. Sci., Math. Sci. 209 The square
of a monomial is itself a monomial. 1866 BKANDE & Cox
Diet. Sci. etc. s. v., Thus a, zab, 3 aex- are monomials.

b. adj. Consisting of one term only.
1801 Monthly Rev. XXXV. 471 Formation of the powers

of monomial quantities. 1854 J. R. YOUNG in Orr s Circ.

Sci., Math. Sci. 234 When the surd.. is monomial. 1902

Encyel. Brit. XXIX. 180/2 Sarrau s Monomial Formula is

much employed, in giving the muzzle velocity.

2. Applied to a term consisting of one word only.

1884 Jrnl. Nerv. Dis. XI. 452 Professor Wilder urges
the adoption of technical, brief, monomial terms. 1885
B. G. WILDER Ibid. XII. 272 Most of the names selected or

introduced by me consist of a single word each ; they are

monomials, or better, mononyms.
Monono mian, a.

[f.
MONO- after antiuomian.]

Recognizing or based upon one law.

c 1810 COLERIDGE Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 307 When Jeremy
Taylor escapes from the Mononomian Romaism, which

netted him in his too eager recoil from the Antinomian boar.

Monomorphic (m^nom^ufik), a. [Formed as

next + -ic.]
= next.

1880 WEBSTER Suppl. 1894-1900 G. M. GOULD Did.
Med. (ed. 5*j Monomorphic, in biology : (rt) applied _

to a

collection of individuals, exhibiting similarity or identity of

form ; (*) applied to species in which the same forms recur

one after another with comparatively insignificant individual

character. 1895 Camir. Nat. Hist. V. 498 This species [of

Hymenoptera] is said to be monomorphic.

Mouomorpilous (mpncmpMfas), a. [f. Gr.

Hovo-s MONO- + fiorxf-7J form + -ous.] Having only
one form ; exhibiting similarity of form throughout
its various stages of development.
1839 WESTWOOD Mod. Class!/. Insects I. 17 In the Mono

morphous division, .the pupa continues active. 1874 LUB-

BOCK Wild Flewers ii. 37 We find monomorphous and

622

heteromorphous species in the same genus. 1899 Allbntt s

Syst. Med. VIII. 472 The features of the eruption, whether

monomorphous or polymorphous.. are. .all characteristic.

Hence Monomo rphism, the condition of being

monomorphous.
1863 WALSH in Proc. Entom. Soc. Pliilad. II. 223 Mono-

morpliism is the rule ; Dimorphism is the exception.

Monomyarian (m&amp;lt;wi*in9i|e*riin)I
a, and sb.

[f.
inod.L. Monomyari-a n. pi. (f. Gr. /tovo-s MONO- +

pv-s muscle) + -AN.] A. adj.
= MONOMYABY a.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. m/i Oysters, or Ostraceans,
a family of monomyiairian [sic !] conchifers. 1851 WOOD
WARD Mollusca 48 The monomyarian bivalves lie habitually

on one side. 1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 2 If you make
an allusion to monomyarian malacology, it will not naturally

be supposed to have reference to the cooking ofoyster sauce.

B. sb. = MONOMYARY sb.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 433/2 The common oyster will

serve as an example of the Monomyarians. 1881 Cassell s

Nat. Hist. V. 232 We may . . notice in the valve of the

Monomyarian a
simple

unbroken line.

So Monomya rious a.

1852 FORBES in Edin. New Philos. frill. LII. 72 Mono-

myarious Lamellibranchiata.

Monomyary (m^nomsrari), a. and sl&amp;gt;, [See

prec. and -ABY.J
A. adj. Belonging to the group Monomyaria

of bivalves, having only one adductor muscle.

1835-6 TodiFs Cycl. Anat. I. 695/2 The family of mono-

myary Concbifers. 1872 NICHOLSON Palzont. 218 In the

Monomyary Bivalves it is the posterior adductor which

remains, and the anterior adductor is absent.

B. sb. A bivalve of the group Monomyaria.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Monomyaries, all those

bivalves or conchifers which have only one adductor muscle.

1851 WOODWARD Mollnsca 26 The valves of the oyster (and

other monomyaries) are connected by a single muscle.

Mononei rist. [f.
Gr. ^oV-os MON(O)- * ovapos

dream.] A person who lias never dreamed but once.

1762-71 WALPOLE Verities Anted. Paint. (1786) V. 100

It seems he had never dreamed before, and Thoresby quotes
M r. Locke for another mononeirist.

Monoiieuran, -neurous : see MONO- i.

Monongahe-la. U.S. (See quot. 1859.)

1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Monongahela. A river of

Pennsylvania, so called, gave its name to^the rye whiskey of

which large quantities were produced in its neighbourhood,
and indeed to American whiskey in general. 1863 DICEY

Federal St. I. 157 Where the cigar-case was always ready,
and the flask of monongabela was always full.

1856 G. GORE in Orr s Circ. Sci., Pract. Chem. 56 The
mononitrate is formed by dissolving bismuth to saturation

in warm dilute nitric acid.

MononitrO-(ni&amp;lt;ncn3 rtr(&amp;gt;).
Chem. [SeeMoNO-2

and NITBO-.] Used to denote organic compounds
in which one equivalent of the radical NO 2 takes

the place of one atom of hydrogen.
1869 ROSCOK Elem. Chem. (1871) 421 Mononitro-naph-

thalin. 1873 Fmvna Chem. (ed. n) 765 Mononitrotoluene.

Ibid. 766 The mononitroxylenes are heavy oils. 1891 Syd.
Soe. Lex., Mononitrocellulose, CsfWNOjtOs, the chief

result of the action of cold nitric acid of moderate strength
on cotton.

Monononiial (mpnonou rnial), a. and sb. In

tended as a more correct form of MONOMIAL.
1844 DE QUINCEY Logic Pol. EC. Pref. 9 Consequently,

whilst natural price (the contradiction of market price )

is always a mononomial, price,
founded on the relation of

Supply to Demand, must always be abinomial. i873F. HALL
Mod. Eng. vi. 175 note, Then there is dynamcter, with

the monomial vt the mathematicians,, .slavishly copied from

the French, for dynamometer and mononomial.

Mononuclear (mfncnuJ kliai), a. (sb.} [f.

MONO- + NUCLEUS + -AB.] Having one nucleus.

b. sb. A mononuclear cell.

1886 tr. Hneppe s Baet. Investig. 68 Large mononuclear

cells. 1896 Alttutt s Syst. Med. I. 818 The large mono-
nuclear leucocytes. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 583
These cells are supposed to be transitional between _the

large mononuclear and the polymorphonuclear neutrophiles.

So Mononu-oleated a. = MONONUCLEAB.
1890 Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXX. 490 Large mononu-

cleated cells are seen lying scattered between the lympho
cytes. 1896 Allbutt s Syst. Med. I. 117 Round mononu-
cleated cells with fairly abundant protoplasm.

Monoiiym (mp nAiim). [f. Gr. novo-s MONO-
+ uvv/ia name.] A term consisting of one word only.

i884CouEsin^iK/l-Oct.32i. 1889 [see POLYONYM 3]. 1895
B. G. WILDER in Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. IX. 100/1 It

has now become a serious question which of these short

mononyms shall be employed.
Hence Mononymic (mpnoni mik) a., consisting

of a mononym or mononyms ; Mononymy (m^-

n&amp;lt;rnimi),
a mononymic system ; Mononymize

(mjinp-nimaiz) v., to convert into a mononym;
whence Mononymiza tion.

1872 J. W. DUNNING in Entom. Monthly Mag. VIII. 274

In a mononymic system, we should require as many separate
names as there are objects to be named. 1885 B. G. WILDER
ill Jrnl. Neru. Dis. XII. 272 This feature of mononymy
particularly characterizes the terms which [etc.]. 1889

Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 525/1 note, A polyonymic

adjective . . may be mononymized, by selecting a main

adjective and combining it with a prefix. Ibid. 525/2 note,

The desired mononymization is best attained by simply

dropping the superfluous genitive [in torcular Herophili\.

Monoousian, -ious, &amp;lt;#f.
rare. [f. eccl. Gr.

/joi/ooiiffi-os (f. povo-s MONO- + oiiai-a essence) +

-AN, -ous.] Of one substance.

MONOPHONOUS.
1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. I. iv. 36. 6n Athanasius. .

disclaimeth a monoousian Trinity, as Epiphanius did before

a tautoousian. Ibid. 620 According to Athanasius, the

Three divine Hypostases, though not monoousious, but

homoousious only, are really but one God.

Mono-oxy- : see MOXOXY-.

Moiiopa Imitm. Chem. [MONO- 2.] The
lowest in the series of palmitates of glyceryl : see

PALMITIN.

1857 MILLER Elem. Cliem. III. 278 Monopalmitin. .Dipal-
mitin. .Tripatmitin. 1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 48.

Monopathic (m^nopse-J)ik), a. [f.
next + -ic.]

Affecting one organ or function.

[1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Monopathia, term for a single

suffering of disease. Monopathicus, of or belonging to

Monopathia : monopathic.) 1890 Century Diet. 1891 Syd.
Soc. Lex.

Monopathy (m^n^ pahi). [ad. mod.L. mono-

pathia or Gr. p.woira6tia (in sense 2) : see MONO-
and -PATHY.]
1 1. Solitary suffering. Obs.

1654 WHiltocK Zootomia 31 Every one calculateth his

Nativity, .by crying at his Birth, not comming only from the

Bodies Monopathy, or sole suffering by change of its warme

Quarters; but. .from Sympathy with the divining Soule.

2. A disease or disorder affecting only one organ
or function (Ogilvie 1882).

Monoped (m^-n^ped). Also -pede. [f.
MOKO-

+ L. pcd-, pis foot.] A creature having only one

foot. Also adj.
1827 J. WILSON Noel. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 319 Any one

single thing in this world . .
,
rational or irrational, monoped,

biped, or quadruped. 18.. Even. Slar-2^ Dec., The apparent

monoped. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Monopede, a monstrosity
in which the two lower limbs are fused into one.

Monopersonal : see MONO- i.

Monopetalous (mfmcpe talas), a. Also 7

-ose. [f.
inod.L. monopetal-us + -ous : see MONO-

and PETAL.] Of a (lower : Having the corolla in

one piece or the petals united so as to form a tube.

(Called also gamopttalous and sympetalous?)
1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 762 The Flowers come put in

! Clusters, are monopetalose, with five LacinisE or Incisures.
:

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. \, Monopetalous Flo-.vers..

i are.. all of one piece. 1783 DAVIDSON in Phil. Trans.

|

LXXIV. 455 The corolla is monopetalous. 1839 LINDLEY
I lntrod.Bot.\.\l.\(ri. 1877-84 F. E. HULME Wild I I. p. vi,

Corolla rotate, monopetalous, five-cleft, tube very short.

Monophagize (mfnpRdyaiz), v. [f.
Gr. jiora-

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;df-os (see next) + -IZE.] intr. To eat alone.

1854 BADHAM Halicnt. 518 Whereas the glutton might
sometimes munch and monophagize in solitude.

MouopliagOUS (m(%-fag3s), a, [f. Gr. iwvo-

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ayos
that eats alone : see MONO- and -PHAGOL S.]

Eating only one kind of food.

1868 BREWER Did. Phrase ft Fable, Monophagous, the

eater of one sort of food only. 1879 tr. Semper s Anim.

Life 51 A very conspicuous contrast exists .. between

Monophagous animals, .and Polyphagous creatures. 1861

E. R. LANKESTER in Nature 3
Mar. 406/1 Monophagous

and polyphagous animals are distinguished.

So t Monopha gian, f Mo nopliague (see cjuot.).

1625 MINSHEU Ditctor (ed. 2) 474 A Monophagian, or

Monophague, one that eats his meat alone without companie,
or eats only of one kinde of meat.

Moiiopliagy (m(?n(i fadgi). {ad. Gr. iwvo-

ipayia eating alone : see MONO- and -PHAGY.]
1. Eating alone.

1658 PHILLIPS, Monophagy, an eating alone, or of one kind

of meat. 1872 DASENT Three to One II. 250 Monophagy
makes a man melancholy and unsocial.

2. The eating of only one kind of food.

1625 MINSHEU Ditctor (ed. 2) 474 Monophagie, a meale

made with one kinde of meat. 1656 BLOUNT GlotUgr.,

Monophagie, a meal made of, or a living alwayes with, one

kind of meat. 1879 tr. Semper s Anim. Life 56 Monophagy
in animals is often connected with the occurrence of special

organs.

Monophane, -phanous : sec MONO- J.

Monophase (m^-n^ z), a. Ekctr. [f.
MONO-

+ PHASE 3.] Exhibiting a single phase : cf. poly

phase. Also Wonopha sio a,

1900 Nature 26 July 200/2 So producing a monophasic
variation of considerable E.M.F. 1902 L. BELL in Eneycl.

Brit. XXXI. 888/2 Monophase Induction Motors closely

resemble the polyphase motors in construction, but have

only a single-phase winding in the primary.

Monophone (mfnofom). rare. [f. Gr. /loVo-s

MONO- + tpaovi] sound.]
1. (See quot.)
1891 R. L. GARNER in New Rev. Nov. 429, I have found

it necessary to coin a new word to describe the character of

their \sc, monkeys ] speech, and as each idea seems to be

couched in a single word of one syllable and nearly, indeed

of one letter, I have called it a monophone.
2. = HOMOPHONE.
1891 Teachers Aid 27 Jan. 311 A list of spelling, prefixes,

affixes, and roots, with a few monophones, is all it contains.

Monophonic (mpnofp-nik), a. Mus. [Formed
as prec. -f -ic.]

= HOMOPHONIC I, 2.

1883 Casselfs Encyel. Diet. 1893 Funk s Stand. Diet.

Mouophonous (mpn/vfonas), a. rare. [Formed
as MONOPHONE + -ous.]

1. Of a musical instrument : Producing only one

note at a time.

1878 J. HULLAH in Grove s Diet. Mus. I. 47 An air is a com

position for a single voice or any monophonous instrument.



MONOPHONY.
2. = HOMOPHOXOUS.
1869 J. I,. NEVINS China xiv. ,97 ! our language, these

monotonous words are so few that the other words in the
sentence clearly fix the meaning.

Monophony (rrtfnp-foni). Mm. [Formed as
MOKOPHOW + -Y.] = MONODY. ,890 Century Diet

Monophote fmo-nrf*t), a .

[f. Gr. M o&quot;o-j

MONO + I/XUT-, $ft light.]
1. Epithet of an electric arc-lamp regulator (see

quot.).. Also Monophotal a. (Funk s Stand Did

623
MONOPOLISTIC

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Monophote Retriilatai-
a voltaic-arc regulator adapted to but a single light on T
circuit : as distinguished from polypliote regulator
2. Monophote lamp = HOLOPHOTE.
1893 SLOANE Elcctr. Diet. 321 Lamp, tfolofnote...Smo .

nym ]Monophote Lamp_.
Moiiophthalniic (m^n^ffs-lmik), a.

[f. Gr.
poptytoXp-os ({. /iuVo-r MONO- + u00oAuu; eve ) +
-ic.] One-eyed.

the Phu.nix and monophthalmic mei

Monophthong (nvn^fj^n). [ad. Gr. novu-
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6oyy-os adj., f. /two-s MONO- +

&amp;lt;f,96yym sound. ] A
single vowel sound. Also attrib.
1620 T. GRANGER Dh: Logike 303 Syllables of one letter
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, MonophtfiongiiB!. .776 CAMPBELL

I hilos. A/,el. (1801) I. 219 An equal mixture of consonants
with soft and monophthong vowels. 1783 J. BI-ATTIE Diss
266 Kan in tta* is as truly a monophthong as the inter
jection O. 1885 E. SlEVETis in Encycl. Brit, \Vlll. ?82/-.The sound of the so-called long a in make, paper, &c.,
although once a monophthong, is now pronounced as a
diphthong. 1888 SWEET Eng. Sounds 22 The levelling of
the two elements of a diphthong under a monophthong.
Hence Monophthong-al ^WvOyngal) a., con

sisting of a monophthong ; Monophtho nginff
vbl. sb. = MONOPHTHONGIZATION.
1783 J. BEATTIE Diss. 266 Grammarians, .speak of trip-

thongs, or three monophthongal sounds coalescing in one
syllable. 1863 A. M. BELL I rinc. Speech 123 The Scottish
dialect, in which the monophthongal A is a very common
vowel. 1894 G. DUNN in Class. Rev. Mar. 94 In general. .

diphthongs have two monophthongal correlates. Thus
eu: Q: ii. 1894 F. J. CURTIS Invest. Rimes Clariodns

--,Ihe monophthongmg of at was of too old a date to allow
us to suppose that [etc.J.

Monophthongize (nyn&amp;lt;y%rnp;3iz), i&amp;gt;. [f
MONOPHTHONG + -IZE.] trans. To convert into a

monophthong. Hence Monophthougiza tion.
1880 SWEET in Trans. Pliilol. Soc. 158 That unaccented

,a:i) underwent a gradual approximation of its elements,
ending in monophthongization and shortening. 1885 Amcr.
yrnl. Philol. VI. 420 Cases claimed as examples of the
monophthongization of ei. Ikid. 435 A monophthongized
diphthong. 1904 Expositor Apr. 3 r 3 That Boeotian mono-
phthongizing of the diphthongs.

Monophyletic (m^nrfaile-tik), a. [f. Gr.
/two-? MONO- +

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v\(TiK-os,f.&amp;lt;pv\(Trjs tribesman, f.

ipuAiJ tribe.] Pertaining to one family or race or
to descent from a single prototypal form.

874 Q. yrnl. Microsc. Sci. XIV. 247 Monophyletic stem-
structure of the Animal Kingdom. 1875 er. Schmidt s Desc.
ft Darw 325 The so-called monophyletic hypothesis, accord
ing to which the different families of organisms are derived
from a single primordial form. 1879 tr. Haeckel s Ewl.Man I. 247 My Gastraea Theory, on which I base the mono-
phyletic genealogy of the animal kingdom.

Monophyllous (mpnofrtos), a. [f. Gr. povo-
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v\\-os (T. puvo-i MONO- + &amp;lt;pv\\ov leaf) + -ora.] Of
a calyx : Consisting of one leaf.

1746 HILL in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 63 This Ring is trulya monophyllous undulated Calyx. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst.hot. 216 Calyx monophyllous, divided.

Mpnophyodout (mpnofai-odpnt^a. (s6.) Zool.
[f. Gr. povo-s MONO- +

&amp;lt;pv-uv to generate + oSovr-,
oSovs tooth.] a. adj. Having only one set of teeth.
Said also of the teeth.

1849-52 OWEN in Toad s Cycl. Anat. IV. 901/2 The Mono
phyodont character of the Cetacea. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 471 he Cetacea are either toothless or monophyodont. 1890froTHERGlLL Zool. Types f, Class!/. 179 Edentata. Teeth
. .are monophyodont, rootless, and without enamel.

b. sb. A monophyodont animal.
1849-52 OWEN in Todd s Cycl. Anat. IV. 901/2 The
Monophyodonts , or those that generate a single set of

teeth. 1888 KOLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 363.

Monophysite (mfVfisait), rf.(a.) Ecd.Hist.
Lad. eccl.L. Monophyslta, a. eccl.Gr. Movopuffm}?,
f.

/toi/p-s
MONO- +

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;vff-is nature : see -ITE l I a.] A
heretic who believes that there is only one naturem the person of Jesus Christ.
The bodies of Christians now professing this belief are the

&quot;-OP&quot; Armenian, A1)yss nian, and Jacobite churches.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 272 The Acephali and

Monosyphites \tic\ 1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Monophysites.a general name given to all those sectaries in the Levant,who only own one nature in Jesus Christ. The Monophy
sites, however, properly so called, are the followers of
Severus and Petrus Fullensis. 1788 GIBBON Decl. ff F.
xlvu. IV. 591 Under the rod of persecution, the Nestorians

,lonophysites degenerated into rebels and fugitives.
1861 J G. SHEPPARD Fall Rome xi. 587 Pernicious heresies,

/-; , Monophysites in Egypt. 1875 BOULTBEE
l/ifol Ch. Eng. 20 Nor can the human nature be con
verted into the divine, as the Eutychians and other mono,
physites taught.

b. attrib. or adj.
= next.

i
.

i , . , . *&quot;*? *S4 i ue u
insolent pride, winch is a monopol of mischiefe.

Monophysitism (mifop-fisaitiz m). ff MO
NOPHYSITE + -ISM.] The belief of the Monophysites
ay, I

,&amp;gt;f. Encycl. V. 37 , In 483,the Acephali.. had already^n //&quot;,, ?
d the real strength of .Monophysitism.

1899 Dublin A CD. Jan. 83 I he extension of the Coptic Kite
in Egypt favoured the spread of monophysitism.
Monoplacid: see Moxo- i.

Monoplast (m^-noplsest). fiwl.
[f. MONO- +

-PLAST.] An organism consisting of a single cell.
Hence Monopla stic a.

8
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lNKESTER in Q- y&amp;gt;;il. unerase. Sci. XVII
403 1 he Monoplast = Ovum. Ibid. The monoplastic phaseof individual development. 1879 STORMONTII Man. SY/
rerms, Mmuflast, a naked non-vasicular body ; an animal

form
&quot;e e Pe M natlastic

&amp;gt; having one primary

Monoplastid (mpnoplse-stid). [f. MONO- +
PIASTTO.] = MOXOPLAST. Also attrib.
1889 VINES m Nature 24 Oct. 621 Weissmann appears to

have fully established, that the body of unicellular organisms
(monoplaslides). .is immortal at any rate potentially. 1804-
1900 G. M. GoL Lii Diet. Med. (ed. 5), Monotlastid. 1805MOORE in Sci. Progress June 323 There are many mono-
plastid forms with affinities among the polyplaslids.

il Monoplegia (mfnepli-dsiS). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. /two-s Moxo- + -TTAJj-yia, n^rjyri stroke.]
Paralysis of one part or limb only. Hence Mono-
ple-gic a., ]icrtaining to or affected with mono
plegia.
1890 Century Diet. 1893 W. R. COWERS Mail. Dis. Wen:

Syst. (ed. 2) II. 437 A monoplegia affecting the leg only
1896 Allkult s Syst. Mcd. I. 666 Paralyses of the limbs in

epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis.. may be of very various
type (hemiplegic, paraplegic, monoplegic).

Monopleurid, -pleurobraneh, -pneumo-
nian, etc. : see MONO- i.

Monopode (mp-ncppud), sb. and a. [ad. L.

monofodius, a. Gr. *fioroiTubios = novuwovs (--nob
4

-),
f. /joj/o-j MONO- + -now foot. Cf. F.

mo&amp;gt;wpode.~\
1. A creature having only one foot ; spec, one of

a race of men fabled to have only one foot, with
which they shaded themselves from the heat of the
sun see 1 liny Nat. Hist. vn. ii).
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxii. (i8r8) II. 277 Some

[larva;], a kind of monopods, have only one of such [pedi-
form] prominences. 1864 LOWKLI. Fireside Trav., A t Sea 172The monopodes, sheltering themselves from the sun beneath
their single umbrella like foot.

2. = MONOPODIUM. 1890 in Century Diet.

3. As adj. Having only one foot.

(Cf. L. iiwHopodiriin one-footed table.)

1890 in Century Diet. 1896 Arelixol. (last.) yrnl. LI 1 1. 42
Monopode tables for the reception of oblations.

Monopodial (mfn&amp;lt;&amp;gt;pdu-dial), a. [f. MONO
PODIUM -t- -AL.] Pertaining to or of the nature of
a monopodium ;

characterized by having a single
and continuous axis from which lateral shoots are

produced. Hence Monopo dially adv.

1876 BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV, 93/2 In monopodial
branchings the primary axis may continue to develop more
strongly than its lateral axes. Ibid. 125/1 In Myosotis
(Forget-me-not) the axis is not a sympodium, but the

branching takes place monopodially. 1880 GRAY Struct.
Bot. iii. 3. 55 note, A stem formed by the continued develop
ment of a terminal bud is monopodial or a monopodium.

IIMonopodium (m^nopoa dUfai). Bot. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. ftovo-s MONO- + noS-, wovs foot.] A single
axis which extends at the apex producing in suc

cession lateral structures beneath it.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sac/is Bot. 156. 1876 BALFOUR
in Encycl. Brit. IV. 93/2.

Mouopodons (m^np p&bs), a. rare. [f. Gr.

(tovo-sMoNO- + iro5-, TTOUS foot + -ous.] One-footed.

1884 Harper s Mag. Jan. 307/1 Monopodous storks and
impossible parrots.

Monopody (m^n^ p^di). Pros. [ad. mod.L.

*monopodia, a. Gr. novoirooia, f. [luvo-s MONO- +
TroS-, irovs foot.] A measure consisting of a single
foot. 1844 [see DITODY].

Hence Monopodic (m^nopp dik) a., consisting of

or constituting a monopody. 1890 in Century Diet.

t Mo nopole . Obs. Also 6 money polde,
monopolle, monapole, 7 monopol. [a. OF.

monopole or ad. late L. monopoliiim MONOPOLY.]
1. = MONOPOLY.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. K/ 158 Diuers other crymes

were layde to his charge, as . . gathering together and making
a money polde of offices, fees, wardes, and ferine*. 1596

t Monopole 2
. Obs.&amp;gt; [ad. Gr. ftovonfar,, f

fivvo-s Moxo- + muA^ seller.] A monopolist
1648-60 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Een Packer, a Monopole

. or an Engrosser of Wares and Commodities
t Monopoled, ppl. a . Obsr (See quot )
1611 [see MONOPOLIZE v. i).

tMonO-poler. Obs. Also 6-7 -ier. [a OF
monafolier; see MOXOPOLE and -IER.! A mono
polist.

1589 C;. FLETCHER in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) Si The
said Compame.. having reduced themselves to the nomber
01 xij, and so beemg now more notable Monopoliers than
they weare beefore. 1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Com,,,. 10-Ihe said compame by no sound reason.. can be charged
to bee ame such Monopoliers. iSn COTGH., Monotoliera monopoler, or monopolizer. 1640 [see POLI.KB 2]. 1641
frags ofEgyft 5 By Thee our b.t-c Monopolcrs doe fall.

t Moiiopo-lian. Obs.
[f. MOXOPOLE i or MO

NOPOLY + -AN.] A monopolist.
1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Com,,,. 66 The said M. M

Aduenturcrs were now in his town of Embden no more to
be accounted

Monopohans, then they were here tofore in
Antwerp. l6 E. MISSELDEH Free Trade (ed. ?) 57 The
selling ol (he price at the pleasure of the Monopolian to his
pruiate benefit, and the prejudice of the publique.
t MonopO lical, a. Obs. (In quot. 7 moni-.)

[f. MONOPOLE I+-TCAU] Monopolistic.
1614 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 139 \Vhosoeuer..seeketh either

by getting monipohcall patens, or by forging vninst tahs
to hinder our welfare.

I Moiiopolish, a. 0?&amp;gt;s.
[f. MOXOPOLE i or

MOXOPOLY + -ISH.] Monopolistic.
^

1580 in Cal. St. Papers, Foreign 366 There is no such
monopolist! trade used at Kmden. 1601 J. WHEELER
Treat. Coiinn. 105 The aboue said slander of Monopolieand monopolish trade v.sed in Embden. 1613 in Ruccleuch
./J/.S .S. (Hist. ^ISS. Comm.) I. 122 A monopolist) passport
granted to Verstegan.

Monopolism (m^yJliz m). [f. MONOPOLY
+ -ISM.] The system of monopolies.
1881 Kature 27 C&quot;ct. 602/1 A land of strong tendencies

toward monopolism and conservatism. 1888 HKVCK .-hue,;
Commit,. III. v. xciv. 318 The two great national parties..
denounce monopolism in the abstract.

Monopolist (mpnppJlist). [f. MOXOTOLE or
MONOPOLY + -IST. Cf. It. nionopolista, G. mono
polist]
1. One who monopolizes or possesses a mono

poly ; one who favours monopoly.
1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Comm. 72 By this means.. the

Hanses should, .possesse the whole trade of the realme, as

Monopolists of the whole kingdom. 1648 GAGE H tst. /;/,/.

xii. 6r The MarquesseofSerrnlvo. .was the best Monopolist
of salt that ever those parts knew. 1671 W. I ERWICH
Despatches (R. Hist. Soc.) 148 The army has been sickly,& the monopolist that undertook the furnishing them with
provision is much blamed. 1773 BL RR-E Sp. Condi. Anier.
Wks. III. 63 To raise the value of the possessions in the
hands of the great private monopolists. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
F. Holt xxx, We know what monopolists are : men who
want to keep a trade all to themselves, under the pretence
that they ll furnish the public with a better article. 1885
Law Times LXXVIII. 222/1 An absolute right to refuse to

supply a prime necessary of life is a dangerous weapon
indeed with which to arm a monopolist.
2. transf. One who obtains, assumes, or occupies

anything to the exclusion of others.

1742 YOUNG I\ t. Th. n. 508 Joy is an import ; joy is an
exchange; Joy flies monopolists; It calls for two. 1781
COWPER Com ersat. 627 When some green heads. .Suppose
themselves monopolists of sense. 1813 BYRON Corsair m.
vi, The life thou leav st below, denied above By kind mono
polists of heavenly love. 1817 KEATS IVks. (1889) III. 5
He feels his being as deeply as Wordsworth, or any other of

our intellectual monopolists. 1866 BRIGHT Sp., Reform
4 Dec. (1876) 392 The monopolists of political power.
3. attrib. passing into adj.
1844 COBDEN in Pall Mall G.

(i8pi)
16 Oct. 3/1 Those

monopolist humbugs, who are ready to hurrah for free

trade in China, and vote against it in England. 1879 G.
ALLEN Col. Sense i. i The pleasure of colour is one which
raises itself above the common level of monopolist gratifica

tion, and attains to the higher plane of aesthetic delight.

1887 l^estm. Rev. June 327 The immunities, .conceded to

the members of that monopolist corporation.

Monopolistic (mfafptllttlk), a.
[f. prec. +

-1C.] Relating to, or connected with, a monopoly
or a system of monopolies.
1883 N. York Chr. Union Aug. 30 The monopolistic rail

road trunk-line fare-agreement . 1891 Rtvie&quot;LVOJ
rRe~ . 15 Aug..

171/1 Associated press franchises are a monopolistic posses
sion that gives some newspapers an advantage over others.

1892 Nation (N. Y.) 25 Aug. 138/1 The spirit of trades

unionism is essentially monopolistic and prescriptive.



MONOFOLITAN.

t Monopo litau. Obs. [Formed as MONOPO-
I.ITE + -AN.] A monopolist.
1601 MARTIN in U Ewes Jrnls. Parl. Eliz. (1682)646 The

Monopolitan* of Starch, Tinn, Fish,. .Salt, and I know not

what. 1607 COKE Charge at Norwich Assizes 41 Unto
whom is rightly ioyned a Promooter, a Monopolitan, and

an Alcumist. 1630). Taylor (Water P.) Wks, ii. 342/1 Hee
was nodiuing Politician, Or project-seeking Monopolitan.

Hence t Monopolita-nian, in the same sense.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Navy of Landslips Wks. i.

78/1 It serues for the Dyet of Project-mongers, Monopohta-
nians and diligent Sute-joggers,

t Mono polite. Obs. [f.
MONOPOLE* or MO

NOPOLY + -HE 1
i.] A monopolist.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. 111. 522 Vou Marchant

Mercers, and Monopolies. 1599! . M [oUTVT]Sf^WOfma 58

To keepe out fell and black Monopolites, The Myrmedonian
crue [referring to ants). 1616 R. CARPENTER Christ s Larum
l-ell 58 Monopolites, ingrossers, regraters.

So Monopolitical a. (nonc-wd.} y
interested in

monopolies.
1860 W. H. RUSSELL Diary in India 1. 7 The confounded

public ,
as that large and respectable body is frequently

styled in the privacies of official and monopolhical life.

Monopolization (m/ni^pJbiz^i Jan). [f.
next

+ -ATION.] The action of the verb MONOPOLIZE;
the process of monopolizing or the condition of

being monopolized.
1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. xlvi. 155, I

advised him to take Protection from the Dutch, and allow

them the Monopolization of the Trade of his Country. 1791
NEWTE Tour Kng. fy Scot. 391 The immoderate extension

of sheep walks, and that spirit of territorial monopolization
which prevails, .in. .Scotland. 1878 A . Amer.Rev, CXXVI.
524 The swarm of Chinese.. and their monopolization of

many branches of industry. 1879 H. GEORGE Pragr. &amp;lt;V

Pov. v. ii. (1881) 261 The monopolization of land that went
on in England during the reign of Henry VIII.

Monopolize jn^-p^biz), v. [f. MOKOPOLE l

or MONOPOLY + -IZE. Cf. F. monopoliser.]
1. trans. With reference to commerce: To get into

one s hands the whole stock of (a particular com

modity) ; to gain or hold exclusive possession of

fa trade) ; to engross.
Now tending to be felt as merely a contextual application

of sense 2; the use with a saleable commodity as obj. is

consequently almost obsolete. In early use often, t to mono

polize into (one s) hands ;
also t const.^/nw.

1611 CITGR., Monopole, Monopoled, or monopolized ; . . in-

grossed, as a commoditie, into one, or a few mens hand*.

1615 in BnccJeitch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 169 The
Hollanders would engross this, .merchandise, and monopo
lise it from all mankind. 16*6 BERNARD Isle of^Man (1627)

173 Covetousnesse.,hath monopolized commodities into his

hands, inhanced the prices of things [etc.], 1653 in Rymer
Fwdera (1735) XX. 644 To endeavour thereby to Monopo
lize all Trade into your Hands, and to exclude all other Na
tions. a 1704 T. BROWN Walk round Lond.^ Upon Comftcrs
Wks. 170^ III. in. 54 Another [man], .marches from one

side of the Ward to another, as if he was just going to

the Exchange, to monopolize the Commodities of both the

Indies. 1783 JL-STAMOSD tr. RaynaFs Hist. Indies I. 144
The Arabians . .repaired in crowds to these celebrated islands,

the productions of which they had already monopolized.

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. vii. 254 If the trade was

..monopolized and engrossed by a combination. 1854 BAD-
HAM Halieut. 470 The Emperor of all the Russias used to

monopolize the acipenser helops,.to supply himself. .with

. .caviare. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 27 Those who mono

polised the commerce of the countries where alone the

citron tree grows. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. fy Pov. vi. ii.

(1881) 295 Land, .the source of all wealth and the field of

all labor, is monopolized.

\ b. ahsol. or intr. To have a monopoly. Obs.

1621 BACON Hen. VII 163 There passed a Law. .for Mo
nopolizing and exacting vpon the Trade.

_
1714 C. JOHNSON

Country Lasses \. i, London,.. Satan s chief residence : he

icks up a vagabond soul or two now and then with us, but

e monopolizes there.

2. transf. and fig. To obtain exclusive posses
sion or control of

;
to get or keep entirely to one

self. f Const, to (oneself), from (another).
i6a8 PRYNNE Brief Surv. Epist., The enuious..cauils of

some peevish Diulne,*, who would monopolize Diuinity to

themselues alone. 1656 Cow LEY Anacr. vii, Gold alone does

Passion move, Gold monopolizes Love. 1659 T. PECKE
Parnassi Puerp. 38 Nor shall mute Fish, the Sea Monopo
lize. 1668 R. STEELE Husbandman s Calling x. (1672) 250
When you suffer the world to monopolize your hearts from

God, then the right use of the world is perverted, a 1714
M. HENRY Layman s Reasons Wks. 1853 II. 549/1, 1 cannot

monopolize the Church ;
it is narrow enough, I dare not make

it narrower. 1762 H. WALPOLE Verinc*s Anecd. Paint.

(1765) III. 44 note, Descamps says, that Lely growing jealous
of Roestraten, proposed to him a partition of the art ; por
traits were to be monopolized by Lely. 1778 Miss BURNEY
Evelina vi, She is a little angel ! I cannot wonder that you
sought to monopolize her. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xix,

This fellow, Hawk, is monopolising your niece. 1861 F.

METCALFE Oxonian in fcelandvn. (1867) 114 A title now
monopolized in England by Knights and Baronets. 1886

Sk.fr. Acad. Life 62 Dr. Johnson was allowed to monopo
lise conversation as he did, because his sagacity was ad
mitted to be enormous. 1889 A. R. WALLACE Danvinhin
27 The progeny of any one species would, if allowed to

increase unchecked, alone monopolise the land.

Hence Mono polized///. a.

1788 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 540 We participate now
of a monopolized, instead on an open market.

i&tfiEncy&amp;lt;-I,

Afetrop. VI. 172/1 Any .. monopolized commodity. 1894
C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 18 The advantages of monopo
lized commerce.

Monopolizer (m^np-p^bizaa). [f. MONOPO
LIZE v. -t- -ER

.]
One who monopolizes.

pi
h
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r JAULE Holy Matin. 389 Now an Ingrosscr. .now an
Haberdasher of small wares, .nay worse than these, .a Mo-

nopolizer. 1651 G. W. tr. Cawefs lust. 283 Monopolizers,
who were called Ingrossers, Fore-stallers, and Regrators,
..and many others who are punishable by Imprisonment

,

and the Pillory. 1668 CHARLETON, etc. Kphes. .$ Cimtu.

Matrons \\. Pref., I am no Monopolizer of such Com
modities. 1734 FIELDING Univ. Gallant iv. Wks. 1882 X.

95, I wonder &quot;he escapes being destroyed by the men as a

monopolizer [of the women]. 1760 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 96
Some Armenians . . bought up great quantities of grain.
. . Several monopolizers have been put to death. 1769 MRS.
F. BROOKE Hist. Emily Montague cxcv. (1784) IV. 47, 1 am
a most intolerable monopolizer of the sex ; in short, I have

very little relish for any conversation but theirs. x8ia Ex.
arint-r 25 May 327/1 The. .avarice of an hard-hearted

monopolizer, a 1861 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. ii. 88 The
nobles .. were, at that period, the monopolizers of political

power. 1877 F. A. S. HEWITT in Raymond Statist. Mines
A&amp;gt; Mining 372 It is the fashion to denounce these corpora
tions as monopolizers. 1879 H. GEORGE Prcgr. *r Pen , v. ii.

(1881) 259 The extent to which the monopolizers of land,

can, in rent, levy tribute upon the earnings of labor.

Mono polizing, -M. sh. [f.
MONOPOLIZE v.

+ -IXG!.] The action of the vb. MONOPOLIZE;

monopolization.
&amp;lt;ii6i7

HIERON Wks. (1619) II. 487 An opinion will be had

thatthat man seekes the raysing of his owne esteemeput of

others blemishes, and the engrossing and monopolizing of

all respect and reuerence to himselfe. i6ja MISSELDEN
I ree Tratte (ed. 2) 54 Some thinke that the reducing of

trade into Order and Gouernment, is a kind of Mono

polizing and restraint of trade. 1711 M. HENRY Life
P. Henry Wks. 1853 II. 714/1 This monopolizing of the

great ordinance of baptism. 1747 MRS. DELANY in Life

f, Corr. (1861) II. 473 She has many friends that wish to

have a share of her company, and as I am no friend to

monopolizing, I can t and must not murmur at their enjoy

ing a pleasure I am so sensible of. 1902 S. SMITH Lije
H ork xvi. 149 All poverty and suffering arose from the

monopolizing of land by private owners.

attrit . 1793 A. YOUNG Trav. France 73 These people
have the true monopolizing ideas. 1818 HALLAM Mid, Ages
ix. It. (1819) III. 380 The discontents, .resulted from the

monopolizing spirit of their corporations, who_oppressed all

artisans without the pale of their community. 1837
Hist. Lit. I. i. iii. 56 With that true love of letters

which scorns the monopolising spirit of possession, Lorenzo

permitted his manuscripts to be freely copied for the use

of other parts of Europe.

Mono polizing, ppl. a. [-INC -.] That mo

nopolizes ; having a monopoly.
1797 BIKKF. Let. Affairs Ircl. Wks. IX. 460 A small

monopolizing junto. 1815 COBBFTT Rnr. Rides 407 This

canting son of the monopolizing sect. 1854 H. MILLER
Hell. t Scluit. (1858) 75 A wall erected by some monopoliz

ing proprietor of the neighbouring lands. 1869 LANDRF.TII

Life A. Thomson i. 17 The stir has been diverted to the

monopolising railway. 1891 Athenzutii 24 Oct. 545/2 [Prof.

Marshall pleads] for the collective good against the too per
tinacious individualism of monopolizing capitalists.

t MonO polous, a. Obs. rare
-

. [f.
MONO-

POLE + -ous.] Monopolistic.
a i68 F. GREVIL Sidney xv. (1652) 203 She never was.,

overloaden with any such excesses in her Person, or defects

in her Government, as might constraine her to support, or

be supported by a monopolous use of favourites.

Monopoly (mjinc poli). [ad. late I,, niono-

poli-um, a. (Tr. povoirwKiov (also -TroiXio). f. tiuvo-s

MONO- + irwA-fiv to sell. Cf. MOKOPOLE
si.]

1. Exclusive possession of the trade in some

article of merchandise; the condition of having
no competitor in the sale of some commodity, or

in the exercise of some trade or business.

1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1303/2 He knoweth..

that of all the dysciples, there woulde none bee so false a

traytour . . but him selfe alone. And therefore is thys ware

Judas all in thyne owne hande. Thou haste a monopoly
thereof. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare s Utop. i. (1895) 58 Suffer

not thies ryche men to bye vp all, to ingrosse and forstalle,

and with theyr monopolye to kepe the market alone as

please them. 16*5 BACON Ess., Riches (Arb.) 239
&quot;

MONOPOLY.
2. An exclusive privilege (conferred by the

sovereign or the state) of selling some commodity
or trading with a particular place or country.
1596 DRAYTON Legends iil 517 Then daily beg d I great

Monopolies. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. Hi, Thou [sc. an

actor] shalt haue a monopoly of playing, confirm d to thee

and thy couey, vnder the Emperours broad scale, for this

seruice. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table A lph. t Monopolic^ a licence

that none shall buy or sell a thing, but one alone, c 1605
ROWLEY Birth Merl. \. ii, Take her hence.. To b shown
up and down at fairs and markets, Two pence apiece. To
see so foul a monster Will be a fair monopoly and worth the

begging. 1620 MIDDLF.TOJ) Chaste Maid v. iti, I would not

have my cruelty so talk d on To any child of mine for a

monopoly. 1640 HABINGTON Queen of Arragon iv. F 2 b,

Cause one of Oberons Groomes had got from her The
Monopoly of transporting gnats. 1641 Remonstr. State

Kingd. 9 The Monopolies of Sope, Salt, Wine, Leather, Sea-

Cole, and, in a manner, of all things of most common and

necessary use. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I.v.lxxi. 320 Mo
nopolies, or exclusive privileges, are generally ungrateful to

the people of a free state. 1831 SIR
J.

SINCLAIR Corr. II. 249
] lie Public Revenue [of Russia], .is likely to increase, par

ticularly the cu-toms, and the farm, or monopoly of brandy.

1831 MACAL-LAY Ess., Bacon (1897) 361 Raleigh held a mono-

poly of cards, Essex a monopoly of sweet wines. 1845

STOCQI-ELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 269 The finest salt

in India is manufactured on the coast of Cuttack, yielding
the Government a revenue little short of eighteen lacs of

rupees, when the East-India Company possessed a mono

poly of the manufacture of that necessary of Hindoo life.

1871 YEATS Growth Comm. 214 They [the Dutch] secured

a monopoly of trade with Japan which lasted throughout
the modern period. 1875 Kncyct. Brit. III. 650/2 The mo
nopoly of the right to print the Bible in England is still

r * ii .1 r T_ _._*;.; _r r\../_.! -..J /&quot;&quot;-.I A~*

Himselfe before hand. 1648-58 HF.XHAM, Fxkcrie, a Mono-

polie, or an Kngrossement of all sorts of Wares and Com
modities. 1774 BURKE Sp. Amtr. Tax. Sel. Wks. I. 102 You

have, in this kingdom, an advantage in Lead, that amounts

to a monopoly, a 1850 CALHOUN ll ks. (1874) III. 112 This

hostility terminated in breaking down the exclusive mono

poly of the Bank of England, and narrowing greatly the

specie basis of its circulation. 1861 M. PATTISOS Ess. (1889)

I. 41 In the reign of Edward III [German traders] had a

practical monopoly of the carrying trade.

b. In generalized sense. (In i;th c. often, fine
crime of engrossing .)

1601 J. WHEELER Treat. Comm. 65 Setting also price

before hand of that which they sell, and of that which they
will buy, and so committing open Monopoly. 1606 HOLLAND
Sue/on. Annot. 24/2 Who knoweth _not

that Monopoly is,

when one engrosseth some commoditie into his owne handes,

that none may sell the same but himselfe or from him ? 1611

MISSELDEN Free Trade 57 Monopoly is a kind ofCommerce,
in buying, selling, changing or bartering, vsurped by a few,

and sometimes but by one person, and forestalled from all

others, to the gaine of the Monopolist, and to the Detriment

of other men. 17=17-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Monopoly,, .an un

lawful kind of tramc, when one or more persons make them

selves sole masters of any commodity, trade, manufacture,

or the like, with design to enhance its price ; those who
have occasion for it being obliged to purchase it at their

hands, and on their own terms. 1703 BENTHAM Emancipate

your Colonies Wks. 1843 IV. 412 Monopoly, that is, exclu

sion of customers, has certainly no tendency to produce in

crease of the number of traders.

obtained the monopoly of the slave-trade to the Spanish
Colonies.

3. transf. and Jig. (often with conscious meta

phor). Exclusive possession, control, or exercise of

something.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Mcci. n. I 3, I make not my

head a grave, but a treasure of knowledge. I intend no

Monopoly, but a Community in learning. 1653 MILTOX

Hireling Pref., Till which greevances be remov d and re

ligion set free from the monopolie of hirelings. 1711 HEN
LEY Spect. No. 396 F 2 The monopoly of Putins.. has been

an immemorial privilege of the Johnians. 1787 BomuH
Def. Usury xii. 123 Wealth has indeed the monopoly of

justice against poverty. i83 SCOTT Peveril vii, Do you
think you have a monopoly of rebellion, and that we have

not a right to show a trick of disobedience in our turn ?

1861 FRFF.MAX Hist. Kss. Ser. i. ix. (1871) 268 Neither side

has a monopoly of right or. .wrong. 1878 H. S. WILSON

Alp. Ascents ii. 45 Peter has almost a monopoly now of the

Matterhorn.

b. in generalized sense.

1804 I. GRAHAMF. Sathith (1839) 8 i Thy children, Scotia,

in the desert land, Driven from their homes by fell Mono

poly, Keep holy to the Lord the seventh day. 1813 J.

THOMSON Lect. Inflam. Introd. 29 That spirit of domina

tion, exclusion, and monopoly, by which most of her [si: the

church of Rome s] institutions at that period were actuated.

4. 7i&amp;gt; make a monopoly of: a. lit. to obtain

the exclusive sale of (a commodity) ; b. Jig. to

monopolize , keep to oneself (a possession).

1576 GASCOICNE Steelc Cl. 753 Master Merchant. .Can

finde the meane, to make Monopolyes Of euery ware, that

is accompted strange. 1595 DANIEL Civ, li ars (1609) v.

xcviii, He. .makes a Monopoly of offices. 1619 H. BURTON

Trutk s Triumph 231 The iniquity of the Pontificians in

making a monopoly of Gods grace. 1693 DRVDF.N Jm etal

Ded. (1726) p. v, Johnson [- Ben Jonson]..had been ac

quainted with the Rules yet seemed to envy to Posterity

tbat Knowledge, and like an Inventer of some useful Art,

to make a Monopoly of his Learning. 1710 ADMSON Whig
F.ram No. i f i The Kitcat have pretended to make a

Monopoly of our sense. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnt. Anson s

Voy. 10 A certain Honourable Gentleman, .is. .Endeavour

ing to make a Monopoly of this Voyage, and to that end

designs to publish by Authority. 17*9 BURKE Late St.

Nat. Wks. II. 87 Government in France has made a mono

poly of that great article of salt.

5. A thing which is the subject of a monopoly

(in senses 1-3).

1838-9 HAI LAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. vii. 7 It is one of those

happy ideas which have been privileged monopolies of the

first inventor. 1845 M CuLLOCH Taxation II. v. (1852) 206

The culture of opium.. is a government monopoly, being

confined to the provinces of Bahar and Benares. .. Every

one who chooses may raise opium within the prescribed

limits. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Surv. 186 The culture . .of tobacco

was made a Crown monopoly. 1878 Print. Trades Jrnl.

xxin. 22 Printing the Holy Scriptures is a monopoly. 1901

W M. ALF.XANDKR Demonic Ptaattat in N. T. n. 25 Such

traits are not the monopoly of the Babylonian spirits.

6. A trading company that has a monopoly.
[&amp;lt;ll69 POI.LF.XFEN Disc. Tradedfxfl) 125 If Corporations

in Trade with Joint-Stocks, should appear to be . . to al

intents and purposes Monopolies, mischievous to Trade.)

1871 O. Rev. Oct. 461 Other enterprises
with enormous

capitals, e.g. banks,, .are not monopolies. 1887 h.. BEI.LAMV

Looking Backward v, (1890)41 Without being, .checked by

the clamour against it, the absorption of business by ever

larger monopolies continued.

7. attrib., as monopoly licence, price.

rtlJAM OMIIM IT . ** .. ---^1 - -JJ
,

- .

considered as the price paid for the use of the land, is

naturally a monopoly price. 1807 F.&amp;lt;iin. ** 347 i

still fight for the impossibility of driving a distant traffic,

without encouragement of monopoly-prices.



MONOPOLYLOGIST.

Monopoly-legist, [i

who performs a MONOPOLYL
[f. next + -1ST.] One

i performs a MONOPOLYLOGUE.

1830 Examiner 278/1 The Monopolologist [sic] startled his

audience. 1832 Iliiii. 294/2 Mathcws made his first appear
ance as a Monopolylogist.

Monopolylogue (mpnop^-lilpg). [f. Gr. itovo-s

MONO- + 7ro\t/-s POLY- + -^0701 -LOGUE.] An en

tertainment in which a single performer sustains

third part was another Monopolylogue, called All well at

Natchitoches --all the characters by Mr. Mathews. 111845
,

HOOD Ti&amp;gt; Lady on Dep. India v, Go where with human
notes the Parrot dealeth In mono-/W/j -logue. 1848 J. H.

NEWMAN Loss ff Gain x. 68 The conversation, or rather

mono-polylogue, as some great performer calls it, ran in

somewhat of the following strain. ittaSat. Rev. X. 273/1 ;

Last week we gave a view of a distinguished religious

actor in a monopolylogue and domestic performance

Spurgeon at Home.

Monopota ssic, a. Chem. [Sec MONO- 2.]

Containing one equivalent of potassium.

1873 Fo-vnes Chem. (ed. ll) 325 Monopotassic sulphate,

is commonly called bisulphate of potash.

Monopons (m^u-pas), a. nonce-wJ. [f. (jr.

uLovoin- (/XOPW^ )
or [tovonr-os one-eyed (f. /xoV-os

j

MONO- -t- oil// eye) + -ous.] One-eyed.
1798 in Spirit Pulil. Jrnls. (1799) II. 327 That a great

many gentlemen . . never had more than one eye .. ; that their

progeny also were like themselves monopous.

Monoprionidian (m^iwpraiioni diin), a.

Palseont. [f.
Gr.

n&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;o-s
MONO- + vpiav saw.]

Having serrations on one side of the stem only :

said of graptolites. Also Monopri onida.

1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 95 Besides the simple forms

of Graptolites with a row of cellules on one side (mono-

prionidian), there are others with a row of cellules on each

side (diprionidian). 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON A HIM.

Life 769 A typical or monoprionid Graptohte.

Monoprostyle : see MONO- i.

Monopsychism (mpnosai kiz m). [f.
Gr.

puvo-s M ONO- + t&quot;X~*l
so &quot;l + - 1851

-]
The theory

that all souls (or the souls of all mankind) are

one
;
the unity of souls asserted by this theory.

1864 W. HEELF.Y in Calcutta Rrj. XXXIX. 383 Some of

is expressions point clearly to the middle-age notion of

gathered up into the monopsyc. _ .

II Monopsychosis (mgmossiktffsis). [mod.L.,
see MONO- and PSYCHOSIS.] = MONOMANIA.

1883 T. S. CLOUSTON Clin. Led. Mental Dii. 18 A true

impression from a nerve of common sensibility may be mis-
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wing, as the carcertila of the Fraxinus: monopterous. 1866
in Tretis. Bot.

Monopterygian, -ious: see MONO- i.

t Monoptic, a. 06s [f. Gr. jiox-os MONO-
+ oTTTiK-ds of or pertaining to sight (see OPTIC).]

One-eyed. Also absol.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Monoptick, that seeth onely with
one eye. 1730 BAILEY (fol.), Monoptick.

Monoptical (m^n^ ptikal), a. humorously

pedantic. [Formed as prec. + -AL.] One-eyed.
1821 Blaclnv. Mag. IX. 61 Monoptical Squire Polyphemus,

c 1842 M.
J.

HIGGINS Ess. (1875) 74 He was a rugged
veteran, white-haired, bloated, ianie, and monoptical.

Moiioptote (Tcafnfpttmt).
Also 7-8 -tot. [ad.

late L. monoptot-its, a. late Gr. novoirrar-os, f. Gr.

l*6vo-s MONO- + TTTWTOS falling, cogn. w, Trrwat?

case, f. m-TtT-tiv to fall. So F. monoptote^\ A noun

occurring in a single oblique case (as I,, astif],

1612 BHIXSLEY Pos. / arts (1669) 101 Q. Which call ^you
Monoptots? A. Sucll words as are found in one oblique
case. 1656 Bl.orNT Glossal:, Monof&amp;gt;tote, a word having
but one Case. 1751 WESLEY ll ks. (18721 XIV. 40 Mono
ptots, which have but one Case ; as, astn. 1854 ANDREWS
& STODDARD Lftt. Grain. Jj 94. 36 Monoptote.
Hence Monopto tic a., having only one case.

1872 LATHAM s.v. Monoptote, A word that appears in one
form only is on the first view, equally aptotic and inonoptotic

both or either.

Monopylean : see MONO- i .

Moiiopyrenous (mpuapsirrnss), a. Bot. [f.

Gr. ^uVo-s MONO- + irvprjv fruit-stone 4- -OUS. Cf.

F. monopyrine.] Having but one stone or kernel :

said of fruits.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey, Motiopyreiwus Fruit, such

Fruit of a Plant, as contains in it only one Kernel, or Seed.

1866 Trcas. But., MonopyrenouSi containing one stone.

Mono-rail (mpwsl A.). [f.
MONO- + RAIL s/&amp;gt;.

2
]

A designation (.chiefly at/rib.) of a railway with

carriages running on a single rail. So Mono-

railway.
1897 Wcstm. Gaz. 9 Apr. 4/2 Patent electric express rail

way., built on the mono-rail system. 1901 Daily News

14 Mar. 3/2 The Proposed Monorail between Liverpool and

Manchester. 1902 ll estm. Gaz. 16 May 5/3 A scheme.,

for the construction of a mono-railway.

Monorchid (mpnp jkid\ a. and sl&amp;gt;. [f. mod.L.

monorchis, monorchid- : see MONORCHIS. Cf. F.

Monoi-chide.] a. adj. Having only one testicle ;

characterized by or exhibiting monorchism. b. sb.

A monorchid person ;
= MONORCHIS.

1822-34 Good s Stuily Men. (ed. 4! IV. 6 There is a set o

barbarians at the back of the Cape of Good Hope, win

1902 Baldwin s Diet. Philos. f, Psycho/. s.v. Motto-, Mono
mania, (..also termed, by Clouston, monopsychosis).

Montvpter. Arch. Obs. rare-&quot;. Also 8

mouoptere. [ad. F. moaoptire, ad. med.L.

monopteros : see MONOPTEBOS.] = MONOPTEKOS.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Monopter, was a sort of a round

Temple, whose Roof was supported by one Pillar only.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Monoptere, . .a kind of temple
among the antients, round, and without walls; having its

dome supported by columns. 1775
in ASH.

Monopteral (nvnjvpteral), a. and sb. [f.
late

L. monopter-os (Vitruvius, in sense i below), mod.

L. monopter-us (in sense 2), a. Gr. *iua&amp;gt;uirrtpos,

lit. having one wing or fin , f. ftuvo-s MONO- +

Ttrfp-ov wing, fin, row or circle of columns: see-AL.]

A. adj.
1. Arch. Of a temple: Consisting of a single

circle of columns supporting a roof.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Gloss. 588 Monopteron,
or Monopt[e]ral Temple, an edifice consisting of a circular

colonnade, supporting a dome, without any inclosing wall.

1841 Civil Eng. ff Arch. Jrnl. IV. 118/2 The uppermost
is a Corinthian rotunda, forming an open or monopteral

temple (i.e. without any cella).

2. Zool. Having a single fin, wing, or alate

part. [Cf. F. monoptire (1798 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 417/2 (Fig. 17) K,

monopteral cymba.
B. s/&amp;gt;. A monopteral temple ;

a monopteros.
1845 PARKER Gloss. Archil, (ed. 4) I. 243 Monopttros,

MotwMeral, . . a circular temple consisting of a roof sup

ported on columns, without any cell.

II Monopteros (mpnpplerfi). Arch. Also 8-9
monopteron. [subst. use of late L. monopteros

adj. : see MONOPTERAL.] A monopteral temple.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Monopteron, a sort of round

Temple, whose Roof was only supported by Pillars; so

cali d, from its having but one Wing or Isle. 1823 [see

MONOPTERAL a. i]. 1830 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer s Anc.

Art ioo*(ed. 2) 171 Temple .. of Mars Ultor on the

capitol, a small monopteros, which we still see on coins.

1883 tr. Reter s Hist. Auc. Art 476 Monopteros, a circular

structure of outstanding columns, commonly without a cella

enclosed by walls.

Monopterous (nVnp-pterss), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. monopter-us (see MONOPTERAL) + -ous.]

Of certain seeds : Having but one wing.
1856 MAVNE F.xfes. Le.r., Monoptems, having but one

VOL. VI.

18 July 141/2 The question as to the possible, .inconvenience

to which monorchids are liable falls under two heads.

Monorchidism (mfin(7 jkidiz m). [f. prec. +

-ISM.]
= MONOKCHISM.

1860 New Syn. Soc. 1 ear-bit. Med. 304 Researches in Mon
orchidism and Cryptorchidism in Man. 1874 VAN BUREN
Dis Gcnit. Org. 392 Occasionally monorchidism is acquired.

|] Monorchis (irW ukis). PI. monorchides

(-jTukid/z). [mod.L. monorchis, pi. (incorrectly)

-ides, a. Gr. jioVopx&quot;
a

dj-&amp;gt;
f
;

l^L RLISG MIS. Jesus 52 iviMiiy msiiiiii-ta ft M ,*w~j -

persons having only a single testis, are also mentioned by
the old authors. 1865 A. S. TAYLOR Princ. ff Pract. Mat.

jitrispr. 866 Monorchides. .have been known to be prolific.

Monorchism (mpnpMkiz m). [Formed as

MONORCHIS + -ISM.] The condition of having

only one testicle. 1876 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

Monorganic (mjmpjgoe-nik), a. [f. MON(O)-

+ ORGAN + -ic.]

1. Med. Of a disease : Affecting a single organ.

1880 in WEBSTER Suppl.

2. Having only one organ.

1887 Science 3 June 534 In the natural world some beings

are monorganic, others are polyorganic.

Monorhine (mc norain), a. andrf. tool. Also

monorrhine. [f.
mod.L. Monorlrina, f. Gr. ^oVo-s

MONO- + flv-, fa nose.] A. adj. Having a single

nasal passage only ; spec, applied to the Mono-

r/iina, a group of skulled vertebrates, having only

one nasal passage, and comprising the lampreys

and hags. Also Monorhinal (mp -norainal), Mo-

these fishes were monorrhine, is surely illegitimate and

arbitrary. 1900 Nature 20 Sept. 504/2 There is no evidence

whatever that any of the creatures classed *&
Ostracodermi were monorhmal like the Lamprejs. 1902

Webster s Diet., Suppl., Monorhinons.

B. sb. A monorhinal vertebrate.

1890 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets.

t Monorhythm. 06s. [f.
Gr. ,wvo-s MONO-

+ SvOu-ds RHYTHM.] = MONORIME.

Etymologically the word should mean having one

rhythm ;
but prob. it was intended as a more correct form

to be substituted for the hybrid monorhyme (-rime}, tn

word rhyme being regarded as a derivative of f^f-m.

I77S ASH. UoHirhythm,; a poetical composition in which

all the verses end with the same rhyme.

MONOSPEBMIC.

Monorhythmic, a. rare. Pros. [Formed
as prec. + -it-.]

= MONORIME a. (Cf. prec.)
1833 LOSGF. Anc. Span. Ball. Prose Wks. 1886 I. 162

They [old Spanish ballads] are all monorhythmic, with full

consonant rhymes. 1833 Drift-Wood ibid. 296 In these
old romances, .the verse is monorhythmic.

Monorime, -rhyme (mp-noraim), sb. and a.

[a. F. monorime (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Gr.

\iuva-i MONO- + rime RIME, RHYME.] A. sb. a. A
poetical composition or passage in which all the

lines have the same rime. b. pi. Lines forming a

tirade with one rime.

1731 BAILEY (vol. II.), Monorhyme, a poetical composition,
all the verses whereof end with the same rhyme. 1868
T. WRIGHT Pref. to Langtoft s Chron. (Rolls: II. p. xi, In

this manuscript each new set of monorimes is headed by
a title in Latin. 1886 POSXETT Coinpar. Lit. 46 note, The
rudeness of this versification, says M. Geruzez. -is marked

by monorimes, of indeterminate length.

B. attj. Having a single rime. So also Mo no-

rimed///. a. [see -En- j.

1833 LONGI. Drift-ll oott Prose Wks. 1886 I. 259 The old

romances were sung; and.. hence there was a good reason

for dividing them into monorhyme stan/as. 1898 SAINTSBI KV

.Short Hist. Kng. Lit. (1905) 737 These rolling quatrains,

rhymed as a rule aafz,..but sometimes monorhymed
throughout. 1902 H. LYNCH G. Paris Med. Fr. Lit. 90 A
little poem.. in monorhymed quatrains.

Monoschemic: see MONO- i.

Monose lenide. Chem. [MONO- 2.] A sele-

nide containing one equivalent of selenium.

1875 Fownes Chem. (ed. n) 228 1 he mono, tri, and penta-
selemdes.

Monoseme (ropTWMin), a. Pros. [ad. Gr.

/ioi/doTi/i-or : see next.]
= next.

1902 in Webster s Diet., Sltppl.

Monoseniic (m^ncsrmik), a. Pros. [f.
Gr.

^otoarj^-os cited in sense having only one significa

tion (f. IJLOVU-S MONO- + aiji^a sign, mark) + -ic.]

Consisting of or equal to a single mora. (Cl.

disemic, triscmic.*} 1890 in Century Diet.

lUConosepalous (m^iwse p&las), a. Bot. [f.

MONO- + mod.L. sepal-urn SEPAL + -ous. In F.

monost!pale.] Properly, Having one lateral sepal

only ;
but commonly misused for gatliosepalous.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 24 In Sderantheje

the calyx is always monosepalous. 1837 P. KEITH Rot. Lex.

s.v., If the calyx of any flower consists merely of a single

piece, or sepal, or of several sepals united, it is said to be

monosepalous, as in Primula. 1861 BENTI.EV Man. Bot. 225

When a monosepalous calyx is entire, the number of sepals

can then only be ascertained by the venation.

Monosilicate. Chem. [MONO- 2.] A sili

cate containing one equivalent of silicic anhydride.

1857 MILLER Klctii. Chem. (1862) III. 198 Monosilicale of

ethyl.

Monosiphonous (mpnisarftlhos), o. Bot. [f.

Gr. //ciro-s MONO- + oitfav tube, pipe (SIPHON)

-r-ous.] Having a single siphon; applied to certain

Alg;e (floridea} in which a transverse section of

the frond shows only a single large, elongated

central cell or siphon not surrounded by smaller

similar cells. So Monosiphonic (-ssifo nik) a.

1853 HARVEY Nereis Boreali-Amer. n. 8, IX. Wrangeha-

cea: Frond filiform, monosiphonous. 1857 BERKELEY

Cryptog. Bot. 133 Of those green Algae which are masked

by calcareous matter, there are two series distinguished by

their monosiphonous or polysiphonous stems. 1888 VINES

in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 126/2 The filaments [of the Pirn.

spores} may consist of single rows of cells (monosiphonous ,

as in most Kctocarpest, or of several rows of cells (polys,-

plionons),zs\nlheliresagl!eacea!. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss.

Bot. Terms, Monosiphonic.

II MonOSlS (m^nffu-sis). Bot. [mod.L., a. Gr.

uoVaxris solitariness, singleness, f. itovovv to make

single or solitary, f. iwvo-s single.] The isolation

of an organ from the rest. (Cf. MONOSY.)

1873 COOKE Man. Bot. Terms (ed. 2) 73. 1874 R. BROWN

Man. Bot. 609.

Monosodic (mpneso&quot;-dik),
a. Chem. [MoNO-

2.] Containing one equivalent of sodimn.

1873 Fownes Chem. (ed. ir) 333 Monosodic Carbonate.

Hid. 340 Monosodic orthophosphate. _

So Mo:no-so dinm, used at/rift.

,857 MILLER Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 250 Mono-sodium

8
ilonosomatic, -ous, -spasm : see MONO- i.

Monosperm (mp-mspsJin).
Bot. rare . [f.

Gr uovo-s MONO- + onipp-a seed, SPERM. Ct. r.

monosperme (adj.).] A plant having but one seed.

1879 in STORMONTII Man. Sci. Terms; and in later Diets.

Monospermal (mpncsps-Jmal),
a. Bot. rare.

[Formed as prec. + -AL.] Having only one seed ;

monospermous. Also Monospe rmatous a. [Cf.

F. nwnospermatiqu&amp;lt;:.~\

1856 MAYKE Expos. Lex., Monospermal, Monosperm

tons, having only one seed: one-seeded; both ot

terms are used, W the second is the more correct one

1876 J. H. BALFOUR in Encycl. Brit. IV. 151/2 The drape

is a..monospermal and unilocular indehiscent fruit.

Monospe-rmic, a. [Formed as prec.
+ -ic.J

1. Bot. = MONOSPERMOUS.
ft8&amp;lt;6 MAYNE Expos. Lex., MoHOspermiais,\\\e

same a*

MfZattraaa.] 1891 SyJ. Soc. Lex.. Mono^crnnc, II

same as Monospermaioiis.
14 J



MONOSPBBMOUS. 626 MONOSYLLABLE.

2. Phys. Pertaining to, or affected with, mono-

spermy.
1902 Webster s Diet., Suppl. s.v., Monospermic eggs.

Monospermous (mpncspa jmas) ,
a. Bot.

[Formed as prec. + -ous.] Having only one seed.

1717 BAILEY (vol. II), Monospermos [1737 Ibid., Mono-

sperntous], which bears a single Seed to each Flower, as in

Valerian, the Marvel of Peru, &c. 1760 J. LEE Introd.

Hot. i. xv. (1765) 39. 1797 Eticycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 388/2
There are eight barren staminn, and two monospermous
berries [in Menispermiiw], 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot.

8 Bocconia has.. a monospermous capsule. 1861 BENTLEY
Man. Bat. 336 The pericarp is monospermous.

Monospermy (m^vnospaimi). Phys. [After
POLYSPERMY (Gr. TTO\vair(p/ita), f. Gr. nbvo-s M.ONO-

+ atriptM seed. Cf. F. monospcrmie.\ Impregna
tion of an ovum by a single spermatozoon ; opposed
to polyspermy. 1901 in Webster s Diet., Snppl.

Monospherical (m/&amp;gt;n0sfe rikal), a. rare~&quot;.

[f.
Gr. ^uvO S MONO- +

a&amp;lt;paTp-a sphere + -ICAL.]

Consisting of or having a single sphere.
1775 in ASH. 1836 in SMART; and in recent Diets.

Monospondylic (m^nosp^ndi-lik),
a.

[f.
Gr.

/topo-i Moso- + ffTTovSv\-os (Attic &amp;lt;7&amp;lt;poV8vXos)
verte

bra + -ic : see SPONDYLTC.] Having a single

centrum, as a vertebra; without intercentra, as

a vertebral column.
1884 RYDER in Rep. U.S. Fish. Comm. 983 The caudal

part of the axial column may be perfectly monospondylic.

II Monosporangium (m^n^spone-ndsicm).
Pot. [mod.L., f. MONO- + SPORANGIUM.] A
sporangium containing or bearing monospores.
1892 Jrnl. Qnekett Microsc. Club July 25 The mono-

sporangia are terminal, on one- or two-celled branches. 1900
It. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bat. Terms, Monosporanginm, used

by Sauvageau for the organ which produces monospores.

Mouospore (mjrnospoiu). Bot. [f.
MONO- +

SPORE.] An undivided spore, as in some of the

lower AlgE.
1891 Jrnl. Qtlekett Microsc. Club July 24 Their neutral

organs are undivided, i.e. they are monospores. 1900 II. R
JACKSON Gloss. Bot, Terms, Monospore, a special spore in

r.ctocarpus, by Sauvageau considered to be a Gemma.

Monospored (mfnospo-&amp;gt;jd),a. Bot. [f. MONO-
+ SPOKE + ED -

. Cf. F. monosporQ = MONO
SPOROUS.
1882 J. M. CROMBIE in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 555/1 Mono-

spored species.

Monosporiferous ^m^nosporrferas), a. Bot.

[f.
MONOSPOBE + -(I)FEROUS.] Bearingmonospores.

1892 Jrnl. Ouckett Microsc. Club July 24 There wasample
material for learning the true characters of the epiphyte in

all stages of the neutral or monosporiferous state.

Mouosporogony (m^nosporc goni). [f. Gr.

ftuvo-s MONO- + (Tirupo-s sowing, seed + -yoi ia

begetting.] (See quot.)
1891 Syti. Stv. Lex., Monosporogony, the form of asexual

reproduction in which a single cell detaches itself from the

adjoining cells of an organism, increases by division, and
forms a multicellular organism.

Monosporous ^m^nospo-i res, mjTn/J sporas), a.

Bot. [f. Gr. /joVo-s MONO- + o-irop-oj SPORE 4-

-ous.] Having but a single spore.
1856 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Monosportis, applied to any

concepticle of a cryptogamious plant which contains but a

single sporule : monosporous. 1874 COOKE Fungi 26 M.
Stveillo was of opinion that the basidia of the Tremelli were

monosporons. Ibid. 145 Each of them [sc. these tubes] very
soon emits four monosporous spicules.

Monostaoh, etc. : see MONO- I.

Monostearin (m^nostrarinX Client. [MoNO-
2.] That species of stearine formed from glycerin

by the replacement by stearyl of one only of the

three OH groups.
1854 Fo-.vnes Cftem. (ed. 5) 599 Three compounds of stearic

acid with glycerin have been thus produced, which M. I .er-

thelot distinguishes as monostearin, bistearin, and tetra-

stearin. 1879 C. R. A. WRIGHT in Encycl. Brit. X. 697/2
The process of saponification may be viewed as the gradual
progressive transformation of tristearin..into distearin,
monostearin. and glycerin.

Mouostele (m/vnost/1). Bot. [f. Gr. ituvo-s

MONO- + ffTTjAT; block of stone, slab : see STELE.]
A single axial cylinder of tissue in certain plants.
So Mouoste-lic a. Also Monoste ly (see quot.)
and Monoste lous a.

1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Monostelic, having
a single axial cylinder of tissue, in which the vascular tissue
is developed. Ibid., Monostely, the state of having a single
stele; adj. motwsteloits. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXV. 412/2
Margin, Arrangement in strands ; the cylinder or monostefe.

Monostich (rap ncstik), sb. Pros. Forms :

7-8 monostick, 7- monostich. Also 6, 8 in Gr.

formmonostichou. [ad. \ate L.,motiostick-tim,mo-
nosticli-ittm (Ausonius), a. Gr. povuaTixov. neut.

of nov6anx* adj. consisting of one verse, f. puvo-s
MONO- + o-Tixos row, line, or verse. Cf. F. monostiqiie

adj. (171382 in Du Cange) and sb.] A poem or

epigram consisting of but one metrical line.

1577 KENDALL Flo-.vers ofEpigr. 104 b, This Monostichon
here followyng, was written vpon the gate of the Monestarie
of the Benedictines. 1607 J. CARPENTER Plaine Mans
Plough 38 [The seven works of mercy] aptly compie*
hended in this Monostich. I isito, poto, cibo, redimo,
tego, colligo, rondo. 1693 J. H. tr. Juvenal x. Ep. Ded.

3, I know not whether you have ever met with the fol

lowing Monostick. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 47. 1/1 That
Celebrated Monostick, The Bashful Water saw her God,
and Blusht. 1721 BAILEY, Monostichon, an Epigram con

sisting of one single Verse. 1871 BROWNING Balanst. 169
Who could speak A chorus to the end, or prologize,. .Or
thrust and parry in bright monostich. 1891 DRIVER Inlrod.
Lit. O. T. (1892) 342 Single lines or monostichs: these are
found but rarely.

Monostich (mC nostik), a. Also 7 mono-
stick, 9 (sense 2) monostic. [a. Gr. iiovoaii\m

(see prec.) ; in sense 2 a. F. monostique (Haiiy).]
1. Pros. Consisting of a single line of verse.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Monostick, (monostichon} that

which consists of one onely verse. 1893 W. R. W. STEPHENS

Life $ Lett. Freeman 1.37 It contains monostich passages.

f2. Mill. = MONOSTICHOL S I. Obs.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Klin. (ed. 3) 211 Monostic

topaz, .is a slightly oblique eight sided prism, in which two
and two lateral planes meet under very obtuse angles.

MonOSticllOUS (mffyrstikas) , a. [f. Gr. /toVo-s

MONO- + arix-os row, line + -ous.]
1. Mitt. (See quot.) Cf. MONOSTICH a. 2.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex,, Monostichous, applied byHauy
to a variety of the prism, the base of which is surrounded
with facets which have different inclinations, as the I enites

monosticha : monostichous.

2. Bot. Arranged in a single vertical row, rank,
or series, on one side of an axis, as the flowers in

certain grasses. (Opposed to distichous!)
1866 Treas. Bot., Monostichous, arranged in one row. 1900

B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms.

3. Zool. Consisting of a single layer or row.

1883 LANKESTER BOURNE in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set.

XXIII. 195 These maybe called respectively Monostichous
and Diplostichous eyes. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anirn.

Life 492 (Arthropoda) The hypodermic cells beneath the

thickened cuticle constitute the onnnateiim, and remain
either in a single or form a double layer ; hence mono- or

diplo-stichous. The monostichous ommateum is said to be

apostatic when cup-shaped. Ibid. 525 All the eyes of
Limulus are monostichous. 1902 E. R. LANKESTER in

\ Encycl. Brit. XXV. 697. 2 The monomeniscous eye is rarely

provided with a single layer of cells beneath its lens ; when
it is so, it is called monostichous.

Monostigmatous : see MONO- i.

MonostomatOUS (m^n^ist^ matas), a. Zool.

[f. Gr. fiovo-s MONO- + arofiar-, aTofia mouth +
-ous : cf. next.] Having only one mouth or

sucker ; spec, of or pertaining to the Monestomata,
the higher of the two main divisions of the Me-
tazoa, including all metazoans (with a single oral

aperture) except the sponges or Polystemata.

Opposed to polystomatous. In recent Diets.

Monostome (mp-nostuum), a. and si. [a. F.

monostome (Littrti), ad. Gr. novbaron-os with one

mouth, f. IHJVO-S MONO- + aru/ta mouth.] a.

adj. Having only one mouth or sucker, b. sb.

An animal having only one mouth or sucker, as

a metazoan, or a parasitic trematode worm of the

genus Afoncsttmum or family Monostontidst. So
Mono stomous a. [f. Gr. povuaron-os + -ous],

having only one month
;
monostomatous.

1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Mednsse 80 Brandt.. divided
the Discophorx into Monostomous and Polystomous. 1849
HUXLEY in I hil. Trans. CXXXIX. 426 The stomachal
membrane of the Monostome Medusae. 1856 MAYNE E.rpos.
Lex., Monostomus, having but one mouth, or opening :

monostomous. 1860 COBBOI.D in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. (1861) V.

38 The absence, however, of a ventral sucker, .points to a
closer alliance with the Monostomes.

Moiiostrophe (m^-nostnf). Pros. [ad. Gr.

liovuctTpoif&amp;gt;-ns atlj., f. /ioVo-s MONO- H- ffrpocft-rj recur

ring metrical scheme, STEOPHE.] A poem in which
one strophic arrangement is repeated throughout.
1800 in Century Diet.

Monostrophic (mfnostrffik), a. (and sb.)
Pros. [ad. (Jr.

fwvoffTpo(t&amp;gt;itc-6s t f. novoarpotp-os : see

i
MONOSTROPHE and -ic.] A. adj. Consisting of re

petitions of one and the same strophic arrangement.
1671 MII.TON Samson Pref., The measure of Verse usM in

,
the Chorus is of all sorts, call d by the Greeks Monostrophic,
or rather Apolelymenon. without regard had to Strophe,
Antistrophe or Epod. 1788 [CUMBERLAND] Observer No. in.

i IV. 158 By making his Chorus monostrophic, he has robbed
I it of that lyric beauty, which [etc.]. 1847 GROTE Greece

II. xxix. (1862) IV. 1 19 Until -this time [600 Be.] the song
had been monostrophic, consisting of nothing more than
one uniform stanza, repeated from the beginning to the end
of the composition. 1849 J. W. DONALDSON Theat. Grks.
i. ii. (ed. 6) 27 The Dithyramb of Lasus eventually became
monostrophic.

B. sb. pi. Monostrophic verses.

1784 G. I. HUNTINGI-ORD (title* An Apology for the Mono-
strophics which were published in 1782. With a second
collection of Monostrophics. 1785 COUTER Let. to Umt in
22 Oct., Wks. 1836 V. 169 Huntingford s Monostrophics.

Monostyle (nynoittil), a .
1 Arch. [f.

MONO-

|

+ STYLE 1.] Built in one style throughout.
1850 PARKER Gloss. Archil, (ed. 5) I. 308.Mo iiostyle, a.- Arch. [f. Gr. fioVo-s MONO-
-KTrCX-os pillar: see STYLE-.] Having or con

sisting of a single shaft, pillar, or column. So

Monostylar a.

1844 Civil Eng. ft Arch. Jrnl. VII. 10/1 We question
whether any more monostylar monuments, supporting no.

thing, will be erected for some time. 1850 PARKER Gloss.

,

Archil, (ed. 5) I. 308 Mmostylr.

Monostyloua : see MONO- i.

Mono-substitution : see MONO- 2.

Monosulphide (mpnusp lfsid). Client. [MONO-
2.] A sulphide containing one equivalent of

sulphur. Also f Monosu lphnret, in the same
sense. Also Monosxvlphite, a sulphite containing
one equivalent of sulphurous acid.

*854 J&amp;gt;
SCOFFERN in Orr s Circ. Sci., Chein. 408 Two

compounds of sulphurous acid with soda are known the

incnosulphite and the bisulphite. Ibid, 411 The monosul-

phuret or monosulphide of potassium.

11 MoilOSy (mp nrai). Bot. [a. F. monosie (Mor-
ren), f. Gr. /jwcucns : see MONOSIS.] (See quots.)
18*9 M. T. MASTERS Veget. Terat. 58 The late Professor

Morren proposed the general term Monosy for all these
cases of abnormal isolation. 1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss.

Bot. Terms, Monosy, Morren s term for the abnormal isola

tion of parts due to (a) Adesmy or (/ ) Dialysis,

t MonOSyllabe. Ob:, [a. F. ?nonosyllabe or

ad. late L. MONOSYLLABON.] = MONOSYLLABLE sb.

1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 59 Gif jour Sectioun be
nocht . . a monosyllabe.

Monosyllabic (m^nosilse-bik), a. [ad. med.L.

monosyllabic-us (R. Bacon 1271), f. late L. mono-

syllab-us
= Gr. /ioco&amp;lt;ri)AXa/3os : see MONOSYLLABON.

Cf. F. monosyllabique (1752 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of a word : Consisting of one syllable.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Monosyllabic, i. Consisting of one syl

lable; as, a monosyllabic word. 1843 STODDART Gran:, in

eycl. Metrop. I. 151/1 Ashort monosyllabic preposition. 1906
At/ienantm 12 May 575/1 Monosyllabic roots.

2. Consisting of monosyllables or of a mono

syllable. (Cf. MONOSYLLABLE sb. c.)

1828-32 WEBSTER, Monosyllabic,. .2. Consisting of words
of one syllable ; as, a monosyllabic verse. 1838 DICKENS
.\ ith. -\7&amp;lt;r.xvi, The same gentleman, .again made a mono
syllabic demonstration, by growling out Resign ! 1866

GEO. ELIOT F. Holt Introd., Throwing out a monosyllabic
hint to his cattle. 1872 ATKINSON tr. Ganot s Nat. Philos.

161 A person speaking with a loud voice in front of a

reflecting surface at the distance of 112-5 feet can only dis

tinguish the last reflected syllable : such an echo is said to

be monosyllabic. 1877 DOWDEN Shaks. Prim. iv. 41 The
appearance in Shakespere s verse of weak monosyllabic

endings. 1899 Allintt s Syst. Med. VIII. 367 The speech
is often monosyllabic, a whispered monotone.

b. Philol. Used as the distinctive epithet of

those languages (e. g. Chinese) which have a voca

bulary wholly composed of monosyllables.
1824 Crit. Res. in Philol. $ Ceol. 172 The Chinese, and

other monosyllabic tongues. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang.
xii. 239 If we met with monosyllabic tongues in different

parts of the earth, we should have no right to infer their

connection.

3. Of a person : Uttering only monosyllables.
1870 DISRAELI Loihair viii, Lothair was somewhat mono

syllabic and absent. 1892 MRS. H. WARD D. Grieve i. viii,

Mr. Ancrum .. had been cheered a little during his last

days at Clough End by the appearance of David, very red

and monosyllabic, on his doorstep.

t Monosylla bical, . Obs. rart. [Formed
as prec. + -AL.]

= MONOSYLLABIC.
1686 Phil. Trans. XVI. 63 A Monosyllabical Name. 1755

JOHNSON, Monosyllabical, consisting ofwords ofone syllable.

1776 in Boswell Life 22 Mar., He is quite unsocial ; his

conversation is quite monosyllabical.

Moiiosyllabically (mf ncsilcirbikali), adr.

[f.
MONOSYLLABICAL + -LY *.] In a monosyllable

or monosyllables.
1816 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 664 Which I know to be

(monosyllabically speaking) a lie. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i.

My First Play, I ice versa . . in his own peculiar pronuncia
tion monosyllabically elaborated, or Anglicised, into some,

thing like Terse verse. 1882 SALA Amcr, Rcvis. ix. (1885)

118 He became responsive, but only monosyllabically so.

1904 Daily Chron. i June 6 7 Hone wrote of cabs mono-

syllabically in 1827.

Monosyllabisin (m^nosHabiz m). [Formed
as MONOSYLLABE + -ISM. Cf. F. mimosyllabisme .~\

Addiction to the use of monosyllables ;
the quality

of being monosyllabic.
1804 MITFORD Inquiry t\t In the spirited and easy flow

of that line thus, its monosyllabism is apt to escape the ear s

notice. 1824 New Monthly Mag. XII. 198 The rounded
and sonorous Italian enunciation does not admit_of being

despatched in the snip-snap articulation compatible with

the monosyllabism of our own language. 1885 Kucfcl. Brit.

XVIII. 774/2 Which.. brought back so considerable a part
of the vocabulary to monosyllabism.

b. spec, in Philology. (See MONOSYLLABIC 2 b.)

1846 WORCESTER (cites F.c. Rev.). 1860 FARRAR Orig.

Lang. 183 It should be observed that triliteralism is not

necessarily incompatible with monosyllabism. 1896 A. H.

Ki ANK l-.thnol. 208 Monosyllabism is thus shown to be, not

the first but the last stage in the evolution of human speech.

Monosyllabize ^mfnosHabaiz), T. [formed
as prec. + -I7.E.] trans. To render monosyllabic.
Hence Monosyllabizing rbl. sb.

1857 Zoologist Ser. I. XV. 5692 The English love for

monosyllabizing. 1904 Speaker 4 June 229/1 This mono-

syllabising of the language.

Monosyllable (mcnosi lab l), sb. and a. Also

6 monosillable, 6-7 monasyllable, -sillable,

7 raonesyllable, -sillible. [ad. late L. mono-

syllabus (see MONOSYLLABON) after SYLLABLE.]
A. sb. A word of one syllable.

1533 MORE Debelt. Salem Wks. 956/1 He forgeatteth thys

lyttle shorte woorde, thys monasyllable, Such, which he re-

hearsed first. 1589 PUTTENHAM F.ng. Poesie n. v[i]. (Arb.)



MONOSYLLABLE.
90 For this purpose serue the monosillables of our English
Saxons IXCtllently well. 1607 TOPSELL l- our-f. Bcusts (1658)
324 The French men call it furchette

; which word our
farriers.. do make it a monosyllable, and pronounce it the
frush . 1620 DcxnnStrm. l.x.xiv. (1640) 753 This one little

particle, this monasyllable, So. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tray.
(ed. i:) 339 Their language is most part of monosyllables
1647 WARD Simp. Cablet- (1843) 86 Some are raking in
old musty Charnel books, for old mouldy monosyllables
1680 MOUUEN Gcog. Reel., China (1685) 418 They have above
60,000 Letters but not above 300 Words, which are, for the
most part, all Monasillables. 1692 DHYDEN Cleomeucs \\. i.

14 By Heav n, I ll change it [my name] into Jove or Mars !

Or any other civil Monosyllable, That will not tire my
Hand. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 181 Almost all the
Original Words of our Language are Monosyllable.^. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 88 r 4 It is pronounced by Dryden,
that a line of monosyllables is almost always harsh. 1906
J. OMAN Probl. Faith fy Freeciomin. ror To perpetrate ten
monosyllables in succession was a high offence.

b. Phrase, In monosyllables, f in monosyllabic.
1570-6 LAMBARDE Feramb. Kent (1826) 233 Erasmus com-

pareth the English toong to a Dog s barking that soundeth
nothing els but Baw waw waw in Monosillable. 1888 C.
MORRIS Aryan Race viii. 190 Philologists are generally
satisfied tiiat man first spoke in monosyllables, each of
which conveyed some generalized information.

C. Often used to indicate some emphatic word
(esp. yes or no), which is sometimes intentionally
left unnamed. To speak (answer, etc.) in mono
syllables: to speak with intentional curtness; to
answer little but yes or no .

1608 DEKKER [.until. $ Cumtlc-Lt. i. A, She dealt in nothing
but in Monosyllables, (as if to hauespoken words of greater
length would haue crackt her Voice). 1679 DKYUEN Tr.

&amp;lt;v

Cr. n. iii, Achil. I can brook no comparisons. A/a r. Nor I

AMI. Well, Ajax. Ajax. Well, Achilles. Thers. So, now
they quarrel in monosyllables. 1824 Miss MITTORU Village
Ser l. 20 A low soft voice, sweet even in its monosyllables.
1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 165 Her reply was con
veyed in a monosyllable. 1865 TROLLOPS Helton Est. v,No . She pronounced the monosyllable alone. 1885 1C.

GARRETT At Any Cost vi. 104 He. .remembered her only
as a gaunt, black-eyed girl, who answered in monosyllables.
1903 Longiit. Mag. Sept. 291 Juliet leant back in her corner
responding by an occasional monosyllable.

B. adj. 1. = MONOSYLLABIC a. i. Xow ran:
1389 PunENHAM Eng. Poesie n. vi[i]. (Arb.) 92 Words

monosillable which be for the more part our natural! Saxon

p
b

English. 1640 TORRIANO Ital. Tutor title-p., A display of
the monasillable particles of the Language, by way of Al
phabet. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Monasyltable, that hath
but one syllable. 1658 PHILLIPS Pref., Pronouns, and Mono
syllable Verbs, as Mine, Thine, This, IVIiat, Lore, Gi:-e.

1676 MAKVELL .l/r. Smirkc 43 The Gentleman s name.. is

the Monosyllable voice with which Cats do usually address
themselves to us. c 1790 COVVPER Wlis. (1837) XV. 320 [He]
would think the line improved by a monosyllable epithet,
which would make it run more smoothly.
2. MONOSYLLABIC a. 2. rare.

1697 DUYDEN
.-Zj

;/rfDed. (e) 4 b, It seldom happens but
a Monosyllable Line turns Verse to Prose. 1706 POPE Let.
to Walsk 22 Oct., Monosyllable-lines, unless artfully man
aged, are stiff or languishing; but may be beautiful to

express Melancholy. 1821 BYRON Juan v. liii, Others in

monosyllable talk chatted.

Monosyllable, v. rare. [{. MONOSYLLABLE
sb.] trans. To reduce to a monosyllable.

.1 1647 CLEVELAND Sinectymnitns 46 Like to nine Taylors,who if rightly spell d, Into one man are monosyllabled.

Monosyllabled, a. rare.
[f. MONOSYLLABLE

sb. + -ED -.]
= MONOSYLLABIC a. 3.

838 I. TAYLOR Home Rduc. 131 A monosyllabled stanza.

II Monosyllabon. Obs. PI. -syllaba. [L.
monosyllalion, a. Gr.

fnovoa\&amp;gt;\\a(Sov, neuter of povo-
av\\a(los adj., f. povo-s MONO- + av\\a0-r) SYL
LABLE.] A monosyllable.
157* GASCOIGNE Sleele Gl. (Arb.) 77 That Crammer grudge

not at our English long, Bycause it stands by Monosyllaba,And cannot be declined as others are. 1580 G. HARVEY
Three Proper Lett. 55 You shal as well, .heare fayer as
fiiirc, . . wylh an inliny te cpmpanye of the same sort : some
time Monosyllaba, sometime Polysyllaba. 1608 MIDDLE-
TON Fam. Lore v. iii, I will onely in Monosillaba annswere
for my selfe. 1672 H. MORE BriefReply 102 It was a great
oversight .. to leave out that Monosyllabon which was of
such principal signification in the sentence. 1716 M. DAVIES
Athrn. Brit. II. 299 No Laconick Monosyllabon.

Monosyllogism (mfiwsi lodgiz m). [f.MoNO-
+ SYLLOGISM.] (Seequot.) So MonosyUog-rstici/.
1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xix. (1860) I. 363 A syllogism,

viewed as an isolated and independent whole, is called a
Monosyllogism, that is, a single reasoning. Ibiit. xxvi.
1 1. 44 III respect to the External Form, Probationsare Simple
orMonosyllogistic, if they consist of a single reasoning.

Monosymmetric (mf&amp;gt;nosime-trik), a. [f.
MONO- + SYMMETRIC.] a. Cryst. =MONOCLINIC.
1880 in WEBSTER Suppt. 1887 Athcuxum 10 Sept. 345/2

[Graphite occurs] in tabular crystals so indistinctly formed
as to render it uncertain whether they belong to the hexa
gonal or monosymmetric system.

b. Bot, = next. 1890 in Century Diet.

Monosymme trical, a. Bot. [f.
MONO- +

SYMMETRICAL.] Of flowers, fruits, etc. : Divisible
|

into exactly similar halves in one plane only.
1875 Bnmsn & DYEK Sachs Bot. 184 A shoot with alter- ,

&quot;alms leaves in two rows is also simply bilateral without
being nionosymmetrical. Ibid. 533 The happy expression
zygomorphu. already used by Braun maybe applied equally
to nionosymmetrical flowers. l8^&lr.Sl&amp;gt;ashirger s Text-lit,
hot. (1903) 16 When.. a division into two similar halves is

only possible in one
plane, the degree of symmetry is indi-

cated by the terms simply symmetrical, monosjinmclriciil,

627

Hence Monosymme-trically aiiv
I875 (see POLYSYMMETRICALLY].

Monosymmetry (m^imsi-nu-tri). /&amp;gt;w. [fMONO- + SYMMETRY.] The condition of bcin-
monosymmetrical.
1875 BENNKI i S; 1 IYER XacAs Hot. 183 Monosymmetry is

i particular case of the ordinary bilateral structure

Monosymptomatic : see MONO- i.

!l Monota (mpnoo-ta). Antiq. PI. -tee. [mod.
L., f. Gr. nurtures (also novova-ros) one-eared, with
one handle, f. nuvo-s MONO- + UT-, OVO.T-, ovs ear,
handle.] A one-handled vase.
1887 I! V. HEAD Hist. Niimoruin 521 Amphora with small

monota beside it.

Monotelephone, -phonic : sec MONO- i.

Monotessaron (mpmite-sar^n). [a. med.l,.

monotessaron, f. ;erron. after diatessaron) Gr. ^oi/o-s
single -I- riaaap-fs four.] A continuous scriptural
narrative prepared from a collation of the four
Gospels ;

= DlATESSABON 3.

o
8
?v

T
;{L ll

?r&quot;* s &quot; &quot; I- t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; Kible (U. S. ed.) II. i. xi.
47 (f unk) i he importance., of., obtaining the clear amount
ot their various narratives, has. .suggested the plan of di-
getting the Gospels into., a connected history., termed
a Monotessaron. 1862 F. BARIIA.M (title) Improved Mono-
tessaron ;. .combining the words of the Four Gospel- i88z
in OGILVIE.

Monothalamic (m^nobalarmik), a. Also
incorrectly -thalmie. [Formed as next + -ic.]- MoXOTHALAMOUS 2.

1843 J. PHILLIPS Geol. in Emyd. Metrft. VI. 608-
Monothalamic cephalopoda.
2. Bot. Of fruits : Formed from one pistil or flower.
1870 Hciifnys Klcm. Bot. 255 Fruits may be divided

into/rar or iiioHothalamicfruits, formed fir mi single flowers
and confluentfruits. 1871 MASTERS in Nature * Nov. 6/2
Classification of Monothalamic Fruits. 1874 R. BKOWN

i Man. Bot. 483 Monothalmic Fruits.

b. (See quot.)
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Hot. Terms, Moiiotlialamic,

I moHothalamous, (i) applied to apothecia consisting of a
single chamber

; 12) when galls consist of only one interior
chamber.

MoJiothalamous (m^ni^a.-lamas), a.
[f. Gr.

j

H ivo-s MONO- + 6a\afi-os bed-chamber (see TH.Y-

LASIBS) 4- -ous.] Having only one chamber.
1. Knt. (See quot.)
1816i KIKBY & SP. Kntamol. xiv. (1818) I. 456 The majority

of galls are what entomologists have denominated mono-
tlialamous, or consisting of only one chamber or cell.

2. Applied to the chambered shells of forami-
nifers and gasteropodous molluscs.
1834 ROGET Aium. f, Veg. Physiol. I. 265 Some, ..as the

Argonaut, or Paper Nautilus, have shells undivided by par
titions; and are accordingly termed niiilocular or mtmo-
thalamous. 1835-6 Toiltfs Cycl. Anat. I. 1 14/1 The surface
of the body is. -covered with a shell, which is. .rarely mono,
thalamous. 1880 W. S. KENT Infusoria I. 328 Some Mono-
thalamous Foraminifer such as Lageiia or I\liliola. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 875 (Raiiiolaria) The
cyrtoid skeleton may be monotbalamous . .or. .polythalamous.
3. Bot. Ap])lied to theapothecia ofcertain lichens.
11886 E. TUCKERMAN (Cent. . 1900 [see MONOTHALAMIC

2 b].

Monothallious (rnpnojjse-lias), a. Chem.

[MONO- 2.] Applied to thallious salts which
contain one equivalent of thallium.
1868 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 755 The monothalliotis salt

T1H3PO
,
is formed on mixing the dithallious salt with [etc.].

]

1873 Fo-.vncs Chem. (ed. 11)413 Monothallious orthophos- l

phate.

Monothalloid (mpnobce-loid), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

l*&amp;lt;jvo-s MONO- + 0a\\-6s (see THALLUS) + -OID.]
j

Having a single or undivided thallus.

1891 in Syii. Soc. Lex.

Mouothamnoid (mpiu Jree mnoid), a. Hot. [f.

Gr. puvo-s MONO- + Oopy-os bush, shrub + -OID.]
= MONOTHALLOID. 1891 in

sy&amp;lt;t.
Sac. Lex.

Mouothecal (in^n0J&amp;gt;rkal), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

^icW-j MONO- + 0rjK-rj case, box + -AL.] Having
only one loculament or cell : applied to anthers.

1849 BALFOUR Alan. Hot. 405 Sometimes the anther has
a single cavity, and becomes unilocular . . , or monothecal.
1880 in WEUSTER Suppl. ; and in recent Diets.

Monotheism (m^ nyjiz iiz m). [f.
Gr. \iuvo-i

MONO- + 0(-vs god + -ISM. Cf. F. monotheisme.]
The doctrine or belief that there is only one God.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. lit. ii. 62 But thus to make the

World God, is to make all ; and therefore this Kinde of
Monotheisme of the Heathen is as rank Atheisme as their

Polytheisme was proved to be before. 1736 BAILEY (folio)

Pref. (end), Monotheism, the Doctrine or Principles of the

Unitarians. 1812 COGAN Jewish Disp. ii. 7. 322 [The
JewsJ have continued firm . . in their adherence to pure
Monotheism, under every persecution. 1865 LECKY Ration.

(1878) II. 277 A race whose pure monotheism formed a

marked contrast to the scarcely disguised polytheism of the

Spanish Catholics. 1876 GLADSTONE in Contentp. Rei&amp;gt;. June
18 The only large monotheism known to historic times is

that of Mahomet.

Monotheist (inp-ndj-ziistl, sb. (a.) [Formed as

prec. + -1ST. Cf. F. monothjiste. ] One who believes

in only one God; an adherent of monotheism.
1680 H. MORE Afocal. Apoc. 84 They destroy the worship

of the Son of God under an ignorant pretence of Mono-
theisme ; whereas the more distinct knowledge of that one

God doe:, not make us less Monotheists than they. 1811

MONOTINT.

Monotheistic
: see

-ISTIC.] ,

or characterized by monotheism.

- \p-..vyt.ii onivy, a. Tf. pret
1

h

.&quot;-u.

:

-.??5_:?
ST

i
C
;]

Of Pe
.

rtai &amp;lt;n to, believing in
,

one of the literary circles of Babylonia.
So Monothei-stical a. = MONOTHEISTIC- hence

Monothei-stically adv., in a monotheistic manner.
1877 J

SISCLAJR Mat(,878)8i The severe monotheistic*!
spirit ,905 J. OHR PrM.O. T. iv. 93 They [the patriarch,]
thought and spoke monotheistically.
Monothelete (nvn^-Ji/l/t). Theol. A more

correctly etymological form of MONOTHELHT. So
Mo nothele-tian, Monothele tic at/is. Mono-
the-letism.
1850 NEAI.E Hymns East. Ch. 33 He [S. Germanus] mightbe he more favourably disposed to Monotheletism, because

he had been so deeply injured by ils great opponent, Pocn-
iiaius. 1880 T. M. LINDSAY in Kucycl. Brit. XI. 156/1 flic
Monotheletes refused to submit. .887 HEAKI, Russian L I,

l. 2 I he monotheletian patriarchs and the dyotheletian p .pes
;

mutually anathematized each other. 1885 SCM.M &amp;gt;. Hist.
(.tiurch, Medizval Christ. no. 490 The Monothelctic or
one-will controversy.
Monothelioua : sec MONO- i.

MoilOthelisin m(?n^-|,ni/. m ). rare. [f. MONO-
THEL(ITE)-I-.ISK. Cf.F.mottotMisme.} - MONO-
THELITISM.
1685 LovEi.t. Gen. Hist. Kelig. r 32 They who look upon
ilonothehsm as an Heresie. ought (etc.). 1856 J C Ro.
BEUTSON Hist. Chr. Ch., wit Period ; 9 He . . agreed with
him . . in a personal profession of Monothelism.

Monothelite (nijTiip-jw-bit
1

,
sb. and a. Also

6, 8 -it; in blundered forms 5 Monaeholite, Mo-
nalechite, 7 Monotholite

; cf. MONOTHELETE.
[ad. med.L. monothelTta, ad. (with assimilation to
-Ita -ITE!) late Gr.

/&amp;lt;oi&amp;gt;o0fA.j;Tj)t (71)1 c.), f. Gr.
ILUVO-S single + fffAr/TTjs, agent-n. from 9iK-w to

!
will. Cf. F. monothelite] A. sb. An adherent of

. the heretical sect .founded in the 71)1 c.) which

j

maintained that Christ has only one will.

1430-40 LVDG. Kochas ix. iv. (1558) 23 Of a secte called
Monacholites. 1460 CAVCRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 96 His [u:
Kraclius] heresie, whech thei clepid Monalechites. c 1550
R. HALL Life l- isher m l- . s Wks. (E.E.T.S.) n. i ; 3 A^all&quot;.

against the monothelits. 1597 HooKEii Eccl. Pol. v. .\lviii.

9 The Church hath ofold condemned Monothelites as Iltrt-

tiiiues, for holding that Christ had but one will. 1615 Sin F.
HOBY Curry-combe iv.

r?^ You haue heard that Honoritis
the first was a Monotholite. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trar.
led.2) i6r Theyprofesse Christianity taught themerronionsly
by Jacobus the Syrian Monothelite. 1716 Monothelit [s-.-e

MONOIHELITIC a.}. 1856 J. C. ROBERTSON Hist. Chr. Ch.,
Wld Period &J Wilfrid. .was invited to take a place in the
council against the Monothelites.

allusively. 1652 Observ. Forms Govt. 16 It is nothing else

but a Monarchy of Monothelites, or of many men of one will

most commonly in one point onely.
B. aiij. Of or pertaining to the Monothelites or

their doctrine.

1619 Pi RcitAS Microcosiltus I.xix. 695 The Maronites..
maintaine the Monothelite Heresie. 1680 BAXTER Ans;*. ,

Stillitigjj. xxxviii. 64 So were the Orthodox under the

Xestoiian, Eutychian, Monothelite, .. Princes. 1788 GnnioN
Di d. ^- / &quot;. .\lvii. IV. 589 note, The Monothelite monk. 1840
W. PALMER Eccl. Hist. vii. 73 Honorius [bishop] of Rome
sanctioned the Monothelite heresy. 1856 J. C. ROBERTSON
Hist. Chr. Ch.^nd Period 55 The Monothelite controversy
for a time weakened the influence of Rome.

Monothelitic (nijin^h/ li-tik), a. Cf. MONO-
THKLETIC. [f. prec. + -ic.]

= MONOTHELITE a.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. 290 The Emperor Con-
stans the 2d, that he might the better execute his Monothe-
litick Principles of Arian Prosecution, he pretended to im

pose Silence on the Heterodox Monothelits. 1854 MH.MAN
Lat. Chr. II. 126 Severinus,. repudiated the Monothelitic

doctrine. 1882-3 ^chaff s Encyi l. Rcltg. Knoivt. II. 1192
The Monothelitic confession of the Patriarch Sergius.

Moiiothelitism (m^h^ Ji/ lsitiz m). See also

MONOTHELETISM. [f. MONOTHELITE + -ISM.] The
doctrine of the Monothelites.

1765 MACLATNE tr. ffaslieim s Eccl. Hist. VII. II. v. 5 The
doctrine of Monothelitism. &amp;lt;zx86i CUNNINGHAM Hist. Thcol.

(1864) I. xi. 328 Honorius advocated Monothelitism. 1882-3

SchaJTs Encycl. Relig. Knowt. I. 457 Monothelitism con

tinued among the Maronites on Mount Lebanon.

Monothetic : see MONO- i.

JUCoiiothionic (mf7iH ]?9i^ nik
v

:, a. Chctn. [See
MONO- 2 and DITHIONIC.] In monothienic aciJ,

a very unstable fluid, H
2 SO.,, obtained by the

action of diluted sulphuric acid on iron or zinc,

with exclusion of air. 1891 in
Sj&amp;gt;,/.

.SVv. Lex.

Monotint (rap-natinO. [f.
MONO- + TINT.]

Representation in a single colour or tint ;
also a

picture in only one colour. Chiefly in phr. in mo-

. ///. Cf. MONOCHROME.



MONOTOCOUS. MONOTROCH.
i886 Contemp. Rev. Sept. 405 To borrow the language of

|

painting, tlie characters are mere studies in mono-tint.
1886 Athcnjfitin 28 Aug. 273/3 ^ he list of books . . includes
.. All round the Clock , from original drawings in colour
and monotint by Harriett M. Bennett. 1887 Ibid, 24 Sept.
413/2 Books illustrated in colour and monotint.

Moriotocous (m^n/rtJkas), a. [f. Gr. povo-
TUK-OS bearing but one at a time (f. puvo-s Mtoro- +
TO*-, rixTtiv to bring forth) -f- -ous.] a. Zool.

Bearing only one or normally only one at a birth; ;

uniparous. b. Ornith. Laying only one egg be-
i

fore incubating. C. Bot. Bearing fruit only once :
\

a term proposed instead of MONOCARPIC.
1880 GKAY Struct. Bot. 33 note, Monotocous (bearing

piogeny once).. would be more appropriate [than mono-
carpicj. 1890 [all three uses] in Century Diet.

Monotome (m^ n^t^um), a. rare. [f. Gr. ftovo-s

MONO- + TO/IOS TOME.] Comprised in one volume. &amp;lt;

1871 F. HALL Recent E.\-empl. 55 note, It is used by
Southey, in The Doctor (monotome ed.), p. 32. 1873 ,

Mod. Eng. iii. f,6notet
The monotome edition of Gibbon s i

Miscellaneous }Vorks
t
in 1837.

Monotomous : see Moxo- i.

IMConotOlie (m^ nottfiin), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L. ,

^monoton-tts adj., a. late Gr. povorovos, f. Gr.

puvo-s MONO- + TOVOS TONE. Cf. F. nionofon adj. j

Sp. mondtollO) It. monotono t G. monoton adjs. The
use of the word as a sb. is peculiar to Eng.]
A. adj.

*= MONOTONOUS a. i (rarely 2).

1769 Phil. Trims. LIX. 494 The Europeans conclude.,
the Chinese tongue . . is barren, monotone, and haid to
understand. 1862 C. P. SMYTH Three Cities in Russia II.

195 The dark figure of a watchman soldier pacing his weary
round through the monotone snow, appeared the only living

object. 1872 O. SHIP-LEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms 6 The accent

being either plain, i.e. monotone
;
or medius [etc.]. 1875

KINCLAKE Crimea (1877) V. i. 51 As lulling as the monotone
waves. 1901 R. BRIDGES Milton s Prosody 78 The mono
tone recitation of the prayers in cathedrals.

B. sb.

1. A continuance or uninterrupted repetition of

the same tone ; the utterance, in speech or sinking,
of a number of successive syllables without change
of pitch.
1644 BcLWbR Chiron. 136 Shun similitude of gesture ; for

as a monotone in the voyce, so a continued similitude of

gesture. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zool. I. 224 The pigeon kind

excepted, whose slow plaintive continued monotone has

something sweetly soothing in it. 1870-74 J. THOMSON
City Dread/. Nt. x. xv, He mui mured thus and thu* in

monotone. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 367 The speech
is often monosyllabic, a whispered monotone. 1906 H.
BLACK Edin. Serin. 184 There is no music in a monotone.

b. transf.
a 1849 POE Bells Poems (iSsq) 77 Tolling, tolling, tolling

In that muffled monotone. 1850 ALLINGHAM Goblin Child
\

of Ballyshannon viz, The monotone Of the river flowing
down Through the arches of the bridge. 1863 WOOLNEK
My Beautiful Lady 76 Drearily solemn runs a monotone,
Heard through breathless hush. 1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. ,

Ascents L 15 A monotone of murmur from the river.

2. Monotony or sameness of style in composition
or writing ; something composed in such a style.
1871 T. W. HIGGINSON Atlantic Ess., Let. to Yng. Contrib.

78 An essay may be thoroughly delightful without a single
witticism, while a monotone of jokes soon grows tedious.

1875 STEDMAN Viet. Poets v. (1887) 169
* In Memoriam ..

although a monotone, [is] no more monotonous than the

sounds of nature, the murmur of ocean [etc.]. 18. . BLACKIK
lOgilvie 1882), The sentimental monotone of Macpherson s

Ossian. 1903 Edin. Rev. Jan. 65 The whole story U a
miracle in monotone.
3. Jig. A monotonous continuance or recurrence

of something.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. 172 Its [sc. science s]

history is a monotone of endurance and destruction. 1901
HENLEY Hawthorn fy Lavender 61 In a dull dense mono
tone of pain.
4. One tone or colour

;
cf. MONOTINT.

1896 Boston (Mass.) Youths Companion 3 Dec. Advt. t

Single and double-page engravings in monotone.

Monotone (mf7-n?t(7iin), v.
[f.

MONOTONE sb.]
trans. To recite, speak, or sing in one unvaried

tone ; to chant or intone on a single note.

1864 J. W. BROOKS & J. PLACE (title) On monotoning
Prayer. 1880 F. G. LEK Ch. under Q. Eliz. I. 313 The
parish cleik. .\vas duly authorized by the Primate of Eng
land.. to monotone the Psalms at Mattins and Evensong.
1890 Tablet s.s Oct. 655 He knelt while the Litany was
monotoned. 1899 Eclectic Mag. Feb. 184 He generally
seized the

opportunity, .to monotone long extracts. 1899
Daily News 7 Feb. 6/3 The choir monotone the service.

Hence Mcvnotoning vbl. sb. and///, a.

1883 SIR H. OAKELEY Bible Psalter Pref. 6 The recited ,

portion ought to approach as nearly as possible to good
monotoning. 1897 F. THOMPSON New Poems 159 The wind
and I keep both one monotoning tongue.

Hlonotoned (nyn0Wnd) (
a. rare. [f. MONO-

+ TONS sb. + Y.\)%.~\ Having only one tone.

1890 R. BOLDRKWOOD Miners Right xxxvi, The mono- :

toned wastes of the great Gold Desert. 1890 Col. Re-
former (1891) 394 Sandy spaces, already flushed with green,
had succeeded to the pale, dusty, monotoned landscape.
Monotonic (mf7n&amp;lt;;t^-nik), a. Mus.

[f.
MONO-

j

TONE si1
, -i- -1C.] Relating to or uttered in a mono

tone; also capable of producing but a single

tone, as a drum (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 538/2 The fundamental

bass which Sri iiself i-. monotonic and little suited for sinking
{etc.]. 1828 32 WbiisiKK, Monotonic. monotonous (tittle I

used). 1850 HELMOKE Man. Plain Song 227 Monotonic
mediation. 1880 RoCKBXM in Grove Diet. Mits. II. 355/1
The use of Monotonic Recitation is of extreme antiquity.
So Monoto aical a.

;
Monoto nically adv.

175* CHE^TtuF. Let. Son 23 Jan., A play, in which one
should not be lulled to sleep by the length of a monotonical
declamation. 1890 Lippincot?s blag. Jan. 100 Hear st thou
that rush of homeward-hurrying things, And word-calls

monotonically harsh?

Monotonist (mAiftfant). [f. MONOTONE sb.

or MONOTONY + -1ST.] In various nonce-uses : One
who speaks monotonously; one who constantly

harps on one subject ;
one whose style is mono

tonous
;
one who loves or advocates monotony.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1768) IV. 125 If I ruin such a

Virtue, sayest thou ! Eternal monotonist ! 1785 TRUSLER
Mod. Times I. 139 To others, who do not like to be taught
by boys,..and who go to church more to keep up appear-
ances, than from any spirit of devotion, he would provide a
monotonLst of sixty. 1848 GILFILLAN in Tait s Mag. XV.
521 To avoid insipidity of excellence in his seraphs, and

insipidity of horror in his fiends,, .was a problem requiring
..dramatic as well as epic powers. No mere monotonist
could have succeeded in it. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 4/2
The Imperialist or monotonist who likes to see as many
people as possible under a Government of the same pattern.

IVTonotoiiize (mffap t^naiz), v. [f. MONOTON
OUS + -IZK.] trans. To render monotonous.
1804 SOUTH KY Lett. (1856) I. 257 The very snow, which

you would perhaps think must monotonise the mountains,
gives new varieties. 1824 Examiner 199/2 Madame Rossini
has languished through Zelmira, and Madame Vestris

monotonized Kosina, till every frequenter of the opera mu^t
be completely wearied. 1889 Blackw. Mag. July 93 This

destroys individuality and monotonises character.

Monotonous (m^n^ t^nss), a. [f. Gr. povo-
rovos (see MONOTONE a.} + -ous.]
1. a. Of sound or utterance : Continuing on one
and the same note

; usually in modified sense,

having little variation in tone or cadence, b. (See

quot. 1811.)
1778 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry II. Emend, a 4, Every

line was perhaps uniformly recited to the same mono
tonous modulation with a pause in the midst. 1795
SKWARD Anecd. (ed. 2) II. 367 Lord Chatham s eloquence
. .was neither the rounded and the monotonous declamation,
..that we have seen admired in our times. 1811 BUSBY
Diit, Mus. (ed. 3), Monotonous^ an epithet applied to any
instrument which produces but one tone or note: as the

drum, the tamborine, &c. 1814 SCOTT \Vav. xvii, The
monotonous and murmured chant of a Gaelic song. 1839
FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia (1863) 61 A melancholy,
monotonous boat horn. 1854 BUSHNAN in Circ. Sci. (1865)
I. 285/2 The successive notes have nearly all the same pitch.
This kind of succession, .is properly termed the monotonous.

1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 417 A voice, Monotonous and
hollow like a Ghost s Denouncing judgment. 1863 MARY
HOWITT tr. F. Bremers Greece II. xii. 42 The owl of
Minerva lets us hear in the evening his monotonous cry.

2. iransf. andyf^. Lacking in variety ;
uninterest

ing or wearisome through continued sameness:
said e.g. of occupations, scenery, literary style, etc.

1791-1813 DISRAELI Cur. Lit. (1859) II. 208 The national

character retained more originality and individuality than
our monotonoushabits now admit. 18*7 STK CART / // * * G.
(18281 60 The Lime, a Tree, which, unless on the foreground,
is always formal and monotonous in landscape. 1831
MACAULAY ss. t Byron (1897) 154 The monotonous smooth-
ness of Byron s versification. 1873 HA.MERTON Jntell Life
xn. 1. (1875) 434 The monotonous character of the Midland
scenery. 1876 Miss HRADDON jf. Haggard s Dau. II. 23
The life is somewhat monotonous, . .but I hope you will not

grow weary of it. 1876 GHEEN Stray Stud. 6 Dull straight
streets of monotonous houses. 1895 KIDKR HAGGARD }/eart

of World i, These men proved 10 be half-breeds of the

lowest class, living in an atmosphere of monotonous vice.

quasi-rt^t . 1845 BROWNING / ft for Ignotus 58 As monoto
nous 1 paint These endless cloisters and eternal aisles With
the same series. Virgin, Babe and Saint.

3. Math. Of a function (see quot.).
[= Ger. monoton^ introduced by C Neumann i88i.J

1890 in Century Diet. 190* LOVE in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 10)

XXVIII. 547 A function which never increases or never
diminishes throughout an interval is said to be monotonous
throughout the interval.

Hence Mono tonousness.
1839 Frasi-^s J/rtf. XIX. 158 Rhymed alexandrines . .

produce a wearisome monolonousness. 1881 Times 15 Mar.
12 The weaiy monolonousness uf Russian life. 1889 MARK
TWAIN Yntikce at Crt. A&quot;. Arthur xxvi. 303 There is a

profound monotonou-&amp;gt;ness about its facts.

Mono toiiously, adr. [f.
MONOTONOUS a. +

-LY -.] In a monotonous manner; with tiresome

uniformity or lack of variation.

1818-32 WKBSTER, Monotonously, with one uniform tone;
without inflection of voice [citing Nares]. 1871 L. Srei-HEN

Flaygr. Enr \\\\. (1894) 327 Wreaths of mist, .chased each
other monotonously along the rocky ribs. 187* LIDDON
Etem. Relig. iv. 143 A man in whom disease had never
been latent, and whose constitution had been even mono
tonously free from its assaults.

Monotony (m^n^-tAii). [f. lateGr. HOVOTOVICL

sameness of tone, monotony, f. povorovos MONO
TONE a. Cf. F. monotonie (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The quality of being monotonous.
1. Sameness of tone or pitch ; want of variety

in cadence or inflection; occas. quasi-aw^. a mo
notonous sound, a monotone.
[Cf. 1706 in sense 2.] 1724 BAILEY (ed. 2), Monotony, the

having but one Tone. (1731 Ibid. (vol. II.), Monotonia^ the

having but one tone ; akoa want of inflection or variation of

voice, or a pronunciation, &quot;here a long series of words arc

| delivered with uiie unvaried tone.] 1748,]. MASON Elocut.
ijj

I o avoid a Monotony in Pronunciation, or a dull, set, urn-
, form Tone of Voice. 1749 Power Pros. Numbers 15 For
i though its \sc. the drum s] Sound be only a Monotony, yet
! [etc.]. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xix, It is in vain

longer, said my father, in the most querulous monotony
, imaginable, to struggle as I have done. 1774 WARTON Ifist.

Eng. Poetry i. I. 21 Our earliest poets, .were fond of multi-
, plying the same final sound to the most tedious monotony,
i 1818 SHELLEY Stanzas written in Dejection iv, I might.,

hear the .sea Breathe o er my dying brain its last monotony.
1831 W. GODWIN Thoughts Man 22 A sheepish.. schoolboy,
that bung his head, and replied with inarticulated mono
tony. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i, The soft monotony of

running water. 1896 H. S. MERRI.MAN Flotsam ii, The
sleepy monotony of the rattling block-sheaves.

2. transf. andyf^. &quot;Wearisome sameness of effect
;

tedious recurrence of the same objects, actions,
! etc.; lack of interesting variety in occupation,

scenery, literary style, etc.

1706 POPE Let. to Walsh 22 Oct., I could equally object
to the Repetition of the same Rhimes within four or six lines

|

of each other, as tiresome to the ear thro their Monotony.
1783 BLAIR Lect. Rhct. xiii. 261 Monotony is the great fault

into which writers are apt to fall, who are fond ofharmonious
arrangement. 1820 \V. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 13 At sea,

|

everything that breaks the monotony of the surrounding
expanse, attracts attention. 1831 MACAULAY Ess., By on

\ (1897) 158 Never was there such variety in monotony as that

of Byron. 1843 BORKOW Bible in Spain \ii. 46 A tower the
i only object uluch broke the monotony of the waste. 1883
! GILMOVK Mongols xxiv. 295 The monotony of prison life.

Monotremal (mpiwtirmal), a. rare 1
,

[f.

MOKOTREMK + -AL,] MoNOTHEMATOUS.
1866 Reader No. 163. 152/2 Monotremal mammalians.

II Monotreinata (mfMtrTnitft), sb. pi. Zoo!.

[mod.L., neut. pi. of monotrematus adj., f. Gr.

fjLovo-t MoKO- + r/)T///aT-, Tpijpa perforation, hole. f.

7pd- root of TtTpaivfiv to bore through, perforate.]

|

The lowest Order of Mammalia, containing main-

, inals which have only one opening or vent ior the

genital, urinary, and digestive organs.
The Order comprises the duck-billed platypus (OrHIthe-

1

rhynchns paradoxes} and several species of spiny ant-eatei s

of the genera TacJtyglossiis (or Echidna} and Zaglossns or

Acanthoglossus. They are native to Australia and New-
Guinea, and are oviparous.
1833 Proc.2ool.Soc. 12 Mar. 29 {tr. of Geoffroy St,Hilairc],

The RIonotiemata. 1839-47 OWEN in Todd s Cycl. Annt.
III. 368/1 The skull in both genera of Monotrernata is long
and depressed.

Monotremate (m^iwtif*niA)j a. and sb. Zoo!.

[ad. mod.L. itionolreinatits : see prec.] a. adj.

MONOTREMATOrS. b. sb.lllpl. =M
1846 SMART, Monotremates.

Monotrematous ^mfnatrrmatss), a. Zool.

, [f.
MOXOTREMATA + -ous.] Pertaining to or cha

racteristic of the Monotremata*
1835-6 TodtTs Cycl. Anat. I. 174/2 The monotrematous

animals, .form a complete exception to this statement. 1886

!

Fortn. Rev. Apr. 527, I am by no means convinced that all

i mammals bad monotrematous progenitors.

Monotreme (m^n^ti/ m), sb. and a. Zool. [f.

Gr. nwo-s MONO- -t-
T/&amp;gt;i?/4-a

: sec MONOTHEMATA.
1 Cf. F. monotrhne^\

A. sb. A member of the Monotwnata.
1835 KiKtiY Hal&amp;gt;. ff Inst. Anim. II. xxiv. 483 This Sub-

I

class is divided into two Orders, Monotremes, and Mar-
1

supians. 1884 Rrp. Brit. Assoc. 777 Mr. Caldwell..had
! discovered that the Monoli ernes were oviparous.

B. adj.
* MONOTREMATOUS.

1890 Century Diet. s.v., Monotreme mammals ; a mono-
treme egg.
Hence Mo notre mons a. - MONOTUEMATOUS.
1890 in Century Diet.

Moiiotriglyph. (rn^ntftrsi-glif), . and sb.

Arch. [ad. L. monotriglyfh-os (Vitruvius), a. Gr.

*fiovoTpiy\v&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;os adj., f. Gr. /*oco-f MONO- + T/M-

A. adj. Having only one triglyph in the space
over an intercolumniation.

1797 i:&amp;gt;u}d.
Brit. (ed. 3) II. 239/1 IThe Doric inter-

cotumniations) were either systylc, monoiriglyph. .; dia-

style..; or aritostyle. 18*3 P NICHOLSON Pratt. Build.

588 Monotrieliph\ having only one trigliph between two

adjoining columns : the general practice in the Grecian

Doric. 1842 GWILT Archit. 2605, A is the systyle niono-

triglyph inlercolumniation of 3 modules.

B. sb. (See quot. 1850.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kw&amp;gt;zy\Monotrigl}J&amp;gt;h, iTHBttildrrt

Diet. 1823 CRABB Technol. Dict.^iMonotriglyph (Archil.),

monoliiglyphon; the space of one triglyph between two

pilasters or columns. 1850 PARKER Gtoss. Archit. (ed. 5) 1.

308 Monotriglyph^ . . the inleicoluniniation in the Doric

oider which embraces one triglyph and two metopes in the

entablature.

So Monotriglyphic a. -MOHOTBIOLTPH a.

1837 Penny Cyd. VII. 218/2 Monot.iglyphic inleicolum-

niation.

t MO notroch. Obs. Also -troche, [ad. Gr.

povvTpox-os one-wheeled (car), f. ^o-o-s MONO-

t rpoxos wheel.] A vehicle with only one wheel.

1807 Sporting Mag. XXIX 66 A most curious sort of gig

called a Monotroche from its having only one wheel was

exhibited in Bond Street, the 24th inst. 1825 MOORE
Sheridan I. 22 Ixion.. instead of being fixed to a torturing

wheel, was to have been fixed to a vagiant mpQOtrOche, ab

knife-grinder. 1828 SCOTT My Aunt Margaret s Mirr.

(Init.\ These mOQQUoch* [jocularly -- wbeelbanows 1
.



MONOTROCHAL.
Monotroehal (m0ntrlkal), a /.Ool rr

mod.L. moiiotroch-tis
(.Ehrenberg, a Gr JMJ&.

rpoxos: see prec) + -AL ] a. Belonging to the
division Monolrocha of rotifers, in which the troclial
disk or wheel is single, b. Having a sin ,,i e
band of ciha, as the larva of a polyclnete worm
c. Belonging or pertaining to the division Mono-
tneia of Hymenoptera, in which the trochanter
has but one joint. So Monotro chian a (sb a
monotroehal rotifer), Uono trochons a
,845 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 266/1 The Wheel (Wans -ireeither .troHotrocIious, i.e. have a simple connected ring of

cilia, or [etc.]. ,854 Aimis, etc. Ma,,. j\ af ,W
*

Rotifers... I Order.-Monotrochians (Monolrucha) ,886A. G. BOUKNE in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 8A A mon, trochal
polychaetous larva. 1890 Century Diet., Monotrocn^laand si.]. ,895 C/ M&amp;gt;-. Xat. Hist. V. 454 In ,|,e JS
Hymenoptera the trochanters are usually of a sin-le nand these Insects are called monotrochous.

II Monotropa (m^no-tnCpal. Hot, [mod I
(Linnaeus 1737), f. Gr. iiovurpovos livin. alone&quot;

solitary, f. ^di/o-s MONO- + rpoiros turn, direction
way, manner (f. rplmv to turn).] A -jemis of
dicotyledonous plants, the type of the X.6. Mono
tropca, characterized by a solitary flower with
separate petals. M. unijlora (the only species; is

t c^ i

r corPse-Plant - AIso thi * plant,

name of a genus of plants, called by Tournefort &quot;ai-l/

1 &quot;

clioides.and by Dillenius, liypopitis.} ,778 G. w ,, 1IEM.

borne, roBarrmgton 3 July, Moiiolrvfa lypapitlm yellow
monotropa or birds nest. ,845-50 MRS. LINCOLN/.^. A,./

Ihe Monotropa, or Indian pipe, is of pure white, re.
semblmg wax -work. 1905 Longm. Mag. Jan. 257 The till-

canny yellow monotropa abounds as of old.

Monotropaceous (mpmotivpfi Jag), a. not.
ff. mod.L. Monotropace-x (Lindley 1836 ; r -ors i
Of or pertaining to the MonotropaceiB (or Mont-
tivfem), an order of gamopetalous herbs, having
llie Monotropa as typical genus.
In lecent Diets.

Monotropeous (mpnotrou-pzas), a. Rol \imod.L.
Afonelrope-fe (Xuttal iSiS) + -ous 1 - Mo-

HOTBOPACBOU8.
,856 MAYNK E.rfios. Lex., Mouolrofcus, applied I

l-am,ly..of plants established by Nuttal, havin| the Mono-
iropa lor their type : monotropeous.

Monotrophic (m/motr^-fik), a. Zoot. [f. Gr
&quot;novorpo^-os (f. tfi&amp;gt;o-s MONO- + rptytiv to feed j

Vf
IC Cfc

/*woTpo0&amp;gt; (Strabo) to eat but one kind
)t lood.J Oi a parasitic organism : Infesting onlyone host

; feeding on one kind of food.
1900 A. C. JONES tr. Fischer s Struct. Bacteria 4,1 I Pro-

lotrophic Bacteria.. occur only in the open in nature never
parasitic, always monotrophic. II. Metatrophic: Bacteria
. .facultative parasites), monotrophic or polytrophic.

Monptropic (nyn0to?-pik), a.
[f. Gr. ^oVo-s

single, MONO- + rp6w-os turn + -10.]
1. Math. = MONODKOMIC (opp. to toly tropic^
189, tr. HarnacKsDiff. * Int. Calc. ,28 The total course

two plane s&quot;

(mOn0tr Pic) fu on is realised by help of

2. (See quot.) [? Error for monotropkic. }
1900 B. D. JACKSON Gloss. Bat. Terms, Monotrotic, ap-phed to bees which visit only one species of flower.

Monotypal (nvnotsipU), a. [f. MONOTVPE
+ -AL.] = MONOTYPIC.
,890 in Century Diet. And in later Diets.

Monotype (mp-nytaip), si. and a.
[f. MONO-+ I YPE

; in sense i repr. mod. L.
iiionotypus.]A. sb. 1. The only or sole type ; especially,a sole species which constitutes a genus, family, or

the like (Ogilvie Suppl. 1882).
188, BENTHAM in Jnl. Linn. Sac. XVIII. 34S Macodes,

629

&amp;gt;g

or
containing only one type or repre-

sentativ f
* monol

-vpe ;
.

tllat is the sole repre-

ifacius^. This is again a monolypic foni,

&quot;

7 &quot;&quot;

So Monotypical . = Mo.\OTvnf
1890 m Century Diet. And in later Diet s

Monotypous (niffynipas), a.&quot; \( modi
,nono,yp,,s ^f Gr. ^w-f MONO- + r&.o, TmT)

;
MONOTVPIO I. (See quota.)

reSf|Jft&&amp;gt;?S?SfiSSS

MONSIEUR.

^ .11^ muiiuxyioug oaken (

iiph-om time to lime m the valley of the Clyde

Mpaozo-an,
a. /.ool. [Formed as next + - *N 1= MOSOZOW I. I890 in Ccutary DM.

Monozoic
(tt&amp;gt;puozff*-ik), a. Zool.

[f. mod 1
= n1 L

Monoundai, -day, obs. forms of MONDVY

f
Monovalent(m ,Jn?-valcnt). a . Chcm. [Hybrid

O^.
C7,,w . II4 The Monovalem Alcohol Radicok

J

lence Mono-valence, Mono-valency, the cha
racter of being monovalent.
1890 in Century Did. And in later Diets.
Monoxide (m^n^-ksaid, -

(;-ksid). Chen,. \{MONO- 2 + OXII.K.] An oxide containing one
equivalent of oxygen.

I lie term is used where several oxides of the same elementd

animal) +
-ic.]

1. Belonging to the division Monozoa of radio-
larians

;
= MONOCYTTARIAN. ,890 in Century Diet

4. Applied to a spore which produces one sporo-zoite (see quot.).

i I W- J?&quot;^ ;

1

^ ,!! SosMiNcHiN.f/w^ainE. K
,,//}-,, ? C

,
Spores are distinguished as /.., &amp;lt;r;sc, tetmzoif, polyzoic, and so forth, according as

monozo&quot;
-&quot;&quot;:

&quot;&quot;
&quot;&quot;

&quot;lany P tS: In the

Mom-a/cl dene, variant forms of MANKED Oi&amp;lt;

Monradite rn?
-nraeds

it). Mi,,, [a. G. mon-
raiht , A. Erdmann iS4 &amp;gt;\

f. the name of D-
Monradol liergcn : set -ITE.] A massive granular
variety of pyroxene found at Uergen in Norway.
,846 PtiuvCfcl. Suppl II 308/2. ,849 J. NICOL flan.

. till. 190. ,85Z BKOOKE 6c .MlLLLIi PhilUfi Mill. 662.

Monrseidene, monreden, var. ff. MAXKED.
Monroeisnumwniou-iz m .

[f. name of fame-
Monroe, president of the United .Stales 1817-1825 ]Ihe Monroe doctrine (see DCXTHINE 2 c). So
Monroe-ist, a supporter of the Monroe doctrine
,896 Watui.Gaz.TZ Jan. 5/1 It is staled.. that the repo.l

...
mils definition of Monroeism, declares that the aemii-i-ion by purchase, aggression, or otherwise, of territory on

the American Comment by a foreign Power will be con
s rued as an unfriendly act. ,90, Jtid. ,7 Sept. 2/2 He
u.is a determined Monroeist. ,904 spca/xr i Oct 6Monro.sm before the advent of Mr. Roosevelt has alwaytbeen confined to enforcina a hands oft&quot; policy

^^^^&^^is^y^2 May ,,93 2 Small quantities of carbon monoxid7
D. attnli.

1900 Lancet 25 Aug. 607 2 Deaths from carbon monoxide

comb
-
I9 4 Aih

.
eme &quot;&quot; 3 [ Dec - 99/2 Th&amp;lt;= oxygen

rf ,-. &amp;lt;//&amp;lt;:/. AUomono-oxy-.
Li. MONO- 2 + OXY(GEN).] Combining forill)
expressing the presence in a compound of one
equivalent of oxygen.

1

o
2. A print from a metal plate on which a

picture is painted, as in oil-colour or printers ink.
Only one proof can be made, since the picture is
transferred to the paper (Cent. Diet.). Also, the
method of producing such a print. Also attrib.
1881 Artist i Feb. 60/1 A very intereslinc collection of

3. The inventor s name for a composing-machinewhich first casts, and then sets up the type bymeans of a perforated paper roll which has been
previously produced on another part of the machine.
Cl. LINOTYPE, MONOLINE. Also attrib
1895 Current H!st (Buffalo) V. 961 The Lanston Mono.

mark s

d by Iobert Lesion, of Washington, D.C.marks at important advance in the development of typc-S C
l.

ar
n- v

0tta yP^ ing nd a typecasting ma-

^2?n5Rr&. A T 5 Oct 6/2 The monotype machine.

a^Tunl ? M 5 Sept 6/s The machinery .. includeda couple of Monotypes.
B

i

ad
l

= MoNO wc [cf. F. monotype adj.].U. also MONOTYPE 2 and 3.
1885 in Casulfs ISmycl. Diet. And in later Diets.

578 Monooxysalicylic-add. ,88, Mature
&quot;14 Apr ,66 \

Benzene, when acted on by .. nitrogen tetroxide NaO-
yields_. . monoxy.ben/ene-C,;H 10-an isomer or metamer
ofqumone. ,89, Sya. So,: Lex., Monoo^ciKol. Itid
Monoxyienzol, the same as Carbonic acid.

Monoxyle (monp-ksil). Also -xyl. [a. F
monoxyle adj. (Littre), ad. Gr. iievo(v\or: see

MONOXYLON.] = MONOXYLON.
1774 .Ifisc.inAan. Keg. 169/2 To these succeeded trunks

of trees cut hollow, termed by the Greeks monoxyles ,840
KEIGKTLEY Rom. K,:,p. m. v. 376 The Goths embarked their
warriors in three thousand mono.vyls or canoes. ,885 R F
BURTON Aral,. \ts. IV. ,68 note, Here it [sc. the Arab word]
refers to thecanoe..pop. dug-out and classically monoxyle .

Monoxylic (nvnfk-sHik), a. [Formed as
MONOXYLOUS -f- -1C.]

= Mo.VOXYLOL S.

,863 D. WILSON Prch. Ann. in. vi. (ed. 2! II. 160 The
rude oaken coffin, or monoxylic cist. ,878 MILLER &
SKERTCHLY Fcnlaiidii. 28 Monoxylic canoes could not have
conveyed a large number of men. ,88z C. ELTON Ori*
Eng. Hist. ,68 Buried in the canoe-shaped chests of oak
which are known as the (

monoxylic coffins .

u Monpxylon (mpu^ ksiLfc). PI. monoxyla.
Also 7-8 in mod.Gr. form monoxylo (sing.), [a.
Gr. novu^vKov, neut. of novu(v\os : see next.] A
canoe or boat made from one piece of timber.
,555 EriKN Decades 78 Theyr canoas whiche we may well

caule Monoxyla, bycause they are made of one hole tree.
1682 WiitLER Jaunt. Greece i. 37 The Fortress, .neither
can be approached to by Land, nor Sea, except in those
Monoxylo S, or little Barques, which draw not above a foot
of water. ,776 R. CHANDLER J rar. Greece 281 A man
waded to it [sc. a hut] and procured us a monoxylo or tray.
Ibid., The monoxyla or skirts carry every thing to and fro.
1800 Naval Chrou. III. 478 There you may see the Mono-
xylon, built exactly upon the model of the ancient Greek
vessel ; whose name it likewise retains. ,863 D. WILSON
Preh. Ann. \. ii. (ed. 2) 1. 57 The rude British monoxyla,
shaped and hollowed out by stone axes, with the help of fire.

U b. Erroneously explained.
,867 SMYTH Sailors WordM., Mouoxylon, boats in the

Ionian Isles propelled with one oar. [Hence in recent Diets.)

Monoxylous (mpnjrksilas), a. [ad. L. mono-
{

xyl-iis (a. Gr. inov6(v\os made from a solid trunk,
f. novo-s Moxo- + (v\-ov wood, timber, piece of

\

wood) + -ous.] Formed or made out of a single

piece of wood ; also, using one piece of wood to i

make a boat or coffin, etc.

uiua on policy.
Monrolite (mtrowbit). Klin. [f. Monroe the

name of its locality in New York State + -LITE 1

: - 1 IDIiOLITE.

,849 SILLIMAN in ..1,,,er. J,;,/. Su VIII. 385 On Monro-
lite. 1852 BKOOKE K: MII.I.I..H 1 liillip^ Mill. 662.

Mons (men/;. I l. monies (mfrntiz . [1mons mountain.] The Latin woid for mount !

mountain
, used in certain phrases, a. Palm

istry; Mons Jovis, Mercurii, Saturni, Veneris
(see quot. 1678). b. Anat.: Mous pubis, the
more or less prominent fatty eminence covering
the pubic symphysis of the human male

; Mons
Veneris, the similar eminence in the woman.
,6z, K. JONSON Gffsu-s iMetam. Wks. iRtldi;.) 620/2 You

are no great Wencher, 1 see by your table. Although your
Jlloiis I- tiieris sayes you are able. ,678 PniLLlrs (ed. 4),
llibcri-iila, in Chiromancy are those more eminent Musclc-
or protuberant parts under the Fingers ; they are otherwise
called Monies; that under the Thumb, Tul-erculuni or
Moos Vtntri, ; that in the Root of the Fore-finser, is called

Mpntjavis, of the Middle-finger, lions Saturni, of the
King-finger, .Mons Satis, of the Little-finger, Mons .Mercurii
1693 tr. BlmtcanTl 1 hys. Diet. (ed. 2!, Mons Yeneris, the
upper part of a Womans Secrets, something higher than
the rest.

_
,797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 740/1 The tnoiis

venens.. is internally composed of adipose membranes. ,857
BULLOCK tr. Cazeanx Midwif. 39 The Mons Veneris is a
rounded eminence, .situated in front of the pubis, and sur
mounting the vulva.

Mons., erroneous abbreviation of MONSIEUR.
Monsc(h)ipe, obs. forms of MANSHIP.
IMonse, obs. form of MANSE v.

II Monseigneur (monspiyor). PI. messeig-
neurs (mgsfnyor). Forms: 7 montseigneur.
-senior, mount-segnior, -senior, mons(e)ig-
neur, 7- monseigneur. [F., f. man my + seig-
/uiirlord. Cf. SEIGNKUB.]
1. A French title of honour given to persons of

eminence, esp. to princes, cardinals, archbishops,
and bishops. Abbreviated

AJ&quot;. f In absolute use :

The title conferred since the time of Louis XIV
upon the Dauphin of France. Obs.
,610 Ilistrio-w. E ij, Every Pedlers French is term cl

Mpnsigneur. 1698 M. LISTEK foam. Paris (1699) 195 The
chief of the Blood Royal are lodged here, viz. the Kint;.

Monseigneur the Dauphin, and the 3 Grandsons lete.]. Ibid.
~oi Monseigneur had been but lately possessed of it [sc

BMMIUW tw me uttupinu ui I lance. 1059 1/ICIIKMB /. 4 W0
Cities ii. vii, Monseigneur, one of the great lords in pouer
at the Court, held his fortnightly reception. ,87, E. C. G.
MURRAY Member/or Paris III. 331, I drink to the health
of Monseigneur le Due de Hautbourg , cried M. ijallanchu.

1 2. Used for MONSIGNOB. Obs.
1600 \V. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) 96 First he [Doctor

Lewis] was made Montseigneur. ,601 Imp. Consid. Sec.
Priests (1675) 55 And when was that, our great Monseig-
neurs ? 1660 FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 589 The
Pope, and his Cardinals Mount Seniors, Jesuits [etc.J.

[| Monsieur (nwsyo, m?syw). Forms : 6 mon-

sure, -sire, -sieii, mounsire, -syre, Sc. mon-
sour, 6-7 raouns(i er, -sieur. 7 mounoer, -seur,

monser, monnsieur, meunsier, 6- monsieur.



MONSIEUR. 630 MONSTER.

\\$Q jocularly 8-y Moi NstEK, y MOSMMJ, [K. ;

originally two words, mon my, j/V/- lord. Cf.

MESSIKE and MONSEIGNEUU.
Cf. Sp. mousing It. MVHSU, used in speaking lo or uf a

Frenchman.]
1. The title of courtesy prefixed to the name,

surname, or nobiliary title of a Frenchman
; origi

nally restricted to men of high station, but now

equivalent to the Eng. Mr. , exc. that it is applied
to the bearer of any title of rank as well as to

others. In English often used in speaking of

(European) foreigners of other than Fr. nationality,

instead of the equivalent prefix (as Herr^ Signor,

SeJior] used by the particular nation. Abbreviated

M. (the forms Mons., Alons
1

.,
often occurring in

Kng. writings, are not now current in France). See

also the plural MESSIEUKS.

1512 in A cc. Ld.High Treas^.Scotl. (1502) IV. 309 Mon-urc
Lamute servitouris, that dansit ane moris to the King. 1523
St. Papers Hen. lf/fft VI. 194 Moos , tie Rokyndollft off

th Allniains. 1533 in Ace. Ld. High Treas, Scotl. (1905)
VI.

33 Writttngis send furthof Ingland to Monsieur IJewis. 1616

SIK C. MOUNTAGU in Bucclench MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 248 Mouncer Shamburgh when he is in town I hear lies

near me. 1643 EVELYN Diary 5 Dec., The palace of M- &amp;gt;n.s

do Hassompiere. 1670 COTTON Esp^rnou \. i. 3 Monsieur
dc la Vale tie was he that would take upon him lo execute

tliis design. 1759 GOLDSM. (title] Memoirs of M.de Voltaire.

1763 Ann. Reg. 86 When M. Rousseau published his Emi-
lius, . . The following letter from mons. Rousseau. . . To
accept of Mons. Rousseau s resignation. 1798 (title) Stella.

Translated from the German of M. Goethe. 1848 JULIA
KAVASAGH Madeleine viti. 99 Monsieur Bignon was a hale

. .little man, on the verge of fifty. 187* E. C. G. MURRAY
Memberfor Paris III. 332 M. le Due de Hautbourg.

f b. transf. and jocular. Often with reference to

the French custom of prefixing the title to designa
tions of office. Obs.

1553 Respublica, i. iv. 395 Sayde not I he sholde be called

Mounsier Authoritye? a 1553 UDALL Royster D, iv. viii.

(Arb.) 77, I my selfe will mounsire graunde captaine vnder-

take. 1556 J. HKYWOOD Spider # F. Ivii. 246 With this

mounser graund captayne the great bragger: Was much
a niased. 1563 PILKINGTON, etc. Burn. Patties Djb, I .Lt

that a man may not be wiser than Mounser Pope, I would

inlerprete this greate miracle thus. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. -V. iv.

i. 10 Mounsieur Cobweb, good Mounsier get your weapons
in your hand. 1678 DRYDES All for Love Pref., He has. .

transformed the Hippolytus of Euripides into Monsieur

Hippolyte. 1792 WOLCOT (P. Pindar; Solomon $ Mouse-

trap it, To catch that vile free-booter, Monsieur Mou.ie.

C. Monsieur ((le] Pan s, a euphemistic title con

ferred in France upon the public executioner.

1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities n. vii, At the gallows and the

wheel. . Monsieur Paris, .presided.

2. Used (vocatively or otherwise) as a title of

courtesy substituted for the name of the person
addressed or referred to : (a) in speaking to or of

a Frenchman ; (t&amp;gt;}

in literal renderings of the

mode of speech of Frenchmen.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L, v. i. 47 Mounsier, are you not lettred?

1601 Airs ll ell u. v. 94 Where are my other men ? Mon
sieur, farwell. 1713 SWIFT Salamander &quot;W^s. 1755 III. n. 75
We say monsieur to an ape Without offence to human shape.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Xat. (1834) II. 595 The French car

penter cannot saw his boards without . .calling to his fellow,

Monsieur, have the goodness to reach me that file . 1873
H DWELLS Chance Acquaint, viii, Monsieur heaps me with

benefits ; monsieur began the bewildered cooper,

fb. Used for: The French people. Obs.

1673 Reman] ties Humours Town ^5 When they are witty,

they are alwaies beholding to Monsieur. 1695 AV.r/-. Ball,

(1887) VI. 446 Now Monsieur bring out all you can,Well fight

yon ship or man to man. 1701 T. BROWNX&amp;lt;&/&amp;lt;e inCol/eet.

Poews 106 That, that s the sure way to Mor rifle France:
For Monsieur our Nation will always be Gulling. [1755:
&amp;gt;ce MOUSSEER.]
3. Hist. A title given to the second son or to the

next younger brother of the King of France.

1572 MIDDELMORE in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. n. III. 8 The
motion that was made to the Quene your mistris for Mon
sieur. 1608 MIDDLE-TON Mad World iv. F j, It was sus

pected much in Mounsiers dayes. a 1635 N.\f NTON Fragtn.
Reg, (Aib.) 36 The same time that iVIounsier was here a

Suitor to the Oueen. 1670 COTTON Espernon in. ix. 445
The King, the Queens, the Monsieur, and Madame, with alt

the other Princes, and Princesses. 1798 R. C. DALLAS tr.

Clcry s Jrnl. Occur. Louis XVI 159 Monsieur, and the

Count d Artois, were again assembling all the emigrants.
1811 Jti-i KKSON Antobiog. $ li rit. (1802) I. 128 They pro
cured a committee to be held.. to which Monsieur and the

Count d Artois should be admitted.

4. A person who is addressed as Monsieur ;

in early use, a Frenchman of rank; in later use, a

Frenchman generally. Now rare or Obs. : see

MOSSOO, MOUNSEER.
i5oo-ao DL-NBAR Poems Ixiii. 42 Momouris of France, gud

clarat-cunnaris. 1613 SHAKS. Hen, I- ///, !. iii. 21 Now I

would pray our Monsieurs To thinke an English Courtier

may be wise, And neuer see the Louure. 16*7 DKAYTON
Aginconrt 59 A shoolesse Souldier there a man might meete,

Leading his Mounsier by the arnies fast bound. 1640 T.

KAWLISS Rebcll. n. i. D, And L.onely surviv d to threat

defiance In the Mounsiers teeth, and stand Defendant For

my Countries cause. 1644 MILTON Ednc. 8 Nor shall we
then need the Mounsieurs of Paris to take our hopeful 1

youth into thir. .custodies, and send them over back again
transform d into mimics. 1659 HOWLLL Lexicon, Ital, Prov.^
The Counts of Germany, the Dons of Spain, the Monnsieurs
of Fiance, the Cadets of England, the Nobles of Scotland,
..make a poor company. 1698 FRVER Ace. E, India, fy P.
8 Tb FieiKh.-whooU factory L&amp;gt; better btor d with Mon-

sieurs than with Cash. 1705 LCTTRLLL Brief Rcl. (1857)
V. 580 At lait the monsieurs struck, and are brought into

Plymouth. 1756 Rhode Island Col. Rcc. (I&DO) V. 472, I do
not doubt if the monaicurs should think proper to attack us,

wu should be able to give them a good flogging.

5. Monsieur John, Jean, a kind of pear.
[1664 EVELYN AW. llort. Nov. 78 Pears. Messirc Jean.]

1731 MILLAR Card. Diet. s.v. Pyrus t Messire-Jean blanc

& gris, /. e. The White and Grey Monsieur Join). 1741

Coinpl. Fain. -Piece u. iii. 400 These Pears. [Oct.] Green

Sugar,. .Monsieur Jean,, .and others. 1860 R. Hcx;c Fruit
Manual 200 [PearsJ Mcssire Jean (..Monsieur John).

6. (Seequot.) ? Obs.

1760 MRS. GLASSE (. ookery (1767) 331 To dress a turtle the

West Indian way... Then take from the back-shell all the

meat and entrails, except the monsieur, which is the fat,

and looks green. 1769 Ei.i/. RAFFALO Eng. Honsckpr.
1.1805) 15- 1785 FARLEY Loud. Art Cookery (1789) 30.

f 7. attrih. and Comb,, as monsieur-land,

France; monsieur-like adz1

., after the manner of

a Frenchman ;
monsieur s pear, ? -

; mon-
sieur;V plum, a lar^c yellow plum. Qbs.

1668 DRYUKN Evening s Love \. ii, They were of your wild

English. .,a kind of Northern Beast, that is taught its feats

of activity in *Monsieur-Iand. 1679 G. R. tr. Botiystuaii s

Theat. Worldm. 245 And dressing of themselves *^Ionsieur

like. 1658 I-.VKLYN l- r. Card. (1675! 114
&quot;

Monsiuurs Pear.

Ibid. 128 *.\Ionsieurs Plum. 1706 LONDON & WISE Retir d
Card. I. 40 The Monsieur Plum is large, round, and of a
Violet Colour. 1731 MILLER Card, Diet. s.v. Primus, Prune
de Monsieur, /. e. the Monsieur Plum.

t Monsieurship. Obs. [f. prec. + -SHIP.] a.

The personality of a monsieur*, b. The con

dition of being a monsieur*.

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-l k. (Camden) 66 Hath your Mon-
sicurshipp so soone forgottin. 1607 DKKKER KntCs Conjnr.

(184^2) 36 Practising all the foolish tricks of fashions after

their Mounsieur-ships. 1673 WYCHERLEY Gentl. Dancing*
Master iv. i, You have sworn., he shall never have me if he
does not leave off his Mon^ieurship.

Moiisignor, -nore mpns/ny^r, -nyp-w). PI.

monsignori (-ny^T?). [It. Monrignort (shortened

-signor\ formed after Fr. MONSEIGNEUB: see

SIGNOB.] An honorific title bestowed upon pre

lates, officers of the Papal court and household,
and others. Also absol.

1641 MILTON Ch. Coz-t. n. i. 43 Bilson hathdecipher dusall
the galanteries of Signore and Monsignore, and Monsieur.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals ii. i. 130, I have encharged
Monsignor Burlemont to wait upon you. 1768 BARKTTI
Ace. Manners V Citst. Italy II. 168 Their cardinals and

principal monsignori s seem in general to have a greater turn

for the science of politics than for any other. 1813 C.

O CONOR Columbanns ad Hibonos No. 6. 116 The thunders
of scarlet Cardinals and purple Monslgnores. 1870 DISKAKLI
Lothair Ixiii, There were some cardinals in the apartment
and several monsignori. 1884 Afett of Time (ed. n) 218/2

Monsignor CapeL.was named private chamberlain to Pope
Pius IX., in 1868. ity&^Ccnhtry Mag. Feb. 595

* Mon-
sicnori are not necessarily bishops, nor even consecrated

priests, the title being really a secular one.

Hence Monsi ffno rial a., possessing this title.

1876 Tins t\y*s Mag. XIX. ^42 [Ht-] was not a cardinal

archbishop, a moiiMsnorial prelate, or Loyol ite.

Monslflelitj-slau;^^^-. : see MAK8LAlGH^,etc.
Monsoon (mfns/rn . Forms: 6 monssoyn,

G-8 monson, 7 monzoon(e, -sone, -coin, -zoiii,

monthsoune, mon v
e

/ thsone,rnoonsoon, moun-
son, -soun(e,munso^o}n,manson, -sound, mos-

soon, mous s on, 8 mounsoon, mous(s^oon,
6- monsoon, [a. early mod. Uu. monssoen, -soyn

(Linschoten 1596), a. Pg. motifao, in i6th c. also

Moiifiio (Yule), believed to be a. Arab, mansini

lit. season, hence monsoon, f. wasama to mark.
The word is found in all the Rom. langs. : F. inonsson

(in i7th c. also monson, iune$son\ Sp. tnonson^ It. monsoite

(in icth c. moson),]

1. A seasonal wind prevailing in southern Asia
and especially in the Indian Ocean, which during
the period from April to October blows approxi

mately from the south-west, and from October to

April from the north-east, the direction being de

pendent upon periodic changes of temperature in

the surrounding land-surfaces.
The south-west or summer monsoon is commonly accom

panied by heavy and continuous rainfall, and is therefore

often referred to as the wet or rainy monsoon^ the north

east or winter monsoon being known as the dry monsoon.

1584 BARRET in HaklttyCs ^^.(1599) II. i. 278 The times

or seasonable windcs called Monsons. Ibid. 280 The monson
from India for Portugal!. 1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschoten

\. xcii. 143 In Goa they stayed till the Monsoti, or time of

the windes came in to sayle for China. 1615 in Danvcrs ,S:

Foster Corresp. III. 1:68, I departed for Bantam having.,
the opportunity of the Monethsone. 1615 SIK T. ROK Em
bassy (Hakl. Soc.) I. 36 The Monthsone will else be spent.

1687 A. LOVKLL tr. T/tez-enot s Tra^&amp;gt;. in. I. i. i The proper
season for Sailing on the Indian-Sea is called .l/i&amp;gt;,wt or

Monson i by corruption of Monssem. 1757 J. H. GROSE

Voy. E. Indies 365 The winter monsoon. 1778 OKME Hist.

Milit. Trans, in Indostatt II. 533 The monsoon, .warned
Admiral Pococke to quit the coast. 1779 FOKRKST Voy. N.
Guinea 182 During the north east monsoon, the highest
tide is in the night. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaVs Hist.

Indies I. 47 The dry and rainy monsoons. 1804 C. IS.

BUOWN tr. I olney s View Soil U. S. 205 The current called

the summer monsoon. 1815 ELPHINSTONL Ace. Caubul
(1842) I. 167 The most remarkable rainy season, is that

called in India the south-west monsoon. 1873 H. F.

BLANFOBD Winds jV. India. 12 North-east winds are more
than twice as frequent in the &o-called south-west moiuuoii

as at the opposite sea--&amp;gt;on when the north-east monsoon
prevails at sea. Ibid. 23 While the average direction of

the summer monsoon is Itss easterly, that of the winter
monsoon is It.ii westerly.

b. The breaking up i change of the t/iotisoott: the

period of tempestuous weather which frequently

prevails between the north-east and the south-west

monsoons.

1693 SIK T. P. BLOI/NT A at. Hist. 418 The Tempestuous
Months about Autumn, or at the change of the Monsoons.

1698 FRYEK Ace. E. Ind.
&amp;lt;y

P. 48 The breaking up of the

Munsoons. 1761 Ann.
Reg.&amp;gt;

Charac. 7/1 Toward the end
of October, the rainy season, which they term the change
of the monsoon, begins on the coast of Coroniandel. 1898
F. T. BUI.LEN Cruise Cachalot 99 The change of the mon
soon in the Bay of Bengal is beastliness unadulterated.

C. The rainfall which accompanies the south

west monsoon ; the rainy season.

1747 Scheme Equip. Men oj War 23 Like Monsoons or

^&quot;;Ucr-Spouts the higher they rise, the more they are con
tracted. 1800 WELLINGTON in Gurw. De$p. (1837) I. 77, I

doubt whether that will be sufficiently early to enable us to

conclude matters before the setting in of the monsoon. 1838
Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 224 There is a great deal of distress

among the natives, owing to the failure of the monsoon.

1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 82 The floods of
the excessive monsoon which prevaiU there [i.e. Burniah].

1877 C. GKIKIK Christ xlix. (1879) 589 The early rains were

longed for as the monsoons in India after the summer heat.

2. transf. Any wind which has periodic alterna-

i lions of direction and velocity, caused by variations

of temperature between the land surfaces and the

surrounding ocean, or by the difference of tem

perature between the polar and equatorial region:-.

Cf. TKADE WINK
1691 RAY Creation \. (1692) 79 That the Monsoons and

Trade Winds should be so constant and periodical even tu

the thirtieth Degree of Latitude all round the Globe.. is a

Subject worthy of the Thoughts of the greatest Philosophers.

1796 MORSE Ainer. Gceg. II. 560 Easterly and westerly
monsoons . . prevail in this country, e 1796 T. TWINING Trav.
Amer. (1894) 8 The northwest monsoon was now prevailing.

1855 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea .\iv. 787 Monsoons are, for the

most part, formed of trade-winds. When at stated seasons
of the year a trade-wind is deflected in its regular course . .

it is regarded as a monsoon. 1889 W. FKKKKI. Treat. Wind*

199 All the great monsoons, .are found in countries and on
oceans adjacent to high mountain ranges.

3. fig. and in figurative context.

1783 BURKE Nabob ofA rcot Wks. I V. 320 Those who have
seen their friends sink in the tornado which raged during
the late shift of the monsoon. 1831 CARLYLE Sort. Res. in.

viii, Such a minnow is Man ; ..his Ocean the immeasurable
All ; his Monsoons and periodic Currents the mysterious
Course of Providence. 1846 DE QUINCEY Antigone of

Sophocles Wks. 1862 XIII. 212 In the very monsoon of

his raving misery.

4. attrib. and Comb.
i66a J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo s Trav. 245 Which put us hi

hope, we should soon have the Manson-wind. 1804 ANNA
SEWARD Mem. Darwin 186 The monsoon winds. 1883
KI.IOT in Ind. MeteoroL Ment. II. 2 These characteristics

of the monsoon rains of that year. Ibid. 3 Cyclonic or

South-west Monsoon Storm of. .July 1878.

Hence Monsoo-nal a., of or relating lo a mon
soon; Monsoo nishly adv.. as in a monsoon.

1878 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 148/2 The heavy monsoonal raini

fairly set in. ///&amp;lt;/.,
The winds of Australia are also strictly

monsoonal. 1900 KIPLING in Academy 17 Mar. 219/1 It

rained monsoonishly.

Monster nvnst3.i\ sb. and a. Forms : 3-6
monstre, 5-6 St. monstir, -tour, 6 mounster,

monstur(e, -tuire, Sc. -toure, 5- monster. [OF.
i monstre (= Pg., It. monstro}^ ad. L. mOHStrum

monster, something marvellous; orig. a divine

portent or warning, f. root of moncre to warn.]
A. sl&amp;gt;.

fl. Something extraordinary or unnatural; a

prodigy, a marvel. Obs.

t 1374 CHAUCER Boetlt. \\. pr. i. 20 (Canib. MS.)Thilke

meruayles Monstre [ L. illiiisprodigii} fortune. 138* WYCLI F

2 Mace. v. 4 Alle men prcyeden, the monstris, or wondres.

..for to be turned in to good. 4:1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg.
/ ritic. 344 Was it not eek a monstre as in nature

|&amp;gt;at god
I-borc was of a virgine ? c 1430 LYUG. Min. Poems (Percy

Soc.) 119 It were a monstre geyne nature, as I fynde, That
a grete mastyfe shuld a lyoun bynde. 1533 IJELLENDEN

Lhy iv. viii. (S.T.S.) II. 74 Is it nocht ane huge tnonstoure,
i . .

}&amp;gt;at
It [sc. the city] suld hauu made him king. 1537

!
in Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 160 The vicar oft

:

Mendyllsham . . hath . . brought home hys woman and

chyldern into hys vicarage. Thys acte by hym done is

! in thys countre a monster, and many do giowge at it.

1558 Ksox l irst Blast (Arb.) ^o He that judgeth it a

mon-&amp;gt;ire in nature, that a woman shall exercise weapons.

156* Wisv-i I.a*t Blast Wks (S.T.S.) L 44 Ingratitude

j

and vtheris deuyllische monstres of vice. 1614 BuDOBN tr.

.Eroding Disc. Parents Hon. (1616) 5 Contempt, impiety,

murdering uf parents, were therefore ordinary monsters

: among the Greekes. 1641 / ind. Sitiectyntnuns vii. 91 That

power, which was a stranger and a monster to former limes.

170* A
4&quot;. Thcopkrast. 43 Tis the rarity that makes the

monster. 1710 SHAFTESB. Adv. Anthonu.iii. 183 Monsters

and Monster-Lands were never more in request.

2. An animal or plant deviating in one or more

of its parts from the normal type ; spec., an animal

afflicted with some congenital malformation; a

; misshapen birth, an abortion. Cf. MONSTROSITY.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 9846 I f

J&amp;gt;ou
fund . . A barn . .

[&amp;gt;at
had thre

fete and handes thre, And if bou sit&amp;gt;en a-noi^er fand M
wanted

oif&amp;gt;er
fote or hand,, .monstre* moght man call nm

I like. 1-1400 MAUNULV. (1839) v. 47 A mom&amp;gt;ite is a thing



MONSTER.

ilifformed a}en Kyndebothof Man or of Best. i48tCAXTON |

Myrr. I, xiv. 44 Or it hath a membre lasse than he ought
to haue . . and may be called therfor a monstre. 1556 Chron,

C,r Friars (Camden) 57 A monstre, a calfe wyth ij. heddes, !

iiij. eres, iiij. cyne, viij. ffeete] and ij. taylles. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-f. Beasts 337 A horsse-keeper which broght . . an infant,

or rather a monster, which he had got vpon a Mare. 1614

B JONSON lliirt. Fair in. i, Then you met the man with

the monsters, and I could not get you from him. a 1680

BUTLER Kent. (1759.)
U- 7 2 His Parts are disproportionate

to the whole, and like a Monster he has more of some, and

less of others than he should have. 1717 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let, to C iess Mar 16 Jan., The princes keep
favourite dwarfs. The Emperor and Empress have two of

these little Monsters. 1727-4 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Mule,

Mules, among gardeners, denote a sort of vegetable

monsters. 1754-64 SMELUE Mid-.uif. I. 123 When two

children are distinct they are called twins ; and monsters,

when they are joined together, a 1793 J. HVNTER Ess. f,

Obscr-j. (i860 I. 240 The vegetable kingdom abounds with

monsters. 1840 Poi: ioo2rf Talc Wks. 1864 I. 141 The

term monster is equally applicable to small abnormal

things and to great. 1897 A Mutt s Syst. Med. IV. 528 It

[i.e. congenital absence of spleen] has been noted in monsters.

b. transf. and j/l?f.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. ill. iii. 107 Thou ecchos t me ; As if there

were some Monster in thy thought Too hideous to be sheivne.

1821 SCOTT Kcnihu. xxx, Varney was one of the few the

very few moral monsters, who contrive to lull to sleep the

remorse of their own bosoms. 1837 EMERSON Address,

Amer. Scliol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 175 The state of society is

one in which the members have suffered amputation from

the trunk, and strut about so many walking monsters. 1873

M. ARNOLD Lit.
&amp;lt;? Dogma (1876) 356 The non-Christian

religions are not to the wise man mere monsters.

3. An imaginary animal (such as the centaur,

sphinx, minotaur, or the heraldic griffin, wyvern,

etc.) having a form either partly brute and partly

human, or compounded of elements from two or

more animal forms.

Except in heraldic use, the word usually suggests the ad

ditional notion of great size and ferocity, being specifically

associated with the monsters victoriously encountered by
various mythical heroes.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1928 (Ariadne) 1 his Minos hath

a monstre, a wikked beste, That was so cruel that . . he v, olde

him [/. e. a man] ete. 1390 GOWER Con/. HI. 123 A Monstre

[l. e. Sagittarius] with a bowe on honde : On whom that

sondri sterres stonde. f 1420 Pallad. on llusl . i. 935 For

eddris, spritis, monstris, thyng of drede. To make a smoke

and stynk is good in dede. 1490 CAXTON Eneyilos xv. 58

Wherof was made a monstre fulle terrible, that hath as

many eyen in her hede..as she hathe fedders vpon her.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxv. 28 He sail ascend as ane

horrebble grephoun, Him meit sail in the air ane scho

dragoun; Thir terrible monsteris sail togidder thrist. 1567

Glide
&amp;gt;,

Codlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 214 Thocht Hercules, for

Exionie, A mychtie monster did subdew, Zit endit he in

miserie 1586 MARLOWE istPt. Tamturl.lv. iii, A monster of

fiue hundred thousand heades, Compact of Rapine, Pyracie,

and spoile. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. u. ii. 69 This is some Monster

of the Isle, with foure legs. 1613 PI-RCHAS Pilgrimage

(1614) 54 Annedotus a Monster (otherwhere like a fish, his

head, feet and hands like a Man). 1737 POPE Hor. Epist.

II. i. 18 The great Alcides, ev ry Labour past, Had still this

Monster [sc. Death] to subdue at last. 1821 BYRON Sardan.

I. ii, A sort of semi-glorious human monster. 1874 PAPWORTH

& MORANT Brit. Armorials Introd. 7 How difficult it often

is to determine what species of beast, bird,, .monster,, .or

tree, a charge was intended to represent. 1875 JOWKTT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 13 The book of the Laws if left incomplete

is compared to a monster wandering about without a head.

1893 CUSSANS Her. (ed. 4) 98 The Dragon is a winged
monster.

b. transf. andyi^.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvi. 91 The fowll monstir Glut-

teny. 1515 BARCLAY F.gloges iv. (1570) C vj b, Fearefull i

labour,.. Dreadfull of visage, a monster intreatable. 1560

DAUS tr. Sleidanfs Comm. 17 b. He would wishe that all

learned men woulde set on with touch and nayle to over

come that Monstre. 1666 DRYTJF.N Ann. Miral\ ccxvni, T he

infant monster [i.e. the fire of London], with devouring

strong, Walk d boldly upright with exalted head. 1702

ROWF. Tamerl. i. i. 96 Oh thou fell Monster, War. 1825

LYTTON Zicci i, The monster that lives and dies in a drop of

water carnivorous insatiable. 1856 EMERSON Bug. Traits,

Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 75 Engineers and firemen without

number have been sacrificed in learning to tame and guide

the monster [sc. Steam].

U In collocations like faultless monster ,
mon

ster of perfection , connoting an incredible or re

pulsively unnatural degree of excellence.

1682 SHEFFIELD (D_k. Buckhm.) Ess. Poetry 235 Reject

that vulgar error which appears So fair, of making perfect

characters, There s no such thing in Nature, and you 1 draw
A faultless Monster which the world ne re saw.

4. A person of inhuman r.nd horrible cruelty or

wickedness ; a monstrous example of (wickedness,

or some particular vice).

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider # F. liv. 22 Which deede : if we

do, wheare are our like monsturs? 1598 B. TONSON Er.

Man in Hum. HI. iii. And he to turne monster of ingratitude,

and strike his lawful! host. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 102 He
cannot bee such a Monster. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

51 That Monster of irreligion, Mahomet. 1642 D. ROGERS

Naainan 14 Open monsters and odious livers. 1683 EVELYN

Diary 5 Dec., That monster of a man, Lord Howard ot

Escrick. 1707 WATTS Hymns f, Sfir. Songs i. xxxix. (1751)

28 Should Nature change, And Mothers Monsters prove.

1713 AonrsON Guard. No. 105 PS These monsters of in-

humanity, a 1715 BURNET Own Time u. (1724) I. 209

Dryden.. being a monster of immodesty. 1783 JUSTAMOSD
tr. Raynnfs Hist. Indies VI. 293 They were no sooner

landed at Barbadoes, but the monster sold her who had

saved his life. 1847 EMERSON Rcpr. Men, Montaig:w\\ kf.

(Bohn) I. 336 The correspondence of Pope and Swift de

scribes mankind around them as monsters. 1877 AIRS

631

PHANT Makers Flor. xii. 297 Alexander VI was a monster
of iniquity. 1887 BOWEN sEiieidi. 347 Pygmalion, monster
unrivalled in hellish deed.

5. An animal of huge size
; hence, anything of

;

vast and unwieldy proportions.
1530 PALSGH. 744/2 A monster of the see. a 1533 Lp. BEH-

NERS Huon 1. 167, I condempne thee to be .xxviii. yeres
a monster in y see. 1613 PURCIIAS Pilgrimage (1614) 839
A great beast. . (a Crocodile or some other monster). 1738
WESLKY Ps. CXLVII. vii. Monsters sporting on the Flood,
In scaly Silver shine. 1759 GOLDSM. Pres. St. Polite Learn.

(Globe) 432/2 From these inauspicious combinations proceed
those monsters of learning, the Trevoux, Encyclopedies, and

Bibliotheques of the age. 1832 TENNYSON Lotos-caters 152

The wallowing monster spouted his foam-fountains in the sea.

6. attrib. and Comb, a. simple attrib., as monstfr-

-brood, -bulk, -land, -market, -spite; monster-like

adj. and adv.
;

b. objective, as monster-master,

-monger, -qneller, -tamer; monster-bearing, -breed

ing, -taming, -teeming adjs. ;
c. instrumental, as

monster-guarded adj. ;
d. appositive, as monster-

crew, -god, -lord, -man, -master, -paddock, -people.

1648 KANSHAVVE // Pastor Fiilo i. v. 9 The monster-

bearing earth Did never teem such a prodigious birth. 1728
POPE Dime. \. 108 In each she marks her Image full exprest,
But chief, in Tibbalds &quot;monster-breeding breast. 1738 GRAY

Propertins ii. 41 Earth s monster-brood stretch d on their

iron-bed. 1697 DRYDEN .-Kneid IX. 959 Down sunk the

*Monster-Bulk, and press d the Ground. Ibid. Yin. 395

Thy Hands, unconquer d Heroe, cou d subdue The Cloud-

born Centaurs, and the Monster Crew. 1716 POPE Hind
v. 954 To tame the x Monster-God Minerva knows, And oft

afflicts his Brutal P.reast with Woes. 1594 Stlimns K 2,

Thou hast trode The monster-garded ^printed monster-

garden] paths, that lead to crownes. 1710 SHAFTESH. Aiir.

. ( itthor in. iii. 183 Monsters and Monster-Lands were never

more in request. 1736 THOMSON Lil-crty v. 676 Vanish d

Monster-land. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s lust. in. xxii.

(1634) 456 It was a monsterlike change that the honour of

first birth was removed to Jacob. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. f Cl.

iv. xii. 36 Monster-like. 1610 Gru.i.i.M Her. m. xxvi. 183

Animals, which being duly shaped, doe neuerthelesse mon
ster-like degenerate from their kind. 1655 H. L KSTKANGK
Cnas. I, 119 In the same moneth. .wherein this *Monster-

Lord [Audley] was sentenced. 1598 SYLVF.SIER Dn Bar/as

Ii. i. u. Imposture 638 Which, like the vaunting Monster-

man of Gath, Have stirr d against us little David s wrath.

1690 DKYDKN Amphitryon v. i, Monsters and monster men
he shall engage. 1638 JijNirs rain!. .-Imifnts 43 A man

may find them always upon the monster-market, where

they stand and stare upon such maimed creatures. 1598

SYLYESI-EK Dn Kartas II. ii. II. Haitian 85 This monster-

master stout, This Hercules .. they tender. 1634 SIR 1.

HERBERT Trai . 5 Guiding their Monster-masters to a prey.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub v, I have always looked upon it as a

high Point of Indiscretion in &quot;Monster.mongers, and other

Retailers of strange Sights, to hang out a fair large Picture

over the Door, drawn after the Life. 1634 MASSINGEE Very
II om.m Ml. i, A March Frog kept thy mother ;

Thou art but

. a monster Paddock. 1680 OTWAY Cains Marias I. i,
1 he

Monster-people roar d aloud for joy. 1751 / ope s Duaciad

IV.
49&quot;

ScriU. note, It becomes a doubt, which of the two

Hercules s was the Monster-queller. 1797 College 26 How
to mitigate their monster-spite. ? 1606 DRAVTON Egleg iv.

Poems D 7 b, Such monster-tamers who would take in

hand? 1648 FANSHAWF. II Pastor Fido i. i. 155 That

monster-taming King..Had never grown so valiant.. Ii first

the monster Love he had not tam d. 1819 SHELLEY /&amp;gt;/.

Unl . i. 447 Never yet there came Phantasms so foul through

monster-teeming Hell.

7. Special Comb., as f monster-little-man, a

dwarf monstrosity ; t monster-love, a deformed or

aborted love.

1607 TOPSF.LL Fonr-f. Beasts 12 The most parte thought

him to be some Monster-little-man. 1633 FORD ISroken 11.

l i This thought Begets a kind of monster-love.

B. adj. [developed from the attrib. and apposi

tive use of the sb.]

1. Of extraordinary size or extent; gigantic,

huge, monstrous. Cf. MONSTRE a.

1839 Spirit Metrop. Conserv. Press (1840) II. 152 This
1

monster product of our time, c 1842 F. ROGERS [Ld.

Blachford) Lett. (1896) 113 The phrase monster meeting

was due to me. An immense balloon . .had been popularly

14* ORROW e n a ,

Moscow. .843 Ann. Reg. 227 The assemblage of immense

masses of people. .denominated Monster Meetings . 1844

LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. C. 344 tn 1
.
d

I church. .was a monster organ. 1853
KANE Gnnnell Exf.

\ xlvi. (1856) 423 The port of Proven is securely sheltered by

i its monster hills. 1868 DISRAEU Let. to Mrq. Atercorn

8 [une (in Davey s Catal. (1895) 21), I have to receive this

morning a monster deputation of your Excellency s subjects.

1901 Oxford Times 16 Mar. 4/2 This monster liner, will..

he the biggest vessel afloat. ,

2. Comb, with advb. force = like a monster ,

as monsters-eating, -neighing adjs. rare.

,607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts 26i.Their
. . l elyvgly fi

guff-

represented in this monster-eatmg.-beast.
1880 KIPLING

, Dcpartm. Ditties, etc. (1888) 82 An incarnation of the local

God, Mounted upon a monster-neighing horse.

Hence fMo-nsterful a., marvellous, extra

ordinary, t Mo nsterfy v., to make monstrous.

Mo-nsterhood, the state of being a monster.

Mo-nstership, a mock title for a monster.

MONSTRATIVE.

him, much less by Delany. 1852 Prater s Mag. XLV. 90
It was a Behemoth of puffs, .standing alone in solitary
monsterhood.

Monster (mp-nstai), v. rare. [f. MONSTER sb. ]

1. trans. To make a monster of.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 223 Sure her offence Must be of

such vnnaturall degree, That monsters it.

2. To exhibit as a monster; to point out as

something wonderful.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. ii. 81, I had rather haue one scratch

my Head i th Sun, When the Alarum were strucke, then

idly sit To lieare my Nothings monster d. 1833 LAMB Elin

Ser. II. Productions Mod. A rt, Were the line frenzies
,

which possessed the brain of thy own Quixote, a fit subject

. .to be monstered, and shown up at the heartless banquets
of great men ? 1873 F.. FirzGhRAi.i) Lett. (1689) I. 352 He
[Bcranger] hated Paris, . .hated being monstered himself as

a Great Man, as he proved by flying frcm it.

3. To monster it : to play the monster, assume

the appearance of greatness, nonce use.

1646 BUCK Rich. Ill Ded., They will haunte the noble-t

merits and endeavors to their Sun-set, then they monster it.

Hence Mo nstered a., rendered monstrous, ab

normally great. Also Mo nsterer, one who makes

great in a remaikable degree, an exaggerator.

? Kchoing Shaks. : see MONSTER v. 2, 1607.)

1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 95 Von worship your own selves,

and make your gods A monstered self. 1840 MRS. GORE in

Km* Monthly Mag. l.X. 52 The political Lady Patroness ;
. .

the arcredited monsterer of nothings inaudible in the gallery.

Monster : see MONSTRK sl&amp;gt;. Ol&amp;gt;s.

\ Mo nstrable, a. Oh. rare- , [ad. L. mon-

strdbil-is, f. monslrare: see MONSTKATE , . and

-ABLE.] Capable of being shown or demonstrated.

c 1450 Miivur SaluacioiiH 1694 Thre thinges notable The

whilk be thre figures of olde tyme ware monstrable. 1656

fMonstral. bin. rare- 1
. [I erh. some error ;

cf. MONSTRATE.] = MONSTRANCE 2.

1532 CRANMER Let. to Hen. rill in .Misc. ll rit. (Parker

Soc.) 233 Spoiling and robbing all the countries of Austria,

Sliria, and Carinthia . . as well churches as other houses,

not leaving Monstral nor the Sacrament.

monstrance (mp nstrSns). Also 3-4 mus-

trance, 4 munstrance, 6 monstrans. [a. OF.

monstrance (AF. moitstraiince: Britton cl29o),

ad. ined.L. monstrant-ia, f. L. monstrant-em : see

MONSTUANT a. and -ANCK.]

1 1. Demonstration, proof. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21796 In constantinopil and in fiance,

Godd had mad man! mustrance. c 1400 Itid. 22298 (Edinb.l

Antecriste . . in be tempil sale he site . . bare sale he do him

circumsise, and munstrance make of his maistris.

tb. Law. In monstrance oj right, translating

AF. monstrance (monstrance] cie droit, a writ issuing

out of Chancery, for restoring a person to lands or

tenements legally belonging to him, though found

in possession of another lately deceased. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1651 tr. Kitchms Courts Lect (1675) 421 He shall have Tra

verse or Monstrans of Right to the same. 1668 HALE / re/,

to Rollers Altridgm. a ij b, Offices post Mortem, traverses

interpleder, and Monstrans of Right in relation thereunto.

2. K.C. Ch. a. An open or transparent vessel c

&quot;old or silver, in which the host is exposed.&
I506 in Brit. Mag. (1833) III. 39 I m

P-&quot;&amp;gt;

icI for th
&quot;&amp;gt;,

re !

A Monstrans at corpus xpe tyde viij d.
&amp;gt;SS*

&quot;&amp;lt;

Surrey 84 A monstrance of sylver. 1851 J. H. NEWMAN

Cath.in F.ng. 244 One of them [/. e. the priests] takes o

the Blessed Sacrament, inserts it upright in a Monstrance

of precious metal. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Keel. J ernis sv .

Benediction The priest .. turns and blesses the people with

the monstrance which contains the blessed Sacrament.

b A receptacle used for the exhibition of relics.

,522 in Nichols Mann. Ane. Times (1797) 7= It, B

nstrans w a relike of Sent Marten. 1876 C. M. DAVIES

Unorth. Land. 233 The chapel of St. Paul .. exhibited u

a monstrance the relics of the saint.

t Monstrant, sb. Obs. rare. In 6 raoi

straunt. [app. ad. L. monstrant-cm vsee MOK-

STBAKT a.) in subst. use. Cf. MONSTRAL, MON

STRATE sb\
= MONSTRANCE 2.

,509 FlSHEB Serm. in St. Pauls Wks (1876. 274 He . .

kyssed not the selfe place where the blessyd body of oui

lorde was conteyned, but. .the fote of the monstraunt.

I Mo nstrant, a. Obs. rare-&quot;, [ad. L. mon

strant-cm, pr. pple. of monslrare : see MONSTRATE

v 1 Showing or declaring. 17*7 &quot;&amp;gt; BAII vo1 - &quot;

fMonstrate, sl&amp;gt;. Obs. rare- . [Perh.
some

error ;
cf. MoNSTRAt, MONSTRAXT jfc]

= MON-

1524 in u uiive. Hist. CM. 11841) App. 16 A Monstrate,

siluer. hole gilte with, .a crucifix in the topp.

i Monstrate, v. Obs. [f.
1- monstrat-, ppl.

stem of monstrare to show, f. monstr-nm : see

MONSTER rf.] trans. To prove, demonstrate.

1647 M HOOK* Div. Right Go- t. II. x. 166 The Iisht of

Ah-eta*.*.^L-to.^S*

i was the author ofhis death. , ,

t Mo-nstrative, a. Logic. Obs. ra,e . [ad

Lltype *monstraUvus, f. monstrSre to show : see

neressary
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either Monstrative [or] Demonstrative. Monstrative is,

whose Mean is taken from a monstrative place, that is, from

every place of necessary invention, except the efficient

cause, the end, and the effect.

t Monstra tor. Obs. [L., f. monstrare : see

MONSTRATEZ .]
A demonstrator, exhibitor.

185* SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. Philos. etc. 689 This
exhibition a University ought to supply ; and at the same
time, as a necessary concomitant, a competent monstrator.

t MO nstre, sb. 01$. Also monster, monstyr,
monestere. [ad. med.L. mcnstrum, app. ad. OF.
monstre fern. (mod.F. montre}&amp;gt;

vbl. sb. f. momtrer
to show.] MONSTRANCE.
c 1480 Ace. St. Andrew Hnbhard in Rec. St. Mary at

Hill p. Ixi, The crose of the monestere. 1498-9 Rec. St.

Mary at Hill 23^ Item, for mendyng of the monstyr for

the Sacrament xvjd. 1519 Churchw. Ace. St. Margaret s,

Westtu. (Nichols 1797) 8 A monstre of siluer and gilt to hear

in the Sacrament on Corpus Christi day. 1548 in Arcltvo-

logia (1869) XLtl. 89 Item a monster of silver and gilt.

II Moustre (monstr), a. [Fr. ; adjectival use of

monstre MONSTER sb.] A frequent journalistic
substitute for MONSTER a., esp. as applied to meet

ings, demonstrations , etc.

1840 I ARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. I. Monstre Balloon (ad

_/ln.), Three cheers for the Monstre Balloon. 1893 PKEI,

Spen I alley 352 He .. helped .. to organise the monstre

gathering on Peep Green.

Monstre, obs. form of MONSTER.
Mo iistricide. nonce-ivd. [f.

L. monstr-um :

see -CIDE 2.] The slaughter of monsters.

1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xxv, If Perseus had cut the
latter -; [/. e. the Dragon s] cruel head off he would have
committed not unjustifiable monstricide.

t Monstri ferous, Obs. [f.
L. monstr-itm :

see -FERGUS.] Producing or bearing monsters.

1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.l 7 This monstriferouse em
pire of women. 1716 M. DAVIKS Athcn. Brit. II. 379 Not
to be able to stand the Brunt or Medusean Aspect of his

own Monstriferous Bantling. 1891 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Monstrifica tioii. nonce-ivd. [Formedasnext:
see -FICATION.] The action of making monstrous.

1849 RASKIN Sev. Lamps \\. $ 3. 96 Many forms of so

called decoration .. ought in truth to be set down in the

architect s contract, as For nwnstrijication .

t MO nstrify, ? . Obs. [f. L. wonstr-um : see

-FY.] trans. To render monstrous
;
to pervert.

1617 COLLINS Dtf. Bp. Ely To Rdr. 12 How
^
punctual! he

U in his recitings, marring and monstrifying anothers
dlrectest meaning, with his. .prodigious interpunctions.

t Moiistris Oil. Obs. rare
~~

*. [OF. mons-

ti aison^ -treson, -trison, repr. L. wionstration-tm :

see MONSTRATION.] A parade.
142* tr. Secreta Secret., Prh&amp;gt;, Priz&amp;gt;. 139 Ther was a fayre

nistome amonge the lues, for onys a yere the kynge sholde

haue of his Pepill and bis hoste a monstrison.

Monstrosity (m^natr^rsUi). [ad. late L.

monstrfisitaSff, inonsfros-ns MONSTROUS! see -ITY.]

1. An abnormality of growth, esp. in an animal

or plant; concr. a part or organ that is abnormally
developed; also occas. = MONSTKR sb. 2.

1555 EDEN* Decades To Rdr. (Arb.)53 So that the monstro-
^itie growth owt of the body. 1652-62 HKVUS Cosningr.
iv. (1682) 138 Amongst these there are some Rarities, if not

monstrosities, in nature. 1793 CLVRKE in Phil. Trans.
LXXX1II. 161 The defect of heart (not an uncommon kind
of monstrosity) proves, that [etc.]. 1797^!. BAILLIE Morh.
Anat. (1807) 38 The person to whom this monstrosity be

longed, lived to near fourteen years of age. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. ii. (1878) 33 By a monstrosity, I presume is

meant some considerable deviation of structure, generally
injurious, or not useful to the species. 1884 J. TAIT Mind
in Matter (1892) 49 It is because nature refuses to propagate
monstrosities that hybrids are sterile.

b. transf. and fig.

1639 FULLER Holy Warn, xxxiv. (1647) 89 The body of

their state being a very monstrosity, and a grievance of
mankind. 1664 POWER Exfi. Philos. Concl. 184 This
numerous piece of Monstrosity (the Multitude). 1701
NORRIS Ideal World i. ii. 48 Those few defects, . . mon-

strositys or whatever you please to call them, which are to

he found in the world, and seem to disfigure the face of
nature. 1831 [see MOON-CALF i b]. 1858 GREENER (!u:/-

nery 113 Such a monstrosity [sc. as the Lancaster gun ]

would have been buried soon after its birth. 1886 C. A.
BRIGGS Messianic Proph. Pref, n The word Jehovah .. is

a linguistic monstrosity.
2. = MONSTER sb. 3. Alsoy?^.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. n. i The Multitude ..

confused together, make but one great beast, and a mon
strosity more prodigious then Hydra. 1646 Pseud. Ep.
v. xix. 262 We shall tolerate flying Horses, . . Harpies and
Satyres ; for these are monstrosities, rarities, or else Poeticall
fancies. 1665 GLANVIL Scepsis Set. xiv. 95 Education, .can
lick us into shapes beyond the monstrosities of Africa.

3. The condition or fact of being monstrous, or

formed contrary to the ordinary course of nature.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Monstrosity, . . monstrousness.
ri?i4 ARBUTHNOT, etc. Mem. M. Scribl. i. xv. (1741) 56
Monstrosity could not incapacitate from Marriage , wit

ness the Case of Hermaphrodites. 1766 Compl. Farmer
s.v. Sttrttt, Wolfius was of opinion that the smut of corn
proceeds from a monstrosity of the embryo. 1873 MIVART
F.lrm. Anat. ix. 389 The optic structure is never single and
median except by monstrosity.

b. transf. ax&fig.
1651 BINNING Sertn. (1847) 530 What a monstrosity is it

for one member to seek its own things. .as if it were a dis
tinct body. 1662 GCRNAI.L Chr. in Arm. verse 18. i. Iv. 2

(1669! 425/1 Sin being a brat of hell, comes not to its full

complexion and monstrositie, till it be sent back to the

place it came from, a 1697 SOUTH Serm. IT, v. 224 We
sometimes read .. of Monstrous Births, but we may often
see a greater Monstrosity in Educations. 1826 SOUTH EV
Vimi. F.ccl, Angl. 246 The statement of his contemporary
biographer confuted itself by its monstrosity. 1856 HURT
Coleridge in Cambr. Ess. 327 The moral monstrosity of sup
posing that God can have given us lying faculties. 1902 A. B.

DAVIDSON Called ofGod xi. 282 To be lost . . does not imply
any uncommonness of vice, or monstrosity of wickedness.

Monstrous (mp nstws), a. Forms : 5 mon-
strows,6 monstrowis,-terus,-trose, -t(e)rouse,

monstreous, 6-7 monsterous, 6- monstrous,

[ad. OF. monstretiX) -terei4x^ ad. late L. mon-

strosits, f. L. monstrum MONSTER : see -ous and cf.

MONSTRUOUS.]
1 1. Of things, material and immaterial : Deviat

ing from the natural order ; unnatural. Obs.

1460 CAPCRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 26 Zoroastes, whan he was
bore, lowas no child ded but he, and this lawhing was no tokne
of good, for it was monstrows, that is to seyn, ajjeyn course of

kynde. isoSDuNBAR TitaZIariit H emcn 57 God gif matri

mony were made to me 11 for ane ^eir ! It war bot monstrous
to be mair, but gif our myndis pleisit. 1577 VAVTROUILUBR
Litther on Ep. Gal. 83 It seemeth a very straunge and a
monstrous maner of speaking thus to say : I Hue, I Hue not :

I am dead, I am not dead [etc.]. 1625 BACON Ess., Unity
in Relig. (Arb.) 433 It is a thing monstrous, to put it [i.e.

the temporal sword] into the hands of the Common People.
1648 KKAUMONT Psyche i. xv, His Diadem was neither bra&amp;gt;s

nor rust, But monstrous Metal of them both begot. 1682

SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Alor. i. fe 9 That Vice may be uneasy
and even monstrous unto thee, let iterated good Acts.,
make Virtue.. a second nature in thee. 1701 ROWE A nib.

Step-Moth, ii. ii. 924 More monstrous Tales have oft amus d
the Vulgar. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. ni. Wks. 1874 I. 60 That
there are instances of an approbation of vice .. for its own
sake . . is evidently monstrous.

t b. Of persons : Strange or unnatural in con

duct or disposition. Obs.

1568 BIBLE (Bishops ) Zech. iii. 8 They are monstrous

persons. 1579 LYLY Enphues (Arb.) 108 Pasiphae so
monstrous to love a Bull. Ibid. 158 An atheist, a man
in my opinion monstrous. 1627 DRAYTON Moone-calfe,
Aginc. etc. 165 And in her fashion she is likewise thus, In

euery thing she must lie monstrous. 1607 SHAKS. Titnon
iv. ii. 46 Hee s flung in Rage from this ingratefull Scale Of
monstrous Friends. 1654 tr. Scnderys Curia Pol. 137,
I must appear to them .. uncivil] and monstrous.

2. Of animals and plants: Abnormally formed;

deviating congenitally from the normal type ;
mal

formed.

1597 GFRARDE Herbal i, Ixxxix. 143 A degenerate Garlick

growen monstrous. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 23 They
are as little brought forth after the nature of man, as pro
digious and monstrous bodies. 111697 SOUTH Serin, n. v.

224 We sometimes read and hear of Monstrous Births. 1790
HORSE in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 296 The.. double skull of
a monstrous child. 1830 R. KNOX Beclard^s Anat. 307
Certain monstrous foetuses, acephalous and others, have
been seen destitute of all the muscles. 1859 DARWIN* Orig.
Spec. v. (1873) 115 This is often seen in monstrous plants.

fig. 1742 YOUNG Xt. Th. v. 489 A sensual, unreflecting
life is big With monstrous births. 1875 K. WHITE Life in

Christ in. xviii. (1878)233 Itwas a mingling of the law and
the gospel ; which, like all unnatural unions, produced a
monstrous birth.

fb. said of human beings. Obs.

[1500-20: see 4.] 1586 MARLOWE isf Pi. Tambnrl.
iv. 11590) Dab, Were that tamburlaine As monstrous
as Gorgon, prince of Hell, The Souldane would not start

a foot from him. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 268 In which

kept house A man in shape, immane, and monsterous.
1688 in Ji aoffsLi/i 3B]u\y (O. H. S.) III. 273 A monstrous

young woman,, .whose shapes is very wonderful.

transf. and Jig. 1538 STARKEV England i. Hi. 84 The
partys in proportyon not agreyng . . make in thys polytyke
body grete and monstrose deformyte. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS
Serm. xx. 349 Those are ougly paternes of monstrous
mindes.

3. Having the nature or appearance of a monster

(see MONSTER sb. 3).
c 1540 Pilgr. T. 325 in Thynne^s Anitnadv. (1865) App.

86 This is the woman . . whom lohn saw . , syting apon a
monsterus best. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Kn&ivl. vi. (1870) 141
Castours and whyte beares, & other monsterous beastes.

1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 924 The Sea of the monsterous
beast Antichrist. 1615 G. SANDYS Trttv. 113 Adorned with
the statues of gods and men ; with other monstrous resem
blances. 1667 MILTON/*. L. n. 625 Nature breeds, Perverse,
all monstrous, all prodigious things. .Gorgons and Hydra s,

and Chimera s dire. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. vn. 62 Such
and so monstrous let thy Swain appear, If one Day s Absence
looks not like a Year. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 580
Their monstrous Idol. 1835 THIRI.WALI, Greece I.

yi.
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On its confines are the haunts of the monstrous Chimaera,
and the territory of the Amazons. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. I. i. 418 Long-necked dragons.. And many another
monstrous nameless thing.

b. Abounding in monsters. ? Obs.

1637 MILTON Lyeidas 158 Where thou.. under the whelm
ing tide Vistt st the bottom of the monstrous world. 1725
POPE Odyss. iv. 658 Must I the warriors weep, Whelm d in

the bottom of the monstrous deep?
4. Of unnaturally or extraordinarily huge dimen

sions
; gigantic ;

immense ; enormous.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xviii. 29 Be I bot littill of stature,

Thay call me catyve createure ; And be I grit of quantetie
Thay call me monstrowis of nature. 1553 EDEN Treat.
Newe Ind. (Arb.) 29 They haue serpentes of monstrous
greatnes. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 379 This man.. in his

Mairaltie had made great and monstreous stockes to em-

prison men in. 1582 T. WATSON Centiiri? of Lore Iviii,

There is a monstrous hill in Slcill soyle. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo s Africa ix. 349 Of locustes there are. .such monstrous
swarmes .. that [etc.]. 1667 MILTON P, L. i. 197 Thus

Satan .. Lay floating .. in bulk as huge As whom the
Fables name of monstrous size, Titanian, . . Briarios, . . or that

Sea-beast Leviathan. 1711 ADDISON Sgect. No. 129 ? 7
Dressed in a most monstrous Flaxen Periwig. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver ii. viii, I was equally confounded at the Sight of

so many Pigmies.. after having so long accustomed mine
Eyes to the monstrous Objects I had left 1818 CREEVEY in

C. Papers (1904) I. 277 Dined at Lord Hill s with my young
ladies .. and a monstrous party. 1848 W. H. BARTLETT
Egypt to Pal. xxi. (1879) 452 The soil revealed its singular

fertility in noble grain-crops and weeds of monstrous growth.
b. of immaterial things.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well ii. ii. 34 It must be an answere
of most monstrous size, that must fit all demands. 1867

J.
G. ROGERS Priests fy Sacram. v. 103 The power, indeed,

is too monstrous for any man under heaven to exercise.

fc. Excessively difficult. Obs. nonce-use.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 81 The right figures of both
which Crystallines are monstrous, if not impossible, to

find out.

5. With emotional sense, expressing indignation
or wondering contempt : Outrageously wrong or

absurd.

1573-80 BARF.T Ah . E. If. i What a monstrous absurditie
is this that E. .. should haue neither sound nor significa
tion. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 31 Nay saies my L. of

Winchester (like a monstrous hypocrite, for he is a very
duns). 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 51 Shall I endure thi*

monstrous villany? 1610 Temp. HI. ii. 33 Wilt thou tell

a monstrous lie? i66a STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacrx m. i. 15
What monstrous arrogancy would it be in any man to think

there is a mind and reason in himself and that there is none
in the world ? 1682 DRYDEN & LEE Dk. of Guise m. i, To
spread your monstrous Lyes and sow Sedition. 1715 ADDI
SON Freeholder No. 7 F 4 So many absurd and monstrous
falshoods. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem. viii. (1852) 221

Monstrous would be the supposition that an injury could be

repaired by a compensation provided at the cost of Him
who had been injured. 1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. m. i.

(1872) 4 The monstrous fact of Christian persecution. 1878
R. W. DALE Led. Preach, ix. 285 It seems monstrous for

us to sing about God s goodness to the Jews and never to

sing about his goodness to ourselves. 1888 BRYCE Amer.
Commw. I. xxv. 371 A monstrous system of bribery.

6. Like or befitting a monster of wickedness;

atrocious, horrible.

1560 DAUS tr. Sltidatte s Comm. 336 Monstrouse and pes
tiferous persones. 1567 Ballad on Murder Darnley in

Frasers Mag. LXX. 221 His cruell murther ye will call

monsterous. 1595 SHAKS. John ii. i. 173 Qu. Thou monstrous
slanderer of heauen and earth. Con. Thou monstrous Iniurer

of heauen and earth. 1608 Yorksh. Trag. \. ix, What made
you show such monstrous cruelty? 11661 HOI.YDAY Jitreiiai

(1673) 22 No man at first is monstrous. 1858 HOLLAND
TiteotnPs Lett. viii. 159 So I say that a godless woman is a
monstrous woman.
absol. 1898 G. MF-RFBITH Odes Fr. Hist. 15 Nor would

he shun her sullen look, nor monstrous hold The doer of

the monstrous.

f7. As an exclamation, in the sense greatly to

be marvelled at
1

,

*

astounding . Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 107 O monstrous. O strange.
We are hanted. 1596 i Hen. II *, n. iv. 243 O monstrous !

eleuen Buckrom men growne out of two? ibid. 591 O mon
strous, but one halfe penny-worth of Bread to this intol-

lerable deale of Sacke? 1605 Lear v. iii. 159 Most mon
strous ! O, know st thou this paper? 1693 CONGREVE Old
Bach. iv. xxi, O bless me ! O monstrous ! A Prayerbook ?

t 8. Used as a colloquial or affected intensive.

Obs. Cf. 4.
1710-11 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 7 Feb,, We have a mon

strous deal of snow. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to

Abbf Conti 29 May, The Greeks have a most monstrous
taste in their pictures . . drawn upon a gold ground. 1782
Miss BURNEV Cecilia \. iii, After all this monstrous fatigue,
I was forced to have my hair dressed by my own maid.

1782 WOLCOT in J. J. Rogers Opic ffhhWks. (1878) 22 West
the famous painter, a monstrous favourite of George s. 1825
COBBETT Rttr. Rides (1885) II. 38 Here is a monstrous deal

of vanity and egotism.
b. quasi-^r. in the sense: Exceedingly, wonder

fully,
*

mighty *. Now rare or Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. ii. 54 He speake in a monstrous
little voyce. 1608 ROWLANDS Humors Looking Glasse 14
A Gentleman ..Hath a young wife and she is monstrous

fine. 1655 in Nicholas&quot; Papers (Camden) II. 262, I cannot

but feare he may doe this monstrous vnhappy act. 1710
SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 6 Dec., It is such monstrous rainy

weather, that there is no doing with it. 1782 Miss HURNF.Y

Cecilia i. v, She s a monstrous shocking dresser. 1801 tr.

GaMellfs Myst. Hush. III. 84 She had a prettyish fare

and monstrous nice hair. 1826 DISRAELI I iv. Grey u. xiii,

The most monstrous clever ^oung man. 1840 MRS. K.

TROLLOPE Widow Married xii, I think we shall be mon
strous good friends.

9.
C&amp;lt;&amp;gt;;;//&amp;gt;.,

as f monstrons-kinded adj. ; mon
strous craws, a form of elephantiasis common in

the \Yest Indies ;
monstrous pippin, rennet,

large kinds of apple.
1787 H. WALPOI.K Let. to C tess Ossory 6 Sept., The

principal babe put me in mind of what I read so often, but

Save not seen, the *monstrous craws. 1558 PHAER .*&quot;&quot;

. .. Apples as are prefeu _

strous Reinetle. 1797 Encycl. ISrif. (ed. 3) XV. 721/1
Monstrous rennet.

Monstrously (mfnstrasli), adv. [-LT
2
.]

1 1. In the manner of a monster ;
with congenital

malformation. Otis.

1531 MORE Coii/nl. Barnes viii. Wks. 74i/_2
A man myglit

haue scene frere Barns when he came laste into the lande . .

and yet myght happely..haue taken him for a monstre, he

had so monstrouilye dressed himself because he would In-



MONSTROUSNESS.
wondred on. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions i. x. 44 I mieht
declare, what Passions they are subject vnlo, who, , Na urc
monstrously hath signed.
2. fa. In an unnatural or extraordinary manner
1355 liDKN Decades To Rdr.(Arb.) 53 Vicious behauo, reswhich monstrously deforme the myndes of men 1588 V

UUALL Dwtrephcs (Arb.) 17 My flesh trembleth to he-ue
you sneake so monstrously. ,646 SIR T. BKOWNE /SVA

!&amp;gt;

&quot;

J,

Ihey me ted down their stolen ear-rings intoa calf, and monstrously cryed out: These are thy gods OIsrael that brought thee out of the land of K^-pt ,,
Encycl. AV,/.(ed 3) XII. 33o/, Virtues, .of the same ,n ureas those which the Basihans [sic] attributed to their mon
strously cut stones.

b. To a monstrous degree; in later use often a
a mere intensive, hugely , vastly .

(11674 CLARENDON Su,v. Lei iatfi. (16761 ior We irp
monstrously in the fault. 1709 STKKLF. Tatter Xo 48-Heels to his hhoes so monstrously high that he hid il,r
or four Times fallen down, had he not (etc 1 1782 MiBURNEY Cecilia .. v, She had been . . so monstrously eu-a !

I could never find her at home. 1826 I IISRAI 1 1 Vn&amp;gt; Cni
IV. n, In life, surely man is not always as monstrously Imsvas he appears to be in novels and romances. ,86. I Irr , slorn BroTonat Or/ , In monstrously short time I e p r. i

suing skiff showed round the corner. 1904 ANTHONY Hoi rDouble Harness \. 4 She s monstrously fat.

Monstrousness (ny-nstresms). [Formed as
prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being monstrous, in
various senses of the adj.; wp. nnnatnralness,
hugeness; enormity.
1SH Brief Disc. Trout. Franckford 211 All monstrousnes off errors and whiche Satan newlie sekethe to bringinto the churche agame [being] driuen awaie. ,606 1 rw

agst. Late Iraitors 22 The monstrousnesse and continual
horrpur

of this so desperate a cause. ,625 K. LoN,!T, /,
clay s Argenis\. vn. 350 The monstrousnesse ofhisknaverva .734 NORTH Exam. , vii. 33 ( I74o) ^ Let ,oe start

^
he Monstrousness of this supposition. 1818 HA LAM

Jiliii. Ages (1872).
L 138 The apparent incredibility of the

charges from their monstrousness.
b. as a mock-title, nonce-use.

633

1. An inhabitant of a mountain region; a hich-
lander, mountaineer. Also ( &amp;lt;-&amp;gt;

MONTEM.

Mountain or extreme

aic
Monta(i)gne, obs. forms of MOUNTAIN
MontMl, obs. form of MOUNTAIN, MUNTIN
II JH.ontana(m?nta-ii a). [Sp.: see MOUNT UN 1
1. pi. As the proper name of certain mountain

districts in Spam.

& X
A
XII

-
29I/I The Montana, of Asturias.

h-American countries : A forest of

through, and montana if more.

w5TfLSw dr^3*
rt (l829) II-

-

20* The two dick fools

t Monstruo-Sity. Obs. \aA.V.monstruositi-
see MONSTROUS and -ITV.] = MONSTUOKIIY.

^5SS3SSS25SS5
1,^^ MSE. STtTSSSfc?Kalso of strange, .nations abroad. ,604 T. WRIGHT?iS
Nature ^^ w &quot;e m

?,
rked ty any monstruositie ofNature. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. , Cr. in. ii. 87 This is the mon

struositie in loue Lady, that the will is infinite, and the execution confm d. 1630 GENTILIS Considerations 84 That of

gCod^eS but wuh
r

Monst r

n
u
0tl!

:r ha h &quot; thin
?

d e wkh

(1789) 2 If the Monslruosity of their Crimes exceed Tveri
imaginary ones. ,797 Encyd. Brit. (ed. ,) XII 2,7/2

?
Fa

5
r
!.

arn
!
n

.
ges -compressions of the cranium, and many

stmo
r

sitfes

rmi
M v/ = / Tr

d &quot; he
-
class of mor bific mon-

uositles. Ibid. 248/2 Monstrosities which are per-
t in the original organization of the seed of

tMo-nstruous, a. Obs. Also 4 -ruos, 5-6
-ruus, -rowous, 6 -ruows, 6-7 -ruouse. [ad I

monstntos-us, irreg. f. monstrum MONSTER- see
-ous Cf. F. monstrueux, Sp., Pg., It. monstnioso ]= MONSTROUS in various senses.
Very common in the i6th c.

..bat..byweyleth the Monstruos chaungynge bat they suf-
fren. ,432-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 133 This pope Bene-
dicte appered to a man after his dethe&quot; in a monltruou,
similitude. 1471 CA.XTON Recuycll (Sommer) ,7 The fiersra

fr,
nS

jr!i-f i ec e y SH Tons, the monstrowous bestes.
H95 E/ntaffe, etc. in Skelton s Wks. (1843) II ,02

Omurtherervnmesurable..Monstruusofentrayle,aborrydin kynde. 1542 BECON Pathw. Prayer xlvii K iv b AUthe monasticall sectes haue put of theyr cowles & monstruous garmentes. ,362 W,N, ET Cert. Tractates (S.T S )

Ifmat x

C

xH Com
UUS

I

&quot;* auarice l6o BlBLE (Douay)

thinges, he replied familiarly, nothing thefwith SoniTecL1668 CULFEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. i. xvii. 45 Tis mon-

P
a
*S^AMASS 6S53

7v !^f,?r S&quot;f

fr
T&amp;gt;

5 Monstruous Birth. 1724 WARBURTON

2^8 Several R
Venge s monstr

9us. 1727 Philip Qnarll

Hence f Mo nstruonsly adv., Mo ustrnous-
ness = MONSTROUSLY, MONSTROUSNESS.,

T X p! - (Arh} 53 If I enter, to

h
e

4ed ofT&quot;

6 Ut TK mons
&quot;-&amp;gt;isnesse, are so not

?i Jte/ rL ^ r&amp;lt;?

Shame&amp;gt;
,

that [etc ] - 53 /f&quot;///

ener HW R f 4
Some spake more monstruonsly thenener d td Balams Asse. tSss R. SANDERS Physical, icq

ft

S rePr nt
5,
d in a &quot;-an by some deformity or mon

dentTh H
1S9 C &quot;&quot; 1

; ^ &quot;- Trade
&amp;lt;

I691) =06 It is evi-dent they do monstruously increase. 1708 Brit. Apollo No.
iur 4 ?&quot;

ldren - wh are so monstruously conjo5-n d.

Monstuire, -tur(e, obs. fT. MONSTER.
Monsware, variant of MANSWEAR sl&amp;gt;. Obs.
Mont, obs. form of MOUNT.
Montabanke, obs. form of MOUNTEBANK.
II Montagnard (montanrar). [Fr., f. mon-

tagne : see MOUNTAIN and -ABD 1
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i &quot;e t

&quot;J

wii region on the eastern slopes of \\\,

&&amp;gt; 2m&M^rhc:v^
Ivinpr ,]

nta
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a
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r f Jres country-is that immense region

TVTnnt
S T* f the &quot; easte &quot;i range of the Andes?

Montance, obs. variant of MOUNTANCE.
Montane (m/rnMn), a. jV,,t. ff,-stw

r
ac] L

montan-us, f. mon/-, mons: see MOUNT ,f, and
:
ANE. So F. montane^ Pertaining to or inhabit
ing mountainous country.
1863 JG. BAKKR .V. Yorks. Stud. Hot., etc. 211 One ofthe most frequent of the

characteristically montane specie&quot;OhGfnimtn Chron. 15 Oct. 503/2 A single species re
I stncted to elevated montane localities in Tasmania 1883J. G. LAKER Lake l),st. Flora 238 Parsley Fen, one ofthe most universal of the montane Lakeland plants

Montane, obs. form of MOUNTAIN.
I

t Monta-nic, a. Obs. rare. [{.I,, montan-us
(see prec.) -I- -ic.] Of or

pertaining to mountains
consisting of mountains.
1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 161 The most extensive montanic

ranges commonly consist of three chains

|

t Monta-nical, a. Obs. -are- 1

. [{.Montan-us
i

(see MONTAXISM) + -ICAL.] = MONTANISTIC
1607 Scaol. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. i. 39 It was superstitious and neere Montanicall.

Montanism (mp-ntaniz m). [f. Montan-us
(see below) + -ISM.] The tenets of a heretical
Christian sect, founded in Phrygia by Montanus
about the middle of the 2nd century.
Montanus claimed for himself and two female associates

prophetic inspiration. The tenets of the sect were millen-
arian and severely ascetic, but otherwise did not differ
appreciably from those of the Catholic church.
. 1397 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. l.vxii. n Tertullian proclaym.

,

ing euen open warre to the Church maintained Montanisme
1649 JER. IAVI.OR fit. Exemp. in. Disc. xvi. 57 If by such

I

austerities I lead others to a good opinion of Montanism
I must., alter my dyet. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY Ch. *

I Mnnslry in Early Cent. vi. 215 note, Prophecy lasted until
was finally discredited by Montanism.

Montanist (nvntanist),iA (and n.) [f. Mon-
, tan-us (see prec.) + -1ST.] A believer in Mon-
j

tanism. Also as aaj.
= MONTANISTIC.

1377 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. 89 margin, Apollonius
against the Montanistes. 1379 FL-LKE Heskins Par! 439Other heresies of ) Montanistes. 1633 BAXTER Chr. Con.
corii6g Some Arians, Nestorians, Monothelites, M^ontanists,
denied the souls immortality. 1702 ECHARD Eccl. Hist.

I

(1710) 546 Tertullian.. began to incline towards the&quot; errors
of the Montanists. 1833 MOORE Trav. Irish Genii, in
Search Aelif. I. 263 The Montanists.. took it on the word
of their founder that he was the very Paraclete promised by

,

the Redeemer. 1839 SCIIAFF Hist. Chr. Ch. (an. 1-311)300T he Montanist prophets. Ibid. 3or The Montanist Proclus.
Hence Mcratani-stic, t Montani stical aajs., of

or relating to Montanism.
_ 1629 BP. HALL Hon. Marr. Clergy n. xvi. The Montan- ,

isticall vaunt of virginitie. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1647)
89 _A fourth hold Antinomian, Montanisticke, and Famil-

j

isticke
Te_nets. 1660 STILLINGFL. Iren. n. ii. (1662) 160

Setting aside the Montanistical spirit. .the first-rise of this
Ignis fatuus was from the bogs of Popery. 1833 J. H.

,

NEWMAN Arians i. i. (1876) 17 The perverse spirit.. which i

|

we have been tracing in its Montanistic and Novatian
varieties, still lurked in those parts.

Montanite (m^-ntansit). Min. [f. the name
of Montana, one of the States of the American
Union : see -ITE.] A hydrous telluride of bismuth
occurring in yellowish earthy incrustations.
1868 GENTH in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. XLV. 317 A tel-

lurate of bismuth, for which I propose the name Montanite .

Montanize (mp-ntansiz), v. [f. Montan-us
(see MONTANISM) + -IZE.] intr. To follow the
doctrines of the Montanists.
1394 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. vii. 4 Tertullian. .iudged all

them who did not Montanize to be but carnally minded.
1620 Bp. HALL Hon. Marr. Clergy i. xix, Hee might haue
found his Tertullian, then Montanizing, to vpbraid the true
and catholike Church. 1840 MILMAN Hist.Chr. III. 363
note, Tertullian evidently Montanises in this treatise.

4- WA^_ _ .*&quot;*/- n r l I

Beames, mountaunts, .. rafturs. xm CHAM.*!? /
5S

I r,
tM nta

?
t -

2

?
b!- n &quot; e - AIso 6 montanto.

[a. F.monlant an upright blow, or thrust
(Cotgr.), subst. use of montant pr. pple. : see prec1 ne form montanto is fictitious It. or Sp Prof
bkeat compares Sp. montante two-handed sword
(Mmsheu).] A downright blow or thrust.
1398 B. JONSON Ev. Man in II1,111. iv. ^, I would teich

I

these mneteene: [gentlemen], the special! rules as you,V,,
..jour Passatia,your Montanto: till they could ill olav
very neare..as well as my selfe. 1598 sL^tfS^W.

. ill..27 lo see thee fight,, .to see thee passe thy puncto,thy distance thy montant. [1399 _ Muck Aaol i

pray you, is Slgnior Mountanto return d from the warres ]

JMontaynfe, obs. forms of MOUNTAIN.
;:Montbretia

(mpntbrfjla). [mod.L. (De Can-
dolle), named after A. F. E. Coquebert de Mont-
6ret, a French botanist (1780-1801).] A genus of
itulaceous plants, bearing bright orange-coloured
(lowers; a plant of this genus.
[1845 LINDLEY l- ,-f. A7/v,/. (iS 4 6) 161.] 1899 DailyAi22

J&quot;iy.4/4 Nasturtiums, monlbretias, etc. 1900 Book of
tsardenmg 352 1 hose [Tritonias] usually catalogued a&amp;lt;

Montbretias are the most popular.

Monte 1 (nymV). Also mon ty. [a. Sp. monft

mountain; heap or stock of cards left alter each
player has his share.] A Spanish and Spanish-
American game of chance, played with a pack of
forty-five cards. Three-card monte, a game of
Mexican origin, played with three cards only of
which one is usually a court-card.
1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado I. xii. 80 They are playin&quot;

monte, the favorite game in California. 1876 BESANT
RICE Gold. Butterfly 1 rol. ii, I thought we should find a
choice hotel, with a little monty or poker afterwards :877LLACK Green I ast. xiii, Five-Ace Jack received a liberal
percentage from the three card-monte men who entertained
these innocent folks. 1887 F. FKANCIS Saddle t, Mocassin
66 Do you want to play monte ? he asked. Ibid 144 He
. .was eight hundred [dollars] ahead once. But he played
it oft at monte.

II Monte ^(mo-cAe). [Sp.: lit. mountain
.] In

Spanish-American countries: A more or less
wooded tract

; a small forest.

1836 [see MONTANA], 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 406/2 Them
-/r

teS of Uru
S&quot;ay are of no commercial value.

Monte, obs. form of MOUNT.
Montebank(e, obs. forms of MOUNTEBANK sb.

Montebrasite (nipntfbiS-zsit). Min.
[f. the

name of Montcbras in France (A. Des Cloizeaux
1871): see -ITE.] A variety of AMBLYGONITE
1873 J. NICOL Elem. Min. (ed. 2) 124 Amblygonite. ..

Montebrasite, with no soda, is perhaps distinct. 1882 C
ELTON Orig. Eng. Hist. 9 The newly described mineral
montebrasite

,
a phosphate of alumina.

Monteeule, variant of MONTICULE.
Monteere, obs. form of MONTERO.
Mont^ff, variant of MONTEITH Obs.

Montegre, variant of MANTIGEB.
Monteigh, erron. form of MONTEITH.

Monteigne,-ir(o, obs. ff. MOUNTAIN, MONTERO.
Monteith (m^ntJ.b). Antiq. Also 7 mon-

teigh, 8 mout^ff, 7-9 monteth. (See quot. 1683 )
1683 WOOD Life Dec. (O. H. S.) III. 84 This year. .came

up a vessel or bason notched at the brims to let drinking
|

glasses hang there by the foot so that the body or drinking
j

place might hang in the water tocoole them. Such a bason
was called a Monteigh , from a fantastical Scot called
Monsieur Monteigh , who at that time or a little before

1 wore the bottome of his cloake or coate so notched vy^w^.
1689 Lotid. Gaz. No. 2453/4 Stolen . . ; a large Monteth. 1699
FARQUHAR Constant Couple Epil., The poet merits an ig
noble death, Who fears to fall over a brave Monteth. 1728
Ann. Barber-Surg. Land. (1890) 489 An earthen monteth.
1721 BAILEY, Monteth, a scollop d Bason to cool Glasses in.

1773 Land. Chron. 7 Sept. 248/3 The following articles.,
were assayed and marked ; . . monte ffs, mazareens. 1901
Athexienm 10 Aug. 197/2 A monteth, containing thirteen
silver beakers, given to the town [/. e. Nottingham] in 1689.

Montem (montem). Olis. exc. Hist. In 8
montam. [From the L. ad montem, to the
Hill .] A festival (originally annual, latterly

triennial) formerly celebrated by the scholars of

Eton, who in fancy costumes went in procession
to Salt Hill , a mound near Slough, and there

collected money from the bystanders. The money
collected was applied to defray the expenses of

the senior colleger (the Captain of the Montem
&quot;)

at King s College, Cambridge. The last celebra

tion was in 1844.
1743 DOD in Phil. Trans. XLII. 561 This J oung Gentle-

man had . . over-heated himself . . by performing a Part at

the Montain, near Eton, where he was a Scholar. 1745
R. CUST in Maxwell-Lyte Eton Coll. (1899) 511 It was never

146



MONTENEGBIAN. 634 MONTH.
Mr. Cook s intention to let us have a Montem this year, f

1777 SHEKIDAN ScA. Scaiid. v. \\ t Mr. Surface, it seems, had i

come home the night before late from Salthill, where he had
been to see the Montem with a friend, who has a son at Eton.

1817 J. EVANS Excurs. Windsor, etc. 353 The ancient

custom of the Montem is celebrated at Eton every third

year on Whit-Tuesday. 1899 SIR A, WEST Recoil. I. i. 60,

I took part in the last montem .

b. attrib. and Coml&amp;gt;.
y
as montem day, dinner

^

dress, poh) procession ; montem-sure-night, the

night of the twentieth day before the montem,
|

when it became sure that the senior colleger
could not receive a twenty-day summons to

present himself for a vacancy in King s College,
|

Cambridge, and so would be Captain of the

Montem.
a 1769 HUCGETT in Brand&quot;s Pop. Antlq. (1813) I. 345 The

j

Montem day used to be fixed for the first Tuesday in Hilary
Term. 1817 Gentl. 3lag, June 559/2 The young Gentlemen i

walked .. in grand procession, to Frogmore, in their full

Montem dresses. 1865 W. L. C. Etoniana 153 The night
which followed the twentieth day before the Montem wa-&amp;gt;

called Monteiit Sure-nigkt. 1886 DOWDEN Shelley I. i. 25
The years 1805 and 1808 were made glorious by the Montem
processions. 1893 A. G. GRINSAN in Will.

&amp;lt;-j- Mary Coll.

Quarterly II. 118 Mrs. Young. .paid the bills of tailors,.,
cost of montem poles and the montem dinner, and all

j

manner of expenses incident to their position.

Montenance, variant of MOI NTENANCE.

t Montettegriau, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare. = next.

1845 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 45/1.

Montenegrin e (mpnt/h/ grin), a. and sb.

[f. Montenegro (Venetian It., Tuscan monte nero*
black mountain, a literal translation of the local

Slavonic name Crnagora] -f -IN.]
A.

a&amp;lt;ff. Relating to Montenegro (a Slavonic I

principality on the east of the Adriatic) or to its *.

inhabitants, language, etc.

1840 Brit. $ For. Rev. XI. 136 The Montenegrine mode
of making war. 1849 PATOH Highl. Adriatic I. 105 The
idea of a Montenegrine port on the Adriatic was at once

negatived. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 781/2 The first Mon
tenegrin newspaper.. began to appear in 1870.

B. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Montenegro.
1840 Brit. V For. Rev. XI. 136 A Montenegrine is always

armed. 1887 L. QLIPHANT Episodes (1888) 181 A stalwart

Montenegrin, looking magnificent in his national costume.

2. A close-fitting woman s garment resembling
some Oriental military costumes, and ornamented
with braid-work and embroidery(CV^. Diet. 1890).

Monterey (m^nt^rJi-). The name of a city
in California. Used attrib. in Monterey cypress,
halibut, mackerel, pine ^see quots.).
1884 SARGENT Rep. Forests N. Amer. froth Census IX)

179 Cupressns inacrocarpa Hartweg. . .^Monterey Cypress.
1882 JORDAN & GILBERT Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 821

j

Par.ilickthys califc-rnicits . .
*
Monterey halibut; Bastard

Halibut. 1884 G. B. GOODE Nat. Hist. Aquatic Aniui.

316 The *Monterey Mackerel Scombcromorus concolor.

1834 S \RGEST Rep. Forests N. Amer. (ioth Census IX) 196
Piarts insignts Douglas.. *Monterey Pine.

II Montero ^nte^ ft?). Also7muntiro,moun-
;

t9ra, -re,-ro, 7, 9 montera, 9 monteiro ; *j angli*
cized mouutire, monte^e)re, mounteer, mou- ,

tier. [Sp. montera, f. montero hunter, lit. moun
taineer , f. monte : see MOUNT

sb.&quot;]
A Spanish

hunter s cap, having a spherical crown and a flap

capable of being drawn over the ears. Also mon~
\

tero cap. (Common in the I7th cent.)
i6xa R. HAWKINS \

f
oy. S. Sea xiit. 28 Upon their heads

th^yweare a Ni^ht-capp, vpon it a Montero, and a Hat
over that, a i6a6 BACON New Atl. (1900) 32 His Hatt was
like a Helmett, or Spanish Montera. a 164* BEDELL Eras-
inns in Fuller Abel Rediy. (1867) I. 83 Another . . sent him
..a muntiro lined with rich sables. 165* URQUHART Jewel
Wks. (1834) 230 A mountera-cap on hi&amp;gt; head. 1659-60
PEPYS Diary 20 Mar., Two monteeres for me to take my
choice of. 1665 J. FRASER Polichron. (S. H. S.) 164 The
fellow, .shot an arrow at him, which stuck fast in the tippet
of his mountire cape which hung behind his back. Ibid.

354 A Montier cape called Magirky on his [Montross s]

head, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. ix, 55 [He] was taken
in his Journey, having a Mountero on his head. 1694
MOTTEUX Rabelais IV. xxx. (1737) 124 The Midriff* like a

Mounteer-Cap. a I7I3ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1765! 74 A large
Montier-cap of Black Velvet, the Skirt of which being
turned up in Folds [etc.]. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy VI.

xxiv, The Montero-cap was scarlet..mounted all round
with furr, except [etc.]. 1813 SCOTT Peveril xxxv, A large
montero cap, that enveloped his head. 1826 J. WILSON
Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855!. 98 Now all these old heroes Of
helms and monteros. 1833 LONGK. Outre Mer Prose Wks.
1886 I. 146 A peasant woman .. with a montera cocked up
in front.

transf xjBao
W. IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 382 The cedar

bird, with., its little monteiro cap of feathers.

Monteth, variant of MONTEITH.

Monteyne, obs. form of MOUNTAIN.

Montgolfier (mpntg^ lfiai ; Fr. mongelfy*).
Also erron. mongolfier. [The name of the

brothers J. M. and J. E. Montgolfier of Annonay
(Ardeche), France, who invented the apparatus.
In Kr. the Montgolfier balloon is called by the

derivative name montgolfere fern., which has some
times been adopted by Eng. writers.] A balloon

raised by heated air instead of gas ; a fire-

balloon . (More fully Montgolfier balloon.}

The first voyage made in a Montgolfier balloon was by
Pitatre de Rozier, 21 Nov. 1783.
1784-5 Ann. Keg. 329 He made a small balloon filled with

inflammable air .. suspended to which was an enormous
Montgolfier (a balloon of rarified air). 1785 Ibid.* Principal
Occur. 39/1 A Montgolfier, or fire-balloon. 1849 SIK G.
HEAD/fcw 1. 46A huge paper Montgolfier , or fire balloon.
1860 Chatnb, Encycl. I. 646/2 The longest voyage ever
executed in a Montgolficre. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet.
Sci. etc., Mongolfier Balloon, a balloon filled with atmo
spheric air . . dilated by heat.

Month. 1
(mm}). Forms: i monatt, -oU, -e&quot;B,

montS, 3 monlS, 2-5 monefl, 3 monepj) (0;v.),
3-4 monjpe, monthe, monet, 3-7 monethe, 4
munth, moonejj, mony)&amp;gt;, mooneth, mounthe,
4-5 monepe, 4-6 monyth, 4-7 moneth, 5

munethe, 5-6 monythe, 6 monneth, Sc.

monecht, 3- month. [Common Teut. : OE.
monad masc., = OFris. mdnath, m$n(ci}d) mnsc.,
OS. manoth masc. (in glosses; MLG. wansf,
MDu. maent* Du. niaand fern.), OHG. manoct

(MHG. mdn$t,mod,G.m0rtafym&K.)QN.mdnv8-r
masc. (Sw. manad, Da. maaned), Goth, wendf-s
: OTeut. *m#nof-, related to *mwnon- MOON s/&amp;gt;.

In the 16-171}! c. the spelling woneth was almost universal.]

A measure of time corresponding to the period
of revolution of the moon.
1. Anyone of the twelve portions into which the

conventional year is divided. (When not otherwise

determined by the context, the reference is to the
* months inherited by Western civilized nations
from the Romans, and known by the names

January, February, etc.) More explicitly calendar

month, less commonly f calcndary* civil, politicalt

usual month (for illustrations of these designa
tions see under the adjs.).
The primitive calendar month of ancient nations began

on the day of new moon or the day after, and thus coincided

(except for fractions of a day) with the synodical month
(see 2). Among many peoples of antiquity, however, it was
from a very early period found desirable that the calendar

year should contain an Integral number of the smaller

period-, used in ordinary reckoning. Hencethetrue months
were superseded by a series of twelve periods each having
a fixed number of days (on the average one-twelfth of the
number in the calendar year), and thus having no relation

to the changes of the moon ; but this artificial period con
tinued to bear the name of* month . The systems according
to which the reckoning by months was brought into relation

with that by years were very various. In the Julian calendar,
the months in leap year had alternately 31 and 30 days,
while in other years February had only 29 instead of 30.

This symmetrical arrangement was under Augustus broken

up by the transference of a day from February to August,
and of a day from

September
and November to October and

December respectively, producing the system now in use.

f 888 K. /KLFRED Boeth. \. 2 ponne Saere sunnan scima
on Agustes monSe hatost scinrS 5onne dyse^aS se Se bonne
wtle hwelc saed oSfaestan ^sem dry-Turn furum. CIOOO/LFRIC
Gen. vii. n On bam oorum monoe on bone seofenteo5an

daes bas mon5es. &amp;lt;* &quot;3 O. E. Chron. an. moOn
jjaere

fiftan

nihte on Males mon6e. c 1105 LAV. 7220 He [Julius Caesar]
makede bane kalender be dihteS

J&amp;gt;ane
moneS & be ^er. c 1386

CHAUCER Prol. 92 He was as fresh as is the month of May.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i In the moneth of luyll
the said yere. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. xiii. 4 This daye are

ye gone out, euen in y* moneth of Abib. 1615 BEDWELL
Arab. Tnitig., Alkoran, This moneth they call Ramadhan,
which also is their Lent. 1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crhn.
Laws Scet. H. iv. i (1699) 185 Registrat in the Books of
Secret Council, the 15. day of that Moneth. 1681 W.
ROBKRTSOS Pkraseol. Gen. (1693) 868 The Moneth of March.

1775 S- J- PRATT Liberal Opin. Ixiv. (1783) II- 236 The arid

month of July. 1794 CRUDEN Concord, (ed. 5! s. v. Month,
The names and order of the months in the [Hebrew] Civil

year are the same as in the preceding table, only be

ginning the year with Tisri or September. 1807 ROBINSON
Arch.Ti l. Grxca HI. xxv. 332 The Roman January, which
was their first month, was in the depth of winter. The
Macedonians reckoned Dins (heir first month from the
autumnal equinox. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 36
Dr. Fault, .more than once gives the day and the month,
without remembering to add the year of an event.

b. An emblematic representation of this.

1644 EVELYN Diary 7 Nov., The Temple of Janus quadri-
frontis, having 4 arches importing the 4 Seasons, and on
each side niches for the Monethes. 171* BUDGELL Sfect.
No 425 P 4 Then came up the three Months which belong
to this season. Ibid., Then came the Attendant Months.

2. Astr. a. (In full Lunar month.} The period
in which the moon makes a complete revolution

relatively to some point, either fixed or moveable.
There are thus several species of lunar month, as the time

of the revolution is different according to the point with

regard to which it is reckoned. Usually the term denotes
the synodical month, \. e. the period from one new moon to

the next, the length of which is 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes,

2-7 seconds. The other kinds of lunar month (the lengths of

which are all between 27 and 28 days) are the anomalistic^

sidereal, tropical, and nodical month : see those adjs.
c loooi ajr. Leechd. III. 248 On Sam monSe synd jetealde

ni^on & twentig daja & twelf tlda, |MS is se monelica monaS.
c 1150 Gen. .V Ex. 145 De mones li^t is moneS met. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. ix. ix.(i495&amp;gt; 354 The month of

the mone is that space in the whyche the mone passyth from
one poynt in the fyrmament and cornyth ayen to the same

..conteynyth xxvij dayes and viij houres. 1483 Cath. Angl.
246/2 A munethe, interlitniuni. 15^1 RECORDE Cast. Knowl.

(1556! 14 A Moneth is the iuste time of the propre course

of the Moone, from chauncje to chaunge. 1715 tr. Gregory s

Astron. (1726! I. 241 Tho a Month be properly that space
of time wherein the Moon goes thro the Zodiac

; yet [etc.].

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 800/1 We have as many different

species of months as there are different motions with which
that of the moon can be compared. Ibid. 800/2 The dif

ferent lunar months. Synodical month, Sidereal month,
Tropical month [etc.J.

fb. Month of apparition, illuminative month :

that part of the lunation during which the moon
is actually visible. (The length of this was

variously stated.) Obs.

1594 I LUNDEYIL Exerc. in. i. xlvi. ^1636) 360 The month
of Apparition consisteth of eight and twenty dales. 1658
PHILLIPS s. v., A moneth of Apparition, /. the space of
26 dayes and 12 hours, wherein the Moon appears, the other
three days being deducted wherein it is obscured by the Sun.

c. Solar month : the twelfth part of the solar

year; the time occupied by the sun in passing

through one of the signs of the zodiac.

c 1000 Sa.r. Leechd. III. 244 Dare sunnan gear is baet heo

beyrne t&amp;gt;oiie
miclan circul zodiacum. . .^Elce monSe heo

yrnS under an ^rtra tacna. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R.
ix. ix. (1495) 354 The monthe of the sonne duryth as longe
as the sonne abydyth in one sygne in his course. 1715 tr.

Gregory s Astron. ( 1 726) I. 241 That space of time . . wherein
the Sun runs thro one Sign of the Zodiac, is call d a Solar
Month.

3. A space of time, reckoned from any moment,
and either (a) extending to the corresponding day
of the next calendar month (in which case the space
of time is called a calendar month ), or (b} con

taining 28 days (often miscalled a lunar month ).

a 900 tr. Byda s Hist. v. xvu. [xix.] (1890) 454 He ba fela

monba bser sesaslijum gelesum jeornlice abysejad waes.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xxix. 14 Da an monuSajan waes. c 1*05
I&amp;gt;AV. 7771 preottene monSes wunede Julius in OSeres. c 1250
Gen.

&amp;lt;$

Ex. 2592 Dre mone5 haueo ;he him hid. c 1350
Will. Palerne 5074 pe fest of bat manage a moneb fulle

lasted. 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 140 Heo may as muche
do In a Mooneb ones, As [}oure] secre seal In Seuen score

dayes. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 49 At theendeofs Wekes
or of a Monethe, thei comen a?en. 1481 CAXTON Godeffroy
cxxi. 183 The siege had thenne endured nygh ix. monethes.

1579 LYLV Enphues (Arb.) 46 A quicke vnderstanding, is

able to attaine to more in a moment.. then a dull and
blockish head in a month. 1599 Acts Privy OHC//XXIX.
591 Allowance .. at x.li. the monneth, accompting xxviij

daies to the monethe, is yearlie cxxx.li. i6a8 COKE On
Litt. 135 b, A month mensis is regularly accounted in Law
28. dayes, and not according to the Solar moneth, nor ac

cording to the Kalender, vnlesse it bee for the account of

the laps in a qnarc impedit. 1683 TRYON Way to Health

134 Which comes to pass in six, eight or twelve Moneths,
more or less. 1747 W. HORSLEV /&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;/ (1748) II. 248 The
hurricane Months begin about the Twelfth of July, and
continue to the Nineteenth of October. 1766 BLACKSTOSE
Coiinn. II. ix. 141 A month in law is a lunar month,
or twenty-eight days, unless otherwise expressed. 1842

J. AITON Domest. F.con. (1857) 303 In Scotland.we are said

to enjoy nine months of winter and three months of very
bad weather. 1850 Act 13-14 Viet, c 21 (An Act for short

ening the Language used in Acts of Parliament) 4 The
Word Month to mean Calendar Month, unless words be

added showing Lunar Month to be intended. 1886 LUCY
Gladstone Parl. 372 That plank bed, every square inch of

which is as well known in the House of Commons as if

members had passed upon it a month of all-night sittings.

b. sing. for//, after a numeral. Obs. exc. dial.

cii75 Lamb. How. 3 pe mon be leie xii moneS in ane

prisune. a\99&Ancr. R. 218 Sum ancre is bet wened bet

heo schule beon stronglukest iuonded i5e uormeste tweolf

moneS bet heo bigon ancre lif. a 1300 Cursor M. 11127
Mare ban thre monet duelld he In his aghen kindli centre.

c 1300 Harrow. Hell 208 Twelue moneb is agon, pat I

bolede martirdom. ci4&amp;lt;x&amp;gt;
Dcstr. Troy 8373 Sex moneth &

no more. 1470 HENRY Wallace 111.334 Till x moneth
war gayne.

C. spec. One of the nine months commonly
accounted to make up the period of pregnancy in

women ^about 270-80 days). So seven month?

child, one born about 30 weeks after conception.
&amp;lt;- 950 Lindhf. Gasp. Luke i. 36 Dis inpned \Rnshw. MS.

monoS] is Se seista 3aer 8iu se-ceijed is un-berend. 1834

Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 471/2 Both mother and daughter..
were in the habit of menstruating up to the seventh month.

d. Used as an indefinite measure of time, esp.

in //., a long while.

1601 SHAKS. All s Well iv. iii. 99, I haue to night dis-

patch d sixteene businesses, a moneths length a peece.

1819 SHELLEY Ctnci HI. i. 33 What you in one night

squander were enough For months ! 1891 MKKEDITH One

of our Conq. xxv, Is there anything of Dartrey s wife?

Dead , he answered. When? Months back 1

. 1897

Alllniti s Syst. Med. II. 455 Beriberi often originates in

ships miles and months away from the land.

e. ellipt. for a month s leave, duty, absence,

etc. ; also for the amount of wages corresponding
to a month s service.

1787 CHARLOTTE SMITH Romance Real Life I. 211 liere

Beaulieu put the infant to nurse with Gabriella Nivimot, to

whom he paid a month before-hand. 1793 SMEATOS Edy
stone L. 330 The present third man, who was at this time

taking his month on shore.

Phrases. ^ Month about , during alternate

months. Month by month : in each successive

month (without suggestion of cessation). Month

after month : each month as a sequel to the pre

ceding ^without suggestion of continuity). From

month to month : continuously from one month to

the next. From the month : from the period when

the lying-in mother is left by the monthly nurse.

Month of Sundays (colloq.) : an indefinitely pro-



MONTH.

longed period. This day month : at a time a

month after the day indicated.

1611 BIBLE I Citron, xxvii. i Nowe the children of Israel

..which came in, and went out moneth by moneth, through*
out all the moneihs of the yeare. 1656 H. PHILLIPS Pitrck.

Pattt. (1676) 89 Moneth by moneth, nay, day by day. 1668

PEPYS Diary n Mar., About four o clock the House rises,

and hath put off the debate to this day month. 1749 Hist.

Pelham, Mass. (1898) 224 Said Scole is to be Keept, Month
about at each Ph.se. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. II. 74 En
trusted with the charge of guarding him month about. 1808

Times 26 Feb. 4 4 A Widow, .[wants] to take the Care of
!

a Child from the month. 1818 SHELLEY Marenglu .\iii. 3

He hid himself, and hunger, toil, and cold, Month after

635

154 PALSGR. Acolastus Q iij, A monthyshe vytayle. ..i. as

moche viiayles, as wolde serue vs for a hole monethe.

Monthling (mzrnjjlirj). rare *-,
[f. MONTH !

+ -LING.] A child a month old, or whose age
can be counted only by months.

1804 WORDSW. To my Infant Daughter 16 Frail, feeble

Monthling ! by that name methlnks, Thy scanty breathing
time is portioned out Not idly.

Monthly (imrn|iU), a. and sb. [f. MONTH 1 +
-L\ l. OE. had mjn(a)l&amp;gt;lic\ cf.OS.iw^M/iV.OHG.
manddlih (G. monatlic/i}.] A. adj.

1. Done or recurring once a month or every month.

itlTendured/ &quot;1831

&quot;

MARRYAT N. Forsterv, It may last \ 1647 FULLER Good Tk. in Worse T. (1841) 125 We have.,

a month of Sundays. 1864 TENNYSON Aytine?s Field^ not care enough to keep one monthly day of humiliation

So month by month the noise about their doors, .made The
,

*&amp;gt;i COWLEY /Vw. Adv. Exp. Philos. Verses & Kss. (1669)

ntehtlv wirer of their innocent hare Falter before he took 4^ Two of the Professors by daily weekly or Monethly
* x r *-_ rr...r nr~4* L i *;_ r\ * i turns shall teach the pubhck Schools^ 1783 DURKK 1 ia,

it. 1884 H. COLLINGWOOD Under Meteor Flag 269 Don t

be a month of Sundays about it. 1894 OWEN & BOULGER
|

(title) The Country Month by Month.

t&amp;lt;t. Applied (as the name of the nearest recognized
division of time) to certain measures of duration

supposed to be important in particular sciences.

Philosophical month (old Chem.) : see quot. 1727-

41. Medical or medicinal, decretory or decrctorial

month : the space of 26 days 22 hours, formerly

supposed by physicians to represent the interval

between the crises of disease. Obs.

1646 [see MEDICAL a. i d]. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Month, Philosophical Month, amongst chymists, is the space
of 40 days and nights.

t 5. pi.
= MENSES. Obs.

1578 LYTK Dodoens n. Ixxi. 241 The wilde Basill..stoppeth

. . the inordinate course of the Moneths. 1664 PEPYS Diary
27 Sept., My wife having, .her months upon her is gone to

bed. 1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 183 Saffron . . ex-

pelleth the Months and Child.

6. Attributive uses and combinations, a. cittrib.,

as month-long adj. and adv.; f month book, an

account book intended to serve a month ; f month
courses = MENSES ; f month-day, (a) a stipu

lated or allowed period of a month s duration,

chiefly in phr. within a month day (cf. DAY sb. 1 1 ) ;

(b) the corresponding day of the following calendar

month
;
month-man dial. month s man (see b

;

month-name, the name of any one of the calendar

months ; t month-nurse = monthly nurse.

557 OrderofHospilalls F vj, You shall kepe xiij .Moneth.

Books. Every Booke shall containe all your receipts and

Paiments receued and paid in euery Moneth. 1563 HVLL
Art Garth/i. (1593) 100 The same water drunk . . dotli stay

the excesse of the *month courses. 1390 GOWER Conf. 1 1. 27
He his trowthe leith to borwe To come, if that he live may,

Ayein withinne a *Monthe day. Ibid. 100 Withinne ..

tuo Monthe day. 1440 Generydes 1890 To muster with-

ynne a moneth day. c 1470 [see DAY sb.\\\. 1546 LANGLEY
Pol. Verg. De Invent, v. iv. 103 b, Thei vse commonly not

to be purified afore the moneth Jay. 1843 PL SEY Serin.

Holy Euch. 28 All but a *month-long fast from our daily

Bread . 1887 MORKIS Odyss. x. 14 And me month-long
there he cherished. 1794 Annals of Agric. XXII. 212

Harvest-men, (month-men) 4!. per month. 1906 A thenxuni

8 Sept. 280/3 The old dislike of Quakers to the ordinary
month-names. 1828 Lights $ Shades II. 312, I was boxed

up with a market-gardener, a &quot;month-nurse [etc.].

b. Possessive genitive, as t month s day
month day (see a) ; also = MONTH S MIND

;
month s

end dial., a religious celebration held after the

expiration of a month from the date of a funeral

(cf. MONTH S MIND) ;
month s man, a man em

ployed at enhanced wages for one month s labour

during harvest.

c 1516 Pliimpton Corr. (Camden) 226 As I understand, ye
are contented to bide the order of me & others,, .so that an

end wear maid before &quot;months day next. 1542 in Suss.

An/i. Coll. (1869) XXI. 201 [Will of T. Delve : At his burial

x masses. . . At his month s day a cast of bread, two pounds
of beef, and a penny]. 1863 Monthly Packet Dec. 683 In

many a parish, the only occasions on which the church is

well filled is when one of these &quot;Month s Ends (as they
are called, whatever time may have elapsed since the funeral)

gathers together a train of mourners. 1750 W._ELLIS Mod.
Hitsbandm. V. ii. 8 He commonly employed six &quot;Months-

Men every Harvest. 1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH Conversations,

etc. I. 191 But what is a monthsman ;..One who is hired by
the fanner, to work for him for a month, during harvest.

Month 3 (monh). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5

monthe, 5, 9 Hist, mounth. [ad. Gael, monadh

(until Ijth c. pronounced monaS). Cf. place-
names such as Month Blair. ] A high hill, moun
tain. Applied spec, to the Grampians, esp.

towards their eastern extremity (Jamieson).
1375 HARBOUR Bruce \\. 494 Dreand in the moiuh thar

pyne. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. v. 634 pe bak bai turnyt
richt son, and flede, And oure be Monthe richt son bairn

spede. 1:1470 HARDING Citron. (1543) 236 Betwixt the

mounthes and the water of Tay, Which some do call

mountaignes in our language. 1520 .SV. Acts Parl. (1814)

I. 201 All kynd of monthis. -hes mercheis thre, Heidrowm,

waiter, and monthis bord. 1361 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 193 The benefices on this sydeof the Month, .and beyond
the Montli. Cl6oa Battell of Balrinness in Scot. Poems
idtlt C. (1801) II. 347 On Towie Mounth I mett a man.

1640 in Rose of Kilravock (Spakling Club) 333 [Twelve
tenants of the] Twa Culmores were peacefully leading peats
. .from the Month of Mulbuy.

t Mo-nthish, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.
MONTH j*.l

+ -1SH.] Of or pertaining to a month, monthly.

Comm. Rep. Wks. II. 260 Mr. Hastings, .urges the necessity
of the monthly payment of the Nabob s stipend being

regularly made. 1838 LVTTOX Alice I. iii. 26 She saw

Kvelyn opening the monthly parcel from London. 1889
H. CAMPBELL Causat. Disease viii. 54 Monthly migraine.

b. = MENSTRUAL a. 2.

1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. 11653) 68 Anise-seed.,

moveth urine and monethly termes. Ibid. 71 Amoniacum
..provoketh the monethly courses and urine. 1806 J/tv/.

Jrnl. XV. 29 About five years ago the monthly period ceased,
and since that time the head-ach became universal. 1889

J. M. DUNCAN C// /. Lect. Diseases \Vorn. xix. (ed. 4) 152 The
woman has this violent disease during her monthly time.

2. Pertaining or relating to a month
; payable

every month.

1572 WALSINCMAM in Digges Compl. Awlass. (1655) 213

My montthly charges [are] drawing now to two hundred

pounds the moneth. 1573 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 219

Dalle, owlklie, or monethlie wageis. 1843 P.OKROW Bible in

Spain xli, An offer of a monthly salary. 1848 GLAISHER in

Phil. Trans. CXXXVIII. 125 On the Corrections to be

applied to the Monthly Means of Meteorological Observa

tions taken at any hour, to convert them into Mean Monthly
values. 1902 T. M. LINDSAY Ch. y Ministry in Early
Cent. iv.

i.&amp;gt;5 They paid a monthly subscription to the com
mon fund (slips menstrua}.

3. Continued or enduring for a month. Now
rare exc. as applied to the revolution of the moon,
where the sense blends with sense i.

1589 GKKKNE Menaphon, (Arb.) 26 Minutes ioyes are

monthlie woes. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \. i. 134 Our selfe by
Monthly course. .Shall our abotle Make with you by due

turne. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 728 The neighbouring Moon
. .her aide Timely interposes, and her monthlyAround Still

ending,.. in her pale dominion checks the night. _
1692

UENTLEY Boyle Lect. vi. 24 The monthly Revolutions of

the Moon. 1825 A. R. C. DALLAS Prelim. Statem, in R. C.

Dallas Corr. Hyron I. p. Ixxx, It Is truly absurd to see how
all Lord Byron s monthly friends prostitute the word in

timacy.

4. Special combinations, as monthly bird, the

fieldfare (Swainson Frew, Names Birds 1885);

t monthly mind -- MONTH S MIND; monthly

nurse, a sick-nurse who attends a woman lying in

during the first month after her accouchement;

monthly rose (tree), the Indian or China rose,

erroneously supposed to flower every month.

1649, 1660 [see MIN-D sb. 5 b]. 1664 EVELYN
Kal.Horj.,

Mar. (1699) 31 Cut away some Branches of the Monthly
Rose-tree close. 1688 R. HOLME Amonry H. 62/2 Ihe

Monthly Rose [is] of the purple colour, it bears three times

in the year. 1707 MORTIMKR Hnsb. (1721) II. 164 Ihe

Monthly Rose bearing Flowers only three Months in Eng-

land

or, as

y ose earng owers o

1844 DICKENS Mart. Chnz. xix, A monthly-nurse,

or, as her sign-board boldly had it, Midwife . 1866 Chamb.

Encycl. VIII. 335/2 The name Monthly Rose is often given

to it from the notion that it flowers every month.

B. sb.

1. //.
= MENSES.

1872 J. G. MURPHY CV/. Lev. xv. 25 The issue is not at

the usual time of the monthlies.

2. A literary periodical magazine or review pub
lished once in each month.

1856 Cent!. Mag. July 7 All the monthlies above named

had passed away before Cave started The Gentleman s

Magazine. 1904 Daily Chron. 12 Mar. 4/7 Can you get

me a copy of the Apocrypha 1 he asked. . . I can t quite re

member, sir ,
she replied ; is it a weekly or a monthly .

3. Short for monthly rose (see A 4).

1852 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. v. 130 Our gardener has dug

up his half-hardy roses, multifloras, and monthlies.

Monthly (mo-nhli), adv. [f.
MOUTH 1 + -LY -.]

1. Once a month ;
in each or every month ;

month

by month.
,533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 8 The poore caners. .repair-

i ynge wekely and monthely to your citee of London. 1569

Kef. Privy Council Scot. II. 23 And sua furth monethlie

upSun the first day of everie moneth. 1603 OWEN 1 em-

\ brokeshire (1892) 10 He held Sessions and a Countye tourte

monethlie. 1664 EVELYN (title) Kalendarmm Hortense, or

Gardner s Almanack, directing what he is to do monthly
;

throughout the Year. 1744 BERKELEY Let. to Prior 3 Sept.,

Wks. 1871 IV. 300 Two pamphlets that come out monthly.

1878 JEVOSS Prim. Pol. Econ. 53 Clerks receive their

salaries monthly. __ l

f 2. After the manner of a lunatic. Obs. rare .

1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roaring Girl v. n, The man

talkes monthly:..! see hee l be starke mad at our next

meeting.

Month s mind. Also 5-7 month mind.

1. Eccl. In England before the Reformation, and

still in Ireland among Roman Catholics: Ihe

i commemoration of a deceased person by the cele

MONTICULE.

bration of masses, etc., on a day one month from
the date of his death.
There seems to be no authority for applying the term t

the commemoration throughout the month following the
funeral. The notion that it meant a commemoration re

curring every month is baseless. For an English rustic
survival of the month s mind custom, see montKs end in
MONTH sb. 6 b.

1466 in Somerset Medieval Wills (i^oi) 210, 1 will that
there be at my dirige mass and moneth mynde noon other

tapers ne candelstikkes but such as be of the same chirch.

1487 in Paston Lett. III. 463 Every weke folowing unto

my monthes mynde oon trenlall, and iij. trentalles at my
monthes mynde biside the solempne dirige and masse that

is to be requyred for me at that tyme. 1530 in N.
&amp;lt;y (?

(1900) gth Ser. VI. 414/1, I will that my executors cause
an hole trigintall of masses to be saide.,upon the day of my
buryall. .and likewise as manny at the moneihs mynde and

asmany at my yeres day. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De
Invent, vi. viii. 128 In England the custome is to kepe the

thirty daie or moneth mynde with like Obites, as wer dooen
on the burial! daies. [Orig. Afiid Anglos hocJit vigesimo
nono die fostqitam mortuus cst scpitltns.\ 1565 Coon R

Thesaurus, Cenotap/iium, a monument of one dead where
the body is not, as the herse at the monthes minde. 1721
STKYPE Keel. Mem. II. iv. 281 The month s mind for the

two Dukes of Suffolk late deceased was kept September 22 ;

so the more solemn celebration of the funerals of great per
sons about a month more or less after their interments used

to be callid. 1830 W. CARI.ETON Traits Irish Peas. (1843)

I. 163 He hadn t even a Month s mind ! Ibid, note, A
Month s Mind is the repetition of one or more masses, at

the expiration of a month after death, for the repose of the

departed soul. 1884 Wetkly Reg. u Oct. 452/2 The month s

mind of the late Marchioness of Londonderry was cele

brated in the Catholic Church ofNewtownards,
b. transf. and

__/?&quot;.

i598ToFTEX/&amp;lt;z(i88o) iSLoeherethe Months Mind ofmy
deare bought loue. Which (once a Month) I vowd to memo
rise. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 522 They doe offer sacrifice

eutry 20 day of the Moone, and these moneth-mindes they

keep as holy-daies. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vni.vi. 763

They vse to solemnize certaine months-mindes in their

Sauage manner for any great personage dead.

2. Used allusively as a more or less playful

synonym for MIND sb^ 13; an inclination, a

fancy, a liking. Also (rarely) To lie in a month? s

mind, to have a strong expectation. Obs. exc. dial.

1580 1x\.\ Euphues (Arb.) 464 Determininge toendehjslyfc
in Athens, although he hadde a moneths minde to England.

1598 l?p. HALL Sat. iv. iv. 116 He thaw s like Chaucers

frosty laniuere ;
And sets a Months minde vpon Mnyling May.

1611 COTC.F. s.v. Engrandj Tit es bicn Migrant! tie trotter. .

thou hast a moneths mind to be gone. 1621 BP. MOUNTAGU

I

Diatril ie 382 You bend toward them in the part ing, and beare

i

a moneths mind still vnto them. 1660 PEPYS Diary 20 May,
!

In another bed there was a pretty Dutch woman, but though
1

1 had a month s mind I had not the boldness to go to her.

1700 CONOR EVE Way of World in. i, She has a Months
mind

;
but I know Mr. Mirabel! can t abide her. 1755 J-

SHHBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 76 This baronet then had a
! month s mind to the Dowager Viscountess. 1809 MALKIN

Gil Bias vi. ii. P 2 If you once leave us, we are in a month s

mind that we ^hall not &amp;gt;ee you again. 1815 J/ist. J. De-

castro $ his bro. Bat IV. 224 Now her ladyship felt malice

enough against the men to have a month s mind to another

husband. 18*6 SCOTT JrnL 8 July, He [a lion] was lying

i

like a prince in a large cage, where you might be admitted

if you wish. I had a month s mind but was afraid of the

newspapers.
Monticellite (m^ntise-loit). Min. [f.

the

name of T. Monticelli (1758-1846) an Italian

mineralogist: see -ITE.] A yellowish chrysolitic

silicate of magnesium, calcium, anil iron.

1831 H. J. BROOKE in Pliilos.Mag. X. 265 Monticellite...

On the supposition of its being an unctecribed mineral,

and from Vesuvius, I have named it after Mr. Mon

ticelli, who has published a work in illustration of the

I minerals found in the neighbourhood of that mountain.

1845 Kncycl. Metro/-. VI. 509/1 Mmliullite...A Mineral

from Vesuvius. 1896 in CHESTER Diet. Min.

Monticle (mji-ntik I).
Also 5 mo(u)ntycle.

[ad. F. monticule: see MOXTICULE.] A small

mountain or hill.

1490 CAXTOX Jiiuyitos i. 13 Vpon whom was so moche

sonde layde, that vpon polydorus semed to be a lilyl hiMe

or montycle. Ibid. iii. 17 In whiche place there hadde b.

i accumyled, or heped, of sonde a lytyl hylle or mountycle.
1

1711 BAILEY, MontUlci, little Mountains. 1841 BoBfOW
LaTienin xxv, He stood on the top of a steep monticle.

1877 LVTTEII. Landmarks ll. ii. 5 A moated hillock,..

the learned-men s monticle or moated camp.

Mouticoline (mpnti-krfsin),
a. Nat, atst.

!

rare~. [f.
L- monticol-a mountaineer (f. inontt-,

\

mons mountain + col-Zre to inhabit) + -IXE.J

! Inhabiting mountains (Cent. Diet. 1890;.

Monticolous (aynti Wlw), a. rare- .

[Formed as prec. + -OUS.] Living or growing or

1 mountains.
1856 MAYSE Expos. Le.r. 1891 SyJ. Soc.Lex.

t Montrculate, a. Oh. rare-&quot;, [f.
MONTI

CULE + -ATE 2
2.] (See quot.)

1840 SMART s.v. Atantanic, Monticulate means, navmg

many little projections.

Monticule (mfmtikfcrt).
Also envn. 9 monti-

cole. [a.
F. monticule (whence the earlier MOW-

TICLE), ad. late L. moii/iailtis, dim. of monli-,

mons mountain : see -CULE.]

1. = MONTICLK. AUoTf^ .

,709 /fist. Enrofc in Ana. Reg. 4 &amp;lt;V*
f&amp;gt; sour s c

,

on

tribuTe to form these fountains which send u? tc, Ihe top

little monticules of sand. 1818 J. .MiiiORn in &quot;&quot;WW

15 Nov., Mount Ida la small monticole so named). i



MONTICULIPOROID. 636 MONUMENT.
M. EYRE Ladys Walks in S. France xxi, (1865) 236 On a

high monticule frowns the grim old ruin. 1904 Speaker
19 Mar. 592/2 An amphitheatre of abrupt monticules.

b. spec. A small conical mound produced by
volcanic eruption.
1833 LVELL Princ. Ceol. III. 100 If we could strip off

fromttna all the lateral monticules now visible.. the dimi
nution of the entire mass would be extremely slight ! 1883
BURTON & CAMKKON To Gold Coastfor Gold I. ii. 41 The
lower monticules and parasitic craters.

2. Anal, and Zool. A minute eminence (on the

surface of an animal or organ).
1874 H. A. NICHOLSON in Q. Jrnl. GcoL Soc. XXX. 501

The presence of monticules or mamelons from which
the name Monticulipora was derived, cannot be relied upon.
1890 Century Diet.) Monticnlus, m anat. t a little elevation,
a monticule.

Moiiticuliporoid (m^ntikili p6roid), a. and
sb. Zool. [f. mod.L,. Alonticulipora, a genus of

corals (f.
L. monticul-us + mod.L. -pora : see

MADREPORE) + -OID.] a.
adj.

Of or pertaining to

&quot;1

* b -

genus Monticulipora.

the genus Monticulipora. b. sb. A coral of the

1881 H. A. NICHOLSON Gcnns Monticulipora 12 Some
other Monticuliporoid type. Ibid., This character being
common to many Monticuliporoids. 1883 in Ann. Nat.
Hist. Ser. v. XIII. 117 The Monticuliporoid Corals of the

Wenlock Limestone. Ibid., Some of the commoner Wen-
lock Monticuliporoids.

Monticulose (m^nti-kiwljus), a. [Formed
as next : see -OSE.] Covered with small eminences.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 562 With an uneven or monti-

culose surface.

Moilticulous (mpntrki/fI0s), a. rar*-*. [ad.
med.L. monticuldsus

t
f. L. monticttl-us : see MONTI

CULE.] Having little projections or hills.

1656 H LOU NT Glossoffr., Monticulous, full of hills or
mountains. (In mod. Diets.)

Montiform (mp-ntifjum), a. [f. L. monti-,
mans mountain + -FORM.] Mountain-like; having
the shape of a mountain.
1816 G. S. FABKR Orig. Pagan Idol. II. 289 Like the

montiform pagodas of I3uddha. 1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 581
\

The earliest montiform edifice, which the sons of men reared
as a studious copy of Mount Menu
Montigenous (mpnti-d^/nas), a. rare- , [f.

late L. montigen-a native of the mountains (f.

monti-, inons mountain -f gen- root of gignZre to

beget) + -ou3.] Native of mountain localities.

i BAILEY, ^lontig^nous, born on the hills.

Oiitipore (mfrntipo&amp;lt;M). Zool. [ad. mod.L. i

montipora a genus of perforate corals, f. L. monti-, i

inons mountain + mod.L. pora : see MADREPORE.]
A perforate coral of the genus Montipora.
1899 BKRNARD in Jrnl. Linn. Sec., Zool. XXVII. 129 A

heterogeneous group consisting of Montipores [etc.].

So Monti porine a., related to the Montipores.
1899 BERNARD in Jml. Linn. Soc., Zool. XXVII. 147

Psanttnocera, Dana, is the last genus which Milne-Edwards
and Haime placed in their Montiporine subfamily of the
Poritidae.

Montit, obs. pa. t. of MOUNT v.

t,^. Obs. rare t [L L.monti-,
mons mountain + vagant-entries. pple. o

to roam (cf. montivagus}: see-ANT^.J (See quot.)
1656 UI.OUNT Glossogr., Montivagant, that wandreth on

the mountains.

So f Monti vagous a.
[f. L. montivag-ns + -ous.]

1658 PHILLIPS, Monthagous, wandering up and down the
hills and mountains.

t Moiitjoy. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. mont joic,

a commemoralive cairn, f. mont hill + joie joy.]
See quot. 1727; also transf.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais n. xxxiii. 218 Finally they found

a montjoy or heap of ordure and filth. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,
!

Mpnt-joye, a Name by which they call Heaps of Stones, ,

laid together by Pilgrims, in which they stick Crosses [etc.]. I

Montmartrite (m( ntm;i-Jtroit).yI// . [Named
by Delametherie 1806 after MonlmartrejMttx Paris,
its locality : see -ITE.] A variety of gypsum con

taining calcium carbonate.
1821 URK Diet. Client., Kloittntartrite.

Montmorillonite (m^ntmori-l^aoit\ [Named
1847 after Montmorillon in France : see -ITE.]
A massive rose-red silicate of aluminium.
1865 WATTS Diet. Chem., MontwarHlonitc, a rose-red,

fragile, argillaceous substance found at Montmorillon. 1866
in BRANDE & Cox Diet. Set ., etc. II. 534/3 s.v. Mineralogy,

Moutoir. Obs.- [Kr., f. mont-er to MOUNT.]
1. A horse-block.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Montoir, a stone as high as the

Stirrups, which Italian Riding Masters mount their Horses
from. 1755 in JOHNSON. In mod. Diets.

2. (See quot.)
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Montoir, the Poise or Rest of the

Foot on the left Stirrup.

tMontoil 1

. Obs. [a. OF. monton, var. of
inouton sheep : see MUTTON.] A battering-ram.
a

ijJ33
LD. BERNERS fftton cv. 348 Themperour. .dressed

vp his engyns and montons to breke the walles.

II Mouton -
(m^nt^n). Mining. [Sp. monton

heap, pile, f. monte MOUNT sb.]
1. (See quots.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Monton (Spanish), a miner s

name for a heap of ore ; a batch under the process of amal

gamation, varying in quantity in different localities, from

15 to 32 quintals. 1880 D. C. DAvies Rlctatt. Minerals

414 JfiEWM. .a pile of ore, the weight of which varies in the

various mining districts of South America.

2. A unit of weight employed in Mexico chiefly
for ore under the process of amalgamation {Cent.
Diet. 1890, citing Duport).
t IttO lltra. slang. Obs. [a. F. inontrc watch :

cf. MUNTEB
Sc.&quot;]

A watch.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Montra, a watch.

HMontre(montr). Organ-building, [F.mi iitre

sample, show, f. montre-r to show.] (See quots.)
1876 STAINKR & BARRETT Diet. A/its. Terms, Montre,

mounted diapason. An organ stop whose pipes form part
of the case or are placed away from the soundboard. 1888

tr. Lockers Explan. Organ. Stops 40 Montre is the name
given by the French to the visible, or front, Principals.

Montross, Montt, obs. ff. MATKOSB, MOUNT.

Montuous, variant of MOUNTUOCS Obs.

Monture (m^ntiiu). [a. F. monture, f.

mentcr to MOUNT : see -URE.J
1. A mounting, setting, or frame; the manner

in which anything is set or mounted : as, the

montnre of a diamond. Shaft-monttire, a kind of

mounting for the heddles of looms in figure-

weaving . (Cent. Diet. 1890.)
1831 G. R. PORTER Silk Maniif, 245 The carefulness and

skill, .required
in preparing the various arrangements of the

harness in the loom or, to use the technical phrase, in

building the montnre. 1882 OGILVIE, Montnre
,
a setting,

mounting, frame, or the like.

||
2. [As Fr. (monttir).] Something mounted or

*
set up *.

1886 York Herald 10 Aug. 3/2 Flower Department.. -A

quantity of French Montures.

Monture : see MouNTUBB.
Monty, variant of MONTE .

monument (m^ niwment), sb. Forms : 4-5
monyment, 4-6 monumente, 6-7 moniment,
3- monument, [ad. L. inonu-* moniinent-tun

something that reminds, a memorial, monument,
f. wontre to remind: see -MENT. Cf. F. wotiu-

went, Sp., Pg., It. monumento^
f 1. A sepulchre, place of sepulture. Obs.

[The earliest recorded sense in Eng. ; repr. a late L. de

velopment of the sense as in 5 b, which was adopted later.

Cf. Welsh inynivent (a. L. tttffttfttttttttwti), graveyard.]
a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 16904 pe prince o preistes o Jwiir lagh

went to
J&amp;gt;at monument, And sperd it wit a mikel stan. 13. .

K~ ang. Nicod. 723 in Archiv Stnd. HUH. S/tr, LI 1 1. 404 He
wand

J&amp;gt;at
cors. .And layd it in his monument, c 1450 Mirour

SalttttcioHn 3403 The dore of the monument was stopped
with a grete stone. 1526 Pilgr. Perf, (\V. de \V. 1531) 228

All y1 be in theyr monumentes, or graues, shall henre the

voyce of the sone of god. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jnl. \\\. v.

203 In that dim Monument where Tybalt lies. 1611 UIBLI-:

Isa. Ixv. 4 A people. .Which remaine among the graues,
and lodge in the monuments. 1658 Sin T. Ki&amp;gt;\\ NK Hydrfat.
ii. (1736) 31 The Saints we observe arose from Graves and
Monuments. [Echoing Vulg. Matt, xxvii. 53.]

Jig. c 1380 WVCLIF Whs, (i8So) 299 Wo be to you, phari-

sies, . .Jat ben but hud monumentis.

2. A written document, record
;
a legal instru

ment. (App. sometimes confused with muniment.)
c 1440 Proinf&amp;gt;. Parv. 342/2 Monyment, or charterys, or ojr

lyke, vniniincntuin. 1559 MORWYNG Evony}n. 332 Lean-

inge to the momments and sayings of Paulus ^Egineta. 1563
FOXE (title) Acts and Monuments of these latter and perillous

Dayes. 1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows \\\. 65. 303 Their rolles in

which they recorded their monuments. 1685 STILLINGFU

Orig, Brit. i. 4 GUdas..sadly laments the want of any
Domestick Monuments, to give him certain information.

1709 StRvi i: Ann. R?f. I. iv. 84 This discourse of Guest..
I have transcribed from the original, and put in among the

monuments in the end of the book. ? 1757 UURKK Abridgw.
Eng. Hist. in. ix. Wks. 1812 V. 727 AH our monuments
bear a strong evidence to this change [in the laws]. 1868
M. PATTISON Academ. Org. v. 184 The critical

study
of the

monuments of Roman and Feudal Law may justly claim no
inconsiderable share in our endowments.

j-b. A piece of information given in writing.
t Monuments ofletters ( Renaissance Latin monntncnta

litterantm) : information furnished by documents.

1555 KDKN/tecrtrf*w 283 But when Demetrius wasdemaunded
whether eyther by the monumentes of letters or by fame lefte

theym of theyr predecessours they hadde any knowleage of
the gothes. c 1560 R. MORICE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
24 Suche papers of monuments as I hadd in my custodie

concernyng the furnyture of your Ecclesiasticall storye.

1650 STAPYLTON Strada s Low C. Warrcs vn. 40, I can

promise many Animadversions concerning them, out of the
Monuments of Letters in my hands.

3. An indication, evidence, or token (of some

fact). Now rare.

1605 ROWLANDS Htlfs Broke Loose 4 For Fatus the
Gouernour of lury ouertooke Theiuiiis, anil sent his head
as a monument to Icrusalem. 1671 PKTTY Pol. Anal. (1691)
25 There is at this Day no Monument or real Argument
that, when the Irish were first invaded, they had any
Stone-Housing at all. 1711 WALLIS in J. Greenwoods Eng.
Gram. Pref. 4 Other Books, .where may be found many
Monuments of uncommon Learning, 1903 MATHF.SON
Ref; Men ofBilk 93 They came to Aaron to ask a sign
a visible monument of the Divine Presence.

fb. Something serving to identify; a mark,
indication ; something that gives warning, a portent.
1590 Si KNSEK F. Q. i. v. 38 His goodly corps. -Was quite

dismembred, and his members chast Scattered on every
mountaine as he went, That of Hippolytus was lefte no
moniment. Ibid. 11. xii. So His brave shield, full of old

inoniments, Was fowly ras t, that none the signes mi^ht
see. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr, in. ii. 97 Wherefore ga*e

this goodly company, As if they saw some wondrous monu
ment, Some Commet, or vnusuall prodigie? 1656 tr. Hoboes
Elem.. Phil. (1839) 13 For the acquiring of philosophy, some
sensible momments are necessary, by which our past
thoughts may be not only reduced, but also registered
every one in its own order. 1657 THORSLEY tr. Longs
Dap/mis # Ckloc 205 Laius has shewed the monuments
\orig. yt tapitTfiara] thou hadst about thee.

c. U. S. Law. Any object, natural or artificial,

fixed permanently in the soil and referred to in a

document as a means of ascertaining the location

of a tract of land or any part of its boundaries.

1828-32 in WKBSTER. 1858 J. KENT Comm. Avier. Law
(ed. 9) IV. 546 In the description of the land conveyed, the
rule is, that known and fixed monuments control courses and
distances.

4. Anything that by its survival commemorates
a person, action, period, or event.

^1530 TINDALE AHSW. Afore \\ ks. (1573! 283/1 For our
false fayth in visityng the monumentes of Christ, therefore
hath God also destroyed them. 1596 SPKNSEK State Irel.

Wks. (Globe) 628/1 Is there any token, denomination, or
monument of the Gaules yet remnynyng in Ireland? 1618
KOI.TON Flonts (1636) 92 He razed Saguntus to the ground,
an ancient rich City of Spaine, and a great, but grievous
moniment of her truth, and faith to the Romans. 1769 DC
J o*?s Tour Gt, Brit. IV. 130 Many Monuments of this

I .attle are still to be seen here. 1837 J. PHILLIPS Geoi. 5 It

is not certain that monuments remain of all the changes
which have occurred. 1876 E. MKLLOR Priest It. vi. 280
The Supper becomes thus a historic objective monument.

b. An enduring evidence or example.
1675 Strange News from Oakingkain 5 We. .do deserve,

no more mercie at his hands than other the Monuments of
his Exemplary Justice. 1713 ADDISON Cato in. ii, One..
Who pants for breath, and stiffens, yet alive, In dreadful
looks: a monument of wrath! 1789 GIBBON Antobiog.
(1896) 154, I wished to have observed a country, the monu
ment of freedom and industry. 1820 HAZLITT Lett. Dram,
Lit. 40 It may be considered as a monument of the taste

and skill of the authors. 1853 KANE Grinnell
Exf&amp;gt;.

xxxiv.

(1856) 299 They [ice-bergs] were beautiful objects, monu
ments of power.
5. A structure, edifice, or erection intended to

commemorate a notable person, action, or event.
The Monument : a Doric column 202 feet in height, built

in the City of London (1671-77) after the design of Sir

C. Wren, to commemorate the great fire of London, 1666,
which originated in a house 202 feet from the site of the

column.
i6oa WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 365 Their edifying

and sumptuous Erections of all our chiefe Minsters, Monas
teries, and Monuments. 1645 EVELYN Diary 26 Feb., This
monument [/. e. the Forum Trajanum] being at first set up
on a rising ground. 1685 Hid. 17 June, At this time the
words engraved on the monument in London, intimating
that the Papists fir d the Chty, were erased and cut out.

1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3718/4 Mr. Jer. Wayte, Fishmonger,
near the Monument m New Fish street, London. 1842
JJ \un \M Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. AHsadv. Margate^ And now
I m here, from this here pier it is my fixed intent Tojump,
as Mister Levi did from off the Monu-ment ! 1864 BRYCE
Holy Rom. Emp. xvi. (1875) 284 Over all rose those two
monuments of the best of the heathen Emperors .. the
columns of Marcus Aurelius and Trajan.

b. A structure of stone or other lasting material

erected in memory of the dead, cither over the

grave or in some part of a sacred edifice. (Cf. i.)

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\. 1.350 Traytors away, he rest s not
in this Tombe : This Monument nue hundreth yeares hath

stood, Which I haue Sumptuously re-edified. 1683-4 i 1

Swayne Sarum Churchiv, Ace. (1896) 346 Setting up y*
monument of Mrs. Ray. 1771 Jnniits Lett. liv. (1820) 286
Honours shall gather round his monument. 1860 WARTER
Sea-board II. 183 Sometimes the dead were buried in haste,
and Monuments were erected - . on the sides of the public
roads, 1903 MORLKY Gladstone II. v. ix. 157 He found the

speech for a monument to Lord Palmerston in the Abbey
4 a delicate and difficult duty*.

fc. A carved figure, statue, effigy. Obs. (Often
in Shales.)
1593 SHAKS. Lticr. 3^1 Where, like a vertuous Monument

shee lies, To be admir d of lewd vnhallowed eyes. 1601

Airs Well iv. ii. 5 If the quicke fire of youth light not

your minde, You are no Maiden but a monument. 1601

IIoi.i.Axn Pliny II. 567 At Rome there bee divers peeces
of Praxiteles his making .. standing among the monuments
andbookes within the librarie of Asinius Pol Ho. 1611 SHAKS.

Cytnb. it. ii. 32 O sleepe, thou Ape of death, lye dull vpon
her, And be her Sense but as a Monument, Thus in a Chap.
pell lying.

f6. abstr. In monument of \ in commemoration of.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 695 At the foot thereof
was a great heape of Elepnants teeth,.. vppn them were set

the skulls of dead men, which they had slaine in thewarres,
in monument of their victorie.

7. attrib. and Comb. , as monument-builder^
-maker

\
monument-tike adj. ; t monument

candlestick, a candlestick fashioned after the model
of the Monument (see 5 above); t monument-
money, money collected from visitors to West
minster Abbey who were shown the monuments.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 409 All more or lesse strive at

a Perpetuity of their Names ; though let me say in a more

Preposterous way, than these &quot;Monument-Builders do. 1688

Lond. G&amp;gt;JZ. No. 2316/4 A pair of &quot;Monument Candlt sticks.

1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Geol. Field 42 A striking &quot;monu

ment-like remnant of a formation that once covered the

whole of this high plateau. Ibid. 55 Many a monument-like
outlier. 1665 J. WKBB Stone-Hcng (1725* 86 These were ..

their barbarous &quot;&quot;Monument-makers. 1655-6 in Athcmsuni

9 Aug. (1884 ^ 187/1 The Counsell was moved this day, ..

that those who have the .. disposing of the monument
money at We^tin1

&quot;, may be directed to dispose the same..

to the RBUOtalnanoe uf five Masters of Musicke.



MONUMENT.
Monument (m^-nirfment), v. [f prec Cf

F. monument,! placed on official record.] trans
In various nonce-uses : To cause to be perpetuallyremembered

; to record on a monument ; to furnish
with a monument.
1606 Voo Honor Tri. (Shaks. Soc.)24 Unspotted Lucrece

WATErou
U

sT&quot;rt!r
raPe W th e

?! m &quot;yf dlath. .Jfa

637
MOOCHER.

^^^^^^^^S^l&SiS^ Sff^f^S,^^^
=^S=BfSSSaS ^xSf=Sss?=

r,~ ( n c
acln

5? on record, commemoration. l844 THACKERAY Little Trrai ; A v.
_.

Itt77 *- J OMYTH Our ///,--;/ ; nt n ... . nvm, m ~:.,., -: A nuge penfu nf n,,,

Iks. (1870) II. 86 The ecclesiastical dignitaries buTv them
selves and monument themselves to the exclusion of almost
everybody else.

Monumental
(mcniwrne-ntSl), a. [ad late

L. monumentalis, f. L. monument-urn MONUMENT
sb. : see -AL. Cf. F.

monumental.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to a monument or memorial

structure, or to monuments in general fin
early use (cf MONUMENT sb. i), pertaining to the
tomb, sepulchral.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. s Skin . . smooth as Monument-,Alabaster, c 1647 CRASHAW Upon Death / :,

&quot;e ?/ -*Mr. f/errys 68 Softly may he be
possesst&quot;, Of his monumentall rest ! 17,5-20 POPE Iliads. Pressed wa Load of Monumental Clay ! ,7,8 _ l?,IIK. , -^

Monumental brass this record bears. I76o-7z H BROOKFFool cfQual. (1809) III. 143 Marbled effigies and monumental deposits of the renowned. 1769 THORPE (title) Re .

gistrum RorTense: or, a Collection of .. Instrument ofdivers kinds. Together with the Monumental Inscriptionsin the several Churches and Chapels. 1858 Em Cvel
C&quot;i&quot;rc

I&3 Chan rey s career for the last twenty yearsof his life, as a monumental sculptor, was unrivalledf ,890John Ball S Apr. 228/, When the light of monumen
ibtory first dawned upon Assyria, the land was found to beinhabited by a Semitic race.

fig-. 837 J. PHILLIPS Gcol. 6 The general rules of geoloevcontribute continually to fill up the void spaces in its monu.mental history.
2. Serving as a monument or memorial.
1632 BROME Northern Lasse in. ii. Wks. 1871 III =

I will now bestow my wealth in Monumental gcid deeds
1784 COWPER /* (.276 The Mole. .Toils much to eirna monumental pile, That may record the mischiefs he hasdone. ,785 BURKE.9/. Nabob of Arcot s /W,A Wks IV
30 A name that will be well remembered as . . long as themonumental debt of England shall endure. !8i7 RicKMANArcM. I08 The monumental chapels of this style are pecu
liarly deserving attention.

fb. Serving as a memento; also, serving as a
proof of identity. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Alts Well, iii. 20 Hee hath r/iuen her hi-

monumentall Ring. 1637 THORN-LEY tr. Lands Daftmii
f, LMoe 207, I exposed lier with these monumentall toyes
d. Having the aspect of a monument: like a

monument.
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Penseroso 35 Shadows brown that Sylvan
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rTnUmemal Oake. ,740 BAYNARD Health
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6) 25 Lot s sad monumental wife. iS3g Fraser s Mag.

French neighbours phrase it.
&quot;1874 tS^^n^JIfod.

should hT 5T I
m

-
on &quot;m

1
ntal building, such as a churchJU^ku^8M^ mino mS

4. trans/. Comparable to a monument in mas-
siveness and permanence. Often said of literary
works. Also, loosely, vast, stupendous.

Monumental Beef!* 1864 llH?\n baity Tel. ^VoT The

s8j6GEo
S
^LioT^5a ^.

Ver
&quot;

C ty0f hat nlonumer&quot;ai I ar.

frtft
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V
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LER Ada &quot;&quot;a 1 Pref- &quot; DrlTeeves s orfgirfaledition of Adamnan, a truly monumental work. 1901IVukfy Ref. 6 Dec. 714 Manuals of etiquette, .embodymonumental snobbery and priggishness.
O. Historically prominent and significant ; re

maining conspicuous to posterity.
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f mo me ta men and mighty memories

Danta to Hte
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&quot;&quot;?.

&quot;ty B &quot; Ser- 94 The relation of

1 1. By means of a monument. 06s.

waters seemed to deepen.
P 73 The m lnS of the

Moo, obs.
f._Mo, more; obs. and dial. f. M

ages consequent.
b. As regards monuments.

family.
he Theodosian

2. By way of a monument or memorial ike
monument.

3. In a monumental degree
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*6 J &quot; y 6/- Th
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.
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Monumentary (m(?:nime-ntari), &quot;&quot;o ff
MONUMENT

sf&amp;gt;. + -AUV. Cf. late L. monnmentarius \
I the nature of a monument

You are doing a mouch round the town.
&quot; &quot; &quot; B &quot; iv

2. dial. The fruit of the blackberry.

.&quot;ooches . ,886 ISK.TTEN & HOLLAND E n&quot;n?T
JttOOCh, ttlOUCh (mtj), v. N \v j/p and

dial. Forms : 5 mowehe, 7, 9 mouche, 7 mootch,
9 mooehe, moach, moche, modge, 7- mouch8- mooch. [In I 5 th and I ? th c. movche, mouchc
the senses, closely similar to those of MICHE v
suggest that it was adopted from the source of
that word (OK murkier to hide, skulk, etc.) withsome dialectal variety of pronunciation.!Tl. lufi- ? Tf. o^f* :__. T

.

Tl. intr. ?To act the miser, pretend poverty
s. rare- 1= Mining 3 b. Obs.

2. To play truant
; esp., in later use, to playtruant in order to pick blackberries; hence trans.

to pick (blackberries).
1622 MAIIBE: tr. Alcman s Gnzmmi &amp;lt;tAlf.n 280 Weerunne a-mouching eyther to our Aunts house, or our grand .

lathers, where wee are made much of. 1655 tr C, L // W
mindful of Pey han

Thunder which

erngn
fB. si. in //. a.

Identifying tokens,
Monumental erections. Obs. rare.

b.

^ &quot; Daflmis f Chloe 203 Now it

ia vn,
&quot; w1

W e
5
nume als. a 1687 COTTON Mar.

L?ew ht&quot;
-
5 ?Vaz

Td Me a&quot;a s Monumentals must
Lje with Licmus s lofty Tomb in dust.
ience

Mpnruuenta lity, the quality of beingmonumental.

gooTartisK \ ^&quot;

&quot; NOV
?
Art in sP!te of a number of

good artists, lacks monumentally. 1890 in Century Diet.

monumentalize (nvnitraie-ntaiafz), v. (f.
MONUMENTAL + -IZE.] trans. To make permanent record of; to record or commemorate as bya monument.

p!
8
r
7

9- i,
-f .

Wl
.
GLEv Borromeo s Instr. Eccl. Building

S,, r fe
hr stlan

&quot;y has dwelt and monumentalized itself.

1,1 n IYT &quot; 1&quot;
&quot;ker- &quot; Gt - Pyramid in. xi. (ed. 2)

3 Uur ancient measures. .had been monumentalized there

Wh? e hl
.
story besan. 1881 Athenxum 20 Aug. 229/310 are .. impelled to monumentalize their impressions in

any monumentary token of respect.

Monumented (m?-ni?/mented) ppl a ff
MONUMENT v. + -ED

I.] Monumentally com
memorated.

Ihe mon
WESI&quot;EV &quot; W&quot;i &quot;- Maf~ Ir 654 When, .lies desert

ToTttanf
Man

( I8SO) 249 The dim&amp;gt;Iv &quot;onuTenS
Monumenter (m^nirfmentsj). [f. MONUMENT

v. + -IBl.J One who erects monuments
1890 E. L. ARNOLD / /,, viii, Nor did I think I was

marble, or even the plaster of more frugal monumenters.
JJao-numentless, a.

[f. MONUMENT sb. +
-LESS.] \\ ithout monuments or memorials.
1843 CARD. WISEMAN Ess., Superficial Trav. (1853) III

441 1 he mushroom growth of a monumentless people
Mony, obs. form of MANY. Mony- : see MONI-
-mony, suffix, occurring only in sbs. adoptedfrom Latin; in acrimony, ceremony, querimony,

sanctimony, it represents L. -mania, and in malri-
\ mony, parsimony, patrimony, testimony, it repre

sents L. -mo/iiit/a for alimony there are two L.
forms alimcnia, -monitim, the former being ante-
and post-classical. The -mffit- of the two L. suffixes
is related by ablaut to the suffix -men of object-

i nouns, of which -mentum -MEM is an extended form.
Monyal(;e, monyall, var. ff. MONIAL.
Monycion, obs. variant of MUNITION.
Monye, Monyel(l, obs. ff. MANY, MULLION.
Monyer, obs. form of MOXEYER.
Monyfa(u)ld;e, -ffold, obs. ff. MANIFOLD.
tmSfi Cas. Crt.Sfar Chamfer (Se\den)igS The monyHold nettes oppressions & wranges don to him
Monykin : see MANYKIN.
Monyraent, obs. form of MUNIMENT.
Monyon, obs. form of MULLION.
Monyour, -owre, obs. forms of MOXEVEK.
Monyple : see MANYPHES.
Monys, -y(s)ch, obs. forms of MONISH.
Monyssh, obs. form of MANNISH, MOONISH.
Monyst : see MONISH.

Monyth(e, obs. forms of MONTH.
t Monzie. rare. Sc. corruption of MONSIEUR.
jii686

PEDEN in Biogr. Prestyt. (1838) I. 79 Oh the
Monzies, the French Monzies, see how they run.

Monzonite (m^mzA-nait). Min. [Named by
F. v. Kobell 1871 (monzonif} after Mt. Monzoni,
Tyrol, its locality : see -ITE!.] A silicate of alumin
ium, iron, etc., resembling green hornstone.
1882 ist Aff. to st& ed. Dana n.
Moo (m), sb. [f. Moo z/.] The low of a cow

;

an act of lowing.
1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 46 Thou rangest o er thy food,

among the queys, A fearless o thy moo, or cap ring tail.

1902 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 840 The cows utter long moos
of excitement.

Moo tmw), v. Also 6 mo, (9 mue). [Echoic.]
intr. Of a cow or ox : To low. b. Of a person :

To utter the sound represented by moo .

&quot;549 Couipl. Scot. vi. 39 The calfis began tyl mo. 1565
GOLDING Ovid s Met. l. (1593) 21 Thou [sc. Io]. .dolefullie waiercresses irom tne sunsnine. 1905 J. K. JEROME fate
dost moo Unto my talke. 1607 Barlty.Breake 11877) 2 5

Ideas xi, The Whitechapel hawker or the moocher of the

Whose dolefuil Sounds the Eccho did receiue, That to his Paris boulevard. 1906 Daily Xews 17 Dec. 6 The moucher
moanes the syluan beasts did moo. 1818 TODD, To tVue,..

tne man who lives by gathering watercress, blackberries,
2. To low as a cow; usually pronounced 1:100, though nine

,

nuts, mushrooms [etc. ].

, should seem to be the orthography. 1853 THACKERAY Moocherus, variant of MOCHRAS.

... 9 I he hajjle more .,&amp;lt;

Honour, did one day mootch from tli
lame Vulcan had made, .for Almighty lu ,^,
Promnc. Gloss., Mooch, to play the truant. IBM IsMOOCH sb. 2j. 1887 F. T. HAVERGAI. Ilcrefordsh Gloss &quot;-W here is V Oh, he s gone mouching .

3. intr. To loaf, skulk, sneak, loiter, or hanc
abotit ; to slouch along.
1831 MAYHF.W Land Labour I. 424/1 These hedge fellows

are slow and du 1 ; they go mouching along as if they were
croaking themselves. ^79 Miss JACKSON S/irotsn Word
ok. 285 K s no good, e does nuthin but moach about frommormn te 1 neet ,88z OGILVIE, Mouch,..^ live a sort of

, semi-vagabond life, selling water-cresses and other wild
produce, and without a fixed place of abode. 1888 R
J.oi.UREwpnD Robbery under arms xxii. II. 15 And I don t
see but what bushranging. .ain t as safe a game,, .as mooch
ing about cattle duffing. 1889 J. K. JEROME Three Men in
boat vii, All the inhabitants., come out and mouch round
the lock with their dogs, and flirt, pnd smoke
transf. j88i Daily Tel. 20 Oct., They found the vessel

able to do little more than drift. After mooching along in
barge-fashion awhile, they sighted a steamer.

4. trans. To pilfer, steal.
i86z MAVHEW Land. Labour [IV.] 418/2, I don t mean to

-say that if I see anything laying about handy lhat I don t

mouch it (i.e. steal it). 1880 JEI FERIES Hodge^M. II 178To mouch a good armful of fresh-cut clover. 1888 Daily
Tel. 27 Nov. 5/2 They.. would hotly assert that they never
mouched a penny from anybody.
5. intr. To sponge, to slink away and allow

others to pay for your entertainment (Barrere& Inland Diet. Slang).

Mooehary, obs. form of MOHAIK.

Moocher, moucher (mw-tjsj). Now slang
and dial. Forms: (9 mochar, muteher, mocher),
7, 9-moueher, 9- moocher. [f.Moocn v. +

-EI&amp;lt;I.]

fl. ?An offender against. Obs. rare 1
.

1671 J. BEVDALL Law Kng. relating to Kobility $ Cent.
(1675) Pref., If High-Shoon Common-wealths-men, and
other Mouchers against Honor, Decency, and Order should
continue as they were wont before the Re-Erecting of this
Honorable Court, I should be sorry.
2. dial. One who mooches or plays truant

from school, esp. in order to gather blackberries
;

hence a gatherer of blackberries.

1870 LADY VERNEY Lettice Lisle x. 117 What a moucher
you are, David ! Allays after them blackberries. 1876 MKS.
EWING Jan. of Windmill vi, I played moocher

,
he con

tinued by which he meant truant.

3. slang. One who loiters about, a loafer; also

in various specific applications (see qnots.).
1862 MAYHEW Lend. Labour [IV.] 282/1 They loit

pu on e op o er asets tose ter resy gatere
watercresses from the sunshine. 1905 J. K. JEROME Idle



MOOCHING.

Mooching, mouching (m-tfirj\ ///. a.

[f.
MOOCH v. + -ING -

.]
That mooches .

186* HUGHES in Macm. Mag. V. 250/1 And the yuckle
did scraam, Let us peck out his eyes Zich a girt mouchin
.i-osbird deserves to be caddled . 1888 Bury Times 28 Jan.

7/5 The Mouching Fraternity James Thompson . . and

John Sullivan., were charged with begging at Walmersley.

Moochulka, variant of MUCHULKA.

I! Moochy (m/rtji). Anglo-Ind. Alsomoohee.

[Hindi moll.} One of the caste of leather-workers.

1837 Lctt.fr. Madras ( 1843! 123 The Bramins and merchant

boys all sat together ; there was another row of the Moochy
or workman caste. 1850 Benares Mag. IV. 380 Mild indeed

we thought such a penalty for a vile mochee s infringement
of the great budmash s dustoor.

Moock, dial, variant of MUCK sb.

MOO-COW (m ,kuu). [f. Moo v. + Cow.] A
childish name for a cow.
1812 COMBE Pictrtres^ne xiv. adfin. ,

The sheep all^baa tl,

the asses bray d, The moo-cows low d, and Grizzle neigh d !

1841 THACKERAY C/iarac. St., Artists 118691 428 Can they

design so much as a horse, or a dog, or a moo-cow , for

little Jack who bawls out for them? not they.

Mood (md), J&amp;lt;M Forms : I
m&amp;lt;5d, 3-5 mod, 3

modd, 4-5 Sc. mud, mwde, 5 modde, moed ^e,

4-6 mode, north, and Sc. mude, 5 north, moyde,
6 moud, Sc. moyd, muyd, 5-7 moode, 3- mood.

[Com. Teut. : OE. /&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rfneut. = OFris. mod neut.,

mind, thought, intention, OS. mod masc., mind,

courage (MDu. moet, moed-, Du. mocd masc.),

OHG. moot masc., mind, thought, courage (MLG.
mtiot, mod.G. mat), ON. moS-r masc., anger,

grief (Sw. mod neut., Da. mod courage&quot;, Goth.

mof-s, mod- anger, emotion : OTeut. *modo-, f.

pre-Teut. root *nw- : me- : ml- (in Doric Gr. nw-affai

to seek after, OS1. sii-metito venture, Gr. IM-TIVIIV

to seek).]

fl. Mind, heart, thought, feeling. Obs.

&amp;lt;t90o
tr. llxda s Hist. iv. xxx. (1830) 374 God onsende in

Sara bro&amp;lt;5ra mod, ba:t heo woldan his ban ^eneoman. c 1205
LAY. ii Hit com him on mode & on his mern bonke bet he

woldc of Engle ba acoelam tellen. Itid. 4489 Heo hauede
enne leoue-mon . . pe leof hire weis on mode [c 1275 on heortel.

a 1225 Aner. K. 240 Nim ofte i3ine mode bene grime d &amp;gt;m

of domesdei. c 1275 ll^oin. Samaria 22 in O. K. Mis^. 84

Wymmon, if bu vnderstode Hwo hit is bat drynkc byd, bu
woldc^t beoii of ober mode. &amp;lt;:i29o.S

. Eng. Leg. \. 103/85
Nov ith wot, quath be lustise, ;ware-to bou tornest bi mod.

1 1300 Seyn Julian 103 (Ashm. MS.) Vor we nabbeb power
no moil to bringe in sunne a}en is mode. 1390 GOWER Conf.
III. i6t If thou wolt take into thi mod Reson, thou myht be

rcson deeme That [etc.].
_
^1400 Destr. Troy 515 For to

mele with bat maidyn & hir mode here.

2. With specific colouring,

f a. Fierce courage ; spirit, stoutness, pride.

Beoiviilf^167 He hsfde mod micel. c 1205 LAY. 25476 Ah
cniht he wes wunder god & he hafde swiSe muchel mod.

c 1290 Betct 1838 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 159 Heo bi-lcueden al

heore grete mod and heore bretniiiKuc al-so. 111330 Otuel

1123 po was otuwel fol of mood, & fau}t as he were wood.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 401 Maysterful mod & hy}e pryde.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xix. 622 The erll, that wesofmekill
mude. a 1500 Syr Peny 117 in Hazl. E. l\ P. I. 166 Peny
wyll mayster be, Prove no%ve man of mode. [15^9 FENTON
Gniui,ird. Xlll. (1599) 604 Not weighing in their glorious

moodes, how farre the daunger exceeded the attempt]

fb. Anger. To peck, pick mood: to take

offence, become angry. Obs.

c H75 Pater Noster 215 in Lamb. Horn. 67 For-^if bi

wreooe and bi mod, for benne is bi bode god. ^ 1205 LAV.

8792 t&amp;gt;at
mines eemes muchele mod swa milde is iwurSen.

13 . . Si ityn Sag. (W. ) 262 And soue sche gan to pekke mod.

c 13*0 K. BRUNNE Medit. 345 To turne a waye from hern,

fadyr, by mode, c 1380 Sir I crumt. 3635 His hertc wax

angry & ful of mod. 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 932 Til at

the lastc aslaked was his mood, c 1411 HOCCLEVE De

Englysh blood, c 1535 RBDFORDB Play Wit ff Sci. etc.

iShaks. Soc.) 101 Lord let thy mercye fall, And mytj-gate
thy moode. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. i. 51 Who, in my
moode, I stab d vnto the heart. 1600 HOLLAND Liry i. x. 9
Mood without might is vain and bootlesse [orig. vuna.nl

sine viribus iram esse]. [1819 SCOTT Ivanhoc xxix, And now

my father in his mood may slay this poor bondsman. i8ss
TENNYSON Maud 1. 1. xiv, What ! am I raging alone as my
father raged in his mood ?]

\ C. Passionate grief. Obs.

11300 A&quot;. Horn 1519 (Cambr. MS.) Rymenhild was ful of

mode; He wcp tcres of blode. 13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 1549

Ney^e his hert brast for mode, & for sorwe ?ede ner wode.
c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1259 She wept, she sobbed, for

grete moode.

3. A frame of mind or state of feelings ;
one s

humour, temper, or disposition at a particular time.

In early use not always distinguishable from sense i.

Beowulf 50 Him was ^eomor sefa, murnetide mod. 97 1

Blickl. Hom. 7, & blibe mode heo sang on barm cantice.

c 1200 ORMIN 8945 Witt hafenn sohht te widewhar. . Wi)&amp;gt;b

serrhfull hertte & sari? mod. a 1150 Owl .y Night. 8 And

eyber ayeyn ober swal And let bat vuele mod vl al. c 1250
tti- t. ^ Ex. 3577 So wurd he wroo, o mode sarp. a\yCnrsor
M. 7701 Dauid. bat was mild o mode, c 1300 Havelok 1703

t&amp;gt;o
was Ulibe blij-ieof mod, J&amp;gt;at

he saw him so fayr and hende.

1481 CAXTON Reynard iv. (Arb.) 7 Tho spack Grymbart the

dasse . . with an angrey moed. 1590 SPKNSKR F. Q. I. iii. 8 With

pittie calmd downe fell his an^ry mood. 1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C.

in. ii. 272 Fortune is merry, Anofa this mood will giue vsany
tiling. 1638 R. BAILLIE Lett. (Bann. Cl.) I. 37 Thir reasones

make the multitude in a high moode to flock to the Counsel!-

house. l6o F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trai . 382 But like

638

mules they [sheep] are humoursome, and one must.. expect i

their good mood before they will travail, a 1703 BURKITT
On N. T. Luke ii. 38 Nature will have her good moods, but

grace is steady. 1807 Mat. Jrnl. XVII. S The self-dubbed

Doctor retired in an angry mood. 1839 K.EICHTLKY Ilist.

Eng. II. 52 Assailing him with a virulence of scurrility

hardly exceeded by Luther in his worst moods. 1852 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tout s C. xix, Miss Ophelia had never seen

him in this mood before, and she sat perfectly silent. 1887
BOWEX I irg. SKneid\\. 424 Only to thee were his moods
and his hours of tenderness known.

trans/. 1816 BYKON Siege Cor, xvi, Wildest of waves, in

their angriest mood. 187* LIDDON Elan. Rctig. ii. 58 Men
talked about . . the moods of

Nature^,
the religion of Nature.

b. To change (^ tuni} ones mood: to change
one s state of mind. Also, ones mood changes.

(Cf. MlND^.l 13.)
a 1300 Sirh iog Dame, dame, torn thi mod. 13. . A&quot;. Alis.

\

102 Y-chaunged was al his mod. c 1373 Sc&amp;gt;
Mf&amp;gt;

Saints

1. (Katerine) 485 The emprioure ban changit his mud.
? a 1440 Klorte A rth. 3222 Bot be ane aftyre mydnyghte alle ;

his mode changed*;. 1551 CROWLEY Pleas. % Pnyne 19 No I

fende, therefore, shall chaynge your mode. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xxiv. 170 His mood was entirely changed.

c. /;/ a mood (for something), in the mood (to ,

do something) : disposed, inclined. Also f/ the \

mood (of doing something).
1589 [see MOOD sb.- i b]. 1613 FLETCHER, etc. Caf&amp;gt;tni*i

v. lii, Vou r pleasant, but Fabntio know I am not in the

mood [printed wood] of Suffering jest. 1838 TH1BLWALL
Greece III. xxv. 393 But the Council was not in a mood
for such reflections. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge ix, She i

was in no mood for sleep. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times
III. xlvii. 426 He saw what men were in the mood to do.

d. //. Fits of variable or unaccountable temper ;

esp. melancholy, gloomy, or bad-tempered fits.

1859 TKNNYSON Elaine 795 Then turn d Sir Torre, and
,

being in his moods Left them. 1863
* HOLME LEE* A.

j

Wat-lcigh II. 307 When first he a^ked me to marry him
did I not say No . . ; Have I not lold him since I should

be dead with moods in a month?

4. Formerly used in many alliterative colloca-
j

tions : a. with verbs, as to mend, amend
t
mese

ones mood\ to mar, meng, meve ( move) one s

mooil\ also marred , meved, etc., in ones mood.

Also to mourn in wood, to mean (MEAN .-) one s
\

mood, mean oneself of otie s mood.
t 1205 LAY. 3407 His mod him gon mengen, he mor^nede

swiSe. a 1325 [see MKNG ? . 3]. a 1300 Cursor M. 2259
Hut sua he mengud bam bair mode, pat painan ober vndir-

(

stode O his spece wat he wald sai. Ibid. 3059 Ouils scohir

mened of hir mode Comfort had sco- son nil gode. a 1300-

1400 [?,ee MEAN i:&quot; i b]. 0:1300 [see MKND r. 2]. t iy$
Spec. Gy tie Warewyke 123 Hit is a derne mourni[n]g in

mod. 13.. [see MESE v.}. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 263

Why meuestow bi mode for a mote in bi brotheres eye.

?i4oo Morte Arth. 3454 Mane, amende thy mode, or

thow myshappene. 1440 York Myst. xxii. 43 He has

fustid, bat marris his mode, Ther fourty dayes with-owten

foode. 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 1099 Als Inglismen sair

murnyt in thar mude. a 1510 DOUGLAS K. Hart i. 170 Out
of mesour marrit in lhair mude. 1513 sKntis i. ii. 13

Witht bceptour in hand lhair muyd to meis and still. ^11518
S KELT ON Magnyf. 2394 He may mende your mode, a 1519

Bowge ofConrte 317 Meuyd all in moode.

fb. (/F/V/0 mood and main, main and mood
}

mood and might. Cf. MAIN st&amp;gt;.

1
2, MIGHT sb. 5.)

Cf. OS. m&dendi meglnkraft iHel. 156*.

9ootr. BxJas Hist. \. xvi. (1890) 54 Da ongunnon heo
,

sticce inEclum mod & ma^eii monian. 971 Blickl. Horn. 97 .

For3on we sceolan mid ealle mod & masjene to Code

gecyrran. c 1300 Cursor M. -2624 pou sal hir serue wit
|

mode and mayn. Ibid. 23584 To wirscip bat godd bam
had fordlght, pai graid bam bath mode and might, a 135*
MINOT Poems (ed. Hall) vi. 77 God ..Strenkith nini main &
mode His, reght in France to win. c 1450 St. Cnthhcrt ;

(Surtees) 355 pai bat loues god with mayne and mode.

6-1460 Tffvnuuy Myst. xix. 157 With moyde and mayn. &amp;gt;

1560 (see MENG v. 3].

Mood (mwd), sb2 [An alteration of MODE sb.,

due to association with MOOD jA 1
]

1. Logic. (= MODK sb. 3 a.) Any one of the

classes into which each of the four figures (see

FIGURE sb. 23) of valid categorical syllogisms is

subdivided on the ground of the several ways in i

which syllogisms differ with regard to the quality
and quantity of their constituent propositions.
The moods have mnemonic names (BARBARA, CBLARKNT,

etc.), in which the three vowels represent the quality and

quantity of the three propositions: A -universal affirma

tive, Ii- universal negative, I = particular affirmative, O=
particular negative. (Some of the consonants also have

significant functions.) The number of recognized moods is

19, viz. four in the first figure, four in the second, six in the

third, and five in the fourth.

A different, probably a historically older, sense of the word
occurs in some writers (e. g. Aldrich and Whately) alongside
the sense above explained, and without being expressly
distinguished from it. In this sense the mood of a syllogism
is the type of structure to which it belongs in respect of

quality and quantity alone, without regard to the figure ;

j

so that, e.g. Celarent in the first figure and Cesare in the

I second would be not two moods but two varieties of the

I

Bailie mood. (See quot. 1906, where this sense is definitely

adopted to the exclusion of the other.)

[153* : see MODE sb. 3 a.] 1569 J. SANFORD tr. AgriJfrPt
Van. A rts 21 b, A Syllogisme . . which ought to be in one of

the .xix. Moodes. 1589 Marprcl. Epit. E iv b, The moode
,

answereth unto Celarent, elder daughter to Barbara. 1638
CIULLINGW. Reltg. / re/, i. iii. 8 .-9. 142 In what mood or

;

figure, would this conclusion follow out of the&amp;gt;e Premises? ,

1870 JKVONS Klcm. Logic xvi. 136 We call each of these
:

triplets of propositions a mood or form of the syllogism.

1884 tr. Lotzf s Logic 88 The above rule, which, where both

MOOD.

premises are affirmative, requires one to be universal, pre
scribes a particular affirmative conclusion, and admits the
moods Darapti, Ualisi, and Disaniis. 1906 JOSEPH Logic
xii. 240 The difference of mood depends on the quantity
and quality of the propositions composing the syllogism.
This may be the same in different figures, or different in the
same figure. ..The different moods have received distinct

names in the various figures wherein they occur ; and hence
what are called the mood-names . .indicate both figure
and mood.

b. In mood andfigure : in due logical form.

1589 Pappe w. Hatthet U b j,
I is neither in moode nor

figure. [1699: see MODE sb. 3 a.]

attrib. 1693 DRYDES yiivenal\\. (1697) 146 O what a mid
night Curse has he, whose side Is pester d with a Mood
and Figure-Bride ! \Note\ A Mood and Figure-Bride, a
woman who has learn d Logick.
2. Gram. Any one of the several groups of

forms in the conjugation of a verb which serve to

indicate the function in which the verb is used,
i.e. whether it expresses a predication, a command,
a wish, or the like; that quality of a verb which

depends on the question to which of these groups
its form belongs.
1573 Got.niSG in Baret Air. To Rdr. viii, How shall

men directly fynde The Conjugation, Nomber, Person,
Tence, And Moode of Verbes togither in their kynde !

1669 MILTON Acced. Grftmmttr 17 There be four Moods
which express the manner of doing ; the Indicative, the

Imperative, the Potential or Subjunctive, and the Infini

tive. 1751 HARRIS Hermes i. viii. (1765) 140 Hence. .the

variety of Modes or Moods. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Cram.
(ed. 5) I. in Mood is a particular form or state of the verb,

showing the manner in which the being, action, or passion,
is represented. 1869 J. MAKTISEAU Kss. II. 69 A mere

grammatical metamorphosis from mood to mood.

H b. with punning reference to MOOD ii.l

1611 I!. JOXSON Gipsies .l/&amp;lt;r/a;.(i64D 52 All your fortunes

we can tell yee, ..In the Moodes too, and the Tenses, That

may fit your fine five senses. i68a N. O. Boilean s Lutrin
u. 14 This Baggage once in her mad Moods and Tenses
Had Lombard read, the Master o th Sentences. 1818

SCOTT Kol Key xvii, You are, of course, jealous, in all the

tenses and moods of that amiable passion ? 1905 lYestiu.

Gaz. i July 13/1 The things that were momentous to

FitzGerald were the moods and tenses of himself, of nature,
and his friends.

3. Musical senses, f a. In medireval music, a

term used to indicate the relative duration or time-

value of certain notes to each other in the rhythm
of a piece ;

= MODE sb. I b. Olis.

The great mood determined the relation of the long to

the large ,
the laser mood that of the breve to the

long ; each of these was called perfect when the greater
note was equal to three of the smaller, imperfect when it

was equal to two. (Cf. PROLATIOK, TIMB.)

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 12 Afa. Degrees of musicke

they made three, Moode : Time and Prolation. Phi. \\~\IM

did they tearme a Moode? Ma. The dew measuring of

Longes and Larges, and was either greater or lesser. Ibid.

18 There be foure Moodes now in common vse : Perfect of

the more prolation, Perfect of the lesse prolation. Imper
fect of the more prolation. And Imp_erfect

of the lessc pro
lation. IHd.,Annot.T*b, If a plainsong consisted al of

Longes, it was called the first mood : if of a Long & a

Briefe successiuely, it was called the second mood, &c. 1609
DOULAND Ornith. Itticnl. 42 AAloode. .is the measure of

Longs in Larges, or of Breefes in Longs. 1609 C. BUTLER
Fein. Men. v. (1623) K iij, Now and then she beginneth in

duple time some two or three Scmibriefes, but alwaien

endeth with Minims of the triple Moode. 178* BURN-BY

Hist. Mus. II. 183 As all Discant moves in some particular

Measure, Mode, or Mow!, he [Franco] first defines a Mood.
. . A Mood is the representation of the time of measured

sounds, expressed by Longs or Breves.

f b. A written symbol used to indicate mood

(in the above sense). Kttorted mood: see RE-

TOUTED///, a. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 2.

fc. = MODE sb. I a (in the various applications).

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mas., Annol. f 4 b, By the name
of Mood, were signified many thinges in Musicke. First

those which the learned call moodes, which afterwards were

(canned by the name of tunes. 1667 C. SIMPSON Com/&amp;gt;cn&amp;lt;t,

I ract. flfiis. 112 That which the Grecians called Mode or

Mood, the Latins termed Tone or Tune. 1667 MILTON/&quot;. L.

I. 550 Anon they move I n perfect Phalanx to the Dorian

mood Of Flutes and soft Recorders. 1694 HOI.UKK Harmony
138 The several Moods (some cajl

d them Tones) of Music.

1706 A. linDioKi) l\-mf!c Mns. iii. 57 Their [c.tMGraaWl
Seven Moods,.. were no more than the Seven different

Methods ofaltering their Tunes, by Flats and Sharps placed
at the Beginning of a Lesson. 1788 CAVALLO in I hil. Trans.

LXXVIII. 252 The best keys to be played in are the keys
of C, of F, of E flat, of B flat, of G and of D in the major

mood, and the keys of C, of D, of A, and of B, in the minor

mood. 1844 BECK & FELTON tr. Mituk i Metres 59 Poems
of the Doric mood.

d. transf. (from c, associated with MOOD so.1 ).

1597 SIIAKS. i Hen. fl ,
iv. v. 200 And now my death

Chances the Moode : For what in me, was purchas d, Kallcs

vpon thee, in a more Fayrer sort. 1637 MILTON Lytidas 87

That strain I heard was of a higher mood, till Samson
662 But with th afflicted in his pangs thir sound, .seems

a tune, Harsh, and of dissonant mood from his complaint.

f4. = MODE sb. 6. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare~ l
.

1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes f, Qua/. 10 Whether these Ac
cidents may not conveniently enough be call d the Moods
or primary affections of Bodies.

1 5. - MODK sb. 9. Obs. ran ~ .

1646 SHIRLEY Poems n. 48 Others, that have, .fashionably

observ d the English Scene, Say (but with lesse hope to be

understood) Such titles unto Playes are now the mood.

fMood, v. Obs. rare- 1
. ( !(. Moon rf.l (if

not an error for brood. }
inlr. To reflect moodily.



.]

bs.

MOOD.

1796 SIR .T. DUCKWORTH in Corf. Adnt. J. Markham
(1904) Si We returned to Port au Prince to mood upon our
absurd indigested and blundering plan.

Mood, dial. (Sheffield) variant of MOULD sb.

and v.
t adopted in certain technical uses.

1833 J. HOLLAND Miinitf. Metal II. 23 In this state it

[.a. the fork] &quot;is called, in common with all articles after the

first formation by the hammer, a mood. 1860 TOMUNSON
Arts tr Mann/. Ser. u. Cutlery 49 This moodvc mould, as

it is called, is shown in the annexed cut. 1875 KNK;IU / /,/.

Mcch, 1233/1 A length is cut oflf, and the forger speedily
moods this, that is, shapes it roughly into the form of a

pocket-knife blade.

Mood.e, Moodal, obs. ff. MUD, MODAL.

Mooddin, variant of MI EZZIS .

Mooder, obs. form of MOTHEH sb.

Moodie, variant of MOUDIE (mole).

Moodily v m&quot;dili), adv. Forms : i modelice,
3 Mddimu), modi(;&quot;)like, 4 modilich, 4-5
mo(o^diliche, 7- moodily. [OK. *m6diglice (for

the actual form modelice cf. the parallels cited s.v.

MIGHTLY adv.}, f. mod MOOD sbl : see -LY
-.]

fl. Bravely, boldly; haughtily, angrily. Obs.

993 Battle ofMaidon 200 prer modelice mane^a sprascon,
c izoo ORMIN 1206 Forr bule

latef&amp;gt;t&amp;gt; modili^, it
bere|?|? upp

hiss hrefedd. laid. 2041 puss mihhte }ho full modi^h^ Off

hire sinne iellpenn. c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;y

Ex. 2584 Do bad ftis

kin? al opelike, In alle buries modilike, Euerilc knape child

of Sat kin ben a-non don 3e flod wi5-in. 1377 LASGI.. P. Ft.

B. iv. 173 And modilich [C. v. 167 ? . rr. modiliche, moodi-

liche] vppon Mede with my;te be kynge loked. 1603 FLORIO

Montaigne i. xlvii. (1632) 152 If the fervor of Monsieur de
Foix had not drewne him over rashly ami moodily to pursue
the straglers,

2. In a moody or sullen manner.
1611 COTGR., Mornement, sadly, pensiuely ; moodily,

lumpishly. 1833 MARRVAT /*. Simple xxxviii, I can do

notliing for you, Peter ; I have no interest whatever
,
re

plied he moodily. 1871 TESSVSON Last Tonrn.6^ Pacing

moodily up and down. 1876 LOWELL Among my /&amp;gt;ks.

Ser. u. 306 When his mother died, in 1810, [he] was moodily
inconsolable. 1906 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 104/1 Thirlstone..

was staring moodily into the fire.

TVIoodiness (mfi dinds), [OE. mddigncs, f.

modi^ : see MOODY and -NESS.]

f 1. Pride, passion, anger. Ob
c 1000 /FA.FRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 360 )a heofenlican myrho&quot;c

be^ytan, 5e Sa heofenlican englas 5urh modi^nysse for-

luron. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Hi wolde mid modine.sse beo:i

betere Jwnne he ^esceapen were, c 1200 ORMIN 4979 piss

mahhtetrede^bunnderrfotAllmodi^nessessstrennc^e. a 1250
Owl fy A jjf/i/. 1405 pe gost..styhf&amp;gt; on heyh (ur modynesse.
c i75 Shiners Beware 79 in O. E. Misc. 74 Prude and

modynesse. 1530 PALSGR. 246/1 Modynesse axigt^attaync,
ire. 1571 GOLDING Cahinon Ps. Iv. 16 This wish proceeded
not of a trubbled or unadvysed head, or of moodynesse.

1626 tr. Boccalini&quot;s New-found Politicke in. it. 179 Such
was the naturall hatreed of the sheepe towards the Dogs,
and the implacable moodinesse which they conceiued to be

hurried vp and do \vne, that [etc.].

2. The state or condition of being moody, sullen,

or abstracted.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1872) I. i. iii. 29 Whiffs of

jealousy, .the product of accidental moodinesses in him.
1861 J. NICHOL in Mem. (1896) 75 His kindness was often

tried by my moodiness and eccentricity. 1891 WKV.MAM^^?^
F. Clndde x, In the general silence and moodiness I escaped
notice.

f Moo-ding, dial, Obs. [f. *mood a. Welsh
wzzeufarch + -ING 1

.] Vaulting, an arched ceiling.

1749 in D. R. Thomas Hist. Dioc, St. Asafh (1870) 701
The mooding of the chancel.

Moodir, Moodirieh, var. ff.MuDiB,MuDiMEH.
Moodisll (mw dif), a. rare- , [f.

MOOD sbl +

-ISH.] Characterized by moods ; fitful, capricious.
Hence Moo-dishly adv., Moo/dishness.
Davies, followed by recent Diets., quotes an example of

rnootiisMyfrom Richardson s Grantiison ; but in the passage
quoted (I. let. xxii) all early editions have moodily.
1876 H. GARDNER Leone it. in Sunfl&ivers 122 Lay aside

this rustic moodishness. 1898 Academy 29 Oct. 173 The
turbulent neurotic moodishness of the Italian poet.

II Moodooga (mKdw ga^ [a. Telegu moditga]
The East Indian tree Butea frondosa or mono-

sperma ; only attrib. in moodooga oil, a clear oil

obtained from the seeds of this tree.

1866 Treats. Bot.s.v. Butea, The seeds [of Buteafrondosii\
yield a small quantity of oil, called moodooga oil, which
the native doctors consider to possess anthelmintic pro
perties. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. ted. 5) 532. 1890 in ten-

tnry Diet, 1891 in Syd, Soc. Lex.

Moodur, obs. form of MOTHER.

Moody (mw di), a. Forms : i m6dis, -es,

2-3 modi;, 1-5 modi, 3-6 mody, 4 modey, Sc.

mwdy, 4-5 mode, 4, 6 Sc. mudy, 5 modee, 6

modye, 6-7 (8 Sc.) moodie, (7 muddy), 8 Sc.

mudie, 6- moody. [OE. m6dig = OS. inddag^

*ig (MDu. moedich, Du. moedig\ OHG. *muotag
implied in muotigi courage (MHG. mitotec, -ig^

mpd.G. mttttg)y ON. m&Stig-r (Sw., Da. modig\
Goth, modag-s angry : OTeut. modago-, f. *mddo-

MOOD sby\
tl. Brave, bold, proud, high-spirited. (Often

applied vaguely as an epithet of praise.) Obs.

Beowulf̂ 1812 paet wses modi^ secg. c 1105 LAY. 23698
Muche cniht & strong mon and modi on heorten. a 1250
Owl

&amp;lt;y Night. 500 pu art wel modi & wel breme. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce ix. 659 Thretten Castellis with strynth he

wan, And ourcom mony a mody man. a 1400-50 A lexander

639

215 pe mode kynge of Messedone. Ibid. 3327 pc mody
intn of Messedone. 1606 KIRNIE l\irk-Buriatt xvii. (1833)K 3 b, noAuflu Spior, sometynie the name of Clehenna, for the
boulkes of many_ muddy men that fell in that greeue. 175
Citfit. Car xxvii. in Child Ballads III. 434/2 But mon
weie the mudie men Lay gasping on the gvien.

1 2. Proud, haughty, arrogant ; headstrong,
stubborn, wilful, obstinate. Obs.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Dent. xxi. 18 if seni^ man haebbe modijne

sunu and rancne [VulR. fithtm contmnaccm ct protct- itiu}.
&amp;lt;i 1100 I ve, in Wr.-Wiilcker 316/17 ^nperbus^ niodi^. c 1200
ORMIN 9613 Forr Drihhtin hatepj? modi^ mann, &

lufe^l&amp;gt;

alle meoke. Ibui, 11852 To 3eornenn omerr laferrddom &
affterr modi^ wikenn. ^1225 Leg. Kath. 418 5ef ha

}&amp;gt;eos

modi motild [L. hanc contiotlalricenl tciitcrariatii\ ouer-
cumen mahten. 1362 LANGL. P. Ft. A. x. 212 And so comeb
Dobestaboute and bringeba-doun Modi, And bat iswikkede
\\ il. &amp;lt;: 1460 Twncley Myst. .\xiii. 86 Vee, for as modee as he
can loke, he wold haue turnyd an othere croke Myght he
haue had the rake.

f3. Angry, given to anger, wrathful. Obs.
r 1200 ORMIN 8263 Forr ban he wass modi; mann & gi inline

\vib|&amp;gt;
his leode. ,1250 Gfii. ,y Kx. 2712 A modi stiward he

3or fond, lietende a man uid hise wond. 13. . Guy ll aKi .

(A.) 906 pe douke Reyner seye bat ca.s Of Sessoine : wel
modi [Cains .J/.S&quot;. full angry] he was. c 1440 Proinp. ran .

.S.(T, I Mody or angry. 1544 I^ALF. Brief Chron. CvbhaiH
IJvij, In his modye madnesse without iust profe ded he
openlye excommunicate him. 1567 Gol. DINT; O^ iifs .!/(/.

vi. 43 Hir countnance did bewray Hir moodie minde
[orig. confessaqut vultibus ir.im]. 158^ WARNER .-) Ih I.ng.
\i. xxxiii. (1612) 162 When, like a Lion thirsting blond,
did moodie Richard range. 1608 SYI.VKSTF.R Dn Barfas u.
iv. iv. Decay 1190 O ragefull Tyrants! moody Monsters,
see, See here my Case. 1649 MILTON /-.Y/tv. 240 There be
a sort of moodie, hot-brainM, and alwayes unetlify d con
sciences. 1697 DRVDEN *1-.neid xn. 12^3 Angry Jove.. the

moody sire.

4. Subject to, or indulging in, moods of ill-

humour, depression, or the like
; ill-humoured,

gloomy, sullen, melancholy.
1593 SHAKS. Liter, 553 And moodie Pluto winks while

Orpheus playes. 1632 SHFRWOOD, Moodie, itiornc, tristc.

1658 tt itty Apopkth. 147 A young maid having married an
old man, was observed on the day of marriage to be some
what moody. 1681 DRYDKN Abs.

&amp;lt;$

Achit. 45 The lews, a

headstrong, moody, murmuring race. 1805 WORDSW. ll ttf-

goncr iv. 134 It rather hath Stirred him up to livelier wrath ;

Which he stifles, moody man ! With all the patience that
he can. 1815 BYRON [tcbr. Melodies x. ii, Those smiles

unto the moodiest mind Their own pure joy impart. 1846
TRENCH iWirac. xx. (1862) 327 Her sickness, .had brought
her into a moody melancholic state. 1887! . HARDY M octd-

landers I. iv. 6( Even among the moodiest, the tendency to

be cheered is stronger than the tendency to be cast down.

b. Applied to humour, thought, action, etc.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1602 Unmaske deare deare, this moodie
beaumesse. 1(1649 DRL .MM. OF HAWTH. Poems (1656) 178
Those Soules which vices moody Mists most blind. 1742
GRAY Eton Coll. 79 Moody Madness laughing wild. 1785
BURKE Sf. Nabob o/Arcofs Debts Wks. IV. 215 It may be

said that this letter was written by the nabob of Arcot in

a moody humour, under the influence ofsome chagrin. 1829
HOOD Eugene Aram 38 Then leaping on his feet upright
Some moody turns he took. 1850 PRESCOTT Peru 1 1. 48 1 he

cavaliers rode back to Caxamalca, with many moody specula-
tionson what they had seen.

c. Kxpressive of moodiness or ill-humour.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. !f, l. iii. 19 Maiestie might neuer yet
endure The moody Frontier of a seruant brow. 1800 COLE
RIDGE Death ofWallenstein in. vii, What ! meet such news
with such a moody face ? 1814 WORDSW. Excursion IV. 482
Cleave not so fondly to your moody cell. 1820 BYKON Mar.
Fal. i. ii, A moody brow and mutter d threats.

Hence Modl;le;;c (Orm.) [see -LAIK], pride.
c 1200 ORMIN 73 Ace burrh batt labe modijle^c pan comm

all offhemm sellfenn. Ibid. 2633 Ne toe jho bohh nan modi;-

le^c Off hire miccle sellbe.

Moody, variant of MOUDIE (mole).

Mooe, obs. form of Mo, more.

Mooftee, -ti, variant forms of MUFTI.

Moogan, Moogree, var. ff. MOGGAN, MOGBA.

Moohummudam, variant of MOHAMMEDAN.

Mooil, dial, variant of MOIL sb.l

Mool (ml), sb. Sc. and north, dial. Forms:

6-9 mule, 6 mull, 7 mole, 7, 9 mowle, 8-9

mooil, gmoul, muil, mowl, mee(a~l (see K.D.D.),
8-mool. [app. a dial, variant of MOULD rf.l ; for

the form cf.
&quot;gaol

GOLD sb.&quot; Some of the forms

coincide with those of MULL sb., and it is occasion

ally difficult to distinguish the two words.]

1. Mould, earth, soil ;
also in //. dry earth in a

pulverized state; earth for working (Eng. Dial.

Diet.) ;
a small lump or clod of earth. (In the

first quot. usedy?^.)
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscpttie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 369

Quhen schocome on Scottisground scho . . inclynnit hir selfto

the earth and tuik the mullis thairof and kissit. 1641 BEST

Fartn. Bks. (Surtees) 107 They.. rake it all over with hey-

rakes. .till the mowles bee indifferent small. /Wrf.,Another

hath a showle and showleth the mowles into the hole. 1775

I. WATSON Hist. Halifax 543 Mooil, Mold or Earth. 1788

W. MARSHALL Yorks. II. 341 G oss., Meals, mould, earth

soil. 1802 A. SCOTT Poems (1808) 48 Now fields, convulsed
like dashin waves, Wild row alang, An out the ripen d

treasure laves The mools amang. 1834 J. WILSON Noct.

Amor. Wks. 1856 IV. 72 Men ca the wee sleek mole blind

because he has nae een they can see, and leeves darklm in

the moul. 1889 FENN Cure ofSouls 52 (E.D.D.) Good leafy

mowles for nex year s blubs [bulbs).

2. The soil for a grave ; the grave. Also //.

grave-clods.

MOON
159* DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scat. I. 69 The rcbt I pas

ouer, of quhilkes mony now vndir ane mule and lumpe of
clay ly toguher. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryali, Tri. J

l the mools, Sad sight to see ! 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxiv,
\V hen ye laid his head in the grave . . ye saw the molds laid
on an honest lad that likit you weel. 1885 RUNCIMAN
Skippers AT Sh. 260 Aw ll be pulten away and happed up
amang the mouls afore maw bonny lad comes hyem ony
mair. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac Sunbonnet ix. 75 Ye smell
o the minis. 1903 J. LUMSDEN Toozle iv. i. 74 Guid auld
Younger s i

1

the mools.

3. Comb., mool-board : see MOULD-BOARD.
Mool (inI), v. Sc. Forms: 6, 9 mule, 9

moul, 6- mool. [f. Moot si&amp;gt;.]

1. trans. To crumble; esp. to crumble (bread)
into a bowl in order to soak it in liquid.
1595 DUNCAN App. Elyuwl. (E.D.S.) jo Intern, to mule in.

J 737 RAMSAY Sr. I m-. . (1797) 95 Ye ken naithing hut milk
and bread when it is mool a in to yon. 1824 MACTAGGART
(.iallofid. l-.ncycl. 413 The hairnies them daigh did mool.

2. inlr. To associate intimately with.

17. . Biythsoine Bridal iii. in Herd Coll. Scot. Songs
(1776) II. 24 And there will be .Master Sibbie Wha in wi
bla&amp;lt; k Betsy did mool. 1808-80 JAMIKSON, To mule in tvilli

onf, to have intimacy with one, as those who crumble their

bread into one vessel ; q. to eat out of the same dish. /
wadna mule in Tr/M him, I would have no intimate fellow

ship with him. 1818 HOI;G Krownie of Bodsbeck I. xi. 219
Though I ken I ll soon be in a warld o

1

spirits, an that
1 maun mingle an mool wi them for ages.
3. trans. To bury (cf. MOOL sb. 2 and 3).
1818 HOGG Z&amp;gt;Vo;&amp;lt; //V cf Hodsbct k I. xi. 208 But where are

they nuw ? A mouled ! a mouled !

Mool, obs. f. MOLK, MULE, var. MOUL.
Moola e, -lah, obs. forms of MULLAH.
Moolavee, variant of MOOLVEE.

Moolberye, obs. form of MULBERHY.

Moold, obs. form of MOLE -
;
MOULD.

Moole, obs. form of MOLE, MULE.
MoO lill g S, sb. pi. Sc. Also mu(riin, mou-

lin.
[f.

Moor, 7: + -INC; 1
.] Crumbs.

1838 Mom Mansie IViiuck vii. 60 The laddie s girn set

with moolings of bread. 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-Hags
ii. 18, I fed him with crumblings out of my jacket pocket
moolings Maisie Lennox called them.

Mooil, obs. f.MoLK-. Moollah.var. f. MULLAH.

Moollen, obs. form of MUI.LKIX.

f Moolowe, a. Otis, rare
~

. ? Variant of or

error for MELLOW a.

1574 R. SCOT
//&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/*

Card. 6 If your grounde be grassye,

roughe, or styffe, it should be first sowen with Hempe, or

Beanes, which naturally maketh the grounde moolowe,

destroyeth weedes [etc.].

II Moolvee (m lv). Forms : a.
-
meuleuee,

8 moulewy, molavie, -vee, moulavie, 9

moolavee, 9 moulavie, maulavi
; (9. (7 erroii.

moolevelee), 9 moulvi^e, -vee, maulvie, mool-

vee. [Urdu tmtlvi, a. Arab, cfjy* maulawiyy,

properly an adj., judicial, but used as sb.,
= mania

MULLAH, of which it is a derivative.] A Moham
medan doctor of the law

;
in India, a compli

mentary designation among Mohammedans for a

teacher of Arabic, or a learned man generally.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. IX. xv. 1611 Amongst the

Turkes..the Meuleuees. .are an order of Derueeshes, that

turne round with Musike in their Diuine Seruice. 1772

Order ofCouncil ofH.E.l.C. in Claim ofKay Kader Churn

13/2 (Stanf.) The Cauree and Muftee of the district, and

two Moulewys, shall sit to expound the Law. 1784 N. B.

HALHED in Calcutta Rev. (1856) XXVI. 79 A Pundit in

Bengal, or Molavee May daily see a carcase burn. 1788

BURKE Sf. agst. ly. Hastings Wks. XVI. 103 These women
have Mr. Middleton s. .guarantee, .for their having a law

officer of high rank, or moulavie (printed moulavre) of their

own. 1834 Baboo II. xii. 253 The holy Moolavee was sent

on board the ship. 1841 LLFHINSTONE Hut. Ind. II. vm.

iii. 235 Though there was no organised body ofclergy, there

was a class (called moulavis or mullahs) from which judges,

lawyers, and ministers of religion were, .taken. 1862 BEVE-

RIDGE Hist. Ind. III. IX. vi. 677 The Moulvie of Lucknow.

1891 Daily Chron. 4 Sept. 5/5 Mohammedan moulvis. 1904

G. SMITH Short Hist. Chr. Missions 106 The Maulvies or

Mohammedan doctors of Tunis.

Hence Moolvee-ship, the office of the moolvee

formerly appointed as assessor in certain courts.

a 1886 SIR G. YULE in Yule & Burnell Atiglo-Ind. Gloss.

Suppl. (1886) s.v. La-M-officer, The Moulvee-ship. .must

have been abolished before I became a judge (I think), which

was 2 or 3 years before the Mutiny ;
for I have no recollec

tion of ever sitting with a Moulvee.

Mooly, Sc. variant of MOULY a.l and *.

Moon (mn), sb. Forms : i mona, 2-7 mone,

(4 mon, mowne), 4-7 moone ;
north. 4-6

moyn(e, 5-6 mwne, 8 mune, 8-9 muin, 6-

moon. [Com. Teut. : OE. mona wk. masc. =

OFris. mona, OS. mAno masc. (MLG. mane masc.,

MDu. mane masc., fern., Du. maan fern.), OHG.
mano masc. (MHG. mane, mSnc, mSn masc.,

rarely fern. ;
also mant, mont, monde, mod.G.

mond masc.), ON. mane masc. (Sw. aiSne, Da.

maane), Goth, mena masc. : OTeut. *msenon-.

According to Brugmann this form has arisen by substitution

of suffix, from the /-stem mixljf- MONTH, as Oleut.

ne/in- NEI HEW from Indogermanic nifot- (cf. 1.. &quot;tfit-



MOON.

em). Cognate words for
* moon and month are found in

|

all branches of the Indogermanic family ; outside Teut. the
j

following types occur : *wcud (Gr. jLt^f/j moon), *mciion-

(Lith. menu moon , *inetu~st
-os* (Lith. iufnesis, dial, nifttas,

\

month), and with reduced grade of stem-suffix *tnens- (Skr.

posed, been named from its function as a measurer of time)

is plausible, but cannot be considered certainly true.]

1. The satellite of the earth ; a secondary planet,

whose light, derived from the sun, is reflected to

the earth and serves to dispel the darkness of

night.
The moon s constantly recurring changes and phases (see

i c and NEW MOON, FULL MOON, HALF-MOON, HARVEST MOON,
and cf. CRESCENT, QUARTER) have caused it to be taken as a

common type of changeableness or fickleness. They are

popularly supposed to influence the health ofbody and mind,
and to cause lunacy (cf. LUNATIC). The moon s appearance
to the eye of beina; diversified with light and dark patches
gave rise to the fanciful comparison of its disc to a man s

face (see if and MAN-IN-THE-MOON). It has been worshipped
g
f

as a deity by many races ; in classical mythology it was
identified with various goddesses (see i b). Its white or

silvery light is taken as emblematical of coldness or chastity.
The moon s attraction is the chiefcause of the tides. The

period in which the moon completes her series of changes,
or in which her orbital revolution bring* her back to the

same apparent position with regard to the sun, is called

a month ; in astronomical use this term is applied in a
wider sense (see MONTH sb.1 2 a).

c 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxi, Sio sunne bringS leohte dajas,
& se mona liht on niht. 11205 LAV. 17861 J?a a ban auen
time pe mone gon to seine, c 1250 Gen. -V Ex. 145; De mones
lijt is moneS met. a 1300 Cursor M. 17288 + 59 He wald for

vus marterd bee, bat time when be moyn wor ful. 1:1384
CHAUCER //. Fame in. 1026 To wexe and wane.. As dooth
the faire whyte mone. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiv. 177 It

gyfys more light
. . Then any son . . Or mone, when he of son

has ton his light. 1486 Bit. .SV. Albans c vj, Take hony
at the chaungyng of the moon. 1577 B. GOOGE HtresbacKs
Husb. i. (1586) 20 Looke that the winde be Westerly, and
the moone in the wane. 1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. iv. iii. 30
The siluer Moone. 1649 FULLER Just Man s Funeral 13
The moon would have shined without any spots. 1774
GOLDSM. h at. Hist. (1776) I. 253 The waters of the sea,

running from all parts, to attend the motions of the moon,
produce the flowing of the tide. 1850 TENNYSON In Mci.
xxviii. The moon is hid ; the night is still. 1873 DAW SON*

Earth (y Man i. g The moon seems to be a body which has
had time to complete the whole history of geological change,
and to become a dry, dead, and withered world.

b. Since the disappearance of the grammatical
genders of OK., in which mona was masc., the

feminine pronoun has commonly been used in

referring to the moon, even when no personifica
tion is intended (the neuter pronoun occurs, but

less frequently) ;
in poetry the moon is often per

sonified, always as a female, and sometimes, after

classical example, identified with various god
desses, as Cynthia, Diana, Phoebe.
c 1290 St. Michael 451 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 312 Ase man

may bi be Mone i-seo
}&amp;gt;e jwyle heo is neowe rijt. 13..

E. E. A Hit. P. A, 1069 The mone may ^er-of acroche no

my^te, To spotty ho is, of body to grym. 1382 WYCLIK Isa.

xlii. 10 The moone shat not shyne in his [1388 hirj ly?t.
Matt. xxiv. 29 The sunne schal be maad derk, and the

mone schal not $yue hir li^t. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. io3

Benethe alle othre stant the Mone. . : Of flodes hihe and
ebbes lowe Upon his change it schal be knowe. 1591
SPENSER I irg; Gnat 508 And eke the Moone her hastie

vteedes did stay. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 38 And, when de

scending he [re. the sun] resigns the skies, Why takes the

gentler moon her turn to rise ? 1842 TENNYSON Lovety Duty
22 The Sun will run his orbit, and the Moon Her circle.

C. \Vith reference to the moon s changes or

phases, its influences, etc.

c 1374 CHAUCER Cowpl. Mars 235 He that hath with love

to done Hath ofier wo then changed is the mone. 1393
LANGL. P. PI, C. x. 108 Lunalik lollers and leperes a-boute,
And mad as be mone sitt more

oj&amp;gt;er
lasse. 1509 HAWKS

Past. Pleas, xvui. (Percy Soc.) 83 The minde of men
chaungeth as the mone. 1603 SHAKS. Mtas.for M. in. i,

25 Thou art not certaine, I &quot;or thy complexion shifts to

strange effects, After the Moone. a 1668 DAVENANT Law
agst. Lovers in. i, That were a sudden change, and would
shew More of the Moon in him, than is in a mad-woman.

1784 COWPER Task u. 599 Our habits, .change with ev*ry
moon. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 138 This periodical increase

and decrease of the fever he was inclined to ascribe to the

changes of the moon.

d. Mean moon (Astr.) : an imaginary moon sup

posed for purposes of calculation to move uni

formly in the ecliptic, completing its circuit in the

same time as the actual moon. Calendar^ ecclesi

astical moon : an imaginary moon used in deter

mining the date of Easter.

1712 Rulefor Finding Easter p. vii, In the Year 1664, the
Astronomical Moon, viz. the Moon in the Heavens ; and
the Ecclesiastical one, viz. that found by the Column of
Golden Numbers, happening to differ from each other, this

Rule became matter of great Dissention. 1877 Encycl.
Brit. VII. 615/1 This calendar moon is not the moon of the

heavens, nor the mean moon of the astronomers. 1878 Bk.
Coin. Prayer ace. to Use Ch. /re/., The Moon referred to in

the definition of Enster-Day is not the actual Moon of the

Heavens, but the Calendar Moon, or Moon of the Lunar
Cycle, which is counted as full on its fourteenth day.

e. Proverb. To believe that the moon is made of
(fa) green cheese (or cream cheese} : to believe an

absurdity. Similarly, f/&amp;lt;? say that the moon is blue.

1528 Rov Rede Me (Arb.) 114 Yf they saye the mone is

belewe, We must beleve that it is true. 1529 FRITH Aniith.

640

Wks. (1^73) 105/1 They woulde make men beleue.-that ye
Moone is made of grenechese. z6xi, 1638, 1783 [see CHEESE
st.

1

2]. 1751 MKS. LENNOX i- cui, Quix. iv. i, You may as

well persuade me the Moon is made of a Cream Cheese, as

that [etc-J. 1768-74 [see CKEAM -CHEESE].

f. with allusion to the MAN-IX-THK-MOON.
a 1310 m Wright Lyric P. xxxix. no This ilke mon upon

heh when er he wtre, wher he were ythe mone boren ant

y-fed. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 1024 f&amp;gt;ou
hast a ful grete

care Lest&amp;gt;at fe Cherl wole falle out of
j&amp;gt;e

mone. 4.1449
PECOCK Repr. u. iv. ^Rolls) 155 A man which stale sumtyme
a birthan of thornis was sett In to the moone, there forto

abide for euere. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 214 Rosa. You
tooke the Moone at full, but now shee s changed? A7.
Yet still she is the Moone, and I the Man. 1597 LYLY (title)

The Woman in the Moone.

t g. Mootis man : a man who is under the

moon s influence. (See also MOOX-MAX.) Minion

of the moon = MOON-MAX i. Moon s minion

(pseudo-arch.) : a night-watchman.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen,. II7

,
i. ii. 30 Let vs be Dianaes For

resters, Gentlemen of the Shade, Minions of the Moone. [Cf.

i. ii. 15.) Ibid. 35 The fortune of vs that are the Moones

men, dooth ebbe and flow like the Sea. 1609 [DEKKER]
Ravens Aim. B, At the beginning of every Almanack, it is

the fashion to haue the body of a man. .bitten and shot at

by wild beasts and monsters. And this fellow, they. .call

the man of the moon, or the moons man. 1613 CAMDEN
AY/;/., Apparel (1636) 237 To what cause our mutability.,

maybe referred, I know not, vnlesse that we.. are Lnnnres
or the Moones men. 1827 LVTION Pelham xiix, In an
instant two of the moon s minions, staffs, lanterns, and
all, were measuring their length at the foot of their name
sake of royal memory.

h. fig. vesp. associated with the sun or the stars).
c 1586 ROYDON Elegie Sir P. Sidnty Spenser s Wks.

(Globe) 569/2 Tis likely they acquainted soone ; He was
a Sun, and she a Moone. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 230

My Loue (her Mist res) is a gracious Moone, Shee (an attend

ing Starre) scarce scene a light. 1668 R. STKELE Htisband-
man s Calling y. (1672) 70 The moon of the world doth

interpose and hide from him the sight and beams of the

Sun of Righteousness. 1778 JOHNSON 29 Apr. in Boswcll
t

Modern \\riters are the moons of literature ; they shine

with reflected light, with light borrowed from the ancients.

2. The moon as visible during one (lunar) month
is in popular language spoken of as a distinct

object from that of another month
;

its age being
the number of days that have elapsed since new
moon. Similarly, the sb. is used with qualifying
words for : The moon as shining or visible at

some particular time or place, or as presenting
some particular appearance. (See also NEW MOON,
FULL MOON, HARVEST MOON, etc.)
There is a moon, there is no moon the moon Is visible

(not visible* at the time and in the place indicated or implied.
The old moon in the ne?v moon s arms (or ltp\ -. the appear
ance of the moon during the fir.-.t quarter in which the dark

portion of the orb is made faintly luminous by earth-light.
&amp;lt; looo Sax. Lecchd. III. 182 On anre nihte ealdne monan.

Ibid. 252 Se winterlica mona gsS nor3or fronne seo sunne

ga on sumera. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 113^ Als it uuare
threniht aid mone an sterres abuten him at mid dsi. c 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 403 But of his craft to rekene wel his tydes,
..His herberwe and his moone,.. Ther nas noon swich.

1556 \VITHALS Diet. (1568) 1/2 The time betweene the olde

Moone and the newe. i6o SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 167 And
thirtie do/en Moones with borrowed sheene, About the
World haue times twelue thirties beene. 1661 EVELYN
Tyrannns (ed. 2) 13 When the State it self was as seldome
above the Age of a Moon without a new face. 17.. Sir
Patrick Spens vi, I saw the new moon. .Wi the atild moone
in her arme. 1802 COLKRIDGE Dejection 13 Lo ! the New-
moon winter-bright!..! see the old Moon in her lap,

fortelliug The coming-on of rain and squally blast. 1820
KEATS Hyperion i. 83 One moon, with alteration slow, had
shed Her silver seasons four upon the night. 1823 F. CLIS-
SOLD Ascent Mt. Blanc 22 The sun being now near his

setting, and there being no moon. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX.

253/1 If the paschal moon fall on a Sunday, the next Sunday
is Easter Sunday. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxv. 185 The
night being without a moon, we carried three lanterns.

1884 Harper s Mag. Nov. 906/2 The young moon hung in

the west. 1894 H. NISBET Bush Girl s Rom. 17 The moon
was divine as it bathed everything with its silver lustre, as

only Australian moons can do,

3. With reference to the moon s position above
the earth, or its conspicuousness in the sky ; often

quasi-personified, e.g. as the witness of terrestrial

doings, the queen of the night ,
or the like.

Shakspere has many passages containing such allusions.
c 1230 Bestiary 598 He sweren bi $e rode, bi 3e sunne and

bl Se mone. 1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop iv. x. (1889) 115
God kepe,,the mone fro the wulues. [Cf. Cotgr. s.v. Lunft

Carder la lime des touts, and Rabelais i. xi.) 1553 Res-

Publica m. iv. 759, I will couche youe all vp soone, where ye
shalnot bee spied neither of Sonne nor Mone. 1597 MORLKV
tntrod. Mus. 183 Making as little account of them as the
moone doth of the barking of a dog. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
v. ii. 119 Pray you no more of this, tis like the howling of
Irish Wolues against the Moone. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 784
While overhead the Moon Sits Arbitress. 1807 COLKRIDGE
To Wordsw. 101 A tranquil sea, Outspread and bright, yet
swelling to the moon.

f b. Phrases. Under the moon, annnder moon :

in this sublunary sphere, on earth ; contrariwise

above, beyond the moon. Below the moon : sub

lunary, earthly. (To praiset boasf} above or beyond
the moon : extravagantly. To fas/, go beyond the

moon : to go to extravagant lengths. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15610 Of his soru mai naman tell pat

Hues vnder Je mone. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1092 His lyf
wer loste an-vnder mone. cnjfeWvcUF Wks. (1880) 192
Trewe seruyce of god is lettid & bis veyn knackynge. .is

MOON.

preised abouen be mone. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2691 in Macro
Plays 154 Mary ! bi sone a-bouyn fcx: mom;, as make Man-
kynde trewe & sad, In grace for to gon. a 1518 SKELION
Mtignyf. 226 All is without measure, and fer beyonde the
mone. a 1533 FRITH Another Bk. agst. Rasielt (1829) 220
Kastell thinketh that I stand well in my own conceit, and
boast myself above the moon. 1559, etc. [see CAST z&amp;gt;. 41].

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 80 You reckon too wide,

you goe beyond the Moone. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 146
All Simples that haue Vertue Vnder the Moone. 1613
Hen. / ///, in. ii. 134 His Thinkings are below the Moone,
not worth His serious considering. 1625 BACON Ess., Cere-
monies (Arb.) 27 The Dwelling vpon them, and Exalting
them aboue the Moone, is.. Tedious. 1724 RAMSAY I ision

xii, Far abuve the mune. We watching beings do convene.

C. Typifying a place impossible to reach or a

thing impossible to get.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I I, m. i. 158 And dogged Yorke,that
reaches at the Moone, Whose ouer-weening Arme I haue

pluckt back. 1777 PKIESTLEY Matt, fy Spir. (1782) I. Pref.

7 My mind is no more in my body, than it is in the moon.

1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI. 86 If I had
been at any time capable of doing what these gentlemen
expected, I should now I believe have been in the Moon.
1847 TENNYSON /Vr/itYtt iv. 408, 1 babbled for you, as babies

for the moon. 185* DICKENS Bleak Ho. vi, He was a mere
child in the world, but he didn t cry for the moon. 1860
THACKERAY LtKvtv. (1861) 196, I might as well wish for the

moon as hope to get her.

f d. In various phrases expressing ineffectual

or useless action or attempt. Obs.
a 1529 SKELTOS Rouge of Court 383 Thou mayste not

studye, or muse on the mone. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc.

Weapons 15 Their bullets dooworke as much effect against
the Moone, as against the Enemie that they shoote at. 1655
[see BARK v. 1

2]. 1705 tr. Bosnian s Guinea 433 To think of

forcing any thing from them, is to dispute with the Moon.

e. To shoot (^bolt t [s/im-e) the moon (slang); to

make a moonlight flit .

18236 rose s Diet. rwrar7*.(ed. Egan), S/urt&amp;gt;ing the Moont

moving goods by moonlight to prevent their being seized by
the landlord. Cant, a 1825 Universal Songster I. 70 She
wish d to gammon her landlord, and likewise bolt the moon.

1837 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 123 He having just
1 shot the moon ,

I had to follow him to a cockloft in

St. Giles s. 1894 ZASGWILL Bow Mystery 10 It is well for

the landlord to be about his own estate in Bow, where

poachers often shoot the moon.

4. An appearance in the sky resembling a moon.

(Cf. mock-moon?)
a 1123 O, E. Chron. an. 1106 (MS. E) On bn niht

J&amp;gt;e
on

moreen wes Cena Domini. . wjeron $escwen twe^en monan.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxv. 50 Full weill 1 wist to me
wald nevir cum thrift, Quhill that twa moms were sene vp
in the lift. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 182 They say fiue

Moones were scene to night : Foure fixed, and the fift did
whirle about The other foure, in wondrous motion. 1784
COWTER Task v. 152 A wat ry light, .that seem d Another
moon new risen, or meteor fall n From heav n to earth.

6. A figure or representation of the moon, either

crescent-shaped (cf. HALF-MOON) or circular (like
the full moon) ; a moon-shaped ornament or vessel.

Specific uses are : (a) a gas-globe (cf. MOON-SHADE) ; ()
U. S. slang, a large circular biscuit.

1431 Rec. St. Alary at Hill (1905) ?6 A hole vestement
of blu veluet with sterres & mones of golde. 1520-1 Fabric
Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 305 Too corpora* casis. .the

one wth a moone, & the other of cloth of tusshew blake of
the owt side. 1594 ? PEELE Alcazar \. i. Our Moores haue
seen the siluer moons to wane, In banners brauely spread
ing ouer the plaine. 1642 R. CAKTENTER Experience v.

xix. 336 Your arguments are like your invincible Armado s

which in their first appearance make a mighty Moone, but
are burnt and confounded in the end. 1821 [see MAHO-
MKI \ 183* TENNYSON Pal. Art 188 And pure quintessences
of precious oils In hollow d moons of gems. 1883 MARK
TWAIN Life on Mississ. Iii. 460, I spent my last 10 cts. for

2 moons (large round sea-biscuit) & -cheese. 1883 l&amp;gt;*hain

Daily Post 1 1 Oct., Tumblers and Gas Moons.

6. The disc, plate, or orifice representing the

moon in a clock which exhibits the moon s phases.
1546-7 Bur^h Rec. Stirling (1887) 45 Ane orlege and

mone with all necessaris tharof, kepand just cours fra xij

houris to xij houris. 1628 Burgh Rec. Glasgow ( 1 876) I. 366
For. .ypputting

of the horolog brotHs, mones, bunkis and
roweris. 17. . FERGI/SON in J. Nicholson Optrat. Mechanic

(1825) 493 The plate that carries the moon, that is a round
hole /, through which the phase or appearance of the moon
is seen on the sun s plate.

7. The satellite of a planet.
1665 Phil. Trans. I. 72 If these two Planets have Moons

wheeling about them. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 149 And
other Suns..With thir attendant Moons.

1784
COWPER

Tiroc. 634 The moons of Jove. 1838 I. P. NICHOL Solar

Syst. 139 Jupiter has four moons, each larger than ours.

8. poet.
= MOONLIGHT.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 327 Piramus cam after sone Unto
the welle, and be the Mone He fond hire wimpel blodi

there. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 440 To whose bright Image
nightly by the Moon Sidonian Virgins paid their Vows.

1833 TENNYSON
La&amp;lt;1y ofShalott i. 33 And by the moon the

reaper weary, Piling sheaves in uplands airy. 1896 A. E.
HOUSEMAN Shropshire Z.&amp;lt;w?xxxvi, White in the moon the

long road lies.

\- 9. With ordinal numeral, denoting a particular

day after a new moon. Obs.
Cf. L. luna tertia, quarta^ etc.

r 1000 Sax. Letchd. III. 184 Mona se forma on eallum

bingum dondum nytlic ys. .& blod laetan oS5e wanian ealne

d^ mona god ys. Ibid., Mona se oSer. . Mona se Sridda.

1709 Ruleforfinding EasttrZ By fixing Easter-Day upon
the Lord s-Day following the i4th Moon.
10. The period from one new moon to the next ;

a lunation, lunar month; gen. a month, f Twelve
moons = twelvemonth.



MOON.
Still common m the -th (day. ofthe moon otherwise now

chiefly foet. and in renderings of barbarian speech
&amp;lt;ri375O&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-j&amp;lt;ir.J/.9i52(Fairf.)Heliasbatprophete .bat stint

be rayne |x&amp;gt;rou his praier, hit lasted vj. mones [Cott monet
Gott. monethes] & HJ ?ere a. 1400 Med. Receipts in AW. Ant
I. 52 I he .ix. day in that ilk mone. c 1400 Destr. Tray 106.1 AtMid Aprille. the mone when myrthesbegyn 1325 FITZHEMo* ) 90 Terre.. neuer dothe appere, tyll the moneth of
lune.and specyallye whanne there is great wete in that mone
1608 SHAKS. Per. n. v. 10 One twelue Moones more shee le
weare Dianas liuene. .618 J. DYKE Caveat Arch,pp,,s
(1619) 20 Who may not soone be sufficient to reade the
Church-seruice, and once in a Moone to bestow a morriinzs
blessing vpon his people? 1653 H. CooANtr. Pinto s Trm&amp;gt;,

11. (1663) 33 i he last assault, that was given on the thirteenth
day of the Moon. .716 GAY Trivia n. 360 When hoary1 hames . . Was three long moons in icy fetters bound 17*6WASHINGTON Lett Writ. ,889 I. 393 They proposed . . to stay
only one moon, and then to start for their nation. 1822 LAMB
F.lia Ser. I. Roast Pig, A young and tender sucklingundera moon old. 1876 Encycl Brit. IV. 675/1 The I4th of the
paschal moon. 1877 W. MATTHEWS Kthnogr. Hidatsa 60A land where the summer was but three moons Ion&quot; iqoiHENLEY Hawthorn

&amp;lt;J-
La-vender 40 This is the moon of roses

1 he lovely and Powerful time.

b. slang. A month s imprisonment.
1830 MO.MCBIF.FF Hrt. London n. i. (Farmer), They ve

lumbered him for a few moons, that s all. 1894 A MORRISON Mean Streets 259 So Scuddy s life went on, with occa
sional misfortunes in the way of a moon, or another drag

c. = HONEVMOON.
[1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1736) I. 28 Tho it sur-

vives not the Hymemean moon.) 1859 G. MEREDITH K.
Feverel xxxn, Where may these lunatics hare gone to spend

II. The time during which the moon is visible
Obs. or foet.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 617 And als soyn as the movnwes past, Hym thoucht weill that he saw a fyre i8

TENNYSON Eleanore 124 The.. odorous wind Breathes low
between the sunset and the moon.

f!2. The moon. a. Alch. Silver, b. Her. Argent.
1572 BOSSEWELL Artnorie 11. n 9 b, His fielde is Saturne

an hande dextre in fesse, of the moone. 1610 B. IONSON
Alch. n. i, The great med cine ! Of which one part pro
jected on a hundred Of . . Venus, or the Moone, Shall turne
it to as many of the Sunne. 1631 FRENCH Distill, vi. 107 It
will resolve the bodies of the Sunne, and Moone.
1 13. A fit of frenzy ;

= LUNE 2. Obs.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. n. E 2, 1 know twas but some
peeuish Moone in him. 1642 SIR E. DF.RING Sp on Relig-
94 A new Moon did take these men, I did begin to fmde a
different greeting.
14. = MOON-EVE i. ? Obs.
1726 W.GIBSON Diet. Horses (ed. 2) 213 Other Infirmi-

ties, .such as Moons and Defluxions in the Eyes.
15. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. = of or

pertaining to the moon, existing in or made by the
moon or moonlight , as moon-blasting, -cloud
-dawn, -gleam, -glimpse, -haze, -path, -ray, -tide
-wake; b. objective, as moon-gazing adj.; c. instru
mental or locative = by the moon or moonlight, in
the moonlight, under the influence of the moon

,

as moon-blanched, -blasted, -bright, -charmed
-freezing, -gathered, -glittering, -led, -loved, -made,
-mellowed, -raised, -soaked, -tanned, -taught
-trodden, -whitened adjs. ; also (sense 5) moon-
crowned z$). ; c. similative, as moon-archeJ,bimued,
-faced ppl. adjs.; also= moon-shaped , as moon-
face, -head.

1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens Lusiad H. 77 Stern warriorswith the quivering lance, Or moon-arch d bow i8 MARNOLD Summer Might i In the deserted moon-blanched
street. ,794 COLERIDGE Relig. Musings 338 Ghastlier
shapings than surround Moon-blasted Madness when he
yells at midnight 1642 MILTON Afot. Smect. Wks. i8SI
i r 3 4 Those thanks in the womans Churching for her
delivery frornSunburning and Moonblasting. ,80% MOORE
f.PlSl. I. IV. HOW \Vf&amp;gt; Chrtiilrl fao.1 ~J &quot;-.t_ t 1- TT

641

in whose mild moon.mellow d foliage hid. ,807 Ki
Cafitatns Courageous iv. ,03 She sat down in the noonpath on the water. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. J/iV/\xix Ha, dyour tongue, ye &quot;moon-raised b - - -

Palm Leaves z

MOON-BLIND.

ig sweet . . &quot;moon-trodden ways And
V,V,,,/,

- ,,--, CJ&quot;re
&quot;&quot;=,

&quot; Ik of heaven. 1876 MORRIS
^ignr.i

ii. 137 Ihe &quot;moonwake over the waters 1802 LDLYTTON A ,,,g Poppy vii. 187 Their moon-whiten d wings
J.O. Special combinations : moon-blink (see

quot.) ; moon-blow, injury to the body produced
by the moon s rays; moon-born ///. a., (a] born
under the moon s influence

; (I,) born in the moon
moon-bow, a lunar rainbow; moon-box, a device
tor

exhibiting the moon on the stage of a theatre
(Cent. Diet.); f moon-burnt ppl. a., moonstruck
moon-clock, a clock showing the changes and
phases of the moon

; f moon-clover = moon-trefoil
moon-creeper = MOON-FLOWER 2 (Cent Diet )

moon-culminating ///. ., applied to such stars
(used in

calculating longitude; as culminate with
the moon and are near its parallel of declination
so moon-culmination, the culmination of certain
stars with the moon (Cent. Diet.}; moon-cul-
mmator, a moon-culminating star

; moon-cutter
one who cuts gas globes (see sense 5) ; moon-
daisy, the ox-eye daisy, Chrysanthemum Leitcan-
lAemttm- moon-dog, a dog that bays the moon;
t in early use = MOONER i

; f moon-drake
(fancifully modelled on FIRE-DRAKE), a fierymoon

; f moon-flaw, a defect attributed to the
moons influence; moon-glade U.S., the track
made by moonlight on water

; moon-god, the godof the moon ; a deity associated with the moon
so moon-goddess; moon-knife, a crescent- t

shaped knife used by leather-workers
; moon-lily= MOON-FLOWER 2

; moon-madness, lunacy
(cf. sense I c) ; moon-month, a lunar month
(Ogilvie 1882); moon-penny, Chrysanthemum
Leiicanthemum (Treas. Bot. 1866); moon-plant
the

plant_
SOMA

; moon-proof a., proof against
the moon s light or influence ; moon-rainbow, a
lunar rainbow; moon-sail, -sheered///, a. (see
quots.) ; moon-shooter slang, one who makes a

moonlight flit
; moon-shot ppl. a., accompanied

by fitful moonlight; moon-slave/^/., applied
to the tide as dependent upon the moon

; moon-
sted ///. a., ? occupied by the moon

; moon-
trefoil, Medicago arborea

; moon-wise a., learned i

in the moon s movements, etc. ; t moon-wiser, an
j

instrument for finding the position of the moon; ,

f moon-work (see quot.) ; moon-year [cf. G. I

mondjahr], a lunar year (Webster 1864).
1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.,

*
Moon-Mink, a temporary I

evening blindness occasioned by sleeping in the moonshine !

in tropical climates. 1831 R. F. BURTON Scituie I. ii. 12 It
took his countenance a year or two to recover from the
effects of the *moonblow. 1691 DRYDKN K. Arthur n iA moon-born elf. 1857 W. SMITH Thorndale iv. ii, Therewould be no end to the astonishment of your moon-born
traveller.

.
1802 LD. LYTTON King Poppy vii. 69 The moon

born music of thp nt ihfirnrslp rfl-TT n nr.,~r-&amp;gt;f,.. . . i, t~\ j. j

._ ._,._,. .uiiiu.i /K/JJ- j upfiy vii. oy -i lie moon-
born music of the nightingale. 1871 G. MACDONALD Ode to
Lrg- it mOrg-an Song-s, All the colours.. In rainbow, *moon-
bow. Or ill onal rfm r v*fv\ A Qi-^-rr Dn*...* ic T c i :.. e ..

, e coours . . n ranow, moon-
bow, or in opal gem. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) iv. 65Sum &quot;monebrunt madynis myld, At nonetyd of the nicht
Ar chappit vp with chyld. 1800 Gcntl. Mag. 1226/2 Under
the West tower is a moon-clock. 1713 J. PETIVER in
Ph,l. Trans. XXVIII. 47 Camerarius his Moon Claver.
1827 Philos. Mag. I. 47 A List of Moon-culminating Stars
for 1827. ^1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk., *Mooii-cnlniina-
tors, certain stars near the same parallel of declination as
the moon [etc.]. 1883 B ham Daily Post n Oct., Flint-
lass T

luiuo. iu;)5 m. limtKHJB MUtlncm JVteVU
xxx, Down to the brimm d moon-charmed Main. 1813HOGG Queen s Wake H. Wks. (1876) 19 His cap the moon-
clouds silver gray. 1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens Liisiad iv

!

&quot;ewcomes 1m, He .surveyed the beauties of his time as the
Caliph the moonfaces of his harem. ,619 Paso,Ms Palm.
SI2 I D? comf rt Moone-fac d Cuckolds, that were sad.
1806-7 J- BEHESFORD Miseries Hnm. Life 304 The necessityof borrowing the spectacles of a moon-faced friend. ,8

IENNYSON/V/^,., xviii, Maud the beloved of my mothe?the moon-faced darling of all. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh.

ite? , vT
3a

P
S^- S Of

.
their moon-freezing crystals.

*SS&amp;gt;ri athered h }
-

&quot; X
-

heSe M ha s th the
!
r

!

ionsi ram Die of the moon-gazing thrice illustrious*.
4 J. THOMSON City Dread/. Nt. xiv. i, With tinted
ing earns slanting here and there. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas

ie faint moon.ghmpse He saw. .the Turkish ad-

&quot;&quot;Th. l,
794 (-OLF

:

RIDGI
l/i&amp;gt;A;

r. Musings 274 Where bynight,..The lion couches..Or serpent plants his vast rnoon-

i IT^.i l8
?,

1 Klp&quot;; Light that Failed (1900)
103 A lamt beating like that of a muffled drum came out ofme moon-haze 1837 CARLYLF. Fr. Rev. I. m. vi, The
bicund moonhead goes wagging ;

darker beams the !

rZPVftp- &quot;fe
TENN &quot;ON Pal!Art 252 A still salt

ool that hears.. Ihe plunging seas draw backward from
tne land

Jheir
moon-led waters white. 1629 MILTON

yymn Natm. xxvi, The yellow-skirted Fayes. . leaving their
Moon, ov d maze. l88o W. WATSON Prince s Quest Poems

it
178 As steals The moon-made shadow at some .

veller s heels. ? 1795 COLERIDGE To Nightingale 10 With-

moo

rumer. ri. (IBOI) 1 1 1. 31 1 Ux-eye or Moon Daisy, a 1887
JEFFERIES Toilers of Field (1892) 310 The broad moon-
daisies stand in the grass. 1668 EVELYN Corr. 24 June,
Let the Moon-dogs bark on, till their throats are drie
1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11. 184/1 The Mooner, or Moon-
Dog which continually is Barking at the Moon. 1832 JBREE St. Herbert s Isle 163 Tween the screech of the
owl and the moon dog s moan. 111633 CORBET A nou
seqiiitur Poems (1807) 218 See where a moon-drake gins
to rise, a 1632 BROME Queen $ Cone. IV. vii, I fear she has
a &quot;Moonflaw in her brains. 1866 LOWELL Biglom P. Ser.
n. Introd., Moonglade : a beautiful word : for the track
of moonlight on the water. 1893 Westm. Caz. 8 Nov. 3/1The gondolas and launches pass like dark shadows in a
moon-glade. 1862 RAWLINSON Anc. Man., Chald. viii. I. \

200 The temple at Mugheir was built in honour of the *moon-

fpd,
Sin or Hurki. 1831 KEIGHTLEY Myth. Gr. fj It. 194 ;

Vom their confounding her with their own Artemis, it would
seem that they regarded her as the moon-goddess. 1882 J
PATON in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 389/2 The dyed leather is..

curious moon knife. 1888 CLARK RUSSELL

SsSJtojE ISfan
1

; Vnto&quot;t^^IsSE

^S^ A^HilS^SrSSEimoonewise Contents on brasse their od harmonic inckling.674 KAMSTEED , Phil. Trans. IX. 2,9, I fell to peruseMr. Streets Discourse, and to consider the Contrivance of
his Moon-wiser. .679 C. NESSE Antichrist 201 His work
is Idolatry, a work of darkness, moon or night-work.Moon mn), v.

[f. Moo.v sb.]
1. In various nonce-uses, a. trans. To expose lo

the rays of the moon
; reft, to bask in the moon-

light (cf. SON v.) ; to give out (a light) as a moon.
D. intr. 1 o shine as a moon

; to move as a satellite
1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1 1. 96 If ihey would haue it [sc. wax]tote exceeding white indeed, they seeth it yet once more

BR
sunned and mooned. ,21850 MBS!

clear?.. Where thy festive compani &quot;,&quot; Mooned* o^ whl i

ladies eyes? 1854 DiQvixzi AutoMog. St. vi. Wks. II. 517i he huge man. .not sunning, but mooning himself apricat-
ing himself in the occasional moonbeam-. 1871 G MAC-DONALD Wks. Fancy tf Imag. IV. Parables, Lore s Ordeal
ci/Tij ?&quot; o mp whose faillt 8ht Mooned out a tiny halo.

K. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) III. 99 White as
a lull moon when it mooneth on its fouiteenth night, a 1903H. b. AlERRiMAN 7-WKw/aio j J- ortuue, etc.(i 9o4 ) 64 The more

lous ot the President s guests, who weie now mooning
innocently around them as they sat.

2. intr. To move or look
listlessly or aimlessly (as

if moonstruck) ;
to go about, along, around (etc.)

in a moonstruck or listless manner, colloq.
1848 ALB. SMITH Idler upon Town 46 A mooner is an in

dividual who moons about without any object, half absent
half contemplative. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Ovf.\
J mooned tip and down the High-street, staring at all the
young faces. 1867 Miss BRADDON R,,n to Earth I ii 40What are you standing mooning there for? asked the man
Why don t you go to bed? 1886 J. K. JEROME Idle

Thoughts (.889) 44, I.. did nothing whatever, except moon
about the bouse and gardens.

b. trans. To pass away (the time) in an aimless
or listless manner

; also occas. to utter mooningly.
1836 T. HOOK (7. Gnrney III. 179, I mooned out, that

my sympathetic ignorance of the object of our dialogue had
wounded her feelings. 1876 BESANT & RICK Gold. Butterflyxvi I might have mooned away the afternoon in the
Park. 1878 W. C. SMITH Hilda amon? Broken Gods (1870)
235 Why had I mooned away the night, when there was
that

to^do Which still might heal our sorrow 1

&amp;lt;3. To hunt by moonlight.
1898 Encycl. Sporl_ II. 64 All the excitement of the ex

pedition may be said . . to lie in this mooning . If the
dark object which the hunter fondly imagines to be an
opossum he higher than the line of the moon, he must per
force fix his eyes on it and walk steadily backwards until
the moon is directly behind it... The beast can obviously be
mooned from one spot only at any given moment.
Moon, rare obs. f. MAN rf.l

; obs. f. MOAN.
Moonack (m;?nsek\ Also 7-8 monaek, S

monax, 9 moonax. [a. Lenape monachgeti (f.

monham to dig) ; the mod.L. form is monax.
.]

The
ground-hog or woodchuck, Arctomys monax.
Among the negroes, the name is applied to a mythical

animal supposed to have a baneful influence.

1676 T. GLOVER Virginia in Phil. Trans. XI. 630 There
are also several sorts of ravenous Beasts, as Wolves, Racoons,
...Monacks, Flying Squirrels. 1740 P. COLLINSON Mem.
Bartram (1849) : 4 A harmless land-animal, about the si?e
of the large gray Fox-Squirrel, called a Monack. 1747 G.
EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds n. 104 The Monax, or Mar-
motte, of America. 1814 LEWIS & CLARK Trait. Missouri
River (1893) III. 966 We observed in our route no animals
except.. a moonax. 1872 SCHELE DE VERE Americanisms
152 The poor negro who meets it., is doomed.. -Experienced
negroes say when they look at him : He gwine to die ; he
seed the moonack .

Moonaul, variant of MONAUL.
Moo nbeam. A ray of moonlight. AlsoyS^.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 176 And plucke the wings

from painted Butterflies, To fan the Moone-beames from
his sleeping eies. 1626 BACON Sylva 113 As the Moone-
Beames playing vpon a Waue. 1737 POPE Nor. Sat. n. vi.

189 Tell now the Moon-beam trembling falls, And tips with
Silver all the walls. 1793 COLERIDGE hnit. Ossian 19 But
I. .shall, .dwell, the Moon-beam of thy soul, In Slumber s

nightly hour. 1817 WOLFE Burial SirJ. Moore ii, By the

struggling moonbeams misty light.

MoO ll-blind, a. [Cf. Dti. maanblind, G.

mondblind^
1. Of horses: Suffering from moon-eye ;

moon-

ferounded with a curious -uiouri KIIIIC. 1000 L.LARK I^USSELL
Death Ship III. 129 The moon-lily when it hangs down its

white beauty and contracts its milky petals. 1817 SHELLEY
Rev. Islam vi. xvii. 2 Want, and Moon-madness, and the

pest s swift Bane, a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 634A seller of moonplant. 1862 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist.

from an excellent Horse which had that only defect, which

they call Moon-blind. 1689 O. HEYWOOD Diaries, etc.

(1885) IV. 134 [The mare] was a very likely beast, but

proved moon-blind, c 1720 W. GIBSON in Compl. Farmer
(1766) s.v. Blind Q 3/2 Mo-t. .foreign writers,.. in trenlin^
the diseases of horses, have .. reckoned the moon-blind

symptoms as a peculiar disea-e of the eyes, without having
any relation to a cataract. 1903 Black:*. 1

. Mag: Jan. 66/1
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MOON-CALF.
Another horse.. which was. .moonblind that is to say, he
was more blind at certain times than at others.

2. fig. Of intellect : Purblind. ? Obs.

1711 SHAFTKSB. Charac. (1737) III. 211 We have to deal

with a sort of moon-blind wits, who.. may be said to re-

nounce day-light,
and extinguish, .the bright visible out

ward world. 1738 WARBUBTON Div. Legat. I. 39 The Pro
fessors of them [sc. metaphysics and logic] are Moon-blind
Wits. 1757 Let, to /fnnt 8 June (1809) 244 In full ..

confidence of the publick s being more than moou-blind, you
gave them a key to the secret.

3. Suffering from blindness brought on by sleep

ing exposed to the moon s
rays.

1830 MARRYAT Kings Own xxii, It would be as well

..to request the officer of the watch not to permit the men
to sleep on the upper deck. We shall have many of them
moon-blind. 1846 MRS. R. LEE Afr. Wanderers xviii,

(1854) 314 Soldiers who have been moon-blind for life,

Hence Moo-n-blindness.
c 1710 W. GIBSON in Compl. Farmer (1766) s. v. Blind

Q 4/1 Another kind of moon-blindness, which is also the

fore-runners of cataracts. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav,
yi. 133

You may sleep out at night, looking up to the moon till you
fall asleep, without a thought or sign of moon-blindness.

1894 HAVES Among Men fy Horses i, (ed. 2) 9.

Moo U-calf. [Cf. G. mondkalb ^Luther); also

mondkind) MLG. m&antnkind (kind - child).]

fl. An abortive shapeless fleshy mass in the

womb ; a false conception. Obs.

Regarded as being produced by the influence of the moon.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus^ Mola,..& moone calfe (in the

womans woumbe). 1594 T. K La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 387
The moone calfes in the womb, which fall out often. 1615
CROOKE Body ofMan 193 The signes of the Mola or Moon-
calfe. 1658 tr. Porto s iVat. Magic n. ii. 29 A certain

woman, .brought forth in stead of a child, four Creatures
like to frogs. . . But this was a kind of a Moon-calf.

fig. 1623 Poems (? Aff. State (1703) II. 106 And then

Democracy s Production shall A Moon-calf be. 1644 Pre~

rogative Anatomized 12 The Parliament is in labour of a
Moon-Calfe.

b. A misshapen birth, a monstrosity. Obs.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. ir. ii. 139 How now Moone-Calfe. 1831

CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. x. (1858) 168 England .. offers pre
cisely the elements . . in which such moon-calves and mon
strosities are be-^t generated. 1837 Fr. Rev. (1872) III.

I. vii. 41 This huge mooncalf of Sansculottism.

C. One born with undeveloped brain; a con

genital idiot
;
a born fool.

[1610 B. JONSON News fr. New World^ Pr. ., Moone
Calves ! what Monster is that . . ? 2 Her. Monster? none
at all ; a very familiar thing, like our foole here on earth ]

1617 DRAYTON (title) The Moone-Calfe. Stultorum plena
sunt omnia. 1693 DRYDKN yitrenalvi. (1697) 158 The Po
tion, .turns his Brain, and stupifies his Mind. The sotted
Moon-Calf gapes. 1765 BEATTIE To Churchill 4 Fame,..
What half-made moon-calf can mistake for good? 1818
SCOTT //&amp;gt;/. Midi, xxx, If he is as you say, d ye think he ll

ever marry a moon-calf like Madge? 1886 STEVENSON Kid
napped v, No 1

,
said the poor moon-calf, changing his tune

at once,

2. In allusive or misapprehended senses, a. One
who gazes at the moon; a mooning*, absent-

minded person. (Cf. CALF 1 i c.)
c 1613 MIDDLETON No IVlt like Woman s i. i. 112 One

Weatherwise, ..Observes the full and change, an arrant
moon-calf. 1816 DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. vi, I have been

laying, I fear, the mooncalf tonight ; and find that, though
am a late watcher, I am not a solitary one. 1840 DICKENS

Barn, Rudge vi, Instead of standing gaping at her, like an
old mooncalf as I am.

f b. A child of the moon ;
a fickle, unstable

person. Obs. rare.

1607 CHAPMAN Bussy tfAmbois
ry,

Women. .Are the most

perfect images of the Moone (Or still-vnweand sweet Moon-
calues with white faces). 1647 TRAPP Comm. Acts xxii. 19,
I shall be counted a Moon-calf; a Retraxit shall be entred

against me. 1656 i Tim. iii. 8 Ministers must neither
be Sea-calves, nor Moon-calves; double-tongued, nor un
stable, or double-minded.

Moo n-curser. fa- Old Cant. (See quot
1673.) b. dial. A wrecker.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 101 The Moon Curser is

generally taken for any Link-Boy; but particularly he is

one that waits at some Comer of Lincolns-Inn-Fields with
a Link in his hand, who under the pretence of Lighting

r

a Moon Curser, or Link Boy. 1770 C. RIDDLE Autobiog.
(1883) 51 A ship from Jamaica . . the crew of which had left

her, and gone to Providence in what was called one of the
Mooncursers or wreckers. 1813 R. B. THOMAS Farmer s

A bnanack( Boston, U.S.) Dec., All the village moon-cursers
came in for their portion of the wreck.

MoO H-dial. A dial for showing the hours of

the night by the moon.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \. vi, 17 Some pretious Stones

are Natural Moon-dials ; the Selenite [etc.]. 17*7-52
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Dial, a 1849 POE Fairyland \\ About
twelve by the moon dial. 1877 Fncycl. Brit. VII. 154 note*
In one of the Courts of Queens College, Cambridge, there

is an elaborate sun-dial, .and around it a series of numbers
which make it available as a moon-dial when the moon s

age is known.

Moone, obs. form of MOAN, MOON.
Mooned (mwnd, poet. m*ned), ///. a. [f.

MOON sb. or v. + -ED.]

fl. Lunatic. Obs. rare&quot;&quot;
1
.

c 1550 CHEKE Matt. iv. 24 Al y l weer . . other sprited, or

moond, or palseid,

2. a. Shaped like the (crescent) moon ; crescent-

642

shaped, b. Ornamented with moons or crescents ;

having moon- shaped markings.
1607 DKKKER Whore ofBabylon Wks. 1873 II. 258 Goc ;

cut the salt fome with your mooned keeles. a 1618 SYLVES-
TEK iWiratc. Peace Sonn. xxxviii, The Mahomite. .in Vienna
plaine His mooned Standards hath already pight. 1630
DRAYTON Noah s Flood 381 When with his mooned traine

The strutting Peacock. . Flutters into the Arke. 1067 MIL
TON P. L. iv. 978 Th Angelic Squadron . . sharpning in

mooned homes Thir Phalanx. 1776 MICKLE tr. Camoens
Lusiaiii. (1778) 20 Their bowsprits pointing to the shore,
(A safe moon d

bay). 1817 SHELLEY A ev. Islam xn. xiii. 6

The brazen rein she flung Upon his neck, and kissed his

mooned brow. 1868 TEGETMEIER Pigeons xxi. 174 The
Swiss and Mooned pigeons have a crescent-shaped coloured
mark on the breast. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros $ Psyche
Nov. v, Twas then he wrought this work . . Emboss d with
rich design, a mooned car.

3. f a. Mooned man = MAN-IN-THE-MOON. Ots.

b. Accompanied or attended by the moon, or

moonlight. Also applied to a moon-goddess.
1605 DRAYTON Afan in the Moon ad fin., And oftentimes

the Mooned man outspies the Eauedropper. 1629 MILTON
Hymn Nativ. xxii, Mooned Ashtaroth, Heav ns Queen and
Mother both. ciSas BEDDOES Apotheosis Poems (1851) 96
Be pale, thou mooned midnight !

4. Moonlit, rare.

1831 LYTTON Mitton i. ii, Dreams he of nymph half hid

in sparry cave, Or Naiad rising from her mooned wave ?

Mooiier (m na.i). [f, MOON sb. or v. + -EB 1.

In first sense rendering mod.L. lilniiriits.}

f 1. A kind of watch-dog (see quots.). Obs.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains Dags 29 This kinde of dogge is

likewise called.. the Mooner : Because he doth nothing else

but watch and warde . . hawing and wawing at the Moone.

1589 L. WKIGHT Hunting of Antichrist 16 The dogge
called Lunarius the Mooner, whose nature is continually
to barke at the Moone-shine in the water. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury II. 184/1.

2. One who moons about.

1848 [see MOON -,: 3]. 1866 SALA From Waterloo to

Peninsula II. 102 A Mooner is an idle, listless, friend-

lessly inquisitive person, of street-wandering habits. 1884
Punch 5 July i/i The ancient grey Bridge is delightful to

moon on, For ne er such a spot for the mooner was made.

Moonery (rmVnari). [f. MOON v. + -EKY.]
= MOONING vbl. sb. i.

&amp;lt;xi8i4
COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. CXXXI. 119/2 The

most fantastic yet maudlin moonery.
Moonest : see MONISH v.

t MoO net. Obs. ran* 1
, [f. MOON sb, + -ET.]

A small moon, satellite.

1642 Bp. HALL Free Prisoners. Three Tract. (1646) 112

Some lesser Planets moving round about the Sun, and the

Moonets about Saturn and Jupiter.

MoO tt-eye. [f.
MOON sb. + EYE sb.

;
in sense i

transl. of L. oculus lunaticus (Vegetius).]
1. Farriery. (Usually//.) An eye affected with

intermittent blindness (attributed to the moon s in

fluence) ; also, the disease itself, moon-blindness.

1607 TOPSELL Fojtr-f. Beasts (1658) 280 Of Lunatick or

Moon-eyes. 1639 T. DE GRAY Compl. Horsein. 6 Be you.,
marvellous carefull that neither your stallion or mare have

..moon-eyes, watry eyes, or bloud-shptten eyes. 1748 tr.

Vegetius Dislemp. Horses 152 There is another Distemper
. .the Ancients called it a Moon-eye.
2. a. A North American fish, Hyodon tergisus.

b. The cisco, Coregonus hoyi.

1845 STORER Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. in Mem. Aiiu-r.

Acad. II. 462 Hyodon tergisus .. Called Moon-eye
1

,

Shiner , Lake Herring at Buffalo. 1884 G. B. GOODE
Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 541 The Moon-eye or Cisco.

Moo ii-eyed, ///. a. [f. MOON-EYE + -ED 2
.

Cf. G. mon&amp;lt;taugig.\

1. Farriery. Affected with the disease of moon

eyes ;
moon-blind.

1610 MARKHAM Mttsterp. it. xii. 239, I haue scene many
a slothfull and heauy horse brought to be moone eyed by
the folly of his rider. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 75 The
English mare that carries me. -is going rapidly blind. She
is moon-eyed. 1811 Sporting Mag. VIII. 262 George Parker
on his examination found that she was moon-eyed .

tb. Purblind; squint-eyed. Ots.

1688 DRYDEN Brit, Red. 94 So manifest, that even the

moon eyed sects See whom and what this Providence pro
tects. 1736 AINSWORTH Lot, Diet., Moon eyed, lusciosvs,
litscitiosHs. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vnlg, T., Moon-eyed hen, a

squinting wench*

t 2. Having eyes adapted for seeing at night. Obs.

1699 WAFER in / ////. Trans. LV. 51 From their seeing so

clear as they do in a moon-shiny night, we used to call

them moon-eyed. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Moon-eyed or Owl-

eyed, that can see better at Night, than by Day. 1796 New
Ann. Reg. 166 Or whether blinded by the solar glare, The
moon-ey d Indian, .to balsam groves repair. 1817 G. KIM D

Chromatics (1845) 335. 165 That kind of nyctalophia [sic]

called moon-eyed, which is common to the Bushmen_ of

Southern Africa, who sleep out the day. and are blind

when the sun shines, but. .see well in seeming darkness.

3. Having round, wide-open eyes, as a terrified

person.
1790 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Compl. Ep. to J. Bruce Wks.

1812 II. 358 Moon-eyed Wonder opes her lap to thee. 1799
CAMPBELL Pleas. Hope n. 265 Fly, like the moon-ey d herald

of Dismay, Chased on his night-steed by the star of day.

Moo ii-fern. [Cf. G. motut/arn.] = MOON-
WORT i.

1671 in SKINNER Etymol. Ling. Angl., Bat. 1813 HOGG
Queen s Wake I. iii. (1814) 68 We saddled ouir naigis wi the

moon-fern leif, And rode fra Kilmerrin kirk. 1840 BROWNING
Sordflla in. 2 Braid moonfern now with mystic trifoly.

MOONLESS.

MoO ll-fish. A name for various fishes re

sembling, or having parts that resemble, the moon:
a. The sunfish, Orthagoriscus mala, b. U.S. An
ephippioid fish, Chxtodipterus faber. c. Any fish

of the genus Selene.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. xxiv. 169 The Moone
fish, or Orthragoriscus. 1681 GREW Museum \. 102 Moon-
fish, Mola Salviani Lnna ; Because the Tail-fin is shaped
like a Half-Moon. 1810 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 631/2
The moon-fish (tetraodon mola). 1845 STORER Synopsis
Fishes N. Amer. in Mem. Amer. Acad. II. 339 Epbippus
gigas, Parkinson. ..Called Moon-fish in the Antilles. 1883
GOODE Fish, liiiiust. U. S. 17 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) Moon-
fish Chaetodiptervs faber. 1884 Nat, Hist. Aquatic
A nini, 322 Selene setipinnis . . known . . in North Carolina as
the Moonfish or Sunfish . Ibid. 323 The Silver Moon-
fish Selene argentea.

Moo-ii-flower.
1. The ox-eye daisy, Chrysanthemum Leucan-
themum also C. segetmn (Treas. Bot.).
1787 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 2) II. 929 Greater Daisy.

Ox-eye. Moon-flower. 1861 DORA GREESWELL Poems 268
The Sun-flowers and the Moon-flowers.

2. A tropical plant, IpomseaBona-nox, that blooms
at night, having large fragrant white flowers.

1859 TENXENT Ceylon II. vn. iii. 162 One most interesting
flower . . is a night-blowing convolvulus, the moon-flower
of Europeans. 1887 Miss E. MONEY Dutch Maiden (1888)

23 The odorous moon-flower gave out a rich perfume.

Moong, lilting (mrj, mrrj). [Hindi mfingj]
A species of vetch, Phaseolus Afungo, common in

India; also, the fibre of this plant, of which mats
are made.
1800 Misc. Tracts in Aslat. A fin. Keg. 299/1 The stalks

of the Oord are hispid in a less degree than those of the

Moong. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last &quot;jfrnls. (1873) I. ii. 34 A
large basket of soroko, or, as they call it in India, mung .

19.. Mod. Trade List, Moong mats.

Moonge, variant of MUNGE dial.

t Moo-nified, ///. a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
MOON

sb. + -IFY + -ED 1
.] Shaped like a moon.

1795 Jemima I. 143 [A peacock s] moonified tail.

Moonily (m nili), adv. [f.
MOONY a. + -LY 2

.]

a. ? Like a moon. b. In a mooning manner.
a 1849 BEDDOES Song on ll ater iL So our sails in the

bubbles Ghostily Are mirrored, and hover Moonily. 1887
Punch 10 Sept. no Far worse ! he moonily muttered.

Mooiiiness (m-nines). [f. MOONY a. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being moony.
1895 G. MEREDITH Amazing Marriage I. xix. 216 Contact

with her spirited him out of his mooniness.

Mop ning, vbl. sb. [f. MOON v. + -isei.]
1. The action of the verb MOON ; listless or aim

less wandering about or contemplation.
1857 KINGSI.EY Two Y. Ago i, John Briggs .. neglected

alike work and amusement for lazy mooning over books.

i88a L. STEPHEN Swift ix. 195 The knight used, it seems,
to lose himself in metaphysical moonings.
attrib. 1859 MEREDITH R. Frserel xii. Lady Blandish

likewise hinted at his mooning propensities. 1862 SAI.A

Ace. Addresses 214 It may have been on a mooning excur
sion . . when 1 had . . nothing to do.

2. Hunting by moonlight. (See MOON v. 3.)

MOQ ning, ///. a. [-ING
2
.] Listless, aimless.

Hence Moo-ningly adv.

1893 MAX PEMBERTON Iron Pirate 177 Chinese mooningly
silent. 1903 Athenaeum 19 Aug. 232/2 The Celt of the

Forty-five was not a mooning misanthrope.

Mooiiish (m/7 nij), a. Obs. or arch. Also 5

monyssh. [f. MOON sb. + -ISH.] Resembling or

characteristic of the moon
;

influenced by the

moon; acting as if under the moon s influence;

changeable, fickle.

c 1407 LYDG. Reson q Sens. 6183 God forbede That ther

sholde in womanhede Ben any Monyssh tache at al. But
stedfaster than ys a wal. 1581 MULCASTER Positions

xxxviii. (1887) 176 As for bodies the maidens be more weake,
most commonly euen by nature, as of a moonish influence.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 430 At which time would I,

Artevtlde iv. ii, Tis moonish madness.

Moo-nite. [+ -ITE.] A dweller in the moon.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy v. xxxiii.

! Mooiijah, munjab. (m/J-nd^a, mtrzulja}.

Also moon-, munja, moonyah. [Hindi mjinj,

Skr. mitnja.] A name for certain Indian plants

yielding fibres used for making ropes.

1855 ROYLE Fitr. Plants India 32. 1864 Chaml. Encycl.

VI. 559/1 Moonjatt, Mu tjah, or Mponyah (Saccharnm

Munja), a grass of the same genus as the sugar-cane. i86
Treas. Bot., Moonyah, an Indian name for the fibre of

Aruttdo Karka. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia v. 130 Its head

bound back With munja grass.

Moonke, -rie, obs. forms of MONK, MONKERY.

Moonless (mw-nl^sl, a. [f.
MOON sb. + -LESS.]

Without a moon ; not lit vip by the moon.

1508 DUNBAR Flyting 92 Eolus full woid, and Neptunus,
Mirk and moneless. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III.

53 But saill or ruthir in the mirk midnycht, And mvneles

als withoutin ony licht. 1653 H. MORE Conject. CaUal.

(1713) 3 Moonless and starless nights. 1750 CARTE Hist.

Eng. II. 393 It was., in a dark moonless night that the

Scots before midnight., marched under cover of the adjoin

ing wood. 1894 K. GHAHAME Pagan Papers 104 The

moonless night has a touch of frost, and is steely-clear.



MOONLET.
Moonlet (m-nlet). [-LET.] A little moon
1832iMoTHEKWELL Poems 47, I pledge thee i.i the silver

horn Of yonder moonlet bright. 1891 CassclCs Fam. .]/,.
Dec. 55/1 The satellites of satellites, the little moonlets of
the moons.

Hence f Moo-nleted a. Bot. LUNATE.
1787 tr. Liiin^us Font. PI. 385 Isopynu,,.. . capsules

many, moonletted, recurved, one-cell d.

Moonlight (mfmbit), s/&amp;gt;.

[f. MOON si. +
LIGHT rf.l Cf. Dn. maanlicht, Ger. mondlichl.~\
1. The light of the moon.
la 1366 CHAUCER A ow. /?&amp;lt;&amp;gt; 1010 Ne she was derk ni

brouu but bright, And cleer as [is] the mone-light. c 1440
Jacob , H-cll 166 In be ny3t folwyng, be be inonclvst a
kny3 t . . cam rydyng homwarde. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. I

V
iJi

5
?.

V SW
f
et the

!&quot; y
ne

-%&amp;gt; sleepcsvpon this bankc
1666 I&amp;gt;RYDEN.4. Miral . Ixviii, Till the last streaks of
dying day withdrew And doubtful moonlight did our raee
deceive. 1765 MATY in Phil. Tians. LV. 311, I saw the
comet, but could form no judgment as to its appearances
because of the moon-light. 1883 STI:\ KNSON Silverado So
4 A tall ship lying anchored in the moonlight.

b. transf. and^ff.
31450 Tourn. Tottenham 153 The cheefe wasaplowmell

.And the shadow of a bell, Quartered with the Moone-lijjht.
1868 FARRAR Silence , I

7
, ii. (1875) 30 This pale moonlight

of a utilitarian or rational morality. 1873 I ! -*CK 1 r. Thiil-
lii, If you asked him what Sheila was like, he would have
answered by saying that there was moonlight in her face.

\ 2. A moonlight scene or landscape. Obs.
753 S

643

I entered the house of a farmer, .and treated him so brutallythat he is not expected to recover.

MOONSHINE.

Scots Mag. May 263/2 A moon-light, from Van Bos.
man. 1762-7! H. WALPOLE Vert lie s Anecd. Paint. (, 786)
III. 243 A small moon-light. 1778 SIR J. REYNOI DS Dis-
viii. (1876) 457 A picture which 1 have of Rubens : it is a
representation of a moonlight.
3. = MOONSHINE 4. ? Obs.

1809 SCOTT Poacher 81 Yon cask holds moonlight run
when moon was none. 1824 Redgamitlet ch. xviii, A cask
of moonlight. 1829 [see MOONSHINE 4].

4. U.S. An excursion made by moonlight.
1886 Boston (Mass.) frnl. 13 Aug. 3/7 To-night the fourth

in the series of moonlights will be made.
5. Amer. Univ. slang. (See quots.)

,.???.
BvH\ HALL College Words 210 Moonlight, At

imams College, the prize rhetorical exercise is called by
this name

; the reason is not given. The students speak of
making a rush for moonlight , i. e. of attempting to sain

the prize for elocution. 1860 C. DURFEK Hist. Williams
College 104 Ihose who receive the appointment to speak for
the prize have always, .been called Moonlights .

6. attrib. as adj. Accompanied by, bathed in

moonlight; lit up by the moon, moonlit; per
formed by the light of the moon.
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. x. ix. (1886) 150 Ridin- in

a moone light night. 1590 SHAKS. Mirls. N. it. i. 141 Ift-oii
will.. see our Moone-light reuels, goe with vs. 1797 MHS
KADCLIFFE Italian xii, The gate opened at once upon the
moonlight mountains. 1819 KEATS Eve St. Afnes xiii A
little moonlight room, Pale, latticed, chill. 1829 COLERIDGF
Monody Chatterton (later vers.) 135 Dancing to the moon
light roundelay.

b. Moonlight flit, flitting: the removal of
household goods by night to avoid paying rent.
So moonlight wanderer, (colloq. or slang.)
1721 [see FLITTING vol. si.]. 1823 J. BEE Diet. Turf^o

Moonlight wanderers, or fly-by-night persons, who cheat
their landlords and run away by night. 1824 Craven Gloss

?i/ &quot;J

011 1

?&quot;,

1
1&quot;-

lM Atltetutnm 13 Oct. 474 Probablywaikden wished to have his rent before it was due, that he
might he safe against a moonlight flit .

7. Comb.
1762 WARTON On Birth Pr. Wales 48 The cloister s moon-

Iight-chequer d floor. 1820 SHELLEY Sensitive Plant i. 34he wand-like lily, .lifted up. .its moonlight-coloured cup
Moonlight (m?Z-nbit), v. [Back-formation

f. MOONLIGHTER.] a. pass. To be attacked by
moonlighters, b. intr. To engage in moonlighting.
1887 Spectator 15 Oct. 1376 An Irish tenant pays this

rather than be moonlighted. 1887 Times 26 Feb. 8/3 Ei^htmen were .charged with moonlighting.. .The accused were
not moonlighting.

Moonlighted (mw-nlaited) , ///. a. [f. MOON
St. + LIGHTED ///. a . after MOONLIGHT sb. Cf.
MOONLIT.] Moonlit.
1829 JAMES Richelieu xxviii, The thunder-clouds passed

away, and left the sky clear and moonlighted. 1859 MEREDITH R. Fevcrclxx, The moon-lighted valley.

Moonlighter (ma-nlaitsj). [Formed as next :

see -ER!.] One who engages in moonlighting or
commits a moonlighting outrage.
1882 Leeds Merc. 27 Mar., A moonlighter shot by the

police. 1893 VIZETELLY Glances Back II. xxxv. 275 Irish
landlords driven abroad.. by the fear of moonlighters.

Moonlighting (m/7-nbitin), vbl. sb. ff
MOONLIGHT sb. + -INGI.]
1. The performance by night of an expedition, or

of an illicit action.
188! Gentl. Mag. Jan. 67 The exciting occupation of

moonlighting. . .The object is to capture the cattle that have
gone wild [etc.]. 1883 Ccntnry Mag. July ,30/2 Sometimes
well owners torpedo their wells stealthily by night to avoid
paying the high price charged by the company. This operation is called moonlighting .

2. spec. In Ireland, the perpetration by night of
outrages on the persons or property of tenants who
incurred the hostility of the Land League.
1882 Pall Mall G. 20 June 2/1 As Boycotting is preferableto Moonlighting , so is parliamentary obstruction to physical force. 1892 Times 9 Dec. 9/1 A gross moonlighting

outrage is reported from Kerry, where, .a party of ten men

So Moo nlighting ///. a

Moonhghty (m-nhiti), a.
[f. MOONLIGHT

so. + -y.J Resembling moonlight.

Moo-n-like, a. and adv. [f. MOON sb + -LIKE 1
Like or resembling a moon

; having the charac
teristics of the moon; after the manner of the moon.
1590 SPENSER / . Q. v . vii She saw , fi j H
ST,/ Y

e
/

h &quot;

?- a
.

c
: :

&quot;= of gold. .6?z H. MORE
rulnle .&quot; &amp;lt;!

&quot; &quot;

, - ,

Venus Moon-like grows corni-

\ v A i
OOUTHEY KeliaiiM vin. iv, The multitude

MACIK&amp;gt;N\I t^l^l
^^ W th moo &quot;- |ik&amp;lt;

;
&quot;&quot;I-

&quot;865 (;.

like smile was glimmering.
t Moo-nling. Obs.

[f. MOON sb. + -LING i 1A simpleton ;
an idiot.

But Lh J NSON
,

/A &quot;V &quot;&quot; A
-

si vi J au&amp;lt;: a husband, . .

1 being anT^ &quot; &quot; &quot;&quot; * &quot;** &quot;^ &quot;*^

Moonlit (m/7-nlif, a.
[f. MOON si,. + LIT

ppl. a.] Lit up by the moon
; bathed in or flooded

with moonlitdit.

: sloping of the moon- lit

itood on deck, watching

Moo-n-litten, a. poet. [See LITTKN ppl a~\=
prec.

1845 HIRST / ,&amp;gt;, 74 Under a lattice encircled with flowers

////; M * moon-litten hours. 1870 MORRIS
nanaij, 1 ar. II. m. I05 A piece of fair moonlitten snow.
tMoo-n-man. Obs. [Cf. MOON sb. i g.]
1. One whose occupation is pursued by moon

light ; a night-walker ; one who robs by night.
Cf. the moones men

, Shaks. i Hen. IV i. ii. 35.
1632 SHLRVVOOU, Moone-men, brigands.
2. A gipsy.
1608 DEKKER Lauth. f, Candle Lt. G 2 b, A Moone-man

signifies in English a mad-man. .By a by name they are
called Gipsies, they call themselues Egiptians, others in
mockery call them Moone-men. 1621 I!. JUNSON GipsiesMctam. Uks. (1641)65 They are Gipsies o this yeare, o
this Moone... C/. Oh they are called the Moone men I remember now ! a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Ov.y, Moon-men
Gjpsies.
3. A dweller in the moon.
a 1625 FLETCHER, etc. Fair Maid Inn\\. ii, Tay. Shall I be

a moon-inan &amp;gt; ] \&amp;lt;ro. I am of opinion, the people of that
world, .do vary the fashion of their cloathes oflner then any
guick.silver d nation in Europe. 1847 EMERSON Poems
(1857) 104 Beauty of a richer vein ..Unto men these moon-
men lend, And our shrinking sky extend.

Moonraker (ma-nr/ikai), [f. MOON sb +

- ---- *..*.. us useu, as, besides n
siderable portion of the light, they (etc.).

I. Shadow occurring between spells ofmoonlight

.

swlrd
TE
,SS,Trf ,

/:
&quot;V

V s 2

the moonnf
3
sea

&quot; &quot;* &quot; 2

1. A native of Wiltshire.
See quot. 1787. In Wiltshire a more complimentary turn

is given to the story : the men were caught raking a pond
I lor kegs of smuggled brandy, and put offlhe revenue men by
| pretending folly.

1787 GKOSE I nminc.Glosi., Prmi. R vij b, Wiltshire Moon-
rakers. Some Wiltshire rusticks. as the story goes, seeing
the figure of the moon in a pond, attempted to rake it out.
1819 J. C. HOBHOUSE Let. in Smiles J. Murray (1891) I.
xvi. 409, I have been, .immersed in the miserable provincial
politics of my brother moon-rakers of this county. 1881
SLOW Wiltsh. Rhymes i The Wiltshire Moonrakers.
2. Naut. A sail above the sky-sail; cf. moon-sail.
1867 SMYTH Sailor s U oni-blt. 1890 W. I. GORDON

Foundry 37 Now all the old canvas has gone, with its snowy
wings from the watersails to the moonrakers.

I lence Moo n-raking- vbl. sb., raking the moon
;

:

fig. pursuing vain thoughts.
1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xvii, As soon as ever it was

known that my wits were gone moonraking. 1894 HALL
CAINE Manxman i. ix. 43 Have the lad s wits gone moon-
raking, I wonder?

Moo nrise. [f. MOON sl&amp;gt;. + RISE sb.} The
rise of the moon. Also used for : The east.

1728 Phil. Trans. XXXV. 454 A luminous Arch. .which i

extended it self almost from Sun-set to Moon-rise. 1817
SHELLEY Rev. Islam n. x, O er the still sea and jagged
islets darted The light of moonrise. 1868 LOCKYER Elem.
Astron. 172 The time between two successive moonrises
varies considerably.

Moonseed (m/7-nsfd). [f. MOON sb. + SEED
sb., after mod.L. menispermum (badly f. (Jr. pif/

moon, airipiM seed).] A plant of the genus Meni
spermum (having lunate seeds).
1739 MILLER Card. Diet. II, Menispcriintm, Moon-seed.

1822 Ifortiis Anglian II. 547 Menispermiiin Caiuutense.
Canadian Moon Seed.. .M. I irginicnm. Virginian Moon
Seed. 1857 GRAY First Less. Bot. (1866) 95 The rudiments
of pistils are often found in the sterile blossom, and rudi

mentary stamens in the fertile blossom, as in Moonseed.
attrib. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 746 Mcnispermacez,

the Moon-seed Family.
Moouset (m-nset). poet. [f.

MOON sb., after

sunset.
.] The setting of the moon.

1845 BROWSING Good News iii, Twas moonset at starting.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 280 In the darkling tide
Betwixt the moonset and the dawn of day.

Moo-n-shade. [Cf. G. momhchatte in sense 3.]

tl. The plant nightshade. Obs.

.

spaces of the
coraco-scapular cartilage.

!l Moonshee, munshi (ma-nfi). Also 8 mun-
Hee, 8-9 moonshi, -shy, 9 munshee. [Urdu

mtmski, a. Arab. inu,,shi\ pies. pple. of ansha a
lo compose, causative of nasha a to grow up.] A
native secretary or language-teacher in India.
17.76 N. B. HALHED Code Ccntto Laws I. 17 JlfooiuAi. aWriter or Secretary. 1782 J. PU.CE Tracts I. So (Y ) The

young gentlemen.. reason and dispute with ttnriiiidea
(tutors) in Persian and Moors. 1788 BURKK .S/. at-st. IV.

fsecrTo 1 i^f
- 223^ WaS

-
a Per -- i; &quot; &quot;oul ihe&amp;lt;! &quot;

secret^
of Inch Cantoo Baboo was ignorant. 1800 WILLIS-LEY in Owen Desf. (1877) 743 An establishment ofMoonshiesand native teachers.. will be attached to the new College.

nrf? M EA
,

S
.
TWICK Dfy Lca!

&amp;gt; s 40, 1 made my okl Jluham-
madan Munshi . . compute the date. x86S Spectator 1 1 Feb.
&quot;(14 ihe Queen read Persian like a moonshi.

Moonshine (m-nj-iin). Also
&amp;lt;; -shone (?) ffMOON sb. + SHINE sb. Cf. OHG. mSnscMn (mod G.

mondschem\ Dn. vianeschijii, OX. manaskin]
1. = MOONLIGHT sb. i. Now rare 01 poet.c 1500 MclHsine 22 Here shall we abyde tyl it be mone

shyn. ,598 SHAKS. Mer,y \V. v. v. ,06 Pinch him, and
nirne him, and turne him about, Till Candles, and Star-
light, and Moone-shine be out. 1633 EARL MANCH. At
Monao (1636) 130 His dayes.. passe as a shadow by Moone-
shme. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. i. 78 Whiles all the night,
through fog-smoke white, Glimmered the white moon-shine
1814 SCOTT

Hfao. xxxvii, The twilight had given place to
moonshine when the party halted upon the brink of a pre
cipitous glen. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildroslan 45 Every.
gleam of moonshine . . mocked and laughed at him.

b. fig. and allusive.

1607&quot; CHAPMAN Hussy d AmhU IV. i. Women .. as the
tender Moon-shine of their beauties Cleercs, or is cloudymake men glad or sad. 1839 BAILEY f estiis xvi. (1852) 186
I he lap-dog dreams, as round he lies, In moonshine of his
mistress eyes.

t e. The time when the moon begins to shine.
1690 G. . Scanderteg 19 We went together, at the Moon-

Shine, upon the Sea Shore.

t d. transf. (jecitlar\ A month, nonce-use.
1605 SHAKS. Lear i. ii. 5 For that I am some twelue, or

fourleene Moonshines Lag of a Brother!
2. Taken as the type of: An appearance without

substance; something unsubstantial or unreal; now
esp. foolish or visionary talk, ideas, plans, etc. ;

orig. in phr. ^moonshine in th? water, later simply
moonshine. Also a matter of moonshine (fobs.).
1468 Paslan Lett. II. 326 If Sir Thomas Howys wer..

made byleve and put in hope of the moone shone in the
water and I wot nat what. 1530 PAI.SGH. 865/1 For moone
shyne in the water pour I nc chose de riens. 1588 SH.\KS.
/-. L. L. v. ii. 208. 1617 MORYSOS Itin. in. 6 Their continual!
brawlings about Moone shine in the water. 1624 BEDELL
Lett. ii. 49 Our dissentions are about Moone-shine. 1658 R.
FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 33 Their, .delectable morsels
will melt into moonshines. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vnlg. T.s. v.,A matter or mouthful of moonshine, a trifle, nothing. 1822-
56 DE QUINCEV Confess. (1862) 7 Coleridge s entire state
ment upon that subject is perfect moonshine. 1841 B. HALL
ratJnuork II. viii. 155, I found the whole affair ..a matter
of moonshine* 1874 L. STEHIES Hours in Library (-1^-2}
\. vii. 261 A science, and not a mere edifice of moonshine.
1887 Spectator 3 Sept. 1 173 As for all this talk about Federal
ism, it is moonshine. It means nothing practical at all.

t b. To hang by l/ie moonshine : to be baseless.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 564/2 Ye may wel per-
ceine . . that the profe of al his whole conclusion . . hangeth
all by the moneshyne.

c. slang. Gilded moonshine : see quot. f Oh.
1823 J. BEE Diet. Ttir/izi Gilded Moonshine, sham

bills of exchange : no effects . 1824 Hist. Gaming 19 To
borrow money on his own notes of hand, which they call

gilded moonshine .

1 3. Cookery, a. Eggs in moonshine : a pre

paration of eggs used in the ifithand 17111 c. Also

allusively (with reference to sense 2). b. A dish

in which a sky of blancmange or custard was
diversified with a half-moon and stars in clear jelly.

(Mrs. Glasse Cookery, 1767, p. 289.)
1576 in Hakhiyt s I ty. (1600) III. 23 It is to be thought

that the King of Portugall would not have given to the

Emperor such summes of money for egges iu mooneshine.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierre s Super. 24 You may discourse of..

I wott not what maruelous egges in mooneshine. 1605
SHAKS. Lear 11. ii. 35 He make a sop oth Moonshine of

you. cx64S HOWELL Lett. (1655) n. xxii. 34 Could I those

whitely Stars go nigh, . . I
d_ poach them, and as Moon-shine

dress, To make my Delia a curious mess. s66o MAY
Aceompl. Cook (1665) 437 Eggs in Moon-shine.

4. Smuggled or illicit spirit. Cf. MOONLIGHT sb. 3.

(The precise application varies with the locality.)

i78sGROSEZ?/i;/. Pulf. y.s.v.,Thewhite brandy smuggled
147-a



MOONSHINER.
on the coasts of Kent and Sussex, is led. 1796 and the gin
in the north of Yorkshire are] called nioonshine. 1829
BROCKETT A*. C. Gloss, (ed. 2

, Moon-light^ Moon-shine*

..smuggled whiskt-y. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk
I. 9 A glass of real Hollands genuine moonshine.
attrib, 1901 Afunse-y s Mag. XXV. 428/1 Georgia and

Arkansas have the greatest number of moonshine stills.

Ibid. 430/2 Moonshine whisky.

f 5. attrib. or as adj. Illuminated by the moon ;

moonlit; (of persons) active by moonlight or at
j

night. Cf, MOONLIGHT sh. 6. Obs.

1587 HARRISON England i. xxiv. 129 A spirit that would
of custome in a moone shine night. .run at tilt and turneie

in complet armor with anie knight.. in that place. 1598
SHAKS. Merry II . v. v. 42 You Moone-shinereuellers. 1626

BACON Sylva 866 Starre-Light Nights, yea, and bright
Moone-shine Nights, are Colder than Cloudy Nights. 17*6
SWIFT Gulliver i. v, It being likewise a Moon-shine Night.
1820 Sporting Mag. VII. 97 Moonshine sportsmen, famili

arly termed poachers. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xiii.

(1833) 327 During the clear moonshine nights of November,

tb. Vain, empty. Obs.

1668 H. MORE Div. Dial, in. xxvi. (1713) 242 They are

weak, abortive^
Moonshine Conceptions.

Moonshiner (m/V-n/ainw). U.S. [f. prec. + I

-KR 1
.]

A distiller of moonshine (see prec. 4).

So Moo-nshining vbl. sb., illicit distilling.
1860 AGNES STRICKLAND Old Friends 31 The moonshiners

had no cargo to defend. 1891 Pall MailG. 8 Mar. 7/3 A
Knoxville (Tenn.) telegram, .says : A_desperate fight has

occurred between a party of moonshiners and a sheriffs

posse. 1895 Chicago Advance 6 June 1285/3 A young man
speaking at a temperance meeting while his brother is in

the penitentiary for moonshining .

t Mocrnshining, ///. a. Obs. [f. MOON
SHINE si). + -ING -.]

&quot;-= MOONSHIXY I.

1710 R. WARD Life H. More 134 Lying one Moon-shining
Night in the Cradle awake, he was taken up thence. 1786
MRS. INCHBAI.U / // tellyou what iv. i, It was a fine moon-

shining night, last night. 1828 Lights fy Shades II. 231

Jack and myself went thither on a moonshining Monday.

Moonshiny (mw-njami), a. [f. MOONSHINE
sh. + -Y.]
1. Illuminated by the moon; moonlight.
1602 CAKEW Cornwall 136 b, In a faire Moone-.shinie

night, he hyeth to dig it up. 1717 POPE in Lady M. H r
.

Montagu s Lett. Oct., I He dreaming of you in moon^lnny
nights. 1886 P. S. ROBINSON I alley Teetotum Tries 140

Everyone who likes to do so may still believe that on moon-

shiny nights the elves and fays come out into the meadows.

2. White asmoonlight; resembling moonlight.
? 1825 COI.EKIDGE Alicedn Clos 18 As spotless fair, as airy

light As that moon-shiny doe. 1837 CARLVLE /&amp;gt;. Rev. I.

iv. iv, Thy serenely beautiful Philosophising, with its soft

moonshiny clearness.

3. Of the nature of* moonshine ; vain, unreal.

1880 Sat. Rev. No. 1291. 122 There is a good deal of moon-

shiny sentiment in it, especially in the conversation of the

lovers. 1884 A. MACLAREN in Chr. Connniy. 11 Dec. 111/2
Unsubstantial emptinesses and moonshiny illusions, .which
men chase after.

t Moo iisick, a. Obs. [f. MOON st&amp;gt;. + SICK a.

In OE. mdnstk
^Northumb.), *monsoc MDu.

niaensiec (Du. inaanzieK}^\ Lunatic.

tT975 Rnshw.Gosp. Matt. iv. 24 pa be dioful haefdun &
mon-sckie [lunaticos} Si toman. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prcn&amp;lt;.

&amp;lt;r

Kpigr. (1867) 205 Wyfe, I weene thou art dronke or Leuni-
tike. Nay husband: women are neuer moone sicke. 1616
T. ADAMS SouFs Sickness Wks. (16291 473 If his Itch pro
ceed from a Moone-sicke head, the chiefe intention is to

settle his braines.

II Moonsif f, munsif (m-nsif). [Urdii, a.

Arab, wtnfif just, honest (pres. pple. of an$afa
to be bisected, be impartial, from ni$f half).] A
native judge in India.
1812 Gloss, to

&amp;lt;-&amp;gt;th Rep. Sel. Connn. E. Ind. Coinp. 31

Mnnsiff. 1835 MACAULAY in Trevelyan Compet. ll allak

(1866: 327^
The Sliasters and the Hedeya will be useless to

a Moonsiff or Sudder Ameen. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.
India II. 519 It was provided, that the Heads of villages
should be Munsif^ in their respective villages. 1876 GRANT
Hist. India I. ci. 556/2 Moonsifs, who were at first re

stricted to hearing cases valued at fifty rupees, were made
competent to deal with those of 150.

Moonstone (m-nst&amp;lt;i;i). [f.
Moox sb. +

STONE
sb.&amp;gt;

after L. selenitcs
t
Gr. acXqwri?? (\t9os)

SELENITE.] A popular name, alluding to the

lustre, for some varieties of adularia and albite. The
moonstone of the ancients was probably selenite

(Chester Diet. Min. 1896).
1632 SHERWOOD, A moone-stone, Pierre de la June. 1681

W. ROBERTSON Wtraseol, Gen. (1693) 893 A moon-stone;
Selenites, 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2), Hanborough^ Oxf.
near Woodstock, is noted only for the selemtes, or moon
stone. 1802 Phil. Trans. XCII. 289 Moonstone of Ceylon.
1839 BAILEY Festns x\\. (1852) 311 The moonstone s chang
ing light. 1877 STREETER Prec. Stones 210, 211.

attrib. 1898 G. MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 24 She ga/ed
With eyes, the moonstone portals to her&quot; heart. 1898
IVestm. Gaz. 5 May 3/2 The coat was of Parma violet velvet
and the skirt moonstone-grey.
Moo n-stricken,/X- a - = MOONSTHUCK.
1820 SCOTT At/wi xxxi, Like some moon-stricken knight

in a Spanish romance. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.
xvi- (1862) 248 The nioonstrickcn Prince.

Moonstruck (m/7-nstrfk), ///. a.
[f.

MOON
sb. + struck, pa. pple. of STRIKE v. Cf. Ps. cxxi. 6
and lale Gr, at\Tjvuff\rjros t -irX^wroy.]
1. Affected in mind or deranged in conduct

(through the supposed influence of the moon) ;
in

early use and arch. - lunatic
;
now implying a dis-

644

tracted or dazed condition apparently due to some
mental obsession.

1674 MILTON P. L. xi. 486 And Moon struck madness,
pining Atrophie. 1742 POPE Dune, iv. 12 The moon-struck

Prophet felt the madding hour. 1849 DICKENS Dav.
C&amp;lt;&amp;gt;p/&amp;gt;.

xxxiii, I, the moon-struck slave of Dora, perambulated
round and round the house and garden for two hours, 1851
M. ARNOLD Tristr.

&amp;lt;$

Iseult i. 209 Up, Tristram, up ! . .

thou moonstruck knight ! What foul fiend rides thee ?

1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros $ Psyche Mar. xxii. Deform d in

body, and of moonstruck mind.

2. (See quots. and cf. MOON-BLIND 2.)

1846 MRS. R. LEE Afr. Wanderers xviii, I was afraid I

was moon-struck [note, by sleeping in the open air]. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s H ord-l&amp;lt;k. t Afoon-struck) an influence im

puted to the moon in the tropics, by which fish..though
recently taken, become intenerated, and even spoiled. . .

Human beings are also said to be injured by sleeping in the

moon s rays.

Moontan, obs. form ofMUHTUf.
Moonward s (m/rnw{fid(z), adv. [f. MOON

sb. + -WAKD(s.] Towards the moon.
1855 BAILEY Mystic 35 From the immoveable star-plane to

the prime Conceptacle of motion, moonwards, through All

spheres in graded order.

Moonwort (mA nmut). [f. MOON sb. + &quot;\VOKT

sb tj after med.L. lunaria LUNABT j.l, DP. maan-

kruid, G. mondkraut
,~\

1. The fern Botiychium Lunaria ~ LUNAKY sb. b.

Also small or lesser moonwort (
= old Bot. name

Lunaria minor}.

1578 LYTE Dndocns i. xciv. 136 This herbe is now called in

Latme Lunaria, and Lunaria minor.. in Engjjsh Lunarie,
or Moonewort. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. 763 Horse,
that .. Tread upon Moon-wort with their hollow heels;

Though lately shod, at night goe bare-foot home. 1597
GERAROB Herbal H. Ixxxv. 329 Lnnaria or small Moone-
woort groweth vpon dire and barren mountainesand heathes.

1651 FHKNCH Distill, ii. 46 The leaves of.. the lesser Moon-
wort. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot, \xxii. (1704) 489 Moon-
wort, which grows on dry pastures, has one naked stem, and
one pinnate frond. 1854 S. THOMSON Wild J* l. HI. (ed. 4)

138 The curious little fern moonwort.

2. The plant Honesty, Lunaria biennis\ LU
NAKY sb, a. Also great moonwort. lObs.
1611 COTGR., Lunaire inajeitr ; ongrandc lunaire. Great

Moonewort, Pennie-flower. ..Honestie. 1656 W. COLES Art

ofSittiplingyi The seed of Bullx&amp;gt;nack resembles the Moon,
which is therefore called Great Moonwort. 1785 MARTYN
Ronssea.it s Bot. xxiii. (1794) 320 The brilliant whiteness of

these silicles has occasioned this plant [sc. Honesty] to be
called White Sattin : and from the shape of them it is

named Lunaria and Moonwort.

f 3. = MADWORT, Marrubium Alysson. Obs.

1597, 1611 [see MADWORT j]. 1635 SWAN Spec. ^/.(i6;o) 216
Mad-wort or Moon-wort. .in Latine Alyssmn or Lnnaria.
4. The tree-sorrel, Rumex Lunaria.
1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 435 A Tree-Sorrel from the

Canaries, which is no other than the Magicians Moon-wort
of the Arabians in Lobel. 1866 Treas. Bot.

f5. Blue moonwort . a plant of Switzerland,

Soldiinella alpina, having circular leaves. Obs.

1639 PARKINSON Parad. 234 Soldanella Alpina. Moun
taine Soldanella or blew Moonewort.

Moony (m ni\ a. [f. MOON sb. and v. + -Y.]
1. Of or belonging to the moon

; resembling or

characteristic of the moon; like that of the moon.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 257 What mou d me to

inuite Your presence (sister deare) first to my Moony sphere.

1789 BLAKE Songs Inttoc., Cradle Song 4 Sweet dreams of

pleasant streams liy happy, silent, moony beams! 1875
G. MACUONALD Malcolm III. x. 148 The cave shone silvery

gray, with a faint moony sparkle.

2. Moon-shaped. *f a. Crescent-shaped, lunate ;

hence, having the crescent as an emblem or ensign,

belonging to the Turkish or Mohammedan power.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 467 The Moony Standards

of proud Ottoman. 1607 DRYDENyfiw/rfx 1.063 Theyclash
with manly force their Moony Shields. 1716 FENTON Pocins

227 The miscreant Moony Host, Before the Victor-Cross
shall fly. 1814 SOUTH EY Roderick xin, One. .aim d against
his neck The moony falchion s point.

b. Round, circular.

1836 niacfav. Afag. XXXIX. 670 He was large and stout

with a very red face, full and moony. 1865 DICKENS Mn(.
Fr. i. x, An oilcake-fed style of business gentleman with

inooney spectacles.

3. Illuminated by the moon; also, resembling
moonlight.
1648 HERRICK llespcr.^ Obcroris /W., Mildly disparklini;,

. .like those mites Of Candi d dew in Moony nights. 1830
W. TAYLOR Hist. .S wrj . Germ. Poetry I. 292 The scenery of

Klopstock is always illuminated by a moony twilight, a

misty glory. 1883 G. MACDONALD D. Grant H. xvii. 187
On the moony side [of the street] people .. could recognize
each other two houses away.
4. Inclined to moon or act in a listless, aimless

manner; given to mooning, stupidly dreamy.
1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xliii, Casting upon the reflection

of his white neckcloth a pleased moony smile. 1865
DICKBNS Mut. Fr. in. ii, What a mooney godmother you
are, after all. 1879 MCARTHY Own Times II. xxiii. 170 It

was agreed.. that he [sc. Louis Napoleon] was a fatuous,

dreamy, moony, impracticable, stupid young man.

b. Slightly intoxicated, slang,
1854

(

N. I. LUCAS Rng.-Gerin, Diet. 1125. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-l k., Mooney ^ not quite intoxicated, but un
fitted for duty. 1871 LATHAM, .V(wy/..3Tipsy. Colloquial.

Moony, obs. form of MANY.
c 1460 Osvicy AY^r. 139 John Duke.. and mouny other

^enue bere Leyni; present.

MOOR.

Moop, variant of Sc. Mour, to nibble, etc.

Moope, Mooped, obs. ff. MOPE sb., MOPED.

Moopoo, variant of M&amp;lt;&amp;gt;POKE.

Moor (mii M, moej), sbl Forms : I mor, 3-5

mor, 3-8 more, 4-5 mur, Sc. mwr(e, 4-6 mure,

5-7 moore, 8-9 Sc. muir, 7- moor. [OK. mor
masc. = MDu., Du. moer neut., MLG. mdr, moor

(whence mod.G. moor neut., Da. mor), OHG.
miwr nent. : OTeut. *mdro-, whence *indrjd fern.,

represented in OHG. muorra str. fern., ON tn/tr-r

fern., moorland.
ON. had m6-r in the same sense ; but this must be wholly

unconnected, unless the -ro of OTeut. *ni6ro- be a suffix, the

pre-Teut. root being *mo- (: ;*-, as possibly in *ni3-ri MERE
sb. 1

}. Most scholars, however, regard the r as belonging to

the root, which they consider to be an ablaut variant of

*tiifr-, iitr- to die, so that the primitive sense of the sb.

would be&quot; dead or barren land.]

1. A tract of unenclosed waste ground ;
now

usually, uncultivated ground covered with heather ;

|

a heath. Also, a tract of ground strictly pre
served for shooting.
Beoutttf 103 Se be moras heold, fen and feesten. Ibid. 1405

Ofer myrcan mor. c 1205 LAV. 4817 Meduwen and mores

ba liaise muntes. 1340 HAMTOLE Psalter Ixxvii. 18

He brake be stane in be more [Vulg. in enema], 1375 BAR-
BOUR Brnce VII. 108 Syne in a mwre thai enterit ar, That
wes bath hee & lang & braid. 1390 GOWER Can/. II. 05
The Ro, which rcnneth on the Mor, Is thanne noghl so

lyht as I. 14- Customs ofMniton in Snrtces Misc. (i883)

58 It was grauntyd. .pastur to all
(&amp;gt;e

bestes in be feyldes
and in be more, c 1470 HENRY Wallace in. 60 Wyth thar

serwandis fra Ricardtoun thai raid To Mawchtlyne mur.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scoll. 1. 17 Heir I say i;.

ane gold mynde in Craufurde mure. i6o SHAKS. Ham.
111. iv. 67 Could you on this faire Mountaine leaue to feed,

And batten on this Moore? 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. i. xi.

(1869) 1. 155 The most desert moors in Norway and Scotland

produce some sort of pasture. 1785 BURNS Holy Fair i,

The risin sun owre Galston muirs, Wi glorious light was

glintin. 1846 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 16

The Yorkshire moors are by far the most extensive and im

portant of any in the kingdom. 1860 EMERSON Coud. Life,

CWfervWks. (Bohn) II. 371 In the country he can find.,

moors for game, hills for geology, and groves for devotion.

1886 Times (weekly ed.) 6 Aug. 13/3 The moors thrown on

the market for the year hung heavily on hand at first.

2. t A marsh (obs. ) ;
also dial, (see quot. 1883).

1441 Tiutinttiill CAtin/iw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 180 Et

de segilibus venditis in le more hoc anno [etc.], .x 1
. c 1475

Pict. t oc. in Wr.-Wfdcker 797/9 Htc Palis, a more. 1591

SPENSER I irg. Gnat 230 Tlierto the frogs, bred in the

slimie scow-ring Of the moist inoores, their jarring voices

bent. ITOI A. DE LA PRYME in P&u, Trans. XXII. 982
Acorns nave frequently been found at the bottom of the

Soil of those Levels and Mores. i7o6PiilLLirs(ed. KerseyX
/l/&amp;lt;wr..is now commonly taken for a Marsh, or Fen. 1787
WINTER Syst. Hnsb. 25 Moors and Bogs generally consist

of rotten trees, roots of weeds, and other half dissolved

vegetable substances. 1883 GRANT ALLEN Colin Clout s

Calendar xxxviii. 228 In \orkshire a moor means a high
stretch of undulating heath-covered rock ;

whereas in Somer
set it means a low flat level of former marshland, reclaimed

I
and drained by means of numerous rhines .

3. dial. The soil of which moorland consists; peat.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 9 Ruch, scharpc
and hard hillis full of mosse, more and marrase. 1610 W.
FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey 3 The vulgar [species of the

earth] is either simple as .Clay, Moulde, Moor, Gravell,

Sarnie. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 25 A thin stratum

of moss, where the subsoil is gravel or sand, is called Mooi .

1877 SKERTCHLY Cent. Fenlamt 138 The word feat is guilt

unknown among the agricultural population of the fens.

The substance is called turf, and where thin, or so weathered

I

as to be unfit for fuel, the term moor is applied.

4. Cornwall, a. A moor or waste land where tin

is found ; hence tuoor-lioiisc, -tin, -work ^see quots.

1602, 1778). b. (See quots. 1778, 1860.)
1601 CAREW Cornwall 8 Under this title [Slreamworke],

they comprise also the Moore woikes. Ibid. 15 b, A foote

of good Moore-tyn (which i.s counted the best sort) will way
about fourescore pound. Ibid. 18 The Tynners of the whole

shire are deuided into foure quarters, two called Moores,
of the places where the Tynne is wrought, viz. Foy moore,
and Black moore : the other Tiwarnaill and Penwith. 1778
PRVCE Mia. Cornub. 316 But if the place or Mine lies low,

it is usual to say,
* He is gone to Muor; if in the valley,

they say, He is gone to Coomb. Ibid. 324 JKw...Tnu
word signifies a root or a quantity of Ore in a particular

part of the Ixxle ; as A Mo &amp;gt;r uf Ore . A Moor of Tin .

Ibid., Moorhottse, a hovel built with turf for workmen to

change cloalhs in. A (Joe, Derby. 1860 F.iig. tj- For. Mill.

Class. (Cornw. Term.s), More, a quantity of ore in a particu
lar part of a lode, as a more of tin.

5. attrib. and Comb., as moor-dike, -keener, -side,

wind ; moor-bred, -haunting adjs.

1603 DRAYTON Barons ll ars vl. Ixiv. 147 The &quot;more-bred

Mallard. IS79 Man. .S7. Giles, Durham (Surtees) I Payde
to Rycharde gylson for sixe dayes..al the &quot;more dycke for

layinge up earthe to y whicke. 1871 \V. MORRIS in Mac-
kail Life (1809) I. 234 With a wild musical note, like all the

moor-haunting birds. 1891 Pall Mall G . i July 5 i The

*moor-keepers state that searches for grouse-nests during

April proved most successful, t 1470 HKNKY ll allafc v.

131 At the &quot;mur syde. 1813 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon 282

Those cold and blighting vapours carried by the *moor-

winds through all the country below. 1902 R. W. CHAMHI:KS

Maids of Paradise xvii, To my numbed ears the 111001 -

winds bore a sound coming from a great distance.

6. Special comb. : moor-band, a hard sub

stratum of the soil found in moorland, consisting

of clay, iron ore, and small stones, and impervious
to moisture ; called also moor-baud p.n ;

moor-



MOOR
bath [after G. moorbad}, a therapeutic procedure
in which the patient is buried up to the neck in

peat taken from a bog; moor-coal, f(a) ?peat
used for burning {ots.} ; (//) a friable variety of lignite
[after G. moorkohle (Werner)]; f moor-earth,
peaty soil; moor-evil, a kind of dysentery in

sheep and cattle; f moor-fen, a marsh; fmoor
grieve, an overseer of a moor ; moor-hag, broken
ground from which peats have been dug =

peat
hag (see PEAT 3 d) ; moor-head, the highest
part of a moor; moor-house (see 4); moor-ill =_

moor evil; moor-master, f() an officer of the

corporation of York
; (b~) in Cumberland the

superintendent (not captain) of a mine (Linlrm
Lake Country, 1864, p. 308) ; moor-pan = moor-
band; moor peat, peat derived chiefly from
varieties of sphagnum or moss (Cent. Diet.) ; moor
planter (see quots.); moor-sick a., affected with
moor-sickness ; moor-sickness, a disease of sheep

moor-evil; moor-tin, -works (see 4).
1800 TUKE Agric. ff. Kitiiag 10 There is some cold thin

clay upon what is here called a &quot;moorb.ind. i844STKt-HHNS
Ilk. Farm 1. 670 Moor-band pan belongs to a class of bodies
known to chemists under the name of ochrcy deposiles. i88z
GIIKII Text.tk.Geol. in. n. ii. 2. 354 A daik ferruginous
layer known to Scottish farmers as moorbnnd-pan 1878
tr. van Ziemsscn s Cycl. Hied. XIII. 170 Moor-Baths and
Mud-Balhs, so-called, form a separate class 1562 Ait 5
KHz. c. 4 6 Woorking..of any.. Stone Sea Cole. Stone
Cole, Moore Cole or Cherk Cole. 1816 JAMESON Syst. Min.
(ed. 2) II. 378 Moor-Coal or Trapezoidal Coal. 1607 Xou-
UEN Sun: Dial. iv. 229 Many fetch Moore-earth or Mur-
gionfiom the river betweeneColebrooke and Uxbridee, and
carry it to their barren grounds. 1749 W. ELLIS Compl. Syst
SAUf, etc. ill. v. 321 What they call Wood-Evil in some
other Pans, they call it here the Moor-Evil, because they
conceive it is bred in a Sheep or Lamb, by its lying on
inoory, cold Ground. 1787 A. CROKE Short View Otnioar 8
I he larger cattle are frequently visited by an epidemical
distemper called the Moor-evil. 1847 W. C. MARTIN Ox
51 Wood-evil, moor-evil, or pantas. c 1205 LAV. 20164 Swa

doO
&amp;gt;e

wilde cron i
J&amp;gt;an moruenne [c 1275 mor-fenne], 1590

Keg. Prny Council Scot. IV. 499 Thomas Strauchane his
mure greifT. 1814 W. NICHOLSON Talcs in Verse 241
I he &quot;moor-haggs were wide but he sten d them. 1637-1:0
I. ntlr /-/. .* J. :..!. /\17_,1_ _._ t^ _ _ . . T .f . *

-?

645

ruliifola;
(&amp;lt;

Row Hi\t. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.j S57,ll&quot;iiopeTf&quot;i may ruL
my famihe on a *moorhead, may my neighbours in a cilie
rohbe me of my priviledge because I have nighbours ;

i798 R. DOUGLAS Agric. Roxb. 150 Cattle. .are seized
frequenlly with a serious and alarming disease called the
-Mood-ill, and sometimes the &quot;moor-ill. 1816 SCOTT Bl.
Viuaifx, Though he helped Lamb-,ide s cow weel out
o the moor-ill. ijB$ Hist, f, Anti&amp;lt;i York (1788) I. 249The chamberlains .. had two assistants, called biidge-
mastets, and &quot;mure-masters. 1846 I. BAXTER Litr. I , nit
Agric. (ed. 4) II. 306 The sub-soil plough was used for

breaking the &quot;moor-pan. 1832 Planting 35 in Libi: Use/.
Aiwiuf., Husb. Ill, Slit planting. .is performed. .by the
moor planter. Ibid., The moor planter is a heavy instru

ment, consisting of a wooden shaft and handle two feet
nine inches in length, terminated bya single slighlly curved
prong of well tempered iron or steel. 1811 in \V. Marshall
atv. South. Rep. to Board Agric. 532 Sheep pastured on
these moors.. become what is called *moor-sick. 1814811111-
KEFF Agric. Sutv. SlietL 66 A pining, or wasting, called pro
vmcially the moor-sickness, affects sheep, chiefly in autumn.

b. In names of plants : moor-ball, a sponge-like
ball formed by the threads of a fresh-water alga,
Conferva mgagropila; moor-b3rry, any plant
of the genus Vaccinium, esp. the bog bilberry
(Vactinium uliginosum) and the cranberry (V.
oxycoccos); moor myrtle, Myrica Gale (Britten& Holland Plant-n. ) ; moor-palm, (a) the flower
of the Carex or sedge tribe ; (ff) the flower of the

Eriophorum or cotton-rush ; (c) the catkin of the
dwarf sallow, Salix aurita

; moor-silk = inoor-

palm (b); moor-wort, f () in OE., some un
identified plant, conjectured by some to be the sun
dew; (b) Andromeda polifolia.
1777 ROBSON Brit. Flora 318 Conferva xgrofropila..
Moor-balk 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v., Moorbalts aie some-

times used as pen-wipers. 1760 J. LKE Introd. Bot. App.
319 Moor Herries, Vaaiaium. 1777 ROBSON Brit. Fl,;i
56 Vauininm Oxyco-.cus. .Cranberry,. .Moorberry. 1788W. MARSHALL Yorksli. II. 342 Moor-pawms (that is, Moor-
I ,alms

,
ihe flowers of the canx tribe [ed. 2, 1796, II. 333,

the flowers of eriophoriim, the cotton rush], 1849 Sidonia
Sorc.ll. 46 From the

quantity
of moor-palms (Eriophorum

oofi.&quot; . l
wmcl1 grow in tneir numerous rich meadows.

1888 F. A LEES Flora W. York*. 406 Salix ai.rita L.
Dwarf Sallow. Moor-palm . Ibid. 470 Carex binenis
brn. beggs . Moor Palms the polliniferous catkins in
bloom, c 1882 J. LUCAS Stud. NidderJale 10 In the spiing
the sheep feed greedily on the flowers of the &quot;mooi silk

(cotton-grass), c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 128 Of bsne smalan
moi-wyrte. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 373
Andromeda Daboecia. Linn. Irish Won, qr Moorwort.

c. In names of animals : moor-bird, a bird
that nests in the moors, esp. the common grouse, !

7elrao lagopus; moor blackbird (see quot.);
moor-buzzard, the marsh harrier, Ctntis xrugi- \

tiosus
; moor coot, the common gnllinule or water

hen, Gallintila chloiopus ; moor-fly, a fly used by
anglers ; cf. moorish Jly ; moor game, the red

grouse, Lagopus scolicus; also rarely, the black

grouse, Tetrao tetrix
; moor harrier, the marsh

harrier
; moor hawk = moor 6u::ard (Swainson

1885); moor-tetter, -tit, -titling, (a; the stonc-

,
&quot;*

1812 ANNE Pi UMPIKE tr. LichtcHsieia s Trav. S. Afr I
224 Woods and level green valleys, with ponds in them inwhich weie large flocks of &quot;moor-birds. 1900 H. SUTCLIPFKSfnunellu Wayne v, Moor-birds were clamorous up aboveDernead. 1839 MACCUUVKAY Brit. Birds II ioo7V&amp;gt;v/w

f
* &quot;

?
- *E Ringed Thrush, or Ring Ou eT &quot;Moor

Bu
a
; d

d
A/v

78 RZ Will sMy s O Hitl The More-Buzzard : Mil, A,-ngmoMi.. common to be seenHealhs and \Vasts. 1605 DRAVTON .]/*/

MOOH.

cts

f

^6:,
8I

&amp;lt;v,L

Mo8ul
/

bT esPtdall y his Mahometan

^.uitifet. Irailft i (1866) 2^1 In those (]*w&amp;lt; iln m i

of our *irmv at i t uwyn uie lank and file

3. attrib.and Com/:, as Moor-iass, -tabroner-Moor bndle, a kind of bridle used by Moors :

Moor dance (see quot.) ; Moor-lipped a., havin-thick lips like those of a Moo,
; Moor macaque&quot;monkey the black macaque, Macacus maurusMoor saddle, a Moorish saddle.

chatter. Mortelter, or Black Cap. ,885 SWAINSON Prm,MmHtBlr&u Meadow Pipit (Anthns fratcmi^. . . Moor
.. 1900 H. SUTCLIFFE Shameless Wayne iii. Thou look s!

chattel

fi T,- .i-,
-- r?. x

69 The *Moor-Titling : The Stone-smich or Stone-
,853 K,,g. Cycl., Nat. Hist. III. 894 Moo, tilth?IK of the names of the . . Stone-Chat, . .Saxicola ruln oia.

Moor (muo.i, m6j), rf.2 Forms: 4 Maur, 4-7
More, ? Moure, Mowre, f&amp;gt;,

S Maure. (,-- Moore,
;-Moor. (Now with initial capital.) [MK. A/ore.
a. F.Mbrt (131)1 c.\ Maitre, ad.L. Maurus(med.L.
Merits), Gr.MavpO!. C(.Sp.,Pg.,lt.Moro; MD

lo his expens maid be the Modems, viij Franc h&quot; croun iX&quot;

OToor (inu- j, inO-j), rf.a A aut. [f. Moon .l

An act of mooring,
(see quot. 1883).

ing Ottf A&quot; Andi&quot;

A
&quot;f

&quot;^.f?&quot;

1&quot;&quot;- A
?ar&amp;gt; signifies the lay-

her RMii^
-883 CLARK Ri SSELL^O VW&quot;

*

Lani^Ftyinx

1-lying (or running) moor

Morul G r MatVoi C Sn P ,, / ^M V
&quot;

S^hen &quot;^

S ^h^ lT
: &quot;ch r

-
whilst &quot;le

&quot;** **
nr *\\r

*
/

&amp;gt;os - ^ -^P-, Ig-i H. Aloro\ MDu. n ld n. when the cable range is nearly out, letiinc L-OM00r
t Moer (Du. Moor\ OHG. Mdr, pi. Mon th

? other anchor
( ^1893 SLOAN*S TAN-LEV Reimn. Midship*,,.

(MHO. J\lo)\ Afar mod G MoJn-\ 1 xxxn. 457 The Q/tccn.. ran into Keikos, and there
i-L_ &amp;lt;/,

niuu.o. iviu/u ). ma(je a runniniF nmnr whirhwic .,The
L.JIfaurtfs t

(Jr. MaiJpo? may possibly be from sonic

^i?!1i.^?r
_
thAfric? 1l lanS4age-.

Some believe the wuid

1. In slncient Jlistoy, a native of Manrctania,
a region of Northern Africa corresponding to parts
of Morocco and Algeria. In later times, one be
longing to the people of mixed Berber and Arab
race, Mohammedan in religion, who constitute the
bulk of the population ot North-western Africa,
and who in the 8th c. conquered Spain. In the
Middle Ages, and as late as the ijrth c., the
Moors were commonly supposed to be mostly
black or very swarthy (though the existence of
white Moors was recognized), and hence the
word was often used for negro ; cf. BLACKAMUOK.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 98 Ther was no grace in the

vi&amp;gt;age,
..

Sche loketh forth as doth a More. 1398 TREVISA /* &amp;gt;-. //.

DC P. R. xix. ix. (1495) 869 AUo men of the nacyun uf
Maurys theyr blacke culour comyth of the inner paiiycs.
. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xiv 156 Ethiope is departed in -2

pnncypalle parties;., the.. parliemeridionelle is clept More-
lane. And the folk of that Contiee ben blake . . and tht-i

ben clept Mowres. c 1489 CAXION Sonues of Ayinon xxvi.
565 He was soo angry for it, that he became as blacke as
a moure. 1511 in Ate. Ld. High Treas, Scott. (1902) IV.
338 Item, . . to the liischop of Murrais moie, at brocht ane
present to the Kins- .xiiijr. 154^7

BOOHDE Introd. Knowl,
xxxvi. (1870) 212 Uarbary .. the inhabytours be Called the
Mores : ther be whyte mores and black moors, a 1548
HALL Chton.. Hen. \- il 23 b, Granado, which many yeres
had bene possessed of the Moores or Mawritane nacion.
I5S5 W. WATRBMAN bardie Fadons \. iv. 48 The reste of
the people of Libia westward .. are called Maures, or
Moores 1555 EUEN Decades 355 Etbiopes, which we nowe
caule Moores, Moorens, or Negros. 1596 SHAKS. Mer(h,
V. in. v. 42, I shall answere that better to the Common
wealth, than you can the getting vp of the Negroes bellie :

the Moore is with childe by you Launcelet? &quot;1609 Ro. C.

Aluley Hainets Rising title p.. The Religion and Policie of
the More, or Barbanan. 1613 MIDDLETON Triumphs of
Truth C i, I being a Moore; then in Opinions lightnesse
As far from Sanctity as my Face from whitenes^e. 1613
PL-RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 687 The Sea coast-Moores,
called by a general name Baduini, 1632 Lirncow Trav.
v. 232 A Towne inhabited by Christians, Arabs, and Moores :

not blacke Moores. as the Affiicans be, but ..a kinde of

Egyptians. 1647 COULEY Mi$t&amp;gt;\, Not Fah\ A very Moor
,

(methinks) plac d near to Thee, White as his Teeth, would
seem to be. 1706 Pmu.irs fed Keisey), Moor, or fi/ai&~

inoo&amp;gt;\ a native of Mauiitaniu, in Africa. 1707 M. HENRY
j

Expos. Exod. ii. 5, etc., Pity so fair a Child should suck
the Brest of a Tawny-more. 1728 ELIZA HEYWOOD tr.

Mme. de Gomez s Beue A. (1732) II. 121 Mezemorte was
extremely diverted at the iccital, in what manner the Maure
had been entertaiu d, 1776 J. RICHARDSON Arab. Grata. 4
The Maurltanitk [hand], which is used by the Moors of

|

Morocco and Barbaty. 1849 JAMES Woodman iv, A tawny i

Moor with silver bracelets on his arms, and a turban on
his head, 1904 Athcnxitm 2 July 20/1 Another discussion
has arisen on the 01 igin . . of the term Moor . . . M. Bloch
finds the expression used in five different senses, as applying-
to the mixed race inhabiting the towns of Algeria and
Tunisia, the mountain tribes of Morocco on the Algerian
frontier, and the nomadic tiibes of Western Sahara. .. M.
Delisle .. thinks that those called Moors have never been
either black or the descendants of black races.

2. A Mohammedan, esp. a Mohammedan in

habitant of India. (Cf. MOORS.)
1588 HICKOCK tr. Frederick s Voy. 23 And wheras I speak

of Moores I meane Mahomets sect. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts 462, I haue heard a story of an Englishman in Bar-

bary which turned Moore. 1697 DAMPIEK Voy^.
I. 507

A Town of the Moors ; which name our Seamen give to all

made a running moor, which was well performeda/Mb 1906 Daily Chron. 19 Nov. 5/5 In being cast outof the boat they actually fell upon the moor rope.Moor (muoi, mooj), v\ Also 5, 7 more, 6-S
moore, 7 moar. [Early mod.Ii. mon\ prob.. in

spite of its late occurrence, repr. OE. *mdrian
corresponding to MDu. (according to Kluyvcr
originally Frisian, which accounts for the vowel)
wtiren to moor (a vessel;, tie up (an animal) :-
\\ G. *mairdjan, a parallel formation with *Mair-
jan, whence OE. *m&ran not recorded, but im
plied by the derivative nwrels mooring-rope),MDu. mfren (mod.Uu. mcrcn] to moor (a vessel).The word passed from Tcut. into Kr. as amarrer
(i^thc.), for which the simple marcr occurs in OK.
The MDu. merren, tnarren lo moor (whence MARLIXEP

resulted from a confusion of this vb. with mcrren, warren
to delay, hinder (mod. DLL only marren intr., to loiter, delay
hesitate), cogn. w. MAR r .]

1. trans. To secure (a ship, boat, or other float

ing object) in a particular place by means of chains
or ropes, which are either fastened to the shore or
to anchors.

[1495: see MOORING vbl. sb.\ 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. Vll
(1896) 239 Yron chaynes.. that the seid Ship wa* mored &
Rode by in Portesmouth haven. 1540 in R. G. Mar&den
Sel. PI. Crt. Adm. (1894) I. 91 The said bhippe. .being not
moryd came rydyng with thce tloode by force. 1577 NORTH-
BROOKE Dicing (_i%4$ 64 If it bee lawfull (as Christ sayth). .

to moore a ship faster that is ready to runne against the
I rockes. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. v. tz

&quot;They had
|

moored up the Galley. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (i^^o]

I

Cc 3, A ship may be either moored by the head., or by the
head and stern. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 102 A trans

port buoy. .was moored with chains at the distance of about
fifty fathoms directly North from the Gut. i8ro SCOTT
Lady of L. i. xxiv, Until the rocky isle they rt-ach, And
moor theirshallop on the beach. 1840 R. H.~Dw\Bc/.Afast
xv, Until ni^ht, we were employed in getting out the boats
and mooring ship. 1896 MRS. CAFFYS Quaker Grandmother
301 I ll.. moor up the boat at our landing-place.

*|&quot;
b. To moor anchor^ to anchor. Obs.

1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 66 The Michael mored ancker
\ pon this great yce. 1621, 1647 [see d].

c. refl. or impassive with personal subject.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. i. 4. 331 They therefore

not only mored themselves strongly by their Anchors, but
chained the side 1; of their Gallies together. 1748 Anton s

I oy, ii. i. 1 12 We cat ried our hawsers on board her, in order
to moor ourselves nearer in shore. 1877 C. W. THOMSON
Voy. Challenger I. ii. 109 About mid-day we were moored
in the Tagus off the town.

d. trantf. andyf^.
1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulnrt s Wise Vicilhird 179 Who

hath commaunded you to moore your ancher of hope in

such a little lump of dust as man is? 1647 WARD Simp.
Cohler (1843) 20 Those men never Moored their Anchor*
well in the nrme soile of Heaven, that are weather-waft up
and down with every eddy-wind of every new doctrine.

174* YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 597 Thou, whose heart, Whose
little heart, is moor d within a nook Of this obscure Ter
restrial. 1856 STANLEY Sinai fy Pal. i. (1858) 65 The camels
as they He, like stranded ships, moored round the tents.

1860 TYNDALL Giac, i. xxv. 185 Moored to the rock on two

sides, the cabin stood firm,

2. absol. and intr^. a. To secure one s ship (etc.)

in a particular place; to anchor.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Cram. ix. 45 More Cro.sse.

To More a crosse is to lay one anchor to one side of the

streame, and the other to the other light against one another,
and so they beare equallyebbe and flood. /^/^..MoreProuiso.
To more a Prouiso, is to haue one anchor in the riuer, and
a hawser a shore, which is mored with her head a shore.

Ibid., Two cables is the least, and foure cables the best to

more by. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 1-07 The Pilot of some



MOOB.

small night-founder d Skiff, .. With fixed Anchor in his

skaly rind Moors by his side under the Lee. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4), To Moor alongsl, is to lay an Anchor amidst the

stream, a Head, and another a Stern, when you fear driving
ashore. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 165/1 Mooring
Water-shot, that is quartering between both [anchors]. 1748
Anson s I ov- n. i- 114 Cumberland Bay, where we moored.

1877 A. P. EDWARDS Up Nile xxi. 641 Most travellers moor
for a day or two at Karnak.

b. Of a ship : To be made secure by means of

anchors
;
to take up a particular position at anchor.

1697 DRYDEN Mneid vi. 1246 At length on Oozy ground
Ms Gallies moor. 1701 in Picton L pool Mttnic. Rec. (1883)

I. 308 Such ships .. shall moore West Nor-west and East

Southeast. 1875 J. H. BENNET Winter Medit. 11. xi. 364
A solid granite quay, that enables small vessels to moor
close to land.

Hence Moored///, a.

1867 JEAN INGELOW Christ s Resurrect, x, Swaying on

a purple sea, The many moored galleys clustering at her

quay. 1900 Daily News 24 Sept. 8/7 A violent collision

with the moored barges followed.

Moor (mQaj, mo^-i), z;.- [Prob. f. MOOB sbj-

Cf. moor-evil.] intr. Of cattle : To evacuate san

guineous urine. Hence Moo ring vbl. $b.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery lmf&amp;gt;r. (1756) I. 257 Cattle which

Siss

Blood, or have the Mooring, as they call it. 1775
. WATSON Hist. Halifax 543 Moor, as a cow does, when
er water is mixed with blood. 1824-8 Craven Dial. s. v.,

When cattle are inflicted with a disease which occasions

bloody urine, they are said to be moored. . . Some attribute

it to coarse grass in marshy grounds.
Moor : see MOAU, MoHOB, MOKE, MOIIT.

Moorad (m-rad}, a. and sb. Shetland dial.

Also moorat, -et, -it, murid, murrit. [a. ON.
mfoauti-r) f. mo-r moor, heath + rauft-r red,] a.

adj. Heather-brown, reddish brown : esp. of sheep
and wool. b. sb. A reddish brown colour.

1809 EUMOSDSTON Zetland II. 210 The sheep. .are of
different colours ; as white, grey, black, speckled, and of
a du^ky brown called mporit. 1871 R. Cmvie Shetland i\.

162 Sheep .. of a peculiar brownish shade, termed by the

natives murid. 1884 RAMPINI in Gd. Words Nov. 746/2
A herd of native sheep, black, white, grey, and moorat.

1895 Spectator 31 Aug. 278/1 It is sometimes difficult to

convince people that our moorad is not dyed.

Moorage (mu-j red^, moVreds). [f. MOOB v^ 4-

-AGE.]
1. The action or process of mooring; the con

dition of being moored ; also a place for mooring.
1648 EARL OF WESTMORLAND Otia Sacra 162 She s come

to Moorage, and there fast, To lie aside untill car in d. 1682

WHELER Journ. Greece I. 25 It hath good Moorage, and is

deep enough for Ships of any rate. 1887 HALL CAINE
Deemster xl, Since my coming to moorage there no boat
had crossed its water. 1892 Daily .Vir? 30 May 2/3 There
are spots where you may pay for moorage.

2. Money paid for the use of moorings.
a 1676 HALE Narr. Cttstomes iv. in S. A. Moore Foreshore

(1888) 344 Morage for ships, terrage, wharfage. 1868 AY/.
Trial Appledore Harbour in Exeter fy Plymouth Gaz.

13 Mar., The only custom he had proved was the right to

come in, paying a certain moorage or postage.

Moorat, variant of MOOBAD.

Moo r-burn. Sc. Forms: see MOOR sb.^ [f.

MOOB j^. 1 + BURN j. :;

] The burning of the heather

on a moor, which is unlawful between April 1 1

and Nov. i. So Moor-burner, one who sets fire

to heather ; also Moor burning vbl. sb.

14.. Ordo Justiciaric InSc. Acts (1814) 1.342/1 All,.niur
burnaris in forbodin tyme. 1414 Sc. Acts Jas. f (1814) II.

6/1 It is ordanyt b 1 na man mak murbyrn eftir be monethe
of marche. .vnder be payne of x\s. 1499 Exch. Rolls Scoff.

XI. 395 That thair be na mureburne. 1610 Act 7 Jas, I,

An Acte against burning of Lingard Heath and other Moor
Burning. 1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crint. Laws Scot. n.

xiv. i (16901 210 They have power to punish.. Makers of

Moor-burn, Keepers of Grooves, wilful lieggers. 1773 Act
13 Ceo. I/I c. 54 4 Every Person who shall make Muir-

burn, or set fire to any Heath or Muir, in . . Scotland, . .

shall [etc.]. i8ji STEPHENS Bk. Farm 3736 As heath con
stitutes a principal food of the mountain sheep, muir-burn-

ing improves the heath for food. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders
218 We were now among the burnt heather .. kicking up
the ashy dust of the March nmirburn.

fig- 1839 in J. MacKerrow Hist. Secession Ch. (1841) 617,
1 was afraid of raising a muir burn that might not be

easily quenched.

Moo-r-cock. [f. Moou*M + COCK
j&amp;lt;M]

The
male of the red grouse, Lagoptis scolicus. Also
occas. the blackcock, Tetrao tetrix.

1329-30 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 16 In . . xij Mur-
kokes emptis. In..vij Murkokes. 1427 Sc. Acts Jas. I
(1814) II. 16/2 Blak cokes gra hennys and mur cokes. 1567
GOLDING Ovids Met. vni. (1593) 201 Now it is a meare And
moorecockes, cootes, and cormorants do breed and nestle

there, a 1695 WOOD Oxford (O. H. S.) III. 157 Arms..

argent, a chevron between 3 more-cocks sable. 1731 ALBIN
Nat. Hist. Birds I. 23 The Red Game, or More-Cock
Lagoflus altcra. 1780 EDMONDSON ffer.

t
Moor cock, the

male of the black game, or large black grouse. 1850 J.
STRUTHERS Life Poet. Wks. I. p. xiv, The Scraigh of the

paltrick, the birr of the muircock. 1899 CROCKETT Kit
Kennedy 298 Moor-cocks were crowing in the hollows.

Moord;e)re, obs. forms of MURDKB.
Moore, obs. form of MOOR, MORE.
Mooreash, obs. form of MOOBISH a. 1

Mooren, variant of M&amp;lt;&amp;gt;UIAX.

Moorery (mfp rari, mo^ rsri). noncc-wd. [f.
a RY. Ci.Jewry. ] A Moorish quarter.

646

f 1808 SOUTHEY Chron. Cid App. 386 They arose and entered
the Moorery, and slew many Moors.

Mooress (mu*res, mo-J res). [f.
MOOR sb +

-ESS.] A female Moor.
1611 COIGR., Moresque^ a Mooresse, a shee Moore,ablacke

woman. 1677 T. HOLYOKE Eng.-Lat. Diet., A shee moor, or

mooress, morula. 1835 CU0VBLL Epistle fr. Algiers to

I

Hor. Smith 25 The Mooresses, shrouded in white, 1891
HAI.L CAINE Scapegoat xxii, A matronly Mooress.

Mooret, variant of MOOKAD.
MoO r-fowl. [f. MOOR sbl + FOWL.]
1. Sc. The red grouse, Lagopus scoticus.

1506 in Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. (1901) III. 191 Tua
wild geis and xij mure fowlis. 163* LITHGOW Trav. in. 106

i Abundance of Geese, . . Pigeons, Partridges, Moore- Fowle.
I773 -Act 13 Gco. Ill c. 54 3 Pheasants, Muir Fowl, Tar-

! magans, Heath Fowl [etc.]. 1787 BURNS Tarn Samsons
! Elegy xiii, Perhaps upon his mould ring breast Some

spitefu muirfowl big^ lier nest, To hatch an breed. 1881

i f. GRANT Cameronians I. iv. 56 Muirfowl, ptarmigan [etc.].

Comb. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. i, The moor-fowl shooter
has been often surprised to find him busied in cleaning the

!

moss from the grey stones.

2. South Carolina. The ruffed grouse.
1791 W. BARTRAM Travt Carolina^ etc. (1792) 329 The

wary moor fowl thundering in the distant echoing hills.

3. Sc. Moorfowl( s egg, a variety of pear.
1705 Lease in W. Hector Select. Jndic. Rcc. Renfrew

, (1876) 42 That pear tree called the Muirfowl Egg. 1817
NEILL Horiic. in Edin. Encycl. (1830) XI. 212 i he Muir-

1 fowl egg is another pear of good qualities, said to be origin-

ally Scottish. 1860 HOGG Fruit Man. 202 Muirfowl s Egg.

Moo r-grass. [f. MOOR sb^ + GRASS.]
1. Sundew, Droscra rotnndifolia.
1597 GERARDE Herbal in. civ. 1366 It is called in English

Sunne deaw, . .in the North parts Red rot, . . and in Yorke-
shire Moore grass. 1674 JOSSELYN Voy. AV?o Eng. 80

Rosa-soliSi Sun-dew, moor-grass. 1749 W. ELLIS Cpmpl.
Syst. Sheep, etc. in. v. 321 Now this Moor-Grass, in the

Parish of Wing [Buckinghamshire], they call Rosa-Solis^ as

it is distinguished by Shepherds from other Grasses.

2. Sc, Silver-weed, Potentilla anserina.

1777 LIGHTI-OOT Flora, Scot. I. 268 Potentilla anserina . ,

M oor- Grass. Scotis.

3. A grass of the genus Sesleria, esp. S. cxriilea,
blue moor-grass.
J799 J- HULL Brit. Flora i. 21 Seslcria cxrulea, . . Blue

Moor-grass. 1866 Trcas. Bot. s. v. Grass.

4. The cotton-grass, JZriophorum angustifoliuni

(Britten Sc Holland).
6. gen. A grass growing on a moor.

typoArehaol. /Eliana XXII. Bo Black-faced sheep, which
maintain a spare existence on the heather and moor-grasses.
Moor-head: see MOOB S-HEAD.

Moo r-lieii. [f. MOOK j^. 1 + HEX.]
1. The Water-hen, Callinitla chloropns.
c 1300 Pol. Songs tCamden) 158 Heo cometh by-modered

ase a mor-hen. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 599/43 Palcstris
t

a morhen. x575TuRBERV. Falconrie 137 Some hold opinion,
that the bones and bloud of a Bargander, Moorehen, and
such like, may be giuen to an hauke. 1655 MOUFET &
BENNET HealtKs Impr. (1746) 205 Some Birds are sodden

i

or roasted without their Skins, because they are black and
i bitter, as Rooks, Daws, Coots, and Moor-hens. 1705 DALE
i Pharmacol. Suppl. 359 A. Gallina, aqnatica.* .The Com-
! mon Water-Hen, or Moor-Hen. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
1

808/2 In winter, when the inland waters are frozen, tlie

i majority of Moor-hens betake themselves to the tidal rivers.

2. The female of the red grouse, Lagopits scoticns.

1347 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 42 In ..vj Morehennes

enipt. 1530 PALSGR. 246/1 Morehen, ponlle griache. 1553
Bnrgh Rcc. Edin. (1871) II. 185 The best mure hen vjd.
x6ix COTGR., Poulc griescht) a Moorehenne, the henne of
the Grice, or Mooregame. a 1796 BURNS The Heather
ivas blooming

1

4 At length they discovered a borne moor
hen. 1837 MACGILLIVRAY Brit. Birds I. \fy$ Lagopns Scoti-

i
cus. ..Moor-fowl. Moor-cock, Moor-hen.

3. A bird of the Australian genus Tribonyx.
1860 G. BENNETT GatheringsXat. in Australasia viii. 169

The Rail-like bird, the Black-tailed Tribony.x, or Moor Hen
, of the colonists.

4. The American coot, Fulica amencana.
1888 TRLMBULL Names ofBirds 117.

Moorian, variant of MOKIAN.

Mooring (mu-j-rirj, mo^rirj), vbl. sb. [f. MOOR
Z/.

1
-t- -INliV)

1. The action of the verb MOOR v.^

1485 [see mooring chain below]. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 162 The Bryngyng the seyd Ship to the Shore And

, for moryng of liyre there. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid, Yng.
Seamen 3 To haue. .the connnand of the long boate, for.,

warping, towing, and moreing. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace
iii. (1892) 251 There is much want of room for the safe and
convenient mooring of vessels, and constant access to them.
1886 Encycl, Brit. XXI. 598/1 One of the objections made
to slack mooring is that turns are formed below water where

they are not visible.

2. concr. Something (e.g. a rope, chain, etc.) by
which a floating object is made fast ; also the object
to which it is moored, a. sing. (Somewhat rare.)
1775 FALCK Day s Diving Vessel 51 Slacking a little of

the mooring. 1809 BYRON Lines to Mr. Hodgson 17 Now
our boatmen quit their mooring, And all hands must ply
the oar. 1810 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 256 Wrecked
by the fall of their icy mooring. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI.
451/1 To one end of the line a chain-shot was attached by
way of mooring. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIII. 401/1 Main
sail, foresail and gaff-topsail were hoisted, and her jib ready
to hoist as soon as the mooring was dropped.
Jig. a 1854 H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets xiv. (1857) II. 184
The tempest which bad driven him from his domestic

mooring was followed by a fitful calm.

MOORISH.

b. //.
744 J- PHILIPS V/. Anson s Exped. 192 The Prize

drove off from her Moorings. 1750 BLAXCKLEY Nov. .r-

Positor^ Moat-ings, are laid out in Harbour, and consists of

Claws, Pendant Chains, Cables [etc.]. 1858 LYTTON What
ivili lie do I. v, Vance loosened the boat from its moorings,
stepped in, and luok up the oars. 1875 Encycl. Brit, II.

8/2 Mushroom anchors first proposed for ships, are now
only used for moorings. 1889 Cath. News 27 July 8/6 The
huge Rodney fouled a lightship the other day and broke
her moorings.
transf. and _/?. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr, Atoncm. (1852) 116

Having broken from all moral moorings, he will find himself
ail rift. 1897 A llbutt s Syst. Aled. III. 507 When . . the pylorus
is dragged from its moorings.
3. //. The place in a river or harbour where a

vessel can be moored.
1758 J- BLAKE Plan Alar. Syst. 65 Nearly the same time

will be elapsed before the. .ship, .can be secured at her

moorings. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. Hi. I. 300 Some of
the new men of war, indeed, were so rotten that, unless

speedily repaired, they would go down at their moorings.
1860 LONGF. U ayside Inn, P. Reveres Ride 18 Where
swinging wide at her moorings lay The Somerset.

fl * 1&S* CAKLVLE Sterling n. iv. (1872) 118 When once
the household was settled in its new moorings, .he returned
to his employments and pursuits.
4. ottrib. and Cotiib., as mooring bridle, buoy,

cable, chain,
-ground^ port, -stone ; mooring

anchor, one of the fixed anchors placed at the

bottom of a harbour, to which vessels are moored ;

mooring-block (see quot. 1815); mooring-post,
(a) a strong upright post fixed into the ground for

securing vessels to the landing-place by hawsers or

chains ; (b) one of the strong pieces of oak inserted

into the deck of a large ship for fastening the

moorings to when alongside a quay (Adm. Smyth) ;

mooring swivel, a swivel used in mooring a ship
to shackle two chains together so that they may
not become twisted.
1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 257 For the purpose of

placing a *mooring anchor. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 8/1

Mooring anchors are not limited by considerations ofweight,
&c., as other anchors are. . . Mooring anchois may therefore

be of stone, .or of cast iron. 1809 in Trans. Soc. Arts(i%u)
XXVIII. 173 Many of the line-of-battle ships, .are moored
with Mr. Hemman s cast-iron *mooring-blocks. 1815 Fal
coner 5 Diet. Ma rinc (ed. Burney), flooring-block is a sort of

cast iron anchor of about 150 cwt. used in some of his

Majesty s ports for riding ships by. 1809 Naval Chton.
XXIV. 23 She ran against one ofthe*mooring buoys. 1875
Encycl. Brit. II. 8/1 A large buoy is attached to the end of
a *mooring cable. 1485 Naval Ace, Hen. l /f (1806) 38
Chenes for the Loves, .j, *Moryng chenes. .ij. 1856 LEVKK
Martins qfCrtf A/. 576 Can you not see.. that where one

drags the anchor so easily, the *mooring-ground was never

good? 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) Ccsb, Bridles

. . whose upper ends are drawn into the ship at the *mooring-
ports. 1864 MRS. LLOYD Ladies Pole. 41 Two or three

hardy fellows, who held on for life to the *mooring-posts.

1803 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 468/2 The *mooring-stones re

mained perfectly steady as did all the ships that were pro

perly moored, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman&quot;
1

s Catech. 54 Whiit
is the use of a &quot;mooring swivel? It is put on when the ship
has two anchors down, to keep the turns out of the cables.

Moorish (nriU riJi
mo^ rij),

a.1 Forms : 4
moorysshe, 4-5 moryssh(e, 5-6 moresch, -isch,

6 moarish(e, morishe, -ysh, 6-7 xnorish, 7

mooreash, 9 Sc. muirish, 6- moorish. [f.

MOOB $b.\ + -ISH.]

fl. Of soil: Boggy, swampy. Obs.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr, (W. de W. 1495) I. xxxiii. 28

The grounde was soo softe and moryssh, that they entred

up to the raynes. 1538 LELAND Itin. V. 81 It is to be

supposid that thes PooTes for the most part in Morisch {v. r.

Moresch] Groundes, and lying sumwhal in low Groundes
dreane the moist Places about them. xs^i SPENSER R nines

of Time 140 There now no rivers course is to be scene, But
moorish fennes, and marshes ever greene. 1634 MILTON
Counts 432 By lake, or moorish fen. 1641 WITHER Halle

lujah II. .\x. (1879) 292 Moorish Grounds are now so hard,

That, on them we safe may ride. 1766 KMICK London IV.

109 A thousand loads, .were, .laid in a moorish place. 1820

SCORFSBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 120 This swamp hadamoorish

look, and consisted apparently of black alluvial soil.

jig* 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster \. i, They be path-lesse,

moorish minds 1 hat . .sinke Beneath the steps ofany villanie.

t b. transf. ? Spongy, soft. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. XVIII. xcj. (1495) 840 The

frogge is watry and moorysshe. Ibid, xix. L\. 869 Moryssh
thynges dooth growe in erthe. 1750 E. SMITH Coinpl.
/-/onsew. 8 If their noses are snotty, and their throats

moorish and muddy, they are bad.

t c. Of water : Such as is found in bogs. Obs.

1496 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) n Those waters that ben

hethy or morysshe. 1596 SI-ENSER F. Q. iv. xi. 20 The

chaulky Kenet,. .The morish Cole, a 1640 DAY Part. Bees

xii. (1881) 75 The moorish poolesstaml emptie, left By water.

d. Moorish mallow = MARSH MALLOW.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cccxxxvin. 789 In English marsh

Mallow, Moorish Mallowe, and white Mallowe.

e. Moorish brown, moorish fly, the names

of an artificial fly for fishing.

1635 MARKHAM Pleas. Princes 26 The Moorish-fly is made
of fine flocks, shorne from a freese-gray russet, and the wings
of the blackest male of a Drake. 1799 G. SMITH Labora

tory II. 309 March.. -Flies proper. .3. Moorish-brown.

2. Of or pertaining to a moor; abounding in

moors or moorland ; having the characteristics of

a moor ; belonging to a moor.

1546 Yorks ChantrySum. (Surtees) II. 413 In a wyld and

morishe eontree. c 1600 NoRDtN Spec. Brit., Corww. (1728;



MOORISH.
63 A church standinge anionge the moarishe hills 1744
PRESTON in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 61 The Land is mountain,
ous and moorish, abounding with Moss and Heather.
BURNS in Cunningham Life (1850) 55/1 A romantic
rather moorish place, on the banks of the Poole. 1802
WOROSW. Resol. ff Independ. xi, Upon the margin of that
moorish flood. 1853 G. JOHNSTON AViA Hist. E. Hard I 104Common in muirish pastures. 1887 RUSKIN Prattrita II
177 Moorish Skiddaw and far-sweeping Saddleback.
3. Inhabiting a moor ; growing on moors.
i6i DRAYTON Poly-olo. xii. 580 Or e-gone with lone of

Hanse, a dapper More-land Lad. .the wanton hart of that
delicious mayd . . was turn d so much from beeing coy That
shee might seeme to doat vpon the Morish boy 1844
STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 474 The disease.. is there called

the^muir-ill, as if it were the consequence of co\vs eating
muirish plants.

Moorish, (muo-rij, mo.)-rij), a. 3 Also 5 morys, 7
morish. (Now with capital M.)[f. MOOR sh- + -ISH.]
1. Of or pertaining to the Moors.
Now often used with reference to the style of architecture

characteristic of the buildings erected by the Moors in Spain
(8th-i5th c.) and in Northern Africa. Cf. MORESQUE.

434 in Privy Purse E.rf. Eliz. of York (1830) 242 2 Her
hullyng of

black,^
red and green, with morys letters, with

cushions. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio 323 For that

a_moorish slaue, who hoped by that meanes to saue bimselfe,
discouered him to a Prouost marshal). 1709 STEEI.E Taller
No. ii2 p 3 Augustus.. is said to have passed many of
his Hours with little Moorish Boys at a Game of Marbles
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 223/1 The greatest peculiarity
in the Moorish architecture is the horse-shoe arch. 1843

it has a Spanish inscription. 1903 Edin. Rev. Apr. 278 The
Moorish peasantry, .fought for their masters.

b. Befitting a Moor, barbarous, nonce-itse.

1795 COLERIDGE Plot Discovered 28 And if by the wanton
and moorish exercise of this privilege he can ensnare the
assembly into marks of indignation, then [etc.].

2. Mohammedan. Now only colloq. (chiefly in

uneducated use) in Southern India and Ceylon,
t Formerly also used (adj. and quasi-j/ .) as a name
of the Urdu or Hindustani language : see MOORS.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 482 The Religion in

Cambaia is partly Moorish, partly Heathenish. i763()RME
Milit. Trans, l/indostan I. 276 The centinel was sitting
at the top of the gate, singing a moorish song. 1784 i .i

Seton Karr & Sandeman Selcct.fr. Calcutta GIK. (1864) I.

15 Lieutenants Speediman and Rutledge.. were bound,
circumcised, and clothed in Moorish garments. 1804 WELL
INGTON in Gurw. Desf. (1837) III. 200 She had a Moorish
woman interpreter, and as 1 heard ner give orders to her
interpreter in the Moorish language [etc.]. 1889 Ceylon
Observer ir June, From Weligama comes the news that
another alexandrite has just been discovered by the Moorish
priest (Moulana) weighing 61b. and 8 rupees.
t Moo-rishly, adv. Obs. 1

[f. MOORISH a.

+ -LY -.] In a marshy manner.
1622 DRAYTON Poly-olh. xxv. 332 Shee in her foggy Fennes

so moorishly doth feed.

t Moo rishiiess. Obs. [f. MOORISH a.i +
-NESS.] Marshy or peaty quality.
1849 BLITHE Eitg. Improv. Intfr. (1653) 59 If this be not. .

steeped so w&amp;gt; constant corrupt water, that it is turned into
a moorishness,..this very Land may prove your best Land
in a little time. 1691 R. L EsTRANGE Joseffins, ll ars of
yews in. xviii. (1733) 686 The Water sweet and potable,
without any thing of Moorishness either in the Taste or
Colour.

t Moo rism. Obs. [f. MOOR sb? + -ISM.]
a. The polity or religion of the Moors; Mo
hammedanism, b. Moors collectively, c. Con
duct befitting Moors, barbarism.
1620 SHELTON Qni.r. n. xxvi. 174 Don Quixote seeing and

hearing such a deale of Mooiisme, and such a coyle, he
thought fit to succour those that fled. Ibid., He began to
rame strokes vpon the Puppetish Moorisme, ouerthrowing
some, and beheading others. 1627 R. ASHLEY Alntansor r
The great Caliph, the sustayner of Morisme. 1681 RYCAI;T
tr. Gracian s Critick 148 Banishing not only her, but her
devoted Worshippers from the extent of their Dominions
with which barbarous Morism, not yet fully satisfied (etc.).

Moorit, variant of MOORAD.
Moorland (muVilaend, mooulsend), sb. [f.MOOR sbl + LAND rf.]
1. Uncultivated land

; in early use chiefly fen-
land ; in mod. use, country consisting of moors

;

land abounding in heather ; a moor.
c 950 Lindisf.Gosp. Luke i. 65 Ofer alle mor-londa iudajes.

c 1230 Gen. * Ex. 2968 And aaron held up his bond, to Se
water and 3e more lond. 1:1450 Godstom Reg. 288, j half
acre in the morelond. 1773 Act 13 Geo. IIr c. 54 6 Every
Proprietor_of high and wet Muir Lands. 1851 D. JERROLD
.

es * 3 Tne roac opened into a patch of moorland.
1896 Q (Quiller Couch) la 94 They stood in the heart of a
moorland.

.,
b

l M?&quot;.* J
?.45-)DRAYTON

Poly-oU&amp;gt;. xii. 531 But Muse, thou seem st
to leaue the Morelands too too long. 1845 Encycl. Metrof.XXV..ID/I The Northern part [of Staffordshire] bordering
upon Derbyshire, contains a great portion of waste, devoted
to feeding sheep, and enclosed with stone walls, denominated
the Moorlands.
2. (See quot.)

. I7S3.CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Moor-land or Moory-land,

iglish and Moors, Moors and English. 1803
ing scarce any thing but Moors.

MOOEY.
Hindustani, and Turk: for

Turkish.] A name for
the Urdu or Hindustani language : cf. MOORISH.

\iri -|
.

~
..~i
j

.&quot;&quot;

&quot; &quot;
&amp;lt;*&amp;lt; ^uiipsoii i *7&quot;7 J- KENNELL Let. 10 Mar. (Ms ) (Y ) The nnl,f*.c

104 While moorlan herds like guid, fat braxies naa T Language is the Moors or \f,,,,l J,.,, YY,^- Ph |es

ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 306 In the moorland parts of the
county, the attention of the farmer is mostly confined to his
cattle ,810 SCOTT Lady of L. ,. xxxiii, But vainly did the
heath-flower iped Its

mopr-land fragrance round his head
1902 k. W. CHAHBHU Maid, ofParadise x, The moorlandwind rose and tossed her elf-locks in her eyes.
Moorlander (muouhundaj, mo^ula-nda^ Tf
MOORLAND + -ER!.] One who lives in a moor
land

; spec, one who lives in the Moorlands of
Staffordshire.

1646 Trite Rclat., etc. in Glovers Hist. Derby (1829) I
App. 62 1 he moorlanders in Staffordshire came to him en-

fu? &quot;&quot;ftoS
1
J?

r aS5 stance - o Leybornc-Pofham J/o.y.
Hist. MSS. Comm. 1899) 139 The county [Stafford] is apt

to fly into arms, the northern inhabitants being moor
landers and the southern parts abounding with ironmen
1667 COTTON Scarrtm. iv. 69 Rascals as false as Moorlanders
t Moo rlandish, a. Ots.-i

[-I.SH.] Charac
teristic of the inhabitants of the moorlands.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 109 To prevent these little countryMoorelandish cheats,, .the Factors keep a Surveyor all thesummer here.

t Moo-rlog. Obs. Also -logg, [app. f. MOOK
.w. 1

-f- Lou sb.\ (See quots.)
1651 R. CHILD in Hartlifs Legacy (.655) 141 This is in

bnefe my Philosophy concerning Moorlog. 1721 PERRY
Lfaggeu/t. Breach 72 note, Moorlogg, is a vein of divers

&quot;/v &quot;

/ &quot;&quot; Llt?&amp;gt; ltu- ^rsey.1

, ^foors-tteati, a Coppercap,
sorts of rotten Wood, .which lyes about 3 Foot and a h-ilf ,&quot;&quot; 9&quot;

llle ns de, and made like a Head, to be set over
..underneath the Surface of the Marsh Ground sSioClV/Y r

C &quot;mney of a Reveiberating Furnace ; Also the Head
Enff.Sf Arch. Jrnl. III. ro6/i Moorlogg is described as a p

C PPer or Class-still, which is luted on the Body, having
vein of matted brushwood, with nuts and pieces of rotten \ ,,

Nose
&amp;gt;

or I PCi to let the raised Spirit run down into
the Receiver 1712 tr. Poiuefs Hist. Drugs I. S Put qn

aa
DT:

l,
&quot;*Z&quot;

a *
,53 Speaki

1883 R. N. LUST Mod. Laug.Afr. I. ix. Forty years aco
in India in Military circles a man who knew the Vernacular
ot bnti,h India was said to know the Moors
t Moor s-head. Obs. Also moor-head Ff
MOOR sl&amp;gt;.* -f HEAD si.]
1. A representation of the head of a Moor

; spc
in Her. (see qnot. 1780).
1673 RAY Jonrn. Low C. 487 Vpon many of the pillars arc

Moors heads carved in the stone, and one or two with
turbants on. 1722 XISIIET Syst. Her 267 John Moir of
Stonmewood, Argent, three Moors Heads couped, distilling
Urops of lilood proper. 1780 EDMONDSON Heraldry II.
Gloss., Moors //.W..the head of a black, or negto-man
placed in profile, couped at the neck, wreathed about the
temples, ar. and ay., and having a pearl pendent at his ear.
1847 t /osr. Heraldry 160 Moor s or Blackamoor s bend,
A, (See quots.) Cf. F. tfte-de-More.

. 1677 tr. Gl,t;er s Compl. Chem. 31 The Brass Vesica, with
its Refrigeratory, or Moors head. 1678 SALMON New Lon.l.
Utspeiuatory 816 Of the cover of the Vesica, or Moors-head
It is made of lirass, having a Neck six Inches deep [etc I

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey}, Moors-head, a Coppercap

uppe
ally c

3. attrib. passing into adj. Of the nature of or

pertaining to moorland
; inhabiting moorland.

wood interspersed.

Moorman *
(mu&amp;gt;j-, mdo-jmi-n). [f. MOOR j(M

+ MAX sb. Cf. MOORSMAN.]
1. One who lives on a moor.
c 1790 SIR M. HUNTER Jrnl. (1894) 74 The Moormen fight

cocks, and are very fond of the diversion. 1836 MRS. BKAY
Taniar fy Tauy I. 23 The moormen most commonly convey
their peat, and all things else, on what is called a crook
1872 M. COLLINS Two Plunges for Pcari I. vi. 123 The
best pedestrian upon ordinary roads will find himself tried
by the swinging step of the moorman on his native soil.

2. An official who has charge of a moor.
1687 in Croke Case of Otinoor (1831) 38 Every man that

keeps cattle upon the More, rhall bring his cattle to the
Moor-man to he branded. 1885 Sat Rev. 5 Sept. 322 Dart
moor is divided into four quarters, . .and there is a functionary
called par excellence a Moorman, who has charge of each
quarter on behalf of the Duchy.

Moo-rmau 2
. [f. MOOR sb2 + MAN.] = MOOR

sl&amp;gt;.-; in India, a Mohammedan.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India,

&amp;lt;f

P. 55 These Moormen .. never
set their hands to do any Labour, but that they sing a
Psalm, or Prayer. 1763 SCRAETON Indostnn (1770) 26 The
Moormen . . make them, of whom they have no jealousy, the
ministers of their oppression. 1836 /, ett.fr. Madras (1843)
41, I gave some embroidery to be done by a Moorman re
commended by my tailor. 1850 WIUTTIER Dcrne 113 Men
speak the praise of him who gave Deliverance to the Moor
man s slave. 1889 Ceylon Olsener 4 May, The gem was
bought in by the owner. I hear since that some of the
Moormen who came for the sale have made offers. 1897
Tablet _i6 Oct. 606 Whether the man be a Christian, Jew,
Agnostic, Buddhist, Mormon or Moorman.

Moorn(e, obs. forms of MORN, MOURN.

MoOT-pa rk. [Use of Moor Park, the name
of the house of Sir W. Temple (J. 1699), by whom
this fruit was cultivated.] A variety of apricot.
1788 Brompton Park Catal. in Hogg Fruit Man. (1875)

177. 1797 W. NICOL Sc, Foreing Gardener 156 Apricots. ..

More Park. 1812 Trans. Hortic. Soc, (1817) II. 19 On the

proper Stock for the Moor Park Apricot. 1881 Encycl.
Brit. XII. 270/1 The Moorpark is undoubtedly the best

apricot in cultivation.

Moor-pout (mu&amp;gt;jpaut, moo-jpaut). Also 7
moore poult, -pout, moorpoot, -poult, -powte,
more pout, 8 moor powt, 9 Sc. muir poot, dial.

moor-pot, 7- moor-pout, [f. MOOR rf. 1 + font :

see POULT sb.] A young grouse.
1506 in Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. (1901) III. 333 Item,

to ane man brocht quyk mure powtis to the King..iijs.

1677 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. 111.45 How to take Rails, Quails,
Morepoots, &c. 1684 E. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. i.

(ed. 15} 6 What abundance of. -heath-cocks, more-pouts, or

grouse-thrushes. 1728 RAMSAY Lure 12 Peartricks, teals,

moor-powts, and plivers. 1816 SCOTT OldMart. Introd.,The
Laird accused our Landlord, deceased, of having encour

aged, .the destruction of hares,, .moor-pouts [etc.], a 1835
HOGG Siege Ro.rb. iv. Tales & Sk. 1837 VI. 105, I will.. ;

smoor the transgressors like as many moor-poots.

II Moorpnnky (mO MpTjki). Indian. Also

moorpungkey, moorpunkey, morpunkee.
[Hindi morpaijkhi, lit. peacock-tailed ,

f. mar

peacock + faykhl fan.] A kind of Indian

pleasure-boat formerly used on the Ganges.
1767 in J. Long Select, fr. Unfnbl. Rec. Govt. (1869) 524

(Y.) A few moorpungkeys and beauleahs for the service

of Mahomed Reza Khan. .25,000. o.o. 1706 ELIZA HAMIL
TON Lett. Hindoo Rajah (1811) I. 253 Moor Punky. A
country vessel of a peculiar construction, used for the con

veyance of cotton and other bulky articles. 1855 OGILVIE,

Morpitnkee, a native pleasure boat of the Ganges, elegantly

decorated, and propelled by numerous paddles.

t Moors, a. and sb. Anglo-Indian. Obs. [Pern,
a. Du. Moorsch, MOORISH. Yule refers to the

parallel forms Bengals for Bengali, Indostans for

.
. l . u &quot;leen

Anniseeds. .in a Glass Cucurbit, which cover with its Moor-
Head. 1844 T. WEBSTER Emycl. Dem. Econ. 1045 I he
Moor s head is another form of still that has been used, and
is found convenient for distillation on a small scale.

3. (See quots.) Cf.lt.chtvaltesIedemore(CQtgc.}.
1660 HOWELL I oc. ii, A horse that hath his head darker

then his body, called the .Moors head. 1726 W. GIBSON Diet
Horses (ed. 2) 212 The Roan well mark d, or with a More s
Head. 1753 CHAMBERS

&amp;gt;&amp;lt;7. Stiff., mores-head, in the
manege, implies the colour of a Roan horse, who besides the
mixture or blending of a gtey and a bay, has a black head.
Moo rship. nonce-vid, [f. Mooiu/v* + -SHIP.]

His Moorship, a derisive title applied to a Moor.
1604 SIIAKS. Oil:. I. i. 33 This Counter-caster, He (in good

time) must his Lieutenant be, And I (blesse the marke) his

Mooreships Auntient.

Moorsman (muJ-iz-, m5oMzman). [f. moor s,

gen. of MOOR sb\ + MAN-. Cf. MOORMAN.] A
dweller on the moors (in quot., on the moors or
drained marshes of Somerset). Also, one accus
tomed to the moors.
1889 DOYLE Mt&amp;lt;ahC/,trkex\\\\,1}\e Bussex Rhine.. is not

. .btoad. anil was, therefore, unmentioned by the moorsmen.
1904 E. K1CKERT Kenfer 246 These dangers to life and limb
never entered the head of the practised moorsman.

Moorstone (mu-)-a-, moo-jstoun). jU/n. [f.
i MOOR sb. 1

i- STONE.]
1. A kind of granite found chiefly in Cornwall.
ciSoo NORDEN Spec. Brit., Corim . (1728) 18 There is a

stone called a Moar-Stone, which lyeth dispersed vpon the
face of the mountaynes and on the confused rockes. c 1630
RISDON Sun . Devon 5 215 (1810) 223 NVlieie is a table and
seats of moorstone. 1674 RAY Collect, ll onts, Prep. Tin
(E.D.S.) 13 A mould made of moore-stone. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone. I*. 91 Mooistone, which in reality is the true
Granite. 1842 GWII.T Archit. Gloss., Moorstvne, a species
of granite found in Cornwall and some other parts of Kng-
land, and very serviceable in the coarser parts ofa build

ing. 1873 W. M cIi.WRAmt Guide n isto:i,i:shire 105 This
ancient fence [the Deil s Dyke] is built of blocks of common
moorstone.

2. A slab or piece of moorstone.
1698 LISTER Jonrn. Paris (1699) 146 By reason of those

Sand or Moore Stones, with \\hich they grind their Coin.

1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) I. 104 The Sand is very while,
and in Scilly glistering, which may be occasion d from the

mouldering of -Moor-stones.

3. attrib.

c 1630 RISDON Snrv. Devon 22 (1810) 32 Their arms are
cut in the moorstone pillars. 1773 IRONSTONE in Phil.
Trans. LXIV. 102 A globular piece of moorstone granite.

1883 F. G. HEATH in Century Rlag. Dec. 165/1 Semicircular
arches surmounting moor-stone columns.

II Mooruk (muo-ruk). [See quot. 1860.] A
kind of cassowary, Casuariiis Bennelti.
1860 G. BENNETT Gatherings Nat. in Australasia 244 A

new species of Cassowary procured from the natives of New
Britain.. .It utters a peculiar whistling sound, and I am in

formed it also emits a loud one resembling the woid Mooruk,
whence no doubt is derived its native name. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. V. 186/1 The Mooruk, or Bennett s Cassowary, .ap

proaching in the thickness of its legs to the moas.

II Moorva (miiMva). fSkr. miirvS.] Bow

string hemp (see BOW-STRING 3).

[a 1794 SIR W. JONES in Asiatic Res. IV. vji Murva.J

1855 ROYLE Fibrous PI. India 55 The Moorva fibre is em
ployed by the natives for their bowsttings. 1884 Itttf. .V

l\fac/t. Rev. i Dec. 6710/2 The Glenrock Company, .intend

to treat on a somewhat large scale the moorva 1 or bow

string hemp.

II Moory (mflo-ri), sb. Also 7-9 moree, 8

moore, mouri. [Possibly connected with Pg.

morim, shirting.] A kind of Indian cloth.

1696 J. F. Merclt. H areao. laidofenii) Morees...This is

a Callico extreamly in use. .to Work for Petty-Coats and

Waste Coats. 1703 Loud. Ga:. No. 3953/4 The Cargo of the



MOOBY. 648 MOOT.

Star of the East, consistingof Long Cloth, . . Betelles, Moores,
Neckcloths [etc.]. 1704 Ibid, No. 4054/6 Lots 414, 415,
Cont. 200 Moores. 1754 SEWEL Eng.~Du. Diit., Morees,

i/ionris, zekere Oostindische Katoenen. 1857 BALFOUK Cycl.

India^ Moories, Blue. These cloths are principally manu
factured [etc.]. The trade . . at Pondicherry consists of long
cloths, .morees, dimities [etc.]. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade

t

Moory, a brown cloth made in India. 1882 CAULFEII.D

SAWARD Diet. Needlnvork 350 Morees, Manchester-made
Muslins, much employed for the African export trade.

Moory (imVri, md-&amp;gt;-ri),
a * Forms : 4-5 mory,

6 morey, 6-7 moorie, 7 moarie, 8 moary, 9 Sc.

muiry. 6- moory. [f.
MOOR s/&amp;gt;.

1 + -Y. Cf. MDu.
morich (mod.Du. moorig], G. moorig.]
1. Marshy, fenny; growing in a marsh or fen.

Moory land, -earth = MOORLAND sb. 2.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 157 Herdes fond hym
among mory flagges and sprayes. . (1400 LYDG. sE$op*s
Fab, v. n3 The frosshe delyte|j to abyde in mory Inkys.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbotKs Ifnsb. \. (1586) 31 b, It de-

lighteth in a watrishe moorie grounde. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch $ Mor. 1191 Because neither the Palme tree is a :

moorie plant and loving the waters,.. neither [etc.J. 1612

DRAVTON Poly-oil , ix. 444 Guint, forth along with her

Lewenny that doth draw ; And next to them againe, the fat

and moory Frawe. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 944 As when a

Gryfon through the Wilderness Witti winged course ore

Hill or moarie Dale, Pursues the Arimaspian [etc.]. 1731
MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Lnpnlus, The Essex Planters ac

count a moory Land the properest for Hops. 1805 R. W.
DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 853 On peaty or moory lands

marl and other similar materials will be of advantage in
,

rendering them more compact. 1877 SKERTCHLY Geol. Fen-
land 130 [In Lincolnshire] It is usual to speak of moory I

land
,

black land ,
or fen where the soil is peaty.

2. Of or pertaining to a moor or heath
; having

the characteristics of a moor ; abounding in heath. :

1794 \V. MARSHALL Central Highl. Scot. 12 On the York
shire hills, the moory earth, generally of greater thickness,
lies on a dead sand, or an infertile rubble; without any inter

vening soil. 1830 COBBBTT Rnr. Rides (1885) II. 326 The
moory and rocky parts in the West Riding. 1865 GEIKIE
Seen, fy Geol. Scoff, x. 267 A tract of moory heights. 1875

Encycl. Brit. I. 360/2 On muiry soils this crop is also not

unfrequently lost.

Moory (mSa ri, nuU ri), as.- [?f. MOOK s/&amp;gt;.~ +
-Y i.J

? Dark coloured, black.

1581 J. STUDLEY Seneca s Hercules CEtxus \\. 196 b, Him
that weildes the moary mace [L. furva, sceptra\ of blacke

Auerne to smoake. Icid. iv. 210, I see the dumpish moary
denne of glowming lady night. 1600 TOURNKUR Trtinsf.

Metam. vii, The skie . . Is cloathed with moorie Vesperugoe s

coate.

Moos, obs. variant of Moss.

Moose J
(m;7s). Also 7 mose, mosse, mus,

7-8 moos, 8 mooze. [a. Narragansett moos

(
= Abenaki tnst Penobscot muns] according to

Trumbull, from moosu he trims or cuts smooth
,

in allusion to the animal s habit of stripping the

lower branches and bark from trees when feeding.]
A cervine animal native to N. America closely ,

allied to, or identical with, the European Elk ;

(Alecs malchis}. Also moose deer.

The moose is termed A Ices americana by those zoologists
who regard it as specifically distinct from A. malchis.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 755 Captaine Thomas
Hanham sayled to the Riuer of Sagadahoc 1606. He re-

j

lateth of their bensts. .redde Deare, and a beast bigger,
called the Mus. 1637 T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan n. v.

;

74 The Elke, which the Salvages call a Mose.. is a very ;

large Deare, with [etc.]. 167* JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities

19 The Moose Deer . . is a very goodly Creature. 1783
JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaVs Hist. Indies VI. 494 The mooze-

deer, called there Caribou. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 24/1
The Elk or Moose Deer (A Ices malchis} is the largest of

living Cervid.f. 1879 LD. DUNRAVEN in i^tk Cent. July 50 |

The Moose of America is almost, if not quitej identical with ,

the Elk of Europe, but it attains a greater size. 1903 KIP-
j

LING 5 Nations 39 The lakeside lilies where the bull-moose
waits the cow.

b. attrib. and Comh. t
as moose-flesh, -hide, -horn, \

-hunt sb. and vb., -kttnter, -hunting, -meat, \

-path, -sinew, -skin, -track, -trail \ moose berry
U. S.j the fruit of the moose-bush; moose bird
U. S.

}
the Canada jay, Garrulns canadcnsis

; \

moose bush U. S., the shrub Viburnum lanta-

noides
; moose call, a trumpet of birch bark used

j

by hunters in calling moose to an ambuscade or i

blind (Sportsman s Gazetteer in Cent. Diet.} ;

moose calling (see quot.) ; moose elm (see

quot.) ;
moose-head plant U. S. t some river-side

plant ;
moose man, a moose-hunter ; f moose

suit, a suit of clothes made of moose-skin ; |

moose wood, (a) striped maple, Acer pennsyl-
vanicum or striatum\ (fr) leatherwood, Direct

pahtstris; moose yard, an area in which the

snow is trodden down by moose, where they remain

together during the winter months.
1848 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 79 Solomon s seal and

J

&quot;mooseberries. 1857 Ibid. 293 Three large slate-colored birds
of the jay genus (Garru/us Canadensis], the Canada jay, i

*moose-bird, meat-bird, or what not. 1784 M. CUTLER in

Lift , etc. (1888) I. 102 The ground covered with an under-
j

wood of &quot;moose bush, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav, New Eng.,
etc. (1821) II. 418 The black-moose bush, a pretty shrub

\

with a rich pulpy leaf and a tuft of brilliant white flowers at

the end of each branch. 1879 LD. DUNRAVEN in igt/i Cent.
\

July 52 *Moose-calling. .consists in imitating the cry of the
female moose, and thereby calling up the male. 1884 SARGENT

Rep. Forests N. Amer. doth Census IX) 122 Ulmusfnlva,
..Red Elm...*Moose Elm. 1873 Miss BRADDOM L. Davo-
rcn I. Prol. i. 4 Rare meals of buffalo or *moose flesh. 1868
LOSSING Hudson 6 A winding and narrow river, fringed
with rushes, lilies, and *moose-head plants. 1858 THOREAU
Maine fF. (1894) 121 A St. Francis Indian, with his canoe
and &quot;moose-hides. 1672 JOSSELYN AVw Eng. Rarities 19
*Moose Horns better for Physick use than Harts Horns.

1876 Forest
&amp;lt;y

Stream 24 Aug. 34/2 Sebatis and Lola went
off on a *moose hunt. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 352/2 The
skill of a *moose-hunter is most tried in the early part of the

winter. 1857 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 307 Some friends

of mine. .were serenaded by wolves while *mopse-hunting
by moonlight. Ibid. 369 He found himself dining one day
on *moose-meat. 1858 Ibid. 148 *Moose-men. 1876 Forest

fy Stream 10 Aug. 2/1, I saw the bear lying in an old well-

worn *moose-path quite dead. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist.

Mass. I. v. 464 Their bowstrings were made of *Moose
sinews. 1637 T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan i. vi. 29 They
make shooes of *Mose skinnes, which is the principall leather

used to that purpose. 1903 A II Nations Mar. 73/1 Living
a shivering life in moose-skin tents. 1645 in N. Eng. Hist.

$ Gen. Reg. (1849) III. 82 The said Alexander Bradford

havegiuen to Robert Stowton his *Moose Suite and a musket
and Sworde. 1857 THOREAU Maine IV. (1894! 390 There
were pretty fresh *moose-tracks by the water-side. 1890 N.
HIBBS in Big Game N. Aincr. 37 Just as I passed the

point.. I found a &quot;Moose-trail. 179* BELKNAP Hist. New
Hampslt. III. 163 He [the Moose] feeds on. .a species of

the maple, which is called *moose-wood. 1860 A, GRAY
Man. Hot. 84 Acer Pennsylvanicnm . . Moose-Wood. Ibid.

380 Dirca.. Moose-wood. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry
116 His poultices will be the bark of the moose wood boiled

till it is soft. 1843 Zoologist I. 134 It will take so many
days to reach the *moose-yard. 187* SCHF.LE DE VERB
Americanisms $?, They [sc. Moose] live in families of fifteen

to twenty, each one of which confines itself to a certain part
of the woods ; this is called a moose yard.

t Moose -. Obs. rare. [a. Du. moes.] Pottage,
stewed vegetables.
1568 TURNER Herbal in. o The weomen cookes in the

spring time use to gather this herbe, and put it in there

potages and mooses with other pot herbes. Ibid. 20.

Moosel(l, obs. forms of MUZZLE.

Moo*sey, a. nonce-u d. Suggestive of the

presence of the moose.

1857 THORKAU Maine M7. (1894) 377 It is all mossy and

moosey.

Mooshik, variant of MOUJIK.

Moosie, variant of MOST a. dial.
t mossy.

Moosle, Moost, obs. ff. MUZZLE, MOST, MUST.

Moosted, variant of MUSTED.

Moosulman, variant of MUSSULMAN.
Moot (m/7t), J^. 1 Forms : i sem6t, 2-3 imot,

mot, 4-9 mote, 5-6 mute, 6 mout, 6-7 mute,
-
moat, mott, 5- moot. [Early ME. /&amp;lt;V,

imot
t

repr. OK. mot neut. (before I2th c. found only in

compounds) and tfindt neut. (with prefix ge- t
Y-

;

the prefix in sbs. disappeared early in ME., so

that the two forms became coincident) ; an

adoption of the equivalent ON. m6t neut., en

counter, meeting, public assembly, may prob. have
coalesced with the native word. The sb., OTeut.

*(ga}moto
m

, is found in OLow Frankish (Hilde-

brandsl.) muot encounter, MDu. moet neut., masc.,

gemoet neut. (mod.Du. gemoef}^ MHG. mno^, MO$
(and in LG. form muot}, gemdt fern.; the deriva

tive MEET v. appears in all branches of Teut. The
ultimate etymology of OTeut. *motom is unknown.]
f 1. gen. Meeting, encounter. Obs.

a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 937 Gar mittinge gumena Demotes
waepcn jewrixles. c 1400 Land Troy-Bx. 10389 Many
a man was ther assoyned Off ther lyff ther at her mote.

1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 1529 Wallang fled our, and
durst nocht bid that mute.

2. An assembly of people, esp. one forming a

court of judicature ; a meeting, also the place
where a meeting is held. Obs. exc. Hist, and arch.

Cf. GEMOT, \\ ITENAGEMOT
; also BURGH-MOTE,

FOLK-MOTE, HALL-MOTE, HUNDRED-MOTE, etc.

^950 Lindisf. Gosf. Matt. x. 17 Hia gesellas forSon luih

in Remotum. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1129 pa hiSider comen
J&amp;gt;a

be gan Jiaet mot on Monendxi^ & neold on an to de

Fridaeig. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 pe soSe quen shal a
domes [dai] arisen, on J)e michele mote, and fordemen ^is

frakede folc. r 1*05 LAV. 11545 Hit weswitene-imot.
&amp;lt;?

1M5
Leg. Kath. 2458 Lo ! al bat meidene mot & tet bird of

heouene, cumeo her a^ejn ^e, mid kempene crune ! c 1175
Passion our Lord 280 in O. E. Misc. 45 Heo by-wste (&amp;gt;e

dure
|&amp;gt;er

al bat mot was. 13.. Childh. JWKffflfon Archiv
Stud. neu. Spr. LXXIV. 330 Modire, one mee he [Caiphas]
salle halde mote, And do bete my body all bare. 14..
Assise Reg. Willelmi xxv. in Acts Parlt. Scot I. (1845) I.

379 pe twa hed mutis of
J&amp;gt;e Justice salbe haldin ^erly at

Edinburgh or Peblis. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Man.
(1642) 416 In Common Councels, at popular mootes, they
could beare no sway, c 1670 HOBBES Dial. Com. Laws
(1840) 169 After the Saxons had received the faith of Christ,
those bishops that were amongst them, were always at the

great moots in which they made their laws. 1794 W.
HUTCHINSON Hist. Cumb. I. 252 The whole country., seems
to have been parcelled out into small districts, . -in each of

which there was a mote, or court of justice. 1885 Encycl.
Brit. XVIII. 302/2 In the Anglo-Saxon moots may be

discerned the first germs of popular government in England.
1903 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 496 Necessary results of the Cus
toms Union would be an imperial Moot containing repre
sentatives from the various parts of the Empire.

t3. Litigation; an action at law; a plea;
accusation. Obs.

c 888 K. /ELFRED Boetk. xxvi. 2 Hwi bid elles alee da?

swelc seofung & swelce gefiitu & jemot & domas. a 1340
Lofsongm Cott. Hoin. 205 Nim mot for me and were me
for ich am pine wur5e. a 1300 Cursor M. 16299 pe man es

noght ouertan in mote at smit him as tresun. Ibid. 27694
1 f pun bringes man in iuel blame, or mote,, .of this behoues

j?e
mak J?i scrift. la 1500 Chester PL (E.E.T.S.) 438 Now

is the Devill ready, I see, his moote to further agaynst me.

1566 DRANT Horace* Sat. \. \. Ajb, Of mout or suite un-
dreamde Of barre thou beares no kepe. c 1575 Bal/onr s

Practicks (1754) 53 AH mutes and pleyis quhilk happinis
to rise within burgh, sould be pleadit and determinat within
the samin. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj. \. 13 The order of mute
or pley in court, is alreadie exponed.
f4. Argument; discussion; disputation ; talking.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1321 Ah nis nawt HhtHche of bis

meidenes mot ; for, ich so5 schal seggen, in hire ne moted
na mon. c 1250 Owl fy N. 468 peos vie luste & leyde on
hord Al Jjls mot, word after word, a iy Cursor A/. 11949
Was &amp;gt;ar wit him na langer mote, Bot ^ar he fel dun at his

fote. c 1400 Gainelyn 373, I swor in that wraththe and in

that grete moot, That thou schuldest be bounde bothe hand
and foot. 1565 JEWEL Kepi. HardiJig(i.(3ii} 457 Afterward,
hee keepeth great Mootes about Qualities and Quantities.
c 1620 A. HITME Brit. Tongue Ded., In the disputes of al

purposes quherwith, after the exemple of the wyse in former

ages, you used to season your moat. 1645 MILTON Tetrack.

53 But to end this moot, theLaw of Moses is manifest to fixe

no limit therin at all. 1676 Doctrine of Dennis 125 When
the Lord hath decided the Controversy, & setled the

Question, should men s Moots, groundless Opinions, small

Arguments, and wilde Winter-Tales, unsettle us?

5. Law. The discussion of a hypothetical case by
students at the Inns of Court for practice ;

also a

hypothetical doubtful case that may be used for

discussion. Now in use only at Gray s Inn.

1531 ELVOT GOT. I. xiv, In the lernyng of the lawes of this

real me, there is at thisdayean exercise, wherin is a. .shadowe
. .of the auncient rhetorike. I meane the pleadynge used
in courte and Chauncery called motes. 1539 Magna Carta

title-p., With an Alminacke & a Calender to know the

mootes. Necessarye for all yong studiers of the Inwe. 1605
Hist. Capt. Stukeley A 4, I had as Hue you had seen him in

the Temple walk, confering with some learned Counceloror
at the moote vpon a case in Law. a 1650 SIR S. D EwES
Autobiog, (1845) I. 232 On Thursday,.. after our supper in

the Middle Temple Hall ended, with another utter barrister,
I argued a moot at the bench to the good satisfaction of
such as heard me. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3} XII. 271/2
There is a bailiff, or surveyor of the moots, annually chosen

by the bench, to appoint the moot-men for the inns of

chancery. 1855 Rep. Comm. Inns of Court 81 Mr. Lewis

[1847].. also established what are called Moots .that is to

say, discussions on points ofLaw ? 1876 Times % Nov. 10/6
A moot was held last night in the hall of Gray s-inn on the

following question.

6. attrib. t moot-bell, a bell to summon people
to a moot or assembly ; *f moot book, a book con

taining law cases to be * mooted* by students;
moot court, a court at which students argue

imaginary cases for practice ; t moot horn, a

horn for summoning people to a moot ; moot-
stow Hist.) the place where a moot was held.

Also MOOT HALL, -HILL, -HOUSE, -HAN.
a 1066 Laws Edw. Conf. c. 32 4 Pulsalis campanis, quod

Anglici uocant *motbele. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng.
I. xxiv. (1739) 42 If the emergent occasions were sudden
and important, by extraordinary summons of ringing the

Moot-bells. 1588 FRAUNCE Latviers Log. i. xvii. 61 b,

Wee by a *moott-booke and a Brookes abridgement climbe

times a year. 1888 BRYCE Artier. Comtmv. III. xcviii. 376
In some law schools much educational value is attributed

to the moot courts in which the students are set to argue
cases, is . . Chron. Joe. de Brakelonda (Camden) 54

Habitaque disputatione de cujus manu cornu acciperent,

quod dicitur
*mot-horn, c 1000 ^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-

Wiilcker 145/11 Ferus, nel prorostra* *motstow on bur^e.
Ibid. 164/34 Farus, netfrorostra, motstow. 1898 MAITLAND

Township * Borough 39 Cambridge is the right and proper
moot-stow for the thegns of the shire.

Moot (mt), J*.* Meek.
1. A piece of hard wood hooped with iron at

each end, used in block-making.
1815 in Falconer s Diet. Marine (ed. Burney). 1875 in

KNIGHT Diet. Aleck.

2. a. A ring-gauge for shaping treenails cylin-

drically to required size. b. Any particular size

or diameter to which a treenail is to be made.

1815 Falconer s Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Mooter, or

^ree-Nail Mooter, a name given to the person who turns

KNIGHT Diet. A/ef/t., Moot^ a gage-nng for determining the

size of tree-nails.

Moot (mt), sb$ dial. Also moote, mote,
mott. The stump of a tree.

1832 Planting 91 (Libr. Use/. KnowL\ Moot, in Devon

shire, is the same with stool in other counties. i86z

Blackw. Mag. Jan. 2 There was a layer of motts, as the

stumps of old trees are called in the west. 1863 J.
R. WISE

New Forest xiv. 150 Sailors, .dredging.. sometimes draw

up great logs of wood, locally known as mootes . 187*

W. CORY Lett.
&amp;lt;$ Jmls. (1897) 288 Old roots festooned with

flowers roots called here [Devon] motes .

Moot (m/7t), a. [Developed from the attribu

tive use of MOOT
sl&amp;gt;.*,

to which some of the earlier

examples should perhaps be referred.] That can

be argued; debatable; not decided, doubtful.



5

MOOT.

Orig. in moot case (fobs.), primarily meaning a case
iroposed for discussion in a moot of law students See
&amp;gt;IOOT SO. l

5.

1577-87 Hoi IN-SHED Chron. II. 19/2 The like question [whether fish or flesh J may be mooued of the sell [ = seal Iand if it were well canuassed, it would be found at the it-is
wise a moot case. ^1630 Sin S. D EwES Autobiog. (1840 J

240, 1 was scarce come into commons, but . . I was set at work
argumg a moot-point or law-case on Thursday night afler
supper, a. 1652 |!ROME Cevent Gar,i. n. i. (1658) 22 Now
I 11 put a plain home-spun case, as a man may say whichwe call a moot-case. 1658-9 in Burton s Diary (1828) III
46 Jersey is part of France ; so it is a moot point whether
a habeas corpus lies. 1732-3 Sin C. WOCAN in Swiffs Ifl,
(1824) XVII. 460 My lords and gentlemen , says he it is
a very moot point to which of those causes we may ascribe
the universal dulness of the Irish. 1736 WEST /,../ jn
Grays Poems (1775) 15 An inn of court is as horrid a place
as a college, and a moot case is as dear to gentle dullness
as a syllogism. 1797 Kncycl. lint. (ed. 3) XII. 27 1/-,

I&amp;gt;ar .

titular times are appointed for the arguing moot-cases. 1876
.\. D. MURRAY Ctanaaeat HO It remains a moot problem
to be guessed at. 1899 J. HUTCHINSON in Arch. Sure- X
No. 38. 190 1 hose who are already well informed in essentialsand quite prepared to discuss moot and difficult points.

Moot (mttt), z&amp;gt;.l Forms : i motian, 2 motien
3 motin, 3-6 mots, mot, Sc. mwt, 3-4, 5 Sc.
mut, mwte, 3-4, 5-7 S&amp;lt;: mute, rauit, 5 moyte
moytt, 4-7 raoote, 7- moot. [OK. mttiim (
mot MOOT rf.l]

t L a. intr. To speak, to converse. In Sc. of
l6-i7th c. to complain, murmur. Obs.
c 1000 /ELKRIC On .V. Test. 15 (Gr.) Man mot on eornost

motian wi3 his dnhten, se be wyle, ba;t we sprccon midweorcum wiS hine. c 1105 I.AY. I443 Cniht b.i jert muchcl
sot bat bu swa molest, a. 1300 Cursor .If. 22550 O nmrtlies
ban es nan to mote ; VnquemfuUi ban sal bai quak, pat all
pe erth it sal to scak. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xm. 60 This
marschall that I of mwt, That schir Robert of Keth was
cald..Quhen that he saw [etc.]. 6-1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxvm. (George) 138 Quhen he It fand na but forlhir bare-o
lor to mute, one be morne he [etc.). c 1400 Ywaiiu f, Gau
3328 I he lord saw it was na bote Obout that mater mor to
mote. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 178 I n this
mater heir will I mute no moir. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE
Misc. Poems ix. I2 If thou be he ofvhom so many moots
[etc.]. 1603 I

roflt. of IValdliaue (Bannatyne) 30 Mute on
if ye may for mister ye haue. 1641 D. ROGERS Naamaii
5191 li.it none should be so daring or presumptuous as once
to mute or quetch, if they once proclaime their will. 1641R. BAILUE Lett. (1841) II. 91 Mr. Harie Guthrie made7odmne His letter was a wand above his head to disciplinehim ifhe should mute. 1644 IHd. 147 This was read openlie
in the face of the Assemblie, and in the eares of the Inde
pendents, who durst not mute against it.

t b. trans. To say, to utter. Obs.
c 375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Alexis) 430 pat is my bale,but ony but, for bu na word wil to me mut. c 1430 Syr
Jryam. 1439 Syr Tryamoure faght on fote, What schallewe more of hym mote &amp;gt;

1508 KENNEDIE Flytingm. D,,,,bctr
375 tor thou sik malice of thy maister mutis, It is wele sett

649
MOOTMAN.

mowdewart, mischeif they muit.

t2. a. intr. To argue, to plead, to discuss
dispute, esp. in a law case. In later use esp. to
debate an imaginary case of law, as was done by
students in the Inns of Court. Obs.
C
x
00

^;-?
&quot;r

,

s H
(*&amp;gt;&quot;&amp;gt;&quot;&quot;

&quot; i&quot;. (1849) 6 Du scealt Selyfanon Sone hnjendan God, and na ofer Sine majcfc motian be
him. c .175 Lamb Horn. 43 Ofter he walde anuppon his
underlmges mid wohe motien and longe dringan benne he
walde salmes singen oSer eani o3er god don. a 1225 Leg.Kath. 587 Makien se mome clerkes to cumene & se swile

of alle clergies.. to motin wiS a meiden 1 c 1330 R.BRUNNE Chron. (1725) 58 The kyng com to London, with ilawe to mote in benke. ,- 1350 St. Mary Magd. 360 in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (,88i) 85 pe gude man saw it was no

( d H I?
5 &quot; 3 w more forto m

.
ote-

&amp;lt;&quot;35
M i NOT Poems

P. PI. A. in 155 Heo ledeb be lawe as hire luste and loue&quot;-

dayes makeb, pe Mase for a Mene mon bau3 he mote
euere. c ,400 Laud Troy Bk. 17236 Hem is no bote A-Teyn
Gregays more to mote, c 1440 Jacob s Well xlvii. 295 To

3te in wronge causys. c 1460 Tovineley Myst xx 208
byr, therof let vs moyte no mare. ,11470 HENRV Wallace*

fa
3
!*- k i h

SC
K5 ynC

-n
r agay &quot; fled &quot; to But : With that

ilal king he had no will to mut. 1483 Cath. Angl. 247/2To Mute, alUgare ,570 LEVINS Manip. ,78/32 To moote!
arguere, mouere di.ha. 1602 ?nd Pt. Retnrn/r. ParnasL
iv. i. 1536 It is a plame case, whereon I mooted in our
Temple i6n Bp MOUNTAGU Diatribx 169, I meruaile,Master Selden should moote no better. 1628 EARLE Micro.
cos,,,., Aturney (Arb.) 66 He talkes Statutes as fiercely as ifhe had mooted seuen yeers in the Inns of Court. 1637

/&quot;Jj&quot; 5T2S B
!
r
.
,&quot;.

9, L.marveile that you have notmooted all this while in some Inne of Chancery. ai6BKOME Covent Card. n. i. (,658) 25 We will Cry mercy
you are busie, we will not moote to day then?
t b. trans. To argue (a point, case, etc.). Obs.a 1470 m Hat. Coll. Citizen London (Camden) 60 Andethat yere were the plays holdyn and motyde at the Towre of

lf^k 53 ELYOT C&amp;lt;w. i. xiv, A case is appoynted to be
mated by certayne yonge men, contaynyng some doubtefull
controuersie. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. i. ,06 b, Quha sa mutes
any partie m Court to the third day. 1770 FOOTE Lame

\.owi.i 24 Mrs Circuit. Lord ! I wonder Mr. Circuit
you would.breed that boy up to the bar. Sergeant. Why
not, chuck ? He has fine steady parts, and for his time moots

1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. Sel. Wks. I. 22 If it
lot a bad habit to.moot cases on the supposed ruin of

the constitution. 1796 J. ANSTEY Pleaders Guide (1803)
145 1 hen dreams he that some point he s mooting.
3. trans. To raise or bring forward (a point,

question, subject, etc.) for discussion.
VOL. VI.

yS^^fSit^^SS^ift wSGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 82, I am now awaitiS the tl i, i
request ,n confidence: if you see no symptoms of its be

NEWMAN^ y &quot; W
-

ki &quot;dly P^Pose i&quot; 1848 J. H
least plausibly mooted again. ^902 AL.VxG //i&quot;/f!i?&quot;ATix.202 I he idea of their marriage had been mootedMoot (mt), z/.2 0&. e.xc. dial.

[? f. MOOT rf 3
(which, however, has not been found earlier than

e 1 9th c.).] tram. To dig up, to dig up by the
roots. Also, to dig out, unearth (an otter\ Hence
Moo-ted///, a. (Her.l, Moo ting vbl. sb
1473 1 atton Churchw. Ace. (Somerset Rec. Soc ) 100 For

molyng of the Asschys x.V. ,6,0 Gu,,.,.,,, Ilfraldry m
a Tre^ Eradicated or M^otcd uTl if

S C &quot;&quot;&quot;C &quot; r Tru &quot; k &quot;f

^feilje^e^eSSikSSorn (as it were) ,t is called Irradiated, or Mooted up bythe roots. ,823 Neiu Monthly M,,S. VIII. 5oo Thrice didhe scape us after we mooted him [. an otter] from thebank. ,847 Gloss. Heraldry 226 KlooM (or Mo,
,

&quot;/) ,,/,by the root,, eradicated. i8ss ,) r/,W&amp;lt;r,-XXXVI 428 \huge portion of it [*-. this building] on all sides had to usene provincial term, been mooted up , and carried away forthe sake of the stone for building purposes. 1867 ROCK him
.\,tflxxx,v.(E.D.S. No. 76, Moot iv ry bra?k about un

Moot (m/7t), .:!
[f. MOOT

rf.a] ,/,. TO
fasInon by means of a moot. Hence Moo ted
///. a., Moo-ting vbl. sb.

treen?/
1 &quot;

&quot;/[ ^&quot;r ^ (W
,

CaIe) 33 ^&quot;&quot; V- Makin? a

cilfed h? V
,

c
}-

|lndl o a given si
;
7 or diameter,called the ww/: hence, when so made, it is said to bemooted. 1865 Navy Dockyard Expense Ace. 6 The planeddeals and board, and mooted treenails must be separatedfrom the rough articles to admit of valuation. 1867 SMYTHtailor s I ord-bk.. Mooting. 1880 Times 2 Dec. 8/2 Severalthousands rough and mooted oak treenails

Moot, obs. form of MOTK sb. and v.

Mootable (m-tab l), a.
[f. MOOT v\ + -ABLE.!

Capable of being mooted
; open to discussion.

-533 MORE DcMl. Salem Wks. 944/2 Much after themaner of a motable case. ,824 DIBDIN Libr. Comf. 526
TOT

suiely tl &quot; s was a mootablc point.

Hootch, obs. form of MOOCH v.

Moote, obs. f. MOAT
sl&amp;gt;.\ MOTE, MOULT v

Mooted (mS ted),///. a.
[f. MOOT .i + -ED - 1

lirought forward for discussion.
1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senault s Man lee. Guilty 14,What would you say if the crime were in a mooted case

put to you. 1856 DOVE Logic Cl,r. Faith v. i. 2 260

,M T 5
// i rW en mootecl question of Idealism.

1887 tall Mall (,. ,g Nov. 7/1 He supposed that Sir L
Sackville West and himself. . could decide any mooted point.
Mooted, obs. form of MOULTED ///. a.

Mooter 1

(mS-tai). Forms: i motere, 3
motere, 4 mutere, 5 mootiere, motare, muter,
mwter, 6- mooter. [f. MOOT v.\ +-EU 1

.] One
who moots, in senses of the vb.

tl. A speaker; one who argues or discusses,
a lawyer who argues cases in a court of justice, a
pleader; one who discusses a moot case. Obs.
a looo Gloss, in Wr. -Wiilcker 2 ! z/i6Contionalor, i. locator

motere, el mabelere. a 1225 /.,--. Kath. 725 Maxence..
bed bringen biforen him peos moili moteres. c\yjc.Sc Leg-
Saints xxxvi. (ISaptista) 96S Ws alisander can solere pathe wes a gud mutere. c 1430 t ilgr. Ly/Manhode iv. xix.
(1809) 185 And for our mootiere bou art, and our seraeantesse
we [etc.]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 247/2 A Muter, actor, aduo-
catiis. a 1500 Katis Raving i. 990 Trow weil, It mone be
swa, ore vere, Fra bow be mwter at the bare. 1580 HOLLY-
BAND Tnas. l- r. Tongut, Dcclama/eiir, a Declaimer a
moocer [read mooter]. 1637 J. WILLIAMS Holy Table 72ror the Case must be taken as it is in the Letter, .not as
this poore Mooter doth reasonably (that is, against all the
Laws of reasoning) presume it. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey ,Moot-men or Mooters, Students at Law, who argue Reader s

Cases._ 1827 Mirror II. 151/2 An expounder of the laws,
an arbiter of quibble mooters.
2. One who starts or proposes a question, etc.
1844 HOOD On a Certain Locality 2 Of public changes,

good or ill, I seldom lead the mooters. 1891 Q. Rev. Oct.
322 One Professor Eeddoes was its mooter.

Mooter- (m-tai). Ship-building, [f. MOOT
sb2 + -ER.1.]

1. (See quots.)
1750 BLANCKLKV Nav. Expositor, Mooler, is the Person

who (after the Tree-Nails which are received into Store,
rough from the Merchant) makes them smooth, and of
proper Sizes. 1815 [see MOOT sb?} In some recent Diets.
2. A spike, bolt, treenail.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s \y~ord-bk.

Mooter, obs. form of MULTURE.
Moot hall. Also 4 mut halle, 4-6 mot(e

hall(e, 5 moyt halle, mute hallfe. 6 moute
i i rrir * . w _ __ .. ... */.

Mpother, obs. form of MOTHER si,

hal. [f. MOOT rf.l + HALL.] A hall in which a moot
is held. a. A council chamber; a town hall;
a judgement hall. (Now only Hist, and in names
of buildings surviving in certain English towns.)
b. In the inns of court, a hall where moot cases
were argued.
c 1380 WVCLIF Stria. Sel. Wks. II. 123 pei ledden Jesus.,

in to be Mut-halle. c 1400 Gamelyn 717 Gamelyn com
boldehch in-to the moot-halle. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 299
Saynt Leonard append in myddest of pe mute-hall. 14..
Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 729/22 Hoc fretorinm, a moythalle.
1526 PHfr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 253 He was brought forth

w./-nrV V7 &quot; Hi.il met at th
1MCOLSON GiOSS. Lltllll . A li t^f,,, ;n T

~

o&quot;&quot;X*

*w//

[f.

hS ê
SK^^^^^^b ^M^sddtmrd

Zr&EFszrfis??:Each little village-commonweaith..had its moot hiM
&quot;

sacred tree as a centre. ,902 W. S. CHOCKm Scott Country
with moot hills &quot;,

m
te? haveljec &quot; generally con founded

character has even been altogepher denied
&quot;&quot; lllary

t Moo-t-house. Obs. [OE. ,il/,,,s : see MOOT
si .

1- and llou.su sb.
]

= MOOT HALL

ca?-h,m
f
!

7
i fric s C!oss- &quot; Wr..Wfllcker 184/8 Efi.

^ .-, ,.
j^

1

?
1 IU -S * * * friotlius. c i27$J

J

(ission our Lord
to heore mpthul^ ,677J*^*?^^.7 A certain Pit on the top of the Hill,.. near the most
westerly corner of imgham Lordship, called Moot-house
Pit, where the Hundred Court, now known by the name of
Moot-house Court, is, or ought to be still kept, or called

Mooting (m/7-tirj), z 1,1. sb. [OK. n:ot,i,,,rkm
l.vwUan : see MOOT z-.i and -JNG i.] The action

MOOT v.
1

; an instance of this.

tl. Discussion, debate
;

in later use esp. forensic
argument, legal contest or pleading.a looo Aldh. Glosses 4522 in Napier O. E. Glosses 117/2
Collo,,uw, of motunge. c 1205 LAV. 30235 per wes ba mot-
inge mtuxe ban twain kmge. c 1275 Passion Our Lord 87in (A h. Misc. 39 Hi nomen heom to rede at heore molynee
1362 I.AXCL. / . n. A. vm. 61 His pardoun In purgatorie is

petit, I trouwe, pat eny Meede of mene Men for Motynee
receyueb. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 79 It giflcz him
grace to ouercomme his enmys, if his cause le rijtwjs
battle in were and in motyng. 1483 Cath. Angl. 247/2 A
Mutynge, causa. 1496 Dives f, I anp. |W. de W.I ill. vii.
143 i Also pledynge, motynge, markettes, fayres,. .& all the
werkes that sholde lette a man from goddes seruyce. ,11500halts Aavmg ,. 97 3 For causs ef mwlyne and of pleda 1529 SKELTON Col. Chute 1075 Stande suie, and take good
lotyng, And let be all your motyng, Your gasyng and your
totyng. 1553 T. WILSON Rhtt. 39, I haue knowne diuers
that by familiar talkyng and moutyng together, h.-iue Lome
to right good learnyng. 1641 UAKEK Afol. Laymen ^ \\ &amp;lt;-

are no Patrons of Lay Elders : though wee give them plate
in i

heolpgical mootings. 1649 MILION Eilton. v. U k^. i,- 5 i

III. 373 To which and other Law-fractals I referr the more
Lawyerlie mooting of this point. 1848 L. Hi NT 7V&amp;gt;:r iii.

138 Young men, brought up in the mooting of points,

tb. A deliberative meeting or body. Obs.

1275 1 assion o/Onr Lord 178 in O. E. Misc. 42 Nedde
he bute bet word L-,eyd iudas him com bryi;ge .Mid Gjues
and inyd phariseus from heore motyrge. c 1290 ti.Jtct 753
in .V. ling. Leg. 1. 128 In be castel sat be motinge of (is
tyraunz ech-on.

2. spec. Discussion of imaginary cases at law, as

practised by students of the Inns of Court.
1602 2nd ft. Returnfr. Pnrnass. IV. ii. (Arb.) 52, I thinke

I do remember this also at a mooting in our Temple. 1636
B. JONSOM Discov., Eloquentia, There is a difference be-
tweene Mooting, and Pleading, betweene Fencing, and
Fighting. 1737 J. CHAMBERLAYNE ^7. Gt. Brit. i. in. x.

(ed. 33) 241 There are no Mootings or Readings in the Inns
of Court or Chancery at this Day. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII.
89/1 The society of Gray s Inn has revived mootings.. with
some success.

attrib. 1634 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary in. v. Song, A
Mooting Night brings wholsome smiles When John an
Okes, and John a Stiles, Doe grea2e the Lawyers Salin.

3. The action of propounding for discussion.

1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng.Ml. 509 Anne herself who, after
the slight agitation which the first mooting of the matterm*. BuKiik a^iitiLivii niiiv.ii me ulai muuiiii^ 01 lue mailer
naturally produced, had acquiesced in everything which was
proposed to her, received this intimation with placidity.

Mpoting(m-tirj),///. a.
f

f. MOOT v.1 f -ING *.]

Taking part in a moot of an Inn of Court.

1817 J. GILCHRIST Intell. Patrimony 131 Probably neither
the one nor the other understands what he is writing about
more than a big school-boy or mooting babbler.

Mooting, obs. form of MOULTING.
Mootit, variant of MOULTED.
Mootley, obs. form of MOTLEY.
t Moo tman. Obs. [f. MOOT z/.

1 + MAN sbV\
1. A law student of an Inn of Court

;
a student

who argues a moot case.

1602 COKE Rep. III. To Rdr. D iv, So in the profession of
the Law, there are Mootemen, (which are those that argue
Readers Cases in houses of Chauncerie..). Of Mootemen
after eight yeres Studie or thereabouts, are chosen Vtter-

barristers. 16. . HOWELL Twelve Treat. (1661) 391 In the

Constitutions of England, there are two incontroulable

Maximes, whereof the meanest mootman that hath but
saluted Littleton cannot be ignorant. 1671 E. CHAMBER
LAYNE Pres. St. Eng. n. (1679) 225 Out of these Mootmen
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are chosen Readers for the Inns of Chancery. 1707 Ibid.

in. (ed. 22) 416 The young Student in the Common-Law..
is admitted to be one of the four Inns of Court, where he

is first called a Moot man. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII.

271/2 There is a bailiff, or surveyor of the moots, annually
chosen by the bench, to appoint the moot-men for the inns

of chancery.
2. Used for : ELECTOR 3.

1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. vi. Ixxvii. 149 The 7 German
Princes or Moot men, which the Pope constituted to meddle
in electing the Emperor.

Moove, Moozheek : see MOVE r., MOUJIK.

Moozle, Moozy : see MUZZLE, MOSY a.

t Mop, sb~\ Obs. Forms : 4 mopp, 4-5 moppe,
^ mop. [Of obscure origin : prob. related to

MOPE v. and j/&amp;gt;. ; and perh. also related to MOP w.1

Cf. Du., LG. utopi mops t G. mops poodle, LG. mops block

head.]

1. A fool. Cf. MOPE sh. i.

13.. Settytt Sages (W.) 1(14 Ther was a burgeis in this

toun..That wolde spouse no nethebours schild, But wente

fram horn as a moppe wild. He let his negheboures child for

a vice, And wente from hem als moppe and nice. 13 . . Evang.
\ico&amp;lt;t. 21 in Archiv Stud. neit. S/n\ I. III. .192 pis mopp,
j&amp;gt;nt

merres our men, calles him god son of heuen. c 1440
York Myst. xxxi. 196 This mop meynes |&amp;gt;at

he may marke
men to ^er mede.

2. A playful term fora baby ;
in quot. 1440 app.

a rag doll. Cf, MOPPET- 2.

c 1440 I romp. Par:: 342/2 Moppe, or popyne [cf.
!

Popyne,

chylde of clowtys ,
ibid. 409], pttpa,pitsio. c 1460 Towntley

Myst. xiii. 724 Hayll, lytyll tyne mop ! 1598 FLORID, Pupa
. .a daintie mop, a playing babie.

Mop (nvp),
sb? Also 5 mappe, 7-8 map p,

mopp, 9 dial. map. [Late I5th c. mappe \
the

relation to the earlier M APPLE is not quite clear.

On the assumption that mapple is ad. L. inappula (dim.

of
nia/&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;a napkin) which may in monastic Latin have been

used for mop , it would be possible that tnappe is similarly

a direct adoption of L. ntappa. The ordinary hypothesis
that the word is a. OF. inafpc : L. inappa involves the dif

ficulty that the evidence for this OF. form is slender and

doubtful, the Fr. representative of the L. word having been

nap(p;e from the nth c. Cf., however, mod. Walloon map
table-cloth, inappc napkin (Remacle).
The form mop first appears in the

i7_th
c. (cf. however

MOPPET , which is recorded much earlier), and may have
been due to association with Moi- sb. 1 in the sense of rag
doll . The W.Flem. moppe, a ship s mop (De Bo), may
possibly be adopted from Kng.]

1. A bundle of coarse yarn or cloth fastened at

the end of a stick and arranged so as to soak up

liquid easily, used in cleaning floors, etc., and

nautically for laying on pitch.

1496 ff,K&amp;gt;al A-:c. Hen. I ll 11896 174 Shepeskyns bought
& spent abougbt makyng of mappes for layng on of pich*

Kosyn & talow uppon the seld .ship. 1614 I cstry I&amp;gt;ks.

(Surtees) 169 A mapp : for the pulpitt, iiij d. 1623-4 Mn&amp;gt;-

DLETOS & ROWLEV .S/. Gipsy u. ii, Not such maps as you
wash houses with, but maps of countries. 1624 CAI-T. SMITH
I irginia 245 Thrums for pitch .Maps. 1659 TORRIANO Ital.

Dict. t Pannatore, a maulkin, a map of clouts or rags to rub

or cleanse withall. 1711 TKMI-KST Cryes ofLondon 28 Maids

buy a Mapp.
1665 ISOYLK F.xp. Hist. Cold Postscr. 678 The water that

was imployed to wash them, being thinly spread with a Mop,
would presently congeal. 1709 SWUT Morning- in Tatler

No. 9 f i Now Moll had whirl
1

d her Mop with dext rous

Airs. 1801 MAR. EDC.KWORTH (id. Fr. (.o^-erncss (1831) 200

A woman was twirling a mop at the door. 1881 UKSANI
& RICK Chapl. of Fh-et i. xii, She was supposed to be . .

helping Molly the maid with the mop. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Mfi/t. Suppl., Rubber Mop. The mop-head has a plate of

thick rubber which is used as a scrubber or squeezer.

b.
(
To be} mops and brooms : half-drunk.

It has been conjectured that this is an allusion to the

drinking that took place at the hiring fairs (see Mop sb.*),

at which the maids carried mops or brooms in token of the

capacity in which they wished to be hired.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLl V. 188 Now Tom, you re drunk !

No Dame not I, I m only mops and brooms ! 1858 S.

BROOKS Gordian Knot xxiv. (1868) 217 If I had married a

wife, I don t think 1 should go home to her in a state of

mops and brooms. 1891 T. HARDY Tess xxxiv. (1892) 288

There is not much doing now, beinjj New Ycftr fl Eve, and
folks mops and brooms from what s inside em.

^f C. i^See quot.) ? nonce-use.

Halliwell 1847 gives
*

Mop, a napkin (Glo.) .

1681 SSAPE Anat. Horse i. viii. (1686) 13 [The Caul is]

called mappa ventris, the Map or Dish-clout of the Belly.

2. transf. a. Applied to various small instru

ments resembling a mop, e.g. a circular pad of

cloth, used in polishing silver with rouge ;
a brush

used by gilders; a surgical instrument with a

sponge or other absorbent substance at the end of

a handle, for applying medicated fluids or for re

moving purulent matter, etc.

1869 Kng. Mechanic 26 Nov. 254/1 Trees.. are painted in

.. with a tool called a gilder s mop. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap. (1879) 100 It should be applied by means of a little

mop, scrupulous care being exercised to prevent any of the

acid from coming in contact with parts not protected. 1898
T. B. &quot;WiGUfX ArtGoldsm. fy Je-vellerxv.i-fiA. calico mop
charged with a little rouge moistened with water. 1904
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1647 A Uterine Mop.

b. itonce-itse. An aspergillum.
1838 PRESCOTT Ferd.

&amp;lt;$

fs. i. xvii. II. 231 The mop, or

hyssop, with which the Roman Catholic missionaries were
wont to scatter the holy drops. Ibid. \\. vi. II. 513.

3. A thick mass (of hair, occasionally of foliage).
1847 HAI.LIWFLI., Mo/&amp;gt;,

a tuft of grass. West. 1874
SVMUNDS Sk. Italy &amp;lt;y

Greece (1898) I, xiv. 307 She had.,
a tempestuously frizzled mop of powdered hair. 1886 MRS.

F. H. BURNETT Lit. Ld. Fauntlcroy vii, A little boy.. with \

a splendid mop of bright waving hair. 1887 U. W. HOLMES
Hundred Days in Europe i. 32 Trees.. feathered all the

way up their long slender trunks with a lop-sided mop of
leaves at the top, like a wig which has slipped awry.
4. aftrib. and Comb.: a. simple attrib., as mop-

cloth
y ^staff\ mop- headed, -topped zft)*,.*) b. objective,

as mop-maker ;
c. special comb., as mop-board

U. S, (sec quot. 1859) ; mop brush, a round

paint-brush, with a short thick head
; mop-head,

(a) the head of a mop ; (b) a thick head of hair

resembling a mop ; also, a person having a *

mop
of hair ; (c) a clamp for a mop-rag on the end of a
handle (Knight Diet. Mech.

1875&quot;) ; mop-nail (see

quot.) ; mop-squeezer slangt a housemaid.

1859 BARTLETT Diet. Americanisms, *Mop-board, the
wash-board which extends around the floor at the base of the
walls in the interior of a house, is so called in New England.
1904 U cstni. Gas. 10 Sept. 14/2 Take a *mop brush and coat

,

the paper quickly and evenly. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mt-ch.

s.v. Mop-heet-.i) The &quot;mop-cloth is clamped between toothed

jaws. 17.. SHERIDAN (Hoppe), The fops at your end ot

the town, with *mop-heads and empty skulls. 1824 SCOTT

Kedgauntlct ch. x:\iv, Benjie thrust in his mop head.

1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark tout. II. xvi. 426 Many adopt
the mop head. a. 16*5 FLF.TCHFR, etc. Fair Maid Inn
u, ii, As long as we kept the *

Mop-headed butter-boxes
sober. 1779 FORREST I oy. N. Guinea 68 The long hair d
Moors..and the mopheaded Papuas. 1862 H. MARRVAT
YearinSweden II. 354 Mop-headed junipers with myriads ,

of unripe berries. 1891 Syrf. Soc. Lex., Mop-headed, a
term applied to those races of men with crisp or woolly hair,
which Ls long and bristly, and grows into a round mass on the

top of the head, as in Kafirs. 1723 Lond. Ga~. No. 6172/8
John Klston,..*Mopmaker. 1851 in lljustr. Lond. News
5 Aug. (1854) 119/2 Mop-maker. 1875 KNIGHT Dict.Mech., ,

*
Mop-nail, a flat-headed nail, used in securing a bunch of

junk or rope-ends to a handle in making a mop such as
\

sailors u^c. 1876 AITKKS Jirit. Manuf. Ituitistr., Guns, etc. i

34 Gate, pipe, plate, scupper, mop nails and spikes. 1771 .

Misc. Fss. in Ann. Rtf. XIV. 197/2 She looks like a *mop-
squeezer. 1718 Free-thinker No. 21. 146 A Wife has been
trained up to handle a Broomstick or a *Mopstaff. 1887
W. RYK Norfolk Broads 77 With its trimly-kept lawn, and

*mop-topped rose trees.

Mop (m; p), sb.% Also 7 mopp. [f. MOP z&amp;gt;.l]

A grimace, csp. one made by a monkey. Chiefly
in phrase wops find mows.

15181 I KTTIE \r.Gnazso
l

s Civ. Com . 1^(1586) 32 b, The
Ape..giueth himself to make vs laugh with his mops and

j

mowes. 1621 FLETCHER Wild Goose Chase in. i, Heartily I I

hate these Travellers, These Gim-cracks, made of Mops and !

Motions. 1668 R. L KSTRANGE I is. Quri . (1708) 29 Others
j

they call d Apes (and we Mirmcks), these were perpetually !

making of Mopps and Mowes. 1710 Banbnry Apes (ed. 4)

8 Truly, says the Mayor, there s sufficient witness that saw
him make Mops and Mows at her. 1820 RIarmaiden of \

Clyde in Whitelaw Sc. Ball. (1857) 92/2 Wi mop an mowr,
an glare an

1

glowr, Grim faces grin ower the waves. 1893
STEVENSON CVi/r/&amp;lt;w/&amp;lt;* iii, The mops and mows of the old witch,

t Mop, -f .
4 Obs. Also 6 moppe, 7-8 mopp.

[Of obscure origin: cf. Mopj/*.1
,
sense 2.] In the

combinations whiting-mop, gurnard-mop, a young
whiting or gurnard. Hence (perh. with allusion to

,

MOP j.l) used as a playful appellation for a girl. ,

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 229 In our i

triumphals calling familiarly vpon our Muse, I called her
,

Moppe.. .Vnderstanding by this word (Moppe) a litle prety ;

Lady, or tender young thing. For so we call litle fishes,

that be not come to their full growth (moppes^i as whiting i

! nioppes, gurnard moppes. 1597 LYLY \\~OM. in Moon v. i,

Pandora, .louest thou Gunophilus? Pan. I, if he be a fish,

for fish is fine; Sweete Stesias helpe me to a whiting

moppe. 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER ll cstw. Hoe D. s Wks.

1873 11.302 JJo you hear, the whiting mop has ntbled. 1624
HEVWOOD Captives u. ii. in Bullen 0, 1*1. IV, Wheres my
sweete? Not heare? no where? why, hoe, my whythige
mopp Late scapt from feeding haddocks. 1630 J. TAVLOR
(Water P.) Jacke-a-Lcnt \\ ks. i. 117/1 The Whiting, Rot-

chet,..and the Mop. 1758 Descr. J /tarries 222 The young
Kish of this Sort are called by the Londoners Whiting-Mopps.

Mop (m&amp;lt;p),
sb.r&amp;gt; dial. Also 8 mapp. [I erh.

short lor mop-fair^ f. MOP sh2
;
for the reason for

the name see quot. c 1830.] The name in some
districts for the annual fair or gathering at which
servants are hired ; a i statute fair .

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 203 In the Northern part of Oxford

shire, ..it has always been the custom at set times of year,
I for young people to meet to be hired as servants ; which

| meeting, at lianbury they call the Mop; at Uloxham the

j

Statute. 1743 in Noake Rambler in Worcs., A mapp will

I be held at the same time for the hiring of servants. 1797
I EDEN State ofPoor I. -$$notet

In Gloucestershire. .servants

I
continue to attend the mopp or statute, as it is called (i. e.

Michaelmas fair), in order to be hired. &amp;lt; 1830 MRS. SHER
WOOD in Houlston Tracts III. No. 62. 3 It is an ancient
custom.. for servants out of place to assemble, once a year,
in or near some great town, for the purpose of being hired.

I have heard my mother say, that formerly each person
carried a mop, or a broom, or a flail,, .or some other badge
denoting the office in which they desired to engage ; but
this was done away with before my time. In this assem

blage, which is called a mop, persons in want of servants

generally make their choice. i&$$ All Year Round No. 29.

52 The provincial policeman had said that it was the Mop,
or, as the officer pronounced it, the Mope-day. 1870 -yd
Rep. Comm. Employm. Children, etc. Agric. 62 As many as

500 young men and women come to the great mop fair at

Monmouth which takes place in May. 1894 H est ii. Gas.

13 Oct. 5/3 Stratford-on-Avon mop , said to be the largest
statute fair in England, was held yc&amp;gt;terday.

fMop, shf 0/&amp;gt;s.-o [Cf. MAUPE; R. Holme
perh. mistook the application.]

= CO.VLMOL SK.
i

1688 R. HOLME Armoury u. 122/2 Crows, Pie.s, .. Tit-

mouses, Mopps, &c. do much hurt in Orchards. Ibid. 243/1
This, .we in our Countrey call Tittimous, or Mop.

Mop (m^p ,
v^ Also 6 moppe, [l^erh. imi

tative of movements of the lips: cf. Du. inoppcn to

pout.] intr. To make a grimace. Chiefly in

phrase to mop andmow cf. the oldermock and mow}.
1567 GOI.DING Ovids Met. xiv. 174 b, Too moppe and

mowe, but not too speake. 1570 LKVISS Manip. 169/17 To
moppe, n\&\V)}itonerc lal iti. 1583 GOLUISG Calvin on Deut.
.\.\iii. 138 Whensoeuer a Crucifix stands mopping & mowing
in the Church [etc.]. 1606 RICH Faults fy nothing but F.

7 Marke but his countenance, see how hee mops, and how
he mowes. 1655 * r- Com. Hist. Francion \\. 17 Fremond,
drawing her mouth an inch and a half wider than ordinary,
and mopping at him {etc.]. 1692 R. L KSTRAXCK Fables
x. 9 An Asse was so Hardy once, as to fall a Mopping and
Braying at a Lyon. 1823 BYRON Island iv. vii, fantastic
faces mop d and inow d on high. 1858 MERIVALE Row,
Emp. 1. (1865) VI. 206 He mops and mows, and shakes his

palsied head.

Mop (m^p), v.~
[f.

MOP j.-]
1. fraits. To rub with a mop ;

to wipe or clean

with or as with a mop. Also with otttt

1755 in JOHNSON. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Batys
Del-ut vii, I wiped the dust from off the top, While Molly
mopp d it with a mop, And brushed it with a broom. 1898
HKSI.F.Y Lond. Types, Barmaid^ And having mopped the
zinc for certain years, And faced the gas, she fades and dis

appears. 1898 P. MAXSON
Troj&amp;gt;.

Diseases xxiii. 375 The
whole breadth of the abscess cavity, which he [i.e. Zancarol]

mops out and stuffs with iodoform gauze.
D. slang. To mop the floor with \ said of a com

batant in whose hands his opponent is
helpless.

1887 HFNLEY & STEVENSON Deacon Brodie \. in. i New
castle Jemmy! Muck: that s my opinion of him. ..Til

mop the floor up with him any day. 1897 Daily News
2 Oct. 6/2 James I. of England, was more Popish than Pro
testant ; and the King of Spain mopped his floor with him.

2. To wipe perspiration, tears, etc., from (the

face, brow, etc.). Also rarely with up.
1840 TH.\CKERAY Paris Sk.-l k. (1869) 67 Gambouge mopped

his eyes with his handkerchief. 1853 MKS. STOWE Uncle
Tout s C. xi, The good-natured old body.. who had pulled
out a great yellow silk pocket-handkerchief, and was mop
ping up his face with great energy. 1870 LOWELL Study
Wind. 4 As we mopped our brows at each other. 1881

BKSANT & RICE Cha.pl. of Fleet i. xii, A boy pumped the

cold water over him. This done, he. .mopped his poll with
his silk handkerchief.

3. Mop up. To absorb, wipe up (water, etc.)

with or as with a mop. Also in various slang uses :

To drink greedily; to absorb, appropriate, get hold

of (profits, etc.); to make an end of, slaughter.
1709 [E. WAHD] Rambling Fuddle-Caps 10 Come, mop up

the Batter you ve trampl d and stood in. 1781 P. KECK FORD
Hunting (1803) 36 If water should remain, ..it should be

carefully mopped up. 1811 Lex. Balatron.^ To Mop nf&amp;gt; t
to

drink up. To empty a glass or pot. 1851-61 MAYHEW/.^//^.
Labour III. 203 If I gets inside I ll mop up is. if it s good
company. Ibid. 250, I have seen the youngest mop up

1

his half-quartern as well as I did. 1888 RIDER HAGGAKD
Col. Qitaritch III. i. 2 As he mopped up the streaming
blood with a sponge. 1890 R. BOLDHFWOOD Miner s

Right xv, It seems they have been mopping up some rich

surfacing. 1899 RIDER HAGGARD Farmers Yr. 387 After

wards this reverend gentleman very nearly slew me also in

mopping up a low pheasant. 1901 ll estm. Gaz. 18 Dec.

7/2 It is not to be expected.. that a force, however large,
will be able to mop up , .a far smaller body of Boers in

a short time.

Hence Mop-up s&. t a state of being mopped up .

1900 DOVI.K (//. Jn fr Ir ar xv. 263 Better six battalions

s.ifely down the hill than a mop up in the morning. 1902
io//i Cent. June 910 He was in for a mop-up this time.

Mop, z&amp;gt;.\ variant of MAP ? .
a

,
to bewilder.

c 1400 Laud Troy Ilk. 18204 The knyghtes that were In
that hors stopped, Thei were nother mased ne mopped.

Mope (m&amp;lt;up),
sb. Also 6 moope. [Related to

MOPE z/., from which senses 2 and 3 are derived.]

f 1. A fool
;
= MOP sb. 1 i.

1540 HYRDE tr. yivts Instr. Chr. Wont. (1592) I viij, Nor
thou shall not thereof be reckoned the more moope and
foole but the more wise. 1638 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. ii. iv.

iv. (ed. 3) 142 They will be scoffing, .till they haue made by
their humoring or gulling, ex stulto insanum^ a mope or

a noddy.
2. One who mopes ;

a gloomy, listless person.
1693 Jfiiinonrs Town 125, 1 shou d grow the veriest Mope

in the World, if I shou d forsake this Town. 17*8 POI-K

Dnnc. u. 33 A Poet s form she plac d before their eyes, No
meagre, muse-rid mope, adust and thin. 1747 W. HOKSLFV
Fool{\T\%) II. 257 All dull and disconsolate, as the Mopes
in Bedlam, a 1766 MKS. F. SHERIDAN Sidney Kidnlph IV.

121 She is become such a mope, that she is really fit com-

pany for no one but herself. 1878 M. C. JACKSON Chaperon s

Cares xiii, She is no mope, only thoughtful and quiet.

3. pi. The mopes ; depression of spirits.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 944, I have got the mopes.

1838 THACKERAY Yellowpl. Corr. iii, Master still in the

mopes. 1845 / . Parleys Ann. VI. 199 If I go with my
eyes fixed upon the ground, they say I have got the mopes,
and am going mad. 1900 \Vestm. Caz. 29 Mar. 3/2 If you
did not take exercise you fell into a state of weakness and

mopes, in which you were an easy victim to enteric.

Mope (m&amp;lt;?up) ,
v. Also 6-7 moop(e, 7 ~^

raoape. [Of obscure origin ; connexion with MOP
z .

1 is doubtful. Cf. MOP j.l, MAP v2j MOP 7,-.3

In mod. dialects (see Eng. Dial. Diet.) the vb. has the

to look discontented, sulk, Da. maabe to be stupid or

unconscious, to mope, Norw. maafa to lay about one



MOPED.
wildly with a weapon, Bornholm mava to stand canin-
expecting something good. (M.Sw. ,,w/&amp;gt;a to befool seeing
to be more nearly connected wilh Mop sb. )\

1. inlr. To be in a state of unconsciousness, to
move and act without the impulse and guidance of
thought (Schmidt). Obs. exc. dial, (see E D D^
*&, 1593 [see MOPING ffl. a.}. ,59, SHAKS. Hen. I- m

vii. 143 What a wretched and peeuish fellow is this Kin&quot;
of England, to mope with his fat-brain d followers so farre
out of his knowledge. 1602 _ Ham. m. iv. 81 (1604 Qo.)What demll wast 1 hat thus hath cosund you at hodman
blind ; Eyes without feeling, feeling without sight. . .Or buta sickly part of one true sence Could not so mope. 1610
Jeinf. v. 240 Euen in adreame, were we diuided from themAnd were brought moaping hither.

2. To yield oneself up to ennui
; to remain in a

listless, apathetic condition, without makinn- any
effort to rouse oneself; to be dull, dejected and
spiritless.
c I590GREENE Alplionsns iv. Wks. (Grosart) XIII. 39S And

for_
Mars . . He moping sits behind

Delight. 1770 FOOTE Lame Lover n. Wks. 1793 II. 7-tor this fortnight he has gone about sighing, and nuisiiv
and moping. 1863 TROLLOI&amp;gt;E lielton Kst. v, He s out some
where, thinking of what is going on, instead of moping in
the house. 1882 Miss BKADDON Mt. Royal II. iii. 3I she
was still moping and regretting the discarded lover.

fig. 1795 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) 1 indariana Wks. 1812
164 bee yonder cloud that mopes with mournful shade.

b. quad-trans, with away.
1791 CHARLOTTE SMITH Celestina II. 227 Celestina has too

much spirit and too much sense to mope away her youthand beauty, a 1792 HOKSK Disc. (1795) IV. xii. 279 His
religion.. directs him not to shut himself up in a cloister
alone, there to mope and moan away his life.

3. trans. To make dull, dejected, or melancholy.Now only rejl. and in passive, to be the victim of
ennui.

ijka
WARNER Alt. Eng. xii. Ixxi. (i6 I2 ) 297 Not moop t

at home, but mapping Lands. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. \.

II. IV. iv. (1624) 134 Many men are vndone by this meanes
moped, and so dejected that [etc.]. 1681-4 ] SCOTT CAr.
Life I. iv. (ed. 3) 283 It is doubtless a great Disgrace to our
Religion to imagine, .that it is an Enemy to Mirth and
Cnearfulness,.. that men are never serious enough till they
are mope d into Statues. 1740 j. CLARKK Educ. Ycmtli
(ed. 3) 140 Boys of mild. .Tempers, must be dispirited and
inoaped. .by it. 1799 MRS. }. WEST Tale of Times II. y,Ihe viscountess.. urged her not to mope herself at home

IV

. e
1803 JANE PORTER Tkaddeus xxxvi, My father is moped to
death for want of you both. 1881 LADY HERBERT liditli ici

nope
Ifof.

.

Gordon could not compel her to remain at home and
herself to death as she expressed it. 1903 Limgtu.
Apr. 494 Any one can see you are moped to death.

Moped (mi7pt), ///. a.
[(. Moi E v. + -ED 1.1

fa. Stupefied, bewildered (obs.). b. Affected with
ennui, dejected, melancholy, low-spirited.
1606 Sir G. Gooseeapfe \. \. in liullen O. PI. III. 8 Out,

ye mopede monckies, can yee not knowe a man from a
Marmasett, in theis Frenchified dayes of ours? a 1625
r-LETCHER Hum. Lieutenant iv. vi, He is bewitch d or
moopd or his braines melted. 1692 I.OCKE Educ. si
beverily.. often.. breaking the Mind; and then in the Place
Ofa disorderly young Fellow, you haue a low-spirited moap d
Creature. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy y, Dennis Wks. 1755 III. i.

140 Her master never read in them, but he was either quite
moped, or in raving fits. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives ff Dan.
xlviii I ve got quite moped and dismal. 1887 R. N. CAREY
Uncle Max

i, I was moped, hipped, with all that dreary
hospital work.

t Mopediiess. Obs.
[f. MOPED ///. a . +

-NESS.] The condition of being moped.
1660 H MORE Mytt. Go.ll. vii. x. 321 Unless Scepticism be

heightned unto a disease as perfect as either Madness or
down-right Mopedness. 1668 - Div. Dial. n. xxiii. (17,3)toiUveil over either to miserable Mopedness or Distraction.

.MO-pe-eye. rare- . [Hack formation from
next.] Myopia. ,89 , ; Syd. Sac. Le.r.

Mope-eyed (num-p^-d), . Also 7 mop-p -

eyed. [f. stem of MOPE v. (where see sense O.I
Purblind, short-sighted.

i t_ii j tj/-t* ., v
llop-eyd 1 am, as some have said, liecause I ve liv d so
long a maid. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet.

r - eyed and ungainly.Mo peful, a.
[f. MOPE v. + -FUL.] (See q. it.)

1846 WORCESTER, Mopcful, drowsy ; stupid ; dull. C. J.
brown. In recent Diets.

Mo-per. [f. MOPE v. + -KK
1.] One who mope*.

1876 W. CORY Lett, ff Jrnls. (,897) 422 Am I not the same
moper that heard Hallam read aloud? 1880 J. NICOLL
roeins ff Songs 169 I ll he nae permissive moper.
mopey, var. MOPY a. Moph : see MOFF .

Mo phrodite. Also 8 morphrodite. A vulgar
corruption of HERMAPHRODITE.
1706 VANBRUGII Prn; Wife iv. iii. (ed. 2\ I heard Mr.

Constable say she was little better than a morphrodite.
1741 FlttLDINO Jos. Andrews i. ix, You must.. get a set of
mophrodites to wait upon you. 1889 .V. W. Line. Gloss

,

Mopkroditc. (i) An hermaphrodite. (2) A waggon that
can be converted into a cart. [Cf. MORFPI v J

651

Moping (mJu-pirj), vbl. sb. [-INGI] The
action of the vb. MOPE

;
an instance of this

1671 H. FOULIS Hist. Rom. Treasons (,63i) 6, One mavknow hs by his moping. I7OO DkSw A?An |. 54, I uU of museful Mopmgs, which presage The los

^EY A
&amp;gt;

MOPSTICK.

.s
| tMo-ppet 1

. Obs. Forms: 6 mappatt mou-

,npIT- [? Alterali0 1 of &quot;&quot;
&amp;lt;

APPLE.

pirj),///.a. [f. MOPE J . + -ING*.]

.-i--

.i., --.-- *= .
- f &quot; &quot; * -i&amp;lt;J\v. I75O (- KAY

- in, J he moping owl. 1851 UORROW Lawngro l.x.x

^.^^sswr^r^s^SS&^^^^?^^
!8^

1

M, s&quot;r, oi

i &quot; rly &quot; &quot;
&quot; a ni.P in

S.manner-

thinking from breakfast to bed-time.

t Mo-pish, &quot;.I Oh. Also 7 moppish, 4 mop-
P.isoh.e. [f. MOP s6.l + -mil. (Sense i is akin to

that ofMOPE . i, thougli appearing much earlier.)]1. Stupidly bewildered. Obs.

Also 7 mopphet. [f. Mop

1. Used as an endearing appellation for a baby
girl, etc.; a

darling, a favourite. Also used
contemptuously (? after sense 2) for a gaily dressed
or frivolous woman. Obs. or arch.

f -.
--- -79 2 II- 164 A moupeinade of pretliness and pride. 1746 FRANXIS tr. Horace, Sal.

I. in. 64 Is he of dwarfish and abortive size? Sweet little
moppet , the fond father cries.

&quot;

Hat,man III. 7o I ll. .tell father and mother,

wende aboute as moppysche [Harl. iis. maskede]that nuste wer hu were.
2. Foolish.
1568 /fist yacol, ff l:sa:, v. x. G iij, Yea mother, see that

ye holde with that mopisheelfe. 1577 T. KENDALL Wra,&quot;&quot;

of tfigr. 107 As mopish Monkes and foolish Fliers didweare most commonly. ,608-11 Ii,.. HALL Medit. ff I ows
I 51, 1 need not be so mopish as not to beleeue rather

the language of the hand than of the tongue. .609 B,. W
(

i.ow Answ. Nameless Cat/I. 3 r 5 Presenting nothing
worthy view but moppish toies, in ridiculous fables.

Mopish (mtf-u-pjj), a.a [f. tMOPE . + _,SH jGiven to moping ; causing moping ; characterized
by a weak melancholy ; dejected.
i6zi S. WARD Life ofFaith i Why are many of thy fol-

lowers so dead, so mopish, so melancholy? 1675 \\a\\tLir
temple i. v, lis a sad moapish disconsolate Temper, cuts
off, and quite banishes all manly rational joy. 1716 MDAMES Aiken. Brit. III. Xuffl. Dis! . Drama ,8 lie-coming
.stupid and mopish as well as sottish and foolish 1889
U.ARI&amp;lt; RUSSELL Marooned (iZgo) 262 A woman who had
been fretful and mopish.
Hence Mo-pishly ait;:

; Mo-pishness.
1598 J. DlCKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 100 I ush (quoth

he) thou art too scrupulous ; t his is not mode-.lv. but mopish-
nesse. 165! Dr. HAI.L .SW//,y. xxix. Wks. i8o3 VI. 350
Here, one mopi,hly stupid, and so fixed to his posture, as
ll he were a breathing slalue. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I.

p. cxiv, Ly degrees she fell into a perfect MupMmcss or
stupidity. zSsg C. S. HENRY Dr. Old/iam s T.ilki xi. (1860)
03 His mopishness vanished with his wife s return. 1879 MissBRADDON yf.milll. 115 You have behaved mopishly of late.

Moplall (mp-pla). Anglo-Indian. Also 8-9
mopla, 9 mapilla, mopilla, moplai, -lar, -lay.
[a. Malayalam mafpila] One of the Moham-
medan inhabitants of Malabar, descended from
Moors and Arabs who have settled on that coast,
and married Malabar women.
1787 KirsoN Life ff Lett. (1833) I. 124 Your wond rous

tales.. Of Moplas fierce your hand has tam d, And monsters
that your sword has maim d. 1807 F. BUCHANAN Jonrn.

c. II. 39^ No instance occurs of a Moplay havin;

ill a glass is preferred to one of those reasoning dam-els.
D. Contemptuously applied to a man

1707 CIUUER Double Gallant ,, He ll think I don t lovehim else. Poor Moppet ! 1766 H. WALI OLE Lett. 1 5 NovHe went to the Lord Mayor s feast, and dragged alone withhim that wise moppet, Lord Lyttelton. 1781 ll-id. 25 MarA moppet in Grosvenor Square has conceived hopes frum
this rising storm [etc.].

t2. A rag doll. Obs. rare-&quot;.

(Cf. quot. CI440S.V. MOPS/.. 2.]

. &quot;755 JOHNSON, Mfffet, a puppet made of rags, as a mop
is made.
3. A woolly variety of dog. (Cf. MOPS -.)
1861 GIN. P. THO.MCSON in Bradford Advertiser T\)K 6/r

J he curly moppet of the respectable household, w hose locks
are carved into some absurd suggestion of a lion.

tMO ppet :i
. Obs. rare- ,

[f. MOP rf. -i-t-.tT.]A giiniacc.
1693 Uniitharfs Ralelais m. Prol. 17 And albeit we see

them sometimes counterfeit Devotion, yet never did Old
Age [? jead Ape] make pietty Moppet [orig. onqucs vicil
stage ne/it l-eilf mane].

Mopp-eyed, obs. form of MOPE-EYED.

Mopping (nypin), vbl. rf.i
[f. MOP z.l t

-i.NG
i.J Grimacing; also, an instance of this.

1615 G^SANDYS I rar. 227 Administring matter of mirth
with their ridiculous moppings. 1881 STE\ LNSON / i,.
Pncrisqite no Such a mopping and a mowing.

Mopping (inp P
n}&amp;gt;

vbl. i/ .-
[f. MOP i&amp;gt;.

- &amp;gt;

Bi
^ (m(&amp;gt;-jpo.uk).

Also maw(e;pawk, mope hawk, moopoo. [Imi
tative of the bird s note

;
the forms morcpork, mope

hawk are obvious interpretative corruptions; the

prevailing form in Australian use is now mopoke.]
1. A name given in New Zealand to an owl, the

Spiloglattx novx-zealandiie, in Tasmania to the

night-jar, Poitargiis cttvicri, and in Australia to
other birds, as the Ninox booboolt.

1827 HELLYER in UischofF Van Diemen s Land (1832) 177
One of the men shot a more pork . 1846 G. H. HAYDON
5 Vrs. Austral. Felix vi. 132 The doleful cry of the more-
pork. 1848 GOULD Birds Australia II. pi. i sEgot/itles
Xovx-Hollandix Vig. and Horsf., Owlet Nightjar. . Little

Mawepawk, colonists of Van Diemen s Land. 1852 MRS.
MEKEDIIH My Home in Tasmania II. xviii. 253 The Maw-
pawk, More Pork, or Mope Hawk, is common in most
parts of the colony. 1864 J. ROGERS Ne-.u Rusk it. 39 A
Mopoke may pick out my eyes. 1890 Melbourne Argus
26 July 4/4 The shapeless moopoo seemed to cast down an
e\ il eye as he flitted past. 1896 .SPENCER Through Larapinla
Land 124 In the gum trees the mopokes (Ninox boolook)
were calling to one another. 1898 M. ROBERTS Keeper of
Waters 138 He sold a station in Victoria, and they said
he was as silly as a morepork .

b. transf. A stupid .

1890 R. BOLDREWOOU Col. Reformer xiii. 125 What a
regular more-pork I was to be sure.

2. The note of this bird.

1827 HKLLVER in Bischoff I an Dicineris Land(\%y) 177
The owl s doleful cry of more pork . 1868 CARLEION

chloroform narcosis with frequently-repeated local mopping,
of the pharynx and larynx of the patient.

Moppish : see MOPISH &amp;lt;z.i

Moppit, obs. form of MOPPET.

Moppy (m? pi)- [f- MOP &amp;gt;/ .- + -Y.]
1. Of hair, foliage, etc. : Resembling a mop ;

having the characteristics of a mop; thick.

1725 BRADLEY l-am. Diet. s. v. Orange tree, Let him pare
off two Thirds of the Earth, and piune the Fibres and
moppy Roots. 1880 A. H. KEANK in Nature 30 Dec. 202, 2
The moppy head being thoioughly Papuan. 1884 G. Mooi;F.
Jlittn/iier s ll i/e (1892) 49 His moppy black hair

2. slang. Intoxicated. (Cf. Mor sb.- i b.)
1813 Grose s Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. Egan), Moffy, drunk. Cant.

i Mops . Obs. Also 7 mopse. [Prob. an ex
tension of Mop rf.l ; cf. MOPPET, MOPSY.] A term
of endearment for a young girl.
1565 GOLDING Ovid s Met. ill. (1567) 32!), Little bibling

Phyale, and Pseke that pretie Mops. 1584 PEELE A rraigmn.
Paris iv. i, I faith, i faith, my gentle mops, but I do know
a cast. 1588 T. THOMAS Diet. (1615^, ruellitla^ .a little

pretie girle : a little mopse. 59* LYLY Alidtts i. ii, We are
no chase (prettie mops,) for Deere we are not, neither red

nor fallow. 1654 GAYTOH Pleas. AWc* n, ii. 37 Which
Sancho stole from his ill favoured Mopse.

Mops- (rm&amp;gt;ps).
rare , [a. G. mops = Du.

mops, /(&amp;gt;/.]
A pug-dog. 1890 in Century Diet.

t Mo psical, a. Ots.rare 1
. [?f. MOPS lor

MOPSY + -1CAL.J ?Like a spoiled child, pettish.
Blount Glossogr. 1656-61 explains it as that cannot see

well
1

; connecting it wilh our phrase moneyed . The
explanation has been copied in many later Diets.

1653 GAL-OEH llierasf. Pref. to Kdr. 9 Their Mopsicall
humors being never satisfied, but in fancying themselves as

Kings, and reigning wilh Christ.

Mppstick (nvpstik). [f.
MOP st.3 + STICK.]

1. The handle of a mop.
1710 SWII-T Jrnl. to Stella 16 Dec., Hang it [a picture]

carefully in some part of your room, where chairs and
candles and mop-sticks won t spoil it. 1818 Miss M iiroRa
in L Estrange Life (1870) II. 31 Our candidate is vastly like

a mopstick, or, rather, a tall hop-pole.

148-3



MOPSY.

t b. Cry mapsticks ! app. a vulgar jocose per
version of I cry you mercy*. Obs.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. i. 26 Neveront. Cry, Map-
sticks, Mad.im

;
no Offence, I hope.

2. Pianoforte manufacture. (See quot. 1875.)

1870 BKINSMEAD Hist. Pianoforte 52 The sticker, or mop-
stick,., raised the damper at the same moment that the

hammer was impelled against the string. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek., Map stick; a verticil damper-rod at the end of

the key in the old piano-forte movement, single action.

attrih. 1885 HIPKINS in Encycl. ffrit. XIX. 72/2 This

defect is overcome by Zumpe s
*

mopstick damper.

Mopsy (mp psi). Also 7-8 mopsie, 8 mapsie.

9 mop^ey. [f.
MOP s/&amp;gt;.

1
;
the ending -sy is common

dial, in terms of endearment, as in bahsy, ducksy.
cf. th? pet names Betsy, Patsy.]
1. Used as a term of endearment

;
a pretty child ;

a dnrling, a sweetheart. ? Ohs.

1582 STANYHURST jfineis i. (Arb.^ 41 Thee mopsy [sc. the

infant Ascanius] her phantasye lurcheth, 1583 STUBBES
Anat. Abas, i. (1879) 147 Borrowed for the most parte of

their pretie Mopsies & loouing Besses. 1703 VANBRI GH
Mislnke iv. i, y.icin. But don t expect I ll follow her

Example. San. You would, Mopsie, if I d let you. 1706
K. WARD Httd. Rediv. x. v. 10 These rmVd with Brewers,
and their Mopsies.
2. A slatternly, untidy woman. ? Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Canf. Crew, Afopsic, a Dowdy, or

Homely Woman, c 1785 John Thornfsotft Man 14 If you
wed an old mapsie, murlie .deformed Creature to be thy
Wife. 1800 LAMB Let. to Coleridge You encouraged that

mopsey, Miss Wesley, to dance after you, in the hope of

having her nonsense put into a nonsensical Anthology.
3. A \voolly variety of do^ . 1855 OGILVIE Suppl.

Mopus 1

(m0u-p.;). Obs.cxc. dial, (see E. D. D.).

[i. MOPE sb. (? with quasi-Latin ending).] A mope ;

a dull, stupid person.
a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew s v., A mcer Mopus grown^

become dispirited, dull and Stupid. 1700 CONCREVE Ifay
of World in. i, Dids t thou not hear me, Mopus? 17*9
SWIFT Gran i Quest. Debated 27 I m grown a mere mopus ;

no company conies But a rabble of tenants and rusty dull

rums.

t Mo pus -. Obs. In Barbadoea, the local

name of the Knot, Tringa canutus.

1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 78 Of the M opuses. There are

three Sorts of these.. the Large, the Small, and the Hiding
Mopus. 184^ in ScHOMRt RGK Hist. Barbados 681.

Mopus :i (nwu ptfs). slang, fa.
* A halfpenny

or farthing (B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, a 1700). b.

pi. Money in general.
1769 Stratford Jubilee n. i. 32 If she [a rich widow] has

the mopus s, I ll have her, as snug as a bug in a rug. 1798
G,-ralUna I. 44 You have got the utopussi S, the ready. 1840
New Monthly Mag. LX. 37^ Without the mopuses to pay
for your call, the demand will be like Owen Glendowers
demand for spirits from the vasty deep . 1892 M. WIL
LIAMS Round Lond. (189; 23 They hav nt got any mopusses.

ait&amp;gt;-ib. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair vi, Look to the pewter
room, Hlowser. You, Mark, to the old gaff s mopus box !

Mopy irKJtt pi), a. Also mopey. [f. MOPE v.

+ -Y.J Given to moping, causing moping, dull.

1827 Sporting ^f(i XIX. 274, I am so very deaf and

mopy like. 1883 MRS. LYNM LINTON lone i, A dull country
town like this mopy old Oakhurst ! 1889 W. S. GILBERT
Gondoliers n. 33 After you left we felt very dull and mopey.

Moqua, obs. form of MOHAWK.
tMoquet. Obs. raw 1

. [?a us2 of F. mo-

tjuette: see next.] =CHAWDRON.
1578 LVTE Dodoens v. xviii. 572 The second kinde of

I,tuce hath crompled leaties, wrinckled and..drawen to-

gither almost like the Moquet or Chauden of a Calfe.

Moquette ^m^ke tj. Also 8 qttasi-It. inocketto.

[a. F. mot]tiette\ according to Hatz.-Darm. a cor

ruption oimocade MoCKADO.] A material composed
of wool and hemp or linen, chiefly used for car

peting. Also moqiutte carpet.

176* tr. Bustling s Syst. Gtog. II. 401 In it are also made
very beautiful barngons, together with mockettoes, a kind
of carpets. 1853-4 Tomlinsnn s Cycl. Use/. Arts (1866) II.

67 The Wilton carpet, called Alo^netU by the French,
differs from the Brussels in the form of the wire [etc.]. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Kloquette, a tapestry Brussels carpet
of a fine quality ; a species of Wilton carpet. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. V. 130/1 Moquette or Wilton Carpets are woven in

the same manner as Brussels carpets. 1894 J. PESDLETON
Our Railways I. 443 Its saloons, .upholstered in moquette.

Mor, obs. form of MOOR, MORE.
Ii Mora 1

(m6-&amp;gt;*ra). [L. mom delay.]
1. Scots Law. Negligent delay (see quot. 18.^8).

1569 Re$, Privy Council Scot. II. 9 Nowther the said Erll

of Huntley nor yit the parteis complenaris ar in mora.

1838 W. BE LI. Diet. Laiv Scotl., Mora, or delay, is a general
term applicable to all undue delay in the prosecution or

completion of an inchoate bargain, diligence, or the like.

f 2. A short space of time ;
a delay. Obs. rare.

a 1633 G. HERBERT Jacula Prnd. 145 Good is the mora
that makes all sure, a 1677 HALE Prim. Ong. Klan. 76 This

preparation, .requires a competent /iri&amp;gt;ra,or time, antecedent
to its complete and full constitution. Ibid. 102.

3. (PI. morse.} A unit of metrical time equal to

the duration of a short syllable.
1848 DONALDSON Gr. Gram. 16 The shortest time in which

a syllable can be pronounced is called a mora, or single
time. A short syllable has one mora. . a long syllable con
tains twow/f rar. 1879 J. W. WHITE tr. Schmidts Rhythmic
&amp;lt;5-

Metric 65.

Mora-, morra (mfra\ [It. mora, of un
known origin. Cf. F. mourre in the same sense.]
A popular game in Italy in which one player

guesses the number of fingers held up simul

taneously, by another player. Also applied by
Europeans to a similar game in China.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mora, the Italian Play of Ix&amp;gt;ve

with the Fingers. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian h, Yjvaldi

heard only the quick and eager voices of some I-azaroni..

as they contended at the simple game of Morra. 1833
LONGF. Ontre-Mer, Rome in Midsitmmcr p i The idle fac-

chino. .plays at moraby thefountain. 1848 S. W. WILLIAMS
Mid. Kingd. (1883* I. 808 The guests relieve its tedium by
playing the game of chai mei, or morra {the miciire digitis
of the old Romans), which consists in showing the fingers to

each other across the table, and mentioning a number at the

same moment ; as, if one opens out two fingers, and mentions
the number four, the other instantly shows six fingers, and
mentions that number. If he mistake in giving the comple
ment of ten, he pays a forfeit by drinking a cup.

I: Mora :1 ^mo-^ra). Gr. Hist. PI. moras. [Gr.

pupa, f. fiop-, pfp- to divide.] One of the (originally

six) divisions of which the Spartan army consisted.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece xxxviii. V. 77 Two moras had
been kept at home, together with the veterans. iSsoGROTE
Greece n. Ivi. VII. 109 Every order emanated from the

Spartan King..and was given to the Polemarchs, each

commanding a mora, the largest military division.

||
Iffiora 4

(mo-J ra). [Shortened from Tupi moira-

tmga white tree ,
f. moira tree, tinga white.]

A lofty tree, Mora exceha, found in British Guiana

and Trinidad. Also attrib.^ as mora-tree, wood.
1826 SYIX SMITH ll ks. (1859) II. 74 Among these, pre

eminent in height rises the mora. 1840 SCHOMBI RGK Descr.

Brit. Gnianx 31 The Mora (Mora excclsa, llenth.) may
well be called the king of the forest ; it towers above every
other tree. 1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning etc. I. 94 Mora-
wood . , is close-grained like teak, and superior to oak,
esteemed for ship-building..; in colour it resembles mode

rately red mahogany. 1864-5 WOOD Homes without H.
ii. (1868)82 The Toucan.. may generally be seen perched
on the topmost boughs of the lofty mora- tree.

|[ Mora (mo^ra). Anglo-Indian* Also morah.

[Hind. morhal\ A stool, foot-stool. ( In common

colloquial use , Yule.)
r 1813 MRS. SMERWHOD Stories Ch. Catech. vii. 45 She

took her fiible and a mora, and went and sat in one corner

of the room. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854)

98 One or two morahs, or stools.

Morabit, -bot, obs. forms of MARABOUT.

|[ Moral, incorrect form of MARAE.
1772-84 COOK I oy. (1790) V. 1705. 1840 F. D. BENNETT

II haling I oy. II. 394.

Morain, variant of MORION.

Morainal (morJJ nal), a. [f. MORAINE + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to a moraine.

1872 C. KING Mountain. Sierra AVr-. viii. 154 Anaccumi*
lation of morainal matter deposited by ancient Merced

glaciers. 1899 Pop. Sci. Monthly I,V. 570 The flora is

morainal in its general character.

Hfforaine (mon
T

n). [a. F. moraine.] An
accumulation of debris from the mountains carried

down and deposited by a glacier.

Lateral, terminal moraine, a deposit nt the side or the

extremity of a glacier respectively. Medial moraine, a

deposit between two conjoining glaciers.

1789 COXE Trav. Switz. II. xxxviii. 3 We crossed some
snow.. and immediately got upon the moraine, the term

given to the stones and earth which the glaciers disgorge on
each side. 1863 I .YELL A ntiq. A/an xv.

a&amp;lt;jS
The lateral, medial,

and terminal moraines of great glaciers. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 159We generally find, across the end of the glacier,
a confused heap of rubbish, known as a terminal moraine.
attrifi. 1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 410 It seems to be moraine

mud. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 163 Ilergs break off and
float away carrying their burden of moraine matter.

Moraine, obs. form of MURRAIN.

Moraiiiic (mor^ nik), a. [f. MORAINE + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of, a moraine.

1863 LYELL Antiq. Man xv. 314 The ponds .. consist ex

clusively of what M.de Mortillet has denominated morainlc

lakes, i. e. caused by barriers of glacier-mud and stones.

1889 ( i. F. WRIGHT Ice Age N. Amer. 478 Morainic ridges,

Moral (rrifrral),,sA Also 6-7 mor(r)all. [Subsl.
use of MORAL a.\ but several of the uses are wholly
or in part suggested by the corresponding late I..

morale netit. sing., indralia neut. pi., F. moral

masc., morale fern, (see MORALE).]
1. //. (earlier fXf-) Used to render L. Moralia

pi. as the title of St. Gregory the Great s work on

the moral exposition of the Book of Job, and (later)

as the collective title given to Hutarch s writings
other than the * Lives , to the ethical writings of

Seneca, etc.

c 1380 AnUcrist in Todd 3 Treat, ll ycli/ (i%$i\ 121

Gregor in be two &
J&amp;gt;ritti

boke of hise moral. 1526 PHgr.
Ferf, (W. de W. 1531) 22 As saynt Gregory sayth in nis

Moralles. 1603 HOLLAND (title) The Philosophic commonlie

called, The Morals. Written by .. Plutarch. 1678 K.

L EsTRANGE (title) Seneca s Morals, by way of Abstract.

1824 SCOT r Epilogue (init.), The sages for authority, pray
look Seneca s morals, or the copy-book.
2. The moral teaching or practical lesson (of a

fiction or fable; sometimes, of a real occurrence) ;

also in phr. to point a moral (cf. POINT v^ 5 b).
a 1500 Everyman end, This morall men may have in

mynde : Ye herers take it of worth,. .And forsake Pryde.
XS93 SHAKS. Rich. //, iv. i. 290 Marke silent King, the

Morall of this sport. 1602 WAKNKR Alb. Eng. x. Ix. (1612)

263 The Fables Morall of the Stock and Stork. 1634 W.
TIRWHVT tr. Ralzac s Lett. (vol. 1. 1 282 The Morall hereof

IS that you must make use of your youth, and gather Nose

gays before the roses wither. 1742 YOUNG A7. Th. ix. 361

MORAL.
No fancy d God .. descends To solve all knots; to strike

the moral home. 1748 JOHNSON Van. Hum. Wishes 222 To
point a moral, or adorn a tale. 1848 DICKKNS Domhcy ii,

There s a moral in everything. 1861 M. PATTISOS Ess.

, (1889) I. 45 An inscription.. in which the moral was better

than the point.

b. An exposition of the moral teaching or prac
tical lesson contained in a literary composition;
that part of a composition (e.g. of a fable) which

applies or points the moral meaning.
1560 T. H. (title} The Fable of Quid treting of Narcissus,

translated out of Latin into Knglysh Mytre, with a moral
ther vnto. 1892 R. L ESTRANGE (title) Fables, of jtsop
..with Morals and Reflexions. 1752 YOUNG Brothers \. i,

As if the Thracian queen conducted all, And wrote the

moral in her children s blood.

f c. Import, meaning, signification. 06s.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 79 Biond. You saw my
Master winke and laugh vpon you? Luc. Biondello, what
of that? Biond. Faith nothing: but has left mee here
behinde to expound the meaning or morall of his signes and
tokens. 1841 CATLIN A^. Amcr. Ind. (1844) I. xiv. 102

Indians,, .with their few and simple oddities, all of which
have their moral or meaning.

f3, A symbolical figure. Obs.

1584 CONSTABLE Sonn, iv. iv, Fooles be they that inuei^h

gainst Mahomet, Who s but a mortal) of loues Monarchic.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. ft HI. vi. 40 Fortune is painted blinde..
to signifie to you, that Fortune is blinde.. .Fortune is an
excellent Morall.

b. vulgarly. Counterpart, likeness. Chiefly in

phr. the very moral of. . . (Cf. MODEL sb. 3 b.)

*757 SMOLLETT^vt^m/i. ii.Och ! the delicate creature !

she s the very moral of my own honey. 1850 SMEDLFY
F. FairUgh (1894) 41 He s the very moral (as the old

women call it) of Sir John. 1890
* R. BoumvOOO* Col.

Reformer (1891) 102 He s.. the very moral of a horse the

whipper-in, .rode.

4. = MORALITY 4 b. Obs. exc. Hist.

1578 in Cunningham Kerch at Crt. (1842) 125 A Morrall
of the marryage of Mynde and Measure shewen at Rich
mond. 1592 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. 21 You hane
counterfeited the stile of the olde Vice in the Mortal Is.

1606 DEKKER Sev. Sinnes vn. (Arb.) 45 Crueltie hath yet
another part to play, it is acted (like the old Morralls at

Maningtree) by Trades men. 1875 A. W. WARD Eng.
Dram. Lit. I. i. 23 Morals teach and illustrate the same

religious truths, .by allegorical means.

f 5. A moralist. Obs, rare.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado 125 Nor did that Morall erre,

who wisely would, Compare a Courtiers witte to th Mari

gold. 16*6 DKETON I-antasliqttcs (Cass.\ That experienst
morall [i.e. Socrates],

t6. sing. (A person s) moral principles or

practice. Obs.
1688 Ansiu. Talon s Plea 6 But they continue still to up

braid em, that they are of the Caball ;. .that their Moral
is rotten. 1718 PRIOR Epitaph 17 Their Moral and Oeconomy,
Most perfectly They made agree. 1733 POPE Kss. Mnn in.

286 Twas then. .Poet or Patriot, rose but to restore The
Faith and Moral Nature gave before, lyw MRS. GRIFFITH
Left. Henry &amp;lt;y

Frances (1767) I. p. iii, This pair of polite
and happy lovers seem to have used their passions as they
were designed by Providence, to inspirit their reason, and
to actuate their moral. 1820 BYRON Let. Jo Murray 21 Feb.,
Their [sc. Italians ] moral is not your moral; their life is

not your life.

|| b. The condition (of troops, etc.) with respect
to discipline, subordination, and confidence.

[Fr. ; pronounced (moral) : see MORALE 2.]

1883 KVE in Three Lect. Kduc. 18 It is not good for the

moral tf a class if [etc-]. 1900 U estm. Gaz. 19 Mar. 5/1 The
force investing Mafeking-.is daily becoming shaken in

moral. 1901 HENDERSON tr. Stenbergs Exper. Boer War
Introd. 37 Whatever might be the

percentage
of casualties

our battalions suffered, they never lost their moral*

7. pL In early use : t (A person s) moral quali
ties or endowments (obs.}. Now, Moral habits or

conduct; habits of life in regard to right and

wrong conduct; also spec., sexual conduct.

1613 FLETCHER, etc. Captain n. i, My morals and those

hidden pieces That art bestows upon me, they are such That
..I am sure will shame me. 1663 Cow LEV Govt. O. Croat-

?* -// Wks. (1669^ 69 Which if you please to lake notice of

for the advantage of his Intellectuals, I desire you to allow

me the liberty to do so too, when I am to speak of his

Morals. 1697 DRYDKN Georg. Ded., Tis infectious even to

the best Morals to live always in it [sc. the Court air].

1719 SWIFT To Yng. Clergyman Wks. 1751 V. 27 1 he

People of England are more corrupt in their Morals than

any other Nation this day under the Sun. 1849 MACAULAY
fitst. Eng. vj. II. 69 The morals of Sedley were such as,

even in that age, gave great scandal. 1862 I.VIION Sir.

Story I. vii. 54 An earl s daughter, with a good income and

an awfully bad name, of the best manners, and of the worst

morals.

8. //. Moral science; moral doctrine; ethics.

CliieHy construed as sing. Now rare.

1651 HOBHF.S Govt.
&amp;lt;$

Soc. Ep. Ded., For treating of

Figures, tiscall d Geometry; of motion, Physick; of naturall

right,
Moralls. 1653 STANLEY Hist. Philos.^

in. (1687)73/2
His [sc, Socrates ] Morals, consider a Man either as a single

person, or as the Father of a Family, or as a member of the

Commonwealth. 1785 PALEY Mor. $ /W- / *#&amp;lt; Pref.

pi All just principles of reasoning in morals. &amp;gt;86x MILL

Utitit. v. 92 A direct emanation from the first principle of

morals. 1871 SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud. (1875) 41 In morals

the action is judged by the intention.

^sing. in the same sense. [? After G. moral.}
1828 PUSEY Hist. Eng. 1. 149 It contains a perfect system

of moral.

t b. The small morals : the minor moralities ;

rules of behaviour in small matters. Obs.

1651 HOBOES Leviathan i. xl. inif., Uy Manners, I mean



MORAL.
not here, Decency of behaviour l as how one man should
salute another, or how a man should wash his mouth or
pick his teeth before company, and such other points of the
Small Moralls.

9. slang. A moral certainty : see MORAL a 1 1

l?
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=&amp;gt;(
A contingencywhich the dealer was pleased to observe amounted to whit

he called a moral . 1887 BLACK Saiiua Zeml&amp;lt;ra 460

YrP - e Sa d 5 a mora1 if the llorse is ridden fair
10. attrib. and Comb., as

moral-directing adj. ;

moral-mender.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryalf, Tri. Faith xx. 196 Which con.
demnatlon. .doth go and come without hurting the essence
of the Law, and its commanding and eternal! Morall. direct
ing power. 1739 GIBBER Afal. (1756) I. 200 Collier is by
profession a moral-mender himself.

Moral (mp-ral), a. Also 4 morale, -alle, 4-7
morall. [ad. L. moralis, f. mor-, mas custom
(pi. man s manners, morals, character) : see -.\r,.
The Latin word was formed by Cicero (De Fata IT. il as .1

rendering of Gr. i9t&amp;lt; ETMIC a. (marls being the accepted
Latin equivalent of

ij9&amp;gt;j).
It has passed into all the mod

Rom. and Teut. langs. : Fr., Sp., Pg. moral, It. morale;
G. moralisch, Du. normal, Sw., Da. mural.]
1. Of or pertaining to character or disposition,

considered as good or bad, virtuous or vicious of
or pertaining to the distinction between right and
wrong, or good and evil, in relation to the actions,
volitions, or character of responsible beings-
ethical.

Moral virtue: a. rendering of L. virtus mornlh, Gr
apei-i) &amp;gt;,Si&amp;gt;j (Aristotle), (an) excellence of character or dis.
position, as distinguished from intellectual virtue (aper!)
Mvefruoj). As in English (and in other modern languages)
virtue is rarely used exc. as synonymous with moral virtuf
the use of the adj. with this sb. has become infrequent
a 1340 HAMPOLB Psalter cxviii. i pis psalme..all shynys

of haly lare and morale swetnes. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 307
Sownynge in moral vertu was his speclie. c ,449 PI:C&amp;lt;M-K

Kefr. li. iv. (Rolls) 155 Sum vntrewc opinioun of men. .is

leding into deedis whiche ben grete moral vicis. 1519 MONK
Dyaloge I. Wks. 1.73/2 He called his churche out of the
gentiles which els as for morall vertues and

political!, .were
.. not farre vnder mani of vs. 1592 G. II \KVKY riertc s
Super. 103 An advancement, .of that morall, and intellec
tual! good, that . .so forciblie emprooueth itsclfe. 1601 SIHK s.

Alts Well i. ii. 21 Youth, thou bear st thy Fathers face..
Thy Fathers morall parts Maist thou inherit too. 1675R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 97 Since the Objection duth
proceed of Moral, and not of Metaphysical and Abstract
Goodness. 1698 STII.LIXGFL. Serin. Ill.vi. 243 In Matters
of Religion, Moral Difficulties are more to be regarded than
Intellectual. 1699 SIIAFTF.SB. Inq. Virtue \. i. S i in Charac.
(1711) II._8

An Author.. who dares
plea&amp;lt;l

for Religion and
Moral Virtue. Ibid. 30 margin, Moral lleauty and De
formity. 1711 ADDISON Kfcct. No. 195 r 6, I have not here
considered Temperance as it is a ^Ioral Virtue.. but only
as it is the Means of Health. 1839 H.M.LAM Hist. Lit. IV.
iv. 306 The theologians who went no farther than revelation,
or at least than the positive law of God, for moral distinc
tions. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. iv. (1877) 85 It is plain
that eloquence, imagination, poetical talent, are no more
moral goodness than riches are.

Ub. Moral virtue occasionally occurs in contra
distinction to the Christian virtues (Faith, Hope,
Charity), or as restricted to such virtues as may
be attained without the aid of religion.
1598 RARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 713 To pray to God. . .mat He will endue us with vertues both Morall and

i

Christian, a 1686 T. WATSON Body of Div. (1692) 979Moral Vertue may stand with the hatred of Godliness.

J79&amp;gt;

Bp. HORNE Charge to Clergy 14 Cold inanimate
Lectures on moral virtue, independent of Christianity.

C. Of knowledge, opinions, judgements, etc. :

Relating to the nature and application of the dis
tinction between right and wrong. (Cf. sense 2.)
iSoo-io DUNBAR Poems Ixv. 2 To speik . . OIT vertew,

morall cwnnyng, or doctrine [etc.]. 1751 CFIKSTERF. Lett.

653

rip WKSTCOTT
C nCeptions wi &quot;

. 16 The
correspond with the

to .Son 6 Jan., If the religious and moral principles of this
society [sc. the Jesuits] are to be detested. 1860 Mll-l.

ypr Go-.it. (1865) 6/2 It was not by any change in the
distribution of material interests, but by the spread of moral
convictions, that negro slavery has been put an end to in
the British Empire. 1879(^:0. EI.IOT Tlieo.

,V;/&amp;lt;7ixvi, A cor
rect moral judgment is the strong point in woman.

d. Moral sense : the power of apprehending the
difference between right and wrong, esp. when
viewed as an innate and unanalysable faculty of
the human mind. Similarly moralfaculty.
1699 SHAFTESB. 1,14. Virtue i. iii. i in Charac. (1711) II.

41 Ihe taking away the natural Sense of Right and Wrong.
Marg. Loss of Moral Sense. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will
I. v. (1831) 43 To moral agency belongs a moral faculty, or
S
o
ns

S.?
moral s 3od and evil - l8*7 WHATEUY Logic (1837)

380 The Moral faculty, .is one of which brutes are destitute.
1883 J. MARTIMEAU Types Et/i. TIi.\\.n Bentham describes
the moral-sense-man as a sort of bully, intent on brow-beatingmen into accepting the verdict he wants them to pronounce.
1901 BALDWIN Diet. Pliilos. s. v. Moral Sense, The term
moral sense writers is now commonly used to denote

a succession of English moralists, of whom Shaftesburyand
xiutcheson were the chief.

e. Of feelings : Arising from the contemplation
of an action, character, etc., as good or bad.
1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 134 (AmieHS\ With

what a moral delight will it crown my journey. 1837 M.
DONOVAN Don,. Econ. II. 45 To those who have got over
the moral disgust of such food [CT Z. human flesh], it.. has
recommendatory qualities. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 8

Perhaps a moral relish for veritable proofs of honesty.,
drives men to grasp even a crudity with fervour.

r. Of concepts or terms : Involving ethical

praise or blame.

warmth and force,

Ki owthofThe ra

2. Treating of or concerned with virtue and vice
or the rules of right conduct, as a subject of study.
(Cf. I c.)
Moral

philosophy : the department of philosophy which
treats of the virtues and vices, the criteria of right -md
wrong, the lightness or wrongness of particular classes of
actions, the methods to be adopted for the formation ofVlt-t-uniio ^-1,^,-^^t __ ___ I . t. _ I l i -

MORAL.
formity to which right or virtuous action consists;

nd. Opposed to

laws, the obligation of

.~.*j I...F Tun,a ii^nt or 1

a particular requirement of this kind. OpposcTto
positive or instituted

a \Kytlifs ISiUc Prol. ii. The old testament is depart!,!..in to moral Comaundemcntis, iudicials, and cerimonvalY
51 [see JUDICIAL a. * l.i -*-i t- &amp;gt; .

&quot; lon
.5

als -

in recent limes been used in the same senses as moral
philosophy . 1 lie moral sciences is sometimes used (e p at
Cambridge) as a comprehensive name for a branrh of
academic study including psychology, ethics, political and
economic science, and in fact all that is now commonly
understood by the term philosophy . Also attrib. as inmoral sciences tripos.
1387 T. Usu Test. Love in. i. ,Skeat) I. 53 Philosophic, with

her three spcces, that is, natural, and moral, and resonable
1398 1 REVISA Rartl, De I . R. ,.(,495) 3 I )cuowte Joctours
ol 1 heologye. . for this consyderacyon . . rede and vse natural

philosophye
and morall. iS3 t ELVOT &amp;lt;;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;;. i. xi, Hit were

nedefull to rede unto hym..that parte that may enforme
him unto vertuous mailers, whiche parte of philosophic is
called morall. iSoo J. PORY tr. Leo s Africam. 15, Certaire
learned men, which will hauc themselues called wizards and
morall philosophers. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. f, Ci: M. ii 167 Ymiiv
men, whom Aristotle thought Vnfit to heare Morall 1 hilo
sophie. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. xv. 79 Morall philosophy
is nothing else but the Science of whnt is Good and
Eyill. 1785 PALEY Mar. i hilos. i. i. i Moral Philosophy
Morality, Ethics, Casuistry, Natural Law, mean all the same

found in any moral writings. 1866 Students* Guide Unir
Cambr. 162 The establishment of a Philosophical or Moral
Sciences Tripos in the year 1851. 1870 If. SI-KN-CKR First
Princ. \\. i. 5 36 Under the head of Moral Philosophy, we
treat of human actions as right or wrong,

b. Moral theology; (a) the practical part of
ethics treated as a branch of theology ; the part of

theological learning which is concerned with the
resolution of cases of conscience; casuistry, casuistic

divinity; (6) see quot. 1902.
1727-41 in CHAMBERS

t&amp;gt;/. 1883 in Catholic Diet. 1002
BALDWIN Di\f. Writes., Moral Theology^ the doctrines of
theology developed as postulates of the moral as distin
guished from the logico-speculative reason.

3. a. Of a person, esp. a writer : That enunciates
moral precepts. ? Oh, In early quots. applied to
writers of allegory.
CI374 CHAUCER TroyIits v. 1856 O moral Gower

f&amp;gt;is
boke

I directe To the. (71430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 25
The tragidcs diverse and unkouth Of morall Senec. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 30 Tis all men.s office, to speaku
patience To those that wring- vnder the load of sorrow : Hut
no mans vertue nor sufficiencie To he so morall, when he
shall endure The like himselfe. 1718 PsionPictttrfff/Sextet
While cruel Xero only drains The moral Spaniard s ebbin
Veins. 1743 YOUNG AV. /&quot;//. v. 319 Let us read Her moral
stone. Ibid. ix. 534 The moral muse has shadow d out a
sketch.

b. Of a literary work, a pictorial or dramatic

representation, etc. : That deals with or treats of
the ruling of conduct; that has the teaching of

morality as its motive ; that convevs a moral
;

also, ^allegorical, emblematical. Moral play (oh*
exc. ///V/.)

= MORALITY 4 b.

c 1386 CMAUCKH Mclib, Prol. 22 It is a moral tale vertuous.

^1400 tr. Secret* Secret. y Gw, Lordsh. 48 He [Alexander]
made many morales epistels to Aristotel. a 1500 Everyman
( 773^ Here begynneth a treatyse. .111 maner of a moral Ic

playe. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. i\V. de W. 1531) 2 Thcyshalhaue
therby a lyght to perceyue the better all moral matter, that

thoy shall here preched or taught. 1607 SHAKS. Tiwon i. i.

90 A thousand morall Paintings I can shew, That shrill

demonstrate these quicke blowes of Fortunes, More preg
nantly then words. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lc Blanc s Trar,
272 We had the pleasure (here toseeamorall representation
of the Magd.ilens conversion, 1736 SWIFT Gnllirer it. vii,

From this way of reasoning the author drew several moral

applications useful in the Conduct of Life. 1744 Pope s
iVks. (ed. \Varburton 1755) III. 105 (title) Moral Essays, in

four epistles to Several Persons. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 126

Lisping our syllables, we scramble next Through moral

narrative, or sacred text. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Joum. France
I. 115 To what purpose then. .the moral dances, as they call

them now? One word of solid instruction to the ear, con-

veys more knowledge to the mind at last, than all the^e

marionettes presented to the eye. 1831 J. P. COLLIER Hist.
Dra:. Poetry H. 384 John Heywood s dramatic productions
..are neither Miracle-plays nor Moral-plays. 1873 BROWN
ING RedCott. Nt.-cap 171 The late death-chamber, tricked

with. .Skulls, cross-bones, and such moral broidery.
Comb. 1798 EDGEWORTH Pract. Ediic. (1822) I. 427 A

tragedy heroine.. is a moral-picturesque object.

C. Of a literary work: Beneficial in moral effect.

1671 MILTON Samson Introd., Tragedy .. hath been ever

held the gravest, morales!, and most profitable of all other

Poems.

4. Moral law. the body of requirements in con-
;

the moral with the positive law.
5. Of rights, obligation,, responsibility, etc
founded on the moral law; valid according to
le principles of morality, Opposed to legal.
1690 LOCK E Itnm. Uiul. II. xxviii. 3 Sometimes Ihe founda-

lion of considering things, with reference to one another issome act whereby any one comes by a moral right, poweror obligation to do something. 1736 BUTLKH Anal.u. ,,,\Our obligation to attend to his voice is surely moral in all
cases lglg CRIMSE Digest (ed. 2) I. ,78 Dower is not onlya civil, but also a moral right. //.,;/. IV. 5 4 There is one
case in which a conveyance, founded on a moral considera
tion on Iv, has 1-een held good against a subsequent purchaser.188. WoRLBYCW x,x. (,902) 7 ,/, Cobden thus strove
to diffuse the sense of moral responsibility in connexion
with the use of capital.

6. a. Of actions: Subject to the moral law-
having the property of being right or
moralworM: t

1594 HoOKKIt R,
. .haue tb

denominates our moral actions. 1809-10 COLI-RIPGE Friend
fi866) 278 To possess the end in the means, as it is essential
to morality in the moral world, and the centra-distinction of
goodness from mere prudence, so is it, in the intellectual
world, ihe moral constituent of genius.

b. Of an agent or his attributes: Capable of
moral action

; capable of volition for the Tightness
of which he is responsible.
1736 BfTi.Fii Anal. r. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 58 That God has

given us a moral nature., [is] a proof of our being under his
moral government. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Witt, \. \ (18-1)
43 A moral agent is a being that is capable of those actions
that have a moral quality. 1802 PALI:Y Xat. Thcol, xxvii.
(1819) 485 The moral and accountable part of his terrestrial
creation. 1868 U.MN Ment.

&amp;lt;$

Mor. Set. 403 Every creature
possessing mind is a moral agent. 1887 J. A. C. MORISON
Service Man (1889) 84 Good and bad men, whose goodness
and badness depends on their moral endowment.
7. Pertaining to, affecting, or operating on the

character or conduct, as distinguished from the
intellectual or physical nature of human beings.
1597 HOOKKR Keel. Pol. v. K ii. 4 Sacraments.. are not

physicall but morall instruments of saluation, duties of
scruice and worship. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado i. iii. 13. I

wonder that thou. .goe^t about to apply a morall medicine
to a mortifying mischiefe. 1659 H. THORNDIKE Jv ks. (1846)

!/ 539. I acknowledge the Scriptures to be an instrument of
God, though a moral instrument. 1727-41 CHAMBKRS Cycl.
s. v. ^eccssity^ The schools distinguish a physical necessity,
and a moral necessity.. .Moral Necessity is only a great
difficulty ; such as that arising from a long habit, a strong
inclination or violent pr.ssion. 1742 YOUNG AV. Th. \\. 46
For what calls thy disease, Lorenzo? not For Esculapian,
but for moral aid. Ibid. v. 284 Pit . gather ev ry thought of
sovVeign power To chace the moral maladies of man. Ibid.
vi. 814 Tis moral grandeur makes the mighty man. 1780COWPER Progr. Err, 272 Tis not alone the grape s enticing
juice Unnerves the moral pow rs, and mars their use. 1823
COBBETT Kur. Rides (1885) I. 291 There is now very little

moral hold which the latter [the clergy] possess. 1823
TTIsRAELi Cur. Lit. Ser. it. I. 183 The art of curing moral
disorders by corporeal means has not yet been brought into

_ iposiiion*:,
without any notable lesion ofthe intellect 1851 Edin. Rev.
XCIII. 225 The only effect produced was a kind of amicable

splitting of the repeal party into two co-operative factions,
the moral-force men and the physical-force men. 1851

H. SPENCER Soc.Stat. i. 58 Just so it is with a true morality.
..Its office is simply to expound the principles of moral
health. .. Whether it is possible to develope scientifically
a Moral Pathology and a Moral Therapeutics seems very
doubtful. 1868 BAIN Ment. $ Mor.Sei. 395 Moral Inability

expresses the insufficiency of ordinary motives, but not of
all motives.

t b. Moral cause : see qnot. (Cf. CAUSE sb. c.)

1697 tr. B#rftntHf&tt his Logic l. xvii. 63 Author, here is

said to be him who proposing Reasons, persuades tJ-e

principal Cause either to, or from Action : He is also cali d
the Moral Cause.

C. Applied to the indirect effect Of ?ome action

or event (e.g. a victory or defeat) in producing



MORAL.

confidence or discouragement, sympathy or hos

tility, and the like.

Moral victory : applied to a defeat or an indecisive result

which it is claimed will, on account ofspecial circumstances,

produce the moral effects of a victory.

1835 Aus js Hist. Europe (1849-50) V. xxxi. 17. 310
The loss to the contending parties was nearly equal ;..but
all the moral advantages of a victory were on the side, .of

the French. 1860 MILL Repr. Govt. (1865)61 The instructed

minority would, in the actual voting, count only for their

numbers, but as a moral power they would count for much
more. 1883 C J. WILLS Mod. Persia in Armenian ..

scowls staggering along in secure insolence, confident in the

moral protection given him by the presence of the English
man. 1885 Daily Chron. 23 Jan. 4/8 Italy on her side will on
all occasions offer moral support to England in her Egyptian
policy. 1888 Times 13 June 6/1 His idea was that the

iuor.il effect of artillery fire was greater than the positive.

1896 Daily News 14 Nov. 7/4 One had gained an actual

victory, and the other had gained a moral victory.

d. Moral courage : that kind of courage which
enables a person to encounter odium, disapproval,
or contempt, rather than depart from what he

deems the right course : contradistinguished from

physical courage.
1822 COLTON Lacon.

(1825&quot;)
I. 44 Hypocrisy. .sometimes

neutralized his [Cromwell s] moral courage, never his

physical. 1860 FIIZJAMLS STEPHKN Ess. (1862) 175 Moral

courage is readiness to expose oneself to suffering or in-

convenience which does not affect the body. It arises from
firmness of moral principle, and is independent of the physical
constitution. 1887 [see COURAGE 4!.

8. Of, pertaining to, or concerned with the morals

^of a person or a community). Also (od as.), per

taining to the morale
*

of an army.
1794 PALEV Evid, i, v. 4 (1817) 97 The phrases which the

same writer employs to describe the moral condition of

Christians compared with their condition before they became
Christians. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages ix. (1868) 700 notc^
His standard is taken, not from Avignon, but from Edin

burgh,, .where the moral barometer stands at a very differ

ent altitude. 1844 H. H. WILSON llrit. India I. 545 lie

quoted largely from a memoir on the Moral State of India

by Mr. Grant. 1848 \V. H. KU.I.Y tr. /,. Ufa tics Hist. Ten
Y. I. 382 The moral interests of society seemtd still more

compromised than the material. 1889 p. HANSAY Cap/.
Marryat 38 The squadron was in an indifferent moral con

dition, divided by sour professional factions, and impatient
of its Admiral.

9. a. Moral sense or interpretation : originally,
that mode of interpreting a passage of Holy
Scripture which treats of the events recorded as

typical of something in the life of the Christian

soul. (Now chiefly ///j/.) f Hence transf. applied
to the * moral of a fable and the like.

1503 HAWKS Exanip. Virt. ix. 10, L.lykened the wylder-
nes by morall scence Vnto worldely trouble by good ex-

peryence. 157* HLLOKT s. v., The morall sence of a fable,

fpiwyiftituit. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado in. iv. So Morall?
no by my troth, 1 haue no morall meaning, I meant pkiine

hly thi-^ell. 1609 liiiiLK (Douay) Gen. i. i Comm., There
aie three spiritual .senses besides the literal.. : Allegorical

. . Moral, .and Analogical.
t]ita$i-adv. i$ag MORE Supplic. Soitlys Wks. 322/1 Because

sum doctours do conster those wordes of the apostle in diuers

other senses,, .sometyme after the letter, sometime moral,
& sometime otherwyse.

b. Qualifying a descriptive noun : That is such

in a metaphorical sense relative to moral character

or condition.

1692 K. L EsiRANGE Fables I. cccxxviii. 286 If all our
Moral Wolves in Sheeps-Cloathing, were but Serv d as This

Hypocritical Wolfe was in the Fiction, 1813 SHKLLKV Q.
Mab ii. 163 Where Athens, Rome, and Sparta ^tood, There
is a moral desert now. 1819 i ctcr Hell yd iv. xi, Hut
from the first twas Peter s drift To be a kind of moral
eunuch. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw, x.\x, Yarney was one of the

few the very few moral monsters, who contrive to lull to

sleep the remorse of their own bosoms. 1848 THACKERAY
/ an. Fair xxxvii, I mean a moral shepherd s dog. . .A dog
to keep the wolves off&quot; me. ..A companion. 1853 MUNUY
OurAnti/0(ttt(l&$l) 1 8 Sufferers for the sins of their father-.,

moral bastards. 1894 GLADSTONE in Times g Nov. 7/5 In

my opinion, .an undenominational system of religion, framed

by or under the authority of the State, is a moral monster.

10. Of persons, their habits, conduct, etc. :

Morally good; conforming to the rules of morality.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. z) 233 Morall men they

are, and humane in language and garbe. 1697 DKYDKN
sEneid Ded. (a) 3 Your Essay of Poetry.. I read over and
over with much delight,, .and, without flattering you, or

making my self more Moral than I am, not without some
envy. 1700 Fables Pref., My enemies ..will not allow
me so much as to be a Christian, or a moral man. 1781
Cow PER Conrcrsat. 193 A moral, sensible, and well-bred
man Will not affront me. 1841 MYERS CatIt. Th. iv. 23.

293 A man niay be Moral without being Religious, but he
cannot be Religious without being Moral, 1868 KUSKIN
A rroivs of Chace (1880) II. 199 A man taught to plough,
row or steer well, .[is] already educated in many essential

moral habits.

U b. with reference to moral as opposed to

evangelical virtue (cf. i b).
a 1686 T. WATSON Body of Dii&amp;gt;. (1692) 979 A Moral Man

doth as much hate Holiness as he doth Vice. 1824 HOGG
Conf. Sinner 107 A Mr. IJl.inchard, who was reckoned a

worthy, pious divine, but quite of the moral cast.

C. Virtuous with regard to sexual conduct.

Moral restraint , see quot. 1803-6.
1803 MALIHL S / &amp;lt;/*/. iv. i. 483 The various checks to

population . .seem all to be resolvable into moral restraint,

vice, and misery. 1806 Ibid. I.i. i. 19 note. By moral re

straint I. .mean a restraint from marriage, from prudential
motives, with a conduct strictly moral. 18*0 SHELLEY tiid.

654

Tyr. i. 74 Spay those Sows That load the earth with Pigs
..Moral restraint I see has no effect. 1879 GEO. ELIOT
Thco. Such xvi, Sir GaviaL.is a thoroughly moral man.. .

Very different from Mr. Barabbas, whose life. .is most ob

jectionable, with actresses and that sort of thing. Ibid,,
Vet I find even respectable historians.. after showing that
a king was treacherous, rapacious (etc.] . . end by praising
him for his pure moral character.

d. Of a tale, etc. : Conforming to morality ;
not

ribald or vicious. (Cf. 3 b.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. 39 Nay hit hym telle vs of no

ribaud ye; Telle vs som moral thyng fmt we may leere Som
\vit. 1780 COWFKR Tablf-t. 599 But still, while virtue

;
kindled his delight, The song was moral, and so far was

I right.

11. Used to designate that kind of probable
evidence that rests on a knowledge of the general
tendencies of human nature, or of the character of

1

particular individuals or classes of men; often in

looser use, applied to all evidence which is merely
i probable and not demonstrative. Moral certainty :

\

a practical certainty resulting from moral evidence
;

a degree of probability so great as to admit of no
reasonable doubt ; also, something which is morally

i

certain. Moral universality : see quot. 1727-41.
This use of the word is prob. ultimately connected with

Aristotle s jjOtxi} iritnis, which means the effect of the known
personal character of an orator in producing conviction.
The currency of the terms certitude, evidentia worolls

1 appears to be due to the Cartesian logicians of the iyth c.

1646 Moral certainty [see CERTAINTY 5]. 1660 JKR. TAYLOR
Duct, DtiHf. i. v. Rule i. g 6 The Negative doubt is either

Metaphysical or Moral, or it is only a Suspicion, a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. .Man. ii. i. 128 Though the evidence be
still in its own nature but moral, and not simply demon
strative or infallible. 1664 TILLOISOS Wisdom of being
Religions 25 Conclusions in Natural Philosophy are to be

proved by a sufficient Induction of experiments ; things of
a moral nature by moral Arguments, and matters of Fact by
credible Testimony. 1691 R. L Esi RANGE Fables ccxci.254
He .. so Parts with a Moral Certainty in Possession, for a
Wild and a Remote Possibility in Reversion. 1715 WATTS
Logic n. ii. 9 In Matters of Faith, an exceeding great

Probability is called a moral Certainty. 1717-41 CHAMUKKS
Cytl. s.v. Universality^ Moral Universality, is that which
admits of some exception.. . In such-tike propositions, it is

;

enough that the thing be ordinarily so. a 1754 FIELDING ,

Coni crsttt. Wks. 1734 IX. 373 When your guest offers to go, ,

there .should be no solicitations to stay.. farther than to give
him a moral assurance of his being welcome so to do. 1864
BOWEN Logic xii. 378 The inference is rightly said to rest

upon moral, or probable, evidence. 1868 FKKEMAN Norm.
Cony. (1877) II. ix. 430 Was the succession of Harold merely ,

a likelihood, a moral certainty?

[ 12. In etymological sense : Pertaining to !

manners and customs. Obs. rare.

1604 L&quot;. G[KIMSTONE] (titk) The Natural! and Morall
Historic of the East and West Indies.. .Written in Spanish
by Joseph Acosta.

Moral (infill), v. Also 7 mor(r)all. [f.

, MOUAL J/
.]

MORALIZE z r

. in various senses, a.
j

I intr. To make a moral application, b. trans. To
|

i expound the moral of. C. To symbolize.
1600 SHAKS. A. } . L. n. viL 29 When I did heare The

motley Foole, thus morall on the lime. 1608 ARMIN \cst
, A inn. (1842) 40, I would fain morrall of it, if you please.
a 1618 J. I)A VIES Eel. bctw. Willy .$ IVernotkc 175 Morall

thy matter so, that, tho thou smite, Thou maist with

tickling her dull sence, deceuie. 1627 DKAVION Moon-Calf
, in Agincourt) etc. 181 As you haue moral d Bum byes [sc.

tale], I will yours. 1839 BAILEY fr cslns ix. (1852) 99 This is

a Miakelike world, And always hath its tail within its mouth,
i
As if it ate itself, and moralled time.

Hence Mo ralling vbl. sb., moralizing.
1890 Sat. Rev. 26 July 110/2 Here is. . Genseric

,
soundest

1 of historical moralhngs J and many excellent fables.

II Morale (mora l ;
as Fr. moral). [F. morale^

fern, of moral adj. : see MORAL a.]

1. Morality, morals, a. Moralprinciplesorpractice* ,

1751 CHKSTERF. Lett, to Son 6 Jan., If you would know
j

their [sc. the Jesuits ] morale, read Pascal s Lettrcs Pro-
\

I inciales. 1839 Miss PARDOK Ijcantu s Bospkorns-2? Here
!

the Frank traveller may see more of the habits and morale
|

I
of the Turkish women than he can hope to do elsewhere.

b. Moral teaching; lesson of conduct.
1812 CHALMERS in Hanna Mem.

(i84&amp;lt;&amp;gt;)
I. xi. 280 There are

;

two verses in the Bible which comprise the whole morale

I

of a man s conduct in these circumstances, Watch ye,
stand fast [etc.]. 18*4 Ibid, (1851) III. i. 8 You have al-

; ready made full conveyance to my mind of the whole morale
, of this intended honour, and.. it does not lie within the

! power of any matfriel to enhance the impression of it.

c. Moral aspect.
1834 Tatfs Alag. 1.551/1 To look at the morale of any

case was.. out of the question. He looked to his brief.

2. Moral condition ; conduct, behaviour ; esp.
with regard to confidence, hope, zeal, submission
to discipline, etc. Said of a body of persons

engaged in some enterprise, esp. of troops.
[In Fr. the word used in this sense is not morale, but

moral: see MORAL sb. 6 b.J

1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 342 But the

greatest advantage of all, on the side of the people, is the
morale. Kvery soldier knows in his heart, .that he was not
made to fire upon the citizens. 1860 TYNUALL Glac. \. xxiii.

162 The morale m my case had a physical basis. 1866
CHUMP Stinking ii. 71 To improve the morale of the entire

mercantile community. 1870 Times 8 Aug. 5/3 The morale
of the troops is excellent.

Moralism (m^-ializ m). [f. MORAL + -ISM.]
j

1. Addiction to moralizing; ulso (with //.} an
instance of this, an act of moralizing.

MORALITY.
i88 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 674 A she writes

has. .an endearin
1 mainnerism and mpralism about it. 1836

Eraser s Mag. XIV. 703 In all their poetry.. we mid no
romance, no fable ; but familiar

descriptions,
and sharp and

lively moralisms. 1859 FAKRAR J. Horn* xx. 257 A de
licious spice of worldliness. -which was quite refreshing to

him, accustomed as he was to the somewhat droning moral-
isms of his congenial friends .

2. The practice of a natural system of morality;
religion consisting of or reduced to merely moral

practice; morality not spiritualized.
1850 H. JAMES (title) Moralism and Christianity. 1872

CoHtcmj), A tT-. XIX. 810 No mere philosophy or moralism
can ever transmute itself with evangelical righteousness
1889 I SovDCAKi ENTiCR/Vrrwawi w/ /*/. Relig. vi.2ioThere
is in the realm of morality a shadow corresponding to that

which we saw waiting on religion. This shadow we shall
call Moraltsm. Ibid. 212 Thus, where inward sympathy
with jjood is lacking, though there may be outward moral
ism, there can be no true morality. 1890 H. S. BOWDKN tr.

Hettinger s Nat. Rejig. 284 uote, We describe this theory
[it&quot;,

the moral idea as independent of religion] as moralism .

Moralist (moralist), [f. MOUAL + -IST. Cf.

F. Moralists.]
1. One who practises morality.
1621 UP. HALL Heaven, nfon Earth in. Wks. (1625&quot;) 75 The

wisest and most resolute Moralist that euer was, lookt pale
when he should taste of his Hemlocke. 1730 GRAY Elegy
84 And many a holy text around she strews, That teach the

rustic moralist to die. 1836 H OK. SMITH Tin Trump., Advice,
That man must be a sturdy moralist, who does not love his

own judgment better than the interest of his neighbours.
1874 H. K. REYNOLDS John Bapt. \. 6. 54 A certain man,
good, virtuous., an uncompromising moralist, acquired
great influence over the people.
2. A teacher or student of morals; a moral philo

sopher. Intuitive moralist : see INTUITIVE a. 6.

a 1639 Woi TON in Rfliq:. (1651) 321 Nature surely (if she
be well studied) is the best Moralist. 1661 BOYLE Style oj

Script. 116 Too many of our Moralists write, as if they
thought Virtue could be taught as easily.. a^ Grammar.
1736 BUTLER Anal. n. v. Wks. 1874 I. 215 Heathen moralists

thought the present state to be a state of punishment. 1770
GOLDSM. Holingbrokc Wks. (Globe) 468/2 As a moralist..
Lord Bolingbroke. .seems to have done nothing; but as a

political writer few can equal, .him. 1821 BYRON Juan in.

Ixiv, Soft Persian sentences, in lilac letters, From poets, or

the moralists, their betters. 1869 [see INTUITIVE a. 6J. 1876
L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. in iSM C. I. in. iii. 125 Clarke, though
an intuitive moralist, i&amp;gt; by no means inclined to dispense with
hell. Ibid. II. ix. 2 Hobbes. .represented the evil principle
to moralists as well as to theologians.
3. One who lives by or teaches a natural system

of ethics
;
a merely moral man,

1649 HAMMOND C/ir. Obligations, etc. 135 The Love (in the

Moralist of vertue, but in the Christian) of God himself.

a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) VII. 286 How severely, .do they
judge of Men s Hearts i Such a Man is profane, another is

carnal, and a mere Moralist. 1816 A. STEWART in Aleut.

(1822) 326 Moralists fear that salvation is degraded by con

necting it with faith alone,

4. Cambridfft University. A student who is

examined in the Moral Sciences Tripos . Senior

Moralist : the head of the first class in this Tripos.
\^A Students 1 Guide Univ. Cawbr. i-}jnote,[ lie] obtained

his Fellowship on the ground of his very high distinction as

a Moralist, without having taken honours either in the

CluncaJ or Mathematical Tripos.

Moralistic (m^ruli-stik),:

a. [f. prec. + -1ST.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of a moralist ; ad
dicted to moralizing ; characterized by moralism.

1865 J. GROTE Moral Ideals (1876) 108 Those words, .by
frequent commonplace and moralistic enlarging upon, have
lost much of their warmth and force, a 1866 Exam.
Uiilit. Pkilos. (1870) 34 By the moralistic vitw of life, in a
sense slightly depreciatory, I mean such a view of it as is

taken by Juvenal in the tenth Satire. 1876 SIEDMAN Vic
torian Poets 242 Several moralistic poets date from this

early period Milford, Trench, Alford, and others of a like

religious mood. 1889 BOYU CAKi KNThK Permanent Elcnt.

Rclig. vi. 211 Such an action is moralistic rather than moral,
for it has not been prompted by the sentiment of goodness.

Morality (morarliu). Also 4-5 moralite(e,

5 moralte, 5-6 moralyte, 6 -ytee, -ytye, 5-7
-Hie. [a. K. morality (i3th c.), ad. L. moralitast

f. mor&lis: see MUKAE. a. and -ITY.]

fl. Kthical wisdom ; knowledge of moral science.

c&quot; 1386 CHAUCER Montfs T. 507 A maister hadde this Km-

perour To teche hym lettrure and curteisye ffor of moralitee

he [sc. Seneca] was the Hour. 1433 JAS. I A inris (J. cxcvii,

Gowere and Chaucere..quhill thai were lyvand here, Super-
latiue as poetis laureate In moralitee and eloquence ornate.

14. . LYDG. Ball. Gd. Counsel 101 And though a man. .Of
Tullius hadde the sugred eloquence, Or of Senek the greet

moralitee, . , Yet [etc. J.

2. //. Moral Qualities or endowments.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. ^388 For sothe o manere gentric

is for to preise that apparailleth mannes corage with ver

ities and moriilitees. 1581 CAMPION in Confer, iv. (1584)

Ddiv, The wise men of the Gentiles did alledge their

moralities as a cause of their election. 1684 Z. CAWDKLY
Cert. Salvation 26 A person.. of such eminent Moralities

and Intellectuals. 1819 BYKON Juan \. xx, Neglect, indeed,

requires a saint to bear it, And such, indeed, she was in her

moralities,

3. Moral discourse or instruction ; a moral lesson

or exhortation. Now chiefly in disparaging sense,

moralizing.
(.1386 CHAL-CKR Pars. Prol. 38 If that yow list to heerc

Moralitee and vertuous mateere-.I wol fayn..Do yow
plesaunce leefTul. 1509 HAWKS Fast. Picas, xi. (Percy Soc.j

39 They fayned no fable without reason, For reasonable is

allheyr moralilie. 1526 /Y/^r. Pcrf. iW. de W. 1531) 5 VVc

haui; not Uiken theyr errours. .but all moralytees and in-



MORALITY.
struccyons of good maner and pollicv. i6ic T Hri-
,/,VA) Odes of Horace.., Combing mSniraUUy^sweetnes.se 1648 BOVLK Seraph. Love xx. (, 7oo) ,25 The
excellent Moralities couched m those ingenious Emblems.

. a 1704 1 . BROWN H-alk ,-, /.,, Coffee-Honses (1700
37 We pop J into OW ,]/*, just as I had ended my
Morality. 1837-3

;

HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. ,,. v. 58 (,854)120 loo oftenTie [Hunms] falls into trivial morality iSVi
I) ISRAELI Amen. Lit. I. 285 The Con/essio Amantis
Singular miscellany of allegory, of morality, and of tales
1877 Mns. OLIIMIANT Makers Flar. iii. 68 Quaint monkish
moralities and scriptural quotation*. 1889 RUSKIN 1 rx-
tcnta III. 147 What is only a dream in Chaucer, becomes
to us understood from Scott, a consummate historical
morality and truth.

fb. Moral sense or interpretation (see MOB VLa )

also, the moral (of a fable, etc.). Obs.
c 1386 ^taaajhuf,

Pr. 7-620 But ye that holden this
tale a folye, . . 1 aketh the moraine goode men. 1447 HOKI v-HAM Seyntys (Koxb.) 46 Yf yt lyke on to moralyte To dnw
ye names of the progenytours Of marye. c 1470 HENRVSONMor. Fab. 11. (Town f, C. Mow) xxx, Freindis, ye mayfind. .In to this fabill ane gude moralitie. .523 FlTZHERfcH,,sL Pro!., but who that redeth in the boke of the mora.
lytes of the chesse, shal therby perceyue, that [etc.], ,622

pMVTOH Pofy-oll&amp;gt;. xxi. 197 Orpheus, whose sweet HarpeIntised Trees, and Rocks, to follow him along : Th moralitieof which, is that [etc.]. 1623 COCKERAM 1,1. s.v.Aflaia1 he moralhty of this muention was to expresse the cheerfuli
conuersation which ought to be amongst friends

C. Moral truth or significance.
1773 GOI.DSM. Stoops to Cona. v, Tony. Ecod, mother, all

the parish says you have spoiled me, and so you may take the
fruits on 1. ..Hard. There s morality, however, in bis reply.
t 4. A literary composition or artistic representa

tion inculcating a moral lesson
; a moralizing com

mentary ; a moral allegory. Obs.
c 1430 LYDC. Miu. Poems (Percy Soc.) i, 7 The moralitc of

the hors, the goose, and the sheepe, translated by Dan Johne
Lidgate. 1599 THVNNE Animad-: (1875) 28 Molinet, the
frenche auctor of the moralytye vppon the Romanic of the
roose. 1627 DRAVTOX Maon-Calf in Agineonrt, etc. ,76
margin, Ihe moralhty of mother liumbyes tale n ,640nRUM.opr

635

itie. 1691-8 NORRIS I ract. Disc. (171,1 rRr Th. r A
represents the Morality of His Nature. ,7,5* ALISON

338In*U1c..ML;^M~y*;4rf inTL(

vi
aoi

are distinguished by their
singularity:

t b. Of a Mosaic enactment : The fact of beino-
part of the moral law (see MORAL a. 4). Ol,s.

MORALIZER.

to the:

indispensible morality of the Lords-day-Sabbath [etc.].tc. lhe quality or fact of being a moral
action (see MORAL a. 6 a), i. e. of being morallyeither good or evil. O/,s.

117,6 SOUTH Scrm. (1727) II. 326 Did Christ himself everassume such a Power, as to alter the Morality of Actions

SiVtSlISS^S/^Si
7. Moral conduct; usually, good moral conduct

behaviour conformed to the moral law moral
virtue. (Sometimes in contradistinction to the
higher excellences of the Christian character )
,609 I,. JONSON Sil. Ifo,,,. m. i. (,620) F 2 1, Goe

Ijehaue
your selfe distinctly, and with good mora iie,658

them so 7&quot; (&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;

( ^ &quot; is llatred { &quot; makls
It is separation from the wirked t-lnf

SJ^fSfeSSSSK^Si
e

.

ws ^^S^sL**-] -
? p *y ^ MS ordt

..a fair face,.. but on the other Side. .was the Image ofDeath ; by which Mora ity[/r/te/ Mortality] he surpassed

flwydld hiin D Art
Pa &quot;UerS f lhe Same subJe &amp;lt;= I, more than

b. Hist. Used by mod. writers as the distinctive
name for the species of drama (popular in the
i oth c.) in which some moral or spiritual lesson
was inculcated, and in which the chief characters
were personifications of abstract qualities.
App. adopted in the i8th c. from French literary historians-the t . moralitt had this sense in the i6thc., but in Englishwe find only moral and moral play.
imihalf-title to reprint ofj. Skat s ed.), Everyman. A

Morality. 1801 STRUTT Sports t, Past. in. ii. , When
the: mysteries ceased to be played, the subjects for the dramawere not taken from historical facts, but consisted of moral
reasonings in praise of virtue and condemnation of vice, onwhich account they were called moralities. 1858 R AVAUGHAN ha. , Re,,,. I. 55 In one of our old English Moralil
ties the seven cardinal virtues are represented as besiegedby the seven deadly sins.

5. The doctrine or system concerned with conduct
and duty ; moral science. .
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. iv. (Rolls) 155 Sum other vntrewe

not
n
be

U
m !&quot;,?

&quot; SUCh hat f
!-

&quot; &quot;&quot; conuersacfoun schalnot be maad the worse moralh, or ellis not ajens notable
good vertuose moralte. ,6oS BACON Adv. Learn. vvHi

ohrvH Morahtie, is to procure the Affections to
&amp;gt;oe&amp;gt;

Reason and not to muade it. ,690 LOCKE Hmn. Und.
iii.xi ,6 Upon this ground it is I am bold to think, that
morahty is capable of demonstration, as well as mathema-
ticks 1726 SWIFT Gallmir n. vii, The learning of this
people.. consisting only in morality, history, poetry and
mathematics. ,84, ELPIIINSTONE Hist. Ind. I 237 Prjn

b. //. Points of ethics, moral principles or rules
1605 IMCON Adv. Learn, n. xxii. 7 Wherin they ought tohaue handled Custom, Exercise, Habit, Educacion [etc ]theis as hey haue determinate vse, in moralityes, from thesethe mind suffered,. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 447 P 4 If we

consider attentively this Property of Human Nature itmay,nstruct us m very fine Moralities, a ,854 H REKBLect. Eng. L,t xii. (,8SS) 405 The letters of Lord Chester.
:e a book of the minor moralities, and the major

whir-h n I** f-
6

J
M LL Utilit- v &quot; 8 The moralities

Which protect every individual from being harmed by others. I

c. A particular system of morals.

morality were i&quot;^*

&quot;&quot; I ^9 a ) 38 The two maxims of his
|

sonn^;
a
3*4hL aZ* *U tn?

S
iora l *Ru leTof the Phlto!

j

!?. i i i
hem to come short of he Morality de

livered by our Saviour ,78! GIBBON Decl. * F. xxxi. III.
ooni experienced, that the principles of honour and

mtegritj which might regulate the ordinary conduct of
Constant.us, were superseded by the loose doctrines of
political morality ,867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) I. ii.
33 Ihe morality of the Gospel had a direct influence uponme politics ot ttie age. 1808 l^estm f^a. 1* of\ ^cnt R/ I

r^itv^h
yS

t,

f ly ng a
.
dvertisem

&amp;lt;=nts, when commercialI mo.

morality

S :C me * svnonymous with ordinary im-

d. Ethical aspect (of a question).
1869 FREEMAN Norm.

Cony. (,87S 1 III. xii. 253 The
morahty of the question is easily summed up.

. The quality or fact of being moral, a. Con
formity to the moral law; moral goodness or
Tightness ; (of writings) good moral tendency.Now rare or Oh.
1592 G. HARVEY Pierce s Super. 104 Oh, that learning were

r married to such discretion
; . .contention to such moral-

--, ._._ .. _, . ..,giui aerstood the Christian
Religion; and by Morahty, such good works as are hide
pendent of ,t. ,8,4 JANE ArsrF.N Mans/. Park ix, We donot look in great cities for our best morality. ,824 HOGG
Conf. Sinner 214 The most popular of all their preachers of
morality. //,/,/ 216 It was easy to see that the true ( iospel
preachers joined all on one side, and the upholders of pure
morality and a blameless life on the other. ,877 F RCONDER Bas. Faith i. ,9 Justice, truth, love, duty, virtue-
in one word, morality. ,878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach.vm 243 There may be morality where there is no religion;but that there should be religion where there is no moralitv
is impossible. ,887 TKNNVSOV in Mem. (iS07UI 3-7 Evil

j
must come upon us headlong, if morality tries to eet

!
without religion.

b. Used as a nickname or a mock-title for one
who assumes airs of virtue.

1672 MARVELL Rih. Transp. ,. Wks. (Grosart) III Q8am resolved, instead of his Grace, to call him alwayes bis
Morality. ,806 Si UK Winter in Land. (ed. 3) III. ,38I suspect that his own son, young morality, will requirea little of his parental inspection.

DCoralization (m^rabi/v -JanV [ad late L.
mSraKzRlien-eni, f. mtrCilhare to MOIIALIXK. Cf.
mod.F. moralisation] The action of moralizing.
1. a. Moral interpretation; a moralizing com

mentary (of or upon a book of Scripture, etc.). b.

Indulgence in moral reflection
; a moralizing dis- i

course.
c ,420 LVDG. Asse:uHy ofGods 860 Moralizacion of Holy

Scripture. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pit-as. v. (Percy Soc.) 24 Whoknewe gramer wythout impediment Shoulde perfytely have
intelleccion Of a lytterall cense and moralyzacion. 153,
KI.VOT l,o-. . i. xxvi, If the players haue radde the moralization
of Ihe chesse. lagTHVNNB Animadv. (1875) 74 The learned
molinet, in his morabzatione of that Romant. 1641 lUk KR
ChroH. (1674) 179/2 William Wallis..who made a Hook of ,

Morahzations upon Ovid s Metamorphosis. 1795 R.ANDER
SON Johnson 201 These compositions, .evince, .that happy
art of moralization, by which he gives to well-known inci
dents the grace of novelty and the force of instruction. 1820
Retrospective Rev. II. 5 [In Sidney s Arcadia} there is per
ceptible an air. .of melancholy yet not gloomy moralization.
1846 WRIGHT F.ss. Mid. Ages II. xii. 62 In the thirteenth

century these stories with moralizations were already used
extensively by the monks.

2. The action of making moral or more moral
;

the process of becoming moral.
1848 Tail s Mag. XV. 325 None ever laboured more for

their happiness and moralization. 1879 H. SPENCER Data
of Ethics vii. g 46. 127 The sense ofduty or moral obligation
. . will diminish as fast as moralization increases. 1884 L7i.

Reformer 201 Those who would work at the moralization
of our literature. 1802 MONTEFIORE Hibtert Lect. ii. 101
The moralization of Vahveh s character was by no means
completed at the close of the pre-prophetic period.

Bloralize (mfrSlaiz),! . [a. F. moraliser, ad. late

L. morallzdre, f. moral-is : see MORAL a. and -IZE.]
1. trans. To interpret morally or symbolically ; to

explain the moral meaning of; to point the moral

of; to make (an event, etc.) the subject of moral
reflection.

f 1450 in Lydgate s Nightingale i This [fable of the

nightingale] ys moralysyd vn-to Cryste. 1593 G. HARVEY
Pierce s Super. ,8 My leisure will scarsely serue to moralize

iwo meanings in one wora. 1000 A. Y. 1*. n. L 44 cut
what said laques? Did he not moralize this spectacle?
1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 465 Some doe moralize it ;

that by boring the eare is signified [etc.]. 1692 R. L Es-
TRANCE Fables I. cccxxviii. 286 This Fable is Moraliz d in

the Holy Gospel it self, a ,711 KEN Hylnnotheo Poet.
Wks. 1721 III. 293 The Herd of Gods, which his Olympus

u&amp;lt; /. Q. i. Induct, i, tierce warres and faithful

\,,,l\, 1 l

.
m

.
ra

.

llze
,

my *&amp;gt;K.
7&amp;lt;&amp;gt;6

I RIOR Odi to Queen iAnd with his Prince s Arms He moraliz d his Song
to. lo make

(something) the subject of an
allegory ; to symbolize. Ol&amp;gt;s.

niipliance 12 Not sparing Jupiter
Jenge to have wrested the Celestiall

3. iiitr. To indulge in moral reflection
; to found

a moral ;VH or upon an event, etc.).

nrr
6

,
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ii,&quot;*

&quot;f G
&quot;,
:f ( 6a^ 5 wlf. Seneca takes

Re.i &quot;fl^nf 2e
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Th
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] -*n 1 - K di ded into
Regions.. , the Chief Good hath its plnce too ,602 R
be al, n

AN
T j 11 &quot;^**-

3(&amp;gt;,
The Pretended Crimi,^i

began n,,w to Moralize upon the Story. ,7,0 STEELE Taller
,

7
?,,

5l know
&amp;gt;

ou ca &quot; e Abroad only to .Moralize and
bservations. ,813 SHF.LLEV Q. Malt 22 \ gloomy

wi ,!; &quot;. v.!, .
1

]

the
,

&quot;8
1 &quot;&quot; he:lrt &quot;

8&quot; moralize. ,824
s&amp;lt;- 1. Irai: I. 343 No one can moralize better aft-ra nnsfortune has taken place. ,886 KiruNo Depart,,,

0l//l,elc. 1888) 82 So we said He was a victim to IheDemon Drink, And moralized upon him.
b. train. To change the condition or aspect of

(B person or thing) by moral discourse or reflection
Const, into, out of.
,722 Mm:,,,.;,.,.Ff . Death Dabympl^,-9 Nor is it Rudenesfor the 1. nendly Muse To moralize Affliction into Use ,706BURNEV Men, Metastasio 1 1. 274 Who,,, he very anxiou&quot;

tiles to moralize into philosophy and tranquillity. ,807-8W. IRVING Snlmag. (1824) 275 In a similar humour was
1.;ui net-lot at present, and I knew lhe only way as to lethim moralise himself out of it.

4. 1 o make moral
; to give a moral quality to or

;

affect the moral quality of (actions, feelings).
i59 I.VLV Gallatfiea m. iii, Astron. Thy thoughts shall

be metamorphosed, and made haile fellowes with the Gods
l\offe. (J fortune ! I feele my very braines moralized ,627SANDERSON Serm. (1681) I. 282 God. .seldom bringeth a man
from the wretchedness of forlorn nature, but by His re
straining grace.. He doth correct nature, and moralize it

,647 CUDWORTH Sinn, i Cor. xv. 57 (1676)93 Such other laws
and circumstances as moralize humane actions. ,682 SIR T
BROWNE C/,r. Mar. m. s 7 Good and bad Stars moralize not
our Actions. ,;62 Cent!. Mag. 86 To raise the thoughts and
moralize the mind. ,861 MILL Utilit. v. 77 When moralized
by the social feeling it [the natural feeling of retaliation!
only acts in the directions conformable to tile general good
5. J o improve the morals of.

,633 PRVNNK Histrio-m. 106 If Stage-playes doe onely
discover Vices for to make them odious, then those lascivious
Pagans who most delighted in them, should have beene
meliorated and moralized by them. 1647 N. LUcoN Disc
Gmit. Eng. i. xlvi. (1739) 76 Henry the first, .being trained
up..m the English garb, moralized by Learning, and now
admitted to the Throne. 1723 WKI.STED Stefle s Cause

;

Lo-. ers Pro!., Tis yours with Breeding.. To Chasten Wit
:
and Moralize the Stage. 18,7 COLERIDGE Kioe. Lit. xxii.
(1882) 217 For the communication of pleasure is the intro
ductory means by which alone the poet must expect to
moralize his readers. ,840 THACKERAY J aris Sk..tls. (1869)
250 Was any man who saw the show [the execution of a
murderer] deterred.. or moralised in any way? ,89, W. J
GREF.NSTKF.F.T tr. Gnyan s F.duc.

f,- Heredity 96 Not only
individuals, but whole races are moralised or demoralised.

Moralized (mftikizd), ///. a. [-ED i.]
1. a. Morally or symbolically applied or inter

preted, b. Made instructive in morals.
c 14,2 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2,11 There is a booke. .

That the Chesse moralisede cleped is. 1498 Lydgate s
Assembly ofGods, Interpr. Names Gods end, Thus endeih
this lytell moralized treatyse. 1601 lip. W. BARLOW Eagle
ff Body (1609) D iij, These moralized Eagles. 1863 TVLOR
Early Hist. Man. xii. 342 A story of which the European
fable, .might be a mere moralized remnant.
2. Of a man or his attributes : Made moral.
1*47. W. LYFORU Transl. Sinner (1648) 4 Moralized

Christians, which have a forme of knowledge and of the
truth in the Law. 1648 JENKVN Blind Guide i. 3 Thousands
of moralliz d heathens, .would blush. 1656 T. WATSON One
Thing Necessary 70 A moraliz d man is but a tame divell.

1677 W. HUBBAKD Narrative II. 48 There are two principal
Actors among the Indians.. who are said to be.. a strange
- !- J -

-Dralized Sah - -..wo are sa o e.. a strange
kind of moralized Salvages. 1831 Fraser s Mag. III. 54
[His] finely moralized mind, elevated with the purest
religious sentiments, is exactly fitted for such a subject.
1892 MONTEFIORE Hibbert Lect. i. 38 Resembling rather

the_ insensate violence of angered nature, than the reasonable
indignation of a moralized personality.

f 3. Having morals of a specified kind. Obs.
1630 H. MORE Olisem. in Enthtts. Tr,

., etc. (1656) 145 Do
you think that they are.. so singularly moralized, that

Socrates-like, if an Asse kick they will not kick again 1

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 15 Why God would call the Magi
..toChrist? Not because they were wisemen or men well
morrallized.

Moralizer (m^-ralaizaj). [f.
MOBALIZE v. +

-EH 1.] One who or something which moralizes.



MORALIZING.

1. One who is given to making moral reflections.

1600 NASHH Suinntt-r s Last Will Prol. Ba Moralizers,

you that wrest a ncuer meant meaning, out of euery thing,

applying all things to the present time, keepe your attention

for the common Stage. 174* RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 120

But what a Moraliser am I ! i8S COLKRIDGE Aids Re/I.

(1848) 1. 26 There sometimes occurs an apparent play on

words, which not only to the moralizer, but even to the

philosophical etymologist, appears more tha:i a mere play.

1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1851) L xvi. 248 The old

man looks eastward,and (for he is a moralizer) frames a simile.

2. A moralizing agent.
1840 CHALMERS in Hanna Mem. (1851) IV. xi. 206

(

The
Gospel, .is the most powerful and efficient of all morallzers.

moralizing (m/rrabizin), vbl. sb. [-ING *.]

f-1. The action of explaining the moral meaning
of (a fable or tale); a moralization, moral. Obs.

c I4 HOCCLFA-E Jetvsla:ts Wife Moralization 12 Where
is the inoralizynge. . Bycome heere-of? was ther noon in the

book Out of the which bat thovv this tale took ?

2. The action of making moral.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. in. Pref., There are many
excellent Philosophemes and Notions, .which, .may be of

great use.. for the moralising of persons and republic*.

1691-8 NOHKIS Pract. Disc. (1710 III. 227 Such studies as

Mg iify little or nothing to the moralizing of their Minds.

y. Moral reflection ; an instance of this.

1692 R. L EsTKANGF. f- at les ccxcvi. 258 And let there be
No Moralizing in the Pulpit upon the Fable. 17*7 DE For:

Sysf. Afagrc L i. (1840) 31 But to luave moralizing. . I go on
with my story. 1870 MRS. STOWE Oldtoivn xxviii, It will be
seen by these edifying moralisings how eminently scriptural
was the course of Sam s mind.

Moralizing (m&amp;lt;rrabmrj), ///. a. [-ING*.]
That moralizes, in the senses of the verb.

1796 COLERIDGE To 1 ng. Friend Poems (1877! I. 154 It

were a lot divine To cheat our noons in moralizing mood.
1816 Remarks Eng. Mann. 79 A nation of moralizing,

thinking people. 1845 SOUTHEY Paraguay in. xx, A land

Which., slii mid one day Take up from thence his moralizing
lay. 1869 LF.CKV Euro}. Mor. (iSSoi I. ii. 201 \Ve find

a society almost absolutely destitute of moralising institu

tions. 1902 J. H. ROSE Napoleon xii. 2^5 He [i.e. the

legislator] will turn by preference to education as a more

potent morali/ing agency. 1904 Speaker 23 Apr. 93/1

Thackeray and the other moralising theorists were wrong.
Hence MoTalizing-ly adv.

1782 ELIZ. BLOWER Ceo. ftateman III. 180 They likewise

moral i/ ingly observed, that [etc.]. 1863 Daily Tel. 15 D-JL.

5/3 Moialisingly, she added, . .There were girls since the

world began [etc.].

Morailed (m^rald), ///. a. Also moraled.

[f. MOK.VL sb. + -ED ^.J Having morals (of a speci
fied kind, indicated by a prefixed adv. or adj.).

1614 W. B. Philosopher s Banquet (ed. 2) 98 The king thus

moralJ, he was vnfit to gouern others. 1826 Westm. Rev.
VI. 18 This vice, .is well touched on by Locke, in the same
finely toned and finely moialed discourse. 1863 COWDEN
CLAKKK Shaks. Char. x. 257 He is light-moraled, loose-con-

scienced. 1884 Pali Mail G. 5 Aug. 5/2 Silenus. .sought
consolation in wine, and thus.. became the agreeable and
well-informed but loosely-moralled old person who is

represented in.. Virgil s Eclogues.

t Mo raller. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. MORAL v. +

-ER!.] A moralizer.

1604 SHAKS. Olh. \\. iii. 301 Come, you are too seuere a
Moraller.

Moralless (ra^rSliles), a.
[f. MORAL sb. +

-LESS.] Without a moral.

1884 Mag . Art Feb. 150/1 The artist of independent and
moral-less purpose. 1898 G. A. SMITH Drummond\\. (1899)

140 Drummond had never treated religion.. as if it were

utterly without the great law of life, a moral-less magic of

arbitrary formulas.

Morallon: see MOKILLON.

Morally (mp-rali), adv. [f.
MORAL a. + -LY 2

.]

fl. In a moral sense ; with a moral meaning or

purpose. Obs. rare.

a 1400 HyLTON Stala Pttrf. (W. de W. 1494) n. xliii, Whan
Jhesu is mayster it is expowned and declared litterally :

morally : mystily : and heuenly. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.
xiii. (Percy Soc.J 51 They take nohedenothyngthey wryte,
Whyche morally dyd so nobly endyte, Reprovyng vyce.

2. In respect of moral character or conduct ;

from the point of view of ethics or of the moral

law; with reference to moral responsibility.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \\. (Rolls) 155 Sum vntrewe opmioun

of men is such that for it her conuersacioun is the worse
morali. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 153 What so
euer vertue enclyneth or moueth man or woman morally to

moo thynges than one perteyneth to the actyue lyfe. 1634
Dootmtnts agst. Prynne (Camden) 40 They are all able

umpyres of all vices and vertues, of tbinges that are morally
good or evill. a 1716 SOUTH Serra. (1727) II. 321 For gene
rally speaking, to take away the Life of a Man, is neither

morally Good, nor Morally Evil. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 28
The house of lords . . is not morally competent to dissolve the
house of commons. 1841 MYERS Cat/i. Th. in. 9. 33 The
testimony of the best men morally as to the immediate origin
of their thoughts and feelings may conceivably not be trust

worthy. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) I. 124 A government
is morally bound to keep itself in existence. 1897 MARY
KINCSLEY W. Africa 490 Morally speaking, the African is

far from being the brutal fiend he is often painted.

3. In accordance with morality ; virtuously.
a 1540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 312/2 Those poore men that

marry, be cause they would not all onely lyue vertuously
beefore God, but also morally before the world. 1685 DRYDKN
Sylvse Pref. a 2 To take away rewards and punishments, is

only a pleasing prospect to a Man, who resolves before
hand not to live morally.
4. On grounds of moral evidence.

*645 hee CERTAIN a. 4]. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rto. vi.

656

76 It being morally sure, that the Earl of Essex would put
himself in their way. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dnbit. \. v.

Rule il 5 But there is a Negative doubt which is called

Morally negative ; that is, when there is no way of being
readily and clearly determined, but yet the doubt is founded

upon some slight conjecture, and no more. 1660 R. COKE
Power

&amp;lt;V Snbj. 95 God did scarce ever leave men so destitute,
but they were morally certain to whom they did owe their

topical and natural obedience. 1667 in io//t Rep. Hist.
Jl/SS. Comm. App. v. 48 The said Manley was gone for

England, and, as he himselfe hath given out and is morally
supposed, will not returne. 169* LUTTRELL BriefKeL (1857)
II. 462 He was morally assured of success. 1782 Miss
BURNEY Cecilia in. iv, It s quite morally impossible I should
raise such a sum. 1808 LIEUT. COL. SYMES in J. Moore
Narr. Campaign Spain (1809) 131 It is morally impossible
that they can stand before a line of French infantry.

6. Comb.: morally-given a., whose inclinations

are on the side of morality.
1896 A. MORKISON Child ofthe Jago 25 So well-conducted,

morally-given and respectable a gathering.

Bfforaliiess (m^*rftln6a). rare. [f.
MORAL a.

+ -NESS.] The state of being moral ; morality.
Also personified.
1642 1). ROGERS Kaaman 10 It is not the moraines of any

people, nor their vertuous qualities. 1889 Univ. Rev. Jan.
91 Go, mask uf Pride and mannered Moralness !

Morass (morce-s). Also 7 moras(e, morasse,
morost. [a. Du. moeras, earlier ioerasch

t an
altered form (influenced by moer Moon j^. 1

) of

MDu. marascAj inaras, a. OF. maresc, marais .

see MARISU. Cf. MLG. wofas, early mod.G.

inorasz, from I7th c. morast (whence the Eng.
form morost}\ from LG. are Sw. inoras, Da. morads.
The word is now confined to literary use, exc. in some

parts of the West Indies, where it survives with the pro
nunciation (mf rw).]

1. A wet swampy tract, a bog, marsh; occas. in

generalized sense, boggy land.

jfiSS FULLER ///*/. Ort/#Ai v. 72 Athens., wasseated in a Mo
ras ur Kenny place. t6$jR..LiGOtiI}w6ad0tsi 1673) 25 ! here

remains, making a great part uf that flat, a klnde of Bog ur

Moros:. 1691 LUVIKELI. Brief ReL 11857) II. 199 They..
are making canalls to drain the moras. 1730-46 THOMSON
Autumn 476 Nur the dtep morass Refuse, but thro the

shaking wilderness Pick your nice way. 1815 SCOTT Guy M.
i, The sighs of the wind as it parsed along the dreary
morass. 1860 HOOK Lire5 Abps. (1869) I. 555 Only a small

portion of the country was under cultivation, the rest was
morass or impenetrable forest.

fig- 1867 MACGREGOR I oy. Alone (1868) 64 The east end
of London that morass of vice, and sighs and savagery.
1884 GLADSTONE Sp. 28 Feb. (1885) 136 Let us not wander
into the morasses and fogs of doubt.

2. West Indian. Short for morass-weed
r q.v. in 3.

3. &amp;lt;z//rz .,
as morass ground^ -way ;

morass ore,

bog iron ore
;
morass-weed IVest Indian, the

aquatic plant Ceratophyllum demersum.
1712 E. COOKE J oy. .S&quot;. Sea 149 This * Morass Ground was

full of the largest Toads I ever saw. 1804-8 JAMESON Syst.
A/in. (1816) III. 294 *Morass-ore, or Friable liog Iron-ore.

Morasterz, Werner. 1817 T. THOMSON Chctn. (ed. 5) HI.
478 Morass Ore. 1675 OGILBV l&amp;gt;rit. (1698) 2 Here bear to

the Left, thro
1 a morass-way. -to Morton in the Marsh.

1756 I&quot;. BROWNE Jamaica 345 The Morass or * Morass-weed
is very common in all the brackish waters of Jamaica. 1864
GHISKHACH Flora W. hid. 785 Morass-weed.

Morassy (morx-si), a.
[f.

MOHASS + -Y*. Cf.

Ger. morastigi earlier maras$ig^\ Uf or pertaining
lo a morass ; having ihe characteristics of a

morass; consisting of wet spongy ground; found
in a morass. Rlorassy iron ore = morass ore.

1699 DAMHRR Voy. II. 1. 160 The I^and on the backside
of the Town seems to be morassy. 1784 DARWIN in Phil.

Trans. LXXV. 3 Our next
operation

was to build a wall

of clay against the morassy sides of the well. 1801 KncycL
Brit. Suppl. II. 240/1 Morassy iron ore. 1881 ULACKMOMK
ChristowcltdZfa) II. x. 219 The ground was uneven, though
not bouldery, nor morassy.

Morat (.moa rcet). Antiq. [ad.med.L.wJn7/w,
f. L. mor-tts mulberry : see -ATE l.] A drink made
of honey and flavoured with mulberries.

1807 SHARON TURNER Hist. Anglo-Saxons II. 52 The
vessels of wine, mead, ale, pigment, moral and cyder. 1809
CAMPBELL O*Connor s Child iv, And kneeling pages ofler d
up The M&amp;lt;5rat in a golden^cup. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe iii,

Place the best mead,, .the richest morat,. .upon the board.

1842 SIR H. TAYLOR Edwin the Fair in. vli, Six meals a

day, With morat and spiced ale, is generous living.

Morate (mo^Ti
r
t), sb. Chem. [f. L. mor-us

mulberry + -ATE 1
.] A salt ot&quot; moric acid.

1856 in MAVNE Expos. Lex, 1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Mo rate, a. 06s. [ad. L. moral-its^ f. mor-Ss :

see MOUAL a.] Mannered; well-mannered, re

spectably conducted, moral.

1651 GAULE Magastrow. xvii. 138 To see a man well
morale so seldom applauded, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. iv. vii. 355 So that the wiser and more morale part of
Mankind were forced to set up Laws and Punishments, to

keep the generality of Mankind in some tolerable order.

Moration (morJi-J an). rare. [ad.L, moration-

i;/j,n. ofaction f. mora-ri todelay.] Delay, tarrying.
16. . SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vt. x. (1658) 400 We shall

..say he [sc. the sun] is more powerful in the Northern

Hemisphere, and in the Apogeum ; for therein his moration

[1646, p. 325 motion] is slower. 1839 AVw Monthly Mag.
LV. 518 The sublime Obscure still lingered a moration
which failed not to raise some misgivings.

|| Moratorium (m^rat6&amp;gt;&amp;gt;-ruvm). Law. [mod.L.,
neut. of late L. moratorins : see next.] A legal

MORAY.
1 authorization to a debtor to postpone payment for

a certain time.

1875 Times 28 Sept. 5/3 The merchants of Belgrade, taking
advantage of the warlike rumours, have asked for a tnaia-

1 torntm. 1884 fall Mall G. 27 Aug. 5/2 The Vienna sugar
j

firm, .in demanding a moratorium, .assumes thai its assels
i will, in a year s time, be sufficiently valuable to pay the
1

debts which it is now unable to liquidate. 1005 (Official

Receiver in) Author &quot;XV. 233/2 The refusal of his largest
un&amp;gt;ecured creditors to consent to a moratorium of sufficient

length to enable him to recover his position.

Moratory (mprataii), a. Law. [ad. late L.

moratSr-iiis serving lo delay, f. mord-rl to delay :

see-ORY. Cf. K. moratoire, It. moratorio^\ Author

izing delay in payment.
1891 CHALMERS Bills ofExchange 149 By a French mora

tory law, passed in consequence of war, the maturity of bills

payable in Paris is postponed three months.

Moratta, morattoe, obs. forms of MAHHATTA.
Moratto (morarto). ? Obs. Also 8 morotto,

9 marotta. A kind of pea.
1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. /Y.sww,The Spanish Morotto

Pea. . . The Spanish Morotto . . is a great Hearer, and a hardy
Son of Pea. 1789 ]. FARLEY Lond. Art ofCookery (ed. 6)

163 Take a quart of green Moratto peas. 1824 LOUDON
Etujd. Card. (ed. 2) 3599 The egg, the moratto, the
Prussian blue, and the rouncivals..are all very fine eating

ras
in young growth. 1835 Trans. Horticult. Soc. Ser. u.

386 Varieties of the Pea.. Spanish Marotta.

Moratty, obs. form of MAHUATTI.

Moravian (mor^i vian), sb. 1 and a.1 [f. mod.

L. Moravia Moray (ad. Gael. Altrireioh) + -AN.]
A. sb. An inhabitant of Moray (in early use, one

of the great divisions of Scotland ; in mod. use, a

county occupying part of the territory formerly so

named).
1577-87 HOLINSHED Hist. Scot. 52/2 When they were thus

assembled, Britains, Scois, Picts,& Morauianson one part,
and Romans, .on the other. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. &amp;lt;y

Scot.

191 A striking difference between the Moravians and Aber-

dpnians appears. 1836 SKENE Highlanders .Scot. (1902) II.

vi. 282 He easily succeeded in exciting the Moravians once
mure to revolt.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Moray.
1897 C. KAMNNI Hist. Moray y Nairn i. 43 No period of

Moravian history is more obscure than that which followed
the accession of Malcolm Ceannmor.

Moravian (mori^vian), sb. t and a.~ [f.

Moravia (ined.L., f. Morava the river March), the

English name of a portion of the Austro-Hungarian

empire, called in Ger. Miikren : see -AN.] A. sb.

1. An inhabitant of Moravia.

1788 GIBBON Dccl.
&amp;lt;V

F. V. 554 That.. land was loosely

occupied by the Moravians, a Sclavonian name and tribe.

2. A member or adherent of the *

Unity of

Moravian brethren ,
a Protestant sect, founded

early in the i8th c. in Saxony by emigrants from

Moravia, and continuing the tradition of the Unitas
\ FratmW) a body holding Hussite doctrines, which

had its chief scat in Moravia and Bohemia.
The virlual founder of the body was Count Zinzendorf, who

was the patron of the Moravian refugees, and embraced
their doctrines. The Moravians _early

obtained many
adherents in England and the American colonies.

1746 WESLEY Princ. Methodist 10 There needs a little

farther Proof, that I charge any dreadful Crimes on the

Body of the Moravians. 1760 A nn. Reg. 108 Died.., in the

601 h year of his age, Count Nicholas Lewis of Zinzendorflf,

founder and head of the sect of Moravians. 1777 JOHNSON
28 June in Boswell Life (1816) III. 130 He had a Moravian
with him much of his time. 1809 BYRON Bards

&amp;lt;$ Kfv.y$
Moravians rise ! bestow some meet reward On dull devotion.

1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scotl. t Moravians, a sect of dis

senters, who, on account of conscientious scruples, are per

mitted, in lieu of an oath, to make a solemn affirmation in

courts of justice. 1871 LOKGF. in Z,yfc(i8gi) III. 173 Medi

tating a third play,.. the scene to be among the Moravians
at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

B. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to Moravia.
1616 B. Jossos Epigr. cvii. To Captain Hungry, Fill

them full Of your Morauian horse, Venetian bull. 1837
YouATT Shtepv. 139 The Moravian sheep are larger.

2. Of or belonging to the sect ol Moravians.

1745 WESLEY Annv. to Ch. 5, I have scarce heard one
Moravian Brother own his Church to be wrong in any
thing. 1777 J. ADAMS in Earn. Lett. (1876) 236 The Mora
vian mills in New Jersey. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. in

i8M C. I. vii. 351 He [Warburton] calls the Moravian hymn
book a heap of blasphemous and beastly nonsense .

Hence Mora vianism, the religious system of

the Moravians; Mora vianized ///. a., influenced

by Moravianism.
iSao SOUTHEY Wesley I. 344 The Areopagite was a

favourite book among the Moravianized members. 18*9
BENTHAM Justice &amp;lt;y

Cod. Petit.* Abr. Petit. Justice 21 Of

Quakerism or Moravianism declaration can no longer serve.

1888 SCHAKF Hist. Chr. Ch. VI. VIL xcix. 598 Frederick the

Great had as little sympathy with pietism and Moravianism
as with Lutheranism and Calvinism.

Moray (mor^i-). U.S. Also 7 moreraye, 8-9

muray, murrey, 9 maray, murry (Cent. Diet,).

[?a. Pg. moreia =
Sp&amp;gt;

morenaiL. mur&na^ A
name for various tropical species of eel belonging
to the family Mnr&nidse.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 172 Some of them yet

knowne to the Americans, as the Purgoose, the Cauallo, the

Gar-fish, Flying-fish and Morerayes. 1735 MORTIMER
Nat. Hist. Carol. # Bahamas in Phil. Trans. XXXIX.



MORBID.
M3 Murxna macnlata nigra; the black Murrey. 1754
CATESBV Nat. Hist. Carol. II. 20 Mnrxna macnlata
ttigra, , viridis. The Muray. 1884 G. B. GOODE, etc ffat
Hist. Aquatic Aniin. 629 The Morays Muracnida:. The
most important species is the Speckled Moray, SidlraKll-

&quot; * && C
.

ARL
.
ETOhl in &quot;

&quot;f
X

.
XIX - 33% [Fishes

Honda.) I here is the murrey, which is pronounced with
the accent on the final.

Morayne, Morbery: seeMi RRAix, MULBERRY.
Morbid (m^ubid), a. [ad. L. morbid-us, f.

morb-us disease, f. root of mart to die. Cf. F.

morbide, It., Pg. morbido, Sp. mtrbido.]
1. Of the nature of or indicative of disease; also,
+ productive of disease, morbific.
1656 H. MORE Enthns. Tri. (1712) 51 There may be very

well a sanative and healing Contagion, as well as a morbid
and venomous. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. n. 705 Of
morbid hue his features, sunk and sad

; His hollow eyncshook forth a sickly light. 1771 T. PERCIVAL Ess. (1777) I

8 Sylvius exults in the discovery that an acid is the sole
morbid principle. 1799 UNDERWOOD Dis. Children (ed. 4)
I. 44 Under such treatment, the morbid-snuffles has been
found to yield in the course of two or three weeks. 1799Med. Jrnl. I. 324 The variolous matter, first inserted by
the puncture, like that of other morbid poisons, is not capa
ble of being immediately absorbed. 1845 P.UDD Dis. Liver
135 No morbid appearance could IK discovered to account
for his sudden death, except that [etc.]. 1883 Mature
XXVII. 236 Evolution of microscopic organisms, .in the
dead body and morbid products.
fig. 1818 MACAULAV Ess., Hallam (1851) I. 53 It may be
quickened into morbid activity. It may be reasoned into
sluggishness.

b. Of persons or animals, their parts, etc.:
Affected by disease, diseased, unhealthy. ? Obs.
1731 ARBUTHNOT Aliments vi. (1735 ) 152 Tho everyHuman Constitution is morbid, yet are their Diseases con

sistent with the common Functions of Life. 1750 Jr,i,Rambler No. 43 p i Every man comes into the world mor
bid. 1846 G. E. DAV tr. Simon s Anim. Client. II. 406
Morbid Bones.

C. Morbid anatomy : the anatomy of diseased
organs or structures.

1804 ABERNETHV Surg. Obs. 6 The structure of tumours is
a part of morbid anatomy which deserves to be examined.

657
MORDACIOUS.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 816/1 This increase of knowledge
is therefore due, not to auscultation al
tion combined with morbid anatomy.
fig. 1851 WILLMOTT Pleas. Lit. 291 Books.. belo,,s ,.,

the study of the mind s morbid anatomy.
2. Of mental conditions, ideas, etc. : Unwhole

some, sickly : chiefly applied to unreasonable feel

ings of gloom, apprehension, or suspicion. Hence
of persons : Addicted to morbid feelings or fancies.
[1777 JOHNSON in Boswell Life 1 1816) III. 210 There must

be a diseased mind, where there is a failure of memory al
seventy. A man s head, Sir, must be morbid, if he fails so
soon.) 1834 B NESS BUNSF.N in Hare Life (1879) I. x. 4mBut that was a morbid vision, and has given way to the
actual reality of so much good. 1842 KINC.SLEY Lett. ( 1878)
I. 59 Pray to God to save you from the temptations of mor
bid melancholy and unavailing regret 1833 HUMMIKEVS
(.oin-Coll. Man. xxvi. (1876) 392 Such a morbid kind of
enthusiasm in this delightful science is much less common
now. 1886 HALL CAINE Son o/Hagar in. iv, You morbid
little woman, you shall be happy again. 1889 RCSKIX
PrmftrUm III. 145 The morbid German fancies which
proved so fatal to Carlyle.

3. Painting. Of flesh-tints: Painted with mor-
bidezza . [After It. morbi,to.]
i77-5 CHAMBERS Cycl., Morbid, in painting, is particu

larly applied to fat flesh very strongly expressed.
II Morbidezza (m?rbide-tsa). Painting. [It.,

f. morbido MORBID a.] Life-like delicacy in flesh-
tints.

1614 WOTTON Archil. IL 89 A kinde of Tendemesse, bythe Italians tearmed Morbidezza. 1686 AGLIOXBY Painting
lll*str. 1.21 There is a thing which the Italians call Mor
bidezza; The meaning of which word, is to Express the
Softness, and tender Liveliness of Flesh and Blood. 172*
J. RICHARDSON Statues, etc., Italy 58 But the Beauty ! the
Morbidezza ! the 1 bought and Expression ! Good God !

1881 Athenxum 19 Feb. 271 Nor does the morbidezza which
distinguishes every line of its perfect contours and charac
terizes all of them detract from the fineness of the whole.

Morbidity (nyjbi-diti). [f. MORBID a. + -ITY.]
1. The quality or condition of being morbid

;
a

morbid state or symptom ; //. morbid charac
teristics or ideas.

i in BAILEY.

.
.....

-- ---
jf -. jw *^ui icciiugs, ,ne riinKlingand rotting into morbidity and corruption. 1815 Ibid. XV.

|3

\Ve trust he will endeavour to shake off his morbidities,
&amp;gt;er real or assumed. 1884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1324/1 Onthe whole the story is singularly free from morbidity. 1904A. C. BRADLEY Shakes?. Trtig. in It makes all his cyni

cism, grossness and hardness appear to us morbidities.
2. Med. Prevalence of disease; the extent or

degree of prevalence of disease in a district : = MOR-
BII.ITY.

9 &quot;* * * Mtd- Diet. 998/2 Morbidity. This term,

-, r
h= sick -rate, whether the diseases be fatal or o.

1896 Allhttt s Syst. Med. I. 30 The table which I have
constructed in order to exhibit the relative morbiditi.

Late Victory n Morbleu:
. MOKCAN

s and Jermes were but common
Sport, Oathes only for the Lacquies of the Court
riF.LuiNG Fal/,ers Wks. (1840) 7to6 A

several groups of (French] departments. 1893 P. MAXSON
.,&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;

L (Malaria) is the principal cause of
morbidity and death in the tropics and sub-tropics.

Morbidness (mp-jbidnes). [f. MORBID +
~

rfigf fi

ThC^ &quot;y
.

or sla
.

te of bei
&quot;g

morbid,

adds. .the Morbidness of the Seasons of the Year, and the
trequentness of untimely Death. 1681 CLAN -II i Vaddt,

{ ,&quot; &quot;,&quot;

( 7?6) 3 I;y som= Weakness or Morbidness ofMind tumbling into so foul an Error. I 79I lioswn i

Johnson an. 1777, To consider such indifference as a failure
ol reason, morbidness of mind. 1883 //,/,, ., Mag. Mar
03 ;,

2 1 he story [is| free from any element of morbidness.

Morbiferal ^mpjbrferal,, a. rare- 1

, [f L.
morbifer ,(. morb-us disease + -fcr bearing) + -AI..]
Causing disease or illness.

1848 LOWKI.L liiglmtt P. Poems 1890 II. , Certificates to
Ihevirtues of various morbiferal panaceas.
MorbiferOttS jn^jbi-fe ros ,

a. =
prcc

1806 Mid Jrnl. XV. 23 It may well be doubted, whethermore sacrifices are not annually made to the injudicious ad-
ministration of mercury, than to all the combined f-ftV, ts of
the morbiferous poisons. ,808 Ibid. XIX. ,99 The action
ol it upon the body is very extensive and morbifcrous.
Morbific mpjbi fik), a. Also 7 rnorbifflck

morbiflque, 7-8 morbiflck. [ad. F. mtrbifique
or its source mod.L.

m\&amp;gt;rl&amp;gt;ificits,
f. iiwrlms disease :

see-FIc.] That produces disease
; causing disease

1652 FKENUI Ynrksh. Spa iv. 43 Wint, r also, and a cold
crass shmy morbiflck.. matter,., forbid the tiscof , old wat-r
1706 BAVNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot f, Cold Hath n ,, .

Impregnated with morbiflck Salts. 1804 AIII.KNF.IHY fiury.
Oil. 127 It is probable that these morbific poisons may be
bsorbed without any evident ulcer. 1898 A Mutt s \yst.Med. V. 347 Pleurisy is due to irritation of the pleura!membrane by certain morbific microbes or poisons.
*~b. Sometimes misused for: Diseased, per

taining to or caused by disease.

1658 K. Ki, V.XK Xortli, Mem. 295 Morbiflck Deformities
1800 Mea. Jrnl. IV. 77 A morbific bone. 1858 London
Jrnl. 27 reb. 408/3 What a capital green-house for the pro.
auction of morbific rarities.

t Morbi fical, a. Obt. [Formed as MORBIFIC
a. + -AL.] = MORBIFIC.
1610 VtNNtn I ia Recta viii. 190 They.. doe at length.,

produce morbificall affects. 1646 SIR T. DKOWNP. I seml.

//. iv. iii. 183 The vessels whereby the morbificall matter
is derived unto this membrane, are [etc. ]. 1694 VV I-STMA-
con Script. Herb. 40 Its [the cedar s] perfuming odor
corrects the malignity, .of a morbifical air.

Hence Morbrncally a,tv., with regard to tlie

production of disease.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 340 The Astrological
Influences of the Heavens are Morbifically and Politically
as well as Learnedly declar d against.

i Morbi fiCQUS, a. Obs.- 1

[f. mod.L. motbi-

fic-us MORBIFIC a. + -ocs.] = MORBIFIC.
1657 TOMUSSON Renon s Disp. 20 Medicine is not mad-:

for the Disease, but for the morbificous cause.

Morbify mf? Jbifai), v. [f. L. morb-us disea.se

t- -IFY. Late L. had morftififfire.] trans. To
make diseased.

1875 BROWNING Aris/opli. Apol. Wks. 1896 I. 680/2 So
morbifies their flesh The poisorvdrama of Euripides.

Morbility (m/?.tbi-]iti y . Path. [ad. G. morbi-

litcit, ad. mod.L. type &quot;morbililas, i. *morbili-s

characterized by disease, f. morb-us disease : see

-ILK and -ITY.] The proportion of sickness in a

given locality ; the sick rate. = MORBIDITY 3.

1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathol. (1877) 70 It is, however,
further necessary to know the mortality and morbility of a
locality in order to proceed upon perfectly

safe ground.
1885 Med. Times 4 July 13/1 Dr. John Williams.. was able
to state a very low rate of deaths and morbiliLy.

Morbillary (mpjbi lari), a. Path.
[f. med.L.

morbill-us (see next) + -ARY.] Resembling measles.

1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 5 May 1084 On the neck and chest
there was. .subcutaneous mottling, morbillary in character.

Morbilli (mprbi-bi),//. Path. [med.L., pi.
of morbillus, dim. ofL. morbtis disease.] The spots
characteristic of measles.

1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Mortilli, the

Meazles, red Spots, which proceed from an Aerial Con
tagion in the Blood. 1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

Morbilliform (m^ibi-lifpjm), a. [f. med.L.
morbill-us + -(INFORM.] Resembling measles.

1879 St. George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 204 Morbilliform erup
tion. 1899 Atll Htfs Syst. Med. VIII. 935 In the morbilli-
form variety [of antitoxin rashes] the face may be affected.

Morbillous mpjbHas), a. Path. [ad. med.L.

morbillosus, I. morbill-us : see MORBILLI and -ors.]
Of or pertaining to measles.

775 J- PERCIVAL Ess. (1776) III. 104 The morbillous
matter nas since been ingrafted by means of lint. 1879 St.

George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 64 A faint morbillous rash was
.:!! ^:_:vi- __r_j_3L-i_

sound of the word&quot; Morl&quot;ieu !

&quot;

1888 NEi.l.li.: ColxwALl
livice Aexiiettxvn. 211 Just listen to my Johnnie he is

.sinking out marblue l/oot-n. Making a great noise].

Morbose (m/-jb5iij), n. [ad. L. morbosm, f.

tnard-us disease : see
-O.SE.] Proceeding fn,m

disease, causing di-ea-c, rliseased, unhealthy
I9RAYC&amp;gt;w/wil.(i69J)77 All Preternatural anil Mor

bose Tumors and Excrescencies of Plants. 1765 An,,. Keg.
ll. 108/2 He philosophises., on the effect of this bath and
believes that the earth absorbs into it morbo-c miasmas, Sir.
1891 Syd. .Sn,-. l.e.r., Margate, sickly, unhealthy.

tMorbo-sity. Obs. [f. MORHOSK + -rrv.JThe condition of being morbose; also, a morbose
characteristic.

tMo rbouS, a. Obs. [ad. L. morbostis : sec

MpKBOSE and
-oi;s.] Causing disease; of or per

taining to disease, diseased.
1651 WMTIE tr. Primrose s Pop. Err. \\. xv. i r, When an

inward disposition lurks in the body, and a morh HIS prepara
tion, winch such causes do stir up. 1682 T. GIBSON Anal
(1697. ivj In a morbous state it is often of ^everal other
Colours. 1684 tr. lionet s Merc. Compit. XIV. :oo Nature
does sometimes j-ur^e out. .the Morbous purulent Matter.
Morbulent m^-jbiliflfat), a. rare-&quot;.

[I. I,.

morb-us disease : see -ULKXT.] (See quots.)
1656 lii.v M

&amp;lt;;!ossitgr., Morbulent (iiiortitlenlus\ full of
diseases; sickly. Om Std. Sac. Lex., Alortnltnl
what sickly.

!, Morbus m^-jbos .

[[,.] A disease. LYd
in combination in mod. Latin names of disease-,
as CHOI.KKA morbtts ; Aforbns Galliais (see quots. .

57? w- CI.OWKS (titlet A short and profitable treatis-

touching the cure of the disease called Morbiis Gallicus by
Unctions. 1656 BLOCNT Gloswgr., .Worbns tia/itus, other
wise called Mortius Indicas, Neopolitanus, Iliipanicns (in
Lat. /.lies I cnerea) the French Pox or great Pox. 1663
HOVM-. Ustf. /:&amp;gt;/.

\nt. Pkilos. ll. ii. 43 An humour, suet,
as that which causes the cholera inorbus. 1672 JOSSKI.VS
Ne .v Eng. Raritirs 34 They are good for the Ptisick and
Consumptions, and some say the Morhis Gnllicns. 1693
tr. BlatuariTl 1 liys. Di^t. (ed. 2j, Ictcrns, the Jaundic .-,. .

the Latins call it Regins Morbtis, the Kingly Disease.

Morbut, obs. lorm of MABABOCT.
1769 Tfrn rt ff County Mag. Sept. 406/1 Magic figures

drawn upon paper by the morbuts or priests of the country.
II Morceam. (nwso). [Kr. : see MOKSEI.

;/&amp;gt;.]

A short literary or musical composition.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1799) I. iii. 25 He sat down and

produced the following morceau. 1788 A. I ASOfIN Child,-.
J
/ifspisd-jyz) 149 She purloined the stool on which Kembl.-

had writ, I he choicest morceaus of his Jesuit wit. 1819
. Mag. LXXVI. 161 This very laughable cperati

morceau.

VOL. VI.

still visible on admission.

Morbleu (mmbl^).
rnortblue, 9 marblue.

Also 7 morbleau, 8

mortbleu. [Fr. ; an

Moroel e, morcell, obs. forms of MORSEL.
Morcellated .nVJstWtMl), ppl. a.

[f.
&quot;mor-

cellate vb. formed after MORCF.LLEME.VI) + -ED
.]

Divided into many pieces ; parcelled.
1888 N. S. SHALER in gt/i Rep. U. S. Ceo/. Sun,. (1389)

585 It is probably to this morcellated character of the reck
..that we owe the great erosion of the granites.. of this

vicinity.

Morcellation (mjJjsel^i Jan). .Surg. [f.
*/(.&amp;gt;-

cellate vb. : see prec. and -ATIOS.] The action of

breaking up a diseased part into small pieces.
1898 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 789 Any myomatous no

dules that presented in the wound were removed generally

by morcellation. 1900 Lancet 12 May 1368/1 The method
of performing vaginal ablation, .and vaginal ablation with
morcellation are all fully and clearly described.

II Morcellewent (morsflman . [Kr., f. mor-

celer to break in pieces, f. OF. morcel, morceau

morsel : see -ME.NT.] Division spec, of land or

property) into small portions.
1848 H. DRL-MMOND in Crater Papers (1884) II I. xxvi. 184

As a national system it [the allotment system) is again in

finitesimal morcellement. aiSsgArsTiN Jnrispr. (1863) II.

xlv. 462 The effect of this morcellement would be endless

repetition. 1889 Pall Mall G. 3 July 3/1 In the South pea
sant proprietors own most of the land, and the morcellement

is in many cases excessive.

Morehuel : see MORHWELL.
Morcok, obs. form of MOOR COCK.

MordaciouS (mfudf-Jas), a. Now rare. Also

9 erron. mordaceous. [f. L. mordctc-, mordax

(f.
mord-ere to bite) + -lous.]

1. Biting ; given to biting.

1777 G. FORSTFR y oy. ronnd World I. 430 They likewi-e

assured us the hats were very mordacious. 1801 J. JOWFS
tr. ttygre i Tra:: /&amp;gt;. R p. xi. 33; Serpents in general.

149



MORDACIOUSLY. 658 MOEE.

and rnordaceous ones in particular. 1829 LASDOR Imag.
Cottv., Galileo, Milton, etc. Wks. 1853 II. 234/1 To begin
with the horses:.. all are noisy and windy, skittish and
mordacious. 1875 E. J. PAYNE Burke*s Sel. Wks. II. In-

trod. 59 The mordacious snarl of the cur.

f 2. Of material substances : Biting , pungent,
caustic. Obs.

1675 EVELYN Terra (1676) 29 All Earths abounding more
or less in their peculiar Salts . .; some sweet and more grateful ;

others bitter, mordacious or astringent. 1684 u. Bonefs
Merc. Commit, vi. 232 So mordacious a matter must never

be carried off by vomit.

3. Of or with reference to sarcasm or invective :

Biting, keen.

1650 T. B. tr. Estienne&quot;s Art Making Devises Catal. 71
The Earle of Carnarvan was thus mordacious in his Devise,
wherein he had a Lyon depainted, and 6 Dogs bayting or

baying at him. 1654 COKAINE Dianea iv. 315 Then, .shall

I neither have power nor punishment to bridle thy mor
dacious insolency. 1823 D IsRASU Cur. Lit. Sen n. II. 270
Grand-duke and taxes were synonimes, according to this

mordacious lexicographer ! 1841 Amen. Lit. (1867) 465
A repose freed from, .mordacious malignity.

Hence Morda cionsly adv.

1663 WATERHOUSE Comw. fr ortescnes De Land. Legum
Angnmzoi Buchanan, a learned though violent Scot, has

mordaciously taunted this tradition.

Blordacity (m^jdarsiti). [ad. F. mordacity
ad. L. mordatita$t f. mordCic-, mordax ; see MOR
DACIOUS a, and -ITT.]
1. Propensity to biting.
a 1677 BARROW Semi. v. Wks. 1687 I. 65 He hath little of

the Serpent (none of. .its rancorous venom, of its keen mor
dacity). 1824 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. ( 1825) 406 We all know
the vivacity, or mordacity, with which the veriest cur re

sents an outrage offered to his tail.

2. Biting
1

or mordant quality, fa. Of material

substances : Causticity, pungency, penetrating

power, etc. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 83 It goeth into, .collyriesor eye-

values, by reason of a certain subtil mordacitie and pene-
tratiue qualitie that it hath. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. 301
Most medicines do depone all their acrimony and mordacity.
1699 EVELYN Acetaria 57 The young.. Roots, .affording a

very grateful mordacity. 1725 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s.v.

Sattet^ The Mordacity thus allay d, he sure to make the

Mortar very clean before you stamp any thing else in it.

b. Mordancy in speech.
c 1630 C. MORE Life Sir T. More i. 24 He ieasteth, but

without mordacitie. 1660 WATERHOUSE Arms Arm. 168

his sarcasm.., contribute to his reader s amusement more
than comports with his graver tasks. 1846 POE L, Osborn
Wks. 1864 III. 55 Its mordacity cannot be gainsaid.

Mordancy (m^udansi). [f. MORDANT a. : see

-ANCV.] The quality of being biting in speech;
sarcastic force ;

incisiveness (of style).

1656 BLOUNT Gfossogr., Mordancie, biting; sharpness of

speech, detraction, bitter tearms. 1871 Echo 26 Aug., Speeches
denouncing Mr. Gladstone, ..none of them equal in mor

dancy to the Duke of Somerset s recent jet of vitriol. 1892
Critic i Oct. 176/1 This is surprising from a man the mor
dancy of whose style has been heretofore so remarkable.

Mordant (mpudant), sb. Also 4 mourdant,
5-6 mordaunt. [a. OF. mordant^ subst. use of

mordant adj.: see next.]
I. An instrument that bites or holds fast.

f 1. A chape or tag of metal, sometimes jewelled,
at the end of the pendant of a girdle. Obs.

? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1094 The mourdant, wrought
in noble wyse, Was of a stoon ful precious, c 1400 Land
Tray Bk. 8242 Eche man his coffer vnsperes And takes

gerdeles of riche barres With bokeles of gold and fair pen-
daunt, Wei anamayled with the mordaunt. 1500 Will of
Whiting (Somerset Ho.), A girdell of black silk. .the pen-
daunt and the mordaunt iher of yssyluer.

2. One of the nippers of a crab, lobster, etc.

1848 JOHNSTON in Proc. Benu, Nat. Club II. No. 6. 300
The mandibular arms have a short.. pincer, with a move-
able nipper (mordant) placed above.

II. 3. Dyeing. A substance used for fixing

colouring matters on stuffs.

1791 HAMILTON Berthollefs Dyeing Introd. 10 Mordants
[serve] to render the colour more fixed. 1826 HENRY Elem,
Chew. II. 375 The latter class, however, may be durably
attached by the mediation of what was formerly called a
mordaunt, but has since been more properly termed, by the
late Mr. Henry, a basis. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi \. 32
Columba root is said to be used as a mordant for certain
colours. 1887 Manch. Courier 13 May 8/4 Turkey purple,
which is made by substituting a mordant or basis of iron.

fig. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (^A. 3) III. 131 The link or
mordant by which philosophy becomes scientific and the
sciences philosophical. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 124
Practical application is the only mordant which will set

things in the memory.
b. Gilding. An adhesive compound for fixing

gold-leaf.
1815 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 748 Some prepare

their mordants with Jew s pitch [etc.].. .They employ it for

gilding pale gold. 1881 YOUNG EV. Man his (nvn Mechanic
1629 The principal mordants, or sizes, used by the gilder

are known UJVMJ&I andfat-oilgold size.

c. In Pathological laboratories (see quot.).
1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mordant, In Pathological investiga

tions mordants are certain substances such as anilin oil,

salicylic aldehyde, turpentine, carbolic acid, and borax,
which are added to the basic anilin dyes to fix them on
bacteria which may he present, and so render them more or
less insensitive to decolourising agents. 1899 CACJNF.V tr.

Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. x. (ed. 4! 438.

4. Etching. The fluid used to bite in* the lines

on the plate.
1878 P. G. HAMERTON in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 443/2 The \

nitrous mordant widens the lines ; the Dutch mordant bites !

in depth.

IKEordant (m^udant), a. Also 5, 9 mordent.

[a. F. mordant^ pres. pple. of mordre to bite :

popular L. *mordere (
= classical L. mordere} ;

the

form mordent is assimilated to the L. pple. mor~

dentem.~\ Biting (in various senses).
1. Of satiric utterances (hence also of speakers or

;

writers) : Caustic, incisive.

1474 CAXTON Chesse u. v. (1481) d viij b, They ben..right ;

mordent and bytyng detractours. 1858 EI.LICOTT Destiny
Creature (ed. 3) 22 A petty spirit of detraction, with un- ]

kindly words or mordant satire. x88i Spectator 19 Nov. ;

1454/1 Lord Salisbury was, as usual, very mordant in his tone i

towards Mr. Gladstone. 1903 Blackw. Mag. July 12/2 He \

was endowed with a peculiarly mordant wit.

2. Corrosive. Now rare.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. 506 Of those marles which are
found to be fat, the white is chiefe ; and thereof be many
sorts. The most mordant and sharpest of them all, is [etc.].

1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl. v. 61 The consumption of the

kidneys is to be imputed to . . mordant armoniack salt.

Jig. 1870 BALDW. BROWN Eccl. Truth 225 The mordant acid

of what they were pleased to conceive of as pure reason.

3. That causes pain or smart
; pungent ; biting.

Of pain : acute, burning.
a 1845 SYD. SMITH Recipefor Salad 7 in Lady Holland

Mem. (1855) I. 373 Of mordant mustard add a single spoon.

1876 G. MEREDITH Beavch. Career III. xii. 218 With a

shadow of an elevation of her shoulders as if in apprehen
sion of mordant pain.

4. Having the property of fixing colouring matter

or gold-leaf (see MORDANT sb. 3, 3 b).
1825 J. NICHOLSON Oficrat. Mechanic 748 Mordant Var.

nish for Gilding. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 156/1 [Calico-print

ing.] Mordant reserves, which form the tapis lazuli style.

1847-64 in WEBSTER.
5. In literal sense : Given to biting, rare.

1891 &amp;gt;\x.Ontlooks^NeT.uStandp,
in. 174 Those who would

take steps to restrain the mordant liberty of the cur, since

they do not hold the doctrine of the divine right of dogs to

bite. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Sept. 652 The boy C- was
for some time vigorously mordant in his angry fits.

Mordant (m^ idant),^. Dyeing, [f.
MORDANT

sb.] trans. To impregnate with a mordant,
j

Hence Mo rdanted ///. ., Mo rdanting vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 153/2 The bath must be replenished
with dung from time to time, as it gets exhausted by the

I

passage of the mordanted goods. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 195
Such stuffs must be galled, mordanted with alum., and
cleared with a soap boil. 1877 O NEILL in Encycl. Brit.
VI 1. 574/1 The cloth is mordanted by boiling it in a solution

of salt of tin. Ibid.. Owing to the decomposition of the

mordanting salts. 1884 I. LEVINSTEIN in Manch. Exam.
6 &amp;lt; &amp;gt;ct. 4/5 The preparing or mordanting of the stocking
(before any dye whatever had been used).

Mordant, variant of MORDENT.

Mordantly (m^udantli), adv. [f.
MORDANT

|

a. + -LY -.] a. In a mordant manner
; bitingly.

j

b. In the manner of a mordant.

1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVI. 205 To lay to her heart
more mordently the serpents of jealousy and despair. 1849
in CRAIG ;

and in later Diets.

Mordauncester, obs. f. MOKT r&amp;gt; ANCESTOR.

Mordaunt, variant of MORDANT sb.

Mord de chien : see MORTECHIEX St., glanders.
t MO rdell. Obs. [app. repr. an OK. type

j

+m0rge*delt
f. moreen MOKX, MORROW + dxl DEAL

\

sbJ* Cf. the synonymous morrow-part.] The
share of the husband s property to which a widow :

was entitled, as representing her morning-gift .

1552 WillofBaldwin (Somerset Ho.), [Mentions his wife s]

mordell [part of property].

Mordenite (mpudenait). A/in. [Named by
H. How, 1864, from Morden^ Nova Scotia, its

locality. See -ITE.] A hydrous silicate of alumi

nium, calcium, and sodium, resembling heulandite.

1864 How- in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. XVII. 100 On Mordenite,
a New Mineral from the Trap of Nova Scotia.

Mordent (m^udtfnt). Mus. Also mordant,
mordente. [a. G. mordent, ad. It. mordentc, pr.

pple. of mordere to bite. Cf. MORDANT a.] A grace
consisting in the rapid alternation of a written

note with the one immediately below it. It has

two varieties, the short mordent (symbol 4--), and
the fang or double mordent (-H*).
Also applied by various writers to the passing shake (G.

Pral/triller), sometimes called inverted mordent ; to the
ACCIACCATURA (abbreviated mordent] ; to the TURN; and
to various other graces.
1806 CALLCOTT Mus, Cram. vj. 61 The Mordent, Beat,

!

Slide, and Spring are peculiar to the Germans. 1818 BUSBY
j

Gram. Mus. 153 The Mordente, or according to the Ger- !

mans, the Spring-, consists of two notes preceding the note
;

to be graced ; the first of which is the same as the principal,
J

and the second, one note higher than the principal. 1845
GWILT in Encycl. Mctrop. V. 77^/1 Mordente^ a grace used

by the Italian School, by turning upon the note without

employing the note below. 1906 Daily Chron. 12 Nov. 3/4
The importance of the proper interpretation of the upper
mordant in Beethoven s sonatas. 1907 Crowe s Diet. Mus.
fed, 5) III. 259 The appropriateness of the term Mordent, .is

found in the suddenness with which the principal note is,

as it were, attacked by the dissonant note and immediately

released. Walther says its effect is like cracking a nut
with the teeth .

Mordent, Morder, obs. ff. MORDANT, MURDER.
t Mo-rdicancy. Obs. [f. next : see -ANCY.]
The quality of being biting or pungent ;

also, a

biting or acute irritation.

a 1693 Urqnharfs Rabelais in. xxxii. 271 Their, .figging

Itch, wrigling Mordicancy. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria 53 The
Mordicancy thus allay d, be sure to make the Mortar very
clean.

Mordicant (mpudikant), a. and sb. [ad. L.

mordicant-em^ pr. pple. of mordicare : see next.]
A. adj. Biting, sharp, pungent.
1597 A. M. tr. CniitemeausFr. Chirurg. 48/1 Accompanied

with bitinge or mordicante payn. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s

Mor. 669 These fruits (for the most part) carrie with them
a certeine piercing and mordicant quallitie. 1675 EVKLYX
Terra (1676) 124 First be sure they [sc. pigeons dung, etc.)

pass their mordicant and piercing spirits, and be discreetly
mixt. 1822-34 GotxT* Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 338 In the
latter the itching is more mordicant and aculeate.

f B. sb. A mordant. Obs. rare
~

.

1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 168 The three principal mordicants
in dying cotton red, are, oil, galls, and alum.

Mordicate (mpudik* t), v. [f. L. mordicat-,

ppl. stem of mordicare, f. mord-ere to bite.] trans.

To bite, sting, affect with a biting pain.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. 150 The urine also, though salt,

doth not mordicate or fret the bladder. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Mordicate. .to hurt with biting.

Mordicatiou (mpjdik^-Jan). [ad. L. wordica-

tion-em
t
n. of action f. mordicare : see prec.]

1. A biting, burning, or gnawing sensation or

pain in a part of the body. Now rare.

1528 PAVNEL Salernes Regim. P iv, Whey is..washyng
& leusynge and therin is no mordication. 1574 NEWTON
Health Mag. 21 When throughe drinkinge of wine there is

any upbraidinge and mordication in the Stomacke. 1684
tr. Sonet s Merc. Compit. x. 353 The Meat creates trouble

and mordication, so that it cannot be retained. 1891 Syd.
Soc. Lex.) Mordication, inflammation of the skin with

burning and prickling.

1 2.
4 A biting or fastning the teeth deep in

anything* (Phillips 1658). Obs.

t Mordlcative, ct. Obs. [ad. late L. mordica-

tiv-its, f. mordicare : see MORDICATE and -IVE.]

Biting or stinging, sharp, pungent.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 944 Whereas the conceits

and jests of Aristophanes are bitter and sharpe withal),

carrying with them a mordicative qualitie which [etc.]. Ibid.

1187 That the aire in the citieof Delphos was. .mordicative,
as witnesseth the speedie concoction of meat that it causeth.

Ibid. Explan. Words, Mordicative. that is to say, Biting
and stinging : as mustard seed, Pelletary of Spaine. 1634
R. H. Salernes Regitn. 45 The cause why this fume is

mordicative is by reason that the wine that it commeth of,

is mordicative.

t Mordificative, a. Obs. rare~^. [Altered
form of prec., after mundificative^ etc.] =next.
1612 BetK tmtto s Passenger 113 Garlicke.. .It hath a

facultie mordificatme (as it were of the race of backbiters
and slanderers). [The It. has mordificati- o.}

1 Mordishee n. A u^h-Indian. Obs. Forms:
6 mordexijn, 7 mordesin, mordechan, morde-

chine, mordisheen, 8 mordechin, mordyxim,
8-9 morxi, 9 mordexyn. See also MOKT-DK-
CHIEX. [a. Pg. mordexiiti) a. Mahratti modachl

cholera.] The cholera.

1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschoten i. xxxiv. 67 There raigneth
a sicknesse called Mordexijn, which, .weakeneth a man,
and maketh him cast out all that he hath in his bodie. 1660

F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 51 Another infection called

Mordesin,.. begins with vomiting, and pains in the head,
and is infectious. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav.
in. 108 The Portuguese call the four sorts of Cholicks that

people are troubled with in the Indies. .Mordechin. 1696
OVINGTON I oy. Siiratt 350 The Mordechine is another
Disease of which some die, which is a violent Vomiting and
Looseness. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

&amp;lt;S-
/ . 114 They apply

Cauteries most unmercifully in a Mordisheen, called so by
the Portugals, being a Vomiting with a Loosness. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Svpp.^ Morxi

t
an Indian game of a pesti

lential distemper, very common in Malabar. 1757 J. H.
GROSE Voy. E. Indies 52 The mordechin. .is a fit of violent

vomiting and purging, that often proves fatal. 1787 Proc.

Madras Med. Board 29 Nov., in Good s Study Med. (1834)
I. 219 An epidemic, .under the appearance of dysentery,
cholera morbus or mordyxim. i8a3CRABB Tcchnol. Diet.,

Mordexyn.
II Mordore (mordore). Also 8 mortdore, 9

mordor6s. [Fr., in I7th c. moredor^ f. more MOOR
$b,- + dore gilt.] A brown colour mixed with red.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 29 Colours.. .Mordore*

dark red of the crimson kind, mixed with brown. 1804
TINGRY Paint, fy Varnish. Guide 240/1 Pulverulent lake of

a dark mordore* colour. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 430 To this

shade may be referred . .marigold, orange peel, mordorfc,
cinnamon, gold, &c. 1894 \\~estm. Gas. 3 May 3/3 Another,
in brown lace of the shade known as Mitrder? [sic].

Mordre, Mordrer, Mordrice, obs. forms of

MURDER, MTRDKRER, MURDKRESS.

Mordu, obs. variant of MOBTDIEU.

Mordyxim : see MORDISHEEN.

More, $bl Obs. exc. dial* (chiefly s.w.). Also

5-7 moore, 6 rnaure, moare, 8-9 maur, moor,
moar, 9 mor, raawer, mawr\e, mar, moir,
moer. [OE. more, morn wk. fern., corresp. to

OHG. moraha
t inorach, morha (MHG. morche^

morhe. more ; mod.G. mohre carrot, morcht dial,,



MORE.

carrot, mushroom : OTeut. type
*
iiturhon-

; cf.
Lith. morkas, Russian

MOJIKOBI,, carrot.]
1. The root of a tree or plant; the fibrous roots

of a tap-root ; a tree-stump.
In OE

,
an edible root, e.g. a carrot or parsnip*
!-\:

i-cechd. I. 354 Ete . . wailwyrte nioran. ft!,/.
II. 312 \V yhsc moru . . englisc nioru. a noo Ags. Voc. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 301/25 Pattfna. moran. c 1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 139 Moren and Wilde uni was his mete, c 1205 LAV
31885 Heo lufeden bi wurten, bi moren and bi roten. c 1290
St. Brendan 284 in .5, . ling. Leg. I. 227 Jwite moren, ase
it of heroes were, bl-fore heom he sette al-so. 1297 K
GLOUC. (Rolls) 7228 A grene wexinge tre

)&amp;gt;at
is fram \K

more Ismite adoun. c 1400 Beryn 1056 A man I-passid
Sown, iV is withouten lore Maybe wele I likened, to a tro
withouten more, c 1470 Build. Bodm. C/t. in CamdcnKlisc
\ II, Item de Will. Androwe forolde tymber and moris xj

{
.

1486 S. St. Albans B iij, Take the Juce of percelly Moris
otherwise calde percelly Rootis. 1578 LYTE Dodoens ill.
Ixxxviii. 441 The roote putteth foorth many branches or
moores, spread abrode here and there. 1599 T. MfoUFFi I

SWtaermu 6 Long Plantaine, Hysope, Sage, and Comfrey
inoares. 1725 Loud. Gaz. No. 6447/4 Taking up small
Moors of Wood. 1787 GKOSE Pro-sine. Gloss, s.v. Maiir
More, or Maur, also in Gloucestershire, signifies a root ; as
a strawberry-more. 1796 W. MARSHALL // . England \.

328 Marcs, roots, whether of grass or trees (the ordinary
name). 1885 JHFKESIES Open Air^Sgo) 211 The mars or
stocks of the plants that do not die away.
t b. A plant, poet. Obs.

a 1599 SPENSER F. Q. vit. vii. x, And all the earth . .Was
dight with flowers that voluntary grew Out of the ground,
. .lenne thousand mores of sundry sent and hew, That
might delight the smell, or please the view.

t 2. fig. Origin, source, stock . Also ME. in
certain phrases, associated with top. Obs.
CHJS Lamb. Horn. 103 Auaricia..\\eo is more of elcllere

wohnesse. CI2OO Trill. Coll. HOIU.VI-; An }erd sal spruten
of lesse more, a 1250 Owl t, Night. 1328 Ac he ne con be
bet barvore of clerkes lore top ne more. Ibid. i 4 -&amp;gt; 2 Yp to
pe toppe from be more, c 1305 Pilate in E. K. P. (1862) in
Pilatus was a liber man and com of liber more, c 1374CHAUCER Troylus v. 25 As she bat was be soKast crop and
more Of al his lust or loyes here byfore. 14. . Sir Jlenes
(MS. M.) 70 A ffeyrer child was nevure none bore, Sithe
god spronge of Jesses more.

1 3. Comb. : more-loor (see quot.). Obs.
IH|TDU Horse-Hoeing }l,isb. xiii. 163 Another sort of

lodging Blight there is, which some call Moar-I.oore,
mostly happens on light Land; this is when the Earth
sinking away from the Roots, leaves the bottom of the Stalk
higher than the subsided Ground, and then the Plant falls
down to the Earth.

t More, sb.- Obs. rare. Also I mor-, 4 mour,
mooi\e. [OE. mor-(beam\ ad. L. moms.] The
mulberry tree. Also more-tree (in OE. mdrbeam)
c6z$l csf. Psalter Ixxvii. 47 Ofsloj in hcS Ie winjeardes I

hear* & marbeamas heara [ L. moros eorxm] in forste. a 1340
HAMI-OLE Psalter Ixxvii. 52 He sloghe . . baire mours [1388WYCI.IK moore trees] in ryme froist. 1382 WYCLIF Luke
xvii. 6 5e schulen seye to this more tree [v.r. tree moor,V ulg. /line arbori mara], Be thou drawun vp by the roote.

t More, ^. 3 Obs. rare. [ad. L. monim mul
berry, used in mod.L. with this sense (Blancard Lex.
Mrv. Med. 1690).] A small swelling or tumour
(resembling a mulberry) ; cf. MOBO .

1547 BOOUDE Brer. Health ccxxxix. 81 b, A More or a
lytle lumpe of fleshe the whiche doth growe in the browes
or eares, or in any mannes foundement or other places.
More (moo/), a.

(s/&amp;gt;.)
and adv. Forms : i mara

(flm. and neut. mfire), 2-3, 4-6 north, mare,
4-6 north, mar, Sc. maire, mayr, 4- Sc. mair;
3-6 mor (5-6 Sc: moir), 4-6 moor(e, 3, 6 moare,
2- more. Also with added compar. suffix, 4
marere. [The adj. is Com. Teut. : OE. mara =
OFns. mara, OS. mero (MLG., MDu. mere;
mod.Du. has the double compar. meerder), OHG.
mero (MHG. mere

; mod.G. has traces in the in
flected mehr- in mehres neut., me/ire pi. ; cf. the
double compar. forms OHG. merdro, meriro
greater, MHG. merer, merre, mod.G. mehrcre pi
several), ON. metre (Sw. mera, Da. mere, which
are the neut. adj. used advb.), Goth, inaiza.:
OTeut. *maizon-, f. *mait adv., which (with
normal loss of final s] is represented by OE. ma :

see Mo. The use of the neut. adj. as quasi-sb. and
as adv. occurs in OE., but rarely, as ma (see Mo)
was the ordinary word in both applications.]
A. adj.

(In senses i, 2, 3 the word expresses respectively the com
parative of the three adjectival notions now denoted by
great, muck, and many.)
1. Greater.

t a. Of material objects : Greater in size, larger.
Also of a city, country, etc. (with mixture of senses
b and f). Of persons and animals : Taller, bigger.
c97 K. /ELFRED Gregory s Past. C. xxi. 155 Da nietenu

Bonne, Bean hie maran sien, hie beo3 suiSur ah;efen from
eoroan. 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 Eft-sone be more
hshes in be se eten be lasse. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 999More he [sc. Ireland] is ban engelond. a 1300 Cursor M.
2112 Mam centre bar-in es And dughti cites mare and
lesse. ci3oo Haoelok 1701 po stod Hauelok. .Riht al bi
pe beued more panne ani bat ber-inne stod. c 1350 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 360 pilke cofre wt be bre heuedes shal be y-seta more Cofre. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame i. 500 Hit
seined mocha more Then I had any Egle seyne. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xxi. 231 He founded the grcte Cytee
ijonge in Cathay, that is a gret del more than Rome. 1440

659

Alphabet of Tales ,32 per is with-in my body a preciustone and ,t is more ban ane egg. c ,460 J. L^M.nurture 65 Looke bow haue tarrers two, a ni 0re & lassefor wyne , I54o in Trans. Lo.id. * 3I.is. t . ArcLol Soc.

,*3n more and a Iesie inyMWon of crymsyn velvet

JS96
DALRYMPUS tr. Leslies Hist. Seat. 20 Another

tb. Greater in number, quantity, or amount.
^^^ tK

x
C Hc&quot;&quot; e^ 74 Du CW!tle bait ic anbi-

Me, fat ic Se mare folc scstrynde. c 1200 OK.MIN 19566
gatl

micclc mare genge Off Lerninngcnihhtess wass att hmim
Pann att Johan Bapptisste. e 1250 Gen. , Ex. 993 His
Tl&quot;i S r

a let &quot; e mor S21 Si- f afen llen.Vlll.00 bending a more power to hym.. for his assistence!
1529 KASTHLL Pastyme, H,st. Brit. (1811) 125 The Daniswith a more

Straight, enteryd the west part of this land
re. Qualifying a sb. which expresses quantityor amount. Obs. exc. arch, (in phr. the more part}

13 Gam. ,5. Gr Knt. 649 In
)&amp;gt;e

more half of his schelde.
tl374 CHAUCER Boeth. IV. pr. n. n6 Shrewes whiche batcontienen be more partie of men. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel Wks

BI-RNFRS r
&quot;10re Pa &quot; f

&quot;

l iS world
..
crreb &quot;- re- 1525 Ln!

had assembled toguyder more nombre of noble men
6

Ace. Ld. 7/4,4 Treas. Scott. VI. ,55 In part of paymfntt ane mair soume. 1335 COVERDAI.E Acts xxvii. ,2 The
&quot;.ore parte off them toke councell to departe thence. [Also

}.] 1577-8 BRETON T-Vw/rH/, / 7=Vw/V (Urosart) 6
&quot;

1.. learnedi so long there, till I prou d more halfe a veryfoole. a ,648 LD. HERBERT lien. ^777(1683)298 The more
Party of the Sutors of thi.s Your Realm. 1871 FREEMANNorm. Cray (1876) IV. xv-iii. 1,7 The more part of them
perished by falling over the rocks.

t d- Greater in power or importance. Obs.
I he absol. use in the phrase more and less (B. 2 fj survived

until Shakspere s time.
c 1173 Law/: Hoi,,. 131 Bitwuxe were and wife nes nefremare mon benne he. I382 WVCLIF John xiii. ,6 The ser-

uaunt is not more than his lord, c 1430 Hymns I irg. 102
iJ! wnich

f&amp;gt;re noon is more ne moost, l!ut al oon god.
fe. Used spec, to characterize the greater or

superior of two things, places, etc., of the same
name, as (the] more Britain, (the) more Ind. (Cf.LESS a. 3, LESSJJB a. 2, GKKATEB a. 4.) Obs.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2223 pe more brutaine. 1340HAMPOLK Pr. Cause. 1484 pe mare world es bis world bradeAnd f,e les es man. 1375 .Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andreas)

ij In more lynd Mathew prechit. 1387 [see LITANY ila 1400-50 Stock/:. Med. MS. 157 More morel, solanum ni- ,

gruui. 1436 E. E. Wills (,882* 105 The chirche of Alhal-
wen the more, e 1460 Oscncy Reg. 117 All the tithis (bothmore ande smak-V 1477 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 168 2 The

maners of Sillry Mountsorell the more, and the lesse 1593
Kites ft Mon. Ch. Durham (Surtees) 57 Then the BushlpAldunus dyd hallowe the more kyrk or Gret Ktrke.
t f. Used for L. major = elder

; also in St.

James the More
; opposed to LESS. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor .!/. 3486 O bir tua breber . . be less be mare
lagnt be

t&amp;gt;e
fote. Ibid. 21009 ohn and iacob be mar 1382WYCLIF Gen. xxvii. i And he clepide Esau, his moor sone

\y\l\g._filiiim suitin majorcm}. 1555 W. WATRKMAN Fardle
J acions n. HI. 294 The firste of Maie is hallowed for Phi
lippe and James the more. 1394 CAREW ffaarte s Exam.
It lis ix. (1596) 122 Of the same opinion was Cato the more.

g.^
With sbs. of quality, condition, action, and I

the like : Greater in degree or extent
; also, having I

a fuller title to the designation. Obs., exc. where it !

coincides with sense 2. The expression (the) more s I

the pity may be regarded as a historical survival.
971 Blickl. Horn. 35 Swa mason we be maran blisse hab. I

ban ba Easterdajas. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 156 Vpe be
plein of salesbury bat oper wonder is, pat ston heng is

I

icluped, non more wonder nis. 1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. v. 228
For nis no gtilt her so gret his Merci nis wel more. ri374CHAUCER Troylus i. 643 Ek whit by blak . . Eerie set by
ober more for other semeth. 1390 COWER Caiif.U. 324 His
moder wiste wel sche mihte Do Tereiis no more grief Than
sle this child, a 1440 [see Pn Y si: 3]. 1477 Paston Lett.
III. 191 Ye dyd it off kyndenesse, and in eschywync; off a
moor yll that myght befall. 1329 MORE Dyalogf \n. ii.

Wks. 208 So is it a much more faute to be therin reche-
lesse & negligent. 1562 J. MOUNTGOMERY in Arckxologia
XLyil. 233, I .. dailie doe heare, of the greate decaie of

MORE.
more great big blundering fool you, for giving the gold piece

t i. with / =
having a greater supply of. Obs

vn^hVis^re^nne&quot; SSnSjLT &quot;SSSJ

&quot; i;:

I he Duke, less numerous, but in courage more&quot;

&quot; V

4. Existing m greater quantity, amount, or de
gree ; a greater quantity or amount of.

c I38S 9j*uc! Pr - 703 Vp on a day he gat hvm r
moneye Ihan bat the

person*gat in Monthe^ we^e. &quot;^8DtNBAR Flytmg , Thow skaffis and begi-is mair liir a^rt
aitis Nor ony cripill in Karrik land abow 542 UDV LL

?MSH%?T, 3S &quot;

f
arffi&quot; ThC m re HaSt

&amp;gt;&quot;
W^J speede&quot;1606 bHAKs. Jr. tftr. in. . ,60 Perchance my Lord Ishew more craft then loue. 1611 BIBLE */. v Q Lethere more worke be layde vpon the me,,, that they maylabour therein. 1640 T. CAKEW Poems (1651) 14 Give mlmore Love, or more Disdame. tl^La,,^Co,,^B,e^, , . , 7. .

&quot;tut. */^* i.vnu.
&amp;lt;y ^Olfllliy /.* L T; i

Ate
4

I

:

M
the Br

,

e
-

Ver is &amp;lt;--a P&quot;ci&quot;i..to make more
Ale. 1781 J. MOORE / mo Sac. It. (1790) I. xxxiv. 3681 here is more appearance of industry. ,830 COLERIDGE

IhilVt&quot;/^&quot; Vi$ 5) A
2
-
5

-
rec

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;S&quot;ize
more genius inthe latter. 1850 .\UCosH Dn: Gmt. iv. ii. (1855) 517 There

s some truth, But there is more error, in eacli of these repre-

tiian ei&quot;ht

1^OWETT/Va
.&amp;lt;

ed-

--. 405 Ten is two more

Had he but shown a little more firmnras rad ^rtutene^
t b. with a (cf. many a). Obs

1680 HICKERINGII.L Jleroz Wks. ,7,6 I. 250 If there be buttwo or three I- anaticks , a Parish, . . they shall make morea Noise, more a Disturbance,.. than all the rest.

3. (With sb. in //.) A greater number of . .

I he earlier word is mo (see Mo a. lO ; more in this use isnot found in the Bible of 1611 or Shakspere.
1584 Lvi.v Camfasfe in. iv. 95 So in painting, the more

colours, the belter counterfeit. ,669 STUH.MV-Mariner *
war. i. n. 15 ihere was never more lame and decrepit

fellows
. -as is now adays. I7n STEELE Sfccl. No. 17 T 6

It there shall be two or more Competitors for the same
Vacancy. 1775 BURKE Sf. Cane. Amer. Sel. Wks. I. &amp;gt;,,

1 he more they multiply, the mure friends you will have.
1785 J AI.EY Mm: / kilos, in. m. vi. (1841) 146 If to one man
be allowed an exclusive right to five or more women. 1876-7

I SIR W HAMILTON Metaf/i. xl. (1870) II. 409 Nature never
works by more . . instruments than are necessary. 1842 TEN
NYSON Marie ,tArthur 247 More tilings are wrought by
prayer Ihan this world dreams of. 1845 STEPHEN Cam,/,.
Laws Lug. (1874) I. 83 With more or less restrictions.

b. with ellipsis of sb.

1656 Con LEY Heath Sir //. Wootton 4 Who had so many
Languages in store, That oncly Fame shall speak of him
in More !

C. Existing in greater numbers, more numerous.
Obs. exc. (rarely) in predicative use.
1565 STAPI.ETON tr. Bxda s Hist. 27 As though they had

ben thrise as many more in number then they wer 1590
SWINBURNE Testaments 272 The fewer and weaker pre
sumptions giue place to the more & stronger. 1614 in

Swayne Sarutn Church. Ace. (1896) 164 It was agreed by
the more voyces. 1885 BIBLE (K. V.) 2 Kings vi. 16 They
that be with us are more [so 1762 ; 1611 moe] than they that
be with them.

4. Additional to the quantity or number specified
or implied ;

an additional amount or number of;
further. Now rare exc. as preceded by an indefinite
or numeral adj., e. g. any more, no more, some
more ; many more, two more, twenty more ; and in

archaic phrases like without more ado.
This use appears to have been developed from the advb.

use as in anything, nothing more (see C. 4 b).
a 1300 A . Horn 834 Sire, ischal al one Wibute more ynione

saluation. 1632 H EYWOOD vsd Pt. Iron Age iv. i. Wks. 1874
III. 413 Lets flye to some strong Cittadell, For our more
safety. 1685 EVELYN Diary 6 Feb., That the Lords, &c.
should proceede in their coaches thro the Citty for the
more solemnity of it. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess
(ed. 2) 102 And, for the more Verification, I and the said
Witnesses have subscribed the same. 1829 SOUTHEY Pilgr.

to_ Compostella Poet. Wks. 1838 VII. 267 To make the
miracle the more, Of these feathers there is always store.

1850 GEO. ELIOT A. Bedc xxxviii, There s no amends I can
make ye, lad the more s the pity.

h. Qualifying the designation of a person with
the sense : Entitled to the designation in a greater
degree. (Cf. GREAT a. 1 7 a.)
Surviving only in the more fool (you), where more would

now be explained as adv. (see C. i a).

1380 WYCLIF Iv ks. (1880) 190 pus bes fonnyd ypocritis
putten errour in ihu crist. But who ben more heretikis?
c 1400 Gamelyit 232 Whyl thou were a yong boy a moche
schrewe thou were. . . Now I am older woxe thou schalt me
find a more ! 1530 PALSGR. 852/2 The more fole is he, tant

plus sot est il. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. n. xi. 36A more heretike than either Faustus or Donatus. 1607-
12 BACON Ess., Beauty (Arb.) 210 A man cannot tell whether
Apelles or Albert Durere were the more trifler. 1611 Tarl-
ton s Jests (1638) Cj, Well, said Tarlton, the more foole

you. 1613-18 DANIEL Hist. Eng. (1621) 21 The pressing
necessity of the time that required a more man to vndergo
the burthen of warre. 1844 THACKERAY B. Lymion iii, The

\V ib mi swerd wel ebe Bringe hem bre to debe. 13. . Sir
Belies 3541 Benes. .tok be tresorc anon riste : Wib bat and
wib mor catel He made be castel of Arondel. 1375 HAR
BOUR Bruce I. 142 He buskyt hym, but mar abad. c 1380
[see ADO 3], c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xx *&amp;gt; 3 4 With omen
ony more rehercyng . .of marvaylles. a 1400-50 Alexander
118 How his land suld be lost withouten lett mare. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, x. 185 Quha stickit him, withouttin
proces moir. 1672 C. MANNERS in \-M Rep. Hist. KISS.
Comm. App. v. 25 Wee have every day newes of more
townes taken by the French in Holland. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) III. 370 Then the wife received some rent for
the houses; and afterwards .. the son was born, and.. the
widow received more rent : then the son died . . and she
received some more rent after his death. 1876 [see ADO 3],

b. with ellipsis of sb.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 237 The Dead Sea .. is

so exceedingly salt, that its waters seem scarce capable of
dissolving any more. 1802 DOROTHY WORDSWORTH Jrnl.
16 Apr. (1897) I. 106 As we went along there were more,
and yet more. 1838 DICKENS O. Tiuist ii, Oliver . . basin
and spoon in hand, said. . Please, sir, I want some more
B. absol. and quasi-^.

1. Used absol. in the sense greater .

t a. In the phrases more and /ess, more and
min = persons of all ranks ;

all without exception.
c 1205 LAY. 31253 Nefden heo nane are of ban lasse no of

ban mare, ah al ba ferde wes of-sla^en. aiyMAssumf.
Vtrg. (Camb. MS.) 62 Heo seruede bobe lasse and more.

1330/4 rth. *f Merl. 6650 As armes 1 gred alle . . Bobe
|&amp;gt;e

more & be lasse. 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B) 136
Haue mercie on vs, more & mynne. 1567 Gnde

&amp;lt;y

Godtie
Ball. (S. T. S.) 43 Christ . . gaif the same Till his Apostillis
mair and min. 1605 SHAKS. Maco. v. iv. 12.

t b. Used to render L. majores, elders, ancestors.

Also with plural inflexion as a sb. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Dent, xxxii. 7 Aske thi fader, and he bhal

tejle
to thee, thi more [Vulg. majores ttios] and thei shulen

seie to thee. 2 Kings xv. 7 They birieden hym with his

moris [Vulg. cum majorilius suis} in the cytee of Dauith.
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MORE.

f C. 7&quot;ht more : that which is greater. Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lore n. ix. (Skeat) 1. 74 Every cause
is more and worthier than thing caused, and in that mores

possession al thinges lesse ben comuted. 1398 TKKVISA
Barth. De P. R. xin. xxix. (Tollem. MS.), Some [fish]ete&amp;gt;

euery oj&amp;gt;er
. . and be lesse is be mores mete, and ban be more

i.-&amp;gt; his mete bat is more ban nee. \qi$Pilgr.Sou&amp;gt;le iCaxlon;

(1859) 70 Nedes must the lesse be conteyned within the more.

2. Something that is more
;
a greater quantity,

amount, degree, etc.

a 1100 Gcrefa in Anglia ii836) IX. 259 Ac he mot a-joer
witan je la;sse ge mare. flt75 Lamb, Hon. in Du gede-
rast mare and mare \orig. (^ffric) p. 300 pu gaderast ma &
ma], a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1561 pet ha nowoer ne etc les=e ne

mare tweolfdahes fulle. a 1300 Cursor M. 10210 Sum wit

lesse and sum wit mare, AH bair vois bai yeld at bare.

.11340 HAMPOLE Psalter cx\. 8 Comm., My word is myght
marere ban bairs. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 259 He
vvele telle al and more. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xv. 11 Sum
a skis mair than he des-rvis 1611 BIBLE Exott. xvi. 17 And
the children of Israel .. gathered some more, some lesse.

1632 MILTON Pcnseroso 120 Where more is meant then meets
the ear. 1725 WATTS Logic i. vi. 10 All the Parts taken

collectively.. must contain neither more nor less than the

Whole. 1886 RUSKIN Praeterita II. 177 The more I got, the
mure I asked.

b. followed by 4/~ partitive.
n 1225 Ancr. R. 308 Hwon he of hire naueS more ne le^ce.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5951 So bat is quene deide, & of
sjrvve ii sore Him com in ech half euere be leng be more.

1390 GOWER Conf.\\. 136 The more he hath of worldes good,
The more he wolde it kepe streyte. c 1460 FORTBSCUB Al s.

\ Lint. Klon. x. (1885) 131 Kor in tho dayis ther was but
litle more off the reaume off Fraunce in the kynges handes,
but bat parte wich is callyd the He off Fraunce. 1693 DRY-
DKN Juvenal (1697) Ded. 15 An Heroique poem requires. .

as much, or more of the Active Virtue, than the Suffering.
1802-12 IJLNIHAM Ration, Ju.iic. Etrid. (1827) I. 509 The
quack, that he may sell the more of his pills at one time,
distributes them, gratis at another. 1856 RUSKIX MoJ.
Paint. IV. v. xviii. 5 We may see more and more of it the

lunger we look. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. iii. 28 The mure
I saw of my guide the more I liked him. 1886 Manc/i.
Exam. 13 Mar. 5/2 If money could be eaten or worn, the

more we had of it the better.

c. Used predicate vely : Something of greater

importance or magnitude. To be more : to count
for more, to be of greater importance. (Cf. the

similar use of muck.
}

Also in phrases introducing
a sentence or clause as expressing something more

important than what has preceded, e.g. what is

nitre
i t and (that} more is.

1484 CAXTOS Fal les of .-Ksop v. x, I shalle not etc the,
For tho ^ sholdest hurte my tendre stomak, and more is,

I shall this day haue better mete. 1577 tr. Bullittger s De
cades i. i. (1592) 6 Yea, and that more is, should by adoption
make them the sonnes of God. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. Z-.in. ii.

241 To say I and no, to these particulars, i.s more then to

answer in a Catechisme. 1618 BOI.TON Floras (1636) 143
There is mure in it, to keepe a Province, than to make one.

1833 TESXYSOS Lady Clara Vere tie V. 55 Kind hearts are

more than coronets, 1842 Lockslty Hall 142 And the

individual withers, and the world is more and more. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 168 Honour and shame were

scarcely more to him than light and darkness to the blind.

1859 FARKAK J. Home xvi. 204 He, ll carry all our pro
visions . . up to the top, which is more than most of our
A.C. s would do.

d. Or tn^rc : added to approximate designa
tions of quantity, to indicate that the actual amount
is probably greater than that stated. Cf. 4 e.

c: 1440 Alphabet of Tales 249 A damysell of be age of x

ye re or mor. 1800 WORDSW. Michael 473 Three years, or

little more, did Isabel Survive her Husband.
e. More or less : appended to a designation of

quantity to indicate that it is merely approximative.
1589 HAKLUYT Voy, 560 They [jr. sheep] .. Hue together

in heards, in some 500. as it happeneth, more or lesse. 1709
Lond. Gas. No. 4509/3 Her Cargo of about 1000 Bushels
of French Salt, more or less. 1798 Times 28 June 4/1 Con
sisting of 91 acres, more or less, of excellent, .land.

f. When coupled with less, the word is some
times treated as a real sb., admitting of qualifying
words.

1874 MoBLBV Compromise ii. 64 There is no discoverable
law fixing precisely the more or the less of these. 1884 tr.

Loire s Metafih. n. vii. 327 Such effects as do not directly

display a more or a less. 1902 PHILLIMORK Sophocles In-

trod. 83 The colouring of the phrase, ils more or less of

poetical and imaged quality.
3. (\Vithpluralconstruction.) A greater numbers/&quot;

the class specified; also, a greaternumber of persons.
1629 MASSINGER Picture iv. ii, I must confesse The more

the merier. a 1633 G. HERBERT Jacnla Pritd. 682 More
have repented speech then silence. 1666 STILLINGFL. Scrm.
Wks. 1710 I. ii It is hard to say whether ever any Age pro
duced more studious and skilful to pervert the design of
Lnws..than this of ours hath done. 1818 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) 111.395 More of the purchaser s male ancestors have
been descended from, .the femes in the higher classes.

U The phr. more than one is followed by a verb
in the sing., like Fr. plus a*tin.

1865 OAKELEY Hist. Notes Tract. Movemt. 103 More than
one who took a part in the more extreme developments of
the work has since been conspicuous on the rationalistic
side of more recent controversies.

4. An additional quantity, amount, or number.
a. Something else in addition to what is specified.

Chiefly with prefixed word, atty t some t no, little^

nm&amp;gt;:h : for examples see those words ; also No HOUE.
For the advb. use of any more, see C. 4 a.

c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 79 jrf bu mare spenest of bine. 1611
SHAKS. Wint. T, ii. i. 168 We neede no more of yuur aduice.

660

1697 DRYDKN I irg. Georg. iv. 765 This Answer Proteus
gave, nor more he said. 1895 SIR E. E KAY in Law
Times

Ref&amp;gt;.
LXXIII. 651/1 If the underwriters wanted lo

know more, they ought to have asked for information.

b. cllipt. (SLS obj, of an omitted verb of *

saying
or the like 11

. Now somewhat arch,
c 1460-1822 [see No MORE A. i bj. ? 1536 LATTMER in Lett.

Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 149 Kim of thys my dew lye
moor at t moor leyser. 1580 LYJ.Y Enphues (Arb.) 390 But
more of this at our next meeting. 1596 SHAKS. Merc/i. I*.

it. VL 20 Heere conies Lorenzo, more of this hereafter. 1863
Chew. News 14 Feb. 84/1 Lubricating Oils. Some con

signments to hand, of which more again.

tc. Without more (So. but mair, etc.) ; without

anything further or additional ; often = without
more ado, without delay. Without less, -without

more ; but min or more : without addition or

diminution
; exactly. Qbs.

1297 R. GLOCC. (Rolls) Si panne beb ber in walls bre wib
oute Mor. ^11300 Cursor M. 1186 To beriing bai his bodi
bare Adam and eue wit-outen mare. ^1374 CHAUCER Tr,&amp;lt;y-

lus iv. 105 (133) They yaf hym Antenor withoute more. 1375
Sc. Leg, Saints i. (Petrus) 51 Na clathls he had, at ware

glide, bot kirtil and clok, but mare. Ibid. iii. (Anjrca-s) 128

Forowtine ony mare to be bordale I wente ine hy. 1447
BOKENHAM Scyntys (Roxb.) 83 And anoon iulyan wyth out
moor For liir to presoun hys offycers sent. 1552 LYSDESAY
ftlonarche 2732 Fourhundreth stageis and four score In cir

cuit, but myn or more. 1560 ROLLAND Cri. I cntts i. 802

Inclining law but mair this Nirnph anone,. .Schosaid [etc.].

fd. ll iththe matr(Sc.j : ?* and more *. 06s.

1563-4 AVi . Privy Council Scot. I. 257 Quhaiiat thai re-

manit thir t\va yens bigane, with the mair. 1568 Ibid, 636
Fourty thousand stane wecht of leid ure, with the mair.

e. And more; used (chiefly after a statement of

quantity or number), to indicate an indefinite or

unspecified addition lo what has been mentioned.
a m$ Ancr. A\ 54 per heo lei ine prisune uour busend

:jer & moare. a 1300 Cursor At. 5056 He hint him in his

armes bare And kyst him, fourti sithes and mare {(.iffit. sexti

sith or mar], c 1400 Gamelyn 205, I wold 5eue ten pound
by le^u Crist ! and more. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 126 Peris

Urusy. .hadde x m 1

. Frenshe men and more. 1470 Go/, fy

Gait. 1
, 480 Be it wes mydmorne and mare, mark it on the

day. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \, ii. 48 Had 1 not Fowre, or fiue

women once, that tended me? Thou hadst; and more,
Miranda. 1856 AYTOUN Bothwell i. xxv, They call me
savage, brutal, base, And more.

f. Other persons than that or those mentioned.
1896 A. E. HOUS.MAN Shropshire Lad \x\, More than I,

if truth were told, Have stood and sweated hot and cold.
*

g. Often rhetorically treated as a real sb.

with qualifying words: The *

something more 1

that has been spoken of or implied in the context.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sotw. xl, What hast thou then more then

thpu hadst before V. .All mine was thine before thou hadst
this more. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und, II. xvii. 15 He knows
the depth to be so many fathoms, and more ; bnt how much
that more is, lie hath no distinct notion at all. 1849 M.
A KNOLL) To

Indcf&amp;gt;. Preacher, Know, man hath all which
Nature hath, but more, And in that more lie all his hopes
of good. 1849 CLOUGH Difsyckus n. v, Hints haunt me ever
of a more beyond.

C. adv.

1. In a greater degree, to a greater extent.

a. qualifying a verb, a ppl. adj., an adjectival
or advb. phrase, or the whole predication.
c\v]$Lamb. Horn, 47 For-bi ba engles heom [.!/.*&amp;gt;. hem

heo] rested marc benn on sum ooer dei. c laooOuMis 4662,
& mare luffb-.t tu bait bing pann ohht off Godesb wille.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. ll ks. 111.350 And bus bei loven more
ber ordre ban Crist. 1411 Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/2 For as

mycbe I am a Justice, that more than an other comun
man scholde have had me more discretly and peesfully.

1431-2 in ll itts ff hrv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 70 note, And
touching tidinge-;. .1 haue charged ye berar of this to c tfie

yow mor at torge. 1538 STAKKEY England i. ii. 27 Surely
they wold mor extyme byt then they dow. 1597 BKARD
Theatre Gotfs Judgem. (1612) 335 To reuenge himselfe more
at full vpon the citizens. 1662 GURNALI. Chr. in Ann, in.

verse 19. iii. 4. 677 If any in the World need walk pen-
dantly upon God, more than others, the Minister is he.

1677 EARL ORKEBY Art of War \^ More at home, and at

ease, and safety. 1694 F. BKAGGE Disc. Parables xi. 384
A man is never more himself, than when he exercises his

reason upon the best of objects, religion. 1706 POPE Let.
to Wycherlcy 10 Apr., Some [verses]..! have entirely new
expressVI, and turned more into Poetry. 1735 BKKKLLKY
Reasons for not replying Air. Walton $ 7 The more he

explains, the more 1 am puzzled. 1742 YOUNG Nt, Tk. \\.

28 O time ! than gold more sacred ; more a load Than lead,
to fools. 1797 GODWIN Entjuirer i. ii. 10, I shall be. .more
a man and less a brute. 1797-8 JANE AUSTEN Sense ^ Setts,

xxx i. Every friend must be made still more her friend by
them [her sufferings], 1836 Lett.fr. AfMhw(tt43) 20 The
more trifles and the less worth telling they seem to you, the
more valuable to me at such a distance. 1855 WHKWKLL in

Todhunter Ace. Writ. (1876) II. 404 The notion must be
followed much more into detail than he has done. 1857
BUCKLE Civiliz, I. ii. 112 The fine arts are addressed more
to the imagination ; the sciences to the intellect.

b. qualifying an adj. or adv., to form the com

parative.
With most adjs. and advs. of more than one syllable, and

with all of more than two syllables, this is the normal mode
of forming the comparative. A few monosyllables (e.g.

right, just) normally form their comparatives in this way
instead of taking the suffix -er,

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 pes we ahte to beou be edmoddre
and pa mare imete. 1340 HAM POLE /V. Consc. 858 And
what es mar horibel in stede pan a man es when he es dede?

1375 BARBOUK llrnce vn, 555 He beheld hir mayr ynkirly.

1711 STKELK Spdt. No. 6 P 2 He finds Rest more agree
able than Motion. 1788 Mus. HUGHES Henry ,y Isal-clla

MORE.
i I. 1 80 He was.. more gallant, more generous, more every

thing that is agreeable in youth, than his brother. 1821
Sou i HEY in Life (1850) V. 106 His merits are every day
more widely acknowledged. 1851 LANHOR Popery 30 It ib

more just that a bishop s salary should be reduced to a
thousand a year than an admiral s to three hundred. 1884
tr. Lotzc s Logic 348 The true law is far more complicated.

c. Often prefixed to monosyllabic and disyllabic

adjs. and advs. which have otherwise a regular
comparative in -er\ as more true, more busy, more

often = truer, busier, oftener.
By mod. writers this alternative form is used (i) for special

emphasis or clearness; (2) to preserve a balance of phrase
when other comparatives with more occur in the context ;

(3) to qualify the whole predicate rather than the single
adj. or adv.
c 1330 R. BRCNNI; Citron. (1810) 235 Was neuer at Saynt

iJenys feste holden more hy. 1340 Ayenb. 63 Ac be leaz-

inges likinde byeb more grat zcnne. c 1400 MACNDEV. (1830*
xxx, 305 He rennethe more faste than ony of the tuther.

1470-85 MALOKY Arthur vir. vii. 222, I am a gentyl man
borne and of more hyghe lygnage than thou. 1597 HOOKKI:
bed. Pol. v. Ixxx. 4 So that of the two indefinite ordina
tion.. doth come more neere th Apostles example. 1645
Ore/. Lords fy Com. Sacram. i Neuer had they more high
and strong engagements, a 1649 DKI/MM. OK H AWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 3 Their arms more white than milk. 1650 W,
BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (16591 177 Thou wilt live more wel,
and dye much better. 1765 GOLDSM. Ess. Misc. Wks. 1837
1. 160 With a voice more rough than the Staffordshire giant\s.

1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. vi. v, Fly, brother, fly! more
high, more high ! 1803-5 WOKDSW. Solitary Reaper 21 Or
is it some more humble lay? 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng.
ix. II. 441 He was more busy than they had ever known
him. 1849 M. ARNOLD Mycerinus 17, I look d for life more
lasting, rule more high. 1851 WHLWELL Cretins I. 09 The
opposite opinion, as it is the more common, so does it seem
to us the more true. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 211
A clumsy collector, who more often than not knew neither
how to read nor to write.

d. Formerly often prefixed pleonastically to the

comparative of the adj. or adv. Oh. exc. arch.
In quot. c 1205 the use is not pleonastic.
[c iaos LAY. 4349, & fm eaer muchele ahtere & ec mare

hiurdere.] 1340 Ayenb. 61 An eddre..bet yernb more
zuybere jmnne hors. Ibid* 64 Hi byeb more worse banne
be gyewes. (-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) iv. 29 That Loud is

mecne more hottere than it is here. 1470-85 MALORYA rthur
xx. vi. 806 Ye shold haue the same dethe or a more shame-
fuller dethe. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione^s Conrtyer n.

(1577) K viij b, More excellenter it cannot be, nor more
subtiller. 1589 Rare Tri. Love $ Fort, in Five Old Plays
(Roxb. Club) in If thou escape the perrill of distresse, My
feare and care is twenty times more lesse. 1598 GKKSEWEY
Tacituf Ann. iv. i. (1622) 89 He vsed sometime largesse
and lauishing ; but more oftner Industrie and diligence. 1669
STUKMY Mariner s Mag. i. ii. 15, I should be glad.. to see

a more equaller Balance among Sea-men, and their Im-

ployers. 1676 WOOD Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1694)
1 66 Captain Hawes ship got clear, wearing more rounder.

1832 TKNNYSON CEnonf Poems (1833) 56 But Paris was to
me More lovelier than all the world beside.

e. .!/&amp;lt;?; and more : in an increasing degree.
ciaoo OKMIN 676 He wile himm fxrenn, Jiff he 1113.55, &

skerrenn mare & mare, c 1*50 Gen, y Ex. 511 Chirches
ben wursiped mor and mor. 111300 Cutsor J/. 5865 pai
rise and bredes ai mare and mare. 1567 Cudt: .y Godlie Ball.

(S.T.S.) 9 Greuand God ay moir and moir. 1732 BERKELEY
Alciphr.\. 7 Men grow daily more and more wicked.

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 46 At this he blushed more and
.

f. with ellipsis of the word or sentence qualified.
Also (now more frequently) more so, where so is

substituted for the omitted part. The more the

rather, the more so (because % etc.).

1340 Ayenb. 127 He ssolde by wel perfect and yblis&ed ine

bise wordle and more ine be obre. ? 1461 f aston Lett, 11-74
And hevery man wyl sey wel ther of, the mor cause he is a

gentylman,. .and in gret Penur. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castig-
lione s Conrtyer n. (1577) N iij b, I wyl we defer the whole
vntil to morow, the more for that I thynke it well done wee
folowe the L. Julians counsel. 1640 O. SEDGVVICKE Christ*

Counsell%\ How much more, when thy crowne is losing !

&quot;735
BERKELEY l)ef, Fret-think, in Math. 28 This is so

plain that nothing can be more so. 185* M. ARNOLD A
l- areivell viii, I too have wish d, no woman more, This

starting, feverish heart away. 1863 IK&amp;gt;KKOW IVild \\ &amp;lt;ilcs

Hi, Are the Welsh, .as clannish as the Highlander* V said

I. Yes , said he, and a good deal mo;e . 1876 BESANT
& RICK Ihlti. l&amp;gt;&amp;gt;ttti rj?yro\.\ t The

_

English servant was
dressed like his master, but more-so .

g. Any wore, no more i^dial. also more simply)
are used to exclude or deny a second clause equally
with a first. See No MORE C. 4.

1838 JAS. GRANT Sk. Lond. 209 Faith, Sir ! she did not

come back again at a
,
mair than the ither. 1844 LINGARU

AnglO Sax, Ch. (1858) I. vii. 273 These. .did not, any more
than those.., lead to controversy. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 112 Poets, who ought not to be allowed, any more
than flute-girls, to come into good society.

h. More like (colloq.) nearer (a specified
number or quantity). Cl. something like^ nothing
like (LIKE a. 2 f).

X9pa W. HEADLAM in Class. Rev. XVI. 348/1 Some 200

conjectures-., among which Mr. Housman considered 4

quite certain ; I gladly adopted more like 12 in my prose
version.

2. Phr. More or less (f less or more, f more or

min
t etc.) : in a greater or less degree ;

to a greater
or less extent. Hence with negative: (Not) at all.

11225 Ancr. R. 92 Efter
t&amp;gt;et

me luueS hine more o5er

le^se. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 107 Riht so ne mor ne lesse.

c 1398 CHAUCER Fortune 61 The see may ebbe and flowen

moore or lesse. ?ci4oo Pety Job 143 in 26 Pol. Poems
U5 Though I oftemle more or mynne. 1526 Pilgr. Ptrf,



MORE.
(W. de W. 153 ) 37 b, Ought to folowe hym more or lesse
euery persone after his habihtc. 1625 HART A oat Ur
n. iv. 74 I his fluxe continued lesse or more for some few
dayes after. 1683 MOXON Meek.

.-., Printing r 7It will more or less job against every Letter. 1711 ADUISON
Sptet.No. 21 ! 3 Lawyers, that are more or less passionate
according as they are paid for it. 1839 URE Diet Arts
827 Formerly fluxes more or less compound were employed
for these purposes. 183$ HT. MARTINEAU Autotior.liR^
I. 39, 1 certainly never believed, more or less, in the essen
tial doctrines of Christianity. Ibid. ,70, I could not afford
to ride, more or less. 1863 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. (1883) III
173, I had had pain more or less in my left arm for two
months.

fb. More atld less {more and ntin : altogether
entirely, as a whole. (Cf. B. i a.) Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13664 pair strijf he wist bath less and

mare, c ,420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 306 Clad all i,,

purpur was she more & lesse. c 1560 KOI.I.ANU Seven SVc-i-i
-43, I sail }ow schaw the mater mair and min. 1567 Gm/t
,y Godlic Bali. (S.T.S.) 29 Quhat I haif tholit les and mair
3. Qualifying a predicate or a predicative adjunct

as being applicable in greater measure or degree
than another. Hence often used to indicate that
the one predicate, etc., is more correct than the
other, or (by way of euphemism or cautious state
ment) that the former and not the latter expresses
the truth. Cf. RATHER adv. 5 a, b.
c Iioo Vices tr Virtues 39 pe so5e luue of godd hie ismare on werkes Banne on wordes. ciyjsSc, Le?. Saints

xiv. (Lucas) 40 Luke mad his ewaugel syne, of thingis hardmar ban of sene. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 78 Fro day to day
they apayred more than amended. 1546 HKVWOO ^ Pro-
11867) 9 He shall let fall all, And be more fraid then hurt
IS?8 GKAFTON Chron. II. 29 Which.. was done mor- of
pride than of compassion. 1500 SPENSER / . Q \\ ii , 7More huge in strength then wise in workes he was ,6,6
H. JONSON Eftgrnmiixxv, A Prince that rules by example
more than sway. 16*3 BCTLER Hud. I. i. 30 But here our
Authors make a doubt, Whether he were more wise or
stout. 1834. MEUWIS Angler in Wales xxvi. II. J46 More
dead than alive. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I. vii. 33 , The Puri-
tans were more fanatical than superstitious. 1809 ll cstu,
Gaa. 17 Aug. 2/1 The railways are laid more with a stra-

661

hnrh
VS

f V*&quot;
Pv&quot; **., to i

that the word thus quahhed is ,in some obvious
respect; inadequate to the intended meanin-Cf. the similar uses of//, ,/na,,, in Latinc 1440 A Ifhatct of Tales 106 The scrintiir nf I,

MOREL.
sbs., to indi- What he wol make more, he moreth. M I yUG iV /.-,nm, nhmn ... S^u^n îo

aS
OT
he

besy^the
, thm cfifc

18 Nov.. These more than popish cruelties. ,8,8 BYRON

f^wsMsK SHS
nrvttmirihtlterl^ * %^

legical purpose than with a view to [etc.],

4.
Additionally, in addition. (Cf. A.

4.&quot;
a. In

negative, interrogative, or hypothetical contexts-
In repetition or continuance of what has taken place
up to a particular time; further, longer, a^ain
Frequent in phrases ever more, never more see
EVEKMOKE, NEVERMORE), once more (see OXCE sV)
The phrase any more (see B. 4 a), in whicli more
is the absolute adj., is used advb. in the same sense,
and has superseded the simple adv. except in
rhetorical or poetic use. See also No MORE adv
cioop Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxii. 46 Ne nan ne dorste of Sam

da^ehyru: nan bing mare axi,?
ean. c 1275 Passion our Lord

39 m O. h Misc. 38 Anon he hyne byleuede more to vondy.
11330 R. LRuNNEtATO.W ace (Rolls) 1400, ?yf Je chalanee
hym any mare, c 1400 Gamelyu 265 Ther was noon with
Oamelyn wolde wrastle more. 1326 Pilgr. Perf. (W de W
1531) 212 But now he shall neuer dye ony more . 16,0
SHAKS. r

&quot;&quot;f: 294 If thou more murmur st. 1611
BIBLE Gen. vui. 12 Hee. .sent forth the doue, which returned
not againe vnto him

any more. 1709 STEELE Tatler No.
83 f 3 Little did I think I should ever have Business of this
Kind on my Hands more. 1712 Sped. No. 272 p i She isnow odious to her Mistress for having so often spoke well
ot me, that she dare not mention me more. 1784 COWPEK
TattV. 91 \Vhere neither grub, nor root, nor earth-nutnow Repays their labour more. 1870 RUSKIN Led. Art vii
182 Since their day, painting has never flourished more

1871 R. ELLIS ti.tatKllus Ixiv. 69 Not for silky tiara nor
.-urnce Recks she at all any more. 1883-94 K. BRIDGES
l-.ros Psyche June xiv, But never call me woman more,if soon I cannot lure her from her height divine.

b. In addition to what has been specified or
implied; besides, moreover. Now used only after
a designation of quantity or number (whether de
finite or indefinite), indicating an addition which
swells a previous total.
e 1200 Trin. Coll. Ham. 3 Hit lasteS bre wuke fulle and

&&quot;\ M
m

-

re

l

a &quot;ZS A &quot;cr- R
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

26 S Sgen- -Pater noster
ar a oiuoren mete, and efter mete also, & Credo

moare. 1375 HARBOUR brnce xn. 314, I wat nocht quhat mar

^T tl o K^i &quot;,

&quot; B &quot; W k 395 &quot; Dunbars Poems
&amp;gt;. 1. S.) 298 Baith breid and wyne, and vthir thingis moil.

1573 lussEii Hust. (1878) 195 Of siluer, golde, of precious
stones, and treasures many more. 1577-87 HOUNSHED

i&amp;gt;t-Sa&amp;gt;t. 430/1 lo which he more added these speeches.
&amp;lt;_
1578 in Household Ord. (,790) 241 The Lord Chauncellor. .

lee 4ioi ot o* For his attendance in the Star-chamber,
,? ,V,

More by the names of annuities 300 o o. 1589
f

&quot;Vh Kec. Glasgow (^ 7 (,}1 1. 142 Item, fyvetene schillingisor the
price of ane hogheid ; item, mair, twentie sex sclfil-

Ungis viijd for ane lang courchay; item, mair, twentie
sLhillmgis for ane cod and codwair. 1616 B. JONSON FM.
framtxxxui, He not offend thee with a vaine teare von,
1707 fUORTIMn Hush. (1721) I. 35 It will ripen in about a
aontn s time more 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 500,I wont have one Creature touch d more, upon Pain of
Death. ITWCOLUSM. f/e. /F.i, After an interval of twelve
years, we had two sons more.
5. Expressions in which more (in sense B. 2) is

followed by than with a designation of number or
quantity admit of being used instrumentally or
adverbially, as in more than ten years old . The
analogy of these has given rise to expressions like

j

more than once (a multiplicative corresponding to
tie quasi-numeral more than one ). Hence, from

the i6th c. onwards, more than has been placed I

by being more than a little tiresome.
5aia

S&amp;lt;= ..ends

b Neither more nor less than
exactly, pre

cisely, v thatj and nothing else.
So Y . niplus i,i mains yiie
.1460 SIR R. Ros La Belle Dame 505 For mv desir,- i-

&quot;othir more ne lesse But my serui.se to doo for you le nee
1749 FIELDING lorn Jones-,-, i, The drama, which heShave contain neither more nor less than five act, ,843DOKROW biole in Spain xxxvi, The first step which 1 took
. .was a very bold one. It was neither more nor less IhSnthe establishment of a shop for the sale of Testaments
0. Used

conjunctionally to introduce a clause or
sentence which is of the nature of an important
addition. Now only arch, chiefly in nay more
rarely (and) more. Formerly also ^ more, above. Cf
MAIRATOUR

(.SV-.), MOREOVER More by token
see TOKEN sb.

oghne wit Hath founde fer.-t, and more y it Of Chapin-in

S ,t T qVr
h
V-

e
J
C
f

&quot;

-57?
LlNDESAV IKtscottie) CA,wi

scot. (n.l.S.) I. b 5 Man-, it had bene goode for the commons well of Scottland that [etc.]. 159. SHAKS. ATolt
Il.iv. 179 We are betroathd : nay more, our mariaae howre
. .Determn, d of. ,602 - Ha,,,. . ii. I2O This in Obediencehath my daughter sbew d me : And more aboue hatli his
soliciting. .All jjiuen to mine eare. ,615 W. LAWSON Country

\
ftensKv. Card. (1626) ,9 .More then this, there is no tree
like this for soundnesse. 1683 CREECH tr. Lucretius n.
ted. 3) 43 But more, tis nothing strange that every MassSeems quiet and at rest. 1870 DASENT Annals (ed 4) II

a
5

1, \v
as &quot;ldus r

lO&quot;S,
a &quot;d more, he was handsome. 1905A K. WHITHA.M Watchers by t/u- Cross ii. 15 Tradition

tells us that she was wealthy, influential and beautiful and
yet before her conversion living a life ofworldliness, more,a life of deadly sin.

t7. quasi-/;?/. = PLUS i. Obs.
*S4S St. rfers Hen. Vllt (,830) I. 796 Item, 2 of the

gretest hulkes that may be gotten, more the hulkes that
rydeth within the havyn. 1694 HOLDER Harmony fplate
opp. p. 120), 5 to 4 more Diesis... 5 to 3 more Diesis &
comma. 1706 W. JONES Syu. Palmar. Matheseos 67 That
IN umber more one.

More, v.1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 moare ff
MORE

si&amp;gt;.l]

1. intr. To take root, become rooted; chiefly fig.
\

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. ,63 [Hie] sewen on bis lond godesword for sede and hit morede on here heorte and weacs
andwel beajh. 1607 Scliol. Disc. agst. Anticlir. \. i. 42
They gaue them scope . . not only to moare but also to
spread, and finally to gaine that height in which at this daywe imd them. 1825 JENNINGS Obs. Dial. IV. L ,,f . 56 To
More, v.n. to root

; to become fixed by rooting.
f 2. trans. To root, implant ; to establish. Obs.
a. 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 28/126 To one hi [the three trees]

were alle icome And Imored so uaste also bat hi ne mi^te
awei be inome. .-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls)
16587 Whenne . . be folk was wel y-mored. c 1380 Sir
l-\-rumb. 2834 Hure loue ys mored on be fnl vaste. 1398
TREVISA Bartli. De P. R. xtv. ii. (1495) 466 Noo thynge on
lyue maye growe but yf he be rotyd and moryd in sub-
staunce of erthe. Ibid. xv. xxxvii. (Tollem. MS.), Seuen
naciones of them were of children of Canaan, in be whiche
be curse bat was }euen to them, was y moret, as it were by
heritage. 1593 BILSON Gout. Christ s Ck. 15 The grounding
vs in faith, moring vs in hope, and rooting vs in charitie.

3. To uproot, root up.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10263-4 fe erchebissopes wodes ek

be king het echon pat me morede al clene vp, bat ber ne
bileuede non. pat ech tre were vp mored, bat it ne spronge
namore bere. 1890 Gloucester Gloss. s.v. Jlferesb., To more,
to root up.

Hence Moring-ax, an axe for moring trees.

1777 Horse Subsecivz 277 (E.D.D.). 1787 GROSE Provinc.
\

Gloss., Moreing-ajc, an ax for grubbing up the roots of
trees. 1800 Gloucester Gloss.

More, var. MOHUII
; obs. f. MOOR

-more (mdoj), suffix, forming advs. of place
rarely of tune) in the comparative degree (most

of
which have g.ven rise to adjs. of identical form)

Chiefly appended to advs. having already the com-
paratlve ending .,,-, as in kackermore. donnermore
jarhermore, furthermore, hindermore, innermore
oittermore, evermore, rathermore. uttennore; in the
b-i/th c. a few formations occur in which it is
.ded to a positive or uncompared adv., as hind-

more, htthermore, uimore, ^.yonder mair
e suffix is identical with MORE adv

addition of this adv. to comparatives occurs in
Scandinavian, as ON. fyrrmeir earlier. Jirrmcirfarther off, nxrmeir nearer, OSw. i,,,,an,,er
-
llfNEBMOBE, inlhirmer = NETHEKMORK The

earliest instances in Eng. occur in the Onnulum
furthermore) and the Cursor Mitndi (farther-
more, innermore) ; it is therefore likely that the
use was originally due to Scandinavian influence

tit the majority of the comparatives in -more were
ormed to correspond to previously existing super-
latives m -MOST, which were partly altered forms

Jt. superlatives in -west, and partly new forma
tions on the analogy of these.
More bery, obs. form of MUIBERKY
Moreelacke : see MOKTLAKE.
tMo-recrOp. O/,s. rare. Also 6 (? erron \

mereerop [? f. MOKE a. + CHAP ^.l (sense 2).]
1 he plant Burnet Saxifrage, Pimpinella Saxifmga.

o^vt^f^^^-^i^r^c^Herbal.\w ., Mereerop is Pimpernell.
Moreen (morrn). AlsoSmoriue. [Of obscure

origin ; possibly a fanciful formation on MOIHE
Cf. MOMMA.] A stout woollen or woollen and
cotton material either plain or watered, used for
curtains, etc. Also altrib.

ai6gi ETHEREDCE Song of Basset 4 Wks. (1704) 287 Let
Equipage and Dress despair. Since Basset is come in f Fo
nothing can oblige the Fair Like Mony and Morine. ,7$CHARLOTTE SMITH Manhinont III. 67 A high, long offfashion room, with a dark blue morine led atlhi end o? I.
1797 Br^rd Parish Ace. (E. D. D.i, Moreen and lace
i2i. ,,f Making a curtain of it before the organ, , 4i. /
1823 J. r. COOPER Pioneers vii, Her petticoat of green
inooren. ,857 J. H. WALSH Do,,,. lm. ,83 WoSlendamasks and moreens are sold at from orf. to T.S. 6d per
yard, a 1864 HAWTHORNE Dallii cr Rom. (1883) 15 The old
gentleman pulled aside the faded moreen curtains of his
ancient bed 1905 Long:,,. Mag. July ,98 She had dis
carded horsehair for cretonne and moreen for dimity.

D. Comb. : moreen-damask, moreen-silk.
1837 T. HOOK Jack Bmg xx. III. ,85 An unsavoury smell

LP &quot;

J

m re
?&quot;-

d
; ,

mask, savoury viands, and fresh paint.
1889 John Bull 2 Mar. ,51/2 A dress of blue moreen silk.

Mo-refold, adv. rare.
ff. MOKE a. + -FOLD.!

More times over.

1830 MARRYAT-King s Own xli, There is no talent which
returns morefold than courage.

Morefound, variant of MOHFOUND
Moreghen, obs. form of MORN.
t Mo rehand, adv. Obs. rare. [f. MORE a +
HAND sb. Cf. at least hand (LEAST a. 3) and
HAND sb. 4 c.]

= MORE adv.

&quot;i?&quot; &quot;? A Alllt- - A 475 What more.bond mojte he
acheue

}&amp;gt;at
hade endured [etc.].

Morehen, morehen(n)e, obs. It. MOOKHEX
Moreings : see MORIKGS.
Morein, Morels, obs. ff. MURRAIN, MORRIS.
Moreish (m6Tij), a. colloq. Also morish.

[f. MORE a. + -ISH.] That makes one desire more.
1738 SWIFT Pol. Convcrsat. 9 How do you like this Tea,
.olonel? Well enough, Madam; but methinks it is a little

.

t More, v.2 Obs. Also 3-4 mare, 5 mooryn

vermeerderen),OH&. nitron (MHG. meren,maA.G.
mehren).]
1. trans. To increase, augment, exaggerate.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2354 To mare be medes of his fai. 1340

Aycnb. 79 Of be guodes bet god him ylend uor to mory.
Ibid. 175 Efterward me ssel zigge na3t onlepiliche be zennes
ac be aboutestondinges alle bet moreb b&amp;lt;s zennes. 1390
GOWER Con/. III. 147 What he wol make lasse, he lasseth,

, aam
inore-ish. 1886 Peasant Nov. 187 The beer was the best
they had ever drank in their lives and tasted so morish
1901 Advt., M- s Extra Cream Toffee is Moreish
More you eat, More you want.

Morel (raore-1), s&. 1 Forms: 3-5 morele, 6
morrell, 5 moreole, 5-9 morelle, 6-8 morell,
S- morel, [a. OF. morele (mod F. morelle) = Pr.,
It., med.L. morella

; prob. the fern, of morel (
= It.

morello) : see MOREL a. Cf. MDu., Du. moreel.]
1. A name applied to various plants also known

as NIGHTSHADE; chiefly the Black Nightshade
(
= petty morel: see 2).
c 1365 ISoc. Plants in Wr.-Wukker 538/25 Morella, morele,

atterlobe. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurf. 55 Putte to bib mcdi-



MOREL.

cyn be ius of sum cold erbe : as morel, pcnywort, virge

pasloris. 14. . .VS. Line. Mat. If. z95(Halliw.) Tak mureoles,

and the rule ofevei feme that waxes on the ake. 1483 Callt.

Aiigl, 243/2 Morelle, auedaai kerlia at, solatrnin. 1519

HoatOlrUtff no Purple veluette of Yndet that hath

the coloure of morelle, or vyolette, or roustyyron : is nuxisle

of pryce. 1546 PHAEK Bk. Cliildr. (1553) S vj, The myce
of morel, otherwyse called nightshade. 1598 SYLV ESTER

Du Bartas n. i. II. Imposture 580 Thou seest, no wheat

Helleborus can bring ; Nor barley, from the madding
Jlorrell spring. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 58 Morel or Night
shade. 1707 Curias, in Hiisb. f, Card. 256 If we make use

of the Juice of Poppy, of Morel, . .or of Hen-bane, we shall

have Fruits of a Narcotick and Soporative Virtue. 1836

J. M.GuLLY Magaulie s Formal, (ed. 2) 144 Solania..may
be employed in all cases where the extract of the morel or

the bitter-sweet is indicated.

attrib. 1544 PHAER Rtgim. Lyfc (1553) C ij b, Seeth it

in nightshade or morell water.

2. Petty morel, also 6 petermorell, peti-

morel, petiemorel.
a. The black nightshade (Solatium nigrum}.

61450 ME. Hied. Bk. (Heinrich) 85 Take groundeswele,
lemke, chiken mete, daysyes, reubarbe, petit morel, & herbe

benet. 1548 TURNER \ames }lerbcs (1881) 75 Solatium
horteitse. .is called in Englishe Nyghtshade, or pety morel

..in frenche Morel. 1578 LVTE Dodocns in. Ixxxix. 444

Thegreene leaves of Petiemorel, or Nightshade, pounde with

parched barley meale, is maruelous profitable . . layd to

Saint Antonies fire. i6it COTGR., Morclle, the hearbe

Morell, pettie Morell. garden Nightshade. 1715 BRADLEY
Ftiin. Diet. s.v. Headache, Dissolve four or five Grains of

Cainphire, in either Lettice, Petty-Morel, or Purslain-

Water. 1879 PRIOR Plant-it. s.v. Morel, Petty-Morel, the

garden nightshade, Solatium nigrnrn, L.

b. U.S. American spikenard, Aralia raceinosa.

1846-50 A. WOOD Class-1k. Bot. 294 Aralia raceinosa.

Pettymorrel. Spikenard. 1890 in Century Diet.

3. Great morel, Atropa Belladonna (Treas.
Bot. iS66).

Morel (more-1), sb.- Also 7-8 morell, 9
morelle. [app. a. F. morelle (Cotgr. 1611 ; not

in recent Diets.) : see MOKELLA i.J A morella

clierry. Also morel cherry.
1611 COIGR., Morelles, Morell Cherries ; late-ripe Cherries,

dryed fur Winter prouision. 1813 HOGG Queens \Vakc
in. xvii. (1814) 293 His lip like the morel when glossed with

dt\v. 1819 Pantologia VIII, Morel, or Morella Cherry.

morel moreT, sb.z Forms : 7-9 morille, 8

murrel^l. 8-9 morell^e, morrelVe. moril, 8-

morel. See also MORIGLIO. [a. F. morille ( 1 6th c.

in Hatz.-Darin.) ;
the history of the word is obscure,

but it is certainly a. some form of the Teut. word

represented by OHG. morhila (MHG. marchel,

morel, mod.G. marchel, whence the botanical L.

tnorchella), dim. of morha MORE sbl
In OHG. the dim., like the primary word, occurs only for

carrot or parsnip ;
in MHG. both were applied also to

the fungus ;
mod.G. morehel means only this.]

An edible fungus of the genus Morchella, esp.
Mardiclla csmlenta.

1672 EVELYN l r. Card. (1675^ 260 Concerning Morille
and i ruffs : (the first whereof is a certain delicate red

Mushroom..). l7i6G.\Y Trivia in. 203 Spongy morells in

strong ragousts are found, And in the soup the slimy snail is

ilrowu d. 1761 Ann. Reg. IV. i. 242/2 Third service. Consist

ing of vegetable and made dishes .. green morrelles, green
truffles. 1791 H. WALPOLE Let. to Lady Ossory 29 Aug.,
Queen Elizabeth, when shrivelled like a morel, listened with

complacency to encomiums on her beauty. 1856 GRIFFITH

& HENFREY Microgr. Diet., Morels, species of Mordiella.

1884 Encyd. Brit. XVII. 76 Morel. This delicious edible

fungus, Morchella csculenta (Pers.
1

,
is more common in

Uritain than is generally supposed.

t Morel, &quot; and sb.* Obs. Also 5 morrel. 6

morrell^e, morrell. [a. OK. morel (early mod.F.

i/ioreau} =It. morello, perh. f. L. morum mulberry.
Some scholars refer the word to late Gr. fiaCpos

black: see MOOR sb.l Sp. and Pg. have morcno
dark complexioned, brunette . The Fr. sb. appears
in MDu. as mond black horse.]
A. aJj. t Of a horse : Dark-coloured. Obs.

1:1530 I.D. BEHVERS A rtA. Lyt. Biyt. (18141 293 He was
well mounted vpon a good black morell horse.

B. sb. A dark-coloured horse
; hence, a proper

name for such a horse.
( 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. iv. vii. 729 [&amp;gt;ar morel, bayerde, don

and gray, Withe wondis flyngande ran away, c 1440 1 roinp.
1 arz 1

. 343/1 Morel, horse, tttorellus. 1466 Pliiinpton Corr.

(Camden) 17, I have sold both my horse, good morrel & his

felow. a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Gamesclie in. 13 Gup, mar-

meset, jast ye, morelle ! c 1550 (title] The Wife lapped in

Morels Skin. 1587 M. GROVE Pclops t, Hipp. (1878) 120
For such was Morrell slayne and layde in saltish bryne.

Moreland, obs. form of MOORLAND.
Morele, variant of MOREL s6.1

Moreling, obs. form of MORLING.

t More lla. Obs. Also 7 morelly. [Perh.
a quasi-It. dim. of MOIRE : cf. MOREEN.] A kind

of material used for dresses, curtains, etc. Also
ntorella. mohair.

1670 LADY M. BERTIE in is/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 21 Upon the Queene s Birthday most wore, .plaine
black skirts of Morella Mohair and Prunella. 1681 in

Mem. Vcrncy Fain. (1899) IV. 252 My Mother hath bought
y Child a Morelly Coate Striped Yellow & Black. 1701-3
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (iW6) II. 211 Crimson Morella
mohair for the Curtains.

Morella, morelli : see MOKELLO.

Morelle, variant of MOREL )/&amp;gt;;

662

+ More lliaii. Obs. [f. Morclli-us (see I

below) + -AX.] Pertaining to the opinions of

Morellius (J. U. Merely of Geneva,^/?. 1560; who
advocated an extreme democratic theory of church

government. Hence t More llianism.

1644 RATHBAND Brief A arrat. Clt. Courses vi. 26 They :

professetocondemne Morellian and popularGovernment.but !

what can be more popular than this, wherein all have equall
]

power to decree [etc.]. 1676 W. HUBBARD Happiness oj

People 62 This [sc. charity] would cure all the morellianisme,

and libsrtinisme in the Brethren of New-England Churches.

Morello (more-lo). Also 7 morrello, 8 mo
relli, 7-9 morella. [Of uncertain origin.

Usually referred to 1 1. morello, fern. wre//adark-coloured ;

but evidence that the fruit was so designated in It. is want

ing. On the other hand the early mod. Flemish name was

marelle, recognized by Kilian as aphetic for amarellt, ad.

It. amarella. Ana. cXamaiV.-l .amartts Voter. The Eng.
name (also MOREL si .-, obs. F. morelle) may be an altera

tion of this, due to association with MOREL a.]

1. Akindofcherry,withabitter taste, .\\soatlrib.

a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1669) 112 Morello Wine.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees \. 81 The Morello Cherry and
other deep-coloured pleasant Cherries no doubt would make
a speciall good wine. 1664 EVELYN Kal. llort. July 70
Cherries. Carnations, Morella, Great-bearer [etc.]. 1693

DtLaQuint.Cmiifi.Card. 11.89 F.r really those Bigar-

reaux, and Morello s are admirable Fruits. 1707 MORTIMER
Hitsb. (1721) II. 297 Morella, or the Great Bearer, being a

black Cherry fit for the Conservatory before it be through

ripe, but tis bitter eaten raw. 1755 JOHNSON Connoisseur i

No. 80 P 3 One was to pickle walnuts . . another to make i

Morella brandy. 1761 FITZGERALD in Phil. Trans. LII. 72
Several branches of a morelli cherry-tree. 1824 LOUDON

Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) 4583 The morello is much improved
in flavor when planted against a wall of good aspect. 1882

Garden 21 Jan. 50/2 We should like, -to know where amore
beautiful flowering tree than the Morello Cherry can be

found in spring.

t 2. Morello peach : see quot. Obs.

1665 REA Flora 220 Morello Peach is a fair red-sided

fruit, and parts from the stone.

Morelly, Moren.var. ff. MOKELLA, MORIANJ*.

Moren, obs. form of MORN, MOI.-RX, MURRAIN.

II More na. Obs. [Sp., fem. of moreno, cogn. w.

It. morello MOREL
.]

A brunette.
1661 2 PEPYS Diary 27 Jan., One Mr. Dekins, the father of

my Morena. Ibid. 18 Dec., To church, where. . I spent most
of my time looking on my new Morena . . an acquaintance of

Pegg Penn s.

II Moreudo (more ndd). Mus. [It, lit. dying ;

gerund of morire to die.] (See qnot.)
1811 BL SBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Moreudo iltal.). a term

indicating a style of performance in which the tones of the

instruments are to be gradually, .made to die away.

I Morene. Obs. rare* 1
, [ad. It. morena :-L.

tnurxna. ]
A kind of eel, Ulnrxna helena.

1773 BRYUONE^Vt/^xviii. II. i94The morene.. is a species
of eel found only in this part of the Mediterranean.

Morene, -er, obs. forms of MOCKX, MOURNER.

t Mo-reness. Obs. [f. MORE a. + -NESS.]
1. The condition of being greater or more than

another.
i 1380 WYCLIF Semi. Sel. Wks. I. 386 Here we synnen

doubli, dentyng bat we knowun not, and reversing Cristis

sentence of morenesse bat he spake of. ll&amp;gt;id., Gretenes of

clerkes is morenesse of mekenesse and morenesse_in service.

14.. in Hawkins Hist. Mus. (1776) II. 234 Arithmeticke

[tretithl of morenesse and lassnesse of numbir.

2. Theconditionofbeingmorethanone; plurality.
1611 COTGR., Plitralite, pluralitie, or morenesse; more

then one of. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Seh: 187 A more-
ness of worlds, and a soonerness of this world, mayalwayes
be, and often are, grounded upon a like way of reasoning.

Morening, obs. form of MOURNING a.

Morenly, variant of MCRRAINLY Obs.

Morennyng^e, obs. forms of MORNING.

Morens, pi. of MORING vtl. sb. Obs.

Moreole, variant of MOREL sb. 1

Moreote (mo^r/iout), sb. and a. Also moreot.

[ad. mod.Gr. Mopcwrr/s, f. Mopea Morea, the

modern name of Peloponnesus.]
A. sb. A native of the Morea.
i&& Penny Cyel. XI. 432/2 The Moreotes, on the con

trary, with the exception of Maina, had completely sub
mitted to the Turkish yoke. 1905 Q. Rev. July 113 The
descendants of the unwarlike Moreots.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Moreotes.

1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 434/2 Some intrigues and dissen

sions between the Roumehote chiefs, the Moreote primates,
and the old Klepht Colocotroni. 1848 J. G. WILKINSON
Dalmatian Montenegro II. 453 The Moreote character,

too, bears a far stronger resemblance to that of the ancient

Greeks, than of the Slavonians.

Moreover (moorOT-vai),^! . Nowonly literary
and slightly arch. Forms : 3-5 more-over, 4-7
more over, 5 mare over, more ovyr, 5-6
morover, 6 Sc. mair over, mairovir, maiowyr,
marower, moirover, 6-7 mairour, mairover, 4-
moreover. [f.

MORE adv. + OVER
&amp;lt;zV.]

fl. In the phrase And yet more uw= that is

not all, there is yet more to be said. Obs.

Frequent in Chaucer, who does not otherwise use more
over. Here more is not strictly an adv., but rather an

elliptical use of the absolute adj. (quasi-sb.).
f 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. ll. Pr. tv. 1. no And yit more oiler

[orig. ad lute) what man that (etc.). &amp;lt;: 1386 A lit. s T.

1943 And yet moore ouer for in hise Armes two The vilal

slrengthc is lost and al ago. .1386 .Velii. T 415 And

MORESQUE.
yet moore ouer of tliilke word that Tullius clcpeth con-

seniynge, thou hhalt considere if [etc.]. 1526 Filgr. Pcrf.
(W. de W. 1531) 13 b, And yet more ouer he hath not lefte

v&amp;gt; as chyldren confortlesse.

2. Used at the beginning of a sentence or clause,

or parenthetically, in order to mark the statement

as additional to what has been said before
; besides,

further. (Often preceded by and\ sometimes by
hut.} Cf. MATRATOUR Sc.

138* WYCLIF Actsxxi. 28 This is the man, that a5ens peple
and lawe . . techinge euery where alle men more ouer and

[Vulg. insuptret} hath ledd yn hethen men into the temp!*.-.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 53 And al-so more-ouer me ^ynkej&amp;gt;

. . men sholde constreyne no clerke to knauene werkes.

(1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 37 He..aikid liir

if she myht feithfullie Luf him of herte, and, morover,

fynallye Become his wife. 1483 Caih. AngL 228/1 Mare
ouer, preterea.) insurer, qiiincciaiti. 1509 FISHER Funeral
Serm. Ctess Richniond W V.*. (1876) 295 And more ouer to

thentente all her werkes myght be more acceptable [etc.].

1530 TINDALE .\ ///. xx. 2 More ouer there was no water

for the multitude. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech, (1884) 50
Mairouir thow so doand, condemnis thi awin saule to panis
eternal. 1654 BRAMHALL Just I ind. \\. (1661) 16 Some
were excluded . . only from the use of the Sacraments,
others moreover, .both from Sacraments and Prayers. 17*5
DE FOE Voy, round World (1840) 278 And he, moreover,
told me that it was next to a miracle they could keep
possession of the place. 1839 KKIGHTLEV Hist, Eng. II.

41 And moreover, then, :is at all times, the clergy had been
the most lenient of landlords. 1849 MACAL LAY Hist. En$.
ii. I. 177 He was, moreover, partial to the Roman Catholic

religion. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. x. 65 Vast plates of ice more
over often stood out midway between the walls of the chasms,

t b. in fuller form, moreover than this, etc. Obs.

1569 J. SANFOHDU. Agri/&amp;gt;pas
I an. Aries 71 b, More ouei

then this, if there be any Philosophic or Doctrine of man
ners [etc.]. 1795 Jcmiiita I. 162 But moreover than all

that, he is painted up to the eyes and perfumed.

f-3. Qualifying a predicate : Besides. Obs. rare.

1517 Domesday Inclos. (1897) I. 260 Thei say that [etc.]. .

thei say that [etc.J..And moreouer thei have nothing to say.

f4. Used prepositionally. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/, II. 341 And if I schol more over this

Declare what this vertu is [etc.],

fb. Governing a clause: Besides that. Obs. rare.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. it 2 Moreouer, that we much did

long to see you, The neede we haue to vse you, did prouoke
Our hastie sending.

Morepork : see MOPOKE.
More pout : see MOOKPOUT.
tMo rer. Obs. [f.

MOKE v. + -EB 1
.] One

who increases.

1451 CAPGRAVE Life St. Augustine 2 It [Augustus] sound -

ith in our langage as a morer of |e lordschip. Ibid.^ A
morer of }x cite a-boue, a gret encreser of

J&amp;gt;e

bhs of heuene.

Moreraye, Mores, obs. ff. MOKAY, MORKIS i^. 1

Moresch, obs. form of MOORISH a.1

MoreSCO (more skt?), a. and sb. Also 6 mo-
resko. [a. It. moresco, f. Moro MOOR $b~ : see

-esqiu. Cf. the Sp. form MORISCO.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Moors ; Moorish.

1551 W. THOMAS tr. Barbaras Trav. (1873) 52 Besides him
was his buckler of the Moresco faCon with his scimiiarra.

1^4 W. BAKKET in Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) IL 27* The
said mamedine is of silucr, hairing the Moresco stampe on

both sides. 1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 482 Within there is

all the same kind of Moresco-work. a 1780 WATSON
Philip ///, in. (1783) 288 A tax. .a part of which he was
authorised to employ in building, .a Moresco college. 1832
W. IRVING Alkambra II. 4 A small gallery supported by..
moresco arches.

B. sl&amp;gt;.

1. A Moor, esp. one of the Moors in Spain.
1577-87 HoLlNSHED Cnron. III. 805/1 The lorchbearers

An Edict was published, forbidding Ihe Morescoes, under

pain of death, from using their native language.

f 2. The Moorish language. Ol&amp;gt;s.

16150. SANDYS Trnv. no Some in the Copticke language,
vnderstood but by few ; most in the Moresco. 1678 I.

PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier s Trav. I. II. v. 76 The little

Moresco or Gibbrish of the Country.
3. A morris dance.
It. has the fem. inaresca in this sense.

16*5 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. vll. iv. 1020 According to_the
sound they dance and moue their feet, as it were in a

Moresco, with great grauitie. [1869 W. GILBERT Lacre^ia

Borgia 1. 213 Between each act of the comedies a moresca

was to be performed.]
attrib. 1715 tr. Ctess D Amuy s Wki. 464 They exceeded

all the Tumblers and Moresco-dancers in Activity.

4. Arabesque ornament.

1813 CRABB Tcelinol. Diet., MffMfWBwt (Paint. &c.)

or moresco.

Moresk, -esko, obs. ff. MORESQUE, MOKESCO.

Morespike, -py(c)ke, obs. ff. MOHKISI-IKK.

MoreSC[tie (more sk), a. and sb. Also 7 mo-
resk, y mauresque. [a. F. Moresque, ad. It.

moresco : see MORESCO and -ESQUE.] A. adj.

1. Of painting, carving, architecture, etc.:

Moorish in style, or ornamental design.
1611 COTGR. s. v. Moresque, Ftteillage, * Ouyrage,

moresque. Moreske worke ; a rude, or anticke painting,

or caruing, wherein the feet and tayles of beasts. &c., are

intermingled with, or made _to resemble, a kind of wild

/&amp;lt;i A . (1824) 11 Between the porphyry pillars, lhat uphold



Th
A

MORETHKTJMBLE.
he rich Moresque-work of the roof of gold. 1842 GWILT i

Irchit- 126 The first period in the history of Moresque
architecture is from the foundation of Islamism to the ninth

century. 1875 Encycl, Brit. II. 234/1 While the genuine
Arabian art, the Saracenic, was distinguished as Moresque
or Moorish. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 [A lady s cap] made
of mauresque lace.

f 2. Moresque dance : a modern etymologizing

rendering of MORRIS-IMNCE. Obs.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Moresque dances, vulgarly called

morricettanccst are those altogether in imitation of the

Moors ;
as sarabands, chacons, &c.

B. sb.

1. Arabesque ornament.

1727-51 [see MORISCO B. 3]. a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl.
Rk. Ser. II (18^9) 457 Here, too, the dome is gold and azure

.Moresque within.

2. A Moorish woman.
1895 WORKMAN Algerian Mem. 18 The women, or Maur-

esques, cannot impress one with the idea of grace.

Morethrumble, obs. variant of MIRK-DRUM.

1398 TRRVISA flarlli. De P. R. xix. cvi. (1495)916.

Morewe, Moreys, obs. ff. MORROW,MORRIS sb^-

tMorfer. t dial, t Obs. [? corruption of W.

morfran cormorant.] (See quot.)

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Morfer, the lesser Puffin, a

kind of Water-fowl.

Morfew(e, obs. forms of MORPHEW.

t Morfouud, sb. Obs. Also 6 morfounde,

7-8 morefound. [f.
MORFOUND v.] A disease

in hawks, horses, sheep, etc., resulting from taking
cold after being too hot.

1523 FITZHF.RB. Husb. ioo Morfounde is an yll sorance,
and cometh of rydynge faste tyll he swete, and th:in sette

vp sodeynely in a colde place. 1575 TURBKRV. Falconrie

326 Morfound is the frenche worde which doth signifie in

Knglish the taking of colde. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hiisti.

74 (Sheep.) Of the Sturdy, Turmng-euill, or More-found.

1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Turning Evil, The .More-

found.

t Morfound, v. Obs. Also 5 morefound, 6

morfonde, Sc. pa. pple. mortfundit. [ad. F.

morfondre to affect (a horse) with catarrh, to chill

(a person) through; according to Hatz.-Darm. f.

morz e mucus, catarrh +fondi-e to melt : cf. Forxn
z/.s and

z&amp;gt;.5]
intr., reft., and infassive. Of horses

or other animals : To take a thorough chill, to be

benumbed with cold. Hence Morfounded///. a.
;

Morfounding vbl. sb.

(1410 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) xii, Sometyme
for

f&amp;gt;ei [sc. hounds] more foundeth [Royal MS. morfoundetti]
as an horse. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxxiv. [clxx.J

516 We shal be morfounded and frosen to dethe. 1530
PALSGR. 640/2, I morfonde, as a horse dothe that waxcth

styflfe by taking of a sodayne colde, je me morfims. 1575
TURBF.RV. Falconrie 326 Sometimes it falleth out that hawkes
are morfounded. 1639 T. DE GRAY Compl. Horsem. 38 Mor-

founding, which is the foundring in the body by over riding.

(-1720 W. GIBSON Farrier s Guide II. xxv. (1738) 85 Of a

Cold and Morfounding.
trahsf. 1513 DOUGLAS &&amp;gt;teis vn. Prol. 136 The dew

droppis congelyt on stibyll and rynd, And scharp hailstanis,

mortfundit of kynd, Hoppand on the thak.

t Morfounder, v. Obs. Also 6-; mar-
founder, [a. the infinitive form of F. morfondrt :

seeprec.]
=

prec. Hence MorfounderingwV. .sA

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. Ixxx, [Ixxvi.] 241 They and

theyr horses, after theyr trauayle all the daye in the hote

sone, shall be morfoundred or they be ware. 1575 TURBF.RV.

Veturie 24 They woulde marfounder themselues and would
not fayle to become maungie. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
U. 188/1 Marfounder, is when a Dog is not able to run, sick,

subject to Mange. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Inipr. (1756! I.

149 Of Colds, or what Farriers call Morfound ring.

Morfrey (m&amp;lt;J-.ifri).
dial. Also mophrey,

raorfra. [Corruption of HERMAPHRODITE. Cf.

MoFF 1
, MOPHRODITE.] (See quot. 1886.)

1886 S. W. Line. Gloss., Morphrey, the common contrac

tion for a so-called Hermaphrodite, that is, a Cart which may
be used as a Wagon also. 1891 P. H. EMERSON Son ofFens

150 Make your end fast to the forerunners of the morfra.

1903 Longm. Mag. Oct. 519 Nockold was obliged to take

the horse out of the morfrey and hook it on to the waggon.
MorfU, variant of MoRPHEW.
Morgage, obs. form of MORTGAGE sb. and v.

\ Mo rgan J
. Obs. (See qnot.)

1659 FULLER Apf. Inj. Innoc. i. 65 There were lately false

twenty-Shilling pieces, (commonly called Morgans,) coined

by a cunning and cheating Chymist.

Morgan 2
(m^ugan). Now dial. (Sussex,

Hants). Also 9 margon, margin (E.D.D.).

[See MARG.] A name for various species of

camomile (Anthemis) ;
also applied to the Ox-eye

Daisy, Chrysanthemum J.eucanthemnni.

1669 WORLIDGF. Syst. Agric. (1681) 189 Mugwort, Morgan,
Wormwood,, .or other bitter or noisome Weeds or Herbs.

111722 LISLE Hush. (1757) 448, I filled my meads with

morgan and other trumpery. 1847 HALLIWELL, Margan,
the stinking camomile. 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng.
Plant-n. 341 Dutch Morgan, Chrysanthemum Leucanthe-
mnm. 1892 Times 15 Feb. 12/1 A large number of ewes
are said to have aborted in one farm in Hampshire through

being fed on hay containing morgan or hay weed .

Morganatic (mpjganse tik), a. [ad. mod.L.

morganaticus (whence G. morganatisch. F. ntor-

ganatiqite, It. morgaiiatico, etc.) evolved from the

med.L. phrase matrimonittm a&amp;gt;1 morganaticam,
where the last word is prob. synonymous with
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morganaticum MORNING-GIFT, f. OHG. morgan
(
= MORN) in *

morgangela morning-gift (iiiorgane-

giba in Gregory of Tours, 6th c.; MHG. morgen-
gAbe). The literal meaning of the term mor
ganatic marriage (niatrimonium ad morganali-
catn) is, as is explained in a 1 6th c. passage
quoted by Du Cange, a marriage by which the

wife and the children that may be born are

entitled to no share in the husband s possessions

beyond the morning-gift .]
The distinctive

epithet of that kind of marriage by which a man
of exalted rank takes to wife a woman of lower

station, with the provision that she remains in her

former rank, and that the issue of the marriage
have no claim to succeed to the possessions or

dignities of their father; also, occasionally, used

to designate the marriage, under similar condi

tions, of a woman of exalted rank to a man of

inferior station. Hence morganatic husband, wife.
A morganatic marriage is sometimes called a left-handed

marriage (G. Rhczitr lijikcnhnnd), because in the ceremony
the bridegroom gave the bride his left hand instead of liis

right. The latter term is sometimes used in a wider sense,
for the matrimonium. inx/jitalc of German law. in winch,
though the spouse of inferior rank was not elevated, the

children retained the rights of succession.

1727-41 CHAMHERS Cycl. s. v. i\Iarriaffe, In Germany, they
have a kind of Marriage called morganatic, wherein [etc.].

1827 DISRAELI I i- . Grey vi. iv, His Royal Highness.,
espoused the lady with his left hand . . which we . . call

a morganatic marriage. 1838 Murray s Hnndbk, N. Germ.

p. xxxix, A Countess of Hochherg, to whom he [the Grand
Duke] was united by a left-handed, but not morganatic,

marriage, an union which did not exclude the children from
the success-ion. 1846 Times 10 Sept. 4/4 Maria Christina

[ex-Queen of Spain] after procuring the title of highness
to her morganatic husband and grandee of the first class

to the eight children [etc.]. 1865 K-ceii. Stand. 7 Feb.,
The Countess Danner, the morganatic wife of the late King
of Denmark, is about to marry Count Silfu-erstolpe.

So Morgana, tical a. In recent Diets.

Morganatically (m^gannrtikali),,a+h: [f.

MOKGANATICAT, + -LY -.] In a morganatic manner.

1865 I all Mall G. IT Aug. u/i The well-known Rosina,
whom it is said he has married morganatically,. .also has her

civil list. 1895 Daily AV:c.s 29 May 6/4 Elizabeth. Princess

of Saxony, who after the death in 18^5 of her first husband,
was morganatically married, .to the Marquis de Rapallo.

Morganic (m^rgK nik), a. [ad. mod.L. mor-

&quot;anictis (/edler 1739^.]
= MORGANATIC.

[1830 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 259 The eldest of three son-, if

the grand-duke Charles- Frederick, by bis morganiijne, or

private-marriage, with Louisa-Caroline, countess of Hoch-

berg.] 1854 Fmst r s Mag: L. 248 Scandal to which the

Queen-Mother sought to put an end by a inorganic marriage.

Morgauize (m^-jgiinai/), v. U.S. [f. Morgan,

proper name 4- -IZE.] To assassinate secretly, in

order to prevent or punish disclosures, as the

Freemasons were said to have done in the case of

William Morgan in 1826 (Cent. Dni. 1890).

Morgan sterne : see MORGENSTERN.

Morgay vmf -Jgt
7 1

).
Also morghi. In some

Diets, erron. morgray. [a. Cornish (and Welsh)

morgi, f. mor sea + ci dog.] The Dog-fish, esp.

the lesser spotted Dog-fish.
a 1672 WILLUGHBV Hist. Pise. (1686)64 MiutelusStellaris

tertins Blllonii. The Rough Hound or Morgay, L ormil .

1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 303 We, in Cornwall, call it the

rough Hound or Morgay. 1828 FLEMING Brit. Anim. 165

Scyllinm Catulns. Bounce or Morgay. 1828-32 \\ KBSTER,

Morgray. 1862 COUCH Brit. Fishes I. 16 In the W est of

Cornwall it [the Rough Hound] is used to make what is

there valued as Morghi soup.

Morgelai, -ay, variant forms of MORGLAY.

Morgeline, variant form of MARGELIXE.

ii Morgen (m^gan). [Du. and G. morgen,

believed to be the same word as morgen MORN,

with the sense area of land that can be ploughed

in one morning .]
A measure of land in Holland

and the Dutch colonies (and hence in parts of the

I U.S.), equal to about two acres. Also, in Prussia,

1 Norway, and Denmark, a measure of land now

! equal to about two-thirds of an acre.

1674 New Jersey Archives (1880) I. 151 Each is allowed

a piece of land for a bouwerie, each piece 25 morgens. 1688

Ann ofAlbany (1850) II. 101 Two flatts or plains upon both

sides of ye Maquase river, .containing about eleven morgen.

1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXII. 483/1 (Netherlands) Of Super

ficial measures, the morgen, or Dutch acre, is equal to

2 acres and a perch English. 1849 JOHNSTON Sjef. A%r,c.

104 The produce from a Prussian morgen (0.631 of an imp.

acre) was [etc.]. 1868 Kef. U. S.Comm. Agrtc. (1865) 151

Connected with this department of forestry areisix thousand

morgen of forest. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD A. Solomons

Mines v, This queer hill, .covering at the base nearly a

morgen (two acres) of ground. .895 J. G. MILLAIS Breath

fr. feldt (1899) 42 With 10,000 morgen of land that he can

call his own, he is indeed a happy man.

Morgen, obs. form of MORN.

Morgenstern (mfJganstaan). Antiq. Also

7 morgan sterne, 9 morgenstiern. [a.

moreenslern, lit. morning star ,
f. morgen Moi

+ stern STAR.] A club with a head set with

spikes :
= MORNING-STAR 2.

,637 R. MONRO ExftJ. i. 6S One of our souldiers shewing

them over the worke, a Morgan sterne. 1868 A rchxol. Jrnl.

MORIBUND.
XXV. 141 As for huge two handed swords, morgenstems,
partizans,..the walls are loaded with them. 1889 DOYLE
flfieaA Ciarke 37 Pike or half-pike, morgenstiern, and halbert.

Morgeown, Morghen, obs.ff. Mu RGEOX,MORX.
Morghi, variant of MOKGAY.
t Morglay. Obs. Forms : 4 Morgelai, -ay,

5 Morglaye, 5- Morglay. [?a. Welsh *maui:--

gleddyf(or the equivalent Breton or Cornish form),
f. maii r great + cleddyf sword. Cf. CLAYMORE,
which contains the Gaelic equivalents of these

words in reversed order.]
1. The name of the sword belonging to Sir Bevis.

13.. Sir Bent s 956 (MS. A.) His gode swerd Morgelay
[ . rr. Mordelay, Mprglay(e]. 1598 [see EXCALIBUR]. 1612

DKAVTON Poly-oil , ii. 332 Arundell his steed, And Morglay
his good sword.

2. Used allusively for : A sword.

1582 STAN-YHURST duels n. (Arb.) 60 And bootelesse

morglay to his sydes bee belted vnhable. 1592 Nobody ff

Sowebody D 4 Giue me my sword, my morglay ! 1644-7
C; i \LI.AND Char. Loud, / ///? ;/., etc. 16 The Souldier with

his Morglay watch t the Mill.

Morgray, Morgree,erron.ff. MOROAY, MOGRA.

Morgue l (mrg\ [Fr., of unknown origin.]
A haughty demeanour, haughty superiority, pride.

1599 JAS. I RauiA. Awpoc (1603) 116 Neither looking sillely,

like a stupide pedant, nor vnselledlie, with an vnconth

morgue, like a new-comouer Caualier. 1614 V&amp;gt;\\ FORRKS

Def. Laii f. Ministers Ref. Ch. 65 A vaine. .bravado, which
to ofier vs with a newe and high morgue, our adversaries

have newlie bene animated, by their late supplement rf

fiesche forces from beyond sea. 1829 SCOTT Anne o/G. xxix,
Prudence.. induced him to wave the morgue, or haughty
superiority of a knight and noble towards an inferior per

sonage. 1863M. ARNOLD f//. 2 Dec., An amiable family, anil

with nothing at all of the English morgue. 1893 F. ADAMS
AVit l- ^ypt 5Q That official morgue, that narrow rtnd un

sympathetic self-satisfaction which has done us such incal

culable harm in our dealings with other races.

I! Morgue - (mrg\ [^&quot;
rO 1&quot;ne name given to

a building in Paris, in which the bodies of persons
found dead are exposed, in order to identification.

Hence (esp. in the ( .S.^, any building or room used

for the same purpose.
1821 Spirting Mag. VIII. 69 The Morgue where those

who die by accident or self-murdc-r are carried a small

building in Paris. 1885 Boston (Ma&amp;gt;s.) Jrnl. 4 May 1/7

The body was taken to the morgue.
attril: 1883 1 all Mall G. 28 Nov. 3/1 He was a morgue-

keeper [in New York].

t Morhwell. Ol-s. Also 7 morchuel {? envn.

for *inon-/niel). [ad. (after mod.L. MOHRHI A OF.

mortiel cf. mod.F. woman}, dim. of moriic cod.]

A small cod.

1611 COTGR., Morne, the Co&amp;lt;!. or Greenefish ; a lose, ai &amp;gt;1

dull-eyed kind whereof is called by some, the Morhwell .

1668 CHARLETON Onomaiticm 122 Mefca .Minor, sen mor-

luta, the Morchuel.

Moria (m6Tia). Path. [mod.L., a. (\r.

Hupia folly, f. ^ajpu;, pupos foolish.] (Seeqnots. i

1693 tr. Blancarfs 1 hys. Diet. (ed. 2&amp;gt;, Moria, Dulness

or Folly, or Stupidity, is a defect ofJudgment and Uml-r.

standing it proceeds chiefly from lack of Imagination and

Memory. 1856 MAVSE Expos. Lex., Moria, the same as

Fatuity Also, a variety ofMonomania in which the patient

believes himself distinguished for talents, bravery, genius,

etc. ; also called Morosis.

Moriam, obs. form of MORION.

tMo rian, a.andrf. Obs, Also a. 6 Maurien,

6 Maxvrian; 0. 6 Mooren, Moren. Moriane,

Morien, Moryan. -en. Morryon, Murreyne,
-ian. -ionn, -yen, -yon, (; Moorian). [Early

mod.E. Morien, Manrien, -an, a. OF. Morien,

Maurien, f. More, Maure, MOOR s/&amp;gt;.- : see -IAX.]

A. ailj. Moorish, of Moorish race; pertaining

the Moors; resembling a Moor; black, dark.

Tunne Borne by that monstrous murrian black-a-moore.

IW7 I KING On Jonas (1618) 403 What remameth, but t.)

repent ? to change our Morian skinnes, to put offour stained

coats, and to wash our feet from their filthinesse.

B. sb. A Moor, blackamoor, negro.

1500 in Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scott. (1900) II. 97 Item,

to Petir the Moryen. .xxviij
s. 1509 BARCLAY Shyfof J-otrs

ds7o) 198 The uggly Maunans are alsoof this sect, a 1529

SKELTOS Agst. Garnescht: iii. 170 Thou murnonn, thoii

mawment, Thou fals stynkyng serpent. 1535 COVERDALE Pi.

Ixviii 31 The Morians londe shal stretch out hir hondes

vnto God. 1580 LYLV Enfhnes (Arb.) 315 A faire pearle

in a Murrians eare cannot make him white. 1657 REFVK

God s Plea 120 How often hath this Morian been washed,

and yet he is never the whiter?

a ladies Chamber.

Morian, variant of MARIAN
1721 MORTIMER Hnst. (ed. 5) II. 245 Violet Morian. or

Canterbury Bells come up the first \ ear.

Morian, obs. form of MORION.

Moribund (mjrribond), a. and s/&amp;gt;. [a.
I

moribnnd-m, f. mor-i to die. Cf. F. monlon.l

(from irtth c.), Sp. mori/ iin,1o, It. ion/&amp;gt;cmdo.\



MOKIBUNDITY.
A. adj. At the point of death; in a dying state.

1721 in BAILEY. 1835-6 Toiiifs Cycl. A nal. I. 801/1 The
state of the respiration in a moribund person is extremely
various. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 354 Cases .. of

persons apparently moribund who have been aroused by the
inhalation of nitrite. 1886 BVNNER A. Snrriage xvi. 174
A tangle of brambles and moribund herbs.

to. Jig. On the point of coming to an end.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. ir. viii, The wail of a moribund
world. 1865 EARL DERBY in Hansard Par!. Deo. Ser. nl.

CLXXVII. 22 One of just such a character as might
naturally have been expected to be addressed by an aged
Minister to a moribund Parliament. 1889 Spectator p

N ov.

624/2 We all talk of the Turkish Empire as moribund!.

B. sb. A person in a dying state.

1835 CAROLINE BOWLES in Corr. iv. Sovthey (1881) 328
Another person was mortally wounded and his death hourly
expected. . . Every day the moribund door was besieged by
crowds of anxious inquirers. 1852 MUNDY Our Antipod-.s
(1857) 205 There will be more lawyers than litigants, more
medicos than moribunds. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Miners
Right xxvii, What s the odds? queried the persistent
moribund wearily.

Moribuudity (m^ribo nditi). rare. [f. MORI-
ecxn + -ITY.] Moribund condition.

1842 SVD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 471
Mrs. Sydney and I are both in fair health, such health as
is conceded to moribundity and caducity. 1900 HKXI.I v
JA-w. in G. 11 . Stt meus Things Seen p. xvi, The National
Observer . .was still afoot, and though conscious of its

monbundity. .was keeping the bravest of fronts.

Moric (moo rik), a. [f. L. mor-us mulberry +

-1C.] Moric acid, (a) see quot. 1856 ;(/&amp;gt;)= MORIN.
1856 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Mortens, applied by Klaproth

to a particular acid which he found in the bark of the Afonts
alba : moric. 1866 URANDE & Cox Diet. Sci., etc., Moric
acid, Morin, a variety of tannic acid existing in the wood
of Morns tinctoria, orfustic.

Morioe, obs. form of MORRIS sbl and v.

Moriche (mori-tp). West-Indian, [a. Carib

moriche, mon clii, muriche = Tupi murili,miriti.~\A South American palm of the genus Maurilia.
Also called moriche palm. Moriche apple, nut :

names for the fruit of this palm.
1866 [see ITA-PAI.M]. 1871 KISGSLEY At Last viii, Sixty

feet and more aloft, the short smooth columns of the
Moriches towered around us. Ibid, xii, The Moriche apples
floated down the stream. IHd. xvii, The ripple lapped the
Moriche-nuts about the roots of the Manchineel bush.

Morien, variant of MOUIAN.
t Mo rient, a. Obs. [ad. L. monent-em, pr.

pple. of morl to die.] Dying.
1679 C. NESSE Antichrist 64 He adds a 6th period, to wit,

morient. .our posterity shall see him die.

Moriform (mo^-rif^jm), a.
[f. L. mar-itm

mulberry + -(I)FORM.] Having the shape or form
of a mulberry.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1897 AlHutts Syst. .Ifft/.

IV. 719 Moriform hypertrophy of the inferior turbinals.

Morigerate .mori d^er^t), a. rare. [ad. L.

mSrigtratus, pa. pple. of morigerari : see next.]

Complying, obedient.

(11533 LD. BERX-ERS GoM. f&amp;gt;l: M. Aurel. (1546) Z viij b,
The armies.. were as well disciplined and morigerate, as
the schooles of the philosophies. 1560 ROLI.AND Crt. Venus
til. 14 Baith aid and Doling richt weill Morigerat. 1836
J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 199 They were morigerate,
through the Exhortation and half the Confession, when they
bolted.

t Morigerate, v. Obs.-&quot;
[f. L. morigerat-,

ppl. stem of morigerari, f. moriger-tis : see Moiu-

GEROOS.] intr. (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM, Morigerate, to doe as one is commanded,

to obey.

Morigeration (morid.T.erJ -Jsn). [ad. L. mo-

rigerdtiSn-em compliance, n. of action f. mfirigeran

(see prec.) + -ATION.] Obedience, compliance,
deference to superiors, obsequiousness.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. iii. 10 Not that I can taxe

or condemne the morigeration or application of learned men
to men in fortune. 1659 EVELYN Let. to Boyle 3 Sept., That
fond morigeration to the mistaken customs of the age. 1903
Edin. Rev. Apr. 384 Morigeration served their turn during
the first part of their Asiatic journey.

Morigerous (morrdaeras), a. [f. L. mori-

gfr-ns (1. mffr-, mos custom, humour + ger-Fre to

bear, carry ; after the phr. morem gerere to humour
or comply with the wishes of a person) + -ous.]
Obedient, compliant, submissive. Const, to.

ri6oo Timon in. v. (Shaks. Soc.) 53 Timon, thou hast a
wife morigerous Shee is the onely comfort of my age. 1637
BASTWICK Litany i. 3 Fire, aire, water, earth, all most
morigerous ; the winds and the seas obey him. 1681
H. MORE Exp. Dtin. Pref. 65 Let us.. be morigerous to
the Magistrate. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerseyi, ttoriftmt.
obedient, dutiful, complaisant. 1814 P.ERINGTON Lit. f/ist.
Mid. Ages y. (1846) 260 He had early acquired the charac
ter of a morigerous and well disciplined monk.
Hence t Mori geronsuess.
i68 H. MORE Exp. Dan. Pref. 77 All Decency and

Order and Morigerousness to the Magistrate.
II Moriglio. Obs. Also 8 morillia. [It.

= F.
morille MOBEL.] ^ MOREL sb*
1698 W. KING tr. Sor&iere s Journ. Lond. 32 As that for

Champignons, and Moriglio s they were as great strangers
to em as if they had been bred in Japan. 1699 M. LISTER
Jovrn. Paris 154 The Moriglio split in two from top to
bottom is all hollow and smooth. 1713 C TESS WIN-CHELSEA
Misc. Poems 35 In the plain, unstudied Sauce Nor Treufle,
nor Morillia was.
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I Moril, morille, var. forms of MOREL s/&amp;gt;.
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Mori lUform, a. [f. Y. morille MOREI, s/&amp;gt;.3 +
i -(I)FOBM.] Having the form of a morel (fungus).

1828-32 in WEBSTER ; and in recent Diets.

t Morillion. Obs. [Cf. next.] A kind oftnlip.
1721 MORTIMER Husb. (ed. 5) II. 241 Morillion of Antwerp,

a pale Scarlet and pale Yellow.

Morillon 1

(mori-bn). [a. F. morillon (OF.
moreillon, i3th c.), according to Hatz.-Darm.
related to morel dark-coloured : see MOREL a.] A
variety of the vine ; also, its fruit.

i64 EVELYN Kal. Hort.,Catal. (1699) 174 Vines. . Mu^.
catell, Black, White, excellent, Morillon, Chassela [etc.].

1731 MILLER Card. Diet., I itis ; przcox Columellae, acitiis

diilcibits, nigrantibus. I he black Morillon. 1824 Loi DON
Encycl. Card. fed. 2) 4801 Black morillon. . . White morilfon.

tittril&amp;gt;. 1860 REDDING French Wines iii. 40 The black
morillon grape.

Morilloii- mori-bn\ [a. F. morillon] A
name for the female or young of the Golden-Eye,
formerly mistaken for a separate species.
1678 RAY H illngUy s Ornith. 368 The Glaucium or

Morillon of Bellonius. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zool. (1776) II.

498 Morillon. This species is rather less than the last \sc.

the Golden Eye]. 1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (18311
211 This bird [Golden-eye], in its immature state is tiiti

Morillon (Ana-s glancionl of various authors. 1863 C. ST.

JOHN Nat. Hist,
fif Sfort Afttray 36 There was not a single

duck of any sort to be seen, with the exception of one
morillon. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 824/2 Morillon, a name
commonly given by fowlers to the female or immature male
of the Golden-Kye.
Morimal, variant of MORMAL.
Moriu (moa-rin). Chem. [a. F. marine, f. L.

mor-us (in mod.L. the name of the genus formerly
including the fustic-tree) : see -IX.] A yellow
colouring matter obtained from fustic.

1837 P. KEITH FSot. Lex. 259 The colouring matter ob
tained from Moras tinctoria has been regarded by M. Chev-
reul as a peculiar substance, and designated by the appella
tion of moriii. 1875 Ure t Diet. Arts III. 365 Marine.
This is the name given by Gerhnrdt to the principal colour

ing matter of the \forus tinctoria or oldfustic.
Morinda (mori-nda). Bot. [mod.L., f. L.

mvr-us mulberry tree + Ind-ns Indian.] A cin-

chonaceous genus of plants, native of tropical Asia
and Polynesia, the bark and roots of which yield
red and yellow dyes. Also attrib. in morinda bark.
1882 J. SMITH Diet. Econ. Plants 276 Morinda. Bark.

Morindin(morrndin). Chem. Also -ine. [f.

mod.L. Morind-a (see prec.) + -IN.] (See quots.)
1848 ANDERSON in Trans. Roy. Sac. Edin. (1840) XVI.

438 The colouring matter of sooranjee, to which I give the
name of Morindine. 1858 1 trwnes. Chem. (ed. 7) 630
Morindin.. yellow crystalline colouring matter.

Morilldoiie (mori-ndwnn). Chem. Also mo-
rindon. [See prec.

and -ONE.] (See quots.)
1848 ANDERSON in Trails. Roy. Sac. Edin. (1849) XVI.

441 Morindine, when heated, is entirely altered, a quantity
of carbonaceous matter being left, and a crystallizable
principle sublimed. ..To it I give the name of Morindone.
1858 Fawned Chem. (ed. 7) 630 Morindin,.. when heated
..is converted into, .morindon.

Morine, obs. form of MOREEN.
Morinel (mjmnel). ? Obs. [ad. mod.L. mori-

nelltts. Cf. F. morinel/e (Littr^j.
The mod.L. word is due to Caius De rar. Aniln. (1570) 21.

He says that he gave this name to the bird for two reasons :

localise it is common in north-eastern France (ajtudMorinos\
and on account of its stupidity (Gr. juwporr/c folly).]

A name for the DOTTEREL.
1828-32 in WEBSTER

; and in later Diets.

t Mo-ring, vbl. sb. Obs. Also 4 morynge, 6

//. morons,
[f.

MORE v.- + -INR 1.]
1. The action of the vb. MORE

; making greater.
&amp;lt; 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 65 pis was no morynge

but Jassing of God, c 1430 CAPGRAVE Sermon (li. M.
Addit. MS.

367^04
If. 119), J he xj son hite Joseph, and he

is to say a moring or augmentacion.
2. //. Extras.

1532 in llonseh. Orn. (1700) 22t [Charge for] Necessaries
year ly, without any further allowance for moreings or other,
to be given by peticion. 1540 Ibid. 237 Likewise of Morens
of Beefs & Muttons.

Moringa (mori-rjga). Also 8 mornnga, 9
marenga. [ad. mod.L. Moringa. ] The Ben-nut
tree (Moringa fterygosferma}. Also attrib.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp., Moringa, in botany, the
name by which some authors call the tree which produces
the ben nut. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 176/2 s.v.

C,nilan&amp;lt;iina, The moringa, or morunga nickar, is a native
of the island of Ceylon, and some places on the Malabar
coast. 1861 BENTI.EY Man. Bot. 531 The Moringa or Ben-
Nut Order. 1891 MAR. NORTH Recoil. Huffy Life I. 102,
I saw the two marenga-trees, from the berries of which the

MORISCO.

|

morione. The history of the Rom. word is
; obscure; most etymologists regard it as originally
Sp., f. morra crown of the head.]
1. A kind of helmet, without beaver or visor,

worn by soldiers in the i6th and i;th c.

Antiquaries have distinguished certain varieties by pre
fixed designations, as cockscomb; pear-shaped morion,
1563 Lane. Wills (1857) I. 141 A shirt of mayle w * the

hed peace or murren thereunto belonginge. a 1575 Diurit.
Occnrr. (Bannatyne Cl.) 212 Ane greit number of hagbittis,
corslattis and mirriounts, togedder with some vyne [etc.]

i$8a-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 137 In the shipp was funden
. ..twa hundrethe murreownes. 1590 C TESS PEMBROKE
Antonie 1768 The vseles morion shall On crooke hang by
the wall. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 480 The people of Thracia
..do with Ivie.. garnish the heads of their launces,. .their
mourrons also and targuets. 16150 BUI.WER Antkrofiowct.
i. 22 At Rrasil . . Helmets are of little use, every one having
an artificialized natural Morian of his head. 1688 R. HOLMK
Armoury \\\. xix.(Roxb.) 166/1 The Italians call such caps,
a Morion, and we from them a Murrian. 1700 DRYDF.X
Pal.

&amp;lt;y
Arc. m. 451 Polish d Steel that cast the View aside,

And Crested Morions with their Plumy Pride. 1808 Scorr
Mann. i. ix, The soldiars of the guard With musquet, pike,
and morion. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV. i. 158 The combatants
headpieces are different in form

; one has a rim like a morion,
and much resembles a modern hat. 1907 Q. Ret . Jan. 8}
It

belongs^ to the school of poetry in which helmets are
called morions.

f2. A kind of punishment used at sea. Obs.
(In Fr. the word appears to have been In military rather

than naval use, and to have denoted a number of blows
with a pike-staff?]
1626 CAI-T. SMITH Acrid. Vug. Seamen 4 The Marshal! is

;
. to see Justice executed according to directions, as . .setting

in the bilbowes, and to pay the Cobty or the Morryoune.
Morion 2

(m^Tian). Min. [a. F. morion^ a.

corrupt L. morion, a misreading in early edd. of

Pliny for monnorion.] Black smoky quartz.
1748 J. HILL Hist. Fossils ir. 470 Pramnion Morio sive

Morion dictum. The Morion or Pramnion of the antients.

1796 KIRWAN- Elan. Min. (ed. 2) I. 241 Mountain or Rock
Crystal. When . .pale or dark brown, or bronze falling into

black, then called morion. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Set.,
etc., Morion^ a lapidaries name for black Rock Crystal.

Morioplasty (m^-ri^pbosti). Surg. [mod. f.

Gr. poptov part + -PLASTY.] The restoration of
lost parts of the body (&quot;Webster

s Suppl. 1880).

Moripune, Moris, obs. ff. MORION *, MORRIS.
Moriscan (mori skan), a. [f. MORISC-O +

-AN.] Moorish.

1838 LVTTON Leila, i. iii, Gilded balconies, the super-
addition of Moriscan taste.

Morisch, obs. form of MOORISH a.i

MorisCO (moirskc), a. and s/&amp;gt;. Forms: 6-8
morisko. 7 morissco, 9 moriska, 6- morisco.

[a. Sp. ntorisco, f. Kloro MOOR sb:- Cf. the It.

form MORESCO.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Moors

; Moorish.
1551 W. THOMAS tr. Barbarous Trav. (1873) 53 Sitteng

vpon carpetts aftre the Morisco maner. 1586 T. B. La
Primaud. i* r. Acad, I. (1504) 84 The emperor Frederike
the II. spake the Greeke, Latin, Hebrew, Arabian, Mor
isko, Almaigne, Italian and French toong. 1605 Relat.
Jonrn. Earl Nottingham 27 Dmers Gypsies (as they
termed them) men and women, dauncing and tumbling
much after the Morisco fashion. 1611 SHF.LTON Qni.r.
iv. xiv. (1620) 452 In the Morisco tongue. 1656 EARL MONM.
tr. tioccalini s Pol. Touchstone (1674) 277 The chain . .being
of Morisco-work. 1710 PALMER Proverbs 95 A true Spaniard
..is particularly proud, .that he s no heretick, has neither

Jews nor Morisco blood in his body. 1835 MARRYAT Ptratr

xiii, It was of a composite architecture, between the Morisco
and the Spanish, 1847 PRESCOTT Peru v. i. II. 308 Fears
were generally entertained of a general rising of the Morisc.i

population.
Comb. 1834 BECKFORD Italy I. 48 Aldernach, an antiquated

town with strange morisco-looking lowers. 1885 KF.RRV-

NICHOLLS in Jrnl. Anthrofi. Instit. XV. 195 Many of the
women of this class are remarkable for their personal beauty,
which partakes somewhat of the Morisco-Spanish type.

t b. Alia Morisco [
= It. alia moresea] : in the

Moorish fashion. Obs.
a 1592 GREENE znd Pt.MamiIlia (1593) H i b, Needeles^-e

noughts, as crisps, and scarphes worne Alia Morisco.

B. sb.

oil of Ren used by watch-makers is pressed.
Hence Mori-ngad, Lindley s term for a plant of

the order Moringatese, (Veg. Kingd. 1846, p. 336).
Morintannic : see MORITANNIC.
Morion 1

(mp-rian). Antiq. Forms: 6 mir-

rioun, (morlion), morrian, mory(o)u, mur-
reowne, murryon, 6-7 morian, murren, 6-8

morrion, raurrian, -ion, 7 morioune, mor-
ryoune, mourron, murrain, murrin, 8 moriam,
6- morion, [a. F. morion (according to Uatz.-
Darm. not found earlier than 1553, Rabelais), or
the equivalent Sp. nwrrion (Pg. morria^ or It.

1. A Moor, esp. one of the Moors in
Spain.

1629 WAHSWORI n Pilgr. v. 40 These Monscoes came
into Spaine with I.icoh Almansor. 1706 tr. Dupin s E&amp;lt;&amp;gt; i.

Hist. i6//t C. II. iv. xi. 451 As he went to Montserrat, lu-

met a Morisco upon the Road. 1838 PRFSCOTT Ferti. % Is.

n. vi. (1846) II. 300 From this period the name of Moors.,

gave way to the title of Moriscoes. 1903 l-.din. Kfv. Apr.
278 The Moriscos were preferred as tenants because they
were tied to the soil.

f b. Her. Moriscfs head = MOOR S HEAD 3.
a 1550 in Baring-Gould & Twigge JK Armory (1898) 8

Gyronny of 6 or and sab. : 3 moriscoes heads of the 2nd.

c. In Mexican use. (See quot.)
1900 DENIKCR Races Man xiii. 542 A Mulatto woman, the

offspring of a Spaniard and a negre^s, may .give binli t-&amp;gt; a

MorUco by uniting with a Spaniard.

1 2. The Moorish language. Obs.

i6ia SHELTON
(?7/i&quot;.r.

iv. xiv. (1620) 457 He. .said in MorUco,
Let none of you. .stirre himseife.

3. Arabesque ornament.

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl., Aforesk, or Morisko, a kind of

painting, carving, &c. done after the manner of the Moors.

1855 OGILVIE Supply Mortsfo, the work called moresqwe.
4. A morris dance.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglienic s Covrtyer it. I&amp;gt; iij b, To goe
about the streetes daunsing the Mori^rn. 1600 ROWLANDS



MORISK.
(title) The Letting of Hvmors Blood in the Head-Vaine
With a. new Monssco, daunced by seauen Satyres.vpon the
bottom of Diogines Tubbe. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav
141 Ihe bndemaids.. began a Morisko, their faces, hands
and feet painted with flowres. 1844 LOUZSA S. COSTELI.OBeam f, Pyrenees II. 252 The celebrated dance called the
Morisco, which is reserved for great occasions.
Jte 1612 BEAUM. & FL. Cupid s Rev. 11. iii, There s mad
Morisco s in the state

; but what they are, I ll tell you when
I know.

t b. A morris-dancer. Obs,

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 365, I haue scene Him
capre vpnght, like a wilde Morisco.

c. attrib.

1679 BLOLW Anc. Tenures 149 With Musick and a Mor
isco Dance of Men, and another of Women. 1698 FRYFH
Ace, E. India , P. 136 He. .diverted me with several Inter
ludes of Morisco Dancing.
Morise, obs.f. Moimis. Morish: see MOHEISH.
Morish(e, obs. forms of MOORISH a.l and a. a

Morish(e pike, pyke, obs. ff. MORRIS-PIKE.
t Morisk, a. and sl&amp;gt;. Obs. Also 5 mouryske,

6 raorisque, moryske, 6-7 moriske, 7 mau-
risk(e. [Anglicized form of MORISCO.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Moors; Moorish.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xxxvii. (1870) 216 Some dothe
speake Moryske speche.
B. sb.

1. The Moorish language.
1485 CAXTON Paris

It, V, (1868) 69 Whan Parys coude wel
speke mouryske.
2. A morris-dance.
iSiz Helyas in Thorns Prose Ram. (1858) III. 31

Moriskes, comedies, daunces, interludes. 1530 PALSGR
553/2, I foote a dance or morisque. 1613 T. GODWIN Roiti
Antiq. (1625) 57 The former 12 being called Salij Palatini,
troni the Palatine Mount, where they did begin their
maunske. 1617 HAKEWII.L Apol. (1630) 365 To this pur
pose were taken up at Rome these forraine exercises of
vautmg and dancing the Moriske.
attrib. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 192 To make good sport

in a kmde of Moriske dance.
3. A Moorish coin.

1515 LD. BERNERS Fraiss. II. liii. [Hi.] ^7 We pray you to
be our frende, and we wyll gyue you xx. moryskes of golde. I

Monska, -o, variant forms of MORISCO.
Morisoilian. (mprisoirnian), a. and sb.

[f.
Morison + -IAN.] a. adj. Holding the doctrines
of James Morison, who in 1841 was suspended [

from the office of minister of the United Secession
Church at Kilmarnock for preaching against Cal-

!

vinism, and founded a sect called the Evangelical
Union . b. sb. A follower of Morison

;
a member

or adherent of the Evangelical Union. Hence
Moriso uianism.

&amp;lt;ii85i CUNNINGHAM Hist. Theol. (1864) I. xi. 324 In the
Monsonianism of our own day they have assumed a more
scriptural.. garb. Ibid. II. xxiv. 357 Those who are popu
larly known amongst us by the name of Morisonians 1878
r-ncycl. Brit. VIII. 726/1 Morisonian doctrines.

Monspike, obs. form of MOKRIS-PIKE.
Morisque, variant of MOHISK.
Morissco, Morisse, obs. ff. MORISCO, MORKIS.
Moritannic (m^ritse-nik), a. Chem. Also

morintannic. [f. MORI-N + TANNIC .] Only in
Moritannic acid (see quots.).
1857 MILLER Elem. Cliem. (1862) III. 602 Fustic furnishes

a yellow colouring matter.. termed moritannic acid. 1891
Syd. Sac. Lex., Morintannic acid. ..The name given by
Wagner to a powder obtained from fustic,

t Mork, v. Obs. rare. [OE. murdan, a forma
tion (with k suffix as in talk, lurk) on the onomato
poeic root murr- (MLG. murren, Du. morren, G.
mtirren to grumble). OE. had also munnian in
the same sense.] intr. To complain, murmur.
fSSS K. ALFRED Boeth. v. i Sona swa ic be asrest on

(iisse unrotnesse jeseah bus murciende. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
cv. 24 (Horstm.) Noght leued bai to his worde oghte; And
morkedene with bair thoghte.Morkill !

(mjrjkin). Also 5 mortkyn, 6 mor-
j

kyn, 7 morkein, morkiug, mortkin. [Late ME. !

mortkyn =AF. mortekine (Angier, ijth c.), a dis
torted form (influenced by -KIX) of OF. mortecine,
ad. L. morticina carrion, f. mart-, mors death.]
1. A beast that dies by disease or accident.
14.. 26 Pol. Poems 91 As mortkyn forsaken, she let me I

B* 1598 BP. HALL Sat. in. iv. 4 Could he not sacrifice
borne sorry morkin that unbidden dies? 1656 BLOUNT

I

Glossogr., Morkein or Morkin. .among huntsmen is a Deer
that dies by some disease or mischance. 1786 Bnrns s
Poems Gloss., Braxie, a morkin sheep.
U b. erron. or transf. An abortive animal. rare~.

1530 PALSGR. 246/1 Morkyn a beest, auortin.

t &amp;lt;4. ? The skin of a morkin sheep. Obs.
?58 Rates of Custom Ho. F v, Lamb skinnes called

Morkms. 1640 in Noorthouck London (1773) 843/1 Skins,
morkms, tawed or raw. 1660 Act 12 Chas. ff, c. 4 Sched.
2 Lambe skins vocant Morekins.
t3. Comb., morkin-gnoff, a miser.
1601 W. BAS Sword $ Buckler Zlij, A morkin-gnoffe that

. . bits carping how t advance his shapelesse brood.

t Morkin 2
. Obs. [a. MDu. moorkijn, MHG.

morche(n, dim. of Moor MOOR si.&quot; : see -KIN. Cf.
med.L. maiiricuhts, OF. moreytiin. ] A German
coin of small value.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xiv. (1870) 161 In Hygh
Almayne. .they haue Morkyns, Halardes, Phenyngs.
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Morking, variant of MORKIN l

Morlmg (ror.-lirj). Forms : 5-6 morlyng, 6
moreling, 7 merlin, morlinge, 7-9 mortling,
5- morhng. [App. formed after MORKIN 1 bv
substitution of -LING suffix for

-KIN.]
1. Wool taken from the skin of a dead sheep

MOEN.

Act 27 Hen.
ii, Colourant par novelles con

R li
Shepe skynnes, Woolfelles, Shorelinges, MorelingS fete 1

.607 COWELL Interfr, Mortice seemelh to be that wolle

cailedm
a ^^

She?Pl &quot;^ dy &quot;g he ^l&quot;Drilled!

1 2. = MORKIN i . Obs.

*

1636
Fasciculus

Flor,,m 35 A wretched witherd Mortling
|

and a piece Of Carrion, wrapt up in a Golden Fleece. lifjCHAMBERS Cycl. S,,pp. s. v. Shorling, In some part of
England, they understand by a shorling a sheep whose
ileece is shorn off; and by a morling, a sheep that dies

morlop (mp-jl^p). Mill. A variety of jasper
pebble found in New South Wales.
lBK U

\

C&quot;&quot;s -
Rei&amp;gt;

No 7- 3 9 (Cent.) Amongst the
jasper pebbles are some of pale mottled tints of yellow pink
tlrajv . fc;C . I hese are termed morlops by the miners.
tMo-rmal. Obs. Forms: 4-7 mormal 5, 7

morimal, mormale, 5-7 mormall(e, 6 mar-
mol^e, mortmale, mermole, 6-7 marmole 7

marmall, mortmal. [a. OF. martmat
(
= med .L.

mortuiim maluni), f. mart dead + mal evil. Cf.
F. malde mart, used Hist, to render the OF. word.]
1. An inflamed sore, esp. on the leg.
Prob. used vaguely; the description in quot. 1543 and its

context seems to refer to ecthyma or impetigo
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 386 Greet harm was it as it thoughte

I

me 1 hat on his shyne a mormal hadde he. c 1400 Lan-
francs Cirurg. 178 pe blood-letyng of bis veyne is good

I a &amp;lt;?l-

n
Sr S o^ b=n &quot; K h

l- is & for a mormal. c 1400Brut (t.E. f.S.) 230/3 Also ij men haue bene helede bere of
t&amp;gt;e

morimal. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 41/40 He can hele and
cure.. mormale. a 1518 SKELTON Mas;nyf. 1906 Some with
the marmoll to hake I them make. 1533 MORE Answ
Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1088/1 To heale the foule marmole of
theyr scabbed shynnes. 1543 TRAHERON Vino s Ckirurg
v. m. 164 Of the deed euyll, or mortmale. the deed euyl
..is a maligne, fylthy, and corrupt scabbe, which begynneth
for y most part in y armes, thyghes, & legges, & chefly
in the legges it causeth crusty pustules, ful of fylthy matter.
579 LANGHAM Gard. Health (1633) 4r For Festers, Mer-

moles, sores of the yard, and all other sores, take Ash [etc.].
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 588 Such morimals or sores as scorne
ordinary cures & be full of suppuration.
fig. 14. . Seven Deadly Sins 109 in Pol. Rcl. $ L. Poems

(rgo3) 247 Luxiria ys a lyther mormale. 1547-64 BAULD-
WIN Mor.Philos. (Palfr.) 57 The festered & stinking cores
of old marmoles & inueterate sores of the weale publike.
2. 1 Used for AGNAIL 3.
1685 J.Cooke s Marrow Chirurg. i. xi. (ed. 4) 75 There

are also little Marmoles, so called by some, which are little
bits of the Skin that rise near to the Nails.

[Mormal, a., grievous, dangerous (Webster
1864) is app. a mistaken inference from prec. sb.]

II Mormaor (m^me-6j). Also maormor, mor
maer, erron. maarmor. [a. Gael, mormaer
(Book of Deer), mod. mbrmhaor, app. f. mor great
+ maor bailiff, steward ; the form maormor app.
originated from the notion that the word should
follow the rule of placing the adj. after the sb.] In
ancient Scotland, a high steward of a province.
1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. in. vii. 405 He became

maormor of Moray, during the infancy of Lulach. i88z
Blackiu. Mag. Mar. 350 The title of earl having been sub
stituted for mormaer when Normanism and feudalism made
their way across the Border. 1900 A. LANG Hist. Scot. I.

160. M_acbeth being introduced as a king, by the English
Chronicle, before he was even a mormaor.
Hence Morma ordom, Morma-orship.
1837 SKENE Highlanders Scot. (1902) II. ix. 365 The

Rikis or districts in Scotland mentioned in the Sagas.. are

exactly synonymous with maormorships. 1860 W. ANDER
SON Scott. Nation I. 54 Edgar had bestowed on his cousin
the maormordom of Athol.

Mormaset, obs. form of MARMOSET.
Mormelade, obs. form of MARMALADE.
Mormeluche, variant of MORMOLUKEE.

Mormeracyone, obs. form of MURMURATION.
t Mo rmo. Obs. Also 7-8 mormoe. [a. Gr.

popfuii, a hideous she-monster.] A kind of hob

goblin ; a bugbear ;
an imaginary terror.

offh
01^011 (m(? Jm3n) i{- Mormon, the name

see below. The earlier name was MoBltosraK/j

=

f.
A member or adherent of a religious bodv

Lattefdl
ChUrCh f JeSUS C^st f he

New York, by Joseph Smith, on theTasis
8

&quot;f

alleged Divine revelations contained in the Book
&amp;gt;f Mormon , which Smith professed to have Irans-

d by special inspiration from the original writtenon gold plates, miraculously discovered by himself

^tt^^^-rsarjsTBs
^j^JtsJSsaSSASabandoned m obedience to the law of the United Stales
1842 CASWALI. City of Mormons 34, I begged him to iform me whether the Mormons believed in tn?Trinkv 1845

DeklrT &quot;V^
C7
T;
U&quot;

&quot; vii ^ Mormon.,, AtheisT*
lJeists,..and other small sects and parties. 1881 W GMARSHALL Thro. Amer. viii. 184 Considerable dis -riceattaches to a Mormon if he lives a bachelor life.

I Feb. 175/2 In distinction from the
i a regular Mormon, the mallard is

A Mormo fit only to frignt Women and Childrer

t Mormolnkee. Obs. Also 7 mormeluche,
mormolyceue. [ad. Gr. ptfpBlKumer, -\vicrj, f. !

popiuo MORMO + Xw-os wolf.] = MORMO.
1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. n. vi. (1624) 556 Diuells

|

barnyard duck,
monogamous.
2. attrib. passing into adj.
1841; CASWALL City ofMormons 6 Houses, .occupied, I was

told, by Mormon emigrants. 1843 MARRYAT ill. Violet xliii,1 tie whole of Texas becomes Mormon. 1884 J. HAI L ClirHome 42 We have on the one side the MoVraon problemto face, and on the other the divorce problem
A. Comb. Mormon-weed C .S., the Indian mal

low, Abntilon Abutilon (Britton & Brown Hora
1896-8).
Hence Mo-rmondom, Mormons collectively, the

territory of the Mormons, Mormon usages ; lior-
mo-nic a., resembling the Mormons, polygamous.
1860 MAVNE REID in C/iamli. Jrnl. XIV. 359 He would

not be the only parent who.. has so sacrificed upon the un
hallowed altar of Mormondom. a 1886 H. S. BROUN Auto-
tiog. (1887)114 Salt Lake City is the capital of Mormondom
1904 Blackw. Mag. June 812/1 Other domesticated male
animals are so mormonic in their ideas that they recogniseno distinction of any kind between their own kittens
puppies, calves, &c., and their neighbours children.

Mormonism (m&amp;lt;7-jmoniz m). [f. MORMON +
-ISM.] The religious doctrine of the Mormons.

834 E. D. HOWE (.title) Mormonism unvailed. 1845 J HNEWMAN Ess. Developm. iy. S i. 241 A religion, such that
men look at a convert to it with a feeling which no other
sect raises, except Judaism, Socialism, or Mormonism. 1881
W. G. MARSHALL Thro. Amer. viii. 184 Mormonism does
not necessarily involve polygamy.
Mormonist (mp-jmonist). [f. MORMON +

-1ST.] = MORMON. 1890 in Century Diet.

Mormonite (m/rjmSnait), sb. and a.
[f.

the personal name Mormon (see MORMON) + -ITE.]
a. sb. A Mormon. Now rare. b. adj. Of or per
taining to the Mormons.
1833 T. HAMILTON Men ff Manners in Amer. II. vii. 310We passed several parties of what were called Mormonites.

1882 lllustr. Mission. Ne&quot;Ms Mar. 28 Meetings . . to denounce
Mormonite polygamy.

3VEormop6 (m^iDWp). Zool. [ad. mod.L.
mormop-, mormops, i. Gr. pop/iiii MORMO + &$ face.]A bat of the genus Mormops (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Mormor, mormur, obs. forms of MUKMOR.
Mormosett, obs. form of MARMOSET.
II Mormyrus (m^-jmiros). Ichth. Also 8 mor-

mylus. [mod.L., a. Gr. popnvpos (corruptly pap-
/&amp;lt;vAof).]

A fish of the African genus Mormyrus.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mormyra, or Mormyrus, (Gr.)

a kind of Sea-fish of divers Colours. 1752 J. HILL Hist.
Anim. 254 The Mormylus. This is a very singularly
marked species [etc.]. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI.
315 The Mormyrus. Tbe body oblong ;

the head elong
ated. 1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 584 G. A. Boulenger
has recently described a Mormyrus from the Lower Congo.
Hence MoTmyr(e, Mormyrian, Mo rmyrid, a

fish of the family Mormyrida, of which the genus
Mormyrus is the type.
1890 Century Diet., Mormyre, Morinyrian. 1898 Proc.

Zool. Soc. 15 Nov. 778 Those possible ancestors of the

Mormyrs belong to the most generalized forms of Clupeines.
1899 Ibid. 28 Nov. 934 The Mormyrids.

Morn (injun). Forms : I morsen, marjen,
mer(i)5eu, merien (also in oblique forms morsu-,
morn-, marn-), 2 marjan, morejen, 2-3 marjen,
3 mserjen, marhen, mor(e)ghen, 2-4 moreen,
(4 moryhen) ; 3 marweu, morwhen, 3-5 mor-
wen, 4 morewen, 5 morewane, morwyn,
morwoun, morwynge; 3-5 morun, 4 moroun,
4-5 moren, 5 moron, moryn ; 4-7 morne, 3-
morn. See also MORROW. [Com. Teut. : the OK.
forms represent three distinct types, each of which
is represented in one or more of the otherTeut. langs.

(i) OE. morgen (inflected also morgn-, morn-) =
OFris. *morgen, morn, OS. morgan (MLG., MDu.,
Du. morgen}, OHG. morgan (MHG., mod.G.
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MORN.

merged : OTeut. *wurgaw-5, represented also,

with variation of suffix, by ON. morgttnn t -onn

(Sw. morgony Da. morgen}. (2) OE. myrgn- (in

the comb, myrgpnlic}
= ON. myrginn t

Goth.

triaurgiH-s:--OTcut.*r&amp;gt;nt)giHO-z. (3) OK. mat-gen,

mygen = MDu. margen, mergen t ON. merginn

(OSw, marffhan}:QTeut.*/rtargano-z,-ttM-z. The
word in all forms retains the masculine gender.
The affinities outside Teut. are doubtful. Some refer the

word to the pre-Teut, root *tntrk- to be dark; but the

absence of consonant-ablaut, as well as the
inappropriate-

ness of the sense, seems to render this view less probable than

the alternative hypothesis that the root is *tnergh-, repre
sented by Lith. mirgu to twinkle, margas parti-coloured.

The present monosyllabic form descends, partly at least,

from the OE. contraction in oblique cases, morne, mornes
for iorg(e)ne, iorg(e}nes. (The same contraction existed

in OX. i But it may also in part represent ihe result of

a process of contraction starting from ME. vtonven, the

intermediate forms being mown, wren, etc.

The ME. forms that retain the final n are for convenience

placed here, though many of them might with equal pro

priety be referred to MORROW. In MSS. it is often doubtful

whether the word is morn or worn - morrow .]

1. The beginning of the day, dawn, sunrise.

Only /&amp;lt;?/.
: Q^SS^ personified.

Beowulf IQJJ Sy^&amp;gt;5an moreen com. Ibid. 2103 Mermen.
ci^ooDestr. Troygi^i Hit semyt by sight of sitters aboute,
As the moron mylde meltid aboue, When ho hasted with
bond

fc&amp;gt;e
hore for to louche. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliv.

298 The morne aroo&amp;gt;, the day gan spryng. 159* SHAKS.
I en. 4 Ad. 454 Like a red morne, that euer yet betokend
Wrncke to the sea-man, tempest to the field. 1637 MILTON

Lycidas 187 While the still morn went out with Sandals

gray. 179* WORDSw, Descr. Sk. 405 Tis morn: with gold
the verdant mountain glows. 1830 TENNYSON Ode to

Mem. 70 What time the amber morn Forth gushes from
beneath a low-hung cloud. i8ga M. ARNOLD farting 86

Thy high mountain platforms, Where Morn first appears.

fig. 1813 SHELLF.V Q. Mat ix. 38 Vet slow and gradual
dawned the morn of love. 1852 M. ARNOLD Empedocles
i. ii. 167 The first faint morn Of life.

b. The east ;

* the land of dawn .

1642 H. MOKE Poems (1647) 31 A trimly decked Close
Whose grassie pavement wrought with even line Ran from
the Morn upon the Evening-close, 189. RARING-GOULD

Hymn, On the Resurrection morning* in, For a while the

wearied body Lies with feet toward the morn. 1896 A. K.
HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad iii, And you will list the bugle
That blows in lands of morn.

O. Northern morn (poet, nonce-use) : the aurora

borealis ,cf. MORNIXG 4b\
184* TENNYSON Morte d*Arthur 139 The great brand ..

Shot like a streamer of the northern morn.

2. The early part of the day; morning. Now
chiefly/^/.
Beotvulf 2450 Symble b!5 jemynd^ad morna ^ehwylce

euforan ellorsiS. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. i Ar in

merne [Vulg. primo tnan?\. &amp;lt;&quot; &quot;75 Lamb. Horn. 115 Wa
bere beode..ber ba aldormen eia3 on erne marten ula^e-
liche [Eccl. x. i6J. riago Kent. S?rw. in O. E. Misc. 33
On good-man was pat ferst uut-yede bi be Moreghen for to

here \verkmen In-to his winyarde. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 493
Myryly on a fayr morn, monyth be f)-rst* 1389 in Eng. Gilds

(1870)4 In morun atte me^se. ci4oo MAUNDEV. 11839) xv. 164
For sume of hem, worschipe the Sonne, . . or the first thing
that thei meeten at morwen. 1567 Satfr. Poems Reform.
iii. i About vj. houris at morne. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. iv.

ii. i Deere trouble not your selfe : the morne is cold. 1629
MILTON Chrises Nattv. i, This is the Month, and this the

happy morn Wherein [etc.]. 1750 GRAY Elegy xxviii, One
morn I miss d him on the custom d hill. 1859 TRNNYSON
Marriage Geraint 157 But Guinevere lay late into the
morn. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAX Shropshire Lad iv, Morns abed
and daylight slumber Were not meant for man alive.

fig-
X594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 16 Say tha_t right for

right Hath dim d your Infant morne, to Aged night. 1602
Ham. \. iii. 41 And in the Morne and liquid dew of

Youth, Contagious blastments are most imminent.

b. In phrases, as at (f on} morn and (a/, f on)
even (also eve and morn\ etc.; morn by morn,
morning after morning, occurring every morning ;

from morn to (or till) night &amp;gt; etc., all day long;
^good morn, a salutation (see further GOOD a. 10 c).

c8s Ve$p. Psalter liv. 18 On efenne on mame & on midne
dej. a 1300 Cursor M. 6385 It come at morn and euening.
13 . . Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 1 208 God moroun, sir Gawayn , sayde
bat fayr lady, a 1400-50 Alcxamter 4769 Fra morewane to
be mydday merely J&amp;gt;ai spring. (&quot;1450 HOLLAND Howlat 105
At euyn and at morn. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 660 He
would fight, yea From morne till night. 1667 MILTON
P. L. i. 742 From Morn To Noon he fell, from Noon to
dewy Eve, A Summer s day. 1781 COWPER Truth 509
Herself, from morn to night, from night to morn, Her own
abhorrence. 1816 J. WILSON City of Plague \\. iii. 48 A
morn and even, And through the dismal day, that fierce

aspect Glared on the city. 18*7 KKBLE Chr. K, Even.
viii, Abide with me from morn till eve. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess vn. 30 Morn by morn the lark Shot up and shrill d
in flickering gyres. 1896 A. E. BOOHUVJSbwIllUfV Ladv\ t

Buy them, buy them : eve and morn Lovers ills are all to sell.

3. The next morning. Hence, the day after

to-day or the day mentioned ;
= MORROW 2.

[Com. Teut. : cf. Goth, du manrgina, G. morgen^ etc.]

t a. Without article. Chiefly with prep, as on
or upon morn. Obs. exc. in TO-MORX dial. (See
also A-MORROW a.)

Beowul/ 2484 J&amp;gt;a
ic on morsne gefaegn mas^ oSerne billes

ecgum on bonan staelan. c 1000 ./ELFRIC Saints Lives iii.

584 Se Ixce him cwaeS to . Ne lyfastu o5 asfen . ba cwseS
basilius . hwset xf ic bide merigenes. c 1250 Gen. * Ex.
1161 Abraham up on monen stod. 01300 Cursor M. 3345
On morn wit godds beniscon Wa mai rebecca lede o ton.

666

c 1450 St. Cnt?tbcrt (Surtees) 7104 J?ai war on morne to

durham boun.

t b. Other morn (Sc.) : the next day but one.

1571 tr. Buchanan s Detect. M&ry . Scot. T !j b, He hes

prayit me to remane vpoun hym quhill vther morne.

C. The morn : the morrow. Now only Sc. and

north, dial.

c 1175 Lamb. How. 79 A be maiden (the good Samaritan]
bitahte him twa pene;es to spenen on him. a 1300 Cursor
M. 2917 Abraham went him, on be morn, To bat sted. c 1300
Havelok 811 On

J&amp;gt;e mom-en, hwan it was day, He stirt up
sone. a 1440 .SYr Degrci . 1337 Sire Degrivaunt on the

morwoun Com a$e to the thorun. 1485 CAXTON Paris
&amp;lt;y

K
(1868) 42 Tyl on the morne at nyght. 1508 DOMftU Poems
v. 18 Scho slepit quhill the morne at none, et rais airly. 1544
in 1 ytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 401 My lord Governor tuke

to be advised while the morne at even. 1887 P. M*NELLL
Blaittearie 133 Mother s away for the morn s meat. 1888

BARBIE AiddLicht Idylls viii. 171 Ay, Bell, the morn s the

Sabbath.

d. The morn : used advb. (orig. in the accus.)
= to-morrow, on the morrow. Now only Sc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11532 pe monm quen bai risen ware,..

|&amp;gt;ai
tok bair leue. 1340 Ayenh. 46 pane mor5en huanne he

zet ate gemene : his arowe vil ope bet cheker al blody. 1461
Rolls of ParH. V. 476/2 And the morne, the xvi day of

Decembre, my Lord Chaunceller opened, .the maliersabove-

seid. c 1475 Rauf Coiljear 299 Cum the morne to the

Court and do my counsall. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I 669 To tak jornay the morne the aucht day of this in

stant. i6 Glide % Godlie Ball. App. i. (S. T. S.) 234 This

day thow was ane King with Croun, The morne cummis
deith withouttin dreid. 1788 BIKNS There ivas a lass&quot;

1

ii,

But Duncan swoor a baly a;th That Meg should be a bride

the morn. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxiii, He wad be glad if

I wad eat a reisted haddock . . at breakfast wi him the

morn. 1869 C. GIBBON^?. Grayiv, 111 see how ye re getting
on the morn or neist day.

fe. More explicitly. The morn offer. 06s.

14.. Gregory s Chron. in Hist. Coll. Citizen London
(Camden) no The kyng sende hem worde yf they wolde

delivery the towne on the morne aftyr. be the oure of myd-
nyght..he wolde accepte hyt [etc.]. Ibid. 112 Onne the

morne aftyr Syn Symonnys day and Jude. 1483 Rolls oj

Parlt. VI. 253 2 From the afore written morne next after

Seint Hillarie day. 1560-1 Bk. Discipl. Ck. Scot. i. (1621) 2

The Assembly appointed, the laird of Dunn .. to conveen
the morn after the preaching. 11578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 55 The morne thairefter the gentill-

men war honourabillie burieit in the kirk yalrd.

f. The morn s mornjng, night, etc. = to-morrow

morning, night, etc. Also used advb. Sc.

1816 SCOTT Antiq. xi, Till the morn s morning. x8*a GALT
Sir A. liy/ie\x,\oui Leddyship s brother, .will be here be

times the morn s morning. 1889 BARRIE Window in Thrums
xx. 193 Jamie, I ll no hae ye to sit aside me the morn s nicht.

4. altrih. and Comb. a. In the sense of ( mom-
ing , as morn-devotion, -dewt -drink, -light , milk,

-prayer, rising, sleep, -song; f morn-bell, a bell

rung as a call to matins or to early mass ; f morn-
mass = MORROW-MASS; f morn-priest, the priest

celebrating early mass ; also similative, instru

mental, and objective, with adjs. and pplcs., as

morn-bright, ^-daivnin^ -like, -loved, -waking.
1568-9 in l-\ibric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 115 To

Nicholas Kicherdson for a rope to the *morne bell, 35. 1641
H. MORE SongofStmlm. in.xlv, She sees his blazing *morn-

bright eye. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal &amp;lt;$

Tri. Faith (i%+$)

269 A glimmering of morn-dawning light. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso \. xv, Godfrey . . then his &quot;morne deuotions sed. 1606
SHAKS. Ant.

&amp;lt;(

Cl. in. xii. 9 The *Morne-dew on the Mertle
leafe. 01440 Sir Eglam. 381 Hys *morne-drynke he had
tane. Bcoiculfgi-j Da wss*moi7;enleoht scofenand scynded.
c 1*05 LAV. 17946 Pat we i ban moreen-lint mx^en come
forS riht forn at Meneue. 1593 NASHE Chrisfs T. 71 b,

Your morne-Hkechristall countenaunces shall be netted ouer.
1606 DRAVTON Kglog. ii. Poems D 2, The *morn-lou d Mary-
gould. 1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot/. IV. 180 For
offerand to tua *morne missis and at the hie miss, a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. ix. 36 Whittore then the *moren myIk,

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 358 An Anlaas and a gipser al of silk

Heeng at his girdel, whit as morne Milk. 1603 SHAKS.
Meat, for M. 11. iv. 71 If that be sin, He make it my
&quot;Morne-praier,

To haue it added to the faults of mine,
And nothing of your answere. 1466 in Archzologia L. i.

44 Item j nothir Riddyll be hynde the *mornepreste in the

quere. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. 13 [Mercuric hath] the
*morne rising in Aquarius, but very seldome in Leo, 171572
KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 175 And tharefore qwyetness,
after the reullis of phisick, and a *morne sleap was requisite
for My Lord. 1601 DEACON & WALKER Saints $ Drvels 339
His Euen-song and *Morne-song, they are one and the same.

1593 LODGE PkMHt(i&i$) 21 And Phillis hath *morne-waking
birdes, Hir risinges for to honour.

t b. In the sense of to-morrow , as morn-day,
MOKN-WHILE. Obs.

971 BHckl. Horn. 213 Codes man ne sceolde be ban mor-
Xendzje bencean, bylaes baet waere bset (etc.). ^1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 462 pai . . bad bare til be morne-day.
a 1450 Cursor M. 5993 (Fairf.), Moises prayed Je morne day
& alle be fleys ware a-way.
Morne (n)jun),j.l Antiq. Forms : 5 moorne,

6-7 mourne, 8 mourn, 9- morne. [a. F. morne,
vbl. sb. f. OF. momeriQ blunt (a lance), f. morne

blunted, dull : see MORNE
a.~\ The rebated head

of a tilting lance ;
= CORONAL sb. 3.

The editor of Guillim (quot. 1632) gives an explanation
which would make the word synonymous with MORNETTE.
1494 in Lett. $ Papers Rich, III y Hen. VII (Rolls) 1. 399

Thomas Ryder came owt of the towne and to hym was pre
sented ij speres with moornes, where of he toke the choise
and Treury toke the toder. Ibid, 400 And Sir Edward A
Borough at that cours brae his spere well apon therll of
Suflfblke ; and the said erll glissed on the helme of the said

MORNING.
Sir Edward, the wiche ran with speres with moornes.
c 1500 in Strutt s Sports ff Past. (1801) Introd. 13 The
speare heddcd with the morne. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia. \\.

(1622) 179 His Lances.. so were they coloured with hookes
neere the mourne, that they prettily represented t&amp;gt;heep-

hooks. 1632 Gnillinfs Her. iv. xiv. 342 The Iron heads of

Tilt-speares . .which usually haue six or eight Mournes (for

so are those little piked things called, which are on the

top or head of this cronell or Coronet). 1824 MEYRICK Anc.
Annour II. 246 Their lances ha\e small points rebated or

bent down, called mornes. 1876 Jrnl. Brit. A rchxol. Assoc.
XXXII. 125 We hear of spears, of..tilting-lances with

mornes, coronels, and vamplates.

I! Morne (mta),jA.* [American-French, ? cor

ruption of Sp. mor6n^\ A small round hill.

1889 Harpers Mag. Nov. 846/1 The road, .sinks between
momes wooded to their summits.

11 Morne (min), a. [Fr. ;
believed to be of

Teut. origin: cf. MOURN v^\ Dismal, dreary.
1844 KINGLAKE Eothen xvi. 215 Thechaunt was morne and

doleful. 1848 AYTOUN Danube $ JLnxine 16 Rolling down
my torpid waters Through a silence morne and drear. 1879
MRS. OLIPHANT Ceo. //, I. 14 The morne monotony of the

life that lingers out to its last moment.

Morne, obs. form of MOURN.
II Morn (m^m*), a. Her. Alsomornee,mvw.

mortne, mortn6. [Fr. ; pa. pple. of morner to

blunt.] Said of a lion rampant represented as

having no tongue, teeth, or claws.

1722 NISBET Syst. Her. 296 The Lion of his Family was

represented afterward, without Claws, and blazoned Mornee.

1725 J. COATS Diet. Her. (1739), Mart ne, is a term Colom-
biere has, and apply d to a Lyon. 1780 EDMOSDSOS He
raldry II. Gloss., Morne or Mot inc. 1868-93 CI SSANS
Handbk, Her. viii. (ed. 4) 129 Morne: Disarmed.

Morned (mpind), a. Her. [f. MORNE sl&amp;gt;.* +

-Ei) 1

*.] Of a spear : Having a blunt head.

1890 in Century Diet.

Morner, obs. form of MOURNER.
Momette (mpine t). Antiq. [a. OF. mornet

(Littre), dim. of morne : see MORNE sb. 1] One of

the points of the coronel of a tilting-spear.
1824 MEYRICK Anc. Armour II. 246 notet The points of

the cronel were called mornettes, or little mornes. 1846
FAIRHOLT Costume (1885) II. Gloss. 289.

Mornevall, obs. form of MOI-RNIVAL.

t Mo rnif, (i. Obs. rare
~

. [? f. MOURN v. + -if,

-IVE ; but cf. OF. morni, f. morne sad.] Mournful.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 386 In blysse I se J-e blybely blent

& I a man al morn&amp;gt;-f
mate.

Morning (m^unirj), sb. (and a!} Forms : 3

more3ening(e, 3-4 mor^wening^e, 4 mor(e)-
wenyng^e, morennyng(e, 4-5 morwenyng(e,
mor,o)wnyng(e, morowning, morowenyng,
5 morenyng(e, 6 Sc. moirneing, 4-6 mornyng(e,
4- morning. [ME. moru ening, morningt

f. mor-
ri t H MORN + -ING 1

, on the analogy of EVENING.]
I. The simple word.

1. Originally, the time of the approach or be

ginning of morn
;
the period extending from a

little before to a little after sunrise. The word

gradually became synonymous with MORN (which
is now only poet, and dial.\ In modern use : The

early part of the day-time, ending at noon or at

the hour of the midday meal.
a 1250 CHvl % Night. 1718 (Jesus Oxf. MS.)

J&amp;gt;e

wrenne for

heo cube singe J&amp;gt;ar
com in bare morewen inge [iCott. MS.)

more^eninge} To helpe bare nyhtegale. &amp;lt; 1330 R. HRUNNE
Chron. (1725) 17 Right in the mornyng in aklermost nede
Com

|&amp;gt;e kynge s sonnes tuo. c 1380 WTCUP Serw. Sel. Wks.
I. 266 A ny^t is partid in foure houres; as evenynge and

mydnyjt, cockis crowinge and morewnynge. c 1407 LYDG.
Keson ry Setts. 458 Herest,ho\v the briddes synge For glad-
nes&amp;gt;e of the morwenynge. c 1450 HOLLAND Hcnvlat 157 All

thus in May, as I ment in a mornyng. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.

SAr. in. ii. 113 The morning weares, tis time we were at

Church. 1678 R. L ESTRANCE Seneca s Mor. \\. xix. (1696)
282 How many precious Mornings do we spend in Con
sultation with Barbers, Taylors [etc.], a 1707 Bp. PATRICK

Autobiog. (1839) 90 Some pious persons, .had desired prayers
at the hour of ten in the morning. 17*8 VANBR. & OB.
Frov. Hnsb. iv. i, An hundred Pound in the Morning, and
want another afore Night! 1833 TENNYSON AVtc-JVrtr f

/Tzrvi, In the early early morning. Mod. My mornings are

occupied with correspondence.

b. In the morning, appended to an hour-date,
means between midnight and noon; = a.m.
rti6$4 SELDEN Table-T. (Arh.) 82 Sitting up till two of

the Clock in the Morning. i77-5* CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.,

The astronomers reckon morning, mane, from the time of

mid-night, to that of midday. Thus an eclipse is said to

begin at eleven o clock in the morning, &c- 1797 T.

WRIGHT Autobiog. (1864) 104 A quarter past one o clock

in the morning. 1876 Eneycl. Brit. V. 292/1 The Celestines

were bound to say matins in the choir at two o clock in the

morning.

c. The portion of the day extending to the

fashionable dinner time.

1749 FIELDING Tom yones xv. ii, Past three in the morn

ing, or to reckon by the old style, in the afternoon. 1840

John Butt $i May i M. Liszt will give at Two o clock on

Tuesday morning, June 9, Recitals on the Pianoforte.

d. fig. The beginning, or early part (of anything
likened to a day).
1595 W. S. Locrine ii. vi. E, Thus in the morning of my

victories, Thus in the prime of my felicitie To cut me off by
such hard ouerthrow. 1613 PL RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 351
Moses telleth of the reigne and power of ChederTaomer King



MORNING.
of Elam, in that morning of the world extended to the border-of Canaan. 1786 BIRNS To James Smith xv, O Life how
pleasant in thy morning. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II \ v iii

Sng o, her rUg&quot;

&quot;&quot;&quot;^ hU &quot;8 &quot;* * &quot;&quot;*M &quot;
&amp;lt;&quot;&amp;lt; -^

2. With qualifying adj. denoting the kind of
weather, etc., prevailing, or the pleasure (or the
contrary) experienced during the morning.One or some /me morning, etc. : see FINE a. 15 b

1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 151 And therfore in this
lusty morwnynge As I best can I wol hit seyn and svnee
1402 LYDG. Compl. Kl. Knt. 25 Clere and faire was the

mprowmng. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. f, Efigr. (1867) 81
Ihiis cloudy mornynges turne to cleere after noones. 1678R. L ESTRANGE Seneca s Mor., Epist. vi. (1696) 503 In a
hrosty Morning. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 56 The morning
[was] sharp and clear. 1865 G. MACDONALD A. Faroes 11When the morning was wet.

b. Good morning: see GOOD a. 10 c. (Cf. the
earlier good morn, GOOD-MOKROW.} In vulgar or
off-hand speech often shortened to morning.
1611 [see GOOD a. me]. 1653 WALTON Angler i. i You

are wel overtaken Sir, a good morning to you. ITCI ELIZAHEYWOOD
Betsy_ Thoughtless I. 268 In going out, be saw

Mr. Goodman in the parlour, who gave him the good
morning as he passed. 1895 H. S. MERRIMAN Grey Lady
n. vii. (1899) 254 Morning morning! he cried. Good
morning , replied Luke.
3. Idiomatic uses and phrases, a. Used advb

(in ME. rarely \the morning for in the morn
ing . Now only in collocations like morning and
evening. Also in proverbial phrase morning.nooiiand night = all the day, incessantly.
1297 R. GLOUC. iRolls) 11676 pe tiwesday to euesham he

wende be morwemnge. 1697 T. BROWN Dispensary (ad (in &amp;gt;

Wks. 1709 III. m. 90 Take one Spoonful of it Morningand Evening. 1891 N. GOULD Double Event 17 I m sick
the name Morning, noon, and night I hear nothing

else. 1892 C. WHITAKER St,,dcnCs Aid to Prayer Bk.
Hist. bk. p. vi, The Litany may be used morning or even
ing or both.

b. In certain phrases the article is omitted, as
t in morning (obs.), at morning (now rare ; till

morning, before mornin:;; from morning till even
ing, to night, etc. ; also all morning (adv.) beside
all the morning. Also \ A-MORMXG.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7I 8i On nighter-tale, or in morning.laid. 1329! Amormng fand he dan leui. 1330 PALSGE.

434/1 He applyeth his crafte from mornyng to nytjht
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. m. ii. 279 He plyes the Duk? at
morning and at night. 1713 SWIFT Address to Earl of
Oxford, Imit. Horace, Ef. ,. vii. 78 Soon grows Do-
mestick ; seldom fails Either at Morning, or at M eaN 1788
MRS. HUGHES Henry % Isabella III. 17 Not having seen
her all morning, she [etc.]. 1832 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856)IV. 261, I.. very seldom employ myself upon the same
,!) ,&quot; ^ morn ng and m the evening. 1842 PLANCHE
White Cat n. Extravaganzas 1879 II. 164 We won t eohome till morning, Till day-light doth appear. 1849 MARNOLD

Aejo
Sirens i, I, who in your train at morningStroll d and sang with joyful mind, Heard, at evening,sounds of warning. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xii, All

morning she had dreamt of her husband.
c. f On mornings, A-MORXIXGS (obs.}, of morn

ings (see Of prep. 52 b) : habitually in the morn
ing. Also mornings as adv. in the same sense ; now
rare or dial. Also, \ofa mornings = of a morning .

t 377- c. : see A-MORNINGS]. 1523 LD. EEKNERS Froiss. 1.
xxvi. 38 Ibe scottis, on mornyngis and nyghtis, made many
skryes to trouble the oste, hut lytle hurt they dyd. 1575
LANEHAM_4*/. (1871)58, Iam..ioily&dryamornings. 1620
EN

ii j&quot; &quot;t . f* ( 6so) 55 Sometimes mornings fasting a
small draught thereof may be profitable for them. 1652 tr.

Scuderys Ibrahim iv. n. 174 Mornings and evenings only
\,n, 25 ,

out Leiso s- 73 MRS. WESLEY in Wesley s
&amp;gt;Yks. (1829) I. 388 Mornings they had always spoon-meat
sometimes at nights c 1740 CHESTERF. Lett, to Son xh ii.

U774) ! no When the sun shines on either side of us (as it
does mornings and evenings) the shadows are very long
795 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) I. 137 Only amusing myself on

mornings. 1849 [see OF 52 b], 1893 H. C. O NEILL Told
in th? Dimfses 28 I armer Spurrier could see the plough at
work.. before he got out of his bed mornings.

d. This morning: the morning of to-day.
Chiefly in advb. use.

IS77 C IESS MAR in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 419/1,
1 rassauit this moirneing ane wreitting. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
V Jnl. v. m. 305 A glooming peace this morning with it

brings. 1606 Ant. t, Cl. iv. v. 5 The Soldier That has
this morning left thee. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus.
5 .May (1810) 181 This morning we pass d by the fountain
of Barrady. 1865 H. KINGSLEY Hillyars $ B. xii, The
fellows who got bailed up by young Hillyar this morning.

e. Jn or of a morning: habitually in the morning.
1678 R. L ESTRANGE Seneca s Mor. n. xvi. (1696) 264 We

wonder.. how any Man can..endure to rise so early in a
Morning. 1798 Monthly Mag. VI. i 7I To take a walk in
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MORNING.

4. poet. Thedawn, daybreak; the light of dawn.

.f SHAM
(Cf. Ps. cxxxix. 9.)

xiv. ,2 O Lucifer, sonne of the morning 1667 Mnm^/fv. 20 Awake, the morning shines, and the frVh field Calls&quot;

with a windy red jfeT sHK,
4
,

32 ^j 6 morn
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inrmch
7^ fT!! 7^&quot;- 255 The blu^ of morning,
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&quot;&quot;&quot;ting-.

the Aurora Borealis. rare.
U,icle Philips Conors. Whale Fishery 2I - The

h momins as &quot; is cailed

glass of liquor taken

Her strange working costume of pale grey cloth marie I Ua man , morning suit. i*r,Cenealog. / Ocl - Ladiewore what , b technically described i morning dresf
H. Comb. Emulative, objective, or instrumental)with adjs. or pples, as in

morning-breathing
-fngM, -coloured, -winged adjs. On\y foel.

1718 RAMSAY Christ s Kirk Cr. in. vi, Steen Ca
get his morning. ,8.4 SCOTT Wav. x

iii, Of this
C

n

1 c took

.L TJ- L C-
/:^- -^ &quot;/

&quot;3-
I - V-

the High-Street in a morning. 1824 LADY GRASVILLE Lett.

e^!\, 3\5, I?&quot;
1
&quot;going to receive them of a morning.1862 MRS. H. WOOD Channings x, He should only have to

go to the office for two hours before breakfast in a morning,
to make up for the two lost in the day.
t In genitive. Formerly often equivalent to the

attnb. use. Now only in the senses belonging to
the particular morning , occupying a morning .

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\\. iii. 201 Vpon whose leaues are
drops of new-shed-blood, As fresh as mornings dew distil d
on flowers. 1602 K. HERIXG Ana!. S Readie to visit his
Patients at any hour, being as good an aftemoones-man as
a morning s-man. 1655 WALTON Angler v. (1661) 90 Come
give my Scholer and me a Mornings-drink, and a bit of
meat to breakfast. 1678 R. L ESTRANGE Seneca s Mor. n.

l&quot;f, ,&quot;&quot;!? Vf&quot;f

d
-

Bea
&quot;,

Lean before his departure. 1843L,E\ ER J.Hinlon iv, Are you ready for your morning &amp;lt;

He poured a bnrnmmg goblet full of some white compound,and handed it to me . .1 put it to my lips, and found it tobe capital milk-punch. 1894 IAN MACLAREN Bonny Brier
busii v. 187 Aifter a whihe they tak a mornin wi a freendand syne a gless at the public-hoose in the evenin .

b. A slight repast taken at rising, some hours
before what is called breakfast (Jam. . dial
1818 SCOTT Leg. Montr, vi, But now I must go downand see that Gustavus [a horse] has his morning 180!
IUGHES lorn Brown at Ox/, iii, I just watched the ed
porter.. across to the buttery to get his mornin . 1897

mt nin&quot;?

A *) May (E.D.D.), Bread for the Mason s

II. attrib. and Comb, (and quasi-ffa) .\
6. Simple attrib., with various nouns of action,

as in morning-dawn, -peep, -rise, t -spring, -wake.

Chiefly poet.
1810 S. GREEN Reformist I. 28 Notwithstanding the moon

lasting till morning-dawn, a i687\ iLLlERs (Dk. Buckhm )Poems (1775) 144 Khime next his heart, he takes at morn-
ing-peep, Some love-epistles at his hours of sleep ICOQ
.SHAKS., etc. Pass. Pilgr. xiv, The morning ri&amp;lt;e Doth sate
each moiling scence from Idle rest. 1335 COVERDALE josh.
vi. 15 V pon the seuenth daye whan the mornynge sprynge
arose, they gat them vp early. 1678 DRYDEN & LEE CEdipus
III. l. (1679) 44 My Soul then stole my Body out by ni-ht-
And brought me back to Bed e re &quot;Morning-wake.
7. attrib. passing into adj., with the sense :

Existing, prevailing, or taking place in the morning.
593. SHAKS. Lucr. 778 With rotten damps raui&amp;gt;,h the

morning aire. 1335 COVERDALE Hosea vi. 4 Voure loue is
like a mornynge cloude, & like a dew yt goeth early
awaye. 1535 Ifisd. xi. 22 Vee as a droppe of y
mormnge dew, that falleth downe vpon the earth. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 126 Their heads are hung With eares
that sweepe away the morning dew. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ix.

41 And he, that points the Centonell his roome, Doth license
him depart at sound of morning droome. 1634 MILTON
Comus 920 And I must haste ere morning hour To wait in
Amphitrite s bowr. 1667 P. L. ix. r94 The humid Flours,

From evening close to morning light, The night is good.
1722 DE FOE Plague (1840) 51 The watchman. .let them
alone till the morning-man, or day-watchman, as they
called him, came to relieve him. 1675 HAN. WOOLLEY
Gentlewoman s Coinp. 203 Cheese, of which there are three
kinds : Morning-Milk-Cheese, Xettle-Cheese, and floaten-
Milk-Cheese. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Channings v, It is in
all the morning papers. 1896 MARV ANDERSON l- elu Mem.
vi.ied. 2) 92 A morning performance when two young men
..disturbed the actors and public with loud remarks. 1535
COVERDALE Hosea vi. 3 As the euenynge and mornynge
rayne vpon the earth. 1634 MILTON Comus 622 Every.,
plant.. That spreds her verdant leaf to th morning ray.
1657 in Shropsh. Parish Documents (1503) 51 Published

3 severall Lords Days.. at the close of morning service.
1862 MRS. H. WOOD Channings xxxyiii, The day was a holi*

day from school, but not from morning service. 1891 Law
TimesXCl. 3/1 For the two sessions 1833 and 1834 morning
sittings from twelve to three were devoted to petitions. 1894
Daily News 17 Jan. 5/3 There have been twenty-three mom-
ing sittings of the House of Commons since the beginning of
the present session. A morning sitting, as most people
know, opens at two o clock in the afternoon, and ends at

seven. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. So When the Morning
Sunne shall rayse his Carre Aboue the Border of this Hori
zon. 1632 SHERWOOD, The morning time, la matinee. 1858
W. T. MATSON S&nn. Poems 460 In the rathe morning-time
of life. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., *Morning twilight.

1849 DE QUINCEY Dream Fugue Wks. 1890 XIII. 321 The
morning twilight even then was breaking. 1736 AINSWORTH
Lat. Diet., A morning visit, Matntina salittatio. 1828
P. CUNNINGHAM A . S. /Krt/*.r(ed. 3) II. 112 Morning visits,

too, are made in the afternoon.
T

In poetry, morning adj. often connotes vaguely
the attributes possessed in the morning, or the fact

that morning is the time referred to.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. A&quot;, iv. i. 99, I doe heare the morning
Larke. 1600 A. Y. L. n. vii. 146 The Schoole-boy with
his Satchell And shining morning face. 1602 Ham. I. ii.

J^m ti .IpullO . IOI _ _
morning-coloured

cheek^ &quot;.S.TSHEiLEY Lines Written

FrST , .?
297? he eaves unsodden Where the infantfrost has trodden \\ ith his -morning-winged feet.

9. Special comb., as morning call, a visit paid
during the morning (i.e. afternoon

; hence morn
ing-calling ppl. a., that makes a morning call-
morning draught, a portion of drink taken in
the morning; morning-flower (see qnot. ; morn
ing-gun, a gun fired from the admiral s or senior
officers ship, or at a military post or camp, to
inounce day-break; morning-hour U.S., in the

Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States, the hour after the reading of the journal, set

apart for reports, motions, etc.. before the taking
up of unfinished business (Cent. Diet. 1890 ;

t morning-house, a tavern or public-house open
in the early morning; morning-killer, one who
astes the morning by lying in bed

; t morning-
knowledge [L. cognitio malutind], according to
St. Augustine and Aquinas the knowledge of
things in their causes or Divine archetypal ideas,
as opposed to evening knowledge , which is of
things in their actual nature; morning-land [cf.
G. Morgenland], the East, the Orient

; morning-
office, morning-prayer ; morning planet - MORX-
ISG-STAB i

; morning prayer, (a] a prayer said
in the morning; (b) the Anglican service of matins

;

morning-red, (a) (see quot. iSo;;-!;;; (, the
dawn (rare, after G. morgenroth) ; morning-
room, a room used as a sitting-room during the

early part of the day ; morning-sickness, nausea
occurring in the morning, one of the earlier

symptoms of pregnancy; f morning-stead rare 1

,

the time of dawn. Also MOKXIXG-GIFT, -GLOKV, etc.
1811 L. M. HAWKINS C trss $ Certr. (K. O.), Morning

call. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Channings xv, I am only making
a morning call upon you, after the fashion of gentlefolks.
1840 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life I. 65 A magazine of easily-
wielded weapons for morning-calling and evening-party
controversialists. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.)38 Whereunto
he resorted for his morning draught. 1667 PRIMATT City
fy C. Build. 49 Money.. given to workmen for Morning-
draughts. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain 1, Some fishermen
entered, clamouring for their morning draught. 1890 Cen
tury Diet., *Mortting-Jlo:i er, a plant of the iris, family,
Orthrosanthns mnltijlorus (Australia). 1743 WOODKOOI-E
in Hanway s Trav. (1762) I. n. xx. 91 We beat the drum and
fired the morning gun. 1867 in SMYTH Sailors Word-l&amp;gt;k.

1781 R. KING Mod. Lend. Spy no You have seen several

night-houses, .we shall now see a morning-house. It is

between 4 and 5. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (iSri) H.
vi. 109 Lady L is a *

morning-killer : she always loved
her bed. 1621 JENISON Height Israels Idol. 31 This know.

ofCapys xxxi, 1 hrough the sand of &quot;morning-land The camel
bears the spice. 1765 H. WALpoLE0rra/0 iv. (1798)74 It was
not till late after the morning-office, that he recollected

[etc.]. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 366 And hence the Morning
Planet guilds his horns. 1552 Bk. Comm. Prayer, An ordre
for morninge prayer dayly throughout the yeare. 1557
SEAGER Sell. Vertue in Babees Bit. 225 fThe mornynge
prayer. O God, from whom al good gifts precede ! [etc.] .

1585 in Fabric Rolls r.*Wj/yr{Surtees) i37ToSirHugh
Hook, clerk, for saying morenynge praiers . . 335. 4d. 1805-17
R. IAMIESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 71 Aurora or *morning
red is carmine-red mixed with much lemon yellow, a 1864
HAWTHORNE Amer. \ote-cks. (1879) II. 132 The birds that

..sing for us at morning-red. 1822 Magic Lantern 4 The
morning room of the female part of the family next excited

my attention. 1876 T. HARDV Ethtlberta
Xj
The next day

old Lady Petherwin-.came into the morning-room, with
a newspaper in her hand. 1893 ASHBY-STKRRY Xaughty
Girl\\\. 26 He had the morning-room [of the club] all to

himself. 1879 St. George s Hosf. Kef. IX. 124 A fort

night s dyspepsia and morning sickness, a 1618 SYLVESTER
Maidens Blush 1176 Toward inorning-sted To mighty
Pharaoh the Almighty sent A double Dream.
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MORNING-GIFT.

Mo riling- gift. Antiq. A modern rendering

of OE. morffn&ifu (see MORVEVE) or the equiva
lent form in other Teut. langs.

g
li

Garland (1884) i He has wooed the young Countess . . An
given her for a morning gift Strathboggie and Aboyne.

1867 FREEMAN \orrn. Cow;. (1877) I. v. 306 The royal bride,

like other Teutonic brides, had her morning-gift.

Mo rning-glO ry. [f- MORNING + GLORYJ^.]
1. An American convolvulaceous plant, Iponifea

purpurea ; also applied to other species of Ipomsea
and other convolvulaceous genera.
1836 Backwoods ofCanada 142 The pillars [of the verandah]

are wreathed with the . . morning glory ,
the American

name for the most splendid of major convolvuluses. 1885

G. ALLEN Babylon i, The morning-glories opened their

real pink bells. 1892 Harper s Mag. May 937/1 The . .

..ttle cabin that sat smiling through a cool green garment
of. -morning-glory vines.

2. attrib. (U.S.) designating a kind of stove.

1885 ROE Driven back to Eden Pref. i A morning-glory
stove gave out abundant warmth.

Mo rningless, a. poet. rare. [f.
MORNING

+ -LESS.] Having no morning. Cf. MORNLESS a.

1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis xvii, Thine earth-forgetting eye
lids keep The morningless and unawakening sleep.

Morningly (mpunir)li\ adv. rare. [f.
MORN

ING + -LT 2
.]

In the morning ; also, every morning.

1560 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 131 That cause

which all your loving subjects so daily sigh for and morn

ingly in their prayers desire to appear to their eyes. 1363
HVLL Art Garden, n. liv. (1593&quot; 135 The Onion accustomed
to be eaten morningly. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons 4- &amp;gt;V.

xlv. That used to be taken in morningly.
So Mo rningly a., occurring every morning.

1894 CROCKETT Lilac Stinbcmnet 148 The nightly and

morningly ceremony of milking .

Morning star. [Cf. the earlier MORN-STAR.]
1. The planet Venus when visible in the east

before sunrise
;
= LUCIFER I. Also gen. a star or

planet that is visible in the morning.
1535 COVERDALE Job xxxviii. 7. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i.

di. 21 As bright as doth the morning starre appeare Out
-----. - ^ &quot; &quot; - Now the

rising just before the Sun, and becoming the Morning Star.

b. Jig. Applied (after Rev. xxii. 16) to Christ;

also, to any person who is regarded as the pre
cursor of a figurative dawn .

1567 Glide ,r Godlii B. (S. T. S.) 145 He [Christ] is the

Morning Star. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 694 So spake our

Morning Star then in his rise. 1720 J. HUGHES SiVxif Da
mascus ill. (1777) 38 The great Mahomet, Arabia s morning-
star. 1732 NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 3 John Wickliffe, the

morning star of the -Reformation. 1818 BYRON Giaour 1 130
She.. rose, where er I turn d mine eye, The Morning-star of

Memory ! 1833 TENNYSON Dream of Fair Wotn. \, /&quot;/**

Legend of Goad H omcn , long ago Sung by the morning
star of song,- who made His music heard below.

2. Antiq. MORGENSTERX.
1684 J. PETER tr. Siege Vienna 87 Our Men being pro

vided with.. Hooks and Clubs headed with Iron, Morning
Stars and the like Instruments. 1868 Arclt&ol. Jrnl.
XXV. 85 The acquisition by the Royal Artillery Museum
. .of some specimens of Morning Stars . 1871 B. TAYLOR
Faust (18751 II. iv. iii. 259 There hangs a morning-star so

strong, The like of which I ve wanted long.

3. dial. = STAR-OF-BETHLEHEM.
1890 Nature Moles I. 23 (Hampshire), Morning-star . .

Ornithogalum nmbellatunt.

Mo rningtide. Now poet. [f. MORNING +

TIDE.] The morning, or early part of the day.
1530 PALSGR. 68 Of tnatyn, a morayng, niatynec, a morn-

ynge tyde. 1611 COTGR., Matinee, a forenoone, or morning-
tide. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint s Frag. i. i, All the gentle

angels Which glance about my dreams at morning-tide.
1881 BLACKMORE Christcnuelli, But morning-tide spread all

soft herbage with a silvery tissue.

Mo rniugward. rare. [f.
MORNING + -WARD.]

To the mcrningwarj of: = to the east of.

1845 E. WARBURTON Crescent ff Cross II. 48 The seas,

over which the sun rises to the morningward of Malta.

Morning-watch, [f.
MORNING + WATCH sb.]

1. The last of the (three or four) watches into

which the night wasdivided by the Jews and Romans.
1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xi. n. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn.

207 All night he will pursue, but his approach Darkness
defends between till morning Watch.
2. .Vaut. The watch between four and eight

A.M.
;
the men on duty at that time.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast iii, The larboard watch..go
below until four in the morning, when they come on deck

again and remain till eight, having what is called the morning
watch. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk., Morning watch,
those of the crew on watch from 4 to 8 A.M.

Mornivall, obs. form of MOCRNIVAL.
Mo rnless, a. rare. [f.

MORS + -LESS.]

Having no morn. Cf. MOKNINGLESS.
1795 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811! IV. 97 Before the long

and mornless night descends. 1830 J. WRIGHT Retrospect
n. 95One wayward step thou sinkst in mornless night.

t Mo rnly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. MORN + -LT -.]

In the morn or morning ; every morning.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. n. n. Babylon 327 All the

winged quiers Which mornly warble, on green trembling
briers, Ear-tickling tunes. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xn.

Ixix, These faire Andromache doth mornely feed.
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t MoTii-speecli, Mo rrow-speech. Obs.

Forms : see a. MORN ; 0. MORROW (also 4-5 rnor-

speche) ;
and SPEECH. [Cf. MDu. morgensprake

in the same sense, mod.Du. morgenspraak discus

sion.] A periodical assembly of a guild held on

the morrow after the guild-feast.
a. c 1000 in Thorpe Charters 613 Se Sejilda Se ne Jesece

his morgenspsece jilde his syster hunijes. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 49 At b1 mornspeche, f&amp;gt;orow on assent of all pe
brethen to chesen an Aldirman. 1487 Ana. Barber-Sur-

geons Land. (1890) 578 At the first mornspeech after he
shall have taken the said apprentice.

ft. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 49 To haue foure morspeches
in be jere. 1431 Ibid. 275 Atech of these ij.morowe spechis

euery brother schall payen to y costage. ,ij denar. c 1440

Promp. Pan . 344/1 Morow speche [King s Coll. MS. and
llcber MS. morwe speche, Winch. MS. morspech], crasti-

nnin colloquium. [1800 GROSS Gild Merck. II. 143 The
Gild at its meetings, which were called morrow-speeches .]

MOTn-star. 06s. exc.foef. [Cf. MDu., MHO.
morgensterre (MHG. also -sterne, mod.G. Stern

,

Du. morgenslar.]
= MORNING-STAB i.

c888 K. .ALFRED Boeth. iv, pone beorhtan steorrnn be we
hata3 morsensteorra. c 1440 / ;v;;//. Par: . 344/2 Morow
sterre (morwynstere, K.), Lucifer. 1811 SHELLEY To a Star
6 More sweet Than the expiring morn-star s paly fires.

tMo Mi-tide. Obs. Forms: see MORN and

TIDE; also MORROW -TIDE. [Cf. OS. morganttd,
MDu. morgcntijt,(j. morgenzeit.] = MOBNINGTIDE.
Rc(r.vitlf 484 Donne wa:s t&amp;gt;eos medoheal on morRentid,

drihtsele dreorfah. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 59 Cat was 8e firme

monen tid, 3at euere sprong in werld[e] wid. a 1300 Cnr.
sor M. 6333 par he sleped bat momtide. c 1440 Bone Flor.

114 Sche schall. .in hur lovely armes me lappe Bothe evyn
and morne tyde.

Mo rnward s, aJv. poet. rare. [f.
MORN +

-WARD, -WARDS.] Towards the morning, towards

the rising sun or the east ;
eastward.

1850 LOWELL AVrc ] ear s Eve i, And mornward now the

starry hands move on. 1855 BAILEY Mystic, etc. 88 From
Athabascan cape, mornwards, to where [etc.].

t Mo rn-while. Obs. Forms : o. see MORN
and WHILE ; 0. 3 morjewile, -quite. Morning ;

the time of morning.
a. -1250 Gen.

&amp;lt;V

Ex. 3275 God him bad helden up his

hond to-ward 5is water, in a mor5en quile e se luked, so god
it wile. . (11400 Morte Artli. 2001 Thise lordly knyghttez,
Salle lenge on his lefte hand, wyth legyoncs ynewe, To
meue in the morne-while.

. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 Mid-niht 3e bilimpe5 to

frumberdligges, hanecrau be bilimpeS bowuene men, morse-
wile to aide men. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3461 De 6ridde daises

mone quile, 5under and leuene made spile.

Mornyfle, obs. form of MOCRNIVAL.

Mornyng(e, obs. ff. MORNING, MOURNING.

Moro (m6 n&amp;gt;).
Path. Obs. [It. moro mul

berry, also a wart in a horse called an Anburie

(Florio 1598).] (See quot. 1891.)
1823 in CRABU Teclmol. Diet. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Moro,

old name for a small abscess like a mulberry. Also, a mul
berry-like tumour on the genitals.

It Moro - (nw ro). [Sp.
= MOOR .si.2] One of

the Mohammedan Malays in the Philippine Islands.

1886 YULE & BURNELL Anglo-fnd. Gloss.
Suppl.,

Moro is

still applied at Manilla to the Musulman Malays. 1901
A. H. KEANE in Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 118/1 Nearly all

Malays are either Indios (Le. Roman Catholics) or

Moros (i.e. Mohammedans). 1902 Westtn. Gaz. 23 Aug.
6/1 Dealing with the situation in the Philippines, he asserted

that it was imperative that the United States should chas
tise the Moros for their delinquencies.

II Moro 3 (m5 ri&amp;gt;). [f. Sp. pcijaro moro, Moorish

sparrow.] The vinous grosbeak, or stone-bird,

Carpodacus (Bucanetes) githagineus, inhabiting
the desert countries of North Africa.

1890 in Century Diet. , and in later Diets.

Moroccan (morp kan), a. and sb. Also Ma-
roccan. [f.

Morocco (also Marocco, F. Afaroc) +

-AN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to Morocco (see

next). B. sb. An inhabitant of Morocco.
1860 Chamb. Encycl. I. 8/1 He [Abd-el-Kader] would not

abandon his attached followers . . to the plunder and mas
sacre of the Maroccans. 1883 BURTON & CAMERON Gold
Coast I. i. 17 The Mersa or water-port of a Moroccan
town. 1000 Q. Ka: Oct. 354 The Moroccan has a jingling

rhyme which he loves to repeat. 1905 Jetuish Encycl. IX.

27/2 (Morocco) The Moroccan Jewesses,

Morocco (morp-]fo),s/&amp;gt;. Also 7 morooko, ma-
roco, 9 marocco, morrocco. [The European
name (= It. Marocco, Sp. Marruecos, F. Afaroc)
of the sultanate or empire called in Arabic

Ma-frib-al-Aqfd Extreme West
, comprising the

north-western part of Africa. The name properly

belongs not to the country but to the chief city ;

its native form is Marrdkesh.]
I. 1. Used attrib. in the sense of or pertaining

to, or made in Morocco ; esp. in the names of

things coming (or supposed to have originally

come) from Morocco, as Morocco cherry, daisy,

gum, grape, -leech, plum.
1664 EVELYN Kat. Hort.. THX^ (1706) 78 Cherries.. Great-

bearer, Morocco Cherry, the Egriot (etc.]. Ibid., Plums. .

the King s-Plum, Spanish, Morocco-Plum [etc.]. 1731
MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Primus 2 The early black

Damask, commonly called The Morocco Plum. 1763 MILLS
Pract. Hltsb. IV. 378 The morocco, or barbarou, is a large

purple grape, the bunches of which are also of an extra-

MOROLOGICAL.

ordinary size. 1881 Garden 8 July 19/3 The blue Morocco
Daisy is much admired. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. fed. 5)

538 Morocco, . . or Brown Barbary Gum [is obtained] from
A facia arabica. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Morocco leech, the

Sangvisuga interrupta. 1901 Daily Chron. 7 Dec. 3/4
The Morocco youth has no tendency towards reform.

b. Morocco leather : see 3. So Morocco Aides,

skins : the skins from which morocco is made.

1716 GAY Trivia \. 30 Then let the prudent walker shoes

provide, Not of the Spanish or Morocco hide. 1727-5*
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., \Vehave Morocco-skins brought from
the Levant, Barbary, Spain, Flanders, and France.

1 2. Morocco-man : see quots. Obs.

1796 CoLQruouN Police Metrop. (ed. 3^ 153 note, Fraudu
lent Lottery Insurances have not diminished. The Offices

are numerous all over the Metropolis,. .to many of which
there are persons attached, called Morocco Men, who go
about from house to house among their former customers,
and attend in the back parlours of Public Houses, where

they are met by customers who make insurances. 1798
EIXJEWORTH Pract, Educ. (1811) I. 315 And the men who
are sent about to public-houses to entice poor people into

illegal lottery insurances, are called Morocco-men.

II. (Cf. MABOQUIN.)
3. (In full morocco-leather^ Leather made from

goatskins tanned with sumac, originally produced
in Morocco (and other Barbary States), and after

wards in the Levant, Turkey, and now in Europe
from skins imported from Asia and Africa; it is

used particularly for bookbinding and upholstery.

Also, a leather in imitation of this, made from

sheepskins and lambskins, etc., and used for the

same purposes, but chiefly in shoemaking.
French morocco, an inferior quality of Levant morocco,

having a smaller and less prominent grain ; imitation

morocco, see above ; Levant morocco, a high-grade
morocco, with a large grain, properly made from the skin

of the Angora goat ; Persian morocco, see PERSIAN a. 2.

[1600 J. PORV tr. Leo s Africa n. 61 Here is that excellent

leather dressed, which is called leather of Maroco.l 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 151 Saddles of Veluet, some like the

Morocko. 1695 MoTTEL x tr. St. Olons Morocco 140 The
Red Morocco Leather, known here by the Nameof Spanish
Leather, is drest in that City [Fez], and is the finest in all

Barbary. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,The various manners
e . _ . ,l!J f _ _f : ut-^1.

of Homer, bound in red morocco. 1771 Ann. Reg. XIV. n.

88/1 When they [sc. skins of the sea-lions] are tanned, they
have a grain almost like Morocco. 1817 DIBDIN Bibliogr.
Decani. II. 533 For your Fifteeners .. let me entreat you
invariably to use morocco. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 436/1
The marocco leather of the capital is yellow, that made in

Tafilet green, and in Fez it is dyed red. 1852 MORUT
Tanning r Carrying (1853) 363 Imitation Morocco .. is

prepared from sheep-skins in the same manner as true

Morocco. 1870 YFATS .V&amp;lt;i. . Hist. Comtn. 297 Deer skins

are -used for the finer kinds of morocco leather, and for

bookbinding. 1879 CasselCs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 88/1 English,

French, and Spanish moroccos all excel in their own way,
either in grain or in colour. 1907 Edin. Re-. . Apr. 431 A
. .parchment album bound in green morocco.

b. attnb. in the sense made of or covered with

morocco ; also Comb., as morocco-bound, -lite adjs.

1817 DIBDIN Bibliogr, Decant. II. 481 Your De Thous ..

are almost always in morocco bindings. 1820 \V. IRVING

Sketch Bk. (1849) 141 Small morocco-bound prayerbooks.

1827 DISRAELI / i . Grey vn. iv, The morocco case was un

locked, and the manuscript of Haroun Al Raschid revealed.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis vii, A little morocco box, which

.. contained the Major s back-teeth. 1858 MRS. GORE

Heckingtm II. i. 16 A morocco-housewife or pocket-book.

1899 Allbutt sSyst. Med. VIII. 613 In lupus erythematosus
the adherent crusts and morocco-Pike surface are a charac

teristic feature.

c. local U. S. morocco-head, the American

merganser, Mergits americanus ; morocco-jaw,
the surf-scoter or surf-duck, CEdemia perspicillata.
1888 C;. TRUMBULL Names ofBirds 65, 103.

4. A fanciful name given to a kind of strong ale

brewed at Levens Hall, Westmorland.

1792 BUDWORTH Fortn. Rambles Lakes 17 We were re

galed by a liquor called Morocco . .; it is of a high colour,

and is made from malt and hops ; has an acid taste, and

does not ferment. 1870 M. COLLINS Vivian III. i:;. 186

Washed down with more copious draughts of strong ale and
Morocco. 1804 R. S. FERGUSON Hist. Westmorland 285
Levens Hall . . is also famed for its morocco or old ale.

6. Ked morocco : a local name for the plant
, Admits aii/ttHinalis or Pheasant s eye.

1771 F.ncycl. Brit. I. 27/2 The English names [of the

genus Adonis} are, adonis-flower, pheasant s eye, red maithes,

or red morocco. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 188 Red Morocco,
from the colour of the petals, Adonis antttntnalis.

6. In morocco, used by Longfellow as gipsy

slang for : Stripped, naked. Cf. BUFF.

1843 LONGF. Sp. Stud. ill. v, There you are in your mo
rocco !

Moro CCO, v. trans, rare&quot;, [f. MOROCCO sb.]

To convert into morocco. 1890 in Century Diet.

Morocock, variant of MARACOCK.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Morococks.

Moroder, obs. form of MARAUDER.
Morolo gical. Humorously pedantic. [f.

MOROLOGY + -ICAL.] Pertaining to morology .

Hence Morolo gically adv.

1607 R. C[ARhw] tr. Estienne s World of Wonders 269

The old maner [of preaching] was, to ma_ke one part Alle-

goricall, another Anagogicall, and a third Tropological :

whereas they should haue made one part Morological,
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2. Civil Law. (See quoO
&quot; &quot; 4W &quot; &quot;&quot; *

morological . . conditions of mind necessary lo such a questio
there is but one man in the House who can put it

Morologist (morjrlod,3ist). rare ~ . [f. Mo-
KOLOG-Y + -IST.] a. One who talks foolishly, b.A student of morology .

1727 in BAILEY (vol. II). 1894 WILKINS & VIVIAN Green
Bay free I. 146 But then I am a student of fools a mo-
rologist to coin a word.

Morology (mor?-16cl3 i). [ad. Gr. nupoloyia
foolish talking, f. /uipo\uy-os that talks foolishly f.

/joipo-r foolish + -\6yos that speaks : see -LOGY l
1 1. Foolish talking. Obs.

159* in y. Mehilfs Diary (Wodrow Sot) 350 Corrupt
communication, morologie, aischrolozie. i6 W RnwiAun
7&quot;d;c.As,rol. Title-p, Of Will. Rainsey s Morologfe in his
pretended Reply (called Lux veritatls) to Doctour Na
thaniel Homes his Demonologie, 1656 in BLOVST Glossosrr
A. humorously. The science that treats of fools.
1867, 1894 [implied in MOROLOGICAL, MOROLOGIST]
t Moromantie. 06s. -&amp;gt;

[F. moromantie
(Cotgr.), f. Or.

fuapo-s
foolish -I- ftavrei-a -MANCT.]

Foolish divination (Blount Clossogr. 1656).
II Moron. Ot&amp;gt;s. [F. moron, tnouron (OF. mo-

ivnne, I4th c.).] A variety of salamander.
1774 GOLDSMITH A at. His!. (1824) III. 158 With respect

to the Salamander, the whole tribe, from the Moron to the
Oekko, are said to be venomous to the last degree.
Moron, obs. form of MORX.
Morone, incorrect var. MAROON- jiM and al In

some Diets, with pseudo-etymological explanation
as if from L. nior-um mulberry.
1836 SMART, Morons, a deep crimson, or the colour of the

unripe mulberry. 1890 Century Diet.

Morose monfn-s), ff.l Also 7 morons, moross.
[ad. L. moros-ns peevish, fretful, wayward, fasti-

moa

Morosely (moreu-sli), adv.
[f. MOROSE a.

Hf
&quot;.J

In a morose or sullen mann

T Morph. Obs. rare- }

med.L.

MORPHIC.

[Anglicized form of

u h
7
t(T

6
^&quot;

.singularities therefore are only blameable
^. fe&amp;gt;:H

ve lmP d l y^moroseIy withdrawn ,Tern:

rosely objecting to pretty nearly everything Lavender said
Moroseness (moron-mes). [f. MOROSE a.i -

TUT il&quot;&quot;~

-f&quot; ui vug ai*uiuing.
Morphe, -phea, var. ff. MORPHEW, -PHCEA

, a . [f. MOR .

hence ** &quot;

1694. MOTTEL-X Rabelais

Morphe-tic, a.
[irregularly f. MORPHEUS +

-ic -.J Pertaining to sleep.
1788 MME. D ARBLAY Diary 26ry 26 July, The moment I cease

_, place.

morosity (mor/j-siti). Xow rare, [ad F
tnorositi, ad. L. mordsitas, f. morosus MOROSE a
see -ITY.] = MOROSENESS. In

ij-th c. often in
particularized sense, t an instance of moroseness

Mo-rphetine. Chem. [a. F. morpheline,
formed as prec. : see -I.VE.] A

slightly bilter
substance obtained from morphine.
1865 in WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 1050.

Ii Morpheus (mfafi;7s . [L. ; Ovid s name for
ie god of dreams, the son of Sleep, as if a. Gr
Kofxptvs, f. pofHpr, form.] The god of ddrea

tempered, sullen, gloomy, and unsocial.
1565 COOKER Thesaurus, Morosus, waywarde : frowarde :

overthwarte : morose : diuers in condition : harde to please
[1609 B. JONSON Sit. Worn. Dram. Pers. (1620), Morose
a Gentleman that loues no noyse.J 1610 VFLNNER Via Recta
yiu.

166 Neither . . am I against sauces so morose as that
I doe altogether deny them. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret:
I. S 185 He was a man of very morose manners, and a
Ve9 _5.*&quot;

r aspect. 1694 F. RRAGGE Disc. Paratles xiv.

captious and cavilling humour and be eager to find fault
775 MASON Htm. Gray Poems 119 He was also morose,

unsocial, and obstinate. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama. Sci. I,Art I. 242 There are very few so obstinately morose, as to
be uninfluenced by the opinions of others. 1853 C. BRONTE
ytllette xi, She looked stony and stern, almost mortified
and morose. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 3 No man who
is correctly informed as to the past will be disposed to take

Extmf. ii. Pr. ,. ,02 Blot out all peevish dispositions and
morosmes. a 1677 BARROW Serm. (1810) II. 157 No affected
singularities, no supercilious morosities, no frivolous ostenta
tions. 1711 find. Sache-cerell Bi The Sloical Morosities
and mis-tim d Preachments of these Lay Baptists 1840K W. NEWKAM .Si*/ (ed. 2) 176 At least this appears ihe
best way of showing that no morosity mingles with distaste
for such things. 1873 Miss BROUCHTON Aancy III ,.5 ];,.
the utter morosity of Algy s face . . I conjecture that it
is a joke. 1884 C ROGERS Sac. Life Scot. II. xi. ,60

es \ I sought to repress the prevailing morosity.
I Moro SO. Obs. Pl.morosi.

[It. motvso adj.,
ad. L. morosus MOROSE a. 1

] A morose person.
1591 Greene s Vision G. s Wks, (Grosart) XII. 215 Feare

not then what those Morosi {printed Morosiej wil murmure
a 1601 FU-LLEK \\-orthits, DerMghsh. (1662, iv. 33 Such as
accuse them \x. organs) for superstitious in Churches must
allow them lawful in private places. Otherwise such Mo-
roso s. deserve not to be owners of an articulate voice.

Morosoph (mc;irr&amp;lt;%f). [a. F. morcsophe
(Rabelais;, ad. Gr. luaouaoiji-os foolishly wise, f.

fuapi,-s foolish -I- o-o^os wise.] f a. In Rabelais :

A wise fool , jester. (Cf. FOOL-SAGE.) Obs. b.
One who is foolishly wise

;
a foolish pedant or

would-be philosopher.
a 1693 Urqtihart s Rabelais in. xlvii. 377 Our unique

Morosoph, . . the Lunatick Trikoulet. 1751 CAMBRIDGE
Scritl. i. 367, I mark d where er the Morosoph appear d
.. How \oung and Old, Virgins and Matrons kiss d The
footsteps of the blest GymnosophisL, 1818 T. MOORE Fudge

morose,
censure a

1762 GOLDSM. Nash 40 Let the morose and grave
,n

attention to forms and ceremonies.
b. of opinions, principles, etc.

1791 MAXWELL in Boswell Johnson an. 1770, His philo-
pphy.

.was by no means morose and cynical. 1838 LYTTON
I ace ii. iv, Morbid and morose philosooh-

So fMoro sophist, in the same sense; fMoro -

sophy, foolish pretence of wisdom.
*594 Mirr. Policy (1595) 39 As haue more largely

shewed in my Morosophie in these verses. 1610 Hislrio-

luory gate Hath Morpheus ,-ent a vision to delude me? 1748IHOMSON Cast. Indol. I. xliv, And hither Morpheus sent
kindest dreams. 1857 KINGSLEV Tnv Y. Ago xxivbunk though he be upon a garret floor, With fumes of Mor

pheus crown about his head.

t Morphew \mfif\n}. Obs. Forms : 4-6
morphe, 5 morphu, -fu, -fw, morffue, 5-6
morfew, 5-7 morphue, 6 morfewe, 6-7 mor-
phewe, 5-9 morphew. [ad. med.L. morfhea
(written in mod.L. Morfhaa . a. It. morfea. of ob
scure origin. Cf. ?.merfMe\iffthc. .] A leprous
or scurfy eraption. Black, white morphc-A.
a 1400 Stockk. Meti. .VS. ii. 962 in A &amp;gt;iffiaX\ 11 1, 1 1 distroith

white morphu is curid
wij&amp;gt; purgacioun bat purgij) roten

neume. Ibid., t&amp;gt;e
blac morpbe is curid

u-if&amp;gt;
ofte purging of

malancoli. ^1440 Pramf. Pan: 343 i Morfu, sekenevse,
morpliea. 1545 RAVNOLD Byrtk Maiikynde iv. vi. 1-1634) 201
1 his is also very good far the Morphew, and other discolora
tion or staining ofthe skin. 1561 TERSER Baths i The bathes
of brimstone, .are good for the whyte morphewe and black.
1586 BRIGHT Melanclt. xxi. 124 Then altererh the colour,
and fairenesse is turned into morphe. 1688 HOLME Armoury
II. 428 i Morphew is a disease that dyeth the skin yellow.
1748-9 Cm. Advertiser No. 4440 Tetters, Ring. worm-,
Morphew, Sun-burn. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) III.

124 Morphew or freckles Tawny blotches on the skin of
the face and arms of elderly people. 1810 Splendid Follies
II. 106 A few morphews and wrinkles incident to her age.
1835 BROWNING Paracelsus iv. 117 My outward crust Of lies,
which wrap as tetter, morphew, furfair, Wrap the sound flesh.

fig. 1610 Bp. HALL Apal. Broifnists 29 He cannot but

a lonely heart. 1861 J. A. ALEXANDER
... - -- *iv-

&quot;94
Pleasures which a more morose

religion would proscribe as dangerous.
C. transf.

1658 FRANCK\ North. Mei.(,Zn) 311 The carp is a fish
complicated of a moross mixture, and a torpid motion. 1901A. LANG Hist. Scot. II. v. 104 Mary s arrival was darkened
by the morose climate,

1 2. Scrupulous, painstaking. Obs.
1696 BENTLEY Serm. ix. (1724) 354 Unworthy of the most

cautious and morose searcher of truth. 1695 J. EDWARDS
i^&amp;gt;

Scrtf1
t
Sl He was a very morose interpreter.

T &amp;lt;J. Of a thing : Hard to manage. Obs.
1651 L. S. People s Liberty xxii. 53 This knot is somewhat

morose, and will not easily be untied. ,

4. Comb., as morose-looking, -natured.
1845 JAMES Arrah KM ii, The elder of the two was a

bard-featured somewhat morose-looking personage. 1884
J. PAYS Lit. Recollect. 62 A morose-natured man.
Morose (morea-s), a.- rare. Cf. MOROUS a.

[ad. late L. maros-us, f. mora delay : see -OSE.]
1. Casuistry. Chiefly in the phrase morose de

lectation, the habit of dwelling with enjoyment
upon evil thoughts. So morose thoughts.

tnastixil. 56 That.. I may. .leave this Idle contemplation acknowledge, .a true face of a Church .though cuer-spreade
To rugged Stoicall Morosophists. 1617 COLLINS De/. Bp,

w *ln
.

some morphue of corruptions). 1647 WARD Simp.
Ely II. Contents 6 The Bishops exposition .. is defended

Augustine De CVr. &quot;bei xxn. xxiii. Ne in eo quod^male
delectat vel vuio vel cogitatio remoretur.
1644 HAMMOND Pract. Catcch, n. $ 6 (1646! 77 All morose

thoughts, Le. dwelling or insisting on that image, or phansy-
ing of such unclean matter with delectation. 1651

&quot;

IER.
TAYLOR Holy Dying iii. | 9 We may suspect Drunkenness,
w-hen it may be also a morose delectation in Unclean
thoughts. iGfii Bp. NICHOLSON Exf. Catech. (1663! 123 In
this Commandment are forbidden .. All that feeds this sin

[adultery], or are incentives to it : as. .3. Morose thoughts,
that dwell in the phancy with delight.

against the Adioynders intricate Morosophies. 1794MATHI
Purs. Lit. (1798.1 336 Some Morosophists of the Society.

tMorO SOTIS, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. late L.
morosus MOROSE a.- + -ocs.]

= MOROSE a* i.

1616 SHELDON Miracles Ch. Rome 201 Who . . findeth by
daily experience either of often lapses, or else of morosous
desires.. let such a one marrie.

Moross, Morost, obs. ff. MOROSEJ MORASS.
Morou, Moroun, obs. ff. MORROW, MORN.
t Mo rons, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. morosus
MOROSE a. 2]

= MOROSE a.-

1447 BOKENHAM Sfj-rttj s (Roxh.) 257 Lyht . . ryht furth

procedyth u-yth owte crokydnesse And a long l&amp;gt;-ne wyth
owte morous dilacyoun. 1594 SOVTHWELL Magd. Funeral
Teares 128 Guilty consciences are ever morous.

Morow(e, obs. forms of MORROW.
Morow e;nyng e, -ing e, obs. ff. MOBXISG.

Morowing gift, var. MORWYXGIFT Sc. Obs.

MorOxite (mor^rkssit). Min. [G. Moroxit

(1798), f. Gr. popof-os (also fiopoxSos*) a land of

pipeclay : see -ITE.] A crystallized form of apatite,
found in Norway and Finland.

1814 T. ALL\N Min. XomeiKl. 94, 1879 RUTLEY Stitdy
Rocks x. 147 Asparagus-stone and moroxiteare names given
to yellowish-green and blueish-green varieties of apatite.

t Moroxy lie, a. Chem. Obs. ff. Gr. pafo-r,

pwpo-v mulberry + (v\-ov wood + -1C.] Morcxylic
acid : a supposed acid obtained from a salt of the

white mulberry tree. (Cf, MORIC.) SotHo o T-
late, a salt of moroxylic acid.

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 274 A peculiar acid,

which he [Klaproth) called moroxylic. 1839 Penny Cycl.
XV. 410/2 Moroxylic acid, .isobtained by decomposing the

natural moroxylate of lime by acetate of lead.

CoHer 21 No man ever saw a gray haire on the head ,

of any Truth, wrinckle, or morphew on its face.
attrili. 1541 R. COPLAND Guyiion s Quest. Chirurg. Q iv b,

The seconde is a morfewe colour & derke. 1640 H. MILL
Xts. Search 147 The morphew wals are growne so bleake
and thin, They have.. lost the outward skin.

Hence Mo-rphewed ppl. a., afflicted with mor
phew ; also_/*.
1598 Bp. HALL Sat. iv. v. 26 Whose, .sullen rags bewray

his Morphew d skin. 1610 R. TOFTE Honours Acad. iv.

150 Thogh the Sunne sheweth himselfe pale, tnorphewed
and ghastly, yet was he by all creatures.. desired. 1646
G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 7 Sometime put A graceful!
mole, for a dull morphew d Spot. 1694 WESTMACOTT Script.
Herb. 65 Mark that, you women, and morphew d ladies.

Morphia (mp-jfia). Chem. [mod.L., f. MOR-
PHECS : see -IA 1. Cf. MORPHICV.] = MOR
PHINE.
1818 A. T. THOMSON Lond. Disf. (ed. 2) 286 Robiquet . .

has confirm d his [Sertuerner s] statement regarding Ihe
existence of morphia. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med,
(1880) 193 Apomorphia. ..Obtained by heating morphia.,
with excess of hydrochloric acid. 1876 HARLEV Mat. Med.
-
: . Morphia is the chief and essential constituent of opium,
b. attrib., as in morphia habit, lozenge, salt, etc ;

morphia syringe, a syringe for the hypodermic
injection of morphia.
1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (iS8o) 198 Mprphia

Lozenges. Ibid. 204 The opium and morphia salts become
absorbed. 1881 Trans. Obstet. SK. Lond. XXII. 132 Dr.
Godson tapped it with a morphia syringe. 1891 Daily
.\~r:rs 23 Mar. 5/1 The morphia habit of the deceased.

Hence Mo rphiated a., impregnated or affected

with morphia (SyJ. Sof. Lex. 1891).

Morphic (mp-ifik), a. Biol. [f. Gr. poppli
form : see -1C.] Of or pertaining to form ; relating
to the anatomical shape ; morphological.
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1868 E. D. COPE Oriff. Fittest^ ^1887) 111 The majority of

specific characters are.. niorphic as distinguished from

developmental. 1894 HI;CKMAN Inf. Ool. Ammonites (Pa-

laeont. Soc.) 382 Morphic equivalents must always be com
pared. // iff. 444 Such forms are only morphic equivalents.

MO rphil. Obs. rare. [a. F. morjil, t marftl,
a. Sp. niarjil (

-= Pg. marjttn\ of Arabic origin (fit

elephant ;
the first element is obscure).]

f 1. Raw ivory. Obs.

1698 T. KROGER l*oy. n Their trade consists in Slaves,

Gold, Morphil or Ivory, and Wax.
2. Vegetable ivory (see IVORY 2).

1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Morphinated (m^ufin^ ted),///. a. [f. Mou-
rm.v-E -f- -ATK- + -ED i.] Charged with morphine.
1891 in -SW. Srv. Lex. 1898 Rev. Brit, rharm. 53 Mor

phinated water, for use in opium assaying.

Morphine (m/ jfin),
sb. Chem. Also -in. [a.

G. morphin (Sertiirner 1816), f. MORPH-EUS : see

-INK.] The most important alkaloid narcotic

principle of opium, largely used in medicine to

alleviate pain.
1828 Lancet 2 Feb. 663/1 Morphine. .is the narcotic prin

ciple of opium. 1850 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 115 Took
morphine last night, and slept some. 1856 MAYNK Expos.
/.ex., Morphin. 1899 Allimtfs Syst. Med. VI. 734 Mor
phine is only a palliative.

b. attrib.j as morphine habit, salt, taker mor
phine injection, a hypodermic injection of mor

phine ; morphine injector, a medical man ad
dicted to the practice of morphine injection;

morphine syringe = morphia syringe.
1892 GfNTKR Miss Dividends (1803) 45 Effects more de

moralizing than the *morphine habit. 1878 tr. von Zictns-
scu^s Cycl. J\fcd. XVI I. 857

*
Morphine injection also

exercises an influence on those addicted to it. JHd. 117
A considerable number of *morphine-injectors have sprung
up chiefly young doctors who carry on this pernicious
practice, c 1865 in Cirf. Set. I. 417/1 &quot;Morphine salts are

..chiefly employed. 1897 AUlnttCs Syst.Mcd. II. 885 The
*morphme syringe was invented during my student days.
1899 fbid, VIII. 317 Sulphate of spartein is used by some
morphine takers.

Hence Mo rphine v. ft
f
atis.

t
to drug with mor

phine. Morpni nic a., relating to morphine (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1891). Mo-rphinism, the effect of

morphine on the human system ;
the practice of

injecting morphine into the system. Mo rphinist,
one who takes morphine to excess; also attrib.

Morphiniza tion, the producing of the physio

logical action of morphine in the system by internal

administration or hypodermic use {Syd. Soc. Lcx^.
Mo rphinize v. trans., to treat with morphine.
1856 XKAI.K Mediaeval Preachers Introd. 15 Their somno

lence morphinized into death. 1874 I.ONGF. in S. Longfellow
Life (1891) III. 236 When you were morphined out of your
u ils, anything might pass. 1882 Morphinism [see MOR-
t liioMANiA]. 1894 Iliackm. Mag. Nov. 583 Dipsomaniacs,
morphinisms and epileptics. 1897 Allbittt s Syst. Med. II.

882 The children of tliree morphinist mothers were fairly

healthy. 1899 Ibid. VIII. 423 The worst case of mor
phinism I have .seen.

Morphinomailia m^afm^m^ nia). Nosology.

[f. MoitrHiXE: see -MANIA.] Uncontrollable craving
for morphine or opium. Hence Morphinoma niac,
one affected with morphinomania.
1887 Hrif. Med. Jrnl. 5 Feb. 300 On the KfTects of^the

Sudden Discontinuance of Morphine in Morphinomaniacs
suffering from Pneumonia. Ibid. 21 May 1003/1 The diag
nosis of morphinoman ia. 1898 Scotsman 30 July u/8
Transformed the dipsomaniac and morphinomaniac into

self-controlled and useful members of society.

Morphiomania(mfT:.ifi(Mnt&quot;
i

nia). Nosology, [f.

MoKPHI-A + -MANIA.] MoBFHINOMANUL
i88 Nature XXVI. 470 Dr. T-andowsky. .deprecated. .

this new metbod of intoxication ; he calls it morphioinania
or morphinism. 1897 AllbntCs .Syst. Med. II, 893 Except
on withdrawal of the drug I have uot seen the excitement
or violence to which the name morphiomania would l;e pro
perly applied.
Hence Morphioma niac MOKPHINOMAMAC.
1888 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 6/1 A Novel for Morphio-

maniacs. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 274 The so-

called dipsomaniac or morphiomaniac.

MoTphium. Obs. [mod.L., f. MORPHEUS
+ -IUM.] Older name for morphia.
i823J. BADCOCK Doni.Amnsein.^ Although.. resembling

opium.., it counteracts the evil effects of that dangerous
morphium. 1824 Q. yrnl. Sci., etc. XVII. 170 The tincture
of nutgalls a very sensible test of the presence of morpliium
in fluid.s. 1856 hlAVm Expos. Lex. s. v. Morphiutn^ Name
given by Sertuerner to morphin.

II Morphcea (m/ufTa). Med. [mod.L.: see

MORPHKW.] A sclerodermatotis disease.

1874 T. R. JONES & SIF.V. Phys, Anat. 94 The skin disease
called Morphoea. 1899 A llbittfs Syst. Med. VIII. 680 Mor
phcea generally appears as yellowish white, waxy or ivory
like spots, surrounded by a rosy or purplish areola.

II Morphoge nesis. [mod.L.. f. Gr. nop^
form + 7f tffts origin : see GENKSIS.] The origina
tion of morphological characters

; morphogeny.
So Morphogene tic a., of or pertaining to mor

phogenesis.
1884 &amp;lt;&quot;&amp;gt;.

Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XXX. 98 A direct morpho-
genetic change in the ganglion cells. 1890 Ccntnry Dict.^

Morphogenesis. 1897 It^cuftit, Gaz. ao^July 9/2 The force

of gravitation is. .the fir-;t morphogenetic factor in the indi

vidual development of animals.

Morphogenic (m^jfodge-nik), a. [f. prec.

-ic.]
=^ MORPHOGKXETIC (Cent. Diet. 1890;.

Morphogeiiy (m^ty ds/m). Biol. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. popip-7) form + -GENY. Cf. K. irtfrpkttgM**]
-- MORPHOGENESIS.
1879 tr. HaeckcPs Evol. Ulan I. i. 24 Germ-hibtory of

Forms. (Morphogeuy.) 1891 in Syd. Soe* Lex.

Morph.ograph.er (m^jf^grafoj). [f. Gr.

popty-r} form + -GKAPHKH.]
fl. One skilled in the delineation of form. Obs.

1697 KVKLYN Nunrisni. viii. 291 Vandyke..the most in

comparable Morphographer and Painter.

2. Biol. One who investigates and records facts

of morphology.
1888 E. R. LJLNKEBTBB in Encyd. /int. XXIV. 817/2

Those of the morphographer and systematist ratlier than of
the bionomist.

Morphography (m^if/i-grafi). [f. Gr.
nop&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-rj

form + -GBAPHY.J The scientific description of

form; descriptive morphology; also, the pheno
mena which form the object of this.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Morphographia^ term for a

description or history of external form : morphography.
1888 E. R. LANKESTKR in Encyd. Brit. XXIV. 803 2 Ana-
tomical study has associated itself with the more superficial

morphography. 1898 GUXTHKR in Nature 21 Apr. 583/1
Estimating how far the existing superficial configuration
or morphography of a volcanic region is an indication of the

past history of its development.
I lence Morphogra phic, -graphical adjs. ,

of or

pertaining to morphography.
1856 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Morphographims,. .morpho-

graphic. 1888 K. K. LANKKSTKR in Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
818/2 Kxperimental researches, .are not provided for either

in the morphographical or physiological laboratories of our
universities.

Morpholeci.th.al (mfufole-styal). BioL [f.

mod. I,. iHQrpholecith US) f. Gr. fiopty-rj form +
\cKi0os the yolk of an egg + -AL.J Pertaining to

the yolk of the animal ovum (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Morphologic (m^ifol^-d^ik), a. [f. MOR-
PHOLOC-Y + -ic : cf. F. m&rfhologique^\

= next.

1872 in LATHAM Diet. 1877 J. E. CARPENTKR tr. Tide s

Hist. Rclig. 2 It is really history, and not a morphologic
arrangement of religions.

Morphological (m^ifol^djik&l), . [Formed
as prcc. + -AL.J
1. Biol. Of, pertaining to, or derived from mor

phology ; such as is described, investigated, or

ascertained by morphology.
1830 I,IXI&amp;gt;I,I-;Y Nat. Syst. Hot. 84 No order can be more

instructively studied with a view to morphological inquiries

[than the Pomace,?}. 1876 E. R. LANKKSTRK Hist. Crcat. I.

ii. 30 All the known morphological phenomena in the
animal and vegetable kingdoms. 1896 Allbntt s Syst. Med.
I. 77 The distinctions drawn were.. purely morphological.
2. Philol. Pertaining to morphology ;

based on
characteristics of form.
1860 KARRAR Orig. Lang. ix. 185 Pott s formula for the

morphological classification of language. 1861 MAX MUI.LKR
.SV/. Lung. 75 In these languages, .we shall have to be
.satisfied with the criteria of a morphological affinity, in
stead of those of a genealogical relationship.
3. gen. Of or pertaining to the history of form.

1865 LKCKY Ration. I. 315 Another branch of scientific

progress which I may notice on account of its influence

upon speculative opinions is the rapid growth of a morpho
logical conception of the universe. 1885 (J. F. KKAKY in

Nitmlsin. Chroit. V. 165 General Pitt-Rivera, taking up the
same kind of morphological study in relation to other

objects, has arranged a collection of. .human implements,
and has communicated . . papers upon their morphology.
Ibid. 168 The morphological aspect of the coin-type.
4. Afin. Morphological axis (see quots.).
1878 GURNEY Crystallcgr. 38 The axis of hexagonal sym

metry in the Rhombohedral System and the axis of tetra

gonal symmetry in the Pyramidal System are called mor
phological axes. 1895 SIORV-MASKKLVM-: (. rystallogr. 1-28

Where two or more planes of symmetry lying in a zone are

conformable, their /one-axis will be termed a morphological
a.xis or axis of form for the system.

Morphologically (m^ifo^vdsildH),
adv.

[f.

prec. + -LY-.] In a morphological manner; with

reference to the facts or principles of morphology
jn various senses).
1859 Todd s Cycl. Anat.V. 220/2 Saprolegnia, which is

morphologically so closely related to Vauchena, . . we obtain

[etc.]. 1868 MAX Mi i.LKR Set. Ess. (1881) I. 83 It had been
the custom in classifying languages morphologically to

represent some languages ..as isolating. 1878 GURNKY
Crystallogr. 40 Directions which are morphologically sym
metrical that is which make equal angles with similar
faces. 1899 tr. von Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. vi. fed. 4) 203
A definite and

morphologically distinctive parasite occurs
in the discharge of cholera patients.

Morphologist (m^fp-lodgist). BioL [f.

MORPHOLOG-Y + -1ST.] One versed in morphology;
one who pursues morphological investigations.
1845 WHEW ELL Indie. Creator 34 The morphologists have

declared . . that they could not allow themselves to ascribe
to the Creator any intention. 1857 GOOUSIR in Edin. New
Philos. *jfrnl, V. 119 It is. .incumbent on the morpbologist
to ascertain in what respects they correspond. 1899 All-
butt s Syst. Med. VIII. 616 Hut for the morphologist the

eruption still runs from dorsum to venter.

Morphology (mfif^lodgi). [f. Gr.
nop&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-rj

form + -LOGY.] The science of form.

1. Biol. That branch of biology which is con-

cerned with the form of animals and plants, and
of the structures, homologies, and metamorphoses
which govern or influence that form.

1850 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 2 It is to this kind of in

vestigation, which has by some been named Morphology,
that anatomy belongs. 1859 J. R. GREENE Protozoa Introd.

17 By some the word morphology is employed in a re

stricted sense, to signify the study of homologous organ?.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.

$&amp;gt;iotc,
The term Morphology was

introduced into science by Goethe, at least as early as the

year 1817.
2. rhilol. The branch of grammar which is con

cerned with the form of words (including word-
formation and inflexion).
1869 F.ARRAR Fam. Speech iv. 118 By the morphology of

a language we mean the general laws of its grammatical
structure. 1871 Public Sch. Lat. Gram. 21 Morphology or
Wordlore. .has three divisions: I. Flexion. II. Deriva
tion. III. Composition. 1907 Athenaeum 2 Mar. 256/1
Two volumes one dealing with phonology, morphology,
and inflexions, and the other with syntax.
3. gen. The history of variation in form.

1885 C. F. KF.AKY in Nuiirism. Chron. V. 165 By the

morphology of coins I mean the history of those changes
in their form which have resulted .. from influences which
. .are always affecting, .the evolution of coins.

Morphometry (m^jf^-metri). [f. Gr. ftopp-rj

form + -METBY.] The art or process of measuring
the external form of objects.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex, 1898 Nature 13 Jan. 256/1

Dr. Wtlhelm Halbfass has worked out in detail the mor-

phometry of the Lake of Geneva.

Hence Morpheme -trical
., pertaining to or

connected with morphometry.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex., and in later Diets.

Morphon (m^uf^n). Jnol. Also morpheme.
PI. (badly formed) morphontes. [a. G. morphon
(pi. morphonten}}

invented by Haeckel, who ex

plains it as f. Gr. fiop^-rj form + or being.] A
morphological individual, element, or factor.

1873 W, S. DALLAS (tr. Haeckel) in Ann. Mag. Nat.
Hist. SeY. iv. XI. 245 Because the morphontes (morpho
logical elements) of the first order which form the sponge-
organism., exhibit a relatively high degree of physiological

individuality, and because the personality of the sponges
built up of these (the morphon of the third order) was not

recognised, the former have been regarded as the * true in

dividuals of the sponge. 1880 PASCOE Zool. Classif. (ed. a)

284 Morp/tonc.A morphological element. 1883 Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 842/1 He distinguishes, .the physiological individual

(or bion) . . from the morphological individual (or ntorfhon).

Morphonomy (mpjf/rnomi). Nat. Hist. [f.

Gr. noptfi-r) form + -vop.ia, f. v6pos law.] The science

concerned with the laws of form in animals,

plants, and crystals.
1856 in MAYNK Expos. Lex., and in later Diets.

Hence Morphono-mic a. y of or pertaining to

morphonomy {Cent. Diet. 1890).

Morphophyly (mfjfp fili). Biol. [f. Gr.

/iop(/&amp;gt;-jj
form + (f&amp;gt;v\-ov

tribe + -Y.] The tribal history
of living forms

;
that branch of phylogcny which

treats only of form.

1879 tr. Haeckel&quot;s Ei ol. Man I. i. 24 Tribal history of

forms (Morphophyly). 1890 in Ccntnry Diet.

Morphoplasm (mpMfrplaez m). Biol. [f. Gr.

pop&amp;lt;p-T)
lorm + irXaa^a PLASMA, PLASM.] The vital

substance of an organic cell.

1893 W. N. PARKER tr. Wtisinann&quot; s derm-Plasm ^8,
I shall .. call the vital substance of the cell the formative

plasm or morphoplasm ..in contrast to the idioplasm.

MorphOSCO pic, a.
[f.

Gr. ^0^-17 form +&amp;lt;T*OJT-

ftv to look : see -it1

.] Having regard to form.
1816 KKNTHAM Chrfstow. Wks. 1843 VI 1 1. 85 Morphoscoptc

Posology. [Proposed as a better name for Geometry.]

Morphoscopy (nya^skMX Biol. [f. Gr.

Hop&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;-7j
form + aieoir-fiv to look (see -SCOPE; + -v.]

= MORPHOLOGY (Syd St&amp;gt;i\ Lex. 1891).

Morphosis (mjuftMrsis). PI. morphoses
(m^.ifJu*s/z). [mod.L., a. Gr. pofxptuffis a shaping,
f. popfyovv to shape, fashion, f. noptyrj form.]

fl. Form, figure, configuration. Obs.

1675 SIR E. SiiEKBt- RNE tr. Manilitts Pref. 3 As they [the

Constellations] are distinguished into prophane and S;icred

Figures or Morphoses according to the different L rano-

graphyof the AntJent Ethnicks. 1676 OWKN Nat. Apostasy
ii. 115 Instead of that Mystical spiritual Union with him
self and among themselves which Christ prayed for, and

purchased for his Disciples, they have substituted the Mor-

f/tosis or Mormo of an Agreement in professing Subjection
to the Pope of Rome.
2. Bot. The manner or order of development of

an organ or organism.
1857 M, J. BERKKLKY Cryptog. Bot. 94. 114 The mor-

phosis of the production has not yet been properly observed.

1874 R. BROWN Man. Bot. 609 Jlforphosis, order or mode
of development of any organ or organs.

b. Used for METAMORPHOSIS. (Cf. sense 3.)

i88a G. MAW in Jml. Linn. Sec., Bot. XIX. 370 The only
other point I have to refer to is the tendency to moipboa
of nearly every part of a Crocus. 1886 Monogr. Crwus
19 HForphosis. Nearly every organ of a Crocus has a strong

tendency to metamorphosis.
3. J\fcd. A morbid formation ; organic disease.

1856 in MAVNK Expos. Lex, 1891 in Syd. S0c. Lex.

Morphotic (m^ifjrtik), a. Biol. [ad. Gr. type

VoptpoJTjKos, f. popfyovv to form, f. ^optprj form.]

Formative; contributory to organic structure.



MORPHOTOMY.
1876 BARTHOLOW &amp;lt;Mat. Med. (1879) 544 Cupping

}3srs&&?xPi* of &amp;lt;&quot;&amp;lt; 4hot

Morphotomy (mprfp-tomi). AY?/, [f OrpH Form +
-TO^CC cutting, f. TO,.-, T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

(I K to cut,
alter anatomy.] The art of

dissecting the different
parts of any organized body for purposes of mor
phological investigation (Syd. Soc. Lex 1891)
Morphous (mp-ifas), a. rare.

[f. Gr.&amp;gt;p*-i5
form: see -ous.] Having a determinate shape-
opposed to amorphous.
1885 ROBERTS Urin. f, Renal Dis. i. iv. (ed. 4) ,66 A larce

quantity of amorphous, or barely morphous granular debris
Morphrodite : see MOPHUODITE.
Morphine, variant forms of MORI-HEW.
t Morpion. Obs. \*..mortion.] = CRAB 4

chie^ ^bout^ &quot;&quot;^
( 634) I2&amp;lt;5 TllVMoi?ions --are f?u &quot;d

His Flea, his Morpion, and Punese, H had got ten for tits
proper ease. ,826 K.KBY & Si: Kntomol. Ill vili 26
Phthirus Leach, or the Morpion.
Morpunkee, variant of MOREI-UNKY.
Morra, variant of MORA*; obs. form of MURRFY
Morraine, obs. form of MURRAIN.
Morral, variant of MOREL .

Morrane, Morre, Morreine : see MARK i ji

MURR, MURRAIN.

Morrass(h)e, Morre(i)a, obs. ff. MORRIS sb.i

Morrell, obs. form of MEIIEL.
1627 W. HAWKINS Apollo Shraviug HI. iv. 49 That can

set his three along in a row, And that is fippeny morrell

Morrell.e, -lo, var. ff. MOREI. sb:-\ MORELLO
Morrenian (rryn-nian), a. Zool.

[f. the name
of C. F. A. Mi&amp;gt;rren (1807-58), Belgian naturalist :

see -IAN.] Epithet of certain glands in worms
whose function appears to be to adapt the ingesta
for nutrition (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Morrea, Morrey, obs. ff. MORRIS, MURREY.
Morreyn(e, obs. forms of MURRAIN.
!! Morrll.ua (mp-ra). [mod.L. Morrhua, a

genus of fishes of which the cod (now Gains
morrhna) was typical, a. med.L. mania, mornca
moruta cod. Cf. F. morue.] Used attrib. in

morrhiia-oil, cod-liver oil (Cassell 1885).
Morrhuine (mp-raain). Chem. Also o -in

[f. prec. + -IXE.J (Seequot. 1897.)
1891 Syd. Soc. Lex, MorrAuiu.

1897 C. W. LVMAN inNew J vrkVoUtV) Aug. 7/3 Cod-liver oil. .contains minute
amounts of a substance secreted in the liver, gaduine or
morrhume .

Hence Morrhut-nlo a. Chem., in morrhiiinic
acid = GADOID add (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1891)
Morrian, Morrice, obs. ff. MORION, MORRIS.
Morricer (mfnisaj). [f. morrice MORRIS j/ .l

+ -ER 1
.] A morris-dancer.

tSio Scoir Lady ofL. v. xxii, There morricers with bell
at heel, And blade in hand, their mazes wheel.
Morriea, obs. form of MORRIS s6. 1

Morripn, obs. form of MORION.
Morris (mp-ris), rf.l Forms : 5 moreys,

mourish, 6 mor(r)es, morels, -yce, -ys, mor-
rass(h)e, morreis, 6-7 moris, morrisse, 6-8
morice, 6-9 morrice, 7 morise, 6- morris.
[subst. use of morys obs. var. MOORISH a. 2 Cf.
OF. morisque, morixe sb., in the same sense.]
1. = MORRIS-DANCE, f To dance the morris, to

take part in a morris-dance.
1512 [see MONSIEUR ,]. ,5,3 DOUGLAS Mneis xm. ix. !

J iii .if ,

rls
,

s and
,
syk rio! S8* R - HARVEY PI. Perc.

8 All the picked youth,, .footing the Morris about a May
pole. 1617 MORVSON Itin. IV. 477 Setting vp maypooles
daunsing the morris with hobby horses, bringing home the

h
y
5 A ,

eSt 7 &quot; Sftct - N
&amp;lt;

25 * 3 Four Reapers,who danced a Morrice to the Sound of Oaten Pipes. 1817bouTHEV Wat Tyler i. i, Since we were boys together, And
play d at barley-brake, and danced the morris. 1856 BOKFR

671

4. attrib., as morrisfeast, garment, mate, train;n .5&quot; u ?\ oi &quot;&quot;&quot; y sma &quot; me
&quot;&amp;gt;l bells at

tached to the clothing of morris dancers.

-
Kami. His fears had magnifie

MORROW.
Morris-pike (m?-risp3ik). Ots. exc.form*: 5 mareyspyke, marespike, 6

peke, .pe* -pike ,

-pyke , morr^pi^
6

ike, -pycke, morrespike, mo(o)rishe pikePy
^ &quot;I

01&quot;88116 P^e, morishpike, morenWoke 6, 8 mortapike, 7, 9 morriee- morris!
Pike. I (. morys, obs. var.

habile they vsed in those Morrice-Feas
2

f^tf^SSSi ! -^S^x^^^^^you, good *Mornce-mates, now leave me. lu VVo.iW // F/// II!
J

.
Mor

&amp;gt; :&amp;gt;pekys. ,545 , ,V/ . faftrsIn /),-.,.... -_ I-_ ..t. _ i .1 &quot;&quot;- luuz tv ( IRDSW. 1 1 til. V 1 1 1 , I.I. CJT Item Mnno* C Tl. _ . i , * . .To Daisy , 7 I,, shoals and bands, a morriceTrain &quot;Thou
grcet st the traveller in the lane.

U

Morris
(rap-rig), sb* Obs. exc. Uist. fCor-

niption olmere/s: see MKREL 2.] = MEREL 2

Chiefly Nine mot s
;/&amp;lt;) morris.

.-
melons Mowing monspikes, ,!.

orrypik
PYh J

V 11 [

(V -V^-*v| Reynards Deliv. Christian
bill. F^f

a nrsso laid about them with, .browne

,T&quot;,

S
&amp;gt;f

ka lhat
(=&quot; J- -64 UAKKK

c&amp;lt;m,
&quot; f9 llley &amp;lt;: &quot;&quot; e &amp;lt; 1 &quot; Allies again wi i,

and geese; then at morris; then at checkers, ordrauehts
1835 CLARK Rural M,,s,- ,,9 Oft e may track his haunts.. l,y nme-peg-morris nicked upon the green. ,865 S.I &quot;sBro 1-ahan s MS. 9 He found his abacus expreary scoredi ur nine-men s morris on an indoor scale

Morris (ny-ris), rf.:i Nat. Hist.
[f. the name

of \\ ilham Morns of
Ilolyhead.] An elongatedMat eel-like fish formerly named Leptocephalus

morrisu, but now regarded as the aborted youn&quot;of the conger-eel. Also Anglesea morris.
.769 PENNANT Brit./.col. III. 12S . 178l _ Tmts }y ,

cztrTlf
Beau &quot;arls SharlV &quot;&quot;= -M

&quot;is, and the trifur-

,. /V;
r&amp;lt;:

;

lew spt:ci &quot; taken &quot; &quot; is sea. 1835

/m I ,i \

er ir
--
Ani &quot;- 48 LcP&quot;*Pl* MorrisJT,Umcl. (Angelica Morris).

Morris, morrice &amp;gt;p-ris), v.
[f. Momus rf.n

i. inlr. To dance. Also slang (see quot 172;)

Alr loY
2 &quot; Ca &quot; D C

&quot;
1/&quot;r

&quot;\
to han? dangling in the

268 Where the unseen fairies gaily morriced.
4. slang. To move away rapidly; to decamp

Also with
off. &amp;lt; Obs.

I think the Welshman must morris. 1773 GOLDSM
*

\ta,,6s

tfj-mf-
I&quot;, ii, Zounds I here tl : y are. Morrice ! Prance I

1796 .MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina II. 81 You ll be pleasedto morrice off while you are in a whole skin. 1838 I JICKFNS

.i ,i,
v &quot;

,

p &quot;&quot;&quot; 5 ou &quot;

&amp;gt;

our P ns - There! Now
then ! Morrice !

t b. To move at a rapid pace. Obs.
,8*6 Smarting Mag. XVII.

,333 They [horses] are not large,but they can all morns a little.

3. trans. To dance a particular measure- .

a ,845 HOOD Forge i. 4 However it s quite As wild a nightAs ever was known on that sinister height Since the Demon-
Dance was morriced.

r-j
, :.

&amp;gt;

&quot; &quot;

-, &amp;lt;*uvj urtiiceu me morris. 1050 IJOKI K
J.eonorde Guzman i. ii. Poems (1857) I. 261 I ll dance the
morrice and you ll ride the horse With an alms-pipkin at
your saddle-bow.
2. A body of morris-dancers.
1500-20 DUNUAR Poems Ivii. 8 Sum lait at evin bringis in
he moreis. 1554 Burgh RKS. Edinb. (1871) II. 193 Vtheris

that furneist the grayth to the convoy of the moris to the
Abbay. 1603 HARSKET Pop. Impost. 49 The Fidler comes

li/r xi , v
a /nd ? ? and a whole Moricc afler him

with Mptly Visards. 1616 Pasquit * Katkerine I. 51 Oh,a Jlorrice is come, obserue our country sport. 1621 Bp
MOUNTAGU Diatrite +# A certaine Lasie . . came with
others, in a Morrice vnto the Church of Enyalius. 1636RANDOLPH in Ann. D,,brensia C 3 b, These teach thlt
Dancing ,s a lezabell,. .The Morrice, Idolls.
A. transf. and. fig.
1547 COVERDALE Old Faitk To Rdr., The man wyll not

daunce in thedeuyls morys with them. 1571 Satir. Poems
Keform. xxix. 35 Sum for \K hure garris held bameselff,and is not bat a morreis? 1613 FLETCHER Captain, v. i,

&quot;?n V my y Is of a wild-fire For my head rings back
ward Or else I have a morise in my braines. 1634 MILTON
Lomus 116 Ihe Sounds and Seas with all their finny drove

,

ow
1?

the Moon in wavering Morrice move. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India i, P. 23 A Chorus of Porpoises had taken the
bea in their Dance; which Morris once over, the Seas
were quiet. 1892 HENLEY Song of Sword, etc. Rhymes
xi. i Oulls in an aery morrice Gleam and vanish and gleam.
&quot;894 K. &RAHAME Pagan Papers 23 And all the attendant
burry and scurry of the human morrice.

Mo rris-dauce. Forms : see MORRIS sl^
[f.MORRIS rf.l (or morys MOORISH a.2) + DAXCK sb.

Cf. Flemish mooriske ilans (perh. the immediate source),Uu. Moorsche dans, early mod. G. moris/ieittan:;, F danse
mores&amp;lt;jue.\

A grotesque dance performed by persons in

fancy costume, usually representing characters from
the Kobin Hood legend, esp. Maid Marian and
Iriar Tuck. Hence, any mumming performance
of which fantastic dancing is an important feature.

Also, a representation of the dance.
1458 Will of Wetcn!,a!e (Somerset Ho.), Ciphos argent!

sculpt, cum moreys daunce. 1494 in F.xcerpta Hist. (1831)
95 For playing of the Mourice dance. 1510 Will of jack-
son (Somerset Ho.), My cuppe w l the morres daunce 1532
Lett. , Pap. Hen. VIII, V. 739 A gold salt, called the
Moresdaunce, with 5 Moresdauncers and a tabrett. 1552
LATI.MER Serin. (1562) 148 Such lelowes are more meete to
daunce the morrice daunce, then to bee admitted to preache.
1633 J-

ORD Lcn. e s Sticrif. I. ii, Thou wouldst sweare A
Morris-dance were but a Tragedy Compar d to that. 1708
J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Ct. Brit. i. i. v. (1743) 35 In the

reign of King James the First, 8 old men danced a morice-
dance . . whose ages put together made 800 years. 1801

STRUrrSfarts ff Past. HI.V.2OI, I make no doubt the morris-
dance . . originated from the fool s dance.

b. transf. andyff.
1662 STIU.INGFL. Orig. Sacrx ii. iv. 17 The Dithyrambus

,
was., a kind of extatick Morice-dance. a 1639 WOTTON
Parallel Essex $ Buckhm. (1641) n Whiles! the Queene
stood in some doubt of a Spanish Invasion (though it proved
but a Morrice dance upon our Waves). 1781 COWPER Table-
T. 519, I judged a man of sense could scarce do worse
Than caper in the morris-dance of verse.

Hence Mo-rris-dancer, (a) one who takes part
in a morris-dance, f (A) pi. The aurora borealis.

Mo rris-dancing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1507 in Jupp Ace. Carpenters Camp. (1887) 200 Itm payd
to y morys daunsers viij

d
. 1532 [see MORRIS DANCE]. 1612

ROWLANDS Knave of Hearts Bib, My Sleeues are like

some Morris-dancing fellow. 1612 PEACHAM Gentl. fcxerc.

l._xii. 45 Those peeces that shewed .. a countrey village,
faire or market, . , Morrice dancing, peasants together by
the eares, and the like. 1621 B. JONSON Gypsies Met. (1640)

65 They should be Morris-dancers by their gingle. a 1680
ritTLER Rem. (1759) I. 224 A Morrice-dancer drest with
Bells.

1755 tr. Pontoppidan s Nat. Hist. Norway I. 4 note,
In ngland..the north light, .is. .called Morrice-dancers,
Merry dancers, and streamers. 1825 SCOTT Talisin. xx,
How wouldst like such beverage thyself after such a morrice

dancing? 1856 VAL GHAN Mystics (1860) I. 248 All the year
U May for the morris-dancers.

Morris Pi ^anT,^ l^ ^ffiG*
moi pik^hl^^nSlr^Sfe1

!?ine guards their morrice-pikesadvanc d. 1877 Miss YON( It-amtos III. ,88 The men who knew how to use barque-
,

buses and morris-pikes were stationed round them
t D. trans/. A morris-pike-man. Ol&amp;gt;s

1600 HEYWOOD ,st Pt. Edw. IV, ,. ii.
( ,6n ) F 4 Withour Ounnes and billes browne O the Fn&quot;h were beaten

^i&quot;

e Morr
&amp;gt;

s P^es and bowmen.
Morrisse, obs. form of MORRIS st.i

Morris tube. [From the name of Richard
Morns (died 1891), the inventor.] A small-bore
nlle barrel capable of being inserted in a large-
bore rifle or shot-gun for shooting practice;
patented in iS8i. Also attrib.
1884 Army Cf ,i. Orders -2 Instructions with regard lo th,-

employment of Morris s Aiming Tubes in ( iovernment rifle.&quot;,have been approved. ,88, Ibid. ,6-, Morris Aiming Tubes
.. ihe issue of Morns tubes to battalions of Milifia is de
ferred.

. ,896 (JRKENER Gun (ed. 6) 649 The chief use ofa Morns tube is to convert a large bore or powerful rifle
into a weapon of the saloon ride type for gallery practice
1901 Scotsman 28 Feb. 8/2 The question of providine .Mor
ris. lube ranges in the public parks.
Morrow mfrou;, sb. Now only literary and

dial, (see K. U. Dv . Forms: 3-4 moru, 3-5mor e)we, 4-6 morow(e, 5 morue, morou,
mor(e)w, 6-7 morrowe, 6- morrow. [Ml..
morwe, moru, shortened variant of mor-wen MoBN.j
1. = MOR.V i, MORNING i. Occas. as a saluta

tion = GOOD 510RKOW. Obs. exc. dial.
c 1275 LAV. (,-,, He lette clemben an heb and swibe loude

clepie bat bane like morewe come al his gode folke. c 1374CHAUCER Co,,,pl. Mars 12 The glad nyght ys worthe an
heuy morowe. c 1386 - Prot. 336 Wei loved he by the
morwe a sop in wvn.

&amp;lt;r,4So .)/. /;. Med. lik. (Heinriclo
04 Let

f&amp;gt;e
seek drinke ber of . . at euen hot an morew colde.

1530 PALSGR. 549/1 The two hostes fought logjder from
morowe to nyght. ,597 lip. HALL Sat. i. vii, Shee s white
as morrows milk, or flakes new bluwne. 1632 MASSINGFK
Maidofllan. i. i, Morrow to my Vncle. 1706-7 FAKQUHAR
Heaiix Strut, u. i, Morrow, my dear Sister ; are you for
Church this Morning? 17,0-11 SWIFT Jrnl. loStellat Jan.,
Morning. Morrow, little dears.

2. The day next after the present ;
the day sub

sequent to any specified day. The morrow, fre

quently used advb. = on the following day.
c 1290 St. Cross 37 in S. Ens- Leg. z pene Morewe aflur

Midewinter day to debe buy him broujte. 1297 K. GLOUC.
( Rolls) 7842 pe morwe after seintemari day. ,3,0 in Wright
Lyric P. 41 In morewe men he sohte, At under mo he
brohte. c 1449 PF.COCK Repr. i. v. 24 Whanne heuen is rody
in the euentid a cleer dai schal be the morewe. ,535 COVER-
DALE Exod. ix. 6 Tomorow shal the Lorde do this vpon
earth. And the Lorde dyd the same on the morow. Ibid.
Matt. vi. 34 Care not then for the morow, for the morow
shall care for it self, a 1626 BACON- AV7t- Att. (1900) 8 The
Morrow after our three dayes were past, ther came to us
a new Man. 1693 DRVDEN Persius v. (1697) 475 Unhappy
he who does this Work adjourn, And lo to morrow wou d
the search delay : His lazy morrow will be like to day. ,7,2
M. HKNRY Daily Commiin. Wks. ,855 I. 242/1 Taking
thought for the morrow is the great hinderance of our peace
in the_ night. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos n. xxvii, There late
was laid a marble stone ; Eve saw it placed the Morrow
gone ! 18,7 WOLFE Burial Sir y. Moore iv, We bitterly
thought of the morrow. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 12 With
yourself it rests to have a month of morrows like to-day !

t b. T/ie next morrow : the day after. The
third morrow : the day but one after. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24549 He bight to rise be thrid moru.

a ,3,0 in Wright Lyric P. 82 Hire blisse sprong the thridde
morewe. 1390 Gown Conf. I. 250 Wherof his lord, which
was deceived, A seknesse er the thridde morwe Conceived
hath of dedly sorwe. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 175 On the
third morow Bellins the king Rose erlie or the day ganne
spring. 1565 STAPLETON tr. Bede s Hist. Ch. Erig. 104 If

Sonday were not the next morow after the fourtenlh day
of the chaunge of the Moone,..he taryed for the Sonday.
,647 W. BROWNE tr. Polcxander I. 65 The Assembly.,
thought it fit to resolve of nothing that day, but that they
should meet againe the next morrow to conclude all things.
3. Iransf. andyf^., esp. in the sense: The time

immediately following a particular event.
a 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxun. iv, Let mercies mor

row Soone chase my night of sorrow. 1646 CRASHAW Steps
to Temple 40 Let them sleepe on, Till this stormy night be

gone. And th eternal] morrow dawne. 1834 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Farrers ii. 22 This morrow of a piece of good for

tune. 1886 J. FISKF. in Atlantic Monthly LVIII. 377 On
the morrow of a long and costly war, it was not strange



MORROW.
that the whole country was in some measure pauperized. I

1887 New Princeton Rev. III. i The morrow of the death

of a public favorite is apt to be severe upon his memory.
4. attrib. (now only poet.}, as mofrow tPW,

j

t letter, light ^ morn, noon, song\ morrow day, j

(a) the next day, the morrow; (b} daybreak;
\ morrow part = MORNING GIFT (cf. MORDELL) ;

f morrow priest, a priest who says morrow-mass ;

t morrow star = MOBNIXG STAK i.

a 1300 CursorM. 5993 Moises praid Je *moru dai, All be fleies

ware went awai. 1390 GOWER Conf.\\. 63 Wherof erli the

morweday. .began to fare Into the field, c \$y*Crt.ofLove

437 Seven at midnight, seven at morow-day. 1582 N. T.

(Rhem.) Matt, vi. 34 The morowday shal be careful for it self, i

1820 KEATS St. Agnes xxvii, Flown, like a thought, until the
i

morrow-day, 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. Ixii. (Tol-

lemache MS.), White margarites. .bat ben conceyuid of be

*morow dewe ben made dym with be eyer of be euentide.

1619 HALES Gold. Rein. 11.0673)82 In my *morrow Letters

I will not fail .. to send your honour the transcripts. 1582
BENTLEY Mon. Matrones 107 O Lord, 1 beseech thee, that

.. thy grace may spring in my heart with the *morrowe
|

light of thy comfort. 1830 TENNYSON Poems 96 The ocean
j

with the morrow light Will be both blue and calm. 1798
COLERIDGE Anc. Mar.\n. ad fin., A scidder and a wiser

,

man He rose the &quot;morrow morn. 1:1489 CAXTON Blanch-

ardyn v. 22 A grete forest, in whiche he entred and rode
J

sty I tyl the *morowe none, wythout ony aduenture. I5S7~8
Will of W. Rayner (Somerset Ho.\ Unto maude my wif
for her full Dowery and *morrowe parte. 1565 BECON Acts

ofChrist^ etc. Wks. III. 414 This *morowe priest and that

morowe priest, c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 832 If even-song and

*morwe-song acorde, Lat se now who shal telle the firste

tale, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 344/2 &quot;Morowsterre. ., Lucifer.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 67 b, The morowe sterre

that commeth before the daye.

Morrow (m^ ro&quot;),
v. rare. [f.

MORROW sb. ]

intr. To dawn. Also (iionce-nse] in passive, to be

endowed with mornings.
1839-51 BAILEY Fesius 157 When earth was dayed was

inorrowed the first rayPeiched on his pen, and diamonded
its way. Ibid. 228, I have turned to thee, moon, from my
heart,.. And have hoped it might mix, as 1 watched thee

depart, Like thyself, with the morn which had morrowed.

1884 J. PAYNE Tales fr. Arabic I. 70 When the morning
morrowed. .he summoned the chiefof his viziers.

Morrow-^yfe, var. MORYEVE, morning-gift \

t Mo rrowing, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [f. MOUROW
sb. -t- -ING 1

: cf. morning in Sense 2 implying a

vb. *mort ow to procrastinate.]
1. Morning ; dawning.
c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars (Tanner MS.) 26 Yit will

I . .synge The sentence of the compleynt. .That wofull mars
made at the departynge Fro fressh venus in a moroxvynge
[Tritt. MS. morownyng]. c 1385 L. G. It . 1483 The
morxvynge \Trin. MS. morowyng; Selden MS. morowen-
yng] attempre was & fayr. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe
247 Suete war the vapouris, soft the morowing.
2. A postponing till

* the morrow *.

1602 BRETON Mother s Blessing Ixvi. D
3 b, If he impor

tune thee with borrowing, . . Or daily put tnee off with mor-

rowing, Till want do make thee wearie of thy lending.

Morrowing gift, var. MORWYNGIFT Obs. Sc.

t Mo rrow-mass. Obs. The first mass of the

day.
(.-1440 Jacob*s Well 116 $e, bat heryn no^t full dyvyn

seruyse in ^oure parysch-cherche, but a morwemasse. 1484
Rec. St. Mary at Hill (igo^ n6Payd to syr lohn plommer
for hys labur to syng the morowmas. 1584 R. SCOT Discov.
Witchcr. v. iii. (i336j 76 He heard a little saccaring bell ring
to the elevation of a morrowe masse. 1601 F. GODWIN Bps.
ofEng. 304 He built.. a little Chappell for morrow masse.

1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers IV. 8 After Terce, the first mass
of the day, or the morrow mass was sung.

b. #//;/., as morrow-mass allar, mongert priest.
1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. 617 The morowe masse preest

of Howe Churche in Chepe was moste commendyd. 1511
in Jacob s Hist. Faversham (1774) 164 At the Morrow
Masse Awter. %^^ Rec, St. Mary at Hill (190$) 401 Payed
to sir William Rychard, morrowmas prest, for halfe a yeare
ended at midsomer 1556. a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Conftit.
Rhem. N. T. (1618) 703 A Popish Sheppard, or M^orrow-
Masse-Priest. 1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 57 Let you mor
row Massmungers when they masse it alone, use laponian,
or Mexico Language. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 216
Monks, Nuns, and morrow Masse Priests.

Morrow-speech : see MORN-SPEECU.
t Mcvrrow-tide. Obs. Also 5 mortyde. [Cf.

MOBN-TIDK.] =! MORNINGTIDE.
c 1390 Beket 49 in S. Eng. Leg. 108 In be morewe-tide heo

weren i-souat. c 1380 Sir Ferumb, 2895 Erly on }K morwe-
tyde after

)&amp;gt;at bay xvere there, be Amyral wolde no leng
abyde bot

}&amp;gt;e Galwys let arere. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T.

981 And so bife!, that brighte morwe-tyde. That [etc.], c 1430
Chron. Vilod, 1441 In J?e mortyde |&amp;gt;o,

whenne hit was day.
1481 CAXTON Reynard( Arb.) 37 It happed so that on a morow-
tyde erly that grymbert my neuew was of wyne almost
dronke. IJOA ATKYNSON tr. De Imitations i. xx. 169 A
mery euentyde foloweth a sory morow tyde. 1520 Myrr.
our Ladye 13 In some chirches they say mattyns in the
morow tyde.

Morryeve, var. MORYEVE, morning-gift .

Morryoune, obs. form of MORIAN.
t Mors, v. Obs. [aphetic a. F. amorcer to

prime (a gun), to prepare for an operation.]
1. trans. To grease (firearms).
1533 A C- *&amp;lt;&amp;lt;* Treas. ScotL (1905) VI. 160 For walx and

talloune to mors the hagbutts.
2. To prime (a gun). Implied in MORSING vbl.sb.

Mors, Morsall, obs. ff. MORSE sb*, MORSEL.
t Mo rsare. Obs. [aphetic a. F.

amor$oir&amp;gt; f.

amorcer\ seeMoRSw.] A priming-flask foracannon.

672

1540 Ld. Treas. Ace. in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. 304* Ane
morsare to be Kingis grace Culvering, quhilk wes of siluer.

Morsbunker: see MOSSBUNKER.
Morscel, obs. form of MORSEL.
Morse (mpjs), sbl Also 5 mors. [a. OF.

mors (Godef. 1380), ad. L. mors-us bite, catch (of
a buckle), f. mordere to bite.] The clasp or

fastening of a cope, frequently made of gold or

silver, and set with precious stones.

1404 Durh. Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 394 Item j mors cum lapi-
dibus. 1489 Will ofAtivode (Somerset Ho. ,

A mortuary
cloth of blac velvett the orfraies & mors w 1 flowres. 1489-
90 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 150 Item, for Cere clothe to

the orpharas, the hode & the moose [? read morse] of the saide

coope. 1536 in Antiq.Sarisb. (1771) 197 Six copes .. having in

the Morse red and white Roses of pearls, c 1540 Invent.
in Trans. Land, ff Mdsx. Arch&ol, Soc. IV. 329, iij copes
of white bawdekyn with fflewres of gold and dases..and

thys letter I in the morses. Ibid. 349, xxvij newe morsys
for copys. 1826 MRS. BRAY De Foix \\. (1884) 15 His tunic

was fastened in front by a morse, or brooch, richly enamelled,
..and representing the Virgin Mary.
Morse (m^us), sb? Forms : 5-8 mors, 6

morsse, 7 morss, moss, 8 morsh, 6- morse,

[a. Lapp, tnorsa, r/iorssa, or the equivalent Finnish

mnrsu. Cf. F. morse (first in morce marin =
Caxton s mors marine], Russian M0p;irb.]
1. The sea-horse or walrus, Trichechus rosmarus.
1482 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cclvii, 336 This yere were take

iiij grete fishes bytwene Eerethe and london, that one was
callyd mors marine [etc.], c i5S3CHANCELOUR in Haklnyfs
Voy. (1599) I. 237 There are also a fishes teeth, which fish

is called a Morsse. c 1614 Voy. [to Spitzbergen\ in Arch&O
logia Amer. (1860) IV. 313 Theise morses use to goe
ashoare vpon some beach or pointe of lowe land. 1710
WHITWORTH Ace. Russia (1758) 83 Morses, or sea-horses,
from Nova Zembla, used to load thirty boats a year with
blubber. 1855 W. S. DALLAS in Syst. Nat. Hist. II. 471
The Walrus, Morse, or Sea-Horse,..is an inhabitant of the
Arctic portions of both Hemispheres.
t 2. Erroneously applied to the hippopotamus.
1775 ASH, Morse, the hippopotamus, the river horse. 1891

Syd. Soc. Le.tr., Morse teeth^ a name given to the teeth of
the hippopotamus used for making artificial teeth.

3. attrib., as morse-hide, -ivory ^ -teeth.
1681 GKEW Mu&xum \. v. i. 89 A piece of a *More-

Hide. 1877 W.
}o&amp;gt;

thumb-ring of an Ear
NES Finger-ring A &quot;morse ivory

ig of an Earl of Shrewsbury. 1618 T. BARKER in
St. Papers Col., . Indies 1617-21 (1870) 159 Tin, brass,
*morse teeth, Muscovy hides.

Morse (mpJs),j//.3 Telegraphy. The name of
the American electiician .S. F. B. Morse (1791-
1872), the inventor of the recording telegraph, and
of the alphabet (in which the letters are expressed
by combinations of dots and dashes) used for send

ing messages by this instrument. Used attrib. in

designations of these inventions and things per
taining to them

;
also ellipt. as sb. Morse tele

graph .

[1847 PETER PROGRESS Electr. Telegr.6^ Morse s Tele
graph. This variety of the Electric Telegraph is employed
on all the American lines.) 1860 PRESCOTT Klectr. Telegr.
in. v. 73 Electric telegraph apparatus. The Morse system.
1867 SABINE Electr. Teltgr.1t, Simple Morse Circuit. In
its simplest form the Morse telegraph consists of a transmit

ting key [etc.]. Ibid. 86Embossinglnstrumentwith movable
Magnet. This is a construction of the Morse by Messrs.
Siemens and Halske. Ibid. 87 The Morse Code. Ibid.

go The Morse alphabet. Ibid. 149 The Morse recorder.

1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy IDS In England we
never do use the Morse on such circuits.. .It is an exceed,
ingly rare thing to fix more than four stations on one Morse
circuit. 1889 PREECE & MAIER Telephone noOrdinaryMorse
signals. 1898 R. KF.RR Wireless Telegr. 93 The Morse inker.
Ibid. 97 A small Morse key.
Hence Morse v. intr., to signal by means of the

Morse alphabet.
1906 KIPLING in Windsor Mag. Jan. 232/2 Ah . now she s

Morsing against the fog.

Morsebonker : see MOSSBUNKEB.
Morseed, obs. variant of MAWSEED.
1714 Weekly Jrnl. No. 276 Very fine singing Nightingales,

with a fine Parcel of Morseed, to be sold.

Morsel (m^usel), sb. Forms : 3 mossel, 4-5
mussel ^e, mossele, 5 muS8ell(e, mossell(e; 4
morsele, morcele, 4-6 morselle, 4-7 morsell,
4-8 moroel, 5 morssel, murssell, morsylle, 5-7
morcell, 6 morssell, Sc. morsall, 3- morsel,

[a. OF. morsel (mocl.F. morceau : see MORCEAU)= It. morsello, med.L. morstllnm, dim. of F. mors,
It. morso a bite : L. morsiim, neut. pa. pple. of
mordere to bite.]
1. A bite ; a mouthful

;
a small piece of food.

Now apprehended as a contextual use of sense 2.

1197 R . GLOUC. (Rolls) 7028 pe mossel he dude in to is moub
. . Hit bileuede amidde is brote. a 1300 Cursor M. 13485
Qua had o

penis
thre hundreth Bred for to bi, |&amp;gt;ai

ar sua
fele, War til ilkan bot a morsel. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce ix.

398 Our lordis of France, that ay With gud morsellis
farsis thair panch. 1381 WVCLIF Ps. cxlvii. 17 He sendeth
his cristal as musselis [v.r. morselis]. c 1450 M. E. Med.
Bk. (Heinrich) 219 Ete

j&amp;gt;at
at fyue mosseles, & benne drynk

a gret draw;t of good wyn. 1486 Rk. St. Albansnv, Take
.iij. comes of whete and put hem in a morcell of flesh and
yeue thessame morcellis to the hawke. 1565 T. STAPLETON
Fortr. Faith 30 This apple is all rotten, and yet there are
some sound morselis in him. 1663 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s
Trav. Iviii. 230 She eat of the Fruit, and made her Hus
band likewise to eat of it, whence it ensued that they were
both of them by that unhappy Morsel subjected to the

MORSELIZE.

pains of Death. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 334
They, .wrap it in a leaf of Betele. .and chew it in morsels,

&quot;758 JOHNSON Idler No. 19 8 The first morsel is in his

mouth. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth vi, He took a cake in his

hand, broke it, and was about to eat a morsel, when the
effort to swallow seemed almost too much for him. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. i. xxvii. 202 At the spring.. the men paused
to have a morsel of bread.

b. with omission of of,

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7025, & al so late bis mossel bred
boru mi brote wende. c 1450 Merlin i. 6 Yef we hadde but
a mossell brede, we haue more

ioye
. . than ye haue with alle

the delicatys of the worlde. 1518 PAYNELL Salernes Regim.
Q j b, They eate a morsell breadde.

C. A choice dish
;
a tit-bit *.

c 1440 LVDG. Horse^ Goose
&amp;lt;$ Sheep 207 A fatt goos..a

morsel [v.r. mussell] agreable. a 1450 Knt, de la Tour 22,
I wolle telle you an ensaumple of a woman that etc the

good morsell in the absence of her husbonde. Ibid.^ No
woman shulde ete no lycorous morcelles in the absens . . of
her husbond. 1848 W. H. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. x. (1879)
225 Tlie Sheikh brought me, as choice morsels, two or
three clusters of large sorrel, which tasted very refreshing.

d. A small meal
;
a * snack .

t To bring {a person) to a morsel: 1 to bring to poverty.
1470-85 MALORY Arth. xvi. viii. 675 She prayd hym to

take a lytyl morsel to dyne. 1655 TERRY Voy. E. India 8
The Shark.. will make a morsell of any thing he can catch,
master, and devour, a 1734 NORTH Life Ld, Kpr. Guilford
(1742) 291 But his Vices, in the Way of Women and the

Bottle, were so ungoverned, as brought him to a Morsel.

1765 BtcKERSTAKFE Maid ofMill i. in. 8 Thou lt come and
eat a morsel of dinner with us. 1818 LADY MORGAN Autobiog.
(1859) 154 We were eating our morsel at home. 1898 W. F.
CLARK N. Gleams 56 (E. D. D.) Janey was gettin ready
some kind o morsel.

e. transf. andyf^
1

.

c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3434 Rauyssht of be
beaute of bis womman, This tendir yong morsel, pis doghter,
1 seye. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommerj 413 Whan the

hisperyens sawe hym brought to that sorowe as for to taste

the bitter morsell of deth, alle lefte their armes. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xxxii. 23 Scho wes an morsall of delyte.
1538 HALE Thre Laives 713 He shall be at the last a mor
sel! for the deuyll. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen.IV&amp;gt; H. iv. 396 Now
comes in the sweetest Morsell of the night, and wee must
hence, and leaue it unpickt. 1625 BURGES Pers. Tithes

33 Tithes which is a sweet morsell that they are loath to

part with. 1649 MILTON Eikon. ix. 81 That revenge was
no unpleasing morsel to him. a 1676 GLTHKII-, Mem, (1702)
QI The Rent of the Chapel Royal (e.steem d formerly a
Morsel sufficient for a Bishop). 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix.

2044 Few years, the sport Of fortune; then, the morsel
of despair. 1775 HARRIS Philos, Arrangem. Wks. (1841)

382 Many choice morsels, both from Greek and Roman
writers. 1848 L. HUNT jar of Honey Pref. 2 With this

sauce a man might swallow some of the bitterest morsels of
life. 1874 DEUTSCH Rent. 74 Scores of other tough morsels
in the Koran.

f. jocularly applied to a person.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. u. i. _286 You doing thus, To the

perpetuall winke for aye might put This ancient morsell :

this Sir Prudence. 1838 MRS. CARLYLE New Lett. (1903)

1.69 Beware., how you encourage that little morsel of yours
to follow the trade of being a Genius.

2. A small piece (of anything), esp. a portion
cut or broken from a mass ; a little piece ; a frag
ment. Also Comb, f morsel-meal adv., piecemeal.
c 1290 St. Kaih. 247 in S. Eng. Leg. 99 Hire tetes heo

to-drowe Fram hire bodi mossel mele. a 1400-50 A lexander
1268 Maistris & mynistris menere & gretdr, pat was in
morsels magged. ^1430 Two Cookery-bks. \. 30 Take
Applys, & pare hem, an smal screde hem in mossellys. 1597
HOOKER Eccl, Pol. v. bcxix. 5 He simply deliuered vp a
large morsell whereby the value of that which remained
was betrayed. 1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. 92 A moictl of St.

Peters by it self. 1693 TATE Juvenal xvi. (1697) 374 An
Ombite Wretch.. is Pns ner made: Whose Flesh torn off

by Lumps, the rav nous Foe In Morsels cut, to make it

farther go. 1800 tr. Lagranees Chcm. \. 349 When dry, it

appears in white morsels, which may be reduced by the

fingers into an exceedingly fine powder. 1839 URE Diet.
Arts 815 The small morsels of quicksilver ore. 1860 MOT
LEY Netherl. (1868) I. i. 8 A morsel of territory.

fig. 1860 A. TROLLOPE Castle Richm. 1. vi. 106 I m
blessed if I ve a morsel of feeling in my toes. 1873 BURTON
Hist. Scof. VI. Ixxiv. 391 No morsel of the system could
now be counted an open question.

Morsel (mpusel), v. [f. MORSEL sb. Cf. F.
moretier^\
1. trans. To divide into morsels or small pieces.
1598 FLORIO, Morsecchtare, to morsell, to bile. 1621

MOLLE Camerar. Liv. Libr. iv. xvii. 301 Chopping into

peeces, morselling and deuouring their prisoners.

2. With out: To distribute (property, etc.) in

small parcels or quantities.
1855 MRS. GORE Mammon I. 7 Their estates have been

morselled out ;
while ours remain intact. 1859 MASSON

Brit. Novelists i. 50 The total mass, .was shaped, adjusted,
and again morselled out in parts by subsequent minstrels.

Hence MoTselled ///. a.
; MoTselling vbl. sb.

1799 BEDDOES Contrib. Pkys. $ Med. Knowl. 536 advt.,
The practice, .of tantalizing readers by morselled informa
tion. 1844 M. HENNELL Soc. Syst. 188 Civilization and all

historic periods known, have their narrow foundation on
family management, or morselling. 1861 LYTTON & FANE
Tannh&ttser 95 The split and morselled crag-;.

Morselize (mpMselaiz), v. rare. [f. MORSEL
sb. + -IZE.] trans. To break up into small pieces.
Hence Morseliza tion, the act of dividing into

small pieces.
1886 A. G. WARNER tr. Le Play in Pop. Set. Monthly

Oct. 793 The chaotic .. condition of the foremost nations
of Europe resulted . . from the infinite morselization . . of
interests. 1893 *9^ Cent. Feb. 214 The plan, .has been called

in America the morcelization of government . 1894 G. S.



MORSICANT.

old

Morsh, obs. form of MORSE sli.2

Morsicant
(ajfaikSnt), a.

[ad. L. morsi-
canl-em, pres. pple. of morsicare to bite con
tinually, f. mars-, morciere to

bite.] (See quot 1
1891 Sya Sac. Lex., Morsicant, producing a sensation asof repeated biting or pricking.

Mo-rsing, vbl. sb. Sc. Obs. exc. Hist. Alsow-
ruptly 7 mosine ; (in Comb.) 8-9 motion-, o mo-
shin-, [f. MORS . + -ING

V] The action of priming
(a gun) In quot. concr., priming-powder, priming
1629 Z.-B m Last BatteU I. 374 They, .cry, Peace, peacleuen while God is putting the fierie lunt into the mosine of

their sudden destruction.

b. atlrib. as morsing-horn, -powder morsinit-
hole, touch-hole.
1552 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. i 3 r Hagbutteris fur

msch.t with powldir flask, morsing hornis, and all uthair
ge.r. 1568 Satir. 1\ Reform, xlvii. 54 }e want 30 morsin&quot;
powder. 1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 26 An

, frae the flakeHe whips the carabine. -The motion-hole Frae rust un-
sp,kd..Adown the bank he hastens. ,805 SCOTT last
Minstr. iv. xvin, Ruffcoats, all froimc d and broidered o erAnd morsing-horns and scarfs they wore. 1824 MACTAGGART
l,allm:,a. hncycl Moslun-hole, the touch-hole of a piece of
ordnance p,kethemosam-hoU\. means, to clean out the
touch-hole. 1828 MOIR Mamie Wauch xii, The pik.-r for
clearing the motion-hole. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk
485 Morsingpmuder, an old term for priming powder
Morsita tion. rare-&quot;, [n. of action f] late

L. morsitare (found only as v. r. for morsicare see
MORSICANT), freq. oimordlre to bite.] (See quot.)
1819 SEAGER, Morsitation, the act of biting frequentlya

.slightly ; gnawing. Whence in later Diets.

Morspeche, obs. form of MORROW-SPEECH
Morss(e, obs. forms of MORSE sb?
tMo rsure. Obs. [a. F. morsure (Hatz.-Darm.

1 3th c.), ad. L. morsfira, f. mors-, mor&re to bite.]The action or an act of biting ;
a bite.

1400-50 Alexander 4088 pan wald his pepill & his
princes haue past ouir pe bourne, And mi;t 11031 for be

n ?
&quot;

wu &quot;^ &quot;

&quot;g
of best s - i6 4 D. T. Dove

,$- Serf.
Ded., Whereby to free those which behold it from the mor.
sures of such vipers. 1730 Hist. Litt. I. 31 He openeda Salamander s Mouth, and endeavoured to make it bite
a Chicken. . . At last he . . succeeded in forcing it to make
several morsures. 1819 H. BUSK Tea 183 Shall I The
morsure of their fang escape alone ?

Mort (ni(?jt), sbl Also 5-7 morte. [Partly
a. I&quot;, mort (=Pr . mort-z, Sp. miterte, Pg., It.

morte) :-L. mart-em; partly a. F. mort (fern, morte),
adj. (

= Pr. mort-z, Sp. muerto, Pg., It. morto)
:-pop.L. *moi-l-nm for L. mortunm dead 1

1 1. Death, slaughter. Obs.
CI330 Arth. , Merl. 9066 (Kolbing), J)o stode Herui hi

(Dublin MS.), The morte of all be m*wions-& ofbe mmy
%*?. &quot;V^T

- &quot; Nor&quot; ! &quot; Amiv.ll Ballads}?.
&amp;lt; D 3

A&quot;

dowtyng off them to maike gret morte
1560 ROLLAND Crt Venus ,. 834 Ouirset with slicht sul-
phunous, And suddant mort.
2. Hunting. The note sounded on a horn at the

death of the deer. Chiefly in to blow a mort.
App. an alteration of the earlier MOTE sb* perh. by asso

ciation with Fr. phr. a mort.
Various edd. of the ballad of Chevy Chase 1 31 read

mart, but MS. Ashm. 48 has mot (
= MOTE so 3

)

KMS
h &quot;,

B
.
loum

:
A &quot;c- 7&quot;&quot;&quot;u6 7 g) r 7o As soone as theBukks head is offered uppe all the kepers shall blowe aMort. three tymes. ,589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Mirr. (,8 5I )

4 Presently, the Mort the Hunts-man blew, a IS92 GREENE
t, r 11 r?ae f*S93) H, He that bloweth the Mort before

?i&amp;gt; ? ,?
ck

..
may verie wel1 misse of his fees. 1611SHAKS.

(K;^.
j. ,. ,,. Il8 And then , s ; h as

. TMort oth Deere. 1677 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. i. 80 Then,having blown the Mort, and all the company come in [etc.]
1741 C0 X. Fam.-Piece n. i. 292 Then sound the Mort or
Morts. i8ZI SCOTT /uuikv. xxxiii, The horns again pouredon her ear the melancholy yet wild strain of the mort, or
death-note 1843 BROWNING Flight ofthe Duchess xi, Whenhorns wind a mort and the deer is at siege.

b. A dead stag. ? nonce-use.

t^lr^
000

.

^ ^ a
i&quot;

ei c
*&amp;gt;

Tis these befriend the timid,
t.embling stag And prompt fresh shifts in his alarum d
ears, So piteously they view all bloody morts.

c. The death, the kill. arch.
1853 KINGSLEY W,stw. Ho , iv, You wilL.be enabled

i ourselves to see the mort more pleasantly.
&amp;lt;f. 1 lie skin of a sheep or lamb that has died a

natural death. Also mort skin dial
1592 GREENE Upst. Conrtier F 3, The Sadler.. makes the

ujtner ot them of morts, or land sheeps skinnes. 1611-12

^I.i. ? i j i

T9 5) v- 486 Sheepeskinnes slaughteredh bin sold by great, for xxiiijs. the dozen, good and bad, jmortes and all included. 1624 in Naviorth Houseli. Bks.212 Received of my Lady for mort skins, iij
i vi- viij-i. 1752Rec Elgm ,New

^Spald.
Club ,903) I. 464 Ilk dozen of

mort lamb skins zrf. 1798 R. DOUGLAS Aeric. Sara. Rox6.
i, J ; 2M &quot; tc Morts are the skins of sheep and lambswho die 18.6 SCOTT Bl. D-.uarf i, He ll be unco busy

amang the morts this season.
4. ? A dead body, corpse. ? Ots.
1658 FRANCK North. Mem. (1694) 7 Every Generation since

Adam, has so diminished that Beauty and Lustre, that fromMen we are almost dwindled into Morts. (11839 GAIT
Vemon Destiny 14 The gathering myriads of the famous
great All skeletons, like morts, derisive grin.
O. Comb.: fmort bell Sc., a funeral bell;

t mort cape Sc., a funeral cope; mort head dial.,
a death s head

; f mort mumblings Sc., mumbled
VOL. VI.

673

prayers for the dead; mort note (qnasi-a^/O =sense 2
; mort safe Jr., an iron frame placed overa coffin or at the entrance to a grave as a protection

gainst resurrectionists in Scotland
; mort-skin &.and dial, (see sense 3) ;

mort stand Sc app ibier or
catafalque ; t mort stone, a stone on whichthe bearers of a dead body rested the coffin

MORTAL.

half em, tor

put into his grave. 1888 .VortA. N. * O III -, T
hin^eH T

ere
h

&quot;le ca
?
e - like &quot;s fe Put over it, ,

y kn

D. ^ w^^ 1

used advb.

1361^&quot;fr^ct^A /,&quot; ?*
f 8 ld &quot; t a &quot;d Offr of ?old!

spun^th^mortsEnd
6? &quot; &quot;^&quot; &quot;^

6^
V. \ii. 227 Oh me ! the *mortstone

tMort, sb* Obs. Also 6 mortes (?). [Formand origin uncertain; but cf. MORTAR sb 1 \\~\ A
kind of wax candle (? or a set of wax candles)
1394 m Gough Sepulchral Man. (1786) I I7o Fynolx

morts, brennynges, croppes, tapres quarrex. city, In
r.RNERS Art/i. Lyt. l},yt. (1814) 56 The foure mortees ofwaxe [ong yuatre verges antans] yt stode brennynebetore her beddes fete. 1546 in Blomefield Tofogr. Hist

i\orjolK(\v,ab\ III. 216 An herse with 120 lyghts and dv-
verse floryshesi hangyngs and a mortes of wax.
Mort (m/it), sb:* Also 6 morte. [Origin un

known.] A name for the salmon in its third year
,)
Sy
ft i

pA
,

LSGR
:.
246/2 Morte a fysshe. 1584 COGAN HavenHealth clxxxn. 145 I he mort is oflike nature, for it is the

young Salmon. 0:1672 WILLUGHBY Hist. Pise. iv. iv 180
Nostratibus in fluvio Kibble agri Eboracensis Salmones
primo a:tatis anno Smelts dicuntur

; secumlo Sprods ; terlio
Morts. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Spp. s. v. Salmon. 1861
see PEAL sb*\ 1872 Daily Nev,s 13 Aug., Nine fish were
Kinea.. namely, one mort, one smelt, three brandlings and
four river trout. 1904 1 cterite XIX. 147 Sea-troul, or
mort as they are locally termed.

Mort (nyjt), sb* Cant. Also 6 morte, 8-9
mot, 9 mott. [Origin unknown.] a. A girl or
woman. Often with qualifying word, as antem
gentry, KINCHIN-, strolling, walking mort (q. v.)

S*-7Si AIVDELAV Frat. Vacab. (1869) 5 A Kitchin Mortes
[KdisaGyrle. 1592 CHETTLE Kind-harts Dr. (1841) 57 It
happened, within these few yeeres, about Hampshire there
wandered a walking mort, that went about the countrey ,

selling of tape. 1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKKR Roaring Girl
\K 4 b, Ben mort (good wench) shal you and I heaue a

booth ? 1621 K. JONSON Gypsies Met. (1640) 65 Male Gipsies !

all, not a Mort among them, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant
\

Crew, Morts, Yeomen s Daughters ; also a Wife, Woman,
or Wench. 1837 Gambler s Dream III. 225 Every cove and
every mot Brings in some swag to boil the pot. 1851 MAY-
HEW Land. Labour I. 217 After some altercation with the
mot of the ken (mistress of the lodging-house).
b. A harlot, a loose woman.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 32 Their harlots, whiche they i

terme Mortes and Doxes. 1601 A. MUNDAV Donuif. Rbt.

i LbicHtK oeggar s iiusH n. i, ,acn man snail, .enjoy His
owne deare Dell, Doxy, or Mort, at night. 1708 Mottenx s
Rabelais Pantagr. Prognost. v, Those whom Venus is said
to rule, as .. Morts, Doxies. 1796 F. GROSE Olio 228 Our
regiment has not so fine a blowen ; Nor all the seven bat
talions such a mot. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Mott, a
blowen, or woman of the town.

Mort(m(Jit),rf.5 Also morel. [? Celtic Cornish;
cf. Welsh mer marrow.] Lard

; pig s grease.
1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n. cxiii. 408 You shall adde

i8_
loady heads, wi a wanage o nair, piaster a witn mort ana
flour. 1864 QUILLER-COUCH E. Cormv. Wiis. in Jrnl. R.
Inst. Cormi). Mar., Mord, lard, pig s grease. 1865 T. GAR
LAND W. Cornw. Wds. ibid. Apr., Mort, unmelted lard.

1886 West Somerset Gloss, s.v., N if any-body-v a got a bad
leg or ort, there idn no fineder thing vor-t-n mort-n chalk.

Mort (m^it),
sb$ dial. [Origin obscure.

The suggestion that it is derived from ON. mart, neut.
of margr great, as in mart manna a great number of

people, is not supported by the form, chronology, or locality
of the Eng. word. It is possiblya dial, corruption of mortal
used as an intensive (e.g. with such a sb. as deal}. The
existence of the north, dial. MURTH (ON. mergH) in the
same sense may have assisted its development.]A great quantity or number; a great deal. Usually
const, of; rarely absol. Also//, (cf. quantities).
1694 ECHARD Plautus 94 They had a mort o Prisoners.

|

out pouaxes, wnicne De mortall, aswel in snarpenes as m
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 44. 3/2 You having zuch a Mort of

j

weyghte. 1578 LVTE Dodoens III. xxiii. 448 Mortal Night-
Wit. 1773 SHERIDAN Rivals I. i, Here s a mort o merry- shade. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies iv.

!,: i..., .o-. &amp;lt;-. . is:,, ,f.:,.... i CM,. ,.ii..j I x_ 23g j, ;s a ()angerous th jng to frequent so perillous

whan thow art mort, in blysse. /i48s Digby M,&amp;lt;M&amp;gt;. \

Zj&iS-s*-&quot;zr*ssb. Battle mort, mort battle : war to the death Sc

mor,&quot; lus, spo/t^Th^ snw w
X
e

Vi &quot;

s ^nd s^^ *

Jf Infidelis mony he did downe thring Be battell mort

tMort, f. Obs rare~\ [a. OF. mortir, {.

L (S
r
e

,

M
,/

T st -

] &quot; &quot; &quot; To Put to death.
ciWaYorkMyst.xxn.-nPH, Howemeneje? Cay Sirto mort hym for mouynsT of menne
JYlortaban : see MARTABAN.
Mortagon(e, obs. forms of MARTAGOX
a 1400 Stockholm Kfed. MS. ii. 367 in Anglia XVIII. 3,6Mortulaca fc mortagon Of swichean erbe name is on. c 1440

&quot;f- &quot;&amp;gt;. 344/1 Mortagone, herbe, lierba Martis.
mortal!!, Mortaise, obs. ff. MORTAL. MORTISE
Mortal (m/ita!), sb. [f. MORTAL a.]
1. Mortal thing or substance (see quot.).
1526 TIN-DAI F i Cor. xv. 53 For this corruptible must putton
mcorruptibilite, and this mortall [Gr. TO font/TOuro

V ulg. inortatc hoc} must put on immortalite. i6n Ibid.
2. One who is mortal

; a human being in contrast
with an immortal.
1567 C- &quot;le t, Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 133 Lord I

ane wratcheit mortall. ,590 SHAKS. Alids. N m
IjOrd, what fooles these mortals be 1651 HOBBKS / efiathm. xxxiv 2,3 Names ..are usefull onely to the short me
mories of Mortalls. 1713 ADDISON Cato I.

ii, Tis not inMortals to command Success. 1882 W. S. GILBERT lolanth,-
I. 4 By our laws, the fairy who marries a mortal, dies

_

D. Often used playfully for person . In nega
tive contexts an emphatic equivalent for . any)
one

, (no) one . Cf. MORTAL a. 8 b.
1718 PRIOR Her Eyctrmv-llox , I can behold no Mortalnow : I-or what s an Eye without a Brow? 1728 BERKELEY

Let. \Vks. ,871 IV. 149 Speak not, therefore, one syllableof it to any mortal whatsoever. 1846 W. E. FOKSTER in
Reid\I-ife ( 1888) I. vi. ,86 What a strange little mortal he

i
(Lord J. Russell] is, to be ruler of a mighty nation ! 1860
READE Cloister t, H. l.vxviii, She dared not trust such -,

treasure to mortal. 1864 A. MKAV Hist. Kilmarnock 164
bandy and the other jolly mortals.

Mortal (ni(Jutal), a. Forms : 4-5 mortail e,

|

-taill, 4-7 mortall, 5 mortalle, 5-6 mortalei
4- mortal ; . 4-5 mortel(e, -tell, -tiel, 4-6
mortell. See also MORTUAL. [a. OF. mortel,
morliel, mortal (mod.F. mortel), or ad. L. mor-
tiil-is, f. mort-, mors death.]
1. Subject to death, destined to die.
Often in the tautologically emphatic phrase mortal man
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns in. 376 Al were my lyf eterne, As

I am mortal. 1:1391 Astral. Prol. (1872) i Alle the con-
clusiouns..ben vn-knowe perfitly to any mortal man in this

1

regioun. c 1450 Codstow Reg. 524 And the forsaid abbesse
and Couente and ther successours shold warantije and de-
fende for euer the forsaid tenement,, .to the forsaid Rector
and scolers and to ther successours ayenst all mortall men.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. ii. 44-5 Are you all arTraid ? Alas,
I blame you not, for you are Mortall, And Mortall eyes
cannot endure the Diuell. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)
355 No mortall man might ascend the Seat. 1667 SIR W.
TEMPLE Let. M. GauriMeVfks. 1731 II. 31, I begin to think
that King and his Ministers are mortal like other People
1697 DRYDEN yirg. Georg. iv. 643 What Madness cou d pro
voke A

Morta_I Man t invade a sleeping God ? 1728 YOUNG
Lore Fame vi. 174 Old-age will come ; disease may come
before; Fifteen is full as mortal as three-score. i82oSHELLEv
Prometh. Unb. iv. 297 Whose population which the earth
grew over Was mortal, but not human. 1836 C. FORSTER
Life Jebb (1851) 325 His mortal remains were laid in Si
Paul s Churchyard, Clapham. 1853 M. ARNOLD Scholar.
Gifsy xv, For what wears out the life of mortal men ?

t b. Doomed to immediate death. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneisx. xi. 45 Gif thow askis a resput or
delay,. .Of this evident deyd of Turnus 5ing,..Allthocht he
mortale be rycht sone we knaw. c 1622 ROWLEV, etc. Witch
Edmonton HI. (1658) 34 Not yet mortal? I would not
linger you, Or leave you a tongue to blab. ? 1624 CHAPMAN
Revenge /or Honour m. ii, Not pledg my peerlesse Mis-
tresse health? Souldier, thou rt mortall, if tnou refuse it.

2. Causing death, deadly, fatal. Const, to. .Now
only of diseases, wounds, and blows,
t Mortal nightshade = deadly nightshade : see DEADLV 4 c.

c 1385 CHAUCER /,. G. tV. 2232 The furies thre with al
here mortal brond. c 1407 LYDG. Reson ff Sens. 3418 This
mortal beverage So noyous ys and so doutable. c 1489
CAXTON Blanchardyn xxxviii. 141 He . . made in his body
a grete wounde mortall. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More s Utopia
II. viii. (1895) 262 At hande strokes they vse not swordes
but pollaxes, whiche be mortall, aswel in sharpenes as in

. .
,

making, hey? 1821 CI.ARE Vill. Minstr. I. 123 She talk d
of morts of luck. 1850 DICKEXS Dmi. Coff. xxxii, We

x. 236 It is a dangerous thing to frequent so penllous
and mortall a creature [quicksilver]. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v.

151



MORTAL.
ii. 305, 1 &quot;m g ad thY Father s dead, Thy Match was mortall

to him. 1665-6 Ptiil. Trans. I. 161 It is mortal to eat of

the Flesh of creatures killed hy Vipers. 1667 MILTON P. L.

I. 2. i68a BU.NVAN Holy War 284 Since the sickness had

heen so mortal in Mansoul. 1763 Museum Kits. . 1. Ixx.iiii.

369 To avoid the early frosts, which are mortal to them.

1805 jEFfEKSOSie/. 8 Feb. (1829) IV. 33 Strangers .. find

this fever as mortal as the genuine yellow ftver. 1814

SCOTT Lii. a/ Isles HI. xxix, The master d felon press d the

ground, And gasp d beneath a mortal wound.

b. fig. Destructive or fatal (to a thing).

1670 BAXTER Cure C/i. Dm. Pref. 2, I know that these

principles are as mortal to the Churches, as they are to

Souls. 1769 BURKE Late St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 83, I will

shew him a fact more that is mortal to his assertions. 1802

PALEy Nat. Thai. (1819) 324 Here therefore might seem to

be a mortal defect in their constitution. 1832-4 DE QLMSCEY
Cxsars Wks. 1859 X. roo Even the more innocent exhibi-

tions, in which brutes only were the sufferers, could not but

be mortal to all the finer sensibilities.

C. Of a season or region : Characterized by

many deaths. (Cf. MORTALITY.) ? Obs.

1649 EVELYN Diary 30 Oct., This was a very sickly and
mortal Autumne. 1741 Lett. James Hurray, Loyalist

(1901)62 So sickly and mortal a place as So. Carolina. 1775
ABIGAIL ADAMS f aut. Lett. lix. (1876) 95 So sickly and so

mortal a time the oldest man does not remember. 1803
MALTHUS Poptil. it. ii. 207 The years 1757 and 1758 [in

Sweden] were barren, and comparatively mortal years. Ibid.

209 Notwithstanding the mortal year of 1789, it appeared. .209
that

Notwithstanding the mortal year o 1789, t appeare. .

t the general healthiness of the country had increased.

t d. Mortalplace : the vital part . Obs. /-are
1

.

1670 MILTON Hist.Gt. Brit. n. 96 Last of all against him
self he turns his Sword ; but missing the mortal place, with

his poinard finishes the work.

3. Aiming at the destruction of an adversary.

a. Of war, a battle, etc. : Fought to the death.

1386 CHAI-CER Fn&amp;gt;l. 61 At mortal [z
1
. r. mortel] batailles

had he ben fiftene. 1393 LASGL. P. PI. xvni. 290 Among
here enemys in morteils [v.r. mortel(e, mortail] bateles To
be culled and ouercome. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods

732 For he was lyke to endure that day A gret mortall

shoure ..With Vyce. c 1500 Rlelusine 144 There bygan a
mortal medlee. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xlvi. i Mine eye and
heart are at a mortall warre How to deuide the conquest of

thy sight. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (i62r) 512 Ihe un
doubted flower . . of his army, which were in that mortall

battell almost all slaine. 1697 DRYDEN I irg. Gcorg. iv. 115
The shocking Squadrons meet in mortal Fight,

b. Of an enemy : That will be satisfied only
with the death of the object of his hostility; relent

less, implacable. Alsoyff.
1386 CHAL-CER Kut. s T. 732 For I am Palamon thy

mortal {v.r. mortel] foo. 1390 GOWER Can/. I. 347 To grieve
his mortiel enemy. 1407 LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 3134 Uut
that they be . . Mortal foon to chastite. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Arms (S. T. S.) 124 He suld. .bald him. .for hisinymy
mortall. 1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 60 The mor-
tallest enemy I have in this world? 1646 STR T. BROWNE
Pseud.

Ef&amp;gt;.
i. vi. 20 The mortallest enemy unto knowledge.

1743 VofNG .AV. Tk. V. 38 Pleasure and pride, by nature
mortal foes. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 445 Halifax

was the mortal enemy of despotism and of Popery.
c. Of enmity, hatred, and the like: Pursued

to the death, unappeasable ; deadly .

or hyperbolically, as a mortal aversion.

14.. in Tutidales Vis. (1843) to? Thou Herode of malice
most mortall. 1583 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. in.

i. 69 From childly & fatherly kindnes to mortal enmity. 1586

J. HOOKKR Hist. fiel. r62/2 in Ho/insheii, Betwixt whome
was a mortall hatred. 1665 SIR W. TEMPLE Let. to Sir J.

Temple Wks. r?3t II. 4 He has a mortal Hatred to the

Dutch for their supporting his City of Munster against him.

1714 ADDISON Sped. No. 562 ? 5 A Tribe of Egotists for

whom I have always had a mortal Aversion. 1761 HL-ME
Hist. Eng. I. xix. 459 This great and unusual act of autho

rity in the council gave the Roman pontiffs ever after a

4. Of pain, grief, fear, and the like : Such as

might cause death ; deadly in its effects. Often

used hyperbolically and jocularly.
1368 CHAVCER Compl. Pile 61 Sheweth unto your rial

excellence Your servaunt, if I durste me so calle, His mortal

harm, in which he is y-falle. c 1402 LVDG. Compl. Bl. Knt.

214 To here this man,.. His mortal wo, and his grete per-
turbaunce Compleyning. 1426 De Guil. Pilgr. 13670

Lyk a bryd.-Wych, in hyr gret mortal ffer, . . begynneth
quake. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxx. (Percy Soc.) 148 He
thinketh long after delyveracion Of his great wo and eke
mortall paynes. 1603 RSOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 477 By-
such meanes as he least feared might have procured any
such mortall distrust or danger. 1693 DRYDEN Oviifs Met.
i. Daphne 128 The nymph grew pale, and in a mortal fright.
1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall xviii. rs8 Her finery at church
on Sundays has given mortal offence to her former intimates
in the village. 1849-50 ALISON Hist. Europe V. xxix.

jr.
221 Reports of the failure of the enterprise were generally

spread, and diffused the most mortal disquietude. 1864
MEREDITH Sandra Belhni\\^t, ?9r Braintop . . sat in mo? tal

fear lest his admiration of Emilia was perceived. 1879
M. ARNOLD Mixed Ess., Falkland 210 The marriage gave
mortal offence to his father.

5. Of sin : Entailing spiritual death
;
= DEADLY

5. Opposed to venial.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 12486 Dedly synne . . The wych
ycallyd ys mortal Be-cause hys hurtys ffynally Ben in

effect verray dedly. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 510 Ther
be vij mortall synnes. ? 1566 (title} Whether it be mortall

sinne to transgresse ciuil lawes which be the commaunde*
ments of ciuill Magistrates, a 1602 W. PERKINS Cases
Cotuc. i. ii. (1609) 10 Now though euery sinne of it selfe

be mortal!, yet all are not equally mortall : but some more,
some lesse. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 215 Mans mortal crime.

Hid. ix. 1003. 1887 LECKY Eng. in i8M C. VI. 266 The
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Church had pronounced it to be a sin of that * mortal kind

which excludes from heaven.

fig. 1581 PETTIK tr. Guazzds Civ. Conv. \\. (1586) 66 b,

If the- fault in wordes be veniall, the fault in sentence and
matter is mortall.

6. Pertaining to or accompanying death.

154* UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 154 When he [Diogenes] was
awaked out of his mortal slepe, that is tosaye, the la&amp;gt;t that

;

euer he had before his death. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s
,

Lett, tool III.) 79 To reade nothing but pitifull stories, and i

mortall predictions. 1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend x,

All these, with many more, were so drowned in a mortal

visage and last face of Hippocrates, that [etc.]. 1702 STEELE
Funeral i. (1724) 16 This Fellow has a good mortal Look-
place him near the Corps. 1731 POPE Kss. Man i. 288 Safe

in the hand of one disposing Pow r, Or in the natal, or the

mortal hour. 1807 WORDSW. White Doe \. 336 A tale of

tears, a mortal story ! i8ai SHELLEY Hellas 851 Thou seest
(

the mortal throes Of that whose birth was but the same.
|

1871 MORLEV Condorcet in Crit. AfitC.Ser. i. (1878) 38 The I

mortal struggles of a society in revolution.

7. transf. (from sense i.) Of or pertaining to I

man as a creature living on this earth and destined

to die ; relating to humanity.
14*6 LVDG. De Cnil. Pilg*-. 9306 In thys mortal lyff. j

1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faii/t 45 This Testament is

written in mens hartes, ..not in tables of stone or mortall

mettall. 1596 SPENSER Hymn Heav. Beauty 153 How then
|

can mortall tongue hope to expresse The image of such :

endlesse perfectne\se ? 1602 SHAKS. Ham. ML 1.67 When
we haue shufTul d off this mortall coile. 1637 MILTON Lycidas I

78 Fame is no plant that grows on mortal soil. 1651
Fuller s Abel Redh . 487 About this time Queen Elizabeth

exchanged her mortall crown with an immortall. 1700
DRVDEN Pat. fy Arc. \\. 68 In Brakes and Brambles hid, I

and shunning Mortal Sight. 1839 KKIGHTLEY Hist. Eng.
II. 31 The axe descending, terminated his mortal existence.

184* BORROW Bible in Spain vi, He.. possessed the largest
head which I ever beheld upon mortal shoulders. 1842
TENNYSON Sir Galahad 70 This mortal armour that I wear.

absol. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones ix. v, Heroes. .have

certainly more of mortal than divine about them.

8. In colloquial and slang uses.

a. Extremely great, awful
;
= DEADLY 8.

App. arising from hyperbolical or jocular applications of

senses 3 and 4.

1716 C TESS COWPER Diary (1864) 69 Lord Nottingham
and the Duchess of Roxburgh take mortal pains to make
the Princess think well of the Tories. 1762 BICKERSTAFFE
Loi t in Village \. vi. (1765) 12, I never saw such a mortal

throng in our village in all my born days again. 1772 FOOTE
Nabob \\. Wks. 1799 1 1. 307 They do a mortal deal of harm
in the country. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. v, I was a mortal

sight younger then. 1865 Mnt. Fr. \. xv, I m not in

a mortal hurry.
b. As an emphatic expletive (with any, every,

or a negative\ Cf. earthly ,
and sense 7 above.

1600 B. JONSON Silent Woman iv. v, Cle. Shall I goe fetch

the Ladies to ihe Catastrophe?. .Dtiup, By no mortall

meanes. 1843 FR. A. KEMBLE Later Life III. 36, I have

every mortal thing to pack with my own single pair of hands.

1892 Daily AVrci 19 Nov. 5/4 We have the authority of

Sir James Sawyer for saying that we may eat any mortal

thing we like .

C. slang. Long and tedious. [Cf. F. quinze
mortels jours , etc.]
i8ao SCOTT Monxst. xxx.The Interior one,.. occupied them

for three mortal hours. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxxiv, You
..take no more notice of me, all this mortal time, than if

I was that ere dog. 1842 LYTTON Zanoni Introd. 19 And
so on for 940 mortal pages in foolscap ! 1878 STEVENSON
Inland I oy. 232 The marionettes, .performed a piece, called

Pyramiis and Thisbe, in five mortal acts.

d. Short for mortal drunk = dead drunk (see

io). Sf. and north, dial.

18*4 MACTAGCART Galloviti. EncycL 54 He was often

carried home to his crue, on a hand-barrow, just mortal.

1825 JAMIESON, Mortal, dead drunk. 1867 A. DAWSON
Rambling Recoil. (1868) 21 They had tasted of the bottles

of the whole fifteen by which time they were one and all of

them mortal . 1891 BARRIE Little Minister xxiv, He
doesna strike me except when he s mortal.

9. Comb.
1670 DRYDEN znd Pt. Conq. Granada iv. Hi, Instruct thy

mortal-elemented son. 1607 sEneid *.\\, 1073TlM mortal-

temper d steel deceiv d his hand. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles n.

xi, Or, mortal-moulded, comest thou here From England s

love, or France s fear?

10. adv. MORTALLY. Nowonly^/a/.orz w/^vzrin
the sense : Extremely, excessively,* deadly

J

(cf.8a).
Mortal drunk = faz& drunk.
c 1407 LYDG. Reson $ Sens. 3665 The pereyl ys so mortal

strong, c 1500 Mclnsine 175 1 he batayll was there mortall

fyers & doubtous for bothe partye*. 1753 WAKBURTON in

W. & Hurd Lett. (1809) 156 St. John s well, after the name
of a mortal cold bath in Nottinghamshire. 1778 SL SAN
BURNEY Let. 16 July in Mine. ITArblay s Early Diary
(1889) II. 247 She is mortal fond of the book, and has got it

by heart. 1784 R. BAGE Bar/tarn It&wns I. 9 A mortal

rich gentleman. 1816 BYRON Siege of Corinth xxi, Though
slight was that grasp so mortal cold. 1844 YV. CROSS Dis

ruption xx vi. (K.lXD.)i The mistress o the house was
1 mortal drunk in bed. 1855 THACKERAY Xewcomes II. 35
Missis was mortal angry. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunter s

Life S. Afr. (1902) 92/1 All hands were mortal drunk. 1867
A. TROLLOPE Last Chron. Barset (1869) I. xxxiii. 352,
I wouldn t speak if I warn t well nigh mortial sure.

t Morta lian. Obs. = MORTALIST.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler n Brownists, MortaUans [etc.].

t Mo rtalism. Obs. [f. MORTAL a. + -ISM.]
The belief that the soul is mortal : see MORTALIST i .

1646 T. EDWARDS Gangrxna \. 114 From that he fell to

Anabaptisme..and to Mortalisme, holding the Soul Mortall.

t Mo rtalist. Obs. [f. MORTAL a. + -IST.]

One who holds the soul to be mortal (see quot,).

MORTALITY.

1646 R. BAILLIE Anabaptism (1647^ 99 The Familistick

Anabaptists . . are not onely for the bleeping of the soul at

death, but for its annihilation. ..At first these mortallihis.

did grant a resurrection of the body,, .but now. .they deny
any resurrection after death, all life either of body or soul.

apposith-ely. 1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy I- ranees

(1767) II. 26 A mortalist Deist sinks into an Atheist.

Mortality (mjutse liti). Forms : 4-6 mor-

talite, -itee, 5 -ytee, -ytie, 5-6 -yte, 5-7 -itie, 6

-itye, 7 mortallitie, -ity, 6- mortality, [ad. F.

mortality (i2th c.), ad. L. mortalitat-cmt f. friffr-

talis : see MORTAL a. and -ITY.]
L The condition of being mortal or subject to

death; mortal nature or existence.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xxix. 14 The mortalite of my

fleysse..thou distroyd in my resurreccioun. 1446 LVDG.

Nightingale \. 149 This hygh forfet whych Adam sone had
don Was grounde & cause ofoure mortahte. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys 55, & for my mete is inuysible & my drink celestyal
It may not be seyn in bis mortalyte. 1509 FISHER Funeral
Sertn. C tess KichmondVfks. (1876) 302 In diebus carnis
iw^..That is to saye in the dayes of his mortalite. 1526
TINDALE 2 Cor. v. 4 That mortalite [Gr. TO Qvyiov} myght
be swalowed vppe of lyfe. 1641 J. JACKSON True Ei-ang.
T. n. 137 Elizabeth Folks, .. when her soule was ready to

take flight out of her body, concluded her mortality with
these words. 1644 HKVLIN Brief Relat. Land 23 Never
did man put off mortality with a braver courage. 1703
MAUXDRELL Journ. Jems, (1732) 79 The Sepulcher out of

which he [Lazarus] was rajs d to a second Mortality. 174*
YOUNG Kt. Th, ix. 65 Life s gayest scenes speak man s mor
tality. i8ao WORDSW. yattdreu onr

&amp;lt;$ Julia 53 A man too

happy for mortality ! 1847 R. W, HAMILTON Rewards $

Puuiskni. iii. (1853) 122 Mortality is the rule of all mere
animal life. 1867 JOLLY Sunday Serv. 301 He passed from

mortality, to eternal felicity.

b. Mortals collectively. Now rare or Obs.

? 1601 DANIEL Epist. Lady Margaret, C fess Cumberland
vi. The perplexed State Of troublous and distrest mortalitie,

That thus make way vnto the ougly birth Of their owne
sorrowes. 1654 FULLER Two Serin, 56 All Mortalitie shall

be tryed by one of these two Statutes.

c. pi. Mortal properties or attributes, rare.

1832 L. HUNT /VCJH.T 227 (tr.Theocr.xxiv), AndinTrachima
shall the funeral pyre Purge his mortalities away with fire.

2. Loss of life on a large scale ; abnormal fre

quency of death, as by war or pestilence ; f spec.

a visitation of deadly plague.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii. iSg But alle weysthei maken

gret mortalitee of poeple. c\W*Alphti:&amp;lt;:tofTalesy2.\ pe
infeccion of pe ayre pat was cauce in Rome of grete dead &
mortalitie. c 1450 Merlin hi. 56 In that bataile was grete
mortalite on bothe parties. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

cccxxxi. aioTher fell suche a mortalyte in the boost, that

of fyue ther dyed thre. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII I

109 There was slain at the siege .Ixiiii. thousande Turkes,
and .xl. thousande dedde of mortalitie and mo. 1596 -S.

FINCH in Ducarel Hist. Croydon (1783) App. 154 Some
waste place wherin lin the tyme of some mortalities they did

burie in. 1654 EARL MOSM. tr. Bcntiroglio s tt ars Flanders

185 The conflict lasted many hours, and great was the

mortality on all sides. 1693 L^TTRELL BriefAW. (1857) III.

5 Our merchants have an account from Jamaica that there

has been a mortality there since the late earthquake. 1727-

Sa CHAMBERS Qr/., Mortality, a term frequently used t&amp;lt;?

signify a contagious disease, which destroys great numbers
of either men or beasts. 1761-1 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) III.

xlii. 501 Many of these adventurers were killed. . ; a great

mortality seized the rest. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. \. viii,

Years of dearth, .are generally among the common people

years of sickness and mortality. 1841 BORROW Bible in

Spain xxv, The mortality amongst the horses.. being fright-

ful. 1863 FHOUDE Hist. Eng. VII. 42 The mortality in the

Tudor race which had raised her to the throne had left her

also with scarcely a relation in the world.

b. The number of deaths which occur in a given
area or period, from a particular disease, etc. ;

average frequency of death, death-rate.

1645-1854 Bill ofmortality [see BILL so. 1
10], 1671 PETTY

Pol, Anal. (1691)17 If 250 Ministers would serve all Ireland,

then io per Ann. will supply their Mortality. 1843 R. J,

GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. ix. 99 It is this which constitutes

the benefits received by the few. 1899 Ln. LISTER in Daily
News i Dec. 3/4 The case-mortality in ihe inoculated is less

by 50 per cent, than that in the uninoculated.

fc. Death, decease (of individuals). Qbs.

1581 STANYHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 20 Ecche thing mor-

talitye threatneth [L, intentant omnia ntortftn}. 1591

SHAKS. i Hen. ft, iv. v. 32 Here on my knee
_I begge

Mortalitie, Rather then Life preseru d with Infamie. 1655

FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 101 Amongst the mortalities of this

ear [1587], most remarkable the death of Richard Barnes

Jishop of Durham. 1703 J. LOGAN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem.
IX. 267 With power to succeed the governor in case of
fi
IX. 267 Will. ..-__-
absence or mortality. 1723 DK. WlUrrOH True Briton

No. 59 II. 509 Ever since the Mortality of the Immortal

Queen Anne. 1760-72 H. BROOKE J- iwl t/Qaal. (1809) II.

70 You will prove a father to her in case of my mortality.

d. The mortal j-.ait
of man

;
mortal remains.

1827 SOUTHEY Hist. Ptnins. ll ar II. 132 It happened not

unfrequcntly that these piles of mortality were struck by
a shell, and the shattered bodies scattered in all directions.

1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catulhis Ixviii. 99 Now on a distant shore,

no kind mortality near him,. .Tomb d in Troy the malign.

3. Deadliness, power to kill.

1430-40 LYDG. Ilociias l. xx. (1494) e viij, O swetnesse ful

of mortalite. 1727 SWIFT God s Re-. , agst. Punning F i That

destructive Pestilence, whose mortality was so fatal, as to

sweep away.. five millions of Christian Souls.

4. Of a sin : The quality of being mortal.

153 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 476/2 Such sinnes, as



MOBTALIZE.

5. attrib., as (sense 2 b) mortality bill, ret,,,,,,

table; t mortality walk, the occupation of col
lecting obituary notices for a newspaper
1665 PKI-VS Diary 29 J une, The Mortality Bill is come to

I f*9 ESS* jff&quot; ? SeP -.5/i The fall in temperature
. .has been followed by an immediate diminution in the mor
tality returns 1880 Eneycl. Brit. XIII. ,60/2 These were
very limited data upon which to found a mortality table
1773 t OOTE Bankrupt III. Wks. ,799 II. I2O , 1 sha ll quit the
mortality walk, so provide yourself as soon as you can

Mprtalize [nf-Oilaiz , v.
[f. MORTAL +-

-izt:.]
1. tntr. To become mortal, rare.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as 11. i. i. Eden 7 Tell who

(immortall) morta izmg, brought us The balm from heav nw cl
&amp;gt; hoped health hath wrought us.

2. traits. To make mortal
; also, to consider or

represent as mortal. Hence Mo-rtalized /// a
1633 T. ADAMS Exf. 2 Peter iii. 7 If we look inwardsthere we find a depraved soul, a mortalized body i6ij

R. O. Mau i Mortality i. (,644) , What of Adam was
immortall through Innocency, was to be moruillizcd by
Transgression 1706 S. CLARKE Let. to Mr. Dod-.n-tl ,
1 hat the Soul is by Nature Immortal, and mu&amp;lt;t be
talized by the Omnipotence of God, if ever it peri-h
KEIGHTLEY ilythol. Anc. Greece t, Italy 477 In late
he [K. Jaunus] was mortalised like all the other
gods.

Mortally (nyutaU), adv. Also 4-5 mortelly,
mortali, mortaily. [f. MORTAL a. + -LV -.1
1. In such a manner that death ensues; so as to

cause death
; t(to fight) to the death.

51386 CtUUCuMu ofLaw s T. 308 This scorpiounCaste vnder this ful mortally to stynge. c 1400 Br,,t Ixix.
64 pai fou;ten togeder mortaily. 1416 LVDG. De Guil I ilgr
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S^^^sas^,s^~rMortar (mp-jtaj\^.l Forms: J
, 4-6 mortere,

r, (5 rr.oorter, mortaer,

[In sense I perh. partly renr Oli
mortere masc., a. L. morUirium, of obs

MOBTAH.
Fathers III. viii

The
&quot;

a orig. tr^i^Sl^lM?-

sound-shiftmg morttri (MHG. wwaw, www/mod.G. warier, morsel
, OSw. morlare (mod S-

Da.
morter). It is, however, doubtful whether the
a survived bevonrl QE.

; if not, theword ,

-
&amp;gt;word must be regarded as wholly a. F. mortir

vwhence Du. mortier), to which several of the ME.forms are clearly due. Senses 2,

mor
i8ai

ter liml
Italian

were taken

transferred applications to~ objects

&quot;

rnore oTless
similar in shape to the mortar of pharmacy.

iSSSK^2^*5^5
1. A vessel of a hard material e.g. marble-

brass wood, glass;, having a cup-shaped cavitv!m which ingredients used in pharmacy, cookery
etc., are pounded with a pestle-.

i a morter shene
;W4.^^-*-&quot; dot-tinf

^^
Lray hit a lytelle, 15.. in I icar-.-.
220 1 ake the ro&quot;

r

a lytle in a mort....

XXXII. 243 One little bra^e morter and ifpeteles
&quot; S^^T 1 -

-..
1 ? l&amp;gt;n

l**t these

-^ --
-1 -In-it. App. ix. i. i is-^

.

?fl
re

,,
I,? - &quot;- -*

&amp;gt;y in Antiquary

S

vf &quot;?

&quot; W rote
&quot;

chn c ^plays and for throwinga life-line cf. life-mortar s v. I IFE rf i-

,669ST^vv.:,W/,.
iiL 83 Of Artificial Fire-

&quot;

the M rtar-Piece ^ \Y
&amp;lt;4 a -d Pa

-Rulei - ;h big-.-s a vou
makt the Diameter of the Morter. 174, zvi?&quot;

1653

.
, ere not o

dangerously, but in ail appearance mortally wounded 1708
LD. CLARE in Ld. Auckland* Corr. (1862; III. 422 None of
the parties, however, are hurt mortally. 1839 THIRLWALLGreece V I. 243 They left him mortally wounded.
i. In reference to hatred, jealousy, fear, dis

quietude, offence, etc.: Bitterly, grievouslv. in

tensely. (Cf. MORTAL a. 3, 4.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Man.:ifle s T. 209 He wol yow haten

T*a
i/ .&quot; ft

mort
,

eI
!S: &quot;[&quot;^

553 HOOPER in Foxe
* * (-583! 1513/2 They hate it mortally, & of all thingsmost detest Gods holy worde. 1615 BACOS Ess.. Emy p 8

Adrian the Emperour, that mortally Enuied Poets and
Painters and Artificers, in Works, wherein he had a veine
to excell. 1691 R. L/ESTRANGE Fables xxxviii. 4o Who

red Coral,. .make- &quot;-^ it into a gross Powder ii aMarble Mortar. , 747 M !s . GLASSE C^fory ii.Make a force-meat with half a pound of vea
le together in

.;,
marlie mortar. 1839 UKE ^Kr.

fret, etc 433 By bruising a piece of enamel m an agale or
porcelain mortar to a coarse powder like sand.

111

napping me. ,849 MjcuiUY/ftrf. e. vi. II. ,04 Johnsonas one of those persons who are mortally hated by their
opponents. ,885 Month. Exam. ,3 June 5/3 The sobe&quot;rand well-to-do would be mortally offended.

*5*^ ,1
*

a- j^j
^ I 53 I 3 Sob, I graunt my selfenenn to nave.. offended mortallj-, commyttynze deedlv

synne and dampnable. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Oltoriuj I oyAmoass. 142 For which they give this reason, that about

i /i
age * seren] one begins to sin mortally.

1 4. In the manner of mortals, as a mortal
1608 SHAKS. Per v. i. 105 Yet I was mortally brought

forth, and am No other then I appeare.
&quot;-

;. Extremely, exceedingly, terribly . (Cf.
i. 8.)

, ,, ^-^. i. ^ 11 jiii i is luue.
&quot;535, iSio, 1664, &quot;855 [~ee BRAY a. , b]. 1662 M. W. Var.
rtage Broker v.

i, This Pestle shall nc re pound i th widows
mortar. [Cf. It. mortaro fad fin.) FlorioJ

tarium.) 1468 Maliton (Essex) Liter B. fol 12 b i
maner of brethelde brauleres. .for ther braulynz shull bere
the morter accordyng to the olde custum of this toun 1572m A. Clark Skirturn Ball. (1907) 47 [At Maldon, Essex 1

e sonne of Simon Sawyer for the ringinge of the roson
borne before the surgeon wearinge the morter about his

(1789) 7oS A woman carries a wooden mortar throughoutthe town, hanging on the handle of an old broom upon her

The., wooden mortar for punishment of scolds.

t C. Proverb. Tofy to Rome with a mortar on
one s head: app. a legendary achievement of some
famous wizard. Obs.

i KEMP .Vine Dates Wonder Ep. Ded., Me thinkes I

.

&quot;1878 1. KENTISH Pyrotcchn.
hollow paper sIvU-s. fired verticallyIrom mortars.

1 4. = MOBTIEK. Also mortar cap. Ol&amp;gt;s.

.an hardly be said to have really existed
The

Talmudic text wh
scribes th

like a pesi

de-

head

: text which (as translated by some scholars
ie hypocritical Pharisee as hanging down his
&amp;gt;tle in a mortar .

1604 E. G[BiMsrosEj D Acos.ds fji,t. Indies vi xvL 467In some parts [they wear] as it were little morters [Sp
marteretes] or hattes. 1686 CHARDIS Coronal. Solymnn
40 A flat Bonnet, somewhat like the Mortar Caps of the
Presidents of the French Parliaments.
5. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) mortar-

fashioned adj., ifestle ; sense I d) mortar-crush-
ing; sense 2, mortar-light; sense 3 mortar-
Iattery, -carriage, platform, -shell; (sense 3 b)
mortar station.

false yard, and may now travaue to Kome with a morter
on s head to see if he can recover hi* mony that way.

mortally ugly and dwarfish. 183, M 8S . CA.LVLE Ac*
Lctt.(iy&amp;gt;y I. 35 It was very stormy, and I was mortallysick the whole twenty four hours. 1883 STEVENSON MerryMen, freas. Franchard vi, With swollen eyes and looking
mortally sheepish. 1895 CROCKETT Men fltoSuaavLwas indeed mortally fond of her girdle-cakes.

tMo-rtalness. Obs. [f. MORTAL a. + -.VESS 1
I he quality being mortal (in various senses).
^1530 PALSGR. 246/2 Mortalnesse, mortalite. I^I SAVILE

may view ith the keenest for the mortalness of their effects.

mortancestry (mpitae-ncestri). Scots Law.
Corrupt be. form of MORT D AXCESTOR. Chiefly
in brieve of morlatuestry, which corresponds to
the Eng. writ of assize of mort d ancestor .

1609 SKEXE Reg. Maj. 58 Qvhen ane man deceisses saised
i fne tenement, swa that he is vest and saised therein in

propertie, and as of fie : his heire may seik saising thereof:and gif he be of perfite age, he sail haue the brieve of mortan-
&quot;= I678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Crint. Laws Scat. H. xv.

S 1L (1699) 212 They were Judges to Recognitions, Brieves of
Mortancestne [etc.). a 1768 ERSKINE list. Law Scot. in.

ii. S 62 (1773) 576 Though the brief of inquest sometimes
gets the name of the brief of mortanctstn-.- these two were
originally distinct. 1746-7 Act 20 Ceo. II, c. 50 3 Upon the. - c 20 eo.

, c. 50 3 pononet ot mortancestry of any heir or heirs. 1838 W. B
l&amp;gt;Kt. Lam Scat. 659 The brieve of mortancestry was u. used

pliances in which materials are pounded or ground.
(a) c 1410 Pallad. on Hust. iv. 113 A morter [orig. nior-

tanum = hole] faste is maad aboute the tre. 1601 H OLLAND
Pliny II. 594 In Greece they have a cast by themselves, to
temper and beat in morters, the mortar made of lime and
sand . . with a great wooden pestill. 1728 T. COOKE tr.

Hesiod, IYks. f. Days n. 60 Provide a Mortar three Feet
deep, and strong ; And let the Pistil be three Cubits long.

(b) 1766 C LEAD_BETTER Roy. Gauger 11. xiv. (ed. 6) 37o
The Rags, .are put into Troughs called Mortars, each Mor
tar having to it five Hammers. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1255
For grinding the tobacco leaves into snuff, conical mortars
are employed. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Mortar,..
the receptacle beneath the stamps in a stamp null, in which
the dies are placed, and into which the rock is fed to be
crushed. 1902 HALL & XEAL Anc. Ruins Rhodesia VL 77
In no ruin, so far discovered, have the ancient mortars, or

crushing-stones, or even gold quartz been discovered.

2. A bowl of wax or oil with a floating wick,
and later a kind of thick candle, used esp. as a

night-light. Obs. exc. Hist.

13.. E. E. AUit. P. B. 1487, & oper louelych !y?t ]at
lemed ful fayre As mony morteres of wax merkked with-
oute. c 1374 CHACCER Troylia iv. 1245 For, by this morter
which that I see brenne, Knowe I fal wel that day is not
far henne. c 1430 Bk. Ciirtasye 503 in Babecs Bk., A morter
of wax., pat alle ny,t brennes in bassyn clere, To saue Jo
chambur on nyjt for fyre. 1530 in Archxologia III. 156
Returning to the chaundry all the remain* of mortars,
torches, quarries, prickets and sizes, a 1603 in Nichols Pregr.
Q. Eliz. II. 56 Quarriers, Torches, and Mortroses. 1604
fioHseh. Ord. (1700) 305 Mortores, Torchetts, Torches, Quar-
rioures. 1841 J. MURREU. Cookery $ Caning \%^ When
your Soueraigne is in bed, draw the Curtaines, and see there
be morter or wane of perchours ready. 1851 ROCK CA. of

excepting to construct what I conceive to be a mortar
battery. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 6441 *Mortar-carriages.
1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines

&amp;gt;, Mining 246 About two
tons [of ore] treated by hand ( mortar-crushing) yielded
53,000. 1753 CHAMBERS Cfcl. Suff. s. v. Lycoferdon, The
*mortar fashioned lycoperdon. 1856 Orr s Circ. Sci., Pract.
Cl-.an.

460^ The best description of candle manufactured
from wax is the &quot;mortar-light, which is used either for

night-watching or for heating dishes on the table. 14..
iletr. I oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 626 &quot;Mortare pestelle, mor-
larinm,fila. 1876 \&quot;OVLE & STEVENSON 3filit. Diet. (cd. 3

s.v.Plat/orm,*.1fortarPtat/orm,3. platform similar to that
used with siege guns, but of smaller dimensions. 1879Man. Ar ill. Exerc. II. 40 Mortar shells have no wooden
bottom attached. 1811 in G. W. Manby Ess. Prcserv.
Shifwr. Persrms 32 Ships in danger of being wrecked on
parts of the coast intermediate to the *mortar stations.

b. Special comb. : mortar-bed, (a) see BED sb.

1 2 a ;
b the bed on which the ore is crushed in a

stamp-mill ; mortar-block, the foundation-timber
of a stamp-mill ; mortar body, a paste used
in the manufacture of porcelain mortars

; f mor
tar-cap (see 4); mortar casemate (see quot.);
mortar-hole, a hole in a rock used as a mortar
in primitive ore-crushing ; mortar-man noncc-md.,
an apothecary ; t mortar-piece (see 3 ; mortar-
press, the trough in which tobacco leaves are

pressed before cutting ; mortar vessel
vsee quoL) ;

mortar ware, a very hard porcelain biscuit in

vented by Wedgwood and used by him in the
manufacture of mortars.

1769 FALCONEK Diet. Marine (1776) s-v. Mortar, The
middle, .b bent, .to embrace the trunnions, and keep them
fast in the mortar-bed. 1802 C. JAMES Milit. Diet. S.T.

Mortar, Land-Mortar-Bedi, are made of very solid timber.
1811, 1816 [see BED st. 12 a). 1874 RAVMOND 6tk Kef.
Mines 353 The mortar-beds constitute a series of inclined

terraces, .. and the pulp passing through the screens of one
batter) is discharged immediately into the one next in front,

1889 C. G. W. LOCK Pract. Gold-mining 429 Mortars are
often fixed directly upon vertical mortar-Modes. 1839Vu

151-J



MORTAB.
Diit. Arts 1020 &quot;Mortar body, is a paste composed of

6 parts of clay [etc.]. 1879 Cassettes Techn. Editc. IV.

138/2 *Mortar casemates are vaulted chambers without a
front wall employed., to secure the mortars of the fortresses

from vertical fire. 1902 HALL & NEAL Ane. Kitinn Khodcsiei

vi. 78 Shallow hollows on tbe rocks where the quartz
powdered in the mortar-holus was evidently reduced to

the fineness required for washing. 1756 TOI.DKKVY Hist.

2 Orphans 1. 17 Prithee fellow its one of thy lies, replied
the *mortar-man. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 17/2 The damp
[tobacco] leaves are.. laid ii: what is called a *mortar-

press . 1864 Ckamb. ILncycl ,

*
Mortar-vessel^ a class of

gun-boat for mounting sea-service mortars. 1865 JEWITT
Wedgwoods x. 187 Josiah Wedgwood s inventions and dis

coveries.. . Basaltes,. .jasper, bamboo and *mortar wares.

Mortar (m^-Jtaj), sb? Forms : 3-7 morter,

5 -ere, -yer, 6 -are, 7- mortar. [ME. morter
^

mortier, a. F. mortier (i3th c. in Littre) : L. mor-
taHum. Cf. MDu. mortert mortel (Du. mortel),

}\]:\(j.mortel, morter ^(j. ;//br/^/),from Latin orFr.
The L. tnortarimu in the -sense

*

product of trituration

(applied by Juvenal to drugs, and by Vitruviiib to mortar)
is commonly regarded as a transferred use of mortdrium
MORTAR s/1

. i, which was applied by extension to the trough
in which mortar was mixed. It is possible, however, that
the two senses of the Latin word are equally original, the

suffix -driutn being employed in two different functions.]

A material consisting of lime and sand mixed
with water, which is used to make the joints
between stones and bricks in building, and which,
when set, binds them together into a solid mass.
Also applied to materials of other composition
used for the same purpose.
Variouskinds mtgauged) hydraulic^ Pointing, fozzolana,

trass, water mortar^ etc. ; see the qualifying words.
The collocations stone and mortar, bricks and mortar,

are freq. used to denote the essential materials used in

building; the latter phrase is also employed colloq. for

houses or house property (sometimes attrib.).

c 1290 -V. Eng. Leg. I. 57/125 J?o he ne mi^hte non o^ur do
be churche for-to a-rere, he.. bar morter bar-to, a 1300
Cursor M. 2246 pe wark ^ai raised.. Wit tile and ter, wit-

vten stan O^er morter was J?er nan. 1340 Ayenb. 116 pet
guode mortyer huer-of me make}? be guude walles sarzineys.

14x6 LYDG. DC Cuit. Pilgr. 23504 The morter Was not . .

Stably among the stoones layd. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII
c. 8 If the owner. ,doo not. .with walles of morter and stone

sufficiently inclose the same vacant grounde. 1592 GREENE
Upst. Courtier F 4 An so spoiles hee much good morter
and bricke. 1611 IJIBLE Exod. \. 14 They made their Hues
bitter, with hard bondage, in morter and in bricke, 31745
SWIFT Char, ofLegion Club 178 We must give them better

Quarter. For their Ancestor trod Mortar. 1825 J. NICHOL
SON Operat. Mechanic 530 In making mortar, particular
attention must be paid to the quality of the sand. 1836 N.
PATEKSON A/anse Garden (1860) 29 The legal fence is one
of stone and mortar. 1848 DICKENS Domfay xxiii, Frag
ments of mortar, .came dropping down. 1863 R BARRY
Dockyard Econ. 116 The plant must be sold, the brick and
mortar walls demolished. 1895 Daily News 28 Oct. 9/3
Business..will be practically confined to small metropolitan
brick and mortar investments.

b. transf. (See quots.)
c 1440 Promf&amp;gt;. Pan&amp;lt;. 344/2 Morter, for playsterynge ..,

litnra. 1573 BARET Alv. M 435 Morter or clay mixed with
straw, wherewith walles are dawbed, aceratum. 1605
SHAKS. Lear \\. ii. 71, I will tread this vnboulted villaine

into morter, and daube the wall of a lakes with him. 1607
TOPSELL Fottr-f. Beasts (1658) 398 To keep mice from corn,
make morter of the froth of oyl mingled together with chaff,
. . then plaister the walls of your garnery therewith, c 1710
CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 101 The mill, .pounded the

raggs to morter for ye paper. 1797 Statist. Ace. Scotl.
XIX. 339 note, That coarse red clay, called mortar, is the
basis of all the grounds in this P^rt of Strathmore. 1842-59
GWII.T Archil. 11. iii. 2235 The sorts of it [sc. plaster]
are various ; as for instance, white lime and hair mortar on
bare walls. 1892 Pit-mortar [see PIT sb. 14].

fc. (a) Building, masonry; (b) fig. building
operations. Obs.

1582 STANYHURST Aeneis u. (1880) 59 No man, no morter
can his on^et forcibil hynder. 1665 GEKBIER Brief Disc. 3
Those who say, That a wise man never ought to put his

finger into Morter. 1798 W. HUTTON Life 43, I.. altered
the plan . . till, when put in execution, it cost more than 700^.
Mortar is rather apt to corrode the pocket.

A.fg.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 321 And of his baptesme
& olode

J&amp;gt;at

he bledde on Rode He made a maner morter
& mercy it hi;te. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. v. (1520) 43/1
The morter of a werke that I have begon ^jehoveth to be

tcmpred with your blood. 1562 WINJET Cert, Tractates
Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 14 The prophetis of it, spargeonit thaim
with vntemperit morter [cf. Ezek. xxii. 28]. 1649 J. OWEN
Shaking Heaven % Earth Wks. 1851 VIII. 277 All that
antichristian mortar wherewith from their first chaos, they
have been cemented. 1827 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 3 A
trowel or two of biographic mortar. 1903 Speaker 21 Mar.
612/1 They regarded faith as the mortar which kept the
bricks of society sticking together.

e. attrib. and Comb.^s mortar-built adj., -engine^

-joint, -like adj., -maker, -making, -mill, -tcmptr-
*&amp;gt;*& ^-treader, ^-treading, -tub; mortar-bed, the

layer of mortar between courses of brickwork or

masonry; mortar-liquid ^ GROUT ; mortar-man
nonce-ivd., a builder ; mortar-wash, thin mortar.
1842 GWILT Archit. 1900 The propriety of the *mortar

- - grinding
bmmg materials into mortar. 1878 SIR G. SCOTT Lect.
Archit. (1879) II. 40 A steep skewback being formed for

their springings to.. moderate the thickness of the *mortar-
joint. 1704 LONDON & WISE Compl. Gardener in. xx. (ed.4)
89 Rainy weather being apt to reduce the Mould to a

676

i *Mortar-like C9nsistence. 1888 C. H. FAcci-:6&amp;gt;. ..
I. 105 The calcified growth has a peculiar dull white chalky,
or mortar-like appearance. 1776 G. SLMH.H Building in
li aft-r 78 The Antients filled up their Work with * Mortar-

liquid. 1606 HULYOKE Hitter s Diet., A *moiter maker or

dawber, c&mentaritts. 1825 [see mortar tnl-}. 1596 S.

\

FINCH in Ducarel /fist. Croatian (178^) A pp. 152 Nowe
we take *morter-makinge in hande. 1659 GAUUKN Tears
Ch. iv. xvi. 513 While Ministers preacli .. with divided

! tongues,, .they are likely to produce no better successes. .

i

than those. . morter-men did, whose work deserved the
nick-name of Babel. 1878 Diet. Archil. (Arch. Publ. Soc.),
*Mortar mill. 1904 Athenaeum 31 Dec. 908/2 Poplar and
St. Pancras both run fan-engines, clinker-crushers, and mor-

|

tar-mills. 1878 Diet. Arc/tit. (Arch. Publ. Soc.) s.v. Mortar
mill. The *mortar-tempering machine. 1602 DEKKER

I

Salirom. Wks. 1873 I. 234, I smelt the foule-fisted *Morter-
; treader. 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1622) 427 Parting with

his sword one of his legs from him, left him to make a

roring lamentation that his *morter-treading was marred
for euer. 18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 806 The
Floor of the gallery where the mortar makers and smiths

worked; shewing the situation of the *mortar tubs. 1778
Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 889 They ought to be washed over
with a brush, wet witb *mortar-wash.

tMo rtar, v. 1 Obs. rare. [f. MORTAR j^.l]
intr. To use a mortar (and pestle). Only in

Mortaring///, a.

1596 ^M-MY. Saffron Walden O 4, He maybe such another
craftie mortoring Druggeir.

Mortar ^m^utaj), v.-
[f. MORTAR sb.-] trans.

To plaster with mortar
;
to fix or join with mortar

or a mortar-like substance.

1382 [see ///. a. below]. 1563 HYLL Art Garden, (1593)
6 They made their inclosure. .with earth and stones mor-
tered together. 1623 BINGHAM Xcnophon 33 The Wall
..was built of Bricke mortered with asphalt. 1641 BEST
Farm. Bks. (Suitees) 145 When they come to morter the

rigge of an howse. 1658 SIR T. BROWNK Hydriot. iii. 12 We
found the bones and ashes half mortered unto the sand and
sides of the Urne. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in *Jml.
Geog. Soc. XXIX. 67 note. Bowls of broken china and
pottery are mortared into the tombs. 1861 SMILES Engineers
II. 182 note, Every stone being fitted, mortared, and laid

with studious accuracy.
b. in fig. context.

1610 DONNE Pseudo~martyr Pref. C 3, You are euer after

his [sc. the Pope s] instruments, to build vp his spirituall

Monarchy, .and your seines must ciment and morter the
wals with your blood. 1619 BP. WILLIAMS Scrm. Atyarell
(1620) 8 This rotten hou^e of ours, the which (were it not

continually mortered and repaired with meat and drinke)
[etc.]. 1633 Br. HALL Hard Texts^ .V. T. 292 Ye are

living stones, ye must bee . . firmly mortered upon the founda
tion of Christ.

Hence Mo rtared ///. a,, plastered, cemented, or

daubed with mortar.

1382 WYCLIF Amos vii. 7 A wall teerid, or morterd [1388
plastrid, Vulg. mitrttni litnni\. 1892 T. JJ. F. EMINSON
Epidemic Pneumonia tit Scotter n A catch-pit of mortared
or unmortared brick. 1897 Harper s Afttg. Apr. 730 Workers
. .are thus spared the mortification of intruding, .mortared
or sooty shoes.. among the well-dressed passengers. 1905
HOLMAN HUNT Pre-Raphlm. II. 276 The unlovely stone
and mortared wall.

Mo rtar-board. [f. MOIITAU sb? + BOAUD sb.]
1. A board for holding mortar: {a} see quot.

1876; \b] the small square board on which a brick

layer carries mortar ;
^ HAWK s/&amp;gt;.

:
&amp;gt;

1876 PAPWORTH in Encycl. Brit. IV. 457 (art. Building}
The mortar is placed on ledged boards about 3 feet square
.. ; and the bricks are strewn on the scaffold between the
mortar boards. i88j YOUNG Ei cry Man his own Meek.
1141 The mortar-board .. is held in the left hand by the

handle below while pointing.
2. A popular name for the academic or college

cap, which consists of a stiffened head-piece sur

mounted by a square of * board
f

, the whole being
covered with black cloth.

1854 C. BEDS Verdant Green u. Hi, I don t mind this
ere mortar-board , . .as he pointed to the academical cap.

t Morta-rian, a. Obs. [f.
MORTAR sbl + -IAN.]

Of or pertaining to a (druggist s) mortar.

1651 BIGGS New Di$p. F 34. 12 The Schools in the
Remedies of Diseases, both of simples and their mortarian
labour of Compositions, have apply d themselves [etc.].

Mortarie, obs. (erron.j iorm of MOKTUAKY sb.

MO rtarize, z&amp;gt;.

1 rare. [f. MORTAR sb.i + -IZE.]
trans. To pound in a mortar (fig.}.
1615 Curry-Combe for a Coxe-Combe Contents, Lipsian

Miracles morterized.

Mortarize, v-* rare. [f. MORTAR sl&amp;gt;2 + -m:.]
trans. To bring to the consistency of mortar.

1853 DICKINSON in Jrnl, /\\ Agric. Soc. XIII. i. 237 The
wet clays were mortarized (to use a coined term).

Mortarless (m^rUilfa), a. [f. MORTAR $b?
+ -LESS.] \Yithout mortar.

1667 WATERHOUS Fire Lond. 87 The Stones of Structures
Mortarless. 1886 Athenaeum 31 July 152 The remains of
mortarless stone churches. 1891 ATKINSON MoorlandParish
38 A. .mortarless stone wall or dike.

Mo rtar-stone. Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

(-stane). [f. MORTAR sb. 1 Cf. MDn. mortierstcen.]
A block of stone hollowed to form a mortar

; spec.
&amp;lt;a stone formerly used for preparing barley, by
separating it from the husks (Jam.).
1480-1 Durham Ace. Rolls tSurtees) 97, ij morterstanez

cum iii pilis lign. 1500-20 DUN BAR Poems Ix. 60 Mell-
heidit lyk ane mortar-stane. 1580 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

Ser. i. III. 320 Item, in the kitchene..ane mortar stane.

1696 Invent, in W. Hector Select. Judic. Rec. Reufrgwsk,
(1876) 304 Ane mortcr-slone and ane mcll yrto. 1865 LUB-

MOKTECHIEN.
BOCK Prehist. Times 249 The objects of stone found in the
bone caves . . are flakes, . . hammers, and mortar-stones.

Mortary ^m^rrUri), a. [f. MoKTAR J.- + -Y.]
Of the nature of, consisting of, or resembling mortar.
1805 K. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 643 The mortary

rubbish from old walls. 1845 Jrnl. K. Agric. Soc. V. u.

432 A mortary loam, and a strong clay. 1876 BRISTOWK
Th.

&amp;lt;y

Pract. Mcd. (1878) 4_;5 Yellow tubercle not (infre

quently undergoes retrogressive changes.. first, into a mor-
tary, and lastly, into a calcareous inert mass.

b. Having mortar obtrusively present, rare.

1855 Hoissch. Words H\\. 194 We are a little mortary
and limey at present, but we are getting on capitally. 1858
DICKKNS Lett. (1880) II. 52 The room, .is new and mortary.

Mortas(e, mortay8(e, obs. forms of MORTISE.

Mortaunceter, variant of MORT I/ANCESTOR.

t Mo rtcharge. Sc. Obs. [a. K. morte charge
* dead load .]

= DEAD-WEIGHT i b.

1541 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 105 That is to say fra
Scotis men xx s. greit the mortcharge and xxj s. greit the
lycht guddls. 1553 Ibid. 184.

Mortclake : see MORTLAKE.
Mortcloth (mp-itkl^])). Sc. [f. MORT sl&amp;gt;.

1 +
CLOTH sb.]
1. A funeral pall.
(Used by Carlyle in the sense of: Funeral hangings.)
1511 Ace. Ld. Treas. Scotl. (1902) IV. 195, xvj elms Sij

quartaris blak weluus to be ane mort claitht, to ly one
King James the Secundis tumbe. 01670 SPALDING Tronb.
Chas. I (liannatyne Club) I. 43 Haveing above his chist a
rich mortcloath of black velvet 1678 CALDERWOOD Hist.
Ch. Scot. 826 It was reported that they were to use a white
cloth above the mort-cloth [at a funeral in 1579].. .Answer
was returned, that the mort-cloth should be covered with
black velvet. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agrtc. Perth So Certain
dues for the proclamation of banns, the use of the mort-cloth
. .and other casualties. 18. . HOGG Tales $ SXt. (1837) II.

189 When I saw the mortclaith drawn off the coffin. 1837
CARLYLE fr. Rev. II. u. vi, The vast Champ-de-Mars wholly
hung round with black mortcloth.

2. Fees paid for the use of a pall.
1794 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XI. 452 The fund for their sup

port arises from, .the weekly collections, .mortcloths, pro
clamation money [etc.]. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scot, li.

xiv. 457 In 1762 the schoolmaster of Banff derived part
of his salary from the town s bells and Mort Cloth.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1768 Parish Rec. Leslie in Small Hist. U. P. Congreg.

(1904) I. 280 Mortcloth dues for M r James Clunie. 1902
A. THOMSON Lander

&amp;gt;$-

Lauderdtile vii. 83 Alexander
Creze was mortcloth keeper.

Mort d ancestor (nyadfleiaeitati). Old Law.
Also 6 mortaunceter, mort^d)auncesto %u)r,
7, 9 mortdancester, (8 -or), 7 mort d ancester,
mordauncester. [a. A F. mordancestre, mort
(Tauttctstrt

* ancestor s death .] The term applied
to an assize brought by the right heir against one
who wrongfully took possession of his inheritance

on the death of his ancestor (see Britton m. vi.).

1523 FITZHERB. Survey. 13 The kynges writ of assise of
nouell di*seson or of assise of mortaunceter. 1540 Act 32
Hen. / ///, c. 2 2 That nomanerof persone. .shall herafter

have sue or maintain any issue of Mortauncestor [etc.].

543 tr- ^ l t 9 Hen. ///, c. 12 Assyses of newe dysseisin,
and of mortdauncestour. 1642 tr. Perkins Prof. Bk. v.

383. 165 If Tenant in Taile of land hath issue and dyetb
and a stranger abatcth. .and the issue in layle bring an
Assise of Mordauncester. 1833 Act 3^4 Will. SI^, c. 27 36
No Writ.. of Mort d ancestor. .shall be brought after the

Thirty-fust Day of December One thousand eight hundred
and thirty-four. 1875 DIGBV Real Prof. \\. 9 The writ

of assize of Mort d Ancestor was perhaps instituted by the
ordinance called the Assize of Northampton, A.D. 1176.

; Mprt-de-cliien. Obs. [Fr.; lit. dog s

death ,
but this is an etymologizing perversion of

the Pg. mordtxim (mord^frh) : see MORDJSHEEN*.]
A name used by Europeans in India for cholera.

1780 IMPEY in Sir J. F. Stephen Nitncomar
&amp;lt;y Imfey (1885)

II. 239 notf, I am once or twice a year subject to violent

attacks of cholera morbus, here called the tnort de chien,
and to other disorders. 1813 J. JOHNSON hifl. of Tropical
Ci&amp;gt;nate (1815) 405 Mort de chien is nothing more than the

highest degree of Cholera Morbus.

I! Mort dieu, inf. Obs. In 6 mortdew,
mordu. [Fr.

= * God s death .]
An oath.

1593 MARLOW K Massacre Paris C, Mor du
t wert not the

fruit within thy wombe..This wrathful! hand should strike

thee to the hart. 1605 Tryall Che&quot;.: \\. \\. in Bullen O. PI.

(1884) III. 292 Mortdew ! fie be reveng d, by heaven I will.

Mortdore, obs. form of MOBDOKK.
fMorteaulx. Obs. [? Error for marleaulx.] =
MAHTEL j&amp;lt;M 2.

147* in Archyologia (1836) XXVI. 277 The queue had
there (in her chamber] her ladyes playinge at the morteaulx.

t Mortecliien, Sc. Obs. Forms : 7 rnortie-

chein, morticheyne, 8 corruptly mord de chien
;

9 morteraheen. [Of difficult etymology.
Identical with the alleged F. mort d^eschine (lit. death of

the spine), for which Fitzherbei^ 1534 (f/nsb. 119) quotes
the proverb Mort de langue et de eschine sont maladyes
saunce medecine . It is probable that mort here is a mis
take for tnorvt\ running of the nose, glanders (for which, or

its dial, variant moitrvc, Cotgr. has erroneously mourriie).

The notion that the morbid matter of glanders came from

the spine was generally held. The i6th c. Eng. name for

tbe disease. MOURNING ofthe chine is prob. a corruption of

the original form of the Fr. term. FountainhalPs mord de

chien is pseudo-etymological (as if bite of dog ).]

1637 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Club) I. 257 Anent horses

that ar suspectit to haue the mortiechein, a 1670 SPALUING
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-

f&quot;V7 *-jf uwuom &amp;lt;-&amp;gt;i

[1390 : see c.j c 1430 LYDG. A/7. /=&amp;lt;,, (Percy Soc.) 50My purse and I be callid to the lure, Of indigence oure
stuff leyde in norgage 1448 MARO. PASTON in PaslonLet/ (1897) I. 69 1 hat he wyl sett hys gode to morgage to
Heydon, ,1460 Pol. Kcl. * L. Poems (,S66) 24 And
whethir it

[y.
the land] be in any morgage. ,530 Tli-DA,.K

Pract. Prel. F vnj b, Then to do the kinge seruyce the
ordes sell or laye their londes to morgage. 1544 ,r.Litut
tons Tenures 77 b, As a man may make a feoifement in fee
in Mortgage, so may a man make a gyft of the tayle in
Mortgage, c 1595 Office Alien, in Bacon s Wks. (1730) III
559 Sometime the land is given in mortgage only, with
full intention to be redeemed within one yea?, ^g StateJ rials, Ralegh (,730) I. 209, I knew her own Subjects.,would not lend her Majesty Money, without Lands in Mort
gage. 1844 J. WILLIAMS Real Prop. iv. (1845) 205 The larger
proportion of the lands in this kingdom is at present in
mortgage. ,849 LYELL ,nd Visit U. S. II. 62 Those towhom portions of the borrowed money were lent on mort-

n-
a
t
ge

j u 7
r &quot;fnUUW* Lifi Miss Mitford III. vi. 88Ihe debts [were] paid, and the residue [of the money]

placed out on mortgage.
c - fig- (Cf. MORTGAGE v. b.)
390 GOWEB Conf. III. 234 In mariage His trouthe plight

1&amp;lt; A? Trg
u
ge-

&amp;lt; 430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)
6 Of ecne thyng he] medlithe, his thrift lithe to morgage.

1629 MMIlNGmP&fettvv. iii, I know not.. how to redeeme
inis morgage of her manners. 1633 MARMION Antiquary
iv. i, If I plot not so, to make all hit, Then you shall take
he morgage of my wit. 1684 T. HOCKIN Cod&quot;s Decrees

&amp;gt;3
Men. .suffer themselves., to be., ensnared into unhappy

contracts and morgages of themselves. 1822 HAZLITT
atte-t.Ser. n.vi. (1869) 128 They will purchase the hollow

MORTESSE.
Trout. C7/.W. / (Bannatyne Club) II. 299 Seing the uther
luo hors regimemis. wes scatterit heir and thai?, and m,,,,ydeid in the morticheyne [ed. ,792 mortichienl. , 7JouNTAlNHALL Decisions I. 406 Anent the horse bfecled
with the mord de chien. 1 1816 Dun. / , 86 (Jam.) Andnow he s [sc. a horse] tane the mortersheen.

Mortegon, obs. f. MAUTAGON. Morteise, obs
MORTISE. Mortelack, obs. f. MORTI.AKE

Morternale, var. MOR.MAL. Morterews, obs
var. MORTRESS. Mortersheen, var MORTE
CHIEN. Mortes(ce, -es(s)e, obs. ff. MORTISE.
t Mortesse. Obs. App. error for MORTAR.
1614 Inv. in Trans. Cumb.f; Westm. Arch. Soc III iOne mortesse with pestell.

Mortesse, ?erron. var. MOKTRESS.
Morteys(e, obs. forms of MORTISE.
Mortfundit, Sc. pa. pple. of MORFOUND.
Mortgage (mflgeAgj, si. Forms : 4-7 mor

gage, mortogage, (i- mortgage. [a. OF.
mortgage (isth c.) lit. dead pledge (see MOHT a.
and GAGE si.) : whence med.L. mortnum vadiuin
and lH0r(t]gagtim.
For the explanation of the etymological meaning of the

term current among , 7 th c. lawyers, see the following quot
1628 COKE On Litt. 205 It seemeth that the cause why it

is called mortgage is, for that it is doubtful whether the
1 eoffor will pay at the day limited such summe or not & if
he doth not pay, then the Land which is put in pledge vpon
condition for the payment of the money, is taken from him
lor euer, and so dead to him vpon condition, &c. And if he
doth pay the money, then the pledge is dead as to the
lenant, &c.)

Law. The conveyance of real or personal properly
by a debtor (called the mortgagor} to a creditor
(called the mortgagee) as security for a money
debt, with the proviso that the property shall be
reconveyed upon payment to the mortgagee of the
sum secured within a certain period. Also applied
to the deed by which the transaction is effected,
the rights thereby conferred on the mortgagee, and
the condition of being mortgaged.

The general object of mortgage is to secure a money
debt by making it a charge on lan.l, so that, if the debt be
not paid by a time agreed upon between the parties, the
creditor may sell the land and pay himself out of the pro-ceeds (Lncycl. Brit. s.v.).

1475 Ko ls of 1 arll. VI. 147/2 That all Maners, Londes
(etc.).. of the which any persone .. were seased, or had any
astate, title, . .or possession . . in any maner morgage iua-iAct 34 4- 35 Hen. / ///, c. 26 37 Mortgages of landed
tenements or hereditamentes made or had after the saide
feaste of Sainct John Baptest. a 1634 RANDOLPH .Ifuses
Looking Cl. n. iv, A ghbbery heir With all his lands melted
into a mortgage. i64z C.IAS. I Sp. Wks. ,662 I. 4,2, I will
. -expose all My Land to Sale or Morgage. 1663 COWI.EY :

Cutter ColemanSt. v.
i, I have some Hold now upon myEstate again ; (tho she, I confess, be a Clog upon it worsethan a Mortgage* 1708 Act 7 Anne c. 19 In like Manner

as Trustees or Mortgagees of full Age are compellable to
convey or assign their Trust Estates or Mortgages 1728
&amp;gt;&amp;lt;Kom Fame vi. (1757) 149 His lordship s rent-roll is
e
J
c
J
e
D

n
?5 greatT-

Ut
&quot;&quot;&quot;iages will sap the best estate.

1828 R. PETERS Cases Supreme Crt. U. S. I. 44, I,, dis-
cussions in Courts of Equity, a mortgage is sometimes
called a hen for a debt. ,856 W. R. F,sl, K

,&amp;lt; Lav, Mortgage
3 The Welsh mortgage, by which the estate is conveyed
absolutely to the creditor, without condition

; the rents and
profits being enjoyed by him in lieu of interest. 1865 TROL-
LOPE Bflton Sit. i. 2 Mortgages were paid off the propertywith his wife s money. 1872 W. W. BARRY Forms A Prec
Convey. 3I A mortgage is made by the same form of assur
ance as a conveyance, and contains somewhat similar re
citals. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 84 They can borrow

I

money by the mortgage of the buildings and machinery
belonging to the company.

b. Phrases. -\Inmortgage: mortgaged, f To
lay in or to mortgage, -\-set to mortgage: to mort
gage. To lend on mortgage : to advance (money)on the security of property, esp. houses or land.
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happiness of the next five minutes, by a morti:-,
independanceand comfort of years. 1866 Lou EU W?o Pher. . Introd., Poems (1890) II. ,99 A man speaking meonce of a very rocky clearing said, Stone s got a orettv
heavy mortgage on that land .

td. transf. A pledge. Obs. rare 1
.

1598 M/Kwoon Lames Forest xvi. 8. M . nQ h If i tfound thft the dogge that was so deliuered to be kept wasa pledge, or a morgage for money.
e. attrib., as mortgage bond, debt, deed, \ man

money, security, term.
1890 Century Diet., *Mortgage.bo,ul, a bond secured bva mortgage. ,839, Penny Cycl. XVI. 422/2 The mortgageemay. by express declaration, convert the morteatre djhl

into land. 18,8 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. ,58 Th\t ,1 esecond
&quot;mortgage deed, comprising all the morteaef

raises, put it in the power of the mortgagee to tele 1 tS&l
C hamb. Encycl. VI. 580/1 The ordinary form of a SteaS
Col 5?t r pflI

&quot;bsolu e conveyance. 1708 Rhode Island
i ,

(I059) IV. 50 I he said committee, there he-mi
he claims and pretended titles of those gentlemen, calledthe mortgage men. ,797 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 36 7/,With condition to be void on repayment of the &quot;mortis.!,.

money. ,858 I.D. ST. LEONARDS Handy-lSk. Prof: Lwxiv. 92 Unless the mortgagor will pay off the morteaee.
money at a short day. 1864 Chamb. Eucyil. VI. sfoAIrustees are entitled to invest their funds there \sc in Scot
undj m mortgage security. 1827 JARMAN I owlfs DC.

j J9 question was whether a &quot;mortgage term
passed with copyholds, under a devise of all that his (testors) estate m Bassey, to M. B. and her heirs.

Mortgage (m^igeg), v. Also 6-7 morgage
[a. obs F.

mortgager,
or f. prec . sb.J trans.

lo make over (property, esp. houses or land)
as security for a money debt, on condition that

1 the debt is discharged the grant shall be void.
In early use, chiefly in pa. pple.

but
5
he hath

* ^ &quot; ^ h &quot;at S de h
-

S h &quot;de out r
&amp;gt; 8ht

LAYTON in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries tCamdenl^n Triehowse is in dett gretly, the landes solde and morgaitedethe fennes let owte. 1612 DFHKER // it be notgSoSKi,
hi 1 T a

P
Gallams bo

,

ll

,

ml To Pay 400. Crownes to free
his Landes Fast morgag de to mee. 1601 Cowi FY / crsrs

Kss. (,669) 90 [He] Does like an unthrift mortice his
Estate Before it falls into his Hand. 1769 ROMKTSON
Chas. I

, V. iv. 361 Lannoy, by mortgaging the revenues of
Naples, procured some money. ,817 WHMA.ON Cases
SafremeCrt. U.S\\. 396 If. .the debtor has made a bona
fide conveyance of his estate to a third person, or has mort-
gaged it to secure a debt. 1864 Chaint. Encycl. VI. 580/1In Scotland there is no such practice as mortga&quot;in- buds
with banks by merely depositing the title-deeds. 1875 MissBKADDON Strange World I. iv. 64 The Bellingham estatewas mortgaged up to the hilt when he inherited it

absol. 1700 BURKE l- r. Rtv . (,824) 270 If he wishes to mort
gage, he falls the value of his land. 1819 Slat. Realm
V I. 405 marg.. Persons having mortgaofed and mort -a-in
again without Notice to the Second .. Mortgagee

b. fig. To pledge ;
lo make liable

; esp. to
establish a claim in advance upon (an income or
the like) ; hence pass, to be attached or pledged
(to something) in advance.
1588 J. UDALL Demonstr. Discipl. (Arb.) 3 Haue you mor.

gaged the saluation of your sbules and bodies, for the
present fruition of your poinpe and plesure ? 1590 Sri NSER

\

F. Q. i. v. 46 Mortgaging their lives to Covetise. ci6oa
SHAKS. Sonn. cxxxiv, And I my selfe am morgag d to thy
will. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. f 290 Morgaged, and benighted
to eternall dulnesse. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 493 p i When
Suitors of no Consideration will have Confidence enough to

press upon their Superiors, those in Power.. are mortgaged
into Promises out of their Impatience of Importunity. ^1732GAY Mad-dog Poems (1737) II. 67 Gaming succeeds; if
fortune crosses, Then virtue s mortgag d for her losses. 1822
LAMB Elia. Ser. n. Conf. Drunkard, To mortgage miserable
morrows for nights of madness. 1838 LYTTON Alice in. i,
His income was already deeply mortgaged. 1838 EMERSON
Lit. Ethics (1875) II. 207 The new man must feel that he
has not come into the world mortgaged to the opinions and
usages of Europe. 1873 Miss BRADDON Sir. $ Pilgr. n.
ii. ,64 Every man s autumn is mortgaged before the spring
is over. 1887 HUXLEY in Life (1900) II. x. 163 What little

energy I possess is mortgaged to quite other occupations.
Hence Mo rtgaging vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1625 BACON Ess., Usmy (Arb.) 543 As for Mortgaging, or
Pawning, it will little mend the matter. 1768 HUME Kss.,
Pnbl. Credit 208 The abuses of mortgaging are more cer
tain and inevitable. 1892 Daily AVrcs 25 &quot;Nov. 7/3 Large
capitalist houses have continually taken over numbers of
farms left by the mortgaging farmers.

Mortgageable (mjpig&is&b l), a. [f. MORT
GAGE + -ABLE.] Capable of being mortgaged.
1862 T. A. TROLLOPE Marietta I. ii. 36 Value of a mort

gageable property. 1888 Univ. Rev. Nov. 424 There were
mortgageable debts to dealers in curiosities [etc.].

Mortgaged (m^-igedsd), ///. a.
[f. MORT

GAGE v. + -ED !.] Of land, etc. : Having a mort

gage on it
;
made over as a security for a debt. Also

said of debts.

MORTIPIC.

&amp;lt;-..,

&quot;
- - Cn^edjT). [f. MORTGAGE v. +

e person to whom property is mort-
I.:

one who lends money on mortgage

was a mortgagee in fee. 1831 MACAU.AY Ess ChilDisa./Jews If we were to say that a Jew mortgagee would not
foreclose because [etc.]. ,878 IEVONS Pri, PlFcn00 The mortgagee or lender of the money then becomes
part-owner of the land and capital.

Mortgager (m&amp;lt;rjgl3ai). [f. MORTGAGE v. +
= MORTGAGOR.

upon
8

the

N

,o int

S&amp;lt;

t h
*&quot;&quot; ^^ &quot;

&quot;
S &quot; &quot; e mort a8er is

^id1idV^dTenen!e;us
M&amp;lt;

^&quot;iiV; 5ii&quot;fe 5inose arc to answer the debt who neither were lenders or
borrowers, mortgagers or mortgagees. 1839 Penny cWA\ . .(21 2 After the mortgage is made, Ihe mortgager can

^.v/tiftt.
z. 173 i nac in mortgagee, or ,rust-esia,es, ine person

in possession, .shall have the vote. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ.
xiii. (1876) 172 Peasant proprietors are often heavily bur
dened with mortgaged debts. 1890 KIPLING Departtn.
Ditties, etc. Masgue ofPlenty, His speech is of mortgaged
bedding, On his kine he borrows yet.
fig. 1643 LIGHTFOOT Glean. Ex. 32 Moses Law . . taught

Israel to expect that one.. should redeeme for him mor-

gaged heaven. 1607 Decay Chr. Piety vi. 136 Let men
consider themselves, .as ensnar d in that unhappy contract
which has rendered them part of the Devils possession, and
contrive how they may. .disentangle their Morlgag d Souls.

Mortgagor (mpjgw^rj). LaWi Also 6 _ 7

morgagor, 9 mortgageor. [f. MORTGAGK + -OR.An attempt has been made in some Diets, lo rectify the
anomalous spelling mortgagor, in which g before o is pro-nonnced (ds), by the insertion of e ; but the form nua-t-

ffs;;^&quot; ;r
ordcd in actual usc -

&amp;lt;

fcf- h *e*. **
A person who mortgages or makes o\er i&amp;gt;roperty

as a security for debt.
1584 I see MORTGAGEE]. 1628 COKK On Lilt. 206 The

txecutors or Administrators of the Morgagor. 1708 Act
7 X c. ,9 By ihe Direction of the Cestuy ,,ue Trust or
Mortgagor. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. ,57 That thc-

i86ii
a
|&quot;

&amp;gt;!;/. X
C C

,&quot;x\

he eS aU:
.

he m
&quot;8i

the debts of the mortgagor. 1875 DHJHY l\cal Prop v
B 76) 25, A mortgagor, after default in payment of the

mortgage debt, cannot make a valid lease of the lands
without the concurrence of the mortgagee. 1800 H*LI

Mortga&quot;&quot;&quot;

&quot;

&quot;I

J* JAl toT made

Morth : see MURTH.
Morther : see MOUTHER, MURDER.
Mortice : see MORTISE.

Mortiechein, variant of MOHTKCHIE.V.
Mortiel, obs. form of MOUTAI..
II Mortier (mortjr). [Fr. (Cf. MORTAR s6.l 4. ]A cap formerly worn by high officials of France.
1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mot-tier, a badge or ensign of

dignity, borne by the chancellors, and great presidents of
the parliaments of Paris. 1820 RANKEN Hist. France
V1U. i. u. 28 Ihe first president.. . His cap, or mortier,..was ornamented with a double round of gold lace 1830
JAMES Darnlcy xx.vi.v, The star and collar of St. Michael,
with the velvet mortier and short white plume.
t Mo rtifer. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. L. morti-,

mors death + -fer bearing.] A bringer of death.
1667 [see NOCTIFER].

Mortiferous (mfjli-ferss), a. Now rare.
[f.

L. mortifcr, -fcr-tts : see MOKT j/i.l and -FEKOL S.

Cf. K. mortiftre.] Bringing or producing death
;

death-dealing, deadly.
535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 20 The perelus poysoun

mortiferus melancolie, . . In that distres hes done him for to
de. i66o^H. MORE Mysi. Codl. vi. .x. 240 Burnt up by
this mortiferous Fever. 1699 EVKI.YN Acetaria 74 The
Cicuta. .whatever it is in any other Country tis certainly
Mortiferous in ours. 1702 C. MATHER Magu. Chr, vn. vi.

(1852) 555 Many of them, .were a fair mark for the morti
ferous bullets. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl.
Ceog. Soc. XXIX. 40 That fevers are in these regions the
natural expression of mortiferous influences generally. 1902
Fortn. Rc-c. June ,019 If such a mortiferous action really
exists, perhaps it could be checked chemically.

b. transf. Bringing spiritual death.

1542 BECON Christmas Baiuj. iii. F iij, In the body of
him, which without ony carnall entysemente & mortiferous
delectacion was concej-ued. 1654 HAMMOND Fundam. viii.

73 While we make no distinction of sins, and deem every
invincible infirmity, .to be as dangerous and mortiferuus as
the most wilful act. 1844 S. R. MAITLAND Dark Ages ,17
[tr. Eligius] Whenever you sin, do not wait in mortiferous

security until your wounds putrefy. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE
Norm, ff Eng. I. 198 Every erroneous doctrine . . is only
the repetition of an earlier error, . .the venom enfeebled or
more mortiferous.

Hence Morti ferously adv., in a mortiferous or

deadly manner
; Morti-ferousness, deadliness.

1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, xlii. 364 That was not
the healing of the Beast, but the mortiferously wounding
the Dragon. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xix. 2&quot;,

The pure mortiferousness of this mind, capable neither of

patience, fidelity, grace, or wit.

Mortific (nijuti fik), a. rare. fa 1 . eccI.L.

mortific-us : see MORT si. 1 and -PIC.] Death-

producing ; deadly. So Morti fical a.

1651 BIGGS AV7i&amp;gt; Disp. r 100 Mortifick distempers and
maladies. 1657 TOMLINSON Renoits Disp. in. i. 97 That
Medicament must be given, .which, .will free from such a

mortificall cause. 1657 Physical Diet., Mortifical. 1808

Sporting Mag. XXXII. 195 With such rapidity did the

morlific matter attack his system, that he became a corpse.



MORTIFICATE.

t Morti ficate, ///. and sb. Obs, rare, [ad.
L. inortificdt-us, pa. pple. of mortifaare to MOR
TIFY : see -AM 3,] a. adj. Killed, b. sb. ?One
who is mortified or dead to the world.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. i. xx. in Ashm. (1652) 134 Our
Tode of the Erth whych etyth hys fyll : Sum name hyt by
whych it ys mortyfycat The spyryt of the Erth with venome
intoxycate. 1600 \V. WATSON Decacordon (1602! 67 No
Prince or prelate liuing can escape their [the Jesuits ] tongs,
. . vntill these mortificats haue their wiis.

Mortification (mpitifik^-Jan). [a. F. morti

fication (i4&quot;th c.), or ad. eccl.L. mortification-em,
n. of action f. mortificare to MOKTIFY.]
1. In religious use : The action of mortifying the

flesh or its lusts : the subjection of one s appetites
and passions by the practice of austere living, esp.

by the self-infliction of bodily pain or discomfort.

a. in phr. mortification of the body, of sin, etc.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars, T. p 1006 This blisfull regne mow
men purchace by pouertee espirituell. .the lyf by deth and
mortificacion of synne. 1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 12010

Mortyfycacioun off the body. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) i b, Goostly exercyse, or mortifycacyon of the senses.

iSjz MOKE Confnt. Tindale Wks 700/2 The mortificacion
of the fleshly \voorkes. c 1535 NISBET Prol. Romans (S.T.S.)
III. 342 Thann exhorttis he to gude werkis, and vnto con-

tynewall mortificatiounn of fleische. 1671 TllL&t&QH Strut,
219 Mortification of our lusts and passions, though, .it have
something in it that is troublesome, yet [etc.], 1674 OWEN
Holy Spirit iv. viii. 483 The Foundation of all Mortifica
tion of Sin, is from the Inhabitation of the Spirit in us.

1780 BENTMAM Introd. Princ. Morals ii. 8 (1789) 10 Saints

who, for the good of their souls, and the mortification of
their bodies, have voluntarily yielded themselves a prey to

vermin. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN Par, Serin. II. xvii. 221 Self-

denial, mortification of life, bearing our cross, are especially
insisted on by Christ.

b. simply, without qualification.
1577 tr. Bullinger s Decades iv. ii. 562 But we in this

disputation of ours, will vse Repentaunce for a conuerting
or turning to the Lord, .for mortification, and the beginning
to leade a newe life, a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 101 It is

Lent : a time of Mortification. 1657 TRAPPL&amp;gt;//. Ps. Ixii.

8 Give not over the practice of Mortification untill you feel

your hearts part asunder in your bosoms. 1709 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. Worthy Ix. 99, 1 must content myself
with reckoning it of the mortifications proper to this devout

lime[A&h Wednesday]. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna ni.v, Ye eat

;ind swill and sleep.. while we are wasting in mortification.

1841 KL! HI\STONI; Hist. Ind. I. 109 A Bramin. .after having
passed through a

period
of solitude and mortification as an

anchoret. 1848 MKS. JAMESON Sacr.
ty Leg. Art (1850) 201

He destroyed his health by his austerity and mortifications.

2. Path. The death of a part of the body while
the rest is living ; gangrene, necrosis.

1555 BOXSKR Homilies 69 Mortification, putrifaction, and
other suche lyke thinges. 1597 A. M. tr. Guil/emeaiis fr.

Chirurg. 2/3 There ensueihe a Gangrarna or mortificatione.

1677 CALK Crt. Gentiles in. 122 A gangrene properly signifies
the mortification of some carnose part by reason of an in

flammation. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 90
Pickling, that is to say, throwing salt and vinegar on the
back after the whipping.. is certainly the way to prevent
mortification. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Dryden Wks. II.

358 He died .of a mortification in his leg 1826 S. COOLER
First Lines Sitrg. (ed. 5) 3 In parts of inferior vasculariiy,
like tendons, fascia;, &c. inflammation readily occasions
mortification. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 35 Morti
fication of any part of the body signifies its death.

transf. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 540 A seuerall kind of

blasting or mortification there is besides in vines, .which is

called Roratio.

f 3. Deadening or destruction of vital or active

qualities ; devitalization. In 17-1 8th c. often

applied to the state of torpor and insensibility pre
ceding death. Obs.

154* BORDE Dyetary ii. (1870) 235 Mortyfycation of the

vytall, and anymall, and spyrytuall powers. 1596 NORDEN
Prepar. Spec. Brit. 1 1 There seemeth a mortification of the
nedles vertue, which staggereth vncertainly. 1654 WHIT-
LOCK Zootomia 25 Inchoate mortifications lessening the
borrow of (that must-be-done) Dying. 1706 STANHOPE
Parapkr. III. 259 The Mortification of some old, and
quickening of some contrary Principle, in a spiritual Sense.

173* ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet (1736) 367 A sudden Re
mission of the Pain, with cold Sweats [etc.].. are Signs of
a Mortification and approaching Death. 1770 GRAY Let.
to Nicholls 25 Nov. (1843) 115 If a mortification does not
come to release her, [she] may lie in this agony for months.

f 4. Old Chern. Alteration of the form of metals,
etc. ; destruction or neutralization of the active

qualities of chemical substances. Cf. MORTIFY 6.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. ii. 44 The sole elements, separated
from those three beginnings, doe bring nothing but impuri
ties, corruption, and mortification. 1610 B. JONSON Alch.
11. v, Sub. And when comes Viuification ? Fac. After Mor
tification. 1678 PHILLIPS, Mortification . .that by which
Mi.\ts are as it were destroyed, and lose the vertues of their
first nature, to acquire others more efficacious by the help
of revivification. 1706 (ed. Kersey).
5. Scots Law. The act of disposing of property for

religious, or, since the Reformation, for charitable
or public purposes. Also, property given for such

purposes. (Cf. MORTMAIN.)
1498 ExcJi. Rolls Scot XI. 81 note, We haue gevin and

perpetualy mortifyt to the cathedrale kirk of Orkna. .the..
lie of Burra. .as our charter of gift and mortification, .mar
fullily purportis. 1652 Z. BOYD in Zions Flowers (1855)
App. 25/1 Reservand furth of this mortificatioune . . the
sowme of ane thowsand punds. 1685 in BnccUuck MSS.
(i^tk Rep. Hut. MSS. Comni, App. viu.) 119 Thomas
Moodic s mortification for building a kirk in Edinburgh.
1700 LAW Coumil of Trade (1751) n All gifts, charities,
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and mortifications already given, or to be given, and appro
priated to the poor. 1775 L. Sa\w Jlfarajr (1827) 362 Mor
tifications for the poor are .650 Scots. 1858 RAMSAY
Reinin. {ed. 2) 58 One of the bailies died and left it \sc, a
hospital] 10,0-00 pounds, which was really a great mortifica
tion. 1863 A H. CHARTERS Life J. Robertson \\. 22 A
deed of mortification.

6. The feeling of humiliation caused by a dis

appointment, a rebuff or slight, or an untoward
accident

;
the sense of disappointment or vexation.

Also, an instance of this; a cause or source of

such humiliation.

1645 EVELYN Diary June, Which, .frustrated my designe,
to my very Create mortification. 1692 R, L ESTRANGE
Fables cccxxvii. 285 It is one of the most vexatious Mor
tifications perhaps, of-. a Studious Mans Life to have his

Thoughts disorder d. .by the Importunity of a Tedious..
Visit. vjjJbAnsoii s I oy. \, ii. 21 We had the mollification to. , .

be forty days in our passage. 1769 Junim Lett.x\\. 73 Let
them spare us. .the mortification of being amused and de
luded like children. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 75 He
continued to offer hi-i advice daily, and had the mortifica
tion to find it daily rejected. 1872 BLACK Adz&amp;gt;. Phaeton
iii. 31 A blush of shame and exceeding mortification.

7. attrib. : mortification root, marsh mallow,
^hilvn officinalis.

1897-8 HKITTON Si BROWN Flora North. U. S,
&amp;lt;$

Canada.

1 Mo rtificative, a. Obs. rare-*, fa. OF.
mortificntif^ ad. med.L. *mortific&tivus (see MOR
TIFY and -ATIVE).] ?That deadens pain.
a i^oo Stockholm Med. MS, 12 AnoJ&amp;gt;er clister bat is clepyd

mortificatyf.

Mortified (m^ jtifaid), ///. a.
[f, MORTIFY z/.

+ -EDI.]
1. In religious use, of persons, their actions or

occupations : Dead to sin or the world
; having

the appetites and passions in subjection ; ascetic.

Now rare.

1526 Pilgr. Po-f, i,W. de W. 1531) 143 How euery morti-

fyed soule..sholde resorte to y arke of clere conscyence &
there counseyle with god. 1379 TOMSON Calvin s Serm.
Tim. 488 2 Ho, thou art of the companie of hypocrites, thou
art mortified. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. /,. i. i. 28. 1646 BUCK
Kick. ///, i. 4 Such a mortified and perilous Pilgrimage to

Jerusalem. 1651 WOOD Life (O.H.S.) I. 166 He became a
mortified and pious minister in Shropshire. 1656 EARL
MON.M. tr. Boccalinis Advts. fr. Parnass. i. Ixiii. (1674)

79 That laudable zeal of Reputation, which is most intense
in even the most mortified Vertuosi. a 1668 LASSELS Voy.
Italy ii, (1670) 19 They content themselves to go bare foot,
and teach only the lower Schools, and first rudiments;. .A
strange mortified trade. 1704 NELSON Fest. fy Fasts n.
Prel. Instr. (1707) 436 St. James the Great and St. John
were very eminent for a mortified Life. 1720 STRYPE Stoiv s

Sun . 17/1 A long Beard, Eyes sunk, ana an old mortified
Face. 1829 SOUTHEY All for̂ Loi e iv. iv. Poet. Wks. VII.
170 To carnal wishes would it turn The mortified intent?

1844 IAHGIWD Attffe*S&x. Cli. (1858) I. ii . 120 An abstemious
and mortified life.

t b. Mortified to (rarely of} : dead to (the world
or its pleasures) ;

hence occas. = insensible to. Obs.

1659 Gent 1. Calling ix. 8, I fear there are few so morti
fied to wealth, as to do it upon the score of self-denial. 1660
INGF.LO Bentiv. fy Ur. ii. (1682) 89 He is mortified to all sense
of Ingenuous Principles. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 90
An hardy and labouring clergy, that is mortified loan horse,
and all such pampering vanities. 1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 123
Reputation (to the vanity of any affectation whereof I desire
to be wholly mortified!. 1748 MKS. HARRISON House-keeper s
Pocket-Bk. Pref., There are but few Philosophers. .who are
so . . mortified to the world as to prefer a dish of Roots. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias x. i, You are mortified to all the pomps
and vanities of the world.

fc. In jocular use : Abstemious. Obs.

1665 PKPYS Diary 16 Oct., I observing Mr. Povy s being
mightily mortifyed in his eating.

1 2. Dead, slain. Obs.

1593 R- HARVEY Philad. 17 If any man will raise them
from the graue, who will beleeue their mortified Ghosts?
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 270 Having ended his

speech, he shewed vnto them the grisely mortified heads.

1625 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY Night Walker n, My young
Mistriss, that is mortified.

f3. Deadened; numbed; insensible. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \\. \. 324 Thou like an Exorcist, hast

coniur d vp My mortified Spirit. 1605 Lear n. iii. 15
Bedlam beggers, who with roaring voices, Strike in their
nunVd and mortified Armes, Pins, Wodden-prickes, Nayles.
4. Affected by gangrene or necrosis.

1597 A. M. tr. Giiiflenieaus Fr. Chirnrg. 33 b, It is

necessarye
that the vivificent parte expelle from it the

mortified, a 1676 HALE Prim. Grig. Man. I. i. (1677) 23 A
mortified Limb or Member. 1695 New Light Chirurg.f&amp;gt;nt
out 52 His Arm was but little swell d and not at all morti
fied. 17*0 DK FOE Capt. Singleton xi. (1840) 196 He cut
off a great deal of mortified fle^h. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 534,
I found the fingers and thumb exhibiting a mortified ap
pearance. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) H. 656 The
mortified parts, .are cast off.

f b. transf. Of plants : Decayed. Obs
1672-3 GREW Anat. Plants, Anat. Roots \\. (1682^ 83

Divers of the Succiferous Vessels, .lying next the Soil,

usually more or less mortified.

f*5. Of meat: see MORTIFY v. 6. Obs.

1617 MOKYSON Itin. in. 134 The French alone delight in
mortified ineates. 1733 TULL Horse-hoeing Husb. 38
Palates, accustom d to the Gout of. .mortify d Venison.

6. Scots Law. (See MOKTIFY v. 5.)
1655 in Z. Boyd Ziotis Flowers (1855) App. 38/2 The afor-

said mortified sowmes. 1813 CARLISLE Topogr. Diet. Scot.
II. s.v. Hoddottii^qx),. arising from two mortified sums.

7. Humiliated deeply; vexed, chagrined.
1717 LADY M. W, MONTAGU Lett. II. xlv. 29 As I prefer

MOBTIFY.

English to all the rest, I am extremely mortified at the

daHy decay of it in my head. 1725 DE FOE Voy, round
World (1840) 341 They came home to the rest mortified,
wet, and almost famUhed. 1833 Hi. MAKHNEAU Loom ty

Lugg^u. iii. 54 They were mortified at finding the house
shut. 1838 LYTTON Alice i. iii, The mortified pride of affec
tion. 1885 S. Cox Expos. x.\v. 343 Base greed and mortified
ambition moved him to betray his master.

Hence Mo rtifiedly adv., Mo rtifteduess.
1593 NASHE Christ s T. (1613) 127 If. .a young Student

sets not a grave face on it, or seemes not mortifiedly re

ligious. 1643 T. GOODWIN Trial Chr. Growth 122 So much
mortifiednesse, so much constancie. 1832 T. SCOTT Connn.
2 Kings i. 8 In this manner he showed his mortifiedness to
the world. 1846 LANDOR Exam. Shafts. Wks. II. 298
Whereunto Sir Thomas replied morlifiedly.

Mortifier(mp jtifai,aj). [f. MOKTIFY w. + -EH*.]
One who or that which mortifies, t a. One who
practises mortification

; an ascetic (pbs*}. b. One
who or a thing which causes mortification (in various

senses), c. Scots Law (see MOKTIFY v. 5).
a- 1649 JER, TAYLOR Ct. Exemp. \. Disc. ii.

y&amp;gt;6
Tfa Sara-

baite?,.. weie stricter mortifier.s than the religious in families
and Colledges. 1756 W. DODD Fasting (ed. zj 9 The daily
fast of great mortifiers.

b- 1658 PITMAN & BATT Truth Vind. 5 None can know
him a

Justifier, but they who know him a Sanctlfier and a
Morttfiet, 1712 STEELK Sped. No. 450 p 6 The Love of

BasJDOB and Money is the gieatest Morlifier of inordinate
Desires imaginable. 1801 LAMB John Woodvil in, I want..
Some strokes of the old mortifier Calamity, To take these

swellings down. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man III. i%-.

104 How sweet it is when a fallen man can thus mortify his
intended mortifiers !

C. 1655 in Z. HayAZion s Flowers (1855) App. 38/2 Quhich
by the will of the mortifiers comes not to be payable untill

[etc.]. 1820 J. CLELAND Rise fy Progr. Glasgow 222 A pre
ference is to be given to the mortifier s relatives.

(mputifai), v. Also 5-7 mortefy, 6-7
mortyfy. [a. F. wortifier^ ad. L. mortifaare, f.

orti-j mors MOKT sbl : see -FY.]
fl. trans. To deprive of life; to kill, put to

death. (In first quot. absol.) Also, to make as if

dead
; to render insensible. Ofo.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings ii. 6 The Lord mortifieth, and
quykeneth. ^1412 HOCCLEVE DC Reg. Princ. 608 Thogh
men sowen seed Of vertu in a yong man, it is deed As blyue,
his rebel goost it mortifie^. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 67 b/i,
His herte was mortefyed wythin hym, and he was deed
lyke a stone, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Autcl.
(1546) Qii b, Itis..aswounyng, that incontinently mortifieth
nl the membres. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Cafrimulgi,
Birdes..that in the night sucke goates and mortifie their
vdders. x6oo SL RFLET Country Farm i. xxviii. 176 It

were better to writh about and mortifie their cods altogither
with pincers, then to geld them all at once. 16x5 BRATHWAIT
Strappado (1878) 153 Thou .. hast well neere my senses
rnortefied. 1664 EVELYN Sytra ix. (1679) 53 If of the prin
cipal Stem so left, the frost mortifie any part. 1688
J\rsec. Piedmont 33 These Ruffians mortified her little

Daughter about seven months old before her face. 1692
KAY Disc. in. ii. (1732) 415 Their seeds.. will.. be mortified
and destroyed.

fb. To bruise. [Cf. OF.] Obs.

1609 ROWLANDS Crew of Kind Gossips ii, I set a little

stoole, And ouer that, downe comes my reeling foole :..!
am sure it mortified his shins.

he. intr. tor pass. To lose vitality. Obs.

1701 SIEELE Funeral in. (1702) 42 To see one that was a
Beauty unfortunately move with the same languor,, .that
once was Charming in her To see, I say, her Mortify that
u-&amp;gt; d to Kill ha ha ha ! 1707 MORTIMER Huso. (1721) II. 9
Their Roots are very apt to mortifie or harden and wither

by the wind.

1 2. trans. To kill (in transf. and fig. senses) ;

to destroy the vitality, vigour, or activity of; to

neutralize the effect or value of; to deaden (pain);
to dull (colour), etc. Obs.

1:1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 159 The gode werkes, that he
dide..been al mortified, .bv the ofte sinning, t 1400 /. /-

franc s Cirurg. (1894) 06 If pat frou dredist whe)&amp;gt;er at it be

symple vlcus or a cankre. .bigynne to mortifie it wi|&amp;gt; sum
maner of poudre. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. in. viii. 183
Vf cas be that he goo hys waye so he mortyfyeth hi&amp;gt; hyre
..for seruyce ought not to haue noo hyre tyl that hit be

complisshed. 1553 BRENDE Q. Curtins D iij, His face
waxed pale, and the livelye heate was mortified in all partes
of his body. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 113 An herbe which
quencheth and mortifieth the violent ppyson of the herbe.

1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tantburl. in. ii. H 3 My mothers
death hath mortified my mind, And sorrow stops the passage
of my speech. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. /

,
i. i. 26 His wildnesse,

mortify d in him, Seem d to dye too. 1651 HOBHKS Lei&amp;gt;iath.

I. xii. 60 With other signes of private interest, enough to

mortifie the most lively Faith. 1682 SIR T. BKOWNE Chr.
Mor. (1756)

112 The knowledge of future evils mortifies pre
sent felicities. 1711 Stunm.CAartff. III. vi. .373 He must
lake care at least so to mortify his Colours, that these plain

poor Men may not appear,, .adorn d like so many Lords.

b. Irish Gram. (See quot.)
1843 NEILSON Introd. Irish Lang. 5 B, c, d,f,g, ,/*, s, t,

are called mutable, because they can be aspirated, or morti

fied, i.e. change or lose their sound, by the addition of//.

f3. Old Chem. (See quot. 1704.) Obs.

(1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. T. 573 This quik-silver wol
I mortifye. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence ig Take also a litil

quantite of Mer[cuiie?] & mortifie it wib fastynge spotU.
1558 WARDS tr. Alexis

1

Seer. (1568) 101 b, It will be good
. .for to mortifie other Quick SyU er. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 257 Clodius..to know what last pearles had, mortified

them in vinegre, and drunke them up. 1657 STARKEV
I/fliftont s yind. 315 The sharpnesse of the salt is totally
mortified. 1694 SALMON Bate s Dispens. 681/2 This Salt is

..used &quot;m opening and purging Medicines to mortifie the

Acids, which excite Fermentations in our Bodies 1704



MORTIFYING.
J. HARRIS Lc.t.Ttclui.1. s.v. Mortifie, The Chymists saya thing is Mortify d when its outward Form is altered or
destroyed as particularly when Mercury, or any otherMela is dissolved in an Acid Menstruum. Sometimes theysay also that Spirits are Mortified, when they are mix d
with such things as destroy their strength, and hinder their
Operation.
4. To bring into subjection (the body, its appe

tites and passions) by the practice of self-denial
abstinence, or bodily discipline.
c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Kef. Print. 3665 Than ohte vs

cristen men bat vice fleeme, And swiclie lustes in vs mortifie
1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xi. u pei studied to mortefie

hemself in all wises fro ertely desires. 1477 EARL RIVERS
(Caxton) Dictes 33 He that wol the lif of his saule lete hym
mortifie hit & yeue it payne in this world. 1526 TINDALF
Ron,, viii. 13 But if ye mortifie the dedes off the body by
the helpe off the sprete ye shall live. Col. iii. 5 Mortifie
therfore youre members which are on the crth, fornicacion
[etc.]. CI535NISBET Prol. Romans (S.T.S.) III. 34oOnhilk
spret. .subdewis, ande mortifyis the fleiss. 1660 JER TAY
LOR Worthy Commmi. i. 6. no Give me strength to subdue
my passions, to monifie my inordinations. 1842 TENNYSON
St. Simeon Stylites 176 Mortify Your flesh, .with scourgesand with thorns 1853 KINGSLEY Hyfatia. x.xiv, Can she not
mortify these base affections? 1864 W. W. STORY Koba di
R. (ed. 3) III. 39 They really moriify ihe flesh by penance
fasting, and wretched fare.

fb. To render dead to the world and the
flesh. Cf. MORTIFIED i. Obs.

556 J. HEYWOOD Spider * F. B b, I am not mortified to
beare distres. 1567 DK. NORFOLK in Strype Ann. Ref.
(1709) I. sot, I am too well mortified to care for slanderous
reports. 1581 PETTIE tr. Gttazzo s Civ. Com: n. (I586) in b,Your philosophic perchaunce hath so mortified you that
you can promise your selfe the constancie of that Philoso
pher whome a woman tooke for an image.
fe. absol.mintr. To practise mortification- to

be an ascetic. Obs.
1568 HB.tr. Peter Mart. On Rom. 203 To mortefy is

nothing els, but for a man to be violenl against himselfe
and to withstand and resisl wicked lustes. 1709 COLLIER
Ass. Mar. Subj. n. (1722) 147 What can be a more wretched
Sight, than to see a Man mortify without Religion ? 1742YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 2389 They mortify, they starve on
wealth, fame,_ power. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandis.m VI.
xxxn. 223 She is retired to Shirley-manor to moriify after so
rich a regale. 1784 R. HACK Barham Downs I. 164 If you
will mortify wilh me to-night upon toasted cheese and ale
1804 JANE AUSTEN Watsons (1879) 3=7 Imagine him mortil
tying with his barrel of oyslers in dreary solitude 1842BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Sen n. Nell Cook, And a Warden-pi? s
a dainty dish to mortify withal.

5. trans. Scots Law. To dispose of (property
1

) bv
mortification.

1498 [see MORTIFICATION 5]. 1652 Z. BOVD Zion s Flowers
(1855) App. 23/2 Mr. Zachanas Boyd . . mortifies and dispones
to the . . colledge . .

, the . . bands contracts debtis. 1742RICHARDSON Pamela (1785) IV. 49 She has. .mortify d, a
the Scots call it, i so/. as a Fund for Loans, without Interest
1842 J. AITO.N Domest. Econ. (1857) 157 When a minister
and heritors disagree as to the propriety of cutting trees on
a glebe, the matler musl be determined by the Judge
Ordinary, and their value, when cut, mortified for behoof
of the benefice. 1883 A. MACKAY in Diet. Nat. liiog. III.
154.In 1380.. Barbour mortified his pension of twenty
shillings in favour of the cathedral.
8. Cookery. To make (raw meat, game, etc.) tender

by hanging, keeping, etc. Also intr. (orpass. Obs.
1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays Le Roy 15 b, Raw flesh . . which

they do presse betweene two stones, .or els do mortifie it on
the backe of a horse when a man is on him. 1611 COTGR
Fatsander to mortifie fowle. 1626 BACON Sylva 891 Try
it also with Capon.. laid abroad, to see whether ft will
mortifie and become tender sooner. 1632 MASSINCER Maid
o/ Hon.m. i With a worthy loyne of veale, and valiant
Capon, Mortifi d to grow tender. 1718 OZEI.L tr. Tourne-
/arts Voy I. 192 They presented us.. a goat which proved
very good, because we let it mortify some hours. [1733 se-
MORTIFIED 3.] I7oo Gouv. MORRIS Diftry 22 Jan. (18801 i&quot;

276 As that day does not suit the company, poor Monsieur
J rout must e en mortify two days longer
trans/ ,57, MASCALL Plant. , Graff. (,592) Exhort

,Ve must dlgge your holes a yeere before ye plant that lh
earth may be Ihe better seasoned, mortified and wax tender&quot;

1658 EVELYN, /-&amp;gt;. Card. (1675) 284 Let them lie. .in the sun

in the salt

* ha they may the be &quot;er receive

7. intr. Path. To become mortified or gan
grenous. Also (rarely) trans., to render mortified.
1603 KKOLLES ffist. Turks (1638) 120 The wound, .beganto mortifie and grow blacke. 1708 SWIFT Predictions far

1708, Wks. 1751 IV. 195 The Swellings in his Legs breaking,and the Flesh
mortifying, [he] will die on Ihe Mth instant.

1748 Ansons Voy. i. viii. 78 Snow and sleel .. disabling
many of ihem, by mortifying iheir toes and fingers. 1847(.ROTE Greece xxxvi. IV. 494 His injured limb mortified

. trans. 1 o cause to feel humiliated ; to cause

679

and of quotidian mortifieng. ,530 TIN-DALE Prol. La Wks
(1573.) 1.4/2 Bapusme signiheth vnto vs repentaunct^nd the
morlifvmg of our vnruly members, and bodves of sinne twalke in a new life. ,674 OWEN serm. \Hs 8

&quot;x 1^If our hearts are not engaged to the
mortifying of all sin*

9

Kp-rtifyingr,///.
. [-ING^ That mortifies.

i. involving mortification or repression of natural
appetites and desires. Formerly also, that prac-

MORTISE.
CUt in the surf&quot; of a piece of

S^cSf^tiffejIS^... ,,.
sev

f,
ral mollifying and divine motto s. 1706

2. Causing death
; mortal, fatnlT deadly

Shee
3
) from iha&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;

:&amp;gt;

&quot;

r
&quot;&quot;1 &quot;&quot;/: i&quot;

e P &quot; &quot; P*erve

: sSi^ -feS l Se?
sS i:

:

WARD Wooden World JXss. (1708) ,03 Mortifying ,, rw-gut Beer. 1707 MORTIMER //;/,. (, 72I ) ,. ,/ if i,^
np

reckoned to be of a destructive, mortifying Na re to
Vegetables 1896 ROSEUKRY in Times ,2 Keb. 6/2 The

poli.icaltlantwithwhichTama
5 ***&quot; &quot;&quot;^

&quot;&quot;d &quot;

tb. Dying (hours). Obs.
1649 MILTON F.ikon. xxviii. 226 Those few mortifvinshowers that should have been most at peace from&quot;dUhs?

3. Marked by mortification or necrosis.
1797 DOWNING Disord. Horned Cattle 18 A swellin&quot;

l&amp;gt;a,/y Citron. 25 July 3/2 The explorer lield the mortifyme
finger upright during many a weary march.
4. Causing humiliation of

feeling, vexation, or
depression; vexatious, annoying; depressing
1726 SWIFT G,,Ili-,er in. x, They were Ihe most mortifying
Ignt I ever beheld; and the Women more horrible thanthe Men. 1756 COWPIR 1I7.-S. (,837 ) XV. 270 1 live in

hourly apprehensions of more mortifying adventures 1827
J.A.MH Eha u.Stafefaus/on,-ihemost mortifying infirmityin human nature ,s perhaps, cowardice. 1879 PEKOWNE
in ,:.\positar A.. 166 1 he disappointment was naturallv themore acute and mortifying.
Hence Mo-rtifyingly adv.
1748 RICHARDSON- Clarissa (1811) III. 284 How tenderhow mortifyingly tender now in him ! 1832 Kxaniini-r -qi/iA time mortifyingly short. 1853 C. BRONTE yillftte xxviiUhat she said.. was of a purpose somewhat mortifyindybelow the standard of Ihe occasion.

Mortilage, -oge, etc., altered ff. MAUTILO&amp;lt;;E

500 \Vill o/ Treffry (Somerset Ho.), In the niortla-e
boke S in the commune bederoll. 1523 Test. Elmr. (.Surtees)
V. 172 lo have my name wrillyn on ther Mortilace hooke
I57 Tre-nsa s Higdin v. iv, The mortylogye \Kolls ed
rnartiloge]. 1:1640 J. SMYTH Li--es Kerke/eys (1883) I. 215
i he day of Iheire deaths shall be written in Iheir mortiloge

tMortisate, pa. pple. Obs. rare- 1
. [For

*amortiiate, ad. med.L. amortizatus : see AMOII-
TIZE v.] Given in mortmain.

&quot;535 Jrl. fnqnis. Klonast. in T. West Antiq. Fnrness
(1805) 146 What evedence haue ye to shewe for alL.yowre
possessions, mortisale and giuen unlo you, and this your
monasterie?

a ienon maTbein&amp;lt;eri?d&quot;[r^ T5
T&quot;

ise ! &quot; &quot; -&quot;

Donble mortise, (a]&quot;= prec ) T y ^ driven ho &quot;=-

cul side by side to recede i double?&quot;

5 *&quot;&quot;8
-

W h
-

es

x

..in sparing to make double Mortises which doe lintweaken the Summers.

(ed

es, or chase-mortises. 1842 GWILT Anhit % ,o

efr-,, d&quot;. though somet mes the?-.framed between with du,s,-d mortices. ,860 WOW-FSTKKu t,, g I oudon), btul, m or.i se.
. ,875 KN.CMT Diet. fill!.SA..I/,,,/wr/,w/, rhe Chisel. .is a double one, each limb

p g lhc t0 10 Cllt a doubl= &quot;^ i

&quot;

each other. .IOHT Cft, f,,,.Sa
&quot; &quot;

b. Mortise and tenon, tenon and mortise, as the
component parts of a particular kind of joint-
lience, a joint composed of a mortise and a tenon.
Also collect, as a method of joining material
1610 HOLLAND Can.den s Brit. 25, [Stonehenge]. .certaine

mighty and unwrought stones.. upon the heads of which
hers like ouerthwart peeces do beare and rest crossewise,with a small tenents and mortescis. 1623 GOI GE Stria.

latent
(,,-,fs Pror,d. s

,5 Two girders were by tenenK and
mortaises let into the midst of it. 1624 A. WOTTON Run,,,-
from home i. 4, I am instructed to take the frame in
sunder..; to trie how every tenant and mortiiH is fitted
each to other. 1631 WEEVER .-Inc. Funeral Man. vl With
Mortis and tenents. 1757 //;;/. Trans. L. 200 They were
joined together at the ends with mortoise and tenon 1801
t.iicycl. Jlrit.(,:A. 3) Suppl. I. 171/1 Where the beams stand
square with each other. .the common mortise and tenon is
the most perfect junction. 1859 JF.I HSON Brittany xii. 200
Horizontal stones are laid across ihe tops of the menhirs
and fastened with mortise and tenon.
attrit. 1791 .SMi:ATON/i,/)..fto/,. 158 The stones., were

all curiously joined togelher at the ends, morloi-e and
tenon fashion. 1802 PALEV Xat. T/ical. ix. n3 There is
the hinge joint, and the mortice and tenon joint. 1004WINDLE AY;;/. 1 reh. Age Eng. viii. 185 An ellipse of hewn
sarsen tnhthons, with mortise and tenon connections.

c. Her. (.See quot.)
1725 COATS Diet. Her., Mortaise, or Mortise, as our Car

penters and Joyners call it, is. .a square Piece of Wood with
a square Hole through it. 1828-40 BERRY Encycl. Her.
3. noitfe-iise. [From the vb.] State of being

mortised.

___ ____ _______
little for his plertness. 1716 SWIFT C///z/er i i.&quot;iii ,&quot;Nothin. .,on
angered and mortified me so much as the Queens Dwar
1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, iv. Wks. 1851 III. 6n He was
nd of mortifying a man whom he had many reasons to

hate. 1796-7 JANE AUSTEN Pride
A&amp;gt; Prei. v, I could easily

forgive his pride, if he had not mortified mine. 1837DISRAELI / enetia i. vii, No one was more mortified by her
rages.

Mo-rtifyingf, vbl. sb. [-IXG i.] The action
of the vb. MORTIFY.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. iv. 10 Euermore beringe aboute the

mortifymge [gloss that is, the dyuerse tourmentynge] of
J hesu Crist in oure body, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione n. xii. 56
Pere is non ober way to lyfe. .but be way of be holy crosse,

Mortise, mortice (m^Mtis), sb. Forms:
i
5-6 raortas(e, mortays(e, -eys(e, -es(e, -esse,
mortyse, 5-7 morteis, 5-8 mortaise/ (6 mor-
tress(e, morteise), 6-7 mortess, 7 raortis(s(e,
(mortesce, mortize, mortuis), 7-9 mortoise,
mortes, 6- mortise, 8- mortice, [a. K. mortaise

(i3th c. mortoise in Hatz.-Darm.), of unknown
origin. Cf. Sp. morla/a.]
1. A cavity or hole into which the end of some

other part of a framework or structure is fitted so
as to form a joint ; also, a groove or slot for the re

ception or passage of a rope, an adjustable pin, etc.

Frequently used in 15-16 c. Legends and Mystery Plays
for the socket into which the foot of the Cross was set.

c 1400 MAI-NDEV. (Rpxb.) ii.
5
And be stock [of the cross]

bat stude in be erthe, in He whllk was made a mortas [orig.
F. vac morteise], was of cedre. Ibid. x. 38-9 And be crosse
was sette in a mortays in Ihe roche. . . And bal es now called

Golgatha. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 167 b/i, And another
piece wherin the sokette ormorteys was maad that the body
of the crosse stood in. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon s Quest.
Cliirurg. K iy b, In the ioynynge with the bygger bone doth
they [sc. the tibia and fibula] make one holowe pyl or morleys
wherin Ihe fyrste bone of the fote is receyued. 1611 COTGR.
s.v. Orbite, L orbite d nne poulie, the mortaise wherein the
shiuer of a Pullie runnes. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 680 Each
Lever is pierced in the middle by a Mortaise,. .in which an
iron-nail.. turns round. 1733 TOLL Horse-hoeing Husb.
xxi. 304 The Socket is a Mortise of about a Foot long, nt
the upper part ; two Inches deep. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

|

Opcrat. Mechanic 406 The screw passes through a groove &amp;gt;

or mortise at Ihe end of Ihe wheel frame. 1844 H. STEPHENS
!

Bk. Farm I. 413 The coulter-box is formed by piercing an
oblong mortice through the bar. 1844 Civil Eng. A&amp;gt;

Arch.
Jrnl. VII. 107/2 The mortoise, in the cap, should be made
exactly to suit the mortoise in ihe pislon-rod. 1857 R. ;

TOMES ,4 ;;&amp;gt;-. /;/ j?apan\x. 198 The cylinders, .are arranged
j

in a row, wilh a mortise belween Ihem lo regulale their

approach.

2. spec, in Carpentry and Joinery : The counter

part of a TENON; a cavity or hole, usually rect-
j

[875 TKXSYSOX Q. Mary in.
i,
And oversea they say this

state of yours Hath no more mortice than a tower of cards.
4. attrib. and Comb. : t mortise-articulation
= UOMPHOSIS

; mortise-bolt (see quot.) ; t mor
tise bones, the tibia and fibula, the ends of which
together form a cavity into which the ball of the

ankle-joint is placed ; mortise chisel, a chisel
with a stout blade used in cutting mortises ; mor
tise clamp, a clamp mortised at the ends

; so

mortise-clamped a., furnished with such a clamp;
mortise gauge (see GAUGE s6.ii); mortise-hole
= sense I above; hence fig., an obscure place;
mortise-joint, amortise and tenon joint ; mortise
lock, one made for insertion in a mortise cut in the

edge of the lock-rail of a door ; also attrib., as
mortise lock bit, chisel, tools for cutting a
mortise for this lock

; f mortise-piece, a joining
piece ; mortise wheel, a cast iron wheel having
cogs ofwood set into mortises; fmortise wimble,
a tool for boring a mortise.

1658 SIR T. HROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 57 The seeds, .lockt

up in sockets after a gomphosis or *mortis-articulation, dif
fuse themselves circularly into branches. Ibid. 59. 1875
KNIGHT Diet, jtfec/t..

*
Mortise-bolt, one let into a mortise

in a door. 1341 R. COPLAND Cuydon s Quest. Chirurg.
Kivb, There be two [bones in the knee] that be called

&amp;gt;

*morteys bones, ll id. Lj, In the vpper roundnes therof is

afiyrmed the holownesse of the pyt or mortej-s bones, and
there the fote is moued. xfyS MOXON Mech. Exere. iv. 74
The *Mortess ChisseL.is a narrow Chissel but hath its

Blade much thicker, and. .stronger.. .Its Office is to cut
..Mortesses in.. wood. 1852-61 Archil. Publ. Soc. Diet.
s.v. Clamp, &quot;Mortise clamp. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 602 Boards, .&quot;mortise-clamped. 1812 P. NICHOL
SON Mich. Exerc. 140 The &quot;Mortice Gauge, .has two teeth
instead of one. ..The use of this gauge is. .for gauging mor
tices and tenons. 1585 J. HIGINS Junins&quot; Nomenclator
205/2 Columbaria. . . The *mortesse holes : the holes wherein
the endes of rafters and quarters are fastened, a 1654
SELDEN Table T. (Arb.) 43 They do it in a Corner, in

a Mortice-hole, not in the Market-place. 1882 OC.ILVIE
s.v. Mortise, &quot;Mortise-joint. 1780 Bin,iiMgham,zlc. Direc

tory 79 Foxall, William, &quot;mortice lock maker. 1852-61



MORTISE. 680 MORTUARY.
Arc/lit. PubL Soc. Diet. s. v. Bit, Those excellent tools the

mortise lock bits. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afec/i., Alortise-lock

Chisel. . . 1 1 has a peculiar shape, in order to pull out the

wood. 1577 B. GOOGE Hertsbach*$ Husl\ n. 108 For

Rafters, and *Mortisse peeces [orig. L. coagmentationes\
the Elme and the Ashe, by reason of theyr length serue A

best. 1845 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning^ etc. I. 351 A *mortise

wheel., with spaces around its edge .. to lie fdled with

wooden cogs. 1407-8 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Sur
tees) 207 note, j &quot;mortas wymbyll, j bandwymbyll.

Mortise, mortice (m^tis), z&amp;gt;.

1 Forms:
see the sb. : also 6-9 mortize, [f.

MORTISE sb. ;

cf. F. mortaiser (OF. mortissier, 1302 in Hatz.-

Darm.).]
1. trans. To fasten or join securely; to fix in or

join together closely and firmly ; spec, in Carpentry
and Joinery, to join with a mortise; to fasten into

or to by means of mortise and tenon
;
to secure (a

tenon) with a mortise. Also fig.
c 1440 I &quot;ork Myst. xxvi. 163, I fele by a figure in youre

fals face, It is but foly to feste afifeccioun in ^ou. For Mars
he hath morteysed his mark, Eftir all lynes of my lore.

1530 PALSGR. 640/2, I mortayse a thynge in byldyng, as a

carpenter dothe... Mortayse this study in to this princypall.

1547 J. HARRISON Exhort, Scotti s H v, I wote not whether
firme concorde be otherwise more sureli mortized in niens

hartes, then when [etc.]. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 409
When King Henry had thus mortised himselfe and his

issue so sure and fast, as he thought, that the same wa-i not

possible to be remooued, then [etc.]. 1570 FOXE A. fy Af.

fed. 2) 1387/1 Which Image was mortrest in a wall behynd
the hye altare. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iii. 20 Maiestle..
i^ a massie wheele..To whose huge Spoake*. ten thousand
lesser things Are mortiz d and adioynVl. 1620-55 I- JONES
Stpne-Heng (1725) 40 Each Stone having two Tenons mor-
taised into the Architrave. Ihid. 41 The Architrave, .being
mortaised into them. 1637 GII.LESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, Ep.
I] 2, We must therefore be mortaised togither . . by the bands
of Trueth. 1727 ARBLTHNOT Coins, etc. 236 The Ship was built

by halves, and the one half being finished, .the other half was

join d to it by great Brass Nails. . mortiz d with Lead. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783) III. 392 _The Peruvians
could not morti/e two beams together, or give, .stability to

any work composed of timber. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages
(1801) I. 13 The door-case rails are. .morticed on the stand

ing pillars. 1800 COLERIDGE / iccoloin, m. iii, So will be,

falling, draw down . . All us, who re fixed and mortised to

his fortune. 1863 Q. Re~&amp;gt;. CXIV. 310 The. .ingenuity
with which that great engineer mortised his tall tower
to the wave-worn rock. 1899 R. MUSRO Frehist. Scot/.

x- 335 A rectangularly shaped framework of oak beams,
mortised at the corners.

absol. 1876 W. PAPWORTH in Encycl. Brit. IV. 479/1 But
as this exposes the tenon .. to the risk of being torn ofi&quot;,

we are obliged to mortise further down.

b. intr. im passive. To be fixed firmly into.

1861 UERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. igth C. \\. 229 The
aisles, .require a horizontal wall-space in the nave, between
the arcade and the clerestory, for the roofing to mor lit f into.

2. To cut a mortise in; also with through.
1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 23 These Posts are..

made by the Piece.. and \d. per Hole for Morticing them.

*753 F- PRICE Brit. Carpenter (ed. 3! 6 You may mortice

through both flitches. 178* SHBATON in Phil. Trans.
LXXII. 347 The cross-piece, .is mortoised through, to let

the rods pass. 1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning^ etc. II. 716
The several styles to be mortised, .are placed side by side.

t mortise, &* Obs. Also 4-5 mortese, 5

mort;e)yse, -else, 5-6 mortayse, 6 mortis(s)ie.

[Aphetic form of AMOUTIZE, -ISE.] trans. To
alienate in mortmain

;

-= AMORTIZE v. 3.

^1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 123 Here temporaltees ben
mortesid, |&amp;gt;at

is confermyd in
J&amp;gt;is de^&amp;gt;.

c 1450 in gt/i Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i, 285/2 James of Pecham yaff and
morteysed to the sayed brygg the manor of Nerschenden.

1496-7 Act 12 Hen. I ll, c. 13 17 Londis .. mortised

appropried or belonging to any College in any of the

Universitees. 1530 PALSGR. 640/2 He hath mortaysed
twenty pounde a yere to founde a chaunterye. 1533 MORE
Debetl. Salem Wks. 943/2 Some one hath thought that it

wolde be . . profytable to the real me, that the lordes had the
landes whose auncestours had mortisied them. 1546 Gal-

way Arch, in lotfi Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 411
Shall not in leasse set nor mortissie any manner landes, . .

nor. .mortissie any of the said teithes or revnus.

Mortised, morticed (mpMtist), ppl a. [f-

MORTISE z-. 1 + -ED 1
.]

1. In the senses of the verb.
1800 I itnmitts Archit., Lexicon 13/2 Cardinatus. .Mor

tised. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 129 The joint is

sometimes made partly parallel, and partly perpendicular, to
the mortised piece. 1833 LOUDON Encycl. Archit. 239
Doors.. having good mortised locks. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
Word-bk., A morticed block is one made out of a single
block of wood, chiselled for one or more sheaves ; in dis
tinction from a made block. 1875 Carpentry * Join. 56
When the pieces of wood to be framed are too thin to allow
tenoned and morticed joints to be made.
2. Her. ENCLAVE a.

1828-40 in BERRY Encycl. Her. 1899 in ELVIN Diet. Her.

t Mortisement. Oh. [Aphetic form of

AMORTI/KMKNT: cf. MORTISE v;*] An investment
in mortmain.
(1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden 1856) 113 The relygious of

Esex and of Northfolke . . scholde schewe to hem ther wryt-
ynge of (her mortysementes.

Mortising, morticing (mp-jtisirj), vbl. sb.

[f.
MORTISE z/.i + -ING*.] The action of the verb

MORTISE in its various senses.
1606 HOLVOKE Riders Diet,, A kind of building, where

there is a mortising of timber and stones one within another,
orthostata. a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 327 The
admirable accommodation of the several Parts of the Human

Body.. the mortising of the Bones one into another [etc.].
,

1678 MOXOJ* Meek. Exerc. v. 80 You must tfike care in
;

Mortessing and Tennaniing, that [etc.]. 1873 J. RICHARDS ;

Wood-working Factories 150 All the mortising in France.. I

is performed by rotary machines.

b. attrib.

1819 Kens Cyci. XXII. s.v. Machinery^ The Mortising j

Machine Which cuts out the mortises for the reception of
j

the sheaves. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1156 The
|

enlargement of the hole is then performed either with the
|

mortising-chisel. .or by the mortising- machine. 1846 HOLTZ-
)

APFFEL Turning, etc. II. 505 One rectilinear planing ma-
j

chine that is exclusively intended for cutting across the
,

grain, namely, the morticing engine.

Mortivan, Mortize, obs. ff. MARTABAN,
MORTISE. Mortkin, var. MORKIN. Mortlage :

see MORTILAGE.

Mortlake (m^utl^k). Obs. exc. Hist. Also

7 Mortclake, Mortelack, 7-8 Moreclack. The
name of the Surrey town Mortlake used attrib.

in Mortlake hangings % tapestry, a kind of tapestry
woven there in the reigns of James I and Charles I.

[1639 MAVNE City Match n. iii, Why Lady doe you think

me Wrought in a Loome, some Dutch peece weavd at

Mooreclack?] i68j OLDHAM Intit. yd Sat. ^wzvwa/Wks.
in. (1686) 198 A rich Suit of Moreclack-Tapestry. 1690
EVELYN Mnndits Muliebris 8 With Moreclack Tapistry,
Damask Bed. 1691 Loud. Gaz. No. 2655/4 Two pieces of

Mortelack Hangings of Boys and Landslips. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 213/1 Most of the Mortlake tapestry has

distinct marks, such as the shield of St. George with F. C,
,

(F. Crane).

fMo-rtle. Obs. [var. of MORTAR sb., perh. j

through association with /?/&; but cf. Icel. morteel

(1396 in DipL hi. III. 614; in Vigf. erron. given |

as
tnortil}.&quot;}

A mortar.

1570 in
llfilts $ Inv. A&quot;. C. (Surtees) I. 327, I gyne to my

m r *
brandlinge my marble mortle w th ye pestell.

Mortling, variant of MORLING.

Mortmain (w^utmJ n),.r^. Law. Forms: 5-6

mortmayn(e, mortemayn^e, 6 mortemeyn,
morttmayne, 6-8 mortmaine, 6- mortmain,

[a. OF. mortemain, AF. morte mayn (Britton
c 1290), ad. ined.L. mortua inawts, manus mor~
tna cf. F. maititnorte, Sp. manos nntertas, Pg.
mao moria. It. mano morta\ ( dead hand (L. mor-

tna, fem. of mortmts dead, mamts hand).
It seems probable that dead hand in English legal use

is a metaphorical expressio-i for impersonal ownership, and
is unconnected with the older feudal use of inamis iiwrtua

\

to denote the custom by which serfs (and other classes

included under the term homines manus mortuze) had no

power of testamentary disposition, their possessions, if they
died without legitimate offspring, reverting to the lord.]

The condition of lands or tenements held inalien

ably by an ecclesiastical or other corporation. Also

attrib.

Alienations in mortmain, as being injurious to the rights
of the crown and the mesne lords, were forbidden by 7 Edw. I,

st. 2 (see quot. 1279) and many subsequent Acts, known as

the Statutes of Mortmain . The intention of these statutes

was to a great extent evaded by judicial interpretations.
The Mortmain Act : the statute 9 Geo. II, cap. 36, passed
in 1736, imposing restrictions on the devising of property
to charitable uses ; also, the title of various later statutes

having a similar object. Licence of mortmain : an instru

ment conveying the permission of the king to alienate pro
perty in mortmain.

[1279 Act 7 Edu. I (Statntnm de I iris Religiosis*}* Pro-
vidimus, .quod nullus Religiosus aut alius quicumque terras

. . emere vel vendere . . praEsumat .. per quod ad manum
mortuam terre . . hujtismodi deveniant quoquo modo.] &amp;lt; 1450
Godsto^v Reg. 446 That hit shold not be lawfull to Religious
peple to entre the fee of ony or of other, so that hit shold
come into morte-mayne, without his licence. 1494 FABVAN
Citron. \\\. 385 This yere was the statute of Mortmayn
enacted firste. 1 1550 BALE A&quot;. JoJtan (Camden) 8 This

cumpany hath provyded for me morttmayne. 1590 SWIN-
BIRNE Testaments 71 Citizens, burgesses and freemen,
maie bequeath their burgage landes to Mortmain, which
others can not tloe. 1623 SIR T. CREW Sp. Ho. Com. in

Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 117 The Subjects thereby were
enabled to found Hospitals without Licence of Mortmain.
1642 D. ROGERS Naautan 165 There was a Statute we
know of Mortmaine,. .to cut of the validity of such gifts a^

were given to the Clergy for Popish ends. 1736 Ln. BRICK
in Bncclenck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 389, I intend

being at London, .to attend the Mortmain Bill. 1827 JAR-
MAN PowelFs Devises fed. 3) II. 13 The statute 7 and 8

Wm. III. c. 37. .provides that the Crown. .may grant
licenses to aliene, or take in mortmain, of whomsoever the
tenements shall be holden. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prof.
(1877) 69 The stringency of the provisions in the Mortmain
Act. 1846 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 373
In some parishes.. money has been placed in mortmain.,
for the better endowment of parish schools. 1903 A.
ROBERTSON Row. Cat/t. Ch. in It. v. (1905) 114 The Mort
main Statutes were framed to prevent the Church Cor
porations from getting hold of real property.

b. A licence of mortmain.
1567 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 320 In

purchasinge a mortmayne. 1596 SPENSF.R State Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 680/2 For mayntenaunce of. .which [school -houses]
it were meete that some severall portion of lande were

allotted, sith no more mortmains are to be looked for. 1655
FULLER Hist. Cambr. 153 They humbly requested of Her
Highnesse a Mortmaine to found a Colledge. a 1661

Worthies, Northutnbld. (1662) n. 308 He bought three tene
ments., and (by a Mortmain procured from King Edward
the fourth) erected of them a small Colledge.

C. transf. andy?^&quot;.

The figurative use is often based on the notion that the

dead hand means the posthumous control exercised by

the testator over the uses to which the property is to be

applied.
1625 JACKSON Creed v. xxi. 3 Alexander, .seeks after

ward to solace his griefs by procuring mortmain from the
oracle for his dead friend to hold greater honours than this

great conqueror .. could have bestowed upon him. 1852
LONGF. Haunted Houses v, Owners and occupants of earlier

dates From graves forgotten stretch their dusty hands, And
hold in mortmain still their old estates. 1876 LOWELL
Among my Bles. Ser. n. 228 Sir George Beaumont, dying
in 1827,. .contrived to hold his affection in mortmain by the

legacy of an annuity of 100. 1876 J. B. MAYOR in Con-

temp. Ktv. XXVII. 892 There was a time when the thought
of Christendom was in mortmain no less than its land.

Hence t Mo-rtmain v. trans., to grant in mort
main. f Mortma iner (ttoiice-wd. ), one who lays
a dead hand upon.
1530 PALSCR. 641/1, I mortmayne landes, I gyve landes

to the chnrche to be payed for. . . He hath mortmayned
his chiefe maner. .to the next abbaye to hym. 1534 CRAN-
MER Let. to Critmwell in Misc. IVrit. (Parker Soc.) II. 287
The said lands, which the said prebendaries shall have of

hiin
;

to be mortmained by a certain day. 1808 J. \V.

CKOKF.R
Sk_.

St. Irel. (ed. 2) 30 One-third of them [sc. clergy]
are not resident absentees from their duties mortmainers

upon the land !

Mortmali
vl,-mayn(e: seeMoHMAL,MoimiAiN.

Mortne, erroneous form of MORN.
Mortoise, obs. form of MORTISE.

t Mort-pay. Obs. [a. F. morte-paye, lit.

dead pay .]
= DEAD PAY 2.

1622 BACON Hen. I ll 101 The Seuere punishing of Mort-

payes, and keeping backe of Souldtours wages inCaptaines.

Mortre, obs. form of MORTAR.

t Mortrel. Obs. Also 4 morterel, 5 moteryl,

7 mortrell. [a. OF. morterel, morteruel (pi.

mortreux}, a kind of milk sonp.]
= MORTRESS.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xm. 62 He eet many sondry metes
mortrewes \Cftmb. MS. mortreux, Bodl. MS. mortrels] and

puddynges. 1381 FonnofCury (1780) 92 Morterelys. Nym
hennyn and porke and seth hem togedere [etc.], 14 . . Norn.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 725/6 Hoc pepe, moteryis. 15. . in Cullum
Hist. Havisted (1813) n To a baker of Bury S . Edmund s

for wastle bread to make morterels. 1758 LOWTH Wm. of
Wykehaiil 75 Each of the Thirteen secular Brethren [of the

Hospital of St. Cross, Winchester] had daily, .three messes

at Dinner, namely, one nu-ss called Mortrell, made of milk
and Wastelbred [etc.].

t Mo rtress. Obs. Forms : 4 mortreux, 4-5
mortrewes, -treuus, 4-5 (9) mortrews, 5 mor-

trewys, -trow(e)s, -trw(y)s, -terews, -treua,

-trowis, -trowse, 5-6 mortrus, 6 mortesae

(? erron.), 6-7 mortresse, 7 mortress. [OF.
mortreux, -Uremix, maurtereoux (ONF. moi-

Irou, matron), pi. of morterel, morteruel: see

MORTREL.] A kind of sonp or pottage, made either

of bread and milk or of various kinds of meat.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 41 Ac (&amp;gt;ei
etc mete of more coste

mortrewes and potages. 1:1386 CHAUCER Prol. 384 He
koude..Maken Mortreux. (1430 Two Cookery-Mis. 14

Mortrewes of Fysshe. .. Caste )&amp;gt;er-to Sugre and Salt, an
serue it forth as other Mortrewys. 1-1450 Ibid. 70 Mortreus
de Chare. Ibid. 71 Put hit in disshes in maner of Mor
trewes. 1513 Bk. Kervynge in Babecs Bk. (1868) 164 In the

second course, potage, mortrus, or conyes. 1530 PALSGR.

246/2 Mortesse meate. 1626 BACON Syh a 48 A Mortresse

made with the Brawne of Capons.

Mortress(e, rare obs. forms of MORTISE.

Mortrus, variant of MORTRESS Obs.

t Mo-rtual, a. Obs. rare. [var. MORTAL. Cf.

OF. mortiiel (rare).]
1. = MORTAL a.

c 1440 Generyttes 6399 The corde is made, the mortuall

werre is sese. (1500 MEDWALL Nature I. 84 (Brandl) As

chyef possessyoner of thyngys mortuall.

2. = MORTUARY a. \.

1514 MS. Ace. Si. John s Host., Cantcrt., Rec. for wast

of liij mortualle taperys for Ser Wellyam.

Mortuary (mjvjtiiari), a. and sb. Also 6

eitvn. mortarie. [ad. L. mortuari-us adj. (med.L.
mortuarium neut., used as sb.), f. mortu-us dead :

see -ARY. Cf. F. mortuaire (AF. mortuarie sb.,

1302-3), Pg. morttiariol\
A. adj.

1. Of or belonging to the burial of the dead.

1514 HfS. Ace. St. yohn s Hosp., Cantcrt., Rec. ..for be

wastoffiiij mortuary taperys. v)a$G*.m&amp;gt;u\\.\.ArtEnd;ilin.

323 Near the Pyramids and mortuary Caves. 1791 COWPER
Wks. (1837) XV. 227, I enclose a copy of my last mortuary
verses. 1836 SCOTT Diary 8 Apr. in Lockhart Life, He
carried me with him as often as he could to these mortuary
ceremonies. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 415 The ancient

mortuary chambers were filled, after the lapse of centuries,

by new occupants. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 13 Feb. 5/1 The

mortuary chapel which now rises over his grave was only
erected some thirty years ago.

2. Of, concerned with, or depending upon death ;

relating to or reminiscent of death.

1540 TAVERNEH Poslils, Passion Sondaye, Pourge oure

consciences from dead or mortuarie workes. 1651 MARIUS
Adv. Cone. Bills Exch. 65 You must, .demand the mony of

his Executors.. at his Mortuary House or last dwelling
House. 1796 BURKE I.tt. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 6 His

attack upon me and my mortuary pension. [Cf. supra,

p. 5, where Burke speakr, of himself as hardly to be classed

with the living .] 1855 Jml. Archxol. Assac. XI. 234

These mortuary badges are generally in the form of a heart.

Ibid. 236 A mortuary ring, -is described in the Gentleman s

Magazine of July 1823.



MORTYN.
B.. .

1. A customary gift formerly claimed by the in
cumbent of a parish from the estate of a deceased
parishioner.

&amp;lt;ri38o
WYCL.F Sel. Wks. III. 285 Or ellis fci schullen not

be cnstened, ne oyntid, ne bined
wi|&amp;gt;oiiten niortuarie 1460

in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 216, 1 will that the parsoiVof
Brympton have for me to his mortuarie a donne hors of
mine. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. ngb, The parsonand vicar wyll have fora mortuary, .the best thynge that
is about the house. 1647 Hiukutdman t flea agst.Tiilui
40 They must have a mortuary, of every dead mans goodsand lhat was to be the second best of the dead mans move-
able goods or cattell. 1773 J. WATSON Hist. Halifa c JQO
These two chapelries have also contended for the mortuaries
within their respective divisions. 1852 ROCK Ch. ofFathers
III. vni. 25 Soul shot, under another though not so fit
a name mortuary continued to be paid. 1897 Athenxiiin
7 Aug. 184 Mortuaries have been claimed by rectors and
vicars within the memory of the present generation.
attrib. 17. . POPE Happy Life ofCountry Parson 6 Tithe-

Pi?, and mortuary Guinea. 1875 STUBBS Cons/. Hist I

vui. 229 The clergy received, .soul-scot or mortuary-dues.
fb. A fine payable to certain ecclesiastical

dignitaries on the death of a priest within their

respective jurisdictions. Obs.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 232 It shall he lawful! to the
Bishops of Bangors, Landaffe, Saint Daniels and Saint Asse
and likewise to the Archdeacon of Chester, to take such
Mortuaries of the Priests, .as heretofore hath beene accus-
tomed. 1778 PENNANT Tour Wales (1883) I. no Northern
is a sinecure, annexed to the bishopric of St. Asaph to
compensate for the mortuaries due to the bishop on the
death of every beneficed clergyman in the diocese.

t 2. A funeral
; obsequies. Obs.

ci44o Jacob s Well 56 pey schulde no?t offeryn at wed.
dynges, at puryficacyouns, at mortuaryes, but o mevsepeny
1594 Selimus H 3, When thus they see me with religious
pompe, To celebrate his tomb-blacke mortarie. 1598 GKI--SF-
WF.Y Tacitus Ann. I. xiii. (1622) 25 A Generall honored
with the Augurall dignitie. .ought not to meddle in mor
tuaries. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxx. xliv. 772 Vee keepea weeping and wailing, as in some publicke funerall and
mortuarie carried forth. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vni. xii.

(1614) 804 At these mortuaries they did eate and drinke.

1 3. A burial place, sepulchre. Ol S.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 36 Look on thy full Table as a
Mortuary of the dispeopled Elements. 1658 PHILLIPS \
Mortuarie, a Funeral, a burying place.

1 4. An obituary record. Obs. rare
~

.

1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 180 Bale fixes his Death
at the Year 1359, but . . Warseus places it to the Mortuary
of 1360.

5. A building or room in which dead bodies are
kept for a time; a dead-house. Also, a place
specially prepared for the temporary reception of

681

(nvrivsnait). Mm. [Named by
ison from Morven in Scotland, its locality

,
;--) A variety or synonym of HARMOTOME.

1836 I . THOMSON Min., Geol., etc. I. 351 The third sn,
[of Harmotome], to which I have given the name of ^vemte. ,883 M. F. HEDDLE in E,fy5. Brit XVI ,T&quot;

Morvv-(e, obs. forms of MOBBOW
Morw(e-)3yve, variant forms of MOUYEVE
Morwen, obs. form of MORN
Morwening(e, -yng(e, obs. forms of MORNING
Morwhen, obs. form of MORN.
Morwnyng(e, obs. forms of MORNING.
&quot; M &quot;lrw

;
i!

1
Sf (m^wpn). Austral. [The native

name.] A fish of the genus Chilodactylus.

TcrHcal ;!f

A &quot;stra!
\

C&quot; &quot; &quot;s 298 From Broken Bay lo

lure
^^of?! n;onvong1,a

P
val&quot;f 4m o,f

Sr U &quot;dS am ^ C &quot;P

varieties, would nvl lld$n ^^&quot;MJ E* ]?? RAMSAV

wont
*
cr,

**
/*&amp;lt;

3 (FisV,. Exhib.
3
publ.lThe*K

2dr*SsK2rs2iSEfi C
J ^p- -v

;

MOSAIC.

Brit. India (,8u) o The niiiH iV
Q ELER//a &quot;rfW -

b - fig-
.644 UUI.WEK Chiron. ,4, And from it Eloquence receives

a corpse,
1865 Morning Star i June, This mortuary is open every

day. 1894 Times 19 Dec. 9/6 A mortuary will be erected in
the cabin, which will be draped.
attrib. a&W-estm. Gaz. ,8 Mar. 5/1 Mortuary keeper.

1905 Bnt. Med. Jrnl. 16 Sept. 688 Mortuary attendant

Mortylogye : see MORTII.AGE.
t Mo rtyn. Sc. Obs. rare. Also 5 mortoun

martoune. Some kind of wild-fowl.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 213 The Martoune [Bannat MS

mortoun], the Murcoke, the Myresnype in ane, Lichtit, as

tw
me

,&quot; J?&quot;,r
y that

.,

1

,?
ike- 599 Sc. Acts Jas. yi (,Si6)

IV. 180/2 Teillis atteilhs Goldyndis mortynis [etc.] 1600
Ibid. 236/2.

Moru(e, obs. forms of MORROW.
Morujiue, var. MORTEVE, morning-gift .

II Morula (moo-nHa). [mod.L., dim. of L.
morum mulberry : see Mono *.]
1. Path. In various uses (see qnots.).
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Manila, term for a mulberry-

r V -^ ** yjo rramocesiais. .essentially a disease
of the tropics, though possibly the morula . or button,
scurvy of Ireland . . was closely allied to . . it.

2. Embryol. Haeckel s term for that stage of
development of an ovum in which it has become
completely segmented ; an ovum at this stage of
development.
1874 E. R. LANKESTER in Phil. Trans. CLXV 32 Thename Gastrula is given by Professor Haeckel to the em

bryonic form which I had proposed to designate by the old
name Planula; and the multicellular blastosphere from
which the Gastrula is developed, which I had proposed to
speak otaszfofyflast, he well christens the Morula. 1875HUXLEY m Encycl. Brit. II. 51/1 All the Metazoa, in fact,commence their existence in the form of an ovum. The
ovum, after impregnation, divides into cleavage masses, or
blastomeres, giving rise to a Morula.
Hence Mo-rnlar a., relating to a morula (Syd.

Sac. Lex. 1891); Morula tion, the conversion of
the vitellus or yolk of an ovum into a morula
(Cent. Diet. 1890); Mo-ruloid a., having the
character of, or resembling a morula (Ibid.).
Morale (moa-rtfl). Path. Anglicized form of

MORULA. 1836 [see MORULA i].

II MoTUm. Path, rare - . [mod.L., f. L.
morum a mulberry : see MOROLA.] = MoRQl.
1693 tr. BlancaroTs Pliys. Diet. (ed. 2), Morum, the same
. i

Pla(&amp;lt;aros s- 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Morum, a
Mulberry ; Also a little soft Swelling under the Eye-lids.
Morun, obs. form of MORN, MOURN v.

Morunga, variant of MOHINGA.
VOL. VI.

inrl^ /; *
--

v-&quot;-&quot; Ji I-.
&quot;turivOHg (Sp. 11UM /&quot;-ra -s

-are more plentiful, and find a ready sale

Morwoun, morwyng(e, obs. forms of MORN
I Mo rwyngift. St. Obs. Also mor(r)owing

gift. [f. monayn MORN j/,. + GIFT.] =MOKVEVF-
cf. MORNING-GIFT.
1503*. Acts-fas. /F(i8t4)II. 240/1 pe qwenis drowrv& monvyngift 1592 Sc. Acts Jas. Vl (18,4) III. 565; Tie

Morowing gift gevin be his hienes to his darrfst snn
.593 /Wrf..(,8,6,IV.24/2 His hienes for M singulaTl &amp;gt;and arfectioune borne toward hir [sc. his queen), Gaif
grantlt and confirmit to hir in forme of morrowine gift ffed
1597 .M3 morning gift], All and haill the lordschlp of du.n-
fermlmg w* all baronies, landis [etc.],

Morxi, variant of MORDISHEEN-.
Mory, obs. form of MOORT a.

Moryce, obs. form of MORRIS rf.l

Moryen, var. of MORIAN
; obs. f. MURRAIN.

t Moryeve. Obs. Forms : a. i morsensifu,
-Syfu. morsansifu, 3 marhei^iue, morseu-Jiue

;

e. 3 msirjeue, morjeue, mor. h jiue, 5 mor(r&amp;gt;
yve; y. 3 marejeue, mweehjeue, marhe-
?eue, mahre-^iue, moru-^iue, 4 morw(e-)-
jyve, morow-jyfe, more 5if. [QE. mor-
gengifii, f. morgcn MORN, Moimow + gifu giftYEVE

; corresponding to OHG. *
morgangeba (mor-

\ gantglba in Gregory of Tours, Cth c. ); cf. the
synonymous MUG. morgengabe , mod.G. moi-nn-
gabe, morgengift.] The gift made by the husband
lo the wife on the morning after the consummation
of the marriage. Also sometimes misused for

dowry. Also/ig: Cf. MORNING-GIFT.
. C97H Will in Birch Cartnl. Sax. III. 630 Ic cybe hwan
1C minum wiue to mor^enjyue sealde ; (ian is Beadewan
[etc.], c 1000 /F.LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 115/13 Dos,
morjanglfu. ci2os LAY. 14394 Maiden he heo ha;fde, it
maerjeue hire bi-tahte. Ibid. 31090 He wulle hire to mor-
5eue bene Mans bitxchen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 94 Ancren beos
two morhjtuen [MS. C. marech;euen, MS. T. marhenaiuesl
habben biuoren oore. c 1230 Hall Meid. 54 (liodl. MS )

Kadi is his spuse . . hwas marheseue {JfS. Tit. mahre-liue)
is pe kmedom of heouene. ^1250 Gen.

f, Ex. 1428 Sioen
men hauen holden skil, first to freinen Se wimmanes wil, Or
or men hire to louerd ^iue, for wedding or for mor3en-aiwe.
c 1290 .9. Eng. Leg. I. 257/24 A lauedi of a gret contreie,and of grete moru^iue al-so. c 1380 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel.
Wks. I. 142 And his morwjyve [i: r. morwe-jyve, morow-
3yfe, more ;ifj is clepid of clerkes, dower of bodily sutilte.
c 1440 Promf, Pan. 343/2 Moryve (morryve, S.), dos.

Moryhen, obs. form of MORN.
Moryn, obs. form of MORION, MORN.
Moryn(e, obs. forms of MURRAIN.
Moryon, variant of MORIAN and MORION.
Morys, obs. form of MOORISH a. 2 , MORRIS rf.l

Morysh, obs. form of MOORISH a.l

Moryspeik, -peke, obs. ff. MORRIS PIKE.

Moryssh(e, Mos, obs. ff. MOORISH 0.1, Moss.
Mosaic (moz^ ik), a.l and sb. Forms: a. 5

musyoke, 6 raousaique, 6-7 musaique, 7 mu-
saic(k, musai(c)ke ; /3. 6-8 mosaique, 7 mosaiq,
mosaike, 7-8 (9) mosaiek, 7- mosaic, [a. F.

mosajque adj., used subst. in masc. (OF. mosaicq,
mitsaicq, musec, music adj., used subst. in masc. and
fern.) = Pr. muzec adj., Sp. mosaico (used subst. in

fern.), Pr. mosaico (used subst. in fern.), It. mosaico,
musaico (used subst. in masc.), ad. med.L. nwsaicus,
mnsaitus, as if a. Gr. *//ot/ffai i5s f. *novaaios by-
form of novffeios pertaining to the muses (cf. late

Gr. povauov mosaic work, whence late L. opus
miisivum in the same sense), f. novaa MUSE sb.]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to that form of art in which pictures
and decorative patterns are produced by the joining
together of minute pieces of glass, stone, or other
hard substances of different colours ; produced by
this method.
1583 T. WASHINGTON tr. NicJtolay s Voy. i. xvi. 17 b, The

court is pauid with Mosaique stone. Ibid. II. xx. 57 S.

Sophia . . within is most artificially made with Mosaique
figures. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 31 Mosaike painting : an

antique kind of worke, composed of little square peeces of
marble. i6s SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 63 A stately

monument, graced with three fair Courts, each of which is

paved with stone, the outside Fabrick (after the Persian

-.. w use it nut in an Epistolary Way. I rem

2. Mosaic wool-work : a kind of work used in
igs caipcts, and the like, in which coloured

threads are arranged side by side so that the cross-
I section shows a pattern resembling that of mosaic.

3 mosaic
carpet, etc. Mosaic canvas see quot

.864 WEESTEB, M,,saic wool-.m ,I... l879 Casselfs Ttch,,.
mosaic car et

2 ls &quot; tlle P 1

?&quot;

on which the so-called

NcctlU-.vork, Mosaic Canvas, the finest descriritifin-i &amp;lt; f
canvas employed for Embroidery, whether of sk&quot; threador cotton, have acquired Ihe popular appellation of Mosaic
0. Applied to a variety of tile fsee quot.).
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Mosaic Tile, a tile molded with

he ^n
r

,

&amp;lt;;laySl
a
7
an ed ^

P--&quot; ns in imitation ofw associated pieces of colored stones in true mosaic.
1903 f- iin. L--m. News ,2 Oct. 4 A mosaic tile layer.
4. Mosaic vision : the manner of vision of the
compound eye of an arthropod. Mosaic theory
any theory in explanation of the vision of ar
thropods with compound eyes.

pro

8

?otmded
Lf

b
C
foh^

/
&quot;

?
^^^ of mosaic vision

1?i*n&quot;

v &quot;

,

l8?9 .

l66 J
&quot;

ateai regards the mosaic theory of
Muller as definitely abandoned, but seems rather to have
had m his mind that of Gottsche.
B. sb. (= MOSAIC WORK.)

1. The process of producing pictures or decora
tive patterns by cementing together small pieces
of stone, glass, or other hard material of various
colours; pictures or patterns produced in this
manner

; the constructive or decorative material

composed of small pieces of coloured material
cemented together.
c 1400 Jlcslr. Troy 1662 Within this palis of prise was a

proude hallo, . . With a flore bat was fret all of fyne stones
Pauyt pmdly all with proude colours, Made after musyekemen on to loke. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicliolay s l

t&amp;gt;y

ll. vii. 37 b, A church., which esteemed to be the fayrest. .in
al those Hands .., being artificially made of Mosaique
Il itl. II. xx. 57 The Images of Mosaique and other flat pic
tures. 1596 DANEIT tr. Comiiies (1614) 279 It is built
throughout of the curious worke called Musaique \&amp;gt;narg.

Mousaique], or Marqueterie. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevnues
Jra-. .i. 141 The seeling., is in many places gilt and uainted
in Mosaiek. 1756 NUGKNT Gr. Tour, Italy III. 5, The name
of Mosaic is given to all works composed of little inlaid
pieces, whether they be of stone, wood, ivory, enamel, or
any other natural or artificial matter. 1832 G. DOWSES
Lett. Cent. Countries I. 282 Some of the apartments are
painted in fresco, with floors in mosaic. 1845 STOCQUELER
HanJbk. Brit. India (1854) 33o The Mosaic is sometimes
used as a sort of veneer over the whole surface of an article,
and at others, simply as an inlaid bordering on cedar or
ivory. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 854/2 The modern so-
called Roman mosaic is formed of short and slender
sticks of coloured glass fixed in cement, the ends, which
form the pattern, being finally rubbed down and polished.

b. transf. andy?f.
1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 700 Each beauteous flour, Iris all

hues, Roses, and Gessamm Rear d high thir flourish! heads
between, and wrought Mosaic. ^1711 KEN Sijn Poet.
Wks. 1721 IV. 332 From various Flowers which she together
brought, In sweet Mosaiek she a story wrought. 1753
HOGARTH Anal. Beauty iv. 23 The pine-apple, which nature
has particularly distinguished by bestowing ornaments of
rich mosaic upon it. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Metl. VII. 489
The disc of bone removed was cut into pieces and packed in
mosaic in the wound [sc. a trephine-hole in the skull].

a. Applied to work in various other materials

analogous to mosaic in method of production, or

resembling it in appearance; usually with defining
word, as paper, straw, wood, wool mosaic.

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.. Mosaic work of wood, more
properly called inarijuetry, or inlaid work. 1873 W. BEM-
ROSE (title} Mosaicon : or paper mosaic, and how to make
it. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v., The Tunbridge wood-
mosaic is made of colored parallelepipeds of wood glued
together so as to show a pattern at their ends or sections.

2. A piece of mosaic work
; a design in mosaic.

1699 M. LISTER Joum. Paris 124 By the application of
a good Eye-glass, I could readily distinguish the squares

contribute but little to the sublime. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
VtHvJl Anecd, Paint. (1786) II. 30 note, [He] fitted up
entire windows with them, and with mosaics of plain glass
of different colours. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ //. Isi. I,

155 A Mosaic lately found, representing one of Alexander s

battles. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod, Par. Churches 318
Modern mosaics have nearly always a great deal of gold.

b. transf, and fig.

152



MOSAIC.

a 1678 MARVELL Appleton House 582 What Rome, Greece,

Palestine, ere said I in this light Mosaick read. 1774 BURKE

Sp. Amer. Taxation 40 He [Pitt in 1766) made an ad

ministration, so checkered . .
;
a cabinet so variously inlaid ; ,

such a piece of diversified Mosaic;., that it was indeed a very
curious show. 1853 RUSKIK Stones Ven. II. vi. 8. 156 We do
not enough conceive for ourselves that variegated mosaic

of the world s surface which a bird sees in its migration.
1882 W. T. DOBSON Poet. Ingenuities 224 Centones or Mo
saics. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 352 He does so in a

mosaic of magnificent quotations from the . . Psalms. 1896
tr. Boas Zool, 384 The buccal teeth are low knobs (some
times pointed) or plates, which are arranged in several rows
and form a mosaic over the edges of the jaws.

3. In various scientific uses.

1877 FOSTER Phys. in. ii. (1878) 420 The mosaic of rods

and cones is the basis of distinct vision. 1888 LUBBOCK
Senses Anim. vii. (1889) 166 Plateau.. states that, according
to Miiller, the mosaic [sc. the image presented by the com- :

pound eye of an arthropod] is formed by a number of partial .

images, each occupying the base of one of the elements
]

composing the compound eye. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mosaic

ofmuscle compartments, the polygonal areas surrounded by
dark lines seen on fresh section of a muscular fibre, without

addition of reagents or with acetic acid alone. Ibid., Mo-
;

sate ofpigment cells of eye ,
the appearance presented by i

the inner surface of the choroid tunic.

4. Comb. t
as mosaic-drawn, -floored, -like

% -paved,
j

1726 POPE Odyss. xix. 265 In tne rich woof a hound,
|

*i\Iosaic-drawn Bore on full stretch, and seized a dappled
fawn. 1888 Pall Mall G. i Feb. 5/2 A glass-covered,

|

&quot;mosaic-floored, plant-furnished promenade. 1901 Seril*-

ners Mag. XXIX. 512/2 A delicate *mosaic-like effect wa*
obtained. 1803 MARY CHARLTON Wife ff Mistress IV. 157
Ponderous gates, that led into a *Mosaic-paved court.

Mosaic (nwz/ ik), rt.^ [a. mod.L. JMosaicus,
f. L. Moses. Cf. F. mosaique (Calvin, i6th c), G.

mosaisch.] Of, pertaining, or relating to Moses i

the lawgiver of the Hebrews, or the writings and
j

institutions attributed to him.
Mosaic law, the ancient law of the Hebrews, contained

in the Pentateuch.
1662 SIILLINGFL. Orig.Sacr. in. iii. 6 The Mosaick his

tory of the Creation. 1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra iv. i. 8

A Greek copy of the Mosaick Law. 1895 SALMOKD Chr.
Doctr, Immort. \\. iii. 226 The silence of the Mosaic books
on the subject of future awards was a stock argument with
the DeUtical School.

Mosa ic, v. rare. [f.
MOSAIC a. 1 and sb,]

1. trans. To adorn with mosaics. Also transf.
1839 Taifs Mag. VI. 255 A cottage .. embosomed, or

rather matted and mosaicked, by roses and honeysuckles.
1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 239 Its walks were mosaicked

with small stones of various colours. 1890 FREEMAN in

W. R.W.Stephens Life % Lett. (1895) II. 418 It also wants
William the Bad to mosaic the walls. 1893 MRS. A. C.

WILSON 5 Years India 294 A boy with a face mosaiced out
in different squares of colour like a clown.

2. To combine as if into a mosaic
; also, to pro

duce by such combination.

1841 MOTLEY Corr. 18 Nov., Prussia .. is new, and nn &amp;lt;

artificial patchwork, without natural coherence, mosaiced
j

out of bought, stolen, and plundered provinces. 1867
Even. Stand, 13 July 3 After all the rest of the world had
been created the best bits were neatly cut out and mo- i

saicked, so as to form Arcachon. 1889 W. S. GILBERT Fog-
gertys Fairy, etc. (1892)331 They have mosaiced a hundred
of his pithy apophthegms into our daily conversation.

t Mosa icali a.^ Obs. Also 6 museacall, 7
muaaicall. [Formed as MOSAIC a.l + -ICAL.]
= MOSAIC al Also mosaicalwork = MOSAIC WORK.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia \. (1622) 7 New beds of flowers,

which being vnder the trees, the trees were to them a
Pauillion, and they to the trees a Mosaicall floore. 1592
R. D. Hypnerotomachia 49 b, Little flying Byrdes, excel

lently imphrygiated of museacall paynting. 1604 PARSONS
yd Pt. Three Convers. Eng. 346 One Ricimerus..had
adorned that Church with diuers sacred pictures of Christ
and his Apostles in Musaicall worke. 1613 PURCHAS Pil
grimage (1614) 457 The Mosaicall floore pouldred with

pearles. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 401 A delicate Roonie,
and Artificially decored with Mosaical Worke. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. i. 203 We went into the Church,
which is. .full of the pictures of the Saints, after the Mo.
saical way, and paved also in that manner.

Mosaical (m0z*ikal), a* (and s&.) Also 7

Moysaicall. [Formed as MOSAIC a? : see -ICAL.]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to or resembling what is Mosaic.

t Formerly also often = MOSAIC &amp;lt;z,

2

1563^ WINJET Four Scoir Tkre Quest. To Rdr., Wks.
(S.T.b.) I. 53 Blindit be feruent zele towart the Mosaical
law. 1586 HOOKER Disc. Jitstif. (1617) 56 They .. saw
not how repugnant their beleeuing the necessitie of Mo
saicall Ceremonies was to their faith in lesus Christ. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 8 As in some cases commanded by the

Moysaicall Law. 1753 BP. CLAYTON Jrnl. Cairo to Sinai
18 Sept. an. 1722 note, The truth of the Mosaical history.

1869 ALFORD in Gd. Words i Apr. 277 Too frequently,
while the practice of a family on the Lord s Day is

thoroughly Christian, the theory is as thoroughly Mosaical.

t 2. Mosaical rod (see quot. 1778). Obs.
a 1681 LILLY Life $ Times (1715) 33 One John Scott, who

pretended the Use of the Mosaical Rods. 1778 PENNANT
Tour Wales I. 54 [The divining rodj from the rod of Moses,
was also profanely called the Mosaical rod.

t B. sb.pl. Things belonging to the Mosaic Law.
1643 W. GREENHILLXJT* a/ /?&amp;lt;*/ 13 Shall wee reject truth

and light i it s feared we stick too much to Mosaicalls, Pre-

laticalls, and Traditionalls.

Mosaically (nwz^ikali), adv. rare. [f. MO
SAICAL &amp;lt;z.l + -LY a

.] In a mosaic manner.
1614 EARL STIRLING Domes-day, Twelfth Houre\\\\^\\ey

(mix d in workes) mosaically grow, And yet each part doth

682

every kinde bestow, a 1849 POE Longfellow* etc. Wks.
1864 III. 325 What is here not taken from Tennyson, is

made up mosaically from the death scene of Cordelia. 1856
DORAN Knts.

&amp;lt;y

their Days iii. 45 Illustrative materials,
such as anecdotes, -he worked mosaically together.

Mosaiced : see MOSAICKED a.

Mosaic gold. [MOSAIC a.1 and
sd.&quot;]

tl. [= F.orde mosaique (Dict.de Trevoux}.]

(See quot. 1727-41.) Obs.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Gold, Mosaic Gold, is gold

applied in panels on a proper ground, distributed into squares,

lozenges, and other compartments ; part whereof is shadowed
to raise or heighten the rest.

2. [tr. late L. aitrwn muswnnt.] A disulphide
of tin,

1746 H. PEMBERTON Dispens. 220 Aurum Mnsitntm,
Mosaic Gold. Take of tin one pound ;

of flowers of sulphur
seven ounces; sal-ammoniac [etc.]. 1890 BRANNT Metal
Worker s Handy-Bk. 149 Red Bronze is produced by the

application of red bronze lacquer or red bronze powder
or red mosaic gold.

3. An alloy of copper and zinc, used for cheap

jewellery and ornamental metal work; = ORMOLU.
1839 in URE Diet, Arts 869. 1852 MRS. SMYTHIES Bride

Elect xiv, The metal was mosaic gold.. and the emeralds
. .were bits of green glass.

Mosaicist (mtw-isist). [f.
MOSAIC sb. +

-1ST.] One who makes, or deals in, mosaic work ;

a worker in mosaic.

1847 LD. LINDSAY Chr. Art I. 140 Through the influence

of the Byzantine revival, a school of native mosaicists arose

in Italy. 1853 RUSKIN Stones yen. II. iv. 57. 103 The
art of the mosaicist. 1877 MBS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor.

iv. 120 Tafi. .was more a mosaicist than a painter.

Mosaicity (m#uz|i*ftfti)i rare. [f. MOSAIC a. -

+ -ITV.] The fact of being of Mosaic origin.
1885 tr. Wellhanseiis Prolegom. to Hist. Israel 160 It is

possible with Bleek to explain the transcendence of history
as Mosaicity. 1892 A. B. BRUCE Apologetics H. iv. 211

The Mosaicity of the first table of the Decalogue thus ap
pears to be intrinsically credible.

Mosaicked (maz/ ikt), a. Also mosaiced.

[f.
MOSAIC sb. + -ED -.] Ornamented with, or com

posed of, mosaic work.

1849 ROCK Ch, of Fathers II. 138 0/?, The
(
mosaiced

apse belonging to one of those large halls built in the

Lateran palace, at Rome, by Leo 1 1 1., still remains. 1902
Longin. Mag. Mar. 426 The finely mosaicked floor.

Mosa iculture. Gardening, [f. MOSAI(C sb.

+ CULTURE.] = Carpet-bedding (see CARPET sb. 5).
1881 KncycL Brit. XII. 261/2 Carpet Bedding or Masai-

culture.

Mosaic work. Now rare.

1. MOSAIC sb. i. Also transf. andy/^.
1606 SvLvESTi-:R/&amp;gt;/?r^rt.j n. iv. 11, Tropheis (1633) 202 For,

in the bottom of this liquid Ice, Made ofMusaick worke, with

quaint device The cunning work-man had contrived trim

Carpes, Pikes, and Dolphins seeming even to swim. 1643
EVELYN Diary n Mar., They also shew d us the picture of

Secretary Cecil in mosaiq worke, very well don by some
Italian hand, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. no His

Writings are like a Taylor s Cushion, of mosaic Work,
made up of several Scraps sewed together. 1779 J. MOORE
ViewSoc.Fr. (1789) II. Iv. 53 This art of copying paintings
in Mosaic work. 1842 H. ROGERS Ess.

(1874^)
I. 28 That

curious mosaic work ofdifferent tongues, which is so common
in the pages of Burton and Taylor. 1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT
Lect. Archit. I. 312 Of mosaic-work, wnether of porphyry
or enamel, you will find abundant examples.
2. = MOSAIC sb. 2. ? Obs. AUoySg-.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. \\, 76 The different

colours of these Flints make a pretty pleasant Mosaick
work. 1749 CHESTERF. Let. to Son 15 May, The several

pieces of a Mosaic work, though separately of little value
or beauty, when properly joined, form those beautiful

figures which please every body. 1756-7 tr. Keysler s Trav.

(i 760) II. 22 At the entrance . . hangs a Mosaic work, repre

senting an owl. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II, u. i. 18 note,

Language is always a mosaic work, made up of associated

fragments, not of separate molecules.

So Mosaic-worker, one who works in mosaic
;

Mosaic-working- vbl. sb.

1878 SIR G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. I. 178 The bringing
to England of two master mosaic-workers. 1883 J. H. MID-
DLETON in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 853/2 The period when
mosaic-working was a real art.

Mosaiq ue, obs. forms of MOSAIC a.^ and sb.

Mosaism (m^u z^iz m). Theol. [ad. mod.L.

A/osaismus, f. Moses : see -ISM.] The religious

system, laws and ceremonies prescribed by Moses
;

adherence to the Mosaic system or doctrines.

1845 KITTO Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s.v. Theology, The period of
Mosaism extends from the commencement of the exile.. to

about the year B.C. 400. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 64 It

(Christianity) even tended to render those who were born

Jews indifferent to the institutions of Mosaism.

Mosaist (mJu z^iist). rare. [ad. It. mosaista^
irreg. f. mosaico : see -1ST. Cf. F. mosaiste.]
= MOSAICIST.
1864 CROWE & CAVALCASELLE Hist. Painting Italy II. 192

Delia Valle mentions Angioletto of Gubbio as a mosaist at

Orvieto in 1321-1329. 1887 Athenaeum 20 Aug. 242^/1
The

two master mosaists, or workers in mosaic, of which it treats

are Francesco and Valerio Zuccato.

Mosaist&quot; (m0u z|ist). rare. [Formed as MO
SAISM : see -IST.] One who believes in the Mosaic

history of the creation. Also (nonce-use} the

writer of that history.
1887 HUXLEY Life fy Lett. Danmn II. 196 Inclined to

say to both Mosaists and Evolutionists, a plague on both

your houses \ 1890 GLADSTONE in Gd. Words May 303/1

MOSCHICAL.
The recorder of the Creation Story in Genesis I may de

signate by the name of the Mosaist or the Mosaic writer.

t Mosal. Obs. rare. [repr. the proper name
Mosul: see MUSLIN.] Muslin.

1657 S. CLARKE Geog. Descr. 56 [Grand Cairo) They sell

. .cloth called Mosal, of a marvellous bredth and finenesse,
whereof the greatest persons make shirts.

Mosandrite (mozarndroit). Min. Also mo-
sanderite. [Named after K. G. Mosander, a
Swedish chemist (1797-1858) + -ITE.] A silicate

of the cerium metals, calcium and sodium, with
titanium and fluorine (Chester Diet. Min. 1896&quot;.

1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 308/2 Mosanderite occurs
massive and fibrous, and crystallized in flat prisms. 1855
Orr s Circ. Sci. , Min. 530 Mosandrite.

Mosarabie, variant of MOZARABIU a.

Mosard, -ry, variant ff. MUSARD, MUSARDRY.
II Mosasaurus (WusasgTJJs). Palmont. Also

Moso-, Mosse-. Pl.-i. [mod.L.(W.D.Conybeare) (

f. L. Afosa the river Meuse or Maas + Gr. aavpos

lizard.] A genus of large extinct marine reptiles,

combining the characters of a saurian reptile with

those of a snake. It was first discovered near

Maastricht (on the Meuse) in 1780.
1830 MORTON in A liter. Jrnl.Sci. XVII. 289 Mosasaurus.

1833 MANTEI.L Geog. S. E. Eng. 146 The Mososaurus, or
Fossil Monitor of Alaestricht. 1836 BUCKLASD Geol.

&amp;lt;V
Min.

xiv. 7 (1837) I. 215 The Mosasaurus. 1875 C. MACLAREN
in Encycl. Brit. I. 679/2.
Hence Mo-sasanr, a reptile of the genus Alosa-

satims. Mosasau-rian a., of or pertaining to the

mosasaurus
; bel onjjing to the sub-orderMosasauria ;

sit.
,
a reptile of this sub- order. Mosasaivrid, a

reptile of the family Mosasauridse. Mosasaxvroid

a., having the form or characters of a mosasaurus
;

sb., a mosasauroid reptile.

1841 OWEN in Brit. Assoc. Rep. (1842) 60 The shape of
the tooth thus approximates very closely to that of the
Mosasaur. 1850 in F. Dixon Geol. $ Fossils Sussex 384
They demonstrate another Mosasaurian character. Ibid.

385 That genus of Mosasauroid Lizards. 1877 in

Q. Jrnl. Geol. Sac. XXXII 1. 690 The type of the genus and

family of Mosasauroids. 1878 Ann. ff Mag. Nat. Hist.

July 92 In the single occipital condyle and the composite
structure of the mandible the Mosasaurians are Reptilian.
Itid. Oct. 341 Since then [1851] Prof. O. C. Marsh has pub
lished a reconstruction of the fore limb of the Mosasauroid
Lestosaitms sinnis. 1895 Funk s Stand. Diet., Mosasalirid.

Moaaul, obs. form of MUSSAL.

I! Moscardrno. Obs. PI. -Ini. [It.,
a kinde

of Muske-comfets (Florio 1611), f. med.L. mosch-

its MUSK rf.] A sweetmeat flavoured with musk.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. iv, Give mee my con-

fects, my moscardim.

Moscatel, variant of MOSCHATEL.

Mosch, obs. form of MOSQUE, MUSK.
t Mosctat. Obs. Also moschatte. [ad. mod.

L. moschatns, f. moschiis MUSK.] = MUSK-CAT.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 551 Of the Moschatte, or

Mus-kat. 1619 SYMMER Spir. Posie Epist. A ij b, The
Moschat, Sivet, &c.

1 Moschata. Obs. rare. Also muscata. [a.

mod.L. nicsc/iala, ?&amp;gt;iuscata, fem. of HUtchSltU,
muscatus : see next.]
1. Eroditim moschatttm, stork s-bill.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xxxii. 47 The first kinde [of Gera

nium] is called . . in English , . of some Moschata. 1611

COTCR. s.v. Aiguille^ Musked Pinkneedle. .; Muscata.

2. Nitx nwschala : the nutmeg.
1587 MASCAU. Gm t. Cattle, Nurses (1627) 176 Take.. of

baccarltnt laitri . .of nnx innscata, of each two ounces. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Moscltata A ;/^-, or Moschocaryon,
Nutmeg, an Indian Spice. 1823 CRABB Tecknol. Diet.

Moschate (m^ skv t), a. [ad. mod.L. mos-

diatus, (. med.L. moschtis MUSK.] Exhaling or

having the odour of musk.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 301 Moschate (Mas-

chains]. A scent of musk. 1880 A. GRAY Struct. Hot. 420.

Moschatel (mpskate l). Bot. Also 8 mosca-

tell, 8-9 mosohatell, 9 muskatel, mosoatel. [a.

F. moscatelle, ad. It. moscatella, f. moscato musk.]
An inconspicuous plant (_A&&amp;gt;xaMoschalellina, N.O.

Caprifoliace) 4 or 5 inches high, having pale-green
flowers with a musky smell, found in shady places ;

freq. tuberous moschatcl.

1732 J. MAXTYN Tmnitforfs Hist. Plants II. 124 Mos-
chatelltna... Tuberous Moscatell. 1756 WATSON in / //; /.

Trans. XLIX. 831 Tuberous Moscnatell, or Musk-wood
Crowfoot. 1854 DOBELL Balder xi, Inglorious moschalel

..Sickening below the nightshade. 1866 R. BUCHANAN
Lond. Poems 185 The musk and the muskatel That grow
on the window sill. 1874 T. HARDY Farfr. Mad.Crmidxx\\,
The square-headed moschatel, the odd cuckoo-pint.

Moscliatous (mp skatas), a. [Formed as

MOSCHATE + -ous.]
= MOSCHATE a.

1866 Trias. Hot., Moschatms, having the smell of musk.

Mosche(a, moschee, obs. forms of MOSQUE.

Moschet, obs. form of MUSKET rf. 1

Moschet(t)o, obs. forms of MOSQUITO.

Moschey, obs. form of MOSQUE.
t Moschical, a. Obs. rare l

. [f. Afosche, an

occasional transliteration of Heb. mro Moses r

-ICAL.] = MOSAICAL a.2

1687 H. MORE Anm. Psychop. (i(&$ 136 Seems. .to have

been the old Moschical or Mosaical Philosophy.



MOSCHIFEROUS.
Moschie, obs. form of MOSQUE.
Moschiferous (m^ski-feras), a. Zool. [f

med.L. mosck-us MUSK + -(I)FEKOUS.] Bearing or
producing musk.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1890 Century Diet, s v

Moschiferous organs ; a moschiferous animal. 1002 Web.
stcr s Sufpl.s.\., The moschiferous glands of Ihe musk deer.

Moschiue (m^-skin), a. (and si&amp;gt;.)
Zool. [f.

mod.L. Moschin-x (f. Moschus the typical genus) :

see -INK 1.] a. adj. Of, pertaining to, or having
the characters of the Moschinaz, an Asiatic family
of Cervidfe, containing the two genera Moschus
and Hydi-opotes. b. sb. An animal of the family
MoschiiiM, a musk-deer. In recent Diets.

Moachite, obs. form of MESQUITA, mosque.
593 DossKSat. iv. 199 Would not Heraclitus laugh to

see Macrine, I rom hat, to shooe, himselfe at doore refineAs if ihe Presence were a Moschile.

Moschito, obs. form of MOSQUITO.
Mosc(h)o, moschy, obs. ff. MOSQUE.
Moschovite, obs. form of MUSCOVITE.
Mosc(h)yon, obs. form of MOTION.
Moscov- : see Muscov-.

tMose, s6. Obs. rare. [OE. mdse wk. fem.= MDu. iiifze (Du. mees : see MEESE),OHG. meisa
(MHG., mod.G. meise) ; ON. has only the deriva
tive meising-r, whence F. mtsange. Cf. COAL-
MOUSE, TITMOUSE, where -mose has been corrupted
into -mouse.] The titmouse.
11700 Epinal Gloss. 806 Parrula, masae. cioso I oe. in

Wr.-Wulcker286/i4-i 5 Parra, colmase. Parrnla, spicmase.a 1250 Owl f, Night. 503 pu. .pipest al so dob a mose.

tMose, v. Obs. rare~\ [Etymology obscure ;

possibly a corruption.] = Mouuw v.-
1596 SHAKS Tarn. Shrew m. ii. 5 , His horse, .possest

with the glanders, and like to mose in the chine.

Mose, obs. f. MOOSE, Moss, MUSA (banana).
Moseache, moseak, obs. forms of MOSQUE.
MoselJ, obs. forms of MUZZLE.
Moselle (muzel). Also 8 mossel. [The Fr

name (= G. Mosel, L. Mosella) of a river which
joins the Rhine at Coblentz.] In full Moselle wine :

a dry white wine, produced near the Moselle.
1687 CARTE in Magd. Coll. f, Jas. II (O.H.S.) 158 A

glass of Moselle wine. 1693 [R. AMES] Bacch. Sessions
Khemsh, Hock, Old and Young, Moselle, and Backrag
1703 Art f, Myst. I intners 60 Put into ihe Vessel 20
ounces of mossel. ^39 BAILEY Festus xvi. (1852) 180 Thy
wit. .Is like cool moselle. 1869 BLACK InSilk Attire II
240 He . . contemplatively stirred his Moselle with a bil
of biscuil. 1879 VIZETELLY Facts about Champagne xvi.
176 The sparkling moselles . . are largely dosed with Ihe
preparalion of elder-flowers, which imparls to them their
well-known muscatel flavour and perfume.
Moseque, obs. form of MOSQUE.
Moses (mou-ziz). Forms: 6-7 Moyses, 7

(//. Mosesses), 7- Moses, [a. L. Moses, Moyses,
Gr. Mcuerfjr, Mcut/arjs, ad. Heb. nco MosAt? .]
1. Applied allusively to some one resembling

Moses, esp. in his character as lawgiver or leader.
1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man 13 How cometh it lhal our

Moyscses..commaunde vs Ihe conlrary. 1624 T. TAYLOR
2 Serin, ii. 23 As Israel had not only loshua fighting bul
also Moses praying..; so wee have many Mosesses lifting
up hands, and praiers. 1652 OWEN Advantage Kins;d. of
Christ Wks. 1851 VIII. 320 They will not understand thai
such Moseses will be deliverers. iKo Jter Australc i- A
second, Moses slyled him [sc. Cromwell] (for why His
Shining Nose made Ihe Synecdoche). 1888 Times (weekly
cd.) 22 June 14/3 He prayed for anolher Moses to limit
the wanderings of Ihe. .parly lo four years instead of 40.

b. slang. (Seequots.); also to stand Moses.
[1611 COTGR., Moyse, Holie Moyses; whose ordinarie

counlcrfeil haumg on eilher side of the head an eminence,or luster arising somewhat in the forme of a home, hath
imbouldened a prophane Aulhor to stile Cuckolds, Parents
de Moyse.} 1796 Groses Diet. Vulg. T. s.v., A man is said
to stand Moses when he has another man s bastard child
fathered upon him, and he is obliged by the parish to main-
lam it. 1859 MATSELL Voc. s.v. (Farmer), Moses, a man that
lathers another man s child for a consideration.

c. Used as an oath or expletive.
1855 STRANG Glasgow ff Its Clubs (1856) 295 Very well the

front rank ; but holy Moses 1 whal a rear ! 1858 O W
HOLMES Ant. Breakf..t. (1883) 222 The parson .. stopped
perplexed Al whal Ihe Moses was coming nexl. 1872SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms 595 By the Ever-Living
Jumping Moses. 1890 H. NISBET Bail Up I xxx. 212 And,
by ihe piper lhal played before Moses, so they did.

1 2. a. A kind of boat used in the West Indies
(see quot.). b. Moses boat: a kind of boat used
in Massachusetts. Obs.
Whether these two applications have a common origin is

doubtful. Ihe Massachusetts use has been said to be de
rived from the name ofMoses Lowell, a famous boat-builder
at Salisbury, Mass.
a. 1768 Boston Chron. 2-9 May 193/3 An advertisement

appeared in the Antigua Gazelle, offering forly pistoles, for
apprehending one Scott who was mate of a sloop, . .and
two sailors, for robbing said sloop, then lying at Antigua,
of a moses boal, two barrels of beef [elc.]. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1780) F iv b, A moses is a very flat broad
boat, used by merchanl-ships amongst Ihe Carribbee-islands,
to bring hogsheads of sugar off. .to Ihe shipping. 1775KOMANS Florida App. 87 In almost every gut among the
many islands in this bay, I have found it as much as four
stout men could do, to stem Ihe currenl in a Moses.
b. 1763 Mass. Can. 25 Apr. 1766 Ibid. 16 Oct., A Moses

683

e I 3tb tnst. a Moses Boal, ,6 Feet in*
UiroH. 18-25 May 4/3 A Moses Boat, ,3 Feel lon- wentadrift about a Month ago from Beverly.
J. Comb. : Moses law (see quot., and cf. Deut

xxv. 3); Moses rod, a divining-rod (cf. MOSAICAL
a.- 2) ; Moses-seam (see quot.) ; Moses tables
see quot. 1803 [in allusion to Exodus xxl
1867 SMYTH Sailor s U ord.bk., &quot;Moses- law. the term

among pirates for inflicting ihirly-nine lashes on ihe ba e

xxf 7, 7fsT ?&quot;? f,

6*6 SlK T - BKOWNK p&quot;&quot;&amp;lt;1- & *

xxi. 271 A forked hazell. commnnlv ralUM *\&amp;lt;~. i,:. ...,j

that singular kind of granile called Moses Tables\hic&quot;h

ground
re5embleS he Heb * c^cters on a white

Mosetale, obs. form of MOUSETAIL.
Mosette (moze-t). [a. F. moselle, ad. It HW-

zetta: see AMICE 2.]
-= MO/.ZETTA.

1862 F. C. HusENBETii Dp. Milncr^q Representing the

l.^hop
seated in rocket, moselle, and stole

Mosey (ffiOB-zi), v. slang, U. S.
1. intr. To go away quickly; to decamp. Also,to make haste,

&amp;lt; be lively .

1838 J. C. NEAL Charcoal Sk. \. (1850) 17 If your tonguewasn I so Ihick I d say you must mosey; bul moseying is
only to be done when a gemman s half shot, a 1859VVfMinly Companion (Bartlett), After you left me, when them
fellows told you to mosey off before the boal went to sea.
1871 J, HAY Banty fun 7 The nigger has got to mosey
I rom the limits o Spunky P int ! 1885 Miss M X M\ ,&amp;lt;

FREE Prophet Gt. Smoky Mts. xiii. 233 Hurry long, D rindy
^ OU

,&quot;,&quot;&quot;

S -lln gom ter red a llank ef 5 e don t mosey.
A. lo jog a/on?, lit. and//V.
18 Xe-,v York Tribune (Bartlett 1877), I ll get a room

nicely furnished, and my wife and I will jes mosey alon&quot;
till the election trouble is over, an den dere ll be a powerful
sight of wlntewashin lo be done. 1891 KIH.ING tfaulahka
yi,

I 11 mosey along somehow. 1903 A. ADAMS Lot; Cmvlwy
ix. 124 \ ou fellows jusl mosey along up Ihe Irail

Mosey, var. MOSY a. dial.

Mosged, obs. form of MASJID, mosque.
1594 R- ASHLEY Ir. Lays le Roy 101 Not suffering in his

Mosgedes, or temples, any corruptible thing whatsoeuer
Moshm.mosine, corrupt ff.MoRsiNGZ .ji,^V
Moshrump, obs. form of MUSHROOM.
Mosie, var. MOSY a. dial.

Mosing : see MOZING, Mo/u v.

Mosk (mpsk), v. slang. [Shortened from Mos-
KENEKR.] = MOSKENEEB V.

1902 Standard 5 June 10/2 The practice of obtaining a
living by professional pawning known as mosking .

Mosk, variant of MOSQUE; obs. form of MUSK.
Moskalonge : see MASKINOXGE.
Moskee, mos keh, obs. forms of MOSQUE.
JtToslceiieer (m&amp;gt;skeni &amp;gt;M),z/..y/(3;;^. Alsomosch-

kener, moshkeneer, raoskuiner, moskeener.

MOSQUE.

^SmlSKSSSSS&

[Of Yiddish origin, f. mod.Heb.
Jisiro mashkdn a

pledge, whence J3cp mishken to pawn (Dalman
Aram.-neiihebr. (fa.).] trans. To pawn (an
article) for more than it is worth.
1874 in Slang Diet. 1887 HENLEY Villon s Straight Tip

10 Fiddle, or fence, or mace, or mack ; Or moskeneer, or
flash the drag. 1890 BARREHE & LELAND Diet. Slang, etc.,
Moshkeneer. 1893 F. H. EMERSON Signer Lippo x.xii. 100
He moschkeners from twenty to Ihirly supers a week.

Mosker (m^-skaj), sb. slang, [f. MOSK v. +
-ER 1.] One who moskeneers .

1883 Daily Tel. 9 July 3/1 The mosker . .is, in slang ver

nacular, one who makes a living by laking advantage of Ihe
business incapacity of persons engaged in ihe pawnbroking
Irade. 1905 Daily News i Mar. 6 There is an average loss

to the pawnbroker on Ihese unredeemed pledges, which are
oflen bought cheaply and in bulk by Ihe mosker . Then
they are artfully retailed, one by one, and in Ihe character
of personal belongings, to unwary pawnbrokers.

Mosker (mp-sksj), v. Obs. exc. dial. (Vorks.,
Line. : see E.D.D.) [Of obscure origin.] intr. To
decay, rot ; to crumble or moulder away. Hence
Mo skered, Mo skering ppl. adjs.
1612 CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia 15 Some moskered shin

ing slones and spangles which Ihe waters brought down.
1621 T. GRANGER Comin. Eccles. xii. 320 The teeth stand

thin, or loose, or moskerd at the root. 1641 BEST Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 122 The first decay of wilfes is allwayes alt

the hearle, for Ihey will rotte, mosker, and bee hollowe

within, soe that [etc.]. 1691 RAY N.C. Words 50 To
Mosker ; to Rot, or conlract Corruption, perhaps from

gathering Mosse ; as a Moskerd Tree, a Moskerd Tooth.

Moskie, Moskuee, obs. forms of MOSQUE.
Moskito, obs. form of MOSQUITO.

Moakyta, var. MESQUITA, MESQUIT, a mosque.

Moslem, Muslim (mp zlem, mwzlim,m s-),

sb. and a. Also 9 (Mooslim), Moslim. [a. Arab.

muslim, active pple. of aslama, of which the noun

of action is islam : see ISLAM.]
A. sb. Onewho professes Islam; aMohammedan.

If Ihe form Moslemin [repr. the Arab, pi
(oblique case muslimin] is sometimes used for

I

the plural and
occasionally in error for the singular(with a pi. moslemins). Some writers have er

Payed the singular form as a plural or collective.
1819 1. HOPE Auastasius (1820) I. i. ,o Upon this nrincinlr

they cringed to ,he ground to every Mo?emin the M ,e

a i
4 rhe

,

llon at &quot;hose roar Moslemen trembled
.836 LYTTON Athens

(,837) II. , 47 They might have seenthat opening paradise in immortality below, which theMoslemin beheld in anticipation above. 1840 MACAULAY

fxdt e A f
897&amp;gt; S 2

T
le r urre &quot; f &quot;is solemn season

th Vw , Jf
C
?
it an

,
d
,
si^debt e &quot;i&amp;lt;&quot;ions in the bosoms ofIhe devout Moslem of India. ,840 CARLYLE Heroes ii. ,04All Moslem are bound to study it [the Koran]. .S^DniRAtu/ aiicreav.n, ihe Ansarey. .are not Moslemin. 1854 Mil -MAN rat Chr. ,v. . (1864) II. 209 Jonas. Jed the cSnquirmg Moslemms in pursuit of the fugitives from Dam&quot; cu

%$%? L
?

;t &quot;-&amp;lt;iF&amp;gt;- Ch. Jan. 23/2 A few Muslinand Hindus., were also present.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Moslems

; Mo
hammedan.
1777 J. RlniARDsoN Diet. Persian, Arab., etc., Dissert. 24/2An open scoffer at the Moslem faith. 1788 GIBBON Ded.

,8,2 B r?\,
&quot; S

,

t
t

&amp;gt;0 &quot;f&quot; 1 of the Moslem princes.1812 BVROM C4. liar. ii. Ixiv, The pilgrim, .gazed aroundon Moslem luxury. 184, E. ROBINSON ftW. Res. Palestine
1.352 ihe tract around this tank [the Upper Pool], .is occu-
p.ied as a Muslim cemetery. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Kile

ihe mosque of Sultan Hassan, .. perhaps the most
beautiful m the Moslem world. ig/IMl 7 Jan. ,5/3Whereof the Muslim writers, .of course say nothing. ,9^7IR \V. M. RAMSAY in Expositor Oct. 318 The lower town
is now purely Moslem.

T The plural form Moslemin (see A) occurs
appositively or as adj.
1844 DISRAELI Coningsty iv. x, The Moslemin Arabs.
Hence Mosle-mio a. = MOSLEM a.

;
Mo slemism,

the religion of the Moslems, Islam, Mohamme
danism

; Mo-slemite = MOSLEM sb. (in quot. used
as adj.); Mo sleraize v. trans., to convert to

Moslemism, hence Mo slemized ppl. a.

1777 J. RICHARDSON Diet. Persian, Aral:, etc., Dissert 6/1
Moslemism. (11835 MOTHKRWELL Poet. Wks. 11847) 71 On
thunders the might Of the Moslemile war. 1845 E. WAR.
BURTON Crescent

A&amp;gt; Cross I. 310 These captives are all chris-
tians when caught, but are immediately Moslemised. 1872
1. L. CUYI.EK Hcart-Th. 82 Christ is in the Missionary
thurch. He is not in heathenism, or in Moslemism, or in
Rome. 1898 Daily Chron. 25 Feb. 6/3 Colonel Trotter
remarked that the Moslemized towns were in advance of the
pagan. 1903 ir,lhCent, Mar. 387 The countries and peoples
of the Moslemic East.

Moslemah, used erron. as a pi. of MOSLEM.
1825 SCOTT Talism. ii, Dried hogs-flesh, the abomination

of ihe Moslemah.

Moslillgs (m^ zlinz), sb. pi. [?
=

*mosselings,
f. mossel, vulgar form of MoiiSEL v.] (See quots.)
1850 HOLTZAIWEL Turning, etc. III. 1080 Moslings, the

Ihin shreds or shavings of leather shaved off by the currier
in dressing cow, or calf skins. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
Moslings, the thin shreds or scrapings of leather shaved off

by the currier in dressing skins. They are used in wiping
off metals while grinding and poli.shing.

Mosole, variant of MAUSOLE, MAUSOLEE.
1663 GEKBIEK Counsel c iij b, A glorious Mosole.

Mosolem, var. MUSELLIM (a Turkish officer).

Mosolyd, obs. form of MUZZLED.

Mosque (mpsk). Forms . 4moseak, moseache;
6 muskey, muskaye, 6-7 mosquee, 7 moschy,
-ee, -ie, -ey, muskie, mos keh, moskuee,
moski(e, -ee, mosquy, mozkt, ymosquey; 6-7
mosehea, 7 muskia; 7 mosquo, mosco, moseho;
7 moseque, 7-8 mosch(e, 8-9 mosk, 6- mosque.
[In 1 6th c. mosquee (later shortened to mosque},

i a. F. mosquee, a. It. mosehea (whence G. moschee},

I

a. Arab. J^sT- masgid (so pronounced in N. Africa ;

elsewhere masjid}, f. sagada (sajada) to worship.
Cf. early mod.F. mosquete, Sp. mezqvita, Pg. tnest]uita,

It. meschita (see MESQUITA ). Eng. writers have occas.
used forms directly taken from Arabic, as MASJID, MOSGED,
MUSCHID. Some of the forms above are from Italian ; the

precise history of the forms in Mandeville is obscure.J

1. A Mohammedan temple or place of worship.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 114 paire tempill, be whilk

es called Moseak [ed. 1839 xxii. 232 Moseache]. 1511
Cuyl/orde s Pilgr. (Camden) 50 The Sarrasyns wyll suffre

no man to come into this place . . bycause it is theyr muskey.
1544 in Lett, fr Pap. Hen. VH[, XIX. n. 452 [The Turk
made offers in his] muskaye. 1551 THOMAS Ir. Barbara s

Trar. Persia (1873) 10 He.. was lodged in an auncient
Mosehea. 1585 T. WASHINGTON ^.Nicfiolay s Voy. i. xii. 13 b,

A very faire and sumpluous Mosquee. Ibid. Table 164 b, S.

Sophia and other Mosques of Constantinople. 1603 KNOLLES
Hilt. Turks (1638) 341 The Temple of S. Sophia.. (now
reduced vnto Ihe form of a Mahometan Moschy,..) is most
beautiful]. 1609 W. BIDDULPH in T. Lavender Trav. (1612)

105 There is built in the place thereof [Temple al Jerusalem]
a Muskia or Turkish Church. 1613 PuRCHAsPi/fTitnagt II.

xxii. 4 (1617) 249 Demolishing their Moschees. /bid. 111.

ix. 325 Mahomel. .Iherefore appointed publike Prayers _in
all the Mosques of his dominion. 1624 SIR T. ROE Negotia
tions (1740) 343 The building of so many Mahomelan

moschyes. 1628 KOBSON News fr. Aleppo 16 The Courts

of iheir Mos kehs or Churches. 1632 LITHGOW Trar. vi.

152-2



MOSQUED.
279 The Viccario shewed vs a little Moskee, kept by Turkes.

1648 W. BROWSE Polcx. iv. n. 191 The daily denying my
ransomer in the Mosquo of his adversary, a 1659 OSBORS
Observ. Turks Wks. (1673) 297 By which means such Baths

and Moscos are erected, a 1668 LASSELLS I oy. Italy it.

(1670) 31 The great Moski at Fez. 1673 Lady s Call. i. v.

49 The present Mahometans, .permit none to sit in their

moschos. 1696 tr. Du Mont s ^Vy. Levant 157 Sancta

Sophia, which was formerly a Christian Church, and is now
a Turkish Mo&quee. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to

AbbeConti i Apr., They.. go to the mosques on Fridays
and the church on Sundays. 1788 GIBBON Decl. -y F. Ixviii.

VI. 509 The same model was imitated in ihejaim or royal
moschs. 1828 LANDOR Inmg. Conv., Soliman $ Mufti
Wks. (1853) I. 355/1 My commands are, .. that praises be

offered up in every mosk. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile

ii. 30 A Mahommedan mosque is as much a place of refuge
and rest as of prayer. 1896 H. C. TRUMBULL Threshold
Covenant i. iv. 37 A Muhammadan is always careful to put
his right foot first in crossing over the threshold of a mosk.

b. The mosque : Those who worship in mosques ;

the body of Mohammedans.
1779 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 270, I could not justify to

myself to give to the synagogue, the mosque, or the pa
goda, the language which your pulpits so liberally bestow

upon a great part of the Christian world. 1856 R. A.

VAUGHAN Mystics I. 326 Those Sufis who proclaimed the dif

ference between the Church and the Mosque of little moment.

2. attrib. (or adj,} and Comb., as mosque-lamp,
-towert worship , mosque-like adj. Also mosque
Gothic, ? a variety of Gothic influenced by
Saracenic architecture.

J 753 H. WALPOLE Let. to Chute 4 Aug., The style has
a propensity to the Venetian or &quot;mosque Gothic. 1900
Daily News 7 Apr. 5/5 A *mosque lamp that is 14th century
Arab work. 1857 S. OSUORN Qitedah xx. 274 In the centre

of the town a *mosquehke building rose amongst the trees.

1892 E. REKVES Homeward Bound 224 At 9 p.m. a Moor
ascends to the top of the *

mosque tower and calls the hour
of prayer. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737)

* 2^ 1 nere s

hardly now in the world so good a Christian, .who, if he

happen d to live at Constantinople, or elsewhere under the

protection of the Turks, wou d think it fitting or decent to

give any disturbance to their ^mosque-worship.
Hence Mosqued a., abounding in mosques;
Mo squelet, a little mosque; Uo squish a., re

sembling, pertaining to, characteristic of, a mosque.
1902 F. THOMPSON in Academy 12 Apr. 378/1 The mosqued

Cairene. 1888 Cortih. Mag. June 374 A tiny domed mosque-
let in a close-set hedge of prickly pear. 1813 FORSVTH
Kent, Excurs. Italy 362 A roof hooded all over with mos-

quish cupolas.

Mosquet, obs. form of Mi tiKKT.

Mosqueto.e, obs. forms of MOSQUITO.

Mosquettier, obs. form of MUSKETEER.

Mosquetto, mosquitoe, mosquita, variant

forms of MESQUITA, MESQUIT, a mosque.

Mosquital (mpskrtal), ct. [f. MOSQUIT(O +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to a mosquito.
1890 Century Diet, s.v., Mosquital saliva. 1901 Brit.

J\lcd. Jrnl. 6 Apr. 842/1 In support of the mosquital origin
of malarial fever Dr. King [in 1883] cited numerous medical

authorities.

Mosquito (m^sk/ to). Forms: 6 muskyto,
mosqueta, 6-8 rnusketa, 7 muskeito, musceto,
muscheto, muskitto, musqueeto, muskeeto,
7-8 musketoe, muscato, musket vt)o, 8 moskito,

muskeitoe, mosqueto, 8-9 moiOhet(t)O, mos-

chito, musqueto, musquitto, 9 musquitoe,
raosquetoe, 6- muskito, 7-9 musquito, 7- mos
quito, [a. Sp. and Pg. mosquito, dim. of mosca

(: L. musca} ily.

Cf. F. monstique (whence MOCSTICK Obs.\ a metathetic

alteration of the Sp. word.]

1, A gnat of several different species of the

genus Culex (esp. C. mosquito} and other allied

genera, the female of which has a long proboscis,

by means of which it punctures the skins of animals

(including man) and sucks their blood.
It is now believed that certain kinds of mosquito are the

agents by which the germs of malaria are introduced into

the human body.
^1583 M. PHILLIPS in Hakluyt s Voy. (1589) 568 \Ve were

also oftentimes greatly annoyed with a kinde of flie,..the

Spaniards called them Musketas. 1600 O. E. Repl. Libel
in. vii. 35 He is like a flye, or rather, because he speaketh
so much for Spaniards, a Spanish mosqueta. 16*3 WHIT-
BOURNE Newfoundland 99 A very little nimble fly.. which
is called a Muskeito. 1625 G. PEKCY in Purchas Pilgrims
IV. 1685 Their bodies are all

painted
red to keepe away the

biting of Muscetos. 1634 W. WOOD Nsw Eng. Prosp. (1865)

51 The fourth is a Musketoe which is not unlike to our
Gnats in England. 1655 E. TERRY Voy. E. India 123 In

the night we were, .very much disquieted with another sort

[of flyj called Musqueetoes, 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(1677) 121 Howbeit the Muskitto or Gnats pestered us ex-

treamly. 167* W. HUGHES Amer. Phys. 9 That very small

black and poysonous Fly, called a Muscato. 1674 JOSSELYN
Voy. New Eng. (1675) 95 The countrie is strangely incom-
modated with flies, which the English call Musketaes. 1702

1747 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 II. 98 If a musqueto..
were to light on one of them. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam.
II. xx. 90 We were almost devoured by the clouds of

gnats or musquitoes, which arose from a neigbouring marsh.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I. 217 Kept awake all the

nlgnt before by the wolves or moschettoes. 1837 LANDOR
Pentameron i. Wks. 1853 II. 310/2 The peopled region is

peopled chiefly with monsters and moschitoes. 1858 LYITON
Alice iv. ix, At Venice I was bit to death by musquitoes.

684

1902 igt/i Cent. Nov. 679 The great drawback to the far I

north of Sweden is the Mosquitoes.
A! &quot;739

CIUBEK Afol. .\vi (1740) 340 While these buzzing
Muscatos have been fluttering round their Eyes and Ears. &amp;gt;

1863 REAUK Hani Cask I. vii. 210 When a man has a deep
anxiety, some human midge or mosquito buzzes at him.

2. attrib. and Comb., as mosquito-bite, -season, I

-sting; mosquito-bred, -free adjs.

1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 113 Small lumps resembling *mos-
j

quito bites. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases i. 17 The
mosquito-bred plasmodial spore. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl.

17 Sept. 642 The measures taken at Ismailia, which have
made it a *mosquito-free and malaria-free sanatorium. 1900
Unit. 10 Feb. 301 In Italy the *mosquito season, .extends

from the first warm days of spring to the first cold days of

autumn or winter. 1899 Allbutt s Syst, Med. VIII. 798 The
scar of a *mosquito sting.

b. Special comb.: mosquito-bar U.S., a kind of

mosquito net
; mosquito-bee (see quot.) ; f mos

quito-bier (? mistake for mosquito-bar) ; mosquito-
blight, a plant-bug of the East Indian genus

Helopeltis ; mosquito brigade, a body of persons

engaged in destroying mosquitoes, with a view to

the prevention of malaria; mosquito-bush, a

West Indian shrub (see quot. ) ; mosquito-canopy,

-curtain, a canopy or curtain of gauze to keep off

mosquitoes; mosquito-fire, a fire to keep away
mosquitoes; mosquito-fly, -gnat (= sense i);

mosquito-hawk U.S., (a) (see quot. 1894); (l&amp;gt;)

any dragon-fly which preys upon mosquitoes ;
mos

quito-net, a net (of lace, gauze, etc.) to keep off

mosquitoes ;
so mosquito-netting, a coarse fabric !

with open meshes, used for mosquito-nets.
i8z8

J.
HALE Lett.fr. West 227 The *musquitoe bar. .is

a curtain, of the thinnest gauze, or leno, or some such slight

fabric, which admits the air, and excludes the mosquitoe.

1889 MARY E. BAMFORD Up &amp;lt;y

Doiun Brooks 65 A section

of mosquito-bar was tied over the whole. 1899 D. SHARP
Insects n. 61 Some of these Insects \Melipona\ are amongst
the smallest of bees, so that one, or more, species go by the

mime of Mosquito-bees . 1814 LEWIS & CLARKE Exped.
Missouri (1893) III. 1082 The mosquitoes have been so

troublesome that it was impossible even to write without

the assistance of a *mosquito-bier. 1899 D. SHARP Insects

II. 562 They are known as &quot;Mosquito blight. The egg is
;

of comparatively large size, and is placed by the bug in the
j

stems of the tea plant. 1904 Brit. Med. Jinl. 17 Sept. 631 |

The operations of the &quot;mosquito brigade were very largely
devoted to treating cesspits which were the breeding
grounds of Stegomyia. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbadaes 169 |

*Mu6keto-Bush. This derives its name from its either real
!

or pretended service in driving away by its smell Musketoes
j

from bed-chambers. 1885 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., *Mos-
|

quito-canopy. 1819 BOWDICH mission to Ashantec II. xiii.

439 They sleep on bedsteads encircled with *musquito cur

tains of bamboo cloth. 1826 J. F. CoorER Mohicans xiv,

The smoke which settles above a &quot;mosquetoe fire. i8oa

BINCLBY .4:m. Kiog. (1813) 111.339 The *Musqueto-flyU..
a large variety of the Common Gnat. 1828 G. W. BRIDGES
Ann. Jamaica II. xiii. 130 Cidcx pipicns, the &quot;mosquito

gnat. 1782 P. H. BRUCE Mem. 424 &quot;Musketo hawks. 1894
N LAVTON Diet. Birds 593 Mosquito-hawk, a name in America
for the species of Clwrdiles iNightjar, . 1764 SMOLLETT
Trav. xxiii. (1766) I. 354 Instead of curtains, there is a.,

&quot;mosquito net, made of a kind of gauze. 1840 J. B. PHASER
Trai . KoordistaJi, etc. I. viii. 221 The bed being without

curtains or &quot;mosquito netting. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII.

829/2 A piece of. .mosquito-netting made into a bag.

C. Mosquito craft, small light vessels adapted
for rapid manoeuvring. So mosquito fleet, a fleet

of such vessels
; mosquito-built a. ,

said of a light
vessel adapted for being rapidly manojuvred.

1804 LARWOOD M&amp;gt; Gun Boats 18 Man and victual the

Musquitoe Fleet (as Wit in its wantonness has described

it). 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 242 A little rakish, mus.

quito-built vessel), that could run into all kinds of waters.

1884 rail Mall G. 15 Sept. 1/2 Have we a sufficiently
numerous mosquito fleet of torpedo boats, steam launches,
and picket boats ?

Hence Mosqni-toey, Mosqui toish adjs., infested

with mosquitoes.
1857 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 259 The bank would often

be too steep, or else too low and grassy, and therefore mos-

quitoey. 1880 SENIOR Trav.
&amp;lt;y

Trout in Antipodes 185,
I

was assured it was unbearably hot, muggy, mosquitoish,
rainy, and stormy at Auckland. 1888 LEES & CLL TTERUUCK
B. C. 1887 : Brit. Columbia xxxv. (1892) 382 Golden, .looked

. .not nearly so mosquitoey as when we last saw it.

Mosquito, variant of MESQUITA, a mosque.
Mosquo, -quy, obs. forms of MOSQUE.
Moss (mps), jA.l Forms: I, 3, 6 mos, 2,

6 mose, 4-6 mosse, 5 moos, mosh, 4- moss.

[OE. mos neut., bog (also i2th c. mose moss),

corresponding to MDu., MLG. mos bog, also

moss, lichen, mildew (Du. mos moss), OHG.,
MHG. mos (mod.G. moos) bog, moss, MSw., Da.
mos: OTeut. *mtiso

&quot;;
declensional variants are

represented by Flemish maze mud, ON. mose wk.

masc., bog, moss, Sw. mosse masc., bog, mossa fern.,

moss. From a different ablaut-grade of the same
root (OTeut. *meus-, metis-} are OE. mios (? masc.)
moss (see MESE sbP), OHG. mios masc., moss

(mod.G. mits masc., neut., moss, lichen
;

in some
dialects bog), ON. myr-r MIKE so.1 Cognates
outside Teut. (f. Indogermamc */;-) are L. muscus

rnoss, OS1. muchu moss, ?Lith. mtisai scum on
sour milk. The Fr. mousse fern.

v
Pr. mossa}, moss,

is prob. of Teut. origin.

MOSS.

All branches of Teut. exc. Gothic have the word or its

cognates in both the senses bog and moss (the plant).
As moss is the characteristic plant of bogs, there is no
reason for doubting the identity of the word in the two
senses. Which is the prior sense is doubtful ; the fact that

the cognates outside leut. have the sense moss only is

not decisive. The sense
*

bog is the only one known in

OE. ; but the use as the name of the plant (called in OE.
metis) presumably existed in OE., as a late adoption from
continental Teut. would be very improbable. The i2th c.

northern form mose (sense 3, quot. cuso) is perh. adopted
from ON. ; it cannot be the ancestor of the mod. form with

unvoiced (s).]

L 1. A bog, swamp, or morass; a peat-bog.

(Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.}

975 Grant in Birch Cartul. Sa.v. III. 646 Of baere die in

bast micle mos ; of ba;m mose in baet sic. c iz6p [cf. PEAT
MOSS i]. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce viu. i67Apon athir syde \Ves
a gret moss, niekill & braid. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 2014 The
mosse and the marrasse. 1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 382/1 pure
Mosse of Penwortham, otherwise called there the Kings
Mosse, in oure Countie of Lancastre. 1486 Bk. St. Albetns

E iv b, In moore or in inoos he hidyth hem fast. 1535 COVER-
DALE Jer. xiv. 6 The wilde Asses shall stonde in the Mosse.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 19 The mos, the mure,
the craigis, and the clewis. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform,
xxxix. 347 He raid throw montanes many, mose, and myre.
a 1706 EVELYN Sylva i. xviii. (1776) 228 In many of the mosses
of the West-Riding of Yorkshire are often dug up Birch-trees

that burn and flame like Fir. 1790 BURNS Tarn o Shanter

7 We think na on the lang Scots miles, The mosses, waters,

slaps, and styles. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. \. v, With anxious

eye he wandered o er Mountain and meadow, moss and moor.

1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. (1815) 259 The great moss of

Cree in Galloway lies close upon the sea, on a bed of clay.
1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. \. 221 The White Nile takes

its origin in a gigantic boggy plain or moss.

b. Wet spongy soil ; bog.
1596 DALRYMFLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 9 Scharpe and

hard hillis full of mosse, more and marrase. 1769 DC Foes
Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) III. 332 A Tract of Ground full

of Holes, filled with a boggy Substance, which in this

Country is called Moss. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 265
The Solway-flow contains 1300 acres of very deep and
tender moss. 1887 STEVENSON Merry Men i, The road ..

went over rough boulders, so that a man had to leap from
one to another, and through soft bottoms where the moss
came nearly to the knee.

2. Border dial. [Short for moss-crop ; see 6 b.]

Cotton-grass, Eriophorum vaginatnm.
1798 R. DOUGLAS Agric. Sum. Roxb. 108 Early in spring,

sheep, in marshy districts, feed much upon the Eriophorum
I aginatum ,

called by the farmers and their shepherds moss.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss. t Moss, the first shoots and the
flower stalks of the cotton grass, Eriophorum vaginatum.

II. The plant.
3. Any of the small herbaceous cryptogamous

plants constituting the class Musci^ some of which
form the characteristic vegetation of bogs, while

others grow in crowded masses covering the surface

of the ground, or of stones, trees, etc. In popular

language, the term is often extended to small

cryptogams of other orders, esp. lichens and lyco-

pods, and occas. to small phanerogams resembling
mosses in appearance and habit.

a. collect. Plants of this kind massed together.
Formerly often referred to as a material for filling the

chinks between roofing slabs or slates, or for stopping
crevices in mill-dams ; also as bedding for cattle.

If 1150 Durham Gloss. t Mnscus, mose. 13*4-5 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 15 Mulieribus colligentibus mosse pro
eodem [stagno]. 1355-6 IJbid. 557 Cum colleccione Bruerae et

Mos pro eodem [molendinoj. ? 1370 Roht. Cicyle 59 Fyftene
yere he levyd thare, Wyth rotys, and grasse, and evylle fare,

And alle of mosse hys clothyng was. 1377 LANOL. P. PI. B.

xv. 282 Poule/r/7j heremita had parroted hym-selue, pat
no man nrijte hym se for mosse and for leues. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xxx. 304 The Walles ben covered alle over
with Mosse. 1447 BOKENHAM Scyntys (Roxb.) 51 A sparow
fedyng hyr bryddes she seye In a nest made of mosh &
cleye. 1485 CAXTON St. Wencjr. 5 The mosse that groweth
vpon the sayde stones smellyth lyke encense. 1502 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees) III. 267 Rogero Sclayter, cW., tegenti super
cameram. .Sclaytston, 4^., ad idem opus, ac del mose, \dn
pro dicto opere. 1523 FITZHERB. Ilusb. 132 Croppe them

[sc. the trees] in wynter that thy beestes inaye eate..the

mosse of the bowes. 1573-4 Ke^uley Accts. (Feuillerat) 193
Torchebearers vj attyred in Mosse & Ivye. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. n. iii. 95 The Trees .. Ore-come with Mosse, and
halefull Misselto. 1626 BACON Sylva 340 Mosse isa Kinde
of Mould, of the Earth, and Trees. But it may be better

sorted as a Rudiment of Germination. 1657 W. COLES
Adam in Eden xv. 31 The last [sort] which is the Mosse of

a dead Mans Skull is oftner brought out of Ireland, then

found with Us. 1712 STEELE^&quot;^/. No. 514 Pa, I saw three

figures seated on a bank of moss. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., There is also a kind of greenish moss growing on human
skulls that have been long exposed to the air, called usnea

humana, or muscus calvarius. The antients made a deal

of use of it as an astringent, &c. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat.

Agric. iv. vi. (ed. 2) 483 Moss is commonly ranked in the

class of vegetables. 1784 COWPER Task i. 270 Hence, ancle-

deep in moss and flow ry thyme, We mount again. 1809
Med. Jrnl. XXI. 398, I packed it carefully in fresh moss.

c 1830 MRS. SHERWOOD in Houlston Tracts III. Ixi. 8 Is it

not a deal, a great deal to me, to see the one whom I love

best in all the world wearing away like moss under a drip

ping rock, from trouble and from weariness. 1864 SKEAT
Uhland s Poems 312 On couch of moss sat Merlin.

fig* 15S9 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk xx, Affirming me to

have brought the realine to mosse. 1679 C. NESSE Anti
christ Ded., Nobility .. is but the moss of time. 1680 H.
MORE Apocal. Apoc. 353 The rest being no p;irt of that

. .Christianity, but at best mere moss and filth added to it.

b. Proverb. A rolling stone gathers no moss \

used to imply that a man who restlessly roams



MOSS.

from place to place, or constantly changes his em
ployment will never grow rich. Hence, in slan
or allusive use, moss occas. = money.
[Cf. Cotgrave s.v. Mousse, Jamais tu ne cueilleras

mousse, Ihou wilt neuer grow rich; from the Prouerbe*Pierre yi se retime n accueille point de mousse ; Pro The
rolling stone gathers no Mosse.]
(1362, 1460: cf. Moss w i a.] a 1541 WYATT Hnv tousethcLourt 4 On the stone that styll doth turne about. There

groweth no mosse. These prouerbes yet do last ic6
J. H EYWooD/V&amp;lt;w.(iS67)26The rollyng stone neuer EatherTh
mosse. .548 BRADFORD Let. in Foxe A. t, Jlf. (,58?) ,662/2A tumblyng stone gathereth no mosse. 1621 SANDERSON
i&amp;gt;erm I. 212 borne men are ever restless, . . every new
crotchet putteth them into a new course. But thes rowlinz
stones carry their curse with them

; they seldom gathermoss a 1633 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 48 He [Raw-
le.gh] foresaw his own destiny; that he was first to roul
. .before he could come to a repose, and as the stone doth
by long lying gather moss.

c. With a and //. : A species or kind of moss.
1562 TURNER Htrtatn. 36 Lichen .. cleueth vnto watery

stones, or such as at the leste are somtyme sprynkled wythwater as a mosse. 169, RAY Creation i. (1692) I00 SuchMosses as grow upon Walls, the Roofs of Houses [ctr l

1785 tA*rrmRo*U*Bft Sot. xxxii. (1794) 49, The Mosses!
have leaves like the more perfect vegetables, distinct from
the stalk. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles m. xiv, On high lien-
more green mosses grow. 1849 LYELL -2nd. Visit U 1 liSwl
II. xxxii. 215, I saw, on the damp ground beneath the trees
abundance of mosses, with scarcely a blade of grass. 1866
Ireas. ot.s.v. Mosses, Small species of.W7. .are some-
times termed Mosses-of course merely on account of their
habit. ,882 VINES tr. Sacks Bot. 903 Such as the Ferns
Equisetacea:, the Mosses, and others.

d. Applied to sea-weed, rare.

1543 TRAHEBON Vigo s Chirurg. (1586) 436 Coraline, coro-
hna, is thought to be Bnon, which is mosse growing to
stones in the sea. 1601 CHESTER Love s Mart. (1878) 8-Mosse of the Sea, and yellow Succorie. !83o TENNYSONMermaid 49 In the hueless mosses under the sea. ISO SMAR L. POOL Boss in Cliapbook III. 478 Granny oftln
wheeled her to the breakwater where she could see the moss
gathered. Ibid., 1 he water had gone far out so that onecould get to one of the ledges where the moss grew.
4. With defining word.
American moss, the dried stems of Florida moss, which

are used m upholstery; animal moss = ./,/.
black moss= Florida moss; Canary moss, Panaclia
perlata, a lichen used for dyeing (Treas. Hot 1866)
Ceylon moss, the common name for Plocaria candid,,
which is imported from Ceylon with some other species
(freas.Bot.); see also quot. 1889; t chin-cough moss
(-diahce-moss (CHALICE 4); club-foot moss = CLUB-MOSS
(Cent. Diet. 1890); Corsican moss (see quot. 1866);Dim moss, Hy:nenostomum (Treas. Bot ) Florida
moss, TiUaadsia. usueoidcs

; flowering moss U &amp;lt;; la)the creeping evergreen plant, Pyxidaiitkera oarotllata: (b)
==moss-ti,ik (see 7 d); (c) Sedumfulehcllum (Britton & Brown
Flora

.1896-8); thairy moss, ? = hair mass (HAIR ^
10); t head moss tsee quot. 1688); heath-moss (see
quot 1753); idle-moss (see quot. 1866); Jaffna moss,Alectoria sartnentosa, a dye lichen collected in Ceylon
(Ireas. Bot. 1866); see also quot. 1889; snake moss
Lycopodium clavatum (Treas. Bot., Suppl. 1874) velvet
moss, Gyrof/iora. murina (Ibid.); white moss, a name
for various lichens. Also BEARD-WOW, Boc-wwjs, GARBAGE
moss, CHALICE moss, CLUB-MOSS, HORNED moss, ICFLAND

first

S

elemeirt&quot;&quot;

!
r&amp;gt; &quot;^ q V

&quot;&quot; ma &quot; W rds r Under their

1597 Hairy moss [see GOLDEN a. 10 b]. 1610 Chin-coughOSS
Yi1t-

CA
&quot;{

&quot;-&quot;&amp;gt;sf,
CHALICE 4]. ,653 WALTON Angleriv. 06 White Moss, which grows on some heaths, and is hard

r ,,j J7S3
CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., llcatk-moss,

Coralloides, in botany, the name of a genus of the mosses
Ibid. s.v. Heatli-moss, Of the Cup-mosses, with less perfect
cups, the following are the known species: i. The skewer
Coralloides. . . It is commonly called horned Moss. i7cxSMARSHALL W. England I. 222 During the winter
months, a West Devonshire Orchard. ., appears as if hungwith hoar frost

; owing to the white moss which hangs in

JX* ,?r
m
j
ts boushs. 1837 GRAY First Lessons Bot.

(1866) 34 We have two or three flowering air-plants in the
Southern States, . . one of them is . . the Long-Moss, or Black
Moss, so called. 1866 Treas. Bot., Moss, Corsican, a sup.posed vermifuge, once in some repute, but now almost ex
ploded. If genuine it should consist ofGracilaria. Hel-

685

C. slang. (See quot.)

MOSS.
r

6. In sense i.

a. General comb., as moss-bank, -bound
-carl, -fitld -ftj-CFoo ^ 2), -gro,:,td, -hole,
-fat (= hole), -soil, -traversin

,

of marl^toT f&quot;

admiraUy ^apted to the applicationot marl. .to the surface of peaty so s. 1527 in Luxe Will,raietham Soc.) I. 25, I will that the sefd john have hemos.se lylds..in the several! h

&quot; *^s A iicir mos
c. similative, as moss-green, -like

- -- , .. ..j, a. ,,, lllrtL UK.
j,eiQ lonn nave

Si^jfi ^W.Sr^feSa
*si**??5ajSs,%iS^SS
Shire, in their &quot;mosse grounds where they dig their Turves&quot;there is great store of it. 1746 Compl. Farmer s v Water
hf flv

A
!
oss
^oles

;,
-frequently answer well for watering- flax, c 1510 Reg. Bnrrougk If. v. b (P. R. O.) Hev hille

lyes betwix the scharthe Hylle and Mosse py tes ,8JANE OBINSON Whitehall A. II. I9 , What ha.h a, y of u?
done, that grace should come and lug us out of the Cos

to which we have strayed of our own folly? ,844
I Hfcxs Bk. Farm 1 1 1 1038, 1 cover with &quot;moss-sods (from

,1, ,i
} a d Perfectly dose

&amp;gt;

he shear of each fittedto the other. 1783 BURNS Address to DM 73 And aft your

,
-

1884 West. Daily Press 29 May 3/7 The rest of the trim

b. In names of plants growing in bogs: as moss-
berry, the cranberry, Vaccinium Oxycoccos; moss-
corn, the silverweed, rotentilla anserina

; moss-
crop, (s) applied to various species of cotton-
grass, esp. Eriophontm vaginatiun and E. poly-
slac/non

; (b) see moss-corn above
; (c) the tufted

club-rush, Scirpui cxsfitostis ; moss-rush, goose-
corn, Jtincus squanviits ; moss-whin, Genista
anglua ; moss-willow, 1 Salixfusca.
173* J- MARTVN Tonrne/ort s Hist. Plants II. 153 Oxv-

coccus. .. Cran.berries, ..
&quot;Moss-berries, or Moor-berries

1868 Kef. U. V. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 178 Amongthem [sc. small fruits] may be noted .. mossberries [etc]1818 HOGG Brownie ofB. etc. II. 269 He [re. a boar] found
nothing to eat, save one or two &quot;moss-corns [etc.], c M7e
Cat/l. Angl. 244/2 (Addit. MS.) A &quot;Mosse croppe. 1696 P*u-KESET Opera /lot._d 76g) II. 201 Juncus Alpinus cum cauda

ma.... Mass-Crops Vestmorlandicis dicitur. 1808-18
J A.MIKSON, Moss-corns, Silver-weed, . . also called Mofs-crotsand Moor-grass. 1815 PunnecuiKs Descr. Turn,/. 53 note.ineir [sc. sheep s] earliest spring food is a plant ocarinaa white cotton head, vulgarly designed Moss-crop. 1870 fLUCAS m Zoologist Sept. 356 Sheep feed greedily on the
lowers of the moor-silk (cotton-grass), or, as it is termed in
the dale [Nldderdale] Mosscrops and cutthroats . 1762W. H UDSON Flora Angl. 130 Juncus cnlmo nudo, . Moss-
rush or Goose-corn. 1863 PRIOR Plant;,. 154 Moor-wlnn,or Moss-wlii,,, a whin that grows on bleak heaths and
mosses. Genista anglica, L. a 1869 C. SPF.NCE Fr. Braes
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;SCarse(i8g8)

60 Lichen, and liver grass, And the *moss
willow Curtain the narrow pass.

e. Special comb. : moss-cheeper, (a) the
meadow pipit, Anthus pratensis; (b) white
winged moss-cheeper, the reed-bunting, Embcriza
sf/iceniclus; moss-earth, earth composed of, or

largely mixed with, peat; moss-flow, a semi-fluid

part of a bog or morass ; moss-oak, oak-wood
preserved in a black state in peat-bogs, etc., bog-
oak

; also, a seat made out of bog-oak ; moss-
reeve, a bailiff or reeve appointed to regulate
claims for land on the mosses (Cheshire Gloss.

1886) ; moss-tenant, the tenant of a moorland
farm

; moss-wood, the wood of trees found buried
in peat-bogs. Also MOSS-HAG, MOSS-TROOPER.

d. Special comb.: moss-agate, a popularname for a variety of agate containing brown or
black moss-like dendritic forms; moss-animal

[imalcule.a bryozoon orpolyzoon (see BBYOZO vandl oLYzoA); moss-basket (see quot.) ; moss-
bass, the large-mouthed black-bass, Wcroptenis
&quot;/&quot;rife (Cent. Diet. 1890); moss-bee -moss-
carder bee (see below) ; moss-box

Coal-mining, a
stuffing-box filled with moss, used in Kind tnd
Uiaudrons method of sinking shafts throm-h
water-bearing strata; moss campion, a dwarf
Perennial, tufted moss-like plant (Silene acaulis]with purple flowers, growing in northern latitudes
moss-carder, also moss-earder bee, Bombus
muscorum, a variety of humble-bee

; moss-eopper
(see quot.); moss-eoral - moss-animalcule (see
above; ; moss-fibre Anal, (see quot. 1906! ; moss-
gold, a fungus, Clavaria muscoides

;
+ moss hair

hair
resembling moss, woolly hair; moss-head

a name given by the negroes of Charleston, South
Carolina, to the hooded merganser, Mcrgus cnciil-
tatns; moss-house, a garden shelter lined or
covered with moss; moss-locust, an American

e for the rose acacia, Robinia hispida ; moss
pink, a species of phlox (Phlox subulata , with
dark purple /lowers, growing on rocky hills and
sandy soils in the central United States; moss-
polyp = moss-animalcule (see above) ; moss-rake,a kind of rake used in gathering Irish moss

; moss-
seat, a mossy seat ; also, a seat

artificially mossed
moss-starch = LifHixijf; f moss-work, (a) de
coration resembling moss; (I/) moss arranged so
as to form a covering. See also MOSS-BACK,
MOSS-ROSE.
1845 J. C. ATKINSON in f roc. Bcrw. Nat. Club II. No i !

132 Chert, hornstone. and moss agate, may be found. 1881
Casselts Nat. Hist. V. 269 The Bryozoa, or &quot;.Moss-animals.

OgoCenturyDict.,
*
Moss-animalcule. 1858 SI.M.MONDS Diet

1 rade,*Moss-basket, a fancy basket for a room,conser\ atory,
Jxc., covered with moss. 1863 Clinmo. F.ncycl. V. 454/1 One of
the most abundant [species of the humble-bee] is the yellowand orange .Moss-tee (Bomlius muscorum), the Foggie of
the Scotch. 1877 H. BAUERMAN in Encycl. Brit. VI. 63/r
Moss-box- I79 i CHARLOTTE SMITH Celestina IV. 191Lichen and &quot;moss campion. 1833 Zoologist XI. 4097 A

&quot;moss carders nest. 1861 PKRCV metallurgy, Fuel, etc. 359
Moss-copper. In copper-works this term is commonly used

to designate those accumulations of filamentous, or moss-
like copper, which are formed in cavities in pigs of certain
kinds of regulus. 1906 CUNNINGHAM Texl-tk. Anat. (ed. 2)

514 The_ fibres which end in the granular layer are called*
moss-Jib, cs. .because, .they present at certain points mo-s-

Ilke thickenings. 1887 HAY Brit. Fungi n 7 Claxaritt

muscoidls, the &quot;Moss-gold. 1689 Land. Ga;. No. 2435/4Run away . .
,
a Negro Man of a Tawny Complexion, with

Mosse Hair. 1888 G. TRUMBL LL Bird Names 7s The&quot;

;&quot;

- . &amp;lt; n*j. uvl,, Itluss, \^OrSlCatl. H SUD f~~ -
&quot;&quot;fa^.

..uv -.iw-J.J-il.vu, l ivoo-A t\\J\il L.L\. I ^r,l rtr^ 11.,- I

&quot;

~l v&quot;

&quot;

c (&quot;r-l&quot;&quot;&quot; J
/J *

&quot;?

posed vermifuge, once in some repute, but now almost ev l684 SIBBALD Scotia, lllustrata. n. II. 22 Titlinna Tit- r?, /

&quot; of
/

n Use a laIF V&quot; 1 ,

I lorl
,

da
,

mo
,

ss

common
^Laurencia.

obtusa ,s frequently substituted. Ibid.,
Ireland as the white winged moss-cheeper . 1803 W. A.TON by aw resemt I- nee tf s fn the bird , crest ,i^Moss, tale, an nlH n^m frtr im^^,,^ , i:_i . .1 i ititJa\ A nVan ;.-&amp;lt;&amp;gt; *i :: T:^::_ _._ j __.!.? .- /

&quot;;/
**&quot;&amp;gt; rcacniuiance 10 ra s t,ret.t. ; 1703

COWPER (title) Inscription for a &quot;^loss-house in the Shrub-

mmon\aiirenca otusa. s frequently substituted. Ibid.Mm, &amp;lt;&amp;lt;-,
an old name for various tree lichens, especiallythose which are

, , r
, especaythose which are pendulous. 1882 J. SMITH Diet. Econ. Plants

r New Orleans Moss. 1884 Casselts Fam
2 A

277 American o reans oss. 14 asselts Fam
Mag. Apr. 316/2 A new material for paper.. is the whitemoss which grows so largely in Norway and Sweden. 1888Honda moss [see moss-hcad in 7 d below]. 1889 G S.BouLGER Uses of Plants 50 Ceylon Moss, Jaffna Moss.
(Mzrococcus lichenioides, Agardh) another of the Floridea;trom Ceylon, Burma, etc.. .now used as a demulcent food
jelly for invalids. 1890 Century Diet., Animal moss.

o. transf. a. An excrescence or incrustation
resembling moss ; esp. the mossy covering of the
stalk and calyx of the moss rose.
1607 TOPSELL. Four-f Beasts 278 The Hedg-hoe..is..beset with sharpe thorney haires,..and those sharpe

prickles are couered with a kind of soft mosse. 1837 TRIVERS &m Amateur s Guide 6 The Double Moss Rose..
covered with that glandular excrescence which we term
moss. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Tray. 10 Coals, over whicha gray, soft moss of ashes grew.

b. Confectionery. (See quots.) ? 06s.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Most, .. Also a kind of fine

Sugar-Work, made by Confectioners, in Imitation of Moss.
I77 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Confectioner, Pastils and
Mosses which are sugar works that may be made in the
season. 1841 Guide to Trade, Baker 64 [Cakes] Mass.
Kub a little rout cake paste through a fine sieve, and it will
look like moss. Gently squeeze a little together, about the
size of half.a-crown, and bake them.

Ireland as the white winged moss-cheeper , 1803 W. AITOM
(title) A Treatise on the origin, qualities, and cultivation of
*Moss-earth. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, viii, The hundreds
forced from their ain habitations to the deserts, mountains,mum unw*M**l\/lU IW U1G UCSC1 IS, IllUUIUaillS,

j

muirs, mosses, *rnoss-flows, and peat-hags. 1785 BURNS
1 Halloween xxiii, He taks a swirlie, auld *moss-oak, For
|

some black, grousome Carlin. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallavid*
i Encycl. (1876) 23 Heclaps his auld bum down on the mossaik
I by the cheek o the chaumer door. 1552 in Picton L fool
i Munic* Rec. (1883) I. 59 *Moss Reeves Thos Eyre Jno

Sudley.
^ 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 496 The obloquy

j

ofbecoming a *moss-tenant gradually became less regarded.
j

1686 PLOT Staffordsk. 217 This *moss-wood (as some call it)
I grew not far from where found.

7. In sense 3.

a. simple attrib., as moss-bank, -bed, -root.

1742 COLLINS Oriental ECL in. 18 The violet-blue, that on
the moss-bank grows. 1830 TENNYSON Merman 39 Soft
are the moss-beds under the sea. 1883 G. MEREDITH
Poetns fy Lyrics 131 Rich with life as moss-roots breathe
of earth In the first plucking of them.

b. instrumental, as /;w-f begrcwn, -bordered^
-dadt Covered, crowned, -inwoven, -lain, -lined,

f -thnimmed, woven.
(1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 150 It es all *mosse be- :

growen and couerd so with mosse and with bruschez. 1668
H. MoRE/7/v. Dial.v, xxxiii. (1713) 507 PJiiloth.. .It was not
still to have ly n unpolished or Moss-begrown. 1849 .M.

ARNOLD New Sirens xxx, By *moss-border d statues

sitting. 1747 LD. LYTTLLTON Mew. Lady 90 Or under

e nscrpon or a oss-ouse n te ru-
bery at Weston. 1824 LOUUON Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) 1816
Roofed seats, boat-houses, moss houses [etc.], are different
modes of forming resting-places containing seats. 1890
Century Diet.,

*Moss-locust. 1656 GUAV Man. Bot. (1860)

332 Plilox subulata (Ground or *Moss Pink). 1879 tr.

HanckeFs Eyol. Man. II. 369 The *moss-polyps (Bryozoa).
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catnl. 195 Sponge-hook, &quot;moss-rakes.

i8o6_ J. BLACK Falls oj Clyde in. i. 139 Upon a *moss-seat

Jamie sits alone, In pensive guise. 1821 SCOTT Kenil-w.

xxxiii, A grotto, ornamented with rustic work and moss-
seats. i6ij G. SANDYS Trav. 181 The compassed roofe
adorned with *mos-worke and Mosaique guilding. 1648
HERRICK Hcsper., To Robin Red-brcst, Laid out for dead,
let thy last kindnesse be With leaves and mosse-work for
to cover me.

tMoss, sb? Olis. [?A use of prec. ; ?orrepr.
some eastern word.] A head of raw silk.

1753 HANWAY Trav. II. I. v. 18 The moss, or head of silk,

often appears fair to the eye, when much coarseness is

concealed under it. Ibid., A moss, which is about 60 inches
in the round, can be most conveniently reeled off. Ibid.,

They generally comb the heads of the mosses to deceive
the buyer.

Moss, sfi.3 Short for Moss ROSE.

HJM uu I/UL j CL uiuuuicu iien. 1009 o. n nv* * *uwn

Roses 103 He admires the . . Mouses, Chinos and Hour bo:; 5.
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Moss (mps), v. Forms: 4-5 mose, 6-8 mos,
7- moss. [f. Moss j^. 1

]

f 1. intr. To become mossy (in various senses).
136* LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 101 Selden Mose}&amp;gt; be Marbelston

bat men ofte ireden. c 1460 in Q. EHz. A cad. (1869) 39
Syldon mossyth the stone

f&amp;gt;at oftyn ys tornnyd & wende.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes \\. iii. 42 Sancho s face moss d,
and his clnnne had a down sprung out.

2. To gather or collect moss.

1700, etc. [implied in MOSSING vbl. sb.}. 1893 MAR. L.
POOL Boss in Chapbk. III. 480 I ve moss d twenty year,V I never slipped to speak of before.

3. trans, t a. To cover with moss. Obs,

(-1420 Pallad. on Husb. m. 365 Do ctey vppon and mose
hit al aboute. Ibid. 419 Bende as a bowe or vynes that

men pleche, And cleme nit, mose it, bynd hit soft abowte.

b. To cover with a growth of moss.
1600 SfiAKS. A. Y. L. iv. iii. 105 Vnder an old Oake,

whose bows were moss d with age. 1797 W. NICOL Sc.

Forcing Gardener 175 Washing the branches and stem of

trees, which are anywise mossed, with soapsuds and sul

hur. 1836 MRS. BROWNING Poefs l
fow v. x. When years

ad mossed the stone. 1862 Macm. Mag. Sept. 426 How was
it [the island) lichened and mossed, ferned and heathered.

Jig. 1660 WATERHOUSE Arms fy Ann. 3 But when they
are sober, learned, and usefull, to let them be Mossed over
with the scurfe of neglect. 1839 BAILEY Festus xxix. (1852)

477 The world shall rest, and moss itself with peace.

fc. To roof with moss (i.e. to put moss between
or under the slates or tiles). Obs.

1591 Chnrchw. Ace. Minchinhampton in Archaeologist
(1853) XXXV. 436 To William Webbe, the tyler, upon a
bargin for mosing and tiling and pynting of the church
house and pentises, vij s. 1657 C/ntrchw. Ace. P-restwich
in Ch. Times 24 Mar. (1005) 395 Pd. to George Milln s son
flbr mossinge the church 01. 06. 08. 1722 Churchw. Ace.

Finfkall($&.\ Pd. for liming mossing y&amp;gt;
Ch ch, 10$. 6d.

d. To cover the tnmks of (cinchona trees) with

moss to increase the yield of alkaloid,

1863-4 W. G. M C !VOK Extractfr. Rep, Govt. Chinchona
Plantations 35 With the permission of Government I will

at once moss from 7,000 to 10,000 of our largest plants. 1876
Encycl. Brit. V. 781/2.

J-4. To remove moss from (trees, etc.). Obs.

1677 Dade&quot;s Prognostication A vij, May. . . Weed your
Hop-Gardens, and take away superfluous Branches, and
Moss your Gardens. 1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 78
If the Moss is much and long, .it may., do well to prune off

the greatest part of the Branches, and to Moss the rest.

5. intr. To work in a peat-bog; to cut and

prepare peats. 1866 W. GREGOR Dial. Banffsh. 115.

Mossalagee, obs. f. MUSSALCHEE.
Mo SS-back. U.S. Also mossy-, [f. Moss

sb^ + BACK s/&amp;gt;.
;

? orig. a perversion of mo$$bunker^\
1. a. A name for the menhaden or mossbunker.

b. A large and old fish, as a bass : so called by
anglers, in allusion to the growth of seaweed, etc.,

which may be found on its back ^ Cent, Diet. 1 890;.
1872 SCHELE DE VERK Americanisms 87 In the State of

New York the same fish [Menhaden] appear under the
name of Mossy Back or Mossbunkers.

2. slang, a. During the civil war in the United

States, one who hid himself to avoid the conscrip
tion for the Southern army.
1872 SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms 283 The Mossy-

kick. ..was the man of the South, who secreted himself in

a remote forest, or an inaccessible swamp, in order to escape
conscription. His name was derived from the quaint fancy
that he was determined to keep in hiding till the moss
should grow on his back . 1890 Century Dict.^ AIoss~back.

b. One behind the times
; one attached to anti

quated notions; an extreme conservative. Often

applied to the farmers of the Western States.

1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 5 Mar. 2/3 Everbody rejoices
over the passage of the bill.. . We say everybody we except
a few intense mossbacks, who were known during the war
as copperheads. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. App. 249
He was followed to the very verge of the wood, and then
the exhausted mossback left him to return to the house.
attrib. x885 N. Y. Sch. Jrnl. XXXI. 245 You visit a poor

drunkard s wife, and in comes the husband, peremptorily
ordering you out of door, quoting the moss-back maxim as
his authority.
So Moss-backed, Mossy-backed adjs.
1893 Outing (U. S.) XXII. 121/2 Earth-worms, fresh from

the garden, will lure many a mossy-backed hermit from his
lair. 1900 Speaker 17 Mar. 644/1 A few malcontents and
mossbacked mugwumps.
Mossbunker (mp-sb^kaj). Forms : 8 mos-

banker, 8-9 mossbonker, 9 mossbanker; 9 (in
Du. form) marshbanker; (in mod. Diets, mass-
banker, marshbunker, morsebonker, mors-

bunker, mousebunker) ; 9- mossbunker. [a.
Du. marsbanker (formerly also masbank], of

obscure etymology.] The menhaden.
1792 [see MENHADEN], 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 222

Mossbonker. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 264 A huge
moss honker. 1868 \V. WHITMAN Poems, Saint an mondc
145, I see ten fishermen waiting they discover now a thick
school of mossbonkers they drop the joined sein-ends in
the water. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 659 The Mossbanker*,
common on the Atlantic coasts of the United States. 1884
GOODE, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. I. 569 This name
[Mossbunker].. [has] evidently

been transferred from the
Scad , or Horse Mackerel ..known to the Hollanders

as the Marshbanker [1888 Amer. Fishes 386 Mars-
banker J. New Jersey uses the New York name with its

local variations, such as Bunker* and Marshbanker .

attrib. 1881 N. Y. Times m. Goode Amer. Fishes (1888)
112 These smacks are engaged in the menhaden or moss-
bunker fishery.

Mosschette, obs. variant of MATCHET.
1827 ROBERTS Voy. Centr. Amer. 36 We gave them Moss-

chettes (or G. R. Cutlass-blades) and a variety of toys.

||
Mosse. Obs. [G. mass measure.] See quot.)

1617 MOKYSON Itin. in. 235 Two small fennings for each
Mosse or measure of wine.

Mosse, obs. form of MORSE sb.-

Mossed (mpst),///. a. [f.
Moss sbl + -ED-.]

Covered over, or overgrown, with moss.

1744 HANMER Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 223 Those moss d

[1623 moyst] trees. 1830 TENNYSON Claribel ii, At noon the

wild bee hummeth About the moss d headstone. 1876 MRS.
OLIPHANT Curate in Charge (ed. 5) I. x. 240 Wild old

gardens and mossed apple-trees.

Mossel(e, -ll(e, obs. ff. MORSEL, MUZZLE.

Mosser (m^ ssi). [f. Moss sbl or v. + -EK *.]

T&quot;

1. One who * mosses
*

or roofs with moss.

1708 Basl&amp;lt;nu Parish Reg. 21 July in Sheffield Gloss. 322

[Buried,] Edmundus Litlewood de Totley, Moser.

2. A moss-trooper.
1854 DENHAM Tracts (1892) 176 These gentry were also

called prickers, riders,.. bogtrottersj niussers, snatcliers.

3. One who works in a moss 1

or bog; one who
is engaged in cutting and preparing peats.
1866 W. GREGOR Dial. Banffsh. 115. 1880 in JAMIESON.
4. A collector or gatherer of moss.
1880 P. FURSIVALL Let. (MS.) 5 Sept. 1895 MAR. L. POOL

Boss in Chapbk. III. 478 Granny had no boat as most of
the mossers had.

Mo SSery. A place where mosses are grown.
1895 Scotsman 25 Oct. 6/6 Visiting the Botanic Gardens

in Glasgow the other day, I observed in the mossery*
..a peculiar-looking selagmella.

Mossful wsfiil), a. [f. Moss sbl + -FUL.]
Full of, or covered with, moss.
1862 CHR. G. ROSSETTI Goblin Market, etc. (1884) 185

Primrose and veined violet In the mossful earth are set.

Mo ss-grown, a.
[f. Moss $bl + GBOWN.]

Overgrown with moss.

13. . Mctr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) m Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.
LVII, 277 A Mos growen wal he gan fynde |?er |&amp;gt;e jate was
wont to be. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7J, in.i. 33 Which, .tombles
downe Steeples, and mosse-growne Towers. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Hk. (1859) 46 Every antique farm-house and moss-

grown cottage is a picture.
l&amp;gt;. Jig. Antiquated.

1893 L. F. TOWNSEND in J. H. Barrows Parl. Relig. II.

1221 Dr. Channing. .saw, as he thought, the speedy, .burial

of the moss-grown doctrines of Bible orthodoxy. 1901 A. B.
DAVIDSON Called of God viiL 215 Even the holiest things
had become mouldy, moss-grown and eaten away.

Mo ss-liag. Sc. [f. Moss sbl + HAG sb.*\
Broken ground from which peat has been taken;
a pit or hole from which peat has been dug.
1816 SCOTT Old Klort. viii, A sour fit o the baits wi sit

ting amang the wat moss-hags for four hours at a yoking.
1818 Hrt. Midi, xii, When I was in the moss-haggs and
moors, wi precious Donald Cameron, and worthy Mr. lilack-

adder. 1884 SI-EEUV Sport xx. 198 Concealing themselves

among the moss-hags before dayoreak.
Hence Mo ss-hagger, adweUeramongmoss-hags.
1902 W. S. CROCKETT Scott. Country xvi. 412 A coveted

sheltering place for many a poor oppressed moss-hager.

Mo-ssify, v. noncc-wd. [f.
Moss j&amp;lt;M + -FY.]

trans. To make mossy. (In quot. absol.}
1822 MIJS. E. NATHAN Langrcath I. 25 You may mossify

and poetize if you choose.

Mossiness (m^sint-s). [f. MOSSY a. + -NESS.]
The condition of being mossy (in senses of the

adj.) ; coner, a mossy substance or growth.
[1538 : see MOSINESS under Mosvrt.) 1558 WARDED. /4/c,m

Seer. i. iv. (1580) 75 b, The firste softe haire, or mossinesse
of the face. 1625 BACON Ess., Gardens (Arb.) 561 That
the Water be neuer by Rest Discoloured, Greene, or Red,
or the like ; Or gather any Mossinesse or Putrefaction. 1725
BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s. v. Oak, The freguent Mossiness of
most Trees on the North Side. 1817 KEATS Spec. Induct,
to Poem 22 Th half seen mossiness of linnets nests. 1893
IJuKRELL & CUTHKLL /(// flfew. 175 A Himalayan forest

is a wealth of leafmess and mossiness.

Mossing (mp-siq), vbl. sb. [-ING 1.] The
action of the vb. Moss in various senses.

1700 O. HEYWOOD Diaries, etc. (1885) IV. 231 Sam. Stocks
came a mossing. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxvii. 355 All
hands, .are out mossing . This mossing, .is a frightfully
wintry operation.
attrib. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Pcrnv. Bark 329 This moss

ing process for renewing the bark

Mossless (musics), a. [f. Moss ;.I + -LESS.]
\Vithout moss

; having no moss.
1880 MARK TWAIN Tramf Abroad I. 201 The mossless

spots were places where repairs had been made by the in
sertion of bright new masses of yellow straw.

Mossoljee, obs. form of MUSSALCHEE.
MOSSOO (masw-). A vulgar mispronunciation

of MONSIEUR, used in representations of illiterate

speech or in derisive allusion to English patriotic

prejudices. Cf. MOUNSEEB.
1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R. Lynne II. vi. 129 You pick out

any Mossoo you like. 1886 ASHBY-STERRY Lazy Minstrel
68 A stout fur-capped Mossoo.

MOSS rose. [Moss sby\ A garden variety of
the cabbage rose, Rosa centifolia ;

so called from
the moss-like growth on its calyx and stalk.

(1731 MILLER Card. Dict. t Rosa Provincialis
t spinosis*

sinta, fedttnculo tnuscoso. The Moss Province Rose.]
1776 Ann. Rtg. 118 Half a guinea for some moss roses.
1800 COLERIDGE Keepsake 30 There, .she sate and stretched
The silk upon the frame, and worked her name Between

the Moss-Rose and Forget-me-n&t. 1888 S. HIBBERD in

Times 20 Aug. 10/3 To the question.. Is the white moss
rose becoming extinct? the proper answer is, No.

Mosstick, obs. form of MAULSTICK.
1658 PHILLIPS, A Mosstick, . . a round stick about a yard

long, which the artist doth rest upon when he paints.

Mo ss-trooper. [Moss sbl i.] One of a

class of marauders who infested the * mosses of

the Scottish Border, in the middle of the seven

teenth century ;
a border freebooter.

1651 WHITELOCKE Mem, 14 Feb. (1853) 111.289 The Scots,
in a village called Geddard..set upon captain Dawson as
he returned from pursuing some moss-troopers. ai66i
FULLER Worthies^ Northumb. (1662) n. 303 A sprigg of
these Borderers hath lately been revived (disguised under
the new name of Moss-Troopers). 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr.
i. xix. 1849 MACAULAY Hist* Eng, iii. I. 294 A single troop
of dragoons.. was stationed near Berwick, for the purpose
of keeping the peace among the mosstroopers of the border.

b. transf. A bandit or raider.

1701 COLLIER tr. M. Anton. 187 A fourth sort value them
selves extremely upon their Hunting the Sarmatian Moss
Troopers. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 121 These
moss-troopers of the east, 1900 L. S. AMEHY Times Hist.
War S.Afr. I. viii. 188 Dr. Jameson and his band of moss
troopers.

So Mo sstroopery, the practices of the moss

troopers ;
Mo ss-trooping vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. \. xxi, A stark moss-trooping
Scott was he. 1845 CAKLTtsCnmrttV#Yi II. 150 Rebellion
. . with much raosstroopery and horsestealing. 1881 J.
RUSSELL Haigs v. 89 A moss-trooping and reiving race.

1884 GARDINER Hist. Eng. I. 338 Still, the old mosstroop-
ing spirit was not to be changed in a day.

Mossy (mp si), a. [f. Moss sbl + -yi.]
I. [Ct. Moss j.i L]

1. Sc. and dial. Marshy, boggy, peaty.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I. 35 This land

.. will be sax, sevin, or viii cubites hich of fat mossie

ground as glew, bot maist barren. 1661 J. CHILDREY Brit.

o yon wild, mossy moors. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II.

175 The rains of so many ages subsiding on the Tower
grounds, have converted most of the extensive plains into

mossy morasses. 1845 New Statist. Acct. Scot*

Many of the natives drink mossy and surface water.

II. [Cf. Moss sb.i IL]
2. Overgrown or covered with moss, abounding

in moss. Also of a fountain, spring, pool, etc. :

Encircled with moss; issuing from, or existing in,

a moss-grown rock, etc.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v, Muscosns, Solnm muscosum,
a mossie grounde. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 41
The Mossie barke of an A*h. 1628 W. UISLE] tr. Virg.
Bncol. vii. 61 Ye mossy Fountaines [L. mnscosifontes\ and
yee Hearbs which bee Softer then sleepe. 1665 BOYLE
Occas. Refl. n. ii. (1848) 18 To.. conjure up wormeaten
Carkases out of their Mossy Graves. 17x1 Poi-t; Messiah
3 The mossy fountains, and the sylvan shades,.. Delight no
more. 1818 SHELLEY Woodman fy Nightingale 23 And
every bird lulled on its mossy bough. 1875 MBS. RAN-
IJOLPH W. Hyacinth I. 3 The soft mossy turf. 1885-94 R-
BRIDGES Eros

&amp;lt;y Psyche Oct. iv, Echo, sweet Echo, watch

ing up on high, Say hast thou seen to-day my love go by,
Or where thou sittest by thy mossy spring?
3. Covered with something resembling moss ;

appearing as if covered with moss
; downy, velvety.

15.. An Other Balade in Chaucer s Wks. (1561) 344 b,

O Mossie Quince hangyng by your stalke. 1573 in Cun
ningham Rmelsat Crt. (1842) 58, vj paier of Mossy buskins.
1602 DOLMAN La Primaiid. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. ?q6 The
myrrh which heere wee haue. .is blacke, and as if it were
scorched, mouldy and mossie on the outside. 1668 WILKINS
RealChar. 112 Bearing mossy flowers. 1837 T. RIVERS A&quot; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;

A mateurs Guide 5 The Moss Rose, or Mossy Provence Rose.

4. Resembling moss; formerly applied to down or

young growth of hair. Cf. MOSY a.

1579 E. K. Gloss, to Spenser s Shcph. Cal. May 187
Young and mossie heares. 1585 HIGINS tr. jfnnius Nomend.
18 Ephebus..^. stripling, that hailing passed 14 yeares, be-

ginneth to haue a mossie beard. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

$ P. 390 His Beard is Cut neatly, and the Whiskers kept
in Cases,. .not so mossy or slovenly, as either Turkish or

Indian Mahometans. 1796 KIRWAN Eletti. MM. (ed. 2) II.

132 It [sc. malachite] is found either massive, or. .mossy.
1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kittgd., Ccelent. 83 The
slender mossy threads which compose the connecting stem
of smaller species. 1887 D. MAGUIRE A rt Massage ii. (ed. 4)

19 The strigil is a bent instrument in the form of a sickle

mossy on its edge, and terminating with a handle at one of
its extremities, the other rounded off and mossy.

f5. slang QIjocular. Stupid, dull. Obs.

1597 Pilgr. Pamass. \\. 168 Woulde anie leaden Mydas,
anie mossie patron, have his asses ears deified, let him [etc.].

1597 \st Pt. Return fr. Parnass. i. i. no Mossy idiotts.

1602 wdPt. Returnfr. Parnass. n. 1. 574 Mossy barbarians

the spectators be, That sit and laugh at our calamity.
6. Comb.) as mossy-chinned, -footed^ -tinctured

adjs.; mossy-back, -backed a. (see MOSS-BACK),
mossy-cup oak, the bur-oak, Qttercus macrocarpa
mossy stonecrop,6V&amp;lt;/x//tfr?y(Syd.Soc.Lex. 1891).
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxix. (1737) no A .* Mossy-

chin d Demy-giant. 183* Planting 11$ (Libr. Usef. Knowl.)
The American *mossy-cup oak. 1883 MEREDITH Woods of
Westermain 16 *Mossy-footed squirrels leap, Soft as winnow-

ing plumes of Sleep. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 381 When . .

whitening down their *mossy-tinctured stream Descends
the billowy foam.

Most (mJust), a. (j.) and adv. Forms ; a. I

meest, (rneesB), Merc, and Kent. m6st, 3 masst,

2-5 most. 3 meast, 4 meste, 5 Norfolk myst.



MOST.

P. i north, mist, (maast, miis*), 3-5 mast t*
Orm. masst), 4-6 moste, moost(e, (5-6 .SV. itar.
moiste), 3- most; also 5V. and north, dial 4-7
mast(e, 4-6 mayst, 6 maiste, 4-9 maist fo
meast). [Com. Teut. : OE. msssl (Northumb.
mast) = OFris. mast, maest, OS. /rf (Dti. meest)OHG. (MHG., mod.G.) ;m/, ON. mtst-r (Sw
Da. wt-rf), Goth. ateuAr:-OTeut. *maisto-, formed
With superlative suffix -z.r/0- (see -EST) from the
root of *maiz, Mo aj/o.
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r?Presen a ive of the Com.leut. type, has been found only m Northumbrian, but it is
not rta,n that it existed only ,n that dialect. The ordinaryOE. form (WS. mzst, Kentish m/st) has abnormal umlautand seems to descend from a prehistoric *md-ist, a re-formal
lion due to a consciousness of the grammatical relation of
the word to md Mo. The umlaut form survived, in the
south, down to the i sth c., but seems to have now entirely
disappeared even in dialects. (The igth c. northern formmmt represents OS.mJti ; the coincidence with the earlyME. meast :-OE. mxst ,s accidental.) The establishmentof most as the only form m the midlands and south was
probably due to the influence of the related ma, more
Ihe southern form most, occasionally spelt moist was

often used,
esp

in rimes, by the Sc. poets of the i 5-i6t h c.]A. adj. (Ihe senses i, 2, 3 express respectively
the superlative of the three adjectival notions now
denoted by great, muck, and many.)
1. = GREATEST a., in various applications,
t a. with reference to size, bulk, or stature. Obs

ciooo Ags. Gasp. Matt. xiii. 32 Soolice banne hyt wexaS
hyt ys alre wyrte mast, c 1220 Bestiary 500 Cethegrande
is a ns oe moste oat in water is. 13.. E. E, AUit P B
385 pe moste mountaynez on mor benne was no more drysec 1450 Merlin xiv. 210 Kynge Clarion, that was the mosteman of the hoste of alle the Geauntes. 1548-77 VICARY
, &quot;*/: .

v l888 ) 30 The braine is diuided into three cartes
of which the foremost part is the moste.
tb. with reference to amount or degree, (a)As superlative of comparison : Greatest in degree

or extent, often passing into utmost
, chief

pccas.
used predicatively. (6) As intensive super

lative : Very great. Obs.
(a.) 1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. xi. 6 ponne ba;t refeohtmast:

wasre.. cnoo ORMIN 5328 pe maste lufe he shswebb
bser patt am; mann ma?? shaswenn. c 1386 CHAUCER Sar s

r.u
9
u
Bu eueremoore hir mooste wonder was How bat it

[the hors] koude go and was of bras. 1470-8* MALORYArthur xv,,. v. 695 The swerd fayled hyn? at his mZI
?1 J .f

IS
,

86
,.

SANPE S &quot; Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) II. ,. I9O,I had the Italian & Spanish tongues, by which their most
!
ra

o
qS.

e
,.

n that countrey !s -

&amp;lt;3
SHAKS. Meas. forM in

1.78 Ihe sence of death is most in apprehension. I7o2

ind jndtiitrv
( 7IO)^ The most imasinable fatigue

( c- 1380 WYCLIF Whs. (1880) 174 pes prestis bat wole not
helpe here maistris out of bis moste peril. 1479 J. PASTON
^ \\AC }\.

266 l wry ht not so largely to yow as Iwold do, for I have not most leyser. ,555 i,, Strype Eat.

, nf ;L
172 n - A

.PP-
x1 &quot; - &quot;8 So likewise is freewil a most

untruth undoubtedly.
c. said of a numerical aggregate, proportion,

etc. Obs. except in the phr. (the) most part.Most part (without article) may be used advb. In quotc 1205 the adverbial accus. mesten itel is used subst as a
nominative.
r 1205 LAY. 7864 And heom sselliche i-Iomp bst mesten da;lcom a lond. a 1225 Ancr. R. 330 Scheome is be meste del

. . of ure penitence, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. \Vace (Rolls)
12839 In to be most pres Ider ben sprong. 1483 CAXTON
t.old. Leg. 394/2 1 he moste parte of the peple ofthe cyte.c .5&quot; [see DEAL

,i|
, d]. 1532 in Thanes Cawdor (SpaIdmg Club) ,55 The landis and barony of Schancar or themast part thereof. ,579 ,n ,oM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 429 The most noumber shall have the choice and

687

ff. Const, m, of. Obs.
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h
l ,

qU
fi!
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^ ni?
the des gnati n f a person : En

titled to the designation in the highest decree Obs

MOST.

d.To make the most offtto make most of).
( To employ to the best

advantage; (/,) To treatwith the greatest consideration; W To rewesenor exhibit at the best or worst

the chjef th
-

fa
.

what... most. 0fc.exc.rtYa/.
a 1450 A&amp;lt;. flfe / TV.,,,- 65 The most thinge that greuidi

SSSEiSaifl^li
6. Governed by a prep, forming an advb. phrase,a. At most, at the most (ME. atte meste) A

qualifying phrase, attached to a quantitative de
signation to indicate that the amount, number, or
quantity ,s the largest admissible. Also in wider
sense, appended to a statement to denote that it ex-

^^S^^sS^^He spak y.now for o_day at fe meste. in Tr.^l^l

and most thmge that I desire is that [etc.]

j% t Most end (olis.), most an end dial [? OE
&quot;msestan ende, advb. accus.] : see END sb 5 c
2. With sb. in //. (f occas. with the] : The

greatest number of; the majority of. *f Most times,
usually, in the majority of cases.

&amp;lt;\o^m^e
C
m

r&quot;&quot; &quot;&quot; 894 & h m m n enc mid
o)&amp;gt;rum

rin
7

|
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u ^ P
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B X * I5 A &quot;d wh ^at moste &quot;marriescan be myldest of berynge. 1473 WARKW. Chron. (Camden)

S Whereof the most peple were sory. 1579 Lnv,M,l
(Arb.) 53 Vertue ,s harboured in the heart of him that mostmen esteeme mishapen. 1628 Bp. HALL Old Relig Dedhave passed my mos

&amp;lt; and best hours in quiet meditation
1643 IRAPP Connn. Gen. xxiii. 7 Abrahams behaviour tothese Humes may shame the most Christians. 1701 TUT-TELL Descr. $ E.rpt. Math. Instrnm. i Most Questions in
Anthmetick. ,888 BRYCE Amer. Com,,. 1 1. Ix. 427 Par v
loyalty is strong enough, with most people.

t b. With sit. in sing. : Numerically strongest.
1638 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 487 It was

. .agreed upon, by comon consent and most voice in oppen

ne
degree of Longitude under the

700 . . tr. ryes o)
of most part of Hungary.

&. For the most part (also ^ party, ^deal):
usually ;

m the main, f Also rarely without the.

Jffl&t S
EA

r
^
V

1 d) &quot; CI4 MA &quot;NDEV. (18,9) xxix.
294 Ihei ho den for the moste partye, the..gode manneres,as men of the Contree aboue seyd. 1525 LD BFRNFRSfnto. (i8), I. ccccxxvi. 746 Y.

V
Iorde ff

3
Coucy w?S

Mortayn. .and there refresshed hym and his company; buttor the most partye he hymselfe was with the kynK at
I urney ,545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 90 For the moste
parte when there be two at once, the one is masculyne,and the other femenyne. 1561 T. HOBY tr. CattffiimZ
Courtyer in. Ggij, For moste part these kinde of in-
lurious persons, are menne wel stricken in yeeres. 1647JRAPP Comm. 2 Cor. vii. 3 Such faithful friends are in this
age all tor the most part gone in pilgrimage. 1715 ADDJSON
J-ree/ioUer No. 20 p 8 Arouse of Commons, which, must
consist for the most part of Landed Men. 187! SMILES
Charac. Yin. (,876) 220 Men of the greatest genius havebeen for the most part cheerful, contented men.

_
t e. with reference to (a) power, authority ; (b)

importance, consequence. Most master: ruler,
commander; also, one who is master in a
contest, etc. Obs.
cg$o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. i Hia cueSende huelc
:nes Bu maast is ,n nc heofna. a izzs Leg. Kath. 816 pemeast kempe ,s icud & kenest of ow alle of e creft. c 1330

ivill. Palenie 2735 pe segges were a-slepe. .al but be mest
maister. 1381 WVCLIF Matt. xxii. 38 This is the firste and
the most maundement. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xxi. i. 840He that was the moost kyng and knyght of the world. 1371CAMP,ON Hist. Irel. iii. (I633 ) 9 Turffe and Sea-coales

,

is their most fuell. ,59 i SHAKS. , Hen. W, ,. iii. 149hheele dandle thee like a Baby: Though in this place i

most Master weare no Breeches

3. Existing in the greatest quantity, amount, or
degree ; the greatest amount or quantity of.
This use, like the corresponding uses of much and more

prob arose mainly from the absolute use 5, with virtual ellipl
sis of

o/. When used with abstract sbs. this sense is hard
to distinguish from the obsolete sense greatest (i b)
ci38o WYCLIF.SW. Wks. III. 406 Bot moste harm in bis

mater stondes in bis ; bat bei perverte bo feythe of bo gospel
ci46o Tffumeley Myst. iii. 16 Of all angels in brightnesGod gaf lucifer most hghtnes. 1502 ARNOLDE C/iroii (181 1)
16 Our trewe men doo vs to vnderstonde that moost prayentrand leste profyt myght falle to the same cite and to me
1720 OZELL Vertofs Rom. Rep. I. ,v. 20 At those tumuU
tuous Assemblies, .such had most Authority as could make
most Noise. i727 SWIFT Gulliver s Let. to Sympson Wks
1751 IX. 143 Have not I the most Reason to complain?
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xvi. 42 The work will. .

have most power which was begun with most patience.
II. absol. (quasi-rf.)

4. Absolute uses of sense I. The greatest persons
(or, rarely, things) ; chiefly, with reference to rank
or importance. Usually in association with least.

Now only poet, in most and least - all without
exception (in ME. verse often as a metrical tag).

ci25o&amp;lt;7?. t, Ex. 198 And for his sinne oc he to munen,
oat moste and leiste him ben binumen. a 1300 Cursor M.
1659 Fra be mast dun to be lest Sal neber Hue ne fouul ne
best, c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s T. 75 We wol. .Chese yow a
wyf . . Born of the gentilleste and of the meeste Of al this
land. 1483 CAXTONGo/rf. Leg. 59 b/i, Moyses..gadred all
the most of byrthe. 1526 TINDALE Heb. viii. n They shall
a knowe me, from the lest to the moste off them. 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso vm. Ixxii, Enuenoming the hearts of most
and least. 1879 BROWNING Plieidippides 78 Then praise
Pan who fought in the ranks with you most and least.

5. The greatest amount or quantity.
CII22 O. E. Citron, an. ion, ponne hi mzest to yfele Jedon

hasfdon. a 1200 Moral Ode 112 pe 3e lest wat biseio ofte
mest. cizoo ORMIN 15278 piss folk iss lazhesst,& tiss lott

J J1_1_L L-l . -I T^&quot; !_.. .. l^/. ..

Poems Iviii. 29 Quha maist hes than sail maist repent. 1648
GAGE West Ind. 162 Four hundred Crowns had been the
most that my old Predecessor had given yearly. Mod. This
is really the most that I can concede.

fb. Const, genitive. Only OE. and early ME.
&amp;lt;:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxiv. 3 ForSajm ban he bnrh

oaet mseje maest bearna begitan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
169 Mest manne him gremede mid scorne. n 1225 St.
Marker. 6 Ant tu schalt wummon meast wunne ant weole
welden.

fc. All (one s) most: (one s) utmost. Obs. In

quot. used advb.

should be at most ancillary to that&quot;of&quot;the

J

doctor.
t b. For the most. For the most part. Obs

1-1531 LATIMER m Strype Eccl. Mem. ^822) I. , 77 Those
other, for the most, teach nothing, but that whych ys mai

;

fot m the Scripture. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for .)/.* ?

&quot;

445They say best men are moulded out of faults, And for the
|

most, become much more the tetter For being a little bad
t c. With the most. In the utmost decree in

the greatest quantity ; to the full. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 2547 Ah Menbriz dude vnwreste he wes swikemid ban meste. ,3.. Guy Wa, .. (A.) 274 Now G i in

gret tempest Some he makeb wib be mest [MS. C. SoroweHe maketh with the moste] Of Felice bat feir may. a ,440Sir Degrev. 1404 Ther ware metus with the maste I do -ow

Pu3?V f,
1

!?

86 S
n
H - SIDNF.Y Godly Let. to his so*

riiiltp, teed them well, and pay them with the most. 1628

,

C
\ i-

l:e &quot;s s
P&amp;lt;Ufg3/r. 10 Our grateful! acknow-

ledgement of his Goodnesse, when it is with the most is
out a slender requitall for his Benefits.

7. (Construed as//.) The greatest number. Now
usually without article ; in early use most and the
most were both common.

a. The most numerous part of an aggregate
specified or implied ; the majority. Const.^/
1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. i. 77 Moost of all the barons

..assayed alle by rewe but ther myght none spede i5COVERDALE Matt. xi. 20 The cities, in the which most of his
miracles were done. jS88 J. UDAI.L Diotrefhes (Arb) 12The most of them woulde neuer deale in that lawe at home
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 504 For she seemes a MistresseTo most that teach. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi s Banish d
I trg. 173 Moste of the Fleete came lagging on by ones and
two s. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. TJievenofs Trav. n. 32 Most of
these Divans have large Windows. 1767 Jrnl. Byron s
Voy. round World 10 The most of the priests are negroes
1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. vm. 63, I looked over a
number of fine portraits, most of them of persons now dead
1852 G. W. CURTIS Wand, in Syria 161 We found a spot
less dreary than the most. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 9,
I found a number of persons, most of whom I knew 1882
STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (!884 ) 30 The most of mi-
patrons are boys.

b. = Most persons : the majority of people.
1608 WII.LF.T Hexapla Exod. 38 The most here doe vn.

derstand this signe. 1670 LADY MARY BERTIE in i2//( Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 21 Upon the Queene s Birthday
most wore embraudered bodys. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 22/4A gentleman . . who felt the infirmities of age at an earlier

period than most do. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea
i, Her indifference was towards . . most who crossed her
daily path. 1852 M. ARNOLD Youth ofNature 71 Sunk ..
Too deep for the most to discern.

B. adv.

1. As a superlative of comparison : In the greatest
degree; to the greatest extent, a. qualifying a
verb, a ppl. adj., or an adjectival or advb. phrase.
1:893 K. JLFRED Oros. i. iv. i para nytena meolc be hy

maist bi libbao. a 1200 Moral Ode 217 pe be deb is wille
mest, he haueS wurst mede. c 1200 OKMIN 2595, & ;ho batt
cwemmde himm allre mast Off all mannkmn onn eorbe.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 238 Most of alle his herte is set. .upon
these grete Offices, a 1450 MYRC Festial 24 For bat a man
loueth most yn bys world, bat ys callet his god and his
mawmet. 1537 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 104 The
Bishopp of Rochester . . had occupied preachinge most at
Pawles Crosse of any bishopp. 31548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VIII 107 b, He., thought it most for his honor
& profile. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 3 The soyle is

most plentifull, sweete, . . and fruitfull of all other. 1723
DK. WHARTON True Briton No. 26. I. 228 Their most
obliged Creatures have shunn d them most. 1790 BURNS
To Gentl. who sent a. Newspaper 3 How guess d ye, sir,
what maist I wanted ? 1853 M. ARNOLD Scholar-Gipsy viii,
For most, I know, thou lov st retired ground !

b. Prefixed to an adj. or adv. to form the siiperl.
For the conditions under which the comparison with more

and most is used, see MORE adv. i b, c.



MOST. 688 MOTATORY.

r3o Halt Meid. (MS. Bodt.) 1. 585 For J?ah he beo

richest,., be alre measte poure be him to were cheoseS, is

him wel icweme. 1390 GOWER Con/, I. 52 The moste prin

cipal of alle. ci4oo MAUNDEV. (1839) v- 56 This Weye is

most schort. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \\. i. 227 Ebbing men,
indeed (Most often) do so neere the bottome run By their

owne feare, or sloth. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 283
Hee had some warres .. against the Christians, more vn-

naturall against his brother, but most most vnnaturall

and monstrous against his sonne Selym. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. I. 146 The most sweete wa ke that ever I beheld. 1725
T. THOMAS in Portland Papers VI. (Hist. MSS. Cornm.)
122 One of the Kirks most Commodious for its largeness.
1818 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895)698 These lectures will be found

by far the most interesting . . of any that I have yet delivered.

i8ga Bookman Oct. 27/2 The most dogged of fighters, the

most dangerous of enemies.

c. prefixed pleonastically to the superl. of the

adj. or adv. Now on\y poet, exc. in illiterate use.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 279 The most fairest Damy-
selles that inyghte be. 1535 [see HIGHEST B. i]. 1586 A. DAY
Kng. Secretary I. (16251 40 The three battels . . by him in

his most yongest yeares so miraculously foughten. 1683
PKNN Let. cone. Pennsylvania 6 One of the most wretchedst

Spectacles in the World. 1878 T. HARDY Ret, Native IV.

vii, I was always first in the most gallantest scrapes in my
younger days ! 1881 E. H. HICKKY in Macm. filag. XLIII.
236 My most extremes! time of misery.

2. As an intensive superlative qualifying acljs.

and advs. : In the greatest possible degree.
For the ceremonial titles, Most Christian^ Most Honour

able, Most Noble, Most Reverend, etc., see those adjs.

1508 DUNBAR Poems vii. 3 Most wyse, most valyeand, most
bureat hie wictour. 1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 i The
Kynges mooste Rial! Magestie. 1559 ABP. PARKER Corr.

(Parker Soc.) 70, I ought and do, acknowledge my most
bound duty, to be a faithful orator for your grace during
my life. 1602 SHAKS. Ham, \, \, So Oh horrible, Oh horrible,
most horrible. 1631 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. 111.205
To the King s most excellent Majesty. 1634 SIR T. HKR-
BERT Tra^i. 183 The rinde or skin peeles off most easily.
1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. in. III. 316, I am, Sr

, your
most affectionate friend and servant, Sunderland P. 1710
HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 351 A most vile, stinking

Whigg. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to EarlChesterjield\r\ Bosivcll^
1 am. .your lordship s most humble, most obedient servant.

1853 DICKENS Let. 21 Sept., Ever .. Most affectionately

yours, 1879 BAIN Higher ngl. Grain. 150 His argument
was most convincing.

t 3. Mostly; for the most part. Obs.

1300 Citrsor M, 2118 pis land lies mast vnto be south
her be blamen mast er cuth. 1451 CAPGRAVE Life St. Aug.
(E.E.T.S.) 1/27 We rede of hym bat whan he cam to Itrne

dyuers sciens which were ban most in Greke tonge bat he
hated be Greke letteris and loued weel be Latyn. 1523
FITZHERB. Hnsb, 21 They vse most topul them [i.e. certain

weeds] vppe with iheyr handes. 1530 PALSGR. 598/1 Where
kepeth he his resydence moste ? 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. 11.

ii. 9 Although . . States are most collected into Monarchies.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr, i. ii. (1636) 72 Those that now in-

habite Egypt, are most Moores. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle
(1768) 107 As to the Nature of the Inhabitants, they are

most of a tawny Complexion, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826)

III. 388 He took most to silence, ..yet, when he did speak,
it was much to the purpose.

fb. Qualifying alt. (In this use the sense * for

the most part passes into that of nearly*: see

ALMOST.) Similarly everich mest, nearly every one.

a 1000-1130 [see ALMOST i]. a izoo Moral Ode 7 Mest al

bet ich habbe idon bi-fealt to child-hade, c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Hon. 181 Mast alle Je hund limen hersumieS be on re

wombe. am$Ancr, R, 88 Euerich mest, haueS on olde

cwene to ueden hire earen. c 1230 Halt Meid. 103 As
gentille wimmen mest alle nu o worTde. 1627 SCLATER Rxp.
2 Thess.\\\. 12 (1629)275 Wee are most all of Issachars Tribe:
therefore vsually choose callings of greatest ease.

4. Almost, nearly. Obs. exc. dial.

It is doubtful whether this is not merely an aphetic form
of almost (Sc. aniaist) ; it is often written *maist

t *most.
a 1584 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie

&amp;lt;f-

Slae 243 Sum tyme I

musit and maist gane mad. 1613-39 * JONES in Leoni
Palladia s Archil. (1742) II. 49 This Architrave returns the

Cornice most to the solid of the Pilasters. 1621 LADY M.
WROTH Urania 541 Her forehead was most couered with
her Hat. 1785 BURNS Addr. Deil xvi, Ye. .gied the infant

warld a shog, Maist ruin d a . 1808 FORSVTH Beauties
Scotl. V. 344 The distance of most three leagues. 1855
THACKERAY Newcomes xxv, Most everybody s here. 1874
J. W. LONG Amir. Wild-fowl Shooting 151 You. .wade
out, most to the edge of the open water.

fC. Comb. : mostwhat adv., for the most part

(common in iyth c.), also quasi-aw^., the greater

part of; mostwheu adv., most frequently, on most
occasions ; mostwhere adv., in most places.
(1175 Lamb. Horn. 137 pesne lehter habbeS mest hwat

alle men. a 1300 Cursor M. 14571 pe freindes bou has aur-

quar, We wat mast quat er
t&amp;gt;ai

b.ir. a 1400 in Halliwell
Kara Math. (1841) 56 A Tretis of Geometric wherby you
may knowe the heghte, depnes, and the brede of mostwhat
erthely thynges. 1494 FABYAN Chron. \. cxxxvii. 123 The
kynge kepte mooste what his paleys. 1562 J. HEYWOOD
Prozi.

&amp;lt;$ Epigr. (1867) 164 Here and there sum: But most
when and most where no sum doth cum. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions i. (1887) 3 The parentes and freindes with whom
I haue to deale, be most-what no latinistes. 1602 CAREW
Cornwall 13 b, The Lord of the soyle is most-where allowed
libertie to place one workman in euerie fifteene for himself.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. i. 5 That State. .being most
what supported by the Supreme Power of their Two Con
suls. 1737 in N. 4- Q. 8th Ser. (1895) VII. 405/1 This Month
was mostwhat inclin d to wet and very changable wether.

Hence fMa sthede [-HEAD], supreme greatness,

majesty; tM ostness, maximal size.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter \xv\i\. 3 God ofmasthede Bannered he.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
&amp;lt;V

Setv. 99 From the leastness and
mostness, not from the things themselves, it is, that [etc.].

Most, obs. form of MUST sb. and v.

-most (m&amp;lt;J&quot;st, mdst, mast), suffix , forming adjs.
in the superlative degree (many of which are also

used as advs.), is an altered form of OE. -mest

(
= Goth. -umist\ a combination of two distinct

OTeut. (and Indogermanic) superlative suffixes,

-mo- (which occurs, e.g., in OE. forma first,

hindema last, and in L. primus first), and -isto-

-EST. Those OE. superlatives in -mest which either

descend from OTeut., or are extensions of OTeut.

superlatives in -mo-, are formed not on adjs. but on

prepositional or demonstrative stems ; examples
are yffewest (see AnXBXOST), /ferffMI* 01 fyrwest
FOREMOST, inmest INMOST, nitiemest lowest, ufe-
mest or jrfcmtst (see OVEMEST), utmest or ytmest

UTMOST, Jw;^ (
= Goth, auhitmists) highest; the

only instance (among the words belonging to this

primary group
1

, of formation on an adj.-stem is

midwest MIDMOST. On the analogy of these older

words, the suffix -mest was in OK. used to form

superlatives of several adjs. of local and temporal
signification, as lseJmest

t
sitiemest latest, astme$t&amp;gt;

westmest (also westewa), itor$?nest t snSmest.

In late OE. the adjs. in -mest came to be regarded
as compounds of nimst MOST, as the frequent spell

ing -msest shows. The subsequent history of the

written form of the suffix coincides with that of

the adj., exc. that the absence of stress led to the

occasional retention of the spelling -mest (beside
the quasi-etymological -most} down to the i6th c.

In mod. English the formal pronunciation of the

suffix is assimilated to that of the adj., though

colloq. the normal pronunciation (mast) is usual.

As the superlatives in -west, -most corresponded
to comparatives in -er, analogy led to the insertion

of r or er before the suffix : thus aftemest was in

early ME. altered to aftermest, and ovemest was

replaced by overmost. In the i5th and i6th c. the

suffix -most (interpreted as identical with MOST a.)

was added to many comparatives in -er, on the

analogy of earlier adverbial formations in -MORE,
as in furthermost, hindermost, innermost^ lower

most, outermost, uppermost, uttermost*

In ME. and modem English, the suffix has been

appended to certain positive adjs. ; to sbs. used

adjectively, as in backmost, bottommost, topmost \

and to advs., as in downmost, upmost, hithermost.

The restriction of the application of the suffix to

words denoting position in place, time, or serial

order, which existed in OE., has almost universally
been adhered to in the subsequent formations; the

only exception, in a word that has obtained any

degree of currency, is bettermost. The only other

violations of the rule occur in mere nonce-words,
as in the following quot.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Ded. Sonn. i, To Maidens Blush, Accept
a Heart which to Your Highnesse owes whole Hecatombs
of Happy-most Desires.

Mostache,-chium,-choe, obs. ff. MOUSTACHE.

Mostar-de-velis, variant of MUSTERPEVILLERS.

Moste, obs. form of MUST sb. and v.
t MOIST a.

Moster, var. MOISTURE v.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 87 The cricket . . He useth .. to

die and bore in the harde Earth and mostered places.

Moater, obs. form of MUSTER.
Mostesa, -tese, obs. forms of MESTIZO.

Mostic(k, obs. variant forms of MAULSTICK.

Mostliiigs Cnitfu-stlirjz). dial. [f. MOST a. +
-LING ^, -LINGS.] Mostly, for the most part; usually.
1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. s.v., It s mostlings rainy

now-a-days, I think. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. I. 35
That greasy green coat ye mostlins wears. 1889 TENNYSON
Owd Roti 38 But Dicky, the Ghoast moastlins was nobbut
a rat or a mouse.

Mostly (mJu-stli), adv. [f. MOST a. + -LY 2
.]

1. For the most part ;
in the main.

1594 CAREW Huartfs Exam. Wits 42 Mostly he made
complements of verses very well compc ~ed. 16*7 W. SCLA
TER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 42 Our Religion is mostly talke
and discourse. 1719 W. WOOD Sn&amp;gt;. Trade 82 The Goods
after they are manufactured are mostly sent Abroad. 1850
CARLVLE Latter-d. Pawph. vi. Parliaments, Twenty-seven
millions mostly fools. 1904 H. BLACK Pract. Self-Culture
iii. 77 A man whose mind has been mostly fallow ground
will not easily take to the mental plough and hoe.

f2. In the greatest degree; to the greatest

extent; most. Obs.

1691 Emilianne s Observ. Janm. Naples 3: i Those
Women who mostly frequent the Confessionals . . become
[etc.). 1754 SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) I. 90 It [the

epithet] was applied to those Things which were mostly
esteemed. 1768 Woman, of Honor \. 14 Children., being
susceptible of any impressions,, .mostly so of good ones.

Mostour, obs. form of MOISTURE.

II Mostra (mp-stra). Afus. [It, a mark, indica

tor, vbl. sb. f. mostrare to show.] A direct ;

a small mark at the end of a line indicating the

note with which the next line begins.
1734 Short Explic. For. Words Mns.

t Mostra, is a little

Mark or Character in Mustek. 1753 Avisos Ess. Mus.
Express. 131, I have ventured to introduce a new musical

character, namely, this Mostra (v&quot;) or Index. In mod.
Diets.

Mostre, Mostur, obs. ff. MUSTER sb. and v.

Mostwhat, -when, -&quot;where : see MOST C.

Mostyrdewyk : see MUSTERDEVILLERS.

t Mosy, sb. Obs. A dish in cookery.
14. . in Househ. Ord. (1790) 460 Mosy for Soper in Somer.

Take smalechekyns and chop horn [etc.].

Mosy (mJu zi), a. Obs. exc.aYa/. Also 5 moosy,
6moocie, 7, 9 mozy, 9 mosey, mosie, moosie,
moozy, mouzy. [ME. mosy (?OE. *mosig) t

f.

mos Moss sbl + -Y. Cf. MOSSY a., which is a

later formation with the same elements.] Downy,
hairy; = MOSSY a. 3 and 4.

1426 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 13704 Pyled and seynt as any
kaat, And moosy \v.r. mosy] heryd as a raat. 1559 ELVOT
Diet. s.v. Barba, Incipiens barba . . a younge moocie
bearde. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 108/34 Mosy, ptiber. 1578
LYTE Dodoens n. Jxxxviii. 267 Dictam, is. .a hoate and

sharp herbe. .his leaues be. .somewhat hoare or mosy with
a certaine fine downe. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 159 It

is of a fungous or Mozy substance, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E.

Anglia&amp;gt; Alozy, shaggy; covered with hair. The clown,
who shaves but once a week, is of course very mozy when
he comes under the barber s hands.

Hence Mo-siness.
1538 ELYOT Dict.^ Inlus, ..the mosynesse of the outwarde

parte of fruites. . . full, be also the mosynesse or softe

neares, whiche do growe on the beardes & visages of yong
men, before that they be shauen.

t Mot 1
. Obs. Also 6 mote, 6-7 motive, [a.

F. mot word, saying, motto = Pr. mot-z, It. motto

(see MOTTO) : popular L. *mottum, altered form
of earlier imittum (Lucilius) uttered sound, cogn.
w. muttire, miitire to murmur.]
1. A motto.

1586 TERSE Blaz. Centric n. 7 To what purpose the cote

of a Gentleman is manteled and doubled, why some haue
assumed motes or worries, &c. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 830 Re-

proch is stampt in Colatinvs face, And Tarqvins eye male
read the mot a farre, How he in peace is wounded not in

warre . 1600 AGARD in Hearne&quot;s Collect. (1771) I. 261 As
for motts, I am of that opynyon lhat they took theyre first

beginninge from men s conceits of there being some speciall
vertues in them ;

or from the etymologye of theyre own
names. 1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel.

y.
Wks. 1856 I. 55,

I did send for you to drawe me a devise, an Imprezza, by
Sinecdoche a Mott. 1659 HOWELL Lexicon, Let. French
Prov., When you have cast an eye upon this Letter which

goeth stufFd with all Proverbs, old Motts, and Adages.
2. A word.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. ii. xv, I haue been long in the

Survay of these [the United] Provinces., [and] will conclude
with a mot or two of the people.

H Mot 2
(m&amp;lt;?). [Fr. : see prec.] A witty saying.

[1631 BRATHWAIT.. Gentlrtu. 198 That Mot of the Athe
nians to Pompey the Great, Thou art so much a God, as

thou acknowledgest thy selfe to be a man, was no ill saying.]

1813 JEFFREY Contrib. Edin. Rm. (1844) I. 345 Another
mot of hers became an established canon at all the tables of

Paris. 1861 DUTTON COOK P. Fosters Dan. vii, At length
the day came when the Chevalier had uttered his last mot.

Mot 3
(mpt). dial. Also motte ; and see MOTTY.

[? a. F. motte hillock ; also,
( a butt to shoot at

(Cotgr.).] A mark for players at quoits.

1847 in HALLIWELL. 1851 MAYHEW Lend. Labour Answ.
to Corr. 2 Dec., In the Country the mark in Quoit playing
is termed a motte .

t Mo-table, a- Ot&amp;gt;s.

Q
[ad. late L. motabilis

(Vulg. Gen. i. 21), f. L. motare, freq. of movere

(ppl. stem mot-} to MOVE.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., A/&amp;lt;?/a/*..a1wayes moving, still

in motion.

Motacil (mJu tasil). rare. [Anglicized form

of next : cf. F. motacille^ A bird of the genus

Motacilla, a wagtail. 18*8-31 in WEBSTER.

II Motacilla (mJutasHa). [L. motacilla wag
tail, perh. f. nwtare to keep moving; according to

Varro so called quod semper movet caudam *

; cf.

the Kng. name.] A genus of birds, now restricted

to the wagtails, but formerly of wider extent ;
a

bird of this genus.
175* J. HILL Hist. Anim. 505 The Motacilla, with a black

breast. The common Wagtail. 1808 A. WILSON Anter.

Ornithol. (183:) I. 256, I saw him. .pursuing what I took to

be a species of motacilla.

Hence Motaci llid, -ine, -old adjs., belonging
to or resembling the family Motacillids or the

sub-family Afotaeittina, of which the genus Mota
cilla is the type. (In recent Diets.)

t Mota tion. [a. L. in&tation~tmi f. motare :

see MOTABLE a.~] Frequent movement.
1721 BAILEY, Motation

t
an often moving to and fro.

Motatorious (mJatatoi Tias), a. [Formed as

next + -ous.] Vibratory, in constant motion ;

applied to the legs of some insects.

i8a6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol xlvi. IV. 345 Motatorious

(Motatorii). Legs, which when the insect is at rest, are in

a perpetual vibratory motion.

Motatory (mJu tatari), a. Ent. [ad. mod.L.
motatorius t f. L. motdtor, agent-n. f. motare : see

MOTABLE.] =
prec.

[1818 KIRBY & Sf^Entomof. xxiii. (ed. 2) II. 306 Long
anterior legs. , denominated ftff/tstttotatffrji by Linne*.] 1856

MAYSE Expos. Lexn Motatorins [Kirby], . .motatory.



MOTAZILITE.
Motazilite (motae-ziloit), sb. and a. Also 8

moatazalite, 9 motazelite, mutazalite ff
Arab muttazil seceder (active pple. of ttAoa/a to
secede, 8th conj. of cazaia to go) +

-ITE.] a rfA member of a heretical Mohammedan sect which
denied predestination and the

possibility of assign
ing definite attributes to the Deity, b. adj Of or
pertaining to this sect.

i?&quot;7-4i CHAMBERS Cycl., Moatazalites. 1734 G SAI i
tr.

A&amp;lt;&amp;gt;m.
/ /.

/^. viii. 158 WaseL.and Ins followers
being thenceforth called Motazalites or Separatists.
Mote (mout), sbl Forms : 1-5 mot, 4 moot

4-6 moote, 6 moet, moit, motte, 6-7 moate
(?moth), 6-8 moat, 7 mothe, mott, 9 (sense
3 b) moit, moiet, 4- mote. [OE. mot nent. (dat
mote), perh. cogn. w. Du. mot dust from turf saw
dust, grit (MDu. found only in combs, steeninot
turfmof). also fine rain, LG. (EFris.) mut dust,
grit ; connexion with SMUT is possible. With
sense 3 b cf. Sp. mota, knot in cloth, which how
ever is of uncertain origin.]
1. A particle of dust; esp. one of the innumerable

minute specks seen floating in the sunbeam an
irritating particle in the eye or throat.
A mote in the eye: often fig. (a) with allusion to Matt

vii.3, a relatively trifling fault observed in another person
by one who ignores a greater fault of his own (cf. BEAM

. 3 c) i tC a cause of irritation or annoyance.
&amp;lt;riooo Aft-Gotf. Matt. vii. 3 To hwi ^esihst |,u ket moton bines brober egan. ,71050 Voc. in Wr AVulckerVts/z

Atomo, mote. 1340 Ayenb. 175 pet y-zyeb bet mot me bj
obres e?e. c 1375 \c. Leg. Saints xx. (JUatua) 34 s Ouh-i
sa-euire m bare throt seknes has, awne ore mot [etc:] IHdxxvin (Margaret) 494 As motis ar in Sown-beme fare

i u
X
J
T
2

&amp;gt;I R&amp;lt;
y&amp;gt;

arJ (Arb.) 84 What man loked in the
glasse had he ony dissease of prickyni? or motes smarte or
perles m his eyen he shold be anon heled of it ,513DOUGLAS &ne:s. Direction 66 Quhilk in myne E fast Starrmoit

o.
s
Py- 546 BALE ut Exam. Anne Askew &quot;b

Jonan frith is a great moate in their eyes. 1561 T GALF
Anl.dot. . 8 Pouders..made subtile and fynelyke mootesof the sonne as they call them. ,627 ABP. ABBOT in RuThw!H,st. Coll. (,6 5 a&amp;gt; I. 454 The first of these is Sir DudleyDiggs a very great Mote in the Dukes Eye, as I am in
formed. ,63, Mi,.TON.a*8 As the gay motes that
people the Sun Beams. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (,790259 Sometimes he imagines his eyes are full of motes /BooHELENA WELLS Conslantia Neville (ed. 2) II 24- He
pretended to shew to his brethren the moat that he had
discovered in their s 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 781 All that it
inherits Are motes of a sick eye, bubbles and dreams. 1880w. WALLACE Epicureanism viii. 192 Moving freely aboutlike the motes we see in the sunbeam.

b. A minute solid particle of foreign matter in
food or drink. ? Now chiefly dial, f To make no
motes of: not to scruple at.

rff;n?^
^ E

A
S Lee \ 284/2o4 And Ine blessede nouJt mi

baTfch
3
d^nk : ^beTmeTone^hX^i^*?^^^^^^?j

noticed it afore, and it s nae sic mote neither but what ane
might see ,t in their.parntch. ,842 J. AITON Domcst. Econ.

Kverafcroa waVi d
S draW &quot; throu

S.
h the b

t

r

ake
a
n&quot;ou

n

t.&quot;

*&quot;* *
&quot;^ her m es appear ** &quot;e

&quot;

fig- i37 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1664) .14, I speak it for
your encouragement, that ye may make the test out of
&amp;gt;

ur joyes ye can, albeit ye finde them mixed with motes

n
5

&amp;lt; ?*. *\.
Kirk Wodrow Soc.) 422 Some made no

? i
t
?.,

subscryve simplie and absolutelie. 182:

man^
1

SZSSg*
coat the callant

t C. A minute particle of anything, an atom
something very minute or trivial, a trifle. (Not) a
mole: (not) a jot. Obs.

Th, ?
00 B &quot;dy * So &quot;1f66 in Maf s Pae &quot;ls (Camden) 343That no mon cou nou fynden a mote Of hem, ne of mooderthat hem bar 1374 CHAUCER Tnyl,u m. ,554 (,603) It

myghte nought a mot in bat suffise. r .412 HrScci. De
\eg. rrinc. 943 Nat wold I rekke as mochel as a mote.C

?o
* ^Oha

n,
l826 Whie wert thu cast in Preson ?

p ,-
n

J urynge, calkynge, and coynynge of newe grotes.
ciippynge ot nobles, with such lyke pratve motes

m,&quot; h
E
a,

U
wro

& Fl- S^L?**WSnWFfiin that wrongs me so, That I may cut his body into

riohTw i i*
MASSINGER C ly Marlam v. iii, I presume the

ht Would move you to compassion. Luke. Not a mote
i75 KRAHLEY tarn. Diet. s.v. Milk, Where not the leastMote of any Filth may by any means appear,
t d. = ATOM 2. Obs.

1580 SIR E. DYER Prayse ofNothing Pnpmc fri-ncarM ^r-
For whilst they trauey.erl (C^ittTeing The r gufde Ifind out in the numbers of Pythagoras the moets of Ep

|
c.J. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 136 He saith that this

tie proceedeth from those little motes or bodies that
go to the making of all things.
t 2. A spot, a blemish. Obs.

HSS Sv5vl/l;

p
i w ?

63 For mo
,
te ne spot is non in

i

no
y I WWJ iv. 1329 In your conscience.. is

or garment, fovtie. c 1586 CTCS/PEMBROK! Ps. txix^u!
t,in,

nor
,
s

P&quot;&amp;gt; nor east disgrace, But for thee, could

1H
y

c W SHAKS- &quot;&quot; ^ v- 89 Therefore

science 7 iK &quot;^ &quot;KTy M h U h S C n &quot;

&quot; v ur br ght souls endure^o wiffdl Motel
* 7 &quot; 7 *

i- a. A tuft of wool forming the nap on cloth.

TnSiffl.^ P ,

A &quot; &amp;lt;irois 779 in Satir. Poems Reform.,
and wroTht1t

C

b?

a
p
UrS

&quot;&quot; ^ d &quot;e h
-&quot;&quot;

e
-
the wo

-
oie

VOL. VI.
&quot; l -emo es,
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b. An imperfection in wool
MOTE.

b. Aiming. (Seequot. 1883.)

Ine nnmnrv cfnca ,-. ._ i Vr&quot; &quot;* *.

arisen from the use i

UM iu me sense is

!w-?-a!siSRi=

5. Comb.
1592 NASHE Four Lett Confut 1- TI

moate-catching carper.
lhou imP ten

Mote (nwiit), rf.n Oh.exc.IIist. Forms- 3 7
9 mote, 5, 8 mot, 9 arch. moat(e. [ME. mote a

^\&quot;f

e

*&quot;v

e Cl
d&amp;gt;

,

hillock momul
&amp;gt; Mtle-hSllicastle (mod.F w clod, mound), whence mecl.L

W, iwaffa MDu. wofe mound, castle-hill, castle-

,ft

r

dnr ^
^ &quot;&quot; CaSUe SP- &quot;&quot;&quot;&quot; eml lk -

ment, clam, 1 g. ,,,ota terrace, rampart, dam the
It. motta (obs.) landslip, anl ^/mud, com
monly cited as cognate, but tins is doubtful. SeeMOAT sl,.\ which seems to be orig. (he same word,
ortif, rwTr- S common| y supposed to be of Tent

a&ssssrflsE ^n^sr-&quot;
^

1. A mound, eminence, hill, esp. as the seat of a
camp, city, castle, fort, or other building ; also an
embankment.
a 1272 Lime Ron 121 in O. E. Misc. 07 Hit stont vnnra treowe mote bar hit neuer truke ne schaj c .330 K. B,Iu?E

t/oo.(i8io) 165 Doun of the kastelle mote Isaac doubter

fsRSl ,. Th ,

f
-

e sre
.

ta &quot; d - 49 in Surtecs. Misc.

hot thai thaf h&quot;

an
,

e entlr - tod :rO&quot;lethe walles nathe motes,t thay that has taken tham to ferme, the whilke sail kvttethe herbage that grewys apon the mote. 1533 BELLENDENLwyv. xvi, (S. T. S.) II. 206 Ane litill nfote [I. .v)}/^

7S& S,
quhlll

V
waS h

,\
d ane bu-*hement full of armit men.

c 1030 KISDON Surv. Devon 225 (1810) 241 Above the clifts
appear the tanks and motes rudely cast up, called Clwelto
Dikes.

_
1768 Ross Helenore m. ,16 Frae aff a risinK mofHe cry d to stop, an crying stampt the ground, Until the

hillock gae a trembling sound.

t b. poet. A castle, fortress
; a city. Obs.

l^
3

i * ,

E
-
AJli

-

P
-^ 93fi Pat mote

&amp;gt;

u menez in ludy
londe, pat is be cite bat [etc.]. 13. . Caw. f, Gr. Knt. 635Voyded of vche vylany, wyth vertuez ennourned in motea 1400 Min. Poems /r. Yer.wn MS. 489/173 Bobe be Motand be molde Schon al on red golde.
2. A barrow, tumulus.
1513 DOUGLAS sEncis vn. i. 13 Enee. .Apon the sepulture,as custum was and gise, An hepe of erd and litle mote Bart

&quot;Praise. 1724 Macfarlane s Gear. Collect. (S. H. S. 1906)1.8 Hard by this Church.. stands a remarkable artificial
Mote or little hill rising up like a Piramide, 1886 G T
STOKES /ret. , Celtic C/i. (1888) 72 The interior chamber of
the New Grange Moat.

Mote :t

, moot, sb. Hunting. Obs. exc. arch.
Forms : 4 moot, 4-6 mote, 4, 7 mot, 5 ? motye,
6 mott, 8-9 arch, moot, 9 arch. mot. [a. .

mot (see MOT 1), similarly used in French hunting.]A note of a horn or bugle.
13.. Gam. fGr. Knt. 1364 Baldely bay blw prys. .Strak-

ande ful stoutly mony stif motez. c 1360 CHAUCER Dethe
Ktannc/ie 376 The mayster hunte.. With his home blewe
thre mote At the vncouplynge of his houndes. 1470-85MALORY Arthur vn. viii. 223 There he blewe thre dedely
motys. 15.. CheoyCkaa 16 in Wright Songs $ Ballads
(1860) 24 The blwe a mot uppone the bent. 1575 TURBERV.
I enerie 86 Blowyng two motts with his horne to call in his
fellowes and to cause the reste of the kenell to approche.
1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xli, Three mots on this bugle will

bring round, .a jolly band of yonder honest yeomen.

tMote, si.* Astr. Obs. [ad. L. motus (u
stem), f. mo-, movlre to MOVE.] Motion (of a
heavenly body).
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. H. 44 That thou findest in directe

wryte in thy slate under thy rote, and adde hit to-geder,
and that is thy mene mote. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.
(Rolls) I. 89 [The sun[s] proper muyn and his mot raptyue.
1830 BAILEY Festus xix. (1852) 299 As motion in an atom
leads at last To a world s orbit mote and motion given.

tMote,rf. 5
Gardening. Obs. [&..motte(\mote) \

clod.] The soil clinging to the roots of a plant.
1693 EVELYN De La Quint. Coinfl. Card. II. 61 Not that

the Water of Rains often penetrates the Body of the Mote.

Mote (m&amp;lt;?tit), sb.t (See quots.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Mote,.. a name for the nut

of the Carapa guineensis, used for extracting oil in Sierra-
Leone. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 508 An oil of a
similar nature is also obtained from Carafa Tmilonconna.

;

it has been imported under the name of mote-grease.

Mote (mout), w.l arch. Forms : a. I m&amp;lt;5t (pi.
j

mdton, subj. mote,//. m6ten), 2-9 mot (2-5 //.

mote(n, 2-4 subj. sing: mote), 4-5 moot(e, mut,
5 mowte, mutt, 5-6 mott(e, 6 moit, (mothe),

j

6-7 mought, 6, 8 Sc. mat, 4- mote ; 0. 2nd sing. \

i m&amp;lt;5st. 2-5 most, 4-5 moste, 4 must. [A i

ser and later writers, on the other hand it is* almost always a
&quot; ^

1 he
under The sur

1. Expressing permission or
possibility; = MAY.tin

early use sometimes witli ellipsis of a verb of motion
vtinvuij 34; sn ne us seunnan wile, bst we i,;,,,,

,

godne sretan moton. a ,000 Cxdn.orts G?H 247, (Gr?) (n

^^sSs?SrSvSPS
PnSb f̂fnf^-^tr^y^s15 5&quot; vs grace to wirch workis gode to hcuen bat we motenter ,nn. c .385 CHAUCER L. G. W. t,o3 (Mil, We
preyen 3ow That in on graue that we motyr lye

*

i3Gown Cm/ I. 6 God grante I mot it wel achieve iii,

r f ,1,
s~ * &quot; &quot; fM &quot;s (RM -1 &quot; 88, I besecheod that some prayers devoute Mutt lett the seyde appar-

ISfaWmCTC-/ 7
S disp s

.

ed
&quot;y&quot;

?&quot;? &quot;.
feyned fable,

intent that all errour and abuse belng cuttii away^we aon baith sydis mot knaw the veritie. 1596 SPENSER F t)
vi vm. 46 Now mote ye understand that [etc.], rtiz BYRONt*. liar. i. i Nor mote my shell awake the weary NineTo grace so plain a tale.

P. Beowulf 1671 Ic hit be bonne Debate ba-t bu on
Heorote most sorhleas swefan.

lib. Used as pa. t. (ind. or snbj.)
= might, could.

ciw Alphabet of Tales ^ He was so strang in his selfe
pat he mott withstond any temptacion of be dcvull ivA
SPENSER F. (J. iv. ii. 8 Therefore he her did court, did
serve, did wooe, With humblest suit that he imagine mot
1600 PAIRKAX Tassa m. xiii, Within the postern stood
Argantes stout To rescue her, if ill mote her belide 1767-5CHURCHILL.Prophecy ofFan. Poems 1769 I. 1,6 And from
that day Mote never Sawny tune the merry lay.

c. In wishes, forming a periphrastic subjunctive ;= MAY. Often in asseverative phrases, So mote I
thee, so mote Igo, etc.
c 1275 Passion Our Lord 71 in O. B. Misc. 39 Iblessed hi

seyde mote he beo be cumeb on godes nome. a 1300Cursor M. 5150 Sais bu soth? yaa, sa mot i the
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 49 Lerneth to suffre or elles so
moot I goon Ye shul it lerne. 1471 MARG. PASTON in P.
Lett. III. 25 Goddes hlissyng and myn mut ve have bolh.
a 1518 SKELTON Magnyf. 2072 Ye, marj ,

is It, ye, so mote
I goo. 1533 MORE Afol. 158 The kynge our souerayne
lorde that now is and longe mote be, hath [etc.]. 1546 Printer
Hen. VIII 72 Our sin forgive, Lord gratious, And our
darknes mought lightened be. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxix. 271 Long moit thir conntreis leue in pace togidder
1586 FERNE Blaz. Centric 22 All is too litile for himzelfe
and our yong maisters his zon full ill mought they both
thee. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 33 Well mote yee thee, as
well can wish your thought. 1595 DUNCAN Aff. Etymol.
(E.D.S.) 71 Mehercle,hercle ; so Hercules mot be my helpe.
1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Heauton. v. iv. 261 So
mought thou Hue after me and my husband Chremes, as
thou art his and mine. 1775 W. PRESTON lllnstr. I\Iasonry
(1781) 37 Amen. So mote it be. a 1800 Sang Outlaw
Murray xix. in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. (1869) 62 God
mot thee save, brave Outlaw Murray.
p. c 1374 CHAUCER To Scriv. 3 Adam scryveyne if euer it

bee byfalle Boece or Troylus to wryten nuwe Vnder by long
lokkes bowe most haue be scalle But affter my makyngbowe wryte more truwe.

2. Expressing necessity or obligation : = MUST.
In early use sometimes with ellipsis of verb, esp. of a verb

of motion.

Beoiintlf^ 2886 Londrihtes mot b^re mse^burje monna
aj^hwylc idel hweorfan. &amp;lt; 1200 7 rin. Coll. Horn. 19 And
barto moten fif

b.ing to bileuen in god. c 1205 LAY. 1051 Ah
heo mot nede beien pe mon be ibunden bi5. a 1225 Ancr. ft.

64, & hwon xe alles moten uor3, creoiseS ful ^eorne our,

mu5, ea
,

ien. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xni. 261 Formu, eren, een. 1377 ANGL. . . . xni. 21 or
ar I haue bred of mele ofte mote I swete. c 1386 CHAUCER
Man ofLaw s T. 196 Bot forth she moot wber so she wepe
or synge. 111450 Ibid. 11587 (Laud MS.) Ye mote nedis
[MS. Cotton For yow behoues] alle thre Into Egipt lond
fle. 1470-85 MALORV Arthur i. xxi. 67, I merueylle moche
of thy wordes that I mote dye in bataille. 1579 SPENSER
Shepli, Cat. vii. 154 But shepheard mought be meeke and
mylde, Well-eyed, as Argus was.

f}. a 1225 Ancr. R. 102 Cheos nu bu on of beostwo; vor
bet o3er bu most leten. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law s
Prol. 6 Maugree thyn heed thou most for Indigence Or
stele, or begge, or borwe thy despence. a 1450 MYRC 14
?ef thou plese thy sauyoure, 5ef thow be not grete clerk,
Loke thow moste on thys werk.

Ii b. Incorrectly used as pa. t.

153



MOTE.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. viii. 5 However loth he were his

way to slake, Yet mote he algates now abide, and answere

make. 1683 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet, xiv. :r$ Sith he

mought needs s.ail by Judaea.

Mote (nwttt),z/.
a Also (sense 2) 7 moat, 9 moit.

[f.
MOTE j.i]

fl. intr. ?To pick motes,to find fault. Obs. rare~^.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis, Exclam. aganis Detractourts 28

Far eithar is, quha list syt doun to mote, Ane othir sayaris
faltis to spy and note.

2. trans. To remove motes from wool.

1681, 1876 [see vbl. sb. below].

3. intr. Of wool : To show or form motes.

1880 MS. Cotton Rep. U. S. Census, The lint rating about

the same from old or fresh land, the former motes worse

in ginning.
Hence Mo ting

1

vbl. sb. (also attrib.}. Also

Mo ter, a workman who removes motes from wool.
1681 in New Mills Cloth Manuf. (S.H.S.) Introd. 86 The

refuse and losse upon moating and scouring of the Spanish
wooll. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 551/2 Such are after

wards picked out by boys or women, called wool-moaters
,

or wool-pickers . 1876 W. CUDWORTH Round about Brad-

ford &quot;siz
Extensive premises, .containing willeying, moit-

ing, . .and condensing machinery. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 64 Woollen cloth manufacture. ..Moater.

Mote (m^Bt)|f.8 colloq. [Back-formation from

MOTOR.] intr. To drive, or ride in, a motor car.

Hence Mo ting vbl. sb.

1890 Prospectus of Gen. Electric Power $ Traction
Co. June, This practical demonstration of Moting is likely
to prove very attractive. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 18 Jan. 4/1

Leaving London about midday we shall mote to Ascot.

Mote, obs. f. MOAT, MOOT, MOT, MOTH.

Mo&quot;ted,&amp;lt;z- [f.MoTE sb.i + -ED2.] Full of motes.
1821 BYRON Foscari in. f. rox Those moted rays of light

Peopled with dusty atoms.

Mo te-hill. Antiq. Also 7 mott hill, 9 moat
hill. = MOTE sb? i. (Cf. MOOT-HILL.)
(-1682 J. OCHTERLOSV Ace. Forfar in Spottis^v. Misc.

(1844) I. 328 Dundie Law is at the back thereof, ane exceed

ing high mott hill. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. t. xxv, Dimly
he view d the Moat-hills mound, Where Druid shades still

flitted round. 1851 D. WILSON Prth. Ann. (1863) II. in.

Jii. 87 Of the aboriginal strongholds we have the Mote-hill
or earthen mound, steeply escarped.

MoteleSS (mJu-tles), a. [f. MOTE jfl.l -f -LKSS.]

f 1. Without blemish, spotless. Obs.

13. . E. E.Allit. P. A. 898 pat moteles meyny. 1648 EARL
OF WESTMORLAND Otia Sacra 46 (My Looking-glass) For
if thou shouldst like to thy self, rubb d ore, Give All for

Moteless that comes Thee before.

2. Free from motes or minute dust-particles.
1880 W. S. KENT Infusoria I. 127 Those pure and mote-

less optic conditions of the atmosphere. 1890 TVNDALL in

Fortn. Rev. i Jan, 7 Into one of these rooms, which was
stocked with my moteless chambers, I took Mr. Carlyle.

Motele, moteley, obs. forms of MOTLEY.
Mo teling. rare. [f.

MOTE sbl + -LING.] A
little mote

; something very small.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. i. Vocation 335 A cloud
of Moatlings hums Above our heads, a 1618 tr. Pibrac
Wks. (Grosart) II. 24/1 It is a moatling hatcht of th Unity.
1824 LAMB Lett, tfl Hood in E. V. Lucas Life II. 130,
I wash my hands in fishets that come through the pump
every morning thick as motelings.

Motely, obs. form of MOTLEY.

Moten, obs, pa. pple. of METE z/.l

Moten(e, obs. forms of MUTTON.
Moter: see MOTE v*\ obs. form of MOTOR sb.

Moteryl, variant of MOKTREL Obs.

Motet (mote-t) . Mus. Forms : 4-5 motete, 5 mo-
tide, 7 mottet(t, 7-9 motette, 4- motet. See also

MOTTETTO. [a. F. motet (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
dim. of mot word (see MOT). Cf. med.L. motctum^
Sp. motetet It. mottetto^\ t a. A melody. Obs.

b. A vocal composition in harmony, set usually
to words from Scripture, intended for church use.

(1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880)91 pei don not here sacrifices

bi mekenesse of herte.. but wij? knackynge of newe song, as

orgen or deschant & motetis of holouris. c 1430 LYDG. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 242 The amerous fowlys with motetys
and carollys, Salwe that sesoun every morwenyng. 1483
Cath. Angl. 244/1 Motide of musyk, modulus. 1597
MoRLF.y Introd. Mus. 179 A Motel is properlie a song
made for the church, either vpon some hymne or Antheme,
or such like. 1664 PEPVS Diary 4 Sept., The boy and I

again to the singing of Mr. Porter s mottets. 1763 J. BROWN
Poetry fy Mus. xii. 208 The Admission of Hymns or Motets
as a Part of divine Service. 1875 OUSELEY Mus. Form xii.

57 Many of the Motetts of Haydn and Mozart are written

strictly in the modern binary form.

Motetto, obs. form of MOTTETTO.

tMotewoke, a. 0/&amp;gt;s.~ Forms: see quot.

[f. *m5t (? Scandinavian : cf. MSw. mat, wata,
mod.Sw. m&tt measure, Icel. mat moderation) +
wok : OE. wac soft : see WEAK a.] Moderately soft.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 345/1 Mothe woke, neyder to nesche,

ne to harde (//. moothewyc, or mothwoe, nejer to neysch,
ne to hard, S. motewoke, P. mothwyc, or mothwoc), di-
Mollis. Ibid. 430/2 Rere, or motewoke (S. mothewoke).
t Mo tey, sb. Obs. ? Some pigment.
1426-7 Rec. St. Mary at Ifill (1005) 66 Also for vj dischis

cole & xij Ib moty . .x d. 1446-7 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) I. 395 Et in empcione .x. dd motey pro superorna-
cionecaminorum..iijj. IpO/ZMII. 199 Mastyke vernysch
yelowe moty orpment vermylyon.

Motey (mJo-ti), a. Also 8 motie, 9 moatie,
moity. [f. MOTE sbl + -Y. Cf. MOTTY.]

690

1. Full of tiny particles ; full of specks, spotty.
n 1758 RAMSAY Highland Lassie n, [Lasses] wha mak

their cheeks with patches motie. 1893 R. BRIDGES Shorter
Poems v. Winnowers 21 The sunbeams on the motey air

Streamed through the open door.

2. Of wool : Full of small hard pieces.
1851 [see MOTE 5(5. ]. 1878 Yorkshireman Aug. 93 (E.D.D.)

A splendid lot [of wool] . .
,
not moity, and free from burr.

Moth. (mf?J&amp;gt;),
sb. Forms : I moppe, NortJmmb.

mohUe, mohtfa, 2 mo^e, 2-3 mohjje, 4 moghe,
mo^he, mo3te, moththe, mou^the, mouthe,

mow^he, 4-5 motthe, mojjpe, moughte,
mou3te, 5 moghte, mote, mougthe, mowght(e,
5-6 mought, 5-7 mothe, 6 moght, mowthe, 6-7
moath, 6- moth. Also Sc. MOCH sb. [OE.
moffe, mohde wk. fern., corresponds to MDu. motte

(mod.Du. mot fern.), late MHG. and mod.G.
motte fem. (?from LG.), ON. motie wk. masc.

(Sw., Norw. mott maggot, weevil).
The phonology is obscure. The word has usually been

supposed to be cogn. w. OE. &amp;gt;naSa maggot (see ^IATHE),
which is plausible

as regards the sense ; but the OE. form
moJioe points rather to the Teut. root *mug~ as in MIDGE.]

1. A small nocturnal lepidopterous insect of the

genus Tinea, which breeds in cloth, furs, etc., on
which its larva feeds; a clothes-moth. In early

use, the name seems to have been applied rather

to the larva than to the insect itself. From the

i6th c. it has been taken to denote primarily the

insect in its winged state, and applied to any noc
turnal lepidopterous insect of similar appearance.
^False moth itr. mod.L. pseudo-tinea, Reaumur) : an insect

closely resembling the clothes-moth, but feeding on leaves.

C95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 20 Der ne hrust ne ec moh3e
jespilles. c 1000 Ags. Gosp, Luke xii. 33 pyder 5eof ne

;^e-nealaecS ne ne (sic) mo35e [xx6o Hatton mo^3ej ne

3e-\vem5. c 1*30 Hali Meid. 29 MohSe fret te cla5es &
cwalm sla5

f&amp;gt;at
ahte. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5572 And

wormes and moghes on be same manere, pat in bair clathes

has bred here. 1398 TBEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. cv.

(1495* 849 A moughte hyght Tinea and is a worme of
clothes, c 1412 HOCCLKVF, De Reg. Princ. 225 As motthes
to a do^e annoyen, And of his wolle maken it al bare.

c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 346/1 Mowjte, clothe wyrme (A ,

mowhe, S. mow, P. mowghe), tinea, c 1520 ANDREW Noble

Lyfi in. xvi, The Asshes of hym is gode to make white
tethe & to kepe the motes out of the clothes. 1534 Inv.
Wardr. Kath. Arragon in Camdcn Misc. (1855) 30 Oone
counterpoynte..soreperisshid withe mowthis. a 1586 SIDNEY
Ps. vi. vi, Woe, lyke a moth, my face s beauty eates. 1626
BACON Sylva 696 The Moath breedeth upon Cloth;.. It

delighteth to be about the Flame of a Candle. 1683 SOAME
& DRVDENtr. Boilean s Art Poetry in. 48 Neglected heaps
we in by-corners Jay, Where they become to Worms and
Moths a prey. 1755 JOHNSON, Moth, a small winged insect

that eats cloths and hangings. 1763 MILLS Sy&t, Pract.
H)isb. III. 53 False Moth. 1857 MRS. CARLYLB Lett. (1883)
II. 313 She let the moths get into my fur last year.

b. jig. Something that eats away, gnaws or

wastes gradually and silently. Now rare.

1577 WHETSTONE Life Gascoigne xxvi, The valiant man,
so playes a pleasant parte : When mothes of mone. doo

fnaw
vppon his hart. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. ii. 4

he Corruptions and Mothes of Historic, which are Epitomes.
c 1680 BEVERIDGB Sernt. (1729) I. 535 That which ye have

unlawfully gotten, .will be a moth in your estates, which
will.. eat them up. 1861 DORA GREENWF.LL Poems 208 This

garment old And fretted by the moth Thy love hath borne

Upon Thee.

C. in allusion to the insignificance or fragility
of the moth, or to its liability to be attracted by
the flame of a candle to its own destruction.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I7, n. ix. 79 Thus hath the candle

sing d the moath. 1613 CHAMBERLAIN in Court
&amp;lt;V

Titties

Jas. 1 (1848) I. 264 But you had not need meet with many
such poor moths as Master Pory, who must have both meat
and money. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 211 So man, the moth,
is not afraid, it seems, To span Omnipotence. 1866 RUSKIM
in Collingwood Life (1893) II. 63 We don t deserve either
such blessing or cursing, it seems to poor moth me.

t d. Applied vaguely to various kinds of animal

parasites or vermin
,
as lice, bugs, cockroaches.

r 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 280 Ne youre heere ye
stryke, ne pyke to pralle for a flesche mought. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens IL xxxvii. 196 This herbe dryueth away and killeth

the stinking wormes or Motnes called Cimici. 1658 ROW
LAND tr. Moufet s Theat. Ins. 998 There are three sorts of

Blatta:; the soft Moth, the mill Moth, and the unsavoury
or stinking Moth. 1748 tr. Vfgetiits Di$temJ&amp;gt;.

Horses 83
Small Maggots or Moths, which others call Lice cause an
intolerable Pain in the Intestines.

te. transl. of L. tinea : A disease of the scalp.
1600 SURFLET Country Farm i. xii. 84 For the falling of

the haire called the moth, wash the head [etc.].

2. Ent* Any insect of that one of the two great
divisions of the Lepidoptera which includes the

moths in the older sense.

According to the ordinary modern use, the moths are
the same as the Jfeterocera, which are distinguished from
the Rhopalocera ( butterflies ) in that their antennae are
not clubbed. Most of them are of nocturnal habit.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -$&quot;//., Phalense . .the name by which
authors distinguish those butterflies which fly by night, and
which the French thence call papilions nocturnes, and we
vulgarly moths, /bid., Those moths which have large and
heavy bodies, .always make a great noise in flying. 1759
JOHNSON Idler No. 64 p 5, I happened to catch a moth of

peculiar variegation. 1847 TENNYSON Princess n. 5 When
these were on, And we as rich as moths from dusk cocoons.

1902 CORNISH Naturalist Thames 43 The first butterfly, to

use an Irishism, was a moth, a sphinx moth.

MOTHER.

b. With defining word, in popular names of

particular species or genera, as BtfBVKT-fflttfi,

CoDLiXG-0M, GiPSY-;0M, HAWK-MOTH, etc.

3. attrib. and Comb., as moth-grub^ -wing, also

moth-like adj. and adv.
; moth-blight, various

species of homopterous insects of the genus Aleu-

rodes, which are destructive to plants ; moth-fly=
moth-gnat ; moth freckle,

* a term for Chloasma*

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891); fmoth-fretten a., moth-
eaten

; moth-gnat, a dipterous insect of the

family Psychodidx ; moth-hunter, (a) one who
hunts for moths; () a name for the Nightjar;
moth-miller, ?a white moth, the miller; moth
orchid, an orchid of the genus Phal&nopsis, the

flower of which resembles a moth
;
moth patch,

* a synonym of Chloasma {Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;

moth sphinx, a moth of the family CastniidfR

(Cassell s Suppl. 1902); moth-time, the time of

evening when moths abound ; f moth-weed =
mothivort ; moth-worm, the larva of a moth ;

fmothwort, the plant Helickrysttm Sta chas.

1855 OGILVIE Suppl., *Moth-blight. 1668 CHARLETON
Omomast. 47 Blatta. .the *Moth-fiy, produced out of the
Meal-Worm. 1791 Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 114 The moth-

fly, .gets in and lays her eggs in the comb. 1899 D. SHARP
Insects n. 470 Fam. -jPsychodidae (Moth Flies). Ex
tremely small, helpless flies [etc.]. 13.. .SV. Erkenivolde

85 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 268 Ober of moulynge
oper of motes obir *moght fretene. 1855 OGILVIE Suppl.,
*
Moth-gnats. 1840 Cuviers Anim. Kingd. 196 The *Moth-
hunters bear the same relationship to th Swifts (not to the

Swallows) that the Owls do to the Hawks. 1797 MARY
WOLLSTONECR. in C. K. Paul W, Godwin (1876) I. 242, I

spare the *moth-like appearance. 1839 BAILEY JFesttis ix.

(1852) 121 From him who hovereth, moihlike, round the sun
To six-mooned Ouranus. 1885 S. O. JEWETT Marsh /si.

xiii, Come and sit down, and don t flit about so. mother;
you make me think of a singed *molh-miller. 1880 F. W.
BURBIDGE Gardens of Stttt IL 18 In Singaporean gardens
the rarest of *moth orchids are planted in cocoanut-shells.

1819 KEATS Lamia \. 222 Now on the *moth-time of that

evening dim He would return that way. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal \\. cxcvi. 520 The branches and leaues laid among
clothes keepeth them from moths, whereupon it \Eliochry-
son] hath bene called of some &quot;Mothweede or Mothwoort.
1612 AINSWORTH Annot. Ps. vi. 8 Ghnash is a *moth-worme,
Psalm 39. 12. that fretteth garments. 1885 H. C. M cCooK
Tenants ofOldFarm 91 The moth-worms pass the summer
within these silk-lined rolls. 1578 LYTE Dodot-ns i. Ixi. 89
Called, .in English Golde floure, *Motheworte, or Golden
Stechados. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxcvi. 519 Of Golden
Mothwoort, or Cudweede.

Moth (m?b), v. [f. MOTH sby\ intr. To
hunt for moths. Chiefly in Mo-thing vbl. sb.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 1. 518 The former colour. .

is most proper for mothing in the night. 1894 Naturalist

14 Geomeira have been on the whole very scarce, and moth-

ing at and after dusk uniformly unproductive.

Moth, obs. form of MOTE s/&amp;gt;.

1
,
MOUTH $b.

t Mothe, a. Obs. [?a.ON.tf-rweary(OSw.
m6p-er annoyed, disquieted.] ? Disquieted, annoyed.
c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 859 pe childre wer confused

and mothe. Ibid. 6186 He wald no3t trowe, bot made him

mothe, And said he wald it se.

Mothe, obs. f. MOTE sbl and v\ MOUTH sb.

t Moth-eat, v. Obs. [Hack-formation from

next.] trans. To eat away by or as by moths.

1598 FLORIO, Carolare . . to worme or moth-eate. 1638 SIR

T. HEKHERT Trav. (ed. 2)61 From whence ruine and neglect
have moatheaten her. iTai WODROW Hist. -Srijf. Ch. Scot.

(1829) II. n. xiii. 498 The younger ministers did either

motheat or too much suffer to be motheaten by the Vulgar
the reputation of such who did not follow their way.

Mo th-eaten, a. Eaten away or destroyed by
moths. Often fig.
1377 LASGL. P. PL B. x. 362 Owrc bakkes fat moth-eten

be. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More s Utopia Ep. (1895) 25 What*
soeuer is not stuffed full of olde moughteaten termes. a 1660

Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archxol. Soc.) III. 85 Sufficient

motiue to moue the moat-eaten conferences of these poy-
sonall anti-Catholicks. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina
I. 241 Like a bale of cotton . . grown yellow by keeping, and
moth-eaten by ill-nature. 1809 E. S. BARRETT Setting Snn
\. 28 The old system is moth-eaten, and kings have had a

severe lesson. 1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool \. x, The mor

tality symbolised by the poor moth-eaten clothes.

Mothed (mp)&amp;gt;t), ppl. . [f.
MOTH v. + -EDI.]

I- ull of moths, moth-eaten.

1835 BROWNING Paracelsus iv. 212 From closet long to

quiet vowed, With mothed and dropping arras hung.

t Mo-then, a. Obs. [f.
MOTH + -EN 4

(if not a

misprint for moth-cateti).] Full of moths.

1580 FULKF, Confut. Allen 125 We rake not vp olde,

mouldie, and inothen parchementes to seeke our progeni-
tours names. (Hence 1818 in TODD ; and in later Diets.]

Mother (mtf-Sai), sb. Forms: i m6der, -or,

-ur, (m6dder) ,
dot. m6d d &amp;gt; er , meed er

, 3

moderr, (?mcfter), //. modren, 4-5 modire,
modre, rnodur, modyr(e ? mooder, 5 modure,
6 moeder, mothir, Sc. muddir, muder, 8-9
Sc. mlther, 5- mother. [Com. Teut, (hut want

ing in Gothic) and Indo-Germanic : OE. in&dor

= OFrisT tnfidar, OS. mChiai\ mitodar (Du. moeder,

LG. modfr\ OHG. muotar, ~cr (MHG. nniotcr,

mod.G. mutter}, ON. m6Ger (Sw., Da. moder):
OTeut. *mdfar- (cons.-stem) :-pre-Teut. *m&ter- t

cogn. w. Skr. ^rnatr^ matar-, Gr. IWTT/P-, fitdrtp-



, . o mares.
&amp;lt;zooo Laws Alfred xvi, 8if mon cu oSSe stodmyran

forslele & folan o33e ceaif ofadrife, forjelde mid scill. & ba
moder be hiora weoroe. 1382 WYCLIE Exod. xxiii. 19 Thow I

bhalt not seethe a kydde in the mylk of his moder. [So
all later versions.] 1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 380 Young j

Chickens, which are not hatched by their mothers, but in
the Jernace. 1692 R. L EsTKANGE Fables ccxxi. 103 Pray
Mother (says the Young Crab) do but set the Example
your self, and I ll follow ye. 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius loo
And lambs are glad Nosing the mother s udder.

c. Mother of God, Gods Mother (
= Gr. &IOTO-

os) : a frequent designation of the Virgin Mary in
Pre-Reformation and Roman Catholic use.
CU22 O. E. Chron. an. 994 (Laud MS.) Se halixe Codes

modor. c 1410 HOCCLEVE Mother ofCod i Modir of godan
&amp;lt;J

virgyn undeSbuled. (-1440 Gesla Kom. Ixxxv. 405
(Add. MS.) That blessyd ladie, goddis modre. 1483 Catli.
Angl. 161/1 Goddes modyr; mater del, thcoticiis. 1501
SHAKS, i Hen. VI, i. ii. 78. 1898 W. K. JOHNSON Terra
rcnebr. 105 Mother of God, we here enthrone Thee, thy
slain Son, within thy house.

d. abstr. (a) Womanish qualities inherited from
the mother. () That which is characteristic of
motherhood

; maternal affection.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. vi. 31 But I had not so much of
man in mee, And all my mother came into my eyes, And
gaue me vp to teares. 1725 POPE Odyss. xi. 188 Strait all
the mother in her soul awakes. 1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa
I. 121, 1 thought, by the glass before me, I saw the motherm her soften d eye cast towards me. 1807 J. BAKLOW
Loluinb. in. 186 Thrice have those lovely lips the victim
prest, And all the mother torn that tender breast. 1847MARY HOWITT Ballads 33 The mother in my soul was
strong. 1884 TENNYSON Bethel v. ii, Look ! how this love,
this mother, runs thro all The world God made.

e. In extended sense : A female ancestress.
Now rare exc. in ourfirst mother.
c-offtSufpl. JZlfric s Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 173/11 Pro-

auuia, bridde moder. a 1300 Cursor M. 934 Eue sco highteue fra
(&amp;gt;at dai, bat moder of mani es for to sai. 14. . Nom.

in Wr.-Wulcker 689/4 r Hec froai a, the forne modyre.
1611 BIBLE Gen. xvii. 16 Yea I wi! blesse her, and she shalbe
a mother of nations. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 159 Whence
Haile to thee Eve rightly call d, Mother of all Mankind.

f. Applied to a stepmother or a mother-in-law.
c 1546 Epw. VI Let. to Q. Cath. Parr in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. i. II. i 3I Most honorable and entirely beloued
mother. 1589 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 444 His Hienes,
invited be his darrest moder the Quene of Denmarkis ..

letters. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint 779 O my new mother, be
not wroth or grieved At thy new son, for my petition to her.

g. Proverbs and proverbial phrases, f To take
one s (own) motherfor a maid : app. orig. intended
to exemplify extreme simplicity. To have too much
of his mother s blessing: said of a youth who is

unreasonably prudish or scrupulous. Does your
mother know you re out I (slang) : a jeering ques-
lion addressed to one who shows excessive simpli
city or juvenile presumption.
[1598 SHAKS. Merry W. u. ii. 40 Fal. Good-morrow,

MOTHER.
(Doric), HJITW, mrep. (Attic and Ionic), L. mater
OS1. mali, Olrish mathir.
As in the case of FATHER, the substitution of th for the

earlier d dates from the beginning of the i6th c., though the
pronunciation with Iff) probably existed earlier. The occa
sional occurrence of the spelling ,uof,er in the i 4th c. (e e
in the GoUineaa MS. of the Cursor Mundi) has prob no
phonetic significance, being due to association with words
like Infer, ofer, which in fact occur in the immediate con
text of several of the examples. The development of OK
t to mod. L. a (through u, , u) is normal in the case of
words in -ther,-dcr: cf. brother, other, rudder. In OE
the genitive sing, normally coincided in form with the nom
and many instances of the uninflected genitive occur inMb. and early mod. E. (see also 15 b). The genitive mfderes
is common in the Northumbrian gospels (loth c.).]

1. A female parent; a woman who has given
birth to a child. Correlative with son or daughter.As with other terms of relationship, my is (exc. in noetic
language) commonly omitted before mother used vocativelyOn the other hand, in the 3rd person the use of mother for
my mother is colloquial and familiar

; in the middle of the
loth c. it was regarded as vulgar, or at least as unfashion
able, but has now regained currency.
c 1050 roc. ini Wr.-Wiilcker

450/^25 Mater, anes elides
modor. MatfrftUttlliat, mani^ra cilda modnr. c 1200 On-
MIN 168 He be[&amp;gt; full off Hali; Oast ?et in his moderr wambe
,j 1225 Leg.

Kat/i. 931 Of his feader soS godd, & of his
moder soS mon. c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 1434 Ysaac . . wunede
Oor ici oojt and care, for moderes dead and sondes care.

?3,7 ,
HAMPOLE t r. Cause. 447 He was consayved synfully

\V ith-m his awen moder body. 1340 Ayenb. 67 pis zenne isme uele maneres ase..ine children aye hare uaderes and
hare modren. ci&i CHAUCER Doctor s T. 93 Ye fadres
and ye moodres. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. n. vi. 488 And
tnare modyre banys ta. 1511 isl Eng. Bk. Anicr (Arb)

\_Introd. 33/1 The[y] ete theym all rawe, both there one
fader or moeder. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) ,3 As
infantes or tender babes newe borne of tlieyr mother. 1556
L /iron. Cr. Friars (Camden) 25 The qwenys moder dicessyd.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. /.. n. i. 255 Then was Venus like her
mother, for her father is but grim. 1607 Cor. iv. i. 15N ay Mother. Ibid. 27 My Mother, you wot well [etc ]

c 1633 MILTON Arcades 22 Cybele, Mother of a hunderd
gods. 1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vi. ii. (1852) 356 She
lived to be a mother of several children. 1790 COWERA eceipt Mothers Picture 21 My mother ! when I learn d
that thou waet dead, c 1830 T. H. BAYLY Song, We met

twos in a. crowd , Oh, thou hast been the cause of this
anguish, My mother I

b. Said of animals.
Rare in ME. and early mod.E., being superseded byUAM sb? 2, which afterwards became restricted to quadru

peds, and is now rarely used exc. of mares.
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L?h
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&quot;?r

&quot; r E ?g ish prouerbe tha &amp;lt;

&quot;ch of amothers blessing is not good. 1604 COTTON Scarmt iSo smug she (Venus) was, and so array d He Took hisMother for a Maid. ,6. . ,1/.V. Aihm. 36 If. 1,2 Ifeuor laC &quot;

MOTHER.

5t^f^S4?BliS|)^^ -
Margate, Sir, does your mother know that yovfare om&quot;*

*-fS- Applied to things more or less personified
with reference either to a metaphorical giving birth
to the protecting care exercised by a mother, or to
the affectionate reverence due to a mother.

a. Said of a quality, condition, event, etc., tha
gives rise to some other.

A,, |

C
r i

a
-
. j 3 &quot;asard is verray mooder of

ggjgftt Loue^non^nSof,^
SMS! vyct. &&$&/SEam the mother of true deuotion. 1597 HOOKER J- cTl Polv

oniy^a ^.rt^ous Sre^r^ ofer &quot;I

-t
n^hcr
^s^^^^^rfi! ihat

iHiisESBll^..Will &amp;lt;tril&quot;* TJ^^t Indian f IE

clouds.

Roand become a

A&quot;

fr0 &quot;- 1M8 ^CK
&quot; on.

Aqueous vapour is the great mother of
.

3. A woman who exercises control like that of a
mother, or who is looked up to as a mother.

a. One who has religious authority or dignity
Often applied to the Virgin Mary (cf i c

&quot;#? S*&quot;
CKV :

A C 133 Mooder of wllora uure mci
/ f &quot; &quot;

sse. 17 RANKLIN Let. Wks. ,88711.
.463, 1 congratulate you on the repeal of that mother

&quot;I

m^hiefs,
the Stamp Act. ,799 ///,,^ertiserS.^

4 - 1 he. .maxim that freight is the mother ofwages . ,824
h-1Til ,&quot;

bCr aM &quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;- &quot; H-slure, Thefolitud ^ofchildhood is not so much the mother of thought.
b. Said of the earth. See also MOTHER EARTH

c&quot;zC
L
,!T!

S

^nr&quot;

3
M
es lm folde fira &quot;odor.

CI2SO Gen. ff Ex. 122 Of euenlc ou;i, of euerilc seel \V-,serSe mad moder of sped. 1600 SUBLET Co tr? FanI ,
iv. .3 As for the earth., it beareth all manner of cone
frill s,.. and other things,, .and heereupon old writers haue
mstly gmcn vnto it the due name of mother. ,6* B?cos

MArb.) 235 Our Great Mothers Blesslngi theEarths. 1667 MlLTOS P. L. v. 338 Whatever Earth all-
bearmg Mother yeilds In India East or West, itoa SHELLEY tr. LaUcroH-s Mag. Prodig. ii. 79 O Beloved earthdear mo

.
.

. . 79 eove earthdear mother. l82. LAMB Klia. Ser. ,. Old Benchers, Bu
the common mother of us all in no long time after receivedhim gently into her lap. 1876 [see MOTHERLY 3].

O. Said of the church : see CHURCH sb. S.
71/uM,./- CV5:A is either treated as a quasi-proper name

(though initial capitals are not always used) or preceded bva possessive pronoun.
1377 LAIJGL. / . /&amp;gt;/. B. xvi. 197 Children of charite & holi-

cherche be moder. c 1460 Wisdom 992 in Macro Plays 68Now haue ye for-yeffnes bat were fylyde, To prey yowur
modyr chyrche of her

protection. 1539 PERY in Ellis (J)-,v
Lett. Ser n. II. 145 According to the lawdebwll usse and
COttom ofowr holly mother Chwrche, 1630 \HXLKR. Morbus
/IfAntnl. lo Rdr., The obedient sonne ofmydeare Mother
the true Church of England. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect.
A

&quot; 5 9 earned and pious son of our mother 1726
AYLIFFE ParergoH 22 The Good of Mother Church, as w ell

as_
that of Civil Society, renders a Judicial Practice in

criminal Cases entirely necessary. 1784 COWPER Task n
576 So we, no longer taught By monitors that mother
church supplies [etc.]. 1833 Tracts for Times No. 13 6
The mysterious time ofChristmas approaching, our Mother,with true parental anxiety, takes up. .the thread of her in
structions anew.

d. Said of a country, city, etc.. in relation to its

natives.

[1382 WVCLIF Gal. iv. 26 : literally from Vulg.] c 1550BALE K. Jolian (Camden) 66 O Englande, Englande . showe
now thyselfe a mother, Thy people wyll els be slayne here
without nomber. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. iii. 307 Then
Englands ground farewell : sweet soil adieu, My Mother
and my Nurse. 1699 Rhode Isl. Cot. Rec. (1858) III. 374We being wholly ruled and governed by the good and
wholesome [laws] of our Mother, the kingdom of England.
1726 SWIFT Gulli-cer II. vii, I have always borne that laud
able Partiality to my own Country, which [etc.]. . : I would
hide the Frailties and Deformities of my political Mother.
1786 BI-RNS Ernest Cry q Pr. Postscr. vii, Scotland, my
auld, respected Mither &amp;lt;

1831 BORROW Lavengro xvi,
What horse is that? . . The best in mother England ,

said the very old man. 1901 HENLEY Hawthorn fy Laven
der, etc. 102 Blow, you bugles of England, blow Over the
camps of the fallen foe Blow glory and pity to the victor
Mother, Sad, O, sad in her sacrificial dead .

e. Said of one s university. Cf. ALMA MATER.
1647-8 WOOD Life 15 Feb. (O. H. S.) 1. 140 Who fed with

the papp of Aristotle at twenty or thirtie yeares of age, and
suck at the duggs of their mother the University. 1721
AMHERST Terrs Fu. Ded. (1754) 5, I had much rather have
your approbation than your censure, and enjoy the favour
of my deaj-

mother.

f. Applied to Nature, and occasionally to other

personified abstractions represented as protecting
or controlling powers.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. &amp;lt;$

Coinmw. (1603) 35 Whereas
mother Nature hath interlaced so riotously her golden and
siluer veins in the bosom and wombe of Peru. 1617 MORY-
SON Itin. I. 181 Experience, the mother of fooles. 1764
GOLDSM. Tray. 81 Nature, a mother kind alike to all. 1813
SHELLEY Q. Mab vi. 198 Necessity ! thou mother of the

world ! 1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis xviii, And now in happier
air Wandering with the great Mother s train divine.

g. Said of a city, country, institution from
which another originates as an offshoot.

of several flourishing cities.

h. In physical sense : The material source of

a substance; also, the parent stock on which any-

-

,,K, I . , e
XV1 &quot; Sca,,e) 307 Spiritual

rnod&amp;gt;i, quhat-sa |,u be, for godis sak schau be to me ! ,t6,VnartFmrSuir Thru Quest. Wks. (S. T. S.) I 73 fhl
fc ViMine, the Mothir. ,, WEN^ Poet

-
7

V-,1.
6
?
S?Ph &amp;gt;n a --Who of her sex the guid-ance mcelyskill d,..Heav ,, for their Ghostly Mother had

ies S i
1

-,..

I8 8 SIR H. W. BAKER in //, ^ ^ i/ Apf
Ws3

so well
WC &quot;Ot &quot; &quot; Mother dcar

.
W m J

b. A title given to the head or superior of a
female religious community.
1603 SHAKS. UcasfarM. ,. iv. 86, I will about it strait,No longer staying, but to giue the Mother Notice of my

an-aire. 161, U EAU ,,. & J. L . nilastcr u. ii, The reuerend
mother sent me word They would all be for the garden.
1798 JOANNA BAILIIE De Mm/art v. vi, Freterg\\o Abbess]And you have wisely done, my rcv rend mother. 1820 Scon
tbot xn, I hey call me Lady Abbess, or Mother at the

least, who address me. 1883 MRS. CRA.K in Lcufm. Mag.
Jan. 306, I could understand how the Mother was just thewoman to be head of a community like this. 1007 Atlie-nxum -2 Nov. 545/3 The astute yet saintly mother-superior
T c. Mother of the maids : the head of the maids

of honour in a Royal household. Obs.
1S

-?-
7
~8

r&quot;&quot;,J

V
j

-1 CYts &quot; N ^li&quot;ls Progr. Elh. (1823) II.

.8_
lo Mrs. Hyde, Mother of the Mades. 1633 BllOME

Vort/j.
Lass i. iv, She might ha been Mother o the Maids.

1682 LuMKELL llrie/Kel. (1857) I. ,59 The lady Sanderson,
lotherol the maids of honour to her majestic, was interred

in the abby. 1711 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.)III. 132 Mrs.** Mother of the Maids to K. James I1J- Queen.
u. In occasional uses.

1897 Daily News 13 July 8/7 Separate cottage buildings,each under the charge of a person called a mother , had
been established [as homes for girls).
4. A term of address for an elderly woman of the

lower class. Also used (instead of Mrs.) as a
prefix to the surname of such a person.

&amp;lt;-.i386
CHAUCER Wife s T. 149 My leeue mooder, quod

this knyght [etc.]. 1476 Paston Lett. III. 148 That owther
synie or Mother Brown maye deliver it me to morow
1496-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 34 Item, a Towell of
the gyfte of Mother lenet. 1333 J. HEYVVOOD Piny a/LoveC lij b, Mother quoth I how doth my dere darlyng. 1588
Nottingham Rec. IV. 221 At one wyddoez house named
Mother Jane. 1593 Tell-trotKs N. Y. Gi/i(iSj6t 13 While
mother trot and her fellowes were descanting on others
honesty. 1847 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre xix, Well, and you
want your fortune told

,
she said. . . I don t care about it,

mother; you may please yourself.
b. Mother Carey s Chicken, Goose: see CHICKEN

4, GOOSE 2. Mother Htibbard: a kind of cloak

|

(named after a person celebrated in a well-known

j

nursery rime). Mother Shipton: the name of a

; legendary prophetess of the 1 6th c.
; adopted as

|

the name of a moth, EticliJea mi (also called the

I Shipton mol/i).
1591 SPENSER (title) Prosopopoia, or Mother Hubberds

Tale. 1882 W. F. KIRBY Eitrop. Butterflies $ M. (1903)
Plate xlii, Euclidia Mi Mother Shipton. 1883 Fort. Rev.
i Sept. 351 The ugly and unbecoming covering so long
popular as the Mother Hubbard cloak. 1894 Outing XXIV.
271/1 Six years ago the finest dress to be seen was a calico
Mother Hubbard.

II. Technical applications.
5. In obsolete scientific uses : after L. mater.

t a. Anat. In the names of certain structures in

the brain. Hard mother = DUHA MATER; godly,
meek, mild, soft mother = PiA SIATER. Obs.

1308 TREVISA Kartli. DcP.R. v. i. (Tollem. MS. ), pe harde
moder and be milde moder. Ibid. v. iii. (1495) 105. Ibid.
106 The seconde webbe and skynne of the brayne hyghte
pia mater the meke moder. 1541 R. COPLAND Gitydon s

uest. Chintrg. Ej, The soft moder by vaynes. 1594 [see
ODLY a. 3]. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 444 The one of

these.. is thicke and called rtura mater the hard Mother,
the other.. thinne called pia mater, the deere or neere
Mother.

tb. Astral. = MATER i. Obs.

&amp;lt;:i30i
CHAUCER Astral, i. 3 The Moder of thyn Astro-

labie is the thikkeste plate.

fc. Geomancy. (See quot. 1591.)
1591 SPARRY tr. CattaiCs Geomaiicie 8 These four figures1591 PARRY tr. attais eomaiice 8 ese our gures

be called the mothers, whereof the first is attributed to the

Fire, the second to the Aire, the third to the Water, the

fourth to the Earthe. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 32, I
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The top spot (or pair of spots) of each mother b called the

head, the second the neck, &C.

6. = Mother-liquor, -water: see 16 a.

1611 FLORID, Acqua Maestra, the master-water. Salt-

peeler men call it mother of Salt peeler. 1674 RAY Collec

tion 136 (Manner of making Vitriol) The liquor thai remains

after the vitriol is crystallized, they call the molher. 1678

Phil. Trans.Xll. 1055 When Ihe Work is begun, and Alum
once made, then they save the Liquour which comes from the

Alum, or wherein the Alum shoots, which they call Mothers.

1681 GREW Miisxtim in. iii. i. 313 &quot;l he Lee after the firsl

shooting of the Alum; is called Molhers. 1758 REID tr.

Macquers Chym. I. 240 Evaporate and crystallize. . . Re

peat the same operation till the liquor will yield no more

cryslals : il will ihen be very thick, and goes by the name
of Molher ofNitre. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 448/1 Mother-

water. When any saline solution has been evaporated so

as to deposit crystals on cooling, the remaining solution is

termed the mother-water, or sometimes merely the mothers.

7. (More fully, artificial molher.) An apparatus

for rearing chickens artificially.
_

under which the chickens may brood and shelter. 1884

KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Mother, the hen-mother at

Baker s Cresshill poultry farm is of hollow zinc, filled with

hot water [etc.]. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 14 Nov. 8/3 Incuba

tors, and poultry mothers .

8. A cask or vat used in vinegar-making.
1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. 1.329 Into each vat or

mother are poured twenly-lwo gallons of good vinegar

boiling. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 3 The vessels employed for

carrying on ihe fermenlation are casks, called mothers.

9. The inner bark of a cork-tree.

1862 lllustr. Land. News 25 Jan. 101/1 The first act of

the cultivator is to separate il [ihe male ] from the trunk,

which thus leaves exposed the liber, termed mother .

10. Naut. mother-ship : see 16 a, below.

1907 Daily Chron. 5 Aug. 4/4 Four mothers and the

Sapphire , flagship of Admiral Montgomerie.

III. 11. The womb. Ois.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. v. xlix. (1495) 166 The
moder in wymen is synguler membre disposyd

as a bladder.

14.. Parts ofHum. [tody in Wr.-Wiilcker 632/7 Modure,
matrix. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankyrute 9 These thre

woordes, the matrix, Ihe molher, and the wombe do sygnyfie
but one thyng. 1609 HOLLAND Amnt. Marcell. 55 The
daintie meat made of the mother, .of a young sow. 1657 W.
COLES Adam in Eden ix. 20 The lesser Lavander is much
commended in all Diseases of the Mother. 1681 W. ROBERT
SON&quot; Phraseol. Gen. (1693)897 The mother or womb ; matrix.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hystera, the Mother or Womb.
fig. 1398 TREVISA Ilarth. De P. R. xi. xiv. (Tollem. MS.),
As Gregory sayeb, he [lightning] comej&amp;gt; oute of his moder

[L. de matrice srta] as a Iwynkelynge of an ye. 1610 WIL-

LET Hexapla Dan. 291 That first law was the molher and

wombe as it were of all Gods precepts.

t b. Rising (suffocation, swelling tipward, etc.)

of the mother : Hysteria.
1527 ANDREW Brunswyke s Distyll. Waters M iv, Dronke

of the same water.. is very good for women whose moder
dooth ronne upwarde to the harte. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 40 The rising or suffocation of the mother in women,
. .it cureth. 1626 BACON Sylva 935 They doe use for the

Accident of the Mother, to hum Fealhers [elc.l : and by
those 111 Smels the Rising of the Mother is put down.

12. Hysteria : equivalent to the phrases in 1 1 b.

Alsoyfri of the mother. Obs. or arch.

14. . Stockh. Med. MS. n. 314 in Anglia XVIII. 315 It

is good to playster & many ot&amp;gt;er thyng For be moder & to

drynkyng. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 116 [Diseases
of infants.] Fearefulnessein Ihedreames: Ihe molher: yssu-

ynge oul of Ihe fundamenl gul. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv.

56 Oh how ihis Molher swels vp loward my heart ! Histo-

rica passio, downe thou climing sorrow. 1607 TofULL
Hist. Four/. Beasts (1658) 104 It pacifieth the milt, .. ex-

pelleth away mothers. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 231

Many passions called Hysterical, which we call fits of Ihe

Molher. 1620 VENNER Via Recta (1650) 63 II is nol fil for

women to use thai are subjecl lo hyslericall fits, which Ihey
call Ihe Molher. 1672 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 86

Mayweed, excellenl for Ihe molher. 1706-7 FARQUHAR
Beaux Strat. i. i, She cures .. fits of Ihe molher, in women.

1792 SIBLV Occult Sciences I. 103 The particular diseases

of ihis sign are. .hardness of the spleen, mother, hypocon-
driac melancholy. 1820 MAIR Tyro s Diet. (ed. 10) 373
Strangulalus, a disease in women called the mother.

2uas
~atl)- and &quot; Combination.

13. Used apposilively : = that is a mother .

a. lit., of animals.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14969 A moder ass yee sal bar find, And

yee hir sal vn-do vie of hir band. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 211

There lefle behynde of Heylesdonfolde of my maslre schepe
xlj modreschep. 1630 in R. Grimlhs Ess. Conservancy
Thames (1746) 74 No Trinck shall stand to fish before any
Breach Mouthat the rising or sinking of any Mother-Fishes,
or in the Time of Spawn or Brood of Fishes. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. III. 87 The Mother Cow must wear a low ring
Look. 1793 COWPKR A Tote 45 The mother-bird is gone
to sea. 1817 COLERIDGE Ztipolya n. ii, The mother-falcon
hath her nest above it. 1883 FLOYER Unexpl, Baluchistan
202 Then there were four old mother goats.

b. of a woman or a goddess.
1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argenis i. xx. 58 Pallas, whose

young and tender yeeres No Mother-goddesse dandeled.

1675 HAN. WOOLLEY Gentlcw. Companion 3 Be ye Mother-

pallerns of Virtue to your Daughters. I759 GRAINGER
Tioullus 1.41 Thee, Orpheus, what avail d . . Thy Mother-
muse and beasl-enchanling song. 1904 W. M. RAMSAY
Lett, to Seven Ch. xix. 258 The tutelary deity of Smyrna
was the Mother-goddess Cybele.

c. transf. andyf.f. of things (see sense 2).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 216 5e hab.be&amp;lt;5 iherd-.of |&amp;gt;eo f?et me

cleopeC; }e seoue moder sunnen. 1479 Priory of Hexhant
(Surtees) II. 24 Molendinum. .cum stagno ct le modir-dame.
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1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. iii. 2 Those principal!
&

mother elements of the world, wherof all things in this

lower world are made. 1604 HIEKON Whi. I. 484 Because

ignorance is a mother sin, therefore [etc.]. 1611 COTGK.,

Vcine saphene, the mother veine. Ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad

xxn. 129 Till they reacht, where those two mother springs,

Of deepe Scamander, pour d abroad, their siluer murmur-

ings. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal * Tri. Faith (1845) 85

Christ hath covenant-right to the promises by this mother-

right, that God is his God by covenant. 1691 MORRIS Pratt.

Disc. 118 Love, .is a general Mother-Venue, the principle

of a more particular and special Obedience. 1763 MILLS

Syst. Pract. Husb. IV. 403 The layers.. must be allowed

two years to take root, before they are cut off from the

plains. 1708 COLERIDGE Fears in Solit. 176 O dear Britain !

O my Mother Isle ! 1854 STANLEY Mem. Canterb. i. (1857)

26 The Cathedral of Canterbury [is] the mother cathedral

of England. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines t, Mining 342

On the supposition that it is the mother-vein of the country
from which the ores of the Silver Flat, .are derived.

d. In modern Biology and Pathology, of struc

tures or growths from which others proceed, as

mother-abscess, -cell, -meristcm, nucleus, -vesicle.

1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases xxiii. 361 Generally the
1 --- : -ates with the *mother-abscess

Sacks Bot. 440 The pollen-grains, when free from their

mother-cells, are unicellular and spherical. 1874 Q. Jml.
Microsc Sci. XIV. 304 The mother-merislem of the fibro-

vascular system. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mother nucleus.

1885-8 FAGOE & PYE-SMITH Princ. Mid. (ed. 2) 1. 28 In

such cases [of infection by inoculation] however, there is

developed a primary or *mother-vesicle .

14. a. Simple attrib. (more or less rhetorical} : as

mother arms, besom, heart, love, mind, fain, fang,

pity, smile, want objective, as mother t queller,

-slayer ;
mother murdering adj. ; instrumental, as

mother murdered adj. ; parasynthetic, as mother

hearted adj. Also mother-wards, motherwise advs.

1843 CARLYLE Past fy Pr. in. viii. 235 In how many ways
..does she, as with blessed &quot;molher-arms, enfold us all!

1837 Fr. Rev. I. m. ii. 135 How she will reabsorb the

formerinto her &quot;Mother-bosom. 1854^ [DEPowvsJ Uriel, etc.

(1857) 106 All things rest,. .Lulled in Mary s &quot;mother-love.

1647 COWLEY Mistr., My Hrt. Discovered 16 Thoughts
.. Fair and chast, as *Mother-Mind. 11591 MARLOWE
Ovids Eleg. n. xiv. 30 *Mother-murder d Itys. 1590 C TESS

PEMBROKE Antonie 58 Orestes torche, Which sometimes
burnt his *mother-murdering soule. 1709 MRS. MANI.EY
Secret Mem. (1736) II. 44 When the &quot;Molher-Pains came

upon her. Ibid. III. 15 Like. .Abortives under the &quot;Mother

Pangs. 1819 J. H. PAYNE Brutus v. iii, To strike their

country in the mother-pangs Of struggling child-birth. 1878
PATER Wks. (1001) V. no His [C. Lambs] simple &quot;mother-

pity for those who suffer, c 1440 Promp. Pani. 341/2 *Modyr
iiwellare,. .matricida. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magiia-
lena) 462 Allace ! nov is pe barne sa borne &quot;modyr-slaar.

1483 Cath.Angl. 242/1 A Modyr slaer, matricida. 1838
MKS. BROWNING Koitt. Ganges xix, Press deeper down thy
*mother-smile His glossy curls among. 1856 Aur. Leigh
I. 40, I felt a &quot;mother-want about the world. 1893 Tablet

15 July no It does not forbid the dying son to cast his

eyes &quot;molherwards. 1890 LE GALLIENNE Meredith 52 She
smiles on them &quot;motherwise.

b. with the sense inherited or learned from

one s mother , native
,
as in MOTHER TONGUE

and combinations imitated from this; also in

MOTHER-WIT, mother-sense.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire ill
(1832) 36 For otherwise

the Englishe tongue had not ben theire comon and mother

speache as it was. 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philastcr \. iv,

Let.. your nimble tongs forget your mother Gibberish. 1644
MILTON Edttc. 2 He were nothing so much to be esteem a
a learned man, as any. .tradesman competently wise in his

mother dialect only. 1731 LAW Serious C. xix. (1761)324
As we call our first language our mother-tongue, so we may
asjustlycall our first tempers our mother-tempers. 1851 BOR
ROW Lavengro xvii, You want two things, brother : mother

sense, and gentle Rommany. 1904 J. WELLS J. H. tVilsoit

vi. 64 A racy and powerful evangelist in his mother-Scotch.

15. Genitive combinations, as mother s bairn Sc.

(said of a spoiled child) ;
MOTHER S SON, MOTHER S

CHILD (fin ME. moder tern), daughter = (every)

person.
a 1225 St. Marher. i Ha..walde Jeorne }ef godes wille

were (wet ha moste beon an of be moder bern bjel so muche
drohen for drihtin. 1675 COTTON Burlesque upon B. 147

Ladies ! thou (Paris) moov st my laughter, They r Deities

ev ry Mothers Daughter. 1896 A. LANG Monk ofFife i. 3

Of me, in our country speech, it used to be said that I was
a mother s bairn .

t b. The uninflected genitive survived late in Sc.

in certain combinations, as mother-brother, sister,

a maternal uncle or aunt ; mother half, motherside
= mother s side (with reference to descent). 06s.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 70/2 This thamar was Absalons

susler by the moder syde. a 1500 /&amp;gt; itrgh Latuis xcviii. (1868)

48 That ayre . . sal be in yemsell of his frendis on the mudyr-
half. 1513 in Fan. Rose ofKilravock (Spalding Club) 183
Valter Ross of Kinstary moder broder to the said vmquhile
Archibalde. -11578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) II. 175 Thair captane Monsr de Gwise our quens
mother brother. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot.

ix. 181 He was the kmgis mother brother. 1611 MADBE tr.

Altaian s Guzman rTAlf. n. 184 His kinswoman by the

mother-side. 1678 Weddcrburn s Vocab. n (Jam.) AH9M
culus, the mother-brother. Ibid., Matertera, the mother-

sister. 1768 KOSWELL Corsica ii. (ed. 2) 58 Being uncle by
the mother-side to Eurysthenes.

MOTHER.

16. Special comb. : a. attrib. (and genitive),

mother-alkali, alkali obtained from the mother-

liquorleftaftx-r crystallization ; fmother-borough,
mother-city METBOPOLIS in various senses;

mother-clove (see quot. 1866); mother coal,

mineral charcoal ; t mother descent, descent by
the mother s side ;

mother fit = fit of the mother ,

ahysteric attack ;
mother gate CtaJ-HtiitinffGAXM

sb2] (see quot. 1860); mother idea [- F. idee

mire], the fundamental idea (of something, e. g. of

an institution, a literary work) ; mother liquid,

liquor = the liquid left after crystallization, e.g.

of sea-salt; mother-lye, the mother-liquor of

an alkali ; mother maid, -maiden, the Virgin

Mary; mother mark (?Ar.), mother s mark, a

nrevus; mothers meeting, a meeting (usually

weekly) of mothers (of the working classes) con

nected with a parish or congregation, for the pur

pose of receiving instruction and counsel
;
mother

pian = mamma fian ;
mother plant, (a) a parent

plant from which other plants have been derived ;

(b) the female or seed-bearing parent of a hybrid

(B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900) ;
mother

queen = QUEEN-MOTHER ;
also applied to a queen-

bee; mother right, () = MATRIARCHY ; (b) the

custom by which dynastic succession passes only in

the female line ;
mother ship, a ship having charge

of one or more torpedo boats ; mother sick a.,

pining for one s mother (cf. mammy-sick) ;
mother

skein, a continuous ribbon-like figureof chromatin

in the early stages of nuclear division (B. D. Jack

son) ; t mother spar, the matrix of an ore ;
mother

spot = mothers mark ;
mother star = MONASTER ;

mother stone, (a) the matrix of a mineral ; also,

a stone from which other minerals are derived by
structural or chemical change ; (i&amp;gt;)

see quot.

1770-4; f mother suppository, a suppository
for the womb, a pessary; mother thought =
mother idea; tmother wasp (see quot.); mother-

water = mother-liquor; mother wool (see quot.);

mother yaw = mamma pian.
1880 IAI*S Alkali Tradem Weak or &quot;mother alkali

is a fine powdery substance, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 46 pe &quot;moder

burh of Alexandres riche. 1563-87 FOXE A. t M. (1596)

10/2 Bishops of the &quot;mother citie and archbishops were_all
one. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Scrm. viii. 132 The mother Citie

of the Realme is reasonably furnished with faithfull preachers.

i69obLANCARDZ-. Med. 41 Ant/wphylli...tws\. &quot;Mother

cloves. 1693 A. VAN LEEUWENHOEK in Phil. Trans. XVII.

952, 1 chose some of the largest Cloves I could find, called

Mother-Cloves. 1866 Tnas. Bot., Mother cloves, a name in

the East for the fully expanded flower-buds of Caryophyllus

birth by her Fathers side doth comparatively make her

&quot;Mother-descent seem low. 1657 ! HENRY Diary if Lett.

(1882)65 &quot;Mother-fits. 1681 GREW Mitszum i. i. 4 A Thong
hereof ty d about the middle, is of good use . . especially

against Mother-Kits. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 247 When the

bord or
*
mother-gate has proceeded some distance on both

sides of the pit [etc.]. 1860 Eng. % For- Min. (..loss. (Newc.

Terms), Mothergate, the bord along which the coals are

trammed from a district of workings. 1858 p. W. HOLMES
Aut. Break/.-l. x, There is a &quot;mother-idea in each parti

cular kind of tree, which, if well marked, is probably em
bodied in the poetry of every language. 1839 URE Diet.

Arts 1133 The more of the crystalline particles are drained

from the metallic bath, the richer does the &quot;mother liquid

become in silver. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mitt. (ed. 2) II. 362

The &quot;mother liquor poured off. 1890 ABNEY Pkotogr.(eA. 6)

73 The mother liquor may be employed for intensifying.

1800 Med. Jml. ill. 82 These &quot;mother-leys still contain

a certain quantity of caustic soda, c 1865 Circ. Sci. I.
331/5

The fluid from which crystals are precipitated is called

mother-lye. 1612 DONNE Progr. Soul, 2rf Anniv. 341

Where thou shall see the blessed &quot;Mother-maid. 1:1415

St. Maty o/Oifties n. viii. in Anglia\\ll. 173 Lyke a

childe soukynge be nappes of be &quot;moder-mayden. 1797

or genuine mother-marks. 1884 t&amp;gt;ncy&amp;lt;:L
Bitt, XVIL

dj. 1655-87 H. MOKE Afp. Antid. (1712 211 Now this

regular conformation of the Seed came from the uniform

motion of particles in the &quot;Mother-plant. 1707 MORTIMER
Hush (1721) II. 48, I think those raised by Layers from a

Mother-plant make the best Trees. 1868 DARWIN Atum.

$ PI. xxvii. II. 365 Foreign pollen occasionally affects the

mother plant in a direct manner. 1591 Trout. Keigne K.

John ii. 55 The &quot;Mother Quecne she taketh on amisse

Gainst Ladie Constance. 1595 SHAKS, John n. i 62 V&amp;gt; ith

him along is come the Mother Queene. 1816 KIRUY & Sp.

Entomol. xviii. (1818) II. 117 When the mother-queen was

removed, several of the small females contended for the cell

with indescribable rage. 1885 &quot;Mother right [see MATRI

ARCHY]. 1907 (? Rev. July 195 Matriarchy, or rule of the

mother, is not to be confused with mother-right, or rule

through the mother. 1800 Pall Mall G. 2 June 2/1 In the

case of the picket-boats, they should be entirely independent
of a &quot;mother-ship. 1903 Daily Chron. jo Jan. 5/1 The tor

pedo gunboat Hazard, which was stationed at Barrow to

act as mother-ship to the five tiny diving torpedo-boats.

759 SARAH FIELDING C tess of Dellwyn I. 112 In fact, she

was Husband-sick in a Manner the very reverse of what is
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generally termed &quot;Mother-sick; for Girls are so calledwhen they pine on being separated from their Mothers 1681GREW #KWM III. I. v. 306 The

&quot;Mother-Spar of the Tin-
Ore. 1690 BLANCARD Lex. Med. 388 Macula Matri^lil
Angl 1 he mother spot. 1849 CRAIG, Mother-spots .8&Mother star [see MONASTER]. 1441 in Willis & Clark Ca7,
bridge (.-AW I. 386 Cariage of xtlij lodis rf*S
1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess.

(1803) I. 506 It s abounding
with the stone, called in Hertfordshire, mother-stone^?lcretion of many small blue pebbles). 1796 KIKWAN flc,,,Mm. (ed. 2) I. 433 Granite.. is the mother-stone, by whoseK P

f
roduced - 799 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Perth

693

}; later applied chiefly to the scum risingto the surface of fermenting liquors. 06s
1538 ELYOT Did., Amurca, the mother or Voan

MOTHER EARTH.

MTV&quot; L &quot;&amp;gt;
*^U &quot; .ISON stgnc. tcrth

17 Which some farmers call motherstone soil i8&amp;lt;e I R
LEIFCHII.D Corn-mall Mines 91 Quartz generally prevall s in
the matrix (mother stone). 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. IxxxCii
130 Pessarie (whiche is a &quot;mother suppositorie) 1861 MOTWtmCtrr. (1889) I. 368 As to the

&quot;mother-thought of the&quot;

book, it is to me original. 1679 M . RUSUEN Further Disco-,
Beest, The Male among Wasps, which somecallthe&amp;lt;Mother
Wasp, stings more venemously than the common Wasp doth
1758 REID tr. .Macquer-s Chym. I. 245 All saline solutions
in general, after having yielded a certain quantity of crystals&quot;

grow thick, and refuse to part with any more, though thev
still contain much Salt. They are called Mother-maters
1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr s Circ. Sci., Cliem. 14 To clear
away from any crystalline product the mother-water 1727
41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Wool, The French and Enslish
usually separate each fleece into three sorts; viz i Mother
wool, which is that of the back and neck. 1822-34 Good s
Study //. (ed 4) II. 433 The master fungus being named
[in it. Domingo] the mama-pian or mother yaw.

b. Phrasal combinations with of: f mother of
amethyst, ? = BLDEJOHN 2

; mother of anchovies,
the scad or horse-mackerel, Trachunts saunis
mother of cloves = mother clove (see 16 a);mother ofooal = mother

&amp;gt;a/(see
16 a) ; f mother

of emeralds ( see quot.) ; fmother of gold, a min
eral supposed to indicate the presence ofgold (quot.
1596 identifies theword with MOTHER sb.-) ; mother
of the herrings (see HERRING i c) ; mother of
millions, the ivy-leaved toad-flax, Linaria Cym-
bataria; tmotherofthemine(seequot.

1

; mother
of (the) months, the moon

; mother of thou
sands, (a) = mother of millions

; (/;) the common
daisy, Bellis perennis; (c) Saxifraga sarmentosa

;

(d) the double blue creeping campanula (Britten& Holl.); mother of wheat (see quotO ; mother
of the wood, the Asperula odorata (S) d. Soc.
Lex. 1 89 1 ) ; mother ofyaws = motheryaw (Ibid )

797 Encyd Brit. (ed. 3) XI I. 79/1 What we call amethystroot or mother ofamethyst, is but a sparry fluor, of whichwe have plenty in Derbyshire. 1668 CHARLETON Onomasti-
con m Iraclmnts.. the Mother of Anchovies. 1727-51CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Clone, &quot;Mother of cloves. 1867 W WbMYTH Coal ft Coal-mining 34 Soft mineral charcoal or
mother-of-coal . 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 567/2Hence the green cochle spar brought from Egypt may have

obtained the name of &quot;mother ofemeralds. 1596 RALEIGH
Discov. Gniana To Rdr., In Guiana.. the rocks, are in
effect thoro-v-shmmg. . which being tried to be no Marcasite
. .but are no other then /[sic] madredel oro. .the mother
ot golde, or as it is saide by others the scum of golde 1712

r
K
Z *& S

; ?&quot;*

*6 1 am of Opinion there is alsoGold in the Island because we took up the Mother of Gold
in several places by the Water-side. 1836 MRS. BRAYfamar t, Tavy I. xvui. 318 Mother of millions, with its

g*ST&amp;gt;$ &quot;&quot;^Th^thlr^sVot
fyfSf^A^AliSS^w,the mother of wine; the white, or mouldie spot hifloat on the top of old wine. 1626 BACON Sylva S, 339 If the

U a Mother in&quot;th

&quot;&quot;
aP

-
PU &quot; efie tOt *&quot; V

&quot;&quot;.&quot;

cas

Waters. 1676 GREW Anat. Leaves i vi 4 The CuH
TV -II?? ii? Concretions, commonly called Mothers iniJistilld Waters, Vinegar, and other Liquors 1814 CIRV
Dante, Paradise XII. ,06 That, mouldy mother i

*
whereate were lees. 1870 Henfrey\ Bot. (ed 2,&quot;558 DisTribu&quot;t on [of filamentous Fungi or Moulds ]. Universal r

nng constantly in infusions of organic matter&quot;* inother

&quot;

pioducmg various fermentations.
2. ^. (In full mother ofvinegar) A ropy muci

laginous substance produced in vinegar during the
process of acetous fermentation (which it hasfen )by a mould-fungus called Mycoderma accti

to. Mother of grapes: the solid mass of skins
etc., left after the expression of the juice by the
winepress; = MARC. Obs.

twle e ^ ,^ &quot;

;

cer ai &quot;= f &quot;&quot;d
&quot;ate, that lies be-

ST-S^T&^^^iffSSSS^Jfe^For fear there should still lurk some Juice among trleWusksand Hu lings, in the Mother of the Grape. i 7 1! , u Yfa,,, Diets, v. Vinegar, To make strong Vi e^r d y theMother of Grapes for the space of two Days
Mother (mo-Sai}, z/.l

[f. MOTHEK sA.l]
1. /-;. To be the mother of, give birth to

; in

^
0t

8cfsT
be the Sourc:e

.

{
.
8ive rise to

. produce,

mothereth so manyfolde udhiynoaKnas! T^ BUCK*
ftsc/iy/us

II. 189 But tears are vain, And weepinir miehtbut mother worser woe. 1900 Nation (N. Y.) 15 Nov. 389/1The historic college at (Jueretaro, which mothered the
evangelization of so enormous a share of the North American

-S3j) ;
v.

i
[f. MOTHEK si.-} intrlo become mothery. Hence Mo-therinK ^/ si

mothers, boil it agai,C iS^SSflSSM^ &quot;

further decomposition, or mothering.
Mother, obs. var. MAUTHKR dial., young girl.
Mo-therage. nonce-wd.

[f. MOTHER il +
The condition or state of being a mother.

IS9 H; SMITH Serm. (1614) , 3 Mariarje is called Matri

because it&quot;, k^ , !&quot;&quot;

11 mo
,

theraSt ^&quot; Mo*JM li i
m hers Whlch were virg &quot; s b &amp;lt;*r&amp;lt;--

Mother-church. (See also MOTHER rf.i 2 c.)1. fa A parish church, as distinguished from
a chapel of ease. Ol&amp;gt;s

nt. jiw muuier 01 minions ,

numerous small drooping flowers. 1794 W. HUTCHINSON///. C&quot;&quot;Md \. Catal. Anim. etc. 52 Heterogeneous Iron
Ures, Calx of Iron, mixed with calcareous earth. SparryIron Ore.. .Miners call it mother of the mine. 1613 PUR-CHAS tilgrimagt (1614) 13 The silent Moonej which.. is

&quot;vT ? ?
N ght,.. Mother of moneths. 1820 SHELLEY

IKtcho/Allot 73 Ten times the Mother of the Months
K, &quot;

,

H
,
e
r
bow beside the fo ding-star. 1866 Treas.

*:
8 t/I

..

/
:&quot;&quot;&quot;-&quot;*O

&quot;k
/&amp;lt;ma, Ivy-leaved Toadflax or

fllother-of-thousands, is frequent on . . old garden walls.
1876 Hardwickes Science Gossip 39 Veronica hederifolia
is named by farmers [near Kelso] the mother-of.wheat .

Mother (mtrSw), rf.2 [Corresponds in mean
ing to MDu. moeder, moer (in mod.Du. moer), G.

ff-. identical in form and gender with the
equivalent of MOTHER rf.l

Comparison with the synonymous It., Sp. madre scum of
iquids, F. mere (&amp;lt;te -umaigre), OF. mere vendange pressee

=uac isuimcuit to explain; hut most probably
the scum or dregs of distilled waters and the like was re
garded as being a portion of the mother or original crude
substance which riad remained mixed with the refined
product, from which in course of time it separated itself.
(I he term may possibly have belonged originally to the
vocabulary of alchemy.) An explanation sometimes given,that mother of vinegar was so called on account of its

L-fk ,i&quot;
P.
romotmg acetous fermentation, does not agreewith the history of the use. It has been pointed out that

L,r.
Ypauj, old woman, is used in the sense scum, as of

boiled milk
, but the coincidence is prob. accidental.

Most etymologists have regarded the word (with its Du.
Ger equivalents) as altered by popular etymology from

JJu. madder masc., mud, mire (for which Middle Du. has a
rare: variant motdtr, occurring chiefly in derivatives) = LG.
madder moder (whence mod.G. moder), HG. dial, matter

asc. (for which a variant mutter occurs). This notion
goes back to Kilian s (Du. or Flemish) dictionary of 1508,vnich contains the two following entries: (i) Madder
mode,- moyer, more, moer, limus, ccenum mollius, lutum,
volutabrum; Ang. mire, mudde ; and (2) Madder, moeyer,
moeder, grondsopfie, tex, fsces, crassamen, crassamentum;Ang mother . But there appears to be no evidence that
the form moddtrvnt ever used for mother or scum , nor
S

j. 1
SCnSe recorded for Ger. dial, matter.]

tl. Dregs, scnm. In the i6th c. examples always
the dregs or scum of oil (chiefly rendering L.

2. To take care of or protect as a mother
1863 C. E.B. IVork for All W You would like to take

Lizzie Reed into our house, for a time, and mother her till

something can be found for her. 1878 Scrilmcr s Ifar XV
S5/I Some mothers mother their children too mud,.

1894 MRS H. \VwMarcMa I. ,27 Someone . . will take
up Marcella and mother her.

Jig. 1889 Chicago Advance 2I Feb., The weak churchesdo feel deeply the need of brotherhood. They want to be
mothered. 1899 BARING-GOULD Bk. a/IVest I. xii -08 Oke-
hampton. is not fathered by the castle, nor mothered bythe church.

b. Naut. in passive. Of a torpedo-boat : To be
protected by a mother .

1901 ISlackw. Mag. Oct. 449 Torpedo craft could also be
mothered .

3. To profess to be the mother of; to acknow
ledge (truly or falsely) the maternity of (a child).

*&quot; FLETCHER & MASS. Span. Curate v. iii, You Sir,
that Would have me mother Bastards, being unable To
honour me with one Child of mine owne. 1679 W HOWELL
Medulla Hist. Angl. (1687) 284 That the Queen, to have put
lady Elizabeth besides the Crown, would have mothered
another bodies Child ; but King Philip scorn d to father it

fig. 1788 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) II. 41 The congenial
rants which pretend to reply to them, are from the same
pen, whoever Mr. Merry may persuade to mother them.
1840 I. A. iROLLOpESuimii. Brittany II. 370 It is evident
throughout the country that Our Lady was called on to
mother every Pagan worship that could not be otherwise
disposed of. 1884 Pall Jlfatt G. 12 June4/2 Such books are
translated by some humble hand, and fathered or mothered
by another of some literary standing.

4. Const, on, upon. a. lit. To attribute tht

maternity of (a child) to (a woman).
1541 UDALL Erasm. Apofh. 139 A childe mothered on a

woman that neuer beare it, or a chaungelyng. 1888 R.
BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Anns (1890) 234 They must
have changed her, and mothered the wrong child on the
old woman.

b. fig. To attribute the authorship of (some
thing) to (a woman) ; also, to ascribe the origin of

(something) to something else.

1644 J. GOODWIN Innoc. Triumph. (1645) 35 That concep
tion..^ indifferently fathered, or mothered rather, upon
them all. 1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 300 Which accident
is wholly to be fathered on Adams fondness to please his

wife, and to be mothered upon her lightness and credulity.
1831 Fraser s Mag. IV. n (She) wrote the greater portion
of a novel which was mothered on Miss Spence. 1907
Blackw. Mag. May 668/2 Many venerable repartees were
mothered on her.

5. To find a mother for (a lamb or calf). Also
const, upon

oj E^he
fte

throf^ &
b
of la^s o/ ttfrnooSchurche of liloxham 1546 Yorks. Chantry .S&quot;(SurUe )

churrh 1T C
K
haU U

&amp;gt;

!

f
dis &amp;lt;&quot; from the par hechurch . . whych they calle the mother church, i] niyles

polediurch other

/
-
me f he

-

&quot;h - &quot;tants 8 ^ RadT

s^-iCoci^iaSsS^^Ihe principal church of a country, region,
ity ; sometimes a cathedral or a metropolitan

church. Now rare.

; feSS^iSuS^^SrSl
J CHAMBER&quot;&quot;

&quot;.

outller-cllurchcalled withouten doubt. 1738

!
the Mother Church of London Diocese! 1871 FREEMAN

whole land, the church of Christ at Canterbury.

&quot;

2. The church (i.e. organized body of Christians)
)I which another church is a daughter or off-

i
shoot

; also, the oldest or original church from
which all others have sprung.

574 G. SCOT Treat, agsl. Err. Rom. Ch. A iii b, Herein
that wicked mother-churche We may to witnes ca I ,06,POOLE Dial. tetw. Protest, f, Patist(i735 ) 3 , Not Rom?

! but Jerusalem should be the Mot&r-Chufch. ,882 FARRAK
Early Chr. I. 04 In reading St. James we can realise the
sentiments of the Mother-Church of Jerusalem.
Mother country.
1. A country in relation to its colonies.
1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay xxxiii. (1592) 530 After the cus-

|

tome of their Mother country Persia from whence they
!

descend. 1732 BERKELEY Serm. to S. P. G. Wks 1871 III
;

245 No fashions are so much followed by our Colonies as
those of the mother-country. 1861 LD. BROUGHAM Brit.
Const. App. i. 405 If Canada were separated from the
mother country.
2. One s native country.
So F. terre mere. In Caxton s Eneydos (1490) the words

la donlce terre mere of the Fr. original are rendered simply
the s-.uele countrey (ed. E.E.T.S.

p. 29).
1595 DANIEL OY . Wan I. Ixxxviii, Thy Mother.countrey,whence

thyself didst spring. 1639 MASSINCER Unnat.
Combat I.

i, lo joyne with them to lift a wicked arme
against my mother Countrey, this Marsellis. i723Sn.\FTESB.
Cliarac. III. 143 note, Absolute Power annuls the Publick
And where there is no Publick, or Constitution, there is in

reality no Mother-Country or Nation. 1824 LADY GRANVILLE
i Lett. 13 Dec., She seems a very charming person. .with

/ air noble and not a shade of her mother-country.
t Motherdom. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. MOTHER

[
sbl + -DOM.] Maternal status or authority.
.11638 MEDE Wits. v. (1672) 921 All joyntly as one Bodyanew acknowledging the Motherdom of the Roman City.
Mother earth.
1. The eartli considered as the mother of its in

habitants and productions ; also (in somewhat
jocular use, with allusion to this), the ground.
Cf. L. Terra mater (as a goddess). In Eng. the personi

fication remains so far that the article is commonly omitted
as before a proper name, although initial capitals are rarely
used. Often with possessive, my, your, etc.

CI586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. CXLVI. ii, His strength is

none, if any in his breath
; Which vapor d foorth to mother

earth he goes. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 19 He .. With
bloudy mouth his mother earth did kis. i6ooSHAKs. A. Y.L.
i. ii. 213. i67 MILTON P. L. i. 667 Men also. .Rifl d the
bowels of their mother Earth For Treasures better hid. 1696
TATE & BRADY Ps. civ. 29 Forthwith to mother Earth
return. 1766 Coinfl. Farmer s.v. Vegetation, The sun,.,
cannot either help the mother earth in her pregnancy, nor
(etc.). 1851 D. JuRROli) St. Giles xiv. 137 It is.. made a
misdemeanour against mother earth to sleep, .with only the
heavens above the sleeper. 1890 R. ROI.DREWOOU Col. Re
former (1891) 292 The unbounded treasures of mother earth.

2. (See quots.)
1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Earth, Some by Loam

mean that Sort of Earth that equally partakes of Sand and
Clay, being a Medium between Sand and Clay, which they
call Mother-Earth. 1766 Comfl. Farmer s. v. Mould,
Mould, a loose kind of earth, every where obvious. on the
surface of the ground, called by some mother earth, and by
others loam.



MOTHERED.

Mothered (mwdaad), a.l [f. MOTHER J*. 1 +

-EL&amp;gt; -.] In parasynthetic formations and with

advs. : Having a mother.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. iii. 29 The Poets fable Bac

chus to be. .double mothered. 1791 CUMBERLAND Observer

No. 151 V. 275 Three such high-blooded bards as Linus,

Orpheus, and Musieus, so fathered and so mothered, were

enough to people all Greece with poets and musicians.

t Mo thered, a? Obs. [f.
MOTHER st&amp;gt;* or v.2

+ -ED.] Containing mother.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. in. 683 They oint their naked

Limbs with mother d Oyl. 1728 T. SHERIDAN Persitis iv.

61 note, Mothered wine.

Motherer (mvSarai). Austral, [f.
MOTHER

J/.I + .EK!.] A person employed to mother lambs

(cf. MOTHER z.l 5).

1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Si/natter s Dream vii. 65 No
more shepherds and motlierers to pay in that humbug
ging way next year,

tMo therful, a. Obs* [f. MOTHER sbl +

-FUL.J Of or pertaining to a mother ; motherly.
t 1450 Miranr Salitacionn 212 Oure ladie tholed in sawle

be moderfull compa^bionne.

Motherhead (rmrftaahecV). Obs. exc. arch. [f.

MOTHER sbl + -HEAD.] a. The state or condition

of being a mother, b. Motherly care. c. concr.

An embodiment of maternal qualities.

modirhede. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 195 So mot I nedes be

that weie For Moderhed and for tendresse. 11440 York

Myst. xliii. 201 My modirhed, John, schall bou haue, And
for my sone I wolle be take. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia i.

(1881) 9 Countless Devas worship her and wait Attendant

on that radiant Motherhead.

Motherhood (nurtSaihud). [ + -HOOD.]
1. The condition or fact of being a mother.

1603 FLOHIO Montaigne (1634) 463 For my part, I no more

acknowledge Venus without Cupid, then a mother-hood
without an off-spring. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phmscol. Gen.

(1693) 807 Mother-hood, Matcrnitas. 1837 C. iMtfrStjfi
formation II. 103 Rejoicing in thy motherhood. 1869 MRS.
HEATON A. Diirtr j, iii. (1881) 62 Some women need the

warm sun of motherhood to ripen their true nature.

trans/, and fig. 1613 LISLE sEl/ric on, O. $ A&quot;. Test.

Pref. 8 That were against his owne Apostleshlp, and the

motherhood Rome by him got here. 1672 STILLINGFL. fdal.

Ch. ROIIIL (ed. 2) 225 Three properties in the Holy Trinity,
of the Fatherhood, of the Motherhood, and of the Lordship.

1873 B. GREGORY Holy Cath. Ch. xv. 156 The motherhood
of the Church was manifested, .in her respect for the indi

viduality of her children,

b. The spirit of a mother; the feeling or love

of a mother.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. 33 b, Not hate but hunger, taught
Miriam to forget mother-hood. 1875 Miss MuLQCKSerrtl.
out o/Ch. iii. (1881) 99 The mere fact of bringing eight or

ten children into the world does not in the least imply true

motherhood.

2. Used collectively for mothers.

1835 Taifs Mag. II. 101 The motherhood of Great Britain

was in a conspiracy to entrap him.

3. Anthropology. A clan constituted by kinship

through the mother.

1884 A. LANG Custom fy Myth 108 A man of the Mouse
1 motherhood , as the totem kindred is locally styled, may
nut eat mice.

Mothering (nurSarirj), vbL st&amp;gt;.

1
[f.

MOTHER
v.l and sb.^ + -ING *.]

1. The action of the vb. MOTHER
; motherly care

or supervision.
1868 STKVKSSON Let. in Scribner s Mag. (1899]

XXV. 30/1
Her mothering and thought for others displays itself in ad

vice against hard boiled eggs, well-done meat, and late

dinners. 1898 G. TRAVERS Mona Maclean (1893) I. 86

Mothering is woman s work without a doubt.

2. The custom of visiting parents and giving or

receiving presents on Mid-lent Sunday, hence called

Mothering Sunday.
1648 HERRICK ffesfar,, To Dianeme

}
A Ccremonie in

Glocester. He to thee a Simnell bring, Gainst thou go st

u mothering. X7p [see MIDLENTING]. 1815 HONE Every
day Bk. I. 359 It is still a custom on Mid-Lent Sunday in

many parts of England, for servants.. to carry cakes.. as

presents to their parents;
and in other parts, to visit their

mother for a meal of furmity, or to receive cakes.. with her

blessing. This is called going a mothering. 1845 Encycl.

Metrop. XXI. 379 Midlent Sunday . . has also a vulgar

694

gratify the desires of his mother-in-law. 1880 Fisos &
Howrrr Kanrilaroi 203 Among the Kamilaroi, if a man bu

compelled to speak with his mother-in-law, the pair will

turn their backs upon one another.

0. 1338 Extracts Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 154 Jonat Bar-

bour, hir moder of law.

y. 15*6 TIN DALE Luke xii. 53 The moiherelawe agaynst
the doughterelawe. 1637 in Bury Wills (Camden) 169 My
mother lawes children.

2. = STEPMOTHER. Now regarded as incorrect.

1516 AY. Bridget in Myrr. our Ladye p. xlviii, Hir nioder

in Tawe. 1641 FULLEK Holy $ Prof. St. i. x. 26 If she be

comes a mother in law, there is no difference betwixt her

carriage to her own and her second husband&amp;gt; children. 1732
FIELDING Misenv, xiv, I know the word mother-in-law has

a terrible sound ; but perhaps I may make a better than

you imagine. 1848 THACKERAY I an. Fair xiv, Miss Sharp
will be your mother-in-law. .that s what will happen.

3. slang. (Seequot. 1886.)
1884 Daily Tel. 3 July 5/4 (Farmer). i886 J. BICKKKDVKL

Curios. Ale $ Beer
y)&amp;gt;

Mother-in-law.. .The drink of this

name is composed of equal proportions of old and bitter .

Hence Mother-in-law v. nonce-ivd.y to rule as a

mother-in-law.

1855 PICKKSS Dorrit it. xiv, I will not.. submit to be

mother-in-lawed by Mrs. General.

Motlierkin (miriJwkin), -kins. [f. MOTHER
j/ .l-t- -KIN.] An arTectionatediminutive for* mother .

1879 BROWNING Ivan Ivanovitch 55 See, motherkiu, your
friends ! 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother viii. 89

Oh, frivolous motherkin , he said. 1905 MRS. HARXKS-

GRUSDY Vacitt. Hazel^g What is the matter ? Nothing
1

.

. . Really ? . .* Really, motherkins , I replied.

Motherland (nwSailsend, -land), [f.
MOTHER

sb.l + LAN]) j.] a. A country as the mother or

producer of anything, b. The country of one s

origin ;
one s native country,

1711 SHAHTESB. Charac. III. 42 It happen d of old in

[Egypt] this Mother-Land of Superstition. l8SouTHKY
Inscr. at Clachnacharry ^ Egypt, mother-land of all the arts.

1828 CARLVLE Misc. (1857) I. 218 Our own stern Mother
land. 1846 PROWETT Prometh, Bound 53 Scythia was to

the Greeks the mother-land of iron. 1881 MRS. C. PKAED

Policy &amp;lt;y

Passion II. 246 The longing for one s motherland.

1890
* R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 40 The way

farer from the misty mother-lands.

Mother language. Also (in sense i) 5

modiris, modris langage.
1. One s native language.

were intended to celebrate.

Mothering (imrCarii)),///. a. [f. MOTHER .i

+ -ING
**.]

That acts as a mother.

1855 BAILEY Spiritual Leg. in Mystic^ etc. 68 Earth s all

mothering bosom. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 344
The Botanist, .places the mothering plants at the top of
his department of Nature. 1901 HENLEY Hawthorn, fy

Lavender 30 The clement rain, the mothering dew.

MO ther-in-law. Also 6 moder of law,
motherelawe, 7 mother law. [See -IN-LAW.]
1. The mother of one s husband or wife.
o. CI44O Protnp. Parv, 341/1 Moodurin \a.vfe,s0crus. 1477

Pasion Lett. III. 175, I trow ther is not a kynder woman
leveing then I shall have to my modyr in lawe. 1540 HYRDE
tr. Vivci Ittstr, Chr. Worn. (1592) Aav, It is said, that

mothers in lawes beare a stepmothers hate unto their

daughters in laweb. 1688 PENTON Guard. Instr. (1897) 26
The everlasting Din of Mothers-in-law. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

if F. xix. II. 130 note, His only crime was a refusal to

or oonli the Newe Testament in her modris langage. a 1568
ASCHAM Scholcm. n, (Arb.) 117 In the rudest contrie, and
most barbarous mother language, may be found yat can

speake verie wiselie. 1659 H. TRORMDIKK \Vks. (1846) II.

599 Whether translations in mother languages are to be had.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. v, The very mother-language
which I learnt, A lisping baby on my mother s knees.

2. A language from which others have sprung.
1680 High Dutch Minerva a-la-mode (title-p.) Whereby

the English may both easily and exactly learne the Neatest

Dialect of the German Mother-Language. 1846 GROIK
Greece u. ii. II. 315 They seem capable of being traced

back to a certain ideal mother-language, 1901 GUJCMOUGH
& KITTREDGE Words 161 Similar processes enable us to

postulate a number of similar mother-languages, as Celtic,

Slavic, Greek, and so on.

f3. The language in which something was written.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. 1.^364 Which also the

antient Fathers have subscribed, which (I suppose) the

Marquesse doth mean by the Scriptures Mother-language.

Motherless (nurooiU-s), a.1 [f. MOTHER sbl

+ -LESS.] Having no mother.
a 1013WI LFSTAN Horn. xiv. (Napier) 228 Fylstan widewum

and faiderleasum and moderleasum cildum. a i5 Leg.
Kath. 78 Dis meiden was baSe faderles & moderles. 1382
WYCLIF Jas. \. 27 To visile pupilles, that is fadirles or

modirles. 1477 EARL RIVKKS (Caxton) Dictesyg Manypoure
children that wer fadir and modir lees. 1548 CKANMER
Catech. 100 b, Oppressors of fatherles and motherles children.

1631 Goucii God s Arrows n. Ep. Ded., To become a mother
to the motherlesse. 1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull it. iv, The
three poor Motherless Children. 1829 SOUTHEY AltforLove
in. iii, An only child and motherless. 1901 G. S. LAYARD
Mrs. Lynn Linton i. 3 Eliza s was practically a motherless
childhood.

Hence Mo therlessness.

1889 ADEL. SERGEANT E. Denison v. xxxvii, An indefinitely

lonely and neglected look hung about the two the look of

motherlessness.

tMo therless, .
2 01$. [f. MOTHER sb? +

-LESS.] Free from * mother .

1607 Lingua iv. iii, Steeped seven days in change of

motherless rose-water.

Motherlike (nwftaiteik), a. and adv. [f.

MOTHER sbl + -LIKE.]
A. adj. Resembling a mother

; having the quali
ties of a mother

; proper to a mother.

1530 PALSCR. 319/1 Motherlyke belongyng to a mother,
maternal. 1605 BP. HALL Medit. $ Vows in. 98 Wks.

(1625) 68 It is a mother-like fauour of the Earth, that she

beares and nourishes me. 1647 TRAPP Comin. i Thess. ii.

ii Here he tempers his mother-like meekness with the

gravityand authority of a father. 1856 MRS. OAXLTUtZftt
II. 282 She was so glad over me, so motherlike.

B. adv. After the manner of a mother.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxviii, 124 Mother-like I moane
their death. 1878 SMILES Robt. Dick ii. 13 Mother-like.,

she could not but regard these young things as intruders.

Motherliness (mD-Ssilines). [f.
MOTHERLY

a. + -NESS.] The quality of being motherly.

MOTHER OP PEARL.
a 1637 B. JONSON Eng. Gram. l. vii. (1640) 54 [The word

is accented] mdtherlinesse. 1717 in BAILEY vol. II. 1856
Miss MI-LOCK jf. Halifax xxxix, The sweet motherliness of

character which had come to her so early. 1883 Spectator
18 Mar. 345 The people will be deeply touched both by its

piety and motherliness.

Motherling (mc-Sajlirj). [f. MOTHER + -LING.]
A term of endearment for a mother. = MOTHERKIN .

1865 Miss VONGE Dove in Eagle s Nest xix, Nay, mother-

ling , he added [etc.]. 1886 CORBETT Fall of Asgard I.

145 Motherling ,
she heard him say softly, it is very

beautiful .

Motherly (mp ftaili), a. [OE. iiMorlic : see

MOTHER rf.l and -LY 1. Cf. MDu., Du. moederlijk,
OHG. mtiotcrlih (MHG. mtuterlich, mod.G.

1. Of or pertaining to a mother, rare.

t Motherly language ; = mother tongue .

(looo &amp;gt;ELFKic6Vvw. v. (Z.) 15 Maternus, modorlic. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. viii. 5 In them who can owe no
lesse then childlike obedience to her that hath more then

motherly power. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr. Luirurg.
* v, The secretes ofPhysicke in their maternail and motherlye
language. 1871 R- ELLIS Catullus Ixi. 56 You from mo
therly lap the bright Girl can sever.

2. Befitting or characteristic of a mother.

(11240 ll ohnngc in Cott. Horn. 285 [&amp;gt;u..ieh
al |?is t&amp;gt;orhe

vpo ^i deore wurSe sune was wiSinne martird ibi moder-
Hche herte. ei^aLYDG. T/iebcsi. inChancers Whs. (1561)

358/1 Bidding the queue, whan the childewer borne, Without
mercie, or moderly pitee That he be dedde, c 1440 Gesta
Rom. Iii. 232(Harl. MS.) Certeinly Crist is oure fader, For he
bathe to vs a fadirlye affeccion, and not a modirly. c 1530
LD. BntMEXiArtk. Lyt. Brit. (1814) 437 Syr, syth ye are

lefte me in the stede of my moder, for Goddes sak man
leue your faderly herte and take a moderly herte vnto you.
1611 BIBLE Transl. Pre/. fg Now the Church of Rome
would seeme at the length to beare a motherly affection

towards her children, 1671 MILTON P. R. 11.64 Within
her brest. .Motherly cares and fears got head. 1711 ADDI-

SON Spect. No. 500 P 3 When I see the Motherly Airs of

my little Daughters when playing with their Puppets. 1848
DICKENS Dombcy v, Mrs, Chick interposed with some

motherly words about going to sleep like a dear. 1874 BUR-
NAND My time xiii. 112 She pressed her lips on my forehead

with another loving motherly kiss. 1885-94 R- BRIDGES
Eros .y Psyche Oct. xxii, Motherly pity, bend thy face and

grant One beam of ruth to thy poor suppliant.

3. Resembling a mother ; having the character,

manner, or appearance befitting a mother.

1530 PALSGR. 246/2 Motherly woman, tnatrone. 1576
BAKER Jewell of Health 162 b, Mydwives and other

motherlye women. 175* J. Loin HIAN Form of Process

(ed. 2) 215 To cause to come twelve good and motherly
Women, by whom the Prisoner s Plea of Pregnancy may
be tried. 1787 BURNS Border Tour Wed. 10 May, Pr.

Wks. 127 Mrs. Somerville an excellent, motherly, agreeable

.., so calm, and motherly, and safe. 1876 SWINBURNE Erech-

theus 20 O holy and general mother of all men born, But
mother most and motherliest of mine, Earth. 1881 L.

STEIMIKN Sivi/t \. 10 A brisk, wholesome, motherly body.

Motherly (iwrtSwli), adv. [f. MOTHER sb.1 +

-LY -.] In a motherly manner.

1433 LYDG. St. Edmund i. 726 in Horstin. Altengl. Leg.

(1881) 389 Whan she hir sope gan kyssen and cnbrace And
in hir armys moderly hym streyne. 1554 BRADFORD in

Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (156,4) 288 The mother .. casteth

the rodde into the fier, and colleth the childe, geuelh it an

apple, and dandleth it moste motherly. i&amp;lt;Mg
COWLLV

Verses
&amp;lt;J-

Ess. x. Danger Procrast. (1669) 140 Those studies

to which Nature had so Motherly inclined me. 1887 G.

MACDONALD Home Again vii, The forehead his mother had

been so motherly proud of.

Mo ther na ked, a. [Cf. MDu. moeder naect

(Du. -naakf)) MHG. muoUrnacket (G. mittter-

nackt}^ As naked as at birth ; stark-naked.

c 1400 Stge Jcrus. 346 Say&amp;gt;, y bidde hem be boun, bi-

shopes & o^er, To morow or mydday modur nakyd alle.

c 1440 CAPGRAVE Li/e St. Kath. v. 608 Take this mayden
and strype hir modir-naked. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

1531) 260 He all mother naked, spredyng hym selfe on the

crosse for vs moost pacyently. i6aa in Pitcairn Critn.

Trials III. 539 Mother-naikit as he was borne. 1760-7*
H. BROOKE Fool of Qttal. (1809) I. 2 Harry would run

about, mother-naked.. in a frosty morning. 1871 RUSKIN
Fors Clai&amp;gt;. xxiii. 4 Mother-naked sits Theseus.

Mother of pearl. Also 6 moder perl,

mother perle, 7-8 mother pearl(e. [Cf. F.

^ndrc perle pearl oyster (i6thc. in Godef.), It.,Sp.

madreperla, G. perknmuttcr (late MUG. perel-

muoter} %
Du. parel-, faarlwoeder, -motr.]

1. A smooth shining iridescent substance forming

the inner layer of some shells. = NACRE 2.

a 1510 Inv. York Minster in Raine Alps, of York (Rolls)

I II. 388 Unum pece de moder perl. 1551 /went. Ch. Goods

(Surtees No. 97) 86 An ymage of the birth of Our Lord, of

mother of perle, sylver and gylt. 1590 SpKNSER F. O, I.

vii. 30 Handle strong Of mother perle. 1698 Lond. L,az.

No. 3358/4 A large Cabinet Frame inlaid with Mother

Pearle. 1748 Anson*s Voy. n. viii. 218 They saw .. great

heaps of shells of fine mother of pearl scattered up and

.

mental mother-o -pearl.

b. Used as an exclamation.

1632 ROWLEY Nna Wonder \. i, Mother a pearle woman,

shew your husband the cause.

2. A shell fish yielding mother of pearl.
= NACRE I.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 255 The shell that is the mother of
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Pearle. Ibid. II. 451 Sundry sorts of other shell fish, and

among them, those that, .beare
pearles,

and therof be called

Mother-pearls. 1658 tr. Partas Nat. Magic IX. xii. 241

There are . . shells, we call the Mothers of pearl. 1703
PETIVEU Mnsei Petiver. 81 The Sea-Ear, Mother of Pearl,

and by some Normans or Norman Shell. 1864 Chainb.

Encycl. VI. 588/2 Mother ofpearl, the shells of the large

bivalve mollusc Meleagrina margaritifera.

Jig- &quot;593
G. HARVEY 1 iercSs Super. 16 It is superexcel-

lent wit, that is the mother pearle of precious Inuention.

) 3. ? = NACRITE. Obs.

1796 MORSE Atner. Ceog. II. 40 The bowels of the earth

abound with, .mother-of-pearl, and some other productions

of the mineral kingdom.
4. attrib., as in mother-of-pearl oyster, shell;

with the sense made of mother-of-pearl ,
as in

mother-of-pearl button, etc. ; also similative, as in

mother-of-pearl gloss, -tint.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 610/1 The margaritiferus,

or pearl-bearing mussel. . . This is the mater perlaritm of

Rumphius, or mother of pearl .shell. 1799 KIRWAN Gtol.

Ess. 229 The shells found in limestone strata are commonly
entire ; some preserve their internal mother of pearl gloss.

1802 Brookes Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.v. Pele-M Is!., The best

knives are made of a piece of the large mother-of-pearl

oyster. i8o WOLLASTON in Phil. Trans. XC1II. 8 The.,

angles were taken with a mother-of-pearl micrometer. 1810

Starting Mag. XXXV. 293 A blue jacket with mother-of-

pearl buttons on it. 1849 MRS. CARLVLE Lett. (1883) II. 64

Button-hook with the mother-of-pearl handle. 1899 All-

butt s Syst. Med. VIII. 871 A peculiar white mother-of.

pearl tint.

b. Comb. : mother-of-pearl moth (see quots.

1829, 1850); mother-of-pearl work, a kind of

embroidery in which pieces of mother-of-pearl are

sewn on velvet or silk.

1829 J. F. STEPHENS Catal. Insects II. 165 Margttrilia
MrMoWff.. Mother of Pearl M. 1850 Catal. Lrfidop-
tera- 240 Botys I erticalis. The Mother-of-Pearl. lind. 241

Botys perpendicnhiris. The Scarce Mother-of- Pearl. 1882

CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework 351 Mother-of-

Pearl Work.

Mother of thyme. Also 8 mother thyme.
a. The wild thyme, Thymus Serpyllum. b. Cala-

mintha Acinos (Britten & Holland).

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clxiv. 457 Wild Time is called

. . in English . . Mother of Time, and our Ladies Bedstrawe.

1693 DALE Pharmacol. 234 Strfltttttm viilgarc... Mother

of Thyme. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece i. iv. 254 Take . .

Agrimony, Mother-thyme,. .Roman Wormwood, Carduus

Benedictus. 1843 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 627/2 Tliyuius

Serpyllum is the Wild Thyme or Mother of Thyme.
attrib. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 86 Let his

breakfast be ftlother of Thyme tea.

t Mother s child. Obs. A person, chiefly in

phrase every mother s child. (Cf. Mothers son.)

a 1300 A&quot;. Horn 664 (Camb. MS.) At horn lefte ffikenhild,

pat was be wurste moder child, c 1305 St. Lucy 93 in

/:. E. P. (1862) 104 Beo ilad ober ibore And ber schal menie

a moder child. 1608 DOD & CLEAVER Expos. Pro-. , xi-xii.

167 It was a fault in Dauid to swear so peremptorily that

he would kill Nabal, his familie, and euery mothers child

of them. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE Fables ccxvii. 190 We have

our Failings, Every Mothers Child of us.

Mothership (mo-iSsaJip). Also 5 moder-

chypp, -ship, modyrchep. [f.
MOTHER sbl +

-SHIP.] The office of a mother ; motherly care.

c 1440 Partonope 3589 For on your modership shall I neuer

trust. 1453 Paston Lett. I. 258 He hathe seyde as myche
ther ageyns as he dar do to have hyr gode modyrchep.

1478 Ibid. III. 225, 1 recomaund me on to yowrgood moder

chypp. 1905 Blackiv. Mag: Feb. 239/1 Even_ had self-

defence impelled Clarie to abandon her mothership.

fb. (See MOTHER sb^- 3 c.)

1624 MIDDLETON Game at Chess iv. ii, I haue promis d

The Mother-ship oth Maids.

Mo-thersome, a. dial. [f. MOTHER
(?z&amp;gt;.*)

+

-SOME.] Anxious like a mother.

1840 MRS. TROLLOPE M. Armstrong xv. II. 96, I hope
excuse, miss, if I seem over mothersome and foolish about

him, . .but he s a precious boy to me.

Mother s son.
1. A man. Chiefly in phr., every mothers son.

a 1240 ll ohunn in Colt. Horn. 269 Luue iwile be mi leue

lif, moder sune feirest. a 1300 Cursor M. 7061 Mani modir

son was feld, Als it es in be stori teld. 13 . . Sir Belies (A.)

4102 pat bai ner ded vpon be grene, Eueri moder sone, i

wene. a 1400-50 A lexandcr 1429 pe first modire son he

inett . . Was Balaan be bald berne. 1470-85 MALOKY
Arthur x. xxix. 460 He casteth that we shalle neuer escape
moder sone of vs. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 330 Tydeus
slewe theim euery mothers soonne excepte one. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. N. i. ii. 80. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-H(ng(ij25)

223 The English.. massacred them all, every Mother s Son
of them. 1694 MOTTEUX Kal&amp;gt;elais iv. i. (1737) 5 Each
Mother s Son retired on board his own Ship. 1865 TENNY
SON Captain 50 Every mother s son Down they dropt,

1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad xliii, Tis that every
mother s son Travails with a skeleton.

2. A spoilt child.

1882 EDNA LYALL Donovan xxiv, He s never been al

lowed to shift for himself, he s a mother s son.

Mother tongue. [In sense i, mother was

originally the uninflected genitive; cf. the form

mothers tongue in i6-i7th c.]

1. One s native language.
c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 114 Secler lordys schuld, in

defawte of prelatys, lerne and preche be law of God in here

modyr tonge. c 1400 Brut (E. E. T. S.) 315 Hit was or-

deyned..bat men of lawe..fro bat tyme forth shold plede

in her moder tunge. (1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. Prol. v.

In mother toung of lating I wald preif To mak ane manerof
translatioun. 1519 Interl. 4 Elements (Percy Soc.) 3 The

695

Grekes, the Romayns, with many other mo, In their moder
tonge wrot warkes excellent. 1540 CRANMLK Pref. to Gt.
Bible i The Saxones tonge whiche at that tyme was oure
mothers tonge. 1617 MORYSON I tin. in. 2 Children, .soone
learne fprraigne languages, and sooner forget the same, yea
and their mothers tongue also. 1766 FOKUYCE Serin. Yng.
Worn. (1767) I. vii. 294 The..just pronunciation of their

mother-tongue. 1874 KLACKIE Self-Cult. 34 Without the
intervention of the mother tongue.
attrib. 1615 J. STEPHENS Ess. f, Char. (1857) 256 The

learning which lyes in mother-tongue translations.

b. transf.
1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. III. 15 note, His (Shakespeare s]

mother-tongue, the language of nature, is the same in Cap-
padocia and in Britain. 1865 TYLOK Jttirly Ifist. Man. ii.

17 The mother-tongue of the deaf and dumb, is the lan

guage of signs.

2. An original language from whicli others spring.
-1645 HOWEI.L Lett. (1892) II. 475 The Mother-Tongues

of F.urope are thirteen. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Of
mother tongues, Scaliger reckons ten in Europe. 1848
LATHAM F.tig. Lang. n. iv. (ed. 2) 83 It [American English]
was earliest separated from the mother-tongue.

Mother wit. Also 5 moderis wytte. Native

or natural wit ; common sense.

Often in Proverb : see CLERGY 5.

c 1440 CAPGKAVK Life St. Kath. v. 1710 Thei cowde nenere
resorte on-to her moderis wytte. 1529 MORE Dyalogc i.

Wks. 153/2 One speciall thynge, without whirh all lernynge
is halfe lame. What is that quod he. .Mary quod I, a

good mother wyt. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 21 For all

that nature by her mother-wit Could frame in earth.. .Was
there. 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Philos. 428 Such Forms of

Reasoning were, certainly, never intended . .for Men ot good
Mother-Wits. 1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal(\1ai} I. 263 Well

supplied with what is called mother-wit. 1860 KMKKSON
Cond. Life vi. (1861) 125 The cure for false theology is

motherwit. 1885 J. MAHTINEAU Types Eth. Theory I. 49
The domain of accidental judgment and mother-wit.

t b. ? One who possesses mother wit. 0/&amp;gt;s .

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tamburl. Prol. i From iygging
vaines of riming mother wits.

Hence Mother witted a., having mother-wit.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. 67 Discontent,.. if [it light] on a

man of puissance, (be he not more then mother-witted cir

cumspect,) to him and his family it is no lesse fatal].

Mo therWOrt. Also 4-6 moderwort(e, 5

raoderuurt, modir-wort, modyr worte, 6

motherwoorte, (1-7 motherworte, 8 mother-

worth, [f.
MOTHEU sbl (in sense 1 1) + WORT.]

1. A name for various plants formerly supposed
to be valuable in diseases of the womb; now

chiefly applied to Leonnrits Cardiaca ; formerly

often to the mugwort, Artemisia tnilgaris.

a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 36/2 Regionfrail,
moderwort. 14.. Stockholm Med. MS. 11. vain Anglia
XVIII. 313 Off modir-wort I wyl be tellyn. .Off bat erbe

arn spycys iij. c 1440 Promp. Pam. 341/2 Modyr worte,

herbe (or mugworte, infra], artcmesia. &amp;lt; 1450 Alpldta

(Anecd. Oxon.) 106/2 Matricaria ai/iiatica . . modeuurt.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Hellhe (1541) A ij, Arthemisia queene of

Cana, founde the verities of motherworte, which in
latyne

bearith her name. 1548 TURNER Sanies of ilcries 50 Ly-

copus is called of the commune Herbanes Cardiaca, in

englishe Motherwurt. 1607 TOPSKLL Four-f, Beasts 350

Take of Camomile and Motherwort, of each two or three

handfuls. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 88 A Decoc

tion of Mother Wort. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 319

Mother-wort, Leonurus. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3)

II 431 Some are brown. . . Others blue, as camomile, mother-

wort. 1856 Miss PRATT Flmuer. PI. (1861) IV. .79.

2. Man s motherwort (see MAN sb. 2 1
).

Stink

ing motherwort, Cheitopodium viilvaria.

1578 L\TE/Wi&amp;gt;v. iv.549, I haue named it in Englishe,

The ranke stinking Goate, or stinking Motherwort.

Mothery (mo-tori), a. [f.
MOTHER sl&amp;gt;* + -v.]

Mouldy, feculent.

1700 Brit. Apollo No. 65. 2/1 The Wine. .turns Mothery.

l7eoSriiHNE Tr. Shandy II. xix, If there is such a juice. .,

is it not enough to make the clearest liquid in the world

both feculent and mothery? 1861 H. MACMILLAN Footn.

fr. Page Nat. 239 Wine .. vinegar, catsup, not unfrequently

become mothery.

Hence Mo theriness.

1742 H. BAKER Microsc. n. iii. 76 A sort of whitish Scum

or Motheriness will appear upon the Surface.

Mo thleSS, &quot;. nonce-word, [f.
MOTH sb. +

-LESS.1 Void of moths.

a 1763 SHENSTON-E To the Virtuosi vii, Tis you protect

their pregnant hour; And when the birth s at hand, Exert

ing your obstetric pow r Prevent a mothless land.

Mothley, obs. form of MOTLEY.

Moth mullein. [See quot. 1597-]

plant Verbascum Blattaria.

MOTION.
oldc mothy saddle, and stirropsof no kindred. 1598 FLORID.
Turmoso, mothie, full of mothes or wormes. 1613 Uncasing
ofMachivils Instr. 16 Kaile on a Broker whose clothes are
mothie. 1890 Illustr. Loud. News 27 Dec. 810/1 Their
mothy leathern covers.

II Motif (motif). [Fr. : see MOTIVE sb.}
1. a. In painting, sculpture, architecture, decora

tion, etc. : A constituent feature of a composition ;

an object or group of objects forming a distinct

element of a design ; a particular type of subject
for artistic treatment. Also used for : The struc

tural principle or the dominant idea of a work.
1848 MBS. JAMESON Sncr. ^ Leg. Art (1850) 87 The motif

is simple and not easily mistaken. 1850 ILcclesiologist XI.
121 Regular stalls would not have suited the motif of the

arrangement. 1881 Corn/I. Mtig. Mar. 309 The main motif
of thU landscape was the indescribable Carrara range. 1883
A. H. CHURCH Prec. Stones 29 Arrangements of precious
stones in which the leading motif is either identity, or

seriation, or contrast.

b. In literary composition : A type of incident,

a particular situation, an ethical problem, or the

like, which may be treated in a work of imagination.
1897 Ei)N.\ LVAI.L Mrs. Guskell in Women Novelists

125 1 he difficult subject which forms the utotrfof Ruth .

C. Music. Used in various senses, rcpectively-=
FIGCBK sl&amp;gt;. 24, LEITMOTIV, and SUB.TF.CT sb.

1882 MRS. A. F.mvAKnKS Ballroom Repent. I. 189, I feel

original. I have got hold of a tnotif\ Oh, if we had.. a

sheet of scored paper ! 1907 in Grove s Diet. Mits. II. 377/1.

2. Dress-making. An ornament of lace, braid.

or the like, sewn separately on a dress.

1882 C Ar!.FKiu&amp;gt; & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Motifs, a
French term, used to distinguish the pattern of a piece of

embroidery from the groundwork or material. 1897 IVestm.

Gaz. 26 Aug. 3/2 Motifs, braces, epaulettes,, .may be created

from bold patterned guipure lace. 1906 Times 4 May io i

The skirt was burdered . .with large jetted lace motifs.

If 3. Olten used instead of MOTIVE in senses not

specially Fr., in order to avoid the customary
associations of the Kng. word as denoting an in

fluence determining volition.

1874 DYKES Relat. Khigd. 163 The very motif to such

false teaching is a desire to broaden somewhat the excessive

straitness of the gospel path to life. 1887 _G. T. LAUD
P/ivsioL Psychol. 463 The motifs or data which the mind

would have for constructing such a surface must be found

in the series of sensations of light and color.

Motif, obs. form of MOTIVK.

MotiferOUS (mi-uti-feras), a. Fhys. [f. L.

mot-ns motion + -FERGUS.] Conveying motion or

motor impulses.
1836-9 Tcdd s Cycl. Anat. II. 375/1 There are fibrils

which extend between the motiferous part of the cerebro-

spinal axis and the sympathetic. 1839-47 ll id. III. 893/1

Motiferous filaments.

Motific (rmmti-fik), a. Phys. [f.
L. mot-us

motion + -FIC.] Producing motion.

1822 Goon Study Med. III. 30 margin, Motific, or irrita

tive power of a lower description than sensific. 1835-6

Toilifs Cycl. Aunt. I. 800/2 Convulsion. .is an affection ol

the motitic not of the sensific part of the nervous system.

t Mo tild. Obs. [f. mole, MOOT v. 1 + -ildiem.

suffix (see GKUCCHILB).] A female disputant.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 4rS ,ef ha |&amp;gt;eos
modi motild [L. lianc

contionatricem temerariaml ouercnmen maliten. 1240

Lofsonrin Colt. Horn. 205 Ich..bidde bin ore Bet tu beo

mi motild a?eines mine soule fon.

Motile (m&amp;lt;7u-til),
a. [ad. L. type *molihs, f.

mot-, ppl. stem of movere to move : see -ILE.] In

Zoo!., Bot., etc.: Capable of motion ;
characterized

by motion.
1864 Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. IV. 189 The motile pheno

mena hitherto observed in sponges. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc.

n i 261 Still or motile cells of Protococcus. 1890 COOKE

hitrod. Fresh-w. Alglt 143 Active motile cells are so

common amongst algae that they scarce need description.

Motility(moti-liti). Phys. [termed as prec.

+ -ITY.] Capability or power of moving &amp;gt;s
a

quality of organisms).

lein with a dark Moth-Mullein Leaf.

Motho, obs. form of MOTTO.

Moththe, Mothwoe : see MOTH, MOTE WOKE.

Mothy (ny-bi), a. [f.
MOTH sb. + -Y.]

;. Shr. ,. ii. 49 His horse hip d with an

chances and motility Ci ...... ~~ ?
Sacks Hot. 645 Motile leaves . . lose their motdity when

oxygen is withheld from them. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON

Ncrv. Dis. 90 A very small lesion may produce very de

cided impairment of motility.

Motion (mtm-Jan), sb. Forms: 4-6 mocioun,

5 mocyoun, mosoyoun, 5-6 mocyon, 5-7

mocion, 6 moeyone, motione, motioun,

motyon, 5- motion, [a. F. motion (ijth c.;,

ad. L. motion-em, n. of action f. mavire to MOVE.

The Eng. uses correspond not only to those of L. mltio,

but also, Snd perhaps more commonly, to those of mains

(It Sp. moto).]

1. The process of moving, i.e. of undergoing

change of place; the condition of a body (in

mathematical theory also of a point, line, surface,

etc.) when at each successive instant it occupies a

different position in space. Also, in particularized

uses : An instance, or a particular
kind or variety

(discriminated according to direction, velocity,

etc.) of this process or condition. (In early use

chiefly of the movements of the heavenly bodies.)

Motion ^/ROTATION, o/ TRANSLATION : see those words.

Laws ofMotion : see LAW sb. 17 b.



MOTION.

1411-10 LVDC. Chron. Troy i. 1706 |&amp;gt;e grete Tholome ..

telle&amp;gt; be cause why..Bothe of Eclips and coniunccioun,
And whi

t&amp;gt;ei
falle by natural mocioun. c 1430 Afitt.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 85 The chieldren of Seth. . Founde first

the crafteof hevenly mocyouns. 1570 BILLINGSLEV Euclid
i. def. xvi. 3 A point, by his motion or draught, describeth

a line. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 24 We in your mo
tion turne, and you may moue vs. 16x9 MASSINGER Roman
Actor ii. i, The motion of the Spheares are out of time,

Her musical! notes but heard. 1642 FULLER Holy -V Prof.
St. iv. ix. 277 Diogenes confuted him who denyed

there

was any motion, by saying nothing but walking before his

eyes. 1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 163 The superiour part
of the Air or Atmosphere, .hath another motion or lation

then that which is more low. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n.

xiv. 7 This., is the Reason, why Motions very slow,

though they are constant, are not perceived by us. 1701
GREW Cosmol. Sacra i. i. 4 The two Visible Parts of

the Universe are Matter and Motion. 1710 J. CLARKE
RohanWs Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 165 The Particles of the

Water having less Motion, than our Bodies have in all

those Parts which are near the Heart, they receive some
Motion from us. i8ia-i6 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) I.

Introd. g No body loses motion in any direction, without

communicating an equal quantity to other bodies in that

same direction. 1829 Nat. Philos. I. Mechanics n. xiii. 53

(Usef. Knowl. Soc.i Generally speaking,, .the motions which
we meet with in the use of machinery may be resolved into

rectilinear and circular. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. xi. 82 The
clouds at a distance lay., with scarcely visible motion. 1875

JOWETT Plato ;ed. 2) V. 150 The motion . . was circular, as

in the motion of a top. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 687/1 We
must now consider the composition of simple harmonic
motions in directions at right angles to each other.

b. Jig. (e. g. of the progress of time.)
1681 DRVDEN Abs. $ Achit. 254 Heaven has to all allotted,

soon or late. Some lucky Revolution of their Fate : Whose
Motions, if we watch and guide with Skill [etc.]. 1822

BYRON ffeav,
&amp;lt;y

Earth i. iii. 83 Nor years, nor heart-break,
nor time s sapping motion.

c. Philos. (now only Hist?) By many writers

motion (Gr. icivTjffty) was applied in a wider sense

to all kinds of change, the term local motion being

employed to distinguish change of place from the

other kinds of * motion .

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. i. 41. 50 To assert that

Life and Sense, Reason and Understanding, were really

nothing else but Local Motion. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., The antient philosophers considered motion in a more

general and extensive manner. They defined it, a passage
out of one state into another: and thus made six kinds of

motion, viz. Creation, generation, corruption, augmentation,
diminution, and lation, or local motion.

f cL Change of abode ;
a flitting from one place

to another. Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 130 Hee seldome resides in

Cities, or any one place long, but affects perpetuall motion.

1643 EVELYN Diary^ July, Which had been a greate cause
of my perpetual motions hitherto between Wotton and
London. 1645 [see 6 a], a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Staffs.

(1662)111. 46 William Gifford. .was a man of much Motion.

fe. The action of moving or setting in move

ment, the fact of being moved. Obs. rare.

1667 MILTON / . L. xii. 592 And see the Guards, By mee
encampt on yonder Hill, expect Thir motion, at whose
Front a flaming Sword, In signal of remove, waves fiercely
round.

tf. fig. Advancement, promotion. 0! S. rare.

1641 W. MOUSTAGU in Bitcclfuck MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 288 The lawyers also must have their motions :

Banks must be Baron and Lord Treasurer, the Attorney
Chief Justice.

2. Change of place, whether voluntary or auto

matic, in an animate body or its parts ; an instance

of this, a movement.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 403 Q ! neuer will I trust to

speeches pen d, Nor to the motion of a Schoole-boies

tongue. 16x5 CROOKE Body of Man 740 Men . . in their

sleepe haue not so strong Tonnical motions as when they
are awake. 1644 (.see LOCAL A. i.c], 1645 EVELYN Diary
7 Jan., A Sermon was preach

1

d to the Jewes. ., who are con
strained to sit till the houre is don ; but it is with so much
..spitting, hum ing, coughing, and motion, that [etc J.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Animal A lotion, is that

whereby the situation, figure, magnitude, &c. of the parts,

members, &c. of animals are changed. 1742 YOUNG AY. Th.
viii. 541 The love of pleasure : that, thro ev ry vein, Throws
motion, warmth. 1799 Mcd. Jrnl. II. 423 To retard the
motion of the heart and circulating fluids. 1803 Ibid. X.

433 This translation of sensation and motion to parts remote
from the place where impressions are made. 1813 HVRON /&amp;gt;V.

Abydos ii. xxvi, That hand, whose motion is not life, Yet
feebly seems to menace strife,

t b. In artistic use.

1598 HAYDOCKH tr. Lomazzoi. 23 By Motion, the Painters
meane that comelines, and grace in the proportion and
disposition of a picture, which is also called the spirite and
life of a picture.

c. Power of movement, capability of moving
(as the property of an animate body).
1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. in. i. 120 This sensible warme

motion, to become A kneaded clod. 1667 MILTON P. L. II.

151 Devoid of sense and motion. 1698 ROKEBV in Misc.
(Surtees No. 37) 62, I was taken with a very great indis

position..my motion in a manner wholly lost.. 1 was neces
sitated to be carryed up staires.

d. The action of moving the body in walking,
running, etc. Also, manner of walking or stepping ;

gait, carriage.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. iii. 68 The firme fixture of thy

foote would giue an excellent motion to thy gate, in a semi-
circled Farthingale. 1607-12 BACON Eu. t Beauty (Arb.)
212 Yf it be true that the principal! part of Beautie is in

decent mocion. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 119 He
bad in his person, in his aspect and countenance, the ap-

696

pearance of a great man, which he preserved in his gait
and motion. 1674.

Ibid. xn. 89 The men.. must be good
horsemen, otherwise they could not obey the quick motion
and turns of their horses. 1711 STEF.LE Spect. No. 4 F 6
Her Air has the Beauty of Motion, and her Look the Force
of Language.

fe. Bodily exertion (tending to fatigue) ; //.
=

bodily exercises. Obs.
160* SHAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 158 When in your motion you

are hot and dry. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii.
yiii. 3 By

Ambages of diets, bathings, annointings, Medicines, mo
tions, and the like, prolong life. 1689 WOOD Life 20 Dec.

(O. H. S.) III. 318 His violent motion going up Shotover
Hill on foot. 1695 DRVDEN DnFresnoy s Art^ Paint. Pref.

50 But that Poet was always in a Foam at his setting out,
even before the Motion of the Race had warm d him.

3. An act of moving the body (or its members) ;

a change of posture ;
an external or visible move

ment, a gesture ; in bad sense, f a grimace, antic.

1608 MACHIX Dumb Knt. \. i, In her lookes Each motion
hath a speaking maiesty. i6ai FLETCHER Wildgoose Chase
in, i. (imt.), These Gim-cracks, made of Mops, and Motions.

1667 MILTON P. L. vnr. 223 Speaking or mute all comli-

ness and grace Attends thee, and each word, each motion
formes. 1798 JOANNA BAILLIE Tryaln. ii. Plays on / assions

(1821) I. 230 [stage-direction] Agnes, making a slight motion
of her hand to fasten some pin in her dress. 1804 WORDSW.
l She was a Phantom of Delight \ Her household motions

light and free, And steps of virgin-liberty. 1807-16 S. COOPER
First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 346 Hy a slight motion of the hand
backward. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 22 And her eyes
on all my motions with a mute observance hung.

b. Phrases. To make a motion or motions : to

beckon, invite by gestures (to do something). To

go through the motions of: to perform by way of

simulation gestures or movements such as are used

in (some specified action).

1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. (Globe) 207 Upon this my Savage
..made a Motion to me to lend him my Sword. 1743
BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 130 As soon as we dis-

cover d them, we made Motions to them to come down.

c. A practised and regulated movement of the

body ; a step, gesture, or other movement acquired

by drill and training (e. g. in Fencing and in the

Manage} . Also Jig.
1601 SHAKS. TiveL N. HI. iv. 304 He glues me the stucke

in with such a mortall motion that it is ineuitable. 1602

Ham. iv. vii. 102 (1604 Qo.) The Scrimures of their na

tion, He swore had neither motion, guard, nor eye, If you
opposd them. 1650 MILTON Tenure of̂ Kings (ed. 2) 57 For
Divines, if we observe them, have thir postures and thir

motions no less expertly, and with no less variety then they
that practice feats in the Artillery-ground. (11763 SHEN-
STONE Ess. Wks. 1765 II. 141 As a race-horse hurts his

motions by condescending to draw in a team. 1809 ROLAND
Fencing^ I do not., recommend this motion to be adopted
by young beginners, as it is apt to give rise to bad habits.

d. Mil, Each of the several successive actions

of which a prescribed exercise of arms consists.

1635 BARRIFFE (title) Military Discipline . . together with
the exercise of the foot in their motions. 1718 Act New
Hampshire \n Outing \,M. S.) (1895) XXVII. 78/2 To exer
cise them in motions, the use of arms, and shooting at
marks. 1760 New Manual Exerc. (ed. 3) 7 The Officers

face to the Left-about in 3 Motions, idoa C. JAMES Miiit.

Diet., Manual Exercise, .consists in seven motions of the
firelock. ..The motions in the manual exercise will, in future,
be performed slower than heretofore, leaving three seconds
between each motion. 1859 [see EXTENSION 10].

4. Commotion, agitated condition (e.g. of water) ;

irregular movement, shaking, oscillation (of a ship,
a vehicle), f Also, in immaterial applications, a

political agitation or commotion ; excitement,

agitation (of the mind or feelings). See also 6 b.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 277 In token of be mo-
cioun of Jerusalem bat fel bre hondred jere afterward. 14*3
Coventry L,eet Bk. (E. E. T. S.) 45 For-asmoche as dyssen-
cions, stirrynges and mocions haue byn had

a-fpre tyme..
for certen comen. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras \\. 14 There
shal come a greate mocion [Vulg. commotio\ but y* place
where thou stondest shal not be moued. 1581 Keg. Privy
Council .^cot. Ill, 516 To contene thamselffis peciable. .un-

attempting ony further motioun or trouble. 1644 S. KEM
Messengers Prepar. 22 It s good stepping into the poole
upon the motion of the waters. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece
I. iv. (1715) 15 The State continued all that time unsettl d,
and in continual motions. 1700 DRVUEN Cymon &amp;lt;V Ifhig.
30 Love .. brushing o er, adds motion to the pool. 1715
GAY What Dye Call It n. viii. Ballad, Cease, cease, thou
cruel Ocean, And let my Lover rest ; Ah ! what s thy
troubled Motion To that within my Breast? 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. (Globe) 592 He spoke this with so much
Warmth in his Temper, so much Earnestness and Motion
of his Spirits. 1771 T. PERCIVAL Ess. (1777) I. 127 The
mixtures . . seemed to have some little fermentative motion
in them. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. v. xxi, But in a
minute she gan stir, With a short uneasy motion Back
wards and forwards half her length. 1807 CRABBE Par.

Keg. in. 572 His groans now told the motions of the cart.

5. pi. Activities or movements on the part of a

person or body of persons, when pursuing an affair;

esp. the .movements of an army in the field.

(Now rare.} f Formerly also sing*
1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. xiv. 137 That his coming

into Zealand^ and his continuance there, was known to

Cromwell, with all the particulars of his motion. 1693
Humours Town 24 Whose motions she has always as cer

tain advice of as a Commander has of those of an Enemy.
1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 208 Joseph taking the Advan
tage of the Night to conceal his Motions, went away with

Jesus and the Virgin, and dwelt in Egypt. 1769 ROBERTSON
Chas. y, iv. Wks. 1813 V. 406 All the emperor s motions,
depending on himself alone, were more brisk and better

concerted. 1775 SHERIDAN St. Patr. Day i. ii, My chief

MOTION.
: business with you is to watch the motions of a rake-helly

fellow here. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth viii, He had asso-

: ciated himself to the Smith, whose motions he had watched
for the purpose of joining him.

b. Phr. 70 make a motion , to begin to move in a

particular direction or with some specified purpose.
1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Holy Script, ii. i, This verse

marks that, and both do make a motion unto a third, that
ten leaves off doth lie. 1709 Taller No. 43 F TI The French

Army had laid Bridges over the Sharp, and made a Motion
as if they intended to pass that River. 1719 DE FoECrusoe
n. (Globe) 604 About an Hour after they made a Motion
to attack us again. 1800 MRS. H&R\?.\MonrtrayFam. III.

204 She made a motion towards the door.

6. In motion, a. ///. In a state of moving or

of being moved ; in a state of activity or moving
about. Opposed to at rest. (Also f upon motion.}
Phr. to put in (f into t t to} motion, to set in motion
1601 SHAKS. TiveL N. in. i. 87 Taste your legges sir, put

them to motion, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. xiv. 27 My last

unto you was from the Low-Courttreys, wher I was in

! motion to and fro above four months. 1647 Cow LEY Mistr.,
Called Inconst. iii, As Men in Motion think the Trees

i move too. 1659 H. MORE Innnort. Soul (1662) 233 The
whole matter of the Universe, and all the parts thereof, are

I ever upon motion. 1662 STII.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii.

1

18 There must be an infinitely powerful .. God, who must

!

. .put matter into motion. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776*
: I. 116 Not a breeze, not a cloud which might be supposed

to put all Nature thus into motion. 1836-41 BRANDE
I Chem. (ed. 5)337 All the effects we are about to describe

I depend. .upon electricity in motion, or upon electric cur-

!

rents. 1841 R. WILLIS Princ. Mechanism 18 Each of

|

which is so connected with the frame-work of the machine,
i

that when in motion every point of it is constrained to

I
move in a certain path.

b. fig. In a state of activity, excitement, com
motion, or the like ; occas. f *n great motion. To

put or set in motion, to set going or working.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ i. iii. 226 To keepe his anger still

in motion. 1599 Hen. V, i. ii. 185 Setting endeuour in

continual motion. 1611 Cytnb. iv. iii. 31 The want is,

but to put those Powres in motion, That long to mpue.
1673 TEMPLE ., Ireland Wks. 1731 I. no When Things
are once in Motion, Trade begets Trade. 1748 Anson*s

Voy, n. vi. 192 Our people . . observed . . lights hurrying back
wards and forwards in the fort, and other marks of the in

habitants being in great motion. 1771 Ann. Reg. XV. 94/2
We have now in our gaol sixteen rioters from Sudbury,and
it is an alarming circumstance that the whole country seems
in motion. 1804 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) II. 139 My writ

was moved for this day,.. but my patent was not put in

motion. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, ii. v. I. 197 They. .who
set a revolution in motion have not always the power to

! stop it.

f 7. The action of moving, prompting, or urging

(a person to do something, or that something be

done) ;
a proposal, suggestion (esp. in phr. to

make a motion} ;
an instigation, prompting, or

bidding. Obs. in general sense (see 8).
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1263 (1201) pese wordes..Nys

;

but to shewe yow my mocion To fynde vn-to oure helpe pe
beste weye. 1412 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 4989 To god
pi sone make a mocioun, How he pi seruaunt was, mayden

i marie, 1432-50 tr. Higden; (Rolls) VI. 15 Heracliu* them-
, perour. .errede from the feithe thro the mocioun of Cirus. .

i
and of Sergius [L. snadentibusad hocCyro. .et Sergio}. 1530
PALSGR. 647/1, I opyn a mater, I make first mpcyon of it, or

breke a mater to one, je entanie. 1539 in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. n. II. 131 Ye marvelle that I and my brotherne do nott

frelye. .surrendure upe owre Howse at the mocyone off the

Kyngs Commissinars. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. P 5 To
! whom.. a sealed booke was deliuered, with this motion,

,
Reade this, I pray thee. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 126 A
Traueller..must alwayes at the first motion content these

Rascals. i68a BUNYAN Holy War 19 Then they all with
i one consent said to this Bramble, do thou Reign over us. So

he accepted the motion and became the King of the Town

I

of Mansoul. 17*0 DE FOE Capt. Singleton x. (1840) 174 My
i friend made a motion to me, that we should desire Captain
i

Wilmot to put us into the stoop. 1773 Life N. Frowde 26

I

The Mate applauded this Motion, and accordingly we went

onshore. 1796 //&/. NedEvans 1. 21 Does she know ..that I

have been sent for, or was it only a mere motion of your own?

f b. ? Persuasive force. Obs. rare 1
,

a 1591 H. SMITH Serin. (1614) 265 If I had the wordes of

niution to speake that which might be spoken of this matter,
it would fright ludas himselfe.

8. spec. a. A proposition or proposal formally
made in a deliberative assembly.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch* Aristides (1595) 364 A generall

counsell . . in the which Aristides made a motion, that all the

cities of Greece should [etc.J. 1605 Nottingham Rec. IV.

278 The mocion of 20 to be added to the Councell shalbe

assented vnto. 1693 R. L ESTRANGB Fables cccix. 271 And

upon this Ground, there was a Motion put up, for Changing
the Monarchy into a Repiiblicrue. 1710 HEARNE Collect.

(O.H.S.) III. 84, I mov d that it might be bought for the

Publick Library. My Motion not listen d to. 1711 STEKLB

Sf&amp;gt;i-ct.
No. 298 p 5 The Motion being made, and the Ques

tion being put. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxxiv. 334 This

motion was tarried. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times Ill.xliv.

327 The motion was never pressed to a division.

b. Law. An application made to a court or

judge by a party to an action or his counsel, to

obtain some rule or order of court necessary to the

progress of the action.

a 1726 GILBERT Tenures (1757) 290 Upon motion to the

court, it was agreed by the four justices, that [etc.]. 17^9
JACOB Law Diet. s.v., In the Courts of Chancery, King s

Bench, &c. Motions are made by Barristers and Counsellors

at Law, for what concerns their Clients Causes. . .One ought

j

not to move for several Things in one Motion ;
and where a

Motion hath been denied, the same Matter may not be moved

again by another Counsel, without acquainting the Court



MOTION.
thereof. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed 2) I vKn TV,.
refused. .838 DICKENS &amp;lt;?. nliit xli He .qukteT.he&quot;Sin disgust because he had only one brief and a motion ofcourse in twenty years.

t9. An inward prompting or impulse; an in
stigation or incitement from within; a desire or
inclination (to or twards). Also, a

stirring of the
soul, an emotion. Obs.
1430-40 LVDG. Bochas II. iii. (1404) f viii This

haue a soule of life To quake the me I,,S vih Los.Tvmocions ,504 LADY MARGARET tr. DC Imit, /1,w
B

, f
269 So full of mocyons and concupyscences (I %?,*/,,?,;ConCHp,sce,,t,arnm ,,/*,]. ,597 HOOKER j

&quot;

Kl (11. 3 Whereas vnto mens inward cogitations vmn t),

prime intents and motions of their hans re Won &quot;miethfor a bridle. 1604 SHAKS. Otli. i. iii ,,, We hi?, K
&quot;

to coole our raging Motion, ?% fe^ffiSWrb) 190 He that standeth at a stay when others -Uer
hardlye avoyd mocions of envye. ,625 Ikid. /, ?&quot;.There is in Mans Nature, a secret Inclination, and Motion

9

towards loue of others, n 1680 CIIAR\OCK V//L/, .&quot;.&quot;&amp;lt;

of Evil T/:. Wks.
(,849) .23 Go^d mot ons S,^,\rin

spring up in good actions. 160* DKYDFN SV /
A.,, 9 Whether he killed his So by^mc, on f fflcfcVertue. ,7,8 HICKES & NELSON- y. Kett/clll&amp;gt;,

&quot;

46 .He got the Mastery of his Passions, and brought the 4otlions of his Mmd into Subjection to the Law of Christ
1726 SWIFT Gulliver m. i, The natural Love of Life civeme some inward Motions of Joy.
tb. spec. A working of God in the soul Obs

,5*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. , 53I ) IQ That al on, actesand dedes be ordred and wrought after the inclvnacvon
mocyon of grace. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Co,:,. Prayer Caf,
i*tu,,&amp;lt;i. mLent, That.. wee maye euer obeye thy Jodkemocions. ,670 WALTON Live* ,. 3

&amp;gt;

7 God. .mark 1 him wih
. -a blessing of obedience to the motions of his 1 essed
Spirit. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qnal (1800)!d nb Bn iled * h S &$

697
MOTIONED.

thinke you had married i

^ f

- .

D
!
d

fore that King lohn

14. A piece of mechanism which itself moves orwnicii sets other pieces movinn- or modifipu th;*Spr

NT f *
*
VatCh A

&quot;

S A

lilifiiiiisE
We|hav?divers

cuTiousfeflSS^Hi

MouNTlou xS/Sl/ SSraT hi
r &amp;gt;,&amp;lt;*

&amp;gt;4. Kr.

saSSffiiS^^-Sis^^-S^^
fflS^ASL^J^-Wi^Sre
suiti^Tpo^r^^ 40^*-

^^^SffiSSJ^gs

temped
^ T have nn inwnrd moti

. ^

iSSHl-
1^^-^-^

c. Phr. ty (t/o) ow/j 0a;
( or -^ profer\

motion = ofone s own accord. Now &amp;lt;r;r/;. Similarly
seci

t&amp;lt;y
a (specified) motion

Pv.rV V&quot;&quot;

&quot; &quot;&quot;&quot;

A
&quot;: &quot; &quot; &quot;levr P r Pre mocion broughtheyrjewelhs ,533 CROMWELL in Merriman Life f,- Lett

(1902) I. 370 Ye shall not moche nede to travavle to nrcure answer other then of their owne mocyons thev shall

aTo o?a
U
?odi

y U&amp;gt;

r
577

,&quot;

87
, &quot;?&quot;

KSHEU 3. Ill p,, He

^^^oo^iir^i^rf-ltas r-xis,srvtsss ^cTS

scooes u.JfiT }
/&quot;&amp;lt;, etc. /,-. 2 Reflecting tele-

iss^ifspss15. attnl&amp;gt;. and Cow*., as (sense S b) motion-daysense
i., ) mohon-maker, wheel; motion-bar a

guide-bar in a steam-engine ; motion-block (see
quot.) ; f motion-man, the worker or exhibitor
oi a puppet-show; motion-work, the mechanism
for moving the hands of a watch or clock

called Sorffar
* &quot;&quot; ^ &quot;&quot;&quot; Sept &quot; 534 F at B &quot; ide9

reson so for to do.

T

Not at the instance of any one,Tut7fTneir own proper

woiTlT ,

&quot;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
WESLEY ll ks (.830) I. ,2, I do not s you

^s^ss^ssx^s^ss^iS^
Apr. 268 Christ of his own motion went further afield.. . tlULUGI UHClUi

. A motive, reason; a ground or cause of
action. Obs.

1533 BELLENDEN tr.Z/i/y n. vii. (S.T.S.) I. 135 ba i war allresolute of ana mynde. . ; And for bir mociouns\LfroimMdesmt porsena [etc.]. ,549 Co,pl. Scot. iii. 27 ffl m,e
English] ar, ande alse hes beene, the special motione of Smiust veyns that hes trublit cristianite thi ?ex hundretl t

jeir by past. ,657-8 in Burton s Diary (1828) II
&quot;,4 Thevhave openly and avowedly trod God s people under foot onthat very mot.on and account ; that they were ProtesSm&quot;U. i he involuntary action of the intestines, lead

ing to discharge of their contents; an evacuation of
the bowels. Also, chiefly in plural, that which is
evacuated

; the freces.

N
i8 SHAKS. Merry W. ,. ;. ,os Shall I loose my Doctor?
rii!!i S??? /?*j H Potions and the Motions. ,766

tions 3ST1

I ru
He had.. two or three loose mo-

fefctt&amp;lt;a.^^fe**s2S

12. Mas. fa Movement (quick orslow); tempo.

^^^fSe aiajS^
^^^^^^ffS^SSSS^.iiac Qistinguisnes courants nncl sarabands from
gtivots, borees, chacones, &c.

b. (a) The melodic progression of a single partwith reference to the intervals taken by it See
CONJUNCT a. 6, DISJUNCT a. 3. (ff) The progres-sion of two or more parts with relation to each
otlier. tor parallel, direct, similar, oblique, con
trary motion, see those adjs.
1731, 18,,, etc. [see CONTRARY a. 5 b, OBLIQUE a. 6, etc.].
T UP. a. A puppet-show. Obs.

lUn??
S
r
HE

,

/ l
&quot;?&quot; M$- Marforius 12 Pompes, Pagents,

Motions, Maskes ,599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum.
with }

y Say
j \re s \new Mot on of the city of Niniueh,with lonas, and the whale, to be seene at Fleet-bridge

Son ff ^h
S
p &quot;j- ^ &quot; &quot; I03 T1 =&quot; h compast a JIo-

AH P Prodigall sonne. ,677 Loud. Cat. No. 1,70/4A 11 Persons exposing publickly any Shows, Motions, Stage-I layes, or strange Sights. 1678 Norwich Court-Bks. 21 Dec.Tf
5 5

2 i&quot;

llver
,

Batt Censed to show a motion calledArteand Vartue .

t b. A puppet. Also applied contemptuously to
a person. Obs.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. i. ,00 Oh excellent motion ; oh
emng Puppet. ,60, B. JONSON Poetaster in. iv, What s
Vor.. VI.

A r VA? I
6 &quot; be remembered. ,8,8 BEN-

s i fi
* Of hese

D
same

&quot;motion-makers, the third
..is iar Nelson. ,6,4 B. JONSON Barth. Fair I. v AP ppet-play . . that I writ for the -motion man. ^,680

been As T ( 7
f
59)

.
. f ^ hen tlulv a &quot; thdr Feat ^ hivtbeen As well perform d by Motion-men. ,764 Ann. Re&quot;

i.n/1 Two &quot;motion wheels [in a watch]. i795 J \ ^
Myxhetteryi They, excel in what is called motio ,-worl

W t^ f
la
V

Vl

J

eelS Cl
?

&quot;S SP in
-&quot;

S (etC i- l884 F. J. liRITTKNWatch
|

Clock,,,. 179 In turret clocks, wherethe striking isnot discharged by the motion work.

Motion (moirjan), v. Also 5 raocyon, 6
moshion, -you, mocion. [f. MOTION jtf.]
fl. trans. To propose, move, bring forward

Const, to, inilo. Obs.
505 in ,0/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Com:,:. App. v. in, Anve

discord.. or ingerous wordes or langange spokin, movid ormoshioned betvvixte anny brother or neighbour.. . ,535 in
Lett.

Sutfress. Monasteries (Camden) 77 Your humble
oratour, disquietly vexede without cause or any pretencedoccasion motioned of your said oratours pal tie. ,577 F aeLisle s Legendarie D iij, Which was by motioning a double

5!fef-.. S8 SAVILE Tacitus Hist. n,. Ixx. T,59 ,) 157ill! Vitelhus began first to motion a parle. ,586 HOOKER
Suptl. Ir,sh Chron. 136/2 in Holinslied, Tirlough . . makingthe like sutes as his wife before his comming had motioned
vnto his lordship. 16,1 BIBLE Transl. Pref. r &amp;gt; It wasmade a

capital! crime, once to motion the making of a newLaw for the abrogating of an old. ,635 J. HAYWARD tr.
Biondi s Bamsh d Y,rg. ,69, 1 . .never entertained a thoughtof motioning love unto you, otherwise than in a lawful! and
honourable way. ,648 GAGE West Ind. xviii. (1655) 136
I his Fryer hath writ of this Countrey, and hath gone to
bpam to the Court to motion the conquering of it ,666
PEPYS Diary 8 June, Creed and I down the river as low
as Sir W. Warren s, with whom I did motion a business
that may be of profit to me. ,7,4 New Hampshire Prov.
Papers (1868) II. 662 His Honour. .often motioned it to the
C l

!.
nc

, 9,
be gratified. ,73, J. WINDHAM Let. 5 Jan. in

Pall Mall G. (1891) 25 June 3/2 A bill is ordered to be
brought in to make it felony for [etc.]... Motioned by Sir
Joseph Jekyll, seconded by H. Walpole and others. ,802
C. JAMES Atillt. Diet., To motion a thing, to propose it in
a military or civil meeting.

t b. with infinitive or clause as object. Obs.

_ 1524 DK. SUFFOLK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 33, So it
is as I am enformed, vpon malice it is mocioned vnto your
Grace to take into the Kingis handes .. the Pryory of
Conyssed [etc.]. ,536 STAFFORD in Lett. Stiff ress. Mo-

;

Hastfria (Camden) 122 Where I desyred Mr. Bryan to be so
good master unto me as to moshion unto your mastership
to helpe me to the gift of the priorie of Fynshed. a ,648
LD. HERBERT Hen. fill (1683) 363 One Tempse .. who
motion d that they all should Petition the King to take his

Queen again. ,676 NEWTON in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
(1841) II. 395, I am now to return you thanks.. for motion-
ing to get the experiment in controversy tried before the
Royal Society. ,676 W. Row Conln. Blair s Antobiog. x.

(1848) 27, They motioned in the Committee that John
Hamilton should be general-major of the army. 1688 Col.

Xec.fe&amp;gt;insy/7&amp;gt;.l.^33 Sam\l Richardson, .motion d that The
order of This board . . was Contrary to Law. ,823 W. FAUX
Mem. Days Amcr. 323 Another rising to say, I motion,
that as some cannot command money they should bring
vegetables .

fc. To propose or recommend (a person) for
,

employment, or as a partner in marriage. Obs. i

1577 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 553 Hugh le Brun..(vnto
whom Queene Isabel!, .had beene promised in maria^e be- i

&quot;&quot;* A*. Uiysicke 352/1 [A prescription] When anve
ar^IV? -

S e
?&quot;

ea
,

m| ye inflamed that it wexeth blacke

G7tan*e nTi ^f &quot;

,

(

?
68) M -5 The jjS*uovernoi motioned to this Board of a c tadel to be hinlt ;,,

this fourt. ,839 CARLVLF. Chartism i. i 2 I^or what end
&quot;

all are men . .sent to St. Stephen s, . .kept talking, strt gglin&quot;motioning and
counter-motioning?

d. tram. To direct or guide by a sign, or sinifi-
cant gesture or movement. Const, to with inf.
also with adv. or advb. phrase.
,787 MME. D ARBLAY Diary i Nov., When I produced it|^^mHS
S^^^^-^^^-om.,,869 A. Vt. \\ARD tr. Curtms Hist. Greece II n iv sitwas their duty.. to motion off any one who approached the
gods of the state without the right of so doing ,805 SCULLV
Kafir Stories ,58 Whitson sat down on a ftone?and mo&quot;

tioned his companion to do the same.
4. vitr. a. To make a motion or movement as

if intending to do something. 1 Obs
,747 RiciiARDsoNC/rtmj* (,8,,) II. xxxiv.2.,8 Snatchingmy hand from my brother who was insolently motioningto give it to Mr. holmes. ,754 _ Grandison VI. xlii 262

I. .motioned to quit the hall for the parlour. ,800 HELF-CIWELLS Constantia Neville (ed. 2) II. 79 , I .. requeued he
would be seated. This he declined, motioning at the same
n&quot;?

e
1 2 away

-
I8 3 MAKV CHARLTON Wife f, Mistress

J V. 187 bne.. motioned to depart.
i b. To make a significant movement or gesture

for the purpose of directing or guiding.
,788 CHARLOTTE SMITH Emmeline (1816) IV. 216 Lady

Adehna.., still motioning with her hand for Fitz Edward
to leave her, moved on. ,802 MRS. RADCLIFFE Gaston de
hlondeyille Posth. Wks. 1826 II. 377 The King motioned
with his arm

; the Archbishop made a sign in the air ,8^6
MBS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh vm. 8, Will you sit 1 I asked
and motioned to a chair. ,897 HALL CAINE Christinn x
She.. motioned to him to stand by her side. ,899 T M
ELLIS Three Cats-eye Kings ,30 Clayside motioned to the
men to cover in the dead.

Motionable (mou-Janab l), a. rare. [f. MOTION
sb. + -ABLE.] Capable of motion.
,840 / . Parley s Ann. I. ,49 She gave it a gentle patwith her paw, to see if it were motionable. ,893 R BRIDGES

Shorter P. v. xv. n The frost-bound country held Nought
motionable or alive.

Motional (mou-Janal), a.
[f. MOTION sb. +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to motion
; characterized

by (certain) motions.
&amp;lt;z,83, BENTHA.M Language Wks. 1843 VIII. 300/2 The

existence of any expressible state of things, or of persons, . .

whether it be quiescent, or motional,, .is what is called a
fact. ,879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 343 A system
so constituted that the positional forces are proponional to
displacements and the motional to velocities.

t Mo tionary, a. Obs. rare . [f. MOTION
sb. + -ART l

; cf. STATIONARY.] Having a motion
;

moving, or causing motion.
i6,z R. DABORNE Christian turn it TnrJte 230 We are

award As are the motionary ingines of a clocke.

t Mo tionated, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. MOTION

sl&amp;gt;. + -ATE -f- -ED 1
.] That is moved or set in motion.

666
.

G
-,
ALSOP Maryland (iSfx)) 4% He might, .then with

a Spade, like his Grandsire Adam, turn up the face of the
Creation, purchasing his bread by the sweat of his brows, that
before was got by the motionated Water-works of his jaws.
t Mo-tioner. Obs. [f. MOTION sb. or v. + -EB i.]
One who motions ; a proposer, instigator.
7,536 LATIMER in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden)

,49 Butt now, syr, another thynge, that by your favour I

myght be a motionare unto you, at the request [etc.].
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MOTIONING.

c 1560 R. MORICE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 26 Dr. Butts

was the firste motioner of his preferment. 1577 F. de L isle s

Legcndarie H v b, They., had bene the chiefe motioners

of the estates to call for accomptes. 1665 MARQ. WORCESTER
in Uircks Life (1865) 278 You are no motioner of this ; you
do but lay before him my reasonable petition therein.

b. transf. of a thing. (Frequent in Hales.)
1616 HIERON Wks. II. 37 Where religion was not the first

motioner, the issue of the marriage without great repen
tance can neuer bee comfortable. 1617 HALES Gold. Kent.

i. (1673) 2 We will consider, First, the sin it self. . : where we
will briefly consider what it is, and what causes and motioners

it finds in our corrupt understandings,

Motion-hole : see MORSIXO b.

Motioning (m^u-Janin). vbl. sb. [f.
MOTION v.

+ -ING l.] The action of the verb MOTION
; t the

proposing or suggesting (of something).
1610 in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 170 The motioning of that

Match maketh a general fear. 1652 COTTKUU. Cassandra
n. (1676) 22 A visit of his own motioning. 1786 MME.
D ARBLAY Diary Oct., After this, the Smelts, at royal

motioning, returned the visit of Mrs. Delany.

t Uo tionist. Obs. [f. MOTION sb. + -IST.]

One skilled in motions.

1650 M i LTON Tenure Kings (ed. 2) 58 If there come a truth

to be defended which, .seemes not so profitable, strait these

nimble motionists can finde no eev n leggs to stand upon.

Motionless (mJu-Janles), a. [f. MOTION sb. +

-LESS.] Having no motion or movement, not

moving. Also, incapable of motion.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V^ iv. ii. 50 And in their pale dull

mouthes the lymold Hitt Lyes foule with chaw d grasse,
still and motionlesse. 1634 MILTON Comus 819 The Lady
that sits here In stony fetters fixt, and motionless. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 189 All the live-long night, Rigid in

thought, and motionless, he stands. 1802 BINGLEY Atiitn.

Biog, (1813) I. 38 The tongue [offish] is in general motion

less, obtuse, and fleshy. 1883 J. GILMOUH Mongols 362

Etiquette requiring them to remain motionless at the board.

1 1 dice Mo tionlessness.

1817 J. GILCHRIST Intell. Patrimony 23 The agreeable-
ness that the sentient frame finds in motionlessness. 1840
THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. Wks. 1900 V. 207 The silence and
motionlessness of the whole added to its awfulness.

t Mo tist. Obs. rare. [ad. It. motista, f.

moto : L. mottts movement.] One skilled in de

picting or describing movement.
1598 R. HAVDOCKE tr. Lomazzoii. 13 Here then the dili

gent Motist [orig. il diligente inotista} ought to obserue,
how much any one humor aboundeth in the body, so that

he may learne to expresse the motions accordingly. Ibid.

15 Whence I holde it most convenient for that Painter,
which would prooue a cunning Motist, to be.. precise in

diligent observing of the aboue named rules. Ibid. 21 Those
excellent Motistes Al. Magnus, Abbas Tritemius, and Rai.

1644 BL LWER Chirol. A j b, Thy Hand hath, like a cunning
Motist, found In all the Senses, wherein they abound.

Motitation (mJutit^ -Jsn). rare. [n. of action

f. L. motitarC) freq. of mot-t
movere to MOVE ; see

-ATION.] A quivering movement.
1641 lir. HALL Senn. Lent Wks. 1837 V. 434 What shall

we say to those men., that love to dance upon a quaking
earth? yea, that affect to be actors in these unkindly moti-
tations? 1649 ULXWER Pathoinyot. it. i. 67 If you rest a

trembling Head upon a cushion, you shall soon stay the

trembling, and free it from that nictitation. 1884 J. PAYNE
looi Nights VIII. 105 With Cairene nictitations and Vemani
wrigglings. .and Hindi torsions.

Motivate (m^n-tiv^t), v, [f. MOTIVE sb. +
-ATE :i

, after K. motiver, G. motiviren.] trans.

MOTIVE v.

1885 Athenaeum 14 Feb. 213/1 The chief defect [of the

novel] is that the principal events are not sufficiently moti
vated *. iOi M EADER Lat. Pronouns is, hie, etc. 80 Various
reasons might have motivated the change.
absol. 1863 LYTTON Caxtoniana II. 259 But Goethe s

art was not dramatic; he himself tells us so,.. he adds.,
that, from the philosophical turn of his mind, he motivates
too much for the stage.

Motivation (mJutiv^i-Jan). [f. MOTIVE v. :

see -ATION.] The action of the verb MOTIVE.
1873 Contemp. Rev. XXI. 446 He [Schopenhauer] dis

tinguishes the sufficient reason of Becoming, of Knowledge,
of Being, and of Action.. .The fourth is the law of motiva
tion. 1902 Edin. Rev. July 203 Still less are we referring
to the structure of the Roberlsonian drama, the motiva
tion of its plot.

Motive (mju-tiv), sb. Forms: 4 motif\f, 4-5
motyf, 4-6 motyve, 6 motife, -yfe, moitive, 6-
motive. [a - F. motffmuc. (in Oresme, 141)1 c.),

subst. use of OF. motif MOTIVE a. Cf. Sp., Pg.,
It. motivo ;

also G. motiv (from Fr.).]

fl. Something moved or brought forward; a

motion, proposition ; esp. in to move (or make) a
motive (cf. MOTION). Obs.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 70 Suche Motyues \&amp;gt;ci
meuen

IMS Maistres in hepr glorie. 1451 CAPGRAVE Life St.

Aug. 12/25 Tho seid bei whan bei were concluded with
argumentis on all sides

J&amp;gt;at
Faust us schuld come and he

s-chuld make answere on-to all bese motyues. 1523 SKELTON
Carl. Laurel 114 Madame, .Vnto your grace then make I

this motyue; Whereto made ye [etc.]? 1586 FFRNE Blaz.
Gentrie i. 261 Questions of the lawes of armes with their
solucions which he hath deuided into fourteene motiues.
1602 North s Plutarch, Philip (161-2) 1135 So he [Philip]
made a motiue, that he desired to speake with the townes
openly. 1652 KARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio s Hist. Kelat. 8
If. . the great Assembly of the States Generall be to he called
for any new extraordinary business, .this Councell drawes
up the motives and sends them to the particular States of

every Province.

698

(2. a. ? A moving impression on the mind. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Man of Law s T. 530 This genti! kyng
hath caught a yreet motyf Of this witnesse.

fb. An inward prompting or impulse; chiefly
in ofj from one s own (or proper) motive. Chiefly
Sc. Cf. MOTION sb. 9. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 60 Thre worth!

princis come till him of thair awin curage and propre motyf.

1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 55 Of his awin fre will and

motive, uncompellit or coactit. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxi.

xviii. 403 An enterprise proceeding from his owne motife,

t C. ? A (supernatural) prompting or
inciting.

i6iz TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. \. ii, Heau n. .Whose gracious
motiues made me still forbeare To be mine owne Reuenger.
1637 EARL MONM. tr. Mafoezsi s Rout. $ Tarquin 235

Many have beleeved, that in man also there are certnine

seeds of Divination of future things..: I should beleeve

them to bee the motives of our tutelary Angels [etc.].

j*3. An argument, means of producing conviction.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. ii. (Rolls) 489 Forto proue that

these religiouns ben sectis of perdicioun, he muste take his

euydencis and hise motyues m othir place out and fro the

seid text of Peter.

4. That which moves or induces a person to

act in a certain way; a desire, fear, or other

emotion, or a consideration of reason, which in

fluences or tends to influence a person s volition ;

also often applied to a contemplated result or object
the desire of which tends to influence volition.

Writers of the ly-iSth c. commonly speak of acting on
a motive ; the usual prep, now is Jrom t though occa

sionally ivith orfor is employed.
ci4iz HOCCLEVE De Reg. Print. 1559 What was ft cause

why [&amp;gt;ou
toke a wyf ? Was it. .for luste, or muk ? what was

bl motyf? 1586 Keg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 78 Lying undir

dangear of horning, or proces of forfaltour, or uthirwayes
upoun sum uthlr motive, thay durst not compeir. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. 11. vni. 4 Hereof wee haue no com-
mandement either in nature or scripture, .yet those motiues
there are in both which drawe most effectually our mindes
vnto them. 1602 SHAKS. Ham, \. i. 105 And this (I take it) Is

the malne Motiue of our Preparations. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. I\eb. i. 60 [Feltpn answered] that the motives there
unto would appear if his hat were found, in which he had ..

fixed them. 1694 LOCKE Hum. Vnd. u. xxi. 29 (ed. 2) 133
The motive to change, is always some uneasiness.,. This is

the great motive that works on the Mind to put it upon Action.

1710 STKKI.K TatIcy No. 21 1 F 4 There is no other motive of
action that can carry us. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will i. ii.

(1762) 5 Hy Motive, I mean the whole of that which moves,
excites, or invites the Mind to Volition. 1796 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Marchmont III. 147 He married her on the most
laudable motives. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos \. xii, Now 1

have motive to be brave. 1824 CIIR. WORDSWORTH Who
wrote Etxcjf BauiAiitT) 164, 1 am compelled to declare, that,
from the motives upon which he writes, .his testimony adds

very little. 1868 MAIN Ment. % Mor. Sci. 346 The Motives,
or Ends of action, are our Pleasures and Pains. 1884
F. TEMPLE Rclat. Kelig. $ Set. iii. (1885) So The freedom
of the will is not shown in acting without motive, but in

choosing between motives.

fb. A moving or inciting cause. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Dtt Bartas \. ii. 240 Now the chiefe
Motive of these Accidents Is the dire discord of our F.le-

ments. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 65 You shall finde no
motiues to beget Alexanders Riot, except barren Moun-
taines. .can procure Eplcurisme. 1727 Philip Quarll (1816)

75 He discovered a sail. ., which quite altered the motive of
his former fears : no monster, said he, has devoured him.

f 5. A mover, instigator, promoter. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxm. xxxvii. 500 Vercellius and Sici-

lius the motifes and chieftains of that rebellion. 1611 BIBLE
Trans I. Pref. p n They were the principal! motiues of it,

and therefore ought least to quarrell it. 1681 NEVILE
Plato Redh . 19 He cannot be denied to be a great motive
of the Peoples unquietness.

f 0. A moving limb or organ. (Only in Shaks.)
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 193 My teeth shall teare The

slauish motiue of recanting feare. 1606 Tr. ff Cr, iv. v.

57 Her wanton spirites lookeout At euery ioynt,and motiue
of her body,

7. In Art and Literature: *= MOTIF i, 2.

1851 tr. Kugler s Hand-bk. Paint. 18 The positions and
motives in both [are] too conventional. 1851 EASTLAKE ibid,

t

note, This word, .as generally used by the author,, .means
the principle of action, attitude and composition in a single
figure or group ; thus it has been observed, that in some
antique gems which are defective in execution, the motives
are frequently fine. 1853 K.INGSLEY Hypatia xxii, A dance
. . in which every attitude was a fresh motive for a sculptor
of the purest school. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vni. ii.

i A great composition always has a leading emotional
purpose, technically called its motive, to which all its lines

and forms have some relation. Undulating lines, for in

stance, are expressive of action ; and would be false in effect

if the motive of the picture was one of repose. 1889 A cadcnty
25 May 365/2 The motive [of the picture] is of the simplest.

b. A/us. MOTIVO, MOTIF 3. Leading motive \

see LEADING///, a. i b.

1866 ENGEL Nat. Mits. ii. 82 Motive is the term which may
most properly be applied to the shortest musical idea. 1883
F. HUEFFER Wagner (ed. 2} 88 As if to remind him of this
limit of his power, the orchestra intones a solemn theme
which might be called the Maw or bond motive .

8. attrib. and Comb. t as motive-hunting ,
motive-

grinder, -millwright, nonce-iuds.
t

a laborious

searcher after motives; motive-monger, one who
traffics in motives ; so motive-mougering ;

t motive-wise adv., as a motive of conduct or

action.

1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. 11. vii, Foolish Wordmonger and
*Motive-grinder, who in thy Logic-mill hast an earthly
mechanism for the Godlike itself. 1907 RALEIGH Shake-

sfeare iSg Regan and Gonerit do not go &quot;motive-hunting

MOTIVE.

like lago. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. in. iii, ^Motive-Mill

wrights. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy VI. xxxi, My father, who
was a great &quot;motive-monger, a 1834 COLERIDGE Xoies fy

Lect. 1,1849) I. 233 O what a lesson concerning, .the
folly

of
all *motive-mongering, while the individual self remains !

1674 ALLEN Danger Enthus. 134 Because Faith is thus
*Motive-wise such an Operative Principle of a good and
Holy Life.

Motive (m&amp;lt;?u-tiv),
a. Also 6 moitive, motyfe.

[ad. OF. motif or mecl.L. motlv-us (Erigena,
c 860), f. L. mot-, movere to MOVE : see -IVE.

Erigena renders TO TTJS $v&amp;lt;rsws Kifijrucoc (Pseudo-Diony-
sius) oy naturae motiva capacitas.]

1. That moves or tends to move a person to a

particular course of action; that constitutes a motive
for action. Now somewhat rare.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) v. vii. 426 The
cause motyue of the composycyon of this present boke.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. ix. i What we doe against
our wills.. we are not properly said to do it; because the
motiue cause of doing it is not in our selues. Ibid. \\.

xi. 12 Shall euery motiue argument vsed in such kinde of

conferences be made a rule for others still to conclude the

like by? 1654 Z. COKE Logick 9 The Causes motive of
men to invent this Art, were first, The defect of mans
nature. 1858 SEARS A than. in. x. 333 Those, .whose motive

principles are selfish. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Cram, Assent \\.

x. 469 The Emperor Marcus seems to consider obstinacy
as the ultimate motive-cause to which their unnatural con
duct was traceable. 1879 R. T. SMITH Basil the Great x.

116 He held sacramental doctrine, yet we do not find the

sacraments used as motive arguments.

t b. Powerful to move or incite. Obs.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 43/1 The oration of queene
Voadicia. .wherein she rippeth up the. .shamefull wrongs
which their enemies inflicted upon them, with other matters

verie motive. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exewf. Disc. iii. 8

Generals, even in spiritual things are less perceived and
less motive than particulars.

2. Having the quality of initiating movement ;

productive of or used in the production of physical
or mechanical motion; spec, in Physics, etc.

Motive energy : see ENERGY 6. Motive power &amp;gt;

the

power acting upon matter to move it, moving or

impelling power (so also motive force] ; also, the

mechanical energy (as steam, electricity, air, etc.)

used to drive machinery.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 44 A Muscle, .is construct

..w l Nerues, that it might cary with it the moitiue vertue

that springeth from the brayne. 1615 N. CARPENTER Geog.
Del. i. iii. 1163$) 48 In the Reasonable soule of man, we
haue two faculties . . , a motiue, and a directiue power. 1641
WILKINS Math. Magick i. v. (1648) 29 The Nerves serve

for the conveyance of the motive faculty from the brain.

1708 Jirit. Apollo No. 62. 2/1 The absolute motive force of
the Muscles. iSjsWHEWELL in Trans. Cambr. Philos. Sec.

V. 160 That property of a force., which we may call the

motive quantity of the force. 1849 NOAD Electricity ted. 3)
1

360 A machine with a motive wheel of about 2$ feet in dia-

; meter., to propel a Napier s print ing press. i86a H. SPENCER
First Princ. n. xiv. 114 (18751 325 When horse-power and

man-power were alone employed, the motive agent was not

, bound up with the tool moved. 1889 G. FINDLAY Eng.
Railway 6 The question of the motive power to be em
ployed was left an open one.

b. trattsf. andy?^.
1865 M. ARNOLD Aw. CnV. 1(1875) nThe French Revolu

tion, .found, .its motive power in the intelligence ofmen. 1889

Spectator 14 Dec. 845 The usual motive-power of indus

trial enterprises, the desire of human beings to grow rich.

c. Of nerves = MOTOR a. ^.

1668 CULPEPPER & COI.E Karthol. Anat. Man. m. ii. 325
These two motive-nervts are so united as to touch one
another. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Sj-sf. Clin. Med. Introd. Lect.

14 I n cases oftic douloureux we divide the sentient and not

the motive nerves.

3. Concerned with or having the function or

quality of initiating action.

1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 684 Bayth the partiU

comperand personalie, of thair awin motive will is. 1573
Ibid. II. 451. 1650 HOBIJES Hum. Nat. 4 Of the powers of

the Mind there be two sorts. Cognitive and Imaginative, or

Conceptive and Motive. 1844 DISKAKLI Coningsly v. ii,

Public reputation is a motive power. 1892 N. SMYTH Chr.

Ethics i. iii. 189 Historical Christianity, on the ethical side

of it, is increased divine motive power for man.

4. Of the limbs : Concerned with the faculty of

motion or locomotion. ? Obs.

1541 COPLAND Grtydon s Quest. Chirurg. C iv b, The
seconde [purpose of the sinews is] to gyue moeuynge to the

motyfe or styrynge membres. 1658 SIR T. HROWNK C-ani.

Cyrus iii. 58 In the motive parts of animals may be dis

covered mutuall proportions. 183$ KIRBV Hab. ff Inst.

Anitn. II. xvii. 93 The motive organs may be divided into

two classes, those that are employed by an animal in loco

motion, and those that are used for prehension.

f5. Having the faculty of motion; capable of

movement
;
mobile. Obs.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Camillus (1595) 152 Fire., is the

most motiue& quickest substance that is of all natural! things.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 993 Cold is stationarie and
heat motive. i68 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] xxvi. 84 Nature
is motiue in the quest of ill.

f b. ? Moving readily, mobile. Obs.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado 88 So pure her skin, so motiue

to the eie, As it did seeme compos d of luorie. i6az Nat.
Etnbassie 97 Faire in proportion, motiue in her pace.

Motive (irunrtiv), v. [f. MOTIVE j&.j cf. F.

motiver
t
G. motiviren^\

1. trans. To furnish with a motive or inciting

cause; to give or supply a motive to ;
to be the

motive of; also pass., to be prompted by (some

thing) as a motive.



MOTIVED.
a 1650 MAY Satir. Pt.ppy (1657) 86 He carried himself as

altogether unsensible of any beating, and deina, d whatmotiv d that mirth ,815 J. C. HOBHOUSE ,s533S } */(.8.6) I. 43, Lord Castlereagh, lest anything, .absurd shouldbe wanting to motive the war, reads a forged letter .8,0W. TAYLOR Hut. Aura. Germ. Poetry I. IQ7 The s-,K?vwas augmented so liberally as to motive his iniuni ,

1874 W. G. WARD Ess. Philos. Theism (.884) I 2 -8 Vn Ttneed not be motived by pleasure at all
; and ypt a verv hSamount of pleasure may be annexed to its performance

&. In passive, of incidents in a drama or work of
fiction : To be provided with a motive to be
rendered credible by what isrevealed ofthe character
circumstances, or antecedent history of the persons
1858 HAWTHOHNE AncestralFootstep (.883) 486 His malicemust lie motived in some satisfactory way i8&i Sv,VA.

Khaki. Predcccss. xi. 478 Where the witch s malice ,ruV uhave been motived and brought into playMotived (nwu-tivd), a .

[f. MOTIVE v. + -ED 1 1
In senses of the vb.
.862 T A. TROLLOPE Marietta II. vii. Il3 A collective aimotived judgement. ,900 Daily Nms 28 Nov o/ , Hiswort ,s always delicate, suggestive, motived, and..sincere.
Motiveless (mcn-flvlds), a.

[f. MOTIVE sl&amp;gt; +
-LESS.] Having no motive.
.1817 GODWIN Mandevilk II. 75 Had not that accident

given us rather a motiveless contempt and abhorrence forothers? 1879 Miss BRADDON Clov. Foot i \h ! he wan
something of me. This liberality is not motiveless
Hence Mo tivelessly adv., Mo tiveleasness
1876 GEO. ELIOT Da,, Der. m. xxiv, That calm whichGwendolen had promised herself to maintain had changedinto sick motivelessness. 1891 lUustr. Lond ftewsl , Oc

515/1 Feelings.. unreasonably, motivelessly strong
Motiveness (moa-tivnes). [f. MOTIVE a. +

-NESS.] Capability of locomotion.
1818 J. BALLANTYNE Exam. Hum. blind

&amp;lt;*,
As to motive,

ness, they [sc. the lower animals] frequently discover a de
gree of agihty to which man can make no pretensions

_ Motiyity (moti-viti). [f. MOTIVE a. + -JTY.]The quality or capacity of
initiating motion spec

in Dynamics, kinetic energy.
1690 LOCK-E Hum. Und. n. xxiii. 145 The active power of

Moving, or, as I may call it, Motivity. 1822 Gooi&amp;gt; Study

i&quot;f afif
the

in
ird

, ^
motir i

ly.
I
&quot;s

r

BMHNKLTFJVar!
f

V-;W 49 AU God s quickening motivity and power aretaken away from the feeling.

II Motivo (motrvo). Mus. [It. : see MOTIVK
*. Cf. MOTIF.] The leading subject of an air
etc.

;
a subject or theme out of which a movement

is developed. Also (see quot. 1876)
1789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. IV. 145 It is a graceful -md

pleasing air, the motive of which has been often used in he
present century. 1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed 3 i8OUSELEY Mus. Form ix. 48 Variations may be constructed
. .upon an original theme or motivo. ,876 STALER!- BAR-RETT Diet. Mus ferms, Motivo (It.). .(i) The sort of movement indicated by the opening notes of a sentence rtA
subject proposed for development.
Motled, obs. form of MOTTLED.
Motley (mp-tli), a. (adv.\ sb. Forms- 4

motteley, 4-5 mottelay, 4,6-8 motly, = motle(e
motele, motleye, 6-7 moatl(e)y, (7 mothly)]
7-8 motely, 5- motley. [Of obscure originThe early forms (with which cf. those of MEDLEY) sueees
adoption of an AF. -motele, which may possibly havelfeen
x //./&quot; u i?tlve EnS- M *f, speck, spot- cf

speckled, with which m some early examples motlev seems
nearly synonymous Formally theword might be derivedfrom OF. motel, early mod.F. motteau little clod, also &quot;clotWC&amp;lt;

,hf
a
j

molsture (Cotgr.), dim. of mott, mottc clod
it this does not seem quite satisfactory with regard tosense. Connexion with early mod.F. malteU -Sotted

knottie, curdled, or curd-like (Cotzr ) is imnrnl iT
grounds both of form and meaning ]

A. adj.

variegated ;

3&
ct^T r S

h i
e

% V nd cum Orfrels de Velvet rubeo
ci43o IwoCookery-bks. ,. 36 And 3if bow wolt liaue it

colour? Phi 6
??&quot;&amp;gt;&quot;[&amp;gt;

and make letlardys in echet &
eedervs^n/&quot;

1 - 50 M *** t
en ^o^e ; an. .caste al to-

699

robe to dance at

Also (by association with mottle
), of the skin in

disease : Mottled in appearance

brp^D^JSfe^i^Stf^fe?v1SS
5ta wr

ELT
?f

&quot; Q?
*~ 7 r

Xiii (I652) 3 An artificiall Foui&amp;gt;
tain wrought of motly Jasper and smooth Marble. 1686

varlJf far I23 A
i

the colours being.. given by the

v M~ ,?.

S
r&quot;? ^f M &quot;ey-&amp;gt;lour which is procuredby blending the Lead with Manganese. j687 A. LOVELL tr.

Ir.riJ? T l
&quot; 36 They make he.. motely colours

mg. bigarures} that are upon the Stuffs with Moulds. 1755SMOLLETT Q,IIJC (,803) IV. 3, Two of thorn, .are green, two
carnation, two blue, and one motley. 1757 DYER Fleece n.
ii Where pitch.. must stain your motley flock, To mark

y ur
5[P

(

i

rty- &quot; 839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 159 A motleypage Of black and white. 1851 LAYARD Pop. Ace. Discov.
&quot; ncveh vni. 185 About thirty Cawals in their motley dresses
ol black and white.

b. esp. of a fool s dress. Hence motleyfool.1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 13, I met a foole i th Forrest,A motley Foole. Ibid. 43 O that I were a foole, I am ambi-
i for a motley coat. 1603 DEKKER & CHKTTLE Grissil

a. transf. and fig. Composed of elements of
diveise or varied character: a. of things.

mcSii nS 4 r/ V -

!
9 8

;

! c &quot;ld wish such medlie and

^M^^^^O^SgScoherence of a patch d missall. 1693 DRYDENft^S. .58 One would enquire from whence this motley StyleDid first our Roman Purity defile. ,728 POPE DuL ,6?
andSirS&.Hkf

3
^ K&quot;^ I?

1&quot; FigUres &quot;^S
SKff.8IT B&quot;M?? V 2 H *M &quot;ONZ. ArfffJ

^ i*? I
y

,

a eS f Ve and murder- 18 4&quot;

-,
I+ lh

f.
la

&quot;SUage of France.. has left
X S

&quot; !
&quot; e &quot; re1CS

- l871 B TAYLOR y &quot;^

MOTOR.

ey ew
Lnglishm. for my Mo,,ev F,b W n t HAUG &quot;T &quot;

Motley take his ^Jen\L^ X&quot;
no lh &quot;*

xiv. viii. 1.3 Wolsev in his JLn j u
lv

:Q&quot;e &quot;&amp;lt;s HI.

moU^yswitl,heir c
y
aps and b

g
el&quot;

n &quot;nd band beat a &quot; **

Motley (mf- tli), v .
[f. MoTLEY S6]To make motley or parti-coloured in hue to
to mix in

o ea.
b. oi an assembly of persons

1687 T Blows SaMt m Uproar

may

\V\is.

s
(mp-tlin&). [f. MOTLEY

7 What

and natives of Pontus. 1879 LUBBOC&quot; Addr^Pol. %Ed%.
f,- China^hT^^l n^Lrano Fn^

110 &quot; a &quot;ratted

T o. V arying in character or mood
; changeable

in form. Obs.

taS^t^ti.Sr; r^iv^ i&quot;

8 nr ley

creature is 35 ; ^SSS^i^SS^ &quot;^ *

t*. Made of the cloth called motley Obs
1589

Marfrcl. Epit. Gj, He deserueth to be cased in a
good moatley cloakbagg for his labor. ,61= BRATHWA.T
Stratpade (.878) .30 I had Smaw gere (at tat tide) buta lether-bagge A Motley lacket, an a slop of blew, I wasmy t adders, I mun tell thee true.

5. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as motley
coloured, -minded, -peopled, -speckled adjs.; also
t motley-scorn (see quot.).

,1,7^
S7 v -T

&quot;r
&quot;,

S
t f? &quot;Vi &quot; 2?9 The Merchand [inine Laut. /.].. is clothed m a motley-coloured garment.1600 hiiAKs. A. K /,. v. ,v. 4, This is the &quot;Motley-mindedGent email. 1843 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854)

135 Inis: .. motley-peopled capital. 1600 DEKKER For-tunatns C 4, I oore Venue Why is this &quot;

Motley.scorne [-. a
cockscomb] set on thy head ? x676 Lond. Gaz. No. . 1.4/4Lost.. a *Motly.speckled Greyhound.
B. sb.

1 1. A cloth of a mixed colour
; a mixture Obs

1:1386 CHAUCER /&amp;gt;,W 271 (Lansd. MS.) A marchant was
pere

with a forked berde In motteley [Ellesm., Hen&quot; mot-
lee

; Camo.,Petm. motle; Corp. mottle; //,/. motteleye]and hye on hors he satte. 1394-5 Durham Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 598 In uno panno vindi cum xx uln. de molly pro
garniarnentis estivalibus. 14. . Vac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 603 46
PolimitMS, Kay or motle or medlee. 1467-8 Rolls ofParttV. 620/1 Double Motleys, vn yerdes longe..and sengle
Motleys, vi yerdes longe. 1487-8 Sec. St. Mary at Hill
(1905! .35 Paide for mendyng of a vestmente of worstede
Motleye, xij d. 1556 WITHALS Diet. , .5681 34 a/i He that
maketn motley, pohmitarius. 1617 MORVSO.V Itin. in. 170His [sc. the king of Denmark s] chiefe Courtiers . .were all
attired in an English cloth, which they call Kentish cloth
we call Motley, but much finer then that whereof we make
cloakebags.

t b. transf. (Common in Lydgate.) In //. as
the material of the flowery mantle of the earth.

Similarly, white motley, as the clothing of the
hawthorn. Obs.

LD - COCKBURN
- umted

,nVt,nV t). [mod.L. (in i;th c. also
Wflwo/, whence Momotus name of the typical
genus) ; app. echoic of the bird s note.] A bird

&amp;lt;:i4oi LYDG. Coutpl. Bl. Knt. xi, Ther saw I eek the
fresshe hawethorn In whyte motle, that so swote doth
smelle. 1:1407 Rcson fy Sens. 117 Hys [sc. the earth s]
mantel ys so lusty hewed.. wyth motles fressh and fyne.
c 1450 Secrets 1378 This sesoun fflora that is of fflours

queue, hire fressh motlees she tournyth nowCitryne. 1:1515Cade Lorelts B. (Percy Soc.) 7 The walles shallbe of hau-
thorne..And hanged w l whyte motly y l swete doth smell.
2. A variegated, chequered, or mixed colour;

also transf. andyf^. an incongruous mixture.
c 1440 I romp. Pan,. 345/2 Motle, colowre, stromaticus.

1530 PALSCR. 246/2 MoUeyfJ colour, tiguarrure. 1552 Act
5 15- 6 Edm. yi, c. 6 S 23 Clothes, .of anye other color or
colors then . . watchett shepes color lyon color motteley or
tren [v.r. Iren] grey. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

*,- P. 366
By their joint perverting the Holy Bible sprang up this

motly of Blasphemous Dotages. 1864 D. G. MITCHELL Wet
Days at Edgewood (1884) 72 Interlacing the pages into a

motley of patchwork. 1889 Amer. Nat. May 494 A motley
of white and gray on the head, neck, shoulders, and back.
Comb. 1611 COTGR., Bigarrement, diuersly, of sundrie

colours, motley-like.

3. A parti-coloured dress which was the recog
nized attire of a professional fool or jester, freq. in

phr. to wear motley; hence, allusively, foolery,
nonsense. A piece ofmotley, &ltjo\. Obs. exc. Hist.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. ii. vii. 34 A worthy foole : Motley s

the onely weare. a 1619 FLETCHER Wit without M. in. iv,
Never hope after I cast you off, you men of Motley. 1623-
34 FLETCHER & MASS. Lovers Progr. i. i, How have you
work d This piece of motley to your ends ? a 1680 BUTLER
Ret. (1759) I. 225 Their poring upon black and white too
subt ly Has turn d the Insides of their Brains to motly.

cans
(^/^ S

e

closl logeTher.^N^TON in E&quot; .

-,r,, ,k -
3/2

l
hf Mo &quot;&quot; s are a purely Neotropical

Mnrn
&quot;

^&quot;T* ? Secics inhabit Central America,
ivioco, obs. lorm ol MOTTO.
Moto-, irreg. rcpr. L. mot- (as in MOTION, MO

TIVE, MOTOB), used in various combinations, a.
Anat. as in moto-sensitive a., composed of motor
and sensitive nerve-fibres

; liiol. as in moto-plastie
a., 1 suffering change in the process of motion.
1835-6 K. OWEN- i,, reacts Cycl. Anat. I. S5 ,/, The cre-it

moto-sens.m;, chor.ls.
//,/,/., Those two large motosensS

columns, winch evidently represent, .the spinal cord of there, tctnatn. iSoz H. J. CAUI KK in Ann. fy illae Nat Ifiit
Ser. in. IX. 446 A mass of minute polymorphic cells! 4 mabx)winch . . soon .separated from their globular aggregation, and
ciept away from each other under moto-plaslic forms

D. in various combinations for explanation of
which see MOTOH sb. 5.
1895 Rcvim_ ofKm. Nov. 395/2 The motocycle, as the

horseless carnage is to be named in future, has come to
stay. ,900 Pall MallC. , 7 Apr. 9/2 The only lady moto-
cychst who has met with any success in road races with
mim. 1901 / ,ill Mall Mag. Sept. 64/2 The moto-cyclette.

Motograph (mon-Wgraf). [f.Moio- + -GRAPH.]
(In full

eltctro-motograph. ) A receiver for an
electnc telegraph or telephone, invented by Edison.
1877 EHV. Mechanic i June 276/1 Edison s Motograph

1883 J. MAIER Hospitaller s Mod.Appl. Elcctr. II. 06 A
principle which was first applied by the inventor [Edison)

,
to a telegraphic relay, under the name of electro-moto-
graph. 1894 DICKSON Edison 83 Motograph receiving and
transmitting telephone.
Hence Mo togrraphic a.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
Suppl., Mote-graphic Receiver

an invention of Edison, by which the volume of sound is
increased in a telephonic receiver. Called also Electro-
motograph.

Motometer (mot(;-mA3j). [Formed as prec
+ -METER.] (See quot.)
1876 Catal. Set. App. S. Kens. 7 The Motometer

, a
machine to indicate the number of revolutions made by
a steam engine or revolving shaft.

Moton. Antiq. [Origin obscure.] Some portion
of the armour of the 15111 century.
Its place in the list suggests that it may be the plate often

figured as attached to the rerebrace to protect the armpitbee Visct. Dillon The Besagiie or Moton in Arehxol. jrnl.LXIV. 15 ff.

iu c
I47

o
A &quot;l

&quot;f

nt
^/&amp;lt;T

7st&amp;gt;is [i.e. Jousts] ofPees (Lansd.
MS. 285, fol. gb; also in Hastings MS.,Archxotogia LVII),A rerebrace. A Moton. Avambrace andagaynepayne[etc.J.
1824 MEYRICK Anc. Artiwnr III. Gloss., Maton, a piece of
armour used in the time of Henry VI, Edward IV and
Richard III, and appears to have been for the protection of
the right armpit. 1846 in FAIRHOLT Costume Gloss.

Moton(e, obs. forms of MOUTOJJ, MUTTON.
Motonne, obs. form of MUTTON.
Motor (moa-tpji, -ai), sb. and a. Also 7 moter.

[a. L. motor (whence F. moleur, Sp., Pg. motor, It.

motore), agent-n. from L. movire to MOVE.]
A. sb.

1. One who or something which imparts motion,

fa. First or prime motor [= med.L. frimus
motor] : (a) in mediaeval astronomy, the outer
most of the ten spheres or heavens, which was
supposed to be itself fixed, but by its attraction to

cause the motions of the other spheres; (*) applied
154-2



MOTOR. roo MOTTLED.

/

(allusively) to God, as the cause of the motion of

the heavens ; (0 the first instigator, or the chief

director, e.g. of a plot, a political organization,
etc. ; (d) the part that initiates motion in a piece
of mechanism. (Cf. prime mover.) Obs.

(a) 1586 B. Yoi NG Guazzo s Civ. Conv. \\. 197 b, How the

Heauens and Planets make their neuer ceasing course,
Vnder their Motor first and great, from whence they had
their source. 1604 E. G[RIMSTOSE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies
in. vi. 136 The earth is not mooved, by reason of her heavi-

nesse,. .being far from this lir.-&amp;gt;t motor.

&amp;lt;(

) 1620 MELTON Astrolog.rf From God, that is the true

Prime Moter. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. in. iii. 51 Al our
movements or motions are from God as the prime Motor.. .

Is he not then the first Cause and Motor of al our motions?
Doth not Aristotle . . strongly demonstrate, That al our
natural motions must arise from one tirst immobile Motor?

{*) 1600 E. ULOUNT tr. Cone&taggio 187 One of the first

moters of this popular humour which made him king, a 1660

Con-temp. Hist. Iret. (Ir. Archa.*ol. Soc.) I. 95 Bagnall that
was prime motor in the counties of Kaiarlagh and Kilkeny.
1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne (1711) I. xxii. 149 The Fruits of

publick Commotion are seldom enjoyed by him who was
the first Motor.
(d) 1656 Artif. Handsom. 41 Whose prime moter or spring

..being set true,.. the outward wheeles, motions and indi

cations cannot go amisse.

b. An agent or force that produces mechanical
motion.

1644 DIGBV Nat. Soul x, 4. 426 In heauy thinges, their

easy following, .an other way then downewardes, testifyeth
that their motion downewardes hath an extrinsecall motor.

1674 GREW Anat. Trunks i. vi. 6 Convolvula s do not
wind by any peculiar Nature.. but because their Parts are

disposed so, as to render them more sequaceous to the ex
ternal Motor. 1685 BOYLE Effects of Mot. Suppl. 147 The
heavier part of the Stople broke off from the other. . and
was carry d from it by invisible motors to a great distance.

1839 C i&quot; il Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. II, 405 i The true motor of
the system would., be the weight of the atmosphere.

c. fig. in various applications.
1594 LODGE & GREENB Looking Glass (1598) G, Thine
,
es the motors to command my world. 1641 GAUUKN
ovc ofTrutk 22 Love is the weight and motor of the soul.

1847 LE\VES Hist. Philos. (1867) I. 182 Happiness was the
aim. . of all men the motor of all action.

2. Anat. a. A muscle designed to move a par
ticular part of the animal frame, b. A nerve

whose function it is to excite muscular activity in

a particular part of the animal body.
1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 300 In every motion ..

there must always be a number of muscles employed, some
a= motors, some as directors, some as moderators. 1824
C. BELL Nerves 33 We cannot forget that this nerve is

entirely devoted to the muscles of the tongue ; that it is the
motor of the tongue. 1840 ELLIQTSON Hum. I hysiol. 323
Three [nerves] conveying volition to the muscles uf the eyes,
the common motors [etc.]. 1846 WOK cESTER, Motor. .(Anat.)
a moving muscle.

3. An apparatus for employing the energy of

some natural agent or force for the impulsion of

machinery ;
a machine that supplies the motive

power for the propulsion of a carriage or vessel.

In recent use also in a narrower sense excluding
steam engines.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits v. 91 They adopt every im

provement in rig, in motor, in weapons; but they funda

mentally believe that the best stratagem in nava! war is to

lay your ship close alongside of the enemy s ship. 1881

Eng. Mechanic 27 May 286/1 A water-motor sufficient to
drive a sewing-machine would not be reliable to drive a
lathe. 1884 COTTERILL Appl. Mechanics 482 Hydraulic
motors are classed according to the mode in which the water

operates upon them. 1892 Electrical Engineer 16 Sept.
284/2 There is little difficulty in designing a cart to be
driven by a motor, the motor also being able to be used for

other purposes, such as winding a drum.
b. Short for MOTOR CAH and motor carriage.

1900 Cliamb. Jrnl. 28 Apr. 344 The purchase by the
Prince of Wales of a six horse-power Daimler motor should
still further.. popularise automobUum. 1902 HARMSWORTH
Motors

&amp;lt;y Motor-driving 64 Many doctors who use motors
have joined the Automobile Club.

4. Math. An operator or quantity which repre
sents the displacement of a rigid body.
1873 CLIFFORD Math. Papers (1882) 183, I propose to call

this quantity a motor ; the simplest type of it being the

general motion of a rigid body. And we shall say that in

general the sum of rotors is a motor, but that in particular
cases it may degenerate into arotoror vector. 1878 Elan.
Dynamic i. 125 A quantity like a twist-velocity, which has
magnitude, direction, position, and pitch, is called a motor,
from the twist-velocity which is the simplest example of it.

5. attrib.j designating a vehicle driven by a

motor, as motor bicycle^ cab, carriage, cycle, etc.

1894 Westm, Gaz. 14 June 7/2 A newly-invented motor-
bicycle. 1896 Daily News 5 Feb. 5/3 The first International
Mo tor-Carriage Exhibition will be held at the Imperial In
stitute in May. /bid., This Exhibition .. wilt comprise
motor-cycles and carriages. 1896 BEAUMONT in Jrnl. Soc.

A^rts 10 Jan. 152 The motor tricycle shown by Fig. 34 is an
oil motor cycle made in 1883. Ibid. 161 The motor omnibus
shown by Fig. 48. 1898 Daily AVnu 2 Apr. 2/6 The Post
Office and Motor Vans. A motor van service for the con-

veyance of the mails. 1904 Daily Chron. 8 Jan. cj/s A
motor-cab costs twice as much to build as an ordinary
hansom. Ibid,, The County Council insists that the motor
hansom shall also be registered.

B. adj. [After F. moteur^ motrice, which like

other agent-nouns in Fr. is often used as adj.]
1. Giving, imparting or producing motion.
1872 LYELL Print. Gcol. (1875* I. n. xx. 506 The accelerat

ing force produced, .would be inefficient as a motor power.

1880 KIXGLAKE Crimea VI. iv. 75 The second of the three

motor forces had its origin in the same puissant will. 1899
Daily News 15 June 6/5 The motor power of the future
was not to be steam, .but electricity.

2. Phys. Of nerves (opposed to sensory) t muscles,
etc. : Conveying or imparting an impulse which
results or tends to result in motion. So motor area

(region, zone] : that part of the cortex of the brain

from which motor impulses are directed to the

various parts of the animal body.
1824 C. BELL Nerves 30 The motor nerves. 1836-9 Todd s

Cycl. Anat. II. 372/1 Those \sc. ganglia] which have con
nected with them both motor and sentient nerves. 1839-47
// /V/. III. 720/2 A nerve may contain sentient and motor
fibres. 1848 E. FORBES Naked-eyed Medusae 3 The muscular

system usually consists of a marginal motor ring. 1881

Nature XXIII. 236 Reactions of the motor-zone of the

brain. 1885 M C K.ENDRICK in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 41/1 The
evidence, therefore, is strongly in favour of the view that

there are definite motor areas of grey matter on the cortex.

1893 \V. R. COWERS Man. Dis. Nerv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. 4 This

[parietal lobule] also forms part of the motor region.

3. Of or pertaining to motor nerves.

1878 ti . Zientssents Cycl. Pract. Med. XIII. 474 Motor
pareses and paralyses. 1884 J. SULLY Outl. Psychol. vii. 247
In general the motor representations are weak as compared
with the sensory. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VI, 790 Uni
lateral motor trigeminal palsy.

Hence Mo tor v. trans. , to convey in a motor

car; intr.^ to travel or drive in a motor car.

Hence Mo toring&quot; vbl. sb,

1896 Westm. Gaz. 10 Sept. 7/2 The cost of motoring
cotton to Manchester. 1897 Truth 28 Jan. 219 The delights
of motoring on a Gladys. 1898 Autocar n June 379 On
May i2th my wife and I motored. Ibid. 18 June 392 We
motored back.

Mo tor car. A (

horseless carriage , propelled

by a motor, tor use on ordinary roads.

1895 H estt/i. Gaz. 10 Sept. 3/2 The chief reason why
motor-cars have not been more generally adopted ii&amp;gt;

America
lies in the roughness.. of the roads. 1895 Daily Chron.

29 Oct. 5/1 A name has not yet been found for horseless

carriages. - .The latest suggestion we have had is motor
car \ Mr. F. R. Sims, who is responsible for it, urges (etc.].

1806 Daily NMS 5 Feb. 53 The Motor Car Club.

Motorial (nwtoa rial}, a. [f. L. motori-us (see
MOTOR Y) + -AL.] Of or pertaining to motion;
spec, of or pertaining to a motor nerve; motor.

1843 J. G. WILKINSON Sivt-denborgs Aniin. Kingd. I. i.

39 Itself [/. e. the tongue] and its organic parts, motorial

and sensurial. 1860 FORBES WINSLOW Obscure Dis. Brain
&amp;lt;y

Mind\\. 25 Apparently in full possession of their intel

lectual, seasonal, and niutorial \ed. 4 (1868) motor] powers.
1883 T. LAUUER BHUNTON in Nature XXVII. 421 The mo
torial.. fibres, .being stimulated by a slight touch. 1899
Atlbnt&s Syst. Med. VI. 507 Such nervous affections as are

marked by nervous and motorial excitement.

Motorist (motorist), [f. MOTOR sb. + -IST.]
An amateur of motoring ; one who rides in a
motor car.

1896 Daily News 14 Nov. 3/1 The glorious company of
motorists will include such well-known men as LordCardross
[etc.]. 1903 in Casseli s Encycl. Diet., Suppl.
Mo tor-man. [f. MOTOK sb. (sense 3).] The

driver of a motor car or carriage; spec, the hired

driver of a public motor-driven conveyance.

1890 Boston (\\&s&amp;gt;-*.} Jrnl. 12 Apr. 4/4 Has it, then, become
the established policy of the West End road, from the late vice

president to the motor-men, that the public must learn that
the electric cars cannot be fooled with ? 1901 Daily Record
fy Mail ii July 3 Hours and Wages of Motormen and Con
ductors.

Moto rpathy. U.S. rare* , ff. MOTOR sb.

+ -PATHY.j The movement cure. Hence Motor-
pa thic a. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Motory (m&amp;lt;?u*tori),
a. [ad. late L, indtdri-ust

f. motor : see MOTOR.]
1. Phys. = MOTOR a. 2, 3.
1691 RAY Creation n. (1692) 58 The mctory Muscles. 1763

JOHNSTONE in Phil. Trans. LIV. 184 These nerves are

equally motory and sensory. 1865 Q. Jrnl. Sci. II. 137
Some peculiar motory phenomena not heretofore observed
in the Sponges. 1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth. Tli. 1. 138
The sensory and motory nerves.

2. gen. That causes motion. Cf. MOTOR a. i.

1799 SIR H. DAVY in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. ff Med.
Knowl. 23 The effect of a peculiar motory or vibratory im
pulse. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. xiii. 288 A motory
force of a body in one direction and an equal force of the
same body in an opposite direction is not incompatible.

Motoun, Motre, obs. ff. MUTTON, MUTTKU v.

Motricity (motri-siti). rare&quot;
1
, [ad. F. mo-

tricite, i. (force} motrice : see MOTOB a.] The
motor function.

1903 F. W. H. MYERS Human Personality I. 55 So soon
as the cause of each accident of this kind was traced. ., the

perversion of sensibility or of motricity disappeared.
t MO trix. Obs. rare 1

. Feminine, in Latin

form, of MOTOR.
1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes 82 The phansy, which is the

motrix of those qualities.

Mott , obs. pa. t. of METE z&amp;gt;.l

Motte (m&amp;gt;t),
U.S. Also mot, mott. [app.

a special use of F. motte mound.] A clump of
trees in a prairie (Funk s Stand. Diet. 1895).
1844 KENDALL Santa Ft

Exfed. \. 41 All that was neces

sary was to keep a bright look-out.. while passing the dif
ferent mots and ravines scattered along our trail. 1857
OI.MSTEO Jattrn. thro* Texas 137 Before us [were] very
beautiful prairies,.. and little belts, mottes and groups of

live-oak. 1880 R. H. LOLGHRIDGE U. S. Census Ktp. en
Cottonfor l\.\as^ Motts of Timber. Molts of live OUK.

Motte, obs. form of MOAT, MOT, MOTE.

Motteleye, -tet(t, obs. ff. MOTLEY, MOTET.

II MottettO (m?te-ti&amp;gt;), pi* -ti (-U ). Also 8-y
motetto. [It. : see MOTET.] ~ MOTET b.

1644 EVELYN Diary 8 Nov., This being finish d began
their Motettos, which, .were sung by eunuchs. 1724 Short
It. \:flic. 1 or, Words Mus., Motetto, or Motteti, are what
we call Motets. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. (1861) I. 276
Full orchestra performed several fine Motettos. 1878 K. H.
PHMBER in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 108 The rest .. consist prin
cipally of masses, madrigals, mottetti, and psalms.

Motthe, Mott hill, obs. ff. MOTH, MOTE-HILL.

Mottie, variant of MOTEY a.

Mottle (m^ t l), sb. Also 7 mottel. [Prob. a
back-formation from MOTLEY #.]
1. One of a number of adjacent and confluent

spots or blotches, by which a surface is diversified

or variegated. Also_/^.
1676 [see MOTTLED///, a,}. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1847/8

Her marks are black Mottels upon all her Legs and Nose.

1829 LAN DOR Iinag. Corn . Wks. 1853 I. 517/1 Is the rouge
off my face? It is rather in stieaks and mottles. 1855
BKOWMNG Epist. Karshish 47 There s a spider here . .

Sprinkled with mottles on an ash-grey back.

2. The arrangement of spots or confluent blotches
of colour forming a mottled surface.

1858 GREENER Gunnery 173 The effect. .is to give a beauti
ful mottle to the [gun] barrel. 1873 E. SFON Workshop
Receipts Ser. i. 424/1 1 he mottle of these woods has very
little \-ariety. 1896 A. MORRISON Child ofthe Jago 136 HU
chtst and flanks were a mottle of bruises.

b. A kind of woollen yarn of variegated colour.

1887 Daily News 20 June 2/5 There is also rather more
inquiry in single-hank yarns, in lustres, in mottles and in

genappes. 1888 Ibid. 10 Sept. 2/6 A variety of yarns, in

cluding lustres, mottles, and melanges.

Mottle (in^t l), a. [Formed as prec.]
=

MOTTLED a. Also Comb, mottle-faced^ legged adjs.
1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1 153/4 A light gray Gelding,, .motle

Nosed. 1678 Ibid. No. 1308/4 Lost. .a. .Spaniel Dog, be

longing to His Majesty, his legs and nose mottel. 1837
DICKENS Pickw. xliii, The mottle-faced gentleman spoke
with great energy. 1872 Routledge s Ev. Boy s Ann. y.

One mottle-legged, chubby-cheeked boy.

Mottle (^mp-t l;, v. [Formed as MOTTLE sb.]
irans. To mark or cover with spots or blotches ;

to variegate or cloud with irregular spots or streaks ;

spec, in soap-making^ to imparta mottled appearance
to white soap by the addition of chemicals. ^
1676 [see MOTTLED///, a.}. 1775 M. HARRIS Eng. Lcpi-

doptera 12 Light brown, beautifully mottled with dark
brown. 1814 SouTHEY Roderick xv. 4 Her beams Mottle
with mazy shades the orchard slope. 1820 \V. \n\\-s\iSketclt,

Bk. II. 44 He has. .a broad full face, curiously mottled with
red. 1862 MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 2) III. 271 Marseilles
and Castile soaps.. are mottled by the addition of green
vitriol and sulphuretted lye.

fig. 1841 D ISRAKLI Amen. Lit. (1867) 128 Our national
idiom has been mottled by foreign neologism?.

Mottled (mft ld),///. a. [f. prec. + -KD 1
,]

1. Dappled with spots or blotches
; marked witli

spots, streaks, or patches of different colour.

1676 Lond. 6 rti-. No. 1143/4 A little inotled Bitch, with

yellow motles from head to toe. c 1765 FLLOYD Tartarian
T. (1785) 114/2, I put a pair of. .baskets on a mottled goat.

1794 HtKbCHtL in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 71 The mottled

appearance of the sun is owing to an inequality in the level

of the surface. 1808 Times 29 Feb. 1/2 Followed a Person,
a Mottled Pointer Dog. 1813 Gtntl. Mag. LXXXIII. i.

95 Soap. .Mottled 114^... per Doz. 1848 THACKERAY Bk,
Snobs xxvii, Scrubbing.. Polly s dumpy nose with mottled

soap. 1868 PRINCESS ALICB Mem. 29 Dec. (1884) 207 My
babies.. look so mottled and healthy. 1874 GARROD & BAX
TER Mat. Med. (1880) 330 The leaves are. .pale green when
fresh, mottled-brown when dry,

b. transf. and_/?^.
1857 I UCKI.K OV /V/j. I. xiii. 744 The real lack of kle.ts

which their barbarous and mottled dialect strives to hide.

1891 I. STRONG New Era 201 A mottled population, contain

ing the worst elements of society.

2. Special collocations : mottled baboon, the

common baboon, Cynocephalus papio ;
mottled

calf, a variegated leather used for book-binding;
mottled iron, a soft kind of cast iron ; mottled

grampus (see quot.) ; mottled owl, a North
American o\v] t Sco/&amp;gt;s a$io\ mottled pig, a kind of

pig-iron (see quot.). Also in collectors names for

many British moths, as mottled beauty, bran,

carpet, grey, etc. (see Rennie Butterflies &
Moths i i$$2, passim}.
1802 UINGLEV Anim. Biog. (1813) I. 73 The Common or

*Mottled Baboon. 1895 J. ZAEHNSDORF Hist. Bookbinding
27 *Mottled Calf. Pale-coloured calf, decorated by the

sprinkling of acids in drops. 1884 G. B. GOODE, etc. Nat.
Hist. Aquatie Anim. 14 On the California coast occurs the

Whiteheaded or Mottled Grampus, Grampus Stearnsii
Dall. 1836-41 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 763 Gray or *mottled-

iron is softer and less brittle. 1884 W. H. GREENWOOD
StcL l

&amp;lt;y
Iron iv. 48 The characteristic dappled appearance

peculiar to mottled iron. x?8i LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds
I. i. 126 &quot;Mottled Owl. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 284/2
Sometimes a pig will solidify partly as white iron partly as

grey..; such iron is known as *mottled pig . 1749 B.

WILKES Eng. Moths # Butter/lies 36 The &quot;mottled Umber-
moth.

Hence Mo ttlcdness, mottled condition.

1830 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag- XXVIII. 386 The red

andbrown niotlledness o its btriped and starry beauty.



MOTTLEMENT.
Mottlement (nvt lment). [f. MOTTLE v. +

-ME.VT.] The condition of being mottled
1853 (J. J. CAYLLY Las M/orjas II. 2 A confused motile-ment of every shade of red.

Mottler (m^-t laj). [f. MOTTLE v. + -ER 1 1
a. A workman whx&amp;gt; mottles soap. b. A house-
painter s brush for mottling.
1839 URK Diet. Arts 1143 As soon as the mottler hasuroken the paste,.. he ceases to push his rake from rightto left. ,875 DAVIDSON

House-faintinf, etc. 106 Lay lie
colour over the whole panel, and work it level with a hoc-
hair mottler- a flat tool mounted in tin

Mottling (m? -t lin), vbl. sb.
[f. MOTTLE v. +

-ING I.] The production of a mottled appearance
Also, the appearance itself.

1839 URE Diet. Arts ir43 Mottling is usually given by
introducing into the nearly finished soap . . a certain quantityof the strong lye of crude soda. 185! tflCHOlAn&it HtOF
49 1 he stippling is no illusion, as its dark mottling moves
with the stars. 1874 WOOD A *f. Hist. 28r Longitudinal
mottlings of variously tinted brown. 1875 DAVIDSON House-
painting, etc. 107 The over-graining of maple should bedone on he same day as the mottling. 1897 St. George s
Hosp. kef. IX. 127 ihe cheeks and extremities showed
conspicuous dusky mottling.
Motto (iiy-to). PI. -os, -oes. AlsoymotCh o-

pi. ttotti. [a. It. motto = F. mot : see MOT l.]
1. Originally, a word, sentence, or phrase attached

as a legend to an impresa or emblematical design,and serving to explain or emphasize its symbolic
import. Hence, in wider sense, a short sentence
or phrase inscribed on some object, and expressing
a reflection or sentiment considered to be appro
priate to its purpose or destination

; also, a pro
verbial or pithy maxim adopted by a person as his
rule of conduct.

1589 GKEKSK Span. Masquer.ido A 3 b, The Spanish Mas-
querado with the Mottos. r The Pope, hauing put off his
triple Crowne,.. saith thus. ffeyue Pctrus, tuque Paul,,-;
q:iidisitnrrestat&amp;lt; 2 Phillip king of Spaine.. saith tin

,

s .c Iptctattda fides. 1643 Plain Kntfish &amp;gt; We
have found it not impossible to be miserable under the
Motto of Kcatifacifici. t72oSwiKi Let. Advice Yng / ,:,!

Strike when the iron s hot ; that s my motto.
b. spec, in Her. A significant word or sentence

usually placed upon a scroll, either below an
achievement of arms or above the crest, occas.

having some reference to the name or exploits of
the bearer, to the charges upon the shield or to
the crest, but more often expressing merely a pious
aspiration or exalted sentiment.
1600 CA.MDEN in Hearne Colltct. (1771) I. 267 Mr. Richard

Carew.aised under his armes this Italian motto, C rerace
diirera, which also conteyneth his name anagramatically.
1605 Ae/af. Joiirn. Earl of Nottingham 14 His Moto or
word being Desir N a Refos. 1610 OII.I.IM Heraldry vi.
vi. 271 An other ornament there is externally annexed to
Coat-armour, and that is the Motto, or Word. 1644 lip. HALI
Sarm. 9 June, Wks. 1837 V. 498 The motto that was wont
to be written upon the Scottish coin, as the emblem of

u&quot; l? lstle **** &quot;C impaul laccsset. 1784 H. CLARK
aiH. Knightlut. I. 101 All between three Imperial crowns
placed within the motto of the Order ; viz. Tria Jnncta in
Uno. i88&amp;gt; CUSSANS Her. (1893) 196 Fcstina Lente-
Hasten slowly , or On slow

,
is the Motto of the Onslow

family_;
and Doe no yll, quoth D OyL-, that of Doyley.

c. The poetical lines contained in a motto-kiss
or paper-cracker.
1869 W. S. GILBERT Ferd. f, Elvira 30 Tell me, Henry

Wadsworth..or Mister Tupper Do you wrile the bonbon
mottoes my Elvira pulls at supper?
f2. A pithy expression, a saying. Cf. MOT-.
^.H ToNKis^aKwoso*- v. xiii, You tip your speeches

with Italian Motti, Spanish Refranes, and English Quoth
Hees. a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archajol. Soc.) I.

183 I hat evangelicall motho arundinem vento agitatam.
a. A short quotation (or sometimes an original

passage simulating a quotation) prefixed to a
literary work or to one of its parts, and expressing
some idea appropriate to the contents.
1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 221 P 4 But as for my unlearned

f riends, if they cannot relish the Motto, I take care to
make Provision for them in the Body of my Paper 1894
J. L. ROBERTSON in Scoffs Poet. Wks. Pref. 3 The mottoes
and lyrical fragments of the Novels are of all Scott s work
the most difficult part to edit.

4. Mns. A recurrent phrase.
1891 Times 10 Oct. n/i In the final number the motto

or recurrent phrase of four notes is subjected to double
diminution.

5. U.S. = motto-kiss. 1890 in Century Diet.
6. altrib., as motto-band (Her.), -monger, -pam

phlet, -scroll
; motto-kiss, a sweetmeat wrapped in

fancy paper, having a motto or scrap of poetry
inclosed with it.

1716 M- DAVIES Atheit. Brit. II. 53 His Motto-Pamphlet
ill remameth in each Window, Misericordias Domini in

xternum Cantata. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883
Vtll. 480, I.. ever was a censurer of the motto-mongers
among our weekly and daily scribblers. 1838 SIMMONDS
JJict. Irade, Motto-kisses. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. r

Pop. xvn. (ed. 3) 282 The Motto-Scroll forms both a conve
nient and sufficiently secure standing-place for Supporters.

701

Itul. xviii. 289 Standards were also generallv divide,wise inio compartments by Motlo-IiandsMB e Mo tto v. trans., to inscribe with a motto
Mo-ttoed ///. a ., inscribed with a motto f or

I legend. Mo-ttoless, without a motto
1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 212/2 A molto d silk garter 1765

I

p h^^hfcler^Sv- % ySfeS
i aiawasftiuSJitfSSffi*I 1835 BECKFORD Reeotl. 87 Every armorial Jet cefe erymottoed lambel. a 1845 HOOD To Moon v, Thou art asadder dial Than ever I have found. . Motto d w, s ern

I ondon Mun-y ^ym
-

e **** Standard 14 May 5/2 The

Motton, obs. form of MOUTON, MUTTON
MOttramite (rrif- tramait). Min.

[f. Mottrani
(see quot. 1876) + -ITE.] Vanadate of lead and
copper occurring rarely in black incrustations.
1876 ROSCOE in Proc. Roy. Soc. XXV. m The secondvanadium mineral, to which I propose to give the nan e of

Mottramite, occurs as a crystalline incrustation on Keupersandstone found at Alderley Kdge and at Mot. ram ItAnd.ew s, ,n Cheshire. 1896 in CHESTER Diet. Mia. 181.

Mottun, obs. pa. pple. of METE .i

Motty (mp-ii),s6. dial. [Cf. MOT -.]
= MOT ).a 1800 PEGGE bnppl. to Grose ^1814) 389 Motty ihe markat which the quoits lor coils) are thrown. Derb.

Ottotty (mp ti), a. Sc. Also mottie.
[f. mot, Sc

pronunciation of MOTE j*.l + y. Cf. MOTEV.! Con
taining motes.

J599 A. HUME Day hstii all 53 The subtile mollie rayons
light. 17*3 RAMSAY Gentle Skefh. v. ii. Prol., The risingsun shines motty through the reek. 1785 BURNS Vision f.
iv, Alt in this motlie, misty clime. 1865 ALEX SMITH
.\uinmcr ,,i Sfye (1880) 331 Where the motty sunbeam
from the pane.. struck him.

Moty, -tye : sec MOTEV *&., MOTE */&amp;gt;.

Motyfe, obs. variant of MOTIVE.
Mou , mOU (m/7), St. Also 6, 8 mow. [var.

of MOUTH sb.
; the dropping of the th is abnormal.]

=: MOUTH in various senses.
a 1510 DOUGLAS K. Hart n. S3 , F,, r ], e |,c , ,,,,1,1,, ,,, ur .

selhs on the mow. 1719 D Uxi-EV Pitts \. , ., 1 1 kist her
bonny Mow. 1794 BURNS Sic a ll f/e as Willie had. She
has . . A whiskin beard about her mou . 1858 Pom mi s
Rial Souter Johnny 13 He .. took cure .. to. Jill the
Jinglm stonp wi man- To gust iheir mou.
Mou, obs. form of MAY v. 1

Mou, obs. form of Mow sb.

Moueh. (m/7t|), v. Obs. exc. ilial. [? cogn. w.
MUNCH v.] /rails. To eat up, to eat greedily,
I57p

LEVINS Manip. 216/42 To Mouche \rimed rwY/i
couche, louche, auouchej, eate, manderc. 1658 in I nn i n-s.
1866 HKOUUKN Prov. Words Line. 130.
Hence t Motrcher, a great eater

; + Moivching-,
? eating greedily.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 7 i/iy A Moucher. mandate. 1607

DEKK-HK & WEBSTER Sir T. H yat Wks. 1873 III. 103
Cloume. O popre shrimpe, how art thou falne away for
want of mouching V

Moueh, Mouehache : see MOOCH, MCSTACIIIO.
II Moucharaby (m//fa iabi). Also 9 moueha-

rabey, musharab(a)yeh, -biyeh. [Fr. ; corruptly
a. mod. Arab.

iL^.i, ..?.. inashrabiyya!
1

(Dozy).] In

northern Africa : An external balcony inclosed
with latticework. Also altrib.

1884 Health Exhii. Catal. p. lvii/2 Panels of Musha-
rabyeh Woodwork. 1888 ALICE MEYNELL in Art Jrnl, II.

138/1 The actress in her mousharabiyeh chair. 1891 I all
niall G. 23 May 2/1 White-curtained moucharabies. 1894
Daily Aews 22 Sept. 6/5 The Cairo musharabayeh, and
the fluted silk of to-day, would have been regarded as
eccentric in the extreme.
f b. In 1843 MM. Merimee and Lenoir (Arthit. Mil. an

Moycn-Agc} fancifully applied the name nwneharaby to a
kind of balcony projecting from the walls of certain Kuro-
pean mediaeval castles. It does not appear that this appli

MOUL.

iT* -*01 - v mouctioir with miutk ti^ ,%;*;. i.

&quot;833 M. Scoi r Tom Crin-le vi ,

-
i

! -^ dlcar

shoes with his moudunA ,MT Mr ^tv I&quot; l-
V

-&quot;
g

,
? ?

Moud, obs. form of MOOD sf.l

Moude, obs. form of MUD
Mouden, obs. form of McBZZIS

-iewark -
-i

Moudie, moudy (mau-di). ^-. dial. Also S
moody mowdy, 9 mowdie. [Short for moudi-

- - *~v *-. OI-I..NCI: j-r. tj
i!

&quot;kv : &quot; lj
&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;lies litter.

Moudon, Moudre, obs. ff. MUEZZIN, MOULDEI:
Moudy, obs. form of MUDDY.
Ii Mpue (m/7). [Fr. : see Mow

ji.a] A pout
1850. I iiACKEUAY I cndennis lx[i]v, With a charmi njj ;o,-

. HAWTHORNE Dust viii. 5s you don t seem |l&quot;d to
e &amp;gt;

a mouc of

pean mediaeval casties. it does not appear mat tins appli
cation of the word ever had any actual currency either in

Fr. or Eng. ; but tnoucharaby was inserted with this e.\-

planalion (ils proper sense being ignored) in Ogilvie s ////-

ferial Dictionary (1850), and the entry has been copied
with verbal alterations and expansions into various later

Eng. Diets.

II Moucliarcl (mJar). [K. monchard, f. inoiicke

fly (used tig. for spy ).] A police spy. Hence
Mou chardism.

(
Tail s Jl/af. I. 663/r

see me, Uncle Frr

lovely irony.

Moue, obs. form of Mow.
Mouedhin, variant of Mi Eiizi.s.

tMouffette. Nat. Hist. Ol&amp;gt;s. AlsoSmou-
fette, moufete. [a. F. woufctu (Buffon), ,no-
fetle, monffcttc see MOITTTI:.] Any one of the
lettct American skunks of the genus Mephitis
1774 GOLDSM V,,/. Hist. II. 304 The Weasel kind . .com-

piUicnds a 1 the varieties of ihe American Motifettes. 1797Encycl. hnt. (ed. OKI. 673/, T], e animals which he allowsto be common to both countries are, ihe Mexican hoi the

mMffettes aTfikewise
1 833 &quot;&quot;y IV / The

Moufflon (m/7-lVn). A at. JJisl. Also S-y
mouflon, mufflon. [a. F. moujloii, ad. earl\-
Sard. *mol&amp;gt;viic

,.
hence the mod. forms murvoni,

iiniraiu- : late L.mufron (,1 olemius Silvius, sth c.

U. MUPWE sb.} A wild sheep, esp. Oris uiusi-
iiion, native ol the mountainous regions of southern

;
Europe, as Sardinia, Corsica, aiul the Isles of
Greece. .Mancd, ru/Jkd moufflon, the wild sheep
of Barbary, Ammotragus tragelaphtts,
1774 GUI.DSM. Xat.Hist. III. -q The muiifflon, which is

the sheep in a saxage state, is a bold, Heel creature 1702
BELKXAI- Hist. New llaiufsh. III. , 1t The breed mightue renewed and improved by importing from liarbary the
mufflon. 1864 J. OK.MSIIV Autumn KauiMes in ft . A/r.
70 The Feshtall is the mailed moufflon of the Atlas 1888
Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 635/1 Of ruminants.. we find one
niuHlon (Mttsimon vignei). 1905 lilack-.v. Mag. Mar. yi/-A large number of gazelle and muflon liarbary wild sheep-were allowed to roam at will.

attrit. 1893 LVUKKKEK Horns
&amp;lt;V Honfs 85 An. .account

of mouflon shooting is given. 1905 Westm. Caz. 29 Sept.
13/2 With moufflon fur.

Moufti, Mough, obs. forms of MUFTI, Mow.
Mought, obs. forms of MOTE. MOTH, MOUTH.
Mought^e, obs. pa. t. of MAY z/.l

Mougnon, variant of MOJTIOX.

Mougth, Mougthe, obs. ff. MOUTH, MOTH.
Mouht, obs. pa. t. of MAY v.1

Mouie, variant of MOWE Obs., kinswoman.
II Mouille (maye). French Grant, [pa. pple.

of F. mouiller to wet, moisten.] Of a consonant,
chiefly /, also n, r : Palatalized or fronted

,

changed into (V, ny
,
r ).

1833Pmty Cycl. I. 385 i The utitniUe sound of the French //.

ii Moujik, muzhik (m/rgik). Forms: 6 mu-
siek, mousike, 6-7 mousiek, 8 mugike, 9 mu-
jik, mougik, -jik, muzhik, mooshuk, -zheek.

[Kuss. jiyHviiin, peasant.]
1. A Russian peasant.

Express 18 Alar. 7/1 At Marseilles, he nad
with a man who turned out to be a mouchard.

Mouchato(e : see MUSTACHIO.

t Mouche. Obs. rare. Also moueh. [a. F.

monche
t
a fly, hence a spot, ad. L. musca, a fly.]

A *._!_ -ri_i__i___i i il f

late years. 1090 E.VELYN Munaus itnuieoris o i\iou

for pushes, to be sure, From Paris the tre-rine procure.

So ) Mouohe t in the same sense. Obs.

aijao B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Moucluts, Patches for

Ladies Faces. 1725 in New Cant. Diet.

Mouche, variant of MOOCH v., MUCH adv.

Moucheacheo : see MUSTACHIO.

Moucher, variant of MOOCHEK.

Mouching : see MOOCHING vbl. sb. and///, a.

his legs on it. 1877 MAR. M. GRANT Sun-Maid xxxii, His
mougik still wore his sheep-skin wrapped close round his
chin. 1877 D. M. WALLACE Russia xxvi. (ed. 2) II. 151
There slood the patient bearded muzhik (peasant) in his
well-worn

sheep-skins. 1892 Daily News 26 Jan. 6/2 All
the mooshiks without exception are workmen.
2. (In full moujik blouse, coat). A loose fur cape

for ladies wear.

1897 IVestm. Gas. 30 Sept. 3/2 This moujik coat. .is. .now
too popular. 1901 Ibid. 4 July 3/1 The moujik, that little

blouse coat, cut low in the neck and with open fronts [etc.].

Mouk(e, obs. forms of MUCK sb,

t Moul, sb.1 Obs. rare. In 5 mowle. [Re
lated to MOUL v.l

; cf. ON. mygla fern., Sw.

wi^/neut.] = MOULD s6.*

e 1440 Prontp. Parv. 346/2 Mowlyngc, of mowle (S. or

mowle), macor, C. F. mttcidits.



MOUL.

.
- Obs. Also 6 moule, mowle, 7 *fo

mule. [var. of MOULD sb.3, perh. in part an inten

tional alteration aftermod.F. moitle.]
= MOULD sb.%

1565-6 Trin. Coll. Ace. in Willis & Clark GsM^r*4pr(x886)
II. 570 Paper to make mowles for the pillers. 1593 Tell-

Trot/is N. Y. Gift (1876) 45 Your selues being of the purest
met tall, and hauing your hartes framed of the kindest moule.

1606 WARNER Albions Eng. xv. xcvii. 387 Kist with a kisse

of ludas moule. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul \\\. App. xxiv,

How the prsexistent soul.. enters bodies here below, And
then entire, unhurt, can leave this moul. 1655 R. BAILLIE

Lett.
&amp;lt;y Jrnls. (1841) III. 289 [The Parliament], .flew so high,

as to mind nothing but a Fifth Monarchic on earth . .and put
all in a new mule of their owne.

Moul, z&amp;gt;.

T Obs. or dial. Forms : 3 muwlen,
4-6 moule, mowle, 6 mowl, 8-9 moul. [Early
ME. muwle : older *mttgte t

a. or cogn, w. ON.

*mugla (Olcel. with umlaut mygla, MSw. mogkla-s,

nidghla, mod.Sw. mogla, Norw. mugla t mygla, Da.

dial. mngle\ f. Teut. root *mng-^ whence Da.

muggcn mouldy, mngne to grow mouldy.]
1. intr. To grow mouldy, to mould. Alsoy^.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 344 Leten binges muwlen ooer rusten,

o3er uorrotien. 13.. Metr. Horn, in Arcnh Stud. neu.

Spr. LVII. 288 Fleschlich lust Makeb Monnes soule Rote
and Rust, .and Moule. c 1386 CHAUCER KIan ofLaw s Pro!.

32 Lat us nat moulen thus- in ydelnesse. c 1412 HOCCLEVE DC
Rfe. Princ. 1420 Entemifly he kepib his seruise In courte ;
*. *. _ .

^ . .
* .

r ~ ^ *

his !

The

of Bodsl&amp;gt;eck, etc. II. 164 They ll, .leave the good substantial

ait-meal bannocks to stand till they moul. 1828 Craven
Gloss., Moul, to grow mouldy.
2. trans. To make mouldy.
c 1380 WYCMF Wks. (1880) 153 A loof, bat trespasid not,

was mowlid & fordon. a 1535 Communycacyon (W. de W.)
Bj, Thy drynke soureth and mouleth thy mete Wherwith
the poore man myght wele fare.

t moul, v* Obs. rare. Also 6 mowle, 7

moule. [var. of MOULD f.2
, perh. after F. moule-r.

Cf. MOUL
st&amp;gt;2]

trans. = MOULD v. *

1530 PALSGR. 641/2 This stone is nat carved with the

hande, but mowled. a 1660 Contenip. Hist. Irel. (Ir.

Archa:ol. Soc.) II. 121 The Pharoes of Dublin, .to whom
wee did not onely moule theire breeke at our owne proper
charges, but [etc.], c 17x0 Mack Gregory s Advt. 2 Reliefs

Moul d in Boss and in Solid.

Moul : see MOLE sb.~ t MOOL, MULE.

Moula(h, obs. forms of MULLAH.
Moulavee, -vie, variant forms of MOOLVEE.

Moulbery, obs. form of MULBERRY.
Mould (m&amp;lt;?ld),

sl&amp;gt;.

1 Forms: 1-6 molde, 3-9
(now f/^^mold, 5 moold, 5-6 mulde, 6 moulde,
Sc. muild, 6- mould. [OE. molde wk. fern.

OKris. molde, MDu. moude, mouwe (Du. monde,
LG. mold}) OHG. molta fem., also molt masc.

(MUG. molte, molde, mod.Ger. dial, molt, molten

masc.), ON. mold (Sw. ;//, Da. muld\ Goth.
mulda str. fem. : OTeut. *molda, mulda, root

*////- (: met- : ma/-} to pulverize, grind : see MEAL
j/ .

1

,
and cf. MULL j^. 1

]

1. Loose, broken, or friable earth ; hence, the

surface soil, which may be readily broken up. Also

//. (now only dial.} lumps or clods of earth
;

in

mod. dial, use commonly equivalent to the sing.

^725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 10, Sable, molde. tr^oo tr.

Bxda&quot;s Hist. in. ii. (1890) 154 Mid moldan [pulucrc terry],
a 1300 Cursor M. 898 Mold sal be ^i mete for nede. c 1400
Destr. Troy 4320 Maumettes to make of moldes & clay.

1577-87 HAHKISOS England ii. xxii. (1877) i. 346 Wood,
which being felled.. in processe of time became to be quite
ouergrowne with earth and moulds. 1668 H. MORE Div .

Dial, n. vi, (1713) 103 It is as unskilfully alledged against
Nature that all the Earth is not soft moulds. 1703 MAUN-
DRELL Jonrn. Jems. (1732)3 Vast naked Rocks without the

least sign of Mould. 1767 A. YOUNG Farmer s Lett. 133
This would by no means do for ploughed lands, as we
always throw the moulds of such drains one way. 1793 M.
RIUDELL i oy. Alftdeiret 43 The rains continually washing
down the mold, &c. into the bottom, have formed a thick

rich soil there. 1827 J. CLARK S/u-ph. Col. 34 In fresh-

turn d moulds which first beheld the sun.

f b. Used disparagingly for land (as a posses

sion); = DIRT sb. 2 e. Obs.
c 1570 Pride

&amp;lt;$

Low/. (1841) 77 His hart encreaseth not

thereby ne lesseth Ase doon these fooles for they have

gotten molde.

2. The earth of the grave. Also //. To bring
to mould , to bury. (Laid, lapped^ wrapped} in

the moulds*, buried. (Cf. MOOL sb. 2.) Now only
poet, or dial.

c 1000 Creed^34 (Gr.) pass by Sriddan das^e beoda wealdend
aras. .of moldan. c 1330~ Art/t. fy Merl. 2734 (Knlbing) His
nioder starf . . & ricneliche was brou?t in mold. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. C. 494, 1 wolde I were of bis worlde wrapped
in moldez. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 524 Syne sud-
dantlie the deidcorpis in tha flang ; And syne kest on the
muldis on the clay, The grene erd syne. 1560 PILKINGTON
E.vfios. Aggeus (1562) no Those which then were buried in

no halowed churche nor churchyarde, nor christen moldes,
as they be called. 1602 MAKSTON Antonio s Rev. in. ii.

Wks. 1856 I. 107 The mould that presseth downe My deade
fathers sculle. a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 103 That they
should wrap his body neither in gold nor silver, but in plain
moulds. 1746 COLLINS Ode written in 17^6, When Spring
with dewy fingers cold Returns to deck their hallowed mold.
1800 WORDSW. Michael 370 They were not loth To give
their bodies to the family mould. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlct

702

let. xi, After Sir John and her ain gudeman were bailh in

the moulds. 1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropshire La&amp;lt;{ xxx,
The hed of mould Where there s neither heat nor cold.

3. The upper soil of cultivated land
; garden-soil ;

spec, soil rich in organic matter and suitable for

cultivation of plants. Also with qualifying word,

e.g. leaf-mould, vegetable mould (see these words).

1340 Aycnb. 05 J&amp;gt;yse
bri Binges byej; nyeduolle to alle

\&amp;gt;e

binges bet in pe erbe wexeb. Guod molde [etc.], c 1420
Palltul. on Hiisli. I. 293 A gret labour is to correcte A moold
in this maner that is enfecte. 1601 K. JOHNSON Kingd. $
Coinmw. (1603) 113 Being broken with the plough it is

founde to be excellent good mould. 1731 MILLER Card.

Diet. s. v., The Moulds that are of a bright Chesnut or

Hazelly Colour. 1771 N. NICHOLLS Lett, in Corr. iv. Gray
(1843) 131 The loose and fermenting mould of the garden
and fields. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mia. (ed. 2) I. 373 Moulds
are loams mixed with animal and vegetable remains, parti

cularly from putrefaction. 1881 G. ROMANES in A ature

No. 624. 555 Many quantitative results are given of the

amount of mould which worms are able to cast up. 1885
Manc/i. Kxain. 13 June 5/3 So covetable does the rich, fat

mould appear to the South African farmers.

Jig. c 1200 I ices ff Virtues 69 For 5i ne mai wexen non

god sad of gqde.s wordes on 3eure herte molde. 1651 N.
BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xxxvii. (1739) 166 Bared of the

old Soil of the Papacy, yet transplanted into the new Mould
uf Royalty. 1828 CAKLYLK Mist. (1857) I. 219 Our litera

ture no longer grows in water but in mould.

4. Earth regarded as the material of the human

body. (In ME. also erpe molde.} Obs. or p&amp;gt;oet.

c :zgo Hymn to God to in Trin. Coll. Hotn. App. 258 pu
sscope eld & wind it water be molde is bet feorbe Of wham
we alle imaked beoS bat is be holi eorpe. c 1275 O. K. Misc.

142 For he scop vs and alle ping of bar eorbe molde. 1535
COVEKDALE To&itvVA. 6Thou maydest Adam of the moulue
of the earth. 1590 MAIU.O\VE ztid Pt. Tainburl. iv. i, Made
of the mould whereof thy selfe consists. 1629 MILTON
Hymn Nativ. xiv, And leprous sin will melt from earthly
mould.

to. Man ef mould: a mortal man. 15y mod.

writers, through misunderstanding of Shaks. Hen. V,
in. ii. 23 (cf. MOULD sfi.3), sometimes used for a

man of parts or distinction .

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 639 pe pouer man of mold Tok forb

anober ring, c 1330 K. !!KUNNK Ckroti. H acc (Rolls) 446

pat neuere man of erthe molde Mighte hit Wynne byfore
w ij? fy^ht. c 1400 S(rwttiJiic ]&amp;gt;al&amp;gt;. 136 Of IJabiloyne the riche

Sowdon, Mqost tnyghty man he was of moolde. 1599 SIIAKS.

Hen. I
, in. it. 23 lie mercifull great Duke to men of mould.

i843CARl.YLK/ &amp;lt;zj/y
I r. n. xvii, She begins to be uncertain

as to what they were, whether spirits or men of mould. 1847
EMERSON Poems, Monadiwc Wks. (Bohn) I. 435 When he
would prepare For the next ages, men of mould Well em
bodied, well ensouled. 1887 SAISTSBURY Hist. Rlizab. Lit.

\. 26 Though one at least of his contributors, W. Hunnis,
was a man of mould.

f c. The dust to which a human body returns

after death
;
the ashes of the dead. Obs.

a 1425 Cursor M. 22800 (Trin.) Mi}t he not benne wib his

mayn pat ilke molde \cariicr texts erb] make fiesshe a^ayn?
1562 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T. S.) II. 27 The
muildisofthamenowlaid onsleip. 16380. SAN DVS f araphr.
Job xix. (1648) 29 Though wormes devoure mee, though I

turne to mold.

f 5. The ground regarded as a surface or as a

solid stratum. Under mould: tinder the ground ;

buried. In ME. sometimes//. Obs.
a 1000 Elenc 55 (Gr.) Mearh moldan traid. a 1272 O. E.

Misc. 93 Vnder molde hi liggeb colde. a 1330 Otitcl 1530
po was garsie wel ny3 wood, For wrappe on molde bere he
stood, c 1400 Destr. Troy 4774 Mynours then mightely
the moldes did serche. ^1470 HENRY U nllace n. 213 Hyr
most desyr was to be wndyr mold. 1596 DHAYTON Legemis
iv. 375 Where now it lyes even levell d with the mold. 1596
GOSSON Picas.

Qnif&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;cs 184 These corked shooes to beare
them hie makes them to trip it on the molde. 1624 WOTTON
Archit. i. 23 Aduising vs, not to rest vpon any appearing
Soliditie, vnlesse the whole Mould through which wee cut,
haue likewise heene solid.

6. The world on which we dwell ; the earth.

Chiefly in phr. on (the) mould: in the world.

Also, the land of a particular region. Obs. of poet.
a 1000 Gnthlac 1203 (Gr.) pzes be ic . . nivgum ne wolde

monna
ofer^

moldan melda weoroan. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric P. viii. 33 On molde y holde the murgest mon. 11315
SHOREHAM vn. 68 pe wolkne by-clepb al be molde. 1362
LANCL. P. PI. A. i. 64 The moste mischeef on molde
mounteth vp faste. 111400-50 Alexander 25 For bai be
mesure & be mett of all be mulde couthe. 1435 Torr.
Portugal 425 A better than yt know I nowght With in

crystyn mold. 1540-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. xc. 10 Our
time is three score yeare and ten, that we do Hue on mould.
1575 GASCOIGNE Posies, Henrbes 159 Which framed mee so
lucklesse on the molde. 1614 J.

DAVIKS Eclog. Willy fj
Wcrnockf 187, 1 ne wot, on mould what feater skill Can bee
yhugg d in Lordings pectorall. 1810 SCOTT Latiy ofL. iv.

xv, The fairest knight on Scottish mold.

f 7. Her. The field of an escutcheon. Obs.
&quot;&quot; 435 Torr. Portugal 1123 Sir Torrent ordenyth hym a

sheld,..On azure a squier off gold, Richely belt on mold.
c 1450 HOLLAND Homlat 413 Syne in asure the mold, A
lyoun crovnit with gold.

8. attrib. and Comb., as mould-earth, \-rake,
side; f mould-ale, a funeral banquet; mould-
furrow sb. (see quot. 1851) ; mould-furrow v., to

plough with a mould-furrow ; mould iron, an
iron mould-board

; f mould-meat Sc., (a) a
funeral banquet ; (/;) the last food a person eats

before death (see Jam.) ; mould-plate, the plate
of a mould-board. Also mould-basket, -screen,

-scuttle, -sieve (see Loudon Encycl. Card. 1829,
5 1392-4-6, 1401).

MOULD.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 341/2 *Moldale (MS. S. 1498 molde

ale), potacio fmicrosa, vel futi^ralis. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. Farm I. 507 Whilst the principal workman is rutting
off the second side of the top of the drain., the other two
begin to dig and shovel out the *mould-earth. 1851 Ibid.

(ed. 2) 1. 171/2 The divisions between the ridges [are called)
the open furrows,..and the last furrows ploughed in the

open furrows are named the &quot;mould or hint-end furrows.

Ibid. 185/2 The headridges should be cloven down with a

gore-furrow along the ends of the ridges, and &quot;mould-fur

rowed in the crowns^ 1807 A. YOUNG Agric. Essex (1813)
I. 127 The &quot;mould-iron [of the plough], or plat, as it is

called in Norfolk. 1515 DOUGLAS JEneis v. ii. 118 To roist

in threit The raw spaldis ordanit for the *muld meit. 1805
R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. Plate v, The *mould plates.

1574 Richmoml Wills (Surtees) 254 Spaydes, axes, *mold-
raiks. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric, I. 123 In some
cases the plants are placed in an horizontal direction upon
sods turned &quot;mould-side upwards.
Mould (m0&quot;ld), sb.- Forms: i molda (or -e),

4-6 molde, moolde, 6-7 moulde, 7 mold, 6-
mould. [OK. molda or molde MDu. moude

&quot; fonticulus . Brugmann connects Skr. mftrdhdn

height, highest point, head, Gr. &\&amp;lt;uQpo-s
tall :

Indo-Germanic *mfdk-.\ The top or dome of the

head ; also the iontanelle in an infant s head.

(See also HEAD-MOULD l.)
c 1000 Sa.f. Lecchd. 111. 42 j^rest on ba;t wynstre eare,

ba:nne on
fc&amp;gt;et

swiflre eare, b^enne ufan jjass mannes moldan.
c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 4939 pe ymage of Mahoun. .WiJ&amp;gt; \te axe
Miiot he oppon J?e molde, Jat al

J&amp;gt;at
heued to-flente. 1398

THEVISA Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxi. (1495) 367 With Crysma
chyldern ben cremyd and enoynted of a symple prceste on
the molde. a i^z^Cnrsor 1\F. 9008 (Trin.) His riche crowne
of stone & golde he dud hit. .take of his molde \Cott, MS.
heued]. 1519 HORMAN Viilg, 25 The moolde of yonge babys
inaauereth. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 152 What a while con-
tinueth the mould and crowne of our heads to beate and
pant, before our braine is well settled. 1611 PAULE Life
Whitgift 89 He complained, .ofa great colde, which he had
then talcen in the mould of his head. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenofs Trav. \\, 6 Betwixt the two eyes, it [the porpessj
hath a hole like the mould in the head of a man. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), A/&amp;lt;7/f/,..the Dent in the upper Part
of the Head. 1854 BAKER Nortkawp. Gloss., Mould, the

opening of the suture of an infant s skull. 1886 W. UARNES
Dorset Gloss.

t
Monld

t
the top of the head or skull.

b. attrib. mould-shot = HEAD-MOULD-SHOT.
1754-64 SMEI.UE AHdii.ii/ery I. 430 If the ossa parietalia

rise over the os Krontis the case is called the mould-shot.

(nn?uld), sb.3 Forms: 3-9 (now U.S.)
mold, 4-5, 6Sc. muld(e,4-6molde,5 mowlid (e,

5-6 moold(e, mowld(e, moulde, 6 moald(e,
6- mould. See also MOUL sb.- [ME. mold(e^

app. metathctic alteration (either in OF. or in ME.)
of OF. modle (later wolle, mole, mod.F. moule}
Pr. fnolle

j Sp., Pg. molde : L. moduliim (see

MODULE).]
I. A pattern by which something is shaped.

1. A pattern, commonly a thin plate of wood or

metal, used by masons, bricklayers, and plasterers
as a guide in shaping mouldings, etc.

;
a templet.

(Forface mould, falling mould, see those words.)

1323 Ely Sacrist Roll in R. Willis Arch. Komtttcl. Mid.
, Ages(i^^) 22 Bordis empt pro moldis cementariorum faci-

I endum. 1377 I.ANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 341 Ifany masoun made a
molde Jer-to moche wonder it were. 1458 in Parker Dem.
A rchit, (1859) III. 42 Then must they have moolds to make
on the bowys. 1513111 Willis & Clark Cambridge ( 1886) 1.613

i Lyme, sand,..mooldes t ordinaunces, and euery other thyng
concernyng the. .seid vawtes. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 28 As
for the workmen, they must observe exactly their Surveyours
Molds. 1793 SM EATON Edystone L. 107 A gang of masons
. .who were, according to moulds and drawings, to hew the

stones. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 541 To find

the moulds necessary for the construction of a semicircular

arch, cutting a straight wall obliquely. 1876 Eticycl. Brit.

IV. 507/1 The mouldings and cornices are run with moulds.

b. Shipbuilding. See quot. c 1850.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) s.v., There are two

sorts of these, namely, the bend-mould and hollow-mould :

the former, .determines the convexity of the timbers, and
the latter, their concavity on the outside, c 1850 R tidim,

Nai ig. (Weale) 134 Moulds, pieces of deal or board made to

the shape of the fines on the mould-loft floor, as the timbers,

harpins, ribands, &c., for the purpose of cutting out the

different pieces of timber, &c., for the ship. Also the thin

flexible pieces of pear-tree or box used in constructing the

. .plans of ships. 1893 ll cstw. Gaz, 22 Mar. 2/1 The moulds
in their place, the cedar skin is stretched over them.

c. A glass-cutter s pattern.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. ix. 384 A Quarry Mould, .is

a Blew Slate, whereon are drawn the several sorts or sizes

of Quarries of Glass.

2. A hollow form or matrix into which fluid or

plastic material is cast or pressed and allowed to

cool or harden so as to form an object of a parti
cular shape or pattern. Also with qualifying word,
as brick-mould, Intllt t-mould.

1789 in Riley Mem. London (1868) 51 3 [He shall set no new]
molde [to finish, after Noon rung]. 1428 E. E. IKi//j (1882)

82 All my mooldes & instrunientis to my craft [sc. of wax-

chandler] longyng. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 342/1 Moold for

a belle, or a potte, effigies. 1485 Cely Papers (1900) 177
A mowllde of stone to caste leyd in. 1549 Privy Council
&amp;lt;4 eft (1890) 1 1. 350 Mowldes for fawcon,. .mouldes forsaker,

..mowldes for demyculverin. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 567
The liquid Ore he dreined Into fit moulds prepar d. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Tkeocnofs Trav. m. 43 Moulds for casting
of Itullets, or Small-shot. 1762 H. WALPOLE k ertuc s A ncca.

Paint. (1765) I. ii. 32 B. and Godfrey of Woodstrect, gold

smiths, made the moulds, and cast the images of the king
and queen. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Oftrat. MecJianic 616 The



MOULD.
casts are made of. .plaster of Paris,, .and the wax mould is

oiled previously lo its being put in. 1884 W. H. GREEN
WOOD Steel

&amp;lt;y

Iron 809 The moulds in which Bessemer
steel ingots are cast are usually of cast iron.

f b. Of a (or 0) mould: cast in the same mould,
of the same shape. Obs.

c 1310 Sir Tristr. 942 Of mone of amold pre hundred

pounde of latoun Schuld he. a 1450 Sir Degrci . 1435
Arcangelus of rede golde, ifyfly mad of o molde.

C. To break the mould: Jig. to render impossible
the repetition of a certain type of creation.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. 1. 141 b, I thinke dame Nature
her selfe hath broken the mould. 1605 SHAKS. Learm. ii. 8
And thou all-shaking Thunder,. .Cracke Natures moulds.
1661 WRIGHT in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. lix. 8 There is a
counsel in heaven, that will dash the mould of all contrary
counsels upon the earth. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Monadnoe
Wks. (Bohn) I. 434 But if the brave old mould is broke,
And end in churls the mountain folk. 1869 MOZLKY Univ.
Serin. \. 24 The mould in which they were made is broken.

d. gen. A modelled surface from which an im

pression can be taken.

1530 PALSGR. 157 A moulde, to moulde or print a thyng in.

1626 BACON Sylva 502 It is a Curiosity to haue Fruits of
Diners Shapes. . .This is .. performed by Moulding them,
when the Fruit is young, with Moulds of Earth, or Wood.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. \. 201 They fill it [a
wooden mould] with Coal-dust, and apply it to your Arm,
so that they leave upon the same, the Mark of what is cut
in the Mould.

e. An arrangement of two or more boards form

ing a cavity in which concrete or earth is placed
in order to be moulded into the desired shape.
1:1870 R. S. BURN Gnide to Masonry 161 Care must be

taken to prevent rain saturating the earth with water, as in
this state it will form more mud in the mould. Ibid., The
difficulty of adjusting the moulds necessary to contain the
concrete.

3. spec, in Cookery. A hollow utensil of metal or

earthenware used to give a shape to puddings, jelly,
etc. Also, a pudding, etc., shaped in a mould.

&quot;573
in Cunningham Revels at Crt. (1842) 37 Mony by

him payde for Mowldes to cast the frutes and ffishes in.
1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 590 Iron moulds and dishes
which they baked the bread in. 1747-96 MRS. GLASSE
Cookery xiv. 231 Make it into cakes, or just what shape you
please with moulds. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housckfr.
(1778) 193 Be careful you keep stirring it till cold, or it will
run in lumps when you turn it out of the mould. 18..
Novels ft Talesfr. Hoiiseh. It ords VI. 34 (Hoppe) We had
preserved plums to the mould of rice. 1904 Daily Citron.
21 Apr. 8/5 Turn the mixture into a well-buttered border-
moutd and bake for twenty-five minutes in a moderate oven.

4. transf. s&Afig. Said of things serving as a matrix
or model

; esp. in phr. to be cast in a (certain) mould:
to have a certain form or character.

1557 CHEKE Let. to Holy in Courtier (1561) Zzv, If. .the
mould of our own tung could serue vs to fascion a woord
of our own. a 1569 KINGESMYLL Man s Est. x. (1580) 64The Sonne of God was well-pleased to be cast in the moulde
and simple shape of man. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 22 My
wife comes formost, then the honour d mould Wherein this
Trunke was fram d. 16:2 HIERON (title) A Helpe vnto
Deuotion : Containing Certain Moulds or Forms of Prayer,
fitted to seueral occasions. 1689 SWIFT Ode to Sir W. Temple
xi, Shall I believe a Spirit so divine Was cast in the same
Mold with mine? 1738 WESLEY Ps. LI. vi, Cast in the
Mould of Sin I am. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1836)

Carthage 369 A father and son, each cast in so truly heroic
a mould.

fb. Said of the body with reference to its clothes.
In quot. 1639 after F. le moiile du pmrpoint.
1603 SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 145 New Honors come vpon him

Like our strange Garments cleaue not to their mould, But
with the aid of vse. 1639 Du VERGER tr. Camus Admir
Events 221 Tygns playing at false company saved the mold
of his doublet, and left his brother ingaged in a fray.

1 5. An object of imitation
;
a model, a pattern.a 1347 SURREY in TotteFs Misc. (Arb.) 20 The whole effect

of natures plaint, When she had lost the perfit mold, The
like to whom she could not paint. 1370-6 LAMBAUDE
Peramb. Kent (1826) p. vi, Having neither good arte . .

nor yet approved pauerne or Moald to imitate and follow.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. L 161 The glasse of Fashion, and the
mould of Forme. 1618 E. ELTON Expos. Rom. vii. (1622)
249 The man or woman that suffer themselues to bee changed
into the mould and patterne of the good word of God.
6. A frame or body on or round which a manu

factured article is made.
ta. The shaped piece of wood, etc. over which silk or

other material is drawn to make a button, tb. The bodyof an artificial bait. 0. The frame on which a sheet of
paper, a basket, a hurdle (etc.) is made. td. In pin-making,a length of wire of the thickness of the pin-stems, round
which finer wire was coiled to form the heads.
1633 WALTON Angler i. v. (1661) 96 The mould or body of

the minnow was cloth, and wrought upon, or over it thus
with a needle. 1682 GREW Anat. Plants 86 The Shape of
a Button dependeth on the Mould; the Silk and other
Materials wrought upon it, being always conformable there
unto. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Moulds used in basket-
making are very simple, consisting ordinarily of a willow or
osier turned or bent into an oval, circle, square, or other
ngure. Ihd., Moulds in the manufacture of paper are little
frames composed of several brass or iron wires fastened
together by another wire still finer. 1747 Gentl. Mag.XVII. 311 The wooden molds of 8 buttons. 1766 LEAD-
BETTER Roy. Ganger n. xiv. (ed. 6) 370 There are Moulds
to answer each Size of Paper designed to be made and the
Bottom of each Mould is of Brass-Wire. 1840 Penny Cycl.XVIII. 161/2 Ihe next step is to form the head, which is
effected by a piece of wire called the mould, the same size

703

as that used for the stems. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1464/2
Hand made paper is made by a mold and deckle.

7. A package of leaves of gold-beaters skin

between which gold-leaf is placed for beating.
1737-53 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mould, among gold-beaters, a

certain number of leaves of velom . . between which they put
the leaves of gold and silver which they beat on the marble
with the hammer. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 753/1 A mould \
composed of about 950 of the finest gold-beaters skins.

8. Photo-engraving. The gelatine which receives

the impression from the negative and from which
the copper plate is taken; also, the metal plate itself.

1875 L re s Diet, Arts III. 564 This process does not in

the least injure the gelatine mould. Ibid., The piocess of

printing from the metal mould is conducted in the following
manner. 1883 HARDWICK Photo-Chcm. 358. 1883 fcncyil.
Brit. XVIII. 833/1 By means of very heavy pressure, .the
mould was squeezed into soft metal,

II. Imparted former make; result of moulding.
9. Distinctive nature as indicative of origin ; esp.

of persons, native constitution or character.

This, the earliest sense in Eng., is perh. orig. derived

directly from the primary abstract sense of the OF. word
L. modulus prescribed measure

; but in later use there is a
reference to sense 2 and to MOULD v. z In expressions like

of base mould
, of the purest mould

,
there may be associa

tion with MOULD s/ .
1

a 1225 Ancr. K. 84 (MS. Cott. Nero If. 20 b) pet }e be bet
icnowen ham

^if
eni cumeS touward ou, lo her hore molden.

Uikelares beoo breo kunnes. 1390 GOWEK Coiif. II. 39 Mi
Sone, if thou of such a molde Art mad, now tell me piein
thi schrifte. 1447 HOKENHAM Seynlys (Roxb.) 282 Of men
and wummen also The molde these dayis ys so sore alayde
Wyth froward wyl. 1589 Late Vny. Sf. ,$ J ort. dS8i) Si

They bee of so base a mould, as they can verie well subject
themselves to any government. (&quot;1592 MARLOWE Jc tv of
Alalta I, ad init., Giue me the Merchants of the Indian
mynes, That trade in mettall of the purest mould. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn. Stir. I. i. 60 No mates for you, Vnlesse you were
of gentler milder mould. 1613 PUKCIIAS / ilgrimage (1614)
526 Other gods of a lesse mould they call Camis. 1647
CLARENDON Hist.Reb. i. 120 William Earl of Pembroke, .a

man of another mould and making. 1707 PRIOR linns
Car-. ?! i Hans Carvel ..Married a lass of London mould.
1803 SCOTT Last Jtlinstr. I. xix, Their hearts of rugged
mould. 1827 LVTTON Pel/lain v, Her mind was wholly of a
different mould from my own. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
II. 158 He has a character of a finer mould.
10. The form or shape of an animal body, or

(less usually) of something inanimate. Now
technical (among cattle- or stud-breeders) ;

other
wise only rhetorical.

15. . Tye the marc 13 in Ritson Anc. Songs (1792) 131 A
mare of good mold. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 39 She now
is turnd to treen mould. 1598 YONG Diana 226 They judged
our beautions features, and gentle inclinations to differ
farre from Shepherdes mouldes and dispositions. 1607
TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 228 About the mold or bigness of
a young Fox of six moneths old. 1711 STEELE Meet. No. 17
F i, I am a little unhappy in the Mold of my Face, which
is not quite so long as it is broad. 1725 POPE Odyss. i. 124
The sandals of caelestial mold. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i. vi,
The buff-coat .. Mantles his form s gigantic mould. 1816
BYRON Prisoner of Chilian

ii, There are seven pillars of
Gothic mould. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bit. Farm III. 1259 He
should select i or 2 of the best mares in his possession to
breed from, and if he has none possessing youth and beauty
of mould [etc.). 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, vii. 122 Manly
in size, mould and bearing.

b. concr. Bodily foi in, body. Chiefly fact.
&quot;579

I VLY Euphues (Arb.) 458 This Beautifull moulde
when I behelde to he endued with chastitie. .and all other
good giftes. 1590 SPENSER f- . Q. 11. vii. 42 For nothing
rmght abash the villein bold, Ne moitall steele emperce his
miscreated mould. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock i. 48 As now
your own, our beings were of old. And once inclos d in
Woman s beauteous mould. 1815 WORDSW. Laodamia 16
Whom doth she behold ?. . His vital presence ? his corporeal
mould ? 1865 SWINBURNE A talanta 60 [The boar] trampled,
springing sideways from the tusk, Too tardy a moving
mould ofheavy strength, Ancaeus.

1 11. The form or structural type or model of a

building or a ship. 06s.

1570 DEE Math. I ref. 32 Now, may you, of any Mould,
or Modell of a Ship, make one, of the same Mould . .bigger
or lesser. 1577-87 HARRISON Kngland\\. ii. 141/1 in ////-
shed, Howbeit the moold of the quire [of the cathedrall
church] was not statelie inough. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Pcramb.
Kent (1826) 315 All these ships Q. Eliz 1

&quot; hath either wholy
built upon the stockes or newly reedified upon the olde
moaldes. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. Ixxii, Of ships which
by their mould bring new supplies And in their colours
Belgian lions bear. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Sun.
106 A Vessel., of such a Mould as to draw little Water.

1 12. Style, fashion, mode. Obs.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xiii. 664 The best, .lives are

..those which.. are ranged to the common mould and
humane model. 1624 WOTTON A rchit. i. 14 All Nations doe
start at Novelties, and are indeede maried to their owne
Moulds. 1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. Usurped Pmvers 5A party, .shall rise up. .and set up a new mould of govern-meat. 1656 HEVLIN Sun,. France 70 The houses of thenew mould in London, are just after their fashion.
13. That which is moulded or fashioned, rare.
1667 MILTON P. L.. vi. 576 A triple-mounted row of Pillars

,. -, OO &quot; inioun i u. it v t//(,tj -^Q illlllK
you this mould of hopes and fears Could find no statelier
than his peers In yonder hundred million spheres
f b. Plastic material. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare.
547. J. HARRISON Exhort. Scotles 210 All mennes ex-

This worlds material mould, came to a heap.

MOULD.
14. Arch. A moulding or group of mouldings

belonging to a particular member of a building.

(See also HOOD-MOULD.)
1480 BOTONER Itin. 268 The west dore frettyd yn the

hede with grete gentese and small and fylled wyth entayle
wyth a double moolde costely don and wrought. 1501 [see
BROACH so. 6]. 1850 Parker s Gloss. Archil. I. 134 A mould
is also the entire group or set of mouldings with which any
architectural member is furnished, as arch-mould, jamb-
mould, &c.

15. Geol. An impression made in earth by the

convex side of a fossil shell; sometimes misused
for CAST si. 30 b.

Mould and cast are termed in Fr. respectively moulc
entente and manle interne.

1839 Civil Eng. ff Arch. Jrnl. II. 375/2 They [sc. the
roach beds] are full of cavities formed by the moulds of
shells. 1854 WOODWARD Mvlhtsca 286 Specimens frequently
occur in which the outer shell layer is preserved, whilst
the inner is wanting, and the mould ( birostrites ) remains
loose in the centre. 1862 Chamb. Kncycl. IV. 448/2 Some
times the whole organism is dissolved and carried off by
water percolating the rock, and its former presence is in

dicated by the mould of its outer surface and the cast of
its inner in the rocky matrix.

16. Short for mould-candle (see 17)
1812 BYKON Waltz vi. note, Best moulds (four to the pound).

1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle ii, She is a greasy sub
ject, and would have burned like a short mould. 1856 Orr *

Circ. Set., Pract. Client. 449 Two sorts of candles are

commonly met with in commerce, namely, dips and moulds.
III. 17. atlrib. and Com/i., as

m&amp;lt;&amp;gt;iild-carver,

-maker, -making, -turner ; often = made or cast

in a mould, as mould cigar, shot, ware, work;
mould candle, a candle made in a mould (as

distinguished from a dip-candle); mould-loft

Shipbuilding, a room on the floor of which the

plans of the ship are drawn at full size; f mould-
man, a moulder; mould-room, = mould loft;
f mould-stone, stone used for moulded work.
1711 Act 10 Anne c. 19 109 If such Making or Course

is intended to \x of &quot;Mould Candles. 1876 Miss BUAUDON
7- Haggard s Dan. I. 59 Sally came in presently with a
pair of mould candles. 1873 SPON Workshop Kec. Ser. i.

431/1 The &quot;mould carver makes his mould look, .directly
the reverse of what he wishes the ornament to appear.
1896 Daily AVira 15 Oct. 8/5 To make &quot;mould cigars.
1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shifbuild. Assist. 77 The Platform
fitted for such a Design is call d a *Mould-loft. 1866
Cliaml . Encycl. VIII. 683/1 The first process is to develop,
or lay off , on the mould-loft floor, certain full-si/e work
ing sections of the required ship. 1780 in Hone Every
day Bk. II. 1477 If any engraver, paper-maker, mould-
maker or printer, can give information of the.. making
any mould or paper. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Opcrat. Mechanic
465 The mould-maker receives the model, and forms from
it the requisite moulds. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 230
Mould-making, soldering, and gilding. 1576 in Cunning
ham Revels at Crt. (1842) no The *Mowldeman for a
houndes head mowlded for a Cenofall

ij&quot;. 1791 SMEATON
Edystone Lightlio. 157 The work-yaid, &quot;mould-room, &c.
1673 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. 241, I shall.. here set down the
true Process of making of it [sc. shot], of what size you please
under &quot;Mould-shot. 1832 COL. HAWKICK Diary (1893) II. 34,
I ..blew both barrels into them with mould shot. 1353 Ely
Roll in R. Willis Arch. Xomencl. Mid. Ages (1844) 50, 17 de
&quot;muldestones pro fenestris ecclesia; parochialis. 1777 Bir
mingham Directory^, Brooks, William, &quot;Mould-turner. i6iz
STURTEVANT Metallica 91 Presse-ware or &quot;Mould-ware, is

any thing that can bee made, wrought, or formed of clay and
earth, .by presse and mould. 1626 BACON Sylva 502 The
Fruit.. would.. fill the Concaue, and so be turned into the
Shape desired ; As it is in &quot;Mould-workes of Liquid Things.
Mould (mo &quot;Id),

si&amp;gt;A Also 5 mowlde, 8- (now
f.-y.) mold. [Perh. developed from MOULD a.

used in contexts in which it was not clear whether
it was a sb. or an adj. ; or perh. an altered form
of MOUL ji.i, due to association with MOULD rf.ijA woolly or furry growth (consisting of minute
fungi) which forms on vegetable and animal sub
stances that lie for some time in moist warm air.

As a disease of the hop plant = FEN sb2
Also Bat., any one of the species of fungi (constituting the

order Mncorinil of which this growth consists.

1:1425 l- oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 658/6 Hie miicor, mowlde.
1626 BACON Nat. Hist. 339 All Moulds are Inceptions of
Putrefaction

; As the Moulds of Pyes and Flesh. 1714
MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1725) I. 361 A man that hates
cneese must call me fool for loving blue mold. 1731 etc
[see FEN st?]. 1794 J. CLARK Agric. lleref. 51 note, Too
much moisture subjects the [hop-] plants to the mould. 1848
DICKENS Domkey xxiii, Mildew and mould began to lurk in
closets. 1864 Chamb. Encvcl. VI. 592/2 Mildews and
Moulds are very nearly allied. 1874 H. V. CARTER Myce-
toma 10 The red mould (Chionyfhe). 1877 HUXLEY
MARTIN Elem. Biol. 31 One of the commonest Moulds, the
Pemcillinm giaticum, which is familiar to every one from its

forming sage-green crusts upon bread, jam, old boots, &c.
b - fig-

1741 WATTS Improv. Mind i. ii. Wks. 1753 V. 200 A her
mit who has been shut up in his cell in a college, has con
tracted a sort of mould and rust upon his soul. 1771 P.
PAHSONS Newmarket I. 32 Their researches into the mould
of libraries. 1829 D IsRAELl Let. 28 Jan. in Croker Papers
(1884) II. 40 Letters. .having.. escaped the fury of cooks,.,
the mould of time [etc.]. 1833 C. BRONTE Gillette ix, I was
getting on, not lying the stagnant prey of mould and rust.

c. attrib. and Comb.
1800 COLERIDGE Piccolom. i. iv, Mould-rotted papers. 1874

H. V. CARTER Mycetoma 35 note. The infecting Filaria and
Mould-spore. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathol. 95 The
mould-diseases are conditional upon the above-mentioned
mould-fungi. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 98/2 A certain species
of mould-plant which he calls Mycoderma aceti.



MOULD.

Mould, j/ .
5 In 6 mold. A corrupted form of

MOLE j/ .
1 Cf. IRON-MOULD.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. xii. 7 Upon the Htle bre^t, like

christall bright, She mote perceive a litle purple mold.

Mould (m&amp;lt;?nld),
a. (orig. ///.) Obs. exc. dial.

(see E.D.D.) Forms: 4 moweld, 4-6 mouled,

mowled, (5 -id, -yd, Sc. -it), 6 moulde, 6-

mould. [tMOCLr.l + -n&amp;gt;
1
.] Mouldy. Alsoyfc.

13.. Metr. Horn, in Architt Stitd. neu. Spr. LVII. 288

For stunch
f&amp;gt;e

hermite his neoe held
}&amp;gt;at

of bat moultd
flesch he feled. 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 5570 Pe ruste of

bat moweld nione. c 1386 CHAUCER Kewe s Prol. 16 Myn
herte is al-so mowled as myne heres. c 1430 in Pol. Rel.

/j-

L. Poems (1903) 213 pi drink!*
|&amp;gt;at

sowren, & ^i mowlid
mete. 1535 COVERDALE Josh. ix. 12 This cure bred.. was
new.. but now lo, it is harde & moulde. 1583 STUBBES

Anat. Abns. 11. (1882) 49 They keepe their butter and cheese

till it be mustie and mould.

Mould (rrw old), v Also mold. [f.
MOULD *M]

1 1. Irans. To bury. Obs.

1530 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 294, I bequeith..my bonys
to be moldid w in the sanctwary of Swyne. 1570 LF.VIXS

Manip. 218/47 To Mould, inhmnare.

2. To cover (plants) with mould
;
to earth up,

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 429 The Oliue trees., need neither

the hooke to be pruned, nor the rake and barrow to be

moulded. 1649 KLITHE ting. Improv. !&amp;gt;nf&amp;gt;r. (1653^ 126 In

setting of it be carefull of Moulding it plentifully with the

best Mould you can get. 1778 [\V. MARSHALL] Minutes

Agric. 9 Mar. an. 1775 Digging the trench, putting in the

plants, and moulding them with finely tilled soil. 1837
Flemish Husk 38 in Lib. Use/. A*&amp;lt;nW., Hnsb. Ill, If.. the

potato-plants have been well hoed and moulded up,

f 3. To mould away : to moulder, crumble away.
545 BKINKLOW Lament. (1874) 100 It [sc. this Sacrament]

hathe a begynnynge, and maye perishe and moulde away.
1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. \\. i. C^b, For his white father

do s but moulde away. 1633 J. CLARKE Two-fold Praxis
28 It is a strange sight to see the haire of the heads, .mold

away, and the gristle of the nose consume.

Mould (m&amp;lt;?uld),
v Forms : see MOULD sb?&amp;gt;

[f. MOULD j. :

*]

1. trans. To mix or knead (dough, bread) ;
now

used technically in the baking trade for : To shape
into loaves (see quot. 1841).
14.. I oc. in \Vr.-\Viilcker 603/14 Pistrio,\o moolde or b;ike.

c 1430 Pitgr. Lyf Manhode \. Ixxiv. (1869) 44 She wolde it

[sc, bread] were so wysliche moalded, .. that [etc.]. 1530
PALSGR. 641/1 He can better eate a lofe than mowlde it.

1542 liooKDE Dyetary xi. (1870) 262 Ilreade. .must be well

inuldyd ; it must be thorowe bake. 1577 1&amp;gt;. Goor;F Hi fin

back s Hiab, i. (1586; 10 b, Here are.-troughes to layleiuicti

in, and there is a fayre table to mould vpon. 1688 K. HOI.MI-:

Armoury in. 85 2 Mould it [sc. the dough] into Loaves or
Koulls. 1841 difit/t to Trade, Hakcr 38 The operation nf

moulding the dough . .consists in cutting the masses of

weighed dough, each into two equal parts. They are then
kneaded either round or long, and one placed in a hollow
made in the other ; and the union is completed by a turn
of the knuckles on the centre of the upper piece.

Jig. 1692 DRYDEX Cltomenes \\. ii. 21 When the Gods
moulded up the Paste of Man, Some of their Dough was
left upon their hands, For want of Souls.

f2. To mix (ingredients) to form a paste. Obs.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. \. 35 Take ponder of Gyngere S:

Canelie, & wryng it, & rnolde it to-gederys in bin hondys.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1003/1 [They] caused
bran and meale to be moulded vp in cloth, for otherwise it

\vould not sticke togither. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s

Hist. Indies v. xxtv. 393 They did mould it with honie,
making an idoll of that paste. 1645-52 BOATK Irel. Nat.
Hist. 118601 125 Certain women. .who mold the mud using
nothing else to it but their hands.

&quot;f-b. fig. To mix up or blend (ivith}. Obs.

1701 SWIFT Contests h ol les fy Comm. v. Wks. 1751 IV. 53
A Faction, .which, under the name of Puritan, began to

grow popular, by molding up their new Schemes of Religion
with republican principles in Government. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. vii. i. (1864) IV. 25 In Dunstan were moulded
together the asceticism almost of an Eastern anchorite
. . with some of tbe industry and accomplishment of n
lienedictine. Ibid. vni. viii. V. 32 Henry in whose character

impetuosity was strangely moulded up with irresolution.

3. To produce or create (a material object) in a

certain form
;
to shape as a sculptor or modeller

;

to fashion, form, model. Chiefly poet.
^1475 Cat/t. Angl. 246/2 (MS. Addit.) To mowlde (1483

mulde), conformarc, 1590 SHAKS. Mitis. N. in. ii, 211 Two
louely berries molded on one stem. 1608 Per. in. (Cower)
1 1 Hymen hath brought the Uride to bed, Where by the losse
of mavdenhead, A liabe is moulded. 1667 MILTON P.L.\.
744 Did I request thee, Maker, from my Clay To mould me
Man. 1725 POPE Oefyss. iv. 773 From the bleak pole no
winds inclement blow, Mold the round hail, or flake the

fleecy snow. i7&amp;lt;S6GoLUSM. Vic. /K.xxviii, The change which
I saw in her countenance struck me.. .The hand of death
seemed to have moulded every feature to alarm me. a 1822
SHELLEY Triumph Life 532 Obscure clouds, moulded by the
casual air. 1865 SWINBURNF, Atalanta 406 Seeing you so

fair, and moulded like a god.

fb. absol. To make a model. Obs.

1644 EVELYN Diary 8 Feb., Monsieur Saracin, who was
moulding for an image of a Madona to be cast in gold.

4. To shape (fluid or plastic matter) in or as in

a mould; to press or cast into a particular form.

573-4 &amp;gt;n Cunningham Revels at Crt. (1842) 55 For the
Mowldesand for Mowlding the frutes made of the stufafore-
saide. a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. \. ii. 65 He forgeth
and mouldeth Metals. 1695 WOODWARD A at. Hist. Earth
iv. 18* No Metall, when, .cast in a Mould, can ever, .repre
sent the Concavity of that Mould with greater Exactness
than these Flints and other Minerals do the Concavities
of the Shells wherein they were thus moulded. 1716 GAY

704

Trivia \\. 329 In harden d orbs the school-boy moulds the

snow. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 272 The fat. .

finally is melted and moulded into candles. 1865 LUBBOCK
Preh. Times 414 The extraordinary practice of moulding
the form of the head was also common to several of the

Indian tribes. 1879 J. WRIGHTSON in Cassettes Tec/in. Educ.

IV. 246/2 The butter is then salted .. moulded and printed.

5. transf. and & To create, produce, or form

out of certain elements or material, or upon a

certain pattern ; also, to plan, design. Also with up.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. v. i. 444 They say best men
are moulded out of faults. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang.
T. m. 199 A .. plot, moulded in the depths of satanicall

contrivances, a 1667 COWLEY Miscell., Wit ix, But Love
that moulds One Man up out of Two, Makes me forget and

injure you. 1710 ADDISON Whig Examiner No. 5 p 3
There is great art in moulding a question. 1818 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) II. 333 Judges in such cases must mould and
frame such estates as are agreeable to the plain intention of

the legislature. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola i. xi, On that

fuller knowledge he hoped to mould a statement. 1803 7*Vz///.

Herald 167/2 A lovely brilliant girl, moulded on Di vernon.

t b. To would np : to go to form. Obs.

1602 MAKSTON Ant. $ Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 31 Earthly
durt makes all things, makes the man, Moulds me up honour.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. ^flf, v. v. 27 All Princely Graces That
mould vp such a mighty Piece as this is.

6. To bring into or reduce to a particular shape
or form

;
to shape or model the character or style

of. Const, into, to. f Also with ///.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. xxii. 15 It will follow that

hee shall Moulde himselfe into al vertue at once. 1622

CALUS Stat. Sewers (1647) 47 The Estate, .shall be melted
and newly molded by tins Condition. 1644 FULLER Holy &amp;lt;V

Prof. St. ii. xvi. 109 God mouldeth some for a School
masters life. 1695 LD. PRRSTON Boeth. in. 142 They are

the perfect Good when they are molded up into one Form.

1741 WATTS Improv. Mind i. xvii. Wks. 1753 V. 282 Fa-
bellus would never learn any moral lessons till they were
moulded into the form of some, .fable. 1818 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) VI. 428 In which case the Court assumed greater
latitude of moulding the will according to the intention of

the testator. 1859 MAX MUU.KK Chips (1880) III. iv. 87
His character was chiefly moulded by his intercourse with
men. 1857 WILI.MOIT Pleas. Lit. xi. 50 Button has told us

how patiently he moulded hi.*, loose sentences into sym
metry. 1868 HIXLI Y Lay Serin, iii. (1870) 35 If we could
mould the fates to our own will. 1875 JOWETT Plato (eel, 2)

I. 419 Logic was beginning to mould human thought.

7. intr. and rcfl.
now rare]. To assume a certain

form
;
to become shaped ; to shape itself (into-,.

1612 DEKKER If it be not Good 64, Blest raigne ! The
Golden worlde is molding new againe. 1768 TUCKER Lt.
Nat. II. 291 When growing and moulding in the womb,
what were we better than a worm? 1842 TF.SXYSOS Day-
dream 86 The silk star-bi older

1

d coverlid Unto her limbs
itself doth mould Languidly ever. 1858 Ecclesiologist XIX.
315 When the Norman man-at-arms had begun to mould
into the English country gentleman. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Eitr. vi. (1894) 140 The Jungfrau seems gradually
to mould itself out of darkness.

8. trans. Shipbuilding. To give a particular
mould to (a vessel) (? Obs.} ;

to shape (timbers)
with moulds. (See MOULD sl&amp;gt;% 11 and i b.)

1570-6 LAMBARDE Perainb. Kent (1826) 311 No shipping
any where els. .to be founde either more artificially moalded
under the water or more gorgeously decked above. 1797
L ncycl. ttrit. (ed. 3) XVII. 407/1 The moulds being thus

prepared, we shall apply them to mould timber 7. 1830
HKDDKHWICK Marine Archil. 265 You then mark the number
of the frame to which the floor belongs, and proceed to mould
the two first futtocks.

9. To take a cast of. ? Obs.

1698 FKYER Ace. E. India % P. 213 You must never mould
any Diamond in Sand or Cuttle-bone. 1735 Diet. Polygraph.
II. K k6 b, How to mould the Face without much trouble to

a person. //
/&amp;lt;/.,

To mould off the Face of a person in Wax.
10. Of clothes : To fit close to (the figure).
[After F. wiouler.}

1896 (lodey s Mat;. Feb. 214/1 The cut and fit are per-
fection, the jersey molding the figure like a glove.

Mould (rm uld), v.-i Also mold. [f.
MOULD

sb*
;
or f. MOLL v. by addition of excrescent d.~\

1. trans, f & To allow to become mouldy. Obs,
b. To cause tocontract mould: see also MOULDED-.
.-1460-70 in Pol. Kd. ff L. Poems (1903) 212 pou lettest

poore men go bare, thy dryukis soweren, |&amp;gt;ou
mouledest

metis [v.r. hi mowlid mete] where-with the febull niyglit
wele fare. 1613-16 \V. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. ii. 29 Like
hoording huswiues that doe mold their food, And keepe
from others, what doth them no good. 1634 RAINBOW
Labour (1635) 37 Sloth moulding some, anxiety consuming
others. 1764 Museum Rust. III. ii. 4 This manure,. is

also much less inclined to mould and burn the seed.
2. intr. To become mouldy or covered with mould.
1530 PALSGK. 641/2 It is tyme to eate this breed, for it

begynneth to mowlde. 1626 BACON Sylva 809 There be
some Houses wherein.. Halted Meats will mould, more than
in others. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. (1721) I. 155 Unless the
Seed be kept dry, tis apt to mould. 1885 A. \fxrr Leather
Mann/. 152 If the drying be too slow, especially in damp
weather, the leather is apt to mould.

b. transf. and f.
of things that lie unused.

ft 1547 SURREY Eccles. ii. 79 And wretched herts have they
that let their tressures mold. 1590 SPENSER /* . Q. n. iii. 41
The man that moulds in ydle cell. 1611 BIBLK Trans/.
Pref. P 6 The Grecians, .were not wont to suffer bookes of
worth to lye moulding in Kings Libraries. 1776 JOHNSON
Let. to Mrs.Thrale 18 May, He carries with him two or three

good resolutions ; I hope they will not mould upon the road.

Mould, obs. form of MOLE $b and sb$
Mouldable (m^u-ldab l), a. Also (now ff.S.)

moldable. [f. MOULD v2 + -ABLE.] Capable of

being moulded (frtfo).

MOULDEK.
i6z6 BACON Sylra 846 The Differences of Impressible

and Not Impressible,. .Mouldable, and Not Mouldable,
Scissible.and Not ScisMble. 1753 tr. Genarrfs SchoolofMan
15 The heart of a child is like soft wax, Mouldable into

every form. 1883 Chr. Commw. 22 Nov. 137/3 These very
women.. are the most mouldable creatures possible. 1884
Century Mag. XXVIII. 124 When the mind of the parent
was in a pliant and moldable condition.

Hence Mem Idableness, Mouldabi lity, the

quality or condition of being mouldable.

t
1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. IV. ix. (1884) 300

The other quality we are to look for in the soul is mould-
ableness, plasticity. 1890 Century Dict. t Moldability,
nwnldability, capability of being moulded.

Mould-board 1 (m^ i ldbo-ud}. Forms: a. 6

moldbo(o)rde, 7 mould bord, 8- mold-, mould-
board; $. 4 molebrod, 6 moulebord, 7 mole-
boord. [f. MOULD sf&amp;gt;.

1 + BOARD sb. Cf. Du. mol-

bord, and next word.] The board or metal plate
in a plough, which turns over the furrow-slice.

Also attrih.) as mottId-board chut.
a. 1508 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 62 Item. .Willelmo Fare-

child xij le moldboordes. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

133/1 The parts of a Plow...The Mould Board. 1765 A.
DICK SON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 209 The curved mold-board,
by turning the earth of the furrow suddenly by the fore

part of it, meets with more resistance than the common
mold board. 1805 R. \V. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) I.

5 Giving, .to the mould-board that kind of hollowed-out and
twisted form which, .tends to lessen friction. Ibid, Plate ix,

The mould-board hooks. 1902 LUBBOCK (La AYEBUKYJ
Scenery Eng. 475 The ridge of soil raised by the mould-
board of the plough.

395 Cartnlnr. Abb. de Whiteby (Surtees) 618 It. pro
ix molebrodclowtys, iiis. xd. 1583 Wills

&amp;lt;$

Inv. K. C.

(Surtees) II. 80 A hundreth heads and shares, moulebords

[/rzwMYmoutebords], spades. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie

of God (1620) 542 The plough may not lack other instru

ments, e. g. the culter.. .the mole-boord (etc.].

Mould-board J
. [MocLDj^.s or MOULD z/.

2
]

1. founding. = MOULDING-BOARD 3.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
2. One of the boards forming a ( mould for con

crete : see MOULD sb$ 2 e.

1881 F. YOUNG Every Man his own Mech. 1251 These
mould-boards should be of good pine wood, not less than
i in. in thickness.

Mouldbred. Ol&amp;gt;s. Forms: 4 mold(e)-,
mulde-, 5 mule-, 9 mool-.

[f.
MOULD j/ .

1 +
]Uu:n. Cf. OHG. moldbrct, Du. nwlberd] =
MOULD-BOAfiD 1. Mouldbredclout 1

, see CLOUT $b\ 2.

1343 Durham Ace. Kolls (Surtees) 205, i clitta pro molde-
bredd. 1348 Jnrrenv Rolls (Surtees 1

53, j mold-bredecloutlie.

c 1375 St. Leg. Saints xxv. (Julian) 131 pe patyl his hand

clewyt to, |e uiuldebrcd quhen lie suld nivk. 1465 in

Finchalc rriory Charters, etc. (Surtees) p. ccxcix, iij

plowys, iij plowbands, ij mulebred clowtis. 1824 MAC-
TAGGARI Gatioi id. l-.ncycl, 460 Another article belonging to

the ploughman s business, such as the mool-bred.

Moulded (rmTu-lded),///. al Also (now U.S.}
molded, [f.

MOULD v? + -ED*.]
1. Shaped or cast in a mould ; made according

to a mould ; cut or shaped to a mould.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Column^ Moulded Column is

that made by impastation, of grave! and flints of divers

colours, which are bound together with a cement, which

grows perfectly hard, and receives a polish like marble.

1766 \V. GORDON Gen. Counting-ho. 385, 10 boxes, contain

ing moulded candles. 1853 URE Diet. Arts II. 386 The
preparation or marking of the paper . . is done by means of
a moulded piece of wood. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
Chan. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 97 The moulded charcoal being
more dense than that made by the old plan. 1874 GouFt-i

Roy. Bk. Pastry^ etc. 193 Moulded cakes for entremets.

b. Shipbuilding (see MOULD j.3 i b and v.- 8\
Moulded breadth, width : the greatest breadth of a vessel.

1773 Life A . J &quot;rmt de 99 She . . was as complete a molded
Vessel as ever came out of a Dock. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVII. 405/1 The length of the keel being 29 feet,

and breadth moulded nine feet, c 1850 Rmlini. A Vir //, .

(Weale) 134 Moulded^ cut to the mould. Also the size or

bigness of the timbers that way the mould is laid. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk., Moulded brcatitlt. 1887 i nll

Mall G. 19 Aug. 8/2 The vessel.. was 44 ft. in moulded
width of beam.

2. Arch. Consisting of a moulding or mouldings;
ornamented with mouldings.
1688 R. HOLME Artnonry HI. xiii. 473 A Fpure Square

Stee[p]le, each corner Supported with a Bultrice, the Top
setofl with Moulded Battlements. 1833 P. NICHOLSON / ract.

Build. 316 Moulded-work is that which is formed into

various forms on the edges, as cornices architraves, &c.

1843 C. BARRY in znd Rep. Connn. Fine Arts^ ^ That such

of tlie ceilings as are flat should be formed into compart
ments by moulded ribs. 1878 SIR G. (J. SCOTT Lect. Arc/n t.

I. 157 Another great characteristic of English architecture

is the moulded lunfoliated) capital.

Moulded fm*ld*d), //A -
2

[f.
MOULD vJ

or j^.* +
-KI&amp;gt;.] Mouldy.

iSS LKLAND ///. (1769) VII. 57 Mony bid yn Pottes so

hold and niuldtd that when y was strongly towchid yt went
almost to mowlder. 1603 KNOLLES Hist, Turks (1621) 624
Verie course, hoarie, moulded [1638 mouldy] bread. 1795
Trans* Sffc. Arts XIII. 181 Not having had one rotten

or inpulded piece this year.

t Ittou lden, /// . Obs. [str. i&amp;gt;a. pple. of

MOULD ? .3] Mouldy.
1533 MORE Dcbcll. Salem Pref., Wks. 930/1 He spake

but of moulden breade.

Moulder (m ldai), sb} Also (now U.S.}

molder. [f. MOULD v. 2 + -ER !.]

1. One who moulds dough or bread.



MOULDER.
c 1440 Promp. Pan 1

. 342/1 Mooldare of paste (K&quot;. t P.

moldare of bred), .,pistrio. 1475 l- oc. in Wr.-Wulcker

809/11 Hie panijicator^ a moulders. 1837 SIR R. PHILIPS

in WhlttOCk, etc. Bk, Trades (1842) 19 The dough .. is

..handed over to a second workman, who slices it with a

large knife for the bakers, ofwhom there are five. The first,

or the moulder, forms the biscuits two at a time ; the second

[etc.]. 1880 Daily Tel. 24 Feb., To Bakers. Wanted, a

respectable young man. Good moulder.

2. a. One who is employed in making moulds
for casting, b. One who moulds clay into bricks.

JS35 COVERDAI.E Isa, xlK 7 The Smyth comforted the

moulder, & the Ironsmyth the hammerman. 1599 T. M[ou-
FET] Silkwormes 24 Eu n as a lumpe of rude and shapeless

clay Into the mould a Moulder cunning brings. 1684 E.
CHA.MBERLAYNE Present St. F.ng. n. (ed. 15) 225 There
belong also to the Mint many officers and others, as melters,
smiths .. blanchers, moulders. 1847 SMEATOM Builder s

Man. 23 Between five in the morning and eight at night,
a good moulder will produce five thousand bricks. 1883
T. D. WEST Aitier. Foundry Pract, 27 Moulders frequently
entertain the idea that the heavier the casting, the harder
should be the surface of the mould.

3. transf. andyf^.
1736 BERKELEY Disc. Wks. 1871 III. 424 Reformers, and

new moulders of the constitution. 1846 GROTE Greece \. iii.

I. 102 In the primitive, .legend Prometheus is not the
Creator or Moulder of man. 1892 W. PIKE North. Canada
142 Wonderful moulders of geography they [beavers] are.

4. An instrument for moulding; a mould. ? Obs.
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica xiii. 96 A Mould or Moulder

is an artificiall instrument which mouldeth. .the tempered
earth. 1633 D. ROGERS Treat. Sacraments n. 60 Better
and holier ones than my selfe, such as stand with their

moulders ready to catch any good speech ! 1823 New
Monthly Mag. VIII. 503 The hill-side shall still ring with

my songthe metal be fashioned in my moulder.

t Moulder, sb2 Obs. [?f. MOULD s&.l by
association with MOULDER?;.] Mould; clay; dust.
a 1552 [see MOULDED///, a.&quot;}. 1591 NASHR / . Peniksse

(ed. 2) 37 b, Men,, .that are chained to such heauie eanhlie
moulder.

Moulder (m^o ldw), sb$ rare. [?f. MOULD
$b by association with MOULDEK

2&amp;gt;.]
Mould.

1817 I. BLACKBURN Set. Ship-building 145 Without almost
constant fires, furniture, linen, silks, &c. &c. will be con

tinually damaging, from moulder, rust, and mildew.

Moulder (mfl&quot; ld3i), v. Also 6 (9 dial.)

mulder, (7 moudre, 8 muller, 9 dial, mooler),
6- (now U.S.) molder. [? f. MOULD sb.i + -EB 5

;

but cf. Norw. dial, imtldra to crumble (trans, and

refl.), G. multern to rot, grow mouldy. See also

MOULTEB V. *]
1. intr. To turn to dust by natural decay ; to

waste away; to crumble. Also with away, down.
1531 ELYOT Governour in. xix. (1880) II. 316 It aught to

be well considered that the cement, .be firme. . .For if it be

brokle, and will mould re a way with euery shown of raine,
the buyldynge may nat contynewe. 1565 JEWEL AY//.
Harding (1611) 445 God. .caused the Sacrament to mulder
into ashes in his hands. 1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serin. Tim*
414/1 A thing moldred for verie age. 1616 W. FORDI-; Serin.
22 Thy house will shortly fall and moudre. a 1674 CLARENDON
Surv. Leviath. (1676) 171 Sand, that, assoon as you come to

rest upon it, molders away to nothing. 1700 PRIOR Carmen
Secnlare 459 When statues moulder, and when arches fall.

1776 GIBBON Decl.
&amp;lt;$

f. x. I. 268 The ancient walls were suf
fered to moulder away. 1807 HEADRICK v4r^rt 40 Exposure
to theair causes this limestone to moulderdown. iSioSouTHEY
Kehama xvi. x\, The robes of royalty which once they wore
Long since had moulder d off and left them bare. 1851 BOR
ROW Lavengro xciv, Both gouty George and his devoted ser

vant will be mouldering in their tombs. 1877 RuSKlN/Jmnj
0fC/iate(iB8o) 1. 236 Those traceries should be. .left in rever
ence until they moulder away.

\&amp;gt;.jig.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xxvii. Wks. 1851 III. 511 As to those
offerd condescensions.. they moulder into nothing. 1679
C. NESSE Antichrist 162 This Western empire was for

saken, which after molder d into an ignoble exarchate.
a 1688 SIR J. LAUDER (Fountainhall) Hist.

Notices^ Sc. Aft.
(1848) 161 The use of Weapon-shawings is very ancient with

us, and ware founded [etc.], .and then they mouldred away.
1758 J. RUTTY Spir. Diary (ed. 2) no O, how my friendships
have mouldered ! 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 180 Never
man, I think, So moulder d in a sinecure as he.

2. transf. To be diminished in number ; to

dwindle. Said chiefly of armies. Also with away.
Now rare or Obs.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vm. 73 If he had sat still

the other great army would have mouldered to nothing.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 221 f 5 The other [preacher] find

ing his Congregation mouldering every Sunday. 1769
Junins Lett. i. (1770) 13 A gallant army, .mouldering away
for want of the direction of a man of common abilities.

1823 LINGARD Hist. Eng. (1827) III. ii. 127 (Funk) The
Christian army.. was mouldering away with disease on the

sultry coast of Mauritania.

3. trans. To cause to crumble, fall to pieces, or

decay. Also with away, down. Now rare or dial.

1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. vi. 34 And so cut the

Turfe, that the Soard may have all the Winters frost to

wroxe, and moulder it. 1672 SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend
12 Sharp and corroding Rheums had so early mouldred

those Rocks and hardest parts of his Fabrick [viz. his teeth].

1752 Scotlands Glory in. (1786) 55 Those who once built

Zion s walls are mouldering them to rubbish. 1807 WORDSW.
Let. to Lady Beaumont 21 May, Long after we . . are
mouldered in our graves. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 596
A sudden frost, .moulders down still more of the earth from
both sides. 1892 Northnmbld. Gloss, s.v. Mooler.

b. transf. andyf^.
1603 FLORID Montaigne n. iii. 210 To be mouldred and

crushed to death, vnder the Chariots wheeles. a 1631
VOL. VI.

705

I DONNE Serin, i.v. (1640) 88 How many men have we scene
Molder and crumble away great Estates. 1759 SARAH
FIELDING C tess ofDelhvyn II. 101 A Man who moulders

away his Understanding. 1826 E. IRVING Spir. Econ.
Scot/, Writ. 1865 111.475 The causes which have., mouldered
the excellency of our spiritual and moral institutions.

Mouldered (mou-lda-id), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED *.] Turned to dust ;

crumbled ; decayed.
1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 15 All the misers-Mam

mons mouldred-pelfe. 1728 P. WALKER Life Peden Pref.

I (1827) 27 That the Souls of our Worthies were come from
: Heaven, and the Dust of their mullered Bodies from their

I Graves. 1794 COLERIDGE Melancholy i Stretch d on a
1 moulder d Abbey s broadest wall. 1807 WORDSW. White
Doe vii. 79 A mouldered tree, A self-surviving leafless oak.

1855 BROWNING How it Strikes a Contemp. 19 Some house
Intact yet with its mouldered Moorish work. 1857 MILLI-R
F.lem. C/iw.(iS62) III, 122 Mouldered wood from the trunk
of a decaying tree.

Mouldering, vbf. sl&amp;gt;. Also 6 muldring, 7-8
mouldring. [-ING l.] The action of MOULDKK ? .

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 28 b, The Larche tre .. is not
hurted w 1 rottyng or muldring. 1626 BACON Syh a 337
The Mouldring of Earth in Frosts and Sunne. 1748 An-
soli s Voy. i. i. 3 Their cannon.. useless by the mouldring of
their carriages. 1850TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxvi, Thy deepest
lays are dumb Before the mouldering of a yew.

Mouldering, ///.a. [-IXG
2
.]

That moulders.
1661 J. CIULDREV Brit, fiaconica 133 Under this upper

Clay lyes a mouldring washy Clay. 1709 STEKI.E Tatter
No. 104 f 5 A few crumbling Bones, and a little mouldring
Heap of Earth. 1715 POPE /:/. Addison n Some felt the
silent stroke of mould ring age. 1842 J. AITON Domcst.
Econ. (1857) 166 The mouldering earth falling from this

second spade is cleared out by a corresponding shovel.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred vi, iv, We shall. .sweep away the

mouldering remnants of the Tataric system.

Mouldery (m^u-ldari), a. rare or dial, [f.

MOULDEK z&amp;gt;. + -Y.] Crumbly, friable.

1600 SURFLET Country Farm in. xxxiii. 402 The walnut
tree.. especially delighteth in a fat mouklrie, light, .ground.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biomii s Kromena 184 A hollow vault
of a soft mouldrie stone. 1846 WORCESTER (cites London i.

1895 &quot;. Anglian Gloss.
, Mitldry, said of earth greatly

affected by the frost, finely pulverized.

Mouldily (mcJu-ldili), adv. rare. [f. MOFLDY
a. + -LY -.] Iii a mouldy condition.

1869 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 413 This mouldy old roost-

ing-place conies out moukUly as to let of course.

Mouldiness (mJu-ldines). [f. MOULDY . +

-NESS.] The condition of being mouldy; often

concr. mouldy growth, mould. Alsoyfy.
1577 HARRISON England \\. xxiv.

(&quot;1877)
i. 359 A few an

cient rolles of parchment. .defaced with mouldinesse, and
rotten for age. 1685 Grecian s Courtier s ()rac. 14 Circum
stances make things grow young again, they cure them of
tlie musty scent, and the mouldiness of Too often. 1742
H. BAKKR Microsc. II. Hi. 305 Those exceedingly small

Plants, invisible to the naked Eye, which compose what we
call Mouldiness. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I am x,
A kind of pallid mouldiness pervaded everything.

Moulding, vbl. sb.L
[f. MOULD v. 1 + -IXG !.]

The application of soil to the stems and roots of

plants ; earthing-//
1

/.
1699 EvELYN^A a/. Hart., Jan.(z&. 9) 13 Dress your Sweet-

herb Beds, .with a new Moulding every second Year. 1805
R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 751 The moulding should
take place in the early part of August. 1899 igt/t Cent.

June 876 The potatoes want moulding up.

Moulding, vbl. sb.-
[f.

MOULD z&amp;gt;.- + -ING i.]

1. The action of MOULD v.~ ;
in various senses.

1327 [see MOULDING-BOARD i], 1389 in Riley Mem. London
(1868) 513 [That no one in the said trade shall make any
manner of]moldyng,turnyng,ffilyng,garnesshyng [by night].
c 1440 Promp. Parv, 342/1 Mooldynge of paste, pistura^
ducamen. 1575 J. HOOKER Life Sir P. Careiu (1857) 116
Whether it were for the building of a house, the moulding
of a ship.. or [etc.]. 1594 PLAT Jewel Ho. 49 The Art of

molding and casting. 1608 WILLET Hcxapla Exod. 590
In the moulding, kneading and baking. ^1625 FLETCHER
Womati s Prize in. iii, For there was never man without
our molding, Without our stampe upon him. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. IV. 283/2 (Brick), The temporary product, .[is] then

passed through the pug-mill, after which it is generally ready
for moulding. 1891 C. T. C. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole 8a
The moulding I have given to your character.

c. Bodily form
;
= MOULD sb& 10 b. rare.

1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles i. xxx, Wanderers of a moulding
stark, And bearing martial mien.

2. concr. A moulded object.
1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL^ Moulding^ any thing cast in a

mould, or that seems to have been so, though in reality it

were cut with a chissel, or the ax. 1844 CivU Eng. fy Arch.
Jrnl. VII. 60/2 In this state the piece of iron is technically
called a moulding,

1 and is completed in a tin-plate mill.

1857 MILLER Elem* Chem. (1862) III. ^93 Below 212 it

!sc.
gutta percha] becomes so soft that it may be moulded

ike wax . . it will copy the finest lines with fidelity ; beautiful

mouldings, .are thus made with great facility.

3. spec. a. Archit, An ornamental variety of
contour given to members or subordinate parts of
a building, such as cornices, capitals, jambs,
t Also occas. y moulded work or ornamentation.
1643 EVELYN Diary 24 Dec,, A stately pedestal . .compos d

of various sorts of polish d marble and rich mouldings. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury in. ix. 394 An O.G. moulding for the
Cornice. 1736 BURKE Snbl. fy B. in. vii, A much worse-

proportioned room with elegant mouldings and fine festoons.

1849 JAMES Woodman ^ The doorways and the two windows
were richly decorated with innumerable mouldings.

b. Carpentry ,
etc. A similar variety of outline in

ornamental woodwork, effected either by means of

carving or by the application of raised pieces

MOTJLDISH.

following a definite outline or pattern; hence,
woodwork shaped and prepared for application in

this way. Also applied to the ornamental parts of
a gun, or other metal-work.
1679 MOXON Mech. Exerc. ix. 169 Moldings are stuck upon

the edges of stuff to Ornament it, 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (i78o)s.v.Cf, Ifa cannon was without cascabel,
tiunnion, and mouldings, it would exactly resemble the
frustrum of a cone, lbid.

t Midshipframe, The string, with
the moulding under the gun-wale. iBoz C. JAMES Milit,

Diet., iMoitldings, of a gun or mortar, are all the eminent
parts, as squares or rounds, which serve for ornaments. 1839
URE Diet. Arts 611 The finished leaves of gold.. are then
cut to one size, by a sharp-edge square moulding of cane,
glued on a flat board. 1845 P. BARLOW in Encycl, Metrop.
VIII. 677/1 The ornamental headings and mouldings, seen
in many plated articles. 1874 MICKLETHWAITF. Mod. Par.
Churches 220 A

plain rectangular [notice-jboard is the best ;

a simple moulding round the edge will do no harm. 1876
Encycl, Brit. V. 170/1 Fashion in picture frames.. fluctuate-;

greatly. Mouldings of the prevailing sizes and patterns nre

..manufactured in special factories. 1902 How to make
Things 48^1 The edges of sides and bottom are concealed

by the gluing on of strips of moulding.
4. atfrib., as moulding basket, -box^ dimension

^

-ctifftj -loft (- mould-loft), -;;////, -plan t -plane,

-sand, &quot;table, -trough t -wire, -work.
(For various others see Knight Diet. Mech. (1875) and

Lockwood Gloss. Mech. Engin. iS83.)

1857 MILLKR Elm,Chem.(\%fo} III. 142 The dough is

then drawn off into pans or *moulding baskets, and baked
in the usual way. 1837 Lond. Jrnl. ofArts IX. 269 The
clay is introduced into the ^moulding boxes from the hopper.
1867 SMYTH Sailor s \\ ord-l&amp;lt;k.,

*
Moulding dimension, in

ship-building, implies the depth or thickness of any piece of
timber. 1830 HEIJDERWICK MarineA rchtt. 265Tliesirmarks
are sawn in on the *moulding-edge, It&amp;gt;id. 245 The platform
or *inoulding-lofl being prepared, make a proper set of bat
tens for describing the curve-lines on the tloor. 1858 SIM-
MONPS Diet. Trade, ^Monlding-mill, a saw-mill or shaping
mill for timber. 1830 HKHPFRNMCK Marine A) chit, 176
Directions for drawing the moulding plans, .of merchant
vessels. 1678 MOXON Mech. /i.vtvv. iv. 70 There are several
other Plains in use among Joyners, called *Molding-plains;
as, the Round, the Hollow, the O.^ee,. . &c. 1840 dvil Eng.
ff Arch. Jrnl. III. 33/1 Where the operations are conducted
with a black material, namely, the *mouldin,^ sand. 1688
R. HOI.MF. Armoury 111.315/2 Sable, a Molding Hoard ot

*Moulding Table, Argent ; in chief a Dough knife, proper.
1485 Xaval Ace. lien. I ll (1896) sr *Moldyng trowghes,
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 271/2 Tobacco
Pipe makers Tooles. . .A ^Moulding Wyer : it is to make an
hol&amp;lt;: all though the length of the shank. 1613-39 1. JONFS
in Leoni Palladi(?S Arcliit. 1742) 1 1. 48 This Cornice seems
to be big . . ; but it is the *Molding-\vork that makes it appear
larger.

Moulding
1

,
i&amp;gt;bL sb^ [f. MOULD z/.:;+ -ING*.]

1. The process of becoming mouldy.
1530 PAI.SGR. 640/1, I keep breed from moldyng and

drinke from sowryng. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 82 This juyce
..may long be preserved from moulding. 1707 MOKTIMER
Husb. (1721) II. 56 The staking and binding it up to a pyra-
midical Form.. heats the inward Branches, .and occasions
their Moulding. 1883 R. HALDASE Workshop Receipts Ser.
n. 98/1 Where paste is to be kept for a long time, various

ingredients may be added, to prevent souring and moulding.

1 2. concr. Mould, mouldy growth. Obs.
c 1610 BODLEY in Rettq. B. (1703) in He should, .with

clean Cloths strike away the Dust and moulding of the
Books. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 55 Green molding, which
breaks through the whited walls. 1670 in Cosin s Corr.

(SurteesJ n. 257 The bookes. .will contract moulding.
3. (See quot.)
1885 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Moulding, the ore found on.

the top of veins near the surface of the ground.

Mou lding, ///. tf.
1

[f.
MOULD z.i + -ING 2.]

Mouldering.
1826 P. POVNDEN/VYIWV^ Italy 64 The stately pile., was

then beginning to suffer from the moulding touch of time.

1907 Academy 23 Mar. 283/2 The moulding corpses.

Moulding,///, a,:- [f. MOULD v? + -ING 2,]

Forming, shaping.
1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Doctr. Incarnation v. (1852) 103

Under the moulding power of the HolyGhost. 1885 Athe~
itxwrt 25 July 105/2 The environment has more moulding
force in early life.

Moulding-board. [MOULDING vbl. sb?\
1. Baking. A board on which dough or paste is

kneaded and shaped.
1327 Munim. Gildh. Lond. (Rolls) III. 416 Quamdam

tabulam suam, qua vocatur moldingborde . 1450 Test.
Ebor. (Surtees) II. 144 Item in brasina..unum moldyng
bord. 1534 Eng, Ch. Furniture (Peacock 1866) 189 Item
a mele seve, a moldynge boorde. 1612 in Antiquary Jan.
(1906)29 In the Kytchin..a mouldinge boorde. 1688 [see

moulding-table, MOULDING vbl. sb2 4]. 1841 Guide to Ti-ade,
Baker 44 After the dough is well broken.. it is put on the

moulding board, which is placed near the mouth of the oven.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C. xiii, Rachel now took
down a snowy moulding-board, and.. proceeded quietly to

make up some biscuits.

2. A board on which bricks are moulded.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. ix. 395 A Bnckmakers

Moulding Board, with the Tub by the side of it.

3. Foztnding. The board on which the pattern
for a mould is laid.

1882 OGILVIE. 1888 LOCKWOOD Gloss. Mech. Engin.

MoU ldish, fit.
1 rare&quot;

1
, [MOULD sby\ Like

mould, or fine soil.

1866 G. STEPHENS Runic Mon. 1. 76 Sandy earth, finer and
more mouldish than that with which the mound was made.

Mou ldish, a* rare . [MouLD^.4] Mouldy.
1648-60 HEXHAM, Kaeniachti%h* Hoarish or Mouldish.
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MOULDNESS.

t Motrldness. Obs. rare-&quot;. In5-6mowldnes.

[f.
MOULD a. + -NESS.] Mouldiness, mould.

1483 Cat/i, Angl. 244/2 A mowldnes,. .mucor, 1595 DUN
CAN App. Etym. (E.D.S.) 71 Uticor, hery mowldnes.

Mouldress. rare- 1
, [f.

MOULDER sb?- +

-ESS.] A female moulder or former.

,509 T. M[OUFET] Siltm onnes 47 Dedalian mouldresse

both of great and small.

Mouldrie, obs. form of MODLDEBY.

t Mouldry. Sc. Obs. Also 6 muldry, -ie,

7 muildry. [f.
MOULD sb.z + -BY.]

1. Moulded work
; moulding.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. xvii, Subtile muldrie wrocht

mony day agone. 1536 BELLENDENE Cron. Scot. (1821) II

227 Maist subtil muldry of sindry flouris and imagens. 1616

Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 339 Gangand round about with

hewen muildnes the foirsyid of the pendis.

2. The making of mason s moulds.

1629 in Archit. Putl. Soc. Diet. III. 135/1 Ten cliftis of

seasoned wanscot for the mouldrie.

tMouldure. Obs. [f.
Mour.D z&amp;gt;.

2 + -UBE, after

F. moalure. ]
= MOULDING vbl. rf.2 3 b.

1628 R. NORTON Gamier 72 All which MouUlures, Rings,

Armes, Deuices..may be at pleasure added therevnto.

Mouldwarp (my n-ldwgip). Now chiefly north,

dial, (see E.D.D.). Forms : a. 4-7 moldewarp(e,

5-6 moldwarppe, 5-7 -warpe, (4 mold(e)werp,
mald^worp, -werp, 7 mowld-, mould(e)warp,

9 moldwark, mould-warper, etc. N

, 4-moldwarp,
6- mouldwarp. P. 4 molwarp:pe, -worp, 6

mouUe)warp(e, 7 molewarp, mowlewarp(e.

f. i mouldwart, moulwatt, 9 moulderd, mo-

therd, mowthad, etc. S. 4-6 moldywarp, 6

moudy warpe, mowldiwarp, 7 moldiwarpe,

8-9 mowde-, mowdywarp, 9 mou(l)di-,

mou(l}dy-, modi-, moudi-, mowdi(e)-, mouly-

warp, (-warf, -wark) ; moudy-, mouley-rat.
f. (chiefly Sc.) 5-7 mowdewart, 6 mode-, modi-,

mody-, moodiewart, modeuart, 6, 9 moudie-

wart, 7 moudewort, 8-9 moudiewort, 9

mowdie-, mo(u)di-, muddywort. [ME. mold-

warp, molvjarp, -werp, repr. OE. *moldweorp
= MLG. moldewsrp, moluierp, early mod.Du.

ma/-, muhvorp, OHG. multwiirf (MHG. molt-

worf, -werf^e] ; also Norw. moldvarp, MSw. mold-,

mol-, iiiitlvarper, -varpil, etc., Sw. dial, mullvarp,
Da. muldvarp, Icel. moldvarpa. : OTeut. *moldo-

vmrpo n]-, -iaerpo(ti)-, literally earth-thrower ,
f.

*molda MOULD sl&amp;gt;.

1 + *-wnrp-, werp- to throw.

See also MOLE sb.z

In English, as in other Germanic languages (cf. OHG.
muwurf, mAwer/a, mAwerft, MHG. mtiwer/e, mnlwurf,
G. mauhvurf, LG. iiwl(t)worin, Sw. nntllvad}, the word
has undergone various etymologizing perversions.]

1. = MOLE sbt Alsoy%-. (cf. MOLE sl&amp;gt;.

* i b, 2).

a. c iy$Gfass. IV. tie Bibbesw. in Wright Vac. 166 Talipes,

moldewarpes. 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 315 pes blynde

moldewerpis, evere wrotyng in be erbe aboute erbely muk.

1480 CAXTON Citron. Kng. Ixxv. 60 After this lambe shal

come a mold warpe. 1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 763 They. .

drownded lie in pleasures wasteful! well, In which like

Moldwarps nousling still they lurke. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV,
in. i. 149. 1655 WALTON Angler i. (1661) 15 The Feret,

the Pole-cat, the Mouldwarp, [etc.]. 1691 RAY N. C. Words
135 A Mould Warp, a Mole. 1813 HOGG Queen s Wake 103
The moldwarp digs his mossy grave. 18*9 J. L. KNAPP Jrnl.
Nat. 142 The mole, want, mouldwarper, or mould-turner.

p. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 402 Many men have

molworpis i3en. 1483 Cath. Angl. 242/2 A Molw.irppe, talpa.

1580 LYLY Ellfives (Alb.) 350 A Moulwarpes skinne. 1596
LODGE limits Miserie (187^9) 37, I will make the old moule-

warpe hang himselfe in his owne garters to see his villanies

opened. 1605 Tryall Chev. in. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 307,

I took you for a spy. Yet saw me not no more then a Mole-

warp. 1607 J. KING Serin. 5 Nov. 29 They begin their

worke with a mine vnder ground (Romish pioners, Anti-

christian molewarps. .). 1636 JAMES Her Lane. (Chetham
Soc.) 370 The leadsmen, .who lives of molewarps have.

y. 1604 BROUGHTON Corrupt. Hand!. Relig. (1605) 88

They.. may well holde vs as Battes and Moulwattes that

cannot see that. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. 204/2 He
beareth Argent, a Mole {or Mouldwart), Sable.

S. c 1380 WYCLIF Sei. Wks. III. 478 How ben durne bese

erthly moldy-warpis take so grete burthen of worldly dritte

upon hem ? c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. i. 924 The moldywarp
the Grekis thus pursue. 1577 Nottingham Rec. IV. 168

Payd Bakyn. .for takyng of mowdy warpes. 1631 BURTON
Anat. Mel. n. iii. i. i. (1624) 256 As the moldiwarpe in

&amp;gt;Esope told the Fox. c 1746 I. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) I icia

Lattc. Dial. Wks. (1862) 57 HOOS..OS smoot os o Mowde-
warp. 1839 BROCKETT N. C. Words, Moudy-rat, Moudy-
warp, Afoaley-rat. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., Our cat

brings in a moulywarp nows and thens.

t. c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. v. (Parl. Beasts] xviii, The
marmisset the mowdewart couth leid, Becaus that nature

had denyit hir sicht. 1589 R. BRUCE Serm. (Wodrow Soc.)

107 Blinde as a modewart. 1598 FLORIO, Talpa, . .a moodie
wart. a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xviii. 57 Hir meit

of modeuarts and myce. 1786 BURNS Twa Dogs 40 Whyles
mice an moudieworts they howkit. 1835 J. WILSON Noct.
Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 18 Mowdiewarts, they might as weel
look at the newharled gable end of a barn. 1828 FLEMING
Hist. Brit. Aniin. 9 Talpa enropxa. . . English, Moldwark ;

Scottish, Muddywort. 1859 RAMSAY Remin. 189, I was
married to a moudiwart last, but now I am getting a hus
band who can see me.

2. attrib. and Comb., as mouldwarp foot, hami,
hill; -like adv.,- ( mouldwarp hat, a moleskin

hat
; t mouldwarp -staff, a stick for killing moles.

706

zzo isnc mum w jiptj- nun* &quot;Tj Si i
T t j \.

warpphylle. 1533 FITZHERB. llusb. 23 Take hede that

the moldywarpe hilles be spredde. 1597 H. LOK hccles. vg
But &quot;mouldwarp like, these blindfold grope in vaine. 1584IIIIL uiuuiu t*

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rp
ilk*-, mi-j.. &quot; - =-&quot; ~

MS. Inv. y. Forcet ofWaiune (E. Rid. Yorks.i, A *moldwarp

stafe.

Mouldy (mJu-lcli),
a.l [f.

MOULD sbt + -Y.]

Of the nature of mould or fine soil.

1615 W. LAWSON Country tfotisew. Card. (1626) 20 That

the earth be mouldy ..that it may run among the small

tangles without straining or bruising. 1825 LOUDON Encycl. ,

Agric. 2070. 312 Species [of soils]. Loamy, Peaty, Mouldy.

Mouldy (nwn-ldi), a.Z [f.
MOULD st.* + -Y.]

1. Overgrown or covered with mould
; hence,

j

decaying or decayed, mouldering or mouldered.

1507
mouidie stew d Pruines. 1649 JER . TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in.

Ad Sect. xv. 104 Searching his scrip in expectation to have

found in it mouldy bread. 1681 DRYDEN Ats. fi Achit.

I. 302 A successive title long and dark, Drawn from the

mouldy rolls of Noah s ark. 1784 COWPER Task v. 418 To
read engraven on the mouldy walls, .his predecessor s tale.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat. 338 Books will not become

mouldy in the neighbourhood of Russia leather. 1848 DICKENS

Dombey iv, His nephew standing on the mouldy staircase.

1888 F. HUME Mine. Midas i. Prol., A bag ofmouldy biscuits.

b. Of, consisting of, or resembling mould, rare.

1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. Feb. 135 The mouidie mosse,
which thee accloieth. a 1719 ADDISON Milton s Style Imit.

68 The walls On all sides furr d with mouldy damps. 1878
tr. von Ziemsseu s Cycl. Hied. XVII. 942 The formation of

mouldy funjji. 1891 Century Maf. Nov. 60 The moldy
blue bloom of the hemlock.

2. transf. znAJig. (See also MOULDY-CHAPS.)
1576 FLEMING Panopl. F.pist. 399 Very many obserua-

tions out of rustie and mouldie antiquaries. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 139 Away you mouidie Rogue, away.
1605 B. JONSON Volpone n. ii, With their mouldy tales out

of Boccacio. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Transf. Rek. 43 Turning
over the moth-eaten criticks, or the mouldy councils. 1780
COWPER Lett. 6 Aug., Wks. (1876) 55 It is to be hoped that

the present century has nothing to do with the mouldy
opinions of the last. 1876 STEVENSON Lett. (1903) I. iii. 117,

I have had to fight against pretty mouldy health. 1889

Spectator 2 Nov., The ancient joke about smelling the

paper-knife is one of the mouldiest of witticisms.

tMouldy.a.s obs. [f.
MULED + -Y.]

= MULED a.

1578 LYTE Dodoensv. Ixxviii. 646 The inner part of Squilla
..is applyed with great profile to..kibed or moldyeheeles.

Mouldy (mi?ii-ldi), a* [f.
MOULD sb.z + -Y.]

Of sheep : Well-shaped. (Cf. MOULD s/&amp;gt;.S 10.)

1863 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXIV. it. 175 Mr. F. s first pen
[of ewes] were very mouldy ,

but hardly big enough.

t Mouldy-chaps, -chops. Obs.
[f.
MOULDY

a. + CHAP
st&amp;gt;.-,

CHOP
st&amp;gt;.-]

A term of abuse.

[1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. W, n. iv. 139 He thrust my Knife in

your mouidie Chappes. 1667 DRYDEN Sir M. Mar.All ll.

i, Pox of her old mouldy chop*.]

1595 WARNER tr. Plautics Menxcmi n. i, Where s mouldi-

chappes that must dine with ye ? A murrain on his manners.
1611 COTGK., Rocard,..* hoarse mouldichaps. 1634 MAS-
SINGER Very Woman in. i, Sirrah, You mouldy chops, know
your crib, I would wish you.

Mouldy-grubs, obs. form of MULLIGRUBS.

Moule, var. MOUL; also of MULE, chilblain.

Moulet, variant of Mr LET Obs., young mule.

Moulewy, obs. form of MOOLVEE.

i| Moulin (mliEn). [F. moulin, lit. a mill.

The term is suggested by the swirling motion of the water
as it falls down the shaft.]

A nearly vertical circular well or shaft in a glacier,
formed by the surface water falling through a crack

in the ice, and gradually scooping out a deep chasm.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxv. 363 These moulins occur only

at those parts of the glacier which are not much rent by
fissures. 1889 G. F. WRIGHT Ice Age N. Amer. 19 Neither
moulins nor regular dirt-bands are present.

Moulin, var. MOOLIN Sc.

Moulinet (m/Jline t). [a. F. moulinet, dim.
of moulin mill : see -ET. Cf. MOLINKT.]
1. a. Antiq. A portable apparatus carried by
crossbow-men for winding up their bows.
1846 FAIRHOLT Costume in Eng. 222 One. .carries his bow

over his shoulder, and has suspended from his waist a mou
linet, and pulley for winding up his bow.

ta. A wheel or winch used to turn the drum of a

hoisting machine or the like. ? Obs.
1662 EVELYN Sculptura n. (1906) 7 The Moulinet, or

wheele. .is made to turne the upper Roller. 1706 in PHIL
LIPS (ed. Kersey). 1784-5 Ann. Reg. 324, 1 was obliged to

unscrew and castaway our moulinet. 1855 OGILVIE Siippl.

f 2. A kind of turnstile. Obs.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). In mod. Diets.

3. Fencing. A circular swing of a sword or sabre.

1875 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) V. i. 126 The swift circling
moulinet ,. .his sabre whirling round and round overhead.

1887 GILLIAT Forest Outlaws 235 Lucky for me I could

play a pretty game at moulinet.

t Mou ling, vbl.sl&amp;gt;. Obs.
[f. MOUL z/.

1
-)- -ING!.]

MOULDING vbl. sb.z

13.. St. Erkenwolde 86 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

268 Wemles were his wedes with-outen any teiche Ober of

moulynge ober of motes, c 1440 Promp. Part , 346/2 Mowl-

ynge, of mowle. .mucor. 1550 BALE Eng. Votaries II. O j,

For feare of worme eatyng, mowlynge, or stynking.

MOULT.

Moulled, variant of MULED///, a.

II Moulleeu (mlrn). Anglo-Ir. [Irish maolln,
dim. of maol bald, hornless.] A cow without horns.

1830-3 W. CARLETON Traits Irish Peas. (1843) I. 54 The
two moulleens that her uncle Jack left her.

Moully, variant of ML LEY a.

II Moulrusll (m lrwj). [Irish miilrus (Din-

neen).] The coal-fish, Gadus virens.

1863 COUCH Brit. Fishes III. 84.

Moult
(m&amp;lt;?&quot;lt),

sb. Also 9 molt. [f. MOULT z&amp;gt;.]

The action of moulting: a. In birds. In the

moult, in a condition of moulting.
1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 247 Those we have just seen are

at present in the moult, and on account of their passage are

in poor condition. 1874 COUES Birds N.-W. 44 Before the

Larks leave Northern Dakota.. they go into moult. 1894
R. B. SHARH-. Hamtbk. Birds Ct. Brit. I. 5 The young
birds retain their feathered face after their first moult.

b. transf. in reptiles, Crustacea, etc.

1815 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. vi. (1818) I. 197 This larva is

.. shagreened . . with minute black tubercles, which it loses

at its last moult. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 190/1 Eight
moults in the short space of seventeen days have been ob
served in a young Daphia.. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man it.

xi. (1890) 328 The . . organs of certain male Orthoptera are

not fully developed until the last moult.

Moult (m0&quot;lt),
v. Forms : 4-7 mout, 5-7

mowt^e, 6-7 mute, 6-8 (9 C/.S.) molt, 7 moote,
7- moult. [ME. mouten : OE. *mutian (implied
in bimutian to exchange, mutung exchange, in

correctlyglossing L. matiium), aCom.WGer. adop
tion of L. mfitare to change ;

cf. OLow Frankish

gemiitin to change, MDu., MLG. mfiten to change,
moult (mod.Du. muilen to moult), OHG. m&zfin,

gimA^dn to change, MHG. muzfn to change, moult,
mod.Ger. mausen (hence the frequentative mausern)
to moult. The / was introduced late in the i6thc.,
on the analogy of words \\kefault, which had an

etymological (orig. silent) / before t ; the modern

pronunciation is based on the spelling.]

1 1. intr. Of feathers : To be shed in the process
of change of plumage. Obs. Also with

off.
Hence

loosely of hair : To fall off.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Const:. 781 His haire moutes, his eghen
rynnes. c 1430 LYDG. Hers, Sltepe A- G. 180 Fetheres of

goos whan thei falle or mout [1479 mowtej To gadre hem
vp heerdis hem delite. 1515 BARCLAY Eghges iv. (1570)

C iij b/i What time the Cuckowes fethers mout and fall

From sight she lurketh. 1591 LYLY Eiidym. v. iii. 190 Mee
thinkes I feele my ioyntes stronge, and these mouldy haires

to molt. 1647 H. MORE P/iilos. Poems 368 Souls that have
their feathers moult off of them and so are fain to flag

among the dirty desires of the world.

tram/. 1760-72 H. BROOKE l ool o/Qnal. (1809) I. 82 His

teeth, that then happened to be moulting.

2. Of birds : To shed or cast feathers as part
of the process of a change of plumage.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 347/2 Mowtj n, as fowlys, pl-umeo.

1611 [see MOULTER I*.]. 1616 SURFU & MARKH. Country
Farm 70 When they are casting off their feathers, otherwise

called of the common people moulting. 1780 HUNTER in Phil.

Trans. LXX. 534 In the following year, she moulted again,
and produced the same feathers. 1831 CARI.YLK Sart. Kes.

ll. vit, The Eagle when he moults is sickly. 1867 BAKER
Nile Trifitit. viii. (1872) 122 The birds in this country moult

twice a year.
b. transf. andy?f.

1611 STURTEVANT Metallic* xiii. 94 Freestone, .in con

tinuance of time, .moulteth, or crometh away. 1793 W.
ROBERTS Looker-on No. 52 (1795) III. 23 The said dutchesses

and countesses were visibly moulting very fast, and baring
their necks and shoulders. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. iii,

Birds of a feather must keep shy of those that moult other

colours. 1884 GOLDW. SMITH in bortn. Rev.\an. 37 England
is moulting. Opinions . . are .. in a state of flux.

C. In extended sense, of reptiles, crustaceans,

and occas. of other animals : To shed or cast some

integument or other part, the place of which is

supplied by a new growth.
1399 [see MOULTING vbl. sb.\ 1868 Rep. U. S. Commis

sioner Agric. (1869) 298 On the sixth day they [sc. young
worms] begin to molt, or change their skin. 1898 P. MAN-
SON Trop. Diseases xxxv. 540 During this time it [ankylosto-

mum] moults twice. 1903 CORNISH .\aturalist Thames 54
The youthful crayfish moult , or shed their shells 8 times

in their first twelvemonth of life.

3. trans. Of birds : To shed or cast (feathers) in

the process of renewal of plumage. Hence of

other animals (cf. 2 c): To shed (renewable in

teguments or other parts), t Also with away, off.

1530 PALSOR. 643/1 This hauke begynneth to mute I.er

fethers. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 26 Some hauinge their

fethers mowted awaye-.sanke downe into earthlie thinges.

1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 834 It (has) not, as he thinks, molted

off all its first, or chicken feathers. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.

Hist. (1824) II. ii. 37 One of these [ermines].. he. .kept, in

order toobserve the manner of moulting its hair. 1875 C. C.

BLAKE Zoot. 140 Many reptiles cast or moult their skin. 1894

W. B. TEGETMEIER in Field 9 June 850/1, 1 frequently come

across birds that have moulted every chicken feather in

May, and the cockerels sometimes furnish the additional.,

peculiarity of having moulted their spurs also.

b. fig. and in figurative context.

1603 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 306 So shall, .your secricie to the

King and Queene moult no feather, a 1641 SUCKLING Last

Kfni. (1659) 2 Time shall moult away his wings, Ere he

shall discover.. Such a constant Lover. 1768 H. WALPOLF.

Let. to G. Montagu 10 Nov., 1 moulted my stick to-day.

1835 SOUTHEY Doctor Ixxx. III. 62 We all moult our names



MOULTARD. 707 MOUND.
in the natural course of life. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm, Set.

(1879) II. 221 The errors of ignorance are continually

moulted, and ruth is organised. 1880 M C.AHTitY Own
Times IV. xlviii. 12 His self-confidence moulted no feather.

refl. 1839 LONGF. Celest. Pilot 24 The eternal pinions.
That do not moult themselves [It. si MMtart] like mortal hair !

c, notice-use. To cause (feathers) to be shed.

1634 SANDERSON Serni. 1 1. 291 Some write of the ostriches

feather, that it will in time moult and consume all the

feathers in the tub wherein it is put.

Moult, obs. f. MELT v.\ obs. pa. pple. of MELT v.

t Moirltard. Obs. rare. In 5 mowtard, 7

(erron.) moultered. [f.
MOULT v. + -AKD.] A

moulter ;
a bird that is shedding its plumage.

c 1440 Promp. Pan . 347/2 Mowtare, or mowtard, byrde,

plutor. 1650 GENTIUS Considerations 58 Whereas the

other moultered. .runnes and flyes without stay or guide.

Moulted, ///. a. [f. MOULT v. + -ED!.]
1. Deprived of feathers by or as by moulting.

Also transf. and Jig.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 347/2 Mowtyd, dtplumatns. 1533-4

Act 25 Hen, Vfll, c. ii i At suche time as the saide ofde

fowle be mouted and not replenished with fethers to (lie.

1666 DRVDEN Ann, Mirab. cxliii, With cord and canvas
from rich Hamburg sent His Navy s moulted wings he imps
once more. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2494/4 His Mane and
Tail of a black Grey, but something shed or moulted. 1748
THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. xxxi, Ah ! how shall I for tliis

uprear my moulted wing ? 1813 HOGG Queen s Wake, Kil-

meny xxi, With ane mootit wing, and wefu mene, The egil
sochte her eiry agene.

2. Shed during moulting. Alsoy?^.
1835 LAMB EUa Ser. n, Barrenness Iwag. Faculty^

I magme . . the Georges and garters, jewels, bracelets, moulted

upon the occasion! 1855 BROWNING Memorab. iv, I put
inside my breast A moulted feather, an eagle-feather.

t Mou lten,///. . Obs. [irreg. strong pa. pple.
of MOULT v.~\ Having moulted.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, in. i. 152 A clip-wing d Griffin,
and a moulten Rauen.

Moulten, obs. form of MOLTEN.
Moulter (nwn-lUi), sb. rare. Also 5 mowtare,

7 mooter. [f. MOULT z/. + -ER!.] A bird that is

moulting.
1:1440 [see MOULTARD]. 1611 COTGR., Albrcnt, a young

wild Ducke ; also, (a mooter, or moulter,) the old one when
she mootes, or hath cast her feathers. 1820 J. H. REYNOLDS
Fancy 11906) 26 Have you not seen a pigeon, wheeling, fly
Above a pigeon-house . . ; Lure one and all the full-plumed
and the moulter, The tumbler, and the carrier, and the

poulter Take them to other dove-cotes, there to die ?

Moulter, ^- l Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7 molter,

7 moulter, -tre, 9 dial, multer, mouter, mowter.

[Perh. an altered form of MOULDKK v. t influenced

by molten.&quot;]
trans, and intr.~ MOULDER v. Hence

Mou ltering///. a.

1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Auntie (1879) 71 But passe not
those for moltring muck, the pestlent poole of woe. 1603
OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 70 The next showre of rayne
niaketh it [the lime] to Molter and fall into dust. 1631 R.
BYFIELD Doctr. Sabb. 52 Till.. he may correct the fading
and moultring discipline. 1632 Fiona s Montaigne m. viii.

523 It [sc. religion] would have escaped and moultred [1603
mouldred]away betweene their fingers, if fete.]. I676FEATLV
Claris Myst. Ixvii. 864 The Sea-mew.. is forced daily to

repaire it [sc. her nest], because every day the violent assault

of the sea waves moulter away some part thereof. 1659 in

Glover s Hist. Derby (1829) I. App. 85 Afterwards they drew
into a town, and moultered away, so that this morning there

was not one left to appear, a 1668 LASSELS l
r

oy. Italy ii.

(1698) 83 It s only time. .that hath battered this Triumphal
arch, and moultered even marble. 1808-80 JAMIESON, To
Hfoiftt-r, to fret, to fall off in consequence of friction or some
similar cause.. .It is

applied
to friable stones, rotten wood,

&c. 1881 Leicester Gloss., Moulter.. to moulder; applied
particularly to fallow soil. 1890 Gloucester. Gloss, s.v., Bricks
. .are said to moulter with the frost.

t Mou lter, v.- Obs. [? f. MOULTER sb.] intr.

and trans. To moult. Hence Mou ltering vbl. sb.

1632 MARMION Holland s Leaguer n. iii, Summer birds.,
that once a year .. moulter. 1648 MAYNE Amorous War v.

iii, Flying Like Owles by Twilight, and moultring these our
feathers. 1681 GREW Musxttm i. iv. i. 55 On the top of his

Head, hath a horny Crown, which falls offwhen he moulters.

1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 343 About Midsummer (when
Moultering time is) several Persons, . . with long Poles knock
them [AT. Ducks] down. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),To Monlt
or Moulteri to cast, or shed the Feathers, as Birds do.

Moulter, obs. and dial, form of MULTURE sb.

t Mou ltering, a. Obs. [f.
moult

&amp;gt;

MELT v.,

? after sweltering^ Melting , sweltering.
1606 J. RAYNOLDS Dolarney s Prim. (1880) 107 The

day and battaile, were so moultring hot.

Mou lting, vbl. sb.
[f. MOULT v. + -ING!.]

1. The action of the verb MOULT, lit. and Jig.
1399 LANCL. Rich. Redeles n. 12 pe seson was paste ffor

hertis..To make ony myrthe ffor mowtynge J?at nyghed.
c 1440 Promp. Parv, 347/2 M.Qvttyng^deplumacio,plutura,
1626 BACON Syfoa 851 Some Birds there be, that vpon
their Moulting doe turne Colour, a 1661 FULLER Werimn
xxiv. (1662) I. 69 Yet have our wars, .been a main cause of
the moulting of many Eminent and Worthy persons of this

Profession. 1756 FOOTE Eng.fr. Paris i. Wks. 1799 I. 101,
I suppose, .your parrot died in moulting. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 303 The moulting of the eagle involves some degree
of weakness. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 1040 After the
second moulting it passes into a sort of larval state.

b. Applied to the change of voice at puberty.
[So Du.

mmten.&quot;]

1835-6 Todd sCycl. Anat. I. 70/2 At this epoch [i.e. puber-
tyl occurs the moulting of the voice.

1 f 2. concr. What is shed in the process of moulting.
1610 BARKOUGH Meth. Physick iv. v. (1639) 228 A bath..

: bringeih forth excrements or meltings, if any sticke within
the skinne.

3. attrib. in moulting season^ sickness, time.

1457 Sc. Acts Jas. //, c. 94 (1566) 44 That na man.
.slay

wylde foulis in mouting tyme. 1623 DRAYTON Poly-olb.
xxv. 120 The multitudes of Fowle in Mooting time they
draw. 1687 (see BENTING vbl. sb.}. ijioAct g Anne c. 27

5 In any of the Fens, .or other Places of resort for Wild
Fowl in the molting Season. 1835 URK Philos. Mamtf. 238
On the fourth day they [sc. silkworms] labour under the

moulting sickness.

Moulting, ///. a. [f. MOULT v. + -ING -.]

That moults.

1635 QUARLES Einbl. in. xv. 34 Or be thy moulting wings
vnapt to flie? 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. vii. (1737) 25
Crest-fallen, and drooping, like a Mooting Duck. 1778 13?.

LOWTH Transl. Isaiah xl. 3: (ed. 12} 75 They shall put
forth fresh feathers like the moulting eagle. 1869

* MARK
TWAIN Innoc. Abr. ii, Looking as droopy, .as. .molting
chickens. 1887 BESANT The World went xxiv, Sitting
mum, like a moulting canary-bird.

Moultiplye, obs. form of MULTIPLY.

Moulture, obs. form of MULTURE.

Moultytude, obs. form of MULTITUDE.
II Moulure. Obs. [Fr., f. moulcr to mould.]

? A moulding.
&amp;lt;. 1710 3Tack Gregory s Advt. 2 Sculptures, Chizzelures,

Moulures, Founts, Earth-Works [etc.].

Moulvee, -vi(e, variant forms of MOOLVEE.
Moulwarpe, obs. form of MOLDWAUP.
Mo uly, a. Obs. exc. dial, (see E.D.D.) Also

5-6 mowly, 6, 9 rnoulie, 9 mooly. [f. MOUL v. -t-

-Y.J
= MOULDY a2

I483CAXTON Cold. Leg. 107 b/2 As the kyng sate atte mete
all the brede. .waxed anon mowly,. that unman myght etc

of it. 1550 CRANMBR Defence 21 Sowre wyne and mowled
bread, wliiche could not waxe sowre nor mowly, yf there
were no breade nor wyne there at all. 1597 Pttgr. Par-
nass. v. 573 Everye one of them a fustic, moulie worde in

his mouthe that s able to breede a plague in a pure aire.

Moun, obs. form of MAY z .
1
, MOUNT sb.-

JVEouiicel. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. OF. moncel lit.

heap (mod.F.nwnceau) : late L. nwnticelluni (-ns) t

dim. of itiont-) mons : see MOUNT.] An assemblage
(of animals), a division of a herd.
c 1450 Merlin xxiii. 413 The crowned lyon that hadde his

bestes departed in to xviij mouncels, and in eche mouncell
was a lyonsewe that hadde lordshippe ouer hem.

Mounch, -che, obs. forms of MUNCH z ., MONK.
Mounck(e, -ery, obs. Sc. ff. MONK, -EKY.

Mound (maund), sb.1 Also 3-6 mounde, 7-8

mond(e, 7, 9 mund. [a. F. monde (It. mondo^
Sp., Pg. mitndd) : L. mttmhts the world (see

MUNDAXE) : cf. MAPPEMONDE.]
f&quot;

1. The world ; the earth as man s abode. Obs.
a 1290 in Hor.stm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 221/2 pe wounde

J&amp;gt;at god for al |?e mounde On rode heuede I-sprad. 13..
SeuynSag. (\V.) 1928 Hold the to thine husboimde,..thou
schalt haue al the mounde. 6-1320 R. BRUNNE Aledit. 942
For synneles y bare |?e yn to

b&amp;gt;

s mounde.
2. An orb or ball of gold or other precious

material, intended to represent the globe of the

earth; often surmounting a crown, or otherwise

forming part of the insignia of royalty. Also Her.
a figure of this, as a bearing ;

often used as in

cluding the cross which commonly surmounts the

mound properly so called.

1562 LEIGH Armorie 63 He beareth Azure, a Mounde
Argent, enuironed and a crosse botone Or. 1586 FERNE
Blaz, Gentrie i. 144 Other insignes . . as, a Mond, or ball of

gold, with the crosse vpon it. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s

Rev. v. ii, She wilde them to present this Christall Mound,
a note of Monarchy, and Symbole of Perfection, to thy
more worthy Deity, 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav.

310 On the top stands a golden Mund, and on that a Cres-
sant. Ibid. 361 They set the Image of Pachacamac with
a Monde under his Feet. 1754 A. DRUMMONU Trav. i. 8

Jesus Christ is represented . . with . . a gold crown much
larger than the head, and a monde in his hand. 1793
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII I. 462/2 From the middle of this

cap rises an arched fillet, .surmounted of a mound, whereon
is a cross. 1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers I. iii. 258 Another
angel, nimbed, supporting in his muffled hand a mund or
ball. 1872 [see ORB 11], 1882 CUSSANS Her. (ed. 3) 178
The Ball on the top [of the crown] which supports the Cross
is termed a Mound.

t Mound, sb.^ poet. Obs. Also 3 mund, mond.
[Of obscure origin : perh. due to misapprehension
of some poetic use of MUND hand, guardianship.]
Power, strength ; value, importance, dignity.
Very common in Arthur^ and Merlin.
a 1300 St. Gregory 747 in Archiv Stud. ncu. Spr. LVII.

67 Gregori was kny^t of muche mond \v.r. michel of

mounde] ac he was wonderlicbe pore, c 1325 Song ofPas
sion 12 in O. E. Misc. 197 pat child tat is so milde and
wlong, and eke of grete munde [rimes ibunde, wunde]. 13. .

K. Alts. 2207 Gef ye lustneth me to, Ye schole here geste
of mounde. Ibid. 2655 To hyghe stretis, Al so noble of
riche mounde, So is Chepe in this londe [MS. Laud ^at is

in londe (= London)]. 13.. Guy Wanv. (A.) 3 Michel he
coujje of hauk & hounde Of estriche faucouns of gret
mounde. a 1330 Roland

&amp;lt;y

V. 853 Mahoun & lubiter . .

l&amp;gt;at beb so michel of mounde. ^1330 Arth. $ Merl. (Kolb.)

3091 A swijje mi^ti man of mounde & kni;t of ^e label
rounde. Ibid. 3354 Doun fel Yder, bi godes mounde.
a 1400 Laitnfal 597 A knyght of mochel mounde.
P In the following quot. it is doubtful whether mounde is

this word in the concrete sense force
,
or whether, as the

Fr. phrase in the context suggests, it is the F. uwttde
MOUND sb ) in the sense number of people \
c 1305 Pol. Songs (Camden) 189 He wende toward Bruges

pas pur pas, with swithe gret mounde.

Mound (maund), sb. t Also 6 mownde, 7
mounde. [Of obscure origin ; the related MOUND
v. occurs earlier in our quols., and may possibly
be the source of the sb.

The sb. has commonly been supposed to represent the
OE. inund (cf. MOUND s6. v

); but that word means not
defence

1

, but guardianship, tutelage (of persons). The
OE. mundbeorgas (rendering L. mantes in Ps. c.xxiv. 3),

which has been appealed to to show that tnttnd might have
the sense of material defence or protection, is prob. a mistake
for a tautological *nittntbeorgas,
Sense 2 appears to have arisen from the modification of

the original sense * fence by association with MOUNT sb? ;

the same influence afterwards produced the now prevailing
sense tumulus

,
which first occurs in the iSth c.]

1. A hedjje or other fence bounding a field or

garden. Now only dial.

Now current only in Oxfordshire and the counties near
its border. The early examples of the sb. and the related
verb are all from writers belonging to these localities.

1551 CKOWI.KY Picas.
&amp;lt;y Payne no Your grcedye gutte

could neuer stynt, Tyll all the good and fruitfull grounds
Were hedged in whythin your mownde. 1563 Stanford
Chnrchiv. Ace. in Antiquary Apr. (i8S8j 169 For mend-
yng a paue [read pane] of the churche mownde ij . 1565
COOPKR Thesaurus, Se/&amp;gt;es, an hedge, a mownde. 1590
SPENSER J*\Q. n. vii. 56 This great gardin, compast with
a mound. 1697 OKYDKS I irg, Past. x. 83 Nor Cold shall

hinder me, with Horns and Hounds, To thrid the Thickets,
or to leap the Mounds. 1724 JlfS. Indenture, Estate at

M(t/&amp;gt;plcton, co. Derby, Together with all mounds, fence.s,

hades, hadlands. 1726 /- state at Syersluutt, co. North-

ainpt., With all mounds, hedgerows, freeboards, tec. 1789
W. MARSHALL Clone. I. 330 Mounds, field fences of every
kind. 1893 Wiltshire Gloss., Mound,. .\ hedge.

t b. jyrt A boundary. Obs,

1591 SYLVKSTKR Die fiartas i. vi. 939 New Stars, whose
whirling courses . . Mark the true mounds of Years, and
Months, and Dales. 1660 JKR. TAVI.OK Duct. Dithit. \\. ii.

Rule ii. (1676)214 Which precept was the mounds of cruelty,
God so restraining them from cruelly even u&amp;gt; lj&amp;lt;--;ist&amp;gt;.. a 1716
SOUTH Serin. (1823) V. 184 All those mounds and hinder-
ances that God hath laid between them ami the gratifica
tion of their vice. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv, 94, I see the

circling hunt, of noisy men, burst law s inclosure, leap the

mounds of right.

2. Mil. = MOUNT sbJ- 2 a. Hence ,^n. an em
bankment, a dam. Also_/5& . Now rare.

IS$8 J. HIGHKIELD in Ld. Hardwicke St. Papers (1778) I.

116 The enemy, .consumed some of the gunners, whii.h

stood very open for lack of mounds and good fortification.

[Cf. supra 115 Thereupon there were two mounts repaired
for the better defence.] 1615 CROOKK Body ofMan (1631)
62 As a Mound of Earth within a Cilie, serues to make vp
the breaches of the Wall, so [etc.]. 1669 WuKUutit; Syst.

Agric. (1681) 329 Alonnds, Banks or liounds. 1701 NOKRIS
Ideal World i. ii. 59 Geometry.. in all ages has stood an
invincible mound and bank against the overflowing tiden

of scepticism. 1718 ROWE tr. Lncan \. 193 Kut if the

mound gives way, strait roaring loud In at the breach the

rushing torrents croud. 1728 THOMSON Spring 839 The
circly Mound That runs around the Hilt ; the Uampari
once Of Iron War. 1755 JOHNSON, Mound, anything raised

to fortify or defend ; usually a bank of earth and stone.

1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 49 The mounds and

dykes of the low fat Bedford level. 1808 SCOTT Mannion
v. xxxiii, The fourth [side] did battled walls enclose, And
double mound and fosse. 1832 LONGF. Coplas de Manrique
xlvii, Bastion, and moated wall, and mound.

3. An artificial elevation of earth or stones, a

tumulus
; esp. the earth heaped up upon a grave.

1726 Poi E Odyss. xxiv. 102 Now all the sons of warlike
Greece surround Thy destin d tomb, and cast a mighty
mound. 1821 CLARE l^ill. Alinstr. I. 8 He. .scarce could

pass A church-yard s dreary mounds at silent night, But. .

ghosts hind grave-stones stood. 1830 M. DONOVAN Doni.
Hcon. I. 301 Crabs [grow] on any mound or bank that may
be raised on a heath. 1844 N. PATERSON Manse Garden n.

(1860) 130 The intervening mounds will serve for earthing
up. .the leeks. 1871 PALGKAVE Lyr. Poems 18 To the small

churchyard and the mound of green She look d.

transf. 1863 Miss BRADIJON Eleanor s Viet, i, Small
mounds or barrows of luggage. 1886 Manch. Exam. 8 Jan.
6/1 Brushing the snow and slush into little mounds.

b. A natural elevation of inconsiderable size, re

sembling a heap or pile of earth; a hillock/mount .

1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xiii, The shaggy mounds no

longer stood, Emerging from entangled wood. 1871 FREE
MAN Norm. Oy. (1876) IV. xviii. 161 The mound which, .re

ceived the name of Rougemont, overlooked the city. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 190 The volcanic beds which make up
the mass of the mound.
transf. 1839 J. STERLING Poems 193 Finer and finer the

watery mound Softens and melts to a thin-spun veil.

4. spec. a. A
pile of fuel specially constructed

for the *

roasting ofmetallic ores. b. The heap of

earth, dead leaves and other refuse in which certain

megapodes ( mound-builders ) place their eggs.
C. Arch&ol. An elevation produced upon a land sur

face by the natural burial of a ruined or abandoned

city. d. (see quot. 1875). e. A kind ofearthwork

formerly constructed by the natives of parts of

North America, f. = KITCHEN-MIDDEX.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 820 The roasting [of metallic ore] in

mounds, as practised near Goslar. Ibid. 996 A simple coking
metier or mound. 1847 SQUIER & DAVIS Monnm. Mississ.

Valley (1848) 140 The mounds are for the most part com
posed of earth, though stone mounds are by no means rare.

Ibid. 143 Altar or sacrificial mounds. Ibid. 161 Mounds of

sepulture. Ibid. 172 Earthworks Temple mounds. 1855

155- 2



MOUND.
W. S. DALLAS in Syst. Nat. Hist. II. 219 Each of these

mounds is produced by the united efforts of several pairs of

birds. 1861 BATKMAN 19 Ytars* Diggings 271 Remains of

two individuals from the destroyed Mound at Crake Low.
1862 RAWLINSON Anc. Won. I. i. 247 Mounds, probably

Assyrian, are known to exist along the course of the

Khabour s great western affluent. 1875 KNIUHT Diet.

.}fech., Mound (Civil Engineering^, a lump of original

ground left at intervals to show the depth of ground ex

cavated. 1883 L. CARR Mounds Mississ. Valley 3 Not only
has there not, as yet, been anything taken from the mounds

indicating a higher stage of development than the red Indian

. .is known to have reached, but [etc.], 1902 Encycl. Brit.

XXXI. 666/1 The mound-builder ..buries its large eggs
. .under great mounds of earth and dead leaves.

6. attrib. and Comb., as mound-like, -making^

-raising adjs. ;
mound-bird = MOUND-BUILDER 2

;

mound-burial Archssol., the practice of burying

beneath a mound or cairn ; mound-dweller, a

primitive man who dwelt in a rudely erected

mound; mound-dwelling, a mound erected as a

dwelling by primitive man ; mound-kiln, a lime

kiln in the form of a mound ;
mound-maker =

MOUND-BUILDER i (Cent. Did. 1 890) ; mound-man
= mound-dweller ; mound-work, an ornamental

bank of stone and earth.

in the earliest times of which we have any historical record.

1899 SPKNCE Shetland Folk-Lore 55 The &quot;mound-dwellers,

or Pechts, became associated in the public mind with the

brochs. 1897 ^wiVV/ttary May 135 An Aberdeenshire *mound-

dwellinir. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 869 In England the stones

[for hydraulic mortar] are calcined in shaft-kilns, or some
times in *mound-kilns. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clitt. Mcd,

ng Megapode. 1899
*mound-men had feasted probably during hard times on
their own species. 1848 GOULD Birds Austral. V. pi. 79

Megapodius tumulus, Gould. Mound-raising Megapode.
1705 AUDISON Italy 42 The State of Milan is like a vast

Garden, surrounded by a Noble *Mound-Work of Rocks
and Mountains.

Mound (maund), v. [See MOUND $b$\
1. trans. To enclose or bound with a fence. Also

absol. or intr., to make fences. Obs. exc. dial.

1515 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 12 Ye
same ground [they] have mounded and inclosed. 1565
COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Arititin

t
Ab amis arua reiteltere^

to mounde one from an other. 1589 Admon. 249 I he
Lorde hath chosen this lande, as his. .vineyard, he hath
mounded it with his gratious fauour and diume protection.
1608 DOD & CLEAVER Expos. Prov. xi-xii. 57 Their pastures
are mounded, banked, and trenched. 1731-3 TULL Horse-

Hoeing Ifnsb. xviii 258 To mound over the Hill would re

quire double the Rails, or double the Hedge-wood. .as to

mound the Base. 1759 in Q. Jrnl. Economics (1907) Nov.

79 It is order d by the Jury that the gaps in Ayls hedge
be mounded by the Owners on or befoie Lady day next.

1789 Coniston IncL Act 9 The allotments, .shall be respec
tively mounded round.

transf. andy?^. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vii. 539
Honor is like Cinnamon, Which Nature mounds with many
a million Of thorny pricks. 1651 W. HARTLEY Inf. Bapt.
Ded. i Your discourse was so well mounded with exceptions,
as not a sheep-gap open for argument to try your doctrine.

2. To enclose, bound, or fortify with an embank
ment.
1600 HOLLAND Livy 1350 Whereas before it was mounded

about with rubbish, . . Tarquin . . was the first that enclosed it

with a wall. i6ia DRAYTON Poly-olb. vii. 95 For, from the

rising banks, that stronglie mound them in The Valley (as

betwixt) her name did first begin. 1755 JOHNSON, To Moitnd^
..to fortify with a mound. 1800 COLERIDGE IValUn&tein
n. viii. 54 At once Revolt is mounded, and the high-swoln
current Shrinks back into the old bed of obedience. 1807
J. BARLOW Columb. I. 433 Columbus traced, with swift ex

ploring eye,..The realms that mound the unmeasured maga
zine. 1830 TENNYSON Ode to Memory 98 A sand-built ridge
Of heaped hills that mound the sea.

3. To heap up in a mound or hillock.

1859 G. MEREDITH R. Fwerel li, Banks of moveless cloud

hung about the horizon, mounded to the west, where slept
the wind. 1874 SYMONUS Sk. Italy &amp;lt;y

Greece (1898) I. i. 22
Snow lies mounded on the roads and fields. 1905 L. BINYON
in Academy 7 Oct. 1029/2 As we rounded Old hills greenly
mounded.
4. intr. (Path.} See MOUNDING vbl. sb. 2.

t Mound, a. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [ad. F. monde pure,
ad. L. mundits clean.] Pure.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxxvi. 42 Great wMn me

and mfound Ane hart immaculat and mound.
Mou nd-bui Ider.
1. One of a prehistoric race of Indians, formerly

inhabiting the Mississippi valley and other parts
of North America, by whom were erected earth

works of immense extent as well as numerous
smaller tumuli or mounds.
1841 BRYANT Poems, Prairies n And the mound-builders

vanlsh d from the earth. 1847 SQUIER & DAVIS Monum.
Mississ. Valley (1848) 188 Among the mound-builders the
art of pottery attained to a considerable degree of perfec
tion. 1893 Critic 25 Mar. 177/1 It is now generally held
that the Ohio Moundbuilders. .fled southward-

2. Any one of the megapode birds which deposit
their eggs in a * mound (see MOUND sb3 4 b).
1880 A. R. WALLACE /$?. Life iii. 46 The strange brush-

turkeys and mound-builders, the only birds that never sit

upon their egs. 1895 C. DIXON in Fortn. Rev. Apr. 643
The McgapodidcC or mound-builders.

708

So Moirnd-ljuilding sb. ami adj.

1853 LAPHAM Antiq. Wisconsin (1855) 89 These later tribes

continued the practice of mound-building so fur as to erect

a circular or conical tumulus over their dead. 1855 \V. S&amp;gt; .

DALLAS in Sytt. Nat. Hist. II. 219 The most remarkable

of the mound-building birds is the Australian Brush-

Turkey. 1901 HULBERT Hist. Highways Amer. I. (title)

Paths of the Mound.Building Indians [etc.].

Mounde, obs. variant of MOTTO.

Mounded (mau-nded), a. [f. MOUND v. + -ED!.]

L fa. Enclosed or bounded with a fence. Obs,

to. Confined or fortified with an embankment.

1565 COOPKK Thesaurus s. v. Ager, Discntits agcr . .

seperated : bounded : mounded. 1694 WOOD Life July
(O-H.S.) III. 461 Rainsborow a campe double-mounded :

the inner mound neare half a mile in compass, the outer

more. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder i. 12 A spacious City stood,
with firmest walls Sure mounded. 1807 J. BARLOW Columb.
1. 211 The lakes, high mounded, point the stieams their

way. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. in. i. 75 Let hell un
lock Its mounded oceans of tempestuous fire.

2. Consisting of mounds or hillocks; having the

form of a mound ; heaped up into a mound.
1843 RASKIN Moii. Paint. I. n. n. v. 8. 193 A gentle,

mounded, melting undulation. 1863 WOOLNER My Beauti

ful Laity 151 The mounded harvest wains. 1890 Cfntl.

Mag. Feb. 166 Mounded dykes clowned with dwarf oak

hedges.

IVIoimdiness (mairndines). [f. MOUNDY a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being moundy.
1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Ceogr. xxvi. (1878) 429 The

original moundiness has.. been nearly obliterated.

Mou nding, vbl. sb. [f.
MOUSD v. + -ING !.]

1. The process of piling earth in mounds.

1827 STIIL ART Planter s G. (1828) 343 It will save the

labour of mounding, or bringing extra earth from a distance.

1844 N. PATERSON Manse Garden n. 211 Every pair of drills

must have gi eater distance for the convenience of mounding.
2. (See quot.)
1891 Syd. Soc. Lex. S.V., Mounding, the rising of muscle

into a low lump when struck by a light, sharp blow, as in

some forms of locomotor ataxia, and in the weak and thin.

t Mou-ndless, a. nonce-wd. [f.
MOUND sb^ +

-LESS.] That is no (true) world.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. ii. 59 That great moundlesse
Mound [orig. ce grande jnonde, sans tno*tde\ I meane that

Chaos

Motmdlet(mairndlet). [f. MOUND s&.S + -LKT.]
A hillock, small mound.
1885 McCooK Tenants Old Fartn 166 The conical mound-

let thus formed was composed of fine fibres of the excavated
rootlets.

Moundy (mau-ndi), a. [f. MoCND sb.3+ -T.]

Covered with mounds.
a 1861 D. GKAY Poet. H ks. (1874) 113 The moundy sward.

1871 Daily jVt ^ j 15 Aug., A vast moundy space.

Mounger, obs. form of MONGER sb.

Moungrel^l, -ill, obs. forms of MONGREL.
Mounk(e, obs. Sc. forms of MONK.
t Mouns. Obs. rare. Also 3 mon.x. [a. OF.
/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;:, pi. of mont : see MOUNT sb.] The moun

tains , i. e. the Alps.
1297 R. Giorc. (Rolls) 4496 po adde king arfcure ywonne

frain be west moste se Anon to be mouns \v. r. nions] al bat
lond. Ibid. 8071 per of he sende prechors boru al cristendom,
& him sulf a bes half be mouns \v. r. mons] 8: to fiance com.

Mounseer (maunsio j). arch. An antiquated

anglicized pronunciation of MONSIEUR, which sur

vived as a vulgarism down to the igth c., and

occasionally appears either in representations of

illiterate speech or in derisive allusion to linglish

prejudice against foreigners. (Cf. Mossoo.)
a 1641 SUCKLING Poems (1648) 10 But the Mounsier was

modest, and silence confest. 1755 ticiitl. Ma^. XXV. 229
Shall I again to sea and bang Mounseer? 1815 Sporting
Mag. XLV. 164 These Mounseers do not trust em. 1851
THACKERAY Eng. Humourists v. (1853) 236 A heatly, plain-
spoken man,., having a proper bourgeois scorn for Fiench
frogs, for mounseers, and wooden shoes in general.

Mounsoon, obs. form of MONSOON.
Mount (mount), sbl Forms : 1-5 munt, 3

(Ormitt) munnt, 4 munte, 2-7 mont, 4 monte,
mownte, 4-6 mounte, 5 montt, mownt, 6

monnte, 3- mount. [OE. numt masc., ad. L.

mont-etn, mons. The word was in the uth c.

taken up afresh from the F. mont, which the mod.
form represents with normal phonetic develop
ment. Cf. Sp., Pg., It. monte.
The form tnunnt in Ormin c 1200 descends from the OE.

munt; the later ME spelling munt may represent the
word as adopted from Fr.]

I. A mountain, hill.

1. In early use, a mountain, lofty hill
;
from the

1 7th c. in prose use chiefly a more or less conical
hill of moderate height rising from a plain ; a
hillock. Now chiefly /tf. exc. in proper names of
mountains or hills, as Mount Vesuvius, Afaitnt

Everest, the Mount of Olives, St. Michael s Mount,
and in the Sermon on the Mount, the usual name
for the discourse of Christ in Matt, v-vii.
When prefixed commonly abbreviated Mt.
1:893 K. /ELFRED Oros. iv. viii. 2, & sibban he gefor ofer

ba mone^an beoda, ob he com to Alpis ^aem munlum.
c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. v. i pa se 1).fiend ^e-seh ba meniju
he astah on bone munt. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87 Uppon
ane dune bat is be mont of synai. c isoo ORMIN 3862 Palt
ure lafTdis Marge wass preo monebb i be munntess VVibb

MOUNT.
\ hire mejhe Elysabab. trizgo Gen. fy Ex. 2853 To mount

synal for3 he nam. 1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4161 pe mount
of sein michel. c 1380 WYCLIF IV ks. (1880) 457 3 f b pope
speke bi J?e contrarie, as a mount ba&amp;gt; Ins name of mouyng

, [etc.], a 1400-50 Alexander 5117 CJuat suld we moue in-to

be montts? a 1490 BOTONER /tin. (1778) 127 Mount Mygtll
ultra Excestre 100 miliaria. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) i b, The sermon that he made in the mount. 1741
Corr.betw. Ctess Hartford fyC tess Pom/ret (1805) 111.265
A lake : and in the midst of it a green mount, on which stood
a small castle. 1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 225 We ascended a high
mount with a good deal of difficulty, as the path was very
slippery. 1820 BYRON Morg. Mag. xiv, I shall repass the

mounts. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 75 Ye mounts Where
I climb to scape my fellow.

b. transf. and fig.
c 1200 Vices

&amp;lt;$

Virtues 79 OSer hwa mai him resten upe
Sin hali3e munte of heueneriche. 1576 FLEMING Pattopl.
Epist. 267 It is thought to aduaunce the poore patients to

the mount of feliciiie. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s Key. iv. iii,

I have a mount of mischiefe clogs my soule, As waightie a:&amp;gt;

the high-nol d Appenine. 1742 YOUNG AV. Th. viii. 1082

Behold him seated on a mount serene. Above the fogs of
sense. 1894 MAX PEMBERTON Sea Wolves vii, A low mount
of black cloud upon the horizon.

C. Her. A representation of a hillock.

It is usually coloured vert (as turf) and borne in the base of
the escutcheon, but it may be charged upon an ordinary or

form part of a crest.

16x1 GUILLIM Her. in. xiv. 129 He beareth Argent on a
Mount Proper, a Stagge Couchant, Gules. 1688 R. HOLME
Armory in. 479/2 The second [figure] is a Mountain, or
Mount Trebble mounted, or a Hill of three ascents. 1828-40
BERRY Encycl. Herald. I, Mount grieced or in degrees^
mounts cut in form of steps. Mount mounted^ also called

a shaponrnet shaponrned^ mounted^ or crested, and a mount
with a hill npon it. 1871 Biirke^s Peerage, etc. 867/1 A fess,

arg., charged with a mount. 1882 CUSSANS Her. (ed. 3) 107
Or ; on a Mount vert, a Tree proper.

t d. ?A representation of a mountain belonging
to a pageant. Obs.

1580 in Cunningham Revels at Crt. (1842) 157 Hpopes to
make a Mounte iij. Ibid. 162 The payntinge of vij Cities,
one villadge, . .and a mount for Christmas iij Holidaies.

2. Mil. a. A substantial defensive or protective
work of earth or other material, thrown up to resist

an attack or to advance an assault. Obs. exc. Hist.

1558 J. HIGHFIELD in Ld. Hardwicke St. Papers (1778) I.

115 Thereupon there were two mounts repaired for the

better defence. JS68GRAFTON Ckrott. 11.465 As sone as

the king was come he cast a depe trench with a high mount
to prohibite them within the towne to haue any egresse. 1600

HOLLAND L,iz&amp;gt;y\\\\. xiv. 620 As for fabricks and mounts to

be raised and planted against it [i.e. the City], they., would
aske some longtime. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxix. 3, I., will lay

siege against thee w ith a mount, and I will raise forts against
thee. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece in. x. (1715) ^7 Their
Mounts they let fall to the Ground by Undermining the

Foundations. 1770 LASGHORNE Plutarch (187^ II. 726/2
He besieged that city seven months, during which time he

erected vast mounts of earth, .and invested It. 1860 PUSEY
Min. Proph. 410 The mount, or heaped-up earth, by which
the besiegers fought on a level with the besieged.

fb. = CAVALIER sb. 4. Alsoyf^. Obs.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. ** iij, The Caue-
leeres {by vs called Mounts). 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. &amp;lt;*&amp;gt;

Comm-M. 348 1 1 standeth well also for the conquest of Greece,

bordering upon it, as it were a strong mount or Cavallier.

1701 BOYER Draughts Fati/ied Towns 2 A Cavalier or

Mount, is a great Body of Earth, rais d on the Terraplain.

1721 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (I^Q) 98 A battery
of six pieces

of cannon., besides three small mounts,, .which had each of

them two pieces upon them.

tC. U.S. (Seequot.) Obs.

1724 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Northficld, Mass. (1875)
202 Self and team to cart mount timber i day ; and self one

day s work at the mount, .o 7 o. {Note, The mounts were

square towers, from 14 to 20 feet high . . ; were made of heavy
timbers, .with the upper stoiy. .fitted up for a sentry.]

f3. An artificial mound of earth, stones, or the

like; esp. a raised piece of ground, or walk, in

a garden. Obs.

1591 S^KSSER Virg* Gnat 660 A little mount, of greene
turfls edifide. /bid. 686 He . . reard a mount of earth.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Honseiv. Gard. (1626) 55 In diuers

corners of your Orchard Mounts of stone, or wood curiously

wrought 1625 BACON Ess.. Gardens (Arb.) 563 At the End
of both the Side Grounds, I would haue a Mount of some

Pretty Height.. to looke abroad into the Fields. 1653 H.
COCAN tr. Pluto s Traz: x.xxv. 140 Behind their houses..

were two great Mounts of de.id mens bones. 1759 JOHNSON
Idler No. 73 P 9 Another [of his friends] has been for three

years digging canals and raising mounts. 1791 W. BARTRAM
Carolina 517 The nearest kindred or friends.. lastly, cover

all over with earth, which raises a conical hill or mount.

1800 BKNIIIAM Mtm. $ Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 347 It will form
a mount in my garden. 1813 HounofSE Journty (ed. 2) 716
Bairows Short Account of those ancient Mounts.

b. transf.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. {ed. 2) 302 Their beloved

Priapus is imperiously inthroniz d upon a brazen Mount.

1685 DRYDEN tr. Horace, Odes \. ix. 2 Behold yon moun
tain s hoary height, Made higher with new mounts of snow.

H. In various transferred senses.

f4. The quantity of 30 cwt. of plaster of Paris.

[So OF. mont (xsth c. in Godefr.) ; a specific application
of the common transferred sense heap .]

1532 Lett. * Pap. Hen. / ///, V. 446 [Plaster of Paris. .a)

mount [containing 30 cwt.]. 1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

t5. [After It. monte.] A bank. Obs.

i6 BACON Let. to Bp. Andrews Misc. Wks. (1629) 85 To
put forth that poore Talent, .that God hath gluen me. .to

Banks or Mounts of Perpetuity, which will not breake.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 326 A system which seems to

have had it s original in the state of Florence, A.D. 1344
which government then owed about 60,000 /. sterling : and,



MOUNT.

being unable to pay it, formed the principal into an aggre
gate sum, called metaphorically a mount or bank, the snares
\\lieieofweie transfenable like our stocks, with interest at

5 per cent.

*{ b. Mount of piety, mount piety, a render

ing of It. monte di
pieta&amp;gt;

Fr. mont-de-piet^ in Italy
and France a pawnbroking establishment insti

tuted and carried on by the state for the purpose
of affording loans to the poor at low interest.

t 1618 MORVSON Itin. iv. viii. (1903) 160 For vsury five m
the hundreth is allowed in the mounts of piety, which are
bankes of mony to be lent to the poore. 1661 (title) Observa
tions Manifesting the Convemency and Commodity of

Mount-Pietyes, or Publick Bancks for Relief of the Poor
and others m distress upon Pawns. 1765 Ann. Reg. 153
He has left. .500,000 crowns in the Mount of Piety.
6. Palmistry* One of the fleshy prominences on

the palm of the hand by the development of which

palmists profess lo ascertain the degree of influence
exercised by a particular planet. (Cf. Moxs a.)
1644 But-WER Chiron. 101 With the Thumbe bended in,

and reaching to the mount of Mercuric. 1653 R, SANDERS

Physiogn. 63 At the root of each finger there is a little

rising, the which we call the mounts of the Planets. 1695
CottGR&VRLmtjor L. \\. iii. She has. .a moist Palm, and an
open Liberality on the Mount of Venus.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb,, as mount-moving
adj. ; t mount-egg (see quot.).
1647 H. MORE Char, fy Hum. 3 Deep-searching wit,

mount-moving might Are nought compar d to that good
spright. 1710 J. HARKIS Lex. Techn. II. s.v., After Tin
from the burnt Ore is melted down and remelted, there will

sometimes remain a different Slugg in the bottom of the

Float, this they call Mount-Egg.
Mount (mount), sbt

[f. MOUNT v. Cf. F.

monte fern, (which may be the source of some of

the senses), Sp., It. monta^ a Com. Rom. vbl. sb.]
1 1. = AMOUNT $& Obs.

13. . Gazu. .5- Gr. Knt. 718 So mony meruayl bi mount her
be mon fyndez, Hit were to tore for to telle of

\&amp;gt;e
tenbe dole.

14. . in Hist. Coll. Citizen Lond. (Camden) 15 There wolde
be schot..A hundryd gounnys. -Withlin] the mount of ij

halfe hourys. 1651 Raleigh&quot;
1

* Ghost 218 They again en

joying a long peace and increasing the mount of their

former sins,, .they were once more cast into the hands of
Philistins.

2. An act of mounting (rare] ; f spec, (of a bird)
a rising from the ground ; a manner of mounting ;

t (of a gun) elevation.

1486 Bk. St. Albans Dj b, She toke it at the niounte or
at the souce. 1571 DIGGES Pantoin. \. xxx. livb, Making
seueral angles proportionally to the seueral mounts of the

peece. 1596 HARINGTON ftletam. Ajax 31 Doe you not
sometime. . talke. .of putting a heron to the mount? 1602
MARSTON Ant.

&amp;lt;$

Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 58 Now, capring
wits, Rise to your highest mount. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc s Trav. 224 The first, .at two or three mounts and
active leaps spear-high, fetches down the piece of meat.

1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 51 After another

slight descent, and then a gradual mount, the top of Thorn-
thwaite Crag is gained. 1891 Cyf/iJV (Badra. Libr.) viii.

(ed. 3) 254 This mount, when once perfectly acquired, is

deliberate and graceful.

f* b. Mil. To sounda mount : to give a trumpet
signal for mounting. Obs. 1659 HOWELL I ocab, v.

3. That in or on which anything is mounted,
fitted, supported, or placed; a mounting , fitting ,

or setting [cf. F. monture\ spec, (a) the margin
surrounding a picture, or the cardboard upon
which a drawing is mounted ; () //. the metal
ornaments serving as borders, edges, or guards to

the angles and prominent parts of e.g. the decora
tive furniture of the iSth c.

; (c~)
the glass slip with

its adjuncts used to preserve objects for examina
tion under the microscope.
1739 Act 12 Geo. //, c. 26 6 Mounts, Screws, or Stoppers

to Stone or Glass Bottles or Phials. 1854 FAIRHOLT Diet.
Terms Arts, ^f /,.. the paper or card-board upon which
a drawing is placed. 1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 315
The mount or margin intervening between the water-colour
painting and its frame is almost invariably white. 1883
A. H. CHURCH Prec. Stones 101 Diamond. . in. diam. ;

claw setting on swing mount.. .Diamond, .bordered with
12 brilliants set in silver, on gold mount. 1884 Cyclist
13 Feb. 243/1 Salad bowls and servers, with silver mounts.
1888 Century Mag. Oct. 889/1 The carriages and mounts
of the guns are made entirely of bronze and steel.

b. Of a fan : (a) The pieces of wood, ivory, etc.,

forming the frame or support (see also fan-mottnt
under FAN sb.}. (6) The silk, paper, or similar

material forming the surface of the fan.
i8u Self Instructor 121, 2 fans, French mounts. 1869

Art Jrnl. Mar. 90/3 Perforated cedar, sandal-wood, nacre,
ivory such is the proper mount of an elegant fan. 1878
Ibid. Aug. 173/2 Coryat.. mentions some [fans], .consisting
of a paper mount pasted on a wooden handle. [Coryat does
not use the word.] 1889 Harpers Mag. Aug. 404/2 In these

[Cabriolet fans] the mount is in two parts, the lower and
narrower mount being half-way up the stick, the second
mount in the usual place at the top of the stick.

4. colloq. A horse (or other animal, occas. a

bicycle, etc.) on which one is mounted; a horse,

etc., provided for a person s riding.
1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 363/1 The jockey

the ribs and gallop onwards. 1885 Century JTag. Mar. 653/1A good high-bred dromedary Ls as comfortable a mount as
can be desired. 1885 Cyclist 19 Aug. 1088/1 This is easily ac-
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counted for by the number of strange [cycle] riders and the

changing of mounts from roadsters to racers. 1889 Standard
17 Mar., There is every reason to believe that, in mounts
as in ordnance, Great Britain will be self-sufficing.

5. An opportunity or occasion of *

getting into

the saddle ; hence, an undertaking to ride or an
act of riding (a horse) in a race.

1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 361/1 The jockey
..is now expected to ride to orders in most cases, though
there are still some who would refuse such a mount. 188*
B. D. W. RAMSAY/?^//. Mil. Seru. I. i. 15 [He) had been
kind to me . . giving me a mount occasionally on one of his

numerous stud. 1884 lllnstr, Lond. News i Nov. 410/2 The
custom is to pay at least twenty-five pounds for a mount in

the Derby and St. Leger. Ibid. 410/3 The leader of his

profession, whose mounts for this year are not yet finished.

1888 SIR C. RUSSELL in Times 26 June 4/4 The regular fees
for his [a jockey s] ridings or mounts .

6. attrib. (in sense 3 : see quots.).
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 83 Mount, Pas&amp;gt;e partout
Cutter, Binder, Gilder, Maker (for Photographs, Draw

ings, &c.&amp;gt;. 1896 Daily Ncivs 14 Sept. 2/7 A mount cutter
was charged with having stolen.. a quantity of cardboiud

patterns, mounts, &c.

t Mount, sb$ Ob$. rare* 1
. [Pcrh. transf. use

of MOUNT j.i; but cf. MOUND sbl] A spherical box.
1562 AVw Yr.&quot;s Gifts in Nichols Progr. Klh. 11823) I. 108
A littleroundemounteofgolde to conteyneapomaunder in it.MOnlit (mount), v. Also 4-=; munt(e, monte,
4-6 mont. [ME. munte, monte^. OK. munter, ition-

ter (mod.F. /&amp;lt;?#/; )
= Pr.,Sp.,I g, montar^ It. won-

tare : popular L. *montilre, f. mont-^ mons MOUNT
j&l With regard to the sense cf. F. amont uphill,

up the stream (: L. ad montem lit. to the hill *).

The principal senses, intransitive and transitive, were

adopted from Fr. The sense to ride , prominent in the
Rom. langs., never passed into Eng. ; cf. senses 3 and 9.]

I. intr,

1. To go upwards, ascend. Also with up.
a. To fly upwards, to soar, f Of a missile : To

rise in its (light.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. 445 He. .lat the reynes gon

Of his hors and they anuon Gonnc vp to mounlen and
doun descends Til both the eyre and tithe brtnde, a 1425
Cursor M. 23894 (Trin.) He jyue vs grace so to acounte

pat we may to lieuen nioiinte. c 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat
638 Than rerit thir Merl^eonis that mountis so hie. 1535
COVERDALE Job xxxix. 27 Doth the Aeglc niounte vp..:it

thy commaundement J 1590 SIR J, SMYTH Disc, Weapons
15 By reason that the bullet* beinj; so much lower than the

heigth of their peeces..doo naturaTlie mount and flie vncer-
tainlie. 1602 MARSTON Ant. fy Mel. v. \Vks. 1856 I. 65
O that my spirit in a sigh could mount Into the spheare,
where thy sweet soule doth rest ! 1742 YOUNG AV. Th. 11.

604 Like birds, whose beauties languish, half conceal d,
Till mounted on the wing, their glossy plumes Expanded
shine. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. g If it [a rocket]
mounts even and high. 1854 ALLINGHAM Day &amp;lt;y

Xt. Songs.
Lover fy Birds v, The Lark hurried, mounting from the lea.

b. To travel or proceed in an upward direction.

Now usually implying a somewhat steep ascent,
e. g. that of a flight of steps.
1471 CAXTON AVcwyt/^lSommer) 11.422 Hercules., began

to niounte and goo vpon the degrees or steyres. ( 1489
Blanchardyn\\\. 198 Theprouoste. .cam in to the towne and
syth mounted to the paleys. a 1533 Lu. BKKNKKS Hiton li\.

204 They causyd the mynstiell to mount vp on y ladder.

1552 HULOET, Mount ouer, trascendo. 1604 K. G[RIMSTONK!
D Acosta s Hist. Indies in. xv. 164 They [sc. certain fish]
mount from the sea into the rivers. 1678 DHVDICN Allfor
L(rue\. i, Antony Is mounted up the Pharos; from whose
turret, He stands surveying our Egyptian galleys, Engaged
with Caesar s fleet. 1726 SHELVOCKE I oy. round World 105
They have abundance of very handsome middle-sized horses,
which are said to mount with great dexterity. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 66 [The chamois] always mount or
descend in an oblique direction. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia
xxii, A body of gladiators, .planting their scaling-ladders. .

mounted to the attack. 1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes
(1879) 293 On arriving at a streamlet, cross it near its source,
and then mount by the side of the Pillar.

f C. To move towards culmination. Obs.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. xxxii. (1636) 488 In a right
Spheare the star called Cor Leonis, . . riseth, mounteth, and
setteth witli the 145 degree 30 of the Equinoctial!. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D Accra s Hist. Indies n. x. 104 Where
the sphere is straight, and the signes mount directly, there
the dayes and nights are equal).

d. To tower (pbs,} ; also, to extend in an upward
direction, rare.

1561 DAUS tr, Ballinger on Apoc. (1573! 22 b, The temple
of Dian of Ephesus. .mounted up in the middes of theCitie.

1679 T. KIKKE Mod. Ace. Scot. 6 The Houses mount seven
or eight stories high, with many Families on one Floor.

1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxxii. 439 The overlying
strata, mounting into the hills above Llanfihangel.

e. Of inanimate things : To rise, move upwards
as if spontaneously. ? Obs.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. iii. 5 When things naturall in
that regard forget their ordinary naturall woont, that which
is heauie mounting sometime vpwardes of its owne accord.

1657 BAXTER Call to Unconverted Wks. (1846) 83 As fire

doth mount upward.. so the converted soul is inclined to
God. 1705 ADDISON Italy 370 At the same time are seen
little Flakes of Scurfe rising up, that are probably the Parts
which compose the Islands, for they often mount of them
selves, tho the Water is not troubled. 1711 Sped. No. 62
P 5 His ambitious Love is a Fire that naturally mounts
upwards.

f. To grow in an upward direction. ? Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 322 They grow till

fifteen, in that time mounting to foure and twenty foot.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants iii. App. 4 The use of these
Parts may be observed as the Trunk Mounts, or as it

MOUNT.
Trails. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Cowfil. Card. II. 155We replant none of those [Cabbages] that begin to mount,
that is, to run up their stalks, as if they were going to Seed.

g. Of the blood : To rise into the cheeks. Also,
of the effects of wine : To (

go to the head.
1625 MIDDLETOS Game at Chess in. i, Ha ! all my body s

blood mounts to my face To look upon this letter. 1867
TROLLOPE Chron. Barset I. xxiv. 1-06 The blood mounted
all over his face. 1884 TENNYSON Becket Prol., When the
Gascon wine mounts to my head.

h. Of silkworms (see quots.).

1796 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 485/1 When the worms
are ready to mount, in order to spin, if [etc.]. 1876 li. F.
COBB Silk (Hrit. Manuf. Industries) 149 At the end of the
last stage the worm mounts , that is to say, ceases to feed,
climbs up from the feeding tray to the bush 1

,, .or what
ever may have been prepared for it, and spins its cocoon.

2. Jig. a. To ascend to a higher level in rank,

estimation, power, excellence, completeness, etc.

1390 GOUKK Con/. I. 145 Thogh it [Pride] niounte for a

throwe, It schal doun falls and overthrowe. 2484 CAXTON
Fables ofAnian ii, Who so mounteth hyher than he shold
he fallt.-th lower than lie wok!. 1567 Satir. Poems Rtform.
vii. 226 Thair laude and fame sail mont abone the skyis.
a 1613 JJACON Case Post-nati Scot. Wks. 1826 V. 116
Naturalization is best discerned in the degrees whereby the
law doth mount and ascend thereunto. 1622 Interpreter 4

Knowing, .that Simphcitie hath onely mounted by vertue.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xiv. (17391 z^ The
Prelacy beginning to mount, nibbled at it in the second

Century. 1882 Athenxnm 22 Apr. 501 [Mr. Spencer] showh
how.. men mount from the lowly estate of chiefles^ Lskimo
. .to despotisms, republics, [etc.].

b. To become elevated in spirit.

1481 CAXTON Godcffroy ccxii. 309 Of thisauenture mounted
the turke in grete pryde. 1802 WORDSW. Resolution

&amp;lt;y

/-
depend. 4 As high as we have mounted in delight In our
dejection do we sink as low.

c. To ascend or go back in time.

1796 MOUSE Anicr. Geog. II. 467 [They] seem to fix their
foundation to a period before the Christian era, but without

mounting to the ancient times of the Jews or the Phoeni
cians. 1803 .VY.

}r&amp;gt;i/. IX. 3^9 For the antiquity of which
[method] we must mount up to Celsu.s. 1859 JI-H-HSOS
Brittany vii. 8 ; An antiquity which mounts up to the

eighth century uf our era.

3. To get upon the back of a horse or other

animal (occas. upon a person s shoulders, fur the

purpose of riding. Const, tv/, upon, -\ to.

1509 HAWKS Past. Picas, xxvii, (Percy Soc.) 131 My fayre
barbed stede, On whome I mounted. 1565 STAPLEION tr.

Btdc s Hist. C/i. kn. v. vi. 159, I \va&amp;gt; uble to mmmte to

my horse. 1582 STANVHUHST sKncis n. (Arb.) 66 Wei father
in Gods name, mount on my .shoulder, I pray you. 1596
SPENSER /* . Q. v. x. 16 He was readie to his .sieede to mount.
1660 F. BROOK] ; tr. Lc Blames Trav. 225 After this..

appears, .one ..mounted on an Elephant. 1662 J. DAVILS
tr. Olea* ins I oy. Ambass. 18 We mounted at the same
place where we alighted, and return d to our Lodgings.
1788 GIBBON Decl.

&amp;lt;V

/ . xlvi. IV. 505 Six thousand guards
successively muunted before the palace gate, c 1850 Arab.
Nts. (Rtldg.) 631 Kach man then returned to his horse, put
on its bridle,, .and then mounted.

4. To get up on something that serves to raise

one above the ground.
1642 MILTON Apol. Stnect. 10 The idlest and the paltriest

Mime that ever mounted upon banke. 1726 Swin Gulliver
\\. viii, I mounted on the Chair. 1753 Lond. Mag. Sept. 396
Mut mount on French heels when you go to a ball, Tis the
fashion to totter and shew you can fall. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond v, The window was too high to reach from the
round ; but, mounting on a buffet which stood beneath it,

ather Holt showed me how [etc.].

fb. simply. To ascend the stage, platform,
rostrum, etc.

;
to make an appearance as a per

former, orator, etc. Obs.

1745 Daily Advertiser 28 Sept. 3/3 [Advt. of a Prize-fight]
The Doors will be open d at Ten, and the Champions
mount at Twelve. 1760 FOOTE Minorn. Wks. 1799 I. 259
It being impossible he should mount [as an auctioneer], I

have consented to sell. 1764 Patron i, ibid. 335, 1 never
got salt to my porridge till I mounted [sc. on the pillory] at
the Royal Exchange.
5. To rise in amount; to increase by addition.

Chiefly with /, Also, fto be amassed.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 64 But holychirche bi-ginne

holde bet to-gedere, pe moste Mischeef on molde mounte^
vp faste. 1601 ? MARSTON Pasqnil &amp;lt;$

Kath. I. 92 So great

a^masse of coyne mi-lit mount from wholsome thrift. 1622
FLETCHER Beggar s Busk iv. i, Sir, you know not To what
a masse, the httle we get clayly, Mounts in seven yeares.
1693 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 220 It is by the fault of
the transcribers that the arithmetick mounts so high. 1798
COLERIDGE To Lesbia 13 To the store Add hundreds then
a thousand more ! And when they to a million mount, Let
confusion take the account. 1874 GHF.EN Short Hist. iii. 5.

141 The debts of the Crown mounted to four times its annual
income. Mod. The debt will mount up fearfully at such
a rate of interest.

f6. To amount or be equal to a certain sum,
number, or quantity. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 332 J?ose vnwyse ledes pat aflyen
hym in vanyte & in vayne bynges, For bink bat mountes
to no^t, her mercy forsaken. 1521 TUNSTAL in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. in. I. 273, I have, .lent M. Spinel money which
monteth in al to thyrty 1

sterlinge. 1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII
t

c 3 22 The incumbent.. shall not .. pay .. more .. than the
value of the thirde parte of his.. benefice.. shall mounte
vnto. 1560 BIBLK (Geneva) Acts xix. 19 marg., Ft/tie thou-
sandpieces ofsiluer. This mounteth to of our money about
2000 markes. 1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 270 Bring then
these blessings to a strict account ; Make fair deductions ;

see to what they mount. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Cotwersat.
Introd. 40 The old Stock-Oaths ..do not mount to above

forty five, or fifty at most.



MOUNT.

7. slang. [? An application, of 4 b.] (Seequots.)
j

1789 G. PAKKKR Life s Painter (1800) 145 These kind of

men attend the courts of law. . ; their price is five shillings

for what they call mounting; they have been known to

mount two or three times in one day. 1812 J. H. VAUX
Flash Diet., Mtutnt, to swear, or give evidence falsely for

the sake of a gratuity. To mount for a person is also

.synonymous with bonnettingfor him. 1902 Daily Chron.

6 Mar. 8/2 He subpoenaed Roseblade as a witness for him

at his trial, but, said Williams, dejectedly, he mounted and

come it on me . Mr. P. : What do you mean ? Williams :

He gave evidence against me.

II. trans, equivalent to intr. uses with prep.

8. To ascend or climb up (a mountain, hill, rock,

tree) ; to ascend (a river, a stair).

c 1500 Melusine 324 Geffray . . mounted the mountayne.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 289 We mounted a paire of high

slaires. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 15 He mounted the

river of Essequebo. 1796 MORSE Anu-r. Geog. II. 17 I

lasnioneu auu ribitvvj .11.1... -
; -o .

*

I. .vxiv. 611 While the fish were mounting the river. 1886

ASHBV-STERRY Lazy Minstrel 196 You Should mount the

Hill and see the view.

b. Said of a rising road, stair, etc.

1611 SIUKS. Cymb. i. vi. 106 Lippes as common as the

stayres That mount the Capitoll. 1872 JENKINSON Guide

I.ng. Lakes (1879) 13 The road., mounts a steep rising

ground.
c. To mount a breach : to ascend it for the pur

pose of assault or attack.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub Ded., Your Lordships .. undaunted

Courage in mounting a Breach or scaling a Wall. 1814

SCOTT Wa-J. xiii, Being the first to mount the breach. 1841

ELPHINSTONE llht. Ind. II. 301 The breach had been built

up to such a height as to render it impossible to mount it.

t d. To rise or soar into. Obs.

1675 DRVDEN & MULGRAVE Ess. Sat. 1 17 So men in rapture

think they mount the sky, While on the ground th en-

tranced wretches lie. 1707 Curios, in Husf. X- Card. 24

He sees the Sun rise every Morning and mount the Horizon.

1746-7 HEKVF.Y .l/c&amp;lt;.(i8i8) 190 Did He. .not only mount
the lower firmament, but ascend the heaven of heavens,

t e. fig. To rise to the level of, to rival. Obs.

1628 EARLE Microcosm., Detractor (Arb.) 43 He is. .am

bitious to match others, not by mounting their worth, but

bringing them downe with his Tongue to his owne poore-
nesse.

9. To get upon the back of (a horse or other

animal, a bicycle) for the purpose of riding.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. l
r
, in. vii. 25 The dull Elements.. neuer

appeare in him, but only in patient stillnesse while his rider

mounts him: hee is indeede a Horse. 1693 Humour*
Town 19 I ll mount your Horse, and ride down. 1789 AN-

BUREY Trav. II. 397, I went to his house just as he had

mounted horse. 1819 BYRON Juan I. ix, A better cavalier

ne er mounted horse. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain vi 41,

I now.. having mounted my mule, set forward. 1907 Aca

demy 12 Jan. 36 2 One of the majors w as accustomed to

mount his horse from a chair.

transf. 1808 SCOTT Marmion n. Introd., And mark the

wild-swans mount the gale.

10. To get upon, for the purpose of copulation.
Now only colloq. of animals.

[1592 SHAKS. Ven.
&amp;lt;y

Ad. 596 Now is she in the verie lists

of loue, Her champion mounted for the hot incounter : All

is imaginarie she doth proue, He will not mannage her,

although he mount her. 1630 B. JONSON New Inn i. iii,

Instead of backing the braue Steed, o mornings, To mount
the Chambermaid.) 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. in. 328
Whether the Bull or Courser be thy Care, Let him not leap
the Cow. or mount the Mare.

11. To ascend and take a place in or on
;
to get

upon or into, from below.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f P. 83 We were forced to

mount the Indian Hackery. 1711 ADDISON Spe:t. No. 46
r 2 The Boy accordingly mounted the Pulpit, a 1758 RAM
SAY The Mill-O ii, My lass, like a fool, had mounted the

stool. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. 191 Since he himself had
mounted the throne. 1888 Spectator 30 June 883/2 Racing
notabilities, and betting men, and blacklegs, all mounting
the stand and giving their evidence.

III. tmns. in causative uses.

1 12. To cause to ascend or rise
;
to elevate, lift,

draw or drive up. Also with up. Obs.

1538 ELVOT Diet., Exalto, to mounte or lyfle up. c 1590
MAKLOWE Faust vi. (Cfiorits), learned Faustus, To know
the secrets of Astronomy.. Did mount himselfe to scale

Olympus top, Being seated in a chariot burning bright.

1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosla s Hisf. Indies v. xxiv. 395

They did mount it [. the idol] in this manner, for that the

Mairesof the Temple were very steepe . . , while they mounted

vp the idoll, all the people stoode in the Court. 1610 VV.

FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey I. ix. 20 Some Enginarie aide

must bee assistant to mount the water by Screwes, Pullies,

Poizes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, l. i. 144 The fire that

mounts the liquor til t run ore, In seeming lo augment it,

wasts it. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World i. iii. 7. 45 A bh-d,

hauing therein no feeling of her wings, or any sensible re

sistance of aire to mount her selfe by. 1640 tr. Verdere s

Rom. Rom. in. 68 O from what an abisme am I mounted,
said Florimond. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ivii.

(1739) 104 Like a Vapour mounted up by the Clergy. 1705
tr. Bosnian s Guinea 282 Mounting their Heads and half

their Bodies above the surface of the Water. 1766 Cotnpl.
Farmer s.v. Mulberry, When they weie quite divested of

the side shoots, the sap is mounted to the top.

t b. To erect. Obs. rare.

1610 SHAKS. 7V;/. n. ii. ii Then like Hedg-hogs, which

Lye tumbling in my bare-foote way, and mount Their

pricks at my foot-fall. 1821 CLARE VilLMinstr. II. 100

Water-lilies mount their snowy buds.

t C. To direct to a higher point. Obs .

1582 STANVHURST jKncis n. (Arb.) 65 I .ut father Anchiscs
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nS
i67S &quot;f. IfaeUawSv /W&quot;* vi. (Rtldg.) 36 By

mounting their arrow to a certain proportion, they may
come nearer to the mark.

13. In various/^, or non-material senses : f a. To

raise in honour, estimation, power, or wealth.

Rarely with up. Obs.

1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. 103 So Fortoun montit

neuer man on hicht, Bot sho can law him within a litill

quhyle c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXIX. xi, My God,

me poore and low, High shall mount from need and woe.

1621 QUARLES Esther vi. Medit., Who mounts the meeke,

and beates the lofty downe. 1647 N - BACON Disc. Govt.

Eng 1 xvii. (1739* 34 This hath mounted up Kings to the

top more than their own ambition, a li FULLER Worthies,

Surrey (1662) HI. 83 Abbot.. was mounted from a Lecturer

to a Dignitary. (11711 KEN Hymnothco Poet. Wks. 1721

III. 29 Damning themselves, to mount him to his crown.

1728 YOUNG Love Fame i. 283 Is there whom his tenth epic

mounts to fame ?

f b. To elevate spiritually ;
to raise to higher

objects of contemplation; to excite to a higher

degree of activity or emotion. Obs.

a 1546 G. WISHAKT tr. Conf. Faith Sweucrlandm U o.f-

r&amp;lt;nu Soc. Misc. (1844) 13 Except we be elluminat, styred

up and mounted, by the grace of Chryst. 1591 SYLVESTER

Du Bar/as I. vii. 409 That we, down-treading earthly cogi

tations, May mount our thoughts to heav nly meditations.

1601 SIR W. CORNWALLLS Disc Seneca (1651) 80 There is no

circumstance but is a steppe, mounting the understanding
to the truth. 1601 SHAKS. Alts Well I. i. 233 What power
is it, which mounts my loue so hye. 1602 MARSTON Ant. A&amp;gt;

Mel. iv. Wks. 1856 I. 52 Young Prince, mount up your

spirits, and prepare To solemnise your nuptials eve with

pompe. 1636 HKYWOOU Challenge Bcautic \. I 3, What

prostrates them Mounts me to expectations, a 1644 QUARLES
So!. Recant. Sol. viii. 30 This mounts thy soule with more

heroick fires. 1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worse T. v. viii.

214 May not man, by custome and improvement of Piety,

mount himselfe neere to an Angelicall nature. 1741 YOUNG
AV. Th. iv. 262 Such contemplations, .should mount The
mind still higher. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII.

157 They [William Ill s ministers] were not yet mounted to

the elevation of the king.

f-c. To exalt, magnify. Obs.

1651 DAVENAST Gondibert in. v. 27 Love seeks no honor,

but does honor bring, Mounts others value, and her own
lets fall ! 1673 MARVEL Reh. Traasp. II. 244 If you would

mount what is said to mean Conscience, the Clause does not

. .exclude it.

t d. To raise the value or price of. Obs.

1708 J. CIIAMUERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. ii. 111. ii. (1737) 402

James the I Id .. mounted the Ounce of Silver to 12 s. 1772
FOOTE \abob n. (1778) 39 Suppose they have mounted the

beef and mutton a trifle ; ar n t we obliged to them too for

raising the value of boroughs ?

te. To lift up (the voice). Obs.

1601 ? MARSTON Past/nil ff Kath. n. 13 Boy cleere thy

throte, and mount thy sweetest notes 1602 ^Antonio s

R*-. . v. iv, Why then lo to Hymen, mount a loftie note.

t f. To represent as amounting to a certain sum

or number. Obs.

1639 FULI.EH Holy War v xxx. (1640) 284 Some have

mounted his ordinarie yearly in-come to eight millions of

gold. 1655 Hist Camb. 27 The Oxford-Antiquary iil-

sulteth on the paucity of ancient Hostles in Cambridge ..

much boasting of the numerousness of the Halls in Oxford,
which he mounteth to above two hundred.

14. To set or place upon an elevation. Now
with const, on, itfoil.

1567 Satir. Pofms Reform, vii. 43 To se ane monstuire,

full of fylthynes, Abone the rest heich mountit vp in gloir.

1577 B. GOOGK Hcrcsbach s Hiisb. I. (1586) 9, I haue set

my house in this place without the bankes, and mounted
it as hie as I could. 1590 GREENE Orl. F tir. (1599) Ash,
From thence, mounted vpon a Spanish Barke Such as trans

ported lason to the fleece : . . I furrowed Neptunes Seas. 1607
MARSTON What you Will n. ii. Ped. Sance delaies,. .mount

him, mount him ! [i. e. horse him for a flogging.] 1615 G.

SANDYS Trav. 186 Mounted a good height on ihe side of

the mountain is Aceldama -1662 Roxb. Ball. (1887) yi
359 O the Pinacle of Shrewsbury shews itself still, For it s

mounted gallantlyon a high Hill. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii.

972 For Chiarlatans can do no good, Until th are mounted
in a Crowd. 1683 Condemn, ff Exec. A. Sydney 2 They..
Conveyed him to the Scaffold . on which being Mounted, he
Bowed, a 1700 DRVDEN Iliad I. 239 We bear thee on our
Backs and mount thee on the Throne. 1742 POPE Dune.
iv. 564 Gone ev ry blush, and silent all reproach. Contending
Princes mount them in their Coach. 1870 J H NEWMAN
Gram. Assent II. vii. 222 No wonder we see more than the

ancients, because we are mounted upon their shoulders.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W.Africa 386 A cluster ofoutbuildings
. .each mounted on poles.

15. To set on horseback
;
to help into the saddle

;

also, to furnish with a saddle horse. In passive, to

be seated on horseback.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 52 Isaac .. royally
mounted vpon one of the Emperors horses.. was. .brough

I ..to the court. &amp;lt;ri6i8 MORVSON Itin. iv v. i. (1903) 438
Next rode some 400. gentlemen of Rome brauely mounted.

1647 W. BROWNE Polex. 1. 195 He was., mounted on a Black

Barbary. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearilts Voy. Ambass. 202
He was.. excellently well mounted, on a very gallant horse.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 1547 He s mounted on a hazel

bavin. 1697 DRYDEN /Eneid vii. 381 Of these [horses] he
chose the fairest and the best. To mount the Trojan troup.

1701 GREW Cosm. Sacra n vii. 73 Phancy without Reason;
is like a Horse without a Rider ;

and Reason without Phancy
]

is not well Mounted. 1728 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 283 He
hastily mounted his own Wife and Daugnter. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 299 High enough to admit a man
mounted upon a middle-sized horse. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd.

5- Isn. 11. xii. III. 131 He commanded that each trooper
should take one of the infantry on his crupper, setting the

example himself by mounting a German ensign bchinu him

only

MOUNT.
on his own horse. 1848 THACKF.KAY Bk. Snobs xxix, He..
rides when somebody mounts him. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) II. I. i. ii These populations have in all

ages been shepherds, mounted on horseback. 1877 RtTA 1

Vii ienne I. ii, Now mount me, please. It is time we were
off. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 305 He had horses

more than enough to mount a regiment of cavalry,

b. Of a horse : To carry (its rider).

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 27 The hollow,

back Horse generally puts out a good Neck, and mounts
the Rider handsomely,

16. Mil. a. To raise (guns) into position ;
to

place in a position ready for use.

1539 in Archxologia XI. 437 A saker of brasse. .mountyd
uppon shod whelys. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot, \.tpz

Propositioun wes maid of befoir. .how all the artailyearie. .

mycht be perfytlie montit, ordourit, and put in dowbill

equippage. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 381 By East and West
let France and Kngland mount Their battering Canon

charged to the moulhes. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav.
x. 33 The General, .caused his forces to land, and mounting
twelve great pieces he renewed the battery, c 1710 CELIA
FIENNES Diary (1888) 215 The platlform for the Gunns
wcb are well mounted and very well kept. 1838 PRESCOTT
Fcrd. ft Is. it. xii. III. 131 On this rampart he mounted his

little train of artillery.

b. Of afort,aship: Tohave(cannon)inposition.
1748 Anson s Voy. in. v. 338 One is . . an insignificant

fortress, mounting only five guns eight pounders ; the other

..fort mounts the same number of guns. 1831 SIK J. SIN

CLAIR Corr. II. 277 He met only four ships, three of which

escaped, but one, mounting 64 guns, struck on a rock. 1841
ELPHINSIONE Hist. Ind. II. 207 He .. sent out vessels

mounting guns from Cambay.
c. passive. To be provided with cannon.
1662 J. DAVIKS tr. Olearins I oy. Ambass. 57 The Great

Duke s Palace . . is . . very well mounted with Cannon. 1743
tr. Mem. M. Du Gue-Trouin (ed. 2) 14 The commadore,
bored for 40 guns, and mounted by 28, was boarded and
carried. 1748 Anton s Voy. in. x. 415 Four .. junks, ..

mounted only with eight or ten guns. 1867 H. LATHAM
Black $ White 104 Earthworks mounted with cannon.

d. To raise the muzzle of (a gun) ;
to place at a

particular angle of elevation. Cf. 1 2 c.

1545 St. Papers Hen. VIII (1834) III. 543 Item, in

Crabbez, to mounte or level thOrdnaunce. 1669 STUKMY
Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 72 Find what deg. you shall need

Mount the Gun to for any other shot. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury III. xviii. (Roxb.) 142/1 Mount the Morter, is to

turne it in the carriage with the mouth vpwards. Ibid. xix.

153/1 Granadeers on Horseback. ..Vnsling your musket.

Mount your musket. 1692 Capt. Smith s Seaman s Gram.
n. xxxi. 146 To so many degrees of Mounture must the

Morter be mounted. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey}, To Mount
a Piece, . .to lay its Mouth higher.

e. To set up or post for the purpose of defence

or observation. Hence, to mount (iihe) guard: to

go on duty as a guard.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey!, To Mount the Guard,, .is to

go on that Duty. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 538/2 The Natui t

of that Watch and Ward was, that each Burgher, for per

haps 5 or 6 Days in a Month, should mount Guard. 1764

Mem. G. Psaltnanazar 161, I have seen many of them go

up to the gallows . . as if they were mounting the guard.

1781 GIBBON Decl. If F. xvii. (1787) II. 57 They mounted

guard in the interior apartments. 1783 B. G. JACKSON
Orders in Harper s Mag. Nov. (1883) 021/1 note, Each

Battalion will mount a Piquett. 18*6 SCOTT Woodst. ill,

The yeomen of the guard, who mounted their watch there.

1872 ranch 21 Sept. 116/1 Let an intelligent policeman be

told off to mount guard. 1894 Outing XXIV. 313/2 At this

camp, guard was mounted twice a day.
absol. 1844 Regul. tf Ord. Army 31 The Royal Standard

..is never to be carried by any Guard, except that which

mounts on the Person of the Sovereign.

f. trans/.
1843 DICKENS Chr. Carol iii, The two young Cratchlts

set chairs for everybody,, .and mounting guard upon their

posts [etc.]. 1884 KIUER HAGGARD Dawn xliii, Miss Terry
mounted guard over the plates and dishes.

17. To set up or prepare for use. a. To fix in

position for the accomplishment of a particular

purpose ;
to put in working order. To mount a

loom (see quot. 1831).
&quot;7&quot; J- JAMES tr. Le Blond s Gardening 81 The Semi

circle is mounted upon a Knee-joint. 1763 Museum Rust.

I 160 When the scythe is mounted, from the point of the

blade to the end of the long handle measures an angle of

A set of stamping and washing works, .as mounted at Bock-

wiese 1857 MILLER F.lem. Chan. (1862) III. 898 The appa
ratus having been mounted, was caused to rotate. 1873

E. SPON Workshop Receipts Ser. I. 387/2 Marble workers

mount and fasten their works upon plaster. 1895 Outing
XXVI. 370/1 He mounted his rod, and tried casting in

shallow water.

b. To set or place in or upon a mount or sup

port ; spec., to fit a picture on or in a mount. Also,

to fit with decorative appendages, as metal plates,

ferrules, or the like.

1806 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 84 A bear skin (the most

beautiful I ever saw, which I wanted to mount a saddle).

ILKER Electrotype Manip. \. 36 A method of

colour paintings. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling x. (1880) 352

Most of the Findhorn flies are mounted in this way.

c. Microscopy. To fix (objects) upon a slide or

in a cell for examination under a microscope. Also,

to fit up (a microscope-slide) in this way.

1839 l 1-nny Cycl. XV. 188/2 The objectsshould be mounted
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between spherical glasses. 1884 G. ALLEN Philhtia \. 198

Looking up from the microscope slides she had begun to

mount. 1883 HINDE in Phil. Trans. CLXXVI. 426 The
spicules. . when mounted in Canada balsam are nearly trans

parent.
d. To put (a play) on the stage ; to adapt for

exhibition by the provision of suitable accessories.

1874 Slang Diet., Mount, in theatrical parlance, to pre

pare for production on the stage. The piece was excel

lently mounted. 1884 MALMESBURY in Pall Mall G. ii

Nov. 5/1 They mount the events presented and the per
sons introduced very happily.

0. slang. To provide, set up . ? Oh.
1775 D. GRAHAM Lothian Tom v. Writ. (1883) II. 79 The

old woman bestowed a vast of presents on Tom, and mounted
him like a gentleman.
18. To put on, assume, display oneself as wear

ing (some special article of costume).
1812 Sporting Mag: XXXIX. 239 A dashing buck having

just mounted a fashionable great coat. 1815 W. IRVING in

Life tr Lett. (1864) I. 340, I expect he has mounted a pair
of leather breeches, and is playing off the knowing one on
the turf. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xxi, It was time to

. . mount fresh linen and cambric. 1889 DOVLK Micah
Clarke 138 Our friend was permitted to wear his gay trap

pings . . without being suspected of having mounted the

livery of Satan.

b. transf. ? Chiefly U.S.

1842 W. IRVING in Life fy Lett. (1866) III. 211 My desire
has been not to mount the Minister, .until my arrival in

Spain. 1884 Harper s Mag. Nov. 889/2 When rumor of
bacteria, .reached the vulgar ear, [she] had mounted the

germ theory. 1894 G. MEREDITH La. Ormont iii, The
reason why I mount red a little if I do it is, you mention
Lord Ormont.

Mountable (mtwntab l), a. ff. MOUNT z/. +
-ABLE.] Capable of being mounted or ascended.
a 1608 SIR F. VERK Cotnin. (1657) 38 [The rampier] was

very mountable, and lay close to the old wall of the town.
1611 COTGR., Montable, mountable, ascendable, climable.

Mountain (mau nten). Forms : 3 monetain,
3-5 -a(i)n, 3-6 -ayn, mo(u)ntayne, 4 monteyue,
-eine,muntayne,4-6mo(u)ntaigne,mounteyn,
-ayn, Sc. montane, 4-7 mountaine, 5 -eyne,
mowntau, -eyne, -aue, (//. -aunee), montagne,
5-6 Sc. mountane, -ene, 6 -eine, 8 Sc. dial.

muntain, 4- mountain, [a. OF. montaigne (mod.
F. montagne)-** Pr., Pg. monlanha, Sp. Montana,
It. tuontagna : popular L. &quot;montania, *montanea

fern., mountain region ;
a use either of the fem.

sing, (with ellipsis of regio, terra), or perh. orig. of
the neut. pi. used absol., of *montdneits pertaining
to mountains (class. Latin has the parallel deriva

tive montanus), f. //io&amp;gt;it-em,
mans MOUNT rf.l]

1. The simple word.
1. A natural elevation of the earth s surface rising
more or less abruptly from the surrounding level,
and attaining an altitude which, relatively to ad

jacent elevations, is impressive or notable.
With regard to the modern limitation of use see also HILL

so.
1 Down to the i8th c. often applied to elevations of

moderate altitude (cf. e. g. quots. 1766, 1773).
c 1205 LAY. 1282 Bi Ruscikadan heo nomen ba sae & bi be

montaine of Azare. a 1300 Cursor ilf. 1776 pe water wex
oute ouer be plains, be bestes ran ban to monetains. c 1350
Will. Palerne 2619 pe werwolf hem ladde ouer inures &
muntaynes. ^1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 24
MUtU blake. . At whos uprist mounteyns be maade so feyre.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clxii. 198 They sawe a rowt of
Englysshmen commynge downe a

lytell mountayne a horse-
backe. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. i. 29 The Sun no sooner shall
the Mountaines touch. But we will ship him hence. 1685
DRYDEN Hor. i. ix. i Behold yon mountain s hoary height
Made higher with new mounts of snow. 1766 P. THICK-
NESSE Observ. Customs Fr. Nation 39 St. Germain [near
Paris] is situated upon a very high mountain. 1773 G.
WHITE Selbarne, Let. to Harrington g Dec., That chain of
majestic mountains [sc. the Sussex Downs]. 1799 KIRWAN
Geol. Ess. v. 156 In common language, mountains are dis

tinguished from hills
only by annexing to them the idea of

a superior height. . .Geologists have aimed at greater pre
cision ; Pini and Mitterpachter call any earthy elevation
a mountain whose declivity makes with the horizon an
angle of at least 13, and whose perpendicular height is not
less than J of the declivity. 1859 TENNYSON Merlin ff
Vivien 525 Writ in a language that has long gone by. So
long, that mountains have arisen since With cities on their
flanks. 1879 GEIKIE in Encycl. Brit. X. 258 Mountains
formed in the volcanic way are almost always conical.

b. Cat of the mountain : see CATAMOUNTAIN.
;* (Rolls) III. 123 Acatteofbe mowntaunce.

C. In allusions to a well-known story of Mo
hammed told by Bacon Ess. xii. (Boldness} : see
MAHOMET i (quot 1625).
164* QvtT.n Display Armin. viii. (1643)85 If the mountaine

will not come to Mahomet, Mahomet will goe to the moun-
taine. [The allusion is still proverbially current.]

d. Poet. Used in //. as the type of a region
remote from civilization.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. iv. i. 52 Fit for the Mountaines, and

the barbarous Caues, Where manners nere were preach d.
a 1645 WALLER Palamede to Zeiinde 19 Great lulius, on the
Mountaines bred, A flock perhaps or herd had led.

e. Anglo-Irish. (See quot.)
t
1834 Brit. Hiisb. I. 30 (Ireland} Large tracts are in what

is there called mountain ; but the term is applied to all
waste land on which young cattle and sheep are fed until
they are fit to be sent into the richer pastures.

f. Mountains high , said hyperbolically ofwaves.
Cf. mountain-high (7 c below\

1719 Dr; FOE Crusoe (Globe) 9 The Sea went Mountains
high. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round WarId (1757) 187 Where
the sea breaks mountains-high, if I may use that sea phrase.
1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 172 It is not uncommon to hear
of the sea running mountains high

1

; yet.. the height of
a wave. .rarely exceeds 40 ft.

fg. Applied to an artificial hill or tumulus of

great size. Obs.

1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 581 The Lorde Talbot .. en-
uironed the towne of Depe, with depe trenches, and great
mountaynes. 1590 WEDBE Trav. (Arb.) 32 There [within
sixe miles of the Gran Caer] are seauen Mountaines builded
on the out side, like vnto ye point of a Diamond, which
Mountaines were builded in King Phnroes time for to keepe
Corne in, and they are Mountaines of great strength. 1636
E. DACRES tr. Jnac&fawtFt Disc. Livy 423 They made
towres of wood, or cast up mountaines of earth, which
leaned upon the wall on the outside.

fh. Her. = MOUNT j&amp;lt;M i b. Obs.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. iv. (1611) 96 The Field Is Or,

a Mountaine Azure, inflamed proper.

2. transf. A huge heap or pile ;
a towering

mass, f Mountain of ice = ICEBKIU;.
L 1450 Merlin 333 The rnounteins of bodyes were a-boutc

hem so grete that noon myght come to hem but launching^.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv. 158 But for the Mountaine
of mad flesh that claimes manage of me, I could fmde in

my heart to stay heere still. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 740 The entrance. .was bai red with Mountaines of
Ice. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy / . 157 Mountains of Fish
salted on the Beach. 1830 MACAU-LAY in Life % Lett. (1880)
I. 157 We have oceans of beer, and mountains of potatoes,
for dinner. 1855 ORR Ceol. 3 In the cold seas,, .blue moun
tains of ke. .are every day bruken ofT.

b. (transl. of Norw. berg. }
A ( swarm (of fish).

1880 Daily News 30 Sept. 5/3 The mountain consists of
banks of fish escorted and driven in by whales. 1883
HUXLEV in Standard 19 June 3/2 The codfish formed what
was called a cod s mountain of from 120 ft. to iSo ft. deep.

3. Jig. A quantity or amount impressive by its

vast proportions.
159* Conspir. Pretended Ref. 94 Entertayning the said

twelufi persons with mountaines of large promises. 1623
IJiNGHAM Xenophon in They heard, that all that followed

Cyrus gathered mountaines of wealth. 1771 Jnnhts Lett.
xlix. (1820) 253 The favour of a king can remove mountains
of infamy. 1894 PARRY Si ltd. Gt, Composers^ Beethoven
171 The word memory carries a mountain of meaning.
4. Mountain of piety = Mount of piety see
MOUNT j^. 1

5 b.,. Novfjocu/art
in allusion to the

Fr. or Italian term.

1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 93 A house called the mountaine of
piety, where poore men may borrow money freely, bringing
pawnes. 1797 \V. JOHNSTON tr. Beckmanns Invent. III. 18

. he Pope declared the holy mountains of piety . . to be legal.
V

1891 Daily News 15 Apr. 7/1 You had to resort to what is

tailed climbing the mountain of piety ?.. Yes, I had to

pledge nearly all my jewellery.
5. (In full mountain wine.

)
A variety of Malaga

wine, made from grapes grown on the mountains.
1710 Land, Gaz. No. 4782/3 There is also good Mountain

..to be Retaled at 6s. dti. per Gallon. 1730 FIKLDING Rape
upon Rape iv. vi. Women love white best Boy, bring half
a pint of mountain. 1744 BERKELEY Sins 115 A spoonful
of mountain-wine in each glass. 1833 REDDING Mod. ll ines
(1851) 201 Very little old Mountain or Malaga sweet wine

j

is grown at present.
6. The Mountain [Fr. la Montague] : an extreme

party led by Robespierre and Danton in the first

French Revolution, from the fact that it occupied the
most elevated position in the chamber of assembly.
The term was also applied in England to an extreme

party in parliament at the close of the i8th and beginning
of the igtn c., and was revived in France c 1848 to describe
the extreme republican party of that epoch.
[1792 Pref. Explan. New Terms in Ann. Keg.p. xii, The

Mountain. The higher or most elevated seats in the hall
of the Assembly ; occupied by the violent revolutionists, or
democrats.] 1827 SCOTT Napoleon Introd., Wks. 1870 IX.
295 They were .. deputies of the Mountain gang. 1839
ALISON Hist. Europe (1847) XIII. 35 The Jacobins [oc
cupied] the seats on the summit of the left

; whence their

designation of The Mountain was derived. 1848 Bi . S. !

WILBERFORCE in R. G. Wilberforcc Life (1881) II. ii The
high Mountain party attended in force [a meeting of the I

National Society] on a summons sent round by Mr. G.
Denison. 1880 DISRAELI Endjim. Ixxvi, There is this differ
ence between the English Mountain and the French. The
English Mountain has its government prepared.

II. attrib. and Comb, (and qunsi-adj.).
7. a. Simple attrib., as mountain breast, brow,

foot, head, pass, peak, top. Also appositive, as

mountain-barrier, -island, -wall.

1742 YOUNG M. Th. iv. 726 Death s terror is the mountain
faith removes; That &quot;mountain barrier between man and
peace. 1876 G. W. Cox Gen. Hist. Greece n. i. 102 The
chain of Tauros.. extends its huge mountain-barrier to the
north of the Kilikian country. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. vi.

xxvii, As wreath of snow on &quot;mountain-breast, Slides from
the rock that gave it rest. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 829The &quot;mountain-brow, Where siis the shepherd. 1591 SHAKS.
Tiuo Gent. v. ii. 46 The rising of the &quot;Mountaine foote
That leads toward Mantua. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Brown
Rosary n. Poems 1850 II. 28, I saw his steed on &quot;mountain-

head, I heard it on the plain. 1871 MORRIS in Mackail
Life (1899) i. 247 A hog-backed steep &quot;mountain-island.

1830 SCOTT MacduJTs Cross Prel. 5 The summit of this
&quot;mountain pass. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 470/1 The highest
&quot;mountain peak in tbis country. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI,
in. ii. 336 Well could I curse away a Winters night, Though
standing naked on a &quot;Mountaine top. 1816 WORDSW. -2nd
Ode Battle of Waterloo, Like mountain-tops whose mists
have rolled away. 1849 J. FORBES Physic. Holiday xv.
(1850) 134 The &quot;mountain-walls of it [ir. the valley] are very

precipitous. 1871 MORRIS in Mackail Lr/e(iBgg) I, 256 The
great mountain-wall closes up the valley.

b. objective, as mountain-climbing, -making \

mountain-loving adj.

1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) Introd., The
lover of natural scenery and of *mountain-climbing. 1621
SANDYS Oviefs Met. \. (1632) 7 Where *Mountaine-louing
Goats did lately graze. 1810 SCOTT Lady cf L. vi. iii, The
mountain-loving Switzer. 1886 A. WISCHKI.L Walks Geol.
Field i ij ^Mountain-making may be another incident of the
earth s contraction.

c. similative, as mountain-high , -like, adjs. and
advs.

; parasynthetic, as mountain-bellied, -sized

adjs.
1654 GATAKER Disc. Afifll. 67 That more eminent &quot;moun

tain-bellied. .Proteus. 1693 T. POWKR in Drydt-n s Juvenal
xii. (1697) 313 High, *Mountain-high, be pil d the shining
Ore. 1815 MRS. PII.KINCTON Celebrity III. 114 At om-
moment the vessel w:ts elevated mountain high. 1851
TiiuKi i: Xorth. Mythot, 1. 68 He struck its [the Midgnrd
ri jx-nt s] mountain-high head with his hammer. 1719 I J i

KOK Crusoe \. 50 A raging Wave, *Mountain-like, came
rou-lint; astern uf us. 1868 I!KD\\ XING Ring &amp;lt;y

Bk. I. Til.

1322 Oh mouse-birth of that mountnin-like revenge ! 1839
UAII.KY Fesins ix. uS5 -0 m In form and stature tl.-y
are *mountain -sized.

d. locative, as mountain battle, -journey sbs. ;

mountain-built, dwelling adjs.
a 1835 Mus. Hi MANS S^f t is of Home 28 The ^mountain

battles of his l.uitl. 1819 KI-.AIS Ode C,r,\ inn Urn 35 What
Halt: town .. mountain-built with peaceful citadel. 1603
KI.ORIO Montaigne in. xiii. 646 Will any belccve. .that milke
or whit-meates are hurtfull vnto a *mountaine-dwelling
people? 1837 W. IRVING Capt. tionnr.-ille 1. 158 In the
course of this *mountain-journey.

e. instrumental, as mountain-circled
, -girdled,

-ivalled adjs.
1858 O. \V. HOLMES Aut. Brcakf.-t. x. (1895) 248 The

mountain-circled j;rcun of Grafton. 1859 HAWIHMRXF / ;-.

&amp;lt;y
//. Note^Bks, II. 261 Avast mountain-girdled phiin.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa iSo We seem to be in a
moun tain-walled hike.

8. attrib. passim; into adj., with the senses : a.

Of, or belonging to mountains
; situated in or on

mountains; consisting of mountains.
1865 ALLINCHAM Among the Heather ii, Your *mountain

air is sweet. 1808 KI.KANOK SLEATH Bristol Heiress V. 207
A &quot;mountain-beck, or brook. 1801 Seen i ETC St. John xv,
The &quot;mountain-blast was still. 1730-46 TIMM-^N- Autumn
409 The ma/cs of the &quot;mountain brook. 1817 ]YRON Man
fred in. i. 109 The &quot;mountain-cataract c 1380 WYCI.M
Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 9 Marie, .wente into *monteyne contit-

wij&amp;gt;
haste. 1577-87 HULINSMKD Chron. I. 170/2 The pleasant

mountaine-countrie of J elhham. 1726 I on: Odyss. xrx. 621
I he bird of Jove Fieri.e from his *inountain-eyrie down
ward drove. 1837 VOUATT Sheep vii. 294 The time for

shearing, in a*mountain-farm, is of considerable importance.
1860 PUSEY Min. r&amp;gt;opk. 181 A ^mountain fastness in a
rich valley. 1776 ( ,. SI-IMI-LF. A /V&amp;lt;// A

- in tt nter 59 Sud
den .Mountain Floods. 1813 SCOTT Rokcby iv. vi, [He]
bore them to his &quot;mountain-bold. 1827 (i. IMRLEY Sylvia
25 Cyclops

1

mountain-home. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 433/1
The mountain-masses in North America. 1812 BYRON Ck.
t/ar. u. xxxvi, We have many a *mountain-path to tread.
1821 tr. Decandollc .( SprengeTs Elan, rinlos. Plan s iv,

v. 281 From the liigh mountain plains of central Asia.

1833 Penny Cycl. I. 182/1 The &quot;mountain regions of the
Atlas. 1893 K. HORSLEY in Yng. England XVI. 18/1 Up
the steep mountain road they went. 1611 SHAKS. Cytnb.
in. iii. 10 Now for our *Mountaine sport. 1816 H. G.
KNIGHT Ilderim 275 Where.. mountain stream and moun
tain turf was found. 1802 COLERIDGE Dejection 100 Bare
crag, or *mountain-tairn, or blasted tree. 1814 SCOTT Ld,
of Isles vi. xx iv, They come like *mountain-torrent red.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. h. 499 As free As &quot;mountaine windes.

b. Horn in or inhabiting mountains
; having

(one s) abode in mountains
; coming from the

mountains; native of a mountain region.
1812 BYRON Ch. Har. u. xlvii, Yet here and there some

daring mountain-band Disdain his power. 1725 POPE
Odyss. ix. 347 He .. devours it like a mountain beast. 1591
FRAUNCE Ctess Pemhr. Yvychurch \. u. i, This *Moun-
taine-byrd, Montanus daughter, f 1700 CoNCREVE Homer s

Ilyiun Venus 10 She [Diana] loves. .To wound the *Moun-
tain Boar. 1808 SCOTT A/arm. 11. Introd., The mountain-
boar on battle set. 1777 HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 522
Nixon s brigades, and Colonel Warner s ^mountain boys.
6-1614 Mi RE Dido ff SEneas u. 300 .Montaine Faryes did
bewaile the chance. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. /

, iv. iv. 20 Thou
damned and luxurious Mountaine Goat. 1604 E. G[RIM-
STONE] D^Acosta s Hist. Indies iv. xiii. 324 The mountaine
goates, which are nourislied and fed vpon poison. 1831
Sutherland Farm Rep. 80 in Lihr. Usef. h nowl., Hnsb.
Ill, The sweetest of the &quot;mountain-grass. 1720 GAY Rur,
Sports 355 Nor shall the &quot;mountain lark the muse detain.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Coinmzv, (1603) 7 The mountaine
men cannot live any long time without, .trafficke with the

Pines To wagge their high tops. 1814 WORDSW. Excnrs.
vn. 181 Long enduring &quot;mountain-plants. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. in. 621 Thy faithful Dogs. .who. .hold at Bay
The &quot;Mountain Robbers. 1809 BYRON Bards ^ Rev. 155
While &quot;mountain spirits prate to river sprites. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. y,v. 1.37 You call d me yesterday *Mountame-Squier.
1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. iv. xxii, Thou hast the heart of
a &quot;mountain-tiger. 1845 KITTO Cycl. Bibl. Lit. (1849) I.

247/1 The Kenites, a mountain tribe on the east side of

Jordan. 1617 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Forth Feasting A 4,
To pearce the mountaine Wolf with feathred Dart.

C. Used in the mountains.
1848 tr. Hoffweister s Trav. Ceylon, etc. iii. 153 In the

most extraordinary costumes, ..hats of basket-work
plait,

leechstockings, . . and over these a sort of mountain shoes.

1897 Outing XXX. 135/2 The mountain-chaises and the
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stage-coaches. 1900 CROCKETT Fitting of Peats vi. Love

Idylls (1901) 38 Behind a red-bodied mountain cart. 1906

MOCIH. Mag, Apr. 457 A courteous constable, who kindly

procured me a mountain-chair.

d. Resembling a mountain ; huge, enormous.

1693 DRYDEN Juvenal -\. (1697) 269 Sporus..nor crooked

was, nor lame With &quot;mountain Back. 1887 STEVEXSON Mis-

adv. J. Nicholson, ii, The ^mountain bulk of his misfortunes.

1798 COLERIDGE Fears in Solitude 164 Thy lakes and

mountain hills. 1816 UYRON CA. Har. HI. Ixvii, The high,

the &quot;mountain-majesty of worth. 1795 FAWCF.TT Art y
War 47 Smite *Mountain-mischief, Evil s mightier fiend.

1656 COWLEV Pindar. Odes, Lift &amp;lt;5-

Fame ii, Some build

enormous &quot;Mountain-Palaces. 1696 TATE & BRADY Fs.

Ixxxviii. 7 Me all thy Mountain Waves have press d.

9. Special comb.: mountain artillery, light ord

nance for use in mountainous countries ;
mountain

barometer, a barometer adapted for measuring

the heights of mountains (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855) ;

mountain battery, a battery of light guns capable
of being transported in hilly country on the backs

of mules ;
mountain chain, a connected series of

mountains, esp. an aggregate of ranges of moun
tains having a common geographical relation ;

mountain cross Her., a plain cross humetty (lierry

Encycl. Her. I. 1828-40^; mountain cure, the

cure of disease (esp. of a tuberculous character)

by residence in the rarefied atmosphere of high

elevations; mountain dew, Scotch whisky; moun
tain fever, a name loosely applied to malarial or

typhoid fevers contracted in mountain regions;

tmountain folks, a designation of the Scottish

Cameronians ;
mountain guide, one whose local

knowledge enables him to act as a guide amongst
mountains; spec, a person specially trained to act

as guide in dangerous mountain ascents; moun
tain-gun, -howitzer, a gun or howitzer specially

adapted for use in a mountainous country ;
moun

tain land, in Ireland and New England, wild un

enclosed pasture, frequently on the slopes of hills ;

mountain-man, (n) pi.
- mountainfolk (/&amp;gt;}

U. S.

a trapper ;
mountain railway, a light railway for

transport in mountain regions; mountain range,
a series of mountains ranged in a line, and connected

byelevnted ground ;
mountain sickness, a malady

caused by breathing the rarefied air of mountain

heights ; mountain slide, a landslip occurring on

a mountain side ;
mountain wine (see 5 above).

1860 Chainb. Encycl. I. 455/1 There are several kinds of

equipments of Light Artillery, under the names of horse,

field, rocket, *mounlain, and reserve. 1875 Encycl. Rrit.

III. 443/1 In mountain and position batteries both gunners
and drivers usually walk. 1821 tr. Dccandolle^- Sftri tiffel s

Elem. Philos. Plants iv. v. 281 When a particular ^noun-
tain chain stretches into the level country beneath it, its

peculiar pjants will also appear in the low land. 1876 TOL-
LEMACHE in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 340 Very many invalids seek

the &quot;mountain-cure. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. Introd., A
pleasing, .liquor, which was vended.. under the name of
*Mountain dew. 1855 [BURN] Autobiog. ofBeggar Boy x.

(1859) 153 The exhilarating fumes of mountain dew, vulgarly
called whisky toddy. 1875 tr. von Zicttitnsen s Cycl. Meet.

II. 567 Whether similar conditions will be found to exist,

explaining the origin of ^mountain fever . .is not yet deter

mined, 1713 WODROW Corr. (1843) I. 520 The &quot;mountain

folks, as they were called, who did not join in hearing till

they gave in a written testimony against the
indulgence^,

hearing conformists [etc.]. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. n. vi,

With a trusty &quot;mountain-guide. l88x Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 31 Mountain Guide. 1904 Blackv.. Mag. Feb. 183/1
In still denser dust swing by the &quot;mountain-guns. 1812
BYRON Cfi. Har. i. Ii, The &quot;mountain-howitzer, the broken
road, . . Portend the deeds to come. 1667 in io//l Rtf. Hist.
MSS. Comni. App. v. 39 Barren *monntaine lands, not
worth six pence an acre yearely. 1797 J. A. GRAHAM Pres.
St. Vermont 166 There is much Mountain land in these
districts. 1691 J. HOWIE in Collect. Dying Test. (1806) 10,
I testify against those that were called *Mountain-men ,

1851 MAY_NE REID Scalp Hunt, xx. These were the trappers,
the prairie hunters, the mountain men- 1898 Daily Ne^vs
22 Nov. 5/1 The &quot;mountain railway reaches an elevation of

nearly five thousand feet. 1831 M. RL SSELL Egypt xi. i

(1832) 470 The alluvial soil of valleys near a *mountain-

range. 1848 tr. Hoftweisters Trav. Ceylon, etc. x. 351 The
feelings of indisposition caused by the *moitntain sickness.

1897 Alllutt s Syst. Med. III. 450 The supposition,.. of
heart failure as a cause of mountain-sickness. 1886 A.

^yl^^cHELL Walks Geol. Field 106 &quot;Mountain-slides.. some
times occasion genuine earthquake tremours.

b. In the names of minerals and mineral sub

stances, etc. [chiefly after G. compounds of berg-]:

)
mountain blue [after G. bergblau\, a native car

bonate of copper ; mountain butter (tr. G. berg-
butter,^. G. Werner 1789) = AtusooEN ; moun
tain cork, flesh, leather, paper, wood (also
MOUNTAIN FLAX 2), descriptive names for varieties

of asbestos ; mountain crystal = ROCK-CRYSTAL
;

mountain flour, meal (tr. G. bergmeht], (a) a
recent freshwater deposit consisting of the siliceous

frustules of diatoms
; (b) a white cotton-like variety

of calcite occurring as an efflorescence on rocks
;

mountain limestone Geol,, a thick massive lime
stone belonging to the Carboniferous series

;
moun

tain milk (see quot. ; ) mountain mine, epithet

applied to the group of rocks forming the lower

712

coal measures ; t mountain pitch, a kind of

native bitumen; mountain soap (G. bergseife^

A, G. Werner 1780), a kind of bole of a blackish

colour ;
mountain tallow = HATCHETTITE (Crabb

Tech. Diet. 1823); fmountaintar^PissASPHALT;
f mountain yellow [after G. berggelb\ yellow
ochre ; hence as the name of a colour.

1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl.
II. 237/1 Earthy blue carbonat.

*Monntain blue. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Miti. (ed. 2) I. 163
* Mountain cork. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Milk,
The internal use . . of calcin d mountain crystals, in powder.

1706 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 241 Mountain or Rock

Crystal. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 418/1 Structure [of

Pilolite] varies considerably, and has given rise to trivial

names, as. .*mountain flesh. . &c. 1861 Chamb. Encycl. II.

49/1 Bergmehl, or *mountain-flourt
is a recent deposit of

a white or cream-coloured powder. 1796 KIRWAN Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) I. 163 It is found .. in thin flat pieces, then

called &quot;mountain leather, or paper. 1819 BRANDE Man.
Chew. 517 The banks of the Avon too, in the vicinity of

Chepstow, are of &quot;mountain limestone. 1865 LYF.LL Elem.
Geol. 513 Crinoideaare also common in the Mountain Lime
stone. 1823 W. PHILLIPS Introd. Min. (ed. 3? 54 *Mountain-
meal. Bergmehl. 1876 GOODE Anim. Resources U. S.

66 Mountain meal
,
a kind of infusorial earth, mixed with

flour, and used as food in Lapland and China. 1842 BRANDE
Diet. Sci. etc.,

* Mountain milk, a very soft spongy variety
of carbonate of lime. 1855 J. PHILLIPS Man. deal. 184 The
lower coal measures or ( *mountain mine group. 1796
* Mountain paper [see mountain-leather}, 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 418/1 Mountain Paper occurs in thin sheets at Boyne
Castle near Banff. 1797 HATCHETT in Nicholson** Jrnl.

(1799) II. 203 Mineral Tar, Bitumen Petroleum tarde fluens..
*Mountain or Mineral pitch Bitumen Maltha. 1796 KIR
WAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I.

i8&amp;lt;)
The earth called *moumain

soap. 1797 HATCHETT in Nicholsons Jrnl. (1799) II. 203
&quot;Mountain or Mineral Tar. 1816 JAMESON Syst. Min.
(ed. 2) III. 577 ^Mountain or rock wood. 1801 Encycl. Brit.

Suppl. II. 218/2 Colour .. olive or mountain green, pale
flesh red, and * mountain yellow.

c. Prefixed to the names of many animals found

in upland districts,

Mountain antelope = GORAL (Webster 1897); moun
tain-barbel, a cyprinoid fish of the genus Schizothorax t

or of certain other allied genera; mountain bat, a very
small social bat, Emballontira monticola, native of Borneo,
Java, Sumatra and the Philippine Islands; mountain
beauty U. S., the black spotted trout, Sahno purpuratus
(Cent. Diet. 1890) ;

mountain beaver U. -V., a small hap-
lodont, Haplodon rufus, native of Washington, Oregon and
parts of California ; mountain blackbird, the ring ouzel,
Tnrdus torquatns (Swain^on 18851 \ mountain boomer
U. S., the common red squirrel, Sciiirus /uttfscm rts, of
North America (Ct-nf. Diet. s. v. Boomer} ; mountain
bunting, the snow bunting, riectrophanes nii alis ; moun
tain burnet, a species of burnet moth, Zyg&na E.rulans \

mountain cat, a catamount or catamountain ; mountain
COCk^CAFKRCAiLYiE ; tmountain cow.the tapir; moun
tain crab, a land crab (Cent. Diet.) ; mountain devil
= MOLOCH 2; mountain duck (see quot.); mountain
eagle, the golden eagle, Aquiln chrysaetus ; mountain
finch SHAMBLING

;
also any bird of the genus Monti*

fringilla ; mountain goat = MAZAM E 2 ;mountain hare,
(a) the Cape jerboa, redetes capensis, native of South
Africa; (b) the alpine hare, Lepus vartabitis. native of the
northern parts of both hemispheres; (c) a tailless hare, I.a~

gomys RoyHi, native of Ceylon ; mountain hawk, a kind
of buzzard, Regcrhinus uncinatiis, native of Grenada in the
West Indies ; mountain herring U. S., a salmonoid fish,

Coregonus Williamson} \ mountain linnet, a kind of

finch, Linota tnontium^ native of Europe ; mountain lion
= PUMA ; mountain magpie, the green woodpecker,
Pic-us viridis; mountain mocking-bird, Oreoscogtcs
montanus, native of the interior table-land of North America;
tmountain mouse, the MARMOT; mountain nymph
(see quot.) ; mountain ouzel (see OUZEL i b) ; mountain
panther, (a) -OUNCE sfi.

2 2; (d) = PL-MA (Webster Suppl.
1902); mountain parrot

- KEA; mountain par
tridge (see PARTRIDGE 2); mountain pheasant, the

lyre-bird ; mountain quail = plumedpartridge isee PAR
TRIDGE 2); mountain ram -mountain sheep \ mountain
rat- MARMOT; mountain ringlet, an English satyrid
butterfly, Erebia Epiphron ; mountain sheep, the Rocky
Mountain sheep, CH is montana\ mountain sparrow,
the tree sparrow, Passer montanus ; mountain thrush,
(a) an Australian thrush, Oreocincla lunnlata ; (/&amp;gt;)

the
ring ouzel (Swainson 1885) ; mountain trout, (a) a name
for two Californian species of trout, Sahno irideus and
.S&quot;. purpureus\ (b) any one of the acanthopterygian fishes
ofthe genus Calaxias, native of Australia, etc. ; mountain
white butterfly, a European white , Fieri* Callidice :

mountain witch, a ground dove, Geotrygon sylvatica
or cristata, native of Jamaica,
1880 GUSTHER Fishes xvii. 242 The alpine freshwater

fishes., are
principally

Salmonoids ; and in Asia, besides,

MOUNTAIN.

f species. 1678 RAY Willughby s Ornith. 255 The great pied

j

*Mountain*r inch or Bramlin. 1800 COLERIDGE Keepsake 5

The foxglove . . bends beneath the up-springing lark Or moun-

j

tain-finch alighting. 1867 A. L. ADAMS Wnnd. Naturalist
India 283 The black-headed mountain-finch Montifringilla
hymatopygia is often seen around the lake. 1859 S. BAIRD
Mammais N. Ainer.b-ji Aplocerus montanus. .&quot;Mountain

Goat, Mountain Sheep, White Goat, &c. 1785 G. FORSTER
tr. Sparrman s Voy. Cape G. Hope II. 195 By the colonists

it is called berg-haas,. .(the*mountain..hare). 1848 tr. Hojf
weister s Trav. Ceylon, etc. xii. 446 Tall bushes of furze,
the home of a multitude of. .small mountain-hares. 187.
Cassetts Nat. Hist. Ill, 149 The Mountain Hare (Lepus
uariabilis) or Northern Hare. 1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes

490 This species is usually known . . in Utah as the * *Moun-
tain Herring . 1678 RAY Willnghtys Ornith. 261 The
&quot;Mountain Linnet : Linaria Montana. 18740. KINGSLEY
Notes Sport A&amp;gt;

Trav. (1900) 172 note, It was not a bear we
were after ; it was a *mountain Hon. . .Our lion is the puma.
1802 MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1831), ^Mountain magpie, a

for the Popinjay. 1883 NEWTON in Ency
. 54 1/1 The so-called Mountain Mocking-bird,

known to .. trappers as the Boomer and Mountain
Beaver . 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zool. (1776) I. 281 &quot;Moun

tain Bunting. 1882 W. F. KIRBY Enrop, Butterfl. &amp;lt;y
M.

(1903) Plate xxii, Zygxna Exulans Mountain Burnet.
1709 J. LAWN New fr oy. Carolina Ji8 Cat-a-Mount. The
Mountain-Cat, so call d, because he lives in the Moun

tainous Parts of America. 1780 EDMONDSON Heraldry II.

Alphabet, Keate, . . ar, three mountain-cats passant in pale sa.
1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. \.x\\, Like mountain-cat who guards
heryoung, Full at Fitz-James s throat he sprung. 1802 MON
TAGU Ornith. Diet. (1831), ^Mountain cock, a name for the
Capercalzie. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. n. iv. 102 Horses, and
other Animals, amongst which the Mountain Cow . . is most
remarkable. 1827 ROBERTS I oy. Centr.Amer. 45 The tapir,
or mountain cow. 1853 Proc.Roy.Soc. Van DietncnsLand
1 1 . 515 (Morris)

*Mountain -devil. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds
600 *Mountain-Duck, several species of Anatzdxa.nd in
New Zealand apparently applied colloquially to Tadorna
tadomoides (SheId-drake). 1877 in Encycl. Brit. VII.

590/1 The Golden or &quot;Mountain-Eagle . .is the second British

1802 MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1831), ^Mountain magpie, a
name for the Popinjay. 1883 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 54 1/1 The so-called Mountain Mocking-bird, .is a form
not very distant from Mimits. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts

687 A Dor-mouse, a *Mouniain-mouse,and such like, 1869-73
T. R. JONES Cassettes

Bk. Birds III. 52 The &quot;Mountain

Nymphs (Oreotrochilus). 1678 RAY WiIhighly s Ornith.

195 The Rock Ouzel, or &quot;Mountain Ouzel of Gesner. 1894
NEWTON Diet. Birds 600 &quot;Mountain-Parrot 1884 Casselfs
Fain. Mag. Apr. 272/1 The lyre-bird , or &quot;mountain phea
sant. 1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 74 Horns of the &quot;Mountain ram.

1753 CHAMBKRSC.K/. Supp.,App. s.v. /?a/,*Mountain-rat, the

English name of a creature, otherwise called the Marmotte.

1859 FAKRAR J. Home xvi. 208 With all the ardour of a

young entomologist in full chase of a little &quot;mountain-ring

let. 1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 82 We saw some &quot;Mountain sheep.

1738 ALBIS Nat. Hist. Birds III. 62 The &quot;Mountain Spar
row. 1848 I. GOULD Birds A ustralia IV. pi. 7 Oreocincla

lunulata, &quot;Mountain Thrush, .. Colonists of Van Diemen s

Land. 1886 J. T. CUNNINGHAM in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 223/1
The Californian*Mouptain, or Rainbow Trout. 1898 MORRIS
Austral Eng, 304/2 Mountain-Trout, species o Galaxias,
1883 W. F. kiRBY Europ. Butttrfl. $ M. (1903) Plate iii,

Pieris Callidice.. &quot;Mountain White Butterfly. 1847 GOSSE
Birds Jamaica 318 These moans, heard, -while the bird is

rarely seen, have. .given it the name of &quot;Mountain Witch.

d. In the names of plants, their fruits, etc.,

growing in elevated situations.

Mountain arnica = mountain tobacco; mountain
avens, a subalpine plant, Dryas octopetala ; mountain
balm L7

. S., (a) - bastard balm ; (I)} a. trade name for Os-

wego tea (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; (c) an evergreen plant, Eriodic*

tyon glutino&um, also prob. E. didyma (Ibid.) ; mountain
balsam U. S., a coniferous tree, Abies subalpina ; moun
tain bay, a small ornamental tree, Gordonia pubescens,
native of Georgia and Florida (Funk s Stand, Diet. 1895) ;

mountain beech, t (&amp;lt;zj
? = Dutch beech, the white poplar,

Pcpulus alba , (b) Austral., the proteaceous tree Lontatia

longifolia (Morris 1898} ; mountain bindweed, a plant of

theprimulaceousgenusJ&amp;gt;Wrf aH&amp;lt; //&amp;lt;2 ; mountain bramble -

CLOUDBERRY; mountain cabbage itree), a West Indian

palm tree of the genus Oreodoxa \ tmountain calamint,
calamint (cf. mountain mint} ; mountain cherry U. S.,
a kind of cherry, Cerasus Chicasa ; mountain chick-
weed (see quot.); mountain clover, a papilionaceous

subalpine plant, Trifolium montanitm \ mountain coral
line REINDEER-MOSS; mountain cowslip, a herbaceous

plant. Primula A uricula, native of the Swiss Alps ; moun
tain cranberry U.S. = COWBERRY (Cent. Diet.); mountain
damson,asimarubaceous tree, native of the West Indiesand

Guiana, esp. Simarnbaglauca, native of Jamaica ; tmoun
tain dock, Welsh sorrel, Oxyria remforniis (Withering
Brit. Plants,^. 3, 1796); mountain ebony, a leguminous
tree of the genus Bauhinia having dark-coloured and hard

wood; also the wood itself ; mountain fern, an aspidipid
fern, Nephrodium Oreopteris ; mountain flower, a kind

of crane s bill, Geranium syfcaticum ; mountain fringe
U. S., a climbing biennial fumariaceous plant, Adluttria

cirrhosn ; mountain grape (tree) (see quotsJ ;mountain
groundsel, the Senecio sytvatieits ; mountain guava
(see GUAVA i); mountain heath, a handsome ericaceous

shrub, Meuziesia ta.rifotia, native of North America ; moun
tain hemp, a species of henbane, Hyoscyamus insanus,

mountain larch, a kind of fir, Lmrix lyalli, native of the

Rocky Mountains; mountain laurel, the North Ameri
can shrub Kalmia latifolia\ also, the leaves of this plant
used medicinally; mountain laver (see quot); moun
tain lily

= MAHTAGON ; mountain liquorice, a kind

of trefoil, Trifolium alpinum, native of Europe ; moun
tain magnolia. Magnolia acuminata\ mountain
manchineel, a West Indian sumac

;
Khus Metopium\

mountain mango, the fruit of certain species of Clitsia,

grown in the West Indies ; mountain mint t() calamint,

(6) the U. S. genus Pycnanthemum ; mountain moss,
the lycopodiaceous plant Selaginella sclaginoides (Britton

& Brown Amer. Flora 1897-8); mountain parsley
(see PARSLEY 2); mountain pine, a dwarf alpine pine,

Pintis Pumilio, native of Europe; mountain plum, an

olaeaceous tree, Xitnenia americana, native of tropical

America; mountain poly (see POLY c) ; mountain
pride= MOUNTAIN GREEN 2 ; mountain puliol (see PULIOL) ;

mountain rice, (a) a variety of rice grown in upland dis

tricts where irrigation is impossible (in recent Diets.); (/ )

any grass of the genus Oryzopsis ; mountain rose, the

rhododendron ; tmountain rose bay, the kalmia (Miller

Card. Diet. ed. 1759, Index) ; mountain saffron, a lilia

ceous plant, Anthericum serotinum , mountain sand-

wort, a caryophyllaceous plant, Arenaria groenlandtca
(in recent Diets.); tmountain siler, a kind of willow;

mountain sorrel, Oxyria reni/ormis\ mountain spi-

derwort mountain saffron ; mountain spinach ^
ORACH ; mountain stone parsley, ?

- Mountain parsley
(a) ; mountain sweet (see quot.); mountain tea, Gaul-

theria procumbens ; also its leaves used for infusion ;

mountain tea-tree, Kunzca peduneulata (Morris Aus*
tral Eng.)\ mountain tobacco. Arnica Montana.
1861 BF.NTLEY Man. Bot. 580 &quot;Mountain Arnica,.. or Leo*

pard s bane, is an acrid stimulant. 1796 WITHERIVH Brit.
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Plants (ed. 3) 11.478 Dtyas octopetala,. .^Mountain Avens.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Le.v.,*Mojtnfain Balm, common name
for the Melittis melissopliyliim. 1902 Encycl. lirit. XXXI.
263/2 The principal trees of the Rocky Mountains are aspen
and. .&quot;mountain balsam. 1707 MORTIMER Hitsb. (1721) II.

26 The *Mountain-Beech is the whitest and most sought
after by the Turner. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxciii. 690
Soliiattfllft or *inountatne Bindweed, hath many round
leaues spred vpon the ground. 1818 WITHERING Brit. Plants
(ed. 6) III. 625 Rubus Cliam&Hiorus. . .Cloud-berry, *Moun-
tain Bramble, Knot-berries. 1681 GREW Musxuin n. i. i.

181 Part of the Trunk of a joung &quot;Mountain Cabbige.
1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xvi. 23 A tree called the moun-
tam-cabbage-tree, which is one of the palm species, c 1450
J. METIIAM Wks. (E. E. T. S.) 49 Modyrwort, rwe. red

malwys, and &quot;calamynt mowateyn [read mownteyn]. 1847
DARLINGTON Amer. \Vteds, etc. (1860) 117 Chicasa Primus.
. . Mountain Cherry. 1778 PENNANT Tour in Wales (1883)
I. 27 The Areuaria } ema, or Mountain chickweed.
1881 W. F. KIRBY Euro*. Buttcrfl. $ M. (1903) Plate xxii,
Plants. .. Mountain Clover. 1598 FLORIO, Corallina..
also Corali or mountain coralline. 1753 CHAMBERS Cyd.
Suff. s. v. Htatk-mos!, The alpine coralline- like Coral-
hides. This is called, by some, mountain Coralline. 1597
GERARDE Herbal n. cclxii. 640 There be diuers sorts of
&quot;Mountaine Cowslips, or Heares eares. 1863 PRIOR Plant-ii .

156 Mountain Cowslip, Primula, auricula, 1814 LUNAN
Hortus Jamaic. I. 521 Mountain Damson, Quassia ..

Sf*tantt. .This tree is known in Jamaica by the name
of &quot;mountain damson, bitter damson, or stavewood. 1864
GRISEBACH Flora IV. Ind. Isl. 785 Mountain-damson, Si-
maritba amara. 1725 SuaAN p. Jamaica II. 51 &quot;Mountain

Ebony. This tree rises to about fifteen foot high. 1756
P. BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 287 Ban/iinia. . . Mountain
Ebeny. 1814 LUNAN Hortus Jamaic. I. 278 Mountain
Ebony. Bauhinia..Porrecta. Stretched. 1864 GRISEBACH
Flora IV. Ind. Isl. 785 Mountain-ebony, Casparcaporrecta,

Alountain fern, Aspidium Oreoptcris. 1853 G. JOHNSTON
Hot. . Bord. 48 Geranium

syh&amp;gt;aticit&amp;gt;ti. The King s-

Hood : &quot;Mountain- Flower. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-tt.
Sat. 158 /4&amp;lt;//HHV&amp;gt;riVr/Ka... Mountain Fringe. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 210 Coccalobis 4.. .The &quot;Mountain

Grape -Tree. 1864 GKISEBACH Flora \V. Ind. Isl. 785
Mountain-grape, black, Guettarda longifora. Mountain-
grape, common, Coccoloba tetwifolia. Mountain-grape,
large-leaved, Coccoloba Plumieri. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI.
221/2 Senecio sylvaticns and S. viscosus are known re

spectively as &quot;mountain groundsel and stinking groundsel.
1846-50 A. WOOD Class-tit. Bat. 373 &quot;Mountain Heath.
1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 632 Hyoscyamus insanus. . is

called &quot;Mountain Hemp. 1807 P. GASS Jrtil. 130 There is

also a small bush.. about 6 inches high, which bears a small
bunch of small purple berries. Some call it &quot;mountain

holly ; the fruit is of an acid taste. 1822 Hortus Angliciis
\\.15SideritisMontana. &quot;Mountain Iron Wort. Herba
ceous, decumbent, hairy. 1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 263/2 &quot;Mountain larch (Larix lyallii .

1759 MILLER Gard. Diet. (ed. 7)5. v. Kalaiia Ever-green Rose
Laurel . . commonly called in America &quot;Mountain Laurel.
1887 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 605 The leaves, under the name
of Mountain Laurel

,
are said to be a valuable remedy in

obstinate diarrhcea. 1866 Trens. Bot.,
*Mountain lavcr, a

reddish gelatinous Alga, belonging to the genus Palmtlla,
..growing on the sides of mountains. 1664 EVELYN Kal.
Hart., June (1679) 19 Campions or Sultans, &quot;Mountain

Lillies white, red. 1728 J. GARDINER tr. Rapiifs Of Gar
dens Index, Martagon, or Mountain Lilly. 1829 LOUDON
Encycl. Plants 1153 Mountain liquorice. 1884 SARCEST
Rep. Forests N. Amer. (loth Census IX) 20 Magnolia
acuminata.. &quot;Mountain magnolia. Itid., 54 Rhus Meto-
pium .. Mountain Manchineel. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot.
478 In Nevis and St. Kill s ihe Ihree species [of Chuia]
are known indifferenlly under ihe names of Fat Pork,
Monkey Apple, and &quot;Mountain or Wild Mango. 1671 SAL
MON Syu. Med. in. xxii. 393 Calaminlha.. &quot;Mountain-Mini.
1866 Treas. Bot., Pycnantliemum, the generic name of the
Mountain Mints of the United States. 1777 ROBSON Brit.
Flora 264 Lycopodium Selaginoides. . . Prickly Wolfsclaw.
Seeding*Mountain-moss. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,*Moun-
taififii/et common name for the Pinuspumilio. 1864 GRISE
BACH Flora IV. Ind. Isl. 786 Mountain-plum, Ximenia
americanrt. 1814 LUNAN Hortus Jamaic. I. 524 &quot;Mountain
Pride. Spatliclia. .Simplex. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect.
Bot. App. 134/2 Oryzopsis asperifolia (&quot;mountain rice..).

1739 MILLER Gard. Diet. II., Chamxrhododendron, Sweet
&quot;Mountain Rose. 1826 P. POUNDEN France ff Italy 197 The
rhododendron, or mountain-rose. 1838 MARY HOWITT Birds
, Flowers, Mill-stream ii, Into the mad Mill-stream The
mountain-roses fall. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 31
1 1. 339 A nthericum serotinum. . . Mounlain Saffron, c 1550
LLOYD Treas. Healtk L v b, Syler, &quot;montayne and Comin
sod in wyne. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n. 156 Mountain sorrel,
Oxyria reniformis. 1849 CRAIG, &quot;Mounlain-spiderwort, the
planl Anthericum serotinum. 1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants
863 A triplex liortensis, somelimes called &quot;mountain spinach,
was formerly cultivaled as a culinary herb. 1719 QUINCY
Lex. Physico-Med. (1722) 348/1 &quot;Mountain-Stone-Parsley.
1866 Treas. Bot.,

*
Mountain-sweet, a Canadian name for

Ceanotlius americanus. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 585 An
infusion of the leaves [of the Partridge Berry] is employed
in certain parts of North America, as a substitute for China
tea, under the name of &quot;Mountain or Salvador Tea. 1846
LINDLEY eg. Kingd. 707 Arnica rnontana, a Swiss herb,
called in our gardens &quot;Mountain Tobacco.

Mountain ash.
1. The tree Pyrus (formerly Sorbus) Aucuparia,

characterized by its delicate pinnate leaves and
masses of bright scarlet berries. In North America
applied to the native species, Pyrus americana and
P. sambitcifolia. Also BastardMountain ash : see

qnot. 1812.

1597 GERARDE Herbal ill. civ. 1290 The. .Ornus which
also is named opeiioj jucAia, or Montana Fraxiiins, moun-
taine Ash. 1697 DRYDEN /Eneid x. 1087 Like a mountain
ash [L. ornum], whose roots are spread, Deep fix d in earth.

1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.Anson s Voy. 36 Besides those Myrtle
VOL. VI.
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Trees, there are the Mountain-Ash.. the Pepper Tree [etc.],
1812 Soweray s Eng. Bot. XXXIII. 2331 Pyritspinnatifida.
Bastard Mountain Ash. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot.

App. 172 Sorbus americana (mountain ash . . ). 1875 Encycl.
Brit. II. 680/2 Pear trees are sometimes grafted on the
mountain ash.

2. a. dial. ; b. Austral, (see quots.)
1871 Scott. Naturalist I. 54 In Inverness-shire, the Aspen

(Popitlus tremula} is known as the Mountain, or Quaking,
Ash. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng. 304/1 Mountain-Ash, a
name applied to various Eucalypts, and to the tree Alphi-
tonia excelsa, Reiss.

Mountained (mmrntend), ///. a. poet. rare.

[f.
*mountain vb. (f. MOUNTAIN sb.) + -EO ]

.]
1. Stationed upon a mountain

; elevated, lofty.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves \. ii. 5 In high and mountain d

Fortunes resolution is necessary, to insafe vs from the..

wyles of prosperity. ..In the wane of Fortune, Resolution is

likewise necessary, to [etc.]. 1818 KKATS Endyni. n. iqj
Like old Deucalion mountain d o er the flood.

f2. Heaped mountain high . Obs.

1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. i. Storm i, Vet have I..

boyling stremes that rave With the same curling force, and
hisse. As doth the mountain d wave. 1748 J, BROWN Ess.
Satire 302 When Giant-Vice and Irreligion rise On moun
tain d falsehoods to invade the skies. 1762-9 FALCONER
Shipwr. in. 491 Now no more a-lee Her trembling side
could bear the mountain d sea.

3. fa. Obstructed by mountains (obs. }, b. Con
taining mountains.
1655 H. VAUGHAN Sitcx Scint. i. Regeneration ii, My

walke a monstrous, mountainM thing, Rough-cast with rocks
and snow. 1820 KEATS Hyperion n. 123 Such noise is like
the roar of bleak-grown pines: Which, when it ceases in this
mountain d world, No other sound succeeds; but ceasing
here, among these fallen [etc.].

Mountaineer (mauntenl -*u). Also 7 -ier,

-tanier, -taneer, -tiueer. [f. MOUNTAIN + -EKK.
Cf. MpUNTAINER and OF. montagnicr, montainier adj.,

mountain-dwelling. ]

1. A native of or dweller amongst mountains.
Also attrib. as adj.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. 44 When wee were Boyes Who

would beleeue that there were Mountayneeres, Dew-lapt
[etc.]. 1625 TUKE Cone. Holy Eucharist 6 That Moun-
tineer, Michah of Ephraim. 1630 DRAVTON Muses&quot; Elysium
Nymphal ii. 10 This Cleon wasa Mountaineer. 1678 R. L Es-
TRANGE Seneca s Mor., Happy Life xvii. (1696; 268 The
Mountanier makes the best Soldier. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round World (1840) 277 We saw several huts of the moun
taineer inhabitants. 1821 BYRON Two Foscari in, i, The
longing sorrow Of the sad mountaineer when far away.
1879 CHR. G. RossEm Seek tf- / . 91 The Mountaineer is

;

characteristically hardy, . .a lover of freedom, a patriot.
2. A member of the Mountain

(seeMoUNTAiN&amp;lt;5).
!

1802 Sketch of Paris II. Hii. 197 The montagnards or

mountaineers, that is, those monsters who were always
thirsting for blood. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon In trod., Wks.
1870 IX. 263 The Mountaineers, his former associates.

3. One skilled or occupied in mountain climbing,
j

1860 TVNDALL Glac. \, xvi. 116, 1 had improved as a moun
taineer since my ascent of Mont Blanc. 1872 JENKINSON
Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 221 The experienced mountaineer
may have a rough and romantic walk by descending along I

the side of the Comb Gill ravine.

Hence Mountainee r v. intr.^ to be a mountain
|

climber; usually in vbl. sb. and///, a.

1803 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 247 My mountaineering re
collections are to come in the next book. 1862 TYNDALL

j

(title}, Mountaineering in 1861. 1890 Dickens Diet. Land. \

23/2 The mountaineering qualification of the club is a severe
one. 1892 C. T. DENT Mountaineering ii. 61 Those who
mountaineer in regions where the heights are undetermined
must not depend on aneroids alone. 1897 MARY KINGSI.EY
W. Africa 582, I wish I had got the mountaineering spirit.

tMountainer. Obs. [f. MOUNTAIN + ER 1
:

cf. MOUNTAINEER.] = MOUNTAINEER i.

1598 LE ROY A ristotle
1

s Polit. v. 267 For the Mountainers
were Democraticall ; those of the champion countrey, OH-

i

garchical. 1692 BF.NTLEY Boyle Lect. iii. 96 Being illiterate i

Rustics, as Mountainers always are.

Mountainet, -ette (mauntene t). [a. F.

montagnette, dim. of montagne mountain.] A
small mountain

;
a hillock, mound. Also^/f^.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1590) 60 b, Her breasts (which
sweetly rase vp like two faire Mountainets in the pleasaunt

j

vale of Tempe). c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE/)s.Lxvm.vi t This
j

mountainett..doth God desire. rti6o3T. CARTWRIGHTO-
fut.Rhem.N. y.(i_6i8) 86 He hath cast down many., moun- !

taines and mountainets. 1859 SINGLETON Virgil\\. 218 And :

work with Share Rutulian mountainets [Aen. vn. 798 collis],

1892 S. R. HOLE Mem. 238 The most perfect of rock-gardens,
a natural conjunction of mountainettes and streamlets,

Mountain flax.
1. A name for various plants, a. ^MILL-MOUN

TAIN, b. The centaury, Erythrs&a Centaurium
\

(Cumberland Gloss. 1878). c. Quaking-grass, i

Briza media, d. The corn spurry, Spergula
arvensis (Miss Jackson Shropshire Word-book,
1879). e. U. S. Polygala Senega.
1718 QUINCY Comp. Disp. 186 Mountain Flax. This is

own d in Medicine only by the common People. 1788 W.
MARSHALL Yorks. II. 119 Mountain flax linum cathar- \

ticum purging flax. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot.
\

App. 144/2 Polygala senega fseneca snake-root, mountain-
j

flax). 1871 Scott. Naturalist I. 54 In Kirkcudbrightshire, ,

the Quaking Grass (Briza) is called Mountain Flax.

2. A kind of asbestos; = AMIANTHUS i.

1807 AIKIN Diet. Chem. fy Min. I. 107 Amianth or Moun
tain Flax. 1856 A. FAULKNER Diet. Comm. Terms 6.

Mountain-green. [After G. berggrihi.]
1. Min. f a- = MALACHITE. Obs.

MOUNTAINWARD.
1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Green, Mountain Green.. is

a sort of greenish powder found . . among the mountains of

Kernausent, Hungary. 1836-41 BRANDS Chem. (ed. 5) 825
The pulverulent variety [of malachite] has been termed
chrysocolla and mountain-green.

b. Glauconite or green earth.
1822 CLF.AVELAND Min. tyGeol. 1.445 Green Earth, .is em

ployed as a pigment, and sometimes called mountain green.
2. As the name of a colour. Also adj.
1796 KIRWAN Eton. Min. {ed. 2) I. 389 Mountain green

hornstone is often debased, apparently by green earth.

1807 AIKIN Diet. Chem. fy Min. \. 541 Green Earth. ..The
colour of this mineral is celandine green .. passing into
mountain and blackish-green. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 336/2
Various shades of sky-blue or mountain green.
3. A handsome simarubaceous plant, Spathelia

simplex, native of the West Indies.

1864 GRISEBACH Flora \V. Ind. Isl. 786.

Mountainier, obs. form of MOUNTAINEER.

t Mountainist. Obs. rare. [f. MOUNTAIN +

-IST.]
= MOUNTAINEER i.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. D&amp;gt;-1. \\. x. (1635) 174 Rodin
seemes to make a Harmony and Concent betwixt the North-
erne man and the Mountainist.

fMou-ntainly, a. Obs,
[f. MOUNTAIN + -LY 1

.]

Mountainous, hilly.
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 61 The Causes whie these

mountenlie partes doe vse this tillinge of oates. .are diverse.

Mountainous (mcm-ntenas), a. Also 4-5
mounteynous, 7 -aynous, -aignous, mon-
tanous, 7-8 mountauous. [a. K montagnenx
(
=

Sp. montafwso, Pg. montanhoso, It. montagnoso}
: popular L. *&iontanidsus mountainous, f. *mon-

tania, *wontanea MOUNTAIN : see -ous.]
1 1. Situated in the mountains. Obs. rare.

171430 mounteynous [in several MSS. of Wyclif^s Bible&amp;gt;

Jer. xvii. 26, xxxiii. 13, where the MSS. followed by thr
editors have mountuons, mounteiooiis}. a 1649 DRU.MM. 01-

HAWTH. Irene Wks. (1711) 171 The eccho s, so often re

doubled and multiplied amongst mountanous concavities.

2. Characterized by mountains; abounding in

mountains; of the nature of a mountain.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commu&amp;lt;. (1603) 4 Those coun

tries, whereof one partis plaine and fruitefull, and the other

mountaynous and barren. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s

Trav. i. ii This little Isle . . is . . almost all cultivated,

though it be mountanous. 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Anti,j.
v. i. 18 (1834) 131/2 The mountainous parts of Canaan.

1846 M rCuLLocn Acc. Brit. Empire(\^^) I. 275 The greater
part of the surface is mountainous.

3. Resembling a mountain or mountains; huge,
enormous. Now rare.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. iii. 127 The Dust on antique Time
would lye vnswept, And mountainous Krror be too highly
heapt, For Truth to o re-peere. 1641 MILTON Animad- .

Wks. 1851 III. 215 Hee may perhaps delight the eyes of
some with his huge and mountainous Bulk. 1678 J. PHIL-
Lies Tavern ?er*s Trav., India n. n. iv, 114 The Raja.,
made him mountainous promises to no effect. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones v. viii, The two mountainous cheek-bones of
the house-keeper. 1768 J. BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2}

10 However, a mountainous sea hove her off. 1822 SCOTT
Pirate xi, Mordaunt. .placed her upon the summit of her
mountainous saddle. 1889 RUSKIN Prxterita III. 182 The
white edges of the mountainous clouds.

f4. Inhabiting mountains
; dwelling in inacces

sible mountain regions; hence, barbarous. Obs.

1613 PL RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 789 This wilde Moun
tainous people. 1625 BACON Ess., Viciss. Things (Arb.) 569
The Remnant of People, which hap to be reserued, are

commonly Ignorant and Mountanous People, that can giue
no Account, of the Time past. 1703 SAVAGE Lett. Antients
cxiv. 283 The Mountainous People no sooner saw me,, .than

they cry d out.

76. Derived from or owing characteristics to

mountains. Obs.

1683 PETTUS Flcta Min. \. 287 Others say, That the
Goslari&amp;gt;h Calaminaris brings more increase than the moun
tanous Calaminaris. 1799 R. WARNER IValk (1800) 45 The
yew, the ash, and other mountainous trees. 1801 ANNA
SEWARD Lett. (1811) V. 387 The pure gales, mountainous
and maritime, which blow around your delightful retreat.

Hence Motrntainously adv., Mou ntaiiiousness.
1612 DRAVTON Poly-olb. xv. 31 Chiltern. .mountainously

hie. 1716 BREREWOOD Disc. Learning (J.), Armenia is so
called from themountainousnessof it. 1845 JANE ROBINSON
Whitehall 1. 354 The waves mountainously rolling. 1854
Chamb. Jrnl. II. 161 Even in the quality of mountainous-
ness, .some parts are strikingly unlike others.

Mountain side. The sloping surface of a

mountain below the summit.
ct$$oSt, John 533 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)41 By

a mountayne syide fai dweld. c 1460 To^vneley Afyst. via.

98 Now am I sett to kepe, vnder thys montayn syde, By-
shope lettyr shepe. 1697 DRYDEN /Eneid \. 120 He.,
hurfd against the Mountain side His quiv ring Spear.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. \, xviii. 123 We went along the moun
tain-side for a time.

Mountain snow.
1. Snow lying white on the mountains.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 750 As mountain snow melts with
the midday sonne. 1602 Ham. iv. v. 35 White his Shrow d
as the Mountains Snow. 1845 G. MURRAY Islaford 16 Her
brow was like a wreath of mountain-snow.

2. (See quot.)
1878 ABNEY Photogr. (1881) 154 Barium sulphate, known

as Mountain snow .

3. U.S. The plant Euphorbia marginata.
1897-8 BRITTON & BROWN Amer. Flora.

Moililtainward (mau-ntenw^d), a. and adv.

[f. MOUNTAIN + -WARD.] a. adj. Directed towards
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MOUNTAINY.

mountains, b. adv. In the direction of mountains.

Also Mountainwards.
1834 MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841) II. Bo Mountainward they

approach. 1883 Century Mag. XXIX. 839 Tenanted by
the most advanced settler mountaimvards in the Yakima

Valley. 1898
P0/&amp;gt;.

Set. ^lonthly LIII. 792 Mountainward
tourists need their water boots.

Mouiltailiy (mavrntoni), a. ?Now Anglu-
Sris/i. Also 7 -any. [f. MOI-NTAIN + -Y.] a.

Having mountains or hills,

dwelling in the mountains.

b. Belonging to or

Land, not mountany nor inclininge to mountany. 1744 A.

DOBBS ffmtsm s Bay 140 In Lat. 44 30 it was mountamy,
and full of Silver Mines. 1780 A. Yoraa Tour Irel. (1887)

65 Crossed an immense mountainy bog. 1825 T. C. CROKER
Fairy Leg. (new ed.) 357 He rented a small mountainy
farm. 1881 Miss LAFFAN in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 386 The

mountainy people brought down but little [butter).

Mountan, obs. form of MBXTIN.

t Mowntance. Obs. Forms: 3-4 moun-

taunee, 4 -touns, 4-5 mo(u)ntaiice, 5 moun-

tans(e), mowntans, -anee, -aunse. [a. OK.

montance, f. nionter to rise: see MoiJKT v. and

-AXCE.] Amount, value.

(-1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 384/280 pe sike Men alle..lei3en

bare..(&amp;gt;emountaunceofhalfatide. 1303 R. BmiNNE /faiutt.

Synne 5768 And withholde ^)erof no
b&amp;gt;Tlg, pe mountouns of

a ferbyng. c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple s T. 151 Noght worth
to thee in comparison The montance of a gnat, c 1483 F.. E.

Misc. (Warton Club) 85 Salle-peter the mowntance of the

5olke of an egge.

Mountaneer, -ier, obs. var. ff. MOUNTAINKEB.
Mountanous, obs. variant of MOUNTAINOUS.

t Mouiltant, and $bl Obs. [a. F. montant,

pr. pple. of tnontcr MOUNT v.]

A. sb. Astral. Ascendant.
c 1400 tr. Secrcia Secret., Gtr.&amp;gt;. Lordsh. 112 pe mountant,

or be vpspryngand.
B. adj. Mounting, rising.

1525 LD. RERNERS Froiss. II. 658 They caused him to

have, in ready money, mountante to the somme of thyrty
thousande pounds. 1607 SHAKS. Tiinon iv. iii. 135 Hold vp
you Sluts Your Aprons mountant ; you re not Oathable,
Although I know you l sweare. 1635 C. BROOKE On .Sir

A. Chichestcr Poems (1872) 222 That fyre shall make hym
mountant, and aspire A radiant light. 1812 W. TENSANT
Anster F. n. Ixiv, Tumblers, .mountant from the scaffolds

planks, Kick with their whirling heels the clouds on high.

Mountant (mau ntant), s6. 2 [f. MOUNT sf&amp;gt;. +
ANT 1, after F. montant : see prec.] An adhesive

substance with which to mount photographs, etc.

1886 Queen LXXX. 538 Several mountants are daily em
ployed, such as common glue, gum, and clear starch paste.
1802 Phctogr. Ann. II. 956 Any gelatine mountant.

Mountany, obs. form of MOUNTAIBT.
Mountayne, obs. form of MUNTIN.
Mountbanke, obs. form of MOUNTEBANK.
t Mount cent. Oh, Also 6-7 mount sant, 7
mount saint, mounte cent. [Of obscure origin.
The evidence of the first quot. suggests connexion

with CENT a
, Sp. ciento hundred ; the first element

may be connected with MOUNT v. in the sense to

amount .] A card game resembling piquet.
1599 MISSHF.U Sp. Diet., Dialogues 25, L. Let vs play at

Loadam. M. It is a play of much patience.. .L. At mount
sant [Sp. a las cientos\. M. It makes my head to be in a
swoune to be alwaies counting. 1607 T. COCKS Diary
17 Apr. (IQOI) 4 Wonne at mounte cent 4d and vyed ruffe.

1610 Ibid. 21 June 100 Lost at mountcent xij d. 1608
MACHIN Dumb Knt. iv. H 3 b, Qne. Come. ., here are cards. . .

Phi. ..At what game will your Maiesty play? Qne. At
mount saint. 1609 MARKHAM Famous Wliore (1868) 34 Were
it Mount cent, Primero, or at chesse. a 1621 SIR F. MOORE
Reports (1688) 776 Action sur le case..p[our] luy disceaver
al cards, al un game le mountsant.

Mountebank (mau nt/bxrjk), sb. Forms : 6

mounterbanck, mountbauke, mountebancke,
6-7 mountebauke, -iban(c)k(e, 7 mountabanke,
-ebanciue, -ebanc(k, montabanke, -eban o)ke,

-ebank, Sc. muntibank, (montibanohi //.),

monte-banke, mowntibanck, 8 mountabanck,
7- mountebank, [ad. It. montambaiico, montiin-

ianco, contracted form of the older mania in banco

(Florio), lit. mount-on-bench (OTKto imperative of

montare MOUNT v., banco bench). Cf. SALTIMBANCO.
Florio 1598 gives montar in banco (lit. to mount on a

bench ) to plaie the mountibanke . Godefr. has one in-

stance of OF. itionteiibancque, and Sherwood 1632 gives F.

iitonte-banc as the rendering of MOUNTEBANK.]
1. An itinerant quack who from an elevated

platform appealed to his audience by means of

stories, tricks, juggling, and the like, in which he

was often assisted by a professional clown or fool.

1577 [see 6 below], a 1586 SIDNEY Afol. Poetry (Arb.) 61

Poets.. are almost in as good reputation, as the Mounti-
bancks at Venice. 1605 BACON Adv. Leant, n. x. 2. 39
Men.. will often preferre a Mountabanke or Witch, before a
learned Phisitian. 1672 [H. STUBBE] Rosemary $ Hayes 2

If you will now examine this new book, it will appear like

a mountebank s ball. 1714 GAY Shtph. Week Sat. 83 The
mountebank now treads the stage, and sells His pills, his

balsams, and his ague-spells. 1871 ROSSETTI Last Confession

502 A poor painted mountebank was playing tricks and
shouting in a crowd.
attrib. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy ofj. Dennis Wks. 1755 III. r.

714

147 He hath told others . , that he had seen me upon a mounte
bank stage in Moorfields.

2. Jig. An impudent pretender to skill or know

ledge, a charlatan ;
one who resorts to degrading

means to obtain notoriety. So to play the mounte

bank.

1589 NASHE Pasquilfs Countcr-C. A iij b, To discrcdite

the Phisitions of their soules vnto them, and to suffer euene

Martin and Mounte-bancke to practise on them. 1610

BOYS Expos, Dom. Epist. &amp;lt;V Gosp. Wks. (1622) in He that

will not DC a mountaine in Christs way, must not bee a

mount-banke of his owne vertue. 1624 WOTTON in Reliq.

(1672) 545 Upon the Design you must play the Mountebank.
And tell the Duke, that [etc.], a 1704 T. Knows Tivo

Oxford Schol. Wks. 1730 I. 2 Nature has fitted me pretty
well to be one of these godly Mountebanks. 1817 COLERIDGE
Blessed are ye* 24 The Mountebanks and Zanies of Pa

triotism. 1877 MRS. FORRESTER Mignon I. 33 One can

hardly wonder at the women when the men make such
asses and mountebanks of themselves.

t 3. = MOUNTEBANKEBY. Qbs.

1638 Pcnit. Conf. vii. (1657) 154 O Devillish Mountebanke !

by which Spiritual kind of Cosenage many are perswaded.
1722 DK FOE Plague (1756) 277 As for Quackery and
Mountebank, of which the Town was so full [etc.].

4. The short-tailed African kite, Helotarsns

cccmdatus {Cent. Diet. iSgoX
5. appositive. (qua si-adj.} That is a mountebank;

characteristic of a mountebank.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. in These Mount-bank

Chirurgians. 16x4 LATHAM Falconry To Rdr., I could haue
vsed a more inountebanque preface. 1852 GLADSTONE Glean,

IV. ii. 141 Theatrical, not to say charlatan and mountebank,
politics.

6. Comb.
1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. ii. 8/2 in Holinshed, He

shoulde haue gone shotfree with his complices, and haue
made in Mounterbanckwyse the most he coulde of his wares.

i654\VHiTLOCK Zootoj&amp;gt;ria\h How easily might I here digresse
in Satyre against Mountebanck-making Patients. 1727 DE
FOE Syst, magic i. iii. ( 1840) 68 They were counted the best and
wisest men, who, mountebank like, could show most tricks.

Hence Moivntebankish a., worthy of a mounte
bank. Mou ntefcankism, the practice or method
of a mountebank, f Mou ntebankly adv., after

the manner of a mountebank.
1619 PURCHAS Microcosmus Iviii. 562 Nature, by some

Naturalists hath beene too Mounte-bankly magnified. 1653
R. SANDERS Physiogn. 50 An inclination to all sorts of
Cheateries and Nlountebankism. i66oHowELL Parly Beasts
87 A Saturnian Merchant, .whom, .for som Hocos-pocos
and Mountebankish tricks I transformed to a Fox. 1882

Society-] Oct. 14/2 If lie is. .able to stem the tide of musical
mountebankism rampant at another series of. .concerts.

Mou iitebank, v. [f.
MOUNTEBANK sb.]

fl. trans. To prevail over (a person) by mounte
bank persuasion. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor, m. t. 132 He Mountebanke their Loues,
Cogge their Hearts from them, and come home belou d Of
all the Trades in Rome. 1702 DE FOE Reform. Manners
i. 124 With Eloquence endu d To Mountebank the listntng
Multitude.

t 2. To introduce by mountebank persuasions ;

to transform by mountebank trickery. Obs.

1647 WARD Sivif. Cooler 2 Men of Paracelsian parts . . are

fittest to Mountebanke his [Satan s] Chimistry into sicke
Churches and weake Judgements. 1702 DE FOE Reforn:.
Planners i. 316 The wontlring Bubbles stand amaz d to see
Their Money Mountebank d to Mercury.
3. intr. To play the mountebank. Usually with it.

1814 BYRON Let. to Moore 9 Apr., I . .will mountebank it

no longer. 1848 KINCSLEY Saint s Trag. ii. v, Say if tis

wise to . . mountebank it in the public ways Till she becomes
a jest? 1882 STEVENSON Ifem Arab. Nts. (1884) 302, I find

you mountebanking in a public cafe.

Hence Moirntebanking vbl. sb. and///. a.

1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. Induct., Wks. 1856 I. 2, 1 play
Balurdo, a wealthie mountbanking burgomasco s heire of
Venice, 1705 Dyet of Poland 17 The Quacking, Mounte
banking Tool of State. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers,
De Juventute 77 Do not suppose I am going.. to indulge
in moralities about buffoons, .and mountebanking.

Mouiltebankery (mau-nt/ bcenkari). [f. ns

prec. + -EBY.] Action, or an act, which bespeaks
or characterizes a mountebank.
1618 SIR R. NAUNTON in Fortescue Papers (Camden) 71

For giving no easier way to theyr mountebanqueries. 1677
GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 421 When I have sometime observed
a mountebank, .giving excessive commendations of a trivial

medicine, .it hath put me in mind of this spiritual mounte-
bankery of the devil. 1843 Mcdico-Ckirurg. Rev. Apr. 370
Our author is too acute to believe in any of the mounte-
bankeries. .of this forlorn thing [i, e. mesmerism]. 1887
Sat. Rev. 16 July 71/1 The kind of mountebankery which
has carried many a man into power in France.

Mounte cent, variant of MOUNT CENT.

Mounted ^maimted), a.
[f. MOUNT v. + -En

.]

1. Of material things : Elevated or piled up like

a mountain. Now rare.

1582 STANYHURST SEncis \\. (Arb,) 69 Lucifer owtpeak-
ing in tips of mounted hil Ida On draws thee dawning.
1614 SIR A. GORGES tr. Lncan i. 26 The stilled maine Re-
clatmes her mounted waues againe. 1859 G. MEREDITH
R. Feverel xix, At the farthest bourne of mounted eastern

cloud, the heralds of the sun lay rosy fingers.

j-2. Elevated in situation. Also^/S^. Obs.
1601 ? MARSTON Pasquil $ Kath. i. 115 What s wealth

without respect and mounted place? a 1645 HABINGTON
Srfrv. Wore, in Wore. Hist. Soe. Proc. n. 271 Descendinge
from the mounted Prioryes of Maluerne. .1 come to Hanly
Castele.

t b. Elevated on a platform or stage. Obs.

MOUNTER.

1683 in Kennett tr. Erasm, on Folly (e) 3 b, While mounted

j

Andrews, bawdy, bold, and loud, Like Cocks, alarum all the

j

drowsie Crowd.
3. Seated on the back of a horse or other animal.

i Also, of soldiers : Appointed to serve on horse
back. Mounted infantry^ rifles (see quots.).
In recent use raid also of the rider of a bicycle or tricycle.

1598 BARRET Tkcor. Warres 141 These mounted people
ought to haue some skill in diseases of horses. 1799 Instr.

ff Rfg. Cavalry (1813) 270 In passing on foot, all mounted
officers are in front of the regiment, except the adjutant.
1882 Army fy Navy blag. May 19 The ideal Mounted In

fantry is, what the name implies, infantry soldiers mounted
on horseback for the purpose of enabling them to get with

celerity from one position to another. 1901 Empire Rev. I.

375 While Mounted Infantry are footmen trained for pur
poses of mobility to ride a horse or bicycle, Mounted Rifles

are horsemen trained to fight on foot.

b. Of evolutions, etc. : Performed on horseback.

1883 Daily News 31 Aug. 6/6 A series of mounted con
tests promoted for the entertainment of the garrison.

4. Set up or adjusted for use ; placed on a stand

or support ; fitted.

1692 SIR W. HOPE Fencing-Master (ed. 2) 161 A well

mounted sword, which is light before the Hand. ..If the
Hilt contrepoise the Blade, it is well mounted, otherwise
not. 1854 FAIRHOI.T Diet. Terms Art, Monnted, secured
to a mount. A term applied to a print or drawing fastened

upon mounting-paper or card-board. 1855 HOPKINS Organ
122 The Mounted Cornet is a Compound -siop, consisting

usually of 5 ranks of pipes, made to a very large scale.

1879 Casselfs Techn, Etfttc. IV. 123/1 The stuffed animals
and mounted skeletons. 1900 Daily Neius i Tune 2/7 A
fine five-inch equatorially mounted astronomical telescope.

5. Mil. Of cannon : Set up for use. Of a fort,

a ship, etc. : Furnished (with cannon).
1639 BAILLIE in Boyd Ztotfs Flowers (1855) Inlrod. 45 Our

Hill was garnished, .with our mounted canon. 1769 FAL
CONER Diet. Marine^ (1780), Mounted

t
the state of being

armed, .with a certain number of cannon ; expressed of a
vessel of war. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay iv,The quarter
deck guns all adrift, and not even mounted.

6. Her. a. Of a horse : Bearing a rider, b. Of
a cross or the like : Set upon greces or degrees.
1828-40 BERRV Encycl. Herald. I.

t Mountee. Mil. Obs. In 5 mowntee. [a.

F. month : see MOUNTT.] (See quot.)
1415 Slat. Hen. Kin Upton De Studio Milit. iv. (1654)

137 Volumus. .quod nullus..clamores vel turbationes facere

audeat, quibus nos vel excercitum nostrum turbari contingat

quovismodo. Et specialiter ilium clamorem, quern Mown
tee appellamus. 1701 in CmueCs Interpr. (ed. Kennett),

Mowntee^ an Out-cry or Alarm to mount, and make some

speedy Expedition. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey*, AImnteet

or Mowtttee.

Mountee, -teer, obs. ff. MOUNTY, MOKTERO.

Mountein(e, -elet, obs. ff. MOUNTAIN, -LET.

Mounten, obs. form of MOUNTAIN.

t ItfTouuteiiauce. Obs. Forms : 3-4 monte-

nauce, 4-6 mountenaunce, 5 mowntenawnce,
-awns, 5-7 mountenance. [App. a corruption
of MOUNTANCE, assimilated to maintenaftce.]
Amount in extent, quantity, or value.

a 1300 CursorM. 29166 |&amp;gt;ai
sal ei^er for

fc&amp;gt;air foly bren in

be fier of purgatori, to
|&amp;gt;e

montenance o ^at plight, agh for

f&amp;gt;at
sin was here to right. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. ix.

(Skeat) 49 As farre in a moment, as in mountenaunce of ten

Winter, c 14*0 Liber Cocortttn (1862) 26 Take powder fcx&amp;gt;

mountenaunce of a pownde. 1579 BAKKR Guydods Quest.

Chirurg. 30 The gaule..conteyneth peradventure a glasse

ful, or the mountenaunce of a Viole. 1674 JOSSELYN Voy.
New Ens:. *3 They satisfie themselves with a small

quantity of meal,.. which taken to the mountenance of a

Bean would satisfie both thirst and hunger.

b. Total quantity, mass.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 35 The third Region compre-
hendeth the Muscles, Membranes, Bones, and in a word, all

the Moles or mountenance of the body.

t Mountenesse. Obs. rare. [? Corruption of

MOUNTANCE, as if f. MOUNT v. + -NESS.] = prec.
t 1420 Chron. Vilod. 2278 t&amp;gt;is twaylle y-bordryd abou^t
wasW palle J&amp;gt;e

mountenesse ofe ban hondbrede. cx4*&amp;gt;.$V.

EtheldredZm Horstm. Altengl. Leg. 1,1881} 283 J&amp;gt;e
moun-

tenesse of two and thretty full jere.

Mountenous, obs. form of MOUNTAINOUS.

tMoU nter 1
. Obs. rare. Also 6 mownter.

[?var. of MOUNTURE. (Cf. provincial F. montnre

cattle on a farm (Godefr.).] ?A portion of the

chattels of a deceased tenant which was doe by
feudal custom to the lord ; cf. HERIOT.
c 1500 in I. S. Leadam Star Chamber Cases (1903) 101

The seid Erie owght to haue by deth of his tenaunt ^a
mownter and a heryott. Ibid. 104 For part of the se id

heriottes or mownters the seid Erie toke vj Oxen and a hors.

Mounter- (mau-ntw). [f. MOUNT V. + -ER 1
.]

In various senses of the verb.

1. gen. One who ascends.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Dent, xxxiii. 26 The mownter of

heaven is thy helper. 1627 DRAVTON Aginconrt, etc. 131

And though they to the earth were throwne, Yet quickly

they regain d their owne,. .They were two Gallant Mounters.

1827 HOOD Monkey Martyr vii, He went above a solitary

mounter Up gloomy stairs.

2. One whose business it is to mount, fit, or set

(anything) in place or order.

747 Genii. Mag. 101 Stick-maker, flint-maker, and moun
ter or screwer together. 1863 Reader 24 Jan. 101 Nothing

op Receipts Ser. HI. 19/2 After the chaser has finished



MOUNTFLASCON. 715 MOURN.
his work, the piece returns to the mounter, who definitively
secures the elements of the pieces in their places.

3. (See quot.)
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Mounter^ a man who lives

by mounting, or perjury, who is always ready for a guinea
or two to swear whatever is proposed to him.

Mountera, -re, -ro, obs. forms of MOXTEBO
Mounteyn, obs. form of MOUNTAIN.
II Mountflascon. Obs. [ad. It. Monte Fias-

cone (Englished mounth Flask byBokenham 1447 .]

A wine produced at Monte Fiascone in Italy.
1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. n. iv. H j, If thou wilte purge

mounteflascon wynes..Set them abrode in open ayre.

Mountiban(c)k(ef obs. forms of MOUNTEBANK.
Mountie, variant of MOUNTY Obs.

Mountineer, obs. form of MOUNTAINEER.

Mounting (mcnrntirj), vbl. sb.
[f. MOUNT v.

+ -ING*.]
1. The action of the verb MOUNT in various senses.

&amp;lt;, 1440 Promp. Pan . 347/1 Mowntynge, or steynynge
(s*f, S. styynge), ascensus. 1515 Ace. Ld. Trcas, Scotl. V.
17 To pas. .to Glasgw, for the stokking, mooting, drawing,
and making of crane and wyndais for fourtene peels of

artaUary. 16*4 WOTTON Archit. \\. 109 From this [terrace]
the Beholder descending many steps, was afterwards con-

ueyed againe, by seuerall mountings and valings, to various
entertainements of his sent, and sight. 1805 WORDSW. Pre
lude \. 19 Trances of thought and mountings of the mind
Come fast upon me. 1816 BVROX C/i. Har. in. xxv, And
there was mounting in hot haste. 1880 Athenaeum 6 Mar.
322 As regards mounting and general decorations the revival
is superior to any previous performance of As You Like It.

1891 MONIEH-WILLIAMS, etc. Figure-Skating^ The mounting
of the blade and its attachment to the boot are important.

b. ottrib.) as mounting-block, a block of stone

from which to mount on horseback. Similarly

mounting-place, -stone.

c 1480 CAXTON Blanchardyn xix. 61 Theire coursers, .were

brought anone to the mountyng place before the halle.

1659 HOWELL Vocah. ii, A mounting block. 1869 TOZKR
Highl. Turkey I. 334 To cross [this bridge] on foot . . appears
to DC the custom among the natives, from the mounting
stones which are placed at either end. 1899 SOMERVILLE &
Ross Irish R. M. 297, I smoked in the yard, seated on the
old mounting-block by the gate.

c. The angle at which the iron of a plane is set.

1678 MOXON Meek. Exerc. Iv. 70.

2. concr. a. Something that serves as a mount,
support, or setting to anything. Also attrib.

c 1618 MORYSON Itin. iv. (1903) 422 The Italians..excell in

the Art of setting Jewells, and making Cabinetts. tables and
mountings, of Christall, coral!, Jasper, and other precious
stones. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 15 f 5 Another, .has
filled her Fan with the Figure of a huge taudry Woman. . .

The following Designs are already executed on several

Mountings. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mounting of a,fan,
the sticks which serve to open and shut it. 1763 Museum
Rust. I. 160, Fig. 7. is the handle, or mounting of the largest
scythe. 1767 FERCUSSON Diet. Terms Small Sword 12 Hilt^
the head or mounting of a sword. 1793 W,& S. JONES Cutal.

Optical^ etc. Instr, i Reading and burning glasses, in various

mountings. 1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms Art, Mount
(Mounting-board, Mounting-paper}^ the paper or card
board upon which a drawing is placed. 1899 R. MUNRO
Prehist. ScotL \\. 196 Sheaths of bronze or wood with
bronze mounting were used to protect the blades.

t b. sing, and //. Mil. A soldier s outfit or

kit
7

; also, in narrower sense,
* The shirt, shoes,

stock, and hose, or stockings, formerly furnished

by the colonel or commandant of the corps every

year
*

(Crabb). Also, half or small mounting in

the same sense (C. James Milit. Diet. 1802). Obs.
a. 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. CVm 1

, Mountings, a Soldier s

Arms and Cloths. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3860/4 Deserted
. .John Hellier, . .and John Brown, . . with their whole Mount
ing, being Red lined with Yellow. 1721 Dii FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 115 They stood upon their defence, having the regi
ment sword on,, .but none of the mounting or clothing.

c. That which is or may be mounted for nse or

ornament (Cent. Dict&amp;gt;\

3. = HARNESS^. 6 (Knight Did. Mech, 1875).
4. Used for MDNTIN.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 160 Vertical pieces, that

separate the panels [are denominated] mountings. 18790*5-
selts Techn. Educ. I. 184 The extreme parts of the frame. .

are called the stiles, and the intermediate ones . . mountings.

ETou nting, ///. a. [f. MOUNT v. + -ING -\]

1. Rising, ascending, soaring. ///. andy^-.
1563 B. GOOGE Citpido 230 in Eglogst etc. (Arb.J 113 We

flewe, my Guyde and I, with mowntyng flyght apace. 1577
WHETSTONE Gascoigne (Arb.) 18 The mounting minde had
rather sterue in need. [Cf. SHAKS. L.L.L. iv. i. 4.] 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 51 With mery note her lowd salutes the

mounting larke. 1664 DRYDEN Rival Ladies i. ii, I am no
more afraid of flying Censures, Than Heav n of being fir d
with mounting Sparkles. 1720 GAY Rur. Sports 45 While
with the mounting sun the meadow glows. 1859 GEO. ELIOT
A. Bede vii, Straining your eyes after the mounting lark,

fb. Her. (see quot. 1731). Obs. rare.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 175/2 He beareth Sable, a

demy Ram mounting, Argent. 1731 BAILEY (vol. II.),

Mounting signifies the same spoken of beasts of chase, as

rampant does of beasts of prey.

1 2. Amounting, resulting. Obs.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. n. xxiv. P iij b, If ye square the

perpendicular, the mounting summe will be [etc.].

Hence Morrntingly adv.) so as to rise high.
a 1640 MASSINGER, etc., Old Law n. i, I . . leapt for joy So

mountingly I touchd the stars me thought.

Mountire, obs. form of MONTno.

Mountjack, obs. form of MANJAK.
tMoivntlet. Obs. Also 7 mountelet. [f.

MOUNT sbl + -LET.] A little mount.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ s Viet. 1. 1, Those snowie mounte-

lets, through which do creep The milkie rivers, that are

inly bred. [Echoed by later i7th c. poets-]

t Mountredinctido. ? MOUNTEBANK.
1651 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. in. 25 William Pemoier

Esquire was heretofore an ape-carrier, Cherry-lickom or
Mountredinctido.

t MountrO Se. Obs. Some kind of wine.
? c 1475 Syr. Lowe Degre 755 Both ypocrasse, and vernage

wyne, Mountrose and wyne of Greke.

T MotrntuOUS, a. Obs. Also montuous,
mountewous. [ad.L. montuds-us(ahQmontff$us} t

f. mont&quot;) mons mountain : see MOUNT sb}- and -ous.

Cf. OF. montutux^\ Mountainous, hilly. Also,
situated among mountains.

138* WYCLIF Jar. xvji. 26 Fro the mountuous places [Vulg.
tie montuosis], Ibid, xx.xiii. 13 In the mountewous [v. r.

mountuous] cites. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 157
Ethiopia haf? |&amp;gt;re parties, be firste is hilly and montuous.

t Moivnture. Obs. [a. OF. monteitre (mod.F.
monture)) i. monte-r to MOUNT.]
1. A horse (or other animal) for riding.
13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1691 Miry was be mornyncj, his

mounture he askes. i 1420 Artturs of Arth. 555 (Douce
MS.), I mourne for no monture, for I may gete mare. 1481
CAXTON Godejfroy xc. 141 More hurte in theyr mounture
than alle the other of thoo-st. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch^
Alexander (1657) 584 Porus. . being upon an Elephants
backe he wanted nothing in height and bigntsse to be pro
portionable for his mounture. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvn.

xxviii, An Elephant this furious Giant bore, He fierce as

fire, his mounture swift as winde.

2. a. An erection to mount upon. b. A mound
or hillock.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) x.\. 217 In the myddes of this

Palays is the Mountour [L. ascensorimn, F. mountaynet te]

for the grete Cane, that is alle wrought of Gold and of

precyous Stones and grete Perles. 1614 KALHIGH Hist.
World t. (1634) 89 There were removed divers old heapes
and mountures of ground.
3. = MOUNTING vbl. sb. 2.

1489 CAXTON FaytesofA. \. 17 Be he habylled and arrayed
rychcly in harnoys and mountures. 1575 GASCOIGNE Posies^
ll eeds 183 The brauest peece for breech and bore, that

etier yet was bought : The mounture so well made.
4. = ELEVATION* 10.

1613 T. MILLES tr. Mexias Treas. Anc. fy Mod. T. 56
The &quot;Barbacanes or Subburbes, which were of as high moun
ture and strength, as the walles of the City.
5. Mil. The angle at which a gun is elevated.
1628 R. NORTON Gunner 60 The proportion of powder,

fitting each sort of Shot and Mounture. 1644 NYEt**ry
n. (1647) 8 The next Shot was at five Degrees Randon, at

which mounture shee conveyed 416 paces. 1692 dipt.
Smith s Seaman? s Gram. n. xxvi. 138 If a Piece carries her

Shot, at 16 deg. of Mounture 1074 Paces, the Horizontal

Rainge of that Peece will be found to be 374 Paces.

0. V = HARNESS sb. 6.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 50 These are called the tail

of the mounture ; and from each of these packthreads, just
by the side of the loom, are fastened other packthreads.

t IffOU nty. Falconry. Obs. Also 6-7 mouu-
tie, 7 mountee. [a. F. montee, n. of action f.

to MOUNT. Cf. MOUNTEE.] The action, or

an act, of rising in pursuit of the quarry.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia \\. (1590) 114 But the sporte which

for that daie Basilius would principallie shewe to Zelmane,
was the mountie at a Hearne. 1615 LATHAM Falconry
(1633^ 73 Then ought you to be most carefull of the yong
Ger-Faulcon, whom you intend to make to the high mounty,
and stately flight of the Hearne. 1650 WELDON Crt. Jas. I

105 To see that flight., for the high mountee ;..the flight was

shewed, but the Kite went to such a mountee, as all the

field lost sight of Kite and Hawke and all. 1657 R- L CON
Barbadocs 105 No mountie at a Hieron, to cause the lustie

Jerfaulcon to raise her to a losse of her selfe.

Mountycle, obs. form of MONTICULE.

Moup, 1UOOp (mp), v. Sc. [Of obscure

origin ; possibly two different .words.]
1. trans. (See quot. 1721.) Also intr. or absol.

1513 DOUGLAS &nei$ vn. iii, 22 The paringis of thair breid

to movp wp sone. 17*1 RAMSAY Keitha 3 My sheep and

kye neglect to moup their food. 1721 Poems Gloss.,

Monpi to eat, generally used of children, or of old people,
who have but few teeth, and make their lips move fast tho

they eat but slow.

2. To associate with. Phr. to moup and well.

1783 BURNS Death Poor Mailie 55 But ay keep mind to

moop an 1

mell \Vi sheep o credit like thysel ! a 1796
Gude Ate ii, Guid ale hauds me bare and busy, Gars me
moop wP the servant hizzie.

Hence Moirping ///. ., mumbling, toothless.

1718 RAMSAY Christ s Kirk Gr. HI. v, A moupin runkled
granny.

Mour(e, variant forms of MATJB and MORE j^. 2

Mourdant, Mourdre, obs. ff. MORDANT, MURDER.
Moure, Mourish, obs. ff. MOOR sb. 2, MORRISj.i
t Mou rken, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. ON. morkna^
intr. To rot.

13.. E. E. Altit. P. B. 407 penne mourkne in
(&amp;gt;e

mudde
most ful nede Alle pat spyrakle in-spranc.

Mourkenen, obs. variant of MURKEN v.

Mourkenes, obs. form of MURKNESS.

Mourn, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
MOURN ^.]

Sorrow, lamentation, grief, mourning ;
also dial.

a murmur, a murmuring sound.

a, 1300 Cursor M. 10478 Son quen sco was comun bar, Sco
gaf hir al to murn and care. Ibid. 24229 He bat sa reufulli
was dlgbt, If he be said oght for to light pi mode ^at was
in murn. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\. xii. 89 Sire ryght
now cam rydynge this way a knyght makynge grete moorne
for what cause I can not telle. 1594 LODGE & GKEENU
Looking-gl. (1598) C 3, Is she not faire?..A pretie peate to
driue your mourne away. 1824 MRS. CAMERON MartenOfhis
Schol. vii, I helped to carry him to the grave, poor lad !

Hi s parents made great mourn over him.

t Mourn, a. Obs. Forms : 3 mourne, 3-4
murne, 4 morne. [Perh. a. F. morne, believed

to be of Tent, origin cogn. w. MOUBN v. Cf. how
ever OE. unmurn untroubled.] Sad, mournful.
c 1205 LAY. 16159 Pa weoren Bruttes mid blisse auulled. .

|?ae rer weoren murne. a 1300 A . Horn 748 (Camb. MS.)
Alymar ajen gan turne, Wei Modi and \vel Murne [MS.
Laud Mourne]. 1:1315 SHOHEHAM Poems ii. 40 O swete

leuedy, wat |?ey was wo, po ihesus by-come morne. c 1330
Arf/t. q- Mcrl. 8213 iKolbing) His hert wa sort, lii.s clier

murne.

Mourn (mo^jn ,
v.^ Forms: i murnan, 3

mor^ne^n, 3-4 rnorun, 3-6 morn(e, 3-7 mourue,
raurn^e, 4 morene, mourene, 4-6 moorn(e, 5

mowrn(e, 6- mourn, (9 dial, moorn, murn).
[Com. Teut. : OE. murnan wk. vb. (commonly
str., pret. mearn, pi. /rmw) = OS. mornon (also

morniai?;) OHG. mornon to be anxious or careful,
ON. inorna to pine away (so Norw. morna,, Ross),
Goth, mattrnan to be anxious; the Teut. root *mur-
is commonly referred to the Indogermanic *$mer-
to remember, whence Gr. pfpifiva care, sorrow ;

some scholars, however, taking the ON. sense as

primary, suggest the root *;//*;-- to die, wither.]
I. ///// .

1. To feel sorrow, grief, or regret (often with
added notion of expressing one s grief); to sorrow,

grieve, lament, (t In OE. also to be anxious or

careful.)
In early use often said of the heart, soul, etc. Also ^ tf&amp;gt;

tnnnrn in (one s} mood, mind, heart, thought, etc.

c 888 K. /KLKFI;D Boeth. vii. 2 ^if fcm bonne heoia
f&amp;gt;eRcn

beon wilt & J?e heora l^eawas liciaS, to hwon myrnst Ju swa
swiSe ? a 1000 Andreas 99 (Gr.) Ne beo Su on sefan to

foiht ne on mode ne murn ! c 1205 LAV. 3116 In hire bure
heo [Cordoille] abed & Jxjlede t?ene mod-kare & mornedc
sw|?e. f 1250 Gen.

&amp;lt;5-
E.v. 2053 He [Joseph] herde hem (the

butler and baker] murnen, he hem freinde for-quat. c 1375
Sc, Leg. Saints xx.\. (Theodora ) 346 pane scho cane murne,
gretand sare. 1382 WVCLIF Matt, v, 5 Blt^sid be thei that

mournen [c 1400 Apol. Loll. 7 mornun], for thei shuln be
comfortid. c 1386 CHAUCER Wifcs Pro/. 848, I shul make
thyn herte for to morne ffor wel I wool thy pacience is gon.
t 1440 Promp. Pan . 344/1 Moornyn, and sorowyn, tnereo^

fcmo.
c 1470 Col.

&amp;lt;y

Gaw. 1128 1 he king precious in pane
air murnand in mude. 1508 DUNBAR Tita Mariit Wancn

212 Apone sic materis I muse, at mydnyght, full oft, And
murnys so in my mynd, I murdris my helfin. 1526 Pilgr.
Pcrf. (W, de \V, 1531) 86 b, In all euyll thou mayst fynde
cau^e to mourne and borowe. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Htion
liv. 181 When Huon sawe howe he had not wherewith to

arme him his hert mourned ryght sore. 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err. i. i, 74 The prettie babes That mourn d for fashion,

ignorant what to feare. 1697 CONGBEVE ^/0r. Bride i. iv,

Some Here are, who seem to mourn at our Success ! 1784
BURNS Man was Made to Afotern viii, Unmindful, tho a

weeping wife, And helpless offspring mourn. 1860 PUSEV
Mi ft. Proph. 299 It is as we would say, Let me mourn on ,

a mourning inexhaustible, because the woe too and the
cause of grief was unceasing.

b. Const, for, over, also ^of, t&amp;lt;w, f upon.
a looo M- aldcrc i. 43 Ne murn 5u for 5i mece 6e wearS
ma5ma cyst. 121300 Cursor M. 19014 For bair misdede&amp;gt;

morun. 1530 PALSGR. 640/2 He morneth sore for the losse of
his father. 1535 COVERDALE Hos. x. 5 Therfore shall the

people mourne oner them. 1602 SHAKS. Hani, n.ii. 151 (1604

Qo.) He. .Fell, .by this declension, Into the madnes wherein
now he raues, And all we mourne for. 1611 BIBLE i Esdras
viii. 72, I mourned for the iniquitie. 1715 DE FOE Fam.
Instntct. i. v. (1841) I. 106 What we laughed at and made a

jest of in our children before, we must now mourn over, and
correct them for. 1780 WITHERSPOON Regeneration iii. 4

They never mourned for sin in a manner corresponding to

the strong scripture declarations of its odious and hateful
nature. 1829 LYTTQN Disowned x, Let us not waste them
in mourning over blighted hopes and severed hearts. 1875
J. P. Hoprs Princ. Relig. iii. (1878) 12 We have, then, not
a past to mourn for, but a future to win.

C. To utter lamentations to some one. rare.

1533 GAU Richt Vay (S. T. S.) 5 Bot ane chrissine prayer
is quhen ane man prais and murnis inuertlie in his hart to

god efter his help. 1704 POPE Pastorals, Autumn 21 Far
from Delia, to the winds I mourn. 1742 GRAY Sonnet Death
R. West 13, I fruitless mourn to him that cannot hear.

fd. Of animals: To pine. Obs.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactis Hnsb. iv. (1586) 169 b, The
Pigion. .mourneth, if she be restrained of her liberty. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 631 The cattell mourned for

want of milkers. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Rabbit^
[The female rabbits] will otherwise mourn, and hardly bring
up their Young. 1784 COWPER Task v. 27 The cattle mourn
in corners where the fence Screens them [from the cold].

- fig- Of a plant or flower, f Also, in garden
ing language, to droop, hang down.
1626 BACON Sylva 493 Mary-golds, .and indeed most

Flowers, doe open or spread their Leaues abroad, when the

Sunne shineth serene and faire ;..They reioyce
at the pre

sence of the Sunne ; and mourne at the absence thereof.

1798 Trans. Sac. Arts XVI. 164 And by being dryer, the

plants did not mourn so much as the others when the

weather was wet. a iByt B. CORNWALL Eng, Songs 3

The weed mourns on the castle wall.

156-2



MOURN.

2. esp. To lament the death of some one. Const.

for.
aiyto Cursor M. 23984 Clething wil i me tak o care..

And murn wit hir
J&amp;gt;at

him [sc. Christ] bar. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 20 Of his body was no force, npn for him wild

murne. 1470 Gol. fy Gaw. 796 Than schir Spynagros..
Murnyt for schir Gawyne. 1535 COVERDALE 2 C/iron. xxxv.

24 All luda and Jerusalem mourned for losias. 1559 Mirr.

Mag., Dk. York i, Nor yet to mourne, for this my sonne is

dead. 1601 SHAKS. A IPs Well iv. iii. 102, I haue.. buried

a wife, mourn d for her [etc.], c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad \\\. 357
Priam commanded none should mourne, but in still silence

yeeld Their honord carkasses to fire, and onely grieue in

heart. 1695 PRIOR Ode Queen s Death iii, For Her the

Wise and Great shall mourn. 1756 C. SMART tr. Horace,

Art P. (1826) II. 351 Those who mourn at funerals for pay,

do and say more than those that are afflicted from their

hearts. 18*2 SHELLEY Ckas. /, v. 10 A widow bird sate

mourning for her love Upon a wintry bough. 1849 TENNY
SON In Mem. ix. 5 So draw him home to those that mourn
In vain. 1881 BESANT & RICKC/W//. fleet I. 3 The people

listen, now, to the solemn words of a service which seems

spoken by the dead man himself to those who mourn.

b. To exhibit the conventional signs of grief for

a period following the death of a person ; esp. to

wear mourning garments, t To mourn up : to

complete the period of mourning.
1530 PALSGR. 640/2, 1 morne for a deed man, I weare blacke

garmentes,./&amp;gt; /&amp;lt;?rte
le diteii. Yonder gentylman morneth, by

lykelyhodde his father is deed. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg.
De Invent, vr. vii. (1663) 239 Wherefore Numa ordained

that such as mourned up before the day limited should offer

a Cow. .for an expiation. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. f/, i. i. 17

We mourne m black, why mourn we not in blood ? Henry
is dead, and neuer shall reuiue. 1661 HEYLIN Hist. Ref.
II. iii. 3. 69 A Levite that mourned might not serve or

sing. 1717 POPE Elegy Unfort. Lady 56 What tho* no
friends in sable weeds appear, Grieve for an hour, perhaps,
then mourn a year. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Mourn-
ing) The antient Spartan and Roman ladies mourned in

white; . . Kings and cardinals mourn in purple. 1737 WHISTON

JosephuS) Antit/, iv. v. i The people mourned for Aaron
;

thirty days. 1849 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. ii. I. 250 When
foreign princes died, he [Dk. of Monmputh] had mourned
for them in the loiig purple cloak, which [etc.]. 1883 H.
COSWAY Family Affairxxvi, He knew that for all that had
befallen she was mourning in mental sackcloth and ashes.

f 3. To have a painful longing. Const, after ;

also to with inf. In OE. also to career. Obs.

a 1000 Andreas 37 (Gr.) Hyge waes oncyrred, bat hie ne
murndan zfter mandreame. c 1205 LAY. 14369 He murnede
ful s\vi5e to habben bat maeiden to wiue. a izz$ Ancr. R.

366 His deore spuse murnede so swu5e efter him bet heo
widuten him nefde no delit i none binge, c 1386 CHAUCER
Millers T. 518, I inoorne as dooth a lamb after the tete.

4. To make a low inarticulate sound indicative

of pain or grief. In literary use only of a dove

(with mixture of sense i) ; dial. = MOAN v.

1535 COVERDALE Isa. Hx. n We roare all like Beeres, &
mourne stil like doues. 1633 SHERWOOD, To mourne or croo
like a Doue, roitconler. 1822 SHELLEY Fragm. Unfinished
Drama 6S The dove mourned in the pine, Sad prophetess
of sorrows not her own. 1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss. Suppl., s.v.,

That poor baby do moorn.

II. trans.

5. To grieve or sorrow for (something) ; to

lament, deplore, bewail, bemoan.
a 1000 Bi Manna. Wyrdum 20 (Gr.) Sumne sceal . . murnan

meotudsesceaft mode jebysjad. xs86?C TESs PEMBROKE
Clorinda 96 Thus do we weep and waile, ..Mourning, in

others, our own miseries. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s

Hist. Scot. v.
2Q_3

To murne and Lament thair sinis. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. \. hi. 204 To mourne a Mischeefe that is past
and gon, Is the next way to draw new mischiefe on. 1697
CONGREVE Mourn. Bride in. viii, All those Ills which thou
so long hast mourn d. 1713 ADDISON Cato i. vi, Portius
himself oft falls in tears before me, As if he mourn d his

rival s ill success. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xliii, As
near one lover s tomb Two gentle sisters mourn their deso
lation. 1900 H. LAWSON OverShiprails 108 Finally he was
left, the last of his tribe, to mourn his lot in solitude.

b. With clause as obj.
1400 Destr. Troy 6591 Then Menestaus mournyt, &

mykell sorow hade, That Troilus, be triet, was takyn of his

bond. 1567 Gude $ Godlie Ball. (S.T.S.) 95 Thow sail not
follow wickit mennis wayis, Nor zit murne that sinfull haif

gude dayis. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. Hi, 259 O if in blacke

my Ladies browes be deckt, It mournes, that painting vsurp-
ing haire Should rauish doters with a false aspect. 1817
SHELLEY Rev. Islam u. xxxvi, She mourned that grace and
power were thrown as food To the hyaena lust.

6. To lament, grieve, or sorrow for, to express

grief for (some one dead, or some one s death).
1526 Pilgr* Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 306 Mournynge thy

deth, after y* custome of ye lewes. c is86?BRYSKETr Past.

Aegl. Death Sidney 18 Now hath the pore turtle gon to
school. .To learne to mourne her lost malce ! 1601 SHAKS.
Jul. C. in. ii. 45 Here comes his Body, mourn d by Marke
Antony. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 760 As when a Father
mourns His Children. 1685 DRYDEN Thren. August. 372
The Muse that mourns him now his happy triumph sung.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. n. 22 Dost thou mourn Philander s

fate ? 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xxiii, Soft is the note,
and sad the lay, That mourns the lovely Rosabelle. 1863
WOOLNER My Beautiful Lady 105 Thou mourn d st not
most the vanished soul Which was my Lord s through thine.

1880 Miss BRADDON Just as Iam vi, She loved him dearly,
and mourned him more deeply than any of us.

7. To utter in a sorrowful manner (J.).

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 361 The Lion sighed
deeply, and mourned forth a lamentable roaring. 1634
MILTON Comus 235 Where the love-lorn Nightingale Nightly
to thee her sad Song mourneth well. 18x9 Kurt/MAT/M
xli, The Spirit mourn d Adieu! 1889 W. S. GILBERT
Gondoliers i. 14 Bury love that all condemn, And let the
whirlwind mourn its requiem !

716

t Mourn, v?- Obs. rare. [A perversion of the
|

Fr. name for glanders (see MORTECHIEN), due to i

association with prec.] intr. Only in to mourn of

the chine : to suffer from glanders. Cf. MOSE v.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 55 Well, this Louer . .

began . . to mourne of the chine, and to hang the lip.

Mournaval, obs. form of MOURNIVAL.

Mourn(e, obs. forms of MORSE s6.
1

,
MOURX.

Mourned, variant of MOBSEB a. Her.

1847 Gloss. Heraldry, Mourned, blunted.

Mourner 1 (mo unw). Also 4-5 morener, 6

moerner, 7 mournour, morner. [f.
MOURN v.1

+ -ER!.]
1. One who mourns, laments, or grieves; spec.

one who mourns the death of a friend or relation ;

one who attends a funeral out of respect or affec

tion for the deceased.

Chief(or t principal) mourner : the nearest relative who
is present at a funeral, t Close mourner : a near relative

of the deceased.

1388 WYCLIF Isa. Ivii. 18, Y?af coumfortyngis to hym, and

to the moreneris of hym. c 1523 Elegy Hen. VIlTs Fool

in Halliw. Kugag Poet. 45 Ye as chefe moerner yn your
own folys hode. 1533 COVERDALE Eccl. xii. 2 When.. the

mourners go aboute the stretes. 1594 SHAKS. Rich lit,

in. ii. 51, I am no mourner for that newes. c 1618 MoKVSOM
Ititt. iv. (1003) 334 The men that are cheefe Mournours
haue their faces Covered with blacke Sipres. a 1662 H EVI.IN

Land 11668) 1 33 The Funeral he attended in his own Person,

as the principal Mourner. 1688 R HOLME Armoury in.

20/1 These kind of hoods.. are to this day worn by close

Mourners at the Solemnities of great Funerals. 1762

GOLDSM. A asA 177 The masters of the assembly-room fol

lowed as chief mourners. 1820 SHELLEY Setuit. Pi. in. 8

The sobs of the mourners. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood iv, I

have been since a solitary mourner.

fig. &amp;lt; 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxxii, Thine eies. .Haue put on

black, and louing mourners bee.

b. One employed or hired to attend funerals in

a habit of mourning, or to utter wailing cries or

songs of lamentation for the dead.

1692 R. 1, EsTRAXGE Fables cxcviii. 168 A Woman that

had Two Daughters, Bury d one of them, and Mourners
were Provided to Attend the Funeral. 1741 tr. D Argcn s

Chinese Lett. xl. 313 The Muscovites pay Mourners to shed

Tears at the Interment of their Kindred.
r,o. quast-a^ . (cf. Chaucer far/. Foules 180).

1700 DKYDKN Pal. fy Arc. in. 961 The Mourner Eugh,
and Builder Oak were there.

d. U.S. (See quot. 1859.)
1859 BARTLKTT Diet. Aintr., Mourners. Persons on the

anxious seat ..at revival
1

meetings are technically
termed mourners ; that is persons mourning for their sins.

1885 MARK TWAIN in Century Mag. Feb. 549/2 Folks

got up.. and worked their way.. to the mourners bench,
with the tears running down their faces.

2. Indian mourner : the SAD-TREE.

1890 in Century Diet.

t Mou rner -. Obs. rare l
. [EMoos.a +

-EH V] One who has the mourning of the chine .

In quot. trails/.

01625 FLETCHER & MASS. Cusl. Country ill. iii, Hec s

chin d, he s cliin d good man
;
he is a mourner.

I Movrrneress. Ohs.rare 1
. [f. MOURNER!

+ -ESS*.] A female mourner.

1596 SMYTH Lires Berkeley* (1883) II. 389 The seaven

principall mourneresses and estates of the funeralls.

Mourneval, obs. form of MOURNIVAL.
Mournful (moi inful), a. (and sb.) [f. MOUBN

v.1 + -FCL.]
1. Expressing or betokening mourning or sorrow;

doleful, sad, dismal.
Now only of expressions, looks, sounds, scenery ; formerly

also of costume, etc.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 14 Nor maketh any mourne-
fullchere when he hath lost a frende. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
v. iii. 196-7 No Funerall Rite, nor man in mournfull Weeds :

No mournfull Bell shall ring her Buriall. 1667 MILTON
P. L. i. 244 Is.. this the seat That we must cnange for
Heav n, this mournful gloom For that celestial light? 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 494 A mournful Sound agen the
Mother hears. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 113 The women
running about, like furies, in a mournful habit. i784CowpER
Task iv. 756 Much consoled That here and there some
sprigs of mournful mint, Of nightshade, or valerian, grace
the well He

i
cultivates. 1850 DICKKNS Lett. (1880) .

grace
1.231

He shook his head with an intensely mournful air. 1883
OuiDA Wanda I. 2 The scene was bleak and mournful.

2. Full of, or oppressed with, sorrow or grief; sad,

sorrowful, grieving ; f making display of sorrow.
1579 SPENSER Shcfh. Cal. Nov. 53 Vp then Melpomene

thou mournefulst Muse of nyne. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. I /,
in. i. 226 Glosters shew Beguiles him, as the mournefull
Crocodile With sorrow snares relenting passengers. 1697
DRYDEN Virg.Georg.i\ .6-j\ His mournful Mind, with Musick
to restore. 1738 WESLEY Ps. LI. ix, Thou wilt the mournful
Spirit chear. 1880 A. B. TODD Circling Year Poet. Wks.
(1906) 203 The sweet lambs Call mournful for their mothers.
Comb, a 1835 MRS. HEMANS Sicilian Captive Poems (1875)

413 The mournful-sounding seas?

3. Causing sorrow or grief; deplorable.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. ii. 16 His mournefull death.

f 4. s/i. The mournfuls : low spirits, the blues .

&amp;lt;- 1800 R. CUMBERLAND John De Lancaster (1809) I, 136
You have cured me of the mournfuls.

5. Mournful Monday, 30 Oct. 1899, the day of

the British defeat at Nicholson s Nek. Mourn
ful widow &quot; Mourning-bride.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1027/2 Scabioiia alropurfitn-a, called

MOURNING.
Mournful Widow in cottage gardens, igoa Times Hist.
War S. Africa II. vi. 256 It is not difficult to point out

specific reasons for the failure of Mournful Monday .

Mournfully (,mo&amp;gt;.infuli), adv. [f. MOURNFUL
a. + -LY -.] In a mournful or sorrowful manner.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 151 Beate thou the Drumme that

it speake mournfully. 1611 BIBLE Mai. iii. 14 Wee haue
walked mournfully before the Lord of hosts. 1791 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest iv, Having mournfully bade each
other good-night, they lay down and implored rest. 1838
DICKENS Nick. &amp;gt;\ick. xx, No

,
said Smike, shaking his head

mournfully, I must talk of something else to-day . 1882

OciDA
1

In ftlaremtna 1. ii. 34 The old mule.. only had

long journeys twice a year, and resented them mournfully.

Mourilfulness (mo jnfulnes). [-NESS.] The
condition or quality of being mournful.

1633 P. FLETCHER fiscal. Echgs, etc. 62 Then would I . .

Sing of Eliza s fixed mournfulness, And much bewail such
wofull heaviness. 1755 JOHNSON, Mmtruftilness,. . i. Sorrow ;

grief. 2. Show of grief ; appearance of sorrow, a 1835 MRS.
HEMANS Sound of Sea ii, And hush d is many a lovely

(voice] Of mournfulness or mirth. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. III. iv. 177 Just so the mournfulness Of the tale told

out did their hearts oppress.

Mournifal, obs. form of MOURMVAL.

Mourning ^mO- unirj), vbl. s&. 1
[f. MOUKN v.i

+ -ING!.]
1. The action of MOURN v. 1 ; feeling or expres

sion of sorrow ; sorrowing, lamentation. Also

with a or in //.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 342 Heui murnunge. c 1150 Gen. t, Ex.

3205 For swine and murning hem was on. a 13x0 in Wright
Lyric P. xvi. 54 For hire love mournyng y make more then

eny mon. c 1380 Sir Fertttub. 3797 Whar-for was mad |?at

gret mornyng Amonges be Sarazyns olde & 3yng, As hy

par herden alle. 1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 520 Vwi
letnman I haue swicn loue longynge That Hk a turtel

trewe is my moornynge. c 1440 Jacob s Iftllxvm. 125 In

bis mournyng, an aungyl com to hym. 1535 COVERDALE
Ps. ci[ij, 20 He maye heare the mournynges of soch as be

in captiuyte, 01631 DONNE Lam. Jeremy iii. 10 But when

my mourning I do thinke upon My wormwood, hemlocke
and affliction ; My Soule is humbled in remembring this.

a 1716 Soon Senu. (1744) VII. vi. 129 Neither mourning
for sin, or confession of it, avail any thing but a new creature.

1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. n. 545 With mourning sore

Toward the king s palace did they take their way.
2. spec. The feeling or the expression of sorrow

for the death of a person ; also, an expression of

grief, a lament. I ll rase, ^to make mourning.
c 1290 i . Eng. Leg. I. 51/172 Heo bi-lefte, bo it was non

obur in gret deol and mournyng. a 1300 Cursor M, 1 4 230 At

J-at castel his frendes bade, And for bair frend gret murning
made, c 1430 Sir A maitacc (Caniden) xxxvii, Sir Amadace
wasse in mournyng bro?te. 1509 FISHER Funeral Serm.
Ctess K lYVimiuu/Wks. (1876) 301 Thes sorrowful! cryes of her

thy seruaunte with the other lamentable mornynges of her

frendes & seruauntes. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie I. xxiv.

( Arb.) 63 Poeticall mournings in verse, a 1644 QUARLES Sol.

Recant, ch. \ n. iv, The wise mans sober heart is always

turning His \\aryfootsteps to the house of mourning. 1818

SCO-IT F. M. Perth xxviii, The Highlanders . . are wont to

mingle a degree of solemn mirth with their mourning. 1852

TENNYSON Otie Death Dk. Wellington 4 Let us bury the

Great Duke To the noise of the mourning of a mighty natioa

3. The conventional or ceremonial manifestation

of sorrow for the death of a person ; esp. the wear

ing of black garments. Also, the period during
which such garments are worn.
c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Pnlsgr. 920/1 Mournyng,

dent, a 1548 HAI.L Chron., Hen. VIII 228 The kynge ware

whyte for mournyng. 1641 SHIRLEY Cardinal I. (1652) i

How does her Grace since she left her mourning For the

young Duke Mendoza, whose timeless death At Sea, left

resume their ordinary dresses. 1868 MARRIOTT Vest. Cltr.

p. xvti, Thus, where the hair is ordinarily worn short it is a

sign of mourning to let it grow long.

b. An instance of this ;
a ceremonial manifesta

tion of grief for the death of a person. Now rare.

1611 BIULK Gen. \. 10 And he made a mourning for his

father seuen dayes. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s.v., In

public Mournings at Rome the shops were shut up, the

women laid aside all their ornaments [etc.). 1776 ADAM SMITH

W. N. i. x. n. (1869! M9 Except in the case of a general

mourning. 1803^6 WORUSW. Ode Iitliin. Innnort. 95 A
wedding or a festival, A mourning or a funeral.

4. The dress or customary garment (now usually

black) worn by mourners. Also occas. applied to

the black draperies placed on furniture or the

walls of buildings, etc., on occasions of mourning.
Deep, half, second mounting , see those words. tC/cw

mourning: mourninjj such as is worn by the nearest rela

tives ;
= deep mourning.

1654-66 EARL ORRERY Partlun. (1676) 606 All. .should for

the revolution of twelve Moons wear close Mourning. 1661

PEI YS Diary 23 July, Put on my mourning. 1663 WOOD
Life July (O.H.S.) I. 479 Three tressels theron, covered

with mourning. 1700 DRYDEN Pal. r Arc. in. 942 They. .

through the Master-Street the Corps convey d. The Houses

to their Tops with Black were spread, And ev n the Pave

ments were with Mourning hid. 1708 SWIFT Bickerstaff

..__... rnmg 1 snoi

buy for my mother and Miss Porter. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Loom % Lugger n. iii. 43 They had at first offered to make

up her mourning for her.

b. pi. in the same sense. Now St. and north.

1634 W. TIRWHV i tr. Bal;ai. s Lett. {vol. I) 97 f we hulJ



MOUBNING.
all the men in the world to be of our affinity, let us make ac

count to weare mournings all our life. 1650 K. STAPYLTON
Stratias Law C. Wars i. 9 Putting on mournings, [he] com
manded an adjournment of the Courts of Justice. 182*

GALT Sir A. \Vylie ii, To the total wreck and destruction

of all the unfinished bravery of mournings which lay scat

tered around. 1838 W. BI-:LL Diet. Law Scot. 662 A widow
has a legal claim to mournings for her husband. (( 1842 A.

CUNNINGHAM Burns
&amp;lt;$ Byron, They came into the street

in their mournings.
C. Phr. hi mourning (as adjectival phrase) :

wearing the garments indicative of grief. Also

A aut. (see quot. 1867). So Togo orpitl into mourn

ing; to be out of mourning, etc.

a 1656 HALES Gold. Rein, in. Serin., etc. (1673) 21 De-
mades the Oratour was wont to say of the Athenians, that

they never came to consult of peace, nisi atrati, but in

blacks and mourning. 1683 WOOD Life 23 Aug. lO.H.S.)
III. 66 An hears, .followed by 5 coaches in morning. 1711
SWIFT frnl, to Stella 25 Dec., Her brother would fain have
her death a secret, to save the charge of bringing her up
here to bury her, or going into mourning. 1778 Miss
BURNEY Evelina xiv, She was already out of mourning.
1821 HVRON Juan in. vii, Sad thought ! to lose the spouse
that was adorning Our days, and put one s servants into

mourning. 1860 Miss YONGE Stokesley Secret iii, There
were two ladies, one in stately handsome slight mourning.
1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. s.v., A ship is in mourning
with her ensign and pennant half-mast, her yards topped
awry, or apeek, or alternately topped an-end. If the sides

are painted blue instead of white, it denotes deep mourning.
1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 310 Seeing the wife of the

priest.. in mourning.

d. slang oijocular. To be in mourning : said of

the eyes when blackened by fighting. Also of the
i

linger-nails when allowed to become dirty.
1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 70 Bolter.. had his eyes in

mourning. 1867 O. W. HOLMES Guardian Angel x, His

eyes were in mourning , as the gentlemen of the ring sa} .

1890 BAKRERE & LELAND Diet. Slang (1897), Mourning
(common), a full suit of mourning, two black eyes ; half-

mourning, one black eye.

5. attrib. and Comb., as mounting apparel,
attire, clothes, coat, colour, duty, garment, gown,
habit, f head, t hood, house, livery, song, lime,

weeds, etc.; also mourning-band, (a) see quot.
^ 1618; (b) a strip of black cloth or crape worn
round the sleeve of a coat or round a hat in token
of bereavement

; (c) slang, a dirty or black edge to

a finger-nail ; mourning border, a black border
on note-paper, envelopes, etc., used by persons who
are in mourning ; hence mourning-bordered adj. ;

mourning-brooch, a brooch of jet or other black

material,worn bywomenwhen mourning; fmourn
ing carriage, in quot. a carriage for conveying a

corpse ; f mourning chariot = mourning coach
;

mourning cloak, t
(&amp;lt;0

a cloak formerly worn by
persons following a funeral, usually hired from the

undertaker ; (6) a butterfly, the Camberwell beauty,
Vanessa antiopa; mourning coach, (a) a coach of

black colour formerly used by a person during the

whole period of his mourning ; {K) a closed car

riage, usually black, used to convey mourners
on the occasion of a funeral ; t mourning coffin,

hearse (app. = coffin , hearse , simply; pos

sibly, however, one of a black colour or with
black draperies) ; t mourning horse, the horse

belonging to a deceased person, led riderless and

draped with black in the funeral procession ;

mourning-paper, note-paper with a black edge ;

mourning-piece U.S., a pictorial representation
of a tomb, etc., intended as a memorial of the dead

;

mourning-pin, a black pin for use with mourning-
attire (Worcester 1860) ; mourning-ring, a ring
worn as a memorial of a deceased person ; mourn
ing shirt, (a) see quot. 1650; (A) slang, a flannel

shirt, as it does not require washing so often as

others
; f mourning-staff, a black pole carried in

a funeral procession ; mourning-stuff, a luster-

less black textile material, such as crape, cashmere,
or merino, regarded as especially fitted for mourn

ing-garments {Cent. Diet.&quot;}.

1563 COOPER Tlusaurus s. v. Lugeo, Lngubris ornatus.

Cic[ero] Mournyng apparel!. 1611 BIBLE 2 Sain. xiv. 2.

503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 14 I ii Any lyvere. .giffyn by
any executoures at the interement of any person for any
mornyng array. 16x1 COTGR., Dueil, dole, griefe, . . also,

mourning weeds, or *mourning attire ; as, fl forte le diteil.

c 1618 MORYSON Itin. iv. (1903) 334 The other men that

followe the Herse haue.-hattbandes of black Sipres hang
ing downe behynde, Called Trawerbandes that is *mouraing
bandes. 1884 St. James s Gaz. 5 Dec. 6/1 The mourning-
bands onthefinger-nails are faithfully-recorded. 1899 Wcstin,
Gaz. 16 Nov. 2/3 *Mourning-bordered envelopes. 1710 M.
HENRY Life Lieut. //#rt^ Wks. 1853 II. 585/1 His corpse
was carried on a *mournmg carriage to Witembury. 1703
Lond.Gaz. No. 3045/4 At Mr. Harrison s, Coach-Maker,, .is

aMouining Coacnand Harness, ..alsoa*MourningCharriot.
1610-11 in HalliwelM ./zr/. (1854) 66 Item, one &quot;mourn

ing cloak. 1898 W._I. HOLLAND Butterfly Bk. (1902) 160

Vanessa antiopa. . .(The Mourning-cloak ; The Camberwell

Beauty.) 1535 COVERDALE Baruch v. i Put of thy &quot;mourn-
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Coach, and so convey d to the Tangier-Tavern. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge ix, I wish I may. .never be buried
decent with a mourning-coach and feathers. 1586 ? BRYS-
KETT Past. Aegl. Death Sidney 28 Hath not the aire put
on liis &quot;mourning coat, And testified his grief with flowing
leaves? 1683 Condemn, fy Exec. A. Sydney 2 They put it

[the body] intoa*Mourning-Coffin. .and conveyed it thence,
in order to its Interment. 1564 BULLEVN Dial. agst. Pest.
Ded. (1888) i My Chamber, .hanged al in one *mournyng
darcke colour. 1885 DILLON FairholCs Costume in Eng. II.

Gloss. 290 Black appears to have been the mourning colour

generally worn in England. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. ii. 88 Tis
sweet and commendable In your Nature Hamlet, To giue
these *mourning duties to your Father. 1530 PALSGR. 246/2
*Mournyng garment, habit de dveil. 1535 COVRRDALE
2 Saw. xiv. 2. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. V/

t
n. i. 161 Wrap our

bodies in blacke &quot;mourning Gownes. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks .

(1880) 4 pei maken hem self in si^te of peple more holi ban
obere men and bosten bereof in owtward signes or wordes,
as *mornynge abite, lettris of fraternite. 1736 AINSWORTH
I*at, Diet.) A *

mourning hat-band, Torulits atratiis. 1530
PALSUK. 253/1 Peake ofa ladyes *mournyng heed, biqnoquet.
1641 EVELYN Diary* Jan., We at night followed the *inourn-

ing hearse to the Church at Wotton. c 1495 Epitaffc^ etc.

in Skeltoti s ll ks. (1843) II, 391 Of with your rich caperons,
put on your ^mourning hodes. 1736 AISSWORTH Lat. Dict.

t

A mourning hood, Epomls atrata, 1695 Lond. Gaz. No.
/. Tl r_H I .1.. #1 f : &quot;IT l_.i t. _. ,

3059/1 Then followed the &quot;Mourning Horse, led by the
Lord Viscount Villers, Master of the Horse to Her late

Majesty, attended by two Equerries. 1402 RcpL Friar
Daw Topias in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 76 To make sich

housynge to men that ben deede, to whiche longith but

graves and *mornynge housis. 1588 SHAKS. /../,./.. v. ii.

8i8^
I will .. shut My wofull selfe vp in a mourning house,

Raininc the teares of lamentation, For the remembrance of

my Fathers death. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809)
IV. 26 Two footmen in ^mourning-liveries. 1800 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Belinda (1832) II. xxv. 155 The letter \v:,s

copied upon a sheet of mourning paper. 1889 M. C. LEK
Quaker Girl of Nantitcket iii. 48 There ain t a house on
the island, I expect, but what s got a &quot;mourning piece
hangin up m the front room. -&qo Penny Cyci. XVIII. 162/2

*Mourning pins may be made of brass,. . varnishing being
substituted for tinning. 1703 Loud. Gaz. No. 3897/4, 3 other

*Mourning Rings, with W. C, ob. 18 Dec. 1702. 1852 Miss
MULOCK Agatha s Hnsb. xii. (1875) 306 The large diamond
mourning ring which the widower always wore, In memory
of Catherine Harper

1

. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Halzac s Lett.

(vol. I) 105 Your *Mourning-robes. 1650 Ft i I.KR Pisgah iv.

yi.gS As we say mourning shirts, it being customary for men
in sadness, to spare the pains of their laundresses. 1736
AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A &quot;mourning song, Xenia, carmen
luguhrC) threnodia. c 1730 SAVAGE Attthor to l&amp;gt;e let Publ.

Pref., Had it not been more laudable in Mr. Roome, the
son of an undertaker, to have borne a link and a mourning-
staff in the long procession of a funeral, than

jetc.J.
1881

M. ARNOLD Westminster Abbey x, The &quot;mourning-stole no
more Mantled her form. 1703 Burgh Rec, Stirling (1889)

99 Four mourning strings . . which they are to wear above
their belts that day upon account of the funerals of the
deceast John Stivensone, provost. 1662 GURNALL Chr. in.

Arm. verse 18. i. xliv. i (1669) 401/2 Gaudy rich cloaths on
a fast-day do no better, than a light trimming on a *niourn*

ing suit. 1819 BYRON Juan 11. cxxxix, And night is flung
off like a mourning suit Worn for a husband, or some other
brute. 1:1407 LYDG. Reson # Sens. 6926 Ther ys.. woman
noon so stedefast That, whan *Mowrenyng tyme is past,
she may of mercy and pile save and kepe hir honeste, And
forsake hir clothes blake And chesen hir a nywe make.
1821 SHXLLEYXdbwa&xlii Thou Air, Which like a *mourning
veil thy scarf hadst thrown O er the abandoned Earth. 1572
Lament. LadyScotl. 6 in Satir. Poems Reform. xxxiii.With
$our *murning weid absconse my face. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
it i. 70 Haile Rome : Victorious in thy Mourning Weedes.

t Mou rning, vbl. sb* Obs. [f. MOURN v.- +
-ING 1

.] Mourning of the chine: The disease of

glanders. Cf. MORTECHIEN.
1513 FITZHERB. Husb. 87 Mournynge on the chyne ..

apperethat his nosethryll lyke oke-water. Ibid. 119 The
frenche-man saythe, Mort de langne et de eschine Sount
maladyes sannce medicine. The mournynge of the tongue,
and of the chyne, are diseases without remedy or medicyne.
1598 FLORIO, Cianiorro, a disease in horses called the mourn
ing of the chine, issuing at the nosthrils. 1607 TOFSELL
Four-f, Beasts 371 This word mourning of the Chine, is a

corrupt name borrowed of the French toong, wherein it is

cald mote [1658 Morte\ dcschien, that is to say the death of
the backe. Because many do hold this opinion that this

disease doth consume the marrow of the backe. 1611 COTGR.,
Mourne

)
the Mumpes ; and (in a horse, &c. ) the mourning of

the Chyne. 1735 BURDON Pocket Farriery 74 The Mourn
ing of the Chine is downright Poverty of Flesh and Blood.

Moirrniiig, ///. a. [f. MOURN v.1 + -ING 2
.]

1. That mourns ; sorrowing, lamenting ; charac

terized by or expressive of grief.

Beowulf50 Him WJES geomor sefa, murnende mod. a 1300
Cursor M. 4963 He mened him

j&amp;gt;us,
wit murnand cher.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxiv. 17 Nether thou shall etc meet
of mournynge men. c 1550 Knt. Curtesy 59 in Hazl.

and was executed for the same. 1714 A. SMITH Lives

Highwaymen II. 18 He was .. carry d into a mourning

, ,

infernall furies doen aslake. 1622 MABBE tr. A lemans Guz
man D Alf.i, 134, 1 put on a mourning-face, looke sad [etc.].

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 436/1 Prxficae^ or mourning
women,. .went about the streets. 1815 SHELLEY Alostor^
No mourning maiden decked With weeping flowers.

2. transf. liruised. Cf. MOURNING vbl. sbl 4d.
1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busy Body i. i, On condition you ll

give us a true account how you came by that mourning
nose.

3. Mourning bride, a popular name for the

sweet scabious, Scabiosa atropurpurea ; mourning
dove, the common American or Carolina turtle

dove, Zenaiduratarolinensis ; mourning warbler,
an American warbler, Geothlypis Philadelphia ;

mourning widow, (a) a European geranium

MOUSE.
with petals of a dusky colour, Geranium phxum ;

(d} = Mourning bride (Cent. Diet. iSoo).
1846-50 A. WOOD Class bk. Bof. 310 Scabiosa atrofiur-

purea, *Mourning Bride. 1839 PEABODY in Boston Jrnl.
Nat. Hist. 11841) III. 192 The Carolina Turtle Dove.. is

called [in western Massachusetts] the *Mourning Dove.
1808-13 A. WILSON Amer. Ornith. (1831) II, 140 Sylvia,
Philadelphia^ Wilson. *Mourning warbler. 1866 Treas.
Bot.) *Mourning widow. Geranium phaeum.

Mourningly Onoa-inirjli), adv.
[f. MOURNING

1

///. a. + -LY *J In a mourning manner.
1519 in Fabric Rolls York Minster ^Surtees) 268 Item c

! thynke it were convenient that whene we fetche a corse to
the Churche that we shulde be in our blak abbettes morn-
vngly. 1601 SHAKS. AlCs Well \. i. 34 The King very
latehe spoke of him. .mourningly. 1831 LYTTON Godolphin

1

Ixvii, The wind, .swept mourningly over the. .leaver.

Mournival ^moa-jnival). Cards. Now only
Hist. Forms : 6 mornyfle, 7 mournaval, moriie-

vall, mournivall, murnivall, moruivall.

mournifal, (erron. murrinall), S mourneval,
. 7- mournival, niurnival. [a. F. mornifte, of

I

obscure origin. The word also means a slap in

I

the face , which is pcrh. the primary sense.]
1. A set of four aces, kings, queens, or knaves, in

one hand. Also in figurative context.

1530 PALSGK. 246/1 Mornyfle a maner of play, ntorniflt .

1614, 1615 [see (li.ir.KK sl&amp;gt;.

1

2]. 1674 COTTON Gamester (ib&u)
I 68 A Mournival is either all the Aces, the four Kings,

Queens, or Knaves. 1719 D L RFEY Pills I. 331 1 se ne er
win by Mournival or blaze, Or conquering Kmive. 1822
SCOTT Nigel xvi, Concerning a certain game at gleck, and
a certain mournival of aces held by his lordship.

t 2. trans/. A set of four (things or persons &amp;gt;. Obs.

1625 B. JONSON Staple of N. iv. Interm. 81 Cen. Let a

protest goe out against him, Mir. A mourniuall of
prote.-,t&amp;gt; ;

or a gleekc at lea-^t ! c 1650 J. POOLE Eng. Parnassus
(1657) 272 Elements. .Natures first mournival. a 1711 KKN
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 390 With his double
luourneval of Eyes, Tarantula a poor Apulian spies.

t Mou rnless, a. nonce-wd.
[f.
MOURN sf&amp;gt;. +

-LESS.] That mourns not, failing to mourn.
1633 1). KOGEKS Treat. Sacraments n. 139, I hope you

mourne, that you are so mournelesse.

Mournour, obs. form of MOURNER.
Mou-rnsome, a. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. MOURN

v. 1 + -SOMK.] Mournful.

1869 ULACKMOKK Lorna D. iii, Then there came a mellow
noise, very low and mournsome.

Mourron, Mourther: see MORION, MURMSR.
Mous, obs. pi. form of Mow sb?

Mousaique, obs. form of MOSAIC a\ and sb.

Mouse (maus), sb. PI. mice (mois). Forms :

sing, i mus, muus, 2, 5 mus, 4-5 mows, 4-7
mous, 5 mows(s)e,6 mowss, mousse, 4- mouse.

//. i mys, 4-5 mys, 4 myys, musz, myis, 4-5,

(9 dial.} mees, muys, myes, 4-6 myse, 4-7
myce, 5 muyse, mysz, myesse, 6 myss, ruiese,

mise, 7, (9 dial.} meece, 6- mice ; also 4 musus,
8 (in sense 4 a) mouses. [Com. Teut. and Indo-

Germanic: OE. mus fem. =OFris., OS. m&s (Du.
tnuis\ OHG. mus (MHG. mus, mod.G. maus) t

ON. Mtfs (Sw., Da. mus], L. mus, Gr. /o/y, Skr.

mus : Indo-Germanic *mus- (cons.-stem^.]
I. 1, An animal of any of the smaller species of

the genus filus of rodents.
Most commonly applied to the house mouse, M. musculus.

Other species are the field or wood mouse, M. sylvaticus,
the harvest mouse, M. minutus, and the Barbary mouse of
North Africa, M. barbarus.
c888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xvi. 2 gifjenu fcesawan hwelce

mus baH weere hlaford ofer oSre mys, & sette him donias..
hu wunderlic wolde eow 3aet bincan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
53

|&amp;gt;urh

be sweote smel of be chese he bicherreS monie mus
to pe bloke. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5383 For |?ou

Jyuest myys [v.r. mys] to ^ete pat was ordeyned to mannys
mete. 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. Pr. vi. 41 (Camb. MS.)
Now yif thow saye a mous amonges oother musus [v.r.

myse] bat chalengede to hym selfward ryht and power ouer
alle oother mysus [v.r. myse] how gret scorn woldisthow
ban of hit. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 297 While a

myjti man sat at f?e feste muys [MS. 0. muyse, Caxton
myes] bysette hym sodenliche al aboute. c 1450 Merlin
xxxiii. 665 He seide that he hadde nede ther-of in hi$ house
for rattes and mees. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls)
III. 388 Ouir Albione aboundit so the myss, Ouir all the
feild in mony hoill and dyke, And in the houssis. .That

[etc.]. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 160 It [Hellebore] kylleth
miese knodden wyth mele and honye. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
iv. vi. 18 The Fishermen, that walk d vpon the beach

Appeare like Mice. 1822 SHELLEY tr. GocthJs Faust \. 84
For I am like a cat I like to play A little with the mouse
before I eat it. 1864 TENNYSON Aybner s F. 853 The thin

weasel there Follows the mouse, and all is open field. 1894

Spectator 30 June 901 There are those who have tried the

bat, and found it taste like a house-mouse, only mousier.

fig c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 687 (736) Quod Pandarus
thow wrecched mouses herte. Art bow a-garst so

J&amp;gt;at
she

wole be byte. 1633 Costlie Whore i. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV,
Oh wherefore should we fawne upon such curres, The mice
of mankind, and the scorne of earth?

b. Popularly applied to animals of other genera

having some resemblance to mice, esp. the shrews

(Sorex) and the voles (Arvico/a). Also in book-

names (chiefly translations from mod.Latin) of

various exotic animals, e. g. f Alpine mouse,

t mouse of the mountain^ the Marmot ; f Indian

mouse, ^Pharaoh s mouse, the ichneumon; ^ J ontic
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mouse, an animal described by Pliny, commonly
identified with the ermine.

3:700 Epinat Gloss, 977 Sori.v (-f.v), id. e&t : mus. 11593
HESTER 114 E.v6er. Paracelsus (1596) 12 Anointing the out

ward parts witn the oyle of the mouse of the mountame.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 448 Marcellus and SolJnus,

doe make question of this beast (Ichneumon) to be a kind of

Otter.. .There be some that call it an Indian Mouse. Ibid,

532 The Movse Pontiqve. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 151 An
Indian Mouse. 1864 Ckamb, Ettcycl, VI. 507/2 The name
Mouse is often popularly given to animals considerably
different from the true mice, as the Voles. 1868 GRAY in

Proc. Zool. Soc. 199 The species of Saccomyiny^ or Pouched
Mice. 1889 [sue POUCHED a. ij.

2. Phrases, a. In various similes : Drunk as a

mouse, earlier f drunk as a dreynt (
= drowned)

mouse; mntn, mute, quiet, still, etc., as a motise

(t in a cheese}. Also, \(to speak] like a mouse in

a cheese^ i.e. with a muffled voice, inaudibly ;
like

a drowned mouse, i.e. in a miserable plight.
a. 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix. in When that he is

dronke ase a dreynt mous, thenne we shule borewe the wed
ate bayly. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife s Prol. 246 Thou comest

hoom as dronken as a Mous. 1536 in Lett. Suppress.
Mottast. (Camden) 133 Monckes drynk an bowll after

collacyon tell ten or xii. of the clock, and cum to mattens

as dronck as myss. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. yf, i. ii. 12 Or

pitteous they will looke, like drowned Mice. ^1599 PORTKR

Angry Worn. Abingt. (1841) 71 Mum, mouse in cheese, cat

is neare. 1686 E. VERNEV 24 June in V erncy Mem. (1899)
IV. x. 381 Child, I pray when you speak in the Theatre

[Oxf.J doe not speak like a mouse in a chces.., but speak out

your words boldlyand distinctly. i736AtNS\voRTH Lat. Diet.

s.v., He speaketh like a mouse in a cheese, mnssat, iussi-

tai ; occults
&amp;lt;$ depressa vocc loanitnr. 1856 Miss VONGE

Daisy Chain ii. xxv. 636 If I only begin to say Miss May
told me they are all like mice. 1859 GEO. LLIOT A. Bedc

v, She looks as quiet as a mouse. There s something rather

striking about her, though. 1883 STEVENSON Treasure Isl.

xiv, I squatted there, hearkening, as silent as a mouse,

b. In alliterative association with man. (a]

See MAX sb^ 7 ; () Neither man nof mouse, not

a creature ; Mouse and man, every living thing.

1637 W. HAWKINS
Aj&amp;gt;ollo Shroving \. v. 14 Looke Praxo,

canst thou see no audience? Przco. Nor man, nor mouse.

1845 CAUI.YLK Cromwell v. Ixxix. I. 48^ Poor Prince Mau
rice, sea-roving, .sank, in the West Indies, mouse and man.

c. As a type of something small or insignifi

cant. Chiefly after Horace (see quot. a 1637).
1584 LYLY CantJ&amp;gt;at,pc Prol. at Bl. Fryers, So we hope, if

the shower of our swelling mountaine seeme to bring foorth

some Eliphant, perfourme but a mouse, you will gently say,
this is a beast. 1596 LODGF, Wits Miserie 4 At euery word he

speaketh, hee makes a mouse of an elephant, he telleth them
of wonders done in Spaine by his ancestors. 1598 F. Rous
Thnie Bj, Nor let your harts great hils bring foorth a

mouse. 01637 B. JONSON tr. Horace^ Art P. 199 The
mountains travail d, and brought forth A scorned mouse !

1887 Times (weekly ed.) 14 Oct. 14/4 It is curious that such
a grave contingency should spring from such a trivial cause.

This time it is the mouse that brings forth the mountain.

d. Proverbs, and proverbial sayings.
c 1386 CHAUCER WifJs Prol. 572, I holde a Mouses herte

nat worth a leek, That hath but oon hole for to sterte to

And if
fc&amp;gt;at faille, tlianne is al ydo. t 1430 LYDG. Min,

Poems (Percy Soc.) 167 An hardy mowse, that is bold to

breede In cattis eeris. 1530 R. HILLES Common-Pi. Bk.

(1858)140 It
ys&amp;gt;

a sotyll mouse that slepyth in thecattysear.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v. Mouse-trap^ A sorry
Mouse, that has but one Hole, or a poor Creature that has
but one Shift. Ibid., A Mouse in. the Pot is better than no

Flesh, or something has some savour.

t 3. a. As a playful term of endearment, chiefly
addressed to a woman. Obs.

&amp;lt;ris*o [see PRIM sb.*}. 1567 Triall Treas. Ej, My dere

lady. My mouse my nobs and cony swete. 1586 WARNER
Alb. Eng. n. x. (1592) 42 God blesse thee Mouse the

Bridegroome sayd, and smakt her on the lips. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L, v. it. 19. 1602 Ham. in. iv. 183. 1607 DEKKI:R
& WEBSTER Westw. Hoe u. i, lud. [to her husband] 1 am
so troubled with the rheume too : Mouse whats good fort ?

1655 MENNIS & SMITH Mus. Dclic. (1656) 14 Mopsa, even

Mopsa, prety Mouse. 1708 JOANNA BAILLIE Tryal iv. ii.

Plays on Passions (1821) 1.263 Agnes. You are an idler!

Harwood. You are a little mouse !

t b. stang. (See quot.) Obs.

1781 R. KING Mod. Land. Spy 38 The harlots or women
token up for assault or night-brawls were there [in Wood
Street Compter] called Mice.

4. Technical uses. Applied to various things re

sembling a mouse in shape or appearance.
a. Naut. (See quots.)

1750 BLANCKLEV Naval Expos., Mouse is a large Knot
artificially made by the Riggers on the Ship s Stays. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Mouse, a sort of knob,
usually in the shape of a pear, wrought on the outside of
a rope, by means of spun yarn, parceling, &c...It is used
to confine some other [rope] securely to the former, and
prevent it from sliding along its surface. These mouses are

particularly used on tne stays of the lower-mast, to prevent
the eye from slipping up to the mast. 1833 MARRVAT
P. Sintfle vi, And then he asked the first lieutenant whether
something should not be fitted with a mouse or only a turk&quot;s-

head. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk., Mouse, a kind of ball
or knob, wrought on the collars of stays by means of spun-
yarn,.. &c. The mouse prevents the running eye from slip
ping... Also, a mark made upon braces and other ropes, to
show their squaring or tallying home. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., Mouse,, .b. a turn or two of spun-yarn uniting the

point of a hook to the shank to prevent its unhooking.
b. A match used in firing a mine or a gun.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk., Mouse,..-* match used in

firing a mine. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech., Mouse, ,,?,

(Bfastitiff) A match used in firing guns 01 mines.

718

C. (7.S. A small round cushion-shaped hair-pad.
1888 [sec RAT i. 5 a]. 1893 in funk s Stand. Diet.

d. (See quot.)
187. Arc/tit. Publ. Soc. Diet., Mouse, a small weight to

which a cord is attached, used by plumbers for clearing a

stoppage in a closet pipe. The carpenters also use a similar

weight for passing a sash line over the pulley.

6. A species of cowry.
1815 S. BROOKES Introd. Conch. 156 Mouse, Cyprxa Mus.

6. slang. A lump or discoloured bruise, esp. one

on or near the eye, caused by a blow
;
a black

eye.
1854 C. BEDE Verdant Green n. iv, That ll raise a tidy

mouse on your ogle, my lad ! 1886 SIR F. H. DOYLE Reinin.

#r Opin. iv. 81 He acquired a severe black eye, of that

peculiar kind known to professional pugilists as a mouse .

7. Short for mouse-moth (see io f ).

1829 J. F. STEPHENS Catal. Brit, fasfcts ll. 77 Pyrophila
. . Tragopogonis. Mouse. 1832 RENNIE Conspcct. Butterfl.

ff M. 63 The Mouse., appears in June.. -First pair [of wings]
mouse-brown. 1882 W. F. KIKBY Europ: Butter/?, ty M.
(1903) 192/1 When disturbed in the day time it falls down
and shuffles about in such a manner that it has acquired
the name of the Moue .

II. 8. A muscle. Obs. in general sense (see o).
[Cf. the similar use of OHG. mfa, mod. G. mam, Du.

tnitis, ON. nuts
,
also Gr. MU?.]

c 1000 /KLKRIC GVtw. in Wr.-Wiilcker 158/6 Torus, nel

iniisculus, net latcrtus, mus 6zs earmes. 1561 HOLLYBUSH
Hout. Apotk. 12 b, Binde the garlike vpon the wrest of the
arme. -so that it do not touche the mousse of the hande.

9. spec. Applied variously to certain muscular

parts of meat (see quots.). Now only dial.

[Cf. 1530 Mouse-piece.] 1584 LVLV Sappho I. iii. ii Criti.

. . but come among vs, and you shall see vs once in a morn
ing haue a mouse at a bay. Plains. A mouse ? vnproperly
spoken. Criti. Aptly vnderstoode, a mouse of beafe. Mains.
I thinke indeed a peece of beafe as bigge as a mouse, serues

a great companie of such cattes. 1808 JAMIESON, Mouse,
the outermost fleshy part of a leg of mutton, when dressed;
the bulb of flesh on the extremity of the shank, S. prpn.
moose. When roasted, it formerly used to be prepared with
salt and pepper. 1854 Miss BAKER Norikamptmsh. Gloss.

II. 36 Mouse, the strongest muscle in the shoulder of a pig;
which, when drawn out quickly from the flitch, makes a
squeaking noise ; and children often say to the butcher,
Come, let s hear the mouse squeak. 1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss.

Suppl., Mouse, a small piece of meat under the spare-rib of
a pig, about the size of a mouse.

III. IO. atlrib. and Comb, (the pi. form mice-

has occas. been used instead of mouse-), a. simple
attributive, as mouse-birth, -cage, dung, -skin, etc.

1868 BROWNING Ring A&amp;gt; fik. III. 1322 Oh *mouse-birth of
that mountain-like revenge ! 1855 DICKENS Dorrit i. xviii,

Here Young John turned the great hat round and round

upon his left-hand, like a slowly twirling &quot;mouse-cage. 1538
ELYOT Diet., Muscerda, &quot;mouse dunge. 1581 W. FCLKEHI
Confer, in. (1584) Xj, He should keepe the Fix diligently
from mise dung. 1609 HOLLAND Atititi. Marccll. 400 They
are clad all over in garments made of linnet), or else

patched up of wild &quot;mice skinnes. 1483 Catli. Angl, 245/1
A &quot;Mowsse turde, jnusterda.

b. objective, and obj. genitive, as mouse-catcher,

-killer, -killing (adj.), -slayer, -taker.

1483 Lath. Angl. 244/2 A Mowse slaer, tituricittti. Ibid.,
A Mowsse taker, jintseipulator. 1538 ELYOT Diet., Muri.
cidus, a mouse killer. 1611 COTGR., Souricier,^ Mouser,
or Mouse-catcher. 1647 TRAPP Cotltm. Epist. 153 Those
Popish Muscipulatores or Mice-catchers, as the story calleth

them, that raked together their Peter-pence, and other

moneys here in England by most detestable arts. 1771
FOOTE Nabob in. Wks. 1799 II. 317 The.. mouse-killing cat.

C. adverbial, as mouse-proof,
1893 Of;V (U.S.) XXVI. 365/2 A mouse-proof locker.

d. instrumental, as mouse-crape (dial.), -eaten.

1721 BAILEY, *Mousc-crope, a Beast that is run over the
Back by a Shrew Mouse is said to be so. C[ountrji want.]
1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Kudus, We have heard of cows that
were said to be mouse-crope, or to have been walked over

by a shrew-mouse lan ancient way of accounting for para
lysis), bein^ [etc.], a 1386 SIDNKY Apol. I octrie (Art.) 31
The Historian, .loden with old Mouse-eaten records.

e. similative, as mouse-brown, -grey (also sb.),

t -haired, -like, -still adjs. Also mouse-like adv.
See also MOUSE-COLOUKED, MOUSE-DUN.
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 247 Pileus &quot;mouse

brown. 1834 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXII. 249/1 The fur . .

of a uniform &quot;mouse-grey above. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 619
Mouse-gray is obtained, when with the same proportions as
for ash-gray. 1410 Pallad. OH Husk. iv. 913 A staloun
asse..al blaak Or &quot;moushered or reed is to been hadde.
1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxviii, Inserting her &quot;mouse

like feet in the blue satin slippers. 1874 LISLE CARR Jud.
Cwynnc I. vi. 172 She crept mouselike to the bedside. 1871
LONGF. Wayside Intt II. Cobbler of Hagcnau 70 His quiet
little dame. .Eager, excited, but &quot;mouse-still.

f. Special comb.: t mouse ballock, some plant;
mouse-bane, Aconitum myoctoiium (Treas. Bot.

1866); mouse barley, Hordeum murinum;
mouse-bird, (a) any bird of the African genus
Colius ; one of the colies ; (6) a whidah-bird

(genus Vidua) (Funk s Stand. Diet. 1895); mouse-
bur, the seeds of Martynia proboscidea ; mouse
buttoek the fleshy piece which is cut from a
round ofbeef (Eng. Dial. Diet.) ; fmouse catch,
a mousetrap ;

mouse chop, Alesembryanthe.mum
murinum (Treas. Bot.); mouse-fish, Pterophryne

(or Antennarius) histrio, a fish which builds a sort

of nest in the Sargasso Sea ; i mouse-foot, (a) in

By the mouse-foot, an old oath ; (6) a plant ;
mouse-

galago, a small West African galago, Galago

MOUSE.

murinus (Funk s Stand. Diet.) ; mouse-grass,
t (a) a species of stonecrop ; (b] a dial, name
for the silvery hair grass, Aira caryophyllea ; (c)
an Australian name for Dichelachne crinita ;

mouse-hare, a rodent of the genus Lagomys, esp.
L. roylei; mouse-hawk, (a) a hawk that devours
mice ; (b) the short-eared owl or hawk-owl, Asia

brachyotus ; (c) U.S. the rough-legged buzzard

(Cent. Diet. 1890), Archibuteo lagopus; mouse-
hood, a fungus (see quot.) ;

mouse lemur, any
small Madagascan lemur of the genus Chirogaleus;
mouse-mark, a birth-mark resembling a mouse ;

mouse-mill (see quot.); mouse-moth, the moth

Amphipyra tragopogonis (see 7) ; mouse-piece
mouse-buttock

;
mouse -powder, a poison for mice;

mouse-roller Printing (see quot); mouse-sight,
a pseudo-etymological rendering of Myopia;
fmouse-stock, a mousetrap; mouse-thorn (see

quot. ; f mouse-wort, another name for mugwort.
See also MOUSE-COLOUR, MOUSE-DUX, MOUSE-

EAB, MOUSE-FALL, MOUSE-HOLE, MOUSE-HUNT, etc.

ci4Jo Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 184/2 Testiculus muris
folia habet ualde parua. ang. &quot;museballok. 1840 W. BAXTER
Brit. Phznog. Bot. V. 344 Hordeum murinum. Wall

Barley. Way-side Barley. &quot;Mouse Barley. 1822 J. LATHAM
Gen. Hist. Birds V. 196 These birds \se. Colies] are called

at the Cape &quot;Mouse Birds. 1893 SELOI/S Trav. S. E. Africtt

64 A flock of parroquets, or mouse birds, of a species un
known to me. They were of a pale green colour, with rose-

coloured heads and long tails. 1877 LADY BRASSEY Voy.
Sunbeam vi. (1878) 84 The seeds of the Martynia probosct-
dea, &quot;mouse-burrs, as they call them. 1818 Min. Evid.
Connn. Prisons Metrop., Land. 38 That [meat] which I

bought for them is called the &quot;mouse buttock. 1382 WYCLIF
Wisd. xiv. ii Into a &quot;mousecacche [Vulg. in tituscipultiin],

1876 G. B. GOODE Aniui. Resources U.S. 13 Petiiculati.

(Sea-bats or devil-fish, goose-fish or angler, &quot;mouse-fish, &c.)

c 1560 Mistgonus HI. i. 255 Bith &quot;mouse foote, do so, Mr
.

1605 Land. Prodigal n. ii, I ll come and visit you; by the

mouse-foot I will. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 504 Plants
. .receiued names from this litle beast, as. . Mouse-foot, and
such like. 1611 COTGR., loubarbe sau-vage, &quot;Mouse-grasse,

wild Prickmadame. 1888-91 BLANFORD Mammalia India

TER in Phil. Trans. LXII. 384, Strix . . Brachyotos. The
short-eared Owl... Mouse Hawk at Hudson s Bay. 1840
MACGILLIVRAY Man. Brit. Birds (1846) 67 Asio Brachyotiu.
..Mouse-hawk. 1887 HAY Brit. Fungi 175 Hygrophorus
murinaceus, the &quot;Mouse Hood. 1893-4 Lydekktr&quot;s Roy.
Nat. Hist. I. 219 The tiny creatures known as the &quot;mouse-

lemurs. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. in. ii, I ll wager there s

a *mou&amp;gt;e-mark on your side. 1870 Jrnl. Soc. Tetegr. Engi
neers V. 186 The electrification of the ink is effected by
means of an electrostatic induction machine called the

&quot;mouse mill, which is driven either by clockwork or by an

electro-magnetic arrangement. 18190. SAMOUELLE-rt^0wtf/.

Compend. 251 &quot;Mouse moth (Noctua Tragopogonus}. 1530
PALSGR. 246/2 &quot;Mouspece of an oxe, inoujle. 1696 AUBREY
Misc. IOQ There is a certain piece in the Beef, called the

Mouse-piece, which given to the Child, or Party so affected,

to Eat, doth certainly Cure the Thrush. 1886 York Herald
io Aug. 5/6 After the death of Mrs. Dixon, Mrs. Britland

. . suggested that they might have been poisoned with &quot;mouse

powder. 1888 JACOBI Printer s Vocab.,
*Mouse roller, a

small additional roller for the better distribution of ink on
a machine. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4)111. 1 52 M ice

are said to have this kind of vision naturally, and hence one

of the technical names for it is myopia or myopiasis, literally
*
mouse-sight . ^1175 Lamb. Hoin. 53 peos wimmen..

beoS bes deofles &quot;musestoch iclepede, for penne be mon wule
tilden his musestoch he bindeo uppon pa swikc chese and
bret hine for bon bet he scolde swote smelle. 1866 Treas.

Bot., &quot;Mouse-thorn. Centanrea myetcantha. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-f. Beasts 512 Mug-wort, otherwise cald &quot;mouse-wort.

Mouse (mauz), v. Also 3 muse, 5-7 mowse,
mouze, 7 mowze, 9 dial, moose, [f. MOUSE sb.

Cf. G. niansen, Du. muizfit.]
1. intr. To hunt for or catch mice

;
said esp. of

a cat or an owl.
a 1250 Prov. sElfred 296 in O. E. Misc. 1 20 For ofte Museb

be kat after hire moder. ci44o/VwA Pan . 347/1 Movvsyn,
or take myse, mnricapio. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE Faittl Ixxxi.

79 An Old Weazle that was now almost past Mousing.

1791 HUDDESFORD Salmag., Monody Death of Dick 133

Thee, generous Dick, the Cat-controlling Powers Ordained
to mouse in Academic Bowers. 1856 Miss YONGE Daisy
Chain l. xxi, The large white owl floating over the fields as

it moused in the long grass. 1871 BLACKIE Four Pliases i. 42
You expect, .your cat to mouse well.

2. trans/, and fig. To hunt or search industriously
or captiously ;

to go or move about softly in search

of something, to prowl. Also witli around, along.
575 TURBERV. I enerie 153 When he [sc. the Bore]. .doth

but a little turne vp the grounde with his nose, he seeketh

for wormes. So may you say that he hath bene mowsing.

pamphlets, . . Mousing for faults, or, if you ll have it, Owling.
1842 J. FOSTER in Life ff Corr. (1846) 11.421 This has been
the consequence of mousing for them [engravings] during a

good many years. 1849 W. IRVING Goldsmith xiii. 143 He
..wrote in a more free and fluent style than if he had been

mousing at the time among authorities. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics ix. iii. (1860) II. 135 He.. mouses for flaws

regulation. 1874 G. H. KINCSI

161, I was mousing around by myse!
1874 G. H. KINGSLEY Sport # Trav. vi. (1900)

ousing around by myself the other day. 1885
H. C. McCooK Tenants of Old Farm 365 Maybe they

peep and mouse into the tunnels and caves of worms.

b. To mouse ovcr(a. book) : to study eagerly. [7.S.



MOUSE-COLOUR.

1807-8 \V. IRVING Stibitag. (1824) 385 With.. a table full

of books before me, to mouse over them alternately. 1864
B. TAYLOR in Life fy Lett. (1884) II. xvii. 422, I have Little

and Brown s British Poets complete now, so you 11 have

wherewithal to mouse over. 1889 GRETTON Memory s

Harkb. 137 He was. .always mousing over books.

c. trans. To hunt for by patient and careful

search. Also with out. U. S.

1864 N. Y. Evangelist 20 Oct. (Cent.), He. .usually re

turned laden with boxes and bundles of literary odds and

ends, moused from rural attics and bought or begged for

his collection. 1870 H. STEVENS Bibt. Histor. In trod, n
They are driven., to mouse out in foreign countries, .what

ought to be at home, .in the public libraries.

f3. tram. To handle as a cat does .1 mouse; to

tear, bite. Obs.

1530 TINDALE Answ. fifore in. xiii. Wks. (1573) 311/1 In

the xiii. [chapter), .he biteth, sucketh, gnaweth, towseth,
and mowseth Tyndall. 1573 TUSSER Husb.dSf} 91 Keepe
sheepe from dog, keepe lambes from hog. If foxes mowse
them, then watch or howse them. 1595 SHAKS. John u. i.

354 Bast. Oh, now doth Death line his dead chaps with

steele;..And now he feasts, mousing the flesh of men, In

vndetermin d differences of kings ! 1603 DKKKER IVomlcr-

ful Year Cab, Whilst Troy was swilling sack and sugar,
and mowsing fat venison, the mad Greekes made bonehres
of their houses. 1647 FANSIIAWE // Pastor Fido iv. i?4
But t had been worse t have been prisoner To such a beast ;

Who though he doth not bear A mouses heart, might have
mouz d me.

fb. To pull about good-naturedly, but roughly ;

chiefly touse and mouse ; cf. MOUSLK 7-. Obs.

1607 MIDDI.HTON Fam. of Love v. iii. 334 Vet if you did

but see how like a cock sparrow he mouses and louses my
little Bess already, a 1627 H. SHIRLEY .tfarf. Sonldirr iv.

tit. in Bullen O. PL I. 235 Is t the kings pleasure that I

should mouse her, and before all these people ? 1675 \Vv-

CHERLY Country Wife n. i, He would not let me come near
the gentry, who sat under us [at the play], .. He told me,
none but naughty women sat there, whom they loused and
moused. 1691 SHADWELL Scourers iv. i, My dear chicken,
I ll mouse thee.

absoL 1681 OTWAY Soldier s Fort. i. i, To see a pretty
Wench and a young Fellow touze and rouze and frou/e and
mou7e.

f4. To ransack, rummage, pillage. Obs.

1580 JEFFERIE Bugbears \\. i. in Archiv Stud. ncn. Spr,
(1897), They have rifeled and mowsed the cofer by a false

key thei made.

5. Nant. To put a mouse (see MOUSE sb. 4 a) on

(a stay) ; to secure (a hook) with a mouse.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Mousing a Jiook^ the

operation of fastening a small cord, .across the upper-part,
from the point to the back.., in order to prevent it from

unhooking. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-fiend ix, I can bring my
tarry trousers to an anchor mousing the mainstay, or

puddening the anchor. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word~bk, s.v.

Mouse, To mouse a hook.

Hence Moused///, a., supplied with mousing.
1883 Fisheries Exhib. CataL 9 These Patent Slip-Hooks

..form an automatically Moused hook when in use.

Mouse : see MOOSE 2 and MUSA (banana).
Mouseare, obs. form of MOUSE-EAB.
Mousebunker : see MOSSBUNKEB.
Mou se-colour, sb, (.).
1. A colour resembling that of the common
mouse ; a dark grey with a yellowish tinge.
1606 yrnlSt Ho. Comm, I. 300/1 A strange Spanyell, of

Mouse-colour, came into the House. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVIII. 648/1 The fur is of a mouse-colour, tinged
with reddish. 1903 MARJORIBANKS Fluff-Hunters 65 Her
hair was of that subtle half-shade known as mouse-colour.

2. attrib. passing into adj. Mouse-coloured.

1716 Lend. Gaz. No. 5481/4 Lost.., a Mouse-Colour Mare.

1728-9 MRS. DELANY in Life fy Corr. (1861) I. 193 The
Prince of Wales was in mouse-colour velvet. 1828 STARK
Elem, Nat. Hist, I. 120 Fur mouse-colour.

So Monse-coloured a.

1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2307/4 Lost. .a little Greyhound,.,
her Ears Mouse-coloured, .. and several Mouse-coloured
spots on her Body. 1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in feel. ix.

(1867) 129 The mouse-coloured horse which I am riding is

crossed, .with black streaks. 1900 Daily News 10 Feb. 6/3
The rest of the dress was mouse-coloured cloth.

Mou se-deer. Also 9 moose-. [Moose-deer
and mouse-deer seem to be corruptions of musk-

deer&amp;gt;
a name which was early misapplied to this

animal; the former due to association with the

known moose-deer = MOOSE, the latter perh. sug
gested by the animal s small size and the colour of

its hair.] A small tragulid animal, the Chevrotain

(Tragulits meminna\ native of Ceylon and Java.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 454/1 (Ceylon) There is also another

of very diminutive size, called the moose deer. 1874 JERDON
MammalsofIndia 269 Memimna indica. . . The AI ouse-deer.

Mouse-dim, a. and sb. a. adj. Mouse-coloured.
b. sb. The dun colour of a mouse ;

mouse-colour.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 832 Black bay, & permixt

gray, mousdon [I*mMrnMul..aoq many mo [colours]. 1577
B. (jQOGF.Heresbac/i s Huso. in. n6b, Touching the colours
..the mousedun, and the grisel weare most esteemed. 1611

COTGR. s.v. Poil, Conleur de foil de sonris, a Mouse-colour,
or Mouse-dunne. 1639 T. DE GRAY Compl. Horsem. 58 Your
mouse-dunne and such like rusty and sut colours. 1686
Lend. Gaz. No. 2146/4 Stray d or stolen.., a dark mouse
dun long made Gelding. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. v. (1873)

129 These stripes occur far oftenest in duns and mouse-duns,

&amp;gt;97 Q- Rev. Apr. 554 The mouse-dun Tarpan of the
Russian steppes.

Mou se-ear. Also 3 musere, 4 mouser, 4-5
mous(h)ere, 5 mowseer, mushere, mousher.

719

!

[transl. of mcd.L. auricula murist Gr. /juus u/m :

|

see MYOSOTIS. Cf. OHG. nt&sSra pilosa ,
G.

! miiuse-j mauseohr.
In senses 1-3 the name btems to refer to the hairy leaves

of the plants.]

1. A species of hawkweed, Hieracium Pilosella.

\ Also mouse-ear hawkweed.
Bastard Mouse-ear Hieracium Pseudo-Pilcsella (Treas.

Bot. 1866). Golden Mouse-ear, Hieracium aurantiacum.
c 1265 Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 558/18 Pilosella, pelu-

selle, musere. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 33/2
Pcl- cttc, mouser. t 1440 Pol. Rcl. # L. Poems Add. (1903)

311 Tak an handful of KugyL.an ober of Pympurnelc, an

o^er of mousere. 1578 LVTK Dodoens i. xxxvi. 53 Mouse
eare. .hath many small and slender stemmes somewhat redde

bylow. Ibid, 54 Auricula tnitris Matthioli. Mouse eare.

1597 GKKARDE Herbal \\. xxxvi. (1633) 305 Golden mouse-
eare or Grimme the Colliar. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xiii.

224 To him that hath a flux, of Sheepheards purse he glues,
And Mous-eare vnto him whom some sharpe rupture grieues.
1682 WHELEK Jonrn. Greece \. 25 This Plant is very like to

the Great Mouse-Ear. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Hot. App. 319
Mouse-ear, Creeping, Hieracinm. 1789 W. AITON Hortus
fCewgnsis III. 121 Hieracium Pilosella. . .Mouse-ear Hawk*
weed. 1806 G.M.fiNF lirit. Hot. 346 Hieracium. . . Pilosella.

..Mouse-ear. 1855 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. (i860 III.

213 Orange Hawkweed. . .The plant is sometimes called by
gardeners Golden Mouse-ear.

2. (More fully mouse-ear chickwc.ed. } A plant of

the genus Cerastium, somewhat resembling chick-

weed, esp. C. vulgatnm, C. triviale. and C. ~isco-

sum ; also applied to Holosteitni nmbellatttm^ a

plant with flowers like chickweed.

1578 LVTK Dodoens i. xxxvi. 53 There is yet nn other

herbe, which some holde for Mouse eare :. .set about with a
fine and softe heare, the rest is very like the second Chicke-
weede. 1583 HIGINS tr. Junins Nomencl. 115/1 Ahiae.
Chickweede or mouseare. 1731 P. MU.I.KR Card. Did.,
/l/jAW1

/,,?,* Mouse-ear duckweed.. .The Species are; i. .Myo-
sotis\ Hispanica, segeturn. Tourn. Spanish Corn Mouse-ear
Chick weed. 2. Myosotis\ Alpina, latifolia, Tourn. Broad-
leav d Mouse-ear Chickweed of the Alps. 1799 J. Ht LI.

Brit. Flora 30 Holosteum umbellatiim. .. Lmbellifumu^
Mouse-ear. Ibid. 101 Cerastium inscosnm. . . Clammy
Mouse*ear. ., C. vulgatitin, .. Narrow-leaved Mouse-ear

[and others]. 1840-8 MAUNIJI R Sd. fy Lit. Treas. (ed. 5&amp;gt;,

Mouse-car, in botany, a plant of the genus CVraj/JK/w, very
similar to duckweed. 1866 Treas. Bot., Cerastium, a rather
extensive genus of Caryophyllacex, containing small white-

flowered plants, generally called Mouse-ear duckweeds.
3. A plant of the genus Myosotis, esp. the forget-

me-not. M.palnstris and M. arrcnsis. Also mouse-
ear scorpion grass.
1597 GECRARDK Herbal\\. cxclv. 514 Piloscllaflore cterulco.

BIe\ve Mouseare. 1690 RAY Synopsis Met/i. Sttrpium (1724)

229 Mouse-ear Scorpion-Grass. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) II. 225 Myosoiisarvcnsis... Field Mouse-ear.

Scorpion-grass. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot. xxv.

146 The Mouse-ear (Jlyosotis) is valued for its medicinal

properties;
a species, the arvcnsis, or Forget-me-not, is an

interesting little blue flower. 1883 OuinA 1 Wanda I. 157
The swollen brooks were blue with mouse-ear.

4. The name of various other plants, a. The
cruciferous plant Sisymbrium Tlialiana more

fully mouse-ear cress, f mouse-ear molewort, codded

j
(or podded} mouse-ear, b. dial. Various species of

; WOUndwort, esp. Stachys germanica and S. Janata.
i C. U.S. A species of everlasting flower, Antennaria

plantaginifolia, having small grey soft leaves re-

| sembling a mouse s ear
;
also called mouse-ear ever-

lasting (Cent. Diet.), f mouse-ear plantain.
1578 LYTE Dodoens \. xxxvi. 53 Bysides these two there is

yet a kinde of Mouse-eare whiche. -standeth vpright, grow,
ing amongst other herbes, lyke to the others in stemme and
leaues, but it is greater and of colour white, couered ouer
with a clammy Downe or Cotton, in handling as though it

were bedewed or moystened with Honie, and cleaueth to

the fingers. 1696 PLUKENET Ofcera, Bot. (1769) II. 208 Plan-

tago Virginiana Pilosellsc fohis angustis radice turbinata

. .Mouse-ear Plantain. 1732 J. MARTYN Tourneforfs Hist.
PI. II. 318 Turritis imlgaris.. .Codded Mouse-ear. 1770 J.
HiLLfferb, Brit. II. 269, i. Arabis Thaliana. Mouse-ear
Molewort. Folia integerrima. Podded Mouse-ear. 1874
GRAY Less. Bot. 70 Sisymbrium Thaliana,.. (Mouse-ear
Cress). 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. IVord-bk., Mouse-
ear, Stachys Germanica, downy Woundwort (garden plant).
1882 FRIEND Dmonsh. Plant-n^ Mouse s Ear, Stachys
lanata, L. the white-leaved garden variety.

So Mou-se-eared ., having an appendage re-

i sembling a mouse s ear ; spec.-\(a] of willows, having

|

catkins ; (/&amp;gt;)

in mouse-eared chickweed, hawkweed
= MOUSE-EAR i, 2.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 15 The best wood for
1 barres is the willow ; but such as have had experience advise
i not to fell them till such time as they beginne to budde and
! bee mouse-ear d. 1789 J. PILKISGTON View Derbysh. 1.344
I Myosotis scorpioides. Mouse-eared Scorpiongrass. Ibid.

j
397 Cerastinm vulgatum. Common mouse-eared Chick-

I

weed. Ibid. 449 Hieracium. pilosella. Creeping Mouse*
I
Ear or Mouse-eared Hawkweed.

Moirse-fall. Obs. exc. dial. [f. MOUSE sb. +
FALL sb Cf. OHG. musfalla (mod.G. mausfalle,
manse-) mausefalle\ Du. mttizenval, Da. muse-

f&tde. ] A mousetrap.
cj5 Carets Gloss. 1340 Mnscipula. . muusfalle. c 1050

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 477/17 Pelx, musfealle. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 347/1 Mowsfalle, muscipula. 1866 EDMONDSTON
Shetl. $ Orkney Dial. 74 Moosfa, a trap for catching mice.

Motrse-hole. A hole used by a mouse for

passage or abode; a hole only big enough to

i admit a mouse. Also transf.

MOUSETAIL.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 1953 For fecre I tookyd ^

blak as a coole, I wold haue cropyn in a mouse liolc. 1483
Cath. Angl. 1-44/2 A Mosse (MS. A. mowse) hole, amfrac-
tus. 1603 DEKKER Wonder/nit Yeare E j, Not a creuis but
was stopt, not a mouse-hole left open. 1679 T. KIRKE Mod.
Ace. Scot. 10 Men, Women, and Children pigg altogether in

a poor Mouse-hole of Mud. 1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busie
Body in. iii, Have you let a Man into my House?. .I ll not
leave a Mouse-hole unsearch d. 1888 ECGLESTON Graysons
xx. 216 Bob., liked this lurking for prey as a cat likes the

watching at a mouse-hole.

Mou se-hunt J
. Obs. cxc. dial. Also 5 muse-

hont. [a. MDu. nntnshont weasel (mod.Du. muis-

hond], f. imms mouse + hont dog (see HOUND sb.) ;

there may also have been a native word, f. Mor.SK
sb. + HVNT .r/ .

1
] a. A weasel, b. gen* An animal

that hunts mice.
Halliwell (1847) gives blouse-houndt

a weasel, East . In
S. African Dn. mmshondis a synonym of MEF.RKAT, whence
the use in quot. 1850.

1481 CAXION A&quot;cynard \ArlO 79 The squyrel, the musehont
[printed -bout], the fydiews. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. &amp;lt;v Jiil. iv.

iv. ii, I haue wntcht ere now All night for lesse[r] cause,
and nere beene sicke. La. I you bane bin a Mouse-hunt in

your time. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Geliitt
, (W naist de geline it

aim? a. grater . Prov. Cat after kind good Mouse-hunt.

1641 MM.TON Reform, i. \Vks. 1851 III. 31 Many of tho^e
that pretend to be great Rabbles in thc&amp;lt;e studies, .have bin
but the Ferrets and Moushunts of an Index. [1850 R. C).

Ct MMiNv; //Hitter s Life S. Afr. (cd. 2} I. 102 The whole

ground \vns undermined with the holes of colonies of meercat
or mouse-hunt^.)

Mouse-h.UIlt L
. rarc~ n

. [HrNT.^.-] A hunt

for mice. 1828-32 WEBSTF.R; and in later Diets.

Mou Sekill. rare. [-KIX.]
= MorsELlNG.

1859 TnvcKiRAY Virgin, xxxviii, Frisk about, pretty
little mousekin,

1

says grey Grimalkin.

Mousel, obs. form of Mrm.E.
Mouselet (mau-sK-t). rare. [f. MorsE sk. +

-LET.] = MOUSELING. Also a species of moth.
1832 RKNNIK Conspcct. Butter/7. $ M. 89 .SYw&amp;gt;r/i...The

Mouselet appears near marries. 1873 T, W. HIGGINSON
Olifport Days iii. 78 This [nest] contained, moreover, a small

family of mouselets, 1906 Athengeutn 30 June 796/2 Though
mountains heave in all directions, the outcome is likely to
bt: soniu ridiculous mouselft.

Mouseling (mtm slirj).
rare.

[f.
MOUSE sb, +

-J.ING.] A small or young mouse.
1832 J. ]!KI i; Sf. Herbert s 7W., etc. 149 So in the silly

mouselmg went,. Here, eat this silly mouseling up! 1860
(JOSSK Rom, A tit. Hist. Ser. i. 148 The tiny hnrve&amp;gt;,t mouse,
..which brings up its large little family of eight hopeful
mouselings in a nest no bigger than a cricket-ball.

Mousell, obs. form of MUZZLE.
MoU SC-pea. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i muse-

pise, 4 muspese, xnous pese, 5 mousepese, 6

mowsepease, 9 dial, moose s, mouse s peas, 9-
mouse-pea.] The Heath-pea (Lathynts macror-

rhizus} ; also the Meadow Vetchling (L. pratensis] .

c 1000 /KLFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 148 35 t/icia, mu.se-

pise. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 32/2 Orobus
sive orobum est pisa agrestis, s. muspese. Ibid. 43/1 I^fscfs,
i. fecches vel mous pese, orobus idem, a 1400-50 Stock/!.

Med. MS. in Arch&ologia XXX. 410/2 Monsope \read
mousepej: crolnts. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 131/1
Orobus i , .anglicethareuel mousepese. I597GERARDE Herbal
App., Mowsepease is Orobus. 1665 LOVF.I.L Heibal (ed. a)

292 Mouse-pease, see Bitter-vetch. ify^h orthumbld.Gloss.)
fifooze s peas, mouse s peas, the tufted vetch, I tcia cracca.

Mouser (mau z3J\ Forms: 5 mowsare, 6-
mouser. [f. MOUSE v. + -ER 1

,]

1. An animal that catches mice; esp. applied to

a cat, or an owl.
c 1400 Promp. Par7. . 347/1 Mowsare, as a catte, musceps.

1573 TUSSER Hush, (1878) 172 Though cat (a good mouser)
doth dwell in a house, yet euer in dairie haue trap for a
mouse. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE Fables Ixi. 61 For Puss, even
when she s a Madam, will be a Mouser still, 1771 FOOTE
Maid of B. n. Wks. 1799 II. 222 Owls.. are counted very
good mousers. 1839-40 W. IRVING ll olfcrt s R. (1855) 9
Watching for hours together any ship or galley at anchor
or becalmed as a valorous mouser will watch a rat hole.

fig. 1608 DAY Law-Tricks m. E 2, Bring the Lady a

Diamond,, .for I can tel you these same paultrie stones are
in high request amongst Ladies, especially such old mowsers
as I haue beene in my time. 1848 LOWELL Lett, (1894) 1. 147
He f Shakspeare] invented a new order of poetry ; for, let the
mousers trace all the resemblances they will, it is entirely new
in its idea.

2. slang, a. (see quot. 1802); b. a detective.
1802 C. JAMES Milit. Diet.) Mauser, an ironical term,

which is sometimes used in the British militia to distinguish
battalion men from the flank companies. It is indeed gene
rally applied to them by the grenadiers and light bobs,

meaning, that while the latter are detached, the former
remain in quarters, like cats, to watch the mice, &c. 1863
Confess. Ticket ofLeave Man 266 Two shrewd mousers ,

were sent off at once with Mr. Gee to York Street.

Mouser(e, obs. forms of MOUSE-EAR.
Mouseroll, obs. form of MUSROLL.
Mou-seship. nonce-wd. [-SHIP.] The condition

of being a mouse ;
a mock title for a mouse.

1702 Mouse grown a Rat 15 My Mouseship had not a
Hole to creep into. 1802-12 BEXTHAM Ration. Judic.
Evid. (1827) V. 65 Debates.. concerning the comparative
value, .of a possible Angelship and a present Mouseship.
Mou setail. [f. MOUSE sb. + TAIL

j&amp;lt;M]

( 1. The stonecrop, Sedum acre. Obs.

1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes, Sednm, The thyrd kinde
is called in Englishe Mouse tayle or little stoncroppe, 1597
GERARDE Herbal u. cxxxvii. 415 Stonecrop .. Mousetaile.

1611 COTCR, Pain (fpisrajt, Stonecrop,.. Mousetaile.



MOUSETRAP
2. A plant of the genus Alyosurus, esp. M. mini

mus, from the shape of its seed receptacle.
1578 LVTE Dodocns \. Ixv. 96 Of Eloud strange or Mouse

tayle. Mouse tayle is a small low herbe, with small leaues

and very narrow [etc.]. 1597 GF.RARDE Herbal n. xcv. 345

.Mousetaile or Cauifa itntris, resembleth the last kind of

wild Coronopus or sea Plantain. 1789 J. PILKINGTON View

Derbysli. I. 376 Myosiirns tniniinus. Little Mousetail.

1866 Treas. Bot, 769/2 Myosums miniums, or_Mouse-tail,
. .rarely attains more than three or four inches in height.

3. Applied to other plants, as () Alopecurus

agrestii (cf. 5) ; (*) the genus Afygalurits ; (c ) the

orchid Dendrobiiun Myosunis.
1866 Treas. Bot., Mousetail, Mygalurus; also Myosurits

minimus, and Dendrobuim Mycsnnis. 1893 M iltsli. Gloss.,

Mousetails, a kind of grass, perhaps Cats -tail, but not Myo-
survs.

4. //. Moustaches, jocular.
1855 SMEDLEY H. Coverdale iv, Why the brute actually

wears moustaches. He.. sports the mouse-tails on the

strength of his military pretensions.
1

5. attrib. : mousetail grass, (rt)
one of the fox

tail grasses, Ahfccuriis agrestis ; (l&amp;gt;)
a fescue grass,

Festiua Myunts (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1696 RAY Synopsis Meth. Stirp. (1724) 397 Gramen jnyo-

sjtroiifes inajns. . .The greater Mouse-tail-Grass. . .Grunn-n

myosiiroufes minus. . . The lesser Mouse-tail-Grass. 1766
Museum Rust. VI. 442 Field Fox-tail, .or Mouse-tail Grass.

1792-4 MARTVN Flora Rustica 22 Alopeciirus ngrestis.
Field Fox-tail Grass, or Mouse-tail Grass.

Kousetrap (nunrs|trsep)i s/&amp;gt;. PI. mouse
traps, also 7 mice-traps, [f. MOCSE sb. + TRAP.]
1. A trap for catching mice. (Cf. the older

MOUSEFALL and mouse-stock.)
In England usually a small cage inside \\hich the bait

i a piece of toasted cheese) is so suspended that when the

mouse seizes it a spring is released which closes the door.

In Scotland a wholly different contrivance is used, which is

baited with meal, and is constructed to catch and kill two
or three mice without being re-set.

c 1475 Cat/i. Angl. 245 i (MS. Addit.) A Mowse trape,

muscifiila. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 127 b, And
he sayth that in contrary wyse, they be as mouse trappes
to them that be vnwyse. 1607 TOPSKLL Fonr-f. Beasts 510
There are many kinds of mice-traps where mice do perish
by the waight thereof. 1623 MIDDLETON More DissembL-rs
IV. i. 220 Like a mouse-trap baited with bacon. 1772 \Vi.s-

LI.V Jrnl. 14 J:ui., He could invent the best mouse-trap.
1842 LOUDON Encycl. Gardening 1478 The garden mouse
trap is generally composed of a slate and a brick, supported
by ..three slips of wood.

b. Jig. A device for enticing a person to his

destruction or defeat.

1577 F. de L islc s Legendarie F vij, They. .called the

kings letters patents the mousetrappes to catch fooles. 1613
HAYWARD Norm. Kings 12 Others demanded if he had any
more mouse-traps to lead them into. 1674 Esse.r Papers
(Camden) 256 A moustrap laid by Orrery & that gang.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cunt. Cre;i

,
The Parson s Mouse-trap,

Marriage. 1887 H. R. HAWEIS Lt. ofAges v. 139 He [the
Greek] did not look upon the senses as so many mouse-traps.
appositivc. 1678 KUTLF.R Hud. in. iii. 751 Ply her with

love-letters and billets, And bait em well, . . And if she
miss the mouse-trap lines, They ll serve for other by-designs.

e. transf. Applied humorously to a tiny house.

1839 T I:\NYSON in Ld. Tennyson Mem. (1897) I. 171 The
house at Tunbridge is too small, a mere mouse-trap. 1885
Harper s J/rtf. Mar. 545/2 They have hunted up a.. house
.. the most dingy, .little mouse-trap you ever saw.

t 2. The cheese with which a mousetrap is baited.

1650 R. Discolliminium 17 Their Eraines are made of

grated Mouse-traps, steep d in the spirits of Projects.
3. attrib. and Comb., as mousetrap-man, -maker;
mousetrap-switch Hlectr., an automatic switch
moved by a spring which is released when the

current through a controlling magnet falls below a
certain limit.

a 1695 WOOD in Hearne Liber Niger Scaccarii(\i&} II.

594 Mr. Selden said, they
had as good inquire, whether they

had best admit! Inigo Jones, the Kings Architect, to the

Company of *Mous-trapmakers, &c. 1894 Daily News
30 Nov. 5/5 Among the curious occupations taken up by
boys is that of bird dealer, crossing sweeper, .. mousetrap
maker [etc.]. 1631 B. JONSON Barth. Hair Dram. Pers.,

Costard-monger. *Movsetrap-man. Clothier [etc.]. 1708
SWIFT Hist. Vimlntgs Ho. 48 We might expect to see
next year, A Mouse-trap Man, Chief Engineer.
Hence Mouse-trapped ppl. a., caught like a
mouse in a trap.
1607 DKKKEU & WEBSTER Westw. Hoe v. iv, You shall

heare the poore mouse-trapt-guilty-gentlemen call for mercy.
Mou se-web. Sc. and north. Also 6 mous-,
muswob. [app. f. MOUSE sb. + \\&quot;EB sb., though
the reason for the application is not clear.

Possibly so called because dusty cobwebs suggest the
colour of mice, or because cobwebs and mice are both
associated with neglected buildings.]
A spider s web, cobweb.
1567 Gin/effCodlieBall. (S.T. S.) noThir Imagis. .arouer-

?me
with mouswobis [v.r. musewobs] & moitis. 1819 W.

ENNANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 197 The. .wind. .Blew
down the mouse-webs black and mirk.

transf. 1773 FF.RGUSSON Wks. (1807) 272 Ye benders a
,

. . You ll tak your liquor clean cap out ; Synd your mouse-
wabs wi reamin stout, While ye hae cash.

Mousey, variant of MOUSY a.

Mousher e, obs. forms of MOUSE-EAR.
Mousherom, moushrimpe, obs. ff. MUSH
ROOM. Mousick, -ike, obs. ff.MoujiK. Mousie,
variant of MOUSY sl&amp;gt;.
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Mousil, obs. form of MUZZLE sl&amp;gt;.

Mousiness (mau sines). [f. Mousva. +

The condition of being mousy.
1882 M. A. PAULL Thislkdon-n Lodge III. 88 A musty

odourjoined to the greasiness and mousiness oftheapartment.

Mousing (mau-zirj),
vbl. sb. [f.

MOUSE v. +

-ING!.]
1. The action of catching or hunting for mice.

1856 F. E. FACET CHvlct of Ovjht. 10 Ever since her

accident, my mother finds mousing much more difficult.

Ibid. 41 For the present I must cease, and go a mousing.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola
i,
A handsome . . Tom , with the

highest character for mousing.

b. Searching, rummaging. U.S.

1870 H. STEVENS Bibl. Histor. 223 It has been the good
fortune of the writer, in his bibliographical mousings upand
down the world, to light upon the original paintings. 1875
STEDMAN Victorian Poets 173 This may be.. a result of his

mousing among Pre-Chaucenan ballads.

2. Naul. a. The action of fastening spun yarn or

rope, etc., round the point and shank of a hook;
concr. the rope or yarn so fastened, or a latch con

necting the bill with the shank of a hook (Knight
Diet. Alech. 1875); b. The action of making a

mouse on a rope ;
toner, the mouse

*

so made.

1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xlv, The mousing of a stay or

the strapping of a block. 1844 Civil Eng. t Arch. Jrtil.

VII. 35/1 The two parts of the hook thus formed, when
affixed to the rigging, are secured by a cord or mousing .

3. In a loom : A movement similar to that of a

ratchet-wheel. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

4. altrib. ^sense i) as mousing-placc ; (sense 2)

as mousing-arm, -block, -hook, -link (see Knight
Diet. Midi. 1875 and Suppl. 1884).
1856 F. E. FACET Owlet of Owlsl. M

Fold-yards,
and

other good mousing-places. 1883 Fisheries Kxhib. Latal.

45 Samples of Patent Mousing Hook, for all kinds of hooks.

Mousing (mmrzirj), ///. a. [f. MOUSK v. +
-ING -.] That hunts or catches mice ; given tc

i

to

hunting or catching mice.

1605 SHAKS. Macl\ n. iv. 13 A Faulcon towring in her

/ride of place, Was by a Mowsing Owle hawkt at, and
kill il. 1904 W. H. HUDSON in Speaker 9 Jan. 359/2 The
gentle mousing wind-hover has a nobler spirit than any
crow of them all.

b. transf. Prying, prowling, rapacious, inquisi
tive ; hunting as a cat does.

1692 R. I. KsiRAsGK l-al&amp;gt;les cccxviii. 279 The Mouse that
took this Cat for a Saint, has very Good Company. ..For
we have seen a whole Assembly of these Mousing Saints,
that under the Masque of Xeal, Conscience, and Good
Nature, have made a Shift to lay 1 know not how many
Kingdoms in liloud and Ashes. 1866 FF.LTON Anc. *t Mod.
Greece II. xii. 521 The dialects. .will have become, .obsolete
curiosities for the researches of the mousing antiquarian.
1883 H. C. LODGE D. U ehsttrm. (1885) 107 One Parker

Noyes, a mousing, learned New Hampshire lawyer.
Mousle ^muir/. l), v. arch. Also 7 mouzle,

mowsle, y mowzle. [frequentative of MOUSE :.

2 c : cf. TOUSLE
z&amp;gt;.]

trans. To pull about roughly.
1662 J. WILSON Cheats n. iv, Away Captain: You do so

monsle one. 1675 WVCHF.RI.KY Country Ifr/civ. ii, He put
the tip of his tongue between my lips, and so mousled me.
1695 COXMKVE Ln e for L. ill. ix, He has got her into a
Cornei-, ..he ll tou?le her, and mouzle her.

transf. 1672 MARVEI.I. Kelt. Transp. I. 214 The poor
word is sure to be mumbled and mowsled to purpose.
Hence Mou sled ///. a., pulled about roughly.
1691 J. WILSON RelfAegor in. iii, I see a mousled Hood,

rumpled Tippet, or tumbled Petty-coat wou d not down with
you ! 1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. Ascents iv. 121 But there
were the mowzled blobs.

II Mousmee (m/csme). Also musume(e, -raS,

-m6, musm6. -me, moosme, mousm6. [Japanese
mitsume.] An unmarried Japanese girl ; csp. ap
plied to a Japanese tea-girl or waitress.
1880 H. C. ST. JOHN Wild Coast Nipon 217 The gentle

kindness and pretty ways of the musumees. 1905 Longm.
Mag. July 228 A weeping mousmee brought the news to O
Takke San as she lay in her room.

II Mousquetaire (muskptfr). Also ertvu.
mua-. [1 r. : see MUSKETEER.]
1. Fr. Hist. Originally, a foot-soldier armed with

a musket; in the jyth and i8th c. a member of
either of two bodies (called respectively the Grey
or White and the Black Mousquetaires, from the
colour of their horses) which formed part of the

king s household troops. They were all of noble

birth, and were famous as dandies.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mousquttaire (Fr.\ a Foot-
Soldier, armed with a Musket ; a Musketeer. Mousgue-
taires are also certain Troops of Horse that belong to the
French King s House-hold. 01715 BUKNET Oiun Time
(1734) II. 451 Both the French Moxsijnetairei and the
Cuirassiers were there {sc. at Ramellies ]. 1775 Ann. Reg.
188 The French King having thought proper . . to suppress
the Mousquetaires, that well-known body, as being entirely
composed of young gentlemen of the best families in France.
1842 HABHAM Ingot. Ltg. Ser. \\.Black

ItloHsa^uctaire, Fran-
cois Xavier Auguste was a gay Mousquetaire, The Pride
of the Camp, the delight of the Fair.

2. Applied attrib. to certain styles of articles of
female attire that have been in fashion at various
times from the middle of the lyth c., as mousqtte-
taire cloak, cuff, glove, Iiat, sleeve (transl. of Fr.

manchette, manteau, etc., mousquelaire or il la

motisc/tietaire). Also short for tnousquctairc glove.

MOUSTACHE.
[1850 Ladies? Gaz. Fashion Oct. 270/2 The sleeves .. with

wide and deep open cuffs of the old-fashioned military form,
called a la mousquetairc. 185* Land, fy Purls Ladies
AIag. Fashion Mar. 11/3 The sleeves mousquetaire to cor

respond. 1857 Ibid. Jan. 3/2 The Parisian name is chateau
mousquetaire. \ 1883 Miss BRADDON Gold. Calf 1. iv. 91
Hat and feather, pongee sunshade, mousquetaire gloves,
1888 Lady 25 Oct. 378/1 The three-cornered Mousquetaire
hat is again to be worn. 1890 Daily News 8 Jan. 7/7.
lo-button length Suede Mousquetaires, 23d. per pair. 1896
Boston (Mass.) frnl, 3 Dec 5/2 Showing the long mousque*
taire sleeves of the gown. 1897 Daily News 2 Oct. 6/4 The
sleeves are furnished with pointed mousquetaire cuffs [of
red velvet].

!I Mousse (ms;. Cookery. [Fr.; app. identical

with mousse Moss $b 3.] (See quot. 1892.)
1892 Encycl. Cookery (ed. Garret i) I. 366/2 Chestnut

Mousse. Mix [etc.]. ..To serve, dip the mould in hot water,
wipe it, and turn (he Mousse out on a folded napkin. Ibid.

949/2 Mousse. Fr. for froth or foam, and applied to some
forms of culinary preparations, such as Chestnut Mousse,
Chocolate Mousse, Coffee Mousse, Strawberry Mousse, &c.

1899 Daily News 15 July 7/5 While strawberries are still

with us, the following Mousse should be tried. Ibid., A
peach or apricot Mousse would be made very similarly.
Ibid., These Mousses should turn out quite solid, but will

never be hard on account of the cream.

Mousse, obs. form of MOUSE sb.

II Mousseline (mslm). Also 9 erron. mouse-
line, mousselaine. [Fr. : see MUSLIN*.]
1. French muslin

; also, a dress of this material.

(Often short for inousselint-de-laim : see b.)

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Monsselinet a sort of Linen, made of

Cotton, very clear, very fine, but not very close woven, nor

very smooth, but full of Puffs, like Moss. 1847 MRS. HAW
THORNE in N. //aivthorrte fy Wife (1885) I. 311 The dark

purple mou*seline which I wore in Boston I had to give up.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Jlfech., Suppl., Monsseline^ a fine wool
French goods, taffeta woven.
attrib. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 3/2 The insertion lace. .

is enriched by little moussehne roses.

b. Mousseline-de-laine ( muslin of wool ), a

dress-material originally composed wholly of wool,
but afterwards of wool and cotton, printed with

varied patterns. Also attrib.

1835 Court Mag. VI. p. xviii/2 The mousslines de laine

. .are printed in very small pat terns. 1840 TuACKKRAY^Vm/ /;,!

Genteel Story iii. Dressed in a sweet yellow moitsseline de
laine. 1851 Official Catal, Gt. Exhib. III. 1373 A variety
of French merinos, . . mousseline de laines and satin de laines,
of different colours. 1861 MRS. H. WOOD East Lynnc (1888)

99 All three of my damsels decked out in fine moussetine-
de-laine gowns.

c. Mousseline de sole [
= muslin of silk ], a

thin silk fabric with a texture like that of muslin.

1850 Ladies Gaz. Fashion Aug. 255/1 Plain mousseline
dc soie. .begins to be a good deal seen in half-dress. Ibid.

256/2 Pink inonsseline de soie robe. 1900 Westtn. Gaz.

3 May 3/2 A lining of chiffon or,as we now call it, mousse-
line de soie.

2. A very thin blown glass-ware with ornamenta
tion resembling muslin or lace ;

in full niottssetint-

glass. Also, a wine-glass made of this.

1862 THACKERAY Philip xxxii, These mousselint glasses
are not only enormous, out they break by dozens. 1867
OUIDA Idalia vii, Deep claret glasses, broad champagne

goblets, and tiny spiral mousselines for liqueurs.

Moussell, obs, form of MUZZLE.

II Mousseron (ms?ron). Forms : ymuceron,
8 (erron. in Ash) mousgeron, 7- mousseron.

[Fr. : see MUSHROOM.] A white mushroom, common
in woods, pastures, etc., Agaricus prunufas .

a 1655 T. MAYERNE Archimag. Anglo~Gall. xx. (1658) 19
You may also adde thereunto [sc. the pasty] Mucerons. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Monsseron, a kind of white Mush
room. 17316 BAILEY Househ. Diet. 463 Mix all well togLther
with parsly, chibbols, mousserons, common mushrooms [etc.J.

1887 HAY Brit. Fungi 66 Agaricits prunnlns\ Clitopilus

pntnulus : The Mousseron.

Moussiliman, obs. form of MUSSULMAN.
Moust : see MUST sb. t MUST v. (powder).
llMoustac. O/&amp;gt;s. Alsomoustoc,mustac. [Fr.]
The moustached gnenon, Cercopithents eephits.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 234 The seventh [monkey]
is tne Moustoc, or White Nose. 1828-39 WEBSTKR, Alustac.

Moustache, mustache (musttrj, ms-),
sb. Forms: 7 mostache, mustage, mustachis

(Sc. pi.}, 8 mustachus (//.), 6- mustache, 6, 9-
moustache. [a. F. moustache fern., ad. It. mos-

tacao
t
mostacchio : see MUSTACHIO.

In present British use the unaltered Fr. spelling mous
tache greatly predominates, but the earlier British, Diets.

(Johnson, Walker, Smart) and all the American Diets, prefer
the semi-Anglici/ed form mustache. With regard to the

pronunciation, British usage is divided between (u) and ()
in the first syllable ; in the U. S. (i*) appears to be general.]

1. The hair which grows upon the upper lip of

men. a. The hair on both sides of the upper lip
taken to form a single moustache.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. in. iii. 73 b,

[They] let their mustaches grow very long. Ibid. iv. xii.

125 [They] suffered no haire to grow, but only the mous
taches betwixt the nose & the mouth. 1637 ADAMSON
Muses Threnodie (1774) 30 Their horrid beardes, thrown

browes, brustled mustages. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn,
170 Those that have but a little Mustache, are of an ill

nature. 17*0 DE FOE Ca6t. Singleton v. (1840) 84 They
saw .. men with beards, that is to say, mustaches. 1823
SCOTT Pfveril xxiv, Men wiped their mouths and mustaches.
1860 C. A. COLLINS Eye-witness ii. 16 He was a little,

middle-aged gentleman,, .with, .a dyed moustache.
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MOUSTACHED. 721 MOUTH.

b. The hair covering either side of the upper
lip ;

one half of a pair of moustaches .

1603 HOLLAND Pintarch*s Mor. 541 The.. Ephori, .cause

proclamation to be published. .that no man should weare

mustaches, or nourish the haire on their upper lips, a 1680

BUTLER Kent. (1759) I. 194 Two fair, And large, well-grown
Mustaches. 1828 tr. Manzonis Betrotlied Lovers I. i. 8 Two
long mustaches were curled at the extremities. 1842 I AR-

HAM Ingot. Ltg. Ser. n. Black Afonsqiietaire, And he twirl d
his moustache with so charming an air, His moustaches
I should say, because he d a pair. 1902 A. E. W. MASON
Four Feathers xiv, He twirled first one moustache and
then the other before he spoke again.

C. Applied to hair on the upper lip of a woman.
1893 SLOANE-STANLEY Retain. Rlidshipvt. Life xxx. 402

A woman with a black and bristly moustache.

2. Zool. Hairsorbristles,resemblinga moustache,
round the mouth of certain animals.
a 1605 MONTGOMERY. Chcrric fy Sine (revision) iii, The

con, the cuning, and the cat, Qnhnis dainty downs with
dew were wat, With stiff mustachis strange. 1622 R. HAW-
KISS Voy. S. .SVrt xxxi. 75 Scales, .are beneficial I to man in

their skinnes for many purposes ; In their mostaches for

Pick-tooths. 1677 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier $ Trai&amp;gt;. I.

lit. iv. 107 The Fish had a great Head, and a large Mus
tache. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 161 Mustaches [of
the manatee] composed of a bundle of very strong hairs

directed downwards, and forming on each side a kind of
corneous tusk.

b. Oririth. A stripe of colour on the side of the
head of a bird beneath the eye. (In recent Diets.)

f3. A lock of hair worn at the temples. Ohs*
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius Voy. Anibass. 9 Children. .so

dress d as that we could not distinguish the Boies from the

Girles, for both had their hair cut all off, excepting only two
mustaches, which were suffered to grow at their Temples
4. Short for moustache monkey.
1797 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3^ XVII. 498/1 The mustache, or

cercopithecus cephus, has a beard on the cheeks. 1823 CHABB
Technol.Dict.i Moustache (Zool^,. ity$FnHk s Stand. Diet.,
Mustache.

5. Old moustache [tr. F. vieille moustache] : an
old soldier.

1818 [MARQ. NORMANBV] Engl. in 1 rancc II. 67 These
old moustaches are so modest, that they never allude to
their exploits. 1859 LONGK. Children s Hour viii. Do you
think, O blue eyed banditti Because you have scaled the wall,
Such an old mustache as I am Is not a match for you all !

6. attrib. and Comb. : moustache-cup, a cup
with a partial cover to protect the moustache when
drinking; moustache monkey, a \Yest African

monkey, Cercopithecus cephns ;
moustache tern,

Sterna (l
r

iratva) hitcopareia.
1886 Ar

. Zt aland Herald i June 1/6
* Moustache Cup*.

1906 Macm. Mat;. Apr. 407 It s the only moustache-cup \ve

have. 1840 tr. user s Anini. Kingd, 57 The *Moustncln&amp;gt;

Monkey (Siwi&amp;lt;r ccpfnis^ Lin.). 1871 DARWIN Desc. M,i&amp;gt;f it.

xviii. (18901552 The moustache-monkey. 1837 Gon.n /-inix

Europe V. pi. 424 Moustache Tern.

Hence Mousta cheless a., having no moustache.
1873 Miss BROUGKTON Nancy I. 210 With a rather trium

phant smile on his handsome moustacheless lips.

Moustached (musta-Jt), a.
[f. MorsTACHK

sb. + -ED 2.] Furnished with a moustache.
1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xl, His. . moustached lips.

trans/. 1881 BLACKMORE Christowell xiii, The trees,
moustached with moss and fungus.

b. spec, in names of animals, as moustached

y honey-eater^ monkey* tamarin, warbler.
OULD Birds Europe \\.^\. in Moustached Warbler.

1848 Birds Australia IV. pi. 26 Meliphaga. Jiiystacalts,
Gould. Moustached Honey-eater. 1896 H. O. FORBKS
Hand-bk. Primates 1. 1^2 The so-called Moustached Tama-
rin (Midas utystax, Spix). 1897 f^dt II. 53 The Mous
tached Guenon. Cercopithecus cephus. Ibid. 54 The Mous
tached Monkey.
Moustacllial (mustcrjial), a. Nat. Hist. [f.

MOUSTACHE sb. + -IAL.] Resembling a moustache.
a 1873 E. BLYTH CataL Mammals fy Birds Burma 57

The red of the breast [of the parrot] is continued past the
black moustachial streak and the ear-coverts. 1888 NEWTON
in EncycL Brit. XXIV. 652/1 note, A patch of conspicuous
colour, generally red, on this part [sc. the base of the lower
mandible] is characteristic of very many Woodpeckers, and
careless writers often call it mystacial ,

or some more bar

barously moustachial . 1894 R. B. SIIARPE Handbk. Birds
Ct. Brit. I. 72 Cheeks, .separated from the throat by a dis
tinct moustachial streak of dusky greenish-olive.

Mouatachio^e : see MUSTACHIO.

Moustaffa, obs. form of MUSTAPHA.
Moustang, -guer, van ff. MUSTAXG, -GUER.

Mousted, variant of MUSTED///. a.

Mouster, obs. form of MUSTER.
t Moustick, -iqne. Obs. rare. Also 7
mouatico. [a. F. moustique.] = MOSQUITO.
1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 146 A sort of very

small Flies, by some called Mousticoes, which are felt

commonly before they are seen. 1698 FROGER I oy. 152 The
Inhabitants, .are much incommoded with Ants, Mousticks
[etc.]. 1801 C. GRANT Hist. Mauritius 68 The gnat called

moustique or maringouin is very troublesome.

Mouatoc : see MOUSTAC.
Moustre, obs. form of MUSTER.
Mousum, variant of MOWSOME a. Obs.

Mousy (mau si), sb. Also mousie. [f.
MOUSE

sb. + -Y 4.] A playful diminutive of mouse.
1693 Sc0tch

m
Presbyt. Eloquence (1738) 138 Thou rt like a

Mousie
peeping out at the Hole in the Wall. 1785 BURNS

To Mouse vii, But Mousie, thou art no thy lane, In proving
foresight may be vain. 1845 Zoologist III. 1030 On my re
turn [I] found poor mousy in convulsions.

VOL. VI.

Mousy (mairsi), a. Also mousey, [f. MOUSE
Sb. + -Y 1

]

1. Resembling a mouse, its colour, smell, etc.

1859 F. E. PAGET Citrate of Citmbenvorth 348 A taste..

which I can only describe as mousy. 1865 LIVINGSTONE
Zambesi xxviii. 575 Where we inhaled so much of the heavy
mousey smell that it was distinguishable in the odour of our
shirts and flannels. 1888 G. MACDONALD Elect Lady 10
He would.. pass a white left hand through his short-cut

mousey hair. 1888 R. BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms
(1890) 355 The doctor s short-tailed, mousy mare. iSgjStar
4 Jan. 1/7 A curious shade of mousy grey.

2. As quiet as a mouse.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 210 A man ought not to re

main mousy {note, idle]. 1863 HOLME LEE A. Warh-igh
II. 309 To marry that most tiresome and disagreeable of

mousy men. 1887 FLO, MARRYAT Dan. of Tropics I. xiii. 209,
1 always suspect those very quiet,mousey,saint-like creatures.

3. Abounding in, or infested with mice.

1871 STORMONTH Diet. 1876 Miss BRADDON Dead Men s

Sho,-s I. i. ii She has tea-things and tea-kettle to her hand
in the roomy and mousey old closet beside the fire place.

4. Comb., as mousy-faced^ -qttiet.
1880 MRS. LYNN LINTON Rebel of J-amUy iii, A pale,

light-haired, mousey-faced little woman. 1902 KJPI.ING Just
So Stories 146 Taffy took a marrow-bone and sat mousy
quiet for ten whole minutes.

Mout, obs. f. MOULT; obs. pa. t. of MAY 7-.
1

Mouter, obs. form of MULTURE.
Mouth m(iub), s/&amp;gt;. Forms : i mup, 3-4 muth,
(mudh, moth), 3-5 mouJ)(e/3 mouth)). 4 mouht,
6 mothe, .SV. mwtht), 4-7 mowth/e, 6 mougth,
mought, 9 Sc. muthe, 3- mouth. [Com. Teut. :

OE. w/?/masc. = OFris. mnth masc.
,
in later texts

muntlt mond\ mod. \Fris. miithj iniif, miis\ OS.
ninth maso.

,
MDu. inont^ mond, mniit masc. and

fern. (Uu. mond masc.), OIIG., MUG., mod. (I.

w//w/masc., OX. ;;///;/;/-;, w//*)-rmasc. (Sw. ;////;/

masc., Da. mund} t Goth, mnn^-s masc. : OTeut.

*wnn/&amp;gt;0
Z : pre-Teut. *///w/0-j, corresponding for

mally to I., inentnm chin.]

I. 1. The external orifice in an animal body
which serves for the ingestion of food, together
with the cavity to which this leads, containing the

npparatus of mastication and (in man and other lung- &amp;gt;

breathing animals) the organs of vocal utterance.
&amp;lt;- 1000 .-J^ s. &amp;lt;7; .s/. Matt. xv. 17 Ne on^yte e

}&amp;gt;xt
call b;t^t

on bone muj&amp;gt; g.neb ga-^&amp;gt;
on ]ta \vainbe. c 1250 C/V;/. -V J..v.

2655 And in hise ninth so depe he is [sc. burning coals] clede
,

Hise Hinges ende is brent Sor-mide. a 1300 Cursor Al.

1904 Son sco [sc. the dove] com and diielki noght, An oliue
|

branclic in moth ,sco tjroght. 1486 /&amp;gt; /*. St. Allans C vj b,
I- or blaynis in haukes mouthes ca!d frounchcs. 1593 SUAKS.
2 Hfii. / /, iv. vii. 10 He was thrust in the mouth with a

Speare. 1661 J. I). Cii 1
. ll arres 164 Kvery man nii^lu

march away. . Matches Lighted, Bullet in Mouth, iS^c. 1789
W. KUCHAN Dom. Mt t/. (1790) 185 When it linppens to burst

;

within the lungs, the matter may be discharged by the mouth, i

1875 F.ncyct. Brit. I. 837/1 The cavity of the mouth forms |

the commencement of the alimentary canal.

b. In invertebrate animals.

&quot;753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp, s. v. ( The mouth [of the

garden-snail] is like a hare s. 1826 KIKBV & SP. Enioiital.

III.4i6 The Mouth, or rather the orifice in which the trophi
or organs of manducation are inserted. 1881 E. R. LAX-
KESTKR in Encycl. Brit. XII. 556/2 Hydrozoa. The mouth
is either a simple opening at the termination of a rudimen
tary manubrium. ., or it is provided with four or eight arm.
like processes.

c. In references to an open or gaping mouth as

expressive of wonderment or vacancy of mind.

1693 DRYDEN Persius i. (1726) 239 The nauseous Nobles
..With gaping Mouths to these Rehearsals come. 1859
TENNYSON Lancelot 1242 Mouths that gaped, and eyes that
ask d * What is it ?

fd. To draw cue s mouth : to extract a tooth.

1669 PEPYS Diary 18 May, She being much troubled with
the tooth-ake. .1 staid till a surgeon of hers come,.,who hath
formerly drawn her mouth, and he advised her to draw it.

e. In expressions like a good, bad
y hard, etc.,

mouth, used with reference to a horse s readiness

or the contrary to feel and obey the pressure of

the bit. Hence abstr. of a horse : Capability of

being guided by the bit.

1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Amble, Others attempt it by
sudden sloping.. but this is apt to spoil a good mouth and
rein. 1731 BAILEY vol. II. s.v., A fine mouth [Horseman
ship]. A fix d month, a certain mouth. A false mouth.
A mouth of a, full Appui. 1791 G. GAMBADO Ann.
Horscm. xvi. (1809) 133 One of my neighbours, .tells me he
has a horse that has no mouth. 1856

* STONEHENGE Brit.
Rural Sports 346/1 The. .delicacy of mouth which is so

jiving to the sense of touch in the lips an extra
,

degree of delicacy. 1863 LE FANU Ho. by Churchyard
(ed. 2) III. 310 In the end his mouth was made .

2. Considered as the receptacle of food or with
reference to swallowing, devouring, the function of

taste, etc.

4:897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. xvi. 104 Xe forbinde

ge no Sasm Serscendum oxum 3one mud. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 7028 pe mossel he dude in to is mou^. c 1330 Sir
Tristr. 1519 His moufc* opened f&amp;gt;ai

And pelt treacle in |jat
]

man. c 1475 Babees Kk. 149 Withe fulle mouthe drynke in
no wyse, 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 5 b, Whiche had i

the taste in theyr mouthes of all thynges pleasaunt and de-
lectable. 1530 PALSGR. 468/2 This axes hath brought my ,

mouthe quyte out of taste. 1719 DF, FOE Crusoe (Globe) 216

And putting a little into his own Mouth, he seem d to nau
seate it. 1859 TENNYSON Lancelot 771 This fruit is hung too
high For any mouth to gape for save a queen s.

b. transf. and^f^.
1596 Be. W. BARLOW Three Serin. \. 129 They fal into

y8 mouths and teeth of biting and deuouring vsurers. 1601
SUAKS. Tivet. N. v. i. 81 That. .boy. . From the rude seas

enrag d and foamy mouth Did I redeeme. 2660 JER. TAYLOR
Worthy Communic, i. ii. 43 Christians are spiritual men;
faith is their mouth, and wisdomeis their food. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 823 The root of a plant may be
considered as its mouth.

C. Phrases. The mouth waters (af/er, at some

thing), (it) makes (one s) mouth water, referring
to the flow of saliva caused by the anticipation of

appetizing food
;

also Jig* To have one s mouth

madeitp(\J.S,) t tQ have an expectant desire for (a

particular kind of food) ; alsoyff. f To make up
one s month, to finish one s meal with something
specially delicious; also fig. f To meet.. in the

mouth) *|* to run into (another s) mouth, to meet
face to face or full face. To open one s month wide,
to ask a high price. See also HAND TO MOUTH.
1555 EUFN Decades 143 These craftie foxes [sc. cannibals]

..espying their enemies a farre of, beganne to swalowe

theyr spettle as their mouthes watered for greetlines of

theyr pray. 1657 X.- rth s Plutarch, Add. /.ires (1676) 76
The Mountains of ( .old also..mnde his [Cortez s] mouth
water. 1762 STKRSF, Tr. .Shandy VI. xxviii, Never did my
uncle Toby s mouth water so much for a pipe in his life. 1860
GOSSE Rom, Nat. Hist. 274 He has drawn a picture, .such
as makes a brother naturalist s mouth water.

1890 (. -ntury Diif. s.v. Month, His mouth was made up
for a chirken salad. 1890 Harpers M&amp;gt;ig.

Oct. 715 2 No one
who has hU mouth made up for a laugh is prepared to relish

a dose of reason.

1546 HKVWOOD Prov. (1867) 36 His wife to make vp my
mouthe, Not nncly hir husbandes tauntyng tale auouthe,
Hut therto deuisttli to cast in rny teeth, Checks and chokyng
oysters. 1549 LATIMKK i.v/ Ai-rw. AyT Ed:i&amp;gt;. I / D vij,

Surueier.s there be, y gredily gorge vp their couitouse guttes,
. .honest men I touch not, but al such as so suruai thei make vp
their mouthes, but the cum UK-MS be vtterlye vndone by them.

1584 C&amp;lt;K:\N Ha- cn Ifcaltk (1636) 170 Commonly at great
feasts, .they use to serve vp sturgeon last, ns it were to

make up the mouth. 1640 I!r. HALI, C/tr. Hlodcr. \\. x. 7^
He to make up his mouth, shall goe away with an opinion
of an hundred severall foule errors in lohn C;il\in. 1720
C TFSS Co\\i KR Diary (1864) 151 Walpole (is| to make up
his Mouth by a Hubble, because he did not get enough i:i

South Sea.

1599 SUAKS. //,;/. !
,
in. vii. 154 Foolish Curres, that runne

winking into the mouth f n Ku-sian lieare. 1605 Lear
in. iv. ii Thou dsl .shuna ISt-aiv, Hut if thy flight lay toward
the roaring Sea, Thou dst ineete the lieare i th nmuth. 1671
MILTON Samson 1521 llest keep together here, lest running
thitherWe unawares run into dangers mouth. i737\Yiii5To\
Josephus, U nrs in. x. (18341 677/1 So Tit us pressed upon the

hindmost, and slew them ;. .and snnie he prevented, and met
them in the mouth, and run them through. 1762 FOOTF
J.yar\\, \Vks. 1799 I. 291 Gad, 1 had like to have run into

the old gentleman s nmuth.

1891 C. ROHKRTS Adrift Attier. 251 To use a vulgarism,
he did not open his mouth so wide as the other, but at once
offered me a through ticket to Liverpool for $72. 1898 Daily
j\ e-t&amp;gt;s 28 Oct. 3/1 Directly the word England is mentioned,
the mouths of the Continental artists are opened so uncon

scionably wide.

t d. The kings month : what pertains to the

providing and preparing of food for the king. Cf.

BOUCHE J/ .
1 Obs.

1433 Rolls of Parlt, V. 433/2 Suche [servants] as serve
aboute the Kyngs persone, and for his mouthe. 1450 Ibid.

194/1 Yoman of cure Larder for cure Mouth. 1567 ED-
WARDS Damon fy Pit/lias (1571) Fj, Was it you sir, who
cryed so lowde, I trow And bid us take in Coles for the

Kinges mouth euen now ? 1578 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

II. 689 The cair of the attendance upoun his Hienes mowth
and dyet.

e. A person viewed only as a consumer of food.

Useless mouth
t one who does no work but yet has

to be fed. Cf. F. louche inutile.

cisso Decay of Eng. by Shcpe (E.E.T.S.) 97 So many
mouthes goith to motton, whiche causeth motion to be deare.

1609 B. JONSOS Sil. Worn. in. v, Where are all my eaters?

my mouthes now ? barre vp my dores, you varlets. 1637
MILTON Lycidas 119 Of other care they little reck ning
make, Then how to scramble at the shearers feast,.. Blind
mouthes ! 17*1 DF FOE Plague (1884) 253 Those who in

Case of a Siege, are call d the useless Mouths. 1875 En
cycl. Brit. III. 496/1 Having thus got rid of the useless
mouths [sc. the drones] which consumed, without any advan
tage to the public, a large portion of their provisions [etc.].

3. Considered as the instrument of speech or voice.

Much less frequent in ordinary use than tongue. All the

Eng. versions of the Bible have many examples in passages
literally rendered from Hebrew or Hebraistic Greek.
riooo ./ELFRIC Horn. I. 366 Hi habba&amp;lt;5 dumne mu5 and

blinde ea^an. r 1205 LAV. 5726 Mid mu5en heo seiden mid
aSen heo hit sworen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1030 pe toun
me clupe^ ludestoun bat is wide cou^ & now me clupe^ it

londone |?at is lijtore in be mouj?. 1562 LANGL. P. ft. A. iv.

105 Rede me not..Reute to haue, Til Clerkes and knihtes
ben Corteis of heore Moubes. 1382 WYCLIF Prw. xiii. 3
Who kepeth his mouth [Vulg. Qiri custodit os smtm\ kepeth
his soule. a 1450 MYRC 27 Of honde & mowj \&amp;gt;ou

moste
be trewe. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 778
Neyther can there be any thing, .amis.se. .but it shoulde be
in mine eares or it were well out of their mouthes. c 1550
CHEKE Matt. xv. 18 Thoos thinges y* commeth forth of

y&quot;

mougth commeth forth of y* hart, aud yei defile a man. 1600

SUAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 239 You must borrow me Gargan-
tuas mouth first : tis a Word loo great for any mouth of

this Ages size. 1611 Cymb. iv. ii. 79 Thy words I grant
are bigger : for I weare not My Dagger in my mouth. 1638
R. HAKER tr. /tahac s Left. (vol. II 77, I will come and
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MOUTH.
learne from your own Mouth, all the particulars. 1714 DE
FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 38, I had the relation from his

own mouth. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 16 The Frank

. .learned, .his failh from the mouth of the Roman priest.

transf. zn& fig. 595 SHAKS. &quot;John m. iii. 38 The mid-

night bell Did with his yron tongue, and brazen mouth

Sound on. 1628 PRESTON AVzu Cavt. (1634) 440 Where

the Scripture hath a mouth to speake, Faith hath an eare

to heare. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 967 And Discord with a

thousand various mouths.

b. Used as the subject of a verb of speaking.

Hence rhetorically put for the person speaking.
CJ250 Kent. Semi, in O. E. Misc. 30 Ase godes oghe

nudh hit seid. a 1400-50 Alexander 904 As Alexander

1474 CAXTON Clu-sse

72S MOUTH.

(.ion i now UAUMUW &quot; *&quot; _ TJ

Rome to second you. 1864 TENNYSON .S.v. Dreams 14 He
cursed, .that one unctuous mouth which lured Him, rogue,

To buy strange shares in some Peruvian mine.

e. t By mouth (obs.), by word of month : by

spoken words, orally; often opposed to by writing . ;

e 1330 R. URUNNE Chron. (1810) 299 Bi letter & bi mouth i

hepraied |am of socoure. c 1410 LVDG. Assembly of (,ods :

2060, I had left hit vntokle Nowthyr by mowthe nor in

remembraunce Put hit in wrytyng. 1560 DAI S tr. Ski-
\

.fane s Conini. 29 Commaunding thee . . to declare what thou

wilte do herein, by mouthe, and not by writynge. 1601

SHAKS. T;uel. -V&quot;. in. iv. 209, I will deliuer his Challenge by
word of mouth. 1720 GORDON Int/eftndint Whig No. 6. 41

Not content to abuse each other by Word of Mouth, they

sometimes scolded in Writing. 1849 MACAL-LAY Hist. Etig.

vi. II. 96 This ,
he said, is not a court in which written

charges are exhibited. Our proceedings are summary, and

by word of mouth.

d. By (formerly \ through} the mouth of: through

(some one) as spokesman. (Cf. Luke i. 7-)
ci4oo Rule St. Brnet (E.E.T.S.) 2 We aske

)&amp;gt;e, lauerd,

|mr3t&amp;gt;ermn[rK/mu|&amp;gt;]of be profete. l}fioDMtT.Slli&amp;lt;iane l

Comm. 24!), They rode forthe to mete the Emperour, whom
..they receiued honorably by the mouthe of my Lorde of

Mentz. 1870 Eng. Gilds (E.E.T.S.) Gloss., Assoyne,. .ex.

case sent by the mouth of another for non-appearance.

e. from the mouth of (a person) : from him as

the speaker. In the month of (a. person) : when

spoken or spoken of by (him); talso trail:/. So

in or witA a French, ait English, etc. mouth (some
times with reference to pronunciation). // does not

He in fits mouth to say something) : it is not befit

ting for him. {To condemn a person) out of his

own mouth (Luke xix. 22): by his own evidence.

1596 SKAKS. i Htn. II ,
i. iii. 153 And for whose death,

we in the worlds wide mouth Liue scandaliz d. 1614
BFADSHAW Unreasonableness Sefar. (1640) 56 Why may
not preaching [etc.]., be sufficient to argue _our

minis-

ters to be true pastors and teachers, notwithstanding
that in the mouth of the Law, they are sometimes called

Priests and Deacons. 1644 MILTON Ednc. 4 To smatter

Latin with an english mouth, is as ill a hearing as

law French. 1781 COWPER TMe-T. 500 Hence, in a

Roman mouth, the graceful name Of prophet and of poet
was the same. i8a8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xiii, My princely

nephew entertains with so much suspicion any admonition

coming from my mouth. 1859 TENNYSON Merlin , Vivien

644 How, in the mouths of base interpreters. .Is thy white

blamelessness accounted blame ! 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown
nl O.rf. xxxv, It did not lie in his mouth to be curious on

the subject. 1874 I,. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892)

II. vii. 221 In other mouths Rousseau s sentiment .. became

unequivocally misanthropical. 1885 LD. R. CHURCHILL .V/.

(1889) I. 245 Does it lie in the mouth of members of that

Government to taunt the Tory party with having no policy?

f. From mouth to mouth : from one speaker to

another; also, speaking in turn or in succession.

1838 DICKENS ,\ icA. A ick. xxx. The stories they invent. .

and bandy from mouth to mouth i 1847 TENNYSON Princess

Prol. 189 We.. often told a tale from mouth to mouth As
here at Christmas.

g. f(7*0 have..} in month (obs.), (to be) in

the mouth or mouths of = in one s speech or con

versation, on one s lips.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4136 And fra bis dede be made coube

alle men sal ?ou haue in mouth. 1513 MORE in Grafton

Chron. (1568) II. 767 It redowneth greatly to the dishonour
..of the kinges highnesse. .to haue it runne in euery mans
mouth.. that the kings brother should be faine to kege
sanctuarie. 1555 EDEN Decades 242 Which sayinge was
afterwarde in euery mans mouth. 156* WINJET Cert.

Tractates \. (S.T.S) I. 13 All man hes this word reforma-

tioun in mothe. tsogSnxKs. Jolin iv. ii. 187 Yong Arthurs
death is common in their mouths. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 447 ? i A Common Saying, .we often hear in the Mouths
of the Vulgar. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Ens . xv - 1 1 1-

J&amp;gt;5

he
names of. . the . . chiefs of the conquering army, were in many
mouths.

fh. With full mouth [= L. plena ore], with

open mouth : loudly, aloud. To open full mouth :

to rail furiously. Also (to come, laugh) full mouth,
m with full mouth . O/ S.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 86/03 Loude he gradde with folle

Mouth :
( Ich am cristine Man. 1303 R. BRUNNE Haruil.

Synne 4442 pey..bad me bat y shuld hyt rede.. ; And y
bat neuer on boke coube, Alle y hit red with opun mouthe.

1539 TAVERNER Erasw. Proi . (1545) 39 The fryer. . ragynge
oute with open mouthe lyke a madde man agaynste the

lyfe
of princes. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I

, I. ii. 230 Either our His

tory shall with full mouth Speake freely of our Acts, or else

our graue, Like Turkish mute, shall haue a tonguetesse
mouth. 165* J. WRIGHT tr. Camus Nat. Paradox ix. 215

WlUl IIIC IIC1V3 \Jl tl.J ..- -. - *
,[ , .

Tnevenofs Trav. I. xxix. 52 He opened full mouth against

the Christians. 1702 FARQ.UHAR Inconstant \\. 16 She was

coming full mouth upon me with her Contract.

i. With one mouth, with one voice or one

consent; unanimously. (A Hebraism, as in 2 Chron.

xviii. 12. margin. )
Now rare.

c 1290 Bekel 915 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 132 We habbez ore red

barof i-nome : and mid one moube ech-on to queme be kmge
we redez be. a 1300 Cursor M. 15039 All bat sang als wit

a muth. 1738 WESLEY Jrnl. 12 May, They added with

one mouth that this faith was the gift . . of God.

j. Mouth to mouth, also, more rarely f mouth

with mouth, = in close and intimate conference ;
face

to face. (Now rare ; a Hebraism, as in Num. xii. 8,

where the Vulgate has ore cut os.) Hence mouth-

to-mouth vb. (burlesque itonce-wd.} to speak face to

face.

c 1200 Triti. Coll. Horn. 105 And bigan to turnen be iuele

to gode mid his wise wordes, be he wi5 hem spec muo wi5

muoe. 1329 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 174/2 But he [God]
tolde it you not mouth to mouth. 1607 TOURNF.UR Rrv,

\

J mf. n. i, Madona, there is one.. that would very desire,

ously mouth to mouth with you. 1895 SAI.MOND Chr. Doctr.
|

Immort. n. iv. 241 A fellowship in which Jehovah speaks
mouth to month with his servant.

k. f To hold one s mouth [cf. G. den muml hal/eti] \

= to hold one s tongue , be silent. To open one s
j

mouth : to begin speaking. To open the mouth of:

to give the power of speech to. (See also OPEN

v. IV.) To close, shut one s mouth : to refrain

from speaking, t To make up one s mouth : to

finish speaking. To stop (a person s) mouth = to

keep (him) from talking.
c 1290 Bekit 2035 in i . Eng. Leg. I. 165 Beo stille, . . hold

binne mouthb, ich rede, a 1300 Cursor M. 19941 Petre

opend ban his muth.. he said [etc.]. 1390 GOWER Conf. I.

85 Sche Commandeth me my mowth to close, c 1520 Nis-

BET New Test, in Scots (S.T.S.) I. n And how Christ stop-

pit the mowihis of the Saduceis. 1549 LATIMER yd Sena,

tef. Eiiw. VI, E viij margin, A preacher offyce is to be a

mouth stopper. But not to haue hys one mouthe stopped

wyth a benefice or byshoprike. 1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii.

154 Shut your mouth Dame, Or with this paper shall I stop

it. 1606 DFKKF.K Sev. Sins i. 2 The poore Orator balling made

vphis mouth, liankruptismegaue him very good words. 1720
IJ F. Fo E Capt. Singleton x i i i.

i;
1 840) 2 1 9We stopped his mouth

with his share of two hundred thousand pieces of eight. 1847
MARRVAT Cliildr. -V. Forest xiii, I stopped his mouth by tell

ing him that [etc.]. 1895 POCOCK Rules ofGame i (Farmer)
Shut your mouth

,
he said, or I ll knife you !

1. To flit words into another s mouth = to tell

him what to say. Toput (a speech) info a person s

mouth : to represent him as having uttered it. To
take the words out

^/&quot;another
s mouth : to anticipate

what another was about to say.
1382 WVCI.IF 2 Sam. xiv. 3 Forsothe Jpab putte the wordis

in hire month. 1530 PALSGH. 751/1 It is no good maner to

take the worde out of my mouthe, or I have made an ende

of my tale. 1568 GP.AFTON Chron. II. 100 The Pope..
takyng their wordes out of their mouthes, snyd [etc.].

1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, iv. vii. 45 It is not well done (marke

you now) to take the tales out of my mouth, ere it is made
and finished. 1723 I

JOPE H ks. of Shaks. Pref. 19 Many
.speeches also were put into the mouths of wrong_ persons,
where the Author now seems chargeable with making them

speak out of character. 1867 FREEMAN .Varm. Cony. (1877)

I. App. 627 The strong legitimist harangue which is put into

his mouth by Richer.

m. To make a poor mouth, to plead poverty.
1822 Rlitckit . Jfag. Sept. 307/1 I m sure ye may weel

spare twa three pounds. ..It s no right p you to be aye
making a puir mouth. 1885 HOWELLS Silas Laphaw xxv,
You wanted to. .make a poor mouth to Mrs. Lapham.

fn. Used for: (A person s) utterance. Obs.
a 1400 Pistitl of Susan 253 (Vernon MS.) For I am

dampned, I ne dar disparage bi moub. 1583 GOLDING
Cah fn on Dent. vi. 33 Wherby we see that they flatly

resist Gods mouth. 1702 Lex I era i They unanimously
barricado d their Ears against the Mouth of the Prophet.

o. Give it mouth imp. = express it with vehe

mence. To give mouth to = to express in words.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge Ixv, What I say in respect to

the speeches always is, Give it mouth. 1865 Mitf. Ft:

n. vii, I have an opinion of you, sir, to which it is not easy
to give mouth. 1880 Miss BRADDON Justas lam xxi, Give
it mouth, boys.

p. With reference to the barking or baying of a

hound. To spend their mouths, to give mouth : to

bark or bay vehemently, to give tongue, also transf.
of a person.
1590 COKAINE Treat. Ifjtnting Dij b, At which time the

houndes will spend their mouthes verie lustely. Ibid.,

They will so double their mouthes and teare them to

gether, that you would thinke there were more houndes
in companie than your owne. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N.
iv. t 128 My hounds are..match d in mouth like bels.

1591 i Hen. I l, 11. iv. 12. 1599 Hen. V, n. iv. 70.

1648 HEYLIM Relat. % Ohcr-j. i. 134 The Beagles of the

faction spent their mouths freely against the said Commis
sioners again. 1700 DRYDEN Meleagcr ff Atalanta 108

The boar Deals glancing wounds ; the fearful dogs divide :

All spend their mouth aloft, but none abide. 1854 CARDL.
WISF.MAN Fabiota i. vi, Calpurnius, thus challenged, ..

solemnly gave mouth: The Christians , said he, are a

foreign sect [etc.]. 1859 TENNYSON Marr. Geraint 186

They listen d . . for the baying of Cavall, King Arthur s

hound of deepest mouth, a 1872 B. HARTE Goddess 28 The
watch-dog on the distant shore Gives mouth.

4. The exterior opening or orifice of the mouth
considered as part of the face.

a 900 tr. Bania s Hist. in. ii. (1890) 156 Swa bzt he for by
sare ne meahte furSon his bond to muSe jedon. a 1225
Ancr. R. 102 OscttUtur me oscido oris siti , baet is cus me,

ful smal, and ther-to softe and reed. 1457-8 A nc. Cat. Rec.

Dublin (1889) I. 298 Men with bardys above the mowth.

599 SHAKS. //i-. /
,
n. iii. 61 Piit. Touch her soft mouth,

and march. Bard. Farwell Hostesse. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. m. vi. 26 There can be no reason given,.. why, a

visage somewhat longer, . . or a wider mouth, could not have
consisted, .with such a soul. 1719 DE FOE Cnisoe (Globel

209 A very good Mouth, thin Lips, and his fine Teeth well

set. 1797 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 112/1 Of Drawing Faces.

. . The middle of the mouth must always be placed upon the

perpendicular line. 1820 KEATS Lamia i. 60 She had a

woman s mouth with all its pearls complete. 1847 TENNYSON
Princess vi. 252 And on her mouth A doubtful smile dwelt

like a clouded moon In a still water. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I.

837/1 The corners of the mouth can be drawn to one side r.r

the other, by the action of various muscles.

b. I hrases. Down in (rarely of} the mouth,

having the corners of the month turned down

wards, as a sign of dissatisfaction ; dejected,

dispirited ; so also dviun-al-mouth. Toflap in the

mouth (with a lie} : see FLAP v. I c. To laugh

(on) the wrong side of one s mouth, in early use to

laugh in an evidently forced manner ; now, to la

ment instead of laughing (see LAUGH v. i b) ; so,

to sing on the wrong side of one s mouth. To make
a (wry, ugly, hard, etc.) mouth, or mouths: to

express disapproval, derision, etc., by distoiting or

putting awry one s mouth, to grimace ;
of an

animal, to menace with the mouth ; also fig. to

refuse to believe or accept. Const, at, upon.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. i. vi. (1650) 43 The Roman
Orator was downe in the mouth ; finding himselfe thus

cheated by the money-changer. 1694 MoTTEtlX Ra/elais

v- ( J 737) 224 You are damnably down o the Mouth.
t
1764

FOOTE Patron m. Wks. 1799 I. 356 Poor lad ! he will be

most horribly do n in the mouth : a little comfort won t

come amiss, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante *t Circle \. (1874) 224
He ll never more be down-at-mouth, but fill H is beak at his

own beck. 1891 FREEMAN in Life &amp;lt;fr

Lett. (1895) II. 426,

I got down-in-the-mouth yesterday.

1714 T. LVCAS .!/&amp;lt;/. Gamestcii id. 2* 65 But tho he

laugh d ;
twas on the wrong side of his Mouth. 1761 Brit.

Mag. 1 1. 498 They ll quick make you sing the wrong side of

your mouth. 1884 W. E. NORRIS Thir/by Hall xxxiii, We
shall be laughing on the wrong side ofour mouths before the

day is over, unless I m mistaken.

1551 ROBINSON tr. ^lore s Utop. I. (1895) 71 And as

he was ihus saying, he shaked his hea&amp;lt;

J
e, and made a

wrie mouth. 1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. iCamden! 69 Me
thinkes I see the make a mowthe At rertayne Tuscane

brave conceites. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 238 Coun
terfeit sad lookes, Make mouthes vpon me when I turne

my backe. Winke each at other. 1681 OTWAY Soldier s

Fort. n. i, I desire you to . . make ugly Mouths, laugh

aloud, and look back at me. 1711 ADDISON Sfrct. No.

481 P 3 They say he s a warm Man, and does not care

to be made Mouths at. 1868 BROWNING Ring q- Bk. iv. 127

How long, now, would the roughest marketman. .Hara-^

a mutton ere she made a mouth Or menaced biting?

II. Transferred applications to persons.

5. One who speaks on behalf of another or of

others ; a spokesman. Cf. MOUTHPIECE. Obs. exc,

in renderings of foreign modes of speech.
1563 J. DAVIDSON in Wodro-M Sof. Misc. (1844) I. 253 The

please. loeo rr.i YS maty a . .

the rest, and spoke what they have dictated to me. 1712
ADDISON Sfttt. No. 403 T 2 Every Coffee-house has some

particular Statesman belonging to it, who is the Mouth of

the Street where he lives. 1892 KIDER HAGGARD Nada 188

You are a little man to be the mouth of so big a chief.

6. slam;, a. A silly person ;
a dupe.

1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 7 The whole Gang
will be ever and anon watching an opportunity to make a

Mouth of you. 1753 Discov. J. f onller (ed. a) 31 One shall

lead a Horse about, and another shall look out for a Mouth

[note, an ignorant Person] that has a Horse to sell or change.

1823 JON BEE Diet. Tnr/^v,, I ve a mouth at the Mint,

as brings me out plenty o gold blanks .

b. A noisy person.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crcm, Mouth, a noisy Fellow.

1715 in .Veiu Cant. Diet. 1811 in Lf.r. Balatr.

III. Applied to things resembling a mouth.

7. The opening of anything having a containing

capacity, by which it is filled or emptied.
c 1250 Gen.

&amp;gt;r

Ex. 2216 Do breSere seckes hauen he fill. .

And bunden Se muSes Sor bi-foren. c 1400 Lanfrnnc s

Cirurg. 21 pe maris. .closib hir moub, bat ber myjte not

entre the poynt of a nedle. c 1440 Pronif. Pan: 347/2

Mowthe of a bottelle, lura. 1583 STUBBES Anal. Ahis. n.

(1882) 47 They will put good come in the top or month of

the bag. 1664 POWER Exf. Pliilos. 97 Stop the mouth of

your Syringe close with your finger, a 1745 SWIFT Direct.

Serv. L Wks. 1751 XIV. 18 And lastly, wipe the Mouth of

the Bottle with the Palm of your Hand. 1821-34 Good s

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 139 In natural labour which, consists

in a gradual enlargement of the mouth of the womb, &c.

b. The aperture for charging or filling (an oven,

a furnace, or the like).

1574 R. Scot Hoffe Garden ^ At one ende belowe, besides

the mouth of the furnace, you must make a little doore into

the roume beneath the bedde [or upper floor of the Oste ].

1608 SHAKS. Per. ill. Gower 7 And Crirket sing at the



MOUTH. 723 MOUTH.

Ouens mouth. 1667 MILTON/*. L. n. 883 They ..like a Fur-

tiace mouth Cast forth redounding smoak and ruddy flame.

1797 Eneycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XV. 389/1 He then discontinues

the fire, and entirely closes up the mouth of the [porcelain]

furnace. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Aleck.) Rlouth^ the nole in a

furnace out ofwhich melted metal flows.

8. The door of a beehive, entrance-hole to a

nest, etc.

1523 KITZHERB. Hnsb. 122 It is conuenyent that the hyue
be set in a garden.. and the mouth of the hyue towarde the

sonne. 1607 TOVSELL Four-f. Beasts 657 The mouth of their

[sc. Squirrels ] nest is variable, sometimes at the sides, and
sometimes at the top. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg, iv. 49
Whether thpu build the Palace of thy Bees With twisted

Osiers, or with Barks of Trees; make but a narrow Mouth.

9. The surface opening of a pit, cave, well, ditch,

andyi^. of the pit of Hell.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 43 pe pit tlneS his muS oner be

man, \&amp;gt;e
Ii5 on fule synnen. c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxiii.

( Vlf Sleperis) 159 pane til his mene cane he byd, bat ^ai
suld . . be cawe mowth stope. 1551 RECORDE Pathw. Kiioiul.

Pref., In dichyng, if he kepe not a proportion of bredth in

the mouthe, to the bredthe of the bottorne . . the diche
shall be faultie. 1590 SPENSER A 1

. Q, i. xi. 12 His deepe
devouring jawes Wyde gaped, like the grtesly mouth of

hell. 1610 SHAKS. Tetitp. iv. i. 216 This is the moutli o th

Cell. 1701 SAVERY Miner s Friend 35 The Coals commonly
burned on the Mouths of the Coal-Pits. 1876 FAWCETT/V.
Econ. in. iii. (ed. 5) 334 The rise in price at the pit s mouth
was. .not less than los. a ton.

b. The crater of a volcano.

1604 E. G[KIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies in. ii. 119
Those which are in the Vu leans and mouths of fire at the

Indies. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 59 A mouth con

tinually throwing forth boiling pitch. 1813 BAKEWKL.L In-

trod. Geol. (1815) 230 The ancient mouth or crater of Tene-
riffe. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 340 The great crater of

Vesuvius had been gradually filled by lava.. and by scoria;

falling from the explosions of minor mouths.

10. The muzzle (of a gun).
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshcd III. 1410/1 The earle..

laid the mouth of the dag vpon his left pap . . and . . discharged
the same. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 381 Their battering
Canon charged to the mouthes. 1669 STURMY Mariner s

Mag, v. xii. 72 You put the Brass into the Mouth of the

Piece. 1802 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life fy Writ. (1832,
III. 396 Are our arguments to fly from the mouths of our
cannon ?

11. The outfall of a river; the entrance to a

haven, valley, etc.

In this sense OE. had the derivative tnitSa str. masc.

(=OFris. w&t/i*i t ON. muntu ;-OTeut. *munfion-)\ but
this did not survive into ME. Cf. F. boudu.
a nz2 O. E. Chron. an. 792 (Laud MS.), & his lie lijS set

Tinan mube. 1197 R. GLOL C. (Rolls) 474 A lute bi norbe
cornewaile as in an hauene moub- 1598 TREVISA Barth. DC
P. R. xv. cix. (1495) 528 Hollond is a prouynce by the

mouth of the Ryne. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays
Voy. iv, ix. 121 [Arabia] ioyneth there with the firme land
of Egypt, .at the mouth of the red sea, 1613 PURCHAS PiI*

grimage (1614) 422 The riuer Volga, .hath threescore and
ten mouthes or falls into the Caspian Sea. 1715 DE FOE
Voy. round World (1840) 15 We stood south again past the

mouth of the Straits of Magellan. 1706 MARSHALL W. Eng.
II. 178 The narrowed mouth of the Vale of Taunton. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 556 The castle of Ealan Ghierig,
situated at the mouth of Loch Riddan.

12. The opening out of a tube, passage, drain,

burrow, and the like ; spec, in Physiol. of a vessel.

1581 N. LICHF.FIELD tr. Castanheda s Cong. E. Ind, i. 79 b,

There were twentie Trumpets, .the mouthes whereof, were
..set with stone. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey^s Chintrg. ix. i.

(1678) 216 That solution of Continuity, which happens in the

vessels, their mouths being open, is termed Anastomosis.

1839 LONGF. Hyperion \. vi, The valley.. opens upon the

broad plain of the Rhine, like the mouth of a trumpet.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 228/2 The lacteals commence
. . not by open mouths, but by a delicate network of vessels.

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 563 The mouth of the main
drain at its outlet should be protected with masonry. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Mcd. VIII. 865 The mouth of the burrow. .

. .is usually marked by a vesicle.

13. a. The hole in the stock of a plane through
which the shavings pass.
1694 MOXON Mgfh. Rxcrc. ii. 68 Nor doth it [sc. the Rab

bet-Plane] deliver its shaving at a Mouth on the top of the
Stock as the other Planes do : But it hath its mouth on the

sides. 1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning, etc. II. 478 In all the

bench planes.. the mouth is a wedge-formed cavity.

b. The aperture in a musical pipe by means of

which the sound is produced.
1727-52 [see LIP sb. $f]. 1855 HOPKINS Organ xviii. 83

The mouth . . is the horizontal cutting or opening that occurs
at the junction of the body and foot of the pipe. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^ Mouth, in a flute, the edge of the

opening against which the air from the mouth of the per
former is cut.

14. Conch. The aperture of a univalve shell.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 104 As the body of
the snail can be extended no where but to the aperture, the

mouth of the shell only can. .receive augmentation. 1776
DA COSTA Elem. Conchol. 97 The mouth is oblong-oval. 1838

PennyCycl. XII. 107/1 [Helix.] 4thGroup.. .Mouthrounded.

15. Bot. a. The orifice of the tube of a corolla.

b. The opening which is produced by the dehiscence

of the sporangium of mosses (Syd. Soc. Lex, 1891).
a. 1759 MILLER Card. Diet. (ed. 7) f

Rosmarinus . . The
Flower has.. the Mouth erect, and divided into two Lips.

1785 MARTVN Rousseau s Bot. xxii. (1794) 314 Snapdragon.
. .The colours of these are red with white or yellow mouths.

1857 Miss PRATT Flower. /Y. (1861) IV. 32 (Hound s Tongue.)
. .Its mouth closed by prominent blunt scales.

b. 1857 HKNFREY Bot. 161 When the lid falls off, the

border of the mouth of the capsule [of moss] is found either

naked or furnished with. .teeth. 1861 BENTLEY Man._Bot.
377 The stoma or mouth is entire.

16. The fork between the open jaws of scissors,

pincers, or a vice.

1576 R. SCOT Hofpc Garden 23 They \sc. pinctrs] must
be one yarde in length, whereof ,si.\e or seauen ynches mayc
be allowed for the mouth or lower end of them, which
serueth to claspe . . the Poale, . . the mouth (should be] some
what hollowe in the middest. 1611 COTGR., l- orpic, the

mouth, or middle of an opened paire of sheeres. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Jlfecfi., Month, the opening of a vice between
its chops, chaps, cheeks, or jaws.

17. The cutting or working edge (of a tool).

1615, etc. [implied in broad-mouthed: see MOUTHED], 1851
H. STEPHENS Bk. l-arm (ed. 2) 5812 The.. earth is removed
. .with the narrow spade, .having a mouth 6 inches wide.

18. Fortif. (See quots.)
1839 \*. A. GRIFFITHS Artilt. Man. xi. 223 The mouth of

the embrazure is the outward or widest part of it. 1876
VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. 126 The opening of the

embrasure is termed the neck,.. that towards the country,
the mouth.

10. Short for mouth-piece : a. of a bridle bit
;

b. of a pipe. ? Obs.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. \\. (1617) 53 This mouth giuctli all

possible libertie to the tongue. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Bit, The cannon with a fa.st mouth all of a piece. 1821

BYRON Juan v. liii, Pipes decorated With amber mouths.

IV. Attributive uses and Combinations.
20. a. simple attrib., as mouth-opening, -part ;

(surgical instruments for the mouth), as mouth-

gag, -glass, -syringe, etc. ; (pertaining to or com
posing the oral cavity in echinodermata), as mouth-

papillse,) parts, -plate, -shield
\
with the meaning

coming from the mouth only and not from the

heart*, as mouth-charity &amp;gt; -friend, -honour, -love,

-mercy ;
b. objective, as mouth-stopper; mouth-

embmcing, -stopping adjs. ;
C. appositive, as mouth-

hole\ d. &quot;&quot;locative,
as mouth-deep, -high advs. ; e.

instrumental, as mouth-breathing; mouth-made adj.

1897 AllbutfsSyst.Med. IV. 673 The difficulty in breath

ing through the nose leads to mouth-breathing. 1692
SOUTH Serin. (1697) I. 463 Why, then answers the Man of

Mouth-Charity again, and tells you, That .. he can give

nothing, but tie will be sure to pray for the poor Gentleman.

1906 Daily Chron. 28 June 5/3 Two had to wade ^moiiih-

deep in water. 1883 E. R. LAN KESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI.
674 i The mouth-embracing foot [of a Nautilus]. 1607
SHAKS. Timon in. vi. 99 May you a better Feast neuer be-

hold You knot of &quot;Mouth-Friends. 1895 Arnold
&amp;lt;y

Sons
Catal. Sttrg. Instruments 217 Harelip, mouth and cleft

palate instruments. Mouth Gag. Mouth Prop. Mouth
Dilator. Mouth Retractor. Mouth Speculum. 1858 SIM
MON us Diet. Trade,

* Mouth glass, a small hand-mirror for

inspecting the teeth and gums, &c. 1790 J. FISHLK Ptu iiis

66, I did awake my heart yet loups
* Mouth high for fear.

1683 I liiius J lcta A/in. I. iii. 10 Leave in the sides (of

the assay-oven] Wind-holes, and in the fore-part leave aUo
a *Mouth-hole. 1605 SHAKS. Mucb. \. iii. 27 Honor, Lout:,

Obedience. . I must not looke to haue : but in their .steed,

Curses,. . *Mouth-honor. (11586 SIDNLY Arcadia \. (1622)

64 Vowing . . that neither heart nor *mouth-loue should euer
anie more intangle him. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.

&amp;lt;y

Cl. \. iii. 30
Those &quot;mouth-made vowes, Which breake themselues in

swearing. 1647 TRAPP Conim. i John iii. 18 There is a

great deal of *mouth-mercy abroad. 1875 HLXI.KV & MAR
TIN Elem. BioL (1883) 208 Enlarge the *mouth*Opening,
1876 J. H. KIDDKK Nat. Hist. Kergutlcn Isl. u. 74 This

species.. [of Echinoderm] differs widely, .in the characters of

the &quot;mouth-papilla? and mouth-shields. 1799 G. SMITH

Laboratory I. 119 Let the *mouth part of the muffle be

placed fronting the mouth of the furnace. 1883 SLADLN in

JmL Linn. Soc., Zool. XVI. 194 *Mouth-plates short. 1876
* Mouth shield [see mouth-papillx}. 1549 A &quot;mouthe stopper

[see 3 k]. 1641
* SMECTYMNUUS Vind. Answ. 6. 85 Good

reader, consider this mighty *mouth-stopping argument.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 427/1 A *Mouth or Ear

Syringe ; so called, because used chiefly about those parts.

21. Special comb. : mouth-arm, each of the

several tentacles or prolongations from the mouth
of a jelly-fish, with which it catches its prey;

mouth-bearing a., (of a protozoan) having a

definite oral cavity or cell-mouth ;
mouth-blower

(Cent. Diet. 1889), blowpipe, a blowpipe operated

by the moutli; mouth canker Path., gangrenous
stomatitis or Noma (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891) ; mouth-

case, that part of the integument of a pupa that

covers the month (Cent. Diet.} ; mouth-filling a.

fig.) (of an oath, compliment, etc.) that fills the

mouth, bombastic, inflated
; mouth-flying a.

t
that

evades the mouth ;
mouth-foot ^ foot-jaw (see

FOOT $b. 35); so mouth-footed a. (see quot.) ;

mouth-funnel, the funnel-shaped mouth of a roti

fer; mouth-gauge (see quot.) ; f mouth-grenado
[after hand grenade], a violent or explosive*

speech ;
mouth guard, a protector for the mouth

of an operative in needle-manufacture ; mouth-
harness jocular, provisions of food; mouth hoop,
the hoop forming the entrance to a decoy ; mouth
infection, communication of disease by the

medium of the mouth ; mouth pipe Organ-build

ing (see quot.) ; mouth plate, a plate fitted into

the mouth in the surgical treatment of the palate ;

mouth-pore Physiol. Bot., a stoma or breathing-

pore in leaf-structure ;
mouth provision, pro

visions of food (for an expedition) ; mouth ring.

(a) the ring forming the mouth of a bottle ; (^)
= tiewe nng (see NERVE s&. 12&quot;) ;

mouth-root

U.S., the plant. Coptis trifolia ^see qxioO ;
mouth

wash, -water, a therapeutic wash for the mouth ;

mouth-watering sb., the flowing of saliva in the

mouth (cf. 2 c above) ; mouth-watering a., (of
a person) that experiences mouth-watering; (of a

thing) that causes the mouth to water
; mouth-

wise adv. (notice-word) , by means of the mouth,

by speech.
1884 R. VON LENDENFELU in A nn.

&amp;lt;y Mag. Nat. Hist. Dec.
411 The Melbourne specimens [of this medusa] possess
*mouth-arms which are deep purple throughout. 1885 E. K.
LANKESTKK in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 835/1 The *mouth-bear-

ing corticate Protozoa. 18*7 FARAUAV Client, ftlanip. iv.

109 The *mouth blow-pipe. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II , \\\. \.

\ 259 Sweare me ..A good *mouth-iilling Oath. 1873 L.

i STEPHEN Ess. Frccthinking 286 The flattery, .was. .recip-
i rocal; and perhaps the great man pours out more mouth-

j
filling compliments than his satellite. 1625 K. LONG tr.

I Barclay s Argcnis v. i. 330 Condemn d, likt Tantalus, with

j

vaine pursuit To gape at water, and mouth-flying fruit.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 448 The Stoma-
! poda i,*Mouth-footed Crustaceans are so called on account

of the size and preponderant development of the jaw-feet.

1877 fcncycl. Brit. VI. 662/1 The sub-class Gnathopoda,
. muuth-footed . 1862 GOSSK Rotifcra in /V/. Sci. Rev. I.

|
40 The &quot;mouth-funnel was well marked. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

; Mfch.i &quot;Moutk-age (Saddlery), a device for measuring a

,

horse s mouth. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 34 Vet to txpresse

j

a Scot, to play that pri/e, Not all those *mouth-Granadoes
can suffice. 1693 Humours Town 27 The roaring Mouth-

j

Granado s of Oaths. 1852 M, T. MORKALL Needle-Making
(1862) 25 A &quot;mouth guard, which was approved of and found
to answer when used by the needle pointers. 1653 Uit*ju-

HART Rabelais \. xxxii. 147 We are here but badly victualled,
and furnished with *mouth-harnasse very slenderly. 1895
Sui KLiNG Land cf Broads 28 The *mouthhoop would be

perhaps 5 yds. across. 1903 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. 14 Mar. 43
A paper on *mouth infection. 1855 HOI-KINS Organ xviii.

83 Lip, *mouth, or flue pipes, .are such as have an oblong
opening, called the viottt/i, at the juncUon of the body with
the foot. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 126 That part which
connected the &quot;mouth-plate with the nasal rim. 1888 CLOUD
Story Creation (1894) 72 The carbonic aud which the plant
absorbs through the numberless stuiuataor mouth-pores in

its leaves or integuments. 1746 Rep. Cond. Sir J. Cope 184

We.. have no other Way of carrying Mouth Provision
1

with us but by the Ea&amp;gt;t Coast. 1839 Uiu-: Diet. Arts 573
The finisher.. tracks o(T the bottle Miioothly at its moutli-

ring. 1903 Contonp. A tf. Sept. 384 The anterior knots of

the mouth-ring [of the cray-fish] have .swelled into a still

larger brain. 1847 W. DAKUNCTON Ainer. Weeds 11860) 31

Coffin trifolia... \ domestic remedy for the sore mouths of

children ; whence the name * Mouth-root . 1840 P]-;KI.IK\

Mat. Med. 1260 An astringent *mouth-wa^h. 1597 A. M,
tr. Ciiiilleincaus 1-r. Chiritrg. 24 b/2, A *mouth- ater, or

gargrise, made of barley-water. 1706 S. SKWALI, Diary
28 Dec., He call d for Mouth-Water.. and then for hi.-, little

pot to void it into. 1822-34 Good s Study Mcd. ied. 4) I. 71

&quot;Mouth-watering : Produced by the sight, smell or thought
of agreeable food. 1845 KORU Handbk. Spain i. 67 The
mouth watering bystanders sigh a^ they see and .smell tlie

rich freight steaming away from them. 1900 Speaker 3 Jan.

338/2 The White Star shareholders have made a most mouth

watering bargain. 1876 BROWNING Pacchiarotto 403 Su

grind away, ^mouth-wise and pen-wise, Do all that we can
to make men wise !

Mouth (mauS)j v. [f.
MOUTU sb.]

1. trans. To pronounce, speak ;
to give utterance

to. Obs, exc. arch.\.\J, L- C J. t.XV.. UrfLfl,

a 1300 Cursor M. 18941 Was na langage man for to muth,
at bai [sf. the apostles] ne all kindli it cuth. 1377 LANGL.
/*. / /. U. iv. 115 Til lordes and ladies louien alle treutlie,

And haten al harlotrye to heren it, or to mouthen it. c 1450

J. METHAM ll &s. (E.E.T.S.) 33 And Amoryusthis mowthyd
to plese Cleopes. 1621 QUAKLES Argalns $ P. (1678) 47
He that knows not how to mouth a curse. 1744 AKENSIUL

fb. intr. To speak, talk. Obs.

a 1375 Cursor M. 21419 (Fairf.) Quat Jring bat lio him uf

wald moub atte hir deuise make lie cou|&amp;gt;e.
c 1400 Destr.

Troy 686 pere Medea the mylde met hym hir one, And with

myrthe at |*ere metyng mowthet togethir.

2. trans. To utter in a pompously oratorical

style, or with great distinctness of articulation
;
to

declaim. Also with out.

1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Pamass, v. i, With mouthing
words that better wits haue framed, They [sc. actors] pur
chase lands. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 3. 1603 FLORIO

Montaigne i. H, (1632) 167 When I heare our Architects

mouth-out those big, and ratling words of Pilasters, Archi

traves [etc.]. 1761 CHURCHILL Rosciad Poems 1763 I. 16

He. .mouths a sentence, as curs mouth a bone. 1842 TEN
NYSON Epic 50 And the poet . . Read, mouthing out his hollow

oes and aes. 1892 A. BIRRELL Res Judicatx y. 144 The

pompous high-placed imbecile mouthing his platitudes.

b. intr. To admit of being
* mouthed .

1762 WILKES N. Briton No. n It [the word glorification ]

found favour among their long-winded divines, only because

it was so long, and mouthed so well.

C. trans. To declaim against. rare~ .

1742 R. BLAIR Grave 386 Then might the debauchee Un-

trembling mouth the heavens.

3. intr. To mouth one s words
;
to use a pompous

or affected style of utterance; to declaim. Also

to mouth it.

1602 SHAKS, Hani. v. i. 306 Nay, and thoul t mouth, lie

rant as well as thou. 1682 DRYDEN & LEE Dk. Guise H^iji
You have Mouth d it bravely. 1713 ADDISON Cato \. iii,

I ll, .mouth at Czsar till I shake the Senate. 1891 E. W.
GOSSE Gossip in. Library x.\. 256 The poet liamped the

gras-sy heights.. mouthing and murmuring as he went..

4. trans. To put or take (something, esp. as
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MOUTHABLE.

food) in the mouth ;
to seize with the mouth ;

to

press (a thing) with the mouth or lips.

&amp;lt;z 1400-50 A lijamter 748* (Dubl. MS.) For other mete ban

manystlesche mouthed he neuer. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878)

1 32 Corne carried, let such as be poore go and gleane, and

after, thy cattle to mowth it vp cleane. 1602 SHAKS. Hani.

iv. ii. 20 He keepes them like an Ape in the corner of his

iaw, first mouth d to be last swallowed. 1621 G. SANDYS OvuTt
Met. vil. (1626) 146 The Beast .. Appearcs to catch th vn-

caught ; and mouthes the aire. 1693 DRYDEN Persius (1657)

417 He moulh d em, and betwixt his Grinders caught. 1717

EUSDEN Ovids Met. iv. 162 She found the veil, and mouth

ing it all o er, With bloody jaws the lifeless prey she tore.

1847 TENNYSON Princess vi. 196 [She] in her hunger mouth d

and mumbled it [sc. her restored babe], And hid her bosom

with it. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. 406 note, The satisfaction

first of mouthing the object [the lamb s mother s teat]. 1867

F. FRANCIS Angling iv. (1880) 119 If the fish mouths it.

b. spec. Of a hound : To mangle (dead game)
with the mouth.

[1693 : see 6 ] 1884 SPEEDY Sport ix. 158 It [sc. the dog]

showed a very slight disposition to mouth its game when shot.

c. Cock-fighting. To mouth it : to fight with the

mouth or beak.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Sparring-blows, ..those in

a Battel before the Cocks come to Mouth it.

5. To train the mouth of (a horse) ;
to accustom

to the use of the bit.

31533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl. (1546) Evijb,

Gyuehym..a sharpe bytte to thentente that he be well

mouthed. 16x8 M. BARET Horsemanship i. 14 For he is

accompted a good Horse-man in other parts thereof if he

can but mouth a Horse. 1690 Loiui. Gaz. No. 2590/4

Stolen.., a bay Colt.., newly mouth d and pac d. 1860

Luck ofLadysmede (1862) I. 339 There is the new palfrey
which you have been mouthing for me. 1890 R. BOLDKE-

WOOD Col. Reformer (\%t)i} 94 Why, he cannot be nearly
mouthed.

f6. intr. (contemptuously.) To join lips (with ;

to kiss. (In quot. 1693 app. with allusion to 4 b.)

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. in. ii. 194 The Duke..would
mouth with a beggar, though she smelt browne-bread and
(iarlicke. 1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. i. iv, Heart. And it

should be mine to let em [sc. partridges] go again. Sharp.
Not till you had mouthed a little, George.
7. To make mouths ;

to grimace; to make
derisive grimaces and noises with the mouth.

1827 DISK.\ELI Vij. Grey VI. i, He drew the cork from his

bottle, .and mouthed at his companions even while he bowed
to them. 1883 LD. R. GOWER My Remin. I. viii. 148 The
unfortunate queen, .retaining her calm demeanour as the

mob shouted and mouthed around her.

8. Of a river : To disembogue (in, into}.

1598 FLORIO, Sboccarc, to mouth, or fall into the sea, as a

river doth. 1831 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Doin. Manners Amer.
11894) II. 10 The Ohio and Chesapeake canal, .there mouths
into the Potomac. 1881 R. F. BURTON in Academy 21 May
366/1 He had originally intended to explore this great
stream, which mouths as the Xourse River.

0. trans.To point the mouth of(a pistol), nonce-use.

1612 DEKKER If it be not good K i b, Fetch me deare

friend, An armed Pistoll, and mouth it at my breast.

Mouth, obs. pa. t. of MAY z/.l

Mouthable (mau Sab l), a. [f.
MOUTH v. +

-ABLE.] That may be uttered with good effect ;

suitable for oratory or recitation.

1825 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XVII. 127 Fine mouth-
able apophthegms. 18870. W. HOLMES in A tlantic Monthly
LIX. 640 Good mouthable lines.

Mouthacho, -chato : see MUSTACHIO.

Mouthe, form of MOTH
;
obs. pa. t. of MAY v.1

Mouthed (mouSd), a. [f.
MOUTH sl&amp;gt;.+ -ED-.]

1. Having a month, or a mouth of a certain kind

(in various senses of the sb.).

13.. K. Alis. 6125 Rowgh they weore so a beore, They
weore mowthed so a mare. 1590 SPENSER f. Q. u. xi. 12

A grysie rablement ; Some mouth d like greedy Oystriges ;

some faste Like loathly Toades. 1637 T. MORTON New
Eng. Canaan (1883) 204 The Beaver.. [is] mouthed like a

cunny. 1741 Contpl. Fain. Piece ii. i. 296 Which
th_is

Sort

will do, having Courage and a thick Skin, as participating
of the Cur, and mouthed from the Beagle. 1820 KEATS
Hyperion n. 270, 1 . . sat me down, and took a mouthed shell.

f 2. Gaping, open-mouthed. Obs.

*599 & JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. iv, Reflect : what meanes
hee

by
that mouthed waue. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxvii, The

wrinckles . . Of mouthed eraues will giue thee memorie. 1649
G. DANIEL Trinarch. To Rdr. 81 As mouthdd Peasants

(throng to see the state, ..And Gape vpon the Gowne, ..)

magnine Merit. Ibid., Hen. IV, cclxviii.

3. In parasynthetic derivatives.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 144 A janglere, an evel mouthed oon.

1393 LANGL. /&amp;gt;. PI. C. x. 126 For hit aren murye-mouthede
men mynstrales of heuene. 1551 BIBLE Exod. iv. 10 But I

am slowe mouthed and slowe tongued. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
l. viii. 6 And every head was.. bloody mouthed with late
cruell feast. 1593 MARKHAM Harsmanship ii. Fj, But if

he [your Horse] be. .gentle mouthed, then shall the cheeke
of your Bytte be made but vppon one degree. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 95 Seuentie mouthed Volga, a 1680 BUTLER
Rent. (1759) II. 316 He prefers a Cry of Lawyers at the Bar
before any Pack of ihe best mouthed Dogs in all the North.
1853 MARKHAM Skoda s Auscult. 139 A single-mouthed
fistulous opening. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Way Navy 68 An
occasional blast from our bull-mouthed siren is also inimical
to slumber. 1905 HOI.MAN HUNT Prc-Rap/tzlitism II.

295 A many-mouthed chorus began.

Mouther l
(mcm-Sai). [f. MOUTH v. + -EB J

.]

One who mouths; one given to vain, boastful, or

declamatory speech.
1821 SCOTT Nigel xiii, Courtiers..whose only merit to

their masters is to repeat their own words after them a
pack of mouthers, and flatterers, and ear-wigs. 1886 Auuri-

724

can. XII. 175 Were there less loafing about bars by windy
mouthers and less frothy talk.

Mouther- (mau baa). PugiKlttt slang, [f.

MOUTH sb. + -EK 1.] A blow on the mouth.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 68, B. gave a mouther which

&quot;Mouthful (mau-bful). [f.
MOCTH sb. + -FUL.]

A quantity that fills the mouth; as much as a

mouth can hold or take in at one lime
; hence, a

small quantity (ofsomething).
1530 PALSGR. 247/1 Mouthfull, baufre. c 1532 Du Y\ i.s

Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1017 In their mouthfull takyng re

fection. 1608 SHAKS. Per. n. i. 35 A [sc. a whale] playes

and tumbles, Dryuing the poore try before him, And at

last, deuowre them all at a mouthfull. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE

Fables xxviii. 28 A Goat that was going out one Morning
for a Mouthful of Fresh Grass, Charg d her Kid.. not to

Open the Door. 1693 DRYDEN Jitvenal iii. adfin.. When
..You to your own Aquinum shall repair, To take a mouth
ful of sweet Country air. 1827 FARADAY Client. Manip.
iv. 113 Acquire the power of using the air of one inspiration

by mouthfuls. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville I. 176

They were three entire days without a mouthful of food.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 71 He was continually bring

ing up mouthfuls of dark-coloured mucus.

b. transf.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Ivi, I can t have a mouthful

of English for love or money. 1884 F. M. CRAW FORD Rom.

Singer ii. 31 He taught me to pronounce the name Konig-

gratz, so Conigherazzo ,
said the maestro. .. Capperi !

What a mouthful , said 1.

Mouth glue.
1. Glue to be used by moistening with the

tongue (see GLUE sb. 2) ; originally, a preparation
of isinglass, f Hence used for isinglass itself.

1573-80 BARET Ah . G 288 Glue made of fish skinnes,

mouthglue. Icthyocolla. 1661 LOVELL Hist. A aim. tfMiit.

238 lchlhiocolla...\\\ used in gellies : boiled with white

Sugar it becommeth white, and is called mouth glew. 1727
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Glass, Put some Mouth-glue into

a Porringer upon the Fire, with some Spirit of Wine, and
when the Glue is become liquid enough, rub the Pieces of

Glass therewith, and they will re-unite. 1766 Coiitpl. Far-
iner s.v. Surveying, These sheets may be pieced together
with mouth-glew. 1889 in Century Diet. s.v. Glue.

f2. fig, (allusive?) Glue made of words.

1615 J. STEPHENS Xss. fy Char., Gossip (2nd impr.) 368 By
the vertue of a speciall mouth-glew, she cleaues readily to

i
all acquaintance. 1700 CONGREVE Way of World v. ix, My
contract went no further than a little Mouth-Glew, and
that s hardly dry.

Mouthing man-bir/), sb. Mining, [f. MOITH
sb. + -ixo 1

.] The entrance to a mine.

1883 GKESLKY Gloss. Coal Mining. 1902 Daily Chron.

4 Apr. 6/4 It is only a new mine, and there was only three

yards in the mouthing.

Mouthing (mau Sirj), vll. sb.
[f.

MOUTH v.

+ -ING l.] The action of the verb MOUTH.
1598 FLORIO, Sbarleffo. .a mouthinge, or looking staringlie.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. vi. 117 The beholder at

first sight, conceives it [sc. the cub] a rude and informous

lumpe of flesh, and imputes the ensuing shape unto the

mouthing of the Dam. 1728 POPE Ditnc. ll. 237 The
monkey-mimics rush discordant in ; Twas chatt ring, grin

ning, mouthing, jabbring all. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in

Library (1892) II. i. 14 Thomson.. too often falls into mere

pompous mouthing. 1884 YATES Recoil, v. 205 A fine old-

crusted actor, full of mouthings and conventionalisms.

b. Comb. : mouthing bit, a bit used in mouth

ing a horse ; mouthing machine (see quot. 1884).
1856 S I oxiiHENGE Brit. Shorts ll. I. viii. | 5. 346/1 The

Mouthing-Bit may now be put on. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Suppl., Mouthing Machine (Sheet-metal Working)^ a ma
chine for crimping bottoms and swaging or mouthing the

tops of open-top cans, to receive the covers.

Mouthing (mem-Sir)), ppl. a. [f. MOUTH -u.

+ -INC -.] 1 hat mouths, in the senses of the verb.
1681 W. ROBERTSON /VirajOT/. Gen. (1693) 898 A mouthing

fellow, Clamosns. 1693 DRYDEN Persius v. (1697) 471 When
Progne s or Thyestes Feast they write ; And, for the mouth*
ing Actor, Verse indite. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. XXI. iv.

(1872) X. 23 A solemn, arrogant, mouthing, .kind of man.

1904 EDITH RICKERT Reaper 62 One might see in her
withered mouthing face the wreckage of a great beauty.

b. Of speech, etc. : Characterized by giandi-
; loquence or pomposity.

1814 L. HUNT Feast ofPoets, etc. (1815) 50 A translation
..which. .is at least..much above the mouthing nonentities
which have been palmed upon us of late years for that
wonderful poet. 1877 MRS. OLIPFIANT Makers Flor. v. 128
That fine mouthing speech of his, magniloquent andgenerous.
Hence Mou thingly adv., in a mouthing manner.
1903 Black-M. Mag. Aug. 277/2 What the philosophical

Radicals, .mouthingly extolled as individual initiative .

Mou thishly, adv. [f. MOUTH sb. + -ISH +
-LY a

.]
In a mouthy manner.

1798 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 251 note. Flat lines forced
into poetry by italics (signifying how well and mouthishly
the author would read them).

MouthleSS (mau-bles), a. [f. MOUTH sb. +
-LESS.] Having no mouth.
a 1000 Riddles Ixi. 9 (Gr.) Lyt ic wende, beet ic..afre

sceolde..mu5leas sprecan, wordum wrixlan. 1552 HULOET
Mouthles beastes, inora. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Mouth-
less, Bot., ZoSl. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 131
The gonophores are developed upon special stalks, each of
which has essentially the structure of a mouthless hydranth.
t Mou thly, a. and adv. Obs. rare. [f. MOUTH

sb. + -LY l and ^J a. adj. Done with the mouth.
b. adv. By or with the mouth.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3538 Vnto Menelay, the inene tyme,

i mowthly was told Of the rape vnrightwis of his Riche qwene.

MOUTON.
1537 COVERDALE Exp. Ps. xxii. C viij b, By the mouthly
preachynge of the worde which goeth in at the eares. 1651

|

[? HALES] Brevis Disquisitio ix. 29 The mouthly eating and

j

consubstantiation of the Lutherans.

Mouth-organ.
1. A musical instrument operated by the mouth.

a. = PAX-PIPE; b. = HARMONICA, -ox; c. dial.

JEWS UAKP.
a 1668 LASSELS Voy. Italy (1698) II. 100 Pan also plays

on his mouth-organ tuneably. 1836-9 DICKENS Sk. Boz,
First ofMay, The instrumental accompaniments rarely ex
tended beyond the shovels and a set of Pan-pipes, better

known to many, as a mouth-organ . 1887 Sci. Anter.

19 Feb. 120/3 The mouth organ, or harmonica, is a familiar

example of a simple reed instrument.

2. Zoiil. One of the parts or appendages forming
; the mouth (of an insect, crustacean, etc.).

1863 DANA in Amcr. Jrnl. Sci.Ser. ll. XXXVI. 4 Insects,
. .have three pairs of mouth-organ*, and three pairs of li^s.

1866 H. WOODWARD Brit. Fossil Crustacea l. 37. 1878
BELL Gegenbaurs Cotnp. Anat. 239 Such of these more
anterior ventral appendages as lie near the mouth arc con-

;

verted into mouth-organs.
Mou thpiece, mou th-piece.
1. A piece placed at or forming the mouth (of a

receptacle, organ-pipe, tool, and the like).

1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing xv. F 6 Letter-

Founders call this altogether a Mouth-Piece. 1832 G. R.
PORTER Porcelain tf Gl. I. v. 59 These openings [for fuel]

are provided with mouth pieces of plate iron. 1855 HOPKINS

Organ xviii. 83 Reed or tongue pipes are ..those which are

made to sound through the medium of a mouth-piece. 1893
Labour Commission Gloss., Mouth-pieces, castings fixed on
the open ends of retorts [in gas-making].. .The term is

also applied to the pipes conveying the gas from the retorts.

2. a. jocular. Used for mouth (cf. headpiece).
b. The part (of a model) representing the mouth.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 41 You have made a tine

speech, Colonel. Pray, what will you take for your Mouth
piece ! 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic viii. (1833) 209 To the

mouth-piece was added a nose made of two tin tubes.

3. Something to put in the mouth, a. That

part of a musical instrument, a pipe, etc., which
is placed between the lips, usually adjustable and

j

of a material agreeable to the mouth, as silver,

amber, etc. Also, a tube by which a cigar or

cigarette is held in the mouth.
1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. 279 This contrivance. .left

&amp;lt; only a small aperture between the lips, just sufficient to re-

i
ceive the mouth-piece of the flute. 1857 W. COLLINS Dead

\
Secret III. i, His lips began to work round the mouth-piece

1

of the pipe. 1876 Smoker s Guide y. 61 For our part, to

ing bottle fitted with a mouth-piece.
b. That part of a bit which crosses the horse s

mouth.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Bit, The several parts of a

snaffle or curb-bit are the mouth-piece, the cheeks [etc,].

1833 Regitl. Instr. Cavalry i. 83 Each regiment should have
a few bits with different and easy mouth-pieces and curbs.

4. One who voices the sentiments, opinions, etc.,

! of (a party) ; one who speaks on behalf of (another
! or others) ;

one who gives official or public ex

pression to (common opinion or sentiment); a

spokesman.
1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in W. viii, They look d Toward their

chief and mouth-piece, the High Priest Tezozomoc. 1818

COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXI 1 1. 64 The thing called the Cabinet
is nothing more than the mouth-piece of the Boroughmongers.
1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 9. 557 The popular discon
tent at once found a mouthpiece in John Lilburne.

b. slang. A solicitor.

1883 GREENWOOD Odd People (1888) 18 It was for the

benefit of a man., who was in trouble ..to procure him
a mouthpiece

1

, which.. is another word for a defending

I
counsel among those sort of characters.

5. A protector for the mouth ;
a respirator.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 129/1 Mouthpiece for un

healthy and poisonous trades.

Mouthy (mem-Si), a. [f.
MOUTH sb. + -Y.]

Characterized by railing, ranting, or the use of

bombastic language ; a. of persons.
1589 PLTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ill. xvii. (Arb.) 189 As another

said to a mouthy Aduocate, why barkest thou at me so sore ?

1617 COLLINS Dcf. Bp. Ely To Rdr. 15 Bestow these thy

qualicums (thou mouthy Sophister) vpon some younger eares.

1819 BYRON Juan I. ccv, Thou shall not set up Wordsworth,

Coleridge, Southey; Because the first is crazed. .the third

so quaint and mouthy. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith 137 He
..was prone to be mouthy and magniloquent.
b. of language.

1827 Blackw. Mag. XXI. 737 Much more to the same

purpose, mouthy and magnificent. 1887 Athenxum 3 Sept.

302/3 Although somewhat mouthy , it [the poem] possesses
considerable power and itnpressiveness.

Hence Mou thily adv., Mou thiness.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 142 Playing the Mocking
Bird to the Muse, with a monotonous mouthincss..that

cannot deceive a schoolboy.

Moutne, obs. form of MUTTON.
Mouton (ma-t?n). Hist. Forms: 4-6 mo-

to(u)n, 5 mutoun, 6 motion, 7, 9 mutton, 6-9
mouton. [a. OF. mouton, lit. sheep (see MUT
TON).]
1. A French gold coin, bearing the figure of the

Lamb of God (whence the name), current in the

1 4th and 151!] centuries.

The mouton issued by Edw. Ill and Hen. V for use in
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the English possessions in France, is said to have had the

value of five shillings sterling.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 24 Mildeliche Mede..gaf..Thc
leste man of here meyne a motoun of golde. 1494 FABYAS
Ckron. (1533) 104 b/i, A moton is a coyne vsed in Fraunce
and Brytavne an^ is vf value after the rate of sterlyuge
money vppon v. s. or there aboute. 1513 Lu. BEKNLKS
Froiss. I. clxxi. 208 These thre estates [France, 1356] made
newe money to be forged of fyne gold, called mputons. 1561
LEIGH Armorie 229 Certeyne skinnes, of this beast [the

Panther], whiche were valued, at 5000 motions of gold. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth vi, My father. . will pay you gallantly
a French mutton for every hide I have spoiled. 1894 LANE-
POOLE Coins $ Medals in The gold coins of Edw. III.

were the guicnnois . . and mouton (Paschal Lamb). Ibid.

112 Henry V. struck in gold moutons and demi-moutons.
2. (See quot.) Cf. ram.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss, I. cccciiii. 701 They,. made..a

marueylus gret engyn, xx. fote large and xl. foote longe ;

they called this engyn a moton ; it was to cast gret stones
into the towne to beate downe houses.

II
3. (Pronounced muton.) A spy quartered with

an accused person with a view to obtaining in

criminating evidence.

1804 Edin. Rev. Ill, 442 A mouton, or jail-spy [was] quar
tered in his chamber. 1902 LANG Hist. Scotl. 1 1. ix. 239 A
mouton or prison-spy had extracted much of the truth from
Bailey.

Mouton, obs. form of MUTTO.V.

II Moutonnee (mutone) t
a. Geol. Alsoinadapted

form moutonneed. [Fr. (in roche mottfonnJe),
fern. pa. pple. of moutonnert i. motUon sheep : see

MUTTON.] Rounded like a sheep s back ; said of

rocks that have been subjected to glacial action.

1872 W. S. SVMONDS Rec. Rocks U. 23 At a point close to
the road, .is a roche moutonnee. .and on the opposite side
of the lake is a hill moutonneed and rounded like a barrow.

1876 A. H. GREEN Phys. Geol. (1877) 45^ If the moutonneed
surfaces are preserved, we learn from them in what direction
to look for the source of the ice. 1893 H. H. HOVTORTH
Glacial Nightmare 11.428 We ought to have the proper
marks of ice action, .polished, moutonnee surfaces.

Mouwe, Mouwen, obs. ff. Mow, MAY z&amp;gt;.i

Mouzle, Mouzy, var. ff. MOUSLE v.^ MOSY a.

Movability(rnttvabHiti). Forms :3-4moeua-
blite, 9 moveability. [f. MOVABLE a. : see

-ITY. (Chaucer s form is a. OF. movable^.}] The
quality or condition of being movable ; mobility.
c 1374 CHAUCER Botth. iv. Pr. vi. 106 (Camb. MS.) They

sormownten the ordre of destynal moeuablete. 1824
LOUDON Encycl. Gardening 926 Primitive surfaces affect

vegetables mechanically according to their different degrees
of moveability or tenacity. 1846 BRITTAS tr. Malgaigtu s
Man, Oper. Surg. 295 The eye had resumed its moveability
on the inside but not on the outside. 1894 Thinker Mag. V.

153 Without beginning, without any movability of change,
and without end.

Movable, moveable (m/?vabT), a. and sb.

Forms: 4 moeveable,movabele, 4-5 moevable,
5 me(o)veable, mov(ey)abylle, mofabil, 5-6
movable, 6movabul, (Sc.) movabil^l, 7 moove-
able, Sc. movabell, 5- movable, moveable. [a.
OF. movable, f. mov-oir (mod. F. mouvoir) to

MOVE : see -ABLE. Cf. MOBLE, MOBILE.] A. adj.

f 1. Apt or disposed to movement; quick or ready
in movement ; having a tendency to move. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xi. i. (1495) 381 By cause
of his

substancyall lyghtnesse ayre is kyndly meuable and
also _chaungable. ^1400 MAUNOEV. (1839) xv. 162 Ther-
fore is ther gret multitude of peple : but thei ben not ster-

ynge ne mevable, be cause that thei ben in the firste Clymat,
that is of Saturne. 1426 LVDC. De Guit. Pilgr. 12332 And
thyderward they [the planets] be meveable, To thylke poynt
to kome ageyn, Fro wych they meuede ffyrst certeyn. 1526
PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 234 Of all the membres of the

body, nature hath made the eye moost mouable. 1592 R. D.
Hypncrotomachia 83 b, And somtimes her fine and move-
able legges. .discovered themselves. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 188 Goats are nimble, moveable, and incon- !

slant, and therefore apt to depart away, except they be
restrained by the herd and his Dog. 1705 ADDISOS Italy
370 Any one that sees the Teverone must . . conclude it to be
one of the most moveable Rivers in the World, that has its &amp;gt;

Stream broken by such a Multitude of Cascades, and is so
often shifted out of one Channel into other.

f2. fig. Changeable, fickle, inconstant; capable
of being influenced or prevailed upon. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. iv. Met v. 103 (Camb. MS.) The

moeuable poeple [orig. mobile vulgus}. 1477 EARL RIVERS
;

(Caxton) Dicffsjs Trust not in eny thingisof this moeuaeble
world. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. CastanheddsConq. E. tnd.
i. xxi. 55 The King was moueable, and therefore it was pos- i

sible that the Moores would alter his minde. z6n BIBLE
Prov. v. 6 Her wayes are moueable, that thou canst not know
them. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War 129 O full of deceit, how
movable are thy ways ! how often hast thou changed and
rechanged.
3. Capable of being moved ; not fixed in one

place or posture. Sometimes used Phys. and
Path, as a synonym of FLOATING ppl. a., as in

movable kidney ,
rtbt

a 1400 in Halliwell Kara Mathem. (1841) 65 f&amp;gt;e
side of be

quadrat bitwene A and B mote be persede reulefully, in
whilk persyng put a chippe like be ober thre, bot it sale be
moveable fro A to B. 1539 in Archatologia XI. 440, 4 payer
of geests of woode dormint, two payer of geests movable.

i$S3 EDEN Decades 360 The degrees of the Equinoctiall
distaunte. .from the moueable meridian. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. xi. i In the vast wildernes when the people
of God had them^elues no settled habitation, yet a moueable
tabernacle they were commanded of God to make. 1656
firUc**j Elem. Philos. (1839* 141 We must also have in our

&amp;gt; mind an imagination of some moveable thing passing over
that line. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 282 He was
proposing to me to have a moveable Sty, and about it to

make a Yard with Hurdles, to remove from one Tree to

another. 1788 COWPER Gratitude 25 This muveable struc
ture of shelves. 1802 C. JAM*:* Milit. Diet. s. v., When the

pivot flank of any body of men describe in the wheel a
smaller circle than the wheeling flank, the wheel is said to
be made on a moveable pivot. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 346 Some of these cabins were moveable, and were
carried on sledges from one part of the common to another.

1835-6 OWEN in ToddsCyd.Anat. 1.280/2 If the moveable
ribs had commenced as in Mammalia, by extending to the

sternum. 1878 tr. von Zieinssen s Cycl. Met/. XV. 763 The
clinical history of the movable kidney dates from the time
of Rayer. 1879 HAKLAN Eyesight ii. 23 The upper lid.. is

very movable, while the lower one is almost stationary.

4. Of property : Admitting of being removed or

displaced; applied to personal
1

as opposed to
*
real

*

property. In Sc. Law, the distinctive ap
pellation of such property as does not pass by in

heritance : opposed to HEKITABLE a.

1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 32 Alle otherc meuable Codes
ther-in beyng. 1482 Charters Edinb, (1871) 156 Gudis
mofabil and vnmofabill. 1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monas
teries (CamdenJ 175 Certen other catell and movable goodes
that dyd belong to the howse. 1549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 150
Ane person may succeid to heretage and to mouabil gudis

I

of his predecessours. z6i8 NALNION in Fortescue Papers
(Camden) 63 Who committed her and her porcion and all

her moveable estate unto me at his death. 1754 ERSKINL:
Princ. St. Law (1809) 71 The right of the husband tj the

wife s moveable estate, is burdened with the moveable debts
contracted by her before marriage. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages

I

vii. (1868) 376 The first eminent instance of a general tax

required from the clergy wa; the famous Saladine tithe ; a
1 tenth of all movable estate, imposed by the kings of France
and England upon all their subjects, .to defray the expense
of their intended crusade. 1838 \V. BELL Diet. Law Scotl.

. s. v. Heritable and moveablc^ Things, in their nature herit

able, may become moveable by being made part of a move-
able universitas. Thus, a share of heritable subjects, form

ing part of the stock of a trading company is moveable.

1871 FREEMAN Xortn. Cony, xvii. (1676.) IV. 60 Besides the&amp;gt;e

seizures of landed property William also possessed himself
of great moveable wealth from various sources.

5. Changing from one date to another every year.
Movable feast: one which, though always on the same

day of the week, varies its date in the calendar.

1430 in Halliwell Kara Matlum. (1841) 92 |&amp;gt;e

table of
|&amp;gt;e

5 festes moveyabylle. c 1440 Astron. Cat. (MS. Ashni.
^i.&amp;gt;,

Than folowep a nober table of all mouable feestes. 1694
HOLDER Disc. Time i. 20 The Lunar Month, .by which the

Moveable Festivals of the Christian Church are regulated.

1825 HONK Every-Day Bk. I. 189 Shrove Tuesday regulates
most of the moveable feasts.

trans/. (Mod. colloq^ Breakfast is a movable feast with us.

f6. Astron. (See quot. 1696., Obs. rare.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, vii. 52 If she [L e. the moon] 1

posited therein, especially
in a moodable [sic] Slg^ne, it s an

argument of much travell, trotting and trudging. 1696
PHILLIPS (ed. 5*, Moveable Signs, the same that are named
Cardinal, as Aries, Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn, as from
which the Changes of the Seasons are made in Spring, Sum
mer, Autumn, and Winter.

7. Semitic Grammar. Of certain letters, etc. :

Pronounced ;
not quiescent*.

1837 G. PHILLIPS Syriac Gram. 33 In the plural Yud qui
escent is changed into Yud moveable. 1839 CONA.NT tr.

Gtsenius
1

Htbr. Grain. 15 Where they \sc. N, n, &amp;gt;,
&quot;]

serve

as vowels they are called quiescents (quitscentcs) \ where
they are consonants, moveable (mobiles). 1847 M CCAUL /-
trod. Hebr. Gram. 9 The Gutturals, when a moveable Sh va
is required, take the compound Sh va.

B. sb.

fl. In the Ptolemaic astronomy: Any of the

nine concentric revolving spheres of the heavens.

Chiefly in First or highest movable PRIMUM
MOBILE. Obs.
c 1391 CHAVCER Astro?, i. 17 And twta, that firste Moeu-

yng is cleped Moeuyng of the firste Moeuable of the
8 spere. a. 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene Wks. (1711) 171
The planets have a motion contrary to the first moveable.

1669 STURMY Mariner*s Mag. i. i. 2 The Figure, Number,
ana Motion made in the Heavens by the highest Moveable
called Primum Mobile. 1690 LEYBOURN Citrs. Math. 760,
I now enter upon their Hypotheses, that suppose it [the

Earth] to be mov d about the Sun. But before the Phae*
nomena of the secondary Moveables can be explained by
this supposition, we must first understand [etc.].

2. //. Personal property; property that is capable
of being moved ; any species of property not fixed,
as distinguished from real or fixed property (as

land, houses, etc.). In Sc. and Civil Law,
1 movable

as distinguished from heritable* property (see A. 4).
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xiv. iBo (Add. MS.) My sone, I have

none mevables that I may yeve to the, But I have iij. lewelx,
that I bequethe to the. 1537 Bury Wills (Camden) 133,
I wyll that Margary my wyff haue all my mouables, as
corne and catall. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. L 195 When
I am King, clayme thou of me The Earledome of Hereford,
and all the moueables Whereof the King, my Brother, was
possest. a 1655 VISES Lord s Supp. (1677) 113 These I say
are moveables and not of the free-hold. 1766 W. GORDON
Gen. Coiinting-Jto. 486 Moveables. .is the stock that receives
the addition, diminution, or variation. 1884 Law Times
Rep. LI. 119/1 The property.. as regards movables.. is go
verned by the law of Spain, the country of her domicile.

3. An article of furniture that may be removed
from the building in which it is placed : opposed
\.Qfixture. Now chiefly in//, f Also, a portable

object belonging to a person, as an article of

clothing, a jewel, a tool, etc. (**.).
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. \. civ. 187 They shall pay no

1

thyng for that they may spcndc aboue v.M.H. nor for their
mouables. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. $/tr. n. i. 198 You were a
mouable. Pet. Why, what s a mouable ? Kat. A ioyn d
.stoole. 1605 B. JONSON Volpont. iv. i, I . .tooke me a house,
Dealt with my fewes, to furnish it with moueables. 1645
EVELVS Diary 5 May, It has in the middle a hall furnish d
with excellent marbles and rare pictures, .the moveables
are princely and rich. 1685 SIR E. VEBHXY MS. Let. to Son

\

at Oxford June, I will supply you with [money] very shortly
1 but not to lay out in vain moveables. a 1700 li. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, hlo^-cables
l Rings, Watches, Swords, and such

Toies of value. As we bit all the Cull s Cole and Moveables,
we Won all the Man s Money, Rings, Watches, &c. 1709

,

STKELE Taller No. 4 j p 7 As capable of being dtspos d of

elsewhere, as any other Moveable. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
, Cycl., Parasol, a little moveable, in manner of a canopy,

bore in the hand to screen the head from the sun, rain, &c.
1820 BYRON Let. to Hoppner 20 Jan., I wrote to you. .for

my movable-.. 1878 Sm G. G. Scon Lect. Archit. I. 325
The movables.. are the richest inheritance of the German
churche-.. . . Ue&amp;gt;ides the more ordinary objects, such a-
chancel fittings, reredo^es, bronze gates [etc.].

fig. 1841 EMKKSON Misc. (1855,1 ?
2Z S that a man may

say, his religion is now no more within himself, but is be
come a dividual movable.

-f- 4. Something capable of being moved or set in

motion. Obs.

16*9 H. BURTON Truths Triumph 348 He would reinoue
this whole terrestriall Globe, if he had but a Ground or
liase to fasten hU Engine vpon although the Iia--e must
needes be farre bigger than the Moueable). 1656 [? J. SEP.-

chANi] tr. / . Whites Pcri&at. hut. 73 If a Moveable be

violently struck against a hard resister. 1682 CRLECH tr.

Lucretius \. (1653) 15 This could not be, were there no
empty space, Thro which these Mo\ cables might freely pasa.

f D, spec. Any part of the * works of a watch.
1709 Loud. Gaj. No. 4599/4 Lost.., a small Gold Watch

with a plain Gold Case, the Moveables pretty old. 1779
Phil. Tran*. LXVIII. 979 What is meant by a pinion in

watch-making is that moveable which is set in action by
another of a greater number of teeth.

t 5. A person given to movement or change.
1621-2 L.V.L- Stmt. 24 Mur. 35 And this is a yreat iu_-

cei^e. To haue to doe with the greatest mooueables in the

wurld, the people, and not miscarry. 1631 MARMION Hol
land s Leaguer i. i, His business Is only to be buiy, and
his tongue s still walking Though himself be one of tl.-j

: movable-. 1658 L. PHILLIP J/jiA Late 175 What U
a Tinker? He is a moveable, for he hath no certain alLi:.^

t Mo-vabled. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. MOVABLE j//.

-i- -Kb 2
.] Furnished with movables ; furnished.

a 1693 L ryu/iarfs Rabelais in. xvii. 157 1 hat strau-
thatth d Cottage, scurvily built, naughtily movablecL

MovableneSS (mw-vab lnes, .
[-&amp;gt;-.-:.]

The
attribute of being movable

; mobility.
1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. v. *\ix. 114;,; 140 The

meuablenes of the fingres is conuenyent to lake and tu

holde. 1530 PALSGK. 246/2 Mova_bleneat, tnotilite. 1643
LiGHTfoor Glean. Ex. ;iD43j 22 This mooveablenes.-e of this

Feast. 1878 SPUKGLON Trcas. Dav. Ps. cxiv. 4 The mov-
ableness of things which appear to be fixed and settled.

Movably (m#*vabli,, adv. rare. [-LY
-
.] In

a movable manner ; so as to be movable.
1681 GREW MUMUM i. i. 2. 20 His (the Armadillo *]

liack-piece . . is composed of several Plates, in number
eighteen, moveably joyned together by a^ many intermediate
Skins. 1835-6 OWES m Todays Cyci. Anat. I. ^61/1 The
true ribs are not joined to the sternum by elastic cartilages,
but by straight Oiseous

portions,
called sternal ribs, which

are moveably connected at both their extremities. 1899
CACSEY tr. Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. x. (ed-4)43i An Abbe b or
other condenser adjusted movably to the microscope-stand
is needed.

t Mo val. Obs. rare. [f. MOVE v. + -AL, after

removal.] The fact of being moved.
163* VICARS Virgil \\\\. 315 Whereat he by and by Put

fortn his strength, and rous d it from the root, And it re-

mov d : whose mo vail with loud shout Did fill the echoing
aire. 1769 R. GRIFFITH Gordian Knot I. 44 (F. H.).

Move ;mv), sb. Also 5 meeve. [f. MOVE z/.]

fl. A proposal ;
motion. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 17/2 Ye seide John, many tymes
hath made diverse meeves and tretice, for to have pees
with ye seide Phelip.
2. Chess, Draughts, etc. The moving or changing

of position of a piece in the regular course of the

game ;
the manner or mode in which a piece is

allowed to be moved ; (a player s) turn to move.

(Cf. REMOVE sb. 3 c.,

Tluniffve&quot;. the right to make the first move In the game (simi

larly in pecum and move in chess, with reference to odds); also

the superiority of position (at any stage of the gamej which

depends on having the turn to move at the right moment.
1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes, Destiny Si, I iaw two Angels

play d the Mate. With Man, alas, no otherwise it proves;
An unseen Hand makes all their Moves. 1761 HOYLE (title)

An Essay towards making the Game of Chess easily learned,

by those who know the moves only. 1797 EncycL Brit.

(ed. 3) IV. 640/2 When the game is near finished, each

party having only three or four pawns,.. the kings must
endeavour to gain the move. 1800 J. STURGES Draughts z

The first move of each Game to be taken by both players
alternately. 1808 SARBATT Chess (1822) 3 The player who
gives odds has always the advantage of the move ; except,
of course, in those games where the move is also given
to the inferior player. 1850 Bohn*$ Handbk. Games 381

(Backgammon) The moves of the men are determined by
the throws of the dice. 1870 HARDY & WARE Mod, Hoyle,

Draughts 107 White may.. capture the whole of the three

black men in one move. 1876 W. N. POTTER in Encycl.
Brit. V. 592/1 Those to whom the masters of the game can

only concede the small odds of pawn and move*. Ibid.

593/2 Castling. This is a peculiar move permitted to the

king once in the game. ittitT-EKKvsoN Becktt &co\.%Bcck(t.

It U your move. Henry. Well there.



MOVE.

b. fix- A device, trick ;
an action calculated to

secure some end. -/ (good, bad, etc.) move : a

(prudent or imprudent) step or proceeding. To tt

up to every move on the board, to be up to (or know)

a move or two : to be cunning, smart, wide-awake,

experienced.
i8 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet. s.v., To be flash to every

move upon the board, is to have a general knowledgeof
the

world, and all its numerous deceptions. 1840 HALIBURTON

Clockm. Ser. in. viii. 105 And a-lravellin about, and
a-liym
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b. Chess, Draughts, etc. To change the position

of (a piece) in the course of play ;
to transfer from

one position to another. (Cf. REMOVE v. 2 c.)

X1OYLE ass. UrtiiJJ i i*. .,
&quot;&quot;&quot;.

J
t i ,- :, ToX I

not move the Pawns before him till forced o It. 1800 J.

STL-ROES Draughts 2 If . .you move your Man.. over the

Angle which divides the Squares.. you must finish your

mo?eso begun. 1884 TENNYSON Beeket Prol., My liege, I

move my bishop. ,

f c. To bring or apply (something) to ; to ad

minister (a remedy). Obs.

pline, and the moves by w
or evaded by the old birds.

3. On the move: in process of moving from one

place to another, travelling, moving about.

1706 Instr. f, Reg. Ca-Mlry (1813) 165 Column of half

squadrons is then formed, either from the halt, or on the

move. 1811 L. M. HAWKINS Ctiu.*Gcrtr. 11.357 (K.OJ
On the move [said of people]. 1849 THACKKRAY Pendatml

xxxi Everybody seemed to be busy, humming, and on the !

move. 1889 Jtssorp Comingo/Friars li. 104 The Bishop. .

was always on the move when he was in his diocese.

fir 1881 TYLOR Anthi-op. i. 18 It does not follow from

such arguments as these that civilization is always on the

move, or that its movement is always progress.

4. An act of moving from a stationary position ;

a beginning of movement or departure ;
a rise

from the (dinner) table (to go to the drawing-

loom), etc. ; esp. in phrase to make a move.

1827 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. vi, The Grand Duke, bowing
to his circle, made a move. 1855 HALIBUKTON Nat. f, Hum.
.Vat. I..\ii.38i So in due lime we parted... Cutler made the

first move by ascending the companion-ladder. i8s6WiiYTE i

MELVILLE Kate Ccrv. xx, Lady Scapegrace .. made the
]

move ,
at which we all sailed away to tea and coffee in the

drawing-room, ll id. xxi, Directly there was a rnove, the

ladies went to bed. 1858 OKKENLK Gunnery 76 The great
|

principle in a propellanl force is so to arrange it that you
do not obtain too great a velocity at the first move of the

projectile. 1883 Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 5/1 Without such de

cided moves forward on his part, many other friends of pro

gress would have hesitated to move at all.

5. A change o( habitation or place of sojourn.

1853 LYNCH Sclf-Impi-ov. 47 Christianity is just now

moving to a larger house, and everybody knows bow con

fusing and laborious a move is. 1857 MKS. CARLYLE Lett.
\

118831 II. 325 Making no further move that is not a move
homeward. 1885 Maiich. Exam. 29 June 5/3 The first

holiday-seekers are making a move to the seaside.

6. colloq. (L .S.) To get a move on one: to hasten

one s steps, to hurry up. In recent Diets.

7. Glass-making. (See quot.)
1849 PKLI.AIT Curios. Class Making 90 The mode of

reckoning the piece-work of Glass-makers is peculiar. The
move , as it is technically called, is a nominal period of six

hours ; and the payment is proportionate to the number of

articles supposed, by fair exertion, capable of being made in

that time by a set of ordinary workmen.

Move (mv), v. Inflected moving, moved.
Forms: a. 3-5 meove, 3-6 moeve, meve, 4-5

mew(e, meuve, mefe, meefe, meffe, 4-6 meeve,
6 mieve. /3. 3- move, (4 mwe), 4-6 north.

mow\e, 4-7 moove. Also north, and Sc. 4-6
mofe, 5 moffe, moyfe, moyff, mowff, muff,

mwff, 5-6 muve, mufe, 6 muif, moif(f, mwve.

[ME. move, a. AF. inov-er, OF. mov-oir, mouvoir

(mod.F. (&amp;gt;zwV),
=
Pr.,Sp., Yg.mover, It. movere,

inuovere : L. movSre (derivation-stem mo- for

*movi-: see MOBILES.,MOMENT, MOTILEO., MOTION,

MOTIVE, Moiou). The intransitive use (developed
from refl.), almost non-existent in Latin and in

mod.Fr., was extensively current in OFr., and came
into Eng. at least as early as the transitive use.

The a forms, moeve, meove, meve represent the OF.
flexional forms with root-stress, e.g. 3 plur. pres. ind.

mucvent, moevent (mod. F. mcitvcnt). Cf. the parallel

forms of PROVE v., and the ME. foefle, people, pffle repr.
OF. pueple, poeple (mod. F. feufle), PEOPLE st.]

I. Transitive senses.

1. To change the place or position of; to take

from one place or situation to another; to shift,

remove; occas. to dislodge or displace (something
fixed). Also, to move away, along, etc.

I38a WYCLIF Acts v. 6 5onge men rysinge mouedyn hym
awey. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 2498 pe vrthe

f&amp;gt;at my body !y}t

on, is mevyd, also, Y-mevyd alle from be grounde an hyge.

1:1440 Promp. Parv. 336/2 Mevyn, or remevyn,. .amoveo.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. iii. 40 But none myght stere the

swerd nor meue hit. 1535 COVERDALE yob xxxvii. i At this

my hert is astonnied, and moued out of his place. [Also

1611.] 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 366 He moves his

Camp, to meet his careless Foe. 1791 M. CUTLER in Life,
etc, (iSSS) I. 466 My barn was moved from the Hubbard
house round the north end of the Meeting House to my
other barn. 1831 TENNYSON Miller s Daughter 125 At last

you rose and moved the light. 1897 .SARAH GRAND Beth
Bk. xx, She..moved the tray, and put the table back in

itsj&amp;gt;lace.fl .
&quot;638

ELYOT Diet., Dednco. .somtime to moue from his

purpose. 1601 Br.W. BARLOW Serin. Panics Crosse 30 Neither
did it moue my affection from him. 1697 DRYDEN sEneid
vn. 523 When she saw her Reasons idly spent, Atid cou d
not move him from his fiVd Intent ; She Mew to rage.

to their mouth with them. 1611 BIBLE Deut. xxiii. 25 But

thou shall not mooue a sickle vnto thy neighbours standing

t d. To promote or advance to an office. (Cf.

MOTION sb. I f.) Obs. rare.

1556 LAUDER Tractate 335 And, geue thay haue the floke

abusit,5e, Kyngs,s.ill be for that accusit. .Because ?e mouit

thame to sic curis Quhilk nothcr tecbis ryche nor puris.

e. To take off or lift (a hat, cap) from one s

head, as a gesture of salutation.

MOVE.
that will more stir, bark, and move noise, then one of these

against thief or wilde beast. 1667 MILTON P. /..in. 37 Then
feed on thoughts, that voluntarie move Harmonious numbers.

1674 PLAYKORD Skill Jfus. i. 58 A full Chorus of four or five

Parts, which nioveth a kind of Heavenly Harmony.
5. Med. a. To provoke (an excretion or dis

charge). ? Obs.

1597 GERARDE Herbal I. xxix. 2. 40 Camels haie . .

mooueth the tearmes. 1605 TIM.ME Quersit. i. vii. 31 Salt

..hath vertue. .to move sweates.

b. To cause (the bowels) to act ; also alisol. Also

intr. of the bowels ^- to be moved, to act.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v. Pass, Do the Waters
Pass well ? much in use at the Wells, do they Move as they

ought V 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 308 The very large doses of

medicine that were necessary to move her bowels. 1889

J . M. DUNCAN Clin. Lect. Dis. Worn. xiv. (ed. 4} 101 Even
when the bowels were truly described as moving regularly.

1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. III. 414 The bowels being moved

immediately after each meal.

6. To move (a person s) Hood: to make it flow

more rapidly ; hence, to excite or stir a passion in

one. In early use said of the person himself= to

become excited, angry, etc. ; similarly t &quot; &quot; ove

one s mood = to wax wroth.
a 1330 Otuel 355 King charle gan to meuen his blod. 1377

LANGL. P. Pl.K. x. 263 Why mcue*tow bi mode for a mole
in bi brotheres eye. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 16791 That
bold niayden meved hir blod, When sche tho tydandes vndtr-

stode. 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 472 For to se this flode

the which., when very many did, the lord Falkland,, .in-
;

stead of moving his hat, ..held it close down to nis Head. ,

1825 T. COSNETT Footman s Direct. 175 Always show your

respect to the family by moving your hat when you meet
j

any of them.

f. Comm. in passive, of merchandise : To go
off&quot;, find purchasers. Cf. 16 j.

1900 Daily News 20 June 9/1 There has been a rather i

better demand for leather during the week, and some fair
[

parcels have been moved.

2. To put or keep in motion ;
to shake, stir, or

]

disturb an object which would otherwise be at rest).

To nave heaven ami earth: to make unheard-of efforts

(to effect or obtain something).

*377 LANGL. / . I l. B. xvi. 77 And Jeanne comsed it to crye,

And wagged wydwehode and it wepte after. And whan it

meued Matrimoigne it made a foule noyse, c 1384 OlAl CKR
j

//. l-ume II. 305 Euery worde..That lowde or pryvee

y-^poken ys, Moveth first an ayre a-boute, And of thys

movynge, out of doute, Another ayre anoon ys meved. 1471 ,

UipLEYCV/;//*. Alch. II. xv. inAshm. Thcat. Cheat. Brit. (1652}

158 Beware thy Glasse thou never opyn ne meve. 1539
BIBLL (Great) I s. Ixviii. 8 Euen as Sinai also was moued at

y presence of God. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s

Voy. n. xv. 50 The chanelL.was so moued that by ^great
surges, it cast the water ouer the walles. 179* A. YOUNG
Trav. France 225 Englishmen.. would move heaven and

earth to establish a better conveyance, at a higher price. :

1846 KKIGHTLEY Notes Virg., Bucol. v. 5 The shadows, .are i

unsteady, in consequence of the western bteezes moving the
|

trees. 1885 F. ANSTEY Tinted Venus 49 There s the police
|

moving heaven and earth to get you back again.

b. To put or keep in motion which is of a con

tinuous, regular, or recurrent kind, or which effects

some result ;
to impel or agitate (an implement,

etc.) in the proper way ;
to actuate (a machine).

In early use chiefly of God as the mover of the

universe. Also with advs. as to and fro, etc.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Katerinc) 475 5? suld kene (rat

t a god suld be, pat mad & inowis alkine thing. 1566bot
,

PAINTER Pal. Pleas. II. 308 The courteous Gods that gives
me lyfe now mooves the planets all. 1651 HOBBES Ltmatk.
Introd. i Automata (Engines that move themselves by-

springs and wheele.-: as doth a watch). 1709 TatlerWo. 100

|

n As she moved it [a mirror) in her Hand, it brightened
the Heavens, the Air, or the Earth. 1797 G. JEE in Trans.

I Sac. A rts XVI. 303 The handle is required to be turned one

way only, which moves the machine more steadily. 1857

I

MILLKH AYc;.CYr/.(i862)III.i93 Ifa glass rod be. .moved
1

quickly through the air.

3. Of a living being or its powers : To change the

position or posture of (its body or any member).
1388 WYCLIK/.S(T. xxxvii. 22 Aftir thee the hed he mouede

;

thou maide dorter of Jerusalem. 1398 TRKVISA Ijarth. De
P. R. ill. xii. (1495) 55 The vertue that hyghte animalis
motiua. .moeuyth

all the lymmes. 1533 GAU Kichl^ Vay
(S.T. S.) 83 Quhen men mwuis the niwtnt and the lippis and
the tunge wtuertlie without ye hart and mind. i88 SHAKS.
/ . /,. L. v. ii. 146 But shall we dance, if they desire vs too t?

Qitee. No, to the death we will not moue a foot. 1611 BIBLE
Exod. xi, 7 But against any of the children of Israel, shal
not a dog moue his tongue. 1807-16 COOPER First Lines
Surf. (ed. 5) 274 Inability to move or use the limb. 1878
T. HARDY Ret. Native iv. vii, She moved her lips, .but
could not^ speak. 1907 J. H. PATTERSON Man-Eaters of
Tsavo xviii. 201 Had either of us moved hand or foot just
then, it would, 1 am convinced, have at once brought on
another and probably a fatal charge.

f b. refl. To set oneself in motion, change place
or posture, stir. Also, to go, proceed. = senses: 6, 17.
c 1290 St. Brendan 674 in i . En*. Leg. 238 pe fisch bi-gan

to ineouen him . . And bar bis Monekes forth with him. c 1400

. .Mefys nothing my mode. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommer)
I. 257 In this chaungyng of colour there was not a vayne
but he was meuyd. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 155 When
his Blood no Youthful Spirits move.

7. To stir up or excite (an emotion, appetite, etc.)

in a person ; to provoke (laughter, contradiction).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 126 And medic we nau?t muchc
with hem to meuen any wrathe. 1474 CAXTON Chesse in.

vi. 133 Anon as he is chaufTed lecherye is meuyd in hym.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. ii. 865 To moue wilde laughter in

the throate of death? 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. viii. 4

Wherein if I haue differed from the ancient, and receiued

doctrines, and thereby shall moue contradiction. 1676 DRY-
UEN State Innoc. v. i, Your Penitence does my Compassion
move. 1711 FELTON Dissert. CYaii/cis (1753) 83 Images are

very sparingly to be introduced ;.. their Use is to move Pity

or Terror, Admiration [etc.]. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
ii. I. 243 All the prejudices, all the exaggerations of both

the great parties in the state, moved his scorn. 1878 Bosw.

SMITH Carthage 26 Such delicious fruits as those with which

Cato moved the astonishment and the envy of the senators,

t b. occas . To excite, evoke (a state, activity, etc.,

iu a person) ;
to affect (a sense). 06s.

1518 LYNDESAY Dm/ieSii Quhate dois mufe our Misere?

Or quhareof dois proceid our pouertie ? 1551 T. WILSON

Logike (1580) i All soundes and noises that be made moue
the hearyng, as coughyng. 1616 BACON Sylva. $ 978 It is

said to moue Dreames also. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts

N. T. 1 16 His proper worke is both to lie, and to move
lies in others.

8. To stir up, commence (strife, war, and the

like). Now rare or Obs.

[Cf. L. aritta, bellum, tragadias movcre.]

1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1725) 206 Bot Jon was be en-

chesonne, & moued ber a strif. &amp;lt; 1386 CHAUCER Melit. f 683,

I se wel, that.. ye wole moeue werre and bataille. c 14*5

WYNTOUN Cron. n. i. 17 Obir nacionys..pat latthe Mas bar-

gan for to moyff. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826)

200 Odo. .mooved many Tragedies within this Realme, and
was in the end throwen from the Stage. 1585 Act 27 kit-.

c. 2 i Seminarie Priestes..stire up and move Sedition, Re-

j

bellion and open Hostilitie within her Highnesse Realmes.

i6ia DAMES Why Ireland, etc. (1747) 79 His fourc sonnes. .

rose in armes and mooued warre against him. 1680 COTTON

Compl. Gamester xxxvii. (ed. 2) 169 Turn him [si. the cock)

into the Pit to move his fortune.

9. To affect with emotion ;
to rouse or excite

feeling in (a person) ;
to stir (the feelings, etc.) ;

to trouble, disquiet, perturb in one s mind; to

excite to (laughter, pity, tears, etc.). Often spec.

to affect with tender or compassionate emotion.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9738 Merci me mous wit her praier.

1:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus) 118 pe folk with a

sowdane cry pai mewit ban sa sodanly, t&amp;gt;at bai war in wil

for to stane pe apostollis. c 1440 York Myst. v. 2 tor woo

my witte es in a w ere, T hat nioffes me niyklll in my mynde.

1483 CAXTON G. dc la Tour c ij b, Yf the knyght hadde be

sore meuyd and sorrowful at the deth of his first wyf. 1549

I.ATI.MER yd Serin, be/. Edvi. VI (Arb.) 84 They were

syn, all his membres is bon, & he may not mole hym. c 1500
Melusine 8 He lept & mevyd hym as a man wakynge from

slep. 1530 PALSGR. 641/1 He is so sycke that he can nat
move him in his bedde.

\ 4. To put forth, utter (sound). Obs.

1607 TorbbLL/-V V^&amp;lt;:&amp;lt;u/ (1658) 125 There is no creature

i. 41 And lesus mooued with compassion, put foorth his

hand, and touched him. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1143 To
whom soon mov d with touch of blame thus Eve. a 1715

BURNET Own Time (1897) I. 476 He commonly gives all he

1835 MARRYAT Jot. fmtty- xxxin, i was moved wiattan
kindness of the old couple. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eue.

i. I. 66 They were an ardent and impetuous race, easily
moved to tears or to laughter, to fury or to love. 1896 T . r .

TOUT Edw. /, iii. 50 All Christendom was terribly moved

by the assassination.

b. To provoke to anger; to make angry. Ofa.exc.

in the full phr. to move to anger, wrath, etc.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1217 pan was ser Meliager moued &
maynly debatis. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur xix. v. 779.

Syre
! Launcelot why be ye soo moeued. . . Me semeth said sir

launcelot ye oujte to be more wrothe than I am. 15*6
1 Piter. Perf. (W. dc W. 1531) 234 Tlierforc let it moue no

body, yf in the entreatyngc of these matters, sumtynie we

[etc.]. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Cam. Prayer, JJitriaf, O Lorde,
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1614 CAPT. SMITH I irginia 144 But Jack so moued their

patience, they shot him. 1737 WHISTON Josepkus, Antiq.
in. xv. i God was moved at their abuse of him, and would
inflict punishment upon them.

fe. refl. To be perturbed; to become excited

or angry. Obs.

ciigo Bekct 485 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 120 Sire, quath Hs
holi man, ne meue 30 ov ri;t 1101151 ! c 1460 TowiieUy Afysl,
XX. 150 Sir pylate, mefe you now no mare, hot mese youre
hart and mend youre mode. 1567 Gnde *t Godlie Ball.

(S.T.S.) 96 Mufe the not at thair prosperitie.

10. To oper.ite as a motive or influence on the
volition or belief of (a person) ;

to prompt, actuate,
or impel to (an action) or to &amp;lt;/o (something).
1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 0304 Ac an ober reson wel ver

meue|&amp;gt;
more me

(&amp;gt;er
to. a 1533 I,n. l!i UM us ffuan lii. 177

What hathe moued the thus to do ? &amp;lt; 1560 A. SCOTT Poems
(S.T.S.) xxxiv. 07 Quhair money may }ow moif, I hald it

aweryce. 1603 KNOLLE8 ///. 7&quot;r*l(1638)634 Their furious
minds more desirous of reuenge than mony, were not to he
moued with any gold. 1651 nOBBES I.cviath. III. xxxiii. 205
Some are moved to beleeve for one, and others for other
reasons. 16^3 DBVDEN Juvenal vi. (1726) 74 What reason
shou d thy Mind to Marriage move? 1732 BXixxUKtAlcipkr.
\\. 4 What moves men to build and plant but vanity. l8ai
BYRON Two Foscari iv. i, I have prepared such arguments
as will not Fail to move them. 1857 BUCKLE Ctvili*. I. xi.

630 The two great principles which move the world are the
love of wealth and the love of knowledge.

b. alisol.

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xl. oo Recaus exempills fetchit
far Mutis not so muche as thay thingis quhilk \ve sc. 1588
SHAKS. /,. L. L. iv. iii. 55, I feare these stubborn lines lack

power to moue. 1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trtig. iv. v, To make
th example moue more forceably To vertue.

11. Of God, good or evil spirits, one s own heart,
etc. : To prompt, impel la some action ; in passive,
to have an inward prompting, to feel inclined.
The spirit nun es we : a phrase orig. in Quaker use, of

promptings attributed to the Holy Spirit ; now often used
(without any irreverent intention) for I feel impelled or in
the humour (to do something) .

^1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 412 What profit were hit
Crist to hegge bus, sij) he myght mefe men to gif hym when
hym nedid, wipouten any bisynes of askyng of horn ? 1426
KYIXI. DeGuil. Pilgr. 11215 Wolde god yt stoode so That
ye wer mevyd, & that a-noon, To passe the way that I shal

gon. (-1450 Cm . Mysl. xi. (Shaks. Soc.) 106 The aungel. .

Whos synne hath mad hym a devyl in helle, He mevyd man
to be so contraryous. 1530 PALSGR. 318/2 Meved or in-

clyned to do a thynge, cuclin. ia Ilk. Com. frnycr,
Ordering Deacons

t
Doe you trust that you are inwardlye

moued by the holye Ghoste to take vpon you thys office and
ministracion . .? 1656 G. Fox Jrnl. (1852) 1. 271 The power of
the Lord God arose in me, and I was moved in it to bid
him lay down his crown at the feet of Jesus . 1835 J. II.

NEWMAN Par. Serm. (1837) I. viii. 128 God moves us in ortUr

tomakethebeginningofdutyeasy 1850 MRS. CARI.YLF. Lett.
(1883) II. 105 The spirit moves me to write you a letter,

t b. passive. To be inclined to think. Obs.
1586 MARLOWF. ist Pt. Tambnrl. n. v, I am strongly mou d,

That if I should desire the Persian crown, I could attain it

with a wondrous ease.

f!2. To urge (a person) to (an action) or to do

(something) ; to exhort, incite
; to apply or appeal

to ; to make a proposal or request to. Obs.
1377 LASGL. P. I l. B. xn. 4 Many tymes [I] haue moeued

be to binke on bine ende. c 1440 A Ipltnbet of Tales 527 A
preste movid ane vsurar when he was seke to dispose hym
for be heale of his sawle. 1476 PastonLett. III. i57\Vherto
I promysed hym my poore helpe, as ferforthe as I durst
meve your good lordshepp for hym. 1551 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Morn. Prayer, The scripture moueth vs in sondrie places
to acknowledge and confess our manifold synnes and wicked
ness. 1617 MORYSON /fin. n. 84 He had earnestly moved
her Majesty to give him leave to come over for a short time.
1661 Bk. Com. Prayer, Visit. Kick (rubric), Here shall the
sick person be moved to make a special confession of his
sins. i76 SWIFT Gulliver in. i, I.. begged him.. that he
would move the Captains to take some Pity on us.

fb. To apply to or solicit (a person)/or some
thing, or in or of a matter. 06s.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redelcs Prol. 32 To meuve him of

mysserewle, his mynde to reffresshe. Ibid. HI. 2 For mater
bat my mynde is meued in now. c 1440 Generydes 1760 The
Sowdon . . ganne his councell to meve Of that mater that
towchid hym soo nere, And Askid ther avise in this mater.
1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda s Cong. E. Ind. i. xxi.
55 Did therfore moue

y&amp;gt; King of Calicut by a messenger for
license to send the same, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret.
xin. 28 If he desired any thing, .he would move the King
in it. 1768 FOOTE Devil on 2 Stiffs i. Wks. 1799 II. 243 If
you want money..you move me for further supplies.
13. To make a formal application, suit, or request

to (the sovereign, a court, Parliament, etc.). Const.
for. Cf. MOTION sb. 8 a, b.

1683 TEMPLE Mtm. Wks. 1731 I. 464 He would move the
Parliament to have my Statue set up. 1796 J. ANSTEY
Pleader s G. (1803) 41 Down to the Hall of Erebus I ll go,And move some Daemon in the Courts below. 1816 Ann.
Keg. 20 The Earl of Liverpool moved the House.. on the
subject of an address upon the treaties. 1885 Standard
20 Mar. 6/1 The Bank now moved the Court.. for a re
versal of the verdict.

b. const, that (something be done). Cf. 15 c.
1660 INGELO Benthi. t, Ur. i. (1682) 103 He moved the

Company that the arrogant fool might be put out of the
Room. 1739 Wks. Learned I. 48 Dr. Reynolds . . moved his
Majesty, on the second Day of the Dispute, that there
might be a New Translation of the Bible.

fl4. To propose or suggest (something to be
done) ; to prefer (a request) ;

to lodge (a com-
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plaint); to bring forward, propound (a question,
etc,), mention (a matter). Const, to (a person).
136* LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 113, 1 durste meue no mateere to

make him to langle. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. /K Prol. 344
$e motyn herkenyn If he can teplye A-geyns these poyntys
that 56 han to hym mevid. c 1440 Alphabet of Titles 304
On a tyme when Saynt Petur prechid, her was som bat wolde
mofe vnto hym vnprofitable questions. 1524 J. ALEN in
Carew MSS. (1867) I. 25 The doubts that I moved to your
Grace. 1540 HEYWOOU Four PP. 1034 (Manly\ I could
ryght well ten tymes souner all that haue beleueti Then the
tenth parte of that he hath meued. 1615 BACON Ess., Cun
ning (Arb.) 437 The like Surprize, may be made, by Mouing
things, when the Party is in haste, and cannot stay, to con-
sider aduisedly, of that is moued. 1676 DRYDES Anrengz.
iv. 55 To Indamora you my Suit must move. 1710 PRIDEAI:X
Orig. Tithes iv. 193 The third Difficulty moved concerning
this matter is whether the Grant was made for all the Lands
of the Kingdom, a 1715 BURNET O-VIL Time (1900) II. $83

N_o man ever had the impudence to move to him any thing
with relation to the king s life. 17^9 ROBERTSON Hist.
Scot. v. Wks. 1813 I. 370 Elizabeth, .did not expect that lit:

would have moved any such difficulty.

tb. 70 move in one s mind: to revolve, turn
over (a question). In quots. with clause as object.
ci45o St. Cuthbert iSurtees) 5763 He moued [printed

moned] and moysid in his mynde, pat be se passid his

kynde. a 1578 LlNDKSAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)
L 166 Conjectering and moving in his myml quhome this
sou Id be.

15. spec, f a. To plead (a cause or suit) in a
court ;

to bring (an action at law\ Ohs
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofCods 145 Loke thowfayle nought

Thy sentence to yeue without favour so, Lyke as thou hast
herde the causys meuyd the to. c 1450 Godstow K,-^. 507A plee I-meved by a breef of the kyngis I-called Cessauit
bitwene the abbesse and Andrew Cnluarde. 1571-2 AYf.
Privy Council Scot. II. 129 Tlie awnaris thairof wald move
act Sou n a^anis him thairfoir. 1641 W. SHKPPARD Court -

Keepers Guide (1654) 48 l&amp;gt;arretor,onQ that moves suits and
that commonly for small matters and taking the worst side.

b. To propose (a question, resolution, etc.)

formally in a deliberative assembly.
145* in Gross Gild Merck. (1890) II. 68 That all breihirn

may be sworne to kepe all cownsayll of all matters that bene
mewit in the sembles. 1789 PITT in G. Roses friaries (1860)
I. 93 Your Lordship would undertake to move the Address.
1828 Hansard s Parl. Debates 25 Apr. XIX. 141 Mr. C.
Grant moved the order of the day. 1838-42 ARNOLD Hist.
Rome (1846) III. xliv. 147 The resolutions which he moved
were, .unanimously adopted. 1849 MAC. \rr..\v Hist. ting.
vi. II. 24 The opposition moved the previous question.

C. with clause : To propose (now only, in a
formal manner) that something be done, or to do

something, f Formerly also with clause expressing
a fact : To put in a plea or suggestion that . . .

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxiii. 41 The two frogs,
which consulted when their plash was drie, whether they
should

g^o
: and the one mooned to go down into a pit

because it was not likely the water would dry there. i6zi
ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 20, I mover! first that
the L. Chancellor be brought to the bar re. 1720 POPE Ilia&amp;lt;i

xvni. 300 In free Debate, my Friends, your Sentence speak;
For me, I move, before the Morning break To raise our
Camp. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit, India II. v. viii. 661 It was
moved by Mr. Stables, .that the inquiry should be insti

tuted. 1886 Law Rep., Weekly Notes 196/1 The plaintiff
now moved that the foreclosure be made absolute. 1897
FLANDRAU Harvard Episodes 151, I move we adjourn.

II. Intransitive senses.

16. Of persons and things : To go, advance,
proceed, pass from one place to another. Usu.

implying deliberate or measured or laborious pro
gress. Also with advs., as about, away, etc.
c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 29 po seide ure lord to

boserganz. Moveth to-gidere and bereth to Architriclin.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 4285 With here menskful meyne sche
meued on gate, c iqaeDcstr. Troy 1601 Thurgh myddis be
mekill tonne meuyt a water, And disseuert be Cite, c 1450
HOLLAND Howlat 677 AH thus thai mufe to the meit. 1508
DUNBAR Trta Mariit \Vemen 2 Apon the Midsumer ewin. .

I muvit furthallane. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. v. 35 Me thought
The Wood began to moue. a 1691 BOYLE flist. Air (1602)

194 As if a shining fish were moving to and fro very swiftly
in a somewhat troubled water. 1725 POPE Odyss. viii. 395 To
the soft Cyprian shores the Goddess moves. 1747 RICHARD
SON Clarissa (1768) I. xxi. 147 Not a door opens ; not a soul
stirs. Hannah, as she moves up and down, is shunned as
a person infected, a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776)
I. 299 A globe moving through a fluid, such as air, that
closes behind the body as it moves. 1831 CARLYLE Sart,
Res. n. iii, The aproned or disaproned Burghers moving-in
to breakfast. 1853 M. ARNOLD ScholarGypsy xi, And marked :

thee. .Through the long dewy grass move slow away. 1855 !

TENNYSON Brook 87 Katie never ran ; she moved To meet
j

me, winding under woodbine flowers. 1861 ANDERSSON Oka-
\

vango River^ They [sc. elephants] would then as suddenly
[

move off at full speed. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus \\\v. 249 She,
as his onward keel still moved, still mournfully foliowxl.

fig*
t
1681 FLAYEL Afeth, Grace xxxi. 533 Were there a

Sinclple
of spiritual life in their souls, they would move

irist-ward. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. \Wt Cent. I. 3
Thought moves in a spiral curve, not in a straight line.

b. of the heavenly bodies in their regular course.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, ii. 35 The Moone Moeuyth the !

contrarie from othere planetes as in hire Episicle. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xvii. 181 And tho ij. sterres ne meeven
neuere. 1667 MILTON P. L. viii. 70 Whether Heav n move

;

or Earth Imports not, if thou reck n right. 1843 TENNYSON
jMove Eastward i Move eastward, happy earth.

C. Of an army or body of men (or their leader) :

To go forward, march. Also, to quit one s position.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13460 pey meoued

fro Langres toward Ostum Wy| mikel folk & grete route.

?/7i4oo Morte Arth. 2001 Sir Lott and sir Launcelotte..
J

MOVE.
Salle lenge on his lefte hande, wyih legyones ynewe, To
meue in be morne-while, 5if J&amp;gt;e mystp happynne. 1667MILTON P. L. i. 549 Anon they move In perfect Phalanx
to the Dorian mood. 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. II. liv.

46 Observing that the King had moved at a greater distance
than usual from the town. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India
11.254 He again moved in pursuit. 1847 L. HUNT Jar
Honey x. (1848) 132 Religious processions move through the
streets.

d. transf. Of time, a narrative, a piece of work,
etc. : To advance, make progress. Also in Music

^

of a voice or part : To proceed from note to note.
r 1400 Destr. Troy 7167 By two monethes were myldly

mouit to end. 1694 PRIOR Hymn (o Sun ii, From the Bless

ings They bestow, Our Times are dated, and our /Kra s

move. 1712 HFARSE Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 426 The 9
&quot; Vol.

(which will be the last) moves apace. 1771 Eitcyci. H&amp;gt;it.

HI- 333/2 1 he part for the organ should move in long notes,
and by the least intervals. 1819 KI-.ATS Isabella xx, Then
the tale Shall move on soberly. 1842 TKNNYSON Loiksl,-\
Hall 134 Science moves, but slowly slowly, creeping on
from point to point. 1877 STAINKH Harmony vi. 7^
Oblique [motion is] when one part is stationary and another
moves. 1890 Spectator-^. May 765 The story moves far too

slowly, and the long conversations., are tiresome. 1902
T. M. LINDSAY Ch.

&amp;lt;y

Min. in Early Cent. iv. 149 Things
move fast in young communities organising themselves for
the first time.

e. Chess
) Draughts, etc. (a) Of a piece : To be

transferred, pass, from one position to another in

the course of the game (=i b refl.}\ (/&amp;gt;)

Of a

player : To make a move (= i b absol.\

1474 CAXTON C/ifsse iv. ii. 165 Therefore may the kyngc
meue on the lifte side of his propre poynt. 1734 R. Si v-

MOfR Compl. Gamester led. 51 i. 128 The Gamesters must
move by Turns, as they do at Draughts. 1800 J. STTRGES
Draughts 2 You are allowed five minutes moie to move,
and in default of moving in that time you lose the Game,
1876 W. N. POTTER in EncycL Jirit. V. 593/1 They [sc.

knights] move from one corner of any rectangle of three

squares by two to the opposite corner. 1884 TENNYSON
lieefoi Prol.. Check you move so wildly.

f. To depart, start off; to move off or away.
Now eolloq.
c 1450 Merlin 130 Than theygiaunted to the Messagers

that thei sholde meve the thirde
&amp;lt;l:iy.

c 1470 HFXRY It- n/-

lace iv. 608 Thar twa dayls our ihar Ingyng still thai mnid ;

On the thrid nycht thai mowit but mar abaid. 1756 Toi -

DER\Y Hist. 2 Orphans II. nfi As I shall lay with a friend
two miles off, tis high time to be moving. 1855 HALIBT-K-
TON \af, -V Hum. Nat. \. xii. 376 As soon as the ceremony
was over,

*

Now/ sais I, we must be a mo\ in .

g. To change one s abode ; to go from one house
or residence to another. Also to move about, etc.,

to keep changing one s abode. To move /;/, to

take possession of a new domicile.

01707 BP. PATRICK Aittobiog. (1839) 244 He was after
wards the occasion of his leaving the College, and moving
towards London. 1751 EAKL CHATHAM Lett. Xephr.u ii. 5,

I have been moving about from place to place. 1796 LAMB
Let, to Coleridge 2 Dec., Write to me when you move, Ir^t

I should direct wrong. 1887 A. HIRRKLI, Obiter Dicta Ser.
ii. 63 In 1715 Pope moved with his parents to Chiswick.
1891 N. GOULD Double Event 18 You shall have the place
Thurton had.. and you can move into his cottage as soon
as you please.

n. 7o move off: to die. colloq. (Cf. go off.)

1764 FCOTE Mayor of G. i. (1783) n Whether from the
fall or the fright, the Major mov d off in a month.

i. Move on \ the order given by a policeman to

a pedestrian who is standing too long in one place
so as to cause obstruction. Hence occas. trans.

to order to move on .

1831 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 83/2 He possesses the power,. of

ordering them to move on . 1855 THACKERAY Netvcomes
Iviii, In vain policemen told them to move on ; fresh groups
gathered after the seceders. 1894 Times (weekly ed.)

19 Jan. 56/2 The proceedings were, .abruptly closed by the
intervention of the police, w ho moved on the preacher.

j. Of merchandise : To change hands, circulate,
find buyers. Also, of a stock of goods, an edition

or impression of a book, To nwe off: to be in

course of being sold off (more or less rapidly).
1759 GOLDSM. / res. Si. Polite Learn, vi. Wks. (Globe)

432/2 To borrow a bookseller s phrase, the whole impression
moves off. 1876 BREWER Eng, Studies ii. (1881) 50 A second
or third edition moves off languidly enough. 1888 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. Apr. 52 The new crop does not begin to
move to any considerable extent before the middle of that
month. 1893 E. W. GOSSE Questions at Issue 60 Both of
them achieved fame . . long before their books began to
move

,
as publishers call it.

17. Of living beings : To change position or

posture, to exhibit motion or physical activity (in

respect of the whole body or of a member). Freq.
with negative^ to remain still, not to stir.

c 1330 R. BRL-NNE Chron. Wace \RolIs) 13330 Meue nought,
for oughte f&amp;gt;at may bytide, Til Jrat y come, when y se nede.
a 1400 Prymtr (1891) 25 {Benedicite) Alle that mevith in
wateres. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur\\\\. xxxii. 321 But at
that tyme there was not one wold meue for his wordes.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis v. viii. 32 Entellus standis stif and
grave of cors, Nocht moiffand fra his first stand in a fors.

1592 SHAKS, Rom. $ Jul. \\. \. 15 He heareth not, he stirreth

not, he moueth not. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII.

191 The animal, .has been cut in every division, yet still it .

continued to move. 1865 TENNYSON Princess vi. (S0ng) t

Yet she neither spoke nor moved. 1898 G. B. SHAW Plays .

II. Yonnevercan tllvyj He moves as if logo.
b. of a part of the body.
1535 COVERDALE i Sam. !. 13 Hir Hppes onely moued, but

hir voyce was not herde. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. HI. ii. 116
Moue these eies? 1717 PRIOR Alma \. 312 Both Legs ami



MOVE.

Arms spontaneous move. 1898 HENLEY Loud. Types, &amp;lt;

Guardsman, Nor would his lips Move, though his gorge
;

with throttled oaths were charred !

c. To dance. Also with cognate object. KownW* I

1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido in. D 4b, What more then

delian musicke doe I heare, That calles my soule . .To moue

vnto the measures of delight. 1667 MILTON / . L. in. 579

As they move Thir Starry dance in numbers that compute

Days, months, and years. 1785 G. A. BELLAMY Apology, etc.

VI. 23, I beheld a lady moving a minuet with infinite grace.

d. To bow in salutation.
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1 25. To incline, tend to or to do (something) ;
to :

incline toward (a proposal;. Obs.

least we move when we meet one another,

t e. Of speech : To be uttered. Obs.

c 1470 Gal. f, Ga-.v. 1166 Thair wes na word muuand, Sa

war thai all stiL ,

18. Of inanimate objects : To suffer change oi

position or posture (as a whole or in respect of the

parts) ;
to be stirred.

e 1400 MAL-NDEV. (1839) iv. 22 Men may see bere the erthc

of the tombe apertly many tymes steren and meuen as
(&amp;gt;e

weren quykke ihinges .vnder._ ^M*&amp;gt;
c/ r

&quot;?-.lfl&quot;f-,.3

I

.

an acco

it with nales and hammers, that it moue not. 1676.!. BEAU-

MONT in Phil. Trans. XI. 731 The Stones, I have given you
ount of, generally move in Vinegar. 1842 1 ENXYSON

Sir Galahad n Then move the trees, the copses nod. 1890

CLARK RUSSELL Marriage at Sea ii,
I believe there s a little

air of wind a-moving.

b. Of a piece of machinery: To turn, work,

revolve. Alsoy?/.
a 1400-50 Altxunder 5292 pis selere was be sorsry sel-

cuthely foundid, Made for a mervall to meeue with engine.

1669 STI-RMY Mariner s Mag. ll. vi. 67 This Instrument

contains two Parts, .moving one upon the other. .1726
SWIFT Gulliver n. viii, The Door did not move on Hinges,

but up and down like a Sash. 1798 JOANNA U.MLLIE Trjat
11. ii, I thought 1 heard a door move.

19. Of animate beings : To exist, live ;
to have

vital action (J.). Also, to live in a particular

sphere ; to comport oneself in a specified way.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 303 Alle-kynez flesch bat on vrlhe

meiiez. 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 243 For

rihte as Ver ay moveth in grennesse, So doth childhood in

amerows lustynesse. a 1713 KMAVOOD Autobiog. (1765) i

My Station not being so eminent.. as others who have

moved in higher Orbs. 1837 DISRAELI I oirtia n. ii, Wiih

nn aspirations beyond the little world in which she moved.

1847 TFXXYSOX Princess i. 75, I have a sister at the foreign

court, Who moves about the Princess. 1886 RUSKIN Pne-

tfrita I. v. 170 A man of great power, .moving in the first

Circles of Edinburgh.
b. transf. oryfo-. of things.

13. . E. E. A/lit. P. A. 64 My goste is gon in godez grace,

In auenture ber meruaylez meuen. 1865 GLADSTONE in

Morley Life 11903) II. v. ix. 148 In a cold and lukewarm

period, and such is this in public affairs, everything which

moves and lives is called extreme. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS

John Baft. i. 3. 20 If the narrative., moved completely in

the region of the natural.

20. To take action, act, proceed (in an affair).

Also with cognate obj. (fig.) to move a step, t To

move against, to oppose (cf. OF. mouvoir contre }.

c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. m-s. III. 407 Bot jitte ageyns bis sen

tence meefes Anticrist. a 1400-5 A lexander 2382 (Ashm.

MS.) And for Slrasagirs be strong he of his strenth pnued,

Je meue al
[&amp;gt;us malicoly his maieste a-gayne. 1709 STF.ELK

Taller No. 67 P 5 Sacred Persons move upon greater

Motives than that of Fame. 1720 OZELL Vcrtots Rom. Rep.
I. v. 300 Valerius and Horatius, declared they wou d not move
a Step, so long as [etc.]. 1791 COWPER Retired Cat 114 That

alt around, in all that s done, Must move and act for him

alone. 1879 LUBBOCK Addr. Pol. f/ Educ. iii. 69, I would

urge parents to move in the matter.

t 21. Of a war, strife, etc. : To break out, be

stirred up. (Cf. sense 8.) Obs.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vni. 551 We sail do nocht, less than

it mowe in yow. 1485 CAXTON Paris % V. 10 There moeved
a strife betwyxte the barons and knyghtes. 1523 LD. BF.R-

NBRS Froiss. I. iv. heading. The occasion wherby the warre

moued bitwene the kyngis of Fraunce and Ingland. 1562

A. Scorr Poems iS.T .S.) i. 44 Be bissie now to banisch all

debatis Betuix kirkmen and teniporall men dois inufe.

1 22. To move to mind = to come to mind (in

quot. imfers.}. To move of or out of mind, to be

forgotten. Obs.
c 1400 Desir. Troy Prol. 30 pof fele yeres ben faren syn be

fiRht endid, And it meuyt out of mynd, myn hit I thinke.

Ibid. 1691 Then meuyt to his mynde, as yt most nede, pat
his Cite was sure of hym selfe wroght. Ibid. 2340 Hit is

not meuyt of mynde ne mony day past, c 1460 Play Sacrani.

453 Now by Machomyth so myghty yl meuyth in my mode
thys ys masterly mem.
t23. To proceed, emanate, originate from. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 322 The will which of my bodi

moeveth, Whos werkes that the god reproeveth, I have

restreigned everemore. 1615 SIR R. COTTON in Bncclcnch
MSS. iHist. MSS. Comm.) I. 163 The King, .could not with
his greatness answer the proposition, moving only but from
Count de Somerset and Cavillero Cotton. 1676 DRVDEN State
Innoc. iv. i, Smiles, not allow d to Beasts, from Reason move.

1 24. To move of, by Of property : To be held

by, to belong or pertain to. Obs.

Cf. OF. movoir (dc) relever, dependre, en terme de feo

dalit&amp;lt; (Godefroy).

1438 E. E. (fills (1882) in That the saide lohn Russell

haue & reioyce for euer more all the lyuelode that meueth
of his moder after her deces. 1587 HARRISON England ll.

ix. (1877) l. 203 The husband that marieth an heire to haue
such lands afl moue by hir during his naturall life.

: as I may.

i UMC. jj ~si. (1878) 184 111 huswiferie mooueth with gossep

to spend. 1677 MARVELL Corr. cccvm. Wks. (Grosart) II.

551 Some of the House seemed to move toward the Soo,ooo/.

1 26. Of the passions, etc. : To be stirred or

excited (to}. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 37 b, Their flesshe began to meue

and stire to concupiscence, c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Pt.

LXXVIII. ix, The raked sparkes in flame began t appeare,

And staled choller fresh again to move.

1 27. To speak, treat, or argue of (a. matter). (Cf.

1 2 b and OF. movoir de.} Also in indirect passive.
IT 1320 Cast. Lcve 401 (Halliw.) This thralle of whom my

sustren uievyn Hath dome deserved, as 30 jevyn. 1387-8 T.

USK Test. I.ovc in. v. (adfin.), And this, me thinketh, shulde
i

be the wexing tree, of which ye first meved. r 1400 Destr.

Troy 7206 Of bat mater was meuit no more at bat tyme.

1423 J . I Kingis Q. clxxvii, Moving within my spirit of thU

sight. i509HAWES/W./YCTJ.xxix.(PercySoc.)i38,I durst

never of the matter meve Unto your person, lest it should

you greve. Ibid. 139 It should be meved To her of love.

28. To move for: to make a request, proposal,

or application for (something^ . (absol. from 1 2 b, 1 3.)

1638 H. SPF.LMAN in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 154, I gave

my Lord of Eely thanks in your behalfe, and moved also

for the continuance of his favour about the Lyving you

ayme at. 1700 S. L. tr. l- ryke s V oy. E. hid. in My busi

ness now was to have leave my self, which indeed I had

moved for at a distance before, a 1707 Bp. PATRICK Auto,

biog. (1839) 44 All my acquaintance., advised me to move for

a mandamus in the King s bench. Ibid. 76, I moved for a

physician to be sent to her from Oxford. 1800 Proc. h.

Ind. Ho. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 64/1 The Chairman said it

was customary, when papers wete moved for, that the sense

of the court should be taken on the motion before they were

produced. 18*8 Hansard s Parl. Debates 5 May XIX. 345

The Duke of Richmond said, that in rising to move for a

Committee to inquire into the state of the Wool-trade, he

[etc.]. 1868 HELI^S Realmah ix. (1876) 244 Cranmer wr&amp;gt;,

prepared to move for the destruction of all fables.

Moveable : see MOVABLE.

\ Mo ve-all. Obs. [f. MOVE v. + ALL.] Some
indoor game.
1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia i. ii, Come, Morrice, you that

love Christmas sports, what say you to the game of move-all ?

Moved (mvd),///. a.
[f.

MOVE v. + -ED!.]

In senses of the verb. In attributive use now rare

exc. with prefixed adv., as easily-moved.
1591 SHAKS. Kam. ff Jul. l. i. 95 Hear the Sentence of

your mooned Prince. 1610 Temp, iv. i. 146 You d.oe

looke (my son) in a mou d sort, As if you were dismaid.

1644 DIGBV .\ at. Unties ix. 7. 69 More then these three,

we can not expect to find in a moued body. 1704 HEARNF.

Duct. Hist.i 1714) I. i29Thucydides is the best Represenler
of mov d affections, Herodotus of Calm. 1838 tr. Strauss *

Lutheran Clergyman i. 23 Many a sigh follows you from

the moved breast . 1900 Daily A e res 12 May 3/1 Loud cries

. .from the more easily-moved members of the audience,

f 2. quasi-rf. Something moved. Obs. rare~\
1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. 65 Z, Y, X are tiioveds,

or rather Z more Y more X, taken together, are one mfftrtd .

. .without W there would be a moved without a mover,

Moveless (m/7 vK-s
,
a.

[f.
MOVE V. + -LESS.]

Having no movement or motion, not moving, mo
tionless ; immovable, fixed.

1578 T. PROCTOR Gorg. Gallery H ij b, Whose mooueles

loue and trust, doth reason far surmount. i;8 SYLVESTER
i Du Bartas n. ii. i. A rk 169, 1 conceiue aright Th Almighty-
most to be most infinite : . . That moueless, all he moues. 1665
BOYLF. Occas. Re/7. iv. i. (1848) 167 My Body as yet lay

moveless in the Bed. 1718 POI-E Iliad xv. 744 The Grecian

Phalanx moveless as a Tow r, On all sides batter d, yet re

sists his Pow r. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xviii.

(1870) 353 The intermediate balls which remain moveless,
but communicate the impulse. 1860 S. BROOKS Gordian
Knot xiii. 95 The policeman inspected all parties with a
moveless countenance. 1885 HOWELLS Silas Laphain II.

93 The reins lay loose in his moveless hand.

Hence Mo velessly aJv., Mo velessness.

1667 HOOK in /Vi/V. Trans. II. 540 It was not the subsiding
or movelesness of the Lungs, that was the immediate cause
of Death. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mob vn. 262 Yet peacefully and

movelessly it [an oak] braves The midnight conflict of the

wintry storm. 1863 RUSKIN Sesame 121 A kings s majesty
or state , then, and the right of his kingdom to be called a

state, depends on the movelessness of both. 1866 AI.FX.

SMITH A. Hagarfs Hoitseh. I. 7 He would be touched by
the silence and movelessness of the mighty landscape.

Movement (m vment). Forms : 4 moeve-
ment, 5 mouvement, 5- movement, [a. OF.

movement, moevement (mod.F. mottvemcnf), ad.

med.L. movimcntum, f. L. movlre : see MOVE v.

and -MENT. Cf. Pr. movemen-s, Catalan mavimcnt,

Sp. movimiento, Pg., It. mffvimento.

Somewhat rare between the i4th and the i8th c. ; not

found, e. g., in Shaks., Milton s poetry, or the Bible of 1611.)

1. The action or process of moving (in the in

transitive senses of the verb) ; change of position ;

passage from place to place, or from one situation

to another. Also, an instance or kind of this
;
a

particular act or manner of moving.
c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth. iv. Pr. ii. 89 (Camb. MS.) Thow

nylt nat thanne denoye quod she bat the Moeuement \v,r.

moeuementz] of goynge nis in Men by kynde. 1390 GOWFR
Conf. III. 107 Astronomie is the science .. Which makth a

man have knowlechinge Of Sterres in the firmament, Figure,
cercleand moevement Ofech of hem in sondri place. 1456 SIR

MOVEMENT.
G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 75 The hevin. .moves fra the

orient to the Occident . . Bot the things that ar corpprale in this

erde. .movis nocht with the moving of it,..bot }it have thai

othir naturale movementis. 1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1707)

IV. 238 All the Movement of the Soul here is only to will the

Movement of the Body towards these things. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), Movement, Motion, Moving, particularly in

Dancing, &c. 1732 POPE Ess. Man i. 54 In human works,
tho labour d on with pain, A thousand movements scarce

one purpose gain. 1832 TENXYSON Pal. Art 246 A spot of

dull stagnation, without light Or power of movement, seem d

my soul. 1849 BALFOUB Man. Bot. 657 These spores,

from their movements, have received the name of Zoospores.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. xi, The schoolmistress

stepped back with a sudden movement. 1855 BAIN Senses

fr fntell. I. i. 75 In wakening from sleep movement precedes
sensation. If light were essential to the movements con

cerned in vision, it would be impossible to open the eyes.

1868 Ment. fr Mor. Sci. in. xiii. 303 The movements, as

well as attitudes, of a graceful form, can hardly be other

than graceful. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 205 Such movements
of the land, .must have been brought about by the compara

tively sudden action of subterranean forces. 1894 S. FISKE

Holiday Stories (1900) 30 There was a general movement
toward the door. 1903 Mission. Rec. U. f. Ch. Scot. Sept.

394/1 There have been considerable movements of popula
tion from the Continent to Canada.

b. Mil. A change of position which a body

undergoes in tactical or strategical evolutions.

Also the regular and orderly motion of an army
for some particular purpose (Voyle & Stevenson

Milit. Diet. ed. 3, 1876).
1784 W. CARTER (title) Genuine Detail of the several En

gagements, Positions and Movements of the Royal and

American Armies during the years 1775 and 1776. 1802

C. JAMES Milit. Diet, s.v., Hurry and delay, in military

movements, are two extremes which should be equally
avoided. 1827 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins. War II. 401 But the

march of Mortier with some 1 5,000 men from Aragon to their

assistance had been ascertained, and it was certain therefore

that a movement might be apprehended from that quarter.

1889 Infantry Drill in. 89 The double march is not applied

to the movements of large bodies of troops for a longer dis

tance than is required in a charge, or [etc.).

fc. Chess. A move. Obs.

1734 R. SEYMOUR Compl. C,ame$tcr(e&. 5) 1. 128 The Queen
. .may pass from one end of the Board to the other at one

Movement. Ibid. 131 After some Movements,you will find it

j impossible to proceed without exposing your Men or Officers.

d. Chiefly //. : Actions, activities, doings of a

person or body of persons.

1833 CiiALMERs in Hanna Mem. (1851) III. 388 He was one

of the five who called the night before, and arranged for us

then part of the movements of this day. 1861 M. PATTISON

Ess (1889) I. 34 The close attention which was paid in

England to every step and movement of the new emperor.
Mod. They eyed his movements with keen interest. The

police watched the movements of the mob.

1 2. Used for moment. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Entydos xxi-76 That man. .that . . hath vttered

his secretes vnto the entierly, so that thou knowest..the

places, the houres & mouementes, and the oportunyle of the

tyme moosl propyce for to speke wyth hym.

3. cmcr. a. A cause of movement. Obs. rare 1
.

1725 N. ROBIXSON Th. Physiek 25, I shall take it as a

Postulatum granted, viz. That the Heart is the principal

;
Movement in human Bodies.

b. Mech. (a} sing, and //. The moving (as dis

tinguished from the stationary) parts of a mechan-

i ism, e.g. of a watch or clock; () a particular

part or group of parts in a mechanism serving

i

some special purpose.
1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1296/4 A Watch, with two silver Cases

belonging to it, the Moodment [sif] being ungill. 1684

WHEELER in Phil. Trans. XIV. 648 This hoop and the 2

Plates form the Case of the Movement. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Ti-chn. I,.Movement.. signifies all those Parts of a Watch,

Clock, or any such curious Engine which are in motion. 1710

BERKELEY Priiic. Hunt. Kiimvl. I. 6oThespring and wheels,

and every movement ofa watch. 1776 ADAM SMITH 1C. tr. i.

xi, A belter movement of a watch, than about the middle of

the last century could have been bought for twenty pounds,

may now perhaps be had for twenty shillings. 1825 J. CROSSK

York Festival 137 There are movements likewise for en-

abling the performer to play two or three sets of keys at once

[on the organ). 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life v. Wks. (Bohn)

II -A\ Men are like Geneva watches with crystal faces which

expose the whole movement. 1880 E. J. HOPKINS in Grove

Diet. Mus.\\. 607/2 A second substitute for the long tracker

movements, etc., in large or separated organs, is the pneu
matic tubular transmission system . 1884 F. }. LRITTEN

Watth ft Clockm. 179 The plates and train of a watch with

out the escapement are also spoken of as the movement.

4. In certain figurative and immaterial applica

tions, a. A moving (of the mind) towards or

from gome object ;
an impulse of desire or aversion,

an act of volition. Now rare, t Of(one s) proper

movement = of one s own motion.

1456 SIR G. HAYK Lam Arms (S.T.S.) 26 He came nocht

to his presence of his proper mouvement. Ibid. 141 lobe

renouned a worthy man of armes..was his principale move

ment. 1732 POPF. Ess. Max n. 36 Could he, whose rules

the rapid Comet bind, Describe or fix one movement of his

i Mind? 1752 HUME Ess. * Treat. (.777) 88.
He has for

gotten the movements of his heart. 1768 STERNE Seta.

I Joum., Snuff-box I. 57, I blush d in my turn ; but from what

movements I leave to the few who feel to analyse. 1813

SHEI LEY Q. Hob n. 50 The light and crimson mists. .\ lelded

to every movement of the will. 1852 THACKERAY Shabby

Genteel Story ix, Brandon had some good movements in

him. 1868 BAIN Ment. H Mor. Sci. l. iv. 80 The movements

of the will are select and pointed to an end.

b. Philos. The regular process or course of

thought in reasoning.



MOVEMENT.
1869 I nil. Spccul. Philos. III. 363 note. The movement

(or dialectic) of the syllogism consists in mediating each
term so that in the higher forms each (term) becomes a
complete realization of the Comprehension (or Totality).

C. In a poem or narrative : Progress of incidents,

development of plot ; the quality of having abun
dance of incident, or of carrying on the interest of
the reader.

1838 PHESCOTT Ferd. ff fs. i. xx. II. 324 The dialogue is

written with much vivacity and
{jrace, and with RS much

dramatic movement as is compatible with only two inter
locutors. 1878-83 VII.LARI Life ,y Times .Ifacliianclli (1898)
I.ix. 410 He wrote Latin verses full of movement and fervour.

d. Fine Art. In a work of painting or sculp
ture, the quality of suggesting that the figures

represented are moving. Also,in^;r/;., harmonious

variety in the lines and ornamentation of a building;
freedom alike from monotony and incongruity.
1773-8 R. & }. ADAM ll- ks. in A rc/iit. Pref. 3 note, Move

ment
i meant to express, the rise and fall, the advance and

recess with other diversity of form, in the different parts of
a building, so as to add greatly to the picturesque of the
composition, c 1782 Exhibition, or second Anticipation 35
They are nobly negligent of the constituent parts, and trust
for the effect to the movement. 1867 A. HARRY SirC. Harry
iv. 126 Repose, rather than what artists call movement ,

was the characteristic of his designs.

5. a. Music, (a) The manner in which a piece or
a passage moves : variously applied to manner of
melodic progression, tempo or relative speed of

performance, and rhythm or accentual character.

(6) quasi-ftwcr. A principal division of a musical

work, having a distinctive melodic and rhythmical
structure of its own.
1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 326/1 The most common movement

of jiggs, which is by six or twelve quavers in a bar, have their

bass, for the smoothness of the movement, often written in

plain crotchets. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mns. (1789) I. iv. 56 The
beginning or first movement of the piece he mentions was in
A. 1818 BUSBY Gram. Mns. 476 If the piece be intended
for an overture to a three-act opera, .or a grand sonata, it

ought not to consist of fewer than three movements. 1823
CKABB Technol. Diet., Movement (Mits.} t the progress or
course of sounds from grave to acute, or from acute to grave.
1846 KEBLH Lyra Innoc. (1873) 204 Some heart-thrilling
chime, Some Dorian movement, bold or grave.
transf. 1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 28 She is led up from

hall to hall of the high-piled edifice, in one continued move
ment, may we call it, of the poem.

b. Prosody. Rhythmical or accentual character
;

in classical prosody often applied to the manner
in which what is theoretically the same metre

may be differentiated by variety of treatment.
1871 B. TAYLOR Faust 1.274 The movement of the original

is as important as its meaning. Shelley s translation of the
stanza s, however, is preferable to Hayward s. 1871 Public
Sch. Lat. Grnm. 468 Propertius . . in his later [poems] . . ap
proaches much nearer to the Ovidian movement. 1887
BOWEN Virg. Pref. (1889) 9 The orderly and majestic move
ment of the Roman hexameter.
6. A course or series of actions and endeavours
on the part of a body of persons, moving or tend

ing more or less continuously towards some special
end. Often with defining word prefixed, as in the

Oxford movement (see OXFOKD).
1828 D IsRAELi Clias. 7, I. viii. 250 A long line of secret

communication made him the centre of every political move
ment. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 137 The Re-
formation was essentially a Teutonic movement. 1885 Pall
Mall G. i Dec. 4/1 Oxford is the home they say of move
ments, and Cambridge of men. 1903 C. E. OSBORNE Fr.
Dolling xxii, The main aims and principles of the Catholic
Movement in the Anglican Church.

b. In the movement : in the swim , (moving or

taking part) in the direction or tendency of things
which is prevalent at a particular period or in a

particular field.

1907 Q. Rep. July 160 To make life vivid : to be in the
movement

, this was his [sc. Disraeli s] desire.

c. The way in which things are moving at a

particular time or in a particular sphere.
1846 J. D. MORELL I ieui Specul. Philos. I. 152 Bysodoing,

he [sc. Descartes] has unquestionably merited the reputation
of standing at the head of the whole modern movement of
metaphysical philosophy. 1861 BUCKLE Civiliz. II. vi. 587
Read _by. .thousands, .who accept its conclusions because
they like them ; which is merely saying, because the move
ment of the age tends that way. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.
viii. i. 449 It was long before the religious movement.,
came into conflict with general culture.

7. [After F. le parti du mottvement.] Applied, in
the first half of the igth c., to designate the aims
of the liberal or innovating parties in European
politics. Chiefly attrib., as in movement party.
1835 DE QUINCEY Wks. (1863) XV. 213 The new doctrines

of Radical Reformers, and of that section amongst political
men denominated the Movement party. 1835 Court Mag:
VI. 116/2 If the movement party retains its ascendency. 1838
MILL A. de Virny Diss. & Disc. (1859) I. 201 The sympa
thies of the Radical or Movement poet will take the opposite
direction. 1842 T. ARNOLD Lect. Mod. Hist. v. 246 The
popular side in the great questions of English history, the
side, in later language, of the movement.
8. Comm. Activity in the market for some com

modity. Also, a rise or fall in price.
1886 Rep. Sec. Treas. I. 58 (Cent.) The total movement of

bonds held for national banks was $87,967,300. 1890 Cen
tury Diet, s.v., The movement in coffee is insignificant.
1895 Ftink s Stand. Diet, s.v.,An upward movement in stocks.
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9. = MOTION- sli. u.
1801 Syrl. Sec. Lc.\-., Movcmmt,,A\M act of evacuating

the bowels ; as well as the matter resulting therefrom.

10. attrib. and Comb., (sense 3 b) as movement-

maker, (sense 6) as movement party ; movement
cure = kinesipathy : see KINESI-.
1856 M. ROTH (titIt] The Movement Cure. 1736 AINS-

WORTH Lat. Diet., A &quot;movement maker, Intcrmirum horo-

logiiportatilisfartinmfabcr. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch
&amp;lt;$

Clockm. 82 What movement-makers call a bay-leaf pinion.

t Mo-ven, a. Ois. [irreg. pa. pple. of MOVE v.
;

cf./nw.] Motioned; proposed; brought forward.
1641 PRYNNE Antip. 78 They, .agreed to offer the King a

great summe of mony, to stay this new moven Demand.

t Mo vent, . and sli. Olis. [ad. L. movciit-cm,

pres. pple. of movcre to MOVE.] A. adj. That
moves or is moved ; moving.
1644 DICBY Nat. Bodies ix. u. 73 The force of the velo

city is equal! to a reciprocall force of weight in the vertue
mouent. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 197 The smooth wing d In
sects have the strongest muscles or movent parts of their

wings, a 1734 NORTH Life Ld. Kpr. Gui/fard (ij^) 292 Who
ever observes them, even in their most quiet State, shall
discern their Fins more or less movent and employ d.

b. /.aw. (See quot.)
1837 T. D. HARDY Rot. Chart. Pref. 23 Comprised in the

premisses of a charter, and generally following the salutation,
occurs the Movent Clause, which is here so called because it

states the reasons moving the king to make the grant.
B. sb. Something that moves or is moved.

1656 tr. HoHcs Klein. Philos. (1839) 212, I define force to
be the impetus or quickness of motion multiplied either into

itself, or into the magnitude of the movent, by means whereof
the said movent works more or less upon the body that re
sists it. 1665 G. HARVEY Advice arst. Plague i Physicians
can never discharge their Duty with greater Applause than
by contributing their aid to popular Diseases, which at this
season is the prime movent of these Meditations. 1706 in
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

Mover 1
(rmJ voj). Also 4 moevere, 4-5

mever, 6 meever, Sc. movar, 6-7 moover. [f.
MOVE v. + -ER 1

; cf. OF. mo(ii]vcor, nn&amp;gt;(u]vcnr.]

1. One who moves or sets in motion. Applied
esp. to God, as moving the universe; also first
Mover (cf. 2 a).
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame i. 81 He that mouer ys of alle.

c 1386 A n/. s T. 2129 The firste moeuere of the cause
aboue. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. iii. 19 Oh thou etermill
mouer of the heauens. 1667 MILTON / . L. vii. 500 Now
Heav n . . rowld Her motions, as the great first-Movers hand
First wheeld thir course. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst. Kclig. (1782)
I. 10 How could these atoms move without a mover. 1817
J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 4)

120 The whole dreadful
machine [sc. the army] was now in motion, . . the eye of the
mover superintending and understanding all. 1879 DORA
L. SHEPHERD Liturg. Year I. iii. n The soul yields her
self up . . to the impulse of the divine Mover.
2. Something which sets in motion or actuates.

a. first mover, in mediaeval astronomy =
first

motor, PRIMUM MOBILE. Also_/?f.
1586 T. B. La Primaua. Fr. Acrid. I. (1594) 72 From the

tower of the highest heaven, called the first moover, unto the
center of the earth. 1617 BACON^/. w.$Yrt&amp;gt;--C//a;;//&amp;gt;frResusc.

(1657) 87 Do therefore, as they [sc. the planets] do ; Move
alwayes and be carried, with the Motion of your first Mover,
which is your Soveraign. 1676 DRYDEN State Innoc. iv. i,

So Orbs, from the first Mover, Motion take.

b. A machine or mechanical agency which im

parts motion, first or prime mover : an initial

source, natural or mechanical, of motive power ;

spec, a machine which receives and modifies motive

power supplied by some natural source.

*654 J. OWEN Doctr. Saints Persev. v. 5. 113 In your
Automata, there is one original! spring or wheele, that giveth
motion to sundry lesser and subordinate movers. 1711 W.
SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 108 The Main-mast is the
first Mover. 1809 Edin. Rev. XV. 146 Suppose a delicate

magnetic bar were made the prime-mover of a watch. 1815
J. SMITH Panorama Sci.

A&amp;gt;
Art I. 402 When a fly is used

merely as a regulator, it should be near the first mover. 1845
Encycl. Mslrcf.V111.8&/i Of water as a first mover. 1859
RANKINF. (title) A manual of the Steam engine and other
Prime movers. Ibid. 13 Prime Movers.. are machines for

driving other machines. 1869 Eng. Mech. 31 Dec. 378/1
Until recently (and even now for convenience) such machines
as windmills, water-wheels, and steam-engines, were called
1

prime movers , 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 30 Previous
to the employment of steam as a motive force, water was the

prime mover. 1884 HIGGS Mag. Dyn.-Electr. Mach. Pref.
6 Steam and other prime movers.

Jig. 1788 JEFFERSON Writ. 1859 II. 471 The treasury be
came literally moneyless and all purposes depending on this

mover, came to a stand.

t c. A cause (of}. 06s.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. v. 9 These most poysonous com

pounds, Which are the moouers of a languishing death.

3. One who incites or instigates to action
;
one

who promotes or originates (an action, etc.).
Sometimes first or prime mover (cf. 2 a, b).
1497 BP. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. A iij, The principal &

fyrst meuer to vertue in our soules. 1513 MORE in Grafton
Chroii. (1568) II. 776 The Duke was the first moouer of the
Protector to thys matter.

_ 1578 Reg. Privy Council Scotl.
III. 20 The movaris of his majestic to attempt the same
governament..hessensyne..dissobeyithismajesteischairgis.
1674 Essex Papers (1890) I. 191 Four or five men. .have
made it their whole business, .to incite the Citizens to these
disturbances. ., which prime movers are men ofsmall Estates.

1704 DE FOE in 15/7* Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 83
Providence, which I humbly recognize as the first mover of

your thoughts in my favour. 1711 SWIFT JrnL to Stella
22 Apr., They will want him prodigiously in the House of

MOVING.
; Commons.of which he is the e;reat mover. 1838 THIRLWALL

Greece IV. xxvn. : 7 The chief movers of the rebellion made
their escape. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. i, Who is the mover
of the party? 1867 FKKEMAN Norm. Conq. (1877) I. iv 107
I he prime mover in the whole matter was Hugh the Great,

b. spec. One who moves a proposition or pro
posal in a deliberative assembly.
1737 GentI. Mag. VII. 525/1 Therefore we must suppose,

that without any Regard to the Mover, the Parliament ap
proved of the .Motion. 1795 WIXDHAM Speeches Part. 27 May
(1812) I. 268 The house had now heard the reasons urged by
the Honourable Mover and Seconder, in support of a motion
so extraordinary. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. Ixix. 317
In the absence of the mover of the resolution, the eyes of
everyone turned towards its seconder, John Adams.
4. A person or thing that moves or is in motion.
Now chiefly of an animal, with prefixed adj. indicat-

ing the manner or speed of his motion or going .

1592 SHAKS. l
r
en. ff Att. 368 O fairest mouer on this mor-

tall round. 1597 J. S. Gnistird
&amp;lt;$

Sistnond \\. 3, O slow
malicious meeucr, thou cursed Saturne. 1736 BUTLKR Anal.
r. i. 22 Nor is there any Ground to think.. that his Eyes are
the Seers or his Feet the Movers. 1895 J. G. MILI.AIS
Breath fr. Veldt (1899) 157 Though elegant in form, thi.x

buck is but a poor mover.

5. C.S. One who is on the move or flitting
from one place to another. V Obs.
1822 J. Fusr Lett. Antcr. 53 The other tavern was so

completely thronged with movers, that (etc.]. 1849 LVKI.I.
znd Visit C. S. 1850) II. icg On board were many movers
going to Texas with their slaves.

6. A remover ; one whose business it is to move
, furniture and other household goods, from one
residence to another. ? U.S. 1890 in Century Diet.

7. Chess. &quot;With prefixed numeral, denoting a

problem in which the king is to be mated in a

specified number of mo\\&amp;gt;.

\_Ttvo-t thret-m&ver
% etc., are properly distinct words, f.

numeral + MOVK sb. -f -i it .]

1900 \\ cstiu. (, a.~, 14 Apr. 3/3 A three-mover by Loyd
which we consider a remarkable composition.

t Mover -. Ol&amp;gt;s. In office of mover AMOUHI-:-

SHIP, MnHABSlIIJ .

1473 Raits of Tarlt. VI. B6/i TV office of mover within
Dynbiegh Land in Wales.

[Mo veress. A female mover.
Introduced by modern editors into the text of Chaucer

Rom. Rfse 149, where Thynne and the MS. have inynorcssc,
Although Mcon s edition of the French original has mo- cr-

resscj other texts have menercsse, which is doubtless the

reading that Chaucer had before him. There is therefuio
no ground for altering Tbynne s text.]

t MO vership. nomc-wd. Obs. [f. MOVEKI +
-SHIP.] First movership\ the office of a first mover .

1658 BRAMHALL Schism gtiftrefedl, xii. Wks. (1677) 351 He
urgeth that I ascribe no mure to St. Peter and the Pope for

their first Movership, but onely authority to sit lu.st in

Council or some such things.

Moving
1

^m^ virj

1

,^/ /. sb. Forms: see MOVE
z&amp;gt;.,

also 6 Sc. muyn. [f. MOVE v. + -ING 1.]

1. The action of the verb MOVE (in trans, and
intr. uses); changing of place or position; stirring,

motion, movement.
c 1380 WYCLIF Set. IVks, 1 1. 406 pes foure wyndis bat Crist

spekib
1 of moun be foure mevingis of be eir. 1398 TRE VISA

Barth. De P. R. ix. i. (1495) 345 There ben syxe manere
meuynges, that ben callyd generacion, corrupcion, alteracion,
augmentacyon, dimynucion and chaungynge of place. 1427
Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 67 Payd for certeyne pavynge
& mevynge of pewes in the cherche..vij s. ix d. 1570 RIL-
LINGSLEY &quot;//&amp;gt;/ i. def. u. 2 A lyne is the mouyng of a pointe.
1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick \. xxix. (1639) 48 Tremor.. is

a disease which is accompanied with two sundry movings.
1726 LEONI Alberti s Archit. II. 12/2 These forces.. are of

great power for the moving of any weight. 1850 TENNYSON
In Mem. cxxi, Thou hear .st the village hammer clink, And
see st the moving of the team.

t b. spec. The motion of the heavenly bodies.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7609 Of bair moveyng ban have
yhe no wonder, c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. Prol.,The .4. partie
shal ben a theorik to declare the Moeuynge of the celestial
bodies. 1426 LYDG. De Cuil. Pilgr. 12323 The planetys. .in

ther mevynges. 1535 STEWART Crow. Scot. (Rolls) I. 87 [He
knew the sun s] proper muyn and his mot raptyne. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI^ \. ii. i Mars his true mouing. 1594
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. i. viii. (1636) 285 The ninth heaven is

..without starres, having two movings, the one from East
to West upon the Poles of the world. ., and the other from
West to East upon his owne Poles.

f C. Bodily movement or gesture. Obs.

1577 NORTHBROOKK Dicing (1843) 92 Those filthie and vn-
honest gestures and mouings of enterlude players. 1602
SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 317 What a piece of worke is a man !. .

in forme and mouing how expresse and admirable ? 1607
MARKHAM Caval. u. (1617) 123 Let him goe and come con-
tinuall with easie, soft, and vndisturbing mouings.

f d. Power or faculty of motion. Obs.

1499 CAXTOX Enepdos iv. 29 Lyke a corps . . wythoute par-
tycypacion of sensityf moeuynge. 1580 BLUNDEVIL Order
Curing Horses Dis.x.y\. 8 Those conduits through which the

spirites animall do giue feeling, and moouing to the bodie.

f e. Chess* A move. Obs.

1474 CAXTON Chesse iv. vii. (1883) *79 One yssue and one
mouynge apperteyneth vnto alle the peple [ pawns]. For
they may goo fro the poynt they stande in at the first

meuynge vnto the thirde poynt right forth to fore them [etc.],

f. Moving of the waters : used after John v. 3
for : A stir or excitement, a change or disturbance
in the course of events.

[1388 WYCLIF John v. 3 In these lay a greet multitude.,

abidynge the mouyng of the watir. (So in all later versions.)]
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MOVING.

1900 J. A. H. MURRAY Evol. Eng. Lexicogr. 2 7 B.
ut bV lh*

end of the-sixteenth century, as by the end of the nineteenth,

there was a moving of the waters.

f2. fig. A disturbance or commotion. Obs.

c 1450 Godst&amp;lt;nv Reg. 367 They considered . . that ther shold

come therof, by the occasion of such maner of discencion,

not all-only dyuerse mevyngis, but also . . harmes and expensis. ;

3. The action of prompting, instigating, etc. ; t an i

inward prompting or impulse (
= MOTION//;. 9).

c 1386 CHAUCER Mctib. 7 273 Youre conseiL.ne sholde nat

..be called a conseillyng, but a mocion or a moeuyng of

folye. c 1450 Mirottr Satnaciowt 4265 Oure wille and oure

movinges knawes he wele evry whitte. 1502 ATKYNSON tr.
|

De Imitatione nr. lix. 249 Se thou gyue hede dylygentlye j

vnto the mouynges of nature & grace, a 1716 SOUTH Serin.

(1744) XI. viii. 190 He also suffers by the numngs and
|

yearnings of his own compassion.
4. Fetuingi etc. (see quot.). ? Obs.

1747 J. GODFREY Set. Defence 31 The going down to the

Leg. .is done after receiving or moving.. .Receiving is the

stopping our Adversary s Blow first, and then going to his

Leg : Moving is going down without receiving, but taking
care before you go down, to move his Sword out of the Line.

Ibid. 32 It is a difficult Matter for him to..guard against

your little or no notice-giving Moving! and going down.

5. attrib.
1

. t moving-bell (see quot.); Moving
Bay, (a] U.S. the first of May, being the usual

day in New York for household removals (Schele

de Vere Americanisms, 1872, p. 92) ; (/;) Afil. a

day on which a regiment or troops are on the march,
j

?ci76o NOLLEKENS in J. T. Smith Life (1828) I. 54 The
,

Moving-bell . . goes when they move a body out of one parish
[

to the next, v&yj Cavalry Tattics\\. 7 It is better to lengthen
the marches on the moving days than to omit the rest day.

Moving (m/I-virj),///. a.
[f.
MOVE v. + -ING ^.]

1. That moves (in intransitive senses) ; that passes
from one place to another; capable of moving, or

of being moved
;
not fixed or stationary.

In quot. c\-$f) firste nwevyng may he absoL = PRIMUM
MOBILE, in apposition with/trmament.
c 1386 CHAUCRR Man. of Law s T. 197 O firste moeuyng

cruecl firmament, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii.282 Dread-
fulle Eyen, that ben evere more mevyuse and sparklynge,
as Fuyr. 1605 SHAKS. Ma:b.\.\. 38 Within this three Mile

you may see it commuig, I say, a moiling Groue. 1683
Mo.xox Mt-c/i. Exerc.) Printing xii. p 6 Extend the moving
Foot of your Compasses where it will fall in the Circle, and
make there a Mark. 1709-10 V rt//d rNo. 129? i The moving
Picture in Fleet-Street. 1798 COLERIDGE Ane. Mar. iv. x,

The moving Moon went up the sky, And nowhere did abide.

1859 FITZGERALD tr. Omar li. The Moving Finger writes ;

and, having writ, Moves on. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat.

32 Path of a moving point relatively to a moving plane.
absol. 1:1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 17 This equinoxial is

cleped the girdel of the firste moeving. 1594 R. ASH LEV tr. i

Lays le Roy 125 b, They which in times past beheld the

heauens, found but few mouings, and could scarce perceme ten.

b. Moving plant \ the Indian plant Desmodiitm

gyrans, in which the leaflets are constantly moving.
1787 tr. Linnsus 1 Fam. Plants J. p. xix, The Moving plant

{Hedysarum woven*), 1866 Treas. Bot. 395/1.

c. Jig. Unstable, changeful.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus Prol. 61 For he that hes of the

Air the nature, Is oft muifand, liclit, merie, with plesure.

1599 Pass. Pilgr. xv, The morning rise Doth scite each

mouing scence from Idle rest. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock i.

100 The moving Toyshop of their heart.

d. That progresses, or moves forward.

1903 MORLEV Gladstone II. v. i. 4 Austria, in turn, was far

too slow for a moving age.

2. That moves (in transitive senses).
a. That causes or produces motion.

1659 LEAK Watenvks. 8 The more the moving force is dis
tant from the center of motion, so much the more force it

shall have. 1822 IMISON Set.
&amp;lt;$

Art I. 52 The motion of
machines must be excited and kept up by some cause which
is called the moving power. 1838 KEBLE.SVrw.ix. (1848) 245
Which, had she been free and erect she might have achieved

by her own moving force applied to her own machinery.
b. transf. That originates, causes, instigates, or

actuates.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xx.65 Concedere you not that

ye be occasion, and the cause mouyng of thassemble of the
ostis that are for your towne, and of the shedyng of bloode
that procedeth therof. i68a Ena. Elect. Sheriffs 38 Nor
may it be amiss briefly here to unfold both the first occasion

of, and the moving Reason unto it. 1724 DE FOE Mem.
Cavalier (1840) 172 The great moving men began to go out
of town. 1833 }. H. NEWMAN Artans v. i. (1876) 353 The
error . . of mistaking whatever shows itself on the surface of
the Apostolic Community, .for the real moving principle and
life of the system. 1902 R. LOVETT Jas. Chalmers ii. 46
He was a moving spirit in fun and mischief.

C. That touches, or has power to touch, the

feelings ;
that affects or influences the mind.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 55 If the gentle spirit of

mouing words Can no way change you to a milder forme;
lie wooe you like a Souldier. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stitffe 5
The delectablest lustie sight and mouingest obiect, me thought
it was that our He sets forth. 1658 SLINGSBV Diary (1836)
220 Sure I am that the dying words of an affectionate Father
cannot but fasten deeper, and retain a Memory longer then
the speech of the movingst Orator. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver \\.

viii, I. .begged, by all that was moving, to be delivered out
of the Dungeon I was in. 1837 MRS. CARLYI.E Lett. (1883)
I. 67 Mrs. Marsh, the moving authoress of the Old Man s

Tales . 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 367 How he produced
his children in court, which was a moving spectacle.

d. Of a question : Exciting public interest.

1907 Outlook 23 Mar. 390/1 His subject.. is one of the

moving questions
of our time.

Movingly (m;7-virjli), adv.
[f. prec. + -I/i 2.]

In a moving, touching, or affecting manner.

730

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. 11. i. 134, I would haue had them
writ more mouin^ly. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad in. 4 12 Sofresh,

and mouingly attir d. 1711 STKELE Spect. No. 147 P 2 Ihe
Art of Reading movingly and fervently. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona xix, And she pled for me! says I. She did that,

and very movingly .

t Mo vingness. Obs. rare, [f. MOVING///, a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being moving or affecting.

1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. 242 There is a strange Moving-
nesse . . to be found in some Passages of the Scripture, which

is to be found no where else. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \.\\\.

x. 107 Plato commends . . the use of Repetitions as that which

carries in it a great, .movingness of Affection [in oratory],

Mow (mau), s&. 1 Forms: i mtisa, muha,
rnuwa, 3 raoue, mu3e, 3-7 mowe, 4 mou, 4, 7, 8

mough, 5 moghe, mughe, 6 moowe, mo&quot;wgh,(e,

8 maw, oV/V. mew, moo, mow, 5- mow. [OE.

Mtigftj muwa, mnha \vk. masc., corresponding to

ON. mitge swath, also crowd of people (in the latter

sense also m&g-rsto. masc.
;

cf. MSw. moghe masc.,

multitude, Sw. dial, mttga, muva fern., heap, Nonv.

muga^ mua, vine fern., heap, imtge masc., heap,

crowd). The word also exists in the compound
ON. ahmige, alnnig-r (MSw. almoghe^ -mother,
Sw. allmoge, Da. ahmte), common people.
Evidence that the word existed in some other Teut. lang.

may possibly be afforded by Sp. muga landmark, pile (so

app. med.L. muga from Spain), which, however, some
scholars assert to be from Hasque ; and med.L. innginm hay
stack (one example from Italy dated 1334). The conjecture
that the first element in OHG., MHG. ww7*r/&quot;MouLUWARp

represents this word is very doubtful.]
In England now mainly dialectal ;

in the U. S. it seems to

be general.

1. A stack of hay, corn, beans, peas, etc.; also,
a heap of grain or hay in a barn. Cf. HAY-MOW.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hesscis) A loS Aceruus, muha. c 1000

/ELFRIC Exod. xxii. 6 ^if fyr b^crne mufcan o83e standende
aiceras. c 1050 I oc. in Wr.-WQlcker 348/6 Accruum, muwan.
c 1205 LAV. 29280, I ban eouesen he [sc. Jxi sparwen] grupen
swa hco duden in ben mu$en. a 1300 Cursor M. 6760 If
fire be kyndeld and ouertak Thoru feld, or corn, or mou, or
stak. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce iv. 117 He tuk a culter hat

glowand.That het wes in a fyre byrnand,..And heych vpon
a mow [it] did. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. iv. i. (1495)

77 As it faryth in a wete mough of whete. a 1400-50 Alex
ander 4434 pan as a Mare at a moghe }oure mawis je fill.

(&quot;1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 339 A mow off corn he biggit
thaim about. 1483 Cath. Angl, 245/2 A Mughe,&amp;lt;77 &amp;lt;;/w/c.r.

1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 25 For and it sweate not in the hey-
cockes it wyll sweate in the mowe. 1539 Knareshorough
Wills (Surtees) I. 58 The value of a mowghe of hay. 1573
IV.SSER Must . (1878) 131 In gouing at haruest, learne skil

fully how ech grame for to laie by it selfe on a mow. 1609
HOLLAND A mm. RIarcell. 220 The whole mow or stacke

being shaken was borne downe. 1718 RAMSAY Christs

Kirk Gr. in. xxi, But Lawrie he took out his nap Upon a
mow o pease. 1794 BILLINGSLF.Y Ag? ic, Snrv. Somerset
(1797) 310 It is very difficult to keep the mows on stadles
free from them [sc. rats and mice]. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.
Farm II. 264 To pile up the sheaves as they are brought
in into what are called mows, that ts, the sheaves are

placed
in rows. 1862 LONGF. Wayside /, Prel. 28 The

barns display . . their mows of hay. 1896 Daily News
19 Sept. 2/5 The stooks, locally called mows, present a
mass of green shoots.

2. A place in a barn where hay or corn is

heaped up.
1755 JOHNSON, Mo7t&amp;gt;, aloft or chamber where hay or corn

is laid up. 1856 G. HENDERSON Pop. Rhymes Berwick 0,1

They were engaged in carrying his corn from the stack in

the barn-yard to the mow in the barn. 1884 W. Sussex Gaz.

25 Sept., Good spacious barn, asphalte floor, and mow.

t3. A heap or pile; also, a heap of earth, a

mound, hillock. Obs.

1424 in Picton Vpool Mimic, Rec. (1881) I. 23 On a mow
within the said town we saw the said Sir Richard. 151?
DOUGLAS sEncis iv. ix. 69 Abufe the mowe the foirsaid bed
was maid. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Pkrascol. Gen. (1693) 899A mow or heap, stritcs,

4. attrib. and Comb. : mow-breast, -maker
^
-siJe

t

-stack, -yard \ mow-barton, a stackyard ; f mow-
floor, the floor of a barn in which hay or corn is

stored ; mow-heat, a disease of hay or corn caused

by overheating and fermenting in the mow ; mow-
staddle, the framework or stone upon which a
stack is built (Eng. Dial. Dict^\ mowstead, (a)
the place where the rick stands

; the stand or sup
ports which raise the rick from the ground ; (b} a

bay or division between the threshing-floor and the
end of the barn

; (c} a mass of hay or corn filling
such a bay.
1789 Trans. Soc. Arts

t etc. VII, 12 For [the] Fence of a
Maw-Barton on the same Farm. 1895 W. RAYMOND Try-

6henainLove\. 8 He looked upon..the cow-stalls and mow-
barton full of yellow stacks. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Sur-
tees) 75 Putte them into the hey-house, and lette them lye
att the *mowe-brest all night. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 424 Making chimneys, so tospealc, in the mow,
by putting barrels on the *mow floor and drawing them

of sea water. 1766 Chron. in Ann. Reg. IX. 117/2 Let the
*mow-maker be provided with a quantity of salt. 1863
MRS. WHITNEY Gayworthys I. 240 Wealthy tossed down
great trusses of hay to them from the *mowside. 1894
BLACKMORE Ptrtycross 368 *Mowstack and oak-wood, farm
house and abbey. 1*35-53 Rentalia Glaston. {Som. Rec.
Soc.) 140 Et debet habere *mugstathel et unum sedlep

MOW.
1 plenum de frumente. 1530 Will T, Tnbbe of R. Challow,

Berks
t
So that shoe have my parlor & the over-chambre

unto hir use w tl1 a *mowsted in the north ende of my barne.

1629 Inventory in Best** Farm. Bks. (Surtees,
1 no A piece

of a mewstead of wheate and maslin unthresht 61. 1833
LouDON Encycl. Archit. 889 Along the sides of the thresh

ing-floor are what are called mowsteads. 1869 BLACKMOKE
, L,orna D. xxxix, And here was our own *mowyard better

filled than we could remember.

How (mau, m0 o), sb2 Forms : 4 mouwe, 4-6
mowe, 5 mawe, 6 mew, 6-7 moe. PL 6 moues,
-is, mowis, 6-8 mows, 6-7 mowes, 6, 9 mous,
mowse. [a. OF. moe, moue mouth, lip, pout
(mod.F. moue pouting grimace), of obscure origin ;

or perh. a MDu. mouwe of the same meaning.
The MDu, word is prob. from OFr.; some, however, think

that it was the source, regarding it as a special use of ttwuwe
thick flesh (Mow $/&amp;gt;.*),

from which sense the senses thick

\ lip , pout are assumed to have been developed.
In England the word has little colloquial currency, and

the pronunciation is uncertain. The British Diets, give
(man), the recent U. S. Diets. (m#u ). In Scotland, where the
word is still in use, the sound is (mau).]
1. A grimace ; esp., a derisive grimace.
(-1325 / &amp;lt;&amp;gt;./$ Times Edu*. 7/348 in Pol. .$V^.r(Camden) 339

He makketh the a mouwe. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. Prol.

7 And when a wight is from hire whiel Ithrowe, Than
laugheth she and maketh hym be mowe. 1390 GOWER Conf.
11.32 Wherof bejaped with a mowe He goth. 0x400-50
Alexander 4728 pan stode bai glorand on his gome with

grisely mawis. c 1440 Promp.Parv. 346/1 Mowe, or skorne,
vangia, vel valgia. 1484 CAXTON Ciiriall 4 The man that
hath grete corage & vtrtuous mespriseth her lawhynges and

! mowes. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxiv. 15 Yee y very lame
;

come together agaynst me vnawarres, makynge mowes at

me, & ceas.se not. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo^s Civ. Conv. HI.

(1586) 170 [They] will not stick to make moes at their maister
behinde his back. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. vi. 41 Apes, and
Monkeys Twixt two such she s would chatter this way, and
Contemne with mowes the other. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc s Travt 333 One that we preserved alive was quite
amazed, and made us good laughing, with his mows and

i monkey faces. 1794 GODWIN Cat, Wttliamsfo By that devil

that, .made mows and mocking at his insufferable tortures.

1808 LAMB Let. to Manning 26 Feb., A sort of a frantic yell,
..with roaring sometimes, like bears, mows and mops like

apes. 1847 LYTTON L,ncretia n. vii, Bob grinned, made a
mow at Mr. Grabman, and scampered up the stairs.

b. In phrases mops and mows (see MOP sb$\
mocks and mows, mows and mocks*

1508 KENNEDIE Flytingvu. Dunbar 353 In to thy mowis
and mokis, It may be verifeit that thy wit is thin. 1602
FULBECKE ist Pt, Parall. 71 Things must be recompensed
with things... And wordes with wordes, and taunts with

mockes, and mowes. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen.

(1693) 898 Mocks and mows with the mouth, sanms.

2. Sc. t a. A jest. Obs.

1450 HOLLAND Howlat 831 The fulis fonde in the flet,

And mony mowis at mete On the flure maid. 1501 DOUGLAS
Pal. Hon. in. xlix, And Benytas of ane mussill maid ane aip,
With mony vther subtill mow and jaip. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) II. 375 Mony mow & knak. a 1578 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 198 Everie word was
ane mow that he spak.

b. The plural form is used (latterly without

consciousness of its grammatical character) with

the sense jest* (as opposed to earnest). Often

predicatively (quasi -&amp;lt;M^.), esp. in negative contexts,
= *(no) laughing matter ,* (not) to be trifled with*.

1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 71, I maid it bot in mowis.

1728 RAMSAY A rchers divertingthemselves 1 56 Or in earnest,
or in mows, lie still successful. 1877 G. MACDONALD Mrq.
Lossie Ivii, Juist tak tent the morn wn.it ye say whan Jean s

i the room, .for she s no mowse. 1888 BAKRIE Aitld Licht

Idylls xii, Its not mous to be out at such a time.

Mow, $4.3 dial. East Anglian var. of MAW sb. * t

a gull.
c 1440 Promp. Pan . 346/1 Mowe, byrd, or semewe. a 1490
BOTONER /tin. (1778) in Et ibi nidificant aves vocatac

ganettys, gullys,
see mowys, et caeterse aves marinae. 1893

BroadNorfolk(&. Cozens-Hardy) 49 Mow, Gull (in general).

tMow, $b Sc. Obs. [App. a var. of moll,
MULL sb.1} Dust, mould.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. vni. (Preach. Swallow) jcliii,

Like to the mow before the face of wind Quhiskis away, and
makis wratchis blind. 1535 STEWART Cron, Scot. (Rolls) II.

79 For-quhy that wall wes nocht biggit with lyme, Bot with

dry mow that wes of lytill effect.

tMow, sb.s Obs. rare 1
, [a. MDu. mouwe =

mod.G. matte.&quot;} Fleshy part, muscle.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon vii. 173 Mawgys..cam

to bayarde, and bounde hym the mowes of the feet* there

wyth all well streyghte.

Mow (m0 u
),

v.1 Forms: 1-2 mawan, 2-4

mowen, 3 meowen, mewen, mouin, 3-8 mowe,
5-9 dial. maw(e, 7 mough, 6- mow. Pa. t, 5, 8

(9 dial.) mew(e, 8- mowed. Pa. pple. \ mawen,
5 mowe, 5-7 mowen, 6 mowne, 8 Sc. mawn, 6-

mowed, 7- mown. [A Com. WGer. (orig. re

duplicating) verb : OE. mdwan (pa. t. *mfow, pa.

pple. mdwen} ;
in the other langs. conjugated

weak: OFris. meet, MLG. meien t MDu. maeien

(Du. maaieri), OHG. maen (MHG. msejen, mod.G.

maheri} ; from LG. are Sw. me/a, Da. mcie. The

root, OTeut. */#-, pre-Teut. *Wt
7
-, occurs in MEAD,

MEADOW, and in Gr. d/m? to reap; an extended

form is found in L. met-Vre to reap.



MOW.
The pa. t. is now always wowed \ in the pa. pple. the str.

and wk. forms are both current.]

1. trans. To cut down (grass, corn, etc.) with a

scythe, or (in recent use) with a machine that

operates like a scythe. Also with away, down.
17900 tr. B&da s Hist. i. i. (1890) 28 pser UBoIx mann for

wintres cyle on sumera he^ ne mawe|j. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 5253 pe gode knifes leye adoun as gras ^-at me

do\&amp;gt;

mowe. 14.. Child. Jesus 26 in Horstni.yf//f/. /.*.( 1878)
in pen men hyre corne repyd & mew. c 1462-3 Pol. Poeins

(Rolls) II. 269 Withe wedys, whiche must he mowen doune
plaync. c 1482 in Cal. Proc. Chane. Q. Eiiz. (1830) 1 1. Pref.

69 Alianore. .mewe down his corn growyng grene on the
felcie. 1530 PALSGR. 641/1, I mowe with a xyih^jtfaucke.
Wyll you mowe this corne or shere it? 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \.

in. 39 Like to a Haruest man, that task d to mowe Or all, or
loose his hyre. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 371
They mowed green corn, to give the blades to horses. 1668
DRYUEN Even. Love i. ii. Our love here is like our grass, if

it be not mowed quickly tis burnt up. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to

Stella 13 May, The hayof our town is almost fit to be mowed.
1847 MARKYAT Childr. N. forest v, It was time to mow down
grass to make into hay for the winter. 1875 Encycl. lirit. I.

323/1 It can . .be kept going six teen hoursaday. and will easily
mow from 16 to 18 acres of seeds or meadow in that time.

b. In figurative context. Now rare.

t Formerly used (instead of reap} antithetically with sow.
c 1250 Prov. SElfrcd 83 in O. E. Misc. 106 Hwych so

|&amp;gt;e

mon sowe^ Al swuch he schal mowe. 1390 COWER Conf. I .

239 For Supplant with his slyhe cast Fulofte happneth for-

to mowe Thing which an other man hath sowe. 1549
COVERDALE, etc. Erastti. Par. Gal. 20 Suche seede as euery
man soweth, suche shal he mowe. 16*8 WITHER Brit. AV-
iiteiiib, in. 67 And I mow Oft times with mirth, what I in

teares did sow. 1690 W. WALKER Idiotnat. Anglo-Lat. 305
What you sow so that you must mow.

c. transf. and fig. To cut (pjft down, etc.) with
a sweeping stroke like that of a scythe; to destroy
or kill indiscriminately or in great numbers. Now
rare exc. with down

y
in reference to slaughter in

battle by cannon-shot or fusillade.

1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. cl. (1869) 135 It is thilke
that moweth the lyfe and the gost out of the bodi. 1513
DOUGLAS &nets x. ix. 10 Than, as wod lyoun, ruschyt he
in the fycht, And all quham hearekis net-rest hand Without
reskew dovn mawis with his brand. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I

7
/,

v. vii. 4 What valiant Foe-men, like to Autumnes Corne.
Haue we mow d downe in tops of all their pride ? 1609 Ii.

TONSON Sit. Worn. iv. v, Hee has got some-bodies old two-

hand-sword, to mow you off at the knees. 1625 BACON Ess.
t

Seditions (Arb.) 405 The Population of a Kingdome (espe
cially if it be not mowen downe by warrs). 1697 DKVDEN
JEneidyi. 775 He. .Mows offhis Head. 1720 POPE lliadxx.,

406 Tis not in me, tho* favour d by the Sky, To mow whole

Troops, and make whole Armies fly. 1836 ALISON Hist.

Europe (1849-50) VII. xlii. 38. 120 The Imperial had seen

500 of its bravest sailors mowed down by the irresistible fire

of the English vessels. 1884 Manch. Exam. 21 Mar. 5/1
The rifle mowed them down as they approached till not
more than a score lived to reach the lines.

2. To cut down the produce of (a field, etc.) with
a scythe or (in recent use) with a mowing machine.
In early use always with the etymologically related mead)

mtadow. as cognate object.
t 893 K.. /ELFRED Oros. \\. viii. 2 &elice & mon maed mawe.

c 1205 LAY. 1942 Cornes heo seowen medewen heo meowen.
c 1425 [see MASTERY 3b]. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 25 Whan
thy medowes be mowed, they [etc.], a 1550 Treat. Galaunt
145 in Hazl.j?. P. P. III. i57Theflorysshynge medeofour
welth wehauebegontomawe. i&amp;lt;5o4DEKKER//&amp;lt;? .y//F,4.Wks.

1873 II. 103 Are not the fields mowen and cut downe? 1664
EVELYN Kal. /fort. Apr. 65 Mow Carpet-walks. 1788 BURNS
Bonie Moor-Hen i, The heather was blooming, the meadows
were mawn. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 354 As some
labourer . . Under a flaming sun, mows fields ripe-yellow m
harvest. 1900 MRS. GLYN Visits Eliz. (1906) 65 He looks as

quiet and respectable as the pony that mows the lawn.

^fig- 1711 in iot/1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Connn. App. v. 153
The Irish foot.. were moweing the field of honour.

b. transf. in jocular use : To shave.
1650 BuLWER^MMr(7/(?;/. Pref., Here the luxuriant Chin
uite down is mown. 1719 D URFEY Pills I. 229 My Holi
ay Cloaths on, and face newly Mow d. 1833 J. HOLLAND
Mannf. Metal II. 27 So , said one of the metropolitan
journalists, we may one day mow our beards with a relic

of old London Bridge . a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 99
He. .mows his beard en militaire.

3. absol. To cut down grass, corn, etc., with a

scythe, or (in recent use) with a mowing machine.
&amp;lt;zixoo Gere/a in Anglia (1886) IX. 261 In Agusto and

Septembri and Octobri mawan. lypAyenb. 214 Huo banne

q
d

. .

ssolde erye and zawe ripe and mawe. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb.
22 In the later ende of lune is tyme to begyn to mowe.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. viii. 2 Like an ill Mower, that
mowes on still, and neuer whets his Syth. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl.
to Stella 19 May, About our town we are mowing already
and making hay. 1772 C. ROBINSON Let. to J. Grimston 19
July in Grimston Papers ^ My mowers the other day mewover
a partridge nest with sixteen eggs. 1785 BURNS Death fy Dr.
Hornbook viii, Friend ! hae ye been mawin, When ither

folk are busy sawin ? 1863 A. H. CHARTERIS Jos. Robertson
iit. 48 Saying, he was going to mow.

b. in figurative context. (Cf. I b.)
XX75 Lamb. Horn. 131 pe Se saweS on blescunge he seal

mawenof blescunge. ci2OO Trin. Coll. Horn. 147 Hie hiden

wepende and sewende, and shule cumen mid hlisse and
mowen. 1633 BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 144 He, there

fore, that spends his whole time in recreation, is ever whet
ting, never mowing. 1655 WALLER Panegyric to Ld. Pro*
tector 63 Ours is the Harvest where the Indians mowe.

c. transf. To sweep down men in battle. Hence
trans, with cognate obj., to make (one s way, a

passage) by
(

mowing .

&quot;1300 Havelok 1852 But thannc bignn he for to mowe
With the barre, and let hem shewe, Hw he cowthe sore
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smite. 1678 DRYDEN Allfor Love \, i, Mow em out a Pas-

sage, And, entring where the foremost Squadrons yield,

Begin the noble Harvest of the Field. 1757 GRAY Bard%f&amp;gt;

Long years of havock. .thro the kindred squadrons mow
their way.
3XCow (mau), z&amp;gt;.~ Now dial, (see E.D.D.). Also

4, 7 mowe, 5 moweye, mughe, 7 mough, moow.
[f. Mow sb. ] trans. To put in mows. Also with tip.

1393 LANGL. A/Y. C. vi. 14 (MS. Vespasian B. xvi.) Canst
bow. . Mowe ober mouwen [MS. Phillipfs 8231 mowen, MS.
Camb. Uuiv, Libr. muwe] ojjer make bond for sheues.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 565/17 Archonizo^ to moweye.
1483 Cath. A ngl. 245/2 To mughe hay, arcftoinare, archoni-
zere. 1609 HOLLAND Ainm. MarcelL xxm. ii, 220 In this

maner in those countries such kinds o*&quot; farage are mowed up.
1620 MARKHAM Farew. //$/;. xii. 80 How to Stacke or Moow
your Corne without the dores. 1764 Museitm Rust. II.

xxxiii. 107 Let them be thrown promiscuously into the bay
of the barn, and not regularly mowed.

Mow (man, m0u), z&amp;gt;.3 Also 5-6, 9 mowe, 6

moo, mowgh, 7, 9 moe. [f. Mow sb^\
1. intr. To make mouths or grimaces.
ci43o LYDG. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 255 To skofle and

mowelyk a wantoun ape. 1522 World $ Child ( Roxb.) A iij,

I can mowe on a man And make a lesynge well I can. 1589
R. HAKVEY / /. /

ivy. (1590) ii He spide a lacke an apes, in
a gaie cote, sit mooing on a Marchants bulke, 1610 SUAKS.
Temp. it. ii. 9 Sometime like Apes, that moe and chatter at

me, And after bite me. 1647 TRAIT Comm. Hcb. xi. 36 So
they mowed at David, mocked at Isaiah . .jeared our Saviour.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Iviii, A noise like that of a ba
boon when he mows and chatters. 1819 SHKLLKV Peter Beit

3n/vi. xx, With Flibbertigibbet. imp of pride, Mocking and
mowing by his side. 1855 J. H. NEWMAN Callista (1890)
264 An animal of some wonderful species, .proceeded to

creep and crawl, moeing and twisting as it went. 1884
W. C, SMITH Kildrostan 45 Every streak of mis. t.. Pointed
and mowed and mocked and laughed at him.

t 2. Sc. a. intr. To jest. b. trans. To deride,
mock. Obs.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arars (S.T.S.) 2o3 He did bot

scornyt the merchand, and mowit the lettres of the ktngis.
1529 LYNDESAY Com^l, 246 Quod the tlirid man ; thow dois
bot mow. 1596 IXu.KYMi LE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. (S.T.S-)
v. 268 The king mowit verie oft with him.

t Mow, z .
4 Also 7 mowe. [Echoic.]

= Moo v.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 4 Brute and wilde beasts,
which hardly are parted from their companie, . .but still they
lowe and mowe after them. 1641 J. JACKSON Trite A rw&amp;gt;/s .

T. ii. 112 S. Luke..an Oxe indeed, . .that he did mow and
low the Gospel abroad over all the world.

Hence Mowing- vbL sb. Also Mower, a cow.
1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) i6a/i The mowynge or lowynge

of beastes, inugitus, 1578 BEST in HakluyFs Voy. (1600)
III. 63 Making great noise, with cries like the mowing of
Buls. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew

t Alower, a Cow.

Mow, obs. form of MAY &.1

Mowable (mJu-ab l), a. Also 7 moable. [f.

Mow z&amp;gt;.l + -ABLE.] That can be mown ; capable
of growing grass for hay.
1607 NOKDKN Surv. Dial.v. 196 Because we speake of up

land meddowes, we will accept all mowable grounds in that
sence. 1793 WASHINGTON Let. 12 Dec., Writ. 1891 XII. 364
For every acre of ploughable and mowable ground.
Mowah, Mowar(e : see MAHWA, MOWEII.
Mowburn (mJu-bwn), v. [Back-formation

from MOWBUHNT.] intr. Of hay, corn, etc. : To
heat and ferment through being stacked too green.
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) 1. 134 Be careful not to house

it green, lest it mow-burn. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 266/2 The
buyer has also to judge if it has been heated or mow-burnt 1

,

while lying in the field after being cut, or in the stack.

Hence Mowburn sb.j the process of becoming
mowburnt; = mowheat (Mow sbJ- 4).
1764 Museum Rust. II. Ixxv. 251 Your correspondent s

method seems to threaten that dreadful malady, mow-burn.

Mowburnt (mtfu bzunt), a. [f. Mow sb.^ +
BURNT ///. a.] Of hay, corn, etc. : Spoilt by be

coming overheated in the mow.
1548 Act 2

&amp;lt;$ 3 Edw. VI, c. 10 2 Any Malte . . beinge made
of mowburnte or spired Barley. 1641 BKST Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) 54 To lye such barley aside for seede as is..

moweburnt. 1764 Museum Rust. II. ixxi. 234 The hay
stacked in this damp state is always mow-burnt. 1900 Daily
News 23 May 9/1 The greater part was good, but there was
a mixture of bad mowburnt (overheated in the rick).

Mowchatowe, obs. form of MUSTACHIO.
Mowche, obs. form of MOOCH v.

Mowcht, mowcte, obs. pa. t. of MAY e;.
1

Mowdie, -y, var. forms of MOUDIE.
Mowd(i)ewart, -wort, etc. : see MOULDWARP.
t Mowe. Obs. Forms: i mdse, 2-3 ma^e,

3 mawe, rnohe, mouie, mo^e, mowe, 4 mau,
4-5^mow. [OE. mage (also mxge) : OTeut. type
*m&gdn~ ;

the corresponding fern, to mseg MAY j.-]A female relative, kinswoman ; esp. by marriage,
as an aunt, niece, sister-in-law.

Beowulf \yji Grendles ma^an gang, cizop Trin. Coll.
Horn. 125 Seinte marie.. com to hire 01056 Seinte elizabet.
( 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1651 He was hire mouies sune. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 6458 Sup)?e he made

J&amp;gt;e
ober pat net edward

spousi be emperours mowe. a 1300 Cursor M. 2807 Has bou
her

, Jai said,
* ani man, Sun or doghter, mik or mau . c 1440

Prottip.Parv.ns/? Mow,husbondyssyster,or wyfyssystyr,
or syster in lawe.

Mowe, obs. f. MAY v.i
t
MEW s6. 2

, MOVE v.t Mow.
Moweare, obs. form of MOWER!.
Mowed (nu&amp;gt;ud), pplt a. rare. [f. Mow

-Ei)i.] = MOWN ppl.a.

MOWING,
1659 HAMMOND On /V Ixxii. 6 Like lain upon the mowed

grass. 1859 P. litAToN Jews in the East II. vii. 261 Fields
of mowed corn.

t Mo wel. Obs. [?repr.OE.*{,/, a. L.ww,jj7.]
The mullet.

ri47S 1 ict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 765/1 Hie HiHgitiis, a
mowet
Mowen, obs. f. M.vvi;. 1

; obs. pa. pple.ofMoww.l
Mowence, variant of MuANCE.
Mower (mou-aj). Also 5 moware, -eare,

-eer, -ere, 6 mowyer. [f. Mow z&amp;gt;.l + -ER!.
With regard to the form inonyt-r, see -IEK.]

1. One who cuts grass, etc., with a scythe.
c 1440 Proni/&amp;gt;. Pan . 345/2 Moware wythe a sythe^fa&rt/tfr,

ttrctclliis. 1573 TUSSF.H llitsb. (1878) 120 Set mowers a mow
ing, where meaduu- is growne. 1632 MILTON L Allegro 66
The Mower whets his sithe. 1727 in 6f/i

Ke/&amp;gt;. Dep. A/;.
App. II. 118 The Office of Keeper of Ilushy Park. .and of
Paler and Muwer of the IJrakes thereof. 1866 M. AKNOI.H
J hyrsis xiii, Wheieare the mowers, ufio.. Stood wilh sus-

pended scythe to see us pass?
b. I rov. phrase. No meatfor mowers : unsuit

able to, or unobtainable by, people of low decree.
1542 UDALI. Erasiti.Afiepli. 342 Lais an harlot of Corinthe

of excellent beautie, but so dere & costely that she was no
morsell for mowyers. 1552 LATIMI;|{ S. rj/t., Scptnag. (1584)

322 b, Therefore it [sc. this parable] may well be called hard
meate, not meate for mowers nor ignorant people. 1581
MUI.CASTKU rosiiwns xxxviii. (1887) 179 To hope for hie

manages, is good meat, but not for mowers.
c. Mower s mite, the Lcptus auluinnalis.

1891 in Syd. Soc. Lc.v.

2. A mowing machine.
1852 in Kiitycl. Ilrit. (1853) II. 279/1 Mowers and reapers

must become as indispensable, .as hurse-rakes, ploughs and
thrashing machines. 1903 Motor. Ann. 245 This machine is

designed to draw mowers and reapers in the field.

tMo Wer -. 06s. Also 5 moware, 6 mowar.
[f. Mow v. S + -EH

.] One who makes mouths; a

jester, a mocker.
c 1440 Proinp. Pa&amp;gt;~u. 345/2 Moware, or niakere of a mowe*

. .valgiator. 1500-20 ULNUAR Poems Ixxxii. 34 Think }e
nocht schame, To hold sic moweris on the moune. 1501
l)oii;i.AS Pal. //c. 11. Ii, Juuenall like ane mowar h&quot;im

allone, Stude scornand euerie man as thay 3eid by. 1530
[ AI.SI;!;. 246/2 Mower skorner, inocqiieV} ,

Mower ;;
: see Mow v.

Mowest, Moweye, obs. ff. MOIST a., Mow v?
Mowgh, obs. form of Mow s6. 1

,
Mow v.3

Mowghe, obs. form of MAY v. 1
, Mow sdl

Mowght.e, Mowhair, obs. ff. MOTH, MOIIAII:.

Mowhake, -hawke, obs. forms of MOHAWK.

MpwingCnitfu irj),^/.^.
1

[f. Mo\vzi.l + -ixul.]
1. The action of Mow v.\

1494 Nottingham Rec. III. 278 Paid for mowyng and
teddyng. 1575 Stanford Clutrclr^ . Ace. in Antii/uary
XVII. 171 It. for nioyng and kockyng of an acre of pnlsse.
1858 GLENNY Card. Evcry-day Bk. Dec. 283/2 Mowing
must not be neglected where you have to keep the grass
in good order.

D. concr. The quantity of grass cut at one time
;

also //. grass removed by mowing.
1764 Ann. Reg. 48, I sold the first, second, third, and fourth

mowings at a shilling per rod. 1802 W. FOKSYTH Fruit
Trees xxv. (1824) 349 You must lay some short grass mowings
..at the bottoms of the large baskets.

2. U.S. Land on which grass is grown for hay.
1786 Jfeiu. Amer. Acad. Sci. (1793) II. 120 This extent

contains.. as fine ploughland and luxuriant pasture and
mowing, as I had before seen. 1788 [see ORCHARDING 2].

1869 MRS. STO\VE Old Town Folks iv. (1870) 33 And be off

lying in the mowing, like a partridge, when they come after ye.
3. at lril&amp;gt;. and Comb., as mowing-crop, ground,

-machine, meadow ; mowing grass, grass reserved
for mowing ; mowing-machine bird, the grass

hopper warbler, Locustella nxvia.
1766 Museum Rust. VI. 30 Burnet will rarely make a

*mowing-crop the first year. 1773 Ann. Keg: 112 A horse
had got into his &quot;mowing-grass. 1884 JEFFERIES Life of
Fields 50 Only a few [bees] go down to the mowing grass.
1636 in ist Cent. Hist. Sfringfield, Mass. (1898) I. 158 Less
than three acres of *mowinge ground. iSsoOclLViK, *Mow-
ing-machine. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story viii, The mowing
machine would be used in the timothy fields. 1887 A. C.
SMITH Birds \Viltsli. 154 [The Grasshopper Warbler) is

. .known as the *mowing-machine bird
,
in allusion to its

remarkable note. 1799 WASHINGTON li rit. (1893) XIV. 231,
I am not sanguine enough to expect that it will make good
*mowing meadow.

Mowing (mau-irj), vbl. sb.1
[f. Mow v.2 +

-ING i.l The process of placing in a mow.
1572 rfCLOF.T (ed. Higins), Mowghing or heaping, acerua-

tio. 1828-32 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

Mowing (mau-, nwu irj), vM. s/i.3 [f. Mow v.3

+
-lN&amp;lt;ji.]

The action of making grimaces; an
instance of this ; also, derision.

1382 WvcLiF/Awa vii. 16 This the mowyng, or scornynge,
of hem in the lond of Egypt. ^1430 Stans Piterad Mcnsain.
29 in Babces Bk. 278 Grennynge & mowynge at bi table
eschewe. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. I. (Arb.) 54 If som Smith,
feild Ruffian take up.. som new mowing with the mouth.
1607 TorSELL Fonr-f. Beasts 7 Because of their marueilous
and diuers mowings, mouings, voices, and gestures. 1833 M.
SCOTT Tom Cringle xi. (i 842) 248 He skipped up to us .. with
sundry moppings and mowings. 1881 [see MOPHNG vU. so. ].

t Mowing, vbl.sb. 4 Obs. [f.m&amp;lt;nve(seeMA-sv.i)
+ -ING 1

.] Ability.
CI374 CHAUCER Boetk. iv. pr. iv. 99 (Camb. MS.) The
Mowynge of shrewes [orig. malontm fotestas] which Mow
ynge the semyth to ben vnworthy nis no mowynge.
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MOWING.

Mowing, vbl. sb. : see Mow v.*-

Mowing (matrirj, mou
irj), ///. a. [f.

Mow z&amp;gt;.

3

+ -ING J
.] Grimacing ; mocking, derisive.

a 1518 SKELTON Magityf. 2124 To mockynge, to mowynge,
to lyke a iackenapes. 1532 MORE Coiifut. Tindale Wks.

358/1 And then should stande vp and preache vppon a stoole

and make a mowyng sermon. 1858 S. WILBEREORCE Let. in

R. G. Wilberforce Life (1881) II. xi. 394 To get rid of the

nauseous Romanizing peculiarities of these mowing apes.

Mowkisin, obs. form of MOCCASIN.

Mowl, v. rare~ l
. In phr. mope and mowl, substi

tuted by Carlyle for mop and mow : see Mow v?

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. iv, With these it is a hollow

phantasmagory, where like mimes they mope and mowl.

Mowl(e, variant forms of MOOL sb. dial.

Mowla, Mowld, obs. ff. MULLAH, MOULD.

Mowl(l)e, variant forms of MULE, chilblain.

Mowlewarp(e, obs. forms of MOULDWARP.

Mown (mJun), ///. a. [pa. pple. of Mow v.i]

Cut down with a scythe or mowing-machine. See

also NEW-MOWN.
c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cii. 14 BeoS mannes daxas mawenum

he-;e antiwar anlice. 1611 BIBLE ft. Ixxii. 6 He shall come

down like rain upon the mown grass. 1844 STEPHENS Bk.

Far:/! III. 1068 A mown stook does not look so well as a

reaped one. 1906 Edin. Rev. Apr. 386 Untrodden stretches

of mown grass.

Mown ^e, obs. forms of MAY v.1

Mowntan, obs. form of MOUNTAIN.

Mowntance, -ans, obs. ff. MOUNTANCE.

Mowr, variant form of MAUR Obs., ant.

Mowra, variant of MAHWA.
1866 Treas. Bo!., Mowra, a kind of arrack obtained from

Bassia tali/alia. 1895 MRS. B. M. CROKER Village Tales

(1896) 177 Drink drink, from the fatal mowra-tree.

Mowre, var. MAUR Obs.; obs. form of MOOR sb?

Mows, obs. f. MEUSE, MOUSE; obs. pi.
Mow sb?

Mowsare, obs. form of MOUSER.

Mowse, obs. f. MEWS, MOUSE ;
obs. pi. Mow sb?

Mowssale, obs. form of MUZZLE v.

Mowsle, variant of MOUSLE v.

\ Mowsome, a. Sc. Obs. In 6 mowsura,
mousum. [f. Mow sb? + -SOME.] Jocular.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. v. (S.T.S.) 268 This

Jhone, quha naturalie was iocund, Jellie, and mowsum.
Ibid., His honest, wittie, mousum, and mirrie conctitis.

Mowss ve, Mowster, obs. ff. MOUSE, MUSTER.

Mowster de vylers : see MusTER-DEVILLERS.
Mowstre, obs. form of MUSTEK sb.

t Mowsy, a. Obs. [Cf. mosey (tnoisy, mousy,

etc.) mouldy, rotten, over-ripe in E.D.D., and F.

moisi mouldy.] ? Mouldy (in quot._/7y.).

1581 J. BELL Haddon s Answ. Osor. 211 b, This mowsy
and drossy chaffe long sithence bloune abroad in y eyes of

Augustine by the Pelagianes.

Mowsyn, Mowt(e, obs. ff. MUSE v., MOULT v.

Mowte, Mowter, obs. ff. MOTE i/.i, MULTURE.

Mowth.
(m&amp;lt;?J&amp;gt;). [app. a refashioning of MATH

after Mow v.] A mowing, MATH.
1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 175 Later-mow th, the

after-mowth, now call d Math. 1817 V. THOMAS Papers
(Bodl. MS. Top. Oxon b. 19) If. 174 A man s Mowth is

reckoned at a Statute Acre. 1886 Schedule to Conveyance
Oct.,The first mowthof an allotment in Burcott Revel Mead.

Mowth, obs. pa. t. of MAY z/.l

Mowthad, variant of MOULDWARP.
Mowthe, mow3he, obs. forms of MOTH.
t Mowyer 1

. Obs. Also 5 mugher, muwyer.
[f.
Mow v? : see -1ER.] One who puts hay in mows.

14. . Voc. in \Vr.-Wiilcker 565/18 Archonistiis, a mowyer.
Ibid. 577/2 Cnmulariiis, a muwyer. 1483 Cath. Angl. 245/2
A Mugher of hay, archonizator.

Mowyer -
(nwu-yaj). U. S. The long-billed

or sickle-billed curlew, Numenius longirostris.
1888 in TRUMBULL Names Birds 198.

Mowyer, obs. form of MOWER .

Moxa (m(?-ksa). [a. Jap. mokusa (phonetically
mp ksa), contracted from mot kusa burning herb.]
1. The downy covering of the dried leaves of

Artemisia moxa
; esp. as prepared in the form of

a cone or cylinder for burning on the skin as a
counter-irritant for gout, etc. Also, the plant itself.

1677 Phil. Trans. XII. 904 He did me the favour to shew
me some of that Moxa, which by burning it upon any gouty
part removeth the Gout. 1693 tr. BlancarcCs Phys. Diet.

(ed. 2), Moxa, a certain Down growing upon the lower part
of the Leaves of Mugwort ; it comes from Japan and China.

1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 214 The Artery will
shrink by any sort of Burning such as is made with Moxa,
or hot Irons. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 51 The
burning of a little cone of moxa behind the ear.

2. Any substance used like moxa for burning on
the skin.

&quot;833 Cycl. Pract. Med. I. 492/1 The material generally
employed in Europe for moxas is cotton, rendered downy by
carding, and made into a roll an inch long, and from half
an inch to two inches in diameter. 1846 BRITTAN ti. Mat-
gaignes Man. Oper. Surf. 63 A small pad was made with
spider s web, and placed on the corn ; it was then lighted,
and left to burn as a moxa. 1877 tr. von Ziemssen s Cycl.
Med. VII. 227 Mustard plasters, blisters, the actual cautery,
the moxa &c. to the epigastrium, have sometimes given relief.

Hence Moxibu stion [irreg. after COMBUSTION
;

cf. F. moxibustion (Littre 1885), cauterization by
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means of a moxa (Dunglison i833-5?) ; II
Moxo-

cau sis [mod.L., f. Gr. KaCffis burning] = prec.

(Sytf. SM. Lex. 1891).

tMoy, -i*- 1 Ol&amp;gt;s. Also 6 moye. [Assumed

sing, form of MOYSE, taken as pi.] Only in apple

may APPLE-MOSE.

boiled Apples sweetened and put by ready for Use.

t Moy, st.* Sc. 06s. [app. a. F. muid (OF.

tind} bushel : L. medium (-its).
Cf. MuiD.J

A measure used for salt
;

I a bushel.

1535 Aberdeen Reg. XVI. 693 (Jam.) Twenty twa moys of

gryt salt. 1538 Ittd., Ane moy of salt.

[Moy, st.&quot; An imaginary name of a coin,

evolved by Ancient Pistol from a misunderstand

ing of the Fr. moy (me) in his prisoner s speech.
It seems unnecessary to suppose that there is an allusion

Donee s suggestion, that the wordjs the F. mui

thou me so ? is that a Tonne of Moyes?]

Jffoy (moi), a. Sc. and north. Mild, gentle;

demure. Also, affected in manners, prim.

14.. Hr&amp;lt;vGd. Wife taught Dau. 20 Suet and hamly, sem-

pill and coy, Vith fenjeit fair nocht mak our moy. 1500-10
DUNBAE Poems xliii. n Richt myld and moy. 1721 KEI.LV

Scot. Prov. 31 A bit butt, and bit bend, make a moy Maiden

at the board end. 1853 ROBINSON WhMy Gloss., Moy, de

mure, close or unsocial.

Hence Moyly adv., gently, demurely.
1529 LYNDESAY Compl. 333 Geue thay can . . mollet moylie

on ane Mule. 111585 MONTGOMERIE Cherric 4- Sloe in
So moylie and coylie He lukit like ane sant.

|| Moya (mo-ya). Geol. [?S. American Sp.] A
name for volcanic mud.

1830 LVEI.L Princ. Geol. I. 410 Streams of water and fetid

mud, called moya , poured out, overflowing and wasting

everything. 1884 I.fisnre Hour Apr. 246/7 _A substance

called moya, composed of augite, carbon, and infusoria.

Moyan(n(e, variant forms of MOYEN.

tMoyce. Eccl. Obs. Also 6 moseye, moyse.

[? Corrupt var. of MORSE s/i.^ (Cf. moose in qnot.

1489-90 s.v.)] ? = MOUSE si .
1

CI550 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees)3ll Moyses.
A riche Moseye of goulde with ruby in the middest. Another

with the image of our Ladye. . . Two ould Moyses. 1889 J.

RAINE Hist. Hemingbonugll 77 Gisburgh s will is dated..

1479. ..He gave to the minster a green cope of tissue with

an eagle standing upon a book on the moyce.

Moyd, obs. f. MOOD rf.i Moye : see MOY so. 1

Moyeil (moi-en), rf.1 After I5th c. only Sc.

Forms : 5 moene, 5-6 moyane, -ene, moyne, 5,

7 moien, 5-9 moyan, 6 moyanue, myane, //.

raoyance, 7 moyand, 8 moyean, 5- moyen.

[a. OF. moicn (mod.F. moyen), subst. use of moien

(inoyeii), later form of meicti adj., middle : see

MEAN a.- Cf. MEAN sb?]

fl. A middle condition orquality; =MEAN^.-i.
1484 CAXTOS Chivalry 86 Yf there were no vertue bytwene

the ouer grete and ouer lytyl there shold be no moyen.

f2. Something interposed or intervening;
MEAN sb2 6. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 24 b/i Syth the pryncypal angellis
ben nyghe to god, and ben without moyen enlumyned of god.

t 3. A mediator. = MEAN sb? 9, 9 c. Obs.

455 Rolls a/ Farll. V. 286/1 Request made unto you.,
to be moyen unto the Kynges Hignnesse to ordeyne and
name a persone. 1458 Paslon Lett. I. 421 To bee my good
and tendre moyen. .unto the Kinges goode grace, for th ex

cuse of my nown comyng. 1483 CAXTON Gold, Leg. 279 b/i

Thenne late us praye unto this hooly Saynt Saynt lohan

baptist to be a moyen bytwene god and us.

1 4. A means, agency. = MEAN sb.- 10. Obs.

To make moyenis : to take steps, use efforts. Tofind (the)

tnoycn(s : to find out a way, contrive. Cf. MEAN J/ .
3 10 d.

1440 in Wars Eng. in France (1864) II. 444 Youre partie
aduerse and the saide due might not godely haue founden
the moyens and the weyes to haue communed to geder.
a 1470 TIPTOFT Tulle on Friendsh. (Caxton 1481) bj, That the

said feblenesse sholde be the moyen to attain to that which

they desire in friendship. 1502 in Lett. Rick. Ill
&amp;lt;$

Ifen.

i Vll (Rolls) II. 112 We nave made suche secrete mpynes
as

we can to knowe howe the exchaunge of the said 1. M.
crownes myght be made. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi.

117 The moyane for till find, How that yai tnicht eschew

ye quene. 1581 HAMILTON Catk. Traictise 20 Thir sort of

men not onlie be sic moyens drauis sindrie to thair faction,

but also [etc.].

fb. Means, resources. =MEANrf.2 12. Also//.
1580 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1 1 1. 316 Personis . . that hes

the moyen to leif on thair awin. 1591 ABP. ADAMSON Ke.
cant. (1598) Bjb, I-.beseekis zou to make intercessionne. .

to the King, that 1 may naif sum moyance to Hue. 1593
Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 84 To have sufficient rent of thair

awin, or some honest moyen, Industrie, craft or occupatioun.
to leive on. 1609 HUME Admonit. in Wodrow Soc. Misc.

(1844) 587 Thei who have best moyen to remane, perhappis
werie first. 1617 J. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt.

&amp;lt;r
Times yas. /

(1848) II. 7 The greatest part of the prime Scots, .make no

great haste homeward, which perhaps maybe for want of

moyens, as they call it, to carry them along.

5. Mediation, intercession ;
exercise of influence

MOYENANT.
to bring about something, instigations influence

used on behalf of another, interest, t Moyen of

(or at] court : court influence. To make moyen{s,
to intercede, make interest, negotiate {with}, make
overtures. = MEAN sb? 13 a.

1454 Paston Lett. I. 309 And that ye lyke seke a moyen
of such frendys as ye can best avyse and may verrayly trust

uppon to gyde thys mater. 15.. in Cochran-Patrick Rec.

Coinage Scott. (1876) I. 98 Ane Inglischmane. .vpon^fair
promisis be moyen of cowrte was appointed maister Com-

yeour. 1581 Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 42 Thair be moyanne
of court, sinister and wrang informatioun, hes purchest ane

gift and preuilege of our said Souerane Lord. 1583 Leg. Bp.
St.Androis 800 With Monsier then he moyen maid. 1610

SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 347 The Master of Gray had

made moyen for Mr. Archibald. 1636 RUTHEKFOKD Lett.

(1862) I. lix. 160 We are using our weak moyen and ciedit

for you up at our own court. 1649 HP. GUTHRY Mem. (1702)

14 King Charles .. preferr d Men by Moyen at Court. 111651

CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1678) 243 By moyen he [Bothwcll]

got presence of the King in the garden. 1706 A. SHIELDS

CA. Commun. (1747) 62 The Priesthood was acquired and

kept by Moyen. 1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843) ll._22i,
I hear

he has been at London making moyen and friends to be

made Principal of the Old Town College. 1721 KELLY Scot.

1 rov. 243 Moyen does mickle but Money does more. 1777

J. LOVE in Mem. (1857) I. 330 Little improving of the moyen
which I have through Christ in heaven. 1:1820 G. BEATTIE

John o A rnha (1826) 17 When Charlie Stuart, the vile Pre

tender, Made moyen to be our Faith s Defender. 1871 W.
ALEXANDER Johnny Gilib xxxix. (1873)218 His purpose being,
as his father phrased it, to lay moyen for a placie come time .

b. //. in the same sense.

1471 Arri-v. Edw. IV (Camden) 9 Dayly came cerlaync

personns on the sayd Erlls behalve to the Kinge, and made

great moynes, and desired him to treat witbe hym. a 1578
LISDESAY (Pitscottie) Chroti. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 165 Thinkand
na thing better nor they wald mak thair moyenis witht him.

1873 Leg. North, Gnidman o Inglisinill 30, I mith hae

moyens laid to win wi you.

f6. Instrumentality. Chiefly in phrases By or

through (the) moyen of: (a) by the instrumentality

of (a person or thing) ; (&amp;lt;J)

in consequence of, by
reason of, owing to. By this or that moyen, by
means of this or that ;

in this or that way ; thus.

Cf. MEAN sb? 14. Obs.

14.. Lett. Marg. Anjou % Bp. Beckinglon(C^mAm) 160

The socour and trust of cure moene that she putteth in us.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 268 Thewitnes.., be

the moyen of the quhilkis ilk ane. .thinkis to prove his_en-
tencioun. 11578 LINDESAY (Pilscottie)CViM&amp;gt;..5 t 0/. (S.T.S.)

I. 108 Be quhat moyane sail I red me of this mischeif.

a 1651 CALDERVTOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 198 Bymy moyen
muche innocent blood hath beene spilt. 1703 D. WILLIAM

SON Serin, kef. Gen. Assemb. 58 Connived at by the Moyen
of the.. Noble Lord.

t b. //. with sing, sense. Obs.

31578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 284

Convenit ane consall be his moyance of the maist pairt of

the nobilitie at Edinburgh. loid. 331 Quhither the castell

was so strong or the gouneris corrupit be the Earle of Angus
moyans, I can nocht tell.

t Moyen, J*.2 Ola. Forms : 6 mayan,

moyance, myan(d, myone, 6-9 moyen, 7

moyenne, 9 Hist, moienne. [a. OF. moyenne,
subst. use of moyenne fern, of moyen adj., middle

(-sized) : see MOYEN a.] A kind of cannon ;
=

culverin moyen (see MOYEN a. c.).

1509 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 279 note, Three hun

dred small artillery, under the names of myand, culverins,

and double-dogs. 1569 Keg. Privy Council Scot. 11. 25

That thair be ane moyen and ane falconer convoyit towart

Dunbartane. 1577 Ibid. 655 Twa myonis. 1797 F.ncycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) VIII. 194/2 Moyens. which carried a ball of 10 or 12

ounces. 1802 C. JAMES Milit. Diet., Moienne, Fr. A piece

of ordnance, which is now called a four pounder, and which

is ten feet long, was formerly so called,

t Moyen, a. Obs. [a. F. moyen middle : see

MEAN i?.-] Middle.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. iii. 68 Thise two (lodes ITigris and

Euphrates] trauerse many grete contrees so longe tyl they
mete in the see moyen. 1550 J. COKE Eng. fg Fr. Heralds

26 (1877) ^3 As well of tyme past, moyene as present.

b. Of middle rank. (In quot. 1483 absol. with

plural ending).
1481 CAXTON Godefrey xxvi. 59 Here ye maye here how so

I moche peple was loste by the folyeof the moyen peple. 1483

i
Cold. Leg. 308/1 Allcspirites ben sent for us. Thesuperyors

i ben sente to the moyens, the moyens [printed rnoyest) ben

]
sente to the lowest. 1485 CAas. Gt. 82 And in thys

bataylle was slayn. .many other of the moyen people.

c. Of middle size.

1513 Ace. Ld. Treas.Scot. (1902) IV. 510 For xxvj charge-

ouris to the culvering moyaine. Joitt
:
517 Item, the first

culvering moiyane, drawin with viij oxin. 1515 Ibid. (1903)

V. 27 Chargit with twa culvering myance.

moyen (moi-en), v. Sc. [f.
MOYEN si.1 , or a.

F. moyenner of equivalent formation.]

1. trans. To accomplish by the use of means ;

to manage or bring about (E.D.D.).

1589 R. BRUCE Serin. Sacram.n. (1590) H 3 b, This con

junction is moyaned, be twa speciall ntoyans.

( 2. To compromise. Obs.

1598 J. MELVILL Autotiog. f, Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 441

The best part thought it meittest to tak tyme to mollehe

and moyen maters.

t Moyenant, prep. Obs. Also 5 moiena(u)nt,

moyenaunt, 6 moynant. [a. F. moyennant,

orig. pr. pple. of moyenner: see MOYEN
z&amp;gt;.]

By
means of. Moyenant that : on condition that.

1471 Arriv. Edw. IV (Camden) 21 Moyenaunt he false



MOYENER.

faynyd fables and disclandars, that.. were wont to be sedi

tiously sowne & blowne abowt. 1471 CAXTON Rccnyell
(Sommer) I. 206, I geue the thy lif and gyue the plain abso-

lucion of all, moienant tliat neuer after thou repHctiue ne

reherce this trespaas. 1483 Gold. Leg. 4177 b/2,Thy fader

the deuyl ouer whome I haue hope lo haue vyctorye moye-
naunt on hym the name of Jhesu cryst. a 1500 in Three

i$th Cent. Citron. (Camden) 81 At the whiche daye, moy-
nant the grace of Almyghty Jesu,the saide towne and castell

were delivered unto the saide good Kynge Edward.

Moyenau, moyeneaw, var. it. MOINEAU,

rMoyener. Sc. Obs. In 6-7 moyan(n)er.
[f.
MOYEN v. + -ER l.] A mediator, a *

go-between .

1589 R. BRUCE Serm. Sacrant. ii. (1590) H j, Quhilk ar the

moyaners of this conjunction, vpon the part of God ; and

quhilk are the moyaners vpon the part of man ? 1609 HUME
Adnionit. in Wodroiv Sac. Misc. (1894) 570 Vow hold, .that i

Bishops should be. .moyanners and mediatoris between the
Kitk and the Prince.

t Moy*ening,/tt,7&amp;gt;. Obs. In 6 moiening. [f.

MOYEX V. + -ING -.]
= MOYENANT.

? c xjjao R. COPLAND Prol. to Helyas in Thorns Prose AVw.
(1828) III. 2, I Robert Copland have me applied moiening
the helpe of god to reduce.. it into our. .english tonge.

t Moyenless, a. Obs. [f. MOYEN sb. + -LESS.]

Having no means or resources.

1587 HUME Ep. G. Montcriefzo$ Simple sauls, unskilful!,

moyenles.

Moyenne, variant of MOYEN sb?

Moyhair, Moyitie, obs. ff. MOHAIK, MOIETY.

Moyl(e : see MOIL sbs. and v., MULE sbs.

Moyle. Mining* Also moil. [? f. the surname

Moyle.] (See quots.)
1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 64 The larger kinds of

wedges known in Cornwall as moyles are used more
especially in quarry work. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
Moil or Moyle (Cormv.). A drill pointed like a gad.

Moylere, Moylet, obs. ff. MUI.IEB, MCLET.
Moyleteer, obs, form of MULETEER.

Moylie, variant of MOILEY dial.

Moyn, obs. form of MOAN.
Moynant, variant of MOYENANT Obs.

Moynd, moyne, obs. forms of MINE sb.

1542 Invent. R. IVardr. (1815) 63 Item, ane uthir peice of

gold of the moynd unmoltin. a 1548 HALL Citron.
t
Hen. I /

113 So thei cast trenches and made moynes.

Moyne, variant of MOYEN.

Moynel(l, -iele, obs. forms of MONIAL sb.-

Moyn;eoun, obs. Sc. form of MINION.

Moyodore, obs. form of MOIDOBE.

Moyre, obs. f. MIRE, MOIIIE; var. MUBK a. Obs.

Moysaicall, obs. form of MOSAICAL a.%

t Moyse. Obs. Alsosmoys; and see MOY sb. 1

[The last element in apple-moysc^ APPLE-MOSE, used

as a word by itself.] (See quot. 1611.) Cf. also

MOOSE a
.

[c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 113 (Laud MS. 553) Apple moys.
1597 Bk. Cookcrie Fvb, To make an apple moyse.] 1611

FLORIO,Mosa. . .Also a moyse, or phroise made ofegges, milke,
butter and spice and so fride in a pan.

Moyse, obs. var. Mois, MOYCE, MUSE v.

Moysin, Moyso^u)n: see MOISTEN, MOISON.

Moyster, obs. form of MOISTURE, MUSTEK sb.

Moyte(e, -ie, obs. forms of MOIETY.

Mozambique (mJnzsemb/ k). [The name of
a Portuguese territory on the East coast of Africa.] !

A name given to various kinds of dress material.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^ Mozambique (Fabric), an open
dress-goods having a chain in which the cotton threads are
associated in pairs, and the woolen filling is soft and fleecy.

1896 Godeys Mag. Apr. 436/1 A new material of mohair and
silk is known as Mozambique.
Mozan, obs. Sc. form of MIZEN.
Mozarab (mt?z3e rab). Hist, Also Mozarabe,
Muzarab. [a. Sp. Mozarabe (med.L. Mosarabes

pi., and with etymologizing perversion &amp;lt;Afixtarab6S\

corrupt form of Arab. mustaZrib,
t would-be Arab ,

active pple. of a verb of the loth (desidera-

tive) conjugation f. e-arab ARAB.] In Spain under
Moorish rule : One of those Christians who, on
condition of owning allegiance to the Moorish king,
and conforming to certain Moorish customs, were
allowed the exercise of their own religion.

1788 GIBBON Decl. ff F. Ii. V. 387 The name of Mozarabes

(adoptive Arabs) was applied to their civil or religious con

formity. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 35/2 Muzarab) i.e. a. Chris
tian living under the sway of the Arabs.

Mozarabic (m0za; rabik),a. Also mos-, mua-,
muzarabic. [f.

MOZARAB + -1C.] Of or pertain

ing to the Mozarabs.
Mozarabic liturgy (rite, -use* office, etc.) : the ancient ritual

of the Spanish Church, so called prob. as having been re

tained by the Mozarabs after it was disused by other Spanish
Christians. A modified form of it is still used in some few

chapels in Spain.
1706 tr. Dnpiti s Eccl. Hist. i6t/i C. II. in. 251 Then he

mentioned the Musarabic Use, according to which Mass was
still celebrated every Sunday. 1791 J. TOWNSEND Journ.
Spain (1792) 1. 31 T In one of the chapels, where they use only
the Mozarabic Missal. 1863 J. M. NEALE Ess. Liturgiology
125 The Mozarabic Liturgy. Ibid. 126 The Mozarabic Office,

Ibid. 134 Three Priests of Mozarabic churches. Ibid. 135
The present state of the Mozarabic Rite. Ibid.) The ques
tion of mixed marriages between Roman and Mozarabic
Christians.

733

Mozartean (m0za*at/an), a. Also -ian. [f.
the

name of the musician W. A. Mozart (1756-91)
+ -EAN.] Characteristic of the music of Mozart.

1845 E. HOLMKS Mozart 272 The combination of playful
ness and grace .. imparts to Figaio ..a more decided
Mo/artean character than any other of his works. 1881

Athenxnm^ 19 Feb. 273/1 The composer welds his the nit;*

together with absolute Mo/artian ease and grace.
So Moza rtisli a., somewhat resembling the

music of Mozart; Moza rtism, partisanship of

Mozart as against other composers.
1825 LAMB Lett. (1888) II. 132 My sister s cold is as

obstinate as an old Handelian, whom a modern amateur is

trying to convert to Mozart-ism. 1845 E. Hoi.MLS M^.-art

318 Why my productions take from my hand that particular
form and style that makes them Mozartish. .is probably
owing to [etc.].

IVIoze (m&amp;lt;niz),
v. In 6 moise, 7 mose. [Peril, a

derivative of Moss sb. 1
(in the sense of *

nap* : cf.

Mossjtf. 1
5).] trans. To gi^ (cloth) ;

to subject to

the operation of a gig-mill. Hence Mo ziugt / /. sb.

1505-6 Corporation Minutes York IX. 32 (MS.) To crop
and moi.se every suche clothe. 1633 Proclani. in Kymer
I- ocdcra. XIX. 446/1 Whereas. .the u^e of Gigmills is t.-r-

bidden . . yet of late time the same Mills are used under the

name of mosing Mills.
//&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;/.,

All mosing Mills shall be
!

taken down before Midspmer next. 1842 Kncycl. Brit. ;ed.
(

7) XXI. 934/2 After being sheared, it is subject to the :^ii;-

mill in one direction only, which is called tnozing. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mcch., Mazing, gigi;iiig of cloth.

Mozel^l, Mozki, obs. ff. MTX/LK, MOS&amp;gt;&amp;gt;UE.

Mozy, variant of Mo.sv a. dial., mossy.

Mozzetta, mozetta (m&amp;lt;?ze-ta, || m^tsgtta).
Eccl, Also 8 rnozet, 9//. mozzette. \\t.mozzetta }

dim. of mozza\ see AMICE-.] (See (juot. 1885.)
1774 T. WEST Anti/. Furness 51 Their choir dress was a

white or grey Cassock,, .over that a mo/el, or hood. 1849
ROCK Ch. of Fathers II. 4:7 The old hood was close all

round, whereas the mozetta is cut in front. 1866 F. G.
LF.E Direct. Angl. (ed. 3) 356 Mozetta, a cape with a small
hood worn by canons and others in the Latin Communion.
1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 654 Maze//,.. a short vestment,

\

quite open in front, which can, however, be buttoned over the

breast, covering the shoulders and with a little hood behind.
It is worn by the Pope, by cardinals, bishops, abbots, and
others who do so by custom or Papal privilege. Ibid.^ The
Pope wears live different mozzette.

M. P. The usual abbieviation for
( Member of

Parliament*. Often treated (colloq. or in informal

writing) as a word, with the pronunciation (em p/~) ; |

the plural is written J//V.T, sometimes JILP.s.

1809 BYRON Bards $ /WT. 273 All hail, M.P. ! from
whose infernal brain Thin-sheeted phantoms glide. 1868
HOLMK LEE B. Godfrey xxviii, M.P. to their name is a
handsome advertisement. 1870 DISRAELI Lot/iair\\\\, There
were no less than four M.P.s, one of whom was even in office.

1886 KIPLING Dcpartm. Ditties., etc. (1888) 53 Skittles !

says Pagett, M.P. 1889 E. PARRY Gay Umbrella iii, I shall

represent the City And be known as the gay M.P,
Hence M.P.-ship, the office of an M.P.
1832 Miss MITFOHD Village Ser. v. 83 The son s M.P.-^hip

had probably tended to make his mamma epistolary. 1886
TUITER My Life as Author 67 As to M.P, ship I may have
had other chances.

Mr. [Orig. an abbreviation of MASTEU.]
tl. In the 1 6th and i;th c. used for MASTEK in

any of the applications of the word. Obs.

1538 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) 1 1. 139 My
Lordes Letteres Syngnyfing to my Air. he hath apoyncted
the Abbot of Kenelworth for his yerlie pencion c. li. 1573

Gttttt*H,Gitrt6tt(tit\&p.) Made by Mr. S.Mr, ofArt. 1597 is/

Pt, Returnfr. Parnass, iv. i. 1324 But tell mee, art thou put
away nowe for whippinge thy yonge M r ? 1617 Court-bk,

Merch.-Taylors Comp. VI. 633 in Webster s Wks. (Rtld^.i

p. i.\, notet John Webster made free by Henry Clinckard his

Mr
. 1631 W. FOSTER Hoplocrisinaspongus 2, 1 am a M r

. of
Arts in both Vniversities. 1657 AL-STEN Fruit Trees 1. 133
Bare the Roots and cut off a Mr Root or two from the
Tree. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 71 All Mr
Gunners should be able to draw. 1674 R. GODFKEY Inj. fy

Ab. Physic 141, I refused the Title of Mr. of Arts.

2. As a prefixed title. Now pronounced (mi ste-i),

or with entire absence of stress (mistaj, in stai). The
want of a plnral form is supplied by Messrs. ,

MESSIEURS 2.

Until the latter half of the i?th c. the title was often

written in the full form master , but there is reason for be

lieving that from the i6th c. it was, at least in rapid or care
less speech, treated proclitically, with consequent alteration
of the vowel of the first syllable. (See MISTER sb.* i, quot.
1551.) Kventually the word came to have the weakened

pronunciation whenever it was used as a prefixed title, and
it became customary to employ the abbreviated spelling
always for this use, and for this only. Hence at the begin
ning of the i8th c. waster and Mr. were already regarded
as distinct words. Cf. MISTER sb.&quot;, which is merely an occa
sional (chiefly jocular) rendering of the pronunciation of the
word of which Mr. is the accepted spelling.
The early history of the application of Mr. is identical with

that of the use of its fuller form : see MASTER si . 21. From
the i7th c. it has been the customary ceremonious prefix to
the name of any man below the rank of knight and above
some humble but undefined level of social status, except
where usage requires the substitution of some honorific title,

such, for instance, as those denoting military and naval rank.
As with other titles of courtesy, the inferior limit for its ap
plication has been continually lowered ; at the present day
any man however low in station would be styled Mr. on
certain occasions, e. g. in the address of a letter. Modern
custom forbids the use of the prefix when Esquire is appended
to the name, and it is now omitted after The Hon. and
4 The Rev. ^thou^h some still write the Rev. Mr. A. when

MRS.

the Christian name happens to be unknown) ;
but in other

than ceiemonious use Mr. 1

is substituted for these titles.

The use of Mr. before a prefixed title of office is nearly
obsolete. The Judges of the Supreme Court are still styled
1 Mr. Justice A. ; the designation;, Mr. Uaion A. , Mr.
Serjeant B. , belonged to dignities now abolished. In

municipal use we still occasionally read of Mr. Alderman
A.

,
Mr. Deputy 15.

,

* Mr. Councillor C. .

Before an official title not followed by the name, the prefix
Mr. is still common, as in Mr. Chairman

,
Mr. Kditor

*,
*
Air. President

,
Mr. Mayor . These are now used only

vocatively ;

* Mr. Speaker
1

is used also in the -^rd person.
1447-8 SiMu.tNGi-oKD Lett. (.Camden) 89 Maister John

Waryn M r William Filham. c 1524 MOKE &quot;in Ellis Orig. Lett,
Ser. 11. I. 294 All the lettrcMif M r

. Secretary sent unto your
(Irace. 1553 Rcspitblica i. iii. 61 (IJrandlJ Nowe, M r Inso

lence, to your ghostelye purpose. 1557 in Shropsh. Parish
Documents (1903) 58 Item Ke d of Mr. Vicar for olde shingle
vid. 1597 ist I t. Return fr. rarnass. iv. i. 1211 Let IHLC

heare Mr. Shakspear s veyne. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iii.

74 Good euen good M what ye cal t. 1662 Tryat Sir //.

/ ~anc 84 He further told Mr. Sheriff, he was ready : but the

Sheriff said, he was not. 1680 ],n. Rrssi-.u. in Part. Dcbatt*
i Mr. Speaker, Sir, seeing by (luds Providence [tic.]. 1706
HEARNK Collect. 13 Mar. lO.H.S.) I. 1-03 Mr. Poley, Esq .,

Member of Parliament. 1841 K. H. I)ANA Setiwans Man.
1:4 IJnth the chief and second mates are always addressed

by their surnames, with Mr. prefixed. 1844 OWI-.N in Uitntc-
rian Lect. (1846) II. i Mr. President and Gentlemen. 1865
liven. Standard 10 Mar., At the meeting to-day Mr. Vice

Chancellor, the rev. the Master of St. Peter s, presided. 1886

TIHKK Autobiog. 58 MVb.it have I done, Mr. Dean?..
Why, sir, the porter states ibut this is the fifth time you
have nut come into college until past twelve o clock.

1

b. jocularly.
1655 WALTON Angler x. (1661) 176 If Mr. Pike be there,

ihen the little Fish will skip out of the water. 1757 W.
THOMPSON A . .V. Adtwc. 45 With a handsome Salary for

.Mr. Operator. 1895 J. ( ,. Mil.LAIS Breath Jr. I eldt (1899)
161 There, .stood Mr. and Mis. Pig and the entire Pig family.

C. Prefixed to a foreign name. Now mrc, the

usual practice being to employ Monsieur (J/.,
1

,

llcrr, Signor&amp;gt; or the like.

In French Mr. is used (beside M.) as an abbreviation of

Monsieur. It may pus^ibly be so iiHi/m .cd in the Shak&amp;gt;.

quut. below, where modern editors print Monsieur.
1601 SHAKS. Alts ll cll v. ii. i Hood M r l.LiuuUh .uiiie my

Lord I.afew this letter. 1746 FHANC is tr. //I /YIH
, /:&quot;/.

11. i.

158 note, Mr. Sanadon thinks [etc. J. 1778 FU-;T:HKK Li :.

Wks. 1795 VII. -2-21, -Mr.Tronchin the physician of t tie Duke
of Orleans was sent fur to attend Voltaire. 1817 COLKKIIX.E

Satyrane*s Lett, iii, W and myself accompanied Mr.
Klopstuck to the house of his brother, the poet.

HenceMr. &amp;gt;.,/;YWJ. to address as* Mr.
; Mr.-ship,

the position of being styled Mr.

1747 H.WALPOI.I; Let. to Mann 26 June, Archer and K.4Ie
have only changed their Mr. -ships for Lordships. 1850 SMI. u-

l.i-.v l- rank Fairleigh vi, I tell you what it is, Oaklands (we
don t Mr. each other here), you are a right good fuliuu .

Mris., obs. abbreviation of mistris, MISTRESS.

Mrs. [Orig. an abbreviation of MISTUK.SS.]
fl. In the ijtli c. often written for MISTKKSS in

all uses. Obs.
ai6ix Siu J. HARISGTON Brief I iew (1653) 4 [Q. Klix. to

Al&amp;gt;p.
Parker n wife] And you (&amp;gt;ailb she), Madam, I may not

call you, and Mrs. I am ashamed to call you, so as I know
not what to call you, but yet I do thank yon. 1615 Su; G.
llKLwvsin BttccteuchMSS. (Hist. MSS.Comm.)!. 161 A man
of Mrs. Turner s was sent.. to meet his Mrs. at Ware. 1632
11. JONSON Magn t Lady i. (1640) 19 [If he could] beget him
a reputation, and marry an Emperours Daughter for his Mrs.

1637 Sad Sheph. n. ii, I give hem yee ; As presents Mrs.

1677 W. HunBARD Narrative (1865) II. 158 Knowing enough
before oftheirVillanys, how well soever her Mrs. . .might think

of them. 1679 Trials of White, $ Other Jesuits 80 Pray Mrs.
what did that Minister say to you. .concerning Mr. Gates?

2. As a prefixed title of courtesy. Now pro
nounced (mi sis, mi siz).
In the latter half of the i7th c. there was a general ten

dency to confine the use of written abbreviations to words
of inferior syntactical importance, such as prefixed titles.

The form Mrs. for mistress therefore fell into disuse exc.

when prefixed to a name ; and in this position the writing of
the full form gradually became unusual. The contracted

pronunciation, which in other applications of the word has
never been more than a vulgarism (see MISSIS), became, for

the prefixed title, first a permitted colloquial licence, and
ultimately the only allowable pronunciation. When this

stage was reached, Mrs. (with the contracted pronunciation)
became a distinct word from jttistrt ss. As to the chronology
of these changes evidence is wanting ; but it may be noted
that Walker 1828 says that mistress as a title of civility is

pronounced tuissis, and that to pronounce the word as it i&amp;gt;,

written would, in these cases, appear quaint and pedantick .

a. Prefixed to the surname of a married woman
(sometimes with her Christian name or that of her

husband intervening).
Originally distinctive of gentlewomen, the use of the prefix

has gradually extended downwards; at the present time,

every married woman who has no superior title is styled
* Mrs. even though her husband is of so humble a position as

not ordinarily to be referred to as Mr. 1

. In British use the
insertion of a woman s Christian name after Mrs. (as Mrs.

Mary Smith ) is rare exc. in legal documents, cheques, or

the like, the normal practicewhen distinction is needed being
to insert the husband s name (as Mrs. John Smith ). In
the U. S. both these modes of designation are in general use.

1615 [see i]. 1647 Moder. Intell^Q. 129. i Sept., Mrs. Car

being a second wife of the said Mr. Car. 1745 H. WALPOLE
Let. to Mann n May, Just as a woman is not called Mrs.
till she is married. 1794 C. PIGOT Female Jockey Club 54
Yet M&quot; Bull is still tenacious of the honour of her master.

1819 SHKLLKV Peter Bell irdw, ix. 2 And who Is Mrs. Foy?
1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R. Lynne II. iii. 66 Mrs. This and
Mrs. That. .approved of the,. friends of their respective
husbands.



MS.

t b. In the i 7th and 1 8th c. prefixed to the name

of ail unmarried lady or girl ; equivalent to the

mod. use of Miss sbt Obs.

Late in the iSth c. the litle (usually, but not always, f

lowed by the Christian name) was applied occasionally to

elderly maiden ladies (as Mrs. Elizabeth Carter ,
Mrs. Han

nah More ) after this use had ceased to be general.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) I. v. 235 An ill-favoured quar-

rell. &quot;about Mrs. Baker, the Maid of honor. 1707 5.KMM
Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 17 M&quot;. Molly Levins. .Which M&quot;. Le

vins is a Beautifull young Brisk Lady of about 16 or 17

Years of Age. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack, etc. (1840) 342 Mrs.

Veal was a maiden gentlewoman. 1751 SMOLLETT/ er.Pie.

i, His only sister Mrs. Grizzle, .was now in the thirtieth year

of her maidenhood. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1781, i he

company was. . Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, Sir Joshua Reynolds

[etc.]. Ibid., Mrs. Carter said [etc.],

MS., abbreviation of MANUSCRIPT (L. manu

scripluiii). Formerly also MS
,

crron. MSS .

The form MSS. is used for the pi. manuscripts; by

some writers also (after the custom in mod.Latin)

for manuscript adj. when agreeing with a plural sb.

1670 -&iwm Glossogr. (ed. 3), .M.S. stands for mamtscrif-

luin, a Manuscript. 1699 BENTLKY Pkal. Inttod. 22 Jo

shew that it was not taken out of some ancient Mh. loia.

M Though some of the MSS Copies of Eusebius date it vi

Vears before. 1709 MS [see MATTER */&amp;gt;. 19 d].
.
1716 HEARNE

Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 334 A little MSS . containing MSS. Ad

ditions to Guil. Neuhr. 1780 C. BURNEY in Louisa 1 wining111UUII3 IV v-lin. -/ - -- - -

HfOL. I 1, I

Recrcat. f, Stud. (1882) 82 A coachfnll of the MSS. I had

^1 b. Treated jocularly as a word (em es).

1818 BYRON Occas. Pieces, To Mr. Murray ii, To thee..

The unfledged MS. authors come. 1821 Vis. Judgm.

cii, He. .drew forth an MS.

Mt., abbreviation of MOUNT sb.&amp;lt;-

t Muable, a. Obs. Also 4 muuable. [a.

OF. muable :-L. mutabilem : see MUTABLE a.]

Mutable, changeable, variable.

c 1374 CHAUCER Bocth, IV. Pr. vi. 104 (Camb. MS.) Alle the

progression of Muable nature .. taketh his causes.. of the

stablenesse of the dyuine thowght. 1390 ROWER Can/. III.

295 Fortune hath evere be muable And mai no while stonde

stable. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. I. xiii. 42 Thus ben not the

sciences muable but alleway ben estable and trewe.

t Muance. Obs. Also4-SV. mowence. [a.OF.
muanci Sp. ?&amp;gt;iuJa&amp;gt;iza,

It. mulanza : popular L.

*&amp;gt;nutantia, f. mutant-em, pr. pple. of miltare to

change.] Change, mutation.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 134 God. .Reserwyt till his maieste

For to knaw..Offalkyn tyme the mowence. 1480 CAXTON
Ovid s Met. xiv. xii, Lytil avaylled hym thise changes &
innances.

\ Muailt, a. Oi&amp;gt;s. In 5 muaunt. [a. OF.

&amp;gt;/iuanl:L. mutant-em: see prec.] Changing.
? a 1412 LYDG. Two Merchants 574 My fulle is derkyd into

wane, With wynd forwhirlyd as is a mvaunt fane.

Muasin, ohs. form of MUEZZIN.

t Mubble-fubbles, sb. pi. slant;. Obs. Also

6-7 muble-fubles, 7 mumble-. Depression of

spirits, blue devils .

1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet in Lyly s Wks, (1902) III. 410 He
make him pull his powting croscloath ouer his beetle browes
for melancholic, and then my next booke shall be Martin in

his mubhle fubbles. 1592 LYLY Midas v. ii, Melancholy is

the creast of Courtiers armes, and now euerie base com

panion, beeing in his muble fuhles, sayes he is melancholy.

1607 Ace. Christmas Prince ss mMisc. Antiq.Angl.(i%T.b) I,

And when your brayne, feels any payne, With cares of state

& troubles, We el come in kindnesse to put your highnesse
Out of yr mumble fubbles. 1654 GAYTOS Pleas. Notes ill.

xi. 145 When shee was in the Mubble-fubles.

Mubulle, Mue, variant forms of MOBLE, MOCK.
t Mucage. Med. Obs. [a. med.L. mucago

(miicdgin-), f. mucus : see Mucus.] =MUCILAGB.
1657 TOMLIXSON Renoiis Disp. 194 If the Mucage should

be more crass, then the quantity ofroots, .must beaugmented.

t Muca ginous, a. Obs. [{. med.L. miiiilgiti-:

see prec. and -ous.] = MUCILAGINOUS.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 133 External Unguents,

mucaginous Salves, and Pultises. 1806 ABERNETHY Surg.
Obs. n. 87 The soapy or mucaginous feel of bile.

Mil Gate. Chem. [see-ATE.] Asaltofmucicacid.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 78 They found the

mucateof silvercomposed of Mucicacid [and]Oxideof silver.

Mueche, Mucchel, obs. ff. MOUCH v., MICKI.K.

Mucoilaginous, obs. form of MUCILAGINOUS.

Muccinigo, variant of MOCCENIGO.
Muoeomuoco, obs. form of MOCO-MOCO.
Muccudum, variant of MOKADDASI.
Mucculent, Mucous : see MUCULENT, Mucus.
Muce, variant of MEUSE.
Mucedin (misrdin). Chem. [f.

L. mfuedo

(see MUCEDINOUS) + -IN.] A nitrogenous sub

stance, one of the constituents of gluten.
1871 WATTS tr. Gmelin s Handbk. Clum. XV 1 1 1. 443 Wheat,

mucedin. . . Properties. Mucedin, which is gummy when
separated, forms, after drying in a vacuum, slightly coherent
lumps [etc.]. Ibid. 444 Rye-mucedin. 1879 Encycl. Brit.
X. 696 It [sc. gluten], .according to Ritthausen consists of

glHtencasein. . ,,glutenfibrin,gliadin . . ,glutin, and mucedin.

Mucedinqus (misrdinss), a. Bot. [f. L.

mucedin-, mficldo mucus (in mod.L. used for

mould , after L. mucere to be mouldy) + -ous.]

Having the character of mould
; resembling mould.

734

1857 BERKELEY Cryftog. Bot. 224 A mucedinotis mass of .

threads or cells from which the plant grows. 1867 J. HOGG

MicroiC II. i. 332 Another more closely connected growth

of mucedinous fungi, commonly called mushroom spawn.

Muceron, obs. form of MOUSSEUON.

Much (mirtj), a., quasi-.?*,
and adv. Forms:

3-6 muche, miche, moche, 4-6 meche, mouche,

mych(e, 5-6 moch, mich, 5 mech, 6 mtch,

mitch, mytch, mushe, 3- much. [Early M&
muche, moche, meche, miche, shortened from

muchcl, mochel, mechd, michcl : see MICKLE.
_

The shortening may have been suggested by the relation of

/&amp;lt;tothe longer form luteKxe LITE and LITTLE adjs.,advs.,

and sis.). The cause, however, may have been phonetic ;

another instance of the loss of / after ch seems to exist in

Mitch, i4th c. wenctie, app. from early ME. wencliel.\

A. adj.
1. = GREAT a., in various applications.

fa. with reference to size, bulk, stature. Of

persons, occas. : Adult, grown up. Obs.

Surviving in certain names of English villages, as Much

Burstead, Much Leighes (now Great Leighsl, Much Wen-

lock (in i7th c. also More Wenlock). Cf. GREAT a. 6 e.

c 1205 LAY. 28036 Al bere muche halle rof mid hire honden

heo to-droh. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synnc 4467 A stounde

sate bey by me styl And drogh fur[&amp;gt;
a moche boke. 1362

LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 61 A Muche Mon, me bouhte lyk to

my-&amp;gt;eluen.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cintrg. 323 In bis maner pou i

schalt bringe in be boon of a child wel ynow. If it be a

miche man, lete him ligge adoun streijt. c 1450 Merlin I.

97 Antor, that hadde this childe nonsshed till he was a

moche man ofxv yere of age, he hadde hym trewly norisshed,

so that he was faire and moche. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron.

(Rolls) 132 This William mad Westminster Halle : and

whan he sei it first, he seide it was not half mech inow.

1509 BARCLAY Sliyp of Folys (1874) 1. 112 Whiche in a

nother s iye can spye a lytell mote And in his owne can nat

fele nor espye A moche stycke. I573TUSSER Husb. (1878)

38 A sheepe marke, a tar keltle, liltle or mitch, two pottles

of tar to a pottle of pitch.

\ b. with reference to power, rank, importance,
or eminence. Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 11537 Hercne Maximian bu aert of much cunne.

ci^z^Cfiron. Eng. (Rilson) ii A muche mon com fromTroye,

y w is, Wes icleped Bruyt Sylvius, a 1400 Pistill ofSusan

315 I3i be muche god, bat most is of miht. 01450 MVRC
1268 Any mon myche or luyte.

t c. with reference to amount or degree. Obs.

c 1200 Trio. Coll. Horn. 203 pe
me ledeS fram miche wowe

to michele wele. 13. . Guy Wctnu. (A.) 164 Al bai wonderd

s .ron.^liche, For his feirhed was so miche. 1697 J. DLAIB

in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 15 Those

Gentlemen sold themselves so much bargains of the Kings
tobacco thai [elc.J.

fd. said of a numerical aggregate, proportion,
etc. Much deal : a great part ;

also advb. in great

part, largely. Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 14224 A-buten he bilaede muche \c 1275 moche)
del of londe. c 1275 Ibid. 3689 ?eo sal fare mid bee mid

mochere [^1205 mochelere] ferde. 1297^
R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

4920 + 32 He lay muchedel of be ny}l in wo & in sorwe.

Ibid. 7719 Monye heyemen of be lond in prison he huld

strung, So bat muchedel engelond bojte is lif to long. 1413

Pilgr. Smvie (Caxton 1483) IV. xxvL 72 What so euer the

body hath done, he hath hit done by the, be it good or bad,

and moch dele by thyn excitacion. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of
Folys (1874) I. 76 Of other folys yet is a moche nomber.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 11. xxv. 54 b, Moche parte of the

lawe is in suche speche that fewe men haue knowlcge of it,

1566 DKANT Horace, Sat.\\. Dvj, My many muche, my
traine of men. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Exod. i. 9 Behold the

people of Israel is much, and stronger than we.

f e. qualifying the designation of a person with

the sense : Entitled to the designation in a high

degree. Obs.

1325 Spec. Gy de Warewyke 102 Nu i wole nempne be

wicke bewes, bat beb noht gode, ac muche shrewes. a 1400
HVLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1404) 11. xviii, Sothly he

were a moche foole. c 1400 Gamclyn 230 Whyl thou were
a yong boy a moche schrewe thou were,

(i- const, in, of (some quality). Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 401 1 Florens was nat so

moche yn lore, Yn preyours he was euermore. c 1460 Play
Sacram. 194 In eraclea ys noon so moche of myght.
2. A great quantity or amount of, existing or

present in great quantity.
In as much, so much, thus mitch, how much, that much,

this much, the adj., like others of similar meaning, oflen

loses its distinctive sense and expresses merely relative quan
tity (whether great or small). For idiomatic uses of these

collocations, see the first words. Too much : see Too.
c 1205 LAY. 136 Muche lond he him 5ef. a 1300 A*. Horn

I2ii (Camb. MS.) Wyn nelle ihc, Muche ne lite, Bute of

cuppe white, c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. HI. 305 For aqui-
taunce [bei] taken moche gold, c 1425 Hampoles Psalter
Metr. Pref. 15 Mych verm ne mayhim Wynne, c 1435 Torr.

Portugal 1399 She toke Ihe ryngis with moche care. 1458
in Parker Dom. Archit. III. 41 In labor & lavyng moche
money was lore. 1523 [COVERDALE] Old God

&amp;lt;y

New (1534)
H iv b, The tree hath miche worke to growe. 1535 Dcut.
xxviii. 38 Thou shaft cary out moch sede in to y felde,

and shall gather but litle in. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. I. ii.

177, I am glad that my weake words Haue strucke but
thus much shew of fire from Brutus. 17x0 SWIFT Jrnl. to

Stella 10 Oct., Mr. Harley. .presented me to the Attorney-
General, Sir Simon Harcourt, with much compliment on all

sides, etc. 1831 COLERIDGE Table-t. i Aug., There is much
beast and some devil in man. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

81 There is much truth in that remark of yours. 1903 Mis
sion Field May 17 Over as much space as possible.

ellipt. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. viii, An amour, which pro
mises little good fortune, yet may be productive of much,

fb. Qualifying people, etc. : A great number of.

c X2os LAY. 23204 Muche moncum [c 1275 moche folk] he

MUCH.

ber of-sloh. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. i. 36 There was. .

moche peple slayne. 1538 LONDON in Lett. Suppress.
Monast. (Camden) 225 Thys ys a towne of moch power

people. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. if Cl. n. vi. 7 Let vs know, H
twill, .cany back to Cicelie much tall youth That else must

perish heere. 1611 BIBLE Num. xx. 20 And Edom came
out against him with much people.

( c. Much thing : many a thing, many things.

1390 GOWEK Con/. I. 49 So schal I moche thing foryete.

c 1450 Merlin I. 17 The luges seiden he moste be counynge
of moche thynge yef he shulde saue his moder.

fd. Used (where many would now be substi

tuted) with a plural sb. taken collectively. Obs.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Bede s Hist. Ch. Eng. Ded., The same

Emperour after much disputations and conferences had with

the Arrians, . .commaunded [etc.]. 1591 SPARRY tr. Caftan s

Genmancie 165 This figure . . sheweth that the seruantes of the

saide Lords shall get much friends. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. i.

i. 8 For this releefe much thankes. 1660 GAUDEN Rrtnimrig

238 All these died, -in the foresight and fear of much future

miseries impending over us. 1664 PEPYS Diary 17 July,
Afler dinner walked to my Lord s, and there found him and
much other guests at table at dinner. 1719 D URFEY Pills

III. 315 Much Pagan Pates, he made to tumble in Dust.

e. Forming with its sb. a kind of combination,

with the abstract sense abundance of (what the

sb. denotes).
1609 BIBLE (Douay) 2 Kings \. Comm., Elias was knowen

by his much hayre. 1630 WINTHROP New Eng. (1825) I. 377

My much business hath made me too oft forget Mondays
and Fridays. 1650 W. BROUGH Manual (1659) 214 Keep
me from the much evill of an Idle life ! 1872 TENNYSON
Last Tournament 724 Now mocking at the much ungainli-

ness. .of Mark. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed (1900) 39
A pale yellow sun., showed the much dirt of the place.

f. ironically, where no would be used in serious

language. Also in the derisive wish Much good

may it do you (formerly in many corrupt forms :

see DICH = do it).

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 84 In the waye of mockage,

Ukldyng muche good dooe it hym. 1598 B. JONSON Ev.

Man in Hum. iv. iv, Much wench, or much sonne ! 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. iii. 2 Is it not past two a clock? And
heere much Orlando. 1622 MABBE tr. A leman s Guzman
cCAlf.i. 109 So many Ryals (Gentlemen) and so many Mara,

vedis miche yeeGod diche you, and you are hartily welcome.

1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. ft Comm Ji. 87 So mich God dich

you with your sustenancelesse sauce. 1783 [see GOOD C. 5 al,

1843 DICKENS Christmas Carol i, Let me leave it [Christ

mas] alone, then, said Scrooge. Much good may it do

you. Much good it has ever done you ! Mod. Much right

he has to interfere with me !

3. With agent-noun: that is much in the habit

of performing the action, rare. [From the aJv.~\

1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 28 Apr., I have heard them

say, Much talkers, little walkers . 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. n.

Pref. (1865) 236 Your long and much talkers haled him.

B. absol. and quasi-ii.
The word never completely assumes the character of a sb. ;

in sense 2 it admits of being qualified by advs. like r-.-ri
,

rather Unlike liltlt, it never takes the indefinite article.

f 1. Used absol. in the sense great . Only in

the phrases much and lite, mitch and litlle = persons

high and low ;
all (people) without exception. Obs.

13.. SeuynSag.(\V.) 1137 He let of-sende moche and lite,

Hise neyebours to visite. a 1375 Cursor M. 23154 (Fairf.)

Wile Je for-sobal bat is suche sal be dampned htel & muche.

1:1386 CHAUCER Prol. 494 He ne lafte nat.. to visile The

ferreste in his parisshe, muche and lite.

2. A great deal, a great quantity. Proverb Much
will have more.

13 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xlix. 53 5if bou haue

muche!, muche jiue also ; ?if bou haue nou?t, muche bou

schalt ;iue. 1350 Old Usages Winchester in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 355 To be clerk a peny. }if he selleb meche by ?ere;

and ?if he sulleb lasse, vp-on be quantile. a 1450 A tit. de

la Tour (1906) 74, I wylle not say moche nor al. 1610

SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 55 He misses nol much. 1615.W. LAW-

SON Country House. Card. (1626) 5 Much will haue more:

and once poore, seldome or neuer rich. 1710 Taller No. 241

F i He who drinks much is a Slave to himself. 1814 BYRON

Lara I. xvii, In him inexplicably appear d M uch to be loved

and hated, sought and fear d. 1849 MACAULAY Hat. I-.ng.

ii I 169 He bestowed much ; yet he neither enjoyed the

pleasure nor acquired the fame of beneficence. 1885 limes

25 May 10 Much is due to the prejudices of well-meaning

but uncultured people.

b. followed by of partitive.
c 1380 WVCI.IF Sel. Wks. III. 438 Siche

apostataes
marren

meche of Cristis ordre. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 38 1 he

French king.. lost muche of his people. 1655 tr. Coin. Hist.

Jfraiicim xii. 29 There must be much of Malice in his ac-

WII11.U lull ilaallnfeJ ....... - -- -

-, .. ,,

ing. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cona. (ed. 2) IV. xvii. 84 T here

was room for much of thoughtful consultation.

c. with the (or other defining word).

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 631 Therefore the French aucthors

make of a litle, much, and yet their much (all things con-

sydered) is in effect nothing at all. 1594 CumffiiarUt
Exam. Wits (1616) n Our vnderstandmg is not filled by the

much which wee read in little time. 1646 H. P. Medit. Seige

60 How apt are they to boast the little they have done,

whilst they utterly forget the much that is behinde? 1700

, DRVDEN Iliad i. 250 Nor grudge I thee, the much the Gre

cians give ; Nor murm ring take the little I receive. 1778

BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 247 If I, or mine, can contribute our

mite, or our much,..we shall not omit to serve you. 1804

EUC-KNIA DE ACTON Tale without Title III. 190 Every one

endeavoured to say something of the much with which his

heart was filled. 1866 G. MEREDITH Vittoria xxxi, Th

much which hangs on liltle was then set in mouon.



MUCH.

d. By much*, by a great deal, f Formerly often

(with comparative or superlative, or too}
= imtch adv.

1450 MYRC (1902) 1517 A-bregge hys penaunce ben by
myche. 1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life$ Lett. (1902) II.

16 Whiche his grace will neyther by moche seke ne yet refuse

if it be put unto him. 1622 GATAKER S^irituall IVatch

(ed. 2) 87 [Death] is neerer by much many times then we are

aware of. 1628 DIGRY Voy. Medit. (Camden) 46 Now my
shippe outsayled all my_ fleete by much, a 1634 RANDOLPH
Muses&quot; Looking-GL iv. I, She hath made this cheek By much
too pale. 1793 Minstrel\\\. 185 The third, by much the

least hardened,.. was struck with remorse.

e. In negative or interrogative context : Any
great amount, anything important.
1871 G. MEREDITH H. Richmond xl, It was comical and

not likely to lead to much. Mod. I dp not think the evidence
amounts to very much. Does all this come to much ? No !

To think much of: see THINK v. To make
much of: see MAKE v. 18 d, 21, OF 20.

g. Used predicatively. To be much: to be a

great thing, an important point, matter, etc. To
think (ii) much (with inf.} : to regard as impor
tant or onerous ; to be *

shy of* (doing something).
Not to be much to look at\ to be of insignificant
or unattractive appearance.
c 1325 Spec. Gy de Warewyke 150 Sinful men pat ^inkeb

it were muche for hem To haue gret worldes honour. 1568
GRAFTON Citron. II. 301 They thought it much if they coulde

bring the French King . . in safetie to Burdeaux. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. i. ii. 252 Thou..thinkst it much to tread y6 Ooze Of
the salt deepe. 1618 VV. LAWSON New Orchard (1623) 24
For men not knowing, .this secret of needfull distance,.,
thinke much to pull vp any [treesj, though they pine one
another. 1622 BACON Hen. l^lf. 234 It was also much, that
one that was so great a Louer of Peace should bee so happy
in Warre. 1667 MILTON / . L. x. 219 He.. thought not
much to cloath his Enemies. 1671 TILLOTSON Serin, i. 30
It Is much, if Men were from eternity, that they should not
find out the way of Writing in all that long long duration
which had past before that Time. 1700 DRVIJEN Wife of
Bath 78 The ladies .. thought it much a man should die for

love, And with their mistress jom d in close debate. 1861
DICKKNS Gt. Expect, v, You are not much to look at. 1875
Encycl. Brit. II. 252/1 All men allow their beards, whiskers,
and moustaches full growth, though none of these are much
to speak of.

h. Much ofa . . . (colloq.) : in negative contexts
= a great . . /,

* a . . . of any noteworthy quality ,
* a ... in any great degree .

1843 DICKENS ChristmasCarol\\\, What s the consequence?
He don t lose much of a dinner. 1889 J. K. JEROME Three
Men in Boat 114 You don t look for much of a voice in a
comic song. Mod. He is not much of a scholar.

i. ironically (cf. A 2 e above).
Mod. Much you know about the matter !

3. With modified sense, in absolute uses of the

adj. as qualified by as
t so, thus, hoiv

t
thaty this,

too : see those words and A 2 above.

fb. Like vi a like much : a similar quantity. Obs.

1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1560) B iv b, Take lytarge of

Sy Iver, and Brymstone, of eche Tyke muche, and seethe them.
Ibid. Diij.Ofechealyke muche. c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health
H iij, Take of Castoreum, of

Pellytory,
ofPyonye rootes, of

eche lyke muche make pylles wyth TriakelL

4. Comb., objective with pr. pples., as much
containing, -devouring, -enduring, -suffering adjs.
c x6ix CHAPMAN Iliad xxm. 631 The much-suffering man.

1725 POPE Odyss.\\\\. 172 A. .much-enduring man. 1828
PUSEV Hist. Enq. \. 156 In his concise but deep and much-
containing essay. 1873 LONGF. Wayside Inn in. Interlude
iii. 32 Wood, To feed the much-devouring fire.

C. adv.

1. In a great degree ;
to a great extent

; greatly.
a. qualifying a verb or the whole predication.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 229 Ne ne mei na bing wiSstonden hi

uiy oc iiiueiie exercyseu m goosiiy conuer^acjfon.
573 l^ARET Alv. M. 496 Saie that I am here much against
my will. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. iv. iii. 9 Ginger was not
much in request, for the olde Women were all dead. 1662

J. DAVIES tr. Olearius&quot; Voy. Ainbass. 422 The Ambassadors
..made him some other Presents, which.. made him very

M. iie puuusiier 01 11 is neiiner mucn a iriena to me cause or

religion nor to the author s memory. 1854 H. MILLER Sch.
ff Schm. ii. (1857) 37, I was much a favourite with Uncle
James. 1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting viii. 350 He
complained much of his poverty. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Bren
dan I. 208 Thank you very much, she said. 1902 ELIZ. L.
BANKS Newspaper Girl 211 I m much obliged to you.

b. qualifying comparatives or words implying
comparison ; occasionally with the intervention of
the (pron.) before a comparative.
In the i7th c/, when a or an preceded the comparative,

much was sometimes interposed instead of being placed first.

(Strictly, this construction belongs rather to I a.)
c 1275 LAY. 3201 He moche

)&amp;gt;e
wodlokere wilnede bat

mayde. Ibid. 9911 Wei riche was Aruiragus and moche
richere was Maurus. 1380 WYCLIF^/. Wks. III. 334 And
?if it fare Jnis wibhiere penytaunceris..it is moche pe werse
on alleordris. c 1430 Merlin 4 He dought that yef he dide
hym gretter damage, that he wolde be moche wrother. 1503
in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 231 Much the less we could come
by the very knowledge of that cause for that the queen
weared black kerchowes. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. ix. 31

735

she had for him for whom twas performed. 1668-9 MARVKU.
Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 267 It will lx* some expense, but
much otherwise husbanded then formerly. 167. PRIDEAUX
Lett. (Camden) 64 The transhition of yEmilius Porta is much
the best, a 1674 CLARENDON Snn\ Leviath. (1676) 255 Euri-

pides. .is mucli a graver writer. 1688 COLLIER Sev. Disc. xii.

( l ?25) 385 A grateful. .Receiver is much a greater Man than
such a pretended Benefactor. 1711 in lotk I\cp. Hist, A/SS,
Comm. App. v. 170 The much major part of the souldiery.

I7ix-i SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella. 23 Feb., The Secretary is

much the greatest commoner in England. 1766 GOLDSM.
Vic. IV. xvili, Our modern dialect is much more natural.

1838 MOORE Mem. (1856) VII. 218 Nothing much different

to add in the subject. 1875 Encycl, Brit, II. 707/1 Much
the largest river of the peninsula is the Halys.

C. qualifying positive or uncompared adjs. and
advs.

;
= VEKY. Obs. exc. with like (now only as

quasi-prep.).
c 1449 PECOCKE Repr. i. x. 53 Y wolde not make me miche

Lisi forto seie ther a5ens. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 32
Yet is he inoche dangerous. 1490 fcneydos x. 40 Dydo
toke grete playsir in his conuersacyon and deuysed wyth
him moche gladely. 1539 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy

Lett. (1902) II. 214 She confesseth in substance, the moche
like wordes to have ben told her. 1550 CKANMER Defence
65 b, And contra Adamantiiuit he writeth much like, say
ing [etc.]. 1551 ROBINSON tr. A!ore s Utop. Ep. 1 . (iik-s

(1895) ii Beynge muclie lyke vncourtels, vnthankefull, and
chourlishe guestes. 1612 BACON Ess. t

l arcntsfy Child. (Arb.)

276/1 In nature it is much a like matter. 1650 EARL MONM.
tr. SeitaulCs M,in bee. Guilty 212 Health so dearly bought,
cannot be much delightful). 1796 Mus. J. WEST (&amp;gt;\&amp;gt;ssi/&amp;gt;

s

Story I. 156 Twas much unkind to go.

d. Used ironically for *not at all . Also (now
only U.S.) cllipt, as a derisive exclamation indi

cating incredulity.
ci590 MAKLUWE Fansttts (2nd vers.) (1631) E ?, Vint...

Come giue it to me againe. Rob, I much, when can you
tell? 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, n. iv. 143 Since when, I pray
you, Sir? what, with two Points on your shoulder? much.
1598-9 B. JONSON Case is Altered in. i, And to solicite his
remembrance still In his enforced absence, much, I faith.

1599 Ev. Man out ofHum. i. iii, To charge me brine my
Graine into the markets : I, much, when I haue neither
Barne nor Garner. 1873 SUSAN COOLIOCE What Katydid
at Sell. ix, Much you don t like oranges? he said...
Much ! I ve seen you eat two .it a time, without stopping.
1879 HI-;SANT & RICK Seamy Side 114 Oh ! yes,

1

he says,
you think it s yours, do you ? Much. I m the owner, I am.
Mod. Muchjw* care about my feelings !

2. In modified sense, qualified by aSj hou&amp;gt;, so, too

(cf. A 2, B 3 above) : see those advs.

3. Pretty nearly, approximately. Chiefly qualify

ing expressions denoting similarity, as in much as,
much ofan age, of a muchness, ofa size, of a piece \

\much at one. Also prefixed to about prep., to

emphasize the notion of indefmitcness.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 203 Moche aboute thys
same tyme. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. Pref. (Arb.) 20, I heare
saie, you haue a sonne, moch of his age. 1662 J. DAVIKS tr.

Mandelslo s Trav. 112 The death of Derma, and that of the

King of Candy, .happened much about a time. 1686 J.
S[KRGEANT] Hist, Monast. Convent. 100 The word Allon,
which is much at one with Allons in French, a 1699 TEMPLE
Misc. HI. i. Wks. 1720 I. 257 All of them left the World much
as they found it. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. t ar-
nass. III. 340 It was much about that time. 1739 R. BULL
tr. Dedt-kindus* Grobianns 136 Old Men are much at one.

1741 Corr. bet-w. C&quot;tess Hartford fy C tess fowfret (1805)
II. 256 The siege and the soldiers are much of a piece with
the fire,

agai

youtiias mmseii. 1059 vv. COLLINS &i&amp;lt;nv up-witn tnet&amp;gt;-ngi ,

I ..lose myself in my memory now, much as I lost myself in

my own feelings at the time. 1884 J. G. BOURKE Snake Dance
ofMoquis xv, He sprinkled water upon the ground, very
much as a Catholic priest would asperse his congregation.

4. Often or long (J.) ;
for a large part of one s

time.

1798 JOANNA BAILLIE Tryalv. ii, I have been pretty much
with him these two days past, and I don t believe he gives
me great thanks for mycompany. 1839 DAKWIN in Life $ Lett.

(1887) I. 300 Read little, was much unwell, and scandalously
idle. Mod. I have not been much away from home of late.

5. Comb. : (a) with pa. pples., as in mitch-

admired, -loved, valued , (b] with pples. of indirect

passive, as in much talked of\ (c] with adjectival

phrases composed of to be and pa. pple., as in

much-to-be-atimired, -to-be-pitied.
1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 73 A much troubled brest. 1612

DRAYTON Poly-olb. xvi. 311 To much beloued Lee, this

scarcely Sturt had spoke. 1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chet-
ham Soc.) 175 Although there be many grafts of the old
thorn engrafted, yet all (save this) degenerate from this

much-to-be-admired budding and blossoming at this time.

1645 R. BAILLIE Lett,
&amp;lt;$ Jrnls. (Bannatyne Club) II. 267

The much-talked of weakness of our army. 1785 BURNS
Cotters Sat. Night xx, A virtuous populace may rise the
while, And stand a wall of fire around their much-lov d Isle.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1831) I. 310 His much-valued friend.
1820 SOUTHEY Wesley I. 180 This so much-to-be-admired
eternal Providence. 1873 HOWELLS Chance Acquaintance i.

(1883) 23 A much-gallened hotel. 1879 HUXLEY Hnme 1.56
This full-crammed and much-examined generation.

Mucli(m#tf),z/.&amp;lt;#fl/. [f. MUCH qitasi-sb^ trans.
To make much of; to pet, fondle, caress.

1736 PEGGE Kenticisms (E.D.S.) 38 To much a child, to
fondle it when it is peevish, 1848 LOWELL Fablefor Critics
Poet. Wks. (1879) 154 As soon as she s touched it And (to
borrow a phrase from the nursery) mucked it.

Muchache, -ate, -ato(e, obs. ff. MUSTACHIO.
Muchalka, -are, var. ft. MUCHULKA, MICHER.
Muche, obs, form of MOUCH v.

MUCHWHAT.
Muchel(e, -ell, -head, -ness : see MICKLE, etc.

Mucherus, variant of MOCHBAS.
t Muchet. Obs. [a. F. moitc/ict.] A tuft.

1601 HoLLAND/Y/wj II. 4 A fourth kind of linnen. .commeth
from a certaine fennie reed . . I nieane the tender muchets or
chats thereof.

tMu Chfold, a. Obs. [f. MUCH a. + -FOLD.]
= MANIFOLD a.

1382 WYCI.II- Eph. iii. 10 The mochefokl wysdom of God.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. viii. keat) 1. 43 Thou were
ensample of moche folde errour.

t Much good. Obs. rare. Mountain parsley.
1597 GI;RARUE Hetbal ii. ccclxxxii. 863, 864. 1665 LOVI-;LL

Herl al (ed. 2) 292 Much go&amp;lt;xl,
see Mountain partly.

t Muchhead. Obs. rare 1

, [f.
MUCH a. +

-HKAI), -HOOD.] ae MlCKLKHKAD.
13.. A , Alls. 7^52 Pors nfyed in his streynthe, In his

muchehed, and in his leynthe.

Muchil, -in, variant forms of MICKLE, Mucix.

Muchi-ras, variant of MUCHHAS.
1 Muchity. Obs. rare.

[f&quot;.

MrcH a. + -ITY.]
a. A tiling ot importance, b. Great bulk or size.

1621 }![, MIH MA .r 1 iatfil i- ;j Km- tliu.^e i-spedally ob-
serued nuitchities, in the eyght last Ch;ipters, I haue reason
to think, .they were also scored vnto your hand. Ibid. 221

Liberality is discouered two wayes ; by the Quality, and
goodnesse of the gift : by the quantity and muchity of what

: is presented.

Muchly (mzrijli), adv. Now jocular. [f.

MUCH a. + -LY -.] Much, exceedingly.
1621 J/.S . llibl. Reg. 17 V,. xv. (Halliwell 1

,
Tliu Ladie Can-

tabrigia. .Went grave lie di^ht to entei tatne the dame, They
muchlie lov d, and honor d in her name. 1647 J. UIKKI.N-
IIEAD Assembly-Man (1602-^) 14 Commonly &quot;ti.s lariled with
fine new

w&amp;lt;jrtls,
as Savingable, Muchly, CIiri.si-Jesu^noM

[&amp;lt;:U;.]. 1881 Miss UKADI-OS Asph. I. ^ Ihank you muchly.
And now my box ? 1882 M OKU is in Mackail Life (1899) 1 1.

70, I took this
pla&amp;lt;

e riiiiuhly for the sake of its water-power.
t Much-making, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [f.

MUCH ijitasi-sb. + MAKING vbl. sb. Cf. to make
nntili of\ see MAKE v. iS d., 21.] The action of

making much (of a person or thinj;).
a 1656 I IAI.KS St rtri. I.ton i. (1673 4 Sick persons must not

look tor smoothing, and much-making, but for that which fit^

the-ir malady. 1828 K. Ii;\ IM; Last ^Days 6 Tiie adiniuitiu!)

and much making either of the love of Christ or the woi k of
the Spirit.

Muchness (m#&quot;tfnes).
Also 4 mochene.sse,

5 -lies. [f. MUCH a. + -NKSS : cf. MII-KLKNK&amp;gt;S.]

1 1. Large size or bulk
; bigness ; also, size,

magnitude (larjje or small . Obs.

1398 TKKVISA Barth. DC / . A*, v. xli. (14951 158 Yf the
^ mylie is somdeale more drawynge to lityluee thaime to

i mochenesse it is a sygne and token of good complcxy^n.
1496 Fysshynge ?c. Angle (1883) 30 The gogen i&amp;gt; a good

|

fisshe of the mocheness. 1572 J. JONES Bathes ofBath n. 17

IJy reason of the smalnesse or muchnesse of the same. 1631
K. BOLTON Cojnf. Affl. Consc. (1635) 296 It is not so much the

muchness and measure of our sorrow, as the truth and hearti-

nesse which fits us for the promises and comforts of mercy.
2. Greatness in quantity, number, or degree.
a 1400 HYLTON Scala Pcrf. \ \V. de W. 1494) n. xxxiv, The end-

lesmochenesoftheloueofgod. 1559 ^/;&amp;gt;r. filag.^Jas. /,xviii,
Attaste no poyson..beware eke of to much, All kil through
muchnes, sum with only touche. 1669 PEPVS Diary -^ Mar.,
To bed, my head a little troubled with the muchness of the
business I have upon me at present. 1744 T. HAVRE in Mem.
\V. Stukcley (Surtees) I. 368 [I] do fear the muchness of the

worke will prevent it. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home
(1883) I. 66 She imposes awe and respect by the muchness
of her personality. 1887 JAMES in Mind No. 45. 15 We have
relations of muchness and littleness between times,, .as well

as spaces.

b. An instance of this.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 21 After the nice brattling
out of reality, into muchnesses and littlenesses, there fall^

to the share of this, as little as may be. a 1680 CHAKNOCK
Attrib.God(\^^} II. 677 He will have a muchness of mercy
for those that are prepared.. by faith and repentance. 1893

J. MOVES in Dublin Rev. Apr. 246 A muchness of going and
coming between Rome and &amp;lt;his country.
3. Much of a muchness: much of the same im

portance or value; very much the same or alike.

colloq,

1728 VANBR.& Cm. Prov, Hnsb. i. \,Mau, I hope, .you anil

your good woman agree still? /. Moody. Ay, ay ; much of
a muchness. 1845 DE QUINCEY Goldsmith Wks. 1857 VI. 217
Compare Addison s age.. with Goldsmith s, .the two ages
will be found to offer much of a muchness . 1893 KATH.
SIMPSON Yorks. Stories 255 Gifts seem to me much of a
muchness. They are apt to create a sense of obligation.

Mucht, obs. pa. t. of MAY vl
II Mucliulka (mtjz7-lka). Also 9 muchelka,

muchalka, moochulka. [Hindi mucalka.~\ A
written bond.

1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1844) I. 323 The sou-

bahdar insisting upon the man giving a muckelka [sic] to pro
duce the stolen goods was an assumption of authority, highly
unwarrantable. 1818 SIK T. MUNHO in Gleig Life (1849) 2^5
Lord Ii told me that I should have ten thousand pagodas
per annum, and all my expenses paid ; . . I never thought of

taking a Muchalka from Lord Ii , because [etc.], 1886
YULE & BURNELL AnglO Ind. Gloss.^ Moochulka.

t Mu clxwhat, sb. and adv. Obs, [f. MUCH
cuiv. + WHAT/MW.J a. sb. Many matters, b. adv.

Greatly; nearly, almost; just;
*

pretty much*,

pretty well . (Very common in the i7th c.)

a. 13 .. Gaw.fy Gr. Knt. 1280 pus bay meled of much-quat t

tH myd-morn paste.
b. i494FABYANC/i?w/. v.cxxiii. 100 He wasbytheyr coun-

ceyll moch what aduyzed and gyded. 1548 GEST Pr. Masst



MUCIC.

Lvj, Notwithstanding..! hertofor liaue moch what vehe

mently gaynaayd the preuie mabse.^ 1619 W.^ScLATER Exp..

about the yeare 1414. 1662 GLANVILL Lvx Orient, xiv. 14

Ml things proceed much-what in like manner as before.

1701 COLLIER M. A nrel. (1726) 201 The world in a dream.and

the world out on t, will appear muchwhat the same thing.

Mucic (miz&amp;lt;-sik),
a. Chem. [a.

F. mtuique,

f. L. muc-us : see Mucus and -icj Mucic add:

an acid formed by the action of dilute nitric acid

upon various kinds of gum. Mucic ether, an ether

obtained from mucic acid.

1800 YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 158 Sulfuric acid 1000

Mucic 900. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Qrg. Bodies 337 C

!

736

1880 W. NEWTON Strm. for Boys ff G. (1881) 4 3 She [a

spider] makes mucilage in her body and fastens the two

pieces down.

2. A viscous lubricating fluid (e.g. mucus,

synovia) in animal bodies.

1600 SURFLET Country Farm i. xii. 58 The muscilage of

shell snailes. 1689 HAVERS Osteal. Nova (1691) 201 i he
- - ... .1 ! .. .1,.. m.i/-iii(Tinous glands) is

MucL
and the sugar of milk.

Mucid (mi-sid), a. rare. [ad. L. miicid-us, f.

mucere, to be mouldy.] Mouldy, musty.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mucid, finued, hoary, mouldy,
filthy. 1694 WESTMACOIT Script. Herb. (1695)6 A few mucid

and decayed Anise-Seeds. 1710 T. FULLER Pharin. Kxtcnip.

213 And where they.. find it degenerated into Mucid. Salt

or Sharp, they. .reduce it to Freshness. T&y] Civil Eiig. .&amp;lt;(

Arch. Jrnl. I. 57/1 A lazy old water wheel, which lifts into

elevated reservoirs the mucid quantum of supply.

Hence Muci dity, Mu-cidness, rare-&quot;.

1658 PHILLIPS, Mucidity, or Mucour, moujdinesse, hoari-

nesse, filthinesse. 1731 BAILEY vol. II, Mucidness.

Mucidine, erroneous form of MUCEDINE.

Mucidous (miw-sidas;, a. ran-&quot;, [f.
I,.

i/iucid-us MUCID + -ous.]
= Mucin.

1866 Trias Bet.,Afnciilous,mn5ty; smelling ofmouljiness.

t Mu Clduct. 06s. rare~ l
.

[f. L. muc-us

Mucus + rff/-KjDucr. Cf.MucoDUCT.] Acanal(in
the root of a plant) by which mucilage is conveyed.
1672-3 GREW Anat. Roots \. iii. 18 The proper Liquor

of these Muciducts.

Muciferous (misrferes), a. [f. mod.L. type

*mficifer (f.
mnc-us Mucus + -fer bearing) + -ous :

see -FERGUS.] Secreting or conveying mucus.

1842 Proc. Be&amp;gt;~u. Nat. Club 1 1. No. 10. 36 These hollow

ilaces. are excavated, .by long maceration of the soft muci-

.Wous foot upon the rock. 1881 GI/NTHER in Encycl. Brit.

X 1 1. 689/2 Bones of the head with wide muciferous channels.

1882 TENISOS-WOODS Fish
&amp;lt;y

Fisheries N. S. Wales 8 This

perforated line is provided with abundant nerves, and is

called the mitciferous system.

Mucific (miasi-fik), a. Phys.vaA.Patk. [f. L.

muc-us + -FIC.] Producing mucus.

1833-55 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

Muciform (miK sif^im), a. Phys. \i.\j.miic-us

+ -POEM.] Resembling mucus.

1833-55 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

Mucigen (mitt sidgen). Chem.
[f. L. mucus :

see Mucus and -GEN i.] The substance of the

gianules forming a mucous cell.

1876 in DUNGLISOS Med. Lex. 1882 Qnain s Anat. (ed. 9)

II. 225 The clear substance which accumulates within the

cells is not mucin, but a precursor of mucin, which is termed

mucigen .

MucigenOUS (trm/si d^tnas), a.
[f.

L. mucus
+ -GEN -i- -ous.] a. Producing mucus, b. Of the

nature of mucigen.
1886 Buck s Hamibk. Med.Sci. II. 448/2 The transparent

muci^enous . . substance has almost wholly disappeared.
1888 Mature 13 Dec. 168/1 Out of the breeding season none
of these mucigenous cells are to be found in the kidneys.

Mucilage (mis-sili-dj). Forms: 5 muscil-

lage, 5-7 muscilage, 6 muscellage, musilage.
mus(se)lege, mucculage, 6-7 mucillage, 7

mussilage, mus(i)lidge, mucilege, 8 mucil
lage, 9 musilage, 7- mucilage, [a. F. mucilage
(i4th c.), ad. late L. miici/dgo (^400) musty juice

(whence Sp. mucilago, Pg. mucilagem, It. mucil-

laggine, mucc/laggine], f. L. mficus Mucus.]
1. A viscous substance obtained from the roots,

seeds, and other parts of plants by maceration in

water. Also pi. in the same sense.
r 1400 Lanfranc sCirnrg. 245 Tempere hem wi)j muscilage

of fenigrec. 15.. in Vicarys Anat. (1888) App. ix. 221 Put
in xvncesofthe saide muscellage. i57sTuRBERV. Falconrie
222 A mucillage of Psillium. 1681 tr. Willis Rem. Med.
Wks. Vocab., Mucilage, thick boiling up of a thing to a
gelly, or thick consistency. 1746 H. PEMBERTON Dispens.
349 Oil of Mucilages. 1747 \VESLEY Prim. Physic (1762)
118 Boil Comfrey Roots to a thick Mucilage. 1842 PARNELL
Chem. Anal. (1845) 37 The mucilage may be prepared by
rubbing common starch with cold water. 1887 MOLONEY
Forestry tr . Afr. 282 Ureiia lobala, L. A common Tropical
weed, used medicinally as a mucilage.

b. transf. A viscous mass, a pulp.
1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 196 The hardest

seeds corrupt and are turned to mucilage and rottenness.
1692 BENTLEY Boyle Led. v. 124 A mucilage of bruised
spiders. 1766 Museum Rust. VI. 318 To pound their bodies
and eggs together into one common mucilage. 1812 J.J.
HENRY Camp. agsl. Quebec 96 The meat required no cutting,
as it was reduced to a musilage, or at least to shreds.
fig. 1825 Examiner 271/2 Their dramatic dialogue is. .a
mucilage of sentiment without natural bones or substance.

C. spec. Chiefly U.S. An aqueous solution of

gum or of substances allied to it, used as an
adhesive (Webster 1897).
In England commonly called gum .

minous animal mucilage, and a colouring matter.

3. Bot. A gummy secretion present m various

parts of vegetable organisms.

1677 GREW Anat. Fruits i. 14 Out ofall these sap-vessels,

issues a transparent and viscous Mucilage. 1807 J . h.. SMITH

Phys Bot 70 The most distinct secretions of vegetables re

quire to be enumerated.. Gum or mucilage, a viscid sub

stance .is very general. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary s

1 hancr. 510 In other woods, .a transformation into disor

ganised masses of mucilage and gum takes place.

b. Cliem. Vegetable gelatine belonging to the

amylose group of carbohydrates (B. D. Jackson

Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900).

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 293 He concluded that

mucilage had been present ; for mucilage is composed of

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem.

(1862) III. 109 Mucilage or bassorin(Ci2 HioOio) &quot;s a modi

fication of gum which is insoluble in water.

4. Comb., as mucilage- containing adj. ; also

|-rnucilage mo.\\o-vr,A/llixaefficinalis; mucilage-

passage Bot., a vessel or duct by which mucilage
is conveyed.
1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xxvii. 586 The Mucculage Mallowe.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Bary s Phaner. 137 This plant

has mucilage-containing sacs and cavities. Ibid. 202 Mu
cilage- and gum-passages in the Marattiaceae [etc.],

IMCucilaginous (misilG dxin3s), a
&amp;gt;

Also 7

muccilaginous. [ad. F. mucilagineux, ad. mod.

L. type *mucilaginosus, f. late L. mitcilagin-,

(-) MUCILAGE: see -ous.]
1. Having the nature or properties of mucilage;

of a soft, moist, and viscous quality or appearance.

Also, pertaining to or characteristic of mucilage.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. xxiii. 168 A jelly, or

muccilaginous concretion. 1651 FRENCH Distill, v. 109
Stones are produced out of water that hath a mucilaginous

Mercury, which the Salt, .fixeth into stones. 1710 T. FULLER
Fharm. Extemp. 71 A Pectoral Decoction .. is endow d
with a mucilaginous. .Sweetness. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat.

xi.(i879&amp;gt;236Ithas a mucilaginous, slightly sweet taste. 1884
M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat % Nose 11.49 Occasionally
warm mucilaginous drinks are more soothing. 1884 BOWER
& SCOTT De Bary s Phancr. 534 In many species. .the mu
cilaginous disorganisation begins early.

2. Containing or secreting mucilage. Jl/iifi-

laginotts glands : the fringed vascular folds of the

synovial membrane.
1689 HAVERS Osteal. Nn a (1691) 189, I shall give them a

more comprehensive name, such as Glandulx Miicilaginosx,
or the mucilaginous Glands. 1796 MORSE /inter. Geog. I.

195 In summer they feed on wild grasses, and the leaves of

the most mucilaginous shrubs.

Hence Mucila-ginously adv., f Mucila ginous-
ness.

1651 FRENCH Distill, v. 112 It attracts to it selfe the mu-

cilaginousnesse of the water. 1859 SALA Tw. round Clock

(1861) 79, I have, .known them [i. e. eggs] by bits of straw

and flecks of dirt mucilaginously adhering to their shells.

Mucin (mis-sin). Phys. Also 9 -ine. [a. F.

mucine, i. L. muc-us Mucus: see -IN I.] The

nitrogenous principle of mucus.

&quot;833-55 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Mucin, mucus. 1846 CAR
PENTER Princ. Hum. Phys. (ed. 3) 131 The chief organic
constituent [of bronchial and nasal mucus] is a substance

termed Mucin. 1871 WATTS tr. Gmelin s Handbk. Chem.
XVI II. 340 Mucin. . . To be distinguished from the mucin of

wheat-gluten. 1871 THUDICHUM Chem. Phys. 48 Mucine
has never been found in pus,

b. attrib. and Comb.
1878 FOSTER Phys. (ed. 2) 221 The greater part of the pro

toplasm of the cells has become converted into a mucin-

bearing substance. 1882 Qnain s Anat. (ed. 9) II. 580 The
mucin-cells become gradually smaller and less clear. 1897
Allbutt sSyst. Med. IV. 476 A mucin-yielding modification

. .of the connective tissue.

Muciuogen (misi-n#gen). Phys. [f. MUCIN
+ -(O)GEN.J = MUCIGEN.
1886 Buck s Handbk. Med. Sci. II. 448/2 The sequence,

then, is protoplasm, mucinogen, mucin, over and over again.

Mucinoid (mi-sinoid), a. and sb. [f. MUCIN
+ -OID.] a. adj. Resembling mncin. b. sb.

= MucoiD (Webster Suppl. 1902).
1900 Lancet 28 July 249/1 Mucin and mucinoid bodies.

Mucinous (miw-sinas), a. [f. MUCIN + -ous.]

Pertaining to or resembling mucin.

1863 AITKF.N Pract. Med. (1866) II. 59 Such [fluids] as

contain albuminous, fibrinous, mucinous, or caseinous sub
stances. 1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Mucinous Cysts...
MvcinoHS exudations. 1897 Alllnttt s Syst. Med. IV. 467
Mucinous degeneration of the connective tissue.

Muciparous (misi parss), a. [f. L. miic-us

+ -far-us producing (f. parere to bring forth) +

-ous.] Producing or secreting mucus.

MUCK.

1835-6 Todfs Cycl. Anat. I. 310/1 The pituitary mem-
brane . . displays numerous pores of muciparous glands. 1878

FOSTER Text Ek. t /iysiol. (ed. 2) 221 In addition to these

muciparous cells are seen a number of smaller . . cells.

Mucivore (mi;7
j

sivoa). Ent. [ad. mod.L.

Mucivora neut. pi., f. miic-us + -vor-us devouring.]

A dipterous insect of the family Mucivora (Webster

1864). Hence Muci vorous a., feeding upon the

juices of plants (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Muck (mok), sb.1 Forms : 3-4 muo, 3 mokke,

3-5 mukke, 3-6 muk, 3-4, 6 Sc. mok, 4 moke,

4-7 mucke, 5-6 muke, 6 mouk(e, Sc. mwk, 5-
muok. [Early ME. muk, prob. of Scandinavian

origin : cf. ON. myki fern.
, dung (Da. meg, in I Cth c.

mwgh neut. ,;,-, mog,mek,lf.of\&amp;lt;.myk}:*mukin-
wk. fern., prob. f. OTeut. *muk- wk. grade of

*meuk- soft (see MEEK a.}. ON. has the cognate
verb moka to shovel (manure) : see MUCK v.~]

1. The dung of cattle (usually mixed with de

composing vegetable refuse) used for manure ;

farm-yard manure. Now chieHy dial, and vulgar.
1:1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2557 Summe he deden..Muc and fen

ut of Imr3es beren 3us bilterlike he gun hem deren. 1303
R. BKUNNE llandl. Synne 2301 pe muk ys be more stynk-

yngge pere be sunne ys more shynyngge. c 1325 Knoive pi

sel/&o in E. E. P. (1862) 132 Eueri mok most in-to myre.

377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 144 Ac je myjte trauailte..Diken

or deluen. .or here mukke a felde. 1538 in Lett. Suppress.
Jfaxast. (Camden) 176 Our lond is not tylde, muke is not

led, our come lyth in the barn [etc.]. 1615 W. LAWSON

Country Housew. Card. (1626) 3 Digge a trench halfe a yard

deepe,..and fill the same with good short, hot, and tender

mucke. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sluph. H. iii, Is there nae

muck to lead 1 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. (1814) 303
The violent fermentation which is necessary for reducing

farm-yard manure to the state in which it is called short

muck. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. ii, The shaky surface

of the great muck reservoir. 1890 Farmer s Gaz. 4 Jan. 7/3

Want of muck causes want of apples.

t b. Applied to other fertilizers. 06s.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1079 All the ground, where Salt or

Brine is spilt, is, when dugg up, excellent Muck for Grazing
Ground. 1772 Projects in Ann. Reg. 108/1 The ashes,

which are called pot-ash muck, make excellent manure....

The principal inducement to make pot-ash is, for the muck.

c. Phr. Wet as muck (cf. muck-wet ).

1782 M:ss BURNEY Cecilia ll. ix, But how did you find

yourself when you got home, sir? How? why wet as

muck. 1787 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Apol. Post, to Ode upon
Ode Wks. 1812 I. 458 Wet as muck.

d. U.S. (See quot.)
1862 DANA Man. Ceol. 614 Muck is another name for peat,

..especially when the material is employed as a manure.

t 2. Jig. Contemptuously applied to money. Obs.

a 1300 Sarmtin xx. in E. E. P. (1862) 3 pe wrecchis wringit
be mok so fast up ham silf hi nul no^t spened. 4:1380 WYCLIF
Wks. (1880) 147 jif bei ben pore. . bei ben cursed for bei han

not moche muk. ci4ia HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1632 But

bey bat marien hem for muk & good Only, & noght for loue

[etc.]. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 17 The drosse

and mucke of this worldly Egypte. 1633 ROWLEY Match at

Midnt. i. i. Bj b, I tell em I haue given over Brokering,

moyling for mucke and trash. 1710 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Lett., To Mrs. Wortley 113 For those that do not regard

worldly muck, there is extraordinary good choice indeed.

3. Unclean matter such as soils that upon which

it is deposited or to which it adheres ; dirt, filth.

Also _/?. Now vulgar.
13. . Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxv. 63 pou proude

mon, bou art nou elles But of Muk bretful a sekke. 1439

Coventry Lett Bit. (E.E.T.S.) 191 They ordeyne that from

thys tyme forward that any muk or (filth be Cast ther
by

eny person, but jif the Comyn seriant do execucion he scball

lese his office, c 1440 Promt. Parv. 348/1 Muk, or duste . . ,

puh is. 1505 Burgh Rec. Edill. (1869) I. 105 For purgeing
and ctengeing of the hie streitt..of all maner of mwk, filth

of fische and flesche, and fulzie weit and
dry. 1533 Pre-

sentm. of Juries in Surtees Misc.(iWt 34 1 hat no man
cast eny. .mouk uppon the chanell. 1596 DALRYMPLE Les

lie s Hist. Scot. x. (S.T.S.) 463 Now thair consciences ar

compellit be force of the Edictes of the Catholikis, in thair

muk to clag and fylethame selfe. io7SHAKS. Cor. n. 11.130.

1661 GLANVILL Van, Dogm. xxiv. Apol. Phihs. 247 The
Swine may see the Pearl, which yet he values but with the

ordinary muck. 1668 Bp. HOPKINS Sena., Vauitjr (1685) 10

Whence is it, that we.. lie here groveling in the thick clay

and muck ofthis world ? i68a DRYDEN & LEE Duke ofGuise

in. i, You moving Dirt, you rank stark Muck o th World.

1849 DICKENS W. Copp. iii, Mr. Peggotty went out to wash

himself in a kettleful of hot water, remarking that cold

would never get his muck off . 1861 CALVERLEY Yerses

(1862) 20 Who fled like an arrow, nor turned a hair. Through
all the mire and muck.

b. colloq. Anything disgusting.

1899 E. PHILLPOTTS Human Boy 108 There were bottles

of stuff to rub bruises with, .and some muck for his eye.

Ibid. 174 The muck doctors give you.

c. (Commercial slang.) Muck and truck : mis

cellaneous articles of trade.

1898 Daily ffeius 22 July 4/7 Sufficient attention is not

paid to muck and truck . So says the British Consul at

Shanghai.
4. colloq. or vulgar. An uncleanly or untidy con

dition. To be in, alt of a muck, to be smothered

in dirt. Alsoyfj;

. _.

dust and&quot;jolting . 1876 MARK TWAIN Tom Sawyer xxiii,

When a body s in such a muck of trouble.

6. attrib. and Comb., as muck ^-hearted, \-sprung

adjs. ;
muck-bar (see quot. 1875); muck-cart.



MUCK. 737 MUCKLE.

a cart in which muck is carried
; f muck crook

= ? muck-hack ; f muck-hack, an implement for

raising and dragging manure from the dunghill ;

fmuck-heaping,yff. amassing of wealth
; frnuck-

hook = muck-hack; muck-iron (see quot.); muck-
man = SCAVENGER; f muck-midden, a dung
hill ; t muck-monger, a miser ; muck-pit, a

cesspool ;
muck-roll (see quot.) ; f muckscrap, a

miser ; t mucksled, a manure cart
; muck-snipe

slang (see quot.) ; muck-sweat, profuse sweat;
muck-thrift = MUCKWORM; fmuckwain, a ma
nure cart ; muck water, liquid manure drained

from a dunghill; muckweed (see quots.) ; fmuck-
wet a., wet as muck (see I c), thoroughly wet.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Alech., *Muek-bar, bar-iron which has

passed once through the rolls, 14.. Tonrnatnent afrotten-
ham 287 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 05 The nedur lippe of a larke

Was broght in a ^muk cart And set befor the lorde. 1519 in

Archzologia XXV. 421 For ij dayes worke, fyllyng of the

mucke carts. 1573 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) 1 1 1. 61 One
*muckecrooke and thre wymble bitts. 1411 in Fine/tale

Priory Charters, etc. (Surtees) p. clviii, Item, j &quot;mokhak.

1465 Ibid. p. ccxcix, j mukhak. 1570 Wills Q In- . N. C.

(Surtees) I. 342 One muck hacke, a grape, and iij forkes

viij
d

. 1:1425 MOCCLKVE Min. Poems 200/587 Eerthely loue

and to greet greedynesse In *muk-hepyngeblynden many an
herte. 1820 J. SCOTT in Land. Mag. Jan. 14/2 An incurably
wretched, grovelling, &quot;muck-hearted creature. 1577 Wills

ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 420, ij
&quot;mocke hoockes one old

sleade, and twoo olde ropes. 1766 Cornel. Farmer s.v. Fal

low-Cleansing, A man must be ready with a muck-hook to

clear them backward. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mecli. Suppl.,
*Muck Iron, crude puddled iron ready for the squeezer or

rollers. 1680 SIR J. FOULIS Ace. Bk. 10 Jan. (S. H.S.) 19 To
V&quot; *muckman that dights yft close. 1689 Depos. Cast. York
ii. T f?V _!!___ I T_l M7-II I :-J

den is the mother of the meal-ark . 1566 DRANT Mortice,
Sat. i. vi. D v, If gainegroper or *mucktnunger, I can not

proue it be. 1598 MARSTON Seo. Villanie III. xi, Brothell

rime, That stinks like Aiax froth, or *muck-pit slime. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Afeeh.,

*
Muck-roll, the roughing Qr first roll

of a rolling-mill train. 1389 R. ROBINSON Gold. Mirr.

(Chetham Soc.) 36 The worldly *Muckscraps for their goods
did daily loose their life. 1560 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887)

72 Ane &quot;mwksled, ane hand towall [etc.], 1851 MAYHF.W
Lond. Labour I. 259 A *muck-snipe, Sir, is a man regularly
done up, coopered, and humped altogether. 1647 H. MOKE
Cvfitfs Coiijft. Ivi, The &quot;muck-sprung learning cannot long
endure. 1699 L. WAFER Voy. (1729)291 They came out.. all

in a &quot;muck-sweat. 1765 BICKERSTAFFE Maid ofMill n. vii.

35 You have put yourself into a muck-sweat already. 1853
D. JERROLD Wks. (1864) II. 239 The old &quot;muckthnft. .was
wont to familiarise his thoughts with the angel ofdeath. 1523
FITZHERB. Hush 146 It is a wyues occupacyon . .to helpe
her husbande to fyll the &quot;mucke wayne or donge cart. 1626

BACON Sylva 405 To water it with &quot;Muck water.. is not

practised. 1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk (1795) II. 384 Gloss.

&quot;Muckweed, or Fat-hen, Clienopodium. album, common
goose-foot. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss., Mitck-

iveed, pond-weed. Potamogeton crispumt 1567 DRANT
Horace, Epist. \. xi. E j, Mucke weete with myer. 1676
Phil. Trans. XI. 712 They rose up, finding their Horses
muck-wet all over.

Muck (mk), sb.2 Also 7 moqua, mocca.

[The second syll. of AMUCK erroneously regarded
as a sb. preceded by an indefinite article.] In the

phrase to run a muck (sometimes with adj.)
= to

run AMUCK . Hence, an act of running amuck.

[1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier s Voy. n. 199 Behind the

Pales a Rascally Bantamois had hid himself ; one of those

that was newly come from Mecca, and was upon the design
of Moqua. Ibid. 202 Which the Java Lords seeing, call d
the English Traytors, and drawing their poyson d Daggers,

cry d n Mocca upon the English.] 1687 DRYDEN Hind ff P.

111.1188 Frontless, and Satyr-proof he scow rs thestreets.And
runs an Indian muckat all hemeets. ifaM^RSDEH Sumatra
241 Those desperate acts of indiscriminate murder, called by
us, mucks and by the natives mongamo. 1848 LOWELL Big-
low P. Poems 1890 II. 131 The late muck which the country
has been running has materially changed my views. 1880

MRS. RIDDELL Klyst. Palace Gard. xxiv, She would run the

pecuniary muck on which she had evidently started.

Much (mk), v. Now rare exc. dial. [f. MUCK
J*.1 Cf. ON. moia to shovel (manure), Da. muge,
dial, moge to remove dung, clear out a stable.]

1. trans. To free from muck. Alsoyf^.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxv. {Julian} 131 pe patyl his hand

clewyt to, be mnldebred quhen he suld mvk. 1500-20 DUN-
BAR Poems Ix. 52 Sa far abowe him sett at tabell That wont
was for to muk the stabell. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 181 He. .wssit all thingis at. .thair

consall quho..was not worthie to be in that rowme to haue

gevin ane prince counsall hot rather to haue haldin the

pleugh. .or, witht sour reverence, had mokit clossitis. 1641
BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 102 When they come backe, they
fall to muckinge of the stables. 1657 THORNLEY tr. Longus
Daplmis f, Chloe 170 He muckt the Cottage, lest the dung
should offend him with the smell. 1851 Beck s Florist 157
He would not half muck his stables out, for he said he wanted
his horses to lay warm.

2. To dress with muck, to manure. Also absol.

e 1440 Promp. Parv. 341/2 Moke vynys, pastino. Ibid.,

Mokke londewythe donge,_#ft? ( infimo. 1530 PALSGR. 641/2
If this land be well mucked, it wyll beare corne ynough the

nexte yere. 1693 EVELYN De La Quint. Compl. Gard.\\.

172 We transport our rotten Dung to those places we design
to muck. 17153 MILLS Pract. Hush. I. 102 Ground mucked
with horse-dung is always the most infected of any. 1855
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. i. 135 If you clay heavily..you
must muck heavily. 1890 Farmer s Gaz. 4 Jan. 7/2 You
always muck your orchard, do you not ?

(fig. a 1555 BRADFORoinCoverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 462

VOL. VI.

I Vf god..beginne to mucke nnd marie you : to pour hys
showers vpon you [etc.]. 155)8 MARSTON.W0. Yillanie n. vii,

i O Canaans dread curse To Hue in peoples sinnes. Nay far

\
more worse To muke ranke hate.

3. refl. To sweat , fag. rare.

1817-18 COBBETT Resid. U.S. (1822) 181 They.. toil and
muck themselves half to death to dig as much ground in a

j

day as a Surreyman would dig in about an hour of hard work.

4. irans. To make dirty; to soil. To muck up,
to litter. Now vulgar.
1832 LAMB Let. to Moxon in Final Mem. viii. 272 Tis like

a dirty pocket-handkerchief, mucked with tears. 1883
STEVENSON Treas. Isl. x, You can t touch pitch and not be

mucked. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 77, I

like them well enough in their places, which isn t mucking
up my rooms.

b. fig. To make a mess of. slang.
1899 KIPLING Stalky 190, 1 shall muck it. I know I shall.

5. intr. J o muck about, to go aimlessly about ;

to mess around . slang.
1896 KIPLING Seven Seas ,

Cholera. Camp (1897) 188 Our
Colonel . . mucks about in orspilal.

Hence Mucked ppl. a., manured.
1574 Cal. Laing Charters (1809) 225 Ane strip on the vest

syd of the said Mr. Jhonis mwkit land. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 73/1 Mucked grounds, is ground spread over
with the dung of Beasts. 1890 Farmer s Gaz. 4 Jan. 7/2

Every orchard that was last season fruitful was a mucked
orchard.

Muckel^le, obs. forms of MUCKHILL.
Muckender (mykendDj). Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : 5 mokedore, mokado(u)r, moctour,
6 mocke(n)dar, mucketter, 6-7 mucketer, 7

mucki-, mocketer, 7-9 muckinder, 9 muck-
inger, 7- muckender. [In ijth c. mokedore,

prob. adopted from the equivalent of K. mouclwir

(see MOUCHOIR) in some Occitanian dialect (see
Skeat in Mod. Lang. Rev. Oct. 1906, p. 60). Cf.

mod.Pr. moucadour (Honnorat), Sp. mocador, -dcro,

\ pocket-handkerchief ;
also It. moccadore, moccalore,

one who snuffs a candle (Florio).
The word presumably come from the language of some

district where the article was manufactured. Adoption from

Sp. is unlikely for the 15th c.,and the Sp nwcrtdor is prob. not

of native formation, as the vb. corresponding to F. moueher
Seems not to have existed in Sp.]

A handkerchief, t Also, a table-napkin ;
a bib.

14.. foe. in Wr.-Wiilcker 594/29 Mamphora,a. mokedore.
Ibid. 614/25 Sudarium,^ mokedore. 1425 St. Mary of
Oignies II. x. in Anglia VIII. 177/31 A lynnyn moctour,
wi(&amp;gt;

be whiche she wipte hir teres. 1450 I av. Myst. xx.

(Shaks. Soc.) 190 Goo hom, lytyl babe, ..And putamokador
aforn thi brest. 1530 PALSGR. 246/1 Mockendar for chyldre,
movchover. Ibid.zafij-z Mockedar. 1573-80 KAKET /I /: . 1:634
A bibbe or mucketter. 1611 COTGR., Baverette, a bib, inocket,
or mocketer to put before the bosome of a (slauering) child.

1670 COVEI. Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 261 Into our lap or on our
knee was laid a muckender. .to wipe your mouth and beard.

a 1706 EAIJL DORSET To Hoiuarcl on his Plays 27 For thy
dull fancy a muckinder is fit To wipe the slabberings of thy

snotty wit. 1791 H. WALPOLE Let. to Han. More 29 Sept.,
How I laughed at hearing of her throwing a second muck
ender to a Methusalem ! 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleo-

niania. OCn As for her [Justice s] blinkers,..They ve bound
em up with muckinger. 1843 F. E. PAGET \Varden ofBerk.
22 Shouldn t I tell mother to take the lace off her caps and
stitch it round her muckingers?

t Mu cker, rf.1 Oft. [f.
MDCK v. + -EB 1

.]

1. A scavenger.
1483 Cat/i. Aiigl. 246/1 A Mnkker, eniderista. 1790 BURNS

Let. to Moore 14 July, As unsightly a scrawl as Betty Byre-
Mucker s answer.

2. A money-grubber.
1567 DRANT Horace, Epist. n. ii. H vj, What all wherefore

so gredelie the moueie mucker carkes. 1584 T. BASTARD
Chrestoleros (1880) pi Fye filthy muckers tis not so, Ye erre,
God is not goold I know.

Mucker (mtJ-ka-i), sb.% slang, [f.
MUCK sb. +

-EB 1
.]

A heavy fall, as in the muck
;
a cropper .

Phrase, To come, go a mucker : chiefly fig., to come

utterly to grief, to ruin oneself.

1852 KINGSLEY in Life (1877) I. 349 The old horse, .earned

great honour by leaping in and out of the Loddon ; only
four more doing it, and one receiving a mucker. 1869 Up.

M. CREIGHTON in Life ff Lett. (1904) I. iii. 71 We have both

of us gone a mucker in a copy of Mendel s lovely engra_ving.

1876 J. PAYN Halves xiv. 11.17 ! should make a point of

. .apologising for our unfortunate mistake*. Yes, by Jove,
a regular mucker , muttered John. 1904 V. L. WHITE-
CHURCH Canon in Res. ii. 36, 1 came a mucker over the bank
on my third run.

Mucker (mc-kai), si&amp;gt;.3 Z7.S. slang. [Prob. a.

G. mucker sulky person, gloomy fanatic or hypo

crite.] a. A fanatic or hypocrite, b. A person

lacking refinement ; a coarse, rough person (Cent.

Diet. 1890).
1891 in Cycl. Temp. * Prohib. (U. S.) 269/2 The saloon

keepers then resolved to make the muckers take their own
medicine , and insisted that the Mayor should enforce the

Sunday law against common labor . 1897 KIPLING Captains

Courageous x. 242 Don t I know the look on men s faces

when they think me a a mucker , as they call it out here 1

Mucker (mo-ksj), v.1 Also 4 mokre, mokere.

whom. 1548 FoBKF.ST/Yivu. Focsye 56 In tyme ofplentie the
riche too vpp mucker Corne, Grayne, or Chafre hopinge vppon
dearthe. 1604 KABINGTON Comf. Notes Exod. xvi. 16 Note
how carefull the Lord is to haue men depend vpon his proui-
dence, . .and not wretchedly and despairtfully to mucker vp
what shall never doe them good. 1755 JOHNSON, To Mucker,
..toscramble for money ; tohoardup; to get orsave meanly :

a word, .still retained in conversation.

f2. intr. To moil . Obs. rare.
Cf. the dial, sense to be dirty (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. i. A j b, And thou that didste

disdnyne To lyve and leade the Lawyers lyfe Shalt mucker
in the grounde.
Hence Mu-ckering vl&amp;gt;l. sb. and

/&amp;gt;//.
a.

a 1400 Burgh La~vs Ixxiii. (Sc. Stat. 1.
1, Gif ony suilke of

usage hantys to cum on nycht because of mukeryn and
tavernys {causa Inert 7r/ mali ingenii} his fysche in house

by nycht |)e rmhiik be sulde sell on be day in
|&amp;gt;e

mercate he
sal geyflf til his forfalt viij s. 1556 OLDE Antichrist 182 For
a muckering vile aduantage sake.

Mucker (mo-kai), v. i
slang, [f. MUCKER sM]

a. intr. To come a mucker ; to come to grief,
fail. b. trans. To ruin (one s chances).
1861 H. KINGM F.Y Rcn enshoe xiv, I!y-the-bye Welter b.is

muckered; you know that by this time-. 1869 W. I .K.M&amp;gt;-

WOOD The O. V. H. (1870) 60 It s enough to mucker any
chance he has.

t Mu ckerer. Obs. rare. Also 4-5 mokerer,
6 Si: mukerar. [f.

MUCKER v. 1 + -EB !.] One
who honrds wealth.

1303 R. IJiiUNNK Handl. Synnc 6065 A}cns mokercrs wyl
y bit:pe [&amp;gt;at gndren pens vn-to an

he|&amp;gt;e. 4:1374 CHAUCF.K
Roetli. M. Pr. v. 31 (Camb. MS.) Auarice maketh alwey mo
kereres to ben hated. 1:1425 AUHEI.AY .ri I ains of Hell
112 in O. E. Misc. 214 pese were makers of monij with cursid

entent, With wiong mokcrers false mcsur^ and vsere. 1513
DOUGLAS sEncis Vlll. Prol. 54 The mukerar murnis in bis

mynd the meyll gaue na price. 1755 JOHNSON Jluckerer,
. -one that muckers.

Mucket\t er, obs. forms of MUCKENDER.
Mu ck-fork = DUNC-FORK i.

c 1340 Nominate sine ycr/ale (Skent) 519 Furchefymere,
mouke-forke. 1453-4 Durham AiC. Kolls (Suitt-esj i&quot;i jii

Mukforkez. 1554 in J//,//. Counties Hist. Collector J i-~)

I. 234 Itm Spau\ and mukforks xij
(l

. 1846 J. P.ANTKR Llbr.
rrai t. Agrit . (ixl. 4! II. 1 18 A common muck-fork.

Mu ck-lieap. A manure-heap, midden. Alsoy?^.
1303 R. URI.-SNK //rtrf/..S&amp;gt;*K230oJtoghhyt[K.|&amp;gt;esiinne]

on t-e milk hepe IMS. D. mukhyl] shynes. 1523 FlrxiiKmi.

Hnsl&amp;gt;. 17 Leue no doungc there-.is the mucke-nepe slmlc.

1556 Ol.nE Antichrist 192 He hathe brought a confused

nmckehenpe and burthen of ceremonies in to the churche.

1619 KAVOVI; Antiti. Triumph xx. 518 A very midden or

muckbeap of nil the grossest errors and heresies of the

Romane Church. 1889 I. TAYLOR Orig. Aryans iii. rS2

There were muck-heaps in the palace of Priam.

tMll Ckhill,.!/ . Obs. Forms: see Mt CK.t/ .
1 and

lIiLLrf. ; also, =;muckelle, 6mukylle, 7 muckel.

[f. MUCK sb. + HILL sb.]
= MUCK-HEAP.

Also^fy.
1303 [see MCCK-HF..M ]. 1427 Co-gentry Lcct /V/t .(E.E.T.S.)

113 Hit \v:is ordeyned t&amp;gt;at
noman ley no more muke at be

cro^s Ijeyonde the Newe-^ate, but vppon be mukhill lxj&amp;gt;fdis

be crosse. c 1475 Piet. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 797/33 Hoc
simarium, Hoc sterculiuium, a muckelle. 1576 FLKMING

Pancpl. Epist. 282 They rake vp clods of clay in a confused

heape, as it were a muckhil. 1621 Ik RToN Auat. Mel. l. ii.

n. v. 109 Muckels, draughts, sinkes. Ibid. HI. iv. i. i. 712 Why
dost thou stand gaping on this drosse, muckhills, filthy ex-

Clements? a 1781 JAGO Scavengers 52 Higher than our

house our muck-hill rose !

attrib. 1666 BUNYAN(;&amp;gt;YK:(? /)/&amp;gt;. 103 To leap with my head

downward into some Muck-hill hole or other.

fortis and gunpowder.

t Mu CkibuS. vulgar. Obs. [A humorous

formation from MUCK sb.
1

,
with the ending of a L.

ablative pi.] Intoxicated, tipsy ,
fuddled .

1756 H. WALPOI.F. Let. to Montagu 20 Apr., Lady Coventry
said in a very vulgar accent, if she drank any more, she

should be muekilms. Lord! said Lady Mary Coke, what

is that ? Oh ! it is Irish for sentimental*.

Muekinder, obs. form of MucKENnER.

Mtickiness (mn-kines). [f.
MUCKY a. +

-NESS.] The state of being mucky or dirty.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in later Diets.

Mu Cking, vbl. sb. [f. MUCK v. -t- -INQ .]

fl. An application of dung or the like as manure;
concr. what is applied as manure. Obs.

. . .

1. trails. To hoard (money, goods). Also absol.

and with zip. Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. D.}.
[1303: implied in MUCKERER.] c 1374 CHAUCER Troylusm.

1326 (1375) Trowe ye, a coueitous, a wreche. . pat, of bo pans
bat he can mokere & crache Was euere }it I-jeue hym swich

delitAsisinloue? ISSOWHITFORD lYerfte forHouseholders

Hj, Nygardy..hurdeth & muckereth up he cannot tell for

(1853)11. 262/1 A good stubble is the equalest mucking that is.

2. colloq. a. //. Rubbish, mess . b. An act of

messing about .

1898 KIPLING in Morn. Post 9 Nov. 5/2 She s only burning
muckings like the rest of us. She s our chummy ship .

1904 Traffics $ Discos . 68 His photographic muckings.

Mucking-togs, perversion of MACKINTOSH.

1843 BARHAM In^ol. Leg. Ser. n. Misatlv. Margate, A
little gallows-looking chap ,

..With a carpet-swab and

muckingtogs ,
and a hat turn d up with green.

Muckiter, variant form of MucKENDEB.
Muckle (mo-k l). Fisheries. [?subst. use of

muckle MICKLB a. (But cf. Du. maker heavy

hammer.)] A heavy maul used for killing cod.

1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous viii. 153 Theie was no

sound except, .the flapping of the cod, and the whack of ihe

muckles as the men stunned them.

Muckle, dial, variant of MICKLE.
159



MUCK-RAKE.

Mu ck-rake, sl&amp;gt;- A rake for collecting muck .

In literary use only fig.
The source of the figurative use is Bunyan s description of

the Man with the Muck-rake ,
which was intended as an

is valuable, or to a depraved interest in what is morally un

savoury or scandalous.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. ii. (1900) 184 The Interpreter has

them 6rst into a Room, where was a man., with Muckrake

in his hand. 1870 SPURGEON Treat. Dav. Ps. xxxix. 6ThOM
all-gathering muckrakes, who in due time are succeeded by

all-scattering forks, which scatter riches as profusely as their

what&quot; valuable waifs and strays they may find in it. 1893

at. Rev. 26 Jan. 125 The garbage of mylhland that

agner gathered together with a muck-rake .

Wagner gv aizuer uiiiiicicu lui^m*-. - _

So Mn-ck-rake v. nonce-wd. tntr., to rake refuse mucus.

738

and the external skin. Mnoo-de rnml a. = prec.

Mnco-extra-ctive a., derived from mucus. Maco-

gela tinous a., containing or resembling mucus

and gelatin. Muco-me-mbranous a., of or per

taining to the mucous membrane. Muco-pe ptone,

a substance formed by the gastric digestion ot

mucus associated with certain albuminous bodies.

Mnco-ptrriform a., consisting of pus and mucus.

Mnco-pn-rulento., of the nature of pus and mucus

mingled ;
characterized by the presence of pus and

mucus. Mn-co-pu-s, pus with which mucus is

combined. Mnco-sa-ccharine a., of a non-crystal

lizable sugary character. Mnco-sa livary a., re

sembling or containing mucus and saliva. Muco-

sangni-neons a., having blood mixed with mucus.

Muco-se-rous a., containing serum mixed with

sitvaru i iv i jvi v, jn.m j , L....J ..., -- -----
-

eown over her dirt, and awaits the coming guests, who make

a few long faces at the mucksy sort of a place . 1869

BLACKMORE Lorna D. xlvi, When the ground appeared

through the crust of bubbled snow .. it was all so soaked and
,

sodden, and, as we call it, mucksy ,
that [etc.].

Mu-ckworm. [f.
MUCK sbl + WORM.]

1. A worm or grub that lives in muck ;
in U.S.

spec, (see quot. 1842).
1686 HORXI--CK Crucif. Jesus xxiii. 795 Grovel in the dust

like a muckworm. 1842 T. W. HARRIS Insects Injur. Veget.

(1862) 31 note. There is a grub. .which is frequently found

under old manure-heaps, and is commonly called muck
worm. It.. is transformed to a dung-beetle called Scam-

bxns rcliclus by Mr. Say. 1856 BRLMLF.Y Ess. 230 A human

soul metamorphosing itself into a muckworm.

2. fig. in various applications, a. A miserly

person, money-grubber .

1598 Bp. HALL Sat. IV. vi, Each muckworm will be rich

with lawless gain. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen,

(1603) 393 He s a covetous fellow, a very muckworm. 1748

THOMSON Cast. Inciol. i. 1, Here you a muckworm of the town

might see, At his dull desk. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible vi.

222 A mere muckworm, sordid and rapacious in the extruin 1-.

b. A person of the lowest origin. V Obs.

1695 CONGREVE Loi e for L. n. vii, Oons whose Son are

you? how were you engeudred, Muckworm?
c. One who is mentally or morally degraded.

In quots. appositive and in Comb.
a 1635 RANDOLPH Heyfor Honesty Wks. (1875) 377 Muck-

worm-minded men. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xcui, As light

headed as some muck-worm philosophers.

d. A gutter-snipe , street Arab .

,859 J. R. GREEN Oxf. Stud. ii. 4 (O.H.S.) 57 The little

Miss, .is forbidden to play with the muckworms of the neigh

bourhood. 1891 HALL CAIXE Scapegoat iii. The veriest

muckworm in the market-place spat out at sight of him.

Mucky (m-ki), a. [f.
MUCK sf&amp;gt;.

1 + -Y.]

1. Dirty, filthy, muddy. Not in polite use.

1538 BP. SHAXTON Injunct. Aiv, Suche thinges as be set

forth., vnder the name of holy relyques.. .Namely of stynk-

yng bootes, mucky combes, ragged rochettes [etc.]. 1662 J.

CHANDLER tr.l an Helmont sOriat. 151 The residue of the

Odour.. doth draw a waterish filthiness from the said putre
faction by continuance, and becomes rank, or muckie. 1799
G. SMITH Laboratory II. 266 The largest fish lie in the

eddies and deep mucky waters. 1894 BLACKMORF. I crly-

cross 354 The mucky and murky lane.

b. Of the weather : Dirty ;
foul

;
thick . dial.

1804 C. B. BROWN tr. Volney s View Soil U. S. 143 note,

A mucky breeze from the south. 1903 lllustr. Land. News

7 Nov. 685/3 Till the mucky weather s done.

t C. Jig. Applied to money, as filthy lucre ;

also to a miserly person.
1549 LATIMER 2nd Serin, tef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 54 We be

mynded to prefer cure muckye mpnie. -before the ioyse of

heauen. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. 111. ix. 4 His minde is set on

mucky pelfe. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph. x. Ixxxviii, This old

muckie wretched elf,Who turns, .all that he scrapes, to pelf.

2. Consisting of or resembling muck.

1570 LEVINS Mauip. 99/3 Muckye,yfr0ss. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. n. vii. 1 5 But mucky filth his braunching armes annoyes,
And with uncomely weedes the gentle wave accloyes. 1861

Amer. Cycl. XI 1 1. 75/1 If the peat is of mucky consistence

. .the practice is to shovel it from its bed.

Mucky (mz7-ki), v. dial. [f. MUCKY a.] trans.

To make dirty.

1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xxix, She even brought me a clean

towel to spread over my dress, lest ,
as she said, I should

mucky it .

MuCO- (miw ko), used as a comb, form ofMucus,
employed chiefly Phys. and Path., to indicate the

presence of mucous matter. Muco-a lbumen, a

mucous albumen found in bile
;
hence Muco-albu -

minovis a., containing muco-albumen. Muco-
ca rneorts a. composed ofmucus and flesh. Muco-
cre pitant a., (of a sound heard in auscultation)

partly mucous and partly crepitant. Mnco-cuta -

neons a., having relation to the mucous membrane

1815-6 Toad s Cycl. Anat. I. 376/1 *Muco-albumen [found

in gill-stones). 1857 BULLOCK CnzeanS Mi,iif.itf*M\ico-
albuminousfluid. Oj&D\JKai.isas3IeJ.Lex.,Myxl&amp;gt;sarcoma

. .Myxomatoustx*MiiCOcar&amp;gt;ieoHsSarcoiiia, I853MARKIIAM
Skoda s A uscult. 286 A peculiar sharp *muco-crepitant rale.

i&t&Allbutt sSyst. Med.V. 217 The muco-cutaneous margin

ofthe anus. 1854OWEN Skcl.t,Teetli in Orr s Circ. Set., Org.

Nat 1. 170 The bones ofthe *muco-dermal system. 1822-34

Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 548 Dr. Bostock has since dis

covered in the serosity..a distinct substance, .which Dr.

Marcet has called *muco-extractive matter. Ibid. 203 Each

evacuation consisted merely of two or three table-spoonfuls of

*muco-gelatinous matter. 1870 tr. Strieker s Man. Histol. v.

497 (N. Syd. Soc.) Three anatomical different parts can be dis.

tinguished in it [sc. the mouth], a cutaneous, a transitional

and a *muco-membranous portion. 1875 tr. von Ziemsscn s

Cycl. Med. X. 368*Muco-peptone. 1859 SEMPLE Diphtheria
68 The &quot;muco-puriform secretion. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst.

din. J/.v/. xxi. 251 Copious &quot;muco-purulent expectoration.

1873 RALFE Phys. Chen:. 168 In ichorous, *muco-, or sero-

pus, the solids are diminished. 1835-6 Todd&quot;s Cycl. Anat.

xviii. 289 The passage of. .&quot;muco-sanguineous stools. 1898

/) llbiitfs Syst. Med. V. 351 The muco-serous (or albumin

ous) expectoration.

Mucocele (mi/j-kowl). Path. [f. Muco- + Gr.

r}Xn tumour.] A mucous dilatation (a) of the

lachrymal gland ; (*) of the vermiform appendix.

1819 W. MCKENZIE Ess. Dis. Excreting Parts ofLachry
mal Organs Pref. 13 The term mucocele, by which the

author has ventured to designate an important disease.

1870 Holmes Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) III. 223 The tears passing

into the sac will accumulate there, and together with the

pent-up mucus, form a swelling termed mucocele. 1897

A Mutt s Syst. Med. III. 888 This cystic dilatation [of the

appendix vermiformis] has been termed a mucocele by Pere.

Mucodnct (mifckodektX Anat. [f.
Muco- +

DTCT. Cf. MUCIDUCT.] In fishes : A muciferous

duct, mucous canal.

1875 C. C. BLAKE Zool. 189 In many other fishes the

cranial bones emit processes from their surfaces which serve

as canals for the mucoducts.

Mucoid (mitt-koid), a. [f. Muc-us -t- -OID.J

Resembling mucus. Afucoid degeneration: see

quot. 1866.

1849 Rep. ft Papers Botany (Ray Soc.) 312 Identity ofthe

Mucoid and Filamentous Conferva;. By Dr. Schaffner.

1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 57 Mucoid degeneration
consists in the transformation of the albuminous constituents

of cells or of intercellular substance into mucin. 1878 TIDY

Handbk. Mod. Chem. 585 La;vulose (..Mucoid Sugar). 1885

Lancet 26 Sept. 562 The cough.. was accompanied with

frothy mucoid expectoration.
Hence Mucoi dal a. in the same sense.

1849 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. viii. (1874) T 47 Those

thinner parts of the fin that are traversed by the caudal

rays, wholly mucoidal, as shown by this test.

II Mucor (mi/7-k^j). [L. mucor, f. mucere to be

mouldy.]
fl. Mouldiness, mustiness ;

mould.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mucor, hoariness, fillhiness.

1847-54 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

2. Bot. The name of a genus of fungi, originally

including all the mould-plants, but now somewhat
narrowed. Hence, a plant of this genus or of the

order Mtuorini, of which Mucor is the type.

[1769 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LIX. ignore. This species of

Mncor sends forth a mass of transparent filamentous roots.]

1818 COLEBROOKE Import. Colonial Corn 96 Mouldiness is

prevented, since the seeds of mucor are shut out. 1836

Penny Cycl. V. 244/1 There are plants thai are born and die

in a day, such as the race of mucors. 1896 Allbult s Syst.
Med. 111.505 Some species of mucor are able to act as true

,
alcoholic ferments.

attrib. 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elein. Biol. v. (1877) 40 A
crop of erect aerial mucor. hypha:. 1881 VINES tr. Sachs&quot;

ot. 266 The so-called J/wcor-yeast.

Hence Mucora ceous, Mu-corine, Mucori -

nious, Mucori nous adjs., belonging to the order

Miuorini (also called Mucoracex) of fungi ; Mu-
co-rioid a. [see -OID], resembling a mucor.
1862 COOKE Brit. Fungi 103 Mucoraceous Fungi. 1865

BERKELEY in Jrnl. Linn. Soc., Bot. VIII. 141 Threads which
seemed to give rise to the Mucorioid fruit. 1866 Treas. Bot.

761/2 Mncor, the typical genus ofthe mucorinous Moulds.

1874 Q. Jrnl. Microscop. Sci. XIV. 66 A Mucorinious fungus.
1880 CUNNINGHAM ibid. XX. 56 Reproductive bodies occur

ring in mncorine fungi.

Mucorrhraa (miwkorra). [f. Muco- + Gr.

(5oi
a flux, after genorrhasa.] A mucous discharge.

MUCOUS.

1898 Allbutt sSyst. Med. V. 20 The paroxysms of dyspnoea
and mucorrhcea may be of isolated occurrence.

Ii Mucosa (mifk&amp;lt;?&quot;-sa). Phys. [mod.L. (mem-

brana] mucosa, fern, of L. mucosus Mucous a.] The

coriuin of a mucous membrane (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1880 M. MACKENZIE/?/!. TVOTa. 4-AW 1.351 Nowhere are

there epithelial protrusions into the mucosa. 1897 Trans.

Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 40 The whole of the skin and

visible mucosa were of a dark blue color. 1905 H. D.

ROLLESTON Dis. Lii er 272 The mucosa of the intestines.

Hence Mnco sal a., pertaining to the mucosa.

1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VI. 455 These terms [.. mu
coid or dermoid cyst), .might with advantage be replaced

by the name mucosal cysts.

Mucose (mi kflas),a. [ad. L. mficos-us: see

Mucous a. and -OSE.] Slimy ; covered with mucus.

1731 BAiLEY,;l/xa!W,fullofsnot,snolty. 1856-8 W. CLARK
Van der Hoeven s Zool. II. 90 Body, .covered with small

scales, mucose. 1866 in Treas. Bat. 761/2.

MuCOSity (irmikp-siti). [ad. F. mucnsiti, ad.

mod.L. *mfuositat-em, i. ificos-us Mucous a.]

1. Mucousness, sliminess ;
a mucous covering.

1684 tr. Bonet s Merc. Comfit, xvi. 574 This potion ..

takes away, .all Mucosities of the Throat. 1752 WATSON in

Phil. Trans. XLVII. 461 He. .observ d, that the extremi

ties of the madrepora were soft, and cover d with a mu-

cosily. 1876 Beneden s Anim. Parasites iv. 68 There are

mucosities which are incessantly renewed.

2. A fluid containing or resembling mucus.

!833-55 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Mitcosity,* fluid, which

resembles mucus, or contains a certain quantity of it.

MuCOSO- (mikou stf),used [after Fr.] as a comb,

form of L. miicosus mucous in various adjs. with

the sense partly mucous and partly (something

else) . Muco-so-calca-reonsn., consistingof mucus

and lime. Muco-so-gra-nular a., consisting of

granulated mucus. Muco-so-pa rnlent a. - Muco-

furuknt (see Muco-). Muco so-sa ccharine a.,

having the properties of mucus and sugar.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 363/1 Many naturalists appear to

be satisfied that these &quot;mucoso-calcareous bodies.. are not

of animal origin. 1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. \. i. 8 (ed.4)

I. 147 [tr. Mohl in Ann. des Sii. Ser. II. XIII. 223] The

mucosogranular mass continually increases in the interior

wall of these cells. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Muco-THru-

Icnt, *Mucoso-Pnrvlent. 1847-54 WEBSTER, Mucoso-sac-

charine, partaking of the qualities of mucilage ana sugar.

1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mucoso-saccharine.

MUCOUS (miw kas), a. [ad. L. miicosus, f.

iimc-us Mucus : see -ous. Cf. F. muqiieux, Sp.,

Pg. mucoso, inocoso, It. mufOK.]
1. Containing, consisting of, or resembling mucus.

In early quots. with wider sense : Slimy.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ill. xxi. 158 It hath in

the tongue a spongy and mucous extremity, whereby.. it

inviscates. .insects. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII.

194 We shall perceive its whole surface .. covered with a

mucous fluid. 1851 WOODWARD Mollusca i. 50 The eggs.,

of the fresh-water species are soft, mucous, and transparent.

Fermentation, i.e. a fermentation characterized by the forma

tion of gummy matters.

2. Characterized by the presence of mucus. Also,

in Auscultation, Mucous r&le, a sound indicating a

mucous condition of the lung.

1825 GOOD Study Med. (ed. z) III. 381 Mucous piles.

1834 J. FORBES Latnnefs Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 91 A chronic

mucous catarrh. 1897 Trans. Amer. I ediatric Soc. IX. 170

Large number ofcoarse mucous rales made the first probable.

3. Bot. Covered with a viscous secretion or with

a coat readily soluble in water.

1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. ill. Gloss, (ed. 3) 471 Mucous or

slimy; covered with a slimy secretion. 1870 HOOKER Stud.

Flora 350 Stratiotes aloides. ..Seeds with a mucous coat.

1882-4 COOKE Brit. Fresh-w. Algae I. 179 Hortniscia -.0-

nata. .More or less bright green, mucous.

4. Special collocations. Mucous canal Ichthyo

logy, one of the canals by which mucus is excreted

along the lateral line. Mucous corpuscle, one

of numerous transparent corpuscles, with a cell-

wall, a nucleus, and a number of minute moving
molecules in the mucous liquid of the mouth.

Mucous exudation, the exudation of mucus mixed

with inflammatory matter, from the surface of an

inflamed mucous membrane. Mucous gland, any

gland connected with a mucous surface. Mucous

layer = MESOBLAST. Mucous ligament, a liga

ment traversing the synovial cavity of the knee.

Mucous membrane, the internal prolongation of

the skin, having the surface covered with mucus.

Mucous tissue, gelatinous connective tissue.

1876 tr. U affiier s Gen. Pathol. 257 *Mucous exudation is

sometimes not to be distinguished from normal mucus. 1727-

41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The third mucous gland. 1871

T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. (1876) I. 492 The Mucous Glands

of the Lip. 1846 CARPENTER Princ. Hum. Physiol. (ed. 3)

Index, &quot;Mucous layer of germinal membrane. 1891 Syd.

\

Soc. Lex. s.v., Mucous ligament of knee. i8i2l.jACK-

i SON in Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. (1807) IX. 12 The *mu-

cous membrane of the stomach. 1881 MIVART Cat 21 Insid&amp;lt;

the lips and mouth it becomes soft and moist, and is termed

mucous membrane. t^BitgKl.llfttnf.Vll.ttijThettm
1

&quot;mucous tissue or mucous membrane , commonly applied
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by anatomists to the internal lining of all the canals and
cavities. iS&zQuain^s Anat. (ed. 9) 11.69 Connective tissue

of this nature is known as jellylike or mucous tissue.

Hence t Mtrcousness = MUOOSITT.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mucousness^ snottiness. 1755 JOHN
SON, Mucousnesst

. -slime ; viscosity.

|| Mucro (miw kw). PI. mucrones (mi-
kiYfu-n/ z), mucros. Zool. and Bot. [L. mficro

point.] A pointed part or organ ; esp. a. Ent. a

short, stout, sharp-pointed process; b. Bot. a sharp
terminal point ;

c. Conch, the apex ofa shell.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. ii. 181 The Mucro or

point thereof fi-e- of the heart] inclineth unto the left. 1744

J. WILSON Synopsis ofPlants* Macro, a sharp Point. 1816
K.IRIJY & SP. Entomol. xxiii. (1818) 11.317 The. .elastic

beetles . . perform this motion by means of a pectoral process
or mucro. 1826 Ibid. xxxi. 111.253 The head is armed with
two mucrosor conical eminences. 1833 HooKKxrr/.^V0m
II.I.65 Bryumaffine. .lid conical with a mucro. 1883 MOSE-
LEY in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XXV. 42 The apices (or mu
crones) of the shells.

Mucronate (mi?7
p

kr^ht), a. [ad. ^.mucro-

nat-ttS) f. milcrdn-etn MUCRO : see -ATE 2. Cf. F.

^.] Terminating in a point ; esp. Bot.

abruptly terminated by a hard short point.
1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms ^84 Mucronatutn,

mucronate, terminating in a small Prickle. 1777 ROBSOM
Brit. Flora, Mucronate leaves. i8z6KiRBY& SiJ

. Entomol.
xxxvi. III. 708 The podex is sometimes, .mucronate. 1882-4
COOKE Brit. Freshiv. Algx I. 32 Polyedriutit tnormc..
sometimes repeatedly bilobed, with the lobes mucronate.
Comb. 1821 W. P. C. BARTON Flora N. Amer. I. 105 Leaves

oblong, acuminate; mucronate-serrulate,smooth. 1847 W.E.
STEELE Field Bot. 57 Leaves.. very large, green on both

sides, almost smooth, mucronate-dentate.

Mucronated (mi krcn^ted), a. [formed as

prec. + -EL* 1

.]
=

prec.
1657 ToMLiNSON/?*&amp;lt;7

iZ&amp;gt;/j/. 258 Mechoacans leaves are. .

mucronated onely on one side. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.
Earth (1723) 1^8 The.. Stones.. [are] mucronated or termi

nating in a Point. 1819 SAMOUELLE ///(&amp;gt;///&amp;lt;?/. Compend. 114
Last joint mucronated. 1876 HAKLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 417
Leaves. .with a few coarse mucronated teeth on each side.

HenceMu cronately adv.,\u. a mucronate manner

(Worcester 1860 . Mucrona tion, the state or

quality of being mucronate ; also, a mucronate

process (Funk&quot;s Stand. Diet. 1895).
Mucroniform (mis*kr*nifxm). [f.

L. mu-
cron-em MCCRO + -(I)FOBM.] Shaped like a mucro

(Webster Suppl. 1902).
Mucroiiulate (miwkiyni#l&), a. [ad. mod.L.

miici dnulat-us, f. mncronula MUCRONULE: see

ATE.] Having a small sharp point.
1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 87 Leaves whorled.. entire

mucronulate. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 36.

So Mucro imlated, Mucronu latous adjs.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 6 Leaf eliptic-Ianceolate, obtuse,

macronulated. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Mucronulatus,
having a little point, as the carpels of the Sida jnucronn~
lata : mucronulatous. 1882 OGILVIE, Mncronulatons.

Mu Crouule. [a. mod.L. mucronula^
f. L. mu-

cron- MUCRO.] A small mucro (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Mucuddum, variant of MOKADDAU.
tMu ciilency. Obs.\t. MUCULENT :see-ENcv.]
Snottiness* (Bailey 1721).
Muculent (mi/7-ki??lent), a. Also 7 muccu-

lent. [ad. L. mftcttlent-usj f, mucus Mucus : see

-ULENT.J Slimy ; mucous.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Mucculent or Muculent, full of

snot or snivel. 1721 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1822-34
Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 236 A watery or whey-like
sanies, or a muculent pus. 1833-55 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

Mucuna (mittki?i-na). [a. mod.L. Mucttna,
the generic name of the plant from which cowage
is obtained

; orig. a Tupi word.] = COWAGE.
1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 234 The watery

or alcoholic solutions of mucuna,

Mucus (mi?rk#s). [a. L. mucus^ also mitccus,
mucus of the nose, cogn. w. Gr. pvcrfffaOai (:

*tnuky-) to blow the nose, HVKTTJP nose, nostril
;

the root appears also (with consonant change due
to a nasal infix) in L. e-mungere to blow the nose.]
1. A viscid or slimy substance not miscible with

water, secreted by the mucous membrane ofanimals.
1661 LOVELL Htst. Anim.

&amp;lt;$

Min. 285 Salivous mucus
which they vomit out when pricked, is emplastick. 1739
R. BULL tr. Dedekindus Grobtanus 209 When to the
Mouths of some these Humours rise. Long in their Mouths
the plenteous Mucus lies. 1805 BOSTOCK in Nicholson s

Jrnl. XI. 251 Animal mucus or mucilage enters largely into

the constitution of many parts of the body. ^1881 MIVART
Cat 160 A fluid, named mucus, is almost universally pre
sent where mucous membrane exists.

2. Bot. A gummy or glutinous substance soluble

in water, found in all plants.
1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. i. i. (ed. 3) 2 Meyen admits the

fact of the presence of this intercellular mucus [sc. in plants].
Ibid. ii. 50 External to the epidermis is a thin homogeneous
membrane, formed of organic mucus. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv.
PL ix. 209 Some of these leaves secreted much mucus.
3. A viscid substance exuded by certain animals,

esp. the slime of fishes,

1835-6 [see mucus-clad in 4]. 1855 \V. S. DALLAS^J-*. Nat.

from its skin. 1880 GUNTHER fishes 49 In many fishes

ducts of this muciferous system are . . filled with mucu:

739

! 4. attrib. and Comb., as mucus corpuscle, dnct\
I muc its-clad, -like, -producing adjs.

1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 52^/1 *Mucus-cIad fishes.

1846 G. E. DAY tr. S1111011&quot;s Anim. Client, II. 87 Thin
watery pus, rather larger than the*mucus-corpuscles. 1854
OWEN Skel 4- Teeth in OrSs Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 163 In
*Mucus-ducts. 1845 Encycl. Metrop.\\l. 220/2 A greyish-
white *mucus-like matter. 1879 FOSTER Text Bk. Fhysiol,
(ed. 3) 257 *Mucus-producing cells.

Mud (mod), J^. 1 Forms : 4 mode, 4-6 mudde,
5 moode, 6 moude, mude, mwde, 7 mudd, 5-
mud. [ME. mode, mudde, cogn. w. MLG., LG.
mudde fern., LG. also mod, mode, mude mud, Du.
f0o&tttodabblein mud (?also with

Du./;W&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;?slut),

MUG. mot (G. dial, molt} bog, bog-earth, peat.
An extended form appears in MLG., Du. moddcr mud,

whence G. inodcr masc. , mud, state of mouldering or decay;
cf. MHO. meter (mQ&G. dial. motter).\

1. Wet and soft soil or earthy matter; mire, sludge.
13.. Coer de L. 4360 Some. .broughten. .grete schydes,

and the wood, And slunge it into the mode. 13.. E. E.
Allit. / . B. 407 penne mourkne in be mudde most fill nede
Alle

l&amp;gt;at spyrakle in-spranc. 14. . Why / cant be a Nun 2

in E. E, P. (1862) 138 Whan they haJ resceyvede her charge,
They spared nether mud ne myer. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis
v. vi. 125 His face he schtw besmotterit for a bourd, And
all his membris in mude and dung bedoif. 1573 TISMJ;
Husb. (1878) 29 Though, .loftie .ships leaue anker in mud
[etc.]. 1632 LiTHCOW Trav. vii. 317 Leauing slime, mood,
and Sand behind their breaches. 1697 DRYJJKN l- irg. Georg.
iv. 618 The Sun.. darting to the bottom, bak d the Mud.
1716 GAY Trivia i. 200 The spatter d mud Hides all thy
hose behind. 1781 COWTKR Charity 531 Plung d in the

stream, they lodge upon the mud. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX.
114 The Ganges has a prodigious quantity of mud at its

sides. 1849 JAMES Woodman vii, The floor was of mud.
b. //. Tracts ofmud on the margin ofa tidal river.

1883 G. C. DAVIES Norfolk Broads \. 3 At low water, the
; muds or flats are dry. 1897 Spectator 23 Oct. 553/2 Herons

J

which feed on the muds left by the tide-. 1902 CORNISH
Naturalist Thames 213 There are still no flounders on

1 the famous Bishop s Muds.
c. Geol. A mixture of finely comminuted par-

;

tides of rock with water, having a consistency vary

ing from that of a semi-liquid to that of a soft and

| plastic solid
j usually either deposited from suspen

sion in water, or ejected from volcanos. Also //.
kinds of mud.
1878 HUXLEY Physwgr. 192 Herculaneum was sealed up

by a crust of volcanic mud discharged from Vesuvius. 1885
1

Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 122/1 At some points in the same
regions are found green muds and sands, which, as regards

i

their origin.. resemble the blue muds.
d. Mud and stud (dial.): posts and laths filled

in with mud, as a material of which walls of cot-
i

tages, etc., are built (also stud and mud 1

, see STUD
. sb,} \ similarly mud and log t

mud and reed, etc.

1839 STOREHOUSE A.tJwlme 389 The rectory house was
an old fashioned dwelling, with high gables and walls of

mud and stud. 1843 MARRYAT M. Violet xxxii, The miser-

|

able twelve- feet-square mud-and-log cabins. 1900 Daily
Neivs 18 May 6/2 The mud and reecftowns of the negro.
2. fig. a. As a type of what is worthless or

polluting.
1563 WiN3ET Wks. (S.T. S.) ir. 78 Lat the cleir fayth and

credulitie of our elders be na mixing of glar or mude be
Inbuilt. 1590 GREENWOOD Answ. Def. Read Prayers 31
In this your papisticall mudde, ..your reading of mens
writings for prayer, is a false worshipp of God. 1707 Reflex,
upon Ridicule 66 Servile Souls form d of Mud. 1819 SHEL
LEY England in 1819, Princes, the dregs of their dull race,
who flow Through public scorn, mud from a muddy spring.

fb. The lowest or worst part of anything; the

lowest stratum ; the dregs.
a 1586 SIDSKY Arcadia in. (1629) 238 An ordinary person

(borne of the mud of the people). 1602 MARSION Antonio s

Rev. v. v, Scum of the mud of hell ! 1760 FOOTE Minor
n. Wks, 1799 I. 255 To procure her emersion from the mer
cantile mud, no consideration wou d be spar d. 1856 EMER
SON Eng. Traits, Race Wks,(Bohn) II. 23 Defoe said in his

wrath, the Englishman was the mud of all races .

3. Phrases. As clear as mud : said in mock com
mendation of something that is by no means clear

(also used as a burlesque intensive of clear ). As
sure as mud (school-slang) : absolutely sure. To

jling &amp;lt;x throw mud , to make disgraceful imputa
tions. To stick in the mud : see STICK v.

1763-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue s Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV.

170 Never did two angry men of their abilities throw mud
with less dexterity. 1842 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. n. Merch.
Venice, That s clear as mud. 1884 FL. MARRYAT Under
tlie Lilies vii, A woman in my position must expect to have
more mud thrown at her than a less important person. 1884
Nonconf.fy Indcp. 24 July 713/3 Using the case to fling mud
at Mr. Trevelyan and Earl Spencer. 1899 E. PHILLPOTTS
Human, Boy 10, I shall die as sure as mud.
4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as mud

Digging) colottr^floorj heap,hoitse^ hovel
\
b. instru

mental, as mud-bespattered, -built , -exhausted, -shot

adjs. ;
c. parasynthetic, as mud-coloured, -roofed

adjs. ; d. locative, as mud-lost adj.

ng laich *mud bilging. 1740 Ti
& MALLET Alfred i. ii.That &quot;mud-built cottage is thy sove

reign s palace. 1839 HOOD Hoods Own i. 32 (Last Shilling)
A pair of *mud-colour gloves. 1838 Miss PARDOE River fy

Desert I, no A sort of &quot;mud-coloured cotton. 1622 DRAY-
TON Poly-olb. xxvii. 259 The *mud-exhausted Meres. 1843
BORROW Bible in Spain ii. 13 A little side-room with a *mud
floor. 1871 KINGSI.KY At Last x, His bare feet plashing

MUD.
from log to log and *

mud-heap to mud-heap. 1548 Ex
tracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 260 He has..distroyit iiij *mwd
houissisin mycloise and fald. i856LtVER Martins ofCro* M.
126 He built a inud-hou.se. 1838 BAKHAM Ingol. Leg.
Ser. i. Hand ofGlory, Did you see her, in short, that *mud-
hovel within. 1790 COLKRUJGE Devon. Roads 21 While they
their *mud-lost sandals hunt. 1901 KIPLING Kim iii, A
mud-walled, &quot;mud-roofed hamlet. 1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask
Mamma 9 He helped her down the perilous &quot;mud-shot iron

steps of the old Independent.

5. Special combinations: mud-bath, a medicinal

bath of heated mud
; mud-board, a flat board

fastened under the foot for walking on mud ; mud-
boat, (a/ a board with sides, used for crossing tidal

mud for the purpose of shooting sea-birds; (fij

a barge for carrying away mud dredged from a

river or bar; mud-boot, a kind of jack boot worn
as a protection from mud; mud-cone, a cone

formed by the accumulation of mud round the vent

of a mud- volcano
;
mud-crusher slang, an infantry

man
; mud-drum, a cylindrical chamber attached

to a boiler to collect the earthy matter ia the water

supplied ; mud-fat a. Australian, as fat as possible ;

mud-flat, a stretch of muddy land left uncovered
at low tide; mudguard, a piece of metal, leather,

celluloid, etc., attached to the wheel ofa cycle, etc.-

to protect the rider from mud; mudhead colloq.,

a stupid person; mud-headed a., stupid; mud-
hoe, a kind of scraper for scraping mud off roads

;

mud-honey (iwncc-wd.}, uscd_/?f,
r
. for degrading

pleasures; mud-hook^/;/^,an anchor; mud-land
(seequot.); mud-lava volcanic mud (

= MOYA);
mud-lump C.S.

(seequot.&quot; ; mud-patten mud-
board , mud pie, mud or wet earth formed by chil

dren in the shape of a pie ;
mud pilot, a pilot who

works in shallow water ; mud-plunger (see quot.) ;

mud-quake tioiice-u d., jocularly applied to an

earthquake in Holland; mud-scow, a flat mud-
boat

;
mud shine nonce-wd., the reflexion of light

on muddy stones; mud sill, (a) the lowest, sill or&quot;

a structure, usually embedded in the soil
;

(h }
( &quot;..V.

the lowest class of society ; also, a person of this

class; mud-splasher mud-board
\
mudstone

Geol. (see quot. 1876); mud student siang, a

student of farming ; mud-valve, a valve by which
mud is discharged from a steam boiler (Knight
Dict.Mech. 1875) ;

mud volcano, a volcano which

discharges mud instead of lava.

1843 SinC. SCUDAMORE^/I&amp;lt; yisit Grafeiibergfy He next

proceeded to Franzens-bad, in Bohemia, and tried the *imui
bathsfor a month. 1824 COL. HAWKKK Instr. \

ng.Sf&amp;gt;ortsi&amp;gt;i.

&quot;S^plate, Thin oak Mud boards 16 inches equate. Ibid. 331
The gunner fir^t lays his piece.. into the *mud-boat

,
and

then [etc.]. .Having got pretty near to his birds, be lies

doun in the mud-boat . 1838 Cit ll I-ng. ty Arch. Jrnl.
I. 204/2 Petitioning the Admiralty for the loan of a steam-

tug or mud-boat. 1831 CARLYLK Sart. Res. \. ix, Half-

buried under, .overalls and *mudboots. xSjgGEiKiEin En
cycl. Brit. X. 251/2 &quot;Mud cones or Salses. 1893 S R G.
CHESNEY Lesters I. i. xi. 142 You are too good to be a

^mud-Crusher, Tommy, said the Major of the regiment
[Hussars] patronizingly. 1890 Century Diet., *Mud drum.
1901 WINSTON* CHURCHILL Crisis ii. xxii, The captain knew
a mud-drum from a lady s watch. 1890 K. BQLDREWOOD *

Col. Reformer (1891) 394 Every beast on Rainbar run. .will

be *mud fat in three months. 1871 1\ outledge s Ei&amp;gt;. Boy s

Ann. June 338 The *mudllats of our seaboard. 1885 FROLTJK
Oceana xi. (1886) 165 Cranes and other waders stalked about
the mud-flats. 1886 C. T. C. Monthly Gaz. V. 144/1 Hints
to tricyclists. . . Accessories not supplied by the maker. *M ud-

guard. 1838 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. n. xix. 289 There s

the hooslers of I ndiana, . . the *mudheads of Tenessee [etc.].

1886 D. C. MURRAY First Pers. Smgutarxxn, That old mud-
head ofa Dobroski. 1793 in Polwhele Trot/. &amp;lt; Recoil. (1826)
I. 329 There are a parcel of*mud-headed fellows down in that

country, 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 410 A &quot;mud-hole or
harle. 1855 TENNYSON Maud \. x vi. 5 So that . . fulsome Plea
sure clog him, and drown His heart in the gross *mud-honey
of town. 1884 H. COLLINGWOOD Under Meteor Flag 254
We at length found ourselves in port, and the *mud-hook
down. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bit.,*Mud-lands, the ex
tensive marshes left dry by the returning tide in estuaries and
river mouths. 1899 Daily News 8 Apr. 5/3 Portsmouth Har
bour and the mudland in proximity. 1804 Edin. Rev. IV.
28 Showers of rain.. were magnified into *mud-Iavas. 1879
Encycl. Brit. X. 250/1 Mud-lavas. 1872 SCHELE DE VERB
Americanisms 508 Mud-lwnps^ is the technical name of the
earliest appearance of soft, spongy land at the mouth of the

Mississippi... They are at first conical, not unlike miniature

volcanoes, and have little craters at the top, from which
flows muddy water. 1791 GILPIN Forest Scenery II. 193
^Mud-pattens are flat pieces of board, which the fowler ties

to his feet that he may not sink in the mud. 1788 LD. AUCK
LAND Diary in Spain in Corr. (1861) II. 74 The children
amused themselves with making *mud pies. 1885 MRS. A.

JEBB in Contemp, Rev. Oct. 528 Clay-moulding is nothing
more than a sort of glorified mud-pie making. 1899 F. T.
BULLEN Log SeaAuaif^-z Somehow the *mud -pilot found

us, his boat taking away our deep-water man. 1906 IVestm,
Gaz, 14 Aug. 6/2

* Mud* pilots i.e., pilots who work above
Gravesend. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss. *Mudplungerst

men in the chemical industry engaged at bleach plant in

stirring up the sediment from manganese and acid to extract

(U. S.) 20 Oct. 1/3 A new *Mud-Scow, 24 Foot long. 1894

Outiff(U. S.) XXIV. 325/1 Any kind of a boat from a crack

yacht to a mudscow. 1850 L. HUNT Autohiog. I. vi. 247
A roar of hoarse voices round the door, and *mud-shine on
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bottom of a river, lake, &c. 1858 HAMMOND Sf. 4 Mar.

(Bartlett) Such a class, .constitutes the very mud-sill of

society 1863 O. W. HOLMES InantfUt Trial in Old I ol.

o/I.i/e (1891) 107 What the Christian dogs were to the

followers of Mahomet,, .the Northern mudsills are to the

followers of the Southern Moloch. 1880 BARING-GOULD

Klclialalt xxiii, What do you mean coming to a house of

worship in *mud-splashers V ;?36 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A
mud stone, Saxum limosuin. 1829 Glovers Hist. Derby

I 50 In some places they are called clunch and mudstone.

1876 A. H. GREEN Phys. Geol. ii. 6. 72 Mudstone is a con

venient name for clayey rocks that have the appearance of

partially hardened masses of sandy mud. 1856 A. % Q. 2nd

Scr. II. 198/1 With whom a young friend of mine was a

*mud student , that is, was a farming pupil. 1817 Q. Jrnl.

Sci. I. 247 The *mud volcanoes of Solo. 1862 G. P. SCROI-E

I olcaiws (ed. 2) 401 Muil-volcanos, as they are called, i. e.

cones of a ductile unctuous clay,.. spurting up waves and

lumps of liquid mud.

b. In names of animals : mud bass, an American

fish, Acantharchus pomotis ; mud-borer, a crusta

cean, Cebia stellata (A. White Crustacea Brit.

Mas., 1850) ; mud-burrower, a crustacean,

Callianassa sublcrranea (Ibid.) ; mud-eat, catfish

U.S., names given to several species of catfish; mud
coot.the common American coot, Fulica ainencana

(Cent. Diet. 1 890) ;
mud crab, a crab of the genus

Panoficits ;
mud dab, the winter flounder, Pscuilo-

plcuronectes aincriciinus ; mud-dauber, a wasp of

the genus Pclapxus that builds its nest of mud
;

mud-devil = HELLBENDER i
; mud-dipper, the

ruddy duck, Erismatura rnbida (G. Trnmbtill

Names of Birds, 1888, p. no) ;
mud eel, (a) the

young of the lamprey ;
(l&amp;gt;)

= mud iguana ;
mud-

hen, (a) the moor-hen, Gallinuta ckloropus; (A) in

U.S., Rallus crepitans, K. cleans,
R. Virginianus ;

also the American coot, Fulica americana, and

the common gallinule, Gallimda galeata; (c) a

bivalve mollusc of the family Venerids. and genus

Tapes (Cent. Did.} ;
mud iguana, a name given

in S. Carolina to the Siren, Siren lacerlina ; mud
minnow (secquot.) ; mud-poke, -pout = mud cat ;

mud-puppy U. S., a name for the axolotl, also for

the hellbender, and other salamanders ;
mud shad,

a fish, Dorosoma cepedianuni ; mud-skipper, any
fish of the genus Pcriophthalmus ; mud-sucker,

(a) an aquatic fowl that obtains its food from mud ;

(6) a catostomoid fish ; mud-tsrrapin, -tortoise,

-turtle U.S., a turtle which lives in the mud or

muddy water, esp. species of Trionychidse. and

Emydidse; mud-worm, a worm that lives in the

mud, esp. one of the Limicctlx
;
also Jig. applied

contemptuously to a person.
1884 GOODE, etc. Nut. Hist. Aquatic Anliil. 405 The Mud

Bass. 1882 JORDAN ^ OILUKRI Synopsis Fishes A*. Aincr.

101 Pilodictis,. .*Mud Cats. 1713 PETIVEU Aqua!. Aniin.

Aiuboinx i Squilla Lutaria Ruin. . .^Mud-Crab. 1884

GOODE, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anitn. 772 The Mud Crabs

Panopens Herbstii [etc.]. 1882 JORDAN & GILBERT Sy
nopsis Fishes N. Amer. 837 Plcitronectes airtericanHS.* Mud
dab. 1856 Zoologist XlV. 5030 The species of the genus

in Boston Jrnl. Nat. Hist. III. 473 Atninocoetes concolor

Kirtland. The &quot;Mud-Eel. 1842 HOLBROOK N. Amer. Her-

petal. V. 102 Siren lacertina. .. Mud Eel or Siren, Vjtlgo.
1611 FLORID, /./Wtfoz.akind of *Mud or Moore-hen. 1808-13
A. WILSON Amer. Ornitli. (1831) III. 103 Ralliis crepitans.
. .Clapper Rail. ..It is designated, -the mud hen. Ibid. 108

(The Virginian Rail] is known, .along the sea-coast of New
Jersey by the name of the fresh-water mud hen. Ibid. 124
fulica americana. . .Cinereous Coot. . . It is known in Penn

sylvania by the name of the mud-hen. 1766 J. ELLIS in Phil.

Trans. LVI. 189 The natives call it *Mud-Inguana [sic}.

1882 JORDAN & GILBERT Synopsis Fishes N.Amer. 349 Urn-
bridx. (The *Mud Minnows.) 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. IV.

ii. (1820) 361 That notable bird ycleped the *Mud-Poke. 1806
FESSENDEN Orig. Poems 132 Like an otter that paddles the

creek, In quest of a &quot;mud pout or sucker. 1872 SCHELE
DE VERE A mericanisms 382 A species [of Cat-fish] is known
also as Mudpoitt. 1889 Century Diet. s. v. Axolotl, The
various species of A inblystoma known in the United States
as *mud-puppies, water-do:;s [etc.]. 1897 Outing (U. S.)

XXX. 439/2 The mud-puppy.. is a repulsive-looking water-
lizard. 1884 GOODE, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquat. Anim. 610 The
*Mud-shad. 1860 F. MASON Burinak 834 &quot;Mud-skipper,

Periophthalmns. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. xiii. 313/1
*Mudsuckers, Birds that suck and dabble in muddy waters.
1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes 143 note, Gaspergou is an Indian

word, meaning fish
,
and is applied by Louisianians to any

thing fishy from the sheepshead to the mudsucker. 1873
LELAND Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 42 Those curious &quot;mud-swallow

nests of little villages. 1859 BARTLETT Diet. Ater., Mud-
Turtle(,Sternotkzriis odorata). . . Marsh Tortoise and &quot;Mud

Terrapin are other names for the same. 1668 CHARLETON
Onomast. 28 Testudo Lntaria. .l\iz &quot;Mud Tortoise. 1841
STORER in Bost.

&quot;Jrnl. Nat. Hist. III. 7 Sternothaerus ado-
ratus. The mud Tortoise. 1854 R. OWEN in Orr s Circ. Sci.,

Org. Nat. I. 213 The soft or mud-tortoises {trionyx and
spliargis). Ibid., The. .&quot;mud-turtles (trionyx). 1891 C.
ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 239 In the creeks were plenty of
mud turtles, a 1814 Love, Honor fy Interest n. in. in Nno
Brit. Theatre III. 276 The &quot;mud-worm, Vanderclufe ! 1865
DICKENS Mitt. Fr. iv. xiv, When. .1 saw such a mud-worm
as you presume [etc.]. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool.
xxix. (1875) 216 The Limicolz or Mud-worms.

C. Ill names of plants : mud horsetail, an

740

Equisetum, esp. E. Tclmatcia mud knotweed ;

U.S. (see quot.) ;
mud plantain, Ilctcranthera

reniformis (Trcas. Bot. 1866); mud purslane

U.S., Elatine americana; mud-rush, -sedge,

various cyperaceous plants ; mud-weed, (a) Lime-

sella aquatica ; (/&amp;gt;)

Hclosciadium inundatum (Treas.

Bot. 1866); mud-wort, the genus Limosella, esp.

L. aquatica.

Class-bk. Hot. 195 toatau at, &amp;lt;, ^
Miss PRATT Flower. PI. VI. n Isolcfts (&quot;Mud-rush). 1899

Edlii Rcv.Apr. 318 The work was done by mud-rushes trans

porting upwards miscellaneous subterranean debris. i8S9

M,ss PRATT Flower. PI. VI. 37 Carcx limosa ( Mud SedgeN

56J.HlLL,Sr//.//^fe/84*Muwee.aW&amp;lt;;..i79
WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 557 Bastard Plantain, or

Plantain Mudweed. 1789 W. AITON Horfus Kmuuit U.

350 Limosclln aquatica. .. Bastard Plantain, or &quot;Mud-wort.

Mud (md), st.- Also 5 mudde, mod. [a.

Dti. mudde, mud = OS. muddi, OHG. mutti

(mod.G. miitt, mult}, OE. mydd:-\\Gcr.*mudcijo-
a. L. modius: see MODIUS, MUID.] A Dutch

measure of capacity, in Holland now identified

with the HECTOLITRE: see MUID.

the horse.

Mud (md1, i&quot;.
1 Now rare. [f.

MUD rf. J

1. trans. To make (water, liquor) turbid by

stirring up the mud or sediment at the bottom.

593 SHAKS. Luci: 577 Mudde not the fountains that gaue
drinke to thee. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. xiv. 341 Tis a

great Stone which upon injection mudds the Water. 1703

MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus. 27 Apr. (1721) 124 The bough is

dragg d all along the Channel, and serves.. to mud and

fatten the Water for the great benefit of the Gardens. 1876

TENSYSON Harold v. i, The wolf Mudded the brook,

ft), transf. To thicken, to clog. Obs.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 123 A steam ariseth

which, .muds the animal spirits.

c. fig. (Chiefly with reference to a metaphorical
stream or fount .)

IS93 NASHEC&quot;Vir;W 7 .i3 The fount ofmy teares (troubled

and mudded with the Toade-like stirring and long-breathed
vexation of thy venimous enormities). 1617 HIERON \Vks.

II. 219 Thus had it, I may so speake, mudded his heart,

and made his corruption worke more strongly in him. 1697

COLLIER [minor. Stage i. (1698) 29 Enough to mud their

Fancy, to tarnish their Quality, and make their Passion

Scandalous. 1717 Entertainer No. 5. 27 When Justice
flows in her

proi&amp;gt;er
Channels, and is not mudded or soiled

with Partiality [etc.]. 1774 Wcstm. Mag. 11. 450 The very

fountain-head is mudded by these false teachers.

2. To cover with mud
;
to plaster with mud.

1632 SHKRWOOD, To mudde, beray or bedash with mudde,
stickeinmudde.c/H&wr/O , eiifanger,cmboucr. 1649 BLITHE

/;&amp;lt;.
. Imprtni.Impr. (1653) 125 Lime it well, or Mud it well,

ami afterward Muck it over with good Cow or Horse Dung.
1769 Trincnlos Trip 46 Being so mudded, splash d and

wash d. 1883 C. J.
WILLS Land of Lion ft Sun 57 A roof

some six feet thick, being painted wood mudded over a

yard deep.
3. To bury in mud.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. 102 I le secke him deeper then

ere plummet sounded, And with him there lye mudded.
Ibid. v. L 151, I wish My selfe were mudded in that oo-zie

bed Where my sonne lies.

to. passive. To become stuck in the mud.

or mudded.
4. intr. Of eels, etc. : To lie dormant in the mud.

1650 Acud. Complements 125 Or like a Carp that is lost in

mudding. 1895 P. H. EMERSON Birds, etc. ofNorfolk Broad-
land n. x. 365 Should a bream catch sight of you, if in a

shallow, he will dart off, and mud
, reappearing later on.

6. trans. To supply mud to the bottom of a pond.
1864 Q. Rev. CXV. 183 A pond, the owner of which in

formed us that several years ago he had mudded it, and then

put a few eels into it.

6. To throw mud at (a person), rare 1
.

1832 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 120 Gentlemen dislike being hissed,

hooted, . . threatened, mudded, maimed, murdered.

Hence Mu-dded ///. a.

1632 SHERWOOD, Mudded, berayed with mud, stucke in

Mudde, embourbt, cmbotic, enfangt!. 1898 Daily News
30 July 5/1 The mudded wastes of the River Crouch.

Mud (mod), v.2 dial. [Of obscure origin.] trans.

To bring up (a child, an animal) by hand ; also,

to spoil and pamper.
1814 Monthly Mag. i Sept. 114 (South Wiltshire dialect)

Mud the child up, dopke. a 1854 CAR. A. SOUTHEY Poet,
Wks. (1867) 76 Miss will mud it [a lamb] up I know. 1891
MAXWELL GRAY In Heart of Storm Prol. iii, Not that

she ll ever come to good spoiled and mudded up as she is.

Mudar, madar (mfldaM). Also mudhar,
mudarrh, muddar, mudir, mador. [a. Hindi
madar.] a. East Indian name for shrubs of the

genus Calotropis, esp. C. giganiea, the root-bark

of which yields a valuable diaphoretic medicine

and the inner bark of the stem a strong silky fibre

known as yercum. Also atlnb. b. The medicinal

product of the root.

1819 ROBINSON in Med. Chirurg. Trans. X. 32 The mudar

rapidly recruits the constitution, neals the ulcers [etc.]. Ibid.

MUDDLE.

37 In the first variety I consider Mudarrh .. as the sole

effectual remedy. 1823 G. PLAVFAIK in Trans. Med. $ Phys.
Sue. Calcutta (1825) \. t6, I prescribed the Madar, to the

quantity of five grains twice a day. 1826 AINSLIF. Mat. Ind.

I. 487 Mr. Robinson has written a paper, .extolling the

mudar root (yercum vayr) as most efficacious. 1836 / enny

C&amp;gt;t/.Vl. l68/ The Mudar, a plant common in sandy places

in many parts of India. 1838 LINDLEY Flora Med. 1144.

540 Under the names of Afador, Mudar, Akum, and Yer-

cund, the root and bark..are used as.. purgatives. 1861

BENTLEY Man. Bot. 595 Mudar bark, which has been much

employed in India in cutaneous affections. 1873 DRURY

Usef. Plants India (ed. 2) 101 It yields a kind of manna
called Mudar sugar. 1880 Encyel. Brit. XI. 339/2 The
alstonia. .and the mudar gum. . have also been recommended
as substitutes for gutta percha.
Hence Mrvdarine, a bitter principle obtained

from the root-bark of the mudar.

(ed. 2) ico Mudarine.

Mudd(e, obs. forms of MUD.
Mudden. (mo-d n), a. rare

~
. [f.

MUD J*.1 +

-EN 4 .1 Made of mud.
1871 TYERMAN Wesley III. 276 Though the windows were

unglazed, and the mudden floor was such that his feet often

sunk two inches deep during the performance of service.

Muddied (mr-did), ///. a. [f. MUDDY z. +
-ED !.] Covered with mud

;
made muddy. Of

water, turbid. Also fig.

1642 H. MORK Song ofSoul i. it. lx
:
With muddied arms

of trees the earth it strows. 1647 CnpifTs Conflict xyii,
How would st thou then my muddied mind deceive With

fading shows. 1656 E. CALAMY in Reyner Rules Cant.

Tongue Av,Tlie muddied fountaincasteth forth foul streams,

a 1797 MARY WOLLSTONKCK. Posth. Wks. (1798) IV. 48, I..

do not expect muddied water to become clear before it has

had time to stand. i8s W. J. LINTON Claribd fy other f.

72 Year after year. .The muddied Wye still flows. 1902 KIP
LING Islanders 28 Then ye contented your souls With the

flannelled fools at the wicket or the muddied oafs at the goals.

Muddify (mc difsi), z&amp;lt;. [f.
MUDDY a. + -FT.]

trans. To make muddy, to muddle.

1789 H. WALPOLE Let. to Han. More 4 Nov., Don t mud-

difyyourcharming simplicity with controversial distinctions.

1889 GRETTON Memory s Harkb. 132, 1 always used to think

that if I were on the jury, I should go to consider my ver

dict muddified rather than enlightened.

Muddily (mo-dili), adv. [-LY
2
.] In a muddy

manner (lit. andjig.).
1648 JENKVN Blind Guide iv. 103 You having, .gone over

my two former quarees, muddily jumble together my two
last. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal Ded. (1697) 43 Lucilius ;

who
!

writ . . loosely, and muddily. [After Hor. Sat. i. iv. n Cum
fliurtt Intulcntus.] tf6l All Year Round i June2)5 Warn
ing me not to leap

over and be either muddily drowned
or beaten to death by the vessel s keel.

Muddiiiess (nwdines). [-NESS.] The con

dition of being muddy.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) I. 39 If this Letter fail either

in point of Orthography or Style, you must impute.. the

second to the muddinesse of my Bram. 1684-5 BOYLE Min.
tt titers 2S Of the Transparency, the Muddiness, or the

Opacity of the Mineral Water. 1784 J. BARKY in Lect.

Paint, vi. (1848) 217 Warm and cold tints.. which by their

mixture would produce muddiness and opacity. 1858 HAW
THORNE Fr. It It. Note-tks. (1872) I. 32 The horrible muddi
ness.. of all Paris. 1867 TROLLOKE Chron. Barsft II. Ixi.

187 That muddiness of mind of which he had . .accused him

self. 1874 GARBOD& BAXTER Mat. Jl/rrf. (1880) 120 The solu

tion in distilled water is clear, or has only a slight muddiness.

Mudding (mzrdin), i /&amp;gt;/. j*. [f.MuDz&amp;gt;.i
+ -ING!.]

1. The action of making muddy.
1632 SHERWOOD, A mudding, beraying with, or sticking in

mudde, embourbement, cnfangcment. 1635 A. STAFFORD

Fern. Glory (1869) 179 The mudding of their purest Koun-

taine. 1895 H. P. ROBINSON in Fonim (N. Y.) Jan. 528 The

mudding of the stream in A^op s fable.

2. A jocular term for: Plastic work, modelling.

Muddir, obs. Sc. form of MOTUEU.

Mnddish (m-dij), a. [f.
MUD j&amp;lt;M + -ISH.]

Somewhat muddy.
1658 ROWLAND tr. MoufeCs Theat. Ins. 940 The back and

belly sometimes . . of muddish colour. 1829 SCOTT Diary 20

Apr. in Lockhart, [The wit] of Lord Erskine was moody and

muddish.

Muddle (m-d l), sli. [f.
MUDDLE v.\

1. A muddled condition ; confusion, disorder ;

mental confusion, bewilderment. Also, a result of

muddling, a bungle, mess . To make a muddle

of: to bungle.
1818 TODD, Muddle, a confused or turbid state : a vulgar

expression. 1851 DICKENS Bleak Ho. v, We both grub on

in a muddle. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown Pref. (1871) 18 A
pretty muddle we should have been in had he done so.

1871 SMILES Charac. ii. (1876) 54 Work can only be got

through by method. Muddle flies before it. 1884 Sat. Rev.

7 June 732/1 The present Government has made an im

mortal muddle of the whole business. 1884 A. BAIHD Soft.
Muddle 12 The Egyptian muddle for I can call it nothing

else into which we have been dragged by the Government.

2. A confused assemblage.
1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. I. vii, One dark shop-window

with a tallow-candle dimly burning in it, and surrounded

by a muddle of objects. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed

xiii. (1900) 322 A scarred, formless muddle of paint.

3. U.S. A kind of chowder; a pottle made

with crackers (Cent. Diet. 1890).



MUDDLE. 741 MUDDY.
4. Comb,, chiefly parasynthetic (after MUDDLE-
HEADED a.} with the sense * muddled ,

as muddle-

brained^ -minded adjs. ; muddle-pate = MUDDLE-
HEAD. Also muddle-room rare 1

,
a room set

apart for untidy work.

1895 MORRIS in MackaJl Life (1899) II. 310 Coleridge was
a &quot;muddle-brained metaphysician. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year in

Sweden II. 8 The house keeper a *muddle-minded woman.
^1849 POE R. H.Horne Wk s. 1864 II I. 427 The cant of the

*muddlepates who dishonor a profound.. philosophy by
styling themselves transcendentalists. 1886 MKS. LYNN LIN-

TON Fasten Cftrew v, A. .room on the ground-floor, which
the Clinton girls had made their *muddle-room .

U b. Taken as adj.
= muddled .

1798 JOANNA BAILLIE Tryal \\. i, Damn your muddle pate !

Muddle (mirdl), zr. Also(?6,) 7 mudle. [f.

MUD sb or vl : see -LE. Cf. MDu. moddelen, fre

quentative of modden to dabble in mud.]
fl. trans. ?To throw into the mud, to knock
down. Obs.rare~^. [Possibly some misreading.]
n 1550 Christis Ktrke Gr. 129 (LJann. MS.), He mudlet

thame doun lyk ony myss.
2. intr. To bathe or wallow in mud or muddy

water. Also,
1 to rout with the bill, as geese and ducks

do 1

(Phillips, ed. Kersey 1706). Obs. cxc. arch.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 714 Paulus Venetus saith,
that . . Vnicornes muddle in the durt like Swine. 1623 LISI.E

jStfiric on O. fy N. Test. To Rdr. 20 As duckes who delight
euer to leaue the cleere spring, and muddle in waters of
their owne fouling. 1727 BRADLEY Fant. Diet. s.v. Ap-
Proaching, They will quit the Middle of the Stream, and
muddle along the Sides, a 1745 SWIFT Dick s Variety 15
He never muddles in the Dirt Nor scowers the Street with
out a Shirt. 1845 JUDD Margaret \\. iii, The tree. .easier
than a duck, muddles for nourishment with its roots.

b. To grub in the soil
;
to do dirty work ; &quot;^fig*

to grub* among records, rare.

1756 GKEVILLE Maxims 221 His snmmum bonuvi is mud
dling in parchments, in the offals of dulness and tastless-

ness. 1821 GALTStrA. Wyliexxxv, I ll.. muddle about the
root o* this affair till I get at it. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res.
in. ix, Dyers, washers and wringers tnat puddle afid muddle
in their dark recesses.

3. trans. To make muddy; to render (liquor)
turbid by stirring up the sediment. Now rare.

1676 MARVELL Mr.Smirke\ iv, Where they mudled the
Water and Fished after. 1692 R. I/ESTRANGE Fables iii. 2

Villain
(says he) how dare you lye muddling the Water that

I m a drinking? 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xi. (1833) 268
It muddled the water which it drank with its bill. 1885 FAIR-
BAIRN Cath. Rom. ff Anglican (1899) n. ii. 61 The churches
that do nothing to reach and purify the source only help to
muddle the stream.

b. transf. To destroy the clearness of (colours).
Also f To muddle over : to variegate or mottle.
In quot. 1506, the words seem to be comic perversions of

Du. terms of painting ; but the passage is obscure.

1596 NASHE-SVi/T/wx Waldeit F 4, I have, .ouzled, gidum-
bled, muddled, and drizled it [sc. the picture of G. Har
vey] so finely, that (etc.J. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Mark ii. 12
He cares not to gild gold, or muddle over a topaz. 1807
OPIE in Lect. Paint, iv. (1848) 320 Colours.. little muddled
by vehicles, and subsequent attempts to mend the first

touches. 18163 E. V. NEALE A nal. Th.
&amp;lt;y

Nat. 259 The trans

parent freshness of water-color drawings, when the washes
are not muddled.

C. ? U.S. To mix ; stir : as, to muddle chocolate

or drinks (Cent. Diet. 1890). Cf, MUDDLER 2.

4. To confuse, bewilder, esp. with drink. Also,
to render (speech) confused or indistinct.

1687 SEDLEY Bellamira v. i. Wks. 1778 II. 178 This drink

ing does so muddle one s complexion and take off one s

mettle. 1693 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ii. 70 Their old Master
seems to have had his Brains so muddled. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. Thistlethivayte 25 Sept., A head
muddled with spleen. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Dict.^ To
muddle, orintoxicate with drinking, Inebrio. 1819 SHELLEY
Peter Bell yd iv. xvi, A toad-like lump of limb and feature,
With mind, and heart, and fancy muddled. 1822-34 Good s

Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 691 The stupor is increased and the

speech muddled. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, xvi, Mullens
ran on in this way, muddled by his unexpected good fortune
and his greed. 1886 G. ALLEN Maimie s Sake xvii, The
liquor was muddling her.

b. intr.
* To become confused, esp. from drink

*

(Cent. Diet. 1890). f To muddle on (see quot.).
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, To Muddle on, tho so [i.e.

1 half drunk ], yet to Drink on.

6. trans. To mix upblunderinglyorsophistically,
to confuse.

1836 S. R. MAITLAND Remarks, etc. 57 To muddle the
Valdesii.. with the Cathari. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol.
App. 43 My Critic has muddled it together in a most extra

ordinary manner. 1886 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. cxxix. 3 A
writer says the metaphor is muddled. 1900 Westm. Gas.
22 Mar. 3/2 It is childish nonsense to muddle good and bad
schools together and strike an average.

b. To bungle, mismanage (an affair) ; also, to

render (accounts) unintelligible by want of method.
1885 Nat. Rev. July 675 It was only when all services had

been muddled, and when the whole Governmental machinery
had come to a standstill, that Nubar Pasha put down his

foot. 1905 CHESTERTON Heretics 18 Now our affairs are

hopelessly muddled by strong silent men.
6. intr. To busy oneself in a confused, un

methodical, and ineffective manner.
[1806-7, 1827: ? Implied in MUDDLING ppl. a.] 1850 W.

IRVING Goldsmith 87 He meddled or rather muddled with
literature. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal i, We were mud
dling hopelessly in an endeavour to make good sensible rules.

1906 Ontlookib May 710/2 He spends much of his time, .in

muddling with his flowers and vegetables.

b. With various advs. To muddle about: to

potter about, busy oneself with various matters

in an unmethodical way. To muddle on : to (

get

along* in a haphazard way, to escape absolute

failure though trusting to chance and makeshift

expedients. To muddle through : to blunder

through, to succeed in one s object in spite of one s

lack of skill and foresight.
1701 No KRIS Ideal World \. viii. 437 Mudling on in the

little affairs of a lower and more innocent, perhaps, but not
less ingaged life. 1802 H. MARTIN Helen ofGlenross II. 226
We never could muddle on at Invermay. c 1864 BRIGHT in

McCarthy s Remin. (1899) I. 85 My opinion is that the
Northern States will manage somehow to muddle through.
1879 M CCARTHY Oivn Times II. xx. 98 To ask the ministers
who had resigned to resume their places and muddle on as

they best could. 1888 MRS. H. WARD A . Elsmcre xviii.

236, I suppose you muddle about among the poor like other

people, 1901 Scotsman 28 Feb. 8/2 They would muddle
on in the old slipshod way of trusting to chance.

7. trans, with away. To waste, get rid of (money,
time, etc.) without clearly knowing how.
1827 SCOTT Jrnl. 10 Dec., I muddled away the evening

over my Sheriff-Court processes. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
n.

Vj
The elder son. .had muddled and sotted away much

of his share in the Leslie property.

Muddled (mml ld), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1
.]

f 1. Made muddy or turbid. Obs.
1624 QUARLES Job vi. medit. xv, From muddled Springs

j

can Christall Waters come? 16450. DANIEL Poems Wks.
I (Grosart) II. 2, I dare not..Soe much derogate from that
.

clear Source, as borrow water from the muddled Cisternes
i of her Inferiour,

fb. Of wine: Thick. Obs.

1717 PRIOR Alma in. 589We shall.. Drink fineChampaigne,
or muddl d Port, a 1748 C. PITT Dial. bet-w. Poet ty Sent.

34 Beer at noon, and muddled port at night. 1752 LAW
Spirit ofLove \. (1816) 16 The muddled wine always v/orks

right to the utmost of its power.
c. Of colour : Not clear.

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 157 A dull muddled
white, almost resembling that of tallow, ur putty.
2. Confused, dazed, stupefied.
1712 ARIJUTHSOT John Bull n. viii, I was for five years

often drunk, always muddled. 1840 DICKENS Ham. RndgL1

iii, Being at the same time slightly muddled with liquor.
1854 B. TAYLOR in Life $ Letters (1884) I. xii. 287, I write
with a muddled head and a languid pen.

Mu ddledom.
/&amp;lt;&quot;/*/&amp;lt;. [f. MUDDLED. + -DOM.]

The condition of muddle; prevalence of muddle.
1891 BAKING-GOULD In Troiib. Land\\. 79, I then learned

..that equations might be complicated to the highest limits

of muddledotn. 1904 Tablet 15 Oct. 632/2 The helpless
victim of State muddledom.

Mirddle-head. [Formed after next.] A con
fused or stupid person ; a blockhead.

i853READE Cnr. Johnstonc 130 His author, who. .belongs
to the class muddle-head. i892ZANCwiLL Bo?v Mystery 16

They are a queer lot of muddle-heads are the police.

Mu-ddle-hea ded, a. [f. MUDDLE sb. (not
found in our quots. before I9th c.) or MUDDLE vj\

Having a muddled head; characteristic of one
with a muddled head; stupid, confused.

1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. ii, Such a confused, pud
ding-headed, muddle-headed fellow. 1817-18 CotlHETT/lVj/rt!,

U.S. (1822) 189 All the materials for making people drunk,
or muddle headed, are much cheaper here than in Eng
land. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last xiii, Muddle-headed craft

and elaborate silliness. 1887 A. BIKRELL C. Bronte x, 117
The public, muddle-headed at the best of times [etc.].

Hence Mudclleliea cleclness.
1862 Sat. Rev. 6 Sept. 274 That sort of utter muddle-

headedness which disqualifies a man for reasoning equally
with pure ignorance. 1884 SKEAT in N.

&amp;lt;$ Q. 12 Jan. 32/2
Such is the muddle-headedness of modern English spelling.

Muddlement (mzrd lment). [f. MUDDLE v.

+ -MENT.] Muddle, confusion, bewilderment.

1857 W. COLLINS Dead Secret vi. i, I am lost in my own
nuiddlement.

Muddler (mwd ba). [f. MUDDLE v. + -m 1
.]

1. One who muddles.
1885 L*pool Daily Post 27 Mar. 4/7 The assumption that

those who are not contented to till the narrow barren fields

of non-resistance are . . inconsistent muddlers. 1903 Contemp.
Rev. May 610 One Unionist candidate is reduced to the plea
that the other side will be greater muddlers .

2. (See quot.)
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl., Muddler, a churning

stick for chocolate. A smaller one for mixing toddies.

Mu ddlesome, a.
[f. MUDDLE sb. or v. +

SOME.] Characterized
l&amp;gt;y muddling.

1887 Gentl.Mag. Mar. 235 The authorities at Manchester
had made extensive but muddlesome preparations.

Muddliness (mzrdlines). [f. MUDDLY +
-NESS.] The condition of being in a muddle.
1891 C/tarity Organis. Rev. May 219, I asked myself if

poverty brought muddliness, or muddliness poverty.

Muddling (mzrd lin), -vbl. sb. [f. MUDDLE v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. MUDDLE.

1829 SCOTT JrnL 29 Mar., This muddling among old books
has the quality of a sedative. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Social.
xi. 289 Those muddlings of provisions and confusions of

language in Acts of Parliament.

Muddling (m-d lirj), ///. a. [f. MUDDLE v.

+ -ING 2.] That muddles.
a 1732 GAY Fables \\. xiii. 17 How muddling tis on books

to pore ! 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)
vi. Stage Coaches v, Finding., at least one muddling mother
with a sick but not silent infant. 1827 HONE Every-day
Bk. II. 388 Sheelah is an Irish term, . . applied to a slovenly

1 or muddling woman. 1883 Longnt. Mag. July 256 Copy-
I

holders. .are as a rule. .more muddling in their ways, than
the dependent labourer.

Hence Mtrddliugly adv.

1830 LAMB Let. to Dyer in Final Mem. xvii. 167 What a

power to intoxicate his crude brains, just muddlingly awake
I

to perceive that something is wrong in the social system.

t Mu ddy, sb. Obs. [? Subst. use of MUDDY a.:

\ see quot. 1806.] A kind of conch.
1801 in Spirit t nbl. Jrnls. V. 233 No more the stylish,

;

well-enamell d fair Lolls in her muddy with affected air.

1806 SURR Winter in Lond. II. 210 [She] bespoke., a coach

hung so low that it obtained the name of a muddy.

Muddy (inwdi), a. Also 6 moudy, mudic,
6-7 muddle, [f. MUD s/&amp;gt;.

1
-i- -Y.]

1. Abounding in mud ; turbid or foul with mud ;

;

covered or bespattered with mud.
1526 Pilgr. I crf. (W. de W. 1531) 114 Take muddy water

out of a dyche. 1555 EPKN J)ecadcs 9*) He wandered
throughe many, .muddy marysshes. 1697 DKYDEN l- tr^,

Georg. iv. 687 All these Cocytus bounds with squalid Reeds,
With muddy Ditches, and with deadly \\ te&amp;lt;ls. 1756 C.
LUCAS Ess. IVatcrs I. 36 The stagnant waters of ponds . .are

always foul, heavy, muddy, and ill tasted. 1859 KINGSU.Y
Misc. (1860) 1.

\&amp;lt;) l!y spreading his clonk over a muddy place
for Queen Elizabeth to step on. 1884 West. Morn. News
9 Sept. 4/5 The station., was filled by a muddy throng.

b. Of the nature of mud, resembling mud.
1737 WHISTON Joscplnis, Wars vn. viii. 4 Free from the

mixture of all terrine and muddy particles of matter. 1864
Chamb. Encycl. VI. 162/2 The flesh [of the Lake Loach 1

is soft and has a muddy flavour. 1880 C. R. MAKKHAM
Pernv. Bark 173 On one morning the surging flood being
black,, .and on another a light muddy colour.

2. Living or growing in mud.
1598 Q. Euz. Horace 6 That face aboue of woman faire,

The rest fowle Like the moudy fisclie. 1611 FLORIO, M:l&amp;lt;\i;&amp;gt;/a,

a kind of muddy fish. 1818 SIIKI.LEY Marenghi xv, And on
the other, creeps eternally, Through mucfdy wueds, tin;

shallow .sullen se;i. 1883 ANNIK THOMAS Mod. Ilousc^-ife
99 There are plenty of grey mullet to be caught;..! will

dress them in sui.li a way as shall make you fail to recognise
our muddy friend.

3. Of a liquid : Not clear, thick, turbid.
1618 LATHAM -znd Bk. /falconry (1633) 19 With muddle

and bloudie water in it verie often, a 1661 KLI.UCK II erf/it i s,

Northampt, (1662) n. 291 Thus tin; must generous Wines
are the most muddy before they are fine. 1708 J. PIUI.II-S

Cyder n. 313 Take care The muddy liev ragi: to surt-ne.

1806 A. ULN n:i&amp;lt; Culina (ed. 3) 148 Nothing is &amp;gt;o disa^n.- j-

able as a muddy gravy soup. 1836 MKS. CAKLYI.K Lett.

(18831 I. 61 We breakfasted, .on muddy coffee and scorched
toast. 1843 lioRUOW Bible in Spain ii. 12 There they.. drink
the muddy but strong wine of the Alemtejo.
4. transf. a. Not clear or pure in colour. Of

light : Dull, smoky.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 139 To what, my lone, shall

I compare thine eyne ! Christall is muddy. 1658 GADHUKY
Doctr. Nativities 83 A muddy-duskish-brown-swarthy Com
plexion. 1662 Hr. HOPKINS Scrtn., l- uncral (1685) 91 The
dim and muddy light of this world. 1710 Lond. C,az. No.

4737/3 One Timothy Hall, of middle Stature, muddy Com
plexion. 1784 HARRY in Lect. Paint, vi. (1848) 215 When a
light colour, though opaque, is thinly spread over a dark one,
it is, by the colour underneath, rendered dim and muddy.
1844 DISRAELI Coningsby i. i, A muddy mezzotinto of the

Duke of Wellington. 1856 KANE Arct. E.vpl. I. xv. 173 We
work by muddy tapers of coik and cotton floated in saucers.

1898 1*. MAN.SUN Trap. Diseases xxii.sso His friends observed
that his face had become muddy and haggard.

b. Of the voice : Thick, esp. through drinking.
1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk I, 69 The squire, .said,

with a muddy voice [etc.J.

C. Of air: Impure. ? Obs.

1726 LEONI A Merit s Archit. I. 5/1 The Air for want of
Motion will grow thick and muddy.
5. Not clear in mind

; confused, muddled.
1611 SHAKS. Wtnt. T. \. ii. 325 Do st thinke I am so muddy,

so vnsetled, To appoint my selfe in this vexation? 1670
BUNVAN No Way to Heaven but by Christ Wks. (1845) 122
If the understanding be muddy as to this, it is impossible
that such should be sound in the faith. 1682 J. W. Let.fr.
NeM-Eng. 7 As to their Drunkenness,, .they.. seldom go to
bed without muddy brains. 1790 IJURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V.

152 Cold hearts and muddy understandings. 1834 HOOD
Lament Toby x

t Day after day my lessons fade, My intellect

gets muddy.
b. Partly intoxicated. Now rare or Obs.

1776 JOHNSON in Boswell
Life^ (1831) III. 348 Not that he

gets drunk, for he is a very pious man, but he is always
muddy. 1843 NICHOLSON Hist, fy Tradit. T. 414 The
fiddler waxed muddy and was often heard scraping behind
the fiddle bridge.

6. Of literary style, thought, etc.: Obscure, vague,
confused.
1611 BIBLE Trnnsl. Pref. F 7 Therefore the_Greeke being

not altogether cleare, the Latine deriued from it must neede.s

be muddie. 1643 FEATLEY in Newmatfs Concord. Bible
Advt. 4 In this thickest and muddiest passage m which no
Lincius [1650 Lynceus] can see any bottome, the Originall
is very cleare. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. 31 His
own Imitation of Quintilian s muddy Expression. 174*
CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. Ixxvii. 213 Every man.. may be

clear and perspicuous in his recitals instead of dark and

muddy. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 173 The pre
sent muddy French transcendentalism, a 1872 RANKING

Songs &amp;lt;y

Fables (1874)40 His style is never muddy.
7. Morally impure or *

dirty . Now rare.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. ii. 59 Spyrituel men,
that ben contemplatyf, hauen sette theyr hertes in heyghte
and drawen them oute of this moddy erthe. 1603 H. CROSSE
Vertnes Commit). (1878) 128 She is a muddie queane, a filthy

beast. 1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 25 The muddy
and tumultuous suggestions of the Flesh, a 1679 W. OUT-
RAM Serin. (1682) 279 On one hand there are stable joys..



MUDDY.
on theothermuddyand fleeting pleasures. i793Lp.SpKNCER |

in I.d. Auckland sCorr. (1862) III. ri4Renard s is a muddy
business. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (1884) 142 Vour

business, .is too muddy for such airs.

t 8. Gloomy ;
sullen. Obs.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. 1 1 1.) 33 Shee aspires to

no glory by sullen humours, she hath nothing muddy, nor

clownish in her. 1686 HORNECK Crticif. Jesus vii. 124 When
a man begins to look with a chearful countenance, and the

muddy complexion clears up. 1722 RAMSAY Three Bonnets.

11. 107 Wheel d round wi gloomy brows and muddy, And
left his brither in a study. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A
muddy or cloudy look, vulttis tetricus.

9. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic : muddy-bottomed,

-brained, -headed, -mettled adjs.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. ii. ii. 594 A dull and *muddy-metled
Kascall. 1601 1 MARSTON Pasanil ^ Katli. II. 145 Let the

vnsanctified spirit of ambition Entice the choice of *muddie-

minded dames To yoke themselues to s%vine. isSSFRAUNCE
La-.i&amp;gt;iers Log. \. vii. 40 Hee is but a &quot;muddy-pated asse. 1839

Times 25 Mar. 4/3 That &quot;muddy-souled economist Joseph
Hume. 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Break/.-t. \. (1885) 22 If

I . .were. .*inuddy-witted.

Muddy (mzrdi), v. [f.
MUDDY

&amp;lt;r.]

1. trans. To make muddy, in various senses of

the adj. ;
to cover or bespatter with mud

;
to

render (water) turbid with mud ;
to make con

fused or obscure.
1601 SHAKS. All s \Vell\-. ii. 4, I am now sir muddied in

fortunes mood, and smell somewhat strong of her strong dis

pleasure, n 1652 J. SMITH St-f. Disc. ix. 461 The Holy Spirit

is too pure and gentle a thing to dwell in a mind muddied and

disturbed by those impure dregs. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydro!.

Cliym. 136 Upon which if oyl of vitriol be dropt, it becomes

clear again, and by oyl of tartar muddied. 1760 DERRICK
Lett. (1767) I. 82 The springs and streams being all muddied
with tlie continual rains. 1811 SelJ Instructor^524 The former

would be the means of muddying your colours. 1837 Black v.

Mag. XLI. 603 He.. began to muddy the water. 1893
LELANU Mem. II. 122, I only muddied the palms of my
gloves, on which I fell. 1905 E. CHANDLER Unveiling tf
Lhasa xi. 206 The.. product of restless Western energies,

.stirring and muddying the shallows of the Eastern mind.

2. intr. To become muddy or turbid.

1834 I.ANooa Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1846 II. =76 Malt before

hops, the world over, or the beer muddies.

Muddying (m di|irj), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.]

The
action of the vb. MUDDY.
1713 M. HENRY 3[tekn.

&amp;lt;y Qnietn. of Spirit (1822) 115
Those disorderly passions, which tend to the muddying and

clouding of the Soul. 1735 Diet. Polygraph, s.v. Ultra-

marini:, Thus you may get the colour without muddying.
1883 C. FLEET Our Ancestors in Sussex Ser. n. 256 The
muddying of the clear fancy by all kinds of disturbances.

b. U, S. A mode of fishing in which attendants

stir up the muddy bottom of a lake or stream

(Cent. Did. 1890).
1877 HALLOCK Sportsman s Gaz. 371 The season for

muddying begins.

Muddyish. (m
%

di|ij), a. [f. MUDDY a. + -ISH.]
Somewhat muddy.
1853 G. J. CAYLEY Las Alforjas II. 148 There are reser

voirs of muddyish water, and ducks and geese.

Muddywort, variant of MOULDWARP.
Mude, obs. form of MOOD st. 1

, MUD.
Mu d-fish. A fish that inhabits mud. Also

variously used spec, (see below).
a. A kind of loach (Crabb Technol. Diet. 1823); b. an

African dipnoan fish of the family Lepidosirenidx,^ lepido-
siren ; c. U. S. a fish of the family Amiidae, esp. the bow-
rin, Amia calva ; d. a fish of the genus Umbra or family
Umbridx, a mud minnow; e. a name formerly given in New
York to the Killinsh (Cent. Diet.) ; f. a gobune fish, Cil-

lickthys mirabilis (ibid.) ; g. Melantira pygmxa ; h.. the
Australian barramunda, Ceratodus forsteri , i. a New Zea
land fish, Neochanna apoda.
1502 Maldon, Essex, Court-Rolls Bundle 61. No. 2 At-

tachiatus est per M 1
. mudfish, &quot;vie stokfishe, x barells samo-

num. 1558 Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 167 viij
1&quot; &quot; of

modefyshe. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. 128 The Sea also supplys
divers sorts of very good Fish, (viz.) Snooks, Mullets, Mud-
li^h. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 450 The Mud-fish. The
species of this tribe are easily distinguished by the fleshy
appendicule at the anus. 1859 BARTLETT Diet. Anier.,
Mud-Fish (Metanitrafog/lima), a small fish on the Atlantic
coast which burrows in the mud. 1859 DAKWIN in Life ft
Lett. II. 174 The mud-fish or lepidosiren. 1880 GUNTHER
Fishes 372 The Bow-fin or Mud-fish (A mia calva) Knot
uncommon in many of the fresh waters of the United States.
Ibid. 619 Umbra limi, locally distributed in the United
States; called. . Dog fish or Mud-fish in America. i88s
TENISON-WOODS Fishes N. S. Wales 108 Neochanna is a
remarkable mudfish of New Zealand. 1896 tr. Boas /.ool.

386 The Mud-fish or Barramunda (Ceratodus) is a large,
elongate animal, pointed at both ends.

Mudge (mudj), i&amp;gt;.l Sc. intr. and trans. =
BUDGE v.

1802 JAMIESON Water Kelpie xv, in Scott Minstrelsy (1803)
III. 361 Thai dare na mudge for fricht. 1823 GALT Entail

;

xxxv, I ll no mudge the ba o my muckle tae in ony sic
road. 1835 Blackw. Mag. XXXVI 1 1. 161 One never mudged
for hours. 1875 ALEX. SMITH Nem Hist. Aberdeen, n. 696
They could na mudge the brig.

Mudge (m^d;;), v* 1 dial. [1 Related to MUSH
v. Cf. Madge, to crush or bruise. Warw.
(Halliwell).] trans. To bruise, crush (hops).
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sue. IX. n. 576 Hops may be pressed
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warmer than they can be trod, without breaking or mudging -

them.

Mudgcon, Mudhar : see MURGEOX, MUDAB.

Mudie, obs. form of MUDDY.

II Mudir (mdi*-.i). Also moodir, moodeer.

[Turk, use of Arab, jj^, mudir, active pple. otaddra

to administer, govern (Dozy), causative of dara

to go round.] In Turkey, the governor of a village

or canton ;
in Egypt, the governor of a province.

1864 Atlicnyum No. 1921. 245/2 The Mudirs or district-
i

governors. 1881 Blackw. Mag. June 698 During our stay in

the Fayoum we saw a good deal of the mudir or governor.

1885 Nat. Rev. July 677 One day the [Egyptian] police was

under the Moodeers, the next it was the reverse.

Mudir, variant of MUDAK.
Mndirate (mdi-ra). Also mudirat, mudi-

riate. [f.
MUDIR + -ATE.]

= MUDIRIEH.
1881 Blachv.Mag.]\me 699 The exact condition of every

village in his mudirate. 1884 GORDON Jrnls. (1885) 222 No
sentries at the North Fort, or Bourre, or on the Mudirat.

1885 PallMallG. 16 Feb. i/i Because we have taken no steps

to set up any Administration in the Mudiriate of Dongola.

I!
Mudiriell (rmli&amp;gt;ri).

Also mou-, moodi-

rieh, mudiriet. [Egyptian Arabic mudirTya! ,
f.

mudir MUDIR.] In Kgypt : a. The territory of a

mudir. b. The official head-quarters of a mudir.

1877 M cCoAN Egypt as it is 114 The following fourteen

muiiiric/is or Prefectures. 1877 E. DE LEON Khedive s

Egypt 4-^2 Sundry taxes and revenues in the provinces

(Moudiriehs). 1898 Westm. Gaz. 28 Oct. 7/1 A French
traveller is resident at Fashoda, occupies the half-ruined

mudirieh or town-hall. 1907 Blackw. Mag. July I24/I_
At

important Mudiriets, where ten years ago British function

aries were in charge.

Mudlark (mzvdliuk), sl&amp;gt;.

[f.
MUD j-W + LARK

sb.^ (a jocular formation).]
tl. siting. A hog (Grose /J/V/. J ~ulg. Tongue 1785).
2. colloq. One who dabbles, works, or lives in mud.

a. (See quots.)
1796-1800 COLQL HOUN Police Metrop. (ed. 6) 230 Mud-

l.tirks, so called from their being accustomed to prowl
about, at low water, under the quarter of West India ships. .

under pretence of grubbing in the mud for old ropes, iron..

&c. but whose chief object.. was to receive and conceal

small bags of sugar, coffee [etc ]. .which they conveyed to

such houses as they were directed, and for which services they

generally received a share of the booty. 1799 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH I.anu Jervas xi, He. .became what is called a mud
lark

;
that is, a plunderer of the ships cargoes that unload

in the Thames. 1801 Monthly Rev. XXXV. 243 Miserable

beings . . accustomed to grub in the river at low water for old

ropes. .known by the appellation of Mud-larks. 1851 MAY-
HKW Land. Labour II. 155/2 The mud-larks collect what
ever they happen to find, such as coals, bits of old-iron [etc.],

I867S.MYTH Sailor s Word-bk.,Mndlarks, people who grovel
about bays and harbours at low water for anything they can
find. 189* DOBSON i8M Cent. I igncttcs 233 The same crowd
of mud-larks and loafers would come rushing into the water
to offer, .their services.

b. A soldier of the Royal Engineers.
1878 TRI.MEN Rcgiiit. Brit. Army 42 Royal Engineers.,

nicknamed the Mudlarks .

c. A man who cleans out common sewers, rare .

1882 in OGILVIE.

d. A gutter child, street arab. In quot. transf.
1865 Sat. AYr . 5 July 4 It is Lord Palmerston s misfortune

..to number three or four of these incurable mudlarks

among his official offspring. 1890 in Century Diet.

3. A name given to various birds : a. A kind of

Pipit, b. The skylark, Alauda ai-vensis (E.D.D.).
C. The Australian magpie-lark (Grallina picata) ,

from its building its nest of mud (Morris 1898).
i88a NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 317/1 The Mud-Lark,

Rock-Lark, Titlark, and Tree-Lark are Pipits.

Mudlark (mtrdliuk), v. [f. MUDLARK sb.]

intr. To carry on the occupation of a mudlark
;

also, to play about in the mud. Hence Mvrd-
larking vlil. s/&amp;gt;. and ppl. a.

1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xi, You mud-larking vagabond.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labonrll. 155/2 This, he says, he liked

much better than mud-larking. 1888 Sat. Rev. 21 July 66
A series of sunny summers and perfect grounds have not

taught us the noble lessons of mudlarking, as it hath often

been played in the fens and marshes ofrural cricket-grounds.

1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 193/2 He mingled with us for

some time on the beach, mudlarked with the boys and
watched our model yacht matches.

Mudlarker (mydlaikaj). [f.
MUDLARK v. +

-ER !.]
= MUDLARK sb. 2 a.

1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack viii, I was now what is termed
a regular Mud-larker, picking up halfpence by running
into the water. Ibid, xviii, A mudlarker was a man who
had an old boat,, .furnished with an iron bar full of hooks,
which was lowered down by a rope to catch pieces of cord

age, oakum, canvas, or other articles, which might fall over
board from the. .vessels in the river.

Mudle, obs. form of MUDDLE v.

Mudless (twdles), a. [f. MUD si.i + -LESS.]
Free from mud.
1610 HOLLAND Camdetfs Brit. \. 388 The mudlesse Tamis

cleere. 187* Daily News 31 July, His life had been as the

flowing of a mudless stream. 1884 Field 6 Dec (Cassell),

To-day it was clean and mudless.

tMu dly,&amp;lt;z.
Obs.- 1

[f.Mun^.l + -LY!.] Muddy.
a 1340 H AMPOLE Psalter, Cant. Isaye xii. 4 When je drynke

of tha clere wellis & lens the mudly watirs of erthfy lustis.

Mud wall. A wall built of earth or clay, or of

materials laid in clay as a substitute for mortar,

t Also, tlie material forming such a wall.

MUFF.

13$$ Ace. Manor ofSavoy in Archzologia XXIV. 313 Pro
factura ij perticatarum muri ex parte occidentale gardini
vocata mudwall. 1464 Nottingham Rec. II. 373 For makyng
of the modde walle. 1578 N ICHOLAS tr. Lopez de Gomara s

Cony. W. India 52 The houses are great, made of lime stone

& bricke : others there are made of mood wal, and rafters.

1679 T. KIRKE Mod. Ace. Scot. 10 The Houses of the Com
monalty are very mean, Mud-wall and Thatch the best.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xix. (1695) 403 Earthly Minds,
like Mud-Walls, resist the strongest Batteries. arJ7 l R-
WOOD Ess. Homer (1775) 242 The mud walls of a Turkish

cottage. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 34 Two parts old cobb
(alias mud-wall). 1833 LOUDON Encycl. Archit. 159 Mode
of building the Mud Walls of Cottages in Cambridgeshire.

tb./^-. Obs.
1662 BP. HOPKINS Sena., Funeral (1685) 78 There stand

nothing between us and our eternal state, but this thin

mud-wall of our bodies. 1670 Devout Commwi. (1688) 142
Our mudwall of flesh made spiritual and transparent.

c. allrib. and Comb.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 680 Castell was thar nayn, Bot

mudwall werk withoutyn lym or stayn. 1543 tr. Statutes

Table, Mud wall makers. 1785 COWPER \Vks. 1837 XV. 159
The mud-wall cottages of our poor at Olney.
Mudwall : see MODWALL.
Mudwalled (mardwgld), ///. a. [f. MUD sb?-

+ WALL si. + -ED 2
.] Having mud walls. AlsoySjf.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 22 This mud-wald cottage.

1630 Epitaph in J. R. Leifchild Cornwall Mines (1855) 20

O what a bubble, vapour, puffe of breath, ..Is mud-wald
man ! 1689 PRIOR Epist. to F. Shephard 20 As Folks from
Mud-wall cf Tenement Bring Landlords Pepper-corn for

Rent. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. Plate xxviii,

A small mud-walled cheap cottage. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks
Pasha 84 Mud-walled streets are unnumbered.

Mue, Mued, obs. ff. MEW sb2, z.i, -, MUID.

Mueddin, variant of MUEZZIN.

Muee, obs. form of MAY j/.1

Muekliche, -nesse: see MEEKLY, MEEKNESS.

Muerm.0 (me rmo). Bot. [Chilian Spanish.]
A tall tree native to Chili, Eucryphia cordifolia,

having a valuable hard wood. Also called ulmo.
1800 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets.

Mues, obs. f. MEWS. Muese, var. MEUSE.

Muesin, Muetden, obs. forms of MUEZZIN.

Muet, obs. form of MUTE a.

Muezzin (ma,e zin). Forms: a. 6 maizin,

7 meizin, muyezin, (//. muyezini), muezern,
-im, 7-8 muezin, 8 muasin, mezzin, muesin,

9 muezzeem, -im, 9- muezzin; 0. 7 muetden,
mouden, -on, 9 moo-ed din, mueddin, moue-

dhin, mood(d)in. [Arabic uJ^* uitiaSSiit,

active pple. of ijSl aSSaiia, 2nd conjug. (frequen

tative) of aSana to proclaim, f. u9n ear. The
a forms proceed from the widespread dialectal

pronunciation with (z) or (dz) for (5). Some of the

forms appear to be meant for Arab. mu Sitt, the

pple. of the 4th conjug. of the same vb.] In Mo
hammedan countries, a public crier who proclaims
the regular hours of prayer from the minaret or

the roof of a mosque.
a. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Kicholay s Voy. HI. xxi. nob,

The Maizins beginne to cry vppon the towres. 1613 PUKCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 301 And the Meizin or Muetden (Clarke,

Sexten, Priest, Bell-ringer, or Bell rather) standeth up and

readeth that Psalme. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)

267 The Muyezini crie from the tops of Mosques, battolo-

guizing Llala Hyllula. 1687 A. LOVF.LL tr. Thevenofs Trav.

I. 49 A Muezim goes up to the top of the Minaret and calls

to Prayers. Ibid. n. 18 The Turks say that the Muesem
cannot call to prayers there as at other Mosques. 1701

W. J. Bruyn s Voy. Levant xii. 59 These Criers are called

(1820) I. xii. 224 Hark !.. there is the Muezzeem of Sultan

Achmet, just calling to prayers. i8o T. S. HUGHES Trav.

Sicily II. 25 The sonorous tones of their muzzems [sic:

misprint.]
fig- 97 Q- Rev. Apr. 585 His Majesty s Cabinet listened

to this call of the muezzin of the revolution from the

minaret of the Duma.
p. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 603 When the Mouden,

or Sexten crieth in the steeple. 1615 BEDWELL Arab.

Trtidg., Salic, The Moudon from the top of the steeple

cryetfl . . A llah cnbir, la allah, ilia ilellah. 1836 LANE Mod.

Egypt. I. ill 83 Most of the moo-eddins of Cairo have har

monious and sonorous voices. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain
l. 248 The Giralda was the great tower from whence the

mueddin summoned the faithful to prayers. 1854 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. tv. i. (1864) II. 185 The Mouedhin proclaimed
from the roof There is one God and Mohammed is his

prophet . 1875 W. G. PALCRAVE in Encycl. Brit. 1 1. 250/1

In most cases there is no minaret attached (to the mosque],
the times of prayer being merely announced by the mued
din

,
or crier, from the roof itself. 1889 HALL CAINF. Scape

goat xxv, The mooddin was chanting to call to prayers.

t Muff, rf.1 Obs. Also 6-7 muffe. [a. Du. mo/,

a contemptuous appellation for a Westphalian.]
A depreciative term for a German or Swiss; some

times loosely applied to other foreigners.

1590 MARLOWE ind Ft. Tamourl. i. i, King Sigismond
hath brought from Christendome More then nis Camp of

I stout Hungarians, Sclauonians, Almans, Rutters, Muffles,

id Danes. 1591 WARNER Alt. Eng. vit. xxxv. 151 Those

j doublet, the Muffes cloak, the Toledo rapier [etc.]. 1598



MUFF.

K. Om.riN.UvVz/. (1878) 57 Is he notaSargeant? then say s

a muffe For his furr d sattin cloak. 1508 FLBUOfStit&o&i,
swearing or swaggring muffs or dutchmen. a 1639 SIR J.
KKKKSBY J////. ty Trav. (1004) 135 The Low Dutch call the

High, muffes, that is ttourai
t
as the French have it, or block

heads. 1649 W. M. Wandering Jew (1857) 61 Shop-keepers
. . (like a guard of Muffes) every morning wait at their doores
to get their money. 1656 FINETT For. Ambass. 38 An Am
bassador (with his assistant Commissioner Chancellour of

Muscovey). .was. .received at Tower Wharfe... The Kings
Coach, and five or six others tooke them in at Tower Wharfe,
hut with such disorder.. as without my care,.. some must of
the better sort of Muffes have walked on foote to their

Lodgings.

Muff (mf), sb2 Also 6-7 muffe. [Prob. a.

Du. mof (not found earlier than i;th c.), a. F.

mottfle (Walloon mofe^ mouffe) : see MUFFLE sb.$

Cf. G. muffe, muff(\V& c.), Sw. muff.]
1. A covering (usually of fur and of cylindrical

shape) into which both hands may be thrust from

opposite ends to keep them warm.
Now used only by women

; in 17-181(1 c. also by men.
J 599 15. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. \\. i, She alwayes weares

a Muffe. 1608 H. P. Epigr. 32 Should Spruso leaue the

wearing of his muffe. 1602 PEPYS Diary 30 Nov., This
day I first did wear a muffe, being my wife s last year s

muffe. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3065/4 Lost. ., a large Sabble

Tip, Mans Muff, with a parting in the middle of it. 1713
GAY Fan i. 205 Then in the muff th unactive fingers lay,
Nor taught the fan in various forms to play. 1746 H. WAL-
TOLE Let. to Mann 17 Jan., Seeing him [sc. a French spy]
dangle on a gallows in his muff and boots. 1775 M.ME.
D ARBLAY Early Diary 21 Nov., Another man.. carries her

muff, in which is her little lap-dog. 1847 ALB. SMITH Chr,
Tadpole xii, She had also a muff, something like a grena
dier s cap. 1902 Daily Chron, 20 Dec. 8/3 One of the

huge, flat, bag-shaped muffs that are now at the apex of
fashion.

b. transf. (Vorfoot-mujfsee FOOT sb. 35.)
1797 BAILEY & CULLEY Agric. Northumb. 132 The long-

woolled sheep, .were called Muggs, probably from their faces

being covered with a muff of wool. 1802 PALEY Nat. Tlieol.

,\v. (ed. 2) 292 Such a defence is furnished to the swan in the
muff in which its body is wrapped. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom.
Econ. I. 223 The bottles may be enveloped in muffs made of
thick canvass, to protect them from being broken by striking
against each other.

fc. = MUFFLE sb$ 3, MUFFLER 2 c. Obs.

1854 WILKES in Uh
Re/&amp;gt;.

Comm. Lunacy App. G. 137 The
means of restraint employed were the leather muff and
wrist-straps, iron hand-cuffs [etc.]. //

/&amp;lt;/.,
One patient.,

had been for some time wearing the muff and hobbles.

1 2. = MITTEN 2. Obs.
Cf. the widespread dialectal use = MiTTEN i (see E.D.D.).

, 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. iii. 30 On her charm
ing arms a pair of black velvet glove-like muffs of her own
invention. 1749 FIELDING Tom Joncsv. iv, She was playing
one of her father s favourite tunes, .when the muff fell over
her fingers.

3. A tuft or crest on the heads of certain birds.

1849 D. J. BROWNED /sum Poultry Yd. (1855) 60 Whether
ihe climate of Northern Europe has any tendency to develop
the growth of crests, muffs , etc. (as in what are called
Siberian fowls or muffed Dorkings), on the heads of fowls.

4. In various technical senses.

a. Founding. (See quots. ; cf. MUFFLE sb.*)
1756 Dict.^Arts &amp;lt;$

Set. s.v. Foundery of Statues, The
furnace consists of a hearth and its muff, a fire-place, an ash-

hole, and an earthen bason.. .The muff is a brick arch made
very low to reverberate the flame upon the metal. 1880
Coach Builders

9 Art Jrnl. I. 86 If a silver beading is

required a strip of copper and a strip of silver is taken and
placed one on the other and put into a furnace (technically
termed muff ) to be annealed, that is, softened.

b. Glass-mamtf. A cylinder of blown glass for

flattening out into a plate.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

c. Plumber s work. A joining tube driven into
the ends of two adjoining pipes.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

5. attrib. and Comb. , as muff-chain, -maker,
-string, -sluffer, warmer ; mnff-headed z&).\ irmfT-

bag, a bag, usually of sealskin, on the outside of
which is a muff; muff-box,

(&amp;lt;z)

a box in which a
muff is kept, or sold; (b] a large hat worn by
women at the beginning of the igth century ;

muff-
cap jocular, a soldier s bearskin cap ; muff-coated
duck dial., the muscovy duck (Halliwell 1847) ;

muff coupling, a cylindrical shaft coupling to fit

over the abutting ends of shafts.

1895 Army fy Navy Price List 15 Sept. 1612/2 A large
selection of Real and Imitation Sealskin *Muff Bags in
stock. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 101 Under the

poke and the *muff-box, the face sometimes entirely dis

appears. 1864 PINEAS Ergdnzungsbl. 34 *Muff-cap, Bdren-
miitze. 1872 Daily Tel. 4 July 5/1 The Americans appear
to have a peculiar fondness for the busby and the muff-

cap as items of military head-gear. 1902 Words Eyewitness
204 The new-fashioned jewelled *muflf-chains. 1887 D. A.
Low Machine Draw. (1892) 25

*
MuffCouplings. 1768 R.

SMITH Univ. Direct. Rats, etc. 139 These vermin [Water
rats] are something like the Norway Rat, but smaller,.,
their heads rounder, or what is commonly termed, *mufF-
headed.

_
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 25/1 By this Sign

or Cognizance [of two Muffs], .you may easily know where
a Furrierpr*Muff-makerdwelleth. 1706-7 FARQUHAR.&W^
Strat. i. I, A contrary sort, .contract their spacious acres
to the circuit of a *muff-string. 1895 Army &amp;lt;$ Navy Price
List 15 Sept. 308 *Muff Warmer, Nickel plated.

Muff, sb$ Obs. exc. dial. [repr. an inarticulate

sound; cf. the synonymous G. muff int., also

743

HUMPH, BCPP sbj* t
and Eng. dial, muff adj.

=
MUM a. (see E.D.D.).] In phr. A 7

o to say muff,
to say neither muffnot- mum : not to utter a sound.

QuOt. c 1460 s.v. MUFF *. may perh. belong to this sb.

1652 C. 13. STAPYLTON Herodian \\, 45 The drunken guards
say not so much as muff, c 1681 HlCKBRINGILL Trimmer
vi. \Vks- 1716 I. 388 The slaves never durst mutter since,
nor scarce say muff. 1881 Leiccstersh. Gloss* s.v. A didn

sey no moor, nayther moof nur moom.

Muff (mwf), sh.^ colloq. [Of doubtful origin,
As the word has not been found earlier than the second

3uarter
of the igth c. (being unrecorded even in the slang

ictiqnaries), its identity with the long obsolete MUFF sbs \

is unlikely. It may be an application of MUKFS.*, conveying
the scoffing accusation of keeping one s hands in a muff.]

1. Originally, one who is awkward or stupid in I

some athletic sport. Hence, in wider sense, one
without skill or aptitude for some particular work
or pursuit, a duffer

1

; also, one who is generally
deficient in practical sense. To make a muff of

oneself , to make oneself ridiculous.

1837 DICKENS Pukw. vii, Such denunciations as . . Now
butter-fingers Muff 1

, .and so forth, a 1845 Hoon/V
&amp;lt;y

PfttcilPict, (1857) 144 Awful muff: Can t pull two strokes
without catchingas many crabs. 1857 HL

P

&amp;lt;;HKS Totn /&amp;gt; /-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;:&amp;lt;

n. iv, I didn t think, .that you d have been such a muff as to
i

let him be getting wet through. 1860 W. K. FORSTER Let.

5 Dec. in Reid Life (1888) I. viii. 324, I find I know abso- !

lutely nothing [he was going through a course of instruction
in musketry 1

,
and am therefore a complete muff. 1866 MANS-

i

FIELD Sch. Life \Vinchester (1870) 136, I was., rather a muff
at the latter [sc. cricket], 1880 Miss lJuADDON Just as I I

am xxi, I know I was a tremendous muffin the hunting-field.
1884 Nonconf. ,y Indcp. 25 Sept. 930/3 Both sides have sue-

\

ceeded in making muffs of themselves.

2. [Prob. from the verb.] A failure
; anything

clumsily or badly done or bundled, as a bad stroke

of play in a game of ball
; spec, in any game at ball,

failure to hold a ball that comes into one s hands.

1871 Punch 2j Feb. 81/2 Old Gent. Well, Charlie, what
sort of a book is that? interesting? Bloodthirsty Young
Rascal. Not a bit. It s a great muff. I ve read sixty pages
and there s only one man killed yet. 1897 FAHMKR & J IKS-

LEV Slang^ Mttjf...2. (common). Anything badly bungled.

Muff (maf), sb dial, [Perh. a use of MUFF i

5/&amp;gt;.-,
from the ring of outstanding feathers round

j

the neck. But cf. Du. w/&quot;greenfinch.] The white-

throat, Sylvia cinerea.

1831 J. RENNIE Montagu s Orniih. Diet, 538. 1839 [sec
j

MUFFET].

Muff (m^f), a.
[f.

MUFF v.*] In muffglass :

glass which has been * muffed .

1865 Morn.Star 2^ Apr., The subdued light from globes
of muff glass. . .The light was. .from globes of muff glass let

I

into the ceiling. 1890 Century Diet., MnJJ-glass.

Muff, v Obs. exc. dial, (see E.D.D.). [Belongs
to MUFF sb. ^\ intr. With expressed or implied j

negative : (Not) to say muff
7

; (not) to utter a word, i

Quot. c 1460 perh. belongs to MUFF sb?

1460 Toivnefcy ftlyst. viii. 188 If thou can nother muf
j

nor mom, I shall sheld the from shame. 1645 PAGITT

Hcrcsiogr. (1647) 74 They dare not so much as whisper, or
as much as muffe against it.

iMuff, v2 Obs. rare. [f.
MUFF $b?\ trans.

To provide with a muff.
1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Embassie^ etc. 254 Th Ladie in her

coach.. is muff d when frosts approach. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury \\\. 234/2 The Inhabitants [of France] in cold
Weather keep warm, and Muff themselves.

Muff, TV* colloq. and slang, [f.
MUFF j. 4

]

1. trans. To make a muddle or mess of, to

bungle; to perform or play badly or clumsily; to

miss (a catch or ball) at cricket or other games.
Also intr^ to miss catches, to aet bunglingly.
1857 G. A. LAWRENCE Gny Liv. vl. 49, I don t see why you

should have muffed that shot. 1860 HUGHES Tom Brown
\

at Oxf. xiii, Brazen-nose was better steered than Exeter , i

They muffed it in the Gut, eh? 1901 Scotsman 5 Sept.
j

7/3 Mr. M cDonald muffed his stroke [in golf].

2. intr. To fail (in an examination).
1884 J. STURGIS in Longin. Mag. III. 617 Freddy and

j

Tommy and Dicky have all muffed for the army.
Hence Muffed///. a., clumsily missed or bungled;
Mu fflng vbl* sb. and ///. a.

1841 J. MILLS Old Eng. Gentlm. i, You may rest assured
that no muffing work would be looked over in any young
man. 1876 World\. No. 107. 18 A muffed catch raises the
first little cloud of chaff. 1903 Review of Rm, Feb. 115/2
There must be no more muffing of parliamentary chances.

Muff,z&amp;gt;.
4 trans. = MUFFLE v 5. Hence Muffed

ppl. a. = MUFFLED///, a. 5. (Cf. MUFF a.)
1868 Morn, Star 7 Jan., A cordon of white-muffed glass

burners. 1877 Eng, Mechanic 3 Aug. 522/3 Would some
correspondent inform me how I am to proceed in muffing
glass, leaving ornamental scroll work clear glass on muffed
ground ?

Muffat(t)ee, variant forms of MUFFETEE.
Muffe, obs. f. MOVE

z&amp;gt;.,
MUFF sb$. l and 2.

Muffed (mzrft), a. [f. MUFF sb + -ED 2.]
a. \VearingamurT (in quot.tmnsf,}. b. Of certain

birds : Having a crest or tuft on the head.
a. 1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 4 Jan. 3/2 The muffed chin

was a matter of taste.

b. 1809 T. DONALDSON Poems 40 My Hen she was a shin-

ing Brown, Wi Muffi d head. 1828 Mom Mansie Wanch
xx. 290 Finding the head of the muffed hen.. lying in a bye
corner. ify.$ Zoologist III. 029, 1 never met with more than
two kinds of woodcocks, the one, the common muffed or

MUFFIN.
muffled cock . .and the other a much smaller bird of darker
plumage. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1265/1 [Pigeons] warranted
good performers, flyers, and breeders, muffed, or clear legged.
1899 Ifham Weekly Post 18 Mar 24/1 The Ulondinette
[pigeon] is a muffed, crested, and frilled variety.

Muffel(le, obs. forms of MUFFLE v.

Muffet (miv&t), dial. Also muffit. [f. MUFF
sb.- + -ET.]

= MUFF sbS&amp;gt;

1839 MACGII.LIVRAY Krit. Birds II. -350 Sylvia cinerea.
The.. White-Throat... Muff. Muffet. Mufty. 1885 SWAIS-
SUN Frouinc. Names Birds 23.

MufFetee (mvft tr)- Also 8-9 muffatee, 9
mufntee, (-ies //. Sc.}, rmiffettee, muffattee,
mufftee. [App. irreg. f. MUFF $.-]
1. A muffler worn round the neck. Obs. exc. dial,
c 1706 Sfftig-s Costume (Percy Soc.) 206 Let em [sc. the

men] mind their ru files and muffetees. Ibid. 207 Scarlet and
saxon-green muffetees [worn by men]. 1772 COLMAN Pros,
.Y.v. Occas. (1787) III. 194 Nay lest Rouleaus themselves
should soil their ruffles A muffatee each Pretty Master
mutfles. 1839 THACKERAY Leg. St, Sophia of I\i&amp;lt;]ff,

Warm
her soldier lad she wrapt in Comforter and muffettee. a 1890
E. WAUGH Tufts off/father (1892) I. 25 He d a thick, red
wool muffatee reawml his neck.

2. A worsted cuff worn on the wrist.

1808-18 jAMiESOS,AT;//??/ J,. .mittens, either of leather or
of knitted worsted, worn by olil men. 1842 Mu-.. STONK W.
Lnngshawe I. xii. 180 Her whole pride and delight, .were
centered in having her husband s hose, gloves, and mufTatees

all her own knitted manufacture in superlative order.

1844 CORNELIA MKE Coinp. Work-Table 82 New Cross-way
Pattern for Gentlemen s Muffatees. . .For a muffatee, make
a chain of 52 stitches [etc.]. 1865 Cornh. Mag. XII. 700
She stood ..with her red muffetees and her chilblainy hands
tl.isped, 1878 Yn^. Lttttit s Jrnl. Christmas No. 5 Here
are a pair of scarlet muffatees for hi.s wrists. 1902 Mns.
AI.KNANDKK Stronger than Lin-c xii. 147, I have a little

present for Uncle Garth a pair of rabbit-wool mufftees.

Muffi.ll (nizrfin). Also 8 muffin
; dial. 8 moo

fin, 9 mowffin, moufin. [Of obscure origin ; but

perh. in some way connected with OF. moujflct
soft (said of bread), also used subst., soft bread.]
1. a. dial. (See quots. 1703,1888.) b. Alight,

flat, circular, spongy eakc, eaten toasted and but
tered at breakfast or tea.

1703 THORKSHY Let. to Kay Fhitos. Lett. (1718) 332 A
Moojtn l

a Wheat Cake bak d upon a P.ake-^tone over the

Fire, as Oat-cakes. 1747 Mi^. GI.ASSI: Cookery xviu 151
To make Muffmgs and Oat-Cakes. 1766 [Assrf.v] Bath
Guide xiii. 105, 1 freely will own I the Muffins preferr d To
all the genteel Conversation I heard. 1782 Wo i.COT (P.

Pindar) Odes R. Acad. xiv, A face.. That boasts no more
expression than a muffin. 1802 LAMB Let. to Coleridge n
Oct., We.. can trace the dirt in it to having read it at tea

with buttered muffins, or over a pipe. 1^6 J. K. JEROMK
Idle Thoughts(i%&9) 120, 1 eat a large plateful of hot buttered
muffins about an hour beforehand. 1888 JESSIE FOTHKKGILI,
Lasses of Leverhome xix. 179 Mowffin , a generic name
for tea bread in all its varieties.

2. A kind of flat earthenware or china plate.
1864 in WKRSTKR. 1883 C. MACKESON in Brit. A hn.

Comf&amp;gt;.

94 In some parts of the country identical titles are very dif

ferently applied. Among the double meanings, .[arc] Muffin
Maker for a maker of tea-cakes or the maker of a muffin
in China manufacture.

3. slang and colloq. a. =MUFF sb* \. ? Obs. b.

One who habitually muffs a catch or ball,

(Funk s Stand. Diet. 1895.)
1830 W. T. MONCRIEFF llrt. of Lond. IT. i, A visitor?

hurrah ! some muffin, I daresay he must pay his footing.

4. Canadian slang. (See quot. 1856.)
1856 Miss BIRD Engli&hw. Amer. 260 Every unmarried

gentleman, who chooses to do so, selects a young lady to be
his companion in the numerous amusements of the season. .

when she acquiesces, [she] is called a ( muffin . 1904 MAJOR
A. GRIFFITHS 50 Yrs.Pu&.Strv. iv. 52 A pleasant tete-a-tete

drive for many miles.. with your muffin by your side.

5. attrib. and Comb., as imtffin-dish^ -maker,

-plate\ muffin-bell, the bell rung by a seller of

muffins
; muffin-cap, a flat woollen cap worn by

charity-school boys, etc.
; muffin-countenance,

-face slangy an expressionless countenance ;
so

muffin-faced adj. (sec also quot. 1823) ;
muffin-

fight colloq.
= muffin-worry ;

muffin-head dial*, a

blockhead
; muffin-man, a man who sells muffins

;

muffin-ring, muffin-tin,
* a ring, usually of tinned

iron, in which muffins are cooked (Worcester
1860) ;

muffin-worry colloq. , a tea-party.
1840 HOOD Up Rhine 89 By and by a bell rang, and that

sent him into a fresh tantrum. What, .has a *muffin-bell
to do with religion? 1840 EARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i.

Spectre of Tafp. %
Mr. Peters, .had received a liberal educa

tion at a charity-school, and was apt to recur to the days of
his

*
muffin-cap and leathers. 1823 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1825)

53 The *muffm countenance of the renowned Sancho Panza.

1895 Arinyfy Navy Price List^15 Sept. 824*Muffin Dish and
Cover. L jj ilAb.c.viHAhx AllWorld

1

saStagei. ii, Who is that

gentleman ?. .Has he a *muffin-face? 1823 J. BEE Diet.

Turfa
*
Mujffin~faced) one who has large protruding muscles

on his phiz, which is pale withal, is a muffin-fac d son of a

MRS. H. WARD D. Grieve i. v, Yo good-for-nowt, yo *mufrm-
yed, yo donkey ! 1790 Bystander 382 The Italian *muffin-

maker. 1810 Splendid Follies II. 6 A *muffin-man. 1895

Day before yesterday she came to muffin-worry in Fred.

Orford s rogms.



MUFFINEER.

Muffineer (mfimou). [f.
ML-FFIS + -EEB.]

1. A small castor with a perforated top for

sprinkling salt or sugar on muffins.

Hope ? . . he who meditated on muffineers and planned pokers?

1841 DICKENS Barn. Kndge Ixx, With regard to the ex

pense, .two or three silver tea or coffee pots, with something

additional for drink (such as a muffineer, or toast-rack) would

more than cover it. 1897 Daily News 17 Sept. 5/2 Silver

and turquoise inlaid muffineers.

2. A covered dish to keep toasted muffins hot .

The sense perh. never existed, but is the only one recognized

in Diets, before the Century Diet. 1890.

1858 in SIMMOXDS Diet. Trade. 1860 in WORCESTER ; and

in later Diets.

3. nonce-uses, a. A seller of muffins, b. A
muffin-bell.

1830 Frasa s Mag. II. 450 If the thin small voice of the

mudineer s ring be justifiable, why is not the baker let loose

upon us? 1859 SALA T-M. round Clock (1861) 23 A bell to

which Great Tom of Lincoln.. and our own defunct Big
Hen ,

are but as tinkling muffineers.

Muffish (mc-fij), a. colloq. [f. MUFF sb* +

ISH.] Of the nature, or characteristic, of a muff.

1858 FAUKAR Eric n. iii, You don t want to make the

whole school such a mumsh set as the Rosebuds, do you ?

1893 LIOLANU M: in. 1. 166 He was always rather mild, quiet,

and old-fasliioned in fact, muffish.

.. ..nboyish pi

340/1 The girl of the period has done away with such moral

muffishness as. .regard for counsel and rebuke.

Muffism fnwfiz m). colloq. [f.
MUFF sb* + -ISM.]

The action characteristic of a muff
;
foolishness.

1854 LADY LYTTOX Kehvid the Scenes u. x, The mufiism

of walking down St. James s Street, on a gusty day in

September, in a rough, and somewhat shabby, pilot coat.

Muffit, variant of MUFFET dial.

Muffitee, variant Sc. form of MUFFETEE.

Mufflar, obs. form of MUFFLEK.

Muffle (m f l),
s6. 1 Also 8 perron.) muftel.

[App. f. MUFFLE v.1]

1. Something that muffles or covers the face or

neck. = MUFFLEU i a. rare.

1370 LEVINS Manif. 184/10 A Muffle.^cn/c. n 1850 Ros-
SETII Dilute Kt Circ. i. (1874) 164 Why, with a hood on (if one

only thinks) Or muffle of prim veils and scapularies.

t b. A muzzle. Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 184/11 A Muffle for a dog,^i/c//&amp;lt;7

[ready?scellii].

2. Something that muffles or deadens sound.

1734 in Mackenzie Newcastle (i2l) I. 314 Muftel s for the

bells, is, 1830 GRF.VILLE Mem. (1874) II. 7 He sent for the

ofiiecr un guard, and ordered him to take all the muffles off

the drums.

3. Muffling effect
;
muffled sound.

1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll, Incident of Let. (ed. 8) 50
The fog still slept on the wing above the drowned city.. ;

and through the muffle and smother of these fallen clouds,
the pi ojession of the town s life was still rolling in .. with a
sound as of a mighty wind. 1901 Dtiily Chron. 1 1 Oct. 3/4
All one heard was the muffle of many hoofs and the eternal

rattle of gun-carriage and baggage wagon.

IVIu ffle, sb. * [a. F. mujle, of unknown origin.]
1. The thick part of the upper lip and nose of

ruminants and rodents. (Cf. quot. 1846.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 331 Some haue but one home

apiece, and that either in the midst of the forehead, as the

Oryx ; or else in the nose, and muffle, as the Rhinoceros.

1846 G. R. WATBRHOUSB Nat. Hist. Mammalia I. sotwte,
The French naturalists use the word muffle for that part
at the end of the nose which is naked in the Ox, Dog, &c. ;

where the same part is covered by hairs, as in the Rabbit,
the animal is said to have no muffle. The term will be used
lo designate the corresponding part of the nose, whether
hairy or not, in this work. 1855 LONGF. Hiaiu. n. 24 Mud-
jekeewis. .drew the Belt of Wampum. .Over the long nose
and nostrils, The black muffle of the nostrils [of the Great
Hear]. 1891 FLOWKR & LYDEKKER Introd. Mammals 163
Potoroiis. ..Tarsus short. Muffle naked,

t b. A proboscis. Obs. rare.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 314 Their forefeet.. again are

charged full by the meanes of their [sc. bees ] muffle. Ibid.

353 Through that muffle or trunke of his, he [sc. the ele

phant] soundeth (as it were) out of a Trumpet.
2. Comb.: muffle-jaw c/.^

1

. = MILLER S THUMB 2 c.

1882 JORDAN & GILBERT Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 696
Vranidca richardsonii. ..Millers Thumb ;.. Muffle-jaw.

i Muffle, s/i.z Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. G. muffel-

(lliier}, a perversion of F. moujlon.]
= MOUFFLON.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 399 A beast [in Sardinia] called
Ophion \tnarg., A Muffle, as Munster taketh it].

Muffle (uurfl), sb Also 9 muffel. [a. F.

moiifte, prob. a use of moufle mitten (whence
MUFFLE sbf). Cf. G. muffel in the same sense.]
1. A receptacle, placed within a furnace, in which

substances may be exposed to heat without coming
in contact with the products of combustion.

a. in Chemistry and Metallurgy, used for cupel-
lation, calcination, annealing, etc.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Soulx. 11.433 It continueth melted,
flowing, and in motion vnder the muffle. 1677 tr. Claser s
Comft. Client, 70 Place a good Cupple with its Muffle in a
little Furnace made for this purpose. 1791 HAMILTON Ber-
thollefs Dyeing II. n. ii. i. 54 Indigo exposed to the action
of fire, .under a muffle fumes and swells. 1825 J. NICHOLSON
Oferat. Mechanic 475 The enamel-kiln is made in the shape
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i of a chemist s muffle. 1868 JOYNSON Metah 113 On then

heating the metal to bright redness, in a muffle or iron

cylinder, a white surface of arsenide of iron is produced.

1884 J. PATON in Eucycl. Brit. XVII. 314/1 [The needles]

are. .then re-heated in the muffle. 1897 Daily News 2 Oct.

2/5 These odd little furnaces are called muffles ,
and con

sume the tobacco to get at the ash.

b. Ceramics , etc. A chamber in a kiln in which

; pottery, porcelain, and glass is baked after being

i
painted; also applied to the kiln or furnace con-

I taining such a chamber.

1742 Phil. Trans. XLII. 188 The Vessels that are painted
or cover d over with this Glazing, must be.. put under a

Muffle, and as soon as the Glass runs, you must smoak them,
and take out the Vessels. 1832 G. K. PORTER Porcelain. %
GZ. n. xiv. 301 The glass is placed during the firing in a

close iron box or oven, which is called a muffle. 1881 Porce

lain Works, Worcester 30 The kilns used for this purpose

may properly be called muffles.

2. A receptacle for fuel in a kiln for drying grain.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 49/2 The fuel in these kilns is put
into a cast-metal muffle, placed under the centre,and adapted
to the size of the kiln. To this muffle are joined pipes of

rolled iron, &c. which carry the heat to the extreme parts,
and terminate in a chimney.
3. attrib^ as muffle chamber; furnace, plate.

1884
KNIGHT Diet. Mec/t., Stttfi.s.v. Muffle* The other

view has grating g&amp;gt;
cinder ho!e_/J charging hole d, *muffle

chamber b, escape for fumes /. 1839 URB Diet. Arts 578
Sometimes the cylinders are spread in a large muffle fur-

nace, in order to protect them from being tarnished by sul

phureous and carbonaceous fumes. 1816 MUSHET in Encycl.
llrit., Sitppl. I. 572/1 Fig. 5 [is] the muffle plate.

Muffle (mzrf1), sbS&amp;gt; [a. F. mottfle mitten, OF.

mofle, vioujle : med.L. mujffitla thick glove. Cf.

Du. moffcl muff, mitten.]
1. A boxing-glove; = MUFFLER 2 a. ? Obs.

1747 in H. Wilson Wonderf. Charact. (1821) III. 448
Muffles are provided, that will effectually secure them \sc.

pupils] from the inconvenience of black eyes, broken jaws,
and bloody noses. 1819 MOORE Tout Crib Prcf. 19 The
Greeks, for mere exercise of sparring, made use of muffles

or gloves as we do. 1819 BYRON Juan n. xcii, Just like a
black eye in a recent scuffle (For sometimes we must box
without a muffle). 1858 Eclectic Rev. Ser. vi. III. 428 That
all boys in a school be taught to box with muffles.

2. = MITTEN i and 2.

1808 JAHIESOH, Muffles, s. pi., mittens, gloves that do not
cover the fingers, used by women. 18.. D. NICHOLSON
Caithness Words (E.D.D.). A muffle has only two divisions ;

one for the thumb, and the other for the four fingers.

3. A sort of leather glove for lunatics who are given
to tearing up their clothes, etc. (cf. MUFF sb^ i b).
1862 MAVHEW & I.INNY Crim. Prisons Lond. 433 Several

handcuff s on pegs, and instruments that appear like leathern

bottles, but which, we are informed, are muffles, which were
sent from Hanwell some years ago, when some lunatic

prisoners were given to tearing up their clothes.

Muffle (mzrfl), j.C [a. F. mottfle.}
l A pulley-

block containing several sheaves (Knight Diet.

Meek. 1875).
Muffle (mtrf 1), z*.1 Forms : 5 muffelle, mof-

fel, 5-6 mufle, muffel, moffle, 6 muffyi, -il,

moffell, 6- muffle. [Of somewhat obscure origin ;

app. f. OF. mofle, moitjte thick glove (see MUFFLE
si,5

,
MUFF $b$} ; but no early instance of the sb.

is found in Eng., and of the OF. mofler v. Godef.

has only one instance in the sense to stuff*. Cf.

however OF. enmouflt
* muffled , from 1 3th c.]

1. trans. To wrap or cover up or enfold esp. so as

to conceal, also for protection from the weather
and for warmth. Freq. with up, occas. with round,
c 1430 SyrGener.(Rox}&amp;gt;,) 7055 She mufied hir facehir todes-

gyse That noonshuld knowhir innoowise. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur vm. xxv. 311 Thenne came syre Breunor. . wyth his

lady in his hand muffeld. ? 1500 Chester PI., Antichrist

390 Mofiled in mantells. 1530 PAI.SGR. 641/2, 1 muffyl ones

visage or his heed, I cover nym with clothes that he shulde
nat be knowen, or from colde, je etmnoufle. 1589 NASHE

Pasynill $ Mar/orins 12 His fact; handsomlie mumed with
a Diaper-napkin to couer his beard. 1593 SHAKS. iHen. l^f,

iv. i. 46 The Duke of Suffolk, muffled vp in ragges ? 1638
JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 131 Michal.. muffled up in the bed
an image in stead of her husband David. 1657 W- MORICE
Coena quasi Koivr) Deut. iii. 139 To.. muffle their left hand
when their right dispenseth ahnes. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grdndisen (1811) I. xxxiii. 247 He tied a handkerchief over

my face, head, and mouth, having first muffled me up in the

cloak. 1815 Hist. J. Decastro
&amp;lt;y

bro. Bat. III. 44 A lady
is muffled up to the throat. 1847 TKNNYSON Princess \\. 443
But we three Sat muffled like the Fates. 1872 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton ix, She besought Bell to muffle up her throat. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxv, The ladies must muffle them-
selves : there is only just about time to do it well before
sunset,

b. said of a garment, etc.

1754 RICHARDSON GrandisondZu) I. xxxiii. 251
The cloak

enough muffling me, and the handkerchief being over my
mouth. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, A tall young man wrapped
in a cloak, which obscured or muffled a part of his face.

c. transf. and
_/%&amp;gt;.

1582 STANYHURST SEneis in. (Arb.) 86 Thee whilste thee
sunbeams are maskt, hyls darcklye be muffled. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. m. ii. 8 Muffle your false loue with some shew
of blindnesse : Let not my sister read it in your eye. 1768
H. WALPOLE Hist. Doubts 81 What did Henry ever muffle

and disguise but the truth? 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i.

Introd., Till envious ivy did around thee cling, Muffling
with verdant ringlet every string. 1859 TENNYSON Viz&amp;gt;ien

1 86 And therefore be as great as ye are named. Not muffled
round with selfish reticence. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv,

260 Mystical emblems, Emblems muffled darkly.

MUFFLED.

f 2. To prevent from seeing by covering up the

head (or only the eyes) ; to blindfold
; alsoy^. Obs.

1566 GASCOIGNE Jocasta in. ii. Hearbes U58?) 99 b, As
though our eyes were mufled with a clowde. 1581 J. BELL
Haddon*s Aiuw. Osor. A v, How long will ye suffer your
mouthes to be mooseled, and your eyes muffeled with such
blynde errours. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. # Jut. i. i. 177 Alas
that loue, whose view is muffled still, Should without eyes,
see path-wayes to bis will. 1658 OSBORN Jas. /, \Vks. (1675)
499 Muffled with love to the person of that Prince and his
own Ambition. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 27 Taught by
late experience how dangerous it is to sight m such dismal
Woods, when their eyes were muffled with the leaves. 1688
SOUTH Serin. (1727) I. xii. 490 When the Malefactor comes
once to be muffled, and the fatal Cloth drawn over his Eyes.
1700 DRYDEN Ceyx &amp;lt;$

A Icyone 231 And since he was forbid t^
leave the Skies He muffled with a Cloud his mournful Eyes,
3. To restrain (a person) from speaking by wrap
ping up his head.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 184/15 To Muffle y mouth, obt-urare.
1601 SHAKS. Alfs Well \\. iii. 134 Enter Parolles with, his

Interpreter. Ber. A plague vpon him, muffeld ; he can

say nothing of me : hush, hush. 1837 DICKENS Picfov.

xxvii,
*
I vish you could muffle that ere Stiggins, and take

him with you, said Mr. Weller. 1846 H. MARSHALL Milit.
Misc. 373 A practice prevailed at one time in some lunatic

asylums, of *

muffling the more noisy patients, which con.
sisted in binding a cloth tightly over the mouth and nostrils,
for the alleged purpose of dunning the noise, and keeping
the patients quiet.

4. To envelop or wrap up (oars, a drum, bell,

etc.) so as to deaden the sound.

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 500 They laid all their oars across,

except two in each boat, which they muffled with baize, to

prevent their being heard at a distance. 1806 A. DUNCAN
Nehotfs Funeral 28 The drums were muffled with black
cloth. Ibid.i Ninety^second .. Regiment ; .. band playing
muffled. 1833 MARRYAT / . Simple xliv, Cutting up old
blankets to muffle the oars. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick.

xxxvi, Kenwigs proceeded to muffle the knob of the street

door knocker therein.

fig. 1901 Speaker 20 July 450/1 Academism is all very
well, but . . it too often muffles the hammer of criticism, which

ought tohit the nails ofeconomic theory hard and on the head.

b. To deaden (a sound). Chiefly in passive.
1832 TENNYSON CEnone 210 From beneath Whose thick

mysterious boughs. .The panther s roar came muffled. 1877
BLACK Green Past, i, The call of the cuckoo soft and muf
fled and remote. 1897 Allbntfs Syst. Med* IV. 389 The
first (heart] sound is muffled and prolonged.
5. To render (glass) semi-opaque by giving it

a crinkled surface. (Cf. MUFF z;.
4
)

of the muffling of the glass being good or bad according
as the glass is well or badly muffled . These are the only
parts of an imaginary verb to muffle

* which are used.

tMtrifle, &quot;v-~ Obs. rare. [Onomatopoeic : cf.

MAFFLE v. (? Associated with MUFFLE v.^ 3, 4.)]

intr. To speak indistinctly.
1669 HOLDER EUtn. Speech 79 On the other side, the close

ness and Mufling, and (as I may say) Laziness of speaking
. .render the sound of their Speech considerably different.

Muffled (myfld),///.a. [f. MUFFLE ZT.I + -En 1
.]

1. Wrapped or covered up, esp. about the face, for

the purpose of concealment or disguise.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 768 O comfort-killing night L.Blinde
muffled bawd. 1590 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum.
u. iv, The muffled fates, 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 29 His
muffled feature speaks him a recluse. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby vi.

x, A muffled horseman late Had left it at the castle-gate.

1898 J, ii. WOLLOCOMBE Front Morn till Eve iv. 35 Muffled

figures, with shawls wrapped over mouth and nose.

b. transf. andyf^.
1599 Ii. JONSON Cynthia s Rti&amp;gt;. I. iv, Yet will our muffled

thought Choose rather not to see it, then auoide it. 1851
MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xxvi, The Indians would not fail

to notice so many muffled tracks. 1870-74 J. THOMSON City

Drcadf. Nt. xvi. i, Keen as lightning through a muffled sky.

f c. lilinded. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

i69 T. ADAMS Medit. Creed Wks. 1153 Muffled Pagans
know there is a God, but not what this God is.

2. Wearing or provided with muffles or boxing-

gloves. Also dial, wearing
* muffles or mittens.

1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 50 A mufled Cat was never a good
Hunter. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones x\n. v, He was. .a match
for one of the first-rate boxers, and could, .have beaten all

the muffled graduates of Mr. Broughton s school.

3. Wrapped up so as to deaden sound.

1768 GOLDSM. Nastt 178 And the muffled bells rung a peal
of Bob Major. 1813 BYRON Giaour 42 Then stealing with

the muffled oar, . . Rush the night-prowlers on the prey. 1839
LONGF. Psalm of Lift iv. Our hearts, .like muffled drums,
are beating Funeral marches to the grave. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk., Muffleddrum^t sound is thus damped
at funerals : passing the spare cord, which is made of drum-
mer s plait (to carry the drum over the shoulder), twice

through the snares or cords which cross the lower diameter

of the drum. 1871 HOLLAND Mart. Proph., etc. 84 But they
knock with muffled hammers.

b. transf. Of a sound : Deadened as if proceed

ing from something
( muffled*.

1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. i. ii, His ear., caught the faint

nuffled sound of creeping footsteps. 1846 W. BLUNT Use

tions blindly drown The bases of my life in tears. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. viii. 57 A low muffled thunder resounding

through the valley. 1860 WALSHE Dis. Lungs (ed. 3)

77 M. Woillez, correctly distinguishing this tonelessness,

from ordinary so-called dulness, invents for it the title obtu-

sion of sound the phrase muffled tend will perhaps convey
the idea, 1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. Assents \, 16, I heard a

muffled stir.



MUFFLER.

4. dial. Of a bird, esp. a hen : Having a top-knot
or tuft of feathers on its head, or feathers pro

truding from under the throat; also, covered with

feathers. Cf. MUFFED a.

1845 [see MUFFED a,\ 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Mnjffled,
covered with feathers. A fowl is said to be muffled down
to its feet.

6. Of glass (see MUFFLE v.^ 5).

Hence Mtrffledness nonce-wd^ the state or con

dition of being muffled (in quot. of sound).
1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xxi, He breathed with a sort of

muffledness.

Muffler (mirffo.i). Also 6 mofeler, muffelar,

(? muffley), mufflar, 6-7 mufler. [f. MUFFLE z&amp;gt;.i

+ -ERl.J
1. a. A sort of kerchief or scarf worn by women

in the i6th and I7th centnry to cover part of the

face and the neck, either for partial concealment
when in public, or as a protection against the sun

or wind. Obs. exc. Hist.

1535-6 in Fairholt Costume (ed. 3, 1835! II. 292 MufTelars.

1536 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 80 She hath neither.,

handcerchers, nor mofelers, nor begens. 1540 in Strype Eid.
jtA w. (1721)!. App. cxiv. 311 The Kings Majtsty had brought
..a muffley furred, to geve the Quene. 1560 BIBLE (Geneva}
Isa. iii. 21 The rings and the mufflers. 1598 VONG Diana 19

Pulling off her muffler, mine eies beheldea face, whose coun
tenance [etc.]. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy Dying \\\. 4 (1686)

75 The image of the Goddess Angerona was with a muffler

upon her mouth placed upon the Altar of Volupia, to repre

sent, that those persons who bear their sicknesses and sorrows
without murmurs, shall certainly pass from sorrow to plea
sure. 1694 MOTTFUX Rabelais v. xxvii. (1737) 118 Mufflers. .,

which they call Masks. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxvii, From some
awkwardness in her management of the muffler, she was
unable again to adjust it with that dexterity which was a

principal accomplishment of the coquette-, of the time.

tb. A bandage for blindfolding a person. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. /
, lit. vi. 33, 1600 SIR E. Hoov Let. to

Mr. T. H. 43 By this you may see, (if the muffler of Super
stition hath not cleane hoodwinked your eyes) the weaknes
of your first ground. 1621 QUARLKS Esther xvi, Like as a

pris ner muffl d at the tree, ..At last (vnlook d for) comes
a slow Reprieue, And makes him (euen as dead) once more
aliue : Amaz d, lie rends deaths Muffler from his eyes.

C, A wrap or scarf (usually of wool or silk) worn
round the neck or throat, by both men and women,
for warmth. Also gen. anything used to muffle the

head or face or any part of the person.
1594 LYLY Moth. Bomb. in. iii, Silena, I praie you looke

homeward, it is a colde aire, and you want your muller. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India

&amp;lt;V
/J

. 35 Cloath d with long Breeches
to their Toes, and Mufflers on their Hands and Face . 1787
M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 200 Very unwell. Went to

meeting with my muffler. 1874 SvMOxns.VVfr. Italy fy Greece

(1898) 1. ii. 45 The mufflers in which his father., has wrapped
the child. 1895 Army $ Navy Price List 15 Sept. 1156/2
Gentlemen s. .Cashmere Mufflers.. Silk Mufflers [etc.].

d. Jig. Something that muffles or disguises.
1633 I). R[OGERS] Treat. Sacratn. i. 89 Oh Lord ! strip

me starke naked, plucke off my mufflers, shame me. 1653
W. HEMINGS Fatal Contract \\. ii,\Vhat man art thou, That
hast thy count nance clouded with thy cloak. .? If thy intents

deserve a Muffler too, Withdraw, and act them not. 1869
SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. (1875) 236 Passages in which the

special experience of the writer is thrust forward under the
mask and muffler of allegoric rhapsody.
2. = MUFFLE sb.$ a. A boxing-glove.
X 75S DUNCOMBE in Connoisseur No. 52 p 9 He.. is sturdy

enough to encounter Broughton without mufflers. 1827
Snorting Mag. XX. 72 The mufflers were introduced and
some capital first-rate sparring was exhibited. 1891 Licensed
Victuallers Mirror 30 Jan. 7 (Farmer) There were few, if

any, men of about his height and weight who could stand
before him with the mufflers.

b. A glove or * mitten \

1824 MEYRICK Anc. Armour 1.25 Sleeves.. terminating
with gloves, inanakins, or mufflers, which cover the outsides
of the hands and fingers. 1844 DICKENS Chimes i. (1845) IT

His chilly hands, .poorly defended from the searching cold

by threadbare mufflers of grey worsted, with a private
apartment only for the thumb, and a common room or tap
for the rest of the fingers. 1883 S. W. BECK Gloves 14 The
mufflers themselves are very singular.

c. = MUFFLE sbS&amp;gt; 3.

1846 DICKENS Cricket on Hearth ii.68 Bedlam broke loose !

..We shall arrive at the strait-waistcoat and the mufflers
soon.

f3. A jeweller s tool (see quot.). Obs. rare~.
1688 R. HOI.ME Armoury in. 382/1 A Mufler.. is a long

square piece of Copper Plate turned direct half round, stand

ing like an Arch.

4. Something to deaden sound
; spec, in a piano

forte, a pad of felt which is inserted between the

hammers and the strings by touching a lever ; in a

steam-engine, a contrivance for rendering noiseless

the escape of steam.

1856 KANE A ret. Expl. Il.xxix. 287 Stockings were drawn
over the oars as mufflers. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

, Muffler.
i. (Music.) A soft cushion employed to terminate or soften

a note. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 420/2 The noise of the ex-
haust is stifled in a muffler.

5. dial. a. =MUFFLIN. b. The great crested

grebe.
1868 Sussex Gloss, in Hurst Horsham (1889), Muffler, a

long tail tit. 1889 APLIN Birds Oxfordsh. 214 (Local Names)
Muffler = Great-crested Grebe.

Muffley, obs. form of MUFFLER.
Muffiin (mtf-flm). dial. [Cf. MUFFLER 5.] The

long-tailed titmouse, Acredula rosea.

1837 STRICKLAND in Ma?. Nat. Hist. I. 199 (art.) On the
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Habits and Peculiarities of the common Bottletit or Mufilin

(Mecistura vagans Leach). 1839 MACGILLIVRAY ttrit. Birds
II. 421 Mecistnra longicaudata. Long-tailed Mufflin.

Muffling (mtrflirj), vbl. sh. [f.
MUFFLE vl +

-ING 1
.] The action of the verb MUFFLE ; wrapping

up for warmth or for concealment ; concr. (sing.

and //.) garments or stuff used for this purpose.
Also the deadening of a sound.

1788 MME. D ARBI.AY Diary 20 Nov., The face was much
hid by the muffling of the high collar to the great coat. 1821

SCOTT Pirate xxxvi, Throw back your mufflings from your
faces, and don t be afraid, my Lindamiras. 1859 TF.NNENT

Ceylon II. vn. vii. 261 European visitors are glad to recall

associations of England by producing their winter muffling
and surtouts. 1897 Alttutt s Syst. Med. III. 45 The area of

cardiac dulness increases, and there is muffling of the sound
over the mid-cardiac region. 1908 [see MUFFLE ? . 5].

b. attrib. in muffling-box, a contrivance for

rendering noiseless the escape of steam from a

steam-engine; t muffling-cheat slang, a napkin.
1567 HAKMAN Caveat (1869) 83 A mofling chete, a napkyn.

1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 422/1 The exhaust passing through
the muffling box.

Muffling (mp-flirj),///. a\ [f. MITFI.E r.l +
-IXG 2

.]
In senses of the vb.

1638 G. SANDYS Paraph. Jsb xxxiv. (1648) 50 No muffing
Clouds, nor Shades Infernall, can From his inquiry hide

offending Man. 1839-41 S. WARREN Ten Thous.a-yeary.\\\,
Next came Mr. Quicksilver, a man of great but wild energy,
who received what maybe called a waffling retainer. 1861

LYTTON Str. Story II. 378 Before I could turn, some dark

muffling substance fell between my sight and the sun, and
I felt a fierce strain at my throat. 1876 GKO. KI.IOT J^an.

Der. Iii, Sometimes it occurs to Jacob that Hebrew will

be more edifying to him if he stops his ears with his palms,
and imitates the venerable sounds as heard through that

muffling medium.

t Mu ffling, ///. a? 0/&amp;gt;s. (See MUFFLE r.-)
1616 HOLYPAY i crsius i. IJ 4, If forsooth one clad in purple

cloth s, Snaffle some mustie stuff through s muffling nose.

II Muffro (m fr0;, muffrone &amp;lt;

[Corsican: see MOUFFLON*.] = MOUFFLON-.

1871 BLACKMORF. Clara Vau&au(i%g$} 251 Those islanders

[Cor&amp;gt;icans]. .shoot a man with no more compunction than

they shoot a muffro. Ibid. 277, I had wondered, .whether
he would like to shoot the muffrone.

Muffti, -ty, obs. forms of MUFTI.

Muffy (m#*fi), a. nonce-wd. [f. MUFF sl&amp;gt;.- +

-Y.] Resembling a muff.

1831 LVTTON GWo///*. xlix, A little muffy sort of dog. 1859
All YearRffundWo, 36. 220 A huge, round, high cap, mufi y
and ridiculous as an English grenadier s, crowned his head.

Mufle(r, obs. forms of MUFFLE v., MUFFI.KK.

II Mufti 1
(mzrfti). Forms : 6 muphtie, 7

muftie, muffly, -ti, mophty, -ti, mufiti, mufty,
moufti, 7-8 muphti, 7-9 muftee, 9 mooftee, -ti,

7- mufti. [Arab, -jju mufti, active pple. of

afla (4th conjug. of fata} to give a FKTWA or

decision on a point of law.] A Mohammedan
priest or expounder of the law

;
in Turkey re

stricted to the official head of the religion 01 the

state (formerly often f Grand Afufti} and to deput ies

appointed by him in some of the larger cities.

1586 T. B. La Prima-ud. Fr. Acad. i. (1594) 631 The
muphtie is chiefe of the religion, and looketh unto matters
of conscience. 1609 Ko. C. Afuley Haincts Rising I 4 b,
The chiefest man for judgement vnder the King [of Bar-

bary] is the Muftie, to whome the partie greeued may ap-

peale from any other ordinary ludge. 1624 MASSTNGF.R

Renegadoi. i, One of their Mufties, We call them Priests at

Venice, with a Razor Cutts it of. 1690 DRYDEN DonSebast.
I. i, I tell thee Mufty, Good feasting is devout : and thou
our Head, Hast a. Religious ruddy Countenance. 1695
MOTTEI-X St. Olon s Morocco 115 The Grand Mufii for

Affairs of Religion and Justice. 1775 in Claim of Rada
Chnrn (1776) 13/2 In the Phousdance Audlaulet [sic], the

Curate and Muftee of the district, and two Moulewys, shall

sit to expound the Law, 1813 BYRON Giaour 491 On her

might Muftis gaze, and own That through her eye the Im
mortal shone. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond \. xi, Not all the

marriage oaths sworn before all the parsons, cardinals,.,
muftis and rabbins in the world.

b. transf.
1654 GATAKER Disc. A Pol. 75 A goodlie number of Pope-

lings, and young little Mufties. 1700 W. KING Transac-
tioneer 34 He s the very Muffti, the Oracle of our Club.
a 1716 SOUTH 5&amp;gt;rw. (1717) V. 247 The great Mufti of Geneva.
1835 Court Mag. VI. 189/1 Oh, but

, says some she mufii,
in a turban,. .* if you have good introductions,, .then you
are welcome everywhere . Stop, my worthy mufti

,
I re

ply ; do you suppose [etc.].

Hence Mu ftiship, the office or position of mufti.

1690 DRYDEN Don Sebast. iv. ii, The Iniquity of thirty
Years Muftiship converted into Diamonds.
Mufti - (mo fti). Also mufty, muftee.
[Perh. a facetious use of prec. It has been suggested that

i
the original application may have been to the costume of

|
dressing-gown, smoldng-cap, and slippers, suggesting the
attire of the mufti of the stage.]
1. Plain clothes worn by any one who has a right

:
to wear a uniform; esp. in phr. in mufti.
1816 Quiz Grand Master \\, 50 His mufti s off, and now,

, instead, Qvrjtfptr force assumes the red. 1824 in Spirit
Pub. Jrnls. (1825) 479 A lancer in mufty. 1833 MARRYAT

j

/\6Yw//tfxiv,Nextmorning[I)mademyappe irancein a suit

I
of mufti. 1857 TROLI.OPE Three Clerks xxxix, He knew

|

that, .he was dogged at the distance of some thirty yards by
,
an amiable policeman in mufti. 1896 N. DAVIS Three Men
ff a God 122 He was made kennel huntsman to the regi
mental pack, and spent his time, dressed in most disreput
able mufti, between the boiling house and kennels.

MUG.
attrib. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes

yiii,
He has no mufti-

coat, except one sent him out.. to India in the year 1821.

2. A civilian
;
one who wears, or is in, mufti .

1833 M.SCOTT TomCrmgle xx, There was also a sprinkling
of civilians, or mnftces, to use a West India expression.

Mufty (mzrtti). dial. [Extension of MUFF sb.*~\

a. The whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea
;

b. A fowl

with a tufted or crested head
*

(E. D. D.).
a. [1831 J. RENNIR Montagus Ornith. Diet. (ed. 2) 538

White throat.. .I rmrincial. Nettle-Creeper.. .Muff. Charlie
Muftie. Peggy.] 1839 MACGILLIVRAY J-&amp;gt;rit. /&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;& II. 354
Even after being shot, you find the feathers of that part [sc.

the throat] standing out more than is usual in birds : and
from this habit is probably derived the familiar names of

Muftie or Muffety, or Charlie Muftie, by which it [sc. the

White-throat] is generally known in Scotland.

b- 1829 J. WILSON A th t. Ambr. Wks. 1855 II. 252 What n

a cleckin she s gotten !.. Mufties, too, I declare.

Mug (mz&amp;gt;g),
s/&amp;gt;.

1 Also 6 mugge, 7-8 rnugg.

[Of unknown origin : cogn. w. LG. inekke^ vntkkt

mug, Norw. nntgga^ nntgge an open can or jii,

esp. for warm drinks (Aasen), Sw. nntgg &quot; lllk
r
.

Norm, dial, moqnc cup, Guernsey mogue.]
1. In some northern dialects : Any (large) earthen

ware vessel or bowl
; also, a pot, jug, or ewer.

Pan~nwg\ see PAN* sh. 11 b.

1570 LEVINS ftlanip. 184 24 A Mugge, potte,rV//a. ^1585
POI.WART Flytiitg w. Montgotnerie 763 I.owsje lugs, leap*-

jugs ! toome the mugs on themidding. 1902 MRS. IJARSKS-

GKUNDY Thames Camp 176 A large, stone bread-mug.
2. A drinking-vessel, usually cylindrical, with or

without a handle.
A silver mug is a common christening gift to a cliild.

1664 COTTON Scarron. \. 107 Dido, .takes a Mug, that held
two (Juarts, . . And thus begins, Here Sirs, here s to you.
1688 Lond. &amp;lt;, az. Ko. 231^/4 A Mug,, .a set of Casters and
an Orange-Strainer, all of Silver. 1762-71 1 1. WALVOLR
V ertue^s Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 94 Mr. I lact di c-ivticd . .

a method of making porcelain*, ,. of which injinufac-ture he

gave Thoresby a fine mug. 1844 DICKENS Chimes i. 1,1843)

5 They had had their Godfathers and Godmothers, tlieM.*

Hells..and had had their silver mugs no doubt, beside^.

1846 D. jERROLD^/rj.C/irf/tfVCwr/.Zfr/.xui,Then thcic\

my china mug. 1880 Miss P.ROL-CMTON -SV&amp;lt; . Th. in. viii,

From the time when lie held her at the font, and gave her

a mug and a rattle, he has nluay^ ca ltrd hi&amp;gt; betrothed

Sophia. 1886 J. K. JEROME Idle Thoughts (1089) 142 Life

tastes much the same, whether we quaff it from a golden
goblet or drink it out of a stone mug.

b. A mug with it5 contents ;
the liquid in a rmi^.

1682 DRYDEN Afac / /. 121 A mighty mug of potent ale.

1739 Joe Miller s jft-sls No. 133, I say, bring this I
-

ell &amp;gt;\\ a

Mugg of Strong I .eer. 1840 DICKONS Old C.
.^ho/&amp;gt; i, Kit

carried a large slice of bread and meat, and a mug of Me.

1903 Contemp. Re~s. May 644 Twenty to thirty good sj/ed

mugs of malt liquor in an evening is by no means out of tlit;

way at academical gatherings.
3. A cooling drink.

1829 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 268 The refreshing -but

dangerous liquor, .known by the appellation of mug . 1865
Indian Dotn. ECon. (ed. 5) 325 Cool Tankard or Mug.
4. Comb.\ mug-hunter U. Sm

colh&amp;gt;].
~ POT-

HUNTER 3 ; mugware dial., earthenware.

1883 Harper s Mag, Aug. 443/2 To the. .mug-hunters [at

yacht-races]
it meant all three. 1900 Dnily News g Oct. 3/1

The old brown mugware settling pans have also passed into

the Hmbo of a now almost forgotten age.

Mug (ni2&amp;gt;g),
sb.* dial. Alsomugg. In full mug

sheep . A breed of sheep having the face completely
covered with wool. 80 imtg eive, lamb, etc.

In some glossaries explained as a pollard or
* hornless

sheep; this may have been the original sense : cf MUGGED/*.

1596 in Archaeologiti XI,VIII. 152 Item weather mugge*
xxviij. Item mugge lambes

vj&quot;ix,
1621 BfiATHWAiT AVi/.

Kwba$sie t etc. (1877) 204 For good mug-sheepe and cattell

. .none could come neare thee. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. VI.

25 The sheep are of the English mugg kind. 1820 SCOTT
Afonast. Introd. Ep., A wig like the curled back of a mug-
ewe. 1879 J. LUCAS in Zoologist Sept. 356 They are all

Scotch ewes for breeding, and first-rate Leicester iups, called

in the dale [Nidderdale] mugs .

Mug (rm&amp;gt;g\
sb.% slang. [Ferh. a use of MUG

sb^- ; drinking mugs made to represent a grotesque
human face were common in the i8th c.]
1. The face.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 2. 2/2 My Lawyer has a Desk, nine
I,aw-books without Covers, two with Covers, a Temple-
Mug, and the hopes of being a Judge. 1812 J. H. VAUX
Flash Diet., Mug, the face ; a queer mug is an ugly face.

1824 EGAN Boxiana II. 412 His mug was often disfigured
with the claret trickling down. 1850 E. FITZGERALD Lett.

(1889) I. 200, 1 found A. Tennyson in chambers at Lincoln s

Inn : and recreated myself with a sight of his fine old mug.
1897 G. MEREDITH Amazing Man-. I. xvi. 186 Look at old

Rufus Abrane. I see the state of the fight on the old fellow s

mug. He hasn t a bet left in him !

2. The month.
1820 J. H. REYNOLDS Fancy (1906) 22 Speak, Mrs. Tims;

open thy mug, my dear
;
Mouths here are made to speak,

and not to eat. 1835 HALIBURTON Clocknt. Ser. I. xx. (1837)
202 Hold your mug, you old nigger.

Mug (mpg), sb dial. (E.AngL, Shropsh., etc.)

[cogn. w. MUG z&amp;gt;.l
;

cf. ON. mugga mist, drizzle

(perh. the source).]
* A fog or mist

;
a slight rain

or drizzle ; a damp, dull, gloomy state of the

atmosphere (E.D. D.).
1775 ASH, Mug (a cant word), a mist, a fog.

Mug (m^g)&amp;gt;
sb$ slang.

1. A stupid or incompetent person, a muff
,

duffer
;
a fool, simpleton ;

a card-sharper s dupe.
1859 MATSELL KfV.(Farmer). 1861 MAYHEW /-&amp;lt;?&amp;gt;/*/. Labour
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MUG.

III. 193 We sometimes have a greenhorn wants to go out

pitching with us a mug, we calls them. 1894 MASKF.LVSE

Sharps &amp;lt;V

Flats 170 It does not need much persuasion to

induce the mug to take the bank. 1900 MRS. GLYN Visits

Elizabeth (1906) 91 He fished out a scrap of paper from his

pocket and pressed it into my hand, and said, Don t be a

mug this time .

2. Comb. : mug-hunter (see quot).
1887 J. W. HORSLEY Jottings fr. jail 95 An old mug-

hunter, one, that is to say, of the wretched horde who haunt

the street at midnight to rob drunken men.

Mug (mwg), sb.o slang, [f.
MUG v.]

1. An examination.
. 1853 MAXWELL in L. Campbell Life (1882) 191, 1 was down
after the Mug (.note, Trinity College Examination] with

Tayler s uncle in Suffolk.

2. One who mugs or reads hard.

1888 Berkshire Gloss., Mug, as a schoolboy s expression to

work hard, and one who does so is somewhat contemptu

ously termed a mug by others who [etc.]. 1901 Daily
News 6 Feb. 9/5 At the University of Oxford a mug is a

person who is not given to sport, or any indulgence, but who
reads a great many books which he doesn t understand.

Mug (mg), sb-1 Also moog. Var. of MOONO.
1840/Vy Cycl. XVIII. 57/2 Phaseolus Mungo, or Moog,

is one of the dry leguminous grains of India. 1876 SIR

W. W. HUNTER in Encycl. Rrit. IV. 23/1 Of the pulses the

most important are gram (Cicer arietiniim), tur.., kulti..,

and mug (Phaseolus Mnngo).

II Mug (mg), rf.8 Forms: 8-9 Mug, 9 Mugg,
Mugh. [Bengali Afagh, of obscure origin ;

in

T 6-1 7th c. Mogtn, Mog, Mogue occur as names for

Arakan and its people (see Yule s. v.).] The
name given in Bengal to natives of Arakan and

Chittagong. The Mugs were formerly celebrated

as the best native cooks in Calcutta.

1752 in J. Long Unpttbl. Rec. Govt. (1869) 87 (Yule) The

Mugs. 1802 C. JAMES Milil. Diet., Mugs, a banditti of

plunderers from an Indian nation. 1839 Court Mag.Vl. 65/2
Two or three stout broad faced Mnghs. 1866 TREVICLYAN

in erasers * Jliig. LXXIII. 389 That vegetable curry was
excellent. Of course your cook is a Mug?
attrib. 1897 HENTY On Irra-.aaddy 39 This Mug language

. .is. .almost the .same as Burmese.

Mug (mug), v.l dial, (see E. D. D.). [Prob. of

Scandinavian origin : cf. Norw. mugga to drizzle.

Cf. MUG rf.4
]

intr. To drizzle or rain slightly.

13.. Gaw. % Gr. Knt. 2080
pe

heuen was vp halt, bot

vgly ber vnder, Mist nuiged on pe mor, malt on be mountez.

1825-80 JAMIESOX, T0MugtMnggletv.n. Todrizzle. Aberd.

Mug (meg), v. 2 slang and dial. Also mogg.
[? An application of MUG z . J

intr. To pout,

grow sullen
;
to mope ;

to refuse food (E. D. D.).
c 1730 HAYSES MS. Dorset. Voc. in .V. f, Q. 6th Sen (1883)

VIII. 45 To mogg, pout or grow sullen. 17. . Collins Misc.

(1762) 122 (Halliwell) Wit hung her blob, ev n Humour
seem d to mourn, And sullenly sat mogging o er his urn.

1828 Sporting JIag. XXIII. 28 Snoozing and mugging over

the fire after a hard day s work. 1861 HOLLAND Less. Life
xx. 283 By mugging over your trouble out of business

hours.

Mug (mg), z&amp;gt;.

:&amp;gt;
&amp;lt;

slang, [f.
Ml G sb.3]

1. Theatr. a. intr. To make a face
;
to grimace.

b. To mug up: to paint (one s face) ;
to make up.

trans, and intr. for rejl.

1855 DICKENS Dorrit l.xx, The low comedian had mugged
at him in his richest manner fifty nights for a wager. 1859
Hotttn s Slang Diet., Mng-np, to paint one s face. Theat.
1861 MAYHEW Loud. Labour III. 193 Then he underwent
the operation of mugging him up with oil-colour paint, black,
and.. red. 1869 W. S. GILBERT Bab Ball., Rev. Micah
Smvls 54 He saw a dreary person on the stage, Who mouthed
and mugged in simulated rage.

2. Pugilism, trans. To strike in the face.

1818 Sporting Mag. II. 279 The latter got away, and in

return mugged him.

Mug (mg), v.l slang and dial.
[f.
Moo ji.1]

trans. To bribe with liquor. Also re/I, and intr.

to get drunk (see E. D. D.).
1830 H. INGELO Remiti. II. 479 Having. .mugged, as we

say in England, our pilot.

Mug, v.5 slang.
1. intr. To read or study hard, to grind . Const.

at; also with away, on, up.
1848 MAXWELL in L. Campbell Life (1882) 117 Please to

write about your Prizes at College, and about coming here
to mug. 1860 Hotten s SJang Diet. (ed. 2), Mug-up. . .To
cram for an examination. Army, 1878 About Sat/re
Fellows vii. 45 Stortford, ever since he had settled to work,
had . .been patiently mugging on at his verses, and had

g_ot
twelve done. 1893 G. ALLEN Scallywag I. 241 That prize
essay you were mugging away at.

2. trans. To get up (a subject) by hard study.
Also with up.
1882 BESANT

R_evolt of !\fan v. in When they ought to
have been mugging bones

,
or drawing contracts, or reading

theology. 1889 G. ALLEN Tents o/Shem xxiv, I ve mugged
it

all-up
out of books, that s all. Anybody can mug it all up

if he ll only take the pains.

Mug, v.o slang, intr. To crowd, huddle to

gether in a confined space (E. D. D.).
1878 N. f, Q. 5th Ser. IX. 84/2 They are all, father, mother,

and children, mugging together in one room.

Mug (rnvg),?/.&quot;! U.S. slang, intr. To mug up:
to make a plentiful meal.
1897 KIPLING Captains Courageous v. 123 No reg lar meals

fer no one then. Mug-up when ye re hungry, an sleep
when ye can t keep awake. Ibid. ix. 202 Him an my boy
hookin fried pies an muggin up when they ought to ha
been asleep. 1901 Scribner s Mag. XXIX. 498/2 Let

746

Martin and me mug up and get over near the fire to dry

out, and we ll have it again.

II Muga(m;7-ga). Alsomooga,munga,moonga.
[Assamese \miga.} A wild silk

i,
of Assam) obtained

from the cocoons of the Saturnia assama ;
also the

silkworm which produces this silk. Also attrib. or

adj.. as muga dhoties pi., muga silk, (silk) worm.

1833 CAPT. JENKINS in Geoghegan Part. Kef. Silk in

India (1874) n3The fawn-coloured moonga silk. Ihd.,l\x

moonga worm. 1850 OGILVIE, Miiggadooties, in the i.:

Indies, a sort of cloth manufactured from wild silk. 1881

T. WARDLE Wild Silks of India 55 The Moonga, Mooga,
or Muga Silk. 1887 J. PATON in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 60/1

Next in promising qualities is the muga or moonga worm

of\sszm,Antfierzaassatua, a species to some extent domes

ticated in its native country.

Mugen, obs. form of MUGGEN a. dial.

Mugg: see MUG sl&amp;gt;.- (sheep); and obs. f. MUG sds.

Muggar, variant of MUGGEB -.

tMu ggard, a. dial. Obs. [?f. MUG a.2 *

-AKD.J Sullen, displeased.

1746 F.xmoor Scalding 194 Why, than tha wut be a prilled,

or a muggard, a Zennet outreerr. Ibid. 313. Ibid. Vocabu

lary, Miigga.nl, sullen. 1787 GROSE Prm inc. Gloss., Mug-
gard, sullen. Exm. Hence 1818 in TODD, and in later Diets.

Muggart, dial, form of MUGWOKT.

Mugged, a. dial. [Cf. MUG sb. z b.] Hornless.

1588 u ills ff Inv. If. C. (Surtees) II. 33 note, To my son

Henry Ogle a brass pot, a black tagged cow, a black mugged
cow. 1828 Craven Gloss. II. 289 Neen gimmer mugg d hogs.

Muggen, a. dial. Also 7 mugen. [f. MUG
rf.l i + -KN 4

.]
Made of earthenware.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. xiv. (Roxb.) 2/1 Mugen
weare. If id. xxii. 280/1 Made of earth or clay, Muggen
weare. 1887 -S\ Cheshire Gloss., Muggen, a,ij. of earthen

ware. A muggen egg is the name for a manufactured
article used as a nest-egg.

[Muggent, C-esner s (1555) German rendering

(=mod.U. miickenentc, f. miicke fly + ente duck)
of mod. L. anas muscaria, a species of wild duck

described by Aldrov.mdus. Quoted in 1678 in

Ray Willughby s Ornith. in. iii. 375, and mis

taken by some later writers for an Eng. word.

Hence in Webster 1828-32. and in later Diets.]

Mugger 1

mVffli). dial. Also 8 mogger. [f.

MUG s/&amp;gt;^ + -ER 1
.]

A hawker of earthenware.

1743 lIL;ldon-on-tkc~Wall Par. Reg.. William, son to

Michell the Mogger, bp. 23 March. 1816 SCOTT Old Wort.

Introd., The ware of Cooper Climent was rejected in horror,

much to the benefit of his rivals the muggers, who dealt in

earthenware. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Xf&amp;gt;onge s
SJ&amp;gt;.

Tour lix,

A nimble-handed mugger or tramp might have carried off

whatever he liked with impunity. 1884 Mtinch. Exam.
i Sept. 5/1 Alnwick is a great resort of. . muggers , ..tramps
who travel round the district to sell earthenware.

Mugger 2
(mwgaj). Also -ur, -ar. [Hindi

&amp;gt;/?agar.\
The broad-nosed crocodile of India.

1844 J. E. GRAY Catal. Tortoises, etc. Brit. Mns. 62 The
MuggarorGoa. Crocodilrtspalustris. i854HooKER///;//rt/.
Jrnls. I. ii. 54 Of the short nosed, or mugger kind. 1893
COOK India, Burma fy Ceylon 63 Muggers or man-eating
alligators.

Mugger ?
&amp;gt;. slang, [f. MUG z&amp;gt;.4 + -ER!.] One

who mugs or studies diligently.

1883 J. PAYN Canon s IV ard^ viii, A mugger a com
prehensive term understood to include all persons with an
ambition for University distinction.

Mugger* (mrrga.i). Theatr. slang, [f.
Mi G

z r.3 -i- -EH !.] A comedian who mugs or grimaces.
1892 A at. Observ. 27 Feb. 379/1 None had ever a more

expressive viznomy than this prince of muggers .

Muggert, muggerwarte : see MUGWOKT.

Mugget (myget). Forms : 6 muguet, 6-9
mugwet, 9 mugget. [a. F. muguet (in mod.
use lily of the valley and woodruff), semi-popular
ad. med.L. muscatum musk-scented

,
f. musc-us

MUSK. Cf. OF. miigueie nutmeg, ad. (nux) mus-

cata.~\ A name given to several plants : a. Petty

mugget (mugiuet), maid s hair, or yellow bedstraw,
Galium verum. b. Golden mugget, crosswort,
Galium Cruciata. a. Woodruff, Asperula odorata.

d. The lily of the valley, Convallaria majalis.
e. The guelder rose, Viburnum Ofulus.
1578 LYTE Dodoens IV. Ixxv. 539 In French, Petit Mitffvet.

\

..We may also name it Pety Muguet. Ibid. Ixxvii. 541 In

high Douche, Golden Walmaister, that is, Golden Muguet.
1597 GERARUE Herbal n. ccccxlviii. 968 In English our
Ladies Bedstraw, Cheese renning, Maides Haire, and petie
Mugwet. Ibid., Table Eng. Names, Mugwet, that is Wood-
roofe. 1665 LOVELL Herbal (ed. 2) 292 Mug-wet, see
Woodroof. Petty mugwet, see Ladies bedstraw. 1871 Pt L-

MAN Rustic Sk. (ed. 3) 117 Mugget is also the local name
for the guelder rose.

Mugget 2
(mtrgt-t). Obs. exc. dial, (see E.D.D.).

Forms : 5 //. mog(g;hettis, 6 moget, moquet,
6-8 mugwet, 8-9 muggut, 9 muggat, muggett,
7- mugget. [Of obscure origin ;

it is difficult to

regard it as an application of prec.]
1. The intestines of a calf or sheep, as an article

I
of food. Also = GATHER-BAG.
1481 CAXTON Rcynard\\\\\. (Arb.) 92 The moghettis, Lyuer

longes and the Inward [of the calf] shal be for your chyldren.
c 1550 LACY Wyl Bucke s Test. A iij, For the thrid course
of the bucke. The potage Mogets and Nowmbleis stued
[etc.]. Ibid. Rj, For to dight the Moget. 1575 TURBERV.
Yeneric 39 The gatherbagge or Mugwet of a yong harte.

1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xviii. 572 Like the Moquet or Chauden

MUGGLETONIAN.
of a Calfe. 1605 in Archsologia (1800) XIII. 370 Calves-

plucke. Calves Mugget. Calves Foote. 1791 WOLCOT (P.

Pindar) Remonstr. Wks. 1812 II. 452 I m a poor botching
tailor for a court Low bred on liver and what Clowns call

mugget. 1864 E. Cornw, Words in Jrnl. R, Inst. Cornw.
Mar. 18, Mnggetst

the small entrails; chitterlings.

f 2. A dish made from the mugget of a calf or

sheep. Obs. rare.

1596 Gd. Huswiites Jewell Cs, To make muggets. First

perboyle them, and take white and chop them both to-

geather [etc.]. 1597 Ibid. n. B iij, You may make a mugget
of a Sheepe as these allowes bee, sauing you must put no
mutton into it. 1677 LOCKE in Ld. King Life (Bohn) 134
At Bristol . .taste, .marrow puddings, cock ale metheghn
white and red muggets.
3. atfrib. : mugget-pie (also muggety pie] .

1696 SALMON Fain. Diet. (ed. 2) 212 Mugget Minced-Pye.
Boil your Muggets tender, and being cold, mince them
small; then put [etc.], 1800 Archafologia XIII. 388 In

Cornwall a Muggity Pye is a pye made of Calves intrails.

Muggewede, ohs. form of MUGWEED.
f Muggill. slang. Obs. rare. A beadle.
1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all E 3, The Muggill, the

Beadle.

Mu ggily, adv. nonce-wd. [f. MUGGY a. +
-LY 2

.] Jn a muggy state or condition.

1867 Miss BROUGHTON Cometh up as Fl. xxvii, Winter.,
has come in meekly, wetly, muggily.

Muggin, variant oi MOGGAN Sc.

IVIugginess (nwgines). [f. MUGGY a. + -NESS.]
The state, quality, or condition of being muggy.
1872 GEO. ELIOT in Cross /.// III. 171 We are languishing

with headache from two days damp and mugginess. 1887
Miss BRADDON Like

&amp;lt;$

Unlike xix, The mild mugginess of
a London autumn.

(mzrginz), sb&amp;gt; fperh. the surname

s, used arbitrarily with allusion to MUG
sb.f&amp;gt; Cf. the use of the surname in Surtees Hundley
Cross (1843).]
1. slang. A fool, simpleton; a juggins . To

talk muggins : to say silly, foolish things. Also
*a borough-magnate; a local leader (Farmer).
1881 Punch 10 Sept. 110/2 Well them as talks Muggins

like that to our gurls must be milks. 1884 Ibid, n Oct.

180/1 Must ha thought me a muggins, old man, To ask
sech a question of Arry.
2. a. A children s game of cards.
Each player lays down a card face upwards, forming a pile

before him. When the top cards before two players match,
the one who first cries Muggins transfers his pile to the
other. When all the cards are brought into one pile, the

player to whom it belongs is the loser. The word muggins
is also applied to the player who has to receive cards from

another, and to the pool formed by the cards that remain of
the pack after an equal division in dealing.

1876 HEATHER Ctirds fy Card Tricks 199.

b. A game of dominoes in which the players
count by fives or multiples of five.

1881 Casse/Fs Bk. Sports 390 (Dominoes) The game of
All Fives, or Muggins, is very popular in some circles.

Mirggish, a. 1 0bs. [f. MUG sb* (though
earlier in our quots.) + -ISH.] Damp, musty.
1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. i. 280 The World we live in

is corruptible, and all here is subject to putrifie, as things
kept in a rafty muggish Room subject them to mould.

1731 BAILEY vol. II, Muggis-h^ inclinable to be musty, or to

smell so. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in later Diets.

tMu-ggite. Obs. [iluoj&i + -ml.] ?A
member ol a mug-house club*.

1718 Entertainer No. 30. 205 This would be to take up
the Practice of our modern Muggites, to grin like a Dog,
and go about the City.

tHu ggle 1
. Obs. rare. Also 3 moggie, 4

mughel. [Origin unknown.] An alleged Kentish

word for tail*. Hence f Mtrggling
1

(also mog-
lynge), a tailed man.
c 1205 LAY. 29588 Da tailes heom comen on ; ber uoren heo

niajen iteledbeon. Iscend wes bat mon-cun ; muggles \c 1275

moggies] heo hafden and inne hirede zelches men cleopeo
heom muglinges \c 1275 moglymges]. &amp;lt;~ 1450 HOVVKR in

Fordnn s Scctichron. (1759) I. 139 I ocatur. .cauda at in-

difffnis, pairia litigi a, Mughel.

t MtTggle -. [Origin and meaning obscure.]
1607 MIOIJLETOS Your Fire Gallants \\. i, Oh the parting

of vs twaine, Hath causde me mtckle paine, and I shall

nere be married Vntill I see my muggle againe. 1617 T.

YOUNG England s Bane E 4 b, I haue scene a company
amongst the very Woods and Forests, drinking for a muggle.
..Sixe haue determined to trie their strengths who could

drinke most glasses for the muggle. The first drinkes a

glasse of a pint, the second two, the next three [etc \

Muggletonian (mtrj; lit&amp;lt;&amp;gt;u*nian),
a. and sb,

Also 7 Mugultonian. [f. Mugghton (see below)
+ -IAN.] a. sb. A member of the sect founded

c 1651 by Lodowicke Muggleton and John Reeve.

b. adj. Belonging or pertaining to this sect. Hence

Mng-gleto-nianism.
The belief of the sect rests on the personal inspiration of

its founders, who claimed to be the two witnesses of Rev,

a 1670 RUST Disc. Truth (1682) 158 The Blasphemies of

thepresent Muggletonians. 1687 T. BROWN in Dk. Buckhm.&quot;s

Wks. (1705) II. 113 Here started up Presbyterians, there

Mugultonians, one making God damn all but themselves;

and the other saving him the Labour, and doing it them

selves. 1729 FIELDING Authors Farce in. Wks. 1882 VIII.

229 A Muggletonian dog stabbed me. 1796 COI.QL-HOUN

/W/,v Mttrop. 374 [In a list of Meeting houses for Dis.

senters] 4 for Muggletonians. 1868 Pall MallG. 5 May 8/2

The death is announced of Mr. Joseph Gandar. .and it is



MUGGY. 747 MULATTO.
added that he was a sincere member of the sect called

Muggtetonians for upwards of sixty years . There is, it is

understood, only one place of worship in London connected
with this extraordinary sect of religionists, and not three

more in the whole of England. 1881 N.
&amp;lt;V (J. 6th Ser. IV.

431/2 In externals Muggletonianism resembles Quakerism,
rejecting as it does all symbolical religion.

Muggur, variant of MUGGER *.

Muggut, variant of MUGGET ^ dial.

Muggy (mzrgi), sb. dial. [Alteration of

Moggie^ AIaggie\ cf. PEGGY sb. 2,] (Also muggy-
cut-throat.} The white-throat, Sylvia cinera

;
also

the lesser white-throat, Sylvia curruca.

1829 BROCKETT N. C. Words (ed. z\ Muggy ^ the white-

throat. 1831 J. RUN NIK Montagu s Ornith. Diet. 538 White
tkroat.. .Muggy-Cut-Throat. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds
in. 601.

Muggy (m# gi), a. [f. MUG sb or z-.
1 + -Y.]

1. Mouldy, moist, damp, wet. Obs. exc. dial.

1731 BAILEY vol. II, Muggy^
inclinable to be musty, or to

smell so. 1902 Daily Chron. 25 Oct. 7/6 Was it [the meat]
not slimy, and did it not smell V The Defendant : Oh, it s

what we call muggy in the trade. That only has to be

wiped off, and then it s all right.

2. Of weather (also of a day, season, place, etc.) :

Damp, close and warm.
1746 in W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. (1757) 24 The Sailers

complained the Weather was hot and muggy. 1782 Miss
BURNEY Cecilia v. ix, Weather quite muggy. 1851 D. JER-
ROLD St. Gilts viii. 72 He heard a far-off voice roar through
the muggy air. 1891 T. HARDY Tcss x.xlx, The evening,
though sunless, had been warm and muggy for the season.

b. Close, stifling.
i8zo J. H. REYNOLDS Fancy (1906) 51 His two rooms are

naked, dun and muggy. 1906 Pall Mall G. 19 Mar. 10/1
The muggy smell so generally noticeable in lodging-
houses and barrack-rooms.

Mughal, variant of MOGUL.

Mughe, obs. f. MAY z/.i; Mow st.*, v. 2

Mughel, Mugher: see MuGGLE 1
, MOWYEK.

Mu-g-house. [f. MUG s&.i + HOUSE.]
1. An ale-house, beer-house. ? Obs. or arch. Also

attrib. in mug-house club, the designation of cer

tain political clubs (of Hanoverian sympathies)
which met at mug-houses early in the iSth c.

;

so mug-house chief.
1685 Choice Collect. 180 Loyal Songs (ed. 3)322 The MUL;-

house. 17x0 STEELE Tatler No. 180 P3 There is a Mug-
house near Long-Acre, where [etc.J. 1717 TICKELL Epist.
fr. Lady to Gent, at Avignon 73 Our sex has dar d the

Mugg-House Chiefs to meet. 1753 H. WALPOLE Let. to

Bent/eySept., Every ale-house is here [Birmingham] written

iiing-kouse, a name one has not heard of since the riots in

the late King s time. 1827 HONE Table Bk. I. 378 At the

mug-house club in Long-acre {temp. Geo. I]. 1891 BARING-
GOULD Urith xv, When a young gallant begins to squabble
at village mug-houses.
2. dial. A pottery.
1841 C. H. HARTSHORNE Salopia Antiq. 511.

Mught, obs. pa. t. of MAY z;.l

Mughwarde, obs. form of MUGWORT.

Mugient (miw dgient), a. rare. [ad. L. w-
gient-em^ pr. pple. of mugtre to bellow.] Lowing,
bellowing.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. xxv. 173 A Bittor

maketh that mugient noyse, or as we terms it Bumping by
putting its bill into a reed [etc.]. 1816 PARR Let. to Roitth
8 Mar., Wks. 1828 VII. 671 He, like myself, hates the final

mugient M! in Latin.

Hence t Mu glency, a bellowing.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. xxvii. (1658) 219 This

mugiency {printed magiency] or boation.

Mugike, obs. form of MOUJIK.
II Mugil (miw d^il). Forms : 4-5 mugill, 6

mugyll, 6- mugil. [L. mugil^ The mullet. In
modern use only as the Latin name of the genns.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xni. xxvi. (1495) 461 There

is a inanere fysshe that hyght Mugill whyche is full qwyuer
and swyfte, 1526 Pilgr. &quot;Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 203 In an
other kynde of fysshe, called a mugyll, and also in y- ele,
neuer man myght discerne ony male or female. 1584 LVLY
Campaspe IT. ii. 51 Mugil, of all fishes the swiftest. 1856
MAYNE Expos. Lex. , Mitgil, Silvery Grey. Ichtkyol. Com
mon name for the Mugil cephalus.

Mugiloid (mitt dgiloid), a. and sb. Ichthyol.

[ad, mod.L. Mugiloidet, f. mugil \ see MUGIL and

-oil).] a. adj. Of, pertaining to, or resembling
the family MugilouUi (Cwnet) of fishes, of which

Mugil is the typical genus, b. sb. A mugiloid fish.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci.,Gtc., Mugiloids^ a family of Acan-

thopterygian fishes in the system of Cuvier.

t Muglard. Obs. rare . [Cf. Norw. mugga
to heap up, hoard (money).] A miser.
c \\tpPromp. Parv. 347/2 Muglard, or nyggarde, tenax.

tMu gle. Obs. rare. [ad. L. mftgil; see

MUGIL.] = LUMP sb$
1574 T. N[K\VTON] tr. Gratarolus* Direct. Health L j b,

Those fishes that are called Mugles or Lompes [orig. quiet
Latitiis MugileSi vnlgo autene Ce^hali, quasi cafitones
dixeris, appellantur}. 1598 FLORIO, Lencisco, a kinde of

mugle or lamp fish. Some take it for a fresh water mullet.

Mugster (m27-gst3J). School slang, [f.
MUG vA

+ -STEK.] One who *

mugs or works hard.
1888 GOSCHEN Rectorial Addr. to Students of Aberdeen.

in Scotsman i Feb., Schools and colleges, .have invented
for this purpose [viz. depreciation of hard intellectual work]
.phrases, .such as a sap ,

a smug ,..a mugster .

Muguart, obs. Sc. form of MDGWOBT.

Muguet, obs. form of MUC&amp;lt;;KT .

Mugultonian, obs. form of MTGGLETOMAX.

Mugweed(mwgw/~d). dial. Forms: 4mugge-
wede, 5 mugwed, muguued, (mogwed\ 8-

mugweed. [f. mug- (in MUGWOKT) + WEED;
perh.in part an etymologizing perversion oimugwet
MuGGET 1

.]
a. Mugwort, Artemisia vulgaris. b.

Crosswort, Galiuin Cniciata\ H\%Qgolden mugwccd
(Treas. Bot. 1866).
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 11/2 Artheincsia,

muggewede, Ibid. 20/1. c 1450. -I iphita (ibid.) 13/1 Archc-
mt-sia. .angl. mugwort 7/f/mugwed. 1756 WATSON in Phil.

Trans. XLIX. 853 Crosswort or Mugweed. 1886 Cheshire

Gloss., Mugweed, Artemisia vulgaris,

Mugwet: see MucciET 1 and 2
.

MugWOrt (m gwJt\ Forms : I mucgwyrt.
(mugcwyrt^ , mugwyrt , I - 2

,
6 mugwurt, 3

mugwet, 4-6 mogwort, mugworte, 5 mug-
wortt, rnughwarde, 6 mogworte, xnugwourt,
mogworth, Sc. muguart, 6-7 mugwoort, 7

muggerwarte, 9 mugworth, dial, and S\: mug-
gart, muggert, 5- mugwort. [repr. \VGcr.

^imiggiwurti) f. *mu,%gjo- fly, Mnu;E + *wurti-

plant, \\OHT ; the i of the first element seems to

have disappeared before the period of umlaut,]
1. The plant Artemisia vnlgaris^ formerly also

called motherwort. Also applied to other species
of Artemisia^ as wormwood, A. Absinthium.
c zooo .SVr.r. Lecchd. I. 102 Herba artemesia traganthes

\&amp;gt;xt
is mugcwyrt. c 1000 /KLFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker

134/15 Artemisia, it,- 1 inatrmu herba, nui;; \\yri. 11265
y&c. Plants ibid. 554/3 Artiittesiet mugwrt, merherbarum.
c 1450 J//i, Mcd, Bk. (Heinrich) 77 1 ak mogwort, and

st:iTiipt.- hit. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. vi. 67, I sail muguart, that

is gude for the- MitTouatione of ane vomans bayniis bed.

1641 llKsr /- iirni, tiks. (Surtees) 62 J hrec or foux-r st;ilkt. s

of muggerwarte to lye on the bough or place wheare
the bees li^ht. 1753 CiiAMBiuis Cycl. AVc//., Miuu.nl
has long been famous as an uterine and antispasmodic.
1799 J. Ik i.i. Brit.I-lora 182 Artemisia c.rr/ilcscctis...

IHuish Mugwort. 1850 CARI.VLE Lattcr-d. / tttiiflh. ii. 71
Fill your thrashing-floor with docks, ragweeds, mugworths,
and ply your flail upon them, that is not the method to

obtain sacks of wheat. 1866 Treas, 7&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f. t Mugwort. Arfe-
misia vulgaris. ,

Indian. Artemisia hirsuta. , West
Indian. Partkgniutn Hystemphorus.
2. Crosswort, Galium Cniciata.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 187 Galium
crnciata. Scop. Crosswort. Mugwort, Mugweed. 1855
Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 148.

Mugwump (mzrgwjpmp), sb. f. ,5&quot;. [a. Natick

imtgqitomp great chief (occurring in Eliot s Massa
chusetts .Bible, e.g. in Gen. xxxvi. i:;, where it

answers to the duke of the Kng. UiblcJ.]

1. A jocular term for : A great man, a * boss .

1832 in Nation (1891) 21 May 414/3 It has extensively
circulated among the Knights of Kadosh and the .Most

Worshipful Mugwumps of the Cabletow. 1877 (. H. UKUM-
LEY in N. Y. Tribune 16 Feb., John A. Logan is the Head
Centre, the Hub, the King Pin, the Main Spring, Mogul,
and Mugwump of the final plot.

2. One who holds more or less aloof from party-

politics, professing disinterested and superior views.

In 1884, spec, applied to Republicans who refused

to support the nominee of their party for president.
1884 N. y. Even. Post 20 June (Cent.), We have yet to

see a Blaine organ which speaks of the Independent Re
publicans otherwise than as Pharisees, hypocrites, dudes,
mugwumps, transcendentalists, or something of that sort.

1884 W. EVERETT Sp. aiQuiticy1 Mass.i-$ &e$\.. (Stanf.), lam
an independent a Mugwump. 1884 Sat. Rev. 22 Nov.
659/1 It maybe that in a few years, .a little group of British

Mugwumps, .will arise in their might [etc.]. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. Commw. II. in. Ivi. 37^ The case of these Indepen
dents, or Mugwumps, is an illustrative one. ..Very few..
take an active part in politics

1

,
however interested they

may be in public affairs. 1890 C. I,. NORTON Polit. Amcri*
canisms 74 Mugwump. 1898 Academy 22 Oct. 109 Halifax

is, of course, the typical trimmer
,
which is to say mug

wump of Restoration politics.

3. attrib. . That is a mugwump; of or

pertaining to mugwumps.
1890 in Century Diet.

Hence Blirgrwump v. intr.
t
to play the part of

a mugwump; Mugwu mpery, Mtrg-wumpisiu.
1885 Boston. (Mass.) Jrnl. 13 Apr. 2/2 Will E. Haskell of

the Minneapolis Tribune sny^ that Previousness is one of
the worst characteristics of Mugwumpery . 1887 Nation
31 Mar. 265/1 It will thus be seen that Mugwumpism is

growing both in the East and the West. 1889 N. Y. Tribune
10 Mar. (Cent.), They mugwumped in 1884.

Muhal, variant of MAHAL.
Muhammad, -an : see MOHAMMED, -AN.

Muhar, variant form of MOHUR.
Muharem, -arram, -em : see MOHARRAM.
Muhooa, variant of MAHWA. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Muhr, obs. form of MOHUR.
Muid (m*). Forms : 4-7 muy, 5 muye,

mue, 6 mui, 5 mewe, 6-8 mew, 7 mued, 7-
muid. See also MOT j.l, MUD sb.% [a. OF.
mui, mod.F. mmd:L. modiumi see MODIUS.
Cf. Du. mud(de t

MUD sd.~~]

1. A former French measure of capacity, varying
greatly in different localities and as applied to

different commodities. Obs. exc. Hist.

a. A dry measure (for corn, meat, salt, etc.).
In recent times the values assigned to it range from about

52 to about no bushels
; in early use it was a much smaller

measure, often stated as= 4 bushels.
L 1400 Rom. Rose^yys An hundred

mauys[.v&amp;lt;7 Thynnc , read
muys; Glasgow MS. mavis; Fr. orig. muis] of whetegreyn.
1481 CAXTON Gotleffroy xl. 78 He gaf to hyrn ten muyes,
every muye is four busshellys. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. ,\iv. 113
Annibal send to cartage thrc nmis of gold ryngis. 1692
Land. Gaz. No. 2831/2 The offer. .of furnishing them with
iSooo Muids [of Corn] at a reasonable Price. 1703 Ibid.
No. 3891/4 About 57 Mews of Kay- Salt. 1727 BKADLF.Y
l *am. Diet. s.v. Bushel, The Half-Minot contains three

Bushels, and the Muid of Coals contains thirty Half-Minots.
1771 Chron. in Ann. Reg. XIV. 100/1 In Swabia the muid
of rye sells for 36 florins. 1804 RANKEN Hist, /-ranee III.
v, 318 A modius or muid of sted yielded but a setier.

f b. A liquid measure; a cask holding this.

The local varieties ranged fnirn 60 to 160 gallons,

1491 C.-\XTOS I lta,* I atr. (W. dt; W. 1495) i. xxxvii. 47
There was thenne eaternyd fruyle ynough fur to gadre an
hundred nines, or tuniu-s uf \\-yne. 1529 RASTELL Pastytne^
Hist. Rom. fi8n) 22 A mew of wyne which is almost iiii

galons. r 1618 MORVSOS Itin. \\. 11903) 173 Kadi Mued of

\Vyne commonly yeildes
tlie king Kighteene Shillings of our

ninny. 1655 Xich/ ltis /Vf/ t -;-.v iCamdeii) II. 1 60 They have
established to her her pretentions of soe much upon every
limy of wine ns amounts unto the best part of a million per
annum. 1686 PLOT Stajfordsh. 62 Accountittg ;j (iallons
to the Hogshead, the Muid contains scarce | uf a Hogshead.
1727-41 CHAMIJKKS Cj &amp;lt;/. s.v., Muid is also one of the nine
t.-tsk^ or regular vessels used in France, tu put winu and
other liquor* in.

2. A 1 rcnch measure of land, representing the
area that would require- a muid of. seed.

1674 Ji:.\ki-: Arith. (i . g6j 114 A M uid of Land is i^

Septters or Ardent 4
;.

Muil, var. MOIL sbJ^ MOOL sh., MTLE s/&amp;gt;.
2

Muild, Muildry : see Mori. D, MOULDUV.
Muile, Muill e : see MILE and -.

Muilin, Muinde, obs. (T. MOOUN, MIND.
Mliir, Sc, variant of MOOR J-/ .

1

Muise, muish, obs. forms of Mi-rst:.

Muist, variant of MUST
Ol&amp;gt;s.,

musk.
Muit e, Muitable, obs. ff. MUTE, MUTABLE.
Mujik, variant of Mor.iiK.
Milk e, obs. forms of MKKK a., MUCK ^/;.l

Mukaddim, variant of MUKAUDAM, headman.
Mukel : see MICKLE.

Mukhede, variant of Mi KKHEAD Obs.

Mukke,Mukylle,ob&amp;gt;.ff. Mix-KJ^.I, MUCK-HILL.

Mulagatoney, obs. iorm of MULLH;ATA\VNY.
Mulane, obs. foi-m of MILAN .

t Mtl lat. Obs Anglicized form of Mri-Arm.
16^8 T. JONI s Heart ty Rt. Sorcraign 497 A monstrous

equivocal bastard-brood of
spiritual-carnal mulats.

Mulata, obs. form oi MCLATTA, MULATTO.
Mulateer, -ier, obs. forms of MULKTEEU.
Mulato, mulatow, obs. forms of MULATTO.

t Mula tta. Obs. Also 7 mulata. [a. Sp. mu-
lata, fern, of mulafo ML LATTO.] A female mulatto.
i6zz MABBE tr. Alemans Gunman d\~llf. n. 328 margin,

Mulata, is a maid-childe, that is home of a Negra, and a
fayre man

;
and so on the contrary. 1668 DKYDKN /: (V//.

Love iv. (1671) 52 Tis impossible your love should be s-o

humble, to descend to a Mulatta. 1828 TYKRMAN ^ BHNNKT
Jrnl. /&quot;fl&amp;gt;-.,etc. 28 Jan. (1831) 1 1. Hi. 491 There is a law here
[Mauritius] that no Englishman shall marry a woman of
colour, not even a mulatta.

Mulatto (mi#lse t0), sb. and a. Forms: 6

mulatow, 7 malato. mallattOj melotto, molata,
-o, mol(l otto, mulata, -o. muletto, mullato,
7-8 raolatto, -etto, mullatto, 8 malotto, rae-

latto, raoletta, 9 mulattoe, 7- mulatto, [a.

Sp. (and Pg.) midato young mnle, hence one of

mixed race, a mulatto, obscurely derived from
imdo MULE sb^

;
hence F. mitlatre (with assimila

tion of suffix to -atre -ASTEU), It. mulatto. }
A. sd.

1. One who is the offspring of a European and a

Negro ;
also used loosely for any half-breed re

sembling a mulatto.

1595 Drake s Voy. ( Hakl. Soc.l 22 By meanes ofa Mulatow
and an Indian, we had, this night, forty bundles of dried
beife. 1613 PURCHAS l t

ilgrimae\\. xiv.545 Why then are
the Portugalls Children and Generations White, or Mulatos
at most. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes 10 A great fat man,.,
his face not so black as to be counted a Mollotto. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. (1699) 199 The Mulata, because he said he
was in the Fireship. .was immediately hanged. 1713 C TKSS
OF WINCHILSEA AJisc. Poems 209 Grinning Malottos in true
Ermin stare. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mulatto, a name
given, m the Indies, to those who are begotten by a negro
man on an Indian woman; or an Indian man on a negro
woman. 1854 THACKERAY Newcomes I. 31 Two wooly-
headed poor little mulattos. 1885 R. L. & F. STEVENSON
Dynamiter xi, That hag of a mulatto was no less a person
than my wife.

f2. (Seeqtiot.) Obs.

1664 JF.R. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery r. i. 3 Purgatory,
which is a device to make men be Mulata s as the Spaniard
calls half-Christians.

3. Geol. The greenstone of Northern Ireland.
1816 CONYBEARE in Trans. Geol. Soc. III. 130 Mulattoe,

an arenaceous stone, with a calcareous cement of a speckled
appearance (whence its name). 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. no
The chalk . . rests on . . indurated greensand or (as it has been
called) mulatto stone.
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MULATTOISM.

4. altrib. and Comb., as mulatto-like adj.; mu
latto jack, a term for Yellow fever (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1891); mulatto land, -soil U. S., a dark

coloured fertile kind of soil ; mulatto tree (see

quot.).
1794 MORSE Amer. Geog. 556 The mulatto lands [of

Georgia] are generally strong. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. 177

As for my Face, the Colour of it was really not so Moletta

like, as one might expect. 1794 MORSE Amer. Geog. 556

The &quot;mulatto soil [of Georgia], consisting of a black mould

and red earth. 1876 Encycl. fir it. IV. 07/1 The &quot;Mulatto

tree (Eukylista Spruceana}, one of the Cinchonacese.

B. adj.

1. Belonging to the class of mulattos.

a 1704 T. BROWN Walk rouiut Land., Tavern Wks. 1709

III. in. g, I shall observe your Caution, says my Moletto

Comrade [an Indian]. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer.

II. 156 She was asked whether she thought of doing any

thing for her two mulatto children. 1900 DENIKER Kacei

of Man xiii. 542 A Mulatto woman, the offspring of u

Spaniard and a negress, may give birth to a Morisco by

uniting with a Spaniard.

2. Of the colour of a mulatto ; tawny.
1622 MABBE tr. A leman s Guzman iCAl/.H. 328, I sweare

and vow vnto thee by this my Mulata face, that [etc.]. 1826

PRICHARD Res. Phys. Hist. Man. (ed. 2) I. 151 A man, who
..was of a mulatto complexion. 1870 W. M. BAKER Nfut

Timothy 84 (Cent.) Women of all shades of color, from

deepest jet up to light mulatto.

Mulattoism (miwlce-toiz m). ff.
MULATTO +

-ISM.] The production of mulattos.

1861 VAN EVRIE Negroes 147 The fourth generation of

tmtlattoism is as absolutely sterile as muleism.

Mulattress (mittlse tres). [ad. F. mul&trcsse,

fern, of inulalre MULATTO.] A female mulatto.

1845 DARWIN in Life ff Lett. (1887) I. 344 Our party con

sisted of two Catholic priests and two Mulattresses.

Mulberry (mflbuii). Forms: a. .fmolberi,
moolbery, 4-7 mulberie, -y, 5-6 molbery(e,
6 moulberie, 7 mulburie, 6- mulberry. 13. 3

murberie, 5-6 morbery, -berie, 6 more berry.

[In I4th c. mulberie ,prob. ad. MHG. mAlbere(mo&.
G. manllieere) : OHG. infilbert, an altered form

(cf. mtilbouni mulberry tree) of mur-beri, tnSr-beri

(
= Du. moerbezie), f. L. mor-itm mulberry (see
MORE sb?) + beri BERRY sb.

The /3 forms pro!), never had any real currency. In quot.
c 1265 mur- is a. OF. mure (mod.F. mure, altered form of

inoure : L. morn pi.) ; Caxtpn s morberies is after Du.
moerbczie , and the i6th c. instances are prob. pedantic
corrections of itntllrcry after the Latin.]

1. The fruit of any tree of the genus Morns, esp.
the Black Mulberry, M. nigra.
The berry , of roundish oval shape, is an aggregate of a

multitude of true fruits covered by succulent calyces.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. DC F. K. xvil. i. (Tollem. MS.\ In

some tren and herbes frute ripeb sone, as mulberies [1535
moulberyes]. c 1407 LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 3954 The Molberye.
i535CovERDALE//W(jjvii. 14 Now as I was breakynge downe
molberies. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 58 The iuice of the rype
mulberries is a good mouth medicine. 1592 SHAKS. Ven, $
Ad. 1103 Some other in their bils Would bring him mul
berries & ripe-red cherries. 1718 Qt lNCY Conipl. Disp. 100

Mulberries are grateful, cooling, and astringent. 1850 J.
Hells Syst. Geog. IV. 314 The white mulberry [Morus alba\
forms the wealth of the country of the Druses. 1907 Daily
News 5 Sept. 4 In a good season ripe mulberries may be

plucked within fifty yards of Fleet-street.

(3. cit6$ Glass. Plant-n. in Wr.-Wiilcker 557/31 Celsi,

murer, murberien. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 13 Cheryes,
.sloes, Morberies, strawberies. 1532 [see Mulberry-tree in

4]. 1548 TURNER Mantes Herbes (E. D. S.) 9 A litle blacke

bery lyke a blacke morbery.
b. = mulberry-tree.

1382 WYCLIE 2 Chron. \. 15 The kyng ?aue in to Jerusalem
. .cedres as long mulberies [Vulg. ccdros quasi sycouioros].

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbaclfs Husb. n. (1586) 92 Whensoeuer
you see the Mulberie begin to spring, you may bee sure that
winter is at an ende. 1617 PURCHAS Pilgrimage^ (ed. 3) 588
Vines, which they plant at the foot of the Si ulberrie, the same
Tree seeming to beare two Fruits. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau s
Rot. xxviii. (1794) 436 Black Mulberry has rugged, heart-

shaped leaves. 1819 WARDEN United States I. 185 Red
mulberry, Moms rttbra. 1882 Garden 23 Dec. 545/2 The
common Mulberry is a native of Italy, but has been grown
in this country for more than 300 years.
2. Applied to plants or trees of other genera ; in

Kng. dialects often to the Blackberry, Rubus fritti-

fosus; in the U.S. to various other species of

Rubus, otherwise called Raspberry. Also CLOTH-

mulberry, PAPKR-mutterry.
1672 JOSSELYN New Kng. Rarities 93 Raspberry, here

called Mulberry. 1848 Rural Cycl. 11.313/1 fboHUlUtf
botanically Citscuta Epilinnm..\s popularly known in

Somersetshire as the mulberry . 1866 Treas. Hot., Mul
berry, Australian, Hedycarya Pseudo-Morns. , Indian,
MoriHda citri/olia. ,

New Zealand, Enteleaarborescens.
1880 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Eng. Plant-n. 346 Mulberry..
(2) Rubusfruticosus L.

Norf...&amp;lt;4) Pyrns Aria. L Aber-
deensh. 1897-8 BRITTON & BROWN Amer. Flora, Mulberry.
a. Rvlms ottoratus (Purple-flowering raspberry), b. Rubus
strigosus (Wild red raspberry), c. Rubus Americanus
(Dwarf raspberry). Ibid., Bermuda or French mulberry,
Callicarpa Americana.
3. The colour of a mulberry. Also as adj.

=
mulberry-coloured.
1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxv, If ever there was a wolf in a

mulberry suit, that ere Job Trotter s him. 1881 Garden
- i Oct. 354/3 Among other seedlings the following struck
usas being remarkably fine.. Darkness, deep mulberry.
4. attrib. and Comb.: mulberry-colour, -leaf,

748

-tree; mulberry-coloured, -faced, -leaved, -like

adjs. ; mulberry-bird, (a) the Australian fig-bird.

Sphecotheres maxillaris (Morris) ; (*) the rose-

coloured pastor, Pastor roseus (Funk s Stand.

Diet. 1895); mulberry blite (sec quot. 1856);

mulberry body = MOUULA 2 (Syd. Sot. Lex

1891); mulberry bush, a children s game, with

a inarching ditty Here we go round the mul

berry-bush ; mulberry calculus Path, (see quot.

1872) ; mulberry eyelid = Trachoma (Syd. Soc.

Lex.); mulberry germ, mass = MORULA 2;

mulberry rash, a name given by Sir \V. Jenner

to the rash of typhus fever ; mulberry shell, a

species of Ddium (Chambers Cycl. Stiff. 1753).

Linn. 1807 Fl.o. MARRYAT Blood Vampire iii, [They] take

hands and dance round in a ring as if they were playing at

&quot;Mulberry Bush . 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV.

351 *Midberry calculus, or oxalate of lime. 1836 DRUITT

Surgeon s Vade Mecum 572 The Mulberry Calculus is com

posed of oxalate of lime. It is dark red, rough, and tuber-

culated. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 402 A deep
reddish-brown or mulberry colour. 1776-96 WITHERING
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 415 Mulberry coloured. 1888

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 677/1 The eruption which, .consists

of dark red (mulberry coloured) spots or blotches varying
in size. 1812 Smarting- Hag. XL. 23 A *mulberry-faced,

bumper-loving blade. 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius 54 The

mulberry-faced Dictator s orgies. 1879 tr. Hatched Evol.

Man I. 189 We call this mass the *mulberry-germ (morula).

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Silk, In this state it feeds on

*mulberry-!eaves. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., &quot;Mulberry-leaved

booby bark, the bark of Cinchona purpurea. 1883 K. R.
LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 662/2

1 At the same time a

space the cleavage cavity or blastoccel forms in the centie

of the *mulberry-like mass. 1851 CARPENTER Mun. Pliys.

(ed. 2) 473 A large part of its structure having undergone but

little change from the state of the &quot;mulberry mass . 1833-55
DUNGLISON Mt d. Lex.,*Mulberry Rash, a 1300 E. E. Psalter
Ixxvii. 52 [Ixxviii. 47] And bar wine-yberdes in haile he slogh,
And bar *molberi-tres in froste inogh. 1480 CAXTON Ovids

Met. x. iv. (Roxb. Club), Morbery trees, Okes, Planes [etc.].

c 1532 Du WKS Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 914 More bery tre,

utourier. 1886 RUSK IN Prxterita. I. 335 Sitting under the

mulberry tree in the back garden.

Mulce, var. MILCE so. Ol S. ; obs. f. MULSE.

Mulch, (mylp, sb. Also 8-9 mulsh. [Prob.
subst. use of MULCH a.] Half-rotten straw; in

Gardening, a mixture of wet straw, leaves, loose

earth, etc., spread on the ground to protect the

roots of newly planted trees, etc.

1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins, ix. 114 Then make a
smoak of mulch and wet straw. 1674-91 RAY J&amp;gt; .

&amp;lt;V

E. C.

Words 107 Mutch ;
Straw half rotten. 1706 LONDON & WISE

Retired Gard. I. II. ii. no We put in a little short Mulsh
upon the Root. 1763 MILLS Pract. Husb. IV. 367 Laying
a little heap of haulm, straw, or any kind of mulch, round
the stem of each vine. 1891 T. HARDY Tess xvii, His boots
were clogged with the mulch of the yard.

t Mulch, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. In 5 molsh. [ME. molsh,

prob. related to MELCH ;
cf. Ger. dial, molsch soft,

beginning to decay.] Soft.
( 1420 Ptillad. on Husb. n. 120 Thy vynys soil be not to

molsh [L. rt soluttuii] or hard, But sumdel molsh.

Mulch. (mlj), v. Also mulsh, [f. MULCH sb.]
trans. To cover with mulch.
1802 W. FORSYTH frtiit Trees iii. (1824) 64 Mulch the

border with some very rotten leaves, or dung. 1859 K
THOMPSON Gard. Assist. 24 Mulch over the roots with stable

manure. 1884 Australasian 8 Nov. 875/1 The entire sur

face [was] mulched with straw.

Mulching (mzrljirj), vbl. sb. [f.
MULCH v. +

-ING .] The action uf covering with mulch.

1817 NI:ILL in Edin. Encycl. XI. 199/1 Mulching.. con
sists in rendering a portion of the ground thoroughly moist

by adding water, and working it like mortar. To increase
the retentiveness of moisture, some short stable dung or
other litter is added. 1856 DELAMEK Ft. Gard. (1861) 65 A
slight mulching with manure in winter.

b. roncr. = MULCH sb.

1890 Daily Neil s 30 May 7/4 In a fortnight s time the
rain will have washed the nutriment out of the mulching.
Mulciberian (mlsibi-rian), a. [f. L. Mill-

fiber Vulcan + -IAN.] Resembling Vulcan.
1847 THACKERAY Curates Walk

i. What powerful Mulci
berian fellows they must be, those Goldbeaters?

f Mulcible, a. Obs. [ad. L. type &quot;mttlcibilis,

{. midcere to soothe.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mulcible (niulcibilis} which may

be appeased.

t Mtrlcify, v. Obs.
[f. L. mulcere to soothe :

see -FY.] trans. To allay, to soothe.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn., Moles 13 If it be red, these
sorrows are somewhat mulcified.

Mulct (nwlkt), sb. Also 6 multe, 6-8 mult,
7 mulote, 6- mulct, [ad. L. nmleta, mulla. Cf.
obs. F. mulcte (earlier mulle).]
1. A fine imposed for an offence. Also occas. in

wider sense, a
compulsory payment (usually im

plying unfair or arbitrary exaction).
1591 HORSEY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 207 This Emperowr re

duced, .their lawes..into a most ..plain forme of a written

lawe,for everie man. -to. .challenge upon a great mult to the
crown judgment without delaye. 1598 Hakluyt s Voy. I.

266 To set and leuie.. penalties and mulcts by fine or im
prisonment. 1616 SIR C. MOUNTAGU in Bucclcuch MSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comni.)!. 249 The Low Countries have banished

MULE.

all our dyed cloths, and set such a mult on the white as will

mar the trade. 1664 H. MOKE Alyst. Itdq. xix. 71 For
multitude and frequency of Tiansgressours brings in Mulcts
and Fees to the Ecclesiastick Officers. 1706 MORSE Amer.
Geog. II. 86 A rape and adultery is punished with a mulct
of nine head of cattle. 1816 T. L. PKAOOCX^M^inv Hall
viii, Imposed a heavy mulct on every one of his servants.

1858 CAKLVLE Fredk* Gt. in. iii. (1872) I. 148 Humiliating
peace, with mulct in money, and slightly in territory,
attached to it. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. li. 28 The state

received the portion of the mulcts which in the monarchies
fell to the king.
attrib. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God 174 Which

P. Posth. Megellus being ^Edile built with the mulct-money
hee had gathered.
2. A penalty of any kind.
ft 1619 FLETCHER, etc. Knt. Malta in. iii, Chastity That

lodges in deformity, appeares rather A mulct impos d by
nature, then a blessing. 1657 HAWKE Killing is M. 38 He
justly paid the mult of his head which forged them, and his

hands which pressed them. 1724 R. WELTON Chr. Faith

&amp;lt;t

Pract. 113 The losing of the soul, .is to have a mulct in

flicted upon the soul. 1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto I. 47
Nor was this the only mulct which Providence exacted from
the happy father.

113. Misused by Massinger for : A blemish.
Cf. quot. 1619 in sense 2, which Massinger has unmtelli-

gently imitated.

1632 MASSINGEK Maid ofHon. i. \\
% Ber. If so, what diverts

Your Favour from me? Cam. No mulct in your selfe, Or
in your person, mind or fortune. 1639 Unnat. Combat
iv. i, That which all the world Admires and cries up in thee

for perfections Are to unhappy me foule blemishes And
mulcts in nature.

Mulct (ir.z?lkt), v. Also 5-6 multe, ypa.fple.
mulct, mulked. [ad. L. mulctare, mitlfdre, f.

Mitlcta, imilta MULCT sb. Cf. F. mulcter (I5th c.

mutter).]
1. trans. To punish (a person, fan offence) by a

fine, f Also occas. to subject to a penalty of any
kind. (The penalty or amount is expiessed by a

second object, or introduced by / .)

1483 Cath. Angl. 246/2 To Multe, wultare. 1530 PALSGR.

642/1, 1 multe. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline v. vi, Those townes,
then to be mulcted, as enemies to the State, a 16x9 FOTHEBBY
Atheotn. i.x. g 4 (1622) 101 They mulcted him with exile.

a 1626 BACON New Atl. (1900) 31 Marriage without consent
of Parents they doe not make void, but they mulct it in the

Inheritours. 1667 Causes Decay Chr. Piety v. 96 He that

mulcts the more Indeliberate Oaths, may yet enjoyn a solemn

Perjury. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 45/1 The master was mulcted
all his pay. 1793 BURKE Let to Sir H. Langrishe

;

Wks.
VI- 355 Will you punish by deprivation of their privilege.-;,

or mulct in any other way, those who have tempted us? 1800

COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames 664 On pain of being mulked
when such arms are found rusty or unserviceable, 1851
DIXON JK Penn. xv. (1872) 131 The new sect were.. mulcted
in heavy fines. 1858 J. B. NORTON Topics 81 Mulct the

holders of India Stock, the fault is theirs.

2. To deprive or divest of.

1748 AHSOHS Voy, in. ix. 397 The Linguist was seized,
and. .mulcted of all he had gotten in the Commodore s ser

vice. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. vi. 201 Let any one conceive

himself, .to be mulct at once of manhood and humanity.
1851 MAYHKW Loud. Labour II. 233/1 When, .the wages of

which the men are mulct go to increase the profits of the

capitalist, [etc.]. 1902 Contemp. Rev, Dec. 838 Every third

year each tree is mulcted of her spreading boughs,

Mulctable (mzrlktab l), a. [f. MULCT sb. +

-ABLE.] That can be subjected to a mulct
; fworthy

of being punished.
1658 OSBORN Q. Eliz. Wks. (1673) 465 A desire to free the

Laity, in alt things temporal and mulctable, out of the hands
of the Church. 1678 T. JONES Hrt. % Right Sov. 436 Which
was adjudg d infamous and mulctable.

1 Morlctary, a. Obs. [f.
MULCT sb. + -AKY.

Cf. MrLcrt ARY.] Of the nature of a fine.

1695 TEMPLK Hist. Ettg. (1699) 172 Fines, or some known

mulctary Punishments upon other Crimes.

t Mnlcta tion. Obs. In 5 multation. [ad.

L. inul(f)tatidn-em, n. of action f. mul\c]tare to

MULCT.] An act of mulcting.
1413 Pilgr, Sffwfe (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiv. 83 Of suche

nmltacion
1413 Pilgr, Sffwfe (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiv. 83 Of suche

nmltacions he muste yeue rekkenynge before the kynges

t Mulctative, a. Obs. [f. MULCT v. +

-ATIVE.] Of or pertaining to punishment by fines.

1610 BP. CAKLETON Jurisd, 43 External! Jurisdiction being
vnderstood all that is practised in external! Courts or con

sistories, is either definitiue, or mulctatiue.

t Mu lctuary, a. Obs. [f. MULCT sb., after

tumultuary^ a. That punishes by a fine. b.

Punishable by a fine.

a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife, etc. (1638) N 4 b (A Reverend

Judge), He wishes fewer Lawes, so they be better observ d :

and for those are mulctuary, he [etc.].
^ 1689

PALMES Sp. in

Ho. Com. 16 May, Determine what crimes shall be capital

and what mulctuary, before you begin.

Mulcture, variant of MULTURE.

t Muld. Obs. rare- 1
. Peril, due to some mis

reading in a MS. of the Latin original ;
the printed

text has Mercuric mclla (honey).
a 1400-50 Alexander 4535 Appollo with a quite swan is

paid
him to tende ; A manere of corne to mercure ^at we

j
l muld call.

Muld, Muldry: see MULLED, MOULDBY.
Mule (mil). Also i mul, 4 moul, muile,

4-5 muyle, 5 meule, mewle, (pi. moyllez),

5-9 (9 arch.} moyle, 6 moole, muill, mull, 6-7

raoile, 6-8 moil, moyl. [The OE. mul masc.,

ad. L. wii/iis, was in early ME. superseded by the



MULE.

adoption of the OK. mul masc., mule fern. (mod.F. f

mule fern.
;

for the masc. the dim. mulet is used)

^Sp., Pg., It. mulo masc., mula fern. : L. mftlus

masc., mula fern.

The L. mfdits was adopted at an early period into most
,

of the Teut. langs. : MLG., OHG. (MHG.) mul, MDu.
inuul (rnod.Du. ;;///, early mod.G. maul\ ON. mull (Sw.

tiiula. Da. mule}. In the later stages of continental Teut. :

the simple word largely gave place to combs, with explana
tory second element: MHG. ttt&ltitr, mod.G. inaultliier,
Da. muldyr(G. I/tier. Da. dyrt animal), G. mauU-sel, Du. i

Muilttzel, Da. mulxselt
Sw. inulasna (G.esel, Du.eze/, Da.

xsel, Sw, asna ass), G. maulpferd (Pferd, horse).

A Mth c. survival of the OE. mul may perh. be found in

the isolated form inonl in the GulUngen MS. of the Cursor
j

Mundi. The obsolete forms until, woil&amp;gt; represent an Eng.
development of OF. it, which is found also in other words, !

as recoil^ ois (atUSB)&amp;gt;]

1. The offspring of a he-ass and a mare. Also i

popularly applied to the offspring of a she-ass and
a stallion (technically called a HINNV).
The mule combines the strength of the horse with the en

durance and surefootedness of the ass, and is extensively
bred for certain employments for which it is more suited

than cither ; it is ordinarily incapable of procreation. With
no good grounds, the mule is a proverbial type of obstinacy.
c 1000 Ags, Ps. (Tli.) xxxi. 10 Ne beo ^e na swylce hors

and mulas. 1297 R. GLOUC. {Roll.-*) 3913 Mid so ^ret charge
her to Of mules. 13.. A&quot;. Alis. 175 A muyle [MS. Bodl.

mule], al so whit as mylk. 13. . Cursor M. 6001 Hors and

ass, moul and camayle. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvii. 48

panne seye we a Samaritan sittende on a mule, in 1400
Morte Arth, 2287 Moyllez mylke whitte, and meruayllous
bestez. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon viii. 189 A Knyghte
mounted vpon a mewle all vnarmed. 535 CovKRDALE Job
xxxix. 4 Who letteth the wilde asse go (Ye, or who lowseth

the bondes of the Moole? c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.)
xxxiv. 107 The mull frequentis \&amp;gt;v

an is, And hir awin kynd
abusis. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. iii. 5 We^went by
Land mounted upon good Mules. 1679 DKYJJEN Tr.

&amp;lt;y

Cr.
n. ii, I have been labouring in your business like any moyle.

1749 SMOLLETT Git Bl. v. i, A vast barn in which the moyls i

and the baggage were disposed. 1809-12 MAR. EHGEWORTH
Absentee xiii, She was as obstinate as a mule on that point.
1822 SCOTT Nigel iv, Though he is not just so rich just now
as some folks, yet I hope to see him ride upon his moyle.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 360 You might as well affirm

the existence of mules, and deny that of horses and asses.

t b. Phrases. One mule doth scrub another : one \

fool flatters another. To shoe otters mule : to help
oneself out of funds trusted to one s management.
(11635 RANDOLPH Muses Looking-Gl. HI. iv, I need not

flatter these, they le doe t themselves, And crosse the Pro-
j

verb that was wont to say One Mule doth scrub another.

1655 tr. Coin. Hist. Francion in. 75 He had the keeping
..of the Moneyes, and yet shod not his Mule at all.

\ c. Used (
= Gr. rjpiovos) for the Syrian wild ass.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 556 There is another kind of

mules in Syria, diuers from those which are procreated by
the copulation of a mare and an asse. . .These mules pro
create in their owne kinde, and admit no mixture.

2. transf. a. A person having the characteristics

of a mule
; chiefly &amp;gt;

a stupid or obstinate person.
c 1470 ASHBV Active Pol. Prince 564 Thaugh he were an

asse hede or a dulle mule, He myght not lyve wildly at his

pleasance. 1848 DICKENS Dombey vi, Now don t be a young
mule , said Good Mrs. Brown.

fb. ? A strumpet, concubine. Obs.

1494 KABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxix. 259 Ye Cardynall made
sharpe processe agayn prestys, y l noresshed Cristen-moyles,
& rebuked them by open publysshement and otherwyse.

1638 FOKD Fancies i. ii, Trudging between an old moil, and

c. One who is neither one thing nor the other .

1625 13. JONSON Staple ofN. ii. iv, Aim. I wonder what

religion hee s of! Fit. No certaine species sure, A kinde
of mule ! That s halfe an Ethnicke, halfe a Christian !

3. A hybrid, a. Of plants. (,See also MOIL sb2)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mules, among gardeners, denote

a sort of vegetable monsters produced by putting \hefarinti
fixcundaits of one species of plant into the pistil, or utricle

of another. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Caryopkyllits (ati

/in.), The Double Rose-colour d Sweet-John, or Fairchild s

Mule. 1857 HENFREY Eleiu. Bat. f 948 Gsertner states that

in hybrids of Digitalis the mules most resembled the female

parent, while in Nicotiana the reverse appeared.

b. Of animals
;
also of birds, esp. a mule canary

(see 5 c).

1771 FOKSTER in Phil. Trans. LXI. 319 The mules between

carp and tench, partake of the nature of both fish. 1818

Smarting Mag. 11.67 As to mules from the fox and dog,

they are equally fruitful. 1868 F. SMITH Canary xiii. 92
The linnet and the goldfinch . . from both of which [with the

canary] mules are., obtained. 1884 A. H. BARTLErrin Proc, I

Zool. Sac. 401 The belief, so general, that all hybrids or
i

mules are barren and useless for breeding- purposes is simply
a stupid and ignorant prejudice.

c. (See quot.) rare &quot;. [So F. multt.]
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Mule, applied to insects of which

the organs are not properly developed and which are really
of neither sex.

4. tectut. in applications of sense 3.

a. A kind of spinning machine invented by
S. Crompton (died 1827).
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) V. 488/2 It is called a muk,

being a kind of mixture of machinery between the warp-
machine of Mr. Arkwright and the woof-machine or hand-

jenny of Mr. Hargrave. i8iz Hansard s Deb. XXI. 1173
j

To remedy this defect, the Petitioner [S. Crompton] in the
;

year 1779, completed the discovery of a Machine, now called
,

a Mule, but which, for several years, bore the name of the

Hall of the Wood Wheel. 1884 W. S. B. MCLAREN Spin.
,

749

Ming (ed. 2) 229 Tatham s woollen mules which are very
different from cotton mules.

b. A boat combining the characteristics of a

coble and a fishing boat.

1884 Whitby Gaz. 28 June 4/4 Several of the Whitby mules

have landed good catches of herrings.

c. Numism. (See quot.)
1884 R. S. POOLE in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 630/2 A coin

which presents two obverse types, or two reverse types, or

of which the types of the obverse and reverse do not corre

spond, is called a mule ; it is the result of a mistake or

caprice.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. Obvious comb., (sense i)

as mule-back, -trot; (sense jb) as mule breeding;

(sense 4 a) as mule-carriage, -spinner, -spinning.

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 256 His major-
domo on horseback, that is to say on muleback. 1885 K. L.

WALLACE Canary Bk. 56 Canaries for &quot;Mule breeding. 1835
URE PIMos. Mannf. 301 The mule-carriage began to recede

from the fixed roller beam. Ibid. 423 The &quot;mule-spinners

. .always prefer children who have been educated at an

infant school. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Op, rat. Mechanic 379

Mule-spinning, which is by far the must perfect process,

and by which the finest yarn is produced, shall first have

our attention. 1871 KINGSLEV At Last x, A truck, with

chairs on it, as usual here, carried us off at a good
*
mule-trot.

b. attrib. passing into adj. in sense hybrid .

755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 408/1 Other bastard or mule plants.

1800 K. DARWIN Phytol. 115 A mule cabbage is described. .

which is said to fatten a beast six weeks sooner than tuniL-ps.

a 1833 J.T. SMITH Kt.for Rainy Day (i%bi] innate, Which,
by reason of Mr. Uentley s fancy mouldings, interfering so

often with parts which are really chaste, must be considered

a mule building. ag*Btm&amp;gt;ictAdverltsiri6Sept.x/i Che
viot and mule lambs.

C. Special combinations : mule armadillo,

Dasypus septeincinctus or hybridits ; mule-bird,
mule canary, a cross between a canary and an

other finch, esp. the goldfinch ;
mule coble =

sense 4 b ;
mule deer, a name given to Cariacus

maci-otis, on account of its mule-like ears
; f mule-

doctor [= late L. mulomedicus\, a veterinary sur

geon; mule doubler Cotton maun/., a doubling
machine resembling the mule (sense 4.1) ; mulct s)

fern, a name for Asplenium hcniwnitis ; f mule
herd, a keeper or driver of mules

;
mule jenny =

sense 4a; f mule-medicine [- late L. mnlc-

inedictiia], farriery; hence mule-medicinal a.
;

mule rabbit U. S. (see quot.); mule-skinner
U. S., a prairie mule-driver; mule-stair (? iioiite-

wJ.), a mountain ascent practicable for mules;
mule twist, yarn, yarn spun on a mule.

1840 Cu- ier s Aniin. Kingd. 124 The &quot;Mule Armadillo. .

Dasypus septeincinctus. 1768 PENNANT Zool. II. 317 These
birds will produce with the goldfinch and linnet, and the

offspring is called a *mule-bird, because, like that animal,
it proves barren. 1885 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., *Mnle

canary. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 16 Model of Im

proved *Mule Coble for Herring Fishery. 1806 LKWIS &
CLARK Trav. Missouri, etc. (1893) III. 844 The &quot;mule-deer

inhabit both the sea-coast and the plains of the Missouri.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Miilo-inedicina, Medicine
_for

Cattel, the Art and Mystery of a &quot;Mule- Doctor, or Farrier.

1877 I. WATTS in Encycl. Brtt. VI. 401/1 (Cotton), Machines
used in cotton-spinning. . &quot;mule doubters or twiners. 1668

WILKINS Real Char. II. iv. 3. 71 *Mule Fearn, Hernia-

nitis. 1792 in Patents Airiiigm. Specif. Spinning (1866)

53 Those machines commonly known by the names of roving

billies, and slobbing, and common, and *mule jennies. 1716
M. DAVIES Atlun. Jirit. III. Diss. Physuk 46 The old

Writers of the Rustick or Country-Physicks are generally
the same that writ of Mule-Medicines.

^

Ibid. 44 Those
&quot;Mulemedicinal Authors, therein contain d are Absyrtus,

Prusuensis, /Emilius Hispanus [etc.]. 1859 KAKTLETT Diet.

Amer., Jackass Rabbit (Lefus callotis). . . It is known also

by the names of &quot;Mule Rabbit, Texan Hare, and Black-

tailed Hare. 1888 T. ROOSEVELT in Century Mag. Feb.

499 The brawny teamsters, known either as bull-whackers

or as *mule-skinners , stalking beside their slow-moving
teams. 1864 M. ]. HIGCINS Ess. (1875) 179 The steep and

stony *mule-stair between Monaco and Turbia. 1864 TRE-
VELYAN Compet. Wallak (1866) 92 Mule-twist. 1823 J.
NICHOLSON Operat. J/echanic 380 The whole of which are

essential in the manufacture of *mule yarn.

Mule 2
(mittl). Forms: 5 moule, mowlle,

5-6 mowle, 6-7 moyle, mull(e, 6-8 moile, 7

mool(e, muille, 9 Sc. muil, 4- mule. [a. F.

mule fern., slipper, mules pi., chilblains ; corresp.
to It. mula, Sp. (dint.) mulilla slipper ; cf. MDu.
mule (Du. muil} slipper, chilblain (from Fr.).]

)
1. A chilblain on the heel

; also, in later use,
a sore on a horse s heel. Obs.
a 1400 Brev. Barth. in Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 3

De apostemate et-cissuris in calcaneo quae vulgaliter dicun-

tur mule. 14. . Noin. in Wr.-YViilcker 707/32 Hec podegra,
Hie pernio, a mowlle. c 1500 Mowlis [see MAKE 2

i]. 1607
TOPSELL Four-f Beasts (1658) 318 Of Mules or Kibed heels,

f: 1720 W. GIBSON Farriers Guide II. Ixxxiii. (1738) 244 &amp;gt;

Mules or Kib d Heels, .are chinks and sores ou the inside

of the hind Pasterns, and in the Heels.

2. A kind of slipper or shoe. Obs. exc. Hist.

Sometimes used to render the like-sounding L. mulleus,
a coloured shoe worn by Roman magistrates.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prar. * Epigr. (1867) 214 Thou wearst

. .Moyles of veluet tosaue thyshooesof lether. 1585 HIGINS

Juntas Nometiclator, Mulleus, a shooe with a high sole, . .

a moyle. a 1586 in MaitlandPoems(i^(s) 184 Thair muliis

glitteran on thair feit. 1603 Philotus xix, Lo Maistres

heir jour Muillis [v.r. mooles]. a 1670 SPALDING Trou/ .

Chas. I (Bannatyne Cl.) 1 1 . 249 He had . . ane pair of mules
on bis feit. 1824 Scon KeJgauntiet Let. xi, He seldom

MULGA.

[

wore shoon, unless it were muilb when lie had the gout, 1894
i SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman 52 She I .Mile, de Caynon| threw
:

them her velvet mules that the executioner had left her.

tMule :l
. Obs.

c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby iS;&amp;gt;) x.\iv, Whann he

hath gret beemes alle aboute, as if it were sette lyke as it

were with smale stones, and be mules nere J;e heede. Ibid.,

pe aunteleres, |;e whiche beth be first tyndes, beth gret and

longe and nere be mules and wele apperynge.

Mule, variant of MEWL v. and Mooi, dial.

t Muled, a. Obs. In 6 moulled. [f. MULE -

+ -ED-.] Having chilblains on the heels.

1551 TURNER }Icrbal I. F iij b, It swageth the paines of

the moulled or kibed heles.

Muleish, Muler : sec MULISH, MULI.EH.

Mulere.r, Mulerie : see MI-LIEU, Mui.ituv.

t Mu let. Obs. Forms : 5-6 mulette, 6

moulet, moylet, mwlat, 7 mulett, mullet, 4-
mulet. [a. F. mulct, dim. of OF. mitt : sec

MULE and -ET. Cf. Sp. tnuleto. It. inulctlo]

1. A mule, esp. a yount; or small mule.

13-. Guy Wanv. (A.) 1330 Now comcb Gij soft rideing

O|)on a mulet ambling. 1481 CAXION Godejroy Ixxvi. 122

Horsesand muletlis. 1526 Haitseli. Or,/. (1790) 2cx&amp;gt; Moyles
j. Moyletts 23. Ibid. 204 Keepers of carriage Moulds.

111548 HALT.
(./&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.,

1/en. I III 64 One of the Muleltes

brake from her keper, and ouerthrewe the chestc-. 1563 in

Rental Ilk. Cupar Angus (1879) II. 278 For furnesinj &quot;I

the quenis grace mwlalis. 1686 HUKNKT Tra-c. iii. (17501

158 A Mullet s Load of Trunks and Portmanteau^.

2. A muleteer, ran . (?erron.)
1 *575 J- HOOKKK Life Sir / . Caiciu (1857; 7 There a^ a

mulett to attend his master s ninlu.

3. A Portuguese craft, with three lateen sails.

1867 SMVIII Sailor s U ord-bk.

Mulet, ohs. foim of MULLET.

Muleteer (ini/H. -ti
&amp;gt;u;.

Forms: 6 mulitar,

mewlyter, moyleteer, muletour, muletteer,

-oure, 6-7 muletor, mulet t}er, muletto(u)r, 7

mulateer, -ier, mulet tier, muliter, 7-8 muli-

teer, -ier, 8- muleteer, [a. F. mn/clic-r (- Sp.

niulctcro, iniilalcro, 1 g. mulaleiiv. It. vmlaltero),
f. mulct: see MTLET and -KEII.] A mule-diivcr.

1538 Ace. l.d. Ttcas. Scat/. (ir/j5 ) VI.
4&quot;4

Mulitari-.

1540-1 KLYOT Image GOT. (1556) 51 b, A horse keper and
a mulettour. 1549 CHALONER krasin. on 1 olly Pj b, !.&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

yon jud;4e they collide easily fymle in theyr licrtes that, .so

many moyleteers. .shoulde have cause to trie un thcimV

1591 SHAKS. r Hen. /
&quot;/,

in. ii-68 l!ase Muletersof France. 1645
K\I-:LYN Diary n Apr., On May-day the grerite piocession
of the Universitie and the Mnlatiers at St. Antnnic s. 1692
K. L ESIKAM;E Fables ccccxvii. (1694) 451 It far d wurse

here with the Stale-Ass than with the Muletiers. 1780
Co\\ TEK Pfi ^ f. Krr. 541 1 he creature

is_
so suie lo \.\&amp;lt; k

and bite A muleteer s the man to set him right. 1845 I \jin.

llandik. Spain I. 16 The muleteers, the artieros of Spain
form a class of theiijseh e&amp;gt;.

Hence (jrreg.) Muletress, a female muleteer.

1867 HO\VI:LLS //al. Jonrn, 120 The muletresses chosen
were a matron of mature years [etc.].

t Mule tto. Obs. Also muleto. [a. It. iiiu-

letti , Sp. mitlelo: see MULET.] (See quots.)
1656 P.LOUNT Glossogr., MuUto, a Moil or great Mule, a

beast much used in France for carrying Sumpteis, &c.
_

It

may also be taken for a diminutive of (Mule and so signifies

a little Mule. 1751 R. PALTOCK P. H ilkins (1884) I. 59
A muletto very gently put his head into the doorway.

Muletto, obs. form of MULATTO.

Mulettour(e, obs. forms of MULETEEK.

Mu ley (mi/Hi), sl&amp;gt;. and&amp;lt;z.l Also 6, y mulley,

9 mooley. [variant of MOILEY.] A. sl&amp;gt;.

1. A name for a hornless cow. (Now common
in the U. S.) Also used for any cow.

1573 TLSSER Husb. (1878) 135 Leaue milking and drie yp
old mulley thy cow. 1838 H.\LIBUKTON Clotkm. Ser. n. iv,

Gives his Old Mooley a chance o sneakin into his neigh
bour s fields o nights. 1903 A. ADAMS Log Cowboy ii. 25
There were a number of muleys among the cattle.

2. U.S. A muley saw (see Ii 2). Also altrib.,

as muley head (see quot. 1875 in ]i 2).

1864 in WEBSTER. 1883 E. INGERSOLL in Harper s Mag.
Jan. 208/2 The log. .is sent at once against a muley , or

straight rip-saw.
B. adj.

1. Of cattle: Hornless.

1885 HORNADAY 2 Yrs. in Jungle xv. 169 A stag without
its horns, .always reminded me of a mulley cow. 1903 A.
ADAMS Log C&vjboy vi. 83 That muley steer, the white four

year old, didn t like to bed down amongst the others.

2. U. S. (j\Iech.) In muley axle, a car axle

having no collars at the ends (Cent. Diet. 1890);
muley saw (see quot. 1875).
[The conjecture that muley saw is a perversion of G.

iiiiihlsiige mill-saw seems to be unfounded : see Encycl.
Brit. (1886) XXI. 343/2 note.}

1872 SCHELE DE VERE Auiericanisitts 146 The muley-saw,
a saw which is not hung in the gate. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek., Muley saw, a mill-saw.. which is not strained in a

gate or sash, but has a more rapid reciprocating motion, and
has guide-carriages above and below, called inulcy-heads.

t Mu ley, &amp;lt;*.

2 Obs. In 7 moully, 9 mooly. [f.

MULE 2 + -v.] Having chilblains on the heels.

1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n. Ixxviii. 351 Scratches, Moully
heeles, or any other sciruy scalls whalsoeuer. 1819 W. TEN.

NANT Papistry Storm ddfotf 207 Kickin the neist to garr
him gae On s mooly-heel rapt thorny tae.

Mulga (nwlga). Auslral. Also malga, mul-

gah, mulgam. [Native Australian.]



MTJLIEBBAL.

1. An Australian tree, Acacia anenra. Also col~

led. and attrih.

1863 KENDALL Poems 79 Look for the malga, and salt-

biiten shrubs. 1864 J. M. STUART Explor. Australia 190 1

Our course was through a very thick mulga scrub. Ibid.
|

345, I.. entered a dense forest of tall mulga. 1889 J. H.
J

MAIDEN Ust-f. Native Plants Australia 3 These latter

galls are called Mulga-apples ,
and are said to be very

welcome to the thirsty traveller. Ibid. 82 Dtinthonia race-

r.iosa. . Mulga C.rass . . .It derives its vernacular name from

being only found where the Mulga-tree (Acacia &amp;lt;z ^w&amp;gt;vz and

other species) grows. Ibid. 94 Neiirachnt Mitchclliana

. . Mulga Grass . 1890
* R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer

(1891) 400 The boundless ocean-plains, .where the saltbush

grows, and the myall and the mullah. 1893 MRS. C. PRAEU
Outlaw %Lawmaker \\. 36 She wanted to see if there were

any late mulgams. .and. .did find some untimely berries.

2. Something made of the wood of a mnlga tree :

a. a club; b. a shield.

1839 T. L. MITCHELL Three Exped. II. 269 The malga is

a weapon usually made in the form of Jig. 2, but that with
:

which these natives were provided somewhat resembled a ,

pick-axe with one half broken ofT. 1889 J. H. MAIDEN ,

Usef. Native Plants Australia 349 Mulga is the name
of a long narrow shield of wood, made by the aboiiginals
out of Acacia wood.

Muliebral (miwli (rbral), a. rare. [f.
L. mu~

liebr-is (f.
mulier woman) + -AL.] Of or pertain- ,

ing to women.
1657 TOM LISSOM Rcuou s Disp. 726 The Matrix., is the

very Spring and Continent of most Muliebral Affections.

t Mulie brious, a. Oh. rare. [f. L. muliebri-s

(see prec.&quot;
+ -ous.] Effeminate. Hence Mulie -

briousness, effeminacy.
1652 G.U-LK Mtigastrow. 185 A little chin signes one en

vious ;. .and a round and smooth chin, muliebrious. Ibid.

266 Nor are the French [debarred by nativity] from their

muliebriousnesse.

Muliebrity (miwlije bnti). rare. [ad. L. /-
liebrit-as, f. imtliehris : see MULIEBRAL.] Woman
hood ; the characteristics or qualities of a woman.
1592 [?Kvo] Soliman -y Pers. iv. ii, The Ladies of Rhodes

haue made their petition
to Cupid to plague you aboue all . .

other, as one prciuditiall to their imiHebritie. a 1693 Urqn-
hart^s Rabelais in. xxxit, 270 Individual Womanishness or

Muliebrity. 1858 O. W. HOLMKS Ant. Breakf.-t. ix, The
second of the ravishing voices., had so much woman in it,

niulk-biity, as well as fcmineity.

t Mulier, sh Ol&amp;gt;s~
l

[AF.: see next.] \Vife.

(T 1375 Cursor M, 7849 (.Fairf.) Isaac his sone of mulier

{Cotton o spus] was.

Mulier (mi/HUi), a. and sh2 Law. Forms :

4 moillere, moylere, 5 mulire. mulyer, 6

melior, 4- mulier
;

also as variant readings in

Piers PL moilere, moilre, moilliere, -Her, mu-
l;l)iere, mulere(r. [repr. AF. nnttiert (Britton),
Law I,at. ntulier&tUSi a derivative of AF. mnlier^
OF. inoiller wife, ad. L. mulier woman.
With regard to the dropping of final c in Law-terms of AF.

origin, cf. As,M&amp;lt;JS sb.- In the variant MULIERY the c is

rendered by_y,]

A. adj. Of a child : Born in wedlock, legiti

mate, as opposed to bastai d
;
also in Keel. Law,

legitimatized by marriage.
1377 LANGL. / . PL \\. 11. 131 \VeI je witcn..That fals is

faithlees. .And was a bastarde y-bore. .And Mede is moylere
a mayden of gode. 1430-1 Rolls Parlt. IV. 375/2 To !

yentent yat she iibuld be certified mulire be sum ordinarie.

i5Z7 f.anc. Wills {Chetham Soc.) I. 26 Isabelle and Dowce
my mulier doughtours.. Kateryn and Anne my bastard

,

doughtours. 1642 tr. Perkins Prof. Bk. i. 49. 22 A bastard
|

eigne who is mulier in the spirituall law.

quaM-rtrtV. 6-1450 LOVKLICH Grail xxxix. 543 For.. that

Mulyer not born he ws&amp;gt;\pottrckou
k ilne sera pas engenres &amp;gt;

de mere Jiioiilier]. 1549 IVill of Aivbrey (Somerset Ho.),
My base sonne & not melior begotten.
B. sb. A legitimate child

;
a child born in wed

lock. Mulier puisne (also anglicized mulier \

youngest} : see BASTARD sir. i.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 221 Man & his make & moillere
!

her children. 1579 Expos. Terms Law 148 And alwayes
you shall finde this aJdicion to them (ISasterd eldest, &
mulier yongest) when they bee compared together. 1628
COKE On Litt. 244 b, If a man hath Issue Bastard eigne
and Mulier puisne. Ibid. 245 Where the Bastard enter after

the death of the father, and the mulier oust him. 1766
BLACKSTONE Comnt. II. 248.

t Mu-lierly, adv. Obs. [f. MULIER a. + -LY 2
;

I

perh. orig. an error for MULIERY.] (Begotten or

born) in wedlock
; legitimately.

1506 Pleading Duchy Lancaster XXXII, 29 The said
i

Ranlyn had..iiij Bastardes and never issue mulierly be- i

goten. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Ire I. 113/1 in Holinshed, It

ought to descend to him, as next heire being mulierlie borne.

Mulierose(miw-li,erous), a. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

|

mulierds-us : see MULIEKOUS.] Fond of women, i

1721 in^BAii.Ev. 1860 [see MULIEROSITY].

Mlllierosity (mi:li|erp-stti). rare. [ad. L.

mulierositat-em, f. vmlieros-us MULIEROUS.] Ex
cessive fondness for women.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inig. 393

Both Caspar Sanctius and he tax Antiochus for his Muliero-
sity and excess in Luxury. 1860 READK Cloister $ II. (1861)
II. xxxiii. 54 Well then, dame, mulierose that means
wrapped up, body and soul, in women. So prithee tell me;
how did you ever detect the noodle s muHerosity?

| Mulierous, a- Ods. [ad. L. mulierds-us, f.

mulier woman : see -ous.] Fond of women.
1652 GAULE Magastront. 186 Fat and fleshy hips [of a man]

stgne mulierous.

750

tMu lierty. Obs. [a. AK. muliertie: see

MULIKR a. and -TY.] The condition of being a

legitimate issue.

1628 COKE On Lilt. 352!), Where the Record of the

Estoppel doth run to the disabilitie or legitimation of the

person, there all strangers shall take benefit of that Record,

as Oiulaivrie.-Bastardie, Muliertie [etc.].

t Muliery, a. and si&amp;gt;. Obs. Forms : 4 moil-

lerie, -ye, mulerie, 6 mulyery, malary- [ad.

AF. mulierf, moillerj: see MULIER a.] a. adj.

= MULIER a. (also quasi-fo.). b. sl&amp;gt;. Legitimate

offspring collectively.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 219 Ne matrimoigne with-oute

moillerye is nou^t moche to preyse. 1472-3 FORTESCUE

Wks. (1869) 528 Buth not all the heires of Edmonde . . though
he hadd be mtiliery, . . barred for evermore . . ! 1519 RASTELL

Pastyme Hist. Norm. (1811) 85 The child that was son to

Robert and mulyery gotten. 1571 Schoole Ho. Women
A iij b, Be it malary borne or base.

Muling (mifclirj), vbl. sb. [f.
*mule vb. (f.

MULE l) + -ING l.] The breeding of mule canaries

(see MULE 1
5 c). In quols. attrib.

1891 llazaar 20 Feb., Sib bred muling hens [canaries).

1893 R. \.. WALLACE Canary Bk. (ed. 3) 105 Birds, .to pair
with what I may term the regular muling strain. Ibid.,

When birds are sufficiently sib-bred for muling purposes.

Million. Obs. rare* 1
, [ad. L. niiilifn-tiii,

f. mfilus MULE.] A keeper of mules.

1422 tr. Sccrcta Secret., Prh . Priv. 1 78 In a Pasture wyth-
out the Cite was a kepere of Mulis, that Romanes callid a

mulion. This Million euery day be-helde the hostis [etc.].

Mulire, o!&amp;gt;s. form of MULIER.

Mulish. (mi-lif), a. [f.
MULE sb\ + -ISH.]

Characteristic of a mule; resembling a mule; in

tractable, stubborn, t Also, hybrid (ods.).

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. x, He was as inflexible and mulish

as ever. 1765 GOI.DSM. Ess. xxxiv. Misc. Wks. 1837 I. 372
It will continue a kind of mulish production, with all the

defects of its oppoMte parents. 1880 OUIDA Moths III. 15

Obstinate is no word for it, for she is mulish.

&quot;I
nonce-use. Pertaining to mules.

a 1763 HVKOM E/i. G. Lloyd in. x, For Idajus directed the

Mulish Machine While Horses drew that in which Priam
was seen.

Hence Mu lishly adv., Mtvlishness.

1763 J. WILKES N. Briton No. 46 A mulislmess, which
could never be conquered, rendered him the contempt of all.

1835 Booi H Analyt. Diet. 323 A man of a sullen, obstinate

temper is said.. to act Mulishly. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-
I OWKI.I. Pigsticking 82 A mulishly obstinate horse.

t Mu lism. nonce-wd. Also muleism. [f.

MULE rf.l + -ISM.] a. A mulish characteristic;

a piece of obstinacy, b. Production of mules,

hybridism.
1798 ANNA SKWARD Lett. (iSn) V. 167 It was one of her

little mulisms to fancy and assert that she could not under
stand verse. 1861 Lsee MULATTOISM].

Mulite^r, -ier, obs. forms of MULETEEU.

Mulked, obs. pa. pple. of MULCT v.

Mull (mrl), sl&amp;gt;.

1 Forms : a. 4 mol, 5-6 molle,

7 moll
; /3. 4-6 mul, 4-5 mull(e, 9 dial. mull.

[ME. mol, mul, cogn. w. OE. myI, MDu. mul, mol,

mil, aiulle neut. (Du. mol neut., mul fern.) dust,

ON. mole crumb, molna (intr.) to crumble, mylja

(pa. t. tit aide) to shiver, crush
;

f. Teut. root *////-

(: mal-,mel-~) : see MEAL i*. 1
] Something reduced

to small particles; dust, ashes, mould, rubbish.

Obs. exc. dial.
a. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 382, I am bot mol and maneres

[.US. mareres] misse. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxiv. (Ale.iis)

213 In care bed scho lay done. In mol & hayre & woful fude.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4682 Molle on pair heueds bai

scaterd. 1683 PETTUS Fleta JUin. 1. (1686) 304, 1 conclude it

better to melt with Coals, than with Moll, Sod or turf.

(3. 1303 R. BKUNNE Handl. Synne 6198 And bere bey
fonde be cofre fnl Sperd wy!&amp;gt; bedeuylys mul Of florens [etc.].

13. . E. F., Allit. P. A. 905, I am bot mokke & mul among.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 204 That other cofre of straw and
mull, .he felde also. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. v.

^25
The Cock

..shrapeth so longe in the duste and mulle til he fynde a

gemme. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 185/20 Mul, nidus. 1729 P.

WALKDEN Diary 9 July (1866) 30, I sodded the turf stack

top, and dressed the mull from beside it. 1876 H hitty Gloss.,

Mull, dust.

t b. Comb. : mull-rain, fine rain.

1440 Promp.Parv. 348/1 Mulreyne, plutina.
Mull (mol), sb. z Sc. Forms : 4 mole, 6-8

mule, 7 mould, 9- mull. [In Gael, maol; in

Icelandic muli (common in place-names; peril,

identical with miili snout, cogn. w. OHG. mul (G.
maul). ] In Scotland, a promontory or headland.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 696 Thai raysyt saile, and furth

thai far
; And by the mole thai passyt }ar. 1564 Reg. Privy

Council Scot. I. 306 The boil Hand at Garvellane, in the
Mule of Galloway. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 495 Betweene
Dungsby head, .and the. .Mould of Galloway. 1795 J. SIN
CLAIR Statist. Ace. Scoff. XIV. 324 note, Such places are

quite frequent, both in Shetland, such as the Mule of Unst,
and in. .Orkney, called the Mule-head of Deerness. 1846M cCui.LOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 242 The coasts of
Scotland, .are very much indented, the shores extend into

lengthened headlands or mulls.

t Mull, s6.3 Sc. Obs. [Origin and sense un

certain.] ?A lip. Cf. Mulls, the lips of a sheep,

or, in contempt of a man (lirockett JV. C. Words,
ed. 3, 1846).
(-1500 KENNEDY Poctns (Schiprjer) ii. 20 Frely to gife I

wald nocht lett, To pleiss ba mullis attourall bingts. a 1550

MULL.
Freiris Benuik 142 in Dunbnr s Poems (S.T.S.) 290 Thir
mvllis of souris ar callit to ane feist.

Mull (mwl), st.* [a. Du. mul, etymologioally
= MULL J^. 1

] The lowest of the four qualities
of Dutch madder. Also mull-madder.
1640 in Entick London (1766) II. 168 Crop madder, and

all other bale madder.. Fat madder.. Mull madder. 1834M CCULLOCH Diet. Cotniti. (ed. 2) 771 Dutch or Zealand
madder., is divided, .into four qualities, ..mull, gamene,
ombro, and crops.. .The first species, or mull, consists of a

powder formed by pounding the very small roots.

Mull, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [?var. of MOIL sb.

Cf. MOILEY, MULLY.] A heifer, a cow.
1655 J. PHILLIPS Sat. agst. Hipocrites -j

To keep the Sab
bath such have been our cares, That Cisly durst not milk
the gentle Mulls, a 1658 CLEVELAND UponaMiserYoems
(1677) 77 Thou that didst once put on the form of Bull, And
turn d thine lo to a lovely Mull, 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss.,

AIull, Mull-ant.
^
or fifully&amp;lt;ow, a child s name for a cow.

Mull (ml), sb.z Sc. [Sc. form of MILL j*J]
A snuff-box = MILL s6.1 2 c.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. III. 3 Oct., The lieutenant. .

pulled out, instead of his own Scotch mull, a very fine gold
snuff-box. 1885 Ross & STONEHEWER-COOPER Higkl, Can-
taltria 347 A veritable rr.ull of the most approved proportions.

Mull (ml), sb.l [Shortened form of MULMULL.]
A thin variety of plain muslin.

1798 JANE AUSTEN Northang. Abb. x, The texture of their

muslin . . the spotted, the sprigged, the mull or the jackonet.
1880 Specif. Patent No. 4765 in Engineer L. 76/1 1 he mulls

or butter-cloths in which butter is kept or packed for trans-

misMon. 1880 Boston Sunday Herald 3 Oct. 10/7 A new
fichu comes from Paris. It is made of silk mull. 1882 CAUL-
FEILD : SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Mull Muslin, a very
thin and soft variety of Muslin employed for morning dresses,
and for trimmings. It is undressed, whereas the Swiss Mull
is dressed. 1899 A llbutts Syst. Med. VI 1 1 . 520 The plaister
muslins (mulls) introduced by Unna.

Mull (tntfl), sb$ Anglo-Inil. slang. [Shortened
f. MULLIGATAWNY.] Applied as a distinctive so

briquet to members of the service belonging to the

Madras Presidency (Yule Hobson-Jobsoit).
1816 Quiz Grand Master vi. 145 A well-known Mu!.

popp d out his head. Note, An abbreviation for Mulkatany,
a common appellation for Madras officers.

Mull (rntfl), sb.9 colloq. or sfaiif. [Of obscure

origin : possibly f. MULL v. 1
] A muddle, mess .

Chiefly in phr. to make a mull of.

i8zt EGAN Life in Loud. I. 606 Somebody must make a

mull but Randall s the man. 1840 E. E. NAPIER Scenes

ff Sports For. Lands II. App. 260 On a subsequent attempt
to navigate.. 1 nearly made a mull of the business. 1870
Load. Sx. Sept. 268 The French are for ever making a mull

of our names. 1894 Rugby U. Football Handbk. 16 Hanging
about off-side on the look-out for a mull .

Mull (mz&amp;gt;l),
z*.l [f.

MULL rf. Cf. Du. dial.

mitlle&amp;gt;:.~\

1. trans. To grind to powder, pulverize; to

crumble (cf. Sc. MOOL v. I). Obs. exc. dial.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xxxiii. (1869) 194 An oother

j sigh that wente bi the cloistre and as me thouhte she bar

mete croumed \MS. St. Johns Coll.,Camb.fol. i-zjb, muled,
fr.m\x.tiunilllu (I misread emiettte)] up on parchemyn.
c 1440 Prowp. Parv. 348/1 Mullyn, or breke to powder, or

mu\\e.., fitth eriso. 1483 Catll. Angl. 246/1 To Mulbrede,

jnterere, inicarc. 1610 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY World Tost

at Tennis E 2, Herre s one spits fire as he comes, hee will

goe nye to mull the world with looking on it, how his eyes

sparckle? 18*9 HROCKETT A . C. Words (ed. 2) s.v. Mult,
Oaten bread broken into crumbs, is called mulled bread.

1877 Holderness Gloss., Moll, to crumple ; to crush. . . Ah
can moll it all ti pieces wi mi finger an thumb .

f 2. inlr. To rain fine rain
;
to mizzle. Obs.

c 1440 Prtmip. Parv. 348/1 Mullyn, or reynyn a mulreyne,

plutinat.

t Mull, v2 Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin :

perh. .1 use of MULL u.l] trans. To dull, stupefy.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 239 Let me haue Warre say I. ..

Peace, is a very Apoplexy, Lethargic, mull d. deafe, sleepe,

insensible. 01687 COTTON Poems (1689! 56 Till Ale, which

crowns all such pretences, Mull d them again into their senses.

Mull (ml), v.J [Of obscure origin.
It is not easy to connect the sense satisfactorily with that

of MULL t/.
1 It has been suggested that the vb. is f. MULL

so. 1

applied to the powdered spices used in mulling ; but

there is no evidence of such a specific use of the sb. Another

unsupported conjecture is that the oiiginal sense may have

been to soften ,
render mild (cf. Du. mul soft) of which

MULL Z .
2 might be another application. Quite inadmissible

is the notion, which appears in all recent Diets., that mulled
ale isa coiruption of moldale (MOULD *. ) funeral banquet.)

trans. To make (wine, beer, etc.) into a hot

drink with the addition of sugar, spices, beaten

yolk of egg, etc.

1618 FLETCHER Loyal Subj. iv. vi, Do not fire the Cellar,

There s excellent Wine in t, Captain, and though it be cold

weather, I do not love it mull d. 1636 DAVENANT Witts iv. i.

Wks. (1673) 207 The Town affords not Sack enough To mull

for a Parsons cold. 1769 MKS. RAHAI.D Ettg. Htuutyr.
(1778) 311 To mull Wine. 1865 DICKENS Mul. Fr. \. vi,

When they mulled your ale.

fig. c 1640 Capt. Underwit iv. ii. in Bullen O. PL II. 376
What shails doe with him; this Engine buines like Etna.

Throw him into the River. Hee sable tomull the Thames well.

Mull (ml), v.* rare- . [App. ad. Hindi

maliid to rub, anoint.

But possibly associated with an Eng. dialect word (? a de

veloped sense of MULL !. ). Cf. the following :

1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Mull, to.. rub round and round.
1

Mulling his knee. That child mulls his tongue. ]

trans. To massage.
1815-9 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor V. xxix. 74 She



MULL.
..was rubbed every day with oil, and mulled and kneaded
according to the fashion of the country.

Mull (ml), v.s [f. MULL si.* ; sense 2 may be
a distinct word.]
1. trans. {Athletics.) To make a failure of.

1862 Sparting Life 14 June, Pooley here mulled a catch.

1894-5 Rugly U. Football Handbk. 15 Opportunities of
scoring are lost in every match by a forward mulling a pass.
2. intr. (See quots. 1879, 1890.) colloq. U.S.
1879 WEBSTER Suppl., Mull, to work steadily without

accomplishing much. (Collocj. Atner.} 1880 R. GRANT Con
fess. Friv. Girl (1881) 155 Not exactly wondering what he
was doing, but mulling over the various incidents of our
acquaintance. 1889 Atlantic Monthly Aug. 188/1 Milborne
was not likely to act upon impulse, and there is even reason
to believe he took much time mulling over the matter after
it developed in his mind. 1890 WEBSTER, Mull, v.i. To
work (over) mentally; to cogitate; to ruminate; usually with
orer; as, to mull over a thought or a problem. Colloq. U.S.
Mull (ml), zi.G Lithography. [Back-formation

from MULLER rf.l] trans. To give a granular sur
face to (the plate) by means of a muller and sand.

1876 ABNF.Y Instr. Photogr. (ed. 3) 134 The zinc plates.,
are mulled in the ordinary manner with a muller and line

sand. Ibid. 156 The property that a calcareous stone or
mulled zinc plate possesses for absorbing, .water.

Mull, f.7 Used (? by mistake) for MILL v. 5.
1840 THACKERAY Pans S!t.-lk. II. 288 His simple taste

found little, .to enjoy beyond the mulling of chocolate.

Mull, obs. form of MULE.
Mullah. (m-la). F orms : 7 mula, mul(l)ay,
mulha, mowla, moolae, moulla, 7-8 molla,
7, 9 mollah, 8 moula, 8-9 moul(l)ah, 7-9
mulla(h, 9 moola(h, moollah. [a. Pers., Turk.,
and Urdu mttlla, corrupt pronunciation of Arab.
mauld (which some of the earlier forms directly

represent).] A title given among Mohammedans
to one learned in theology and sacred law.
1613 Pl!RC!IAS/V/r/OT(Z.fi?(i6i4)477 The Mulla s, or Priests

of the Mogores. 1662 J. DAVIF.S tr. Olearius Voy. Amliass.
215 They were all sate against the Wall, excepting only the
Molla, or Master of the School. 1687 A. LovEU.tr. / /:&amp;lt;::-

not s Trait. II. 102 There are Mulas who have great Salaries
. .for teaching all comers, Sciences and the Law, and they
are properly the Doctors. .. These Mulas are also in Persia
like Clerks or Notaries ; they make the deeds of conveyances
. .and other deeds. 1715 Lomi. Gaz. No. 5306/2 The Am
bassador s Moula, or Doctor of the Mahometan Law. 1849
M. AKNOLD Sick King in Bokhara, A certain Moollah, with
his robe All rent. 1865 Q. Jrul. Sci. II. 97 He settled, .at

Constantinople, studying as a Mollah or Divinity Student
in the colleges there. 1895 MRS. B. M. CROKER Village
Tales (1896) 219 This must be the place the preaching moola
meant when he spoke of the garden of Paradise.

Mullane, Mullat(t)o : see MILAN i, MULATTO.
Mulle, obs. form of MOLE sf&amp;gt;.

2
, MULE 2

.

Mulled (mold), a. Sf. [f. MULL sb.t + -ED 2.]

Hornless, pollard.
1833 Blactiu. Mag. XXXVII. 434 /2 The worst want of

this dilemma is the want of horns. It is like the front of a
Galloway stot mulled.

Mulled (mld), ppl. a. [f. MULL z-.3 + -ED 1.]
Of ale, wine, cider, etc. : Made into a sweetened
and spiced hot drink and sometimes thickened with
beaten yolk of egg. t Of water, vinegar : ? Sweet
ened and made hot (= MULSED).
1607 G. WILKINS Mis. Enforced Marr. Fjb, I can drinke

Muscadine and Egges, and Muld-sack. 1661 LOVELL Hist.
Aniiu. ff Min. 13 Castorium drunk in mulled water q.
drach. 2. looseneth the belly. Ibid., Being given in line. 4.
sen:, of mulled vinegar fasting it helpeth the falling sickness
1764 ELIZ. MOXON Eng. House, (ed. 9) 85 Then mix them
together as you would do mull d ale. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. (1861) 237 The whole community was deluged
with cherry-brandy, .and mulled cider. 1882 Miss BRADDON
Mt. Rayal II. xi. 265 A tankard of mulled claret.

Mullein (m-len, -in). Forms : 5-6 moleyne,
(5 molyn, 6 molin, -en, -ayne), 6 mollen,
mulleyn(e, 6-7 mullin, -eine, 6- (8-9 U. S.)
mullen, 6- mullein, [a. AF. moleine (F. moti-

laine, Cotgr. ; motene, Littre), perh. a derivative
of F. mol soft. Cf. MULLET *.
The AF. word occurs in the i3th c. gloss Tapsus tar-

tatus, i. moleine, ; . softe (Lat. Fr. Eng. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 556/31), and in Alphita (c 1450) as tnolayne. The
OE. moleyt, explained as mullein in dictionaries, appears
to have meant curds .]

1. The common name of various species of the

genus Verbascum, consisting of herbaceous plants
with woolly leaves and an erect woolly raceme of
yellow flowers : a. esp. V. Thapsus, Common or
Great (Torch) Mullein.
Candlmiick mullein: see CANDLE-WICK b.

1:1440 Promp. Pan. 342/1 Moleyne, herbe tapsus.
fi45o ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 120 Take molyn, & styue
hit in good red wyn, & make a plaster. 1548 TURNER Names
f**(E.D.S.) 79 Verbascum is called . . in englisheMullen

higgis taper or Longe wurt. 1397 GERARDE Herbal n. ccivi.
629 the male Mullein. .hath broade leaues.., in the midst
of which riseth vp a stalke..couered with the like leaues,
among which, taperwise are set a multitude of yellowe
Mowers...The female Mullein hath.. white flowers 1782
J. SCOTT Poet. Wks. 97 And golden spikes the downy
mulleins rear. i85i MRS. STOWE Pearl Orr s Isl. 8 Only
savins and mullens with their dark pyramids or white spires
ol velvet leaves, diversified the sandy wayside. 1866 Treat
Bot. s.v., Great Torch Mullein.

b. Applied to other species of the same genus.
Great (white) or Hoary mullein, V. Lychnitis. Purple

mulIem= MoTH MULLEIN.

751

I 1578 LYTE Dodoens I. Ixxxi. 118 There be foure sortes of

Mulleyne, ..wherofy6 two first are white Mulleyne . . : The
third is blacke Mulleyne: The fourth is wilde Mulleyne.
Had. Ixxxii. 122 It may be called in English Purple, or
Mothe Mulleyn. 1597 GF.RARDK Herbal ir. cclvii. 631 Of
base Mullein, i.. Base white Mullein. 2. .Base black Mul
lein. 1882 Garden 28 Oct. 377/1 The Purple Mullein.. is an

,
old garden favourite.

C. Applied to similar plants of other genera.
t Petty mullein, Primula vulgaris and / . veris. t Wild

or Woody mullein, Pklotltlsjrvticostt.

1578 LYTK Dodoens i. Ixxxiii. 122 Of Petie Mulleyn or the
kindes of Primeroses. 1597 GERARDK Herbal ii. ccliii. 625
Verbascum Mathioli. French Sage. Wilde Mullein, woodie
Mullein, Mathiolus his Mullein.. . In English it is generally
called French Sage, we may call it Sage Mullein. 1754
Catal. Seeds in Fain. Rose Kilravock (Spald. Club) 427
Phlomis (Sage-leaf Mullein).

2. Short for mullein tnoth (see 3).
1868 F. O. MORRIS Brit. Moths III. 30 Cucullia Vcrtasd.

Mullein. 1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Mat/is 430.

3. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as mullein-

leaf; similative, as mullein-leaved adj. ; mullein
foxglove, a wild plant of the U.S. (see quot.) ;

mullein moth, shark, a moth, Cucullia Verbasci,
whose larva feeds upon the mullein plant ;

mul
lein pink (see quot.) ;

mullein tea, an infusion
of mullein leaves

;
mullein wave, the moth

Acidalia promutata.
1856 GRAY Man. Bot. (1860) 292 Seymeria macrophylla

(&quot;Mullein-Foxglove, . 1873 MRS. PHKLPS Trotty s tt cdd.
Tour 259 Under a great soft mullein leaf. 1822 Ifurlus
Anglian II. 75 .Mullein leaved Iron Wort. 1827 J. F.
STEPHENS Calal. ISrit. Insects II. I02 .Mullein M[olh].
1846-50 A. Wool) Class-bk. Bot. 192 Lychnis coronaria.
.. .Mullein Pink. Rose Campion. 1887 J. C. HARRIS Free
jfoc, etc. (1888) 193 She sent me word to make me some
&quot;mullein-tea. 1832 J. RENNIK Conspect. Buttcrfl. ,v M. 14, ,

The Mullein Wave (Ptychopoaa incanata, Stephens . 1869
E. NEWMAN Brit. Mot/is So The Mullein Wave (Acidalia
promutata}.

Mu llen. Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 mullin. See
also MOLAN. [App. the same word as MOLAN .]A head-stall for a horse. See also K. I). I).

1620 MARKHAM Farem. Husb. (1625) 147 He shal make
readie his collars, bames, treates, halters, mullens [etc.].

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-I lt., Suppl., Mullin
bridle, a kind of bridle with blinkers, used for cart-horses.

Muller (mzj-lsj), sfij Forms : 5 molour,
-owre, mulloure, 6 mol(l)er, molver, 7, 9
mullar, 8- muller. [I erh. a. AF. *moloir (cf.
OF. moloir adj., serving to pound or grind), f.

mo!-, mohlre (mod.F. moiulye to grind.] A stone
with a flat base or grinding surface, which is held
in the hand and used, in conjunction with a grind
ing stone or slab, in grinding painters colours.

apothecaries powders, etc. Also muller-stone.
1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 396, j petra cum j

molour pro pictoribus. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 342
-

! Motou re,
gryndynge stone (A , for colourys) ma/a. 1612 PKACHAM
Grap/iice 6g The choice of your grinding stone and mullar.
I like best the porphyrie, white or greene Marble, with a
muller or vpper stone of the same. 1790 IMISON Sc/i. Art
11.67 The student must be provided with.. a large stone
and muller to levigate the colours. 1873 E. SPON M orkshop
Receipts Ser. i. 106/1 The muller is a hard and conical-
formed stone, the diameter of the base or rubbing surface of
which should be about one-sixth of that of the grindstone.
Comb. 1856 KOYLE & HEADLAND Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 687

Tapioca Starch.. .Grains convex, ovoid, or mullar-shaped.
b. A similar implement used for polishing.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Muller, is also an instrument

used by the glass-grinders ; being a piece of wood, to one
end whereof is cemented the glass to be ground.

fc. Used perron.) for the slab upon which in

gredients are mullered. Also muller stone. Obs.
1559 MORWYNG Evonym. 12 Renewing. .the destination,

and powering again y water upon y dregges grounde vpon
a marble moler. 1563 T. GALE Antiiiot. n. 78 Grynde them
verye fyne vppon a moller stone.

d. Applied to mechanical contrivances for grind
ing or crushing.
1838 Patents Specif., rmiia Rubber (rt^) 133 Disintegrat

ing.. india-rubber, and passing it through mullers or
rollers heated or not. 1889 C. G. W. LOCK Pract. Gold-
mining 691 1 he muller runs at 72 revolutions a minute.

tMu ller,^ Sc. Obs. Also6mullar,7muler.
[a. F. moulure : see MOULURE.] = MOULDING.
J554-5 Burgh Rec. Edinb. (1871) II. 354 Item,, .mullars to
the nether queir dur. 1563 SHUTE Arc/lit. 8 The muller or
Coromcis, of the antiques. 1635 G. JAMESONE in J. Bulloch

T r i r
92 The pryce [ f th picture], .is twentie merkis,

. . bot iff I furniss ane double gilt muller, then it is twentie
poundis.

Hence fMn-Uered a., furnished with a moulding.
1663 in Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min. Bk. (1855) 188 Ane

large keickmg glass mulered with eibonie and caice conforme.

Muller (mo-bj), s6.3 [f. MULL v.s + -ER!.]
1. A vessel in which wine or other liquor is mulled.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Muller,..* vessel for heating

wine over a fire. 1889 A. WATT Electro-Metall. 237 Large
brass and copper articles, as mullers, for example, must be
literally surrounded by anodes, otherwise they will not
receive a uniform coating of nickel.

2. One who, or that which, mulls (Webster 1864).
Muller (mo-Iaj), v. [f. MULLER sby\ Irans.

To grind with a mnller.

.
l853 URE Diet. Arts II. 127 As long as the phosphorus

is being ground or mullered copious fumes are evolved.

MULLET.
Miillerian (miill^iiiin), a.

[f.
the name of

Joh. Mu/ler(l8oi-$&), an eminent German physio
logist + -IAN.] In Miillerian duct, a duct in a

chick, first observed by Muller, which afterwards
becomes the oviduct or Fallopian tube in the female.
[1859 Todd s Cycl. Anat. Suppl. 613/1 This is called after

its first observer, the duct ofM filler.] 18750. Jrnl.Microscot&amp;gt;
Sci. XV. 91 The Miillerian duct.

Mulleston(e, obs. forms of MILL-STONE.
Mullet 1

(mp-K-t). Forms: 5 molet, 5-6
molettfe, 5-7 millet, 5 mylet, 7 millett , ft

mullett, 7 mullot, 6- mullet. [ME. molet, iiiuM,
a. OF. mulct, dim. f. L. mullus red mullet.]
1. A name applied to two genera of fishes : a. the

genus Mullus, family Mullidtv, of which the Red
mullet (/I/, barbatus) is the type; b. the genus
Mugil, family Mitgilidm, of which the Grey mullet

(M. capita) is the best-known species.
c 1440 I roinp. Pan . 342/1 Molet, fysehe, inulliis. c 1450

TVJO Cookery-bks. 104 Take a Millet, and scale him .. Ami
boile hem oner the fire..; or elles..fry him in good oyle.
1513 /. . Kcruyn^ in Balecs Bk. 166 ISase, troute, muleHe.
1610 li. Joxscix Alch. iv. i, We will eate uur mullets, S.jus d
in high-countrey wiiK-s. 1732 POI-K Hoy. Sat. n. ii. 21 Of
Carps and Mullets why prefer the great ? 1802 I INGI.EY
Anim. liiog. (1813) III. 63 The white or common mullet

\_Mugil CL-phatus\. 1836 YARRELL l&amp;gt;rit. I- ishcs I. 27 J he
Red Mullets were well known to the ancients. Ibid. 28 The
Striped Red Mullet is the

species which occasionally only
attains to so enviable a size in the Mediterranean (Muilits
sitrmuletiti,}. 1888 GOODK A met: ///&amp;lt; 365 On ,,ur eaxteni
coa-,t. .the most familiar is the Striped Mullet, Mii -il albula;
the other is the so-called White Mullet

, Mugilbrasiliensix
. -On various parts of the coast they have special names...
About Cape Hatteras the names Jumping Mullet and
Sand Mullet occur; in .. Southeastern l lr&amp;gt;riil:i S:l\er

Mullet and Big-eyed Mnlk-t . 1895 J. BICKKRUYKI. S, a
1-isiiing xi. 324 The C.rey Mullet. ..Of the&amp;gt;e tisb there are
two kinds, the great grey mullet (Mugil capita) and the
lesser grey mullet iNiigil chela].

2. Applied to fish of other genera, as black
mullet, Mentitirms nebulosus, the American king-
fish ; cucumber m., the Australian grayling, 1 ro-

totrot tes marxtm,
1880 W. SENIOR Tra-. .

.&amp;lt;,-

Trout \. viii. 93 These mint be
the long-looked-for cucumber mullet, or frt-sh-uater heirii.u .

1888 (luoi.i-: Autcr. Fishes i23 Jhe King-Fish,. .also kr.oun
as. .the 1 ilack Mullet in the Che-apeake.
Mullet *

(m-lt-t). Her. Forms : 5 6 molet,
6 molette, mollet(t, 6- mullet, [a. OF. molelU
rowel, mullet (mod.F. molette rowel).]
1. Her. A figure of a star, having live straight

points (when a larger number is not specified..
Given as a mark of cadency for a third son.
Perh. originally pierced to represent a spur-rowel. In

modern practice, if the mullet is pierced this is specified in

the bla/un.

(1216-72 Roll temp. lien. Ill in Parker Gloss. Her. 1894,
Le Come de Oxford, quartele d or et de goules {si. \, uu^
molet d argent ent le quarter devant. 1327-77 AW/, temp.
ILdiv. Ill ibid., Monsire Hansted, gules a trois mulleus
argent.] c. 1400 Laud Troy Kit. 8713 He beres an &amp;lt; ^le. .And
he hath rose & he has molettis. 1486 A v. .S7. All.ins, Her.
bj b, Fixall in armys is calde the thirde degre..thay may
bere there faderis cote armure with a diflerans molet. 1562
LEIGH Armorie 178 A Mullet of v. poyntes sable., . this

may be also of vii. poyntes, but of no more. 1612 PEACHAM
Gentl. Escrc. HI. (16^4) 161 The mullet is often pierced of
the field and the Starre never. 1808 SCOTT Martu. vi. ii,

And in the chief three mullets stood The cognizance nt

Douglas blood. 1864 HOUTELI. Her. Hist, ff Pop. xv. 184
The St. Johns, in like manner, bear mullets on a chief.

b. Comb., as mullet-footed, -shaped adjs.
1851 AGNES STRICKLAND Queens Eng. I. 236 A mullet-

shaped brooch. 1897 J rans. Gtasg. Arthzol. Soc. III. i.

219 This is known as a lobed or mullet-footed chalice.

2. Pseudo-an /i. The rowel of a spur.
1830 JAMKS Darnley^ xxxii. 143/2 The horse s feet were

brought on the very brink of the river, and a slight touch of
the mullet made him plunge over.

t Mu llet :!
. Obs. [a. F. molet] pi. A kind

of pincers or tweezers. Obs.

1398 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 245 [Apothecary s will),

j draghyng-dobler, cum les moletts. 1599 13. JONSOX Cyu-
thia s Rev. v. iv, Here is a haire too much, take it off&quot;.

Where are thymullets? 1634 ! . JOHNSON Parey s Chirurg.
xxvii. xvii. (1678)675 Cutting Mullets. Mullets onely to hold
and not to cut. Mullets to take forth splinters of bones.
Mullets to draw teeth.

Hence f Mu-llet v., to treat with the mullet .

1649 QUARLES Virgin Widow v. i, And then Cis must be
call d, and then her Ladiships haire must be crispt, ..and
then her Ladiships browes must be mullited.

t Mullet *. Obs. rare. = MULLEIN.
1597 GERARDK Herkal 390 The first.. kind of Conyza hath

large and broad leaues like Verbascnin nigrum or black
Mullet. Ibid. 391, I would gladly haue Conyza to be called
in English Fleabane Mullet. 1750 E. SMITH Compl. House-
u i/e 323 Take of the tops of parsley, of mullet, and of elder
buds, of each one handful.

t Mu llet a
. Some part of a musket barrel.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. xviii. (Roxb.) 134/2 The
seuerall parts of the Barrell of a Muskett. The Barrel!.
The squares. The mulletts. 1881 GREENER Gun 50 Their
[sc. the Italian gunsmiths ] early barrels, .were beautifully
formed on the outside, with many squares and mullers [sic].

t Mu llet . Obs. [a. F. molette, dim. of mettle

millstone.] = MULLER sli. 1

I75S JOHNSON, Mullar...Ohm called improperly mullet.

tMu-llet?. Obs. 1\\efaK\n,fraterculaantica.
1678 RAY WillugUy s Ornitli. in. v. 325 The Bird called



MULLETED.
Coultt-rneb at the Farn Islands,.. at Scarburgh Mullet. .:

Anas Arctica Clus. 1852 MACGILLIVRAY Brit. Birds\. 365
Mormon arcti-. us. The Arctic Puffin. . .Mullet.

Mullet, variant of MULET Obs.

Mu-lleted, a. Obs. [?f. MULLETS + -EDS.]
? Ornamented with mullets.

1610 BOIJLEY in Reliq. (1703) 310 It puts me in a Dump,
that my Mason having laid but one only course of Mul
leted Woik, he .should complain so soon of the Badness of

the Stone.

Mu lletry. [f.
MULLET 1 + -BY.] A pond or

reservoi: for breedingmullcts (WebsterSitppL 1902). !

Mulley, Mulliere : see MULEY, MULIER.

Mulligatawny (mr-ligatp ni). Forms : 8

mullaghee-tanny, mulagatoney, 9 mulkatany,
j

mullikatauny, malaca-tawney, malachatauni,
malagatany, mulla-, mulligatawn(e)y. [a.

Tamil milagu-tannir pepper-water (Yule).]
1. An East Indian highly seasoned soup. Also

;

mulligatawny soup.
*784 in Seton-Karr Select. Calcutta Gaz. (1864} I. 18 On

Mullaghee-tanny we dine. 1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 308,
I supped.. in his house on Mulagatoney or pepper-water.

1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More (1831) II. 286 Curry and mala

gatany soup from the Ea^t Indies. 1863 SAI.A Qitalk 6r He
..devoured prodigious quantities of curry, pepperpot, chil*

him, cutlets, capsicum-hash, and mulligatawny soup.

b. Mulligatawny paste (see quot. 1858).
1858 SIMMONOS Diet. Trade, Mulligatawny-p^ste, a curry

paste, used for flavouring mulligatawny-soup. 1865 LIVING

STONE Zambesi v\. 130 We had taken a little mulligatawney
paste for making soup.

2. Anglo-Ind. = MULL sb*
1816 Quiz Grand Master vi. 147 [He] grew, in fact, a

mulkatany.

Mulligrubs (nwligrobz), //. Forms : 6

mulliegrums, (7-8 Diets, mouldy-grubs, 8

ma-16-grubbles, 9 mulleygrubs), 9 Sc. mulli-

grumphs, 8 9 mullygrubs, 7-9 mulligrubs.

[A grotesque arbitrary formation.]
1. A state of depression of spirits; a fit of

megrims or spleen ;
in early use in phr. (*;/) her,

his, etc., mttlligritbS) sick of the mulligrubs ;
hence

jocularly, stomach-ache or colic.

1599 NASHF. Lenten Stuffe 55 The yeoman of the mouth. .

rehearsed this second 11 successe, wherwiih Peters successour

was so in his mulliegrums that he had thought to haue
buffeted him. 1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas n. ii, Whither

goe all these men-menders, those physitians? Whose dog
lyes sicke o th mulligrubs? 1678 DRYUEN Limherham iv.

i, She is in her mulligrubs already. 1720 RAMSAY Rise fy

Fall of Stocks 85 It lulls a wee my mullygrubs, To think

upon these bitten scrubs. 1736 AINSWORTH Eng.-Lat. Dict.^
The mouldy grubs, tormina Tcntris. 1789 in A&quot;. F-ng. Hist.

% Gen. Reg. (1876.1 XXX. 47 We had father of

who rolled and bellowed as if he had the ma-le grubhlest or,

as many thought, as if he were in liquor. 1802 G. COLMAN
Br. Grins, Knt. $ Friar n. xxxix, His bowels; Where
spasms were . . Afflicting him with mulligrubs and colic.

1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 14 Mar., I have scarce stirred to take

exercise for four or five days, no wonder I had the mulli

grubs. 1827 Ibid. 19 Sept., Surely these mulligrubs belong
to the mind more than the body. 1853 C. BEDE l- erdant
Green i. viti, Peakyish you feel, don t you, now, with a
touch of the mulligrubs in your collywobbles?

f2. In sing. form. a. Ludicrously applied to

a person, b. A fit of *

mulligrubs . Obs. rare,

633 SHIRLEY Gamester iv. i, Command my sword, my
lungs, my life, Thou art a puffe, a mulligrube, a Meta-

physicall Coxcombe, and I honour you with all my hart.

16.. MIDDLKTON Father Hubbard*s T. Wks. (Dyce) V. 597
Some Londoner s son.. that must hear twice a-week from
his mother, or else he will be sick . . of a university-mulHgrub.

t Mu Uing, sb. Obs. rare. [Cf. MULLY sb. and
-ING 3.] A term of endearment.
c 1450 Cov. Afyst. xvi. (Shaks. Soc.) 160 5 t fay re mullynge,

take it nat at no greve. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 295 This is a

feyre and swete mullynge. Hiandus est puernlus insigni

/estiuitate. a 1529 SKELTON E. Rummyng 224 He calleth

me his whyting, His mullyng and his mytyng.

Mulling (mwlirj)j vbl. sb. Bustle, stir, ex

citement. Chiefly U. S.

1845 S. JUDD Margaret 170 (Bartlett) There has been a

pretty considerable mullin going on among the doctors. 1866

LOWELL Bigltnv P. n. Introd., We have always heard mullin
used for stirring, bustling, sometimes In an underhand way.
Mullion (mzrlyan). Arch. Also 6 Sc. mullen.

[1 rob. a metathetic alteration of the synonymous
muniall MONIAL. Cf. MUNNION&quot;, which appears
somewhat later in our quots.] A vertical bar

dividing the lights in a window, esp. in Gothic

architecture ; also, a similar bar in screen-work.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 39 The windowes be thicke of

mulhons, that ther is no kreping in betwene. 1590 in Comfit
Bk. D. Wedderlnirne (S.H.S.) 64 Item for mending the

Mullenis in the sylling xvj
d

. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.
Introd. 4 The lantern, .was., domed over ; the doming being
supported upon eight stone pillars or mullions, with open
ings between them for the passage of the light, a 1878 SIR
G. G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. (1879) I. 163 This is, in fact, the

great use of the mull ion, to enable you to use wider windows.

b. attrib. and Comb. : mullion seat (see quot.) ;

mulliou window = mullioned window.
1843 LYTTON Last Bar. 11. iii, A large mullion window.

1888 C. C. HODGES Hcxham Abbey 30 note, A reprise or

reprisal in the foot of a window mullion or jamb. . . Mullion-
seat is the term used in some localities.

Mullioned (mzrlysnd), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

Having mullions ; constructed with mullions.

752

1763 STUKF.LEV Pala-ogr. Sacra i. 18 The mullion d lace-

work of the windows. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama yd. ft Art
I. 128 The square pannelled mullioned windows., of the

great houses of the time of queen Elizabeth. 1853 M.
ARNOLD Church of Brou ii From her mullion d chamber

casement Smiles the Duchess Marguerite.

Mirllipuff. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 7 mully-

puffe, mullipuff(e, 8 mollipuff, 9 mully-puff

(E.D.D.). [f. MULLYfl. +PfFFrf.]
1. = FUZZ-BALL ; hence, as a term of contempt.
1629 SHIRLEY Wedding IV. H 4 b, Thou mully-puffe, were

it not iustice to kicke thy guts out. 1674 JOSSELYN K&amp;lt;y.

New Enf. 81 Fuss-balls, Mullipuffes called by the Fisher

men Wolves-farts, are to be found plentifully. 1703 DALE
Fliariuacol. Suppl . 42 Crepitus Lupi. . . Lycoferdon wlgare.
. . Puff- Balls, Bull-fists, Mollipuffs.

f2. Surg. A styptic used instead of fuzz-ball.

1658 A. Fox Wilrtz Surg. H. viii. 74 The next day . . I

found the lint mullipuff stick close to the wound.

Mullock (rr.o-lak) ,
sb. Forms : 4 mulloo,

-ok e, 6-7 mullocke, 7 mollocke, 8 mollock.

7- mullock, [f.
MULL rf. 1 + -OCK.]

1. Rubbish, refuse matter. Now only dial.

c 1386 CHAUCER Rene s Pro!, ip That ilke fruyt [sc. the

medlar] is euer leng the wers Til it be roten in Mullok or

in stree. 1555 W. WATRF.MAM Fardle Fauions i. vi. F vij,

The Ethiopians, .gather together. .agreatdeale of rubbeshe

and mullocke . . apte for firyng. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 158/43
Mullocke. /v/wzV. 1601 HOLLANI&amp;gt; Pliny II. 17 It cannot

abide rank mucke, but contenteth itselfe with rotten chaffe

or pugs, and such like plain mullock. 1694 Nottingham
Rcc. (1889) IV. 389 For layinge his mullocke and ashes short

of the place appoynted . . vj d. 1735-6 PEGGF. Kenticisnis

(E.D.S.) s.v
,
In Glouc., mould under a faggot-stack is call d

mollock, from its wetness or dampness. 1879 Miss JACKSON
Slirofsh. ll oni-tk., Mullock, dirt ; rubbish, as of the refuse

of masons work, gardeners sweepings, &c.

2. Austral. Rock which does not contain gold ;

also the refuse from which gold has been extracted.

1864 J. ROGERS New Rush n. 26 A man each windlass-

handle working slow Raises the mullock from his mate
below. 1885 MKS. C. PRAED I/fad Station 79 Here and
there great heaps of earth and mullock . . indicated the

vvh M-enbouts of a claim. 1895 DailyA ws 19 Feb. 2/1 About
80 ft. and parallel with the main reef is a lode of reef forma
tion divided by bands of mullock, the bands of stone varying
from 10 in. to over 2 ft. wide.

b. trjiisf. Applied to a person.
1890 R. BOLDRF.WOOD Miner s Right iv. 39 Some of the

swells here . . are the biggest rapscallions out, instead of set-

tingagood example to us poor ignorant lower-class mullocks.

Hence Mvrllocky a.
,
of the nature of mullock.

Also Mu-llock v. trans., to litter (a place), to

make slovenly ;
to do (something) in a slovenly

way. Const, with tip, over. (Sc., dial., and Austral.)
1897 Daily Nc-.us 14 Dec 2/1 In sinking the shaft mul-

lucky lode stuff was passed through.

tMully, sb. Obs. rare- 1

. [Cf. McLLIXG sb]
A term of endearment applied to a woman.
1538 BALE Tk&amp;gt;-e Latves B iiij b, It is myne owne swete

bullye, My muskyne and my mullye, My gelouer and my
cullye.

Mully, a. Obs. exc. dial.
[f. MULL rf.l + -T.]

Dusty, powdery.
1570 LEVINS Alanip. 100/22 Mully, pulucrulentus. 1855

Norfolk ll- tfs. in Trans. Phitol. Soc. 34 Mully, mouldy,
powdery.
Mulmull (m-lml). Also 7-8 mulmul, 8

mallemolle, 9 mull-mull, [n. Hindi ma/ma/.]
A thin variety of muslin. Cf. MULL sb.&amp;lt;J

1676 S. MASTER Diary 14 Oct. in Hedges&quot; Diary (Hakl.
. Soc) II. 235 Matilda, .is a place where great.. Varietyes of

Course goods proper for Kurope are made and procured, as

Cossaes, Hummums, Mulmulls [etc.]. 1711 C. KING Brit.
Alerch. I. 223 Which . . I value at 20*,, the 10 Yards, from a

Long Cloth or Bast to a Mulmul or Dorea. 1862 MRS. SPF.ID
Last Yrs. India iv. 86 Our ghost is clad in white. Not in

specific white mull mull or nainsook, .. but in white, or
whiteness the abstraction.

t Mulome dic, . and s/&amp;gt;. 06s. In 7 -ick. [ad.

j

late L. mnlomedicus, f. mill-its MULE s/&amp;gt;.l + median

j

physician.] (See quot.)
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4\ Mulanedick, belonging to the cure

of Mules ; also substantively taken a Mulomedick, is no
other then a Farrier, if a Mule-doctor may be so called.

t Mulse. Obs. Also 7 mulce. [ad. L. mulstim,
netit. pa. pple. of itntlcere to sweeten.] A liquor

I made of honey mixed with water or wine
; hydro-

mel, mead. Also mulse-ivater.

533 ELYOT Cast. Ilcltlt (1541! 76 b, Paulus Aegineta
prayseth moche Mulse, or the water of honye. 1574 HYLI.
Ord. Rees xxix, Of the drinke of Hony which they call the

o a quar or ree pnes. 11 ^OVELL s.
263 Melicrate hath the same nature as mulse.

T Mulsed, &quot; Obs. In6mulset. [f. L. imtls-tts

(see prec.) + -ED 1.] Mingled with honey.
1547 RKCORDE Judic. Ur. 60 The uryne of a wylde Bore

with mulset vyneger is good for the fallyng evyll.

Mulsh: see MULCH.
Mult, Multacion : see MULCT, MULCTATION.
t Mu ltangle. Ceom. Obs. [ad, mod.L. mult-

angitlum, neut. sing, of multangiiltts : see MULTI-
and ANGLE

sb.&quot;]
A polygon.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 174 If 3 [angles! then called a

Triangle, if 4 a Quadrangle, if more a Multangle or Poly-
gone. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 85 Multangles, and all the

figures of many bases, concerning which geometry informs us.

MULTI-.

So f Mtrltanglea a. [see ANGLED 4] = next.

1674 JKAKE Arith. (1696) 176 Of Triangular, Quadrangu
lar, or Multangled Form at the Base. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Multangled or Multangular Figure.

Multangular (mltseTjgi;51aj), a. (si.) [ad.
mod.L. muTlangularis : see MULTI- and AKGULAB.
Cf. F. mu/langtilaire.] A. adj. Having many
angles ; many-angled ; polygonal.
1679 EVET.YN Sylva (ed. 3) xxxv. 21 Some [leaves]

round ; others long, Oval, Multangular, indented. 1683
Phil. Trans. XIII. 238 A. .Multangular-Tower at York.

1751 R. PAI.TOCK P. ll ilkins xxxix, Pikes some headed
with sharp-pointed stone, others with multangular stone.

1831 CARLYLK Misc., Taylor s Germ. Poetry (1840) III. 250
Grim boughs dishevelled in multangular complexity. 1875
BLAKE Zool. 210 The body covered either with multangular
scutes or with spines and rough scales.

B. sb. rare. A polygon.
1766 Complete Farmer 7 E 2 Regular multangulars take

their names fiom their number of angles
Hence Multa-ngnlarly&amp;lt;7&amp;lt;/t .,Mnlta-ngTilarness.
1701 GREW Cosmol. Sacra i. iii. 14 Granates are Mult-

angularly Round. 1717 BAILF.Y vol. II, Mnltangularness,
the having many Angles.

t Multa-nguloUS, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. mult-

angul-us (see MULTANGLE ) + -ous.] Multangular.
1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xr. ix. (1687) 765 i He referred

Sapours to Figure; the round Atoms, .make a sweet Sapor;. .

the Multangulous..a har^h. 1680 T. LAWSOX Mite into

Treas. 33 Obtusangulous, Acutangulous, Muhangulous.

Mxilta lliniOUS. a. rare~\ [f.
I,, miilt-iis

MULTI- + anim-us mind -f -ous : cf. L. multanimis

courageous.] Having a many-sided mind.

1854 LOWELL Keats Prose Wks. 1890 I. 231, I look upon
it rather as one of the phenomena of that mulianimous
nature of the poet, which makes him for the moment that of

which he has an intellectual perception,

Multarti CUlate, a. Zool. rare. [See MULTI-;
cf. multi-articulate] Many-jointed.
1681 GREW Musxnm i. 144 The Multarticul.ite Oyster

with a bended liase. 1778 DA COSTA Brit. Conchol. 168

Those [bivalves] that have the hinge set with numerous

teeth, or are multarticulate. 1822 Trans. Geol. Soc. Ser. II.

1. 122 Its small nostrils and multarticulate paddles.

Multati-tious, a. rare-&quot;, [f. L. mullatifi-us,
{. mitltat-, multdre to MULCT.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Multalitims, gotten by fine or

forfeit.

Multe, obs. form of MELT, MULCT.

Multeity (moltrlti). [f. L. multus many,
perh. after hsecceily.] The quality or condition of

being many (i. e. more than one) ; manifoldness.

1814 COLERIDGE Princ. Genial Crit. iii, The Philosopher
of the later Platonic, or Alexandrine School, named the

triangle the first-born of beauty, it being the first and

simplest symbol of multeity in unity. 1817 Biog. Lit.

xii. (1847) I. II. 270 The convenieucy of the scholastic
. f . i . i .. -.t_ .L _ _L_. -: _r j

the uniformities of Physics. 1891 WESTCOTT Uss. 170 The
central idea of the sacrament is placed in unity realised in

multeity.
b. concr. or semi-concr. A thing consisting of

many individual parts or members.

1836 Fraser s Mag. XIII. 738 A sonnet consists of four

teen lines. What magic lies within that limitary multeity !

1894 \f)th Cent. Apr. 633 note, [History] tells only of tlie

conflict of opposed multeities of men with organisation of

each multeity for its hostile purpose.

Multen, obs. pa. pple. of MELT v.1

I Mrrltecms, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

L. mt/ftiis

many + -EOUS. Cf. mulluous.~\ Numerous.

1589 WARNER Alb. F.ng. v. xxv. 112 Yet of more multeous

Armies we than Scotland were at cost.

Multepli, Multer: see MULTIPLY, MULTURE.

Multi- (mzHti), occas. before a vowel mult-

(c. g. multangular, miiltarliciilar, multocular),

combining form of L&amp;gt; multtis much, many. The

compounds having this prefix in hatin belong for

the most part to non-classical times: they are

chieflyof parasynthetic formation, in which nntlli-

many ,
as multangttltis many-angled, miillicaulis

many-stalked, nni/tigenems of many kinds, but

a certain number ot objective or adverbial com

pounds also existed, in which inulti- = much
,
as

mullibibus mucli-drinking, mullicupidiis desiring

much, mitltistius knowing much.
In English the compoundsof nnilti- were originally

either direct adaptations from J .atin compounds or

were modelled upon them, but in the igth c. the

prefix came into frequent general use with ppl. adjs.

and sbs. (Cf. POI.T-.) The earliest English borrow

ings from Latin were mnltifary (Lydgate), nmlti-

farfous (Nashe, 1593), multiformity (J uttenham,

1589) ; they did not become numerous till the

middle of the lyth c. The more important

compounds (being chiefly those which have a con

tinuous history from the I7th c. onwards) are

entered as Main words; the present article com

prises a typical selection of modern scientific terms

and of compounds of a general character.

1. Forming parasynthetic adjectives, with the

sense of many . a. In scientific and technical



MULTI-.

use : Mnlti-a ngular = MULTANGCLAE. Multi-
a reolate, consisting of many small areas. Multi-
arti cular, affecting more than one joint. Mxilti-

arti-culate, -ated, having many articulations, as

the legs and antennae of insects; cf. MULTAKTICU-
LATE. Multia-xial, having many axes or lines

of growth. Multica inerate, of many chambers.
Multica psular, (of a pericarp) having many
capsules. Multi-ca rinate, -ated (see quots.).
Mnltice llnlar, many-celled. Multice-nti-al,
connected with or dependent upon several centres.

Multici liate, -ated, having many cilia. Mitlti-

ci-pital [cf. BICIPITAL], many-headed. Multl-
co ccous [see COCCDS], having many cocci or cells.

Multico-rneal, having many cornese. Mnlti-
co state, having more than one rib; palmately
nerved. Multicxvspid, -cn spidate, liavini; more
than two cusps. Multide ntate, having or armed
with many teeth. Mtiltideiitrculate, having
many denticulations

; having a finely-toothed

margin. Multidrgitate, having many fingers or

finger-like processes. Multidimensional, of more
than three dimensions. Multiflagellate, having
many rlagella. Multifo liate, -fcrliolate, having
many (more than 7 or 9) leaflets. Mnltiga nglio-

nate, having many ganglia. Multigra milate,
-g-ra-nulated, having many granules or grains.

Multifrirttulate, having many drop-like spots.

Multijugate (mlti dgz7g&amp;lt;?t,mtfltid3z&amp;lt;-gt&quot;t),
Multi-

jiigous [L. jngum yoke, pair], having many
pairs of leaflets. Multilaci niate, having many
lacinice. Mnltilame-llar, -lame Hate, -lame 1-

lous, having many lamella , IXnltila minar,
-la minate, -ated, having many lamina; or layers.

Multili-neal, having many lines. Multilrnear,
having many lines; Alg., applied by MacMahon
to an operator invented by him. Multilateral, (of
an equation) involving several unknowns. Multi-
lo bar, -lo-bate, Un-ltilobed, having many lobes.

Multilo-bular, -lo bulate, -ated, characterized by
many lobules. Multilo cnlar, -lo culate, -ated,

having, consisting of, or characterized by many cells

or chambers. Multima cular, having many
maculae. Multine rvose, having many nervures.

Mnltino dal, -no-date, -uo-dous, having many
nodes or knots. Multimvclear, -ate, -ated,

having more than one nucleus ; so Mnltimrcleo-
lar, -ate, -ated (in recent Diets.). Multi-o-vitlar,
-o vulate, containing many ovules. Multipalea*.
ceous, having numerous palese. Multipe-rforate,
characterized by many perforations. Multipi n-

nate, many times pinnate. Multipla-nar, con

sisting of, or related to, a number of planes.
Mnltipo lar, having many poles : Phys. said of
nerve-cells ; Eleclr. of dynamos. Mnltira diate,

-ated, having many rays. Multiradi-cnlar, hav

ing many radicles. Multisa cculate, having many
sacculi. Multise gmentate,-se-gmented, having
many segments. Multise ptate, having many
septa or partitions ; divided into many chambers,
as the pith of a walnut. Multise rial, arranged
in many series or rows; hence Mnltise rially
adv. ; so Multise riate. Multlsi liquose, -si li-

quous, having or producing many seed-vessels.

Multispe rmous [Or. cuippa. seed], many-seeded.
Multispi-culate, having many spicules. Multi-
spi-nous, many-spined. Mnltispi ral, having
many spiral coils or convolutions. Multistri-ate,
marked with numerous striae or streaks. Multi-
sn lcate, -ated, many-furrowed. Multitenta cu-

late, having many tentacles. Multi-tube -rculate,

-ated, having many tubercles. Unltitivbnlar,

having numerous tubes
; applied esp. to locomotive

boilers having many tubes traversing the flame

space. Multivo ltine [It. volta time, turn], (of
a silkworm) producing several broods in a year ;

cf. polyvoltine.

termination of the multi-articulate antennae in a filament,
not in a club. 1840 Cuviers Anim. Kingd, 486 A pair of

legs terminated by a very long, slender, and *multiarticu-
lated tarsus. 1864 H. SPENCER Princ. Biol. I. 50. 137
Of *multiaxial growth that is discontinuous, a familiar
instance among plants exists in the common strawberry.
1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur s Comp. Anat. 282 The elongated
*mu!ti-camerate hearts found in some Crustacea. -
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Did. Sci., etc., *Aln?ti Carhtate
t
in Conchology, is applied

to a shell which is traversed by many keel-like ridges. 1840
SMART, *Multi-carinatcd

t having many projections. 1857
HENFREY Bat. 626 *Multicellular filaments. 1884 BOWER
& SCOTT De Eary s^

Phaner, 95 The celebrated glands of
the Hop.. are multicellular peltate scales. 1864 H. SPENCER
Princ. Biol. I. 50. 137 Central development may be dis

tinguished into unicentralttf\&*multicentral\ according as
the product of the original germ, develops symmetrically
round one centre, or .. in subordination to many centres.

1908 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 12 Apr. 908 Cancers either started
from one centre (unicentral or monocentral) or from many
centres (multicentrat or plurocentral). 1902 Encycl. Brit.
XXXII. 75/2 The *multiciliale spermatozoids. 1901 Brit,
filed. Jrnl. 12 Jan. Epitome of Current Lit. 8/3 In *multi-
ciliated species [of Bacteria], 1857 A. GRAY First Less. Bat.

Gloss., *Mnlticipitali many-headed. 1831 MACGILLIVRAY tr.

Richard*s Elem. Bot. 315 A fruit often raised into ridges,
and separating naturally, when ripe, into as many distinct
cocca

t
which open longitudinally .. ; whence the expres

sions tricoccons, *multicoccous^ applied to this kind of
fruit. 1883 Q. jrnl. Microsc.Sci. XXIII. i86The *multi-
corneal (polymeniscous) eye of Insects. 1849 BALFOUU
Man. Bot. 144 Reticulated Venation. .. I. Unicostate. A
single riborcostain the middle (midrib). II. *Multicostate,
More than one rib. 1881 Linn. Soc. 9&amp;gt;/., Bot. XV III.

271 Achenia multicostnte. 1848 Quairis Anat. (cd. 5) 971
The molar teeth, true or large molars, or *multicuspid teeth.

1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Alan. Zool. 58 Minute spherical
bodies covered with radiating and multicuspid spines. 1839-
47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. III. 298/2 The incisors are always
very small, the molars generally *multicuspidate. 1819
SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 97 Rostrum descending,
*multidentate above. 1871 Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc. 287
(Cassell) The species of this group have the anterior tibia;

sometimes &quot;multidenticulate. 1847-9 Todds Cycl. Anat.
IV. i. 727/2 In all *multi-digitate mammalia, such as the

Quadrumana, Carnivora, Rodentia, and Kdentnta. 1884
R. A. PROCTOR in Gent!. Ma%. Jan. 36 Systems of non-
Euclidean geometry, or of ^multidimensional space. 1856
MAYNE Expos. Lex, t Multlfoliatns, applied to a digitated
leaf of which the common petiole terminates by more than
nine folioles, as the Lupinus zwius : *multifoliate. 1884
BOWER & SCOTT De Barys Phaner. 341 One bundle runs
out into each of the leaves, which form multifoliate whorls.

1831 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Richard s Elan. Bot. 138 *MuIti-
foholate [leaves],composed of numerous leaflets; as In Lupi~
nus varins. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 263 The
posterior part of the *multiganglionate cord which sur
rounds the gullet. 1860 WORCESTER, *Multigrannlute.
1840 SMART,

*
Multi-granulated. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit.

Discomycetes 322 Sporidia &quot;multiguttulate. 1831 MACGIL
LIVRAY tr. RicharcTs Elem. Bot. 139 Oppositely pinnate
leaves.. are said to be. ,*Multijugate, when the pairs of
leaflets are in indeterminate number. 1828-32 WEUSTEU,
*Multijugous, 1871 W. A. LEIGHTON Lichen-Jlora 90
Evernia fnrfnracea . . dichotomously &quot;imilti-laciniate.

1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur s Comp. Anat. 398 On one spot
of this [visual organ], .is placed a *multi-lamellar refractive

apparatus. 1882 VINES IT. Sacks Bot, 95 The multilamellar

epidermis. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 216 Cells, .infundi-

bulifQrm,..*multilamellate. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 266/2
Animal.. containing a calcareous polyparium.. fixed in the
lower part, enlarged, flattened, excavated, and *multi-
lamellous in the upper part. 18^6 tr. Wagners Gen.
Pathol. 469 Thickening of the epithelial layer of some
mucous membranes with *multilaminar pavement epithe
lium. iBgoCeHtury Diet., *Multilaminate. 1877(7- Jrnl.
Microsc. Sci. XVII. 182 A *multilaminated coat, a 1800
STEEVENS Note on Shaks. Twel._ N. in. iii, This Map is

*multilineal in the extreme, and is the first in which the
Eastern Islands are included. 1882 OGILVIE, Mnltilincal^
*
multilinear, having many lines. 1886 Proc. Lond. Matk.

Soc. XVIII. 61 The Theory of a Multilinear Partial Differ-

ential Operator... By P. A. MacMahon. 1817 H. T. COLE-
BROOKE Algebra, etc. 227 Analysis by a *Multiliteral equa
tion. 1895 Funk s Stand. Diet., *Multilot&amp;gt;ar. 1831 MAC
GILLIVRAY tr. Richard s Elem. Bot. 129 [Leaves are]
*Mu!tilobate ; when the divisions are broader and separated
by obtuse sinuses. 1896 Allbntfs Syst. Hied. I. 81 The
cells with multilobate nucleus. 1856 W. CLARK van der
Hoeven s Zool. I. 203 Rotatory organ *multilobed or parted,
1882-4 COOKE Brit, Freshw, Algse I. 202 Cells.. bi-, tri-, or

multi-lobed. 1874 VAN BUREN Dis. Genit. Organs 170 It

contains *multilobular mucous glands in its substance. 1905
H. D. ROLLESTON Dis. Liver 176 Multilobular cirrhosis.

1902 Webster s Diet. Suppl.,
*
Mitltilobnlate, Multilobulatedt

MULTI-.

3-Iobed, i-celled, *multiovular. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
MultiovulatuS) applied to the cells or compartments of the
ovary when they contain a great many ovules: *multi-
ovulate. Ml Litttt, S&c. ?*/., 0/.XVIlI.267Ovarylinear,
multiovulate. 1831 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Richards Elem.

E
1

INDLEY Sck. Bot. \. (ed. 14) 16 If there are more cells than
one it \sc. the pistil] is either bilocular, trilocular, multi-

locular, or otherwise. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 37 He
divides and then subdivides it into partitions, almost as
multilocular as a painter s box of colors. 1867 J. HOGG
Microsc. H. ii. 376 The Polythalamia or Multilocular Rhizo-
pods, in their earliest state are unilocular. 1890 Century
Diet., *Multiloculate. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 04
These morbid bodies, .may eventually coalesce with similar
bodies, .to form large *multiloculated bodies. 1859 Todd s

Cycl. Anat. V. [1341/2 The germinal vesicle is..*multi.
macular in the large-yolked ova. 1856 W. CLARK van der
Hoeven s Zool. I. 314 HiJ&amp;gt;polx&amp;gt;$ca

Latr. Wings parallel,
incumbent, obtuse, *multinervose. 1839 LINDLEY Introd.
Bot. \. ii. (ed. 3) 160 The *multinodal cyme offers no fixed
rule in the spirals of its nodes. 1640 S*A\itT&amp;gt;*Multinodatet

or Multinodous (many-knot ted), 1727 BAILEY vol. II,

*Multinodous, full of Knots. 1874 Q. jrnl. Microsc. Sci.
XIV. 97 Greef regards Pelomyxa as a multicellular, or,
rather, *multinuclear amcerjoid organism. 1882 VINES tr.

Sacks Bot. 946 The multinuclear bast-fibres and latici-

ferous cells of various Phanerogams. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
Inv. Anim. xii. 659 Unicellular organisms, which occa
sionally become multicellular, or at any rate *multinucleate,
by the multiplication of the nucleus. 1873 T. H. GREEN
Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 211 A *Multinucleated Cell from a
Grey Miliary Tubercle of the Lung in a case of Acute

Tuberculosis^ 1882 Nature XXV. 523 The sixth inter-
nodal cell might be multinuclear, with *multinucleolar
nuclei. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 765 Ovary sessile,

I

skeleton. 1875 HKNNETT & DYER tr. Sachs&quot; Bot. 195 Whole
systems of shoots frequently have the appearance of *multi-

pinnate leaves. i85oCAYLBVWIoM. Papers (iSBq) I. 505 The
developable which is the envelope of such a system [of
different planes] may be termed a &quot;multiplanar develop
able . 1859 Todd s Cycl. Anat. V. 443/2 Of the ganglki,
it is exclusively the sympathetic which are made up of

*multipolar ganglion-cells. 1884 HICGS Magn. uyn.
Elcctr. Mtich, 259 Formerly, in multipolar machines there
were as many brushes as poles. 1846 DANA

Zo&amp;lt;?ph.
vii.

(1848) 113 Cells *multiradiate. 1878 BELL tr. Gegenbanrs
Comp. Anat. 105 The acicular structures, which are com
bined together in various ways to form multiradiate stars.

1840 SMAKT,
*
Mitltiradiated. 1819 LINULEY tr. Richard s

Ohs. Fruits fy Seeds 48 Some, .botanists.. have regarded
such tubercles as so many radicles, and have attributed
to these genera a *multirndicular embryo. 1878 BELL tr.

(Ifxenbatn- s Comp. Anat. 272 [In the Hemiptera] the

fore-gut, which is ftequently *multisacculate, 1870 IT. A.
NICHOLSON Man. Zool. -289 The..*multisegmentate cirri

1

of the adult [Cirripede]. 1881 Athcnxnm 18 June 818/1
A central &amp;lt;h

multisegmented axis. 1857 -^- J- BERKELEY
Cryptog. Bot. 199 The filiform *multiseptate anther idia.

1838 G. JOHNSTON Brit. Zoophytes 287 Flustra Murrayana,
cells multiserial, ovate. 1872 H. A. NICHOLSON Pal&ont. 325
In the Pycnodonts the teeth are multiserial. 1870 ROLLKS-
TON Anim. Life 71 The cells.. are arranged &quot;multiserially

in parallej longitudinal rows. 1870 H&amp;lt;-OKI-,K Stud. 1-tora

187 Arctium. . Pappus-hairs multi-seriate. 1686 Phil.
7 rans. XVI. 287 ! lit; *Multisiltquose or corniculated Herbs,
which after each Flower bear many Pods or horned Seed
Vessels. 1706 PmLui&amp;gt;s(ed. Kersey) *&amp;gt;.\.Ccrnicitlatc Plants,
They are also termed *MultisiHquous, 1887 BENT LEY
Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 334 The fruit or pericarp is..*multi-

spcrmous. I9CW Proc. Zool. Soc. 139 Thy me&amp;gt;hes of the
reticulum are multispiculate. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 538
Carapax *multispinous. 1839 SOWERUY Conch. Man. 66
*
Miutispirali applied to a shell when the spire consists of
numerous whorls ; or to an opcrculum of numerous volu
tions. 1899 Fortn. Rci . LXV. 122 Arrangements of multi-

spiral springs [etc.]. 1842 BKANDK Diet. Sci., etc.,
* Multt-

striate. 1856 MAYNE Expos. Lev., Mitltisulcatus. ,*iTHilti-

sulcate. 1840 SMART,
&quot;

Mitltisulcatcd. 1846 DANA Zooph.
(1848)698 Polyps *multitentaculate. 1888 Q. Jrnl. Microsc.
Sci. XXIX. 20 The *multituberculate nioLir tttth of Myr-
mecobius. 1883 W. H. FLOWER in Encycl. Brit. XV. 376/1
Two small molars with low multituberculated crowns.
1862 SMILI-.S Engineers III. ico Without the steam-blast. .

the advantages of the *multitubular toiler (afterwards in-

vtiited) could never have been fairly tested. 1874 J.
GEOGHEGAN Silk in India 28 In 1866 experiments were
tried., with so-called Japan bivoltine and *inultivoltine
seed. 1883 G. WATT Econ. Prod. India in. 66 The multi-
voltine worms are confined chiefly to Bengal, where they
produce three chief crops,

b. In general use (mostly nonce-words) : as

multi-bfaded) -branched\ -faced , -faceted , -hited^

-pointed, -spired\ -threaded, -toned ; occas. with
advb. force, as multi-ramified. MiUtifi-stular

[L. fistula], consisting of many pipes. Multi-
flix vian [L. Jlitvius], having many rivers flowing
into it. Multifivrcate, forked in many directions.

Miiltili iignal, using, characterized by, or written

in, many languages. MiUtime dial, coming
through many media. SXultimo nstrous, consist

ing of many monstrosities, Unltipe rsonal, com
prising several personalities. Miiltise nsual, of

many meanings. Multiti tular, having many titles.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY \V. Africa 455 The *multi-bladed,
real throwing knives of some middle Congo tribes. 1862

Temple Bar VI. 266 The lofty and *multi-branchect genea
logical tree. 1821 SOUTHEY l^ts. Judgem. v. 70 Caitiffs,
are ye dumb? cried the *multifaced Demon in anger. 1885
E. DANNREUTHER in Grove Diet. Mns. IV. 366 This is the
central question, the multifaced problem he set himself to
solve. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life p. cxi, The larger
*multifacetted eyes, 1892 Pictorial World 2 Jan. 311/1
The multi-faceted mind of the German Aristophanes. I7z8
NORTH Mem. Music (1846) 51 The organon hydraulicon
distinguish! the *multifistular engine. 1807 J. BARLOW
Cohtmb. i. 514 Thy capes, Virginia, ..guard secure thy
*multifluvian Bay. 1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. Wks. 1843
VIII. 95 Why bifurcate rather than *

multifitrcate i 1804
FESSENDEN Ung. Poems (1806) 17 The flame cinctur d,
*multihu d arch in the sky. 1838 Fraser s Mag. XVII.
122 The art of *multilingual quotation is no mark of read

ing. 1880 WESTCOTT Speaker s Comm. t John xix. 20 Such
multilingual inscriptions were not uncommon in the Roman
provinces. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827)
III. 438 For species. .of *multimedial evidence, we have
simple (composed either of multi-personal alone . . or cf

transcriptural alone), and complex. 1647 WARD Simp. Coll.

2i_Such a &quot;multi-monstrous maufrey of heteroclytes and
quicquidlibets. 1802-12 *Multipersonal [see multimedial\.
i8o9CF.D ARCY Ideal.% Tkeol.iv. 153 Christianity teaches
us to think of_God as multipersonal unity. 1902 R. W.
CHAMBERS Maids ofParadise VL 104 He was engaged in

constructing a *multi-pointed paper star. 1816 T. L. PEA
COCK Headlong Hall i, Any of the last-named *multirami-
fied families. 1811-31 BENTHAM Logic Wks. 1843 VIII,
249 *Multisensual, by reason of analogy. 1884 Punch
20 Sept. 141 Vast, *multi-spired, thick-roofd.. is London.
1844 Civil Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl. VII. 236/1 *Multi-threaded
..screws. 1864 WEBSTER,

*
Multi-titular. 1843 LYTTON

Last Bar. ii. i, Blended with these *multitoned discords.

2. Prefixed to a sb. either with adjectival sense
= multiple, manifold ,

or with adverbial sense
= *

in many ways or directions *. Multicycle,
161



MULTIBIBE. 754 MULTILATERAL.

(a) a cycle having more than three wheels ; (b)
a cycle for two or more riders. Mnltifoeta-tion,

pregnancy with (a) more than one fcetus, or() more
than two foetuses. Mriltiloca tion, location in

many places at the same time. Muatimillionai re,

one who is worth many millions of money. Multi-

spexialist, a specialist in many subjects. Multi
syllable, a polysyllable. f Multitlie ism, poly
theism.

1887 Longinaris Mag. July 271 Composite or &quot;multi

cycles, carrying two or more passengers. 1898 Field 6 Aug.
275 This record stood until the 27th ult., when H. W. Payne,
assisted by two multicycles as pacemakers, reduced this

time to i min. 395 sec. 1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med., *Multi.

/station. 1891 Syd. Sac. Lex. 1863 PUSEY Truth Etig.
Ch. 169 A *mu!tilocation (i. e. a contemporaneous pre
sence in different portions of space) of Mary, according to
her flesh. 1893 Month Apr. 483 The multi-location of one
substance in separate parts of space. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
Aut. Breakf.-t. x. (1895) 250 The &quot;multi-millionaires sent
him a trifle, it was said, to buy another eye with. 1904
J. WELLS J. H. Wilson xiv. 118 Dr. Wilson might fairly be
called a *multi-specialist. 1639 [O. WALKER] Insir. Art
Oratory 38 A ^multisyllable better answers a monosyllable
precedent, than a monosyllable a multisyllable. 1719 DK
Foe Crusoe II. (Globe) 585 For. .Idolatry, and &quot;Multitheism

_ People in the World ever went beyond them.

3. Prefixed to a sb. forming a compound used
attrib. with the force of a parasynthetic adj. ; e. g.

multicharge^ (of a cannon) capable of containing
several charges ; imtlticoil, consisting of many coils.

1883 Standard 21 Sept. 5/3 Haskell s accelerating multi-

charge cannon, a 1894 C. G. ROSSETTI Divers Worlds,
The Earth shall tremble iii, The *multichord Thrilled

harp of heaven. 1877 fclem. Lect. Electricity 19 Multi-
coil Galvanometer. This is a galvanometer with three

. if

cylinders. 1838 Civil Eng. tf Arch. Jrnl. I. 121/1 The
&quot;nmltiflue boiler of Mr. Booth. 1778 [W. MARSHALL]
Minutes Agric. n Sept. an. 1774 It [sc. an implement] is

*multifurrow the number may be increased or decreased
at pleasure. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl., Multi-

furrovj Pltxu, one having several bodies for plowing two or
more furrows at once. 1864 Daily Tel. n Apr. 3/2 The
*mukigroove rifling. 1895 Century Mag. Aug. 635/1
Multi-partizan government leads inevitably to greater and

more diversified partizanship. 1890 Century Diet., *Multi-

phase, having many phases, in any sense of that word.

1892 S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo-Eleetr. Mac/t. 687 Motors. .

requiring multiphase currents. 1895-6 Cal. Univ. Nebraska
07 Single and multiphase dynamos. 1881 Nature XXV.
198 Our *multireflex arrangement for creating greater sensi

tiveness. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 8 Jan. an.

1776 A &quot;multi-soil Farm. 1884 Cyclist 13 Feb. 252/1 A new
*multispeed gearing.

tMultibibe. Ol&amp;gt;s.- [ad. L. multibib-us, f.

mulli- + -bibus drinking, bibere to drink.]
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Multibibe, one that drinks much, a

great Drinker.

Multibladed t o -carinated : see MDLTI- i a, b.

Multicavous, a. rare&quot;, [f. L. multicav-us

(f. mullus MULTI- + favus hollow) + -ous.]
1721 BAILEY, Multicavous, full of Holes. [Hence in

Johnson, etc.].

Multicellular to Multicoil: see MULTI- i 3,3.
t Mnlticplorate, a. Obs. [f. L. multicolor,

late L. multicolorus + -ATE 2
.] Multi-coloured.

1651 BIGGS New. Disp. p 233 However oftentimes a multi-
colorate bloud by the Court-ship of iterated bloud-lettings
may be sent forth.

Multi-colour, sb. and a. [MULTI- 2, 3.]
1. a. The condition of being many-coloured.
a 1849 P E Landscape Garden Wks. 1864 IV, 340 In the

multiform of the tree, and in the multicolor of the flower.

b. //. Many or various colours.

1901 Dailylily Chron. 14 Dec. 8/4 Bars of applied silk done in
multi-colours.

2. a. attrib. Applied to printing in many colours
or a machine for such printing, b. adj.

= next.
1881 Maem. Mag. XLIV. 388 Hawkweed topped all the

multi-colour weeds. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meeh. Suppl., Multi
color Printing Press, a chromatic printing press. 1888
JACOBI Printers Vocab., Multicolour letters. Characters
cut in separate pieces for working in two or more colours.

Mu-lti-COloured, a. [Muz.ii- i.] Of many
or various colours; many-coloured.
1845 HIRST Poems 65 Butterflies on every floweret wave

their multi-coloured wings. 1859 SALA TM round Clock
(1861) 417 Multicoloured streamers of attenuated ribbon.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 465 A rare but striking
development of the ring formation is the production of
multicoloured concentric circles.

Multi-corneal to -facetted : see MULTI- 1,2,3.
Multifarious (mpltife&amp;gt;ri3s), a. (sb.) [f. late

\^.multifari-us (class.L. multifdriam adv.) + -ous.]
1. Having great variety or diversity; much di

versified ; (with pi. sb.) many and various.
1593 NASHE Christ s T. 38 The Scripture thou madest a

too-to compounde Cabalisticall substaunce of, by canonizing
such a multifarious Genealogie of Comments. 1617 SIR T.
LAKE in Fortescue Papers (Camden) 36 The title is multi
farious and the contents multiplicious. a 1652 J. SMITH Sit.
Disc. i. 20 That complex and multifarious man that is made
up of soul and body. 1655-87 H. MORE App.Antid. (1712)
194 This Idea is not free from the intanglement of multi
farious Contradictions in the conception thereof. 1779
JOHNSON L. P., Pope (1868) 375 His reading, though his
favourite authors are not known, appears to have been
sufficiently extensive and multifarious. 1790 BURKE Fr.

Rev. 65 That multifarious thing called a state. 1826 Goon
Bk. Nat, (1834) I. in The component parts of the cemented
rocks are often very multifarious. 1850 GROTE Greece^ n.

! Ixvi. (1862) VI. i Two years of cruel and multifarious

suffering. 1884 F. TEMPLE Relat. Rclig. ft Sci. iv. (1885) 99
The things themselves which thus change are as multifarious

I as the changes which they undergo.
b. Bot. (See quot. )

1838 BARTON & CASTLE .# /. Flora Med. II. Gloss., Multi-

! farious, very numerous ; or arranged in many rows.
_

2. Law. Improperly joining in one bill distinct

matters, and thereby confounding them (Story).
1838 STORY Equity Pleadings v. 186. iSjiLaii. Rep.Chznc.

7 App. 463 The bill is multifarious. Each Defendant has
a separate defence, and the cases of all cannot be united in

the same record.

3. sb. In Kantian philosophy
= MANIFOLD sb. 2 a.

1819 J. RICHARDSON Kant s Logic Introd. 46 Distinctness

itself may be two-fold : First, a sensual one. This consists

in the consciousness of the multifarious by intuition. 1836
J. W. SEMPLE Kant s Melaphysic of Ethic Introd. li. note.

1837 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph, xlvi. (1870) II. 509 The
principal function of the Understanding, out of the multi

farious presented to it, to form a whole.

Multifa riously, atfv. [-LY
2
.]

In a multi

farious manner ; with great variety or diversity ;

in many and various ways.
1657 TOMLISSON Renou s Disp. 502 This syrupe is multi

fariously made. 1692 BENTLEY Senn. (1724) v. 194 If only
xxiv parts . . may be so multifariously placed and ordered, . .

as to make many Millions of Millions of differing Rows.
1763 W. LEWIS Phil. Coiitni. Arts 91 The mutual relations

of bodies are multifariously modified by the circumstances
in which the subjects are applied to one another. 1864
BL RTON Scot Abr. II. i. 116 Another multifariously endowed
Scottish physician, Walter Donaldson. 1885 Lavj Times

\ LXXIX. 58/2 The person..may sell it, lease it, and deal
with it multifariously under the Act.

Multifa-riousiiess. [-NESS.] The state or

quality of being multifarious ; multiplied diversity.
1687 NORRIS Coll. Misc. 439 According to the multifarious-

ness of instability, so are the possibilities of Be_ing. 1849
ROBERTSON Semi. Ser. I. ii. (1856) I. 28 Multifariousness of

knowledge is commonly opposed to depth. 1893 Nation
LVI. 14/3 The multifariousness of the workings of French
upon our language.

b. Law. (See MULTIFARIOUS a. 2.)

1838 STORY Equity Pleadings v. 184. 1843 Law Jrul.
Rep. XII. i. 89 A demurrer, which had been filed upon
two grounds, multifariousness and want of parties. 1876
Law Rep. 3 Chanc. Div. 370 Multifariousness. .has ceased
to be an objection by the express enactment of the Judi
cature Act.

t Multifary, a. Obs. In 5 -phary(e. [ad.L.
multifari-us, med.L. -fkarius.~\ Multifarious.
ta 1412 LYDG. Two Mereh. 530 O, out on neede of malys

multipharye ,
He gan to crye. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy m

Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 181 As though wee sent into the
londe of Fraunce Tenne thousande peple, men of gode
puissaunce, To werre unto her hynderynge multiphary.

Multiferous (molti-feras), a. rare&quot;,
[f. L.

multifer or mod.L. mtiltiferus : see MULTI- and

-FEKOUS.] (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Multiferous, bearing much or

many j fruitful. 1721 in BAILEY. 1856 MAVNE Expos. Lex.,
Multifcrus, Bot., employed by De Candolle to characterize

vegetables which bear flowers and fruits many times in
the course of a year : multiferous. 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Multifid (mzHtifid), a. Bot. and Zool. [ad. L.

mnltijid-us, i. mullus MULTI- + fid-, stem of

fmdtre to cleave.] Having many divisions ; cleft

or divided into many parts. Also Comb.
1752 J. HILL Hisl.Anim. 23 The short and multifid-tailed

monoculus. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. n. xxxi. (1765) 153
Cucurbica, with multifid Leaves. 1835 KIRBY Hat. # Inst.
Anim, I. App. 359 The lubricous, multifid, and constantly
moving organs. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. viii. 471A simple, bifid, or multifid fold of the integument.
Hence Mu-ltifldly adv., with multifid divisions.

1840 PAXTON Bot. Diet., Multifidlypinnatifid; a leaf is

so called _when it is pinnately-lobed, and these lobes are
again divided into many parts. 1857 Moore s Handbk.
Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 187 The rachis bifidly or multifidly
divided towards the apex.
Multi fido-, used as combining form of MULTI-

FID
;
= MULTIFIDLY.

1871 W. A. LEIGHTON Liclien-flora 152 Multifido-laciniate.

Multifidous (mylti-fidas), a. [f. L. multifid-
ns MULTIFID + -ous.] =

prec. : said esp. of feet,
or of animals having such feet.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. xxvii. 175 Those
animalls.. which are multiparous and multifidous, that

is,
which have many at a litter, and have also their feet divided
into many portions. 1715 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 307 Quad
rupeds, Viviparous (multifidous and bifidous) and Ovi
parous. 1856 W. CLARK van der Hoeven s Zool. I. 48
Lorica globose or oval . . emitting from the terminal aperture
processes of the animal variable, multifidous.

Multifistularto-flagellate: see MULTI- i a, b.

II Multiflora (mwltiflo-ra). [L. fern. (sc. rasa)
of multifloms MULTIFLOROUS.] A variety of rose.

1852 [see MONTHLY sb. 3]. 1869 HOLE Roses 127 Nor am
I acquainted.. with any garden which has space to spare
for the Multiflora or for the Hybrid Climbing Roses.

Multifloral (mpltiflooTal), a. Bot. [Formed
as next + -AL.] = next.

1875 BENNETT& DYER tr. Sacks Bot. 431 The formation of
multifloralinflorescencesofpeculiar form being characteristic
of the more highly developed structure of Angiosperms.
Multiflorous (mz&amp;gt;ltifl6T3s),a. Bot. [f.lateL.

multiflor-us (f. multus MULTI- + Jtor-, ftos flower)

+ -OUS.] Of a stalk : Bearing many (i. e. more
than three) flowers.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot, m. iv. (1765) 172 Uniflorous,
Biflorous, Triflorous, or Multiflorous Peduncles. 1831 MAC-
GILLIVRAY tr. Ricliards Elcm. Bot. 180.

Multi-flue to -fcetation : see MULTI- i b, 2, 3.

Multifoil (mzrltifoil). Arch. [f. MULTI- 2 +
FOIL j.l] An ornament consisting of many (i. e.

more than five) foils. Also attrib. or adj.
1835 [see FOIL

so.\
2 bj. 1848 B. WEBB Cont. Ecclesiol. x.

t
19 There are multifoils with reliefs of angels singing. 1849
REEMAN Archit. 278 The strange multifoil shape which is

a peculiarity of the Arabian architecture of Spain.
Hence Mu It ifoiled a., composed of many foils.

1851 RUSKIN Stones Venice I. viii. 15 Multifoiled shafts
are seldom true grouped shafts.

Multifold (nwltifonld), a. [f. MULTI- + -FOLD,
after manifold.] Manifold.
1806 T. MAURICE Ind. Antig. I. 64 A first essay, .composed

..amidst multifold disappointment. 1825 COLERIDGE Lit.
Rent. (1836) II. 334 The multifold application of faculties
common to man and brute animals. 1877 RUSKIN Fors
Clav. Ixxviii. 161 Machinery for multifold killing.

Multifoliate, -foliolate : see MULTI- i a.

Multiform (myltifcun), a, and sb. [a. F.

multiform* or ad. L. multiform-is : see MULTI-
and -FORM.] A. adj. Having many forms, shapes,
or appearances ; highly diversified in form; of many
and various forms or kinds.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. iii. (1632) 458 Life is a motion
unequal!, irregular and multiforme. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

182 Aire, and ye Elements.. that in quaternion run Per
petual Circle, multiform. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat, i.

(1765) 32 Human Life a Compound of various and multi
form Actions. 1784 COWPF.R Task \\. 287 The shifts and
turns, Th expedients and inventions, multiform, To which
the mind resorts, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng., etc.

(1821) I. 509 The multiform brogue, which salutes the ears
of a traveller in.. New-York. 1859 DARWIN Qrig. Spec. v.

131 The variations so common and multiform in organic
beings under domestication. 1895 Army &amp;lt;$ Navy Co op.
Soc. Price List No. 62. 1649 Multiform or Lounge [Hat],

b. Math. (See quot.)
1893 A. R. FORSYTH Theory ofFunctions 15 If a function

have more than one value for any given value of the

variable, or if its value can be changed by modifying the

path in which the variable reaches that given value, the
function is called multiform.

B. sb. That which is multiform; that which
exhibits many and various forms. Also, multiform

character, multiformity.
a 1849 POE Landscape Garden Wks. 1864 IV. 340 In the

multiform of the tree, and in the multicolor of the flower.

1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith
(1855)

I23 w
.

hen I attempt.. to
seek the elusive unity in the infinite multiform. 1856 MRS.
BROWNING Aur. Leigh in. 9 If He spoke To Peter then,
He speaks to us the same; The word suits many different

martyrdoms, And signifies a multiform of death.

Hence Mtrltiformness rare~
t multiformity.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Multiformity, [ad. late L. mutiifbrmitfc,
f. multiformis (see prec.). Cf. F. multiformity]
The condition or character of being multiform

j

diversity or variety of form, shape,
or appearance.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pofsit i. viii, (Arb.) 34 So is that

part [the imagination], .in his much multiformitie vniforme,
that is well proportioned. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. 64
Contention hath been mooued. .touching an Vniformitie of
Methode in Multiformitie of Matter. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim
age To Rdr., Barking out a multiformitie of oathes, like

hellish Cerberi.
ijjao J. JOHNSON Collect. Laws, etc. Ch.

Eng. I. Pref. p. xvii, Which created Confusion and Multi
formity in the Church, a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes $ Lect,

(1849) 1. 105 The characters in this play are either imperson
ated out of Shakspeare s own multiformity, .or [etc.], 1862
MERIVALE Rom. Emp. Ixiv. (1865) VIII. 77 The immensity
and multiformity of Nature. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII.

56 The multiformity and frequent latency of the disease.

MultifOTmous, a. rare. [f. L. multiform-is
MULTIFORM + -ous.] Multiform.
a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serm. (1675) 1^1

His justice was
multiformous in all the actions of his life, a 1670 Abp.
Williams \. (1692) 204 His [Buckingham s] multiformous

places compelled such a swarm of suitors to hum about him
that (etc.]. 1847-54 WEBSTER (citing Taylor).

Multi-forous, a. rare , [f. L. multifor-is,
-us (f. multus MULTI- + foris door, opening).]
1721 BAILEY, Multiforoits, having many Holes. 1856

MAYNE Expos. Lex. t Afultiforitst
Zool. t ..pierced by a great

number of holes, as the Asterias multifora: multiforous.

Multifurcate to -ganglionate : see MULTI-.

Multige-nerous, a. rare~. [f. L. mitlti-

gener-us (f.
multus MULTI- +gener-) genus kind)

+ -OUS.] 1711 BAILEY, Multigenerons, of many Kinds.

Multigranulate to-laminar : see MULTI- 1,3.

Multilateral,&quot;, f
MULTI- i. Cf. med.L. mnlti-

laterus (Boeth.), multilateralis (Duns Scotus).]
1. Geom. Having many (i. e. more than four)

sides; = MANY-SIDED i.

1696 PHILLIPS, Multilateral, all Figures that have more
than four Right Lines. 471696 SCARBURGH *(://&amp;lt;/ (1705) 27
After the division of strait-lm d Figures, .into Trilateral.,

and Multilateral, Euclide begins [etc.]. 1766 Complete
Farmer s.v. Surveying 7 E 4/2 A regular polygon, otherwise
called a regular multangular, or&quot; multilateral figure. 1862

TODHUNTER EitcUd QtS. 23 Multilateral figures, or polygons,
[bounded] by more than four straight lines. 1875 BENNETT
& DYER tr. Sacks Bot. 765 Multilateral erect stems.

2. fig* MANY-SIDED a.



MULTILATERALLY.

equ , , ,

an admiralty side. 1869 J. F. CLARKE Brahtnanism in

Atlantic Monthly May 561/1 The whole poem represents
the multilateral character of Hinduism.

3. (See quot.)
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. *Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 495 In

the case of a bilateral or multilateral deed, viz. to which
there are parties more than one.

Hence Multila terally adv., so as to make a

multilateral figure ;
Multila teraliiess, the con

dition or quality of being many-sided.

.

1879 HaeckcCs Evol. Alan I. via. 214 Granular entoderm-

cells, which, by mutual pressure, are flattened multilaterally.

Multilineal to -loculated : see MULTI- i a, 2.

Multi-loqua cious, a. = MULTILOQUENT.
1819 Metropolis II. 179 A fat, elderly gentleman, multi-

loquacious, and who speaks very fast.

H/EultiloQueuee (myltrl^kwens). rare. [ad.
late L. multtloqiientia : see MULTI- and LOQUEXCV.]
Much speaking; talkativeness ; iase of many words.
1760 J. COPVWELL [W. Woty] Shrubs ofParnassus 147

Where Clamour wages war with Sense, And Oratory centres

in Multiloquence. 1846 WORCESTER (citing J. Q. Adams).
1893 7taMpw2tarXCYUi 625 He would invariably flounder

astray in his own multiloquence.
So Multi-loquent [cf. LoQUENT],Mnltilo ctnious

(whence Multilo quiousness), Multrloquous
[L. multitoqu-us\ adjs. y given to much talking,

talkative; Multi loquy [L. multifoqui-um] -

MULTILOQUENCE.
1656 B LOU NT Glossogr.) *Multiloquent, full of speech, that

hath many words. 1891 S. MOSTYN Cnratica 77 He ven
tured more than once to silence even the multiloquent
Babbleton. 1640 QUARLES Enchir. (1641) n. xxvi, With
three sorts of men enter no serious friendship : The Ingrate-
full man; the *MultiIoquious man; the Coward. 1727
BAILKY vol. II, *Multiloquionsne$s, talkativeness. 1658
PHILLIPS. 1664 New Haven Col. Rev. (1858) II. 530 In

your large scedule and *multiloquous penings. 1542 BKCON
Pathw. Prayer xxxiii, Y l *multiloquie& manner of bablyng
in prayers, which the Ethnickes & Infidels dyd vse. 1677
GALE Crt. Gentiles in. 205 In Battologie there are two
vices, (i) vain repetition of the same words, (2) Multiloquie
or much speaking. 1700 ASTRY tr. Saai&amp;gt;edra.-Faxardo I.

81 Multiloquy makes their Words unregarded. 1721 BAILEY,
Multiloqny^ talkativeness.

Multimacular to -millionaire : see MULTI-.

Multimodous, a. [f.
L. multimod-us (i. multtts

MULTI- + modus MODE sb^} + -ous.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Multimodoust of divers Sorts,

fashions or manner.

Multimonstrous to -nodous : see MULTI- i.

Multinomial (m01tinda*mil), a. andj/. Alg.
Also 7 -nomall. [f. MULTI- after binomial* Cf.

K. multinome sb., &quot;\multinomie adj.] A. adj. Of
an expression : Consisting of many (i, e. more than

two) terms connected by the signs + or
Multinomial Theorem^ theorem discovered byDe Moivre

for the expression of any power of a multinomial without
actual involution.

1608 R. NORTON tr. Stevins La Disnte D, Ptolome and
lohannes Monta-regjo haue not described their Tables of

Arches, Chords, or bines, in extreme perfection (as possibly
they might haue done by Multinomall numbers) [orig.
nonibres multinomies\. 1697 Phil. Tram. XIX. 619 The
infinite Number Multinomial. 1704 [see POLYNOMIAL
A. i]. 1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 42 When
the Dividend and Divisor are Multinomial Quantities ..

there may be a Common Multiplier of both. 1743M CLAURIN Fluxions II. 761 An investigation of the
binomial and__ multinomial theorems. 1858 TODHUNTER
A Igebra xxxvii. 530 By applying the multinomial theorem
to find the coefficients of other powers of x. 1904 Jml.
Math. Ser. n. II. 478 The deficient multinomial expansion

{^,+^+^3
+...|P.

B. sb. A multinomial expression,
1674 JEAKE Arith, (1696) 294 Where the composition hath
more than two parts, the Compound is called a Polynomial
or a Multinomial. 1697 Pkil, Trans. XIX. 619 A Method
of Raising an infinite Multinomial to any given Power. ..

By Mr. Ab. De Moivre. 1742 M C L,AURIN Fluxions II. 608
Mr. De Moivre s theorem for raising a multinomial to any
power of the index . 1858 TODHUNTER Algebra xxxvii.

\ 528 The expansion of the proposed multinomial.

Multinominal (rn#Hin^ rninal),&amp;lt;z. [f. L.multi-
ndmin-is (f. multus MULTI- + nomin-

t
nomen name)

+ -AL.] Having many names ; polyonymous.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apuleius xi. 281

The divine mandates of the multinominal Goddess. 1855
M. BRIDGES Pop. Mod. Hist. xx. 462 At these places he
crushed, .the multinominal and heroic legions of his enemies.

So f Mnltino xninons a.
a 1615 DONNE Ess. (1651) 101 How multinominous is the

father in law of Moses? a 1631 Paradoxes (1652) 52
Why is Venus-star multinominous, called both Hesperus
and Vesper ?

Multinuclear to -paleaceous : see MULTI- i a.

II Multipara (multrpara). Obstetrics, [mod.
L., fern, of multipart^ : see MULTI- and -PABOUS.]
A woman who has borne more than one child.

1872 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 76 Should the case
be one of a multipara, the cylinder may be introduced with
out pain. 1879 J.

M. DUNCAN Clin. Led. Dis. Women xix.

209 Procidentia is . . more likely to occur to a multipara than
a primipara.

755

Multipa rient, . [See MULTI- and PAEIENT

a.]
= next i.

1822 GOOD Study Med. IV. 233 While some women pro
duce thus rapidly in single succession, there are others that

are multipanent. 1851 RAMSBOTHAM Obst. Med. fy Surg.
(ed. 3) 49 If one ovary only is removed from a multiparient
animal, she becomes less fruitful.

Multiparous (mrltrparss), a. [f. mod.L.

multipar-us : see MULTI- and -FABOUS.]
1. Bringing forth many young at a birth

; pertain

ing to or characterized by this kind of parturition.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xv. 141 It is not denied

there have been bicipitous Serpents with the head at each

extream,. .which double formations do often happen unto

multiparous generations. Ibid. 175 [see MULTIFIDOUS]. 1691
RAY Creation (16^2) 106 Multiparous quadrupeds, as Dogs,
as Swine, are furnished with a multitude of Paps. 1782 A.
MONRO Compar. Anat.(e&. 3) 31 In bitches and other multi

parous animals. 1829 Good s Study Med. V. 225 Paro
dynia Pluralis. Multiparous Labour. 1839-47 Todd sCycl.
Anat. III. 315/1 The oviducts are shorter.. in the uni-

parous Kangaroo, than in the multiparous Opossums. 1870
K.OLLBSTON Aniin. Life 8 The multiparous character of the
order [Rodentiaj.
2. That is a multipara; of or pertaining to a

woman who has borne more than one child.

1860 TANNER Pregnancy ii. 78 The multiparous organ
[sc. uterus] is in every respect rather larger and heavier.

1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 572 In the case of children
of the multiparous, no less than 16 proved insusceptible
to vaccination.

3. Bot. Applied to a cyme that has mnny axes.

i88oA.GRAY.SV&amp;gt;-ttc/./W. 152 Bravais distinguishes cymesas
multiparous, with three or more lateral axes ; biparous [etc.].

Hence Multipa rity [see PARITY -].

1890 Cent. Diet. 1903 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 16 Sept. 42 Woman
is in a state of transition from multiparity to uniparity.

Multipartite (m^ltipa jtait), a. [ad. L.

multipartH-us : see MULTI- and PARTITE a. ]

Divided into many parts ; having many divisions.

1721 in BAII.EY. 1775 JKNKINSON Brit. Plants Gloss.

1811-31 BENTHAM Logic Wks. 1843 VIII. 253/1 Strict

division is bipartite; loose division is multipartite. 1819
Pantologia, s. v., Multipartite Corel,. .Multipartite leaf...

Divided into several parts almost to the bottom. 1872 OLIVER
Elan. Bot. ii. 153 Meadow Geranium, .with multipartite

stipulate leaves. 1891 tr. Harnack s Diff. &amp;lt;f-

Int. Calc. 367
All the curves constituting the multipartite boundary of
a domain. 1898 Alll iitfs Syst. Med. V. 638 The ordinary
multinucleated leucocytes, or more correctly, those with

multipartite nucleus.

Multi-partizan : see MULTI- 3.

Multiped, -pede (multiped, -pfd), sb. and a.

Now rare. [ad. L. multiped-^ -pes sb. and adj.,

multipeda sb., f. mttlttts MULTI-
+p&amp;lt;js foot.] A. sb.

A many-footed creature ; t spec, a woodlouse.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 378 A liniment made with the

creepers called Sowes or Multipedes. 1670 LISTER in Phil.
Trans. V. 2067 The Long and Round-bodied read-coloured

Julus, distinguished from all other Multipeds, in that their

innumerable legs are as small as hair, and white. 1713
DERHAM Phys.-Theol. ix.i. (1714) 406 notct It is a wonderful

pretty Mechanism observable in the going of Multipedes, as
the Julit Scolopcndrx, c. 1860 Temple Bar 1. 127 Those
multipeds have the advantage over quadrupeds. 1861

Eraser s Mag. Dec. 766 A blood-thirsty swarm of brown
broad backed multipeds.

B. adj. Many-footed.
1736 H. BROOKE Univ. Beauty y.

no All the wondrous
train, Who plungM recluse in silent caverns sleep ; Or
multipede, Earth s leafy verdure creep. 1798 G. WAKEFIELD
Lett. Sir J. Scott 18 Every fellow-creature, biped, quad
ruped, or multiped. 1828-32 WEBSTER, Multiped, 1850
OGILVIK, Multipede.
So Multipedous (mlti p/d9s) a., pertaining to

or characteristic of many-footed animals.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. ix. i. (1714) 406 Motion..

Vermicular, or Sinuous. .or the Multipedous, or any other

Way. 1851 Eraser s Mag. XLIII. 211 This subcuticular

multipedous mode of going through the world.

Multiperforate to -planar : see MULTI- i a, 3.

Multiple (mzrltip l), a. and sb. Also 6 Sc.

multipiU (?), 8 (rare} multuple. [a. F. multiple,
ad. late L. multiplies (cf. duplus DOUBLE) L.

multiplex (see MULTIPLEX). The word is rare

before the igth c. exc. in A. I and B. 2.] A. adj.
1. Math. a. That is a multiple (see B. 2) ; fthat

is some multiple of.

1714 BARROW Euclid vii, Def. 20 Numbers are proportional!,
when the first is as multiple of the second, as the third is of
the fourth. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Multiple ratio, or

proportion, is that which is between multiple numbers.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 564/2 mar&, Formula; for

multiple and sub-multiple angles.
b. Multiple proportion, ratio , the proportion or

ratio existing between a quantity and some multiple
of it, or between several multiples of it. Law of
multiple proportions (Chem.) : see quot. 1876.
1704 J, HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Multiple Proportion, is

when the Antecedent being divided by the Consequent, the

Quotient is more than Unity. 1795 HUTTON Math. Diet.
s. v., Duple, triple, &c. ratios; as also subduples, subtriples,
&c., are so many species of Multiple and Submultiple
ratios. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. I. 151 Dalton s

ideas concerning multiple proportions. 1876 ARMSTRONG in

Encycl. Brit. V. 468/1 It is often the case that elements
combine together in several proportions ; whenever this

occurs the several proportions in which the one element
unites with the other invariably bear a simple relation to
one another. Thus i part by weight of hydrogen unites
with 8 parts by weight of oxygen, forming water, and with

MULTIPLE.
16 or 8X2 parts of oxygen, forming peroxide of hydrogen.
..This law is known as the law of combination in multiple
proportions.

o. Printing. Multiple mark (see quot.).
1888 JACOBI Printers l- ocab. t Multiple markA, sign in

arithmetic, thus X.

2. Consisting of or characterized by many parts,

elements, or individual components; having many
origins, results, influences, issues, or the like ;

manifold. With pi. sb. : Many and various.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Covt. Eng. i. vii. 25 That Kings
should bow down their necks under the double or rather

multiple yoke of Pope and Archbishops. 1662 PKTTY
Taxes x. 13 Why should not the solvent thieves and cheats
be rather punished with multiple restitutions than death,

pillory, whipping, &c. ? #1734 NORTH Lives (1826) 1.427
It introduced two reports instead of one, and multuple
attendances. 1831 CAKLYLE Sarf. Res. i. vii. (1858) 29
Doublets of fustian, under which He multiple runs of cloth.

1859 DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (1887)11.230 You overrate the

importance of the multiple origin of dogs. 1876 HaeckcFs
Hist. Creation II. 45 The multiple, or polypbyletic, hypo
thesis of descent. 1879 THOMSON &. TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i.

327 This problem is essentially determinate, but generally
has multiple solutions. 1886 Sat. Rev, 12 June 801/1 The
intention of the Government to abolish the multiple vote
which now belongs to the larger ratepayers.

3. In technical use.

a. Anal., Zool.
t and Bot. t b. Chem. Of salts: Con

taining many ingredients or radicals. c. Astron. {Mul
tiple star: a cluster of stars forming apparently one system.)
d. Path. Involving many parts, etc. e- Physics, {Multiple
echo, intage-. see quots.) f. Elect r. (Multiple arc: a

compound electric circuit. Multiple telegraphy: a .system
by which many messages may be sent over the same wire.)

g. Applied to mechanical contrivances or operations in which
there are many parts of the same kind or in which the same
action is many times repeated. h. Math. (See quots.)
i. In the Kantian philosophy: That is a manifold, rare.
a - T 7S2 -J- HILL Hist. Aniin. 20 The Monoculus, with

multiple and capillaceous nnlenmc. 1831 MACGILUVKAY tr.

Richard s Elan. Bot. 109 The bulb is sometimes simple...
Or it is multiple, when several small bulbs are found collected
under the same envelope. Ibid. 319 Multiple fruits arc
those which result from the aggregation of several pistils
contained in the same (lower. 1848 Qaains Anat. (ed. 5)

972 The fangs of all the molar teeth are multiple. 1887
BENTLEV Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 239 The corolla is usually com
posed of but one whorl of petals,, .but in some flower.*, there
are two or more whorls.. in which case it is called multiple.
h. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 628/2 M. Magellan

thinks, that the aphronitrum is not only a triple but a

multiple salt. 1865 MANSFIELD Suits 55 A double salt will

be indicated by a single cross, . . the cross being repeated for

multiple salts of higher degree.
C. 1850 J. P. NICHOL Arc/lit. Heavens 207 Multiple stars

and groups like the Pleiades. Ibid. Contents p. x.vi.

Multiple systems. 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teachings i.

(1870) 17 The double and multiple stars shine with differently-
coloured light.
d. 1851 PAGET Led. Tumours vii. 78 Multiple osMfiua-

tions of tendons, muscles, and other tissues. 1857 BULLOCK
tr. Cascaux* Midwifery 238 The term, compound or

multiple pregnancy, has been applied to that in which two
or more fcetuses are enclosed in the uterine cavity. 1872
T. BRYANT Pract. Surg, 255 Sometimes they [sc. sublhi^iMl
cysts] are multiple, and on several occasions on opening one

cyst 1 have seen a second within. 1877 tr. Ton Zicmsscns
Cycl. Med. XII. 708 Abscess of the brain is either single or

multiple. Ibid. 852 Multiple cerebro-spinal sclerosis. 1887
Brit. Med. yrnl. 26 Mar. 681/1 Multiple Peripheral (Alco
holic) Neuritis in Women.
6. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Echo, A multiple echo

may be made, by so placing the echoing bodies, at unequal
distances, as that they may reflect all one way. 1863
ATKINSON tr. Ganot s Nat. Phihs. 193 Multiple echoes
are those which repeat the same sound several times; this

is the case when two opposite surfaces.. successively reflect

sound. Ibid. 416 Multiple images formed by glass mirrors.
f. 1873 F. JENKIN Electr. # Magn. iv. 7 With a long

circuit of great external resistance large cells, or many of
them joined in multiple arc, will fail to give us strong
currents. 1877 A thenxuinzi July 84/1 An apparatus designed
for multiple telegraphy, in which vibrations from a number
of forks at the sending end were to be taken up by corre

sponding forks at the other end. 1870 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Tele

phone 50 A practical system of multiple telegraphy. 1888

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 124/1 Delaunay s multiple telegraph.
g. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1496/2 Multiple bolt, an

arrangement by which a number of bolts are simultaneously
moved. 1879 Engineering XXVII. 506 Multiple wood-
boring machine. Ibid. XXVIII. 195 Multiple drilling
machine for rails. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Multiple staining^
dyeing tissues for microscopical examination with more than
one staining agent.
h. 1841 D. F. GREGORY Ex. Dijf. 9f Int. Calc. xi. 460

Multiplication of several definite integrals together, so as to
obtain a multiple integral. 1842 DE MORGAN Diff. &amp;lt;$

Int.

Calc. 379 Multiple points are those in which two or more
branches of the curve pass through the same point. 1879
SALMON Higher Plane Curves 32 A curve may . . have
multiple tangents ; or, in other words, that there may be
lines which touch the curve in two or more points, or which
have with the curve a contact of the second or higher order.

1 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 176/1 The multiple matter

presented by experience. Ibid. 176/2 The matter of mathe
matics is the multiple object of space and time.

4. Comb., as multiple-valued adj. ; multiple-
annular, of many rings ;

b. in phr. with sb. tised

attrib., as multiple contact switch ; multiple-
colour, -cylinder, -phase = MULTI-COLOUR, etc.

1902 Scotsman 3 Jan. 7/6 A wonderfully complex, spiral,
or *multiple-annular, nebula. 1899 Daily Neivs 16 Feb. 5/1
His scheme of *multiple-colour illumination. 1889 Electr.

Engineer 19 Apr. 310 The secondary coil is sub-divided
into a number of sections connected with a *multiple contact
switch. 1888 J. F. WILSON & D. GREY Mod. Printing
Mac/i, x. 201 The large *multiple-cylinder machine erected

1G1-2



MULTIPLEE.

by Colonel Hoe in 1848 for the Parisian daily paper La
i atrie. 1891 Times 28 Sept. 13/6 A self-exciting &quot;multiple-

phase alternator of 80 volts electromotive force. 1878 Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 731/2 (art. Money] When the state fixes the ratio

between these metals a new system has come into existence,
which has been called the *multiple tender system. 1882

MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 107 Hence we do not get a

*multiple-valued potential at Q.
B. sb.

fl. = MULTIPLIE. Sc. Obs. (Perh. an error.)

&quot;577-95 Descr. Isles Scot, in Skene Celtic Scot. (1880)

III. App. 437 In all the small burnisof this lie are multipill
of .salmond and other fisches.

2. Math. A quantity which contains another

quantity some number of times without remainder.

Thus, 4 is a multiple of 2
; 6, of 2 and of 3.

Least common multiple (L. C. M.) : the least quantity that

contains two or more quantities some number of times

without remainder; e.g. 12 is the L. C. M. of 2, 3, and 4.

1683 tr. Milliefs Elem. Euclid v. 209 If the multiple of the

first exceed that of the second, the multiple of the third will

also exceed that of the fourth, a 1696 SCARBURGH Euclid

(1705) 181 If the Antecedent be not..a Multiple of the Con

sequent. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages viii. i.CiSip) Il.^or The

preference given to twelve, or some multiple of it, in fixing
the number ..ofjudges. 1823 J. MITCHELL Diet. Math. $
Phys. Sci. s. v., To find the least common Multiple of several

Numbers. 1856 KANE Arct, Expl. II. vii. 81 Their breadth

either twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six, or some other multiple
of twelve paces.

b. In chemical use (cf. A. 2 b).
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chew. Philos. 112 If one number be

employed to denote the smallest quantity in which a body
combines, all other quantities of the same body will be

multiples of this number. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chew,, Org.
(1862) III. 28 Containing a certain additional number of

multiples of the hydrocarbon C 2H 2 . 1881 LUBBOCK in

Nature i Sept. 405/2 Nearly all atomic weights are simple

multiples of the atomic weight of hydrogen.
c - fig*

1858 J. MARTIXEAU Stud. Chr. 171 According as we. -take

each man as an integer, of which the race is a multiple

[etc.], 1869 LECKY Ettrop. Mor. (1877) I. 89 No multiple of

the pleasure of eating pastry can be an equivalent to the

pleasure derived from a generous action.

3. In the Kantian philosophy = MANIFOLD sb. 2 a.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 176/1 The understanding, which
subsumes the given multiple into unity.

Multiple, variant of MULTIPLIE Sc. Obs.

| Multiples. Math. Obs. [?f. MULTIPLE + -EE

(with vague meaning).] A partial product. Also

(? erronJ} a multiple.
1660 J. MOORE Arithm. \. 50 (Division) In this example

I set 568 on the [Napier s] bones, which gives me the
several 1 Multiplces. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 23 Under all

these lines of production sometime called Multiplees. .draw
another right line. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Mnltiplee^
is a greater Number that contains a less, a certain Number
of Times without any Remainder.

Mu Itiplepoi nding. Scots Law. [SeePoiND
v.~\ An action raised by the holder of a fund or

property to which there are several claimants, who
are thereby required to come together and settle

their claims in court.

1693 STAIR Instil, in. i. (ed. 2) 376 Being he ought to have
raised a Process of multiple poinding, calling the Debitor
and all the Arresters or Assigneys to dispute thir several

Rights. 1753 Scots Mas- May 258 ! A multiple-poinding
was brought by the heritors. 1824 SCOTT Reagauntlet let.

xiii, How can he bring a Multiplepoinding, the very
summons of which sets forth, that the pursuer does owe
certain monies, which he is desirous to pay by warrant of a
judge? 1890 Daily News 30 Jan. 4/2 In the action of

Multiplepoinding defending before the Lords of Council and
Session, at the instance of Henry Calder..and others the
solt trustees.. acting under the Trust Disposition and Settle

ment, granted by Alexander Robertson, . . and Mrs. Catherine
Robertson, ..Pursuers and Real Raisers.

Multiplex (rmrltipleks), a. and sb. f PL
multiplices (Afatk.}. [a. L. nntUiplex^ f. multus
MULTI- + -plex = -FOLD.] A. adj.
fl. Math. a. Multiplex to, of: that is some

multiple of. Obs.

1570 IJILLINGSLEY Euclid v. 126 b, Multiplex is a greater
magnitude in respect of the lesse, when the lesse measureth
the greater. As the Hne CD. .is multiplex to the lyne AB.
1651 T. RUDD Euclide 185 How multiplex one magnitude is

to one, so multiplex are all the magnitudes, to all. 1660
HARROW Euclid vi. Prop, i The triangle ACH is as multi

plex of the triangle ACB, as the base HC is of the base BC.
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 211 Where AB 3 measureth
CL&amp;gt; 9, and therefore 9 is Multiplex to 3.

jb. Multiplex proportion^ multiple proportion.
&quot;557 RECORDS Whtttt. B iv b, There is one kinde of pro

portion, that is named
multiplex, or manyfolde. 1609 Dow-

LAND Ornith. Microl. 62 The Proportions, which make
Musicall Consonances, are sixe.. three in the Multiplex Kind,
. .3 in the super particular. 1709-29 V. M ANDEV Syst. Math.,
Arith. 35 Proportion Multiplex, is the Habitude of agreater
Number to a lesser, when the greater Number contains the
lesser some times exactly. 1788 T. TAYLOR Prpclus I. 49
All the multiplex and super-particular proportions which
they \sc. numbers] contain.

2. =* MANIFOLD a. i, 2
; MULTIPLE a. 2, 3.

1676 GREW A nat. Flowers ii. 21 The reason why the Figure
of the Flower is more multiplex, than that of the Leaf. 1822
T. L* PEACOCK Maid Marian

i, The whole complex and
multiplex detail of the noble science of dinner. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. A ^.(1872) III. i. viii. 54 Vehicles of all forms:
..carriages, single, double and multiplex. 1838 Sart.
Res. in. x, Their raiment, -is fastened together by a multi

plex combination of buttons, thrums, and skewers. 1879
FARRAR St. Paul I. 10 Brief and scattered letters out of the

multiplex correspondence of a varied life. 1886 PATER Ess.

756

| fr. Guardian (1896) 25 So multiplex U the result that mincU

of quite opposite type might well discover in these pages
! their own special thought or humour.

3. In technical use. (Cf. MULTIPLE a. 3.)

a. Bot. Having many parts of the same kind together.

Of a corolla : Having petals lying over each other in folds.

b. Electr. = MULTIPLE a. 3 f. c. Philos. = MULTIPLE 0.3 i.

d. Path. = MULTIPLE a. 3 d.

a. 1819 Pantologia s. v., Multiplex Carol. i8s6HENSLOw
Diet. Bot. Terms in Multiplex^ where many of the same

parts or organs occur together.

b. 1886 Rep. Brit. Ass. 812 Multiplex Telegraphy. By
\V. H. Preece, F.R.S. 1895-6 Col. Univ. Nebraska 102

Telegraphy and Telephony. Single, duplex, quadruplex,
and multiplex systems.
C. 1838 tr. Kant s Crit. Pure Reason Explan. Terms 648

Diverse, Multifarious, Multiplex, Various, (Mannichfaltig).
d. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 895 Eyelid xanthoma

differs essentially in structure from the multiplex variety.

B. sb.

f 1. Math. = MULTIPLE sb. 2. 06s.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid v. 132 For the multiplex of 3..

ye shall haue 18. 1651 T. RUDD Euclide 183 When equi-

multiplices being taken, the multiplex of the first exceedeth
the multiplex of the second . . then [etc.]. Ibid. 195 Like

parts of multiplices . . have one and the same proportion.

1695 ALINGHAM Geotn. Epit. 61 The double, treble, (or any
other Multiplex.,) of two quantities are in the same reason
as the Quantities themselves.

2. In the Kantian philosophy: = MANIFOLD^. 2 a.

1836 J.W.SEMPLE KanCs Metaphysic ofEthic Intrpd.p.li.
note^ Even Space and Time, though singulars a priori, do,
so far forth as they consist of partes extra paries^ exhibit

a multiplex.Mu ltipliable, a. [f. MULTIPLY ZJ. + -ABLE.

So in Fr.] Capable of being multiplied.
1625 BP. HALL Rtedit. in. Ixxviii. Wks. 62 Good deeds are

very fruit full; and not so much of their nature, as of Gods
blessing, multipHable. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v.

776 It is Indivisibly and Vnmuhipliedly, and Illocally..

present with that which is naturally Divisible and Multi-

pliable, and in a Place. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Multi*

pliable,
we Multipiicable. 1865 Rus KIN .Si.mwf i. 32 There

is bread, sweet as honey. . . in a good book ; and the family
must be poor indeed which, once in their lives, cannot, for

such multipHable barley-loaves, pay their baker s bill.

Hence Mtrltipliableness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

1 JffU ltipliant. Arith. Obs. [a. F. multi-

pliant, pres. pple. of multiplier to MULTIPLY.]
As adj. in number multipliant and absol. as sb. :

= MULTIPLIER 2.

c 1430 A rt Noinbryng (E. E. T. S.) 10 Euery figure of the

nombre multipliant is to be brought to the last save one nombre
to be multipliede, til me come to the first of the multipliant.

MULTIPLICATION.

Object seen is not multiplied. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration.
Judic. E-vid. (1827) II. 450 Multiplicate scription, or tran

scription : penning many scripts of exactly the same tenor.

1822 GOOD Study Med. IV. 233 Multiplicate Labour. Ibid.

marg.) Multiplicate fertility. 1863 DANA in Amer. yrnl.
Sci. XXXVI. 333 The multiplicate Myriapods.
absol. 1846 GREENER Sci. Gunnery 174 An arrangement

of leverage partaking of the multiplicate.

b. Bot. = MULTIPLEX a. 33.

Multiplicable (mzrltiplikab l\ a. [ad. L.

multiplicabil-is &amp;gt;

f. mitlliplicare to MULTIPLY.]
1. Capable of being multiplied ; multipliable.
1471 RIPLEY Comb. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) in Eche thing

multiplicable is in nys kinde. 1596 BELL Suru.
Pof&amp;gt;try

in.

viii. 336 They that pray are innumerable and multipHcable
into infinit in potentia. 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. 221

How then can Christs body be supposed to le multipHcable?
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 250 If a singular is not multi-

phcable, then whatever agrees to any thing as singular
admits not of multiplicabilitie. 1826 BENTHAM in \Vestm.
Rev. VI. 497 Of all multipHcable beings, among those m
whose instance the practice of that rule of arithmetic is

most mischievous, are locusts. 1851 RUSK IN Stones Venice
I. App. xvii. 393 As noble. .as coins can be, or common cast

bronzes, and such other multipHcable things.

f2. In active sense : Capable of multiplying (in
the alchemical sense). Obs.

1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 188 Then hast
thou a Medcyn of the thyrd order of hys owne kynde
Multyplycable.

Multiplicand (mzr.ltiplikx nd, mtrltipli-

ksend). Slath. [ad. L. imdtiplicand-us, gerundive
of multipluare to MULTIPLY. Cf. F. muttiplicande

(i6th c.).] The quantity to be multiplied: cor

relative to multiplier.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. I. iv. (1636) 9 The multiplicand,

which must alwayes stand above. 1674 jEAKE^r/M. (1606)

23 Multiply every figure of the Multiplicand by the multi

plying digit. 1798 HUTTON Course Math. (1806) I. 32 Set
the multiplier under the lowest denomination of the multi

plicand, and draw a line below it. 1859 B. SMITH Arith.
&amp;lt;$

Algebra (ed. 6) n The number to be repeated or added to

itself, is called the Multiplicand. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II.

528/1 The process of multiplication by a single digit by 8 t

for instance is nothing but an abridgement of the opera
tion of writing the multiplicand eight times and adding.

Multiplicate (myltiplik(
r
t, mlti plik/t), a.

and sb. rtfow rare. [ad. L. multiplicat-us t pa.

pple. of mullipludre to MULTIPLY.]
A. adj. T&quot; Multiplied, increased (obs^}\ manifold ;

of many parts, elements, or sections ; multiplex.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 191 The chiefe cite of whom

is Athenas, wheie study was somrae tyme multiplicate.
Ibid. III. 467 Lyke as the reason of the wittes of man is

multiplicate [ong. multiplex^ so he is mutable. 1656
HOBBES Six Lessons Wks. 1845 VII. 301 The proportions
of the ordinate lines beginning at the vertex were triplicate,
or otherwise multiplicate of the proportions of the inter

cepted parts of the diameter. 1664 Phil. Trans. I. 30 A
Multiplicate Refraction of the rays of Light. 1713 DEKHAM
Phys. Theol. 95 There is another thing considerable in this

multiplicate Number of the Eye; and that is, that the

Phys.
Bot. I. 117 Sometimes the pistil.. is multiplicate, that is

when the flower produces more than one.

C. Math. (See quot.)
1868 A. SANDEMAN Pelicotetics 201 The ratio compounded

of ratios that are all the same as one another is called the

MultipHcate Compound Ratio of any one of these ratios.

B. sb. a. In multiplicate : in many exactly

corresponding copies or reproductions. D. One of

many exact copies (of a document, etc.).

1858 A. J. B. BERESFORD HOPE in Caiiibr. Ess. 22 He offers

it [sc. his report], copied in multiplicate, under the expressive
name of flimsy. 1889 Pall Mall G, 24 Sept. 1/3 It was his

habit to write a synopsis or scenario of his novels... This
was in later years, when it was necessary to send multipli-
cates to the various subscribers to his syndicates.

tMu ltiplicated,/
1^. pple. Obs. [f. L. muUi-

pHcatus (see prec.) + -ED*.] Folded many times.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 232 Their cap (or

helmet) was a Tyara of linen multiplicated.
So fMultiplicatinff ///. a., multiplying.
1661 LOVCLL Hist. Anim. fy Min. Introd. c 2 The life is

more tenacious, .in those that have long bodies and many
feet,, .by reason of the multiplicating part of their original!.

Multiplication (m^ltiplikv -Jan). [a. F.

multiplication (i2th c.), ad. L. multiplication-em,
n. of action f. multiplicdre to MULTIPLY.]
1. The act or process of multiplying, or increas

ing the quantity or amount of, a thing ;
the state

of being multiplied or increased. Now rare exc.

as coloured by sense 3.

1384 CHAUCER//. Fame \\. 3i2(Fairf. MS.jEuerychayre
other stereth More and more and speche vpbereth . . Ay
through multiplicacion Til hyt be atte house of Fame.
c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xlviH. 364 Thus there As Alle these

food
men sete, Fulfylled they were with Alle Manere of

lete ; but in place as the Synneris were, Non Multiplicacion
was not there. 1593 R. HABVEY/M&b 104 The ouerthrow
of contraries is the generation of concord, and multiplication
of consent. z6a6 BACON Neio Atl. (1900) 41 Wee represent
also all Multiplications of Light, which wee carry to great
Distance. 1644 EVELYN Diary 17 Nov., Looking-glasses,
which render a strange multiplication of things resembling
divers most richly-furnish d roomes, 1758 JOHNSON Idler
No. 85 f i One of the peculiarities which distinguish the

present age is the multiplication of books. 1863 E. V.

NEALE A nal. TA. % Nat. 37 The cottage becomes a mansion,
the mansion a palace, the palace a town, simply by the

multiplication of its parts. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk.
N. T. Introd. 8 Repeated transcription involves multiplica
tion of error. 1888 BRACKENBURY Field Works 46 The..

strength of the defence consisted in.. Multiplication of tiers

of fire [etc.].

b. of words. (Cf. MULTIPLY v. i b.)

1651 HOBBES Leoiatk. n.xxx. 182 Multiplication of words
in the body of the Law, is multiplication of ambiguity.
1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 134 Wlcs. 1871 I. 97 No multi

plication of words will ever suffice to make them understand
the truth. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I, xxxviii. 396 After a

multiplication of language on both sides, Malvisier departed.
2. Propagation of animals and plants.
1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 255 pere

is more multi.

plicacioun and encrese of men and children in be
norj&amp;gt;

contray (?an in be south. 1398 Barth. De P. R. xvii. ii.

(M95) 595 Some trees haue inultyplycacyon by graffynge of

stockes. 1426 LYDG. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 140 That he

may se his generacioun Unto the forteth multiplicacioun

Victoriously for to regnen here. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig.
Sacrx in. iv. 9 Wee nave yet cause to beleeve that there

was a more than ordinary multiplication in the posterity of

Noah after the flood. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 18/2 The
artificial multiplication of that species in gardens. 1845
MILL Diss.

&amp;lt;fr

Disc. II. 196 If. -it is intended that the law. .

should assume a control over the multiplication ofthe people.

3. Math. The process of finding the quantity

produced (see PRODUCT) by the summation of a

given quantity (called the multiplicand) taken as

many times as there are units in another given

quantity (called the multiplier) ; or, in the case of

a fractional multiplier, of finding the same fraction

of the multiplicand as the multiplier is of unity.

Compound multiplication \ f(a) see quot. 1706 ; (b) see quot.

1859 and COMPOUND a. a b(). Simple^ ^single multiplica
tion: see quots. 1706, 1854.

1390 GOWER Coftf. III. 80 Be which [sc. Arithmetic] multi

plicacioun Is mad and diminucioun Of sommes. c 1425

Crafte Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 21 Mulliplicacioun is a bryng-

ynge to-geder of 2 thynges in on nonibur, J&amp;gt;e quych on
nombur contynes so mony tymes on, howe mony tymes f&amp;gt;ere

ben vnytees in
j&amp;gt;e

nowmbre of J?at 2, as twyes 4 is 8. 1541
RECORDS Gr. Aries (1575) 122 Multiplication is suche an

operation, that by two summes produceth the thirde. 1690
LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 14 Multiplication may be fitly

termed a Compendium of Addition. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6)

s. v., Single Multiplication is when the Numbers given,
consist each of them of one only Figure; as if 5 were to be

multiply d by 3, 9 by 6. Ibid. s. v., Compound Multiplica
tion, is when either one or both Numbers given, consist of

more Figures than one; as if 134 were to be multiply d

by 2, or 1232 by 23. Ibid,
s.y.,

In Geometry, Multiplica

tion, changes the Species or Kind ; Thus a Right-line multi&amp;gt;

ply d by a Right-line, produces a Rectangle, or Plane ; and
that Rectangle, multiply d again by another Line, produces



MULTIPLICATIONAL.
a Solid. 1854 Orr s Circ. Sci., Math. 10 When the quantities
are. .all of one denomination, the operation is called simple
multiplication. Ibid. 162 The sign X placed between two

quantities denotes the multiplication of those quantities

together. 1859 B. SMITH Arith. q- Algehra($&. 6) in Com-

pound Multiplication is the method of finding the amount
of any proposed compound number, that is, of any number

composed of different denominations,

fig I$99 SOUTH Senn. (1823) III. 355 Society and con
verse., being a kind of multiplication of himself into every
person of the company he converses with.

fb. Table of multiplication , multiplication table.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. \. iv. (1636) 10 Before I teach you
the true order of multiplying, I thinke it good to set you
downe a Table of Multiplication. 1706 W. JONES Syn.
Palmar. Matheseos 18 AH the variety that can happen . .

is express d in the following Table of Multiplication,

tc. Used for: Product Obs. rare .

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1587) 531 The num
ber of 63. which is the multiplication of seven by nine.

d. In Higher Algebra, used in extended sense

for: The successive application of operators.
1843 SIR W. R. HAMILTON in Trans. Royal Irish Acad.

(1848) XXI. 257 We have now the system of the two
equations, q

n
=qfq\ ^n=qg ; q&quot;

and qtl being those two
distinct quaternion products which arise from the multi

plication of the same two quaternion factors, q and q\ with
two different arrangements of those factors.

f4. Alch. The art of *

multiplying*. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 88 This Ston..makth multipHca-
cioun Of gold, and the fixacioun It causeth. 1471 RIPLHV

Coinp. Alch. xi. i. in Ashm. (1652) 181 Multyplycacyon. .ys

..dyfynyd, Augmentacyon yt ys of that Elixer indede, In

goodnes, in quantyte, both for Whyt and Rede, 1543 [see
MULTIPLY v. 6]. 1584 R. SCOT Discov, Witchcr. xiv. i.

(1886) 294 The art or rather the craft of Alcumystrie, other
wise called Multiplication. i6ia WOODALL Sitrg. Mate
Wks. (1653) 27^ Multiplication by projection, is of a body
amalgamated from 7. to TO, from 10. to 50. from 50. to 100.

&c. according to the force and quantity of the tincture.

(11661 FULLER Worthies (\f& i

z) in. 204. 1696 in PHILLIPS.

5. Bot. Increase in the number of whorls or in

the number of organs in a whorl.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 653 Multiplication^ or an
increase of the number of parts, gives rise to changes in

plants. Ibid.) Multiplication causes a repetition of succes
sive whorls, which still follow the law of alternation. 1880
A. GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 3 (ed. 6) 179.

6. attrib. : multiplication table, a table of

products of factors taken in pairs, usually beginning
with * twice one are two (2x1 = 2) and going up
to some assumed limit. (See also 3 b.)
1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 22 To learn by heart the Table

commonly called Multiplication Table, 1709 J. WARD
Yng. Math. Guide i. ii. 4 (1734) 15 Multiplication Table.

1864 BOWEN Logic xi. 356 Our conclusions, .are as absolute
as the truths of the multiplication-table.

fig. 1871 Routledge s Ev. Boy s Ann. 277 Some young
scamp who has learned the whole multipl ication table of mis
chief., before he can repeat the sevens column in arithmetic.

Hence Mnltiplica tional a.

1868 A. SANDEMAN Pelicotetics 47 The laws of multipli-
cational equivalence.

Multiplicative (mzrltiplik^tiv), a. and sb.

[ad. med.L. mttltiplicdtiv-ns t f. multiplicdt-^ ppl.
stem of multiplicdre to MULTIPLY : see -IVE.]

Tending to multiply or increase ; having the power
or property of multiplying.

653 R- G. tr. Bacons Hist. Winds 350 It is a Diffusive,
Communicative, Transitive and Multiplicative Motion.

1670 CLARKE Nat.^ Hist. Nitre 18 The form of Minerals is

multiplicative of it self in a dispos d matter, and proper
place. 1765 Univ^Mag. XXXVII. 236/1 The plague..

Boves
the multiplicative power of those spirits. 1863

ANA in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XXXVI. 325 The abnormal
number of segments under the multiplicative method may
arise from a self-subdivision of enlarging normal segments.
1868 A. SANDEMAN Pelicotetics 24 By finding the products
in backward order the multiplicative and the additive parts
of the process may be carried on together.

b. Gram. Applied to numerals that express so

many times*. Also 5#., a multiplicative numeral.
1727-52 CHM,\m.R$Cycl.)MultiJ&amp;gt;licativcs. See Numerals.

1863 \V. SMITH Gram. Lat. Lang. 71. 33 Multiplicative
Numerals end in -plex. 1872 MORRIS Hist. Out/. Eng.
Accid. 134 Multiplicatives are expressed. . By adjectives,
with suffix -fold [etc], 1886 T. LE M. DOUSE Gothic of
Ulfilas 149 Multiplicative

1

adjs. are formed by adding
*
-fold to the cardinals.

Multiplicator (mzrltiplik^tfXi). [late L.,

agent-n. i. multiplicare to MULTIPLY.]
1. Math. = MULTIPLIER 2. Now rare or Obs.

1542 [see MULTIPLIER 2], 1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 4 The
lesse is named the Multiplicator or Multiplyer, the other

summe, or number to be multiplyed. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs,
Math. 146 The Summ of the Logarithms of the Multipli
cand, and of the Multiplicator, is equal to the Logarithm of
the Product. 1734 J. WARD Yng. MatIt. Guide App. of

Gauging 435 If anyone would rather work by Multiplica
tion than by Division, he may .. change any Divisor into

a Multiplicator. 1828 Blackiv. Mag. XXIV. 320 The sign
of a thousand with that of the proper multiplicator.. showed
the number slain.

2. Electr. and Magn. = MULTIPLIER 4.

1823 Q. Jrnl. Sci. XVI. 124 It is this which constitutes the

electro-magnetic multiplicator. 1876 Catal. Spec. Collect.

Sci. Apparatus S. Kens. Mus. (1877) 1049 Multiplicator,

according to Schweigger, for thermo-electrical currents.

b. In a galvanometer, a Hat coil of conducting
wire for multiplying the effect of the current.

1884 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

t Multiplicature. Obs. rare- 1
. [Mui/ri- 2.]

The condition of having many folds.
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1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. iv. 16 We have the Multipli-
cature ; as in Gooseberries, . . the Plaits being not only divers

in the same Leaf, but., each Leaf gather d up in five, seven,
or more Foulds.

t Multipli cious, a. Obs [f. L. multiplici-)

multiplex : see MULTIPLEX and -ous.J Multiplex.
1617 [see MULTIFARIOUS i]. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ef&amp;gt;.
in. xv. 141 That animal! is not one, but multiplicious or

many, which hath a duplicity or gemination of principall

parts. 1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. i. iv. From the

symbolical use of numbers, proceeded a multiplicious variety
of names. 1713 DEKHAM Phys. Theot. iv. iv. 138 Its Appa
ratus [sc. of the nose], .is not so multiplicious as of the Kye.
Hence f Multipli ciously adv.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ej&amp;gt;.

vii. ii. 343 The seed

conveigheth with it not onely the extract and single Idea of

every part, whereby it transmits their perfections or infir

mities, but double and over againe ; whereby sometimes it

multipliciously delineates the same, as in Twins in mixed
and numerous generations.

Multiplicity (mfltipli sTti). [ad. L. multi-

plicitas&amp;gt;
f multiplie-) MULTIPLEX.]

1. The quality or condition of being multiplex or

manifold ; manifold variety.
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot. *4, By this, which in

dnf&amp;gt;la
and tripla is srjoken.may all other things concerning

proportions of multiplicity be easily vnderstoode. 1607
TOPSELL 1&amp;lt;our-f. Beasts (1658) 113 Cerberus himself with his

three heads signified the multiplicity of Devils. 1659
PEARSON Creed 641 The infinity of the divine essence is

incapable of multiplicity. 1701 GRF.\V Cosuiol. .Sacra i. v.

25 As the manifold Variation of the Parts, so the Multi

plicity of the Use of each Part, is very wonderful. 1825
MACAULAY J-ss.. Milton, With the greatest precision and

multiplicity in its details. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets ix.

297 The Greek Drama owed its power to the qualities of

regularity and simplicity: the strength of the modern lies

in subtlety and multiplicity. 1884 J. R_.
SEFLFY in Contcmf&amp;gt;.

Rev. Nov. 654 In Nature.. the unity is much less obvious
than the multiplicity.

b. An instance of this.

_ 1587 GOLDING De Mornay ii. (1592) 14 Of vnitie or one
in nombering, proceedeth..all the multiplicities.. we see.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxviii. (1612) 323 Of one all

Multiplicities, Formes, Harmonies, ..Be. .produced and
begot. 1646 GAULE Cases Consc. n Haply., at some

purer Times of the Church, a Witch may not then and
there be found, .at least wise.., not in those Multitudes, or

Multiplicities. 1878 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 567 The
diversities and multiplicities of legal usages.

c. In the Kantian philosophy = MANI FOLD sb. 2 a.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 176/1 The consciousness of the

individual in this multiplicity is effected by the imagina
tion, which combines them into a whole.

d. In technical use (cf. MULTIPLE a. $}.

1841 J. J. SYLVESTER in Lond. Phil. Mag. XVIII. 136. I

use the word multiplicity to denote a number, and distin-

guish between the total and partial multiplicities of the
roots of an algebraic equation. 1851 FACET Lect. Tumours
vi. 70 Multiplicity is sufficiently marked in the cases of the

hands and feet. 1872 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg, 735 These
black cancers have.. one peculiarity, and that is in their

tendency to multiplicity. 1887 CAYLFY Alat/t. Papers
(1897) XII. 463 We might, .have symbols of indefinite multi

plicity (x^y, z, w,..), including within them all finite multi

plicities, viz. (X, y) meaning (x,yt O, O,..).

2. The multiplicity of: the great number of, the

very many or numerous. Similarly a, suck (a\
this, etc., nmltiplicity of.

1598 DALLINGTOM Meth. Trav. Xs Such multiplicity of

words he hath. 1627 DRAYTON J\looiie~Calfe Poems 162

That on the Stationers Stall, who passing lookes. To see

the multiplicity of Bookes, That pester it. 1659 SLINGSBY

Diary (1836) 356 T was all the night as bright as day with
the multiplisity of bone fires. 1659 PEARSON Creed^ The
coronary thorns, .did, .pierce his. .temples to a multiplicity
of pains, by their numerous acuminations. 1710 STEF.LK

TatlerNo. 176 P 8, I..am distracted with such a Multi

plicity of entertaining Objects, that i am lost in the Variety.

1847 C. BRONTE J. Eyre v, Like one who had always a

multiplicity of tasks on hand. 1860 G. PRESCOTT Electr.

Tele%r. 243 A few large bells would be preferable to this

multiplicity of smaller ones. 1885 J. PAYN Talk of Town.
II. 138 It was not the least like a dressing-room except that

it had a multiplicity of mirrors.

b. with collective sing. sb.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 504 In that one significant word
(Cariosa} hee said more than could be expressed possibly by
any multiplicity of language whatsoeuer. a 1656 HALES
Gold. Rent. (1673) 5 These places that are so fertile.. of

interpretation, and yeild a multiplicity of sense. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones xn. x, I was so hurried, and drove and
tore with the multiplicity of business. 1876 F. HARRISON
Choice qfBks. iv. (1886) 90 Since which date, let us trust,
the

multiplicity
of print and the habits of desultory reading

have considerably abated.

tc. \Vithoutarticleorqualifyingword. Obs.

1629 LE GRYS tr. Barclay s Argents 188 Argenis being
confounded with multiplicity of griefs, a 1734 NORTH Life
Dr. J. North (1744) 240 After he was grown old and much
worn by Multiplicity of Business. 1769 E. BANCROFT
Guiana 378 Multiplicity of law-suits are universally allowed
to be detrimental to new countries.

f3. The multiplicity of: the majority of. Obs.

1639 in^Nalson Coll. Gt. Aff. State (1682) I. 279 The
Multiplicity of the People are mean conditioned.

t Multiplie. Sc. Obs. Also 5 -pie, -plye.

[app. a. OF. moltepli) multepli multiplication

(Godefroy), vbl. sb. f. multiplier to MULTIPLY.]
Multitude ; great numbers or quantity.
r 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 1707 Dicson ,

he said, wait
thow thair multiple ? lij thowsand men thair power mycht
nocht be . Ibid. xi. 13 The Sotheroun fled fra him on athir
sid To Burdeouss, in gret multiplye. 1549 Compl. Scot. i.

23 Quhilk causit..my een to be cum obscure throucht the

MULTIPLY.

multiplie of salt teyris. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist.
Scot. I. 7 In sum places is funde multiplie of Tinne.

Multiplied (mzrltipbid), ///. a. (s6.) [f.

MULTIPLY v. + -ED i.] Made many, much, or more;
increased in number or quantity; manifold.

1463-4 Rolls of ParIt. V. 503/1 Wherthurgh the Citees. .

mowe..be multiplied inhabitations, and restored to their

auncien. .prosperite. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s

Voy. Kp. iJed., Olde men.., by reason of their multiplied
yeeres, are to be released. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage in.

xvii. (1614) 334 Another Caue.. which terrifieth those that
enter with the multiplied sounds of Cymbals and vncoutli

minstrelsie. 1646 H. P. A/edit. Seige 35 Their varied and

multiplyed dangers. 1669-70 PEPVS Let. to Cafit. Elliot

3 Mar., I pray you to accept..my hearty thanks for your
multiplied kindness. 1783 Dodsley s Ann. Keg. (1785) 22/2
Orders were written and dispatcned in multiplied copies
to the different military stations. 1784 COWPER Task \\. 597
Uur habits, costlier than Lucullus wore, And by caprice, as

multiplied as his. 1804 JAS. MAITLASD Public Wealth
(1819) 274 The multiplied relations which the varied distri

butions of property create. 1841 I) !SRAELI Amen. Lit.

(1867) 307 The poems of Surrey were often read, as their

multiplied editions show. 1865 LYKI.L Elcvt. Geol. 576
Others again have the number of segments excessively

multiplied as in Paradoxides.

b. Math. ; t occas. as sb. = MULTIPLICAND.
1579 DIGGKS Stratioticos 6 Place the Digitte 4 vnder 7 the

thirde of your multiplyed number. 1660 BARROW Euclid
vii. Def. 15 In every multiplication a unitie is to the multi

plier, as the multiplied is to the product, a 1696 SCARBURGH
Euclid (1705) 219 If a number multiplying two numbers
make some num1&amp;gt;ers, their Products shall have the same

proportion with the multiplied numbers.

c. J-iot. = MULTIPLEX a. 33,
1777 KOBSON Brit. Flora v. 20. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot.

S.v., According to the number of rows in a multiplied corolla.

Multiplier (mzrltiphiiw). [f.
MULTIPLY v.

+ -EK 1
. Cf. K. multiplieur (iCth c.).]

1. One who or a thing which multiplies or causes

something to increase.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xiv. viii. 652 That same man is

an enchaunter and a multyplyer of wordes. 1477 CAXION
Dicti s ii b, Loue. .thoo that be the grete multiplyers, that

is to saye, the commones thnt labour the erth. a 1548 HAI.L

Citron-^ Hen. /
, 43!), Money the multiplier of iniquitie.

1667 Causes Decay C/ir. Piety v. 8r Broils and quarrels,
which nre alone the great accumulators and multipliers of

injuries. 1694 MOTTF.I:X Rabelais iv. xlvi. 180 Multiplyers
of Law-suits. 1835 J. HODGSON Hist. Northumb. III. in.

p. iv, Doubt and uncertainty are great multipliers of woixN.

1870 STKNCER Princ. Psychol. I. 35 At the surface of the

body, where the extremities of nerve-fibres are so platx-d
as to be most easily disturbed, we .. find .. multipliers of

disturbances.

b. A (.great) breeder. ? Obs. rare.

1661 J. CHILDREY Brit. Baconica 19 The Pilchard is a

little fish, and a great multiplier,

2. Math. The quantity by which another (the

multiplicand] is multiplied.
1542 RECORDED. A rtes F vii b.The multiplier or nmltipli-

catour, that is to say, the nuinbre by which multiplication is

made. 1674 JKAKK Arith. (1696) 23 Then take the second

figure of the Multiplier, and proceed, .as before. 1706
W. JONKS Syn. Palmar. Aiat/icseos 17 Both Multiplicand
and Multiplier are call d Factors. 1798 HUTION Course
Math. (1806) I. 13 We shall multiply all the parts of the

multiplicand by all the parts of the multiplier. 1854 Orrs
Circ. Sci., Math. 163 A figure, or number, prefixed to a

letter, as a multiplier, is called the coefficient of that letter.

1 3. One who performs the alchemical process of

multiplication ; hence, a false coiner. Obs.
c 1420 LVDG. Assembly ofGodsf&i False vsurers, Multy-

plyers, coyn wasshers & clyppers. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch.
in Ashm. (1652) 17 The Multiplier doth him beguile With
his faire promise, c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 8 Golde smythes,
and grote clypper, Multyplyers, and clothe thyckers. 1560
DAUS tr. SleidanJs Cotnm. 119 Farre exceadinge all the

Alcumisticall multipliers that ever were.

4. tilectr. and Magn. An instrument used for

multiplying or increasing by repetition the intensity
of a force, current, etc. so as to make it appreciable
or mensurable. Cf. THERMO-MULTIPLIER.
1823 Ann. Philos. June 436 M. Schweigger s electro

magnetic Multiplier. 1858 NOAD Man. Electr. \. 66 Of
the various instruments that have been termed multipliers
and doublers

1 we shall only describe the multiplier of

Cavallo. 1877 RpsENTHAL Phys. Muscles
&amp;lt;$

Nerves 150
The nerve. .exhibits a difference which the multiplier is

incapable of indicating.

b. MULTIPLICATOR 2 b. In recent Diets.

5. Angling. A multiplying-reel (see MULTIPLY

ING///, a. b, quot. 1856).
1867 F. FRANCIS Angling \. (1880) 15 The best reels.. are

the plain reels.. .Do not have a multiplier, even at a gift.

1875 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports i. v. iv. 3. 349
Though the multiplier is very pretty in theory, yet it is con

stantly failing in practice. 1897 Outing XXX. 262/1 On
my reel, finest and most powerful of multipliers, I canted
a thousand feet of line.

6. An arithmometer for performing calculations

in multiplication. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Multiply (mwltiplsi), #. Forms : 3-5multe-,
4-6 multy-, (6 moulti-, moulty-) ; 3-6 -pile,

-plye, 4-5 -pli(i) ; 4- multiply. [a. OF.

(mod.F.) multiplier* ad. L. multiplicare^ f. multi-

plic-, MULTIPLEX.]
1. trans. To cause to become much, many, or

more ; to make many or manifold ; to augment the

number, amount, or quantity of. Now rare except
as coloured by sense 5.



MULTIPLY.
n 1*75 Frov, /Elfrcd 675 in O. E. Misc. 137 Ac mm be

\

to be a stable mon, ^at word and dede bi-sette con, and

multeplien heure god. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xi. i A
haly man that sees the vanyte of the warld multiplid. c 1386
CHAUCER Melib. P 774 Swete worries multiplien & encressen
frendes. c 1400 26 Pol, Poems 148 In salt see I sayled well

wyde ffor to multiply my tresoure. 1462 Lift. Red Bk.
Bristol (1900) II. 128 Suche. .Allionsbeth gretely multeplied
and encreased within the Town. 1535 COVF.RDALE Bel fy

Dr. G, Peace be multiplied with you. 1648 WILKISS Math,
^lagic i. vii. 50 These Pulleys may be multiplyed according
to sundry different situations. 1694 ADDISON Poems, Virgil
Wks. 1726 I. 30 Till into seven it multiplies its stream.

1788 GIBBON Decl.
&amp;lt;$

F. Ivii. V. 661 The activity of the

emperor seemed to multiply his presence. 1833 TENNYSON
Poems 76 And all things that she [sc. my soul] saw, she

multiplied, A manyfaced glass. 1858 GREENER Gunnery
155 Elongating the fibres and multiplying their number to

an indefinite extent. 1873 ATKINSON tr. Ganot s
_
Nat.

Pkilos. 671 By coiling the copper wire in the direction of

the needle.. the action of the current has been multiplied.

1878 JEVONS/* #W Pol. Econ, 21 Public libraries, museums,
picture galleries and like institutions all multiply utility.

b. To use or utter a multiplicity of (words, etc.).

To multiply words :
{ (a) to be loquacious ; ()

to be verbose.

1340 Ayenb. 218 Huanne
J&amp;gt;e multepliest bine benes ich

nelle none y-here. 1382 WVCLIF Job xxxv. 16 Job . . withoute

kunnynge woordis multiplieth. ?iso tr. Dial, Great.
Moral, xii. D ij, This vale..brak owte and multyplyed
greate wordis agayne the hyll. 1529 in Vicary*s Aiiat.

(1888) App. xiv. 258 No man.. shall multiplye langage yn
tlie Courte tyme. 1530 PALSGR. 641/2, 1 moultiplye langage
with one, as folkes do that chyde togyther. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. ico When they had thus multiplied talke vpon
both sydes. 1652 [see MULTIPLYING vbl. sb, i]. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver \\. vii, They avoid nothing more than multi

plying unnecessary Words, or using various Expressions.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 444 What he meant by the
said premises was evident, and could not have been rendered
clearer by saying all the said premises, though it might have
served to multiply words.

C. In const, of the type to multiply evil upon evi/t

to add evil to evil, accumulate instances of evil.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 74 b, And he sawe a

long mayde that lerned to wryte, of whom he sayde that me
multiplied euyl vpon euyll. 1625 BP. HALL Medit. in. xc.

Wks. 65 It is a damnable iniquitie in man, to multiplie one
sinne vpon another. 1830 TENNYSON Poet 33 Thus truth
was multiplied on truth.

d. To adduce a large number of (instances, etc.).

1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 6 P 3 Tis unnecessary to

multiply Instances of this nature. 184^ Encycl. AfetroA. II.

899/1 These explicit declarations against heresy might be

multiplied to almost any extent. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n.
xxxil. 418 Instances of this kind might be multiplied.

t. Const, inf. (A Hebraism.) Qbs.
a 1340 HAMFOLE Psalter Cant. 500 Willis noght multiply

to speke heghe thyngis. 1649 BP. REYNOLDS Hosea v. 12

He multiplyeth to pardon. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 9 He
taketh delight to multiply to pardon offences.

f f. To increase the intensity of; occas. to magnify
optically. Obs.

1398 TRKVJSA Barth. DC P. R. xvni. xci. (1495) 840 The
frogge multyplyeth his voyce whan he dooth his nether

jowe somdeale in the water and strykyth the vpper jowe.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia \\\. (1620) 249 His eies saw no
terrour, nor eare heard any martiall sound, but that they
multiplied the hidiousnesse of it to his mated mind. i6a5
BACON New Atl. (1900) 42 Wee Multiply Smells, which may
seeme strange. 1651 J. CLEVELAND Ivks, C 5 Just as an
Optique Glasse contracts the sight At one end, but when
turn d doth multiply

1

!.

2. intr. To become of great number or quantity;
to be increased or augmented by accumulation or

repetition.

1:1411 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 5195 By concorde, smale
Binges multiplien. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. 4376
pat boru} &amp;gt;e

worlde pe fyr gan multiplie, c 1470 HENRY
Wallace vm. 1002 He saw the Sothroun multipliand mayr.
1588 KYD Househ. Phil. Wks. (1901) 280 Much more may
riches multiply that consist in bare money then [etc.]. 1666
MARVELL Corr. Hi. Wks. (Grosart) II. 188 Busynesse does
so multiply of late that I can scarce snatch time to write to

you. 1781 GIBBON Decl. % F. xix. II. 127 Reduced to an
humble station by the prudence of Constantine, they [sc.

eunuchs] multiplied in the palaces of his degenerate sons.

1842 ftfaOBM&vm i. (1848) I. 7 As sin has multiplied in
its extent, so it would seem also to have become more
intense. 1858 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 21 The flame
increased multiplied at one point after another.

f b. transf. To accrue as interest. Obs. rare
-

.

1440 Alphabet of Tales
525/25 At it sulde be lent in

vsurie iii yere after his decese, and at J?ai sulde gyff for his
sawle all J^at multiplied J?erof.

f c. intr. and pass. To be abundantly provided
with. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) E, Oure

senate faylethe of meke and wvse Senatours, and multiplieth
with these serpentines. 1588 KYD Househ. Phil. Wks.
(1901) 265 That wealth whereby we should expect to haue
our houses so distinguished and multiplyed with offycers.

f 3. trans. To increase (a family, etc.) by natural

generation or procreation (freq. in pass.) ; to cause

(the earth) to become populous. Obs. or arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2647 Abram,..MuItipli \&amp;gt;\

sede i sail.

1375 Creation 5:0 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 130 pe^..
brojten forb mo [children], [&amp;gt;e

worlde to multiply, c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xx. 89 Waxez and beese multiplied and
fillez J?e erthe. 1474 CAXTON Chesse m. i. (1883) 76 Whan
Adam their fader marled them for to multiplye y erthe ofhys
lignye. 1538 STARKEY England n. i. 146 The way and
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mean to suffyce, multyply, and encrese them [sc. the ptople]

agayn to a conuenyent nombur, ys only natural generatyon.

1673 TEMPLE Ess. on Ireland Wks. 1731 I. no People are

multiplied in a Country by the Temper of the Climate,
favourable to Generation. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 413
F 5 That all Creatures might be tempted to multiply their

Kind. 1784 COWPER Task v. 221 When man was multiplied
and spread abroad In tribes and clans.

absot. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xix. 226 A man with-oute a

make myghte nat wel of kynde Multeplie.

b. To breed (animals) ; to propagate (plants),

f Also (of the parts of a plant), to produce by
propagation, to cause to grow.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. xi. v. in Ashm. (1652) 182 The

Tre of Hermes.. Of whych one Pepyn a thowsand wyll
Multyply. 1599 [see MULTIPLYING vbl. sb. i]. 1707 Curios.
in Husb. $ Card. 197 The Method of Multiplying Plants by
Layers. 1760 J. LEE Bet. HI. iii. (1810) 416 The Trunk, which
serves to multiply the herb, and leads immediately from the

root to the fructification. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre&quot;s

Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 659 They could themselves drain

marshes, clear waste lands, multiply flocks. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 61/1 Most of them may be multiplied by cuttings
struck in silver sand. 1857 BAI.FOUR Cycl. India 1184 This is

a large Mango multiplied at Mergui.

4, intr. To increase in number by natural genera
tion or procreation (occas. by artificial means).
a 1300 Cursor M. 638 Drightin J?am blessed, and bad bam

brede, And multipH in
t&amp;gt;ar

sede. 1300 GOWER Conf. II.

344 Hou god to man be weie of kinde Hath set the world to

multeplie. 1413 Pilgr. Scnvle (Caxton) v. xiv. (1859) 80
Whiche fisshes he putte in the stewe, where tbey haue

spawned and multyplyed. 1:1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods
1717 Isys was callyd tbe Goddesse Of Frute, for she fyrst
made hit multyply By the meane of gryffyng. 1535 COVER-
DALE Job xii. 23 He both increaseth the people, and
destroyeth them : He maketh them to multiplie, and dryueth
them awaye. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 57 The
Priests thereupon throw Rice upon their heads, praying
that they may multiply as Rice. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i.

(Globe) 183 As for my Cats, they multiply d. 1844 H. H.
WILSON Brit. India 11.83 Under a climate more congenial
..the descendants of a northern race may be able to aggre
gate and multiply. 1883 DARWIN in Pall Mall G. 7 Dec.
1 1/2 Multiply, vary; let the strongest liveand the weakest die.

5. trans. (l\Iath.} To operate upon (a given

quantity, called the multiplicand) with another

quantity (called the imtltiplier) so as to produce
a quantity (called the product) having the same
ratio to the multiplicand as the multiplier has
to unity. In Higher Algebra, to apply an operator
to (an operand).
(71391 CHAUCER Astrol. \\. 413, pan loke how moche

space of feet ys be-twen J?e and pe tour, & multiplie pat be
12. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xx. 92 Now be pise all multi

plied CCC. tymes and LX. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. i. iv.

5b, Wheusoeuer you haue to multiply one number by
another. 1610 W. FOLKJNGHAM Art of Survey \\. viii. 62

Multiply the Basall Area by 6. 1635 J. BABINGTON Geome
try 34 Let the line AB be given to be multiplyed by the line

CD. 1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 20 Multiply
each Figure of the Multiplicand, by each Figure of the

Multiplier. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 293 A
force equal to 20 cwt. multiplied by 2304. 1842 DE MORGAN
fnt. fy Dijf. Calc. n What is a multiplied by I^TJ ? The
answer is a taken the thousandth part of a lime, or the
thousandth part of a. 1858 BRIGHT

Sj&amp;gt;.,
Reform 27 Oct.

(1869) 281 The annual income of the estate multiplied by the
number of years which, .he may be expected to live. 1885
W. K. CLIFFORD Common Sense ofExact Set. 201 If a vector

step be multiplied by itself, the product is zero; that is.

AP . AP = (APj
2 = 0.

traittf uadjif. i6n SHAKS. Wint, 7
1

. 1.11.7 LikeaCypher

MULTIPLYING.

precious metals, as by transmutation of the baser

metals. Also intr. (for pass.), said of the precious
metals. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Pro/, fy T. 848 A man may

lightly lerne, if he have aught, To multiplye, and bringe his

good to naught. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 84 Thei founden thilke

experience, Which cleped is Alconomie, Wherof the Selver

multeplie Thei made and ek the gold also. 1477 NORTON
Ord. Alc/t. in Ashm. (1652) 17 Saying how they can Multi

plie Gold and Silver. Ibid. 18 When such men promise to

Multiplie, They compasse to doe some Villony. Ibid.^ Upon
Nature thei falsely lye For Mettalls doe not Multiplie.

1543 tr. Act 5 Hen. /K, c. 4 It is ordeyned. .that none from
hensforth shall vse to multiplie golde or syluer, nor vse the

craft of multiplication. 1592 LYLY Gallathea in. iii, An
arte quoth you, that one multiplieth so much all day, that

he wanteth money to buy meate at night? 1650 EVELYN
Diary 14 Dec., An impostor that had like to have impos d

upon us a pretended secret of multiplying gold. 1688
Act i Will.

&amp;lt;y Afary, c. 30 [citing Act 5 Hen. IV].

Multiply (mzrltipli), adv. Math. [f. MUL
TIPLE + -LY ?] Multiply connected (see quot. 1893).

Multipfy-ptrwdiC) having many periods.
1881 MAXWELL Elcctr. f? Magn. I. 120 If the region % is

doubly or multiply connected. 1893 A. R. FORSYTH Theory
of Functions 315 A surface is simply connected, if it be
resolved into two distinct pieces by every cross-cut ; but if

there be any cross-cut, which does not resolve it into distinct

pieces, the surface is multiply connected. Ibid. 464 Functions
which are multiply-periodic.

Multiplye, variant of MULTIPLIE Sc.

Multiplying, -vbl. sb. [-ING
J
.]

1. = MULTIPLICATION, in various senses.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. ll ks. III. 37 In covetise of multi-

pliinge of richessis. c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. 293 (Fairf
AIS.) Fro roundel [to] compas Eche aboute other goynge,
Caused of othres sterynge And multiplyinge euer moo.
c 1386 Pard. T. 46 He shal have multiplying of his

greyn. 0x400 in Halliwell Kara Mathem. (1841) 58 [&amp;gt;an

al bat comes of
J&amp;gt;at multiplyeng departe J&amp;gt;ou by f&amp;gt;e npumbre

of
t&amp;gt;e poyntes of

J&amp;gt;e
vmbre. 1474 CAXTON Chesse in. 1. 11883)

77 The multiplynge of his goodes temporell. 1549 LATIMER

yd Serm.
bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 87 tnarg.^

These mixtures

DITH One of our
investment oy ten.

b. 7o multiply (one quantity) into, t* (an
other); to mitltiply (two quantities) together \ to
find the product of the two quantities.
1557 RECORDE Whetst. E

i; b, 1225. And so moche doeth
there arise by .35. multiplied into it self. 1571 DICCKS
Pantom. i. vi. C lij b, The firste multiplied in the fourth,
produceth a quantitie equall to that which is made by
multiplication of the seconde in the thirde. 1610 W.
FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey \\. viii. 61 Multiply the perpen
dicular in the demibase. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 15
The numbers to be multiplied must be set one under another.
1709 J. WARD Yng. Math. Guide (1734) 340 Multiply the Base
of the given Triangle into Half its perpendicular Height.
Ibid. 439 Multiply the Two Diameters (viz. the Length and
Breadth) together. 1812 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. I. no The
weight multiplied into the height to which it is raised. 1885
LEUDESDORF Cremona s Proj. Gcoin. 283 If these equations
be multiplied together.

o. intr. To perform the process of multiplication.
1579 DICGES Stratioticos 4 To multiplie, is to find of two

Numbers a number product the one in the other augmented,
1651 Newsfr. Lmu Coitntr. 8 Podex can..Adde, Multiply,
Subtract, Divide. 17^8 HUTTON Course Math. (1806) I. 13
The number you multiply by, or the number of repetitions,
is the Multiplier. 1840 LARONER Geom. 102 If we require
the area, we have only to multiply by 3-14.

d. Said of the multiplier (trans, and intr\
c 14*5 Crafte Nombrynge (E. E. T.S.) 21 Numerus multi-

phcans. Anghce, be nombur multipliynge. 1570 BILLINGS-
LEY Euclid 214 b, If a number multipliene himselfe produce
a cube number : then is that number also a cube num
ber. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II. s.v. Multiplication,
Negatives multiplying Positives, must produce Negatives.
1709 J. WARD Yng. Math. Guide \. \\. (1734) 14 When the
Number Multiplied is so often Added to itself, as there are
Units in the Number Multiplying. 1859 SALMON Higher
Alg. 70 The terms multiplying xy must be 3 o and aya\.

f6. Alch. (trans, and intr.} To increase the

and multiiplyinges are theft. 1553 Acts Privy Counc. (N. S.)

254 Informacions, lettres and examinacions towching
Whalley s accusacion for multiplying. 1599 DUBRAVIUS
(title) A new Booke of good Husbandry. .. Conteining
the order.. of making of Fish-pondes, with the breeding.

preserving, and multiplying of the Carpe [etc.]. 1615 BACON
Ess., Seditions $ Troubles (Arb.) 405 The Multiplying
of Nobilitie, and other Degrees of Qualitie. 1651 J.
CHETWIND in Harington Briefe View

Ep. Ded,, This
Authour . . hath avoyded the needlesse multiplying of words.

1659 MILTON Civ. Power in EccL Causes Wks. 1851 V.

332 The multiplying and the aggravating of sin to them
both. 1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Card. 129 These four last

Observations for the multiplying of Corn. 1800 LAMB Let.

to Coleridge 6 Aug., I cram all I can in, to save a multiplying
of letters. 1855 BAIN Senses 4- Int. n. ii. 12 (1864) 201

The multiplying of points of contact, by our having a

plurality of fingers.

li b. Alleged term for a company of husbands.

1486 Bk. St. Albans f vij, A Multiplieng of husbondis.

2. attrib. : multiplying way (? nonce-use),
=

*

family way (see FAMILY 10 b).

1599 T. MIpi FET] Silkwortnes 47 What made thee shew

thy multiplying pride, More in these egges, then all the

egges beside? 1739 MRS. DELANY in Life ty Corr. (1861) II.

53 Duchess is very well, though in a multiplying way,

e see So multepliynge [earlier texts untelland] shulde

.
ei be. 1601 SHAKS. Alts Well v. iii. 102 Flatus him-

selfe, That knowes the tinct and multiplying med cine.

1611 BIBLE IVisd. iv. 3 The multiplying brood of the

vngodly shall not thriue. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm.
Angells 64 Such punishments, .are multiplying of evill

infinitely, if God prevent not. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade

(1698) 23 Interest, .which is of so prodigious a multiplying
nature, that it must of necessity make the lenders monstrous
rich. 1709 J. WARD Yng. Math. Guide \. vi. (1734) 72 The

Multiplying Fraction is less than an Unite or i. 185^ Bp.

WILBERFORCE in R. I. Wilberforce Life (1881) II. vii. 287
Oh 1 our multiplying embarrassments from concessions and
inconsistencies. 1877 BESANT & RICE Harp $ Cr. viii. 60

What time the//accj uxor expects her husband to return

with wavering step and multiplying eye.
b. in the names of instruments and machines

having devices for increasing the number of move

ments, images, etc. Also tnultiplying-machine9

a machine for performing mechanically the arith

metical process of multiplication. (See Knight
Diet. Meek, and Suppl.)

reel was formerly much used, but, from its liability to be
out of order [etc.], 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 396
Rapid horizontal motion is then given to the coil by means
of a multiplying wheel. 1856 STONEHENGE Brit, Rural
Sforts i. 621. 234/2 Multiplying-reels, in which, by the

introduction of machinery, the barrel is made to travel

several times to the single revolution of the handle. 1876
TAIT Rec. Adv. Phys. Set. iv, An arrangement, .consisting
of a driving wheel and multiplying gear, by which I can

communicate an extremely great velocity of rotation to this

copper disc. i88a NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 53 Multiply-

ing s/tcaves, Are sometimes fitted to blocks where much
friction takes place. 1889 Nature 21 Nov. 71/2 A multi

plying apparatus which determines.. in one function, the

product of a number by each figure of the multiplier.

Hence f Mu ltiplyingly adv., manifoldly.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 346 b/2 They suffrid m many

matters proufiitably constantly and multyplyengly.



MULTIPLYING-GLASS.

Mu Itiplying-glass.
f 1. A magnifying-glass. Msofig. 06s.

Cf. Ml LTIPLV ! . I f.

1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxv, On our sicke beds, [hee]

shewes vs all our sinnes in multiplying Glasses, c 1640 Capt.
Underwitt \. in Bullen O. PL II. 336, 1 wod not have a man . .

so much a dwarfe that I must use a multiplying glass to know
the proportion of his Hmbes. 1656 COWLEY Misc., Ode of Wit

ii, Some things do through our Judgment pass As through
a Multiplying Glass. 1680 S. MATHER Irenicum 19 The
blind prophane world, who pretend to take offence at our

divisions, looking upon them in the multiplying Glasses of

their own enmity, and so accounting every difference in

Religion to be a different Religion.

2. A toy consisting of a concave glass or lens, the

surface of which is cut into numerous facets so as

to give as many reflexions of the object observed.

1671 FOULIS Hist. Rotnish Treasons (1681) 60 As for Bel-

larmine, you may look through him like a Multiplying-glass
and perceive multitudes of people. 1688 HOLME Armoury
in. ix. 375/1 Multiplying Glasses, that makes one things

\sic\ seem many. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. ii. 50 So

many reproductions of one thing, like the image of the same
face repeated in a multiplying glass. 1764 J. FERGUSON
Lect. 147 The multiplying glass is made by grinding down
the round side.. of a convex glass, .into several flat sin-facets].

1831 BREWSTER Optics xxxix. 329 Natural multiplying
glasses may be found among transparent minerals which are

crossed with veins oppositely crystallised. 1862-7 y. Wylde s

Circ. Set. I. 60/2.
Multi-pointed to -polar : see MCLTI- i a, b.

Multipotent (multi-patent), a. rare. [f. L.

mullipotent-, -patens : see MULTI- and POTENT.]

Having much power ; very powerful.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. iv. v. 129 loue multipotent. 1632

LITHGOW Trav. vi. 239 Thousands famished, and put to the

sword within this multipotent City, by Vespasian. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr. 1889 TALMAGE in Voice (N. Y.) 28 Feb.,
I leave this imperial and multipotent numeral seven where
the Bible leaves it.

Multipre sence. [ad. mod.L. mnlHfrie-
sentia : see MULTI- and PRESENCE.] The fact or

faculty of being present in many places at once.

1614 BP. HALL No Peace with Rome 17 That exploded
opinion of transubstantiation, and (which is the root of it)

the multi-presence of Christs body. 1727 DE FOE Hist.

Appar. iv. (1840) 31 He has invisibility and multipresence,
as a spirit has. 1883 SCHAFF Christ ff Christ. 75 The
mediaeval schoolmen, .ascribe, .a miraculous multipresence
to his body and blood in the sacrament of the altar.

So Multipre sent a., having the property of

mnltipresence.
1882-3 Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Knovil. III. 2415/2 The

glorified body is not omnipresent, but multipresent.

Multi-radiate to-sacculate: see MULTI- i a, 3.

Multiscieiice (mslti fens). [f. L. multus
MULTI- + scientia SCIENCE.] Knowledge of many
things. So Multi-scient a. (in recent Diets.) ;

t Multi scious a. [f.
L. multisci-us] , knowing

much, skilful (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
a 1834 COLERIDGE Church fy State (1839) 226 note. Multi-

science .(or a variety and quantity of acquired knowledge)
does not teach intelligence.

Multisect (mzrltisekt), a. Ent. [f. mod.L.

multisect-us, f. multus MULTI- + sectus, pa. pple.
of secare to cut.] (See qnot. )

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 305 Multisect (Multi-
sectum). When an insect appears to have no distinct trunk
and abdomen, but is divided into numerous segments.

Multise Ct, v. rare&quot;, [f. MDLTI- + L. sect-,

ppl. stem of secare to cut.] trans. To divide into

many parts (Century Diet.}. Also Multise-ctiou

(rare~
l

), division into many parts.
1862 MASSON in Macm. Mag. Dec. 85 On the plan of

multisection, as well as on that of trisection, bisection.

Multi-segmentate to -soil: seeMcLTi- 1 a, 3.

Multisonant (mlti s#nant), a. rare. [f. L.

multison-us + -ANT. See MDLTI- and SONANT.]
Having many sounds ; sounding much.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mnltisonant, that hath many or

great sounds, that makes a great noise. 1821 Tales of iy
Landlord I. 241 The multisonant dash of ocean s billows.

1888 Harper s Mag. Oct. 741/1 The multicolored, multi-

sonant stream rushes by.

So Multi souous a.

19011 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 2/1 The multisonous voices of

winds and sea and forest.

Multi-spermous to -tubular : see MULTI-.

Multitude (m-ltitid). [a. F. multitude

(i3th c.), or ad. L. imiltitfido, -titdin-, f. multus

much, many : see -TUBE.]
1. The character, quality, or condition of being

many ;
numerousness ; great number. Also, number

whether great or small.
In the common biblical (Hebraistic) phrase the multitude

o/ = the many, the numerous , the meaning of the sb.

varies between senses i and 2.

a 1325 Prose Psalter Ii. 7 He hoped in Jw multitude of his

riches. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce n. 330 For multitud mais na

victory. 1:1450 tr. De Imitations in. xxiii. 93 Be bou

blessed, t&amp;gt;at
hast done bys godenes wib bi seruaunt after be

multitude of bi mercy, c 11,60 G. ASHBY Dicta P/tilos. 8

Truste nat oonly in men is multitude. 1560 BIBLE (Geneva)
Ps. xxxviL ii Meeke men.. shall haue their delite in the

multitude of peace. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Httsb. i.

(1586) 8 Riches are not to be measured by their multitude.

1611 BIBLE Josh. xi. 4 Euen as the sand that is vpon the

Sea-shore in multitude. 1650 BULWF.R Anthropomet. 230

759

That which fails in magnitude is called sma\ ; as that which
in multitude, few. 1734 tr. Rollin s Anc. Hist. IV. 208

Valour and not multitude determines the success of arms.

1774 WAKTOH Hist, Eng. Poetry Diss. ii. k 2 William the

conqueror permitted great numbers of Jews.. to settle in

England.. .Their multitude soon encreased. 1868 TENNYSON
Lucretius 168 Or do they fly.. like the flakes In a fall of

snow, and so press in, perforce, Of multitude ? 1869 RUSKIN

Q. ofAir 121 The strength of the nation is in its multitude,
not in its territory.

2. A great number, a host, a crowd*
(j/&quot;

persons
or things). Freq. qualified }yy great. Often dlipt.

multitude of men, etc. in question, a. sing*
The sing, was formerly often used (without article) where

the pi. is now idiomatic, esp. \\\ great multitude.
a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter xxiii, 6 Swilk is the getynge [L.

generacio], that is, multitud of tha that sekis him. 1340
Pr. Consc. 5113 And with him grete multitude sal come Of
angels, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon &amp;lt;V Judas) 299
Of serpentls a multytude. 1390 COWER Con/. I. 220 This
Perseiis ..With al his multitude rod. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur i. xvi. 58 It was pyte on to behold that multitude

of the people that fledde. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wetncn

73 To manifest my makdome to multitude of pcpill. 1586
A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 34 Having, .heaped on thy
head a multitude of favours. 1651 HORBRS Leviutk. i. ii. 50
A multitude of actions done by a multitude of men. 1667
MII.TON / . L. x. 554 Imagining For one forbidden Tree a
multitude Now ris n. 1703 MAUNURELL Journ. to Eu
phrates (1732) 2 Here are a multitude of Subterraneous

Aqueducts. 1778 Miss BURNKY Evelina xxiv. (1791) II.

150 She asked Mr. Lovel a multitude of questions. 1872
MORI.KY Voltaire (1886) 5 It was he who conveyed to his

generation in a multitude of forms the consciousness, .of. .

the rights of human intelligence.

b. //. Great numbers, hosts,
* crowds .

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, in. ii. 143 For euery Honor sitting
on his Htlme, Would they were multitudes. i6C-3 SALMON

explosions must be heard upon a glacier. 1875 C. F. WOOD
Yachting Cruise vi. 143 Multitudes of barnacles.

t e. A great quantity (of something). Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 98 If bat greet multitude of

blood lettib. a 1400-50 Alexander 69 Slik was be multitude

of mast so mekil & so tbike, pat [etc.]. 1529 S. FISH Suf-
plic. Beggers (1871) 2 What a multitude of money gather
the pardoners in a yere? 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acostas
Hist, Indies n\. xvii. 175 The multitude of waters that runne
into it, quench this smoake and fire, 1677 YARRANTON Bug.
Imf-rov. 134 Here is cheap Corn, good Corn, and a multi

tude of it. 1777 CHATHAM Sp. on Address 18 Nov., All this

disgraceful danger, this multitude of misery.

3. A large gathering of people; a mass of

people collected in one place ;
a throng.

138* WVCLIF Ezek. xvi. 40 And thei shulen lede to vpon
thee a multitude [Vulg. wultitudinem}, and thei shulen

stoone thee. 1390 COWER Conf. III. 217 The nyht suiende

he schop to gon This multitude to assaile. a 1400-50
Alexander 104 Emang be multitude of men quare mane
ere togeder. 1538 STARKEY England i. ii. 51 To the intent

that thys multytude of pepul and hole commynalty,. .may. .

relygyously worschype God. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. i.

xvii. 133 Three or more in one companie (which the lawe

properly calleth a multitude). 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. W, v. i.

94 Thou are not King: Not fit to gouerne and rule multi

tudes. 1681 DRYDEN & LEE Dk. Guise iv. i. (1683) 39 A
Multitude s a Bulky Coward. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) II. 355 Our horses would scarcely, in this manner,. .

continue their speed, without a rider, through the midst of

a multitude. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 100 Books are. .spells,

By which the magic art of shrewder wits Holds an un

thinking multitude enthrall d. 1828 WHATELY Rhet. in

Encycl, Metrop. I. 300/1 A skilful orator s being able to

rouse.. the passions of a multitude. 1862 BP. WORDSWORTH
Hytnn t Hark, the sound ofholy voices i, Multitude, which
none can number, Like the stars, in glory stands.

4. With the : The many , the populace, the

common people.
&quot;535

COVERDALE Ps. xxx. 13, I haue herde the blasphemy
of the multitude : euery man abhorreth me. a 1586 [see

MANY-HEADED]. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 95 In the

posteriors of this day, which the rude multitude call the

after-noone. 1607 Cor. n. iii. 18 i. Cit. ..He himselfe

stucke not to call vs the many-headed Multitude, a 1637
B. JONSON Discoveries (1640) 130 Jests that are true and

naturall, seldome raise laughter with the beast, the multitude.

1671 MILTON Sats0n6g6 The unjust tribunals, ..condemna
tion of the ingrateful multitude. 1708 SHAFTESB. Charac.

(1727) I. 76 To affect a superiority over the Vulgar, and to

despise the Multitude. 1769 Junins Lett, \. 2 The multitude,
in all countries, are patient to a certain point. 1843 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. I. 2 note, The multitude is the only proper
judge of those arts whose end is to move the multitude.

Multitudina*rious, a. rare~ l
. [f. L. type

*multitudinari-u$) f. multitiidin- : see MULTITUDE
and -ARIOU3.] Multitudinous. So Multitirdinory
a. rare Q

(Worcester 1846, citing Mitford).
1810 Splendid Follies 1. 188 Don t talk to me..my ideas

are multitudinarious.

tMultitudine. Obs, [a. OF. #i//#zV&amp;lt;ff, or

ad. L. multitfidinem MULTITUDE.] Multitude.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health iii. (1557) 8 Knowledge, by the

whicne wilfull Abhorsion raaye come of the multitudenes of
the flowers of a woman. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden)
84 The Scottes toke a grete multitudyne of the Ynglych
pepulle. c 1610 Women Saints (1886) 48 Being much terrified

with the noise of the multitudine pursuing them.

Mnltitudiiiism (m&ltitiif dmiz m). [f. L.

multitiidin-, multitude MULTITUDE -f- -ISM, after Fr.]
The principle according to which the interests of

multitudes are placed before those of individuals,

esp. in religion.

MULTIVAGANT.
1860 H. B. WILSON in Ess. % Rev. 146 The Cotnte Leon

de Gasparin. .laid it down.. that the individualist principle

supplies the true basis of the Church, and that by inaugu
rating the union between Church and State Constantine
introduced the false .. principle of Multitudinism. 1866

Contemp. Rw. I. 92 The vicious multitudinism of the great

public schools. 1870 Ibid. XIV. 390 Sentimental multitu-

dinism, seeking to base itself on a louse hunianitananism.

Hence Knltltirdinist, Multitudinrstic adjs. y

favouring such a doctrine or principle.
1860 H. B. WILSON in Ess. fy Rev. 159 To the multitu-

dinist principle are due the great external victories which
the Christian name has hitherto won. 1862 W. J. IRONS in

Replies to Ess. ff Rev. 226 Whether primitive Christianity
. . was multitudinistic ,

. . or whether it was exclusive and

sought access to the individual conscience of the few.

Multitudino sity. [f.
MULTITUDINOUS : see

-08ITV.] Multitudinousness.

1840 Blackw. Mag, XLVI1I. 762 A fiery man ..must be

goaded into madness., by the muhitudinosity of absurdities.

Multitudinous (mrltkiw dinas), a. [f. L.

mitltitndin-, multitiido MULTITUDE + -ous.]

1. a. with pi. sb.: Existing in multitudes or great
numbers ; very numerous.

1629 UOSNE Sena. (1640) II- xxviii. 242 The foundation of

all, the Trinity, undermined by those numerous, those mul
titudinous Anthills of Socinians. 1644 HKVLIX Stumbling-
block Tracts (1681) 723 The more multitudinous and united

the Petitioners are, the more like to speed. 1650 Dcscr. Fut.
Hist, Europe 23 Confounding .. the multitudinous Pagans
and Idolaters fighting against Christians. 1800 COLERIDGE

Talleyrand to Ld. Gramnlle 46 It argues, my Lord
_!

of

fine thoughts such a brood in us To split and divide into

heads multitudinous. 1805 SOUTH F.Y Matioc \\. xxv. Poems
V. 367 The lesser fowls Flock multitudinous in heaven.

1846 TRENCH Rlirac. Prelim. Kss. iv. 45 The multitudinous

races of animals which people this world.

b. \vithcollectivesb.: Consisting of a multitude

or threat number of individuals.

1606 DKKKF.R Scv. Sins n. (Arb.) 20 In a State so multitu-

dinnus, where so many flocks of people must be fed. a 1662

HEYI.IN Laud (1668) 70 The Puritan faction, which was

frown
multitudinous and strong. 1837 HALLAM Hist, Lit.

vi. 35 A more multitudinous bruod of sectaries. 1840
H. AINSWORTII Tower of London (1862) 212 When this

multitudinous and confused assemblage had nearly filled

the inclosure. 1882 A. W. WARD Dickens v. 112 Never
before had his versatility.. filled his canvas with so multi

tudinous and so various a host of personages.

c. with sing. sb. : Existing in or exhibiting
.1 multitude of forms

; having many elements or

features
; arising from or involving a multitude.

Often applied to bodies of sound which are varied in

volume and tone.

1656 ULOUNT Glossogr.) Multitudinous, pertaining to a

multitude; that hath a great, .number, or great store of.

a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 155 The abuses in the

management of the royal navy, and the multitudinous fraud

that corroded there. 1820 L. HUNT Indicator No. 20 (1882)

I. 155 It was the rocks of an isle beyond Inistore, which
made that multitudinous roaring of the wind. 1850 HAW-
THORNE Scarlet L. Introd.(i879) 12 The pavement.. has not

. .been worn by any multitudinous resort of business. 1858
KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 21 The multitudinous moan and
wail of the lost spirits. 1874 R. TYRWHITT Sketch Club p. vii,

Multitudinous murder of tame pheasants. 1891 HARDY
Tess xxxii, From the_ whole_ extent of the invisible vale

came a multitudinous intonation.

d. Said of the ocean or any mass of water with

reference to its great bulk or (after the dvrjpid^ov

yiXaffpa of ^Eschylus) to its innumerable ripples.

1605 SHAKS. Macb, ii. ii. 62 This my Hand will rather The
multitudinous Seas incarnardine. a 1794 SIR W. JONES
Hymn to Narayena Wks. 1799 VI. 370 The waters flow d,

..Diffusive, multitudinous, profound. 1817 MOORE Lalla

Rookh. Veiled Prophet (1854) 79 The multitudinous torrent.

1850 BLACKIE JEsehyfas II. 21 And of ocean waves The
multitudinous laughter. 1860 W. COLLINS Woman in White
I. 185 The multitudinous glory of the leaping waves.

e. Thronged or crowded (with}, poet.
1820 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. \. 5 Regard this Earth Made

multitudinous with thy slaves. 1871 BROWNING Balanst.

1328 To live In a home multitudinous with herds.

f. nonce-use. Immensely productive or prolific.
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall iii, Two very multi

tudinous versifiers, Mr. Nightshade and Mr. Mac Laurel.

2. Of or pertaining to the multitude*. rare~ l

.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 156 At once plucke out The Multi

tudinous Tongue, let them not licke The sweet which is

their poyson.
Multitu dinonsly, adv. [-LY

2
.] In a

multitudinous manner ;
in multitudes.

1859 MEREDITH R.Fevereliv, The rooms were dark, dark
as the prognostics multitudinously hinted by the dis

appointed., guests. 1861 J. G. SHEPPARD Fall Rome iii. 125

They march multitudinously, openly, and incautiously,

straight against the enemy. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz

44 Multitudinously wretched.

Multitu dinousness. [-NESS.] The charac

ter or condition of being multitudinous,

1653 GAUDEN Hierasp* To Rdr. a 2 b, The eminency of the

first, the mediocrity of the second, and the meannesse yet
multitudinousnesse of the third, a 1662 HEYLIN Land
(1668) 132 He had observed the multitudinousness of his

Fathers Chaplains. 1830 Black. Mag. XXVIII. 147

Shakspeare rightly called him [sc. the sea] multitudinous .

But in spite of his multitudinousness [etc.]. 1876 Fain.

Herald ^ Oct. 366/1 The multitudinousness of God s

mercies. 1890 Spectators Jan., Thinking grows.. tired with

the multitudinousness of the new subjects for thought.

Multivagant (mwlti-vagant), a. rare. [f.
L.

multivag-us : see MULTI- and VACANT.] Wander

ing much.



MTJLTIVAGOUS.

picture-place in the Kipling pantheon.
So Multi-vaffous a. rare&quot;. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Multivaleilt (mlti valent), a. Chem. [See
MULTI- i.] Having many degrees of valency.

Hence Multl valence, Multiva lency.

1874 J. P. COOKE New Chew. 278 Hydrates of multivalent

radicals. ax88i BARRATT Phys. Metempiric (1883) 64

Multi-valency ofatoms. 1882 OGILVIE Snppl., Multivalcncc.

Multivalve (mc ltivrelv), a. and sb. [ad.

mod.L. multivalvis (cf. Linmcus s division Alulti-

valvia) : see MULTI- and VALVE. In French 1 752.]

A. adj. a. Couch. Having many valves, as the

chitons and the acorn-shells.

&quot;755
Ctntl. Mag. XXV. 32. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

VII. 61 Multivalve Shell-fish may be considered as animals

shut up in round boxes. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II.

122 The shell of the Cirripeda is always multivalve. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Aniiit. vi. 291 The former firmly fixed

by the base of its multivalve conical shell.

b. Bot. and Ent. (See quots.)

1819 S.IMOUELLE Enti mol. Conipcnd. 353 Rostrum.. Mul
tivalve, forming a tube by means of many valves uniting.

1819 Pantologia, Mnltivalvc glume.. .Having more than
two valves. 1826 KIRDY & SP. Entomol. IV. 373 Tail of the

female without a terebrant, or pungent multivalve ovipositor.

1831 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Richard?* Elem. Bot. 274 A Pericarp
is. .Multivalve, when it divides into a greater number of

valves or distinct segments.
B. sb. A multivalve shell

;
an animal having

such a shell (as a chiton or an acorn-shell).

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. 1776 DA COSTA Elem. Conchol.

24-2 Multivalves. Shells composed of many pieces or valves.

1851 WOODWARD Molluua 36 Most of the multivalves of old

authors were articulate animals.

Also Multiva lvate (rare-
:

), Mvrltivalved,
Mxiltiva-lvular adjs.

- MULTIVALVE a.

1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Mitltii alvatc, having more than

t\vo valves. 1758 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. I. 846 A *multi-

valved shell, composed of unequal valves. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. VII. 18 The Mullivalved [shell-fish], or those of

the Acorn-shell Kind. 1826 GOOD Bk. Nat. II. 20 Of the

inultivalved testaceous worms. .there are but three known
species, the chiton, the lepas..and the phloas. 1760 J. LEE
Introd. Bot. n. xxxiii. (1765) 159 Antirrhinum, with &quot;multi-

valvular Fruit. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 530 The fruit

being univalvular, bivalvular, or multivalvular, &c., accord

ing as there are one, two, or many valves.

Multivarious (mziltiveoTias), a. Now rare.

[t. MULTI- + L. vari-tts (see VARIOUS a.), as literal

equivalent of Gr. 7ro\uiroiKi\os much-variegated,
manifold (L, & Sc.).] Manifold and diverse.

1620 FEATLY Clams Myst. vi. (1636) 69 That manifold, or

(to make a new compound to translate a compound), in the

Originall multivarious wisedome [iroAviroticiAos Eph. iii. 10].

1644 MAXWELL Prcrog. Chr. King_s 24 God in Scripture, by
frequent, pregnant, and multivarious expressions, hath so
vindicated to himselfe the making and constituting of Kings
[etc.]. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 16. 293 From. .

One Supreme Deity altogether proceeds the Genesis of the
multivarious matter. 1832 FR. A. KEMBLE Let, in Rec.
Girlhood (1878) III. 244 Multitudinous and multivarious
beasts of prey. 1903 Academy 31 Oct. 462/1 Multi-various

gossip about the London localities he knew best.

So f Multivari-ety.
1601 [lip. W. BARLOW] Defence 79 That multi-varietie of

Gods wisdome. [Cf. 1620 above.]

Multive-rsant, a.
[f.

MULTI- + pr. pple. of L.

versare, frequent, of vertlre to turn.] Protean.
1828-32 WEBSTER (citing Jrnl. Sci.\

Multivious (mflti-vias), a. [f. L. multivi-us

(f. multus MULTI- + via way) + -ous.] Having
many ways ; going or leading in many directions.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Multivious, that hath many ways,
manifold. 1721 in BAILEY. 1850 D. THOMAS Crisis ofBeing
vi. 97 The sinner is often perplexed amidst the multivious
and conflicting directions that are given. 1880 BESANT &
RICE Seamy Side xx, The young clerks.. were dispersed,

Multivocal (mlti-v^kal), a. and sb. [f. L.
multus MULTI- + voc-dre to call, after univocal,

equivocal.} a. adj. Susceptible of many interpreta
tions or meanings, b. sb. A word of such a kind.

Hence Multi vocaluess.
1810 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1836) III. 55 Whenever

I meet with an ambiguous or multivocal word. 1862 F.
HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 82 Nature , in such a sense, or
swabhdva, is one of the classical acceptations of the multi-
vocal prakriti. 1873 Mod. Eng. 95 note, Respect, a word
comparable, for its multivocalness, with the Latin ratio.
Ibid. 169 Among the various blemishes which may disfigure
a language, none . . is more unphilosophical than multivocals.

Multi-volent, a. rare-&quot;,
[f. L. mullivol-us :

see MULTI- and VOLENT.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mttltivolent, of many or divers

minds, mutable, wishing one while this, and another, that.

Multivoltine : see MULTI- i a.

Multocular (mcltp-kirflii), a.
[f. L. mult-us

MULT(I- + ocul-us eye + -AB.] Having many eyes.
See also quot. 1887.
1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. vm. iii. 401 Flies, &c. are

Multocular, having as many Eyes as there are Perforations
in their Corneie. 1887 tr. Nageli $ Schwendener s Micro
scope 48 For some time past English and French opticians
have made multocular Microscopes, by which several
persons are enabled to observe one and the same object
simultaneously. 1891 Syd. Sac. Lex., Multocular, having
many eyes.

1747 Act 20 Geo. II, c. 43 17 Recovery of Multures or
Services payable or prestable to their Mills. 1788 W.
MARSHALL Yorksh. II.

3_42
Mooter. 1820 SCOTT Monast.

viii, The Dame Glendinning had always paid her muleture
and knaveship duly. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. XII. 1. 132
When farmers get oats made into meal for the use of their
families and servants, the miller retains as multure 8$ Ibs.

(a Scotch peck) for every boll (140 Ibs.) of meal produced.
C. In proverbial expressions.
1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estienne s World of Wonders 302
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Mu-lto-scribbling, ///. a. [f.
miillo- used as

;

comb, form of L. mullus in sense much .]
That

scribbles a great deal.

1821 BYRON Vis. Judgem. l.xv, Thus spoke the Demon

(late call d multi-faced By multo-scribblmg Southey).

Multre, obs. form of MULTURE.

t Multum (mz&amp;gt;-ltm). Brewing. Obs. [? A use

|
of L. mullum, neut. of multus much.] (See quots.)
iSao Blackw. Mag. VI. 545 Another substance composed

i of extract of quassia and liquorice juice, and used by
! fraudulent brewers to economise both malt and hops is

I technically called iimltinii. 1829 Art of Brewing (Libr.

Usef. Know!.) i. 31/2 A compound termed MM&MM wu (or

is) a mixture of opium and other ingredients, which sold

about ten years ago, at five or six shillings a pound, when
what was called an extract of cocculus was charged at a

guinea and a-half. 1844 HOBLYN Diet. Med., Hard
mnltum, or Black extract, is a preparation made from

Cocculus Indicus, and used by brewers to impart an intoxi

cating quality to beer.

II Multum in parvo (mzHtzmi in pauve).

[I,, tnultum, neut. of multus much; in, prep.;

fai-vo, abl. sing, of pawns little.] A great deal

in a small compass. Also atlrib, applied to articles

of small bulk but of great comprehensiveness.
1732 (title) Multum in Parvo ; or, the Jubilee of Jubilees, i

1825 [S. MAUNDER] title, The Little Lexicon ; or, Multum
j

in Parvo of the English Language. 1836 MARRYAT Three
Cutters i, This is the kitchen : is it not admirably arranged ?

What a tnultum in parvo ! 1861 (title) Multum in Parvo
Series. 1876 T. HARUY Ethclbcrta xliii, A nmltum-in-parvo

pocket-knife.

Multungulate (mdtinjgUflA), a. and sl&amp;gt;.

[ad. mod.L. initlliitignlat-us, f. multus MULT(I- +

iingitla lioof: see -ATE 2
.] a. adj. Having more

than two functional hoofs ; belonging to the order

Mitltungalata. b. //. An animal of this order.

1839-47 Todifs Cycl. Anat. III. 237/1 Aristotle divides

them [jtr. ungulates] into, ist, Polyschidx, or multungulates
..ad, the Dischidse, or bisulcates, .-3d, the Aschidx, or

solidungulate quadrupeds. 1863 DANA Matt. Geol. 423
Multungulates, having three or five toes, as the Tapir,..
Rhinoceros.. Palajotherium. 1866 BRASDE & Cox Diet.

Sci., etc. II. 593/2 Multungulate. .when a quadruped has

the hoof divided into more than two parts.

tMu-ltuous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.

mult-iis much + -uous. Cf. mill/ecus.] Numerous.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. Prose Add. 165 In respect of

their multuous Armies.

Multure (mz&amp;gt;itiui, -tjai), sb. Forms : 4-5
multir, 5 -yr, Sc. mowter, 5-7 molter, 5-9
multer, 6 -ur, multrar, myltour, 7 mou(l)ture ;

Sc. and dial. 5-9 moulter, 7-9 moulture, mooter,
8 multur, mu ter, 9 multre, etc. (see E.D.D.) ;

5- multure, 7- muleture. [a. OF. molture,

moultttre, mod.F. moitture : med.L. molitftra, f.

molil-, mollre to grind. The form mulctttre is due
to association with MULCT.]
1. a. A toll consisting of a proportion of the

grain carried or of the flour made, paid to the

proprietor or tenant of a mill for the privilege of

having corn ground at it. b. The right to exact

this toll.

(1300 [see multure-greve below], (1450 Ettg. Misc.
(Surtees) 61 All maner of mesurys of yfl mylne that thai

take multyr with. \qfiActa Audit. (1839) 59/1 Johneboid..
summond .. for be mull of be teind schaf at dalmuster-
nach. 1565-6 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 428 The landis

of. .Braidley, with the myln and multuris of the samyn.
1622 Extr. Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) 157 Nor

yit
that

their be ony alteratioun. .of the quantitie of the multure or

knaifshep that presentlie is payed. 1628 COKE On Litt. 47
A rent cannot be reserued. .out of any incorporeal! inherit

ance, as. .muleture of a Mill. 1641 BEST Farm, Bks.

(Surtees) 103 Or else the fault is in the miller that taketh
more mowter then is his due. 1681 STAIR Instit. i. xvii.

15 When a Superiour gives out Lands upon condition of

Thirlage, the Multures are a part of the rcddenilo or price.

To bring the moulter to their mill. 1623 BP. SANDERSON
Serin, ii June (1685) 114 It were a lamentable thing if these
men should be. .maintained by the Magistrates, .of purpose
to bring Moulter to their own Mills. 1653 URQUHART Rabe
lais i. xi. 55 Out of one sack he would take two moutures or
fees for grinding. 1820 [see MEAL sb. 1

3 a].

U d. Used (by confusion with mull, MULCT sb.)
for : A fine.

1533 BELLENDEN Lily iv. xiii. (S.T.S.) II. 93 To promul.
gate ane law richt plesand to be pepil concernyng the estima-
tioun of multuris [orig. multfirum\
2. attrili. : t multure-ark, a chest or box in

which the multure was deposited (cf. dial, multure-

chest) ; ) multure-corn, corn taken in payment of

multure ; hence often = an inferior or mixed kind
of corn ;

multure dish dial., a vessel for measur

ing or collecting the multure ; t multure grave,
greve [see GRAVE sl&amp;gt;.3, GRIEVE], the steward who
had charge of the multure ; f multure meal= I a

;

MUM.

t multure oath, an oath to the effect that multure

had been paid.
1483 Catlt. A ngl. 246/2 A *Multer arke, emolimentariiim.

1546 Yks. Chantry Sun. (Surtees) II. 246 The x&quot; of the

&quot;multer co[r]ne of Skipton Mylnez. 1592 Nottingham
Rec. iv. 237 A bussheli of multure corne. 1611 COTGR.,
Bled barnage, Meslin, or moulture corne. 1619 J. KING
Sena, n Apr. 37 Ezekiel (Ezech. 4) lieth and sleepeth vpon
his left and right side, and maketh him bread of moulter

corne. 1625 F. MARKHAM Bk. Honour II. viiL 2, I can

compare these wretched Clownes..to nothing but poore
Moulter Corne, which this Milstone of knighthood grinds
to dust, to feed dogs. 1483 Cat/t. Angl. 246/2 A Multer

dische, metreta, tessera. 1636 W. SAMPSON Vow-breaker
n. i. D, Oh the Mooter dish, the Millers thumbe and the

maide behinde the Hopper, a 1800 in M. A. Richardson
Local Hist. Table Bk. Leg. Div. (1844) II. 136 The moutar
dish was nearly fou iv a kinds iv grain but yits. 1547
*Multur fre [see MULTURE z&amp;gt;.]. 1651 MS. Agreement,
Treeton mill, CO. York, [The tenant] shall have his corn

ground at Treeton mill moulter free and free to the hopper.
? a 1800 in Buchan Ball. (1828) II. 126 When ye come to my
father s mill, Ye shall grind muture free, c 1300 Durh.
Treas. Misc. Cart. No. 6592 Ricardo le Multirgreue de

Werke. 1479 Hexham Priory (Surtees) II. 77 Sub pcena

perditionis totius grani versus lez multir-grafe. 1566 Cal.

LaingCharters (1899) 205 [The oatmeal called the] &quot;multure

meill [of the granter s mill of Denny]. 1480 Peebles

Charters, etc. 207 To atleiche the mailmen that duellis

within the fredome of burgh to the nixt court for to mak
and gif ane multer aith for the termes bygane.
Hence f Mu lture v. [cf. OF. multurer in both

senses], (a) to grind, (6) to exact the toll of multure

from.
c 1450 Eng. Misc. (Surtees) 60 When j qwharter wheytt is

said for iiijs., than schall j* corne be multyrd at y xvj

vessell. 1547 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 250 It is lesum to ws
to grind and multur our cornis. .at the mill of Gilcamstoun,
multur fre. 1582 [see MULTURER].

Multurer (mzrltiurea). Also 6 multarar,

multrar, multerair. [f. prec. + -EK 1.] One who

pays toll for the grinding of his corn at a mill.

1580 Rec. Elgin (New Spalding Cl.) I. 156 James
Cuming, multarar at the auld miln of Elgin. 1582 Cal.

Laing Charters (1899) 258 The multraris to half ane pec
and the fermoraris twa bollis ay quhill the aucht chaldyr be

multi-it. 1702 in J. Paterson Hist. Regal. Musselburgh
(1857) 39 That.. the multurer shall draw the multures at

the mimes in maner underwritten, a 1768 ERSKINE Inst.

Law Scot, n. ix. (1773) 314 The multure is a quantity of

grain.. due to the proprietor of the mill, or his tacksman,
the multurer, for manufacturing the corns. 1838 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. 665 The competition there may be with

other milk to which the outsucken multurers have access.

Multyn, obs. pa. pple. of MELT v.

t Mu-lvel. Obs. Forms: 4-5 (8 Hist.) mulvel(l,

-well(e, molle-, mullewelle, (8 Hist, mulvll);

4 milewel, milvele, mylwel, 6 millwell, 7

myll(e)well ; 4 melewell, melvel, 5-7 mell-

well, (8 Hist, melwel) ;
6 myllwyn, 7 milwyn.

[a. AF. mulueltt (latinized mulvellus, I3th c,),

OF. muluel (Godet), prob. an altered form of

mtiruel, moruel, dim. of monie (Walloon molue)

cod : see MORBHUA. Cf. MOBHWELL.] = COD sbfl

1338 in Dugdale Monasticon (1819) II. 584/1 In codelyngis
et haddockis emptis iij&quot; vj*. . . In green mulvellis xv&amp;lt;. c 1340
Durham Ace. Roils (Surtees) 36 In xx Milueles salsis, viij s.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 423 In be ober [pond]
is

perche and troujtis, . . So fareb as wel In Albania be Mile

wel \v.r. meluel, mylwel]. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture

555 Salt samoun Congur, grone fische bobe lynge & mylle-
welle. 1577 J. DEE Gen. fy A ar^ Mem. 24 For his Majesty
to be Souerayn Lord of the Fishing of Myllwyn and Codd,
there [sc. Ireland]. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 123

Myllwell otherwise called codde. 1661 LovsL.\.Hist.Axii.
* Mix. 232 Cod fish . . is a great Sea-whiting, called also a

&quot;

:ling or Melwel. 1674 RAY Coll. Words 33 Milwyn ;ds 33 i

/, a kmLancetsh. Greenfish. 1755 JOHNSON, Melwel, a kind offish.

nttrib. 1430 Two Cookery-tks. 16 Take. .Freysshe Myl-
well hedys. Ibid. 61 Mulwyl taylys.

| Mulwine. Obs. rare 1
. ?A drinking bout.

1607 MIDDLETON Phcenix H4, You have made vs wayte
a goodly time for you, . . you are in your Rowses &
Mulwines a poxe on you.

Mulyer, obs. form of MULIEB a.

Muni (mom), sb}-, int. and a. Forms : 4-6

mom(me, 6 mume, 6-7 nmmme, 7 mumbe, 8

niumm, 5- mum. [Echoic; cf. G. mumm.]
A. sb.

(1. An inarticulate sound made with closed lips,

esp. as an indication of inability or unwillingness
to speak. Also, in negative or hypothetical con

text = (not) the slightest word . Sometimes with

omission of not : not a word . Obs.

1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. Prol. 115 Thow myjtest better mete
the myste on Maluerne hulles, Than gete a momme of here

mouthe but money were shewed, c 1460 Tywneley Myst.
xxi. 172 Though thi lyppis be stokyn yit myght thou say,

mom. a 1500 London Lickpenny (MS. Harl. 542) iv, He
would not geve me a momme of his mouthe. 1532 MORE
Confut. Tindale Wks. 641/2 Tyndall neuer brought out yet

eyther boke, lefe, or lyne to proue vs.. that euer the cere

monies that he calleth now dumme, spake euer in old tyme
so much as a mumme. 1651 LILLY Chas. 1 (1774) 235 The
Common Council assembled : but mum could he get there,

for the word London-Derry was then fresh in every mans
mouth.
2. Refusal to speak, silence, colloq.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Proru. # Epigr. (1867) 163 Mum hath a

grace in thee far more than speeche. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in.

n. 1494 Entrust it under solemn Vows Of Mum, and Silence,



MUM. 761 HUMBLER.
and the Rose. 1890 Pall Mall G. 7 Jan. 1/2 If the policy
of

* mum continues.

b. attrib.

1711 ADDISOM Spect. Xo. g f 6 The Mum Club i as I am
informed) is an Institution of the same Nature, and as great
an Enemy to Noise. 1797 T. PARK Sonn. 66 Doom d by
more severe mishap, To the mum-penance of La Trappe.

fc. A contest at playing mum (see C. b). Obs.

1779 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Tkrale 10 Mar., So, dear
Madam, it is a mumm to see who will speak first.

t3. A silent person. (Cf. MOME.) Obs.
1666 LOCKED*/./* J.Al/ordm Gentl. Mag.(w) LXVII.

I. 97, I doe not in this advise you to be either a mumbe
or morose. 1807-8 W. IUVIXG Salmag. (1824) 156 These
silent members are .. denominated orator mums.

B. int. A command to be silent or secret
;

hu^h ! silence ! not a word ! Also in phrases,
t mumfor that (obs.), muni s the ivord.

399 Title ofpoem (= Rich. Redeles ) cited by Bale Index
(Anecd.Oxon.), Mum, soth-segger ! 1568 FULWELL Like -will

to Like Eiij, S o more woords but mum & stand a while
aside. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 215 Mum, mum, he that

keepes nor crust, nor crum. Weary of all, shall want some.
1687 MOKTAGUE & PRIOR Hind fy P. Tranrv, 7 It has cost
me some pains to clear Her Title. Well but Mum for that,
Mr. Smith, a 1704 T. BROWS Walk round Lond., Coffee-
/itaucrWk& 1709111. nr. 39 But Mum s the Word for who
wou d speak their Mind among Tarrs and commissioners.

1705 VASBRUGH Country-Ho. n, What does she play her jests
upon me too? but, mum, he laughs best that laughs last.

01814 Woman s Will \. ii. in A etv Brit. Theatre IV. 47
The reason is obvious But mum for that. 1851 Miss M IT-

LOCK Agat/tas Husb. xxii, As to Cornwall,, .between you
and me, Mrs. Harper, mum s the word. 1893 W. S. GILBERT
Mountebanks I, But, mum ! I must be discreet.

C. adj. Strictly silent or secret, not saying a
word. Sometimes

quasi-&amp;lt;K&., as to stand mumt

etc. colloq. [now somewhat arch. exc. dial.)
1521 in Foxe A. fy M. (1583) 824/1 These comming to the

Church.,would say no prayers, but did sitte mumme.. lyke
beastes. c 1530 REDFORO Play Wit ty Sci. (1848) 33 Let us
not stay here muet and mum. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxn.
xx. 820 When the publick cryer calleth you to give your
opinions, ye are mum and mute. 16*6-7 in Crt. A&amp;gt; Times
Ckas. 7(1848) 1.96 Wonder not the great duke bore him out,
and all stood mum. 1788 COWPER Pity Poor Africans 5,

I pity them [sc. slaves] greatly, but I must be mum, For how
could we do without sugar and rum? 1834 Tait s Mag. I.

421/2 Sing mum till the public affair is over. 1894 R.
BRIDGES Feast ofBacchus n. 709 Don t stand there mum.
1894 WF.VMAS Lnder Red Robe i, I turned and they met my
eye ; and they were as mum as mice.

b. To play mum : to be silent. (Cf. MUM-
BUDGET, MUMCHANCE.)
1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 412/2 Yet would he

play mumme too, and neyther by himselfe nor his holy
.spiryte vouchesaufe to speake anye one woorde vnto them.
1625 Gonsalvio s Sp. Inquis. 19 Which fetch of theirs whoso
will wisely and warily auoid, must take heed he play mumme,
and speak not one word, but premeditated . . afore band.

Mum (mom), sb.* Now chiefly Hist. Also 7
mumme, 9 mumm. [a. G. mumme, recorded
from the end of the I5th c.

Adelung s assertion, that this beer was so called from the
name of Christian Mumme, who was a brewer at Brunswick
c 1487, is discredited by St. Heyne. Kluge quotes from
G. Baist the remark that the word resembles It. mcmmo^ a
child s word for drink.]

A kind of beer originally brewed in Brunswick.
Largely imported into England in the i7th and i3th c. ;

now mentioned only Hist, and in customs tariffs.

1640 GLAPTHORSE Wallenstein in. Hi, I thinke you r drunk
With Lubecks beere or Brunswicks Mum. 1677 YARRASTOS
Eng.Imfrov. 1 18 The Mum at Brunswick is made of Wheat,
and the Wheat that it is made of, is brought from . . Mag-
denburg, and Shenibank..; when it comes to Brunswick it

is Malted, and so made into Mum. . . But the Mum at Bruns
wick is a Medicine, and drinks very nauseous, . . that which
makes it good . . is its being long at Sea. 1756 NLGEXTCr.
Tour

t Germany II. 243 The chief trade of the inhabitants
[of Brunswick] is in tanning leather, and in brewing mum
from a malt made of barley, with a small mixture of wheat,
well hopped. Ibid.^ What they call ship-mum, is scarce

drinkable, till it has purged itself at sea. 1851 THACKERAY
Eng. Hum.y Steele (1853) &quot;?

This boy. .exhibited an early
fondness and capacity for drinking mum and sack. 1861
Four Georges i, I fancy the . . burghers over their beer and
mumm, rising up, cap in hand, as the cavalcade passes. 1894
Act 57 ff 58 Picf. c, 30 25 The duties of Customs now pay
able on beer of the descriptions called mum, spruce, or black

beer, imported into Great Britain or Ireland.

tb. attrib. and Comb., as imtm barrel% -beer\

mum-begotten , -coloured adjs. ; mum-catchup (see

quot. 1 769) ; mum-glass, (a] a glass used for drink

ing mum ; (b) a slang name for the MONUMENT
;

mum-house, a house for the sale of mum. Obs.

1682-3 in Hedges Diary (HakL Soc.) II. 272, I sent

you by CapL Heath one *mum barril with mangoes. 1672
SIR J. FOLLIS Ace. Bk. 15 June (S.H.S.) 7 For a pint of
*mum bear..o. 8. o. 1782-3 W. F. MARTYS Geog. Mag.
II. 152 German exports to foreign countries are corn, tobacco
..mum beer [etc.}. 1699 T. BROWN Life Erasmus in R.
L Estrange Erasmus Colloq. (1725) Bj.The Modern Dutch
writers, who visit Frankfort Fair, once a Year, with two or
three stupid *Mum-begotten Dissertations. 1769 MRS. RAF-
FALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778; 339 To make *Mum Catchup.
To a quart of old mum put four ounces of anchovies, of

mace, and nutmegs sliced, one ounce, of cloves, and black

pepper half an ounce, boil it till it is reduced one third. 1702
PhtL Trans. XXIII. 1369 This Liquor was Mum-coloured.
1684 R. WALLER Xat. Exper. 8 A tall Cup in the shape of
a *Mum-glass. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crfiv, Mum-glass*
the Monument, erected.. in Memory of the. .Fire 1666. 1664
PEPVS Diary 3 May, I went, .to the Fleece, a *mum-house
in Leadenhall, and there drank mum.

VOL. VI.

Mum (mum), sb2 dial. [Shortened form of

MUMMY j. 2
] A pet name for mother*.

18*3 MOOR Suffolk Words 242 Where s your mum ? 1876
R. M&quot;. JEPHSON He would be a Soldier xviii, I sawthe mum
anxiously inquiring of her son who I was.

Mum (raz7m), v. [f. MUM int. or sbl Cf. G.
mummen to mutter; also = sense 4 below.]
t L trans. To silence ; to put to silence. Obs.

1399 LAXGL. Rich. Redeles in. 337 He was. .y-Mummyd
on pe mouihe and manaced to pe deth. 1594? PF.ELE Dattte

ofAlcazar i. Prol., Like those that were by kind of murther
rnumd. 1654 GAVTOS Pleas. Notes in. viii. 123 If it were

possible they would muzle his mouth ; but Gines is mumm d

presently.

f2. intr. To make an inarticulate sound with

closed lips, indicating inability to speak ; hence,
to keep silence. Obs,
c mpPronip.Pan 1

. 348/2 Mummyn,as pey pat no^t speke,
mutio. a 1548 EfAU.A/Wk, Rich. Iff, 32 b, Whiche thynge
yf it had bene trewe. .euerygoodeand naturall childe would
have rather mummed at, then to have blasted abroade. 1576
GASGOIGKE .S7&amp;lt;v/ Gl. Arb.j 83 Better mumme, than meddle
ouermuch. 1637 SHIRLEY Example iv. ii, Jacinta. ..I may
reward your silence. I ainman. .. And when must I Begin
to mum ?

T3. To utter a faint sound
;
to whisper. Obs.

1460 Towneley Myst. viii. iS3 If thou can nother muf
nor mom, I shalle shelde the from shame. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xii. 166 Je dar not mum quhill Saidlar cum To se

quhat Ingland sendis. c 1680 Roxb. Ball. fiSS7j VI. 37^
They dare not mumm, if we say all s our own.

4. To act in dumb-show ; to play as a mummer.
1530 PALSGH. 642/1, 1 mumme in a nwmmynge,/?mummr.

. . Lette us go mumme to nyght in womens apparayle. 1554
Act Merck. Co. in Mackenzie Ne^vcastle II. 665 note,

[Apprentices are not] to daunse, dyse, carde or mum, or u&amp;gt;e

any gyt times. 1606 Choice^ Chance, etc. fiiii BJ After

they had masked and mummed, away they wer t t. 1837
CARLVLE Fr. Rrc. II. i. x, When a whole People goes mum
ming and miming. 1900 LD. RosEBKRy Napoleon vi. 89 The
characters who mum to Offenbach s music.

Mum, vulgar van MA AM. Mumbe,obs. f. MLM.
Mumble (mo-mb l;, sb. [f.

MUMBLE ^.] A
mumbled indistinct utterance or sound.

190* iVestm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 1/3 A series of mumUei a-.d

grunts. 1904 KIPLING Traffics * Discos: 308 A mumble of
bees and broken voices that might have been the doves.

1905 SIR F. TREVES Other Side ofLantern in. i. (ico6j 153
The contented mumble of the river.

Mumble (mzrmb l;, v. Forms : 4 momele,
5 momell, - b yll, 5-6 momble, mumbyll, 6

mumbil, -bell, Sc. mumbill, mummy 11, 6-8 Sc.

mumle, 7 Sc. mummil, 6- murnble. [MK.
momeltj frequentative formation on MUM int.; cf.

Du. mommelent mummefent G. mummeln
t S \v.

mum/a, Da. mumle, and MAMELE.]
L intr. To speak indistinctly, or with the lips

partly closed; to mutter. In early use: f To babble.

1362 LANGu P. PI. A. v. 21 Of Jis Matere I mihte Momele
\B-text mamelyj ful longe. c 1440 York Myst. xxvii. 106

My fellows momellis
J&amp;gt;ame emang. 1590 SPENSER F.Q. L i.

42 He mumbled soft, but would not all his silence breake.

1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 107 The Auditors all

wondred and some mumbled to themselves. 1879 BRG V.-NINV;

Halbert fy Hob 64 So tottered, muttered, mumbled he, till

he died. 1909 A. LANG Hist. Scot. II. xiii. 352 He heard
the old woman mumbling to herself.

b. transf. andyf^*.
1842 EMERSON- Led. Transcend. Wks. fBohn) II. 291

Church and old book mumble and ritualize to an unheeding
. .mind. 1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap-Jack Z. I. 9 The organ
was still mumbling and tooting.

2. trans. To utter in subdued or indistinct tones.

Sometimes with mixture of sense 4.
c 1440 Jacob s Well xxiiu 154 It are pei, J&amp;gt;at

whanne pei
are wrothe..momyll pe deuelys bedys. 1530 PALSGR. 642/1
He mumbleth his wordes, byd hym speke out playnly. 1626
L. OWEN S^ec. Jesuit. 17 By one meanes or other, he learned
to mumble a Masse. 1748 J. MASON Elocut. 10 When a

person mumbles, or (as we say) clips or swallows his Words,
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 13 July, He affirmed, that we
mumbled our speech with our lips and teeth. 1861 HUGHES
Tom Brown at Oxf. vii, Tom mumbled something to the
effect that it was by no means necessary.

b. With ^forth t out, over, f tip.

1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 132 Mumblyng vp a certayn
nombur of wordys no thyng vnderstonde. a 1555 LYKDE-
SAY Tragedie 385 Thay be clokit vp in clerkis arraye,..
And mummyll ouer ane pair of maglit matenis. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay s Voy. IIL xxi. no b, [They] goe
to bathe.. mumbling out certaine long prayers. 1658 tr.

Porta s Nat. Magic xx. 407 Then they mumble forth some
words. 1787 MUE. D ARBLAY Diary i3 Jan., I.. mumbled
out my own little compliment 1834 GREVILLE Mem. i Dec,
(1875) III. xxv. 166 The priest mumbles over the prayers.

TC. To whisper, utter furtively. Obs.
c 1539 HEN. VIII in Fiddes Wolsey n. (1726) 140, 1 dare be

bolder with you then a great many that mumbell it abroad.

3. intr. To eat in a slow, ineffective manner ; to
chew or bite softly, as with toothless gums.
c 13*5 Pol. Songs (1839) 238 The knave crommeth is crop Er

the cok crawe ; He momeleth ant moccheth Ant marreth is

mawe. 1530 PALSGR. 642/1 Se yonder olde trot howe shemum
bleth : . .comment elle mascke en belyn. 1561 AWOE LAY Frat.
Vacab. (1869) 8 Sitting as it were alone, mumblyng on n
crust. 1620 MIDDLETOS Chaste Maid i. i. 109, I have teeth,
sir ; I need not mumble yet this forty years. 1748 RICHARD-
SOS Clarissa (1811) IV. v. 21 Take ye that thistle to mumble
upon. 1833 MARBVAT P. Simple i, As proud, and, alas !

as unconscious as the calf with gilded horns, who plays
and mumbles with the flowers of the garland.

a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (Wodrpw Soc.) III. 302
George Bishop of Murrey was a whole winter mummilhng
upon his papers, and had not his sermon per cceur when all

was done.

4. trans. To bite or chew with toothless gums, or

without making much use of the teeth.

1591 LVLV Endym. iv. ii. 55 Tis a s:ately occupation to
stande. .in a cold Morning, and tohaue his nose bytten with
frosit, before hys baite be mumbled with a Fiih. 1664
ETHEREDGE ComicalRevenge in. iv, My Master pick d him
Up before a Puppit-show, mumbling a half-penny Custard.

1693 IJKVDHS Juvenal H* (1697) 261 And Gums unarm d to

mumble Meat in vain. 1719 D URFEY Pills (1872 III. 73
They re able enough to mumble a Pudding. 1826 SCOTT
Ir ootiit.xxvm, Achildmumblingginger-bread. i847LvTTos
Lttcretia n. Prol., HU glove fell to the ground, and his

spaniel mumbled it into shreds.

b. trans/, andyf^.
1695 Cosopf. F. Lwe for L. Prol. 35 As Asses Thistles,

Poets mumMe Wit, Ana d^re not bite, for fear of being bit.

1864 LOWF.LL Fireside Trav. 2^1 The sea laps and mumbles
t:.-: - f: roots of the bilU. 1883 A. FOS-BLS in jr.n. /&amp;gt;- .

i N , . 673 A victim which she [France] was to be allowed

only to mumble, not utterly to rend.

c. transf. To fondle with the lips.
1668 ETHKREDGE .$&quot;/ Would if She Could \. ii, A ri.;ht

bred greyhound can as well forbear rur;ni.,g after a hrire. .

as I can mumbling a pretty wench. 1695 CO. - .^EVE Ji-or-e

for L. v. J, Give me t other hand, and I ll mumble em and
kiss em till they melt in my mouth. 1884 KEALE Jilt 7
She drew away the hand he was mumbling.
t 5. To maul, handle roughly, maltreat. AUo,

to bungle, handle clumsily. Cl s.

i68 FORD Lover s Mel. v. i, He has mumbled his nose,
that tis as bi^ a-&amp;gt; a great cxl-^iece 1638 Lady&quot; s Trial
n. ii, Tis said., that a has firk d And mumbled ihe ro^uy
Turks. 1672 WYCHERLLY Love in Wood \\\. iv, I have b^at
him out of the pit. I do so mumble theie prating, .-

fellow-, they call wits, when I meet with them! 1709 STEELS
Tatler No. 50 P n, [I] shall leave you to be m^r . -

the learn-; . j-::.ious Author of a laie Booi&amp;lt;. 1721-2
AMHERST Terrae Fil. N 3 Thi-&amp;gt; was. a

stance., that mi^ht ue handsomely touch d upon in a dedica
tion. Let us see how our ;. ies ::. 1753 H.
WALPOLE Let. to Comvay 24 May, Mr. Fox mumb.ed the
Chancellor and his lawyers.

t b. 7*o mumble up : to tumble together. Cbs.

1673 RAY Journ. Lev.- C., tic. 4^6 Mercers never tie up
anything they sell, and if they allow paper, they only rucie y
mumble up the commodities in it.

6. Cookery. See qi:

1728 E. SMITH Compl. Hfluseu. fed. a) 12 To mumble
Rabbets and Chickens. .. When they are half boiled, .tear

the Flesh from the Bones of the Rabbet in small flakes, ar.d

jut i: into the Stew-pan again with a very Ii::;* cf !h-

Liquor it was boiled in,. . when iU enough sha-;* i a little

Flour, and thicken it up with Butter. Serve it on

1879 -&amp;gt;ee MUMBLED a. 2).

tv. Comb.
t
as Mumblecrust, in plays, the snr-

name or nickname of a toothless person or a beg
gar ; Mumble-matins, a nickname for a RomUh
Driest ; mumble-news, a tale-bearer. Obs.
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. i. iii. (Arb.) 20 Mad^e Mumble-

cTUit. 1560 PILKISGTOS Expos. Aggeus (1562; 41 Howe can

they be learned, havjnge none to teache them but Sir John
Mumble-matins 1 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 464 Some
carry-tale,.. Some mumble-newes,. .Told our intents before.

1603 DEKKEB & CHETTLE Grissil iv. ii. iShaks. Soc.j 66

Beggar. Jack Mumblecrust, steal no penny loaves.

Mumblebee(mr mb lbf,. /&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;-#/. A kind of boat.

1891 De-. on County Standard 14 Mar. 3/2 The Bluebell
drove foul of the mumblebee Faith. Ibid.* The mumble
bees Energy and Laura Mildred wereaLso brought in. 1898
ASSTED Diet. Sea Termt

) Munibleby or Mumblebee^ name
applied by Brixham fishermen to a boat midway in size be-

ween a hooker and a trawler.

Mu mbled,///. a.
[f. MUMBLE v. + -ED 1

.]

1. Spoken in an indistinct voice.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 6 The mombled and mynsed Masse.

1638 D. MITCHELL Let. in Lxi. Hailes Metnor. (1766) II. 37,
1 have been, .followed with many mumbled threatnings be
hind my back. 1841 D IsRAtLi Amen. Lit. (1867) 325 The
Romanists had reduced their whole devotion to a mumbled
ritual and a mechanical service.

2. Mumbled eggs : buttered or scrambled eggs.

(Cf. MUMBLE v. 6.)

1879 MRS. A. E. JAMES Ind. Househ. Managem. ;

Mumbled eggs, or rumble-tumble .

Mumble-fubbles, variant of MCBBLE-FCBBLES.

Mumble-jumble (mp-mb lid^mb*!), ? .

nmce-wd. [L MUMBLE v. + JUMBLE z/.]
trans. To

speak indistinctly and incoherently.
1833 MABRYAT P. Simple xvu, I mumbled-jumbled some-

thing or other, half Spanish and half English.

Mnmblement (mc-mb lment). [f.
MUMBLE z/.

-f -MENT.] The action of mumbling; something
mumbled or muttered.

1595 COPLEY Wits, Fits, $ Fancies 175 Such his murable-
ment being ouer-heard came afterwardes in question to his

danger. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. III. in. viii, Lasource

|
answered with some vague painful mumblement. 1862

1 Frettk. Gt. xi. v. (1872) IV. 76 Getting no. .answer,.. getting
I only some vague mumblement as good as none.

Mumbler m^ mbUi]. [f. MUMBLED. + -EB 1
.]

One who speaks indistinctly or in muffled tones.

1543 BALE Yet a Course, etc. 63 b, Masse momblers, bolye
water swyngers [etc.]. 11550 in Axglia (1003) Jan. 204 For
a syngar, .. Momelers, foreskippers, ouerskippers sunt tria

rtiala. i694MoTTEUX^o^/rtwiv. Lxiv. (1737)260 Mumblers
of Ave Marias. 1891 Ck. Times 27 Nov. 1167/2 The mum-
biers, who think it a Catholic custom to make the Consecra

. inaudible.
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MUMBLE-THE-PEG-. 762 MUMMIFICATION,

Mumble-the-peg. Now u. s. Also 9
mumble-peg, and erron. 7 mumbledepeg, 7, 9
mumblety-peg, 9 mumble-te-peg. A boys
game in which each player in turn throws a knife

from a series of positions, continuing until he fails

to make the blade stick in the ground.
The unsuccessful player is compelled to draw out of the

ground with his teeth a peg which the others have driven in

with a certain number of blows with the handle of the knife,
In Antrim the game is said to have been played with a fork
instead of a knife (see E.D.D.). In Scotland it is locally
called knifie .

1627 W. HAWKINS Apollo Shroi ing Prol. 5 Nor scourge-
top, norTru^se, nor Leape-frog, nor Nine holes, nor Mumble
the pegge. a 1652 13ROME New A cad. n. Wks. 1873 II. 33
At Mumbledepeg I will so firk her. 1883 E. INCEKSOLL in

Harper s Mag. Jan. 201/1 It ll take more mumble-te-peg n

you re worth, I reckon, to pull it out ! 1891 A. WELCKER
Wild West 14 He.. would play any game whatever, even
down to mumble- peg

1

,
if money was at stake. 1895 Century

Mag. Aug. 543/I Those mysterious and irresistible forces

which., bind all boyish hearts to play mumble-the-peg at

the due time.

Mumbling (mp-mblin), vbl. sb. [f. MUMBLE v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the vb. MUMBLE.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1864 Me meruellis of in momlyng & \&amp;gt;\

mad wordes. 1533 MORE Del-ell. S&amp;lt;ilem Wks. 1021/1 Con
sider., what wisedome the man hath shewed, in makyng
such a mumbling of chaunging spyrytuall rulers into pre
lates, a 1553 UDALL Ro} ster D. i. iii. (Arb.) zoOlde browne
bread crustes must haue much good mumblyng. 1621 BUR
TON An&amp;lt;it. /1/f/., Democr. to Rdr. (1624) 24 Praying in

gibberish, & mumbling of beads, 1878 BROWNING Poets
Croisic xc, From his lips a sort of mumbling fell of who u as
to be kicked.

Mumbling (m-mblin\ ///. a.
[f. MUMBLE v.

+ -ING -.J That mumbles.
^1440 York Myst. xxxi. 305 pou mummeland myghtyng,

1579 TOM SON Calvin s Serin. Tim. 187/1 True it is, that the

Papists will pray in a mumbling and babling sort. 1693
DRYDEN Juvenal x. (1697) 268 For the Boys a mumbling
Vow she sends.

1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3904/4 A mumbling
Speech, his upper 1 eeth before double. 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Der. i. There was a faint, mumbling smile about the

lips of the old woman.
Hence Mu p

mblingflya/y.,in a mumbling manner.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 11811) V. viii. 88 Mumblingly

hoarse. 1872 L. CAKROLL Through Looking-Gl. (1898) 102

[He] muttered mumbUngly and low As if his mouth were
full of dough.

Mil inbo-ju m. 1 Obs. [App. shortened from

next.] A kind of punch made of rum and other
alcoholic ingredients.
1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag xv, A certain quantity of the

West Indian mumbo-jum.
Mumbo Jumbo (m^mb^d^-mbf). [Of un

known origin.
Canon Robinson states that no light on the word can be

obtained from the languages of the Niger region, to which
the accounts of Moore and Park relate. The Kongo nzambi

t

god, might conceivably have suggested a reduplicating jin
gle like

* Mumbo Jumbo ,
but on geographical grounds this

is an unlikely source.]

1. A grotesque idol said to have been worshipped
by certain tribes or associations of negroes.
1738 F. MOORK Tra-j. A/r. 40 A dreadful Bugbear to the

Women, call d Mumbo-jumbo, which is what keeps the
Women in awe. Ibid. 116 At Night, I was visited by a
Mumbo Jumbo, an Idol, which is among the Mundingoes
a kind of cunning Mystery.. .This is a Thing invented by
the Men to keep their Wives in awe, 1799 M. PARK Trav.
Africa iv. (ed. 2) 39 A sort of masquerade habit.. which I
was told.. belonged to Mumbo Jumbo. This is a strange
bugbear, .much employed by the Pagan natives in keeping
their women in subjection. 1837 HOOD Ode to Rae Wilson

2. transf. An object of unintelligent veneration.
1847 EMERSON Repr. Men^ Goethe Wks. (Bohn) I. 384 The

ambitious and mercenary bring their last newmumbo-jumbo,
whether tariff,.. railroad, Romanism, mesmerism, or Cali
fornia. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxviii, The name of
Mompert had become a sort of Mumbo-jumbo.
3. atlrib. and Comb.
1870 LOWELL JK&MiBgo) III. 354 w^The Mumbo-Jumbo

revenge in Collins s ode. 1895 ELWORTHY Evil Eye 402
Formulae to be uttered in mumbo-jumbo incantation.
Hence Mumbo-ju inboism, worship of a Mumbo

Jumbo.
1883 E. THRING Theory * Pract. Teaching 127 The civil-

ized Mumbo-jumboism which thinks it can award over a
whole kingdom the palm of mind.

t Mumbu-dget. 06s. = MUM
//.,&amp;lt;*., and sbl

Pern. orig. the name of some children s game in which
silence was required.
a 1564 BECOM Display. Pop. Mass Wks. in. 47 b, Nowe ye

playe mumme budget and scilence glumme. 01566 R. ED
WARDS Damon % Pithias (1571) C iij b, But mumbouget
for Cansophus I espie In haste to come hether. [1598 SHAKS.
Merry W. v. ii. 6, I come to her in white, and cry Mum ;
she cries Budget, and by that we know one another.] 1611
COTGR., Demenrer court, to play at Mumbudget, or be at
a Nonplus. 1621 MABBE tr. Alt-man*s Guzman D^Alf. i.
l, \ - .* T I I .

J..

Municliaiice (mfmtjans), sb. and a. Forms :

6 mom(me)cha(u)nce, mumohaunce, Sc.

ruwmschanee, 6-7 mumschanoe, 7 mumme-
I
ohaunce, 6- mumohance. [a. MLG. mummcns-

chanze, -ftanze a certain game of dice, also, a masked
serenade (

= M.Du.momi/iecanse,mod.G. mummen-,
\ mtimmschanz), i. mumtnen MUM v. + schanz a. F.

chcmce : see CHANCE sb.]

A. sb.

t 1. A dicing game resembling hazard. Oil.

1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 60 To playe at the cardes and
dyce Some of theym are nothynge nyce Both at hasard and
momchaunce. 1607 DEKKKR & WEBSTER IPestw. Hoe it. ii,

I thoght I had bin at Mum-chance my bones ratted so
with iaunting? 1656 HARRINGTON Oceana (1658) 116 Do
you conceive they will be better pleased when they shall be

told, that upon like occasions you are at Mum-chance or
Stool-ball?

t 2. To play mumchance : fig. or allusively, to

preserve a dogged silence. Obs.

1550 BALE Eng. Votaries ii. 107 b, He played momme
chaunceandwolde make none answere. 1552 HULOET, Mum-
chaunce or silence.

t 3. Masquerade ; mumming. Obs.

557-75 Dinrn. Occnrr. (Eannatyne Cl.) 87 At evin our
soueranis maid the maskrie and mumschance, in the quhilk
the quenis grace, and all hir Maries and ladies were all cled
in men &amp;lt;s apperrell. 1581-1 Burgh Kec. Edinb. (1882) IV.
229 Jhone Gilleis, doctour in Jhone Blakis schole, oblist
himself nocht

to_ pas in mwmschanee after supper to mak
playes or vse siclyke vaniteis heirafter. 1591 R. BRUCE
Serin, vi. M 8, They haue. .gone to mumchances, mumrics
& vnknawin language.
4. In similative phrases: One who acts in dumb

show. Hence, one who has nothing to say, a

dummy . Also as quasi-proper name, as the type
of a silent person. Now only dial.

1694 ECHARD Plantus 114 Why stand ye like a Mum-
chance? What are ye tongue-ty d! 41700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Mum-chance, one that sits mule. He looks
like Mum-chance that \vas Hang d for saying of nothing.
1786 MACKENZIE Lounger No. 90 T 2 The poor creature. .

sat as silent a.s mum-chance.

B. adj. Silent ; tongue-tied . arch, and dial.
1681 T. FLATMAS Hcraclitus Rideas No. 49 (1713) II. 60

Conscience, that was so clamorous before, is Mumchance,
and

says^nothing
to the Matter. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n.

New Yr. s Cottingfl/ Age, Singling out poor Twenty Ninth
of February that had sate all this while mumchance at the
side-board. 1891 Spectator 13 Feb. 229/2 Why are the pul
pits alone to remain mumchance under penalties ? 1900 WEY-
SIAN Sofhia i, Such a mumchance fool as the girl herself is.

t Mumchance, v. Obs. tare- 1
. [f. prec.

Cf. MUu. mommecanun.] inlr. To masquerade.
1606 BIRME Kirk-Buriall(\%yJ 10 [At funerals] in steed

of mourning in the dust, as they did oft-tymes, we mum-
chance and mourgean in such dihcate duilles.

Mume, obs. form of MUM.
Mumey, -ie, -ifie, obs. ff. MUMMY, MDMMIPY.
Mumia, -al, var. forms of MUMMIA, MUMMIAL.
Mumle, Mumm, obs. ff. MUMBLE, MOM.
Mummachog, variant of MUMMYCHOG.
Mummanize : see MUMMIANIZE v. Obs.

Mummary(e, obs. forms of MUMMEBY.
Mumme, obs. form of MUM, MUMMY.
Mummer (m-maj). Also 5 .SV. mumre, 5-6
mummar, 6-7 mommer. [a. OF. tiiomcur, ear

(early mod.F. mommeur Cotgr.), f. momer (prob.
of Tent, origin) = MUM v.]

f 1. One who mutters or murmurs. Obs.
c 1440 Pnmp. Pan . 348/2 Mummar, nnissa/or. a 1548HALL Citron., Hen. V 35 b, A neglecter of my dutye, a I

secrete mummer of suche thynges whiche louche both the
inheritance of your croune and the honor of your realtne.

2. f An actor in a dumb show (obs.) ; one who
takes a part in a mumming ; spec, (see quot. 18201
Also transf. andy^f.
1502 ARNOLDS Cliron. (1811) 17 Outake mommers and our

[Tread other] mynstrds. isn-i2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. n
i Persones..wyth Vysoures. .disgysed or apparelde as

Mommers. c 1550 BALE A . Johan (Camden) 17 And over
all this ye have browght in a rabyll Of latyne mummers
and sects desseyvabyll. a 1566 R. EDWARDS Damon f, Pithi,

quarrel bled ? Nor did I ever winch or grudge it, For thy
dear sake. (Quoth she) Mum budget.

If b. With allusion to BUDGET sb.
a 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) A Bawd Wks. 1630 11. 97 The i

magazm of taciturnitie, the mumbudget of silens, the cloath- !

bagofcouncelL

shew, but speak nothing. 1728 POPE Dttnt. in. IO8 Peel d
patch d, and pye-bald, linsey-woolsey brothers Grave mum!
mers! sleeveless some, and shirtless others. 1820 I. HUNTER
Hallainsh. Gloss. 67 Mummers. This is the name of parties 1

of youths who go about at Christmas fantastically dressed
performing a short dramatic piece of which St. George is
the hero. 1873 OumA 1

Pascanll. 16 Some sporting of i

a band of mummers headed by a scarlet Mefistofelo.
b. slang and contemptuously. A play-actor .

1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi.(i84i) 369, 1, for one, will not call
the man a Hypocrite ! Hypocrite, mummer, the life of him
a mere theatricality..? 1861 [see MUMMING vbt.sb. act. iSos
J. HOLLINCSHEAD Afy Lifetime I. xv. 141 The poor played-
out mummer, -could not complete his task.

Hence Mivmnierdom, the theatrical world.
1893 K GRAHAME Pagan Ess. 71 Our poor erring brothers

and sisters. . of Mummerdom.

Mummery (mzrmari). Forms: 6 mum-
mary(e, mumry, moruerie, -y, mommerye, 6-7
mummerie, 6-8 mommery, 6- mummery, [a.
OF. mommerie, F. momerie (

=
Sp. momeria, early

mod.Du. mommcrije Kilian, G. miimmerei), f.

?c/&amp;lt;rMuiiMEB: see -T.]
1. A performance of mummers. )

In mummery,
in fancy dress.

1530 PALSGR. 246/1 Mommery, mommerie. 1533 MORE
Devell. Salem Wks. 975/1 This good man playeth as though
he came in in a mummary, for anyone worde hesaith. 1565
JEWEL Repl. Harding (1611) 358 Their holy One of Rome
..burnt that most Reuerend bather D. Cranmer at Rome
in a mummery. 1592 [KYD] SL&amp;gt;/.

A&amp;gt;
Pcrs. it. i. 191 Prou.de

me foure Visards, foure Gownes, a boxe, and a Drumme ;

for I intend to go in mummery. 1653 H, COCAN tr. Pinto s
Trav. xxiii. 86 Divers mummeries of several inventions were

represented. 1719 FENTON Prol. to Soutlicnic s xpartan
Dame 18 Your Fathers. .Disdain d the Mummery of Foreign
Strollers. 1820 W. bmHQStttfJk tik. II. 130 note, Masquings
or mummerieswere favourite sports at Christmas in old times.

2. transf. Ridiculous ceremonial or play-acting ;

an instance of this. Often applied to religious
ritual regarded as silly or hypocritical.
1549 ALLEN Jude s Par. Rev. x. 1-4 Pompous byshops

nnd monkyshe mumry. 1641 MILTON A niinadv. Wks. 1851
III. 243 She s invisible under the lock and key of the Pre
lates.., they onelyare. .the go-betweens of this trim devis d
mummery. 1663 COWLEV Ess. in t- erse ff Prose, Agric.
(1669) 101 The Heathen Religion, which consisted all in

Mommery and Madness. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vui. i,

Elves and fairies, and other such mummery. 1773 URYDOSE
Sicily xx. (1809) 206 There is so much nonsense and mum
mery in their worship, that they are afraid lest strangers
should believe they are serious. 1828 MACAULAY Ess., Hal-
lam 1 1897) 60 From this compromise the Church of England
sprang. . . Her worship is not disfigured by mummery. 1836
Hon. SMITH Tin Trump. \. 14 What miserable mummery
are private theatricals ! 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 278
Tiiose rags of Popish mummeries which Elizabeth permitted
to hang round the Reformation in England.
t Mumme-tree. Obs. rare

- J
. = Tree night

shade: see NIGHTSHADE 2.

1629 PARKIN-SOS Farad. 432 But some Latine asses cor

rupting the Latine word Amonmm, doe call it the Mumme
tree.

Mummey, obs. form of MUMMY sb\

t Mirmmia. Obs. Forms : a. 5 rnomyan,
momyn; &. 6-7 momia, mummia, mumma, 6-9
mumia. [a. med.L. muinia, momia : cf. MUMMY.]
1. = MUMMY i.

1486 Bk. St. AlbatisCui, Take momyan oderwise called

momyn, among Poticaries. 1583 Rates Custom Ho. Diij,Mumma the pound iiii d. 1594 PLAT Jcwell-ho. 1. 13 1 heir
flesh so embaulmed is called Mumia. 16x2 WEBSTER ll liitt

Devil i. i, Your followers Haue swallowed you like Mummia.
1619 BERT Hawks 106 If you will giue any thing el&amp;gt;e,

let it

be Mumma beaten into powder andsogiuen with her meate.

1657 Physical Diet., Mumia, a thing Tike pitch sold at the

apothecaries; some affirm it s taken out of old tombs.
b. transf. and Jig.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster n. i, Looke here, my sweet
wife ; I am mum, Tny deare mummia, my balsamum, my
spermacele. 1654 GAYTOS Pleas. Notes HI. ii. 71 Consoli

dating., his Body of Errantry into a gumme and moving
Mummia.
2. (See quot.)
1841 MAUNDER Sci. $ Lit. Trias., Miimia, in mineralogy,

a sort of bitumen, or mineral pitch, which is soft and tough,
like shoemaker s wax, when the weather is warm, but brittle,

jike pitch, in cold weather. It is found in Persia, where it

is highly valued.

3. = MUMMY sb^ 23.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Transplantation, Here the

patient s excrement is the magnet, and the vital spirit of the

plant arising from the seed is the mumia which the magnet
receives.

Hence f Mn mmial a., of the nature of mummin.
1650 CHARLETON Parallaxes Prol. 13 The incomparable

Balsamicall or Mumiall Virtue of vitriol. 1694 SALMON
Bate s Dispens. (1713) 68/1 A Kind of Mummial liaUam.

t Mu mmianize, v. Obs. Also (1 erron.)
mummanizo. [f. MUMMIA + -AN + -IZE. (Cf.

momyan, I5thc. form of MUMMIA.)] trans, a. To
embalm as a mummy, b. To transform to

mummy. Hence Mu-mmianized ///. a.

1593 NASHE Christs T. Ep. Ded., A handfull of lerusalems
mummianized earth.. I heere. .offer vp at your feete. 1613
J. DAVIES Muses Teares C^ b, Deere Vault, that veii st him,
mummanize his Corse, Till it arise in Heauen to be crown d.

1631 R. H. A rraignm. W/wlc Creature xi. i. 99 A glorious
Sepulcher, layd over with brasse,. .yet within full of dead
Sculs..and mummiamized [sic} Earth.

Mummie, obs. form of MUMMY sb.1

Mummied (mz&amp;gt;-mid), a. [f. MUMMY + -KD i.]
1. Mummified

;
converted into a mummy.

1611 in Coryat s Crudities Panegyr. Verses, Thinke them
happy when may be shewed for a penny.. The mummied
princes, and Caesar s wine yet i Dover. 1842 LVTTON Zanoni
v. i, The mummied and royal dead. 1900 PETRIE Dendcreh
59 Cercopithecns sabseits Linn. One mummied specimen.
2. transf. and fig.
1862 B. TAYLOR Putt s Jrnl. yd Even. Poems (1866) 50

Shelved around us lie The mummied authors.

Mummification (mnmfik^-Jan). [f. MUM
MIFY v. (see -FICATION) after F. momi/ication. ]
1. The process of mummifying or the condition

of being mummied. Also fig.
1800 tr. Lagi-ange^s Chem. II. 430 Mummification, the

means by which saints were fabricated, is a thing not un
common. 1887 _J. H. MCCARTHY in Gentl. Mag. Mar. 297
If indeed the epithet Chinese , as applied to such a con
dition of torpidity of mummification, be not an insult to the
Celestial empire.
2. Path. A drying of the animal tissues.

1857 BULLOCK Cazeaux* Midwif. 251 At other times, it



MUMMIFIED.
seems to have undergone a kind of mummification, a com
plete drying up. 1873 T. H. GREEN lutrod, Pathol. (ed. 2}
n The Hmb. .may dry up. .and become converted into a
black shrunken mass, which undergoes but little further

change : this constitutes Dry Gangrene or Mummification.

Mummified (nurmifoid), a. [f. MUMMIFY v.

f -ED 1
.] In senses of the verb.

1859 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) II. 295 An old dry weather-

bleared, mummified chrysalis of a man. 1863 KKADK Hard
Cas/i III. 315 Creeping awestruck round that mummified
figure seated dead on his pool of sovereigns. 1883 [see M UM-

still a semblance of life.

Mummiform (minnifnn), a. Also 9 mumi-
form. [ad. F. mtimiforme. mod.L. nntmiformis
(Latreille), f. imtmia MUMMY sb. : see -FORM.]
Resembling, or shaped like, a mummy; spec.

applied to the pupae of the Lepidoptera.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 728/2. 1887 A. B. EDWARDS

Masfero s Egypt. Archxol. 279 The mummiform type of
,

sarcophagus is rarely met with.

Mummify (mznnifai), v. [ad. F. momifier to i

make into mummy, f. momie MUMMY : see -FY.]
1. trans. To make into a mummy ; to preserve

(the bodies of animals) by embalming and drying. !

Also, to dry into the semblance of a mummy.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb.^^ I could bide Shut up un-

till my Flesh were Mummy-fi d. 1794 BLUMENBACH in Phil*
Trans. LXXXIV. 185 The practice of mummifying their !

dead bodies. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sy. 245, I came
suddenly upon his innocent body, lying mummified by the

dry air and sun : a pigmy kangaroo.
2. transf. and^/f^.
1646 J. HALL Poems 58 Thou.. shall more long remaine

Still mummifi d within the hearts of men. 1661 EVELYN
Fumiftigium i. 13 So corrosive is this Smoake about the

City, that if one would hang up Gammons of Bacon.. or
other Flesh to fume, ..it will so Mummifie, drye up, wast I

and burn it that it suddainly crumbles away. 1880 SAVCE
in Nature 26 Feb. 406 Can anything, therefore, be more !

absurd than an endeavour to mummify an extinct phase of

pronunciation.
3. Path. Of tissues or organs: To shrivel or dry up. i

1883 J. COATS Man. Pathol. 750 In these cases the fcctus

shrivels and becomes mummified.. .In the mummified fu:tus
the various tissues may be recognized years after. 1899
Allbutt sSyst.Med.Vl. 587 Two-thirds of the palmar surface
[of the index finger] were black and mummified.
Hence Mirmmifying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1836 J. M. GULLY Magendies Formul. (ed. 2) 199 This
i

substance might be the mummifying principle of pyroligne- i

ous acid. 1866 LAING Preh. Rem. Caithn. 42 Some highly ,

artificial modes of interment, like mummyfying or burning.

Mumming (mzrmirj), vbl. sb. Also 5 mom-
myng(e, 5-6 mummynge, 6 mumminge, Sc.

muming, 7 morning, [f.
MUM v. + -ING .]

fl. Inarticulate murmuring; indistinct speech.
r 1440 Protnp, Parv. 348/2 Mummynge, imtssacio, vet

mttssatus. 1573 TWVNE sEneid XL H h ij b, Scarse had the

legates done, when mumblynge mumminge [orig. varins
fremor\ much doth rise.

2. The action of disguising oneself; spec, the
action of taking part in the representation of a

!

mummers play. Chiefly in phr. to go a mumming*
Also, a performance of mummers.
c 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden) 20 The erlle of Salisbury, ;

the erl of Gloucestre and othir mo of thair assent were
!

accordid to make a mommyng to the Kyng. 1546 LANGLEY !

Pol. Ycrg. Dt Invent. \. \\. ioob, The disguising and I

muming that is vsed in Christemas tyme..came oute of
the feaste of Pallas, 1648 GAGE West Ind. 152 A goodly
mumming and silent stage play. 1725 BOURNE in Brand
Pop, A ntiq.K\-\. (1777) 191 There is another Custom observed
at this Time, which is called among us Mumming. 1801
STRUTT Sports fy Past. in. vi. 222 A sport common among
the ancients.. consisted in mummings and disguisements.
1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 309 While the children thus
went a-mumming..the fathers took to drinking.
attrib. 1828 SCOTT

F.^ M. Perth xi, How I am to convey
her out of this crowd. .in such a mumming habit.

b. transf. and fig. Often with contemptuous
reference to religious ceremonial.

1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man 69 b, They thinke that they
have done abundauntly ynough for God . .yif they be present
once in a daye at soch mummynge. 1565 STAPLETON Fortr.
Faith 132 They, .practise in consecrated places their schisma-
ticall mumming. 1848 KINGSLEY Saints Trag. in. i. 168
Tis no time for mumming.

c. (Cf. MUMMER 2.)
1861 MAYHEW Land. Labour III. 139/2 We call strolling

acting mumming ,
and the actors mummers . All spouting

is mumming.
1 3. To make a mumming of : to treat with levity

or contempt. Obs.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 200 Men of suche maters
make but a mummynge.
Mumming (marmirj), ppl. a. [f. MUM v. +
ING -.] That mums in various senses of the verb.

1582 T. WATSON Centurie of Lone 1, Fortune. .Who like

a mumming mate sothrowes the Dice. 1602 zndPt. Return,
fr. Parnass. iv. ii. (Arb.) 56 And all the grisly sprights of

griping hell, With mumming looke hath dogd thee since thy
birth. 1851 JUDD Margaret i. xvi. (1874) 144 She enacted

sundry grimaces, uttered mumming sentences. 1879 MC
CARTHY Oivn Times I. xiii. 313 Their wild mumming way.
tMu mmish, a. Obs. [f. MUM sbl + -ISH.

Cf. MOMISH.] Of the nature of mummery,
*S$3 Homilies^ II, Receiv. Sacram. i. 214 What hath ben

the cause of this mummyshe massyng, but the ignoraunce
hereof?

763

Mummook (m*rmok), van of MAMMOCK sb.

(see E. D. D.) a shred, scrap.
Used by Hood for the sake of a ludicrous rime to stomach.
1839 HOOD On Pawning ll atc/i xi, I haven t a rag or a

mammock To fetch me a chop or a steak.

Mummy (rmrmi), it.* Forms: 5-7 mum-
(m)ie, 6-7 mumme, 7 mum(m)ey, mummi,
7-8 mommy, 8 mumy, 7- mummy, [a. F.

momit) ^ mumie (
=
Sp., Pg. mowia. It. mommia]^

ad, med.L. imimia* a. Arab, ^j-* mitmiya an
embalmed body, a mummy, f. mum wax ^used in

embalming).]
1. A medicinal preparation of the substance of

,

mummies
; hence, an unctuous liquid or gum used

j

medicinally. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cintrg. 153 Take . . mirre, sarcocol, mum- ,

mie \i ,r. mumie] of ech /. ss. ..& leie it on be nucha. 1525
tr. Jerome vf Brunswick s Surg. xciii. Riv, J ake..Mumi(--
.vi. barley cornes heuy. 1599 HAKI.UYT ^oy. II. i. 201 And
these dead bodies are the Mummie which the Phisitians
and Apothecaries doe against our willes make v.s to swallow.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mumie or Mummie. .is digged out
of the Graves, .of those bodies that were embalmed, and is

called Arabian Mummie. The second kind is onely an equal
mixture of the Jews Lime and Bitumen [etc.]. 1727 SWIFF
Further Ace. Curll Wks. 1755 III. i. 161 The mummy of
some deceased moderator of the general assembly in Scot
land to be taken inwardly as an effectual antidote against
Antichrist. 1786 tr. Beckfords Yathek (1868) 43 My table
for dead bodies and every thing like mummy is decided.

t b. Used jocularly for : Dead flesh
; body in

which life is extinct. Obs.

1598 SHAKS. Merry \V. \\\. v. 18 The water swelles a man ;

and what a tiling should I haue beene, when I had beene
swel d? I should haue beene a Mountaine of Mummie. 1622
FLETCHER Sea I oy. in. i, You shall grow mumey rascals.

C. A pulpy substance or mass. Chiefly in to

beat) etc., too, mummy (earlier, to mummy}.
1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Disc. Seneca (1631) 6, I believe

the hanging of one man to worke better effect among men, (

then twenty made into mummy. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet.) \

To beat one to a mummy, Pugnis \f\plagis aiiquein valde \

contundere. 1747-96 MRS. GLASSE Cookery vi. 130 It must
be very thick and dry, and the rice not boiled to a mummy.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 6So The most horrible

machines, calculated for grinding to mummy those unhappy
criminals. 1834 Tracts for Times No. 22. 2 These little

mountaineers [viz. Scotch ponies] got in at a weak place in
the hedge . . and trod the garden, as one may say, to a mummy.
1890 Leeds Mercury 28 May 5/7 John Crow.. stated that
,,her face appeared to be smashed to a mummy .

1642 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. v. xvii. 426 Many men are !

murdered merely for their wealth, that other men may make
mummey of the fat of their estates. 1790 BURKE /&amp;gt;. Re- 1

.

Wks. V. 414 With these philosophick financiers, this uni-
;

versal medicine made of church mummy is to cure all the
evils of the state.

te. Dried or desiccated meat. Obs.

1672 JOSSELYN Neiu Eng. Rarities ii Our way. .is to make
Mummy of them \$c. Wobbles], that is, to salt them well, and ;

dry them in an earthen pot well glazed in an Oven.

2. In various transferred or extended uses.

f a. A sovereign remedy. Also, in Paracelsus i

use (see quot. 1727-41). 06s.

1598 SYLVESTER Die Bartas n. i. i. Eden 254 Or holy
Nectar. .Or blest Ambrosia. .Or else Nepenthe. .Or Mum-
mie? or Elixir. .? No, none of these. 1605 TJM.ME Quersit.
in. 168 This worke is very admirable

; by which the true
numie [read mumie], the universal medicine, and the true
balsam conseruing and restoring nature, is made. 1658 J.
ROBINSON Endoxax. 52 Here was no mummieof the Wound, \

nor Mundane Soul required. 1671 BLAGRAVE Astral. Physic
157 How by the Magnet of ones Body to extract a Spiritual
Mummy whereby to cure most Diseases incident unto the i

body of Man. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Mummy, is also (

used by some physicians for I know not what implanted
spirit, found chiefly in

carcasses^ when the infused spirit is

fled. The infused spirit is sometimes also called mummy in

living subjects.

b. A medicinal bituminous dmg obtained from
Arabia and the East.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 183 Of Pissasphalt or Mummie.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-v. (ed. 2) 129 Most remarkable,
is a precious liquor or mummy growing here. . . It distills (in

June only) from the top of those stupendious mountaines
every yeereabout five ounces. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace.
E. Ind. I. iii. 42 The Country, of itself, affords or produces i

very few valuable Commodities, besides Coffee, and some I

Drugs, such as Myrrh, . . some Gum Arabick and Mummy. I

tc. Gardening. A kind of wax used in the I

transplanting and grafting of trees. Obs.

1721 BRADLEY P/iilos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 173, I have taken
notice of a new invented Method of transplanting Trees
with Safety, by means of a Vegetable Mummy. 1759 ELLIS
in Phil, Trans. LI. 211 Gardeners grafting mummy, con
sisting of a mixture of bees-wax, rosin, and pitch. 1789
Trans. Soc. Arts (zA. 2) II, 97 Water..which mixing with
the earth naturally adhering to their roots, forms of itself
a kind of mummy.

d. A rich brown bituminous pigment.
1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms Art, Mummy, a bituminous

substance employed by painters as a rich brown tint. . . The
better kinds of mummy form useful grey tints mixed with
ultramarine [etc.]. 1885 J. S. TAYLOR Fields Chromatogr.
160 Mummy varies exceedingly in its composition and pro
perties... It is only used as an oil-colour.

3. The body of a human being or animal em
balmed (according to the ancient Egyptian or some
analogous method) as a preparation for burial.

1615 G. SANDYS Trow. 133 The Mummes (lying in a place
where many generations haue had their sepultures) not

MUMMY-CLOTH.
f.ir above Memphis. 1650 HULWKR AutliroftiiKCt. 167 The
Egyptians..were wont of old to guild the nails of the Dead,
as appears by their Mummies. 1710 Mack Gregory s
Advt. 2 The Hurial-Places of the Mommies near Memphis.
1841 BKLLAMY in Rep. Brit. Assac. n. 75 Description of
two Peruvian Mummies. 1900 PKIKIK Dendenli 59 Mi.
Thomas has kindly sent me the following identifications of
the animal mummies from the catacombs. Ibid., llerfestcs
ichneumon L. An imperfect mummy.

b. transf. a.ni\Jig.
1668 PKYDKN Albiuiiazar Prol. 29 These. .Dare with the

mummies of the Muses play, And make love to them the

Egyptian way. 1844 KINGLAKI; Eotlicn\\. (1878) 85 A mere
oriental, who for creative purposes is a thing dead and dry
a mental mummy. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. in i%tk C.

II. xii. vii. 435 The old theological dogmas had become mere
mummies.

c. A human or animal body desiccated by ex

posure to sun or air. Also applied to the frozen
carcase of an animal imbedded in prehistoric ice.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Iduniniy, There are two
kinds of bodies denominated mummies. The first are only
carcasses, dried by the heat of the sun. 1866 BUCKLAND
Curios. Nut. Hist. Ser. in. II. 47 Since then I saw. .another

guano mummy described, .as follows : This mummy was
brought to Liverpool from Possession Ishmi, western coast
of Africa [etc.] . 1875 W. H. UAI.L in Huach Indian Misc.
US??) 349 Most of the [Alaskan] mummies were wrapped up
in skins or matting.

d. Stock Exchange slang: pi. Kgyptian securities.

1903 U estin. Gaz. 17 Feb. n/i Certain prophets were
busy over Mummies months ago.
4. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as mummy-

hunter; (
= mummified ), as nutmiiiy-iiialrcii ; b.

similative, as mummy-like, -looking, -shaped adjs. ;

c. special comb. : mummy-case, the case of
wood or papier-mache (usually decoiated with

hieroglyphics) in which liyyptian mummies were
enclosed; mummy-pits//., the catacombs in which
the Kgyptinn mummies were interred; mummy-
wheat, a variety of wheat cultivated in Egypt, and
said to have been grown from grains lound in

mummy-case^.
1830 Ui:v. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 274 The sermon

would have been in its right place, if it had been found in a
&quot;mummy-case. 1738 Common Sfnse II. 267 The L.Npentc
the Nation is at.. for maintaining our Foreign Ministers,
Travellers, and *Mummy-Hunters. 1807-8 \V. IKYING
Saltnag. (1824) 86 A trio of as odd, runty, mummy-looking
originals as ever Hogarth fancied. 1624 MIIJDLETON iiauie
at Cliess n. ii, To three olde &quot;Mummey-Matrons, I haue
promis d The Mother-ship oth Maids. 1645 LVELVN Diaty
5 Aug., The Captaine presented me with a stone he lately
brought from Grand Cairo, which he tooke from the *M ummy-
pitts. 1841 EMEBSON Ess. Ser. i. i. (18761 17 Belzoni digs
and measures in the mummy-pits and pyramids of Thebes.
1842 TUPPER in Literary Gaz. 18 June 425/1 As you took so
lively an interest in my resuscitated *mummy.uheat.
Hence (tionce-ivds.) Mu mmydom, Mu mmy-

hood, the condition of being a mummy.
1796 H. WALPOLE Let. to Miss Berry 24 Aug., I.. shall

remain, I believe, in my mummyhood. 1888 MRS. LYNN
LINTON Thro Long Niglit i. iv, His strange old-world way,
vivified from niuinmydom only byexcessive embarrassment.

Mummy (m-mi), sb.- [Childish alteration of

M AJIHY. Cf. MUM j/;.3] A child s word for mother.
Formerly dial. ; in recent years fashionable in England.
1839 C. CLARK J. Noakfs t, Alary Styles 26 Wor I to

Mist My mummy, how tood shock her ! 1898 Eliz. 4-
Germ. Gard. (1899) 51 What a funny mummy! she said,
evidently much amused.

t Mirmmy, a. Obs.
[f. MUM sb. + -y.] ? Re

sembling mum ; thick,

1743 Land, f,- Country Brew. III. (ed. 2) 238 To recover
thick, mummy Drink that is acid. . .Rack a Vessel ofmummy
Beer into two Casks, and fill them up with new Beer brewed
not so strong and it is a Cure.

Mummy (m-mi), v.
[f. MUMMY sbS] trans.

To mummify; to make into a mummy. Also
transf, and Jig.
1620 SHELTON Qui.r. (1746) III. i. a Whom they found, .so

dry d and withered up, as if his flesh had been mummy d.

1842 MRS. BROWNING Grle. Chr. Poets iv, It is better
..to think out one true thought. .than to mummy our be
numbed souls with the circumvolutions of twenty thousand
hooks. 1866 BUCKLAND Curias. Nat. Hist. Ser. in. I. 125
Your lifeless, .carcases mummied in ice and lying in marble
state on fishmongers slabs. 1880 Atlantic Monthly Aug.
252 The Egyptians mummied all sorts of sacred brutes, in

cluding bulls, cats and crocodiles.

Mummycliog (mvmitfpg). U.S. Also 9
mumma-, mummicliog. [American Indian; a

plural form, spelt moamitttaugm Roger Williams s

Narragansett vocabulary (1643).] = KILLIFISH.
1787 PENNANT Siippl. A ret. Zool. 149 Inhabits New York,

where it is known by the Indian name of Mummy Chog.
1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Mummachog (genus Fun-
dtilus), the popular name of the Barred Killifish of
naturalists. 1884 GOODE, etc. ATat. Hist. Aquatic Anim.
449 The fishermen there [sc. on the Connecticut coast] call
them [sc. mullets] by the name of Bluefish Mummichog .

Mu-inmy-cloth.
1. The cloth in which Egyptian mummies were

wrapped.
1843 WATHEN Arts,Antiq. e,Chrmol. Egypt 143 Painted

mummy-cloths, scarabei [etc.].

2. U. S. Used as a trade name for certain modern
fabrics more or less resembling the material used
for mummy-cloths. Also tnomie-cloth.
1886 Ann. Rff. Smithsonian fust. (1889) II. 652 Mummy

nloth. 1890 in Century Diet.
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MUMP.

Mummyll, obs. Sc. form of MUMBLE.

Mump (mmp), sb. and a. Also 6-7 mumpe.
[Symbolical of the movements of the lips made in

pronouncing the word. Cf. MUMP v. and MUM int.

With sense i cf. Icel.
wumj&amp;gt;askaelnr grimace with the

mouth, mnmpr curly beard (Bjorn Hallddrson).]

A. sb.

1 1. A grimace,
* mouth*. Obs.

1591 NASHE P. Penilesse 22 b, Now he is no body that

cannot diinke..wiih leapes, gloues, mumpes, fro[l]ickes,

and a thousand such domineering inuentions. 1611 COTGR., ,

Monnoye de Singe, Moes, mumps, mouthes. 1635 [GLAP-
THORNB] Lady Mother i. i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 106 Gallants

now court their Mistress with mumps & mows as apes and
mcnkes doe.

2. //. Mumps (now construed as sing.). An
acute specific contagions disease characterized by
inflammation and swelling of the parotid and

salivary glands.
1598 FLORIO, Recchione, a disease or swelling in the necke

called the mumps. 1758 Goocn Cases Surg. 17 A Species
of tumor called by the common people the Mumps. 1864

J. MARTINKAU in Nat. Rev. Nov. 274 The contagion of

chickenpox and mumps.
3. //. A fit of melancholy or ill-humour; sulks*.

1599 NASMK Lenten Stuffe 45 The sunne was so in his

mumps vppon it, that it was almost noone before hee could ;

goe to cart that day. 1671 SKINNER litymol. Ling. Angl. \

s.v., He has the Mumps, pro Irasci, Indignari tacita Pne-
sertim Irncnndia. 1861 Under the Spell III. 109, i keep ,

Kitty from getting the mumps .

fB. adj. ? Drunk.
1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Ahingt. (Percy Soc.) 48 What

though he be mump, misled, blind, or as it were?

Mump (mmp) f v.^ [Related to MUMP sb.

Cf. Icel. mumpa to take into the mouth, eat greedily j

(Bjorn Halld&amp;lt;5rsson), Norw. mumpa to fill the mouth too
j

full, to mumble (in eating), Du. mompelen (rarely poet. !

mompen} to mumble (in utterance), early mod.G. mumpjcn^ i

nntmpfefon to mumble (in eating).]

fl. trans. To utter with imperfect articulation,

as a toothless person; to mumble, mutter. Also
with out. Obs.

rtis86 SIDNEY Arcadia. iy. (1622) 407 Mumping out her
hoarse chafe, nhee gaue him the wooden salutation you |

heard of. 1694 MUSOPHILUS* Paste for Lovers 5 The i

Godly Bedlam - . Mump t out her Scorn, and grumbled Holy !

Words. 177:1 GOLDSM. She Stoops to Cong. Epil., Old men,
|

whose trade is Still to gallant and dangle with the ladies,
|Who mump their passion.

2. intr. t a. To grimnce with the lips ; to grin.
Also transf. and fig. Obs.

1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet Lyly s Wks. 1902 III. 406/7,
I will make him mumpe, mow, and chatter. 1664 COTTON
Sfarro t. \. 50 Venus, at that, wrigling and mumping, Cries,

pray young man, leave of your frumping. 1719 D URHEY
Pills VI. 198 She [sc. a rabbit] mumps like an Ape. 1754
RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) VI. ix. 33 Aunt Nell, .chuckled
and mumped for joy.

b. To assume a demure or melancholy expression
of countenance (see MUMPING///, a.} ; to be silent

and sullen; to sulk, mope. arch. PAw^tomumpit.
c 1610 LadyCompton in Grose & Astle Antiq. Rep. (1808)

III. 438, I would have two Gentlewomen.. .It is an indecent

thing for a Gentlewoman to stand mumping alone, when God
j

have blessed their Lord and Lady with a great Estate. 1675
HAN. WOOLLEV GtnilfOtottuoCt ComJ&amp;gt;, 69 Do not mump it,

1

mince it, nor bridle the head, as ifyou either disliked the meat, |

or the company. 1825 SCOTT Betrothed xvii, These antiquated
dames went mumping about with much affected indifference.

1837 T. HOOK Jack Brae vi, How would you like to sit
!

moping and mumping all alone. 1883 STEVENSON Lett.

(1901) T. vi. 304 It is better to enjoy a novel than to mump.
3. a. intr. To mumble with the gums ; to move

the jaws as if mumbling food ; to munch, nibble.

Also const, at, on, upon, Obs. exc. dial.

1596 NASHE^VyTVwi-JKa/fiVwDed. C 3, Spend but a quarter
so much time in mumping vppon Gabrielisme. 1615 J.TAY
LOR (Water P.) Urania xlix. Wks. (1630) i. 5/2 When hee s

..Not a tooth left to mumpe on beanes and pease: Then
this Companion.. Will let thee haue this Palfray. 1619
DAVENANT Albovine iv. i, Were my lean Jaws unmuffled

you should see me mump, like a Matron that had lost her
teeth. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1760) I. xl. 67 When
he mumped or spoke, they [sc. his nose and chin] approached
one another like a pair of nut-crackers. 1880 J. NICOL
Poems $ Songs 167 Jack and Pat, and Owen and Sandy,
Mumping and crumping away at the candy.

fb. trans. To chew with toothless gums, or

turn over and over in the mouth. Obs.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 47 Down she sunk to the

ground, as dead as a door naile, and neuer mumpt crust
after. 1818 MRS. SHERWOOD Fairchild Fam. xxv, Miss

j

Puss stood..mumping her parsley, after the manner of
hares. 1838 Fraser s Mag. XVII. 117 Here, Doctor, mump
it with satisfied tooth.

Mump (mump), z;.
2

colloq. (orig. slang.) [prob.
a. Du. momptn to cheat; connexion with prec. is

doubtful, Sense 2 may belong to MUMP
z&amp;gt;.l]

fl. trans. To overreach, cheat. Const. of% out of.

Also, to disappoint (Phillips, ed. Kersey, 1706).
Very common in the second half of the i7th c.

1651 Fuller s Abel A ediv., Colet (1867) I. 124 Intending
thereby to mump Colet, who.. never wrote a verse in his

life. 1668 KIRKMAN Engt Rogue u. xvi. 143 No sooner had
I ended my Maunding, thinking to mump the Farmer out
of some money,.. but he [etc.]. 1676 WVCHERLEY Gent.

Dancing Master iv. (1735) 84 He is. .some debauched
person, who will mump you of your daughter. i68a MRS.
BEHM City Heiress 59 How finely I had teen mumpt now,
if I had not shcw d your Ladyship trick for trick, a 1734 i

764

NORTH Exam. i. ii. 150 They.. let Indictments go, de-

pending on the Petit-Jury for the Acquittal. .but, m that
j

also, they were mumped, as will appear.
2. a. intr. To beg; fto play the parasite, to

sponge
*

on others. b. trans. To obtain by |

begging or sponging*, c. To visit (a house) in
!

the course of a begging round.

1673 [Implied in MUMPER i]. 1685 F. SPESCE House of
Kfedict 251 His. .Presupposition, That they were so earnest
for admittance, onely to mump [orig. mandier] the onely i

Voice they wanted for him. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To
;

she had been mumping. 1738 WKDDELL oy. up Thames
86 A giddy Heir..who is often glad to mump a Dinner of
which Nature had ordained him the Giver. 1808 K. S.

BARRETT Miss-led General 37 Was it becoming the sons of
the lord of the Manor to go.. mumping from their tenants,
to relieve an irreclaimable spendthrift? 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xiv. IV. 260 One prince came mumping to them
annually with a lamentable story about his distresses. 1866

Temple Bar XVII. 183 Having mumped a small shop
and several private houses.

Mumper .mzrmpai). 06s. exc. dial, or slang.

(See E.D.D.) [f.
MUMP v? + -ERI.]

1. A beggar, mendicant. Also, f one who
sponges on others.

1673 K. HEAD Canting A cad*. 79 Plumpers are both Male
and Female, a Gentiler sort of Beggars, for they scorn to

\

beg for food, but money or cloaths. 1690 Secret Hist. \

Chas. II fy fas. // 69 The Commons.. readily voted the
,

Royal Mumper no less than one million two hunder d and
j

fifty thousand Pounds. 1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A
j

mumper of a dinner, Parasitus, ctxnipeta. 1755 JAvw. Capt.
j

P. Drake iii. 25, I,. from a Mumper at Cottages became
a Guest at the best Inns. 1766 H. WALPOLE Lett, g Feb. ;

(1802) IV. 476 It U below such a nation as England to trouble
its head whether an old mumper at Rome calls a wretched
fugitive Re d Inghilterra or Principe di Galles.

Mumping (mo mpirj), vbl. sb.^ Obs. exc. dial.

[f. MUMP v.l + -ING 1
.]

The action of grimacing.
1611 COTGK., Minaitderits. fuoliih trickes, apish pranks, |

mumpings, mowings. 1721 KELLY Scot. Pro^ . 183, I know
your meaning, by your mumping, a 1734 NORTH Exam. \

i. iii. 46 We are to understand his Meaning by his Mumping.

Mumping, vbl. sb* [f. MUMP z/.- + -ING i.J
;

Begging. Mumping~day (see quot. 1817).
1694 MOTTFUX Rabelais iv. xiii, He spyed Tickletoby

afar off, coming home from mumping. 1816 DUNKIN Hist.
Biceste? 270 The. .singular custom.. on the morrow after

Christmas-day, . .usually denominated Slumping. 1817 Fos-
BKOKK Brit, Monachism 74 -St. Thomas s Day. On this

day, called Mumping-day, the poor in Herefordshire go
around the

parishes, begging corn, &c.

Mumping (mzrmpirj), ///. a. 1
[f.
MUMP v.^ +

-ING *.] In senses of the verb : f Mumbling, tooth

less (obs.) ; grimacing, assuming a demure, sancti

monious, or miserable aspect of countenance.

1594 NASIIF. Terrors of Night Wks. (Grosart) III. 255
Aged mumping beldams. 1611 COTGR,, Morgue,., the mump
ing aspect of one that would seeme grauer then he is. a 1720
SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 78 Puss trans-

form d, sat like a mumping &quot;bride. 1797 BURKE Regie. Pea^c
iii. Wks. VIII. 274 Our embassy of shreds ana patches
with all its mumping cant. 1820 LAMB Eiia i. Two Races
of Men ,

To say no to a poor petitionary rogue (your bastard

borrower) who, by his mumping visnomy, tells you, that he

expects nothing better. 1826 HOOD Last Man 109 But the

beggar man made a mumping face, And knocked at every
gate. 1869 LOWELL Cathedral 647 Superannuate forms and
mumping shams.

Mu-mping, ppl a. *
[f.

MUMP z/.3 + -ING 2.]

Begging.
1829 LYTTOX Disowned 8 And wherever we rove, we feed

on the cove Who gibes .it the mumping crew. 1883 G. A.
SALA in Illustr. Lond. News 17 Nov. 475/3 Although
the tramp when hard pressed solicits alms or food, he is

not a mumping or professional beggar,

Mumpish (rrurmpif), a. [f. MUMP sb.orvl + I

-ISH.] Sullenly angry; depressed in spirits.
1721 BAILEY, Mumpish, angry, and silent withal. 1846

E. B. BARRETT in Lett. R. Browning $ E. B. B. (1899) II. 491
Mumpish ! The expression proved a displeasure. Yet I

am sure that 1 have shown as little sullenness as was possible.
Hence Mu mpislily adv. (Webster 1847-54).

Mil mpishness (Bailey, vol. II. 1727).
t Mumps. Obs. [? Short for MUMPSIMUS i b;

or connected with MUMP #.i 3.] A term of con

tempt or mock endearment for a woman.
1598-9 B. JONSON Case is Altered u. ii, Diuine Mumps,

prety Pastorella. a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/. Lady v.
i,

Not such another as I was, Mumps ; nor will not be. 1695
tr. Martial 11. xli. 106 Weep, if you re prudent, old mumps.
Mumps: see MUMP sb.

tMumpsick, a. Obs. rare&quot; ,
[f. MUMP sb.

\

+ SICK a.] Having erysipelas.
1599 MINSHEU Span. Diet., Esipulado, mumpslcke

Mumpsimus (mzrmpsims).
[In allusion to the story (in R. Pace DC Fructu, 1517, p. 80)

of an illiterate English priest, who when corrected for read- i

ing quod in ore mumpsimns in the Mass, replied, I will I

not change my old mumpsimus for your new sumpsimus .]

fl. One who obstinately adheres to old ways, in

spite of the clearest evidence that they are wrong ;

an ignorant and bigoted opponent of reform. Obs.

1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates H v, The chauncelars of :

englond. .which be all lawers and other doctoures mumsi-
!

musses of diuinyte were called vpp sodenlye to dispute the
mater. 1553 UNDERBILL in Narr. Reform. (Camden Soc.)
141 Yff yow loke amonge the pristes in Poolles, ye shall

fynde some old mumsymussis ther.
|

MUNCERIAN.

Ii b. Used as a vague term of contempt : An
old fogey*. ?Also = Musi?s. (In quots. 1596
and 1691 app. associated with MUMP z/J) Obs.

J575 GASCOICNE Posies, Supposes u And if this olde

Mumpsimus. .should win hir, then may I say,, .farewel the

sight of my Polynesia. 1596 LODGE Wits Miserie 37 The
next of this progenie is Vnlawfull lucre, looke what a hand
some Mumpsimus shee is, will you know her profession?
1691 SHADWELL Scoiurers i. i, Eugenia. [To Priscilia, her
governess.] Did she so, old mumpsimus. [Cf. ibid., Mutter
no more under thy Gums, old Sybil.] 1815 Zeluca I. 336
He showed me into a room with some mumpsimuses.
2. A traditional custom or notion obstinately

adhered to however unreasonable it is shown to be.

1545 HEN. VIII Part. Sp. 24 Dec. in Hall Chron., Hen.
y/H (1550) 261 b, Some be to styff in their old Mmnpsimus,
other be to busy and curious in their newe Sumpsimus.
1669 PENN No Cross ii. q (1682) 35 A by-rote Mumpsimus,
a dull and insipid Formality, made up of corporal bowings
and Cringings. i86 KEBLE in Liddon, etc. Pussy (1897)
IV. i. 25, I still hold to my old mumpsimus that the Prayer
Book being what it is we cannot be unchurched by mere
abuse or default of discipline.

3. attrib.) quasi-ff&amp;lt;^
. Stupidly conservative.

1680 R. BOLRON Narrative*) The Jesuits, .are the most
Zealous for the propagation of their Religion in their old

Mumpsimus Way. 1821 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 330/2
All the fat and sleek people, .the mumpsimus, and well as
we are people, are perfectly outrageous at being compelled
to do their duty.

Mumry, obs. form of MUMMEKY.
Mumschance, obs. form of MUMCHANCE sb.

Mun, sl&amp;gt;.

1 dial, and slang. Also 7 munne,
7-9 munn, 8-9 mund. [a. OX. munn-r\ see

MOUTH sb. Cf. MOMPYNS, MUSPYKNJS.] a. dial.

The mouth (see K.D.D.). b. slang, pi. The jaws,

chops*, face.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 44 Much maugre his miin, he mot
nede suffer. 1665 R. HEAD Eng. Rogue \. iv, Munns, the
Face. 1760 FOOTE Minor i. (1767) 31 Why, you jade, you
look as rosy this morning, I must hove a HBM9C at your
muns, 1847 HALLIWELL s.v., A common cry at Coventry
on Good Friday is One a penny, two a penny, hot cross

buns, Butter them and sugar them and put them in your
muns. 1859 MATSKLL I ocabulttm (Farmer), Muttd. The
mouth. Munds. The face.

t Mun, sb? Obs. /v;? 1- 1
. One of a class of

street-ruffians in the seventeenth century.
1691 SHADWELL Scowrers I. i. 3 Why I knew the Hectors,

and before them the Muns and the Titire Til s, they were
brave fellows indeed. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. iii. I. 361.

Mun, v. north, and inidl. Forms : Pres. ind.

sing, and pL 3- mun, 3-6 (9 dial.) mon, mone,
6 monn, moun. Pres. subj. 3 mune. Pa. t. 3

(Ormin) munnde, 3-5 mund(e, mond e, (4

muond). See also MAUN, [a. ON. menu, mttnu

(ist and 3rd sing, mon, mun, 1st pi. montint,

munum\ pa. t. munda), a pi eterite-pres. verb

used as an auxiliary of the future tense = shall,

will. The prehistoric sense was doubtless * to

intend (Indo-Germanic root men- : mon- : mn- to

think: see MIND j.); ON. has a slightly dif

ferentiated form (inf. mona, tmtna) with the sense
* to remember : see MONE v.

In ON. the pres. sing, has a variant man : see MAUN v.

In mod. Eng. dialects the pa. t. appears to be represented
by mud, coincident in form with a frequent unstressed
variant of the past tense ofMAY v. ,

the two auxiliaries have
therefore partly coalesced in the pa. t.

The combination of mun with a negative has various
contracted forms, the most frequent being mon t (tndnt).
See E.D.D. s.vv. MUD, MUN.]
An auxiliary verb, followed by inf. without to.

In mod. dialects equivalent to * must *

;
in early

use sometimes with the sense shall (pa. t. =*

should ,
* would ).

..beon. .offdredd, patt all hiss gode dede Ne mune himm
nohht beon god inoh To berr^henn himm fra pine, a

i^oo
Cursor M. 1105 pai thoght J&amp;gt;at kynd him mond forbede I o
haf don suilk an ogli dede. c 1300 Havelok^o, \ wene that

we deye mone For hunger, Jis dere is so strong, a 1350 St.

Laurence 231 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) no Decius

J&amp;gt;an
him umbi-thoght How saint Laurence munde be schent.

c 14*0 Avow. Art/i. xxiv, And thou mun pay my rawunsun,
Gawan, with thi leue. 1440 Alphabet ofTales 5 For

\&amp;gt;an

I monde make mekull sorow. a 1553 UDALL Royster D.
4th Song (Arb.) 87, I mun be maried a Sunday. 1598 B. JON-
SON Ev. Man in Hum. \. i, Slid a gentleman mun show
himselfe like a gentleman. 1688 SHADWELL Sy. Alsatia i.

i. 5 What will awd Maaster say to this? I mun ne er see
the Face of him I wot. a 1711 PRIOR Song(ist line), Since,

Moggy, I mun bid adieu, How can I help despairing?
1864 TENNYSON North. Farmer (Old Style} xvii, An if I

mun doy I mun doy.
b. with ellipsis of a vb. of motion.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1113 Sir, he said, I trow, she mone
To the prynce off Aragon. c 1475 RaufCoil^ear 425 Thow
mon to Paris to the King.

Mun, dial, van won, man : see MAN sb.l 4 e.

Jttxji) pronoun (
= them, him, it, etc.): see E.D.D.

Mun, variant of MONE v. Obs. t remember.

Munc, obs. form of MONK.
t Munce rian. Obs. Also 6 Munseran. [ad.

mod.L. Muncerian-us ,
f. the name of Munctms or

Miinzer.] One of the sect of Anabaptists, which
arose in Germany under Thomas Munzer in 1521.



MUNCH.

ci559 R. HAI.L Life Fisher( 1655) 222 From you are sprung
Zuinglius, Munserans, or Patimontans, and a number of
Hereticks mo. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comni. 57 The
madness of the Muncerians. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

A nabaptists.

Munch (monj), sb. [f. MCXCHP.] a. An act

of munching, b. Something to eat
;
a meal (dial.

and jocular).
ai8i6 T. THOMPSON Canny Newcastle 53 Wiv a tbe

stravagin aw wanted a munch. 1897 BLACKMOKE Dariel
xlvii, The unfortunate starver. .tore the cake from Cator.
In a moment it was gone, almost without a munch.

Munch (mcnj), v. Forms : 4-6 monehe, 6

raauohe, 6-7 mounch(e, (9 mounch), 7-8
raaunch, 6- munch. [App. onomatopoeic (cf.

CRACNCH, CRUNCH) ; possibly suggested partly by
MAXGE v.]
1. (raits. To eat with continuous and noticeable

action of the jaws. Said of persons audibly masti

cating food which offers resistance to the teeth, and
of cattle chewing their fodder. Also with up.
CI374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 914 And some wolde monehe

[v.rr. muche.mucche, meche]hir mete alone, a 1518 SKELTON
.Ifagnyf. 2009 Nowe must you monehe mamockes and lumpes
of brede. 1530 PALSGR. 632/2, I manche, I eate gredylye,
je brijfe. Are you nat a shamed to manche your meate
thus lyke a carter. 1540 Acolastus H iij b, I..mounche
vp browne breade. 1590 SHAKS. KJids. N. iv. i. 35, I could
munch your good dry Dates. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II.

315 Maunching a roll of bread. 1798 JOANNA BAILLIE Tryal
v. ii, You munch it upasexpeditiously as a bit of plum-cake.
1810 Splendid Follies \. 180 As he mounched a large mouth
ful of macaroons. 1871 L. STEPHEN I laygr. Eur. iii. (1894)
75 He sat.. calmly munching bread and cheese.

transf. 1853 Miss E. S. SHEPI-ARD Ch. Auchcster III. 55
The baby, who had been munching my finger all the time
we talked. 1871 ROSSETTI Last Confession 521 He munched
her neck with kisses.

2. intr. and absol. Also with away.
1530 PALSGR. 640/1 It is no good fellowes louche tostande

mooching in a cc-rnar whan he hath a good morcell. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 5 A Saylors Wife had Chestnuts in her
Lappe, And mouncht, & mpuncht, and mouncht. 1690
DRVDEN Don Sebastian in. ii, No, tis the Son of a Mare
that s broken loose, and munching upon the Melons. 1883
GILMOUR Mongols (1884) 108 Buy so much fodder and let
the animal munch away at it half the night,

b. To work the jaws up and down, as old tooth
less people do in talking.
1848 DICKENS Domtey xxvii, Let me tell your fortune, my

pretty lady , said the old woman, munching with her jaws.
Hence Mtrnching vbl. sb. and///, a.

1568 Hist. Jacob r Esau n. iv. D
j,
Dinner at this time

1833 Miss SEDCWICK Linivoods (1873) I. 46 Raisons and
almonds, which served.. as munching for her companions.
Munchausen (mrnitjg-zan). The name of

Baron Munchausen (in Ger. form Munchhausen),
the hero of a pseudo-autobiographical narrative of

impossible adventures, written in Fjiglish by the
German Rudolf Eric Kaspe (i 785) : used to denote
an extravagantly mendacious story of marvellous
adventure. Hence Vunchatrsen v. (nonce-wd.)
trans., to recount with extravagant exaggeration ;

Munchau-senish a.. Munchaivsenism.
1850 Frastr sMag.XLl. 41 1 Herodotus., has been accused

of all sorts of Munchausenisms. 1854 L. LLOYD Scandin.
Adv. II. 252 Before setting them down as regular Mun-
chausens . 1865 Sat. Rev. 9 Nov. 587 A Munchausenish

.

. +-ET. Ct.hunchet.]

-oleryof the
desert.

Muncheel (mzm|tj* l). Anglo-lnd. Also man-
jeel, munsheel, munohil. [a. Malayalam man-
/V7.] A kind of hammock-litter used on the south
west coast of India.
1808 in C. Buchanan Chr. Researches (1819) 171 We pro

ceed thither in our Manjeels. 1885 G. S. FORBES Wild Life
in Canara 7, I . . travelled by land in a munchil.

Munchene, variant of MINCHEN Obs.

Mtmcher (mzrnjai). [f. MuscH v. + -ER!.]
One who munches.

755 in JOHNSON. 1879 F. HARRISON Choice Bis. iv. (1886)
79 These munchers of vapid memoirs and monotonous tales.

Mu-nchet,
.

A small piece (of bread).
1845 THACKERAY Leg. Rhine iii, Muncbets of bread,

smeared with the same delicious condiment.

Munchil, variant of MUXCHEEL.
t Mn-nchin. Obs. rare. [?f. MfJfCHtf., after

NcxcHEox. Cf. next.] A lunch or small repast.
a 1666 C. HOOLE Sck. Colloquies (1688) 61 My Bever (or

Munchin).

Munchion, v. Obs. rare. [? f. MUXCH v., after

nuncheon. Cf. MUNCHIX.] intr. ? To munch.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Manger, Manger son pain en son sac, to

snudge it, or munchion alone in a corner.

Munck^e, -ckey, obs. ff. MOSK, MONKEY.
Mun(ek)corn(e, variant forms of MONCCOKK.
f Mund. Obs. [OE. mund fern.= OFris. mund

masc. guardianship, guardian, OS. mund hand,
)HG. munt fern, hand, protection, masc. protector,
OX. mund fern, hand, mund-r masc. sum paid by
a bridegroom for his bride.]
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1. A hand or palm, as a measure of length.
The primary sense hand (part of the body) is not found

later than OE
agoo O. E. Martyrol. 27 Mar. 52 Starnen bed seofon fota

lang ond brym mundum hierre bonne ba:s buses flor. 1205
LAY. 21994 He is end-longe feouwer & sixti munden.
2. Protection, guardianship.
a 1023 WULFSTAN Hum. xxviii. (Napier) 132 ^e orsor^e

wuniaoon lande.. under mynre munde. c 1205 LAV. 10518,
& harden me to munde a bire a}ere bond. 1861 MAINE
Anc. Law v. (1876) 145 All the Germanic immigrants seem
to have recognised a corporate union of the family under the

i mund, or authority of a patriarchal chief.

3. A guardian, protector.
a 1064 Charter ofEadweard in Kemble Codex Dipt. VI.

203 Dat he beo Sserto geheald & mund under me. &amp;lt; 1205
LAV. 23246 Of me bu scalt halden and habben me to munde.

Mund, var. Mcs i*. 1
,
MOUND jAr.i and *.

Mund(e, obs. variant forms of MIND rf.l

t Mu ndal, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. muii-

ddI-is,f.mrtd-usvtOT\d. Cf. MUMJIAI..] Mundane,
worldly.
16:4 SIR T. DALE in Capt. Smith Virginia iv. (1624) 117

Leauing all contenting pleasures and mundall delights, to
reside here with much turmuile. 1631 CAPT. SMITH Advt.
Planters 33 They have builded many pretty Villages, faire

houses, and Chapels, which are growne good Benefices of
120. pounds a yeare, besides their owne mundall industry.

T ? Taken as sb. = the world (i. e. this earth).
1534 Ccn entry Corpus C/if. Plays ii. 107 Krom the by pales

and blys eyuerlastyng Downe into this wale and meserabull
mvndall \MS.fragm. Down into the vale off this mezcra-
bull mundall].

Mundane m-nd&amp;lt;-in%a. V .). Forms : 5 mon-
deyne, 5-6 mondayn e, mundayne, 6 mon-
dain, mundain e, 7 muudan, (&amp;gt;- mundane, [n.
! . mondain (12-1 3th c.), ad. L. iinindCm-us, {.

mundus world.]
1. Belonging to this world (i. e. the earth as

contrasted with heaven) ; worldly; earthly.
In early use

[till 1550) often following its sU, and some
times taking s in the pi.

1475 lilt. KoHcsse (Koxb.) 70 He saide that fortune and
felicite mondeyne was joyned and kny t withe his vertue and
noblee roiall. 1509 BARCLAY Sliyp of Folys 67 b, Alas oft

goddes goodes..Of suche folys is wastyd..ln great folyes
mundaynes and outrage, a 1652 J. SMITH .S ,7. Disc. \. 21

Entangled with the birdlime of fleshly passions and inun-
dane vanity, a 1720 SEWKL Hist. Quakers ( 17^5 1. IT. 14*5

By a singular and very strange turn of mundane affairs.

1869 MO/LEY Univ. Serm. ii. (18761 50 Not like the goodness
which feeds upon mundane motives and is weak and sickly.

b. Belonging to the world as distinguished
from the church. Of literature : Secular, rare.

1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc s Hist. Ttn Y. II. 532 It

[Talleyrand s reconciliation to the churchj was matter of

inexpressible surprise and pain to the more mundane portion
of the prince s intimate acquaintances. 1865 M. ARNOLD
Ess. Crit. vi. (1875) 245 The Ijeginnings of the mundane
poetry of the Italians are in Sicily.

c. Kelonying to the world of fashion. [- F.

mondahi.]
1904 Edin. Re~ . Oct. 298 The Athenee and the Nouveautcs

. . the favourite resorts of mundane pleasure-seekers.
2. Pertaining to the cosmos or universe

;
cosmic.

Mundane soul, spirit : the anijita mnndi of the Platonists
(r\ TOUKOCTMOV ^iv\t], ij KOT^IKIJ i//vv&amp;gt;7

in Proclus).

1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. in. i. 18 We have the sight
Of what the Mundane spirit suffereth By colours, figures,
or inherent light. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. xxiv. 147 The
Platonicall Hypothesis of a Mundane Soul. 1692 BENTLEY
Boyle Led. vii. (1693) 7 The Atoms or Particles which now
constitute Heaven and Earth, being once separate and
diffused in the Mundane Space, like the supposed Chaos,
could never [etc.]. 1872 MOZLEY ftlirac. fed. 3) Pref. 24 The
idea of God as the Supreme Mundane Being.

b. Mundane egg: in Indian and other cosmo
gonies, a primordial egg from which the world
was hatched.

1684, 1789 [see ORPHIC i b]. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind.
1. I. iv. 75 From this seed sprung the mundane egg, in
which the Supreme Being was himself born in the form of
Brahma.

c. Ahoidane era, an era reckoned from the time
of the creation of the world.
1892 E. M. THOMPSON Cr. /if Lai. Palxogr. Add. 323 To re

duce the Mundane eraof Constantinople to the Christian era.

3. Astral. Pertaining to the horizon and not to
:
the ecliptic or zodiac; chiefly in mundane aspect,

parallel.
1687 J. BISHOP Marryiu Astral, n. 33 At which time the

; ) was directed to a mundane parallel of { . Ibid. 76
Narrowly observe all the Aspects, as well those in the
World, as those in the Zodiack, for many times a Zodiacal
Aspect may promise good in the Business, when there may
be a Mundane Aspect will frustrate the good promised by
the other. 1819 J. WILSON Diet. Astral. 295 Mundane
Aspects, distances in the world measured by the semiarc
wholly independent of the zodiac.

4. A at. Hist. Used by Darwin for : Found in all

parts of the world, widely distributed.
1844 DARWIN in Life f, Lett. (1887) II. 25 The Owl is

mundane, and many of the species have very wide ranges.
to. sb. A dweller in this world. Obs. rare .

1517 H. WATSON Ship offools Prol. A ij b, By the shyppe
we maye vnderstande y folyes and erroures that the mon-

i
daynes are in, by the se this present worlde.
Hence Mu-ndanely adv., Mrrndaneness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Mundaneness, worldliness. 1824

LANDOR Imag. Conv. ii. Wks. 1846 I. 46 The greatest
of stakes, mundanely speaking, is the stake of reputation.

MUNDIFICATIVE.
i 1886 MYERS in Gurney, etc. Phantasms of Living II. 204

This very mundaneness of the apparition is precisely whai
was to be expected.

Mundanity mwndarnlti\ Xow rare. Also

7 -eity. [a. K mondaniti or ad. med.I,. *mun-
(lanila-tem : see MU.MIAXK and -ITV.] The quality
or fact of being mundane

; worldliness ; t in //..

worldly affections or proclivities.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men !W. de W. 1506 iv. xxi. 254 1 IK

mundanytes that she sawe. .to babounde in the sayd touite.

1647 THAIT Coiiiin. Eph. ii. 2 The mundaneity or worldli-
nesse of the world. 1648 W. MorsnAo I- Devout /iss. t.

XX. t. 376 The love of mundanity, wherein do indeed reside
the vital Spirits of the Ixxly of Sin. 1888 MHS. H. \VAPD
R. Elsniere II. xvi, He could have blessed her for the lone,
for the escape into common mundanity.

b. The characteristics of the fashionable world.

1892 Nation N.Y.; 27 Oa. 324 2 Mr. Sidgwick. . .arries

an air of distinction ami mundanity in hi- I

Muiida tioii. O/&amp;gt;s. [ad. L. mundatiSn-eni,
{. Minn/lire to cleanse, f. iintnd-us clean.] The
action of clean.-ing or state of being cleansed.

1633 \ . AI-AMS l-.xp. 2 I eter iii. 10 Kvery (!;iy wj gather
new stains; for the inundation thereof thcr&amp;lt;; U another
fountain provided. 1678 K.

!&amp;lt;[
^SM i.] tr. (it l\ r n. i. iv. \ iii.

104 Such as its .Muiidation lor cleansing, shall be, such will

be its I eifeaivii. 1755 i;i Jon .

Mandatory &amp;lt;,n]

mlat3ii ,. and .i/ . [ail. L.

mundatSri-us, f. mundan : see prec.] A.
a&amp;lt;lj.

Havii.g the jjroperty or quality of cleansing, rare.

1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey), Mundificative. or Mnn.tatsry
Medicines.. . Mcdi .ines that are proper for the clea
Ul(.ers. 1755 i i I

B. id. A means or implement of cleansing, rare.

1859 K. K. Hi.-RioNCra/r. Afr. in Jrnl. Ceg. Sac. XXIX.
323 They have, however, no mundatortes ; tiie African hkin
does not wash well.

b. heel. A purificator or purificatory.
1674 I!l &amp;lt; NT (Ihssogr. fed. 4 , Mun-lntor} ,

{lie sani : with

Purificatory. 1884-5 Catli. Diet., Mandatory or 1 nrifi-
cal ry.

Munday, Munde, obs. ff. MOXIUY, MI.\D.

Mundel, variant of MAXDIL.
1721 C. KING/.V/V. Mc&amp;gt;i?i. I. 501, 3 Toy!ett-, 20 I :

Mundels, 2 llar .^ary Apr
Mu ndial, a. U/ S. rare. [a. OK. in it-, mun-

dial, or ad. eccl. L. mitmlial-is, {. tumulus wo: Id.]

Mundane, worldly.
1560 Ko;.: =s:v &amp;gt;/. / \-mts I. 744 Mar; to !-;-aif \ . il

lust mundiall. 1619 \\ . SU.ATI.K I-~..\p. i 77/t-jj. i . i-.i

Saint Augustine no .es of Friendship fjure kinds.. . I

Mundiall, \\here the tye is profit.. . Discontinuance in euiU
abateth Mundiall Friendship.
Mnndic (mwridik,. Also ;-S rnundick, (&amp;lt;

mundik, mondic . [Prob. Celtic Cornish, but the

original form is uncertain ; tuaen teg, pretty stone
has been conjectured.] Cornish miners name for

iron pyrites, or pyrites in general. Also attrili.

1671 [see MAXV], 1681 (,,- i A Mus gum in. i. ii. 272 M area-

site, or Yellow Munciek. llid. v. jo/ A Mui.ci

consisting of tabulated or flat and square Crystals. 1855
J. R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mnics 219 The yellow copper
ore, at present so valued,, .was in fact cast aside as mundic

1

.

1880 BARING-GoULD Preachers Pocket 239 Now and then
a glittering particle of mundic cheats their hopes; but of

gold.. they, .have none.

Hence Mirndicky a., full of mundic.
1814 W. PHILLIPS in Trans. Ceol. Sac. II. 117 A..mun-

dicky..Load.
t Mundicative, erron. f. MUMJIFICATIVE sb.

1587 LEVINS Pal/no. Health (1632) 106 Forawound in the
head a good mundicatifre. 1643 / STEER tr. Kip. Chyrnrg.
xvi. 66 Make thereof a Mundicative. 1891 ^iyd. See. Lex.
t Mundici dious, a.

[f.
L. mnnd-us world,

after flomicidwus.] \\ orld-destroying.
1647 WARDiVw//. Cotler (iZ^jl 21 A vacuum and an ex

orbitancy are mundicidious evils.

Mundi ficant. rare- , [ad. L. mundifi-
cant-em, pr. pple. of vnindijicare to Mixnii Y.] A
cleansing medicament.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Mnndificant, a term applied

[

in old pharmacy to certain healing and cleansing ointments

andplasters. [Hence in later Diets.)

Mundifica tion. ! Obs. [a. F. mcmdijication
(i6th c.), or ad. med.L. imindififalidn-ein, n. of
action f. niumlijicare to MUXUJKY.]
1. The action of mundifying, cleansing, or de

terging ; the state of being mundified. Chiefly
jl/ed. (e. g. of wounds, ulcers).

. 543 TRAHERON Vigo s Chirin-g. n. ii. 16 After mundifica-
tion, ye must incarnate the place. 1672 WISEMAN Wounds
26 This is done by universal Regiment and Digestion, with
Mundification, that a new flesh may be made to fill the
Cavity. 1810 BERESFORD Biblioiophia, etc. 102 The un
paralleled difficulty ofeffectuatingthis mighty mundification.
fig. 1610 HEALEY St. A itg. Citieo/Godxxi. xxiii. 861 Those

holy men. .did not enuy the mundification \\-..iundalionem]
and beatitude of those spirits.

f 2. concr. ? A purified preparation.
1603 LODGE Treat. Plague 1 3, Take of the mundification

of rozen, and put it vppon the saide sores.

t Mundlficative, a. and sb. Med. Obs. Also
5 -atif. [a. OF. man-, mundificalif (a. and sb.},
or ad. med.L. tnundificaliv-us, i. mtindificdre to

MUXDIFY : see -IVE.] A. adj. Having power to

cleanse (the body, a sore, etc.J ; detersive.
a 1400-50 Slockk. Med. MS. 13 Mu[n]dificatif clister. 1509

BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys 1570) 165 Purging it with playsters
1 mundificatiue. 1646 SIB T. BROWHC fieuJ.Ef. l. xi. 46 We



MUNDIFIED.

tinde that gall is very nuindificaiive, and was a proper medi
cine tocleere the eyes of Tobit. 1676 WoRLiDGECydkrfiogi)
13 Wines that proceed from the vine being of a corrobora
tive and mundificative nature. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cj t/.s.v.,

Mundificative plaisters, or unguents.
B. sb. A cleansing or detersive medicine.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Ciritrg. 37 \Ve musten dense
|&amp;gt;e

wounde
wif? |ns mundificatif. IHd.Zi On of be mundificatiuisof ony
which bat schal be told in be antidotarie. 1543 TRAHERON
I igo s Chirnrg. \\. ii. 16 After the digesiyve.ye must dense
the place- wyth a mundificatyve of Syrupe of Roses. 1643

.?. STKER tr. Exp. Chyrurg. viii. 35 A mundificative of the

juice of Smallege doth very much dense putrid Vlcers.

1676 WISEMAN Snrg. \. vii. 43, I continued the Mundifica
tive and Cerote, and dressed it every other day. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Mundificatives, or Mnndifyers.

t Mu ndified, ///. a- Obs. [f. MUNDIFY v. +

-ED!.] Cleansed; spec, freed from husk or other

integument.
1558 WAKLJE tr. A lexis&quot; Sccr. (1568) 3 Pine apple kernelles

mondified. 1580 HI.UNDEVIL Order Curing Horses Dis. v.

4 b, Giue him..barlie faire sifted, and well sodden, and aUo

mundified, that is to sale, the huske pulled awaie, like as

when you blanch Almonds, 1725 BRADLEY Fatit. Diet. s.v.

Cough, The Patient may take a Spoonful of mundify d

Barley. 1736 BAILEY Itoush. Diet. 365 Give him also gentle

purges of mundified cassia.

Mu udifier. Obs. [f.
MUNDIFY v, + -En 1

.]

One who, or a thing which, mundifies; a cleansing
medicament.
1603 LODGE Treat. Plague I3b, Make an ointment thereof,

for it is a mundifier. 1630 J. TAYLOR i Water P.) Praise

Clean Linen Ded., Wks. n. 165 Hee is a mender and you
;tre a mundifier. . .Your Art is to keepe our bodies sweet and
cleane. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 192 Smegmaticks
mundifiers, cleansers, ndorners, are useful. 1727-41 CHAM-
BEHS Cycl., Mitndificatives, or Mundifycrs, in medicine,
denote cleansers, purifyers, or detergents.

Mundify (mtrndifoi;, ? . Now rare or Obs.

Also 6-7 mondify. [a. K. mondifter (i4th c.), or

ad. L. vnindijicare, f. mund-tis clean : see -l- V.]

1. trans. To cleanse, purify, lit. andy^.
1504 LADY MARGARHT tr. De Imitation* iv. xii. 276 It

behoueth the to mundifye and dense the habytacion of thy
herte fro all synnes. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi.

xii. ^5 Fire.. refines those bodies which will never bee

munditied by water. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav.

189 My companion was forced to pay for mundifying the

Cistern. 1748 RICHAKDSOS Clarissa (iSn) VII. Ix. 237
Munditied or purified from my past iniquities. 1819 CRAHUI-;

T. ofH(ill XL\. 258 Whatever Mains were theirs, let them
reside In that pure place, and they were munditied.

b. iutr. lor rtjl. To make oneself neat or smart.

1699 Ko. S CY Country Genii. Vade-mecum 29 He.. at

least forces him \sc. a Beau], .to steer to the next Barber s

Shop, to new Rig and Mundifie.

2. trans. In medical use : To free (the body,

blood, a wound, ulcer, etc.) from noxious matter;
to cleanse, deterge.
i5z8 PAYNEL Salernes Regiw.\ \) &amp;gt; Pjpper. .mundifieth

the lightis. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. viii. 189 The juice
thereof mundifieth corrupt and filthie vlcers. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud.
Ej&amp;gt;.

vii. vii. 352 The graines of the Apples of

Mandrakes mundifie the Matrix. 1758 J. B. Le Drail s

Observ. Surg. (1771) *i47 The Flesh ought, .to. .be well

mundified. 1854 BADHAM Halicttt. 384 To scour and mun-

dify the guts.
absol. 154* K- COPLAND GuydoiCs Forinul. Uij, The in-

carnatyfe helpes that brede flesshe and mundyfye. 1610

MARK HAM Masterp. n.clxxiii. 483 Antimonuum. .mundifieth

and purgeth. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 119 It [the

Electuary].. mundifies, dries, heals.

Hence Mirndifying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1579 BAKER Guydon s Quest. Chirnrg. 184 A mundifiyng
Vnguent for inueterate vlcers. 1610 au.LSVSf.Ataf, Citie

of^God x. xxxii. (1620) 385 The mundifying of proficients.
1626 BACON Sylva 65 Abstersive and Mundifying Clysters.

1631 R. H. Arraigttm. Whole Creature \x. 65 The mundi
fying waters of the Word. 1712 BibL Anat. II. 203 The
Ulcer ..healed entirely, .by the use of a mundifying and

drying Collyry.

Mundik, obs. form of MUNUIC.

Mundil, variant of MANDIL, turban.

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. And in later Diets.

Mundilion, ?erron. variant of MOIHLI08.
1667 PRIMATT City fy C. Build. 70 A fair Stone-colour laid

in Oyl for. .Shop-windows and Mundilions.

Munditial (mzmdi Jal), a. [f. L. munditia
cleanliness (f. mitndns clean) + -AL.] ? Relating to

cleansing or purifying.
1876 A. B. EVANS Refl. Midday Commitn. xvi. (1880) 102,

I have set this commandment, .side by side with the Sacra
mental and Munditial mandates.

t Mtmdi vagant, a. Obs-
[f.

L. mund-us
world + vagant-etn, pres. pple. of vagarl to roam :

cf. L. immdivagits and see -ANT!.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mundivagant, wandring through

the world. 1721 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON.
Mundle (mzrnd l). dial. Also 9 mungle. A

stick used for stirring.

1551-^0 in H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age (1887) 152 In the

Kytchyn..a great mundle. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

xx. (Roxb.) 247/1 The Third, is called a Padle or Mundle, it

is like an old spade without its Iron shooe, all wood. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shropsh. ll ord-bk. 1886 Chesh. Gloss,

Mundul, variant (in Diets.) of MANDIL.

Mundu-ng. Obs. rare. Shortened form of next.

1712 ?KiNG Bibliotheca in Nichols Set. Collect. Poems
(1780) III. 57 For vile mundung and fumy ale, Incense and
odours, now exhale.

t MundU ngUS. Obs. Forms : a. 7-8 mun-
dungo ;

. 7-9 mundungus (7 mundungo s,

766

gos, -gas, mondongas}. [A jocular use of Sp.

mondongo tripe, black-pudding (see MoBDOHO*).]
fl. Offal, refuse. Obs. rare.

1637 BASTWICK Litany 1. 10 Those Fishmongers that liaue

bought and sold Christs best fishes.. and made them the

mundungus and garbridge both of sea and land and the off-

scouring of all things. 1786 A. PASQI.-IN Ckildr. Thcipis

fered to turn mundungus.
2. 13ad-smelling tobacco. Also attrib.

. 1641 J. TAYLOU (Water P.) CompL M. Tcnterhocke

(1877), [Kinds of Tobacco] Bermudas, Providentia, Shallow-

Congo, And the most part of all the rest (Mundungo). 1647
M. Corbet s Learned Sp. 3 Infernal stinking Smoaks of

Mundungo [1681 p. 2 Mundungus]. 1700 J. BMOME Trar.
iii. (1707) 180 They are great lovers of Tobacco, and a little

Mundungo will make them at any time very serviceable.

. a 1652 BROME Covent Card. \. Wks. 1873 II. 14, I must
have tother glass to wash him out of my mouth, he furs it

wor^e then Mondongas Tobacco. 1659 Lady Alimony n. ii.

B 4, One Sir Gregory Shapeless, a Mundungo s Monopolist,
..who had smook d himself into a Mercenary title of

Knightship. 1671 SHADWELL Humorists in. 41 With a Glass
of Windy-Bottle-Ale in one hand, and a Pipe of Mundungus
in the other. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 1006 After h had
ministred a Dose Of Snuff-Mundungus, to his Nose. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 273/2 Selling .. that

for good tobacco, which is none at all, or else the worst of

all Mundungasses. 1767 S. PATERSON Another Trar. 1. 192
The Flemish tobacco is the poorest MundlinKUl in the

world. 1785 GROSE Diet. I ulg. Tongue, Mitndungus, bad
or rank tobacco. 1824 SCOTT St. Rattan s xxxii, Her jet

black cutty pipe, from which she soon sent . . clouds of vile

imimkingus vapour. 1840 B. E. HILL Pinch tf Smt$ 54
He might . . get rid of any dull flavourless mundungus under
the title of Russell s Rappee. 1901 G. GISSING Our Fr.

Charlatan 137, Here s a new mixture, my own blending,
..I hee your pipe is empty ... I stick to my own mun
dungus ; any novelty disturbs my thoughts .

Mune, variant of Mix sbJ- Ol&amp;gt;s.
t
MONK v. Obs.

Munec, obs. form of MONK.
Munechene, variant of MINCHKX Ofis.

t Mu nec-lif. Obs. [OK. wunucttf: see MONK
and LIFE. Cf. ON. imtnklifi and COTLIF.] A
monastery.
In the OK. version of Bseda iv. iii. the word Is used in the

etymological sense monastic life (orig. monastica vita),

6893 K. /ELI RED Oros. vi. xxiv. 200 Hie. .sendeon Egypte
vS^bettoweorpaneal framunuclifbe hisbroSorjergestabelade.
c 1000 /ELI--RIC Horn. (Th.) II. 506 He arterde him munuc-

lif..f&amp;gt;at mynster he ^elofcode mid wellybbendum mannum.
i izoo Ormin 6292 patt lif batt iss i muneclif Iss shadd fra

3ure swinnkess,& itt iss all an oberr lif& hehhre lif &: bettre.

c 1205 LAY. 29717 At Bangor wes a munecclif. Ibid. 32218
, 5eond chirchen S: ^eond muneccliuen.

Munegen, variant of MING v. Obs.

Muneke, Munen, obs. ff. MONK, Mix v.

Munendai, obs. form of MONDAY.
t MlTiieral, a. Obs. [ad. late L. inftneralis

(recorded in the sense relating to presents ), f.

mnner-, mnnits present, gift, also office, official

duty.] Pertaining to office or duty.
1606 Bi\ W. BARLOW Serin. 21 Sept. C, As if the calling

KpKcopall were a Numeral, not a Munerall function. 1625
T. ADAMS Visitation Serm. Wks. (1629) 933 To be a Bishop
then, is not a Numerall, but a Munerall function.

f Mu iierary, a. Obs. [ad. L. mitnerHriust

i
f. milner-, milnus gift : see prec. and -ARY.] Of
or pertaining to gifts, having the nature of a gift.

1721 in BAILEY ; and in mod. Diets.

tMu nerate, v. Obs. [f. L. munerat-, ppl.
stem of mikncrare, -or/, f. miintr~t miinits gift.

; (See quot.)
tAgfiDLQVViTGfossffffr.iMMturate, to reward or recompence.

t Munera tion. Obs- [ad. late L. munerd-
tidn-em, f. mnnerare : see prec.]
1658 PHI LLn ,s,il/Kt-rrt/;&amp;lt; ,. . a recompencing or rewarding.
Munetere, obs. form of MINTEH.

Mung, var. of MONGJ^. ; attrib. (U. S.) : see quot.
1849 N. Y. Express 17 Feb. (Harriett), As many of our

I

citizens who intend to go to California may base their

arrangements upon the mung news of some of the papers,
!
we conceive it to be our duty to state that most of these

,
letters are fictions. 1872 SCHELE DE VERB Americanisms
618 Mung ne_ws means confused news ; statements which
seem contradictory are, in like manner, called mung,

II Munga (mtrnga). The Bonnet Macaque, Ma-
cacus simats, of southern India.

J 843 J- E. GRAY List Spec. Mammalia Brit. Mits. 7.

1884-5 Stand. J\ at. Hist. (1888) V. 516.

Mungal, -ian, obs. ff. MONGOL, MONGOLIAN.
Mungcorn(e, variant forms of MONGCORN.
t Munge, v. Obs. [ad. L. mungtre = emungere
EMUNGE.] trans. To wipe (a person s nose) ; Jig.

;

to cheat.
1660 Eng. Monarchy Freest St. in World 7 They munged

: the peoples Noses, and publiquely pickt their pockets.

Munge(n, variant forms of MING v. Obs.

Mungeet, variant of MUNJEET.

Munger, -erell, obs. ff. MONGER, MONGKEL.

Mungo (m-ng(7). Also 8 mungos. [var. of

MONGOOSE,
Ksmpfer (Awaen. Exotic., 1712, p. 574) says that the

Portuguese called the animal mungo and the plant raje
inungo \. e. mungo root .]

fl. MONGOOSE i. Qbs.

MUNIATE.

1752 J. HILL Hist. AniiH. 549 Mitstela griseo ct albido

Viiricgata. . .The tabbied Mungo. Ibid. 550 Ray and some
others, .call it l- iverralndicaquae Mungo Lusitattis, Mun-
gatltia. Ctylonensibus ; we call it the Mungo or Mungose.
1775 MARTYN EL-m. Nat. Hist. I. i. 30 Pharaoh s Rat or

Mungo. yiverra Ichneumon. 1845 Encycl. Metrofi. XX.
236/2 This animal is known in India, of which it is a native,

by the name of Mungo or Mungutia.
2. Mungo-root (also in recent Diets, inungo^ :

the plant Ophiorhiza Mangos, supposed to be a

strong antidote against the poison of snakes.

1738 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XL. 442 The two famous
Antidotes, the Mungos-root, and the Serpentine-stone. 1761
B. STILLINGFL. tr. Cedner s Use of Curios, in Misc. Tracts
102 note, As soon as this serpent appears the weesel attacks

him, and if she chances to be bit by him, she immediately
runs to find a certain vegetable ; upon eating which she

returns, and renews the fight. The Indians are of opinion,
that this plant is the mungos. T&TfiPennyCycl. XII. 429/2
The story of the Ichneumon Mungo.. having recourse to the

plant Hampaddu Tanah^ or Mungo root, as an antidote
when bitten by serpents.

t Mu ngo -. ? slang. Obs. ? A person of posi

tion, a ( swell *.

1770 [COLMAN] in Oxford Mag. IV. 229/1 But in the year
1770 the ladies of the first quality, the Mungoes, the superiors
of the times, have abrogated [printed arrogated] the old
Salic laws of libertinism, and openly set up a tavern in

profest rivalry of Boodle s, Arthur s, and Almack s.

t Mu ngO . Obs. [See quot. 1 769.] A typical
name for a black slave. Hence, a negro.
1769 H. WALPOLE Mem. Ceo. Ill

(1794) III. 211 Dyson,
as usual was.. ill-treated by the Opposition ; Colonel Barre,
the

day before, having baptized him by the name of Mungot

a black slave in a new farce called The Padlock, who is

described as employed by everybody in all jobs and servile

offices. 17^4 Times 12 Feb. 3/2 The manner in which the
Black business was settled,, .was this : The husband. .

desired his wife to go where she pleased, (after she said

she d live with no one but the Black) and Mungo was taken

by a press gang. 1798 Monthly Mag. Mar. 184/1 Might
not New Yorkers give encouragement to the poor Scotch
and Irish emigrants, .and thus totally do away the mungo
and the tawney breeds? 1839 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893)
II. 163 note, Heatley, the trumpet major,.. and Fitrhenry,
an old mungo and pupil of mine on the tambourine.

Mungo 4
(^mz7-rjg0). Also mongoe. [Of ob

scure origin.
The story (obviously a figment) commonly told to account

for the word is that when the first sample of the article was
made, the foreman said It won t go ,

to which the master

replied
* But it vtnn go (i. e. must go).

Possibly the Scotch Christian name Mnngo (in Yorkshire
often used as a name for dogs; may have been applied to the

material in jocular allusion to mnng^ MONO si., mixture,
mixed meal.]

Cloth made from devilled woollen rags; similar

to shoddy, but of a better quality. Also attrib.

1857 Post Office Directory York*. 1001 Mungo Merchants
and Dealers [40 entries]. 1858 /&amp;gt;r//. Assoc. Kept. i6oA large

quantity of rag wool called shoddy and mungo imported
from Germany. 1860 S. }w* Shoddy-trade 19 The principal

part of a rag machine is the swift.. ; the coarser set swifts

are used to grind soft rags into shoddy ; the finer set ones,
to tear cloth rags into mungo. Ibid. 32 Mungo rag is either

old or new. 1862 Catal, Internal. Exhib, II. xxr. 28 Shoddy
and mungo, made from woollen rags. 1864 Times 19 Mar.

7/2 D. Illingworth and Son, Leeds, mungo manufacturers.

i&jgCassclfs Techn.. Educ. IV. 261/1 Technically speaking
soft woollen rags, .are converted into

*

shoddy and hard and
fine woollen rags. .into mungo . 1884 Casstlfs Family

Ma%. Feb. 155/2 A great many people are. .occupied in

cutting out the seams and button-holes of old cloth clothes.

. . These are called mongoe-cutters, and the prepared woollen

rags are known as mongoe.

Mungo fa. = GOPHEH *M 3.

1844 J. E. GRAV Catal. Tortoises, etc. Brit. Mus. 4 The

Gopher or Mungofa. Tfstndo Gopher, 1879 Encycl. Brit,

X. 780/1 The flesh of the gopher or mungofa . . is considered

excellent eating.

Mungcx&amp;gt;s(e, Mungos: see MoNGoosE,MuNGO l.

Mungrel(l, -il(l, obs. forms of MONGKEL.

! MungTiba. Alsomonguba. [Tupi.] A South

American silk-cotton tree, Bombax Munguba.
1863 BATES Nat. Amazons i. (1864) 7 In the rainy season,

when the monguba trees shed their leaves. 1866 Treas. Bot.

155/1 Bombax Munguba is a smooth-stemmed tree about

eighty or one hundred feet high, commonly found on the

banks of the Amazon river and the Rio Negro^ where the

natives call it Munguba.
Mungul, obs. form of MONGOL.
Mu njjy,

a. Obs. exc. dial. [Perh. an altered

form of MUGGY (which, however, does not occur

in our quots. before 1730).]

fl. Dark, gloomy. Obs.

1633 VICARS tr. FTrffU in. 81 Mungy clouds o respread the

skie most black, 1635 QUABLES Embl. v. v, Disperse these

plague-distilling Clouds, and cleare My mungy Soule into

a glorious day.
2. MUGGY a. T.

1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 4 The rotten slicks and

mungy stuff to be found under old wood-piles. 1664

Sylva (1679) :o Scatter a little mungy, half-rotten Littler,

Fearn, Bean-hame, or old Leaves among them. 1707 MOR
TIMER Husb. 384 Round the Stem of the Tree to raise a

small Hill about two Foot thick,_.
.which cover with Stones,

Tiles, or mungy Straw, to keep it moist.

3. Of weather: Muggy (see E. D.D.).
\*\$ Monthly Mag, &yC&V. 125 Essex Dialect..Mongy^

Foggy.
Muniall, obs. form of MONIAL |&9

t Mu ttiatei v&amp;gt; Obs. [Badly f. L. muni-o,
munirc to fortify + -ATE.] tram. To fortify.
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1657 TOMLINSOM Renou s Disp. 190 An Epitheme thus

confected, will muniate and preserve the heart.

Municion, obs. form of MUNITION.

Municipal (mii/ni sipal), a. and sb. Also a. 6

municipale, 6-7 municipall, municiple ; /3. 7

municipial(l. [a. L. inunicipatts, f. mftnicip-, mu-

niceps member of a MUNICIPIUM, f. mnni-a pi.,

civic offices (cogn. \v. mutter-, munus : see Mu-
NERAL) + root of capSre to take. Cf. F., Sp., Pg.
municipal, It. munizipale.
The form municipial^ common in lythc., is due either to

regarding the word as a derivative of jniiiricipium, or to un

certainty as to the proper form ofa derivative from municeps.]
A. adj.

1. Pertaining to the internal affairs of a state as

distinguished from its foreign relations. Originally
and still chiefly in the phrase municipal law, the

law of a particular state, as distinguished from
international law or the law of nations. So

municipal rights,jurisdiction, etc.

1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. ir But the

Englishe people use the propre and municipall lawes. 1565
Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 332 Sic kynd of gudis as be the
lawis municipal of this realme are expres forbidden. 1691
WOOD Ath. Oxon. 1.23 He retired to Greys Inn in Hoi-
bourn to obtain knowledge in the municipal Law. 1740
W. DOUGLASS Disc. Curr. Brit. Plant. Amer. 4 Every
Country or Society have their own peculiar Regulations,
which maybe called their Municipal, or By-Laws in Trade.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd. ii. 44 Municipal or civil

law : that is, the rule by which particular districts, commu
nities, or nations are governed. 1806 VESEY Reports VI.

6yg Notwithstanding the Union, for all the municipal juris
diction of the Great Seal, . . the countries remain as distinct,
as formerly. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 580 Finding accident

ally in the course of her search deserters from her navy on
board, she claimed the municipal right of bringing them
back to the service from which they had escaped.

b. transf. Belonging to one place only ; having
narrow limits. [Cf. late L. dii municipes, gods
whose worship is confined to particular localities.]
1631 MASSINGER Emperor East \. ii, Whose beames of

Justice like the Sun extend Their light, and heate to strangers,
and are not Municipall, or confinde. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bohn) II. 109 The essays, the fiction,
and the poetry of the day have the like municipal limits.

2. Pertaining to the local self-government or

corporate government of a city or town.
In common use only from the igth c.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (\fo-2) 43 A very hotch potcli
of omnium githerum,. .political), liberal!, mechanicall, mu-
nicipiall, irregular, and all without order. 1604 R. CAWDREV
Table Alpit., Municipall, priuately belonging to a freeman,
or burgesse of a cittie. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Municipial,
Municipal, proper or peculiar to one onely City, or to the

right of Freedom in a City. 1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL,
Municipal officers, are those elected to defend the interests

of cities, their rights and privileges, and to maintain order
and good policy; as mayors, sheriffs, consuls, bailiffs, &c.
1845 Encycl. Metrop. XIII. 569/2 After incredible efforts, the
communes succeeded in obtaining a share in the municipal
government. 1846 M cCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
II. 197 Little or no change took place in the municipal con
stitution of corporations. 1864 Cliainb. Encycl. VI. 611/2
By granting or renewing to them municipal charters. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 2 July 2/3 There is just now an interesting
municipal tramway development in the Midlands.

b. Municipal borough : see quots.
1868 Act 31 $ 32 Viet. c. 41 2 In this Act.. The Term
Municipal Borough means a Place subject to the Provi

sions of the Act of [5 & 6 Will. IV, c. 76]. 1889 Act 52 # 53
Viet. c. 63 15 The expression municipal borough shall

mean, as respects England and Wales, any place for the
lime being subject to the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882.

3. Roman Hist. Of or pertaining to a MUNI-
CIPIDM

;
hence contemptuously, provincial.

1618 BOLTON Plants (1636) 228 Every Army of our most
Valiant, and most Loyall Fellowes had under each ensigne
those municipall bad members, and monsters of men. 1658
W. BURTON /fin. Anton. 149 They were not any_ part of that

Imperial body till favourably received by municipial privi-

ledge into the freedom. 1850 MERIVALE Rent. Entp. ii.

(1865) I. 61 The nobles looked with secret disdain upon his

municipal extraction, his plebeian descent and recent nobility.

B. sb.

1. Roman Hist. An inhabitant of a municipium
(tr. L. municeps}.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Municipal, In the Roman

law, municipal denotes a person vested with the rights and
privileges of a Roman citizen. 1853 MERIVALE Rom. Rep.
vii. (1867) 189 He was personally little known, being a new
man, a municipal of Arpinum, without family distinctions.

1887 CORY Lett. $ Jrnls, (1897) 524 Livy bears witness to

the character of the Romans, including the municipals.

j|
2. [Fr. : short for garde municipal.] A member

of the Municipal Guard (F. garde municipale\ a

body of soldiers under the control of the munici

pality of Paris.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. vt. vi, Is it not a happiness for

many a Municipal that he can wash his hands of such a
business. 1841 THACKERAY znd Funeral Napoleon iii. 64
These were followed by a regiment, a detachment of the

municipals, on foot.

1 3. //.
= Municipal laws. Obs.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie To Gent. Inner Temple, It

might turne to some disparagement of my knowledge in the

common lawes and mumciples of our country.

Municipalism (miwnrsipaliz m), [f. MUNI
CIPAL a. + -ISM.] a. Devotion to the interests of

one s municipality; municipal or local patriotism
in contradistinction to national patriotism, to.

Municipal institutions generally ; also, preference
for the municipal as opposed to the centralizing

piinciple in local government.
1851 GALLENGA Italy 41 That the provincialism, o&quot;r par-

ticularismus (to use a German expression), of rival seats of

government,.. has nothing to do with the fierce rancours of
ancient municipalism. 1875 MERIVALE Gen. Hist. Rome
Ixxx. (1877) 689 The narrow ideas of patriotic duty, by which
they had fostered their intense municipalism, were rapidly
obliterated. 1897 Encycl. Soc. Reform 905 Municipalism
may be defined as the theory, or the practice of the theory,
that it is wise to extend the functions of the municipality.

1898 Daily N&vs 13 Dec. 8/3 Mr. Sidney Webb has been

studying
*

Municipalism ,. .with characteristic zeal in the

United States, Australia, and New Zealand.

Muuicipalist (miwnrsipalist). [f.
MUNICIPAL

a. (- -1ST.] a. One who advocates the extension

of the range of municipal action or control; e.g.
an advocate of municipal trading, b. One who is

skilled or experienced in municipal administration.

1859 (title} The Municipalise New_York. 1899 U estiu.

Gaz. 10 Apr. 9/2 The Municipalists in the United States
scored several notable successes at the recent elections.

1904 Daily C/iron. 20 Apr. 4/4 It was odd to hear the son of
the great municipalist attacking, in his father s presence,
the municipalities for their heavy borrowings.

Municipality (mimiisiparliti). [a. F. mu
nicipality f. municipal: see MUNICIPAL.]
1. A town, city, or district possessed of privileges

of local self-government, also applied to its in

habitants collectively.
Somewhat rareexc. with reference to foreign countries (as

France or Italy) where the word is the regular name of an
administrative unit. In New Orleans, a district of the city
corresponding to a ward (Webster 1847).

1790 BURKE Fr. Rei&amp;gt;. Sel. Wks. II. 143 The municipalities
had taken an alarm. 1841 LEWIS On Cart. Dependencies
71 n0te

t
A body of public functionaries may preside for

certain purposes over a district (as a county, department,
municipality, or borough). 1865 MAFFEI Brigand Life 11.

47 In the municipality of Bisaccia. .the only boys school
was a miserable place which hardly deserved the name.
2. The governing body of a town or district

having municipal institutions (usually, the Mayor
and Corporation).
1795 HEL. M. WILLIAMS Lett, on France I. 170 (Jod.) We

afterwards obtained our liberty by means of the municipality
to whom we were unknown. 1800 WELLINGTON in (Umv,
Desp. (1834) I. 262 They might for a time be under the in

spection of the municipality to use a French phrase*. 1836
ALISON Hist. Europe xlii. B (1849-50) VII. 91 To the great
disappointment of the municipality and people. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 18 Nov. 4/2 If the new municipality provide these,
then the supply of the inferior water of the companies niav
be purchased if desired,

3. A MUNICIPIUM.
ft 1805 MURPHY Salhtsf (1807) 196 If by your authority

you oblige the municipalities to receive the prisoners. 1872
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. ss. 237 The Municipality, from

uniting the advantages of self-government with the privi

leges of citizenship, became the most favoured form of colony.
4. Government on municipal principles; munici

pal institutions.

187. E. A. FREEMAN in L. Stephen Lett. J. R. Green (1902)

214 Here [in Italy] was municipality on its grandest scale.

Municipalizatioii (miwnisipSlaiz^-Jan).
[-ATION.] The action of the verb MUNICIPALIZE.
1884 J. RAE in Contemp. Rev. Feb. 296 The municipaliza-

tion of ground rents. 1890 G. B. SHAW Fabian F.ss. Social
ism 51 The further mumcipalization of the gas industry is

proceeding with great rapidity.

Municipalize (mi/mi sipabiz), v. [f. MU
NICIPAL rt. + -iZE.] trans. To bring under muni

cipal ownership or control ; to endow (a city, etc.)

with municipal institutions.

1880 W. M. TORRENS in \gth Cent. Nov. 770 A measure
fcr municipalising London. 1893 E. S. L. BUCKLAND in

Westm. Rev. Feb. 127 Now, when men are so anxious to

municipalise our institutions. 1903 L. DARWIN Municipal
Trade 3 The different kinds of enterprises which have.,
been extensively municipalised.

Municipally (mi7ii&quot;sipaU), adv. [f. MUNI
CIPAL a, + -LT ^J With regard to a municipality
or municipal affairs.

a 1842 ARNOLD Hist. Rome (1843) III. 8 At the beginning
of the second Punic war Capua., was beyond all doubt

municipally independent. 1888 Pall Mall G. 9 May 6/2
General Boulanger has been municipally returned for three
Communes in the Department of Lozere.

Municipial(l, obs. forms of MUNICIPAL.

II Municipium (mi77nisi pi;f&amp;gt;m).
Roman Ant.

PI. municipia. [L. municipium, f. mftnicip-,

municeps : see MUNICIPAL.] A city whose citizens

had the privileges of Roman citizens.

1720 STRYPE Slew s Sarv. 1. i. 7/1 Nor is there any Reason
to think the Romans built the City of London, where there
was neither a Colony nor a Municipium. 1727 LARDNER
Wks. (1838) I. 70, Municipia were towns, or cities, which
had the citizenship of Rome bestowed upon them, and yet
still lived according to their own laws and constitutions.
x86x PEARSON Early $ Mid. Ages Eng. 184 A Roman co-
Ionia or municipium had consisted pretty generally of two
main classes, the servile, and the free, who might by courtesy
be called the self-governing.

Municiple, obs. form of MUNICIPAL.

Municipy (miwni sipi). rare. [ad. L. muni
cipium : see MUNICIPIUM.] f a. = MUNICIPIUM.
Ix A municipality.
1579 TWYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. n. Ep. Ded. 160 b, The

actes and lawes of certeme Municipies or freedomes haue

bene such... that they haue perished with their authours.
1882 W. CORY Mod. Eng. Hist. n. 431 A parish was not a

municipy or corporation.. the Legislature quietly created
federal municipies called Boards of Guardians, capable of.,

buying manorial or trust lands.

t Muni ferOUS, a. Obs. [f. late L. munifer
(f. m fin-us gift + -fer bearing) + -ous.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT G/ossogr., ^fffffnwx,..that carries a gift.

t Mimi fic, a. Ohs. [a. L. munific-us, f.

Diun-its gift: see MUNEKAL and -FIC.]
= MUNI

FICENT. So f Munifl-cal a.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 931 With trumpets,
drums, peales of ordinance, and all other signes of mumncaU
and joyfull entertainment. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Alnni-

Jical, (inunijicus), bountiful, liberal, 1754 T. DLACKLOCK
Hytnn Div. Love vi, To thee, munific, ever-flaming Love I

One endless hymn united nature sings.

t Muni-ficate, v. Obs. [f. L.
//?;//&amp;gt;&&amp;lt;?/-,

iintntfifiire^ f. miinific-us : see prec.] (See quot.)
i6z3 COCKERAM, MuniJicatC) to inrich.

t Muiiifica-tion. Obs.
[f. MUNIFY v. : see

-FiCATioy.] Protection
;
defence.

1653 R- SANDERS rhyshgn. b iij, Against the most ho -tile

shafts of envy, I shall not need much munification.

Munificence (miwm fisena), [a. F. innnifi-
cence

t
ad . L. munificcnlia, f. munificent- : see

MUNIFICENT #.] The quality of being munificent
;

splendid liberality in giving.
1555 EDKN Decades 93 To persuade hym of the. .munifi

cence. .of owre men. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxviii.

(1887) 170 That benefit, which the munificence of nature
hatli liberally bestowed on him. 1685 PETTY Last M ill in

Tracts (1769) p. ix, I would advise my wife in this case, to

spend hur whole 1587 /. per ann. that is to say, on her own
entertainment, charity, and munificence. 1793 Bletckstone s
Coituii. I. viii. 2S6(7/t , Though thiswas a splendid instance of

royal munificence, yet it s operation is slow and inconsider-

power of the saint called forth the devotion and munificence
of the people. 1892 GLADSTONE in Daily Ne~vs 5 Dec. 2 4&amp;gt;

I am sure that Liverpool, w v
; le it continues to ama&amp;gt;s wealth,

will not fall behind in the necessary concomitant to redeem
wealth from degradation the quality of munificence.

t Munrficency._0/^. Also 6 -eutie, muue-
fycencie. [ad. L. mTinificcntia : see prec.]

= MU
NIFICENCE. Also, an instance of munificence.

1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 83 Lucius..

consecratinge to Christe suche temples as weare erected for

the
[dolls

of the jentiles, largelie adorned them with hh
munificentie. 1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual Fvj, Munefy-
cenc ie, lyberalytie, and hospy*alyty. 1613 SHEIU.EY Trav.
Persia 83 Why .should hee not giue time to the growing of

his better fortunes, by your Maiesties Munificcncies and
fauours. 16156. SANDYS TVov. 03 Whatsoever here is estim

able, proceedeth from the Mumficency of this River. 1651
G. W. tr. Co-vel s Inst. 114 Either by the munificency of our

Kings, or by the too much negligency c . our Common-wealth,

Munificent (rniwni fisent), a. [f. L. mfmifi-
cent-y derivation-stem vtmunijiciis*. see MrxiriCdr.
Not in Fr. ; the form was suggested \yymagnificcnt and

the other words of similar ending, and by munificence.]
Of persons: Splendidly generous in gifts, bounti

ful. Of actions, gifts: Characterized by munificence.

1583 HAYES Gilbert s I oy. m Hakluyt (1589) 680 Imitating
the nature of the munificent God. 1607 B. JoNSON Volpone
i. iii, You are too munificent. 1649 Alcoran 27 God pro-
miseth to you his grace and mercie ; he is munificent, and
omniscient. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. i. 5 Think
it not enough to be Liberal, but Munificent. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Cowm, I. Introd. i. 27 Our munificent benefactor
Mr. Viner. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleontania 200 note

t

Chaucer, and h is munificent friend and patron John of Gaunt.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 78 Perhaps none of the
munificent subscriptions of our own age has borne so great
a proportion to the means of the nation. 1868 MILMAN St.

Paul s xiii. 332 Laud., was munificent, almost magnificent.
1893 R. T. JEFFREY Visits to Calvary 147 A munificent

marriage settlement has been made for you.

Munificently (miwni-fisentli), adv. [f. MU
NIFICENT a. + -LY *.] In a munificent manner; with

splendid generosity.
1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Gj, Some large summes of

monie.. which I knew not how better to imploy..than by
spending it munificently vnder your name. 1628 Be. HALL
Old Relig. vi. 2. 48 That God doth graciously accept, and
munificently recompence our good workes. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vi. 5. 317 Henry had munificently rewarded
his services to the crown.

Hence f Muni-ficentneas. Obs.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Munijicentness^ Liberality, Bounti-
fulness.

t Munifience. Obs. [Badly f. MUNIFY +

-ENCE.] Fortification, defence.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. ir. x. 15 Untill that Locrine for his

Realmes defence, Did head against them make and strong
munifience [so ed. 1596; ed, 1590 has munificence],

t Mu*nify, v. Obs. firreg. f. L. mftni-o (inf.

nnintre] to fortify + -FT.] trans. To fortify ; to

provide with defences. Hence Magnified///, a.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars ir. xxxiv, The King assayles,
the Barons munify d. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii.

27 Though many well munified places were fetched off with
out any resistance. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. 609 The
Diuell. .replied that he., had no power to enter, the place

being so munified and defended by his holy supplications.

Muniment (mi?miment). Forms: 5 mine-

ment, munyment(e, 5-6 munimente, 6 minu-

mente,myniment, 6-8 miniment, 7 munument,
mynamente, 4- muniment, [a. OF. muniment

(AF., in sense r, Rolls Parlt. an. 1315), ad. L.



MUNION.
mnnimentunt fortification, defence (in mecl.Latin

title-deed, etc., as sense i below), f. mnm~re :

see MUNITE v. and -MENT.]
1. A document (such as a title-deed, charter, etc.)

preserved as evidence in defence of rights or privi

leges belonging to a person, family, or corpora
tion. Chiefly in collective plural.
Formerly sometimes confused with MONUMENT sb* 2.

1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 479/1 Alle the Munimentes that

longeth to the Cominalte of the seidTown. &quot;1470 HARDING
Citron. Proem, xxvii, I haue seen of it the muniment, Vnder
scale wryten. 1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI, 255/2 All Evidences,
Deeds and Minements, concerning the said Manners. 1503-4
Act ig Hen. 1//S, c. 35 2 AH the evydences chartrez and
munymentes concernyng the premysses. 155* HULOET,
Rollt-s or lyke places, where minumenies or recordes he
kepte. 1594 WEST 2&amp;gt;ut Pt. Symbol., Chanctrie 105 The
said deedes, evidences, escriptes, writings, and myniments.
1620 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 287 The ancient recordes and
mynamentes, not onely of the towne, but also of other
societies in other remote placesof the kingdome. 1776 Trial
ofNundocoinar 32/2 Among the other records and muni
ments. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) x &quot;i- 194 The
roll of his domestic expenses, preserved among the muni
ments of the bishopric. 1893 FOWLER Hist. C.C.C. (p. H.S.)
198 The various muniments, i.e. title-deeds or evidences
relating to the College property.
2. Anything serving as a means of defence or

protection. Now rare.

1546 LAXGLF.Y Pol. Verg. De Invent. Pref. 2 For both
Beastes and Birdes have, .weapons as Homes tuskes and
other like munimentes to resist their foes. 1578 BANISTER
Hist. Man i. 6 The Bones.. which to the brayne, in their

construction, are so safe a muniment. 1629 B. JONSON On
Poems Sir j, Beaumont, Though I confesse a Beaumonts
Booke to bee The Bound, and Frontire of our Poetrie ; And
doth dfserue all muniments of praise, That Art, or Ingine,
on the strength can raise. 1650 BULWF.R Anthropoutet. 130
Others conceive one use of the Beard was for a munument.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 339 These Fora, or places of Judicature
iby the Danes called Tings), seem always to have had their
muniments of stone. 1830 Excuniner 163/2 Truth is the

simple muniment with which every power used for evil may
be met. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Worship Wks. (BohnJ
II. 403 We cannot spare the coarsest muniment of virtue.

tb. [Cf. K. viitttirto furnish (with); also MUNI
TION.] //. Things with which a person or place
is provided ; furnishings. Obs.

1485 CAXTON St. IVenefr. 24 The couent that were gone
oute cladde them with precious ornamentes of the chirche . .

and dredde not a lytell that the ornamentes and munymentis
shold be .sore hurte by the fallyng of the rayne. 1596
SPENSRR F. Q. iv. viii. 6 By chance he certaine miniments
forth drew, Which yet with him as relickes did abide. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. \. i. 122 Our Steed the Legge, the Tongue our

Trumpeter, With other Muniments and petty helpes In this

our Fabricke. 1852 MUXDY Onr Antipodes (1857) 6 Where
the receiving-rooms and bed-rooms contain little beyond
the muniments necessary for sitting and lying.

3. attrib., as muniment-chest, -house, -room
;

also muniment deed, a title-deed.

1870 F. R. WILSON C/i. Lindisf. 1 14 In this chamber isalarge
carved muniment chest. &amp;lt;z 1864 HAWTHORNE Sejt. Felton

(1879) 162 Have you. .no *muniment deed? 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.) A *Munitnent house (in Cathedral, or Collegiate
Churches, Castles, Colledges or such like) is a house or little

room of strength, purposely made for keeping the Seal,
Plate, Evidences, Charters, &c. of such Church, Colledge,
&c., such Evidences being called in Law Muniments. 1661
WOOD Life 18 Mar.lO.H.S.) I. 384 Dr. Wallis sent for A. W.
to com to him, then in the *muniment-room in the School
Tower. 1899 A. CLARK Wood s Oxford (O.H.S.) III. 105
In the muniment-room of the Dean and Chapter of Lincoln.

t Mu nion. Mil. 06s. rare. [a. F. moignon
stump : see MoNION.1 The trunnion of a gun.
1646 ELDRED Gunners Glasse 104 The knobs of the mettal

at each side of the Peece are called the Tronions or M unions.

Munion, variant of MUNNION.

t Mtrnish, v. Qbs. l

[f. . tmmiss-
t length

ened stem of munir\ L. mumre : see MUNITE
z&amp;gt;.]

trans. To fortify, provide with means of defence.

1633 J. DONE Hist. Septnagint 69 It is scituated neare
to tne Temple in a most faire seate munished with many
towers made of Stones of extreame greatnesse.

Munishon, obs. form of MUNITION.
Muili te, &quot;v. Obs. exc. Hist. Pa. pph. 5-6
munyte, 7 munite.

[f.
L. mftnit-, ppl. stem of

,

muntre to wall round, fortify, secure, earlier

itianire t f. mcenia pi., walls, ramparts; cogn, w.
murus (earlier mcerus) wall.] trans. To fortify,

strengthen, protect. Hence f Muni &quot;ted ///. a.
9

j

f Muni ting vbl. sb.

^1420 Pallati. on Husb. vr. 223 Other condite hem kepe in

pottesctene With pyk munyte & couching throute alway. 1533
6V. Papers Hen. Vflt (1830) I. 411 note, The fortresses and
havens to be fortifyed and munyted. 1578 BANISTER Hist.
Man i. 6 The head.. in whose propper angles they are..

strongly munited from all externe and accidental! iniuries.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne I. xlvii. (1632) 154 He had the better
leasure to. . strengthen Townes, to munite Castles [etc.]. 1624
QUARLES Stones Sonn. xx, 14 An yvorie Tower, In. .munited

power. 1625 BACON Ess. t Unity in Kelig. (Arb.) 431 Men
must beware, that in the Procuring, or Muniting, of Religious
Vnity, they doe not Dlssolue and Deface the Lawes of

Charity. 1657 EARL MONM. tr. Parutas Pol. Disc. 170 His
Enemy is in the Dominions, in a well munited seat. 1665
J. WEBB SYtw*-//^.^ 150 It was not unusual. .to munite the
Tumuli of their Dead with suchempalements. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. 5), Munite t fenced, made strong.

Munition (miwnrjan), sb. Forms: 5 muny-
cion, 5-6 monysion, -yon, 5-7 municion, 6

monition, monycion, munishon, munitione,

768

-tioun(e, munycyon, 6- munition, [a. F. muni
tion, ad. L. munition-em^ f. mnnire : see MUNITE

&amp;gt;.]

1 1. a. The action of fortifying or defending,
fortification, lit. andyf^. b. concr. A fortification,

defensive structure or work ; anything that serves

as a defence or protection. Obs.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. iii. (S.T.S.) 22 Sic things done,
he garnist mont palentyne, quhare he was nurist, with

strang mvnitioun. 6*1540 tr. Pot, Vcrg. Eng. Hist. (Cam-
den) I. 259 Leavingea garrison for the munition of the porte
hee hasted into Denmarcke. 1555 EDEN Decades 121 The

\

situation of the place hath no natural munition or defense.

1565 CALFHILL Ansiu, Treat. Crosse 39 Let vs enter into
I the walled cities, The battayles of the Heretiques doe arise,

j

Let the munitions of Christ holde vs. 1613 PUKCHAS Pil~

\ grimage (1614) 598 The inhabitants, .haue the middest of

,
the Groue fortified with a triple wall. The first munition
containeth the Kings Pallace; the second [etc.], a 1619
DANIEL On Death Earl ofDevon. 351 With what munition

,

he did fortifie His heart. (11619 FOTHEKBY Atheom, 11. vii.
1

4(1 622) 268 The fortification and munition of their Towne.
1675 T. TURXOR Bankers fy Creditors (ed. 2) 39 Such was
the Care of our Ancestors, .in the Munition and Fencing
about of their Rights and Pioperties. a 1716 SOUTH Strut.

(1744) VII. iv*. 75 The inward firmness of one must be cor
roborated by the exterior munitionsofthe other. ITQlCoWPER
Iliad i. 357 Whose might, the chief munition is of all our host.

1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xvii. (1818) II. 27 [Ants] unite
more intimately for defence against some common enemy,
and to raise works of munition that may resist his attack.

2. sing. and//. Military stores; = AMMUNITION I.

Often more explicitly munition s of war.
In the 1 6- 1 7th c. the sing, was often used spec. (aniiiitiHi*

tion in the present restricted sense) for what is used in

charging firearms and ordnance, as powder, shot, shell, etc.

The word is now rare exc. in pL, chiefly in the full phrase,
which is somewhat arch.
a JS33 I D- BKRXERS Ifuon xx. 58 A grete shyppe,..wel

furnysEyd with bysket, wynes and flesshe,..and with mony-
syons of warre. 1544 in R. G. Marsden Set. PI, Crt. A din.

(1894) I. 140 All the victelles powder and monycions of the

shippe. 1560 DAUS tr. Steidane s Comm. 56 They were
neyther sufficiently furnished of munition nor weapons.
1565 COOF-F.R T/iesanrits, Armatitrs* duplices,. .Souldiours

hauyng double munition. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chides (1817)

154 No maruel though, their hearts within did quaile Who
did. .behold Their powlder fayld, theyr water waxed skant
Their hope i.s smal, that doth munishon want. 1616 EVLLO-
KAR Eug. Expos., Munition, great Ordinance for the warre,
great shot. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 163 We had of

Tooles, Armes, and Munition sufficient. 1x639 SPOTTISWOOD
Hist. C/i. Scot, n. (1677) 81 Right against it was all the
munition of the Castle planted. 1642 Petition in Ho. Lords
16 Apr. in Clarendon Hist. Reb, v. 55 Armes, and Muni
tion for defence of this Kingdom. 1737-41 CHAMBERS Cyct.^

Munition, or Ammunition^ the provisions wherewith any
place is furnished in order for defence; or wherewith a
vessel is stocked for a voyage ; or [those] that follow a camp
for its subsistence. 1818 COBBF.TT Pot. Reg. XXXIII. 200
The President states.. that they have given aid to neither
of the parties in men, money, ships or munitions of war.

1825 SCOTT Talism. xx, De Vaux having been sent to
Ascalon to bring up reinforcements and supplies of military
munition. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria I. 302 The company
was to fit them out, and keep them supplied with the

requisite equipments and munitions, and they were to yield
one half of the produce of their hunting and trapping. 1868
ROGERS Pol. Econ. xvii. (1876) 227 Gunpowder, firearms, or

any other commodity whLh may be brought within the defini
tion of munitions of war.

transf. and _/?-. 1560 DAUS ir.Sleidane sComm, 233 That
olde enemyeof mankynde.Jayeth to all hys munition. 1625
B. JONSON Staple of N. \. iii, Here Master Picklocke, Sir,

your man o Law
t
And learn d Atturney, has sent you a

Bag of munition, a. 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 101 Take
(after) from the Bodie, all the Munition, that armes, and
makes it strong in resisting. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown n.

iv, They carry all their munitions [for birds* nesting] into

calling-over.

fb. ? Apparatus. Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 33 Holding in his
hondea flabotomye of [Iread or] munycion for latyng blood.

t3. ?A granted right or privilege; MUNITY.
1461 Rolls ofParlt. V. 489/2 Corporacions, Municions, . .

Annexions, Unyons, severauncez from Shires.

f4. ? The action of providing, provision. Obs.

m 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. 7^(1830) 113 Also for to make
Into the same his saide grete Warderobe monysion of all

maner of stuff. 1642 LD. SAVE & SELE Sp. in Parlt. 25
Feb. 3 This munition of such formes upon all men.
5. Comb. : munition bread [F. pain de muni

tion] ammunition bread \ munition house =
ammunition house

\ munition ship (see quots.);
t munition-wine, wine supplied to soldiers.

1629 S^hertogenbosh 50 The Gouernours diuided also

*mu[n]ition bread amongst the needy Burgers. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk., Munition bread, contract or commis
sariat bread. 1560 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1875) III. 263 To put
in the samyn [pikis] in the townys *mvmtion hous quhair
thay war of before. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Munition
S/t/^St&uch Vessels as are employ d to carry ammunition &c.
and to tend upon a Fleet of Men of War. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bit.^ Munition

ships,
those which carry the

naval stores for a fleet, as distinguished from the victuallers.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xxxv, So hard frosts, that their
*munition-wines were faine to be cut and broken with
hatchets.

Munition (miwni-Jan), v. [f. MUNITION sb.

Cf. F. munitionner (loth c. in Littre),]
1. trans. To supply with munitions of war.

1578-9 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 79 The citie of Car
lisle, with ane strong castell and citidaill thairin, weill

munitioned. 1640 GENT Knave in Or. i. i. B ij, A Leaguer
cannot be planted, mann d, victuall d, and munition d with
a small magazine. 1651 HOWELL Venice 102 Twelve Gallies

ready rigg d and munitioned, which his Holiness shall

MUNTER.

f

mann for the service of the League. 1888 M. MORRIS Cla-
ver/wuse viii. 144 The castles of Stirling and Edinburgh

I
were munitioned for war. 1895 N. Amer. Rev. Mar. 37^

|
England has strongly fortified and completely munitioned

1 stations at Halifax and St. John s.

2. To furnish (a room), rare.

1877 Hon. Miss Ferrnrdll.ii. 131 Helena s room was very
differently munitioned from the pretty chamber she had left.

Munitioner (mi&amp;lt;ni j3n3j). rare. [f. MUNITION
sb. or v. + -EB 1. Cf. F. iiiitnitionnaire.] f a. One
who supplies military stores, a commissary. Obs.

b. One who has the custody of ammunition.
1632 HOLLAND Cyrupxdia 141 The order of the Pioners,

merchants and trades-men, artizanes and munitioners. 1888
RODWAV & WATT C/iron. Hist. Guiana I. 9 By some acci
dent the whole stock of gunpowder exploded. Juan Martinez,
the munitioner, or Captain of Artillery, was charged with

negligence.

tMuni tor. Obs. rare 1
, [a. L. munllor,

agent-n. f. muntre : see MUNITE v.] One who
works on fortifications.

1669 LEVBOURN in Sturmy Mariner s Mag. Commend.
Verses, And the Munitor hither may resort For Rules
whereby to Fabricate his Fort.

Muility (miK niti). Now rare. [App. a quasi-

etymological alteration (as if from L. miinire to

fortify, confirm) of IMMUNITY; the word being
misapprehended in the positive sense privilege ,

the negative prefix seemed inappropriate.] A
| granted right or privilege ;

= MUNITION 3.
In the quot. from Mountague (1648) in mod. Diets, inunily

is a misprint for mutiny.

1467-8 Rolls of Parlt. V. 597/1 Libertees, Fraunchises,
Mumteez, Possessions, .. and all other thinges in eny of the
said Letters Patentes conteyned. 1640 [H. PARKER] Case
Ship Money 12 These all in some sense may bee called

Munities, or indemnities, belonging to the sacred person of
the King. 1644 Jus Pop. 46 It appears by the story of

I

Kehoboam that the people might capitulate for
.just

Mu-
nities. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 446 It is in those
elements of character which should forever prevent us from
trusting him with equal social munities with ourselves.

Munjack, obs. form of MANJAK.
1699 DAMPIER Voy, II. n. 130 Munjack is a sort of Pitch

or Iiitunien, which we find in lumps.

Munjak, variant of MUJJTJAC.

il Munjeet(mzmd3? t). Alsomanjit, mungeet,
munjeeth. [BengaliM;VM (Hindi majit/i}.&quot;]

The

Bengal Madder, Rubia tordifolia (formerly Mua-
jista) ; the roots of this plant used in dyeing.

Also erroneously applied to the roots of Morinda citrifolia

\
and J/. tinctoria (Bentley Man. Bot., ed. 5, 1883).

1813 E. BANCROFT Perm. Colours II. 278 More recently..
it has acquired in the Company s Sale Catalogues, the name
of manjit and mungeet. 1819 Act 50 Geo. Ill, c. 52 (Rates

i Inwards), Madder or Munjeet. 1846 LINDLF.V Veg. Kingd.
770 The roots of Rubia cordifolia. .yield the Madder of

. Bengal, and form even an article of the export commerce
to Europe, under the name of Munjeeth.
attrib. 1864 Munjeet-garancine [see MUNJISTIX],

Munjistin (mzmdji-stin). Chem, [f. mod.L.

Miinjist-a, Roxburgh s specific name of the mun-

ject + -IN.] An orange colouring matter contained

in munjeet.
1863 STF.NHODSE in Proc. Roy. Soc. Land. XII. 634 Mun-

jistine exists in munjeet in considerable quantity, and can

therefore be easily obtained. 1864 ibid. XIII. 86 When
the greater part of the munjistine is removed from munjeet-

garancine by boiling water.

Munk-corn, obs. form of MONGCORN.

Munk(e, obs. forms of MONK.

Munk(k)ey, -kye, obs. forms of MONKEY.
Munmoth, obs. form of MONMUUTH.

Munn(e, variant forms of MUN s&.1

Munne, variant of MIN v. - Obs.

Munnion (mzrnysn). Arch. Forms : 6 muu-
nyon, 7 minion, 7-8 monion, (7 monyon), 8-9
munion, 7- munnion. [Alteration of rnunial

MONIAL.] = MULLION.
1593-4 in Swayne Saruni Churclmi. Ace. (1896) 299 Set-

tin^e vp of 26 foote of newe Mvnnyons, 13*. 1617 in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 205 The iames and minions

to be of white stone. 1679 MOXON Mech. Exerc. ix. 170
The upright Posts that divide the several Lights in a

Window-frame, are called Munnions. 1761 in Phil. Trans.
LII. 513 The glass not only suffered, but the monions were

greatly damaged. i8J3 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 566
The window-frames, of oak, consist of a Munnion, Tran
som and bars. 1839 STONEHOUSE Axholme 293 The stone

work in the munions, &c., of the clearstory were renewed.

1883 CLARK RUSSELL Sailors Lang., Munions, the pieces
between the lights in the galleries of ships in former times.

Munnt, Munonday, obs. ff. MOUNT, MONDAY.

Munpynnys, variant of MOMPYNS Obs.

a 1519 SKELTON H&amp;lt;nvc Douty Dk. of Albany, etc. 293, I

shrewe thy Scottishe lugges, Thy munpynnys, and thy crag.

Munsel, obs. form of MANZIL.

Munshee, -1 : see MOONSHEE.

Munsheel, variant of MUXCHEEL.

Munshy, obs. variant of MOONSHEE.
1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 283/1.

MunsLt: see MOONSIFF.

Munster, obs. form of MINSTEK l
, MDSTEB.

Munstral, obs. form of MINSTREL.

Munt, obs. form of MINT zi.i, MOUNT.

t Mu nter. -ft. Obs. [a. F- montrc watch. Cf.

MONTRA slang.] A watch.



MUNTIN.

1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 188 Speech in

Scotland. We call here a clock a knock, a watch a munter.

1644 Sc. ActsChas. 7(1819) VI. 152/1 Clocks, Watches, and
Munters.

Muntibank, obs. form of MOUNTEBANK sb.

Mil11till (mzvntin). Building. Forms : 4 moun-
tayne, 7 mountan, moontan, 7-9 munton, 8

montan, 9 muntija, -ing. [By-form of MONTANT
with / dropped.] A central vertical piece between
two panels, the side pieces being called stiles.

[1330-2 in J. T. Smith Antiq. Westminster (1807) 207 Six

pieces of timber, called mountaynes, ready prepared for the
said chapel.] 1611 COTGR., Montant, a Mountan; an vp-
right beame, or post in building. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
iii. xiv. (Roxb.) 15/3 The Rome well wanscoted about either

with Moontan and panells, or carved as the old fashion was.

1703 T. N. CitySfC. Purchaser 28 Stiles, Rails, and Mon-
tans are of different breadths. 1774 GOSTLING Walk Can-
terb. xxv. 101 note, For example, by Gothic windows I mean
those where the lights are narrow, and divided by muntons
of stone. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 228 Muntins or
Montants. The vertical piecesof the frameof a door between
the stiles. 1850 Parker s Gloss. Arc/tit, s. v., English joiners

apply the term muntin to the intermediate upright bars of

framing, and call the outside uprights styles.

Muntjak (mzrntdsjrek). Also mintjac, rrmn-

jak, muntjac(k. [a. Sunda minchek (Rigg Sunda

Diet.}. } A small Asiatic deer of the genus Cer-

vulus, esp. C. muntjak of Java. (See quot. 1891.)
1798 NF.MNICK Polygl. Lex. v. 835 Muntjack Cennts Munt

jac. 1838 Penny Cycl. XV. 430/1 Such a conformation exists

in some of the males of the Cervidx^ the Munjak for instance.

1880 Encycl. Brit. XI 1 1. 602/2 The kidang or mintjac (Ctrvu-
lus munijac). 1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Introd. Mammals
316 The native name Muntjac has been generally adopted in

Europe for a small group of Deer indigenous to the southern
and eastern parts of Asia and the adjacent islands, which
are separated by very marked characters from all their allies.

attrib. 1838 Proc. Zool. Soc. vi. 105 A new species of

Muntjac Deer, which lately died at the Gardens.

Munton, variant of MUNTIN.

Munuc(n, obs. forms of MONK.
Munument, obs. form of MUNIMENT.

Mununday, obs. form of MONDAY.
Mimye, Munzel, -il, Muohwa, variant forms

of MING v. Obs., MANZIL, MAHWA.
Muphti(e, obs. form of MUFTI.

Muquaddam, variant of MOKADDAM.
Mur, obs. form of MIRE J/;.1

1275 XI Pains ofHell 150 in O. E. Misc. 151 Half heo
dob in o fur And half in-to a froren mur.

Mur, obs. f. MooBjtf.1 ; var. MURE a., MDRR.
Mursena, murena (miuu-na). Also angli

cized 6-8 murene. [a. L. milrsena, mftrena sea-

eel, lamprey, a. Gr. pvpatva t also ff^vpatva, a fern.

formation on pvpos, o^vpos sea-eel. Cf. F. murene

(whence peril, the form murene above), Sp. morena^

Pg. moreia (whence MORAY), It. murena.
&quot;\

In

early use applied vaguely as the name of a kind of

eel mentioned by ancient writers. Now usually, a

fish of the genus Murxna, the type of the family
or Eels.

1555 EDEN Decades 200 Manates murene many other

fysshes which haue no names. 1601 HOLLAND /Y/y 1, 248 Hee
caused certain slaues condemned to die, to be put into the
stewes where these Lampreies or Mursenes were kept. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The Mitnena and lamprey,
called by the Latin authors, lampetra^ dXQ. two very different

fishes. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. znd Voy. xlvii. 620 Could
we have dug out of Herculaneum or Pompeii.. a muraena
fattened on Syrian slaves. 1899 Pop. Set. Monthly Sept.
685 Murenas are only eaten by the negroes.

Muraeiioid (mum noid), a. and sb. Also mu-
renoid. [f. MUB^N-A + -OID.] a. adj. Belong
ing to the family Murasnidse. of fishes (see prec.).
b. sb. A mursenoid fish.

1848 OWEN in Times 14 Nov. 9/1 Both, .like other murae-
noid fishes and the known small sea snake (kydrophis) swim
by undulatory movements of the body. 1849 CRAIG, Mure*
noidsi a family of Apodal fishes, including the true eels.

1859-62 RICHARDSON, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. II. 140 Family
III Murasnoids (Mursenxdze [sic]).

Murage (miue-redg). Now Hist. [a. OF.
murage, in med.L. muragmm^ f. F. mur wall : see

MURE sb. and -AGE.]
1. A toll or tax levied for the building or repair

ing of the walls of a town
; also, in mod. use,

murage duty. Also the right granted to a town
for the levying of such a toll.

[1275 Stat. Westm, 3 Edw. /, c. 31 Des Citeins e des

Burgeys a ki le Rey ou son piere ad grante Murage, por
lor vile enclore.] 1423 Cov. Leet Bk. (E. E. T. S.) 59 pat
Mold Lichefeld pay to be murage of this cite aftur

\&amp;gt;e
lond

l&amp;gt;at
she holdithe, & no ober wyse. c 1440 Jacob s Well iv.

29 To paye toll, pyckage, murage, or grondage. 1502
Arnolde s Chron.(\Zii) 22 We haue grauntyd for vs and
for our eyers to our citezens yl

they..be quyt for euer
of pauage pontage and murage by al our reame. 1636
PRYNNE Remonstr. agst. Shipmoncy 8 Kings of England
cannot by their Prerogative.. grant Murage, or any other
such Tallage to any by Patent, a 1676 HALE Narr. Customes
iii. in S. A. Moore Foreshore (1888) 33^ These two sorts of
taxes, (i) Murage : for the wallinge in of a port so that it

may bee safe against invasion of forren enemyes [etc.]. (2)

Kaiage or wharfage. 1794 W. HUTCHINSON Hist. Cumbld.
I. Gloss., Murage)

a toll taken for a cart or horse laden

going through a walled city or town for repairing the walls
thereof. 1810 LYSONS Magna Brit, II. 11. 581 Another
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ancient office is that of the murengers [of Chester], whose
duty it is to receive the murage duties, and superintend
their expenditure in the repair of the walls. 1851 Orig.
Paroch. Scot. I. 467 In the same year. .the same King
granted to his burgesses of Rokesburgh liberty to raise a
yearly murage from saleable commodities brought into the
town in order to enclose it for the greater security of the
same and the parts adjacent.

t 2, The building of walls
;
also a system of de

fensive walls (cf. OF. murage a wall). Obs. rare.
1SS3 i 1 !oM Rep. Hist. JAS JT. Comm. App. v. 414 Massons

workinge. , uppon the workes of muradge and pavadge. 1600
HOLLAND Zzty xxxrv. xxxvili. 875 This Sparta in times past
stood without murage. And the tyrants of late dales had
built walles against the open flattes and plaine fields.

Murager: see MURENGER.
t Mu ral, sb. Obs. Forms : 5 muraill, -ayl(le,

6 mural, Sc. pi. mural3eis. [a. F. muraille:
Com. Rom. muralia (repr. L. muralia neut. pi.
of murdlis MURAL a., taken as fern. sing. : see

-AL 5); cf. Sp. muralia^ Pg. muralha, It. mu-
raglia \ also OF. murail^i.mitralh masc.] A wall.
Modern editors have introduced the word, by a doubtful

conjecture into the text of Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 208, where
the folio has Now is the morall $read wall] downe

1

. The
Quartos have the unmeaning reading Now is the moon vsed .

1471 CAXTON Recuycll (Sommer) II. 404 He sawe his
enemies that hasted hem to come vnto the muraill & wallis
with ladders. 1481 Godejfroy iii. 21 He shewid to hym. .

a parte of the muraylles whiche were thenne yet apperyng.
1485 Chas, Gt. 142 In suche wyse that the grete quarters
of the murayl & walles fyl and tombled doun to the erthe.

1513 DOUGLAS /Ends x. i. 53 Amyd the clos mural^eis and
paill, And doublll dykis, tjuhpu thai thame assail. 1555 KDEN
Decades 336 In folowyng this order of woorke in the pourg-
ynge and diuydynge of golde, it shall not bee requisite as in
other maner of practises, to bee at greate charges by reason
of many men which shall be needefull, with manye murals
[orig. &amp;lt;//ta/e /;#//], fornaces, fiers, and dyuers artificers.

Mural (miuo-ral), a. 1 Also 6-7 murail, 7 -ell.

[a. F. mural (coronne murail \^\\\ c. in llatz.-

Darm.)j cf. Sp., Pg. mitral, It, mitrak\ ad. L.

mural~is belonging to a wall, f. mftr-us wall : see

MURE and -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to a wall

; resembling a wall.
Mural diagraph (see quot. 1829) ; so mural alphabet, an

alphabet the letters of which are represented by knocks and
scratches on the wall through which the message or con
versation is being sent. Mnral toivcr (see quot. 1844).

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. viii. (1612) 35 Prouiding there

fore murail workes, they threaten hot assault. 1624 WOTTON
Archit. 1. 14 Adding much beaut ie & strength to the Murail

Angles, where they fall gracefully into an indented Worke.
1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 879 And soon repaird Her mural

breach, returning whence it rowl d. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas
v. 551 Like the mural strength Of some proud city bulwark d
round. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scott, in 1772, 120 The rocks
which on both sides are perfectly mural and equidistant.

1807 J. BARLOW Columb. n. 244 Three cities gay their mural
towers unfold. 1829 J. SWAIM (title) The Mural Diagraph,
or the art of conversing through a wall. 1844 G. T. CLARK
in Archseol. Jrnl. I. 102 The walls [of Edwardian castles]
were strengthened by mural , or towers projecting inwards,
. .and l buttress-towers projecting outwards. 1851 RICHARD-

i SON Geol. vi. (1855) 153 A mural escarpment is one of a

steeper and more perpendicular character. 1860 G. PRKSCOTT
!

Electr. Telegr. xxi. 420 The dots of the Mural alphabet are
I represented byknocks on the wall, and the lines by scratches.

1860 HARTWIG Sea fy Wond. i. 5 Bold mural coasts, rising

precipitously from the deep sea. 1880 HACGHTON Phys.
i Geoff, ii. 71 A margin of lofty unbroken mural precipices
i
nowhere less than 12,000 feet in height.

b. Roman Antiq. Mural crown (= corona

muralis] : an embattled crown, conferred upon the

soldier who first scaled the wall of a besieged town.

So also mural coronet^ garland, wreath, etc. In
i extended use, any embattled crown (e. g. that

which the goddess Cybele is portrayed as wearing ;

also Her.}.
1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, n. xi. 54 The mural or

j

wal croune that was geuen to him that scaled firste the walles.
; 1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 77 b, One is named a Crowne

murail. 1600 HOLLAND Livy vr. 231 Two goodly murail

garlands [bestowed upon Manlius] for scaling and entering
upon the wals first. 1629 MASSINGER Picture n. ii, All
rewards And signes of honour, as the Ciuicke garland, The
murail wreath, the enemies prime horse,..To him alone are

proper. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 85 r 2 He toils with-
out the hope ofmural or civick garlands. 1851 HELPS Comp.
Solit. iv. (1874) 54 One in rich vesture, superb, with what
seems like a mural crown on her head.
Comb. 1872 HOWELLS Wedd. Jonrn. (1892) 297 The mighty

rock, mural-crowned.
2. Placed, fixed, or executed on a wall.
1561 EDEN Arte Nauig. n. xvi. 43 b, You wyll make a

mural dial. 1837 HOWITT Ritr. Life vi. xvi. (1862) 584 The
mural tablets to the memory of departed rectors. 1842 GWILT
Archit. Gloss, s.v., An arch inserted or attached to a wall
iscalleda muralarch\ and columns placed within or against
a wall are called mural columns. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg.
Monast. Ord. (1863) 171 A fragment of mural painting pre
served in the Christian Museum in the Vatican. 1872 JEN-
KINSON

Giiide^ Eng. Lakes (1879) 186 Isel church is a small,
ancient building, containing.. some mural inscriptions,

f b. Of a fruit-tree : Growing against, and
fastened to, a wall. Also of the fruit. Obs.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort., July 70 Mural-trees. Hid. Oct.

76 Plant dry Trees.., Standard, Mural, or Shrubs. 1709
Phil. Trans. XXVI. 469 The Sap of our finer mural Fruit-

Trees, as of Peaches. Nectarines, Apricocks, &c. 1731 Gentl.

Mag. I. 40 The Nectarine and like delicate mural Fruit.
absol. 1699 EVELYN Kal. Hort.^ Mar. (ed. 9) 30 Now is

the best time for pruning young Murals.

MURCHISONITE.
c. Astr. In mural arch, a wall, or walled

arch, placed exactly in the plane of the meridian
... for the fixing of a large quadrant, sextant, or
other instrument, to observe the meridian altitudes,

&c., of the heavenly bodies (Chambers Cycl.
1752); hence mural arc, circle, quadrant, etc., an
arc, circle, quadrant, etc., placed on such a wall;
they have been superseded by the transit-circle.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Tycho Brahe was the first

who used a mural-arch in his observations. 1786 Phil.
Trans. LXXVI. 5 In the year 1689, Mr

. Flamsteed com-
pleated his mural arc at Greenwich, 1812 WOODHOUSE
Astron. vi. 25 When the quadrant is fixed to the side of a
vertical wall in the plane of the meridian, it is called a mural
quadrant. 1867-77 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. vn. vi. 696 The
Mural Circle consists of a graduated circle furnished with a
suitable telescope and very firmly fixed to a wall (murus)
in the plane of the meridian.

3. J hys. and Path. Belonging to or connected
with the wall of the body or of any of its cavities.

Cf. PAHIETAL.
1884 UARNES Syst. Obstetric filed. $ Snrg. I. 329 Parietal,

..mural, interstitial or tubo-uterine gestation. 1898 All-
butt s Syst. Hied. V. 866 Other parts of the endocardium
maybe affected also [mural endocarditis). 1899 Ibid. VI.
r6i A thrombus formed from the circulating blood is at first

parietal or mural.

t Mirral, &amp;lt;z-

2 Obs. rare . [Badly f. L. mur-ia
brine (see MURIATIC a.) + -AL.] = MURIATIC a.

1742 PICRRY in rhil. Trans. XLII. 51 This [hot spring]
Water.. contains.. a mural Salt of a limy Quality.

Mirral, a. - - Path. rare&quot;, [a. F. mural, badly
f. mure mulberry : see -AL.] In mural calculus =
mulberry calculus (see MULBERRY 6).
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Diet., Mural, vesical calculi are so

called, when rugous and covered with tubercles or asperities.

Mil-railed, a. rare.
[f. MURAL a. 1 + -En2.]

Made into a mural crown.

1706 J. PHILIPS Ccrea.Ha 104 Ardent to deck his brows with
mural d gold, Or civic wreath of oak, the victors meed.

Murally (miuo-rali), adv. rare. [f. MntALa.l
+ -LY

-.] a. With a mural crown, b. By means
of walls or septa, c. On or from a wall.

1855 BAILEY Spir. Leg. in Mystic, etc. 107 Where Balkh
Mother of cities, murally encrowned Mourns. 1872 K.
TUCKERMAN Genera Lichcituin 138 The passage from oilour-
less spores with entire spore-cells, to brown spores with at

length murally divided spore-cells. 1882 SALA in lllnstr.

Lond. Keii S 16 Sept. 295/2 A sprig of Pellitory of the wall

murally plucked from Fountains Abbey. 1895 F. FOWLER
in I cruin (N.V.) Feb. 687 Hotels. .that have been orna
mented murally by some of the best-known painters.

Muran, obs. form of MURRAIN.
Murano (miura no). The name of an island

close to Venice, on which the manufactories of

Venetian glass are situated. Used attrib. Hence
Murane se a., belonging to Murano.
1879 A. NESBITT in Encycl. Brit. X. 653/2 In 1428 a

Muranese artificer set up a furnace in the same city [Venice],

1883 J. PATON ibid. XVI. 500/1 The products of the Murano
glass-houses quickly supplanted the mirrors of polished
metal. 1908 Outlook 4 Jan. 17/1 Of very ancient Muranese
stock, Carpaccio was born most probably in 1455.

t Murated, a. rare. [f. L. niurat-its walled

+ -ED!.] (See quot.)
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Murated, walled, encompassed with

Walls.

Murathee, variant of MAHRATTI.
Muratorian (miuratO &amp;gt;

-

rian), a. [f. Muratori

(see below) + -AN.] Of or pertaining to L. A.

Muratori(i672-I75o),anltalian scholar. Usually
in Muratorian fragment (or canon), the earliest

Western canon of the N. T. (of about 170 A. D.),

edited by Muratori in his Antiquitates Italicx.

1855 WESTCOTT Canon N. T. ii. ii. 235 The Muratorian

Fragment on the Canon. Ibid. 586 (Index), Muratorian
Canon 235. 1875 LIGHTFOOT Coiinn.Col.3$% A mention of

such an epistle occurs as early as the Muratorian fragment.

j- Muray. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. OF. murail wall :

see MURAL sb.] A fortification, wall.

13.. JC. Alls. 6228 (Bodl. MS.), He ber cas Butumay Of
Meopante bat tou? clay Wib pylers of metal stronge pat
ben an hundreb feet longe And made swiche a stronge
Muray pat neuer in tyl domesday per ne shal shipp out

passe Neiber more ne be lasse.

Muray, variant of MORAY.

Murayl(le, variant forms of MURAL sb. Obs.

Murberien, obs. pi. form of MULBERRY.
Murburne, -byrn, obs. forms of MOOR-BURN.

Murc(k, variant forms of MURK rf.2

Murcok(e, obs. forms of MOOR-COCK.
t Murdie. Obs. rare 1

. A dwarf.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 348/2 Murche, lytyll man. Nanus,

vet navus.

Murchisonite (mS-jtfisanait). Min. [f. name
of Sir Roderick Impey Murchison (1792-1871) +

-ITE.] A variety of orthoclase of flesh-red colour,

resembling pertite.
1827 A. LEVY in Philos. Mag. Ser. ll. I. 452, I shall pro

pose for the substance I have described the name of Mur
chisonite, in compliment to the gentleman who first directed

my attention to it. 1883 M. F. HEDDLE in Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 419/2 Amazon Stone..and Murcnisonite, golden or

greyish yellow, from Arran and Dawlish, are varieties [of
Common Felspcir\.
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MURCID.

tMtrrcid, a, Obs, rare&quot; , [ad. late L. mur-
\

(id-its slothful. Cf. MUBCOUS a.~\ Cowardly, un- .

advised, sloathful (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

tMirrcons,#. Obs.rare-^. [f. late L. murc-us

(Amm. Marc.) one who cuts off his thumb to escape

military service + -ous.] Having the thumb cut off. :

1684 tr. Sonet s Merc. Comfit, xiv. 475 When Surgeons ,

do not handle [whitlows] as they should, .they render their
,

Patients murcous.

Murder (mJud3j), sb. Forms: a. I morpor,

-ur, 3-4 morpre, 3-4, 6 murthre, 4 myrj&amp;gt;er, 4-6

murthir, morther, 5 Sc. murthour, murthyr, ,

5-6 murthur, 6 mwrther, Sc. morthour, 4-9
j

(now dial, and Hist, or arch.) murther; 0. 3-5
j

murdre, 4-5 moerdre, 4-6 mordre, 5 moordre,
6 murdur, mourdre, 6- murder. [OE. mortior

\

neut. (with pi. of masc. form morj as) Goth.

maurfr neut. :-OTeut. *tnurj&amp;gt;ro

m
:-pre-Teut. j

*tnrtro-mt f. root *mer- : mor- : mr- to die, whence

L. morl to die, mors (morti-) death, Gr.
^O/&amp;gt;TOS,

j

/)OTU? mortal, Skr. mr to die, Mard masc., mrft

fern., death, marta mortal, OS1. mtreti^ Lith. mirti

to die, &quot;Welsh mane, Irish mar]} dead.

The word has not been found in any Teut. lang. but Eng.
and Gothic, but that it existed in continental WGer. is evi-

|

dent, as it is the source of OF. murdre, imtrtre (mod. F.
|

nifurtre) and of med. L. mordrunt, murdrum, and OHG.
had the derivative murdren MURDER v. All the Teut.

langs. exc. Gothic possessed a synonymous word from the

same root with different suffix : OE. tnorS neut., masc.

(MuRTH 1

), OS. word neut., OFris. worth, inord neut.,

MDu. mart, wonfneut. (Du. moord), OHG. ttW/(MHG.
mart, mod.G. inord), ON. tnor9 neut. : OTeut. *murj&amp;gt;o-

: pre-Teut. *tnrto-,

The change of original &quot;5 into d (contrary to the general

tendency to change d into $ before syllabic r) was prob.
due to the influence of the AF. murdre, moerdre and the

Law Latin vturdmtii.}

1. The most heinous kind of criminal homicide ;

also, an instance of this. In English (also Sc. and

U. S.) Law
t
defined as the unlawful killing of a

human being with malice aforethought j
often

more explicitly wilful murder.
In OE. the word could be applied to any homicide that

was strongly reprobated (it had also the senses great
wickedness , deadly injury , torment

1

). More
strictly,

however, it denoted secret murder, which in Germanic

antiquity was alone regarded as (in the modern sense) a

crime, open homicide being considered a private wrong call

ing for blood-revenge orcompensation. Even under Edward I,

Britton explains the AK. murdre only as felonious homicide
ofwhich both the perpetrator and the victim are unidentified.

The malice aforethought which enters into the legal de
finition of murder, does not (as now interpreted) admit of

any summary definition. A person may even be guilty of

wilful murder without intending the death of the victim,
as when death results from an unlawful act which the doer

knew to be likely to cause the death of some one, or from

injuries inflicted to facilitate the commission of certain

offences. It is essential to murder 1

that the perpetrator
be of sound mind, and (in England, though not in Scotland)
that death should ensue within a year and a day after the

act presumed to have caused it. In British law no degrees
of guilt are recognized in murder ; in the U. S. the law dis

tinguishes murder in the first degree (where there are no

mitigating circumstances) and murder in the second degree .

a. Beowulf 2055 para banena byre. .morSres gylpefl. 971
filickl. Horn. 63 MaoiXfl men wenab baet morbor sy seo

maeste synne. 13.. Cursor M. 1072 (Gutt.) Again abel

her raised a strijf, wid murther he broght his brober o lijf.

a 1375 Ibid. 1121 (Fairf.) par-wib come our creatour for-to

speke wi)&amp;gt; bat traytour [Cain] of bat myrber [earlier texts

murth] and bat tresoun. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. clvii, The
wolf, that of the murthir noght say[is] ho ! 1535 COVER-
DALE Mark xv. 7 There was in preson with the sedicious,
one called llarrabas, which in the vproure had committed
murthur. 1388 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 54 His traytrous
Sonnes, That dy d by law for murther of our Brother. 1649
BP. REYNOLDS Hosea ii. 77 Jezebel binds her self by an oath

unto murther. 1726 BUTLER Serm. Rollsvm. 151 But let us

suppose a Person guilty of Murther. 1836 LYTTON A Miens

(1837) II. 342 In despotic Persia all history dies away m the

dark recesses and sanguinary murthers of a palace governed
by eunuchs and defended but by slaves.

. ? ;t 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1136 He wende to have
reproved be Of thefte or mordre, if that he Hadde in his

stable an hakeney. 1390 GOWER Conf. I, 270 Than se so

gret a moerdre wroght Upon the blod which gulteth noght.
1470-85 MALORY /IrMwriv. xv. 118 Hegaf them londes and
charged hem neuer to doo outragyousyte nor mordre. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. i. ii. 3 Though in the trade of Warre I haue
slaine men, Yet do I hold it

very
stuflFe o th conscience To

do no contriu d Murder. 1671 MILTON Samson 1186 Hadst
tbou not committed Notorious murder on those thirty men
At Askalon. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 152 Ten
years penance [was] enjoined fora murder. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xyiti,

IV. 211 The peal and flash of gun after

gun gave notice, from three different parts of the valley at

once, that murder was doing, 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift
Amer.iQ-j The farmer lived.. for 48 hours; however he lived

long enough to make it only murder in the second degree,

Jig. 1809 MALKIN Gil Eltis in. iit. r 6 This brutal impor
tunity is downright murder to one s feelings.

b. Proverb. Murder will out (also murder can
not be hid, etc.). The murder is out: said when
something is suddenly revealed or explained.
13.. Cursor M. 1084 (Gutt.) For-bi men sais into Jis

tyde, Is no man Jat murthir may hide, r 1386 CHAUCER
Nuti s Pr. T. 232 Mordre wol out that se we day by day.
1433 LYDG. St. Edmund \\. 225 in Horstm. Altengt. Leg.
(1881) 400 Moordre wil out, thouh it abide a while. 1596
SHAKS. Mtrch. I

7
, n. ii. 83 Murder cannot be hid long.

770

I7o6 FARQUHAB Recruiting Officer in. i, Now the murder s 1

out. 1851 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxviii. Sir Leicester s cousins,

in the remotest degree, are so many Murders, in the respect

that they will out .

c. Often applied to a death-sentence of a tribunal,

killing of men in war, or any other action causing

destruction of human life, which is regarded as

morally wicked, whether legal or not. Judicial
murder-: see JUDICIAL a. I.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. Prol. A iij b, By occasyon of thys

boke euery man, nay euery old wyfe will presume not with-
\

out the mordre of many, to practyse Phisick. i66a STIL- I

LINCFL. Orig. Sacrx n. ix. n. 276 Condemn them for the

Murther of Socrates. 1665 DRiDt.Hlnd.EiHfcror\. n.(i668)

60 Slaughter grows murder when it goes too far, And makes

a Massacre what was a War. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcl:

xi. | 244 This unparalleled murder and parricide was com-

mitted upon the soth of January. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rw.
108 The actual murder of the king and queen, and their

child, was wanting to the other auspicious circumstances of

this beautiful day . The actual murder of the bishops . .

j

was also wanting. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. iv. I. 487 |

Murder by false testimony is therefore the most aggravated

species of murder. 1858 W. ARNOT Lalus/r. Hem ,for Life
on Earth Ser. n. xiii. 104 [War) is, rather than does, murder.

d. personified,
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. ii. 21 His summer leafes all vaded

By Enuies hand, and Murders bloody axe. 1811 SHELLEY

DtviFs Walk xxvi, The hell-hounds, Murder, Want and

Woe, Korever hungering, flocked around.

f2. Used without moral reprobation: Terrible

slaughter, destruction of life. Obs.

1297 R. GLOVC. (Rolls) 11717, & sir simond was aslawe &
is folk al to grounde More mur^re [v.r. morbre] ;are nas in

so lute stounde Vor here was werst simond de mountfort

aslawe alas & sir henri his sone [etc.]. 1411-10 LYDG. Chron.

Troy in. xxii. (1513) O v, Pryamus. .suche a mordre gan

vpon them make That many grekes lay dede on the playne.
c 1449 PECOCK Kcfr. v. vi. (Rolls) 516 Sowdiers wagid into

Fraunce for to make miche morther of blood. 1590 Disc.

Sp. Fleet inrr. ri. 23 The same day. .the L. Henrie Seimer

and sir William Winter did so thoroughly beate two Spanish
Galeons..that they were inforced to withdraw themselues

to the coast of Flanders, where forsomuch as they were in a

very euill taking, as well in respect of the murther of their

men, as the manifolde leakes of their ships, they were sur

prised, and without fight rifeled by the Zelanders.

3. As a cry or exclamation uttered by one who
thinks or pretends to think himselfor some one else

in danger of murder. Also, in trivial use, as a comic

ejaculation of horror. To cry blue murder (slang) :

to make an extravagant outcry or lamentation.

c 1470 HKNRVSON Mar. Fa/&amp;gt;. iv. (Fax fy Cock) xiii. 478 The
wedow hard, and..Seand the cace, scho sichit and gaif an

schout : How, murthour, hay ! with ane hiddious beir,

Allace, now lost is gentill chantecleir ! 1604 SHAKS. Oth.

V. i. 27, I am maym d for euer : Helpe boa : Murther,
murther. 1788 BURNS Epigr. on Elpliinstone s Martial^
Heard st thou that groan proceed no further ; Twos
laurelled Martial roaring murther ! 1837 LOVER Rory
O More xlvi, Pooh ! pooh ! murdher ! there s not a dhrop
o wather in the pot. 1887 J. S. WINTER in Eng. /llnstr.

Mag. Dec. 179 The dingy person dropped his victim and
howled what the half-dozen officers, .afterwards graphically
described as blue murder . 1900 POLLOK & THOM Sports
Btirmaui, 78 The foolish beast would not budge, but kept yell

ing blue murder whilst the bull was cruelly punishing her.

4. Hist. Used occas. to render Anglo-Latin tnur-

drutn : The fine imposed, in the I2th and I3th c.,

on the hundred in which a murder (i. e. felonious

homicide of an unknown by an unknown person :

see note under sense i) had been committed.
1823 LINGARD Hist. Eng. (1854) I. 247 [Norman Conquest).

In legal language the penalty was denominated the murder .

5. attrib. and Com/ ., simple attrib., as murder-fine

(= sense 4), -haunt, -oath, -tool; objective, as

murder-aiming, -darting adjs. ; instrumental, as

murder-wasted; f murder-man, a murderer.

1789 BURNS On Seeing Wounded Hare i, Blasted be thy
*murder-aiming eye ! 1808 E. JENKS in Contetnp. Rev.
Dec. 884 The three neighbouring villages must pay the
*murder-fine. c 1412 HOCCLEVE Be Reg. Princ. 3166 Bet
it is to sle be *mordreman, Than sufTre nym regne. c 14*0
Virgins Cojnpl. 32 in Pol. Rel. ff L. Poenis (1903) 239, I

criede on deth, why wilt bu fle? Cum, sle his moder, pu
morder man ! c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. xiii. (Frog $

Mouse} xiii, Hot gif thou sweir to me the *murthour aith

But fraude or gile to bring me ouer this flude But hurt or
harme. Ibid, xvi, Thow swore the murthour aith richt now,
that I. 1843 CARLYLE/VM/

&amp;lt;fr

Pr. m. x, Fighting with steel

&quot;murder-tools is surely a much uglier operation than Work
ing, take it how you will. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III.

iv. 30 Of Sigurd, who the dragon slew Upon the &quot;murder,

wasted heath.

Murder (mSMdDi), v. Forms: a. OE. (a-,

for-, of-) myrprian, 3-4 morpre, 3-5 murthre,
4 mirper, 5 morpere, 4, 6 murthur, 4-6 mor
ther, 5 mourther, 6 (myrther), murthir, 3-8,

(9 dial.&quot;)
murther ; 0. 4-5 mo(u)rdre, morder,

moerdre, 4-6 murdre, (5 moorderyn), 6 mor-
dir, 4- murder. [OE. (a-, for-, of-) myfSrian
= OIIG. murdran (MHG. ermttrderen, -morderen,
mod.G. mordent), Goth, maurfrjan : OTeut.

&quot;murjirjan, {. *murpro- MUBDEB sb.

It is doubtful whether the OE. verb survived into ME., or
whether the ME. vb. is wholly a new formation on the sb.

In any case many of the forms show assimilation to the sb.

Cf. OF. tnordrir, murdrir, murtrir to murder (mod.F.
mevrtrir to bruise), Anglo-Latin jtturdrare.]

1. trans. To kill (a human being) unlawfully
with malice aforethought ; in early use often with

MURDER.

the additional notion of concealment of the offence

(see MUBDEB sb. i) ;
to kill wickedly, inhumanly,

or barbarously.
o. i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2383 t&amp;gt;e

kinges }onge breberen

aurel & ambrose Dradde vor hor eritage ymorbred to be.

a 1300 Cursor.If. in6(Cott.) [God] will bat he bii bevttrage,

bat murberhed [Fair/, mirberret, Gott. murtherrt, Trin.

murbereb] sua is ane ymage. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. iv. 42
He meyntenebhis Men to Morbere myn owne. c 1440 } orli

Myst. xl. 91 How bei mourthered bat man bat we of mene.

1536 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 59 The Abbott of

Towre Hill, being my[r]therd. 1673 RAY Jotirn. Low C.

399 There be. .cut-throats ready to murther any man for a

small piece ofmony. 1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. HI.

viii. Wks. X. 511 All historians are.. agreed that he mur-

thered his nephew.
p. 1330 R. BRUSNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5310 Greffes

hym mordred for enuye. 1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 344 To take

and moerdre of his malice This child, c 1440 Prmip. Parv.

342/2 Moorderyn, or prively kyllyn, sicario. 1530 FALSER.

642/1, I murdre, I kyll or slee a man in his bedde or at un-

wares,y tneurdrys. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rto. iv. 119
If he had not been seasonably rescued, it was believed they
would have murderd him. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii,

I have slain murdered, if you will my late master. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 212 Hamilton murdered

the old man in cold blood. iMi Times 23 July, The charge
is not merely that you killed your wife, but that you mur
dered her, by which is meant that you killed her with

deliberate intention so to do.

t b. with adverbial extension. Obs.

I57 Salir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 37 For innocents ar

murtherit downe, without remors, in land and towne.

C. refl. To commit suicide or self-murder.

(-1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 724 (Fairf.) Thogh..ye
for sorwe mordred your selve. c 1563 in Hakluyt s y oy.

(1904) VI. 331 The condemned person, .launcing his body a

crosse from the breast downe all the belly murtherelh him-

selfe. 16*9 J. COLE Of Death 35 The man that murdereth

himselfe, after the committing of the sin, hath not any time

of repentence. 1827 MACAULAY Ess., Machiav. (1865) I. 37/1

Othello murders his wife ;..he ends by murdering himself.

d. To slaughter in a terrible manner, to massacre.

t Also with complement expressing the result : to murder
to death.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2850 So harde sautes to ]x cite were

. . oy 10701 Paris with py-.- -- , .

his men so be mard, & murtherit to dethe. ll id. 11141

There murtherit were mony of the mayn troiens. 1876 TKN-
SYSON Harold v. i, They turn on the pursuer, horse against

foot, They murder all that follow.

e. In fig. and hyperbolic uses. In the i8th c.

occas. f to torment, torture.

111*15 Alter. R. 310 pu uniselie sunfule !
)x&amp;gt; bu, buruh

deaSliche sunne, murSredest Godes spuse, bet is, bi soule.

c 1394 P. PI. Credef&b Bobe bey wiln & bei wolden y-worben
so grete To passen any mans mi;! to morberen )&amp;gt;e

soules.

1591 SHAKS. I en. ff Ad. 502 Thy eyes shrowd tutor, that

hard heart of thine, Hath taught them scornfull tricks, &
such disdaine That they haue murdred this poore heart

of mine. 1605 Macb. n. ii. 36 Macbeth does murther

Sleepe, the innocent Sleepe. 1711 in loM Rep. Hist. MSS.
COHIIH. App. v. 186 It is inexpressible,

how well he prepared
for his long departure, his desired exit ; murdering all hearts,

who viewed him in that state. 1711-13 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella

18 Mar., Dilly murders us with his ifpuns. 1776 J. ADAMS
ll ks. (1854) IX. 421 Your motion, .for sending ambassadors

to France with conditional instructions, was murdered. 1796
Sovtmt Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 221 There is not a part of

the civilized world where the female mind is not murdered

by the customs of society. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan

48 Suspicion murders love, and from its death Come anguish
and remorse.

f. trans/, with an animal as subject or object.

14.., 1513 [cf. MURDERING vtl. sb.\. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen.

jy, iv. v. 79 Like the Bees,..wee bring it to the Hiue;
And like the Bees, are murlhered for our paines. 1600

^.

PORY tr. Leo s Africa IX. 337 If the elephant chanceth to

reake through the hedge, he murthereth as many men as

he can finde. 1863 W. C BALDWIN Afr. Hunting vi. 192,

1 found Swartz and the Kaffirs exulting over a cow and

young heifer, which they had murdered among them in

about twelve shots.

g. absol. To perform the act of murdering ; to

commit murder. Now rare.

535 COVERDALE Jer. vii. 9 When ye haue stollen, mur-

tbured, committed aduoutrie, and periury. 1597 SHAKS.

2 Hen. IV, IV. v. 126 Haue you a Ruffian that will sweare?

, drinke? dance? Reuell the night? Rob? Murder? and
j commit The oldest sinnes, the newest kinde of wayes? 1646

SIR J. TEMPLE Irish ReoelL (1746) 193 The Names of such

as murthered, this Examinant knowcth not. a 1761 LADV
M. W. MONTAGU, etc. I erses to Imitator of Horace 103
For tho in law, to murder be to kill, In equity the murder s

in the will.

2. To spoil by bad execution, representation, or

pronunciation, etc.

1644-7 CLEVELAND Char. Land. Diurn. 4 Thus, they kill

a man over and over, as Hopkins and Sternhold murder the

Psalmes, with another to the same. 1693 Ad Popultim
Phalerx 11. ii. 25 The Sense too oft is murder d by the

Sound. 1718 MORGAN Algiers II. 213 The Spaniards most

corruptly and most abusively murder and confound several

Letters. 1751 WESLEY2JK//*
1
/. toAuthor Enthus. Method

ists 2 In your Second [section], you cite (and murder) four

or five Lines from one ofmy Journals. i83oMARRYAT King s

Own xlv, Don t kill Billy ; it s bad enougn to have murdered

Shakspeare. 1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Good for ff. I. 199
Bella, .insisted on her teacher sitting down with her to roast

chicken when they ought to have been murdering a duet.

3. To consume or spend (time) unprofitably.

1711 ADDISON Sptct. No. 371 P 8 A different kind of Men,
who are the Pests of all polite Conversation, and murder
Time as much as either of the two former. 1756 WASHINGTON
Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 241 If the hurry of business, .will admit



MURDERABLY.
of an opportunity to murder a little time in writing to me,
I should receive the favour as a mark of. . esteem. 1764
Mem. G. Psaltnanazar q$ Thus having murdered, as I may
say, another year, we were dismissed. 1791-1823 D lSRABL]
Cur. Lit. (r866) 255/2 Murdering time by a constant round
of giddy dissipation. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl. 8 Aug., It kills time,
or rather murders it, this company-keeping.
4. To mangle cruelly. [Cf. .meurtrir to bruise.]
1876 TENNYSON Harold v. ii, They have so maim d and

murder d all his face There is no man can swear to him.

t Mirrderably, adv. Obs. rare~ l
. In 5

Sc. murtherabily. [f. MURDER sb. (murther) +
-ABLE + -LY -.] Murderously, by way of murder.
1456 SIR G. HAVE La ofAnns (S.T.S.) 260 Quhat ever

he be that slais a man murtherabily and secretly.

t Murderdom. Obs. rare , [f. MURDER sb.,
after martyrdom.] The practice of murdering.

I5&quot;5
n St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 419 note, Yair cruell

tiranny and murthirdome of cristin pepill.

Murdered (m^udaad),///. a.
[f. MURDER v.

+ -ED!.] In senses of the verb.

_
c 1402 LYDG. Comfl. Bl. Knt. xli, How may thou see thus

in thy presence, Without mercy, murdred innocence? 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 300 Some bring the murthered body,
some the murtherers. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. IV. 657
For Crimes, not his, the Lover lost his Life, And at thy
Hands requires his murther d Wife. 1742 YOUNG Nt. 7 /i.

V. 195 Hail, precious moments ! stoln from the black waste
Of murder d time ! 1765 FALCONER Demagogue 52 Nor
murder d reputation marks his way. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. v. I. 663 The head of the murdered magistrate wa.s

placed over the Guildhall. 1876 OuiDA 1

Winter City \\\,
I don t like murdered languages.

Murderer (mSudarsj). [Partly f. MURDER v.

+ -EB 1
; partly a. AF. mordreour, miirJnvi/r

(-drere), agent-n. f. mordrer, mordrir^ MuiiliER v.]
1. One who murders or is guilty of a murder (see
MUBDEH sb. 1 i).
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 23112 pe first range mast stincand,

sal be o wreches mistruand; bat renaid ar traiturs and fals,
Murthereres [Fairf. man mirberes] and monsuorn als.

1470-85 MALORY Artkarvu. xiv. 233 A saide she they were
good knyghtes but they were murtherers. c 1515 Cache
LoreWs B. 1 1 There were theues, hores, and baudes ; w
mortherers. 1560 DAVS tr. SleiJane s Comin. 235 The
Murtherer standyng behynd his backe, letteth dryve at him
with

_an hatchet. 1605 SHAKS. Mac!), i. vii. 15 First, as I

am his Kinsman, and his Subiect, Strong both against the
Deed : Then, as his Host, Who should against his Murtherer
shut the doore, Not beare the knife my self. 1741 MIDDLE-
TON Cicero I. I. 54 Roscius prosecuted the Murtherer for

damages. 1775 ADAIR Ainer. hid. 158 The Cheerake..
still observe that law so inviolably, as to allow their beloved
town the privilege of protecting a wilful murtherer.

/3. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2387 Philomitu (Cambr. MS.)
He wil nat for his shame Don so as Tereus to lese his name
Ne serve ?ow as a morderour \_v.r. morderere, -roure, -erour,
murderour] or aknaue. 1390 GOWEK Conf. Ill, 340 Slain is

the moerdrer and moerdrice. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 342/2
Moord(e)rare (K., P. morederar), stearins. 1471 CAXTON
Recnycll (Sominer) I. 63, Y had leuer to be murdrid than a
murdrere. 1509 FISHER Funeral Serm. Hen. VII, Wks.
(1876) 272 King Dauid..,all be it he had ben anauoutrer&
murdrer also, yet [etc.]. i6ai DONNE Serm. xv. (1640) 1. 149A Sherifte that should burne him, who were condemned to
be hanged, were a murderer, though that man must have
dyed. 1781 GIBBON Decl. tf F. xxx. III. 139 note, Those
female captives, who gave their charms, and even their
hearts, to the murderers of their fathers, brothers, &c. 1841
ELPHISSTONE Hist. India I. App. HI. 445 Alexander, .pro
ceeded in pursuit of one of the murderers of Darius to the
royal city of the Zaranga;;. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv.
I. 487 The false witness, .is, in truth the worst of murderers.
1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. iv, We have got a murderer for
a tenant.

b. transf.
c 1381 CHAUCER Part. Fmlcs 353 (Camb. MS.) Theswalwe

mortherere of the foulis smale That makyn hony of flouris
frosche & newe. 1:1585 R. BROWNE Answ. Carlviright rs
The sinner is the murtherer of his owne soule. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. m. v. 19 Lye not, to say mine eyes are murtherers.
1611 BIBLE i John iii. 15 Whosoeuer hateth his brother, is a
murtherer. 1738 Gcntl. Mag. VIII. 208/2 King Alfred, who
nang d 44 Judges in one Year, as Murtherers of the Law.
1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. iii. 17 It is the unrelenting mur
derer of hope and gaiety.

f2. A small cannon or mortar (see quot. 1704).
1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 338 Morderers of yron
J. 1563 in Nicolson& Burn ..

II. 223 In the Citadel. .. Small serpentines 2, fowlers 2,
murderers 2. 1617 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Dolphins Danger
Wks. 1630111.33/1 The Dolphin. -hauing. .some 19 pieces
of Ordnance, and 9 Murtherers. 1628 R. NORTON Gunner
xiv. 59 Morter Peeces, Square Murtherers, Tortles, and Pet-
tards are the sorts of the fourth kind of Ordnance. 1634
Relat. Ld. Baltimore s Plantation (1865) 20 We haue built
a strong Fort & Palizado,and haue mounted vpon it one good
piece of Ordnance, and 4 Murderers. 1670 Land. Gaz. No.
436/r This week the same Fregats took another prize from
the Turks being a vessel of 6 Guns 4 Murtherers and 60 men.
I74 J- HARRIS_Z,^JT. Techn. I, Murderers, are small Pieces
of Ordnance, either of Brass or Iron, having Ctiambers (that
is Charges made of Brass or Iron) put in at their Breeches :

They are mostly used at Sea at the Bulk-heads of the Fore
castle, Half-deck, or Steeridge, in order to clear the Decks
when an Enemy boards the Ship ; they are fastned and tra
versed by a Pintle, which is put into a Stock.

t 3. A dagger or knife. Obs. rare .

ciSio Root. Denyll in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) I. 10
Robert gate a murderer or bodkin, and thrast his mayster
in the bely that his guttes fell at his fete, and so fell downe
deed to the erth.

f4. (See quot.) Obs. rare .

1690 EVELYN Jlftiniiits MulieMs, Fop Diet. igMeurtrieres.
Murderers; a certain Knot in the Hair, which ties and
unites the Curls.

771 MURE.
myjt spie Bi murberment to do him dijc. 1548 UDALL
EraiM. Par. Luke iv. 52 The slaughter and murdremente
of howe manye persones. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso n. ii, To her
Came message of the murderment.

Murderous (mS adaras), a.
[f. MURDER sb.^

+ -ous. Cf. OF. mordrei/x.~\
1. Of persons: Guilty of murder (loAs.) ; capable

of or bent on committing murder. Also transf. of

weapons, physical agents, etc.

535 COVEKDAI.E Zep/i. ii. 5 Wo vnto you y dwel vpon the
see coost, ye murthurous people, a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. v. ii,

Thou, the Lord, in endless hatred hast The murd rous man.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii. 88 Stay murtherous villaines, will

you kill your brother? 1594 Kick. Ill, i. ii. 94 Queene
Margaret saw Thy murd rous Faulchion smoaking in his
blood. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 76 Enforc t to flye Them&quot;

, into Egypt, till the Murd rous King Were dead, who sought
his life. 1689 Col. Rec. Pennyslv. \. 252 He was pleased to
direct that ye murtherous woman s sentence should proceed.
1719 WATTS Hymns f, Spir. Songs n. l.xxxiv. (1751) 206
The rich Flood of purple Gore Their murth rpus Weapons
dy d. 1720 J. HUGHES Siege Damascus v. ii, Too well I

know thee now,O murd rous tiend ! 1811 PINKER ION l\tra!.
11. 496 In different parts around the mountain, powerful

.., . .. ..,,,. ^y. j. ..,,.,. &amp;lt;, o !
murtherous vapours, of a mephitic nature, were exhaled.

Eromena 15 What want you woman will you be your owne l837 J H. NEWMAN Par. Serin, (ed. 2) III. ii. 22 Saved
murtheresse? 1677 MKS. UEHN Aldelazeri. iii, Hold ! hold, !

from the murderous Egyptians in his infancy. 1884 A. J. K.
inhumane Murdress ; What hast thou done, most barbarous

|

WILSON I asliti iii. Putting her fingers in her ears that she
of thy sex? 1804 SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev. II. 53t The
parents, therefore, believe her to be the murderess, and
prepare a fire to burn her. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I.

v. 87 Then laughed the murderess in her glee.

^1&quot;
In C. James Milit. Diet. (1802^ and in later

Diets, murdress is given equivalent to MEUKTRIKHE.
Murdering (niSudorin), -M. sb. [f. MURDER

v. + -INH 1
.] The action of the verb MUBDER;

also, an act of committing murder.

5. An instrument used for catching codfish.

1883 R. M. FERGUSSON Rambles in Far North xii. 70
There is a method of catching deep-sea cod.. by means of
an instrument called a murderer ,, .consisting of a long bar
of lead measuring about eighteen inches, with numerous
hooks attached, and suspended at the end of a long strong
line. This instrument is towed at the stern of the fishing
boat, and by its means many a large cod bids farewell to
the Pentland Firth. 1883 Fisheries Ex/iib. Calal. 12 Mur-

j

derer for catching Codfish.

6. atlrib. and Comb.
1592 ArdenofFevcrsham in. i. E i, Beset With murtherer

theeues that came to rifle me. 1594. KYO Cornelia m. ii. 37
The sword Which murdrer-fike against thy selfe he drawes.

Murderess (mzi jdsres). Also 4 moerdrice,
6-7 murdress(e, murtheress(e. [f. MURDER(EH)
+ -ESS. Cf. OF. morderesse.
Gower s moerdrice is properly a distinct word, imitating

Fr. forms \\\t.z ei/tperice . see EMPRESS.]
A woman that commits murder.

1390 GOWER Conf. \. 346 Sche that was an homicide And
ofhire oghne lord Moerdrice. 1588 A. M ARTEN Exhort. H..M.
Faithf. Subj. A 3 b, Athalea . . was slayne . . as a murtheresse
of her owne children. .1605 ROWI.KV liirtk Me I. v. ii,

Thou murderess of a king. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Inondi s
i? IIM .. -I, i

1629 J. COLE OfDeatk 32 The murthering of a mans selfe
to eschew any calamity or sorrow, doth not argue any
valour, but cowardise rather. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S.
//^Wfjfed. 3) II. 28 They., usually continue their murderings
until, in retaliation, blood is expiated by blood.

trans/. 14.. Noble Ilk. Cookry (1882) 86 Talc a goos of a
nyght and a day murdring and chope hir in the wort in the
same manner. 1523 FlTZHERB. Hnsfr. 51 Put not to many
shepe in a penne at one tyme..for feare of murtheryng or
ouer pressyng of their felowes.

t b. In passive sense. 06s.

1472-5 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 160/1 [The witnesses said they
dared not to present the truth] for drede of murd[r]yng, and
to be myscheved in their owne houses. 1600 J. JANE in

Haklnyt s I oy. III. 844 The Captaine l&amp;gt;eing in danger of
murthering, was constrained to vse leuitie.

f C. altrib. : Murdering battery (see quot.) ;

murdering shot, shot used in a murdering piece .

1628 R. NORTON Gunner x. 52 Peeces that either shoote
stone shot, Fireballes, Murthering Shot, or els no shot at all.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Battery, Battery ae rei crs, or

murdering battery, is one that plays on the back of any
place ; and being placed on an eminence, sees into it.

Mu rdering, ///. a. [f. MUBDER v. + -ING -.]
That murders or commits murder, lit. andyff.
1550 LEVER Serm. (Arb.) 38 As pickinge theft, is lesse then

murtheryng robrye:_so [etc.]. 1:1560 (title) Orations of
Arsanes agaynst Philip the trecherous kyng of Macedpne ;

..and of Scanderberg prayeng ayde of Christian Princes

agaynst periurous murderyng Mahumet [etc.], 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 324 Their cheefest Prospect, murd ring
Basiliskes. 1666 DRVDEN Ann. Mirat. Iv, His murdering
guns a loud defiance roar. 1676 HOBBES lliadv, 415 Mars,
bloody, murthering Mars. 1760 Ann. Reg. it These mur
dering wars which cut off so many experienced officers.

1790 J. B. MORETON Mann. If. Ind. r83 He horsewhips and
shoots you dead with a murdering infamous tongue. 1859
W. COLLINS Blow up -with tke Brig! , I struggled hard to

force my eyes from the slow, murdering flame.

fb. Of bait; cf. KILLING///, a. i b. 06s. rare- 1
.

1681 CHETHAM Angler s Vade-tn. iv. 26 (1689) 57 In the
month of April, for Trouts, that tis A Murthering Bait.

Hence f Mu rderingly adv.
1662 J. SI-ARROW tr. Be/line s Rein. Wks., isi Apol. Baltk.

Tylcken i Venomously, spitefully, hatefully, murtheringly.

Murdering piece. Obs. [See PIECE sb. n.]
1. = MURDERER 2.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 95 O my deere Gertrude, this,
Like to a murdering Peece in many places, Giues me super
fluous death. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 8sr And
seeing them that were gathered together into the market
place.. to fight as men altogether desperat,he caused certain

murthering pieces to be bent upon them. 1655 E. TERRY
Voy. E. India 163 Mann d she was but with ten men, and
had only one small murdering.peece within her.

_ fig. 1617 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel n. i, There
is not such another murdering-piece In all the stock of
calumny.

If 2. Used by Burke for : A picture of carnage.
Cf. battle-piece : see PIECE sb. 1 7 b.

1797 BURKE Regie. Piece iii. Wks. VIII. 309 A far more
cruel murdering piece than had ever entered into the
imagination of painter or poet.

Murderish (mo-jdarij), a. rare. [f. MOBDER
sb. + -ISH.] Murderous.
1550 W. LYNNE Carton s Cron. 262 b, Perceyuyng the craft

and papistical! murderysh harte of his brother. 1904 E. F.
BENSON C/ialloners ix, Did you ever see such a murderish-
looking woman ?

f Mu-rderment. Otis. rare. [f. MURDER v.

+ -MENT.] The act of murdering,
t 1425 Cursor M. 19716 (Trin.), Nijte or day whenne bei

..^....iu..
. 110.111 in. i uLnilg her Iingeis 111 uci e.us umi sue

might not hear the bubbling of the murderous water, she
:

shut her eyes and sprang into the pond.
2. Of the nature of murder

; characteristic of or

involving murder.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 185 Who can be bound liy

any solemne vow To do a murd rous deede. 1660 Trial
K&amp;lt;

.&amp;lt;t&amp;lt;-
- 53 Suppose, .they should have agreed upon such a

.Murtherous Act. 1764 Gol.DSM. Trav. 416 Where beasts
with man divided empire claim, And the brown Indian
marks with murderous aim. 1877 MKS. OUI IIANT Makers
Flor.lv. 93 The Florence of the historians, .in which so
many murderous encounters., \veie always g jng on.
3. Comb.
1654 GATAKER Disc. Afat. 61 This, .murthcrous-minded

man. 1835 JAMMS (tifsy i, This is a murderous-looking
spot ,

said Colonel Milliners.

Hence Mvrrderously adv., Mu-rderousness.
1611 SI-EED Tht-at. Ct. llrit. xl. 79/1 Oswy King of N ui ih-

umberland .. was murtherously made away. a 1639 W.
\\ HA i la.KY/V. A-..iyVs I - xxix. (1640) 133 Take heede of ihcse
vices, Envy, murderousnesse, hard-heartednesse, cruelty.
1844 L. HUNT / octns 163 Some, whuin fcelle lo\e

Through terror, templs to murderousliess. 1885 Man.h.
J:.i-am. 26 June 5/7 lie was attacked and murderously
assaulted by two men.

Murdre, obs. lorm of MURDER sb. and v.

tMu-rdres, v. Sc. Obs. Forms: a. 4 mwr-
thrys, 5 murthrys; /3. 6 murdreis, murdris,
murdres. [ad. OF. murdriss-, mcrdriss-, length-

!
ened stem of murdrir, mordrir MURDER v. Cf.

;

MURTRISH v. (The a forms arc due to assimilation
to another MURDER sb.)]

= MURDER v.
a. CI375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentiiis^ 92 He had as

a \vykyt mane Mwrth[r]yst his lord, c 1425 WY.NTOUN cV.w.
VI. i.\. 63 (1795) I. 176 In Murrawe syne he murthrysyd was.

. c 1507 DL NBAR Poems xxxiii. 30 In pottingry he wrocht
grit pyne, He murdreist mony in medecyne. 1508 Tua
M^ariit IVemen 212 Apone sic materis I mus[e], at myd-
nyght, full oft, And murnys so in my mynd, I murdris my
selfin. 1545 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 349 note, The
Lord Maclane s fader was cruellie murdressit. .be Sir John
Campbell of Caldcr. a 1578 LINDKSAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (S. f.S.) II. 83 They murdrest him to the deid. 1585-
86 Keg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 57 Maist schamefullie to
murdreis him. 1598 Itid. V. 443 To have murdreist him
be way of hamesuckin.

I Mu rdresar. Sc. Obs.
[f. prec. + -AH a.]= MURDERER i and 2.

1529 LYNDESAY Compl. 363 Men murdresaris, and com-
mouu theiffis, In to that court gat, all, releiffis. 1536 llKt.-

i LENDEN Chron.Scot. IX. xxv. (1821) II. ri6 The murdresaris
at last war takin. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Mak reddy jour
cannons, culuerene, .. murdresaris.

tMtrrdrier. Obs. rare-*, [a. OF. murdricr
(mod.F. menrtrier), i. murdre MURDER

sl&amp;gt;.]- MURDERER.
1481 CAXTON Godeffroy x. 32 The contrees were ful of

theues and of murdriers.

Murdris, variant of MUBDEES v. Obs.

Murdur, obs. form of MUEDEK sb.

tMure, sb. Obs. [a. F. &amp;gt;/iur:-L. murum
(mitrus).]
1. A wall. Also transf. an&fig.
1471 CAXTON Recuyell (5ommer) I. 271 He. .fortefied the

Cyte of Troye with mures & towrs. a 1552 LELAND Itin.

(1768) II. 79 Rogerus le Poure..cast a great Dike without
it, and made a false Mure without the Dike. 1577 SETTLE
Frobisher s tud Voy. in Hakluyt (1589) 624 At our first

comming the streights seemed to be shut vp with a long
mure of yce. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 119. 1651 JER.
TAYLOR Clerus Dow. 3 There was never any people but had
their Priests, .and kept holy things within a mure.
2. qu&si-adj. in crown-mure = mural crown ;

also Comb, in mitre-crowned adj. rare .

1682 WHELER Joum. Greece m. 238 Another I saw.. of
silver, with a Mure-crowned Head. Ibid. 264 A Figure,
with a Crown-mure, with these Letters about it.

Mure, a. Obs. exc.&amp;lt;#o/.(EastAngl.:seeE.D.D.)
Also mewre, meure, moyre, mur, meuer. [a.
OF. meiir, meiire, mod.F. mdr, mure ripe, mature.]
a. Grave, modest, DEMURE, b. Mature (in phrase
mure deliberation).
c 1440 Jacob s Well xii. 254 pe secunde fote in brede [of

163-3



MURE.

frcnschip] is bemgnite, M is, to suffere, & to be mure, &
no^t veniable, ne holde wratthein herte. 1442 T. BECKING-

TON Corf. (Rolls) II. 215 By commune and mure delibera-

clon t acertaine your said Mageste of such inconvenlenth as

[etc.], c 1450 St. Cutkhert (Surtees) 7678 Moyre and sobyr
in worde and dede. c 1500 Meln&ine xxiv. 160 He purueyed
of remede by good & meure deliberacion of his couiiseilf.

b. Comb.-, mure-hearted a. (diaf.), tender

hearted (seeE.D.D.)
Mure (miu&amp;lt;i),/.

Forms: 6 mowre, 5- mure.
Pa. pple. 4 m-wryt, 5 mewred, 5-6 muryd(e, 6

raurid, muryed. [a. F. murer : L. murdre, f.

mfir-us MURE j^.]

1. trans. To wall in, to surround with a wall or

walls ; to fortify.
= IMMURE v. i. Also with up, in.

c 1440 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 277 He had let muren alle

the mountayne aboute with a stronge walle and a fair. 1494
FABVAN Chrott. v. cxl. 126 Howsis, Castellis, and townes

strongely muryd. 1503 HAWES Examp. Vir. xn. 215 But

sapyence with her wordes me mured With walles of comfort

makynge me mery. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais L Hi, All other

Abbies are strongly walled and mured about. 1780 VON
TROIL Iceland 189 This bath, which is large enough to con
tain 50 persons at one time, is mured in with a wall of basalt.

2. To block up, or build up (a door, gate, etc.),

by means of bricks and mortar, stones, etc. Also

with up.
1375 HARBOUR Kruce iv. 164 Thai or day, throu mekill pane,

Had mwryt vp the ?et agane. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

cccxcviii. 689 Let vs enclose ourselfe in this towne, and mure
|

vp all our gates, 1673 Br. S. PARKER ReproofRch. Transp. \

519 Mure up your school doors. 1807 J. BARLOW Coluwb,
VIL 632 There lodge their tons of powder and retire, Mure
the dread passage, wave the fatal fire.

trans/, and Jig. 1581 MULCASTER Positions (1887) 69 Such

fleshy parts, .do. .as it were mure up, and stop the passage.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. xil, 34 He tooke a muzzel strong Of
surest yron. . : Therewith he mured up his mouth along.

b. To wall up the doors of; to stop the means
of access to. With up.
1550 SIR R. BOWES in Hodgson Hist. Nortkumbld, (1828)

in. II. 200 The said utter courde were best, as me think, to

be mowred upp, 1672 MARVELL Reh, Transp. \. 124 Why
not adjourn the Term, mure up Westminster-hall [etc.].

3. To shut up or enclose within walls; to im

prison ;
to confine as in a prison or fortress. =

IMMURE v. i. Also with /.
In some examples the vb. app. refers to the alleged walling

up in cells of anchorites (who were fed through a hole in the

wall) and of persons condemned to perish by famine.

a 1450 Knt, de La 7Vwr(ioo6) 73 He kylde hym, and dyde
his wyf to be mewred and putte in pryson perpetuel. 1530
PALSGR. 642/1 It is a payne to be mured up in a stone wall

lyke an anker. 1611 BIBLE Josh. x. heading, The fiue

Kings are mured in a caue. 1670 tr. Bcrniers Mogol Etnf.
(1676) I. 179 The Women were mured up, where they dyed
of hunger and misery. 1799 in Spirit Pub, Jrnls. III. 104

Some youth, once mur d in squalid city jails. 1847 MARRYAT
Childr. N. Forest xxvi, [They] are not a little tired of being
mured up in the cottage. 1888 AMELIE RIVES Quick or

Dead\\\. (1889) 82 Theycould never voluntarily have inured

themselves in labyrinths of brick and stone during these late

autumn days.
b. reft. To shut oneself up.
1608 Bi&amp;gt;. HALL Efist. i. v, An English-man, so madly de

vout, that he had wilfully mur d up himselfeasan Anachoret.

1893 BLACK Handsome Humes I. i. 16 She said it was a

pity he mured himself up in his college at Oxford.

Mure, obs. f. MARE sb.\ MIRE, MOOUJ^.MYURH.
Mureburne, -cok, obs. ff. MOOR-BURN, -COCK.

Murell, obs. form of MURAL a.1

tMu rely,^^- Obs. Also5meuerly,meurely.
[f.

MURE a. + -LY 2
.] Demurely ; considerately.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 12431 The maidon to tho mighty
meuerly saide [etc.], c 1430 LYDG. Min. Foetus (Percy Soc.)

10, vij. virgens..of ther cherisaperid murely. 1474 CAXTON
Chesse in. ii, He ought to do no thyng ayenst his wylle,
But to do al thyng nobly, meurely, fermely & honestly.

Murene, obs. form of MUR^INA.

t Marrenger. Obs. Forms : a. 6 murager.
(3. 6-9 mureuger, muringer. [ME. murager, f.

MURAGE ;
for the later insertion of n cf. passenger,

messenger.] An officer whose duty it was to keep
the walls of a city in repair.

o. 1506 in Mnnic. torpor. Rep. (1835) iv. 2622 [The charter

of Henry VII provides that the mayor and citizensof Chester,

may yearly choose . . two citizens to be overseers of the walls,

..called Murogers. ?i$8o in 9//i Rep. Hist. JtfSS. Comm.

App. i. 305/1 [Oath for burgesses of Great Yarmouth, for

their..election of] muragers.
p. cx6oo WEBB in D. Kinp Valf-Royall (1656) ii. 18 The

special care whereof [the wall], belongeth to certain Officers

yearly . . elected . . called the Maringers [sic], being usually, of

the most antient Aldermen of the said City. i68a THORKSBY
Diary (1830) I. 122 The walls [of Chester] are kept in

excellent repair by the Muringers. 1815 W. PRICE Hist.

Oswestry 86 The corporation of Oswestry consists of a

mayor, . .coroner, murenger, town-clerk [etc.]. 1883 in Picton

L poolMunic. Rec. 1. 188 A muringer is mentioned amongst
the officers in the reign of Philip and Mary.

Murepe, obs. form of MIRTH.
Murex (miii^reks). PI. nmrices (miuo-risfz),

also murexes. [a. L. murex (pi. murices) ;

prob. cogn. w. Gr. /wo (: prehistoric *musak-)

sea-mussel.] A kind of shell-fish, the animal of

which yields a purple dye.
1589 GREENE Tullits Loue

t (\M) E 2 b, [Will] no color

content your eye, but such as is stained by the fish Mnrexl
1698 M. LISTER Journ. Paris (1699) 74 There were but
few Shells; but amongst them there was a Murex which
dies purple. 1757 DYER Fleece n. 599 He beheld The

772

wounded murex strike a purple stain. 1851 WOODWARD
Molluscti l. 106 The murices appear to form only one-third

of a whirl annually. 1889 WF.STGARTH A astral. Pngr. 316

Spinous murexes went in basketful^ for a shilling.

attrib. 1605 B. JONSON Rlasgue cf Blackness, AH haumg
their lights burning out of whelks, or murex shells.

Murexail (miuo-reksan). Oiem. Also mu-
rexane. [f.

MUBEX + -AN.] Purpuric acid.

1838 R. D. THOMSON in Brit. Ann. for 1839 (ed. R. D.

Thomson) 384 Murexan. When murexid is dissolved in

boiling water, and the solution mixed with muriatic [etc.].

1841 fenny Cycl. XIX. 135/2 Murexane.

Murexide (muVreksaid). Chem. Also mu
rexid. [f.

MUREX + -IDE.] Purpurate of am
monia. Also attrib.

1838 R. D. THOMSON in Brit. Ann. for 1839 (ed. R. D.

Thomson) 383 Murexid, or purpurate of ammonia of Prout.

1841 BRANDE Client, (ed. 5) 1384 Murexid. This term has

been applied by Liebig and WShler to Dr. Prout s pur

purate of ammonia. 1875 Urfs Diet. Arts III. 378 The
murexide colours are very fresh and brilliant. 1876 G. B.

GOODE Anini. Resources U. S. 93 Series of murexides, or

purpurate of ammonia dyes, made from guano. 1885 W.
ROBERTS Urin. f, Renal Dis. iii. (ed. 4) 68 A bright violet

hue (murexid) is instantly developed.

Mureyn(e, obs. forms of MUBBAIN sb.

Murg, variant of MAKG.

Murgeon (mvudjsn), sbl Now dial. Also 5

margon, 7 murgion, 8 mergin, mudgeon.

[Of obscure origin ;
cf. dial, marge (Chesh.) mudge

(Line.) of similar meaning.] t Will, refuse, dregs

(oh.) ;
wet peaty soil ;

the mortar and cement of

old walls.
a 1400-50 Alexander 628 It come no}t akyng son}e Itnaw

wele to sytt Doune in margon & mulle emange othire schrewis.

1607 NORDES Surv. Dial. iv. 229 Many fetch Moore-earth

or Murgion from the riuer between Colebrooke and Ux-

bridge. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbtidot S &quot;251 Some . . Vapours
that arose from the Mudgeon or Dregs of the Liquor. 1787

W. MARSHALL Norfolk (1795) I. 3. Another specimen of

manure much coveted here is
*

mergin that is the rubbish

of old buildings.

Murgeon (mw jd^on), rf. 2 Now only Sc. Also

6morgeowne. [Of obscure origin.] //.Grimaces,

bodily antics.

1500-20 UUSBAR Poems liii. 38 Scho maid sic morgeownis
with hir hippis, For lauchter nain mycht h.ild thair lippis.

a 1585 MONTGOMERY. I-tyting 495 With mud^ons, and mur-

geons, and mouing the braine, They lay it, they lift it [etc.].

1695 J. SAGE Ftmdtim. Charter I resbyt. Pref. (1697) n 2, If

their Mein had resembled so much as the Murgeons of an

Ape, I could have pardon d him. 1858 RAMSAY Remin.
Ser. I. (1860) 174 He. .gars them fissle, and loup, and mak

murgeons to please the great fowk.

Cam/: 1824 SCOTT .. Ronan s ii, Down cam masons and

murgeon-makers, and preachers and player-folk.

Murgeon (m/ Md^an), v. Sc. Also 6 murion,

7 mourgean, murgean. [f.
Mi RCEOX

j/&amp;gt;.-]
Irans.

a. To make grimaces at (a person). Also absol.

to grimace, b. pseudo-arc/;. To murmur, mutter.

15.. Christ
s^
Kirk Gr. 29 (liannatyne MS.) Scho skornit

Jok and skraipit at him, And mvrionit him with mokkis.

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (1833) 2 The world, who..hes
beene accustomed to murgean and apishly to imitate the

kirks holy ceremonies. Itid. TO In steed of mourning in

the dust. .we mumchance and mourgean in such dilicate

duilles, that [etc.]. 1837 J. M. WILSON Hist. T. Borders

III. 304 How he..murgeoned his Cameronian aiths as he

saw their smolt spirits scour awa to heaven like fire flaughts !

Murgion, obs. form of McBQKOH rf.l

Murgullie: see MARGCLLIE.

Murhpe, obs. form of MIRTH.
Murhwa, variant of MURWA.
Muri, obs. form of MERRY.
Muriacite (miiio riasait). Mitt. [ad. G. tint-

riacil (1795), irreg. f. L. tintria : see MUBIATE and

-ITE.]
= ANHYDRITE.

1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 144 Muriacite. .consists of 27 per
cent gypsum, 14 common salt, 5 mild calx, and 53 of mica
ceous sand. 1883 HEDDLE in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 400/1.

Muriate (miu rit t), sb. Chein. Also 8-9
muriat. [a. F. muriate, i. muriatique MURIATIC.

See -ATE 1 i c.] Old name, still current Comw.,
for CHLORIDE.
1790 R. KERR tr. Lavoisier s Eletn, Chcin. 231 Muriat of

barytes. 1791 MACIE in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 376 A small

quantity of muriate of tartar. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesur. iv. 99
ihe usual ammoniacal and other muriates were collected.

Muriate (miu Tie t), v. rare. [f. L. nutria

brine + -ATE 3.] trans. To pickle in brine.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria 22 Gerckems muriated with the

seeds of Dill, and the Mango Pickle are for the Winter.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Ceog. Sac. XXIX.
243 Minnows of many varieties, which simply sun-dried, or

muriated if salt can be afforded, find their way far east.

Muriated (miuTiited), fpl. a. [f. MURIATE
sb. or v. + -ED.] t a. Chem. Combined with

chlorine. MurialeJ iron, lead, etc. = chloride of

iron, etc. b. Impregnated with a chloride or

chlorides.

1789 A. CRAWFORD in Med. Commun. II. 349 Saturated

solutions of the muriated iron and muriated barytes. 1841

R. HUNT Art Photogr. n Muriated Paper. 1892-3 Kef.
U. S. Geol. Suru. in Nature 12 Mar. (1896) 439 Mineral

springs..divided into sulphated and muriated. 1896 All-

butt s Syst. Med, I. 324 Muriated Alkaline Waters.

Muriatic (miuoriartik), a. [ad. L. muriatic-us

pickled in brine, f. muria brine. Cf. F. muriatique.]

MURIFORM.

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, brine or

salt
; consisting of or containing brine. ? Obs.

1675 GREW Disc. Tasts Plants i. 22 Muriatick [taste], is

Saltness joyned with some Pungency, as in common Salt.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet in Aliments, etc. 380 If the

Scurvy be entirely Muriatick, proceeding from a Diet of salt

Flesh or Fish. 1818 SCOTT Let. to Lit. Montagu 12 Nov.
in Lockhart Life, The Duke is under the influence of the

muriatic bath. 1830 LINDLEV Nat. Syst. Bot. oo^The leaves

of Antmannia vesicatoria have a strong muriatic smell.

2. Chem. = MARINE a. I b, as in muriatic acid,

hydrochloric acid (still current Coming ; f muriatic

salt, a chloride ; t muriatic ether, chloric ether.

1676 GREW Essential $ Mar. Salts ofPlants \. I 2 The
Imitation of Nature, in producing a \larine, or Muriatick
Salt out of the Lixivial Salt of a Plant. 1790 R. KERH tr.

Lazwsifr s Elem. Client. 231 Table of the Combinations of

Muriatic Acid. 1757 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 98/1 Muri
atic copper, or marine salt of copper. 1850 Fownes* Chem.
(ed. 3) 416 A volatile, oily, colourless liquid,, .long known
under the name of heavy muriatic ether. 1874 CARPENTER
Mcnt. Phys. I. ii. (1879) 55 Some irritating vapour (such as

that of ammonia or muriatic acid).

t 3. Containing magnesium. MuriatU earth,

magnesia. (Only in Kirwan ?) Obs.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 7 Magnesia, or Muri
atic Earth. Ilnd. 144 Muriatic Genus. Under this head
1 include not only those earths and stones in which_ mag
nesia predominates, but also those in which the siliceous

earth predominates, if magnesia be, next after this, the most

copious ingredient.

Muriatrferous, a. Geol. i Obs. [f.
MURIATE

sb. + -(I)FEKOUS.] Yielding salt or other chloride

(not in economically valuable quantity).
1813 tr. Hnmboldfs Superposition of Rocks 324 Muriati-

ferous clay containing zechstein. 1831 DE LA BECHE Geol.

Man. (ed. 2) 247 Most frequently the marly clays are merely
muriatiferous ; an abundance of salt, .being more rare.

Muricate (mifl Tik/t), a. Bot. and Zool. [ad.
L. muricat-us shaped like the murex, f. niuric-

MUREX.] Furnished with sharp points, studded

with short hard excrescences. fAlso (rarely*)

terminating in a long sharp point, like the murex.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd.,The turbines,

are great . . angulous, muricate, or pentedactyls. 1777 ROBSON
Brit. Flora 35 Of the pericarpy. Muricate, covered with

sharp points, as in Xanthium. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora
162 Anlhriscus vulgaris. . . Fruit . . ovoid, muricate.

Hence Mu-ricately adv., in muricaltly-hispid(set

quot.). Also Muricato-Mspid in the same sense.

1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 8n Stem muricato-hispid.
IHa. noi. 1840 PAXTON Bot. Diet., Muricately-nisfid,
covered with short, sharp, stiff bristles.

Muricated (miu-rikited),a. [f. prec. + -EU.]
= MURIOATE.
In quot. 1707 used as an epithet of the points or protuber

ances themselves.

1707 SLOASE Jamaica I. 52 All along there were a great

many asperities, muricated prickles, or small eminencies.

Ibid. 53 The surface of this is., very rough with small muri

cated hollow tubercles. 1776 E. M. DA COSTA Elem. Con-

chol. 29 A Muricated, or Thorny Escallop or Spondyle.

1851 WOODWARD Mollusca \. 131 Shell .. smooth or muri

cated. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 580 Carpels with five

..minute muricated ridges*

Murices, pi. of MCREX.
Muricid (miuo-risid). [ad. mod.L. Muridd-s,

f. muric- MUREX.] A member of the family Mu-
ricidse of molluscs, typified by the genus Murex.
1861 CARPENTER in Rep. Smithsonian /nst.for 1860, 207

The Cerites. .were classed with the Muricids by Lamarck.

Muriciform (miuTi siffum), a. [f.
L. mtlric-

MUREX + -(I)FORM.] Resembling a murex or one

of the Muricids,.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 446/1 Muriciform type.

Mu-ricite. [f.
L. muric- MUREX + -ITE.] A

fossil murex. 1828-31 in WEBSTER.

Muricoid(miiio-rikoid),fl. Zool. [f.
L. muric-

MURKX + -oil).] Resembling a murex, or what

pertains to a murex.
1800 Century Diet., Muricoid operculnin, an operculum

having a subapical nucleus. 1895 A. H. COOKE Molluscs

(Camb. Nat. Hist. III.) 222 A very aberrant radula, not of

the common muricoid type.

Muriculate (miuri-ki81/t), a. Bot. [ad.

mod.L. muriculat-us, f. L. miiricul-tts small murex

+ -ATE. Cf. F. muriculi.] Minutely muricate.

1848 T. MOORE Haiiitlik, Brit. Ferns (1857) 6l Spores

somewhat muriculate.

Murid, variant of MOORAD dial.

t Mu ride. Chem. Obs. [a. F. muride, (. L.

muria : see MURIATE and -IDE.] (See quot.)

1844 HOBLVN Diet. Med., Muride, the name first given to

bromine, from its being an ingredient of sea-water.

Murit!, obs. form of MERRY.

Muriform (miu-rif|?rm ) ) a.
1 Bot. [ad. mod.L.

mfiriformis, f. mur-us wall + forma shape : see

-FORM.] Epithet for cellular cells consisting of

flattened cells so arranged as to resemble the

courses of bricks or stones in a wall.

1832 LINULEY Introa. Bot. 63 Medullary rays.. are com

posed of a muriform cellular tissue. 1871 W. A. LEIGHTON

Lichen- Flora. 346 Spores muriform, fuscous. lend. 349

Spores muriform, colourless.

Mu riform, a.- Med. rare
~

. [a. F. muri-

forme (in Littre), f. mure mulberry : see -FORM.]

Resembling a mulberry (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1891).
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Mu riform, .
3 rare . [f. L. v/r-, mns

mouse + -(I)FOBM.] Mouse-like or murine in

form; myomorphic* (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Murine (miu^rain, -rin), a. and sb. Also 7

murin. [ad. L. mfirin-its, f. mur-, mus mouse.]
A. adj. Resembling a mouse ; of or belonging to

the family Muridse, or the sub-family Mnritm.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 506 The Murin wantonnesse

of Xenophon. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xxii. 144 A mu
rine or mouse oppossum. 1877 COUES & ALLEN N* Atner.

Rod. 7 Sigmodont rats.. J highly murine In general aspect.

B. sb. A member of the family Mttrids, or of

the sub-family Jlfurinae.

1879 Cassctl s Nat, Hist.\l\. 112 These, although true

M urines, have a very Rabbit-like character.

Marine, error (? after L. muria brine) or mis

print for MARINE v.

1656 MARNETTE / erf. Cook it. 24 To murine Carps. 1688

U, HOLME Armoury in. 83/2 Murine, or Marinate, is to

pickle any sort of Fish, for to keep them.

t Marring, vM. sb. Obs. [f. MURE sb. or v. +
-ING !.] Wall-building.
1624 WOTTON Arc/lit, i. 27 Wals are either entire., or

intermitted ;. .The entire Muring is by Writers diuersely dis

tinguished. 1658 in PHILLIPS. 1703 tr. PerrattIt s Abridgin.
Vitrumits I. i. 2 The Friezes imitate the Muring [orig. la

ma$onnerie\ that is betwixt the ends of the Beams that are

directly upon the Pillars. 1721 in BAILEY.

Muringer: see MURENGEH.

Mu*rinoid, a. rare 1
, [f.

MURINE + -onx]

Resembling the mouse or its allies.

1864 H. ALLEN Bats JV. Atner. (Smithsonian Misc. Col

lect.) 78 The Murinoid group of bats.

t Murio-. Chem. [f. L. muria: see MURIATE.]

1799 SIR H. DAVY in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. q McJ.
Kiwiut, 115 The murionitric phosacid. 1813 W. PHILLIPS
Introd. Min. fed. 3) 343 Murio-carbonate of lead. 1845 in

Proc. Atner. Pkilos. Sac. IV. 212 Murio-phosphate of lead.

Murk, mirk (mz&amp;gt;jk),
sb.* Forms : i mirce,

myrce, 4 merck, myrke, 4-5 merk(e, mirke,

5-9 mirk, 6 myrk, 6, 9 mark, 7 murke, 7-
murk. [OK. mirce str. neut., related to MURK a.

Cf. ON. myrkr) genit. myrkrs (Sw. marker)^

wyrkvt wk. masc. (Da. m$rke)^\
1. Darkness, lit. andy?^. Now chiefly Sc.

ti 1000 Daniel 448 (Gr.) Se &e hie ofSam mirce generede.
c 1220 Bestiary 443 LedeS man to helle merk. 1303 K.
BRUNNE Handl. Synne 2164 yf bu brake euer any kyrke,
On day, or yn nysht, yn myrke [Dnlivich MS. in the

merke]. c 1440 York Myst. xxxvii. 53 I spake of folke in

mirke walkand. 1567 Gude fy Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 107 Nor
the perturb in mark nor lycht. 1585 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. IV. 28 The diet of the proclamation n is in the mirk of
the mone. 1601 SIIAKS. All s Well \\. i. 166 Ere twice in

murke and occidentall dampe Moist Hesperus hath quench d
her sleepy Lampe. 1791 BURNS Tarn O^Shanter 31 She

prophesy d that, late or soon, Thou would be found deep
drown d in Doon ; Or catch d wT warlocks i the mirk. 1852;

LONGK Je^vish Cemetery at Newport ix, They lived in..

lanes obscure,.. in mirk and mire. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk.
Gt. vi. i. (1872) II. 138 Aloft from the murk of commonplace
rise glancings of a starry splendour. 1904 HEWLETT Queers
Quain. vu. 94 In the grey mirk.. Lethmgton and his master
came to rouse her.

2. Thick or murky air or vapour. Also_/5g
r
.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23669 Ne mist ne merck ne na maner
O weder to be werld to der. 1846 LONCF. in Life (1891) II.

68 We came out in the murk and rain. 1891 E. FIELD
Western Verse 34 A song of the land of murk and mist.

Murk (mz&amp;gt;jk),
sb* Also 7-9 mure, 8 raurck,

9 mirk. [? var. of MARC.] = MARC.
1676 WORLIDGE Cyder 91 In case you resolve to adde water

to your Mure,, .then you need not press it too hard; for

your Cider will then be the worse. 1750 W. ELLIS Mod.
Hasbandm. VII. n. 124 The Lees or Murk of the pressing
[of walnuts]. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 1275/2 When
all the juice is received by the operation of treading, the

skins, stems, and seeds, or as it is properly called, the murk,
is submitted to great pressure.

Murk, mirk (myjk), a. Now dial. ($.) and

poet, or arch* Forms : i mirce, myrce, 3 mire,

3-5 merk, 3-7 mirke, 4 merck, 4-5 merke, 4-6
myrk, 4-7 myrke, 5 marke, 6, 8, 9 mark, 4-
rnirk, 7- murk. [OE. mirce = OS. mirki, ON.
myrk-r (inflected myrkv-\ Sw. mbrk, Da. mfrk)
: OTeut. *merkwjo- 9

*merkwi-. Outside Teut. no
certain cognates have been found.
It is usually assumed that the existing word is from ON.,

on the ground that OE. mirce should have yielded *mirch ;

but it cannot be affirmed that OE. c from kw would not

have remained as (k). Cf. thick : OE. jicce.
The prevailing spelling in Scottish writers is mirk; the

modern poetic use, being chiefly imitated from Sc., usually
has this spelling; the independent use by English writers

associates the word with murky ^ whence the form murk.}
1. Obscure, deficient in light, dark.

a. Of night, day, the weather, etc. Mirk night

Sc., the darkest part of the night [cf. ON. myrk-

nxlti}. Mirk Monday Sc., the day of the great
solar eclipse of 29 Mar. (= 8th April N.S.) 1652.
c 1300 Havelok 404 On the mirke nith to shine, c 1400

Rom. Rose 5339 Take eclips right as the mone, Whan..
The shadowe maketh her bemis merke. c 1450 St. Cuth-
bert (Surtees) 7136 J?ai rest in larow, whils it was myrke.
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 38 I did spaceir vp ande doune but

sleipe, the maist part of the myrk nycht. a 1578 LINDESAY

(Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot. (S.T. S.) I. 405 The night was grow-

and markwpounthame. 1647 HERRICK Nolle Numbers, To
his Conscience, That In the mirk and tonguelesse night,

Wanton I may. c 1767 Archxologia I. 230 note. The great
Solar eclipse, vulgarly called the Mirk Monday. 1781
HURKS MyNamejO ii, The night s baiih mirk and rainy, O.
a i884CALVERLEY Lit. Rent. (1885) 206 Murk night seemed

lately fair-complexioned day.

b. Of places.
BeowulJ 1405 Gang ofer grundas ^exiuim for ofer myrcan

mor. 1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Coftsc. 456 par duellid man in a

myrk dungeon. ^1475 RaufCoityar-z?. Amang thay myrk
Montanis sa madlie thay mer. 1533 BKLLENDEN tr. Livy
i. vt. (S. T. S.) I. 38 In ane myrk and obscure place. 1792
BURNS My Ain Kind Dearie ii, In mirkest glen, at mid

night hour, I d rove, and ne er be eerie O. 1821 BVKON
Juan iv. xxxiii, Mirk The sharp rocks look d below. 1844
MRS. BROWNING Soan., Work

.5- Contempt. ,
These temples

mirk.

c. Of air, etc. : Darkened ; csp. darkened by
mist

; hence, misty, dense.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiii. (.Marcus] 177 Sa wondire myrke

become be ay r,(?at before wesclere and fay re. 1609 HOLLAND
Amm. Metrccll. 88 A hideous bleakenesse of a thicke and
mirke mist settled upon the ground, a 1839 PRAKD Poems
(1864) II. 353 Mirk was the air. 1888 LowKM. l&amp;gt;lack

Preacher 38 Fingers long fleshless the bell-ropes work, The
chimes peal muffled with sea-mists mirk.

d. Jig. in various applications : t Atrociously
wicked (obs.) ; obscure, hard to understand ;

gloomy, depressing; unenlightened.
a 1000 Phoenix 457 (Gr.) Faxler on fultum, for3 onetted,

henan lifes leahtras dwa-sceb, mirce mandaede, a
\yx&amp;gt;

Cursor Hf. 26105 And bar-wit-al sum questiones We sal

vndo be merk resons. c 1425 Hautfolcs Psalter Metr.
Pref. 18 pe -sentence is ful merke. 1579 Si KNsiiK Shcph.
Cal. Sept. 103 Such myster saying me siremeth to mirke.

1725 RAMSAY dentle Slieph. iv. ii, Milk despair Made me
think life was little worth. 1855 BAILKV

Sf&amp;gt;ir. Leg. in

AIystic t
etc. 102 That variable orb, now great with love,

And hope, now murk and mean with slavish fear.

t 2. Having the sight obscured ;
dim. Obs.

( izao Bestiary 95 Or he it biSenken can, hise ejen weren
mirke. c 1460 Towncley Myst. xvii. 33 Myn ees are woren
both marke and blynd.
3. Dark in colour, rare.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 286 And euerilc on 3at helden wid him,

3o \vur5en mire, and swart, and dim. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
xvii. 13 Mirke watres bat ware ofe hewe. a 1849 H. COLIC-

RIDGK Poems (1850) n. 34 No fault of thine. .Clothes thee in

weed of penance, murk and dun. 1898 W. K. JOHNSON
Terra Tenebr. 139 Round thee the murk and passionate
wave Its waste of foam in vain would fling.

Murk, mirk (mwk), v. forms : see MUUK .

[f. MURK a. Cf. ON. myrkva to grow dark

(possibly the source).]

1 1. intr. To grow dark. Obs.

1320-30 Horn Ch. 81 When that even bicam,. .It bigan to

mirke. 1:1400 Destr. Troy 7809 The night was so nii;ne,. .

merkit the mountayns & mores aboute. 1633 J. FISHER
True Trojans in. ix, GITnight gars the welkin merk.

2. trans. To darken, obscure, lit.&b&figi Also
to blacken, smudge.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxviii. n Myrknes sail noght

be myrked of
}&amp;gt;c,

c 1450 Cov. Myst, xxli. (Shaks. Soc.) 207
With sum myst his wittys to merke. 1723 RAMSAY Gentle

Sheph. in. iii, Soon the fleecy clouds mirk a the skies. 1791

J. LEARMONT Poems 23 Their sordit sauls mirk t Britain s

glory. 1907 Daily News 6 Sept. 6 Happy mites, most of

them, for all the dirt which murked their countenances.

Hence Mu rking///. a.j becoming dark.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 318 Quyetlie
about the myrkand nycht,. .on to the wall he staw.

t Mtrrken, v. Obs. Forms : 4 merkin,
mircken, mirken, -in, mourken, 5 merken, 6

myrken. [f. MURK a, + -EN 5.] intr. To become
murk or dark.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1764 Sun and mone Jjeir bemes hide,

Merkind oueral J?is werld wide. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B.

1760 Mourkenes be mery weder, & pe myst dryues. c 1400
Destr. Troy 7350 All merknet the mountens & mores
aboute. 15x3 DOUGLAS JEnei$Y.\. xv. 131 All thyngdymmis
and myrknys me about.

t Mu rkfal, a. rare. Obs. In 4 markefull,
merkeful, merkful, 6 mirkful. [f. MURK sb. +
-FUL !.] Full of darkness.

13.. Cursor M. 17863 (Arundel MS.) As we were stad in

merkful [v.r. markefull, merkeful] stalle. 1520 NISBET N. T.
in Scots Luke xi. 34 AI the body salbe mirkful.

Murkily, -ness : see under MURKY a.

Murkish (mwukif), a. [f. MURK a. + -isn 1
.]

Somewhat murky, dark.

1869 STEVENSON Let. 18 June in Scribner s Mag. XXV.
41/2 The dawn, orange and yellow and red, waxing brighter
above a row of murkish clouds.

Mu rklins, adv. Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. D.).
Also 6 marklynis, 9 mirklins. [f. MURK a. +
-LING 2

.] In the dark.

1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlviii. 56 Weill may thay
brukit, thay neid not to lukit, Bot graip it marklynis be the

grund. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 34 Mnrklins : in the dark.

Mu rkly, adv. rare 1
, [f. MURK a. + -LY 2

.]

Darkly ; obscurely.
13.. Cursor M. 9278 (Gott.) Bot ?it bat folk.. until ol&amp;gt;er

said quat may J?is be So wonderly mirkly [c 1425 Trttt.

merkely] spekes he ?

Murkness, mirkness (mflrkn*i), [f. MUEK
a. + -NESS.] a. Darkness, lit. and/^. (now only Sc?).
b. Intense darkness caused by vapour or smoke ;

murkiness (rare).
c 1250 Gen, fy Ex. 3104 Mi3te non egipcien Abuten him

for mirknesse sen. a 1300 Cursor J\I. 15860 Nu er yee

cummen to tak me, Als in mercknes o night. 1393 LANGL.
/ . PI. C. xxi. 141 In menynge ^at man shal fro meorknesse
beo drawe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13159 A myst & a merknes
mynget wit rayn. 1456 SIK G. HAVE Law Anns (S.T. S.)

28 That ilke myrknes, of the quhilk the sternis was blekku.

1581 N. liuRNt Disfiut. Ep. Ded. aivb, The Ministeris of

mirknes. a 1670 SCALDING Troub. C/raj./(BannatyneClub)
II. 310 So they pairt, the ane army fra the uther, throw
mirknes of nicht. 1849 Reverberations \. 16 Thro the mist
and thro

1

the murkness Travels the great human .soul. 1889
SKRINE Mem. E. Thriug 158 Four legs and a tail were
heaved into the mirkness.

Murkoke, obs. form of MOOR-COCK.

Murksome, mirksome (m/&amp;gt; uks&amp;lt;um),
a. rare.

ff.
MUKK sb. + -SOME.] Dark, obscure. Hence

Mu rksomeness.
1590 SI KNSMK / . (7- v - 28 Through mirkesome aire her

ready way the makes. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xin. v, There
in silence deafe and mirksome shade. 1625 Bi 1

. MOUSTAGU
App. Cxsar 75 You can easily foonl over all the depths
thcrof. and clcerly comprehend all the darkest mirksome-
nesse therin. 1642 H. MOKK Svtiif S^nl n. i. iv. 2 That all

that springs fiom hence should be resulvM Into this mirk*
wjmi; bourse, first iitatU-r hight. 1794 ULUNS B^nie Lass
Jlftn/c the Bed to J/tM,The mirksome night did me cnfaulcl.

1855-9 SINGLETON Virgil II. 141 Confined in darkness and
a mirksome jail.

Murky (in/Juki), sb. Mtts. (See quots.)
1876 SIAINKK ^c B.\]:i:].ri Diet. Altts. Terms, Mmky, a

piece of harpsichord music, having a ba^s consisting of

broken octaves. 1^97 RittnantCs / /V/. A I us.. Murkys

(Murky Bass,), a term applied tu Ijioken octaves in accom
paniment.. .Also pieces with .such basses.

Murky (niz)uki), a. rare before I7th c. Also

4, 8-9 mirky, 6-7 raurkie. [f.
MUKK sb. + -Y.]

1. (Jf places : Excessively dark or gloomy.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxxvii. 6 pai set me in be nether

lake : in mirky stedes Si in shado of dede. 1605 SHAKS.
Maib. v. i. 41 Hell is murky. 1610 Temp. iv. i. J5 With
sii .li loue, as tis now the murkiest den. .shall neuer melt
Mine honor into lust. 1791 COWPKK Odyss. x. 626 liaste to

1 luto s murky abode. 1816 KKAIS O Solitude! 3 O Soli

tude ! if I must with thee dwell, Let it not be among the

jumbled heap Of murky building s. 1871 K. Ki.i.i^ tr. (.

tullns\\\. ii Now he wcndeth along the mirky pathway,
Whence, they tell us, is hopeless all returning. 1888 HL.RGON
Lives 12 Gd. Ah H II. ix. 185 The ante-chapel, .that after

noon happened to be exceptionally murky.
fig. 1840 JJicKKNs liarn. Rudge Ixxiii, As through the

narrow crevice of one good deed in a murky life of guilt.

2. Of air, mist, clouds, etc. : Thick, dark. Of

gloom, darkness : Intense.

1667 Mir/: ON / . /-. x. 280 So sented the grim Feature, and

upturn d His Nostril wide into thenuukie Air. 1718 ROWK
tr. Lucan vi. 9^5 Hlack Clouds and murky Fogs involve her

Head. 1725 POPE Odyss. xii. 475 When lo ! a murky cluti J

the Thund rer forms. 1814 SCOTT ll a-: .\vi, The path wa.s

altogether indiscernible in the murky darkness which sur

rounded them. 1818 I VRON Ch. Har. \\\ xxxiv, Making
the sun like blood, the earth a tomb, The tomb a hell, and
hell ituelf a murkier gluom. 1859 JKI HSON Brittany \. 2 A
county notorious even in England for its murky atmosphere.
3. Very dark in colour.

1791 W. GiU iN Forest Scenery I. 86 Its dark, murky hue
is unpleasing_.

1881 CABLE Mme. Delfhine ii, The^ j de
coulenr. ., with

* Ichabod legible on their murky foreheads.

4. Dirty, grimy.
1798 BLOOMFII-.LD Farmer s

Boy&amp;gt;
Summer 199 To ride in

murky state the panting Steed.

5. Of looks ; Sullen, cheerless, gloomy.
1841 Miss SEDGWICK Lett. Abr. I. 172 They would ad

vance with downcast eyes and murky looks. 1856 R. S.

HAWKER in Life &amp;lt;$

Lett. ix. (1905) 152 They left, looking
very murky.
Hence Mivrkily adv., Mirrkiness.
1813 BYRON Corsair i. ix, As if within that murkiness of

mind Work d feelings fearful, and yet undefined. 1835
Fraser^s Mag. XII. 572 Look adown that sullen stream,

flowing murkily and more murkily between its resplendent
quays, 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, Is it not rather the

very murkiness, and atmospheric suffocation, that brings
the lightning and the light?

tMurl, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also mirl, murle.

[Of obscure origin : possibly a derivative of OE.
meant soft.] intr. and trans. To crumble \ fig.

to cause to decay. Cf. MARL v.1 3.

c 1500 Priests of Peblis (Laing) 313 Thair manheid, and
thair mense, this gait thay murle. 1600 SURFLET Country
Farm m. i. 424 Ground, .which murleth easily in breaking
and stirring it with your fingers. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks.

(Surtees) 62 That is founde to doe more harme then good,

to wee crumbs, that got lost in a body s pooch.

Murleon, obs. form of MERLIN $b

Murlie, obs. form of MUBLY.
t Mu rlimews, sb. pi. Obs. rare. Also 6

mearlew muse, 6-7 murlemews. [An arbitrary

formation.] Foolish gestures or antics.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xxii. 131 The Papistes..
fiske about after their foolish ceremonies and after murli-

mewes of their owne making [Fr. orig. et afres tant d
1

agios

yu ilsfont]. 1^93 HOLLYBAND Dict. t Agyos or Agios, bless

ings and crossings which the papistical! priests doe vse in

their holy water, to make a mearlew muse. 1600 I? LYLY]Maides Metam. in. i. E 2 Good maister wizard, leaue these

murlemewes, and tell Mopso plainly, whether Gemulo..
shall win the loue of the fatre shepheardesse..or not.

Murlill (mtrjlin). Sc. Also 8 murlain, 9
murlan. [Cf. Gael, murlan, murlag of the same

meaning.] A round narrow-mouthed basket.

17. . Song, The Boatie R&amp;lt;m&amp;gt;s m Johnson Mns. Museum
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11794) V. 439 And lightsome be her heart that bears The
Murlain and the creel. 1855 OGILVIE Suppl., Marian^ or

Murlin, a round, narrow-moulhed basket (Scotch).

Murling (mDilirj), ppl. a.
[f. MUBL z&amp;gt;. +

-ING.] Crumbling ;
friable.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey \. viii. 19 A blacki&amp;gt;h

moulde which is light, deepe, fat, sweet in taste and odour,
inurling, plyable, mellow, of moderate warmth. 1819 W.
TKNNANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 76 He dUinterr d their

murlin banes, And grund them into powther sma1

.

Murlon, obs. form of MEKLIN.
a 1566 R. EDWARDS Damon $ Pit/lias (1571) F j b.

Murly (mz5Mli), a. Also murlie. [f. MUBL v.

+ -Y.j Of earth: Crumbly, friable.

1600 SURFLET Country Farm m. xx.
4^70

And as concern

ing the earth, .that it be such as is vene murly, temperate
[etc.], x6xoW. WotKVKOeUiM.Art^fSiavOH. xi. 36Onyons
..thriue well in a red short, murly and moistish earth. 1838
MARY Howtrr Birds $ Fl. t Childhood xvi, The gentian blue
on the murly hill And the snap-dragon white and yellow.

t Mnrmell. Sc. Obs. [Cf. OF. mormeler to

murmur, G. mitrmeln to murmur, murmel (obs.)

murmuring.] Murmuring.
1535 LVNDESAY Satyre 2521 And, for till saif vs fra mur-

melSchone, Diligence, fetch vs Gude-counsell. Ibid. 2538
Gif vs 3our counsell, How we sail slaik the greit murmell Of
pure peopill.

Murmur (m^umw), sb. Forms : 4-7 murmure,
4-5 mormur, -or, 4-6, 8 murmour, 5, 7 murmer,
7 murmor, 4- murmur, [a. F. munmire masc.

(I2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), IL of action f. murmurer
to MURMUR. Cf. Pr. murmuri, Sp. muniiurio

t

mormurtfo, It. mormorio.
The Eng. sb. coincides in form with the L. murmur, by

which some of its senses may have been directly influenced.]

1. Subdued continuous or continuously repeated
sound

;
an instance of this. Now rare exc. in the

murmur of (a brook, the waves, etc.).
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 281 In that Vale, heren men

often tyme..grete Murmures and Noyses. 1523 SKELTON
Gar/. Laurel 270 With that there come in..A murmur of

mynstrels, 11586 C TESS PEMBROKE P$. XLVI. ii, Lo, a river

streaming joy, With purling murmur safelie slides. 1592
SHAKS. l

r
ett. fy Ad. 706 Ech shadow makes him stop, ech

murmour stay. i6oz MARSTON Antonio s Rev. v. iii, Making
lowde murmur, with confused dinne. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) I. 96 The murmur of a troubled sea. 1853
M. ARNOLD Scholar-Gipsy ii, All the live murmur of a
summer s day. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 688 Finding
neither light nor murmur there. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildro.
stan 48 The murmur of the running brooks.

b. Path. A sound of this kind (whether normal
or morbid) heard in auscultation.

1833 J. FORBES in Cycl. Pract. Med. I. 241/1 [Ausculta
tion.] When the valve [of the heart], not closing accurately,
admits of regurgitation, a murmur accompanies (he first

sound. 1851 WALSHE Dis. Lungs &amp;lt;$

Heart 73 The sounds
discoverable by auscultation of the breathing-apparatus in
the state of health are : (A) The respiratory murmurs ; and
(B) the resonance of the voice. Ibid. 212 Sounds of adventi
tious origin and properties produced either within or on the
surface of the heart, are termed Murmurs. 1876 BKISTOWE
Theory *t Pract. Med. (1878) 561 Distinct pulsatile tumours,
attended with more or less thrill and often with a murmur.
2. f a. The expression of discontent or anger by

inarticulate complaint ; muttered or indistinct

complaint, grumbling or repining. Obs. b. An
instance of this

;
an act of murmuring or repining ;

a subdued expression of discontent.
c 1381 CHAUCER Part. Foules 520 Nature, which that alway

had an ere To murmour of the lewednes behinde, With
facound voys seide, hold your tonges there ! f 1386
Pars. T. F 432 Murmure eek is ofte amonges seruauntz that

grucchen whan hir souereyns bidden hem doon leueful

thynges. 1300 GOWER Conf. I. 89 In myn herte I am
desesed : With many a Murmur, god it wot. c 1477 CAXTON
Jason 69 And [they] began to make grete bewaylm.ces and
murmure upon Appollo. 1313 MORE Rich. Ill in Grafton
Chron, (1568) II. 767 Done, .to none other intent but to bring
all the Lordes in an obloquy and murmour of the people.
1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Admir. Ei ents 127 He en
deavoured, .to avoyde scandall, murmur, and the punish*
ment wherewith the Judge threatned him. 1681 DRYDEN
Sfitin. Friar w. ii, 54 Some discontents there are ; some idle

murmurs. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 95 F i Persons in the
married State.. pine away their Days, by looking upon the
same Condition in Anguish and Murmur. 1749 YOUNG Nt.

Th. vn. 732 Instinct, than reason, makes more wholesome
meals, And sends all marring murmur far away. 1858 J. L,
STEPHENS Trav. Greece, etc. 24/1, I should have, .given up
the remnant of my stock of borrowed money without a mur
mur. 1874 STUUBS Const, Hist. I. xii. 472 The murmurs of
the people reached the king in Normandy.
fa. Rumour. In murmur \ whispered about

1

,

1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. i. ii. 32 Twas fresh in murmure..
That hedidseeketheloueoffaireOHuia. 1760-72 H. BROOKE
FoolofQual. (1809) IV. 37 Some murmur of these matters
may come to her ear.

4. A softly or gently spoken word or sentence;
subdued or nearly inarticulate speech.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xi. 201 That kind of Mur

mur which usually shews how the House stands inclined.

773 GOLDSM. Stoop* to Cong. iv. Wks. (Globe) 668/1 What
billing, exchanging stolen glances, and broken murmurs?
1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xii, His speech was the softest
murmur. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Dot. Worship 88 Whilst
in Choir let there be no murmur heard among the Clerks.

Murmur (myum&i), v. Forms: 4, 6 mur
mure, 6 mormour, murmour(e, -more, 5-
murmur. [a. F, murmurer (

= Sp. murmurar^
wenuurart Pg. murmurar^ It. mormorare^ mur-

-in itrare} t ad. L. mitrmitrare t f. murmur rumbling

noise, murmur, a reduplicated onomatopoeic forma

tion. Cf. OHG. murmurdn, murmulon (perh.
from Latin; MHG., mod.G. mitrmeln} to mur

mur, Gr. poppvpftv to boil up (as the waves),
Skr. marmara rustling sound,]
1. intr. To make, produce, or emit a low con

tinuous sound.

^1386 CHAUCER Syr. s T. 196 They murmureden as dooth

a swarm of Been, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xiii. (1869)

182 Howndes gon abayinge up on him, murmuringe with

here teth. 1589 GKEENE Menaphon (Arb.) 45 All the com-

panie began to murmure, and euery man to prepare his eye
for so miraculous an obiect. 1712 ADUISON Sped, No. 393
f 2, I have not heard a Bird sing, nor a Brook murmur.
1802 COI.EKIDGE Picture 56 Listening only to the pebbly
brook That murmurs with a dead, yet tinkling sound. 1873
BLACK Pr. Thitle xiv, Their conversation murmured around
her unheeding ears. 1898 W. K. JOHNSON Terra, Tenebr.

107 Where the tall pine-trees murmur round the homestead.

2. To complain or repine in low muttered tones
;

to give vent to an inarticulate discontent, to

grumble. Often with
&amp;lt;?/, against.

1474 CAXTON Ckesse \\. v. 61 The peple murmur and ryse

agayn theyr lord. 1525 WAKHAM in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.

in. I. 371 It hathe been shewed me. .that the people sore

grudgetheand murmureth. a 1548 HALL Chron.) Hen. VI
175 b, The capitaines of his Nauy murmured against hym.
Ibid., Edw. IV 239 bt 13yd oppugne, and wyth yll woordes
murmur at the doyng thereof. 1665 MANLEY Grotius Low
C. Warres 443 The multitude hereupon, murmured cruelly

against Count Solmes. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist. R0ie(i?86)ll.
ii Those veteran legions, .began to murmur, for not having
received the rewards which they had expected. iSfioWAKTEK
Sea-board II. 161 He was never heard to murmur.
3. trans. To utter (sounds, words) in a low voice

and indistinctly.

1535 COVERDALE John vli. 32 And it came to the Pharises

eares, that y people murmured soch thinges of him. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. I\7

&amp;gt;

n. iii. 51, I by thee liaue watcht. And
heard thee murmore tales of Iron Warres. 1799 WORDSW.
Poet s Epitaph 39 He murmurs near the running brooks A
music sweeter than their own. 1834 LYTION Pompeii HI. i,

He is murmuring curses on the temple, be sure. 1897 MRS.
RAYNER Type-ivriter Girl x. i n A clerk, .murmured some
thing inaudible about conditions of sale*.

f4. Sc. To complain or grumble against, to

animadvert upon the actions of; to accuse. Obs.

1478 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 209 Nevyr to
murmur Abbot na conuent or ellis frely to gyfe our his tak.

1518 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869) I. 178 He was hevely mur-
murit be the saldis provest..and communite of diuers gret
faltis and wrangis. Ibid., Gif thai had murmurit him with
out cans thai to be ponist siclyke. 1676 SIR J. LAUDKR
Hist. Notices Sc. Affairs (Bannatyne Cl.) 120 Any who,
without reason, misrepresented or murmured Judges and
Magistrats for doing their offices.

Murmuracion, -yon(e, van ff. MURMURATION.
1 Murmurairt, a. Obs. [a. F. mitrnmrant

(i6th c. Littre), pr. pple. of murmurer MURMUK
v. : see -ANT.]

= MUUMCRING///. a.

1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 53 Vocal or Murmurant. 1681
H. MORE in Glanvill Saddutismits Postscr. 33 Wizzards..
that speak with a querulous murmurant or mussitant voice.

t Murmura tion. Obs. Forms : 4-6 mur-
muracion, 5 rnormeracyone, murmeracion,5-6
murrauracyon, 6 Sc. murmuratioun, 5- mur-
muration. [a. F. murmuration{=-t.murmuratiO)
Sp. miff-, viornniracion^ Pg. imtrmura^&o^ It. wor-

inorazione\ a. L. murmuration-em^ n. of action
from mztnnurdre to MUKMUK.]
1. The action of murmuring ; utterance of low

continuous sounds; complaining, grumbling ; com
plaint. Also with a and in//.
c 1386 CHAL-CER Pars. T. F 425 After bakbityng cometh

gruchchyng or Murmuracion, and sorntyine it spryngeth of

Inpacience agayns god, and somtyme agayns man. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) viii. 29 pai made murmuracion agaynes
him by cause of thrist. 1536 CRANMER in Burnet Hist. Ref.
(1829) I. 403 If he find in your most noble heart, .that your
grace, without murmuration and overmuch heaviness, do
accept all adversities [etc.]. 1541 PAYNEL Catiline VIL n
Cicero rose vp and ryght sharpely rebuked Q. Mutius:..
with many and fauouraole murmuratipns of the hole senate
therunto. 1641 R. Ii. K. Parallel Liturgy w. Mass-bk. 44
The reformed Church counts the secret murmuration of their
Canon and words of consecration a very vile, .practice.
a 1653 BINNING Serm. (1845) 205 The murmurations of the

Gple
in the wilderness. 1687 SIR J. LAUDER (of Fountain-

) Hist. Notices Sc. Affairs (1848) 775 They most not
stand near the witnesses when they depone, nor interrupt
them by murmurations or susurrings.

U 2. An alleged term for a flock (of starlings).
ci470 in Hors Shepe $ G. etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.)

30 A murmeracion of stares.

t Murmura tor. Obs. Also 7 murmerator.
[a. late L. murmurator&amp;gt; agent-n. f. murmurdre to

MURMUR.] A murmurer, detractor.

1670 Conclave wherein Clement VIII was elected Pope 30
Having banished from his company all men that were de
ceitful, factious, adulators, murmurators. 1689 PHILOPOLITES
Grummet, Crew^ I cannot see what should hinder the going
down of this new Oath ; especially, with a great many of
the debauched Sort of these Murmerators.

Murmure, obs. form of MURMUK sb. and v.

Murmured (mz)umyjd),///. a. [f. MUKMUK v.

+ -ED 1.] Faintly uttered.

1800 CAMPBELL The Name Unknown* 26 Thy murmured
vows shall yet be mine. 1828 SCOTT f. M. Perth xxiii,

Henry Smith stepped forward, amidst the murmured ap

plauses of his fellow-citizens. 1885-94 R- BRIDGES Eros $
Psyche Sept. xviii, And with him sweet Euphrosyne, attent

Upon his murmur d wants.

Murmurer (mzjumcrai). [f. MUKMUB v. +
-EK 1

.]
One who murmurs; esp. one who com

plains against constituted authority.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 107 b, Curynge the

scrupulous persone. .and mendyng the impacyent and mur
murer. 1530 TINDALE Prol. Levity Those murmurars agenst
god as sone as they repented were healed of their deadly
woundes. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. F///, n. ii. 131 Heau ns peace
be with him;.. for liuing Murmurers. There s places of
rebuke. ^1770 AKENSIDE Ode\. iii, Th

1

industrious bee..
Sweet murmurer ! 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 10. 579
The few murmurers were weeded from its ranks by a careful

remodelling.

t MuTiuurhead. Obs. rare !
. [f. MURMUR

sb. + -HEAD.] Murmuring spirit ; discontent.
c 1473 Partenay 3603 Most fals traytour And fals forsworn

in-ded, Replet with uices, full of murmerhed.

Murmuring (m2&amp;gt;Mmz&amp;gt;rirj),
vbl. sb. [f. MUR

MUR v. + -ING
i.jf The action of the vb. MURMUR ;

an instance of this.

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame m. 434, I herd a noyse aprochen
blyve That ferd as been don in an hive..Ryghte suche a
maner murmuryng For al the world hyt semed me. 1515
BARCLAY Eglog-ues ii. (1570) Biv, One reacheth the bread
with grutch and murmuring. 1535 COVERDALE Phil. ii. 14
Do all thinges without murmurynges, and disputinges.
c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health, Aphor. a viij, If they which
haue certayne murmuryng and wynd in theyr belyes, haue
greate paynes in the loynes, they shal haue moyst defections.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. \. 23 But with his clownish hands their

tender wings He brusheth oft, and oft doth mar their mur
murings. a 1639 WOTTON Life Dk. Buckhtn. (1642) 22 He
found. .but smothered murmurings for the losse of so many
gallant Gentlemen. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 598/2 The
Attempting to enforce any such Thing by a Law, would
raise a most general Discontent and Murmuring. 1804 J.
GRAHA.ME Sabbath 426 The murmuring So gentle of the
brook. 1906 Edin. Rev. July 123 The night is full of. .the

murmurings of spring.

Murmuring (miJumwrirj), ///. a. [f. MURMUR
v. + -ING ^.] That murmurs, in various senses.

1530 PALSGR. 319/1 Murmuryng, grutchynge as folkes that
be nat contented, vnirmuratif. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n.
v, 30 A gentle streame, whose murmuring wave did play
Emongst the pumy stones. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. iii.

80 The ranke of Oziers, by the murmuring streame. 1645
EVELYN /^/ary June, The. .rock out of which Moses brought
water to the murmuring Israelites. 1665 DRYDEN hid.

\ Emp. iv. iii. (Song), Hark, hark, the Waters fall, fall, fall :

And with a murmuring Sound.. To gentle Slumbers call,

1699 GARTH Dispensary n. 2 The ev nmg Breeze Begun to

whisper through the murm ring Trees. 1799 SHERIDAN Pi~
zarro iv. i, O er her unshelled brood the murmuring ring
dove sits. 1863 WOOLNER My Beautiful Lady 119 Where
the summer lay On honeyed murmuring limes.

Hence Mu rnmrinffly adv.
1611

CQiG^..^fnrniurantfment t murmuringly. 1843 Tail s

Mag. X. 558 The wing-stirr d air shook murmuringly. 1876
BANCROFT ///$/. U.S. V. x. 443 Greene.. wrote murmuringly
to Washington, that the fort might have kept the enemy
at bay.

Murmurish (mz&amp;gt; MmtfriJ), a. [f. MURMUR sb.

4- -ISH *.] Approaching the sound of a murmur.
1851 WALSHE Dis. Lungs &amp;lt;y

Heart 204 The. .sound.. is,

in fact, murmurish, without being actually converted into a
murmur. 1889 Lancet 12 Jan. 78/1 A definite murmur was
heard in forty-five cases,. .and in six others the first sound
was murmurish.

Murmurless fafrnMbty [f. MURMUR sb.

-t- -LESS.] Without murmur.
1862 WALSHE Dis. Heart (ed. 3) Index 550 Murmurless

aneurismal sacs.

Murmurous (mvumztes), a. [f. MURMUR sb.

+ -oca.]
1. Characterized or accompanied by subdued

continuous sound j abounding in or characterized

by murmurs.
1582 STAN vHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 25 Where through nyne

channels with mountayns murmerus burring Rough the sea

floas forward. 1590 SPENSER / . Q. n.xi. 32. 1659 H. MORE
Jtniiwrt. Soul m. xvii. (1662) 219 A joynt groaning of a
multitude together, mingled with a murmurous admiration.

1726 POPE Odyss. xx. 19 Round his swol n heart the mur-
m rous fury rowls. 1819 KEATS Ode to Nightingale v, The
murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves. 1886 CONST. F.
WOOLSON East Angels ix. 176 The waves. .flowed softly up
the beach, .with a rippling murmurous sound.

quasi-rttrz . 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixiv. 263 Often a

trumpeter horn blew murmurous, hoarsely resounding.

f 2. Complaining, grumbling. Obs.

159* STOW Ann. 691 This yeere many murmurous tales

ranne in the citye betweene the earle of Warwike and the

Queenes blood. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. \\. v. (1852)

384 The judgments of God upon the murmurous Israelites.

Hence Mu rmurously adv., Mu rmurousnesB.
1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi Wind. \\. xxii, And

murmurously the ebbing waters grit The little pebbles. 1890
Chamb. &quot;jfrnl. 13 Sept. 592/2 Alurmurously low Falls the

sad rhythm of old Ocean s tread. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 5 Oct.

2/1 Two streams of water flow.. into stone basins, lulling
one with a sleepy murmurousness.

Murn, obs. and dial, form of MOURN sb. and^.1

Murniva!(l : see MOUKNIVAL.
Muromontite (miuer0mfrnt9it). Min. [a. G.

muromontit (Kerndt 1848), f. mod.L. Muro-
moHtium, Mauersberg in Saxony, where it was
found : see -ITE.] A mineral akin to allanite.

1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 210 With Allanite belong

probably Bodenite..and Muromontite.



MURPHY.

Murot, variant of MARROT.

Mu-rphy l
, illiterate perversion of MORPHEUS.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xvi. (1760) I, no When Murfy
sends his puppies to the heys of slipping mortals, 1841
MARKVAT Poacher xi, We dropped into the arms of Murfy.
1890 G. STABLES For England^ etc. xiii. 194 It s the night
mare Til be having.. as soon as I m m the arms av Murphy.

Murphy 11

(mz&amp;gt;ufi). slang* [Jocular uses of a
common Irish surname.]
f 1. Murphy s countenance :

* a pig s face .

1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet.

2. A potato.
1811 Lex. Balatron., Murphies^ potatoes. 1827 EGAN

Anecd. Turf 151 Mathews relished the Irish stews and
murpheys with greater gout, a 1845 HOOD To Henrietta
vii, No, no, they have no murphies there, for supper or
for lunch. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. vi, She bakes such

stunning murphies.

t Murr, sb. 06s. Forms : 5 myrr, 5-7 murre,
6 morre, 6-7 mur, 7 murrhe, 7-8 murr, 8 murrh.

[Of obscure origin: possibly onomatopoeic.] A
severe form of catarrh

;
an attack of this.

1-1420 ? LYDG. Assembly of Gods 329 He ratelyd in the
throte as he had the murre. 1451 Fasten Lett. I. 224 On of
the tallest younge men of this parysch lyth syke and hnth

agrete myrr. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 3 b, The brayne
exceding in cold hath The head disposed.. to pooses and
murres. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apotk. 3 If the head
doth ake by reason of a morre or runninge. 1603 FI.ORIO

Montaigne HI. xii. 620 With them a. .consumption of the

lungs, is but an ordinary cough. .: A pleurisie but a cold or

murre. i6ia COTTA Disc. Dang. Pract. Pkys. n. 1. 81 Old
men surprised with murrhes and distillations. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Urania Iviii, On his death bed grunting like a
hog : And almost speechlesse with his rattling Murr. 1653
MOUFBT& RENNET Heath s Impr. (1^46)208 The Milk of

any Beast chewing the Cud.. is very ill for Rhums, Murs,
Coughs [etc.]. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 181 Hence,
the Murr or stuffing of the Head, Rheums, or Catarrhs.,
are so rife amongst us.

Murr (myj), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Echoic.] intr.

To make a harsh noise
;

in Sc. = PURR,
1662 Tryal Sir H. Vane^ 8? Then the Trumpets were

ordered to sound or murre in his face, with a contemptible
noise, to hinder his being heard. 1807 HOGG Mount. Bard%

Sandy 7W8o Sandy heard a noise, like baudrons Murring
i* the bed at e en.

Murr, variant of MURRE.
H Murra (m# ra). Roman Ant iq. Alsomurrha,

myrrha. [L. ffiwmalate Gr. poppia or poppia.
Cf. MURRHINE.] A substance of which precious
vases and other vessels were made.
1398 GRENEWEY Tacitus., /$.vi.xxviii. (1622) 131 Hauing

taken vp a certaine waight of the stone Murrha. 1606
HOLLAND Sueton. 68 On cup of the pretious stone Myrrlia
[margin Or Murrha]. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

&amp;lt;$

P. xxxi. III. 206

note, The fragile vessels of chrystal and trturra, which last

is almost proved, .to mean the porcelain of China and Japan.

Murrage, -rale, obs. ff. MURAGE, MURREY.
Murrain (rmrren), $b. and a. Forms: 4-5
moryne, 4-6 mor(e)yn(e, 5 morayne, morein,
muran, murreyne, 5-6 moren, 6 morraine,
-eine, -eyn(e, moryen,murrayne,-ein,murryu,
6-7 moraine, murraine, -en, -ion, 7 murain,
murrin, myrren, 7- murrain, [a. F. marine

(i2th-i^th c. in Hatz.-Darm. ; AF. moryn 1321-2
in Rolls ofParI. ; Anglo-L. morina i$th c.) Sp.
morrifia, Pg. morrinha cattle plague, commonly
regarded as a derivative of L. mort to die

;
cf. It,

mono- plague.] A. sb.

fl. Plague, pestilence. Obs.

ci33&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
R. BRUNKE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16453 What for

moryne, what for dere, fifewe ^er wore
f&amp;gt;at might liue here.

c 1340 [see MANQUALM]. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas IH.XX. (1494)
m vj, Nye all his people was slayne in that moreyne. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 177 b, Famyn and pestilence or
a morreyn wherof the people died in euery place. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 161 A murren, procured.. by
lewish exorcismes intending a plague to the men.

Jig. 1581 J. BELL Hodden s Ansiu. Osor. 265 b, There be

many noble men.. that are not coathed as yet with this

Lutheran moraine.

f b. In imprecations: A murrain of(j,f]^mirrain

meet them, murrain on (om\ may a murrain or

pestilence fall upon (some one). Also in exclama
tions of anger : With a murrain, what a (the)

murrain, how a murrain. Obs.

a 1530 HEYWOOD Weather (Brandl) 523 A myller wyth a

moryn and a myschyefe, Who wolde be a myller as good be
a thefe. c 1560 INGELEND Disobed. Child C j, What a Murryn
I say, what a noyse doest thou make? c 1560 [RICHARDES]
Misogomts i. iii. 12 A moringe lighte

one that foules face of

thine ! 1575 Gamm, Gurton i. iii, How a murryon came
this chaunce. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. H. i. 20 A red Murren
o th thy lades trickes. 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER Westw.
Hoe iv. i, Luce. Who am I? Tent. What the Murrion care

1 who you are. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. in. vi, A mur
ren meete em ! 1611 Tarltorfs Jests (1638) A 2 b, A murren
of that face. 1624 DAVENPORT City Nightcap iv. (1661) 36

Marry come up with a murren, from whence came you tro,

ha? 1705 VANBRUGH Confed. i. i, What the murrain have

they to do with quality? 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 113 f 3
At last, with a Murrain to her, she cast her bewitching
Eye upon me.

2. An epizootic disease in cattle.

1421 Coventry Leet Bk. (E.E.T.S.) 25 We commaund Jat
no bocher sell noo beestis of moren, ne no roten Schep.
c 1450 Merlin 3 Thei..tolde their maister the mervelle of

the moreyn, that was fallen a-monge the bestes. 1514 BAR
CLAY Cyt. fy Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 37 Why lose we our

775

sede, our labour, and expence? Where cOmeth moryen, &
grevous pestylence? 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hitsb. nr.

(1586) 129 b, The Pestilence, or Murraine, is a common
name, but there are diuers kindes of it. 1670 MILTON Hist.

Eng.yi. Wks. 1851 V. 241 The next year, .was calamitous,
bringing strange fluxes upon men, and murren upon Cattel.uniting BinujKq IIUACS upuii nici), tiiiu iiiuiTen upon L-aticl.

1715 GARTH Claremont 162 In fillets bound, a hallow d band
Taught how to tend the flocks,.. Could tell what murrains
in what months begun, And how the seasons travelled with

murrains are all infectious.

b. transf.

tne gargut and the murrain, are terms otten applied indis

criminately to the diseases of fowls. 1880 DISRAELI Endym.
III. xiv. 141 A murrain bad fallen over the whole of the
potato crops in England.

1 3. Flesh of animals that have died of disease
;

also in wider sense, dead flesh, carrion. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. vii. 33 And ben shal the moreyn [Vulg.
morticinum fopitli\ of this puple in to mete to the foules of
heuene, and to the best us of erthe. c 1610 in Gutch (&amp;gt;//.

Cur. II. 15 That he bring no rotten flesh, no myrren, no
sufferers, but lawful and wholesome for man s body,
fb. As a term of contempt (nonce-use}.

1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Doivry m. i, If our fresh
wits cannot turne the plots Of such a mouldy murrion on it

selfe.

f4. Mortality (usually, by pestilence); occas.

slaughter. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 387 Also Beda..seib:
Pestilens of moreyn bare doun Hibenria. c 1400 Laitd Troy
Bk. 5708 He cleff Gregeis as men do swyn, He made of hem
gret moryn. 1530 PALSCR. 246/1 Moreyne dethe, wortalit, -;

mojirine. 1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 32 The
Athenians, being consumed with warres & morraine of

people, to augment the city, decreed that euery man should
haue two wiues. a 1632 T. TAYLOR Gods Jiidgcm. i. it. xl.

(1642) 303 By the murraine of men by pestilence, .the tillage
of the earth was put off&quot;.

5. attrib. and Comb.: a. simple attrib., as mur
rain cattle

^ flock, sheep murrain-rotted &&\.
c 1490 CAXTON Rule AV. ttenet aa viij b, They shall depart e

from the congregacyon, lee.st that suche a moreyne shepe
empoysen and enfecte the residue of y flocke. 1^90 SUAKS.
Mids. N. it. i. 97 Crowes are fatted with the murrion fiWke.

1900 H. SUTCLIHFE Shameless Wayne xix, Clear the pens
of yond murrain-rotted ewes. 1902 IVestm.Gaz. i May 8/2
Tuberculous people and murrain cattle.

b. instrumental, as f murrain-strike v. (nonce-

\vd.), to infect with murrain.

1613 HEYWOOD Silver- Age in. L H i b, IPe breake thy
plowes, thy Oxen murren-strike.

fB. adj. Ill-conditioned, plaguy . Also quasi-
adv. as an intensive, confoundedly . Obs.

1575 Gamm. Gurton it. iv, It is a murrion crafty drab, and
froward to be pleased. Ibid. in. iv, Ich know thars not..
A muryner cat than Gyb is, betwixt the Terns and Tyne.
1591 HARISGTON Orl. Fur. xn. xxxiv, Thou foole and
murren Her. 1664 VISCT. FALKLAND marriage Nt. MI. i.

25 That same s a murrain wise boy, if you mark him. 1728
VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. i. 17 My Lady was in such mur
rain haste to be here, that set out she would.

Hence Mu-rrained ., infected with murrain.

T&quot;
Mu rrainly adv.,

*

plaguily .

1548 L. SHEPHERD John Bon (1808) 6 Ye are morenly
well learned I se by your recknynge That ye wyll not forget
such an eluyshe thynge. 1575 Gavnn. Gnrton in. ii, And
yead bene here, cham sure yould murrenly ha wondred !

1831 TRELAWNY Adv. Younger Son xciv, The Europeans
. .died like murrained sheep.

Murrain, obs. form of MORION *.

Murram, Murray, obs. ff. MARRAM, MURREY !.

Murre (mz)j). Also 8 merre, 8-9 murr, 9
mur, muir. [Of obscure origin : cf. MARROT.
Fleming (Brit. Anwt. t 1828, p. 134), and later writers, give

a form murse, probably due to a misprint or misreading.]
A name applied to a. several species of GUILLE

MOT, esp. of the genus Uria\ b. the RAZOR-BILL,
Alca torda. Also attrib.

1602 G. ARCHER in Purchas Pilgrims iv. 1647 Pettrels,

Cootes, Hagbuts, Pengwins, Murres, Gannets, Cormorants,
Guls, [etc.]. i66a RAY Three Itin. in. 187 We saw.. some
of the young murres, a bird, black on the head and back,
white under the breast and belly, and hath a sharp and
black bill. 1681 GREW Musseum \. iv, iii. 72 The Auk,
Rasor-Bill, or Murre. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Murr-
bird, a kind of Bird. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Pem
brokeshire^ The razor-bill is the merre of Cornwall. 1845
WHITTIER Fishermen iii, And the noisy murr are flying,
Like black scuds, overhead. 1876 GOODE Anim. Resources
U.S. ii Loons, grebes, auks, puffins, guillemot, murres.

Murre, var. MURR
;
obs. f. MURREY, MYRRH.

Murreie, Murrel, obs. ff. MURREY, MORELJ^.S
Murrelet (miJulet). [f. MURRE + -LET.] A

small species of auk, of the family Alcidss.

187* COUES Key N. Amer. Birds 344 BrachyrhampJnts
marmoratiis. .. Marbled Guillemot, or Murrelet. Ibid.^
KittHtz s Murrelet.

Murrell,Murren : see MOREL j.3
(
MURRAIN.

Murren, murreowne, obs. ff. MORION *.

Murrey (m^ ri), sb^- and a. Now only Hist.

and arch. Forms; 5 murreye, morrey(e, mor-

reey, 5-6 murre, 5-8 murray, 5-9 murry, 6

mour^r)ey, -ye, -ie, -eie, -aie, morra, 7 muroy,
5- murrey, [a. QF. wort adj. and sb., moree

MURRHINE.
fern, sb., murrey colour, murrey-coloured cloth, ad.
med.L. moratns

t inorata^ f. L. morum mulberry.]
A. sb.

1. A colour like that of the mulberry; a purple-
red or blood-colour. Also, cloth of this colour.
In some modern books murrey* is given as the name of

a heraldic tincture ; but Leigh and Guillim mention it only
as the popular name for the colour heraldically termed
sanguine.
[1380111 Test.KarleoL(\%q$ 138,] Kirtill cum capuciode

murre.] c 1412 HOCCLEVE DC Reg. Princ. 695 And where
be my gounes of scarlet, Sanguyn, murreye, & blewes saddc
& lighte. (71461 h\ E. Misc. (Warton Club) 90 ^oure dote
is made for ?oure sangweyns and also for sour vioJettes and
;oure violettes sadder thanne ^oure morreys. 1462 Paston
Lett, II. 103 Your son wolle have to hys jakets murry and
tany. c 1483 CANTON Dialogues 14/38 Entrepers nioret^
Sad blew morreey. 1530 in W. H. \\amexStfoct.Rtc. O.v-

y?j;v^(i8Go)68 AGouneof mourrey. 1587 HARRISON England
ii.xxi.2ii i The die t hereof con tender h with skarlet.murreie,
and purple. 1640 HABINGTOM Kdw. /y 165 Five hundred
Commoners m murrey receiv d him. 163? R- LIGON Bar-
badoes 63 The rlnde smooth, with various greens, interlacVl
with murries, yellowes, and faint carnal ions. 1745 P. THOMAS
Jrnl, Ansoii s I oy. 93 Their [the Vicunnas] colour is almost

Murrey. 1834 ri.ANcm : 7&amp;gt;Vv7. Costume xiii. 200 Murrey
and blue were the colours of the house of York.

2. Used allusively for MUKEX. rare~ }

.

1579 TWYNI-: Phisicke tigst. Fort. i. xx. 26 For thee the

Tyiian Murrey swimmeth, or Purple fishe.

B. adj. Of a purplish-red colour; murrey-
coloured. \Mitrrcy kersey, used as a teim of

contempt for a woman.
1403 A/ann.

&amp;lt;&amp;lt;r

Honseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 216 For ij. peyre off

morrey hosyn ffor my mastyr, xiiij.s. 1599 Y&amp;gt;. JONSON ;.

Afan out of Hum. iv. vi, I had on a gold cable hatband. .

which I wore about a murrey French hat. 1607 MIUDLF.TOM

A/ic/iaeliti. Term \. i, Let her pass me; I ll take no notice
of her, scurvy murrey kersey. 1625 in Rymer Foeiiera

(1726) XVIII. 240 One Plate of Goulde,. .with a Case of

Murrey Velvet. 1677 GREW Colours Plants i. 15 The larger
Huds are purple or murrey, and the open Flowers, blew,

1840 H. AINSWORTH Tower of London \. \. 4 Doublets of

murrey and blue cloth. 1847 G. HUME Firstlings of Fancy
17 The sharpened verge of a dark murrey cloud.

fb. Of the complexion : Sanguine. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

1623 COCKKRAM IT, A murrey Complexion,
t c. In the name of a variety of nectarine.

1664 KVELVM KaL Hort., Aug. 72 Nectarines. The
Muroy Nectarine, Tawny, Red Roman, [etc.], 1685-90
TKMI-I.E Ess.Gard. Wks. 1720 I. 183 The onlygood Nectoiins
are the .Murry and the French. ..Of the Murry there are

several Sorts, but being all hard, they are seldom well ripened
with us. 1767 ABERCROMBIE Ev. A/an /it s own Card. (1803)

67-4/1 .\~t ctari/tt-$. . Klruye, Temple, Murrey, Brugnion.

t Mtrrrey, sh^ Cookoy. Obs. In 5 murreye,
morreye. [App. an Kng, subst. use of OF. more

(see MURREY i) in the sense flavoured with mul

berries.] A stew or *

compote of veal, etc., pre

pared with mulberries.

(,-1430 Two Cookery-Iks, 28 Murreye. Take Molberys, &amp;lt;&

wryng hem horwe a clobe; nym Vele [etc.]. Ibid.,, A rede

Morreye. -Take MolbcrySj and wrynge a gode hepe of hem
(jorw a cloj; ; nym Vele [etc.J.

Murrey, variant of MORAY.
t Murrey colour. = MFRREY $bl i.

1537 Bury n ills (Camden) 133 A cote of murre color.

XS73 A** Of Liiinning (1588) 8 If thou wilt put to a good
quantity of Synapour a little portion of blacke. .you shall

make thereof a sanguine or Murrye colour. 1786 W, GILPIN
Lakes Cumbhi. (1808) II. xvii. 39 A species of white lychen
..which.. had been found very useful in dying a murray-
colour. 1849 MRS. MKRRIFIELD Grig. Treat. Paint, in Oil
I. Introd. vi. 186 Morello di forro^ probably some ore of

iron, burnt until it assumes a morello or murrey colour.

Hence Murrey-coloured a.

1657 \V. COLES Adam in Eden xl. 80 Small purple or

murrey coloured Flowers, c 1714 POPE, etc. Mem. M.
Scriblerus \. vi. (1741) 24 A waistcoat of murrey-colour d
sattin. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor Casterbr. ix, Henchard s

house was.. fronted with murrey-coloured old brick.

Murreyne, var. MORIAN Obs.\ obs. f. MURRAIN.

Murrh(e, variant forms of MURR sb. Obs.

Murrbine (mz?-rin, -sin), a. and sb. Also
murrine (in Diets.) ; ft. myrrhine. [ad. L. vmr-

)
f. murra (see MUERA) ;

cf. late Gr.

(used subst. in fem, poppbnj), f. poppia,
The form myrrhine represents the corrupt

readings L. myrrktnus^ late Gr. nvppivosj which
occur in some editions of the texts.]

A. adj. Made of or pertaining to murra. Mur-
rhine glass , a modern fancy name for a delicate

ware brought from the East, and made of fluor-spar.
a. 1579 TWYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. i. xxxviii. 56 A man

myght see the pryce of one Murrhine stone to be at seuentie

talentes. 1715 tr. Pandrollns 1 Rerinn Mem. I. i. vii. 19
The Wine may grow warm, from the Colour of the Murrhine

Cup. 1805 D. MACPHERSON Ann. Comm. I. 170 Murrhine
stones from Ozene. 1886 Temple Bar LXXVIII. 198 It

has the pigeon s-neck lustre of the murrhine vase.

ft. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Lives Emperors in Hist. Ivstine

Gg2, Golden and christaline, Myrrhine vessels and pottes.

1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 119 Crystal and Myrrhine cups im-

boss d with Gems. 1832 GELL Pompeiana I. vi. 98 The
myrrhine vases.. which were in such request. 1885 PATER
Marins 1. 60 Like jeweller s work 1 like a myrrhine vase !

admirers said of his writing.

B, sb. A murrhine vase.

1852 ANDREWS Lat.-Eng. Lex.) Myrrhina .. murrhine

vases, murrhines. 1879 LEWIS & SHORT, Murrina or tuyr-
rina.. murrine vases, murrines.



MURTH.

Murrian, obs. form of MORIAN, MORION 1.

Murrie, obs. form of MURREY.

Murrin, Murrion(n : obs. ff. MORION i, MUR
RAIN, MOHIAN.

Murrit, variant of MOORAD dial.

Murry, variant of MORAY, MURREY.

Murryon, Mursail : see MORION \ MESAIL.

Murse, erron. form of MURHE.

Murssell, obs. form of MORSEL.

tMurth. 1
, mortli. Obs. Forms: 1-3, 5

morft (morth.), 4-5 murth(e. [OE. morS str.
j

nent. and masc. = OFris. morth, mord, OS. word

(MLG., MDu. mart, Du. mooni), OHG. mord
;

neut. and masc. (MHG. mart, G. mord), ON. morS

: OTeut. *murpo
m

, -o-z, cogn. w. L. mart-, mars

death. (Cf. MURDER sb.}] Murder, slaughter.

893 K. /ELFRED Oros. !. viii. 40 ponne hi swylc jeblot &
swylc mor3 donde wzron swylc her aer beforan saide. c 1205

|

LAV. 19739 Hu heo mihten pene king mid moroe aquellen.
IHd. 28715 pat heo wolden. .for-saken Modredes sune bae

;

bat morS wrohte. a 1300 Cursor M. 1072 A-gain abel he

raysed strijf, Wit murth he did his broiler o lijf. a 1400-50
Alexander 1279 pe morth of all be Messedone(s) and of fe

many grekis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5983 Full mekull was the

murthe, & mony were ded.

b. Comb., as morth burning [cf. MHG. mort-

brennen~\, incendiarism; morth game, murderous

play, murder
;
morth spel, murder.

c 1205 LAY. 10654 Mid morcS-spelle bene king aquellen.
Ibid. 22908 Moni ^er feollen for heore muchele mode morS-

gomen wrohten. (11300 Cursor M. 27838 O couaitise..

dims.. morth brinning, manslaghter, and suik.

Murth.2 (mwb). north. Also (in E.U.D.) morth.

[? a. O^.tnergS, f. marg-r many.] A great quantity,

plenty, abundance.

1674 RAY N. C. IVords 34 A Murth of corn : abundance
of corn. 1855 W. BROOKE Eastford 76, I think we should

have had a murth of it this year, but the summer has been

a little too cold, and Indian corn must have a hot sun. 1882

Lane. Gloss., Murth, a large quantity or number. Another
form of mort.

Murp(e, obs. forms of MIRTH.

tMu rther1
. Sc. Obs. rare. Forms: I myriSra,

4 murthire, 6 murther. [OE. myrSra ^pre
historic *murprjon- f.

*murj&amp;gt;ro-
MURDER sb.]

=
MURDERER i.

&amp;lt;zooo tr. Bxda s Hist. II. viii. [ix.] (1890) 124 Se myrora. .

se be hine Jewundade. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (A ndrcas)
81 Ane woman bat wedyt was wilfully with ane murthire.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scotl. in. (S.T. S.) 193 The

cytharist, and the vthir twa murtheris, war takne.

t MuTther 2
. Obs. rare &quot;. [?a perversion

of MORTAR rf.i 3 after MURDER sb. (cf. MURDERER

2).] ? = MORTAR sb. 1 3.

1688 R. HOLME A rmoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 138/1 They
are of some called Murthers and slings or sling peeces, be

cause they are slung in their holds to turne any way.

Murther, -ir, -our, -re, -ur, obs. ff. MURDER.

Murtheris, -ys, var. ff. MURDRES v. Sc. Obs.

t Mu rtrish, v. Ots. rare- 1
, [ad. OF. mur-

triss-, lengthened stem of murtrir to MURDER.
Cf. MURDKES V.]

= MlIRDEB V.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAytiion x. 264 How had ye the

hert for to see vs murtrished in your presence ?

Muru(h)tie, obs. forms of MIRTH.
Murva : see MOORVA.

II Murwa (m^uwa). Also murlrwa. [Hindi
dial. maruwa.~\ Akindof millet, Eleusinecoracaiia.

Also, a fermented liquor brewed from this.

1847 Nnt- Encycl. I. 236 Some, .grains of Hindustan, as. .

moong, oord, and murhwa. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 698
A kind of beer, called murwa or millet. 1862 [see MAND].

Mury(e, Muryn, obs. ff. MERRY, MURRAIN.

Murza, variant of MIRZA.

Mus, var. Muss dial., month ;
obs. f. MOUSE.

II Musa (mifi-za). PI. musae, musas. [mod.L.,
from Arabic : see MUSE sb.*] In early use, the

plantain or banana tree (see MUSE sb*). Now only

Bot., a plant of the genus including the plantain
tree (M. paradisiaca), the banana. Also attrib.

11578: see MUSE sb.*} 1832 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Hitmboldt s

Trav. (1836) III. 46 Groups of musae and dragon-trees.

1877 P. L. SIMMONDS Trop. Agric. 455 Plants of the Mttsa
tribe. Ibid. 466 Experience will soon determine which

variety of Musa is most valuable for producing fibre. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 261/2 Many palms, some tree ferns, and
the noble Musas. .do fairly well.

Musaceous (miz^ |3s), a. [f. mod.L. Mu-
sacfie, f. MUSA: see -ACEOUS.] Pertaining to the

N.O. Musacese, of which Musa is the typical genus.
1852 TH. Ross Humboldfs Trav. I. xiii. 429 A plant of

the musaceous family.

Musack, variant of MUSSDCK.
Musad (mi-zsed). [f.

MUSA + -AD.] A plant
of the order Musacese.

1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 163 Musacex. Musads.

Musadene, obs. form of MUSCADINE !.

Musaeurn, obs. form of MUSEUM.

Musaic(k, -al, etc. : see MOSAIC, -AL.

Musak, variant of MUSSUCK.
Musal (mitt-za.1), a. [f.

MUSE st&amp;gt;.
1 + -AL.] Re

lating to the Muse ; relating to poetry ; poetical .

1860 in WORCESTER (citing EC. Rev.) ;
and in later Diets.

776

Musal, obs. form of MUZZLE. I

Musalehe(e, variant forms of MUSSALCHEE.

Musalit, Musall, obs. ff. MUZZLED, MUZZLE.

t Musall. St. Obs. rare. 1 = MIZZEN.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 20 [see FUK]. Ibid.

373 Tha led thame in with musall, fuk, and mane.

Musalman, variant of MUSSULMAN.

Musang (mi/Jsae-rj). InSmoosang. [a. Malay

?;7ia;ywildcat.] A PARADOXURE, or Palm-Civet ;

esp. Paradoxurus musanga (or hermaphroditus).
1783 MARSDEN Sumatra 94 Pole cat: moosang. 1840

Ctimer s Anim. Kingd. 93 Various species of Musang have

been named as separate subgenera. 1884 STERNDALEMam
malia India 215 Genus Paradoxurus The Musangs. Ibid.

217 Paradoxurus. .Grayii, the Hill Musang. Ibid. 220

Paradoxiirus zeylanicus. The Golden Musang.
Musar. Hist. [Perh. a misinterpretation of

OF. musars pi. of musard (see MUSAKD), as if f.

muse bagpipe.] (See quots.)
1776 SIR J. HAWKINS Hist. Mus. II. 44 About Ihe end of

the tenth century there sprang up in Provence certain pro
fessions of men called Troubadours, or Trouverres, Jong-

leours, Cantadours, Violars, and Musars. Ibid., The Canta-

dours . . were clearly singers of songs and ballads, as were

also the Musars. 1782 BURNEY Hist. Ahis. II. 233 At this

period (i2th c.] Violars, or performers on the Vielle and
Viol ; Juglars, or Flute-players ; Musars, or players on

other instruments ;.. abounded all over Europe.

Musarabic, variant of MOZABABIC.

I Musard. Obs. Forms: 4-5 musard(e, 5

-erde, 4 mosard. [a. F. musard (OF. also

musarf), f. muser MUSE v. : see -ARD. Cf. It.

musarifo.] A dreamer, foolish trifler.

13. . Guy IVarw. (A.) 380 Ich wene hou art a fole musard !

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Cliron, (1810) 229 Comen is be Sarazin..

Clad in clones fyn, himself is a mosard. [-1400 Rom. Rose

4034 Alle men wole holde thee for musarde, That debonair
have founden thee. c 1450 Merlin xii. 183 And we ne do
but as musardes. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAyinoti vii. 171
The kyng Charlemagn raaketh vs lyke fooles and holdeth
vs for nyce & musardes.

t Musardry. Obs. Also mosardry. [a. OF.

musarderie, f. musard: see prec. and -ERY.J Idle

dreaming, sloth.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4486 Of. -many foule synnes, Mau-
mentry & manslatir, mosardry & pride. 1438 Bk. Alex
ander Gt. (Bann.) 107 To leif foly And all murning of

musardry. 1513 DOUGLAS SEncis iv. ProL 16 3our curius

thochtis quhat bot musardry?
I Musardy. Obs. ra&amp;gt;-e~

l
. [a. OF. musarJie, f.

musani: see MUSARD and -T.] Foolish dreaming.
1481 CAXTON Godeffroy cxviii. 179 This is a inoch folyssh

pyte that thou hast, And I see the in a grete musardye.

Mus.B., Mus.Bac. Abbreviations of mod.L.
Alusicx Baccalattreus bachelor of music \

Muscabell,muscadel,-della : see MUSCATEL.

i. Muscadin (mttskadxn). [Fr. : a transferred

use of mtiscadin, musk-comfit : see MUSCADINE 2
.]

A Parisian term for : A dandy, exquisite. Hence

applied in contempt to the members of a moderate

party in the French Revolution (about 1794-6),

composed chiefly of young men of the upper
middle class.

1794 C. PIGOT Female yocktyClub 98 It is a general com
plaint amongst our elegant ntuscadiia and mitsfadineswho
frequent her Ladyship s assemblies. 1833 BYRON Juan^m.
cxxiv, Cockneys of London ! Muscadins of Paris 1 1827
SCOTT Napoleon III. 70 note, fiTitscailins, fops a phrase
applied to the better class of sans culottes. 1844 DISRAELI
Loningsby iv. xv. Little do your muscadins of Paris, and
your dandies of London, . .suspect (etc.].

attrib. 1795 BL-RKE Regie. Peace iv. (1892) 293 The Com.
mitteefor Foreign Affairs.. stunk soabomlnably, that noMus.
cadin Ambassador, .could come within ten yards of them,

DKuscadine 1 (myskadain, -in). Forms: 6

muskadyn(e, (musea-, muskedyne, moscadyn,
musadene, 6-7 muskadine, 7 -den, muskedine,
muscadin), 6- muscadine. [Of somewhat
obscure origin ; not found in Fr. (cf., however,
MUSCADIN and MUSCADINE 2

); prob. an Fjiglish
formation on Pr. muscat, fern. musccule (see MUS
CATEL) + -INE.
Cf. It. moscatini, certain grapes, peares and apricocks so

called (Florio 1598).]

1. \niv\\muscadine-wine. = MUSCATEL I. Obs.

exc. Hist.

1541 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 310 For a galon and a
pynte..of muskadyne, xviijd. Ibid. 324 A rwndlett off Mu
sadene. 1541 UDALU Erastu. Apoph. 137 b, Well fauourecl
or beautyfull stroumpettes he auoched to bee like vnto
bastarde or muscadyne. 1593 NASHE Christ s T. 32 Huts
of Sack and Muscadine. 1607 DEKKER & MARSTON Northiu.
Hoe iv. D. s Wks. 1873 III. 54 Bel...How tooke he this
drench downe. May. Like Egs and Muscadine, at a gulp.
1660 PEPYS Diary 19 Nov., And so he and I to the Sun and
1 did give him a morning draft of Muscadine. 1763 SMOL
LETT frav. (1766) I. xii. 210 The village of St. Laurent,
famous for its Muscadine wines. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg.
iv. Convent ofHirschau, The beautiful town that gives us
wine With the fragrant odour of Muscadine. 1889 DOYLE
Micah Clarke 72 Three flasks of most excellent muscadine.
2. In full muscadine grape. The name of several

varieties of grape having the flavour or odour of

musk
; also, a vine bearing a variety of this grape.

16x1 FLORIO, Moscatello, the Muskadine-grape. 1629
PARKINSON Parad. 563 The white Muscadine Grape is a
verie great Grape. The redde Muscadine is as great as
the white. 1664 EVELYN Kal, Hort., Aug. 72 Other Fruit.

MTJSCARI.

Cluster-grape, Muscadine, Corinths, [etc.]. 1706 LONDON &
WISE Retired Card. I. 20 This Exposition is fit

only for

Muscadines, Fig-trees and the like. 1719 Compl. Card.

156 In moderate Climates the Muscadine Grape requires a
South Wall. 1856 GRAY Man. Bot. (1860) 78 Vitis uulpin.t,
L. (Muscadine or Southern Fox-Grape). 1860 HOGG Fruit
Mail. 97 Black Muscadine.. .This is an excellent grape, and
has a trace of musky aroma in its flavour. Ibid. 114 Royal
Muscadine. Ibid., The White Muscadine of some authors
is the Early Chasselas. 1874 LANIER Poems, C0ru(i8cj2) 18

Long Muscadines Rich-wreathe the spacious foreheads of

great pines.

1 3. A variety of pear.
= MDSCATEL 4. Obs.

1755 in JOHNSON ; and in some later Diets.

4.
quasi-o^

. Resembling muscadine wine.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 336 Most decoc
tions of astringent plants . . doe leave in the liquor a deep and
Muscadine red.

f Mu Scadine -. Obs. Also 7 muskedine,
muskadine, musquedine. [ad. F. muscadin,
alteration of muscardin, ad. It. moscardino : see

MOSCAHDINO.] A sweetmeat perfumed with musk.

1665 MAY Accompl. Cook (ed. 2) 271 To make Muskedines,
called Rising Comfits or Kissing Comfits. Index, Musque-
dines. 1696 SALMON Pain. Diet. (ed. 2), Muskadines, to

make. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Muscadine,, .a sort of

Sugar-Work made by Confectioners.

Mu scadine . rare~ l
. [A quasi-Fr. fem. f.

MUSCADIN.] A Parisian lady of fashion.

1794 [see MUSCADIN].

t Musca do !. Obs. rare. App. some weapon ;

? a musket.

1592 A rden ofFeversham ill. vi. F a, Zounds I hate them
as I hate a toade, That cary a muscado in their tongue And
scarce a hurting weapon in their hand.

i Musca do-. Some kind of herb : ?musk.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-alb, xv. 197 At Bridals..They hot

Muscado oft with milder Maudlin cast.

II Muses (mws|S&amp;gt;). [Lat., nom. pi. of musca

fly.] Specks which appear to float before the eyes ;

in full muscse, volitantes [L. volitantes, pr. pple. of

volitdre to fly about].
[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Musex Volitantes, dark,

irregular veins and spots, seeming to fly before the eyes..,

especially on looking at bright objects.] 1797 BROUGHAM in

Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 372 Those floating specks so often

observed on the surface of the eye.. called musca; voli

tantes . 1879 St. George s Hasp. Rep. IX. 531 Patients

with muscae. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight v. 61 Muscae may
be made evident m any eye by looking through a small pin-
hole in a card at a bright light.

Muscal (mwskal), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
Ulitscales pi., f. musc-us moss : see -AL.] a. at//.

in Muscal alliance, a group of plants comprising
the mosses, b. sb. A plant of this alliance .

1846 LINDLEY Veget. Kingd. 54 Muscales. The Muscal
Alliance. Ibid. 56 Natural Orders of Muscals.

Museal(l)onge, variant forms of MASKINONQE.

Muscalmon, var. musk-almond: see MUSK sb.

t Muscane, a. Sc. Obs. Also muskane.

[Of doubtful origin ;
cf. Gael, mosgain having

dry-rot, as wood (Mc
Alpine), Irish mosgAn

rotten, decayed (O Reilly) ;
also Norw. moskcn

of the same meaning, and MOSKEK z.] Of wood :

Rotten, decaying.
Warner mistook the word in the Bellenden passage for the

name of a kind of wood.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. lion. \. Hi, Not throw the soyl bot

muskane treis sproutit. Ibid, xix, I agane maist like ane
elriche grume Crap in the muskane aikin stok misharrit.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 152 Ilk ane of thame
had in thair hand ane club of muscane tre, quhilk kest ane
uncouth glance, with the fische scalis, in the mirk. 1606

WARNER Alb. Eng. XIV. xc. (1612) 366 A club of Muscane
in one hand,.. For naturally that wood in darke giues Shine.

Muscanonge, variant of MASKINONGE.
I Muscardin. Obs. rare. [a. F. mnscardin

(Buffon).] The dormouse, Myoxus avellanarius.

1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 76 The greater dormouse,
which Mr. Buffon calls the Loir ;

the middle . . the Lerot ;

the less, which he denominates the Muscardin.

Muscardine (mska jdzn). [a. F. mus-
cardine.\ A disease incident to silkworms, caused

by the development of a vegetable parasite or

fungus in the body of the caterpillar. Also attrib.

1846 LINDLEY Veget. Kingd. 32 The Muscardine, which is

so destructive to silkworms. 1800 W. P. BALL Effects Ust

fy Disuse 108 The muscardine silkworm disease.

Hence Mivscardined a. [-ED*], affected with

muscardine.
1888 E. A. BUTLER Silkworms 72 The muscardined cater,

pillar, .usually perishes before forming its cocoon.

II Muscari (mpskeTi, -rai). Also 6 musearie,

7 (?) musearis, 8 muscaria, 7-8 musoary . [mod.L,
muscari, given by Clusius 1601 as one of the names

by which the plant was known at Constantinople.
It would seem therefore to represent a mod.Gr.

Vo&quot;&quot;(&amp;gt; i

dim. of pooxoc musk : the flowers have a musk-like odour.

Clusius says that another name was miischororni pr mus-
eurimi (?&amp;lt;6irico Piunaiot Roman musk ), and that (in Italy)

some called it jituschiogreco.]

A genus of bulbous plants belonging to the

hyacinth tribe of Liliacesi ; a plant of this genus,

esp. Muscari botryaides, the grape hyacinth.
597 GERARDE Herbal i. Ixxii. i. 105 Yellow Musearie

hath fine or sixe long leaues spread vpon the ground. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort. June 69 You may now take up all such

..Flower-roots., as.. Martagon, Musearis, Dens Caninus,



MTJSCARIFORM.
Re. 1688 R. Hoi.ME Armoury n. 66/2 The Muscary or
Musk Grape (lower. 1711 MOKTI.MER Husb. (ed. 5) II. 225
Muscaries or Grape-flowers. 1741 Coinpt. Fain.-Picce n. iii.

367 Muscaria s, great Snow-drops, Dwarf-flag. 1894 U otnt.
Gaz. 19 Apr. 7/2 There were azaleas,, .spireas, mu&amp;gt;caris,

snowllakes, tuberoses [etc.].

Muscariform (mreke&amp;gt;rif&amp;lt;m), a. Bot. Also
muacariiform. [ad. mod.L. muscariform-is, f. L.
muscdri-iini fly-brush (f.

musca fly) : see -FOHM.]
Of an organ : Furnished with hairs so as to re

semble a brush.

1839 LINDI.EY Iiitroil. Bol. (ed. 3) Index. 1866 Trcas. Bat.

Muscarilie (m-skarin). Chan. [f. mod. I,.

muscari-us (see next) + -INK.] An alkaloid

poison found in the fungus Agaricus muscarius.
1878 tr. von Ziemsscn s Cycl. Sled. XVII. 936 Muscarine

contracts the pupils. Ibid., Muscarine-poisonmg.
Musca l ious, a. rare&quot;,

[f. L. muscdri-us

(f. musca fly) + -ous.] Of or belonging to flies.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Muscariuill (mskea-rim). [f. L. muscus
moss + -AKiUM, after herbarium, rosarium, etc.]A place where mosses are grown.
1853 C. M l.vTOSK Bk. Garden I. 667/1 The fernery and

muscariiim. A garden for the cultivation of ferns and
mosses is not often met with.

Musca rium -. nonce-wd.
[f. L. musca fly +

-ARIUM.] (See quot.)
1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. ix, Here is my inns-

cariuni, my home for house-flies.

t Muscary. Bot. 06s. rare- , [ad. L. uins-
cdri-um fly-brush.]

= UMBEL.
1657 TOMLINSOM Renous Disp. i. xxvi. 239 Of Fennel.. .

It is a kind of ferulaceous Plant.. ; its muscary or top,
round, patulous, broad, and circulated.

Muscary: see MUSCAKI.
Muscat (m-skaet). Forms : 6 Sc. musticat,

7 museatt, (8 musoate, 9 muschat), 7- muscat,
[a. F. muscat adj. (also ellipt. as sb.), a. Pr.
muscat adj.

= It. moscato having the flavour of
musk: late L. *muscatus, f. miisc-tts MUSK

s/&amp;gt;.]

1. In full muscat wine. = MUSCATEL i.

a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T. S.) I. 337
All kynd of drink, as aill, mallvesie, musticat [etc.]. a 1747
HOLDSWORTH Rem. V irg. (1768) 119 This is practised about
Trani in Apulia, where they make excellent Muscat. 1756NUGENT Gr. Tour, France IV. 253 The little town of
Frontignan, famous for its muscate wine. 1816 ACCUM
Cltem. Tests (1818) 190 Various wines and spirituous liquors
Cape muschat. 1888 Kncycl. Brit. XXIV. 610/1 Of these

[Neapolitan wines] the best known are Lacryma Christi..,
several descriptions of good class Muscat wine [etc.].

2. In full muscat grape. A variety of grape;
also the vine producing it. = MUSCADINE! 2.

1655 Com. Hist. Francion xi. 3 He said . . that the Muscats
he did eat were so great, that only one grain of them was
enough to make all England to be perpetually drunk. 1682
S. WILSON Carolina 17 The Lords Proprietors have taken
care to send plants of the Rhenish,. .Museatt, Madera, and
Spanish grapes. 1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. 229
Muscats, are a kind of Grapes.. ; there are three sorts of
them viz. white, red, and black. 1855 C. M INTOSH Bk.
Garden II. 620/2 Muscats, .in no way differ as to pruning
from other vines. 1882 Garden 4 Feb. 87/3 To insure the
perfect keeping of Muscats, .they should be quite ripe by
the end of August.

1 3. A kind of peach ; also, a kind of pear. Obs.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort., July 20 Peaches.. Newington,

Violet-muscat, Rambouillet. 1675 C. COTTON Planters
Manual 50 The Rousselet, and the little Muscat of the
Summer. Pears. 1707 MORTIMER Huso., Kal. July, [Peaches. ]
Muscat. 1741 Comfl. Fam.-Piece n. iii. 400 Pears. .Green
Sugar, ..Verte longue, Long-stalked Muscat,.. and others.
4. A fungus, Agaricus albellus.

1887 HAY Brit. Fungi 86 Agaricus albellus ; Triclwloma
albella ; The Muscat.
5. attrib. and Comb., as muscatflavour ; muscat-

flavoitredati].; muscat-house, a hot-house for the
cultivation of the muscat grape; muscat rose [F.
rose muscate], the musk rose. Also muscat grape,
wine (see above).
1707 Curios, in Husb. ft Card. 146 When the Flowers

begin to appear on the white Muscat Rose-Bushes. 1860
HOGG Fruit Man. no [Grapes.] Muscat of Alexandria.
. . Flesh . . with a fine Muscat flavour. 1888 Encycl. Brit.
XXIV. 610/2 The Hungarian vineyards, .produce Muscat-
flavoured wines. 1855 C. M INTOSH Bk. Garden II. 620/2
Many err in keeping their Muscat-house at too high a tern-

perature.

Muscat, variant of MUSK-OAT.
Muscat, -eer, obs. forms of MUSKET, -EER.

Muscatel, muscadel (moskate-l, -de-1).
Forms: a. 4-5 muskadelle, (5 -cadelle), 5-8
muscadell, (6 -cadle, 7 -cadall, 6 mosscadell),
6-7 muskadel(l, (6 -kadyll, -kedele, Sc. -ke-
dall ) 5- muscadel, 6- muscatel. 0. 6 muscal-
della, -tello, 7 moscadelli, muscitella, 9 mos-
catello. [a. OF. muscadel, muscatel, a. Pr. *mus-
cadel, dim. of muscat : see MUSCAT. The forms
come from the equivalent It. moscadello, moscatello.
Cf. Sp., Pg. moscatel.~]
1. A strong sweet wine made from the muscat or

similar grape.
The name is now applied to several wines, both white and

red, obtained from Italy, Spain, and France.
? a. 1400 Morte Artli. 236 Malvesye and muskadelle, |&amp;gt;ase

VOL. VI.

I I I

; mervelyous drynkes, Raykede fnlle raythely in rossete

cowpes. 1464 .Mann, f,- llouseh. Exf. (Ko\b.) 251 For a
quarte of muskadelle, at mastyr Hoys, iiij, d. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 53 b, There groweth the myghty
swete wynes as malueseys, tyeres, muscadels. 1535

i

COVERDALE Isa. xxvii. 2 At the same tyme shal men synge of
i the vynyarde of Muscatel. 1590 MARLOWE md Pt.Tamhurl.
\

IV. iv, You shaL.drinke in
pailes the strongest Muscadell.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Slir. in. ii. 174. 163^ R. H. .Snlerncs

Rcgim. 42 The moderate dulce or sweet wine is chosen, and
not that that is exceeding dulce, as Muskadell. 1704 Col
lect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 8/1 The Wines are. .generous. . :

The best kind is the Muscatel. 17857. PHILLIES Treat,
Inland. Navig. p. vii, Muscadell wines. 1892 E. REEVES
Homeward Bound 02 S h s Special Old Port,, .at 351-.

per dozen,, .and their ladies muscatel at 25$.
0- IS54-5 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 283, xvj quarts wyne

muscaldella. 1605!!. JONSON I oljmncn. ii, What auayles your
rich man to haue his magazines stuft with Moscadelli ? 1632
LITHCOW Tra-u. \. 15 The. . wine that is drunke iu Rome, is..

Albano, Muscatello, Sheranino. 1683 I KPYS Diary tit

Tangier m Life, etc. (1841) I. 430 The soldiers, .had staved
all his wine, not only good white-wine,, .but canary and
muscatella. 1833 C. REDDING Mod. Wines n\ Their sweet
wines the Italians call Abbocati

; their dry they denominate
Asciati, Of the former kind are the Moscatello, Aleatico
[etc.]. Ibid. 246 Moscatello wines.

2. A variety of grape (in full muscatel grape} ;

also the vine bearing it. = MUSCADINI: 2.

1517 [see MALVOISIE 2]. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s. v.

Apianus, The muscadell grape. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.

407 As touching the Muscadell Vines, Api.-ina?, they tooke
that name of Hees, which are so much delighted in them. ..

Ihesc Muscadell grapes like wel and lone cold countries.

1699 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) 174 [A catalogue of. . excellent

Fruit-Trees.] Vines.. Muscatel], Hlack, White, excellent.

1763 MILLS Pract. Husb. IV. 371 The chasselas, otherwise
called muscadel. 1851 C. REDDING Mod. Wines (ed. 3) 201
The large white Muscatel grape. 1834 I.ON.II. Catawba
Wine

ii, The Muscadel That bask in our garden alleys. 1886
F.ncycl. Brit. XX. 258/2 Raisins . . are prepared from a
variety of muscatel grape.

3. 1707 MORTIMER Hush. 556 The Muscadclla. .is a White
Grape, not so big as the Muscadine.
3. //. Iii full muscatel raisins. Raisins prepared

from the muscatel grape, Malaga raisins.

1652 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. 267 Cephalenia.. .Plentiful! in

..Muscadels. 1833 C. REDDING Mod. Wines 187 The first

[gathering ofMalaga grapes].. furnishes the Muscatelraisins.
1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. n. i. (1872) 181 We receive..
fine Muscatels, or sun-dried raisins, .. from Malaga.
1 4. A variety of pear. Obs.
555 EDEN Decades 108 The frnte is much lyke the mus

cadell peares of the Ilande of Sicilie. 1617 MOKVSON I tin.
in. 77 The Muskadel peare is very delicate, especially when
it is dried. 1741 Cotnpl. Fatn.-Piece II. iii. 383 And these
Pears ;. .Jargonelle, Muscadella [etc.],

t Muscate lline, a. Obs. rare- .
[f.

MUS
CATEL : see -I.VE.] Resembling muscatel wine.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6022 As for the Smel, that wine
is very fragrant, muscatellin and aromatic.

Museath, -att, -at(t)ier, obs. ff. MUSKET, -EEK.

Muscato, obs. form of MOSQUITO.
Muscavado, obs. form of MUSCOVADO.
Museel, Muscelin: see MUSSEL, MUSLIN.
Museelite, variant of MUSCULITE.

Muscellage, -ing : see MUCILAGE, MUSCLING. !

Muscelman, obs. form of MUSSULMAN.
Muscelto, Musceto, Musch, Muschat : see

\

MISTLETOE, MOSQUITO, MUSK, MUSCAT.
Musehachoe, -adoe, -atoe: see MUSTACHIO.
Musche, variant of MUSH Obs.

Ii Muschelkalk (mn-jUkalk). Ceol. [Ger., f.

muschel mussel + kalk lime.] A limestone bed be

longing to the red sandstone formation of Germany.
1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 326 One group., the Muschel-

kalk of the Germans, which has no precise equivalent among i

the English strata. 1836 T. THOMSON Min., Geol., etc. II.
I

139. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-Bit. Geol. xvi. 286 Shelly fossili- I

ferous limestone known as the Muschelkalk.

Museheron, obs. form of MUSHROOM.
tMuSChet. Ods. rare- 1

, [a. some OF. var.
of musguette, muguette, altered form of (noix)
muscate, muscade, a. Pr. muscada : late L. *mns-
cdta (fern.) musk-scented, f. muse-as musk.] Nut
muschet : nutmeg.
1:1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 85 Tak..of nottys

muschet, oon vnce.

Muscheto, obs. form of MOSQUITO.
Muschid, variant of MASJID.
1814 W. BROWN Hist. Prop. Chr. II. 546.

Muschilongoe, variant of MASKINONGE.
1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 122 The Pike or Pickerel

abounds much in Lake Champlain. It is there called by the
name of Muschilongoe.

Muschrumpe, obs. form of MUSHROOM.
Muschyl, obs. form of MUSSEL.

Muscicapine (m3i-kapin), a. [f. mod.L.
Muscicapa (C musca fly + cap-ere to catch) + -INE.]
Pertaining to the genus Muscicapa of birds, the

type of the group Muscicapidee or flycatchers.
1885 P. L. SCLATER in Ibis 17 On the Muscicapine Genus

Chasieinpis.

Muscicqlous (m^si-kAlas), a.
[f. mod.L.

*mttscicol-a inhabitant of moss (f. musc-us moss +
col-ere to inhabit) + -OUS.] Living in, or inhabit

ing, the mosses; growing on mosses.
856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1879 in STOBMONTH Man.

Sci. Terms.

MUSCLE.
1 So also Mu scicole, Musci coline aajs. (with

the same meaning). 1890 in Century Diet.

Muscid (m-s,sid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Muscidm, {. musca fly : see -ID.] a. adj. Of or

pertaining to the dipterous family Mitsddx, or
Ilesh-rlies. b. si. One of the .

1895 D. SHARP Insects i. (Camb. Nat. Hist. V.) 163 The
transformations and

physiological processes of the Muscid

Pipto
er

i-,J89* J- B - SMIT &quot; m Tr&quot;&quot;s- A &quot;&quot;- r- ri&quot;i*- !&amp;gt; &amp;lt;&quot;

(1898) XIX. 185 In most of the Muscid Hies we find [etc ]

Ibid. 189 The labellate tip of Ihe Muscid proboscis. 1800
D. SHARP Insects n. (Camb. Nat. Hist. VI.) 504 BrauVr
associates Conopidae with Acalyptrate Muscids, and calls
the group Holometopa.
Muscien, obs. form of MUSICIAN.
Musciform (mo-sif^m), &amp;lt;z.l [a. mod.L. nitisci-

Jonu-is, f. musca tly : see -FOU.M.] Resembling a II)-.
In some recent Diets.

Mu-sciform, .2
[f. L. nntsf-ns moss.] Rc-

scinl;linir a mo,s (Syd. Soc. J.e.\: 1891).
Muscili;l)age, obs. forms of MUCILAGE.
Muscite (m-S|Soit). 1 alxont. [ad. mod.L.

iMnscItes (T. Thomson Miu., Ceol., etc., 1836, II.

288), f. L. musc-us moss-h-m:.] A fossil plant of
the moss family found chiefly in amber.
1859 PACK C,fol. Terms, Musettes, a general term for fossil

plants of the Muss family. In recent Uict^.

Muscke, Musckle, obs. ff. MUSK, MUSCLE.
Musclade, variant of MUSCCLADK Obs.

Muscle nioVI). ] (,ims : 6-7 muscule,
muskle, (6 muskel, -il, musckle, 7 muskell\
mustle, 6- niuselo. [a. F. muscle, 01 directly
ad. L. miisciiliis, dim. of inns mouse, the form of
certain muscles having some resemblance to that of
a mouse. Cf. MOCSE .&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;. s.

The word is found in all the Rom. lanqs. : 1 r. iniisclt,
ti!osc/f, Sp. iniiscii/o (al-u in the popular f,,rm muslo thigh),
I g. uiuscafa, It. nniscolo

; aUo in the mod. Teut. langs.,
C!er., Da, Ua., Sw. muskel.}
1. Anal, and Phys. Any one of the contractile

fibrous bands or bundles, having the function of

producing movement in the animal body, which
conjointly make up the muscular system.
They are teimed -aliintary or involuntary according as

they are or are not controlled by, the will
; those which com

bine in some degree the functions of both are termed mixed.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Ilclthe (1539! 50 b, He kcpeth his arme

stedfast, mforcing thervnto the sinewes it musculcs. 1548-77
VICAHY Anal. ii. (1888) 20 This Corde is associated with
a simple flesh, and so tberof is made a brawne or a
muskel. 1596 SIM .X.SEH.-IJ/;-, //;. xx, It both bone and muscles

ryved quight. 1615 CHOOKE Body ofMan 741 Contraction is

the proper and ingenit action ofthe .Muscle. 1701 Gm-.wC oww.
^acra i. v. 3. 23 In an Urchan the Skin is assisted with a
strong Muscule closely adhering to it all along the Back.
1814 SCOTT Wai&amp;gt;. x, He was a tall, thin, athletic figure,..
with every muscle rendered as tough as whip-cord by con
stant exercise. 1879 tr. HxckeCs K-.-ol. It/an II. .vx ii. 174
In most lower animals, especially in Worms, we find that
the muscles form a simple, thin, flesh-layer immediately
below the outer skin-covering.

to. Phr. Not to move a muscle : to be perfectly
motionless. To control, govern one s muscles : to
refrain from laughter.
1792 MARY WOLLSTONECH. Rights Worn. iv. 121 So ludi

crous.. do these ceremonies appear to me that I scaicdyam able to govern my niuscles. 1889 O REILLY 50 Yrs. on
Trail 322, 1 stayed quite still and never moved a muscle.

2. collect. That part of the animal body which
is composed of muscles or muscular fibre; also,
muscular tissue. Also Pliys., the substanceof which
muscles are composed.

It is the chief constituent of flesh in the animal body and
of meat in animal food.

1781 COWPER Table-talk 219 His form. .Proportion d well
half muscle and half bone. 1858 CARPENTER l^eg. Phys. 4A property peculiar to organised structure, and especially
manifested in that form of it which is called muscle. :866
ODLING Aniin. Client. 105 note, One gramme of muscle
should furnish [etc.]. 1871 TYNDALL Fragtn. Sci. (1879) II.
xiv. 349 The combustion of muscle may be made to produce
all these effects.

b. Used for : The exercise of the muscular as

opposed to the mental faculties.

1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. vi. (1872) 209 It is not
by rude force, either of muscle or of will, that one man can
govern twenty men. 1883 GOODE Fish. Indust. U. S. 24The shad fisheries of the South are prosecuted chiefly by
the use of negro muscle.
3. transf. and_/?f.
1598 TOFTE Alba (!88o) 95 Ah do not {Surgion like) Ana

tomise Each muskle of my griefe in cruell wise. 1864
TENNYSON Ayliner s F. 180 A grasp Having the warmth
and muscle of the heart. 1878 K. W. DALE Lect. Preach.
ii. 28 The muscles of their mind have degenerated 1897MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 396 NVild fig-trees, with their
muscles showing through the skin like our own beech-trees
muscles do.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., esp.
Anat. and Path., as muscle atrophy, bundle, fibre,
rigidity, tissue, twitch, work.
1806 Allbutt s Syst. Med. I. 381 Muscle-atrophy. 1899

Ibid. VI. 465 The individual fibres and the *muscle bundles
become separated from one another ; lastly the muscle fibres
themselves become opaque. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol.
298 *Muscle-fibres suffer like changes. 1901 OSLER Pract.
Med. i. 25 There may be early *muscle rigidity. 1878 BELL
tr. Gegenbaur s Comp. Anat. 32 There are two varieties

164



MUSCLE.
of this form of *muscle-tissue. 1899 A lllnitf s Syst. Mid.
VI. 523 A simple muscle-twitch. 1887 SMILES Life tr

Labiur 303 Heavy brain-work, .is more exhausting than

&quot;muscle-work.

b. objective, as muscle-kneading, -making adj.

1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 69/1 Muscle-making food.

1896 Alloatt s Syst. Med. I. 385 No hesitation need be felt

in using muscle-kneading.

c. instrumental and locative, as muscle-monger,

-worker; muscle-tired adj.

111849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) I. 188 That disgusting

pedantry which some modern muscle-mongers have brought
from the dissecting-room. 1878 HOLBROOK Hyg. Brain 92
A brain-worker rarely eats as much as a muscle-worker. 1899
Scritner sAfag.XXV. 102/2 Brain-weary, muscle-tired men.

d. Special combinations : muscle acid, an acid

obtained by the oxidation of flesh
;
muscle case,

each of the segments of a muscle fibre as observed

by Krause; also muscle casket (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1891) ;
muscle cell, the element from which mus

cular tissue is derived ;
muscle clot -- MYOSIN

;

muscle column, (a) Kolliker s name for a fibril

of muscular fibre ; (/&amp;gt;)

= muscle-prism (Cent. Diet.

1890); muscle corpuscle, a nucleus of a muscle

fibre ;
muscle current Electro-pliysiol., the flow

of electrical current which occurs on connecting
different points of a muscle; muscle curve, a

curve indicating the amount of muscle-contraction

as recorded by the myograph ;
muscle epithelium

- MYOBLAST (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;
muscle feeling =

muscular sense (ibid.) ;
muscle fibrin, Liebig s

term for what is now known as SYNTONIN;
muscle force, the force or power of human

agency ;
muscle juice = muscle plasma (Syd. Soc.

Lex.) ;
muscle notch Ent. (see quot.) ;

muscle

nucleus, a nucleus or central part of a muscle

fibre
;
muscle plasm, plasma, a filtrate obtained

from living muscle after freezing, mincing, and

mixing it with salted snow ;
muscle plate (see

quot. 1882); muscle prism, (a) a prismatic
section of muscle fibre

; (b) the prismatic mass of

muscle rods composing the dark disk of a muscle

case; muscle reading, thought reading by the

interpretation of muscular movements ; muscle

rhombus, a rhomboid section of muscular fibre
;

muscle rods pi., Krause s term for the fine rod-

like lines running through the dark streak of mus
cular fibre; muscle sense = muscular sense;
muscle serum, the fluid remaining after coagula
tion of the myosin from muscle plasma; muscle

sugar = INOSITE
;
muscle tone = muscle sound;

muscle tumour = MYOMA (Dunglison MeJ. Lex.

1876); t muscle vein Anat., cf. tmisculous vein

(MuscuLOl 3 . 3, quot. 1656); muscle wasting
= muscular atrophy.
1866 ODLING Aniin. Cltem. 113 &quot;Muscle-acids. 1885

SCHAFER Essentials Histol. 63 Diagrammatical Represen
tation of a &quot;muscle-case. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

*Muscle-
cells. 1893 TUCKEY tr. Hatschek s Amphioxus 137 Muscle
ceils. 1872 HUXLEY /VyjzW. vii. 159 Myosin (or &quot;muscle-clot

as it is sometimes called). 1882 Quain s EU-m. Anat. (ed. 9)

II. 127 Kolliker was led to term the structures formerly
known as fibrils *muscle-columns . 1882 ^Muscle-corpuscle
[see muscle-nuclei}. 1881 tr. Kosenthals Muscles .? Awvs
Index, &quot;Muscle current. 1877 FOSTER Phys. I. ii. 36 A
.Muscle curve obtained by means of the Pendulum Myo-

gtaphion. 1897 ^- MATHER Ruskin 91 He would use all

this
*
muscle-force [ofmen] ere he utilized the forces of nature.

1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.,
* Muscle Juice. 1826 KIRBY &

SP. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 527 The Myoglyphides, or muscle-

notches, are sinuses .. in the posterior margin of the upper
side of the head. 1882 Qiiain s Elem. Anat. (ed. 9} II. 123
Muscle-nuclei or muscle-corpuscles. 1877 FOSTER Phys. i.

ii. 32 The slightly opalescent filtrate or *muscle -plasma as

it is called, is at first quite fluid. 1874 F. M. HALFOUR in

Q. Jrnl. Microscop. Sci. XIV. 350
*
Muscle-plates. x88a

Quain s Elem. Anat. (ed. 9) II. 132 Most of the voluntary
muscles of the body are developed from a series of portions
of mesoderm . . termed the muscle-plates. 1881 Muscle

prism [see tnuscle-rkombus}. 1879 BEARD in Proc. Soc.

Psych. Res. (1882) I. 17 It was shewn that mind-reading so-

called, was really &quot;muscle-reading, 1881 tr. Rosenf/ial s

Muscles
&amp;lt;$

Nerves xi. 194 In such a &quot;muscle-rhombus, the
distribution of the tensions.. is much more complex. 1877
FOSTER Phys. i. ii. 32 &quot;Muscle-rods. 1873 RALFE Phys.
Chem. 119 &quot;Muscle serum, .yields.. 1-5 percent, of fat. 1857
MILLER Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 783 Inosite, or &quot;Muscle

Sugar. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, *Mnscle l
f
ein, this

Vein is Two-fold, the Superior and the Inferior. 1899 All.
bittt sSyst. Med. VII. 460 Evidence of rapid &quot;muscle wasting.

Muscle, obs. form of MUSSEL.
Muscled (mo-s ld), a. [f. MUSCLE + -ED 2

.]

Furnished or endowed with muscle. Chiefly with

adj. or adv. prefixed, as full-, well-muscled, etc.

1644 in Bulwer s Chirol. a 4, See here appeares a Hand , ,

And marke how well tis muscled, a 1732 GAY Aracnne 172
In a strong satyr s muscled form he came. 1868 NETTLE-
SHIP Brcnuning ?ig The full-armed, full-muscled god will be

ready to do battle. 1889 Harper s Mag. Nov. 851/2 They
are slight, well built, and generally welfmuscled.

Muscleless (mo-s l,les), a.
[f. MUSCLE +

-LESS.] Destitute of muscle.

1841 R. OASTLER Fleet Papers I. 289 The head is sick. .,

the limbs are muscleless. 1867 Lona. Rev. 23 Mar. 337/1
Speculations . . as boneless and as muscleless as the dummies
in a tailor s window.
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t Mtrscling. Ots. [f. MUSCLE + -ING .]

1. The delineation or representation of the

muscles in Painting or Sculpture.

1709 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1711) II. 186 A good Piece, the

Painters say, must have good Muscling as well as Colouring

and Drapery, a 1720 GRAHAM in Walpole Vtrhies Anecd.

Paint. (1765) III. 4 He.. understood the anatomic part of

painting,.. following it so close, that he was very apt to

make the muscelling too strong and prominent.

2. transf. Working of the muscles. ? notice-use.

1760-72 H. BROOKK Fool ofQua!. (1809) II. 116 Surprise,

gratitude, ecstasy flashed from her eyes, and gave a joyous
flush to the muscling of her aspect.

Muscly (mo-s li), a. rare. Also 6 muskelly,

7 Diets, muskely, musoulie, muskly. [f.

MUSCLE + -Y.] Composed of muscle ; exhibiting

great muscular development.
1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acnd. II. 97 The tongue

then is a fleshy & muscly member. 1602 Withals Diet. 404

Muskely, or of muscles. 01743 SWIFT Poems Wks. 1784

VIII. 232 The muscly swelling breast Where the Loves and

Graces rest. 1879 BROWNING llalbert
&amp;lt;$

Hob 27 The

muscly mass from neck to shoulder-blade.

Muscobado, variant of .MUSCOVADO.

Muscod, variant of MUSK-COD.

Muscoid (mo-skoid), a. and sb. [f. L. miisc-ns

moss : see -oin.] a. adj. Resembling moss ;

moss-like ;
b. sb. A muscoid plant.

1847-54 in WEBSTER (citing Lindlcy for the sb.). 1879 in

STOH MONTH Alan. Set. Terms, [the adj.]

Muscologist (moskp lodsist). [Formed as

next : see -IST.]
= UKYOLOOIST.

1854 STARK Brit. Mosses 19 These are known to Mus-

cologlsts as cauline and perichaitial. Ibid. 55 Dillenius,

the celebrated British muscologist. 1897 Naturalist 132

Muscologists in all parts of the world.

Muscology (tmBk^-lodgi). [ad. mod.L. mus-

cologia, {. L. timsc-us moss : see -OLOGY. Cf. F.

muscologie. ]
= BRYOLOGY.

[1818 HOOKER & TAYLOR (title} Muscologia Britannica;

containing the Mosses. .systematically arranged and de

scribed. Ibid. Introd. p. i, The Muscologia is a subject

comparatively new.] Ibid. p. ii, In so few parts of Europe
has the Muscology of the country been fully investigated.
Ibid. p. vii, The student of Muscology. 1868 TRIPP Brit.

Mosses 30 The muscology of a district may lie improved by
these means.

Hence Muscolo-gio, Muscolo glcal adjs., of or

pertaining to muscology.
1872 in LATHAM Diet. 1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

MusCO philouS, a. [f. L. musc-us moss +
-PHIL + -ous.] That flourishes among mosses.

1856 MAYNE Rxpos. Lex., Muscophiliis,. . muscophilous ;

whence in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891.

MllSCOSe (m skous), a. [ad. L. miiscHs-ns, f.

nniscus moss : see -OSK.] Of the nature of or

resembling moss ; moss-like.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 124 The flowers.. being brownish,
very small, muscose [etc.]. Ibid. 125 Small muscose flowers.

1817 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 42/1 The hollows ri her hull

contain a quantity of fine black muscose mud.
Hence f Musco seness (Bailey vol. II, 1727),

t Musco sity. mossiness (Blonnt Glossogr., 1656).

Muscot, variant of MESQUITA Obs.

MllSCCmS (m-skas), a. rare~. [ad. I,, nuis-

t ffsiis, f. muse-its moss : see -ous.] (See quoO
1658 PHILLIPS, ftlustojts, mossy, or full of mosse. 1721 in

UAILKY. 1891 in Syd. Soc, Lex.

Muscovado (mosk-ova do). Also 7-8 muaca-
vado, (S musco-, muskavada, muscovad, 9
masca-, mascobado). [a. Sp. mascabado adj.,

(sugar) oflowest quality. Cf. F. mascovaac (1667
in Littre) now moscoitacle.] In full mitsfc/i cuio

sugar : Raw or unrefined sugar obtained from the

juice of the sugar cane by evaporation and draining
off the molasses.

1642 Kates Merchandizes 32 Sugar, Candy brown . .

Candy white . . Muscovados the hundred weight. 1657
R. LICON Barbadoes (1673) 85 The Sugars they made,
were but base Muscavadoes,. .so moist, and full of mo-
losses, and so ill cur d. IHd. 86 Good Muscavado Sugar.
1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2512/4 Casks of Surinam Musco
vado Sugars. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 419
The best brown sugar of St. Thomas, commonly called
Moscovad. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. xi. (1869) I. 166
The brown or muskavada sugars imported from our colo
nies. 1818 Register Debates Congress IV. i. 780 Brown
sugar (in which description is comprehended mascabado).
1887 Kmycl. Brit. XXII. 626/1 The molasses is drained
away from the crystallized raw sugar. ..The sugar so ob
tained is the muscovado of the sugar-refiners. 1903 Longm.
Mag. Nov. 76 Mascobado, a natural brown sugar, is that
which is allowed to drain off without claying \

t MuSCO vian, a. and sb. Obs. Also Mos-.
[f. mod.L. Muscovia, Mosccrvia MUSCOVY + -AN.]
a. adj. Belonging to Muscovy. Mttscovian glass,
rat : see MUSCOVY, b. sb. A Muscovite.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Husb. i. (1586) 31 b, The
Russians and Moscouians. a 1578 LINDESAV (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 306 Men of weir. .to help the

King of Swaden aganes the Muscpvianis. 1579 LODGE
Reply to Gossan 20 Your Muscouian straungers, your
Scithian monsters. 1617 MIDDLETON Hon. fy industry
Wks. (Bullen) VII. 302 A Russian or Muscovian. 1634 SIR
T. HERBERT Trav. 106 Casements of broad cleere Mus
couian glasse. 1655 J. OWEN Vind. Evang. Pref. 17 The
Assembly of States, was called against the Muscovians.

16$&quot;]
North s Plutarch, Add. Lives (1676) 80 The Moscovian

MUSCULADE.

Language. 1664 E. BROWNE In Sir T. Browne s Wks.

(1836) I. 47 Mr. Gibbs gave mee a Moscovian rat s skin.

a, 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) 187 Whether Muscovian ice

be.. harder than English ice.

Muscovite (m sk#vait), sb.^- and a. Now
Hist, or arch. Also 6 Moschovite, Muscovit,
6-8 Moscovite. [ad. mod.L. Ahts-t Moscovita, f.

Mits-j Afoscovia MUSCOVY : see -ITE. Cf. F. Mus
covite^ A. sb. A native or an inhabitant of Mus

covy ;
a Russian.

1555 EDEN Decades 256 b, They were cauled Moscouites of

the chiefe citie of a! the prpuince named Moscouia or Mosra.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. a iv, The wide Empire of the Mos-
chouite. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. isi, 303 Muscouites.

Ibid. 265 Twentie adieus my frozen Muscouits [rimes with
wits ]. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. (1639) 47 Of the Greeks
Communion are the Muscovites, the Russes in Poland [etc.].

1700 PRIOR Carmen Seculare 272 The young Muscovite,
the mighty Head, Whose Sov reign Terror forty Nations
dread. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist.v. Ixv. 523 The Mosco-
vites-.were as jealous as any people in the south, 1877
D. M. WALLACE Russia, xxv. 386 No wonder the Mus
covites were scandalized by his conduct. 1905 Daily Chron.
ii Mar. 4/4 These may have been part and parcel of the

plans of the Japanese commanders, deliberately devised to

throw dust in the eyes of the Muscovite.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Muscovy or its in

habitants, Russian.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commiu. (16031 168 Certaine

English men sayling by the Moscouite sea,..haue pierced
euen to Cathaia. 1657 North s l lntarch t

Add. Lives (1676)
80 The Moscovite Language. 1797 Ettcycl, Brit. (ed. 3)

XVI. 574/1 The Muscovite priests use exorcisms at the ad
ministration of baptism. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 528 That
Christian hound, the Muscovite Ambassador. 1835 ALISON
Hist. Europe (1847) IV. 54 The frontier of the Muscovite
dominions.

Muscovite (nursWvait), sb Min. [f. the

name Muscovy {glass) : see MUSCOVY and -ITE.]

Common mica.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 56. 56 Muscovite, or common
lica, is a potash-mica. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 413/1
luscovite (Muscovy-Glass&amp;gt;... Crystals over a yard in dia

meter in China, where it is used
ystals i

for winindows.

tMu scoviter. Obs. [f.
MUSCOVITE 1 + -ER.]

A Muscovite.

1650 GENTILIS Considerations 225 If Gustavus. -had not

bin intangled in the Muscovites and Polish wars. 1671
CROWNE Juliana \. 8 The Muscoviters invaded us.

t Mu SCOVitish, a. Obs. rare. [f.
MUSCOVITE

sb.^ + -ISH.] Muscovite.

168^ Scanderbeg Rediv. v. 105 Romadanowski the Mus-
covitish General.

Muscovy (mzrskJvi). Also 6 Muskovie, 7

muskevia, Muscovia. [a. F. Mnscovie, earlier

Moscffvie y ad. mod.L. Afoscowia, f. Russian MocKOBa

Moscow.] The name of the principality of Mos
cow, applied by extension to Russia generally.

I. 1. Used attrib. or quasi-o/^ . in the name of

things belonging to, originating or produced in

and obtained from Muscovy, as Muscovy hide,

leather, Russia leather; t Muscovy glass, com
mon mica; also, sometimes, = TALC; t Muscovy
lantern, one furnished with Muscovy glass;

Muscovy talc --= JWnseovy glass.

573 in Cunningham Revels at Crt. (1842) 42 Muskovie
glasse. 1604 MAKSTON & WEBSTER Malcontent i. vii, She
were an excellent Lady, but that hir face peeleth like Mus*
couie glasse. 1606 DKKKF.R Newcs fr. Hell F4b, A wise
man might haue taken it for the Snuffe of a candle in a
Muscome I^anthorne. 1618 Rates Merchandizes H 3 b,

Red Hides, or Muscouia hides. Ibid. I, Muscouia Leather.
Ibid. L4b, Spruce or Muscouia yearne. 1614 BOYLE in

Lismore Pa&n (1886) II. 143, I receaved from Sir W&quot;
1

Hull 30 redd muskevia hydes. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -Vw//.
s.v. Tafc

t Muscovy talc, a kind of foliaceous body, well

known by the English name of isinglass. 1796 KIRWAN
Elem, Min. (ed. 2) L 211 Mr. Sage found muscovy glass in

fusible in the strongest heat. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. II. 16

Talc has sometimes been called Muscovy glass. 18*5 J.
NICHOLSON Oj&amp;gt;frat. Mechanic 740 Substituting varnished
metallic gauze in the room of Muscovy talc, a kind of mica.

II. Uses due to misinterpretation or perversion
of designations connected with MUSK sb.

2. A species of Crane s-bill or Geraninm, Ero-
diuni moschahtm.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11. 103/2 Knotted Cranes Bill...

This smelleth sweet like musk, and therefore is of many
Flowerists, called Muscovy. 1731 MILLER Card. Dict.^
Geranium. .MoscHattttit. Musked Crane s-bill or Moscovy.
1796 in WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 609.

3. MUSK-RAT.
1693 RAY Synopsis Quadrup. etc. 217 Mus Aguaticns..

The Muscovy or Musk Rat. 1781 PEKNANT Hist. Quad*
ru6. II. 476.

4. Muscovy duck. = MUSK-DUCK i.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes 35 Muscovia-Ducks. .larded with
the fat of this Porke..are an excellent bak d-meat. 171*
E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 150 Muscovy Ducks. 1811 GALT
Ann. Parish xiii, He brought a Muscovy duck to Lady M.
1861 W. C. BALDWIN A/r. Hunting v. 114 A fat Muscovy
duck, .is not a bad subject to work on.

Muscul, obs. form of MUSSEL sb.

t Musculade. Obs. Also musclade. [?a
derivative of F, muscle MUSSEL.] ? Mussel sauce.

c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 821 Flowndurs, gogeons,
muskels, menuce in sewe,.. Musclade in wortes, musclade
of almonds for states fulle dewe. Ibid. 719. 1513 Bk.

Keryunge in Babees Bk. 166 To go to sewynge of fy^she :

musculade. Ibid. 167.



MUSCULAGE.

t Mu sculage. Obs. In 6 musaulage. [f. L.

muscul-us MUSCLE + -AGE.] ? ^ MUSCULATURE.
1547 ROORDE Brev. Health ccxlm. 83 Muscles or mussu-

lages, the whiche be lytle straynes descendynge from the

head to the necke and face and other partes.

Muscular (nurskirflai), a. [ad. mod.L. *mus-

culdr-iS) f. miiscul-us MUSCLE. Cf. F. musculaire^\
1. Of or belonging to muscle or the muscles.

popularly regarded as a particular application of the sense
of touch . Muscular sound , the sound produced by the

contraction of a muscle ; so muscular murmur^ etc.

1683 Willis* Land. Pract. Physic Pref., His Tract.. Of
Muscular Motion. 1701 GREW Cosut. Sacra i, iv. 14. 19
Upon these [parallel fibres] the far greater stress of the

Muscular Action doth depend. 1809 Afed. &quot;jfriil, XXI. 457
Some modern theories upon the cause of muscular con
traction. 1829 JAS. MILL. Hunt. Mind I. vii. 31 Muscular
sensations, or those feelings which accompany the action of
the muscles. Ibid. 33 In most cases of the muscular feel

ings, there is. .great complexity. 1837 Rep. ttrit. Assoc. V.
268 Muscular sound, or the resonance attending sudden
muscular contraction [of the heart]. 1838-9 FR. A. KEMIJLK
Resid. Georgia (1863) 13 Diseases of the muscular and
nervous systems. 1840 SWAINSON Malacology wft Muscular

Impressions : those indented marks in acephalous bivalves,

indicating the insertion of those muscles by which the animal
is attached to its shell. 1864 Reader No. 83. 304/3 Experi
ments on the muscular susurrus. 1875 LEWES Probl. Life
&amp;lt;V

Mind II. vi. iv. 481 If I contract my muscles, a peculiar
feeling is produced in me by the muscular sense. 1880
HAUGHTON Phys. Gcog. vi. 270 note, The Scaly Ant-eaters
are closely related to the South American Ant-eaters, even
in minute details of muscular structure. 1881 tr. RosenthaCs
Muscles fy Nerves Hi. 43 This muscular note clearly shows
thnt vibrations must occur within the muscle. 1892 GREENER
Breech Loader 202 The muscular sense may be trained : it

enables sportsmen to judge accurately of distances, as letter-

sorters and others judge of weights to a nicety.

b. Of diseases, etc. : Affecting the muscles.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Consumption^ An universal,
or muscular consumption. 1807 filed. Jrnl. XVII. 269
Diseases.. of a muscular nature. 1896 Daily News i Feb.

3/1 The very general prevalence of muscular rheumatism.

2. Composed of or of the nature of muscle;
also, forming a constituent of muscle.
Muscular stojnach (of a bird) : one with muscular walls,

as distinguished from a glandular stomach. Muscular
tumour , see MYOMA.
1681 GREwOw/an Anat. i. 3 The Muscular Fibers [of the

gullet of a cat], .plainly Platted. Ibid. ii. 7 The Fibers of
the Muscular Membrane. Ibid. iii. 14 Separated by a Mus
cular Ligament. Ibid. viii. 32 He [the Cassowary] hath no
Gizard (as hath the Ostrich) ; yet a thick Muscular Stomach.

1704 F. FULLER Med. Gytnn. (1711) Pref., The Muscular
and Nervous Parts acquire, .great Strength, .by Exercises.

1851 WOODWARD Mollusca 6 The mollusca are animals witft

soft bodies, enveloped in a muscular skin. 1876 BRISTOWK
Th.

&amp;lt;$

Pract. Med. (1878) 494 The muscular walls of the
heart are liable to many changes. 1888 A. FLINT Hunt.
Phys. (ed. 4) 470 A fluid, called the muscular juice.

3. Of an animal body, a limb, etc. : Characterized

by muscle, having well-developed muscles.

1736 THOMSON Liberty iv. 146 The spreading Shoulders,
muscular, and broad. 1838 JAMES Robber i. They were.,
muscular and finely proportioned. 1859 GEO. \L\.\QT A , Rede
xix, Look at this broad-shouldered man with the bare mus
cular arms.
Comb. 1784 COWPER Task v. 15 The muscular propor-

tion d limb Transformed to a lean bhank.

b. Muscular Christianity, a term applied (from
about 1857) to the ideal of religious character
exhibited in the writings of Charles Kingsley. (See
quot. 1858.)
1858 Edin. Rev. Jan. CVII. 190 It is a school of which

Mr. Kingsley is the ablest doctor ; and its doctrine has
been described fairly and cleverly as muscular Christianity .

The principal characteristics of the writer whose works
earned this burlesque though expressive description, are
his deep sense of the sacredness of all the ordinary relations
and the common duties of life, and the vigour with which
he contends, .for the great importance and value of animal

spirits, physical strength, and a hearty enjoyment of all the

pursuits and accomplishments which are connected with
them. 1858 Taifs Edtn. Mag. XXV. 101/1 Here our mus
cular Christian insinuates that [etc.]. 1858 KINGSLEY Let.

19 Oct. in Lett. $ Mem. Life (1883) 213 [To a clergyman
who, in a review, had called him a muscular Christian .]

You have used that, to me, painful, if not offensive, term,
Muscular Christianity \ 1865 -Davidi.^. i88oDisRAELi
Endynt. xiv, Nigel . . was also a sportsman. His Christianity
was muscular.

4. Having regard to muscle or the use of muscle.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, The air of personal health and

muscular strength, which the whole frame indicated. 1848
MILL Pol. Econ. \. i. i. 29 Labour is either bodily or
mental ; or, to express the distinction more comprehensively,
either muscular or nervous. 1858 GREENER Gunnery^323 It

would vary according to muscular development, the weight
and height of the sportsman.
fig- 853 LYTTON My Novel ix. xvi, No mind becomes
muscular without rude and early exercise. 1862 Illustr,
Lond. Ne^vs ii Jan. 51/1 A narrowness of chest which some
body has said is a defect fatal to muscular statesmanship.
Hence Mirscularly adv.
J847-54 in WEBSTER. 1881 Daily Tel. 8

Ap_r. 5/2 The
pn!y way. . to settle which is tbe better of the pair is to fight
it out muscularly once a year on the Thames. 1883 Har
pers Mag. Jan. 201/1, I do not know any.. motions more
muscularly graceful than those of the chopper s.

Muscularity (mskilae-riti). [f. mod.L.
muscular-is MUSCULAR + -JTY.] The quality or
state of being muscular.
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1 1. The fact of consisting of muscles, Or of having
well-developed muscles.
1681 GREW Musseum i. v. i. 102 Their [sc. the guts of a

sturgeon] great thickness and muscularity. 1793 YOUNG in

Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 173 Such an arrangement of fibres

can he accounted for on no other supposition than that of

muscularity. 1824 Hist. Murder of Weare 230 The body
was remarkable for its muscularity and symmetry. 1874
CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. ii. (1879) 31 The muscularity of
the walls of the Arteries.

2. Muscular strength or vigour.
1859 SMILES Self-Help x. 258 The cultivation of muscu

larity. 1876 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library II. 341 The
modern taste for muscularity.
3. The quality of being cognizable by the ( mus

cular sense , rare.
1868 BAIN Mcnt. fy Mor. Sci. n. i. 95 The other element

1 of Touch is Muscularity; the weight, hardness, si/e, and

j

form of things, are tested and remembered principally by
: the muscles of the hand and arm.

IVTuscularize (mp skirffl&raiz), r. [f. MUS
CULAR + -IZE.] trans. To make muscular. Hence
Mtrscnlarized ppl. a.

1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 7 A. .gentleman
with infinite faculty of sermonizing, musculari/ed by long
practice. 1896 Godcy s Mag. Apr. 447/1 Garments that re

veal rather than conceal the nniscularized limbs.

t Mu SCulary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. F. mitscit-

laire\ see MUSCTLAR and -ARY.] MUSCULAR a.

1679 tr. Willis* Pharmac. Ratinnatis Fref., The Nerv
ous and Musculary and Glandulous Membranes. Ibid. i.

vi. iii. i2g What we have discoursed, .concerning the Mus-
culary Motion. 1683 SNAPE Anat. Horse n. vii. (1686) 81

Musculary or fleshy Fibres.

t Mu SCUlated, ///. a. Obs. rare~ n
.

[f. L.

miisml-us MUSCLE + -ATK--H
-EJ&amp;gt;I.] Having or

consisting of muscles (Bailey, vol. II, 1731).
IVIusculatioil (m^ski//l(

Ti
J^n). rare. [a. K.

musculationt
f. L. muscnlus : see MUSCLE and

-ATIOX.] a. The function of muscular movement.
b. The disposition or arrangement of muscles.

1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s.v. Locomotion^ It [sc. the word
locomotion], as well as mitscitlation has also been u^-d f&amp;gt;r

the function of animal movements. 1875 LK\vi:s/ mW. Life
& Mind Ser. I. II. 498 It is not by Touch, Taste, Hearing,
Smelling, Musculation, &c., that we can explain astrono
mical.. and biological phenomena. 1892 Tcinp/e Bar Oct.

1 188 The anatomy of the body does not provide for the mus-
I

culation of wings.

Musculature (m2?-skilatiui). [a. F. mtisat-

\ lature, f. L. mftscul-us MUSCLE.] The muscular

system of the whole body or of one of its organs.
1875 E. R. LANKESTF.R in Q. Jrnl. Microscop. Sci. XV.

262 The ventral musculature. 1888 ROLLKSTOS Jv: JACKSON
Anim. Life 633 The jaw apparatus and the digestive tract

have their special musculature. 1898 H. G. WKLLS IVar of
Worlds n. ii. 208 Bipeds, with flimsy siliceous skeletons and
feeble musculature.

Muscule,-ie,obi&amp;gt;. ff. MUSCLE, MUSSEL, MUSCLY.
Musculiu (marskiwlin). Cheni. Also -ine.

[f. L. niuscul-ns MUSCLE -f- -INE.] The basis of

animal muscle ; syntonin ; also, see quot. 1891.
1864 WEBSTER, Musculine. 1866 A. FLINT Physiol, Mmi

I. 90 Musculine. This semi-solid organic principle is pecu
liar to the muscular tissue. Ibid. 91 Musculine, in com
bination with inorganic substances, goes to form the muscles.

1891 HALLIBURTON Chan. Physiol, 413 Paramyosinogen.
Note. Termed musculin by Hammarsten.

t Mu SCtllite. Geol. Obs. Also 8 muscullite,

9 muscelite. [f. L. mftscnl-us MUSSEL + -XTJD.J

A fossil mussel shell
;
a mytilite.

1681 GREW Musssum in. i. i. 264 A sort of Musculites
fill d with Earth. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 132 Only tur-

binites were found in the one, and in the other only chamites,
or muscullites. Ibid. 243 Impressions of reeds or fern,
sometimesof musculites, mytilites,&c., are found on it [.shale].

1829 Glover^s Hist. Derby I. o,S Occasionally the anomia
and muscelite shells are met with in shale.

Miiscull, obs. form of MUSCLE, MUSSEL.
Musculo- (m ski!0), combining form of L.

musculus MUSCLE, chiefly in Anat. and Phys.
terms, as musculo-arte rial #., pertaining to the

muscular and arterial systems ;
musculo-cellular

a., partly muscular and partly cellular; musculo-
cuta neous a.

y belonging or relating to muscles
and skin ; musculo-ligame-ntous a. t composed
of muscle and ligament; musculo-me mbranous
a. t composed of musculous membrane ; musculo-
pallial a,, belonging to the muscles and pallium
of a mollusc ; musculo-phre nic a., pertaining to
the muscular portion of the diaphragm ;

musculo-
rachi dean

., relating to the muscles of the spine
(Syd*. Soc. Lex.} ; musculo-spi ral .,

*

relating to
muscle and to a spiral* (Ibtd,)\ esp. in museztfo-

spiral nerve, the largest branch of the brachial

plexus, which winds spirally round the humerus
;

also used as sb, attrib. in musculo-spiralparalysis\
musculo-te ndinous a., partly muscular and
partly tendinous.

^ 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 85 The muscular life

. .

culo-cutaneous nerve. 1835-6 OWEN ibid. 526/2 The dense
*
musculo-ligamentous sheath, which incloses the man

dibles [in the Nautilus]. 1835 KIRBY Hab. * Inst. Aniw.
II. xx, 324 A large &quot;musculo-membranous pocket. 1885

MUSE.
t GIBSON in Trans. R. Soc. Edm. (1887) XXXII. 628 The

visceral ganglia, .give off two important nerves, .first, ex

ternally, the *musculo-pallial nerve.. ; and, internally, the

splanchnic nerve. 1840 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (1842)
1

290 The *MuscuIo-phrenic artery winds along the attach-
, mcnt of the diaphragm to the ribs. 1836-9 TODD Cycl.
Anat. II. 160/1 This groove [in the humerus] indicates the
spiral course.. of the *musculo-spiral or radial nerve. 1873

I

MIVART Elan. Anat. 148 An oblique groove (called rmis-

, culo-spiral). 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 536 Muscula-

I

spiral paralysis. Ibid. VIII. 9 The physician then ex-

|

amines the nerve-trunks, .by means of gentle pressure, .on
i the musculo-spirals. 1866 Proc. Roy. Soc. No. 86. 244

*Muscnlo-tenainous slip homfle.vor pollicis longus to in-

diual portion oRprofundus.
Musculose (mzrskiwlJus), a. rare 1

, [ad.
L. musculdS US : see MUSCULOUS a. and -OSE.]

Composed of or full of muscular fibre ; musculous.
1729 T. DALK Frcind s Enuntnol. x. (1752) 107 The nuis-

culose Coat of the trachea.

t MusculO Sity. Obs.
[f. I,, mnsculds-us (see

next) -f -ITV.] The state of being musculous.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II, 109 They have . .only a certaine

musculositie at the ends.. of their brain lies, much like to
tlie tender buds of Asparagus. 1721 UAII.KV, MtiSfnlo&amp;gt;,ity t

bigness of muscles. 1864 in WEHSTEK
;
and in later Diet*.

t Mu SCuloilS, a. Obs. [ad. L. milsatltis-iis,

f. MHSfitl-Ms : see MUSCLE and -m;s.]
1. I ull of or composed of muscle or muscle*.
Musculous stomach: cf. MUSCULAR a. 2.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon s Quest. Chirtirg. C iij, Tlic
other is flesshe musculous or lacertous. 1644 DIGUY Nat.
Bodies xxxv. 8. 302 It is a musculous membrane. 1720
QriNcv tr. Hodges* Ace. Plague 118 The inusculous Flesh
was. .wasted.

b. transf. of vegetable tissue.

1601 HOLLAND Plinyll. 18 The Elecampane bath a root
shorter than the Skirwirts or Parsnips . .

, but more muscu
lous and fuller as it were of brawne.
2. Characterized by muscular development. =
MrscULAK a, 3.

1609 HOLLAND Anna. Marccll. xxx. Ix, 397 His bodie was
well brawned, musculous& strong. 1668 Ci i.ricrfj-K vS; Cm i--

Barthol. Anat. iv. viii. 1^5, I liavc sometimes seen .. in a
niu-uil&quot;U&amp;gt; man, one triangular nni-cle fete.]. 1704 S\\n i

T. Tub xi. (1711) K/J He had a Tongue so mu-cul&quot;u&amp;gt; an-1

subtle, that he cuuld twist it up into his No^e. 1775 JOHN-
.SON Journ. H cst. Is/., Col, They are indeed musculoiiN am!
strong.
3. Of or belonging to muscle or a muscle.
1653 I f- MOKK Antid.Ath. n. .\ii. (1712) 79 The Tutncall-

I t-a lias a Muscnluus power, and can dilale and contract . .

the Pupil. 1656 KLOUNT Gtossw. s.v. I t iri, Musculous
vein, the ftr^t branUi of the flanck vein~, tearmcd thus
because it communicates it sdf uith divt-rs mu-.cle&amp;gt;. 1713
I)KKMAM rhys. Tlicsl. i. i. rr&amp;gt; tirf,

,
In the Coat of this

liladdt-r is a Musculous Power to contract it. 1758 J. S.

Le Drans Obsen 1
. Surg. (1771) Diet. C c iij b, Myotits

Platystna^ a Musculous Expansion.
Hence f Mu scnlousness, large. ness or fulness

of muscles (l!ailey, vol. II, 1727).
Mus.D. Abbreviation of mod. Latin AIusiiM

Doctor, doctor of music.

1786 WOI.COT (P. Pindar) Bozzy fy Piozzt t. Wks. 1794 I.

332 Of Music s College ibrm d to be a Fellow, Fit for

Mus. D. or Maestro di Capella. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy iv,

The. .ditty,., which I still prefer to all the opera airs ever
minted by the capricious brain of an Italian Mus. IX
Muse (mi;7z), sb^ Also 6 muze. [a. F. muse,

ad. L. mfesa
t
a. (Jr. ^oC&amp;lt;ra (Doric ^wtra, /icDd, /F.olic

noiaa} : pre-llellenic *mcntya, f. Indogermanic
root *won- (: men- : wri-*) to think, remember, etc. :

see MIND s&J\
1. Mythology. (Now usually with capital.) One

of nine sister-goddesses, the offspring of Zeus and

Mnemosyne (Memory), regarded as the inspirers
of learning and the arts, esp. of poetry and music.
In Greek antiquity there were other accounts as to the

number of the Mu^es and of their parentage. The names
of the nine Muses appear first in Hesiod, who says that

Calliope is the chief of them. Later mythologists assigned
to each of the Muses a particular class of functions, which,
however, are less definitely limited than they appear in

modern allusive use, where Clio is the Muse of history,
Thalia ofcomedy, Melpomene of tragedy, Euterpe of music,
and Terpsichore of dancing. The other names, Erato, Poly
hymnia, Urania, and Calliope, are rarely mentioned in modern
literature, as they have no well-known association with
any particular branch of art or knowledge. Urania (lit.

the heavenly ; in formal lists the Muse of astronomy) is

invoked by Milton (P. L. vii.), who explains that he means
not the fabled goddess of mythology, but the true celestial
source of inspiration.

^1384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 309 So songe the myghty
Muse, she That cleped ys caliope. a 1400-50 Alexander
2ii3pe muses [Dubl. MS. musys]of musike. IS^TAVERNER
Erasm. Prov. (1552) 13 The doores of the muses be wyth-
out enuye, that is to say, lerned persons ought frely. .admyt
other unto them y l desire to be taught. 163* MILTON Pen-
scroso 47 Spare Fast, that, .hears the Muses, .round about

Joves Altar sing. 1714 .$)*/, No. 632 p i Herodotus has in

the same manner adapted his Books to the Number of the
Muses. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones ir. vi, If the historic

Muse hath entrusted me with any secrets, I will by no
means be guilty of discovering them till she shall give me
leave, 1803 CAMPBELL Stanzas to Painting 7, I bless thee,
Promethean muse ! And call thee brightest of the Nine.

1813 NORTHCOTE Sir J. Reynolds (1818) I. 2^6 Sir Joshua.,
never..even marked his own name, except in the instance

of Mrs. Siddons s portrait as the Tragic Muse. 1847
TENNYSON Princess u. 377, 1 learnt more from her in a flash,

Than if my brainpan were an empty hull, And every Muse
tumbled a science in.

b. In classical poetry the Muse is often invoked
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MUSE.

or referred to as if only one Muse were recognized.
Hence often in modem poetic use (cf. 2 a).

1629 MILTON Christ s Natto. Hi, Say Heav nry Muse, shall

not thy sacred vein Afford a present to the Infant God?
1714 TICKELL Spect. No. 620 Whom shall the Muse from
out the shining Throng Select to heighten and adorn her

Song 7 1842 TENNYSON Will Waterproof g No vain liba

tion to the Muse, But may she still be kind.

C. As represented in painting or sculpture.

1756-7 tr. Keysler s Trav. (1760) II. 368 The two muses,
under one of which is the word VRAM A, are good pieces.

1847 TENNYSON Princess u. 13 The Muses and the Graces,

group d in threes, Enring d a billowing fountain in the midst.

d. transf.
a 1695 A. WOOD Athens Oxon. (1721) II. 1036 Dr. Killi-

grew had a Daughter named Anne, a Grace for Beauty, and
a Muse for Wit.

2. (With capital or small initial, according to

the degree of personification.) a. Chiefly with a

possessive : The inspiring goddess of a particular

poet. Hence, a poet s particular genius, the

character of his style and spirit.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus ii. Proeme 9 O lady myn J&amp;gt;at

called art Cleo, Thow be my speed fro tys forth and my
muse, To ryme wel IMS book til I haue do. 1390 GOWER
Conf. III. 384 My muse doth me forto wite. 1576 GAS-
COH;NE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 53 As though my muze were mute
and durst not sing. 1628 MILTON I

7
ac. Exerc. 53 But fie

my wand ring Muse how thou dost stray ! 1868 FREEMAN
Norm, Cong. (1877) II. vii. 159 The Biographer now deems
it a fitting occasion to call on his muse to set forth the suf

ferings of the innocent.

b. 7he Muse : poetry personified, as an object
of devotion. So the Aluses : the liberal arts,

polite literature .

1755 JOHNSON Diet. Pref. B j,The votaries of the northern
muses. 1776 GIBBON Decl. fy F. x. (1869) I. 206 The bar
barians became masters of the native seat of the musesand the

arts. 1785-1821 RiTsoN(/;Y/tr)TheCaledonian Muse; aChro-

nological Selection of Scotish Poetry. i8o6PYE0/fc/&r^W7a
Yr. in Times 18 Jan., Weak is the loudest lay the Muse can

sing, His deeds of valour to record. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece
II. xi. 58 The leisure of his retirement from public life W:LJ

to the last devoted to the muses.

c. transf. Used for : One under the guidance of

a Muse, a poet.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 4 That memorable Sea-battle fat

Lepanto]. .sung by a crowned Muse [i, e. James I of Kn^-
land]. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 19 So may som gentle Muse
With lucky words favour my destin d Urn, And as he

passes turn, And bid fair peace be to my sable shrowd. 1803
H. K. WHITE Clifton Cwe Ded., The following trifling
effusions of a very youthful muse. tgo^Athfnaufft 19 Aug.
233/2 The stately mansion built by that attenuated but

majestic muse Mrs. Montagu.
t 3. A song. Obs.
a 1539 SKELTOM Rcplyc. 337 For all his armony In metri-

call muses.

4. attrib. and Comb. t as f muse-man, ^ -monger,
^-sucker \

muse-bit^-descendedj-discovered^haunt^dt

-inspired, -led, -like, -loved, -rid, -ridden, adjs.
1770 ARMSTRONG Sk. II. Misc. II. 274 A *muse-bit block-

1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus l.\i. 27 Leave the Thespian hol-

k&amp;gt;w-arch d Rock, *muse-haunted, Aonian. 1660 WALLKR
To King^iipon Happy Return 117 The *M use-inspired train

Triumph, and raise their drooping heads again. 1759 MASON
CaractacuS) To Ilurd 14 Oft my *M use-led steps did st

thou behold. 1711 SHAI-TESH. Charac. (1737) I. 317 They
wou d..add their graces and attractive charms to what is

most harmonious, *muse-like, and divine in human life.

1624 A. HOLLAND in J. Davies Scourge Paper.Persecutors
2 Each driueling Lozel now.. Starts vp a sudden &quot;Muse-

man, and streight throws A Packe of Epigrams into the

light. 1608 DAY Hum. out of Br. Ded. (1881) 3 The Iron-

pated *Muse-mongers about the towne. 1728 POPE Duric.
11. 33 No meagre, *muse-rid mope, adust and thin. 1697
COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. n. To Rdr. (1709) 5 To be Muse-
ridden at this rate is somewhat hard. 1604 MIUDLETON
Father HubburtCs y.Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 52 You never give
the poor *Muse-suckers a penny.

Muse (mi/7z), sb.~ Also 6-7 muze. Some
what arch. [f. MUSE v. Cf. OF. muse amuse
ment, waste of time, deception.] f a. The action

of musing ; profound meditation or abstraction

(obs.). b. An instance of this, a fit of abstraction ;

now only in sing, f ( To be] in one s muses : in a

state of abstraction (obs,). f c. To be at a muse :

to be perplexed or uncertain; to wonder (whether^

how, what, etc.). Obs.
c 1475 Partway 3431 In penslf muses hym faste beseying,
He rest noght to ryde, so to Maillers cam. 1544 PATTEN

BANISTER Hist. Alan iv. 55 When a man by earnest study
or muse vnto him selfe, vpon any earnest or waighty matter
[etc.]. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 94 His Lady, whome he
finding in mr muses, began pleasantly to salute, a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1622) 113 In this depth of muzes, and
diuers sorts of discourses, would shee rauingly haue re

mained, but that [etc.]. 1616-7 in Crt. 4- Times Chas. I
(1848) I. 251 For the duke and our fleet, we are now all at
a muse what should become of them. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vii. 52 He.. was fill d With admiration, and deep Muse to
heare Of things so high and strange. 1701 NORRIS Ideal
World i. ii. 73 Such a profound muse as when we are said
to think upon nothing, a 1713 ELLWOOD Antobiog. (1714)
234 He made me no Answer, but sate some time in a Muse.
1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins (1884) II. 279 Sir

, says I,

after a seeming muse for some time, what should you think

780

of Ontwheske [for a wife]? 1871 BROWNING Balanst. 2682

Where she dwells Forever in a muse. 1889 STEVENSON
Master ofB, ii, He would fall into a deep muse over our

accounts.

; Muse, $b2 [a. OF. mttse\ by Fr. scholars

regarded as identical with muse MUSE sbl, or as

a verbal noun f. the cognate med.L. musare to

play music. Cf. CORKEMUSE.] A bagpipe.
The explanation in quot. 1782, which alone appears in

modern Diets., seems to be a pseudo-etymological guess con

necting the word with OF. muse muzzle.

1426 LYDG. De Gull. Pilgr. 14304 Bombardys and corne-

musys, Thys filoutys ek, with sotyl musys. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of Msop vi. vii, Whanne I pyped and played of

my muse or bag pype ye day tied ne wold not daunse. [1783
BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. 270 note, The Muse is the muzzle or

tube of a bag-pipe, without the bellows.]

I Muse, sb.t Obs. Forms: 6 mose, mouse,

(?//. mowsies), mouce, 6-7 muse. [Ultimately a.

Arab, j^* tnanz, sjj* mausJ* banana,] The fruit of

|

the plantain or banana (see MUSA). Also attrib.

1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. xxxviii. 704 Of Musa or Mose tree.

I The Mose tree leaues be so great and large, that one may
easyly wrap a childe..in them. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

| Nicholas s Voy. i. xvL 17 b, Apples of paradlce, which they

I

call muses. 1588 HICKOK tr. Frederick s Voy. 18 Laden
I with fruite, as with Mouces which we call Adams apples.

Marg. The Mowsies is a kind of fruite growing in clusters

and are 5 or 6 inches long a peece.
c 1602 in Purchas / //-

gritns (1625) II. 1617 At Damiatta. .are great gardens, full of

Adanib figs,., these are also called Mouses.

Muse (mi;7z), z . Forms : 4 mwse, 4-5 moyse,
5 mouse, mowse,mewsej musee, musse, mose,
6 muze, St&amp;gt; mus(s, 4- muse. [a. F. muser( 1 2th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), to waste time, trifle, in OF. also

to muse, meditate = Pr. wusar, It. musare to stare

about, idle, loiter.

Prob. a derivative of the Rom. word represented by It.

muso, OF. muse muzzle (cf. Florio s explanation of It. mn~
sarc, to hould ones niusle or snout in the aire ), the primary
allusion being to the action of a dog sniffing the air when
in doubt as to the scent* (Skeat). Possibly the sense to

meditate
1

maybe due to the influence of L. itiitsa MUSE
sb. 1 Cf. med.L. tnusdre to play music.]

I. inif.

1. To be absorbed in thought ;
to meditate con

tinuously in silence ; to ponder. Const, of, 0,
itpoit) &quot;\-

in. f In early use occas. with inf. of

purpose.
1340 Aycnb. 104 pcr-uore ich He rede wel

f&amp;gt;et \&amp;gt;ou
ne musy

na}t to inoche hit uor to zeche. 1362 LANGL. / . PI. A. xi.

137 pe more I muse beron be imstiloker hit [Theology]
semeb. ^1375 -Vr. Leg. Saints 1. (fCatcrinc) in pu suld

i moyse here &amp;lt;s: murwall, of hewine & erth. 1390 COWER Conf.
\

I. 320 Thus fulofte there he sat To muse in his philosophic.
c 1430 LYIH.. Min. roans {Percy Soc.) 144 Austyn gan muse
in his oppynyoun, To fyncle a mene the sowle for to save.

c 1460 SIR R. Kqs La Belle Dame 202 He mused sore, to

conquere his desire, c 1489 CAXTON Bl&HCh&rdyn xliii. 162
He was musyng vpon b L werke. 1490 Eneydos -xy.x.\\\. 126

Whankynge Latyne hadde mused a
lytyll in hym selfe he

! ansuered. ifi35 COVERDALE Ps. xxxviii. 3 Whyle I was
thus musynge, the fyre kyndled. 1607 EARL STIRLING J.
Cxsar iv. 1, Who muse of many things, resolve of none.

1634 W. TIKWHYT tr. Balzac^s Lett. (vol. I.) 400 If I muse
! but two houres on the bankes of the Tyber, I am as under

standing as if I had studied eight days. 1732 BERKELEY
Alciphr. in. i Alciphron, having mused a while, answered
[etc.]. 1781 COWPER Retiretu. 376 And cultivate a taste for

ancient song, Catching its ardour as I mus d along. 18x6

J. WILSON City ofPlague \\. ii. 169 The sorrowful Still love
to muse on all distressful things. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Berkeley the Banker \, i, Her father paused to rnuse. 1901
LUCAS MALET Sir R. Calinady vi. xi, Lady Calrnady . .

musing of many matters, .slowly went the length of the
terrace. 1906 Outlook 14 July 42/2 In Imperial politics he
decided . .while other men were musing and hesitating.
quasi-lniff.?. 1781 COWPER Truth 441 Sorrow might muse

herself to madness then.

b. With dependent question.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 282 Whan that I muse And thenke

how sche me wol refuse, I am with anger so bestad, For al
this world mihte I be glad. &quot;1555 RIDLEY Conf. ivitk
Latifiier (1556) 67, I haue begonne. .to muse with my selfe,
howe the dartes of the olde enemye maye be borne of. a 1713
ELLWOOD Antobiog, (17:4) 21, I. .stood, .musing with my
self what Course to take.

f C. In proverbial phr. : (see quot.). Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v. Corn

t He measures
my Cortt by his tnvn Bushel, he muses as he uses, he thinks
me Bad because he is so himself.

2. With dependent question: To be at a loss to
discover

; to ask oneself meditatively, to ( wonder
(what, how) etc.). Now rare.

(-1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 35 But here men musen whi
prelatis ben so redy to curs in here owne cause, c 1407
LYDG. Reson fy Sens. 2893 Musyng, what hyt myghte be
That she so straungely spake to rue. 1513 MORE Rich. HI
in Grafton Citron. (1568) II. 785 Whyle men mused what
the matter ment. (11562 CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 34 It
made all the noble men.. and gentil-women to muse what
it [st\ the firing of guns] shold mean, commyng so sodenly.
1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo^s Civ. Com , in. (1586) 161 b, Which
maketh me much muse how it should be so. 1791 COWPER
Odyss. xx. 41, I muse How single as I am I shall assail
These shameless suitors. 1853 M- ARNOLD Sohrab

&amp;lt;$

Rus-
turn 347 Ah me, I muse what this young fox may mean !

3. To be affected with astonishment or surprise ;

to wonder, marvel. Const, at, f(/i t# Now
rare (poet.).
1340 Ayenl. 47 Ofte hy sseawe)? and dijteb ham be more

quaynteliche and
(&amp;gt;e

more honesteliche uor to maki musi be

MUSEPUL.
foles to ham. 1340 HAMPOLK Pr. Consc. 6266 A gretewondir
..pat in swa short tyme..He mught. .discu^se al thyng ;

I!ot of bis suld nane muse, lered ne lewed, For als grete
wondirs has God shewed, c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3837
The aungeles with outen meseure thise tbinges musyd seyng.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 6 Some persons per-
auenture wyll muse or meruayle. 1530 PAISGR. 443/1, I

muse at it to se howe he bandeth hymselfe with your ene-

myes. a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Edw. 7^234 The Frenchmen
their at not a littell mused. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 85
Do not muse at me my most worthy Friends. 1641 MILTON
Prel. Episc. Wks. 1851 III. 83 We need no longer muse at

the spreading of many idle traditions. 1859 TENNYSON
Elaine 1261 Then came the fine Gawain and wonder d at

her, And Lancelot later came and mused at her.

t b. With clause or inf. expressing the occasion

for wonder. Obs.

1530 CROMWELL in Merriman Life &amp;lt; Lett. (1902) I. 328,
1 much muse that your Grace should so think. 1579 LYLY
Eitphues (Arb.) 178 Thou wilt muse Philautus to heere

Euphues to preach, who of late had more minde to serue
his Lady then to worshippe his Lorde. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VIj m. i. i, I muse my Lord of Gloster is not come.

1599 Q. ELIZ. in Harington Nugse Ant. (1804) I. 304 We
cannot but muse that you shoulde recite that circumstance.

1631 DEKKER Match Mee m. Wks. 1873 IV. 180, I muse
thou art so poore. 1632 Thomas ofReacting \n Thorns . E.
Prose Rom. (i8^8j

I. 135, I muse thou canst indure this vile

beseeming seruitude.

fc. To be a matter of wonder. Obs.
f 1460 Towtteley Myst. iv. 12 Wheder ar all oure elders

went / This musys mekill in my thoght.
4. To gaze meditatively; to look thoughtfully

or intently. Const, on, iipon, &quot;t*

in.

. 111366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1527 He so musede in the

welle, That.. He lovede his owne shadowe. 1390 GOWER
Conf. II. 128 It [his cofre] schal noght after ben unstoken,
Bot whanne him list to have a syhte Of gold . . That he ther
on mai loke and muse, c 1430 Pol. Rel. fy L. Songs (1866)

148 As y stood musynge on be moone. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail
xliv. 570 Faste towardis hym gan he to Muse, And vppon
hym sette his hors hed. c 1470 Gol. fy Caw, 1231 Ilk man
may. .muse in his myrrour. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosg sCompl.
Woman i. 63, I have heretofore a long time mused on the
Statue of Venus made by Phidias. 1711 STEELE Spect. No.
113 F i This was the Place wherein I used to muse upon
her. 1798 WORDSw. Night-piece 26 The mind.. Is left to
muse upon the solemn scene. 18*0 W. \n\\w*Sketch, Bk. \.

69 For some time Rip lay musing on this scene. 183. J. H.
NEWMAN Ch. Fathers (1840) 232 He began to eye and muse

upon the great bishop of Milan.

j*
5. To wait or look expectantly. Obs.

a 1450 Knt.de La Tour (1906) 45 She..wolde no more
make folke to mouse after her, but wolde be sonner arraied

and atte the chirche thanne ani other.

t 6. To murmur
;
to grumble, complain. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF 2 Sam. xil. 19 Whanne thanne Dauid
hadde herd his seruauntis musynge [Vulg. &amp;gt;nnssitantes\

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems {Percy Soc.) 17 Wiche ought of
rescue the devise to excuse, To alle tho that wold ageyn it

ffroune or muse. 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. ii. i Why
did the Jewish people muse, Seeing all is but vaine ? 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. \. v. 253 Well, I will muse no further :

M r
Fenton, Heauen giue you many, many merry dayes.
II. trans.

7. To ponder over, reflect upon; to contemplate,
meditate. Now rare.

c 1395 Plmv tfins Tale 89 He mused bis matter in mesure.
r 1460 MEIHAM Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 64/1714 Ys this the loue

that we haue musyd so ofTt? 17*4 RAMSAY Vision i, I

wandert waif and wae, Musand our main mischaunce. 1730
THOMSON Hymn on Seasons 121 Come then, expressive
Silence, muse his praise. 1826 DISRAELI Vii&amp;gt;. Grey \\. i,

The poet was absent, for he was musing a sonnet. 1878 I!.

TAYLOR Deukntion i. in, What musest thou?

transf. aiid^f. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Romaunt ofPage
xi, His large eyes seemed to muse a smile.

t 8. To murmur discontentedly. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF John vii. 32 FarUees herden the puple mus-

inge [1382 grucchmge, Vulg. murmurantcm] of hym these

thingis. 140 HOCCLEVI-; Letter of Cupid 238 Yt shal not
ben in her elleccion the foulest slutte of al a tovne refuse, yf
that me lyst, for al that they can muse.

t 9. To excogitate. Obs.
a 1375 Cursor M. 2267 (Fairf.J per ware al

J&amp;gt;e speche mused
J&amp;gt;at

now ar in bis werlde vsed.

1 10. To marvel at. Obs.

1567 Gnde
&amp;lt;^

Godtie Ball. (S.T.S.) 165 Musing greitlie in

my niynde, The folie that is in mankynde. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. m. Jii. 36, 1 cannot too much muse Such shapes, such

gesture, and such sound.

1 11. To bewilder, puzzle. Obs.

1673 S too him Bayes 58 But that that most muses me is

this.

Muse, var. MEUSE ; obs. f. MEWS, Moss.

Museacall, variant of MOSAICAL a.1 Obs.

Mused (miwzd), a. [f. MUSE v.1 + -ED.]

Bemused, fuddled.

1843 TENNYSON Will Waterpr. 74 Head-waiter, honour d

by the guest Half-mused, or reeling ripe.

T Musedode. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. muse MOUSE

sb. (cf. ^VermiculariS) herba muris
, Diefenbach);

the second element may be mod. dial, dud teat.]

Some herb ; perh, the stonecrop, Seditm acre.

c 1450 A iphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 190/1 Vermicularis maior,
tetroselio idem g. tatesoriz, ang. andrede uel musedode.

: Maisee. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. MUS&, ad. L.

MUSCUM.&quot;]
= MUSEUM.

1660 in C. Innes Sk. Early Scot. Hist. (1861) 452 The
studie or musee belonging thereto.

Mnsefnl (mi/7*zfiil), a. [f.
MUSE sb3 + -FUL.]

Absorbed in thought ; thoughtful, pensive.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Maidens Blush 185 In musefull care



MUSEFULLY.
hi Jostph calls hee quicke. 1700 DRYDEN Pal. ; An. I.

541 Kull of musefut Mopings, which presage The loss of

Reason, a 1810 C. B. BROWN Carwift, etc. (1822) II. 52
She was sitting in a museful posture. 1885 G. MERKDITH
Diana, ffCross-ways i, She is apt to spin it out of a nilteeful

mind, at her toilette, or by the lonely lire.

Hence Mu sefully adv., in a museful manner.

1885 G. MEREDITH Diana of Crossways III. xiv. 276
Musefully listening, nursing a thought.
Musehont: see MOUSE-HUM 1.

Musel, obs. f. MUZZLE; var. MESEL Obs,

t Mu seless, a. Otis. [f. MUSE rf.l + -LESS
;

in imitation of Gr. a/jLovaos, unpolished, in

elegant, rude, gross (L. & Sc.).] Without learn

ing; uncultured.

1644 MILTON Areop, (Arb.) 36 It is to be wonder d how
museiess and unbookish they were, minding nought but ihe

feats of Warre. 1819 SHKLLEY Cyclops 489 He ICyclops] is

coming, ..Drunken, museless, awkward, yelling, Far along
his rocky dwelling. 1877 K ySKlN Fors Clav. Ixxiii. 16 The
museless cry of the multitude.

Hence Mvrselessuess.
1877 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxxiii. 360 That Deadly Muse-

lessness of the Cameronian leaders.

Musell, obs. form of MUZZLE v.

Musellim(muse lim). Forms: a. 7musellem,
8 mosolem, 9 musselini, musellim

; $. mut-

sel(l)im. [Arab, musalliiii, lit. paymaster, act.

pple. of sallama to pay, 2nd conjtig. of salama.

The forms represent niutasalliin, the pple. of the

5th conjug. of the same verb.] A Turkish officer,

the lieutenant of a pnsha.
a. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tftevenofs Trav. 103 A Convoy of

three hundred Horse, and two hundred Foot, under the

Command of the Musellem. 1703 MAUNDRELL Joitrn. Jtrns.

29 Mar. (1721) 78 The Mosoiem or (jovernour of the City.

1813 BYRON Bride Abydos I. xii, More ill-got wealth, a
meaner soul Holds not a Musselim s control. 1847 MK^ A.

KERR tr. Rankers Hist. Stn&amp;gt;ia 348 The power which.. had
been conceded to his Musellims.

p. 1844 KITTO Phys. Hist. Palestine vi. 161 Its fisheries

were, .rented of the Mutsellim of Szaffad by some fishermen
of that town. 1855 OGILVIE Siippl. Mutselim.

Muselman, obs. form of MUSSELMAX.

t Mu SCn, v. O6s. rare- 1
. [?a. MUG. mfisen

(inf.) in the same sense: see MOULTW.] =ME\vz&amp;gt;. 1 :&amp;gt;.

16*3 COCKERAM, Pollard, is a Stagge. .hauing cast his

head, ..then he is
said_

to musen. 1658 PHILLIPS, J/si*, a
term among Hunters, is when a Stag. .casts his Head.

MuseOgraph.y(mi?&amp;lt;z/ifVgrafi). [f.Gr. povaiiov
MUSEUM: see -OU.VPHV.] The systematic descrip
tion of the contents of museums.
1904 D. MURRAY Afitseutns II. 15 Museography.
So Museo grapher, Museo graphist, one who

describes the contents of museums systematically.
1776 DA COSTA Elem. Conchol. 57 Most of the naturalists

and museographists have included Shells in their works.

1880 Alhenxiitn 9 Oct. 470/3 Between the museographers
and the pure historians works of art are in danger of becoming
transformed into scientific specimens.

Muscology .miazj ijj lodji). [Formed as prec. :

see -OLOGY.] The science of arranging museums.
1885 Science 31 July 82/1 Devices.. in which muscology

has been notably advanced by us. 1887 HYATT in Proc.

Boston Soc. Xat. Hist. 4 May 361 The first of the Guides
to the Society s Museum.. is an experiment of considerable

importance in Muscology. 1904 D. MURK AY Museums 11.41.

Hence Museo legist, one versed in muscology.
1899 Nat. Science Sept. 171 The museum as a whole is

painfully suggestive of what museologists call the fat boy*.

t Muser . Obs. rare *. [Of obscure origin ;

possibly an error.] (See quot.)
a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VIII 9 b, In the frount of the

chafron was a goodly plume set full of musers or trimblyng
spangles of gold.

Muser (raiji zai). In 4 muBure. [f.
MUSE

v. + -ER ^
;

the earlier form is a. OF. mtiseor.&quot;\

One who muses
;
one engaged in thought or medita

tion. Also, t a designer or schemer (oh.).

i382\VYCLlF/^(5t. xxix. 24Themusures[Vulg. mussitatores]
shul lerne the lawe. 1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. Ded.

(1556) 2 The musers of mischief wrought muche to the con

trary. 1597 J. PAYSE Royal Exch. 38 There ys another

sorte.., who be greate musers on Gods longe sufifringe.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. tv. 87 Was it not a great Saying
. .The greatest Musers are the best Artists ? 1755 JOHNSON,
Jf tser,. .one who muses; one apt to be absent of mind.

1828 J. STERLING Ess. f, Tales (1848) II. 75 The sound of

tumult or of fear Rouses the muser s lazy ear. 1887 STEVKN-
SON House Beautiful, Oft [shall] the morning musersee Larks

rising from the broomy lea.

Muserde, Musere : see MUSABD, MOUSE-EAR.

Muserole, -roll, variant forms of MCSROL.

tMu Sery. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. muserie, f.

muser MUSE v.] An amusement, pastime.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhodc n. Ixix. (1869) 102 Pleyinge..

at dees, at merelles, and manye oothere museryes.

Muset 1 (mia zet). Obs.eyiC.dial. Also6musit,

7 musett, 9 dial, mussit. [a. OF. mucette, mus-

sette, a little hole, corner, or hoord to hide things
in (Cotgr.), f. muce, musse : see MEUSE.] = MEUSE
sb. i. Also, a hare s form .

IS92 SHAKS. yen. t, Ad. 683 The many musits through the

which he goes, Are like a laberinth to amaze his foes. 1595
MARKHAM Gentl. Acad. 32 We terme..the places through
the which she \sc. the hare] goeth to releefe, her muset.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvm. xlix. 1015 To prevent those

Thracian theeves that they should not hide themselves

within their peakish holes & ordinarie covert musets. 1653

781

CHISENHALE Cath. Hist. Ep. Ded. A 4, The Author.. had
no sooner escaped out of the English sheep-fold, but straight-

way he discovers the Muset thorow which he stole. 1688

R. HoLMff Armoury 11. 134/2 A Hare [is lodged] in his

Forme or Musett.
attrib. 1594 BARNFIELD Affect. Shefih. \\. xi. (Arb.) 13 Or

with Hare-pypes(set in a muset holej Wilt thou deceave the

dtcp-earth-delving Coney?
t Muset*. Obs. rare 1

, [a. OF.muset
t
also

musette shrew-mouse.] A shrew-mouse.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 375 Against the biting of these

musets or hardi-shrews [L. mnris aranei morsibns}.

Musette (miwze-t). fa. F. musette^ dim. of

OF. muse : see MUSE j.3j
1. A kind of bagpipe.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 365 Bot yit herde I no pipe there

To make noise in mannes Ere, Bot the Musette I myhte
knowe. 1811 BUSBY Diet. AIus. (ed. 3), A/nsars, the name

fiven
to certain itinerant musicians who performed on the

lu.sette. 1905 Editt. Rev. Apr. 321 The sound of pipes and
musettes.

2. A soft pnstoral air imitating the sound of the

bagpipe ;
a dance for which this music served.

1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Musette, the name of an
air generally written incommon-time.. .Dances were formerly
invented of a similar cast, and which were also called Mu
settes. 1879 STAISER Music of Bible 119 A piece of music
written in the style of bagpipe music came.. to be called a

musette. 1893 Times 21 Dec. 14/2 The lively gavotte, with

its cleverly-scored musette.

3. A reed stop on an organ.
1825 DASNELEY EncycL J/wj., Musette, an organ stop

made of pewter, of the reed kind and of eight feet ; called

by the Germans sackpfeije. 1855 HOPKINS Organ 328 The
Madelaine, Paris. ..Clavier de Kccit Expressif...Muzette.
Ibid, 333 Abbeville... Pedal, 6 Stops.. . Musette. 1888 tr.

Locker s Explain Organ Stops ^SchaLmei^ a soft reed stop
. .generally labelled Musette in French organs.

4. A small and simple variety of oboe (Cent,
Diet. 1890).
1895 Army *,- Xaiy Price List 15 Sept. 1^59 Musettes. . .

Oboes [etc.].

Museum (mizrz;m). Also 7-8 rrmsseum, 8

museum, 9 //. musea. [a. L. mfistum, ad. Or.

povattov a seat of the Muses, f. HOVGO. MUSE sb.^

Cf. F. musec masc., Sp. ? Pg., It. museoJ}
1. a. Hist, (with capital M.) The university

building erected at Alexandria by Ptolemy Soter.

1615 G. SANDYS T&quot;raz&amp;gt;. in That famous Musxum founded

by Philadelphus. 1869 RAWLISSON Ane. Hist. 236 The
Museum

,
or university building, comprised chambers for

the Professors.

t b. gen. A building or apartment dedicated to

the pursuit of learning or the arts
;
a ( home of the

Muses 1

;
a scholar s study

1

. Obs.
c 1645 HDWELL Lett. (1655) I. vi. xx. 265 To my Honoured

Friend and Fa. Mr. Ben Johnson. I thank you for the
last regalo you gave me at your Musasum, and for the good
company. 1675 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 42
A Legacy of five hundred pounds towards the building a

Musarum, or commencement house. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Ker

sey), ftrttseifrn
t
a Study or Library ;

also a College or Pub-
lick Place for the Resort of Learned Men. 1757 MKS.
GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy Frances (1767) II. 82 It gives me
uneasiness, in my mu&amp;lt;aeum, when any sentiment or criticism

occurs to me, that I cannot immediately communicate it to

you. 1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1783) I. xvi. 92 He waited
on the Virtuoso, and.. was immediately admitted to an
audience in his musseum.

2. A building or portion of a building used as a

repository for the preservation and exhibition of

objects illustrative of antiquities, natural history,
fine and industrial art, or some particular branch

of any of these subjects, either generally or with

reference to a definite region or period. Also

applied to the collection of objects itself.

Although a museum may include a library (as does the

British Museum) or a picture gallery, the word is not in

ordinary Eng. use applied to an institution of which either

of these is the sole or the most prominent feature. On the

continent the corresponding word is often used with refer

ence to a collection of works of painting or sculpture, and
when so used is rendered museum in English.

1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 108 M r
. Ashmole s Musaeum at

Oxford. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., The Alttsenm or

Ashmotfs Musenntt
a neat Building in the City of Oxford.

1710 HEABNE Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 35 M r
. Lhuyd of the

Museum. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 2 June, Let. ii, I

have seen the British Museum ; which is a noble collection.

1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) I.xxiii. 129 [He] changed
the subject to Cox s Museum, and asked what we thought
of it V 1816 T. D. WHITAKER Loidis $ Elmete 124 It would
perhaps be difficult for all the musea of the kingdom to find

half a dozen originals [of the wax impressions of seals] of
the same date. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 10 Swords and
shields of that metal, now in the Museum of Copenhagen.
attrib. 1893 COLLINGWOOD Ruskin 1. 143 Flaws and inter-

ruptions destroy the museum-value of a mineral. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 257 The museum specimen of a
uterus of a much quoted case.

3. transf. w&fig.
1753 HERVEY Theron fy Aspasia (1755) I. i. 13 The bound

less Museum of the Universe. 1846 E. FITZGERALD Lett.

(1889) I. 166 A heathy promontory there, good museum for

conversation on old
poets,

&c. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis
I.xxiv. 228 Miss Blanche.. had quite a little museum of
locks of hair in her treasure-chest. 1894 H. DRUMMOND
Ascent Man 106 The physical body of Man. .is., a museum
of obsolete anatomies,

Muse uming, vbl. sb. colloq. [f.
MUSEUM +

-l\G 1
.] The action of inspecting museums.

1838 OWEN in Life (1894! I. 139 We steam to Bonn ; there

a day or two museuming, and then for Home.

MUSHA.

Mush, (mcf;, sd&amp;gt;
1

[App. an onomatopoeic
alteration of MASH j&amp;lt;M ; sense 3 and the related

MUSH zj. ^areprob. old, though not recorded till the

1 9th c. Sense I and 3 b may have been affected

by Du. woes, formerly used in these senses.]
1. JV. American. A kind of porridge made with

meal (chiefly of maize) boiled in water or milk

until it thickens.

1671 J. HARDY Last Voy. to Bermudas 11 Indian corn..

Which being groun d and boyl d, Mush they make Their

hungry Servants Hunger for tu slake. 1814 BRACKENRIDGE
&quot;JrnL in Views Louisiana, 202 A pot of mush for supper,
with a pound of tallow in it. 1828 CouutiT Treat. Cob-

bttfs Corn ix. 156 Taking off a lump of the mush at the

time, and putting it in the milk, you take up a spoonful ;it

a time, having a little milk along with it ; and this is called

mush and milk. 1893 KATK SASHNKN Truth/. Woin. in .S.

California 37 The old greenhorn above who had his supper
of mush and milk.

2. dial. A kind of iron-ore found in concretionary
masses.
1686 Pi/,! Staffordsh. iv. 17. i^j Mu-h the U--t of a!!

[Iron-Ore].. many time-, fill d with a triske sueU liquor
which the Workmen drink greedily.

3. Anything soft and pulpy. Also, anything
reduced to or resembling a mass of powder.

Chiefly dial.

1824 MACTACGART Callovid. Encyd., Mush^ a vast of

matters tossed together, such as straw, grain, hay, chaff, &c.

1841 EMERSON Man tfa Rt/oricr\\V^, Uohnj 11.247 A
poor fungus or mushroom.. that seemed nothing but a soft

mush or jelly. 1847 HALIJU KLL, J/KJ//, anything mashed.

1855 ROBINSON WJiitby Gloss., MusA, any thing decayed to

a state of powder. 1878 E. W, CLAKK Life ^a^an 76 The
rice field K stirred up into a perfect mush of mud.

b. L . .S. Hah ground up ;
chum

; pomace ;

slosh (Cent. Diet. 1890).
C. transf. andySJif.
1841-4 KMKRSON Ess., Friendship Wks. (Bonn} I. 3. I

hate, where I looked for. .a manly resistance, to find a mush
of concession. 1856 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. (1083) II. 297
Slewed into mush, hearing a popular preacher. 1876
Hi -AM .v KICK Gold. Butterfly xviii, bringing everlasting

disgrace on our town with such mush as that.

Mush, (mpj), j.- slang. [Shortened form of

MUSHROOM.]
1. An umbrella. Chiefly attrib. in mush-faker

mushroom-faker. Sc Mush-faking vbl, sb.

1821 HAWAKT Life 56 Tommy Twenty, a mu-&amp;gt;h toper
feeker. 1851 MAYHHW Land. Labour II. 127 I he term

[Mushroom-fakers]., has become vtry generally &amp;lt;.

among those who carry on the trade they are now mu&amp;gt;h-

fakers. 1856 MAYiu.wGV. ll orld Lend. 6 note, Th&amp;lt;j mo ith

has come to be styled the tater-trap ; .. umbrella-, mush
rooms tor, briefly, mush

1

) ;. .and so on. 1893 P. H. KMKK-
sos Signer l.ippo ,\x. 91 My uld man. .got his duddcr by
chinay-faking and mush-faking.
2. A* small cab-proprietor; a cab-driver who
owns one, two, or three cabs. So Mu sher in the

same sense. Mn shing vbl. sb., cab-owning on a

small scale.

1887 Globe 22 Apr. 3 A musher, or a btruggler, is a man
who drives a horse and cab which is his own property, and
his only lot . Ivid.

t

*

Mushing in the cab-trade is another
\vord for struggling . 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Little tnusJies, term applied to those in the cab-driving in

dustry who drive their own vehicles. 1902 Academy 27 Dec.

706/2 A Mush is the owner of 3 or 4 cabs.

t Mush., a. Obs. In 6 musche.
[f.

Mu.su z/.
1

]
= MUSHED///, a.

1578 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 228 Ane [doublet], .of blak

musche taffetie.

Mush (m0j), v. 1 Sc. Also 6-7 musche. [?a.
OF. moucher to cut, trim.] trans. ( To cut out

with a stamp, to nick or notch, to make into

flounces. (Commonly applied to grave-clothes)

(Jam.) ; to
*

puff . Hence Mushed///, a., puffed.
Mu shing vbl. sb.

t
one of many nicks or notches

stamped upon a garment for ornament.

1578 fnr. R. Wardrobe (1815) 231 Ane quheit hieland

mamill. Certane pecis of muschet arming furing. 1615 in

Thanes of Caivdor (Spald. Club) 240 Item 3 quartens of

reid bukkram to musche out the sleivis xv s. 1684 SIR J.

LACDER Hist. Notices Sc. Affairs (1848) 538 Many othtr

things ware spoke of as sumptuous and prodigall, viz.,..

mushed-out silks, and flored hoods. 1752 J. LOCTHIAN form
ofProcess (ed. 2 9 The Justice-General s (Robe] being lined

with Ermine for Distinction, and the Justice-Clerk s being
distinguished by Outcuttings or Mushmgs.
Mush. (mr&amp;gt;J),

v.- dial. [Onomatopoeic altera

tion of MASH v., suggestive of duller sound made
in pounding something soft. Cf. the earlier MUSH
sb^] trans, and intr. To crush, pulverize,

crumble; to mash, to reduce to pulp; to crumble
or decay away

*

(E. D. D.).
1781 HUTTON Tour to Caves fed. 2} 93 Musk, to crush, or

crumble. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.
t
To Musk

%
to

crumble, to moulder. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. vit. in
1 Folks as had the devil to back em were not likely to be so

mushed as poor Silas was.

Muslia (mz?*Ja), int. [a. Irish maisead/t, lit.

*
if it is so .] An exclamation of surprise used by

Irish speakers.
1831 LOVER Leg. ff Stor. Irel. 3 Musha, thin, do you tell

me so? 1837 Rory O More xlvi, Musha ! but you re the

very sow! of good nature.

Mushal, -chee, var. ff. MUSSAL, -CHEE.

Mushato e, Mushe, obs.ff. MCSXACHIQ, MUCH,



MUSHLA.

Mushere, obs. form of MOUSE-EAB.

Musherom, -on, -oom, etc. : see MUSHROOM.
Mushla ^mu-Jlg;. Also 7 raushelaw, 7-9

inishlaw. [Mosquito inushla (A. Henderson).] A

with their hands, mixing it with the Water ; then they drink

it all off together : this they call Mishlaw. c 1659 M. W.
Mosqucto Indians in Collect. Voy. (Churchill 17^2) VI. 293
Their plantain drink they call Mushelaw. 1827 O. W.
ROBERTS Voy. Ccntr. Amer. 128 Preparations were making
for a grand feast and mishlaw drink. 1842 T. YOUNG Narr.
Kfsiti. Mosquito Shore iii. 33 It is a custom to let their

quarrels rest until they get inflamed by their filthy mushla.

Mush-melon, -millian, obs. ft. MUSK-MELON.

Mushroom (m Jrm), sb. Forms : a. 5

musseroun, 5-7 muscheroii, 6 mus(s)heron,
mousheroun, 7 mucheron (muceron), 8 mush-
roon ; P. 6 musherom, mousherom, mush-

rum^m)e, -romme, (muahorme), 6-7mushrum,
-rom, 7 muschrom(be, (mes-, musrume, mus-

trorae), 7 musheroom, mushroome, 6- mush
room; 7. 6 moshrump, (mushrumpt), moush-

rimpe,6-7 mus(c)hrump(e, mushrompe, (must-

rump) ;
S. 6 mushrubbe, 7 mushrub. See also

MOCS.SERON . [a. F. mousseroit (OF. tnoisseron,

1389 in Hatz.-Darm.), usually held to be a deriva

tive of mousse moss.]
1. In early use, a fungus of any of the larger

umbrella-shaped species, to which the names
tofuCs hat and toadstool were also applied indis

criminately. Now commonly restricted to the

common edible mushroom, Agaricus campestris,
or to this and species that closely resemble it in

general appearance. Some apply mushroom to

any fungus supposed to be edible, and toadstool to

any that is believed to be deleterious. Certain

botanical writers have used the word as equivalent
to FUNGUS. The mushroom is a proverbial type
of rapid growth.
14. . I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 597/13 Mussctuin, musserouns.

ci^^oPt Oinfi. Parv. 349/1 Muscheron, toodys hatte, boletus,

fungus. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Hclthe (1539) 89 Beware of

musherons,. .and al other thinges, whiche wyll sone putrilie.

1563 HVLL Art Garden. (1593)30 The Toad stooles or Mush
rooms, which grow out of the Walnut tree, and bee stiffe

and hard. 1595 SOUTHWELL Poems (Grosart) 69 He that

high grouth on cedars did bestowe, Gave also lowly mush-

rumpes \y,r. mushrumpts] leave to growe. 1612 W. PARKI-:S

Citrlitiiic-Dr. 20 That Gaidar. .Vnder whose girdle, nay be
neath whose knee, The little Mesrumes louingly agree. 1656
MARNETTE Per/. Cook I. 312 With Sparagus, with Harti-

chokes, with Muscherons, with Cream [etc.]. 1732 ARBUTHNOT
Rules ofDiet in Aliments, etc. i. 258 Mushrooms contain an
Oil of a volatile Salt. 1818 KEATS Endym. iv. 234 For wine
we left our heath, and yellow brooms, And cold mushrooms.
1846 LINDLI-:V [ eg. Kingd. 37 In Paris none [i.e. no fungi]
are permitted to appear in the markets except the common
Truffle, Morel, and Mushroom. 1887 BENTLEY Bot. (ed. 5)

378 Fungi or Mushrooms.

2. fig. a. A person or family that has suddenly

sprung into notice
;
an upstart. Also applied to a

city, an institution, etc., that is of sudden growth.
a 1593 MARLOWE Edvj. If (1598) C i b, A night growne

tnushrump, Such a one as my Lord of Cornewall is. 1622

Interpreter A 3 b, He may not..seeme to shrinke, with

draw, giue way, whilst other mushrumpes doe the state be

tray. 1651 HOWELL Venice 204 Which Commonwealths
may be sayed to have bin but Mushrumps in point of dura
tion. 1721 AMHEKST Terrx Fil. No. 13 (1754) 66, I hear
them scornfully call a rising great man an upstart, a mush
room, and a thing of yesterday. 1787 BENTHAM Def. Usury
xiii. 179 Sheffield is an old oak ; Birmingham is a mush
room. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. \. ii. 96 The Stewarts, .were
mere mushrooms beside the descendants of the Guelphs.

t b. A contemptible person. Obs.

1594 ? GREENE ScKmns Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 282 Summon
a parley sirs, that we may know Whether these Mushroms
here will yeeld or no. 1676 D URFEV Mad. Fickle II. i,

Come Ladies, Tie be your Gaurdian ; Let these Musrumes
stand if they dare. 1680 D. GRANVILLE in Life (1002) 224,
I will make a filthy bustle before I dye among the Clergy of
the nation, as contemptible a mushrump and silly ignoramus
as some do make me. 1769 Public Advertiser 4 Oct. 2/2
A gouty Mushroom of an Earl from the West,

t c. An excrescence. Obs. rare.

1648 PRYNNE Pica/or Lords zlheyzre. .the Exorbitances
and Mushromes of Prerogative, the Wenns of just Govern
ment.

t d. A spontaneous growth. Obs.
1670 C. GATAKER in Gataker s Antid. Errour Ep. Ded.
A

ij b, Who endeavour to forget that they are Gods off

spring, and would fain be taken for the Mushrooms of Chance.

3. transf. Something shaped like a mushroom.
ta. In ornamental waterworks (see quot.). Obs.
7 } JAMES tr. Le Blond s Gardening 214 Mushrooms

are a sort of inverted Bowl-dishes, cut with Scales on the

upper Part, ovcrwhich the Water falls into the Bason below.

I). = mushroom anchor (see 6 c).

1890 Nature 10 Apr. 539 A temporary light-vessel is sub
stituted, . . but probably before her mushroom bites the ground
it has dragged somewhat.

4. a. slang. An umbrella.

1856 [see MUSH sb? i). 1871 M. LEGRAND Cambr.
Freshm. 87 Mr. Pokyr said he would take care of my um
brella mushroom was the term he used.
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b. colloq. A low-crowned circular hat, esp. a

lady s straw hat with down-curving brim.

1865 Hottens Slang Diet., Mushroom, an inelegant round

hut worn by demure ladies.. 1896 GEOBGIANA Si. STISTED

Or//. Sir R. F. Burton xi. 265 Many a pretty face
;

. sur

mounted by the mushroom or pork-pie . 1898 IVcstm.

Gaz. 21 Apr. 3/2 The mushroom, .is a quite round straw with

a low crown. 1902 Ibid. 31 May 2/1 Mimi s costume con

sisted of a short holland overall and a brown straw mushroom.

5. mushroom-colour (see 6 c).

1884 West. Daily Press 25 Apr. 7/6 The fanciful shade of

mushroom. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 10 Sept. 4/2 A shade called

mushroom. .a fascinating sober and unusual tone.

6. tittrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as musk-

room-juice , -ketchup (-catchup], -sauce; parasyn-
thetic. and similative mushroom-colotircdt ~hkc,

^shaped adjs.

1748 *Mushroom juice [see KETCHUP]. 1808 MRS. RUN-
DELL Dom. Cookery (1824) 168 ^Mushroom Ketchup. 1839
T. C. HOLLAND Brit. Angler s Man. viii. (1841) 147 Mush
room catchup. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s-v. Heath-moss^
The brown &quot;mushroom-like Coralloides. 1771 MRS. HAY-
WOOD New Present 46 &quot;Mushroom Sauce. 1845 ELIZA

ACTON Mod. Cookery 118 White Mushroom Sauce. 1835-6
Todd s Cycl. Anat. I. 39/2 The principal organ of motion
in the pulmograda is the large. .&quot;mushroom-shaped disc.

b. attrib, quasi-dy. with the sense : Resembling
a mushroom in rapidity of development or growth
or in brief duration of existence; upstart; ephemeral.
1599 B. JONSON E^|. Man out of Hum. i. ii, These mush-

rompe gentlemen, That shoot vp in a night to place and

worship. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. vi. 293 This was
the end of that mushrump-army, which grew up and perished
so soon that [etc.J. 1703 SAVAGE Lett. Antients Ixviii. 207
A Mushrome Love sprung from a transitory View. 1707
E. FILMER Defence Plays i jo A new, upstart, Mushroom
Sect, sprung from their own filthy Dunghill. x8i8-6o\VnATELV
Co)}tm.-6l, Bk. (1864) 145 He outlived his own mushroom-

reputation. 1887 IVestrn. Rtv. June 269 Radical million

aires, and mushroom aristocrats.

c. Special combinations : mushroom anchor,
a mooring anchor having a saucer-shaped head

upon a central shaft ; mushroom-bed, a bed of

horse-dung and fine earth specially prepared for

mushroom growing ;
mushroom colour, a pale

pinkish colour resembling that of a mushroom
;
so

mushroom-coloured a. ; t mushroom-coral =

FUNGITE; mushroom earth, earth containing
mushroom spawn ;

mushroom-faker slang* an

itinerant umbrella-mender ; f mushroom gall

(see quot.) ; mushroom-grown a., sprung up
spontaneously like mushrooms ; mushroom hall

dial.* a house or hut erected by stealth (see quot.) ;

mushroom hat = sense 4 b
;
mushroom head,

(a] a kind of head for a church bell
; (d) the nose-

plate on the inner part of the breech-plug of a

breech-loading cannon (Cent. Diet. 1890) ; mush
room-headed a. (see quot,) ;

mushroom house,
a house specially constructed for growing mush
rooms

;
mushroom loaf (see LOAF sb^- 2 d) ;

mushroom-man (see quot. ) ; mushroom powder,
dried mushrooms powdered to serve as a flavour

ing; mushroom-ring = FAIRY-RING; mushroom
spawn, the vegetative mycelium of mushrooms,
usually embedded in an earthy matrix; mushroom-
stone = FUXGITE

; mushroom sugar, mannite
derived from fungi.
1845 Encycl. Metrop. XIV. 548/1 An anchor of a very

peculiar kind is employed to secure the vessels..; it is

technically called the *mushroom anchor. 1763 MILLS
Syst. Pract. Husb. IV. 186 The spawn of mushrooms may
be procured at almost any time, by those who have not

already had *mushroom-beds in their gardens. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. 16 Aug. 3/1 It is as near as you can get to it unless you
say *mushroom-colour. 1904 Daily Chron, 13 Feb. 8/5
A.. skirt of delicate &quot;mushroom-coloured face cloth. 1681
GREW Musxum m. I. iii. 280 *Mushroom-Coral. Fnngites.
So called from a little likeness it hath to a Toad-Stool. 1731
MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Mushrooms, You should put m
some of the Knobs of *Mushroom Earth, about six Inches !

asunder. 1851 MAYHEW L,ond. Labour II. 127/2 The :

*mushroom-fakers will repair any umbrella on the owner s

premises. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snj&amp;gt;J&amp;gt;l.,

*Mushroom Galls
..a name given by authors to a small species of galls very
common on the leaves of the oak in September and October.

1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 86, I have no experience of

*mushroom-grown men. 1872 R. HEATH Eng. Peasant
(1893) 145 It was a notion held among the peasantry in

olden times, that he who could in one night erect a &quot;Mush

room Hall , .without hindrance from the officials of the

manor, had obtained a copyhold right to the land. 1897
Westm. Gaz. 17 June 3/2, The *mushroom hat ,

the pecu-
]

liar genius of which shape dwells in that coy droop of the
brim. 1871 ELLACOMBE Bells of Ch. in Ch. Bells Devon viii. !

393 The bell being turned a quarter round by the button or

*mushroom head by which it is hung. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
\

30 Nov. 4/2 Over this is placed a block of steel called the
mushroom head. 1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. in. (ed. 3) 454
*Mushroom-headed ; cylindrical, having a rounded, convex, I

overhanging extremity. 1817 NEILL in Edin. Encycl, XI.
238/2 A &quot;mushroom-house, constructed on Oldacre s plan.

1892 Labour Commission Gloss. t *Afu$hroo&amp;gt;n-iett t men,
having very little or no capital, who hire looms and start to

compete in the cotton industry, on the principle that they
have all to gain and nothing to lose. 1747 MRS. GLASSE

Cookery xt. 122 To make &quot;Mushroom Powder. 1807 WOL- !

LASTON in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 138, I cut a groove, .along \

the diameter of a &quot;mushroom-ring. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. -

.$&amp;gt;///.
s.v. Mushroom, Into this [trench].. should be put in !

the knobs of *Mushroom spawn. 1850 PEREIRA EUm. Mat.
\

MUSIC.

Med. ff Thcrap. (ed. 3) II. i. 952 Mushroom spawn is the
name given by gardeners to the white branching cottony
fibres (tyt.elia) which form the so-called root of the mush
room. 1668 CnAkLETONC7Mowwf/0 267 F ungites . ,*Mush-
rum-stone. 1840 PEREIRA EUm. Mat. Med. \\. $72 *Mush-
room sugar has been found identical with mannlte.

Mushroom (m-Jrm), v. [f. MUSHROOM rf.]

1. trans. To elevate (a person) in social position
with great suddenness, nonce-use.

1747 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1743)
I. xl. 270 None but the

prosperous upstart mushroom d into rank (another of his

peculiars) was arrogantly proud of it.

2. a. intr. Of rifle-bullets: To expand and
flatten. Occas. with out, b. trans. To cause (a

bullet) to mushroom .

1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 431 Such a bullet will

mushroom on striking an animal. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 16 Dec.

6/3 The bullet was either mushroomed or the nickel shell

and lead had parted company. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl. No.
2054. 1158 The result is that the lead mushrooms out*

3. intr. To gather mushrooms. Chiefly in pr.

jple. or gerund.
1894 Westm. Gaz. 2 Jan. 7/2 While walking across a field

mushrooming. 1901 Essex Weekly News 25 Oct. 3/3 He
had been mushrooming .

Mu-shroomed, ppl. a. [f. MUSHBOOM sb. and

V. + -ED.]
f 1. Cookery, f Dressed with mushrooms. 06s.
1831 COMBE Wife 111,390 Broil d ham and a nice mush-

room d chicken.

2. Overgrown with mushrooms.
1885 MRS. CADDY Footsteps &quot;Jeanne D Arc (1886) 9 The

path turns downwards, .across the mushroomed meadows.
3. Of rifle-bullets : Expanded and flattened.

1901 Wide World Mag. VIII. 160/1 The mushroomed
bullet was dug out of the earth.

Mu-shroomer. [f. MUSHROOM v. + -ER 1
.]

One who gathers mushrooms.
1885 Illuslr. Land. Ne-.us 26 Sept. 331 One of the provin

cial advertisers calls such persons mushrootners
1

. 1898
CADMAN H. Druidale 175 I ll teach those mushroomers to

keep out of my meadow.

Mushroo-mic, a. noiue-wd. [f.
MUSHROOM

sb. + -ic.j Upstart . (Cf. MUSHROOM sl&amp;gt;. 6 b.)

1859 G. MEREDITH /?. Feverel xvi, There were names
historic and names mushroomic.

Mu-shrooming, vbl. sb. [f.
MUSHROOM v. +

-INS 1
.]

a. The gathering of mushrooms, b. The

flattening and expansion (of bullets).

1900 Daily Ntivs 14 May 3/6 Soft-nosed bullets, .appear
to have been freely used by the Boers, as 10 per cent, of the

wounds were caused by the mushrooming of the core of

the bullet, 1900 ll cstm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 3/1 Mushrooming.
The mushrooming is the event of our day.

Mu-shroomy, a. [f. MUSHROOM sb. + -v.]
Like a mushroom.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. vii, A large house of some

pretensions to architectural display, namely, unnecessarily

projecting eaves, giving it a mushroomy aspect. 1895 Out
ing (U.S.) XXVI. 42/2 These portable roof trees, though in

shape mushroomy, have nothing else of the_/*arzv about
them.

Mushrub(be, -rum(pe, etc. : see MUSHROOM.

Mushy (rnfji), a. colloq. [f. MUSH sbl + -Y.]

Soft, pulpy; also Jig. Hence Mvrshiness, the

condition of being soft or pulpy.
1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xlvi, She s not mushy, but her

heart is tender. 1883 PallMall G. 18 Sept. 12/1 It is poured
into a machine in a thick, mushy state. 1890 SARAH J. DUN-
CAN Soc. Departure 221 The unutterable mushiness of the

bullock s heart [fruit].

Music (mi-zik), sb. Forms: 3-5 musik,
3-6 musike, 4 musyce, musiqe, 4-6 mu8yk(e,
4-7 musique, 5 musy(c)que, -icque, 6 musyok,
.Si-, mwseik, 6-7 muaiokte, 7 musiq, 5- music,

[a. F. musique (izth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

tufisica, ad. Gr. novoiufi (sc, T
x&amp;gt;&quot;7)

lit. the art of

the Muse (fern, of novamus pertaining to the Muse
or Muses, f. povaa MUSE s6. 1

), applied gen. to

artistic culture, poetry, etc.
,
but also spec, to music.

Cf. Pr. niuzica, Sp. miisica^ Pg., It. trtusica , also G.
musik (MHG. museke, OHG. musifa), Du. muziek. Da.,
Sw. t/tusifc.]

1. That one ofthe fine arts which is concerned with

the combination of sounds with a view to beauty
of form and the expression of emotion ; also, the

science of the laws or principles (of melody, har

mony, rhythm, etc.) by which this art is regulated.
Considered as an art, music has two distinct branches,

the art of the composer and that of the executant. The
word is often used with special reference to the executive

branch, and to instrumental execution rather than vocal ;

thus, the designation of a teacher of music is usually

apprehended to mean one who teaches the art of playing on
some instrument. .

c 1250 Gen, ff Ex. 460 Wit of musike, wel he knew. 1390
GOWER Con/. III. 90 The science of Musique, ThatUcheth
upon Armonie A man to make melodic. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
I. xii. 37 Of this science of musyque cometh alle attem*

peraunce. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. d iij, An Architect (sayth
he [sc. Vitruvius]) ought to. .haue heard Philosophers, haue
skill of Musike, not ignorant of Physike [etc. ). 1638 Burgh.
Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 388 That na maner of persone soulc

the general Sense and Taste of Mankind. 1817 WHATELY

I.ogpc i. (ed. 2) 18 There must have been, .musical com
positions previous to the science of Music. 1884 MAC-



MUSIC.

FARREN in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 77/1 Music.. is that one of
the fine arts which appropriates the phenomena of sound to

the purposes of poetry.

personified, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. i. 31 (Camb.
MS.) And with rethorice com forth Musyce A damysel of
ourc hous. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xviii. (Percy Soc.) 77
Than forth so went good Counsell and I,.. By Musykes
toure walked most goodly. 1747 COLLINS Passions i When
Music, Heav nly Maid, was young.

2. Sounds in melodic or harmonic combination,
whether produced by voice or instruments, t /

{good, true] music : in tune.

^Broken, music: see BROKEN ///. a. :6. Music of the

spheres: see SPHERE.
c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Foules 62 The melodye herde he

That cornyth of thilke speris thryes thre That welle is of
musik. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 58 In wommanysshe voisthei
singe. With notes, .of such musjke, Wherof the Schipes
thei beswike. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13277 The myrthe of
|&amp;gt;aire

mowthes musyk was like. 1471 CAXTON Recttyett
(Sommer) II. 536 That made grete feste of theyr cornyng in

many manyersof Instrumentisof musycque. a 1500 Flmver
fy Leaf 1^2 The Armpny And sweet accord was in so good
musyk, That the voice to angels most was lyk. a 1535
Frere ff Boye 98 in HazL E.P.P. III. 65 A pype thou
shalte haue also, In true musyke it shall go. 1588 BYKI&amp;gt;

Ps., Sonn.
&amp;lt;$ Songs Pref. note, There is not any Musickeof

Instruments whatsoeuer, comparable to that which is made
of the voyces of Men. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. 31
Now must we to her window, And giue some euening
Musique to her eare. 1611 A. STAFFORD Niobe 113 Thou
deseruest a Quire of ancient Bardi to sing thy praises ; who,
with their musickes melody, might expresse thy soules har-
monie. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 308 With their

voyces and cimbals, they make pleasant musicke. 1629
MILTON Hymn Nativ. xii. 117 Such Musick (as tis said)
Before was never made. 1643 EVELYN Diary 24 Dec., I was
entertain d with the church musiq. 1697 CONGKEVE Mourn.
Bride I. i, Musick has Charms to sooth a savage Breast.

1769 GRAY Installation Ode 63 Sweet music s melting fall.

1886 C. E. PASCOE London of To-day xi. (ed. 3) 112 The
music of the military and other bands is unusually excellent.

b. transf. Applied, e. g., to the song of birds,
the murmur of running water, the euphony of

spoken words, etc., spec, the cry of hounds on

seeing the chase. Also in ironical collocations.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 25 She, more sweete then
any bird on bough, Would, .strive to passe. .Their native
musicke by her skilful art. 1593 G. FLETCHER Licia Sonn.
xiv, My love lay sleeping, where birdes musicke made.
1617 MORYSON [tin. in. 28 Clashing of swords was then
daily musicke in every street. 1653 WALTON Angler i. 12
What music doth a pack of dogs then make. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. i. 225 With that another Vol
ley of great and small Shot: When this Musick had lasted
about an Hour, they [etc.J. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler &quot;No. 88
F? Milton, whose ear had been accustomed, .to the music
of the ancient tongues. 1808 SKURRAY Bidcombe Hill 9 The
cheerful music of the opening hounds. 1836 W. IRVING
Astoria III. 25 Musquitoes, which, with their stings and
their music, set all sleep at defiance. 1858 R. S. SURTEES
Ask Mamma xxxviii, The music of the hounds.

c. Jig. in various applications, esp. something
which it is a delight to hear, f To step music, to

step with rhythmical grace.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1629) 166 What Histories might

euer make my fame yeeld so sweet a Musick to my eares..
as that (etc.]? 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. ii. 116 The time
was once, when thou vn-vrg d wouldst vow,That neuer words
were musicke to ihine eare, . . Vnlesse I spake . . to thee. 161 1

Wint, T. iv. iv. 529 It is my Fathers Musicke To speake
your deeds, a 1668 DAVENANT Fair Favorite v. i, I shall
now be kil d, Even with the musick of her voice. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 152 The performers
stepped music, their action was grace. 1813 BYRON Br.
Abydos i. vi, The mind, the Music breathing from her face.

1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xcvi, Perplext in faith, but pure
in deeds, At last he beat his music out.

d. Rough music : noisy uproar ; usually, a din

produced by knocking together pots, pans, and other
domestic utensils for the purpose of annoying a

neighbour.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 56. 3/2 Excuse the Rough Musick

of Tongs and of Hammer. 1770 Ann. Reg.^ Chron. 74A number of boys attended with shovels, playing the rough,
music. 1796 GROSE Diet. Vulg, T. (ed. 3), Rough Music.
Saucepans, frying-pans, poker and tongs, marrow-bones and
cleavers, bulls horns, etc. beaten upon and sounded in
ludicrous processions, a 1843 HOOD Public Dinner ii, Mr.
Tempest one guinea, Mr. Merrington twenty, Rough
music in plenty. 1862 Standard i Dec., Those boisterous
exhibitions of popular indignation known as rough music.
1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-Bk. 580 Rough Music, rolling
shot about on the lower deck, and other discordant noises,
when seamen are discontented, but without being mutinous.

e. A kind of music, lit. andyf^.
1584 POWEL Lloyd s Cambria 191 The second sort of them

are plaiers vpon instruments, cheefelie the Harpe and the
Growth : whose musike for the most part came to Wales
with the said Gruffyth ap Conan. 1664 PEPYS Diary $ Oct.,
After three hours stay it [the arched viall ] could not be
fixed in tune : and so they were fain to go to some other

musique of instruments. 1799 WORDSW. Poet s Epitaph 40
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| 1607 T. HUME (title) Captain Humes Poeticall Musicke
principally made for two basse-viols. 1697 MOTTEUX (title)

The Loves of Mars and Venus. A Playset to Music. 1711
ADDISON Sfect. No. 18 P2 That nothing is capable of being
well set to Musick, that is not Nonsense. 1762 COLMAN J/ns.

Lady\. 15 (Stage-direction), Tunes the instrument, and turns
over several pieces of music. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry &amp;lt;y

Mus.

Is attached to the music cannot make U sacred orprotai

,
4. A piece of music composed or performed.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1629) 247 Musickes at her

window, and especially such Musickes, as might.. call the
nnnd to thinke of sorrow, and think of it with sweetnesse.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ii. x. (Arb.) 96 Vnlesse it be
in small and popular Musickes song by these Cantabangui
vpon benches and barrels heads. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. iii.

44, I haue assayl d her with Musickes, but she vouchsafes
no notice. 1668 SHADWELL Sullen Lovers ii. Wks. 1720 I. 43,
I came to present my Lady Vaine with a musick 1 have made,
1674 ^layford s Skill A/us, 46 Exclamations may be used
in all Passionate Musicks.

5. A company of musicians; the company of

musicians attached to a military force
;
a * band of

music (see BAND ^.^4). [Cf. F. witsiijne.] O/ts.

exc. in military use.
a. 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia m. 1629) 235 The mu^ck entring

alone into the Lodge, the Ladies were all desirous to see
from whence so pleasant a guest was come. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. iL2ii Play musicke then : nay you must doe it

soone. Ibid. 216 The musick playes, vouchsafe some motion
to it. 1633 MAKMION Antiquary n. i, Julia, go throw the
Music a reward. 1666 PKPYS Diary 19 Dec., He says many
of the musique are ready to starve, they being five years
behind hand for their wages. 1711-12 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella
8 Feb., A scoundrel dog, one of the Queen s music, a (ler-

man, 1770 Ann. Reg. 102 The music of the chapel per
formed several Italian airs. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 75
The drummers and music are in the rear.

f6. Musical instruments. Obs.

1644 EVELYN Diary i Apr., Here also young gentlemen

MUSIC.
l &quot;music-lesson was over. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mas. (1789) I.

Pref. 1 1 A great genius *music-ma(l. 1866 CARLYLE /itauf.
Addr. 193 Our painters, poets and &quot;music-men. 1:1630 ii.

JO.NSON Expost. w. Inigo Jones 6j He now is come To
be the music-master; tabler too. 1693 C. DKYDEN D. s

|
ymaulvn, (1607) 179 No^ look into the *Musick-Master s
Gains. 1664 PEPYS Diary s Oct., To the *.\Iusique-meet-
ing at the Post-office, where 1 was once before. 1769GKAY in Corr. iv. Nicholls (18431 97 Mr. Reinholt, and
Miss Thomas, great names at Salisbury and Gloster music-
meeting. 1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Goodfor N. I. 200 Paler
and paler grew the music-mistress s cheek. 1784 J. POTTEK
Virtuous Villagers I. 100 &quot;Music-monger. 1686 WILDING
in Collect. (O. H. S.) 1. 264 At ye *Musick-night. .00 02 06.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bcde xxi, On music-nights it wa-s
! apparent that patience could never be an easy virtue to

him. 1819 SHELLEY Promctk. Unb. n. ii. 29 [A night
ingale] Kick with sweet love, droops dying away On its

mate s music-panting bosom. 1879 G. MERKIMIH Egoist
xxiv, She went to the &quot;music-rack and gave the song unasked.
1892 Pall Mall G. 2 Mar. 2/1 A rickety piano, with a
Beethoven Symphony open on the music-rest. 1638 ISnr^k
Kec. Gtasgoiu (1876) I. 388 Seing that the musik school! is

altogidder dekayit within this btir^h. 1818 l.M/v MORGAN
Aittobiog. (1859) ?oj He- declared he would go. .to all the
old music-shops to try and find it. 1762 G. COLMAN Mu
sical Lady ll. 39 Away with your music-stands. 1887 I. K.
Lady s Ranclie Life Montana ir, I bought a sofa.. and
music-stand. 1819 SHKLLEY rrometh. L nt/. i. i. 777 The
music-stirring motion of its soft and busy feet. 1879 F. W.
ROBINSON Coward Cousc. II. xv, Slitheruick .. sat down
on the &quot;music-stool. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. n. ii. 42
Echoes, nmsic-tongued, which draw. .All spirit.; on that
secret way.

tc. attrib. quasi-*;/, in the sense MUSICAL a.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 164, I.. That suck d the Home of

Ills Muxicke Vowes. 1605 is/ / /. leronimo n. iv. 35 Clap a
siluer tongue Within this pallat, that.. I may.. Haue euery
sillable a musick stop. i657_TnoKNi.KY tr. LongnS Dapknis
,&amp;lt;!

C/ilffL 142 Her Singing I.imbs. The Earth Luried them,
preserving to them still their musick-property. 1669 GAI.K
Ct. GcniiU-s I. n. iii. 30 Many music Instruments h.id
obtemed a Harbaric name.are taught to fence, daunce, play on musiq [etc.]. 1661
b Md a Barbaric name.

OGII.CY His Majesty s Entertainm. 16 On the East-side,
&quot; OpCCial Combinations : f music-band,, a

Winde-Musick. 1752 W. & J. HALFPENNY Kiir. Arcldt. band of music
;
music-bells Sc. L AKILLOS I

living musics. 1866 RUSKIN Eth. Dust iv. (1883) 60 All
one s life is a music, if one touches the notes rightly and in
time. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sg. (1886) 22 The stirring
sunlight, and the growing vines.. made a pleasant music for
the mind.
3. Sounds in melodic or harmonic combination

as devised by a composer; musical composition.
To set to music : to provide (a poem, etc.) with
music to which it may be sung.

in Chinese Taste I. 6 A Room, wherein Musicians may be
secreted (and play on soft Musick to the agreeable Surprize
of Strangers), a 1800 S. PEGGE Anecd. Eiig. I.ting. (1814)
147 A fond Mother.. will exultingly tell you that Miss
* learned herself to play upon the Musick \ 1816 KKATS
To C. C. Clarke 113 What time you were before the music
sitting, And the rich notes to each sensation fitting.

7. The written or printed score of a musical

composition; such scores collectively; musical

composition as represented by the usual graphic
symbols.
1655 (title) Parthenia, or the Mayden-head of the First

Musick that ever was Printed for the Virginals. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 87/2 Schiitz wrote music to a transla
tion of Peri s Dafne. 1886 GRESSWELL Horn to play Fiddle
70 The music must be placed on a stand, so that it can he
seen without stooping. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 31 Dec. 3/2 We
alone.. print over a ton weight of music week by week.

1 8. //. The short keys (now black) on the

keyboard of an organ. Obs.

1694 W. HOLDER Harmony 156 The Breves representing
the Tones of the broad Gradual Keys of an Organ ; the
Semibreves representing the Narrow Upper Keys, which
are usually called Musics.

9. A species of noctuid moth.
[? From the resemblance of its markings to written music.]
1832 J. RENNIE Conspeit. Bulterfl. A- M. 65 The Music

(Xytopkasia litlwxyfca, Stephens).
10. U. S. colloq. a. Lively speech or action

;

liveliness; excited wrangling, excitement , b.

Diversion; sport; also, sense of the ridiculous.
In this sense apparently confused with amuse
(Cent. Diet. 1890). Cf. MUSICAL 8.

1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Music, amusement, fun. Jim
is a right clever fellow ; there is a great deal of music in him.
18.. Lett. fr. tlie Soutli in Schele de Vere Americanisms
(1872) 618 Jake is not without his vein of fun, music they
call it down here.

11. Phrases_(.r/rtf or colloq.}. f To make ill

music, ^tke music s paid (see qnot. a 1700). To

face^
the music, to face boldly the consequences of

one s actions; to accept the inevitable without
hesitation.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Musick. It makes ill

Musick, of any unwelcome.. News. .. The Mustek s paid,
the Watch-word among High-way-men, to let the Company
they were to Rob, alone, in return to some Courtesy, a 1851
J. F. COOPER in Schele de Vere Americanisms (1872) foi
Rabelais unpleasant quarter is by our more picturesque
people called facing the music. 1857 Worcester (Mass)
Spy 22 Sept. (Bartlett) A strong determination to face the
music is everywhere manifested. 1897 RHODES in Westm.
Gaz. 6 Jan. s/r, I will not refer to the vulgar colloquialism
that I was afraid to face the music.
12. nttrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as music-

desk, -folio, -lesson, -man, -master, -meeting, -mis
tress, -monger, -night, -rack, -rest, -room, -school,
-score, -shop, -stand, -stool, b. objective, instru

mental, etc., as music-drawing, flowing, -footed,
-mad, -panting, -stirring, -tongued adjs.
1833 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Mistaken Milliner, Tap-tap-tap ,went the leader s bow on the &quot;music-desk. 1788 COWPER

yanzas for 1788, 12 The musick-drawing bow. 1820

~&quot;^^&quot;*
iri &quot;* vrnfjicr, a tiisc ur UOOK lor noiuing

loose music. 1607 CHAPMAN Bussy d Ambois v. i, Thy
musique-footed horse. 1835 MARRYAT Pacha iii, The

music-book, a book containing written or printed
music-scores; music-box, (a) ta barrel-organ;
(b)

= musical box (see MUSICAL a. 10); (c)

jocularly, a pianoforte ; t music-club, a club fur
: promoting the practice of music

; music-demy
(see quot. 1859); music gallery, a gallery in a
church or hall for the accommodation of the musi
cians

; t music-girl, a female professional singer ;

music-grinder, an itinerant street musician (see
GRIND z/.

1
7) ; music-hall, a hall used for musical

performances; spec, a hall licensed for singing,
dancing, and other entertainments exclusive of
dramatic performances; also attrib.; f music-
house, (a) the room in a theatre, etc., in which
the musicians sat (cf. music-room) ; (b) a public
hall or saloon for musical performances; mu
sic-licence, a magistrates licence to give vocal
and instrumental entertainments in a public build

ing or apartment ; music-loft =
Organ-loft (see

ORGAN ,r&amp;lt;M 8); music-paper, paper ruled for writ

ing music upon (see quot. 1859) ; music-pen (see

qnot. 1840); music-plate, a metal alloy composed
of antimony, tin, and lead

; music-room, a room
in which music is performed ; f spec, a room at the
side of a theatre-stage in which the musicians sat

;

t music-shell, one of several species of gastero-
podous molluscs of the family Vohitidse, esp. l- o-

tuta musica, characterized by markings on the shell

resembling written music; music-smith, a me
chanic who makes the metal parts for pianofortes,
organs, etc.

; fmusic speech, an oration formerly
part of the proceedings at the Encaenia at Oxford

;

t music-stamper, a kind of bat; music-type
(see quot. 1875) ; music-wire, steel wire such
as is used for stringed musical instruments.
1812 J. WILSON Isle of falms iv. 442 The &quot;music bands

both near and far Are playing. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States
552 Music bands, composed

of negroes. 1818 Gentl. Mag.LXXXVIII. n. 398 These carillons have been introduced
into Scotland..where they are called musick-bells. 1307MORLEY Introd. Mus. i Musicke bookes. .being brought
to the table : the mistresse of the house presented mee with
a part, earnestly requesting mee to sing. 1893 MERRIMAN
Grey Lady i. ix, The Spaniard opened the music-book and
indicated the page. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. i. i,

Little Aminadab that grinds the music box. 1844 MARG.
FULLER Wont. igtA C. (1862) 258 Music-boxes, which you
can wind up to play their set of tunes. 1849 THACKERAY
Pendennis liv, There was a piano in Mr. Sibwright s chamber
.., and at this music-box, as Mr. Wanington called it,
Laura., played and sang. 1801 STRUTT Sports ft Past. iv.
i. 3 There were also music-clubs, or private meetings for
the practise of music. 1859 Stationers Hand-bk. 74 *Mvsic
Deny, see short demy. Ibid. 82 Short Demy, a white thick
soft paper, used by music publishers for printing music,
21 by i4j inches. 1794 SIR C. MALET in J. Forbes Or.
Mem. (1813) III. 106 Opposite to it [was] the nobut kbani,
or &quot;music-gallery. 1833 Court Mag. VI. 117/2 The good
rector casts up to the music-gallery a look.. of expostula
tion. 1765 G. COLMAN Terence, Eumtch ill. ii, Are you fond
of me For sending you that *musick-girl ? 1852 Chamb.
Jrnl. 27 Mar. 197/1 (art.) *Music-grinders of the Metro
polis. 1842 DICKENS Amer. Notesm. (1850) 21/1 The pupils
all repaired .. to a spacious music-hall,, .and listened .. to a
voluntary on the organ. 1885 W. S. GILBERT Mikado u. 35



MUSIC.

The music-hall singer attends a series Of masses and fugues
and ops By Bach. 1602 MARSTON Antonio

s^
Rcv.v.v,

K i b, While the measure is dauncing, Andrugios ghost is

placed betwixt the *musick houses. 1605 in Cunningham
Revels at Crt. (1842) 207 The musike house att y8 Court.

1612 Ibid. 214 A Musik house dore in the hall & a doore for

the Musik house in the Bancketing house. 1697 DAMPIKR
1 ity. (1729) 1.361 John Thackei.-had formerly learnt to

Dance in the Musick-houses about Wapping. i7i4MANi)i&amp;gt;

viLLE/a/ . Bf $(1725) 1.468 The musick-housesat Amsterdam,
. .than which nothing can be more harmless. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade., *AInsic-licenct ,

a permission from the magis
trates to hold concerts and vocal entertainments, &c. at a
room or house. Ibid.^ *Music-toft, a raised balcony or

gallery for a band. 1769 BAKRINGTON in Phil. Trans. I,X.

63 He. .was left only with *music-paper, and the words of an
oratorio. \%*& Stationers lland-ok. 74 Music Pager^ royal

drawing paper, in the 410 size, ruled with the musical stave

of five lines. 1840 LARPNKR Geom. iii. 35 These lines [sc. of

the stave] are sometimes drawn upon paper by an instru

ment called a *music pen, consisting of five points at dis

tances corresponding to the distances between the lines.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 51 Its [i.e. antimony] chief employ
ment now is in medicine, and in making the alloys called

type metal, stereotype metal, *music plates, and Britannia

metal. 1608 DEKKKK lielman Land. 620, Vpon euerie

branch sat a consort of singers, so that euerie tree shewed
like a *Musick roome. 1630 MtOOLBTON Chaste Maid v.

K 2 b, While all the Company seeme to weepe and mourne,
there is a sad Song in the Musicke-Roome. 1692 K.
I/KSTRANGE Fables clxxvi. 147 A Man that had a very
Course Voice, but an Excellent Musique-Room, would be

still Practising in that Chamber, for the Advantage of the

Kccho. 1842 P. CUNNINGHAM Revels at Crt. 223 In other

plans are boxes for the nobility, and in one the situation of

the music room is clear enough ; viz. at the side of the stage.
&amp;lt; 1711 PKTIVKR Gazofihyl. vi. Ivi, Small Indian *Music-ShelL

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 444/1 Musicales, the Music Shells.

Consisting of yolittx ebrxa t musica, &c. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade,

*Mitsic~s///////, a workman who makes the

metal parts for pianofortes, c. a 1704 T. BROWN \Vks.

(1709) III. in. 94 (title) Prologue to a *Musick
Sj&amp;gt;eech

had
in the Theatre in Oxford. 1709 STICKLE Tatlcr No. 45 f 5
The Nymphs of this City [Oxford] are disappointed of

a luscious Mustek-Speech. 1713 PEXivKRAauat.Anim.Atti-
boinx 3 Vespertilio.. .*Musick-Stamper. 1841 SAVAGE Diet.

Printing ffi Hughes &quot;music type. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Music-type^ the symbols or notes of music, cast for

printing from. 1875 SOUTHWARD Diet. Typogr., Music types,
moveable types used in producing music. 1823 J. BADCOCK
Dom. Amnseut. 150 With small *musick-wire, cut your
making into cakes.

Music ^mi;7 /ik),v. [f. Music sb.~\ In various

nonce-uses: a. trans. To influence by music ;
to

train in music, b. To set to music, describe

musically, c. intr. To produce music
;
entertain

oneself with music.

1713 Genii. Instructed \. Suppl. iv. (ed. 5) p. xli, A Man
must have a mean Valuation of Christ to leave him for a
Touch upon an Instrument, and a faint Idea of future

Torments to be fiddled and musick d into Hell. 1788 K.

TsRHiNGHAM in Jern. Lett. (1896) I. 46, I suppose yuu have
been reading, drawing, and musiking. a 1814 Sixteen f\-

Sixty in New Brit. Theatre IV. 387 There be Miss Bore em
a musicing already. 1861 J. PVCROFT Agony Point xii.

(1862) 142 The girls.. have not only been Trenched, and
Musicked, and Deportmented,, .but they have also had
[etc.]. 1876 T. S. ECAN tr. Heine s Atta Troll, etc. 221

The young one musicked and trilled. 1897 Nat. Observ.

27 Feb. 414 The authors, ..after having musicked mysti
cism in Le Reve. .treat now inJff*B&amp;lt;&rtlM labour question.

1900 \V. A. ELLIS Wagner I. 198 We met, ate, and even
miiMC-ed together once in Leipzig.

Musical (miw zikal), a. (and sb.) [a. F.

musical (141)1 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. mu-
sicalis (Albertus Magnus c 1250), f. L. musica
Music sb.] A. adj.

1. Of or belonging to music.
Musical instrument: see INSTRUMENT ^.3. Musical ear :

see EAR sb.
1

5.

&amp;lt; 1420 LYDG. 7%c&?$(E.E.T.S.) 222 The musycal, the lusty

instrument, I mene the harpe most melodious, yove to this

kynge be Mercurius. 1526 1 ilgr. Perf, (VV. de W. 1531)

7 b, Whiche. . passeth all y* armony ot this worlde. bothe

musycall instrumentes & voyce of man. 1613 PURCHAS/&quot;//-

erimage (1614) 324 Marsyas roamed with her, who after,

being oueroome in a Musicall contention of Apollo, was

flayed quicke. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. ii, He gave me the

names and descriptions of all their musical instruments.

1841 ELPHINSTONK Hist. Ind. I. 297 Musical science is said

to have declined like all others. 1892 Law Times, Weekly
Notes 188/1 The defendant had a musical evening regularly
once a week.

2. Having the nature or characteristics of music
;

tuneful, melodious, harmonious ; pleasing in sound,

euphonious. Of sounds : Such as are used in

music; having the nature of tones
, as distin

guished from mere * noises*.

1:1430 LYDG. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 157 The unycorn,
by musical swetnesse, Atween too maydenys is take and
hath a fal. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 76
The lytle byrdes swetely dyd syng With tunes musicall in

the fayre mornyng. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 115 Marke
the musicall confusion Of hounds and eccho in coniunction.
a 1668 DAVENANT Entertainm. Rutland Ho. Poems (1672)

344 Would he not have you Cough but. .with a musical con
cordance to the rest that have taken cold? 1720 J. Wit-
WOOD in Rowe Lucan Pref. 43 The Versification [is] both
musical and adapted to the subject. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr,

% It. Note-Bks. (1871) II. 310 The murmur of their voices
took a musical tone. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. III. 43 A
murmur which began as a soft, gentle, blowing sound..may
. .increase to a loud musical bruit in the course of a single
week. 1873 BROWNING Rfd Cott. Nt.-cap 402 What is this

. . makes 1 he musicalest buzzing at my ear 7

fig. 1643 PRVNNK .SV&amp;gt;. Ptnwr Part. App. 77 Out of which

784

tilings, the moderate and musicall state of the Common-
wi;ile which we enjoy, is moulded and made up. 1818

BYRON Ch. Har. iv. clvi, Vastness which grows hut grows
to harmonise All musical in its immensities. 189* SY.MONDS

Michel Angela (1899) II. 5 No edifice., is. .more musical in

linear proportion than the Church of S. Andrea at Mantua.

3. Fond of or skilled in music.

c 14*0 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 401 And as a poet musykall
made he melody. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K,m. i. 237 Hotsp.
Now I perceiue the Deiull vnderstands WeUh,. .Byrlady
bee s a good Musitian. Lady. Then would you be nothing
but Musicall, For you are altogether gouerned by humors.

1685 DKYDEN Alb. $ A than. Pref. 6 The English I confess,

are not altogether so Musical as the French. 1832 JKKYLI.
Corr. (1894)294 At night we had four musical artistes. 1896
MRS. *YVVH Quaker Grandmother fy What! Do you take

me for a musical person ?

t4. Math. -- HARMONIC a. 5 a. 06s.

1594 ULUNDEVH. Exerc.i. xxii. (1597) 23 Of Musicall pro

portion called in Latino Harmaniaca froportio. 1806

HUTTON Course Math. I. 119 Musical Proportion is when,
of three numbers, the first has the same proportion to the

third, as the difference between the first and second, has to

the difference between the second and third. lbid, t
When

numbers are in musical progression, their reciprocals are

in arithmetical progression.

f 5. Of or pertaining to the muses. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos 4 He hath redde the Ix. muses, and
vnderstande theyr musicalle scyences.

6. Set to or accompanied by music.

1685 DRYDEN Alb. $ Alban.PveX, 2 The Italians, .have
not only invented, but brought to perfection, this sort of

Orainatique Musical Entertainment. 1697 MOTTEUX Lores

ofMarsfy Venus Pref., This Musical Play or Masque. 1791
H. WAU OLK Let. to Miss Mary Berry 28 June, Frank
North. .has a musical comedy at the Little Haymarket,and
coldly received. 1904 M i;s. A. TWKKIJIE Behind Footlights
xvi. 292 For some forthcoming musical comedy.
7. slang. Applied to a horse with defective

respiration ;
that is a roarer .

1900 HAVES Among Horses in Russia Introd. 8 His skew
bald Joseph, who was a beautifully shaped hunter, ..though
musical.

8. U.S. Amusing; ridiculous. Cf. Music $b. 10.

1816 PICKHRING Vocab. Words Amer. 135 They would say
of i man of humour, He is very musical. 1850 BARTLETT
Wet. Awer.t Musical, amusing. New England.
9. Comb.

t
as musical-headed&.

1587 HARRISON Englandu*\\.(i%Ti)i The nobllitie..whose
cookes are for the most part musicall-headed Frenchmen.
10. Special collocations : musical box, a

mechanical musical instrument consisting of a

revolving toothed cylinder working upon a re

sonant comb-like metal plate ; musical chime,
a set of bells arranged to play a tune, a carillon

;

musical clock, a clock which produces short tunes

at regular intervals
;
musical glasses = HARMO

NICA i a; musical ride (see quot.) ; musical
shell = music-shell

\
musical muff-box, a snuff

box containing a small musical instrument worked

by machinery.
1840 HOOD Kilmansegg, Misery v, Toy, and trinket, and

&quot;musical box. 1878 STATHAM in Grove Diet. Mu$. I. 311
The musical-box toy, which is in fact a carillon on a

^747 1

10 Nov., Don t you see that ^musical clock ? 1766 GOLDSM.
Vic. W. ix, They would talk of nothing but . . pictures,
taste, Shakespeare, and the *musical glasses. i8r6STAiNER
& BARRETT Diet, Mns. Terms, Musical glasses, a series of

goblets of graduated si/es fixed in a case. The tone is pro
duced by the friction of the fingers of the player on the edge
of the glass. 1886 C. E. PASCOE London of To-day xviii.

(ed. 3) 180 An exhibition of equestrian skill of the Life or
Horse Guards, known as a &quot;Musical Ride. This Musical
Ride is a kind of equestrian dance executed with extra

ordinary precision. 1666 ]. OAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 125
It may be called the *Musicnl-shell, because on the out-side
of it there are blackish lines, full of notes. 1823 J. BADCOCK
Dom. Amnscin. 66 Pocket Organ, or *Musical Snuff-box.

B. sb.

f 1. a. //. Musical instruments, b. A musical

performance. Obs.

(1500 In Grose Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 408 All theys mu-
sycalls well handilled and orderide in ther kymle Gevithe
soundes of swetnes. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. May 28 Tho
to the greene Wood they speeden hem all, To fetchen home
May with their musicall.

2. a. A musical party, b. A musical person.
i823D IsRAELiCwr.i//.Ser.n.I.AoiSuchfashionablecant

terms as theatricals
,
and musicals , invented by the flip

pant Topham. 1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Sept. 207 A luminous
constellation of musicals has risen over Hereford. 1887
Cornh. Mag. June 632 Dull dinners and afternoon musicals

completed the list of outside amusements.

If Musicale (imVzzkal). U. S. [ellipt. use of
F. nmsicale (fern, of musical adj.) for soirte or
matinee musicalel\ A musical party or reunion.
1883 A. B. BLAKE in Harper s Mag. 905/1 It was to be a

musicale. 1896 Cosmopolitan XX. 408/2 The ladies re

ceptions are of a different character. Some are musicales.

MusicaUtyCmiwzikse-liti). [f.
MUSICAL a. +

-ITY.] The quality or character of being musical.
1853 Miss E. S. SHEPPARD C/t. Auchester III. 65 A third,

so deficient in natural musicality that he did not like my
playing! 1877 BROWNING Agamemnon Pref. 6 There is

abundant musicality elsewhere, but nowhere else than in
his poem the ideas of the poet.

Musically (mi/rzikali), adv. [f. MUSICAL a. 4-

-LY 2
.] In a musical manner; in accordance with

the rules or requirements of music. Also transf.

MUSICIANSHIP.
1

1477 NORTON Ord. A left. v. in A&amp;gt;hm. T/tcal. Client. Brit.

(1652) 60 Joyne your Elements Musically, r or two cause*,
one is for Melody. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 109

. In weddings they were wont toplaye musically. 1663 BOYLB
Use/. Kxp. Nat. Philos. n. xv. 260 That a Sound.. may

[ powerfully operate upon the Blood and Spirits, I, who am
very Musically given, have divers times obserVd in myself.
1746-7 HERVEV Mcdit, (1818) 252 A melody.. far more mu
sically pleasing than sweet Philomela s sweetest strains.

1854 MAI.DEN in Philol. Soc. Trans. 19 Such a line would
be measured musically by four measures or bars. 1885
L pool Daily Post 7 May 5/3 Mr. Ball took snuff with all

his friends, sneezing musically after each pinch.
b. Comb.) as musically-falling^ -rhythmical adjs.

1740 DYER Ruins ofRome 14. Thine too those musically-
falling Founts To slake the clammy Lip. 1878 C. & M. C.
CLARKE Recoil. Writers 179 Miss Lamb promised to. .hear
her read poetry with the duemusically-rhythmical intonation.

Musicalness (miw zikalnes). [f. MUSICAL a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being musical.

1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. \. v. 759 Matter.. perpetually
remains, and all other things whatsoever are but.. passions
and affections and dispositions thereof, as musicalness and
unmusicalness, in respect of Socrates. 1756-82 J. WARTON
I.ss, Pope (ed. 4) I. vi. 305 The peculiar musicalness of the

first of these lines. 1881 A. AUSTIN in Macm. Mag.YAA\\.
402 Musicalness is unquestionably the most noticeable mark
. .of his own verse.

Miisicaster (mm-zikoestaj). [f. L. music-its

musician (see Music) + -ASTER.] A musician of

mediocre capacity.
1838 f-rttscr^s Mag. XVII. 468 You may find a musicaster

calling himself Smyth, a poetaster, Smythe.
\ Mu Sicate,^. Ohs.

[f. ppl. stem of late L. mu-

sicare, f. mfisica Music.] trans* To set to music.

1614 Declar. Pfaltzgrave^s Faith x. 180 It was alwaies so

ordered that the text, which was musicated, was withall sung
in the natiue language and was vnderstood by euery one.

Musicen, obs. form of MUSICIAN.

Musician (miwzi-Jan). Forms: 4 musiceen,
!

musucien, 4-6 musicien, 5 musi-, musycyen,
I 6 musicen, musyssyon, 6-7 musicion, -tian,

-tion, 5- musician, [a. F. musicien (Oresme,
1 4th c.), f. L. music-a Music: cf. physician.]
1. One skilled in the science or practice of music.

(&quot;1374
CHAUCKR Boeth. n. pr. vi. 42 (Camb. MS.) Also Mu-

sike maketh Musuciens and phisike maketh phisisslens.

1494 FABYAN Citron. \\. xlvi. 29 Bledgaret, a cunnynge
musician. 1553 BECON Reliques ofRome (1563) 1 16 b, Pope
Vitalian being a lustye singer and freshe couragious musi-
tion hymself, brought into the church pricksong descant, &
all kynde of. .melodye. 1555 \V.W\-rv.v.MM*Fardle Facions
u. xii. 280 Musicens (whiche encludeth singing and plaieng).

1604 SHAKS. Otk.iv.i. 199 An admirable Musician. Oh she

will sing the Sauagenesse out of a lieare. 1864 BROWNING
Abt Vogler 88 The rest may reason and welcome : tis we
musicians know. 1873 HELPS Anim. -y Mast. iv. (1875) 88,

I knew a cat who. .had the nicest perception as to who was
the best musician in the room.

2. A professional performer of music, esp. of

i instrumental music. Also transf. andyf^.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hewlett 756 All thus our lady thai lovit,

! with lyking and lyst, MenstralLs and musicianis, mo than

! I mene may. 1553 EDEN Treat. W.W/rf.(Arb.) 25 Al the

musicions and minstrels. . playeon theyr instrumentes. a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems \Vks. (1711) 12/2 The wingd
Musicians did salute the Morne. a 1653 BINNING Semi.

. (1845) 595 Christ and His ministers are the musicians that

do apply their songs to catch men s ears and hearts. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Scotl. in. Wks. 1813 I. 246 He was the

;
son of a musician in Turin. 1880 NEWTON in Encyel, Brit.

\

XI. 209/1 The notes of the hen [of the Pine-Grosbeak] may
be deemed to qualify her as a musician of no small merit.

3. Comb.9 as musician -Iike adj., musician-wise

adv.; musician thrush (see quot. 1783).
1783 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds II. i. 8p Musician

Thrush... Le Musicien de Cayenne. Ibid., It is much re

garded for its song, which is so fine as to entitle it to the

name of Musician among the inhabitants [Cayenne]. 1829
Examiner 68/1 It is.. a very* musician-like piece. 1897
Kii i.iXG Captains Courageous ix. 185 He swept his hand
musician-wise through his hair.

Hence Musi cianess, a female musician.

1829 MOORE in Mem. (18^4)
VI. 35 Authors and autho

resses, musicians and musicianesses.

Musicianer (miKzHanw). Now rare in

educated use. Forms : 6 Sc. musicinar, muse-

cenar, 6-7 musicioner, 6-8 musitianer, 6-9
musitioner, 7- musicianer. [f. MUSICIAN +
-EB 1

.]
= MUSICIAN.

1540 Records of Elgin (New Spald. Cl. 1903) 1-47 The
loun consentit to giff to John Kyntor, musicinar, ane croun

of the sone for his seruice. 1609 Honseh. Bk. Earls Cumbld.
in Whitaker Hist. Craven (1812) 318 Payd to the musi-

tioners which were appointed to play at Londesbro*. 1683
TRYON Way to f/ealth 13 The most skilfulest Musicianer

in the World can make no harmony, if his Instrument be

not in tune. 1801 tr. Gabriclli s Mysterious Hash. 1 1. 47
Those scrawls musicianers set before them to look at while

playing. 1843 THACKERAY Irish Sk.-Bk. (1857) 90 There
were three girls, .tossing their arms about to the tunes of

three musicianers, 1899 SOMERVILLE & Ross Irish R. M.

294 Here, Yates ! you re a sort of musicianer yourself!

Musicianly (miwzi janli), a. [f.
MUSICIAN +

-LY 1
.] Characteristic or worthy ofaskilled musician.

1864 LITCIIFIEI.U in Reader No. 97. 585/2 Her musicianly

singing. 1897 Oxford Mag. 10 Feb. 185/2 Mr. A. Bent gave

very musicianly renderings of Beethoven s Violin Sonata.

Musicianship (mmzi-Janfip). [f.
MUSICIAN

+ -SHIP.] Skill as a musician.

1867 MACFARREN Harmony (1892) 127 The otherwise mani
fested musicianship of him who made it.



MUSICIST

Musicien, -ion, obs. forms of MUSICIAN.
Musicist (mJK zisist). rare. [f. Music + -1ST.]
m MUSICIAN.
1873 M. COLLINS Squire Sikhestcr II. xvi. 205 A famous

trio painter, poet, musicist.

t Mu sicker. Obs. rare. [f. Music + -ER .]
= MUSICIAN.
14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wtilcker 681/34 Hie musicus, a musyker.

c 1425 St. Christina xxvi. in Aitglia VIII. 129/33 Pat songe
..passed alle

t&amp;gt;e uoyses and Instruments of inusikers or

mynstralles. 1781 Westm. Mag. IX. 233 Whenever he
[Charles Wesley] was called to play to a stranger, he would
ask, in a word of his own, is he a musicker ?

Musicless mi-zikles), a. [f. Music + -LESS.]
Wanting taste or capacity for music

; unmusical
;

also, without music.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 172 Their musicklesse instruments
are fannes of brasse, hung about with rings. 1854 FREEMAN
in W. R. W. Stephens Life &amp;lt;V

Lett. (1895) I. 168, I, poor
musicless brute, don t know the Hypo-Lydian from Cam
bridge New. 1873 Miss BROfGHTONiVanfyll. i7 3 Inmany
musicless waltzing*, .we have learned to fit each other s

step exactly.

t Mu-sicness. Obs.
[f.

Music + -NESS.] The
quality of being musical.

1633 NAIIBES Tottenham Court Ml. iii, lam. Shall we
dance, gentlemen ! Musicknesse, and let activenesse freeze !

Shall I use you sweet Mistris? Wife. Kindly sir, or I am
waspish.

Musico (m-ziko). [a. It. musico, ad. L. miisic-

us : see Music.] A musician.
1821 BYRON Juan iv. Ixxxvi, The musico is but a crack d

old basin.

Musico- mi/?ziko), used as combining form
of L. musicus in terms denoting the association
of music with various arts or sciences, as mtisico-

dramatic, -mechanical, -medico-artistic, -philoso

phical, -poetic adjs. ; or (rarely, describing a person
devoted to musical pursuits, as in musico-fanalic ;

also, musico-mania, an excessive fondness for

music
; musicophobia, hatred of music.

1888 Q. Rev. CLXVII. 66 His [Wagner s] operas .. repre-
sented an entirely new type of *musico-dramatic art. 1844
J. T. HEWLETT Parsons ff W. viii, A friend of mine, a
&quot;musico-fanatic. 1855 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. 581/1 jtfii-

sicomaniti, Musomania, a variety of monomania in which
the passion for music is carried to such an extent as to

derange the intellectual faculties. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII.
2/2 As some description of it [the Apollonicon] may here
after be found useful, as a part of *musico-mechanical
history, we refer the reader to the article Apollonicon. 1796
HfRSEY Mem. Metastasio 11.408, I am extremely delighted
by the attentive perusal of the musico-philosophical letters.

1903 F. W. H. MYERS Human Personality I. 466 At church
the sound of the organ terrified him. In this case we see

agoraphobia, &quot;musicophobia, &c. 1839 LONCF. Hyperion IV.

iv, Of course, my &quot;Musico-poetic laboratory is an attic.

MuSlCOgrapher (mi;7zikfgrafaj). rare.
[f.

Gr. fiovanfij Music : see -GRAPHEB. Cf. F. musico-
i

graf/ie.] A writer on musical subjects.
1884 Leeds Mercury 23 Apr. 3 England knows no musico-

grapher whose writings are read with more general interest.

Musicography (nrnJzikp-grafi). [f. Gr.

jiovaiKij Music +
-ypa&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ia writing.] The science or

art of writing music ; musical notation.

1839 DF. STAINS Phonegraphy 17 Part 2nd. Musico.
graphy. The following pages relate to music, for the writ

ing of which are proposed seven distinct signs.

t Mtrsicry. Obs. [f. Music + -BY.] The art

of music.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie lit. xi, Shall all the world of
Fidlers follow mee, Relying on my voice in musickrie?
Musik e, -ell, -er, obs. ff. Music, -AL, -ICKEB.

j

Musilage, -idge, variant forms of MUCILAGE.
Musilman, obs. form of MUSSULMAN.
Musimon, obs. form of MUSMON.

Musing (miji-zirj),^/. sb.
[f. MUSEW. + -lNGl._

1 1. Complaining, complaint. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Acts xxviii. 29 Jewis wenten out fro hym,
and hadden myche questioun, eithir musyng, among hem
silf. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxv. 40 Jour mvsing wald
perss ane hairt of stane.

2. Thoughtful abstraction
; the act of meditating

or pondering.
c 1440 Generydes 491 Generydes stode still in grete musyng.

1594 CAREW Httarte s Exam. Wits (1616) 87 True it is, that
much muzing, to some doth good, and to some harme. 1671
MILTON P.R. iv. 24^ The sound Of Bees industrious murmur
oft invites To studious musing. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool
ofQual. (1809) IV. 80 His auditors continued in a kind of
respectful musing. 1830 J. H. NEWMAN in Lett.

A&amp;gt; Corr.
(1891) I. 229 Is not this the meaning of musing namely,
thinking about something or other, we cannot tell what ?

b. A fit of thoughttul abstraction ; a meditation.
1530 PALSGR. 530/2, I dumpe, I fall !n a dumpe or musyng

upon thynges,_/ me amuse. 1658-5 burton s Diary (1828)
IV. 242, I see the House in a great musing. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 7 p i In the midst of these my Musings she
desired me to reach her a little Salt upon the Point of my
Knife. 1861 DORA GREENWELL Poems 171 Fed With golden
musings by our friend that read From out thy chosen Poet.

Musing (rrmi zinj, ///. a.
[f. MUSE v. +

-ISO 2.] Given to or characterized by meditation ;

contemplative; meditative; dreamy.
c 1450 J. METHAM Wks. (E. E. T. S.) 13 But nowe let alle

|

this musyng matere pase. 1530 PALSGR. 247/1 Musyng
j

felowe, mnsart. 1632 MILTON Ptnseroso 38 Com, but keep
thy wonted state, With eev n

step,
and musing gate. 1792 .

S. ROGERS Pleat. Mem. n. 179 The musing pilgrim. 1888

VOL. VI.

785

F. HUME Mine. Midas i. ii, She s a clever woman&quot;, ob
served Slivers, at length, in a musing sort of tone.

Hence Mu sing-ly adv., in a musing manner.
1611 KI.OKIO, Accigliare, ..to looke staringlieor musinglie.

1886 STKVENSON Kidnapped xix, There s one thing , said
Alan, musingly, that naebody kens his name .

Musing, obs. variant of MECSIXO.
Mnsion (mi77-si?n). Her. Obs. exc. Hist. [Of

unknown origin ; perh. arbitrarily f. L. runs mouse.]
The wild cat.

1572 ROSSF.WF.LL Artnorie II. 56 On a chiefe Pearle, a Mu-
sion or Catte, Gardant, Ermines. 1880 Kncycl. Brit. XI.
699/2 The inusion was the emblem of Burgundy.
Muaique, obs. form of MI. SIC.

tMu-sist. Obs. rare- .
[f. MUSE sli.i +

-1ST.] A votary of the Muses.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. To Rdr. (1612) 331 The Mu.

sists, though themselues they please, Their Dotage els finds
Meede nor Ease.

Musit, variant of MI-SET.

Musitian, -ion, obs. forms of MUSICIAN.
Mnsive (iniK siv

, a. and sti. [a. F. mnsif,
-ive, ad. late L. innsiviis : see MOSAIC a. ]
A. adj.

= MOSAIC a.l i. Now rare or Obs.
1506 GUYI.FORDF. I ilgr. (Camden) 37 The vaughtes be

garnysshed with gold and byse with dyuers storyes of as

subtyll musyn PreaJ musyu] worke as maye Ix:. //&amp;gt;///.,
&amp;lt; If

the sayde musyn werke. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 91
Their very Poets scoffed at the Musive work of the pave
ments. 1813 J. FonsvTii Remarks Excurs. Italy 174 The
musive work here exhibits a few grim old s.-iirns.

fb. MusivegM-= mosaic gold, late I,, anrum
mitsivum. Obs.

1796 KIKWAS- Klcm. Miit. (ed. 2) II. 512 Mr. Wolfe fuund
musive gold insoluble in acids.

B. si. fl. = MOSAIC sb. i.

1622 PF.ACHAM Compl. Gent. n3 The Grecians brought
the Art ofworking in Musive, or Mosaique, to Venice. 1658
W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 156 I he magnificent Acts of Sta-

tuarie, founding, Mowlding, Musive, and Graving.
2. A species of noctuid moth.
1832 J. RENXIE Comfat. Bntlfrfl. f, M. 56 The Mubive

(Graphifhora musiva, Ochsenheimer).

Musjid, variant of MAS.IIIJ.

Musk (niDsk), s/&amp;gt;. Forms : 4-7 rauske, 6

moske, 7 rnusch e. mosk, ^musque , 7-8 mosoh,
5- musk. Also 4 in Latin forms musoo ahl..,
museum accns.}. [a. F. muse (i3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) = Pr. muse, Sp., It. musco (also muschio
,

ad. late L. tauscus (4-jth c.), med.L. mos(c}/ius,
late Or. PUOKOI, pua\os (5-6th c.), prob. a. I ers.

i|^ musk, whence Arab. /1_^. misk (whence,
with Arab, prefixed article, Sp. almizclc, Pg.
almisele, almiscar); the ultimate source is perh.
Sk. muika (Hindi mulk) scrotum, testicle.

The continental Teut. langs. have adopted the med. L.
forms : G. moschus, Du., Sw. muskiis. Da. moskus, muskus ;

obsolete forms are G. moscli, musck, Du. muscli. ]

1. An odoriferous, reddish-brown substance,
secreted in a gland or sac by the male musk-
deer. It has a very powerful and enduring odour,
and is used as the basis of many perfumes, and
in medicine as a stimulant and antispasmodic.
Also applied occas. to substances of similar odour
secreted by certain other animals.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. xix. (Tollem. M.S.),

Also of boxe
bej&amp;gt;

boxes made to kepe in muske and ober
spicerye. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 196 If his herte quake,
|&amp;gt;an }eue him tiriaca major wib a litil musco ouber hoot wijn.
1471 KIPLEV Comp. Alch. xi. ii. in Ashm. (1652) 181 As musk
in Pygments, and other spycys mo. 1555 EDEN Decades 108

Theylefte averysweete sauour behynde them sweeter then
muske. 1620 J. MASON Ne-w-foitnd-land 4 And a small
beast like a Ferret whose excrement is Muske. 1656 KIDG-
LEY Pract. Physick 47 Hares runnel, and a little Musch.
1710 STEELE Tatter No. 103 r 15 Perfumed so strongly
with Musk that I was almost overcome with the Scent.
1798 W. YONCE in Beddoes Contrib. Pkys. f, Med. Kninvl.
(1799) 292 With mosch and valerian in larger doses. 1863
DICK ENS Mut.Fr. i.xv, A grain ofmusk will scent a drawer
for many years. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Cmun. III. (1872)
278 Musk is known in commerce under two forms as Ton-
quin or Thibet musk, which is the most valuable, and Sibe- i

rian, Kabardinian, or Russian musk, of inferior quality.
b. //.

c 1570 WREN in Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) II. ii. 59 The Negros
answered againe, they bad ciuet, muske, gold and graines.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. II. 120 But nowe they
must haue muskes and perfumes.

c. An artificial preparation imitating musk.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii, Animall-musk, seems

to excell the vegetable. 1840 PEREIRA Elem. Mat. Med. ii.

1397, I have seen several artificial pods of musk which have
been imported from Canton. T. W. C. Martius .. calls this
artificial kind Wampo musk. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 27/2An artificial musk is sometimes made with nitric acid and
oil of amber.

d. An aromatic odour, resembling that of musk.
1855 TENNYSON Maud \. xxii. i, And the woodbine spices

are wafted abroad, And the musk of the rose is blown.
2. An animal which produces musk

,
now

usually the MUSK-DEER, sometimes called Tibet

(or pouchea) musk; also applied (with defining
word; to other animals resembling the musk-deer,
or possessing a musky smell.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mar. Fab. v. iParl. Beasts) xviii, The

marmisset the mowdewart. .The musk, the litil! mous [etc.].

MUSK.
1611 FLORIO, Lattitio, a kind of Muske or Ziuet-cat. 1771
PENNANT Synopsis Quadruf. 58 lirasilian Musk. Itid y)
Indian Musk.. . Meminna.. .Inhabits Ceylon. Ibid., Guinea

Brit, tltus. 172 The Musk. Moscluis macJti/ena Linn.
Ibid., The Kabarga or Siberian Musk. find., The While-
allied Musk, l/iirl., The Golden.eyed Musk. 1879 K I .

WRIGHT Anim. Life 155 In the musk the fur is thick and
elastic, fit for a cold country. The males have an odoriferous
gland in the middle of their abdomen.
3. A name for various plants having a musky

odour; short for musk-hyacinth, -mallow, okro,

-tree; in Kngland now chiefly applied \o Jlinnilus
tiiosf/ialus = muik-planl i. .

1731 MII.I.F.R (,anf. l&amp;gt;ii:t. s. v. Ceraniiim, The iClh Sort
[Milked Crane s-bill] is preserved in many gardens, for the

!
sweet .Scent its LI.MVCS afford when rubb d between the

Fingers, which occasion d its being called Musk, or Mus
covy. 1786 Am f, k&amp;lt; AIIIII. . J &amp;gt;-t ailment. 74/1 in Card. Assist.,
l.\Ilis..aria or musk hyacinth, Blue musk. A4i coloured
musk. Purple musk. 1819 KI-.AIS Isabella xi, do in a
bower of hyacinth and musk. 1866 Treat. Hot., Mu4:,
Mimtllut iiiotchalHs ; also Krodium liioschatitiii. 1886
J. BONWICK in l-:ncyj. /trit. XX. 174/1 I heir [the Q
lander s] red &amp;lt;eriar is the tcdrcla G^nnn ;.. ebony, l\\&amp;gt;:

Mall;i; musk, the Marl, a
[&amp;lt;jl-.]. 1897-8 HHIITON ,-. i

Amcr. 1 tora, Musk, Mal- a inoschata.
b. Short for musk off la, pear.

1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder i. 31 Hut how with equal Numbers
^hall we match The Muck s surpassing Worth ! 1731 MII.J.KR
I, an/. l&amp;gt;i,t. s. v. / yrils 9 Orange Mils ;.]. !, i.e. The
Orange Mu-k. 1741 Compl. l- atn.-ritcr II. iii. y/. Pear
..Orange Musk, .. Jargonelle [etc.], 1786 AI-.I.-.IC.KOMIIII.

Arrangem. ii in Card. Assist., { Pears] Little rnu-k.

4. attrtli. and Comb. a. Obvious combinations,
as musk-animal, -colour, trade; -cn-e 3 imi /-

pot; flavoured or scented with musk, as mitsk-

cake, -comfit, ^Jrnit, jstlrp, lo-.euge, plitin, -:it:;ar.
Also musk-coloured, -///&amp;lt;,

-scciinJ nujs.
1693 DATE l /iarina,:ol. 626 Animal Mo^.hiferum... Ihe

&quot;Musk Animal. 1706 Closet /Karitu s (Nares), I o make
musk-cakes, takr: half a p.jund .,f r.d i ,..add foul

grains of mu^k
; mix ihem well to a thickness, make them

into cakes and dry them in the sun. 1654 \Vnn i i CKI
JritLSwid. l:mli.(, lr, II. i--j A pl:.in -uit .,f. .cT.glish i.loth
of *mu-ke colour. 1681 I ;-r \ .-. Mits ruin i. \ 11. ii. 1^4 1 i ,

about two inches long. Of a dark brown or Musk-
1685 l.ond. I, a-;. Nn. 2072/4 He was habited in :

colour Cloth Coat. 1684 Hid. No. 1^44 4 A Petticoat of
Musk coloured Silk. 1598 FI.OKIO, Uosnulino, a kinde of

*muske comfcts. 1638 MAKKR tr. Baltic s Lett. vol. III.

55 For I_have not yet medled with any of the *.Muv[U .-

fruit.s, which I hope you shall eat. 1775 ASH, *.l/;/s/-yW&amp;lt;-/..
..A julep in which there is an infusion ofmusk. 1803 Mff.
Jrnl. IX. 498 It gives out a strong aromatic musk-like
smell. 1895 Ariuy^ Xaiiy 1 rlce List 15 Sept. 702/2 Mu-k
Lozenges per box, 0/9. a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT A/Vv r .

I ve.. Kept *Musk-plums in my Mouth continually. 1859
G. MEKKOITH R. J-\z erel ix, 1 he farmer pointed ;tt sorn.

*musk-pots in the window. 1671 Phil. Train. VI. 3002
Another *Musk-sented

. Insect. 1696 SALMON J-nin. iJkt.
fed. 2), Musk-Sugar, to Make. 1677 ]. PHILLIPS tr. Tin-er-
nier s Tra-v. n. 153 Fearing tn.-it the cheats and adultera
tions of Musk would spoil the Musk-Trade.

b. In various names for the receptacle in the
musk-deer (or other animal; which contains the
musk. See also MUSK-BAG, -COD.
1681 GREW Musxum I. n. ii. 22 The Musk Bladder or

Bag is about three inches long. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom.
Econ. II. 155 The removal of the musk glands [in the
crocodile] is absolutely necessary, as otherwise the flesh
would be insupportable. 1888-91 BLANFORD Mammalia
India 553 Many mu&amp;gt;k-deer are snared in nooses, others
shot to secure the *musk-pod , which is an article of com
merce. 1834 tr. Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. I. 166 The other
Musks have no *musk-pouch. 1840 PEREIPA Elem. Mat.
Med. ii. 1395 The *musk sac is of an oval form [etc.].

c. In the names oi plants having a musky odour

(frequently translating mod.Latin moschatus,, as
musk carnation, the clove-gilliflower ; musk
CTB.nesbill,rodium moschalum

; musk (twood)
crowfoot, Adoxa Moschatellina; musk-flower =

musk-plant (b) ; musk geranium = mtisk cranes-

bill; f musk-gillyflower, the clove-gilliflower ;

t musk-grape (-flower), -hyacinth, one of the

grape-hyacinths, Muscari moschattim
; musk-

mallow, (a) Malva moschata; &amp;lt;^&amp;gt;=next; musk
okro, Hibiscus Abelmoschus

;
musk orchis, Her-

minium Monorchis; musk-plant, t(&amp;lt;*i
= musk

okro
; (b) Mimulus moschatus

; (c)
= musk mallow

(a) ;
musk-root, the Snmbul root, derived from

Euryangium Sumbul; also the Spikenard, A ar-

dostachys Jatamansi ; and Adoxa Moschalelliiia

(Treas. Bot. 1866
; t musk-scabious, ? Scabiosa

alropurpurea ; musk-seed, the seed of hibiscus
Abelmoschus ; musk thistle, the thistle Carduus
nutans. Also MTTSK-MELON, -ROSE, -TREE, -WOOD.
1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrtis vii, Soon will the *musk carna

tions break and swell. 1785 MARTYN Koussenu t But. xxiv.

(1794) 337 Very like this is Musk Crauesbill. .easily kncwn
byits musky odour. 1688 K. HOLME Armonryu. 103 Musk-
wood Crowfoot hath the leaf divided [etc.]. 1855 Miss
PRATT FUrtver. PI. HI. 01 Tuberous Moschatell. ..It has
several rustic names, as. . Hollow-root, and Musk-Crowfoot.
1852 Cottage Card. Diet. (Johnson) 623 &quot;Musk-flower,
Mimulus moschatus. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Lect. Bot.

App. loi/a Eroctium moschatum, ( musk geranium . 1607
TOPSELL Hist. Fovr-f. Beasts (1658) 430 There be divers

165



MUSK.

herbs which smell sweet like musk, as Angelica, Dorsis,

&quot;Musk-gilliflowers, *Musk-grapes. 1598 FLORIO, Muscorini,
*muske grape floure[s], 1629 PARKINSON Parad. xi. 112

*Mu&amp;gt;ke lacinth. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet., Mitscarit
..

Musk-Hyacinth or Grape-flower, of a worn-out purple-

greenish Colour. 1785 MARTVN Rou$sean*s Bot. xxiv. (1794)

342 Another wild species called *Musk Mallow. 1882

Garden 15 July 38/2 The White Musk Mallow [is] a charm

ing British wild flower. 1756 P. BROWNE Nat. Hist. Ja
maica (1789) 285 The *Musk Okro. The seeds of this plant

..have a strong and perfect smell of musk. 1731 MIL
LER Card. Diet., Orchis ; odorata moschata t sive Monor-
chis. The Yellow Sweet or *Musk Orchis. 1785 MAKTYN
Rousseau s Bot. xxiv. (1794) 344 The *Musk plant of the

West Indies is another species of Hibiscus ; its kidney-

shaped seeds have a very strong smell of musk. 1852

Cottage Card. Diet. (Johnson) 607/1 Minntlus moschatus

(Musk-plant). 1897-8 BRITTON & BROWN Amer, Flora,

Musk-plant, a. Minntlus moschatns; b. Afalva moschata.

Indian or Musk Seabious s are preserv d for the Beauty and
sweet Scent of their Flowers. 1712 tr. Poiitefs Hist. Drugs
I. 15 This Plant grows likewise in Egypt, where it is called

*Musk-seed. 1873 Beeton s Dirt. Comm. s.v., The musk-
seed brought from the island of Martinico is accounted

better than any other. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet., Card-nits \

nutans. ..The *Musk, or Nodding Thistle.

d. In the names of varieties of fruits having
a musky smell or taste, as musk-apple, cherry^

peach, pear; cf. MUSK sb. 3 b.

1611 COTGR. s.v. Mitscadcllc, Poinme muscadcllc^ Mu^ke

apple. Ibid., Miiscateline, the Muske Peaie; the smallest,

sweetest, and soonest ripe of all other Peares. 1629 PARKIN
SON Parad. 583 The Muske Nectorin. .both smelleth and
eateth as if the fruit were steeped in Muske. 1679 EVELYN
Kal. Hort.)Aug.(&.$ 22 Man Peach,. .Musk Peach [etc.].

1786 ABEHCROMBIE Arrange. 12 in Card. Assist., Principal
Varieties [of Pears], .. Musk blnnquette, . . Musk robine.

1884 HOGG Fruit Man. (ed. 5) 621 Pears... Musk Drone.
See Bourdon M usque.

e. In various names for MUSK-OX, as musk-bison,

buffalo, sheep ;
also musk ball, cattle, cw.

1792 PENNANT A ret. Zocl, I. Plate vii, Musk Bull and Cow.
Ibid. II. Index, Bison or Ox, musk. 1823 BYRON Juan xii.

Ixxxi i,
Where the musk-bull browses. 1876 DAVIS Polaris

Exp. 126 A long hunt for musk-cattle. 1877 A. R. WALLACE
in Encycl. Brit. VII. 275/1 The musk-sheep (Oi ibos).

f. In the names of animals having a musky
odour, as f niusk ant, the name given by Lister

and Kay to a peculiar species of ant, which ii

of the number of the perfumed insects (Chambers
CycL Sitpp* 1753) ; t musk-beaver = MTSK-
BAT i ; musk-beetle, a Capricorn beetle, CaUi-

fly = musk-beetle; fmusk-goat = MUSK-DEEK;
f musk-goat-chafer = musk-beetle

; f musk-hog,
the peccary ; f musk-insect mitsk-beetJc^ musk-
kangaroo, a very small, rat-like, arboreal kan

garoo, Hypsiprymnodon moschatus
\ musk-mole,

a Mongolian mole, Scaptochints moschatus ^Cent.
Diet. 1890) ; musk-parrakeet (see quot.) ; musk-
shrew, the Indian musk-rat (see MUSK-BAT 2) ;

musk-tortoise, -turtle, a small American fresh

water turtle, Aromochelys odorata ; musk-weasel,
any viverrine carnivore. See also MUSK-CAT, -DEER,
-DUCK, -OX, -RAT.

\&]\ Phil. Trans. VI. 3002 A *Musk-Ant. .observed by
me. 1771 PENNANT Synopsis Quadritf-. 259 *Musk Beaver.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Siipp., Musk-Insect, a term used by
some to express the Capricorn, or *Musk beetle. 1864-5
WOOD Homes without H. viii. (1868) 174 The Musk Beetle

(Cerambyx mosc/tatas}. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet. s.v.

Musk, *Musk Cavy, the Mus pilorides of Linnaeus. 1665
HUBERT Catal. Rarities 40 A dark green coloured flie called

the *Musk flie, for his odoriferous sent when he is a live.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 87 inarg. t Plinie neuer heard of the

&quot;&quot;Musk-goats nor Ciuet cats in these dales. 1668 CHARLETON
Onomasiicon 8 Ca4&amp;gt;ra Moschi, the Musk Goat. 1681 GREW
Musynm \. vn. ii. 164 The *Musk-Goat-Chafer. Capri-
cornus odoratus.. .While it lives, and for sometime after its

death, It hath a fragrant smell ; from whence the Name.
1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 219 The Mexican *Musk-Hog.
1671 Phil, Trans. VI. 3002 Two or three more *Musk
Insects. 1894 LYDEKKER Marsupialia 73 The *Musk-
Kangaroos. Genus Hypsiprymnodon. Ibid., The remark
able creature known, from its strong scent, as the Musk-
Kangaroo. 1848 GOULD Birds Australia V. pi. 52 Tricho-

glossrts concinnns, Vig. and Horsf. Musky Parrakeet...
*Musk Parrakeet, Colonists. 1834 ROGET Anim.

&amp;lt;$ Veg.
Phys. II. 135 The Sorex moschatits^ or *musk shrew. i8iB8

BLANFORD Mammalia India 233 Crocidnra murina t the
brown musk Shrew. Ibid. 236 Crocidura c&rnlea, the grey
musk Shrew. 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 452 Aro
mochelys odorata is a small turtle found m pools.. and
known as the &quot;musk-turtle, besides other savory names.

1835 SWAINSON Nat. Hist.
&amp;lt;y Classif. Quadrup, 361 Viver-

ring, *Musk-Weasels.

Musk, v. rare. [f. MUSK sb.] trans. To per
fume with or as with musk.
1631 SHERWOOD, ToMnske* perfume with Muske, Masquer

[1611 COTGR. has bemuske \ see BE- 6 b]. 1791 E. DARWIN
Bot. Card. I. 6 Musk d in the rose s lap fresh dews they
shed. Ibid. 138 The Nymph.. Each tangled braid with
glistening teeth unbinds And with the floating treasure
musks the winds.

Muskadel(l f -delle, dyll : see MUSCATEL.

Muskaden, -dine, -dyn(e: see MUSCADINE!.

Muakalinge,-allonge,-allunge 1-alo(u)nge,
var. ff. MASKIXONGE.

786

t Mu Sk-a lmoncI. Sc. Obs. In quot. muse-

almon. A kind of sweetmeat.
1822 GALT Sir A. M ylie I. iii. 31 The muscalmons were

declared to be as big as doos eggs.

Muskane, variant of MUSCASE a. Obs.

Muskat, variant of MUSK-CAT.

Muskateire, obs. form of MUSKETEER,

Muskatoon, obs. form of MUSKETOON.

Muskavada, obs. form of MUSCOVADO.

Muskaye, obs. form of MOSQUE.

Mu-sk-bag.
1. The bag or gland containing musk in various

animals, esp. the Musk-deer.
1681 GREW Musxum i. n. ii. 22 The Musk Bladder or Bag

is about three inches long. 1877 J. GIBSON in Encycl. Brit.

VII. 25/1 The Musk Deer. .diners from the true deer in the

absence of horns, and in the presence of the musk-bag.

t2. A small bag containing musk and other

perfumes, etc. Obs. rare.

1706 Closet ofRarities (Nares), To make musk-bags to lay

among your cloaths. Take the flowers of lavender-cotton

six ounces [etc.].. dry them and beat them to powder, ami

lay them in a bag wherein musk has been.

tMu sk-ball. Obs. [BALL ^.1]
1. A ball or receptacle for musk. Cf, must-

ball: see MUST sb.%

1423 Rolls ofParlt, IV. 219 Item, i Muskball d or. 1463
Iltiry Wills (Camden) 35 My muske bal of gold. 1550 BALE

Image Both Ch. m. xviii. B b ij, Their vessels of Yuory
comprehendeth all.. their combes, their muske balles, their

pomander pottes [etc.].

2. A ball of soap scented with musk.

1589 RIDER Bihl. Schol.qjg A muske \&\\t fasttllvs or&tcu~

Ins. 1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking Glasse (1598) B 2 b, We
neuer vse any musk-balls to wash him with. 1719 Aceom-
4&amp;gt;lish d Female Instructor (Nares), Curious musk-balls, to

carry about one, or to lay in any place. Let the ground
work be fine flower of almonds, and Castle-soap, each a like

quantity, seare the soap thin [etc.].

attrib. 1594 BARNHELD Affect. Sheph, n. xxvi. (Arb.) 16

Sell thy sweet breath to th daintie Musk-ball-makers.
f

\ Mu*slc-cat. Obs. Forms : see MUSK sb. and
CAT j^.l ; also 6-7 musket, 7 muscat, muskat.
* The animal from which musk is got (J.) ;

usu

ally, the MUSK-DEER. Cf. CIVET-CAT.

1551 GESNER Hist. Anim. I. 787 Angli muske [dicunt] : &:

animal muske catte,..quod nomen zibethi animali pot i us

conueniret, 1553 EIJKN Treat. Neiue Ind. (Arb.) 25 In this

region are founde many muskecattes. 1601 SHAKS. AWs
Well v. ii. ai Heere is a purre of Fortunes sir, or of Fortunes

Cat, but not a Muscat. 1607 mus-kat [see MOSCHAT]. a 1631
J )ONNE Klegie Poems (1633) 149 As the sweet sweat of Roses
in a Still, As that which from chaf d muskats \v.r. muskets]

pores doth trill. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT 7 rav. (ed. 2) 322 The
Musk Cat here also convenes and may merit a ca tagraph.
1794 Z. MACAI LAY in Life fy Left. iv. (1900) 67 [Referring to

Sierra Leone.] Some of the sailors were,, in the act of killing
a beautiful musk-cat, which they afterwards ate

b. transf. as a term of reproach to a fop (cf.

MUSK-COD 2) ;
also applied to a courtesan.

c 1566 Merle Tales ofSkelton in Wks. (1843) I. p. Ix, Skel-

ton dyd keepe a musket at Dys, vpon the which he was
complayned on to the bishop of Norwych. 1586 \VHITSEV
Choice ofEmblems 79 Heare Lais fine, doth braue it on the

stage, With muskecattes sweete, and all shee coulde desire.

1599 B. JONSON EV. Man out ofHum. n. i. (1600) D 4, Hee
sleepes with a muske Cat euery night. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev,

Trag.\. iii. (1608) 63, How dost, sweete Muskcat, When
shall we lie togither? 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. in. i,

Thou essence-bottle, thou musk-cat !

C. attrib.

1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. in, i. in Bullen O.Pl. IV, I can
smell him half a mile ere hee come at me, indeede hee weares
a Musk-cat what call ye it ? 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 6
Whose language is a Tax, whose Musk-cat verse Voids
nought but flowers for thy Muses herse.

t Mu sk-cod. Obs. Forms : see MUSK sb. and
COD. Also 7 muscod. [Coo j^.1

]

1. = MUSK-BAG i.

1672 BLOME Descr. Jamaica 29 They \sc. Allegators] have
In them Musk-codds, which are stronger scented then those
of the East-Indies. 1731 [see COD sb.l i b.]

2. transf. A scented fop.
iS99 !i - JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. v. vi, I beleeue,

muske-cod. I beleeue you. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier \\. i.

in Bullen O. PI. I. 277, I begge, you whorson muscod ! my
petition Is written on my bosome in red wounds.
Mu sk-deer. A small hornless ruminant (Mos-

chits moschiferus) of Central Asia, the male of
which yields the perfume called musk (see MUSK
sb. i). Applied also to the other members of the

family Moschinte^
and to the family Tragulidte,

or chevrotains, which are horned and have no musk-
bags.
1681 GREW Mnszum i. n. ii. 21 The Musk Deer. 1770

GRAY Corr. tv. Nicholas (1843) 113 Are her subjects all civet-
cats and musk-deer ? 1865 MATHIAS Sport in Himalayas
122 The musk-deer (called by the natives moosknafar) in
habits thick, dense, scrubby jungle. . .Their presence in a

jungle may always be known by the musky odour of their

droppings. 1893 LYDEKKER Horns $ Hoofs 330 The musk-
deer, or kastura, as it is termed in Hindustani, is so well
known to all Himalayan sportsmen, that [etc.].

Mirsk-duck.
1. A tropical American duck, Cairina moschata^

erroneously called the Muscovy and Barbaryi duck.
It is now domesticated and is larger than the common duck.

I774GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 130 The Muscovy duck,
or, more properly speaking, the Musk Duck, so called from
a supposed musky smell, . .a native of Africa. 1824 Shai^s

MUSKET.
Gen. Zool. XII. ii. Si They have obtained the name of
Musk-duck from their musky smell. 1877 NEWTON in /;&quot;.

cycl. Brit. VII. 506/2 The Musk-duck (Cairina) of South
America, which is often domesticated and in that condition
will produce fertile hybrids with the common Duck.

2. An Australian duck, Bizinra lobata&amp;gt; so called

from the musky odour of the male.

1834 Proc. Zool. Soc. \\. 19 A specimen was exhibited of
the Musk Duck ofNew Holland, Hydrobateslobatns Temm.
1880 MBS. MEREDITH Tasmanian Friends fy Foes 159
That s a musk duck.. .The whole bird has a strange odour
of musk, rendering it quite uneatable.

Musked (mskt), a. Now rare or arch. Also

7 musket, [f. MUSK sb. + -ED-.] Flavoured, or

perfumed with musk ; tasting like musk.
Often in names of plants and fruits (sometimes translating

mod.L. moschatus^.

1576 BAKER Jewell of Health 227 b, Add..of sublimed
wyne vj pyntes, of Rose-water Musked one pynt and a halfe.

1597 GERARDE Herbal ii. cccxllv. 795 Musked Cranes bill

hath many weake and feeble branches trailing vpon the

grounde. Ibid. 706 It is called ..Geranium moscatnm : in

Knglish Musked Storkes bill, and Cranes bill. 1614 DRUMM.

!

OF HAWTH. Sontt. Alexis here she stayed ,
Shee set her by

these musket Eglantines. 1694 SALMON Bate s Disfens.
i

( I 7 I 3) 59 1/2 The musked Julep against Fits of the Mother.
1706 LONDON & WISE RetirdGard. I. i. xi. 51 Abricots of
the best Sort, whereof two must be musked. 1731 MILLER
Card. Diet. s.v. Geranium 16 Musked Crane s-bill or

,
Moscovy. 1753 ARMSTRONG Taste 96 But hear their Rap-

1

tures o er some specious Rhime Dub d by the musk d and
! greasy Mob sublime. 1802 W. FORSVTH Fruit Trees vii.

(1824) 179 Its colour red and yellow, its flesh tender and
; mucked. 1852 R.S*SuKTEK8iS/M^v f&amp;gt;Sy.

Tour Ixvi.(i8g3)
34&amp;lt;j

A musked cambric handkerchief.

Muskedall, -dele, obs. forms of MUSCATEL.
Muskedine : see MUSCADINE.
Muskeet, variant of MESQUITE.
Muskeeto, obs. form of MOSQUITO.

Muskeg mzrskeg). Canadian. Also mus-
keag. [Cree Indian

; corrcsp. to Odjibway mas/i-

\ kig, Abnaki mskakw.&quot;] A kind of bog : see quots,
1865 VISCT. MILTON & W. B. CHEADLE A . W. Passage by

Land 207 Muskegs or level swamps the surface of which
is covered with a mossy crust five, or six inches in thickness,
while a thick growth of pines and the fallen timber add to

the difficulties of the road. 1886 Times 24 Sept. 7 A mus
keg is a lake bearing on its surface a thick growth of de

cayed vegetable matter and peat, in layers made year after

year. 1899 Blackrv. Mag. Mar. 541/2 A thick forest of tall

pines with patches of bad muskeag, or marsh. 1904 M,
ROBERTS Bianca s Caprice 143 Beyond the Prairie lay the

I

muskeg, the barren lands of Northern Canada.

Hence Muske ggfy a., abounding in muskegs.
1894 Blockiu. Mag. June 802 Muskeggy prairies of varying

ixe. 1903 A. C. P. HAGGARD Sporting Yarns 98 After a
vhile this prairie, .developed into muskeggy swamp.

Muskeito(r, obs. forms of MOSQUITO.

Muskel(e, -ell, obs. ff. MUSCLE, MUSSEL.

Muskel(l,unge, -unjeh: see MASKINONGE.

Muskely, -elly, obs. forms of MUSCLY.
Musket l

(musket). Obs. exc. Hist. Also

5 muskyte, 5-7 muskett(e, 7 musquet. [a.

ONF. musket (AF. pi. mitskez^ 1332 in Litt. Cant.

I. cccclxi. 486), mousquet) Central OF. moiichet
1

(mod.Fr. corruptly hnouchef) It. moschetto a

small kind of sparrowhawk.
The word has the form of a dim. of Com. Rom. ntosca:-

L. mttsca fly : cf It. moscardo of the same meaning. Some
scholars regard the name as alluding to the diminutive size

of the bird, others as meaning speckled
1

comparing F.

monchetcr to mark with spots like flies or fly-specks.]

The male of the sparrowhawk.
c 1425 l

r

oc. in Wr.-W flicker 641/14 Hie eafus, musket t.

c 1475 Pict. Voc. ibid. 761/6 Hie
ca/&amp;gt;us t

a muskyte. 1486
Bk. St. Albans b v b, Tho that kepe Sperhawkys and mus-

kettys ben called Speruiteris. 1581 DKRRICKE Image Irel.

D ij b, Then the lacke and Musket laste, by whom the

birds are vext. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Httsb., Of Haivkes
\. 135 The Gos-hawke and her Tercell, the Sparrow-Hawke
Musket, and such like. 1687 DRVDEN Hind ff P. in.

,
.

The Musquet and the Coystrel were too weak. 1688 R.

HOLME Arnioury u. 236/1 A
hawk or Sparrow-hawk.

. .

HOLME Arnioury u. 236/1 A Musket is the Male of a Spar-

Musket -(mzrsket). Forms: 6 mosquet, mus
cat, 6-7 muskett(e, 7 muscatt^e, musquatte,

7-9 musquet, 6- musket, [a. F. moitsquet (in

l6th c. also mousquette, fem.), ad. It. moschetto^

oiig. a kind of sparrowhawk (see MUSKET i). With

regard to the practice of naming species of firearms

from birds of prey, cf. falcon, falconet, saker^
1. A hand-gun of the kind with which infantry

soldiers are armed.

Originally applied to the matchlock, and in the i8th c.

still sometimes distinguished from the firelock or fusee \

(From early examples it appears that arrows as well as bul

lets were discharged from muskets.) Subsequently it be

came the general name for the infantry gun, whatever its

construction. This use still survives, but as the modern gun
is commonly (and in the Army Regulations) called by the

specific term rifle, there is a tendency to restrict musket
to the obsolete forms of the weapon.

c 1587 SIR R. KNVGHTLEY in Bncclcuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 225 Muske ties and calleevers and holebertes

shall be provided for this company. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH

(title) Certain Discourses,, .concerning the formes and effects

of divers sorts of weapons,..and chiefly, of the Mosquet,
the Caliver and the Long-bow. 1595 R. JOHNSON 7 Cham
pions n. (i6o8)O j, Like unto an arrow forced from a musket.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warrcs 11. i. 27 One good musket may
be accounted for two calliuers. 1639 Burgh Rec. GlatgtW



MTJSKETADE.

(1876) I. 400, 32 musquattis at {,., 161. SJ. the peice. 1672
CAPT. T. VENN Milit. Obs. Art Drilling ii. 34 The Musquet
is to be rested at the sentinel posture. 1727-52 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Musket, or Musquet, properly a fire-arm borne on the

shoulder, and used in war ; to be fired by the application
of a lighted match.. .At present they are little used save in

the defence of places; fusees, or fire-locks, having taken
their place. 1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 153 He had too

great a regard for me, to send me with them to cnrry a
brown musket. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III, 126
Five or six men, armed with musquets and ginjals. 1876
VOVLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v., The musket,
as it is still called, has been brought to great perfection in

the riried small-arm of the present day.
2. attrib. and Comb., as musket ammunition,

ball, barrel, bullet, butt, charge, flint, range, reach,

stock; musket-armed, -like, -proof adjs. Also

musket-arrow, a short arrow discharged from
a musket; musket basket (see quot. 1704);
musket powder, the kind of gunpowder used for

small-arms
; musket-rest, a forked staff to support

the heavy musket in use before the middle of the
1 7th century ; musket-slit, a slit in a wall through
which a musket may be fired.

1810 WELLINGTON Let. 12 June in Gurw. Desp. (1816) VI.
188 The state of the *musket ammunition, .is not so bad as
[etc.]. 1885 H. M. STANLEY Congo I. 388 Its one-story
block-house . . impregnable to &quot;musket-armed natives. 159 .

in Meyrick Ant. Armour (1824) III. 67 *Musket arrowes
with 22 shefe to be new fethered. 1867 SM VTH Sailor s Word-
bk., Musket arrows, used in our early fleets, and for convey
ing notices in 1815. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round H orld (1840)
165 We returned the salute with our *musket-ball. 1825
J. NEALE Bra. Jonathan III. 109 A musket-ball had gone
thro both legs. 1644 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb., Two extra
vagant musqueteeres shot us with a streme of water from
their *musket barrells. 1688 CAPT. J. S. Fortification 125
*Musket-Baskets, or smaller Gabions. 1704 J. HARIUS
Lex. Techn. I, lHusket-Baskets,\n Fortification, are Baskets
of about a Foot and half high.. .They are filled with Earth,
and are set on low Parapets or Breast-works, . .that the Mus
keteers may fire between them at the Enemy. 1598 BARRET
Theor. Warres 167 It is not so light a matter to skirmish

among the *musket bullet. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby vi. xxxiii,
Sword, halberd, *musket-but. 1859 J- GRANT Leg. Black
Watch (Rtldg.) 374 Stunned by a blow from a musket-butt.
f. 1610 MIDDLETON, etc. Widoiv iv. ii, I ll send him a whole
&quot;musket-charge of gunpowder. 1743 BULKELEY& CUMMINS
Voy. S. Seas 102 Twelve Musket-Flints. 1892 GREENKK
Breechloader 71 Guns quite plain, almost *mu.sket-Iike in
their outward appearance. 1644 NYE Gunnery (1647) 5
The *Musket Powder is now commonly made of Saltpetre
five parts, one part of Brimstone, and one of Cole. 1880

Encycl. Brit. XI. 319/1 It was the custom for the fine grain
or mnsket powder to contain a larger proportion of saltpetre
than that for cannon. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. &amp;lt;(

Coining.
(1603) 92 The horsemen were all armed, many of whose
curasscswere heigh musket proofe. 1603 in Meyrick Ant.
Arinour(\%?t,\ III. 8 1 Two biacke armors of muskett proofe.
1622 SIR R. HAWKINS Observ. Voy. S. Sea Ixvi. 164 The
vpper worke of their shippes being Muskets proofe. 1863
VONGE Brit. Naiy II. 437 A musket-proof stockade. 1834-
47 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. (1581) 141 Villages com
manded by the neighbouring ground, within *musket-range.
1646 H. P. ifedit. SeifC 23 To be gall d with their small shot,
if they be within &quot;musket reach. 1598 B. JONSON E-j. Ulan
in H. II. v, He will neuer come within the signe of it, the

\

sight of a cassock, or a *musket-rest againe. 1856 MAYHEW
Rhine 225 You perceive &quot;musket-slits hemming you in on
every side. 1833 Penny Cycl. 1. 77/1 Its wood is so hard as
to be in request for the manufacture of *musket-stocks.

Musket, variant of MUSK-CAT.
Musketa, obs. form of MOSQUITO.
Musketade ;mfsket^-d). Also 7 musquetad.

[f. MUSKET 2 + -ADE, after F. mousqitetade .] A
continued discharge of muskets; an attack with
muskets. So Musketa ding vbl. sb.

1655 FLECKNOE Relat. 10 Yrs. Trao. 12 Your young Gal
lants. .talk of nothing but Rampards and Parapats, Mus-
quetads, Estramacons, and Canonads. 1865 CARLYLEJ^O*.
Gt. xx. vii. (1872) IX. 144 Broglio truly has burst-out into
enormous cannonade, musketade and cavalry.work. Ibid.
xii. 228 Most furious cannonading, musketading ; and seem
ingly no end to it.

Musketeer (musketisu). Hist. Forms : 6

mosquettier, musketire, 6-7musketear(e, mus-
cat(t)ier, 6-8 musket(t)ier, musquetier, 7 mus-
eateer, muskat(e)ire, musketer(e, musket-
teer(e, musketter, musqueteir(e, musquetiere,
musquetteer, -ier, 7-9 musqueteer, 6- mus
keteer. See also MOUSQUETAIRE. [f. MUSKET 2 +
-EER, after F. mousquetaire ,

It. moscketliere. Cf. Sp.
mosquelero.] A soldier armed with a musket.
1590 MARLOWE 2nd Pt. Tamburl.\\i. \i, It must haue..

Parapets to hide the Muscatiers. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH
Disc. Weapons lob, Mosquettiers. 1598 BARRET Theor.
Warres m. i. 35 1 he musketier is to cary his musket vpon
his left or right shoulder. 1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. Siege
Cstend 170 In them were 2500 musketers and small shott.

16351 Conceits, Clinches, Flashes % Whimsies No. 121 Mus-
cattiers of all other Souldiers are the most lazie : for they
are alwayes at their rest. 1663 BUTLER Had. i. ii. 567 Did
they coyn Piss-pots, Bowls, and Flaggons, Int Officers of
Horse and Dragoons; And into Pikes and Musqueteers
Stamp Beakers, Cups, and Porringers? 1689 Andros Tracts
I. 175 Except he would accept of a Guard of Two Mus-
kateires to wayte upon him. 1707 Re/lex, upon Ridicule 74
lis not for a Commander to act the Part of a Musquetier.
1777 WATSON Philip II, xm. (1839) 257 On the left his
cavalry, flanked by a body of musqueteers. 1814 SCOTT
Wav. xxxv, Waverley, having mounted his horse, with a
musketeer leading it [etc.].

Musketo.e, obs. forms of MOSQUITO.
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Musketoon (msketK-n). Obs. exc. Hisl. Also

7 musquetoon, musquettoon, 7-9 muskatoon.
fa. F. mousqtictini, ad. It. inoscheltone, {. moschelto
MUSKET -

: see -oo.v.]
1. A kind of musket, short and with a large bore.
1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada s Ltxu C. ll- arrcs VI. 31, 15

Supcrnumeraryes, armed with Musketoons, and Rests. 1655
MRCJ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. 67 A.. way. .for Musquet-
toons fastened to the Pummel of the Saddle so that a Cum-
mon Trooper cannot misse to charge them, with twenty 01

thirty Bullets at a time, even in full Career. 1684 OIWAY
Atheist II. i, Stand Centinel. .withMusquetoonsand Blunder
busses. 1772 SI.MES Milit. Guide s.v. Blunderbuss, Blunder,
buss is a short fire arm with a large bore. ..The shortest
sort of them are called musquetoons. 1800 in Spirit J uf&amp;gt;.

jfrnls. IV. 22 The construction of the musquetoon, or wall

piece. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke 152 Your musquetoon
should be sloped upon your shoulder.

2. A soldier armed with a musketoon.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT J rn-, . (ed. 2) 232 Three hundred

thousand horse, and seventy thousand good mnsquetoons.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals u. in. 185 Forty Souldiers a
horseback, drawn by order out of his Majesties Musquetoons.
3. Comb. : musketoon pistol, a smaller kind of

musketoon.
1695 Land. Caz. No. 3055/4 At his late Duelling-House. .

are to be sold.. Musketoons, and Musketoon Pistols.

Musketry m-sketri). Also 7-8 musquetry.
[ad. F. mousqueterie, f. tnoitsquet : sec MUSKET -

and -EKY, -RV.]
1. Muskets collectively.
Chiefly in discharge,fire ofmusketry (passing into sense 2).

1646 ELDKED Gunners Glasse 136 The Musquetry and
Hargubusry. 1777 W. DALRYMTLE Trav. Sp. f,- Port, civ,
Joined together by a wall with loopholes, defencible only by
musquetry. 1790 I .K.MSON ffav. f, Mil. Klein. 222 When,
pouring upon them the whole fire of their cannon and mus
quetry, almost every shot took place. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD
Rom. Singer I. 28 Which he fired out of his mouth like

discharges of musketry.
2. The fire of muskets.
1756 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 322 A garrison which

was only intended to defend the stores, and might be pro
tected by ico against musketry. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-
Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 224 The sound of musquetry
ought to be prohibited at least around the haunts of the
harmless cattle. 1866 NEALE Sequences fj Hymns 105 The
quicker ring of musketry.
3. The art or science of manipulating small arms.
1854 J. C. KENNEDY Theory Musketry (1855) Introd., The

following course of Instruction in the Theory of Musketry,
was arranged for the use of the School of Musketry at

Hythe. 1876 VOVLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. (ed. 3)
s.v., To go through the annual course of musketry, under
the regimental instructor.

4. Troops armed with muskets.
1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Ctr-t&amp;lt;mi m. vi. 563 With what

applause the whole juvenile musquetry received this harangue
of the prating..young thing of a theologist. 1902 A. LANG
Hist. Scot. II. i. 9 Gamboa, a Spaniard (the Scots had no
musketry), was captain of 200 mounted musketeer&amp;gt;.

5. attrib., as in musketry action, drill, fire, in

struction, instructor, powder.
1875 CLERY Mitt. Tact. x.

(1877) I22 Marcognet s column
of eight battalions was engaged in a &quot;musketry action with
two battalions of Pack s brigade. 1859 Musketry Instr. 55
*Musketry Drill and Practice Return. 1832 CHESNEY
Obscn . Fire-Arms 300 marg.. Batteries of artillery sup
posed to be put hors de combat by musketry fire. 1859
(.title) Regulations for conducting the &quot;Musketry Instruction
of the Army. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. (ed. 31,*
Musketry Instructor. Ibid.,

*
Musketry f mvder comprises

the powders used with small-arras and pistols.

Musket shot.
1. Shot fired from a musket

; also, a musket-ball.
1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 15 In giuing their voices

of Mosquet shot but onlie twelue scores. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. i. ii. i. iii. (1651) 50 Such as shall endure a
Rapiers point, musket shot, and never to be wounded. 1755
WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 193, I have also impressed
wagons and sent them.. for flour, musket-shots, and flints.

1884 PAE Eustace 143 The musket-shot flew like hail.

2. The range of a musket.
1617 MOKYSON Itin. I. 228 From hence a Musket shot, or

little more, is another house, which [etc.]. 1669 STAYNRED
Fortification =, 720 Foot, being within Musket-shot, 1719DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe ed.) 4o4 Our Men came within two
Musket Shot of them. 1844 Refill. $ Ord. Army 274 An
unexpected obstacle within point-blank Musket-shot of the
place attacked.

Muskett(i)er, obs. forms of MUSKETEEB.
Musketto, obs. form of MOSQUITO.
Muskewashe, obs. form of MUSQUASH.
Muskia, muskie, obs. forms of MOSQUE.
tMu skified, ppl. a. Obs. [f. MUSK sb. +

-IFY + -EDl.] Scented with or steeped in musk.
1677 Coinpleat Servant-Maid 105 Muskified Bisquet

boyled. 1689 MOYLE Sea Chyrurg. n. xxiii. 78 Spirit
Otalgicus dropt warm into the Ears morning and evening
and Muskified Cotton after it.

Muskil, obs. form of MUSCLE, MUSSEL.
tMu Skin !. Obs. [a. OF. mus(e)quin pretty

face, sweetheart, musquine sweetheart.] a. A
pretty face. b. A term of endearment for a
woman.

53 PALSGR. 247/1 Muskyn, a proper visage, musquin.
1538 HALE Thre Lames B iv b, The woman hath a wytt,. .

Mymuskyne and my mullye, My gelouer and my cullye,
Yea, myne owne swete hart of Golde.

tMu-skin^, var. or etron. form of MISKEN.
1657 BECK Univ. Char. I 2, A tnuskin, vid. Titmouse. 1658

MUSK-RAT.
,

ROWLAND tr. Moufet s Thcat. fits. 901 To destroy the
Muskin or Titmouse.

tMu skin :i
. slang. Obs. rare- 1

. (See quot.)
1756 JOHNSON Connoisseur No. 138 T6 Those who.. call

a man a cabbage,.. an odd fish, and an unaccountable
muskin, should never come into company without an inter

preter.

Muskiness : see after MUSKY a.

Musking, obs. variant of MUTCHKIN.
t Mu-skingS, sb. ft. Obs. rare. [Cf. dial.

(Northamp.);^vb., ofpigs,toroutaboutamong
and pick up loose or stray corn

.]
1 Sweepings (pi

barns, etc.) used for feeding pigs.
1649 1 i.miE Eng.IiuproT,: xx. 117 Their cornish Musltings

they cast into the great yard, ..and all Muskings forth of
their Barnes, and of their Courts.

Muskinunge, obs. form of MASKINOXCE.
1798 I. ALLEN Hist. Vermont 13.

tMu Skish, a. Obs.
[f. MUSK sb. + -ISH.]

Somewhat musky. Comb. : muskish-minded a.
1601 DENT Pathw. Hfaven 67 Let all carnall uorldlir.^,,

and muskish minded men lay tlii.s to heart. 1707 MOKIIMKK
i Hush. (1721) II. 296 Small Pears having something of a

muskish Flavour. 1725 BRADLKV Fain. Diet. s. v. l\-ac :,

When ripe [they] have a muskish Taste.

Muskle, -ly, obs. ff. MUSCLE, MUSSEL, Musn.v.
Musk melon. Forms : see MUSK *b. and
MELON!; also 6 mush-millian, 7 mus milion,
mellon, 9 mush-melon, [f. MUSK sl&amp;gt;.]

The name seems to have originally belonged to an oriental
melon (Dvi.muscvs-MieheH,tHosaiaelnieloeit,Dodocns] wlndi
has a musky scent, and to have been transferred to the
common melon by mistake.

1. The MELO.V, Ciicuiiiis Melo. (Applied both
to the fruit and the plant producing it.

N
.

1573 TUSSER Ilusl: (1878) 94 Musk million, in April and
May. 1578 LYTK Ilodoens v. xxxi. 550 In Frenchc, Melon
..in Knglishe, Melons and muske Melons. 1591 HOKSEY
Trav. (Hakl. Soc.l 253 My water to dress my meat witholl
was poisoned, my drincke and herbs and mush-miltians ^cnt

poisoned. 1648 GAC.E West lud. 61 Bigger then our Lig-c-t
MuskmiHians in England. 1694 I ENN in Acadcwydtyb- 1 1

Jan. 36/3 Water and mus mellons. 1766 W. Si .,RK .-Jet.

Last Florida 48 The vines, ..water and musk-melons, arc
indigenous plants of East-Florida. 1823 MOTLEY Corr.
(1889) I. i. 4 We have., planted a good many things, such as
corn, radishes, water and musk melons, etc. 1884 BOUKKI.
Snake Dame cf Mo&amp;lt;]uis xxxi. 354 \V e feasted heartily on
mush-melons and clabber.
attrit. 1649 Surrey Manor ff Wimbledon in Arclixolo-

fia X. 432 There is a iniiskmilion ground trenched, manured,
and very well ordered for the groweth of musmilions, which
borders, herbes, flowers, and musmilion ground, wee valew
to bee worth ,3 o o. 1708 E. COOK Sot-wee, t l-\utur (18651
19 Musrnillion vine.

2. i Allusively for scented millions .

1662 M. W. Marriage Breaker \. ii. 10 Musk-millions of
rich gallants will besiege Her Fort

; and my cake s dowe.

Muskovie, obs. form of Muscovy.
Mu Sk-OX. A ruminant, Ovibos meschatus, for

merly existing in all arctic regions, but now only
in Arctic America; it evolves a strong odour o f

musk. Also altrib.

1744 A. DOBBS Countries Adjacent to Hudson s Bay i3
Betwixt these Rivers is a kind of Ox, called the Musk Ox,
which smells at some Time in the Year so strong of Musk,
that it cannot be eat.

_ 1835 SIR J. Ross Nttrr. aid l- oy.
xvi. 252 They further informed us that there were plenty
of musk oxen on the hills to the southward. 1892 \V. PiKli
North. Canada 65 We scattered over the country, hoping to
find a band of musk-ox.

Muskquash, -quass, obs. forms of MUSQUASH.
Mu-sk-rat.
1. A large aquatic rodent. Fiber -ibethicus, com
mon throughout N. America, so called from its

musky smell. Also called MUSQUASH and ONDATRA.
1620 Obsem. Silkwormes Dab, Muske Rats skins, two

shillings a dozen : the cods of them will serue for good per
fumes. 1714 LAWSON Hist. Carolina 120 Musk Rats
frequent fresh Streams and no other; as the Bever does.
He has a Cod of Musk, which is valuable, as is likewise his
Fur. 1892 W. PIKE North. Canada 25 Musk-rats swam in
all the little creeks and lakes.

b. U. S. A nickname for the inhabitants of low-
lying districts, esp. the St. Clair Flats (Michigan).
1857 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. XXII. 162 (citing Allan,

tls II. 645). iSgoCen/nry Mag. July 369/2 Her grandmother
..having a profound contempt for the muskrats as the
Flats people are generally called.

C. The fur or skin of the musk-rat.
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 838/2 Musk Rat. A well-known

fur in North America. 1902 Scotsman 3 Jan. 7/5 Musk-rat
is the least costly, being worth only about 2*7*.

2. Applied to other rat-like animals having a

musky odour, a. In India and Ceylon, the shrews
Crocidura murina and C. fxritlea. b. The DES
MAN, c. The PILOKI (cf. Musk-cavy). d. A viver-
rine quadruped, the South African genet, Cenetta

felina (in recent Diets.), e. The musk-kangaroo,
Hypsiprymnodon moschatus.
1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 31 They have a sort of Rats,

they call Musk-Rats, because they smell strong of Musk.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 92 The musk rat. Of
these animals of the rat kind, but with a musky smell, there
are also three distinctions. .; the Ondatra, the Desman, and
the Pilori. 1785 Gent/. Mag. LV. i. 204 A little animal,
very frequent in these parts, totally unknown I believe, to
other countries. It is called here [Russia] the Musk-rat.
1813 J. FORBES Orient. Mem. I. 41 The musk-rats [at Bom
bay]., have a most disagreeable smell. 1836 [see PILORI].
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MUSK-ROSE.

1884 SIERNDALE Mamm. India (, Ceyltn 83 Sorex c&amp;lt;ern-

listens. The common .Musk threw, better known as Musk-
-

. ....
nodon moscliatus Ramsay (1876). Australian Musk Rat.

3. attrib. : musk-rat house, the house or bur

row of the American musk-rat ;
musk-rat weed,

a tall American meadow-plant, Thalictrum foly-

gamum (formerly T. Cormtti).

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville I. 277 They found the

swamp full of muskrat houses . 1897-6 KKITTON & BROWN
Amer. Flora, Muskrat weed, Thalictrum fofygamum.
Mu Sk-rO SC. t^ called from its musky

odour; cf. F. rose muscade and the botanical name.]

A rambling rose (Rosa moschatd), having large

fragrant white flowers, in panicled clusters.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hmb. 11.11586) 66 b marg.,
Muske-roses. 1590 SHAKS. jV/zd s. N. n. i. 252. 1635 BACON

Jiss , Gardens (Arb.) 556 In May and lune, come.. Roses of

all kinds, except the Muske, which comes later. 1637 MIL

TON Lycidas 146. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) II. 165 The

Spanish Musk Rose, a 1763 SHENSTONE Elegies xviii. jo, I

steal the musk rose from the scented brake. 1837 RIVERS

Rose Amateur s Guide 86 The Blush Musk, or Fraser s

Musk, or Rosa Fraserii, is not quite a pure Musk Rose.

Ibid., The Ranunculus, or new NVhite Musk, is merely an

improved variety of the old, or original Musk Rose. 1842

TENNYSON Gardener s Dan. 189 Then for roses, moss or

musk, To grace my city rooms.

attrib. 1590 SHAKS. Midi, N. n. n. 3 Some to kill Cankers

in the muske rose buds.

Musk squash, obs. form of MUSQUASH.
Mu Sk-tree. A name given to various Oceanic

trees or shrubs, from the scent of their leaves or

timber, a. The shrub Marlea vitiense (N. O.

Coniacex i,
with edible nuts. b. A tree of the

genus Olearia, formerly Aster, Eurybia (N. O.

Composite}, esp. the Silver-leaved Musk-tree, 0.

argophylla, and the Dwarf Musk-tree, 0. viscosa.

1848 MRS. PERRY Let. in Goodman Ch. in Victoria (1892)

71 Also there is some pretty underwood, a good deal of the

musk-tree which is very different from our musk-plant,

grou ing quite into a shrub and having a leaf like the laurel

in shape. 1866 Treas. Bot. 479/1 The silver-leaved Musk
tree, Eurybia argophylla, is a Tasmanian plant, attaining

a height of twenty to twenty-five feet, with a girth of three

feet. 1888 MRS. M CANN Poet. Wks. 143 The musk tree

scents the evening air Far down the leafy vale.

Muskullonge : see MASKINONGE.

Muskwash, variant of MUSQUASH.
Mu-sk-wood.
1. A name given to several trees having a musky

smell, a. A low fragrant resinous tree, 7 richilia

moschata (often called Moschoxylon Swartzif), a

native of Jamaica, b. Species of Guarea, esp. G.

Sv. artzii. c. The silver-leaved musk-tree, Olearia

argophylla, of New South \Vales and Tasmania.

1725 SLOANE Jamaica II. 24 Musk-wood. This tree in

respect of its sweet smell I reduce hither. 1794 BARHAM
Hortus Amer. 107 Musk-Wood. This is vulgarly and

commonly called tdligntorwood. 1863 Chamb. Encycl. V.

127/1 Guarea grandifolia is called Musk-wood in some of

the islands of the West Indies ; the bark smellingso strongly
of musk, that it may be used as a perfume. 1866 Treas. Bot.,

Musk-wood of Jamaica. Moschojcyliim Stuarta i; also

Guarea Siuartzii. of New South Wales and Tasmania.

Eurybia argophylla.
2. (See quot.)
1891 Syd. Sec, Lex., Musk wood, the name of a bark ob

tained from Syria, and supposed to be the product of the

liquid storax tree. It has an agreeable balsamic smell.

t Mu sk-worm. Obs. 1 erh. = musk-beelle

(MUSK sb. 4 e) ; applied to a dealer in perfumes.
599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. iv. Wks. (1616) 246 What

toyle these muske-wormes \printed mukse-wormes] take, to

purchase anothers delight ? for themselues, who beare the

odours, haueeuer the least sence of them.

Mrvsky, si/.1 A playful shortening of MUSK-
BAT (sense i).

1884 Chamb. Jrnl. i Nov. 704/1, I saw the dead musky
being carried o(T.

Musky (mo-ski), si.2 Short for mnskallange

(see MASKTNONGE).
1894 Onlitif(V. S.) XXIV. 453/1 We were then all ready

for old musky to begin his real fight. 1902 Scribner s Mag.
XXXI. 534 The familiar term, with which sportsmen have
come to know him, the musky.

Musky (mff-ski), a. Also 7 muskie. [f.

MUSK sb. + -Y.]
1. Smelling, or tasting of musk ; having a taste

or smell like that of musk ; perfumed with musk.

5:1610 ROWLANDS Terrible Bait. 13 A Muskie-Gentle, we
did visit then, A Silken Gallant. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 502 Muske is made of a certaine beast called Gudderi,
. -which once in the Moone sheddeth his muskie bloud. 1634
MILTON Comusyty West winds, with musky wing About the

cedar n alleys fling Nard, and Cassia s balmy smels. 1769
SIR W. JONES Palace Fortune Poems, etc. (1777) 15 The
floating ringlets of his musky hair. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst.
Bot. 34 The musky seeds of Hibiscus Abelmoschus. 1849
THACKERAY Pendennis xxv, Holding a most musky pocket-
handkerchief up to his face. 1888 Graphic 21 Jan. 54 The
musky flesh of the animal [sc. a crocodile].

fig. 1858 EMERSON Lett, f,- Soc. Aims, Persian Poetry
Wks. (Bohn) III. 247 The garden flowers are never wanting
in these musky verses. 1901 HENLEY in Pall Mall Mag.
Oct. 262 [Rossetti] His musky, strenuous, high-piled
achievements in words.

b. As a specific name for animals and plants.
1781 PENNANT Hist. Quadrup. II. 476 Shrew, Musky...

Muscovy or Musk rat. 1822 Hortus Anglicits II. 82 Ajitga

788

Ii a. Musky Bugle. 1885 CnsstUs Ettcycl. Diet., Musky-

mole, Scaptochirus mosc/ialus. I- Math-naif, see MUSK
St. 4 e.]

2. Of an odour, taste, etc.

1613 Pm&amp;lt;M\s Pilgrimage (1614) 775 Some rich sables of

muskie sent. 1688 R. HOLMK Armoury n. 47/2 A Musk
Pear. .is. .of a Musky Taste. 1746 HERVEY Medit. (1818)

107 The musky flavour of the apricot. 1862 BURTON Bk.

Hunter I. 44 A sort of indistinct slightly musky perfume,
like that said to frequent Oriental bazaars. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY W. Africa =28 It does not remove the musky
taste from crocodile.

Comb. 1831 TENNYSON Anacreontics in Germ 131 With

roses musky-breathed. 1866 Treat. Bat. s.v. Adoxa, The

musky-scented flowers.

Hence Mtvskiness, the quality of being musky;
a musky odour or taste.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in JOHNSON; and in later

Diets.

Muskyl, -yU(e, obs. forms of MUSSEL.

Muskyte, -kyto, obs. ff. MUSKET ,
MOSQUITO.

Musle, obs. form of MUZZLE.

Muslege, -idge, obs. forms of MUCILAGE.

Musleman, obs. form of MUSSULMAN.
Muslim : see MOSLEM.

Muslin (mirzlin). Forms: 7 muslina, musce-

lin, niuzlin, 7-8 musling, 8 musselin, muss-

lin, mussolin, S- muslin. [a. F. inousseline ,

ad. It. i. inssolina, -ino (whence the obs. Eng.
forms muslina, inusso/in), f. Mussofo (also used as

appellative
= muslin) the town of Mosul (in Arabic

maiifi!}, where muslin was formerly made.

Cf. Sp. nniselina, G. musselin, from Fr. or It.

In the isth c. the OF. mosulin was applied to cloth of

silk and gold made at Mosul (Marco Polo).]

1. The general name for the most delicately

woven cotton fabrics, including many varieties,

used for ladies dresses, curtains, hangings, etc.

Also occas. a dress made of this ; //. muslin skirts.

1609 W. BIUDULPH in T. Lavender Trav. 43 A little

towne called Mtiscla, from whence the inhabitants, .bring a

kinde of linnen cloath called Muslina to Aleppo. 1682 True

iv. in Ne-M Brit. Theatre (1814) III. 54 O mercy on us, if

they have not cut to pieces my mistress s new gold muslin.

1848 THACKERAY b an. Fair ii, She insisted upon Rebecca

accepting, .a sweet sprigged muslin, which was too small for

her now. 1849 LVELI. inti fis.it U.S. (1850) II. 332 Em
broidered muslin, of the finest and costliest kind, is much
worn. 1860 SALA Badd. Peerage I. xv. 268 The niece of

Manuel Harispe disdained to answer, but with an indignant
flutter of her muslins, brushed past her uncle and out of the

room. 1882 Miss BRADDON Alt. Royal II. iv. 53 Inside

the tapestry there was a screen of soft muslin.

b. In some parts of the United States, cotton

cloth used for shirts, other articles of wearing

apparel, bedding, etc. (Cent. Diet. 1 890).

1872 SCHMLE DE VERE Americanisms 71 A story is told of

a gentleman in Philadelphia, who ordered muslin shirts in

Boston, and although reminded of the unsuitableness of that

material .. insisted upon his order, as he had always worn

muslin, meaning cotton-shirting.

c. Muslin-de-laiue = mtusseline-de- laine : see

MOUSSELIXE i b.

1862 Muslin-de-laines [see DELAINE a].

2. slang. The fair sex. A bit of muslin, a woman
or girl.

1823 MONCRIEFF Tom t,Jerry \. i, You ve got a bit of mus
lin on thesly.have you? 1850 THACKERAY Pen/tennis li.[l.J,

That was a pretty bit of muslin hanging on your arm who
was she? 1884 H. SMART From Post to Finish xvii. (1885)

128 Keep clear of muslin for the next six or seven years.
It s brought as many of your profession to grief as spirits.

3. Kaut. slang. Canvas , sails collectively.
1822 Hlatkiv. Mag. XI. 429 She shewed as little muslin as

the weather required. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 295/2
When we got that fair wind we piled the muslin on her.

4. = Muslin-moth (in 5 b).

1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entoinol. Compend. 248 Arctia men~
dica (muslin). 1869 K. NEWMAN Krit. Moths 27 The Round-

winged Muslin (Nudaria St-nf.t). Ibid., The Muslin
Nudaria innndana.

5. alfrili. and Comb. a. simple attrib. or adj.

Made or consisting of muslin.

1684 A. SYMSON Geogr. Collect. (S.H.S.) II. 87 It is an ex

cellent place for whitening or bleeching of Linnen, holland

and Muzlin Webbs. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 3981/4 A fine

new Flourish d Muslin Apron. 1721 AMHERST Terrx Fil.

No. 46 (1754) 247 With.. long muslin neckcloths run with

red at the bottom. iSSo Ot iDA Moths I. 33 She rose, shook
her muslin breakfast-wrapper about her impatiently.

b. Special combinations : as i muslin calico,

? = sense I
;
muslin glass = MOUSSELINE 2

; muslin

grounds (see quot.) ;
muslin kail Sf. [? named in

allusion to its thinness], broth composed simply of

water, shelled barley, and greens (Jam.) ; muslin

moth, a name given to certain moths with semi-

transparent wings; muslin wheel (see quot. 1830).
J Land. Gaz. No. 4146/4 *Musltn Callicoes 131 Pieces.

KNIGHT Diet. Mecli., Suffl., *Muslin glass... Glass

,itcn,lica\. 1903 W. F. KIKUY Kurap. Butterflies f, -I/. Plate

xxv, SpilasoiiiiJt Mendii a- Spotted Muslin Moth. 1830

MUSQUASH.
J. KENNEDY Misc. Pap. Miinnf. Lane. (1849) 56 Crompton s

machine was called the. . Muslin Wheel, because its capa
bilities rendered it available for yarn for making muslins.

Muslined (mo zlind), a. [f. MUSLIN + -ED 2
.]

Draped with or dressed in muslin.

1883 HOWEI.LS Woman s Reason, xviii. II. 134 The pretty
chintzed and muslined room. 1891 T. HARDY Tess vii,

The muslined form of Tess could be seen standing still.

Muslinet (mzline t). Also muslinette. [f.

MUSLIN + -EX.] See quot. 1882. Also attrib.

1787 Bp. THURLOW in Hatfitld Hist. Notices Doncaster

(1866) I. 330 Mrs. Thurlow..has determined to put herself

into a dress made out of the piece of muslinette you were
-so good as to present her. 1803 in Spirit Pnbl. Jrnh. (1804)
VII. 59 Muslinets or dimities. 1879 EDNA LYALL Wonby
Waiting xx\\\, Putting on a clean muslinette apron and bib,

[she] took her place by the bed. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD
Diet. Needlework, Muslinette, a thick variety of muslin,

resembling a Brilliant ; employed for infants clothing and
for dressing gowns.

Musling, Musman, obs. ff. MUSLIN, MUSMON.

Musm6, -me, variant forms of MOL-SME.

Musmon (mzrsmfm). Also 7 musmone, 7-8

musimon,8-9 musman, 9 mousmon. [a. L. mfisi-

mon- (Pliny), late Gr. ^oiiaucav (Strabo).] A name
for the MOUFFLON.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 228 There is in Spaine, but espe-

cLillyin the IsleCorsica, a kind of Musmones, not altogether
vnlike to sheep. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 175/1 A
Musimon. This Beast is engendered of a She-Goat and a

Ram.. .Some term it a. .Musmon. 1776 PENNANT Brit.

Zool. (ed. 4) I. 27 note, Having thrice within these few years
had opportunity of examining the Musimon, we found that

[etc.]. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. 64 The Mouflon or Mus
man has been classed both of the sheep and the goat kind.

1887 FREEMAN in Stephens Life ty Lett. (1895) II. 361 A
mouflon or a mousmon who has not a thick armour of wool.

[I Musnud (mzrsnod). [Urdu masnaii, a. Arab.

misnad, i. sanada to lean against.] A seat made
of cushions, esp. one used as a throne by the native

princes of India.

1763 R. ORME Hist. Milit. Trans. I. iv. 254 Salabat-jing
1

. .went through the ceremony of sitting on the Musnud or

throne in public, c 1804 MRS. SHERWOOD in Life -x.\ \\. (1847)

295 The Nawaub was sitting.. on a musnud encircled with

cushions. 1890 G. HOOPER Wellington 45 The Hindoo

gentleman, to his delight and astonishment, was placed on

the musnud.

Musolin, obs. form of MUSLIN.
Musomania, (miwzoim^i nia;. [f. Gr. /jMva-a

muse + /twin madness.] = MusicoMASIA.
1855 [see MUSICOMANIA under Musico-].

t Musorna Stix. nonct-vid. Obs. [f. Gr. fiova-a

MUSE: see -MASTIX.] An enemy of the Muses.

1586 Praise ofMus. 64 Is it not enough for any malicious

Musomastix to take his pen and write fly..?

t Mu Son. Hunting. Obs. [a. OF. million

change, moulting.] The shed horns of a deer.

In quot. 1663 used jocularly for horns .

&amp;lt;JI55
LELAND Itin. (1769) III. 55 Fisschar men hath

divers tymes taken up with theyr Nettes yn Torrebay Mu-
! sons of Hartes. 1663 KILLIGREW Parson s Wedd. v. iv. 154

We shall have that damn d Courtier pluck on his shooes

,

with the Parsons Musons.

Musoii, variant of MOISON Obs.

Musoola, obs. form of MASSOOLA(H.

Musophobist (miwz^-ft bist). noncc-wJ. [f.

j

Gr. fwvo-a. MUSE sb. 1 : see -PHOBIST.] One who

regards poetry with suspicious dislike.

1880 SWINBURNE Misc. (1886) 49 But.be it said with leave

of pur most illustrious Musophobist, they are equalled at

their best if not excelled [etc.].

Musoun, variant of MOISON Obs.

Musquash. (m skw?J). Forms : a. 7-8 mus

sascus; 0. 7 muskewashe, muskquash, muske

quashe, musquashes, musk-quass, musquass,

musquosh, 8 musk squash, 9 muskwash, 7-

musquash. [a. Abnaki mtiskwessu (Raster Abnaki

Diet. 1691) or the equivalent in other Algonkin

dialects; the form mussascus prob. belongs to the

I owhatan (Virginian) dialect.]

1. = MUSK-RAT i.

1614 CAPT. SMITH Virginia II. 27 A Mussascus is a beast

of the forme and nature of our water Rats, but many of

them smell exceedingly strongly of Muske. Ibid. 216 Mar

tins, Fitches, Musquassus.and diuers other sorts of Vermin

whose names I know not. 1633 tfcw Hampsli. Pro-j. Papers

(1867) I. 71, 2 otters and 4 musquosh. 1674 JOSSELYN Voy.

New Eng. 86 The Musquashes is a small Beast that lives

in shallow ponds. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. 471

Musquashes, and even Bevers, were not_
much regarded,

until the English, .encouraged the pursuit of them. 1773

Hist. Brit. Dam. in N. Amer.vn. iii. 135 The mussascus,

! a sort of water rat, that smells like musk. 1781 CREVECOSUR

\

Lett. 252 The casualties that generally happen either by
inundations or the musk squash. 1812 I. SMYTH Pract. of

Customs Mu) 221 Musquash, or Musk Rat. is a diminutive

of the Beaver, which is to be met with in North America.

1848 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 105 Musquash are their

principal food on these expeditions. 1872 SCHELE DE VERE
Americanisms yi\ In the Northern States it [the musk-rat]

is generally called Musquash, from its general Indian

designation.
2. The fur of the musquash.
1884 York Heralded Aug. 1/2 [advt.J Fur Capes, in all the

most Fashionable Furs, including. .Musquash. 1903 Westm.

Gaz. i7Sept.4/2 Musquash is a brown fur.

3. attrib. and Comb., as musquash fur, hole,

skin
; musquash house = musk-rat house ;

mus-



MUSQUAW.
quash poison, the plant Cicuia maculata (Britton

& Brown American Flora ; musquash root (sec

quots.) ; musquash sealskin, imitation sealskin

made from musquash ; musquash weed = musk-
rat weed (Britton & Brown).
1876 GOODE Anim, Resources U. S. 74 *Musquash fur

used in felting. 1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. i. xxiii,

I thought it was like Uncle Peleg s *musqua;&amp;gt;h hole, and
that no soul could ever find the bottom of. 1857 THOKEAU
Maine W. (1894) 283 What increased the resemblance was
one old *musquash house almost afloat. 1859 BARTLKTT
Diet, Amer.) *Mmqna$k root (Cicuta maculata), an um
belliferous plant and deadly poison. 1866 Trens. /&amp;gt;V/,,

Musi/uash root, an American name for Cicuta maculata ;

also Claytonia actitiflora. 1902 Wcstm. Gaz, 18 Dec. 4/2
One is really just as well off with the *musquash sealskin.

i8z8 Lights ^ Shades I. 211 Chattered with the broker
about &quot;musquash skins, ..and gum arabic.

Muaquatte, obs. form of MUSKET s&*

Musquaw (mzrsk\v). [Cree Indian.
The corresponding Odjibwa form is used by Longfellow

Hiaivatha ii, The
Mishe-AA&amp;gt;Xr7i&amp;gt;&amp;lt;*, He the Great Bear of

the mountain^. ]

An American name for the Black Bear.
1861 WOOD Nat. Hist. \. 397 The grisley Bear and the

Musquaw or Black Bear. 1902 Pearsoti s Mag. June 665
The American Musquaw bear.

Musquedine, var. MUSCADINE - Obs.

Musqueet, ? variant of MESQUITE.
1808 PIKE Sources Afississ. in. (1810) 272 Here commenced

the oak timber, it having been musqueet in general from
Saint Antonio.

Musque(e)to, -quit(t)o^e: see MOSQUITO.
Musquet, obs. form of MUSKET s61 and sb2

Muscjuetaire, variant of MOUSQUETAIRE.
Musquet;t)eer, -eir, -ier, obs. ff. MUSKETEER.

Musquet(t)oon, variant forms of MUSKETOON.
Musquosh, obs. form of MUSQUASH.
t Mil srol. Obs. Forms : 6 mouseroll, muz-

roule, 7 mus(e)role, mustroll, muzrole, 7-8
muse-roll, 7-9 musroll, 8 muss-rol, 8- musrol.

[a. F. muserolle, ad. It. musentola, f. mtiso muzzle.]
The nose-band of a bridle.

1551 T. WILSON Logike 76 There remaineth a wicked
inclination, the same must alwaies be brideled and kept in,
tven with the terror of the law, as though it were a mouse-
roll. 1589 Pappt iv. Hatclu-t in Lyly*$ IV ks. (1902) III. 410
Thou shall be broken as Prosper broke his horses, with a
muzroule, portmouth, and a martingall. 1609 BLUNDEVIL
Art of Riding nb, He praiseth much y Musroll, saying
that if y horse doe naturally keep his mouth close together,
that then it cannot hurt him. 1679 1 - KIRKE Mod. Ace.
Scot. 6 Their Bridles have not Bitts, but a kind of Musroll
of two pieces of wood. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 594
Martingale, . .a thong of leather, fastened to one end of the

girths under a horse s belly, and at the other end to the
muss-rol. 1853 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal II. 312 The
snaffle, .is derived from the old musrol or watering bit.

MUSS (m0s), j.l Obs. exc. dial, (see K. D. D.)
Also 6-7 musse. [Of obscure origin.
Cotgrave 1611 has the game called musse as one of the

senses of F. mottsche (now moiiche) lit. a fly. Although
inoucke is the name of more than one game (see Lit t re)

the sense scramble has not been shown to occur in Fr,,
and it is probable that Cotgrave s explanation was suggested
merely by the similarity of sound in the Eng. word.]
A game in which small objects are thrown down

to be scrambled for
;
a scramble. Also transf.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Kebatina^ scrambling, a musse,
a sudden skirmish. 1598 FLORIO, Busckctta.) a play at musse,
as children vse. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in. xiii. 91 When
I cried hoa, Like Boyes vnto a musse, Kings would start

forth, And cry, your will. 1623 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY
Spanish Gipsy n. (1653) 3, They l throw down Gold in

Musses. 1678 DRYDEN Prol. to Shadwelts True Widow 20
Bauble and cap no sooner are thrown down, But there s a
muss of more than half the town, a 1734 NORTH fcxawcti
it. iv. 149 (1740) 311 All this Business was but a confused
Muss of Oates and his Men falling foul upon one another.

MuSS^mvs),.?^ Nowrffo/. Also6mus,musse.
[Perh. a. OF. muse mouth, muzzle.] A playful
word for : Mouth. (See also E. D. D.)
a 1529 SKELTON P. Sparowe 362 Many a prety kusse Had

I of his swete musse. Sp. Parrot 270 Now kus me,
Parrot,.. Goddys blessyng lyght on thy swete lyttyll mus !

t MUSS, sb$ Obs. [Perh. the same word as

prec. : cf. the double sense of MUSKIN!.] A term
of endearment.

1598 FLORIO, Pupo, a pigsneye, a sweet-hart, a prettie
musse, a daintie mop [etc.]. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in
Hum. it. iii, Sweete hart will you come in to breakfast...!

pray thee (good Musse) we stay for you. . .What ayle you
sweet hart, are you not well, speake good Musse. Ibid.
v. i, Nay kisse me sweet musse.

MUSS (mzTs), sb. dial, and U.S. [App. an

onomatopoeic alteration of MESS sb.

Sense i may belong to Muss sb^
\ cf. quot. a 1734 under

that word.]
1. A disturbance, row.
1848 DURIVAGE Stray Subj. 138 You re eternally kicking

up a muss with somebody. 1857 BORTHWICK Three Yrs.

California 153, I got into a muss down at the store last

night,and was whipped. 1862 LOWELL BiglowP. Ser. n. iii. 61
When Satan sets himself to work to raise his very bes muss,
He scatters roun onscriptur l views relatin to Ones mus.
2. A state of untidiness; a muddle, mess.
1843 MRS. L. M. CHILD Lett.fr. N&amp;lt;nv York 129 (Bartlett)

My head aches
, said he ; they have put my mind and body

bothintoaconfounded muss 1

. 1870 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls
vi. (1874) 128 That is the difference between work and
muss. 1890 Anthonys Plioiogr. Bull. III. 177 He has re-

789

ceivetl many a lecture from his much enduring wife, for the

awful muss which he has made.

t Muss, v.l 06s. In 7 musse. [ad. L. nuts-

sdre.] intr. To mutter or murmur indistinctly.
1645 PAGITT Hercsiogr. (1661) 86 They dare not so much

as whisper or as much as musse against it.

Muss (ms), v.~ dial, and U.S. [f. McssjiM]
1. trans. To make untidy ;

to crumple, to ruffle
;

to smear, mess
;
to entangle, confuse. Also with up.

a 1850 Dttiu s Serin. I. 151 (Hartlelt) See that beautiful

girl [the morning after a ball]; her hair mussed and mossy,
except what lies in the bureau. 1856 W. T. SHERMAN in

Century Mag. Dec. (1891) 297 The mayor, .. a large, good
man, but as usual so mussed up and involved in old business
that he could do nothing. 1865 MKS. WHITNEY Gay-.vcrlhys
129, 1 don t like bran-new things. I want my dress to be
mussed a little. 1876 HOLLAND Scv. Oaks xxi. 304 O don t !

Mr. Fenton
; you ll mu^s her hair. 1893 SALTUS Miida.ni

Sapphira. 61 There, don t muss me up.
2. intr. To busy oneself in a confused, unme

thodical, and ineffective manner. MUDDLE v. 6.

1876 BKSANT & RICE Gold. Buttcrjly x, I might meddle
and muss till 1 busted up the whole concern,

Mussak, valiant of Ml ssi CK.

II Mussal (^mosai). Anglo-Indian. Alsomosaul,

mu8(s)aul, mushal. [Urdu (Arabic) Jjui*
ina&quot;&al.&quot;\

A torch. Also, a torch-bearer, MUS
SALCHEE.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. fmiia ff / . 34 The Duties march like

Furies, with their lighted Mussals in their hands. 1751
in Hedges* ZVaryfHakl.) II. Iz Oil 2 rs. Mussaul i,,8. 1810
T. WILLIAMSON E. India. Vadc Af. I. 219 The mo^aul, or

flambeau, consists of old rags, wrapped very closely round
a small stick. 1852 Life Uontbay 23 The Musaul, or lamp
lighter. 1872 E. BKADDON Life in India v. 161 The mussal
is invariably carried so that we get the full benefit of the

glare and smell.

II Mussalcliee (mpsa-UjV). Anglo-Indian.
Forms: 7 massalgee, mossalagee, 8 mossoljee,
mussaulche

, 9 massaulchee , mosaulohy, musal-
ohe .e, mushalchee, musaalgee, 9- mussalchee.

[Urdu ;
f. inast-al MUSSAL with Turkish suffix.]

A torch-bearer.
1610 FINCH in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 432 He always

had in seruice hue hundred Ma^sal^ets. 1751 in Hedges
Diary (Hakl.) II. n Servants Wages. 8 Frosses n.
6 Mussaulches 12. i Barber 3, ,4, ,9. 1793 HODGKS
Trnl . India

17 With two additional men or boys, to carry
baggage and lights in the night, called mossoljees. c 1803
MKS. SHERWOOD in Life xvi. (1847) 278 A Mussalchee

;
his

business is to wash dishes, carry a lantern, and, in fact, wait

upon the Kitmutghaur. 1810 T. WILLIAMSON E. India
I ade M. \. 218 Few mosaulchies are allowed more than
five rupees monthly. 1839 MALCOM Trav. (1840) 20/1 One
cooley to carry the baggage, and a musaiche. 1907 Blackw.
Mag. Sept. 423/1 Each carriage was met, as night fell, by
mussalchees or torchbearers.

Mussalman, -mone, obs. ft. MUSSULMAN.
Mussascus, obs. form of MUSQUASH.
Mussaul, variant of MUSSAL.
Mussel (m s l), sb. Forms : i muscelle,

muscle, musle, muexle, muxle, 4-6 muscule,
4-7 muskle, 4-9 muscle, 5 moscle, moscolle,
moskyll, muschyl, muskele,muskyl,musselle,
musshell, mustul, (//. mwskollz), 5-6 mus-
cul(l, muskyll(e, 5-7 muskel, 6 rauskil, mus-
sil(le, 7 (mistle), mussell, mustell, 8 muscel,
7- mussel. [OE. muscle, etc., wk. fern., corresp.
to MLG. mussel, MDu. mosscele (Du. mossel],
OHG. muscula(M.\\(*,.muschele, mod.G.miisc/iet),
a. lateL. muscula (also aiusla, whence F. mottle),
altered form of L. musculus dim. of mils mouse.]
1. A bivalve mollusc belonging to either of the

two families Mytilacea (Sea Mussels) and
Unionacea (Fresh-water Mussels).
Horse mussel: see HORSE sb. Pearl mussel: see PEARL.

iooo ^LFRIC Cclloq. in Wr.-Wiilcker 94/13 Muslan,
musculas. c 1050 Voc. ibid. 447/38 Muscuhts t n\uscle. 1307-8
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 4 In muscles emptis in villa.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. v. 131 (Camb. MS.) As oystrys i

and musculis and other swiche shelle fyssh of the see. 1387-8
T. USK Test. Love n. xii. (Skeat) 1. 32 Thilke Margarite
thou desirest, was closed in a muskle, with a blewe shell.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. x. 94 A ferthyng.worth of muscles :

Were a feste for suche folke. c 1410 Liter Cocorum (1862)
46 Fyrst sethe thy mustuls. 1485 Cely Papers (Camden)
178 Item pd for brede & mwskollz for the schype iiij*

1
. a 1529

SKELTON E. Rttmmyng 556 Garnyshed was her snout Wyth
here and there a puscull, Lyke to a scabbyd muscull. 1555
EDEN Decades 93 Sea musculs are engendred of such
quantitie, that many of them are as brode as buckelers.

\

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 120 The Ryver muskles
are not for meate. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 463 Thy food ,

shall be The fresh-brooke Mussels. 1661 J. CHILDREY Brit.
;

Baconica. i74The Pearl-bearing Musklesare found upon this i

shore. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 173 Here are a great I

many Perewincles and Muscles. 1740 JOHNSONSirF. Drake
\

Wks. IV. 434 The shell of a muscle of prodigious size. 1806
Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 547 In the Dovan there are some- ;

times found mussels containing small pearls. 1810 LAMB !

Lei. to B. Montagu 12 July, How much more dignified :

leisure hath a mussel glued to his unpassable rocky limit
two inch square ! 1875 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol.

(1883) 107 Under the name of Fresh-water Mussel two
|

distinct kinds of animals, .are included; namely, the A 0-
dontu and two or three kinds of Unio.
2. A fossil bivalve shell found in ironstone bands

in coal. See mussel band.
834-5 J- PHILLIPS Gtol. in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 592/1

Coals . . with bands of muscles *.

!

MUSSEL PLUM.

3. = MUSSEL PLUM.
1718 MKS. EALKS Receipts 29 They will blue as well as

the Muscles and better than the black Pear-Plum.-.

4. attrib. and Comb., as mussel dredge, extract^

gatherer; gathering^ monger, poisoning, sauce,

soup, \ taker \
mussel band Geol, (see quot. 1883 ;

mussel-bank, -bed. a layer of mussels at trie

bottom of the sea; mussel bind mussel band
;

t mussel boat, ? a mussel-shell used by children as

a toy bont
;
mussel crab, a pea-crab {Pinnotheres

maculatus}) dwelling as a messmate within the shell

of the edible mussel (Funk s StandardDiet. 1895);
mussel cracker (see quot.) ;

mussel digger
f .S.j (rt) a name for the California grey whale;
(&) a machine for digging mussel mud Funk-;
mussel duck, the scaup duck, Fuligula marilti\
mussel eater, (a) one who is in the habit of eating

mussels; () U.S. the buffalo perch, Afhdinott^
gmnnienS) of the Mississippi valley (Cent. Did.

1890) ;
mussel farm, a place set apart for breeding

mussels; mussel man, one who gathers mussel;*;

mussel mud, mud abounding in mussels ; mussel
pecker, picker, the oyster catcher, If&niatopHs

ostralegus ;
mussel rake, a rake used for gathering

mussels ; fmussel rock, ? a rock containing fossil

mussel-shells; mussel scale, nn insect having the-

shape of a small mussel-shell, which attacks the

bark of apple-trees ;
mussel scalp, a mussel-bed

;

f mussel stone, a fossil mussel-shell.

1834-5 J- PHILLIPS t7ft?/. in Encycl. Metrop, VI. 590/1 Iron

stone courses are most plentiful in the middle and lower

part, where also lie the *muscle bands 1
. 1883 ORESLEY

Coal Mining Gfoss., J/w.r.Si-/ band, a bed of clay ironstone

containing fossil bivalve shells, anthracosia, &c. 1634 \V.

WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 47 The Hay.. will be all

fiatts for two miles together, upon which is great store &amp;lt;jf

*Musclc-l)ancke-^, and Chun buncks. 774 GOLDSM. Xat.
IHst. VII. 47 It requires a year for the peopling a *inuMj]t:-

bed. 1869 G. C. SCOTT I1 isking in Ai ier. Waters
&amp;lt;jo

At.

the right time of tide, the locations of the musseUljeds aic

plainly
indicated. 1854 F . C. BAKKWKLL 6v&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/. 34. Argil

laceous layers, containing numerous shells of fresh-water
muscles, called by I he miners &quot;Muscle-bind . a 1590 Mart-,
tt it

&amp;lt;y

ll isd. ii. iShaks. Soc.) 13 So we ware bolh put iut-j

a &quot;mus.sellbote, And came saling in a MJWCS yea re ouer se;i

into Kent. 1612 K. DABORNK C/tr. tnrnd Tttrkc 353 Poure
fishers brat, that neuer didst aspire Aboue a musle boat.

1845 Zoologist III. 1171 H&inatopas PStralcgns, Vulgarly
termed by the Hartlepool fishermen *mussel-cracker. 1860
Alcrc. Marine Mag. VII, 213 It bein^ diffitult to capture
them, they have a variety of names among whalemen, a&amp;gt;. .

Muscle-digger \ Hard-head ,&c. 1883 Fisheries F,xhit&amp;gt;.

Catal. 13
* Mussel Dredge. 1864 ATKINSON Frovittc. Names

Binis, *Mussel Duck.. .Scaup Duck. Fnlignla inariUi.

1886 CicntL Mag. Apr. 407 Once or twice in a lifetime, the

*mussel-eater is
* musseled

,
i. e. poisoned more or lt&amp;gt;-i

dangerously. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Mni. VIII. 492 After

the intravascular injection of peptone or leech-extract, or
crab or *mussel-extract. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner
Agric. (186^) 320 A *muscle farm near Kocbtlle has been

cultivated, it is claimed, for hundreds of years. 1884 Har
per s Mug- Nov. 842/1 The gay idlers.. don the costume of
the *mussel-gatherer. 1862 Chainb. Encycl. IV. 516/2 In
the river Earn. .*muscle-gathering is quite a trade. 1459
Maldon (Essex) Court-Rolls Hundle 34. No. 3, Johanne-,
Morell, *muskylman. 1553 HULOET, Muskleman, con

chyta. 1623 FLETCHER Rule a Wife iv. i, Here s a
chaine of whitings eyes for pearles, A *mussellmonger
would have made a better. 1791 HUUDESFOKD Salmag,
in Musclemongers and oyster men, crimps, and coal-

heavers. 1774 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 18 Hut I long
more still to see the procuring more sea-weed, and &quot;muscle

mud, arid sand, etc. 1885 SWAINSON Proi&amp;gt;. Names Birds
188

*Mussel pecker. 1889 H. SAUNDERS Man. 543 A common
name [for the Oyster-catcher] is Sea Pie

1

..another equally
appropriate term being *Mussel-picker . 1899 Allbutt s

Syst. Med. VIII. 494 Urticaria is occasionally symptomatic
of grave conditions, such as *mussell poisoning, infective

fevers [etc,]. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 293 A &quot;Mussel

rake. 1681 GREW Mnsseum nr. i. L 265 A Piece of white
*Muscle-Rock. Musculttes Saxitm. 1747 MRS. CLASSIC

Cookery ix. 88 &quot;Muscle-Sauce made thus is very good.
1853 Zoologist XI. 3862 With an especial reference to the
* *mussel-scale of the apple. 1552 HuLOET. *M^uskleskalp.
1593 Minutes of Culross Council^ To be given to George
Bruer for the ancarage and mussel-scalp. 1879 H. STEVES-
SON in R. Lubbock Fauna Norf. Mem. 15 The sandy flatr,

and mussel-scalps of that portion of the coast. 1896 J. H.
CRAWFORD Wild Life Scotl, 271 The punt lingered opposite
the mud flats, or mussel-scaups exposed by the tide. 1771
MRS. HAYWOOD New Present 39*Mussel Soup. 1681 GREW
Musaeum\\\. 1. 1.264 The *Muscle-Stone. Musculites. ^1515
Cocke LorelCs B. 5 Steuen mesyll moutbe *muskyll taker.

Mussel (rmrs l), v.
[f. MUSSEL sb] In

passive : To be poisoned by eating mussels.

1857 DUNGLISON Diet. Med. s. v. Mytilus editlis^ One
affected with such phenomena is said, occasionally, to be
musselled. 1886 Gentl, Mag. Apr. 407 Once or twice in a
lifetime, the mussel-eater is musseled

,
i. e. poisoned more

or less dangerously.

Mussel(e, -lie, obs. forms of MOKSEL.

Mussel(l, obs. forms of MUZZLE.
Musselege, obs. form of MUCILAGE.
Musselim, variant of MUSELLIM.

Musselin, -olin, obs. forms of MUSLIN.

Musselman(n, obs. forms of MUSSULMAN.
Mussel plum. [Named from its resemblance

in shape and colour to a mussel-shell.] A dark

purple variety of plum. Also attrib* in mussel-

plum cheese.



MUSSEL-SHELL.

1626 BACON Sylva 509 The Muscle-Plunnne,the Damasin
Pluimne[etc.]. 1637 AubTts Fruit Trees (ed. 2)57, 1 esteeme
the Musile Plum one of the best. 1676 WORUDGE Cyder
(1691) 220 The Muscle-plum one of the best of plums. 1729
LANGLEY Pomona 89 The Hruxel Apricot.. is best propa
gated on the Muscle-Plumb Stock. 1808 MRS. RUNDELL
Dom. Cookery (1824) 313 Mussel-plum Cheese. 1881 En-

eye/. Brit. XII. 275/2 The Mussel, Brussels, St. Julien, and
Pear plums.

MlTSSel-shell. The shell of a mussel.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. 863 Conca^ musclan seel. 1387-8 T.

USK Test, Lore in. i. (Skeat) 1. 45 On the see sides in the

more Britain in muskle shelles of the heuenly dewe the best

ben engendred. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. i. iv. (1886) &amp;lt;

S They can saile in an egge shell, a cockle or muscle shell.

1681 GREW MNSXUIH i. vi. ii. 148 The Natives of Brasile use

Muscle-shells for Spoons and Knives. 1707 Curios, in Hifsb.

&amp;lt;y

Card. 312 As thin as a Muscle-Shell. i&agG/oversffist. .

Derby I. 95 A stratum of muscle shells. 1873 BROWNING
Red Cott, Xe.-cap 34 Granite and muscle-shell are ground
alike To glittering paste.

b. nonet-use. One who gapes like a mussel-shell.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IT. iv. v. 29 Simp. Pray you Sir.was t

not the Wise-woman of Brainford? Fat. I marry was it

(Mussel-shell) what \\ould you with her?

tMlTSser. Obs. [If not a misprint for miisset, \

prob. f. musse MEUSE + -ER 1
.]

= MUSET.
1611 BARREY Ram Alley n. i. C 2, We can finde .. the

niU isers, formes and holes, You yong men vse.

Musshell, mussil, obs. forms of MUSSEL.

Mussiek, variant of MUSSUCK.

Mussilage, obs. form of MUCILAGE.

Muasilman, obs. form of MUSSULMAN.
Mussit, dial, form of MuSET.

t Mu Ssitaiit, (t. Ol&amp;gt;s. [a. L. niussilanl-eni^

pr. pple. of mussitare : see next.] Speaking in an

undertone
; muttering, murmuring.

1681 [see MURMURANT].
t Mussitate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. mussi-

(are, freq. of mussdre to mutter.] intr. To mutter.
1626 MiNSHHU Duct ir (ed. 2) 484 To I^Iussitatc^ or mutter

betweene the teeth. 1653 GAULE Magastrotn. 59 It did still

muscitate [sic] in daik corners. 1721 BAILEY, To mussitatc,
to mutter often.

Milssitation (mtfsuv -Jan). [acl. late L. mtes-

sitatwn-eni, n. of action f. mitssitare : see prec.]

Muttering; murmuring.
1649 ROBERTS Claris Bill. 443 tnarg., A mussitation, ur

low prayer. 1734 A. YOUNG Idol. Corrupt. II. 144 The
Murmur, or Mussitation, which Liquor makes that is pent up
in a Bottle. 1891 Syd. Si&amp;gt;c. Lex.

t
]\Inssitation

t
..^\\.\\.^r-

ing ;
a morbid symptom consisting in movement of the lips

of the sick without the production of sound or of articulate

sounds, or a muttering with a very low voice.

Mussite (rmrssit). Min. [Named by Bon-

voisin in 1806 from the Alussa Alp, Tyrol, its

locality : see -ITK.] Obs. synonym of diopside.
1819 BAKEWELL Introd. Min. 304 Diopside, Mus^ite and

Alallte, are names given to certain minerals found in the

plain of Mussa, and at Ala in Piedmont. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 4,6/1.

Mussleman, variant of MUSSULMAN.

Mussoey, mussoi, variant forms of MASSOY.

Mussoola(h., variant forms of MASOOLA(H.
MuBS-rol, variant of MUSKOL.

II Mussuck (mo-szJk). Anglo-Indian. Forms :

7 mussocke, 9 musak, (? corruptly) muskatt,
mussak, mussiek, mussoch, mussuck, musuk.

[Hindi ma$ak.] A leather water-bag ; usually, one

made of the whole skin of a goat.
1610 FINCH in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 427 A Mussocke

of water being sold for a Rupia. 1802 Misc. Ess. in Ann.
Keg. 814/1 Ihe troops from India brought Muskatts or

leather bags to contain the water in. 1840 A. ABBOTT in

C. R. Low Afghan /Kr(i879) J 33 At Kooner I had a raft

of fifty mussucks
, very badly put together and with

scarcely any timber on it. 1867 A. L. AUAMS Wand, Nat.
India 59 When the cooling effects of a mussiek of water re

freshed us for our breakfast.

attrib, 1895 Westm. Gtt2. 15 May 3/1 In the meantime
Mussoch rafts, i.e., rafts supported by inflated goats skins,
were improvised to transport men from one bank to the

other, worked by native boatmen.

Mussulage, variant of MUSCULAGE.
Mussulah, variant of MASSOOLA(H.
Mussulman (m

I

slmen), sb. and a. Forms :

6, 9 muselman, 7 moussiliman, mulsulman,
muscelman, musilman, musleman, mussal-

man,mussalmone, muesilmaiij 7-9 musalman,
musselman, mussleman, musulman, 9 moosul-

nian, musselmann, raussulmaun, 7- mussul-
man. pi. -mans. Catachrestic pi. 7-9 -men. [a.

Pers. ..jUL** imisulmati) primarily an adj. f. Pers.

(a. Arab.) Jl*** muslim: see MOSLEM. Cf.med.L.

musulmanus (Aragon, 1 2th c.), F. musulman (fern.

-a/0, Sp. musulman, -mano, Pg. musulmao
t

It.

musulmanO) G. muselmann.]
A. sb. A Mohammedan.

is a lurkisn priest [etc.], 1585 1. WASHINGTON tr. Nicho-

lay s Voy. n. xxi. 59 No Muselmans shall enter into their

Mosques, without they be first wel washed and purified.

1615 BEDWELL Afoftaw. Imp. i. 9 The Mussulmans.. do
exercise themselues in feats of arines. 1631 LITHGOW Trai&amp;gt;.

v. 206 They call themselues Musilmans, to wit, good be-

leeuers. 1653 H. COCAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xv, 51 Saying

790

that it was not lawful for any to enjoy the blessings of God,
but the holy and just Moussilimans, such as they were.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2237/1 The Caimacan to raise money
for the War, had sent to all the rich Musselmen. 1788
GIBBON Decl. $ F. \. V. 212 Prayer, fasting, and alms, are

the religious duties of a Musulman. 1800 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 76 There are 4 musselmenn upon the

island of Serringapatan. 1888 Ai,LNUTTOz;/&amp;gt;r. Univ.Serm.

15 Mar. Catnbr. Rev. p. Ixii, We have only to look at the

character of the prayers which every pious Musalman daily

offers up.
B. adj. Of or pertaining to Mussulmans.

1684 tr. Tavernier s Trav. II. 46 If it [Persia] were..

really sensible of Piety and the Musal-Man Faith. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India y P. 91 Here are a sort of bold, lusty,

and most an end, drunken Beggars, of the Musslemen Cast.

1788 GIBBON Decl. fy F. 1. V. 212 The gravest of the Musul-
,

man doctors imitate the modesty of their master. 1817

BYRON
Bef&amp;gt;po Ixxxi, Less in the Mussulman than Christian

way. 1883 F. DAY Indian Fish 17 A Mussalman tribe,

composed of immigrants from Arabia.

Hence Mussulma iiic, t Mu ssulmanish adjs.
= MUSSULMAX a.

;
Mirssulmanism (now rare},

Mohammedanism ; ||
Mussulmanlik [Turkish

musulmanlik], the Mussulman faith, Islam
;

t Mirssulmanlike a,, Mohammedan ;
Mxrssul-

manly adv. (rare ), in the manner of Mussul

mans (Craig 1849; ; f Mussulmans Anglo-Indian

[cf. Moons], the Urdu language.
J599 HAKLUYT I oy. II. 159 As well in. .Constantinople,

as in other places of your Musulmanlike Empire. 1625
PURCHAS Pilgrims II. ix. xv. 1610 From that time the

Mussulmanlick began ne, that is, the true Beliefe. 1638 Si K

T. HUKBKRT Trai&amp;gt;. (ed. 2} 272 Hee dyed Anno Domini 273,

and before the Hegira or Mussulmamsh accompt 347. 1731
BAILEY vol. II. (ed. 2), Mussulmanism, Mnhontctanisut. 1767

J.RENNELL^/.S .Z.f/ . in Yule 448/1 But the politest Language
is the Moors or Mussulmans and Persian. 1800 Chron. in

Asiat, Ann. Reg. 53 72 The leupard, with a true Mussul-

nianic aversion far swine s flesh, rather avoided this animal.

// /V/., Misc. Tr. 123/2 Several of the Mussulmans assert

that Ally was the first person who embraced Mussulmanism.

1865 Morn. Star 6 Mar., Rare as are conversions from Mus-
.sulmanism lo Christianity,.. yet fewer still are the instances

in which the proselytes to either faith are women. 1900
Dundee Advert. 29 Nov. 4 Mussulmanic theology.

t Mussulmin, repr. Arab, muslinnn pi. (See

MOSLEM.)
1679 L. AUDI SON \st St. Mahumedism 96 The Musulnun

are very metaphorical in expressing themselves in the descrip
tion of their Faith, ll id, 97.

Iffussillwoman (mzrs^lwumaen). Humorous.
A female Mussulman. Hence MuBBulwomanlsha,
1668 DRYDEN Even. Love \\\. i, *Jac. A Mussulman, at

your service. Wild. A Musselwoman, say you? 1817 BYROS
Btppo Ixxvii, The poor dear Mussulwomen whom I mention.

1840 Hoou Kilmanseggi H*cr Fancy 5**//xxiv, And Lady
K. nid-nodded her head, Lapp d in a turban fancy-bred,. .

Some Mussul-womanish mystery. 1854 Tali s Mag. XXI.
136 Amidst the shrieks of the terrified Mussulwoman.

Mussy (mo-si), a. U.S. [f.
Muss sb + -Y.]

Untidy, rumpled, tousled. Hence Mu ssiuess.

1859 BARTLKIT Diit. Amer., Mussy. i. Disarranged, dis

ordered, tumbled ;. .2. . .Smeary, dirty, nasty. 1869 N. V.

Independent 25 Mar. (Cent.), A general appearance of mussi-

ness, characteristic of the man. 1873 W. S. MAYO Never
Again viii. 101 A warm but somewhat mussy victorine of
cat-skin that encircled her neck. 1896 Peterson Mag. VI.

330/2 A trunkful of limp, mussy, bedraggled gowns.

Musay, obs. variant of MUZZY a,

Must (myst), j.l Also 3-4, 9 most, 4-7
muste, 5 moste, 7 moust. [ad. I&amp;gt;. must-urn^

orig. neut. (sc. vinuni) of inustus adj., new, fresh.

Cf. OHG. (MHG. and mod.G.) most, OF. moust

(F. motif}, Sp., Pg., It. mosto.]
1. New wine

;
the juice of the grape either unfer-

mented or before the fermentation is completed.
Also new must.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. v. 2 Ne meaht Jni win wringan

on mide winter, beah c-e wel lyste wearmes mustes. c 1205
LAY. 8723 Nes J?er neouber win ne must [c 1275 most], a 1300
Cursor M. 18968 Drunken,

1

bai said, o must ar bai. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 368 May no drynke me moiste ne
my thruste slake, Tyl be vendage falle in be vale of iose-

pliath, pat I drynke ri^te ripe must [MS. A , most : 1393
C. text most] rcsnreccio inortuorum. 1481 CAXTON Afyrr.
n. x. 89 The clustres of grapes ben so grete and so full of
Muste that [etc.]. 1548 UDALL Krasm. Par. Luke v. 73
Will put newe muste into old bottelles. 1671 MILTON / . A .

J

iv. 16 Or as a swarm of flies in vintage time, About the

wine-press where sweet moust is pour d, Beat off, returns
1

as oft with humming sound. 1677 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery^s
i Course Chem. 246 Wine is nothing else but the Muste, or
1

J uyce of ripe Grapes, whose Spirituous parts are disingaged,
and set at liberty in the Fermentation. 1775 R. CHANDLER

! Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 213 We stopped at Mersenet..
which afforded us a dish of boiled wheat, and some must of
wine. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. iii. (1814) 130 When
this juice [of the grape], or must, as it is commonly called is

exposed to the temperature of about 70, the fermentation
begins. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece (1898) I. xi. 210
Men.. are treading the red must into vats and tuns.

pi. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 150 As touching Musts or new
wines. 1634 R. H. Salemes Regim. 73 Inconveniences
that breed by drinking of new Wine or Musts. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 23 Jan. 7/1 Musts which twenty years ago readily
sold for from 80 to 90 pesetas per hectolitre now sell for 13
or 14 pesetas.

b, transf. and_/rg&quot;.

1563 MAN Musculus Coinmonpl. 153 Els the Jewes might
haue with good reason preferred the old wine of Moses lawe,
aboue the new must of the doctrine of Christ. 1656 BLOUNT
Glassogr.^ Afust,., any thing fresh or new. 1850 NEALK
Med. ffymns(\%6f) 115 From the Cross s pole of glory Flows

MUST.

the must of ancient story In the Church s \vinevat stored.

1865 S\\ INBURNE Rococo 40 The blood red must of pain.

t C. In (the) must, on the must : said of wine
while still in process of fermentation. Alsoyfj. Obs.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Hclthe \. 13 b, Wyne in muste or

sowre. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. n. 16 Rhenish wine in the

muste. 1634 MASSINGER Very Woman in. v, Tis wine; I

sure tis wine ! excellent strong wine ! I th must I take it.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1662) i. 8 Which hath made his

Holynesse the more cautious, to canonize nonewhilest their

memories are on the Must, immediately after their Deaths.
a 1700 DRVDEN Baucis

&amp;lt;y

Philemon in The Wine. .Still

working in the Must, and lately press d.

f2. a. Any juice or liquor undergoing or prepared
for undergoing alcoholic fermentation. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Song Sol. viii. 2, 1 shal }yue thee drinken
of spiced win, and of the must of my poumgarnetes [Vulg.
tnust tnt malon:m\ 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder i. 5 The Must,
of pallid Hue, declares the Soil Devoid of Spirit.

b. dial. The pulp of apples or pears after the

juice has been pressed out in making cider or perry.
1670 in E-. dyns Pomona, etc. (ed. 2) 63 To preserve the

Musi (which is the bruised Fruit) from straining through
the Crib when they apply the Skrews. 1794 J. CLARK
Agric. Hertf. 40 Drawing the stone on its edi^e . . over the

fruit in the trough, until it is reduced into a kind of paste,

provincially mnst. 1897 Ei csham Jrnl. 16 Jan. (E.D.D.),
There can be no doubt about the must being highly accept
able in a winter of food scarcity [for cattle].

e. The pulp of potatoes prepared for fermenta

tion (Cent. Diet. 1890).

\ 3. A variety of cider-apple. Obs.

1664 BEALE in Evelyn Pomona, etc. 26 We should prefer a

peculiar Cider-fruit, which in Herefordshire are generally
called Musts; (both the Apple and the Liquor and the

Pulpe together in the contusion) as from the Latine ilustum.

1707 MORTIMER Ihtsb. (1721) II. 327 The best sorts [of

npples] for Cyder are found to be the Kedstreak, the While

Must, the Green Must [etc.]. 1764 Museum Rust. II. x. 37.

4. attrib., as must-maker, -making, -tub, -tun,

-vat; f must-month, September.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. iv. Coluinnes 404 In

Must-Month [orig. au jnois donnc-vin}, the Beam Stands

equi-poiz d in equi-poizing them \sc. day and night]. 1853
URE Diet. Arts I. 700 A little red precipitate of mercury,
when added to the must-tun, stopped the fermentation. 1862

M. 11. EDWARDS John 4- /, I. xii. 254 Cider or most making.
IHJ. 255 John looked at the geese-stuffers I at the most
makers. 1870 A uciioiieer s Catal. in Miss Jackson Sliropsh.
1! eni-l k., Must-tub. [ The tub into which the apple-pulp
is put, in the process of cider-making. ]

tMust, sl&amp;gt;2 Sc. O/ S. Forms: 5 moist, 6-7

muist, 6, 9 must. [a. OF. must (1510 c. in ponnnc
&amp;lt;&OTH.tf must-ball), var. of muse MUSK.] a. Musk;

,

also attrib. in must-ball, -box. b. (See quot. 1808.)

1488 In- . K. \\ ardrote (1815) 5 Item, twa tuthpikis of

; gold, with a chenye, a perle & erepike, a moist ball of gold

I etc.]. 1513 DOUGLAS sEntis XII. Prol. 148 Must, myr, aloes,
1

or confectioun. a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Flyting 15 Thy smell

i was sa fell, and stronger than muist. a 1693 M. BRUCE
Good A ews Evil T. (1708) 68, I carry a little Muist-box

(which is the Word of God) in my Bosom, and when 1 meet

with the ill Air of ill company, that s like to gar me Swarf,
I besmell my self with the sweet savour of it. 1808 JAMIE-

i SON, Must, an old term, applied by the vulgar to hair-

powder, or flour used for this purpose. S. Perhaps it might

anciently receive this name as being scented with musk,
S. must. 1843 M. A. RICHARDSON Local Hist. Talle-bk.

VI. 272 Their necks deep-pierc d, with must abound.

Must (mcst), sb.3 [? Back-formation from

MUSTY a. : cf. MUST v.] Mustiness; mould.
1602 WARNER Alt. Eng. xin. Ixxviii. (1612) 322 By Rot,

Must, Sowernes, Fruits, Corne, Wine good-Quallities forgo.

1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Card. I. 88 A kind of

Cellar, which is never without some Taste of Must. 1743
Lo iri. A&amp;gt; Country Brnv. iv. (ed. 2) 261 Water naturally breeds

a Must, which is a Sort of Mushroom. 1778 [W. MAR
SHALL] Minutes Agric. 15 July an. 1777, 1 am in hopes that

it will act as an antiputrescent, and preserve it from mould

and must. 1827 HOOD Ode to Melanclwly 116 Like the

sweet blossoms of the May, Whose fragrance ends in must.

1852 H. MAYHEW in Visct. Ingcstre Meliora Ser. i. 279
There was a smell of must and dry rot that told of damp and

imperfect ventilation. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit n. x, The gloom
.-UK! must and dust of the whole tenement were secret. 1867

J. HOGG Microsc. n. L 298 From this stage it readily passes

to that of must and mildew. 1897 Literature ii Dec. 233/2

His notes, .savour of dryness and must.

ft 633 P- FLETCHER Purple Isl. viii. xxxii, Such was his

minde, tainted with idle must. 1869 LYNCH Ch. H State 23

If you defile by the dust and must and rust of time the

I holiest pages of the Bible.

Must, i/ .
4 The verb MUST used for the nonce

as a noun in obvious applications.
1603 DEKKER, etc. Grissil iv. ii, Must is for kings, And

low obedience for low underlines. 1611 BEAUM. S: FL. King
* no King iv. iii, i Siu. I, this must be granted. 2 Sw.
Still this must! i Sw. I say this must be granted. 2 Sn:

I, give me the must again, brother, you palter. 1616 B.

JONSON Devil ax Ass ill. iii. 209 Mer. You must. Eve.

Must I? Doe you your musts, Sir, I ll doe mine. 1736 AINS-

WORTH Lat. Diet. s.v. Away, Away with this musl, au/cr
tnihi oportet. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 680

There is no must in the case, but they may and ought to be

forborne. 187* GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. in. xxiii, In uttering

these three terrible musts, Klesmer lifted up three long

fingers in succession. 1885 Pall Mall C. 17 Jan. i/i The
absolute Must of Duty and of Right.

t Must, a.1 Obs. rare. Forms : 5 moste, 6

must. [ad. L. (vinum) must-urn : see MUST s/&amp;gt;.

1
]

Of wine : New, unfermented.
c 1440 Cesta Rom. xxi. 337 (Cambr. MS.) Gyfme A draught

of thi wyne moste. 1559 MORWYNG Evonym. 383 Siething
the medicines with the wyne whyle it is must and new.
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t Must, fl.
2 rare- 1

, [Cf. Mt STY
a.&quot;]

?Sour.

1547 BOOKOK Brev. Health ccclxxxi. 122 His stomake is

turned and must, or els is redy to perbreake or to vomyt.

Must(nu st), rt.3and.sA5 Alsomusth^moost).
[a. Urdu mast, a. Pers. mast lit.

* intoxicated *.]

A. otf/. Applied to male animals, as elephants and

camels, in a state of dangerous frenzy to which they
are subject at irregular intervals. Phr. to go must.

1871 FORSYTH Highl. India 287 She is not subject to the

danger of becoming must* and uncontrollable, as male

elephants do periodically after a certain age. 1886 KIPLING

Departm. Ditties (1899) 31 That Commissariat elephant had

suddenly gone tnnsth. 1893 MRS. B. M. CROKEK Village
Talcs (1896) 89 A must elephant.

treuisf. 1893 Sat. Rev. 2 Dec. 611 Mr. Labouchere went
must on the Matabele business,

B. sb.

1. The condition or state of being
{ must .

1878 J. GIBSON in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 124/1 An elephant
in must ,

as this frenzied condition is termed, is regarded
as the most dangerous of animals. 1901 Wide World Mag.
VIII. 194/1 A huge, tuskless elephant, in a state of must or

periodical madness.
attrib. 1882 Times Law AV/. 8 Mar., After Elephants

arrived at the age of 21 they became dangerous at certain

seasons, called Must or Moost Season . 1890 IJAKEK

Wild Beasts I. 46 The approach of the &quot;must* period is

. .perceived by a peculiar exudation of an oily nature.

2. { An elephant in must*. In recent Diets.

Must (ittPBt), V.I Forms: I moste, 2-6 moste,
muste, 3-6 most, 4 mast, 5 moost, 6 Sc. moist,
3- must. 2nd sing, i mostes, mostest, 2-3
mostes, 2-5 mostsst, 5 mustest, 5- must. Plural
i mostan, -on, -un, 4-5 moston, 3-5 mosten,
4-5 mostyn, mustyn, 6 musten, 3-5 most(e, 3-
must. [OE. moste

t pi. moston. subj. mosten, pa, t.

of mot pret.-pres., MOTE i 1

.] An auxiliary of

predication, followed by the infinitive (without to}.

f I. The past tense of MOTE v. Obs.

\. In the sense of MOTE v. i, expressing permis
sion or possibility. a. Past ind. = might, was
able or permitted to, could. Chiefly with negative

expressed or implied.
Beowulf 3100 penden he burhwelan brucan moste. ciooo

jtLFRic Gram. xliv. (Z.) 264 Tibi lienit 6u mostest. i 1175
Lamb, Horn. 9 &amp;gt;ef

bu sungedest toward bine drihtene and
me hit mlhte witen, nou^er gold ne seoluer no moste gan
for be. c 1115 Ancr. R. 260 Of al be brode eor5e ne moste
he habben a grot, forte deien uppon. c 1275 XI Pains of
Hell 190 in O. E. Misc. 152 For heo nolden beon isch riven
Pe hwile bat hi mosten lyuen. CIZQO.Y. Eng. Leg. I. 352/243
po bis bodi ne moste beo ifounde in Engelonde. c 1384
CHAUCER //. fame in. 1004 They wer a-cheked bothe two
And neyther of hem most out goo. ?&amp;lt;zi4oo Arthur 570
Mordred fly toward Londoun, He most not come in be toun.

(71400 Laud Troy Bk. 17535 He.. bad hem mak rie-twene
hem of Grece iff thei moste A fynal pes, what-so it coste.

b. Past subj., in petitions, final clauses, wishes,
and the like = might, should, might be permitted to.

Occas. with omission of inf. of vb. of motion (of. 8 a).

^893 K. ./ALFRED Oros. v. ix. 232 And eft wseron biddende
bset Metellus to Rome moste. 0900 CVNEWULF Crist 1388
pat 3u mostes wealdan worulde jesceaftum. c 1205 LAV.

19880 He bad be to fultume bene milde godes sune, Jat bu
monies wel don. 1350 Gen,

&amp;lt;$
Ex. 2624 lakabeo wente

bliSe agen, 3at ?he 5e cildes [MS. glides] fostre muste ben.
c 1305 St. Andrew 75 in E. E. P. (1862) 100 Hail beo frm,

swete Rode, he seide : swettest of alle treo pat bu wib mie
louerdes lymes ihalewed mostest beo. 1350 Will. Palerne
3978 pe king bisou^t be quene, ..bat he most se his sone.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 23 And for bei sworen bi heore
soule

*

so God hem moste helpe ! A^eyn heore clene

Concience, heore catel to sulle. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerks T.

494 Mekely she to the sergeant preyde-.That she moste
kisse hire child er bat it deyde. c 1400 Brut cxii. 114 If ?e
wolde consent and grant bat y most her haue.

2. In the sense of MOTE v. 2, expressing neces

sity or obligation, a. Past ind. = had to, was
obliged to, it was necessary that (I) should.
Occas. with omission of inf. of vb. of motion (cf. 8 a).

Beowulf 1939 Pact hit sceadenmael scyran moste, cwealm-
bealu cySan. aiooo Fallen Angels 108 ^r ic moste in
Seossum atolan aeSele sebidan. c 1205 LAY. 9904 pider him
com sonde ut of t&amp;gt;issen londe bxt-.he mosten [sic] cume
sone to his kine-dome. ^1225 Leg. Katli, 1564 Bicom to

J&amp;gt;et
te king, Maxence, moste fearen. a 1300 Cursor M.

2249 Wit cord and plum bai wroght sa hei, PC hette o be
sun moght bai noght drei, par-for most bai bam kide Bath
wit hors and camel hide, a 1300 Vox

&amp;lt;y Wolf%$ in Hazl.
E. P. P. I. 60 A-doun he moste, he wes therinne. ^1350
Will. Palerne 1052 panne seij bei no socour but sunder
banne bei moste. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame i. 187 And seyde
he most vnto Itayle. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 119 The day was
wonder hot withalle, And such a thurst was on him falle,
That he moste owther deie or drinke. 1450 in FourC. Eng.
Lett. (1880) 4 And they seyd he most speke with here master.

1471 CAXTON Recuyell (Sommer) I. 33 How dardanus slew
his broder tasius by trayson wherfore he moste departe out
of the centre.

b. Past subj. should or would be obliged to . .
,

would of necessity . . .

c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr?s T. 30, 1 moste been a Rethor excel
lent That koude hise colours longynge for that Art If he
sholde hire discryuen euery part. Ibid. 434 For wel she
wiste The ffaukon moste fallen fro the twiste, Whan bat it

swowned next for lakke of blood.

II. Used as a pres, tense, and hence (under certain

conditions) as a past tense corresponding to this.
The use as a present arose from the practice of employing

the past subj. as a moderate, cautious, or polite substitute
for the present indicative. The modern use as a past tense

1 coincides with sense 2, but app, does not historically descend
from it, exc. that the preterital use in must needs (see NELU,
NEEDS atefi S.) may perhaps represent a continuous survival.

3. Equivalent to the older MOTE v. 2, expressing

necessity : Am (is, are) obliged or required to ; have

(Jias) to; it is necessary that I, you, he, it, etc.)

should. In the second person, must now chiefly

expresses acommand or an insistent request or coun
sel

;
in the third person it tends to be restricted to

the expression of a necessity which is either imposed
by the will of the speaker, or relative to some speci-

, fied end, or enunciated as a general proposition.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5018 Vee most [Gott. must] yow hast on

i your fare. 0:1300 A&quot;. Horn (Laud MS.) 1254 Reymyld,
qwad horn, ich moste wende To be wodes hende. c 1386
CHAUCER Wife s Prol. 440 Oon of v&amp;gt; two moste bowcii
doutelees And sith a man is nioore resonable Than wooinan
is. ye moste ben suffrable. 1426 LYDG. A- Grtil. Pilgr. 2955
Consydre how thow art ysett Vnder a-nother, ami soget To
hym, and mvstest hym obeye. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
/ taj ir, Athan, C rctd, He therefore that will bee snu^tl :

must thus thinke of the trinttie. 1579 (!osso&amp;gt;j Sch. At usc
(Arb.) 56 The Thracian^. when they mu^t pas^; oner frusca

streaines, sende out theyr Wolues. 1606 &MAKS. Tr. \ Cr.
in. ii. 45 What are you gone ag.iine, you must be watcht
ere you be made lame, must you? 1738 Swn r /V/. Con-
&quot;ersat. Wks. VI. 253 Tom, you must go with us to Lady
Smart s to Breakfast. 1768 BICKERSTAFF Padlock \. ii. (1324)

4 Dit-go (Unseen, puts on a large padlock) That must do till

I get a larger. 1776 Trial ofXnndocowar 16/1 The books
must be produced, as we cannot receive parole evidence of
their contents. 1799 K. I u Bois Piece Family fciog. III.

203 Well, since it seems that it must be so, I do acquiesce
in it. 1810 SYD. SMITH ll fcs. (1850) iS3 i It must be remem
bered, that [etc.]. 1891 Lau&amp;gt; Times XC. 441/2 The judges
criticise Parliament, and they in their turn must accept
criticism upon their order.

b. Used to express a fixed or certain futurity.
7 must = I am fated or certain to . . .

,
I shall cer

tainly or inevitably . . .

01400-50 Alexander 707 Thik & thraly am I thrett S:

thole must I sone pe slauughter of my awne sonn. 1526
TINDALE John iii. 30 He must increace : and I mu^te
decreace. 1592 SHAKS, Rom.

&amp;lt;V Jitl. iv. i. 48, I heare thou
mu&amp;gt;&amp;gt;t,

and nothing may prorogue it, On Thursday next be
married to this Countie. 1697 DKYDF.X Virg. Georg. iv. 372
Crowds of dead, that never must return To their lov J
Hives. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph, Cl. 28 Apr. i, My wcoll ill

suffer for want of grace, and I must be a lo^er on ail sides.

1892 LD. ESHER in Law Times Rep. LXYII. 211/1 The
sewage matter.. goes along a sewer which must carry it

into the stream, unless it is intercepted on the way.
c. In expressions like I must say I cannot help

saying. Also in explanatory clauses, as you must
know or understand = you ought to be informed,
I would have you know.
1563-83 FOXE A. fy M. 988/1 You must vnderstand,

1

through the Citie of Rome, runneth a famous Riuer, called
Tiber. 1581 PETTIE tr. Gitazzo s Civ. Coni&amp;gt;. \\. (1536 in,
I must saye, that your taste differeth much from mine. 1599

I

Q. ELIZ. Let. in Moryson ftin. (1617) ii. 40 We must there-

j

fore let you know, that as it cannot be ignorance, so it can
not be want of meanes. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 40 p i, I

must allow, that there are very noble Tragedies, which have
been framed upon the other Plan. 1713 Guard. No. 97

j

P i Now you must know, sir, my face is as white as chalk.

1721 AMHERST Terry Fil. No. 34 (1754) 181 He. .gave me
a glass of each to taste; which, I must say, was excel
lent ale indeed. 1871 M. ARNOLD Friendship s Garland
169 The Morning Star, I must say, does its duty nobly.
1875 JOWETT /Yz/0(ed. 2) II. 49, I must beg to be absolved

! from the promise.

d. As a past tense : Was obliged, had to
;

it was

I
necessary that (I, he, it, etc,) should.
In modern use confined to instances of oblique narration,

;
and of the virtual oblique narration in which the speaker

j

has in his mind what might have been said or thought at the
; time. To say I must go to London yesterday would now

be a ludicrous blunder.

1691 SHADWELL Scourers i. i. 3 In those days a man could

[

not go from the Rose Tavern to the Piazza once, but he
,
must venture his life twice. 1720 WELTOM Suffer. Son of

,
God I. viii. 204 Thou wast but just come into the World,
when, presently, Thou must Away, and take thy Flight

;

into Egypt. 1781 C. JOHNSTON Hist. J. Juniper II. 13
He said he must e en be content to stay where he was. 1785
COW/PER Let. to Neit ton 27 Aug., I foresaw plainly this in

convenience : that, in writing to him on such an occasion,
I must almost unavoidably make self and selfs book the

subject. 1802 WORDSW. Sonn., Once did She hold* 8 She
was a Maiden City, bright and free ;. .And, when She took
unto herself a Mate, She must espouse the everlasting Sea.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1841) 260 If you wanted to know
what Abelard knew, you must go and listen to Abelard. 1845
E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 154 Poussin must spend his
life in Italy before he could paint as he did. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. i. I. 50 It was necessary to make a choice. The
government must either submit to Rome, or must obtain
the aid of the Protestants. Ibid. v. 619 Yet a few hours of

gloomy seclusion, and he must die a violent and shameful
death. 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 74 He could
not bear to be idle.. he must always be doing something.

e. As a past or historical present tense, must is

sometimes used satirically or indignantly with re

ference to some foolish or annoying action or some
untoward event Now colloq.
1390 GOWER Conf, II. 145 Whan that the lord comth horn

ayetn, The janglere moste somwhat sein. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. iv. iii. 212 And I must be from thence? My wife
kil d too? Mod. colloq. The fool must needs go and quarrel
with his only friend. Just when I was busiest, that bore C.
must come in and waste three hours. As soon as I had
recovered from my illness, what must I do but break my leg?
4. In the first person, must often expresses an

insistent demand or a firm resolve on the part of

the speaker. Hence also in the second and third

persons, rendering sentiments imputed to others.
d 1425 Cursor M. 6569 iTiin.) Who made bis calf I most

{other texts I wald] him ken. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Polys
(1874) II. 98 Nowe Carles are nat content with one grange
Nore one ferine place, such is theyr insolence They must
haue many. 1530 PALSGK. 642/2, I muste be prayed, .to do
a thynge, Je me venlx prier. 1673 DRVDES Marr. a-la-
Mode iv.

jii. 60, I must, and will go. 1798 JOANNA BAILUK
Tryal\. i, Softly, Mariar.c ; let us leave this room, if you
must laugh, for he will overhear you. 18*7 WORDSW. Lit,
Crit. (1905) 258 He is not content with a ring and a brace

let, but he must have rings in the ears, rings on the nose

rings everywhere.
5. As must has no pa. pple., the need of a past

conditional has been supplied by placing the princi

pal verb in the perfect infinitive1

. Thus / must
have seer it I should (in the case supposed
necessarily have seen it; / must have done it

I should have had to do it, or have been obliged
to do it.

1:1460 To vueley Myst. x\-\. iSo Hot, sir, I tell you before.
had domysdny oght tarid, We must haue Iji.cgid hell more,
the warld is so wand. 1526 TINDU.E Hel*. .xii. 20 Vf a
beast had touched the muuiitayne, hit must have bene
t-toned. 1621 UONNK Serin, xv. (1640 I. 149 A Sheriffe that

should burne him, who were condemned to be hanged, were
a murderer, though that man must have dyed. 1695 DRYDEN
Parallel Poetry ,y Painting Kss. ed. Rer) II. 146 Whereas
if I had chosen a noon-day Iij;ht for them, &amp;gt;ome\\hnt mu-t
have been discovered which would rather have moved GUI
hatred than our pity. 1714 SWII-T f res. S , Affairs Wks.
J 755 IL i- 2I2 Had this poit;t been steadily pui.-ned . . there
must probably have been an end of fa.tion. 1815 JAM.
Afsii-.x J-^inna \ii, Indeed, Harriet, it would have be-.-n a
severe pang to lose you ; but it must have l&amp;gt;een. You u uld

have thrown yourself out of all good society. I niu^t have
given you up. 1896 f.a;o Times Kep. LXX1II. 6ir., i If IK-

had looked lie must have seen the lii^ht of the approaching
train. 1896 F. S. BOAS S!:ak$. \ Prcdec. 3-4 m&amp;gt;tt

,
Had it

[/Ian;lct\ been in existence, .before 1598, it must have been
mentioned by Meres.

6. Expressing the inferred or presumed certainty
of a fact; cither v\\uh present inf. relating to the

present time, as in yen uiu&amp;gt;t be a catv cf this

I cannot doubt that you are aware of* this; or with

perfect inf., relating to the past, as in he mitst hare

done it = it is to be concluded that he did it.

Sometimes expressing an inference which will lie rendered

necessary if some particular assumption i.s made, as i:i ij
/te

$&amp;lt;ys so, it must l\- tnt- // he re^l y did if, he vntsi
have bc^n mad.
1652 KVELVN Ess. ist Bk. Liter?tins . 1656) 164 The con

tinent must be incorporeal, the contained corporeal. 1673
DKYM-N Marr.-Ci-la~.Wdde \. i. S Your friend . then he mu&amp;gt;t

needs be of much merit. 1762 GOLDSM. Cii. H . Ixxi. 1 iiis

must have been .1 sad shock to the poor disconsolate parent.

1768 STF.RSE Sent. Jonrn. (1775) I, 61 (Pnlse\ I am sure

you must have (.me of the be&amp;gt;t pulses of any woman in the

world. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Man in. (adJin.}, liut, come,
the letter 1 wait for must be almost finished. 1800 WoRDSW.
Hart-leap ll ell 141 What thoughts must through the crea

ture s brain have past ! 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias iv. x. p 3

Such a house must belong to some family above the common.
1833 COLERIDGE Ta!c-t. 4 Jan., Yet the shipping interest,
who must know where the shoe pinches, complain to this

day. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xxxvj, How you must enjoy
a spell of dulness ! 1887 HALL CAINE Coleridge 123 Cole

ridge must have earned a substantial sum by these lectures.

1891 E. PEACOCK A&quot;. Brendan I. 54 He must be an old man.

1903 MORLEY Gladstone I. Pref. Note, Between two and
three hundred thousand written papers of one sort or another
must have passed under my view.

b. In oblique past tense.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver \\. iii, He replied, That I must needs
be mistaken. Ibid., After which he said, it was plain I must
be a perfect Yahoo. 1834 Tait s Mag. I. 13/1 All was shut

up in darkness, and must have been so for some hours.

f c. Formerly must be was occas. used for must
have been = presumably was. Obs.

1733 TULL Horse-hoeing Husb. xv. 203 Whilst the Roman
Empire was in its Glory- ~ t -&amp;gt; Price must be then very high.

7. In must not (whether present or pa. t.) the

negative, though formally belonging to the auxili

ary, has the same effect as if it belonged to the

following infinitive. / must not == I am not al

lowed to, I am obliged not to, etc, (sometimes,
I will not permit myself to).
The coincidence with the negative use of sense i and of

MOTE v. i is merely accidental.

1583 FULKE Defense xxii. 512 We must not. .drawe places
of Scripture vnto Christ, which by the holy Ghost had an
other meaning. 1594 SHAKS. Rich, ///, in. i. 106 York.
And therefore is he idle? Glo. O my faire Cousin, I must
not say so. 1601 All s Well n. v. 64 You must not mer-
uaile Helen at my course. 1606 Ant. $ Cl. i. iv. 10, I

must not thinke There are, euils enow to darken all his

goodnesse. 1607 Cor. i. I. 43 You must in no way say
he is couetous. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 362, I will

love you dearly; but I mustn t love my Uncle. Why so?
said he. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) III. 102

You must not enter any door of the lower story, .for there
our domestics inhabit. 1832 TENNYSON Death ofOld Year
6 Old year, you must not die ;. .Old year, you shall not die.

1882 LESLIE KEITH Alasnanfs Lady III. 279, I suppose
I mustn t touch the precious papers ? she was saying. 1902
MRS. ALEXANDER Stronger than Love v, I must not sit

here talking.

8. Elliptical uses. a. With ellipsis of a verb of

motion. Now arch.

ci386 CHAUCER Man of Law s T. 184 Alias vn to the

Barbre nacion I moste goon. 1393 LASGL. P. PI. C. xvm.



MUST.

225 A medecine moste ber-to, bat myghte amende be prC
J

lates. c 1425 Cast. Perscv. 3038 in Macro Plays 167 For, I

wrechyd sowle, bou muste to he!le. 1611 SHAKS. Cynib. in.

v. 2 My Emperor hath wrote, I must from hence. 1638

Jusius Paint. Ancients 60 With Poets.. out it must what

soever they have conceived. 1720 [see 3d], 1731 SWIFT To

Gay, His work is done, the minister must out. 1884 TENNY
SON Becket m. ii, Seeing he must to Westminster and crown

Young Henry there to-morrow. 1889 Alactn. Mag. May 77
Tins shamefacedness will be thought mere folly of course in

these days when everything must to the papers.

&quot;b. \Vithellipsis of infinitive to be supplied from
j

the context.

Freq. in impers. phrases with needs : see NEEDS adv. d.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1223 po was al
&amp;gt;e

court anuyd, as

he moste nede. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1691 Then meuyt to his

mynde, as yt most nede, bat [etc.]. 1591 SHAKS. TivoGent.

n. ii. 2 Pro. Haue patience, gentle IiiHa. lul. I must where

is no remedy. 1604. [see NEEDS adv. d]. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.

m. ii. 97 COM. I thinke twill serue, if he can thereto frame

his spirit. I olutn. He must, and will. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE
Fables cclxxii. 238 Tis Good.. to run no more Risque of

the Main Chance, then of Necessity Must. 1712 SWIFT

Jrnl. to Stella 21 Dec., I dined with Lord Treasurer, and
must again to-morrow. 1734, 1821, 1871 [see NEEDS adv. d].

1838 J. P. KENNEDY Rob ofthe Bowl ix. (1866) 77 Indeed,
I must not and cannot, playmates. 1863 EMERSON Volun
taries iii. 15 When Duty whispers low, Thou tnust^ The
youth replies, / can. 1876 TENNVSON Harold v. i, I have
not spoken to the king One word; and one I must. Fare
well ! 1882 Wheel ll- orld May 12 There s no compulsion ; ,

only you mu^t. 1886 [see DRIVE r 1
. B. i b].

9. dial. In questions
= may, shall. Also if ,

j must = if I may. Cf. MOTH v. I.

&amp;lt;i 1796 PEGCF Derbieisms (E. D. S.) 46 (s.v. Mun\ Also,
must for may, as,

1

1 will go if I must . 1889 N. W. Line,
(iloss. s.v., Must I goit oot wi Jaane, muther ;

we ll be back
e time to get teii ready. 1896 Hetton-le-Uole Gloss, s.v.,

Would you like your milk to drink, Mr. P.? *

Yes, please .

.Must I bring you t, then? 1

fill. 10. impers. (with personal object.) It be

hoves (or behoved), it is (or was) necessary for (a

person) to. [Cf. Fr. il me faut \ also ME. me

vughte* OUGHT v.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 10671 In his seruis me most ai lend

Bittuxand to mi Hues end. c 1350 Ii&amp;gt;otnadon 8275 iKulbing)

My lyff now muste me tyne. Ibid. 8409 Ipomadon saw,
that nedys hym moste. c *$86 CHAUCER Can. Yeoni. Prol.

V T. 393 Vs moste putte cure good in auenture. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiv. 112 He. .feled wele. .bat him most
nedez dye j?eroff. 1:1440 Jacob s Well 211 jif bou fynde a

thyng bat is nojt bin, be muste restore it. 1471 CAXTON
Recnyell (Sommer) I. 27 For of force me muste obeye the

kyng.

Must, -v.
2 Obs. exc. dial. [? Back-formation

from MUSTY.]
1. intr. To grow mouldy

1

(J.) or (

musty ;
to

contract a musty or sour smell.

1530 PALSGR. 642/2, I muste as breed dothe, je moysys.
Ibid., I muste or foyste, as a vessel

dothe,y&amp;gt; moysis. 1577
HARRISON England 11. xviii. (1877)1.299 Till it [the corn]
must and putrifie. 1648 GAGE West hid. xviii. 135 The
Wheat will not keep long without musting and breeding a
worm called Gurgojo. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. 103 In wet
Weather it [sc. barley! will be inclined to sprout or must.

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Houstkpr. (1778) 103 Dry it often

with a cloth to keep it from musting. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.)
Them pots o jam be beginnin to must.

2. trans. To mould; to make mouldy (J.) rare.
\

1707 MORTIMER Husb. in Some Granaries, .are subject,

against wet Weather, to give and be moist, which is very
bad for Corn, and will must it. 1892 Harper s Mag. June
98/2 Barley.. has no dews or rains to bleach or must it

when it is ripening.

*h Must, z .
3 Sc. Obs. Also 8*9 muist, 9

moust. [f.
MUST sb?] trans. To powder with

,

must or hair-powder.
1751 H. BLYDE Contract 4 Sae I..muisted my head, and

\

made ready a clean. 1808 J. MAYNE Siller Gun ill. xxiii. ;

[iv. xix], Tho* muisted is your carrot pash. 18x6 SCOTT

Antiq. x, Would ye creesh his bonny brown hair wi your
nasty ulyie, and then moust it like the auld minister s wig?

792

and in gender) to be a dialectal variant of fnaara^

fern., mouth, jaws.
In the i6-i;th c. the word appears in a multitude of cor

rupt forms due to imperfect apprehension or recollection of

the sound. Some of them suggest a pseudo-etymological
association with Sp. muchacho boy.
In the sing, the word is almost or entirely obsolete, being

superseded by MOUSTACHE ;
but the plural mnsiachios has

considerable currency, sometimes occurring in books that

have moustache in the singular. With regard to the pro
nunciation of the first syllable cf. MOUSTACHE.)

1. The hair on the upper lip: MOUSTACHE i a.

Must (mpst),^. * Anglo-Indian, [f.

intr. To *

go must .

1893 KIPLING Many Invent.
, My Lord Elephant 43 As

when one o they native king s elephants musted last June.
Mustac : see MOUSTAC.
Mustaccio, mustacheo, obs. flf. MUSTACHIO.
Mustache : see MOUSTACHE.
Mustachio (musta-J^, m#s- ). PI. mustachios

(-J0z). Forms: a. (from It. and Sp.} 6 (raos-
tacchi //. //.), mustachyoCe, (quasi-Laf. mos-
tachium), 6-7 mustaccio, mostacho, 6-9 mus-
tachoe, 7 mustatioe, mustacheo, mostachoe,
7-8 mustache, 7, 9 moustachio, 8 mustacio, 8-9
mustachioe, 6- mustachio ; 0. (corrupt forms}
6 moucheacheo, muschachoe, muchache, 6-7
mouchaehe, 7 mochachoe

;
6 mowchatowe,

mutchatoe, mutchado, 6-7 muschatoe, 7

m(o)uchato(e, mushato(e, mochatoe, muc-
hate, mus(t)chadoe, mochedoe, naonchato(e,
munchattoe

; mouthchato ; 8 mouthacho.
[Adopted in i6th c., partly from Sp. mostacho,
and partly from its source, It. mostaccio moustache,
also face, snout, viostacchio moustache (cf. Albanian
mu$tafas

t Rumanian mnstate moustache), a deriva
tive of Gr. pwraK-j nvarafc masc. (also &v&amp;lt;JTa}

moustache, a Doric word, commonly believed

(notwithstanding the difference both in meaning

Th
lonD _. .

of the vpper lyppe. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. no It will

please his Grace . . sometime to . . dallie with my excrement,
with my mustachio. 1598 FLORIO, Mostaccio, Mostazzo^ a

face, a snout, a mostacho. 1603 DEKKER Wonderfull Yearc

62, The Souldier..had brisseld vp the quills of his stiffe

Porcupine mustachio. 1612 SHELTON Quix. \\. x. (1620) 63
Her beautie. .was infinitely increased by a Moale she had

vpon her lippe, like a Mostacho, with seuen or eight red

haires like threeds of gold, and aboue a handfull long.
1621 J. TAYLOR (Water- P.) Superb. Flagfllum C 8, Some
their mustatioes of such length doe keepe, That very well

they may a maunger sweepe. 1650 R. STAPYI.TON Stradats
Low C. Warres v. no They [the covenanters] began to cut

their beards, leaving onely great mustachios, turned up like

Turks. 1712 BuDGELLtS/ta*/, No. 331 P n A distinct Treatise,
which I keep by me in Manuscript, upon the Mustachoe.

17*8 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 271 Twirling his starched

Mustachio. 1796 MORSE Awer. Geoff. II. 392 The court of

Madrid has of late been at great pains to clear their upper
lip of mustachoes. 1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837)
VI 1. 319 Almost all the artillerymen wore mustachios, which
I think is contrary to your orders. 1852 LONGF. Emperor s

Bird s Nest v, As he twirled his gray mustachio.

ft. 1565 WILLES in Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) II. n. 85 Sauage
men.. with huge beards and monstrous muchache*. 1583
STUHBES Anat. A bus. n. (1882) 50 It is a world to consider,
how their mowchatowes must be preserued and laid out,
from one cheke to another, yea, almost from one care to

another. 1592 Arden ofFeverskam n. i. 54 Hi-j chinne was
bare, but on his vpper lippe A mutchado, which he wound
about his eare. 1596 SPENSER State fre/.\Vks. (Globe) 635/1
To cutt of all theyr beardes close, save only theyr muscha-
choes which they weare long. 1615 HuATHWAn Strofjade.
The Epistle Dedicatorie. To all.. Ladies, Monkies..and
Catomitoes, .. false-haires, periwigges, mouchatoes:. .and

Shee-painters. Send I greet ing [etc.). 1631 R. H.Arraignm.
Whole Creature xv. 3. 263 Entertaining of Taylers, Bar

bers, Perfumers, to teach them how to cut their beards :

weare their Love-locks : turne vp their Mushatoes [etc.].

b. The hair on one side of the upper lip : =
MOUSTACHE i b.

o. 1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 61 The clippings of

your thris-honorable mustachyoes. 1592 LYLY Midas m. ii,

Wil you haue. .your mustachoes sharp? 1598 R. HAYDOCKT-:
tr. Lomazzo i. 30 Those long haires.. vpon the vpper lip,

the mostachiums. 1638 BAKKK \x. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II Ij

108 The Cavalier, .consists wholly of a Pickdevant, and two
Mustachues. 1668 R. L EsTKASGii I is. Quev. (1708) 88 He
was a little severe upon his Guides, for disordering his

Mustachoes. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. 177 Of these Mus-
tachioes or Whiskers, I will not say they were long enough
to hang my Hat upon them ; but [etc.]. 1787 Gentl. Mag.
Nov. 952/1 The face [on a coin] is without a beard, but hath
mustacios on the upper lip. 1825-9 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady
of Manor IV. xxiii. 15 A pair of large mustachoes. 1884
W. S. GILBERT Princess Ida, He grew moustachips.

/S. 1579 J. JONES Prescrv. Bodie $ Soule \. xviii. 32 The
space betweene the Nose ende and the

vpper lippe, whence
the heare groweth, . . and is termed after the Spamshe phrase
Moucheacheos. 1592 GREENE Upst, Courtier D 4, The
barber .. asketh .. if it be his pleasure to haue.. his mus
tachios [1620, D 2 b mouchaches] fostered to turne about his

eares like the branches of a vine. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strap
pado (1878) 108 His peak t munchattoes. 1620 J. PYPER tr.

S/ist. Astrea I. n. 19 The haire, the eye-browes, the mouth-
chatos, the beard. 1648-58 HEXHAM, DC Knevel-baerdt, the
Muschadoes on the upper-lipp. 1650 TRAPP Comm. Lev.
xiii. 45 A covering upon his upper lip. His mouchaches, that

by his breath hee might not infect others. ? 1651 in H. Cary
Mem.^ Gt. Civil War (1842) II. 446 The king being told
who it was, replied merrily,

(
I did not like nis starched

mouchates . 1688 R. KoiMxArmewyii, 391/1 The British
Beard hath long Mochedoes on the higher Tip hanging down
either side the chin, all the rest of the face being bare.

1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 104 If you find
him with Mouthacho s.he is certainly a Size above ordinary
in his own Conceit.

f C. Plural form with sing, construction. Obs.
f 1592 MARLOWE Jew of Malta iv. (1633) Hj, A fellow

Met me with a muschatoes like a Rauens wing. 1612 N.
FIELD Woman is a Weathercock \. i, Abra... And a huge
Mustachios? Neu. A verie Turkes.

d. = MOUSTACHE i c.

i6ia SHELTON Quix. \. in. vi. (1652) 39 b, Torralua the

Sheepheardesse . .was a round wench,, .and drew somewhat
neere to a man, for shee had Mochachoes.

e. A false moustache. Also with a and//.
1622 tr. Luna s Pursuit Lazarillo 30 Foure of them..

came and tookemevp,and. .put me on a Beard, not forgetting
the great Mustachios, and a Perewig made of Mosse, that
made me shew like a wild man in a Garden. 1716 ADUISON
Freeholder No. 7 f 2 They..clapt him on a huge pair of
Mustachoes to frighten his people with. 1902 SNAITH Way
farers xvii, Attaching . . a pair of moustachios to his upper lip.

f 2. //. The hair on the lip of an animal ; f the
1 whiskers of a cat. Also, the awn or bristles of

certain grasses ;
~ BEAKD sh. 6. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. iii. 811 Here for our food,
Millions of flow ry grains, With long Mustachoes, wave
upon the Plains. 1634 S. R. Noble Soldier n. i. in Bullen
O. PL I. 276 My Harbour, .poak d out My Tuskes more
stiffe than are a cats muschatoes. 1635 BRATHWAIT A read.

Pr. 219 An ambitious fire-flye. .fals down, and cingeth his

MUSTABD.

braving mouchate s for his labour. 1651 H. MORE Second
Lash in Enthus. Tri.

t
etc. (1656) 214 Have you made sport

with the mustache s of it in the figure of a mouse? 1665
HOOKE Microgr. 157 The Mustacheos of a Cat. 1693 SIR
T. P. BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 9 The Civet-Cat, .hath. .Mus
tachios like a Cat. 1790 BRUCE Trav. Source NileV. 138
He [the Fennec] had strong thick mustachoes.

3. attrib. and Comb., as imistachio-tividdkr
;

f mustachio beard, a moustache.

1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. ii. B ij, Fashions, in nottynge
of the heare, . . and mustacho beardes. 1848 Ti IACIU RAY I7an.
Fair xiv, Said the moustachio-twiddler.

Mustachioed (must J^d), a. [f.
MUSTACHIO

+ -El)^.]
= MOL STACHED.

1827 LVTTON Pelham xi, A most superbly mustachioed
German. 1835 WILLIS Pencillings II. xlv. 51 A hundred

indolent-looking, . .mustachoed, and withal very handsome
men. 185* SMEDLEY L. Arundel xxxviti, Singing duets.,
with a palefaced moustachioed puppy, a 1864 HAWTHORNE
Aaier. Note-bks, (1879) 1- 84 A dark mustachioed face.

Mustachis, -us, obs. pi. forms of MOUSTACHE.

Mustach(y)o^e, -acio: see MUSTACHIO.

H Mustafilia ^m^stafrna). Also musteefino,
-phina. [App. a derivative of MUSTEE; the last

part, if not arbitrary, may perh. represent Sp. fino
FINE

.] The offspring of a mustee and a white.

a 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind. (1834) 106 The child of

a mustee by a white man is called a musteefino. 1825 Gentl.

Mag. XCV. i. 6 The fifth descent, viz. from a white ami

musteephina, is white by law, and of free birth. 1833
MARRYAT P. Simple xxxi, I believe., the mustee and white

[make] the mustafina, or one sixteenth black. 1872 SCHI.I.E

DE VERE Americanisms 115.

Mustage, obs. form of MOUSTACHE.
II Mustai/ba (mwstaif ba). Also mostahiba,

mosatahiba. [Brazilian Pg. mostahiba (a Tupi
word).] A close-grained Brazilian wood.
1843 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning, etc. I. 94 Mustaiba, from the

Brazils and Rio Janeiro. . .is used at Sheffield for the handles
of glaziers and other knives [etc.] . . ; it is known in Eng
land as Mosatahiba. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1866

J reas. Bot.&amp;gt; Mostahiba, a hard Brazilian wood.

Mustang (marstoeij). [App. a confusion of

two synonymous Sp. words, mestengo (now wes
tsfid) and mostrenco.
Minsheu Sp. Diet. (1599) gives Mestengo or Mostrenco^

astrayer
1

. The Noi tsuito Dicdonario (1888) has both words
as adjs., with the explanation Wild, having no master:
said of horses and cattle . McsteHo appears to be a de
rivative of mesta, an association of graziers ; one of the

functions of these associations being the appropriation of

the wild cattle that have attached themselves to the herds

(Novfs. Vice.). The derivation of mostreueo is obscure.]

1. The wild or half-wild horse of the Ameiican

plains,esp.ofMexico and California; descended from

the stock introduced by the Spanish conquerors.
Also attrib. as mustang mare, pony.
1808 PIKE Sources Mississ, m. 273 Passed several herds of

mustangs or wild horses. 1884 Encycl. /frit. XVII. 14/2
The Mexican mule, bred by a male ass of a mustang mare,
is also a very hardy, strong, and useful animal. 1888 1&amp;gt;.

HARTE Cressy ii. (1889) I. 66 Hank and Jim ain t been off

their mustangs since sun up. 1890 GUNTER Miss Nobody \
t

Sure-footed as these mustang ponies generally are.

b. transf. Applied to an Australian wild or

unbroken horse.

1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 315 Their
time was spent in running in these swift and half-wild mus.

tangs. Ibid. 518 His stud of Australian Arabs. .would be
sold for the price of bush mustangs.
2. In full Mustang grape : A small red grape,
Vitis caitdicanSj of Texas.

1854 LONGF. Catawba Wine iii, The red Mustang, Whose
clusters hang O er the waves of the Colorado. 1903 A. ADAMS
Log of Co^v-boy 6 Along the river grew endless quantities
of Mustang grapes.
3. slang.

* An officer entering the U.S. navy
from the merchant service, after serving through
the Civil \Var (Farmer).
1890 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets;

Mustanger (mwstcengaj). WcsternU.S. Also

moustanguer. [f.
MUSTANG + -EB 1

.] One who
catches or entraps mustangs.
1856 OLMSTED Journ. Texas viiL 443 The business of en

trapping them [sc. mustangs] has given rise to a class of

men called mustangers , composed of runaway vagabonds
and outlaws of all nations. 1874 LADY HERBERT u.Hubner s

Ramble \. vii. (1878) 79 Others moustanguers ; and their

little Indian horses or moustangs.
Mustard (mzrstaid), sb. Forms : 3 mustart,

3-5 mostard, 4-6 mustarde, 5-7 musterd, 6

musterde, mudsterd, 4- mustard, [a. OF.

moustarde^ mostarde (mod.F. moutarde) = Pr.,

Catal., Pg., It, mostarda, Rumanian mostar
t

f.

Com. Rom. mosto MUST sb^ t whence Catal. most-

assa, mosfaf/a
t Sp. mostaza mustard (as a condi

ment), Sp. mostear to spread mustard on. The
name etymologically belongs to the condiment as

originally prepared by making the ground seeds

into a paste with must.
The Fr. word has been adopted into several Teut. langs.,

in some instances with assimilation of the ending to native

suffixes : MDu. ntostaert (Du. mostaard), MLG. mostert,

mustert, MHG. mostert, witsthart (G. mostert, mostrich).\

1. The seeds of black and white mustard (see

sense 2) ground or pounded to a powder (often
with admixture of other substances), sometimes

called jloitr of mustard \ also, this substance as



MUSTARD.

made into a paste by the addition of water or

vinegar, and serving as a condiment of extreme

pungency, or applied to the skin as a rubefacient :

in the form of a poultice or plaster.
Oil of mustard: a fixed oil obtained from mustard-seeds :

by pressure. Essence of mustard , a volatile oil distilled

from black mustard-seed ; also, the commercial name of an
,

embrocation containing mustard and other ingredients.

1289 House/i. Exp. R. De Swinfield (Camden) I. 19 In

mostard
.iiij.&amp;lt;/.

a 1300 Siriz 279 in Maizner A Itcngl.

Sprachpr. m/i Pepir nou shalt thou eten, This mustart
shal ben thi mete. 13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv

\

Sfrti/. neu. Spr. LVII. 308 Summe smered hire Moub \v l

oute with grounden Mustard. -1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. A wr-

ture 686 Furst set forthe mustard & brawne of boore. 1532
MOKE Confut. J indale Wks. 582/1 And now when hys argu- I

ment is all made vp, ye shal find it as full of reason as an
:

egge full of mustarde. 1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. in, !

ii. 156 Some think their conceits, like mustard, not good i

except they bite. 1786 ABERCROMBIE Card. Assist. Mar. 75
Flour of mustard, a 1834 COLERIDGE in Sir H. Davy s Rent.

(1858) 80, I. .having seen in an advertisement something
about essence of mustard curing the most obstinate cases of
rheumatism. 1838 T. THOMSON Client. Or?. Bodies 439 Oil

of Mustard, .is expressed from the seeds ofthe sinapis alba
and nigra. Ibid. 902 note, The mustard of the shops is said

to be often mixed with wheat flour and cayenne pepper to

heighten the flavour. 1867 BLOXAM Chew. 479 The essence

of mustard and that of horseradish are composed of CaHaNS^;.

b. With prefixed place-name or local adj.,

indicating varieties of manufacture or preparation.
In the 16-17 the. Tewkesbury was the chief seat of mustard

manufacture in England, but this industry is not now
practised there.

1591 NASHE Saffron Walden D 4 b, A messe of Tewksbury
mustard. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /^, n. vi. 262 His Wit is as

thicke as Tewkesburie Mustard. 1834 M cCuLLOcH Diet.
,

Comm. (ed. 2) 810 Mustard., was formerly extensively culti- i

vated in Durham, but it is now seldom seen in that county.
At present it is principally raised in the neighbourhood of

York,.. and being manufactured in the city of York, is after-
j

wards sold under the name of Durham mustard. 1842 Penny
Cycl. XXII. 36/2 French mustard for the table is often

;

prepared with vinegar.

J546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 44 Where her woordes i

seemd hony,..Now are they mustard. 1832 L. HUNT Sir
K. Esher (1850) 126 As if the fighting they were going to

,

have was not mustard enough to their beef.

d. transf. Applied to substances resembling mus- !

tard (prepared for the table) in appearance.
1582 HESTER Seer. Phiorav. ill. Ixx. 96 Take this hearbe

[Millefoil]..and put thereunto Bedelfium, Frankensence,
and common oile, and make thereof as it were a Mustarde.

e. proverbial phrases : esp. with reference to the I

pungency of mustard.
a 1732 GAY Songs $ Ball., NewSong ofNew Similes, My

passion is as mustard strong, a 1886 HOBART Sk. Life (1887)

53, 1 returned, keen as mustard, to my ship.

2. The name of several species of cruciferous

plants forming the Linnsean genus Sinapis, but

now included in the genus Brassica ; esp. B. nigra,
the black (or brown) mustard, and B. alba, the

white mustard (see 2 c).
Also B. arvensis, wild (field or corn) mustard (also called

CHARLOCK); B. juncea^ Indian (Russian or Sarepta) mus
tard ; B. PekinensiS) Pekin mustard.

1340 Aycnb. 143 pet zed o mostard is wel smalac hit is wel

strang and wel bitinde uor hit is hot ine be uer^e degrease
ziggefc* J&amp;gt;ise

fisiciens. r 1440 Promp. Parv. 349/1 Mustard,
or warlok, or se(n)vyne, herbe . ., sinapis. 1570 PENA& L OBEL
Stirp. Adversaria (1576) 67 Sinapi sativvm Eruce,aut Rapi-
folium. ..Ang. Mudsterd,Senbeye. i597GERARDE//r3a/ii.
ix. 190 Sinapi syluestre. Wilde Mustard. 1691 RAY Crea
tion ii. (1692) 73 As for the Mustard that sprung up in the

Isle of Ely, ..yet might it have been brought down in the
Channels by the Floods. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s. v.

Sinapi, The Species are; i.. .Common or Red Mustard. 2...

Garden or White Mustard. 3. . . Indian Mustard, with a Let

tuce leaf. 1817 NRILL in Edin. Encycl. XL 274/2 White
mustard (Sinapis alba), .is cultivated only as a small salad,
and is used while in the seed-leaf, along with cresses. 1856
GRAY Man. Bot. (1860) 36 Sinapis arvensts, L. (Field
Mustard. Charlock.) 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 384/1 The brown
mustard is grown solely for its seeds, which yield the well-

known condiment. 1884 //&amp;lt;/. XVI 1. 1 12/2 Of these [species]
the principal are the Black or Brown Mustard, Brassica

nigra (Sinapis nigra, L.), the White Mustard, Brassica

alba, and the Sarepta Mustard, B. juncea.

b. Applied with defining word to various other

(chiefly cruciferous) plants, resembling or supposed
to resemble mustard in appearance, taste, etc.

Bastard mustard =false mustard, t Candy mus
tard = CANDYTUFT. False mustard, Polanisia Grave-

olens\^Qfcc^[\^Cleomedodecandria\ fGrecian mustard,
some plant of the N.O. Thlaspides (* Thlaspi Gr&cum ,

Gerarde). Old man s mustard, Achillea Millefolium
(Britten and Holland), t Peasant s mustard - Boor s

mustard (see BOOR 4). Poor man s mustard, Allinria

officinalis (Britten and Holland). Wild mustard, (a) see 2;

(b) Raphanus Raphanistrwn (Britten and Holland) ; t (c)

applied apparently to various mustards, as Treacle mustard,
and Hedge mustard. See also BOOR S, BUCKLER, CHURL S,

CLOWN S, DISH, GAKLIC, GREEN, HEDGR, KNAVE S, MITHRI-

DATE, TANSY, TOWER, TREACLE, WoBmBUMmtttfonK etc.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. xix. 206 Grecian Mustard hath

many leaues spread vpon the ground, like those of the
common Daisie. Ibid. Buckler Mustard.. .Small buckler
Mustard. Ibid. xx. 207 Candie Mustarde excelleth all the
rest. Ibid. xxi. 209 Pesants Mustarde. Ibid. Yellowe
Mustard. Ibid. White Treacle Mustard. Ibid. 211 Thornie
mustarde groweth vp to the height of fower cubites. 1611

COTGR., Moustardesaui&amp;gt;fige t
\.Tf!3iC\ei Mustard, wild Mustard,

wild Sene. 1633 Gerarde s Herbal n. xxi. 266 Round leaued
Mustard hath many large leaues laid flat vpon the ground
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like the leaues of the wilde Cabbage. 1760 J. LEE Inirod.

Bot. App. 320 Mustard, Bastard, CIconic. 1845-50 MRS.
LINCOLN Lect. Bot. App. 144/1 Polanisia . .graveolens,
(false mustard. .). 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord.
1. 35 Sinapis arz&amp;lt;en$is. Wild Mustard. Cornfields.

c. Ahtstard and cress : the plants white mustard

and cress (Lepidium salivuni] used in the seed-leaf

as a salad herb; alsoyS^. and attrib.

Sometimes grown in fancy pots, etc., as an ornament.

1824 LouDON Encycl. Gard. (ed. 2) 4029 Rape is culti

vated in gardens as a small salad herb, to be.. used in

cresses and mustard. 1817 HONE Table Bk. I. 607 An in

genious contrivance to make mustard and cress seeds grow
in pleasant forms over vessels and basketwork. 1831 MAN-
NING Let. 3 Apr. in Life I. 76 Six months of this rustic

vegetation, and my cerebellum would put forth mustard and
cress. Mod. Mustard and cress sandwiches.

3. attrib,m&Coinb. a, attrib. quasi-a^*. Ofthe
nature of mustard, pungent.
1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanie i. ii, Sharp mustard rime, To

purge the snottery of our -.limit- time.

to. Obvious Comb.) as mustard -\-box, ^-breaker^

-coloured (?&}?))flouri-maker^ -mill, -\ quern, spoon,

spoonful, -yellow ; also in various names of appli
ances in which mustard is used remedially, as

mustard-plaster^ -poultice (also vb. trans.), vomit.

1687 Lond. G&amp;lt;iz. No. 2206/4 A Sugar Box, a Pepper Box,
and a *Mustard Box without mark. 1410 Will ofDurem
(Somerset Ho.), *Mustard brekers. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON
P. Cart&quot;iv xxiv, A *mustard-coloured envelope. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 113/1 The mustard papers commonly
used as rubefacients and vesicants are made from ^mustard
Hour entirely deprived of its fixed oil. c 1483 CAXTON Dia
logues 42/21 Nycholas the *mustard-maker. 1533 MORI-:

Debell.Salein i. Wks. 933/2 A musterde maker in Cambridge.
1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. i. i. in Bullen O. /V. IV, 1 had
as leef have heard the grinding of a *Mustard-Mill. 1866
S. THOMSON Diet. Dom. Med. 356 The well known mustard

plaster or cataplasm. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 31 &quot;Mustard

poultices were applied to his feet. 1858 DICKENS Let. to
Miss Hogarth 18 Aug., I got home at half-past ten, and
mustard-poulticed and barley-watered myself tremendously.
1356 in Riley Mentor. Lond. (1868) 284 ^Mustarde quernes.
1694 SALMON Bate sDispens. (1713) 129/2 Letthembeground
in a Mustard-Quern, i&y* Anthony s Photogr. Bull. III. 195
About a *mustard spoonful ofdry pyro. 1737 MONRO in Med.
Ess. Edinb. (ed. 2) II. 303 Her Disease seemed, .at last to

be almost cured by the UK of &quot;Mustard Vomits. 1904 Daily
Chron. 30 Mar. 8/2 A certain shade of mustard-yellow.

c. Special combinations: as mustard ball, f ()
mustard made into a ball

; () dial, (see quot.

1888), mustard beetle, a beetle destructive to

mustard plants; f mustard-bowl, a wooden bowl
in which mustard-seed was pounded, proverbially
referred to as the instrument for producing stage

thunder; mustard cloth, leaf, paper, cloth or

paper coated with mustard, etc. and used as a sinap
ism ; mustard-oil, an oil obtained from mustard
seed ; mustard shrub, a West Indian shrub, Cap-
partsferruginea, bearing pungent berries ; mustard-
stone Sc. t a stone on or with which to beat or

pound mustard seed; tmustard-token, app. atoken

given to purchasers of mustard, entitling them to a
small repayment when a certain number have been
accumulated ; also transf. as a term of contempt ;

mustard-tree, the mustard of the N.T,, described

asa tree (see MUSTARD SEED i); mustard weevil,
a weevil which damages the white mustard plant,

Ceutorhyncus contractits ; mustard whey, a medi
cinal preparation of mustard (see quot.).
1679 GATES Narr. Popish Plot 48 The Deponent saith,

that by Tewxbury
*
Mustard-balls, we are to understand,

Fire-balls. 1790 W. DYDE Tewkesbury ii, 5 Tewkesbury
. . was likewise remarkable for its mustard balls, which being
very pungent, have occasioned this proverb,.. He looks as
if he lived on Tewkesbury mustard . 1888 Sheffield Gloss.)

Mustard-ball, a leaden ball used in making sauce from
sorrel and in bruising mustard seeds, &c. 1890 Miss E. A.
OKMEROD Injur. Insects (ed. 2) 151 *Mustard Beetle (* Black

Jack
1

), Phsedon betulse Linn. 1728 POPE Dnnc. \\, 226 Tis

yours to shake the soul With Thunder rumbling from the

*mustard-bowl. 1764 H. WALPOLE Let. to Earl of Hert
ford 6 Feb., Lord North in vain rumbled about his mustard-
bowl, and endeavoured alone to outroar a whole party.
1897 Trans. Awer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 101 He applied
warm *mustard cloths to the body and extremities. 1879
MRS. A. E. JAMES Ind. Hoitsek. Managem. 23 *Mus-
tard leaves in a tin case. 1900 EVA C. E. LUCRES Gen.

Nursing x. (ed. 2) 1-29 Mustard leaves that are procured
from a chemist are nearly always used now in preference
to plasters. *&y&amp;gt;Fownes* Man. C/tem. (ed. 3) 539 *Mustard-
oil. 1888 Sat. Kev. ii Aug. 174 And what is a fish or a
vegetable curry without mustard-oil ? 1874 GARROD &
BAXTER Mat. Med. (1880) 209 *Mustard Paper. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica 247 The &quot;Mustard Shrub. This plant is

. -strongly impregnated with an acrid volatile salt, like most
of the mustard tribe, among whom it ought to be placed.
a 1550 Freiris Berwik 556 in Dunhams Poems (S. T. S.) 303
He was sa ferce he fell owttour the sek, And brak his heid

vpoun ane &quot;mustard stane. 1600 DEKKER Shoemakers Holy-
day (1610) B 4 b, Peace you crackt groates, you *mustard
tokens, disquiet not the braue souldier. 1622 MASSINGER &
DEKKER Virg. Mart.n. iii, Ileratherpart from the fat of them,
then from a mustard-tokens worth of Argent. 1844 Asiatic

Jrnl. Ser. in. 1 1 1. 92 Prof. Royle read a paper on the bustard-
tree of Scripture. i8937YwfJ5june8/2 Miss E.A.Ormerod
issues a note of warning that we are likely to have this year
a widespread attack of the *mustard weevil. 1789 W.
BUCHAN Dom. Med. App. (1790) 705 &quot;Mustard Whey. Take
milk and water, of each a pint ; bruised mustard-seed, an
ounce and a half. Boil them together till the curd is per
fectly separated ; afterwards strain the whey through a cloth.

MUSTEE.

Mu stard, v. rare. [f. MUSTAIUJ
sl&amp;gt;.}

trans.

To spread or season with mustard.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour \l. 227 This sort of meat,
sometimes profusely mustarded, is often eaten in the beer-

shops with thick shives of bread.

Mustardavelles, -dybiles, variant forms of

MllSTEKDEVILLEHS.

Mtrstarder. Hist. [mod. a. AF. mustarder

(1301 in l\olls Parlt. I 250; common in I4th c.)

F. moutardier \ see MUSTARD sb. and -KR-.]
A maker of or a dealer in mustard.

1805 R. YATKS Hist. St. Edmunds Bury 203 Squenelarii,
Basket-keepers. Mustarder. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices
I. iv. 104 The following trades are also enumerated.. cooper
..barber, mustarder, woolcomber.

Mustardevillys, var. MUSTKRDEVILLEKS.

MtTStard-pot. A pot or cruet for holding
table mustard.

In Wyclif s sarcastic phrase (which was often echoed by
Protestant controversialists in the i6-i7th c.) the word seems
to mean a jar for keeping a supply of mustard ready mixed
(covered with parchment to exclude the air).

C 1380 WYCLIF &rm. Sel. Wks. I. 381 pese lettris mai do

good for to covere moitard pottis, but not bus to wynne
men blis. 1580 FULKK Retentive^ Dang. Rotk xviii. 299
J beir learned workes shall line and be in honor, when the

Popes decretalls.. shall stoppe mustard pottes. 1603 H.
CHOSSE Vertues Comnnv. (1878) 103 If they set forth any
notable booke of diulnitie, human itie, or such like, they are
in no request, but to stop mustard-pots. 161011 in Halli-

well Anc. Invent. (1854) 70 Item, two musterd pottes.
a 1745 SWIFT Dhcct. Sfr?: t (it ti. Wks. 1751 XIV. 14 You
may conveniently stick your Candle in a Bottle,., a twisted

Napkin, a Mustard-Pot, an Inkhorn [etc.]. 17.. R. GRAVES
Fable in Dodsley Coll. Poems (1782) V. 73 The pepper, Tom
assigned his lot With vinegar, and mustard-pot.
Mustard seed. Forms: see MUSTARD ^. and

SEED sl&amp;gt;. Also 7 muster seed.
1. The seed of mustard. Also attrib.
The * mustard-seed IKOKKOC &amp;lt;rii dneiu&amp;lt;;) of the N. T., ipoken

of as producing a tree (Matt. xiii. 31), is prob. the seed of

the black mustard (Brassica nigra) t which in Palestine

grows to a great height. Some commentators have identified

it with the tree Salvadora P&r$icat
which does not suit the

description of it as a herb .

1390-1 Karl Derby^s Exp. (Camden) 22 Pro j bz. de mus-
tardseed iij s. 14.. Stockh, Med. MS. n. 467 in Angliu
XV III. 318 A greyn of mustard-seed [in weight]. 1660 A&amp;lt; t

i-2Chas. //, c.4 (Kates) Muster seed the c !i.. .xs. 1763 MILLS
Syst. Pract. //us/ . IV. 129 Another sort, .products the seeds
which are commonly sold under the appellation of Durham
mustard-seed. 1847 W. DARLINGTON Amer. Weeds (1860)

47 The skin of the White Mustard seeds contains a lariie

amount of mucilaginous matter. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII.
113/1 The mustard-seed imported from the East Indies is

also largely composed of Brassica juncea. 1887 MOLONEV
Forestry W. Afr. 274 Brassica juncea.. , Herb cultivated

abundantly in India for the seeds, which yield mustard-
seed oil.

fig. i7ooCoNGREVE WayofWorld iv. ix, Thou dost bite,

my dear Mustard-seed.

f2. The plant mustard = MUSTARD sb. 2. Also
with denning word. Cf. MUSTARD sb. 2 b. Obs.

1523 FITZHF.RB. Hnsb, 20 Kedlokes hath a leafe lyke
rapes,.. and groweth in al maner corne, and hath small

coddes, and groweth lyke mustard sede, 1578 LVTE Dodoens
v. Iv. 618 Sinapi syluestre. Wilde Mustarde seede. Ibid.

619 The first kind is called.. in English, White Senuie, &
white Mustarde sede. (11614 DONNE Biaflai aTos 184 As
much as a graine of Musterseed is enough to remove moun*
taines. 1626 BACON Sylva 582 Some Herbs are but An-
iHKill, . . As Borrage,. .Tobacco, Mustard-Seed, and all kinde.s

of Corne. 1681 GREW Musteum 11. in. Hi. 235 The lesser

Champaine Treacle Mustard-Seed. I hlaspios Campestris.
3. U.S. A very fine shot used for shooting birds

with the least injury to the plumage.
1884 COUES Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 4 Use mustard-

seed
,
or dust-shot , as it is variously called. . . A small bird

. . may be riddled with mustard-seed and yet be preservable.

Mustardvillars, var. MUSTERDEVILLERS.

Mnstardy (mzrstaidi), a. [f. MUSTARD sb. +

-Y.] Resembling or covered with mustard.
1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tour (1893) 203 The

dirty, egg-stained, mustardy copy of Belts Life. 1861
THORNBURY Turner (1862) II. 342 A mustardy yellow.

Mustatioe, Mustchadoe, obs. ff. MUSTACHIO.
Must devilee, variant of MUSTERDEVILLERS.

t Mu Sted, ppL a. 1 St. Obs. Also mousted,
muisted, moosted, -et. [f. MUST s&.% or v% +
-ED.] Powdered with * must 1

or hair powder.
18x4 SCOTT Wav. xxxvi, The carle . . wi 1

the black coat and
the mousted head. 1824 Redgauntlet Let. x, Muisted hair.

tMu Sted, ///. a. 2 Obs. rare* 1
. In 7 moosted.

[f.
MUST v2 + -ED 1

.] Mouldy.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 457 No food.. but three ounces of

moosted browne bread.

Mustee (mstr), mestee (mestr). Also 8

nuesti, meste, musty, 9 mesti, musti, (erron.

muster). [Corruptly a. Sp. mestizo (pronounced
mestrjx?) : see MESTIZO.] The offspring of a white

and a quadroon ; also, loosely, a half-caste.

1699 in Wheeler Madras in Old. Time (1861) T. 356 Wives
|

of Freemen. .Mustees. 2. 1712 W. ROGERS Voy. (1718) 203

j

The Mustees, begot by Spaniards on Indian women. 1781
Micky s Bengal Gaz. 24 Feb. (Yule), A Slave Boy.. pretty

j

white or colour of Musty. 1783 MARSDEN Sumatra 40 They
are in general tighter than the Mestees, or half breed, of the

I rest of India. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam (1813) I. xii. 309 The
! Samboe dark, and the Mulatto brown, The Maesti fair. i8oa

C. JAMES Milit. Diet,) Musti^ one born of a Mulatto father

or mother and a white father or mother. 1813 Sporting Mag.
XI. II. 211 The Government have multiplied the difficulties

166



MUSTELIDAN.
for Europeans mixing with Creoles or Mestis. 1825 Genii.

Jfaf. XCV. i. 6 The third descent, from a white and quad
roon, is called a muster. 1865 WHYTK MELVILLE Cerise

(1866) II. vii. 103 Those Portuguese rovers, and the mustee
who commanded them.
attrilt. 1829 MARRYAT/&quot;. J!/;V&amp;lt;r&amp;gt;wrty xviii, A class of women,

born of white fathers and mustee or mulatto women.

Mustechee, musteese, obs. ff. MESTIZO.
1600 in Hedges Diary (Hakl.) II. 209 It s alsoe of very ill

consequence that your Covenant servants should intermarry
with any of the people of the Country or those of mixed
Race or Mustechees.

Mustelidan (mcsle-lidan). [f.
mod.L. Mtis-

tflid-se \i. Mustelus a genus of dog-fishes, altered

from L. mustfla weasel) + -AN.] A shark of the

family Mus/elidx, typified by the genus Mustelus.

1859-61 SIR J. RICHARDSON, etc. Mm. Nat. Hist. II. 165
Mustclidans (Mustelidx).

Musteline (mo-stnin), a. 1 and sb. 1 [ad. L.

miistelin-as (iniislelliitus), of or belonging to a

weasel, f. mttstela (inustella) weasel.] A. adj.

Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the subfamily

Alustclinx, or the family Afustelidx, the weasels

or martens, typified by the genus Mitstela.

1656 BLOUST Glossogr., Musteline, of or like a Weesel.

1828-32 WEBSTKR, Alusteline, pertaining to the weasel or

animals of the genus Mustela ; as, a musteline color ; the

musteline genus. 1849-52 OWEN Teeth in Todd sCycl. Anat.
IV. 914/2 The most aquatic, .of the Musteline quadrupeds,
viz., the sea-otter. 1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mammals
567 Weasel-like (Musteline) forms.

B. si. A musteline animal.

1891 FLOWER& LYDEKKER Mammals^ 570 The brain, .differs

fioin that of Lutra and other Mustelines.

Musteline, a.2 and rf.- [f. mod.L. Mustel-us

(see MUSTELIDAN) + -INK 1.] a. adj. Of or per

taining to the MustelinK, a subfamily of dogfishes
or small sharks, b. sb. A musteline fish.

1890 in Century Diet.

Mustelinous (mzrst/lainss), a. [Formed as

MUSTELINE al + -ous.] = MUSTELINE a.l

1856 MAVXE Expos. Lc.r., Mitstelinus, applied by Des-
marest and Gray to a Family (Mitstelini, ..) of the Mam-
jiti/era, having the illitsfeltt for their type : mustelinous.

Mustell, obs. form of MUSSEL.

t Mustelle. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F. mustelle in

the original of this passage.] A weasel.

1487 CAXTON Bk. Ga. Manners I. xiv. (W. de W. c. 151 5) E j b.

Musteloid (mzrstfloid), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Mustel-a (see MUSTELINE a. 1 + -DID.] A. adj.

Pertaining to the family Mustelidte or weasel-like

animals. B. sb. A musteloid animal.

1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mammals 590 The Musteloid

type.

Mustenaunce, corruption of MONSTRANCE.
1479-81 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 101 For mendyng of the

mustenaunce ci osse.

MvrsteOUS, a. rare&quot;, [f.
L. musteus belong

ing to or like must
; f. masfum : see MUST si. 1 and

-ECUS.] Sweet as must, like must (Ash, 1775).
Muster (mK-staa),^.

1 Forms: a. 4-5 moustre,
4-6 mustre, 5 mostre, muster, mowstre, (//.

mustres, mustrez), 5-6 moster, mouster, mus-
tour(e, musture, 6 mowster.moystere, mustere.
0. 5 mo(u)nstre, 6 mounster. [ME. mostre, mous

tre, a. OF. mostre, moustre fern, (later in learned

form monstre fern., whence mod.F. montre) = Sp.
muestra, Pg., It., mostra, a Com. Rom. verbal noun
f. mostrare to show : L. monstrare.
In the sense pattern , sample , the word passed from

OF. into the Teut. lungs, as MHG. (mod. G.) muster,
MDu., MLG. monster, minister (mod.Du. monster).]

tl. The action, or an act, of showing ; manifes
tation ; exhibition, display. To do muster : to

ivyng of oure Lord Jesus Crist [tr. i Cor. i. 7,

exfectantibus revclationem Domini nostri Jesu Christi}.
For bei shal be knowun at domesday,. .t?at bei ben of
Cristis secte, and shulen be taken in after his mustre. 1436
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 148 Thow clepest thi selfe due, whan
woltow ryse Ande in pleyne felde do mustre with thi lance?
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 104 Tiie noble and riche flees wherof
lason made mustre fro ferre. c 1520 Treat. Galavnt (W.
de W., repr. 1860) 19 Small gyrdynge in the waste, with
all theyr other mustur. 1538 LATIMER Let. 13 June Serin.
V Kent. (Parker Soc.) 395 She herself, with her old sister of
Walsingham [and other images] . . would make a jolly muster
in Smithfield ; they would not be all day in burning. 1577
HELLOWES Gtiatara s Chron. 45 At these dayes the pillers

1603 OVEN Pembrokeshire (iZqi) 80 Wyndowes of this stone
would make the like varietie and muster to the eye. 1602
CAHEW Surv. Cornwall I. (1723) 75 b, You shall hardly find
an assembly of boyes in Deuon or Cornwall, where the most

2. A pattern, specimen, example. Now only
Comm., a pattern, sample.
In mod. use confined to certain particular branches of

commerce or particular localities (used, e. g. in the Sheffield

cutlery trade, and by British merchants in Asia).

794

cijfo CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 912 Trewly she Was hir
j

chefe patrone of beaute And chefe ensample
of al hir [sc.

Nature s] werke And moustre [MS. Fairfax^ moustre, i.e.

mounstre]. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Lave u. vi. (Skeat) 1. 86
;

They shulde hete, nat dignite, but moustre of badnesse and
:

mayntenour of shrewes. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. IV. India

223 To have knowledge of the rivers and mines of gold, and
to bring a mosler of the same. 158* HAKLUYT I oy. (i599
II. 162 You shall send home into this realme certain Mows-
ters or pieces of Shew to be brought to the Diershal!. 1613

J. MAY Declar. Est. Clothing v. 26 They haue a practize- .

to shut in a fine woofe at both ends of their cloth, which

serveth fora muster to .shewe. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

fy P. 84 Merchants bringing and receiving Musters. 1727
A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. v. 45, I shewed him the

Musters of my Goods. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xvi, Your suit

should succeed, being, .founded in justice and honour, and
Elizabeth being the very muster of both. 1879 China Over
land Trade Rep. XXIII. No. 12. 2/3 A few musters of new
Teas have been shewn.

3. An act of mustering (soldiers, sailors, etc.) ;

an assembling of men for inspection, ascertainment

or verification of numbers, introduction into service,

exercise, or the like. Phrase, to make, take a muster.

t To make one s muster : to muster or review one s men ;

also, to present oneself for inspection.
c 1400 MAUSDEV. (1839) xxii. 234 And when the firsle thou

sand is thus passed, and hathe made his mostre, he with-

drawethe him on that o syde. 1419 Ordin. War xiii. in

Black Bk. Adm. (Rolls) I. 463 That noman be so hardy to

have other men at his mustrez, than tho that be with hym
self withold for the same voiage. c\qep Merlin 658 The
kynge..made a mustre of armed peple. 1:1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon viii. 187 The kyng Charlemagne began
for to make nys mustres, for to know how much people that

he had. 1513 BRADSHAW St. H erbnrge \. 227 In musture
and in batayle euer the pryce haue they The kynges grace
to serue. 1536 BKI.LENDES Cron. Scot. xv. xiii. (1821) II.

441 The Erie of Kos come, with mony folkis, to Perth, and
maid his mowster to the king, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VI 185 The people of the erles pane, beyng in their

muster in Sainct Jhons felde..: sodaynly the lord Fawcon-

bridge, whiche toke the musters, wisely declared to the

miiltiiude, the offences and breaches of the late agremente.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. So Metellus toke muster and required
Cesar to be there. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanc s Comm. 467
That the kyng of England wold hire eight thousande horse

men,.. & that mounsters [orig. delectus} shoulde be take in

sondry places. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 327 The Lorde

Percye caused all his companie..to make their Musters,
and they found them selues to be the number of three thou
sand men of arnies, and vij thousande Archers, c 1586 C TESS
PEMBROKE Ps. LXXXVII. iii, lehova this account shall make,
When he of his shall muster take. 1601 B. JONSON Ev.
Jlfiin in Hum. (Qo. ij in. ii, Nosignior, as I remember you
seru d on a great horse, last generall muster. 163* LITHGOW
Traz&amp;gt;. in. 8(j The Candeots. .make muster euery eight day,
before the Seriant-maiors. 1667 TEMPLE Let. 21 May, Wks.
1720 I. 34 The Levies here and Musters go on with all the

Care and Speed this Government is capable of. 1716-31
TISDAL Rojpiifs Hist. Eng. XVH. (1743) II. 89 They took
a muster and found their Army amounted to four thousand

Foot, and six hundred Horse. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, ii.

Frequent musters and assemblies of the people, both for

military exercise and for sports and pastimes, were ap
pointed by authority. 1849 COBUEN Speeches 86 In addition
to these, the pensioners are liable to muster and drill. 1864
Chamb. Encycl. VI. 637/1 Muster, .is a calling over of the
names of all the men composing a regiment or a ship s com
pany. Ibid.) In regiments of the line, a muster is taken on
the 24th of each month; in ships of war, weekly. 1874
GREEN Short Hist, vii. 6. 410 Catholic lords led their

tenantry to the muster at Tilbury.
transf. a 1533 LD. UKHNEKS GoM. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546)Mm j b, The daie of forgettynge maketh the muster of my

thoughtes. 1539 TONSTALL Serin. Palm Sitnd. E vij, If
a muster shuld be taken of swearers, 1796 BURKE Regie.
Peace i. Wks. VIII. 140 In divisions. .we are to make a
muster of our strength.

b. Phr. To pass muster, earlier f to pass (the}
musters \ orig. Mil. to undergo muster or review
without censure ; hence transf. and fig, to bear
examination or inspection, to come up to the re

quired standard,to be above, or go free from,censure ;

to succeed, be accepted (as or for the possessor of

certain qualities).
1575 GASCQIGX* Making o/ Verse in Steele 6Z, etc.(Arb.)

35 And yet the latter verse is neyther true nor pleasant, and
the first verse may passe

the musters. 1598 Acts Privy
Council XXIX. 21 You must have spedall care that not
wone (sic) dwellers, victuallers, horsboyes, hirelinges or va
grant Pasvolentes do offer to passe musters in the bandes.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Grain, xii. 56 Such a Ship.,
might well passe muster for a man of warre. 1673 Articles
#r Rulesfor better Gavt. ofH. M. Forces xliv, No Muster-
Master shall knowingly let any pass the Musters, but such
as are qualified. 1689 Lend. Gaz. No. 2426/4 The new
Regiment Commanded by the Prince de Steinhuise has
pass d Muster. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat, 42 She may
pass Muster well enough. 1855 THACKKRAY Newcomes II.
106 Enough good looks to make her pass muster. 1882
MRS. RIDDELL /V. Wales Gard.~Pa.rty 266 Perhaps if her
lot had been cast in the present day she might have more
than passed muster.

c. Phrase. In muster: mustered, assembled for

inspection.
1820 BYRON Mar. Fal, iv. ii, Are all the people of our

house in muster? 1869 MRS. STOW! Old Town Folks xlv.
(1870) 510 There was a splendid lunch laid out in the par
lour, with all the old silver in muster.

fd. A/aster of the musters^ commissary of the
musters :

= MUSTEK-MASTEH. Obs.

1548 PATTEN F.xped. Scot. A j b, Syr George Blaag, and
Syr Thomas Holcroft, Commissioners of the mousters. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. xxi. 121 The Commissaries of the

i Musters. 1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Redh . (1854) 327 Commis-
sary-general Stane, commissary-general of the Musters.

MUSTER.

1785 G. A. BELLAMY Apology III. 49 He had been named. .

deputy Commissary to the musters. i8oa C. TAMES Milit.

Diet. s.v. Commissary^ Commissary-general of the musters,
or muster-master general.

e. False muster : a fraudulent presentation at a

muster, or a fraudulent inclusion in a muster-roll,
of men who are not available for service. Formerly
often fig.

1665 MAULEY Cretins Low C. Warrcs 197 What with

Death, and running away, and what with the Captains false

Musters, they hardly arose to that Number. 1686 SOUTH
Serm. (1697) II. ix. 418 It is this Plague of the World, De
ception, which takes wrong Measures, and makes false

Musters almost in every Thing. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Muster, False Muster, is when such men pass in review,
as are not actually listed as soldiers. 1790 WESLEY Wk&.
(1872) IV. 493 Still I complain of false musters. 1801 WEL
LINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 326 Our friend, the Com
missary, has been guilty of making false musters, as appears
in the clearest manner. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv.

viii. 274 He excelled in deceiving the government with false

musters and accounts.

t f. Payment given to soldiers at a muster.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearins

1

I oy. Ambass. 351 While he
was in those parts, he pay d his Army twelve Musters

together. 1670 COTTON Espernon n. vm. 398 During which
time the Army had receiv d five Musters, and yet complain d
of being ill us d.

g. Austral. A mustering or inspection of cattle.

1884 R. BOLDREWOOD Melb. Mem. xiii. 95 AH the stock

men in the country came cheerfully to his muster. 1898
Rom. Cattvas Town 135 The brandings and musters went
on all right.

4. The number (of persons or things) mustered or

assembled on a particular occasion ;
an assembly,

collection.

1382 WVCLIF i Kingsv. 13 And king Salomon chees werk-
men of al Israel; and the moustre [Vulg. indietio\ was
thretti thousandisofmen. 1401 J.HANARD in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. ii. I. 16 And Oweyn ys moster a Monday was.. viij

Mill, and
xij&quot;. spers. 1483 in icM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 317 What so ever parson, .will make assemble con

gregation or moustre of people. 1577 B. GOQGE. Heresbach* s

j-fnsb. i. (1586) 12 The double number of them makes the

muster the greater. 1810 Sporting Mag&quot;. XXXVI. 145 A
tolerable muster of amateurs and boxing gentry. 1863 W. C.
BALDWIN Aft. Hunting viii. 325 We set off, a strong muster,
two days ago, to hunt part of the forest in which the elephants
stand. 1890 R. BOLDREWQOD Cot. Reformer (I&QI) 236 I ve

never seen half, or quarter the muster we ve got here lately.

5. A muster-roll, f Also, a census report.
1565 GARGRAVE in J. J. Cartwright Chapters Yorksh. Hist.

(1872) 15, I have ben at York.wher I taryed untyll Tuysday
last to have receyvyd the bokes of musters. i6ia BACON

ss., Greatness of Kingdoms (Arb.) 470 The population

may appeare by Musters, and the number and greatnesse
of Cities and Towns by Carts and Mappes. 1748 AnsotCs

Voy. i. i. 5 He knew by the musters that his squadron
wanted three hundred seamen of their complement. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rndgev\ t I ..got put down upon the muster.

116. Alleged term for : A company (of peacocks&quot;.

[The notion is that of sense i, show, display .]

c 1470 in Lydg. Hers, Shepe &amp;lt;y

G. etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb.

repr.)3o A muster of pecoks. [Hence 1486 in Bk.St. Albans
F vj ;

and in many later works which copy
the list of terms

there given.] 1820 W. IRVING Sketch BR., Christmas Day
(1865) 259 Master Simon.. told me that, according to the

most ancient and approved treatise on hunting, I must say
a muster of peacocks.

f7. Some astronomical instrument. Obs. rare- 1
.

Perh. a dial, clock ; cf, F. ttiontre watch, It. mostra a
watch or a dyall of the sunne (Florio).

a 1400-50 Alexander 130 Quadrentis coruen all of quyte
siluyre. . , Mustours & mekil quat mare ben a littill.

8. Muster out : the action of *

mustering out ;

discharge from service. U.S.

189* LEE Hist. Cofantfast
Ohio II. 146 The Fourth Ohio

Infantry, .returned for muster out, Jun. 12. 1899 U.S.
Statutes 12 Jan. XXX. 784 All matters pertaining to the

muster out of volunteers.

9. attrib.wci&Comb.\ muster-day, -drum t -groundy

-parade, -place ; muster-card Comm. t
a pattern-

card ; f muster file, a muster-roll; 7 muster

maker, ? the reviewing officer at a muster ; t mus-
, ter mistress humorous, a female muster-master;

muster paper, a description of paper supplied
from the dockyards, ruled and headed, for making
ships books (Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. 1867);
muster party, Austral. ,

an expedition undertaken

for the purpose of *

mustering cattle on a run. Also

MUSTER-BOOK, -MASTER, -ROLL.

1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 63 When &quot;muster day,
and foughten fielde are odde. a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel.

(Ir. Archceol. Soc.) II. 162 The Major tellinge him he would

putt him nexte mustar daye in the heade of a selecte regi
ment of horse. 1875 Encyd. Brit. II. 562/1 The conscripts
then took the military oath, sacramentntn, and were dis

missed until the appointed muster-day. 1849 AVTOUN Scheik

ofSinai ii, Each morning, in the market-place. The ^mister-

drum is beat. 1601 SHAKS. All s ll etlw. iii. 189 So that

the *muster file, rotten and sound, vppon my life amounts
not to fifteene thousand pole. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.

,
VI. xxxvii. 184 The chosen *muster-ground of the most
various elements of human culture brought together by

i
men. 1586 EARL LEYCESTER Corr. (Camden) 278 But, pe-
twene the auditor and the *muster-inaker, you will ea&amp;gt;ilie

find the faults. 1599 CHAPMAN Hum. Dayes Myrth E i b,

He was taken learning trickes at old Lucilas house the

&quot;muster mistris of all the smock-tearers in Paris. 1876
VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Muster Roll,
The Queen s Regulations lay down that the presence of the

commanding officer is necessary on all *muster parades.

;

1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 118 These
I &quot;muster parties were extremely congenial to Mr. Neu-
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champ s tastes and tendencies. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL, HI.

xii, The &quot;muster-place be Lanrick mead.

tMu Ster, sb Obs. Also 6 mowster. Short

for MUSTKKDEVILLERS.
1466 Mann. $ Housch. Exp. (Roxb.) 170 Item, my martyr

owyth hym for ij. yerdes of must . 1500 Inv. in Ann. Reg.
(1768) Antiq. 137 A coarse single gown of muster. 1504
Will of Bronntfeld (Somerset Ho.), A coote cloth of
Mowster. 1549 Act 34-4 Edw. Vf

t c. 2 i Russetes,
Musters, Marbles, Grayes, Royes, and suche lyke colors.

Muster mirstw), v.l Forms: a. 3-6mustre,
4-5 mostre, 5 mostere, mouster, mustere, -ir,

-yr, 5-6 moustre, 6 must(o)ure, mustyrre, 4-
muster

; 0. (? 5 monstre), 6 monster, mounster.

[ad. OF. mostrer, moustrer (later, in learned form

monstrer, whence mod.F. montrer to show) =
Pr.,

Sp., Pg. mostrart It. mostrare : L. monstrare to

show. Cf. M.Du., Du. monstercn^ MHO., mod.G.
mustern to muster.
The $ type is doubtful for the isth c., as u and are

usually indistinguishable in MSS. of that date. For the
i6th c., though some instances might be due to misprints,
the existence of the type is proved by the spelling mounster.
In military use the form with may have been due to the
influence of Du. monsteren.\

fl. trans. To show, to show forth, display,
exhibit; to show up, report, tell, explain. Some
times with clause as obj. 06s.

aiyx&amp;gt;Curs0rM.95i2 pat suilk a man cuth think in thoght
f&amp;gt;at

must re bat mercle inoght? Ibid. 25523 pat ilk time pou
mistred [sic] be, Suet iesu ! wit hert sa fre,To maria magdalene.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (18:0) 309 To be pape of Rome
hei mostred per resoun. 13.. Evang, Nicod. 51 in Archiv
Stud. nen. Spr. LIII. 392 His miracles musters his myght.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet 2 In bis sentence mustirs sain benet
us hu we sal lede ure lif. c 1440 York Myst. i. 145 Ande in

my fyrste makyng to must yr iny mighte, .. I byd in my blys-
syng }he aungels gyf lyghte. c 1450 Merlin xxii. 407 So
dide Galashin that often was he shewed, and mustred, with

thefyngeron bothesides. i47iCAXTON/?ftr/o ^//(Sommerj I.

145 In mustryng and shewyng your corayges. a 1548 HALL
Citron. ,

Hen. VIII 73 b, Anticke images of gold ..mouns-

teryng their countenaunces towardes the enteryng of the

palaice. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy.S. Sea lix. 139 If they had
come to boord with the Spanish high-charged ships, it is

not to be doubted but they would have mustred themselues

better, then those which could not with their prowesse nor

props, baue reached to their wastes.

jb. ?To set an example of. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. All s Well \\. L 55 They weare themselues in

the cap of the time, there do muster true gate, eat, speake,
and moue vnder the influence of the most receiued starre.

t c. intr. for refl. To show, to appear, to be dis

played ; to make a (good, bad, etc.) appearance.
ci4ia HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 415 Vndir an old pore

habyt regne^ oft Crete vertu, bogh it moustre porely. c 1430
LVDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 3 So this citee with lawde,
preyse, and glorye, For joy moustered lyke the sone beme,
To yeve ensample thorowoujt this reme, 1513 DOUGLAS
sEtu is x. xiii. 31 Sik like Mezentius mustyrris in the feyId,
With huge armour, baith speyr, helm, and scheyld. [bid.
xii. vi. 41 And haltandly in his cart for the nan is He skippts
vp and musturis wantonly. 1533 BLLLENDKN Livy in. iii.

(S. T. S.) I. 251 For be nobill palacis and towris musturit so

aufully within be ciete, ]?at bai drewe be myndis of equis
and wolcbis fra all segeing. 1565 CALFHILL Answ. Mar-
tiall w.. 167 b, When the Papists beholde the work of their
owne hands, the Crosse it self,fayre mustering in y church,
which might peraduenture haue bene a logge for the

chimney. 1578 LVTE Dodoens vi, i. 653 When these buddes
do open and spreade, the sweete and pleasant Roses do
muster and shewe foorth of colour white. 1597 BACON Ess.,
Coolers Good

&amp;lt;y

Evill v. (Arb.) 144 And this maketh the

greater shew if it be done without order, for confusion
maketh things muster more.

2. trans. To collect or assemble (primarily sol

diers) for ascertainment or verification of numbers,
inspection as to condition and equipment, exercise,

display, or introduction into service. Also t to

muster their arms : of an army, to appear in armed

array. Also absol.

CI4ZO LYDG. Thebes HI. in Chaucer s Wks. (1561) 373
Soche a nombre gadred in to one Of worthy knightes, neuer
aforn was sein, Whan they in feere, were moustred in a
plein. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 349/2 Musteryn, or gadyr to-

gedur, connnoHstrO) coctduno. c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 56oThei
moustred and assembled all the peple that thei myght gete.

1530 PALSGR, 643/1, I muster, I take the muster ofrnen, as
a capytayne doth, je fais les monstres. What place wyll
you sygne to muster your folkes in. a 1548 HALL Ckron.,
Hen. VI 164 b, How busy he was in mustering, how dili

gent in setting forward. 1557 Act 4 &amp;lt;$ 5 Philip fy Maryt

i-&quot;- 3 i Commaundment bathe bene given. .to divers..

persons to muster their Majesties People..and to levie a
nomber of them for the Service of their Majesties. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane s Conitn. 137 b, This man would have
also footemen ready monstered. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI,
ii. i. n2, I then in London,. .Muster d my Soldiers. 1613
R. C. Table Alpk. (ed. 3), Muster, take view of men, in

armour, i 47 N. BACON Disc. Govt. i. xxii. (1739) 40 They
mustered their Arms once every year both in Towns and
Hundreds. 1682 BUNYAS Holy War iii. 52 When the King
had mustered his Forces (for it is he that mustereth the
Host to the Batteli, he gave [etc.]. 1799 Mcd. Jrnl. I. 93
On Sundays, when they were mustered by the commanding
officer. 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia II. 275 Before long
he had mustered and equipped about thirty frigates. 1879
PROUDt Cxsar xv. 241 All sides were mustering their forces
in view ofan impending fight. 1894 J. T. Fow UOLAtbttfOtim
Introd. 61 The Clan Neill, mustered by Columba himself.

fig. 1700 BLACKMORE Parapkr. Job xv. 67 She ll draw
her Troops of Terrors in array, Muster her Griefs, and horrid
War display.

tb. refl.

1535 COVERDALE fsa. viii. 9 Mustre you and gather you,
take youre councel together. 1568 GlAFTOM Ckron. II. 327
So that at the last they mustered themselues and they
were aboue ten thousand men. 1594 T. B. La Primand.
Fr. Acad. \\. Seneca, Those lewde and lasciuious bookes,
which haue mustered themselues of late yeeres in Pauls

Churchyard, as chosen souldiers ready to fight vnder the

deuils banner, c 164* TWYNK in Wood * Life (O. H. S.) I. 60
That afternoone they mustered themselves in the fields.

c. intr. for reft. Of an army, etc. : To come to

gether for inspection, exercise, or preparation for

service.

^1450 LOVF.LICH Grail xlv. 150 Eche Man In his be.ste

Aray, To-forn him they Mostred btre bat day. 1471 CAX-
TON Recuyell (Sommer) I. 143 Whan alfe thassamble had

muslryd and were gaderd to gyder. 1523 LD. UnnNi-.its

Froiss. I.ccliv. 154 They went & mustred before the bastide

of Arde. 1530 PALSGR. 643/1, I muster, as men do that shall

go to a felde. 1535 COVLRDALK i Kings xx. 27 The children

of Israel mustured, ..and wente to mete them, and pitched
their tentes ouer against them. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 720
Besides his soules faire temple i^ defaced, To whose weake
mines muster troopes of cares. 1775 A. CoOKEin Sparks Corr.
Anter. Rev. (1853) ^ 19 The country round were alarmed and

mustering. 1849 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. ii. I. 186 At every
conventicle they mustered in arms. i874GnKHN Short Hist.

iii. 7. 152 The royal army had already mustered in gre;it

force at the King s summons.
transf.an&fig. 1593 SHAKS. Lttcr. 442 Whose ranks of blew

vains. .mustring to the quiet Cabinet, Where their deare

gouernesse and ladie lies, Do tell her shee is dreadfullie beset.

1611 MURE Hfisc. Poems i. 88 A field of fancies musterd in

my mynd. 1689 H. PITMAN Relat, 23 When the young ones

[i.e. turtle] are hatcht, they musters out of their Cells and
marches into the Sea. 1700 BLACKMORE Paraphr. Job
xxxvi. 158 Recruits of Vapours which arise, Drawn from
the Sea to muster in the Skys,

f d. trans. To enlist, enroll. Obs.

1439 Rolls of Parlt. V. 32/2 And so have mu^tred and
entred in of record the Kyngs Suuldeours. 1587 (JoLDist;

De Alornay xxx. (1592) 483 Because he yeldea his soule

vnto death, & did muster himself among tne tran.sgressers.
1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. iv. iv. 10 Newnest&amp;gt;e Of Clotens death
(we being not knowne, not mu&amp;gt;ter d Among the Bands) may
driue vs to a render Where we haue liu d. 1748 SMOLLETT
Rod, Rand, xxvii, I had been rated on the books, and
mustered as surgeon s mate.

e. To call the roll of. Now chiefly A aitt.

I o muster in {U. S.) : to muster (a watch) at the lime of

going on duty.
1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 48 He falls a fighting with

hib text, ..then he musters all again, to see what word was
lost, or lani d in the skirmish. 1820 ScORESBY At~c. Arctic

Reg. II. 199 When the crew have been mustered by the

proper officer of the customs, and paid a month s wages in

advance. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. znd I oy. iv. 43 The
ship s company was mustered. 1840 R. H. DANA Bej.Ma&t
xxiii, The Carpenter sometimes mustered in the .starboard

watch. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s tt ord-bk., Muster the iuatch
y

a duty performed nightly at 8 p.m., and repeated when the
watch is relieved up to 4 a,m.

tf. To take the census of. Obs.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Censor,, .one that valueth or

mustreth. 1636 BRATHWAIT Rom. Emp. 13 In the eigth
yeere of his reigne hee mustred the City.

g. Of an army, etc. : To comprise, to number.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville III. 6 The whole gar
rison mustered but six or eight men. 1851 HUSSKY Papal
Power i. 2 Formed a Synod of their own, mustering about
So. tgajAtfotUfUm 18 May 597/2 Davout s corps.. defeated
a force comprising the choicest part of the Prussian army,
and mustering nearly double its numbers.

h. U.S. To muster in, to muster into (the) ser

vice : to enroll as recruits. To muster out (ofser

vice) : to summon together in order to discharge
from service ; to discharge, pay off (soldiers).

1834 J. A. WAKEFIELD Hist. War 93 The place appointed
for us to be discharged at (or mustered out of the service of

the United States). 1862 if. S. Statutes XII. 339 No person
under the age of eighteen shall be mustered into the United
States service. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 25 Feb., Drunken
or dishonest subalterns who have been mustered out i.e.,

expelled the army for misconduct.

i. To produce for inspection.
1904 igth Cent. June 1033 The bluejacket may at any

moment be called on to muster his kit.

3. To collect, bring together (persons or things) ;

esp. to bring forward from one s own stores. Often

in phrases (/, he, etc.) can muster (such or such a

number or amount) ; as many as (I^\.^ can muster.

cis86 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXXI. i, Muster hither mu-
sicks joyes, Lute, and lyre, and tabretts noise. 1692 R.
L ESTRANGE Fables xxxiii. 32 A Daw that had a mind to

be Sparkish, Trick d himself up with all the Gay- Feathers
he could Muster together. 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy.
S. Seas 16 All the Hands we could muster in both Watches,
Officers included, were but twelve. ij&Anson s Voy. n.
ii. 135 All the.,remnants of old sails that could be mustered.

1793 SMEATON EdystoJic L. 286, I melted down all the

pewter plates and dishes that we could muster on board the
buss. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Inland ii. 16 A respectable
addition was made by them to the few shillings Sullivan
had been able to muster. 1835 } P- KENNEDY Horse Shoe
R. ii, I mustered my horse and gun, and some decent
clothes. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. 333 The Plataeans
could only muster 600. 1838 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 172
We cannot muster many volumes yet. 1841 LYTTON Nt. fy

Morn. i. iv, With your wife s fortune, you muster 2ooo/

a-year. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 175 A proces
sion of twenty coaches belonging to public functionaries
was mustered.

b. fig. To summon, gather up (one s thoughts,

courage, strength, etc.).

1588 SHAKS. /.. L. L. v. ii. 85 Muster your Wits, stand in

] your owne defence. 1671 MILTON Samson 402 Mustring
all her wilts. 1743 YOUNG Nt. Tk. via. 1319 They scarce
can swallow their ebullient spleen, Scarce muster patience
to support the farce. 1814 SCOTT War. xv, Cantering his
white pony down the avenue with all the speed it could

&amp;lt; muster. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge x.\v, At length you
have mustered heart to visit the old place. 1849 C. BRONTE
Shirley I. vi. /ig Mr. Moore s dark face mustered colour;
his lips smiled [etc.]. 1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting
vii. 289, I re-mounted, mustered a canter, by dint of great
persuasion. 1876 TRKVKLYAN Macaiilay II. xv. 478 He
mustered strength to dictate a letter.

4. iittr. I o assemble, gather together in a body.
(Cf. 2 c transf. andy^-.)
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. n. iv. 20 Oh, heauens Why

doe s my bloud thu.&amp;gt; muster to my heart. 1687 A. LOVI-.I.:,

tr. Thci-cnoCs Trav. I. 57 They burn Incense about him,
which they say scares away Evil Spirits and Devils, wlu
otherwise would muster about the [dead] liody. 1820 SCOT i

, Abbot iii, I think he comes of gentle blood sec how it

musters in his face at your injurious reproof. 1869 L&amp;lt;r,\i;u.

i Gold Egg xxv, What marvels manifold, Seemed silently to
muster ! 1886 C. K. PASCOM London of To-day xviii. (ed. 3)

159 The members of the Four-in-Hand and Coaching cluba
muster in great force.

t 5. trans. To pass in review, to take stock of.
a 1625 FLETCHER & MASS. Crist. Country v. v, With what

a greedy hawkes eye she beholds me . Marke how she
musters all my parts.

6. Austral* To take account of (one s cattle).
1858 McCoMbit: f/ist. Victoria vii. 89 Takere . . had at

tacked Mr. Uolden when mustering his &amp;gt;tu&amp;lt;_k. 1875 WOOD
& LATHAM Waitingfor Mail 29 Mu&amp;gt;tcrin;.j cattle.

absol. 1892 HOKNUNG Under Two Skies 41 All hands were
away mustering in a distant paddock.
7. intr. To pass muster/I?;-.
i8ao LAMB Elia Ser. i. Oxford in Va:,, I longed to coat

i him in russia, and assign him hi.-&amp;gt; place. He mi^ht hii\e
mustered for a tall Scapula.
8. Muster up. a. To assemble or bring together

! (troops) for battle, etc.

L isgz MARLOWE Massacre Paris 11. iii. I&amp;gt; 7. He muster \ p
I an army secretly. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. If, \\. viii. i3 In

Oxfordshire shalt muster vp thy friend &amp;gt;. 1621 Hum ox
Anat. Mel. ill. ii. li. i. (1651; 450 They pre^ and muster up
wenches as we do souldiers. 1700 S. L. tr. FrykSs Voy. E.
Ind. ^05 We were muster d up, and received the next day
two months Pay. 1790 BEATSON A az 1

.
&amp;lt;y

Mil. Mem. I. 185
Mr Hodge.. mustered up about three hundred volunteers.

1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Aincr. 190 The few Indians.,
returned . . with all of the tribe that they LOU Id muster up.

b. fig. To summon up, gather up, to marshal.
1628 PKYNNE Ccns. Co~ens 10 Whidi I shall enumerate

and muster vp in order. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer I ref., The
old Objections mubtered up. 1743 R. \\\.\\u.Grare 79 Whilst

busy-meddling Memory .. musters up The jja&amp;gt;t
Endeannenti

of their softer Hours. 1777 PIUESII.KV Matt, fy tyt r. (1782)
I. xvi. t88 Dr Oswald, .has mustered up all his logic to in

validate it. 1813 SCOTT Let. 6 Nov., A very large river.. is

at this moment mustering up all its waters with a voice like

distant thunder. 1893 SKLOLS Trar. S. A&quot;. Africa in She
;

had mustered up courage to speak to him.

Muster, v? dial. ? Obs. [Of Scandinavian

j

origin : cf. Xorw. mitstra to whisper, mumble, to

chatter continually (Ross), Icel. mitskra to mur
mur, maunder (Vigf.).] (See quots.) Hence
Mu steriug vbl. sb. Also f Mu sterer.
c 1440 Promp. Pan. . 349/2 Mu5t(e)ryn, or qwyj.p e)ryn

I privyly (or rummuelon, infra\ //. whysprynj] mussito.
1

Ibid. 436/9 Romelynge, or privy mysterynge (P. preuy
mustringe), runtinacw, innssitacio. 1496 Dives

&amp;lt;y Panfi.
i (W. de W.) v. iv. 199/2 What is susurro that ii called a
! musterer. It is a preuy rowner, that pryuely telleth faUe
i

tales amonges the people for to make dyscencyon. 1825
JAMIESON, Muster, to talk with exceeding volubility. Clydes.
1847 HALLIWELL, Mnstir, to talk together privately.Mu Ster-book. A book in which military
forces are registered. Also, on a man-of-war, a
book containing the names of the crew,

1587 GoLDixGDeAf0rtiay(i592) 99 The beginning thereof
is nothing els but a Musterbooke of names. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 146 Wee haue a number of shadowes to
fill vppe the Muster-Booke. 1643 DAVESANT Unfort. Lovers
in. i, All that I read is in the Muster- book. 1701 Roy,
Declar. i June in Lond. Gaz. Xo. 3815/3 [They] are.. Re
quired., to cause the said List to be Examined, by the
Muster-Book of such Man of War. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
IVord-bk.) Muster-book, a copy of a ship of war s open list,

drawn up for the use of the clerk of the check, in calling
over the crew.

fig* S^1 LV- S tr. Biillinger on Apoc. (1573) 296 All the

Saintes, which before the commyng of Christ are written in

the registers of the heauenly muster booke.

Musterd(e, obs. forms of MUSTARD sb.

t Musterdevillers. Obs. Forms: 5 mos-
tyrdewyk ^?), mister-, mustrevilera, mowster
devylers, must deviles, musterler (?), muster-

delyre,musterdevyle,musturdevylers,muster-
devylers, -illers, -elers, -il l)es, -yles, -yllys,

-ilous, muster dewyllers, mustardevillys, mos-
tar de veils, mustarddybiles, mustardvillars,

mustardavelles, mustyrddevyHers, moster
develers, 5 -6 musterdevilers, 6 mustredevyles,
musterdevilys, muster de villois. See also

MUSTER sb.t- [From the name of the town now
called Montivilliers, in Normandy.
The name (in med.L. Monasteriutn Viltare} appears in

1550 as Musterdevillers (Coke Deb. betw. Heralds 108) ;

i5th c. forms are Moustcn-illers (in Paston Lett. I. p. Ixxix),

Mustirvilers (ibid. p. 8).]

A kind of mixed grey woollen cloth, much used

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
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MUSTERED.

1400 in Cely Papers (1900) 56, 1 have a gowyn clothe of

moslyrdewyk of my lordes leveray for you. 1428 in Rymer
Foedera (1710) X. 391 DuasPeciasdeRusseto Mustrevilers.

1467 WiU ofBate (Somerset Ho.), Of colour of musterde-
villers. 1494 Will Maude Parterich {25 Feb.) P. C C., 23

Vox, My Musterler gownecolerandcuffis lyned with velwett.

1513 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 171 My musterdevilys gowne
furnde with shankkes. 1564 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1875) III.

187 Thai nor nane of thame. .sail lit ony maner of cullouris

of muster de viilois.

Mustered (mp stwd), ppl.a. [f. MUSTEK v.l +

-ED 1
.]

Gathered together; collected; assembled.

1638 G. SANDYS Faraphr. fob (1648) 54 Know st thou
how God collects the Must red Clouds, How in their dark-

nesse hee his lightning shrouds? 1697 DRYDES Virg.Georg.
iv. 626 Himself their Herdsman, 0:1 the middle Mount,
Takes of his muster d Flocks a just Account

Mustering (mzrstarirj \ vbl. sb. [f. MuSTEB i .
1

+ -ING !.] The action of the vb. MUSTER in vari

ous senses ;
an instance of this.

c 1440 LYDG. Hors, Shepe fy G. 66 Withouten hors what
were here mustrynges ? c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 349/2 Mus-
terynge, or gaderynge togeder of men to be schewyde, . .

coadunacio. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 246 They com-
maund Scherteline..to invade the enemies that wer iu mus
tering underneth the Alpes. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v.

iii, Hee s one that hath had the mustring or conuoy of a
companie. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Mustering,
the act of calling over a list of the whole ship s company, or

any ..detachment thereof, who are. .summoned to answer
by their names on the occasion. 1835 W. IRVING Tour
Prairies xxvi. 231 A general mustering of our horses took

place. 1888 Sat. Rev. 8 Dec. 668 He knew, .what the heavy
mustering on the Opposition benches meant.

b. attrib.

1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A mustering place, diribito-

riunt, 1817 CHALMERS Astron. Disc. vi. (1852) 138 On some
field of mustering competition, have monarchs met. 1899
Scribner s Mag. XXV. 7/1 The mustering-places for the

regiment were appointed in New Mexico.

Mustering (nurstrii)),/jft a. [f. MUSTER vl
+ -ING2.] That musters, in senses of the vb.

1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking-Gl. (1598) A 4, Like the

mustering breath of ./Eolus That ouerturnes the pines of

I.ibanon. 1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 24 Let each be

signed by the aforesaid mustering-officer. 1874 SYMONDS
Sk. Italy &amp;lt;$-

Greece (1898) I. xi. 211 Mustering storm-clouds
blue with rain. 1897 P. WARUNC Tales Old Regime no So
that his attitude should not appear strange to the mustering
officer.

Musterler, (?) variant of MUSTERDEVILLERS.
Mu ster-niaster. Now only Hist.

1. An officer who was responsible for the accuracy
of the muster-roll of some portion of an

army.
Also, in dockyards (see quot. 1815); formerly, in

penal settlements, the official charged with keeping
the muster-roll of convicts. Muster-master general
(also chief muster-master} : see quot. 1802.

1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 102 He may admonish the Muster
Mayster and Treasourer. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres n.
i. 24 We haue Muster-masters appointed in euerie Shiere.
1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War\\. i. 122 Muster-Masters, .are

very odious vnto Captaines ; for in seruing of his Prince

truly, and in mustering stricktly he wipeth much vndue
profit from the Captaine. 1662 STILLINGFL. Ortg. Sacr. in.

ii. ii As though he had been Muster-Master-Generall at

that great Rendes-vous. 1666 MABVBU.C0mWks.(Growt)
II. 190 That all muster-masters lose their places, who shall

muster any that have not taken the oaths and the sacrament.

1667 PEPYS Diary 18 Jan., A letter from the Duke of York
commanding our payment of no wages to any of the muster-
masters of the fleet. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3825/3 Her Ma
jesty has been pleased to constitute the Rt. Hon. the Lord
Walden Commissary-General of the Musters, and chief
Muster-master of Her Majesty s Forces. 1707 Ibid. No.
43 10/2 Her Majesty has been . . pleased . , to . . appoint Michael

HydeEsq; Commissary and Mustermaster-General of all the

Forces. *775 Mass. Prov. Congr. 6 May (1823) 199 Muster
masters in the Massachusetts army, whose business it shall

be to pass muster on every soldier that shall be enlisted into

said army. 1802 C. JAMES Milit. Diet., Muster-ntaster-

general, Commissary-general of the Musters, one who takes
account of every regiment, their number, horses, arms, &c.

1815 Falconer s Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Muster-master,
in royal dock-yards a person appointed by the Navy Board
to call over the lists of all his Majesty s snip s companies in

the different ports ; as also the artificers working on board,
in order to prevent false musters. 1896 Peterson s Mag.
(U.S.) VI. 288/1 Washington directed Colonel James Glover
and Muster-Master-General Moyland to co-operate with the

Board of Admiralty.
fig. 1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 287 Their ring

leader, and muster-master father Parsons. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Grig. Sacr. in. ii. 449 Lucretius gives us in so exact an ac
count of the several courses the Atoms took up

in
disposing

themselves into bodyes, as though he had been Muster-
Master-General at that great Rendes-vous.

H 2. Used incorrectly for drill-sergeant*.
1711 STEELE S6cct. No. 134 ^4 A new sort of Muster-

master, who teaches Ladies the whole Exercise of the Fan.

Hence Mu stermastership.
1664-5 PKPYS Diary^

12 Mar., We talked also_of getting
V, Howe to be put into the Muster-Mastershipp in the
)ome of Creed. 1763 H. WALPOLE Let. to Earl of Hert

ford 2 Dec., Mr. Calcraft being turned out yesterday, from
some muster-mastership.

Mu-ster-rolL
1. An official list of the officers and men a. in

an army or some particular division of it
;

b. in a

ship s company.
a. 1640 In Rushw. Hist. Coll. HI. (1692) I. 143 They are

W,
room

Man shall presume to present himself to the Muster, to be
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Inrolled in the Muster-Rolls, by a counterfeit or wrong
Name. 171* STEELK Spect. No. 444 P 4 He shews the

Muster-Roll, which confirms that he was in his Imperial

Majesty s Troops. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ff F. xvii, II. 47 In

scribed on the muster-roll of their numerous armies. 1844
THIRLWALL Greece Ixiv. VIII. 308 He was obliged to fill up
the muster-rolls with boys of sixteen. 1833 S-IOCQUELLR
Milit. Encycl. s.v., The muster-rolls are called over on the

24th of each month, when every individual answers to his

name. 1888 PLUMPTRE Ken 1.162 It was believed. -that

pay was drawn for the troops on the strength of false mus
ter rolls.

b. 1809 St. Papers in Ann. Reg. 757/2 If such a vessel is

not provided with a muster-roll of the crew. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bit., Muster-roll, a document kept by the

master of every British vessel, specifying the name, age,

quality, and country of every person of the ship s company.
2. transf. and _)?,
1605 BACON Adv. Leant, n. xvi. 7 It may bee thought

I seeke to make a create Muster-Rowle of Sciences. 1737
POPE Hor, Epist. n. i. 124 Tho but, perhaps, a muster-roll

of Names. 1858 BRIGHT Sp., Reform 21 Dec. (1876) 305
One of the brightest names in the muster-roll of English
worthies. 1875 M cLAREN-SVrw. Ser. n. viii. 147 The muster-
roll of heroes of faith in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

3. Naut. The reading of the muster-roll ; roll-call.

1833 MARRVAT P. Simple xx, Having waited the usual

hour &quot;before the governor s house, to answer to our muster-

roll, and to be stared at, we were dismissed. 1869 W. S.

GILBERT Bab Ball., Nancy Bell 36 And only ten of the

Nancy s men Said * Here ! to the muster roll.

t Muster-yong. Obs. [? a. G. *musttrjung*)
i. muster MUSTEK sbJ- + jitnge boy.] ?A boy
fraudulently entered on a muster-roll.

1635 BARRIFFE Milit. Discipl. cxx. (1643) 415 Besides all

Officers, Muster-yongs and Pasvolants.

Mustesa, -ezo, obs. forms of MESTIZO.

Musth, variant of MUST a.3

Musticat, Mustice, obs. ff. MUSCAT, MESTIZO.

Mustify (mzrstifsi),^. slang, [f. MUSTY a? +

-FY.] trans. To make musty or mouldy.
1847 MRS. GORE Castles in Airx\\. II. 201 Should I, in

| my own country, have dreamed of mustifying myself by a
1 humdrum dinner in. .Bloomsbury Square?

Mustily (mzrstili;, adv. rare.
[f.
MUSTY a.

1
- +

-LY -.] a. In a musty or mouldy manner, f b.

j

Dully; ill-humouredly. Obs.
rt 1620 FLETCHER & MASS. False One in. ii, These Cloaths

;

smell mustily. 1620 MJDDLETON World tost at Tennis

\
Induct., I meane, why so melancholy, thou lookst, mustily,
me thinkes. Rich. Doe I so? and yet I dwell in sweeter

! ayre Then you. 1675 COTTON Burlesque upon B. 102 Apollo,

j

what s the matter, pray, You look so mustily to day. 1755
j
JOHNSON , Mustily, ..Mouldily.

Mustiness (mtrstines). [f. MuSTYa.2 + -Js Ess.]
1. The state, condition or quality of being musty ;

*

mould; damp foulness* (J.).

1526-30 in Grose Antiq. /?t^.(i8o8) II. 205 The said page
to make fires for the eyres and mustenes of the said chain*
bers. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort., Oct. (1679) 2^ Keeping them
[seeds] dry, and free from mustiness. 1888 MRS. H. WARD
R.Elsmere vii, The peculiar clean mustiness of the room
only just opened for the summer season.

Jig. 1894 Nation (N. Y.) 19 July 47/1 The same impression
of mystery, of vagueness, of mediaeval mustiness and super
stition is made by these dramas as by the others.

f2. Crossness; ill-humour. Obs. rare.
a 1619 FLETCHER Bcnduca \. ii, Any mirth, and any way,

of any subject, Junius, is better then unmanly mustinesse.

1734 MRS. E. MONTAGU Lett. (1809) I. 14 That he might
have put it m his book of drawings among the faces that

express the several passions ; but be has none that express
mubtiness.

Mustir, Mustizo, obs. ff. MUSTER, MESTIZO.
t Mustle, z&amp;gt;. Obs. rare-*. [Cf. MUSTER ^.2 ;

also RUSTLE &.] intr. To murmur, make a noise.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 194/12 To Mustle, strepere.

Mustle, obs. form of MUSCLE.
Mustour(e, mustre, obs. forms of MUSTER.
Mustredevyles, variant of MUSTKRDEVILLERS.
Mustroll, variant of MUSROL.
Mustrump,Mustul: see MUSHROOM, MUSSEL.
t Mu stuleiit, a. Obs. rare. [a. L. mustulent-

.?, mitstum MUST sbl: SCC-ULENT.] Abounding
in must; resembling must; S\SQjocularly, vinous*.
159* R. D. f/ypnerotontachia 3 In inustulent Autume. 1611

COTGR. s.v. Visage^ Visage de pressurier, a inustulent, or
maumsie face. 1656 BLOUNT Glossfgr., Mustulent, sweet as
Must ; also fresh, new, green.

Musture, obs. form of MUSTER.
t Mu Sty, fl.

1 ? Obs. rare. [f. MUST sb.* + -Y.]

Of, pertaining to, or made with must or new wine
;

in a state of must or newness.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. xi. 525 Now. .vse this ferment ffor

musty breed whom this wol condiment. 1599 MINSHEU
Span. Diet., Most&amp;lt;fso, mustie, of sweet wine. 1802 UEUDOES
Hygeta vm. 32 New musty liquors remain at least equally
strong for a time.

Musty (mzrsti), a.2 (andj.). Ofobscure origin.
Prob. in some way related to MOISTV, MOIST adjs., the oi

of which represents OF. .)

1. Mouldy ; spoiled with damp ; moist and
fetid

1

Q.).
1530 PALSGR. 730/1 Sprede your cprne abrode, it wyll vaxe

musty els. 153* MORE Confut. TindaU Wks. 649/2 When
his wordes be wet sifted, men shall find little fine flowre in

them, but all very mustie branne. 1604 T. M. Black Bk. in

Middleton s Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 28 Away I scudded in the

musty moth-eaten habit. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vii. 40 And
was t thou faine..To houell thee with Swine and Rogues
forlorne, In short, and musty straw ? 1653 WALTON Angler

MUSTY.

{
xiv. 199 Have your worms well scowred, and not kept in
sowre or mustie moss. 1693-4 GIBSON in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 216 Old musty papers are but ill company for

neat cloaths and white hands. 1707 MORTIMER Ilusb. 108
The Buyers are usually furnished with musty bad Corn
from Foreign Parts. 1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. xi, An
early public-house, haunted by unsavoury smells of musty
hay. 1874 BURNAND My time xiv. 120 She walked into the

study amongst the old musty books, 1897 Allhutfs Syst.
Meet. II. 792 The damage done by the use of musty grain
as food falls upon the nervous system.

b. Of food, liquors, etc. : Having a mouldy or

decayed smell or taste. Of a cask, bottle, etc. :

Stale-smelling, fusty.
1530 PALSGR. 319/1 Mustye as a vessel is or wyne or any

other vitayle, vioysy. 1577 Patent Roll 19 Eliz. ix, Cor-

rupte and mustie butter. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of
Hum. i. ii, He looks like a mustie bottle. 1599 SHAKS. MucA
Ado i. i. 50 You had musty victual). i68x NEVILE Plata
l\ciiiv. 233 If you have a musty Vessel, and by consequence
dislike the Beer which comes out of it. 173* POPE Hor.
Sat. n. ii. 67 Nor lets, like Naevius, every error pass, The
musty wine, foul cloth, or greasy glass. 1738 SWIFT Pol.
Com-ersat. 141 This Venison is musty. 1799 G. SMITH
Laboratory I. 433 To correct a musty Taste in Wine. 1802
Med. Jrnl. Vllf. 479 In cleansing musty casks. t&yiDaily
News$ Mar. 7/2 The puddings were occasionally made with
sour milk and musty eggs. Ibid., A custard..which was
sloppy and musty.

C. Of rooms, atmosphere, etc. : Having the un

pleasant faint odour suggestive of mouldiness or

decay.
1577 HARRISON England ii. vi. (1877) i. 156 Beare with me

..that lead thee. .into a mustie malthouse. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado i. iii. 61 Being entertain d for a perfumer, as I

was smoaking a musty roome, comes me the Prince and
Claudio. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 592 Do not all Houses
and Places grow musty.. if the Air be any way prevented
by Window-shutters, .that it cannot have its free egress and
regress? 1797 GODWIN Enquirer n. iv. 208 The very air

..feels musty.
2, _/?. a. Of immaterial things, ideas, etc. : Stale;

spoiled with age* (J.); that has lost its newness or

interest; antiquated, disused, old-fashioned.

1592 NASHE / . Penilesse (ed. 2) 14, I know many wise
Gentlemen of this musty vocation [Antiquaries]. 1601
SHAKS. Ham. m. ii. 359 But while the grasse growes, the

Prouerbe is something musty. 1683 BURNET tr. More s

Utopia (1685) 38 Some old musty laws. 1763-5 CHURCHILL
Journey Poems 1769 II. 7 Read musty lectures on Benevo
lence. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) n.

x xxix, Your newspapers delayed . , till . . alt their intelligence
is

musty. 1900 H. SUTCLIFFE Shameless Wayne xxv, Each
burled legend of his house, each musty tale of wrongs suf
fered and repaid came back to mind.

b. Of persons: Dull; heavy; wanting activity;

wanting practice in the occurrences of life
*

(J.) ;

antiquated,
*

mouldy*.
1637 SANDERSON Serm. (1681) II. 81 They settle upon their

own dregs, and grow muddy and musty with long ease.

1665 BRATHWAIT Comment Two Tales (Chaucer Soc.) 48
How is it, you old musty Dotard, that with a sorrow you
hide the keys of your Chests from me ? 171* ADDISON^/^:/.
No. 482 F 2 Being married to a Bookish Man, who has no

Knowledge of the World, she is forced, .to spirit him up now
and then, that he may not grow musty, and unfit for Con
versation. 1745 FIELDING True Patriot Wks. 1775 IX. 298
None but a musty moralist, .would have condemned such
behaviour, a 1763 BYROM Poetaster 24 Then he.. of old

musty Bards mumbles over the Names. 1824 W. IRVING
T. Trai . II. viii. 86 A little rusty, musty old fellow, always
groping among ruins. 1883 Gd. Words 183 The doctors say
we get musty and fusty if we stay in one place.

to. Ill-humoured, peevish, sullen. Obs. exc. dial.

1620 SHELTON Quix. n. xlviii. 313 The ill-wounded Don

Quixote was exceeding musty and melancholy, with his

I1 ace bound vp and scarred. x6aa FLETCHER Span. Curate
iv. iii, He is monstrous vexed and musty at my chessplay.

1671 SHADWELL Miser i. Wks. 1720 III. 9 Wnat a Devil
makes thee in so musty a humour ? c 17*8 EARL OF AILES-
BURY Mem. (1890) 691 He was very musty because I would
not catch at the bait and be his bubble. 1760 FOOTE Minor
n. (1767) 45 Here comes the musty trader, running over with

remonstrances. I must banter the tit.

4. Comb., as musty-fusty, -smelling^ walled adjs.

1857 W. COLLINS Dead Secret iv. iv, In that old part of the

house it is what you call *musty-fusty. 1897 MRS. JO. L. VOY-
NICH Gadfly (1904) 22/1 Corridors, and stairs, all more or less

&quot;musty-smelling. 1751 Female Foundling II. 135 An old,

*musty walled Chapel.

t B. sb. A kind of snuff having a musty flavour.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 27 r ii I ll call at Charles s, and
know the Shape of his Snuff-Box. ..I ought to be informed,
whether he takes Spanish or Musty. Ibid. No. 79 F 3, I

made her resign her snuff-box for ever, and half drown her
self with washing away the stench of the musty.

Musty (mzrsti), a. 3 rare. [f. MUST sb.5 or a.$

+ -Y.]
= MUST a.3

1868 Morn. Star 6 Jan., The twentieth [elephant] was so

vicious and musty . 1883 FLOVEK Unexfl. Baluchistan

57 The two musty camels.

t Mu*sty, v. Obs. [f. MUSTY a.2]

1. intr. To become musty, lit. and^f^.
1631 GOUGE God s Arrows u. 22. 160 Corne.. being so

heaped together.. mustieth, putrifieth, and is made unfit for

use. 1633 SHIRLEY Gamester n. ii, But I may lose it ere

I go to bed. Dost think t shall musty ? What s a hundred

pound ? 1702 T. BBOWN Lett. Dead to Living (1707) n. 68

You. .keep your Reputation musty ng upon an old Founda
tion, which is ready to sink.

2. trans. To render or make musty or mouldy.
1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 61 It [the wheat] was

mustied and spoiled with lying so long in the Ground.

Musty: seeMusTEK. Mustyr(re: seeMusTEHZ/.

Mustyrddevyllers, obs. f. MUSTEBUKYILLERS.



MUTABILITY.

Musuk,Musulman:seeMussucK,MussuLMAN.
Musume(e, -me, -m6, variant forms of MOUSME.

Musure, Musycke, obs. ff. MUSER ^, MOSAIC.

Musycyen, -yssyon, obs. forms of MUSICIAN.

Mut, obs. form of MOOT v.1 ,
MOTE v.\ MUTE sb.

t Muta-bilate, v. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [f. L. miita-

bil-is MUTABLE a. + -ATE.] trans. To change.
?i68s T. BROWN Adv. Gates Wks. 1730 IV. 245 It is a

Folly., to., yield to Melancholly ; for twill mutabilate poor
Nature s Light, And turn it s Day into a gloomy Night.

Mutability (miwlabHIti). [a. F. mutabilite
&amp;gt;

ad. L. niittabilitas : see next and -ITY.]

1. Disposition to change, variableness, incon

stancy.
1374 CHAUCER Troylns \. 851 Now slth hire whiel by no

way may soiorne, what wastow if hire mutabiHte Ryght a*

\&amp;gt;\
seluen list wol don by the. 1412-20 LYDG. Troy Bk. \. v.

(1513) C j b, They save that chaunge and mutabyfyte Apro-
pred ben to femynyte. a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Eihu. If 191
The Duke of Somerset, was incontinently, for his greate
mutabilit ie and lightnesj behedded at Exam. 1662 STIL-

LINGFL. Orig. Sticr. K. vii. i It would argue mutability in

God to revoke that Law, and establish another instead of it.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 162^6 This Mutability of Temper
and Inconsistency with our selves is the greatest Weakness
of human Nature, so [etc.]. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece III.

xviii. 77 He had himself experienced the mutability of the

public taste. 1883 LINDA VILLAKI Machiavelli y Times \\.

i. III. 242 Of his easy mutability we find proofs in two of

the various Discorsi written by him \sc. Guicciardini].

2. Liability to change.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 223 For truly the firste

trawthe whicheisGod may not be where mutabillte isfounde.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 4^3 That heavenly
kingdome, which is not subiect to mutabilitie or chaunge.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. ii. 6 The law whereby he
worketh is eternal!, and therefore can haue no shew or

cullor of mutabilitie. 1622 lip. HALL Contempt., O. T. xvi.

iv, How slippery are the stations of earthly honors, and

subject to continuall mutabilitie. 1791 COWTER Ynrdley
Oak 70 Wnat exhibitions various hath the world Witness d
of mutability in all That we account most durable below !

1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxvii. 389, I endeavoured to satisfy

myself of the mutability which had been ascribed to them
[/. e. the veins in glaciers J.

b. An instance of this.

1549 Compl. Scot. i. 20 Prosperus men prouidls nocht to

resist the occasions of the mutabiliteis. 1598 YONG Diana
67 What place is there so strong, where one may be safe

from the mutabilities of time? 1648 CHAS. I Dcclar. 22 Nov.
Wks. (1662) 293 It is the humour of those who are of this

Weather-cock-like disposition to love nothing but mutabili
ties. 1711 SHAKTESB. Misc. Rfjl. n. iii. Charact. III. 95
We Islanders, fam d for other

Mutability^,
are particularly

noted for the Variableness, .of our Weather. 1873 SYMONDS
Grk. Poets iii. 78 Simonides moralizes upon the mutabilities

of life. 1888 PLUMPTRH Ken I. p. xi. nott\ One could scarcely
find a more striking instance of the mutabilities of history.

Mutable (mi/7 tab l\ a, and.jtf. Also 5 muit-
able. [ad. L. mutabil-is changeable, f. mutare to

change : see -ABLE.] A. adj.

1. Liable or subject to change or alteration.

C1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 107 (Camb. MS.) The
whiche destynal causes, whan they passen owt fro the

bygynnynges of the vnnioeuable puruyaunce, it mot nedes
be |?at they ne be nat Mutable. 1456 in Coventry Corpus
Chr. Plays 117 With-oute whom [i.e. Fortune], sithen non
playnly can prosper, That in this muitable lyfe ar nowe pro-
cedyng, I am come thurgh love. 1515 BABCLAY^ffigfVf iv.

(1570) Cvjb/z, Protheus. .Mutable of figure oft times in one
houre. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. xv. i Although no
lawes but positiue be mutable, yet all are not mutable
which be positiue. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vii.

306 There is no East and West in Nature ; nor are those
absolute and invariable, but respective and mutable points.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 39 F 15 The Use of Clothes con

tinues, though the Fashion of them has been mutable. 1783
LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds n. i. 347 Mutable Flycatcher.
Mnscicapa mutata. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker, xc, Her
mutable countenance had now all the fixedness and paleness
of marble. 1902 A. LANG Hist. Scot. II. xvi. 428 Like all

other laws those of the Kirk proved to be mutable.
absol. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bonn)

I. 352 Let a man learn to look for the permanent in the
mutable and fleeting.

b. Grant. Subject to mutation.

1707 LHUYD Archzol. Brit. 300 The Consonants are
divided into Mutable and Immutable. The Mutable are
such as by the Addition of an h, or else by a full point (.)

above them, either alter or lose their Pronunciation, as b, c

[etc.]. 1837 G. PHILLIPS Syriac Gram. 28 Nouns of many
syllables, the last of which is mutable, are exemplified in

the following Table. 1843 W. NEILSON Irish Gram. 5 The
sounds of the mutable consonants, when aspirated, differ

materially from those which they receive, when simple.

2. Inconstant in mind, will, or disposition ;

fickle ; variable. Now somewhat rare.

1412-20 LYDG. Troy Bk. r. v. (1513) C j b, Theyr hertes be
so freell and vnstable Namely in youthe so meuynge and
mutable That [etc.]. a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Edw. IV 191 b,
Least the sight.. might, .also wyn the hartes of the mutable
commonaltie. lbid. y Rich. Ill 48 The mutable mynde of

quene Elyzabeth. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argenis iv.

vii. 260 They call Fortune whatsoever is doubtfull. .and for

this cause they feigne her a mutable and blind Goddesse.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan of Arc in. 85 Paris with her servile

sons, A headstrong, mutable, ferocious racej Bow d to the
invader s yoke. 1818 BYKON Ch. Ifar. iv. cvi, A child Most
mutable in wishes but in mind A wit as various. 1860
MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. vii. 468 Ever variable and mu
table as woman, Elizabeth was perplexing and baffling to her
counsellors. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man II. xix. 339 The most
fertile imagination and the most mutable caprice have
created the fashions of painting, as well as those of garments.
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B. sb.

1. pi. Things capable of change. Obs. rare&quot;&quot;&quot;

1
.

1652 GAULK Magastrorn. 150 Having its mherance in

movables or mu tables.

2. A mutable consonant (see A. I b).
1821 O RKILLY Irish Diet. Introd. 2 The division of the

consonants into mutables and immutables. 1843 W, NEILSON
Irish Gram. 4 [Letters] capable of aspiration, or mutables.

Hence Mtrtably attv., in a mutable manner
;

so

as to be capable of change ; also, with constant

change or variation ; Mu tableuess (now rare],

mutability.
1481 BOTONER Tulle Old Age (Caxton) b 3, The mutable-

nes & euyl dysposicion of men hit is so grete in oure dnyes.

1582 BATMAN Barth. DC P. K. v. vi. 39 If y
u tie be to much

niouing it betokeneth ..mutablenesse of affection.
_
1646

K. F, Marrow Mod. Dh in. (ed. 21 13 Though beand his will

were both good, yet were they mutably good, a 1677 MAN-
TON StfrtK. J*s. c.ti.t verse 123 (1681) 8^2 Every man is,

or may be a liar, because of the mutableness of
h^is

Nature.

orldly things,
would take off so much as would leave them of little Value.

1703 J- UAKRETT Analecta 32 How little valuable are all

Worldly things, that are so unstable !.. their mutableness

J7SS i 1 JOHNSON. 1796 KIRWAN Elent. Min. (ed. 2) I. 509.
Rather greasy ; often in some positions mutably resplendent.

Mutage (mitt teds). [a. F. vintage, f. muter:
see MUTE z;.

4
] The process of muting wine. Cf.

MUTE Z .
4

1839 in URE Diet. Arts.

t Mu tal, ft. Qbs. rare&quot; . [irreg. f. L. mut~are
to change + -AL.] Changeable.
a 1562 G. CAVENDISH Wohey^ etc. (1825) II. 139 Fortune. .

Which is of nature bothe cruel and mutall.

Mutanize, obs, form of MUTINIZE.

Mutate (miw te t), a. and sb. [ad. L. mutat-us^

pa. pple. of mutare to change.] A. adj. Bot.

Changed. rare~, 1840 in PAXTON Bot. Did.

B. sb. Gram. A form having a mutated vowel.

1875-6 H. S\VI;ET in Trans. Philol. Soc. 558 Several of the

words given above may also be mutates, such as dcd
t scd^

gredig.

Mutate (miwtt i-t), v. [f. L. miitat-) ppl. stem
of mntare

(: older *Moitare
t
t. root *moi- to change,

whence MEAN rt.
1
) : see -ATE.] a. tntr. To under

go change, be transmuted. Now only Gram, to

undergo mutation, b. trans. (Gram.} To cause

mutation of (a sound). Hence Muta ted ppl. a.

1818 J. BROWN Psyche 53 Since men of rank, when they
mutate From one into another state, Assume the nature
most allied To that which they must throw aside. 1875-6
H. SWEET in Trans. Philol. Sac. 540 It is extremely prob
able that all subjunctives originally had mutated vowels.

Mutation (mit?*Jan). [a. F. mutation (13111

c. in Littre), ~ation
t
ad. L. mutation-em^ n. of action

f. mfttare to change : see MUTATE and -ATION.]
1. The action or process of changing ;

alteration

or change in form or qualities.
&amp;lt;:i374

CHAUCER Boeth. Pr. vi. 18 (Camb. MS.), ffor-thi

wenestow
J&amp;gt;at

bise Mutacyouns of fortune fletyn with-owte

gouernor. 1436 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 3280 To maken . .

That merveyllous mutacion, Bred in-to tlesshe, wyn in-to

blood^ (--1430 Pil%r. Lyf Manlwde I. xli. (1869) 24 Al
mutacioun that isdoon in haste j hate, c 1522 Br. Fox in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 4 Thestate & condicion of the

Toune & Marches of Calls & other Fortryses within the

same, & of theyr ruynes, decayes, mutacyons, and altera-

cions, fro the auncyent estatuz and ordinances [etc.]. 1533
LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. civ. 187 It is come to the kynges
knowledge, howe that his subgettes ar sore greued by reason
of the mutacyon of y moneys. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. i. n
O world ! But that thy strange mutations make vs hate
thee Life would not yeelde to age. 1655 G. S. in Hartlib

Ref. Commw. Bees zi, I took the pain to observe and
collect the Generation of several Insects, with their various
mutations from kind to kind. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mns.
(1789) I. iv. 54 The Mutations or changes incident to melody
which in modern music we should call , . modulation, a 1849
HOR. SMITH Addr. Mummy ix, Since first thy form was in

this box extended We have above ground seen some strange
mutations. 1891 STEVENSON & L. OSBOURNE Wrecker vi,

More than three years had intervened almost without muta
tion in that stationary household.

f b. Changeableness. Obs.
a 1548 HALL C/trou.t Edw. IV (1550) 23 Suche is yc muta

cyon of the common people, lyke a rede wyth euery wind is

agitable and flexible.

f c. Change in government revolution. Also,
? revolt, insurrection. Obs.
In the sense revolt the word may be a. OF. meutacion,

f. nteute riot, uproar (see MUTE sb?).
a 1470 TIPTOFT Csesar x. (1530) 12 He douted lest in his

absence there shuld arise some chaunge or mutacyon in
Fraunce. 1660 MILTON Free Coiitnrw. Wks. 1851 V. 432We had bin then by this time firmly rooted past fear of
Commotions or Mutations. 1737 WHISTON Josephus^ Hist.
i. xvi. 5 He. .exacted the tribute.. as a penalty for the
mutations they had made in the country.

1 2. concr. (Roman Antiq.) As rendering of
L. mulatto (see quot. 1610). Obs.
1610 HOLLAND Camden s Brit. i. 65 Also Mutations ; for so

they called in that age, the places where strangers, as they
journeied did change their post-horses [etc.). 1677 PLOT
Qxfordsh. 326 Pillars of stone, whereon they inscribed the
distances from the regal Cities, Stations, and Mutations.

3. Mus. a. In mediaeval solmization : The
change from one hexachord to another involving a

change of the syllable applied to a given note.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mns. Annot., Mutation is the leauing
of one name of a note and taking another in the same sound.
1609 DOULAND Ornitk. Microl. 16 To a Musitian . . Mutation
is . . the putting of one concord for another in the same Key.
1760 Phil. Trans, LI. 743 The author is speaking of the

MUTCH.
sixth division of harmonic, which was mutation. 1807
ROBINSON Archxol. Grseca v. xxiii. 534 In music the Greeks

distinguished . .rhythmus, mutations, and melopceia.

b. Mutation stop \ a stop whose pipes produce
tones one-fifth or a major third above the proper

pitch of the key struck, or above one of its octaves.

So mutation rank.

1855 HOI-KINS Organ no Mutation or Filling-up Slops do
not give a sound corresponding with the key pres&amp;gt;ed down ;

but some sound g on the C key, others e. 1881 C. A.
EDWARDS Organs 153 The proper balancing of the founda
tion and mutation ranks.

c. In violin-playing : The shifting of the hand
from one position to another (Cent. Diet. 1890).
4. Gram. a. In the Celtic languages, a change

of an initial consonant, depending on the gram
matical (or, prehistorically, on the phonetic) cha

racter of the preceding \vord.

1843 Proc. Phiiol. Soc. I. 124 That remarkable system of

Initial mutations ofconsonantswhich distinguishes the Celtic

languages from all others in Europe. 1904 Athememn

5
Nov. 621/3 If Welsh loses its mutations as South Walc-.s

is doing slightly, we shall be sorry.

b. = UMLAUT.
1875-6 H. SWEICT in Trans, Philol. Soc. 558 The mutation

of original tf, which is written x in WS. Ibid. 567 1 hi:

most marked distinction between A[nglo-JF[risian] and Ofld]

Sfaxon] is the want of umlaut or mutation in the latttr.

1887 SKEAT Princ, fcng, Etyatol. Scr. i. 211 In many in

stances, the original vowel of the root lias suffered botli

mutation and gradation.
Comb. 1892 SWEKT Eng. Granun. I. 315 The following

mutation-plurals are still in common use.

5. Law. a. In French law (sec quot. 1856).
Also Comb, (in Canada) mutation-fine.
1825 ActbGco. /K, c. 59 5 Every, .droitdc lodb et vcntes,

and mutation fine of every description [I&amp;gt;ower Canada]. 1856
BOVJVIER Amcr. Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 195 .Mutation, French
law.. .Applied to designate the change which takes place
in the property of a thing in its transmission from one per
son to another. ..It is nearly synonymous with transfer.

b. Mutation of lihd (see cjuot. 1856).
1685 CONSLTT Pract. Spirit. Churls in. i. 2 (1700) 82 We

now come to the other part of Mynsingr\&& purpose (Sci/.)

the mutation or changing of Lil&amp;gt;els; jmttare Libellmn, to

change the Libel, is to vary and alter the substance uf it.

1856 BOUVIER Amcr. Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 195 Mutation oj

libel, practice. An amendment allowed to a libel, by which
there is an alteration of the substance of the libel.

6. Itiology. Used (in contrast to variation} for

the kind of change which results in the production
of a new species. Applied by De Vrics (Die Mnta-
tions theone 1901) to the process by which, accord

ing to his theory, a new species is suddenly pro
duced by a departure from the parent type. Hence

(]uasi-&amp;lt;ww.
a species resulting from this process.

1894 W. Pi. SCOTT in Amcr. JrnL Sci, Nov. 372 Bateson s

results, .emphasize strongly the difference between variation

and that steady advance along certain definite lines which

Waagen called mutation. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 2} Apr. 12/3
It is with the origin of the minor species that the DL \ rie&amp;gt;

Mutation Theory is concerned, 1905 in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Sflc.

LXI. Proc. p. Ixxiii, A mutation, in the palaeontologicaJ
and original sense, maybe defined as a contemporaneous.
assemblage of individuals united by specific identity of struc
ture inter

se^
and by common descent from a known pre

existing species, from which they differ in some minute but
constant character or characters. 1907 Athenxuin 31 Aug.
242/1 The theory of mutation, .assumes that a species has
its birth, its lifetime, and its death, even as an individual,
and that throughout its life it remains one and the same.

By a mutation it does not change itself, but .simply produces
a new type. The mutation is allied to its ancestor as a
branch is to a tree .

Mutative (mi
4

tativ), a. [a. OF. mutatij
(1493 Godef.), a. med.L. mutatlv-us f. milta-

t ppl.
stem of tintfare to change : see -ATIVE.]
1. Of or pertaining to change or mutation.

1743 [see METABOLIC a. ij. 1907 Athcnsemn-^\ Aug. 242/3
Whilst wheat, oats, peas, and vetches are still . . in a imitative
state or period, barley is now in a period of stability.

2. Given to change, changeable.
1818 Bletckw. Mag. III. 533 He is neither so mutative and

dissimilis sibi as Odoherty.

tMuta*tor. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. L. mutator,

agent-noun f. mutarc to change.] One who changes.
1632 [see PLANTATOR ij.

Mutatory (mi/rtatari), a. [ad. mod.L. type
*mutatdri-tts : see prec. and -ORY.] Changing ;

mutable
;
variable. In recent Diets.

Mutazalite, variant form of MOTAZILITE.
Mutch (mtftj). dial. Also Sc. 5 mwch, 5-6

much, 7 moche. [a. MDu. mutse (mod.Du.
muts} MGH.,mod.G. mutse

; prob. a shortened
form of MDu. amutse, alnnttse, MHG. armuz,
a/mus, med.L. almutia^ F. aumusse, Pr.au/nussa,

Sp. almucio AMICE 2
; the origin of the Rom. word,

which meant a covering for head and shoulders
worn by canons, is obscure. Cf. MOZZETTA.]
tL Sc. A night covering for the head. Often

night mutch. Qbs,

1473 Ate, Ld. High Treas. Scot. (1877) I. 39, v elne of
Holland claith for sarkis and muchis. [bid. 40, ij elne of
lawne for my Lordis muchis. 1474 Ibid. 27, j elne of Hoi*
lande clath for mwchis to the King. Ibid. 41, viij elne of
Hollande clath for sarkis and mwchys. 1503 Ibid. (1900) II.

211 Item, for thre muches brocht hame be him to the King.
1612 Sc. Bk. Customs in Halyburtoit s Ledger (1867) 322
Mutches called nycht mutches of linning plane.. nycht



MUTCHLESS.
:h gold am

Troub. Chas. I (Spald. Club) II. 388 He had on his held ane

white perllit mvtche. 1831 SHENNAN Tales 75 (E.D.D.)
Even her night-mutch did appear: The vera plaits aboon
her brow.

2. A cap or coif, usually of linen, worn by women
and young children. Also attrib.

1634-5 BRERETON 7&amp;gt;OP. (Chatham Soc.) 188 We call here.,

a cap, a mutch, if it be linen. 17*4 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc.

(1762) 9 Their toys and mutches were sae clean, Theyglanced
in our ladses

1

een. 1822 GALT PfVMWf XXXVli Mrs. Fen ton,

with her mutch off, . . was seen trying to sunder the challengers
and the champions. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 113

The old mother, Mrs. Brown, in her white mutch, ..and a

few neighbours stood round the room. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac

Simbonnet 36 The mutch box lined with pale green paper.

Hence Mu tcliless a., without a cap.
1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 216 The mutch-

less mawsie flings herself frae the tap step.

Mutchado, -atoe : see MouSTACHE
,
M uSTACH to.

Mutcher, dial, variant of MOOCHEB.
Mutchkin (mr tfkin). Sc. Also 6 mych-,

mutskiu, musking, 7 mutchin, mwching, 8

mutchkeu, -kine, muchkin. [a. early mod.Du.
mudseken (now ;;;/#&amp;lt;?), app. an irregular diminutive

of mud(de MUD sl&amp;gt;.~]
A measure of capacity for

liquids (or for dry substances of a powdery or granu
lar character) ;

the fourth part of the old Scots pint,

or about three-quarters of an imperial pint.

71425 Sc. Acts Jus. /(i8i4) II. 12 Quhilkismakis..of |c
new mete now ordanit ix pyntis & three muchekynis. 1508
Ace. Ld. High Trens. Scot. (1902) IV. 113 Item, to Pieris

the payntour, for glew,. .thre mychkinnis olye, calk, for the

chapell. 1591 in Thanes ofCawdor (Spald. Club) 203 Item
thrie muskingis aquavitye xv s. 1603 Rec. Convent. Roy.
Burghs Scot. (1870) II. 157 Ilk burgh. .caus mak and haue
all thair mesouris of stovpeis of quart, pynt, choping, and

mwching,. .conformeable to the jadge and stovpe of Sterling.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 478 With Wine, a mutchkin, thrice

a weeks Pack d in her pocket. 1769 De Foes Tour Gt. Brit.

(cd. 7} IV. 252 Boys and Girls, coming, .to sell us Whortle

berries, ..sold to every one of us near a Mutchkin for a
Baubee. 1756 MKS. CALDERWOOO Jrnl. (1884) 85 The pro

portion., was like our mutchkin of salt to twenty pound
wtinht of butter. 1814 SCOTT IVav. xxxix, He whistled the

Bob of Dumblain , under the influence of half a mutchkin
of brandy, a 1884 I EERIE Nugx Eccles. I. 24 Another

mutchkin, Dibble.

b. Cowb.
t
as mulchkin cap, stotip, tin.

1721 R.\\is\v Ode to Ph iii, That mutchkin stoup it

hands but dribs. 1786 BUKNS Earnest Cry-] Paint Scotland

greetan owre her thrissle ; Her mutchkin stowp as loom s

a whissle. (11791 GKOSE Olio (1796) 115 Paddy lifted a

muchkin tin.. and threw it at the narrator. 1823 GALT
Gilhaizc xiv, A smith came in for a mutchkin-cap of ale.

Mute ^mi/7t;, a. and;.l Forms: a. 4-5 muwet,
4-6 mewet, muet, 5 mwet, muyt, 6 muete

;

/3. 5 mut, 6- mute. [ME. muet(ntcwet} muwet} ,

a. K. muet : popular L. *m&tettus dim. of L.

miitus. In the i6th c. the word was assimilated

in spelling and pronunciation to L. m fitus (whence
OK. wu, Pr. mitt, Sp. mudo^ It. muto}.] A. adj.

1. Not emitting articulate sound ; silent,

To stand nmte (ofmalice} . in Law, to refuse deliberately
to plead.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 194 She..stod forth mewet

\v.r. muwet] mylde and mansuete. c 1450 Merlin 172 Thei
were alle stille and mewet as though thei hadde be dombe.

1513 MOKK Rich, film Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 784 She
[was], .neither mute, nor full of bable. 1 543 4

^&amp;lt;-&quot;/
35

lirectnHen. f, c. 5 If any person, .stand muet or wilnot di

answereto the same offences. 1547 [see MALICE s&.6], 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 3 When Counsellors and seruants

stand mute and silent. A 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rfb. xi.

234 He could not be so ignorant as not to know what

judgment the law pronounceaagainst those who stood mute,
and obstinately refused to plead. tflftGtiiXEJjgyX9t SQttM
mute inglorious Milton here may rest. 1771 Act 12 Geo. ///,
c. 20 Such Person so standing Mute, .shall be convicted of

the Felony or Piracy charged in such Indictment or Ap
peal. 1866 M. ARNOLD Thyrsis xxii, Which task d thy

pipe too sore, and tired thy throat It fa! I d, and thou wast
mute ! 1906 Westm. Gaz. 26 May 12/1 At the Middlesex
Sessions on Saturday . . a young woman . . was found by the

jury to be standing mute of malice. Ibiit. y It was not till

1827 that it was enacted that a
plea of not guilty should be

entered for a prisoner who stood mute of malice.

b. transf. in the sense: Not emitting sound ;
not

manifesting sound. Mute swan : the common
swan, Cygnus olor.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 794 All

was still and muete, and not one worde aunswered to. c 1600

SHAKS. Sonti. xcvii, For sommer and his pleasures waite

on thee, And thou away, the very birds are mute. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 117 The water.. passing along with a mute
and vnspeedy current. 1653 WALTON Angler \. 17 The
children of Israel, .having hung up their then mute Instru

ments., sate down. 1774 G. WHITE Selborne 14 Feb., The
martin., is rather a mute bird. 1783 PENNANT A ret. Zool.

II. 543 Mute Swan. [bid. 542 note, We change the name
ofthe Tame Swan into Mute, as .. this species emits no sound.
1790 BRUCE Trav. Source Nile III. 55 The sky-lark is here,
but is mute the whole year, till the first rains fall in

November. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. \. xv, The groves are

still and mute ! 1849 C. BKONTE Shirley x, Mute was the

room, mute the house. 1849 M. AnQtDj0MmiMM ii, Be
hind are the abandoned baths Mute in their meadows lone.

1884 WOOD in Sunday Mag. May 306/1 The descendants of
Mute Swans, Greylag Geese and Wild Ducks.

C. Proverbial phrases. As mute as ajlsh Qtfishes

(and dialectically, as mute as a mackerel^ maid
t

fri0use
t pokeri statue, stone).

* 1407 LVLJU. Reson
&amp;lt;$

Seas. 6267 They be as Muet as a

798

stone, c 1440 Compleynt 50 in Temple of Glas 59 A tunge
I haue, but wordys none, But stonde mut as any stone.

1576 GASCOIGNE Stccle Gl. (Arb.) 67 He thou eke as mewet
as a mayde. 1620 MELTON Axtrohf. 38 What wife he shall

haue.. whether she shall be as mute as a Fish, or haue a

tongue as loude as a Fish-Wife. 1621-3 MIDDLE-TON &
ROWLEY Changeling in. iii, Be silent, mute, Mute as a

statue. 1760 FOOTE Minor i. (1767) 20 Sir Will You can

be secret as well as serviceable 1 Shift. Mute as a mackerel.

1781 C.JOHNSTON Hist. J. Juniper \\. 141 The Nabob s

friends.. had stood all this while as mute as fishes. 1807 in

Spirit Publ. Jrnls. XI. 3 The members as mute as fishes

gaping for loaves. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chits, xxviii,

Damme, sir, if he wasn t as mute as a poker. 1881 BESANT
& RICE ChapL of Fleet \. v, They one and all. .became

suddenly as mute as mice.

2. Destitute of the faculty of speech; dumb.
Also absol.

1377 LANGL, P. PL B. xvi. in Bothe meseles & mute
and in the menysoun blody, Ofte he heled suche he ne helde

it for no maistrye. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 117 b/i Zoe. .

whyche had ben muet & dombe vii yere by a sekenes that

she had. 1649 Alcoran. 176 They shall be infamous, deaf,

mute, and blinde, and condemned to the flames of hell, be

cause they are wicked. 1651 G. W. tr. Cwefs I tst. 173
He that is mute can neither Covenant nor promise, since he

cannot speak nor utter words congruous to a Covenant.

1815 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. .xxiii, For though from earliest

childhood mute, The lad can deftly touch the lute. 1899
AllbittCs Syst. Med. VII. 418 The leading peculiarities of

hysterical mutism are these. .. The subjects of this disability

are completely mute.

b. Applied to the lower animals as lacking the

power of articulate speech. Cf. DTMI; a. \ b.

1667 MILTON / . /.. ix. 557 Beasts, whom God on ttnr

Creation-Day Created mute to all articulat sound. 1678
K. L Esi RANGE Seneca s Mc-r., Anger vii. (1692) 392 A
Brutal Folly, to be Offended at a Mule Animal. 1845 FORD
Handbk. Spain i. 35 Oaths.. seem to be considered as the

only language the mute creation can comprehend.
3. Temporarily bereft of the power of speech.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 271/2 The blessyd Eerthylmewe

. . entiyd in to the temple . . and made the deuylle soo muet
that he gat noo remembraunce to them that adoured hym.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Kpist. 418 Noble men at their meet-

inges should not be mule and tong-tyed. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. i. xvi. 83 This number is no Representative; be

cause., it becomes oftentimes, .a mute Person, and unapt.,
for the government of a Multitude. 1706 E. WARD Weoden
World Diss, (1708) 28 Then he s struck mute. 1781 Cow PER

Conversat. 352 The fear of being silent makes us mute.

1887 BOWEN&quot;/
&quot;V*i&quot;.

.-Etuidm. 298 Mute with wonder I stood.

4. Of things or action : Not characterized by or

attended with speech or vocal utterance.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I
,

i. i. 49 When he speakes,. .the mute
Wonder lurketh in mens eares. 1700 URYDEN Stffisw. &amp;lt;y

Guise. 684 Mute solemn Sorrow, free from Female Noise.

1802 COLKKIDGE Hymn bef. Sunrise 26 Mute thanks and
secret ecstasy. 1871 MACLH TF Man. Patinas ix. 121 The
four and twenty Elders prostrate themselves in mute adora
tion. 1898 FLOR. MONTGOMERY Tony 15 Their mute appeal

ing expression.
b. transf.

1627 SIK R. COTTON I icw Ktigu Hen. Ill 45 In himselfe

hee reformed his natural! Errors, Princes Manners though
a mute law haue more of life and vigour then those of letters.

1788 GIBUON Dt-cL
&amp;lt;y

F. 1. V. 185 The jurisdiction of the

magistrate was mute and impotent. 1782 W. GILCIN Kircr
It ye 91 He will work them up with such colours, mute, or

vivid, as best accord with the general tone of his l;md&amp;gt;cape.

6. Gram, and Phonetics, a. Of a consonant :

Produced by an entire interruption of the passage
of breath, or by the complete closure of the organs
of the mouth ;

*

stopped .

After late L. mittus, Gr. atfxui o?.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. PoesU ii. xHi. (Arb.) 135 The vowell

isalwayes more easily deluiered then the consonant: and
of consonants, the liquide more then the mute. 1688 K.
HOLMK Armoury in. 408/1, T. .is a mute Letter, and
sounded through the Teeth.

t b. Of a consonant : Voiceless. Qbs.
1668 WILKISS Real Char. 369 (Zk) the sonorous Con

sonant, and (S/i) its correspondent mute. ..The first being
vocal, the other mute.

c. Of a letter: Not pronounced, silent.

1638 BRATHW.UT Barnabces Jrnt. (iSiS) i3i What tho

graves become acute too? What tho accents become mute

top? 1846 Proc. Phllol. Sec. III. 6 It gradually was esta

blished, .that when a mute followed a single consonant
the preceding vowel was a long one.

6. Astrol. (see quot. 1696).
1658 GADBURY Doctr. Nativities 39 Some Signs there are

which be termed mute. . .If any of the mule Signs ascend in

a Nativity [etc.]. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Mute Sign$ t
are

those which are denominated from Creatures that nave no
Voice, as Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces ; and in Nativities, when
the Significators therein, do spoil or cause some Impediment
in the Speech of him that is born. 1819 J. WILSON Diet.

Astrol. ---96 Mu-te Signs i they are called dumb signs by the

Arabians, and are said to have an effect on the native s

speech, and cause dumbness.

7. Sporting. Not giving tongue (said of hounds
while hunting). To run mule, to follow the chase
without giving tongue.
1677 Cox Gentl. Recr. (ed. 2) i? When Hounds or Beagles

run long without opening or making any cry, we say, they
run Mute. 1843 SUUTEES Handley Cross v. 101 A short

sharp chirp is borne on the breeze ; it i.s H--

running mute, IBSS STONEHENGE
defects which should especially be a^ i.

bling ; secondly, mute running. / . &amp;lt;

running ,
and skirting , are depe

; -

breeding. 1897 EncycL Sport \. 58.1 .

going too fast to speak. Some houn -

8. Of wine: (See quot.). Ci ^

1801 Tilloch&quot;: Phiios. Mtif. X. iji I ihid

but
The
bab-
nute
:t in

i nds
le.

MUTE.
of wine is made of white grapes called mute wine, which is

employed to sulphur others. . .This wine nevei- ferments, and
for that reason is called mute wine.

9. Said oi metals that do not ring when struck.

1806 TURTON tr. Linu. Syst. Nat. VII. JExpl. Terms. 1841
MAUNDER Sci.

&amp;gt;,

Lit. Trias. (1848) 487/2.

10. Comb.
1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Adtnir. Events 311 Mute-

strucken with this lustre.. he remained quite astonished.

1660 Trial Regie. 53 This Mute-man fortuned to see the

Murlhererofhis Father. lyaS^THOMSoN.S/nWjf 162 Herds
and flocks Drop the dry sprig, and, mute-imploring, eye
The falling verdure. 1746 SMOLLETT Ad-vice 41 Bribe him,
to feast my mute-imploring eye, With some proud lord, who
smiles a gracious lie ! 1850 BROWNING Clirhtmas Evt! XX. 62

Stumbling, mute-mazed, at nature s chance.

B. sb.

1. Phonetics. [See A. 5.] An element of speech
formed by a position of the vocal organs such as

stops the passage of the breath, or entirely inter

rupts the sound; a stopped consonant, a stop .

1530 PALSCR. Introd. 20 Theyr consonantes be devyded in

to mutes & liquides or semivocalles. 1656 BLOVinGbssagr.,
Mutes (nintie), these letters , c, fi

t g, /i, k,p t g t /, are so

called, because they have no sound, without the assistance

of a vowel. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 383/1 In Indian

languages (p J would be felt as a final post-aspirated mute.

allusively. 1654 TRAPP Cotnm. Job xxxii. (1657) 280 \Ve
use to say, That at meetings young men should be Mutes,
and old men Vowels.

t 2. In mute, in an undertone. Obs.

(1530 Crt.ifLove 148 In mewet spak I, so that noght
astert, By no condicion, word that might be herd.

3. A person precluded by nature, mutilation, or

employment from the exercise of speech.
a. A dumb person ;

one deprived of the power
of articulate speech owing to some congenital or

pathological infirmity.
16156. SANDYS Trav. 74 Fifty Mutes he hath borne deafe

and dumbe. 1660 Trial Regie. 53, 1 have heard a story of

a Mute, that was born Mute. 1713 Swll-T Cadtmis
&amp;lt;V

Ya-
ncssa Wks. 1755 111. ll. 25 Love can with speech inspire a
mute. 1813 SCOTT Pevtril xvi, The pretty mute was mistress

of several little accomplishments. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU^VC.
Amer. III. 335 In .. Hancock, .there are only 3 persons
between 14 and 21 who cannot read and write ;

and they
are mutes. 1899 Alllrutfs Syst. .Mcd. VIII. log The hys-
terical mute expresses him&amp;gt;elf in writing easily and correctly.

trans/. 1775 GIBBON Prm. Lett. 25 Feb. (1806) I. 251, I

am still a Mute; it is more tremendous than I imagined;
the great speakers fill me with despair, the bad ones with

terror. 1841 D IsKAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 687 The mute
who cannot speak at a dinner or on the hustings, is eloquent
in a pamphlet.

b. An actor on the stage whose part is performed

only in dumb-show.
l579\V.WlLKixsoNG&amp;gt;/W./&amp;lt;z/;/!Y&amp;gt; 0/&quot;/.0/&amp;lt;32

Mutes vpon
a stage called forth to till vp a roome and make a shew.

1604 DEKKER Kings Entcrtainm. C j, The Personages
(as well Mutes as Speakers) in this Pageant were these.

1765 E. THOMPSON MiriMdmd (ed. 6) 48 Behind him
waddles a theatric Mute. 1787 M.ME. D ARBLAY Diary
18 Jan., It made me feel, once more.. like a mute upon the

stage. 1884 Truth 13 Mar. 376/2 The sea-green robes of

a beautiful mute in Mr. Gilbert s topsy-turvy plays.

C. In oriental countries : A dumb house-servant

or janitor ; usually one who has been deliberately

deprived of the power of speech.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, I. ii. 232 Our graue I.ike Turkish

mute, shall haue a tonguelesse mouth. 1603 KNOLLES ///*/.

Turks (1621) 763 Hee saw seauen Muts (these are strong

men, bereft of their speech, whom the Turkish tyrants haue

always in readinesse, the more secretly to execute their

bloody butcherie). 1735 SOMERVILI.E Chase in. 393 As his

Guard of Mutes On the great Sultan wait. i8jj MACAULAV
Ka.

t
Milton 11897) 25 The mutes who throng their unte-

chambers.

fd. Law. One who refuses to plead to an

indictment. Obs. (Cf. MUTE a. i note.}

1659 FL LLER App, Inj. Innoc. \. iii. 3 In our Common Law,
Mutes at the Bar, who would not plead to the Indictment,

are Adjudged guilty. 1660 Trial Regie. 31 He, that doth

refuse to put himself upon his Legal Trial of God, and the

Countrey, is a Mute in Law. 1738 NEAL Hist, furit. IV.

187 Judgment was given against him as a Mute.

e. A professional attendant at a funeral; a hired

mourner .

1761-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue\ Anccd. Paint. (1786) II.

219 Forty gentlemen . . submitted to wait as mutes with their

backs against the wall of the chamber where the body laid

in state. l84 Literary Gaz. 31 Dec. 897/2 There he saw

the two mutes and the hearse at the door. 1891 STEVEN

SON & L. OSBOURNK H recker L 23 Those who had met

at the depot like a pair of mutes, sat down to table with

holiday faces.

4. Mis. a. A clip of metal, wood or ivory that

can be placed over tlie bridge of a violin or similar

stringed instrument to deaden the resonance with

out affecting the vibration of the strings.

1811 Bi SHY Dirt. Music (ed. 3)- 894 I &quot;U MM Mag.
Feb. 590 He played it over a dozen times with the mute on

his violin after she had gone to rest.

b. A pear-shaped leather pad or piece of metal

which can be inserted into the bell of a metal wind-

instrument to check the emission of sound.

1841 Musical World Apr. 247 A mute is a piece of brass

formed to fit the inside of the bell of a trumpet. 1845 t.

HOLMES Mozart 176 The mutes which soften the tone of

brass instruments.

5. Comb., as mute-like adj. ;
mute-closure J ho-

netics), closure of the oral passage so as to form

a mute.



MUTE. 799 MUTILATING.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang, iv. 62 These are the only mute-
closures found in English, or French, or German. 1889
CLARK RUSSELL Marooned xvii, There is really no need for

such a mute-like face as yours.

t Mute, sb? Ot&amp;gt;s, Also 6 meute, 6-7 mewte,
7 mut, muite, Smewt. [f. MuiEw.1 Cf. F. tmeut
of the same meaning.]
1. The action of muting

*

; concr. (sing, and //.)

dung (of birds).

1575 TURBERV. Falconrie 116 If hir mewtesbee cluane and
white. 1596 HARINGTON Metam. Ajaxy. You have a spe-
ciall regard to obserue, if she [sc. the hawk] make a cleane
mute. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. 140 If your Hawke..
get any inward bruise, which you shall know by the black -

nesse or bloodinesse of their muts, you shall then annoynt
her meat, .with Sperma-Ctctse till her mutes becleareagaine,
1645 G. DANIEL Poems \Vks. (Gro.sart) II. 45 Like a Falcon
..Check d by my bonds, I fall, And lime my Selfe, in all

The muite and SHme. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),,Mule,
dung, especially of Birds. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v.

Apostume^ They must be held on the Fist until they have
made one or two Mewts. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg.
I. 426 The reddish colour, .is given by the mute of birds.

2. A kind of slimy discharge, as mucus.
1578 LVTE Dodoens in. cxiii. 306 It doth mundifie and

dense the breast of all cold meutes or flegme.

t Mute, $b$ Obs. Also 4 mut, 9 meute. [a.

OF. muetej meute (tnod.F. meute} : popular L.

*movitaf verbal noun f. L. movers to MOVE. Cf.

med.L. mota (from OFr.).]
1. A pack of hounds.

13. . Ga.iv. ff Gr. Knt. 1720 Thenne was hit lif vpon list to

ly^en be houndez, When alle be mute hade hym met,
menged to-geder. c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182)

xxxv, panne shulde be sergeant of be mute of be herte
houndes ..make alle hem of be office, .hardell beire houndes.

1486 Bk. St. Albans F vj b, A Mute of houndes. 1664
Spelmatfs Gloss., Mute, a Kenel or Crie of Hounds. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury \\, 132/1 Hounds 16 [are] a Kennell of

Hounds, or a Mute.

2. The cry of hounds working.
13. . Gaiu. ty Gr. Knt. 1015 Hit was be myriest mute bat

euer men herde. c 1350 Will. Paterne 2192 Alle men bat
mut herde of be muri houndes, seweden after ful swibe to se
bat mury chace.

TI3. Misused for MEW sbt i.

The mistake seems to Have arisen from confusion with the
med.L. inuta mew for hawks.

1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vn. i. III. 117 The cloisters be
came., the kennels of their hounds, the meutes of their hawks.

Mute (miwt), sb.t dial. A kind of mule.
In some districts applied to the offspring of a mare and an

ass (the mule properly so called), and in others to that of
the she-ass and stallion (the hinny ).

1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xxiii, Gigantic and heavily-
laden mutes and mules. 1895 Daily News 23 July 2/2 The
most curious donkey was a mute . /&

&amp;lt;/.,
The mute was

said to be nine years old.

Mute (miwt), Z*.
1 06s. exc. dial. Also 6, 8

mewt. [a. OF. muetir (tnutir Cotgr. 161 1),

aphetic form of esmeutir
y earlier esmeltir.

The ulterior origin is obscure ; the Teut. smelt- to melt,
SMELT T ., would suit the form, but the affinity of sense is

not very close.]

Of a bird, esp. a hawk ; a. intr. To void the
freces, b. trans. To discharge as foces.
c 1450 Bk. Hawking in Rel. Ant. I. 296 Ye schull say

that your hawke mutith and not sclisith. 1486 Bk, St.
Albans Cviij, She mutith when she auoydith hir order.
a 1529 SKELTON Ware the Hauke 62 The hawke.. mutid
there a chase Vpon my corporas face. 1575 TURBERV. Fal-
conrie6i A greene seere of hir foote, ..large panell, and able
to slyse farre from hir when she mewteth. 1611 BIBLE
Tobit ii. 10 Mine eyes being open, the Sparrowes muted
warme doung Into mine eyes. 1622 tr. Luna s Pursuit
Lazarillo ix. 74 Aske a Philosopher why Flyes vpon a white
thing doe mute black, and contrariwise, vpon a black, white.

1679 CROWNE Amb. Statesm. in. 38 Flying rumours, which
like birds Soaring at random, mute on any head. 1698 B.
BULLIVANT in Phil. Trans. XX. 168 It [sc. the bird] muted
the Honey pure. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Back-
ivorm

t
Make em into a Pill, which give her in the Morning

so soon as she has cast, and after she has mewted it clean

away, then give her good hot Meat. 1774 G. WHITE Sfl~
borne 28 Sept., When they [sc. swifts] mute, .they raise their

wings. 1820 Blacku&amp;gt;. Mag. VII. 676 Sir Dick gave the

dung that he ventures to mute on The glories of Europe,
our Wellesley and Newton.

t Mute, v.2 Obs. [Of obscure origin : perh. a.

L. imttire to murmur. The identity of the word in

the various quots. is uncertain.] intr. To murmur.
Hence Mirting vbl. sh., murmuring, discontent.
In quot. 1542 perh, a mistake for mutining, or possibly

a. MDu, muytinge insurrection.

1542 Fabyans Ckron. vn. 486/2 And m this yere [1524-5]
..[was] a mutyng in Norfolke & Sufiblke for payment of

money. 1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) I. 365/2 Muche lesse
durst poore subiectes once mute agaynst hym. Ibid. 659/2
The kyngdome of the Pope and his members, .began to be
so strong, that none durst styrre or once mute agaynst them.
a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. (1677) m. 124 They per
ceived a secret muting in their own Army. 1642 D. ROGERS
Naaman. 519 That none should be so daring or

presumptu
ous, as once to mute or quetch, if they once proclaime their
will. 1643 R. BAILLIE Lett, (1841) II. 91 Mr. Hade Guthrie
made no dinne. His letter was a wand above his head to

discipline him, if he should mute. 1644 Ibid. 147 This was
read openlie in the face of the Assemblie, and in the eares
of the Independents, who durst not mute against it. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. XL xvii. 162 That murmuring and muting
against Princes differ only in degree, not in kinde.

Mute (mi?7t), T/.3
[f.

MUTE a.]

,fl. intr. (See quot.) Obs.- Q

Perh. tnnie maybe a mistake (or run wutt\ which appears
in later edd. of Phillips.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Mute,, .also when Hounds run long,
without making any cry they are said to mute.

2. trans. To deaden or subdue the sound of:

spec, in Music^ to muffle the sound of (a musical

instrument). Alsoy^.
1883 F. CORDER in Grove Di^t. Mas. III. 637 Berlioz

muted the clarinet by enveloping the bell in a bag ofchamois
leather. //&amp;gt;/.,

Violins are muted either by placing a wooden
or brass instrument upon the bridge. 1891 G. MEREDITH
One of our Cony. III. viii. 148 The tone of neutral colour

that, as in sound, muted splendour. 1891 Times 22 Oct.

14/2 The strings are muted, and, yet.. the woodwind is

always to be kept in subjection to them. 1906 MAX IV.M-

BERTON Hundred Days 101 A heavy Indian carpet muted
the footsteps of the Emperor as he paced it.

b. To silence.

iScji G. MEREDITH One of our Cong. II. v. 129 They are

spirited on, patted, subdued, muted, raised, rushed anew,
away, held in hand.

Hence Mirting vbl. sb. (also attrib.},
1881 Times 25 Oct. 11/4 The mysterious glamour thrown

over the whole by the muting of the strings. 1885 Encycl.
Brit. XIX. 70/2 A surding or muting effect produced by
impeding the vibration of the strings.

Mute (mi?/t), vA Wine-making, [f.
F. muter

^

f. L. mfttus dumb (cf. MUTE .).] trans. To check
the fermentation of (must). Hence Mu teda. 1

;

Mirting vbl. sb.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 1203 If must t so untied^ is boiled
into a syrup within a week or ten day*;, it retains no sul

phureous odour. A very slight muting would suffice for tlie

most fermentable cane-juice. 1853 loid, (ed. 4) I. 155 The
muted wines.

Mute, variant of MKWT v.

a 1519 SKELTON S. Parrot 26 Lyke your pus cate, Parrot
can mute and cry In Lattyn, in Ebrew, Araby, and Caldey.
Mute, obs. form of MOOT j//.i, #.i, MOULT v.

Muted 0.1 : see MUTE v.

Muted (miw-ted), a* [f. MUTE v.z + -ED!.]
Rendered mute, silent ; muffled, spec. Of music
or musical instruments: Having the sound muffled.
1861 Sat. Rev. 14 Dec, 611 There is a pleasing effect by

the muted violins. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist III. ii. 50
That low muted tone of the very heart, impossible to deride.

1897 Edin. AVr&amp;gt;. Apr. 316 It is only a muted melancholy.
1905 HDWELLS London Films 93 The muted Sunday streets.

Hence Mu tedly adv.

1891 G. MEREDITH OueofentrConq. II. viii. 212 Now and
then mutedly ebullient at the mouth.

Mutely (mi/^tli), adv. [f. MUTE a. + -LY-.]
In a mute or silent manner.
1628 MILTON V

7
ac. Exerc. 6 Hail, native Language, that

. .mad st imperfect words, .slide through my infant-lips,

Driving dumb Silence from the portal door, Where he had
mutely sat two years before ! 1687 DRVIJEN Hind fy P. i.

535 The rest amazed, Stood mutely still, and on the stranger
gazed. 1863 WOOLS ER My Beautiful Lady 42 Her mutely
gracious ways. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer i, Nino
sat mutely by, as we smoked.

Mutener, obs. form of MUTINEER.
Muteness (miw-tnes). [-NESS.] The quality

or condition of being mute or silent.

1590 H. BARROW in Confer, iii. 65 Here Mr. Cooper was
smitten with mutenes. 1643 MILTON Divorce i. iii. 8 The
bashful mutenes of a virgin. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Qua
kers Meeting, What is the stillness of the desert, compared
with this place? What the uncommunicating muteness of
fishes? iSszSEiDEL Organ 138 If the foot of a wood pipe
be very badly worm-eaten,, .muteness of the pipe will be
the consequence. 1898 Atlantic^ Monthly LXXXII. 480/1
Terror and absolute muteness reign in the house.

b. Said of hounds : The habit of being tongue-
less when the occasion requires

(
cries*.

1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 315/2 Lastly, they must be free
from certain faults, such as muteness, babbling,and skirting. !

Mutenie, -ye, obs. forms of MUTINY sb.

Mu ter, &quot;Mutere, obs. ff. MULTURE, MOOTER.
t MuteSS, v. Obs. rare. Also 5 muteyse. [a. j

OF. mueliss-, muetir MUTE v^\ = MUTE z;.1

t
1486 Bk. St. Albans Aiijbj Aneuell callid the Cray, .that !

is whan an hawke may not muteyse. Ibid. A vj b, Ye shall .

say yowre hawke mutessith or mutith and not sklysith.

Muth, variant of MATH *.

Muthologic, -ical, etc. : see MYTHOLOGIC, etc.

Mutic (miw-tik), a. Bot. and Ent. [a. L.
mutic-us (see MUTICOUS a.}. Cf. F. mutfytte. ]= MUTILATE a. 3. a. Bot. Without a point or

beard, muticous. b. Ent. Wanting spines.
1777 ROBSON Brit. Flora 25 Of the calyx. Mutic, without

awns. 1842 LOUDON Encycl. Trees % Shrubs Index, Mittic, \

pointless; a term opposed to mucro. 186* HAGEM Syn.
\

Neuroptera N. Amer. 341 Mntict unarmed, i.e. without
spines, &c.

Muticate (rmw tikeit), a. Zool. rare - .

[Formed as next + -ATE.] = MUTILATE a. 3.
iQSoQwExPalxont. 311 Both form and structure arc com- !

patiblewith the hoofless muticate type of herbivorous Mam
mal, as shown by the Manatee.

Muticous (miw-tikas), a. Bot. [f. early L.
j

mutie-us awnless (Varro De Re Ritst. I. xlviii) +
;

-ous.] Without point or awn, beardless.
1856 MAYNB Expos. Lex.^ Muficus, Bot. t without the

arista or awn ; beardless, muticous. 1874 R. BROWN Man. :

Bot. 609 Muticotts
t destitute of a terminal point. 1881

Jrnl. Bot. X. 12 Not unlike a muticous form of Tortvla
iingniculata.

Mutil, obs. form of MUTULE.

Mutilate (mi/7-tiUt), sb. [Subst. use of next

adj.] A member of the A/utilata
t
the lowest divi

sion of Megasthenes in Dana s classification of&quot;

Mammalia, comprising those with mutilate limbs;
,
a cetacean or sirenian.

i86a DANA Man. Geol. 423 *&amp;gt;/% Mutilates. The limbs
short and paddle-like for swimming. 1863 [see MEGASTHENKJ.
Mutilate (mifi til^t), a. Also 6 Sc. mutilat,

mutillait. [ad. L. mtttilat-us^ pa. pple. of muti-
\
lare to MUTILATE.]
1. Of a human body: Wanting or deprived of one

or more of its members; mutilated; of a limb,
rendered imperfect by mutilation. Obs. cxc. poet.
i$3 FRITH Mirror (1626) 44 Wee.. are much bound tr&amp;gt;

him, that he hath giuen to vs our perfect members :. .yet
. . wee are much bound vnto him. although he hath made vs

imperfect & mutilate. 1540-1 KLYOT linage (!(n\ 71 He
beheld a great noumbre of persons, some, .mutilate of their

i membres. 1563-4 Rtg. Privy Council Si of. I. 269 In caise
. any of thaine. .happynnis to be hurt, mutilat, or slane.

1646.SIR T. BROWNK J send. Ep. \-ti.ii.342 Criples mutilate
in their owne persons, do come out perfect in their genera-
tions. 1795 SOUTHKY Maid ofOrleans \. 82 Imaged forms
Of saints and warlike chiefs, nioss-canker d now And muti
late, lay strewn upon ihe ground. 1814 GARY Dtinte, Inf.
xx viii. 6u Another shade, Pierc d in the throat, hi&amp;gt; nostrils
mutilate.

2. Of things : Having some part destroyed or

wanting. Obs. exc. poet.
c 1560 [1UNNATVXE] in A. Scott s /Vws(E. E. T. S.) i To

Rdr., My copeis awld, mankit, and mvtillait. 1567 J. SAN-
r-oHn ti . Epictetits 6 1 he instrument being mutilate and vn-

perfect. 1644 HAMMOND Conscience S 71. 38 The maimed
mutilate obedience, the compounding betwixt God and
Satan. 1673 [H. LFICH] Trans/-. Keh. 57 The siory as he
has castrated it is so mutilate and deficient. 1814 SOTTHEY
Roderick xvm. Mutilate. .Of royal rites was this solemnity.
3. Nat. Hist. Deficient in some part common to

the species or to closely related species, or possess

ing it only in an imperfect or modified form.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Hot. i. xx. (1765) 61 Mutilate Flowers
are the reverse of Luxuriant. Linnaeus confines the Term
to those Flowers only that want the Corolla;, though they
ought to l^e furnished with it. 1826 KIRIIY & Si . Entomol.
IV. xlvi. 333 Mutilate \Mntilata). When they [the elytra]
appear unnaturally short or curtailed as if mutilated. 1848
MAUNDER Treas. Nat. Hi&t. 796. 1890 Century Diet.,
J//&amp;lt;///&amp;lt;z/tydeprived of hind limbs, as a cetacean or a sirenian.

Hence t Mirtilateness rare 1
.

1599 A. M. tr.
f
(7a/&amp;gt;ff/iouers Kk. Physicke 199/1 It will

prajvent the mutilatenes of an ye persone.

Mutilate (mi/rtiU-st), v. Also 6 rautulate, 7
Sc. mittellate. [f. h. nnttilat-^ ppl. stem of muti-
lare to cut or lop off; f. mutil-ns maimed (?

= Gr.

^i/riAos or ^
r

tTv\oi
t hornless) : see -ATE

l.]

1. trans. To deprive (a person or animal) of a
limb or some principal organ of the body; to cut

off or otherwise destroy the use of (a limb or

organ), spec, in Scots Law : cf. MUTILATION.
1562 [implied in MUTILATING vbl. $h,\. 1609 SKF.NE Reg.

Maj. (1774) 395 (tr. Stat. Rob. //, c. ii) Gif ane man muti-
lats ane other, or wounds, or beates him, be forthocht
felonie. 1616 BUI.LOKAR Eng. Exfos.^ Mutilate, to maime,
cut off, or make lame. 1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. H.p.
vii. ii. 342 Such as fearing to concede a monstrosity, or
mutilate the integrity of Adam, preventively conceive the
creation of thirteene ribs. 1685 SIR J. LAUDER Chron. Notes
Sc. Affairs (1822) 135 M Alla, skiper in Lelth, sues before
the Councill John Reid, skiper there, for mittellating him.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. 337 The Greeks, .mutilated the
slam. 1839 Ibid.\\. 295 He was condemned to be mutilated,
..in his nose and ears. 1854 MII.MAN Lat. Chr. iv. viii.

(1864) II. 396 They were blinded, or mutilated by the loss
of their tongues. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices I. xxi. 525
Sheep-dogs were purposely mutilated in order to prevent
their running game down.
absol. \%u$Med. Jrnl. XIV. 54 A high variolous sus

ceptibility, which. .when excited by art [i.e. by vaccination]
. .very often mutilates, and very often destroys.
fig- 15 Narr. Reformation (Camden) 238 The said
scholemaster so appalled.. the tender and fyne wittes of his

scholers, whose memories were also therby so mutulated and
wounded, that [etc.]. 1841 MYERS Cat It. Th. m. 50. 196
Let a man sit down to the study of the Bible.. mutilating
no endowment of his understanding.
2. To render (a thing, esp. a record, book, etc.)

imperfect by cutting off or destroying a part.
1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1291/1, I wil not in any

worde wyllinglye, mangle or mutulate that honourable mans
worke. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 65 The
maters being relating to Bishops, it is easie to espy who did
mutilat the Register. 1701 GREW Cosfn. Sacra v. i. 40. 289
The Scriptures are hereby [sc. the various Lections], neither

Mutilated, nor Depraved. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 68 r

Which [book-leaves] have been dreadfully devoured or
mutilated by. .some, .animal. 1902 A. LANG Hist. Scot I. II.

ix. 208 The deposition of Bowton was mutilated, to shield

Murray s associates.

Hence Mu tilatiug vbl. sb. and///, a.

1562 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 218 The Tolbuith. .in

the quhilk he wes wardit, for the cruell onsetting upoun
James Lord Ogilvy and mutilating of him of his rycht arme.
1677 GII.PIX Dentonol, (1867) 402 The misrepresentation and
abuse of it, as may be seen, .in his clipping and mutilating
of it. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon I. ir. 125 No other book.,
hath been permitted to escape the violent or mutilating
hands of their inquisitory acts. 1827 STEUART Planters
G. (1828) 140 The Mutilating system [of transplanting trees],
now generally prevalent. IHd., A planter, according to

the Mutilating method,, .then proceeds to lighten and lop
the top. 1905 TUCKWELL Remin. Rod. Parson xiii. 189 The
mutilating process became intolerable at last, and I gently
dropped out of the journal.
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340 He was encouraged to make aggressions on her mu
tilated territory.

3. Special applications. (See quota.)
1693 tr. Blantard 1

* Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Afyurns, a mu.
tilated Pulse, increasing or decreasing gradually. 1696
PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Mutilated^ otherwise called Azimene De
grees, are certain degrees in several Signs, that threaten the

Native that has them Ascending, with Lameness [etc.].

1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Cormche^ .Mutilated Corniche

is that whose projecture is omitted, or else interrupted, right

to the larmier, or reduced into a platband with a cimatium.

Ibid,. Mutilated Roof, Sometimes it is cut, or mutilated,
that is, consists of a true and a false roof which is laid over

the former : this last is particularly called a mansard. 1793
MARTVN Lang. Bot. (1796) s. v. Aftttilatus, A mutilated

flower. Not producing a corolla, when it ought regularly to

do it. iBoz C. JAMES Miiit, Diet. s. v., A battalion is said

to be mutilated, when its divisions, &c., stand unequal.

1875 KNIGHT Diet, jlfec/t., Mutilated Wheel, a wheel, from
a part of the perimeter of which the cogs are removed.

Mutilation (mifitili Jan) Also 6 Sc. mutu-
latioun. [a. L. mutilation-em, n. of action f.

mittilare to MUTILATE. Cf. F. mutilation.}
1. The action of depriving (a person or animal)

of a limb or of the use of a limb
;

the excision or

maiming (of a limb or bodily organ) ; also, an
instance of the action; rarely a mutilated condition.

1646 SIR T. BROWN K Pseud.
A&quot;/,

vn. ii. 342 We observe
that mutilations are not transmitted from father unto son ;

the blind begetting such as can see [etc,]. 1651 Ho HUES
Leviath. 11. xxvii. 160 Mutilation of n limbe, [is a] greater

yjrime],
than the spoyling a man of his ^oods. a 1716

OUTH SertH. (1744) X. viii. 239 When a man is in imminent

danger of the mutilation of a leg or an arm. 1769 BLACK-
STONE Conwi. IV. 370 Some punishments.. occasion a mu
tilation or dismembring, by cutting off the hand or ears.

1849 MACAU LAY Hist. ting. v. I. 560, Many of them were
also sentenced to mutilation. On a single day the hangman
of Edinburgh cut oft&quot; the ears of thirty-five prisoners. 1867
FRKEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) I. v. 371 There he put on
shore the hostages, .having first subjected them to various

mutilations, as the loss of hands, ears and noses. 1883 GREEN
Cony. Eng. v. 227 The laws against mutilation of cattle.

b. Scots Law. The action of disabling or wound

ing (a person) in his members as distinguished
from demembration .

1515 Extracts Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 113 The cruell

slauchteris, mutilatiounis, and hurts doyne amang thame
under silence of nycht, be thair neychbours about. 1546
Ibid. 230 Turning the hurting and bluid draving of the said

Amrouse Tailzeour, and mutilation of him of his left hand.

1555 Burgh Kt-c. Stirling (1887) 65 Thai wer acquyt..of
mutilatioun of the lard of Cragingelt. 1609 [see DEMEMBRA-
TION]. 1699 SIR A. SETON (.title] A Treatise of mutilation and
demembration and their punishments. 1797 Kncycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) IX. 720/2 [Law of Scotland.) Mutilation, or the dis

abling of a member, is punished at the discretion of the

judge. 1838 in Betfs Diet. Law Scot/.

c. spec. Castration.

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Mutilation is sometimes
also used in a more immediate manner for castration ,

1828-54 in WEBSTER. 1850 in OGILVIE. In some recent Diets.

2. The action of rendering (a thing) imperfect by
excision or destruction of one or more of its parts ;

also, an instance of this.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-v. (ed. 2) 117 Making the ships
their object (after a great mutilation of shrowds and masts)
they sunk the . . Fleet. 1659 PEARSON Creed n. 136 All the

originall letters in the name Hoseah are preserved in that
of Joshua:, .this alteration was not made by.. diminution or
mutilation ; but by addition. 1867 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II.

270, I have no more power to stop that mutilation of my
books than you have. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt.
ii. 69 Very numerous other omissions and mutilations are
notified by Tertullian. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. iv. 55
Another consequence of the same difference of accent is the
greater mutilation of the radical part of the word in the
Romanic languages.. than in the Germanic.

Mutilative (rrm/ til/tiv), a. nonce-ivd.
[f.

MUTILATE v. + -IVE.] Causing mutilation.

1883 LYON PLAVFAIR in Times 20 June 11 This fatal and
mutilative disease [sc. small-pox J.

Mutilator (miw UUitai). Also 7 -er. [a. L.

mutHator, agent-n. f. mutilare to MUTILATE.] One
who mutilates.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 181 That hurters
and mutilaters of ministers may once at last be taken. 1767
BUSH Hibernia Cur. To Rdr. (1769) 12 That class of hire

ling pedagogal priggs, the abridgers, or rather mutilators

1692 KAY Disc. ii. iv. 112 In all other figured Fossils it is

observed that they are never found mutilous broken or im

perfect, aiyoj WILLARD Body of Divinity ccxlii. (1726)
880/2 Divers do make these two [petition and thanksgiving]
to be the parts of prayer, ..as if it were mutilous without
them both.

Hence t Mtrtilously adv., t Mu tilousness.

1648 E. SfARKK Ep. Dfd. to Shnte s Sarah
&amp;gt;&amp;gt; Hagar,

While thus mutilously they render him. 1668 WILKISS
Real Char. \\. viii. i. 198 Mtitilousness.

I Mutina do. Obs. [Pseudo-Sp. formation on
MUTINE v.: see -ADO. Cf. Sp. amofittado mutineer.]
A mutineer.

1604 E. ORIMSTOSE Hist. Siege Ostend 218 The mutina-
does..had the point. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx.

27. 735/2 This vnfortunate Prince, hauing.. incurred ex
treme hatred with many of the Nobility and people laboured
with King Henry.. to make an accord betweene him and
his Mutinadoes.

t Mutine, sb. and a.1 Obs. Also 6 mutyne,
mutin. [a. F. mutin adj. rebellious, mutinous,
sb. rebel, mutineer; also in i6th c. rebellion,

mutiny; corresponding to Sp. molin, Pg. motim

rebellion, mutiny : Rom. *movitino
9

f. popular L.

*mffvita\ see MUTE ^.-] A. sb.

1. Popular disturbance or tumult; rebellion,

mutiny.
1560 DA us tr. Sleitfanes Comm. 426 b, In the selfe same

momente, whan that heate and mutine began to ryse..was
brought a remedy, and all the tempeste appeased. 1579
Guistan Ambas. A iv, The Fyre and Flame of..mutynes
and tumultes. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso i. i. i His soldiers wilde

(to braules and mutines prest) Reduced he to peace.

2. A turbulent or rebellious person ; a mutineer.

1581 SAVII.E Tacitus, Hist. \\.
xvji. (1591) 83 Otho went

out, & hauing rebuked the principal mutins, returning
againe [etc.]. 1595 SHAKS. John \\. i. 578 Your Royall
presences be rul d by mee, Do like the Mutines of lerusalem,
Be friends a-while. 1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend
6 The mutines of Isabella fort were pacified.

B. adj. Turbulent, mutinous. Obs. rare~* 1
.

1587 T. HUGHES Misfort. Arthur Introd., Our Industrie

maintaineth. .The Commons Hbertie and each mans right ;

Supresseth mutin force and practicke fraude. 1598 [R.
CAREW] Herrings Tayle A 2 b, On traytor sea, and mid the

mutine [printed mutiuej windes.

II Mutine (m^/t/n), a. 2 [Fr., fern, of mutin adj. :

see prec.] Of a girl or woman : Rebellious, un
submissive.

1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as Rose I. 50 Essie.. looking
excessively mutine and ill-humoured. 1877 MRS. FORRESTER
Mignon I. 112 Mignon s face assumes an unmistakeably
mutine look.

-f- Mutine, v. Obs. Also 6-7 mutin. [a. F.

mttiinerj f. mutin\ see MUTINE sb. Cf. Sp., Pg.
amotinar, It. ammutinare^
1. intr. To rise in revolt against authority; to

rebel, mutiny.
&quot;SSSi 559 [implied in MUTINING vbl. sb.\ 1560 DAUS tr.

Sletdane s Comm. 41 b, Nowe that a subsidie is to be

gathered .. for the Turkishe warre, men do grudge and
mutine. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. i. xviii. (1501) 45 The
soldiers mutin and charge the Centurions and Tribunes with
treason. 1597 BEARD Theatre God s Judgem. (1612) 227
Thus they backbited and slaundered Moses, and mutined

against him. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. i. Hi, Then [hej
railes at his fortunes, stamps, and mutines, why he is not
made a counsellor. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. \\. 65 This..

plainly accuses them to be no lawful members of the house,
if they thus perpetually mutine against their own body.
1650 HOWELL Giraffes Rev. Naples i. 12 There came no
fruit at all, because me shopkeepers had mutined and agreed
not to buy any fruit. 1692 O. WAUCn Grk. fy Rom. Hist.

257 When the Legions mutined in the East, and threatned
to kill him,

fig. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. m. iv. 83 Rebellious Hell, If thou
canst mutine in a Matrons bones, To flaming youth, let

Vertue be as waxe, And melt in her owne fire. 1620 BRATH-
WAIT Five Senses ii. 10 There is no discord so harsh to a

good eare, as the discord of the affections ; when they mutine
one against another. 1642 BP. MORTO:; Presentm. Schisma
tic 23 In these times the hand and foot both mutine cause

they are not eyes.

fb. trans. To think or say mutinously. Obs.

1545 St. Papers Hen. VIII (1849) X. 272 What so ever

the Venecians have in tymes passed mutined of thEm-
pereurs procedinges with them.

2. trans. To incite to revolt.

[a. K. mutinicr (i6th c.), f. mutin . see MUTINK
sb,] One who revolts against or openly resists the

authority of a superior; spec, one guilty of mutiny
as defined in Military and Naval law.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 40 Keepe a good tongue in your

head : If you proue a mutineere, the next Tree. 1630 R.
Johnson** Kingd. fy Connn-w. 34 Spinpla hath made great
use of a secret of warre, how in scarcitie of moneys to awe
these mutiniers. 1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentfooglio $ Warrs
ofFlanders 108 The mutinyers were contented to receive a
donative of four payes. 1743 UULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy.
S. Sfits Pref. 17 The very -Person who accused us, was the

Ringleader and chief Mutineer. i8ai SHELLEY Hellas 191
Silence those mutineers that drunken crew, That crowd
about the pilot in the storm. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit.
IV. iv. iii. ico. 121 He stands forth as a mutineer against
authority. 1857 KKITH YOUNG Delhi ( 1902) 11, i2th May.
Mutineers from Meerut have seized the bridge at Delhi.

Mutineer (miwtini M), v. [f. prec.] intr. To
mutiny. Hence Mutinee ring vbl. sb. and///, a.

1682 SIR J. LAUDER Hist. Notices Sc. Affairs (1848) 375
The Lord Kairne and some others mutineered, and alledged
. , ther was no law could oblidge them to afternoons meetings.
1684 Ibid. 561 A souldier..is shot. .for..giving a blow to

his serjeant. This is strict military discipline against

mutineering. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 60 p 9 To quell

mutineering Captains. 1856 DE QUINXEY Confess. 9 Through
the gloomy vigils of his prison, you hear muttered growls of

impotent mutineering. 1889 CLARK RL-SSELL Marooned
xix, We don t mean to be laid hold of, and charged with

mutineering.

t Mntiner. Cbs. Also 7 mutener. [f. MUTINE
i . + -EB 1

. Cf. MUTINEER.] A turbulent, rebel

lious, or mutinous person ;
a mutineer.

1569 STOCKER tr. Diod. Sic. n. xxix. 81 He put to death
the principall mutiners. 1589 Paf&e w. Hatchet A iv, These
mutiners in Church matters, must haue their mouthes bungd
with iests, not arguments. x6pa SECAR Hon., Mil. fy Ch . I.

iii. 5 According to discipline Militarie, (to] compel) Muteners
to obedience and order, a 1677 BARROW SertH. (1686) III.

277 They [sc. seducers] were, .murmurers, complainers, or

conjunclly discontented mutiners.

tMutinery. Obs. rare 1
. [ad.OF.#ftt//;*mV,

f. mutin MUTINE j.] Mutiny.
1563 FOXE A. tf M. 696 b, The better instruction of your

hyghnes people to.. hatred of rebellion and mutinery.

tMutinewe. Obs. rare l
. [If dot some error,

prob. f. Mi TiNE sb. or v. after retinue^ revenue.]
c 1540 tr. Pot. I erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 39) 14 A

mutinewe [sic MS.] rose sodainly thereof and every man
forsooke the campe and departed.

The action of the vb. MITE l
.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \. \. 20 The Stock-done

and the Blackbird. .Whose muting on those trees doe make
to grow Rots curing Hyphear. 1641 MILTON XwfJwnfr.ji
This..livelesse Colossus, that.. is subject to the muting of

every Sparrow.
b. concr. That which is muted

; droppings .

th

. .

1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hush. \\. xviL 144 The signes (of

e prime euill in Hawkes] are. .foule blacke muteings.

&amp;lt;nown by.. their Mutines. 1847 COUCH Ilfastr. Instinct

xiii. 239 Many birds will carefully remove the mutings of

the young from the neighbourhood of their nest.

Muting, vbl. sb.*\ see MUTE z&amp;gt;.-

Muting, obs. form of MOULTING///-
&amp;lt;*-.

La
mu ,

Mutinie, -ier, obs. ff. MUTINY, MUTINEER.

t Muti-nious, a. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [f. MUTINY sb.

+ -oi*s.] Mutinous.

1663 Short Sun&amp;gt;. Pres. Ministry 38 They.. did not run

into Mutinious and Rebellious routes.

t Mu tinist. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [f.
MUTINE + -IST.]

A mutineer.
1616 J. LANE Cantn. SqrSs T. x. 616 Mutinistes [1630

mutiners] and wronge doers alt hee hates.

Mutinize Cmi/7 tin3iz), v. Now arck. Also 7

mutanize. [f.
MUTINED. + -IZE.] f a. intr. To

mutiny (obs^ b. trans. To cause mutiny in.

1605 Play Sttidty Lj, False Abdelmeleck mortally issitk,

..His soldiers mutinise. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Justine

vi. 30 b, His souldiers mutanized much against him. 1841



MUTINOUS. 801 MUTTER.
Blackw. Mag. XLIX. 470/2 They know them \sc, propa
gandist principles] to be most apt to mutinize and convuUe

kingdoms.
Hence Mu tinizing///. a.

1830 IVestnt. Rev. XIII. 446 Were this our learned Re-
formi.st to add to his collection of mutinying professors one
on the art and science of Nomography.
mutinous (miw tinss), a. [f. MUTINE + -ous.]
1. Of persons, their attributes, etc. : Given to

mutiny, rebellious.

1578 T. N. tr. Contj. IV. India Pref. 2 Heere ah,o is

described how to use and correct the stubborn and mutinous

persons. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. ii. 8 Learning doth
make the minds of men.. pliant to gouernment; whereas
Ignorance makes them, .mutinous. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (1677) 251 Finding that neither by threats nor promises
he could allay the mutinous humour of the Camp. 1677
WOOD Life 14 Dec. (O. H. S.) II. 395 A.. report that the
Masters should be put out of the Convocation house, because
that they in the election of orator had proved mutinous.
a 1715 BURNKT Qivn Time (1766) I. 141 He was mutinous
when out of power. 1820 SHELLEY (Ed. Tyr. i. 08 The
troops grow mutinous. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xiii, Let
us take counsel in friendly fashion, rather than resemble
a mutinous crew of mariners in a sinking vessel. 1880
M CCARTHY Own Times III. xxxii. 48 A mutinous spirit

began to spread itselfabroad. 1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism
xxiii. 178 Sir Robert Peel found that, with the Press at his

back, he could defy even his own mutinous followers to turn
him out of office.

tb. Turbulent, contentious. Obs.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greenes Mcnaphon (Arb.) 15 Which
makes our Poets vndermeale Muses so mutinous, as euerie
stanzo they pen after dinner, is full poynted with a stabbe.

1596 Saffron IValden Lj b, He is verie seditious and
mutinous in conuersation, picking quarrells with euerie man
that [etc.], 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ix. 48 Then brought he
forth Sedition, breeding stryfe In troublous wits, and mutin
ous uprore. 1608 D. T[UVIL] Ess. Pol.

&amp;lt;$

Mor. 2 Mutinous
and turbulent assemblies. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goularfs
Wise VieillardYj Quarrell-some, mutinous, and mad-braine-
sicke persons.

c. absol. as//. Mutinous persons.
rti62? HAYWARD Edw. VI (1630) 116 Charge [was] giuen

that the lawes of England should be administred & the
mutinous be seuerely suppressed {in Ireland], a 1687 WALLER
Maid s Trag, Alter d Poems (1712) 206 Lend me your
Guards, that if Perswasion fail, Force may against the
Mutinous prevail.

d. transf. andy?^. of the elements, passions, etc.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. 1.42, 1 haue..call d forth t he mutenous
windes. 1633 HEYWOOD Eng. Trav. iv. Wks. 1874 IV. 69
There are in this disturbed braine of mine So many mutinous
fancies. 1635-56 CQWLE.Y Davirfeis I. 8 His mutinous waters

hurry to the War, And Troops of Waves come rolling from
afar. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boetk. I. 34 The mutinous Passions
of Grief, Anger, and Sadness do.. distract thee. 1820 SHKL-
I.FY Ode to Naples 55 Elysian City, which to calm enchantest
The mutinous air and sea ! 1821 Hellas 156 By dreadful
abstinence And conquering penance of the mutinous flesh.

Ibid. 884 Mutinous passions, and conflicting fears.

2. Of the nature of or proceeding from mutiny ;

characterized by or expressing mutiny.
1592 Nobody fy Someb. (1877) B4 b, Goe thou in secrete..

Bring scandalls on the rich, raise mutinous lyes Vpon the
state, 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI^ 11. v. 90 NVhat stratagems,
. .Erroneous, mutinous, and unnatural, This deadly quarrel
daily doth beget ! 1609 HOLLAND A mm. Marcelt. xv. v. 39
Terrified were we with the mutinous grumbling, .of the
souldiors. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 53 For the late

license of printing all mutinous and seditious discourses was
not yet in fashion. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to

Pope 12 Feb., They . .demanded justice in a mutinous way.
1857 KEITH YOUNG Delhi (1902) 3 What think you of the
mutinous proceedings of the Native regiments? 1865
DICKENS Muf, Fr. in. i, Fledgeby appeared to be on the

verge of some mutinous expressions.
3. [After F. air muting = MUTINE .2

1882 J. STURGIS Dick s Wand. m. xxix, She continued to

regard him with a pretty mutinous look. Ibid. iv. xliv, Oh,
I like flirtations,* said Miss Holcroft with her little mutinous
air other people s flirtations .

Hence Mutinously tufff., Mu tinousness.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia, H. (1891) 195 A people, in nature

mutinously prowde. 1629 JACKSON Creed vi. n. xx. 2 The
mutinousness of the Souldiers. 1702 ECHARD Eccl. Hist.

(1710) iiTheymutinouslycry doutforaking. 1859 THACKE
RAY Virgin. II. xiv. 114 She had behaved so mutinously.

Mutiny (mi/rtini), sb. Forms : 6 mutinee,
mutenye, (-inye, -yny, -enie), 6-7 mutinie,
(7 muttenie), 6- mutiny, [f. MUTINE v. or

J. + -Y, ? after felony. Cf. the earlier MUTINERY,
MUTINEWE.]
1. Open revolt against constituted authority; now

chiefly spec, revolt on the part of a disciplined body
(esp. military or naval) or a section of it against
its officers ; behaviour subversive of discipline,
mutinous conduct.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. i. (1599) 33 Townes would fall

into tumults, men would draw into mutinie [/rm/^munitie].
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. V/, i. i. 160 The Earle of Salisbury
craueth supply, And hardly keepes his men from mutinie.

1633 Bp. HALL Occas. Medit. xlvii. (ed. 3) 115 Wee cannot

quench hot and unruly desires in youth without some
mutiny, & rebellious opposition. 1643 C. WALKER /fist.

Independ. i. 34 margin^ The Army put into mutiny against
the Parliament. 1673 Articles 4- Rulesfor better Govt. of
H. M. Forces xv, No Officer or Souldier shall utter any
words tending to Sedition, Mutiny, or Uproar. 1743
BULKELEV & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas Pref. 17 We were.. ad
vised.. not to return to our Country, lest we should suffer

Death for Mutiny. 1780 COWPER Table-T. 452 He gives
the word, and mutiny soon roars In all her gates. 1821
SHELLEY Hellas 570 His name.. Holds our besieging army

VOL. VI.

like a spell In prey to famine, pest, and mutiny. 1857 KEITH
YOUNG Delhi (1902) ii, isth May. Hear a rumour of the
Goorkha corps.. in open mutiny, and refusing to march.

1889 CLARK RUSSELL Marooned xiii, The crew are in a
state of mutiny.

b. In particularized sense : A mutinous revolt ;

a rebellion of a considerable number of soldiers,

sailors, or other persons in subordinate position,

against those set in authority over them.
The Indian Mutiny^

a revolt of the native troops of Bengal
in 1857-8.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus^ Hist. i. xviii. (1591) 45 A mutinee of
the Gard-souldiers. 1583 STUBBKS Anat. Abus. \\. (1882) 4
Mutenies, wars, and ciuill dissentions. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen.
VI, v. i. 62 Ile..sacke this Country with a mutiny. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 87 Mutinies in tbe fleet and
army, under pretence of their want of pay. 1688 Act i II- ill.

&amp;lt;y Mary c. 5 2 Every Person being in Their Majestyes
Service.. who shall.. Joyne in any Mutiny or Sedition in

the Army. 1789 BRAND Hist. Newcastle II. 304 The coal-
trade at Newcastle was for some time put a stop to by a

mutiny of the keelmen. 1835 MARRYAT Jac. Fnt t/if. xxix,
We have had a regular mutiny, and attempt to take the ship
from me. 1901 Scotsman g Mar. 8/3 The Irish mutiny in

the House of Commons has been suppressed.
c. In attrib. uses; now often with the meaning

*
that took part in or was present during the Indian

Mutiny .

Mutiny Act&amp;gt;
an Act, passed annually from 1689 to 1879,

authorizing the crown to frame Articles of War dealing
with offences against discipline in the military and naval
forces and the constitution of courts-martial. It is now
embodied in the Army Act, 1881. So also mutiny bill.

1731-3 KARL OF STRAI-FORD
Sp_.

in Hist, fy Froc. Ho. Lords
(1742) IV. 61, 1 am entirely against this Hill, or any Mutjny-
Bill ; because it is the turning of our Civil Government into
a Military Government. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 409
By tbe annual mutiny acts, a soldier may be arrested for

a debt which [etc.]. 1857 KEITH YOUNG Delhi (1902) 3,

a8th March. At work all the morning at that mutiny case.

1895 KIPLING zmt Jungle Bk. 114, I was a Mutiny baby, as

they call it. 1903 Daily Chron. 3 Jan. 5/6 Last night tbe

Mutiny veterans.. held a special dinner at the camp.
t 2. Discord, contention; a state of discord, a

dispute, quarrel. Phrase, in or at (a] mutiny. Obs.

1567 FKNTON Trag. Disc. r. 34!), He. .(besides a thousand

pettie mutynies that fall out in housekeping,) escapeth
seldom without a sprit of grudge or cyuill discension, dis-

turbynge bys quiet. 1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. i. i. 170 A man
of complements whom right and wrong Haue chose as

vmpire of their mutinie. 1589 GREENE Menaphon I 4, He
found all the Swatnes in a mutinie about the recouery of
their beautifull Paragon. 1592 Dispnt. 35 At this plea
sant Tale all the boord was at a mutinie, and they said the

gentleman did passing wisely. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jui, \.

v. 82 Youle make a Mutinie among the Guests. 1593
Liter. 1153 So with her selfe is shee in mutinie, To Hue or
die which of the twaine were better. 1605 Way Stuclcy

4!), Are then Molucco and his brother king, At ciuill

mutinie among themselues. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 474
What mutinies and malice, are dayly among your Mo
nasteries, each enuying anothers priuiledge. 1643 in lot/t

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 494 Such, .persons, .may
absent.. themselves. ., least that theare maybe any muttenie
or disorder in the said companies or meetinges. 1667 MIL
TON P. L. n. 926 Then if.. these Elements In mutinie had
from her Axle torn The stedfast Earth.

Mutiny (miw tini), v. [f. MUTINY sf&amp;gt;.]

1. intr. To commit the offence of mutiny ; to rise

in revolt against (rarely t upon) ;
to refuse sub

mission to discipline or obedience to the lawful

command of a superior, esp. in the military and
naval services.

1584 Leycesters Commw. 53 Cal you but to minde..when
her Ma... did wyth-draw, but a litle her wounted fauour..
towardes him : did not al the Court as it were, mutinie

presentlie? 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. i. 24 The spirit of my
Father, which I thinke is within mee, begins to mutinie

against this seruitude. 1679 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in.

IV. 309 The Duke of A11&amp;gt;emarle.. daily expected the army
in London would mutiny upon him for want of pay. 1688

Act i Wilt, fy Mary c. 5 (title) An Act for punishing
Officers or Soldiers who shall Mutiny or Desert Their

Majestyes Service, 1761 HUME Hist. Kg. ill. Ix. 294 Dun-
dalk. .was delivered up by the troops who mutinied against
their governor. 18x4 SCOTT Wai&amp;gt;. xiv, Saunders .. began to

mutiny against the labour for which he now scarce received
thanks. 1864 Spectator 24 Dec. 1467 The shopmen, .found
out . . that their life was a little too like life on a slave planta
tion, .and at last they mutinied. 1875 JOWF.TT /Va/0 (ed. 2)

III. 372 They mutiny and take possession of the ship,

t b. Conjugated with to be. Obs. rare.

1648 GAGE West Ind. vi. 19 Wee. .thereby guessed at the
truth that the Barbarians were mutinied. 1656 EARL MONM.
tr. BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Parnass. 56 Their Scouts . . brought
back word, that the whole Militia of Janisaries were mu
tinied against the Ottaman Monarchy.

Q.fig.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iv. 142 Tis a blushing shame-

fac d spirit [i.e. conscience], that mutinies in a mans bosom:
It filles a man full of Obstacles. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 133 F 4 The powers of pleasure mutiny for employment.
1795 SOUTHEY Maid of Orleans n. 361 Temperate Myself,
no blood that mutinied,..! sent abroad Murder and Rape.
a 1822 SHELLEY Chas. /, n. 144 The baser elements Had mu
tinied against the golden sun That kindles them to harmony.

fd. To contend or strive (with} ; to quarrel.
*S93 SHAKS. Rich. If, n. i. 28 All too late comes counsell

to be heard, Where will doth mutiny with wits regard. 1606
Ant. $ Cl. m. xi. 13 My very haires do mutiny : for the

white Reproue the browne for rashnesse, and they them For
feare. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 152 The Cala-
lonians began to mutinie among themselues.

1 2. trans. To cause to mutiny or rebel against.
1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Parlt. App. 39 The Duke of

Guise .. mutinies the Citizens against the King. 1648 C.
WALKER Hist. Independ. i. 34 Cromwell, .by mutinying tbe

Army against the Parliament, made them his owne.
Hence Mirtinied ///, a.

} Mutinying vbl, sb.

and///, a.

1600 St. Papers^ Domestic 447 The Archduke, having re.

claimed his mutinied Spaniards, .left the Infanta at Ghent.
16.. F. DAVISON Ps. Ixxiii, I.eaue mutyniing, and rest

secure. 1663 MANLEY Grains Lmu C. ll arres 321 This
mad mutinying frenzy was.. among all the Garrisons of

Germany. 1671 W. PERWICH Despatches (1903) 137 The
Newfoundland s ships, .will. .loose their season, .through
the obstinacy of the mutinyed seamen, a 1716 SOUTH Serm.
(1842) 111.372 The mutinying of the army about St. Albans.

1873 Daily Ncivs 26 Aug., The mutinied regiments of Iberia.

Mutish. (miw tij), a. nonce-wd. [f. MUTE sb.^

+ -ISH.] Somewhat like a mute.

1865 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 310 This dress.. gave him the

appearance of one of the mutes. .of an economic funeral com
pany. This mulish-looking gentleman.. was [etc.].

Mutism (miw tiz m). [ad. F. mutisme (1741
in Hatz.-Darm.), f. L. unit-its: see Mt TE a. and

-TSM.] The state or condition of being mute
;
the

refraining from speech, silence
;
lack of the faculty

of speech, or inability to produce articulate sounds,
dumbness.
1824 W. E. ANDREWS Crit. Rev. Fox s Bk. Martyrs I. 365

The term of his mutism was expected with impatience. 1851
WALSIIE J)is. Lungs &amp;lt;y

Heart 392 Cases of this affection

\sc. tuberculous meningitis], .in which a peculiar form of

mutism formed a striking symptom. 1853 C. BRONTE K/V-

Ifttc xxviil, Paulina was awed by the savants, but not quite
to mutism. 1859 MAX MU I.LKR .SV/.

Ln&amp;gt;t^.
Ser. I. ii. (1864)

32 Man must have lived for a time in a state of mutism.

1891 Temple Bar May 114 She all at once broke through
her mutism and plied nit; with questions. 1899 [see Mu \v.a, 2].

Mutism ^
(mi/7*tiz m). [ad. &amp;gt; . mutisme t

f.

muter; see MUTE v. and -ISM.] = MUTAGE.
1853 UKK Diet. Arts I. 155 Wines which have been sub

jected to mutism.

Muto- (mi t&amp;lt;?).
Assumed as combining form of

L. mntare to change, in the following technical

terms. Mu tograph, an apparatus for taking a

series of photographs of objects in motion
;

hence

Mn tograph v. trans, t to portray with this

apparatus. Mu toscope, an apparatus for ex

hibiting a scene recorded by the mutograph,
which may be seen bylouking through an apeiture
and turning a handle at the side of the instrument

;

hence Mutosccrpic a.
,
also Mutoscope v.

1897 Sci. Amer. 17 Apr. 248/2 The mutograph and

mutoscope ,
are the inventions; of Mr. Herman Caster...

The machine with which the original pictures are taken, .is

known as the mutograph , nearly following the Latin and
Greek words signifying changing delineation . Ibid. 249/1
Prints. .for use in the. .mutoscope machines. Ibid. 249.2
A series of mutograph pictures, 1899 Westm.Gaz. n Feb.

7/2 The Biograph and Mutoscope are two inventions for the

reproduction of objects in motion. The negatives of views
for use in both are produced by the Mutograph, a camera

by which from 3,000 to 4,000 separate photographs can be

taken per minute. Ibid. 3 Aug. 3/1 The impression that we
have been indulging in a mutoscopic debauch. Ibid. 21 Sept.

4/1 Efforts are to be made to get Mr. Chamberlain and Lord
Selborne to be mutoscoped on their way to the Cabinet

Council to-morrow. 1902 S. SMITH Life Work xiv. 464
Pictures and mutoscopic exhibitions which corrupted the

young wholesale.

Muton, -oun, -own, obs. forms of MUTTON.

Mutsel(l)im : see MUSELLIM.

Mutsenigo, variant of MOCCENIGO.

Mutskinn, obs. form of MuTCHKIN.
Mutt, variant of MATH-; obs. form of MOTE z .

1

Muttenie, obs. form of MUTINY.

Mutter (mzrtw), $bl [f. MUTTER t/.i] The act

of muttering ;
a low indistinct utterance.

1634 MILTON Counts 817 Without his rod revers t And
backward mutters of dissevering power, We cannot free the

Lady. 1874 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. xcviii. 6 That chill

mutter, .which is now so commonly the substitute for earnest

congregational singing. 1875 A. R. HOPE My Schoolboy Fr.

146, I gave an inaudible mutter.

Mutter (mf tsj), sbP [Hindi matar.~\ An
Indian variety of pea, sometimes used in this

country as fodder for cattle.

1884 W. WILLIAMS Princ. ty Pract. Vet. Med. (ed. 4) 298
An Indian pea.., called in Liverpool Indian mutters. Ibid,)

Horses commenced to die very suddenly some time after

the owners had commenced to use the mutters.

Mutter (m t3j), ^. 1 Forms : 4-5 moter(e,

mot(t)re, 5-6 muttre, 6 muttor, 6- mutter.

[Prob. an onomatopoeic formation with frequenta
tive suffix -ER 5

; cf. G. dial, muttern to mutter,
matter sb. a muttering j

also MUSTER z&amp;gt;.

2
]

1. intr. To speak in low tones, with the mouth

nearly closed, so that one s words are barely audible.

1388 WVCLIF 2 Sam. xii. 19 Whanne Dauid hadde herd

his seruauntis spekynge priueli, ether moterynge [1382 mus-

ynge, Vulg. mnssitantes]. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 301
Therewith the French men beganne to muttor, and sayde
among themselues, the prince had spoken nobly. 1598
DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xvii. 15 Mine eyes, .thought report
too niggardly had spard; And stroocken dumbe with wonder,
did but mutter, Concerning more then she had words to

vtter. 1611 BIBLE Isa. viii. 19 Seeke..vnto wizards that

peepe and that mutter. 1643 FULLER Holy % Prof. St. n.

xxi. 134 He heard his men muttering amongst themselves of

the strength and greatnesse of the Town. 1692 R. L Es-

TRANGK Fables ccxix. 192 The Wolfe went Muttering away
167



MUTTER. 802

i The muttering Fiends obey d. 1711 STEELE Sped. No.

.6 f 2 In a muttering Voice, as if between Soliloquy and

heard tier little brother moaning and muttering in his sleep.

b. esp. To speak in low indistinct tones expres

sive of dissatisfaction which one dare not utter

more openly; to murmur, complain, grumble.

Const, against, at.

,! 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VI 121 Certain souldiors. . be-

ganne to mutter and murmure against the kyng and his

orthie

and finde fault with euery thing that is spoken or done.

1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton s Def. Pop. n. M. s Wks 1851

VII 66 The People must not dare to mutter. 1706 1. vv ARD

Wooden World Diss. (1708) 27 Oft does he mutter at the

Partialities of the Board. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton

xiii. (1840) 228 Our men muttered a little at this; but I

pacified them. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks.

(Bohn) II. 71 Whether it were not possible to make aspmner
that would not rebel, nor mutter, nor scowl, nor strike fc

wages ?

c. ti-ansf. To make a low rumbling sound.

1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i, Like distant thunder

muttering imperfectly from the clouds. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. f. It. Note-Ms. II. 50 The thunder muttered and

grumbled.
2. trans. To utter with imperfect articulation and

in a low tone. Also^f?-. to express or say in secret.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 492 (541) With that he smoot

his heed adoun anoon, And gan to motre [I .rr. motere,

mottre, muttre], I not what trewly. a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. II. i,

What do theis people meane, To mutter murmurs vaine?

,503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, i. i. 165 What mutter you, or what

conspire you Lords? 1604 Otk. III. iii. 4 7
There are a

kinde of men, So loose of Soule, that in their sleepes will

mutter their Afiayres. 1643 PAGITT Heresiogr. Ep. Ded.,

Who have their Prayers in their owne tongue, and mutter

them not in latine as the Romists doe. 1724 RAMSAY Vision

ix, Revenge is muttert be ilk clan. 1750 GRAY Elegy 106

Mutt ring his wayward fancies he would rove. 1856 SIR B.

BnoniE Psychol. In//. I. iii. 100, I knew a gentleman who
was accustomed to mutter certain words to himself, .even

in the midst of company.
b. with obj. clause.

1555 TLoty Decades 21 The people . . muttered amonge them

selues that owre nation hadde trowbled the elementes. 1561

T. NORTON Calvin s /fist. I. xiii. (1634) 46 Arrius saith that

Christ is God, but he muttereth that he was created. 1622

BACON Hen. Yll 163 They muttered extremely, that it was

a thing not to bee suffered. 1623 MEADS in Ellis Orif. Lett.

Ser. i. III. 151 Yet its muttered the Match will be. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 230 Some who had always pro
fessed the doctrine of nonresistance in its full extent were

now heard to mutter that there was one limitation to that

doctrine.

C. To mutter over : to recite in low indistinct

tones, to mumble.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in. iv, And much, twas said, of

heathen lore Mix d in the charms he mutter d o er. 1817
MOORE Lalla R. (1824) 175 To mutter o er some text of God,

Engraven on his reeking sword.

d. ti-ansf. (Cf. i c.)

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1002 Skie lowr d, and muttering
Thunder, som sad drops Wept at compleating uf the mortal

Sin Original.Mu -

tter, v.- 1 Variant of MOUI.TER K. 1

1609 BUTLER Fein. Monarchie vi. 22 If you feele it [sc.

leg-honey] betweene your warme fingers, it muttereth apart,
where wax sticketh fast togither.

Muttera-tion. nonce-wJ. [See -ATION.] The
action of muttering.
1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1811) IV. xxxvii. 283 So the

night past off, with prayings, hopings, and a little mitttera-

tion. (Allow me that word, or find me a better.)

Muttered (mwtaid),///. a.
[f. MUTTER f.l +

-ED 1
.]

Uttered indistinctly and in low tones.

1701 ADDISON Epil. to G. Gran-jillc s Brit. Enchantress,
Where sounding Strings and artful Voices fail, The charming
Rod and mutter d Spells prevail. 1856 EMERSON En.
Traits, Char. Wks. (Bohn) II. 60 It is done in the dark,
and with muttered malediction. 1888 H. SMART Master of
Rathkelly xxiii, And now came a low muttered conference
between McDermot and his companions.

Mutterer (mo tarsj). [f.
MUTTER v.1 + -EH

i.]

One who mutters.

1552 HULOET, Muttrer, susurro. 1671 H. FOULIS Hist.
Rom. Treasons (1681) 88 These mutterers of King-mur-
thering. a 1677 BARROW Decalogueix. Creed, etc. (1697) 432
The words of a mutterer, saith the Wise man, are as wounds
[Prov. xviii. 8]. 1854 H, MILLER Sch. fy Schm. xviii.(i86o)

197/1 He was a mutterer of charms, and a watcher of omens.

Muttering (martarirj), vbl. sb: [-INO
1
.]

The
action of the verb MUTTER.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 777 Yet

thenbegan there, here and there some maner of mutteryng
amongest the people. 1538 BALF. Tim Lawes Evij b, The
lorde doth not regarde Your mangy mutterynge. 1613 W.
BROWNE Brit. Past. I. ii. {ad fin.}, The roaring voyce of

winds, . . Nor all the muttring of the sullen waues. 1667-68
PEPYS Diary ij Feb., Some mutterings I did hear of dis

solving the Parliament. 1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQual.
(1809) III. 89, 1 heard secret treadings and mutterings. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 468 The mutterings of dis

content had developed into plain open treason. 1904 A. R.
WHITHAM Ep. Consolations \. 10 Already the mutterings of
the distant storm might be heard.

Mu ttering, ///. a. [-INO 2.] That mutters.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 112 Let muttring Mutius take
heede least he be serued with the same sawce Virgil requited
Bauius and Meuius. 1660 INGELO Bentiv.

&amp;lt;$

Ur. n. (1682)

g delirium.

Hence Mu tteringly adv.

&amp;lt;:i68i HICKERINCILL Trimmer\\. Wks. 1716 I. 388 It was

a business (than which) nothing is more discours d of

(mutteringly) at this day. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela \. 69,

I said something mutteringly, and he vow d he would hear

it 1847 DE QUINCEY Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. 1854 III. 53

Mutteringly she put that question to herself.

t Mu tterous, a. rare- 1
, [f. MUTTER st&amp;gt;.

1 +

-ous.] Full of muttering sound ; murmurous.

1582 STANYHURST Mneis i. (Arb.) 31 Lyke bees. .That.,

toyle with mutterus humbling. IHit. ill. 73 With rumbling
mutterus eccho.

Mutton (rr.trt n). Forms : 4 moltoun ; 3-5

motoun, 4 motone, 5 motene, 5-6 motonne,
mot(t)on, mouton, 5-7 muton, 6 muttoun,

mot(t)en, mutown, mutten, 5- mutton. [ME.
motoun, moton (rarely moltouii], a. OF. moton,

rarely mollon (mod.F. mouton) = Pr. multo-s,

Catal. multo, OSp. moton, It. montone, Venetian

mollone : med.L. (8th c.) multon-em, prob. f.

Gaulish *mullo-s (Olrish molt ram, Welsh mollt,

Cornish mols, Breton maouf).
Some scholars have conjectured that med.L. mullonein is

a metathetic form of iimtiloiiem (of which I)u Cange has one

example) f. L. mutihis in the sense deprived of horns or

in the sense castrated ; Diez compares mod. Pr. cabro

Dwnta corresponding to L. capra inutila hornless goat.

But it seems very unlikely that the Celtic forms can be un

connected ; if they are from popular Latin the adoption
must have taken place at a very early period.]

1. The flesh of sheep, used as food.

&amp;lt;: 1290 .?. Eng. Leg. I. 472/344 Huy nomen with heom in

heore schip al
)&amp;gt;at

hem was leof, Gies and hennes, craunes

and swannes and pore, motoun and beof. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxv. (Julian) 114 Sancte Julyane..In til his tyme
wes na glotone, na wont wes nocht to etc motone. c 1420
Liber Cocorum (1862 46 Take fresshe brothe of motene

clene. c 1450 Twc Cookery-bks. 72 Stwed Mutton. Take
faire Mutton that hath ben roste,..and mynce it faire.

c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 533 Mustard is meete for

brawne beef, or powdred motoun. 1533 MORE Ansiv,

Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1059/1 Men bye bief or moten out of

the bouchers shoppes. a 1575 GASCOIGNE Posies, Heartes

147 Fiue flocks of sheepe coulde scarce mainteine good
mutton for his house. 1620 VENNER Via Recta iii. 50 Of
Mutton . . that is the best, which is of an yeere or two olde.

1710-11 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella. 19 Mar., They, .had a breast

of mutton and a pint of wine. 1848 CLOUGH liothie v, Racing
home for the eight o clock mutton. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist.

Comm. i. v. 49 Welsh sheep are small, but the mutton is

renowned for the delicacy of its flavour. 1897 MERRI.MAN

In Kedar s Tents x, The steaming dish of mutton and

vegetables.
2. A sheep ; esp. one intended to be eaten. Now

on\yjM:t!ar.
1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 174 A bouke of a motoun.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 39 The Wolf in pes with the Moltoun.

1481 CAXTON Godeffroy clvii. 231 Oxen, Kyen, Motons and
other vytaylles. 1565 LADY LOVAT in Fraser Polichron.

(S. H.S.) 153 With twa mutowns yearly price of the pice

thratins. iiijd. 1615 G. SANDYS Trail. 37 Moldavia and

Valachia do serve them with beeves and muttons. 1691
R. L ESTRANGE Fables cccclxxxv. 461 The Sheep in this

Fable was clearly too hard for the Two Doctors ; and we
find all those Reasonings to be true in the World, which

the Mutton Alleges in the Fiction. 1795 COWPER Needless

Alarm 81 A mutton, statelier than the rest, A ram, the

ewes and wethers, sad, address d. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 448/3

The word mutton is sometimes used [in America], as it once

was in England, to signify a sheep. 1839 THACKERAY Leg.
St. Sophia ofKioff, A humble company of pious men, Like

muttons in a pen.
b. The carcase of a sheep. Obs. or arch.

1607 TOPSELL Hist. Four-/. Beasts (1658) 482 In many
places they salt their Muttons when they are killed, and so

MUTTON.

f5. Short for mutton-candle (see 8 b). Ola.

1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk III. 174 A flight of

sparrows, .would flutter into the chapel and fan out the

muttons with their wings. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xxv, Let

us . . bless Mr. Price and other Luciferous benefactors of

mankind, for banishing the abominable mutton of our youth.

6. Stock Exchange. (See quots.)
1881 Daily News i Feb. 3/1 The tithes and muttons (as

the tax on live stock is called) bring in 200,000 liras. 1887
ATKIN House Scraps 16 Mu/tvns, Turks 1 873. 1896 FARMER
& HENLEY Slang s.v., Million in fl. (Stock Exchange).
The Turkish loans of 1865 and 1873. (From being in part

secured on the sheep-tax.)

7. In various phrases. As dead as mutton: quite

dead. To take (or eat) a bit of (or one s) mutton

with : to dine with. To return to one s muttons

(jocular), to return to the matter in hand (after

F. revenons a nos moutons).
1714 MANDEVILLE Fat. Bees (1733) II. 43 If you will come

and eat a bit of mutton with me tomorrow, I ll see no body
but yourself. 1838 THACKERAY ixd Led. Fine A rts Wks.

1900 XIII. 280 But let us return to our muttons. 1838 Cou
HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 141, I shot him [a swan] as dead

as mutton. 1856 READE Nei er loo Late xii, Will you eat

your mutton with me to-day, Palmer? 1880 DISRAELI

Endytn. Ixxvi, Will you take your mutton with me?

8. attrib., as mutton -\-bouk Sc., -chine, -cutlet,

-gravy, -pasty, -pie, f -steak, -suet.

HAWTHORNE Our Old Home (1864) II. 189 There were
butchers shops . . presenting no such generously fattened car

cases as Englishmen love to gaze at in the market, no stupen
dous halves of mighty beeves, no dead hogs or muttons,

t c. spec. A wether, castrated ram. Obs.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 597/10 Multo, a wether or a
moton. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. n. 135 Ane man taken with
reid hand, with ane sheip, or muton, or with ane calfe, . .

sould not be put to death, hot suld bescurged. 1655 MOUFET
& BENNET Health s hnprov. (1746) 143 Ewes and Rams are

subject to far more Maladies than Muttons.

t 3. Sc. Used as a term of contempt for a man.
1508 DI NBAR Flyting 24 1 Mauch muttoun, vyle buttoun,

peilit gluttoun, air to Hilhouse. c 1560 A. SCOTT Potms
(S.T. S.) xxx. 32 Quha bene W beistly lust abusit, I hald
him bot ane muttoun.

4. slang. Food for lust; loose women, prosti
tutes. Also laced tmitton : see LACED///, a. 5.
a 1518 SKELTON Magnyf. 2265 And from thens to the halfe

strete, To get vs there some freshe mete. Why, is there

any store of rawe motion ? 1538 BALE Thre Laiues B iv b,
What wylt thu fall to mutton V . . Ranke loue is full of heate.

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon (1630) H i b, The old lecher hath

fotten
holy mutton to him, a Nunne, my Lord, c 1590

fARLOWE Faustns (1604) C 4 b, I am one that loues an inch
of raw Mutton better then an ell of fride stock fish, and
the first letter of my name beginnes with leachery. 1636
HEYWOOD Love s Mistr. 11. i. Wks. 1874 V. 113 Lord of

lamentations,.. Mounsieur of mutton-lac d. a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Mutton-in-long-coats, Women.

SWIFT Lady s Dressing Room 99 &quot;Mutton-Cutlets, prime
of Meat. 1860 SALA Badd. t eerage xx. 11.44 The whiskers

confined to the mutton cutlet form and size. 1675 HAN.
WOOLLEY Gentlew. Coinp. 139 With some Mutton-gravy,
beat or shake them well together in the Pan. 1775 ASH,
*
Muttonpasty, a muttonpie. 1900 SUTCLIFFE Shameless

Wayne lii, A breakfast of mutton-pasty and ham. 1696
SALMON f aiu. Diet. (ed. 2), *Mutton-Pye. 1712 ADDISON

Sped. No. 367 F 4 They [sheets of the Spectator ] . . make
a good Foundation for a Mutton pye. 1805 SURR Winter
in Land. (1806) I. 196 An old mutton-pie man was run over

as he was crossing Piccadilly. 1728 RAMSAY Fables, Miser 4
Minos 4 Frae his hoords he doughtna take As much would

buy a mutton-stake. 1706 LONDON & WISE Retir d Card.

1.85 An Ounce and a halfof Mutton Suet. 1844 STEPHENS
Bk. Farm II. 107 Mutton-suet is used in the manufacture of

common candles.

b. Special combinations: mutton-bone, (a) the

j

bone remaining from a joint of mutton ; (V) quasi-

arcA.,Sifp. the game of KNUCKLE-BONE; tmutton-
broker = MUTTON-MONGER

; mutton-broth, a

broth made from mutton
; mutton-candle, a

candle made of mutton-fat (see 5); f mutton-
cumber [? after cowcumbcr = CUCUMBER], some
kind of cucumber; f mutton-driver, a sheep-
stealer ; mutton fat, (a) the fat of mutton, also

atlrib. ; (/&amp;gt;)

= mutton-candle ;
mutton-fist slang,

(a) a large red coarse hand, also applied to a

person having such a hand ; (K) a printer s index-

hand (Jacobi Printerf Vocab. 1888); f mutton

haft, ?a knife-handle of sheep s bone; mutton-

ham, (a) the thigh of a sheep cured in the same
fashion as ham ; (K) a sail used in certain fishing-

smacks in America, so mutton-ham boat
;
mutton-

head, a dull, stupid person ;
mutton-headed a.

slang and dial., dull, stupid; f mutton-light, a

mutton-candle; mutton measles, the cysticercus

of the flesh of the sheep; probably the larval form

of Txnia lenellct (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891) ; mutton

quad Printers slang, an em quad ; fmutton-
saddle, ?a saddle of mutton; mutton-sheep,
? a sheep bred for meat, not for wool ;

mutton-

snapper West Indian a large fish of&eMesoprio*
genus (Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. 1867); f mut

ton-tea, ? mutton-broth, cf. beef-tea; mutton-

thumper U.S. slang, a bungling bookbinder

(Cent. Diet. 1890) ; f mutton tugger, ?a whore

monger; f mutton-water, ?mutton-broth; mut

ton-wood, a composite tree (Olearia Colensof) of

New Zealand; so called because it grows on

islands frequented by mutton-birds (Webster s

Suppl. 1902). See also MUTTON-BIRD, MUTTON-

CHOP, MUTTON-PISH, MUTTON-MONGER.
1785 WoLCOT(P. Pindar) Lyric Oiiesxi. (1786) 31 The curs..

Show d anxiousnessabout the mutton bone. 1843 THACK HRAV
Men s Wives, Dennis Haggartys Wife, A dirty table-cloth

was laid for dinner, some bottles of porter and a cold

mutton-bone being laid out on a rickety grand-piano hard

by. 1849 JAMES Woodman xxxv, Two of nis servants were

engaged in the ancient game of mutton-bones. 1694 MOT-

TEUx^a&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;id737)V. 217 Procurers.and &quot;Mutton-Brokers.

i655 J- PHILLIPS Satyr agst. Hypocrite* 14 Nor was it

mutton-broth, nor veal broth neither. 1881 BESANT & RICE

Chapl. ofFleet I. xiii, Have a cup of mutton-broth for him

when he wakes. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair v, If a pound
of &quot;mutton-candles cost sevenpence-halfpenny, how much

[etc.]. 1695 W. WEST.MACOTT Script. Herk. 47 Cucumbers

or &quot;Mutton-cumbers.. being so commonly known. 1508

DUNBAR Flyting 246 &quot;Muttoun dryver, girnall ryver, ?ad-

swyvar, fowl! fell the. 1863 LE fiatv House by Churchyard

(ed. 2) III. 127 The mutton-fat wanted snuffing. 1900

A. R. COLQUHOUN The Overland to China viii. 163 The

mutton-fat dips which they are intended to burn are only

lighted for a few minutes in each month. 1664 COTTO?&amp;gt;

Scarron. I. 18 Lifting his Mutton-fists to th skies. 1865

Hotten s Slang Diet., Mniton-fist ,
an uncomplimentary



MUTTON-BIRD.
title for any one having a large coarse red hand. 1668

DRYDEN Even. Love iv. iii, Here s the sixpenny whittle

you gave me, with the *mutton haft. .71791 GROSE Olio^
Grumbler xvi. 11796) 68 A fine plate of *mutton-ham was
next set on the table. 1839 Mag. Dom. Econ. IV. 119 The
mutton hams cured in the highlands of Scotland and at the

Cape of Good Hope. 1899 Atlantic Monthly Aug. 197
(title of art.) In a *muttoii-ham boat. Ibid.

t Her mutton-
ham fluttered as white as new cotton around her single mast.
I more than once sought to learn why Albemarleand Pamlico

fishing smacks call their huge sails
* mutton-ham . 1825

J. NtAL^Vtf. Jonathan I. 99 Peace, *mutton-head ! 1768
Woman of Honor III. 29 A poor &quot;mutton-headed flock,

ready to follow any bell-weather. 1795 WOLCOT ( P. Pindar)
Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. 180 Nay while a &quot;mutton-light

remains A sun with us no credit gains But yields to every
Farthing Candle. 1871 Amer. EncycL Printing (ed. Ring*
wait),

*Mutton Quad, a slang term, in English printing-
offices, for em quad. 1761 ARMS TRONG Day, Epist. J. Wilkes
160 But let me ne er of *mutton -saddle eat. 1843 LD.
WESTERN in Bischoff Woollen Manuf. (1842) II. 380 A
request, .that I would fairly try how far it was possible, to
make them into &quot;mutton sheep. 1786 R. WILLAN in Alcd.
Commuit. II. 117 He had this day some &quot;mutton tea.

c 1600 in Wood Life lO.H.S.) I. 293 [The Oxford colleges
are] the nurseries of wickedness, the nests of *mutton
luggers, the dens of formall droanes. 1768 in Med. Obseru.

(1772) IV. 62 She had thrown up some ^mutton-water which
had been prescribed for common drink.

Mutton, variant of MOUTO.V (French coin).Mu tton-bird. Austral, a. The JPitffinus
brevicaudus of Australasia, b. An Antarctic 1 etrel

of the genus (Estrelata, esp. (E. lessoni.

1824 LATHAM Gen. Hist. Birds X. 176 This [Petrel] we
believe is the species called in Norfolk Island, Mutton Bird ;

probably from the flesh having somewhat of the flavour of
that meat. 1864-5 WOOD Homes without //. ii. (1868) 63
The ground resembles a rabbit warren, being everywhere
undermined by the burrows of the Mutton Bird (Puffinm

it is being cooked in the usual way, /. e. by grilling, it smells

exactly like a piece of roasting mutton.

Mu tton-cho p.
1. A piece of mutton for broiling or frying,

usually a division of the loin containing one rib

(having the end of the bone chopped off) and half
the vertebra to which it is attached.

1720 SWIFT To Stella, Wks. 1755 III. 11. 184 A slice of
bread and mutton-chop. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 33 r 25
Could get nothing but mutton-chops off the worst end. 1789
FARLEY Lond. Art of Cookery (ed. 6) 59 Mutton Chops.
Take a loin of mutton, and cut chops from it about half an
inch thick. 1848 DICKENS DoHtbey viii, Mrs. Pipchin made
a special repast of mutton-chops.
attrib. a 1860 ALB. SMITH Lond, Med. Student (1861) 103A lot of cups, egg-shells, mutton-chop bones, and pewter

spoons flew up in the air,

b. //. slang.
1865 Hottens Slang Diet.) Mutton-chops, a sheep s-head.
2. In full mutton-chop whisker \ a side whisker

shaped like a mutton-chop, i.e. narrow at the top
and broad and rounded at the bottom. So mutton-

chop whiskered adj.

op , very i.._

what has now come into fashion again. 1882 Miss BBADDON
Mt. Royal II. x. 216 Where Leonard sat, burly, florid,

black-haired, mutton-chop whiskered. 1904 D. C. MURRAY
V. C. 13 The clean-trimmed hirsute mutton-chop on either
side the heavy jowl combined to make him intensely re

spectable to look at.

Muttoned (mzrt nd), a.
[f. MUTTON + -ED 2

.]
Of a sheep : Having flesh (of a specified quality) ;

having the legs covered with flesh.

1847 Jrnl. R, Agric. Soc. VIII. n. 432 The nicest mut-
toned sheep fed in Northumberland. 1871 Daily News
7 Dec., Their sheep show beautiful forequarters and are
muttoned down to the hocks.

Mu tton-fish.
1. A name for various American and West

Indian sea-fish, esp. the eel-like Zoarces anguillaris.
1735 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 112 The Mut

ton-Fish. This is reckon d one of the most delicate Fish of
the Bahama Islands. 1754 CATESBY Nat. Hist. Carol. II.

25. 1884 GOODE, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquat, Anita. 247 The
Mutton-fish Zoarces anguiltaris. .is occasionally eaten by
the Cape Ann fishermen, by whom it is known as the
Mutton-fish, the name referring to a supposed resemblance
of its flesh to mutton.

2. Austral. An ormer.
i88a J. E. TENISON-WOODS Fish $ Fisheries N. S. Wales

92 Then mutton fish were speared. This is the ear shell-fish

(Haliotis nzvosd) t
which was eagerly bought by the Chinese

merchants.
_

1898 MORRIS Austral Eng.^ Mutton~fiskt
a

marine univalve mollusc, Haliotis nxvosa, Martyn ; so
called from its flavour when cooked.
3. U. S. A kind of medusa.
1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) I. 93 One of the most

abundant medusa at times in the neighborhood of the
Florida Keys is a Discophore, called by naturalists Linerges,
and known to fishermen there as the *

thimble-fish
, mutton-

fish thimble
, [etc.]. Ibid. Index, Mutton-fish 93.

Mivttonhood. jocular, [f. MUTTON + -HOOD.]
The state of being mutton as opposed to lamb.

hood and lambhood meet.

Muttoniness (m# t nines). rare 1
*

[f.
MUT-

TOY . + -NESS.] Muttony quality.

803

1882 ANNIE THOMAS Allerton T. III. ix. 164, I like to
have my animal, .dressed in such a way that its original
beefiness or muttoniness is completely disguised.

t Mutton-monger, slang. Obs. [f. MUTTON
(sense 4) + MONGER.]
1. A \vhoremonger.
1532 MORE Confnt. Tindale Wks. 366/1 Motenmongers,

pria,nstes, ydolaters, whoremaisters. 1542 UDAI.L Erasm.
AfxJph. 151 b, One Didymo (who.. had in euery bodyes
mouth a veraye eiuil name of beeyng a muttonmouugre).
\b&amp;lt;x&amp;gt; Look About You H 4, Ahold Mutionmounger I beleeue
beer s worke towards, a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant, t reiv,

Mutton-monger^ a Lover of Women ; also a Sheep-stealer.
2. A great eater of mutton

; also, a sheep-stealer.
1649 &quot; M- Wandering Jew (1857) 42 He is a curse to

Pasties; a Tormentor of Poultry,.. a terrible Sheep-biter;
a horrible Mutton-monger, a Gorbelly-GluttOD. 1664 (Jo i-

TON Scnrron. i. 34 Yet scarce could satisfie their hungers,
These Trojans were such Mutton-mongers, a 1700 [see i].

t Muttoiiship. Obs. [f. MUTTON* + -SHIP.]
Your muttonsliip : as a mock title (see MUTTON 4).
1632 BROME North, Lass n. iv, How got your Rotten

Muttonship into this Lions case?

Muttony (rmrt ni), a. [f.
MUTTON + -Y.]

Having the quality of mutton.
1858 R. S. SURTEKS Ask Mamma I.xxv. 329 He had killed

a south-down, not one of your modern muttoney-lambs,
but an honest, home-fed, four-year-old. 1881 R. CHANT
WHITE Engl. Without % Within 101 There it was mutton
which was mutton, and yet was not muttony.
Mutual (miw tiwal), a. Also 6 mutuel. [a. F.

mutnel (from I4th c.)
= Sp. mutual^ f. L. mutu-u$

borrowed, reciprocal : prehistoric *moitwo-j f.

root *moi- to change. Cf. Gr. (Sicilian) ^otrov dvrl

{J.OITOV, tit for tat ; also L. mutCire (see MUTATION).
OF. had wntii = Sp. tttu(ito

t Pg., It. tttnto.}
1. Of relations, sentiments, actions: Possessed,

entertained, or performed by each (of two persons,

things, classes, etc.) towards or with regard to the
other

; reciprocal.
1477 NORTON Ord. Alch, Introd., in Ashm. (1652) 5 In

mutuall love. 1539 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett.

(1902) II. 303 His highnes wold be glad.. to entre a liege
for mutual ayde on bothe sydes in cace of nede to be given.
i6i4 D. DYKE Myst. Self-deceiving fed. 8) 71 When wee

imbrace one another, there is a mutuall hold on both .sides.

1681 VISCT. STAIR lust. Law Scot. i. iii. 9. 26 Though
frequently such Obligations in mutual Contracts, are con
ceived by way of provision or condition. 1709 SHAFTESB.
Charac. (1711) I. II. 113 Tis in War that mutual Succour
is most given, mutual Danger run, and common Affection
most exerted. 1719 Act 2 Geo. //, c. 22 13 Where there are
mutual Debts between the Plaintiff and Defendant. 1816
WHEATON Cases Supr. Crt. U. S. I. 279 The Mutual Assur
ance Society v. Watts Executor. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. 667 There is no contract, whether mutual or unilateral,
which is binding without a consensus in idem.

J&amp;gt;lacitiu&amp;gt;i,

expressed or implied. Ibid., In the case of mutual and
onerous entails, the prohibitions are effectual against the
creditors of the entailer. 1848 WHARTON Law Le.v.

t Mutual
Testament, a will made by two persons who leave their
effects reciprocally to the survivor.

18^9 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. \. I. 84 Between him and his subjects there could be

nothing of the nature of mutual contract. 1871 B. STEWART
Heat 43 The tendency of heat in crystals is to increase
the mutual distance of the molecules. 1881 JOWETT Thutyd.
I. 174 Mutual fear is the only solid basis of alliance. 1894
H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 303 Organisms which give
mutual aid survive and people the world with their kind.

b. Qualifying personal designations of relation

ship, friendship, or hostility, to indicate that the
relation or sentiment is mutual.

1562 G. CAVENDISH IVolsey (1893) 221 Yt is.. the espe-
cyall cause of all my travell into this contrie. .to spend my
lyfe with you as a very father, and a mutuall brother. 1639
GLAPTHORNE Argalus iv. Wks. 1874 I. 53 But Amphialus,
Since we are mutuall friends,. . IMe make thee my full Kxe-
cutour. 1719 ABP. KING in Ellis Orig.Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 315
Common friends are not allowed to be common friends, but
all obliged to declare themselves mutual enemies. 1813
SHELLEY Q. Mab m. 172 For kings And subjects, mutual
foes, for ever play A losing game into each other s hands.

c. Mutual admiration society : a satirical designa
tion for a coterie of persons who are accused of

over-estimating each other s merits.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. i, All generous com
panies of artists, authors, philanthropists, men of science,

are, or ought to be, Societies of Mutual Admiration. Ibid.^
\Vho can tell what we owe to the Mutual Admiration So

ciety of which Shakspeare, and Ben Jonson, and Beaumont
and Fletcher were members? 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope 50
That body was not more free than other mutual admiration
societies from the desire to impose its own prejudices on the

public.

U d. quasi-///^Y. Pertaining to or characterized

by some (implied) mutual action or relation.

Mutual termst principles : used to describe a business

arrangement between two parties, in which exchange of
services takes the place of money payments.
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair v, He was admitted into

Dr. Swish tail s academy upon what are called mutual-

principles that is to say, the expenses of his board and

schooling were defrayed by his father in goods, not money.
1880 EncycL Brit. XIII. 173/2 These bodies (life assurance

companies] have been of three kinds (i) the purely mutual
offices, in which the assured themselves constitute the so

ciety; (2) proprietary offices..; and (3) the mixed offices.

2. Respective ; belonging to each respectively.
In some of the examples there is a mixture of sense i, the

notion being that of a reciprocal relation between each of
the persons and what belongs to the other.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm., Par. Acts 37 b, Euen so the
lorde prepared, in theyr mutuall vision, cache one for other

(

MUTUALIST.
1

[Saul & Ananias]. 1651 LOVEDAY tr. Calprenedes Cos-
,
snudra in. 207 The tears that were shed on both sides in
the remembrance of their mutuall losses. 1755 J. SHEB-
BEAKE Lydia (1769) 1. 44 Pressing each other to their bosoms

j

in silence, they again unclasped their mutual arms. 1796
Hist. Ned Evans II. 152 The time would not allow them
to enter into minute details of their mutual adventures.
1818 HoiinousK Hist. Illttstr. (ed. 2) 59 Perhaps \ve shall
find both the one and the other to have been more active

despoilers than has been confessed by their mutual apolo
gists. 1837 BEDFORD in Life Southcy (1850) VI. 353, I can-

,

not believe the difference in your mutual years can create
any strong line of demarcation between you.

t 3. Of intercourse : Intimate. Obs.

1603 SIIAKS. Mcas. for M. \. ii. 158 But it chances The
stealth of our most mutuall entertainment With Character
too grosse, is writ on

Juliet. 1659 H. L/ESTRANGE Alliance
i

Dii&amp;gt;. Off. 292 The society and conversation could not be so
mutual between them. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvn.

, iii, Two families, .between whom there has always existed
bo mutual an intercourse and good harmony.
4. Pertaining to both parties ;

common.
a. Of things, actions, sentiments.
Now regarded as incorrect.

1591 SIIAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 173 That done, our day of

marriage shall be yours One Feast, one house, one mutuall

|

happinesse. 1596 Merck. V. v. i. 77 If. .any ayre of
musicke touch their eares, You shall perceiue them make
a mutuall stand. 1631 BRATHWAIT&quot;^. Centleu: 125 Those

;
daughters of Scedasus of Leuctra,. .concerning a mutuall
sorrow for their lost Virginity, became resolute actors in their
owne Tragedy. 1797 MK.S. A. M. BENNETT ^^fff^G&amp;lt;V/(i8i3)

i
II. 45 The major hinted at their mutual obligations to Mrs.

j

Walsingham. 1802-12 13KM HAM Ration. Jndic. Evid. (1827)
V. 204 Under the mutual appellative self-regarding botli

i self-serving and self-disserving are comprised. ? 1820 BYRON
Let. to Murray (1821) 9 Mr. Hobhouse was desirous that
I should express our mutual opinion of Pope. 1831 SCOTT
Cf. Robt. xv, Their apartments were contiguous, but the
communication between them was cut off for the night by
the mutual door being locked and barred. i88z F. J.
FURNIVALL in Dighy Myst. (E.E.T.S.J Ded. 2 A reminder
of the days when his [/. e. Shakspere s] triumphant art was
the subject of our mutual work.

b. Qualifying a personal designation expressive
of a relation.

Commonly censured as incorrect, but .still often used in
the collocations mutual friend, mutual acquaintance, 0*1

account of the ambiguity of common, which is the only adj.

correctly expressing the intended meaning. Expressions
like mutualfather^ mutual child, formerly not uncommon,
would now sound strange.
1632 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Mathieds Unhappy Prosperitie

, 22 Hee turneth himselfe towards his wife, conjureth her by
the love he had borne her,, .and by their mutuall children,
a little to humble her spirit. 1658 G. SIARKEY Pyrotechny
Ded., My good fortune first by the occasion of our mutual
Friend, Dr. Robert Child. 1723 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Lett., to C tess Mar (1887) I. 346 Our mutual acquaintance
are exceedingly dispersed. 1778 BURKE Corr. 24 Dec. (1844)
II. 251 Our mutual friend, John Bourke. 1786 MRS. A. M.
BENNETT Juvenile Indiscr. V. 86 The eldest I sent for

home, to superintend my domestic affairs, before our mutual
darling had compleated her education. 1802 Noble Wan-
dcrers\\, 199 Her bister Ismena had succeeded to their

mutual father, Astamanes. 1825 SCOTT Fam. Lett. 15 Oct.,
Our mutual friend Mr. Wright. 1867 GEO. ELIOT in Cross

Life (1885) III. 20 Don t write unless you have a real desire
to gossip with me a little about yourself and our mutual
friends. 1883 L. OUPHANT Altiora Veto I. 93 We had no
mutual relations to talk about.

fc. Having the specified character in common.
1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 265 He talked of the injustice

of which we were mutual victims, without bitterness.

f5. Responsive. Obs.

1657 COKAINE Obstinate Lady in. ii, Love is a passion not
to be withstood, And, until hearts be mutual, never good.
1809 CAMPBELL Gertr. Wyom. i. x, When fate had reft his
mutual heart:,, and Gertrude climb d a widow d father s

knee. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. xxiv, Who then could guess
If ever more should meet those mutual eyes. 1850 MRS.
BROWNING Poet s Vow iv. xii, The old nurse looked within
her eyes, Whose mutual look was gone.
6. Comb, with the sense mutually ,

as mutual-

dependent) -kindling, -melting adjs.
a 1743 SAVAGE Happy the Man iv, Who, melting on thy

mutual-melting breast, Entranc d enjoys love s whole luxu
rious charms, Is all a God. 1786 BURNS Lament ix, Love s

luxurious pulse beat high,.. To mark the mutual-kindling
eye. 1895 W. H. HUDSON Spencer s Philos. 172 Thus re

maining unintegrated into the great organization of mutual-
dependent parts which constitutes society.

Mutualism (miz?ti//aliz m). [f. MUTUAL a. +
-ISM. Cf. F. mutuettisme (see I b),]
1. a. The doctrine that individual and collective

well-being is attainable only by mutual dependence.
b. [after F. mutuellisme^\ The system of the asso
ciation of *

rrmtualists at Lyons.
1863 J. WEISS Life $ Corr. Parker I. 106 A mutualism

to secure culture and material welfare. 1873 MORLEY Rous
seau II. xii. 190 Those schemes of Mutualism, and alt the
other shapes of collective action for a common social good.
1892 SCHAFKLE Impossibility Soc. Democr. 17 Socialism,
communism,.. anarchism, mutualism [etc.].

2. Biol. A condition of symbiosis in which two
associated organisms contribute mutually to the

well-being of each other.

1876 Beneden s Anim. Parasites 83 It is often very diffi

cult to say where commensalism ends and mutualism begins.

Mutualist (mi*tialist). [f. MUTUAL a. +
-1ST. Cf. F. mutiielliste ( I b), mutualiste mem
ber of a mutual assurance society.]
1. a. An advocate of mutualism, b. A member

of a corporation of labour masters at Lyons.
167-2



MUTUALITY.

1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc s Hist. Ten K II. 258

Several Lyonese republicans, .had been the first to interfere

between the manufacturers and the mutualists. Ibid,, The
executive council of the mutualists.. ordered the workmen
to resume their suspended labours, and was obeyed. 1892

SCHAFFLE Impossibility Soc. Democr. n Some so-called

mutualists depend for everything on a brotherly reciprocity.

2, Biol. One of two organisms which mutually
live on each other. Cf. MUTUALISM.

1876 Benedttfs A nim. Parasites 84 Every colony of cam-

panulariae or secularise lodges a crowd of messmates and

mutualists. 1894 J. WEIR in Amer. Natiiralist Aug. 7131

I mean by the term mutualist, an animal which gives a

quidpro quo or specific beneficial service to the host which

affords it sustenance and domicile.

Mutuality (mi/7:tiiarliti). [f. MUTUAL a. +

-ITY : cf. F. mutuality.]
1. The quality or condition of being mutual j

reciprocity.

Confer. Christ % Mary (1656) 77 We have not comfort, ^be

cause we do not make him ours by a spirit of mutuality.

1782 PAINE Let. Abbe Raynal (1791) 43 A mutuality of

wants have formed the individuals of each country into a

kind of national society. 1892 Times 8 Feb. 5/2 In future

the.. South American Republics must look for protection

and mutuality of interests. .only among themselves.

b. Law. A condition of things under which two

parties are mutually bound to perform certain re

ciprocal duties.

1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 55 There is. .

a distinction between a promise and a contract ;
fur the

latter involves the idea of mutuality which the former does

not. 1847 C. G. AUDISON Law of Contracts i. i. (1883) 14

The mutuality of the obligation is the very essence of all

contracts founded upon mutual promises. 1848 WHARTON
Law Lc-r., Mutuality, reciprocation ; an acting in return.

1884 Bo\\ EN in Law Times Rep. 24 May 380/1, 1 will not say
whether there was sufficient mutuality between the parties to

make what was done between them binding or not.

2. Interchange of acts of goodwill ; intimacy.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i. 267 (ist Qo.) They met so neere

with their lips that their breathes embrac d together. When
these mutualities [Folios mutabilities] so marshall the way,
hand at hand, comes the maine exercise [etc.]. 1628 EARLE

Microcosm., Plausible Man (Arb.) 59 Hee loues not deeper
mutualities, because he would not take sides. 1867 BUSH-
NELL Mor. Uses Dark Th. 207 Gathered at their firesides

in domestic mutualities and pleasures.

3. Biol. The rendering of mutual services by organ
isms in the condition of symbiosis; cf.MuTUALISM 2.

1876 Benedcuts Anim. Parasites Introd. 18 The services

of many of these [animals] are rewarded either in protection
or in kind, and mutuality can well be exercised at the same
time as hospitality. Ibid. 24.

Mutualize (mi*tiwalaiz), t&amp;gt;.

[f.
MUTUAL a. +

-IZE.] trans, t a. To give and receive in return ;

to reciprocate. Obs. b. To organize on the
* mutual system. Hence Mutualiza tion.
1812 in Spirit Pub. Jrnts. XVI. 360 Pledges shall have

been mutualized, and those solemn assurances reciprocated,
which.. can only be violated by the unprincipled. 1905
Daily News 23 June 7/2 The report advocates complete
mutualisation, with elimination of stock by purchase at a

price only commensurate with the dividends.

Mutually (miw tw/ali), adv. [f. MUTUAL a. +
-LY ^.]

1. With mutual action or sentiment ; in a mutual
relation

; reciprocally.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng, Hist. (Camden, No. 29) 8 They

marched forward, and, drawing their blades mutually, ranne

together with great cryes. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apopk.
2 1 1 b, The honest opinion y l the subiectes haue of their kyng
and the hertie good wille of the prince mutually toward his

subiectes. 1590 MARLOWE Faust (1604) C 2, As are the

elements, such are the spheares, Mutually folded in each
others orbe. 1682 KORRIS Hierocles zj We mutually pro
mote each other in the advantages of virtue. 1751 HARKIS
Hermes Wks. (1841) 178 And thus is it that interrogatives
and relatives mutually pass into each other. 1816 G. S.

FABER Orig. Pagan, Idol. III. 4 These again are said to be

mutually the same with each other, 1847 C. BRONTE J.

Eyre iv, We mutually embraced. 1893 LIDDON, etc. Life
Pusey I. xv. 348 If a good life always meant a true creed,

many mutually contradictory errors would be true.

fb. In return; as one side of a reciprocal
action. Obs.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. vi. 10, I haue acquainted you
With the deare loue I beare to faire Anne Page, Who, mu
tually, hath answer d my affection, . . Euen to my wish. 1699
BKNTLEY Phal. 247 This Account.. establishes and is mu
tually establish d by the Testimony of Suidas. 1704 NEW
TON Opticks in. i. (1721) 3^5 Pellucid Substances act upon
the Rays of Light at a distance, .and the Rays mutually
agitate the Parts of those Substances at a distance.

2. In mutual co-operation or companionship ; by
mutual agreement ; jointly, in common.
1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. v. v. 103 Pinch him (Fairies) mu

tually : Pinch him for his villanie. 1603 Meas.for M. \\.

iii. 27 Duke. So then it seemes your most offence full act
Was mutually committed. Jul. Mutually. 1653 WALTON
Angler xi. 197 They mutually labour to cover it with the
same sand. 1735 LD. LVTTELTON Lett. fr. Persian (ed. 3)

I. 141, I wou d restore her back again to him untouch d;
or in case they shou d mutually desire it, carry her with me
to my Seraglio in the East. 1784 J. POTTER Virtuous Vil
lagers \. 35 You have my free consent to marry, if you and
she mutually wish it. 1786 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile
Indiscr. II. 157 The loss we mutually sustained in the early
death of our parents. aiSij T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng, t

etc. (1821) II. 187 The prisoners then began to walk within

804

their room, at the same pace with that of their watchman :

the sound of their feet being mutually heard.

f 3. By both parties respectively. Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav, x. 460 The Gouernours interrogation

and my Confession being mutually subscribed.

Mutualness (miw tiwalnes). [f. MUTUAL a. +

-isESs.] The quality of being mutual.

1620 T. GRANGER Div. Loglke 119 Here mutualnesse in

friendship is explicated by the equall. 1886 P. BROOKS in

Life (1900^ II. 542 Here there is the perfect mutualness, the

absolute, .harmony of the Father and the Son.

Mutuary (mWttoiiri). Civil Law. [ad. L.

Mtlfuari-us, f. miitu-tts borrowed : see MUTUAL a.

and -ARY.] (See quot. 1856.)

1839 [see MLTL-U.M]. 1856 KOLVIER Amer. Law Diet.

(ed. 6) II. 196 Mutuary, [in] contracts, a person who bor

rows personal chattels to be consumed by him, and returned

to the lender in kind.

&quot;i&quot;
Mu tuate, v. Obs. [f. L. mutual-, ppl.

stem

of mittmiri to borrow; f.miitu-us: see MUTUAL a.

and -ATE 3.] trans. To borrow. Hence fMu -

tuated///. a., f Mu tuating vbl. sb.

a 1548 HALL Chron.
t
Hen. VII 27 b, Dyuerse lordes . . had

mutuate and borowed dyverse and sondy summes of money.

595 M. MOSSE Arraign. (Jsttric 39 Mutuating and Ac
commodating : how they differ. Ibid. 40 These two kindes

of lending which., we call mutuating and accommodating,
doe differ in these two poyntes. 1597 A. M. tr. Guille-

incau*s Fr. Chirnrg. *iv b, I am not the man which liveth

by an other mans mutuated supellectilles. 1657 TO.MLINSON
Kenou s Disp. 218 They mutuate their odour.. from the

places through which they permeate. 1684 T. GODDARD
Plato s Demon 288 This mutuated or fide-commissary power
which he [sc. our Author 1

] hath placed in the King. 1689
G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, ii. 7 From their Sub

jects many Trades are observed to mutuate their distinc

tion ;
from Physick the Physician. 1716 M. DAVIES A then.

Brit, II. Ded. to King, This one only Latin mutuated Penta

meter Verse, viz, Prindpis est Virtus maxima, nosse Sues.

t Mutuati tial, a- and sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L. mutuatlti-us (f.
mutudri: see prec.) + -AL.]

a. adj. Borrowed, b, sb. Something borrowed.

1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. vi, Mutuatitial Essais. The
Sixth. .Century of Mutuathials.

Mutuation (miti#|# /3n). [ad. L. miltud-

tidn-eMj n. of action f. mutitari : see MUTUATE v.]

An act of lending or borrowing. Alsoyfg&quot;.

1604 DOWNAM Led. Ps. 15. v. 151 Wherefore the contract

ofvsurie is nothing else but illiberall muluation, and may
thus briefely bee defined : Vsurie is mutilation, or lending
for gaine. 1649 Br. HAI.L Cases Consc. (1650) 24 In both
there seems to be a valuation of time: which whether in

case of mutuation, or sale, may justly be suspected for unlaw
ful. 1778 HALHKD Bengal Gram. Pref. 3, I have been
astonished to find the similitude of Shanscrit words with

those, .of Latin and Greek : and these not in technical and

metaphorical tcrm&amp;lt;,
which the mutuation of refined arts

and improved manners might have occasionally introduced ;

but [etc.]. 1827 G. S. FAUER Orig. Expiat. Sacr. 197
Such a mutuation necessarily supposes a knowledge of the

sabbatical seventh day.

tMutuati tious, a. Obs, rare. [f. L. mu-
tuatlti-us, i. mJituarl to borrow: see MUTUATE v.

and -iTioua.] Borrowed ; taken from some other.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. iv. (1635) 87 The Peri-

patetickes. .distinguishing the motions of the Planets into

1 a proper or naturall, and accidentall or mutuaticious. 1664

j

H. MoRK.^w/fV. Idolatry x. 134 The mutuatitious Good
I works of their pretended Holy men and women. 1813 T.

BUSBY Lucretius II. v. Comm. p. xvj With regard to their

light : Melrodorus thought it muluatuious, and borrowed of
the sun.

Mutule (murtiwl). Arch. Also 6 mutilo,//.
mutuli, 7-8 mutil. [a. K. mutate (It. mutulo} t ad.

L. mutulus modillion.] The modillion proper to

the cornice in the Doric order ; a projection upon
the soffit of the Doric corona.

1563 SHUTE Archit. B iij, [If hej should make ymages..
for pillers and make ouer their heade Mutilos, and Coronas.
Ibid. D iv b, Vitruuius. .doth describe the beginning of Mu
tuli to be necessarie. 1664 EVELYN tr. Frearfs A rchit. \.

xiii. 36 The Gotique Order . . has compos d certain lame

figur d Mutils or Corbells in stead of Cartouzes. Ibid.^
Ace. Archil. 137 Mutules. .have their name from their de

fect, as being made thinner and more abated below than
above. 1703 tr. Perraulfs Abridgm. Vitruvius 37 The
Corinthian Modillions are imitated by the Mutils of the

Dorick Order. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The mutules
in the Doric answer to the triglyphs, which are under them,

1843 WATHEN Arts
t Antiq. $ Chronol. Egypt 181 Above

the architrave of the porch is a cornice ornamented with

long mutules or brackets. 186* MRS. SI-EID Last Years Ind+

187 The stone triglyphs and mutules of the Doric order.

t Uu tuous, a* Obs. [f.
L. mutu-us MUTUAL

+ -ous.] = MUTUAL a. Hence Mivtuously adv.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage s Mystic Div. 91 The
opportune interposition of prudent indulgence, mutuous
toleration and grand moderation. Ibid. 52 Such like words
evn Religionists too often use in Repartees, mutuously.

1 Mu tUiUm. Civil Law. Obs. [a..L.mntuufn
a loan, neut. of mfituus borrowed.] A contract

under which such things are lent as are consumed
in the use, or which cannot be used without their

extinction or alienation.

1486 Materials Reign. Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 267 That ye, in

the boke called the pele doo entre a mutuum..of the for-

saide D.ccclxxviUL ix.s. ii.d. 1681 VISCT. STAIR Inst. Law
Scot. i. x. 17. 127 Loan comprehendeth both the Contracts
in the Law called wutuitm and commodatum ; by the

former a thing Fungible is freely given, for the like to be
restored in the same kind and quantity, though not the

MUZZLE.

same individual. 1839 STORY Bailments 47. 34 A deposit
differs from what is called in the civil law a unttuum, for

there the identical thing lent is not to be returned, but

another thing of the same kind, quality, nature or value. In

the latter case, the property passes immediately to the

mutuary.

Muvable, obs. form of MOVABLE.

Muwe, obs. form of MEW sb.-, f. 1 nnd Minn.

Muwe(n, Muwes, obs. ff. MAY o.i, MEWS.
Muwet, obs. form of MUTE sb.

Mnwyer, variant of MOWYEB Obs.

Muy(e, Muyd, obs. ff. MUID, MOOD rf.1

Muyeziii, obs. form of MUEZZIN.

Muyle, Muynde, obs. ff. MULE, MIND sb.

Muyre, Muys(e, obs. ff. MIBE, MOUSE.

Muyson, variant of MOISON.

Muzarab^ic, variant forms of MOZABAB(IC.
Muze, obs. form of MUSE, MEWS.
Muzell, Muzhik, var. ff. MUZZLE, MOUJIK.

Muzle(d, -lin, obs. ff. MUZZLE(D, MUSLI.V.

Muzro(u)le, variant forms of MUSBOL.
Muzz (mz), sb. slang. Also 8-9 muz. [Be

longs to next.] One who muzzes over books.

i

Cf. MUG sli.e 2.

1788 Trifter No. 5. 56 The diligence exercised in im

proving my mental abilities, brought upon me the almost

indelible stigma of a Muz. 1807 Spirit Pnl\ yrnls. (1809)
XII. 305, I often wish you had been with us, though we do

quiz you for a reading muz. 1859 W. K. R. BEDFORD Out-
a wfsc?/^C?.jyi;rrf86,ldon tmindinemoirs,but I bateamuzz.

Muzz (mz), v. slang. [Of obscure origin ; the

relation to MUZZY a. is uncertain.
The word may be in part a grotesque alteration of MUSE

v. ; cf. bemuse.}
1. intr. To study intently ; to mug . Const, aver.

J 77S S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. Ixxxv. (1783) III. 134
Curse that Thomas, . .for ever muzzing over a musty book.

1815 Zeliica I. 356 To see you muzzing over a game of

chess. 1829 SCOTT Jrnl. 26 Jan., I muzzed on I can call

it little better with AnneofGeierstein. 1902 DailyChron.
19 Mar. 3/3 To work overmuch at Eton is to sap ,. .at

Westminster it is to muzz .

2. trans. To render muzzy ; to fuddle. Cf.

MUZZLE .2

a 1787 FRED. PHU.ON* He would be a Soldier iv. i, Caleb.

A choice companion he is ; only apt to get muzzed too soon.

1794 J. WILLIAMS SArm t Tuesday 6 When the nocturnal

orgie d muzz d his brain. 1865 Sat. Rev. 17 June 727/1
A certain judge was in the habit of muzzing himself by
plenteous libations. 1883 H. HRADSHAW in Prothero Mem.
viii. (1888) 259 A very heavy cold on me. .muzzed my head.

3. intr. To loiter aimlessly; to hang about .

Cf. Muss zi.z 2.

1779 MME. D ARBLAY Diary 11 Jan., If you but knew.,
who I shall see to-night, you would not dare keep me muzz

ing here. 1794 J. WILLIAMS Parental Didactics iS^And
that high royal corps snug and sublime. Who muz majestic
in the court ycleped Crane.

Hence Muzzed a., fuddled. Mu zzing///. a.,

that studies hard, mugging .

1793 J. BLRESKORD in W. Roberts Looker-on No. 54 (1794)

II. 311 Hunt out some college cell, Where muzzing quizzes
mutter monkish schemes. 1836 Comic Almanack Mar.

(1870) 48 While Harlequin, half muzz d with wine. Don t

care a rush for Columbine. 1851 OWEN in Life (1894) I. 352
At Westminster.. he is in a class of very sharp and hard

working, or as he calls it, muzzing boys.

Muzzelil, obs. forms of MUZ/.LE.

Muzzily (mcz-ili), adv. [f. MUZZY a. + -LY 2
.]

In a muzzy manner.

1903 Sat. Rev. 5 Dec. 700/2 They maunder muzzily on,

these wastrels.

Muzziness (mwzines). [f. Muzzr a. + -NESS.]
The condition of being muzzy.
1814 MOORE Mem. (1853) II. 37 You must excuse the

muzzmess you may have detected throughout this epistle.

1834 BECKFORD Italy I. Advt. p. ii, The intellectual muzzi-

ness of the past. 1847 Krit.
&amp;lt;;

For. Mcd. Rev. XXIII. 553
A slight feeling of muzziness in the head. 1858 HOGG Life,

Shelley II. 416 An abiding, .muzziness. -inspired with.,

strong. .ale. 1900 A. C. BENSON E. W. Benson I. iv. 129
He used to speak.. of the muzziness of head that this [sc.

quinine], .had produced in him.

Muzzle (mzrz l), iA.1 Forms: 4-6 moael, 5

mosle, mosol, -ul, -yl, (mor-, murselle), 5-6

mosell, raoosle, Sc. mussal, 5-7 mussel, 6

mo(u)ssell, mousil, moozle, moozzell, musell,

-yll, (mowseale), mezell(?), Sc. misel(l, -al(l,

musal(l, 4-7 mozell, 6-7 mousel(l, moosel(l,

mussell, musle, muzzell, 6-8 muzle, 7 muzel,
Sc. myssel(l, 7-8 muzzel, 6- muzzle, [a.

OF. musel, muzel, mousel, mttiset (12-1 3th c.),

mod.F. museau : med. L. muselluin,A\m. of med.L.

niusus (8th c. in Du Cange) or mitsum (whence
Pr. mus, muus, OSp. IMUS, It. muso), of uncertain

origin, but perh. connected with F. muser (see

MUSE f.1
, note) and its cognates. (OF. had muse,

mouse fern. = muzzle.)
Diez and others, connecting OF. muse! with Pr. mursel,

morsel tcf. the occas. I5th c. forms in Eng., also Breton morzeet

beside mttzel, muzzle), have assumed as the common etymon
a pop. L. *morsellus t

dim. of tuorsus bite (cf. late L. jiisitm
from L. deorsum\ but this involves serious difficulties.]

I. 1. The projecting part of the head of an

animal which includes the nose and mouth.

&amp;lt;-i4io
Master of Came (MS. Digby 182) xxxi, pe other
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beloweth lowe..sloupynge with (?e heede and
|&amp;gt;e

muselt to-

warde
\&amp;gt;c

erthe. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. xlviii. (1869)

161 It is figured as a swyn that in ^e eerthe hath his mor-

selle \v,r. murselle]. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxvi.

561 The horse.. smote hts mussell in to the erth. 1533
MORB Debell. Salem Wks. 993/1 A mastyffe hath.. a great
mosel and a thycke boystous body. 1587 MASCALL C-ovt.

Cattle^ SJtcep (1596) 228 There u also another scabbinesse

which chanceth somtimes on the mousels of sheepe. 1649
OGILBY Virg. Gcorg. in. (1684) 104 Some from the Dams
hinder the tender Kid, And with hard Muzzles from the

Pap forbid. 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2062. 2/2 A dark bay
Gelding, .with a brown Musle. 179^ Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

IX. 501/1 The head of a chameleon is not unlike that of a
fish... The muzzle is blunt. 1851 MAYNE ^.^\o Scalp Hunt.

iii, A dark-brown stallion with black legs, and muzzle like

the withered fern. 1877 J. A. ALLEN Amer. Bison 445 An
adult measures about nine feet from the muzzle to the inser

tion of the tail.

b. transf. Contemptuously or jocularly applied
to the part of the human face including the nose

and chin.

1426 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 22753 Hy t semyth . . By lyfftynse

vp off thy mosel, That thow pleyest the ape wel. a 1586
$[DXv.v Arcudia 11. (1622) 107 liuteuerand anon turning her

muzzell towards niee, shee threw such a prospect vpon me,
as might well haue giueu a surfet to any weake loners

stomacke. a 1700 DKYDEN tr. Ovids Art ofLove i. 582 Of
a black muzzle, and long beard, beware. 1829 SCOTT Jrnl.

25 Mar., The dry old rogue twisting his muzzle into an in

fernal grin. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis Ixi, Your black

muzzle, old George, is the only face I should see.

C. slang. (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Muzzle^ a Beard (usually)

long and nasty.

d. = MUFFLE sbZ i.

1870 DUBOIS Cosmop. Cookery 188 Muzzle (mufle) of beef

with curry.
2. That end of a tire-arm from which the shot is

discharged; spec, in a cannon, the part extending
from the astragal to the extreme end mouldings.
1566 Inv. R. ll ardr. (1815) 170 Item, sex missellis of

Irne. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v, 179 The powder by
carelesnesse was tumbled down vnder the mussels of the

two peeces. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. \. ix. (1821) 116

That the peece . .should be abased at the tayle, and elevated

at the tnusle. 1698 FRYER Ace. E, India $ P. 37 Over the

Gates five Guns run put their Muzzels. 1711 SWII-T Jrnl.
to Stella 9 May, They fought at sword and pistol this

morning in Tuttle Fields, their pistols so near that the

muzzles touched. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 361
The soldiers were .still fumbling with the muzzles of their

guns and the handles of their bayonets. 1892 GREENKR
Breech-Loader 107 The gun. .should not be left muzzle-up
or muz/le-down against a wall, a gate, or a tree.

b. Charged (crammed] to the muzzle : loaded,

filled, or ( stuffed with.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1811) II. 63 Every body seems

charged to the muzzle with gun-powder ; every eye flashes

fire-works and torpedoes. 1859 G. MKKKDITH R. i ci ercl\\,
So instead of beating about and setting the boy on the alert

at all points, crammed to the muzzle with lies, he just said

[etc.]. 1875 M. PATTISON&quot; Casaubon 69 Casaubon had, in

this way, solicited Leunclavius in a letter charged to the
muzzle with gratifying compliments.

f 3. The nozzle of a pair of bellows. Obs.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. v, He had a large Pair of Bellows,
with a long slender Muzzle of Ivory.
4. Agric. = BRIDLE sb. 5 d.

1763 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 200 There is another

thing supposed also to belong to the plough, and that is the
bridle or muzzle. 1840 J. BURL Farmer s Conip. 142 By
setting the muzzle higher up in the index of the beam.

5. The mouth at the base of a cooking-place.
1874 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. vii. 206 They \sc. cooking

places] should be in rear of. .the arms; the simplest form
is a trench dug in a line with the wind..; depth, about a
foot at the muzzle decreasing to 3 inches at the chimney.
H. 6. A contrivance, usually consisting of an

arrangement of straps or wires, put over an animal s

mouth to prevent it from biting, eating, or rooting.
1:1386 CHAUCER Knt?$ T. 1293 White Alauntz. .folwed

hym, with mosel faste ybounde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 344/2
Moosle, or mosul for a nette [ neat], oristriginm. 1523
MS. Ace. St. John s Hasp., Canterb., For a mezell for a
calf. 1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) isb/i A moosle that
letteth dogges to bite. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. xii. 34 He
tooke a muzzel strong Of surest yron, made with many a
lincke. 1635 MAKKHAM Fait/if. Farrier 78 The Horse

having stood all night on the Mussell or at the empty Racke.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 611 Some, when the Kids
their Dams too deeply drain, With Gags and Muzzles their

soft Mouths restrain. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III.

361 It often happens, .that the ferret disengages itself of its

muzzel, and then it is most commonly lost, unless it be dug
out. 1856 *STONEHENGE Brit. Sports i. in. v. 457 Many
young dogs are such savage fighters or biters, as to require
the muzzle always on at exercise. Ibid. 11. i. vi. 72 Some
very gross feeders requiring the muzzle on immediately after

their last feed of corn over night.

fig~ XS97 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IVy iv. v. 132 For the Fift Harry,
from curb d License pluckes The muzzle of Restraint. 1644
[H. PARKER] Jus Pop. 60 So to inure Rome to the snaffle,
and break the Senate to the musle. 1802 LADY JERNINGHAM
\\\y. Lett. (1896) I. 210 Doctor Jenner is. .to have a pre
mium.. for having Discovered so useful a muzzle for.. the
small Pox. looi Scotsman 5 Mar. 8/3 The self-imposed
muzzle which he has worn for the last five years no longer
prevents him from taking part in the military debates.

b. An ornamental piece of armour covering a
horse s nose.
1860 J. HEWITT Anc. Armour III. 667 Steel muzzles

elaborately wrought in open-work. 1870 A. DE.MMIN
Weapons of \Var 350 The muzzle, which was placed over
the nostrils.. could be of no use in war.

805

C. The face-piece of an inhaler.

1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VI. 55 The naso-oral muzzle
must never be used.

t7. Sc. Aveil,face-cloth. (Cf. MUZZLE v. 1
3 b.) Qbs.

1603 Pidlotus .xxvii, 3our Veluote hat, }our Hude of Stait,

5our Myssell qulien ?e gan^ to gait. 1605 Bnrgk Rec.

Glasgow (1876) I. 237 That thai gang vpone the calsay syd
with thair mussellis on thair faice, and clopperis.

III. 8. attrib. and Coinh,^ as (sense i) muzzle

bone, (sense 2) muzzle-astragal\ -end, moulding,

rope, stopper^ muzzle chops, nickname for a man
with prominent nose and mouth,

;
muzzle-lash

ings (see quot.) ; muzzle-loader, a gun that is

loaded at the muzzle (opp. to breech-loader} \ so

muzzle-loading ///. a.
; muzzle-peg, a con

trivance to keep the nose of a dog raised while

hunting game ;
hence muzzle-pegged a.

;
muz

zle-ring, the moulding of greatest circumference

encircling the muzzle of a gun ; muzzle-sight,
a sight placed at or near the muzzle of a gun ;

f muzzle-scab, a disease in sheep ;
muzzle

velocity, the velocity at which a projectile leaves

the piece from which it is fired.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) 130, The ^mizzle-

astragal and fillets. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 366/2 In
the Qrtutkorhynque the *Muzzle-bones are flat. 1611

MIDDLETON & DEKKEK Roaring Girl in. iii, This old
*muzzle chops should be lie, By the fellowes inscription.

1875 Life s Diet, Arts II. 376 The coil.. is .struck down
vertically with its &quot;muzzle end upon the anvil, 1889 Kin. ING
Barrack-r, Ballads, East

&amp;lt;y

West 6-j The Colunel s son a

pistol drew and held it muzzle-end. 1815 Utonwi Falconers
Diet. Marine 290/2

*
Muzzle~lashings^ are two and a half

inch ropes, about four or five fathoms in length, used to

lash the muzzles of guns, so as to confine them to the upper
part of the ports. 1858 GRKESKR Gunnery 331 There is no

possihility of a breech-loader ever shooting equal to a well-

constructed *muzzle loader. Ibid. 333 The celebrated trial

of Breech versus &quot;Muzzle-loading fire-arms, which took place
in April last. 1721 BAILEY,

*Muzzle mouldings (of a (am)
is the Ornament round the Muzzle. 1819 T. 1!. JOHNSON
Shooter s Coinp. 85 Your young dog. . will perhaps take the

wind of himself, and hunt with his nose elevated. Should
this not be the case, recourse must be had to the ? niu//le

peg. Ibid. 27 The Russian Pointer, .runs, .his nose close

to the ground (if not *muzzle-peg^ed). 1626 GAIT. SMITH
Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 *Mousell rings at her mouth. 1692
Ca.pt, SntttKs Seaman s Grain, n. vi. 94 The Muzzle King,
or Cornice. 1858 GRF.KNER Gunnery 99 Six outside staves

of great dimensions, which, at the inuz/Ie ring, pass through
openings in the muzzle ring. 1879 Man. Art ill. K.veri . \ u.

vii. 508 A clove hitch is made with the centre of the *muzzle

rope round the fid. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), *^fonscl-st /
,

a Distemper that sometimes attends Sheep and young
Teggs. c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catceh. n On the
barrel is the. .*muzzle sight. 1844 Regal. &amp;lt;V

Ord. Army 96
tn?fet *MuzzIe-Stoppers. 1879 Man. Art ill. E.rerc. 8 The
longer the projectile, the less perfectly it is centred, the

lower its *muzile velocity [etc.].

Muzzle (mzrz I), j.- [ad. G. Mosel, Du. Moe-
zel = MOSELLE, where cf. the iSth c. form mossel.~\

Moselle wine.

1853 JERDAN Antobiog. IV. xni. 243 We sat down to ex
cellent rotten cabbage, but washed down with sensible

muzzle and achnaps. ibid. 244 The bumpers of muzzle.

tMtrzzle, a. 06st Also 7 mussel. = MUZZLED

ppL a*
1691 Lond.Gaz. No. 2652/4 A little Man, ..having a Mus

sel Beard. 1813 GEN. P. THOMPSON Let. 26 Jan. (MS.), A
brown muzzle horse ; which upon examination I found by
no means to intend a horse with a brown muzzle, but a hor&amp;gt;e

that reflects brown-muzzle rays.. .A brown-muzzle horse

therefore is a horse of a brinded or mingled brown.

Mu zzle, v.1 Forms : see the sb. [f. MUZZLE
s&. 1 Cf. F. museler.]
1. intr. To thrust out the muzzle or nose

;
to feel,

smell, or root about with the muzzle. (Cf. NUZZLE.)
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xix. 426 They felle where

thei wente, musselinge in the grounde as hogges. 15..

Joliau the Euangelyst 499 And yf the grounde be slypper
and slydynge In faythe I fall downe moselynge. 1581

J. BELL Haddon s A nyw, Osor.&o Lyke a most filthyhogge
mooselyng in the durtie swinesty of Epicure. 1598 BARCK-
LEY Felic.Man.iv. 330 The Beare came, .muzling about his

mouth and nose, finding that he breathed not [etc.]. 1607
HIERON Wks. 1. 156 If we euer be like swine,muzling in the

ground. 1679 RUSDEN Further Disc. Be&amp;gt;?s ix. 91, I and
others have found that an hogg musHng in an Hive hath
been the best way of dressing it. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 701 Every pig takes its own place right earnestly, and
muzzles away at the udder.

1 b.
fig&amp;gt;

To growl or murmur at.

1581 J. BELL ffaddon s Answ. Osor. ir. 68 Our Syr
lerome sets vp his bristles & although he know my meaning,
yet mooseleth at the wordes.

2. trans. To bring the muzzle or snout close to.

a 1600 Constancy of True Love xi. in J. P. Collier Roxb.
Ball. (1847) 94 The lyon..Ran where I left my garment
first;..And having musled thus the same [etc.]. 1692 R.
L EsTRANGE Fables ccxxvii. 199 The Bear comes directly up
to Him, Muzzles, and Smells to him.

t b. To root about or amongst. Obs.

1617 Presentm. in Essex Rev. XV. 48 His church pale,
broken down,lett in hogges and other cattle, which mussells
and spoyles the churchyard. 1733 Mvi.i.Horse-JioeingHusb.
xx. 288 Had there been Oaks in the Place, I should rather
have thought that Tillage performed by a Race of the first

Teachers of it, in muzzling Acorns than by Plows.

f c.
* To fondle with the mouth close. A low

word (J.). Cf. MOUSLE v. Qbs,

1693 R. L ESTRANGE Fables ccxix. 192 The Nurse.. was

MUZZLE.
I Then Muzzling and Cokesing of it. 1697 VAXBRUGU Relapse
I i. (1708) 12 Ah, you young hot lusty Thief, let me muzzle

you [Kissing], 1708 MKS. CENTLIVRK Busle Body in. 34,
I will, Chargee, so muzle, and tuzle, and hug thce.

3. To put a muzzle on (an animal or its mouth) ;

to prevent by means of a muzzle from biting, etc.

c 1470 in Som.
&amp;lt;y

Devon N. ty Q. (1905) IX. 303 The snide
1

Dogge beying owte of chayne was mpsolyd. 1319 Snrtees
Misc. (1888) 54 They shall mosell their dogges. 1526 TIN-
DALE i Cor. ix. 9 Thou shall not mosell the mouth of the

oxe. 1530 PALSGR. 642/2, I wolde advyse you inusyll your
dogge, for he is called peryllous. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus,
Fiscella^ thing made with twigges and strynges to moosell
beastes that thei mought not bite yong springes. 1597
DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. 49 b, Or who will muzzell that vnruly
Beare? 1627 HAKEWILL Apol. n. v. 4 He that made a dry
path through the red sea, musled the mouthes of the Lyoni.
&quot;753

Scots Mag. Feb. 100/1 All the dogs.. to be.. muzzled.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xix, Large sta^-hounds, or wolf-dogs.,

carefully muzzled to prevent accidents to passengers. 1856
KANE Aret. E.?pl. I. xxix. 390 Completely muzzled with
a line fastened by a running knot between her jaws and the

back of her head. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount.
&amp;lt;y

Mere \\\\.

194 It is best to muzzle ferrets.

b. fig.
1611 SHAKS. IVint. T. i, ii. 156 My dagger muzzel d, Least

it should bile it s Master. 1613 Hen. /- ///, 1. 1. 121 1 his

Butchers Cur re is venom d-mouth d, and I Haue not the

power to muzzle him. 1622 Br. HALL Contempt.^ X. T. nr.

v, It is thine onely mercy, O God, that hath chained and
inn/led up this band-do^. 1631 R. BOLT ON Comf. AJfl. Cause.

i. (1635) 6 He is everlastingly musled by an Almighty arme,
from ever doing them any deadly hurt. ijjrooDRYDEN

I*rol.

to Pilgrim 2 How wretched is the fate of those who write !

Brought muzzled to the .st;ige, for fear they bite. 1884 PAE
Eustace 87, I have the power not only to muzzle him, but
draw his teeth.

f4. trans/. To muffle; Sc. to veil, mask (the

face). Qbs.

1426 LVDG. De Gitif. Pilgr. 17184 Thys lady, with hyr
corbyd bak, Was y-moselyd with that s;ik. 1457 Sc. Acts
Jos. II (1814) II. 49/2 At na woman cum to be kirk nor
mercat w l hir face musalyt or cuueiit b 1 scho may no1 be

j

kende. 1582 Reg. Privy Council Siot. III. 525 Scho fand
i

the foirsaid nowtner of person is accowterit in maner foirsaid,
all mussallit. 1590 Ibid. IV. 533 They wer unknawne to

him, thay being mis^allit.

f:&amp;lt;- *S&9 R* Bnuct: .SVjv//, iv. (1590) O 3, They that are

i

this way misseted vp in thair taull, uf all men in the eaith

tbey are maist miserable,

5. To restrain from speaking, impose silence upon.
fa. Phr. To muzzle (itp) the month of ;a pei.-on\
1531 TiNiiAi.K !-..\p. i *John (15^8 4- b, \\ bo. .wold put his

heade in
y&quot; Romysli byshops haltie that so moseletn mens

mouths, that they can not open them. 1569 Reg. Prhy
Council Scot. I. 680 It plesit the Almiehtie to brydilland
nm&amp;gt;all up the mouth of Satban. a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. XXMX.

i i, I muzzle will my mouth while in the sight I do abide of

|

wicked wight. 1642 Prince Ritpcrfs Declaration 4 Have
they not by imprisonment or threats muzzeled the mouthes
of the most grave and learneclst Preachers of London . 1737
WHISTON Joscp/ins, Hist. Pref. (1777) 5 Their tongues
loosed. .for law suits, but quite muzzled up when they are

to write history.

b. with person as obj.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. xvi. (1874) 40 Shal not he than do
a Christen preacher wrong,.. that moselyth hym for the

1

space of whole .xij. monthes? 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chum.

j

II. 16/2 There is nothing that ought to muozzell vp anie one
; from rebuking other nations. 1825 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867)
i

II. 200 What establishment can muzzle its fools and lunatics.

1878 SEELEY Stein III. 370 The best way of muzzling him
; was to take him into the Austrian service. 1888 BRYCE
|

Aincr. Commw. xi. I. 145 Congress has other means of

muzzling an ambitious chief magistrate.

6. Naut. fa. To lie muzzled-, (of a ship) to

remain inactive. So to nnizzle oneself-, to cease

from action. Obs. b. In yachting use : To take

in (a sail).

1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1699) 83 We saw a Ship..: We lay
muzled to let her come up with us, for we supposed her to
be a Spanish Ship. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World
195 Their fire had little or no effect, all stood fast with us,
and they muzzled themselves. 1745 Gcntl. Mag. July 352
The Lion s rigging being cut to pieces, . .all her lower masts
and topmasts shot thro in many places, so that she lay
muzzled in the sea, and could do nothing with her sails.

1884 E. F. KNIGHT Cruise ofFalcon I. iii. 30, I had to call

up the watch below to muzzle the sail. 1895 Outing (U. S.)
XXVI. 46/1 Muzzle it, man the down-haul !

1 7. To render ineffective or inoperative. Qbs.

1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot^ fy Cold Bath. 11. 250
Whilst they [sc. the salts] are swimming in the Fluid, they
are muzzled and invelloped in the clammy and glutinous Parts.

8. To muffle (bells). Now dial.

1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4489/2 The Ijells were muzled, and
rang as for a Funeral the whole Evening. 1883 Alinond-
bury &amp;lt;y Hitddersf. Gloss., Muzzle, used for muffle, in regard
to the church bells.

9. slang. To hit on the mouth
; hence, to thrash.

1831 MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 16/1 It is often said in

admiration of such a man that he could muzzle half a dozen
bobbies before breakfast . 1859 llotlen s Slang Diet.,
Muzzle, to fight or thrash.

10. slang. To take, bag .

1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer ix, I thought, Sir,
as you d like a snack, so I muzzled enough grub for two.

1897 BARRERE & LELAND Diet. Slang,Muzzle, to get, to take.

Mu zzle,^-- dial. [app. connected with Muzz v.

andMuzzY.j a. trans. To make muzzy ; to fuddle.

b. intr. To drink to excess (1828 in Craven

Gloss.}.

1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH Marchmont III. 43 Gads my life,

if I don t believe though that the cheating sly rascal put
summot in my drink, . . I becomed all of a sudden as



MUZZLED.

muzzled . as muzzled ! 1856 Miss YOSGE Daisy Chain u.

ix, You have read yourself into a maze, . .what Mary calls,

muzzling your head.

Hence Mvrzzling vbl. sb.

1828 Craven Gloss. 1866 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) II. 222 From ;

bis point of view all our guzzlings and muzzlings must seem

reprehensible.

Muzzled (mzrz ld),///. a.l [f.
MUZZLE rf. or ;

V\ + -ED.]
1. Wearing a muzzle.

1530 m Ancestor (Oct. 1^04) 182 A beyres hede sable mous-

eled geules. a 1550 in Baring-Gould & 1 wigge West. Ar

(1898) 4, 3 beares heads erased arg : musled or. 1595 SHAKS.

John n. i. 249. 1716 GAY Trivia n. 408 Led by
the nostril,

walks the muzzled bear. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast.

Ord. (1863) no Three bears heads muzzled.

fir. 1647 MAY Hist. Parl. i. vii. 73 1 hey would fame be at

something were like the Masse that will_not
bite ;

a muz

zled Religion. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Rom. in. 20 Those misled

and muzlld souls. 1789 BURNS Elegy on 1788 vi, Thou now

hast got thy daddy s chair, Nae hand-cuffd, mizzl d, hap-

bhackl d Resent, But, like himsel ,
a full free agent.

f2. Muffled; veiled; masked. Obs.

1581 in Tytler Hist. Scot!. (1864) IV. 38 Certain musselled

men . 1582 Reg. Pri-. V Council Scot. III. 495 Certane

uther musalit men on horsback, in weirlike maner, with pis-

tolettis. 1588 CiifRCHYARD Spark Friendship (^30, ihe

musled faces couered with counterfaite good maners.

t Muzzled, ppl. &amp;lt;*- Obs. Also 7 muzzeld.

[?repr. OK. mcsU, pa. pple. of meslcr to mingle,

mix (see MEDDLE, MELL v.). Cf. MUZZLE a.]

? Speckled with white or grey.

1630 Tinker of Tnnvy 12 His blacke lockes dangling

downe, Curl d and knotty muzzeld beard. 1858 LYTTON

mat will lie do u. iv, It [sc. a horse] was a dark muzzled

Mu zzler. [f.
MUZZLE s6. 1 and a.1 + -EP.1.]

1. One who muzzles animals. (In quot. _/%-.)

1653 A. WILSON Inconst. Ladle in. i. (1814) 49, I must not

be raind vp, by a tame musler, That shall confine my free-

dome to his winks.

2. Pugilism. A blow on the mouth.
1811 Lex. Balatron. s.v., The milling cove tipped the cull

a muxzler. 1819 Sporting Mag. III. 231 Smith placed that

which seemed to be a muzzier upon his adversary s jaw.

3. A muzzle-loading gun.
1872 W. CORY Lett, ff Jrnls. (1897) 202 There is a muzzier

here with which you can shoot the half-dozen pheasants.

4. Naut. (See quot. 1878.)
1878 D. KEMP Yacht ff Boat Sailing 359/2 Mnzzler, a

wind that blows directly down a vessel s intended course.

Synonymous with nose ender . 1893 SLOANE-STANLEY
Retain. Midshipm. Life xxxiii. 448 The following morning
there was a nice breeze, but a dead muzzier.

Mu zzling, vbl. sl&amp;gt;. [f.
MUZZLE v.1 + -nro 1

.]

1. The action of putting a muzzle on an animal.

Often altrib., as mulling order.

1579 FULKE Heskins Parl. 9 The moosling of the oxe, that

treadeth the corne. 1886 Sat. Rrj. 22 May 712 Sir Charles

Warren has done wisely in extending the Muzzling Order of

his predecessor. Ibid., To enforce muzzling for an adequate

period in every parish in the island.

f b. Jif. ! 1 utting to silence. Obs.

1575 R. Z.Appius ff Virg. in Dodsley O. PI. (1827) XII.

350 Here is naught els but railing of words out of reason,

Now tugging, now tattling, now musling in season.

2. Pugilism. Hitting on the mouth.

1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 179 He went to work at the muz
zling system.

Muzzy (mo zi), a. colkij. and dial. Also 8-9
mussy. [Perh. a later form of MOSSY a. in sense

5. But cf. dial, mosey = mouldy, rotten, muggy,
hazy, stupefied with liquor; also MosY a., downy.
The chronological relations with Muzz v)- and

MUZZLE v.* are uncertain.]
1. Of persons, their actions, manner, etc. : Dull,

stupid, spiritless ; also, mentally hazy.
1728-9 MRS. DELANY in Life ,y Corr. (1861) I. 195 When

I returned from the duchess of Norfolk s assembly, (muzzy
enough, not having met with agreeable conversation). 1761

J. HAWKESVVORTH Edgar ff Emmeline 7 What, always
muzzy, with a dismal countenance as long as a taylor s bill !

1817 KEATS Lett. 15 Apr., I don t feel inclined to write any
more at present for I feel rather muzzy. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl.
28 Feb., Discontinuing smoking., leaves me less muzzy after

dinner. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xxxi, We may expect
that his view of the past will be rather muzzy. 1883 Sat.^

Rev.
10 Nov. 586 A sentimental Celt may regard himself, in his

muzzy Celtic way, as being an ill-treated rightful heir of any
land which chances to belong to a Saxon .

b. Of places, times, etc. : Dull, gloomy.
1727-8 MRS. DELANY in Life A&amp;gt;

Corr. (1861) I. 159 The
town is mussy. though very full. I have not been at an
assemblee this winter. 1754 A. MURPHY Gray s-lnn Jrnl.
No. 80 Sunday the most muzzy Day in the year. 1770
FOOTE Lame Lover i. Wks. 1799 II. 60 A damn d muzzy
dinner at Boodle s. 1821 COLERIDGE in Blttckvi. Mag. X.

253 Here have I been sitting, this whole long-lagging,

muzzy, mizly morning.
C. transf. Blurred, indistinct in form, etc.

1832 \V. IRVING in Life ff Lett. (1866) III. 26 His form is

still fine on the stage, but his countenance is muzzy and in

distinct. 1867 Art Jrnl. XXIX. 123/3 The execution, .is

va^ue and muzzy to a fault. 1899 Contentp. Rev. June 830
A growing tendency to see everything blurred and muzzy.
2. Stupid with excess of liquor.
1775 T. CAMPBELL Diary in Napier Johnsoniana (1884)

223 We went to the Coffee house in the evening, where
almost all the gownsmen we saw were tipsy. ..The next

night also, we went to another Coffee house, and there the

scene was only shifted, all muzzy. 1849 THACKERAY Pen-
dt Hnis v, His muzzy, whiskified brain. 1852 R. S. SCRTEES

806

Sponge s SJ. Tour lix, Leather, though somewhat muzry. |

was sufficiently sober to be able to deliver this message.

1802 J. PAYN Mod. Whittinglon II. 133 He was muzzy
in the morning ; he was elevated in the afternoon ;

but at

six o clock, punctually, he was drunk.

Mwbill, Sc. var. MOBLE. Mwde, obs. f. MUD.
|

Mwe, obs. f. MEW sfi.*, v.l Mwlat, var. MULET.

Mwncke, mwnk, obs. ff. MOXK. Mwre, obs. !

Sc. f. MooB^.^obs. f. MUREK. Mwrthrys, var.
j

MURDBES. M.wskoll, obs. f. MUSSEL.

My (msi, unstressed mi), pass. adj. Also 2-6
j

mi, (4 mil, 6 mye), 9 dial, raoy, etc. 0. (un-
|

stressed forms) 3-6 (also 9 in representations of
|

Irish speech) me, 8 m
, 9 dial, ma, etc. [early \

ME. mi, reduced form of min (see MINE pass,

pron.), used orig. before consonants except h, but

occurring before vowels in northern texts as early

as the beginning of the Hth c. and ultimately

becoming the universal possessive adj. of the ist

pers. sing, in prose use.]

I. Of or belonging to me ;
that I have, hold, or

possess. The possessive genitive of I pron.
For the functions of the possessive see His fan. pron. B. 2.

n. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225, Ic wille settan mi wed betwuxe

meandeow. c ii^Lamb.Hom. 157
Wais minesaule bet mi

lif bus longe ilest. ^1240 La/song in O.E.Hom. I. 213 Mi
leofmonnes luft erm halt up min heaued. c 1290 St. Cris-

tophcr 40 in .S. Eng. Leg. I. 272, Ich am a man opon mi

seruiz and noman serui i-nelle Bote my louerd. a 1300 Cur
sor M. 4487 Me-thoght i bare A lepe. . Wit bred bat i bar on

mi heued \Gftt. mj, Fair/, my, Trin. myn heued). a 1300-

1400 Ibid. 13568 (Gott.) Mieientua {other texts min, myne).
c 1320 Sir Trislr. 2Q97 Mi wille ?if y mijt gete,

J&amp;gt;at

leuedl

wold y se. 1413 J AS. I K ingis ( . cxv, How long think thay to

stand in my disdeyne. 1470-83 MALORY A rt/tur IV. xv. 139

And lete hym wete I can doo more whan I see my tyme.

1516 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. i To pray for my soull and

myn ancestres. c 1550 CHEKE Murk i. 7 Mi stronger com-

meth after me, y*
latchet of whoos schoo J am not worthi to

bow down and louse. 1592 R. GKEESF. Blacke Bookes Mes

senger Wks. (Grosart) XI. 34 Euery one. .almost disdained

mycompanie. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 264 A Ministring

Angell shall my Sister be. 1622 MABBE tr. A/eman s GHZ-

mand Alf. 280 That they might conferre it on a Gentle-

mans sonne of good ranke..but my lunior. 1721 STRYPE

Eccl. Mem. II. i. xxiii. 188 Yet can I not, without some

touch of my estimation, . . satisfy the result herein presently.

1722 DE FOE Col. Jack {1840! 156 It is my aversion, it fills

my. .soul with horror. 1788 GIBBON Decl.
&amp;gt;,

/ . IV. Pref. p.

vi, My time will now be my own. 1855 M. ARNOLD Balder

Dead i. 106 Who will bear my hateful sight in Heaven ?

1864 TENNYSON North. Fanner I. xiv, I done my duty by

Squoire an I done my duty by all (ed. 1875 has moy]. 1888

STEVENSON Black Arrow n. iii, It is my murderer in the

secret passage. 1895 KEKEWICH in Law Times Rep. LXI 1 1.

663/2, I do not think I am precluded . . from forming my own
conclusion on this point.

(3. a 1250 Owl ff Night. 869 (Cott.) For al me song is of

longinge. 13 .. Sir Bcues (A.) 2583 And }he wile, for me
sake, Cristendome at be take, c 1400 Cursor M. 20704 ( Brit.

Mus. Add. MS.) Ther on schal ligge me modre deere.

c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (1902) xv. 22 Now lat me lady dp
quhat evirscho will. 1712 ARBL-TIINOT John Bull II. xviii,

y. Bull. I shall have it to m own self! /,. Baboon. To thy
n own self. 1832 W. STEPHENSON Galcshead Local Poems

37 He ll end ma days as sure as death. 1888 H. SMART
Master of Rathkelly I. xv. 223 I ll just keep me oiye
on that Cassidy.

If Down to the i6th c. my often resulted from

the transference of the n of mine to the accom

panying sb. or adj. (See N 3 b, NAIN, NAUKT,
NOWN, NUNCLE.)
1535 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 51 A pore

pryery, a fundacion off my nawynsetres.

b. Prefixed to lord, lady (see LADY sb. 6 a,

LORD sl&amp;gt;. 15); hence my lady, my lord vbs., to

address as my lady , my lord . So Afy NABS.

ci33&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
Amis ,f Ami!. 1228 Mi lord the duke, he seyd

anon, for schame lete tho leuedis gon. 1393 E. E, Willt

(1882) 7 To praye diuine seruice for my lordes soule Sir

Thomas West, c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1381 Men
mote hir clepe my lady chaungeabil . 1470 Paston Lett.

II. 412 He sente to my Lady of Norff. by John Bernard

only for my mater. 1653 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 149 To the

Lord Treasurer. My singular good Lord [etc.]. 1684 LADY
K. KUSSKLL Lett. 20 Apr. (1807) 28, I hear my Lord Gains

borough and my Lady will be shortly at Chilten. 1771 SMOL
LETT Humph. Cl. Let. to Sir W. Phillips 8 Aug., Ma lords

and gentlemen. 1831 [see LORD sb. 15 c]. 1834 MARRYAT
P. Simple xiv, To find myself, .my lorded this and my
lorded that, every minute. 1849 Valerie vii, Don t flare

up, my lady. Don t my lady me. 1886 Klaclnv. Mag.
Aug. 223 To make the grievous mistake of my-ludding
the counsel. 1887 W. S. GILBERT Kuddigore u, Whose
middle-class lives are embarrassed by wives Who long to

parade as My Lady .

c. Used with vague application (cf. His pass,

pron. B. 2 b, OUR B. i d). Also with ethical force

in certain playful or ironical idiomatic collocations.

1592 MORYSON Let. in Itin. (1617) i. 37, I knew where my
Gentlemans shooe wrung him. 1653 H. MORE Antid.
Ath. n. i. (1712) 37, I would have my Atheist to take Ship*

ping with me. 1667 DRYDEN & DK. NEWCASTLE Sir M.
Mar-all II. 20 Sir John. Dost thou not know the Con*
tents on t ? Landl, Yes, as well as I do my Pater nosier.

755 SMOLLETT tr. Gil Bias vn. i, I lay in ambush.,

and, sure enough, perceived my man enter. 1799 H. K.
WHITE Let. to bro. Neville, I leave [the office] at eight
in the evening ; then attend my Latin until nine. 1808 COL.
HAWKER Diary (1893) 1. 13, I brought down my bird every
shot. 1817 COLERIDGE Bioff. Lit. x. (1907) 1. 116 My taper
man of lights listened with., praise-worthy patience.

MYALGIA.

2. Used vocatively. a. Prefixed affectionately to-

terms of relationship or endearment ; also, affec

tionately or compassionately, or in a jocular or

merely familiar tone, to certain designations which

are otherwise rarely used vocatively, as in my man,

my boy, my goodfellow, my poor man. (See also

DEAR a. 1 2 b, c, for the use as prefixed to that adj.)

In modern English it is not (as in some languages) the rule

of ordinary speech to prefix my to terms of relationship

(fattier, mother, brother, etc.) used vocatively; the use

belongs to impassioned literary language. Son and daughter,

however, are exceptions ; and the omission of my before

the vocative./r*V(/ is somewhat arch, or rhetorical.

nuts A ncr. R. 98 Cum to me, mi leofmon, mi kulure, mi

schene, mi veire spuse. 1386 CHAUCER Miller s T. 513

My faire brid, my swete cinamome, Awaketh, lemman myn.

1388 WYCLIF Prav. \. 10 Mi sone, if synneris flateren thee,

assente thou not to hem. 1581 STANVHURST /Eneis in.

(Arb.) 86 Take, myeboy, theese tokens by myn owne hands

finnished holye. 1767 S. PATERSosAmrtAer Trttv. 1.425 My
good gentlemen and lady-connoisseurs. 1816 SCOTT -4?/V.
viii, Farewell, my father ! murmured Isabella. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 26 But consider how monstrous this

l-S, my friend.

b. csf. in my dear (dearest],, my love, etc. (see

these words) ;
hence my dear vb., to address as

my dear ; etc.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 96 Mrs. Cockloft began

my dearjng it as fast as tongue could move. 1830 ^l iss

MITKORD Village Ser. iv. 93 All through her childhood,

the tiny heiress . . was my-deared, petted, fondled. 1848

ly wile. . my-dearesting
fervour [etc.].

c. Prefixed (without intervening adj.) to the

name of the person addressed : (a) poet, as a latin-

ism, expressing intimate friendship (obs. or arch.} ;

(b) in the language of fervid affection.

1733 POPE Ess. Man i. i Awake, my St. John ! 1793
COWI ER To Mary 16 Thy sight now seconds not thy will,

M y Mary !

3. In ejaculations, as my eye! my Cod 1
, my

gracious ! my stars ! my word! etc. (see these

words) ;
whence (elliptically) My ! or Oh, my !,

which is common (esp. 17. S.) as a mild exclama

tion of surprise ; also Oh-my vb., to say Oh, my !

1707 J. STEVENS Quevcdo s Com. U ks. (1709) 350 Such
Words and Sayings are a Discredit to your self. . : As for

Instance, ..my Whither d ye jjo. 1825 JAM I ESON
.!&amp;gt;&quot;///., My,

interj. Denoting great surprise, Roxb. 1840 MRS. TROL-
LOPE lyidoiv Married xi, What a bonnet! my! 1849
MRS. CARLVLE Lett. II. 69 When she did take in the im
mense fact, oh, my ! if she didn t show feeling enough.

1883 MARK TWAIN Life on Mississippi xvii, My, what a
race I ve had ! 1893 BARING- GOULD Clteap Jack Zila i. 10

The servant maids . . were listening and . . oh-mying over the

bargains.

f4. a. My (utiywittitig : with (without) my
knowledge. (Cf. F. a moil escieiit.} Obs.

c 1450 Merlin 12 Yef euer man, my witynge, hadde to do
with me. 1470 Paston Lett. II. 412 He sente to my Lady
of Norn&quot;., .my onwetyng.

bogle face to face at midnight, an me a my lane.

5. In names of games.
1621 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Motto D 4, At Primefisto. .at

My-sow-pigg d, and. .Locke about ye. 1731 MRS. DELANY

LifeffCorr. (1861) I. 385 Played at my lady s hole, supped,
and went early to bed. 1770 M ME. D ARBLAY Early Diary
20 Apr., Mr. Seton and myself declined playing I never

do but at Pope Joan, Commerce, or My Sow s Pig d !

||Mya(m3i-a). Zool. Pl.myae.myas. [mod.L.

(Linnanis 1758), prob. an alteration of Gr. ^C-s

mussel
;
Linnrcus has myes as a plural.] A bivalve

of a genus formerly of wide extent, but now re

stricted to the Gaper or Soft Clam (M. arenaria)
and closely resembling species.

(1777 PENNANT Brit. Zool. IV. 78 Jl/&amp;gt;a,Gaper...A bivalve

shell gaping at one end.] 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII.

561/2 The margaritifera ; or pearl mya. 1841 I enny Cycl.

XIX. 143/2 The Myat live buried in sandy beaches, wherein

they often lie with the tube just projecting. 1854 WOOD
WARD Mollnsca 317 The Myas frequent soft bottoms.

Myal (msi-al). [pern, of XVest African origin.]

Only in attrib. use denoting persons or things asso

ciated with the practice of MYALISM : see quots.

1774 E. LONG Hist. &quot;Jamaica. II. 416 Not long since,

some of these execrable wretches in Jamaica, introduced

what they called the myal dance, and established a kind of

society, into which they invited all they could. The lure

hung out was, that every Negroe, initiated into the myal
society, would be invulnerable by the white men. Ibid. 417

One of these myal men . .gave him a wonderful account of

the powerful effects produced by the myal infusion. 1843

PHILLIPPO &quot;Jamaica 249 note. The author once saw a

negro suffering from a gum-boil, who persisted in affirming

that the Myal Doctor had extracted a snake from the

affected part. 1851 G. BLYTH Retain. Miss. Life iv. 174

The doctor or Myal-man is resorted to that he may neu

tralise the power of the Obeah-man. Ibid. 175 They be

came excited and frenzied singing Myall songs.

II Myalgia (msiiarldgia). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. pv-s muscle + -0X710, 0^705 pain.] A morbid

condition of a muscle, characterized by pain and

tenderness; muscular rheumatism. Hence My-
algic (maiiaj ldgik) a., of the nature of, character

ized by, or affected with myalgia.
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MYALISM.
1860 T. INMAN On Myalgia Pref. p. viii, The Author was

guided to the choice of the word Myalgia first, because
it had a familiar look about it, as resembling neuralgia ;

secondly, because it implied no other theory than that the
muscles were the seats of pain. Ibid. 187 Is the heart sub
ject to niyalgic affections? 1880 A. FLINT Print. Med. 803
Neuralgia affecting sensory nerves in muscular organs may
be distinguished as myalgia. 1897 Allbitlt sSyst. Med. III.
i The word [Rheumatism], .has now become a convenient
term for embracing niyalgic, neurotic and arthritic pain.

Myalism vmsi-aliz m). [f.
MYAL + -ISM.] A

kind of sorcery or witchcraft practised by the
natives of the West Indies and other countries.

1843 PHILLIPPO Jamaica 248 Myalism, as well as Fetishism,
were constituent parts of Obcism. 1873 W. J. GARDNER
Hist. Jamaica 191 Of late years Myalism has generally
been regarded as an art by which that of the Obeah man
could be counteracted. 1874 [see OBEAHISM].
Hence Myalist (msralist), one who practises

myalism. Also attrib.

meant the repression of the malignant influences of Obeah.

Myall (mai-al). [.Native name : Bigambel
(Dumaresque River) mail the blacks (a black =
nainail).] A wild aboriginal of Australia.
1835 in T. L. Mitchell Exfed. East. Australia (1839) I.

App. 353 The smoke from fires of the Myall blacks. 1839
T. L. MITCHELL Ibid. I. 20 The natives who remain in a
savage state. .are named myalls by their half civilized
brethren. 1890 R. BOLUREWOOD Col. Reformer (i&)i) 202
A lot of half-tamed naked Myalls, as yet hardly to be trusted.

1898 Rom. Canvas Ttnun 145 If murder doesn t come of
it, I m a myall black fellow.

Myall 2
(mai-al). [Native name : Kamilaroi

(Hunter River) maial.] Any Australian acacia,
esp. Acacia pendula or A. liomalophylla (which
yields a useful hard scented wood). Also, the
wood of these trees.

1845. J. O. BALFOUR Sketch N. S. Walts 38 The Myall-
tree., is the most picturesque tree of New .South Wales.
1852 MUNDY Antipodes I. x. 316 Dandy amateur bushmen
have the handle of their stock-whip made of the Myfil,
Acacia pendula, or violet wood. 1859 H. KINGSI.EY G.
Hamlyn v, A man that s seen a naked old hag of a gin ride
away on a myall-bough. 1880 Silvers Handbk. A uslralia
275 Stringy bark is useful for boards . . myall for pipes. 1890
R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 400 The boundless

ocean-plains.. where the saltbush grows, and the myall and
the mulgah. 1893 J. A. BARRY Steve Brmvn s Bunyip 277
The myall ashes still glowed redly.

t Myance. Sc. Obs. [Altered form of moyens,
pi. of MOYEN sc&amp;gt;.

1
, with assimilation of the last syl

lable to the suffix -ANCE.]
1. Means, resources ; agency, intercession, influ

ence exerted on behalf of another : see MOYEN rf.l
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 36 He wald haif, for a

nicht to byd, A haiknay and the hurtmanis hyd, So meikle
he was of myance [riming-.uith sciens, gyans, gardeviance).
545 Keg. Privy Council Scot. I. 4 Throw suppli myanceand favour of the King of Ingland. 1350 Ibid. 109 Diverse

oure Soverane Ladyis legis makis myance that the samin
[coins] hes passage. ^1585 MONTGOMERY

,&amp;gt; /;x- 71 Trot,
tyke, to a tow, mandrage but myance.
II 2. ? Information, intelligence.
1561 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne CD 70 The said erle

havand myance thairof, rasit his freindis.

Myand, -ane, Myar : see MOYEN, MIRE.
II Myasthenia (m3i,as)-nia). [mod.L. mya-

sthema, (. Gr. pv-s muscle + &aBtvtia. weakness.]
Muscular weakness. Hence Myasthe nic a.

1836 MAY.NE^^/M. Lex., Myasthenia.. Myasthenicns ..

myasthenic. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 31 May 1323 The girl s

distressing nervous sensitiveness made impossible.. an at
tempt to obtain the myasthenic reaction.

t Myce, . Obs. Also myse. [? a. OF. *micier,
michier (now dial.) to crumble, slice small, f.

miche(see MIOHE rf. 1

).] trans. To cut up small.
1381 in Forme ofCury (1780) 03 Nym onyons and mycehem njt smal. Ibid. 95 Myse bred and schepys talwe as

gret as dyses. c 1450 Tmo Cooltery-bhs. 71 Take fressh
brawne, and myce it small. Ibid. 75 Putte the mary there
in, and myced dates And streberies.

Myce, obs. pi. of MOUSE s6.

Mycel, obs. form of MICKLE.

Mycelial (maisrlial), a. Bot. [f. MYCELI-DM +

thread. 1894 Times 13 Dec. 11/5 Euratium Orysx, a
mycelial plant of the Asfergillus family.
So Mycelian, Myce lioid adjs.
1857 M. J. BERKELEY Cryftog. Bot. 226, I have, .found a

Cyfhella on the hardest gravel stones, where the fine myce-
lioid threads, by which it was attached [etc.]. 1887 W. PHIL
LIPS Brit. Discomycetes 147 The fully developed cups are
much more rare than the green mycehoid state. 1891 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Mycelian, relating to Mycelium.

II Mycelium(m3is!-liz&amp;gt;m). Bot. [mod.L. (Fries
1832), f. Gr. HVKTJS mushroom + -IUM, with inter
calated / (? after epithelium}.} The vegetative part
of the thallus of fungi, consisting of white filament
ous tubes (hyphse) ; the spawn of mushrooms.
1836 M. J. BERKELEY Fungi 28* Sporidia .., at first covered

by the convergingyfoi of the mycelium. 1847 JOHNSTON in
Proc. Bern Nat. Clnb II. No. 5. 2.4 The decumbent fila
ments ol this Mould form a cobweb-like mycelium. 1875HUXLEY & MARTIN Pract. Biol. v. 34 As all the ramifying
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hyphx proceed from the spore as a centre, their develop
ment gives rise, .to a delicate stellate mycelium.

Mycenaean (msuftiran), a. and si. [f. I,.

J\fycSiix-iis (f. Jlfyceitie) + -AN.] a. adj. Of or

belonging to Mycena-, an ancient Greek city in

the Argive plain, and esp. the kind of civilization,

culture, or art of which it was the centre, b. sb.

A native or inhabitant of Mycena.-.
[1598 CHATMAN Iliad vn. 157 The king himself that rules

the rich Mycenian land.] 1797 Encycl. Brit. ted. 3) XII.
562/2 The MycenEeans, sending 80 men, partook with ihe
Lacedaemonians in the glory acquired at Thermopylae. 1842
MURE Tour in Greece II. 167 The Mycenaean structure [sc.
the Treasury of Atreus] has.. the advantage of being in a
nearly perfect state of preservation. 1896 *\~at. Sci. Dec.

35jM ycena:an culture was permeated by Oriental elements.

Mycetal i,maisrtal). Bot. [f. Gr. ftwcryr-,

Injuns mushroom + -AL.] (See quot.)
1857 M. J. BERKELEY Cryftog. Bot. 63, 1 shall. .consider

Algals, or Hydrophytes, as forming the first grand group ;

and for the second, propose the name of Mycetals, compris
ing. . Fungals and Lichens.

I! Mycetes (mois/~-t7z), sb. pi. /&amp;gt; /&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/. [mod. I..,

ad. Gr. nvitijTts, pi. of ^t!r/s mushroom, fungus. J
The group of minute vegetable organisms com
monly known as microbes. Hence Myce tic a.

1876 tr. Ton Ziemssen s Cycl. Med. I. 254 If. .the mycetic
germ of a pestilence is supplanted . . by a pathogenetic proto-
myces. Ibid. 309 A very strong proof of the possible di&amp;gt;-

seinination of cholera mycetes by the air. 1896 Allhilfs
Syst, Med. I. 504 Others have singled out the schi/omycetes
as mycetes or microbes.

MycetO- (maisi&quot; l0, mois/ty ), before a vowel
mycet-, combining form of Gr. /tw;s mush
room, used in various scientific terms : Myce toge-
ne-tic, Myceto freuoiis adjs., produced by mush
rooms. KJroto-logy(seeqnots.). Myceto philid,
-philoid a. and sb. [Gr. njxAos loving], belonging
to, a member of, the family Mycetophilidx or fungus
midges. || Mycetozo a, a group of fungoid organ
isms, consisting chielly of the Myxomycetes; also

Mycetozo an, ||
-zo on, a member of this group.

1887 tr. De Bary s Fungi, etc. 368 These phenomena of
deformation by Fungi may be termed *mycetogenetic meta
morphosis. Ibid. 369 All these *mycetogenous deformations.
1856 MAVNF. Expos. Lex., Mycetologia,..y. treatise or dis-
sertation on the mushrooms : *mycetology. 1879 1-ltuycl.
Brit. IX. 827/2 Mycetology, or more commonly mycology,
the science of fungi. 1899 SHARP in Cumb. .\,it. Hist., Insects
II. 463 The larva of Mycetolia pallipes. .gives rise, .to an
ordinary *MycetophiIid fly. 1880 SAVILLE KENT Infusoria
I. 41 The group of the Myxomycetes or *Mycetozoa. 1885
E. R. LANKESTER in Kncycl. Brit. XIX. 832/1 It indeed
seems not at all improbable that, .the Mycetozoa represent
more closely than any other living forms the original ances
tors of the whole organic world. 1881 T. GILL in Smithso
nian Rep. 414 *Mycetozoans. 1888 KOLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 908 The spore of a Mycetozoan is a minute
spherical or oval body. 1885 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl.
Brit. XIX.

832_/r
The naked protoplasm of the *Myceto-

zoon s plasmodium.
II Mycetoma (msisrtJu ma). Path. [mod.L,,f.

Gr. HVKTJT-, pvuris mushroom + -o;/xa(cf. sarcoma). }A fungoid disease of the foot (or hand). Hence
Myceto-matous a., affected with mycetoma.
1874 H. V. CARTER (title) On Mycetoma or the fungus

disease of India. 1892 Lancet 16 July 170/1 The actino-

mycotic nature.. of the black variety of mycetoma. 1897
Alibutt s Syst. Med. II. 90 Mycetoma or Madura foot. 1898J

. MANSON Trop. Dis. xxxvii, A mycetomatous foot or hand.

Mych, Myche, Mychel, Mycht: see MICHE
v., MUCH, MICKLE, MICHAEL, MIGHT.

Myek(e, Mycle, obs. forms of MEEK, MICKLE.

Myco- (mai ktf), irreg. combining form (for
MYCETO-) of Gr. /IVKIJS fungus, used in chemical
and botanical terms : Mycode xtrin, -i milin,
substances analogous to dextrin and inulin (respec
tively) found in the truffle Elaphomyces granulatus.
Mycopro teln, the albuminoid which is the prin
cipal constituent of the protoplasm of the cell.

|| Mycorrhi-za [Gr. /Sifa root], a fungus investing
the roots of certain trees and living in close re

lationship with the surface cells; hence Mycor-
rM-zal a.

|| Mycothrix [Gr. Bpif hair]
= LEPTO-

THRIX.

1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Mycodextr!n. 1871 WATTS Diet.

spec
Cells. .united by .

filaments of two or more members (*mycothrix, torula-forms).

il Mycoderma(maikod9Uma). Also (in sense 2)

mycoderm. [mod.L. : see MYCO- and DEBMA.]
1. A genus of fermentation-fungi, as that which
forms the mother of vinegar (Afycoderma aceti).
1846 LINDLEY Veget. Kingd. 44. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot.
1125 Peculiar species of Mycoderma are developed in

vinegar, in yeast, and in flour. 1887 tr. De Bary s Fntigi,
etc. 250 With free admission of air the sprouts are frequently
elongated cylindrical shoots (the Chalara- and Myco-
derma-form).
2. A pellicle or membrane formed by certain

bacteria, as on the surface of liquids that have be
come mothery .

MYE.

! 1854 C. H. JONES & SIEV. Fatlwl. Altai, v. 199 The myco-
derm of favus. 1861 H. MACMILLAN /&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/. Page Xat. 238
These mycodermata, as they are called, of ulcerated and
mucous surfaces.

Hence Mycode rmatoid, -de rmatous [Gr.
SepfMT-, Sfp^a : see DKUMA], -de rraio

culjs., of,

pertaining to, or consisting of mycoderms.
1847 Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. i. 144/1 Mycodermatous

vegetations occur as elements of the crust of porrigo favosa.

1849 BALFOUR Alan. Bot. 1126 Some mycodermatous Fungi
are connected with certain cutaneous . .diseases. 1882 OGIL-
VIE, Mycoderinic. 1890 Century Diet., Mycodermatoid.

Mycology (mai^-lodgi). [ad. mod.L. myco-
fogia: see MYCO- and -LOGY.] That branch of

botany which treats of fungi ; also, the myco-
logical features of a district or country.
1836 M. J. BERKELEY Fungi 7* The immense advances

which have of late years been made in the study of Myco
logy.^ 1843 LINDLKY I e.ifct. KiiifJ. 37 The African Myco-
logy is remarkable for the varied forms it produces among^
the puff-balls and allied genera. 1885 G. S. WOODHEAD &
A. W. HAKE (titlt), Patholopi. al Mycology. An Enquiry
into the Fitiology of Infective Diseases.

Ik-ncc Mycolo-g-ic, -lo gical adjs., pertaining to

or connected with mycology or the study of fungi ;

hence Mycolo grically adv.
; Myco logist, one

who studies or is versed in fungi.

i logically unknown.

Mycophagy ^nDik^fid.vi). [See MYCO- and

-PIIAUY.J Tlie eating of fungi ; esp. of those

sjiecies usually neglected or avoided. Hence Myco -

rihagist, one who practises mycophagy.
1861 IL MACMII.I.AN l- ooln. rage Nat. 262 The dung and

fly Agaric, whose loathsome and poisonous propcrtk-s ;u&amp;lt;-

such as to deter the most devoted mycophagist from their
use. 1865 Reader 30 Sept. 368/2 Mycophagy, a grand name
for what West uf England boys call eating twoad s me&amp;lt;:yat .

1901 Xatim ii Apr. 2^5/3 The Mushroom liuok intro
duces the beginner.. to the most important edible and
poisonous forms, placing him quickly in possession of the
facts most

important to the successful mycophagist.
II Mycosis (.maikai -sis). J at/i. Also myk-.

[f. Gr.
/&amp;lt;ii*r/! (see MYCO-) -f -osi.s.] The presence

of paiasitic fungi in or on any part of the body,
or the disease caused thereby. Hence Mycotic
(msikfj tik) a., characterized by mycosis.
1876 tr. ll agner s G,a. Pattiol. 268 The character of

diphtheria is most probably a mykosis. 1877 tr. von /.icm-
sscn s Cycl. Mcd. XII. 573 Some cases [of nieningiti.-.] have

i

been recognised to be of mycotic origin. 1880 A. FLINT
Princ. Med. 97 A form of intestinal mycosis.

Mycterism (mi-kteriz m). rare. [ad. Gr. IKK-
rr/piff^os, f. /ivKTTipifav to sneer at, f. ^wcrr/p nose.]A gibe or scoff.

1593 R. HARVEY I kilad. 8, 1 may well say, notwithstanding
your trifling mycterisme, that [etc.]. 1678 PHILLIPS, Alycle-
risme, a disdainful gibe, or scoff; in Rhetorick, it is taken
for a more secret and close kind of Sarcasm. 1900 SAINTS-
BI-RY Hist. Crit. I. 301 Quintilian ..observes that .. the
Greeks call certain kinds of allegory, sarcasm, asteism
[etc.], .to which it may be well to add mycterism, a kind of
derision which is dissembled, but not altogether concealed

Mycul(le, obs. forms of MICKLE.

Mydaleine (maid^-l^in). [f. Gr. nv$a\ios
dripping, wet + -I.VE 5.] A poisonous ptomaine
obtained from putrid flesh, etc.

1887 A. M. BROWN Anim. Alkaloids -57 The action of
mydaleine on the animal economy is very interesting 1807
Allbntfs Syst. Mcd. II. 788 Mydaleine, which his been
obtained from the human cadaver.

Myd(d)ai, etc., obs. ff. MIDDAY. Mydde :

see MEAD sb*, MID. Myddel, etc., obs. ff.

MIDDLE. Myddes, var. MIDS. Mydding,
Myddoe, Middrefe : see MIDDEN, MEADOW,
MIDRIFF. Myde : see MID, MIDE, MEED.
Mydemyst, Mydes, (-is),Mydew, Myding:
see MIDMOST, MIDS, MEADOW, MIDDEN. Mydle,
obs. f. MEDDLE, MIDDLE.

II Mydriasis (midrib-sis). Path, [late L.
mydridsis (Celsus), a. Gr. /jivSpiaats, Ionic

-770-15.]

prehended a morbid affection of the iris, and of the retina
1849-52 Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. n. 1466/1 Mydriasis..
renders the individual more or less presbyopic.

Mydriatic (midrise tik), a. and sb. [f. prec. :

see
-ATic.J a. adj. Pertaining to, or causing, my-

driasis. b. sb. A drug that produces mydriasis.
1855 DUNCLISON Med. Lex. 1863 Syd. Soc. Year-bk 444On the Antagonistic Effects of Opium and the Mydriatics.

1864 tr. Danders Anom. Accomm. Eye 590 The ancients
were acquainted with the mydriatic action of some plants
Mydrid, Mydrif, Mydrun, Mydwe, Myd-
yng : see MIDRED, MIDRIFF, MIDGERN, MEADOW,
MIDDEN.
t Mye, v. Obs. [a. OF. mier (recorded only as

red.) to crumble, f. mie : L. mica crumb.] trans.
To crumble, grate (bread).
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix. in Thah me teone with

hym &amp;gt;&amp;gt;at myn teh [- te|&amp;gt;] mye. 13. . in Rcl. Ant. I. 51 Al
this mye smal, and farse the catte within, c 1410 Liber



MYELENCEPHALON.
Cacarum (1862) S Take mylke of almondes, lay liit anone

With myed bred. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 239/1 To Mye brcde,

micarc, interfere,

I! Myelencephalon (mafcelense-faVn). Anal.

[f. Gr. nv(\vs, -6v marrow + ENCEPHALON.] a.

The cerebro-spinal axis or system (Owen), b. The

medulla oblongata (Huxley). So Myelence-

plia lic a., pertaining to or connected with the

myelencephalon ; Myelence phalous a., (a)
=

Myelencephalic ; (I/) pertaining to the sub-kingdom

Myelencepkala (Owen) or vertebrates.

[1843 OWKN Led. Comp. Anat., Invertebrates 12 The sub-

kingdom Vertebi-ata, or Myelcncephala.} 1846 Ltct.

Anal. Vertebrate Anim. I. Fishes 46 The perfect type of

that primary segment of the myelencephalous skeleton. 18

Altai. Vcrtebr. I. 268 Myelencephalon of Fishes. 1866

Ibid. III. 79 The myelencephalic columns. 1871 HUXLEY

Anat Vert. 72 All the other cerebral nerves originate in

the posterior division of the hind-brain the myele

phalon.

Myeld, obs. form of MILD.

Myelin , -ine (mai-elin). [a. G. myelin, f. Gr.

ftv\6s marrow : see -IX, -INE.]

1. Chem. Virchow s term for a fatty substance

obtainable from various animal tissues (e.g. brain-

substance, yolk of egg), and also from some

vegetable tissues. Also atlrib.

1867 Syd. Sac. ISienn. RetrMp. n The peculiar substance

termed by Virchow, myeline substance, .appears to be de

rivable from prolagon. 1867 Jrnl. Annt. I. 359 So-called

(protagon-mixtures).

2. Anat. The medullary sheath of nerve-fibres,

or white substance of Schwann. Also altrib.

1873 A. FLINT Physiol. Man, Nervous Syst. i. 21 The

medullary substance, .is called by various names; as mye-
line, white substance of Schwann, medullary sheath. 1896
Alllnitt s Syst. Med. I. 176 The nerve fibres, .undergo

changes in the myelin sheath similar to degeneration.

Hence Myelinate, Myelinated adjs., (of nerve-

fibres) furnished with myelin ; Myelina tion, the

process of development of the medullary sheath of

nerves in the embryo (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1891) ; My-
eli iiic a., of or containing myelin ; Myeliniza -

tion = Myelination; Myelinize v. trans., to

furnish with myelin ; My^elino-nenri tis, inflam

mation of the medullary sheath of nerves.

1894 Lancet 3 Nov. ro37/i In a muscular nerve trunk from

one-third to one-half of the *myelinate fibres are from cells

of the spinal root ganglion. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VII.

75 An exceedingly small group of &quot;myelinated fibres. Ibid.

732 The changes in the cortex begin at a stage prior to the

myelination of the pyramidal fibres. 1900 Lancet 18 Aug.
529 The order of succession in the *myelintsation of the

projection centres and the association centres. 1903 Con.

letup. Rev. Sept. 389 When the child plays it is literally

organising its brain, *myelinising its mind-machine. 1876
tr. ll agner s Gen. Pathol. 329 Neither protagon . . nor one of

its products of decomposition ..
arising_

from the action of

alkalies furnish of themselves &quot;myelinic forms. 1897 All-

butt s Syst. Med. II. 979 *MyeIino-neuritis such as is met
\\iih in disseminated sclerosis.

Myelin -
(moi-elin). Min. Also -ine. [a. G.

myelin (Breithaupt), ad. Gr. pofavm marrowy, f.

/JUCA-OS marrow.] A yellowish- or reddish-white

variety of kaolin
;
so called from its appearance.

1854 DANA Min. 250 Myelin of Breithaupt (Talksteinmark)
is from Rochlitz.

Myelitis (m3i,el3i-tis). Path. [mod.L., f.

MYEL-ON + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the spinal cord.

1835 R. B. Toon in Cycl. Pract. Med. IV. 640/2 Inflamma
tion of the spinal marrow called by Harles and pllivier
myelitis. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 Mar. 680/1 Sections of

the cord from a case of acute central myelitis.

Hence Myelitic (msiieli tik) a.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Myeliticus, .. myelitic. 1899
Allbiilt s Syst. Med. VII. 15 Acute myelitic ataxy.

Myel(l)mas, obs. forms of MICHAELMAS.

MyelO-(m3i el0,m3i|elf),beforea vowel Myel-,
combining f. Gr. ^utAos, /ivcAoV (see MYELON),
used in many medical and chemical terms, of

which the following are typical examples: My-
elocoele [Gr. xoT\os hollow], the cavity of the

myelonorspinalcord. Myelooone[Gr. Korisdust]:
see quots. Myeloi-dic, Myeloi din : see qnot.

MyelomaTgarin, a fatty substance obtained by
Kohler from the tissue of the central nervous

system. Myelo pathy, disease of the spinal cord ;

hence My elopa thic a. Myeloplaque, My-
eloplax [Gr. TrXdf anything flat and broad] =
OSTEOCLAST (a). Myeloplast [-PLAST]

=
prec.

Hence My:elopla-stic a., connected with myelo-
plasts.
1875 C. H. JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. xii. 290 The

protruded sac contains some portion of the spinal cord itself,

forming the so-called *myelocele. 1878 KINGZKTT Anim.
Chent. 267 Kiihn gave to one of the principles of the brain
the name of cerebrine, and to another that of &quot;myelokon.

1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.,Myelocone, term employed by Couerbe
for a fatty substance obtained from the cerebral structures
and which consists chiefly of pulverulent stearine. 187*
WATTS Diet. C/iein. Suppl., *MyelolJin and Myeloidic
acid. These names are given by Kohler.. to two phos-
phoretted bodies which he has extracted from brain. 1876
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tr. ll timiti&amp;gt;s Gen. Pxtha!. 329 His \sc. KShler s] *myelc- &amp;gt;

margarin. 1897 Alltuifs Syst. Med. IV. 83 The atrophy

of muscle may be *myelopathic, and have a central spinal

origin. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Myelofatky. iS^)AMiitt s \

Syst. Med. VII. 207 Progressive spinal muscular atrophy

(Progressive myelopathy, wasting palsy). 1877 SCHAFER
|

Histol. 93 Another element to be found in the marrow

is . . the &quot;myeloplaque or ostoclast. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.
I

*
Myeloplasts. . . Large multinucleated protoplasmic masses

or giant cells, found in the marrow of bones. 1874 H. V.

CARTER Mycctoma 42 An alteration of the bones produced

by a diathesis, such as he supposes to belong to the Nny-

eloplastic formations generally. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Mtd.

51 *Mycoloplaxes [sic], cells in the marrow of bones. 1876

tr. Wagners Gen. Patliol. 389 So-called mother-cells with

daughter-cellsgiant-cells, myeloplaxes.

Myelocyte (mai-elesait). [f. MYELO- + -CYTE.]
The nucleus of a ganglionic nerve-cell.

1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. 51 Myeolocytes [sic], or cells

found in the substance of the brain, the spinal cord, and in

one of the beds of the retina. 1889 Mature 21 Nov. 72/1
The nervous elements termed myelocytes.

+ GENETIC a.} Concerned with the development
of the spinal cord.

1900 Lancet 18 Aug. 529/1 The myelogenetic method which

investigated the details of the central fibres by tracing the

history of their development.

Myelogenic (mai^bdje nik), a. [f. MYELO-
f -GEXIC.J Derived from or originating in the

bone marrow. Also Myelo genons a.

1875 C. H. JONES SIEV. Patkol. Anat. ii. 74 The form

[of leuchremia] which arises from an affection of the osseous

medulla.. has been called the myelogenous by Neumann.

1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathol. 515 A myelogenic cystc-
sarcoma myxomatodes of the bones of the head. 1904 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 605 Myelogenous leuka:mia is rare.

Myeloid (mai-eloid), a. [f. Gr. pv(\-6s marrow

+ -OID.] Resembling marrow, as myeloidtumour ;

of or pertaining to marrow, as myeloid cell.

1857 Trans. Path. Soc. Land. VIII. 346 Large Myeloid
Tumour in the Head of the Humerus. 1875 C. H. Josi s

& SIEV. Pathol. Anat. 320 The myeloid cells or myelo
plaxes of bone. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 Feb. 458/1 A
myetoid sarcoma growing from the centre of the first mtta-

tarsal bone.

i Myeloii (mai elpn). Anat. [a. Gr. pvfKuv,

late var. of /iufAos marrow.] Owen s name for the

spinal cord. Hence Myelonal, Myelo-nic adjs.
|

1846 OWEN Led. Anat. Vertebrate Anim. I. Fishes 172
|

This part is called the brain or encephalon : the rest of ,

the axis I term the myelon . IMd. 174 At the bottom of

the ventricle the myelonal canal is exposed. 1883 E. R.
LANKESTER in Kncycl. Brit. XVI. 680/2 The retina of the

Molluscan cephalic eye, ..unlike that of the Vertebrate mye-
Ionic eye, is essentially a modified area of the general epiderm.

Myere, obs. f. MERE, MIKE ; var. MYOUB.

Myery, obs. f. MIRY. Myes^se, obs. pi. MOUSE.

II Mygale (mi-galz). Also 4 migale, mygal.

[late L., a. Gr. ^D-yaXij.]

1. The shrew-mouse.

1382 WYCLIF Lei , xi. 30 A mygal [Vulg. mygale], that is

a beeste born trecherows to bigile, and moost gloterous. 1308
TRKVISA Earth. De P. K. xym. Ixxiv. (Bodl. MS.), The
firette hatte Migale and is a litel beste as it were a wesel.

1828 SIR J. G. WILKINSON Mat. Hierogl. [13] The sacred

animal of Buto is said to have been the mygale or shrew-

mouse.

2. Zool. Agenus of large hairyspiders of America;
a spider of this genus, e.g. the bird-spider (M.

ctvicularia). [Named by Latrcille 1802.]

1834 Cnmer s Anim. Kingi!. III. 287 This Mygale
Aranea avicularia.. is about an inch and a half long.

1843 OWEN Lect. Anat. Invertebrate Anim. I. 255 In the

Mygale a third ganglion of very small size is formed. 1890

Daily News 20 Sept. 5/4 The huge Brazilian mygale.

Hence Mygaloid a., belonging to the genus

Mygale or family Mygalidie.
iSnMiNCKimn Nat. Set. III. 123 A large mygaloid spider.

Myg(h)e, Myghele, -ell, obs. ff. MIDGE,
MICHAEL. My3t(e, Myght(e : see Mm, MIGHT,
MITE. Mygnyon, Mygrame, -eym, -ime,
obs. ff. MINION, MEGKIM. Mygth, Myhel,
Myhth : see MIGHT, MICHAEL.

Myiasis (mai|i|? sis). Path. Also myasis. !

[mod.L., f. Gr. \irna fly + -ASIS.] Injury inflicted

by dipterous larva: on the human body.
1837 F. W.HOPE in Trans. Entom. Soc. (1839)11.259 The

genera producing Myasis, or fly-disease. 1899 SHARP in

Catnb. Nat. Hist., Insects n. 512 The various attacks of

Dipterous larvae on man have received the general name of

*myiasis . 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Dec. 1641 Dr. J. W.
Stephens showed the larvae and flies of myiasis.

Myilde, Myir, Myis, Myist, Myit: see

MILD, MIRE, MOUSE, MIST, MITE.

Mykames, Myke, Mykel, -il(l, obs. ff.

MICHAELMAS, MEEK, MICKLE.

Mykkis, Sc. pi. of MICHE sb.~ Obs. Mykkylle,
mykle, mykul, -yl(l, obs. ff. MICKLE. My-
kylmes, obs. f. MICHAELMAS. Mylded : see

MILE v. Myldrop, obs. f. MELDROP Sc. Myle :

see MIL, MILE, MOIL. Myleed: see MILE v.

Myles, -ies.var. MILDS. Mylie, obs. f. MILE sb?

Myliobatid (miliip batid). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

Mylwbalidy, f. Gr. \utKiax millstone + Parts skate.]

A fish of the family Myliobatidse, (eagle-rays).

1859-61 RICHARDSON, etc. Mus. fiat. Hist. II. 168/1.

MYNE-YE-PLE.

t Myll. 06s. [Related to MILK v.] &amp;lt;
A stripe

or orphrey.
,11500 in Archxol. LII. 213 The blew myllys do serve

for boyth the vygylles of seynt Edward synglarly. 1540

Invent, in Trans. Land, f, Mdsx. Archxol. Soc. IV. 329,

ij tuncyles without stolles and phanams of blewe velvett

enbrotheryd with anteloppes and mylles of gold.

Myll- : see MIL(L-. Myllan, obs. f. MILAN l
;

var. MILAN- Obs. Myllaner, etc., obs. ff. MIL
LINER. Mylle, obs. f. MILE rf.i Myllen, obs.

f. MILAN i, MILL .si.1 Myllewell, var. MDLVEL.

Mylleyn, obs. f. MILAN i. Myllin soole : see

MILLENSOLE. Myllyant, obs. f. MILLION.

Myln^e, obs. ff. MILL s6. Mylnar, -er(e, obs.

ff. MILLER. Mylnard, obs. f. MILLIARD.

II Mylodon (msi-l&lfn). [mod.L., f. Gr. iiv\r],

/ii5Xo-s mill, millstone, molar + uSovr-, ufovs tooth.]

A genus of gigantic extinct sloths from the Pleisto

cene, having teeth more or less cylindrical; an

animal of this genus. So Mylodont (msi Wd^nt);
also used adj. = belonging to the genus Mylodon.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 70/1 Mylodon (Owen). A genus of

Edentate Megatherioids. 1840 OWEN in Zool. Voy. Beagle
I. 72 The Mylodon.. holds an intermediate place between
the Ai and the great Armadillo. 1850 KINGSLEV Alton
Locke xxxvi, A mylodon among South American forests.
the Ai and the great Armadillo. 1850 KINGSLEY Alton
Locke xxxvi, A mylodon among South American forests.

1899 Kat. Sci. XIV. 266 Mylodonts were known to have
been contemporaneous with man in other parts of Argentina
farther north. Itid. 267 The claw is of a mylodont . . type.

t MylogloSSC, ft- Obs. In 7 erron. myleo-.

[ad. mod.L. inylogloss-iis: see next.]

1669 HOLDER Klein. Speech 49 The Tongue being held in

that posture onely by the force of the Geneoglosse or My-
leoglosse Muscles.

II Myloglossns (maibglp s^s). Anat. [mod.L.

myloglossus (sc. musculus), f. Gr. /JtiAr;, /*uAo-s mill

stone, molar + ~/\woaa tongue.] A muscular slip

accessory to the styloglossus, passing from the angle
of the jaw to the tongue.
[1693 tr. Blnncard s Pliys. Diet. (ed. 2), Myloglosstim.\

1756 It inslcnv sAnat. Hnm.Boiiy II. 339 The Mylo-Glossi
are small fleshy Planes situated transversely, one on each

side, between the Ramus of the lower Jaw, and the Basis

of the Tongue. 1843 WILKINSON tr. Stvcdenborg s Anim.

Kiu%d. I. i. 19 The mylo-glossus of some authors is a part
of the mylo-hyoideus.

Mylohyoid ^maibhai-oid),^. and sb. (Earlier
in L. form

|| Mylohyoideus.) [ad. mod.L. mylo-

hyoid-ms (Riolanus), f. Gr. /itiAr/, -os (see prec.) +

io5r} HYOID.] a. adj. Connected with the lower

jaw and the hyoid bone
; esp. mylohyoid muscle,

a flat triangular muscle forming a large part of

the muscular floor of the mouth. Also Mylo-
hyoide-an a. b. sb. The mylohyoid muscle.

1694 W. COWPER Myotomia Ke/.f6 Mylohyoideus. Though
Falloppius and his Followers make this a Pair of Muscles,
It seems not to be divisible without apparent Violence.

1804 ABERNETHY Surf. Ol&amp;gt;s. (1827) 35 The mylohyoideus
muscle. 1838 W. J. E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 220 The
Inferior dental nerve, .gives off but one branch, the mylo-

hyoidean. Ibid., The external surface of the mylo-hyoid
muscle. 1840 OWEN in Zool. I oy. Beagle I. 72 The mylo
hyoid ridge. 1843 WILKINSON tr. Swedenborg s Anini.

A infii. I. i. 20 The mylo-hyoideus arises broad but thin

from the base of the lower jaw. 1866 Proc. K. Irish Acad.
IX. 460 Inseparably connected to the mylohyoid of its own
side. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Mylahyoldean ridge.

Myloiiite (msi-Wnait). Geol. [f. Gr. fiv\wv

mill + -ITE.] A siliceons schist resulting from the

crushing of quartzose rocks. Hence Myloni tic

a., My Ionized
/&amp;gt;//.

a., applied to such rocks.

1886 Kef. Ilril. Assoc. 1026 The gneisses and pegmatites
. .are crushed, dragged, and ground out into a finely lami

nated schist (mylomte). 1888 HATCH Clou, in Teall Brit.

Petrcgr. 440 Mylonitic. 1901 Nature 19 Sept. 513/1 AH
these &quot;mylonised rocks show a characteristic striping on the

divisional planes.

Mylse, var. MILCE. Mylt(e: see MELT v.

Myluel, -well, var. MULVEL. Mylvart, obs. f.

MILLWARD. Mylyng : see MILE . Mylyon,
obs. f. MELON. Myn : see MIN, MINE. Myna :

see MINA. Mynace, -asse, obs. ff. MENACE v.

Mynah, -eh, var. MINA *. Mynament,
obs. f. MUNIMENT. Mynd(e, obs. Sc. ff. MINE

si.1 Mynde, var. pa. pple. MENG v. Myn-
doure, obs. Sc. f. MINER. Myne: see MIN,
MINE. Mynekin : see MINCHEN. Mynerfe,
-erff, -erve, obs. ff. MINERVA. Mynes(ch,
-essh, obs. ff. MINISH.

My-ness. nonce-wd. Self-centredness.

1662 J.
CHANDLER Van Helnwnfs Oriat. To Rdr., It

comprehends all things, which man in his Own-ness, Selfish

ness and My-ness, . . cannot understand.

Mynewe, variant of MING v. Obs.

t Myne-ye-ple. Obs. [Of obscure origin and

meaning. Prof? Skeat has suggested derivation

from OF. manofle gauntlet.]

14.. Chevy Chase 62 (MS. Ashm. 48, If. i6b) Thorowe

ryche male and myne ye pie many steme y strocke done

streght. 14.. Egcr ff Grime 1025 (Percy fol.), Through
rich many & myny plee the red blood blemished both their

blee. [Bf. Percy s note: It shd be Mail &. many plie. See

Reliques, vol. I. pag. 10, ver. 21 & Glos.).

Myng(e, variant forms of MENG v.



MYNHEER.

II Mynheer (mainhe r, mane r). Also 7 myn- !

here, menheir, 7-8 minheer, 8 miin heer, 9 I

mynher, meneer. [Du. mijnheer, f. mijn my +

heer lord, master (see HER sb.).] The courteous

form of address or title of courtesy corresponding
in Dutch to sir , Mr. ; hence, a Dutchman.
1652 in Nicholas Papers (Camden 1886) 308 Myn Heer

i

Capel. 1654 GAVTON lletis. Notes 236 True Myn-here (quoth ;

Steepen Malten) we shall not heare of this againe. 1678

J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavcrniers Trav.il. I. vii. 49 Menheir Velant,
chief of theHolIand-FactoryatAgra. 1701 C.WooLEY Jrnl.
New York (1860) 58 Frederick Philips, the richest Miin
Heer in that place. 1711 SpectatorNo. 5^5 He afterwards

proceeds to call Minheer Hendel, the Orpheus of our Age.
1782 COWPER To Lady Aitstetl (12 Aug.), Tis thus I spend
my moments here, And wish myself a Dutch mynheer. 1886
All Year Round 14 Aug. 35 Mynheer, as clever at a trick

as a Yank or a Jap.
trans/. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe i, Mynheer Calf, too, be

comes Monsieur de V eau.

Hence Mynhee rify v. nonce-wd., to study Dutch.
1804 SOUTH F.y/.e

1

/. to Lieut. Southey 12 Sept., I am learning
Dutch, and wish you were here, .to mynheerify with me.

Myniment, obs. form of MUNIMENT.

Mynye, variant of MING v. Obs.

Myo- (,maiv), combining f. Gr. fivs (gen. /JLVU-S)

muscle, in many scientific terms (of which the

most important will be found as Main words).

Myoblast [-BLAST], a cell which gives rise to

muscular elements; hence Myobla stic a. (in recent

Diets.). || My oclirome [Gr. xP&quot;V
a colour],

Thudichum s name for the colouring matter of !

red muscle (cf. myok&matin}. Myoclo-nic a. [cf.

CLONIO], pertaining to or affected with myoclonus.
!

|| Myo clouus [Gr.Xocos violent confused motion],
convulsive action of the muscles. Myoccere [Gr.
woiXos hollow], Myocce lom(e, the cavity in the

centre of a myotome in an early stage ; hence Myo-
ccelo mic a. \\ Myoco mma {pi. -co mmata,
co mmas) [Gr. Kappa segment], one of the lateral

flakes into which the muscular system of fishes and
other lower vertebrates is divided. Myocyte [Gr.
KVTOS cell], a contractile fibre cell or layer in some

sponges and protozoans. Myodome [Gr. 6o/jos

house, chamber], a cavity in the skull of most
teleostean fishes for the reception of the rectus

muscles of the eye. Myodyna/mics sb. pi., that

branch of science which treats of muscular con
traction. Myodynaiuio meter, -dynamo meter,
an instrument for measuring muscular force.

|| Myo-
fibro ma, a tumour consisting of muscular and
fibrous tissue. Myoge iiic, Iffiyo genous adjs.,

produced by or arising in the muscles. Myohse -

matin, MacMunn s name for the colouring matter
of red muscle.

|| Myole mma [LEMMA -], a deli

cate membranous sheath enveloping each fibril of
muscular tissue. || Myolipo-ma, a tumour con

taining adipose tissue and muscular tissue (Syd.
Hoc. Lex. 1891). Myomere [Gr. pipes part], a

myolome ; hence Myome ric a. Mycvnymy [Gr.
-aivvfuia, ovona name], nomenclature of muscles.

Myoplian(e a. [Gr. -^apijs appearing, &amp;lt;paii&amp;gt;ttv
to

appear], having a striated appearance as of muscle.

Myophone [Gr. &amp;lt;fuuvr) sound], an adaptation of
the microphone for measuring the sound of con

tracting muscles. Myophore [-PHOKE], an appa
ratus for the attachment of muscles in certain mol-
lusks ; hence Myo-phorous a. (in recent Diets.), j

Myophysical a., relating to myophysics. Myo- ,

physics, the physics of muscle, the science con
cerned with muscular action. Myopo lara., relat- I

ing to muscular polarity. Myosarco ma, a tumour

consisting partly of muscular and partly of sarco-
matous tissue; hence Myosarco-matous a. (in
recent Diets.). Myosclero tlc a., involving harden

ing of the muscles. Myoscope [-SCOPE], an in

strument for observingmuscular contraction. My o-

spasm, || Myospa smus, spasm or cramp of a
muscle. Myota*tic a. [Gr. -ran/fus, cogn. w.
rdffis tension], pertaining to or developed by mus
cular tension. Myoto-nic a. [Gr. TOCI/C-OS per
taining to stretching, TONIC], applied to the kind
of electrical reaction characteristic of the disease

Myotonia congenita.
1884 HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. 5 Mar. 121

The action of the lateral *myoblasts in moving an elongated
vermiform animal. 1872 THUDICHUM C/uiu. Phys. 37 A
coloured albuminous matter, *myochrome, identical with

j

hemato-crystalline. 1899 Alllmtt s Syst, Med. VII. 889
The &quot;myoclonic spasm may manifest itself in the weakness
of overwork. 1883 in Brain VII. 569 Rhythmical Myo
clonus. 1889 E. R. LANKESTER in Q. Jrtil. Microsc. Sci.
XXIX. 393 The fin-rays, the cavities of which are part of

j

the *myoccd. Ibid. 377 The *myoccelomic pouches or intra- i

muscular lymph-spaces of the head. 1846 OWEN Led. Anat.
j

VertebrateAnim. I. Fishes 164 The fibresofeach &quot;myocomma !

of the trunk run straight and nearly horizontally from one .

septum to the next. i88oGi;NTHER.ftV;94Theaponeurotic
j

septa between the myocommas. 1887 SoLLAsin-fwcyc/. Brit.
\XX II. 419/2 Contractile fibre cells or *myocytes occur in all
j

the higher sponges. iSSSAmer. Naturalist Apr. 358[Inmail- i

VOL. VI.

809

cheeked fishes] *Myodome undeveloped, the cranial cavity
being closed in front. 1855 DUNGLISON Med, Lex., *Myo-
dynamics, see Muscular contraction. 1861 Syd. Soc. Ycar-
bk. Med. 30 The Myodynamks of the heart and blood-vessels.

1855 DUNGLISON mtd, Le.r., Dynamometer, *Myodynamio-
meter,

*
Myodynamometer, -An instrument contrived by

M. Regnier. 1888 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 24 Nov. 1182 Uterine

*Myofibroma. 1876 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., Paralysis,
*Myogenic.. .Partial muscular paralysis dating from very
early life. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 682 Is conduction
in the heart due to muscle or nerve is it myogenic or

neurogenic ? 1885 Proc. R. Soc. XXXIX. 248 The name. .

of &quot;myohasmatin (is proposed] for the intrinsic pigment in

striped muscle, which belongs to the same series [sc, that of

histohsematins]. 1840 W. J.
E. WILSON Anat. l- ade M. 132

A number of ultimate fibrils enclosed in a delicate sheath or

*myolema [sic], 1899 Allbntt s Syst. Med. VI. 016 This
[congenital Hpoma] may be associated with spina bifida and
sometimes contains striated muscle fibre (*myolipoma). 1887
HUBRECHT in O, Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXVII. 614 An
arrangement in distinct *myomeres. i&SpAthenxum 12 Jan.
47/2 The *myomeric value of the gill-slits and of the nerves
which fork over them. 1885 WILDER in Jrnl. Ncn&amp;gt;. Dis.
XII. 271 A *myonymy which is.. inapplicable to the same
parts in many animals. 1880 SAYIU.F. KENT Infusoria I. 58
The muscular or *myophan layer. 1889 PREECE & MAIER
Telephone 467 Applied to a muscle, the same instrument
[Boudet s microphone] becomes an excellent *myojjhone.
It indicates the normal muscular sound. 1895 Cainb. Nat.
Hist. III. 274 In ScptifcrlXvt anterior adductor muscle is

carried on a sort of shelf or *myophore. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
&quot;

Myophysical taws, the laws governing muscular action.

1892 A[&amp;lt;.mi$t\\. 276 Myophysical and psycho-physical ques
tions. 1881 G. S. H.M.I. German Culture 221 Our conclusion
is not likely to be affected by any solution of such.. ques
tions of *myophysics as the pre-existence of muscular cur
rents. 1888 A liter. Jrnl. Psychol. I. 185 Correcting for the
movement of the indifference point along the *myopolar
tract. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Myopolart a term applied to the
direction of the electric current in electrotonic experiments
when the nerve is stimulated between the electronising
electrodes and the muscle. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathot.
420 Rhabdomyoma, myoma striocellitlare, *myosarcoma,
true myoma. 1873 A. FI.IST Princ. Med. 720 Pseudo-

Hypertrophic, or *Myo-scIerotic, Paralysis. 1876-7 .V. Kens.
Mus.Catal. Sd. App. No. 3803 Double *Myoscope for the
examination and demonstration of the laws of muscular
contraction. 1856 MAVNE Kxpos. Lex., My0spaswns,..a,
*myospasm. 1881 W. R. GUWKKS Epilepsy, etc. 100 The
*myotatic irritability of the muscles is lost. 1887 tr. ran
Ziemssens Handbk. T/icrap.Vl. 213 The Myotunic Klec-
trical Reaction.

\\ Myocardium (mai|0ka*icli#m). [mod.L., f.

Gr. nv(o)- MYO- + KapSia heart.] The muscular
substance of the heart. Hence Myoca rdial a.

Also Myocarditis, inflammation of the myocar
dium

; whence My:ocardi tic a.

1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. 279 Myocarditis. 1868 Trans.
Path. Soc. Lond. XIX, 195 Concurrent pericarditis, myo
carditis, and endocarditis. 1879 St. Gtorge s Hosp. Rep. IX.
405 Abscess of the myocardium. 1880 FLINT Princ. Med.
332 To differentiate the different myocardial lesions. 1896
Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 816 Myocnrdilic changes.

Myoctonic (maiioktp-nik), a. Chem.
[f.

Gr.

HVOKTOV-OS, f. //(o)-, pv$ mouse -f -KTUVOS slaying:
see -io.] The name of a highly poisonous acid

obtained from Palicourea Marcgravii. So Myo c-

tonine, an alkaloid obtained from Aconitttm lycoc-

tonum\ hence Myoctoni nic a. = MYOCTONIC.
1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl., Myoctonic acid. 1887

Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15 Jan. 123 Myoclonine is one of the two
substances extracted from aconitum lycoctonum by MM.
Dragendorff and Spohn. 1891 Syd, Soc. Lex., Myoctoninic.

Myogram (mai ^grsem). [f. MYO- + -GRAM,
after next.] A tracing made by a myograph.
1800 Century Diet. 1899 Allbittfs Syst. Med. VI. 519

Its [the knee-jerk s] myogram shows it to be a simple twitch.

Myograph (mai-Jgraf). [f.
MYO- + -GRAPH.]

An instrument for taking tracings of muscular
contractions and relaxations. So Myogra phion
[Gr. TpCKptfor pencil, graving tool].
1867 Jrnl. Anat. 1. 158 With both Pfluger s and Du Bois

instruments muscles must be cut out and fixed to them,
with^Marey s myograph this is unnecessary. Marey terms
the instrument myographic forceps . Ibid.^ We have al

readytwo Myographions, Pfluger s and Du Bois Raymond s ;

to these Marey has added a third. 1876-7 S. Kens. Mus.
Catal.Sci.App. No. 3798 Rosenthal s Rotating Myographion.

Myogra phic, -ical, adjs. [f. prec. or next

f- -ic, -ICAL.J Pertaining to or produced by the

myograph ; also, pertaining to myography.
1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 438 Showing more than

usual anxiety to point out some myographical errors. 1846
WORCESTER, Myographic. 1867 [see prec.]. 1885 Brain
VII. 569 Myographic tracings.

Myography (mai^-grafi).
rare&quot; ,

[f.
MYO-

+ -GRAPHY.J A description of muscles; the de

scriptive science of muscles. Hence Myo-grapher,
Kyo grrapliist, one who is skilled in myography.
1721 BAILEY, Myography. 1836 SMART, Myograpkist.

1890 Century Diet., Myographer.

Myoidal (maiioi-dalj, a. rare&quot;
1

,
[f. Gr. pv-s

mouse + -OIDAL. Cf. Gr. MvwSi;?.] Mouse-like.
1847 TULK tr. Oken s Physiophilos. 640.

Myology (m3i|^-16d3i). [ad. mod.L. myo-
hgia : see MYO- and -LOGY.] a. The science of

muscles
; that part of anatomy which treats of the

muscles, b. A myological description ;
the myo-

logical features or muscular anatomy of a par
ticular animal or part of the body.
1649 BULWER Pathomyot. Pref. 3 A Book which all Ana

tomists kisse with reverence, as conteining the Oracles of

MYOPIC.

Myologie. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 132 If we are allowed
to multiply Muscles from their appearance in various Sub
jects, we shall never arrive to a perfect Myology. 1713
DE,RH*M Phys.-T/ieol, vii. ii. (1714) 357 note* Steno thus con
cludes his Myology of the Eagle. 1796 SOUTHKY Lett.fr.
Spain (1799) 477 Myology, Neurology, and Splanchnology.
1885 Gentl. Mag. Sept. 281 From considerations of. .myo-

logy
and osteology, the Screamer cannot be placed along

with the Anserine birds.

Hence Myolo glc, -lo gical aJjs. t pertaining to

or concerned with myology ; Myo logist, one who
studies or is expert in myology.
1808 BARCLAY Muscular Motions 370 By. .numberless

combinations of flexions [etc.], .the human body may exhibit

phenomena calculated to astonish the myologist himself.

1836 SMAKT, My&amp;lt;&amp;gt;lot&amp;gt;ical) pertaining to myology. 1860 WOR
CESTER, Myologie (citing Penny Cycl.). 1862 Syd. Soc.
Year-bit. Med. 16 Myological enquires.

II Myoma (mai^u-ma). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

^C-y muscle + -tu^a (cf. ffapKoj^a SARCOMA).] A
tumour composed of muscular tissue.

1875 C. H.JONES & SIKV. Pathoi. Anat. 151 Tumours con

sisting of smooth muscular fibre, .have recently received the
name of myoma or ftbromyoma. 1899 Allbutfs Syst, Med.
VIII. 51 The case of a woman, forty years of age, the sub

ject of myoma of the uterus.

Hence Myo-matous a., pertaining to a myoma;
Myomo tomy, the removal of a uterine myoma
by abdominal section (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891).
1876 GKOSS Dis. Bladder, etc. 266 A myomatous fibroma.

1887 Krit. Med. Jrnl. 14 May 1045/2 An enormous uterine
tumour of the spongy myomatous variety. 1900 Ibiti, No.
2053 Epit. Current Lit. 71 Myomotomy for Calcified fibroma.

Myomancy (msi Jmxnsi). [f. Gr. pv(o]- t ^vs
mouse + ^a^Tcm -MAjiCY.] Divination by the

movements of mice.

1727-52 CHAMBERS Cyr/,s.v.. Some authors hold myomancy
to Ije one of the most ancient kinds of divination

;
and think

it is on this account that Isaiah, Ixvi. 17, reckons mice among
the abominable things of the idolater. 1855 SMEDLEV Occult
$* 335-

MyoniOrph (moi-^m^if). Zool, [ad. mod.L.

JMyoniorpha, f. Gr. /*f(o)-, /xC? mouse + pop^Tj

shape.] A rodent of the division Myomorpha
(including mice, rats, dormice, etc.). So Myo-
mo rphic, -mo rphine adjs.) belonging lo or

characteristic of these rodents.

187. Cassetfs Xat. Hist. III. 102 The Dormice, .fall under
the definition of the Myomorphic section. 1887 HKILPRIN
Distrib. Aniin. 357 Of the non-murine families of myo-
morphs the dormice (Myoxidae) and mole-rats (Spalacida;)
belong to the Old World exclusively. 1898 Proc. Zool. Soc.

29 Nov. 860 In l^ipns the incisors are capable of separation
and approximation as in most myomorphine rodents.

Myone, Myoner : sec MOVKX, MINER.

Myonicity (maii^ni siti). [f. Gr. pvwv cluster

of muscle -f- -KITY.] Muscular contractility.
1866 [see NEURICITY].

Myopathy (maiifj-papi). Path. [ad. mod.L.

myofathi-a: see MYO- + -PATHY.] Disease of the

muscles. Hence Myopa-thic a.

1849 CRAIG, Myopathy^
a morbid condition of the muscles.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Myopathicus, ..of or belonging
to Myopathia . myopathic. 1877 tr. von Ziemssens Cycl.
Med. XVI. 86 Alt the maladies included in the group of
rheumatic myopathies. 1880 A. FLINT Princ. Mtd. 770 A
myopathic paralysis. 1897 [see NEURO-PATHIC].

Myope (markup), sb. (a.) [a. F. myope y
ad.

late L. myop-y mydps ^
a, Gr. ftvoun-, piojty, MYOPS.]

A short-sighted person.
1728 CHAMBERS Cycl. (ed. 2) s.v. Eye, It is not, however,

myopes and old men alone that would, .have their vision.,

very near or very remote. 1849-52 Todd^sCycl. Anat. IV.
n. 1463/2 Myopes.. read with more ease in partial darkness
than those whose sight is perfect. 1887 [see MYOPIC].
Jig. 1870 O. W. HOLMES Mech. Thought

&amp;lt;$

Morals (1871)

19 Intellectual myopes, near-sighted specialists.

b. adj. Myopic.
1892 H. S. MERKIMAN Slave of Lamp xv, His face., was

the face of a hawk, with the contracted myope vision cha
racteristic of that bird.

II Myopia (msi^u-pia). [mod.L., a. late Gr.

Hvojiria, }. ftvoxfi MYOPS.] Short-sightedness.
[1693 tr. Blancanfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2).] 1727-52 CHAM

BERS Cycl, s. v., The myopia is owing to the too great con

vexity of the ball of the eye. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 141 The
structure of his eyes, .being naturally such as to dispose
him to myopia. 1895 ZANGWILL Master in. ii. 294 There s

money in myopia and diseases of the eye generally.

fig. l8nCuAMLQmSMnnL*tt.SoJt, Wand. I. 280 Those
who have what you justly called the myopia of the mind.

1891 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. Pref. p. viii, The kind of

partial blindness which belongs to intellectual myopia.

Myopic (maiifrpik), a. (s6.) Path. [f. MYOPE
or UTOPIA + -ic.] Of, relating to, or affected with

myopia ; short-sighted ; near-sighted.
1800 YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XCI. 36 The focal length of

spectacles required for myopic or presbyopic eyes. 1846
MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 91 He was repeatedly re

quired at his own balls to call upcarnages. .for fashionable

ladies, myopic enough to mistake him for his delegate.
1849-52 Toad s Cycl. Anat. IV. 1467/1 The French glasses,
whether presbyopic or myopic. 1887 Brit. Med. 2V/.2iMay
ii2o/i This treatment is safe in myopes who have attained
the age of puberty, and have not large myopic crescents.

fig. 1891 MEREDtTH One ofour Conq. III. L 8 Your Mo
ralist is a myopic preacher.

b. absol. and sb.

1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 259/1 For the myopic who can
see an object clearly at 4 inches distance. Ibid. XVII, 785/1
All myopics should work in a good light.
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MYOPICAL.

So Myo-pical a.
;
hence Myo pically adv., like

a short-sighted person.
1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 413 The Eye is myopical, and

she sees the right Side of Objects a little darkened. 1830
Frasers Mag. 1 1. 95 A myopical . . race, of most Lilliputian

vision. 1901 G. GISSING Our_ Friend the Charlatan x, He
..blinked myopically at his visitors before rising.

Myopism (maitfpiz m). [f. Gr. jixtan-, ftvcaifi

MYOPS + -
ISM.]

= MYOPIA.
1821 W. DUNLAP Mem. C. B. Brown 31 He had discovered

by accidental he was afflicted with a myopism. i86oC. W.
Kiva An/iftie Gems 1.34 Myopism is still in Italy almost

a distinct peculiarity of aristocratic birth. 1880 OUIDA
Moths viii. 100 Lady Stout was one of those happy people
who only see just so much as they wish to see. It is the

most comfortable of all myopisms.

II Myops (mai cps). Also 8 miops. [late L.,

a. Gr. ftwii/i, f. pv(tv to shut + ofy eye.] A short

sighted person (lit. and_/i.).
[1693 tr. Blnncarits Pltys. Diet. (ed. 2).] 1798 Founders

Fr. Repub. II. 174 Being a tniofs, he was obliged to wear

spectacles. 1801 CHARLOTTE SMITH Lett. Solit. IVand. I.

280, 1 feel that I have been a myops in the present instance.

II Myopsis (maiip psis). Path. [mod.L., incor

rectly f. Gr. inma fly and ityis sight.] A disease

of the eyes in which muscle volitantes are seen.

Also (in anglicized form) Myopsy.
1860 WORCESTER, Myopsy. 1864 WEBSTER, Myopsis.

Myoptic (maiifTptik), a. [f. MYOPE or MYOPT
after Gr. dimms OPTIC.] = MYOPIC.
1849 Blackw. M&amp;lt;ig.

LXVI. 104 Such dismal domiciles
were only fit resorts for the myoptic bat. 1866 ATKINSON
Canal s Physics 521 Persons who see only at a very short
distance are called myoptic.

Myopy (moi opi). [ad. mod.L. myopia: see

MYOPIA.] Myopia, shortsightedness.
1854 CT. EDW. DE WARREN tr. de Saulcy s Dead Sea II.

273 Was this done as a preservation against ophthalmia, or
as a remedy for myppy? 1879 MRS. LYNN LINTON Under
ll kich Lord? III. iv. 93 Mrs. Kverett made a cold bow,
and, afflicted with sudden myopy, did not see the hand held
out. 1880 LE CONTE Sight 50 Myopy isastructural defect.

Myosin (margin). Client. Also -ine. [f. Gr.

/iC-s muscle + -OSE- + -IN!.] The chief ingredient
of the clot formed on coagulation of muscle-plasma.
Vegetable myosin or myosin-globulin is found, with vi-

tellin, in maize, oats, peas, etc.

1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 158 The nitro

genous aliments are blood-fibrine, muscle-fibrine or syn-
tonin, myosin [etc.]. 1887 BENTLEY Man. Bat. 37 The pro-
teids exist in these grains as globulins, whicli hitherto have
been known only to occur in animals, that is, as myosin-
globulin and vitellin.globulin.

Hence Myosi nogen, a proteid of muscle-plasma.
1891 Syd. Sac. Lex. 1896 Allbatfs Syst. Med. I. 171

Several very important albuminous substances, for example,
myosinogen and fibrinogen, are coagulated at 56 C.

II Myosis (maii^u sis). Path.
[f.

Gr. ftv-fiv to

shut the eyes + -osis.] Contraction of the pupil of
the eye.
1819 Pantolofia. 1873 H. WALTON Dis. Eye xxxiii. (ed. 3)

935 Myosis occurs in progressive locomotor ataxy.
Hence Myosi tic a. 1 and sb. = MYOTIC.
1855 DUNGLISON Med. Le.r., Myositic, causing contraction

of the pupil, as opium. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med.
459 Pupil Contractors (Myositics). 1899 Alll ult s Syst.
Med. VI. 403 Calabar bean was not. .in use as a myosilic.

II Myositis (msiifei-tis). Path, [irreg. f. Gr.

ftvos, genit. of |iOs muscle -I- -ITIS.] Inflammation
of a muscle

; myitis.
1819 Pantologia. 1834 BARLOW in Cycl. Pract, Med. III.

598/1 Sagar. .describes two diseases, a chronic one ranged
in the class Dolores, order Vagi ; and an acute under the

specific name of myositis.

Hence Myosi-tio a? (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891).

Myosote (mai iXsout). [ad. L. myosotis (see

next).] The forget-me-not, Myosolis palustris.
1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 414/1 The common or true Forget-

me-not, the Water Myosote. 1890 R. BRIDGES Shorter
Poems n. 5 And laden barges float By banks of myosote.

II MyOSOtis (m3i|&amp;lt;5so&quot; tis). [L., a. Gr.
f. /*uoy, gen. of /*Gs mouse + OIT-, ovs car.]

fl. The mouse- ear, Jfieracium Pilosella. Oil.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Myosota or Myosotis, the Herb
Mouse-ear, or Bloud-strange. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl.
s. v., The broad-leaved Alpine Myosotis.
2. A plant of the genus Myosotis.
1857 M i PRATT Flower. PI. IV. 46 In the Netherlands

this Myosotis is often made into a syrup.

Myotic (msiic tik), a. and sb. [f. MYOSIS:
see -OTIC.] a. adj. Pertaining to or causing
myosis. D. sb. An agent which produces myosis.
1864 tr. Bonders Anom. Accoinm. Eye 621 It is true that

all myotic action could not be denied to the agents which
were formerly placed in this category. Ibid., The want of
an efficient myotic was long felt in ophthalmic surgery. 1887
Buck s Ilatidbk. Med. Sci. V. 97/1 Eserine or physostigmine
..is the most powerful of myotics.

Myotility (maiioti-liti). Phys. [irreg. f. MYO-
+ -tility (cf. motility, contractility], after F. myo-
tilite] A term used variously for muscular force,

power of contraction, or contractility.
1830 R. KNOX Btdard s Anal. 667 The muscles possess

an active power or property, commonly designated under the
names of muscular irritability, muscular force, or myotility
[orig. Fr. myolililf}. 1891 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Myotome (msi Jt^um). [f. MTO- + Gr.

section, and -TO/JOS cutting : see -TOME.]

810

1. Altai. A muscular segment or metamere.
1856 GOODSIR in Edin. Neiu Philos. yrnl.dSsjIV. 122 For

the muscular system I employ the terms Myome, Myotome,
Synmyotome. 1872 HUMPHRY Myology 7 The transverse

inscriptions or sclerotomes which . . divide the lateral muscles
into so many myotomes . 1894 GADOW& ABBOTT in Phil.

Trans. CLXXXVI. 182 The original protovertebrse are
now differentiated into sklerotomes. .and into myotomes.
2. Sttrg. An instrument for dividing muscle.

1846 BRITTAN tr. Malgaigne s Man. Opcr. Surg. 289 To
destroy the corresponding septum of the muscular sheath,
and thus enlarge the subconjunctival space in which the

myotome is to act.

Myotoniic (m3i|t/mik), a. [f. MYOTOME or

MYOTOM-Y.] Pertaining to myotomyor a myotome.
1856 MAVNE Expos. Lex.

t Myotomicus. . . Of or belong
ing to Myotpmia : myotomic. 1897 Nature ^ Oct. 555/2
The myotomic sacs remain monodermic on their outer face.

tMyotomist(ni3i|frt6mist). Obs. [f.MYOTOJiy
+ -IST.] A professor of muscular anatomy.
1649 BULWER Pathotnyot. n. i. 97 The other Muscles, .are

like to retaine their old names, unlesse some ..Myotomist
be pleased to take pitty of their private Condition.

Myotomy(moi|frtomi). [ad. mod.L. myolomia,
f. Gr. pv(o]-, ^C-s muscle + fo^rj, -TO/UO cutting.]
1. Dissection of muscles

;
muscular anatomy.

1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 123 Mr. Willughby himself hath
left a myotome [sic} of a swan, 1737-5* CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Myotomy, tnyotomia, an anatomical dissection, or demon
stration of the muscles.

2. The surgical division of a muscle.

1871 frit. Med. Jrnl. 18 Nov. 578 On Intraocular My
otomy. By Augustin Prichanl. i878tr. vonZiemssen sCycl.
Mt :d. XI V. 852 The defect may. .be due to an habitual spasm
of the genioglossi,..which may necessitate myotomy.

t Myour. Obs. Also 4 miour(e, 5 myoura,
-owre, -ure, -ere. [a. OF. mieur, minr, f. mier
MYE v. + -eur, -OUR.] A bread-grater.
1316-17 Durham Ace. Rolls 513 In i Mioureet i Sconiur

. . 100&quot;. c 1420 Voc. in Wr.-Wiikker 660/23 H c nicatorinm,
myo\vre. 1485 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 370, j myour
pro pane inicando.

tMype. Obs. local, [a. north. Welsh maip
turnip.] A parsnip.
Gerarde, who seems to be the only independent authority

for the word, was a native of Cheshire.

1597 GERARDE Herbal i\. ccclxxx viii. 871 Theold writers..
have called this wilde Parsnep by the name of Elaphoboscinn :

that of the garden we do call Parsneps and Mypes. 1600
SURFLET Country Farm n. xxxv. 244 Parsneps, mypes,
carrets, . . are sowen al after one fashion. 1665 LOVELL
herbal (ed. 2) 296 Mypes, see Parsneps.

Myr, Myrabolam, Myrac(ke, Myraltie,
Myravid, Myrhorr: see MIRE sbl, MYRO-
BALAN, MlBACH, MAYORALTY, MAHAVEDI, MlRROR.

Myria- (mi-ria), rarely myrio-, before a vowel

myri-, used as combining form of Gr. ftvptas
MYRIAD (or nvptos countless, pvploi 10,000).
1. With the meaning ten thousand , in names of

weights and measures of the metric system : My -ria-

gram(me, Myrialitre, Myriametre, Uyriare
= 10,000 grammes, litres, metres, ares.

1804 Ann. Reg. 612 A bridge, .will shorten the route from
Paris to Cherbourg by some myriameters. 1810 Naval
Chron. XXIV. 301 Myriagram = 20 Ib. 7 oz. 58 gr. Ibid.,

Myriar, square killometer. 1811 P. KELLY Univ. Cambist
1. 154 The words Decagramme, Hectogramme, Kilogramme,
and Myriagramme, express 10, 100, i

?oco, 10,000 Grammes.
Ibid. 11.268 Myriometre. . . Myriolitre. . . Myriogramme.
1871 C. DAVIS Metric Syst. i. u The myriametre, equal to

nearly 6 and one-fourth miles.

2. With the meaning very numerous : Myri-
aca nthous a. [Gr. dar6os thorn], having very
many spines ; Myria-merons a. [Gr. pipes part],

having very many segments ; Myria-nthous a.

[Gr. acflos flower], bearing very many flowers.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Myriacanthus,. .that which
has numerous spines, as the Bouria inyriacantha,. .myria-
canthous. Ibid., Myriamerjts.. .Applied by Blainville to the

C^hetopoda, which have many segments, rings, or articula

tions,.. myriamerous. Ibid., Myriantlnts.. -Having very
numerous flowers, as tiltlftftrlatm myrianthum : myrian-
thous. 1883 OCILVIE, Myriacanthous, . . myriad-spined ;

specifically, of or belonging to the genus Myriacanthus.

Myriad (mi-riad), sb. and a. Also 6-7 -tide, 7

miriad(e, myrriad. [ad. ined.L. myriad-, myrias,
a. Gr. /lOptaS-, /tiipids, f. ^5pios countless, infinite,

/jvpioi ten thousand. Cf. F. mjrriaJe.] A. sb.

1. As a numeral : Ten thousand.

(Chiefly in translations from Greek or Latin, or in reference
to the Greek numeral system.)
1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 159 tnarg.. One myriade is ten

thousande. 1631 BURTON Atiat. Mil. n. iii. in. (1651) 326
Rome, .vaunted her self of two myriades of inhabitants.

1663 Haunter s Anc. Eccl. Hist. 39 When the Historio
grapher had collected the number of them that perished by
sword and famine, he reporteth that it mounted to a hundred
and ten Myriads [edd. 1577, 1585 myllions, millions]. 1734
tr. Rollin s Anc. Hist. (1827) II. in. 159 One single myriad
of talents of silver is worth 30,000,000 of French money.
1836 THIRLWAI.L Greece II, 289 That 4000 men from Pelopon
nesus had fought at Thermopylx with 300 myriads. 1881
N. T. Acts xxi. 20 How many thousands \niarg. Gr. myriads],

fb. ellipt. for: A myriad of coins of some
understood value. Obs.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy CotHtnw. (1603) 74 [They] pay

little lesse then two myriades and a half of ordinary reuenue.

1633 MASSINGER City Madam iv. i, Make it up a thousand,
And I will fit him with such tools as shall Bring in a miriad.

MYBIAPOD.

2. transf. (pi.) Countless numbers, hosts of}.
1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 159 It is a miserable thynge to

hear how many myriades of men these, .devourers of mans
flesshe haue consumed. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. *iij, Who
can Imagine the Myriades of sundry Cases, .tried and con
cluded by the forenamed Rules, onely? 1660 EVELYN Diary
29 May, Myriads of people flocking [to London], even so
far as from Rochester. 1762 FALCONER Shipwr, i. 66 Where
wmged deaths in dreadful myriads fly. 1803 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Desp. (1835) II. 251, I hope to be able to strike a
blow against their myriads of horse in a few days. 1875
HELPS Soc.Press. Hi. 50 Amidst the myriads of planets with
which the universe is probably peopled.

b. sing, in same sense.

1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. nr. x. 124 A myriad of dif
ferent universes. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer s /&quot;. 436 That
codeless myriad of precedent. 1875 Ures Diet, Arts III.

324 Like a myriad of tubes.

3. absol. Countless numbers of men, animals, or
inanimate things (to be inferred from the context).
1559 AYLMER Harborenve B 3 b, A sclender pollycie to make

so many Myriades to flee. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 87 Who. .

Cloth d with transcendent brightness didst outshine Myriads
though bright. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1030 Where
putrefaction into life ferments, And breathes destructive

myriads. 1784 COWPER Task v. 77 How find the myriads
that in summer cheer The hills and vallies with their cease
less songs, Due sustenance? 1849 BORROW Bible in

Sj&amp;gt;. xxx,
This now desolate bay had once resounded with the voices
of myriads. 1877 C.GEIKIE Christ II. xlix. 279 He might.,
repair this error . . if He went up now and showed H is power
before the assembled myriads of Israel.

b. sing, in same sense.

01718 T. PARNELLSW&amp;lt;W^ Posth. Wks. (1858) 161 His
lofty stature, where a Myriad shine, O ertops, and speaks a

majesty divine. 1724 GAY Captives v. (1772) 64 The silver

moon, And all the starry myriad that attend her.

B. adj.
1. Existing in myriads; of indefinitely great
number; countless, innumerable. Chiefly poet.
a 1800 COLERIDGE Hymn to Earth 28 Myriad myriads of

lives teem d forth from the mighty embracement. 1817
SHELLEY Rev. Islam v. 1725 The City s moonlit spires and
myriad lamps. 1830 TENNYSON Ode to Memory \v t Thou of
the many tongues, the myriad eyes ! 1850 ROBERTSON Serm.
Ser. in. i. (1872) 5 Myriad, countless curses. 1886 W. W.
STORY Fiammetta 180 The crickets were trilling a myriad
infinitesimal bells in the grasses.

b. with sing. sb. : Consisting of myriads. Also,

having a myriad phases or aspects.
[1817 : see 3.] 01854 H - REED Lect. Brit. Poets v. (1857)

187 The myriad mind of Shakspeare. 1873 SYMONDS Grk.
Poets ix. 281 Prometheus when he described the myriad
laughter of the dimpling waves [etc.]. 1874 MAHAFFY Sac.

Life Greece ix. 280 The myriad life of the Peiraeus. 1876
PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. lii. 67 A home for itself and its

myriad progeny.
2. As a numeral (cf. A. i). rare.

1875 MERIVALE Gen, Hist. Rome Ixii. (1877) 504 A capital
sum of four myriad millions of sesterces.

3. Comb. : chiefly parasynthetic, as myriad-
handed^ -minded, etc. ; also advb., as myriad-mur
muring^ etc.

1817 COLERIDGE Bfog. Lit. xv, Our myriad-minded Shake
speare [0/f, acijp fAVptoi/ouf], 1859 MARY HOWITT Marion*s
Pilgr, v. iv, Traffic, myriad-wheeled. 1860 FAHRAR Orig.
Lang. (1865) 65 The myriad-ravelled intricacy of sensuous

impressions. 1864 TENNYSON Boiidicea 42 The myriad-
rolling ocean. 1873 SYMONDS Introd. Study Dante vii. 231
Homer, large, liberal, and myriad-murmuring as the sea.

Ibid. viii. 255 A myriad-handed foe. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
I. 10 A myriad-sided character.

t Myriaded, a. Obs. rare~ J
. [f. MYRIAD +

-ED ^.] Countless.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire ofLondon 123 We have not been

worthy of the least of those Myriaded ones [sc. mercies] that

we have enjoyed.

My riadfold. a. and sb. [f. MYRIAD + -FOLD.]
A. adj. Countless, innumerable; having innumer

able aspects or features.

1870-4 J. THOMSON City Dreadf. Nt. xvi. vi, Through
sequences and changes mytiadfpld. 1881 TLVHDM.I. Floating
Matter of Air 78 These media declare themselves to be
crowded with particles not hypothetical, not potential, but
actual and myriadfold in numbers.

B. sb. Only advb., with indef. article: A myriad-
ld) an infinite amount (more than or beyond}.
a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. I. 254 A Myriad-

fold an Angel flies, Swifter than Morning Splendor gilds
the Skies. 1890 J. MARTINEAU Attth. in Relig. iv. iv. 567
The fields and gardens will yield their produce a myriadfold
beyond all experience.

Myriadth (mi-riadj&amp;gt;),
a . [f. MYRIAD + -TH.]

That is a very minute (properly, a ten-thousandth)

part of a whole.
1824 LANDOR Imag. Com 1

.,
Arisiotelcs $ CalHsthenes

Wks. 1853 I. 232/2 A myriad of conquerors is not worth the

myriad th part of a wise and virtuous man. 1873 M.COLLINS
Squire Silchester II. iv, 41 The myriatlth division of one
beat of Time s inaudible pulse.

t Myriagon. Obs. rare~\ [f. MYRIA- +

-GON.] A geometrical figure having 10,000 sides.

1674 BOYLE Corpnsc. Philos. 34 Pentagons, Chiliagons,

Myriagons, and innumerable other Polygons.

Myi*iagram(me, -litre, etc. : see MYRIA-.

t Myriander, a. Obs. rare~~
l
. [a. F. myri-

andre (Rabelais), ad. Gr. nvpiarfyo$ }
f. pvptot

10,000 -f tb Sp-, dvrjp man.] Having 10,000 men.
a 1693 Urqitharfs Rabelais in. H, The Chiliander and

Myriander Ships launched from their Stations.

Myriapod(mi-riappd), a. and sb. Also myrio-.

[ad. mod.L,. .4/yrm/W&amp;lt;2 (see next).] a. adj. Having



MYHIAPODA.

very numerous legs ; spec, pertaining to or having
the characteristics of the Myriapoda. b. $b. One
of the Myriapoda.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol, xxviii. III. 22 note, Though

the octopod and myriapod insects breathe by tracheae. Ibid.

40 The Myriapods exceed most insects in the vast elonga
tion of their body. 1865 THOREAU Cape Cod ix. 187 A
venomous-looking, long, narrow worm, one of the myriapods.
1877 HUXLEY -4&amp;lt;i/. Inv. Aniin. vii. 396 The myriapod larva

..is essentially different from an insect larva. 1880 T. GILL
in Smithsonian Rep. 352 A distinct order of Myriopods.

II Myriapoda (miriarptJda). Also Myrio-.

[mod.L., f. Gr. pvpids (see MYBIA-) + iro3-, Troy s

foot, Cf. Gr. pvptonovs myriad-footed.] A class of

arthropodous animals, comprising the centipedes
and millipedes. Hence Myria podan a., Myria -

podous a.
t

MYRIAPOD a.

1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 208 The Myriapoda..
approach the insects in the organization of their respiratory
apparatus. 1841 T. R. JONES Anim. Kiugd. 225 The
Myriapoda [&amp;lt;

&amp;lt; 1871 Myriopoda] may be divided into two
families, originally indicated by Linnaeus: the Juiidx^Qt
millepedes, and the Scolopendrids^ or centipedes. 1856
MAYNE Expos. L,ex.

t ^lyriapodus^ .. mynapodous. 1887
S. H. SCUDDER in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. 4 May 373
The supposed Myriapodan genus Trichmlus.

Myriarch. rare. [ad. Gr. pfyudpxip, ffipiapx-

of, f. pvpiot ten thousand + -apX7
!*) apx^* ruler.] A

commander often thousand men.
1632 HOLLAND Cympxdia 69 Then, called he to^ither the

Myriarches [warg. Colonels, or leaders of ten thousand], the

Chiliarches [etc.]. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Nyriarck.
So Myriarchy [after chiliarchy\^ government by

ten thousand rulers.

1650 R. HoLLINCWOBTH Exerc. Usurped Pou&amp;gt;ers 18 Not an

heptarchy, but a chiliarchy, or myriarchy might follow.

tMyriate, a. Ot&amp;gt;s.-
L

[f. Gr. /xu/x o* 10,000 +
-ATE 2

.] Thatisaten-thousandthpart; infinitesimal.

1665 GLANVILL Def. Van. Dogm. 38 He that suppo^eth all

the. .parts of a Worm, .to be actually contain tl, though in

myriate and indivisible proportions, in a drop of dew.

!; Myrica (mirai ka). [L., a. Gr. fivpfarj.]

1. The tamarisk.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Myrica. or Myrice, a low Shrub,
call d Tamarisk. 1819 SHELLEY Let. to T. L. Peacock

^5 Feb., The cytisus,.. the myrtle, and the myrica [at

Sfaples], 1855 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. II. 305 Tamarix
25 Feb., The cytisus, ..the myrtle, and the myrica [at

Naples]. 1855 Miss PRATT Flower. PL II. 305 Tamarix
Anglica (Common Tamarisk). .. It is the Myrica of the

Greeks and Romans.
2. A Linnrean genus of shrubs mostly furnished

with glands having aromatic secretions
;
a plant of

this genus, e. g. Myrica Gale, the bog myrtle.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 566/1 Wax-bearing myrica,

or candleberry myrtle. 1826 CARRINGTON Dartmoor 69
Upon his [sc. the Dart s] banks. .Nature s hand has thro\vn
the odorous Myrica.
3. altrib. Myriea-tallow, -wax = myrtle-wax.
1862 Amcr. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. n. XXXIII. 320 As a sub

stitute for bees-wax in the manufacture of candles, the

Myrica wax appears to be worthy of more attention than
it has yet received. 1863 WATTS Diet. Chem., Myrica-tal-
Imu, myrtle-wax.

Myricaceous (mirik^-jas), a.
[f. mod.L.

Jlfyrica(e-ie + -.ous. ] Belonging to theN.O.Yl/yrz-
caceee (consisting of the single genus Myrica].
In some recent Diets.

Myricic (mairi-sik), a.
[f. MYRICA + -ic.] In

myncic alcohol, myricyl alcohol {Syd.Soc.Lex. 1891).

Myricin (mirsi sin, mi -, msio risin). Chem. Also
-ine. [f. MYRICA + -IN l.] That part of beeswax

. which is insoluble in boiling alcohol.
1821 URE Diet. Clam., Myricin. The ingredient of wax

which remains after digestion with alcohol. 1856 LETHEBY
in Orrs Circ. Set

., Praet. Chem. 460 Chinese wax is entirely
free from myricine. 1874 GARROO & BAXTER Mat. Med. 409
Wax is separable by means of alcohol into three portions :

myricine,. .cerotic acid, .and ceroleine.

Myricyl (mirai-sil, mi-risil). Chem. [f. MYRICA
+ -YL.]

= MELISSYL. Chiefly attrib. in myricyl
alcohol; also Myricylic a. in the same sense.

1865 WATTS Diet. Chem., Myricyl, Hydrate of. Melissic

aloohol, Melissin. 1868 Fannies Chem. (ed. 10) 633 Myricyl
Alcohol, -is obtained from myricin. Ibid. 731 Palmitic acid
exists also as . . myricyl palmitate. 1905 Daily Chron.
10 Mar. 8/5 Myricylic alcohol.

Myrie, obs. form of MERRY, MIRY.

II Myringitis (mirindjai-tis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. myringa, myrinx membrana tympani + -ITIS.]
Inflammation of the membrana tympani.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear 222, In-

dependent or primary myringitis.

Myringotome (miriTjg&amp;lt;ft&amp;lt;?ura). Surg. [f.

mod.L. myringa + -TO/JOS cutting, Tfnvdv to cut.]
An instrument for perforating the membrana
tympani. So Myringo-toray, perforation of the

membrana tympani.
1879 Si. George s Hasp. Ret. IX. 765 The patient then

came down to Brighton, with a view of having myringo-
tomy performed. 1893 Arnolds Catal. Surf. Instr. 174
Myringotome.

Myripgramme, etc. : see MYRIA- i.

Myriologfical (miTi^l^-djikal), a. [f. MYRIO
LOGUE + -ICAL.] Pertaining to a myriologue.

847-54 WEBSTER.

Myriologist (mirijriodsist). Also erron.

myria-. [Formed as next + -1ST.] One who sings
or composes a myriologue.

811

1847-54 ^ EBSTER. 1869 TOZHR HigkL Turkey II. 241 In

some places there are found women who are professed myrio-
logists. 1885 R. F. BURTON Thousand Nights I. \-yj note,

EnfiHsh wants the word for the prajfica or myrialogist.

Myriologue (mi-ri^g). [ad. mod.Gr. pvpio-

Xoyi^oi ), corrupted f. fj.otpo\uyt(ov^ }
f. jiofpctfate +

A(/yo? speech. CLirwirologist.] An extemporaneous
funeral song, composed and sung by a woman.
1824 New Monthly Afetg. XI. 141 The myriologues (or

laments) which are uttered on these occasions have all the

characters of inspiration. 1863 MARvHowm tr. / . Brewer s

Greece I. v. 136 The myriologues or songs for the dead. 1869
TOZER //*/. Turkey II. 229.

Myriophyllite (miri^fvbit), a. [f. Gr. fwpios
countless -f-

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vK\ov
leaf + -ITE.J (See quot.)

1882 OGII.VIE, Myriophyllite, a kind of fossil root, with
numerous fibres, found in the coal-measures.

Myriophyllous (mirtffrUs), . Bot. [Formed
|

as prec. + -ITE.] Having a very large number of

i

leaves or leaflets. 1856 MAYNE Expos, Lex.

Myrippod, variant of MTRIAPOD.

Myriorama (miru&amp;gt;ne-ma,-a-m;i}. [f,
Gr. pvpios

countless + optima view. Cf. panorama.] a. A
picture made of a number of separate sections

which are capable of being combined in numerous

ways so as to form different scenes.

1824 (title] Myriorama, a collection of many thousand
landscapes designed by Mr. Clark on 16 oblong cards. 1833
Encycl. Amer. IX. 116 Afyriorauiii,..a. sort of landscape
kaleidoscope recently invented by lire s, of Paris, and im
proved by Clark, ofLondon..,With 1 6 cards 20,922,789,888,000
changes may be made.

b. An entertainment consisting of a succession of

a large number of views.

1901 ll estm.Gaz. 7 Dec. 5/2 The School Board has paid
for the admission of 2,000 children to a myriorama. 1901
Scotsman 12 Mar. 7/3 Mr. C. \V. Poole.. opened a short
season s engagement with his myrioramic entertainment.

Myrioscope (mi-rtfskJup). [f. Gr. pvpto-s
countless: see -SCOPE,] (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1504/2 Myrioscope, this is a va

riation of the kaleidoscope, and.. depends upon the multi

plication of images, which coalesce in such manner as to
form a geometrical pattern.

MYRMIDON.
meco phily, thecondition ofbeing myrmecophilous.
BXyrmecopho bic a., refusing the society of ants.

Myriotheism rare *, [f. Gr.

pvpio-s countless + 0i-ui god 4- -ISM.] Belief in, or

worship of, an infinity of gods.
1818 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 183 See the in

fluence of the surrounding myriotheism in the ilca Mors .

Myristic (m;&amp;gt;i-,miri stik),&amp;lt;z.
Chem. [f. med.L.

(mtx}myristica (Diefenbach), adopted by Linnaeus
as the generic name of the nutmeg-tree, f. Gr. p.vpi-
ftv to anoint.] Myristic aciil: a fatty acid found

in nutmeg-oil and other vegetable and animal fats.

Hence Myri-state, a salt of myristic acid.

1848 BRANUE Man. Chem. 1263 Nutmeg butter consists of
three fatty substances, two of which are soluble, but the
third nearly insoluble in common alcohol ; this latter has
been termed Myristine ; when purified, .it may be rendered

Otoba fat. Ibid. 731 The myristates of the alkali-metals. .

are soluble in water.

So Myri sticene, the terpene obtained from
volatile oil of nutmeg. Myri-sticin : see quots.

Myri-sticol, an oxygenated oil forming the chief

constitutent of volatile oil of nutmeg. Myri-stin,
the glyceride of myristic acid. Myri stoue, a

crystalline substance obtained by the distillation of

calcium myristate.
1872 J. H. GLADSTONE in yml. Chem. Sac. Ser. n. X. 3

I would suggest the following : Hydrocarbon from Nut
meg *Mynsticene. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 908 The oil of

mace, lets fall, after a certain time, a concrete oil under the
form of a crystalline crust, called by John *myristicine.

1876 HARLEY Mat. M^ed. (ed. 6) 464 Oil of Nutmeg contains
..several fatty acids in combination with glycerin, the most
considerable of which is myristicin. 1872 J.

H. GLADSTONE
in Jrnl. Chem. Soc. Ser. n. X. n *Myristico1. 1848 *My-
ristine [see MVKISTIC]. 1868 Feivnes Chem. (ed. 10) 731
Myristin..is obtained by pressing nutmegs between hot

plates. 1854 R. D. THOMSON Cycl. Chem., &quot;Afyristonc.

Myrk(e, etc., obs. forms of MURK, etc.

Myrmecic (maamfsik), a. rare~ l

. [f. Gr. fivp-

/;*-, iivpprit ant + -1C.] Ant-like.

1903 H. W. & F. G. FOWLER tr. Lncian III. 137 They no
doubt have, on their modest myrmecic scale, their archi
tects and politicians.

Myrmeco- (myimiko, -kp , majmrko), com
bining form of Gr. jivf&amp;gt;ti)-, iuipiu}, ant, used in a
few scientific terms. Myrmecolo glcal a., pertain

ing to myrmecology. Myrmeco logist, a student

or professor of myrmecology (in recent Diets.).

Myrmeco-logy , the department of study concerned

with ants (ibid.). Myrmeco phagld, Myrmeco -

phagine, a member of the genus Myrmecophaga
[Gr. -tpdyos eating], family Myrmecophagidx, or

sub-family Myrmecophaginss of ant-eaters. Myr-
nieco-phagous a., ant-eating, belonging to the

genus Myrmecophaga. Myrme cophile, a myrme
cophilous insect. Myrmeco philous a., applied (a)
to insects that live in ant-hills, (&amp;lt;5)

to plants living

symbolically with ants or fertilized by them. Myr-

accessor y articulationsare well exemplified in the Dasypodids
and *Myrmecophagids. Ibid. 59 The palatines and ptery-
goids of the two sides not meeting as they do in the
&quot;Myrmecophagints. i84oOwtN in Zool. Voy. Beagle 1 .87 The
cervical vertebrado actually differ in two *myrmecophagous
species. 1898 Nat. Sci. May 326 The larvae at the same time
both myrmecoid and myrmecophagous. Ibid. 324 The pro
geny (eggs, larvae and nymphs).. can also be utilised by the

&quot;myrmecophtles. 1866 Intell. Obsen . No. 56. 128 Other
&quot;myrmecophilous coleoptera. 1888 Nature 20 Dec. 172
Myrmecophilous plants. 1898 Nat. Sci. May 325 The search
for the liquids secreted by Aphides does not usually consti
tute a true case of *myrmecophily. 1897 Pop. Sci. Monthly
L. 829 The plant, becoming *myrmecophobic. .achieves an
economy of nutritive forces. 1902 J. M. COULTER Plant
Studies 162 Very definite arrangements are made by certain

plants for harboring ants, which in turn guard them against
the attack of leaf-cutting insects and other foes. These
plants are called *Myrmecophytes.

s\ Alsoangli-
cized myrmecobe (in Diets.). [mod.L. (Water-
house, Proc. Zool. Soc., July 1836), a. Gr. imp\n]-

Ko/3ios, f. p.vfia]K(o]-, -iuj aat + -/3ios living, 0:ovv
to live.] A genus of insectivorous marsupials,
typical of the sub- family Myrmtcobiin&; an animal
of this genus.
1838 ( (WEN in Trans. Geol. Soc. Ser. n. (1843) VI. 64 The

Phascolothere rei^embles the Afyrtfieco&iusmorfflluLn it docs
the Opossum. 1841 WATERHOUSE Marsupialia 145 Banded
Myrmecobius. . Red Myrmecobius. 1887 HKII.I KIN Dislril .

Aniiu. 99 The native ant-eater, or striped myrmecobius.
Hence Myrmeco bian, an animal of this genus.
1839-47 Todd sCycl. Anal. III. 260/1 The Myrmecobians

..shelter themselves in the hollows of trees.

Myrmecoid (m5-jm/koid), a. rare. [ad. Gr.

S-7is, f. Gr. ^tip^f ant.] Ant-like.
1861 /:*. ll om. Drill. Mug. III. 50 It was observed by a

very ancient and learned individual, that the sluggard might
imbibe information by inspecting the regularity of myrme
coid evolutions. 1898 .\ at. Set. May 326 Myrmecoid ani
mals can be protected by this resemblance, .against in

sectivorous birds which do not eat ants.

MyrmeleOn(mojmrl/i(m).[mod.L.(Linna:us),
contracted f. mynnccolcon, in med.L. inirmicoleon

(a. Gr. pupftrjKo^iuiv ,
i. nvpnr/ ant + A&amp;lt;w lion).]

A genus of Myrmeleon(t\idK ;
a member of this

genus, an ant-lion.
1802 I!INCLEY^//. Biog. (1813) III. 241 The Common.

Myrmeleon, or Ant-lion. 1840 J. O. WESTWOOD Introd.
od. Classif. Insects II. 41 Larva of Myrmeleon. 1885M .

C. F. HOLDER Marvels Anim. Life 207 We shall find in
the sandy spots, .the myrmeleon.

Myrmicine(m-jmis3in),a. Ent. [ad. mod.L.

Myrmicinse, f. Mynnica (Latreille, f. Gr. //U/J/^IJK-,

-A&quot;7f ant) : see -INE.] Of or belonging to the sub

family Myrmicinm of stinging ants.

Jl
a

comfortably established on the other.

Myrmidon (ma-imidan). Forms: a. 5mirmy-
dane, -en, myrmaidon, murmindone, -mon-
don, 5, 7 raer-, 5, 8 mir-, myrmydon, 6 myr-,
6-7 mir-, 7-8 mermidon, 7- myrmidon. 0. 5
mi-, myrondone, mi-, myrundone. [ad. L.

Myrmidon-es pi., a. Gr. Jflvpni Sorts.]
1. (With capital M.) One of a warlike race of
men inhabiting ancient Thessaly, whom, according
to the Homeric story, Achilles led to the siege of

Troy (Iliad n. 684).
a. e 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4597 Achilles cam thenne faste

saylande With alle his gode Mirmydanes. Ibid. 7353 Achilles
with his Murmindones. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8666 The Myr-
maidons, his men, baire maistur can take. 1598 MARSTON
Sco. Villanie in. viii, What Mirmidon, or hard Dolopian,
What sauage minded rude Cyclopian 1 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff

Cr. v. viii. 13 On Myrmidons, cry you all a maine, Achilles
hath the mighty Hector slaine. a 1618 SYLVESTER Wood-
mans Bcar\x\\, Marble-hearted Mermidon. 1715 POPE
Iliad i. 238 Go, threat thy earth-born Myrmidons. 1833
Penny Cycl. I. 84/2 [Achilles] allowed his friend . . Patroclus
..to lead the Myrmidons, his followers, out to battle.

/3. 1412-20 LVDC. Chron. Troy n. 8574 pe . . ferse Achille
Ariued is with his knyjtes alle, Mirundones whom men are
wont to calle. 1471 CAXTON Recuyell (ed. Sommer) 574
And then arryued the right stronge Achilles with his myron.
dones. Ibid. 634 Mirondones. Ibid. 635 Myrundones.

b. Used of Achilles himself.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. ff Cr. i. iii. 378 For that will physicke the

great Myrmidon, Who broyles in lowd applause.
2. transf. A soldier of (one s) body-guard; a

faithful follower or servant. ? Obs.
Cf. SHAKS. Tr. f, Cr. v. vii. i.

c 1610 BEAUM. & FL. Philaster \. iv,We are thy Mirmidons,
thy Guard, thy Rorers. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Wallenstein n.

ii, Fall on my Mirmidon, While we retreat. 1698 FARQUHAR
Love r Bottle ill. ii, Now, my myrmidons, fall on. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa III. xiii. 88 Who knows what con
sequences might have follow d upon.. my projected visit,
followed by my Myrmidons? 1820 T. HOPE Anast. (ed. 2)
III. xiii. 332 Part of my myrmidons hid their apparatus
and persons near the quarter which I meant to alarm. 1821
SCOTT Kenilw.

i, Which produced the following dialogue,
betwixt the myrmidons of the bonny Black Bear [sc. hostler
and tapster].

168-2



MYRMIDONIAN.

3. An unscrupulously faithful follower or hire-

ling ; a hired ruffian; a base attendant.

1649 MILTON Eikon. iv. 30 He sallied out from Whitehall,
with those, trusty Myrmidons, to block up.. the House of

Commons. 1666 PEPYS Diary 12 July (1877) IV. 14 He
spoke contemptibly of Holmes and his mermidons, that

came to take down the ships from hence. 1749 FIELDING

Tom Jones xv. v, The Door flew open, and in came Squire

Western, with his Parson, and a Set of Myrmidons at his

Heels, 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hull ii, His myr
midon on this occasion was a little rednosed butler. 1874
FARRAR Christ \\. Ix. 372 Herod and his corrupt hybrid

myrmidons set Him at nought .

trans/. 1839 in Spirit Meirop. Conserv. Press (1840) II.

463 Acts which, .are not only being perpetrated by British

ministers, but are openly confessed and unblushingly gloried
in by their myrmidons of the press. 1860 RUSSELL Diary
India II. vit. 142 The Southern who harried their glens
with his canine myrmidons m the evil days ere King Jamie
annexed England to Scotland.

b. Chiefly myrmidon of the law, of justice \

applied contemptuously to a policeman, bailiff, or

other inferior administrative officer of the law.

a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Myrmidons, the Con
stable s Attendants. . ; also the Watchmen. 1714 Spectator
No. 616 f 4, I have just left the Right Worshipful and his

Myrmidons about a Sneaker of Five Gallons. 1809 LJvRON

Bards
&amp;lt;y

Rei . 467 Bow-street myrmidons. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Rudge Ixvi, His complaint should be.. fully stated.,

to all the inferior myrmidons of justice. 1863 Conf. of
Ticket ofLeave .Ifan 160 Lest my foes, the myrmidons of

the law, should track the golden stream back to its sources.

Myrniidonian (majmid^ nian), a. [f. MYR
MIDON + -IAN.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the

Myrmidons.
1624 in Bedell Lett, ii. 48 All those Myrmidonian fights

and bloadie encounters. 163* LITHGOW Tra~&amp;lt;. n. 72 That
Mirmidonian Phillip, and these Epirean worthies, Pyrhus
and Scanderberg. 1717 POPE Iliad ix. 244 The Myrmi
donian tents and vessels. 1804 J. LARWOOD No Gun Boats
18 Every bark would become a Trojan Horse., the myr- ,

midonian cohorts would issue from its fatal carcase.

U 2. Used for : Pertaining to ants.

[Pseudo-etymological association with Gr. p.vpnr)i- ant.)

1747 GOULD Eng.Antsiob The Myrmidonian and Jet
Settlements are particularly delighted with Juices. 1818
KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xvii. (ed. 2) II. 72 As the exploits of

frogs and mice were the theme of Homer s muse, so. .might
I celebrate.. the exhibition of Myrmidonian valour.

Myrmidoiiize, v* Obs. rare 1

, [f. MYR
MIDON + -IZE.] trans. To make callous.

I 593 NASHK Christ s T, 25 She hath steeled my soft im-

presMite hart, and mitmidoniz d myne eies.

Myrobalan mair^ balan ). Forms : a. 6-8

miro-,(7mera-, muro-),6-myro-,mira-,myra- ;

(6 -bolon),6-7 (9) -bolane, ^-balane, 9 -balarn,

-um.-bolam,-um ,6--bolau, -balan. /3. 7rnira-,
marablaue. [a. Y.myrobolan (= It., Sp. mira-

bolano, Pg. myra-} or its source L. myrobalanurn,
a. Gr. pvpofiaXavos (i) perh. the ben-nut, (2) in

mod. Gr., emblic, f. pvpo-v unguent, balsam +
fid\avos acorn, date, ben-nut.
Known colloq, amongst dyers as m*raos.}
1. The astringent plum-like fruit of species of

Tcrminalia (N. O. Combrttateni}) e. g. 7&quot;. Betterica

(see BKLLKRIC), T. Chebula ^see CHEBDLB, CHEBU-
Lic), T. citrina : formerly used medicinally, but
now chielly in dyeing, tanning, and ink-making.
Emblic Myrobalan : see EMBLIC.

1530 PALSGR. 245/2 Mirabolon a fruie, mirabjlatt. 1533
ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 68 Myrabolones, callyd Kebuli.
i 1540 in l- icary s Anat. (i8S8) 226 Putt iherto of mirobolane

cytrine pouldered.one vnce. 156* BULLEIN Bulwark:, Bk.

Situfles (1579) 62 Who so vseth lo eate often of Myrobalans
being condite, shall not seeme olde, sayth Mesue. 16x0 B.

JONSON Alch. w. ii, Shee melts Like a Myrobalane. 1611

LOTGR., Myrobalan citrin, the yellow, or Citron Myrobalan.
1626 BACON Sylya 644 There be Fruits, that are Sweet
before they be Ripe ; As My rabolanes. 171* tr.Pomet s Hist.

Drugs I. 141 The Indian Myrobalans are small long Fruit, j

of the Sire of a Child s Finger End. 1803 Phil. Trans.
XCIII. 267 The infusion of Myrobalans from the East
Indies, differed from the other astringent infusions. 1883
Madras Mall 5 Dec. 21/1 It is only when the ruling price
of myrabolams is too high that inferior tanning materials
arc in request. 1899 F. T. BULLEN LogSett-wa i/*205 Indian .

produce, of which cotton, Unseed, and myrabolums formed
the staple.

ft. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor 8264 Mirablane. [foiif. 8510
j

Alyrabalane, 8514 Murobolane.\ 1624 FORD& DEKKER Suns
Darling n. i, Marmalades,, .ponadoes, marablane [etc.].

2. A variety of plum.
1664 [see PRIMORDIAL sb. 2]. 1767 ABERCROMBIE Ev. Man

?us own Gardener (1803) 673/1 Plums. .Myrobalan, Apricot
plum [etc.1. 1860 HOGG Fruit Man. 232 Plums.. Cherry
(Early Scarlet.. Myrobalan).
3. attrib. t zs&amp;gt;myrobalantree\ fmyrobalan ben,
t date, the ben-nut ; myrobalan plum, f (a)

=
sense i

; (b}
= sense a.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Myrobalanum, a Fruit, call d

i^w*
...,,,,.&amp;gt;_,.

ar. e,, rnnus\ nitw
rotnndo, n/gr0-purpure0...Myrabo\a.n Plum. 1555 EDEN
Decades (Arb.) 100 A greate multitude of certeine beastes

..creping as thicke as antes aboutc the &quot;myrobolane trees.

t Myron. Obs. App. a servant, underling.
c 1440 York Afjfst. xxx. 139 Loke|jat no man nor no myron

of myne.. be neghand me ncre. Ibid. 147; xxxiii. 62.

812

Myronic (mairp-nik), a. Chem. [ad. F. myro-

niqite (Bussy), f. fivpov unguent, perfume.] In

Myronic acid, an acid obtained from black mustard.

Hence Myronate, a salt of myronic acid.

1840 PEREIRA Eleni. Nat. Med. 1267 Myronic acid. Ibid.

The alkaline myronates are crystalhzable. 1873 HOOKER
tr. ie Maout*rDecaisne*sBot. 232 Black mustard.. contains

a fixed. .oil. .This volatile oil. .is produced by the action

of a peculiar albumine (myrosine) on the myronic acid con.

tained in the seed.
,

t MyrO polist. Obs. [f.Gr.juu/XMrwAi^f. pvpo-v

ointment + -irw^rjs seller, -ntaXttv to sell) + -1ST.]

A dealer in ointments or perfumery.
1656 BLOUNT Gfassogr,, Myrofolisty

a seller of .sweet

Oyls, Ointments or Perfumes. [Hence in Phillips, Bailey,
and later Diets.] 1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 689 He
that handled or sold them [sc, unguents] was called an Un-
guentary and Myropolisl.

Myrosin (mai-T^sin). Chew. Also -ine, -yne.

[ad. F. Myrosytie ^Bussy), f. Gr. pvpo-v unguent,

perfume + -yne (
=

-IN, -INE), with intercalated 5.]

A nitrogenous ferment contained in the seeds of

black mustard,

1840 PEREIRA Elan. Mat. Med. 1267 Black mustard con
tains myronate of potash, myrosyne, fixed oil [etc.]. 1873
[see MYRONMC], 1874 GARROIJ & BAXTER Mat. Med, 145
The zymotic action of. .yeast, diastase,, .and myrosin.

Myrospermin (mair*sp5*Jinln). Chem. Also

-ine. [f. mod.L. Myrospcrm-nm (f. Gr. pvpo-v bal

sam + ffnippa seed) -t- -IN.] (See quot.)
1842 (see MYUOXYLINE].

Myrour\e, -owre, obs. forms of MIRROR sb.

MyTOXOCarpin (mair^kstfka-jpin). Chem. [f.

mod.L. Myrox\yloti) +CARPIN.] A crystallizable
substance obtained from white Peru balsam, Myro-
xylon (now Myrospermwri] pcruifemm. So Myro-
xylic a., Myro xyline (see quots.).
1842 PERKIRA EU-m, Mat. Med. 1561 Richter asserts that

oil of balsam of Peru is composed of two distinct oils;

one, called myrospermine, which is soluble in alcohol ; the

other, termed myroxiline, insoluble in alcohol. 1848 BRANOE
Man. Chem. 1391 By the action of an alcoholic solution

of potassa upon cirtnatttiine^ Plantamour obtained a com

pound which he ha* designated Myroxylic acid. 1854 R, D.
THOMSON Cycl. Chem., Myroxocarpine.

Myrr, Myrren: see MURR, MURRAIN.

Myrrh 1
(mai). Forms: I rayrra, murra, 1,4

raurre, 1-6 myrre, 2-6 mirre, 4 ruerre, mirr, 4-5
myre, 4, 6 mir, 5 mere, myr, 5-6 myrr, 5-7
rairrhe, 6-7 mirrh, myrrhe, 7- myrrh. Also in

L. form 4 mirra, 6-8 myrrha. [OE. myrra }

niyrre, murra OS. myrra (^MDu. Myrret nrirre^
Du. mirre)) OHG. myrrti t tnirrJ, inttrra, (MHG.
mirre, G. Myrrhe), ON. mirra

\
also OK. mirre

(nth c.), mod.F. myrrhy It., Sp. mirra : L.

miirra
t Murrhat niyrrha^ a. Gr. pvppa, of Semitic

origin (Arab. Mitrrt Heb. mdr).]
1. A gum-resin produced by several species of

Commiphora (J3alsamodendron) } esp. C. Myrrha
(see 2) : used for perfumery and as an ingredient
in incense. Also AIed.

t
the tincture made from this.

In early use almost always with reference to the offering
of myrrh by the Magi to our Lx&amp;gt;rd.

cSas I esp. Ps. xliv. o, Myrre & dropa & smiring. cg?$
Rushiv. Gosp. Matt. n. n, ontynden heora goldhoru
brohtun him lac gold recils & murra \Ags. Gosp. myrre,
Hatton Gosp. mirre]. riooo ^ELKRIC Horn. (Th.) I. 118

Myrra deS. .l&amp;gt;jet ^aet deade tlatsc eaoelice ne rotaft. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 Gold bicumeS to kinge. Recheles to

gode. mirre to dea6liche men. a 1300 Cursor M. 11502
Attropa gaf gift o mir, A smerl o selcuth bitturnes. c 1386
CHAUCER fCnt.^s T, 2080 And garlandes hangynge with ful

many a flour. The Mirre, thencens, with al so greet odour.
( 1450 MYRC/YsC/a/49 Myrre ys anoynement }&amp;gt;atkepvthded

bodyes from rotyng. ? 1550 HALE linage Both Ch. i. u. D. v,
The odoriferous myrrha geueth forth the swete smelie of
all good christen workes. 165* CRASHAW Carmen Deo Nostro
Wks. (1904) 198 Mountains of myrrh, and Beds of

species.
1671 WISEMAN Wounds n. i. 2 Put a Pea in the middle of

it, with Tincture of Myrrhe and Honey of Roses. 1797
Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 572 The Troglodite myrrh was
superior to every species of Arabian myrrh. 1803 Med.
JrnL IX. 270 A mixture of three drachms of myrrh, one
drachm and a half of balsamus Peruvianus or canadensb
[etc.]. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 345/1 Myrrh in sorts is the
term applied to various inferior and adulterated kinds. 1851
LONCF. Gold. Leg., Nativity vi, Another goblet ! quick !

and stir, Pomegranate juice and drops of myrrh., therein !

1 2. Any shrub or tree that yields the gum-resin,

esp. Commiphora (Balsamodendroti) Myrrha.
c 140* LVDG. Compl. BL Knt. 66, 1 saw ther Daphne. .The

myrre also, that wepeth ever of kinde, a 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye 285 Myrre is a tree that groweth fyue cubytes
in lengthe. 1603 DRAVTON Heroic. Ep. iv. 141 Turn d into
a Myrrhe, Whose dropping Liquor ever weepes for her.

1634 MILTON Comus 937 With Groves of myrrhe, and cin

namon.
3. attrib, as myrrh-busk t -posy t

-wine ; myrrh-
breathing^ -distilling adjs. ; myrrh resin (see

quot.) ; myrrh-seed, a book-name for Myrasper-
mumpube$cens\ myrrh-shrub = sense 2

; f myrrh
wine, myrrhed wine. See also MYRRH-TREE.
1616 R. C. Times Whistle 1112 One kisse From thy

*mirre-breathing mouth. 1605 DRAVTON Idea liii, Sweet
mirrh-breathing Zephire. 1833 TENNYSON Lotos Eaters 103
Yonder amber light, Which will not leave the *myrrh-bush
on the height. 1624 QUARLKS Siotfs Sonn, (1714) 354, I

Op d my Door, my *Myrrh-distilling Door. 1749 LAVING-

MYRRHY.
TON Enthus. Meth.

&amp;lt;$ Papists n. (1754^ 8 Christ gaue her so

large a share of the
*

Myrrh-posy of his Passion, that fre

quently under an Alienation of her Senses she would throw
herself on her Back on the Ground. 1854 R. D. THOMSON
Cycl. Chem.)

*
frlyrrh Resin.. .Obtained from myrrh by

alcohol ; yellowish-brown, hard and brittle. 1866 Treas.
Bot. II. 772/2 *Myrrh-seed, Myrospermum fubcxens. 1876
HARLEY Mat. Hied. (ed. 6) 666 Balsanwdendron Myrrha.
The *Myrrh Shrub. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. II.

xii. 350 Where the myrrh and bdellium shrubs e\haled their

fragrance. 1609 BP. }\M.\. Passion Serm. Wks. (1625! 42^ S.

Marke calls this draught, oli-oi cV/jLVpfiffficVof, *Myrrh-wine.

Myrrh -
(m3J). [ad. late L. inyrrhis t mnrris

(see MVRRHIS).] The aromatic plant, Myrrhis
odorata (N. O. L mbellifer&}, Sweet Cicely.
1597 GERARDE Herbal 11. cccxcix. 82 Great Cheruill, or

Myrrhe. 1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacons Life ft Death (1650) 32
These yield a Robust heat, especially.. Valerian, Myrrhe,
Pepper-wort, Elder-flowers, Garden-chervile. 1741 Compt.
J- atn.-Piece n. iii. 378 Your Myrrhs should likewise now
have frequent Water given them. 1851 JOHNSON Cottage
dard. Diet.* ftlyrrhis.. .This is the British Myrrh, formerly
used in various ways. 1886 HRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.^

Myrrh, Myrrkis odorata^. .Cumb. ; Aberdeensh.

Ittyrrhate, [I&quot;.MYRRH-IC+
-ATE 1

.]
A salt

of myrrhic acid. 1845 [^ee MYRRHIC].

I Myrrhate, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. myrrh-

at -usj.. myrrha MYRRH!; see -ATE 2
.]
=MYKKHED.

1659 HAMMOND On P$. Ix. 3 Thou hast made us to drink
the wine of astonishment. [Paraphrase :] Thou hast. .given
us a rnyrrhate draught.

tMyrrhean, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. wyrrhe-
ns (f. myrrha MYRRH!) + -AN.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Myrrhine, Myrrhfan..oi myrrhe,

made of myrrhe, seasoned with myrrhe.

Myrrhed ^m5.id),///. a. rare. [f.
MYRRH! +

-ED, after L. myrrkJUus.] a. Mixed witli myrrh.
c 1450 Mirour Salitacioutt xxv. (Roxb.j 02 And thas gyves

myrred wyne to Jhu crlst forto drinke V* heresies vndere
coloure of trewth to teche folk swynke. i6so J. HAYWARD
Stinct. Troitb. Soul n. ix. 221 And first they offered him
myrrhed wine, which was a composition . . to dull . . the seuere

sence of death. 1^05 D. SMITH Days of His Flesh xlix.

492 note. The offering of the myrrhed wine to Jesus before

the crucifixion.

b. Sprinkled with myrrh.
1609 S. W. Aftiru Magd. Fitneralt Tearts 29 To vmvrap

so mangled a bodie out of mirrhed cloathes, without tearing
of any skinne, or leauing on any mirrhe, is. .impossible.

Myrrhic (m5-rik, mi-rik), a. [f. MYRRH 1 +

1C.] In myrrhic acid
t
a substance obtained by

heating the resin of myrrh.
1840 PEREIRA Elem. Mat, Med. 1189 Hard resin (myrrhic

acid ?). .soluble in caustic alkalies, forming resuiates (myrrh-
atcs?J. 1848 BRANUE Man. Chem. 1584.

Myrrbin. Chem. [f. MYRRH 1 + -IN.] That

part of myrrh which is soluble in alcohol.

i84$C//tv. Caz. III. 265 The resin of myrrh., is. .a neutral

resin, and may be called Myrrhine. 1865 WATTS Diit. Chem.

Myrrhine, al and $b. : see MURRIIINE.

t Myrrhine, a? &amp;lt;9Ar. [ad. L. mytrhin-us^
f. myrrha MYRRH 1

: see -INE.]
= MYRRHEAN.

1656 [.see MYRRHEAN].
II Myrrhis (m5-ris, mi-ris). [late L., a. Gr.

pvppis.] MYRRH -. (Now only as generic name.)
1548 TURNER Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 54 Myrrhis is called

in Cambrygeihyre casshes, in other places motkeeneruel.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 202 Myrrhis, which some call

Smyrrhiza, others Alyrrha, is passing like vnto Hemlocke.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Myrrhis^ Mock-Chervil.

Myrrhite (ma rait, mi*-). Also 6-7 mirrite.

[ad. L. myrrhtttSi a.Gr. fivppirijs (sc. Af0or), f. pvppa
MYBKH l

: see -ITE.] Murrhine stone.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest i. 15 The Mirrite is a Gem,
both in taste and colour like to Myrrhe. 1688 HOLME
Armoury \\. 40/2. 1855 OGILVIB SuppL, Myrrhitt&amp;gt;

a kind

of precious stone.

Myrrhol (marfl, miTfl). Chem. (Also -ole.)

[f. MYRRH i + -OL.] (See quot.)
1845 Chem. Gas. III. 265 The distilled oil of myrrh

(Myrrhole). 1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. s.v. Myrrh.

Myrrhophore (ms r^foej, mrri&amp;gt;-). [ad. Gr.

*pvppotp6pos, f. fivppa MYREH l +
-&amp;lt;pupos bearing,

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;tptiv
to bear.] (See quot. 1848 and Mark xvi. i.)

1848 MRS. JAMESON Sncr, 4- Leg. Art (1850) 218 The
women who carry the spices and perfumes to the tomb of

Jesus are called- in Greek Art, the Myrrhophores. 1899

Reliquary Jan. 44 The three boxes containing the sweet

spices prepared by the Myrrhophores to anoint our Saviour.

Myrrh-tree. [MiMHi.]
= MTBBH ] 2.

In MSS. of the Wycliffite Bible tttyrre tree occurs in

several places as a variant reading for myrte tree.

1381 WYCLIF Gen. xliii. n The ficoure of myrre tree, and
of therebynt, and of almaundis. a 1400 Propr. Sattct. in

Archiv Stud. neit.Sfr. LXXXI. 301 Mirre-tre
^&amp;gt;at ?iuet

two-maner gummes. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 52 The Mirhe

tree, sayth Plinle, groweth in the pastures and woods of

Arabia. 1601 LYLY L&amp;lt;rve&quot;s Metam. i. ii. 103 Cinyras that

with furie followed his daughter Mirrha, till shee was

chaunged to a Mirre tree. 1797 Encycl, Brit. (ed. 3) XII.

571/2 The myrrh-tree.. is a native of Abexim in
Ethiopia.

1867 TRISTRAM Nat. Hist. Bible xii. 365 Many modern
travellers have noticed the Myrrh tree both in Arabia Felix

(Saba) and in Eastern Africa.

Myrrhy (ms-ri), a. [f. MYRRH i + -Y i.] Smell

ing fike or redolent of myrrh.
1841 BROWNING IVaringv i, Some pigeon, from the myrrhy

lands, Rapt by the whirlblast to nerce Scythian strands.

1857 Chamb. Jr*L VII. 224 The sweet myrrhy buds that

grow on the wood-apple. 1860 SIR T. MARTIN Horace 135
Her myrrhy hair \Carm. in. iv. 22 murrenm. ,crinent].



MYRT.

Myrriad,Myrrour(e, obs. ff. MYRIAD, MIRROR, i

Myrsen : see MEERSCHAUM.

t Myrt. Obs. Also 5 mirte, 6 rayrte, 7 mirt.

[ad. L. myrt-us, a. Or. nvpros. Cf. F. Myrte, It.,

Sp., PK- mirto.]
= MYRTLE.

1382 WVCLIF Isa, Iv. 13 For the nettle shal growe the tre

that is clepid myrt. c 14*0 Paltad, on Hush. in. 1004 Six

sester old wyn do to mirtes bayis v pound, c 1550 LLOYU
Trtas. Henttti c 8 Syrupes of myrte, of licorise, of Cala-
mente. 1589 FLEMING Yirg. Georg. t. 26 The frutes of

bloudie myrts. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 170
Sweet-breath d Sicamour and Mirt.

b. altrib. (see also MYRT-TREE).
535 COVERDALE 2 Ksdras {

= Neh.} viii. 15 Pynebraunches, I

Myrtbraunches, Palmebraunches. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Haiti.

Apoth. 40 b, Stype Myrte berries in oyle of Violettes. 1562
TURNER //^&amp;lt;z/ n. 61 Thebrotheof Myrtillesor Myrte sedes. i

Myrtaceous (majt^i-Jss), a. Hot. [f. mod.L. |

Afyrtace-K, fern. pi. oflate L. myrlaceus (Celsus),
f. myrt-us MYRT: see -ACEOUS.] Of the N. O.

KlyrlaceiE, to which the myrtle belongs.
1835 Penny Cycl. III. 123/2 Myrtaceous plants with white

!

blossoms. 1866 Trcas. Hot. 773/1 A myrtaceous tree.

Myrtal (m5utal), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.

tnyrinl-is, f. myrt-us MYRT + -AL.] a. adj. He-

longing to LindleyV alliance Myrtales, consisting
of the myrtles and allied plants, b. sb. A plant
of this alliance .

1846 LISDLEY Veget. Kingd. 716 The Myrtal Alliance.

Ibid. 722 An instance of the approach of Myrtals to the

Asteral Alliance. Ibiti. 726 Myrtal Exogens.

Myrtene (m3-.it/~h). Chein. [f.L.nyrt-us MjS.l

+ -ENE.] The terpene from volatile oil of myrtle.
1872 T. H. GLADSTONE in Jrnl. Chein. Sac. Ser. n. X. 3,

I would suggest the following : . .Hydrocarbon from

Alyrtle. Myrtene.

Myrther, obs. form of MURDER.

MyrtifO liate, a. rare-\ [f. L. nyi-t-ns
MYRT + folium leaf + -ATE 2

.] Myrtle-leaved.
1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 619 A pretty Myrtifoliate Alnus.

Myrtiform mS jtiLpjmJja. Anat. [ad. mod.L.

myrliform-is ,
f. myrt-us MYRT.] Of the shape of

a myrtle-berry; in myrtiform caruncle, fossa.
1840 W. I. E. WILSON Anat. Yadc M. (1842) 34 The

myitiform fossa is divided from the canine fossa by a per
pendicular ridge. 1857 BULLOCK tr. Cazeaux Midwifery
48 The myrtiform caruncles.

t Myrtine, a- Obs. [ad. late L. myrlin-us (in !

oleum myrtinum), f. myrt-us MYHT : see -I.NE.]

Of myrtle. (Erroneously used in the first quot.)

1382 WYCLIF Esther ii. 12 So onli that sixe monethis thei

shulde ben enoynt with myrtine oile [Vulg. oUo myrrkino}.
1545 RAYNOLD Byrtli MaHkyndt^-i Take oyle Myrtine, oyle
of rooses, of eche iiii. ounces.

t Myrtite. 06s. [ad. late L. tiiyrtiles, a. Gr.

^uprfnjs (oT^os).] Myrtle wine.
c 1420 Pallaii. on ffusif. ill. 1093 Sone in this mone ek

mirtite is to make. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts^ Drunke
with vineger, it is good again-st al venim of Serpents.. \

against the Lizzards with Mirtite.

Myrtle (ma at l), sb. Forms : 5 mirtiUe, -ylle,
6 mirt-, myrtel(l, -ylle, 6-8 mirtle, 7 mertle,

mert-,mirt-,myrtil(l, 6- myrtle, [a. OF. mirt-,

myrtille, fern, (i) myrtle- berry, (2) bilberry,

whortleberry, also myrtil, masc. (
= It. mirtillo

myrtle-berry), ad. popular L. *myrtitta, -us, dim.

of L. myrta, myrtus MYRT.]
1 1. The fruit or berry of the myrtle tree. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 53 Poudre of mirtillis. 1526

Gt. Htrial cclxvii. (1529) P ij b, Mirte is a lytell tre so called,
the whiche tre bereth a fruyte that is named Myrtylles.
1578 \SiltDodoens 462 Barley giuen with Mirtels, or wine,
. .stoppeth the running of the belly. 1657 COLES Adam in
E. Ixxi. 135 Being boyled in red Wine with Pomegranat
Kinds, and Myrtills, it stayeth the Lask. 1732 LEUIARD
Sethos II. x. 426 Boxes of myrtles and oranges.
2. A plant of the genus Myrtus (N. O. MyrlaceK),

esp. M. communis, the Common Myrtle, a shrub

growing abundantly in Southern Europe, having
shiny evergreen leaves and white sweet-scented

flowers, and now used chiefly in perfumery.
The myrtle was held sacred to Venus and is used as an

emblem of love.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 60 b, Dioscorides maketh ii. sortes
of sowen or set myrtel trees. ..But other writers make yet
mo kyndes of Myrtilles. 1590 C TESS PEMBROKE Antonie 68
Since then the Bales so well thy forehead knewe To Venus
mirtles yeelded haue their place. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xii. 19,
I will plant in the wildernes. .the Myrtle, and the Oyle tree.

1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Admir. Events 14 The
palmes of my valour, and mirtles of my incomparable love.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 262 The fringed Bank with Myrtle
crownd. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zool. II. 255 Myrtles flourish
in the open air during the whole year. 1784 COWPER Task
ill. 570 The spiry myrtle with unwith ring leaf. 1846 LIND
LEV Veget. Kingd. 737 Even the berries of the common
Myrtle are esteemed in the Greek Archipelago, especially
a sort with white fruit. 1864 TENNYSON Islet 19 Fairily-
delicate palaces shine Mixt with myrtle and clad with vine.

to. With qualifying word, applied to various

species of the genus Myrtus, and other myrtace
ous genera, and (esp. in Australasia and U.S.) to i

plants of other Natural Orders resembling Myrtus.
Crape,fringe, Jew s, peach myrtle : see these words. See

also Miller Card. Diet., Morris Austral Eng., and Britton
& Brown A trier. Flora.

1578 LVTE Doifitens VT. xiii. 674 This herbe is called.. in i

English, Kneeholme, . .and Petigree, also we may cal it y

813

wilde Myrlel. 1597 GERARDE //&*/ in. Ixvii. 1226 Another
kinde of Myrtill, called Myrtus minor, or noble Myrtill.
1601 Ground-myrtle [see GROUND sl&amp;gt;. i8c]. 1607 TOPSELL

Foitr-f. Beasts 132 The seede of blacke mirtle. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s. v. A/yrtus, The broad-leaved

Roman Myrtle. 1847 W. BAXTER Brit. Pkxnog. Bat. VI. 474
Ruscusaculeatiis. Prickly Uutcher s Broom. ..Wild Myrtle.
Prickly Petigree. 1845-50 MRS. LINCOLN Ltct. Hot. v. 118

Leiofihyltmu. ,buxifolinm (sand myrtle). 1852 MuNDY^ff-
tipodes i. ii. 76 The South Sea myrtle, or Leptospermum,
1884 SARGENT Rep. Forests N. Ainer. (loth Census IX) 41
Ceanotluts thyr&ifolius. . . Blue Myrtle.

c. Applied to plantsofthegenus^/y/vVa: (a) bog
myrtle, Dutch myrtle, Sweet Gale, Myrica Gale

;

(K) CANDLEBEKKY myrtle, WAx-wyr/&, q. v.

1597 GKRARDK//cr&amp;lt;W IK. Ixviii. 1228 Myrtus Brabantica. ,

Gaule, sweete Willow, or Dutch Myrtle tree. Ibid,^ Gaule
or the wilde Myrtle. 1797 Kncyci. lirit. (ed. 3) XII. 573/2
Broad leaved Dutch myrtle, with spear-shaped, sharp
pointed, dark-green leaves. 1826 CAKKINGTON Dartmoor
176 Holne Chace..in swampy spots abounding with the

myrica gale or Devonshire myrtle. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 770/1

M\yrica\ Gale, the Sweet Gale or Bog Myrtle, ..the badge
of the Campbells.
3. Short for myrtle-green*
1884 Christian World 17 Jan. 52/1 Very rich Brocaded

Plush. .in Myrtle. 1897 SARAH GRAND Bctk Bk. xxxix,
Her white silk trimmed with myrtle.

f4. A kind of snuff. 06s.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5394/4 Neat Mir tie Barcelona, at i s.

per Ounce.

5. attrib. and Comb., as myrile band, bark, blos

som, bough, bower, hranck, bud, bnsh, crown,

flower, grove, leaf, oil, shade, shrub, spray, sprig,

twig, walk, wand, wreath; myrtle-leaved, -///vadj.;

myrtle bilberry (see quot.) ; myrtle bird (U.S.),
Dendroica (Silvicola} coronala, which feeds on the

berries of the candleberry myrtle ; myrtle-bloom,
a myrtaceous plant ; myrtle caudle, a candle of

myrtle-wax; myrtle flag, grass, Acorns Calamus ,

myrtle green, a shade of green like that of inyillu

leaves ; myrtle-greener, one who is dressed in

myrtle green; myrtle sedge = myrtle flag ,

t myrtle spurge, a species of spurge having leaves

like those of the myrtle; t myrtle thrush, Vnonce-

transl. of Fr. (see quot.) ; myrtle wax, wax pro
duced by the candleberry myrtle, Afyrica ccrijcra ;

myrtle wine, wine made from myrtle- berries.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 431 Them she upstaies Gently with
*Mirtle band. 1864 Chanib. Encycl. VI. 641/2 Myrtle hark

DUth of Kuroj
iilber

13 A, WILSON
(1831) II. 130 Yellow-rump Warbler. . .As December s snows

used for tanning in many parts of the sou

1849 Rural Cycl. III. 538/1
*
Myrtle Bilberry, botanica lly

Vaccinittm Myrtillits. 1808-13 A, WILSON Anter. Ornitlt,

come on, they retreat to the lower countries of the southern

States, where. . I found them, .among the myrtles, from
which circumstance, they were usually called, in that quarter,

*myrtle birds. 1897 THORRAU^ff/MWfl (1894) 137, I see many
myrtle birds now about the house. 1846 LINDLEV Veget.
Kingd, 718 To *Myrtleblooms and Melastomads they [sc.

Myrobalans] are related through Memecylon. 1817 SHELLEY
Rev. Islam in. xxxiv. 6 The myrtle-blossoms starring the
dim grove. 1781 COWPER Anti-Thelyphtk. 174 His steed ..

Whose bridle.. Hung not far off upon a *myrtle bough.
1784 Taskw. 215 Ausonia s. ,*myrtle bow rs. 1611 BIBLE
Neh. viii. 15 Pine branches, and *Myrtle branches. 1846
LINDLEY Veget. Kingd. 737 *Myrtle buds and berries. 1555

year out. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. \. xvi, One wreath d them
with a *myrtle crown. 1796 WITHERING Brit, Plants (ed. 3)

II. 344 *Myrtle Flag. Sweet Smelling Flag, or Calamus.
Sweet &quot;Myrtle-grass. 1684 R. WALLER Nat, Exfier. 85
*Mirtle Flower water. ^1793 COLERIDGE Lines Autumnal
Even. 52 Love.. in Joy s red nectar dips His myrtle flower,

1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma 134 The Major in.. a

*myr tie-green coat. Ibid. 155 While the *myrtie-greeners
and others distribute themselves. .here, there, and every
where. 159* SHAKS. l^en. fy Ad. 865 This said, she hasteth
to a *myrtle grove. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxm. ix, The
powder of drie *Myrtle leaves. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in.

xii. 9 The Morne-dew on the Mertle leafe. 1688 HOLME
Armoury in. xii. 437/1 The Mirtle Leaf Pen-Knife, it is a
Pen-Knife with two edges, resembling a Mirtle Leaf, or rather

a Javeline head. 1849 M. ARNOLD Mod. Sapplw 49 Hast
thou with myrtle-leaf crown d him, O Pleasure? 1731
MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. &amp;gt;?;, The *Myitle-leav d Sumach.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Tkymelsea, Hoary myrtle-
like leaves. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (1866) 141 The
yellow-green leaves, .give out their myrtle-like odour. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. Table, *Mirtle oyle. 1611 COTGR. s.v.

Myrtin, Huile myrtin, Mirtle oyle; oyle extracted from
Mirtle leaues. 1855 PRATT Flower. PI. V. 324 Sweet Sedge
. .in some country places it is called *Myrtle Sedge._ 1596
B. GRIFFIN in Pass, Pilgr. xi, Venus with Adonis sitting by
her, Vnder a *Mirtle shade. 1611 COTGR., Meurte sain/are,
the wild Mirtle tree, or &quot;Mirtle shrub. 1561 TURNER Herbal
M. 154, I knowe no English name for it [sc. MyrtitesJ, but
it may be called *myrtel spourge. 1707 Curios, in Husb.

&amp;lt;$
Card. 154 The Wood-Spurge, the Cipress-Spurge, and the

Mirtle-Spurge. i6xx COTGR. s.v,Mfurte
t Oiseaitdemeurte,

a *Mirtle Thrush. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xv. xxix, Rings
made of *Myrtle twigs. 1802 COLERIDGE Picture 27 No
myrtle-walks are these. 16x9 MILTON Hymn Nativ. iii,

And waving wide her *mirtle wand. 1763 Ann. Reg. 54

Candles, *myrtle wax, 14 boxes. 1766 STORK Ace. E. Florida

48 The myrtle-wax shrub Is, without doubt, the most useful

of the spontaneous growth of America. i597(jERARDE//Vr/W
MI. Ixvii. 1227 Wine is made of Myrtle berries.. this is called

Vinum Myrteum, or Myrtites,
&quot;

Myrtle wine. 1864 Ckantb.

Encycl. VI. 641/2 A Myrtle wine, called Myrtidanum, is

made in Tuscany. 1784 COWPER Task n. 229 Who sell their

laurel for a *myrtle wreath, And love when they should fight.

MYSELF.

Myrtle, z&amp;gt;- Obs. Q\ dial. In 5 myrtil,9 mirtle.

[f.
*murt (cf. TO-MUKT in E. . Allit. P. C. 150)

+ -LE 3.] intr. To fall to pieces, crumble away.
1:1400 Destr. Troy 4301 All maumentre in myddelerthc

myrtlit to pej.es. Ibid. 4312 Hothe Mawhownus& maumettes

myrtild in peces. 1828 Craven Gloss., Mirtle, to waste

away, crumble.

Myrtle-berry, a. The fruit of the myrtle

(Afyrtns). b. The bilberry or whortleberry. (Cf.

QY. myftHie.} C. MyrtU-berry wax = myrtle-wax.
1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 4 Myrtle bevies arc

very good for them that spit, vomit, or pis^e bloud. 1638
RAWI.EY tr. Bacons Life ty Death (1650] 50 Unctuous and
Comfortable things are, Saffron, Mastick, Myrrhe, and

, Myrtle-Berries. i66oAci2CAas./ft c.4 Mertle berries the

pound }s. 1718 QUINCY Cotufl. Di$p. 100 Myrtle-Berries
are very rough and astringent. 1751 Gent, Mag. Feb. 52/1
The plants of Skiddow are the myrtle berries, Centrally
called black-berries, the ritis idxa of Dioscortdc-^. 1888

Encycl. ttrit. XXIV. 459/2 Myrtle-Berry Wax is obtained

from the fruit of several .species of Myrica.

Myrtle-tree. = MVRTLE 2, 2 c. (Cf. next.)

1548 TURNER Names Ilerbes (E. D.S.) 54 Myrtus is called

..in enjjlish a myrtle tree, or a myrt tree. 1590 SPENSER
/- . Q. in. v. 40. 1611 COTGR., Ulcurtc de Brabant, the

sweet shrub Gaule, or sweet Willow; the Dutch Mirtle

I
tree. 1611 UIBI.K Isa. Iv. 13 In stead of the brier_.shall

j
come vp the Myrtle tree. 1748 Ansorfs l- oy. n. i. 117

i
There are none of them of a si/e to yield any considerable

timber, except the myitle-lrees which are the largest on the

Island. 1849 AYTOLN Poems, Scheik ofSinai v, Amidst the

dark-green mabbes Of the flowering myrtle-trees.

t Myrt-tree. 06s. Also 6 myrtre(e. [See

MYBT.J - MVHTI.K 2, 2 b.

In second quot. used erron. ftf. note s.v. MvRRM-TREE).

1382 WvcLiF2 Ksdras ( AV/;.i viii. 15 ! liebraunchisof myrt
tret.-. 1388 Esther\\, 12 Sooneli that thei weren anoyntid
with oilt: of myrt tre \olco myrrliino} bi sixe monethis.

6-1510 UAKCLAY Mirr. (.&amp;gt;d. Manners (1570) Fiij,The Myrtieu
and Orange by sea bankes doth gruwe. 1562 1 i KNI.R f/cri-ai

n. 60 b, The Wild Myrte tre, which is culled in
Ki-gli&amp;gt;h_&amp;lt;:

bochers bronie. 1580 l.vi.v hnphm-s (Arb.) 364 Aml_in thii

poynt they [sc. women] arc not vnlike vutu the Mirt {ed.

1581 Mirre] Tree. 1616 SURIL. 8t MAKKH. Country /-arm

ayo The Myrt-tree, which craueth the same ground,, that

the Myrtle-tree, as being a kind of wild Myrtle-tree.
attrib. 1513 DOUGLAS /Janets \\. vii. heading, Lne;is..

fai.d queue Dido in the myrtre bchaw.

Myrtynmes, obs. f. MARTINMAS. Myry, obs.

f. MERKV, MIRV. Myrytayne, obs. f. MAHI-
TIMK. Mys, Mys-: sec Miss, Mis-. Mys-
celto, -towe, -tyne, obs. ff. MISTLKTOE. Mys-
chafu&quot;;nt(e, -chea(u)nt^e, var. MKSCHANT 0?^

f Myse. Ol&amp;gt;s. [Form and origin doubtful.]

Applied to the Mice
1

(Vulg. sciniphes, LXX.
GKvfyts) of the third plague of Egypt.

1440 York A/yst. xi. 273 Lorde, grete niyses bothe morn
i and none I ytis vs full bittirlye. (1.1460 fffwntiey Alyst.

\
viii. 286 Greatte mystis.]

Myse, obs. pi. MOUSE sb.

Mysegging, obs. form of MISSAYINU.

Myself (maise-l^mise lf),/^//. Forms (seeaUo
SELF : a. i me siolf, sylfj 2-3 meseolf, 3 me
sellf (prmin}&amp;gt; seolfan, sulueu, 4-6 meself, (6

mee-). /3. 3 mi-, myseolf, (-ve), -sulf, (-vej, 3-4

miself,4-5mi-,4-6my8elve(n,(5 -syllf, -silven,

-seluon, -yu,6selfin, sellf), 5-7 my-selfe,4- my
self. 7. dial. 6 -sell, 8-9 mysel , mysel, mesel,
mysen, etc.(seeE.D.D.). [orig.ME acc.-dat.pron.
+ SELF (q.v.) ;

in OE. in two distinct constructions

! (see notes to senses i and 5). The transition from

the form meself to myself w*& prob. due, partly to

unstressing and obscuring of the vowel of me (me-
i se lft M&e lfi

mise lf), partly to the analogy of her-

\ self, in which /S^rwas felt as a possessive genitive.]
I. Emphatic uses.

1. In apposition with the subject- pronoun /: In
1

my own person ; for my part.
In OE. ic me self, where me is a kind of ethical dative

and the uninflected
self\s&amp;gt;

in apposition with ic,

a. 853 in Earle Land-charters 343 Ealle 3a ^erihte 5a ic

meseolf aer able, f xaooOKMiN 16242, I me sellfshall re^senn
itt pe bridde da^5 ofFde^&amp;gt;e. c 1205 LAY. 3214 Ne bidde ich

nanne ma&amp;lt;3mes, me seolf ich habben
inoje.

a 1125 St.
1 Marker. 11 Ich me seolf smelle of be swote ihfl swottre ben

\

euer ani ^ing f&amp;gt;
is on eorfle. a 1300 Cursor M. 5768 Ga

forth, he said, wit-vten dred, For i me-self sal be lede.

c 1330 Amis &amp;lt; A mil. 850 Y seighe it meself this ich day.
I 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 66, I mee selfe stoode in

needs of a comforter.

P. c 1*05 LAY. 8816 Ah ich mi seolf neore & mine gode
cnihtes i-numen weoren ure king. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8361

i

Icholle to hom..& wibinne vif dawes mid horn be mi sulf

in^bataile. 1 1350 Will. PalerneTzt Mi-self knowe ich nou^t
mi ken ne mi Tcontre noij?er. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 43, I am
miselven on of tho, Which to this Scole am underfunge.
1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xx. 221 He schalle not trowe it

lightly: and treuly, no more did I my self, til I saughe it.

c 1440 Alph, Tales Ivii. 42 Nowder of bies two did itt, I did
it my selfe. 1535 COVERDALE Jer, xxi.

5,
1 my selfTwill fight

agaynst you. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. in. i. 236, 1 will my selfe

into the Pulpit first. 1682 DRYDEN & LEE Dk. Guise i. i.

(1683) Sj I w ll my self to Court. 1776 Trial of Nundo-
comar 92/1 Mohun Persaud. .knew as little of Persian as I

did myself. 1887 CARROLL Game ofLogic i. i. 4 If there

are any: I haven t seen many, myself. 1890 R. BOLURE-
WOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 320 Judge Shortcharge may be

right, or he may be wrong, but he decides. I go for the

judge myself.

Y. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ix. 71 Gif 1 be ane of thay my



MYSELF.

sell. 1790 MRS. WHEELER Wcstmld, Dial 50, I dunnet

mitch heed me sel. 1864 TENNYSON Northern Farmer via,

Theer wur a boggle in it, I often card urn mysen.

t b. Myself one, or alone : by myself. Also

(rare) simply myself. Obs.

c 1275 Worn. Samaria 31 in O. E. Misc. 85, I nabbe, heo

seyde, nenne were, ich am my seolf al one. c 1325 Song oj

Mcrci 21 in E. E.P. (1862) 119 Ful stille .i. stod my belf al

on. c 1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 43 Bi a forrest as I

gane fare, Walkyng al myselvene alone. 1535 COVERDALE
Dent. i. 9, 1 am not able to beare you my selfalone. [So 161 1.]

1:1540 Pilgryms Tale 168 in Thynne Animadv. (1875)82
For that 1 was my-selue, company had non. 1600 SHAKS,

A. Y. L. in. ii. 269, 1 had as liefe haue beene my selfe alone.

C* In apposition with me. rare.

13.. R. Clone. Chron. (1724) 30 (MS. B), Ac for me my
self, ich wol

sof&amp;gt; segge of bis dede.

2. By ellipsis of/, myself comes to be used as a

nominative, a. as simple subject. Now only poet.
The verb in concord Is usually in the ist person sing., t but

occas. in the 3rd.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 543 Nay ! series my-selue schal him

neuer telle. c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 34 My-selven
can not telle why The sooth, c 1386 Wife s Prol. 175

(Harl. MSO My self hab [&quot;//;. haue,&amp;lt;7//r 5 MSS. hath]

ben
J&amp;gt;e whippe. 1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 176/1 Myself hath

be armed in the Kynges daies. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 74

My selfe hath often heard them say, . . That Lucius banish-

ment was wrongfully. 1601 Jjd.
C. iv. Hi. 171 My selfe

haue Letters of the selfe-same Tenure. 1634 T. WnALLEY

in Ussher&quot;s Lett. (1686) 602 My self only think it not im

probable, but that he might live there some Years. 1756
TOLDERVY Hist. 2 Orphans II. 59 Myself has received

singular favours from the hands of the doctors Mead and
Monro ! 1859 FITZGERALD tr. Omar xxvii, Myself when

young did eagerly frequent Doctor and Saint. 1864 BROWN
ING Death in Desert Wks. 1896 I. 591/2 Before the point
was mooted, What is God? No savage man inquired,
What am myself?

b. As part of a compound subject or predicate,
and after than

t as. Also as simple predicate.
Except at the beginning of an enumeration, or as simple

predicate, myself \\\ this use now expresses no special em
phasis, being preferred in order to avoid the awkward ness of /.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 546 Ther was also a Keve and a

Millere,..A Maunciple, and my-self. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy

Cl. ii. v. 83 These hands do lacke Nobility, that they strike

A meaner then my selfe. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa III.

xxiii. 136 Enough to make a better man than myself, .run

into madness. 1866 Good Words Aug. 544/2 One of our

party and myself started on an expedition.

3. Substituted for ME as the object of a verb or

governed by a preposition.
The use vi myself&& the sole or the first-mentioned object

of a verb is now arch. In an enumeration, when not occupy
ing the first place, it does not now express any special

emphasis, being in this position commonly preferred to me.
c 1205 LAY. 493 Mine bralles i mire beode me suluen [^1275

mi-seolue] bretiaS. 1350 Will* Palerne 1175 pe londes

l&amp;gt;at
he has he holdes of mi-selue. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

xvi. 46 Liberum arbitriwn . . pat is lieutenant to loken it

wel by leue of my-selue. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13177 Two
sons. .of the same kynges,..sesit my self, & my sure felow.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. 19 Thowsalbe merchand for

my sell, Renunce thy God and cum to me. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. y/t in. ii. 59 And for my selfe, Foe as he was to me,
[etc.]. 1789 BURNS To Dr. Blacklock ii, He tauld mysel
by word o

1

mouth, He d tak my letter. 1809 MALKIN Gil
Bias \. i. r 1 8 Membrilla has neither chick nor child but

myself. 1812 (title} The History of Myself and my Friend:
a Novel. 1842 BORROW Bible in Sp. xxxviii, Several of the

ultra-popish bishops.. had denounced the Bible, the Bible

Society, and myself. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xx.

i To myself, mountains are the beginning and the end of
all natural scenery.
4. (passing into sd.) My being or personality ;

my own or very self, *f* Another myself [after L.

alter ego] : a second self, said of an intimate friend

(cf. \pron. 4 b).

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) i b, My wytte is gross,

my selfe rude, andmy tonge very barbarouse. 1574 HELLOWES
tr. Gueuara s Fa.ni. Ep, (1577) 113, I bewaile the death of

my friend, which is another my selfe. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;V Jnl. ii. ii. 49 And for thy name which is no part of thee,
Take all my selfe. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev, i. iv.

(1616) 194 Your sweet disposition to trauaile. .hath made

you another my-selfe in mine eye. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 95
Best Image of my self and dearer half. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. n. xxvi. (1695) 188 That consciousness whereby I am
my self to my self. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 302
There might have been two myselves some thousands of miles

apart. 1839 FITZGERALD tr. Omar xx, To-morrow I may
be Myself with Yesterday s Sev n thousand Years. 1864
JEAN INCELOW Poems 23 O, let me be myself! But where,
O where,.. Shall the myself be found? 1871 R. W. DALE
Commandm. vi. 156 My life is not so sacred as myself.

b. To be myself\ to feel like myself: to be, or

feel as if I were, in my normal condition of body
or mind.

1777 Johnsoniana 51, 1 am not at all myself this morning.
a 1845 HOOD Lamia \. 82, I was not quite myself (not
what I am). 1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeon n. xix, It gave
me such a shake as I never had before; I haven t felt like

myself ever since.

II. Reflexive uses.

5. As direct or indirect obj., in ace. and inf.

const., or in dependence on a prep. (Orig. only

emphatic refl., but now in general use, replacing
the refl. #/,which is now only arch. : cf. ME^n?. 5.)
In OE. recorded only in the ace., self being in concord

with me.

837 Will in Thorpe Dipl. Angl, (1865) 476 Ic wille aerist

me siolfne Code aflineht^um forjeofan to Sere stowe a;t

Cristes cirican. c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xxii. 16 Ic swerige

814

J;uih me sylfne, szde se aelmihtija. c nog LAY. 828 Iche

wile besne king teden mid me seolfan [c ia?S mi seolue).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9285, & wanne ich am encheson of

such peril ywis Verst icholle
t&amp;gt;er

inne do mi sulue. 1390

GOWER Conf. I. 280, I am so with miselven wroth. 1484

CAXTON Fables ofsEsop in. ii, By cause that I . .fayned my
self to be a medycyn. 1533 COVERDALE Gen. ill. 10, I hyd
my self. 1551-6 R. ROBINSON tr. Mere s Utafia (Arb.) 13

Such spare houres as. .1. .cold., winne to me self. 1624

CAFT. SMITH Virginia in. viii. 76 The loue I beare you, doth

cause me thus nakedly to forget my selfe. 1671 MILTON
P. R. I. 204 Myself I thought Born to that end. 1711 ADDI-

SON Stcct. No. 26 r I, I very often walk by my self in West-
. . \ . _._ r Jl .._ T_ _ t :_i_J

77ie Superannuated Man, I nad foolishly given a handle

against myself. 1855 DICKENS Let. to Leigh Hunt in Cornh.

Mag. May (1802) 505, I . . reject all engagements, to have my
time to myself. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed v, I m not

going to belong to anybody except myself.

Mysell, var. MEASLE a.
;

dial. f. MYSELF. My-
selry, var. MESELRY. Myselue(n, -on, etc., obs.

ff. MYSELF. Mynemase, obs. f. MIZMAZE. My-
sen, dial. f. MYSELF. Mysentery, obs. f. ME
SENTERY. Mysetente : see MISTE.ND. Myse-
use, obs. f. MISUSE v. Myshef, -evouse, obs.

ff. MISCHIEF, MISCHIEVOUS.

Mysis (mai sis). [mod.L. (Latreille 1802),

perh. a. Gr. /uJcris closing of lips or eyes.] The

typical genus of MysiJse or opossum-shrimps.
184* PennyCycl. XXIII. 80/2 The second pair of antennae

are inserted below the preceding, as in Mysis. 1891 Daily
AVfw 29 Jan. 5/2 The shrimp-like mysis.

b. Used attrib. to denote the stage of certain

decapods in which they resemble the genus Mysis.
1865(7. yrnl.Sci. II. 508 This Zijea-phase afterwards gives

place to one which can only be called a jl/yj/j-phase. 1872
DARWIN Otig. Spec. xiv. 390 The mysis-stage.

Myskelen, obs. f. MASLIN 2
. Myskidyd :

see MISGUIDED. Myslary, var. MESELRY. Mys-
len, obs. f. MASLIN 2. Mysomer, obs. f. MID
SUMMER. Myson, obs. f. MIZEN.

ii Mysophobia (msis^f^n bia). [mod.L., f. Gr.

^t/cros neut., uncleanness : see -PHOBIA.] Morbid
dread of dirt or defilement.

1879 W. A. HAMMOND & W. J. MORTON Ncurol. Contrib.
No. i. i&WiAlliutfs Syst. Med. VII. 878.

Mysorin (msiso^ rin). Alin. [ad. F. mysorine
(Beudant), f. Mysore, an Indian province.] Anhy
drous ortho-carbonate of copper, found in Mysore.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 336. 1854 DANA Srst. Mix. (ed. 4)

II. 458 Mysorin. ..Color blackish-brown, when pure.

Mysose, obs. f. MISUSE v. Myspeak to My-
spend: see Mis-spEAKto MIS-SPEND. Myspylle,
var. MESPILE. Myss, obs. f. Miss ; obs. pi. of

MOUSE. Myssanger, obs. f. MESSENGER. Mya-
sell, obs. f. MEASLE. Mysselyng, obs. f.

MIZZLING. Myssen,etc.,obs. ff. MIZEN. Myssis,
obs. f. MISEASE. Myssomer(e, obs. ff. MID
SUMMER. Myssour, -uyr, obs. Sc. ff. MEASURE.

Myssyfe, etc., obs. ff. MISSIVE.

Myst (mist). [ad. L. mysta, mystes (see

MYSTES). Cf. F. myste (Rabelais).] A priest of
the mysteries ; one who is initiated into mysteries.
a 1693 Urquhart s Rabelais in. xlviii. 385 Those Mysts

and Flamens. 1849 GROTE Greece n, Ixv. (1862) V. 589
Kleokritus herald of the Mysts or communicants in the
Eleusinian mysteries. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860)
I. 15 The disciple admitted to these was a philosophical
myst, or mystic.

Myst, obs. f. might (see MAY z/.
1 2 b note) ; obs.

f. MIST, MOST
;
see MYSE.

Mystacal (mi-stakal), a. [f. Gr. luiarax-,

HvaTa MYSTAX + -AL.] = MOUSTACHIAL.
1888 P. L. SCLATEH Argentine Ornith. I. 200 A mystacal

stripe formed of white spots with faint black edgings.

Mystacial (mistral), a. Also mystachial.
[Formed as prec. + -IAL.]

=
prec.

1782 A. MpNRO Contpar. Anat. (ed. 3) 92 The mystachial
[suture], which reaches. .from the lower part of the septum
narium to between the two middle denies incisorcs. 1842
Jrnl. Asiatic Sac. Bengal (1844) XIII. i. 68 Mystacial
regions denned by black. 1888 [see MOUSTACHIAL).

Mystacine (mi-stas3in),a.andj*. [ad. mod.L.

mystadn-us, f. Gr. /xuoraK-, itvaraf MOUSTACHE :

see -INE.] a. adj. Having a fringe of hairs or
moustachial streak above the mouth; spec, belong
ing to the genus Mystacina or group Mystcuinss of
bats. So Mystaci uons a. b. st&amp;gt;. A bat of this

genus or group.
1839 J. O. WESTWOOD Introd. Mod. Class!/. Insects I.

Gen. Syn. 143 Mouth mystacinous. 1876 Van Beneden s
An: lit. Parasites 251 The bat . . Vespertilio mystaciniis,
harbours., the Rictularia plagiostotna. . . We have never
met with this nematode in the mystacines of Belgium.

MyStacOCCte (mi-stakos/l). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

Myslacocet-us, f. Gr. /tvffraK(o)-, ftvaraf upper lip,
moustache + /cf/ros whale. (App. formed as a cor
rection of the unmeaning myslicflus MYSTICETE l.)]
A cetacean of the sub-order Mystacoceti or whale
bone whales (opposed to Odontoceti).
1883 W. H. FLOWER in Encyd. Brit. XV. 393/1 The Mys-

tacocetes appear at first sight to be the most specialized and
aberrant of the existing Cetacea.

MYSTERIOSOPHY.

MystagOgiC (mistag^d^ik), a. [ad. late L.

mystagdgiC US, Gr. pvaTayojyiKos, f. /iuora-yaryoj

MYSTAGOGUE.] Pertaining to a mystagogue or

mystagogy ; relating to instruction in mysteries.
Used chiefly in englishings of St. Cyril of Jerusalem s

(j.utTTaywy(.K&amp;lt;u KaT^x*?
&quot;

61?-

1651 J. BURGES AHSW. Rejoined, Lawfuln. Kneeling tp,
I will adde one Testimony more out of the Mystagogick
catechisme of Cyrill. 1693 W. W. tr. Dufin s Eccl. Hist. II,

107 There are 5 others, called Mystagogick Lectures. 1871
TYLOR Prim. Cult. II. 387. 1900 Dublin Rev. Apr. 261 The
Testament includes a mystagogic instruction containing a
far more, .explicit statement of the Christian mysteries.

MystagOgical (mistag^-dsikal), a. [Formed
as prec. : see -ICAL.] =

prec.
1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU limited. Addr. 91 Cyril of Jerusalem,

if yet hee be the Author of those MystagOgical Catechismes-
vnder his name. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Soul Concl. 464 The
mystagogicall illuminations of the great Areopagite. 1693
W. W. tr. Dufin s Eccl. Hist. II. 108 The 5 MystagOgical
Catechisms. 1826 G. S. FABER Diffic. Romanism (1853) 249.

1853 K- ! WILBERFOBCE Doctr. Holy Eucharist (ed. 2) 64.

Hence Mystagcrgically adv., as a mystagogue.
1836 Fraser s Mag. XIII. 488 That truly wonderful poet

mystagogically represents the scribes of the periodical press.

Mystagogue (mi-stagcg). Also 7 mysto-,

mista-; 6-goge. [ad. L. mystagog-us, a. GT.jivara-

faiytis, f. fivarrjs MYSTES + ayojyos leading, 07(11
to lead. Cf. F. mystagague (i6th c.).]
1. In Ancient Greece : One who gave preparatory

instruction to candidates for initiation into the

Eleusinian or other mysteries. Hence gen., one

who introduces to religious mysteries, a hiero-

phant ; a teacher of mystical doctrines.

a 151,0 linage Hypocr. IV. 139 in Skelton s Wks. (1843) II.

440/2 Mockinge mystagoges. 1682 tr. Bonet s Merc. Coinpit.

Ep. Ded., The Egyptians, .the first Mystogogues of all the

Learning and Religion of the Ancients. 1711 G. HICKES
Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 10 A mystagogue is a

priest who is a teacher of mysteries. 1751 LAVISGTON En.
thus. Meth. ^ Papists III. 336 The famous Porphyry, who
was more a Philosopher than a Mistagogue. 1831 CARLVLE
Sarf. Kes. ill. x, Some. .individual named Pelham, who
seems to be a Mystagogue, and leading Teacher and
Preacher of the Sect. 1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ea. Devcl.

Chr. Doctr. vi. 2. 342 Clement speaks of heretical teachers

gogues of the East.

t 2. One who keeps church relics and shows them
to strangers, rare . 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.

Mystagogy (mi-stagpd^i). [ad. L.inystagdgi-a,
. Gr. nvaTayuyia, f. /woriryaryos MYSTAGOGUE.]

Initiation, or instruction preparatory to initiation

into mysteries.
1579 FULKE Heskins 1 Part. 309 He [sc. Gregory Nazian-

zenj calleth it [the sacrament], .a holy and heauenly mys-
tagogie. iMo INGELO Bcntiv. q Ur. n. (1682) 172 He was
so bold also to institute an obscene Mystagogy. 1876 R. P.

KNIGHT Symbolic Lang, ii note, All theology among the

Greeks is the outbirth of the Orphic Mystagogy. 1882-3

Schaft*s EncycL Relig. Knowl. H. 1602 Mystagogy. .fi

applied, .in the Greek Church, to the sacraments.

II Mystax (mi-stseks). Ent. [L., a. Gr. /uiffTof

(see MOUSTACHE).] A line of stiff hairs or bristles

above the mouth-cavity, as in certain Diptera.
1860 F. WALKER in Linn. Sac. Jrnl. (1861) V. 234 Laphria

replens. .mystax with a few black bristles.

Mysteir, obs. form of MISTEB sli.
1

Mysteltew, obs. form of MISTLETOE.

Mysterial (mistio rial), a. Now rare. [ad.

late L. mysterialis (cf. mysteri&liler in Vulg.), f.

mysteri-um MYSTERY . Cf. OF. mysterial.] Mys
terious; t mystical.
[c 1425 : implied in the adv.) a 1529 SKELTON Replyc. 366
Howe there b a spyrituall, And a mysteriall, And a mys-
ticall Effecte energiall. 1630 B. JONSON Love s Triumph
(1641) 149 Beauty and Loue, whose story is mysteriall. 1633
W. AMES Fresh Suit agst. Ceremonies i. 107 Except there

be some mysteriall distinction understood betwixt Canons
and Lawes. 1675 O. WALKER, etc. Paraphr. St. Paul 79

note, The mysterial unity of Matrimony, by which two
become one flesh. 1839 J. ROGERS Antipopapr. xiii. t 2.

289 There is something mysterial and darkly declared. 1879

JULIAN HOME Sfe.Camb. 37 Mysterial music faintly breaks.

Hence t Myste rlally adv., mystically.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartliolomew s (E.E.T.S.) 7 The deuyl,

the whiche in Ezechiel mysterially ys callid the grete egle.

Mysteriarcll (misti^ riajk). [ad. eccl. L.

mystlriarch-cs, a. Gr. nvaTij/xapx-ys, ( invari)pt-ov

MYSTERY l + -Apxi* ruling, a/)xfif to rule.] One
who presides over mysteries.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Mysteriarck. a 1839 GALT Demon

Destiny in. 22 Anon she saw a veil d mysteriarch come.

1894 Academy 27 Aug. 137/2 It is she who gives our Lady
the rapt gaze of a Mysteriarch.

Mysteri fical, a. Obs. [f. L. mysKritun
MYSTERY !

: see -FICAL.] Creating a mystery.
1607 R. C[AREW] tr. Estienne^s World of IVonders^ 272

This strange, mystical], or mysterificall manner of sacrifice.

Mysteriosophy (mistiorip sofi). [f. Gr./&amp;lt;ii&amp;lt;TTri-

pto-v MYSTERY i +
ao&amp;lt;pia wisdom.] A system of

doctrine concerning mysteries.
1894 BUCHANAN tr. Harnack s Hist. Dogma I. App. HI.

354 Philosophy in lamblichus becomes a theurgic mysterio-

sophy, spiritualism. 1899 INGE Christian Mysticism i. 4
The Neoplatonists, who found in the existing mysteriosophy
a discipline.. congenial to their speculative views.



MYSTERIOUS.

Mysterious (mistlo-rios), a. [f. L. mystSrium
MYSTERY l + uus. Cf. F. mysterieux.]
1. Full of or fraught with mystery ; wrapt in

mystery ;
hidden from human knowledge or under

standing ; impossible or difficult to explain, solve,
or discover ; of obscure origin, nature, or purpose.
1622 MASSINGKR & DEKKF.R Virgin Martyr iv. i. H 2 b,

Turne ore all the volumes Of your mysterious ^sculaplan
science. 1631 MILTON Penseroso 147 Soin strange mysterious
dream. 1653 WALTON Comfl, Angler \^ And as their breed

ing, so are their decayes also very my.sterious. 1738 G KAY
Tasso 56 Euphrates font, and Nile s mysterious head. 1770
Lett. Juntas xxxvi, 171 Your conduct has been mysterious
as well as contemptible. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. vi.

II. 153 Patrick and Jane had been seen going in at that

mysterious door which !t:d to Chiffinch s apartments. 1853
E. K. KANE Grinnell Kxped. i. (1856) 13 It is a mysterious

_ ..L_i i L-JM.J /- _ : .L_ _ i_ -r _

ng at the inn the mysl
of the Squire.

b. Of words, language.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Mysterious^ darke spoken

The sound of his steps, .seemed like the mysterious accent:,
of the dead. 1797 Italian xvii, A few mysterious words
having been exchanged. 1816 SHELLEY Mont Blanc 76 The
wilderness has a mysterious tongue Which teaches awful
doubt.

C. Of God, religion, rites.

1624 GATAKER Transitbst. 94 The. .Mysterie, or mysterious
rite, as the word there vsed properly importeth. 1667 MILTON
P. L* iv. 750 Haile wedded Love, mysterious Law. 1773
COWPER Olney Hymns in. xv, God moves in a mysterious
way His wonders to perform. 1857 P. FBKBMAN /Vine, Div.
Serv. II. 14 In almost all cases in which a mysterious truth
is propounded by Almighty God for our acceptance. 1881
P. BROOKS Candle of the Lord xviii. 311 To the Christian,
God is mysterious because He is radiant with infinite truth.

2. Of persons : f a. Dealing with or versed in

mysteries; using occult arts. Obs. b. Whose move
ments are full of mystery ; delighting in mystery.
1620 J. MELTON Astrologaster Ded. to E. Melton, The

MisterJous Egyptians, .would excellently with their Pensils
in liuely cullors-.the ful shape & portraiture of a Hart, a
Lyon, Lamb, or Hare. 1634 MILTON Counts 130 Mysterious
Dame That ne re art call d, but when the Dragon woom Of
Stygian darknes spets her thickest gloom. 1789 E. DARWIN
Bot. Card, II. 24 You taught mysterious Bacon to explore
Metallic veins. 1842 LYTTON Zanoni i. v, Accompanying this

mysterious Zanoni. 1874 W. BLACK Pr. Thulc ii, Sheila..
is romantic and mysterious, and believes in..dreams.
3. a. That is due to a mystery, rare.

1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 599 Though higher of the genial
Bed by far, And with mysterious reverence I deem.

b. Having a sense of mystery, rare.

1897 KIPLING Capt. Cour. L 5 It makes me feel mysterious
to pass that butler s pantry place.

4. Comb. : mysterious-spoken a,, having a

mysterious manner of speaking.
1837 DICKENS Pickwick xxu

t An important-looking, sharp-
nosed, mysterious-spoken personage.

Mysteriously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in
a mysterious manner

;
in or as in a mystery.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 171 Mahomitan Princes
are terrible crafty or mysteriously politicious. 1667 MILTON
P. L, in. 516 Each Stair mysteriously was meant, a 1716
SOUTH Serve. (1744) VIII. v. 141 The blood of that son. .so

mysteriously, and yet so really, conveyed to us. 1738 WAR-
BURTON Div. Legat. u. iv. (1846) 200 Every thing in these
rites was mysteriously conducted, and under the most solemn
obligations to secrecy. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian vii,
What but spirit could have quitted this vault so mysteri
ously ? 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xxi, The mysteriously-
sentimental and imaginative school. 1851 HI-:LPS Comp.
Solit, i. 8 no/e, Physicians prescriptions may have a better
effect for being expressed mysteriously, but legal matters
cannot surely be made too clear. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Siteis
M. Hi, The rich., accepted gout and apoplexy as things that
ran mysteriously in respectable families.

Mystericmsiiess (misti -riasnes). [-NESS.]
1. The quality or condition of being mysterious

or a mystery; the quality of being shrouded in

mystery or obscurity : applied chiefly to the mys
teries of religion.
1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bill. 381 The mysteriousnesse and

difficulty of the Book. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 212 Pro
found veneration, which Obscurity and Mysteriousness con
ciliates to all Truths. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. I. i. n. 65 The
Mysteriousness of the whole Proceeding arises only from
hence, That our finite Minds cannot comprehend the Reasons
and Limits of the divine Justice. 1834 J. H. NEWMAN Par.
Serin. I. xvi. 242 Such being the necessary mysteriousness of
Scripture doctrine. 1883 F. M. PEARD Contrad. I. 2 Blue
and shadowy depths suggested a soft mysteriousness.
tb. Applied to the Eucharist. Obs.

1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living iv. 10. 347 The celebra
tion of the holy Sacrament Is the great mysteriousnesse of
the Christian religion. 1660 Worthy Commun. i. 5. 95
Those great appelatiyes with which . . the most eminent
Saints of God use to.. invest the great mysteriousness.
2. The behaviour or attitude of one who makes

a mystery of a matter.
1784 JOHNSON in Johnsoniana (1836) 407 Nothing ends

more fatally than mysteriousness in trifles. 1791-1823
DISRAELI Cur. Lit. (i8 58j

t
III. 332 Elizabeth all her life

had persevered in an obstinate mysteriousness respecting
the succession. 1886 Manch. Exam. 13 Jan. 5/1 There is
an air of constitutional mysteriousness about them.

t Mysterize (mi-staraiz), v. Obs. [f. MYS-
|

TERT l + IZE.] a. trans. To interpret mystically. \

815

1650 SIR T. BROWNE /^CK^. /. v. x. 212 The Cabatists,
. .mysterizing their ensignes.doe make the particular onus of
the twelve Tribes, accommodable unto the twelve signes in

the Zodiack.

b. intr. To make mysteries of things.
1845 T. COOPER Pnrg. Suic. i. Ixxii, To mysterize I scorn.

Hence My sterizing-ness.
1817 T. FORSTER Ohserv. Injl. Atmosphere ix. 46 How

prone we are to abuse the natural instincts of hope, and
mysterizingness.

Mystery 1
(mi-stari). Forms : 4 mystri, 4, 6

-y, 4-6 mist-, mysterye, 4-7 -ie, 5-9 mistery, 6

mystyry, mistirie, mistrie, mysteri, 4- mys
tery, [a. AF. *misterie (OF. misicre

t mod.F.

mysfire masc.), It. misterio t mistero
t Sp. mis-

ttrioj Pg. ntysterio, ad. L. mysterium t
a. Gr.

HV&amp;lt;TTT}-

piov, f. *mjis-, loot of pvttv to close (the lips or

eyes) : cf. pvarrjs MYSTES.
In classical Greek /AvoTijptoi/ occurs chiefly m plural, de-

; noting certain secret religious ceremonies (the most famous
i being those of Demeter at Kkusis) which were allowed to

be witnessed only by the initiated, who were sworn never
to disclose their nature. (See sense 9 below.) In the LXX
the word occurs only in Daniel and the Apocrypha, where
it has the sense of ;

secret purpose or counsel (esp. of a kin_j
or of God). This sense is found in the N. T., where the
word also means sometimes a religious truth long kept
secret, but now revealed through Christ to his Church, and
sometimes anything that has a symbolic significance. In
laterChristian Greek juucrrv/piof became equivalent to SACRA
MENT (in several passages the Vulgate renders it by sacra-

jncntunt) even when it means only secret ; in other pas
sages mysteriitm is retained). In OF. and English the
Christian sense* uf the wurd naturally appear earliest.]

I. Theological uses.

fl. a. In or through his mystery, in or by its

mystical presence, b. In [a] mystery: mystically.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 672 Ac one gode ary;t hyi nomep,

pat body ine hys mysterye. ?i4-. Plowman&quot;s TatciziQ His
flesh and blood, through his mystry, Is there, in the forme
of brede. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.(\y$\) 31 God hath no suche
bodyly membres, as this textc \Exodus xxxiii. 23] to the
lettre dothe pretende to shewe : but all this was done in

great mistery. 1533 FRITH Ansu&amp;gt;. More E 4 For we do yt
not actunliye in dede, but onlye in a misterie. 1560 DATS
tr. Sleidane s Cpmm. 118 Whiche place.. is to be under-
stande in a mistery [L. mystice}. 1628 Field s Of the
Church nr. App. 205 The crucified body of Christ thy sonne,
which is here present in mystery, and sacrament.

2. A religious truth known only from divine
revelation

; usually (cf. sense 5), a doctrine of the
faith involving difficulties which human reason is

incapable of solving.
1382 WYCUF_ Rom. xvi. 25 The revelacioun of mysterie

holdun stille..in tymes euerlastynge ;
the which mysterie is

now maad opyn by script uris of prophetis. c 1430 LYDG.
Mia. Poems (Percy Soc.) 238 Al mysteryes of the oold and
newe lawe. 1513 DOUGLAS AZwis vi. Prol. 143 The glorius
modir. .Quhilk of hir natur consavit Criste, and buir Al ,

hail the misteris of the Trinite. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer^
Litany, By the misterye of thy holy incarnacion,. .Good
Lorde deliuer vs. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 02
They counte as Fables, the holie misteries of Christian
Religion. 1507 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. lii. i This diuine
mysterie [of the Incarnation] is more true then plaine. 1720
SWIFT Let. to Yng. Clergyman Wks. 1751 V. 24, I do not
find, that you are any where directed in the Canons or
Articles to attempt explaining the -Mysteries of the Christian
Religion. 1784 COWPER Task n. 528 Tis revelation satisfies
all doubts, Explains all mysteries, except her own. 1855
HREWSTER Neit ton II. xxiv. 359 The investigation of the
sacred mysteries, while it prepared his own mind for its final

destiny, was calculated to promote the spiritual interests
of thousands. 1894 ILLINGWORTH Personality iii. 68 In the
presence of a fact which.. was a mysterya thing which
could be apprehended when revealed, but could neither be
comprehended nor discovered.

3. A religions ordinance or rite, esp. a sacra
mental rite of the Christian religion ; spec. (//.)
the Eucharist ; occas. the consecrated elements.
1506 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.) i. iii. C 8 Many of the

mysteryes afore sayd be clone at the chirche dore and not
within ya chirche. c 1531 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr.
1064 The mystery of the masse. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Matrimony, O God, which hast consecrated the state of
matnmonie, to such an excellent misterie, that in it is signi
fied and represented the spiritual mariage & vnitie betwixte
Christ and his church. Ibid., Communion, Wee moste
hartely thanke thee, for that thou hast vouchsafed to feede
vs in these holy Misteries [155* to fede vs, whiche haue
duely receiued these holy misteries]. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Mandelslo s Trav. 30 His mouth and nose were covered
with a linen cloth, lest the impurity of his breath should
profane the mystry. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thmenofs Trail.
i. 189 But seeing there is no Mystery in that Chappel, it

is left without any Lamp, nay without any cross too. 1693
W. W. tr. DufirCs Eccl. Hist. II. 108 note, Concerning the

Holy Mysteries of the Altar. 1737 WESLEY in IVks. (1872)
I. 54, I will administer to you the mysteries of God. 1850
NEALE Hist. East. Ch. i. 1013 In proceeding to the con
sideration of the three next mysteries of the Eastern Church,
penance, matrimonial coronation, and the prayer-oil. 1854
MILMAN Lat. Chr. m. vii. (1864) II. 155 Within [the sacred

edifices] were the reliques of the tutelar saint, the mysteries
and the presence of the Redeemer.

4. An incident in the life of our Lord or of the

Saints regarded as an object of commemoration
in the Christian church or as having a mystical

significance. Hence, each of the fifteen divisions

of the rosary corresponding to the (

mysteries of

redemption ,

1(555 JER. TAYLOR Golden Grove 57 Meditate on the pas
sion of our blessed Saviour and all the mysteries of our Re-

MYSTERY.

Church, where all tlie mysteries of the Passion were repre-
sented to the Life. 1703 NKLSON Fcst. f, fusts Prelim
Instr. 8 If we commemorate any Mystery of our Redemn.
tion. 1833 Penny Cycl. IV. 79/1 A chaplet. .divided into
three sets, white, red, and damask roses, correspondini; to
the joyful, sorrowful, and glorious mysteries. 1852 JIus
JAMESON Leg. Mmionna Introd. p. Hi, Another cycle of
bubjects consists of the fifteen Mysteries of the Rosary.

II. Non-theological uses.

5. A hidden or secret thing; a matter unexplained
or inexplicable; something beyond human know
ledge or comprehension ;

a riddle or enigma.
13.. A . E, Allit. / . A. 1194 To

(&amp;gt;at pryncez paye hade I

ay bente. .To mo of his mysterys I hade ben dryuen. 1382
Wvci.il. Dan. ii. 27 The mysterie whiche the kyng axith,
the wise men.. mown not shewe to the kyng. c 1400 Afui.
/.( //. 44 Daniel, ouercomer of lyowns, sau- mistcris of priui
t&amp;gt;ingis. CI5JO CIIKKI-: Matt. xiii. n A mysteri is a secret
and an hiden thing, which on^ht not to be schewed abrood.
1598 f!. JONSON El . Man in Hum. n. ii, To meditate Vpon
the difference of mans estate : Where is deciphered to true
judgements eye A deep, conceald, and precious misterie.

1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 27 The great interpreter of
the mysteries of Nature. 1731 BAILEY vol. II, Mysteries
(ill Nninkers), the number 5 multiplied by 5, makes 25 ;

and 4 multiplied by 4, makes 16
;
and 3 multiplied by 3,

makes 9; but 9 and 16 is equal to 25.

~

1742 YOUNG Kt.
I h. Ml. 501 Tis immortality decyphers man, And opens
all the myst ries of his make. 1821 BYKON TIM j-osc. \\. i,

/
i&amp;gt;j,v.

I am what you behold. Mar. And that s a mystery.
1836 MACGILLIVRAY Trav. IfnnttoUt xviii. 246 There are
mysteries in the affections and hatreds of animals. 1867
I)K. ARI;YI.L Kcifn of La-M i. 15 The relation in which
Clod stands to those rules of His government which are
tailed laws

, is, of course, an inscrutable mystery to us.

1869 FIIKKMAN Norn:. Cam/. (1875) III. xii. 85 There was a
mystery about the marriage. 1870 DICKENS (title) The
Mystery of Edwin Drood. 1892 WESTCOIT Gospel of Lift
i [Christianity] does not introduce fresh mysteries into the
world : it meets mysteries which aheady exist,

t b. A persona! secret. Obs.

1529 MORE Ilyalogc I. \Vks. 124/2 Let y knowlege of the
father alone therefore amonge our wifes misteryes. 1602
SIIAKS. Ham. in. ii. 382 You would pluck out the heart of

my .Mysterie. 1604 Oth. iv. ii. 30. 1617 Mopnsos- ///&amp;lt;/.

I. 13 The servant answered that the old woman was in ned
and that he knew not the mystery, whether any eggs ucie
in the house or no.

c. A political or diplomatic secret ;
a secret of

state. Obs. exc. as a contextual use of the genei.il
sense. [Cf. F. mystirc tl\ tal,~\
a 1618 RALEIGH Maxims of State (1642) 9 Mysteries or

Sophismes of State, are certaine secret practizes, either for

the avoiding of danger; or averting such effects as tend to
the preservation of the present State, as it is set or founded.
1622 ]!ACON Hen. I ll 43 Touching the Mysterie of re-

annexing of the Uuchy of Britainie to the Crowne of France
. .the Ambassadours bare aloofe from it. 1658-9 CHALONI.R
in Burton s Diary (1828) III. 130 Every secretary ought
to write what is to pass a Parliament, not as he writes his

mysteries. 1x1704 T. UROWN Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I.

89 Half-politicians maxims called mysteries of state. 1857
HUCKLE Civiliz. I. xii. 668 They heard, .mysteries of state
and mysteries of creed unfolded .. to the popular gaze.

d. To make a mystery of: to treat as a secret
;

to keep (a thing) secret in order to make an impres
sion. [Cf. F. faire (ten) mystere de.]
1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett. m. x. 248, I cannot. .

make of euery meane matter a mystery by whispering it in

the eare. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tlievenot s Trav. i. 2 Making
a mystery of nothing, and frankly discoursing with any man
upon what Subject he proposes. 1720 OZELL tr. I ertoCs
Koin. Rep. I. iv. 196 The Consuls always made a Mystery
to the People of those first Elements of their Juris-Prudence.
1834 HT. MARTIXEAU l- arrers iii. 35 He made no mysteries,
but told all that he was asked to tell. 1839 URE Diet. Arts
578 As manufacturers make no mystery of this matter, any
person may have an opportunity of inspecting the operation.
1841 BORROW Zincali I. ii. i. 58 Nor did he make a mystery
of his knowledge, but publicly boasted of it.

IT e. The biblical phrase mysteiy of iniquity

[Vulg. mysterium iniquitatis, Gr. TU ^varijpiov 7775

dvo/iiat], by association with various senses of this

word, has been used in many different
applications.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Thess. ii. 7 Forwhi the mysterie, or priuyte,
of wickidnesse worchith now [1526 TINDALE the mistery off

iniquytie]. 1545 BALE {title} A mysterye of inyqyte con-

tayned within the heretycall Genealogye of Ponce Panto-
labus. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 571 If I might, with
the Readers patience, I would adde somewhat of their Mys
terie of iniquitie, and the mysttcall sense of this iniquitie.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. vii. 24 If God had not given
them over to thraldom under that mistery of iniquity, of sin

ful man aspiring into the place of God. 1756 BURKE find.
Nat. Soc. 38 The Whole of this Mystery of Iniquity is called
the Reason of State. 18^5 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. IV.
52 This mystery of iniquity \sc. a plot against William III]
has., been gradually unveiling. 1884 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug.
3/2 The great city [of London] is full of many mysteries
not a few of them . . mysteries of iniquity.
6. In generalized sense, a. The condition or pro

perty of being secret or obscure
; mysteriousness.

Also, mysteries collectively, mysterious matter.
Phrase, wrapped in uiystery.
1601 SiiAKS./4// s Wellv.m. 103 Platushimselfe,.. Hath not

in natures mysterie more science, Then I haue in this Ring.
1742 YOUNG Nt. Tli. vii. 134 And virtue vies with hope in

mystery. 1788 REID Aristotle s Log. iv. 2. 74 This is the

mystery contained in the vowels of those barbarous words.
1818 COLERIDGE Friend 1. xiii. 161 The mystery and the

dignity of our human nature. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece vi. I.

247 The origin of the Homeric poetry is wrapt in mystery.



MYSTERY.

1856 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 467 Everywhere, skin deep
below our boasted science, we are brought up short by
mystery impalpable. 1865 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes iS In
all the enhancing mystery of candlelight. 1883 H. Dgu.M-
MOND Nat. Law in Sfir. W. Introd. 28 A Science without

mystery is unknown ; a Religion without mystery is absurd.

b. The behaviour or attitude of mind of one who
makes a secret of things (often intrinsically unim

portant; usually for the purpose of exercising un
due power or influence.

1693 DRYDEN St. Enremont s Ess. 309 Questions, which
should be handled with a great deal of Mystery and Secrecy.
1726 SWIFT Gulliver \\. vii, He professed.. to. .despise all

Mystery, Refinement, and Intrigue, either in a Prince or a
Minister. 1821 BYRON Mar. Fal. in. ii, Israel, speak ; what
means this mystery? 1831 tr. Sismondis Hal. Rep. ix. 218
The senate joined to this rigour the perfidy and mystery
which characterise an aristocracy.

( 7. Obscure or mysterious reason
;

hidden or

mystic meaning. Obs.

14. . in Ttindales l^is. (1843) 134 Crete mystery is in both

tweyne : The toon [turtle] comendyd for his chastite And the

tother [dove] . . Is symple and meke. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) 111. 103 Seynte Mathewe th Euangeliste assignethe

xiiij. generaciones, for the cause of a certeyne mistery
[TREVISA : som priue menynge], 1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fin.
Pref. F iv, The ancient Poets haue. .wrapped, .in their

writings diuers. .meanings, which they call the sences or

mysteries thereof. 1598 BAHHET Theor. Warres IV. i. loo
Is there any meaning or misterie in marching the left or

right side shot before in the vantgard ? 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Hydriof. iii. 30 Most [urns] imitate a circular figure. . whether
from any mystery, best duration or capacity, were but a

conjecture. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. i. 82 Nor
shall I speak of their Sacerdotal Vestments, which have
their Mysteries.

8. An action or practice about which there is, or
is supposed to be, some secrecy ; a secret or

highly technical operation in a trade or art. Now
often trivial. (Cf. MYSTERY -

2, 2 b.)

1594 GKEENE & LODGE Looking Gl. (1598) B 2, He was the
first man that euer instructed me in the mysterie of a pot
of Ale. 1607 NORDEN Snrv. Dial. \. 6 And of whom such
land is holden, the same is called the Lord of that land after
a sort [etc.], .as if you be so willing as you seeme to talke of
these mysteries, you shall anon perceiue. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. in. 80 They forbad the English ..to dwell in Poland. .

lest they should, .find the mysteries of the trade. 1706 E.
WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 61 The Mystery of his
Art and Science, consists in a long List of Fustian Words
and Phrases. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. 263, 1 let him into the

Mystery, for such it was to him, of Gunpowder and Bullet.
1808 HAN. MORE Calebs I. xxi. 305 No man is allowed to &amp;lt;

set up in an ordinary trade till he has served a long ap- |

prenticeship to its mysteries. 1827 DISRAELI Viv. Grsy v.

v, The mysteries of rouge et noir. 1837 Venetia I. ix, ;

Harassed with all the mysteries of packing.

9. Chiefly//. In the religious systems of Ancient

Greece, Rome, Kgypt, etc., certain secret rites to

which only the initiated were admitted.
1643 [see ELEUSINIAN]. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal, n.

iv. (1846) 194 The first and original Mysteries, of wliich we
j

have any sure account, were those of Isis and Osiris in I

Egypt. 1849 GROTE Greece 11. Ixiv. (1862) V. 484 Until that
\

day of the month Boedromion (about the beginning of
September) when the Eleusinian mysteries were celebrated.

;

b. The secrets of freemasonry.
1738 J. ANDERSON Const. Fralern. Free Masons 150 The I

G. Master shall ask his Deputy, if he.. finds the Candidate
Master well skill d in the Noble Science and the Royal Art,
and duly instructed in our Mysteries? 1872 C. I. PATON
Freemasonry n. i. 50 Every candidate for initiation into
the mysteries of Freemasonry.
10. Used by modern writers (after F. mystere,
med.L. mysterium] as a name for the miracle-play.A distinction has been drawn by some writers between
mystery and miracle-play (see quot 1875), but this is

not generally accepted.
[This sense has been often erroneously referred to MYS

TERY z on the ground of the undoubted fact that the miracle-
plays were often acted by the mysteries or trade guilds ]

1744 DODSLEY O. PI. I. Pref. p. xiii, The mysteries only
represented in a senseless manner some miraculous History
from the Old or New Testament. 1773 J. HAWKINS Orig.
Eng. Drama Pref. p. vii, One of the first improvements on
the old Mystery was the Allegorical Play, or Morality. i8ai
SCOTT Kenilw. xvii, My wife, sir, hath played the devil ere
now, in a Mystery, in Queen Mary s time. 1838 PRESCOTT
Ferd. f, Is. xx.(i846) IL 211 The sacred plays, or mysteries,
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works or has to do with mysteries , esp. a con

juror, a medicine-man ; mystery-play = sense 10.

1887 J. HUTCHISON fract. Banting III. 681 note, A great
number of spurious sovereigns and half-sovereigns are in

circulation... Those made of &quot;mystery gold ..stand the

tests of the ordinary acids. 1841 CATLI N JV. A mer. Indians
I I. vL 39 Their physicians, who are also medicine (or

mystery) men. 1865 J. BRIGHT in Daily Tel. 13 July,
Mr. Disraeli.. is what among a tribe of Indians would be
called the mystery man . 1772 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund
II. 362 He was. .a whisperer, and a &quot;mystery-monger. 1885

i Expositor! Sept. 191 We are no muttering mystery-mongers.
1852 YONGE Cameos IV. ix. (1877) 108 Keillar was summoned
before Cardinal Beaton . . for having written a &quot;mystery-play.

1751 LAVINGTON Enthus. Mcth.
&amp;lt;$ Papists III. 385 Jannes

;
and Tambrees, who opposed Moses.. when the Jews were

expelled Egypt, were Egyptian *Mystery-Priests.

Mystery -
(mi-stari). Forms: as in prec.

j

Also 9 arch, mistery. [ad. med.L. tiiisterium ,

altered form of minislerium (MlSTEB rf. 1
) by con

fusion with mysterinm M VSTBRV l. In senses 2-4
there was prob. confusion with maistrie, MASTERY.
In med. L. mistera was a form commonly used with senses

2 and 3.]

1 1. Service, occupation ; office, ministry. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 821 Preestes been aungeles, as

by me dignitee of hir misterye. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)
V. 195 Paphnucius goenge to visitte a broker laborynge in

f nly. . .Miracle Plays, on
the other hand, are concerned with incidents derived from
the legends of the saints of the Church.
11. = MEDICINE sb. 4, 4 b. (Cf. mystery-man.)
1841 CATLINN Amer. Indians I. xii. 87 The whole village

. . with . .its medicines (or mysteries) and scalp-poles waving
overmyhead. /Wrf.xv. 106, 1. .have been regularly installed
medicine or mystery.
12. In technical use. a. A kind of fly for sal
mon fishing, b. An alloy of platinum, tin, and
copper, imitating gold. c. A kind of plum cake.

T?! \ 7 FRANCIS Angling xi. (1880) 427 No. i is calledThe Mystery. ,90. Encycl. Brit. XXV. 446/, Lightlydressed fl.es. .such as the Sun-fly and the Mysteryb 1885 Standard 8 Apr. 6/4 There was not a particle of
gold in it. It was made of a composition called mystery
composed of platinum, tin, and copper
0. 1889 R. WELLS Bread , Biscvit Baker s Assist. 58

Mystery or Cheap Plum Cake at 3rf. per Ib. 8 Ibs. of common
flour, 3 Ibs. of brown sugar, i Ib. of lard [etc.].

HI. 13. attrib., as mystery-monger, -priest;
mystery gold = 1 1 b

; mystery-man, one who

the indentures with their apprentices to teach them their
art, trade, and mystery,

tc. Skill, art. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. All s Well in. VL 68 If you thinke your mys

tery in stratagem, can bring this instrument of honour
agame into his natiue quarter. 1624 FORD & DEKKER Sttn s
Darling iv. i. (1656) 33 Mistery there, like to another nature,
Confects the substance of the choisest fruits, In a rich candy
1661 T. CAMPION

Setting of Mus. in Playford Skill Mus.
(1662) 95 We must consider whether the Bass doth rise or
fall, for in that consists the mystery.
3. A trade guild or company, arch, or Hist.
14 . . Rolls o/Parlt. V. 390/2 By the sight of Men ofthe same

Mistene. ? ,i 1500 Chester PI. (E.E.T.S.) Banes 59 That by
twentye fower occupations, artes, craftes or misterie, these
pagente shulde be played. 1530 in S. Young Ann. Barl-er-
Surgeons (1890) 579 The Maisters and Wardens of the mis
terie or Crafte of Harbor Surgions of the Citie of London
ISS3 in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 259 M. Sebastian Cabota..
gouernour of the mysterie and companie of the Marchants
aduenturers. 1618 in Rymer Fcedera (1710) XVII. 78 The
Master and Wardens of the Misterie of Stationers. 1708
J. CHAMBERLAVNE St. Gt. Brit. i. in. x. 29 Each Company
or Mystery hath a Master annually chosen from among
themselves. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xix, President of the

mystery of the workers in iron.

4. attrib. : fmystery-man nonce-wd. (see quot.).
1626 BACON New All. (1650) 33 Wee have Three that Col

lect the Experiments of all Mechanicall Arts ; And also of
Liberall Sciences ; [etc.]. . .These we [sc. the people of New
Atlantis ] call &quot;Mystery-men.

infirmite, causede the sonne to stonde stille thro his preyer,
un tills that he hade fullefillede his mistery. 1509 FISHF.R
Funeral Serm. C tess Richmond Wks. (1876) 309 [She] w.is
borne vp in to the countre aboue with the blessyd aungelles
deputed, .to that holy mystery. fli533 LD. BERNERS Gold.
Bk. M. Atirel. Kviib, None should be taken from the
misterie and office that he occupied.

t b. Something helpful. Obs.

1581 MULCASTER Positionsxx\iv. 122 We. .may not neglect
so great a misterie for our owne health, as exercise is.

2. Handicraft
; craft, art ; (one s) trade, profes

sion, or calling. Now arch.
The identity of the word in the fust quot. is doubtful ; cf.

the variants.

&quot; 375 Cursor M. 13142 (Fairf.) Ho daunsed & sange to
tumble with-al, ..for ho sa wele hir mystri [Colt, mister,
Gatt. maistri] cou&amp;gt;e.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xliii. 171 (Harl.
MS.) He sente messageris. .to loke yf enyswiche myght be
founde, bat coude make swiche a shirte, but they coude
fynde noon, but that they wer..vncunnynge in the mystery.
1536 CROMWELL in Mertiman Life &amp;lt;y

Lett. (1902) II. 27
Brought up in some good literature occupacion or misterie.
c 1550 Disc. Common ]Ycal Eng. (1893) 128 Bristowe had
a greate trade by making of poyntes, and was the cheifest
misterie that was exercised in the towne. 1594 WEST ?nd
I t, Symbol. 220 Unto the name of the partie indicted
must be vnited the addition of his estate, degree, or misterie.

1609 TouRNKUB funtrallc I oeme Wks. 1878 I. 179 And out
of his pwne morall character He might have learn d his

mysterie of warre. 1612 WOODALL Svrg. Mate Wks. (1653)
Pref. i That noble Science or Mystery of the healing mans
body. 1647 CLAKENDON- Hist. Ret. iv. 41 That great and
admirable mystery, the Law. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1662)
I.xvi. 48 Seeing the whole mistery of Heraldry dwells more
in the

region_of fancie, than judgment. 1727-52 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Additions of Mystery, are such as scrivener, painter,
mason, and the like. 1756 HIKKE Vind. Nat. Sec. 33 The
Invention of Men has been sharpening and improving the

Mystery of Murder. 1800 COLERIDGE Piccolotn. i. ii, The
sum of war s whole trade and mystery. 1827 HALLAM
Const. Hist. vi. (1876) I. 326 Those arts of management
which his successors have always reckoned so essential a
part of their mystery. 1872 TENNVSON Last Tourn. 327
T hy Paynim bard Had such a mastery of his mystery That
he could harp bis wife up out of hell.

b. Art and mystery : a formula usually em
ployed in the indentures by which apprentices are
bound to a trade ; also transf. (Cf. MYSTERY 1

8.)
1627 Borough Deeds Maldon (Essex) Bundle 148 No. 5

[To] instruct the said John Wormell in the said science
mistery and trade of a woollen draper. 1660 R. MAY (title)
The Accomplish! Cook, or the art and mystery of cookery
[etc.]. 1680 COTTON (title) The Compleat Gamester... To

MYSTIC.

I Mystes (mi-st/ z). [L.,a. Gr. ^iVrijs, agent-n.
f. *mns-, root of JJLWLV to close (the lips or eyes) :

the primary sense is prob. one vowed to keep
silence . Cf. Gr. imtiv (/tvifiv) to initiate into

mysteries.] One initiated into mysteries.
1676 GLANVILL Ess. Philos. f, Relig. iv. 41 Abraham (as

Grotius collects from Ancient History) a great Mystes in the
Knowledge of the Stars. 1677 B. RIYELEY Serin. Funeral
Bp. Noriuich 26 There are few kinds of Literature but he
was a Mystes in them. 1778 APTHORP Lett, on Prev. Christ.
(1778) 360 After having undergone the formalities, the
aspirant became a mystes. 1904 Expositor Apr. 256 The
instructions were given to the mystes [etc.].

Mysti, obs. form of MISTY.

Mystic (mi-stik), a. and sb. Forms : 4 mys-
tyke, -ik, 5 -ike, 4 mistyk, 6 -ik, 7 mystioke,
-ique, misticke, -ique, 7-8 -iek, mystiek, 4-
mystic. [a. OF., F. mystique - It. mistico, Sp.
mistico, Pg. mystico, ad. L. mysticus, a. Gr. JJLV-

ortKos, {. nvarris MYSTES.] A. adj.
1. Spiritually allegorical or symbolical ;

of the
nature of, or characteristic of, a sacred mystery ;

pertaining to the mysteries of the faith. Also
(more definitely) = MYSTICAL a. i, but now some
what rhetorical in tone.

1382 WYCLIF Bible, Ep. Jerome vii, James, Petre, Jcon,
Jude, seuene epistlis tnaden aswel mistik as redi [orig. tarn
mysticas quam svccitictas\ 1490 CAXTON Eneyrlos ix. 37To rendre theym from theyr lacyuyte, in-to pudike, mystike,
and shamefaste chastyte. 1535 JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.)
36 Not in a mistik allegory. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Calech.
(i 884) 16 The haly kirk is callit the mUtike bodye and spouse
of Christ. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husli. n. 69 b, The
holy Scripture dooth teache a more hygher and mysticall
[orig. recondttam] consyderation. 16483. BBAUMONlJ twaitf
vii. xcii, For genuine Divinity Shall be engag d. but in a
mistick fashion, In all the bus ness of his Generation. 1656
COWLEY Dazideis ii. 48 Thy right hand does hold The mys
tiek Scepter of a Cross of Gold. 1827 KEBLE Chr. V., Tnes.
in II hilsun week, The mystic Dove Hovering His gracious
brow above. 1849 CASWAI.L Lyra Cath. 55 Offerings of
mystic meaning ! Incense doth the God disclose [etc.].

1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 3 The mystic union of the soul
with Christ.

b. Mystic testament [
= F. testament mystique]:

in the law of Louisiana, a sealed testament.
1856 BOUVIER Law Diet. II. 581/1 A mystic testament is

also called a solemn testament, because it requires more
formality than a nuncupative testament. 1888 Encycl. Brit,
XXIV. 574/1 A special form of will, borrowed from Roman
law, called the mystic or sealed will.

2. Pertaining to the ancient religious mysteries or
to other occult rites or practices ; occult, esoteric.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 79 Drinke three, or three thrice

told, A mysticke law of old. 1627 DRAVTON Moone-Cal/e,
liat. Agintonrt, etc. 175 When turning ouer his most mis-

tique bookes, Into the secrets of his Art he lookes. 1643
MILTON Divorce 11. iv. Wks. 1851 IV. 73 Their filthines was
hid, but the mystiek reason thereof known to their Sages.
1648 HERRICK Hesfer His Fare--vell to Sack, Tis thou,
alone, who with thy Mistick Fan, Work s! more then Wis.
dome, Art, or Nature can. 1725 POPE Odyss. xi. 59 And
mutter d vows, and mystiek song apply d To griesly Pluto,
and his gloomy bride. 1785 BURNS Addr. Deil xiv, When
Masons mystic word an grip, In storms an tempests raise

Cup.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. v. xxvii, Car d not the

ye to betray Her mystic arts in view of day. 1835
THlRLWALL&amp;lt;7r/rtr I. iii. 65 The mystic rites of Demeter. 1875
MANSEL Gnostic Heresies iii. 41 Some of these, .prepare a
bridal chamber.and perform certain mystic rites of initiation.

t3. Secret, concealed. 06s. (Cf. MYSTICAL 4.)
a 1625 FLETCHER Noble Gent. iv. v. (1647) 42/2 These are

but illusions to give couller To your most misticke leacherie !

1697 DRYDEN I irg. jEneiJ \. 357, 1 have search d the mystic
rolls of Fate [l^/atorunt arcana}.
4. The distinctive epithet of that branch of the

ology which relates to the direct communion of

the soul with God
; hence, pertaining to or con

nected with this branch of theology. Now rare ;

cf. MYSTICAL 5.

1639 N. N. tr. Du Bostj s Compl. Woman it. 29 Saint

Bridget hath written so well of the Mistick Theology, that
even the learnedest men admire her doctrine. 1727-52
CHAMBERS CycL, Mystic theology denotes a refined and
sublime kind of divinity, professed by the mystics. 1765
MACLAINE tr. Mosheim s Eccl. Hist. Cent. xiii. u. iii. 4
The Mystic doctors carried this visionary method of inter

preting scriptuie to the greatest height. 1854 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. vm. v, The difficult and mystic work which bore the
name of Dionysius the Areopagile.

5. Of hidden meaning or nature ; enigmatical,

mysterious. (Cf. MYSTICAL 2.)
a 1631 DONNE Elegies viii. Poems (1633) 55 Foole, thou

didst not understand The mystique language of the eye nor
hand. 1693 J. EDWARDS Author. O.t ff. Test. I. 187 The
antient Sages and Philosophers were obscure and mystiek
in their Stile. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Mag. i. iii. 66 These

mystiek Characters were the Original of all the Hyero-
glyphick Writing. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest (1820)
n. 61 Her mind, .rejected the mystic and turbulent prompt
ings of imagination. 1807 tr. Three Germans I. 48 He
sighed for the explanation to Holstein s mystic conduct.
1810 SIR A. BOSWELL Edint. Poet. Wks. (1871) 53 [In the

game of hopscotch] There, on the pavement, mystic forms
are chalk d. 1819 SCOTT Iranhpe xxxviii, Is there no leech

here who can tell us the ingredients of this mystic unguent ?

1874 BLACK Pr. Thttle iii, The room, too, in which this

mystic Princess sat, was strange and wonderful.

b. In recent use : Inspiring an awed sense of

mystery.
1842 TENNYSON MortedA rth. 144 An arm Clothed in white

samite, mystic, wonderful. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C.
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xxxvi, 249 At midnight strange, mystic hour, when the veil

between the frail present and the eternal future grows thin.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 380 Such is the mystic voice

which is always murmuring in his ears.

B. sb.

fl. Mystical meaning ; mystical representation.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 630 Cryst and

hijs membrys,
men, O body beje ine mystyke. Ibid. 837 To pe folke fxit

torne^ al to cryst Ine
J&amp;gt;e body of mystyke. Ibid. 2157 f&amp;gt;ys

ylke bok \K mistyk ys Of |?ese sacrementis.

2. Originally, a *

mystic doctor ,
an exponent of

mystical theology ; also, one who maintains the

validity and the supreme importance of mystical

theology. Hence, in extended application : One
j

who, whether Christian or non-Christian, seeks by
!

contemplation and self-surrender to obtain union

with or absorption into the Deity, or who believes 1

in the possibility of the spiritual apprehension of I

truths that are inaccessible to the understanding.
1679 PENN Addr. Prof. n. (1692) 146 Taulerus, Thomas a

|

Keinpis, and othere Misticks in that Communion. 1714 K. :

KiDDtis Pract. Disc. n. 380 Those mysticks who would dis

card the passions of hope and fear. 1765 MACLAINK tr.

Mosheim s Eccl. Hist. Cent. xv. i. \. n The Mystics were
,

defended against their adversaries, the Dialecticians, partly

by the Platonics. 1781 COWPKR Truth 128 An Indian mystic.

1856 VAUGHAN Mystics I. Pref.
p. v, The way in which

mystics reduced themselves to utter inactivity. 1875 JOWKL i

Plato {ed. 2) III. $9 He is no mystic or ascetic seeking

absorption in the divine nature. 1899 INGE C/ir, Mysticism
vii. 258 To the true mystic, life itself is a sacrament.

3. occas. One initiated into mysteries.
1859 KINGSLEY Misc. I. 327 A mystic according to the

Greek etymology should signify one who is initiated into
|

mysteries. 1871 JOVVETT Plato I. 381 This was the meaning
of the founders of the mysteries when they said, Many are

the wand bearers but few are the mystics/

Mystic : see MYSTICK.

Mystical (mi-stikal), a. Also 5-8 misti-, 6

myste-, mysty-. [Formed as prec. : see -ICAL.]
1. Having a certain spiritual character or import

by virtue of a connexion or union with God tran

scending human comprehension: said esp. with

reference to the Church as the Body of Christ, and
to sacramental ordinances, (Cf. MYSTIC a. I.)

1529 MORE Suppl. Soufys Wks. 327/2 Christes misticnl
j

body that is his church. 1549 Bkt Com. Prayer, Communion, i

AH they whyche bee of the misticall body of thy sonne.

15S SENONOYS tr. Godly Saiyngs (1846) 118 The mystycal
or sacramental breade. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii.

7 A true.. participation of Christ, who thereby imparteth
htmselfe. .as a misticall head vntoeuery soule that receiuetli

him. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple^ C/i. t Superl. t Approach, and
taste The churches mysticall repast. 1660 COKE Power

&amp;lt;y

i

Snbj. 77 These two individual persons, by the law of God, !

are made one mystical person, of which the husband is head.

1845 Encycl. Metrop. II. 901/1 This mystical body, the
j

Catholic Church. 1864 NEALE Seaton. Poems 165 They eat

the mystical supper.
b. (Spiritually) allegorical or symbolical.

laitfloChester PI. (E.E.T.S.) viii. 333 pauid.. prophesied
that kinges from Tharsis and Araby with misticall giftes
shall come and present that Lord. 1519 MORE Dyalogc i.

Wks. 160/2 The misticall gestures and seremonies vsed in

the masse. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. p. xvi, The nombre of thre,
j

whiche of all other is most..mystycall. 1555 SAUNDERS
Let. in Coverdales Lett. Martyrs (1564) 204 Though he
stand behynd the wal and hyde himselfe (as Salomon saietli

in his mystical ballade). 1655 FULLFR Ch. Hist, m. xi. 12 i

To make up the rotundity of so sacred, and mystical a
number. 1690 T. BURNF.T Th. Earth in. Concl. 113 Tis

plain to me in the Apocalypse, that Mystical Babylon is to

be consum d by fire. 1861 E. GARBETT Bible $ its Critics

i. 32 The mystical horseman in the Apocalypse.
C. In the interpretation of Scripture, applied to

the spiritual or allegorical sense which is held to
j

underlie the obvious or literal meaning.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 b,

Leest he wolde lene

all togyder to the Htteral sense of scripture, and not to y9

spiritual or nustical sense. 1553 WILSON Rhct. 62 b, Some
do use after the literal sense to gather a misticall under-

standyng. 1661-3 SOUTH Serin. (1727) V. 53, I profess not

myself either skilled, or delighted, in mystical Interpreta
tions of Scripture. 1860 PUSEY A/in. Proph. 620 S. Jerome
gives here the mystical meaning.

2. Having an unseen, unknown, or mysterious

origin, character, effect, or influence ; of dark im

port, obscure meaning, or occult influence. Now
rare or Obs. (Cf. MYSTIC a. 5.)
a 1500-34 Coventry Corpus Chr. Plays (1902) 12/341 Were

mystecall vnto youre heryng, Of the natevete off a kyng.
533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539) 33 In the serchyngtmt of

secrete and misticall thynges, their wyttes excellyd. 1587
GOLDINC De Mornay (1592) Ep. Ded. p. v, Least the matters
which in some cases are misticall enough of themselues by
reason of their owne profoundnesse, might haue ben made
more obscure. i64jj. M.Sev.Sa/ve 21 While they mature.,
such their mysticalland pernicious designes. 1727 SHUCKFORD
Hist. World I. Pref. p. 1, Instead of supporting them with
Reason and Argument, they had them expressed in mystical
Sentences, 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 104
[He] has not only traduc d us, but made the whole affair so
dark and mystical, that [etc.]. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker.

xxxiv, Struck with the mystical fragments of speech she had
bestowed on him. 1829 SCOTT A nne of G. i, I would . . we
had that mystical needle which mariners talk of. 1848
LYTTON Harold x. i, That illness had been both preceded
and followed by mystical presentiments of the evil days [etc. J.

fb. Of a person : Obscure in speech or in style.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) in Though I

dare not here plainly the knot unbinde, Yet in my writeing
I wyll not be so Mysticall, But that [etc.]. 1613 PVRCHAS

VOL. VI.
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Pilgrimage (1614) 18 Such mysticall Mist-all and Missc-all

Interpreters. 1626 BACON Sylva 96 A Physitian, that

would be Mysticall, prescribeth, for the Cure of iheKheume,
that a Man should walk Continually upon a Camomill-alley ;

Meaning, that he should put Camomill within his Socks.

3. Connected with mysterious or occult rites or

practices. (Cf. MYSTIC . 2.)

1577 tr. Bellinger s Decades m.vi. 386/2 Their mysticall

apparaile, & their sundiie offices. 1581 STANYHURST /Ends
ii. (Arb.) 48 Too you for wytnesse do I cal ; you mystical
altars. 1667 MILTON P. /,. v. 620 Mystical dance, which

yonder starne Spheare OfPlanetsand affix! in al I her Wheeles
Resembles nearest. 1740 LADY HARTFORD Corr. (1806) II.

10 The Court and army danced what they called a mystical
dance. 1801 CAMPBELL Lochiefs IVarti. 55 Tis the sunset

of life gives me mystical lore, And coming events cast their

shadows before. 1869 K. W. NEWMAN Misc. 192 Their smell

when burnt, and the mystical cloud of smoke, were univer

sally esteemed.

f4. Secret, unavowed, concealed; = MYSTIC a. 3.
1611 Second Maiden s Trag. n. i. in Hazl. Dodsley X. 419

Confess, thou mystical panderess ! a 1687 PETTY Pol. Anat.

(1691) 38 This is the State of the External and Apparent
Government of Ireland...But the Internal and Mystical
Government of Ireland is thus.

5. = MYSTIC a. 4. Also, pertaining to or char

acteristic of mystics (see MYSTIC sb. 2} ; relating to,

or of the nature of, mysticism.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 572 So many are the in

terpretations in their mysticall Theologie, that Truth must
needs be absent, which is but One.

164^7
CKESSY Exomolo-

gesis Ixxv. 635 Mysticall Theology being nothing else in

general! but certaine rules by the practise whereof a vertuous
Christian mi^ht atteine to a nearer, .conversation with God.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. xvi. 179 His soul imployed in my.s

e mysca yagoras, an e aersng Plato. 1844
W. G. WARD Ideal of Chr. Ch. 326 Mystical theology is

the ascetic theology of those, who are unusually advanced
in the Christian course, and leading a life of unearthly and
noble sanctity. 1884 Jlncycl. Brit, XVII. 129/2 The intui

tion or ecstasy or mystical swoon which appears alike among
the Hindus, the Neo-Platonists, and the medixval saints.

1904 iLi.iNfiwoRTii Chr. Char. i.v. 182 I oth [St. Paul and
St. John] \\-ere men the basis of whose life was profoundly
mystical.

icality (mistikse Hti). rare. [f. prec. +

-ITY.&quot;] Mysticalness.
1834 Erasers Mag. X. 425 There is a fashion of mystica-

lity in modern writers of verse which is in very bad taste.

1902 Daily Chron. i Nov. 3 Those who care for rnystica*

lity as an American writer would say.

Mystically (mi-stikali), adv. [-LY.
2
]

1, In a mystic manner or sense
;
with mystic or

symbolical meaningor representation. (With refer

ence to spiritual things.)
1552 HUI.OET, Misticallye, typice. 1579 Fui.KE Heskins s

Farl. 227 Euen as we are the bodies and members of Christ,
and that is spiritually and mystically. 1583 T OXE A. $ M.
II. 2001/2 The fat priest. \ pray the what is mistically i

Wood. I take mistically to be the fayth that is in vs, that

the world seeth not, but God onely. 1646 SIR T. BROWSE
Pseud. Ep, 297 He., that was mystically Blame in Abel. 1671
FLAVEL Fount, of Life v. Wks. 1701 I. 34/1 [The union] of
two distinct Natures, and Persons; by one Spirit, Mystically.

aijn KEN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 97 When
Saints of all their Sins releas d On Jesus mystically feast.

1895 SALMOND Chr. Doctr. Immortality v. ii. 534 In virtue

of their being mystically or representatively in Christ as

their Head.

fb. transf. and gen. Symbolically, metaphori
cally, figuratively. Obs.

1586 W. WF.BBF Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 23 They supposed all

wisedome..tp be included mystically in that diuine instinc-

tion, wherewith they thought their I ates to bee inspyreci.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon (1630) A4b, Why he doth speake

mysticallye. 1670 PETTUS Fodinse Reg. Introd., Moses in

writing the History of the Creation did mystically teach the

whole progress of the Metallick Art. a 1688 CUDWORTH
Jmmut. Mor. (1731) 58 He doth not mean Mystically in

this, but Physically.

2. Mysteriously, obscurely, incomprehensibly.
(Often used vaguely.)
1517 WATSON tr. Barclay s Shyp qfF0tysA.ij, I desyre

alwayand appetyteth newe inuencyons compyled mystycally.

#1536 TINDALE Briefe peel. Sacr. (?i55o) D ij, Many of the

olde doctors spake so mistycallye that they seame sometymes
to affirme plainly, that it is but bred and wine only . . and some-

tyme that it is hys very body and bloud. 1589 WARNER
Alb. Eng. iv. xxi. 89 Some such are mistically domme. 1651
CARTWKICHT Cert. Relig. i. 3 Your Lordship speaks mys
tically, will it please you to be plain a little? 1693 CON-
OREVF. Old Bach. iv. xii, Still mystically senseless and im

pudent. 1799 SICKELMORE Agnes &amp;lt;V

Leonora I. 57 They
adjourned to the stable, to review the beast that had been
so mystically introduced. 1884 SEELEY in Contemp. Rev.
Oct. 494 Faust .. was .. as mystically, as awfully sombre as

any of those plays of Calderon.

fb. Eccl. In a low or inaudible voice, secretly.

1657 SPARROW Bk. Common Prayer 102 The Priest should

say it /XUOTIKW? secretly and mystically.
3. With mystic rites, rare.

1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves (1859) 24 r J have arrows

mystically dipt.

Mysticalness (mi-stikalnes). rare, [-NESS.]
The quality or condition of being mystical.
1608 -znd Pt. Def. of Ministers Reasons Refns. Sitbscr.

78 Those bookes..have. .as greate a promyse of blessing

vpon the reading of them, notwithstanding their mysticalnes,
as any other. 1614 JACKSON Creed m. 246 Marke the mys-
ticalnesse of this speech. 1816 J. GILCHRIST Philos. Etym,
p. v, Abstruseness and ingenious mysticalness.

MYSTICITY.

Mysticete 1
(mi-stisH). Formerly also in I,,

form. [acl. mod.L. mysticetns, a. Gr. /O^TIV^TOS
(in old edd. of Aristotle Hist. Anim. in. xii, where
mod. edd. read 6 ^t/s TO KIJTOS,

* the mouse
&quot;

(*. e.

the whale so called) *.

The identity of the animal referred to by Aristotle has not
been determined. In old Latin translations /AVCTTI*)T&amp;lt;K was
rendered nntscitlus piscis and was thus associated with the
animal so named by Pliny ( the whale s guide ).J

1. The Arctic Right &quot;Whale, Bal&na mysticttits.
[1797 Encycl. Brit. fed. 3) II. 754/2 Balxna..i. The

mysticetus, or common whale.] 1815 W. SCORF.SBY in Mew.
wemerian Soc. (1818) II. 263 The huge Mysticetus, or
Whalebone Whale. 1820 Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 459 The
colour of the Mysticetus is velvet-black, grey,, .and white,
with a tinge of yellow.

1835-6 yWrf j Cycl. A nut. I. 5677^ The Mysticete, or
common Whalebone-Whale. 1894 Athcn.euin 3 Nov. 599/3
The Old Greenland Sea , where the mysticete had formerly
been slain in such prodigious numbers.

2. One of the Mysticete (see next) ;
a whalebone

whale or mystacocete.
1876 Van Bcncdciis Anim. Parasites 58 The singular

mysticete recently distinguished by the name of Rhachia-
nectcs glaitcus. 1885 J.G. WOOD in Longm. Mag. Mar. 549
The Greenland whale (Balxna mysticcttts), the type of the

Mysticetes.

II Mysticete- ;mistisrt/\ sb.pl. [mod. I,., a.

Gr.*/*t/(TT(T7T7/,pl. of
}j.v(JrtKT]To&amp;lt;&amp;gt; (seeprec.).] The

suborder of cetaceans consisting of the whalebone
whales: opposed to the Denticete or toothed
whales. Cf. MYSTACUCKTK.
(Used by Scoresby app. only as pi, of myaticetns.\
1820 W. SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 211 The difference

of proportion existing between the heads and bodies of some
mysticete. 1864 J, E. OKAY in Proc. Zool. Soc. 198 [Cetacea |

Sub-order I. Cete..Sect. I. Mysticete. . .[p. 231] Sect. 11.

I )enticete.

Mysticism (mi-stisiz m}. [f. MYSTIC + -ISM.

Cf. F. wystieisMe, G. mysticismtis.]
1. The opinions, mental tendencies, or habits of

thought and feeling, characteristic of mystics ;

mystical doctrines or spirit ; belief in the possi

bility of union with the Divine nature by means of

ecstatic contemplation ;
reliance on spiritual in

tuition or exalted feeling as the means of acquiring

knowledge of mysteries inaccessible to intellectual

apprehension.
1736 H. COVENTKV Philemon Conv. i. n. 59 How much

nobler a Field of Kxercise. .are the seraphic Entertain
ments of Mysticism and E.xtasy than the mean and ordinary
Practice of a mere earthly and common Virtue ! 1765
MACLAINF tr. Mosheini s Eccl. Hist. Cent. xvn. n. i. i. 51
This female apostle of Mysticism [sc. Madame Guyon] de
rived all her ideas of religion from the feelings of her own
heart. 1839 HALLAM Lit. Eur. iv. iii. 55 IV. 230 The

scepticism of Malebranche is merely ancillary to his mysti
cism. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rati&e s Hist. Ref. III. 95 He was not

only susceptible of the sublimest mysticism, but his whole
soul was steeped in it. 1890 Guardian 25 June 1030 He
makes no attempt to show. .that the Mysticism of Sweden-

borg is the only alternative to the Agnosticism of Professor

Huxley, 1899 INGE Chr. Mysticism ii. 44 The Gospel of

St. John . . is the charter of Christian Mysticism.

2. As a term of
reproach,

a. From the hostile

point of view, mysticism implies self-delusion or

dreamy confusion of thought ;
hence the term is

often applied loosely to any religious belief to

which these evil qualities are imputed, b. Some
times applied to philosophical or scientific theories

alleged to involve the assumption of occult quali

ties or mysterious agencies of which no rational

account can be given.

1763 WARBURTON Doctr. Grace m. ii. Wks. 1788 IV. 706
With an incredible appetite devouring the trash dropt from

every species of Mysticism. 1763 WESLEY Jrnl. 28 Aug.
(1827) III. 140 The same poison of Mysticism has. .ex

tinguished the last spark of life. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids

Re/I. 38 1 The grounding of any theory or belief on accidents

and anomalies of individual sensations or fancies, and the

use of peculiar terms invented or perverted from their

ordinary significations, for the purpose of expressing these

idiosyncracies, and pretended facts of interior consciousness,
I name Mysticism. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. $ Is. viii. (1846)

I. 367 An acute and subtile perception was often clouded by
mysticism and abstraction. 1855 M. PATTISOM in Oxford
Ess. 258 That deluge of crude speculation and vague mystic
ism which pervades the philosophical and religious litera

ture of the day. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 120 The
terrorism, revivalism, mysticism,

or self-concentration which
sometimes pose as religion.

Mysticist (mi-stisist). rare- 1
, [f. MYSTIC +

-1ST.] An advocate of mystical interpretation.
1860 WILLIAMS in Ess. 4- Rev. 64 The later mysticists

charitably prayed for Hillel, because his expositions had
been historical.

Mysticity (misti-siti). [f. MYSTIC + -TTY,

after F. mysticite^\ The quality of being mystic or

mystical.
1760 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 108/2 [transl. French] That zeal,

that Mysticityi
those extraordinary follies, which one would

think proper only for the dark and barbarous ages. 1834
MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. i, I will endeavour to make
note of their tenets, though many of them escaped me
through their mysticity. 1885 PATER Marins I.

115^
Flavian

had caught something of. .the sonorous organ-music of the

medieval Latin, and therewithal something of its unction

and mysticity of spirit. 1891 Temple Bar Mar. 434 The

mysticity of the place being merely Leonardesque.
169



MYSTICIZB.

Mysticize(mi-stis3iz),f. [f. MYSTIC a. + -IZE.]
trans. To render mystical ;

to introduce a mystical
element into, give a mystic meaning to.

1680 DODWELL On Sanchoniathon (1691) 66 By Mystic-
izing the Kotrfioyoiaa of Moses to a sense not very distant
from that received among the wisest Philosophers. 1827
G. S. FABER Sacr. Cat. Prophecy (1844) I. 49 They thus

agree in the point of mysticising the prophetic day. 1830
S. R. MAITLAND Twelve Hundred

&amp;lt;$ Sixty Days 46 You
are obliged to get rid of the days, and to mysticise all the

periods. 1903 Jrnl. Hellenic Stud. XXIII. 313 Not even
an Orphic attempted to mysticize the shovel or the fork.

Hence Mystioizing ///. a.

1841 G. S. FABER Prov. Lett. (1844) II. 23 His fancifully

mysticising plan of a cathedral. 1879 FARRAR SJ, Paul II.

xxxvii. 22781. Paul s methods, .involve a mysticising idealisa

tion of 1,500 years of history.

Mystic(k (mi-stik). [ad. F. mistic, -ique: see

Misnco.] = MISTICO.
1828 W. IRVING Visit ta Pahs in Li/n fy Voy. C. Columbus

(1849) III. 459 Twoor three picturesque barks, called mystics,
with long latine sails. Ibid. 460.

My sticly, adv. rare. [f. MYSTIC a. + -LY 2
.]

Mystically.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 20 Of this doghtere

some tyme sange Salomon mistikly. 1868 MORRIS Earthly
Par. (1870) I. i. 389 Nor shall he keep his man s shape
more, when he First feels the iron wrought so mysticly.

My SticO-, combining form of Gr. fivcmmj-s

MYSTIC, denoting partly mystical and partly . . . ,

or mystically ,
as mystico- religious adj.

1846 GROTE Greece i. xx. II. 160 The mystico-religious
poetry of Greece. 1861 Chamb. Encycl. II. 212/1 His Biblin

Paupenim, or Poor Man s Bible
,
is a mystico-allegoric

explanation of the plain contents of the sacred books. 1899
Allbulfs Syst. Med. VIII. 106 Psychopaths of the litigious,

erotic, and jealous, mystico-religious and other types.

Mystific (misti-nk). rare~ . [f. after MISTIFY:
see -FIC.] A mystifier ; one given to mystification.
a 1849 POE Mystification Wks. 1864 IV, 253 In no instance

before that of which I speak, have I known the habitual

mystific escape the natural consequences of his manoeuvres.
So Mysti fically aih ., in a mistifying manner.
1880 Miss BROUGHTON Second Thoughts I. i. ii. 29 Let

us look at it, Gjll , says the squire, taking the card in his

turn, and also mystifically reading it.

Mystification (mi^stifik^-Jan). [ad. F. mys
tification, n. of action of mystifier MYSTIFY v. *]
1. The action of mystifying a person, playing
upon his credulity, or throwing dust in his eyes.
1815 Paris Chit-chat (1816) III. 163 Old recollections.,

made me an excellent subject for mystification. 1826 J.
GILCHRIST Led. 52 Special pleading of advocates, whose
main talent is quibbling and mystification. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) I. i. 10 He was punished for assum
ing a character for purposes of mystification. 1885 Manch.
Exam. TO Apr. 5/2 The whole manifesto, .was regarded by
the public as a piece of grandiloquent mystification.

b. An instance of this.

1817 Edin. Ra&amp;gt;. XXVIII. 382 Having amused himself ,

with a mystification (or what is in Kngland vulgarly called
a hoax). 1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 122 Of all the !

mystifications with which man is acquainted, Voltaire
thought life itself the greatest. 1876 BLACK Madcap Violet
xv. 138 The sweetheart is impatient of these mystifications,
and wishes her to promise to marry him.
2. The condition or fact of being mystified.
1817 SCOTT i Jan. in Fain. Lett. (1894) I. xiii. 399 The

mystification of those who would see very far into the mill
stone is sufficiently diverting. 1836-7 DICKENS Si. by Boz,
Tuggs s at Ramsgatt, The Tuggs^s went to bed . . in a state
of considerable mystification and perplexity. 1884 F. M.

|

CRAWFORD Rom. Singer II. i. 4 They never left Italy at all,
j

it seems. I am rather mystified, and 1 hate mystification.

Mystificator (mi-stifik^tai). rare. [ad. F.

inystificatenr, f. mystifier MYSTIFY-.] A mystifier.
1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 122 Lawyers, physicians,

and divines, are mystificators of the first order. 1898 IVestin.
Gaz. 4 Oct. 2/1 A special word or two with regard to Lock-
wood as a mystificator.
So Mystiflcatory a., mystifying.
1830 Westm. Ke-i. XII. 270 [Coleridge s] confidences to

Captain Medwin and Mr. Leigh Hunt, were., of this mystifi-
catory class. 1830 Eraser s Mag. II. 492 Your verses.,
say all this, only in much more mystificatory language.

Mystified(mi-stifaid),///.a. [f. MYSTIFY
v.&amp;lt;*]

1. Bewildered, puzzled, perplexed.
1863 Con/. Ticket of Leave Man 142 Having . . slipped a

couple of sovereigns into the hand of the bewildered and
mystified Sergeant Jobson. 1902 Munsey s Mag. XXVI.
586/2 What have you two in your heads? asked the mys
tified lady.
2. Made obscure.

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conif. III. xii. 182 The intentionally
mystified language of the Biographer.

Mystifier (mi-stif3i|3j). [f. MYSTiFY 2 + -ERi.]
One who mystifies by practical joking or other
wise. Also, one who or a thing which causes per
plexity or bewilderment.
1823 Ne-.u Monthly Mag. VIII. 116 In our own history,

Oliver Cromwell shines the prince of mystifiers. 1856 KARA-
DAV in H. B. Jones Life (1870) II. 366 That phrase polarity
in its present undefined state is a great mystifier. 1859HARE GmuttdA, 5) 213 He is not a mystic, but a mystifier.
1886 fall MallG. 23 June 1/1 If Demos is mystified much
longer he will vote against his mystifier.

Mystify (mi-stifai), v.l rare. Also 8 mist-,
j

[f. MIST sb. or MISTY a. + -FY.] Only in pa. pple :

Beclouded, befogged (///. andyfc.).
a 1734 NORTH Life Ld. Keeper North (1742) 79 His Lord

ship was not so mistified, by his Amour, as not to discern

818

i these Arts. 1819 BYRON Juan n. xii, When gazing on them,
mystified by distance, We enter on our nautical existence.

1833 R. H. FKOUDE Rent. (1838) I. 284 As we went up, every
thing was mystified and cloudy.

Mystify (mi-stifei), v? (Also mist-.) [ad. F.
:

mystifier (1772 in Hatz.-Darm.), irreg. f. mysttre
MvsTEiiY 1 or mystique MYSTIC: see -FV.

Often associated with Eng. mist : cf. prec.J

1. To bewilder or perplex intentionally ;
to play

on the credulity of; to hoax, humbug.
1814 HAZLITT /W. Ess. (1819) 73 The noble Secretary

I viistified the house, as he had himself been mistijied by his

highness of Benevento. 1816 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) I. 262
He was sometimes thus wantonly imposed upon, or, to use

I a word which seems now to be naturalized, thus mystified.
1818 Blatkw. Mag. IV, 222 To bewilder, or, in the French

i phrase, to mistify the attentive world. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE
Skaks. Char. 200 She has a tilt at him, jeering, joking,

I mystifying, obfuscating him. 1873 DIXON Two Queens iv.

I yii.
I. 218 Puebla was to choose his words to hint at dark

j

intrigues to mystify the council.

absol. 1837 Eraser*s Mag. XV. 339 We would not swear

;

that she was not secretly quizzing and mystifying all the time.

2. Of impersonal agencies : To bewilder, cause

perplexity to. Chiefly pass.
1833 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1825) 293 The poor lad seemed

quite mystified with his strange adventures. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw* iii, Mr. Pickwick, who was considerably mystified
by this very impolite by-play. 1876 N.Amer. Rev. CXXIII.

i 112 This view led to positive evil in the observations of the
late transit by mystifying the observers.

3. To wrap up or involve in mystery; to make
mystical; to interpret mystically.
1829 I. TAYLOR Ent/tns. ix. 237 The practice of mystifying

the Scriptures must be named as an especial characteristic
of monkish religion. 1855 W. IRVING IVolfert s Roost i,

The fabulous age, in which vulgar fact becomes mystified,
and tinted up with delectable fiction. 1855 MII.MAN I*nt.
C/tr. viii. viii. V. 22 nofed, The early life of iiecket has been
mystified . .by the imaginative tendencies of the age imme
diately following his own.

4. To involve in obscurity ;
to obscure the mean

ing or character of.

1827 SOUTHFV Let. to II. Taylor 12 Apr., The meta-
politicians have dealt with their branch of policy as the

metaphysicians have with their branch of philosophy, they
have muddied and mystified it. 1828 C. WORDSw. Chas. /,
20 Why bring this perplexity into one of the simplest things
in the world, by the only means through which it could be
mystified? 1874 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. xcviii. 2 We
abhor those who mystify it [sc. the gospel].
Hence Mystifying si. and ///. a.

1818 T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare Abbey xi, All this mysti
fying and blue-devilling of society. 1825 SCOTT Diary in

Lockout Life (1837) VI. 132 Another of Byron s peculiari
ties was the love ofmystifying, c 1827 COLERIDGE in -5/rtc:c-.

Mag. (1882) CXXXI. 119 Such a mystifying cant of Hylo-
7oism [etc.]. 1862 THORNBURV Turturl. 317 The lines may
be in Dibdin I never could find them; but such is the

mystifying fun Turner was so fond of.

j-Mystill. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. mod.L. mistilio,

f. mist-us mixed.] MASLIN 2
.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 To eche grome and page
vj d. and peyre bedys of mystill.

Mystily, obs. f. MISTILY. Mystiltyne, obs.
f. MASLIN i. Mystlyone, obs. f. MASLIN ^.

Mystorne, obs. f. MISTURN. Mysz, obs. pi.
MOUSE sb. Myszen, obs. f. MIZEN. Myt, obs.
f. MITE 2. Mytan, -ayne, etc., obs. ff. MITTEN.
Mytche, obs. f. MUCH. Myten, etc., var. MITING

;

obs. ff. MITTEN. Myter, obs. f. METRE, MITRE.

.Myth (_mih),
sb. Also 0-1840-65) mythe. [ad.

mod.L. mythus : see MYTH us. Cf. K. mythe.
The pronunc. (maty), formerly prevalent, is still sometimes

heard. The corresponding spelling mythe was affected by
Grute and Max Miiller (among others). Cf. also the fof-

lowing :

1838 T. KEIGHTLF.V Mythol. (ed. 2) i Mythology is the
science which treats of the mythes. .current among a people.
1846 Notes on Bncol. $ Georg, Virg. p. yii,

From the Greek
M^0o I have made the word tnyl/tet

in which however no one
has followed me, the form generally adopted being m$th.\
1. A purely fictitious narrative usually involving

supernatural persons, actions, or events, and em
bodying some popular idea concerning natural or
historical phenomena.T . ^.

id

Platonic myth see quot. IQO&amp;lt;;

1830 Wat,
illustrat,:

the mosi

is a piece of stamped leather. Perhaps this is a myth of
/oung-lady-hood ,856 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) II. xvi.
84 Many mythes have thus been transferred to real persons,
by a mere similarity of name. 1856 E. M. COPE in Cambr.
t.ss. 147 One of those myths or fables in which.. Plato
shadows forth the future condition of the human soul. 1866

11 &quot;i &amp;gt;-n. &amp;gt;K ? The celebrated mythe or apologuecalled The Choice of Hercules
, one of the most impressive

exhortations in ancient literature to a life of labour and self-
denial 1899 BARING-GOULD Vicar o/M+ve,,stom vii. 195It is chronicled in an old Armenian mythThat the wise men
of the East were none other than the three sons of Noe
195J. A.STEWART Myths ofPlatoi The Myth isafanciful
tale, sometimes traditional, sometimes newly invented, with
which Socrates or some other interlocutor interrupts or con
cludes the argumentative conversation in which the move-

MYTHICAL.
ment of the [Platonic] Drama mainly consists. Ibid. 2 The
Platonic Myth is not illustrative it is not Allegory render
ing pictorially results already obtained.

b. in generalized use.

1840 W. H. MILL Observ. i. 118 The same non-historical
region of philosophical myth. 1846 GROTE Greece I. i. I. 67
It is neither history nor allegory, but simple mythe or legend.
1885 CLODD Myths f, Dr. 7 Myth was the product of man s
emotion and imagination, acted upon by his surroundings.
2. A fictitious or imaginary person or object.
1849 LVTTON Caxtons x. iii, As for Mrs. Primmins s bones,

they had been myths these twenty years. 1874 SAVCE Corn-
par. Philol. iv. 165 The pronominal root is a philological
myth. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 3 Feb. 9/3 Parliamentary
control was a myth.
3. attrib. and Comb., as myth-creating ppl. adj.,

-maker, -making vbl. sb. and ppl. adj. ; myth-
history (see MYTHISTOBY).
1846 GROTE Cretce \. i. I. 75 The Athenian mythe-creators.

1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. xi. 308 The myth-making
power of the human mind. 1871 Print. Cult. I. 20 That
the earliest myth-maker arose and flourished among more
civilized nations. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Baft. ii. 74
The myth-creating tendencies of the age.

t Myth., a. Obs. [var. of METHE a.} Gentle.
c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 156 So meke and so

my)&amp;gt;e [Bodl.
MS.

mi)&amp;gt;i]
a mayster to tray, c 1450 HOLLAND Hinvlat 693

All war merschallit to meit meikly and myth.
t Myth, Z .

1 Sc. Obs. [a. ON. tuHa.}
1. trans. To show.
13. . Guy IVarw, (1883) p. 306 per nis no long may telle in

tale pe ioie
J&amp;gt;at

was at
(&amp;gt;at

bridale
\Vi|&amp;gt;

menske &
mir)&amp;gt;e to

mi^e. civjoGol. $ Caw. 871 Thoght he wes myghtles, his

mercy can hethairmyth. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i.lxvii.Gif
that my spreit was blyith, The fewerous hew intill my face
did myith All my male eis. 1513 SEneis ix. vii. 14 The
brycht helm in twynkland sterny nycht Mythis [Virgil/ro-
didit] Eurilly with bemys schynand lycht.

2. To mark, notice.

1470 HRNRV Wallace v. 664 Scho durst nocht weill in

Eresens
till him kyth, Full sor scho dred or Sotheron wald

im myth.
t Myth, v. 2 Sf. Obs. rare. [var. MEITH v.~\

trans. To measure.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis viii. Prol. 40 The myllar mythis the
multur wyth a met scant.

Myth, obs. f. MIGHT, MITES, var. MITHE v. Obs.

Myther, var. MOIDER v. dial.

Mythic (mi-[&amp;gt;ik), a. [ad. late L. mythic-us, a.

Gr. piiO-titos, [. /i#os MYTHUS : see -1C. Cf. F. myth-
ique.] = MYTHICAL.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. i. 2 Mythic, or Fabulous,

Theologie, at first broached by the Poets. 1699 BAKER
Kejl. Learning x. no The times before these were the

Mythic Ages, and are all Fable. 1775 J. BRVANT Myihol.
II. 97 The mythic heroes of Egypt. 1825 COLERIDGE Lit.
Rent. (1836) II. 335 While yet poesy, in all its several species
of verse, music, statuary, &c. continued mythic. 1840 W. H.
MILL Observ. i. 7 To show. .the incredibility of his mythic
theory as applied to the Gospels. 1866 KINGSLEV ficreiv.
xviii. 344 note, Langebek. .tries, .to rationalize the mythic
pedigree of Earl Siward Digre. 1881 Ch. Times No. 967.
513 To reject the Gospels themselves as mythic

Mythical (mi-bikal), n. [f. late L. mylhicus :

see prec. and -ICAL.]
1. Of the nature of, consisting of, or based on a

myth or myths.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 438 M. Terentius Varro

. . distinguished Three Kindsof Theoiogy.the First Mythical
or Fabulous, the Second Physical or Natural, and the Last

;
Civil or Popular. 1830 TUFNELL & LEWIS tr. C. O. Mailer s
Doric Race p. iv, The term mythus, and ils derivative my
thical, which have been naturalized by the German writers.

1832 Philol. Mus. I. 108 Mythical legends. 1850 MAURICE
Mor. cV Met. Philos. (ed. 2) v. 67 The biography of Zerduscht
..is altogether confused and mythical. 1878 GLADSTONE
Prim. Homer 10 A tradition, perhaps true, perhaps mythical,
grew up, of Homer s blindness.

b. trans/. Having no foundation in fact;
fictitious.

1870 DISRAKLI /.&amp;lt;7Ma*Vxxxii. 169 Her influence is mythical.
1889 Academy 15 June 411 The account of pheasants being
captured by poachers lighting sulphur under their roosting-
trees appears very mythical.
2. Of persons or times : Belonging to a period

of which the accounts handed down are of the

nature of myths ; existing only in myth.
i678CuDWORTii Intell. Syst. i. iv. 712 This is an Old opinion

derived down all along from the Heroick times ( or, the

Mythical Age). 1835 THIRLWALL Greece ix. I. 347 He seems
to have been a rhetorical historian, who selected this half

mythical subject. 1846 GROTE Greece i. i. 1. 1 The mythical
world of the Greeks opens with the gods, anterior as well as

superior to man. 1865 SKELF.Y Ecce Homo v. 43 Any theory
which would represent them [sc. miracles] as due entirely to
the imagination of his followers or of a later age.. leaves
Christ a personage as mythical as Hercules. 1892 J. TAIT
Mind in Matter 308 That Jesus Christ was no creature of
the imagination or mythical aftergrowth.
3. Of writers, their methods : Dealing with or

involving the use of myths.
1874 H. R. REVNOLDS John Rapt. i. 3. 20 If the narra

tive were free from all suspicion of mythical handling. 1888
Atlantic Monthly^ Aug. 211/2 The grave Thucydides, least

mythical of historians.

b. Applied to theories or views which regard
narratives of supernatural events as myths.
1874 ROGERS Orig. Bible i. 36 The theory which attempts to

account for their belief [/. e. in miraclesj on mythical principles.

1887 Kncycl. Brit. XXII. 592/1 The mythical theory that
the Christ of the Gospels, .was the unintentional creation of
the early Christian Messianic expectation.



MYTHICALLY.

Hence Mythicalism, attachment to or belief in

myths.
1896 Fortn, Rev. Apr. 633 All superstition, mythicalism,

other-worldism, and all that savours of obscurantism.

Mythically (mi-J&amp;gt;ikali),
adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2

.]

In a mythical manner ; by means of myths.
1847-54 WEBSTER. 1875 Encycl. Rrit. II. 57/1 Ideas

mythically expressed and explained. 1877 FRHKMAN Norm.
Cong. I. App. 772 A dispute between Robert and Cnut which
could be connected, even mythically, with Cnut s death and
Robert s pilgrimage.

Mythicism (mi-Jnsiz m). [f. MYTHIC + -ISM.]
The principle of attributing a mythical character

to narratives of supernatural events.

1840 W. H. HILL Ohen . i. Pref. 8 The anti-historic

niythicism of Strauss.

Hence Mythicist (mi -Jiisist), an exponent of

mythicism or mythical theories.

1871 KARRAR ll itn. Hist. ii. 74 No mythicist surely could
have made what has been called the damaging admission
that faith was an essential to their operation [if. of miracles).

1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Rapt. v. 3. 332 Here we en
counter the stiffest antagonism of the rationalist, the mate
rialist, and the mythicist.

Mythicize (mi-jnsaiz), v. [f. MYTHIC + -IZE.]
trans. To turn into myth ;

to interpret mythically.
1840 W. H. MILL Okserv. l. 58 Christ s death, .his resur

rection . .are so mythicized as to drop the substance, making
them no individual, but a divine and eternal history . 1863
Sat. Rev. 199 An English Hunsen or Strauss, .may mythici/e
or transcendentalize either the Old Testament or the New.
1891 T. K. CIIEVNE Orig. Psalter 323 The storm-wind
(mythicized sometimes as the cherub).

Hence Mythicized ///. a.
; Mythicizing vl l.

sb. and///, a. Also Mythicizer.
1840 W. H. MILL Obser:: i. 4 The prepossession, .with

which the recent mythici/er of the Gospel undertakes his

task. Ibid. 24 That mythici7ing process. 1871 FARRAR
Witn. Hist. i. 25 If the Resurrection be merely a spiritual
idea, or a mythicised hallucination. 1893 FAIRBAIRN Christ
in Mod. Theol. \. \\. iii. 4. 271 The unconsciously creative

mythicizing imagination.

Mythico-, combining form of Gr. (tv8utii-9

MYTHIC, used in the sense mythical and . . .

1840 W. H. MILL Obscrv. (i860 no Our champion of

mythico-philosophical interpretation. 1855 LEWIS Credib.
Rom. Hist. II. 508 Mythico-historical narrative. 1895 A.
NUTT in Kuno Meyer I oy.Bran I. iciThe mythico-romantic
literature of the Irish. Ibid. 196 A mythico-topographical
survey of Ireland.

Mythifica tion. rare 1
, [f. MYTH s6. +

-(I)FICATION.J The construction of myth.
1865 tr. Strains * New Life of Jesus I. Introd. 126 Most

especially have I represented the Gospel of John.. as the

culminating point of the evangelical mythincation.

Mythism (mi-)&amp;gt;iz m). [f. MYTH sb. + -ISM.]
=

MYTHICISM. SoMythist = MYTHICIST; Mythize
v. = MYTHICIZE v.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes i. (1858) 204 He is careful not to
insinuate that the old Greek Mythists had any notion of

lecturing about the Philosophy of Criticism ! 1840 \V. H.
MILL Obseiv. (i86u 172 On the system of the mythists, these

purely Jewish circumstances of the Nativity should have
been told by the Hebrew Gospel. 1848 UROWNSON /^i-.(i884)
V. 256 The pure Evangelicism promised you has degenerated
into pietism, mythism, rationalism. 1851 G. S. pABERMarty
Mansions 329 Some would parabolise, or rather indeed (to
use the more proper term) mythise, the. .statements in the
Book of Job.

Mythistory. rare-&quot;, [ad. late L. myihis-
toria, a. Gr. jjnMiaTopia, f. pvSos MYTH sb. -nVro-

pia HISTORY.] (See quot.)
1731 BAILEY vol. II, Mythistory, an history mingled with

false fables and tales. [Hence as myth-history m Worcester
1846 and subsequent Diets.]

Mytho- (msi Jxj, mi Jx), mij&amp;gt;p ), combining f. Gr.

/iCflos MYTH, as in MYTHOLOGY, etc. A few com
pounds of occasional occurrence are placed here :

Mythoclast [Gr. -x\aarijs breaker], one who de

stroys or casts discredit upon myths; hence Mytho-
cla-stic a. Mythoge nesia, the production of

myths. Mytho-gony [Gr. -yofla. creation], the

study of the origin of myths; hence Mythogo-nic
a. My-thohero ic a., concerned with mythical
heroes. My.tho-MstoTic a., involving a mixture
of myth and history. Mythoma-niac, one who is

mad on myths. Mytho meter, a standard by
which myths are judged. Uythopa storal a., com
bining mythic and pastoral elements, f Mytho-
plasjn, the fabrication of myths.
1890 Sa/. Rev. 4 Oct. 392 To give the *mythoclast his due.-

1881 Spectator 15 Oct. 1309/2 In this mythoklastic ace&amp;gt;

.00. ,ir:..j vn * TU~ . - _r .i-_ .__. j- . . r S

by Professor Max Miiller and other philologists. //&amp;lt;, The
author draws a sharp distinction between *mythogony and
mythology. 1841 Fraser s Mag. XXIV. 129 In the *mytho-
heroic poems, the great Heraclide family enjoyed all that
fame which mythic poetry can give. 1878 T. SINCLAIR
Mount vii. 167 ^Eschylus. .is almost wholly epical or mytho-
heroic. 1838 T. KEIGHTLEY Mythol. (ed. 2) 304 Grecian
history of which the. .*mytho-historic portion commences
with the Dorian migration. 1857 Fraser s Mag. LVI. 88
note. When it is the fashion to insist that almost every one
and everything bygone is a myth . . we would humbly remind
the &quot;mythomaniacs that [etc.], 1890 Sat. Rev. 4 Oct. 392
Even Elia s dissertation on the origin of the crackling is

gravely brought under the. .*mythometer of this degree of

819

positive critic. 1838 Rlackw. Mag, XXXIV. 716 The
*mythopastoral class of Sanscrit plays. 1731 BAII.KV vol. II,

*Mytkopla$m, a fabulous narration of history.

Mythograph (mi-b^gruf). [See next.] next.

1891 tr. De la Saussaye s Man, Set. ofRelig. xxv. 207 The
saying of an anonymous inythograph.

Mythographer (mijygrlfoi). [f. Gr.
/u&amp;gt;0o-

ypd&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;-os
: see MYTH s/&amp;gt;. and -GRAPHEH.] A writer

or narrator of myths.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, ix. xv. (1687) 502/2 Those

Mythographers, who.. feigned three Women who made use
of one Eye amongst them. 1669 &AlxCrt.Gfttttfa i. in. vi.

Ui
Many of the first Mythographers confound the Universal

eluge, with that particular Floud of Deucalion. 1778
WARTON Hist. Poetry II. Emend. 3, Fulgentius, lloo
cacio s favorite mythographer. 1846 GROTK Greece i. vi. I.

208 The genealogy just given of (Kneus. .seems to have been
followed generally by the mythogrnphers. 1891 R. Ei.us
in Class. Rev. V. 457/2 Apollodurus (the Mythographer).

Mythograpliist (mij^ grafist). [f. next +

-IST.J One who practises mythography.
1890 .SVzA Re . 12 Apr. 454 The limited space afforded by

coins and gems is, from one point uf view, an advantage to
the mythographist.

Mythography (mij^ grifi). [ad. Gr. t*v0o-

ypa&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i-a:
see MVTHO- and -OBAPHY.J Representa

tion or expression of myths in plastic art.

1851 NKWTON In Rusk in Stones I cnice I. 401 In tlie

language of Greek mythography, the wave: pattern and the

Maeander are sometimes used singly for the idea of water.
1881 Academy 12 Nov. 359/2 One essential condition of

mythography has been almost wholly neglected, we mean
the dualistic aspect of every myth in its relations to art

and literature respectively.

Mythologer (mij^rlud.^j). [f. L. m$thol&g-ns t

a. Gr. ;*D0oAu-y-os: see MYTHO- and -LOGKB.] A
rnythologist.
1610 HOLLAND Ctinidetis Brit. i. 207 If it be true as

Mythologers \narg. Expounders of Morall Tales] alTinne.
that there was neuer any Hercules. 1680 DOLHVF.LL On
Sanchoniathon (1691) 167 The most Antient and most
Popular Opinions are most likely to have been intended
by the Mythologers. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece ii. I. 39 Later

mythologers attributed a more numerous offspring to Ly-
caon. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece xi. 323 The popular
views of the comparative mythologers.

MytholOgian (mi)x?lJulian), rare. [Formed
as prec. + -IAN.] A mythologist.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 568 Typhon neuer hewd

Osiris into so many pieces as these vaine Theologians and
Mythologians haue done, a 1693 Urqnharfs Rabelars in.

li. 411 Our ablest Mythologians. 1863 MAX MULLF.R Sci.

Lang. Ser. u. (1864) xi. 519 Quite opposed to this, the sular

theory, is that proposed by Professor Kuhn, and adopted
by the most eminent mythologians of Germany, which may
be called the meteorological theory.

Mythologic (miWl^rdaik), a. and sh. [Formed
as next : see -K\] A. adj.

= MYTHOLOGICAL.
1664 BUTLER //&amp;lt;/. u. i. 444 Though Love be all the worlds

pretence, Mony s the Mythologic fence, The real sub
stance of the shadow. 1669 GALE Crt. of Gentiles i. i. ii. 8

Mythologick Traditions of the first chap: of Genesis. 1728
SHUCKFORD Hist. IVorld iv, 214 Such Schemes and Re
presentations [sc. of the Deities] could nut be made, until

the Mythologic Times. 1784 COWPF.R Time. 197 Taught at

schools much mythologic stuff, But sound religion sparingly

belong to the mythologic stage of thought, that [etc.]. 1878
GLADSTONR Print. Homer vi. 77 A great mythologic drama.

fB. sb. A mythological personage or narrative.
a 1631 DONNE Paradoxes (1652) 52 So is she [sc. Venus]

joyned in Commission with all Mythologicks, with Juno
(etc.]. 1669 GALK Crt. Gentiles i, n. ili. 31 Not only the
stories of Moses, but of others also, lie hid in the Mytho
logies of Bacchus.

Hence f Mytholo-gricly adv. (rare
&quot;

.)

1611 COTGR.J Mitkekgiquemsnti mithologikely ; by a
morall exposition of fables.

Mythological .mil^V dgikal), a. Also 7
muth-. [f. late L. mythologic-usj a. Gr. nvOo\oy-

&amp;lt;*-iis,
f. nv6o\oyia MYTHOLOGY: see -ICAL.] Of

or belonging to mythology ; based upon or of the

nature of mythology or mythical narrative; having
reference to a myth or myths.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World u. xvi. 474 The Mythological)

interpretation of these I purposely omit, as.. no lesse per
plexed than the labours [of Hercules] themselues. 1696
WHISTON T/i. Earth 2 Asserting it [sc. Genesis] to be a meer

Popular, Parabolick, or Mythological relation. 1794 SUL
LIVAN&quot; View Nat. V. 182 This mythological dogma of the

Scandinavians. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. ( 1 85?) U
181 The mythological nomenclature of planets. 1856 MAX
MULLER Chips (1867) II. 10 A kind of Eocene period, com
monly called the Mythological or Mythopoeic Age. 1858
GLATOTONE Homer II. 265 The mythological absorption of
the Sun in Apollo.

b. Applied to writers of myths.
^1656 USSHER^. (1658) 21 This Rameses..isby Mutho-

logical writers surnamed Neptunus.
c. Treated of or celebrated in mythology.

1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. i. i. 9 Sesostris is another

mythological conqueror, 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Butter

fly I. iii. 66 Cornelius began to regret his allusion to the

mythological maid, for his classical memory failed.

Mytholo-gjcally, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.]

In a mythological manner; in relation to or accord

ing to mythology ; by means of myths.
1659 B. JONES (title) Hermselogium : or an essay at the

rationality of the Art of Speaking. As a supplement to
Lillitt s Grammar. Philosophically, mythological ly, and

MYTHOLOGTJE.

emblematically offered by 1!. j. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII.
803 So that plain Writing was before Mythologick ; and tis

probable those that have it Mythologically, had it before

pure. 1776 BLRNKY Hist. MHS. I. 255 note, Etymologies;
which, like fungous excrescences, spring up from old Hebrew
roots, mythologically cultivated. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer
II. 137 The whole conception of Apollo and Minerva, if it

be viewed mythologically, is full of inexplicable anomaly.
1873 SYMONDS Grfc. routs vii. 193 In the Prometheus the
fundamental moral law of Nemesis.. is expressed mytho-
logically, as abstract and ideal.

Mythologist (mib^rlod^ist). [f.
L. mytholog-

ns, Gr. nv0o\uy-o$ (f. pvOu-s MYTHUS + -\uyos ; see

-LOOUE) + -IST.]
1. A writer of myths.
1642 A. ROSSE Mel Heliconiiun 104 Other Mythologists

have other conceits. 1645 UP. HALL Three Tract., Peace
maker 26 It is no marvcll that t as our Mythologists tell

us of old) Discord took it ill that she was not called to the

banquet of the Celestial! powers. 1662 STIU.IXCFL. Orig.
Sacrx i. iv. 2 This Orpheus by Mythologists is usually
called the son of Calliope. 1709 SrKH.K Taller No. 49 ? 3

The Figures which the ancient Mythologists and Poets put
upon Love. 1794 G. ADAMS .Vat. fy Exp. Philos. III. xxv.

55 This invisible and formless being.. was by ancient poets
and mythologists pourtrayed by Saturn. 18 . LAMB Spec,

from Fuller 538 note. That Fabulous Natural History,
where poets and mythologists found the Phdrnix and tlie

Unicorn. 1830 TI FNKI.L & LF.XVIS tr. C. O. Mfiller s Doric
/i ii&amp;lt;v p. \

i, The imagination nf the mythologist was a char
tered libertine .

2. One who is versed in myths or mythology.
Comparative mythologist : an expert in comparative

mythology.
1631 HHYLIM St. Cit orgti n. viii. 310 Omnis fabitlu ins the

Mythologists affirme] fiindtttur in Historia. 1693 J. Ki&amp;gt;-

WAUUS Author. O. cV A , Test. I. 206 Vossiu-, or Bochart, or

any other Mytlmlogist. a
1704^

T. BROWN Cc:im.~pL Bk.
Wk*. 1709 II 1. n. 129 Mythologists. .are mighty Unravellers
of the Fables of the old Klhnicks. 1844 KMFHSON Ess. Ser.

u. i.i2 In the old mythology, mythologists observe, defect^
are ascribed to divine natures. 1856 MAX MULLER Chifs
fiSSo) II. xvi. 85 The first duty of the mythologist is. .to

reduce each mythe to its primitive unsystematic form. 1865
TVLOR Early Hist. Man. i. 3 The npw school of Compara
tive Mythologists in Germany and Kngland.

W[ytllologize(irii^ lo(l_7oi/,\7 . [ad. F. mytho-
logiser, i. mythologie MYTHOLOGY : see -IZE.]

pi. trans. To interpret (a story, fable) with re

gard to its mythological features; to expound the

symbolism of. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. x. (1632) 227 Most of ^Esopes
1 fables have divers senses. .. Those which Mythologize them,
chuse some kinde of colour well-suting with the fable. 1632
SANDYS (title) Ovid s Metamorphosis Englished, Mytho-

: Jogiz d, and Represented in Figures. i649&amp;lt;)r,iLBY tr. lf irg.
/Kn. i. 46 note. [Pallas], Goddess of Wisdom, born of Jove s

1 Brain; byMacrobius. .mythologiz d, the Vertue of the Sun
deriv d from the highest part of the Sky. 1704 SWIFT T.

! Tut
,
Pref. Wks. 1751 I. n This Parable was immediately

; mythologised. The Whale was interpreted to be Hobbes s

Leviathan [etc.]. 1717 WARBURTON Tracts (1789) joS How
one of their own Fables is here mythologized and explained.
2. intr* To relate a myth or myths; to construct

a mythology. Also const, clause.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. d 2, Nataiis Comes of this

fabulous narration doth mythologize in this maner. 1669
GALK Crt. Gentiles i. n. i. 10 Noah his three sons divided
the world ; so did Saturnes. . .Thus they mythologised. 1718
Freethinker No. 88 p 13 While the Writer thus gravely
mythologizes on so odd an Adventure. 1753 SliUCKFORD
Hist. World, Creation Pref. (1810) II. 324 They mytho
logized that five gods were now born, Osiris, Orus, Typho,
Isis, and Nepthe. 1848 MARIOTTI Italy II. iv, 118 What
can the poet hope by mythologising on well-defined historical
events? 1883 Sat, Kev. 10 Nov. 607 As to Mr. Brown s

examination of the character and legend of Circe, we are

constrained
to say that with all his industry, he is. .mytho-

logizing on a mistaken method.

b trans. To relate (something fictitious&quot;), rare.

1851 Fraser s Mag. XLIII. 410/1 That Hunter had been
mythologizing. .something to Benson s discredit.

3. To represent or express mythologically. rare.

1678 CUDWORTH Intel/. Syst. i. ii. 20. 83 What the Poets
fable of Tantalus in Hell, .is nothing to that true fear which
men have of a Deity. .in this life, which indeed was the

very thing mythologized in it. 1902 Q, Rei 1
. Oct. 481 The

whirling wind.. has been mythologised into a demon.
4. trans. To make mythical ;

to convert into

myth or mythology; to mythicize.
1847 J. W. DONALDSON Find. Protest. Princ. 67 The task

which he [sc. Strauss] undertook, of mythologizing the evan
gelical history. 1878 EMERSON Misc. Papers, Sev. Ethics
Wks. (Bohn) III. 381 Our religion.. respects and mytho
logizes some one time and place, and person.
Hence Mythologizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1778 POTTER &schylns,TQ Mrs. Montague (1808) p. xxvi,
They [sc. the Greek writers] were indeed enough acquainted
with Egypt to acquire from thence a turn for mythologizing.
1858 MAX MuLLERC/*;&amp;gt;Sf (186^)

II. xvii. 154 Crime itself was
called, in the later mythologizing language, the daughter of
Night.

_ 1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets Ser. n. v. (1876) 132 The
polytheistic and mythologising instincts of the race. 1880

I Encycl. Brit. XIII. 399/1 Barren mythologizings.

IVTytnologizer (mij^ lodgaizaj). rare. Also
7 mith-. [f. prec. + -ER 1.] One who or something
which mythologizes.
1641 Relation Ansiv. Earl ofStrafford 89 The 100 handed

; Gyant Briareus (whom the Mithologizers of Poems use as
a Type of the Multitude). 1870 LOWKLL Among my Bks.,
Witchcraft 83 Imagination, has always been, and still is. .

the great mythologizer.

Mythologue. rare&quot; \ [app. f. Gr. pvQo-s
MYTHUS + Ao-yoy : see -LOGUE.] A mythical story.
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MYTHOLOGY.

1701 GEDDES Bible I. Pref. p. xi, May we not. .consider

his history of the Kail as an excellent mythologue, to account

for the origin of human eviL

Mythology (mitrlodji). Also 5 meth-, 7

muth-, mythio-, mith-. [a. F. mythologie or

ad. late L. mythologia, a. Gr. /utfoAo-yia : see

MYTHO- and -LOGY.]

fl. The exposition of myths; the interpretation

of a fable. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1411-10 LVI&amp;gt;G. Citron. Troy n. 2487 pis god . . Schewed hym
silf in his apparence, Liche as he is discriued in Fulgence,

In be book of his mythologies. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Mythologie, a declaration of fables, an expounding or moral

izing upon a tale.

fb. Symbolical meaning (of a fable, etc.). Cos.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mar. 1302 The Muthology of

this fable.. accordeth covertly, with the trueth of Nature.

1680 W. DE BKITAINE Hum. Prtid.%^. 89 A Country Man
in Spain coming to an Image enshrined,. .You need not

(quoth he) be so proud, for we have known you from a

Plumb-Tree : Have a care you do not find the Mythology
in your self, a 1704 BROWN New Maxims Com. \\ ks. 1711

IV n It has been an old Remark. .that Ofinia is of the

Feminine Gender...The Grammatical Observation is not

worth a Farthing, but a wholesome Mythology s couched

under it. a. 1734 NORTH Lives, Sir Dudley North (1742)

152 Those [sc. Whig and Tory] were the Appellatives; but

the Mythology was Seditious and Loyal.

2. A mythical story, rare, t Formerly in wider

use : A parable, allegory.

which prety fable.. is covertly couched by a Mythiology
that there lie hidden in these Hands, veines or mines of

Wee linde

820

158 There U nothing dead, devoid of soul, in the world of

this arcb.*mylhopoet [/KschylusJ. 1880 Academy 26 June
470 The &quot;mythopoetic faculty has already been busy with

the name of one whose actual life was more strange than

fiction itself. 1893 Pall Mall Mag. II. 346 If we watch the

process of *mythopoetising in our daily life. 1869 Content}.

Rev. XII. 67 This costume..becomes his dominant token

in subsequent *mythopoetry. 1878 SYMONDS Shelley v. 122

The strife is now removed into the region of abstractions,

vivified by mythopoetry.

I! Mythos (BHirM. In 8 /^ mythoi. [late

L., a. Gr. pv$os.]
= MYTHUS.

I753 SHI.-CKFORD Hist. World , Creation Pref. (1810) II.

327 Of this sort we generally find the mythoi told of them.

1803 G. S. FABER Cabiri I. 324, I cannot but be persuaded
that the poem of Homer at least is a mere mytnos. 1865

MILL Couitf 27 A God concerning whom no mythos..had

yet been invented. 1876 Contemp. Rev. June 113 The.,

mythos of Demeter and Persephone.

Mythra, obs. form of MITHRAS, MITRA.

i! Myth/US (m3i l&quot;/&amp;gt;s). [mod.L. = lateL. mythos

(see prec.).J MYTH sb, i.

1825 COLERIDGE Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 335 This the most

venerable, and perhaps most ancient of the Grecian titytki,

is a pbilosopheme. 1831 CARLYLE Misc. (1840) III. 229 The
rudest heart quails with awe at the wild mythus of Faust.

1841 R. C. TRENCH Parables 4 The Parable is different from
the Mythus, inasmuch as in the Mythus, the truth and that

which is only the vehicle of the truth are wholly blended

together. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis II. xxiii. 237 Con
science! What is conscience?. .What is public or private
faith? Mythuses alike enveloped in enormous tradition.

1892 A then,?ion 24 Sept. 410/3 They consist of mythus and
tradition intermingled and intertangled.

Mytilaceaii (mitilJi Jan), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Atytilaeea (-e\ i&quot;. wytil-us\ sec MYTILUS
Mettals. 1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions iv. 21 Wee finde and -ACEAX.] a. adj. Belonging to the family
someroomein the holy Scriptures for Mythologies; as that

Mytilacex. b sh. A member of this family; a
of the Vine, the Fig-tree, and the Bramble. 1654 \ .LVA.N

Epit. F.ss. v. 88 Any Poetasters may make the like Myth
ologies from Ksops Fables. 1664 MORK Afyst. hiiq. Apol.
x. 566 Such as Allegorize away the History of Christ into

an heartless Mythology. 1873 SVMONDS Grk. f^ets \. 2 We
call Mythologies those poems of pure thought and fancy,

cadenced not in words, but in living imagery,. . mirrors of

i he mind of nascent nations.

b. In generalized use, without article.

1646 SIR T. BROWN* R Pseud. F.p. r. viii. 30 AM which \sc.

the relations of Sir J. Maundeville] may..afibrde commend
able mythologie, but. .containeth impossibilities, and things
inconsistent with truth. 1692 HF.NTLF.Y Boyle Lect. ii. 37
The Modesty of Mythology deserves to lie commended...
Tis once upon a time, in the Days of Yore, and in the Land
of Vtopia. 1717 SWIFT ll- onder nf Wonders Wks. 1751 V. 80

The Heathen Religion is mostly couched under Mythology.
1843 PKF.SCOTT Mexico \. in. (1850) I. 45 Mythology may be

regarded as the poetry of religion, or rather as the poetic

development of the religious principle in a primitive age.

1845 S. ArsTis Rankers Hist. Kef. I. 291 Erasmus adopted
the idea of the I talians, that the sciences were to be learned

from the ancients. ., mythology from Ovid [etc.]-

3. A body of myths, esp. that relating to a par
ticular person, or belonging to the religious litera

ture or tradition of a country or people.

1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. xxviii. III. 101 The monarchy of

heaven, already clouded by metaphysical subtleties, was

degraded by the introduction of a popular mythology. 1830
H.N.Coi,BRIDGECw61

./*
t

fl*/*74 The Mythology., of the Iliad,

purely pagan as it is. 1856 1
; MKRSOS Eng, Traits, Race, The

songs of Merlin, and the tender and delicious mythology
of Arthur. 1880 H. PHILLIPS WorthipofSitn 5 In the Indian

mythology the worship of Surya is the same as that of

Helios or Here.

trans/. 1811 LAMB Ella i. Old Benchers Inner T. t Fan
tastic forms., who made up to me to my childish eyes the

mythology of the Temple.

4. That department of knowledge which deals

with myths.
1836 SMART, Mythology,, .the science of those fables which

constitute the religious system and the poetical machinery
of the ancient Greeks and Romans. 1864 Chamb. Encycl.
VI. 646/2 The science of comparative mythology.

Mythopoeic (mijwpf ik), a. [f. Gr. fivQoirot-Cs

(f. nvOo-$ MYTHUS + iroteiv to make) + -1C.] Myth-
making; productive of myths; pertaining to the

creation of myths.
1846 GROTE Greece i. i. I. 84 The commanding functions

of the Supreme God., was a potent stimulus to the mytho-
pceic activity. Ibid. xvi. 472 The mythoponc fertility of

the Greeks. 1874 SAVCE Compar. Philol, ix. 376 The mytho-

accretions due to Dr. Janet s own memory or fancy.

So MythopoB ism, the making of myths; Mytho-
pce ist, a myth-maker.
1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets L 2 Decayed, disintegrated, di

lapidated phrases, the meaning of wnich had been lost to

the first mythopoeists. 1899 Eng. Hist. Rn&amp;gt;. Apr. 226 The
spirit of mythopctism. is always active.

Mythopoeni (mrfvrxyuem). [f.
MYTHO- +

POEM, after prec. words.] A mythical poem. So
My thopoe sis, the making or construction of

myths. Mythopoet, a poetical writer of myths.
My thopoe-tic a. = MYTHOPffilC. Mytnopo-etize
v,, intr. to produce myths. Mythopoetry, mytho
logical poetry.
1882 Eraser s Mag. XXVI. 376 Here, for me at least, the

*mythopoem of the lagoons was humanised ; the spirit of
the salt-water lakes had appeared to me. 1882 KF.ARY Out/.
Prim. Belief yxQ note 3 It is in keeping with the principles
of *mythopoesls that Calypso s land..should be in the
midst of the sea. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets Ser. n. vi. (1876)

mussel-like animal.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 318/1 Family of MytHaceans.
So Mytila ceoxis a. =

prec. a.

1856 MAYNF,
E.\-J&amp;gt;o$.

Le.v. 1891 Sjrtf. S0c. Lt.r.

Mytiliform (maitHif^im), a. [f. MTWLUS:
see -FOKM.J Mussel-shaped; mytiloid.
1854 WOODWARD Mollnsca, 265 Shell equivalve, mytili-form.

Mytilite (mi-tibit). Ceo/. Also 8 mytul-.

[f. MYTIL-US: see -ITE.] A fossil mussel-shell.

1794 KIRWAS Eti w, Min. (ed. a) I. 81 Compact Limestone
. .frequentlyabounds with, .pectinites, gryphites, mytulites,
c. 1811 PINKFRTON Petral. I. 254 In a specimen [of ar-

gillitej from Hessia, mytilites occur,

t Mytilod. Obs. [ad. mod.L. mytU5desy
f. MY

TIL-US: see -ODE.]
1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 79 Mytiloides, The Mytilod,

or Sea Muscle-stone.

Mytiloid (mi tiloid), a. and sb. [f.
MYTIL-US -t-

-om.J a. adj. Mussel-like; belonging to the

family Mytitidte. b. sb. A member of this family ;

,1 mussel.

1847 Tri.K tr. Okn&quot;s Physhphilos. 594 Fain. 4. Mytiloid,
Locust-Crabs. 1883 OGILVIE, Mytiloid^ a term applied to

shells resembling in character that of th-e mussel.

Mytiiotoxine (mi-tll^ ksin). Chem. [f. my-
tilo-) MYTIU78 + ToXDf(BJ] A leucomaine found in

the common mussel, isolated by Brieger.
1887 A. M. BROWS Anitn. Alkaloids 104.

;; Mytilus (mi-til#s). [mod.kwjte7J, after L.

mytihtS) MI/H/US, m&tulus ^whence late (ir./xvriAos)

sea-mussel.] A genus of bivalves, now comprising
the marine mussels.

1817 J. BRADBURY Trat&amp;lt;. Amer. 257 It has exactly the

appearance of marine rocks, perforated by Mytilns^ or Rn-

gostts. 1843 OWFN Lfct. Comp. Anat. Invertebrates I. 284

iiotf, The nervous system of the Mytilus. 1878 BELL tr.

Cegeubaiirs Cowf&amp;gt;.
Anat. 329 Pecten, Lima,. .Mytilus have

an organ of this kind.

I! Myxa (mi ksa). [L. (fem. sing.).] The Indian

tree Cordia Myxa y having a mucilaginous and
emollient fruit ; also, the fruit of this tree, the

sebesten. (Cf. MYXE.)
[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. 6), Myxa% . . a sort of Prunes or Plums,

like Damsins.) 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar of^Fire (1872)
122 In this garden there was also the wine-giving myxn.
1891 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Myxy, the fruits of Cordia ntyxa.

Myxcion, obs. form of MIXTION.

t Myxe. Obs. Also xnixe. [ad. late L. myxa
neut. pi. (Palladius) = late Gr. /iua.] A kind of

damson or plum. (Cf. MYXA.)
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. ill. 1032 Now curneles of mixe

[v. r. myxe] hit Is to keste In molde in sum vessel!.

II Myxine (miksai-nz). [mod.L. Myxinc (Lin-

nseus), app. alteration of Gr. /a;iVos slime-fish, f.

/iva slime.] A genus of cyclostomous fishes

having very slimy eel-shaped bodies, which are

frequently found in the bodies of other fishes (e. g.

cod); a fish of this genus, a hag-fish or borer.

1836 YARRF.LL Brit. Fishes II. 463 As a British fish, the

Myxine occurs most frequently on the eastern coast. 1882

TEN ISON-WOODS Fish
&amp;lt;y

Fisheries N. S. Wales 3 Cycio-
stomata, or Lampreys and Myxmes.

Myxinoicl (mrksinoid), a. and sb. fchthyol.

[f. MYXINE + -OID.] a. adj. Pertaijng
to or having

the characters of the family Afmnnidv (typical

genus MYXINE) of
cyclostomous^Bhes.

b. A fish

of this family.
1846 OWEN Lect. Anat. VertflratfiAnim. \. Fishes 46 In

1837, I separated the Lampreys Myxinoids, and Lancelets,

MYZOSTOMOUS.
under the name Dermoptcri. Ibid. 5: The Myxinoid fishes.

Ibid. 72 A complex system of peculiarly Myxinoid car

tilages. 1871 HUXLEY Anat. i ert. 73 In the Myxinoid
fishes there are no motor nerves of the eyeball.

Myxne, obs. form of MIXEN.

Myxo- (mi-ksfl), also beforea vowel myx-, com
bining form of Gr. ftv(a slime, mucus, occurring in

a number of scientific terms. ||Myxo-amoe ba(also

myxam-}, one of the cells which form the plasmod-
ium of Myxomycetes. |] XCyxcede ma, a disease

characterized by the conversion of the connective

tissue into a gelatinous substance and destruction

of the thyroid gland; hence Myxcede-matous,
-oede mic adjs. \\ Myxofibro ma : see quot. ;

hence Myxottbro-matous a.
\\ HyxogastreB

(-goe strfz), [Gr. yaor/ip belly], an earlier name of

the Myxomycetes ; hence Myxoga-strous a.

|| Myxoglio ma : see quot. Myzomyce-tal,
-myce tan adjs., pertaining to or characteristic of

the Myxomycetes. Myxomyce^te, one of the

Myxomycetes. || My^xomyce tes sb. pi., the slime-

moulds or slime-fungi ,
a group of organisms usually

referred to the Mycetozoa ; hence Myxomyce tous
a. My xopod [Gr. woS-, irous foot], a protozoan

possessing pseudopodia; also as adj.
= Myxo -

podous (Cent. Diet. 1890). || Myxosarco ma, a

tumour composed of myxomatous and sarcomatous

tissue ; hence Myxosarco matons a. Myxo-
spore, Myxo sporous u, (see quot).
1875 BKNNtTT & DVKR tr. Stubs Bot. 10 In the Myxo

mycetes the swarm-spores i *Myxo-amoebae) . . coalesce gradu
ally in great numbers. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin.

Life 008 Myxamcrl a.. 1877 Ou in flfed.-Chirjtrg. Trans.

(1878) LX1. 71, 1 propose to give the name of *Myxoedema
to the affection. 1897 Alllmlfs Syst. Jl/rtt. III. 519 The
effects of myxcedema . . can be removed by the administration
of thyroid extract. 1887 Brit. Mtd. Jrnl. 19 Mar. 632/2
The &quot;rayxcedematous and other undoubtedly metaplastic

processes. 1898 J. HTTCHISSON Archh ls pfSnrg. IX. 351
Her own description of her &quot;myxoedemic symptoms is that

she became yellow or creamy looking with habitually bluish

lips. 1856 MAYNE Exfos. Lex,
*
Myxfifibrtmla, a non-

malignant tumour consisting of delicate myxomatous con-

: nective tissue, intermixed with which are coarser bundles

\

of fibrous tissue. 1897 AllbvtfsSyst. Mfd. 111. 713 A large

*myxo-fibromatous polypus. 1838 M. J. BKRKKLEV in Ann.
Nat. Hist. I. 97 The group &quot;Myxogastres, as Fries remarks,
differ in their singular vegetation from all other Fungi. 1866

Treas. Bot. II. 774/2 *Myxogastrous Fungi. 1878 tr. von
Zietnssen s Cycl. Prttct. Med. XIII. 750 *Myxogliowa . . is to

be regarded as a variety of glioma. It is a bright red, trans

lucent,viscidtumor. 1901 Brit. Med. 7r//.i9julya23*Myxo-
mycetal spores, 1880 SA vn.i t-- KENT Infusoria 1. App. 470 The

developmental phenomena of several *Myxomycetan types.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Atthn. 5 Another *Myxomycete,
Shthalinm septicnm. Ibid. 44 Zoospores of *Myxfimycttes.
1882 OGII.VIE,

*
Myxomycetons, pertaining to the Myxomy-

cetse. 1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. II. ^o/i In one state,

each of these Monera is a inyxopod, that is, is provided with

longer or shorter pseudopodia as locomotive organs. 1877
Anat. Inv. Anitn. ii. 81 After swimming about lor a while,
these mastigopods draw in their flagella, and become creeping

1 myxopods. 187* T. BRYANT Pract. Sury. 747 They [sc. the

round-celled kinds of sarcoma] are common in *myxo- or

glio- or lympho-sarcoma. 1897 Trans. A nier. Pediatric

Sac. IX. 156 Congenital sarcomata of the skin.. are mostly

spindle-shaped, or myxosarcomatous. 1854 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 8) V. 147/1 The organs of reproduction of Fungi are

sporee.
. . When spores are produced . . in the midst of a gela

tinous mass, without any evident organi/alion, they are

called Myxospores. ., the plants being *myxosporous.

II Myxoma (mikscu-ma). Path. PI. myxo--
mata. [mod.L., f. Gr. ftv(a mucus, after sarcoma. ]

A tumour consisting of mucous or gelatinous tissue.

1870 Brit. Mid. Jrnl. II. July to Dec., Index. 1871 T.

BRYANT Pract. Svrg. 748 Many myxomata show opaque
spots composed of true adipose tissue.

attrib. 1897 Allhitl s Syst. Mid. IV. 688 Although 1

have examined some hundreds of specimens [of nasal poly

pus] I have never succeeded in finding a true myxoma cell.

Hence Myxomatous (miksiju-matss) a., per

taining -to or affected with myxoma.
1871 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. 713 A fibre-cellular, myxo-

matous, fibre-nucleated, or fibre-plastic tumour. 1875 tr.

vonZicmsstri s Cycl. Mtd. X. 226 Myxomatous degeneration.

Myxson, obs. f. MIXEN. Myxte, var. MIXT v.

Myxtioun, myxyon, obs. ff. MIXTION.

Myyld, obs. f. MILD a. Myya, obs. pi. MOUSE.

Myzont (mai-z/ nt), a. and ib. Zwl. [ad. Gr.

fjiv^ovr-, pres. ppl. stem, of
nv&amp;lt;tv

to suck.] = MAB-
SIl OBRANCH, MAB3IPOBBANCHIATE fl. and s6.

1881 T. GILL in Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas. V. 516 The My-
7onts or Marsipobranchiates. 1891- (in recent Diets.).

II Myzostoma (msizc st^ma). Zool. Also

(anglicized) myzostome. [f.
Gr. lui&v to suck

+
o&quot;r&amp;lt;Va mouth.] One of an order (Myzoslomata

or Myzostomida} of small worms parasitic on cri-

noids, having disc-like bodies provided with suckers.

So Myzo-stomid ;
also Myzosto inatous, Myzo--

stomous ailjs. , belonging to this order (in recent

Diets.).

1876 I an Beneden s An!m. Parasites 42 One of the most

curious of these worms is the Myzostoma. . . These
m&amp;gt;

7O-

stomes resemble trematode worms. 1885 Nature 5 Nov.

8/2, I have found Myzosloma-cysl* or other modifications

of the pinnule.joints on individuals from Torquay [etc]. 1901

Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 885/2 Full-grown Myzostomids are

hermaphrodite.
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PREFACE TO THE LETTER N.

^

THIS concluding portion of Volume VI, containing the words which begin with N, includes 3484
Mam words, 440 Special Combinations explained under these, 2298 Subordinate entries, and 1.570 Obvious
Combinations; in all 7792 words. Of the Main words, 1079 are marked f as obsolete, and 147 are marked

||

as alien or not fully naturalized.*

N is one of the smaller letters in respect of the number of words beginning with it, and occupies
only about half the space of L, and one-third that of M. Although including a considerable number
of words in very common use, it does not comprise any which require very extensive treatment: the

longer articles rarely exceed four or five columns, and a large number arc comparatively short. In most
cases the words have a very definite sense or senses, so that difficulties of arrangement or definition are
few. On the etymological side, also, N is not a difficult letter; the great majority of the words being
either native English, with clear cognates in the other Teutonic tongues, or Latin, adopted directly or

through French. Those to which more or less obscurity attaches are chiefly short words of a colloquial
type, as nag (horse), nap (to seize), nape, nasty, natty, nib, nibble, nick, nip, nipple, nob, nobble, nod, noddle,
noddy, nog, noggin, noodle, migget, etc. The origin of words of this class is very often obscure, and the
absence of similar forms in the cognate languages makes it probable that they are mainly of native origin,
though their history cannot be clearly traced.

The number of native words in N is considerably increased by the coalescence of the OE. negative nc
with the following word. Hence the forms naught, neither, never (ne er), no, none, nor, not, nothing, nought,
and the dialect or obsolete na, not, nather, nauthcr, nother. nouther. (The distinction in form between
naught and nought goes back to OE., and has not hitherto been clearly exhibited.) Formerly also this nc
was prefixed to certain verbs, of which the only surviving representative is nill: illustrations of the others
are given under nabbc, nad, nave; nam, nas, nis, nys ; nist, not(e, etc.

Another addition to the words beginning with X is made by the cases in which the final letter of an
or more rarely then (dative) has been transferred to the following word. In ME. this might occur with

any word beginning with a vowel (see N 3), but the tendency towards the transference was more persistent
in some cases than in others, as exemplified by nail, naul (awl), nain, nown (own), naunt and nunde

;
in

nickname and nonce the wrong division has become permanent.
Although no original prefix, either English or Latin, begins with N, the place of one has been taken

by the Latin non, first introduced in a few Anglo-French words, and gradually extended in use until its

application is practically unlimited. In this respect it resembles the real prefixes re- and mi-, the full

illustration of which in any dictionary is impossible.
The material originally collected for the letter N was subedited by various hands, viz. Na- and

NicherNiggot by the Rev. A. P. Payers, Yeadon, Leeds
;
Ne- by Mr. A. Hailstone, Manchester ;

Ni- to
Niched by Prof. F. E. Bumby, Nottingham ; NighNizy by Mr. H. A. Nesbit, Hampstead ; NoNonyl
by Mrs. G. H. Pope, Clifton (now Oxford) ;

Noodle Nozzle by Mr. E. L. Brandreth, London
;
and Nu- to

the end of the letter by Mr. R. F. Green, Liverpool. Since this work was done, much fresh material
had accumulated, often of great value in helping toward the real history of the various words.

Among those to whom acknowledgements are due for assistance in dealing with special words are
Prof. I. Bywater of Oxford; Prof. W. W. Skeat of Cambridge; Mr. James Platt, Jr., who has supplied
definite information regarding words from various American, African, and Asiatic languages ;

Dr. Alex.
MKenzie, who specially revised the chemical terms connected with nitre; Dr. D. Hay Fleming,
Edinburgh ; and Mr. J. Maitland Anderson of the University Library, St. Andrews. Mr. E. L. Brandreth
has helped by verification, in the British Museum Library, of references to books not accessible in
Oxford.

* The following figures show how the present work compares with certain other Dictionaries :

Johnson.
EnejSSililte

1 Century Diet. Funk s Standard . Here

3557

Number of quotat.ons I?45 I?I2 ^ f
The number of quotations in this portion of Richardson s Dictionary is 1431.
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The proofs have been regularly read by Lord Aldenham, Mr. A. Caland, of Wageningen, Holland

(who has done great service in verifying references and in other respects), Mr. H. Chichester Hart (who

has supplied many quotations from Elizabethan literature), the Rev. J. A. Milne of Lyne, Peeblesshire,

and latterly by the Rev. Canon Fowler, of Durham.

Those who have more immediately assisted in the preparation of N have been Mr. J. M. Ramsay, M.A.

(in the earlier part), Mr. L. F. Powell, Miss E. R. Steane, Mr. F. R. Ray, Mr. J. H. Smithwhite, B.A., and

(since the beginning of the present year) Mr. G. Watson. The article on NON-, and all the words beginning

with this prefix, together with NONCE, were independently prepared by Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A.

W. A. CRAIGIE.

OXFORD, August, 1907.



N
N(en),

the fourteenth letter of the modern, and
thirteenth of the ancient Roman alphabet,

represents historically the Greek ml and the Semitic
nun. The earlier Greek forms were

f&amp;gt;)

and
l/|,

corresponding to the Phoenician
V}.

The sound

usually denoted by the letter is a voiced nasal
consonant with front closure (the point of the

tongue touching the teeth or the fore part of the

palate). It is, however, also capable of being
used as a sonant or vowel, here denoted by ( n), as

in bidden (bi-d n), bitten (bi-t n), slacken (slre k n).
With one or other of these values the letter is

very frequent in English, and is silent only in a
few cases at the end of syllables after / and m, as

kiln, damn, condemn, contemn, limn, hymn,
solemn, column.

Before the sounds (g) and (k) the letter n is also

employed in English to denote a nasal with back

tongue-closure, in this dictionary distinguished
as (n), as in finger (fi ngga), think (pink). When
not followed by these sounds, this back-nasal is

expressed by the digraph ng, as in hang (ha:n),

sing, song. (On the difference in pronunciation
between finger and singer, etc., see the note to the
letter G.)
In Scottish texts of the is-i6th centuries the change of

Latin and French gn to ng is frequently represented in the

spelling of such words as sing sign, ring, reng reign, and
ngn is common between vowels, as resingnit resigned,
tnangnititde, etc.

2. In OE. is very frequent as the terminal
letter of inflectional syllables, as in the -an of the
infinitive and the oblique cases of weak nouns.
In southern texts this is always retained, but
in the north it appears to have been generally
dropped by the middle of the loth century. In
ME. the retention or dropping of the letter varied
in the different midland and southern dialects. On
the other hand, the -en of strong past pples., which
became -i in southern dialects, was retained in the
north as in modern English.

In inflectional syllables (as in reading, writing,
etc.) -ng has in many dialects been reduced to n,
and this pronunciation (usually called dropping
one s g s) may sometimes be heard even from
educated speakers.
3. In ME. the n of the indefinite article an is

frequently transferred to a following word begin
ning with a vowel (while a converse process has

given such forms as adder, apron, and auger).
The forms thus produced occasionally alliterate

with words properly beginning with n, and in one
or two cases (as newt and nickname) have finally
established themselves in the language. The
following are examples of the practice from ME.
and early modern texts.
c 1220 Bestiary 503 in O. E. Misc. 16 Tu wuldes seien . .

Satit wereaneilond. a 1400-50 A texanaer 1066 Alexander
. .him a narawe hent. c 1420 Aniurs Arth. 349 (Irel. MS.)
This is a nayre and a kny}t. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xv, As he
neghet hi a noke. c 1420 J. PAGE Siege Rouen (Camden) 18
A negge at ixci. n nappyle at xd. 1448 Paston Lett. \. 74 On
..smot hym on the hede with a nege [edge] tole. 1519
Knaresborough Wills (Surtees) I. 8 To Richard Hardestie
..a nox. 1532 in Marsden Scl. Pleas Crt. Adtn. (Selden)
37 It shall be lefull for the said master to take in a nable
lodysman. 1573 TUSSF.R ffust. (1878) 36 An ax and a nads.
1609 MS. Ace. St. John s Hasp., Canterb., For sending
a letter to Lonndon and the retorning of a nanser.

b. A similar transference also takes place with
the of myn, mine, and

]&amp;gt;in, thyn, thine. (See
also OWN a. i e, NAIN, NAUNT, NEAM, NDNCLE.)
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 921 Mark, mi nem, to se. Ibid. 2150
Mark, bi nem. Ibid. 2135 Sweet ysonde, binare ! 13. . Gaw.
ft Gr. Knt. 2467 perfore I ebe be.. to com to by naunt.
111400-50 Alexander 1356 (D.), I vndertake it. .tyre is bi
nawne. c 1420 Sir A madace (Camden) liii. I haue a dojtur,
that my nayre ho isse. 1439 E. E. WiUs(.iWat) 118 MyNoych
with my Baleys. c 1530 REDFORDE IVit * Science (1848)
I Foorth shal I bete thy narse, now. 1545 Test. Ebor. VI.

&quot;5, I give to my nawrite.. the graie horse.

c. More rarely the is derived from the old
dative of the def. article : see ALE 2 and NONCE.
a 1330 Rowland f, V. 389 At be nende of britti ni?t. Ibid.

581 When it com to be neue.

I. 1. The letter used to represent the sound.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Gram. (Z.) 6 Semivocales syndon seofan,

/, /, m, n, r, s, x. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. p. xix, M, N, and
K.. never lese theyr sounde, . .exceptc only N, whan he

VOL. VI.

commeth in the thyrde parson plurell of verbes after E.
1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue 12 The top of the tongue

stryking on the inward teeth formes d, 1, n, r, s, t, and z. i66
WILKINS Real Char. m. xii-367 l he reason why this Lette;

N, and L, and R, are for the most part, both in Greek am
Latin immutable. 1710 STEELE & ADDISON Tatler No. 260
f 5 Which would.. pronounce the Letters M. or N. and in

short, do all the Functions of a Genuine and Natural Nose.
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. N, In the French the is fre

quently a mere nasal vowel. 1841 LATHAM Eng. Lang. 108
Of the Liquids it may be predicated . . that n is allied to the
Series /. 1886 K. OLIPHANT Ne-.a English I. 257 The n is

prefixed, as in neke name for eke name.
b. In Printing used as a unit of measurement

(freq. en : cf. KM) ; also n-qiiadrat.

use of the n-quadrat in spacing -must be guided by circum
stances. Ibid. 138 We always indent an m and an n, or even
two m s. 1892 Academy 3 Sept. 199/3, 49,000 American
ems (equal to 98,000 English ens).

c. Used with reference to its shape.
1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. III. 810 The loops being, .made

to assume the outline of the letter N. Ibid., In one case
where N-like bends were produced.
2. Used to indicate that the name of a person is

to be inserted by the reader or speaker, f Also

put instead of a particular day.
c ipoo Oratio Poetica i in Be Domes Dx?e 36 Thamne

gemiltsao be N...3eoda brym-Cyningc. 14.7 Eng. Fragm.
Mcd. Service- fits. 6, I. N. take the N. to myn wedded
wyf. c 1440 MVRC Fcstial 260 Such a day N. je schull haue
Seynt Lukes day. 1352 /&amp;gt;. Com. Prayer, Priv. Baptism,
Yf thou be not baptysed already, N, I baptyse thee in the
name of the Father [etc.]. 1374 Reg. Privy Council Scot.
II. 402, I, N, now electit Provest (or Baillie) of the Burgh.
3. Used as a distinguishing letter, to denote one

of a series of things, a point in a diagram, etc.

1677 MOXON Mech. Excrc. 28 Fasten these staples as atNN to the Main-plate. 1733 TUI.L Horse-Hoeing Hitsb.
xxi. (Dubl.) 301 The Plow-Tail consists of the Beam N

; the
Coulter O [etc.]. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 723/1 At
N is a dove-tailed piece of brass. 1873 SKEAT Piers Plcr.v.
man Pref. p. xlvii, I had intended to collate it, denoting it

by the letter N. 1884 Pall Mall G. 14 Aug. 10/1 The two
policemen connected with the N division.

4. In Math, used to indicate an indefinite num
ber. To the th

(power), to any required power ;

hence fig. to any extent, to the utmost.
1852 SMEDLEY L. A rundel xxiii, Minerva was great upon

the occasion ; starched to the &quot;&amp;gt;. 1883 Pall Mall G.
21 Mar. r/2 It is the i* power of man. 1897 Edin. Rev.
July 4 The Neapolitan .. is an Italian to the Ul

degree.
6. N-declension, the weak declension of Teu

tonic nouns and adjectives, in which the stem ends
in n

; so n-stem, n-plural.
1843 Proe. Philol. Soc. I. 73 The n declension .. makes its

appearance in many of the Indo-European languages, be
sides the Gothic. 1866 MORRIS Ayenb. Imiyt p. xxxv, They
are remnants of the declension. 1886 T. M. DOUSE Introd.
Gothic p. x, Consonant Declensions ; K-stems. 1894 V.
HENRY Comp. Gram. Engl. % Germ. 236 The K-plural re

quires no explanation.

6. N-rays (originally n-rays}, a form of radia
tion discovered in 1903 by R. Blondlot of the

University of Nancy, from the initial letter of
which the name is derived. N^-rays (originally
n-rays), another form of radiation, having, in

some respects, the opposite effects.

1903 PfatureLXVIII. 119/2 The name -rays is suggested
for these radiations. Ibid. 578/1 Several papers on the so-
called N rays discovered by M. Blondlot are printed in the
Journal de Physique for August. 1904 LXIX. 455/2
The tti-rays, described in the previous note, have exactly
the opposite effect.

II. 1. Abbreviations. N. = various proper names,
as Nathaniel, Nicholas, Noah, etc.

; N(Chem.} =
Nitrogen; N. = Nationalist ; n. (Gram.} = noun,
neuter; N. A. = National Academician (U.S.};

.rf. = no date; N. F. = Norman French
; N.I. =

North latitude; N.O. = Natural Order; N.P. =
Notary Public

; N.S. =New Style; (Banking} not
sufficient

; N.T. = New Testament, etc.

1698 PRIOR Let. Earl Halifax, Paris, the 9
ll&amp;gt; Aug : NS.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 4 F 5 They write from Saxony of
the

i3&amp;gt; Instant, N. S. 1789 J. BROWN Sel. Rem. (1807) 155
It is neither N. nor F. nor P. that I either fear or trust. 1866

I, ^.&quot;
.
er s Gramm. N. T. Diet. (ed. 6) 14 The idiom of the

N. I. is., a variety of the Greek language. 1883 Harper s
Mag. Nov. 843/2 He enjoys.. the unusual distinction of
being an N.A. and an A.R.A. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 30 June
9/3 It is generally sufficient .. that the bank has not returned
cheques unpaid with the mystical letters N.S. (not suffi

cient) m the corner.

b. N. = North; also N.E., NE. = North-east,
etc.; N.B.= North Britain (Scotland).

1615 CAPT. ADAMS Jrnl. Voy. Siam 21 May, From 4 to
8, i l(eague] n. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4418/3 The Wind was
this Morning., at six, at N., at eight at N.E. 1720 DE FOE
Capt. Singleton vii. (1840) 131 As the course of the other
rivers were N. by E. or N.N.E. the course of this lay N.N.W.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Mar. s.v. Sailing, The former [ship]
steering E. l&amp;gt; N. 1855 MAUKY Phys. Gcog. (ed. 2) 25= The
wind is reported as prevailing, .from N. 3 times.
2. N.B. = Lat. Nota benc, note well .

1673 KAY Journ. Lo-.u C. 163 NB. One of these Electors
may nominate himself to any office. 1710 Annisox Tatler
No. 224 T 5 Of late Years, the N.B. has been much in
Fashion. 1735 HERVEY Theron t, Aspasio I. xi. 415 Be
hold. He sets his N.B. on the passage. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) XI. 722/1 N.B. At the end of the tube G there is a
lens for increasing the density of the rays. 1800 As,iat.
Ann. Reg. 11. 95/1 He. .ingeniously added a N. B. at the
foot of the whole.

BT-, iii OE. and ME., the negative particle ne in

combination with a word beginning with a vowel,
h, or w, as nam, am not, nis is not, naJtle had
not, nas was not. See NE and NABBE, NAD, etc.

n, Lane, dial., reduced form of kan have .

1864 R. A. ARNOLD
Hifi. Cotton Famine 302 That s o at

we n getten. Il&amp;gt;id. 304 Yo n bin far enough to-day.

n, -n, dial., reduced enclitic form of the negative
particle not, no, or na.

1750 in J. F. Palmer Dai. Dial. (1837) 6, I did n care.
Ibid., I coud n abide her vather. 1864 TENNYSON North.
Farmer i. xvii, What atta stannin theer fur, an doesn brina
ma the aiile?

tNa, adv.1 and conj.l Obs. [OE. na, f. ne
NE + d ever (see A adv. and O adv.}, giving nor

mally nd in northern ME. and Sc., and no (see No
adv.} in midland and southern dialects. But the
na which actually appears in northern and Sc.
texts seems rather to be an alteration of ne than
a genuine survival of the old form.]
1. adv. Not, in no way, by no means.
Frequently used along with another negative, as ne.
Beowulf^1536 Swasceal man don, bonne he..na ymb his

lif cearaO. c888 K. VELKRED Boeth. vii. 3 ^if bzt bine
a?;ne welan WEeron .. ne meahtest bu hi na forleosan. 971
Blickl. Hom. 33 Nolde he him na andswerian buton mid
monbwffirnesse. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 25 p.-Er bleowun
windas. .on bset bus & hyt na ne feoll. a 1121 O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1083 Hi. .wolden hi^ utdragan, ba5a hi;; ne

n
rS
L
en

i

na
,
utgan &quot;7S &amp;lt;&quot;&quot;* H &quot;&amp;gt;- I23 Ne nom he na

alle ba
|&amp;gt;e ber inne weren. c 1205 LAY. 9294 per he na ne

come Jif hit nere for svvikedome. c 1350 Will. Palerneivji,
I na gult him neuer, to gif him enchesoun [etc].
a 1300 Cursor M. ^847 Baptis be na dar i noght. 13 .

16948(0011.), Ifiju lije na [Co/t. ne) sail. 1375 HARBOUR
Bruce ix. 71 (Edinb. MS.), And that him sair repent sail he
. . May fall, quhen he it mend na may. 1423 JAS. I Kingis
Q. Ixvii, Tho began myn axis and turment, To sene hir
part, and folowe I na myght. is . . in Diinbar s Poems
(S. T. S.) 321, I dar noght speke, For I na dare, my hert it

is so sare.

b. Na war (if), were it not, had it not been,
but for (the fact that}, etc.

375 HARBOUR Bruce in. 642 He had bene tane but dout
Na war it that he [etc.]. Ibid. vi. 345, vn. 218, etc. r 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. 98 5et vald I,..na var eld & fait of
sycht, Of be twelf appostolis spek now. Ibid. \. 528, etc.

c. conj. That . . not, but that. Also Deil na =
May (with negative following).
1373 BARBOUR Bruce v. 372 Of thretty was levit nane, Na

thai war slane ilkane, or tane. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii.
(Justin) 82 pat wes nocht sa priuely na it wes persawit in
hy. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Anns (S. T. S.) 221 Quhatwar he that had sa hard a hert na he wald have merci of
thame..? 1333 GAU RiM ^ I2 Thay quhilk .. trowis
noth na he wirkis al the guid warkis in thayme. 1786BURNS Earnest Cry xvi, Deil na they never mair do guid
Play d her that pliskie.

2. conj. Nor. Also, neither (only in early ME.).
ciooo O. E. Chron. (Cant. MS.) an. 995 Naber na of bam

cmge na of bam folce. c 1131 O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an.
1131 pair man him held baet he ne mihte na east na west.
c 1205 LAY. 13344 Nis nan kine-lond na swa brad n^e swa long.
Ibid. 14165 Ah nulle ich castel na hurh nane be bi-techen.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1962 Etc o .. nakin worme bat es made Na

o fouxul [Gott. Na foul] bat refes his liuelade. Ibid. 5780
?is es mi nam, na mar na less [Gilt, more ne less],
I ...,,,..... __n lr_ __ . . _i . i .

nothire, na saw his ded. 1456 SIR G. HAYF. Laiu Arms
,S. T. S.) 167 [They] nouthir had were to him, na he to
thame. 1:1470 HENRY Wallace I. 105 Tothar men without
thai mycht nocht wyn, Na thai to thaim. 1508 DUNBAR
Tna Mariit Wemen 299 We na fallowis wer. .In fredome,
na furth bering, na fairnes of persoune. 1333 STEWART
Cron. Scot. II. 439 Quhilk hes no strenth. .Na dow to weild
ane wapin with thair hand. 1786 BURNS Tma Dogs 16 Tho
he was o high degree, The fient a pride na pride had he.

b. Used with another negative following.
1373 BARBOUR Bruce i. 230 A noble hart may haiff nane

es, Na ellys nocht that may him pies, Gyff fredome failjhe.

1



NA.

CI375 St. Leg. Saints \. (Peter* 6 J)is petir .. vald neuir

bow for aduersite, na for na perele bat mycht be. 1456

SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 26 He..schewe in dede

that he lufit it nocht na nane that delt with it. 1535

STEWART Crm. Sco(. 11.205 For clerk or preist,..Na for

na bischop that wes in Britane.

c. With omission of preceding negative.

&quot;375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodora} 631 For loy na

solace hot thru be, Na lykine in my hert ma be. 1456 SIR

G. HAVE Lam Arms (S. T. S.) 219 We may undo na gayn.

say the commoun lawe.

Na (na), adv.* Sc. and north, dial [repr.

OE. no. (see prec.), and corresponding to the mid

land and southern No. The pron. (na) for (n,?)

has parallels in twa, wlia.] No, used in answer

to a question, to express dissent, etc.

1228 in Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 53 Per suum na vel

suum ya. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 6co pane
cane bai at hym hertly spere..gyf he wist quhare he was

..hesad: na . c lyjsCursorM. 76S(Fairf.), And wate
[&amp;gt;ou

quar-fore ? na [Coif, nai, Giitt. nay], ho sayde. c 1475 Ran/
Codyar 79 Na, thank me not onir airlie, for dreid that \ve

threip. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vil. vi. 32 Hes nocht Iroy
all infyrit Jit thame brynt ? Na : all sic laboure is for nocht

and tynt. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. vm. 75

Na ; nocht sa : hot he quhen pleises him selfe wll cum. 1725

KAMSW Gentle Shcph. I. i. Na, Patie, na ! I m nae sic

churlish beast. 1786 BURNS To a Louse iv, Na faith ye yet !

ye ll no be right Till ye ve got on it. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart.

vii, Na, my leddy, it s no that. 1827 J. WILSON Noel.

Amlir. Wks. 1855 I. 354 Na Sir I canna say that I should.

1894 .\&quot;orthu,bl,l. Gloss. s.v., Are, ye gan win us? Na .

b. Doubled for the sake of emphasis.
1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis i. Prol. 24 Na, na, nocht sua, bot

knele quhen I thame heir. 1594 A. HUME Treat. Conscience

iv. Wks. (S. T. S.) 104 Na, na, thy intention sail be na rele-

uant defence vnto thee. 1682 PF.DEN Lard s Trumpet 20

Na na sirs, love to God goes beyond all- that. 1786 BURNS

Ansiu. Tailor x, Na, na , quo I, I m no for that . 1815

SCOTT Guy M. xxiii, Had \ve not better, .dismount? Na,

na, ..we maun cross Dumple at no rate . 1891 H. HALI-

BUBTON Ochil Hills 51 Na, na, my lad !

t Na, conj.
2 Sc. Otis. [Of obscure origin : cf.

NOR in the same sense. Examples of NE in this

use are very rare.] Than.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce vi. 538 The lest party of thame twa

Wes starkar fer na he. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ill. (Andrew)

1103 pe fend wes away in hy, sonare na ony man cuth

thynke. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms(5. i\ S.) S3 I He
slewe of his men?e ma na fourty thousand. 1:1470 HENRY
Wallace v 388, I meyn fer mar the tynsell off my men, Na
for my selflf. 1508 DUNBAR TIM Mariit Wcmen 295 Mar
with wylis I wan na wichtnes of handis. 1535 STEWART

Cron. Scot. I. 1271 Tha wald erar de Na with the Romams
to subdewit be.

b. Than if. rare- 1
.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Lam Arms (S. T. S.) 303 Quhen he

cummys furthwart on thre festuale days, . . all the peple ..

press the mare to se him na he rade every day.

Na (na), adv.z Sc. and north, dial. Also -na.

[Enclitic form of No adv. not ,
with obscuration

of vowel owing to the absence of stress.] Not.

Chiefly used with auxiliary verbs, as canna,

maunna, dinna, hasna, etc.

1714 RAMSAY John Couper 29 Tis an ill wind that dis na

Haw Some body good. 1725 Gentle Shefli. 1. 1, I needna

mak sic speed. 1786 BURNS Holy Fair xiv, They canna sit

for anger. 1793 Wilt than M my dearie If it winna,

canna be. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, i, Them that shame na to

take upon themsells the persecuting name of. . tories. a 1828

BEWICK Tlu Howdy (1850) 13 [Thou] dis na leuk vara pleasd.

Na, obs. variant of NAY.

Naa, dial, variant of No a. and adv.

Naagoree, obs. form of NAGARI.

Naam (nam), st. Hist. Law. Also nam. [OE.

naam, nam, a.ON. nam, Goth, -nfm (in andanlni},

related by ablaut to the vb. niman to take, Nut.

Hence med.L. namium, namum. The ONF.

namps, nampt, and med.L. namptum, namium,
nanfum (see Du Cange), are prob. of Scand.

origin.] The act of taking another s goods by

way of distraint ; goods or chattels taken in this

way. (Cf. WITHEENAM.)
a 1035 Laws Cunt in Thorpe I. 386 Be naame. Ne nime

nan man nane name, ne innan scire ne ut of scire, ser man
ha=bbe j&amp;gt;riwa

on hundrede his rihtessebeden. a 1087 Laws
William I in Du Cange s.v. Namium, Ne prenge hum
Nam ni Ten Conte, ne defers, did qu il eit tres fois demanded

dreit, el Undred, fl el Conte. 1290 BRITTON (1865) I. 173

Naam si est un general noun a avers et a chateus et a totes

choses moebles qe horn put prendre en noun de destresce.

13.. HORNE Mirror of Justices (Selden) xxvi. 69 Une
accioun mixte-.qest appelle de naam. Ibid., Naam nest

autre chose qe renable destresce.

i6n COTGR., Nampt, a distresse, a beast or mouable dis

trained ; . .a distraining (in which sence our common Lawyers
vse Naam). 1641 Termes de la Ley 208 Lawfull Naam
is nothing else but a reasonable distresse. 1727-38 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s.v. Namium, Prohibited Naam, is an unjust taking

the cattle of another, or driving them to an unlawful place.

1783 in Hist. York II. 43 At the County Court .. shall be

holden Pleas of Naam, that are called Replegiamm. 1837

Penny Cycl. IX. 29/1 The modern distress is the naam ,

restricted to the taking of personal chattels. 1895 WHIT-
TAKER tr. Home s Mirror of Justices (Selden) xxvi. 70 A
mixed action . .which is called an action of naam.

Hence Naam v. [AF. naamer], to distrain, to

make distraint.

1805 WHITTAKER tr. Home s Mirror of Justices (Selden)

xxvi. 72 If any one be wrongfully naamed, you must dis.

tinguish whether this be done by those who are entitled to

naam or by others.

NABOB.

1803 CHRISTOPHER CAUSTIC [Fessenden] Terrible Tract.

I. (ed. 2) 43, 1 learnt these from as nice a rabbit As naturalist

could wish to nab at.

3. To nab the ntst: (see quots. and cf. Eng.
Dial. Diet. s.v. A7

ab).
1801 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 101 To nab the rust; a

jockey term for a horse that is restive. 1881 Isle f/ Wight
Gloss., Nab the rust, to be angry or sulky.

t4. To cog a die (Phillips 1706). 06s.~

Nab (noeb), v.2 dial. [var. of KNAB
z&amp;gt;.]

1. trans, and iittr. To bite gently, to nibble.

1678 BUTLER Hud, in. ii. 1457 To nab the itches of their

sects, As jades do one another s necks. 1750 ELLIS Shcph.
Guide 232 The sheep may nab and eat. 1775 ASH, Nab,
to bite, to bite with repeated quick but gentle motion.

1891 Uartland Gloss., Nab, to nibble or bite gently.

2. To speak affectedly, rare
- 1

. (Cf. GKAP v.,

KNAP zi.l 4.)

1895 SARAH TYTLER Macdoiiald Lass iv, I would as soon

face one of the cutters captains, nabbing bis English.

Nab, in phr. hab (or] nab, etc. : see HAB.

Nabal (n^ -bal). [From the Hebrew proper
name ba: Nabal in i Sam. xxv. 3, etc.] A churl

ish or miserly person. Also attrib.

16046. YowLCatAolike sSupplic. 127 The greedy Nabals

& hold-fast Labans of the world. 1617 HIERON Wks. 11.397

Many a carnall man, many a Nabal, hath these temporall

things in a large measure. 1825 SCOTT in Lockhart Lift

Naape, obs. form of NAPE.

Nab (nab), rf.l Chiefly north, and Sc. Also

5, 9 nabb, 9 knab. [a. ON. nabbr and nabbi,

a projecting peak or knoll : cf. Norw. dial, nabb and
I

nabbe, nab of a rock or hill, knag, pin, (tether-)

peg, Sw. nabb (dial, nabbe), nab, promontory,

prominence (MSw. skogsnabb, point of a wood).]

1. A projecting or jutting out part of a hill or

rock ; a peak or promontory ;
a rocky or out

standing hill, a summit, etc.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5494 He stekis bam vp with bar

stoures in a straite lawe, And .. in be nabb speris [
= 5496 in

t&amp;gt;e

roche stoppis]. 1688 HICKES Diet. Island. 108 Gnypa, sum-

mitas rupis vel mentis. A. Bar. a nabb. [Hence in Ray,

1691 ]
it 1800 Old rhyme in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club (1837)

I. v. 149 St. Abb s upon the nabs, St. Helen s on the lea.

1828 G. YOUNG Geol. Sum. Yorks. 98 At Clayton point and

other nabs to the south of Scarborough. 1843 COOPER

Sussex Gloss., Nab, the summit of a hill. 1855 ROBINSON

Whitby Gloss., Nab, a rocky projection from the land into

the sea, as Saltwick Nab. 1877 DIXON Diana, Lady I.yle

I 1. vn. i. 173 This nose of land starts up into a nab or peak,

on which stands a feudal edifice.

attrib. 1891 ATKINSON Moorland 42 Soaring hill and

deepening dale, abrupt nab-end and craggy wood.

b. A projecting tuft or clump.
1848 E. BRONTE Withering Heights xxi, Will you just turn

this nab of heath, and walk into my house ?

2. A projection or spur on the bolt of a lock

(see first quot.). Also attrib. ilLtAA .,u 111&amp;lt; _,,.,., .
} .~, 3 , -,-

1677 MOXON JtfecA. Exerc. 27 The Toe, or Nab of the
soliloquised Dawvid Hadden within himself.

Bolt, which rises, .above the Straight on the Top of the Hence Na balism, t Ma balite ; t Nabali tic a.

Bolt : The Office of this Nab, is to receive
theJioUom pfthe

. ^ PACITT Hemhgr_ (l66l) 6o Ignorant Idiots, noddy
Nabalites. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 35 It is a sin arguing

a Nabalitick and vile heart. 1886 W._D. MACHAY Pref.

Chron. Abbat. Rameseiensis p. xxix, The churlishness 01

the second abbot.. is condemned not so much for its o*n

Nabalism as for its shortsightedness.

Nabal, variant of NABLE Obs.

t Nabbe, have not, Nabbe*, -eth, has not:

see NE and HAVE v. A. 9. Obs.

Beowulf 1850 pzt be Sae-seatas selran naebben cyning

asnijne. &amp;lt;:888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xvi. 3 Heora selfra

nanne anwald nabbaS. Ibid, xxxix. 5 Ic. .Jet naebbe bis

zedon. 971 Blickl. Horn. 131 Ne maes [&amp;gt;a=t
ne beon baet ba

beam., langunga nabban. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 31 Nabbe

ic nawiht ber-of. c 1230 Hali RlciJ. 9 As gentille wirnmen

. .at nabbeS hwerwia buggen ham brudgume. (11300

Vox fy Wolfig, I nabbe don her nout bote goed.

Nabber (nre bai). slang, [f.
NAB z/. -h-EB 1

.]

One who nabs
;
hence () a bailiff or constable;

(b) a thief.

1810 Splendid Follies III. 118 Oxford, where, .he might

elude the pursuit of nabbers till daddy s heart relented.

1880 Jamicson s Sc. Diet., Nabber, a pilferer, a thief.

Nabby, Sc. variant of NOBBY a.

t Nab-cheat. Obs. Cant. Also 6 -ehet, nob-

chete. [f.
NAB sf&amp;gt;.

2 + CHEAT st&amp;gt;.l 3.] A hat or cap.

(-1530 COPLAND Hye Wey to Spyttel Hous in Hazl.

F. P. P. IV. 69 His watch shall feng a prounces nobchete.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 85, I towre the strummel trine vpon

thy nabchet and Togman. 1622 FLETCHER Beggar s Bush

n. i, Thus we throw up our nab-cheats first for joy, And

then our filches.

t Na ble. Obs. rare. Also 6 nabal. [ad. L.

nablum (Vulg. ; nablium, Ovid), ad. Gr. va&Ka,

prob. of Phoenician origin, and so identical with

Heb. nebel which it is used to translate.] A Jew
ish instrument of music : see NEBEL.

1382 WYCLIF i Mace. xiii. 51 With preisyng, and braunchis

of palmes, and instrumentis of musik, and cymbahs, and

nablis. 1546 LANGLEV tr. Pol. Verg. de Invent. I. xii. 23 b,

The Prophet Dauid founde diuerse instrumentes as regals

and Nabals. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) i Chron. xv. 16 Singing

men on musical instruments, to witte, on nables, and harpes,

and cymbals. 1609 HEVWOOD Brit. Trey vn. iv, Nables

and Regals holy Dauid found.

Nablook, obs. form of NIBLICK.

tNa-bman. Obs. slang, [f.
NAB v.-] A

police officer ;
a constable. (Cf. NAB si.3 I.)

1823 in Stirit Pub. Jrnls. 201 For never were hearts, if

the nabmen would let them, More formed to be jovial and

light than our s.

Nabob (n^i-b(*). Also 7 nawbob, nobob(b,

nabab; 8 navob. [
= F. and Sp. nabab, Pg.

nababo, ad. Urdu nawwab deputy governor : see

NAWAB and NAIB.]
1. The title of certain Mohammedan oihc

who acted as deputy governors of provinces or dis

tricts in the Mogul Empire ;
an official thus desig

nated ; a governor of a town or district in India

1612 R. COVERTE Voy. 36 An Earle is called a Nawbob,

and they [sc. noblemen] are the chiefe men that attend o

him. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrim, I.
&amp;gt;v,

467 The Nabob with

fiftie or sixtie thousand people in his campe. JZ
*

Gaz. No. 2270/6 They took after that a great Ship be

Lging to the Nabob of Decca, in the Rivers mouth.

i?4 CHURCHILL Candidate Poems II. Nabobs

selves, allur d by thy renown, Shall pay due homage to the

English Crown. 177&quot;
GOLDSM. Hist. Lng. IV. 375

f

nabob whom the English supported, was ^instaied

government. .817 JAS. MILL Brit. India I ill. iv. 62. note,

The term Nabob, as equivalent to bubahdar, is

modern in Hindustan; and is said to have begin_w
Sujah Dowlah. 1858 J. B. NORTON Topics 34 The pi

clamation of Khan Bahadoor Khan . . ,
who set himself up as

nabob of that place, was put in evidence.

2, transf. A person of (fh gh rank or) 8reat

jDOiL . i ne wmtc ui im -&amp;gt; iiui, is t&amp;gt;j i t,\.i&amp;gt; \, t**- *-&quot; - ~- -

Bit of the Key, when in turning it about, it shoots the Bolt

backward or forwards. Ibid. 28 The Nab end. 1797 Eneycl.

Brit. (ed. 3) X. 111/2 To the main plate [of a lock] belong
the key-hole, ..bolt-toe or bolt-knab. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s

Word-bk., Nab, the bolt-toe, or cock of a gun-lock.

b. The keeper of a door lock.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1505/1.

+ Nab, sl&amp;gt;.z Obs. slang. [Of uncertain origin :

cf. the later NOB and KNOB in sense i.]

1. The head. Also Comb.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 86, I tower that bene bouse makes

nase nabes. I se that good drinke makes a dronken head.

1608 DEKKER Lanth. ft Candle Lt. c iij b, The Ruffm cly

the nab of the Harman beck. 1622 FLETCHER Beggar s Bush
in. iv, I crown thy nab with a gage of benebowse. a 1700

B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nab-girder, a Bridle.

b. The head of a stick, rare .

1616 DEKKER Lanth. f, Candle Lt. (ed. 2) P, He carries a

short staffe. .having in the Nab or head of it a Ferme (that

is to say, a hole).

2. A hat.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acati. 33 Cast our Nabs [Fletchei

caps! and Cares away, This is beggars Holiday. 1688

SHADWELL.SVr. Alsatia n. Wks. 1720 IV. 47 Here sa Nabb !

you never saw such a one in your Life. . . A rum Nabb : It

is a Beaver of 5 /. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Pentice

Nab, a very broad-brim d Hat. 1729 FIELDING Pleas.

Toiun Wks. 1775 I. 223, I was.. enquiring after you, when

your boy brought your nab (Oh. . .that the son of a King
should pawn a hat !). I754 - J- Wild n. vi, There were

..those who preferred the nab, or trencher hat, with the

brim flapping over their eyes.

3. A coxcomb (a 1700 B.E. Diet. Cant. Crew),

Nab (nreb), ^.3 rare. [f.
NAB vl~\

1. slang. One who nabs ; a police officer.

1813 British Press 29 July 178 A nab stepp d in and

show d his writ. 1852 J UDSON Myst. New York iv. (Farmer),

I don t know, .about no persuits, cept the nab s persuits.

2. A snatch, bite.

1867 F. H. LUDLOW Little Brother 47 And then [the dog]

turned to see if there wasn t a chance of getting a nab st

his plump little calves.

Nab, .svM Sc. var. of NOB, a person of note.

Also written knab : see Jamieson and Eng. Dial. Diet.

Nab (nsb), vl slang or colloq. Also 9 knab.

[Of obscure origin : cf. NAP Z/.3 in the same sense.]

1. trans. To catch (a person) and take into cus

tody; to apprehend or arrest; to catch, seize, or

pounce upon (one) in wrong-doing.
1686 F. SPENCE tr. Varillas&quot; Ho. Medieis 407 Verselli was

nabb d playing at dice. 1688 SHADWELL Syr. Alsatia HI.

Wks. 1720 IV. 56 Our Suffolk Heir is nabb d, for a small

Business: and I must find him some Sham-bail. 1694

MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xii, He sends to him one of these

Catchpoles or Apparitors who nabs, or at least cites him,

serves a Writ or Warrant upon him. 1748 SMOLLETT hod.

Rand, xxiii, They embraced the prisoner. .and asked how

long she had been nabb d. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n.Man in,

Ay, but if so be a man s nabbed, you know. 1818 SCOTT

minos me 01 ueing nstuueu uy LUC utn ,
\-i.&amp;gt;*.&quot; *,..~.

1886 G. R. SIMS Ringo* Bells n. vi, Jack s in prison.. . Must

have been nabbed while I was abroad.

b. To catch, in other applications.
a 1700 B.E. Did. Cant. Creiu %.\.,l llNabye, I ll have your
Hat or Cap. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 335 Let s see,

what have I said ? Ay, by my Soul, you have nabbed me

cleverly. 1811 CLARE fill. Minstr. 1. 168 If Puss can t nab

ye by the nose, I ll find a scheme. .To save my bread.

2. To snatch or seize (a thing); to steal.

1814 Sporting Mag. XLI V. 47 All was lost, Save what was

nabb d to pay the cost. 1831 TRELAWNY Adv. Younger Son

II. 68 As surly.. as a bull-dog with his bone, when an impu
dent cur offers to knab it. 1851 MAYHEW Lend. Lab. I. 51/2

Mr. nabs the chance of putting his customers awake.

b. intr. To snatch at a thing.



NABOBERY. 8 NADIR.

wealth ; spec, one who has returned from India

with a large fortune acquired there ; a very rich

and luxurious person.
1764 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) IV. 222 Mogul Pitt and

Nabob Bute. 1773 FOOTE Nabob n, But, after all, Master

Touchit, I am not so over-fond of these nabobs. 1796
STEDMAN Surinam II. 54 The customs and manner of

living of these West-India nabobs. 1818 LADY MORGAN
Autobiog. (1859) 35 Lady Cork. .took _us to dine at Sir

George Cockerell s, the richest nabob In London. 1830
MACAULAY Ess., Southey^s Colloq. (1851) I. 103 The glori
fied spirit of a great statesman and philosopher dawdling,
like a bilious old nabob at a watering place. 1869 Echo
6 Feb., India may have ceased to grow nabobs as yellow
as the gold mohurs they were wont to amass.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ as nabobfortune, -hunting^
-maker, -plundcrer\ Nabob-land (

=
India).

1764 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1891) IV. 180 There is the devil
to pay in Nabob-land, but I understand Indian histories no
better than stocks. 1771 Ann. Reg. 91 This project may
not be quite so noble as that of Nabob-hunting, but is

certainly more commercial. 1775 MORTIMER Ev. Jlfati

own Broker 14 note, As to the nabob plunderers, these
build palaces. 1795 BURNS Heron Election Ball. n. ii, As
to his fine Nabob fortune, We ll e en let this subject nlane.
1862 HEVERIDGE Hist. India I. in, xii. 682 On these pre
sents the nabob-makers of Calcutta were far more intent
than on the interests of their employers.

f4. U.S. (See quot.) Obs. rare ~\
1806 FESSENDEN Orig. Poems 36 Misses, squires, and

gentlefolks, Call for Nabobs, hats, and cloaks. Note. Na
bobs were a kind of outside garment formerly worn by the

dashing belles of America.

Hence Nabo bery, (a) a place frequented by
nabobs; () the essential qualities of a nabob or

nabobs; NaTjo bical a., pertaining to a nabob;
Ra bo bish a.

,
of the nature of a nabob; Na 1 -

bo bishly adv., after the manner of a nabob
;

Na bobism, great wealth and luxury ; ITa bobry,
the class of nabobs.

1834 J\Vw Monthly Mag. XL. 375 Such is the *nabobery
into which Harley-streel, Wimpole-street, and Gloucester-

place, daily empty their precious stores of bilious humanity.
1852 W. M. SAVAGE R. Medlicott ir. x, He reminds me of a
nabob. Nabobbery itself. 1763 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1891)
IV. 154 Not paying Lord Clive the three thousand pounds,
which the Ministry had promised him in lieu of his *Na-
bobical annuity. 1865 Fortn. Rev. II. 31 There arose
what were known in England as Indian families. These
it is true were ridiculed as upstart, ^nabobish, and so forth.

1894 Forum Aug. 739 He [sc. the Englishman] is *nabobishly
extravagant in his expenditures upon horse-racing and

hunting. 1884 Homil. Monthly Aug. 649 The banquets
of *nabobism. 1777 M. MORGANN Ess. Falstajff 112 At a
time when the whole body of the *Nabobry demands and
requires defence.

Nabobess (n^-bpbes). [f. prec. -f -ESS i.] A
female nabob; the wife of a nabob.

1767 STERNE Lett. Ixxxiii. i He hopes.. to see her

eclipse all other Nabpbesses..in wealth. 1779 BURGOYNE
Maid ofthe Oaks iv. i, I will have no nabobs nor nabob-
eshes in my family. 1807 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. XI. 6, I

wonder why that old Nabobess, Mrs. Hargrave, left him
her immense fortune. 1847 Mirror June 354/2 Let me hope
the nabobess will give me due notice.

Nabobical, -ish(ly, -ism, -ry : see NABOB.

Nabobship (n^i bfbjip). [f. NABOB + -SHIP.]
1. The office or rank of a nabob ; the position of

being a nabob.

1753 Loud. Mag. in Scots Mag. Apr. 197/2 Mahomet
was restored to the nabobship of Arcot. 1780 ORME Hist.

Indostan I, 367 A Moorish dress distinguished likewise

with ornaments peculiar to the Nabobship, 1808 Edin,
Rei&amp;gt;. XI. 463 The nabobship of the Carnatic has been vested

in the present family for more than a half a century. 1876
GRANT Hist. India I. xxxii. 168/1 The latter. .now suc
ceeded to the nabobship of Oude.

2. The territory over which a nabob exercises

jurisdiction ;
a district governed by a nabob.

1761 Lond. Mag. XXX. 183 Every nabob [has] the

appointment of all the polygars in his nabobship. 1798
PENNANT Hindoostan II. 12 These provinces are now
annexed to the great nabobship of the Carnatic. 1862

BEVERIDGI: Hist. India I. in. ii. 412 Pondicherry. .belonged
nominally to the nabobship of Arcot.

Nabs (ncebz). slang. Also 9 knabs. [Of
obscure origin : cf. NIBS.] A term used with

possessive pronouns as a slang or jocular designa
tion of a person ; my nabs = my gentleman ,

T&quot; myself. Also as//.
a 1790 POTTF.R A fw Diet. Cant t Nabs, a person of either

sex. 1812 J. H.VfiUxffasA Dict.,His-na&st
him

t
or himself,

MynabS) me, myself. 1823 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. 248

Sought out the road where Toley s turnpike lay, And came

upon his nabs just as he rose. 1851 MAYHEW Lond.
Labour III. 149 (Hoppe), Your nabs sparkle my nabs a

drop of bevare. 1895 EMERSON Birds, etc. 203,
I do a bit

of stuffing, and as sure as I get gutting a bird, in come my
nabs and steal some.

Nabut, obs. form of NOBBDT.
Kacarat (nrc karxt). [F. nacarat, supposed

to be ad. Sp, and Pg. nacarado, f. nacar nacre.
If this etym. is correct, the reference is to that species of

pinna which is distinguished by its red colour ; but the word
nas also a striking resemblance to Arab, naka^at, a red
flower used in dyeing.]
1. A bright orange-red colour.
x77-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Dying) Nacarat, or bright

orange-red, is given with weld, and goats hair, boiled with pot
ashes. 1839 UKE Diet. Arts 874. 1853 C. IJRONTK Villette

xxlx, A small box I had bought for its brilliancy, made of
some tropic shell of the colour called nacarat . 1854 R. H.

PATTERSON Ess. Hist. $ Art (1862) 33 We can never ally

mahogany to vivid reds,.. and more particularly to orange-
reds, such as scarlet, nacarat, and aurora.

2. (See quot.)
1839 URE Diet. Arts 874 1 he nacarat of Portugal or

Bezetta is a crape or fine linen fabric, dyed fugitively of the
above tint. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch. 1505/1.

t Nacarine, a- Obs. rare 1
, [f. nacar-at

(see prec.) + -INE l.] Red, reddish.

1643 LD. HERBERT Autobiog. (1886) 165 Every bout tied
with a small ribbon of a naccarine, or the colour that the

Knights of the Bath wear.

!Nace, variant of NAIS #., NASE, nose.

t Nacelle. Obs. rare
- 1

. [a. F. nacelle : late

L. navicella (naucella}, dim. of naz is a ship.]
A small boat.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 141/1 The qitene of thys contree
wente for to playe on the ryuage of the see and byheld
thys lytyl nacelle and the chyid therein.

Naceoun, obs. form of NATION.

Wach, nach, variants of KAUTCII.

Nache (nt
T
U{). f Obs. Also 7 nach, natch.

[a. OF. nache : pop. L. *natica, f. natis buttock.

Cf. NAGE.J The point of the rump in an ox or

cow; the rump. Also nache-bone = NATCH BONK.

1523 Fn ZHERU. Hnsb. 57 If thou shalte bye fatte oxen . .

se that they be soft..vpon the hucbone, and the nache by
the tayle. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hnsb. (1623) 89 Soft
huckell bones, and a bigge nach [1668 natch], round and
knotty. 1798 A. YOUNG Ann. Agric. XXX. 198 (Britten),
[The catch or point of the rump is called] The nache in

some writers; also the tail points by others. 1799 I ieiv

Agric. Lincoln 299 Breadth of nache, eight inches below
the tail setting on, i ft. 6 in. 1828 Craven Gloss., Xache-
bonC) rump bone.

Nacht, obs. form of NIGHT, NAUGHT.
K&quot;acio(u)n, obs. forms of NATION.
t Nack, obs. variant of KNACK sb.-

1676 LADY FANS HAWE Memoirs (1829) 192 He sent me a
very rich present of perfumes, skins, gloves, and purses
embroidered, with other nacks of the same kind. 1747
RICHARDSON Clarissa (iSn) I. 40 If he gets a nack of
visiting her there. 1789 in Hat field Notices Doncaster
(1866) I. 82 Corruptors of youth who attend such places
with gaming tables, dice, nacks, and other instruments.

t Nack, obs. variant of KNACK v.

1570 FOXE A, fy M. (ed. 2) 129 In bodkyn wise at him
they nacke, They laugh to see him skippe.

Nack, obs. variant of NOCK v.

Na Cket, sbl Sc. [app. ad. F. naqitet the

boy that semes, or stops the ball . . at Tennis
;
a

. . Tennis Court-keeper s boy (Cotgr.).] fa. (See
etym. note.) Obs. b. A pert, forward, smart boy.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiv. 67 Sa mony rakkettis, sa

mony ketche pillaris, Sic ballis, sic nacketiis, and sic tutivil-

laris. 1833 SANDS Poems 121 (E. D. D.i, In there comes a
little nackit. 1890

( H. HALIBURTON / Scottish Fields
135 He would rest content with, .referring to him as a
* nacke t .

Na Cket, sb? Sc. [var. of noeket) of obscure

origin, current in Sc. and Northumb. : see Eng.
Dial.

Dict.&quot;\
A snack or lunch : a slight repast.

1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 78 (Jam.). i8ai SCOTT Pirate xi,
She could not but say, that the young gentleman s nacket
looked very good,
Wa cky, variant of KNACKY a.

1803 MARY CHARLTON Wife $ Mistress III. 57 They re so

nacky at winning folk s money. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker.
xv, Have you no nice, nacky, little handy work that you
could be doing at?

Nacoda
vr, obs. forms of NAKHODA.

fNacorne, var. of NAKER. So f Wacorner,
nakerer. Obs. rare~Q

.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 350/1 Nacorne, ynstrument of myn*
stralsye, nabulum. Ibid., Nacornere, nabnlarins.

Nacre (n^ kai). Also 6 nackre, 7 nacker,
nakre, 7-9 naker. [a. F. nacre

^ ^nacle (1416; I

cf. med.L. nacrum, 1347 in Du Cange) = Sp. and

Pg. nacar, It. nacchera^ f naccara, med.L. nac- \

ehara, nacara (1295 in Du Cange), of uncertain, ]

but prob. Oriental, origin.]
1. The pinna or sea-pen, or other shell-fish

yielding mother-of-pearl.
1598 FLORID, Naccare. . . Also the shell-fish which some call

a nackre. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny ix. xlii. I. 261 The Nacre
also called Pinnae, is of the kind of Shell-fishes. It is..

never without a companion, .. which beareth the Nacre
companie. 1658 HOOLE tr. Contemns Orb. Sensual.
{ed. 12) 46 The Oyster affordeth sweet meat, ..the Naker,
pearls. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. n. 162 Every
one of these Barks hath Men for Diving to the bottom of
the Sea and picking up the Shell-fish or Nacres. 1727
Philip Qnarll 188 Polishing the Rest of his Shells, some, as
fine as tho they had been Nakers of Pearl. 1777 PENNANT
Brit. Zool. IV. 97 Pinna, nacre ; its animal a Slug. 1834GOOD Bk. Nature II. 17 Among the more elegant of this
division is the nacre, pinna, or sea-pen.
attrib. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. ill. HI. (Lowe) 699

Tis a Valley paved (else) With golden sands, with Pearle,
and Nacre-shels.

2. A smooth, shining, iridescent substance form

ing the inner layer in many shells
; mother-of-pearl.

1718 OZELL tr. Tourneforfs Voy. I. 178 It is a shining
Naker within. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXy. 32 Orient, the fine

naker, or mother of pearle colour, which is seen on some
,

shells. 1799 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 316 Of ;

the shells composed of nacre or mother of pearl, I selected
the oyster. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 414 These exquisite
colours arise from the laminar naker, or what is commonly

called mother-of-pearl, of a kind of nautilus. 1862 ANSTED
Channel /si. iv. xxii. 510 The iridescent nacre of the shell

was used in this way. 1888 Contcmp. Rev. May 690 A fine

pearl is worth from one to eight pounds sterling a grain ac

cording to si/e, colour, and
*

nacre .

attrib. 1895 C. HOLLAND Jaf. Wife 61 A flat shell, with
lovely mother-of-pearl tints on its nacre hollow.

Hence Na cred a., faced with, having the hues

of, nacre; Na creness, the qualities of nacre.

1755 Genii. Mag. XXV. 82 This shell.. is finely nakered
within. 1845 MACGILLIVRAY Conchol. Text-bk. vz^Nacrcd,
pearly, perlaceous. 1862 F. HALL Hindu fhilos. .Syst. 169
Cognizing nacreness as the abstract nature of the thing
beheld.

Nacreous (nJi-krz ias), a.
[f.

NACRE + -ous.]
1. Consisting of or resembling nacre in substance.

1836-41 IiKANDE Cheut. 791 When heated, these crystals

fuse,, .and, at a red heat, sublime, yielding nacreous scales.

1851 WOODWARD Moliusca iv. 38 The nacreous shells are

formed by alternate layers of very thin membrane and car

bonate of lime. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 242 The internal or
nacreous stratum of a fo.iail bivalve ^hell.

2. Exhibiting the iridescent hues of nacre.

1854 MuRCHlSON Silitria ix. 196 The nacreous lustre of its

interior. 1877 .4 then.nan 3 Xov. 572/2 A youth reclining
on a cliff, contemplating a fan-like, nacreous masi of cloud.

1899 Allbntt s Syst. Mfd. VIII, 558 The nacreous a.spect is

preserved, and the affected area, may look brilliantly white,

Nacrine (nt
Ti

krain), sb. and a. [f. NACRE +
-INE 1 and *.] a. sb. The hue of nacre, b. adj.
Of the nature of, belonging to. nacre.

1839-52 BAILKV Fcstus 508 Alternating with azure and all

gems Or as in nacrine blent in one soft blaze. 1862 F.
HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 246 Nacrine silver, which is

nothing but nacre under the appearance of silver.

Nacrite (n^ kroit). Alin. [f.
NACRE + -ITK * 2 :

named by A. Brongniart, 1807.] A mineral occur

ring in pearly scales.

Thomson s nacrite is not the same as Brongniart s.

1808 ALLAN Mineral Notneiii I. (ed. 2: s.v. 1816 JAMESON
Min. (ed. 2) I. 524. 1836 T. THOMSON Min.

t Geol., etc. I.

245 This mineral occurs usually in mica slate, taking the

place of the mica; so that the rock, .constitutes a mixture
of nacrite and quartz. 1876 HARLMY A/at. Med. (ed. 6) 127
Potash is found in most of the alkaline-earthy minerals,
as mica, felspar, leucite, and nacrite.

Nacrous (nJi kras), a. [-ous.] Nacreous.

1835-6 Todays Cycl. Anat. I. 547/1 The shell is white,
lined with a nacrous layer within. 1854 BAUHAM Halien tics

212 The shot lustrous surface of the belly and sides is cer

tainly nacrous.

So Nacry (nt
7i

kri), a. rare.

1859 RICHARDSON Yarrell s Brit. Fishes II. 234 The scales

are small. . . The cheeks nacry and scaleless. Ibid. 296 The
sands.. were covered with its delicate nacry scales.

Nacyon(e, obs. forms of NATION.
t Nad, nadde, nade, had not : see NE and
HAVE v. A. 9. Obs.
The forms are common from c 1300 to c 1430.

CI27S LAV. 8013 Wei bat ich nadde bi war. Ibid. 19948
Nade Arthur nanne cok f);it

he nas kempe god. a 1300
Cursor M. 3281 He nadde rested but a browe. 13. . Gait .

&amp;lt;y

Gr. Knt. 724 Nade he ben du^ty .. he hade ben ded.

la 1366 CHAI/CKR Rom. Rose 458 She nadde on but a streit

old sak. ci4oo Beryn 3902 Nad Geffrey & his wit ibe, wee
had be distroyed. 1440 in // ars Eng. in France (Rolls) 1 1.

450 It nacl ben possible.. but by such moyens. 1480 CAX ION

Chron. Eng. ccxlii. 282 They wold haue donemoche harme
..nadde the maire..seced hem with fayre wordes.

Nadder, Naddre, etc., obs. forms of ADDER.

Nadir (n^ dai). Astron. Also 5 naddyr, 7

nadyr. [^F.jSp.jPg., and It.nacfir, ad. Ar;

nadir opposite to, over against (also used as .

In sense 2 used ellipt. for nadir es-semt opposite
to the zenith .]

f 1. A point in the heavens diametrically oppo
site to some other point, esp. to the sun. Const.

&amp;lt;/and
to. (See also quot. 1727-38.) Obs.

(71391 CHAUCER Astrol. 11. 6 The nadir of the sonne is

thilke degree J?at is opposit to the degree of the sonne, in

the 7 signe, as thus, euery degree of aries bi ordre is nadir
to euery degree of libra by ordre. Ibid, 36 pe bygynnyng
of the 7 hows is nadir of the As-endent, & the bygynnyng
of the 8 hows is nadir of the 2. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
n. ii. iv. Colnmnes 644 In what bright starry Signe, th

Almighty dread Daye s Princely Planet s dayly billeted ;

In which his Nadir is. 1727-38 CHAMUERS Cycl. s.v.,5&quot;/mV

Nadir \s the axis of the cone projected by the shadow of the
earth

; thus called, in regard that the axis being prolonged,
gives a point in the ecliptic diametrically opposite to the sun.

2. The point of the heavens diametrically oppo
site to the zenith ; the point directly under the

observer. Also attrib.

c 1495 The Epitaffe, etc. in Skelton s Wks. 1843 H* 393
Creatures more maddyr In erthe none wandreth atweene
senit and naddyr. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glassc 40
Nadir [under the figure of the globe]. 1593 FALE Art Dial.
6 Above C. let Zenith be written, beneath D. Nadir. 1604
R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (1613), Nadir^ the point directly
vnder vs opposite to the Zenith. 1625 N. CARPENTER Gco$.
Del. i. v. 103 If the earth .. bee placed neere the Nadir
or midnight point, they will appeare greater in the East or
West. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Zenith^ The nadir is

the zenith to our antipodes, as our zenith is the nadir to

them. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 516 All

circles drawn through the zenith and nadir, are perpendicular
to the horizon, a 1821 KEATS Hyperion I. 276 From the

nadir deep Up to the zenith. 1859 TENNYSON Merlin $ V~

347 May this hard earth cleave to the Nadir hell.

Jig. a 1631 DoMNEi5f&& (1840) 172, 1 can see him In the

nadir, in the lowest dejection, and see how he works upon
Joseph in the prison. 1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 408

1-2



NADORITE.

[Humility] hath a nadir beneath it, a lower point in another

heaven. 1693 CONCREVE Double-Dealer i. ii, You shall

command me from the zenith to the nadir.

f b. Nadir to, directly under. Obs. rare.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 5 Note, that only then, when
wee are Nadyr to the Sunne, we have no shadow. Ibid. 43
Muskat is a Citie. .almost Nadyr to the crabbed Tropique.
3. transf. The lowest point (of anything) ; the

place or time of greatest depression or degradation.
imH.WALrouc**.fe&.*&raW1u. 1846 VI. 496 The

nadir of contempt. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. i. i. 4 note%

The seventh century is the nadir of the human mind in

Europe. 1863 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia I. 361 The land,
then at its very nadir in every respect. 1882 FARRAR Early
Chr. II. 221 The Jewish and the henthen world, each at the

nadir of their degradation and impiety.
attrib. 1814 Sortes Horatianx 63 The black-letter of

antiquity. . has now, I think, reached its nadir point. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. m. xvi. (1872) I- 239 This, .is about the

nadir-point of the Brandenburg-Hohenzollern History.
Hence Na diral a. rare 1

. [F. nadiral.&quot;}

1891 T. HARDY Tess xxy, Its transcendental aspirations. .

based on the geocentric view of things, a zenithal paradise,
a nadiral hell.

Nadorite (nardorait). Min. [Named in 1870
from its locality, Djebel Nador

t
m Algeria : see

-ITE *
2.] A brown chlorantimonate of lead, occur

ring in orthorhombic crystals.

1872 DANA Mtn. App. i. n Nadorite [occurs].. in flattened

tabular crystals. 1893 CHAPMAN Blowpipe Practice 160
Nadorite... Hitherto found oniy in calamme deposits.

Nadrylle : see ADUYLLE v.

f!N&quot;B, occas. ME. variant of NA conjl Obs.
c 1205 LAV. 9680 Swa. .nulle ich nauere mare, .na; nauere

mare heom senden gauel. Ibid. 9686.

Nae, Sc. and north, var. of NA or No, not.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. i, Weel I kend she meant
nae as she spak. 1755 R. FORBES Aja.v, Shop-bill vi,

We ll gar him say, he s nae outwitted. 1816 SCOTT Old
Hlort. vii, I see nae saemuckle difference atween the twa
ways o t. 1838 HOWITT Rnr. Life I. yz I ll nae gie it thee.

Nae, Sc. variant of No a. and adv.

Naebody, Sc. form of NOBODY.
Nae-the-less, Sc. form of NATHELESS.

Naething, Sc. form of NOTHING.
&quot;T Nseve. Obs. [ad. L. n&v-us N.EVCS : cf. obs.

F. neve (Cotgr.).] A spot or blemish.

1619 SCLATER Exp. i T/u ss. (1630) 229 The Image of God
. .perhaps in them hath more nzcues and blemishes. 1649
DRYDEN Elegy Ld. Hastings 55 Was there no milder way
but the smalt-pox,. .So many spots, like naeves, our Venus
soil? ai6gj AUBKEY Lives (1898) II. 182 He was a tall,

handsome, and bold man : but his naeve was that he was
damnable proud.

Nsevoid(ru void),rt. Path. [f. N^v-us + -OID.]
Of the nature of a nsevus.

1876 Trans. Clinical.Soc. IX. 53 The vascular appearance
of the tumour, .tended to confirm the belief that it was
nsevoid in character iSggJ. HtfTCHIMSOH in Archives Xnrg.
X. 130 There probably existed somewhere in the vesicular
a little nsevoid or papillary growth.
Naevo se, a. rare . [f. as prec. + -OSE 1

.]

Spotted, freckled (Webster 1847). So Nee-vous
a. (Cent. Diet. 1890).

II NsBVUS (n^vzJs). Path. PI. nfflvi (nz vai).

[L.] A hypertrophied state of the blood-vessels

of the skin, forming spots or elevations of a red

or purplish colour, usually congenital ;
a mother s

mark, a mole. Weevus needle, a surgical needle
for removing a noevus (Knight 1884).
[1693 tr. Blancard s Pkys. Diet. (ed. 2), Naevi* Moles, cer

tain native Spots, and are Two-fold, either plain, or pro
tuberant. 1706 PHILLIPS fed. Kersey), Naivns, a Mole, a
natural Mark or Spot in the Body.] 1835-6 Todd s Cycl.
Anat. I. 242/2 If the common mole be admitted under
this class of naevi. Ibid. 243/1 The.. characteristic of the
third form of nsevus. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Sktn 41 Perma
nent vascular growths in the skin, as naevi. 1899 AUbutt s

Syst. Med. VIII. 826 A neevus is a new growth consisting
of a congeries of dilated freely communicating vessels, held

together by connective tissue.

Naf, have not : see HAVE v. A. 9.

Waf(e, Naff(e, obs. or dial, forms of NAVE.

j&quot;NaflL\e. Obs. rare~. [Of obscure origin.]
Some water-bird.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 9/17 A Naffe, a birde, vria. 1678
LITTLETON Lat.-Eng. Dict.&amp;gt; Vria

t
a bird called a naff.

Naff, mergus cirrhatus.

Nafre, obs. form of NEVER.

Nag (nseg), sbl Forms : a. 5-7 nagge, 6-8
nagg, 5- nag. ^3. north, and Sc. 5-7 nage, 6-
naig (n^g), 7. neg. [Ofobscure origin: the cor

responding Dti. neg or negge has not been found
earlier than Kilian, who gives

*

Negghe Holl. Fris.

Mannus, equus pumilus. Aug. nagghe
J

.]

1. A small riding horse or pony.
a. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7727 He neyt as a nagge, at his nose

thrilles. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 350/1 Nagge, or lytylle beest,
bestula, equillus. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon v. 133He wente to Kyng Yons courte vpon a lytyll nagge. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxii. (Percy Soc.) 157 Thus Correc
tion, with her whyp did dryve The litle nagge. 1535 Act
27 Hen. VII1) c. 6 i Horses and nagges of small stature
and value. 1598 BARRET Theor. War-res v. ii. 143 A pretie
light horse, such as be our Northerne nagges. 1617 MORV-
SON Itin. i. 56 They have very little horses in these parts to
draw the Waggons, like to the galloway nags of Scotland.

1641 BKOME Joviall Crew iv. i, I prethee, good Friend, let

our Nags be set up. 1709 PRIOR Let. to Sir T. Hanmev

4 Aug., If at Rischam fair any pretty nagg.. presented him
self. 1731 BOLINGBROKE Let. to Szui/t 18 July, Get on

Pegasus. .or mount the white nag in the Revelation. 1810

Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 232 The unequalled goodness of

the English nag. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge i, His nag
gone lame in riding out here. 1879 BROWNING Martin

Relph 130 Lend to a King s friend here your nag !

Ji$. aiffy LLOYD Fam.
Ej&amp;gt;.

Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 58 Asa
plain nag, in homely phrase, I ll . . make a trot in easy rhime.

ft. 1464 Mann.
&amp;lt;$

Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 195 Reynold
Morgan on a bay nage of myn. 1471 Fasten Left. III. 12

That the horse may be kept well,..and that Jakys nage
have mete i-now also. 1532 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 34
Unto my moder a bay nage. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxii. 18 With our Naiggis to gane [go] to Edinburgh.
1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 150 That Utell nage that

I was bringinge for the Prince. ^1774 FERGUSSON Plain-
stanes fy Cawsey Poems (1845) 47 Whinstanea hpukit frae

the Craigs May thole the prancin feet o naigs. 1785
BURNS Ep. to J. Lapraik ii. ii, Dealing thro amang the

naigs Their ten-hours bite. 1814 SCOTT }Va-v. xxx, The
casualties whilk may befall the puir naig while in your
honour s service. 1887 SERVICE Life Dr. Duguid 260

Saddling his naig he sallied oot to seek her.

y, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 288 They [in North
umberland] were a comical sort of people, riding upon negs,
as they call their small horses.

-f-
b. trans/, as a term of abuse. Obs.

1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanie 62 Hence lewd nags away,
Goe read each poast,..Then to Priapus gardens. Ibid.

E vii b, The witlesse sence Of these odde naggs, whose pates
circumference Is fild with froth ! 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl.

in. x. 10 Von ribaudred Nagge of Egypt .. Hoists Sailes,
and flyes.

2. attrib. and Comb., as nag-bell&amp;gt; -colt, horse,

-tail\ also nag-tailed adj.

1619 in Ferguson & Nanson Mimic. Rec. Carlisle (1887)

277 Mr. Maior.. shall call for.. the horse and nage bells

with all expedytion. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4701/4 Stoln
or stray d. ., a brown Bay Nag-Colt. 1769 Stratford
Jubilee I. i. 8 With relays of your nag-tailed bays. 1791
GILPIN Forest Scenery ii. 256 The short dock everywhere
disappeared. . .The nag-tail however still continued in use.

Ibid.
t The nag-tail is still seen in all genteel carriages.

1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 239 A fall of 50^. per cent,

has taken place in nag and hack horses.

Wag, s&z, occas. variant of KXAG sbj-

a 1775 Jock o the Side viii. in Child Ballads III. 481 They
cut a tree with fifty nags [v.r. snags] upo

1

each side For to
clim Newcastle wall.

Nag (nseg), j.3 [f. next.] The act of nag
ging ; irritating language.
1894 U estm, Gaz. 26 Nov. 2/1 Its correspondent ..quotes

in support a counter piece of nag in some German Standard.
1895 Daily News 14 Mar. 5/2 There is not a trace of

nag in their rejoinders.

Nag (nceg), -v. Also nagg, knag, gnag. [Orig.
a dialect word, and prob. of Scand. origin : cf.

Norw. and Sw. nagga (obs. Da. nagge} to gnaw,
bite, nibble

;
to vex, irritate ; to be painful (Fse-

roese nagga to rub ; obs. Tcel. nagga, ?to complain),
with the related sb. nagg (Da. nag) gnawing, ic-

morse, rancour, pain, etc.

A LG. nagen in the sense to irritate, provoke, etc. is

also recorded in the 151)1 c. (in Teuthonista\ and appears
(along with gnaggcu) to be still in use. In some northern

Eng. dialects a variant naig (knaig, gnaig), recorded from
1781 onwards, occurs in the same senses as nag.]
1. dial. a. trans, and intr. To gnaw, to nibble.

1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.^ Nag, to gnaw at anything
hard. 1854 Miss BAKER Nortkawpt. Gloss, s.v., The
child likes to gnag at a crust. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Nag^
to natter or nibble as a mouse. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss.

S.V., Give t dog a bone to nag.
b. intr* To keep up a dull gnawing pain; to

ache persistently.
1836 [see NAGGING ppl. a. i]. 1879 [see 4]. 1886 Cheshire

Gloss. s.v., How s your face, now? Well, it nags a bit .

2. To be persistently worrying or irritating by
continued fault-finding, scolding, or urging.
1828 Craven Gloss.

t Knag, to wrangle, to quarrel, to raise

peevish objections. 1859 & JERROLU/,/^ Jerrold ai6The
servant writes, .to know whether Mrs. Squaw nags. 1863
Sat. Rev. 3 Oct., Man was formed to bully, as woman was
formed to nag. 1880 SPURGEON /YwjfAw. Pict. 112 If they
are always nagging and grumbling they will lose their hold
of their children.

b. Const, at a person, etc.

1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, fy Eng. II. 706 He was
constantly.. knagging at Richard s power and prosperity.
1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. xvii. 203 It s no good my mother
nagging at me. 1894 BIRRELL Ess. xviii. 208 Authors and
ciitics cannot help nagging at one another.

3. trans. To assail or annoy (a person) with

persistent fault-finding or provocation ; to irritate

with continuous urging to something.
1840 SPURDENS .$&quot;/;*/. Forty s.v., They tew mawthers are

ollost nagging one another. 1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton

Legacy xxii, Not having anybody to abuse directly, they
began to knag their brother. 1861 DIXON Bacon x. 9
When she again goes home to Westwood Park she nags
and frets Sirjohn. 1874 LISLE CARR Jttd. Givynne I. iii.

75 In spite of his heroic stolidity and equanimity even when
being nagged to desperation.

b. To wear out by nagging.
1870 VERNEY L. Lisle xxvii, To have a tongue to nagg

folk s lives out.

4. Used with repetition of the stem-syllable to

express the persistency of the action.

1860 THACKERAY Lovel\\\, 88 Is it pleasing to., have your
wife nagnagging you because she has not been invited..?

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsk. Word-bk. s. v., The tuth-ache

..kep nag, nag, naggin
1

.. till about four o clock.

NAGOR.

Wagare, -ere, obs. forms ofAUGER.

II Nagari (na-gan), a. Also 8 nagree, naa-

goree, 9 nagaree,naguree. = DEVANAGARi (q.v.).
1776 Trial of Nundoconiar g/i, I have likewise, .a

Nagree letter of attorney. 1786 SIR W. JONES Let. 27
Feb. Mem. (1835) II. 55 The characters.. are little more
than the nagari letters inverted and rounded. 1846 J. T.
THOMSON Hindee Diet. Pref. p. iii, A delay in preparing
the Naguree types prevented itspublication. 1872 MONIER-
WILLIAMS Sanskrit Diet. Pref. 18 notet The present form of

Nagarl is thought to be little older than the tenth or
eleventh century. 1891 Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal LIX. r.

81 Two very distinct classes of the ancient Nagari alphabet.

Na-gat, obs. Sc. form of NO-GATE.

t Nage. Obs. rare l
. [a. OF. nage, var. nache :

see NACHE.] The buttock.
; 1320 LANGTOFT Chron. (Rolls) II. 248 The fote folk

Put the Scottes in the polk And nackened thair nages.

Nagger (nse gai). [-ER
1
.] One who nags.

1881 Spectator 22 Jan. 109 The Irish are naggers. 1895
Daily Tel. 17 Jan. 5/3 Naggers always labour under imag
inary grievances.

Naggin, variant of NOGGIN.

Nagging (nse gin), vbl. sl&amp;gt;.

[f.
NAG v. + -ING 1

.]

The action of the verb ; persistent annoyance, irri

tation, or fault-finding.
1855 SMEDLEY H. Coverdale lix, A process termed in the

patois of.. kitchens.. nagging . 1864 Miss YONGE Trial
vii, His grumbling remarks. .too often. .were that sort of
censure that is expressively called knagging. 1896 HARE
Story ofmy Life I. ii. 167 Fits of naughtiness., caused by
the incessant nagging I received.

Nagging (nargin), ///. a. [f. NAG v. + -ING2.]
1. Of pain : Gnawing, aching persistently.
1836 MRS. SHERWOOD Henry Milner in. iv, A person

enduring a nagging tooth-ache. 1847 HALLIWELL, Naggittg-
Pain, a slight but constant pain, as the toothache.

2. Persistently annoying by petty fault-finding or

irritation.

1869 MRS. HEATON Diirer I. m. (1881) 61 A nagging
tongue in a woman is not of such rare occurrence. 1874
LISLE CARR ^ud. Gwynne I. i. 15 No nagging wife,.. no
chance of visitors. 1894 J. KNIGHT Garrick xiv. 274 Her
letters are. .those of a jealous, conceited, nagging woman.

b. Of the nature or character of nagging.
1883 Congregationalist Dec. 1036 A . . disposition to a nag

ging criticism. 1884 SHARMAN//IJ/. Swearing iii. 41 They
may place nagging obstacles in the way of its career.

Hence Na-gglngness.
1898 Daily News 9 Nov. 8/4 Your remarks . . are not a

whit too strong, as her naggingness is becoming unbearable.

Na ggish, a. Also kn-. [f.
NAG v. + -ISH.]

Of a nagging character or type.
1885 J. W. EBSWORTH Roxb, Ball. V. 323 Aknaggish per

sistence, as of a scolding but coquettish vixen.

Naggle (nse g l), sb. [f. the vb.] Pettiness.

1863 Pall Rlall G. 8 Apr. 7 In these days of niggle and

naggte, its force is apt to be miscalled coarseness by critics

of a particular school.

Naggle (nse g l), v. Also dial. gn-. [Fre

quentative of NAG
z&amp;gt;.]

intr. To gnaw; to nag,

quarrel, haggle, etc. Hence Na ggling vbl. sb.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss. , Naggle^ to gnaw. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 28 Mays/7 When.. Lord Salisbury began to naggle
about days [etc.J. 1884 HAWLEY Wit, Wisdom

&amp;lt;$

Pkilos.

Richter 114 Frivolous, giddy man needs some powerful
shock to counteract his tendency to continual petty Haggling.
1897 Daily News 5 July 3/4 They seemed to have been

quarrelling and nagglinga great deal.

tNa ggon. Obs. rare--1
. = NAGJ.*

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Wks. (N.), Wert thou George
with thy naggon, That foughtst with the draggon.

Naggy (nse gi), sb. Also Sc. 8-9 naigie (nt gi),
8 nagie. fdimin. of NAG jtf.i : see -IE, -Y.] A
small nag, a pony. (See also Shank s naggy.}
1784 pick o the Cow Ixii. in Child Ballads III. 468 Here

Is a white footed nagie* 1793 BURNS Bonnie Jean ii, He had
owsen, sheep, and kye, And wanton naigies nine or ten.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXI. 286 A black naggy, with a tail

much longer than his height. 1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross
64 Then the naggie put his foot down.

Naggy (nae gi), a. Also kn-.

-Y 1
.] Given to nagging; also

bad-tempered.
1697 CLKLAND Collect. Poemsg6 Their knaggie talking did

up barme him, Their sharp reflections did much warm him.

1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Knaggy^ testy, ill-humoured.

Ibid,* Naggy, irritable. 1855 A. MANNING O. Chelsea Bun
ko. xx. 326, 1..wondered what on earth could have made
me so knaggy and upsettish. 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss, s.v.,

That woman, .is so naggy wi everybody as gos near her.

Nagher(e, varr. NAWEB, nowhere. Obs.

Naght, Na$t(e, obs. ff. NAUGHT, NIGHT sb.

Naghtertale, obs. form of NIGHTERTALE.

Nagnail, dial, variant of AGNAIL.

Nagor (n^ gpi). [Arbitrarily named by Buffon

(1764 Hist. Nat. XII. 326): see quot. 1780.]
The Senegal antelope, Cervicapra redunca, having
short horns with a forward curve.

1780 SMELLIE tr. Buffons Nat. Hist. (1785) VII. 38 We
have found, in the cabinet of M. Adanson, . . a stuffed

animal, which we called Nagor, on account of the resem

blance of its horns to those of the nanguer. 1801 SHAW
Gen. Zool. II. n. 361 The Nagor is chiefly found in that

part of Senegal nearest the isle of Goree. 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 80/1 The Nagor, known only from the description
of Adanson and the figure of Buffon. 1904 P. C. MITCHELL
Guide Zool. Gardens 43 The Reed-Buck, the Nagor, and

Roi Rhebok are different species of Cervicapra.

-. [f. NAG v. +
dial, ill-natured,



NAG S-HEAD.

Nagre, obs. variant of AUGEE.
Nagree, obs. form of NAGABI.

Wag s-head. [?f. NAG rf.i] (See quots.)
1855 HOPKINS Organ xv. 283 The nag s-head swell

,

as the above early kind of swell was called, was not well
designed. Ibid., The nag s-head swell continued in use for

upwards of half a century. 1881 Grove s Diet. Jlhts. III.

489 i The original organ swell was the nagshead ,
a mere

shutter, invented by Abraham Jordan in 1712,

Na-gster. rare- 1
, [f. NAG v. + -STEB.] A

nagging female.

1873 BESANT & RICE Little Girl I. n. iv. 150 When she
was in a bad temper, which was often, she was a Nagster.

Na-gualism. [f. Central American nagual,
a guardian spirit, esp. some beast or bird, supposed
to be inseparably attached to a person.] A system
of superstition and mysticism practised by a secret

sect or society formerly existing in Central America.
1883 BKINTON in Folk-Lore Jrnl. I. yni. 249 The learned

Abbe .. is not entirely satisfied that animal magnetism, ven
triloquism, and such trickery, can explain the mysteries of
nagualism, as the Central American system of the black arts
is termed. 1896 JEVONS lutrod. Hist. Relif. xvi. 207 Na
gualism is one of the ancient forms of worship, and consists
in choosing an animal as the tutelary divinity of a child.

So Na-gualist, an adherent of nagualism.
1894 Science 9 Mar. 136/2 The Nagualists were also adepts

in occult art.

Naguree, variant of NAGABI.
Na gUS. north, and Sc. rare. Also 9 uagas.

[Of obscure origin.] A miserly person.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting 177 Nyse nagus, nipcaik, with thy

schulderis narrow. 1882 Lanes. Gloss., Nagas, a greedy,
stingy person.

Nagyagite (nse-d^agait,
noe gyagait). Min.

[f.

Ntfgyag in Hungary, its locality ; named by Hai-

dinger in 1845.] Black telluride of lead.

1849 NICOL Mm. 476 Nagyagite.. in the open tube emits
sulphurous acid. 1882 DANA Min. (ed. 4) 149 Nagyagite,
or Foliated tellurium, is.. foliated like graphite.

Nab, ought not
; Tfahte, had not

;
see OWE y. 5.

Naht, obs. form of NAUGHT.
Wai, obs. form of NAY adv.

H&quot;aia, variant of NAJA.
Naiad (ne

l-d, nsi-aed). Myth. Also 7 nay-.
[f. L. Naiad-, Gr. NdiaS-, stem of JVdias Ndiaj,
related to vaea&amp;gt; to flow, va^a running water, river,

etc.] One of a number of beautiful young nymphs
imagined as living in, and being the tutelary spirits

of, rivers and springs ;
a river-nymph.

iSio SHAKS. Temf.iv. i. 128 You Nimphs cald Nayades of

y
a
windring brooks. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xx. 125 The

boughs for garlands. .Which the clear Naiads make them
anadems withal. 1728-46 THOMSON Seasons, Spring 400
Down to the river, in whose ample wave Their little Naiads
love to sport at large. 1784 COWPER Task i. 328 Between
them weeps A little Naiad her impov rish d urn. a 1821
KEATS Hyperion 1. 13 The Naiad mid her reeds Press d her
cold finger closer to her lips. 1830 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer s
Anc. Art 403 (ed. 2) 538 To the Nereids of the sea corre

spond the Naiads of the land. 1880 OUIDA Motlis 1. 101
What nymph or Naiad have you found ?

transf. 1876 R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. II. 256 A bubbling
brook, a true naiad of the hills.

attrib. and Comb. 1820 SHELLEY Sensit. PL l. 21 The
Naiad-like lily of the vale. 1865 Miss YONGE Clever II &quot;tint.

viii, The _naiad performances they shared together on the
smooth bit of sandy shore.

II Naiades (rw -arttz, nai-ad/z). Myth. Also

7 nay-. [L. Naiades, Gr. Ndi dSf j, pi. of Naias,
Ndi as : see prec.] Naiads, river-nymphs.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 172 And for the wodes in demeynes

To kepe, tho ben Driades; Of freisshe welles Naiades.

1391 SPENSKR Virg. Gnat 26 Ye Sisters, which the glorie
bee Of the Pierian streames, fayre Naiades. 1613-16 W.
BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iv, With all the Nayades that fish and
swim. 1634 MILTON Coiims 254 The Sirens three, Amid st

the
fjowry.kirtl d Naiades. 1671 P. K. II. 355 Nymphs

of Diana s train, and Naiades. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xin.
izi A pleasant cave Umbrageous, to the nymphs devoted

named^The Naiades. 1820 SHELLEY Witch All. xxiii, The
fountains where the Naiades bedew Their shining hair.

Naiant (nfi ant), a. Her. Also 6 nayaunt,
-ante. [a. AF. *naiant, -aunt, = OF. noiant

{want, nouanf), pres. pple. oinoier, nonet; noer :

L. natare to swim.] Swimming. (See quots.)
1562 LEIGH Armorie (1597) 99 b, If he [a dolphin] were in

Fesse, then you should save, nayaunt. 1572 BOSSEWELL
Armorie n. 65 The fielde is verte, a whale nayante Argente,
pellettee Sable. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. xxii. 167 All
Fishes being borne Transuerse the Escocheon must in

blazon be termed Naiant. 1661 MORGAN Spk.Gcntry in. v.

51 Three Sea-horses naiant argent. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
TecJtn. I, Naiant, or Natant (i. e. Swimming) is the proper
Term in Heraldry, to Blazon Fishes in an Escutcheon, when
they are drawn in an Horizontal Posture, Fess-wise, or

Transversly across the Escutcheon. 1858 E. J. MILLINGTON
Heraldry 346 The base water, therein a Salmon naiant. 1864
BOUTELL Her. Hist, f, Pop. xiy. (ed. 3) 149 Another shield,
azure, charged with three herrings naiant in pale arg.

II Naib (na ib, n^fib). Also 7 neip, 8 niab,

9 uaybe. [Arab. ^S\j naib a deputy : cf. NABOB
and NAWAB.] A deputy governor; a deputy.

Diary n Oct., Before the expiration of this1682 HEDGES j ,
time we were overtaken by y Caddie s Neip , y Meerbar s

deputy. 1763 HOLWELL Hist. Events Bengal I. 53 This
person was appointed Niab, or deputy governor of Orissa.

ntal

t &quot;us itjjpuniiea iNiau, or uepuiy jjuvei MUI ui WIH
773 Gcntl. Mag. XLIII. 89 One Kissindas (Duan and Nai

of Decca) had embarked himself. 1813 J. FORBES Oricnta

5

Mem. I. 259 The naib or vizier.. met the chief in the inner
court and conducted him to the hall of audience. 1865 Sat.
Rev. 18 Feb. 201 Many such letters from his naibs or depu
ties., have passed through our hands. 1882 FLOYER Ifn-
c.rpl. Baluckistan 191 He answered that.. if I were a naib,
or perhaps a sultan, we should be brothers.

Waic(k, variants of NAIK.
Naid (n&amp;lt;M-id). Myth. [f. L. Naid-, Gr. Ndi5-,

stem of Mris Ndi s, var. of Ndias : see NAIAD.]
1 1. A naiad. Obs. rare.

1617 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Forth Feasting A 3 b, O Naid s

deare, (said they) Napaeas faire, ..Nymphes which on Hills
repaire. 1717 FENTON Poems 147 To this dear Solitude the
Maids bring Their faithful Urns to form a silver Spring.
2. Zool. A river-mussel, rare.

1831 WOODWARD Manual of the Mollusca 273 Like
other fresh-water shells the Naids are often extensively
eroded by the carbonic acid dissolved in the water they in
habit.

Naie, obs. form of NAY.

II Naif (naz f), a. Also naif, (6-7 naife). [F.
naif-. L. natlv-um : see NAIVE.]
1. Natural, artless, naive.
1598 GALLOWAY in M. Napier Me:::. J. Napier viii. (1834)

296 Not alTectat, bot natural! and naife. [1656 BI.OL-XT

Gfossogr., Naif (Ft.), lively, quick, natural.] 1784 M.ME.D ARBLAY Diary 15 Jan., I was half ready to laugh,
there was something so naff in the complaint. 1807 SVD.

I SMITH Wks. (1850) 84 The naif manner in which he speaks
j

of the vestiges of ecclesiastical history. 1846 MILL JJiss. $
Disc. (1859) II. 298 The European mind had returned to

something like the naif unsuspecting faith of primitive
times. 1885 .Mancti. K.tam. 18 Feb. 3/2 Had these delight
fully wa//sentences been written a century ago.
t 2. (See quots.) Obs. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossvgr. s.v.. Jewellers., when they speak of
a Diamond that is perfect in all its properties, as in the
water, shape, cleanness, &c... say tis a Naif Stone; others,
account a Naif Stone, to be o..e that is found growing
naturally in such perfection, as if it had been artificially
cut. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 213 Uncut Stones
[diamonds] are distinguished in two sorts, Thick or Pointed,
which are called Naife-Stones, and Flat Stones.
Hence Narfly adv. rare.
c 1655 SIDNEY in igtli Cent. (1884) Jan. 64 Having noe

other intention but to ease my troubled thoughts . . by setting
downe naifely the true state of my mind. 1887 Sat. Rev.
i Oct. 443 The naif and naifiy expressed vexation of the
Irish Nationalist papers.

Naif, variant of NEIF
; obs. form of NIEVE.

Naig, Sc. and north, variant of NAG sb. 1

Naigie, Sc. variant of NAGGY sl&amp;gt;.

II Naik (na-ik, nf -ik% Forms: 6 nayque, 8, 9
naigue, 7, 9 naig ; 6, 9 naie, 9 naick ; 7- naik.

[ad. Urdu ncfik, Hindi nayak leader, guide, chief,

overseer, officer, etc. : Skr. nayaka leader.]
1. An Indian title of nobility or authority; a

person so styled ; a lord, prince, or governor.
1588 HICKOCK tr. C. Frederick s Vny. 16 b, The Naic, that

is to saye the Lord of the Citie sent.. to demand of them
certaine Arabian horses. 1598 W. PHILLIP Ir.Linsc/totcn s

Voy. 51 When they will honor a man .. They giue him the
title of Nayque, which signifieth a Capitaine. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. III. 105 There are many
Naiques to the South of St. Thomas, who are Sovereigns.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India &amp;lt; P. 38 The true Possessors of it

are the English, instated therein by one of their Naiks, or
Prince of the Gentues. 1809 VISCT. VALENTIA Voy. I. 398
AH I could learn was that it was built by a Naig of the

place. 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India I. n. iii. 271 The naik
or governor of the district volunteering to build a fort.

2. A military officer ; in later use, a corporal of
native infantry.
1787 SIR A. CAMPBELL Rcgitl. Troops 6 (Yule), A Troop of

Native Cavalry on the present Establishment consists of i

European subaltern, .. 4 Naigues, ..and 68 Privates. 1816
1

Quiz Grand Master iv. 78 Jemadars, Havildars, Naiks,
and Subadars. 1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves 51 A naik and
three (a corporal s party). 1893 IVesttn. Gaz. 14 Dec. 7/1A gunner squad of one naik ana fourteen gunners.

Nail
(n&amp;lt;? l), sb. Forms : I nesel, naesl, 2

naysel, 3 neil(e, 3-7 nayle, naile, 4-5 nayll(e,
naill(e,4-6nale,(6-7neale,6neayle),4-7nayl,
4- nail. [OE. n&gel, nxgl- OFris. neil (nil), OS.

nagal (Dn. nagel), OHG. nagal, -el, -il (MHG.
nagel, nail, neil, G. nagef), ON. nagl (Sw. nagel,
Da. negl, Icel. nogf), Goth. *nagls, from a root

&quot;nag-
found also in Lith. taigas nail, naga hoof,

OS1. nogiitt (Russ. nfgolf) nail, noga foot, and

obscurely represented in L. ttngtiis, Olr. ingen,
Gr. oVuf, ovv-jfoi, OPers. na-^un, Skr. nakhds.
In the West Germ, languages the same form of the word

is used in senses I and II, but in ON. the nail for fastening
has the derivative form nagle, nagli, whence also Da. nagle
(but Sw. nagft).]

I. 1. A hard, oval-shaped, protective covering
of modified epidermis, formed upon the upper
surface of the last phalanges of the fingers and
toes in Man and the Quadrumana, and answering
to the claws or hoofs of other animals and birds.

^723 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) U. 260 Unguana, n&amp;lt;cl.

c looo Laws &thelbirht in Thorpe I. 16 jif ^uman njegl of
weorSeS, iii. scill. fcebete. Ibid., /Et bam ne?;lum Sehwyl-
cun

scilling_.
c looo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 432 His feax weox

j

swa swa wimmana, and his nae^las swa swa earnes clawa.
c 1033 Byrktfertlis Handboc in Anglia VIII. 326 Laet gan
ba:t 5etel..ba:t bu cume to bses laestan fingres na;zle.

c 1205 LAY. 21880 [They set] nailes to heore nebbe, bat
a;fter hit bledde. a 1223 St. Marker. 19 [They] bunden

NAIL.
hire the let [

= that the] blod barst ut et te neiles. c 1500
llavelok 2163 His fet he kisten an hundred sybes pe los
be nayles, and be lithes. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vu 56He caste on his..Cokeres and his Coffus for Colde of his
nayles. 1:1430 LYDC. StansJ iier 49 Fro blnkncskepe weel bi
nailis. CI470 HENRY Wallace, ix. 1924 His handis..Off
manllk mak, with nales gretand cler. a 1548 HALL Citron.,Hen. VI 182 b, A scoldyng woman, whose weapon is oncly
her toungue and her nayles. 1590 SHAKS. Midi. N in ii

298, I am not yet so low But that my nailes can reach MHO
thine eyes, a 1631 DONNE Poems (1650) 139 She is all faire,
but yet hath foule long nayles. 1682 DKYDEN Mac-Fl. 44the lute still trembling underneath thy nail. 1707 ].
STEVENS tr. Qtie-.-cdo s Com. ll i-s. (1709) 350 Do not lite
your Nails. 1774 GOU,SM. Xat. Hist. 11776) II. 285 The
nails still continued perfect ; and all the marks of the
joints.. remained perfectly visible. 1814 BVKOX Lara n. vi,
The bitter print of each convulsive nail. 1873 MIVAT;T
lilem. Anat. vii. 238 Our hair and nails are cpiderm.il parts
of the exoskeleton.

b. A similar growth on the toes of beasts and
birds; a claw or talon. (See also quot. 1*41.)
rriioo Kadu inc s Cant. Psall. Ixviii. y Ce.ilf scon&quot; . .

hornais forOledende & nejlais -.-,-1 dawa. a 1340 HAMI M.E
I saltcr Ixviii. 36 pe new k.llf, forth i.ryngand homes tv
nayles. c 1384 CHAUCER H. J-anic u. 34 This I ile..
Wllhyn hys sharpe nayles longc Me fleyncc in a swappe he
hente. 1398 TREMSA ISarth. 1 e / . A . x\in. i. l, I.

-M.-O, Nailles
be}&amp;gt; nedefulle to kepe be vttcrmoste

p,;iii&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

and also for defence of many manere beestes. 1579 ( &quot;

-

&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

&amp;gt;x

Sell. Abuse (Arb.) 54 Lyons folde vp their nailes when they
are in their dennes.

^

1661 LOVKLL Hist. Aniin. ,v Mm.
Isagoge b i b, The nailes are in all that have toes ; but the
ape s are imbricate, tho-e ofthe rapacious aduncate : in others
they are straight ; as in doggs. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Anuitals, Having the foot divided into Two parts or
toes, having two nails, as the camel-kind. 1797 BEWICK
Brit. mft(l847) I. 373 The middle toe.includin:; the nail, is

about seven eighths of an inch. 1841 WATICKMOISE Jfaisuf.
202 A tuft of long black hairs which conceal a nail, with
which the tip of the tail is furnished. 1859 Todd s Cycl.
Anat. V. 477/2 In the dog and cat. .a bony plate extends
from the last phalanx into the posterior fold of the nail.

1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 89 The toes of most bird- are

; protected by claws or flat nails, only in the Ostrich the
I outer toe has no nail.

2. Something resembling a nail in shape or
colour : t a. A growth in the eye ;

a haw. Obs.
1:1410 Master of Game (MS. I)igby 182) xii, Sometyme

commeth to be hpundcs sekenes in lur eyenn, for her u rn-

I meth a webbe . . into b1 one syde of be eye and is cleped an
i

nayle. 1600 SURFLF.T Conntrie Farme I. xxviii. 182 The
naile in the eie shall be lifted vp with a little small needle
of luorie, and then cut quite away with cisers. 1607
TOPSEI.L Four-/. Beasts (1658) 83 Pain and blindness in the
eye, by reason of any skins, webs, or nails. 1656 Kinuu:v

fract. P/iysick 120 A Haw in the Eye is a little nail
;

it is a nervous membrane.
b. (See quot. 1578.) Now rare or Obs.

1562 TURNER Herbal 11. 116 b, The iuyce oughle to
be pressed out of the tender roses, after that uiiidre is

named the nayle. be cut awaye. 1578 LYTE Dodccns 655
The nayles, that is to say, the white endes of the leaues

whereby they are fastened to the knappes..is called in

Latine, I7itffnes Rosarum. 1611 COTGR., Ongle d tinc rose,
the nayle, root, or white bottome of the flower of a Rose.
1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden xix. 38 There be six parts
in a Rose.. as i. The Leaves. 2. The Nails. [1821 tr. De-
candollc % ^prengers Philos. Plants I. iii. 63 In a poly-
petalous corolla, the smaller part of the petals, which often
resembles a stalk, is called the nail (ung:i:s\ and the

expanded part is called lamina.]
c. A nail-like excrescence, situated on the upper

mandible of certain soft-billed birds.

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 171 The upper mandible being
augmented with a nail. 1840 Cu-.ier s Aniin. Ktngd. 263
The bill is larger, .with always a white terminal nail to the

upper mandible. Ibid., Bill, generally blackish, with.. a
black nail.

3. In allusive expressions or phrases :

a. A nail or nail s breadth (cf. L. transversitin

unguent), the smallest amount. Chierly in nega
tive expressions.
1538 BALE Thre Lames 261 The see doth ebbe and flowe

And varyeth not a nayle. 1637 GILLESHE Eng. Pop.
Cerent. II. i. 9 The position.. which we maintaine.., and

breadth of my soul, than my whole body.
b. With verbs, as to bite, blow, pare ones nails.

1577 F. de Lisle s Lesendarie I viij b, This caused the
Cardinal and the rest of his brethren to bite their nailes.

37.9 TOMSOS Calvin s Strm. Tim. 229/1 God must needes

paire the nailes, as well of vs men as women, and vse
violence against vs. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLI. xxxiv. 938
It is nothing so good,.. to take downe the ./Etolians and
pare their nailes, as to looke unto Philip that he wax not
too great. 1663 SOUTH Sfrm. 5 Nov. (1727) V. 221 So
that the King, for any thing that he has to do in these

Matters, may sit and blow his Nails; for use them other

wise, he cannot. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vu. xv, To pare
his nails the closer, 1 had gone into the market, and in

formed myself of the prices. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. iv.

xix, A man who has been three years biting his nails on a
desert island .can t expect to appear as sane as you or me.

C. From the tender nail (tr. L. de tcnero ungui,
Hor. Odes in. vi. 24), from early youth. To the

or a nail (tr. L. ad ttngiiem, Hor. Sat. I. v. 32),
to a nicety, to perfection.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 4 Loving them inwardly,

and (as the proverbe saith) from their tender nailes. e 1611

CHAPMAN lliati xxlll. 581 A tall huge man, that to the nail

knew that rude sport of hand, a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes

Horace, Epist. H. xv, Maenius is capital. The swell-feast



NAIL.

buffoon to a nail. 1891 S. MOSTYN Curatica 43 My perora

tion was never extempore, but always prepared beforehand,

and polished to the nail.

d. Naked, nice, as my nail: see the adjs.

e. Tooth and nail : see TOOTH.

II. 4. A small spike or piece of metal of vary

ing length and thickness (generally furnished with

a point and a broadened head, so as to be easily

driven in by a hammer), used to fix one thing

firmly to another, or as a peg from which some

thing may be suspended, occasionally also as an

ornament ; rarely, a wooden peg (cf. tree-nail .

(72$ Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) P. 107 Paxilium, pahim,

naeal. c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. i. 158 Hie namon treowu,

& slo^on on o^erne ende monije scearpe isene nEejlas.

C9oo tr. Bsedas Hist. in. xvii, Se Jig burhaH 5a naijlas. .oe

heo to 5am wa^e mid ^efaestnod WIES. c 1000 Sax. Lecchd.

III. 212 Nsgelas ^eseon anxsumnysse getacnao. (11225

Leg. Kath. 2151 [He] bet. .^urhdriuen hire titles wiO

irnene neiles. c 1300 Ha- dok 712 per-inne wantede nouth

a nayl, pat euere he sholde ber-inne do. 1340 HAMTOLK
Pr. Cause. 7709 Als nayles er in a whele with-out, pat with

he whele er turned obout. 13.. Gaw. % Gr. Knt. 603

Ryche golde naylez pat al glytered & glent asglemofbe
sunne. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 350/2 Nayl of metalle, davits.

Nayle of tymbyr, cavilla. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 21

Gyrdellis with nayles of silver. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.(\V. de

W. 1531) 223 b. As a nayle, the moo knockes it hath the

more sure it is fixed. 1560 DAI S tr. Sleidane s^Comin,
283 b, That they should dryve in Iron nayles into the

Canons and other great pieces. 1626 BACON Sytva 14

For handsomness sake,, .it were good you hang the upper
Glass upon a Nail. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thcvenot s Trav.

I. 219 Our Rudder broke, which being quickly mended

again with some Nails, we sailed only with a fore-sail.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) s.v., In the same sense

1876
nails are either wrought, cast, or cut out of sheet-iron.

collfct. 1430 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 72 Also for a c

blak nayll vj d. Also for iij
c half white nayll-.ijs xj d.

1573 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 36 A hatchet and bil, with

hamer and englishe naile, sorted with skil.

b. In transf. and^f. senses.

in oure wit ther stikethever a nayl. 1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

II. 182 The nayle of thys conclusioun. 1586 T. 13. La
Prnnaud. Fr. Acad I. (1594) 26 The soule,.. being filled

with infinite perturbations, fastened in the midst of it with

the naile of pleasure and griefe. 1649 E. REYNOLDS Ifosea

\. 33 Take., this nayle.. out of my heart. 1684 Contempt.
St. Man i. x. (1699) 108 Let him. .fix his Memory with a
Thousand Nails. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Confess. Drunk-

ard, The countless nails that rivet the chains of habit.

1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 474, I set to work to do
a trade with Lo Magondi, but found him a terribly hard nail.

c. Prov. One nail drives out another, etc.

For purely figurative uses see 7 c.

1586 B. YOUNG Guazzos Civ. Com , iv. 191 One danger Is

expelled by an other, As one nayle is driuen out by an other.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gait. n. iv. 193 Euen as one heate, another

heate expels, Or as one naile, by strength driues out another.

1607 Cor. iv. vii. 54 One fire driues out one fire ; one

Naile, one Naile. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Siege Jeru
salem Wks. 13/1 Thus as one nayle another out doth drive

The Persians the Assyrians did deprive. 1900 Athenaeum

27 Oct. 547/2 Nail drives out nail.

f d. Used as a mark to show the depth to which

a coal-keel might be loaded. (Cf. NAIL v. 2 c.)

1651 Rec. Comp. Hostmen Newcastle (Surtees) 95 The
Court was informed by M r Raph Gray. .that they see two
keeles of Coles of M* Claverings, who had the Tweelve
chalder nailes drowned. 1679 Ibid. 139 Custome-house
officers threatens to seize the keiles that are measured by
Stoke nales. 1695 Act 6 # 7 Will. //A c. 10 7.

e. Mining. A blasting-needle.

1839 URE Diet. Arts, 836 When the hole is dry, and the

charge of powder introduced, the nail, a small taper rod of

copper, is inserted so as to reach the bottom of the hole.

6. In passages relating or alluding to the Cruci

fixion of Christ.

This is one of the most frequent contexts in which the

word occurs in OE. and early ME.
0900 CYNEWULF Crist 1109 Swa him mid nxjlum burn-

drifan . . ba hwitan honda. Elene 1 109 pscr ba a:5elestan . .

hydde waeron . . nae^las on eoroan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 91He eac

asteowde fca wunda & bara naejla dolh. c 1000 Ags, Gosp.

John xx. 25 Ne gelyfe !c buton . . ic do minne finger on Saere

nse^ela [Hatton nay^elene] stede. rtiazfi Ancr. R. 114
Gooes honden weren ineiled oSe rode. J?urn beo ilke neiles

ich halse ou ancren [etc.], c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 16/503 pe
swete nayles al-so And be swete bur^ene of godes sone.

c 13*5 Chron. Eng. 629 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 296 Ther-
inne wes closed a nail gret That ede thurh godes fet c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) x. 39 pe foure nayles bat Criste was

nayled with. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxii. 107 Croce and
nalis scharp, scurge, and lance. 1580 HAY Demandes in

Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 58 He hes nocht the markes of his

blissid fyve woundes, maid . . in his handes and feit be the

nales. 1649 E. REYNOLDS Hosea i, 31 They felt the nails

wherewith they had crucified Christ, sticking fast in their

own hearts. 1756-7 tr. Keysler s Trav. (1760) I. 430 The
faithful, .elevate their minds to Christ s passion, of which
the nail is a memorial. 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor, iv. (1877)
II. 250 The nails of the Cross, .were converted by the em
peror into a helmet.

f b. Hence, probably, in oaths and forms of

asseveration, as (by} nails, (by) Gods nails, his

nails
i

*s nails. Obs.
These expressions, however, might also belong to (or may

sometimes have been taken in) sense i : see GOD so, 14 a.

c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor-Pardoner Link 2 (C 288) Ou

Hoste gan to swere as he were wood, Harrow ! quod he,
1

by nayles and by blood ! c 1460 [see GOD sb. 14 a], c 1530
COPLAND HyeWey to SpyttelHous 362 in Hazl. E. P. P IV.

43 With horyble othes swerynge as they were wod, Armes,
nayles, woundes. 1573 New Custom n. hi, His nails, I would

plague them one way or another. 1604 DEKKER Honest
Whore I. vii, Nailes, I think so, for thou telst me. Ibid.

Sneales eate the foole. 1631 CHETTLE Hoffmann C, Well,
and you were not my father, s nailes and I would not draw
rather then put vp the foole.

6. transf. a. A defect in a stone. ? Obs.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. n. (1701)61/2 That the Stars are

of a fiery Substance, invisible, Earthly_Bodies intermixt with

them; that they are inherent, as nails in Chrystal. 1727-38
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Marble, There are two defects frequent
in marbles..; the one, what they sometimes call nails,

answering to the knots in wood,

fb. Med. (Seequots.) Obs.
1600 SIMPLEX Countrie Farme \. xii. 78 To ripen a naile,

otherwise called a fellon or Cats-haire. 1634 T. JOHNSON
Parey s Ckirurg. xxn. xxxii. (1678) 516 Some call it [a car

buncle] a Nail, because it inferreth like pain as a Nail driven

into the flesh. 1685 J. COOKK Mdlif. Chirurg. iv. u. i. (ed. 4)

194 When it becomes so hard, and the Cornea round about

being brawny, presseth it down, tis called Elos
t Clavus, i.e.

the Nail, being like a Nail-Head.

c. = BACKING vbl. sb. ii.

1797 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XIX. 207 The waft was chiefly

spun by old women, and that only from backings or nails, as

they were not able to card the wool.

d. (See qnot. 1812.)
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet, s.v., A person of an over

reaching, imposing disposition, is called a nail, a dead nail,

a nailing rascal. 1874 S. BMAUCHAMP Grantley Grange I.

121 Murby is the deadest nail in all the country.

7. In allusive phrases (chiefly with verbs) :

a. To hit the (right} nail on the head, to aim

aright, to come at the very point of the matter, to

say or do exactly the right thing.
a 1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 34 And yf that he hyt The

nayle on the hede, It standeth in no stede. 1559 W. CUN
NINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 19 You hit the naile on the head
(as the saying is). 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets Drie Dinner
E vj, His chiefe pride resteth in hitting the nayle on the

head with a quainte Epithite. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 75
If in giving their judgments, forsooth, they have not hit the

naile on the head. 1700 S. L. tr. Frykcs Voy. E. Ind. 327
At last they ignorantly hit the nail on the head, saying that

the Devil was in him. 1760 MURPHY Way to keep Him \\.

ii, You have not hit the right nail on the head. 1809
MALKIH Gil Bias i, v. FS He hit the right nail on the head :

for he let me do what I pleased. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist

xlii, You ve hit the right nail on the head, and are as safe

here as you could be.

b. To drive the nail (up} to the head(oi home\
to push a matter to a conclusion.

1560 DATS tr. Slcidanc s Comni. 278 b, Let hym have a

respect to him selfe and his children .. and dryve not the

nayle to the head. 1604 HIMROX Wks. I. 536 He will be
sure to driue the nailes of his exhortations to the head.

1650 TRAPP Comin. Dent. ix. 7 One knock after another,
drives this naile home to the head. 1690 Def. Dr. Walker^6
But to drive the Nail home, take the Testimonial of Gervase

Squire, Esq. 1897 F. BARRETT Harding Scandal y\v t
He

must drive the nail right home,, .by leaving no doubt in the

minds of Denise and Thrale.

c. In miscellaneous phrases, esp. various appli
cations of to drive (or clinch} a nail.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xii. 113 Leat therefore

one nayle driue out another nayle. [Cf. 4 c.] 1581 PETTIE
tr. Guazzo sCiv.Conv. n. (1586) 96 That fellow could not be
without a reply to beate backe the nayle againe. 1623 F.

RYVES in Usshcr s Lett. (1686) 301 After a while, that

Negotiation was hung up upon the Nail, in expectance of
the Princes return. 1677 W. HUGHES Man ofSin \\. iii. 53
To clinch the Nail, (for tis all one) in Prose this fashion

[etc.]. 1687 R. L ESTRANGE Ansu*. Dissenter
y&amp;gt;

So he sets

himself to the Driving of Another Naile. 1698 FRYER Ace.
E. India

&amp;lt;V

P. 357 They rather sought by one Nail to drive

out another, than openly to denounce War against them.

1728 VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. iv. i. 87 O she s mad for

the Masquerade ! it drives like a Nail, we want nothing
now but a Parson, to clinch it. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.Nat.
(1834) II. 14 To gain any success, we must proceed with
discretion. ., driving the nail that will go. 1809 MALKIN Gil
Bias xi. xiii. F 4 A mischievous wind from the wrong
quarter. .drives a nail into the very head of the expedition.
[Cf. Judges iv. 21-22.] 1830 GALT Laivrie T, n. ii.(i849) 46
He was. .brisk at a bargain, so the nail was soon driven.

d. A nail in one s coffin, something that hastens

or contributes to the end of the person or thing
referred to. Freq, used with ref. to drinking. (Cf.
COFFIN sb. 3 d.)

1791 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Expost. Odes xv, Care to our
coffin adds a nail, no doubt. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntletd\. xv\i

Every minute he lies here is a nail in his coffin. 1884 Illustr.

Lond. Ne^vs 29 Nov. 526/3 The Candidate ..is one more
nail in the coffin of slow acting.

8. On the nail. a. On the spot, at once, with

out the least delay. Chiefly used of making money
payments.
The origin of the phrase is obscure, and it is not even

certain that it belongs to this sense of nail. Though dif

ferent in meaning, it may correspond to F. sur Vongle^
precisely, exactly (cf. Du. op den nagel^ G. aufden nagcl

in the same sense). The explanations associating it with
certain pillars at the Exchange of Limerick or Bristol are

too late to be of any authority in deciding the question.

1396 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 59 Tell

me, haue you a minde to anie thing in the Doctors Booke !

speake the word, and I will help you to it vpon the naile.

1600 HOLLAND Livy vi. xiv. 225 [He] paid the whole debt

downe right on the naile, unto the creditour. 1632 MAS-
SINGEK City I\Iadain \. i, A payment on the nail for a manor
Late purchased by my master. 1668 R. STEELE Husbandm.

NAIL.

Calling v. (1672) 127 Not Tie do it at my leisure, but upon
the nail I restore him fourfold. 1694 ECHARD Plautus 90
I ve occasion for a hundred Pounds down o the Nail. 1720
SWIFT Run on Bankers Wks. 1755 IV. i. 22 We want our

money on the nail. 1764 Oxf. Sausage 74, I on the Nail

my Battels paid. 1804 MAR. EDGEWORTH Pop. T., Will\\^

for him on the nail with other people s money.
b. (Precise meaning not clear.)

1679 tr. I\T. fllancini s Apol. 96 While my Caleche . . ran all

on the Nayl [F. vcloit] by the Road, and I endeavour d by
travelling all night to repair my loss of time. 1750 W. ELLIS
Mod. Husbandm. VI. i. 73 It is in their Power to forbear

such Work till dry Weather favours their Design ; and then

Carts are drawn, as we call it on the Nail, without damaging
their arable Lands.

c. In a fix or trap ; neatly caught.
1810 JANE PORTER Sc. Chiefs xxx, We shall have the rogue

on the nail yet , cried he.

d. In readiness.

1846 LANDOR Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 276 He sighed too

..and had ne er a word on the nail.

e. On the carpet ,
under discussion.

1886 W. T. STEAD in Contemp. Rev, May 666 The enormous

advantage of being up to date, of discussing subjects that

are, in the slang phrase, on the nail \ 1891 Pall Mall G.

18 Nov. 2/1 We must leave Spiritualism. .for Theosophy, a

subject at present very much on the nail .

9. Sc. a. To go (or be) off at the nailt
to be

have strangely, go (or be) off one s head.

1721 KKLI.Y Scot. Prov. 173 He is gone off at the Nail ..

means that he is gone out of all bounds of Reason. 1821

GAI.T Sir A. II ylie xlvii, I see ye re terrified, and think I m
going off at the nail. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker. Hx, They
\sc. servants] are really going off at the nail. 1897 BEATTY
Secrctar xlix, That woman s aff at the nail.

b. Off the nail, not quite sober.

1822 GALT Steamboat 300, I was what you would call a

thought aff the nail, by the which my sleep wasna just what
it should have been.

10. In comparisons, as deaf as a nail, hard as

nails, right as nails.

a 1845 HOOD Tale Trump, viii, She was deaf as a nail-
that you cannot hammer A meaning into, for all your clam
our, 1862 HORLOCK Country Gentl. v. Hard as nails in

condition. 1889 JESSOP? Coming of Friars v. 229 The old

stewards of manors, .as a class.. were hard as nails. 1894
ASTLEV 50 Years Life I. 225, 1 really believe, in a fortnight
1 shall be as right as nails.

III. 11. A measure of weight for wool, beef,

etc., usually equal to eight pounds = CLOVE sb$ ;

false, a measure of land. Now only south, dial.

(So MDu. and MHG. nagel.)
1429 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 352 A nailofLambeswolle, is at the

value of ixrf. 1442 Ibid* V. 59/1 Half a pek and a nayle of

Londe, Pasture and Hethe. 1455 Ibid. 335/2, m.ccxxvi
sakkes and half sakke and xi naylis of Woll. c 1500 in

Arnolde Chron. (1811) 101 And it conteyne more than xij

naile than shal the Sheref take therfore as miche as of a sac

of iij weis. 1530 PALSGR. 247/1 Nayle of woll. \fa&Snss,ex

Arch. Coll. (1851) IV. 24 Paid is. to the hemp-dresser, for

14 nail of hemp-dressing. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 80

Beef, in i Nail, 8 Pounds of common use. 1681 WORLIDGE
Syst. Agric. (ed. 2) 329 A Naile, in some places eight pound,
in some seven pound, being [?a sixteenth] of a Hundred.

1836 COOPER Sussex Gloss., Nail, eight pounds of beef or

cheese.

12. A measure of length for cloth; 2\ inches,

or the sixteenth part of a yard, f Abbrev. nai.

The precise origin of this sense is not clear. The use of the

nail in early examples suggests that one sixteenth from the

end of the yard-stick may have been marked by a nail.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 235 By me a quarter and the nayle
therof for colers. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Ediv. IV (1830) 117,

ij yerds di and anaille corse of blue silk. 1481-90 Howard
Househ. Bks. {Roxb.) 417 Item .v. yardys mynusthe nayle,
welwet blake. 1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. 4 i Euery..
balfe piece of lockerams to be in bredth a hole yarde,

lackyng a nayle of the yarde. 1562 LEIGH Armorie (1597)

77 A tippet of three nailes breadth. 1592 LTLY Midas v. ii,

They be halfe a yeard broad, and a nayle. 1611 COTGR.,
Vn sezieme daulnc, three ynches, and (as one Neale of the

yard) the least diuision of the French ell. 1630 WINGATE
Arith. 365, 205^ yards or Ells, and 2 nai. 1681 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1665/4 A parcel of Grey Searge, Yard and Nail broad.

1732 Ace. Workhouses 60 An ell and half of three quarters
and nail wide linnen. 1822 BEDDOES Bride s Trag, i.

ii, I ve . . written twenty yards, two nails, An Inch and a

quarter, cloth-measure, of sonnets.

IV. attrib. and Comb.
13. In sense i. a. In the names of articles used

for the care of the nails, as nail-brush^ -knife,

T~ -sax, -scissors
; nail-parer, picker; ~scrapert

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 142/23 Nouaculum,
nseslsex. c 1205 LAY. 30578 He igrap a nail sax felliche

kene and wel iwhaet. a 1225 Juliana 56 Irnene gadien,
kene te keoruen al bat ha rme&amp;lt;5 to as neil cniues. 1683
WILDING in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 257 For a

nail-pearer.
1807 J. BERESFORD Mis. Hum. Life 245 Using a nail-bru&h

that would serve for a wool-comb. i8zo Splendid Follies

I. 10 Away too went combs and razor,.; the wash-ball, the

nail-scraper. Ibid. 125 Tooth-brush, nail-picker, tongue-

scraper. 1860 All Year Round No. 52. 35, Combs and

brushes, tweezers and nail-scissors. 1893 Times 14 Dec,

8/2 A plentiful supply of hot and cold water, soap, nail

brushes, and towels.

b. In various attributive uses, as nail-dippings ,

-joint) -parings, t -reach, -score.

Also freq. in recent medical works in such combs, as

nail-bed^ -cell, -fold^ -jolliclet -groove, -matrix, -plate, -root,

-substance* -surface, -tissue, -ivall, etc.

a 1652 BROME New Acad. i. i, Let him take heed, he

comes not in my Nayl-reach. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 149/1



NAIL.

The index and middle fingers . . being connected together as

far as the nail-joint. 1859 Todd^s Cycl, Anat. V, 477/1
They are enclosed within raised ridges of the whole integu
ments, the nail walls. 1875 ANDERSON Norse Mythol. 455
A mythical ship made of nail-parings. 1893 NEWTON Diet.

Birds 89 A thickening of the Malpighian layer, which forms
the * nailbed out of which the corneous cells grow. 1896 A.
MORRISON Child Jago 45 Nail-scores, wide as the ringer,

striped her back. 1897 MARV KINGSLEY IV. Africa 444
A bundle of finger, or other bones, nail-clippings, eyes,

brains, &c.

c. Miscellaneous combs., as nail-biter, -biting,

-cutting, etc. ; nail-bearing, -like &A]$.\ nail-tailed

a.
t having a nail or spur on the tip of the tail, the

distinctive epithet of a genus of wallabies.

1840 Citvier s Anint. Kingd. 261 The corneous portion is

restricted to the nail-like extremity. 1841 WATERHOUSE
Marsup, 201 Nail-bearing kangaroo, Macropus nngmfer.
1863 GOULD Mamm. Aitstr. II. 52 Onychogalca itngnifir,
Nail-tailed Kangaroo. 1893 Daily News 5 July 5/5 Direct

ing his attention, .to the study of nail-biting. lbid.
t Eleven

..were confirmed nail-biters. 1896 LYDEKKER Marsupials
49 The three species of Nail-tailed Wallabies, which are

confined to Australia, .form a well-marked group, 1899
Westni. Gaz. 8/2 The question whether nail-cutting is a

surgical operation.

14. In sense 4. a. Attributive, as nail-ap

paratus, \-chapman, -hammer, -length, -machine, \

-print, -shank, -shop, -smith, -trade 1

, -J-
nail-ball

(seequots.); nail-blank, an unfinished nail; tnail-
board Naut. (meaning uncertain); nail-kag or

-keg, a small barrel containing nails; also (U.S.)
&amp;gt;

a hat of a similar shape ; nail-money (see quot.) ;

nail-plate, -strip, a piece of iron from which
nails are cut ; nail-tumbler, a part of the lock

mechanism of a rifle. See also NAIL-HEAD, -HOLE,

-ROD, -TOOL, etc.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 875 The first *nail apparatus to

which I shall particularly advert is due to Dr. Church.

1853 STOCQUELER Mil. Encycl.,
*Nail Balls, a missile, con

sisting of a strong nail, with a ball thereto attached while

m the act of casting. 1864 WEBSTER (citing Scott), Nail-

ball, a round projectile with an iron pin protruding from it, :

to prevent its turning in the bore of the piece. 1875 KNIGHT .

Diet. Meek. 1509/1 The cutter enclosed in the box.. form

ing the *nail-blank. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Fight at \

Sea Wks. in. 34/1 They stayed some halfe an houre.. tear

ing vp our *naile-bords vpon the Poope and the trap-hatch,
j

1685 DANGERFIELD Mem. 17 [Received] ofa^Nail-Chnpman i

ioj. 1872
* MARK TWAIN Innoc. Abr, xxvi. 194 They wear ,

a cylindrical hat termed a *nail-kag . 1889 Yankee
Crt. K. Arthur (IQOO) 6 A helmet on his head the size of a

nail-keg with slits in it. 1839 URK Diet. Arts 876 The
shears which cut the rod into *nail-lengths. 1853 Ibid. (ed. 4)

j

II. 255 The *nail machine consists essentially of a pair of
j

cutting chisels or edges [etc.]. 1801 STRUTT Sports &amp;lt;$-

Past.
\

lit. i. 124 They also claimed every one of them six crowns as

*nail money, for affixing the blazon ofarms to the pavilions.
1810 in Ure Diet. Arts (1839) 875 The principal business of

rolling and slitting-mills, is rolling *nail plates. 1890
W. H. ST. J. HOPE in Archaeol. LI I. 687 The left arm,
with open hand, showing the *nail-print, is extended down
wards. 1839 URE Diet. Artsfy^ The *nail shank being still

firmly held in the jaws of the vice. 1847 H. MILLER First

Impress. Eng. viii. 146 Little brick houses, with a &quot;nail-

shop ineach. 1611 CQTGR.,Cloutier, anayler, a*nayle-smitli. .

1762 tr. Buschings Syst. Geog. IV. 388 It also contains
j

many nail-smiths or nailers. 1869 Eclto 22 Sept. 1/4 The
,

nailsmith, like Othello, will find his occupation gone . 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1505/2 The *nail-strips are heated by
being placed on their edges on red-hot coals. 1727 BOYER i

Diet. Royal \\. s.v., The*Nail-trade,. .commerce de Cloux.

1844 Rcgnl. $ Ord.Arniy 101 For *Nail-tumbIer, new., 3*6
[

b. Objective and obj. gen., in names of persons,
as nail-bearer, -manufacturer, -minder, -tacker,

-tinner, -weigher, -worker; or of apparatus, as

nail-clincher, -culler, -driver, -extractor^ -passer,

-piercer, -puller, -selector, etc.

1871 RUSKIN Fors Clav. i Feb. 5 Fors, the *Nail-l&amp;gt;earer,

means the strength of Lycurgus, or of Law. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1506/1

*
Nail-clincher, a blacksmith s tool for

clinching the point end of a nail . . against the hoof. [bit?.

1505/2 The American *nail-cutter was the_first
to cut the

nails and swage the heads at one operation. 1839 URE
Diet. A rts 875 Mr. Edward Hancorne, . . *nail manufacturer,
obtained a patent in October, 1828. 1884 B /iain Daily
Post 24 Jan. 3/4 A small factory, .wants a practical Nail-

minder. 1839 Hereford Gloss., Nailpiercer, or Nail percer,
and corruptly, *Nail passer, a gimlet. 1890 BUCKMAN
Darkens Sojourn xviii. 170 Nails, nail-passers and such-like,

were poked in between the beams and the boards of the floor

above. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. 295 This goeth under

several names, as a Gimblet.a
* Nail Piercer. I7I3CHESEL- .

DEN Anat. i. ii. (1726) 25 The passage .. may be made..
;

with a carpenters nail-piercer or gimblet. 1880 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 9) XI. 439/2 A very powerful modification.. has lately

been introduced into use under the name of the *nail-puller.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 626/2 *Nai Selector, a

machine, or an attachment to a nail-machine, to pick out

perfect nails from headless and ill-formed nails. 1885 Har
per s Mag. Jan. 284/1 The outer sole is applied by a

*nail-tacker . 1819 P. O. Land. Direct. 382 *Nail-tm-

ners, and Manufacturers of Chain Hooks. 1832 Lincoln

Herald n Sept. 2/4 An extraordinary affidavit of a nail-

weigher of Dudley. i88a Standard 26 Dec. 2/3 He supplies
. .the *nail-workers with their sixty-pound bundles of iron.

C. Instrumental, as nail-bestudded, -pierced,

-stiidiled\ and similative, as nail-like, -shaped.
a 1777 FAWKES Song ofDeborah, Low at her feethebow d

his nail-pierc d head. 1836-9 Todays Cycl. Anat. II. 49 / 1

The secreting canals are., nail-shaped. 1844 MRS. BROWN
ING Drama ofExile Poems 1889 I. 99 Look out, O Jehovah,
to this I bring before Thee, With a hand nail-pierced.

1855 GARROD Mat. Med. 152 The clove is a small, tapering,

nail-Hke body. 1861 W. BARNES Hivomely Rhymes I. 185
The nail-bestudded weaken door. 1900 BARING-GOULD Bk.
Dartmoor 229 A mediaeval dwelling,.. with its oak, nail-

studded door and its panelled walls.

Nail (n^ l), v. Forms; i (se)n8eslan, 3 na5^1-
enn, neilen, 3-6 naylle(n), 4-7 nayle (5

naylyn); 3-4 naill(e, 3-7 naile, (5 nale), 4-
nail. [OE. wa^g/ffw

= OS. neglian, MDu. nagh-
elen, negkelen (Du. nagelen}, OHG. nagalen,

negilen (MHG. nagelen, negelen, G. nagelen},
ON. negla (tiagla ; Sw. naglay Da. nagle), Goth.

(ga)nagl/ant
f. nagl- NAIL j.]

I. 1. trans. To fix or fasten (a person or thing)
with nails on or to something else.

Early examples usually relate to the Crucifixion.

a. Const, on or upon.
^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 22 Cuoedon alle, sie

ahoen vel feste jense^lad on rode . ^975 Ritshw. Gosfi.
Matt, xxvii. 23 Heo swiSor cleopadtm . . Siffi nailed on
rode , a 1225 Ancr. R. 114 Godes honden weren ineiled

o3e rode, a 1300 Cursor J/. 14900 Til he was naild on Jrat

tre. 1340 Ayenb. 263 lesu Crist, .ynayled a rode. 1390
GOWER Conf. III. 183 His skyn was schape al meete, And
nayled on the same seete. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vii. 1153
On charnaill bandis [be] nald it full fast and sone. 1585 ! .

WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay s Voy. iv. xiii. 126 b, Two winges
nayled vpon the target with two great yron nailes. 1679
MOXON Mech. Exerc. ix. 161 Instead of Nailing the Hhidges
upon the Door, they Rivet them on. 1828 D IsKAEi.i Chas. /,

I. vi. 157 The royal anathema was nailed on the Episcopal
gate at London. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. n. 188 Take my
life, And nail me like a weasel on a grange For warning.

b. Const, to.

cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 His holje lichame was tospred
on be holie rode, and nailed ^arto his fet and his honden.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 206/215 To grounde harde heo him
caste.. and to be eor^e naileden him faste. Ibid. 222/96
Wib bole-huden stronge ynou ynailed berto faste. a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. xxviii. 8.) He was nailed to the tre.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvii. clxviii. (Bodl. MS.),
The

Ia}&amp;gt;e
is.. nailed

J&amp;gt;warte
ouer to the rafters. 1430-40

LVDG. Bochas i. (1558) fol. 30 It is meryer a man to go at

large, Than with yrons to be nailed to a blocke. 1523
FITZHERB. Husb. 3 The fenbrede is a thyn borde pynned
or nayled moste commonly to the lyft syde of the shethe.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Connit. 62 What dyd he, when he
was nayled to the Crosse. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft., Disc. iv.

iii. 63 By cutting off several of the parts of the Tree, and

by Nailing many of the rest to the Wall. 1781 COWPER
Expost. 220 They. .Seized fast his hand, ..and nailed it to

the tree. 1819 SHELLEY Protneth. Unb. i. 20 Hung [I] not

here Nailed to this wall of eagle-baffling mountain. 1884
Law Times

Rt&amp;lt;p,
LI. 161/2 An iron bracket nailed to the

corner of the chimney.
reft. 1829 GEN. P. THOMPSON E.verc. (1842) I. 39 Glory

and success nailed themselves to the republican standards.

c. Used in similes denoting extreme fixity.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. I. 72 They .. sit as

close as if they were nailed to the Horse. 1832 LYTTON

Eugene A. i. ii, As steady on his seat as if he were nailed

to it. 1866 MEREDITH Vittoria xi, He called to his coach
man to drive away, next to wait as if nailed to the spot.

d. In allusive phrases, as to nail one s colours

to the mast, to adopt an unyielding attitude ; to

nail to the counter, to expose as false or spurious

(in allusion to the shopkeepers practice of deal

ing thus with bad coins) ;
to nail to the barn

door, to exhibit after the manner of dead vermin.

1842 O. W. HOLMES Med. Ess. Wks. 1891 IX. 67 A few

familiar facts, .have been suffered to pass current so long
that it is time they should be nailed to the counter. 1844

[see COLOUR sb. 7 d], 1848 DICKENS Dombeyv^ Mrs. Chick

had nailed her colours to the mast, and repeated I know it

isn t . 1890 Spectator 9 Aug., It was a good deed to nail

all this to the counter. 1894 A&quot;. fy Q. 8th Ser. V. 130/2
There are two other uses of the word level which should

be nailed to
* N. & Q. s* barn door.

2. a. To pierce or drive through with a nail or

nails. Now rare or Obs.

c 1000 Lambeth Ps, xxi. 17 Hi dulfon vet nas^ledun handa
mine and fet mine, a 1300 Fall

&amp;lt;y

Passion 67 in E. E. P.

(1862) 14 Hi nailed him in hond an fete as ;e mow al i-se.

c 1460 Tffwneley Myst. xxvi. 416 Thrugh feete and handys
nalyd was he. 1537 WRiOTHESLEYC//r&amp;lt;7. (1875) II. 100 John
Daye..had one of his eares nayled, for seditious wordes

speakinge of the Queues Highnes. 1615 W. HULL AHrrour

87 Christ dyed being nayled hand and foote. 1671 MILTON
Samson 990 Jael, who with inhospitable guile Smote Sisera

sleeping through the Temples nail d.

b. To fix or fasten with nails. Also with about%

in, together, etc.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 564 Dhre hundred elne was it long, Naild

and sperd, 3ig and strong, a 1300 Cursor J/&quot;. 8242 A-boute

f&amp;gt;at
tre a siluer cercle son naild he. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt^s

T. 1645 And eek squyeres Nailinge the speres, and helmes

bokelinge. c 1386 Clerk s Prol. 29 He is now deed, and

nayled in his chest, a 1400-50 A texander 3376 IfanyNaue
to it ne;e fc&amp;gt;at naylid is with iryn, pen cleuys it ay to

J&amp;gt;e
clife

carryg & othyre. 14.. MS. Line. A. i. 17 f. 38 (Halliw.\
At the nether ende of the pavisse he gart nayle a burde.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VJf (iSgfy 155 For a c grete spykes
of Iron for to nayle & fasteyn the seid plankes .. at the

dokke hedde. 1530 PAI.SGR. 643/1 Nayle this same with

thre or foure nayles and than it is sure. Ibid., I nayle
in a thynge, te encloue. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s

Trav. 355 They built a little Bark, nailed with wooden

pinnes. 1782 COWPER Colubriad i Close by the threshold

of a door nailed fast Three kittens sat. 1836 THIRLWAI.L

Greece xii. II. 112 Casting metal statues, which before had
been formed of pieces wrought with the hammer, and nailed

together. 1853 DELAMER Kitch. Gard.(\t&amp;gt;bi} 175 ^ ail fig-

tree branches in their places on the wall. 1890 BUCKMAN
Darkens Sojourn 68 The draught [was] prevented by a small

tarpaulin nailed across the opening.

NAIL.

c. To stud with (or as with) nails ; to mark by
driving in a nail. rare.

13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 599 A sadel, pat glemed ful gayly. .

Ay quere naylet ful nwe. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 31 A
gyrdle nayled With silver weyeng xl pens. 1648 R. FAN-
SHAW tr. Past. Fido HI. ii. 91 Those Stars which nail
Heav ns pavement ! 1695 Act 63-7 Will. Ill, c. 10 3 The
..Commissioners shall, .cause the said Keils and Boats so
admeasured to be marked or nailed on each Side.

f d. Mil. (cf. 3 c). To render (a cannon) useless

by driving a nail into the vent; to spike. Obs.
1598 BARRF.T Theor. Wars v. iv. 138 That the Ordinance

be not nayled, nor the munition fiered. 1643 True Informer
E i b, Some of their Ordnance were naild by the Kings
Troopes the next morning after. 1690 J. MACKENZIE Siege
London-Derry 17/1 The rest attending the Lord Kingston
till they had broke the Trunnions, and nailed the heavier
Guns. 1705 tr. Bosnian s Guinea 28 Attempting to Fire

upon the Enemy with our Cannon,! found them all nailed.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. in. Wks. 1813 I. 175 The French
..broke their troops, nailed part of their cannon [etc.], 1781
[see NAILIN-G vbl. sb.}.

e. intr. To work as a carpenter. (Z7. S.}
1885 WHITMAN in A&quot;. Amer. Rcz&amp;gt;. CXLI. 434 What did

you do before you was a snatcher ? . . Nailed .

3. Nail up : a. To render fast, to close up firmly,

by fixing with nails.

1530 PALSGR. 643/1 You muste seke some other waye, for

this doore is nayled up. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Honsc^v.
Card. (1626) 12 Take heede of a doore or window. .of any
other mans into your Orchard : yea, though it be nailed vp.

1629 WADSWORTH Pilgr. iv. 34 The Vice Admiral! . . prepared
himselfe for to fight,. . nailing vp his decks. 1711 ADDISON
Spcct. No. no f 5 The Door of one of his Chambers was
nailed up. 1835 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Mr. Watkins Tattle i,

He.. actually nailed up the board, and locked the door on
the outside. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxvii, 199 The hotel . .

was nailed up and forsaken,

fig. 1604 T. M. Black Book Moral, That heauen is. .made
so fast, naylde vp with many a Starre.

b. To fasten up or affix at some elevation by
means of nails

;
to fasten with nails to a wall, etc.

1630 A&quot;. yofmsoJi s Kingd. &amp;lt;5-

Cointniu, 192 Who, if he have
sacrificed an Oxe, useth to naile up the head and homes at

his gate. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Kng. iv. 83 This docu
ment was found nailed up on the Bishop of London s door.

1878 T. HARDY Ret. Xative v. vi. (1890) 347 He bad spent
the time in. .nailing up creepers.

f c. Mil. = 2 d. Obs.

1654 EARL MONM. tr. BentirogUos Wars Flanders 385

Coming to their Batteries, they unhorst some of their

Peeces, they nail d up some others. 1690 LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) II. 37 They had also.. burnt the town, took the

fort and nailed up the guns. 1745 P. THOMAS Jnil.Ansoris.

ypy. 294 He ordered to nail up such of the Cannon as could
be fought. 1763 SCRAFTON Indostan iii. (1770) 65 The plan
of operations was, to nail up the cannon, and push at the

head quarters. 1781 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) s. v. Nailing,
Vimercalus..made use of his invention first in nailing up
the artillery of Sigismund Malatesta.

4. Nail down (cf. 7), to fix down with nails
;
to

fasten down the lid of (a box) in this way.
1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 64 They nail down

Quoyners to the Fore-Trucks of heavy Guns. 1679 MOXON
Meek. E.-cerc. ix. 156 Nail it firmly down with two Brads
into every Joyst. 1834 MARRYAT /*. .9/w//^xlv,The trunks,
which had been left open, were nailed down.

II. 5. To fix, fasten, make fast, as by means
of nails

;
to secure. Now rare or Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s T. 1128 O noble wyves, ful of

heigh prudence, Let noon humilitie your tonge naille.

c 1407 LYDG. Reson fy SMS. 6266 And kan nat speke a words

ageyn ; Meknes hath so her tonge nayled. 1582 STANY-
HURST /Eneis in. (Arb.) 71, I am named syr Polyd^or ; with
darts fel nayled heer vnder I lodge. 1622 J. BUROUGH in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 130 Wherein if I finde any
thinge worth your Jewell house I will.. make means to

nayle them untill you may take further order. 1697 CON-
GREVE Mount. Bride M. vi, Rivet and nail me where I stand,

ye Pow rs. 1794 GALLOWAY Poems ii. 47 For behold the

whole city was nailed fast asleep.

b. To clench, prove. rare~ l
.

1785 BURNS Death ff Dr. Hornbook ^ Ev n Ministers they
hae been kenn d .. Great lies and nonsense baith to vend,
And nail t wi Scripture.

6. To fix (a person or thing) firmly to some

thing; esp. to pin (one) to or on the ground, etc.,

with a weapon. Also inyff. contexts.

1590 Pasqutfs Apol. i. Aiijb, Their attempt is still to

nayle our best men to the wall with the speare of slaunder.

1602 MARSTON Antonions Rev. Prol., A breast Nail d to the

earth with griefe. 1611 FLETCHER Sea-l oy. in. i, Take you
arrows, And nail these monsters to the earth ! 1691 HART-
CLIFFE Virtues 101 To whose Fingers their Money is as it

were glued and nailed. 1697 DRYDEX . EncidiK. 787 The
second Shaft.. pierc d his Hand, and nail d it to his side.

1835 LYTTON Rienzi i. i, Nailing him on the very sod where

he had sate.. not an hour ago. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Clin.

Lecf. Dis. Worn, xxviii. (ed. 4) 228 Concave hardness is felt

fixing or nailing the womb., to the region between the plane

of the left ischium [etc.).

b. To fix, or keep (one) fixed, to or in a certain

place, position or occupation, so that there is no

possibility of leaving it.

c 1611 CHAPMAN ///arfxv. 140 This threat even nail d him

to his throne. 1624 DONNE Devot. 48 How shall they come

to thee, whom thou bast nayled to their bedd ? 1711 ADDI

SON Sped. No. 92 F 6 Coquetilla begs me not to think of

nailing Women upon their Knees with Manuals of Devo

tion. 1784 COWPER Task i. 500 Those Whose headaches

nail them to a noonday bed. 1791 BENTHAM Panoft. 55

Supposing no sage regulations made by any body to nail

them to this or that sort of work. 1828 Lights Shades 1 1.

147 He is a shopman, and nailed all day behind the counter.



WAILAGE.
1861 J. RUFFIKI Dr. Antonio xxi, Found poor Sir John
nailed fast by a fit of the gout.

c. To fix or fasten (the eyes, mind, etc.) to or

on the object of one s attention.

1591 LYLY Wks. (1902) I. 424, I sawe an Oke, whose state-

lines nayled mine eies to the branches. 1760-72 H. BROOKE
FoolofQifal. (1809) IV. 120 He nailed his eyes, as it were, on
the face of Mr. Clinton. 1792 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Captive ,

Wks. III. 227 Where the pale pond nng wretch, in thought
profound, Nails to the murky floor his haggard eye. i8g
SCOTT in Lockhart (1839) IX. 304, I cannot nail my mind
to one subject of contemplation. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life \

vi. Wks. (Bohn) II. 407 The man whose eyes are nailed not
on the nature of his act, but on the wages.

f d. To pin (one s faith) to something. Obs. 1

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. \\. Ep. Rdr., They are
cleane voyde of brayne, wit, and common sense, that nayle
all their beliefe so fast to the sight of their bodily eyes.

7. To fix or pin (one) down to something.
1613 Z. BOVD Let. in Zion s Flowers (1855) Introd. 30

The Gentlemen of Saumure have at last nailed me down to

them, and resolved, .that I shall.. be their property. 1707
NOKRIS Treat. Humility iii. 104 Our bodies are as much
nailed down to the earth by their own weight [etc.]. 1796
H. HUNTER te.St.-Pierres Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 58 Where-
fore has not gravity nailed them down to the surface of the
Earth? 1880 MKREDITH Tragic Com. (i83i) 182 You see

plainly she was nailed down to write the thing. 1893 G.
ALLEN 5V(Z//jw&amp;lt;xp-i. 3 Isabel meant, .to nail her down at once
to the matter on hand.

rcfl. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 122 Johnson nailed
himself down to the hexameter and pentameter.

b. intr. To bind oneself down. rare*.
1859 LONGF. in Life (1891) II. 386 George comes on

Wednesdays ; but . . I cannot nail down to that day.

8. slang, a. To secure ; to succeed in catching
or getting hold of (a person or thing) ; to steal.

1760 FOOTE Minor \\, Wks. 1799 I. 260 Some bidders are

shy, and only advance with a nod; but I nail them. 1764
Patron i. ibid. I. 334 Rev. Fix the old fellow so that she

may not be miss d. Sir Pet. I ll nail him, I warrant. 1805
Enrop, blag. XLVII. 355, I had learnt. .to plume myself
upon nailing a job. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet, s.v.,

I nail d the swell s montra in the push. 1847 THACKERAY
Brighton in 1847 L Wks. 1886 XXIV. 134 [He] insisted on
nailing me for dinner before he would leave me. 1883
STEVENSON Treas. Isl. iii. Lubbers as. .want to nail wlmt
Is another s. 1889 D. C. MURRAY Dang. Catspaw 245 We
shall have to wait and nail them, sir, when we ve proved
complicity.

b. To catch (one) in some fix or difficulty.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. ly. xii, When they came to talk of places
in town, you saw at once how I nailed them. 1810 J.
CREEVEY in C. Papers (1904) I. vi. 125 So now the Ministers
are nail d. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors xcv. (1857) IV.

309 The King and all the councillors were much tickled 13

see the wily chief Justice thus nailed.

f c. To cheat, get the better of (one). Obs,
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., A a/7, to nail a person is to

over-reach or take advantage of him in the course of trade
or traffic. 1819 SportingMag. IV. 209 He would undertake
to blind

,
or nail any keeper in the kingdom.

d. To succeed in hitting (a person).
1886 DOWDEN Shelley I. i. 24 To surround ( Mad Shelley

*

and nail him with a ball.. was a favourite pastime.

Nai lage. rare- 1
,

[f.
NAIL v. + -AGE.] The

charge made by the Customs for nailing up a

package of tobacco opened for inspection.
1766 W. GORDON Gen. Connting-honse 204 Tobacco .. at

2O
1

. per Ib. ..deducing nailage at 4lb. per hhd.

Nailbourne : see EYLEBOURN.
Nailed (n^ld),///. a. [f. NAIL v. + -ED*.]
1. Fastened, studded, or constructed with nails;

having^he form of nails (quot. 1853).
Beowulf 2023 Hio naejled sine haeleSum sealde. ^960

0. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 937^ewitan him ^a Nor^men
naejled cnearrum. a 1000 Cxdmotis Gen. 1433 (Gr.), 1

Hwonne hie of nearwe ofer nEejled bord. .staeppan mosten.
]

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 390 By touching the I

stick she bringeth down the pikes and sharp nailed boards

upon her own body and back. 1657 G. THORNLEY Daphnis
fy Chloe 38 The Theeves had their Swords on, with their

scaled and nailed Corslets. i8a3inCobbett^?7vr. Rides{\%&$
1. 291 The parson could not attempt to begin, till the &amp;gt;

rattling of their nailed shoes ceased. 1853 HUMPHREYS &amp;lt;

Coin-coll. Man. xviii. 231 The letters termed by numis-
|

matists nailed letters. ..They have the addition of a small
i

knob at the extremities. [1885 J. B. DAVIDSON in Athen&wn
3 Oct. 435/2 The Northmen fled in their nailed barks over
the roaring sea back to Dublin and Ireland.]

b. With advbs., as nailcd-on\ also nailed-up y

nn epithet recently applied to dramas of loose con
struction without literary or artistic value.

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xxiv. p 19 He..
doubles the loose half of the Leather over the remaining i

Nail d-on half. 1894 Westtn. Gaz. 24 Apr. 2/1 One of the
j

most inept nailed up dramas.. that ever faced the foot-

lights. 1893 Times (weekly ed.) 312/3 A sample of what
the Americans call the nailed-up drama.

2. Provided with (finger or toe) nails.

a 1300 Body fy Soitl in Map s Poems (Camden) 338 Scharpe
clauwes, long nayled. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 350/2 Nayled,
as fyngers, or toos [P. nayled on fyngers], itnguatus.
1611 COTGR., Onglt^ nayled ; hoofed. 1828 Lights fy Shades
II. 192 Hands white, long-fingered, acorn-nailed. 1894
MRS. DVAN AllinMan s AApttfltf(1899)87 The long-nailed
black hand of his., dusky attendant.

Nailer (n^-bi). Forms: 5-7 nayler, 6-7 -or,

8-9 nailor, nailer,
[f. NAIL v. + -EU!.]

1. One who makes nails ; a nail-maker.
1440 York Myst. xix. (////;) The Gyrdillers and Naylers.

1538 LELAND /tin. (1769) IV. 114 There be many Smithes
in the Towne..and a great many Naylors. 1611 COTGR.,

8

Clontier, a nayler, a nayle-smith : a seller or maker of

nayles. 1665 IX DUDLEY Mettall. Afartts (i&sj) 39 Twenty
thousand Smiths or Naylors at the least dwelling near these

parts. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6163/3 Edward Cooke,..by
Trade a Nailor. 1776 ADAM SMITH JK. N, i. i. I. 10 A
smith ..whose,. business has not been that of a nailer can
seldom, .make more than eight hundred or a thousand nails

in a day. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal I. 170 The
nailors in general furnish them both better and cheaper
than the smiths can make them. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev. fy

Cure Dis. i. viii. 224 Nailers consumption, a form of chronic

pneumonia.

afpos. 1847 H. MILLER First Inipr. Eng. viii. 145 The
nailer-lads were frequently refused, .permission.

b. In phrases like, or as busy as, a nailer.

1857 HOLLAND Bay Path x. 120 Yes, he did and he stuck
to it like a nailer. 1899 Harper s Mag. Sept. 510 Thady. .

bein kept as busy as a nailer.

2. One who drives in nails.

1803 Naval Chron. IX. 73 The Tonnant..was coppered
by several gangs of punchers and nailers.

3. slang. A marvellously good thing, animal, or

person ;
an exceptionally good hand at something.

a 1818 MACNEILL Poems (1844) 5 A vet ran Scot spoiled

Egypt s plot ; Ah, pangs, that was a nailer. 1884 MRS. E.
KENNARD Right Sort v. 48 That young roan mare who
carried you so brilliantly through the run.. .She s a nailer !

1897 W- RYE Norfolk Songs 133 Edward, Lord Suffield

was a nailer at sprint running.
Hence Naileress, a female nail-maker, rare.

1847 H. MILLER First Inipr. Eng. viii. i47The two young
naileresses were really very pretty.

Nailery (n^ -bri). [f. NAILER : see -ERY.] A
place or workshop where nails are made.
a 1798 PENNANT (T.), Near the bridge is a large alms-

house, and a vast nailery. 1802 JEFFERSON in Harper s

Mag. (1885) Mar. 539/1 Profits of nailery. 1847 H. MILLER
First Impr. Eng. viii. (1857) 132 The sole workers in the

nailery were two fresh-coloured, good-looking young girls.

1895 Edin. Re&quot;: July 223 The naileries, the shipping and
the shopkeeping of his native town.

t Nailfast, a. Obs. rare. [f. NAIL sb. + FAST
a. Cf. MDu. nagefcast, MLG. naehast, G. nagel-

t, ON. nagl(a]fastr (Sw. nagelfast, Dan. nagle-
Fastened with nails.

H&Will W. Ward (Somerset Ho.), Ita quod nichil diet,

rotefast vel naylefast inde capiat. 1640 WinCoivper ibid.,
All goods nailfast in the said house.

Nail-head, [f. NAIL sb. + HEAD sir.]

1. The head of a nail.

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing*. P 9 The Plate.,
with the exuberancies of Nail-heads would hinder the free

sliding of the Quoins. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 876 Com
pressing the metal into the shape of a nail-head.

2. An ornament shaped like the head of a nail.

1836 PARKEU Gloss. Archit. (1850) II. 47 The nail-head

being an ornament easily cut, was much used in almost all

periods of Norman work. 1892 Daily AVrtv 24 Oct. 3/2 A
red cloth dress was bordered with gold braid with nail-heads

of jet an inch or so apart.

b. attrib.) with moulding^ ornament, pattern.
1841; FREEMAN in Proc. A rchsol. Imtit., Winchester 5
Their rim is ornamented with the nail-head moulding. 1848
RICKMAN Styles Archit. Eng. App. 54 The nail-head, and
toothed ornaments, though found in France, are by no
means so abundant as in England. 1877 J. C. Cox Ch.

Derbysh. III. 319 The archway, .resting on corbels having
the nail-head pattern.

3. Min. nail-head spar, a variety of calc-spar
in which the crystals resemble nail-heads.

1851 Amer. Jrnl. Set. Ser. n. XII. 396 Calcspar.. variety
called Nail-head Spar. 1892 DANA Afin. 266 Nail-head^par,
a composite variety having its name from its form.

Nail-headed, a. [Cf. prec. and -ED 2,]

Having a head like that of a nail
; formed like a

nail-head.
1801 HAGER Babylon. Inscr. 41 The nail-headed characters

to be met with in Persia. Ibid. 43 An upright line with
a nail-headed top. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 397/2 The Baby-
Ionian characters, on account of their rude shape, are often
called nail-headed. 1849 GWILT Archit. 1007 Nail-headed

Moulding. .so called from being formed by a series of pro
jections resembling the heads of nails or square knobs.

Nail-hole, [f. NAIL sb. + HOLE sb,] A hole
made to receive a nail ; a hole caused by the re

moval of a nail.

1679 MOXON Mech. Exerc. ix. 161 The Nail-holes of the

Hindge. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. xxii, The
great Nail-holes, which they use to spile up at stripping.

Mechanic 640 All the nail-holes or other irregularities on
the surface must be carefully stopped. 1851 MAYNE REID
Scalfi Hunt. xxvL 190 We had stripped the shoes off the
horses, filling the nail-holes with clay. 1875 Carpentry fy

Join, ^g
The nail holes are subsequently filled with putty.

Nailing, vbl. sb.
[f. NAIL v. + -ING 1.] The

action of the verb in various senses ; nail-making ;

the nails with which a thing is fastened.
a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 625/466 Spere &

spounge and sharp nayling. 1494-5 Kec. St. Mary at
Hilt (1904) 215 For nailyng & storyng of the beme. 1570
FOXE A. 4- M. (ed. 2} 2280/1 He did bynd this leffrey
premise vnto the craft of nayling. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. I, Nailing o/ Cannon, is the driving of a Nail, or
Iron Spike, by force into the Touchhole of a Piece of
Artillery, so as to render it useless to the Enemy. 1781
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) s.v., One Gasper Vimercalus was the
first who invented the nailing of cannon. 1:1850 Rudim.
Navig. (Weale) 135 Lead nails are small round-headed nails,
for nailing of lead. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur

yi. iv, All
he could do was to wrench the board from Us nailing.

NAINSELL.
Comb. 1543 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 43 Item

ij nalyng
hamers ij

d
. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1506/2 Nailing-

machine.., a machine which acts automatically to drive
the nails into shoe-soles.

b. slang. (See NAIL v. 8.)

1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 208 Snaring of hares, packing of
i game and nailing* of keepers. 1820 Ibid. VI. 79 Those
i lads, .care not for the expences of the tip provided there is
I no nailing.

Nai Ung,///. a. [f. NAIL v. + -ING 2.]
1. Fixing like a nail.

1887 T. A. TROLLOPE WJtat I remember II. vii. 119
Dickens said, with nailing forefinger levelled at me, Give
us that for Household Words .

2. slang, t a. (See NAIL sb. 6d.) Obs. b. Excel

lent, splendid. Also in adv. use, as nailing good.
1883 Pall Mall G. 29 Mar. 4 ! He was a well-tried old

dog, and we can have another nailing run out of him
another day. 1884 MRS. E. KENNARD Right Sort x. 113
What a nailing good fencer to be sure !

Nailing, obs. form of NBALING vbl. sb.

Nailless (n^i ljles), a. [f. NAIL sb. + -LESS.]
Destitute of nails; not provided with, or pro
tected by, nails.

1847 National Encycl. I. 884 The thumbs were nailless.

1896 Daily News 24 Oct. 8/3 A pattern of the nailless

horseshoe now under trial in . . the German Army.
Nail-maker, [f. NAIL sb. + MAKER

j&amp;lt;$.]
One

who makes nails.

1530 PALSGR. 186 Clovtier
t
a nayle maker. 1755 JOHNSON,

Nailer, one whose trade is to forge nails ; a nail-maker.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 877 The same sorts of operations, .as

are usually performed by the hands of a nail-maker. 1884
W. H. GREENWOOD Steel

&amp;lt;$

Iron x. 210 Nail rods are the

square bars used by nail-makers.

NaM-making, vbl. sb. [{.NAIL sb. + MAKING
vbl. sb.~\ The process of making nails. Also attrib.

c 1833 Encycl. Metrop. VIII. 688/1 Various patented in

ventions for nail-making machinery. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech. 1508/2 Machinery for splitting rods for nail-making
was first introduced in Sweden. 1887 P. M^NEILL B/awearie
1 53 Right and left at it we went as hard as nail-making.

Nai 1-rod. Also nail rod, nailrod.
[f.

NAIL
sb. + Rou j^.]
1. A strip or rod of iron from which nails are cut.

1761 KINNERSLEY in Phil. Trans. LIII. 95 The conductor
..consisted of scjuare iron nail rods. 1810 in Ure Diet.

Arts (1839) 875 Rolling and slitting-mi!ls..also serve to

make nail rods. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet.

268/2 Plates rolled for the purpose, and then slit by means
i

of slitting rollers into nail rods. iS&j PallMall Gaz. 22 May
12/1 Rolled bar iron, and. .nail rods.

fig. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vii. ix. (1872) II. 342 The
thread-paper Duchess of Kendal.., poor old anatomy or
lean human nailrod.

b. &quot;Without article, as a material.

1892 Daily News 15 Feb. 7/3 There is a good demand for

nailrod. 1900 Ibid. 24 Sept. 8/7 Nail-rod and rivet-iron.

2. transf. in Australasian use : Coarse dark

tobacco in the form of a thin roll or stick.

1886 ^V. Zealand Herald^ Nov. 7/3 Nailrod and ilbbars
..with a full assortment of Havana.. Cigars. 1896 H.
LA\VSON While the Billy boils 118 You can give mehalf-a-

pound of nailrod ,
he said, in a quiet tone.

Nai 1-sick, a. Naut. [f. NAIL sb. + SICK a.]

Leaky at the nail-holes. (Cf. IRON-SICK.)
1865 THOREAU Cape Cod viii. 145 Much smaller waves

soon make a boat *
nail-sick , as the phrase is. 1879 T.

WARDEN Crossford II. 73 As the little craft was old and

nailsick, she made a good deal of water in the ordinary way.

t Nail-tool. Obs. [f.
NAIL sb. + TOOL sb.}

An instrument used in making nails.

1338 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 376 Item j magnus
Nailtoll. 1483 Cath. Angl. 248/1 A Nayle tulle, clava-

torium. 1584 Knaresborough Wills (Surtees) 1. 145 AH my
naile tooles and all my hammers. 1637 Ibid. II. 160 One
stiddie, one great naile toole, my hammers.

tNarl-wort. Obs. [f. NAIL ^. + \VOBT sb.}

A name suggested by Gerarde for Draba verna

and Saxifraga tridactylites^ and by Cotgrave ap
plied to Faronychia^ with reference to their sup

posed efficacy in affections of the finger nails.

1597 GERARDE Herbal^i. iv. 500 There is another sort of

Whitlow grasse or Naile woort, that is likewise a low or

base herb, hauing a small tough roote. Ibid.^ We may call

them in English Naile woort, and Whitlowe grasse. 1611

COTGR., Paronychie^ Whitlo-grasse, Nayle-wort (a weed).

Naily (n^ -li), a. rare.
[f.

NAIL sb. 4- -Y A
.]

Studded with nails.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. Moral, How they grate with

their hard nayly soales The stones in Fleet-streete. 1800

HURDIS Fav. Village 108 Lest.. It drown his instep, and
his naily shoe Drench with the chilling element below. 1865

Englishman s Mag. Oct. 290, I should recommend every

thing of the. .nailiest in the way of boots.

Naimcouth, Sc. var. NAMECOUTH a. Obs.

Wain (n^n), a. Sc. Also 5 nan, 6, 8 nane.

[See etym. note to OWN a.] (One s) own.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cecilia) 155 par js

na thing
sa suet, think me, as my nan brothire. 1509 in Munim.
Univ. Glasguensis (Maitland) 45 Mesofthe Requiem .. for

my faderes saule..and myne nane saule. 175^ R. FORBES

Ajax% Shop Bill vii, Fare may be had, for their nain wear,
The starkest hose. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxix, A cusin o his

nain Miss Eveline Neville. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny
Gibb ii, Ilka ane had their nain.

Hence WainseT, -se-11, (one s) own self; her

nainseV 9 a phrase attributed to Highlanders in

place of the first personal pronoun, and hence

used as a designation for a Highlander.



NAINSOOK.
c 1700 in Maidment Pas/itti/s (1868) 314 Should .. Heaven

or Hell Make a man such a fool as forget him nain-sell ?

1716 Wodro-M Corr. (1843) II. 139 It s ower sheap; her
nainsel no sell it so sheap. 1786 Har sl Rig Ixxxix, Now
dances Niel wi little Nell, And canty Kate with hiir
nanesell. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxiii, Her nainsell will
never bid thee less, come by them how she can.

II Nainsook (n^-nsuk). [Urdu (Hindi) nain-

sukh, f. nain the eye + sukh pleasure.] A cotton

fabric, a kind of muslin or jaconet, of Indian

origin ; a garment made of this. Also attrib.

1804 in Spirit Put. Jrnls. VII. 59 Nor could I find a man
in the whole parish who understood any thing about nain
sooks and bandannoes. 1885 1 ng. Ladies* Jml. i July 59/2
The embroidery may be worked on silk, nainsook muslin, or
fine linen. 1892 Monthly Packet Dec. 636 Our whitest,
coolest nainsooks, .seemed best to suit the day.

Naip(e)rie, obs. forms of NAPERY.
II Nair (na-ir, neej). Forms : a. 6-S nayre,

naire, 7- nair, 8-9 nair. 0. 6-7 nayro, 7 nairo.

[a. Sp. and Pg. nayre, naire, ad. Urdu (Hind!)
ndyar or ndyar. The source of the forms in -o

is not clear.] A member of the noble and mili

tary caste in Malabar. Also attrib.
a. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda s Contj. F.. Ind. I.

xiv. 34 The house of the Nayres, which amongest the
Malabars are Gentlemen. 1603 R. JOHNSON f\ingd. ff
Comtmu. 174 Many of the Malaber princes, .lay all their

hopes and fortunes on the Nairs. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc s Trav. 56 The third part of them are Naires, or
Gentlemen. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierrc s Stud. Nat.
(1799) I. 339 Their military is formed of the Nobility, called
Nairs, who possess the second rank in the State. 1845
STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 299 The Nairs have
great faith in their superhuman knowledge. 1888 G. SMITH
Stephen Hislop iv. (1889) 98 A European officer of the Nair
brigade felt aggrieved.
trans/. 1791 BURKE Fr. Rev. (1824) 1 88 Did the privileged

nobility.. deserve to be looked on as the Nayres or Maine-
lukes of this age.. ?

/3. 1598 W. PHILIP M.Liuschatm (1885) I. 275 Noblemen
called Nayros, which are souldiers that doe onely weare and
handle arms. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 301 The
Nayroes are his Lords ; a sort of Mamaluck. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India $ P. 51 Each State having a Representative
..to act according to the Votes of the Nairos Gentry.

II Nais (n?-is). PI. naides (n* -id/z). [L.
Mil s, Gr. Naij : see NAID and NAIAD.]
1. Mythol. A river-nymph.
1697 DRYDEN /EnVxn. 215 King Turnus Sister. .by the

grateful God, Now made the Nais of the neighb ring Flood.
1697 Virg. Past. vi. 33 ^gle..The fairest Nais of the
neighbouring Flood. 1838 KEIGHTLEY Mythol. 238 Many
a warrior who fought before Troy could boast descent from
a Nais or Nereis.

2. Zool. A small fresh-water worm allied to the
j

earthworm.
1835-6 Todays Cycl. Anat. I. 172/2 A nais or an earth- I

worm cut in two. .will continue to live. 1870 NICHOLSON
Man. Zool. xxix. (1875) 217 In this process the Nais throws .

out a bud between two rings, at a point generally near the
middle of the body.

Nais, a. rare. Also 9 Sc. naoe. [a. ON. neiss, I

related to neisa (Sw. nesa) shame.] .Covered with
|

shame; destitute.

Only in connexion with naked, as in ON. Haitian ok tmsan I

(ace.), neiss er ngkkvffir hair.
a 1300 Cursor M. 989 (Cott.) Adam was out don nais and

naked, In to be land quar he was maked. c 1325 Metr. How.
53 For ef this thef mai us met . . He bes ful redi . . To . . mak
us bathe nakid and nais. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny
Gibb xxi. 159 A peer [

= poor] nace nyaukit beggar creatur.

Walsh, dial. var. of NESH a., soft.

t Nai SSance. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. nais-

sance : see next and -ANOE.] Origin, birth.
1490 CAXTON Eneydosv-j She wolde. .goovnto the Royame

of fenyce, the countrey of her nayssaunce and byrthe.

Naissant (n^ sant), a. Also 6-7 nay-, [a. F.

naissant, pres. pple. of naitre : Rom. *nasc?re,
L. nascl to be born : cf. NASCENT.]
1. Her. Of animals : Issuing from the middle of

the fess or other ordinary.
1572 BossEWEU-Armorieu. 29 b, Gules and Sables parted

per Fesse enuecked, thre lyons nayssant argente, crowned.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xv. 142 This Lion is said to be
Naissant, because he seemeth to issue out of the wombe of
the Fesse. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. 1727-38 CHAM- &amp;lt;

BERS Cycl. s.v., Naissant differs from issuant, in that the
animal in the former case issues out at the middle, and in
the latter at the bottom, of the shield, or charge. 1838
Penny Cycl. XII. 143/2 Beasts of prey are, according to
their attitude, blazoned .. couchant, dormant, naissant [etc.].

1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, f, Pop. x. (ed. 3) 60 A Lion Naissant
is now borne upon a chief by the Baron Dormer.

_

2. That is in the act of springing up, coming
into existence, or being produced, rare.
1885 LOWE Bismarck I. 184 A navy which should defend

the naissant Empire s coasts. 1887 A. M. BROWN Anita.
Altai. 79 Naissant hydrogen reduces it to the state of
hypoxanthine.

tNait, sb. north, and Sc. Obs. rare. Also 4
naite, 6 nate. [a. ON. neyle, neyti (Norw. noyte,
MSw. -note) use, etc. : related to neyta NAIT .l]
a. Use, profit, advantage, b. Use, end, purpose.

..._j ^^ MMMH BBi OklMM. OV,V Illdl WC11 MIlll^ 11 VIHU UMt*
c 1475 RaufCoilyar 61, I defend that we fall in any fech-
tme ; I had mekill mair nait sum fremdschip to find. 1513
DOUGLAS Mneis iv. xii. 10 Furth scho drew the Troiane
swerd, fute halt, A wappin was neuir wrocht for sic a nate.
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t Nait, a. north, and Sc. Obs. rare. Also 5
nayet. [a. ON. neyt-r fit for use, good : related
to prec. and next.] Useful, good at need.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1038 Nestor, a noble man, naitest in

werre. Ibid. 3878 Non was so noble, ne of nait strenght,
As Ector. [Also 8211, etc.] 1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xii. vii.

47 This lapis sage..wyth his nait handis tway Begouth for
till exem, and till assay The wond.

t Nait, v. 1 06s. Also 4-5 naite, nayt(e,
,S (7, 9 dial.) nate. [a. ON. neyta (Norw. noyta,
Sw. nbta) :*naittjan, f. *naut- (cf. naiit cattle,

NOWT, nautr gift, companion), -ablaut var. of

*neut-, whence Goth, niutan, ON. njita (Sw.
njnta), OE. ntlotan to enjoy.]
1. trans. To make use of, to use.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 531 Vche fowle [took] to be flyht
pat fy{&amp;gt;erez my;! serue, Vche fysch to be flod bat fynnecoube
nayte. a 1400 Sir Perc. 185 Other gudez would scho nonne
nayte ; But with hir tuke a tryppe of gayte. c 1400 Destr.
Tray 6031 All necessaries for be night, bat bai naite shuld.
c 1460 Tnuncley Myst. xxiii. 62 Loke that we haue that we
shuld nate, For to bald this shrew strate. 1677 NICOLSON
Gloss, in Trans. R.Soc. Lit. (1870) IX. 316 Nate, to use.
1807 ^.STAGG Poems 48 Then brouce about nor tek sec
preesin, To nate your awn.

b. To go over, recite, repeat, rare.

13.. S. Erkcn-Molde 119 in Horstm. AlUagl. Leg. (1881)
268 SerErkenwolde.. welneghe al beny5t hade naityd \MS.
natlyd] his houres. 13. . Ga-.t&amp;gt;. ff Gr. Knt. 65 Loude crye
was ber kest of clerkez & ober, Nowel nayted o-newe,
neuened ful ofte.

2.
re_fl. To exert oneself, rare.

a 1400-50 A lexandcri^i^ For Alexander all-ways.. Naytis
him-selfe in ilke nede, & so his name rysis. Ibid. 2968 [He]
naytis him to ryse, Buskis him vp at a braide.

tNait, v? Obs. rare. [a. ON. neita, f. nei
NAY adv.] trans. To refuse, deny.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. met. i. i (Camb. MS.), With how

deef an Ere deth cruwel torneth a-wey fro wrecches and
nayteth to closyn wepynge eyen. c 1386 Pars. T. f 939
Ne he shal nat nayte ne denye his synne. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 77 As it schal be ?euen to him that is callid. ., so it

schal be naytid him bat offreb himsilf. c 1440 Proiitp. Pat z:

351/1 Naytyn, or denyyn, ntgo, abnego, dencgo.

Naithless(e, obs. forms of NATHEI.ESS.

t Nai tly, adv. Obs. Forms : 4-6 naytly, 5
naytely, naitly, -li, nately. [f. NAIT a. + -LY -.]
To some purpose ; properly ; thoroughly.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 48oHohittez on beeuentyde& on

be ark sittez, Noe nymmez hir anon & naytly hir stauez.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2896 pis reuere..on 1113115 so naytely
it fresys, Till any powere to pas or preke on with stedis.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2427 Than naknet anon full naitly were
all, And broght to me bare. [Also 2746, 6628, etc.] c 1460
Tawneley Myst. xiii. 158 Bot nately Both oure dame and
oure syre . . can nyp at oure hyre. 1513 DOUGLAS sEntis
Vlli. vii. 99Sche..hyr puir damysellis, as scho ma, Naytly
exersis for to werk the lyne.

Naive (na,?v), a. Also naive, [a. F. naive,
fern, of naif (see NAIF and NEYF) : L. naliv-um
NATIVE a.] Natural, unaffected, simple, artless.
The word being only imperfectly naturalized, the pro

nunciation is somewhat unsettled : the chief variations given
in the leading Diets, are (na,* v), (na iv), and (n^iTv).

_i654 DOROTHY OssoRNELett. (1903) 234 Though he makes
his people say fine handsome things to one another, yet they
are not easy and naive like the French. 1673 DRYDEN Marr.
a la Mode in. i, Naive 1 as how ? Phil. Speaking of a thing
that was naturally said ; it was so naive. 1762 LLOYD Poet,
ll ks. (1774) II. ii And naive both (allow the phrase Which
no one English word conveys). 1797 M.ME. D ARBLAY

DJary (1846) VI. 150 She related, .her arguments to dissuade

him, and bis naive manner of combating them. 1817 LADY
GRANVILLE/,^. (1894) 1.117 Her manner is.. delightful, she
is very naive. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany viii. 109 The naive
details which the popular ballad-maker delighted in. 1885
CLODD Myths ff Dr. \. iii. 39 As belief in causality spread,
men were not content to rest in the naive explanations of an
uncritical age.

Naively (na^vl!), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2,

after F. naivement. ]

1 1. Naturally, true to nature. Obs. rare.

1640 SIR W. MURE C^ounterbuff 300 They le surely trust

these men, So Naive-lie represented by thy pen.
2. In a naive manner ; artlessly.

1705 POPE Lett. Wks. 1751 VII. 116 She helped Gay to the

head, me to the middle, ..and cried very naively, I ll be
content with my own tail. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps p. vi,

The text, .sometimes naively describes as sublime or beauti

ful, features which the plate represents by a blot, 1874 L.

STEPHEN Hours Libr. I. iv. 159 He . . enjoys his playthings
too naively for the pleasure not to be a little contagious.

II Naivete (nazvte). [F. : see NAIVE and -TY.]
1. An instance or case of artlessness

;
an artless

action, remark, etc.

1673 DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode m, i, Such an innocent

piece of simplicity ; twMSOchaMrfMK 1756 H. WALPOLE
Let. to Mann 18 Mar., I have nothing more to tell but a
naivete of my Lady Coventry, 1780 T. DAViEsLi/if Garrick
I. x. 91 A kind of droll farce, full of ridiculous incidents, and
certain bon mots, called naivetes. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets
xi. 390 The affection of the Greeks for the grasshopper is

one of their most charming naivetes.

2. The quality of being naive ; artlessness ;
ab

sence of pretence or conventionality.
1725 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. (1893) I. 482, I, ..with

great naivete
,
desired to explain with her on the subject.

1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolplw xviii, Sometimes she
was compelled to smile at the naivete of Annette. 1814
SCOTT IVav. xxxii, He had a sort of naivete and openness
of demeanour. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. ft Leg. Art
(1850) 8 We have frequent examples of this naivete of senti-

NAKED.
I ment in the old mosaics. 1870 EMERSON Sac. $ Sol. xii.
i 253 The naivete of his eager preference of Cicero s opinions

to King David s.

Naivety (na,;&quot;vti). [Anglicized form of prec.]= NAIVETE.
1708 tr. I etraiiiHS Arbiter Pref., The Simplicity and

I Naivety is not to be imitated. 1742 HUME Kss.,Simflicity
in Writing (^a^) 260 The absurd Naivety of Sancho Pancho
is represented in such illimitable Colours by Cervantes.

{

[Note, Naivety, a Word which I have borrow d from the
French, and which is wanted in our Language.] 1798 \V.
TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VI. 345 1 hree volumes, .display
occasionally, a grace and a naivety seldom surpassed. 1841
CARLVLF. Misc. (1857) IV. 232 Shrewd simplicities, naiveties,
blundering ingenuities. 1898 Expositor Dec. 424 The.,
simplicity or naivety of the language of that Gospel.

II Naja ^ixfi dja, iv -ya). Also naia. [mod.L.,
f. Hindi nag snake.] A genus of highly venomous
snakes, comprising the species .A&quot;, tripudians of
India and TV! kaje of Africa; the Indian or African

cobra; a snake belonging to either of these species.
753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. App., Naia, in zoology, the

I
name of a species of Coluber, 1770 J KNNAM Ind. Zool. 9

j

You dread the spring of the Tiger, or the mortal bite of the

j

Naja. 1788 GRAY in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 25, 1 need only
mention the Naja, a species well known to be very veno-

I
mous. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 63/1 A gigantic hooded

I
serpent, .which, he remarked, was not a Naja, 1888 Rire-r-

[

side A at. Hist. III. 377 The fangs of the Naja are long
and grooved.
Nakare : see NAKER-.
tNake, a. Obs. rare. Also naken. [Mi;.
a&(w)QFris. and MLG. naken: see the note-

to NAKED .] Naked.
c 1320 Cast. Love 1655 When I was nake ?e ;eve me cloth-

yng. f 1380 Sir 1-eruinl. 2744 pe Sarasyns dude his helm
a-down, & maked his hed al nake. 1393 LANI;L. / . / /.

C. x.\i. 51 tpey] nailede hym with ^re nayles naked [v.r.
\ naken] on

}&amp;gt;e
rode, c \qtaa Laud Troy Bk. 7214 KyngThoas

herte be-gan to qwake, He wende to be hanged al nake.

Nake, v. Obs. (exc. Sf.) [Originally, and

j

most commonly, in ppl. and pret. form naked,
1 based directly on the adj., the -ed being appre-
,

hended as a verbal ending.] trans. To make
naked, in various lit. and _/?. senses; to bare, lay
bare, strip, unsheathe, etc.

Bcnacian occurs once in OE., but nacian in Bosw. -Toller
rests upon an erroneous reading (cf. O.E. Martyrol. 18).

c 1320 LANGTOFT Chron. (Rolls) II. 248 The fote folk Put
! the Scottes in the polk, And nackened {B. nakid] thair

j

nages. ^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. met. vii. (1868) 148
j

O nice men whi nake 36 goure bakkes as who seib. 1402
HOCCLEVE Let. Cupid $$$ Oure fir^t moder. .made al man-
kynde lese his lyberte, and naked yt of loye. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. Ixix. 313 (Hart, MS.), Thenne he nakid hire evene to

J&amp;gt;e
smok. 1502 DOUGLAS PaL Hon. \. i, Write thir frenesyis

Quhilks of thy sempill cunning nakit the. 1606 WARNER
Alb. Eng. xv. xciv. 376 Thus he nakt to her his heart. 1607
TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. v. i, Come, be ready : nake your
swords ; thinke of your wrongs ! 1614 T. ADAMS Sinner s

Passing Bell Wks. 1861 I. 339 Sickness hath, .naked him of
his silks. 1887 SERVICE Life Dr. Dugnid 258 He naked his

sv- urd, an swuie he would thole t nae langer.

reJL c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints \. (Peter) 31 He bad nocht,
bot hym nakyt swith. ^1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ.

3290 He nakid hym, and scheweJ hym as blyue. c 1430
Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. v. (1869) 3 Eche wight onclothed
him and naked him at the entringe. 1533 BELLEKDEN Livy
I. xi. (S.T.S.) I. 65 Ane parte hareof schamefully nakit

J&amp;gt;ame

self of jinre wapynnys. Ibid. m. xix. II. 27 He nakit him
of his abul3ementis,

Naked (n^ ked),^. and iA1 Forms: i naecad,
nacod, -ud, naced, 2 ncecod, nakod, 2- naked,
1,3 -edd, 3-5 -ede, 4 -ide, 4-6 -id, -yd), 6 nakt,
7 nak t ; 4-6 naket, Sf. nakit, (6 nakkit),
nakyt, 6 Sc. naiket, -it, -yt, -att, nakyt. [OK.
nacod. nxcad, = OFris. naked, naket , MDu. naket

%

naect (Du. naakt}, MLG. naket
^
OHG. nakof,

naccot) nachot, nahhut, etc. (MHG. naket, nachet
t

G. nackt} y
ON. npkkvidr* neycquiftr (also ?if&amp;gt;&8-t

ngkt-, etc. ; MSw. nakudher^ naqvidher\ Goth.

naqa^s, naqad-, a participial derivative from the

stem *naq- : pre-Teut. *nog
w

-, which is also repre
sented in OS1. nagil (Russ. nagitt}, Lith. ntigas 9

Skr. nagnds, L. nudus (:*nog
a
edos) t

Olr. nocht.
The West Germ, languages have also forms ending in

-n, -nd, or -nt
t
as OFris. naken, MDu. nakent (Du. dial.

nakend} t MLG. naken(tt
MHG. nackent, nachent (G.

nackend), ME. nake(n: the explanation of these is not
clear. In IceL nakinn (Norw. and Sw. naken

t Da. nogen)
the ending has been altered from -itfr on the analogy of
such participles as vaki3rt vakffr, vaktr\ vakinn.}
A. adj. I. 1. Unclothed, having no clothing upon

the body, stripped to the skin, nude, f Also occas.

having only an under-gannent on.
c 850 O. E. Martyrol. (Herzfeld) 26 pa het he hi nacode

laedan to sumum scandhuse. ^050 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark
xiv. 52 He mi33y forwarp [sindonem, &] nacod foreflaeh

from 5aem. c xooo ^ELFRIC Gen. iii. 7 Hij oncneowon ^a,
bast hi; nacode waeron. Ibid. 10. c 1205 LAY. 6273 Nakede
heo weoren and naming ne rohten. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

27/45 Men vrne nakede al a-boute and wummen al-so.

(71369 CHAUCER Dethe Blanncht 125 Hyr women kaught
hir vp anoon, And broghten hir in bed al naked. 1439

. E. Wills (1882) 116 My Image to be made all naked, and

nolhyng on my hede but myn here cast bakwardys. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon \. 49 It is rayson that we take of

oure goode gownes, and goo to the kynge naked. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 43 Then he is torned naked and
decked againe with a laymans apparel). 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, i. iii. 298 Who can.. Wallow naked in December

2



NAKED. 10 NAKED.
snow by thinking on fantasticke summers heate? 1608
ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1842) 24 To bed he goes; and Jemy
euer used to lye naked, as is the use of a number. 1673
[R. LEIGH] Transp. Rah. n Innocence.. is no less astranger
to the use of swords and guns then the naked Indian. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe \\. (Globe) 498 We advanced a little Way
farther, and behold, to our Astonishment, three Women
naked. .come flying. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 445 The streets

were.. filled with naked people, some with shirts and shifts

on only, and numbers without either. 1822 LAMB Eliet

.Ser. i. Decay of Beggars^ To be naked is to be so much
nearer to the being a man, than to go in livery. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 17 Three damsels stood,
naked from head to feet Save for the glory of their hair.

absol. c 1220 Bestiary 219 He fle3 fro 5e so neddre fro de
nakede. 1663 GF.RBIER Counsel d 6 b, The Inhabitants.,

affecting no other livery then that of the first naked.

Jig. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Conim. 59 b, Where they
nowe appeare in theyr likenes, and are beholden naked with
the eies of all men. 1579 W. WILKINSON Confnt. familye
of Love 7 Christ commeth not bare or naked, but clothed
and accompanied with all his mercies.

f b. In comparisons, as naked as a needle^ a

tvorm, one s nail. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xn. 162 Take two stronge men, and
in themese caste hem, And bothe naked as a nedle.

a 1467 Gregory s Chron. (Camden) 211 The Lorde Schalys
..was slayne at Synt Mary Overeyes.., and laye there dys-
poyly nakyd as a worme. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xi. i.

572 There syr launcelot toke the fayrest lady by the hand . .

and she was naked as a nedel. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1562)

Bbvij, We,. Were led in prysoners naked as my nayle.

1633 HEYWOOD Eng. Trm&amp;gt;. n. i. C iij b, He. .did. .so Plucke
them and Pull them till hee left them as naked as my Naile.

c. In the plant-names NakedLady or Ladies
^
and

Naked Boys, popular appellations of the Meadow
Saffron (Colchicum autumnale).
1668 WILKISS Real Char. n. iv. 74 Having naked flowers

without any stem ;. .Medow Saffron, Naked Lady, a 1691
AUBREY Nat. Hist. Wilts ^847) 51 Naked-boys (q. if not
wild saffron) about Stocton. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App.
320 Naked Ladies, Colchicum. 1853 TVAS Pop. Flowers
Ser. in. 2 The Autumnal Crocus, or Meadow Saffron.,
bears also the name of Naked Lady, from the fact of its

pretty flowers presenting themselves without leaves. 1857
N. ff Q. 2nd Ser. III. 254 In Herefordshire.. and in Norfolk,
the autumnal crocus., is called commonly. .Naked-boys.

d. Of a horse or ass : Without harness or trap

pings ; unsaddled, bare-backed.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 210 He nolde on nacedum assan

ridan. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 244 Bucephalus,
..so long as he was naked and without furniture, ..would
suffer any man to come on his back. 1833 DARWIN Jrnl.
Voy. Beagle viii. (1839) 143 A naked man on a naked horse
is a fine spectacle.

2. a. Of parts of the body : Not covered or pro
tected by clothing ; bare, exposed.
1340 Ayenb. 244 Wyb-oute none nakede uisage onwri^e.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paul} 918 Strakis one his nakit
flesche with a swerd. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 15 It lay in

his nakede arm. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 101 There is

my Dagger, And heere my naked Breast. 1667 MILTON
/*. Z.. iv. 772 On thir naked limbs the flourie roof Showrd
Roses. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. v. xxiii, His naked foot

was dyed with red. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. i. 24 He
was. .scratching his naked skin.

b. Naked bed, orig. used with reference to the

custom of sleeping entirely naked ;
in later use

denoting the removal of the ordinary wearing
apparel. Now arch.

^1400 Destr. Troy 13803 As Vlixes the lorde lay for

to slepe..on a night in his naked bed. 1503 HAWES
Examp. Virt. i. vii, As I in my naked bedde was leyd.

1592 K.YD Sp. Tra%. n. v. i What out-cries pluck me from

my naked bed.. ? 1617 MORYSON Itin, i. 242, 1 had never
lien in naked bed since I came from Venice, ..having al-

waies slept . . in my doublet, with linnen breeches and stock-

ings. 1666 PEPYS Diary 7 Sept., I went the first time into

a naked bed, only my drawers on ; and did sleep pretty well.

1699 R. L ESTRANGE Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 190 He would
sit in a Chair, but very rarely came into his naked bed.

1756 AMORY Buncle (1770) I. 94 This young lady went into

naked bed in her cabbin. 1870 MRS. GORDON Life Brewster

297 Sir David exclaimed in horror What ! go to your naked
bed in the middle of the ocean?

C. \nfig. context, of things personified, of un-

embodied spirits, etc.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 34 Why that the naked, poore,
and mangled Peace. .Should not in this. .Our fertile France,
put vp her louely Visage? 1628 MILTON Vac. Excrc. 23,
I have some naked thoughts that rove about. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. 346 Pan being used not so much for the
naked and abstract Deity, as the Deity as it were embodied
in this Visible Corporeal World. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig.
Nat. ix. 212 When the soul shall be disengaged from the

gross matter, .and.. become naked spirit. 1816 SHELLHY
Daemon, n. 242 Before the naked powers that thro the
world Wander like winds have found a human home. 1833
TENNYSON Two Voices 374 If first I floated free, As naked
essence must I be Incompetent of memory.

d. transf. Applied to qualities, actions, etc. in

which nakedness is involved.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 290 With native Honour clad In
naked Majestic [they] seemd Lords of all. 1728 POPE
Dune. n. 283 In naked majesty Oldmixon stands. 1788
GIBBON Dect. % F. xl. IV. 53 The naked scenes which
Theodora was not ashamed to exhibit in the theatre. 1821
SHELLEY Adonaisxxxi, He.. Had gazed on Nature s naked
loveliness. 1897 Manch. Guard. 9 Aug. 10/4 Say whether
this is naked weight or weight in cycling costume.

3. Destitute of clothing (implying poverty and

wretchedness). Also occas. of animals: Stripped
of the usual warm covering.
c8$o O. E. Martyrol. (Herzfeld) 204 Him com ongean an

J&amp;gt;earfende man nacod on cealdum wyntra. c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. Matt. xxv. 36 Ic waesnacud &^e mescryddon. c 1200
URMIN 6164 pe birrjj cla^&amp;gt;enn nakedd mann. 1340 HAM POLE
Pr. Consc. 508 Naked we come hlder, and bare And pure.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vii. 212 Alle manere of Men ^at J&amp;gt;ou

mayjt aspye, J&amp;gt;at
neodi ben, or naket. 1-1480 HENRYSON

Mor. Fab. \-Z$T {Sheep $ Dog), The Sche&quot;ip..sauld thewoll,
he bure vpoun his bak;.. Nakit and bair syne to the feild

couth pas. 1551 CROWLEY Pleas, fy Pain 29 Naked and

bare, hauynge no clothes my fleshe to hyde. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear in. iv. 28 Poore naked wretches . . That bide the

pelting of this pittilesse storme. 1697 DRYDEN Virgt Georg.
in. 679 Short of their Wool, and naked from the Sheer.

absol. 0900 CYNEWULF Crist 1354 ponne ^e.-him hleocS

gefon hingrendum hlaf hraegl nacedum. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 213 He wolde. .hingrijendum mete syllan, & nacode

scrydan. a. 1225 Leg. Kath. 102 Ha. . spende al
l&amp;gt;et

o6er in

neodfule & in nakede. 1x1300 Cursor M. 20121 Naked and
hungri sco cled & fede. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (.Verse) 582
Cleth

J&amp;gt;e
naked

J&amp;gt;at
base nede. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems ix.

29, [I have not] Harbreit the wolsome, nor naikit cled att

all- 535 COVERDALE Job xxii. 6 Thou hast.. robbed the

naked of their clothinge. 1692 URYDEN Eleanora 47 The
afflicted came, The hunger-starved, the naked and the lame.

b. Bare or destitute of means, rare.
a 1625 FLETCHER Hunt. Lieut, in. v, I am a poor man,

naked, Yet something for remembrance,.. gentlemen. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe \\. (Globe) 507, I had been stripp d naked,
in a remote Country, and nothing to help myself. 1722
Col. Jack (1840) 165 Thus a naked planter has credit at

his beginning. 1893 STEVKNSON Catriona v, In the mean
while I am held naktd in my prison.

f4. AVithout weapons i^or armour) ;
unarmed.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 431 He wes armyt and wesvycht,
The tothir nakyt wes, ..And had nocht for till stynt no
strak. 1489 Paston Lett. III. 359 My seid Lord of North
umberland heryng. .that they wer put naked men, ad
dressed hym self towardes theym withoute eny barneys.
J553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 95 This vilaine was armed,
and the other man naked. 1596 DALRYMHLE tr. Leslie s

Hist. Scot. in. 186 Baith the parties war vnarmel, or as we
v.se to speik, naked men. 1644 Prerog. Anatomized 4 It s

hard usage,, .because in time of peace, I walke unarm d, to

put me naked in the front of a Battell. 1727 DE FOE Hist.

Afpar. viii. 143, I scorn to take up a sword against a naked
man. 1787 Minor in. ix. 186, I could not endure the idea
of killing a naked man.

fig. 1693 WOOD Life (O.H.S.) IV. 49 He disarmes the

author, then fights with him naked.

b. Without defence or protection ; defenceless,

unprotected ; open or exposed to assault or injury,

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane^s Cotnm. 265 If they should leave

their owne countrey naked,, .others would take possession.

1603 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Cotnmiv. 61 He is forced to

keepe the greater part of those troupes at home, vnless he
should lay naked his estates to infinite casualties. 1688
PENTON Guard. Instr. (1897) 18 Left naked to infinite

temptations of doing nothing, or worse. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 180 F 3 As a small garrison mu^t leave one

part of an extensive fortress naked when an alarm calls

them to another. 1822 SHELLEY When the lamp is

shattered iv, Thine eagle home [will] Leave thee naked to

laughter. 1863 COWUEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xv. 373
Gaunt suddenly fell away from him. .and left him naked to

the tender mercies of his priestly enemies.

II. 5. Of a sword or other weapon : Not
covered by a sheath

; unsheathed.

Beowulfs^g Ha^fdon swurd nacod . . heard on handa. c 888
K. &amp;gt;ELFRED Boeth. xxix. i Him ealne weg. .hanga&amp;lt;5 nacod
sweord ofer oa;m heafde be smale brtede, c 1205 LAY. 686
Bi bone toppe he hine nom. .& his nakede sweord leide on
his necke. 13., Sir Beues (A.) 3648 pai..bete hire

wifc&amp;gt;

swerdes naked. 1390 GOWER Conf.\. 287 He. .tok him..A
naked swerd to bere on honde. c 1450 Merlin 409 The Ban
and the kynge Bohors com on with swerdes naked in her
handes. 1535 COVERDALE Micah v. 6 These shal subdue. .

the londe of Nymrod with their naked weapens. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. ii. 21 Scarce blood enough .. To giue
each naked Curtleaxastayne. 1634 l i..\CHA.M Gentl. Exerc.
n. v. 118 In her right hand a naked poniard. 1714 POPE
Epil. Rowe s J. Shore 44 Many an honest man may copy
Cato, Who ne er saw naked sword. 1802 Naval Chron.
VII. 83 Was not your sword naked? 1887 BOWEN Virg.
sEneid \\. 334 Naked steel and glittering blade Ready, and
ranged for slaughter.

fb. Of the tongue: Thrust out, exposed. Qbsr*
^725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) E 499 Exserta lingua^ naecad

tunge.
6. Free from concealment or reserve ; plain,

straightforward ; outspoken, free. Now rare.
t 1225 Attcr. R. 316 Schrift }et schal beon naked, bet is,

nakedlicheimaked.
Ibid.,fis nisnout naked schrift. c 1391

CHAUCER Astral. Prol., This tretis. . wole I shewe the under
ful lihte rewles & naked wordes in englissh. 1602 znd Pt.
Return fr. Parnass. j. H. 281 What cares he for modest
close coucht termes. ..Giue him plaine naked words stript
from their shirts. 1652 COTTERELL tr. Calprenede^s Cas
sandra in. iv. (1676) 296 By this naked confession of my
life. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xl. IV. 53 note

y
A fragment of

the Anecdotes, somewhat too naked, was suppressed by
Alemannus. c 1789 Mem. (1857) 122 The most naked tale

in my history is told by the Rev. Air. Joseph Warton.
b. The naked truth, the plain truth, without

concealment or addition.

a 1583 MONTGOMERIE Cherry fy Slae 1141, L.trewly tald

the naikit truth To men that melld with me. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. ii. 36 We shall tell The naked Truth of what befel.

1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 120 It is scarce possible to

deliver the naked and precise truth. 1843 R- J- GRAVES
Syst. Clin. Med. xiv. 181, 1 have not deviated in the slightest

degree from the strict and naked truth. 1889 JESSOPP
ComingofFriars v. 242 An unmarried woman was achattel.

. . That is the naked truth,

7. Exposed to view or examination
; uncovered,

stripped of all disguise or concealment.

1382 WVCLIF Job xxvi. 6 Nakid is helle beforn hym.
a 1535 FISHER Serm, Wks. (1876) 401 All thinges be naked
and open before his eyes. 1579 FULKE Heskin? Parl.

129 With a naked soule, and pure minde you beholde those

thinges that are in heauen. 1611 BIBLB Micah i. u Passe

yee away thou inhabitant of Saphir, hauing thy shame
naked. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 96, I shall without
Art write down his own Words.. as they ly naked to the
view of every Reader. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. n. i, My Friends,
who view my naked Soul. 1781 COWPER Expose. 339 Dark
ness itself before His eye is light, And hell s close mischief
naked in His sight. 1819 LADY CHARLEVILLE in Lady
Morgan Autobiog, (1859) 272, I show you this to read my
naked heart. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. u Should we
not ask him to show us his soul, naked and undisguised ?

b. Plain, obvious, clear.
I589 T. COOPER Admon. 192 That considering the proofe

to be naked in it selfe, thou mayest the better iudge of the

strength thereof. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 496
Chainberlayne laid his plan, in all its naked absurdity, be
fore the Commons. 1884 St. James s Gaz. 12 Aug. 3/1

People.. shut their eyes in the face of staring, naked, palp
able facts.

III. 8. a. Bare, destitute, or devoid of some

thing, f Also const, from.
cSgy K. ALFRED Gregorys Past C. Ivi. 431 Se lytega

feond swa micle ieSlicor 3aet mod ^ewundao swa he hit

onjiet nacodre 5sere byrnan wairscipes. c 1220 Bestiary 144
&amp;gt;anne Se neddre is of his hid naked, c 1380 WYCLIF Set.

Wks. III. 199 But bou} here children ben nakid fro virtues

in soule, bei chargen noting. 1533 BELLENDEN Lhy I. xi.

(S. T. S.)I. 64 Mecius. .wasals nakit of manhede and curage
as he was of faith. 1581 J. BELL Haddon s Answ. Osor.

149 Freewill is made naked of all maner merite. 1631
LITHGOW 7&amp;gt;vzz&amp;gt;. viii. 361 The maritine Townes. .being left

halfe naked of defence. 1665-6 PEPYS Diary 19 Jan., It is

a remarkable thing how infinitely naked.. Covent Garden is

..of people. 1709 STEELE TatkrNo. 2 f 3 They thought
fit to leave him naked of the proper Means to make those

Excellencies useful. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. Ixxvii. VI. 629
The monuments of antiquity had been left naked of their

precious ornaments.

b. Bare, lacking, or defective in some respect
c 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun s T. 486 If thou speke of moo,

Thow liest; for thy power is full naked. \W)Compl.Scot.
Prol. 16 To condamp and repreif this raggit naykyt tracteit.

1622 BACON Hen. VII (1876) 37 Concerning which battle the

relations that are left unto us are so naked and negligent

[etc.]. 1692 DRYDEN St. Euremonfs Ess. 340 The Pleasures

of the Senses sometimes render despicable the Satisfactions

of the Mind, as too dry, and too naked. 1817 COLERIDGE

Biog. Lit. (Bohn) 210 The poem.. is.. written in language
as unraised and naked as any perhaps in the two volumes.

c. Clean, clear, unfilled, unoccupied.
1643 PRVNNE SOT. Power Parlt. App. 205 Moreover, he

hath sold.. very many naked and unwritten Parchments.

c 1660 SOUTH Serw. John vii. 17 (1715) I. 231 It finds the

Mind naked, and unprepossessed with any former Notions.

1822 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) H- */i I* &amp;gt;
s a great point in

any question to clear away encumbrances, and to make a

naked circle about the object in dispute.

9. a. Devoid of trees or other vegetation ; bare,

barren, waste. \Qi water: Having no weeds.

\c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. Prol. 126 Forgeten had the erthe

his pore estat Uf winter, that him naked made and mat.]

1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 92 5e sal be compellit to laubir the

naikyt feildis vitht gour auen handis to there proffet. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 227 So was I left alone on a naked pro-
montorie right against the Citie. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
in. 716 We see the naked Alps, and thin Remains Of
scatter d Cotts. 1721 BRADLEY Philos.Acc. Wks. Nat. 180

They are better fed Fish, and much larger in such Ponds,
than where they have only a naked Water. 1784 COW
PER Task in. 773 Those naked acres. 1793 A Tale v,

Sea-beaten rocks and naked shores. 1839 ALISON Hist.

Europe (1849-50) VIII. liii. 3. 398 No forests clothe their

sides; naked, they present their arid fronts to the shiver

ing blasts. 1879 FARRAR.iV./&amp;gt;

aK/li883) 206 The corruption
which the ebbing tide, .had left upon the naked sands.

b. Bare ot leaves or foliage ;
leafless.

1591 SPENSER Daphn. xlviii, Let birds be silent on the

naked spray. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. Prol., Wks.

18561.71 Snarling gusts nibble thejuyceles leaves, Fromthe
nak t shuddring branch. 1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg, n. 562
When Storms have shed From Vines the hairy Honours of

their Head ;..Ev n then the naked Vine he persecutes. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 141 These naked shoots, Barren as lances,

got naked at bottom should now be headed down.

C. Of ground, rock, etc. : Devoid of any cover

ing or overlying matter ; exposed.
1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Card. II. 146 Some plants

which our Climate is not capable naturally of producing in

the naked Ground. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. 1. 15 The lower

Parts, or Basis of the Rock lie intirely naked. 1776 G.

SEMPLE Building in Watery The Workmen, .built Part of

the Piers, .on Part of the Foundation, .and the rest of them

on the naked Bed of the River. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

II. 248/1 Whether we take this method or begin upon the

naked floor [of the foundation]. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xviii. IV. 191 Huge precipices of naked stone frown

on both sides. 1887 W.PHILLIPS Brit. Di&comyc. 70 [It grows]
on the naked ground in damp and shady woods.

d. Nakedfallow )
a bare fallow, one on which

no crop at all is grown (cf. FALLOW $b*}. So
nakedfallowing.
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 364 Such soils as may

..require the aid of naked or summer fallowing. 1808 J. C.

CURWEN Hints Feedine Stock 234 Though no friend to

naked fallows, I was obliged [etc.]. 1840 J. BUEL Farmers
Companion 169 On substituting fallow crops for naked

fallows. 1889 [see FALLOW sb. 2].

e. transf. of the wind : Bleak, cold.

1821 SHELLEY Hellas 293 A flock Of wild swans struggling
with the naked storm. 1834 R. MUDIE Feathered Tribes

(1841) I. 49 The black cock has the shelter of the bush when
the naked wind blows.



NAKED.

10. a. Destitute of sails or tackle, rare.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 183 [He] hath ordeined..A nakid

Schip withoute stiere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3701 All here

takyll was tynt, tylude ouer horde, The nauy wex nakit ;

noy was on honde. 1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 18, I myself
stood on the beaked prow And fixed the naked mast.

b. Destitute of carpets, hangings, or similar

furnishings ;
unfurnished.

1528 GARDINER in Burnet Hist. Ref. (ed. Pocock) I. 89 We
pass three chambers all naked and unhanged. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 805 Go with speed To some forlorne and naked
Hermitage. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 386 The spirits
of many long before that time will finde but naked habita
tions. 1704 POPE Windsor For. 68 The hollow winds thro
naked temples roar. 1788 MME. D ARBLAY Diary i Dec.,
He longed, he said, to cover all the naked, cold boards, to
render them [the rooms] more habitable. i8az GALT Steam-
boat\v. 74 To cover the naked walls they had brought carpets
from home, a 1834 COLERIDGE in Rent. (1836) II. 77 The
stage in Shakspeare s time was a naked room with a blanket
for a curtain.

c. Naked flooring, the timbers which support
the flooring boards.

1823 in CRABB Technol. Diet. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 569 Naked flooring, for ball-rooms, should be
framed very strong. 1847 SMEATON Builder s Man. 74 There
are three kinds of naked flooring : single, double, and
framed.

d. Devoid of ornament or facing of any kind;

plain and bare.

1850 INKERSLEY Styles Archit. France 313 The enormous
projection of the naked buttresses. 1879 STEVENSON Trav.
Donkey 48 Here and there a few naked cottages and
bleak fields. 1893 T. B. F. EMINSON Epid. Pneumonia at
Scatter 12, Cesspools of naked brick.

11. Uncovered, unprotected, exposed.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 389 Moles want their

sight, because they have not their eyes open and naked as
other Beasts. 1771 BURKE Corr. (1844) 1. 280, 1 always felt it

on the naked nerve, and with the quickest, sorest sensibility.

1853 MRS. STOWE Uncle Toms C. xi. 94 It seemed as if every
blow cut into my naked heart. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man.
Anim. Kingd., Ctelent. 94 In some Plumularix the gono-
phores appear to be naked. 1899 AlHrutPs Syst. Med.
VIII. 325 These changes are described as occurring.. in the

ultimate naked fibrils.

b. Not placed within a case or receptacle ; esp.
naked light.
a 1626 MIDDLETON Mayor Queenb. t. ii, Yes, sir, in

lanterns ; but I ll never trust candle naked again. 1839 URE
Diet. A rts 1079 As the naked cage of Davy often gets red-hot
with flame [etc.]. 1842 PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 13 The
crucible, .should never be introduced naked into the fire.

1865 Morn. Star 3 Nov., The Use of Naked Lights in a

Fiery Mine. 1886 S. W. Lincolnsh. Gloss, s. v., VVe don t

reckon to take a nak d light into the yard.
c. Naked fire ,

an open fire, one not closed in

by any contrivance. ? Obs.

1673 GREW Philos. Hist. Plants (1682) 19 The strongest
heat which a naked fire in that Furnace would produce.
1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 68 It requires a naked fire

to fuse it. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem, II. 189 Place the

retort on a sand-bath, or a naked fire.

12. Bot. a. Of seeds : Not enclosed in a case or

ovary ; having no pericarp.
1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. viii. 461 The grayne . . is naked, bare,

and cleane. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Naked Seeds ..,$\\c\\

Seeds of Plants, as are not included in any Pod or Case. 1776-

96 WITHERING Brit, Plants II. 179 Flowers of i petal, be

neath, and 4 naked seeds. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 52

Truly naked seeds are found in few plants. 1875 BENNETT
& DYER tr. Sachs* Bot. 433 The cases are, however, not rare

in which the seeds remain quite naked from first to last,

b. Of stalks, etc. : Destitute of leaves. Of

leaves, etc. : Free from hairs ; smooth, glabrous.
1721 BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 34 Plants, whose.,

whole Foliate or naked Roots put forth every Spring their

fresh Flower-Stalks. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sapp. s.v. Leaf,
Naked Leaf expresses a leaf whose surface is smooth and

equal, without any particular marks. Ibid. s.v. Stalk,
Naked stalk, one that has no leaves. 1776-96 WITHERING
Brit. Plants II. 320 The barren branches naked and bent

backwards. 1860 A. GRAY Man. Bot. 281 Flowers perfect,

^solitary or long naked scapes or peduncles.
c. In the specific names of varieties of grain

having naked seeds, as naked barley and naked
oats

t or of plants with naked stems, as naked

broom-rape.
1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. viii. 461 The naked or hulled Bar

ley groweth in some places of Fraunce. 1678 SALMON
Pharm. Land. \. iv. 117 Zeopyrifin t

Naked Barley. 1707
MORTIMER Huso. (1721) I. 136 In Staffordshire ..is a sort

of red or naked Oats. 1764 Museum Rust. III. 151
The naked oat . . I am told is very much cultivated in

Cornwall. 1808 J. WALKER Econ. Hist. Hebrides I.

229 The naked oat.. is so called, because the grain .. falls

naked from the head, like a grain of wheat. 1833 Penny
Cycl. HI. 166/2 The naked oat .. is found wild in many
parts of Europe. 1838 Ibid. XII. 291/1 Naked Barley,

a species but little cultivated now, is of unknown origin.

1860 A. GRAY Man. Bot. 281 Aphyllon, Naked Broom-rape.

13. Zool. Destitute of hair or scales; not de

fended by a shell.

1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 134 A long tail, which is almost

naked towards the end. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. PI1st. I. 364

FORBES Hand-bk\ Primates II. 1*99 The front, top, and
sides of the head and face are nearly naked.

b. As the distinctive epithet of classes of ani

mals (see quots.).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxix. vi. II. 365 Naked snailes (I

uieaue those that bee found without shells.) *774 GOLUSM.

11

Nat, Hist. (1776) VII. 112 Klein gives them a class.,
under the name of Naked Quadrupedes. 1828 STARK
Eton. Nat. Hist. I. 364 Family III. Naked Serpents.
1834 MCMURT8IB Ctivier s Anim. Kingd. 270 The naked
Acephala are not numerous. 1840 tr. Cuviers Anim.
Kingd. 336 We call those Mollusca naked in which the
cloak i.s simply membranous or fleshy. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollusca \, 62 The rest are termed naked cephalopoda ,

because the shell is internal.

IV. 14. Left without anyaddition; not strength
ened or increased in any way; bare, mere

;

f absolute.
c 1000 ^LFRIC On Kew Test. (Grein) 21 Nu mint bu wel

witan, J&amp;gt;a:t
weorc sprecan swiSor, bonne

[&amp;gt;a
nacodon word,

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (i83oj 35 Whi ^chulde curatis pro-
nounsen here bre^eren a curbed for nakid lettris of syche
coueitous prelatis, 1523 SKELTON CarL Laurel 1205 Harde
to make ought of that is nakid nought. 1552 Aur. HAMIL
TON Catech. (1884) 48 Thai that presumis owyr mekil of
thair awin nakit frewill & gud deedis. a 1652 J. SMITH
Sel. Disc, iv. 103 A naked perception of sensible impres
sions, without any work of reason. 1700 C. NESSE Antid.
Art/tin. (1827) 17 Some grant. .to the non-elect only a pre
science or naked foresight. 1785 BURKE Sp. Nabob Arcot
Wks. 1842 I. 319/2 On these principles he chooses to sup
pose . . a naked possibility. 1837 T. JONES Christian War
rior in. xv. 77 He would make him believe that a naked
Christ and a naked faith is quite enough. 1876 STAINER &
BARRETT Diet. Mns. Terms, Nakedfourth^ the interval of
a fourth without the addition of any other interval.

b. Not accompanied by, or overlaid with, re

marks or comments
; expressed in plain unadorned

language.
71400 Catos Mor. 345 in Cursor M. 1673 pou wondris in

J&amp;gt;i
witte bat I wrate bis writte in twa versis nakid. 1450-

1530 RIyrr. our Ladyc 3 In many places where the nakyd
letter, .ys not easy forsymple soullesto vnderstonde ; I ex-

pounde yt .. more openly. 1594 HOOKKR Keel. Pol. n. vii.

i To draw all things unto the determination of bare and
naked Scripture. 1655 S. hswr Funeral Serin. Gataker 25
This I enlarge not by specifying instances, because the
naked quotations may be sufficient. 1711 ADDISON Sped,
No. 39 f 6 The naked Thought of every Speech . . divested
of all its Tragick Ornaments. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. 377 Herein they state the naked facts, as they find

them to be proved. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece iii. I. 65 This
is the naked abstract of the tradition. 1878 O. W. HOLMES
Motley xxlv. 226 One who felt himself wronged must not
be expected to reason in naked syllogisms.

c. Not otherwise supported, assured, or con
firmed. (Chiefly in legal use.)
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 420 Sith bei supposen fc&amp;gt;at hor
naked graunte is als myche worthe as graunte wib hor
lettres, c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden)
45 If the parties make but a naked and bare promise of
affiance. 1616 T. GQDWYN Moses $ Aaron (1641) 257 The
making of peace was a naked stipulation, .for the laying
aside of all hostile affections. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot.

116 Whether it be a naked Faction or Promise, or a Mutual
Contract. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 195 The lowest

and most imperfect degree of title consists in the mere
naked possession, or actual occupation of the estate. 1818

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 455 Suppose a naked right,
or a contingent remainder had descended. 1823 CKABB
Technol. Diet., Nude contract, a bare naked contract,
without a consideration, which is void in law. 1871 DE
VERE Americanisms 509 Nakedpossessor, is the odd title

by which, in Texas and the Southwestern States, the occu

pant of a farm is known, who can show no title to his land.

1877 TENNYSON Harold \\. ii, Thou art perfect in all

honour ! Thy naked word thy bond I

d. Not supported by proof or evidence.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ, Osor. 43 b, Unlesse you
suppose, that with your naked clamorous affirmatives ye
may expell them out of the Church. 1632 LITHGOW Trav.
x. 457 Onely for a naked suspition, mistaking the honorable

intention of the English. 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr. i. iv. 81 None
were ever greater Enemies to a naked profession. 1817 JAS.
MILL Brit. India II. v. vii. 603 For the evidence of these

designs, Mr. Hastings presents his own naked assertion.

15. Naked eye, the eye itself, unassisted by the

microscope, telescope, or other aid to vision. So
naked sight.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. I. 17 Smaller than the smallest

hair our naked eyes can discover. 1672 GREW Anat. Veget.
iii. 77 As the Tract of these Pores appears to the naked Eye.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 121 fg Such [creatures] as are

bulky enough for the naked Eye to take hold of. 1789
MME. D ARBLAY Diary 18 Jan., With my glass. .1 can see

just as other people see with the naked eye. 1812 WOOD-
HOUSE Astron. xxiii. 240 To the naked sight, or to unas
sisted vision. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost xiii. 359
The naked eye cannot perceive them, but the power of the

microscope reveals them.

b. attrib. Visible to the naked eye.
1876 Trans, Clinical Soc. IX. 138 The naked-eye cha

racters being, .characteristic. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
III. 963 There was no naked-eye damage to the cord.

16. Undiluted, neat, rare
- 1

.

1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet let. xiii, I am drinking naked

spirits, I think.

17. Comb.t as naked-armed, -bladed* -eyed,

-flowered, -flowering* -seeded^ -tailed adjs. Also

naked-beard grass, an American grass having
an abortive flower

; f naked-tail (see quot.).

1891 ! . HARDY Tcss xxix, Tess had come out..*naked-
armed and jacketless. 1860 GRAY Man. Rot. 553 Gymno*
pogon. *Naked-beard Grass. 1836 MRS. BROWNING Aur.

Leigh i. 330 And with two grey-steel *naked-bladed eyes

Searched through my face. 1848 E. FORBES (title) A Mono
graph of the British *naked-eyed Medusae. Ibid. 3

T &quot;

Pop, Flowers Ser, in. 2 The *Naked-floweied Crucus (C,

NAKEDLY.
nudiflorus) adorns the meadows.. in the fall of the year.
i88s7/t7^3i Jan. 1/5 Of the shrubs,., none is more kindly
than the yellow naked-flowered jasmine. 1841 MACGIL-
LIVRAY Withering*s Brit. Plants 63 C. nudiflorns, *naked-
flowering Crocus. 1855 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. V. 233
Naked-flowering Saffron. 1776 LEE Botany 415 (Jod.)
Gymnospermia.1 *naked-seeded, 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XIV.
495/1 I 1 Guaiana is found the rabo pelado, or naked-tail,
a ravenous animal, of the vulpine species. 1841 WATER-
HOUSE Marsnp. 94 *Naked-tailed opossum, Didelphys nudi-
caudata.

B. sb.i

1. The naked: t a. The naked skin. Obs. rare.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4182 Quare it ne^es on

J&amp;gt;e
nakid it

noyis for euire. ^1400 Destr. Troy 6403 He shot brough
the hhild & the shene maile,..Hit neghit to be nakid.

t b. Art. The nude. Obs.

^735 POPE Ep. Lady 188 Artists ! who can paint or write,
To draw the Naked i.s your true delight. 1753 HOGAKIH
Anal, Beauty xi. 91 The drapery, .helps to satisfy the eve,
.. without depriving the beholder of any part of the beauties
of the naked.

c. The face or plain surface of a wall, etc.

1726 LFONI Albert?s Archit. I. 66 Angles jutting out from
the naked of the Wall. 1776 G. SE.MPLE Building in Water
13 The Cutwaters .. extend 12 Feet each beyond the naked
of the Bridge. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 339
Naked ofa Wall, the vertical or battering surface, whence
all projectures arise. 1842 GWILT Arc/lit. 1007.

t 2. Art. A nude figure. Obs.
1622 PKACHAM Compl. dent. n. xiii. (1634) 148 Hee ex

celled in Perspective, and above all other masters laboured
in Nakeds. 1675 A. BROWNE

Apf&amp;gt;.
Art of Limning 21 To

understand how to make choice of a good Naked, and to
draw it well.

t Naked, sb.% Obs. rare. [f. prec.] Nakedness.
c 1000 /Kti- Kic Deut, xxviii. 48 Drihten asent hungor on

eow and burst and nsecede. c 1470 HENKYSON Orph. $
Eur. 529 For this dispyte quben he was deid anon Was
dampnyt..To suffer hunger, thrist, nakit and cald.

t Na kedhead. Obs. In 4 nakedhed(e,
nakidhe(e)d. [f.

NAKEP a. + -HEAD : cf. MDu.
naket-i naectheit (Du. naaktheid)^ G. nacktheit^ Sw.

nakenhet, Da. nogenhed. ] Nakedness.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 23089 O uaked-hed quen i drqgh [hjarme,

Yee gaf me clething. 13.. K. A /is. 7056 Ther is none, .for

the uakedhed aschamed. c 1380 WYCLIK Scl. Wks. III. 47
Of be caitifte of helle, of be nakidheed fro al solace. 1382

*jfer. ii. 25 Forfeude thi foot fro nakidhed.

Na kedisll, a. rare. [-ISH.] Somewhat naked.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 26 Aloj&amp;gt;ecuru$ . . Glumes naked-

ish, united at their base.

Na kedize, v. [f. NAKED a. + -IZE.] a. intr.

To go naked, b. trans. To make naked.

1858 HOGG Shelley II. 289 It was most manifest that the
children liked to nakedize such was the term of art ex

ceedingly. 1885 J. C. JEAFFRESON Real Shelley II. 192
The troop of nakedized children rushed downstairs.

Nakedly (n^-kedli), adv. Also 3 -liche, 5

-lye ; 4 nakyd-, 5 nakidly, [f. NAKED a. +
-LY^: cf. MDu. naectelike, -lic(k.~]

1. a. Without concealment or reserve; plainly,

openly. (Common in I7th c.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 316 Schrift jet schal beon naked, }&amp;gt;et is,

nakedhche imaked, and nout .. hendeliche ismoked. 1340

Ayenb. 174 He ssel zigge his zennes clyerliche and naked-
liche. 1561 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 173 In sa fer as is

allegit nakethe, that I ressavit..and disponit the gudis.

1603 Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1887) I. 56 Laying nakedlie

and feelinglie before his eies the danger of the action. 1643
My&t. Iniq. 43 The Catholike cause (which the King, .is in

duced to serve either nakedly, or cloathed with this pre
tence). 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. (1716) 23 The
Judge of all knoweth all, and every man will nakedly know
himself. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) I. 402 Quarrels
of private families . . sometimes .. were more nakedly con

spicuous. 1846 GROTE Greece \\. iv. (1862) II. 88 This

supremacy was not claimed directly and nakedly.

b. &quot;Without addition or amplification ; simply,

barely.
1534 MORE Comf. Trib. n. Wks. 1205/1 Hard is it . . in many

maner thinges, to . . affirme or denye, reproue or allow, a mater

nakedlye proponed Si put furth. 1560 BECON New Catech.

Wks. 1564 I. 427 If we had ben without bodies, Christ

wold haue geuen vnto vs those spirituall gifts, nakedly &
simply. 1651 SAUNDERS Plen. Pass. ^ His meaning is.,

nakedly what the words expresse. 1710 Brit. Apollo
No. 40. i/2 Our Church has Nakedly proposed them but

left the Sense of them undetermined. 1741-3 WESLEY
Extr. Jrnl. (1749) 22, I desired five or six to go with him
to Justice Copeland, to whom they nakedly related the fact.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Fritrtd (i%6$ in To state it nakedly is

to confute it satisfactorily.

2. Without reference to, apart from, other things

or circumstances. (Common in i7th c.)

^1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 231 pus shulde

stiwardis of J?e Chirche juge not nakydly bi
&amp;gt;er wille, but

sikerly aftir Goddis lawe. 1549 LATIMER ^tk Serin, bef.

Edw. VI (Arb.) 207 Not the bare death, consideryng it so

nakedly by it selfe. 1646 J. WHITAKER Uzziak 7 The acts

of the unregenerate in themselves nakedly considered, some

of them may be right. 1724 SWIFT Drapiers Lett. Wks.

1755 V. ii. 67 Let us take the whole matter nakedly,., with

out the refinements of some people. 1756 BURKE Vind*

Nat. Soc. Wks. 1842 I. 8/2 When it is nakedly considered,

and those matters which are apt to divert our attention

from it.. are not taken into the account. 1873 Speakers
Comm. Ps. cxxxviii. i It is doubtful if the Hebrew word

Elohim, used nakedly . .
,
can have this meaning. 1884 LD.

SELBORNE in Law Rep. g App.
Cases 611 The question,

therefore, is nakedly raised by this appeal,

3. In a naked, unclothed, or exposed manner;

nuclely. Also/&quot;^.
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NAKEDNESS.
a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew s (E.E.T.S.) 40 All thyng

worldly [he] hadde forsake for the loue of criste, nakidly

askapynge the wrake of this worlde. 1595 DANIEL Civ.

Wars i. Ixxx, This, .dazeleth all their clearest sighted eies,

That they see not how nakedly they lie. 121619 FLETCHER
Mad Lover \. i, How have you borne yourself, how nakedly
Laid your soul open. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. Pref.

Truth, through the fine Web . . sometimes seems so plain and

lively, that some might conclude, She was Nakedly Dis

covered. 1755 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 71 Things
which we pass by in their common dress, yet which shock

us when they are nakedly represented. 1896 Daily News
5 Nov. 9/2 A. .man of about 30 years of age was indicted

for nakedly exposing himself in a public place,

fb. \Vithoutmeansofdefence. Obs. rare.

1562 PILKINGTON Expos. NehemiaJi (1585) 64 Good men
may also learne here not.. to goe nakedlie without weapon,
to yeald them selues into their enemies hands. 1632 LITH-

cow Trav. vin. 362 Rash fellowes.. who will nakedly hazard

themselues in knowne perrils, without Ordonance.

4. Barely, poorly, imperfectly ; slightly. ? Obs.

1589 COOPER Admon. 120 They. .haue handled them so

coldely, nakedly, and vnperfectly, that many haue bene

grieued to heare them. 1634-5 BHERETON Trav. (Chetham
Soc.) 156 My Lord of Kiluare, who passed through them

nakedly attended, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1683) 6

The Reader, unacquainted with such Vegetables, or out

nakedly knowing their natures.

Nakedness (nt~ kednu$), [f.N.vKEDa. + -NESS.]
1. The state or condition of being unclothed or

destitute of clothing. Alsotrattsf. a naked person.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. I. 392 On hungre on Surstej-.on

cyle, & on na:cednysse. Gen. ix, 23 Swa J?et hi^ ne

jesawon heora fa?der na,-cedmsse. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s

T. 810 To yow broghte I noght elles. .But feyth and naked
nesse and maydenhede. 121425 Cursor J/. 23089 (Trin.),
Bi nakudnes whenne I toke harm wib clobing }e made me
warm. 1526 PHgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 8 Where shall

be no sycknes, no necessite nor nakednes.
157^3

L. LLOYD
.Marrow of Hist. (1653) 39 The women. ., lifting up their

cloaths, shewing their nakedness. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in.

172 A black vaile,. .through which the nakednesse of their

shoulders.. may be scene. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 217 As
Father of his Familie he clad Tail nakedness with Skins of

Beasts. 1718 PKIOR Pallas fy Venus 16 Thou to be strong
must put off every dress ; Thy only armour is thy naked
ness. 1788 GIBBON Dec/. $ F. xliv. IV. 347 He concealed
his nakedness with a linen towel. 1855 TENNYSON Rlaud \.

x. i, Grimy nakedness dragging his trucks And laying his

trains in a poison d gloom. 1885 Pall Mall G. 20 May 3/1
The fair nakednesses who look down unabashed upon the

well-dressed crowd.

b. Absence of cover or concealment ; the state

of a thing when not cloaked or disguised in any
way ;

a feature requiring to be kept concealed.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. I. 177 Why seek st thou then to

couer with excuse, That which appeares in proper naked
nesse? 1661 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 66, I would
not tell you any tales, because there are nakednesses which
it becomes us to cover if it be possible. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Journ.) Passport, I could wish.. to spy the nakedness of
their hearts. 1820 SHELLEY Liberty xvi, Till in the naked
ness of false and true They stand before their Lord. 1885
Manch. Exam. 30 Dec. /3 None of us have as yet gone to

the length of avowing this design in all its nakedness.

C. Openness to attack ;
weakness, rare.

a 1591 H. SMITH Serm. (1866) II. 40 It grieves me., to dis

cover the nakedness of my countrymen. 1611 BIBLE Gen.
xlii. 9 To see the nakednes of the land you are come.

2. Destitution
; bareness, poverty.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 133 By decay of
the haven.. it was brought in manner to miserable naked
nesse and decay. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Mon. 315
This penury, nakednesse, and abiection. 1642 MILTON Afiot.
Sweet. Wks. 1851 III. 310 The lofty nakednesse of your
Latinizing Barbarian. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews \\. ii,

He.. discovered the nakedness of his pockets. 1754 PITT
Lett, to Nephew iv. 22 Exposing the nakedness and empti
ness of the mind. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856)

251 It is this nakedness of resources.. that makes our posi
tion one of bitterness. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life m. iv.

95 The result would be simple intellectual nakedness.

b. Bareness due to absence of vegetation, orna

ment, or other accessories.
I 75 JOHNSON Rambler No. 80 F 4 The nakedness and

asperity of the wintry world. 1821 SHELLEY Adonais xlix,

Where, .fragrant copses dress The bones of Desolation s

nakedness. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany viii, 107 The broken
arches, .and desolate nakedness of the cathedral.

3. Freedom from unnecessary ornament or re

finement ; simplicity, rare.

1617 MORYSON Itin. iv. iv. iii. 379 No people of Europe. .

vseth lesse Ceremonyes, . . doing all such thinges without any
ostentation, yea with great simplicity and nakednes. 1711
HEAKNE Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 173 Much admiring the

Simplicity and Nakedness of y Style. 171 1 ADDISON Spect.
No. 85 P 4 Nature in her Simplicity and Nakedness.

4. Absence of hairs or scales.

1851 CARPENTERMan. Phys. (ed.a) 397This order . . is further

distinguished .. by the softness and nakedness of the skin.

1873 MIVAKT Elem. Anat. vii. 243 In Batrachians..we find
a nakedness of skin greater even than in man.

t Na ken, v. Obs. Forms : 3 nacn(en), 4-5
nakn(en); 4 nacken, -in, nakkin, nakin, 4-5
nakyn, naken. [app. f, naken NAKE a. + -EN 5.]
1. trans. To strip (a person) naked

;
to divest

of clothing (or armour) ; to lay (part of the body)
bare. Also rejl.
a 1240 Wohunge in O.E. Horn. I. 283 Anu nacnesmonrm

lef. a 1300 Cursor M. 4173 pai hent ioseph. .And nackend
him and Kesthim dun. a. 1330$. Anastasia 140 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1881) 27 pe Emperoure..Gert nakkin

J&amp;gt;am
al

foure in fere. 1382 WYCLIF i Chron. x. 9 Whanne thei

haden spuylid hym. .and nakenyd fro armvs. c 1440 Alph.

12

i Tales 84 He nakend
|&amp;gt;e

tane of his Icgis. c 1440 Gte
^fw. Ixiv. 277 (Harl. MS.), Do of and nakyn ]K of all

)&amp;gt;i

Clothing. 1483 Cat/i. A ngl. 248/1 To Nakyn, nuiiare.

b. To strip or deprive one
&amp;lt;y something.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode i. xli. (1869) 25 Therfore j haue
wrethe in myn herte whan ye . . nakenen me of my right.

2. To lay bare ;
to reveal or disclose.

a 1300 Cursor KI. 27099 Alle
|&amp;gt;is

werld . . es nackind forwit

cristis ei. 1382 \VvcLiF Ecclus, xix. 8 If ther is to thee

gilte, wile thou not nakenen. Isa. xxii. 6 And Elam toe

an arewe caas, . . and the target naknide the wal.

Hence f Na kening vbl. sb. 06s.

1382 WVCLIF Ecdus. xi. 29 In theende of a man [there is]

ful nakenyng of the werkis of hym. 1483 Catli. A ngl. 248/2
A Nakynynge, midacio.

Naker (n^ -kaj), rf.1 Now only Hist. Also

4-5 nakere, -&amp;lt;;.//. nak(e)ryn, 5 nakyr, 9 uakir.

Cf. NACOKNE and NAQUAIKE. [a. OF. nacre, na-

quere, na.ka.ire, nacaire, etc. = It. nacchera, med.L.

nach-,nacara, nacaria, med.Gr. avaimpa., ad. Arab.

i.(&, Pers. s.Ui, naqara(h). In English the word

seems to have had real currency only in the

1 4th cent.] A kettle-drum.

13. . E. E, Allit. P. B. 1413 Ay ( nakeryn noyse, notes

of pipes, Tymbres & tabornes tulket among, a 1352 MINOT
Poems iv. 80 pe princes. .Gert nakers strike and trumpes
blaw. c 1386 CHAUCER Knight s T. 1653 Pypes, trompes,

nakers, and clariounes. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxi. 138

per es herd noyse as it ware of trumppes and tawburnez
and nakers. a 1440 Sir Dcgrev. 1085 With trompe and

|

with nakere And the scalmuse clere.

1819 SCOTT Ivan/toe xxx, A flourish of the Norman
trumpets, .mingled with the deep and hollow clang of the

nakers. 1891 Cornli. Mag. May 450 Everyroad.. resounded
with nakir and trumpet.
Hence fHVker v. intr., to beat upon nakers.

c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 4699 Thei nakered, piped and blew,
Vnto that the Cokkes crew.

t Naier, sb.- Obs. rare -&quot;.
[f.
NAKE v. + -EK 1

.]

One who makes naked.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 351/1 Nakare, or he bat spoylythe

men of clothys, denudator.

Naker, obs. form of NACRE.

t Na kerer. Obs. Also 4 nakarer. [f.
NAKER

sb.
1 + -ER l. ] A performer upon the naker.

1310-11.1/5. Cott.A
r
eroc.\i\i. If. 87 b, RogeroIeTroumpour,

Janiuo le Nakerer, Menestrallis Regis. (11377 m Houseli.

I

Ord. (1790) 4 Mynstrelles Nakerers. c 1400 Siege Jeru-
\ saletii 852 (E.E.T.S.) With dynnyng of pipis, (?e nakerer

noyse.

t Nake tte. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.]
Some precious stone.
c 1460 Emare 94 Of crapowtes and nakette As thykke ar

they sette. Ibid. 142 Wyth crapawtes and nakette, Tbykke
of stones ar they sette.

II Nakhoda (na k&amp;lt;Ma).
Forms : 7 uocheda,

nockhoda, nohuda, nucquedah, nokayday,
nockado

; necoda, nahoda, nacoda, 9 naco-

dah, nakouda, nakhoda, nakhuda. [a. Urdu

(Persian) Ijili nakhoda, nakhuda,i.& tidw boat,

ship + IjJ* khuda master.] The captain or master

of an Indian boat or vessel.

1605 SARIS in Purchas Pilgrims I. iv. 385 The Nockhoda
of the luncke alledged many rich parcells taken. 1611
MIDDLETON ibid. I. in. 263 The Nohudas and Merchants
in jjreat feare of losse of their ship and goods. 1663 H.
COGAN tr. Pittto s Trav. xiii. 42 The three Necodas of the

Junks, so are the commanders of them called in that country.
1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., Nakouda. 1834 A. PRINSEP Baboo
II. xii. 240 (Stf.), He laughed and told me I should see the
Nakhoda m the evening. 1887 MRS. D. Dale S. Australia
244 The proas are owned by Malays, each one commanded
by a head man or nacodah.

Nakin, -kyn, variants of NO-KIN.

t Na king, vbl. sb. Obs. rare-&quot;, [f.
NAKE v.

+ -INS 1.] The action of making naked.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 351/1 Nakynge, or nakydnesse (or

stryppyng), nudacio, dcnitdacio.

Nakquayre : see NAQUAIRE.
Nakre, obs. form of NACRE.
Nal, obs. form of AWL.
Nald(e, would not : see NILL v.

Hale, in phr. at (the) or atte nale : see ALE 2.

t Nall(e, obs. forms of AWL.

l/yiiiii.^. *tyv fu*iwm &quot; Ty:*^ \LQOJJ 14 ouuniaKcrs
nalles in especyall the beste for grete fysshe. 1330 PALSCR.
247/1 Nail for a souter, alesnc. 1564 [see AWL], 1573
TUSSER Husb. (1878) 36 Hole bridle and saddle, whit lether
and nail. 1632 [see AWL].
atlrib. and Comb. 1530 PALSGR. 247/1 Nail maker, faiscvr

daicsnes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xi. xxxvii. I. 331 Like a
shomakers Nail blade.

t Nam, am not : see NE and BE v. A. I. L i.

c 8*5 Vesp. Psalter cxviii. 60 S=aru ic earn & neam je-
droefed. c 950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. iii. 1 1 His Jesceoe nam
IRtishw. naem] ic wyroe beara. c 1200 ORMIN 10281 Namm
I nohht Godess sune. c 1205 LAY. 14136 Nairn [c 1275 nam]
ich naeuere bute care, a 1240 l/reisitn in O.E. Horn. 1. 185
Hwi nam ich in bin earmes. c 1305 Edmund Con/. 61 in

E.E.P. (1862) 72 Namjc bi felawe, quab bis child. 1390
GOWER Con/. I. 67 Seie I noght That I nam somdel for

to wyte. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xxxviii. 472 In non wyse
nam I not so. 1575 GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. 64, I nam . .

the wisest wight of all. 1576 Stale Ct. (Arb.) 50, 1 n am
a man, as some do tbinke I am.

pynnes. 1496 Fysshynge
vi. Angle

NAME.

t Nam, variant of MNAM, mina. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 241 Mathew .. mouthed thise

wordes, That scruits ticqtiam had a nam.

Nam, pledge : see NAAM.

Nam, pa. t. of NIM v. Obs.

Namable, variant of NAMEABLE a.

Naman, -mon, variants of NO-MAN, no one.

t Na-mandly, adv. In 4 nom-. [Cf. MDu.
namende-, nanwndelike, G. namentlich.} Namely.
c 1375 Cursor M. 27282 (Fairf.) In spiring prest loke bou

be sleye..in bakin
pj
ngls nomandeli \Cott. namly] bat is

gaine kind in leccheri.

Nama tion. rare~. [ad. med.L. namation-em,
{. namare, f. OE. tiiint NAAM.] (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Natttation, (Law-Term) a dis

training, or taking a Distress : In Scotland, it is taken fur

impounding. [Hence in later Diets.]

Naiuaycush. (na:-mkoj). Also 8 naym-, 9
namacush. [American Indian

;
in Cree numakoos,

Ojibway namegoss.&quot;\
The great lake trout (Salve-

linns namaycitsh) of N. America.
1785 PENNANT Arcl. Zool. II. Suppl. 139 Naymacu^h.

Inhabits the lakes of Hudson s Bay. 1829 RICHARDSON
Fauna. Bar. A mer. III. 179 The namaycush is the tyrant
of the lakes. 1888 G. B. GOODE A mer. Fisli 468 The
amateur is likely to confound the namaycush with the
Siscowet. 1892 SHIELD Amer. Game Fishes 238 The
namaycush reaches its greatest perfection in the Northern
parts of Lakes Huron and Michigan.

Namby-pamby (na;-mbi|pa;-mbi), a. and sb.

[A fanciful formation on the name of Ambrose

Philips (died 1749), author of pastorals ridiculed

by Carey and Pope.
1726 CAREY (title) Namby Pamby. Ibid. 29 So the

Nurses get by Heart Namby Pamby s Little Rhimes. 1733
POPE Dune. ill. 319 Beneath his reign shall . . Namby
Pamby \ed. i, A-e P s] be prefer d for Wit.]

A. adj. 1. Of style, compositions, actions, etc. :

Weakly sentimental, insipidly pretty, affectedly or

childishly simple.
1745 W. AYRE Mem. Pope II. 90 He us d to write Verses

on Infants, in a strange Stile, which Dean Swift calls the

Namby Pamby Stile. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson I. 97 At
a very advanced age he condescended to trifle in namby
Pamby rhymes. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 84 (1794)
III. 351 Sweet smirking troops, In coats of green, and
namby pamby pride. 1823 Edin. Rev. XXXIX. 73 Too
many of these namby-pamby lyrics have still been allowed
to remain. 1844 THACKERAY Little Trav. \. Wks. 1869
XXII. 181 Keyser has dwindled down into namby-pamby

;rettiness.

1882 Miss BKADDON bit. Royal III. x. 191 He
ad just that small namby-pamby air which would suit

Pauline s faint-hearted lover.

i;

absol. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. ii.

64 That unlucky taste for the namby-pamby by which
Wordsworth annoyed his contemporaries.
2. Of persons: Inclined to weak sentimentality,

affected daintiness, or childish simplicity ; of a
weak or trifling character.

1774 Wcstm. Mag. II. 145 A namby-pamby Duke. 1774
T. DAVIES in J. Granger s Lett. (1805) 60 Certain namby-
pamby people were never to be satisfied. 1840 THACKERAY
Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 47 The namby-pamby mystical German
school [of painters]. 1848 Van. Fair xlii, She was a

namby-pamby milk-and-water affected creature. 1883 Fortn.
Rev. i Sept. 384 An amount of curious facts which namby-
pamby travellers hesitate to tell.

B. sb. 1. That which is marked by affected

prettiness and feeble sentimentality; a composi
tion of this kind.
a 1764 LLOYD CobblerofCripplegate, While namby-pamby

thus you scribble. 1801 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. V. 284 An
ode which he has just composed in praise of Inanity, or

Namby Pamby. 1814 T. L. PEACOCK Wks. (1875) III. 129
Mr. W. R. Spenser, a writer of fantastical namby-pambies.
1838 MACAULAY Sir W. Temple Ess. (ed. Montague) II. 260

Passages in which raillery and tenderness are mixed in a

very engaging namby-pamby. 1894 SALA Things I have
seen II. xiv. 135 The words in the songs. .were not always
sickly namby-pamby.
2. A namby-pamby person.
1885 Athenxum 17 Oct. 498/1 He is excellent.. on Hay-

don passim; about the namby-pambies of the time he
writes as becomes the author of the Book of Snobs .

Hence Na mby-pa mbical a.
,

of a namby-
pamby nature ; Na mby-pa mbics, namby-pamby
writing ;

Na mby-pa mbiiiess, weak sentimen

tality ;
Na mby-pa znby v., to talk namby-pamby

to (one) ;
Na mby-pa inbyish ., somewhat

namby-pamby.
1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy Frances (1767) III. 130,

I had never written Namby Pambicks in my Life. 1761
WESLEY Wks. (1872) XII. 122 Omit one or two [hymnsj...
They are namby-pambycal. 1809-12 Miss EDGEWORTH
Absentee xvi, A lady of quality, .sends me. .her waiting
gentlewoman to namby-pamby me. 1832 Examiner 517/1
The words .. are namby-pambyish. 1890 SAINTSBURY
Hist. Elizab. Lit. iv. 138 The sweetness without namby-
pambyness which Daniel had at constant command.

Na-mby-pa-nibyism. [f. prec. + -ISM.]
\Veak or insipid sentimentality ;

an instance of this.

1834 Taifs Mag. I 206/2 The namby-pambyisms of the
4 Book of Beauty . 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Ckr. Poets

(1863) 187 The concentrate essence ofnamby-pambyism. 1867
HATTON Tallants ofBarton iii, I hate to see such namby*
pambyism.

Name (n^im), sb. Forms: a. i nama, 2-

name, (5 Sc. nayme), 2-5 nam, (5 naam). $, i

noma, 2 nome. [OE. namat npma masc.



NAME.
OFris. nama, noma, OS. namo (MDu. name,
naem, Du. naaiii), OHG. namo (MHG. and G.
name), Goth, namo; the original gender and the
final of the stem (see NEMN

z&amp;gt;.)
is retained in

ON. nafn, namn neut. (Sw. namn, Da.
Haz&amp;lt;).

Cognate forms occur in all the other Indo-Euro
pean languages, as Skr. naman, Gr. oVo/t, L.
nomen, Olr. / (pi. anmann), OS1. /; (Russ.
imya), etc.]

I. 1. The particular combination of sounds em
ployed as the individual designation of a single
person, animal, place, or thing,
a. Eeotmilf fZ [He] scop him Heort naman. Ibid. 343 Beo
wulf is mm nama. 862 Charter 29 in O. E. Texts 439 Broccesham oes dennes nama. Ses oSres dennes nama samgethryga 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 975 Eorla ealdor ba;m was Ead-
weard nama. a 1122 Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1118 lohan of
Galtan.. bam wa;s ooer nama Gelasius.

&amp;lt; 1200 Trin Coll
Horn. 91 pat mai ech man understonden be wot wat bkocneS
bese tweie names betfage and Jerusalem, c 1250 Gen. *
E.t. 232 Name he gaf hire.. ; Issa was hire firste name.
1320 Sir Iristr. 1216 Marchaund ich haue ben ay Mi

nam is tramtns. 1390 GrOWER Conf. I. i 9I The kingesModer there lay, Whos rihte name was Domilde. c 1450MYRC 138 Then may the fader. .Crysten the chylde and
3eue hyt name. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 24Marke therm the citees names & other places in his mynde.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanc s Comm. 406 A sonne named Henry
.. the seventhof that name. isgSSHAKS. Merry W. i. iv. 14Peter Simple, you say your name is ? 1651 HOBOES Leviath.
III. xxxiv. 213 God needeth not to distinguish his Celestial!
servants by names. 1710 POPE Windsor For. 339 The
fam d authors of his ancient name, The windin&quot; Isis and
the fruitful Thame. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ff f. vi.1. 156 Thename of Antoninus.. had been communicated by adoption
to the dissolute Verus. 1818 SHELLEY Julian 5 S4 The
name Of Venice, and its aspect, was the same. 1897 H.
PORTER in Century Mag. July 357 He would call them
sometimes by their last names.
0. (-850 Martyrol. in O. E. Texts 177 His noma \va:s

Maxnnus. 971 Blickl. Horn. 161 paes noma wses Zacharias.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 penne ne mihte noht hire sune habbe
bene nome bet him wes ijefen. 01225 Leg. Kath. 444Nat ich nowSer bi nome ne ich ne cnawe bi cun. a 1300K. Horn (Harl. MS.) 214 Wei brouc bou by nome aynsr.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 3 The kyng clepet a clerke (Iknow not his nome). 1:1420 Chron. Vilod. 687 Now wolly
telle ?ow forther more be nomes of be founders euerychon.

b. In Oxford and Cambridge use, in phrases
denoting that the person continues, or ceases, to be
an actual member of a college or hall.

. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Shenstone, He continued his name
in the book ten years, though he took no degree. 1858
Ordinances Univ. Camlir. (1904) 257 His name not having
been kept on the boards of his College. 1860 Oxford Univ.
Cal. 140 Provided they have kept their name on the Books
of some College or Hall . . for twenty-six Terms. 1860
HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. xxiv, Drysdale, anticipating
his fate, took his name off before they sent for him.
2. The particular word or words used to denote
any object of thought not considered in, or not
possessed of, a purely individual character. To
call names : see CALL v. 1 7 c.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. ii. to ^lc libbende nyten, swa swa
Adam hit jecisde, swa ys hys nama. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
115 De king bia icoren to ban be him cuShis noma. c 1250
Gen. t, Ex. 222 lie kinnes beste of eroe boren,..5or gafadam ilc here is name, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. vi.

(1868) 78 If be name of gentilesse be referred to renoun
and clernesse of linage. 1390 GOIVER Conf. I. 13 For pride
of thilke astat To bere a name of a prelat. ^1470 HENRY
Wallace vm. 472 Nayme off rewill on him he wald tak
nayne. 1486 Bk. St.Albans D iij, Nowfoloys the naamysof
all manerofhawkys. 1527 TINUALE Doctr. Treat. ri6 That
which is deserved is called (if thou wilt give him his right
name) hire or wages. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm.
82 b, This is in dede

y&quot;
first original of the name of Protes-

tauntes. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 2b, Their
Ensignes also they will not call by that name, but by the i

name of Colours. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Housciv. Card.
\

(1626) 18 It is hardly possible to misse in graffing so often,
if your Gardiner be worth his name. 1634 MILTON Camus
628 He.. would..shew me simples of a thousand names.
1667 P.L. vi. 174 Unjustly thou deprav st it with the
name Of Servitude. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 374 F i There
is a Fault, which, tho common, wants a Name. 1781 COW
PER Retirement 723 Flowers by that name promiscuously we
call. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxi, Thus he bore without
abuse The grand old name of gentleman. 1873 Act 36 4- 37
Viet. c. 88 22 The offence, by whatever name called,
which if committed in England would be perjury.
t b. A title of rank or dignity. Obs. rare,

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 75 b, Deprived of all honores,
names, dignities and preheminences whiche he then had.

f C. Gram. A noun. Obs.

,
1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (S.T.S.) 8

1 he lawast class is for thayme that suld declin the namis,
and the verbes actives, passives and anomales.

fa. Arith. Denomination. Obs. rare.
1714 CUNN Treat. Fractions 5! The Quote is that part of

the Answer that is of that Name ; then reduce the Re
mainder to the next inferior Name.

II. In pregnant senses, chiefly originating in

Biblical uses based upon Hebrew modes of ex

pression.
3. The name (sense i) of God or Christ, with im

plication of divine nature and power inherent in it.

t 825 / csp. Psalter viii. 2 Dryhten ur, hu wundurlic is noma
oin. a 850 Lorica Prayer in O. E. Texts 174 Daelniomende
..alra _oeara goda Se renig monn for his noman

jr,edoeS.
971 Blickl. Horn. 103 His noman we sceolan weorbian mid
worduin & mid daedum. ciaoo ORMIN 5342 pa shallt tu
burrh be name off Crist Ben borrjhenn att tin ende. c 1250

13

Gen. f. Ex. 3497 Tac 3u nogt in idel min name. 1382WYCLIF Acts xxvi. 9 Ajens the name of Jhesu Nazarene
for to. .do manye contrarie thingis. 1:1430 LYDG. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 237 Condigne laude nor comendacioun,Youe to this name ther can no tonge telle. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf.(W. de W. r53i) 219 b, Thy holy name is inuocate &
named vpon vs. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidatie s Comm. 43 They
gave thankes to God y they should suffer for the glorie of
his name. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 412 Hail Son of God,.,
thy Name Shall be the copious matter of my Song. 1738
\V ESLEY Hymn, Thee me adore i, Thee we adore Eternal
Name. 1781 COWPER Truth 556 Hisown glorious rightshe
would disclaim, And man might safely trifle with his name.
1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xxvii, Our secret pride Has
scorned thee, and thy worship, and thy name. 1850 TFNNY-
SON In Mem. xxxvi, We yield all blessing to the name Of
Him that made them current coin.

4. a. The name of a person (for thing) with
implication of the individual denoted by it.

1382 WYCLII. Rev. iii. 4 Thou hast a fewe names in Sardis,
the whiche defouleden not her clothes, a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 903 pare is na region ne rewme. . hot it sail my name
loute. 1467-8 Rolls ofParlt. V. 574/2 Eny Acte made for
the corporation or name of the Duchie of Lancastre. 1599

NAME.
1382 Pro-. , xxii. i Better is a good name, than mauve
nchessis. c 1430 Jlalvts Bk. 42 note, A good name mennyfolde ys more worthe then golde. 1500-20 DLNBAK Poems
Ixxxii. 70 Keip ordour..That 5e may gelt anc bcttii name

.

no good name behind. 1738 SWIFT Let. to 1 ope

U~- J
. 7* &quot;* &quot; *&amp;gt; i\ t/. 1 1 J. .17 )

he were victorious, he would, .bequeath a grc.it name to
posterity.

C. (Usually in phr. to get or make
(oneself) a

name.} A distinguished name
; a reputation.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Saw. viii. 13 Forsothc Dauid made to hyma name, whanne he turnyde ajen. c 1407 LYLKJATE Keas.
tr AMIS. 5832 This mayde..Hada name and dyde exLtlle
lo pleyen at this noble play. 1509 BARCLAY S/iyt of
Folyi (1874) II. ioi By cruell delynge he must hym Bet
a name. 1535 COVERDALE teph. iii. 20, I uil get you a

t;,,,,,c /y 1^ &quot;/;; r~&quot; T7-V ~=r&quot; am&amp;gt;:..anionge all people of the earth. 1603 SHAKS. /!/,.SHAKS. Hen. ii. iv. 56 By the baneI Of that black Name, for M. I. . , 73 This new Gouernor ..for a name Now puMward, black Prince of \Vales. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orif. the.. Act Freshly on me: tis surely for a name. 16
jacrj? i, iv. ii u mess this might be any plea for his ig nor-

&quot;&quot; 1

ance, . . that he had so many great names after him cuilty of
the same. 1700 DRYDEN Pal. f, Arc. n. 504 There Samson
was, with wiser Solomon, And all the mighty names by love
undone. 1781 COWPER Comiersat. 828 Echo learns politely
to repeat The praise of names for ages obsolete. 1849-50
ALISON Hist. Eur. V. x.\ix. 208 Names since immortalised
in the rolls of fame were., assembled, .at the Tuileries.

b. The name (sense i) of a person or group of

persons, with implication of all the individuals

bearing, or comprehended under, it
; those having

a certain name
; hence, a family, clan, people.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. Ixvi. 22 Asneweheuenus and neweerthe
. .so stonde shal }oure sed, and }jure name. 1559 in Fronde
Hist. Eng. 11863} VIII. 3 Whose blood they once shed, they
lightly never cease killing all that name. 1588 SHAKS. Tit.
A. 11. iii. 183 Ah beastly creature, The blot and enemy to
our generall name. 1601 All s Well I. iii. 162, 1 am from
humble, he from honored name. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 142
Since I in one Night freed .. welmgh half Th Angelic
Name. 1690 Land. Ga;. No. 2575/3 Three of the Heads of
Clans, or Chiefs of a Name, are come in and submitted to
him. 1781 COUPEK Expost. 170 The favours poured upon
the Jewish name. 1817 SHELLEY Pr. A than. i. 30 Of an
ancestral name the orphan chief. 1849 MACAILAY Hist.
Eng. v. I. 547 All the clans hostile to the name of Campbell
were set in motion.

MILT

p
I.

5. The name (sense i) of a person as mentioned
by others with admiration or commendation

;

hence, the fame or reputation involved in a well-
known name. To have one s name up, to be much
spoken of.

_
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 22 Of a kni^t is bat y mene, His name

it sprong wel wide, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (.ViiVii 479
Of be bischope be nam ran sa in al be land to and fra.
a 1425 Cursor M. 12633 (Trin.

1

,
Fro benne of ihesu sprong

be nome. 1603 SHAKS. Alcas.for M. n. iv. 155 My vnsoild
name, th austeerenesse of my life. 1784 COWPER Task vi.
ioi Some to the fascination of a name Surrender judgment
hoodwinked. 1789 Loiterer No. 43. 4 The ill effects of
possessing an extensive reputation, or as an old English
Phrase expresses it, having one s name up. 1809 MALKIN
Gil Bias vm. x. r i When once my name was up for a man
after the Duke of Lerma s own heart, I had very soon my
court about me. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 681 If they find
Some stain or blemish in a name of note.

b. Of no name, without (a) name, implying
obscurity and unimportance.
i_6u BIBLE Job xxx. 8 They were children of fooles, yea

children of base men [marg. men of no name], 1671 AIlL-
TON Samson 677 Nor do I name of men the common rout,..
Heads without name no more rememberd. 1697 DRYDEN
,*Eneid VI. 1055 These shall then be Towns of mighty Fame ;

Tho
1

now they lye obscure; and Lands without a Name.
1821 SHELLEY False Laurel

&amp;lt;5-
True 7 One of the crowd

thou art without a name.

O. A famous or notorious person ; one whose
name is well known.
i6n BIBLE Ezek. xxiii. 10 She became famous [marg. a

name] among women. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. vii,
Dr. Spix is a most excellent man, a most accurate traveller,
quite a name. 1842 TENNYSON Ulysses ii, I am become a
name ; For always roaming . . Much have I seen and known.

0. The reputation of some character or attribute,

f Also const, with inf., and ellipt. (quot. 1727).
a 1300 Cursor M. 17472 Of men bai wan schenschip and

schame, And of bar leute tint be name. 1303 R. BRUNNK
Ilandl. Synnc 6842 Of large alines men jaue hym name.
c 1418 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 245 If hym lust to have a name
Of pelour under ipocrasie. 1456 Paston Lett. I. 383 Con-
sideryng the goode nome and fame of trouth. .the which I

here of you. CI53O LD. BERNEKS Arth. Lyt. Brit. 281 Ye
have the name to be the. .gentyllest of hearte of any lady
now lyvynge. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Com: I. (1586)
42 b, There are diuerse which thinke to get the name of
pleasant conceited fellowes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny x. Ii. I.

297 He would have the name to eat the resemblers of mans
voice. 1625 BACON Ess., Simulation r 2 The ablest Men.,
haue had.. a name of Certainty, and Veracity. 1727 A.
HAMILTON A rw Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxiii. 16 The Name that
It got .. stuck so fast to it, that none of it would go off at

any Price. 1814 NICHOLSON Country Lass I. Wks. (1897)
41 Sic beauty, and the name o siller, Gart wooers flock.

1894 Law Times XCVII. 384/1 No profession will lightly
earn for itself the name of a profession of hireling subornees
of perjury.

b. With a and cutj. A fame or reputation of
a specified kind.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. vii. 9, I made to thee a greet name.

N / . L. xii. 45 They ca.st to build A Citie..And g- t

themselves a name. 1853 LYTTON My .\orcl\\. xviii, Tell
her that 1 am nameless, and will yet make a name. 1884W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 48 When you make yourself a
name, As I am sure you will do.

t d. To bear or carry the name, to have a repu
tation. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xn. ix. 605 There U none that
berelh the name now but ye and syr Tristram. 1572

:
Schole-house Worn, in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 138 So they may

,

be trimmed and fed of the best, They haue no remorce
I

who beareth the name. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny ix. xiii.
I. 245 ( lurauncestours set more store by the Sturgeon, and
it carried the name above all other fishes.

7. Without article: Repute, reputation, fame,
distinction. Now rare.

&amp;lt;;
1375 I-cg. Rood 124 [He] euill angerd was pat (&amp;gt;i

cristen
^king

had name More ban he. 1382 WYCLII Ztph.
iii. 20 Y shal }eue 3OU in to name, and in to herying to alle

peplis of crthe. c 1430 Hon. G,i. /(V/75 in Ha/I. E. P. / .

I. 185 Gode name is golde worthe, my leue childe. t 1477
CAXTON Jason 33 My desir restith in two singuler thinges ;

that one is for to conquere name in armes. 1530 PALSCR.
247/2 Name, renom. 1597 MORLEY lutrod. Mus. Pref., Not
so much seeking thereby any name or glorie. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 419 Yea, and after that, the Fatern wines were in
name and called for. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxiii.

$ 5 Senators that had name and opinion for general wise
men. 1859 TENNYSON / ivicn 63 He lay as dead And lost to
life and use and name and fame.

k- Of (great, etc.) name, noted, distinguished,
famous. Now usually with adj.
c 1380 WYCLIF ll ts. (tS8o) 2 The firste two [sects] weren

grete men of name and hauynge. 1415 Pol. Poems (Rolls
II. 126 Lordes of name an hunderde and mo Bitterly that
bargayn bowght. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 23 b,
J-he cytie..conteyned an hundred and fifty thousand houses
of name. 1577-87 HOLINSIIED Chron. I. 152/1 Of the
English side, there died two dukes. .with sundrieother men
of name. 1625 BACON Ess., Travel (Arb.) 523 Eminent
Persons., which are of great Name abroad. 1699 T. BAKKK
Kfjl. Learning xiii. 160 In this kind Bartolus is of great
name; whose Authority is. .valu d.. amongst the Modern
Lawyers. 1782 COWPER Friendship 85 Hence authors of
illustrious name.. Are sadly prone to quarrel. i8i6KEATiNGE
Tra-j. (1817) I. 33 Although the military architect may be
one of high name. 1857 CHURCH Misc. Writ. (1890 I. 16
It would be difficult, perhaps, to mention a writer of name
who has more [faults].

8. One s repute or reputation, etc.; esp. one s

(good} name.
a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 28165 For his., welth, his wytt, and his

god name, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1811 Lucrcce, Thus
thou shall be ded & also lese T hyn name, c 1450 St. Cutli-
bert (Surtees) 102 Gyfe he did, he lost his name. 1500-20
DLNBAR Poems liv. 22 Quhai in felde receawes schame, And
tynisthair his knychtlie name. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf.^K. de W.
153 ) i3 &quot;. Defame hym, that is to saye, take his good
name from hym. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v. iv. 70 Would to

heauen, Thy name in Armes, were now as great as mine.
1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. 5 Companies, where sometimes
he may lose his good Name. 1705 tr. l&amp;gt;osman s Guinea 17
If the same Care was taken. .Guinea would soon lose its

dreadful mortal Name. 1781 COWPER Charity 453 Flavia,
most tender of her own good name. 1834 M EDWIN Angler
in ll&quot;&amp;lt;iles\l. 297 Daily, hourly came Fresh follow-ers, lured by
his success and name. 1859-64 TENNYSON Gram/mother 50,
I love you so well that your good name is mine, 1874
MANNING Ess. Ser. m. 26 For the fair name of England,
they are being blotted out of our history.
9. The mere appellation in contrast or opposi

tion to the actual person or thing ; reputation with
out correspondence in fact, f Also al name, nomi
nally, professedly.
1381 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxxvii. i Ther is a frend, bi only

name a frend. Rev. iii. i Thou hast name, that thou
lyuest, and thou art deed. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 197/1
The holy vyrgyne..wente to the sayne for to goo fetche at
name somme vytayljes. 1601 SHAKS. All s IVcll v. iii. 309
Tis but the shadow of a wife you see, The name, and not

less to one you stint the flame. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 421
Well he plays his part, Christian m name, and infidel in

heart. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. viii. 661 He well

knew, that in the circumstances, .. a pension. .little or

nothing differed from a name. 1851 MAYIIF.W Loud. Lalour
I. 385 It has the name of being eighteen yards. 1867 E.

O.UINCY in Life Josiah Qitincy 481 The Law School, though
in existence .. had but a name to live. 1888 Greens Short



NAME.
Hist. viii. 8. 571 The expulsion of the majority of the

existing House reduced the Commons to a name.

III. In prepositional phrases.
10. By name : a. Used with verbs of naming

or calling, or (in later use) simply added to the

proper appellation of a person, etc.

9oo CYNEWULF Elene 755 Syndon tu on bam. .be man

Seraphin be naman hateo. a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 975

pone..hata8 wide cometa be naman crasftgleawe men.

c 1200 OKMIN 1828 Summ we findenn o be boc Enngell bi

name nemmnedd. c 1220 Bestiary 38 Dat defte meiden,

Marie bi name. 1382 WYCLIF r Sain. xvii. 23 That bastard

man, Goliath bi name, a 1425 Cursor M. 7370 (Tnn.), Dauid
he hette bi his name. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. A , v. i. 157 It

doth befall, That I, one Snowt &amp;lt;by name) present a wall.

1667 MILTON / . L. vn. 536 Wherever thus created, for no

place Is yet distinct by name. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 98

P3 A famous Monk, Thomas Conecte by Name. (11832

SCOTT in Lockhart Life (1900) I. 240 The last of my
chargers, .was a high-spirited, .one, byname Daisy.

b. With verbs of calling upon, summoning,

enumerating, or mentioning ; or in enumeration of

individuals.

cgoo Judith 8r Heo. .ongan Sa swe^Ies Weard be naman
nemnan. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. John x. 3 pa sceap ehy-
ra5 his stefne, & he nerna his agene sceap be naman.
a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656 Del wa;run be

nam Ithamar biscop of Rofecestre [etc.], a 1300 Cursor
M. 7388 His suns sex,.. All he did bam call be nam.

Ibid. 12211 Of ilk a letter for to ask, Resune of ilkan

bi name. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. n. 4 A loueliche lady..

Cam down fro bat caslel and calde me by name, c 1400
Dcstr. Troy 37 Amonge bat menye, to myn hym be nome,
Homer was holden hajthill of dedis. 1431 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 276 First, y Aldirman schal clepene vpe ij. men be

name. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. r Cr. I. ii. 199 lie tel you them all

by their names. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 649 The Creator

calling forth by name His mightie Angels gave them several

charge. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. II. 10 None but you by
Name the guilty lash. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xlii,

She forgut to send any message of kindness to Lady
O Dowd . . ,

and did not mention Glorvina by name.

t c. Used to direct special attention to some

thing mentioned; hence, especially, particularly.

Obs. Cf. NAMELY adv. i.

1583 BABINGTON Coininandm. (1590) 370 Wee will neuer,

I feare, see the mischiefe of playing, and by name of Dicing.

1626 BACON Sylva S 666 It is strange, .that Dust helpeth
the fruitfulness of Trees, and of Vines by name. 1660

SHARROCK Vegetables 27 The seeds of divers Sowbreads,

by name the Roman, ..doe the like.

d. With know, (a) Individually, (b} By re

pute only ;
not personally or actually.

1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxxiii. 17 Thi silf Y haue knowe bi

name. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 577 Though all the Starrs

Thou knewbt by name. 1795-1814 WoRDSW. Exiurs. IV.

1226 Abhorrence and contempt are things He only knows by
name. 1864 Cornh. Mag-. X. 175 Sovereigns whom their

subjects scarcely knew save by name.

11. In one s name, in the name of one :

a. In phrases expressing invocation of, reliance

upon, or devotion to, the persons of the Godhead.

,1900 CYNEWULF Christ 413 pu sebletsad leofa, be in

Dryhtnes noman dusebum cwome. 1:950 Lindisf. Gosp.

Matt, xxviii. 19 Fuluande hia in noma fadores & sunu &
haljes gastes. 971 Blickl. Hoin. 141 Hie on binum noman
wunnon. c 1200 ORMIN 16813 He ne wass nohht }et C

Cristess name fullhtnedd. a 1225 Leg. Kath. i442peole..

boleden anan dea3 i be nome of drihtin. a 1300 Cursor M.
266 Now o bis proloug wil we blin In crist nam our bok be

gin c 1315 SHOREHAM i. 248 Ich cristni be ine be uader

name, And sone, and holy gostes. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xvm.

20 Where two or three shulen be gedrid in my name. 1413

E. E. Wills (1882) 21 In the name of god, Amen. ..I,

Richard Jonge [etc.]. 1534 MoRE Com/, agst. Trib.l. Wks.

1164/1 That in the name of Jesus euery knee bee bowed.

1506 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, m. ii. 153 This, in the Name of

Heauen, I promise here. 1738 WESLEY Pi. vi. v, Or in the

Name of Jesus, chase My Troublers all away.

b. In adjurations, orig. by solemn reference

to God, Christ, or the saints, but latterly with

various substitutions for the names of these, the

phrase freq. becoming a mere ejaculation.
For examples of A God s name, see \prep.* 10.

831 Charter 39 in O. E. Texts mk Ic. .bebiadeeadwealde

. . an godes naman & an ealra his halijra 5et [etc. ]. a 900

Durham Adnton. Ibid. 176 Ic eow halsije on faeder naman

& on suna naman. c 1205 LAY. 10136 Luces be kmg..be3
hine on godes nomen bat him god uoe. a 1300 Cursor M.

11915 Vnto your kyth, on godds nam, I bidd yow bat yee

nu wend ham. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. l. 71, [1] halsede hire

in hei3e nome er heo theonne 5eode, What heo weore witerly.

c 1440 Alph. Tales 264 In be Name, speke, bou yong childe,

& tell if bisdekyn did bis trispas ! I47-*S MALMWXrttw
vn. viii. 224 In the deuyls name sayd the damoysel that

suche a bawdy kechen knaue [etc.]. 1595 SHAKS. John u. i.

106 In the name of God How comes it then that thou art

call d a King 1 1611 Wint. T. HI. iii. 105 Name of mercy,
when was this, boy? 1626 MASSINGER Roman Actor iv. ii,

In the name of wonder, What s Caesar s purpose ? 1642

[see GOODNESS 5]. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1884) 85 Name of

God go in. 1740 J. CLARKE Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 16 In the

Name of Wisdom, what is the Meaning? 1819 SHELLEY

Cenci iv. i. 128 Earth, in the name of God, let her food be

poison. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Ox/, ix, What in the

name of fortune have they been doing to you ? 1875 JOWETT
I lato led. 2) I. 212 What, in the name of goodness, do you
come hither to teach?

c. Denoting the use of another s name to give

authority or countenance to one s acts ;
or im

plying that the action is done on account or on

behalf of some other person or persons. Hence,

by contrast to this, in one s own. name.

1383 WYCLIF i Kings xxi. 3 Therefor bche wroot [etlris in

14

the name of Achab. 1405 Rolls of Parlt. III. 605/2 To
fulfill all maner accordez . . made . . be . . our Attournees, or be

twa of them in oure name. 1444 Ibid. V. 108/2 To sue an

Action of dette in his owne name. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.

I. 745 Ther was a cry made, in the kynges name, on payne
of dethe [etc.], a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. YlII(n\i, Sir

Thomas More made a brief oracion in the name of the citee.

1631 GOUGE God s Arrows v. Ded. 406 You who in the

name of the rest were Solliciters in this business. 1686 tr.

Chardin s Trav. Persia 13 The Envoy, having the Grand
Vizier s word in the Name of his Highness, return d to

Genoa. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) I. i. 2 St. Peter, in the

Name of all made answer, Lord, to whom shall we go ?

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 397 That the plaintiff could

have no remedy at law, either in his own name, or in the

names of the trustees. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II.

17 A speech which the Bishop of Valence, in the name of the

Galilean clergy, addressed, .to Lewis the Fourteenth. 1891
Lau) Times Rep. LXIII. 765/1 The defendants were liable

as principals, as they had contracted in their own names.

d. = Under the character or designation of

(some person or thing). Now rare or Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Matt. x. 41 He that resceyueth a prophete in

the name of a prophete. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xv. 170
Thei brennen his Body in name of Penance. 1464 Rolls of
Parlt. V. 560/1 [They] shall pay..cs in name of a payne.

1467-8 Ibid. 581/2 To have to hir for terme of hir life, in

name of her Dower. 1548 HOOPER Declar. Commandm.
ix. Wks. (1843) 372 To lose his head, in the name of a pain.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. ill. v. 101 To carry mee in the

name of foule Cloathes to Datchet-lane. 1611 Wint. T.

in. ii. 61 Which comes to me in name of Fault. 1642 tr.

Perkins Prof. Bk. iii. 209. 64 To deliver, .the deed unto

the feoffee in the name of seisin of the same land. 1796
SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 418 These men lay the

people under contribution in the name of alms.

e. Indicating the assigned ownership of a thing.

1850 Punch XVIII. 91 If a box of cigars has not been left

here in the name of Adam Simpleton ? 1888 Law Times
LXXXV. 120 2 A sum of consols standing in the name of

J. K.,. .deceased.

f!2. In name with, mentioned in connexion

with (one of the other sex). Obs. rare.

1565-73 Durliam Depos. (Surtees) 256 Being at horde at

the said Agnes house, then wedoo, and was in name with

hir. 1575-6 Ibid. 284 She was then in name with one

Francis Castell.

13. By the name of, called or known by, having,
the name of. Now colloq. and U- S.

1676 Life Father Sarpi in Brent s Counc. Trent 42 A
Nephew of his by the name ofMaestro Santo. 1725 BERKELEY

s. 1871 111.230 A Charter for erecting a College

by the name of St. Paul s College in Bermuda. 1841

THACKERAY Sec. Funeral Xapoleon 3 A grocer living there

by the name of Greenacre. 1883 CABLE Old Creole Days 35

A palish handsome woman, by the name or going by the

name of Madame John. 1884 J. QUINCY Figures of Past

130 There was a captain by the name of Clark.

b. So of the name of.

1727-8 POPE Let. to Swift 23 Mar., A member of their

Parliament, of the name of Jonathan Gulliver. 1843
Richardson s Borderer s Table-Ik. Leg. Div. I. n6 A little

crouse, chantin chieldie o the name o Tom Fenwick.

14. To ones name, belonging to one.

1876 WHVTE MELVILLE Katcrfclto vii, I have not a horse

to my name.

IV. 15. atlril&amp;gt;.3.-[\AComb.,3.s&amp;gt;&amp;gt;iame-fancy,-sound;

name-calling, f -cleping, -giving; name-giver,

-maker; name-worthy adj. ; bearing a name
,
as

name-board, -card, -plate, -ring, -ticket; contain

ing or intended for names , as name-book, -scroll;

named after, or giving a name to, one ,
as name-

daughter, -father, -mamma, -saint, -sire (cf. NAME-

CHILD, -SON); name-bar (see quot.) ; f name-

device, a rebus ; name-part, the part in a play
from which it takes its name; f name-wizard,
one skilled in the mystical meaning of names.

1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch t, Clackm. 180 *f, amc Bar,..
the bar carrying the upper end of a watch barrel arbor.

1846 YOUNG A aut. Diet. s.v. Arch-board, On this, or more

Dcpartm. Ditties, etc. (1899) 101 He keeps the Name
Book. 1891 Tablet 10 Jan. 63 The nwt hopeless of all

is that of name-calling. 1798 MME. D ARULAY Diary
VI. 202 Captain Dickenson, as his name-card says. 1828

P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 112 The name-

cards are elegantly printed by our colonial press. 1387-8
T. USK Test. Lame m. i. (Skeat) 1. 102 In that denomi-

riacion I wol me acorde to other mens tonges, in that

*name-cleping. 1809 GRANT Lett. fr. Mountains III.

212 My eldest girl is now staying here, and your *name-

daughter with Duncan at the Fort. 1631 WEEVER Anc.

Funeral Man. 277 An vsual fashion in former times . . which

they call rebus, or *name-deuises. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh.

Times 471 In some tribes these name-fancies take a differ

ent form. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 5 Knowest thou

not, that I am a great name-father? 1894 HALL CAINE
Manxman VT. iv, Go to your god-father. He d have been

your name-father too if [etc.]. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s

Brit. I. 7 Why the Britains should so much sticke unto their

Brutus, as the *name-giuer of their Hand. 1881 A. J.

EVANS in Alacm. Mag. XI. III. 219 A great city,. .the

namegiver of this whole inland sea. 1863 A. B. GROSART
Small Sins (ed. 2) 74 The insidious name-giving to any
sins of small sins . 1864 MAX MULLER Sci. Lang. Ser. n.

viii. (1868) 336 Locke never seems to have realised the

intricacies of the names-giving process. 1875 WHITNEY

Life Lang. viii. 136 The claims of rival

NAME.
1896 Brit, f, Far. Bible Sac. Rep. 156 Family Bible. ..With

autograph and name-plate. 1877 W- JONES Finger-ring
416 *Name rings are common in France. 1870 RUSKIN
Lect. Art ^1875) 148 His Christian name was John Baptist:
he is here painting his &quot;name-Saint. 1861 LYTTON & FANE
Tannhauser 37 Four pages. -That held the &quot;name-scrolls of

the listed bards. 1851 -V. Brit. Rev. Nov. 69 The Life of

their &quot;Name-sire, sent forth by the Cavendish Society. 1863
MELVILLE BELL Princ. Speech 148 The alphabetic or

* name-
sound of the letter O. 1816 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n.

(1863) 428 That identical black bag, with its &quot;name-tickets.

1605 CA.MDEN Rein. 35 An Unomanticall or *Name-wisard
lew. 1598 R. HAYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo To Rdr., All the

&quot;name-worthy writers of the Arte of Painting. 1879 A. W.
WARD Chaitcer 190 Occleve, the only name-worthy poetical
writer of the reign of Henry IV.

Name (n?m), z.l Forms : I (5e)namian, 2-

name, 6 nayme, .SVr.neame; 4-5 nome. Pa.fpie.
4 y-namyd, 5 inamed, 4 Sc. nammyt, 6 namen.

[OE. (ge}namian
= OFris. nama, noma, -ia, OS.

namon, MDu., MHG. namen, (. nama NAME s6.

The usual verb in OE. and ME. is nemnan, nem-
nen NEM.N.]

I. 1. trans. To give a name or names to (per

sons, places, things, etc.) ; to call by some name.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. ii. 20 Adam ba $enamode ealle nytenu

heora namum. 1382 WYCLIF Eph. iii. 15 The fadir of cure

Lord Jhesu Crist, of whom ech fadirheed in heuenes and in

erthe is named, c 1440 Promp, Parv. 351/1 Namyn, nomine,

dowmino, cognomino. 1483 Cat/I. Angl. 248/2 To Name;
appellant baptizare. 1535 COVERDALE Luke ii. 2r His
name was called lesus, which was named of y* angell, before

he was conceaued. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer, Baptism
5 b, Then one of them shal name the childe, and dippe him
in the water. 1608 SHAKS. Per. in. iii. 13 My gentle babe

Marina, Whom, for she was borne at sea, I haue named so.

1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 326 Of the Royal Stock Of David (so

I name this King). 1735 POPE Donne Sat. iv. 25 Behold !

there came A thing which Adam had been pos d to name.

1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 701 My father named me so. 1872

RUSKIN Eagle s Nest 66 The stars already named and
numbered are as many as we require to hear of.

b. Const, after, from, for (now only U. S.}, to

(dial.), t/
c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 991 (Kolbing), They.. bad. .that

it named scholde ibe Aftyr his grant-fadyr. 1535 COVER-

DALE 2 Gtrw.vii.l3 To humble my people, which is named
after my name. 1667 MILTON P. L. ll. 579 Cocytus, nam d

of lamentation loud Heard on the ruful stream. 1697
DRYDEN sEtieid in. 28 Enos, nam d fiom me, the City [11

call. 1800 HELENA WELLS Const. Keville i. 7 Louisa, who
had been named for the mother of Mr. Hayman. 1826- [see

FOR prep. 7 c]. 1841 R. I. WILBERFORCE Rutilius f, Lucius
&quot;

suppose, you have named after
&quot; LOWELL Under Old Elm vni,

._ , __ ngland s manly queen !

c. \\ith the name as complement.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 17 And thus

IphisJThei
namedc

hii

97 Porphyry, . . whom, I suppose, you ha

the great philosopher. 1875 LOWELL Und,

Virginia, fitly named from England s manl;

c. With the name as complement.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 17 And thus Iph

him. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) I The cause why
we name this treatyse the pilgrymage of perfection. 1582

N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda s Conn. E. Ind. i. ii. 6 After

ward they named it the Hand of Sancta Haclena. 1634
MILTON Comus 58 A Son..Whom, .she brought up and

Comus uam d. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 409, 1 rear d this Flow r,

..Then thron d in glass, and named it Caroline. 1781

CowrER Charity 3 Whether we name thee Charity or Love.

1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 52 The province was named

Normandy from the Northmen. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2)

I. 441 There is a virtue, Simmias, which is named courage.

d. In pa. fpie.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 7305 A lyuely yone knight, .. nomet

Boethes. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 25 His sone, named

pygmaleon, succeded hym. 1530 PALSGR. 643/2 Howe is

he named more than Johan? 1603 SHAKS. Lear i. L 274,

I . . am most loth to call Your faults as they are named.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 80 One. .Long after known in Pales

tine, and nam d Beelzebub. 1704 POPE Windsor For. 172

A rural nymph.. the fair Lodona nam d. 1781 COWPER

name-makers are

37very sharply discussed. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 3;

That very fine great lady that is Barbara s *name-mamm;

1894 Wcstm. Gnz. II Sept. 3/3 It had been intended, .that

Miss Letty Lind should take the &quot;name part. 1882 OGILVIE,

Nameplatc, a metal plate bearing a person s name [etc.].

service, gained some military experience.

2. To call by some title or epithet.
c 900 in Bouterwek Screadunga 18 Hwi namode Crist

on his godspelle Abel rihtwisne toforan obrum ? c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints \. (Peter) 550 Of be blame, bat lytil befor thoht

he Of thame namyt of galele. 1382 WYCLIF i Mace. x. i

Alisaundre, son of Antiochus, that is named [v.r. y-namyd]
noble, c 1477 CAXTON Jason 6 Fro thenne forthon he

named him his broder. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. Ixi. 6 Ye

shalbe named the prestes of the Lorde. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.

i. ii. 18 As an appertinent title to your olde tune, which we

may name tough. 1631 CHETTLE Hojfman 83 \Vhat

though for this.. he was nam d A prescript outlaw. 1732

POPE Ess. Man I. 282 Cease then, nor Order Imperfection

name. 1818 SHELLEY Silence 2 Silence! Oh, well aie

Death and Sleep and Thou Three brethren named. 1869

LYNCH Churcli $ State 17 Name them bishops, or name

them not bishops, you will still have chief men.

f b. In pass. To have a (good or bad) name ;

to be (well or ill) spoken of. Obs. rare.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 333 Sche, that hath evere be wel

named Ibid. III. 268 That in hir lif sche were schamed

And I therof were evele named, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold.

Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) G b, My sonne in lawe is greatly

desyred, loued and wel named amonge the common people,

t c. To give (one) the name (of being some

thing) ;
to allege or declare (a person or thing) to

be something. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xlvi. 488 Corsabryn noysed

her and named her that she was oute of her mynde. 1568

GRAKTON Chron. II. 342 Sir John Froyssart namcth one

John Ball to be a chiefe Captaine. 1591 Durham Defies.

(Surtees) 332 [He] did then jussell upon a stramger naymed
to be a Duke. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Gout. Eng. i. v. (1739)



NAME.

13 Other obedience than this I do not know to be due to
him whom you name to be Pope.

(d. In pass. To be said to be, etc. Obs. rare 1
.

1551 RECOEDE Patkm. Knmel. i. xxvii, The circle is not
named to be drawen in a triangle, because it doth not louche
the sides of the triangle.

3. To call (a person or thing) by the right name.
In Sc. use freq. with negative, implying that one has for

gotten the name.
c 1450 Merlin 319 Gentill sir, Cometh forth, for I can not

yet yow namen. 1610 SHAKS. Temp, i. ii. 335 Thou.,
wouldst . . teach me how To name the bigger Light and how
the lesse. 1611 Wint. T. \. ii. 386 There is a sicknesse,
Which puts some of vs in distemper, but I cannot name the
Disease. tjttBvWtffafyfiariv, I msure I ve seen that
bonie face, But yet I canna name ye. 1846 KEBLE Lvra
Ittnoc. 24 Easier each hour the task will grow To name the
unfolding flower.

II. 4. To nominate, designate, assign, or ap
point (a person) to some office, duty, or position.
a icoo Laws Edw. in Thorpe I. 158 jif he .. ne mehte,

J&amp;gt;onne
namede him man six men. a 1000 Lti-ws sEthelst.

ibid. 240 Beforan..his witum be se cyng silf namode.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 500 [Hi] wurdon jenamode to
bam ylcan ^ewinne be heora fa?deras on waron. 1430-40
LVDG. Bochas ix. xix. (1554) 27 How Robert duke of Nor
mandy., was named to the crowne of Jerusalem. 1496-7
Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 13 i The seid orderours and assessours
..shall name Collectours for the levye of the same aide.

1541-3 Act 34 ,5- 35 Hen. ( ///, c. 27 56 Such persons, as
shalbe named to be iustices of peace. 1552 AV^ . Pri-cy
Council Scot. I. 130 Gif the Lord neames his tennent and
chargis to mak him in reddiness to compeir. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. ii. iv. 31 He is already nam d, and gone to Scone To
be inuested. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. The- enot s Tra:: I. 81
Hisouf Basha..was declared Mansoul, and Kaidar Zada
named in his place. 1726 WODROW Corr. (1843) III. 240
The Assembly came to the choice of the new Moderator,
and Mr. Mitchell . . was named by the Commissioner.
1799 JEFFERSON Writ. (ed. Ford) VII. 362 In the mean
time, a consul general is named to St. Domingo. 1831
Examiner 563 ! A malignant Ministry.. names him to a
Bishopric. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. m. 568 Though
the members of the Council were originally named by him,
each member was irremovable save by consent of the rest.

fb. To assign (an honour, etc.) to a person.
1523 Q- MARGARET in Mrs. Wood Lett. Illustr. Ladies I.

301 The cause of this is about the benefices, for the
governor hath named them to sundry persons, but he..
Eoldeth them in his hands.

fc. intr. To vote. Obs. rare .

1566 in Fowler Hist. C.C.C. (O.H.S.) in He hath lost
his right of theColledge for refusinge to name diffinitivelye
in Mr. Belly s matter.

5. To mention, speak of, or specify (a person or

persons, etc.) by name. fAlso absol.
c 1000 &amp;gt;LFIUC Saints Lives viii. 165 Quintianus cwaeS
jit bu namast Crist ! Ibid. ix. 37 Nu bidde ic be . . ban bu
nanne bryd-guman nzfre me ne namige. 1390 GOWER
Con/. I. 156 The knyht also, if I schal name, Danz Petro
hihte. a 1425 Cursor M. 5i6z(Trin.), Whenneiacob in bed
pat lay herde loseph named bat day. c 1475 RaufCoilyar
503 He namit na mair the, Nor ane vther man to me. 1535
COVERDALE i Sam. xxviii. 8 Bringe me him vp whom I shal
name vnto thee. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanc s Comm. 44 b,
Herin he named no nation. 1590 SHAKS. Midi. N. i. ii 41Now name the rest of the Players. 1630 K. Johnson s

Kingd^. 4- Conmnu. A 2 b. Some of our owne have beene
more ingenuous, to name him when they quote him : and
thats faire play. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 254 F 5, I . .never
hear him named but with Pleasure and Emotion. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest viii, Theodore was not once
named. 1817 W. SELWVN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 949
If two ports ofdischarge are named in the policy [etc]. 1835
TENNYSON Brook 130 He took Her blind and shuddering
puppies, naming each. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 296
Tell me to whom among the Athenians he should go.Whom would you name?
trans/. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. ii, Old Yew, which

graspest at the stones That name the under-lying dead.
b. re/I. To announce one s own name.
597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. ii. I3o John Falstaffe Knight :

(Euery man must know that, as oft as hee hath occasion to
name himselfe 1

. 1607 Cor. iv. v. 63 Necessitie commands
me to name my selfe.

c. To name on (orz) the same Jay (or ^ of a
d(iy),\.o bring into comparison or connexion. Only
in negative and interrogative sentences.
ci6o6 B. JONSON Epigr. cxxxi, They were not to be

named on the same day. a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts %
Man. (1642) 37 But nor he (Abraham) nor he (David) to be
named in the same day with our Saviour. 1694 CONGREVE
Double-Dealer in. u,Sir Paul...\ou may talk of my Lady
Froth ! Care. O, fy ! fy ! not to be named of a day. 1839
LOCKHART Scott (1900) I. 275 That Scott. .was not to be
named as a table-companion in the same day with this or
that master of. .dissertation.

d. Of the Speaker of the House of Commons :

To indicate (a member) by name as guilty of dis

orderly conduct or disobedience to the chair.

1792 Hansard s Parl. Hist. XXX. 113 The Speaker.,
stated that.. he was now compelled to name the member
that had given this interruption. 1810 Sporting Mag.
XXXV. 302 The Speaker. .felt very sorry that it would
become his duty to name him. 1881 Hansard s Parl. Deb.
CCLVIII.68 Mr. Speaker, In the terms of the standing
order, I Name you.. as wilfully disregarding the authority
of the Chair.

e. Name ! Used in Parliamentary practice, or
in imitation of this, to demand that a member be

named, or that the name of some person alluded
to by a speaker shall be given.
1817 Parl. Deb. 279 Loud cries of hear, hear, name, name,

order. 1859 READE Lo-. t m? Little II. 244 Who told you
that, aunt? Name; as they say in the House. 1866
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DICKENS Mugby June, iii, MUs Piff, trembling with Indie-
nation, called out ; Name !

6, To mention, speak of, or specify (a thing) by
its name or usual designation.
1382 WYCLIF Eph. v. 3 Fornycacioun. .and al vnclennesse,

or nuance, be not named in 3011. 1390 GOWER Con/. II 84
Quikselver..the which. .Is ferst of thilke fowre named.
535 COVERDALE i Cor. v. i Soch whordome, as is not once
named amonge the Heythen. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen.

/&quot;/, i. i.

41 Name not Religion, for thou lou st the Flesh. 1608
Per v. iii. 33 Did you not name a tempest, A birth and
death? 1671 MILTON Samson 674 Nor do I name of men
the common rout. 1733 POPE Ess. Man n. 193 Nor Virtue,
male or female, can we name, Hut what will grow on Pride,
or grow on Shame. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 496 The
woes that fear or shame, .forbade them once to name. 1819
SHELLEY Cenci iv. iv. 128 The crimes which mortal tongue
dare never name. 1860 PLSEY Mia. Proph. 582 To name
evil is a temptation to evil.

trans/, 1599 SHAKS. Hen. r, iv. Prol. 16 The Clocks doe
tovvlc And the third howre of drowsie Morning name.

b. To make mention of, to speak about (a fact,

circumstance, etc.). f Also const, on.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 196 b, The same is named on
diverse others aswell as on Alexander. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I

,

iv. iii. 42 He.. Will stand a tip-toe when this day is named.
1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 228, I was troubled with loosenesse
of body, whereof I made good use, as I shall hereafter shew,
which makes me name it. 1669 STI/R.MY Mariner s Mag.
iv. viii. 218 This Rule will not be impertinent to this Place,
being not named before. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe \\. (Globe)
511 My Fellow-Traveller and I had different Notions. I do
not name this to insist upon my own. 1729 POPE Let. to
Swift 28 Nov., I was once displcas d before at you, for

complaining to Mr. * of my not having a pension, and am
so again at your naming it to a certain Lord. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. ii. 8. 106 The measures we have named were
only part of Henry s legislation.

C. To mention or cite as an instance.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 173 What comfortable houre
canst thou name, That euer g.ac d me with thy company?
1690 LOCKE Hunt. Untt. i. ii. 23, I would gladly have any
one name that proposition whose terms or ideas were either
of them innate.

d. To state, give particulars of.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 73, I finde she names my very deede
of loue : Onely she comes too short. 1735 POPE Donne
Sat. iv. 162 He names the pi ice for ev ry oftice paid. 1850
TENNYSON / Mem. xciii, Hear The wish too strong for
words to name. 1864 En. Ard. 215 Annie, the ship I

sail in passes here (He named the day).
7. \\ithcognateobject: a. To utter or mention

(the name of a person or thing).
1382 WYCLIF 2 Tim. ii. 19 Ech man that nameth the name

of the Lord. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 219 b, Thy
holy name is inuocate & named vpon vs. 1588 SHAKS.
L.L.L. iii. i. 167 When tongues speak sweetly, then they
name her name. 1715 DE FOE l&amp;lt;am. Instruct, i. i. (1841) I.

24 It is a .. profane thing to name his name on slight occasions.
1820 SHELLEY Hymn. Merc, x, Still scoffing at the scandal,
And naming his own name. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmers F.

581 That night, that moment, when she named his name,

f b. To utter (a word) ;
to say. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. v. ii. 239 Dn. Will you vouchsafe
with me to change a word? Mar. Name it. Tit. A.
in, ii. 33 As if we should forget we had no hands, If Marcus
did not name the word of hands. 1593 3 Hen.

_
/, v. v.

58 What s worse then Murtherer, that I may name it?

8. To mention or specify as something desired,

suggested, or decided upon ;
to appoint or fix (a

sum, time, etc.). To name the day, of a woman,
to fix her wedding day,

593 SHAKS. Rich. 7/,iv. i. 304 Rich. He beg one Boons..
Shall I obtaine it ? Bull. Name it, faire Cousin. 1594
Kick. ///, in. iv. 19 But you, my Honorable Lords, may
name the time. 1611 KIKI.R Gen. xxiii. 16 Abraham weighed
to Ephron the siluer, which he had named. 1638 EARL
MANCH. in Buccleuck AfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 278 To
name 24 /. a month.. is so poor and mean an offer. 1778
Miss BURNEY Evelina l.xxxi, If there is any thing I can
name which he can do for me. 1835 DICKENS Sk. Boz.
Mr. Watkins Tottle ii, I am quite sure that I never could

..name the day to my future husband. 1863 READE
Hard Cash xxxiv, Then he made hot love to her, and

pressed her hard to name the day.

t Name, v.*
t
obscure var. of NIM z/., to take.

c 1450 5/. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3iopat a childe in his kyng-
dome Now late borne he myght him name.

Name, pa. t. of NIM v. Obs.

Nameable (n&amp;lt;f*mab l), a. Also namable.

[t.
NAME v. 1 + -ABLE.]

1. That admits of being named, or being called

by a certain name.
1840 CARLYLE ff?r0es(iB$B) 299 This is the Heavenly Ideal

(well named in Knox s time, and namable in all times, a re
vealed Will of God ). 1843 MILL Logic \. iii. 2 We shall
commence with Feelings, the simplest class of nameable
things. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jckyll 25 He gave an im
pression of deformity without any nameable malformation.
2. Worthy of being named

;
memorable.

1838 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. in. xiv. I. 311 Donauwtfrth. ..

A Town nameable in History ever since. 1865 Ibid. xvni. x.

V. 253 Mollendorf, nameable from that day forward.

Hence NameabiVity.
1882 W. HOEY tr. Oldenbcrg s Buddha 230 The bases on

which all nameability and all existence, .rest.

Name-child, [f. NAME sb. 15 + CHILD.] One
called after, or named out of regard for, another.

1845 Miss STRICKLAND Queens of Eng, VIII. 3 She was
the darling of her.. father, being the child of his old age,
his name-child. 1876 SWINBURNE Ercchthens 877 The
rmmechild of the lords of under earth.

trans/. 1872 Daily News 12 Aug., The Bellerophon. .the
massive name-child of the old historic fighting ship.

NAMELESS.
t NameCOUtll, a. Obs. Forms : I namctifl,

3-4 namecouth, (4 -cop, -koup, 6 Sf. -kouth),
4-5 namecouthe, (4 -kowpe), 6 naamkouth,
Sc. naimcouth; 1-3 nomeouCe, 4-5 -kowthe.
[OE. namriiS, nomeciiS : see NAME sA. and COUTH
a.] Known by name, well known, famous.
a 1000 Laivs Etlielred ix. 37 in Thorpe I. 348 On

)&amp;gt;am

^emotan^ |?eah radlice wurOanon namcu&m stowan. c 1000
/ELFRIC in Assmann Ags. Horn. (1889) 85 Da beoo heah-
faederas, nomecuSc waeras. Ibid. 92 Sum rice cyning nam-
cuS on worulde. a 1225 Leg. Kalh. 537 Wittiest. .& me&amp;lt;t

nomecuoe icud of alle clergies, c izoo S. Eng. Leg. I.

467/181 To Marcile
J&amp;gt;e wynd heom drof, a gret name couth

cite. 1340-70 Alc-t.t, Dind. 823 pe ahel king alexandre, ..

pat noble is & name-koujj. 1387 TKKVISA Higden (Rolls) I.

43 A]
f?e

worlde aboute ha) name kowthe sees
}&amp;gt;ritty.

1413 Pilgr. Sou&amp;gt;lc (Ca.vton 1 v. i. (1859) 7 One of the seuene
name couthe planetes, that ben cleped of clerkes sterres
erratiks. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vi. i. 59 The naimcouth
hous, that Laborinthus h.iit. [IS57GKIMAI.DR in Tottel s
Misc. (Arb.) 102 As in the famous woork, that Eneidshisjht
The naamkouth Virgil hath set forth in sight.]
Hence f Mamecouthhead. 06s. rare.

1340 Aycnb. 25 Huanne he wilne)&amp;gt;and zekjiand porchace]&amp;gt;
los and namecoubhede.
t JTamecund, a. Ols. rare- . [Cf. NAME-

COUTH and MI)u. name-, naet&amp;gt;!cond-.~] Famous.
c 1200 ORMIN 6863 piss

illke Balaam was an Full name-
cund prophete Onn aide da5hess.

Named (n^ md),///. a. [f. NAME txi + -ED i.]
a. Mentioned by name. (Usu. with abtrve-, be

fore-, first-, last-, etc.) b. Famous, distinguished,
(^highly) spoken of. rare. fc. Called by a certain

name; so-called. Obs.

1467- [see BEFORE E. ij. 1490- [see FORE-NAMED). 1530
PALSGR. 319/2 Noysed named or bruted, fameu-f. 1:1530
L. Cox Rhit. (1899) 54 The excellent and moste hj-ghly named
philosopher Plato. 1567 RASTEI.L (.title) A brief Shew of
the false wares packed together in the named Apology o/
the Churck of hngland. 1591 \\&quot;EST \st Ft. Symbol, i.

12 a, Named contracts, be those which have a cause by
law defined, and they are called by proper names. 1603-
[see AFORF. D. i b]. 1837 CARLYLE f r. Rev. III. i. ii, The
famed and named go; the nameless, if they have an accuser.

1847 Infantry Man. (18541 89 The named liie moves. .on.

Hence f Na medly adv., by name. Obs. rare-*.
a 1641 Bp. Mot-NTAcu Acts fy Mon. (1642) 221 Cicero

speaks namedly of the Acrostichis.

Name-day (ne -m^f). Also name s-day.

[f. NAME st. + DAY; in sense I, after Du. naamdag,
Da. navndag, or G. namenstag, Sw. ttamnsttag.]
1. The day sacred to the saint whose name one

j

bears. (Used chiefly with reference to continental

I sovereigns.)
a. 1721 LontJ. Gaz. No. 5980/2 Yesterday being the King

of Sweden s Name-Day. 1777 ROBF.RTSON Hist. Amer. II.

433 Presents made to him on the anniversary of his Name-
day (which is always observed as an high festival). 1812
LD. CATHCART in Examiner 12 Oct. 649/1 The accounts of
the battle, .reached the Emperor early on the morning of
his name-day. 1865 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 9/1 Several pro
motions, .were made at St. Petersburg on the occasion of
the Emperor s name-day.

ft. 1799 W. TOOKE View Russian Etnp. I. 372 No one
neglects to keep his birth and name s day, and those of his

family. 1841 MorLEy Corr. (1889) I. iv. 98 The day of the

Emperor s fete (or day distinguished, .as the name s-day of
the Czar. .). 1881 Scribners Mag. Oct. 886/1 On the 5th
of December, the names-day of the Empress.
2. The day on which a child is named.
1880 MUIRHF.AD Ulpian xv. 2 note. The name-day was

the ninth for boys and the eighth for gills.

fNa-mefy, v. nome-wd. [t. NAME sb. + -IFY.]
trans. To mention by name.
1589 LVLY Pafpe TV. Hatchet Wlis. 1902 III. 406 Name

me? Mary, he and his shall bee namefied, that s it 1 thirst

after, that name to name.

t N&quot;amel, obs. aphet. form of ENAMEL.
1436 LVDG. nigr. Life Man 6686 Loo, her, . . Off the

syluer bellys clere, And off the namel ek yfere.

Namele, obs. form of NAMELY adv.

Nameless (n/ -mles), a. Also 4-7 nameles,
6-7 -lesse. [ME. nameles = MDu. name-, iiacm-

loos (Du. name-, nnamloos^, MHG. namells (G.

namenlos, namlos}, Da. navnlos, Sw. namnlos :

see NASIE sb. and -LESS.]
1. Not possessed of a (distinguished) name;

devoid of name or fame ; unknown by name ;

obscure, inglorious.
c 1311 Pol. Songs (Camden) 254 For fiht is fliht, the lond

is nameles. c 1374 CHAUCER Boctli. IV. pr. v. (1868) 131
Exiled pore and nedy and nameles. 1582 STANYHURST
/Eneis n. (Arb.) 61 Prince Priamus..In shoare now name-
lesse dooth ly lyke a truncheon al headlesse. 1616 B (-: AUM.
& FL. Bonduca n. i, When one is smother d with a multi

tude, And crowded in amongst a nameless press. 1658 SIR

T. BROWNE Hydriot. v. 75 To benamelesse in worthy deeds
exceeds an infamous history. 1728 POPE Dvnc. III. 157
Each Songster, Riddler, ev ry nameless name. 1813 SCOTT

Rokeby in. xviii, Maiden ! a nameless life I lead, A nameless
death I ll die. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. iv. iii, I am name
less and poor. 1887 BOWEN yirg. JEneid vi. 505 Thou
hadst laid thee to die on a heap of the nameless dead.

b. Not mentioned by name
;

left in obscurity.
535 MORE Kick. ///, Wks. 57 The other two were

somwhat grcter parsonages, & natheles of their humilite

content to be nameles. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 380 Name
less in dark oblivion let them dwell. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Com;. (1877) II. App. 545 The lands had been held by
a nameless freeman.



NAMELESSLY.
2. Not

specified by name, left unnamed, in order
to avoid giving offence, or for some other reason.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 31 Thou tolde me,

. .That thou kneuhest one, nameles of me as nowhe. a 1529
SKELTON Ware Hauke 38 He shall be as now nameles, But
he shall not be blameles. 1617 MORYSON Itin. m. 194
A great Prince of Germany (for good respect namelesse}.

1653 WALTON Angler ii. 46 Another of the company that
shall be nameless. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 91 F i The
Loves of a Family in Town, which shall be nameless. 1800
MRS. HERVEY Moiirtray Fam. II. 38 A certain person,
who shall be nameless, is now engaged on Tower duty.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. z) I. 489 On the authority of one
who shall be nameless.

f3. Of a book, letter, etc.: Having no name
attached to it, anonymous. Obs.

1529 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 223/1 For y boke is put
forth namelesse, & was in the beginning rekened to be made
by Tindal. 1643 PRYSXE in P. & Walker Fiennes Trial 5, 1

received a Note . . with a datelesse, namelesse Paper inclosed.

1667 SIR R. MORAY in Lauderdale Papers (Camden) II. 88
There is a Damned book come hither.. called Naphtali, or
the Wrestlings of the Church of Scotland, &c. nameless.

1786 WESLEY Wks. (1872) IV. 339 One of the hearers wrote
me a nameless letter upon St. 1822 GALT Provost xxx,
I received a twenty-pound note in a nameless letter.

4. Whose name is not, or has not been, divulged ;

anonymous, unknown. Also const, to.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. i. in, I haue writ your Letter
Vnto the secret, nameles friend of yours. 1624 GATAKER
Transu&st, 36 On the false report of another namelesse
author like to himselfe. 1697 STILLINGFL. Disc. Trinity
173 A certain nameless Socmian was the Author of them.
a 1735 ATTERBURY Senn. (J.), Little credit is due to accusa
tions of this kind, when they come from suspected, that is,

from nameless pens. 1807 CRABBE Hall of Just. i. 33 Yet
nameless let me plead my name Would only wake the

cry of scorn. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. xv. III. 576 1 he
two nameless executioners who had done their office.. on the
scaffold. 1856 DE QUINCF.Y Confess. Wks. I. 226 A gang
of Vandals (nameless, I thank heaven, to me).
absol. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xxxi. (Arb.) 74 After

whom followed lohn Lydgate.., and that nameles, who
wrote the Satyre called Piers Plowman.
5. a. Bearing no legitimate name.
593 SHAKS. Liter. 522 Thy issue blur d with namelesse

bastardie. 1693 DRYDEN Jnrenal^ibgj) 157 And into Noble
Families advance A Nameless Issue, the blind work of
Chance. 1732 POPE Ep. Cobham 233 A rev rend

&amp;gt;ire,
whom

want of grace Has made the father of a nameless race.

b. Having no name
; unnamed.

1638 SIR ! . HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 333 lies for the greatest
part namelesse and numberlesse. 1719 DE Foe Crusoe n.

(Globe) 581 We began.. to enter upon the vast nameless
Desart. 1702 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem, ii. 209 A thousand
nameless rills that shun the light. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh.
Unb. i. 205 All the gods Are there, and all the powers of
nameless worlds.

6. Of altars, tombs, etc. : Bearing no name or

inscription.
1655 STAN-LEY Hist. Phllos. i. (1701) 57/2 Nameless Altars,

Monuments of that Expiation. 1718 POPE Epit. Rou&amp;gt;e,

Beneath a rude and nameless stone he lies. 1859 Miss
PROCTER Legends 4- Lyr. Ser. i. 104 Over a nameless grave.
7. That cannot be definitely named or described;

inexpressible, indefinable.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. m. i. 319 She hath many name
lesse vertues. 1593 Rich. //, ii. ii. 40 What I cannot
name, tis namelesse woe I wot. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 144
Music resembles Poetry, in each Are nameless graces which
no methods teach. 1780 COWPER Progr, Er&amp;gt; . 244 Are all

the nameless sweets of friendship fled? 1817 SHELLEY Rev.
Islam in. iv, When suddenly was blended With our repose
a nameless sense of fear. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. iv, Such
clouds of nameless trouble cross All night below the darken d
eyes. 1887 RUSKIN Prseterita II. 256 The nameless ailing
of overwearied flesh.

8. That one shrinks from naming ; unutterable ;

horrible, abominable.
1611 BIBLE Wisd. x iv. 27 Worshipping of idoles not to be

named [marg. namelesse], is the beginning, the cause, and
the end of alleuill. a. 1704 T. BROWN Satire Woman Wks.
1730 I. 56 Of impotent, still varying desires; And of ten
thousand nameless vices more Is this vile idol made, which
men adore. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci v. i. 44 Avenging such
a nameless wrong As turns black parricide to piety. 1866
LIDDON Hampton Lect. vi. (1875)308 Paganism allowed man
to sink beneath a flood of nameless sensualities.

f- b. Namelessfinger, the middle finger. Obsr~*
After L. digitus impudicus or infamis.
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xii. xviii. (1886) 223 Put

thy nameles finger in the wound.
Hence Na melessly adv., Na melessness.
1847 WEBSTER, Namelessly. 1861 MEREDITH F.van Har

rington III. xi. 179 A bunch of the best flowers that
could be got were.. sent namelessly. 1866 DICKENS Mugby
June. 1, A youth with a bitter sense of his namelessness.

1885 Spectator 10 Jan. 51/1 The very namelessness helps to

deepen the impression of remoteness.

Nameli(ch, etc., obs. forms of NAMELY adv.

t Na meling. Obs. rare 1
, [f. NAME sb. +

-LING.] pi. Persons bearing the same name.
1706 DE FOE Jure Divino n. 4 The Namelings fight,

because the Clan commands.

Namely (n^-mli), a. Now only Sc. [f.
NAME

sb. + -LY 1
; in Sc. use probably after Gael, ainm-

eil from ainm name.] Distinguished, famous,
notable {for a thing).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 351/1 Namely, or singulere,/*r:#w,j.

1483 Cath. Angl. 248/2 Namely. .
t precipuus, excipttus.

1815 [MRS. JOHNSTONE] Clan Albin xiv, Nay, for that
matter

, said Moome, Skye was always namely for witches .

1896 N. MUNRO Lost Pibroch (1902) 9, I will take you to
one of your own trade, who is namely for music.
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(n^ mli), adv. Forms: a. 2-4 nome
liche, 4-5 nom(e)ly, . 3-4 nameliche, 4-5
-lich, 5 -lych ; 4 namlich(e ; 4 namelike, nam-
lik(e, -lie. 7. 4-6 namly, (4 -Ii, -le, nammeli ;

4 namele, 4-5 -Ii, 6 -lye, 6-7 -lie, 4- namely.
[ME. name-, nomeliche = OKris. nam-, nomlik,
MDu. name-, naemlike, -lijc, -He (Du. namelijK]^
MLG. nemeHke^n, -Hk (hence Sw. nemligen. Da.

nemlig}* MHG. nam(e)- y nem(e]liche, etc. (G.
namtich}, ON. nafnliga, Icel. nefnilega : see

NAME sb. and -LY 2
.J

1 1. Particularly, especially, above all. (Usually
with preceding and.} Obs.
o. cii75 Lamb. Horn. 139 Sunnedei ah efri cristenne

Mpn nomeliche to chirche cume. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 21

Him weox weorre on euch halue, & nomeliche in an lend
YHrie hatte. c 1325 Chron. Eng. 75 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II.

273 Al thyn honour were leid adoun, And nomeliche to thy
lemmon. c 1375 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. (MS. B.) 615, 1 thonk
God of his godnesse, And nomely now of Jns messe. c 1420
Chron. I ilod. 4496 Williham was a fulle sputusmon. .And
nomely bokke hunters in his tyme nad no rest.

ft. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 Hie. .folgeden here lichames

wille, nameliche on two bigges, bat on was muSes mede, bat

o5er hordom. a 1300 Cursor M. 14478 Oft J?ai on him soght
to scam, And namlikest for bat resun, pat he vp-raised
lazarum. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 295 A greet
pestilence of reheren destroyed wel nygh al Europa, and
namliche Britayne. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xviii. no A
perilose thing is it forto appeire vntreuly a mannys name
and namelich a prelatis name.

y. a 1300 C.trsor J/. 4442 pus
can godd help man in nede,

Namli ]?at wil him luue and dred. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A.
n. 115 Fauel-.bad Gyle go to and ;yue gold aboute, And
namely to this notaries, c 1420 Pa/lad, on Hnsb. \\. 131
Rude erthe and namly wodlond best is hold For pastynyng.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon iii. 72 Whan reynawde
vnderstode the good wyll of his folke, & namly of his

brethern [etc.]. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 26 To bee

pronounced by a philosophier and namely but such a philo-

sophier as Socrates. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 681,
I fmde some difference about the nature of this living crea

ture, and namely whether it be a Serpent or a Fish. 1700
New Hampsh. Frov. Papers (1868) III. 327 Returning
thanks.. for many blessings and favors. .And, namely, for

the enjoyment of the Gospel.

t b. Carefully, precisely. Obs. rare.

a 1400-50 Alexander 293 For any cas
J&amp;gt;at

is to com to

knaw if pe likis, I sail as namely ^ow neuyn as it ware nowe
done. Ibid. 582 Latt him. .norisch him as namely as he

myne awyn warre.

fc. By name, individually. Obs. rare.

1551 ROBINSON ^lore s
Utofi,

n. (1895) 143 Wher to be

present they onlye be constremed that be namelye chosen
and appoynted to learnynge. 1588 J. UDALL Demonstr.
Disc, (Arb.) 13 Neyther are the offices and officers, namely,
and particularly expressed in the Scriptures.

f 2. At least, at any rate. Obs. rare.

1387 TREVISA Uigden (Rolls) V. 407 Assented to me,
nameliche, in ^re binges, }if je willeb noujt assente to me
and [v.r. in] pe obere. c 1449 PECOCK

Rej&amp;gt;r.
v. v. 511 A

mannys fader and modir ben to him grettist benefetouris,
or namelich lien in grettist wil forto be benefetouris to him.

3. To wit ; that is to say ; videlicet.

c 1450 Merlin 8 In that the feende repaireth moste, bothe
in man and woman, namly, when they be in grete ire.

535 COVERDALE i Kings iii. 13 That thou hast not prayed
for, haue I geuen the also, namely, ryches, and honoure.

*574 tr - Marlorafs Apocalips 28 That is to wit, whiche are

already past: namely my passion and resurrection. 1617
MORYSON Itin. i. 242 My Host told me a strange thing,
namely that in Alexandria of ./Egypt .. there was a Dove
cote. i68a NORRIS Hierocles 5 Namely, to consider what is

meant by the Law and the Order of it. XTIX ADDISON
Spect. No. 123 P 4 They both agreed upon an Exchange of

Children, namely that the Boy should be bred up with
Leontine as his Son [etc.]. 1798 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ.

1893 XIV. 99 It would then have been understood as it is

at present, namely, that the gentlemen would rank in the
order they are named. 1875 HELPS Soc. Press, iii. 48 The
worst and most disheartening point.. is this namely, that
the course of modern thought and modern life is set against
these improvements.
fb. With as. For example. Obs.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. IL (1882) 49 Almost all things,
as namelie butter, cheese, fagots. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s

Africa vin. 307 There is most excellent outlandish liunen
cloth to be sold, as namely fine cloth of cotton brought from
Balahach. 1653 WALTON Angler vi. 141 There is more
than one sort of them [sc. Salmon], as namely a Tecon.

Namen, obs. pa. pple. of NAME v. y pa. t. pi. of
NIM v.

t
to take.

Namer (n^-msi). [f. NAME p. 1 + -ER 1
.] One

who, or that which, gives a name or names.
1627 DRAYTON Agincourt Ixv, Skilfull Merlin, namer of

that Towne [Caermarthen]. 1627 SPEED England xxxi. 8

Thirtie one Market-Townes. .whereof Lincolne the Counties
namer is chiefe. a 1853 ROBERTSON Lect. ii. (1858) 161 The
poet has been called as the name imports, creator, namer,
maker. 1869 BROWNING Ring &amp;lt;y

Bk. ix. 1371 Gaetano..
newest namer for a thing so new.

Namesake (n^-ms^k), sb.
[f. NAME sb. The

use of sake is peculiar, but the comb, may have

originated in two persons or things being men
tioned or coupled together for the name s sake :

for examples of name-sake in this sense, see SAKE.]
A person or thing having the same name as

another.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 170 Nor [does] the Dog-
fish at sea much more make out the Dog of the land,
then that his cognominall or name-sake in the heavens.

1657 J. WATTS Vindic. Church Eng. 89, I shall here dehort

NANDU.
you from being of lohn and lames, (though you are the
name-sake of the one). 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 482 ? 2
Another . . subscribes herself Xantippe, and tells me, that
she follows the Example of her Name-sake. 1797 M.MK.
D ARBLAY Let. June, It was a very sweet thought to

p make my little namesake write to me. 1826 SCOTT 26 Mar.
in Croker Papers (1884) I. 319, I enclose a letter for your

I
funny namesake and kinsman. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.

j

(1877) I. iv. 182 The unhappy descendant and namesake of
!

the great Emperor.
attrib. 1650 FULLER Pisgah n. 64 Looking southward

behold the City of Nebo, at the foot of its namesake moun
tain. 1860 FORSTER Gr. Rentonstr. 26 Postponing Luke to
lucre

;
and setting more store by a handful of marks than

by all the doctrines of their namesake saint.

Hence Na-mesake v., to call by the same name ;

to name after one. nonce-wd.
1651 CLEVELAND Poems 5 Their name-sak d signs in their

strange character. 1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1838) p. ix,
Here s a Book they ve namesaked arter me.

Na me-son. Sc. [f. NAME st&amp;gt;. 15 + Sox sh]
A name-child of the male sex.

1760-1 SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaves xii, God for ever bless

your honour : I am your name-son sure enough. 1824
Miss FERRIER Inker, xxvi, The Major was .. flattered by
the interest expressed for this little name-son. 1894 A.
WHVTE S. Rutherford xi. 88 It is with the name-son.. of
this sturdy old saint that we have chiefly to do.

Naming (n^-mirj), vbl. sb. ff.
NAME vl +

-ING *.] The action of the vb., in various senses,
or the result of this.

a 1300 K. Horn (Laud MS.) 216 (220) Horn child , qwad
be king,

* Wel brouke Jou H naming . 1482 Rolls ofParIt.

VI. 204/2 Other Benefices of Cherchys, and namyng to the
same. 1504-5 in Brand Newcastle (1789) I. 641 [A priest]
to have the same service, the same namyng, appointment
and assignment, .as is above expressed. 1579 E. K. Gloss.

Spenser s Sheph. Cal. Apr. 123 Neptune and Minerua
stroue for the naming of the citie of Athens. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1677) 249 An infamous strumpet ; not
worth a naming the second time. 1766 ENTICK London IV.

52 They having had all along the naming of the weigh-
master. 1831 CARLYLE Sort. Res. n. i, Poetry itself is

no other, if thou consider it, than a right Naming. 1875
JOWETT Plato_ (ed. 2) IV. 276 Even in the infant the latent

power of naming is almost immediately observable.
attrib. 1825 Greenhouse Comp. I. 204 Each being dis

tinguished by its name written on a small naming-stick.

Na-ming]y, adv. *

By name (&quot;Webster 1847).

Namle, -Ii, etc., obs. forms of NAMELY adv.

Nammet (nse-met). dial. Also -it, -ut. Var.

of NUMMET, luncheon, slight meal. Also attrib.

1847 HALLIWELL. 1863 WISE New Forest \y$l\M labourer
still.. feels himself lear.. before he eats his nammit. 1878
T. HARDY Ret. Native i. iii, I haven t seen the colour of
drink since nammet-tlme to-day.

Nammo^re, Na-mo(re, obs. ff. No MORE.

Na-mon, obs. form of No MAN.

Nampkyn, obs. form of NAPKIN.

f Nan. Obs. rate . [f. the female name Nan,
familiar form of Ann(e.] A serving-maid.
c 1700 Street Robberies Consider

1

d^ Nan t
a maid of the

house. 1725 New Cant. Diet., Nan, a Maid-servant.

Nan, aphetic form of ANAN int.

1748 FOOTE Knights \. Wks. 1799 I. 67 Nan? what do you
say? Ibid. t Nan? what? 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.

1836 COOPER Sussex Gloss. 1875 Miss JACKSON Shrofsh.
U ord-bk. s.v., Nan is very seldom used now ; only a few of

the aged folk seem to retain it.

Nan, obs. f. NONE
; obs. f. NAIN Sc.

Nanberry, -bury, dial. van. of ANBURY.
1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4325/4 A dark brown Gelding. ., full

aged, a Nanberry on the inside of the near Leg.

Nancy (nse-nsi). Also ananci, hanancy.

[ad. Tshi (Ashantee, etc.) ananse spider; ananse-

seni spider-story.] Nancy-story, -tale, a folk- or

fairy-tale of a type current among the negroes of

the Gold Coast and the West Indies.

[1705 tr. Bosnian s Guinea xvii. 332 The Negroes call this

spider Ananse, and believe that the first Men were made
by that Creature.]
a 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind. (1834) 253 The Negroes

are very fond of what they call Nancy stories, part of

which is related, and part sung. Ibid. 307 It seems to be
an indispensable requisite for a Nancy-story, that it should
contain a witch, or a duppy. 1891 HARTLAND Sci. Fairy
Tales xi. 294 An ananci tale in which the heroine and her

two sisters are changed into black cats. 1894 ALICE SPIN
NER Study in Colour ix. So She told her nancy stories.

Nancy, narcissus : see SWEET NANCY.

Nancy-pretty. [Also called None-so-pretly :

the one name is no doubt a corruption of the

other.] A popular name in various districts for

the plant London Pride.

1828-92 in various dial, glossaries (Northumb., Yks., Lane.,

Som., Devon).

Nandiiie (me ndin). ZooL [app. a native

name.] A West African viverroid animal (A
ran-

dinia binotatd}, having rows of spots on the sides.

1843 J. E. GRAY Mammalia 54. 1860 WOOD Illustr.

Nat. Hist. I. 245 We arrive at the pretty little creature

which is known by the name of Nandine.

Nandu (nse*nd). Ornith. Also nandou.

[ad. Brazilian (Tupi-Guarani) nhandii, nandii]
A variety of ostrich {Rhea Americana} peculiar to

South America.
1840 Cuvier s Anitn. Kingd. 233 The Nandou. .or Ostrich

of America, is about half the size of the African Ostrich.

1866 Chambers^ Encycl. VI. 656/2 The Nandu is shy and

wary, but is successfully hunted by the Indians.



NANGER.

Nane, Sc. and north, f. NONE, obs. f. NAIJJ Se.

N&quot;anes, obs. form of NONCE.

Tfangat(is, variants of NO-GATE(S adv.

t Ifa nger, v. Obs. rare. [f. ANGER v., nfter

NANGRY .]
trans. To make angry.

1675 WYCHERLEV Country ll ifo u. i, Why dost thou look
so fropish ? Who has nangered thee ? c 1681 HICKERINGILL
Trimmer ii. Wks. 1716 I. 368 Who, then has nanger d
thee ? dear heart !

Nangnail, dial, variant of angnail AGXAIL.
t Na-ngry, a. Obs. rare.

[f. ANGRY a. with

prothetic n : see N 3.] Angry.
1681 T. FI.ATMAN Hcraclitns Ridens No. 39 (1713) I. 256

Oh, tis the featest little nangry Fool. Ibid. 261 Since the

Maggot is so nangry, it shall be a Warning to Harry.

Na Uguer. Zool. [See first quot.] A species of

antelope formerly accepted by zoologists on the

authority of Buffon.

1780 SMELLIE tr. Buffoifs Nat. Hist. (1785) VI. 409 The
ninth antilope is an animal, which, according to M. Adan-
son, is called nangiteitr or nangiter in Senegal. 1801 SHAW
Gen. Zool. II. n. 360 The Red Antelope, or Nagor, is much
allied to the Nanguer or Dama. 1833 E. T. BENNETT in
Trans. Zool. Soc. I. 2 Pallas adopted the idea in his Mono
graph of the genus Antilope. ., in which the Nanguer was
introduced under the name of Antilope Dama, which it has
ever since retained. 1868 Nat. Encycl. I. 809 To this group
belongs the Mhorr Antelope.., the Nanguer (A. datnci) of

Senegal ; and the Addra.

Nanis, obs. Sc. and north, form of NONCE.
Nanism (n^ -niz m). [ad. F. nanisms (Littre),

f. L. ndn-us (Or. TOP-OS) dwarf -t- -isme -ISM.]
The condition of being dwarfed

; tendency to

become stunted or dwarfed
;
an instance of this.

1836 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1899 Q. Rev. July 277 Nanism
is a feature common to all animals and plants in great
altitudes and high latitudes.

So Na nity. (See quot.) nonce-wd.
iSgz JESSOPP in Illtistr. Land. Nntis 26 Nov. 667/1 By

nanity I understand the condition of those who labour under
any abnormal deficiency.

Naiiization (aftjsW Jsn). [f. *nanize, ad. F.

naniser (1875 m Littre Suff!.~) : see NANISM.]
The process of artificially dwarfing trees or plants.
1889 REIN Industries Japan 265 Dwarfing or Nanisation

is the name which we give to the various operations for

producing dwarfed forms.

Nankeen (nscnkrn), s/&amp;gt;. (and a.) Also Snan-
kein, 9 -kin, -quin. [f. Nankin or Nanking,
southern capital ,

the name of the chief city of

the province of Kiangsu in China. Cf. F. and
Du. nankin, G. nantiHg.]
1. A kind of cotton cloth, originally made at

Nanking from a yellow variety of cotton, but now
extensively manufactured from ordinary cotton
and dyed yellow. Also attrib. with cloth.

1755 Songs f, Poems on Costume (Percy Soc.) 239 Make
his breeches of nankein, Most like nature, most like skin.

1801 Encycl. Hrit. Suppl. II. 292/1 The colour of nankeen is

natural, the down of which it is made being of the same
yellow tinge with the cloth. 1826 J. F. COOPER Last Mohic.
i, His nether garment was of yellow nankeen. 1878 J. H.
GRAY China IU. xxiii. 143 The cloth called nankin, generally
written nankeen, is of the greatest durability.
attrib. ciHog F. BUCHANAN in Eastern India III. 144

(Yule), Wool having the colour of nankeen cloth. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts 877 Nankin cloth has been long imitated in per
fection by our own manufacturers.

b. With//. A kind or variety of this cloth.

1781 ABIGAIL ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 402 There are
some articles, which come from India,. .Bengals, nankeens,
Persian silk. 1797 STAUNTON Ace. Macartney s Embassy
China II. 425 The land in this neighbourhood, .produces
the cloth usually called Nankeens in Europe. 1842 BRANDF.
Diet. Sci.

t etc. s.v., They are sometimes bleached, and then
are called white nankeens. Imitation nankeens are manu
factured at Manchester. 1858 HOMANS Cycl. Commerce
1387/2 The broad pieces called the Company s nankeens
are generally of a better quality than the narrow ones.

2. attrib. (passing into adj. ) Made of nankeen.

1774 in Grosley Obs. England II. 142 His nankeen small
clothes were tied with 16 strings at each knee. 1795
ANDERSON Narr. Embassy China 70 The uniform of the
soldiers consists of a large pair of loose, black nankeen
trowsers. 1823 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 70/1 The female

preacher had on a nankeen dress. 1885 J. PAYN Talk of
Town I. 26 A dark blue coat with a short light waistcoat ;

. .

and nankeen breeches.

b. pi. Trousers made of nankeen.
1806-7 J- BERESFORD Mis. Hum. Life (1826) IT. xi, Pushing

through the very narrow path of a very long field of very
high corn immediately after a very heavy rain : nankeens.

1853 LYTTON My Novel \. ii, If you had my nankeens on . . ,

and had fallen into a thicket of thistles.

3. A yellow or pale buff
;
the colour of nankeen.

1775 SHERIDAN Duenna n. iii, As for the dimity skin you
told me of, I swear, tis a thorough nankeen as ever I saw !

1838 T. THOMSON Ckem. Org. Bodies 934 This lichen, with

soda, yields a yellow; with lime, .a nankeen. iWxGarden
18 Mar. 189/3 The colour is a beautiful nankeen.

4. at trili. or as adj., denoting a yellow colour

like that of nankeen.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 877 The following is the process for

dyeing calico a nankin colour. 1868 Chambers * Encycl.
VI. 656/2 Another.. nankeen dye is produced by boiling
annatto in a strong solution of pearl ashes. 1882 Garden
25 Nov. 469/3 The. .petals being of a nankeen-yellow.

b. In the names of some Australian birds, as

the nankeen bird, crane, or night-hawk, and the

VOL. VI.
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nankeen hawk. Also nankeen gum, a species of

eucalyptus, E. popitlifolia.
1804 CALEY in Trans. Linn. Soc. XV. 184, 1 saw no Nan

keen Hawks this autumn. 1838 J. H. JAMES .SV.v Months
.V. Austral. 202 Shooting one or two be.iutiful nankeen
birds. 1872 C. H. EDEN My wife and I in Queensland 1 2 1

The nankeen crane (Xycticora.r catcdoiticiis^, a very hand
some, bright nankeen-coloured bird. 1889 MAIDEN A ati-.-c

Plants 506 This tree is. . called Nankeen ( lum in Northern
Australia, from the peculiar light-brown colour of the bark.

5. Nankeen cotton, the variety of cotton from
which nankeen cloth was originally made.
1797 STAUNTON Ace. Macartney s Embassy China II. 425

It is asserted, that the seeds of the nankeen cotton degene.
rate, .when transplanted to another province. 1865 A . \ (

}
.

3rd Ser. VII. 474/2 A new species of cotton, called Nankeen,
of a bright yellow colour and fine texture, is now raised in

the United States.

6. A kind of Chinese porcelain. Also attrib.

1781 Lionel $ Clarissa 7 Half-a-dozen plates, four Nankeen
beakers, and a couple of shaking Mandarins. 1782 WEDG
WOOD in Phil, j rans. LXXII. 322 The Dresden porcelain is

more refractory than the common Chinese, but not equally
so with the stone Nankeen. 1796 KIRWAN Elan. Mi&amp;gt;/.

(ed. 2) I. 52 Nankeen indeed even resists this heat. 1845
Encycl. JMetrop. Index, Nankin porcelain.
Hence Nankee ning- ; Nankine tt.

1805 Ann. Reg. 682 Muslins, piquees, dimities, and nan-
kinetts. a 1845 HOOD To Lady on Dep. India vi, Go to
the land of muslin and nankeening.

Nankin(s, variants of NO-KIN Obs.

Nanman, obs. form of Xo MAN.

Nanmo^re, obs. forms of No MORE.
i Na lUlicock. Obs. rare- 1

. (Sense obscure.)
1600 N. BRETON Pasquits Fools-cap C4b, Hee that doth

wonder at a Weathercocke . .And is in loue with euery Nan-
nicocke.

TTa nny, ellipt. for XANNY-GOAT.
1890 R. BOI.DRF.WOOD Col. Reformer xxviii. 417 He did

consider the nanny question and calculated whether a steamer
load of those miniature milchers would not pay decently.

Nanny-goat (niE-ni|gJ&quot;t). [f. the feminine
name Nanny : cf. BILLY-GOAT.] A she-goat.
1788 T. DAY Hist. Little Jack (1820) 55 Telling me that my

father was a beggar man and my mother a nanny-goat.
1857 DUH- ERIN Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 250 We have pur
chased an ancient goat a nanny-goat so that we may be
able to go a-milking upon occasion. 1888 FREEMAN in

Stephens Life (1895) II. 388 A nanny-goat that I had.

Na llliy-house. rare. [? f. the name Nanny..]

(See quots.) Also nanny-shop.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nanny-house, a Bawdy-

house. 1825 BROCKETT jV. C. Gloss., Nanny-lionsc, -shop,
a brothel. 1836 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge xi.v, A narrow

turning to the right.. that led amongst a nest of nanny
houses, as they are called, inhabited by brown free people.
Nanoid (n^ noid), a. rare~a

.
[f. L. ndn-us

dwarf + -DID.] Resembling a dwarf, dwarf-like.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex,

Nantes, obs. form of NANTZ.

Nantokite (narnttfkait). Min. Also nanto-

quite. [f. Nantoco in Chili + -ITE 2 b.] A white

chloride of copper found in granular masses.

1872 DANA Min. App. i. 1 1 Nantokite. .. Occurs in a

copper vein with atacamite. 1893 CHAPMAN Blovjpipe
Pt-aet. 188 Nantokite. .often greenish externally.

Nantz (ns.nts), sb. (and a.) Now only arch.

Also 7 nantes, 7-9 nants. [From the place of

manufacture, Nantes on the Loire in France.]

Brandy. Also freq. right Nantz.

1684 J. HAYNES Kfil. Lacy s SirH. Buffoon, There s one s

for a Cup of Nants. 1693 Humours Town 29 A Tost

and Ale, or perhaps, a Cup of cool Nants. 1706 E. WARD
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 99 His Superiors, whom nothing
will go down with, under right Nantz or Rum. 1822 SCOTT
Pirate i, The devout opinion that a cup of Geneva or

Nantz was specific against all cares. 1831 TRELAWNY Adv.

Younger Son III. 330 It. .didn t make a man s inside water

proof, which good Nantz would. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke

50 Let us. .have a drop of the right Nants before we go.

attrib. 1696 VANBRUGH Relapse Pref., Drinking his mis.

tress s health in Nantes brandy.

tNa ny, a. Obs. [OE. nxnii, f. ne NE +

xnii ANY a.] Not any, no.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) N 198 Nullo negotio, nienfe
earbeoe. 8os Charter 34 in O.E. Texts 442 [pa t] naenis

mon..on naen^e o5re halfe oncaerrende sie. a 900 CYNE-

WUI.F Crist 39 Na;nis efenlic bam . . in worlde fcewearS wifes

seeacnung. c 1000 ISoeth. Metr. x. 53 Nat nsenij mon
hwaer hi nu sindon. c 1200 ORMIN 59 Ne mihhte nani}

mann. .TJtbressten off be deofless band.

Nanys(e, obs. forms of NONCE.

NaolOgical (n^dlp-djikal), a. [f.
next + -ICAL.]

Pertaining to, connected with, naology.
1848 Ecclcsiologist VI. 65 The pursuit of Naological

studies . . had afforded much amusement to a long and

happy life. 1849 FREEMAN Arehit. 57 They are for the

most part rather naologicat than architectural.

Naology (iMifltttti). [f.
Gr. va6-s temple +

-LOGY.] 1 he study of sacred buildings.

1846 DUDLEY (title) Naology. 1846 Ecclcsiologist VI. 65

The part with which we are not concerned . . is far superior

to that with which we are Christian Naology.

Nao metry. rare-1
, [f. as prec. + -METBY.]

(See quot.)
1626 B. JONSON Staple of N. til. ii, To calculate a time

and halfe a time, and the whole time, according to NaOmetry.
F. Iv. What s that ! Tho. The measuring o the Temple.

II NaOB (iv-ps). [a. Gr. coos temple.] A temple ;

the inner cell or sanctuary of a temple.

NAP.

1775 R. CHANDLER Trnv. Asia M. 256 Over the entrance
of the Naos was avast stone. 1858 HIRCIC Anc. lottery
I. 166 Sometimes the whole of a naos, or chapel, was con
structed of tiles. 1893 SAYCK Egypt 208 Fragments of red
granite from some gigantic naos.

t Nap, sb. 1 Obs. Forms : I hnsep p, 2-3 nep,
2-4nap. [OE. /;?;#/ /, ^ OS.

&amp;lt;z/(MI)u. and Du.
/),OHG. (k)naff((jt. napf)&amp;gt;

of obscure origin.
An OLG. *hnap is the source of OF. hanap (see

HANAP), and It. nappo may also be an adoption
from Teutonic.] A drinking-cup or bowl.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Class, in Wr.-Wiilcker 123 Ciatits, hnep.

Anthlia, hnap. 1050 Vccah. ibid. 283 Patent, hnicpp.
1:1070 in Earle Land Charters, etc. 250, vi nucsene sceala,
& ii jebonede hn.-eppas. a noo in Napier O. A\ (ilosst-s i.

1847 Poculi, i. calicis, steapes, hnavppes. i 1200 T&amp;gt; in. Coll.
f/ont. 163 Hire nap [is] of mazere. a 1225 Ancr. R. 344
Ibroken nep ooer disch. c 1250 Death 107 in O. E, Mine.

174 Hwer beo3 |nne dihschesi. .Hwer beoj* bine nappes ;

c 1350 Itody &amp;lt;5-

.SVw/ (Camden) 343, I nam nouthcr furst no
last That schal drynken of that nap.

Nap (nrep), sb Also 4-7 nappe, (7 knap,
8 napp). [f. NAP z .

1
] A short or light sleep,

esp. one taken during the day ;
a doze.

13.. Cursor M. 7201 iG&amp;lt;itt.}, Hot sampson wakind of his

nap, Of bandis he lete himseluen scap. c 14x2 HOCCLEVK
Mm. Peons 63 It me reueth many a sleep is: nap. c 1450
St. Cnthbcrt (Surtees) 7435 pan I wakynd of my nappe.
1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Nappe a lytell slepe, rcpos. 1596
SI-ENSER / &quot;. Q, iv. v. 42 If by fortune any litle nap Upon his

hcavie eye-lids chaunst to fall [etc.], 1628 FUHIJ /,&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rr .v

Aid. ii. ii. In his naps he never looks in a glass. 1680
OTWAY Cains Marins iv. t, I ll swear it wak d me out of
a sweet Nap. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 1 12 F 3 If by chance
he has been surprized into a short Nap at Sermon, 1787
MME. D AtiBLAY Diary 16 Aug., I sat up all night, ..not

daring to trust to a nap for myself. 1848 DICKENS Dombey
xxiii, He refreshed his mind with a nap. 1863 Oi IDA Held
in Bondage (1870) 3 A suspicious appearance of having just
tumbled out of a nap.

b. In verbal phrases, esp. to take a nap.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4005 He slombred, & a nappe he toke.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Mark xiii. 88 Although the people
due sumtymes take a nappe. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 171
Otherwhiles he would catch a nap in the day time, as he sat

to minister Justice. 1653 Nissena 28 He slept but a little. .

though but for a very smal space he stole a nap. 1709
Si f I.I.F, Tatler No. 52 f 4 [He] seems to take a Nap with
his Eyes open. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ, (1859) U- 24^ The
genius of invention and improvement in Kurope seems to

be absolutely taking a nap. 1863 GEO. KLIOT Romola i,

You ll know better than to take your nap in street corners.

Nap ncep), sl&amp;gt;.3 Also 5-6 noppe, 7 nappe,
8-9 knap. [a. MDu. or MLG. noppe (mod.G.
and Da. noppe ;

Du. nop t Sw. nopp^ Norw. napp ;

also \ValIoon nope, f noppe} ^ sb. related to noppen
NAP v There is no evidence for the OK. hnoppa
given by Somner.J
1. Originally, the rough layer of projecting

threads or fibres on the surface of a woollen or

other textile fabric, requiring to be smoothed by
shearing ;

in later use, a special surface given to

cloth of various kinds by artificial raising of the

short fibres, with subsequent cutting and smooth

ing ; the pile.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 358/1 Noppe of a clothe, irillus, to-

tnentuiti. 1495 Act n Hen. VU, c. 27 The^ pull of both
the noppe and the coton of the same Fustians. 1526 SK EL

TON Magnyf. 453 Whan the noppe is rughe, it wolde be

shorne. 1589 FLEMING I irg. Georg. iv. 69 They bring
towels with nap shorne off (The floow or roughness shorne

away for feare to hurt his handes). 1617 MORYSON Itin. in.

165 The nap of the cloth (and that somewhat course) being
worne off, the ground plainely appears. 1710 SWIFT Tatler
No. 238 P 5 His only Coat, where Dust confus d with Rain

Roughen the Nap, and leave a mingled Stain. 17*7-38
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Teazel, To card, or draw out the wool

or knap from the thread or ground of several kinds of cloths.

1805 J. LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 124 The principal object is to

frocure
a long and well formed knap. 1841 BORROW Zincali

. v. i. 90 It is very old, torn, and threadbare, with no nap
upon it. 1882 M~\Amer. /to w. (1885) 232 To destroythe
nap on gentlemen s coats.

attrib. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1511/2 Nap-warp t .. in

fusiian weaving, the upper warp covering the main warp or

nap.
jig. 1591 LYI.Y Endytn. v. ii, You hatie worne the nappe

of your witte quite off, and made it thredbarc. iJ93 SHAKS.
2 Hen, VI, iv. ii. 7 To dresse the Common-wealth, and turne

it, and set a new nap vpon it. 1627 E. F. Hist. Kthv. It

(1686) 91 When the nap of this Project was fallen off. 1682

Lenten Prol. i in yd Collect. Poems (1689) 26/1 Our Pro

logue-Wit grows flat: the Naps worn off.

b. The woolly substance removed from the

surface of cloth by the process of shearing.
1780 A. YOUNG Tour IrcL 1. 181 Large quantities of knap

are constantly taken out of the machine.

c. \Vith //. A cloth having a nap on it.

1771 Pennsyh . Gaz. 26 Sept. 3/1 The Sale of a large
Assortment of coarse and fine Broadcloths, Bearskins, Coat

ings, Naps. 1888 Daily News 3 Dec. a/7 Some fair orders

are being placed for the cheaper makes of tweeds, serges,

naps, pilots, and curls.

2. transf. A surface, esp. of a soft or downy
nature, resembling the nap of cloth.

1591 SPENSER Mni^pot. 333 The velvet nap which on his

wings doth lie. 1638 FORD Fancies v. ii, Frizzle or powder
their hair, plain their eye-brows, set a nap on their cheeks.

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthot. Aunt. i. xiv. 33 The Liver

in its hollow side, cloathed with its Coat and ragged Nap.
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants IV. 165 In the young and

unexpanded plants or buttons the pileus is covered with

o



NAP.

a knap or frize of a brown glutinous wool. 1856 KANE A ret.

Expl. I. xxvii. 358 Feathers of young frosting gave a plush-
like nap to its surface. 1891 T. HARDY 7 ess xliii, Every
twig was covered with a white nap as of fur grown from

the rind during the night.

3. The smooth and glossy surface of a beaver,

felt, or silk hat.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Hat, The hat. .is. .rubbed

with pumice, to take off the coarser knap ; then rubbed over

afresh with seel-skin, to lay the knap still finer. 1838
DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxix, Mr. Kolair twirled his old hat

round upon his hand, and affected the extremest agony lest

any uf the nap should have been knocked off. i86a THORN-
BURY Turner II. 319 A hat with the nap carefully brushed

the wrong way.

t Wap, sb Obs. rars~\ [Of obscnre origin :

cf. Norw. napp, a little tug or pull.] A draught.

14.. Songs -5- Carols i$tfi C. (Warton Club) 48 He tok

that maydyn be the pap, And tok thereof a ry^t god nap.

Nap (noep\ sb.s [abbrev. of Napoleon. }

1. A twenty-franc piece ;
= NAPOLEON i .

1820 MOORE Mem. (1853) III. 99 Got forty pounds at the

banker s and gave Mr. Lake his remaining three Naps,
1862 H. MARRYAT Year in Sweden II. 283 English sove

reigns and French naps as common as halfpence.

2. A card game, in which each player receives

five cards, and calls the number of tricks he ex

pects to win
;
one who calls five is said to^t? Nap,

and to make his Nap if he succeeds in winning
them all. Cf. NAPOLEON 4.
The game is often called half-penny^ sixpenny ^

etc. .Vtf/,

according to the amount paid for each *

point staked.

1879 Miss HRADDON Vixen III. 194 The younger members
of the house party played Nap. 1887 BLACK Sabina Zemhra
xxi, It was sixpenny Nap they were going to play. 1894
MASKELVNE Shares fy Flats 24 The dupe.. being rendered

suspicious by the eagerness of those about him to wager
that he would not make his Nap.

b. Hence in phr. to go nap, to stake all one

can, to speculate heavily.
c 1884 GLOVER Rating Life 38 Look here, you go nap

now hear that 1 nap ! on Royal Angus. 1898 IVesttn.

Gazt 12 Feb. 6/1 The market is going nap on the British

Tea Table.

t Nap, $b s?ang. [f.
NAP z^.3] (See quots.)

a 1700 H. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nafper ofNapfs, a Sheep-
stealer. CIJOQ Street Robberies Considered) -V a/, an arrest.

Nap (ncep), sb.t Theatr. slang. [? variant of

KNAP sb* i.] A pretended blow
; esp. in phr. to

give or take the nap.
1851 MAVHFW Land. Labour III. 139 (Hoppe), Then

Pantaloon comes up . .

,
and I give him the nap , and knock

him on his back. 1877 Era Almanack 40, I don t think,

though, I shall be able to take the nap much longer.

Nap, -S^.8
)
variant of KNAP sb^- i.

1702 TONKIN in Car&u s Cornwall (1811) 343 note, A large
level piece of ground, which is higher than any other part
of this fortification, it being the nap of the hill.

Nap, s&.9 St. [var. of knap KNOP sbl* 3.] A
shin ot beef.

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 169 The nap or shin is

analogous to the hough of the hind leg.

Nap, ^- 10 Sc*i var. of knap KNOP, a tub.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallotnd, Encycl. 78.

Nap (nsep), v. 1 Forms : i hnapp-, hnaep-

pian, (h)neap(p)-, 2-6 nappe, (3 nappi, 5 nap-

pyn), (5) 6- nap, (8 knap). [OE. hnappian, hn&p-
pian, app. related to OHG, (h]naffez- t naphez-,

naffizan
( dormitare .] intr. To sleep lightly or

for a brief time
;
to take a short sleep.

Formerly in more dignified use than at present, being fre

quently employed in renderings of Biblical passages.

:asan, ne ne hnappigen Sine braewas. c 1000 Aft,

Gosp. Matt. xxv. 5 Da se brydguma ylde, f&amp;gt;a hnappudon hi;$

ealle & slepun. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 201 Sume men
slaped faste, and sume nappeS. a 1225 Ancr. R. 324 pe ^&amp;gt;et

nappecS upon helle brerde, he torpleS ofte al in er he lest

wene. c 1275 LAY. 1219 So be gon nappi [c 1205 slomnen],

l&amp;gt;ar
after to slepe. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 465 Quen hit

ne^ed to na^t nappe hym bihoued. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v.

393, I most sitte
, seyde the segge or elles shulde I

nappe . 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. Ix, Gif I hald my pes,
than will sche nap. 1519 RORMAN Vulg. 88, I can not but

nappe whyle he precheth. 1598 MARSTON ryrmaL v. 160

The boy did nap, Whereby bright Phoebus did great Mars
intrap. 1647 TRAPP Comni. Maff. xxv. 5 They slept but

half-asleep, they napped and nodded. 1719 D LTRFEY Pills

(1872) III. 103 On whose fair Hills. .The God of Love lay

knapping. 1767 J. PENS Sleepy Serm. 23 It would, we
think, be belter for them to be found rather watching, than

napping. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell yd \\. iv, He.. On
every side did perk and peer Till he saw Peter dead or

napping. 1881 M, C. HAY Missing III. 118 Aunt Charlotte
will nap a little.

fig. a 1050 Liber Scintill. (1889) 2 ^ hnappiaS on jewil-
nungum & selustfullungum flzsces. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks.

(1880) 303 To ^&amp;gt;is.e
sectis ceessi}&amp;gt; not Jre iugement bat is now

& bifore tymes, & here leesing nappij? not. c 1449 PECOCK
Repr. v. t. 478 Doom . . cesith not, and the perdicioun . .

nappith not.

b. Phr. To take or catch (one] napping, to find

(one) asleep ; alsoyf^. to take unawares or off one s

guard, to surprise (a person).
1562 PILKINGTON Expos. Neh. (1585) 65 Our mortall

enemie. .hopeth to speede at length, and take thee napping.
1610 HOLLAND Camderfs Brit. IT. 54 The most watchfull

may sometimes bee taken napping, a 1659 BP. BROWNRIG
Serin. (1674) II. vi. 62 How much more unbecoming is it,

that the Sun of righteousness should take us napping?
1743 BCLKELEY Si CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas gz The Captain

18

saul, Very well, Gentlemen, you hnve caught me Napping.
1844 DISRAELI Coningshy vni. iii, The Tory party is organ
ised now ; they will not catch us napping again. 1884

Leeds Merc, 30 Apr. 4/6 The truth is that the Government

whips were caught napping, as they too often .ire.

C. Nap-at-nootij a popular name for plants of the

goat s-beard family {Tragopogon}) the flowers of

which close during the morning.
1865 Corn/i. Mag. July 34 The peasant christens his

flowers after their habits. In the Midland counties the

common goatsbeard is his nap-at-noon .

Nap (naep), v. 2 Also 5-6 noppe, 8 knap.

[a. MDu. or MLG. noppen (Du. and G. noppen t

Da. noppe, Sw. noppa, Norw. nappa ;
also Walloon

noper, ^twppcr}, of uncertain origin.]

fl. trans. To trim (cloth) by shearing the nap.
c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 33 Clarisse the nopster can well

her craft., cloth for to noppe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 256/1 To
Noppe &quot;,

detuberart. 1582 BENTLEY Mon. ATatrones 72

They have so shorne, nopped and turned Christ s garment.

2. To furnish with a nap ; to raise a nap on.

1620 SHELTON- Quix. HI. xxxviii. 264 Had the Bayz been

napp d, every Grain of Jt would have been as big as your

biggest Pea^. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2009/8 For Beautifying
ot&quot; Cloth,., by Napping and Freezing the same without

Honey, Mollosse, or any Moisture. 1717-38 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s.v. Cloth, The cloth thus woven, scoured, knapped,
and shorn, is sent to the dyer. 1852 MORFIT Tanning: fy

Currying (1853) 534 To soften the fibres, and nap the sur

face without cutting the flesh off.

Nap (naep), f. a Cant and slang. Also 7 9
knap. [Cf. Sw. and Norw. nappa t

Da. nappe, to

snatch, snap, etc. The precise source and relation

ship to NAB #.l are not clear.]
1. trans. To seize, catch, or lay hold of (a person

or thing l
;
to take into custody ;

to nab, steal. ,

1673 in R. Head Canting A cad. n If the Cully naps us,

And the Lurries from us take. Ibid. 192 Though he tip

them the piks, they nap him agen. a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Nap the Wiper, to Steal the Handkerchief.

1719 D URFEY Pills (1872) IV. 320 But nap d them tu the

Streets, By Dozens and Scores. iSiz J. H. VAUX Flash
Diet. s,v, A&quot;rt/, To&nap a clout

^
is to steal a pocket-hand

kerchief. 1863 E. FARMER Scrap Bock (ed. 3) 53 Hunting
after sweets we nap some sours.

b. To nap if, to
( catch it ,

to receive severe

punishment, esp. in a boxing-match.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., I on have Napt it, you

are Clapt, Sir. Ibid. s.v.
.V&amp;lt;w,

He Napt it at the Xask
%

he was Lasht at Bridewell. 1820 Blackro. Mfig. VIII. 81

Some entered the ring in a very bad condition, .and knap
ped It every round. 1821 Sporting Mag. VII. 274 Josh as

usual napt it in the first part of the round.

f2. i,See latest quots.) Obs. rare* .

1673 [see NAPPING vbl. sl&amp;gt;.

3
]. 1680 HEAD & KIRKMAN

Eng. Rogue iv. 210 Nothing could perswade him but that

he was cheated of his Money, that he napt on him, and
I know not what. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.)

64/2 Nap or Knap, or cog a die is the slurring it out of ones

fingers. (11700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nap, by Cheating
with the Dice to secure one Chance.

Nap, variant of KNAP z/.l

Nap (in hap or nap} : see HAB adv. 2.

Napaea (napra). rare. Also 7 -ea. [a. L.

A r

apxa t
ad. Gr. Naira/a, fern, of vairaios, f. v&mj a

wooded dell.] A nymph haunting wooded dells.

1612 SHELTON Quix. \. in, xi, O ye Napeas and Driades,
which do wontedly inhabite the Thickets and Groues. 1617
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Forth Feasting A 3 b, O Naid sdeare,
(said they,) Napaeas fair, O Nymphes of trees, Nymphes
which on Hills repalre t

So Napse ad (after Naiad or Dryad}.
1818 L. HUNT Foliage^ The Nymphs p. xi, And there are

the Napeads names till now Scarce known.

Napaean (napran), a. rare~ l
. [f. prec. + -AN.]

Consisting of the Nap?eas.
1697 DRVDEN Virg. Gcorg. iv. 777 The soft Napsean race

will soon repent Their Anger, and remit the Punishment.

Nape (n? p), $b.\ Also 4 naape, 6 naupe,
nawpe. [Of obscnre origin. The entire absence
of forms with initial k makes it difficult to connect

the word with the app. synonymous OFris. (hats}

knap. The variants naitpe, nawpe also present
difficulties ; it is not clear whether they have any
connexion with mod. north, dial. (K]nanp t {k}nope
the head or top of the head, a lump or swelling,
a hillock.]
1. The back of the neck ; that part of the body

in man or animals which contains the first cervical

vertebrce. (Now usually as in b.)
In early examples sometimes translating L. vertex.

13.. A&quot;. Alis. 1347 Felip was..Dedly woundid thorugh
the nape, c 1330 R. BRUNNR Chron. (1810) 211 pe maufesours

[were] ateynt, and cursed ouer be nape, a 1400 Prymer
(1891) 77 In to his naape his wickednesse schal falle down.
c 1460 RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 455 Furst kit owte be nape in

be nek be shuldurs before. 1583 STANVHURST /Eneis \\.

(Arb.) 66, I twisted a wallet On my broad shoulders, my
nape dyd I settle eke vnder. 1656 RIDGLEY Prait. Physick
256 Every morning rub hard the hinder part of the Head
and Nape. 1762 HOOLE tr. Tasso xt. 317 In his right eye
the fatal arrow drove,. .And issu d at his nape. 1808 Med.
Jrnl. XIX. 446 These emunctories are put on the nape or

occipital region. 1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso in. xliv, On
the nape and hack he struck them dead.

ait rib. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 200 Apparatus used
in the preparation of boneless fish, including mitre boxes,

knives, .. nape-hooks. 1888 O. THOMAS Catal. Marsitp. 7

Nape-hairs directed backwards.

NAFERER.

b. Esp. in phr. the nape of the neck (t or head).
a. [c 1440 Promp. Parr. 351/1 Nape of an hedde, occiptil,

cervix, vertex.] 1530 PALSGR. 247/1 Nape of the necke,

fossette de la test*. 1540 MORYSINE tr. I ives
1

Introd.

IVisd. C vij, Kepe the nape of thy necke from cplde. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 119 It helpeth al the infirmities incident

to the nape of the neck. 1649 HULWER Patltomyot. II. i. 44
If we put the index of our Hand about the pit of the hinder

part of the head, or nape of the neck. 1768-74 TI CKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 447 As one catches

tip
a dog by the nape

of his neck. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece Hi. VI. 287 A. .stone

which fell on the nape of his neck. 1871 BAKER Nile Trib.

xiii. 230 The harpoon was sticking in the nape of the neck.

0. 1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Naupe of the heed, canneau decol,
lafossette de la tcste. 1541 R. COPLAND Guyi/on s Quest.

Chirnrg. N iij b, They are applyed in the nawpe of the necke,
and kepeth the place of the cephalyke bledynge.

2. a. The fleshy part left projecting from the end

of a fish s back after the head is removed. 1 Obs.

1482 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 222/1 That the napes of the seid

barelled fissh, shuld be no longer than the litell bone that

sitteth upon the grete fyne.

b. The part of a fish next the head. rare- 1
.

1656 SIR J. MENNES & SMITH M-usanim Deliciz (ed. 2) 86

I
Then to a Nape of Ling he would invite Some Rascall

Tapster.

t Nape, sb.&quot; Obs. rare
~

. [a. OF. nape, var. of

nappe: \*. mappa: see NAPKIN.] A table-cloth.

c 1450 Bk. Cvrtasye 656 in Bntees Bk. 199 po ouer nape
\ schalle dowbulle be layde.

t Nape, sb. A Obs. rare. [ad. L. ndftis : cf.

1

NEEP.] The name suggested by Turner, and used

by some later writers, for the yellow turnip.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. (1568) 61 Napus is named in Greke

/3oi/nat...It maybe called a Nape or a yelow rape vntill we

fynde out the olde Englishe name for it. 1600 SURFLET

(, ountrie Farine II. xxxii. 240 Napes and nauets. .are two

diuers sorts . . : the napes are greater and drawing toward

a yellow colour.. : nauets are lesfe, white, and a great deale

more sauorie. 1657 TOMLINSON Retiou s Disp. 308 There

are three differences of Napes or Rapes.

Nape, rf- 4 dial. [perh. for knape : see KNAP
i/ .

1
i, quot. 1538.] (.See qnot.)

1837 J. F. PALMER Dialogue Dercttsh. Dial. Gloss.,

Wht re a rising ground falls otf on either side, so as to form

an ascending ridge, that ridge is called the nape.

Nape, obs. variant of NEAP dial.

tNape, Z-.
1 Obs. Also 5 inf. napyn, 6

nawpe. [f. NAPE sbl It is not clear whether

the north, dial. (k]t:aitp, (k]nope, to strike on the

head, has any connexion with Palsgrave s nawfe.]
1. Irons. To strike (a person) on the back of

the neck. Also trans/.
c 1440 Promp. ran . 351/2 Napyn, or slen be the

nape,
occipito. 1530 PALSGR. 643/2, I nawpe one in the necke,

I stryke one in the necke, ji accollette and jefrappe an col.

1549 LATIMER yd Serm. bef. Edu&amp;lt;. F/ (Arb.) 76 He was

taken and naped in ye head wyth the title of an heretique.

2. ? To cut (a fish) through the nape.
c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 102 Take a troute, and nape him.

Ibid. 105 Take a tenche, and nape him. 1482 Rolls of
Parlt, VI. 222/2 Every Karell of fissh, which herafter shall

be founde. .medelled, naped, leyd double, or not boned nor

splatted, accordyng to this Acte.

Hence t Na-ping vbl. si. Obs.

1495 Act ii Hen. I ll, c. 23 That every suche Ganger
Packer and Sercher take no more for . . his labour for bonyng

napyng and packyng of a barell fisshe . . [than! )d.

tNape, z^2 Obs. 1

(Precise sense obscure.)
c 1460 fm-neley Myst. xxx. 575 Gederand and gredy,

sore napand and nedy youre godys forto spare.

Napea(d: see NAP^EA.

Na-pe-crest. Ornilh. [f.
NAPE rf. 1 + CREST

si.] pi. An African genus of scansorial birds.

1840 CitTiers A nini. Kingd. 220 A third genus consists

of the Nape-crests (Chizxris, Swainson\ which have a

\

rounded beak approaching that of some Trogons.

t Na pell. Obs. rare. [a. F. napel (i6th c.,

Pare), or ad. med.L. napellus]
= next.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. i. in. Furies 179 Dead-

laughing Apium, weeping Aconite,. .Hot Napell, making

lips and tongues to swell. 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems

(1656) 135 Ilie Nightshade, Henbane, Napell, Aconite.

II Napellus. Bot. [med.L. napellus (\i-\$hc.
in Dielenbach), f. tiafus turnip.] The common
aconite ; monk s-hood, wolPs-bane.
i6z6 BACON Sylva 490 There is an old Tradition of a

Maiden that was fed with Napellus (which is counted tl-e

Strongest poyson of all Vegetables). 1727-38 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s. v. Aconite, The Napellus, thus called a nape; be

cause its root resembled the turncp kind. 1797 Encycl.

Brit. (ed. 3) I. 77/1 The napellus bears large blue flowers,

which appear in August.

tNapelO. Obs. rare-*, [a. It. napelo, ttap-

(p^ello, ad. med.L. napelhis] = prec.

1580 FRAMPTOM MoiiardeJ Two Med. agst. Venome 124

The Bezaar stone is .. of great efficacie agaynst Napelo,
the strongest of all venomes.

Naperer (n^ -psrai). Obs. exc. Hist. [f.
NA-

PEB-Y + -EK 1.] The person having charge of the

royal table linen.

1494 FABVAN Chrtm. vn. 586 The lorde Gray Ruthyn, or

Ryftyn, naperer. 1611 STEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xni. 2.

712/2 Anne, late wife of lohn de Hastings Earle of Pem
broke., was admitted.. to vse the office of Naperer. 1688

HOLME Armoury in. 42/2 Naperer, or Keeper of the Table

Linnen. 1865 Eain. Rev. Apr. 339 Their, .ancestors having
held the same honourable office of royal naperer.

Naperian, variant of NAPIERIAN.

Naperon, obs. form of APRON.



NAPERY.

Napery (n^ -pari). Forms : 4-6 naprye, 5-6
-ry, 6-7 -rie, (5 nappre, 6 napre, 6-7 Sc. naip-
rie) ; 4-7 naperie, (7 napp-, Sc. naipp-), j-jr
-rye, (6 naparie, 7 -ry), 5- napery. [a. obs. ! .

naperie (napperie, 1400 in Godef.), f.
a/&amp;lt;r (nappe)

NAPE j/).- + -ERY.]
1. Linen used for various household purposes,

esp. table linen. Now rare exc. Sc.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 434 Dizschis & coupis of sillier

& o]jer vessel, & costly naprye. 1418 E. E. Wills (1882)
32 All my beddynge & naperie. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk.
Nurture 238 The surnape ye shulle make.. with a clothe
vndir a dowble of rijt feire napry. 1530 PALSGK. 4577! Gyveme leave to bleche mynaperyein your garden. 1578 T. N.
tr. Cany. W. India 176 His Table clothes, napkins, and
towels, were made of Gotten wooll, verie white and newe,
for he was never served but once with that naperie. 1656
HEYLIN Surv. France 15 The napperie of the Table was. .

so foul and dirty, that I durst not conceive it had been
washed above once. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 382
Some weaving napery for the warehouses at Dunfermline.
1822 GALT Provost xxxviii, All the best of her sheets and
napery. 1870 ROCK Text. Fair. Introd. 75 Venetian linens,
for fine towelling and napery in general.
attrib. and Comb. 1532 HERVET tr. Xenophon s Housch.

(1768) 38 Shetes, towels, and all naprye ware by them selfes

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 6 But this s not all He
doe: Bacchus shall knowe His naprie-drawers shall not end
it so. 1631 Whimsies, Ruffian 133 A kicke 1 meane,
from some surly Naprie groome, which serves in full dis

charge of his Commons. 1865 Caledon. Merc. 5 Sept., The
officers then seized . . two napery presses, a chest of drawers,
t b. Personal linen. 06s.

1598 E. GUILPIN Skial. A viij, [The] goodly show Of thyne
apparraile

and thy naperie. 1602 DEKKER Honest Wh.
Wks. 1873 II. 41 Prithee put me into wholesome naperie.
2. fa. The charge or custody of the royal linen

;

the office of naperer. Obs.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Housch. Ord. (1700)56 The stewaid

takethe . . for his napery at the iiii principall festes of the
yere . . in prises of lynyn clothe. 1601 F. TATE Housch. Ord.
Edw. II (Chaucer Soc.) 27 A lawendere of the Naperie,who shal wash all manner of linnen cloth, appertaining to
the office of the Naperie. 1628 COKE On. Litt. 107 b, To
perform the office of the napery at his coronation.

b. A store-room for linen.

1819 HALLAM Mid. Ages n. ix. III. 427 note. The house
OPDWtad of a hall, parlour, . .a napery, or linen room [etc.],

t 3. The making up or manufacture of personal
or household linen. Obs. rare.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise Clean Linen Wks. II.

169/1 What were the function of the Linnen Draperye Or
Senupsters admirable skill in Naperye ? 1650 FULLER Pisgali
iv. vi. 4 Kings Merchants . . brought in linen-yarn . . , Solo
mon so setting up Napery, and the manufacture of weaving.
f4. (See quot.) Obs.rare~.
1688 HOLME Armoury in. 148/1 Napery the working of

Linnen in Painting according to the Foldings thereof.

tNapet. Obs.-&quot;
[f. NAPE rf.a + .ET.] Napkin.

c 1440 Promp. Para. 351/2 Napet, or napekyn, napella,
mannpiartum.
t Naphe. Obs. rare - . fa. F. naphe, na/e -

Sp. nafa, nefa, It. nan/a, lanfa, ad. Arab. nafha(h)
fragrance, perfume.] Orange-flower water.
1600 SURFLET Coitnlrie Farme l. xii. 53 The water of

Naphe drunke to the quantitie of sixe ounces, causeth the
malignitie of the plague to breake foorth by sweates.

Naphew, obs. form of NAVEW.
Naphtha (nae ffa, nje pba). Forms : 6 napta,

7 neptha, nephta, 6-7, 9 naphta, (9 nafta), 6-
naptha, naphtha. See also NAPHTHE and NEFT(E.
[a. L. naphtha, a. Gr. va-p6a (also va&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;Sas), possibly
of Oriental origin (but Arab, and Pers. Joaj naft
is prob. from Greek) ; hence also It. and Sp. nafta,
Pg. naphta, F. naphte. ] A name originally applied
to an inflammable volatile liquid (a constituent of

asphalt and bitumen) issuing from the earth in

certain localities; now extended to most of the
inflammable oils obtained by dry distillation of

organic substances, esp. coal, shale, and petroleum.
.

57* J- JONES Bathes n. 13 As plenty of Naphta gathered
in the aforesaid place doth shewe. 1577 FKA.MPTON Joyfitll

From about Thirty Mountains near the same place, .springs
the famous Naphtha. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. iv.

mil 264 There is also a white naptha on the peninsula of

Apcheron, ofa much thinner consistency. 1788 GIBBON Decl.
(V- F. Hi. V. 402 The principal ingredient of the Greek fire

was the naptha, or liquid bitumen. 1838 T. THOMSON
Chem. Org. Bodies 719 Persian naphtha, as it is collected
on the spot, is very nearly, but not quite colourless. 1876
HARLEY

Mat.Mcd.t)&amp;lt;) Naphtha,whether obtained artificially
or as a product of nature, is sometimes used medicinally.
Jig. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Dxmonic Lm e Wks. (Bohn) I.

460 Deep . . loving eyes, Flowed with naphtha fiery sweet.

b. attrib. and Comb., as naphtha-Jlre, -fuel,

-gas &amp;gt; -lamp, -ship, -spring, -vapour; naphtha-
brown (see quot. 1874).

753 HANWAY Trav, (1762) I. iv. Ivii. 264 Near this place

..naptha-springs are found. 1825 T. THOMSON \stPrinc,
Cliew. I. 153 To take care that the whole of it is consumed,
and that none escapes under the form of naphtha vapour.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. 11. v, Women, in whose placid
veins circulates too little naphtha-fire. 1874 CROOKES Hand-
ok. Dyeing 208 The so-called naphtha-brown is merely the

crude melt from the manufacture of mascnta. 1888 Daily
News 28 Nov. 3/6 The Destruction of a Naphtha Ship.
1893 25 Apr. 7/2 The annual consumption of naphtha fuel

19

in Russia. 1899 Q (QuiLLER COUCH) Ship of Stars ii,
iven the boy grew tired of the naphtha-lamps.

Naphtha lamide. Chem.
[f. NAPHTHAL-IN

T AMIDE.] A former name of I HTHALIMIDE.
1838! . THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 30 Naphthalamide..

may be obtained by heating naplithalate of ammonia in a
retort. Water and ammonia are disengaged, and naphtha-
lamide sublimes.

Naphtha-lamine. Chem.
[f. as prec. +

AMI.VE.] (See quot.)
1875 Ure s Diet. Arts III. 394 Naphthalamine, which is

the base corresponding to aniline, is now manufactured in
the same way as that body is from benzole. It yields beau
tiful commercial dyes.

Na phthalate. Client,
[f. as NAPUTUAL-IO

+ -ATE
*.] A salt of naphthalic acid. Now

called PHTHALATE.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 29 The alkaline

naphthalates are very soluble in water.

Naphthalene (.noc-fbal/n). Chcm. [See NAPH
THALINE and -E.VE.] = NAPHTHALINE.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 5 Naphthalene when pure

consists of brilliant while scaly crystals. 1891 Syd. Sih.
Lex. s.v. Kaphthalinitm, Naphthalene, in powder, ob
tained by dissolving the scaly crystals in alcohol.
attrib. 1872 WATIS Diet. Chem. ist Suppl., Naphtha

lene Alcohol. 1890 THORPE Diet. Afpt. Client. I. 233/2
Ihis. .is the safiranine of the naphthalene series.

Naphthalic (na.-ffa.-lik), a. Chem.
[f. as

NAPHTHAL-INE + -IC.] Pertaining to, or derived

from, naphthaline ; esp. naphlkalic acid-fhthalic
acid: see PHTHALIC a.

blind and suffocate the enemy.

Naphtha-lidine. Chcm. [f. as prec. + -ID +

-IXE37] = NAPHTHYLAMIKE.
1848 FOWNES Elan. Cliem. (ed. 2) 503 Naphthalidam, per

haps belter called naphtbalidine, forms numerous crystal-
lizable salts. 1857 MILLER Elan. Chem., Org. 574 Each
compound yields an azotised base ; naphthalidine, or naph-
tbylamine. .being that furnished from mtro-naphthalin.

Naphthaline (ns:-f&amp;gt;alin). Chem. Also -in.

[f. NAPHTHA + -/- + -IXE 6
: named by Kidd.]A white crystalline substance, having a peculiar

smell and pungent taste, usually obtained as a

product in the distillation of coal-tar.
First noticed in 1819 by Garden (Annals Phil. XV. 74-5)

and Brands (Q. Jrnl. Sci., etc. VIII. 287).

_o.
1821 KIDD in Phil. Trans. CXI. 209 Observations on

Naphthaline, a peculiar subslance resembling a concrete
essential oil. 1857 DUNGLISON Meit. Lex. 619 When Coal-
tar is subjected to distillation, naphthaline passes over after
coal naphtha. 1897 Allbutt sSyst. Med. III. 742 Naphtha
line is another useful intestinal disinfectant.

. 1836-41 BRANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 553 When chlorine is

passed over naphthalin, heat is evolved. 1889 Lancet
28 Sept. 659/2 Naphthalin finely powdered and well spread
. .has its disinfecting power increased.

b. attrib., esp. with names of colours.

1874 tr. Lommefs Light 189 In Naphthalin red. .there are

rays of low refrangibihty. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Naph
thalene, This dye, together with naphthalin rose and
naphthalin scarlet, are known as varieties of Magdala red.

Naphthalize (narfhaloiz), v.
[f.

as NAPH
THALENE + -IZE.] trans. To mingle, saturate, or

impregnate with naphtha. Hence Na-phthalized
///. a., Na phthalizing vbl. sb.

1842 Mfc/t. Jfaf. XXXVI. 392 Naphthalizing Coal Gas.

1844 Illfistr. Loud. Kevrf 30 Nov. 346/1 The advantages of

naphthalised gas. tr 1865 LETHEUY in Orr s Cire. Sci. I.

107/2 The other constituents of coal-naphtha..are not so fit

for the purpose of naphthalising.
So Naplithaliza tion.
c 1865 LETHEBY in Orr s Circ. Sci. I. 125/2 The intensity

of the light may be brought up to any degree by the usual

process of naphthalisation.

Na-phthalol. Chem. [-OL.] (See quot. 1897.)
1891 in Syii. Sac. Lex. 1897 Atltutt s Sysl. Med. III.

742, jS Naphthol and its compound with salicylic acid,
called naphthalol or betol.

XTaphtha-mein(e. Chem. [Cf. Naphthyl-
auti/ie.] Naphthaline violet

;
a coal-tar colour,

in the form of a light amorphous powder, obtained
from naphthylamine. 1891 in Syd. Soe. Lex.

tlfa phthe. Obs. In 4 napte, 7 napthe, i

naphte. [Cf. F.
naphte.&quot;\ Naphtha.

1382 WYCLIF Dan. iii. 46 To tende the fourneis with

napte, herdis of hemp, and pitche. 1621 BURTON Anat. !

Mel. III. ii. it. i, His eyes are like a balance. ., his affection

tinder or napthe itself. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olcarius
1

Voy.
]

Ainbass. 237 In these Fire-works, the Persians make use
of white Naphte, which is a kind of Petreolum.

Naphtheiie (uze
-

fjn). Chem. [f. NAPUTH-A
+ -ENE.] A liquid hydrocarbon contained in

naphtha.
1849 CRAIG s.v. Naphtha, Native naphtha is composed of I

three liquids, namely naphtha.., naphthene.., and nap-
j

thole [sic], 1857 MILLER EUm. Client., Org. 581.

Naphthol (na;-f)(jl). Chem. [f. NAPHTH-A +

-OL.] One of two phenols of naphthaline, dis

tinguished as a (or alpha) naphthol and (3 (or

beta) naphthol ;
the latter is employed in the

cure of skin-diseases and for other medical pur
poses. Also attiib.

1849 [see NAPHTHENE]. 1857 MILLER Elein. Chcm., Org.
50 1. 1869 UoaioL Eltut. C/uni. 422 On heating the aqueous

NAPKIN.
! solution of this body, a substance calk-d naphthol, analogous
,

to phenol is formed. 1881 .-ll/ictu-uni 10 Dec 782/3 The
action of cold sulphuric acid on ft naphthol. 1899 A Mutt s
Syst. Mcd, \ III. 6,, A slight friction, .with a 5 per cent
naphthol ointment.

Na phthous, a.
[f. NAPHTH-A + -ous.] Of

the nature of naphtha.

?.
l8
^3 CKKISTISON Life (1885) I. 395 A naphlhous fluid,which Gregory afterwards found to present a great resem-

blance to native naphtha. 1885 Harpers Mag. Feb. 404/2
isaphthous or petroleum mixtures.

KTa-phthyl. Chem.
[f. NAPHTH-A + -YL.] The

monatomic radical of naphthylamine. Also Comb.
1866 WAITS Diet. Chem. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. g Apr.

Sop/i Naphthyl-siilphite of soda is found in the urine of
rabbits to which naphthalene has been administered.

Naphthylamine. Chem. Also -in.
[f. as

prec. + AMI.NE.] A crystalline substance pro
duced by the action of ammonium sulphide, or
acetic acid, on an alcoholic solution of nitro-

naphthaline.
857 (see NAPHTHALIDINE]. 1863 FOWXES Chcm. (ed. o)

643 Naphthylamine forms numerous crystallizable salts.

1884 Athcnzuin 26 Mar. 433/1 Some sulphanilic acid with
some hydnxhlorate of naphthylamin [i:.] added

Naphthylic v naefj)i-lik), a. Chcm.
[f. as

pree. -r -1C.] (Jf or containing naphthyl, as in

naphthylic alcohol = NAPHTHOL.
1883 Times g Mar., The two isomeric modifications of

naphthylic alcohol known as alpha naplnhol and beta
naphthol.

Na-pier. rare.
[f. NAP-EUV + -IKK : cf. OK.

napier (Godef.;. ]
= NAPEKEK.

1880 HUKTON- Reign Q. Anne I. i. 39 The office of napier
being attached to a manor held in grand serqeantry by a
noble hou^e.

Napierian (nJ pIa-rian), a. Also Naperiaii.
[f. the name of John Napier (see next) + -IAN.]
Invented by Napier (sec LUUAKITHM).
1816 tr. Lacroix s Dijf. &amp;lt;y

Int. Calculus 26 A system of
logarithms, which we shall call Xapciian, from the name
if Naper their inventor, c 1865 Orr s Circ.X.i. I. 517 i

This number e..is called the base of the Napierian Lo-
garithrns.

Napier s bones. Also Ncpier s, Naper s.

[See dcf.] Narrow slips of bone, ivory, wood, or
other material, divided into compartments marked
with certain digits, and used to facilitate the opera
tions of multiplication and division according to
a method invented by John Napier of Merchiston

(isB
- 1 ^!/). Also

pccas. called Napier s rods.
The method was described by Napier in his book Ral&amp;gt;-

dologix scu Numerations per Virgulas libri duo (1615 .

a 1658 CLEVELAND On Ugly Woman 15 Who would sup
pose. .That crookt et-cxtera s were Wrinkles, and Five
Napiers Bones glew d to a Wrist, an Hand. 1664 BUTLER
Hud. II. iii. 1095 A moon-dial, with Napier s bones, And
sev ral constellation stones. 1678 PHILLIPS, Xcpiers Bones
or Rods. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Nepers. l&^Edin.
Rev. LIX. 320 I he method of calculation invented by
Baron Napier,, .since called Napier s bones. 1866 Cham
bers sEncycl. VI. 662/2 The contemporaneous invention of

logarithms.. caused Napier s bones to be overlooked, and
they are now scarcely ever used.

Napifo-lious, a. rare -. [f. L. napus turnip
+ folium leaf.] Having leaves like the turnip ;

turnip-leaved . 18515 MAYXE Expos. Lex,

Napiform (n^ pif^im), a. [f.
L. napus turnip

+ -FOKM.] Having the form, shape, or appearance
of a turnip ; esp. Bot. of roots.

1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 64 The napiform (turnip,
shaped) root is another variety of the fusiform. 1882 Jrnt.
Mierose. Set. Jan. 8 This Teleutospore is a very remark
able body..; when fully formed it is napiform. 1891 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Napiform cancer.

Napin_g, vbl. sb. : see NAPE z/.l

Napkin (nse-pkin), sb. Also 5-6 napkyn, 5

namp-, nap(p}ekyn, 6-7 napking, 9 Sc. naip-
kin

;
6 Sc. neap-, neipkyn, 9 neepkin. [app.

f. F. nappe NAPE sb + -KIN. There appears to

be no trace of the form in MDu. or Flemish.]
1. A square piece of linen, used at meals to

wipe the fingers or lips and to protect one s gar
ments, or to serve certain dishes on

;
a table-

napkin, serviette.

To ttike sheet and napkin, to sleep and eat (with one).
To stick a napkin under one s chin, to partake of a meal.

1420 Inventory in Lincoln Chapter Ace. Bk. A. 2. 30.
f. 69, 2 nappekynnes 20 d. 1440 Pronif. Parv. 351/2
Napet, or napekyn, napella. a 1483 Liber jVigtrm Housch.
Ord. (1790) 83 All the basyns, ewears, cuppes & napkins.
1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babces Bit. (1868) 155 Laye your
knyues, & set your brede,..your spones, and your napkyns
fayre folden besyde your brede. 1555 WATREMAN partite
Facions ll. x. 215 Thei [Tartars] neither vse . . table clothe
ne napkin. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 116 The Hostesse_..
is tied to dresse his meate and give him napkins with
like necessaries. 1653 MEWE in Hartlib

Comtn&amp;lt;m-w_.
Bees

(1655) 42 If you please to take a sheet and napkin with me
for some time, we shal! discourse of this. 1700 FOOTE
Minor i. Wks. 1799 I. 237 There is not a buck or a turtle

devoured within the bills of mortality, but theie I may, if

I please, stick a napkin under my cnin. 1792 A. YOCNG
Trav. France 277 The idea of dining without a napkin
seems ridiculous to a Frenchman. 1841 L*KiAra6. Nts. I.

123 Each person who is to partake of the repast receives
a napkin. 1881 BESANT& RICE Chap . of Fleet I. 149 Thtse
she laid on a plate, with biead and salt, and put the whole

upon a napkin.
3-2



NAPKIN.

b. A similar piece of linen or other cloth used

for other purposes ;
a small towel.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. ThevenoCs Trav. \. 31 They spread
you out a large napkin, .upon the said benches, where you
sit down. 1810 CLARKE Trav. Russia (1839) 102/1 They.,
present him with a basin, water, and a clean napkin, to

wash his hands. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 656 Like
a napkin, always, .at hand to clean the mirror.

2. A (pocket-) handkerchief. Now only Sc. and
north, dial.

1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Napkyn for the nose, movchoi er.

1575 LAXEHAM Let. (1871) 38 Out of hiz bozome drawne
foorth a lappet of his napkin, edged with a blu lace. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. m. iii. 290, I am glad I haue found this Nap
kin : This was her first remembrance from the Moore. 1674
RAY N. C. Words 34 Napkin., a Pocket Hand-Kerchief, so
called about Sheffield in Yorkshire. 1755 FORBES Ajaxt

Shop Bill 40 Napkins, as guid s in a the land, to dight
your nib. 1822 GALT Sir A. U ylie xiii, A ne er-do-weel

pocket-picker whuppet the napkin out of my pouch. 1884
D. GRANT Lays 87 She startit, wi

1

her napkin Pressed to

lovely nose an een.

fig. 1648 GAGE West Ind. i What judicious eye, that will

not be blinded with the napkin of ignorance [etc.],
Phr, 1570 FOXE A. fy M. (ed. 2) 951/2 It maye well bee a

Napkin for my Nose, but I will neuer be ashamed of it.

b. Used to render Or. aovfiapiov (L. sildariuni}.
1526 TINDALB Luke xix. 20 Beholde here thy pounde,

which I have kepte in a napkyn. John, xi. 44 His face
was bounde with a napkyn. Ibid. xx. 7.

c. Hence in phrases To hide, lay up, wt
J
.p #/,

etc. in a napkin, in allusion to Luke xix. 20.

1598 R. C. Household Gav. Ep. Ded. 2 Or to hide my
tallent in a napkmg. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.India

&amp;lt;$

P. 112
This humour of laying up their Talent in a Napkin. 1768-
74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. 11834) II. 101 We had best.. wrap up
our bibles as well as our talent of reason in a napkin. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 70 The
headlong bias to utility will let no talent He in a napkin.
1872 MORLEY Voltaire (1886} 7 He never counted truth a
treasure to be discreetly hidden in a napkin.
3. Sc. A kerchief or neckerchief.

1787 BEATTIE Scoticisms 60 She had a red silk napkin
on her head. 1845 STILL Cottars Sunday 22 His napkin
white she ties wi cantie care.

4. attrib. and Comb., as f napkin-cap, a small
linen cap (obs.) ; napkin-cheese, cheese made by
straining cream through a bag made of a napkin ;

f napkin nook, the corner of a handkerchief

(ods.) ; napkin-ring, a ring placed on a table-

napkin when rolled up ; napkin-snatching (see

quot. 1823).
1583 Leg. B/&amp;gt;.

St. Androis 819 Ten pundis Stirling furth
he tuike, And knit it in a neapkyn nucke. 1746 H. WAL-
POLE Lett. (1846) II. 154 He then took off his bag, coat,
and waistcoat, .. and after some trouble, put on a nap
kin-cap. 1823 EGAN Grose s Diet. Vnlg. Tongue^ Napkin-
snatching or Fogle-hunting. Sneaking pocket-handker
chiefs, 1839 Workwoman s Guide 275 Checked Napkin
Rings, 1865 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 May 4 Pastry, preserves,

andnapkincheeses of their own making.

t Na pkin, v. Obs.
[f. prec. 2 c.] trans. To

wrap up or hide in or as in a napkin.
1621 SANDERSON Sernt. I. igi Let every man beware of

napkining up the talent, which was delivered him to trade
withal. 1657 OWEN Communion Father^ etc. n. x. Wks. 1851
II. 215 When others napkin their talents, as having to do
with an austere master. 31680 CHARNOCK^//^. God(\%^}
II. 695 To napkin up agift he hath bestowed. -b to apply
it to a wrong use.

Napkilled (nx pkind),///. a. [f. NAPKIN sb.

and v.} Wrapped up in, or covered with, a nap
kin

; provided with, or served on, a napkin, etc.

Also transf.
1756 RICHARDSON Corr. (1804) II. 92 The geniusses, ..who

studiously in many inexplicable plaits, wrap up their nap* ,

kin d talents. 1799 in Spirit Pnb. Jrnls. III. 103 Or busy
waiter ply his napkin d care. 182* Blackiv. Mag. XI. 161
And napkin d Aldermen May grudge the gout with which
the bits descend. 1842 J. AITON Domest. Econ. (1857) 94
Who really enjoys the hot peppered soup, the cold napkined
fish v ? 1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 155 Mrs. Gilham ap
pearing with a napkin d tray.

Na-pkining. Now rare or Obs. [f.
NAPKIN

sb. + -ING !.] Material for napkins.
1640 in Entick Land. (1767) II. 167 Damask for towelling

and napkenning. 1696 J.
F. Merchant s \Varelto.\Q If you

agree for the Napkenning, the Tabling is three times the

bredth, and three times the price. 1714 French Book Rates
190 The Pieces of Napkining shall contain 4 Dozen each.
i8ia J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 131 Diaper Towel-
ling and Napkining of the manufacture of Silesia.

Naple, obs. form of APPLE.

Naple, variant of NAVEL sb. Obs.

Naples (n^ p lz). The name of a city in

Southern Italy, used to designate various things in I

some way connected or associated with it.

1. fa. As an epithet of certain diseases: (see
NEAPOLITAN a.). Obs.

_ 1507 E.rtr. Aberd. Reg.(iZ^} I. 437 Item, that diligent
inquisitioun be takin of ale infect personis with this strange ;

seiknesofNappillis. 1596 BARROUGH Meth. Physick (ed.~3)

361 The frenchmen at that siege got the buttons of Naples
(as we terme them) which doth much annoy them at this

day. 1656 Roxb. Ball. (1899) IX. c*, A Brewer may gett a
Naples face.

b. Fustian of Naples : see FUSTIAN A. i c.

C. Naples biscuit or cake. ? Obs.

1699 EVKLYN Acetaria (1729) 53 Make them into Cakes or
Loaves cut long-wise, in shape of Naples-Biscuit. 1760-72
H. BROOKE Fool o/Qual. (1809) I. 131, I broke some Naples

20

1 biscuit into a CUD. Ibid. II. 6 He ordered up a bottle
of sack and some Naples cakes. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng.
House-kpr. (1778) 261 A nutmeg and two Naples biscuits.

d. Star of Naples, the Star of Bethlehem.

Naples radish (see quot.). Naples spider^ the

Tarantula.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 320 Naples, Star of, Or-
nithogalum. 1763 MILLS Pract. Huso. IV. 38 The Naples

:

radish, which has a very white, round, small, and sweet root.

1840 HOOD Kilmansegg, Birth xvii, Even some old ones

appear d to have had A bite from the Naples Spider.
2. Naples yellow, a yellow pigment in the form

of a fine powder, prepared from antimony, and

originally manufactured at Naples ; also, the colour

produced by this.

1738 tr. Lairesse $ FritscKs Art Painting 159With purple
or Violet agrees Naples-yellow. 1774 in Willis & Clark
Cantor. (1886) II. 42 To wash the plain parts of the Cieling
and Walls in the Chapel a Naples yellow. 1801 Encycl.
Brit. Suppl. II. 292/2 About the nature of the substance
called Naples yellow there has been much diversity of

opinion. 1839 T. H. FIELDING Painting in Oil fy Water
Col. 114 Naples Yellow is in great use at the present day.

Napless (me plos), a. [f.
NAP sb + -LESS.]

j

Having no nap, worn, thread-bare.

1596 NASHE Saffron IValden T 2 b, Those two [authors]
he hath wrought reasonably vpon, hauing worne the first.,

naplesse. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. it. i. 250 Neuer would he Appear
i th Market place, nor on him put The Naples Vesture of
Humilitie. a 1763 SHENSTONE Econ. iii. Wks. 1764 1.304 His
only coat,.. napless, as an heath, .by fleecy myriads graz d.

1812 COLMAN Br. Grins, Two Parsons Ixxx, Brushed against
his sleeve his napless hat. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish
Clerk II. 268 An old black coat, napless, not from frequent
brushing, but continual wear.

Hence Na plessness.
1880 MKS. C. READE Brown Hand I. 1.41 She looks down

at the carpet not to sigh over its naplessness.

Napoleon (nap^o-1/^n). [a. F. napoUon^ the

Christian name of certain Emperors of the French,

esp. Napoleon I (1769-1821).]
1. A gold coin issued by Napoleon I, of the

value of twenty francs ; a twenty-franc piece.
Double napoleon ^ a forty-franc piece.
1814 SHELLEY in Dowden Life (1886) I. 445, I sold my

watch, chain, etc, which brought eight napoleons, five

francs. 1815 Ann. Reg.^ Chron. 104 The French generals
and children gave him a double Napoleon each. 1823
BYRON Juan xv. vii, Bright as a new Napoleon from its

mintage. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. 251 The little gems
ofpicture cost a napoleon each.

2. A particular make of top-boot. Also attrib.

1860 All Year Round No. 64. 331 A very excellent dress
for mounted soldiers, is the ordinary hunting Napoleon

1

boot, pulled over trousers [etc.]. 1860 WHYTE MELVILLE
Mkt. Harb. (1861) 58 They.. caused one of his intimate
friends who particularly piqued himself on boots ,

to. .re

lapse into Napoleons in disgust.
o. U. S. A particular kind of cannon.
1863 Life Stonewall Jackson 120 Pelham was sent for.

ward with two guns, a Blakely and a Napoleon.
4. A card-game. See NAP sb$ 2.

1876 CAPT. CRAWLEY Card Players Man. 242 If . . he
declare five., he is said to go the Napoleon, whether he win
or lose. 1887 All Year Round $ Feb. 68 Euchre, finding
its way back to Paris, was simplified . . into Napoleon.
Hence also BTapoleo nic

&amp;lt;z., pertaining or relat

ing to, connected with, characteristic of, Napoleon;
Napoleo nically adv., after the manner of Napo
leon ; Napoleonism, (a) the methods of govern
ment practised by Napoleon ; (b) attachment to

!

the policy or dynasty of the Napoleons ; Wapo*- i

leonist, sb. an adherent of Napoleon or the !

Napoleonic dynasty ; a. pertaining or attached to

Napoleon ; Napoleoni stic a., Napoleonic ;
Na-

po leonize v., to govern in the style of Napoleon, i

1863 DICEY Federal St. II. 23 With that affectation of the
j

*Napoleonic style he was so partial to. 1886 SWINBURNE
j

Misc. 122 Tyrants of a type devoid even of Napoleonic pre-
j

tention to glory. 1865 SALA in Reader 337/2 A moustache &amp;lt;

quite
*
Napoleonically spiked. iSoa National Observer

10 Dec. 80/2 His methods were Napoleonically simple,
j

1831 ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Life (1844) I. 266 To strangle j

in the birth the first symptoms of *Napoleonism. 1865
Sat. Rev. 14 Jan. 35/2 Napoleonism will be.. at least an in

termittent fever with the French. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. t

etc. 805/2 The unparalleled flatteries of the *Napoleonists.
1861 M. ARNOLD Educ. France 36 Disliked as a Napo- i

leonist creation by the Bourbons. 1877 M. M. GRANT Sun
\

Maid ii, His features were of the type
*
NapoIconUtic. 1822

Rjcamimer 355/1 France must again be *Napoleonized, i

that is to say, made once more essentially military. 1877
OWEN Wellesley*s Desp. p. xxii, The complex, .antagonism

j

of England and revolutionary and Napoleonized France.

Napo leonite. Min.
[f.

as prec. + -ITE !.] i

A variety of feldspar, orthoclase.

1836 T. THOMSON ;)//., Geol. etc. I. 291 Felspar. .: moon
stone, napoleonite, necronite. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV.

Nappe, obs. form of NAP.

Napped (naept), ///. a. Also 5 noppyd, 7

nap d, napp d, 7, 9 napt. [f. NAP vp C Da.
|

noppet, Nonv. nappadt\ Of cloth : Having a nap.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 358/1 Noppyd, villosus. \6-j6Lond. \

Gaz. No. 1137/4 One Sute of gray cloaths, the Coat nap d.
j

1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 34 He. .was
i

dressed in a
pjai

i napped coat. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad 295 A
chest filled with garments, and napped tapestry.
transf. 1869 BLACKMORE LornaD. (1891) 230 A branching i

stick, napped with moss all around the sides.

Nappekyn, obs. form of NAPKIN sb.

NAPPY.

Napper 1
(nse paj). rare. [f. NAP vl + -ER I.]

One who naps or takes a nap.
c 1400 Rowland

&amp;lt;$

O. 288 Cheualrye es fro hym gone,
Anolde nappere als he were. 1728-31 Lett.fr. Fog s Jrnl.
(1732) II. 103 These are all very moderate Nappers, com
pared to the famous Seven Sleepers.

Napper a
(nse pai). rare.

[f. NAP Z/.2 + -ER 1

.]

One who raises the nap on cloth ; a machine for

this purpose.
1769 Dubl. Mercury 16 Sept. 2/2 The several cotteners

and nappers in the city of Dublin. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.
Aleck. Suppl. 627/1 Na^per^ a machine for cleaning, nap
ping, and surfacing hosiery goods.

t Na pper ;!
. Obs. slang, [f. NAP z/.s + -ER!.]

(See qnots.)

.
i653 (tt tte) A total Rout of a Pack of Knaves and Drabs,

intituled . . Nappers, Mobs and Spanners, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Napper^ a Cheat, or Thief.

Napper 4
(narpa-i). dial, and slang. [Of obscure

formation.] The head.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T. 1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls.
IV. 274 By my soul your napper shall be broke. 1821

Sporting Mag. VIII. 233 He. .run his napper against a stone
wall. 1899 Speaker g Dec. 253/2 Wooly went off his napper.

Nappern, Napperone, obs. or dial. ff. APRON.
Nappie : see NAPPY sb. and a.

Nappill, -yll, obs. forms of APPLE.

Na-ppiness. rare~. [f. NAPPY a. 1 + -NESS.]
The quality of being nappy ; shagginess.
1611 COTGR., Veleure^ shag, hairinesse, nappinesse.

Napping (narpirj), vbl. sb
[f. NAP v. 1 +

-ING l. J The action of sleeping or taking a nap.
^825 Ve$p. Psalter cxxxi. 4 jif ic sellu slep e^um minum

o33e brejum minum hneappunge. a 1380 St. Aug. 486 in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 70 J&amp;gt;ou

seist i schal slep and
take napping sone. 1440 York Myst. xxix. 84 Warne all

wightis to be in pees, for I am late layde vnto napping.
1549 LATIMER 6th Semi, bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 166, I had
rather ye should go a napping to the sermons, than not to

go at al. 1846 LAKDOR Imag. Conv., Southey $ Landor
Wks. II. 69 This really is no napping ; it is heavy snoring.

Na pping, vbl. sb? [f. NAP v?] The action

of raising a nap on cloth (also attrib^\ the nap
itself; the material employed for the nap of hats.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 358/1 Noppynge, z-illositas, villa-

tura. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 635 The first cover of beaver
or napping, .is strewed equably over the body, and patted
on with a brush. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1510/2 Nap-
pingi a sheet of partially felted fur. . . It becomes the nap of
the hat. Ibid.^ Mapping-machine, a machine for raising
the nap or pile on woollen and cotton fabrics.

Na pping, vbl. sb$ [f. NAP z&amp;gt;.3 : see also

KNAPPING vbl. sb.] Cheating. Also attrib.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 07 What chance of the Dye
is soonest thrown, in topping, slurring, palming, napping.
1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresn^s Annisem. Wks. 1709 III. 71

Assisting the Frail square Dye with high and low Fullums,
and other Napping Tricks.

Napping, variant of KNAPPING vbl. sb.

Napping (nae pirj), ppl. a. [f. NAP z*.1 +
-ING

*.] Taking a nap.
01650 in Westm. Gaz. (1901) 16 May 2/3 How can that

Ship but dash on ev ry shelf, Whose napping Pilot cannot
guide himself? 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy 243 Nay, I en
dure nought worse than napping sheep, When nimble birds

uproot a fleecy lock To line their nest.

Na pping, a. rare~ l
.

=- NAPPY a?
c 1685 Debtford Plumb Cake in Bagford Ball. (1876) 71

With each some Plumb Cake in her hand and Cup of good
napping Ale.

Na ppishneSS. rare- 1

, [f. NAP^.2+ -ISH

+ -NEWS.] Sleepiness.
1851 H. MELVILLE IVhale II. 59 What little nappishness

remained in us altogether departed.

Na ppist. nonce-wd. [f. NAP sb.b 2 + -IST.]

One \vno is in the habit of playing nap.
1894 MASKELYNE Sharps fy Flats 123 As all Nappists

will admit.

Nappy (nse pi), sb.l Also 9 nappie. [sb. use

of NAPPY tf. 11

] Ale; liquor.

1743 Loud.
&amp;lt;$ Country Brew. IV. (ed. 2) 283 A regaling

Refreshment of good Nappy. 1753 G. BUKTON in Mem.
Stukeley (SurteesJ 1.407 Nothing can fix his thoughts., but a

bottle of old nog or nappy. i8ao CLARE Rural Life (ed. 3)

90 And while I ve sixpence left I ll spend it In cheering

nappy. i88a J. WALKER Auld Reekie 78 Yonder toon,
whase nappy broon Has won the proudest laurels.

Nappy (narpi), j.~ U.S. [Of obscure origin.]

An earthenware or glass dish with sloping sides.

1873 MRS. WHITNEY Other Gfrtsxxxiu, Kate, .producing
some nice little stone-ware nappies hot from the hot closet,

transferred the food from the china to these.

Nappy (nre pi), a.l Now rare. Also 5-6 noppy,
7 nappie, 8 knappy. [ad. MDu. noppigh (Du.

noppig\ or MLG. noppich, f. noppe NAP sd.z]

Having a nap ; villous, downy, shaggy.
1499 Promp. Pant. 358/1 (P.) Noppy or wully, villosns.

1530 PAUSGK. 319/2 Noppy as clothe is that hath a grosse

woffe, gros. 1611 COTGR., l- elu^ hairie, shag, nappie.
or of a high nap. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclays Argents
in. iii. 155 The first troupe was of children, in white

nappy garments. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 36 Clothed

with soft nappy cloak and coat. 1727 DE FOE Eng.
Tradesm. (1732) II. i. iv. 123 The French wore nappy [1745

knappy] and coarse [cloth]. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit.

Plants IV. 197 Pileus rather conical, knappy, yellow. 1823
hi Spirit Pub. Jrnls. 513 Neither its owner nor itself are

any longer nappy. 1904 Westm. Ga~. 10 Nov. 4/2 The
cloth was slightly nappy.



NAPPY.

Nappy (nse-pi), &amp;lt;z.2 Also 6 uoppy, 6-7 nap-
pie, [prob. a transferred use of prec.]
1. Of intoxicating liquors, chiefly ale : Having

a head, foaming; heady, strong.
a. a 1529 SKELTON E.

Rttiniiiyng 102 She breweth noppy
ale. Ibid. 557 This ale, sayde she, is noppy. 1568 FULWELL
Like will to Like C ij, Heer is a pot of noppy good ale.
P. 1564 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1573) 108 She had

very good nappie ale. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary I. (1625)no His peculiar skill in discerning the nappie taste by the
nut-brown colour of Seller-Ale on a frosty morning. 1630WESTCOTE Devonshire 393 It is famous to have.. the nap-
piest ale that can be drunk. 1686 Loyal Garland (ed. 5)B 2b, Let. .nappy Ale be ever free To strangers that do
come and go. 1714 GAY Kheph. Week ll. 56 With nappy Beer
I to the Barn repair d. 1807 CRADBE Par. Reg. m. 869 Thy
coat is thin. ., It s worn to th thread ! but I have nappy beer
1868 LOWELL To J. Bartlett ix, May Horace send him
Massic wine, And Burns Scotch drink, the nappiest.
fig. is8zSTANYHUBSTxEj Ded. (Arb.) 4 Such leauinges

as wee haue of Ennius his ragged verses, .sauoure soom-
what nappy of thee spigget. 1592 NASIIE Four Lett. Con-
fiit. 27 Plucking Elderton out of the ashes of his Ale, and
not letting him mioy his nappie muse of ballad making.

D. Applied to a bottle or cap.
c 1700 in Maidment Pasquils (i 868) 409 A bottle that is both
whyte and nappie. 1789 SHIRREFS Poems (1790) 214 [They]
ca&quot;d about the nappy cup, To keep their wanton spirits up.
2. Slightly intoxicated or exhilarated by drink.
1711 AMHERST Terrx Filiiis No. 41. 216 So many Traitors
we drank, it made my cranium nappy. 1776 Patie s Wed
ding in Herd Coll. Hongs II. 191 When that the carles
grew nappy, They danc d as weel as they dow d. 1825 in
BROCKETT ,V. C. Gloss. 1882 in Lanes Gloss.

Naprie, -y, etc., obs. forms of NAPEKY.
!Napron(ne, -oun, -un(e, obs. ff. APBON.
Tfapta, obs. form of NAPHTHA.
t Nap-taking, a . Obs. rare - 1

. [irreg. f.

NAP v. ] That takes one napping; unexpected.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 158 b, Besides such nap-taking

assaults, spoylings, and firings haue in our forefathers daies,
between vs and Fraunce, beene very common.
Napte, TTapthe : see NAPHTHE.
Naptha, variant of NAPHTHA.

Napu (na-p). [a. Malay [&amp;gt; ndpu.~] The
musk-deer of Java and Sumatra.
1820 RAFFLES in Traps. Linn. Soc. (1822) XIII. 261 Jfas-

cans. The Malays distinguish three species or varieties of
this genus, viz. the Napu, . . the Kanchil . . ,and the Pelandok.
1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. ^875) 614 The musk-gland is

wanting in the Napu (Moschns Ja-uanicus) of Java.
t Naquai re. Obs. rare. In 6 nak-, nau-

quayre. [a. F. naquaire, obs. var. of nacaire :

see NAKEB rf.l] A naker, kettledrum.
1523 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. I. cxlvii. 176 The kyng. .entred

into the towne with trumpets, labours, nakquayres &
hornyes. 1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Nauquayre a kynde of in

strument, nti&amp;lt;jnair.

Na-quar, -quhare, obs. forms of NOWHERE.
Na-quil(e, variants of NOWHILE Obs.

Na-quiper, obs. form of NOWHITHEB.
Nar, a, Obs. exc. north, dial. Forms : I nearra,

ueorra, nerra, naerra, 3-5 nerre, 4 nerr, 4, 6
uer

; 6-7 narre, 7 narr, 6, 9 nar. Also compar.
4 nerrer, 6 (9) narer, 9 dial, narder; superl.
4-6 nerrest, (6 -ast), 6-7 narrest. [OE. niarra

etc., comparative of neah NIGH; but in ME. perh.
partly from ON. nxrre, nserri adj. (see next).
The ME. compar. nerrer and superl. nerrest have
been formed on nerre as if it were a positive form.]
Nearer, nigher.
1. In. attributive use. (f In OE. also = later.)

In mod. dial, only in nar horse, leg, side, and occas.
in other senses of the positive near.
c 893 K. ^ELFRED Oros. i. i, On hire westhealfe is seo us

nearre jEgyptus. cgoo tr. Bzda s Hist. n. xv, His oa
nerran [v.r. nearran, neorran] tide wjeron wyrsan bam Eerran.
c 975 Kushw. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 31 Se aeflera vil nserra [L.
novissimus}. c 1200 ORMIN 15691 For batt te?3 wjerenn off
hiss kinn & tairburrh nerre brejire. c 1305 in Pop. Treat.
Sci. 133 So that the sonne. .schyneth on the nerre half in
thulke that ner him is. 1429 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 342/2 Paied
..atte a rather and nerre day. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus
s.v. Propius, Gradu sanguinis propior, Nerre kinne. 1607MARKHAM Caval. n. (1617) 5 The farre fore-foote, and the
narre hinder foot. Hid. iv. 9 You shall linke together his
[the horse s) left legges, which we call his narre legges.
1659 Indenture, Goosnargh, Lanes, 2 closes, .called narr or
nearer croft and the further croft. 1736 , Sheffield, The
narr stubbed piece,, .the far stubbed piece. 1863 ATKINSON
Prov. Danby, Nar-side, the lefthand side (of a horse or
team). 1871 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. II. 108 A hos..brok
his nar fore-leg in two places. 1899 DICKINSON & PREVOST
Cnmold.Gloss. s.v., The left-hand or nar horse walks on the
land, when ploughing two abreast.

b. In superlative. Nearest.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 421 Eftir he gaiff stayt to his

nerrest ayr. 1500-20 DI NBAR Poems xxxiii. 25 In Scotland
than, the narrest way, He come. 1563 WINJET Four Scair
Tare Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 96 Vsurping (as..hir Grace s
nerrest freindis thocht) hir Hienes auctorite. 1596 DAL-
RYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 7 To the vse of thair i

nychtbours and nerrest natiouns. 1609 SKENE Keg. Maj.
33 borne are narrest heires, some are farther.
2. In predicative use. Occas. const, to.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 233 Ho was me nerre ben aunte or
,

nece. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 250 Jet am I neuere be ner,
for noujt 1 haue walkid. 1382 WYCLIF Ruth iii. 12 Ne
I denye me to be nyj, but there is another nerre than V.
I4I3 Pifgr. Stnule (Caxton 1483) I. iii. 4 It semyd me moche

21

more nerre than it was byfore. 1461 Paston Lett I. s 4 -&amp;gt;

j

He answered ageyn in these wordcs, Nere is my kyrtylbut nerre is my smok . a 1542 WVATT in Tattcfs Misc.
(Arb.) 58 Your slghes yow fet from farre, . . Yet ar ye nere the
narre. 1579 SPENSER Shcph. Cal. July 97 To Kerke the
narre, to God more farre, has bene an old sayd sawe. 1868
BRIERLEY Irkdnle xiii. 198 (Lanes Gloss.) Letten somb dy
else be nar to him nor me.

b. In forms nerrer, etc. and in superlative.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10626 His neuew

he ys,..Of blod ys non nerrer ban he. 1340 HAMPOI E Pr
Consc. 9237 Alle bas. .When bai com bar sal be hym nerrest .

f&amp;gt;e
nerrer bat bat sal hym be [etc.]. 1570 Satir. Poems

ht/vrm. xu. i8r Feche Leuenox hame, }e haif nane narer
nor he. 1869 GIBSON Fo&.sfecc/l CitmM. 31 Mebbe I wad
be narder t truth.

Nar, adv. (and prep.) Obs. exc. north, dial, and
Se. Forms : 4-5 nerre, 4-6 nerr, 5-6 ner

; 4-7
narre, 5-6 nare, 5-6, 9 nar, 9 dial, naar, naur.
Also compar. 4 nerrer, (5 -ere

1

, nerpere, 5
narrere. [ME. nerre, ad. ON. nxrre, tm-rri adv.,
nearer, near

, compar. of mi- nigh , used only
in combs, as nd-bid neighbour.]
1. Nearer, nigher, closer. (Cf. NEAR otlv.1)
a 1300 Cursor M. 12366 pe folk stod ai

..... .i.u ni^i iiciii uiuwen nerr ana nerr. c 1440 J ork
Myst. ix. 62 Telle hym I wol come no narre. 1470-85MALORY Arthur xx. xxii. 838 Thcnne Syr Launcelot stode
nerre syrGauwayn. and. .doubled hys strokes. 1562 COOPER
Answ. Def. Truth (1850) 52 That he might press upon you
somewhat narre than other before had Used. 1591 HARING-
TO.v Orl. Fur. n. xlii, Still, as I approcht a little narre, More
wonderfull the building doth appeare. 1703 THORESBY Let
to Ray Nar, nearer. 1857 J. SCHOLES Jaunt ly (Lanes
Gloss.), Aw hardly know iv aw awt to ventur ony narr.

b. In forms nerrer, narrer, etc.
c J37S Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalene) 9^2 pe bischape

for rednes Dui&amp;gt;te cum na narrere. c isSo WYCLIK Serin.
Sel. Wks. I. 63 pei shulden sue Crist in poverle, nerrer ban
obir comounes. Ibid. \\. 101 Ech man shulde sue him or
ferj&amp;gt;ere or nerbere. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) iv. 30 Whoso
wiK.come nerrer to Jerusalem. 1450 LOVELICH Grail
xlvi. 243 He dressed hym to haven a syhte, Nerrere than
he scholde ban do.

2. Near, nigh, close (to).
a 1300 Cursor AI. 455 1 pan cald be king ioseph nerr. Ibid.

17288+ 387 Als bai come narre be caitelle. c i33oR.BRlNNE
C/iron. Wace (Rolls) 9610 He somounde firste bo til his

werre, pat deyned nought for Lot come nerre. a 1352
MlNOT Poems (ed. Hall) x. 15 Wight men of be west neghed
bam nerr. 1470 Col. f, Ca-M. 1017 Thair with the nobill
in neid nyghit hym ner. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 27 Sume sc
but narre. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus i. 516 Sclander and
schame euer to it drawis nar. 1596 DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie s
Hist. Scot. Prol. 40 Sche..cumis nevir ner thame. 1647
H. MORE Song of Soul n. App. Ixxxii, Besides that firie

flame that was so narre The Planets self. 111833 R. ANDER
SON Cuiiitld. Hall, (c 1850) 93 Lads aw nar us are weyld fop
an fuils. 1867 WAL-GH Oiud Blanket iv. 95 They begun
a-drawin nar to th heawse.

b. Nearly, almost, rare.

nar to death. 1871 ALEXANDER johnny Gibb xviii. 136 A
chap or twa, naar grippit braid i the crood.

t Ifar, are not : see NE and BE v. Ots.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 7656 In al Saxonye

nar [v.r. ere] non bem lyk. Ibid. 16501 pat we nar \v.r. ne
are] worby a-geyn be cald To penaunce. 1330 Amis ff \

Ajnil. 597 Kinges sones..Nar non to gode to the.

t War, were not, variant of NEBE. Obs.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2464 So blibe al bi dene Nar |?ai neuer

are. 6-1330 Arth. % Merl. 6137 (Kolbing), po nar bo
wi(&amp;gt;

king Arthour Bot to & fourti. c 1440 LYDG. Hors, Stupe
ff G. U2 The besi Marchant..Nar [v.r. Ner] shippis & hors
coude make no cariage.

t Nar, in nar nar, an imitation of the growling
of a dog (cf. NAKB v.}. Obs. rare~ t

.

1509 BARCLAY Sliyp of Folys (1570) 69 Though all be well,

yet he none aunswere hath Saue the dogges letter, glowm-
ing with nar nar.

War, variant of NEB, nor. Obs.

Naraw_e, obs. variant of AKBOW.
Narceia (naisf-a). Chem. [f. Gr. vapur]

numbness + -IA l
: cf. next.] = NABCEINB.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 87/2 The stronger and concentrated
acids decompose narceia. 1857 MILLER Eletn. Client., Org.
277 The formula of narceia . . differs from that of ordinary
narcotine, in containing four equivalents more of water.

1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med.
2o_i

Narceia is very
insoluble, and irritates the skin at the point of injection.

Narceine (naus/&quot;|in, -ain). Chem. Also -in.

a. F. narctine (Pelletier, 1832), f. Gr. vdpxtj numb
ness, deadness: see -INES.] A bitter crystalline
alkaloid obtained from opium, sometimes used in

medicine as a substitute for morphia.
1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III.

152/2
The active principles,

the meconate of morphia, the narceine, and narcotma. 1864
Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. for 1863, 430 Codein, narceine and
thebaine produce violent and even tetanic spasms. 1875
H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 229 Decidedly larger doses of
narcein than of morphia are required to obtain any action.

Narciss (naisi s). Also 6 -cyss, 6-9 -oisse.

[ad. L. Narciss-us or a. F. A arcisse.]
- NAKCISSUS.

1586 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetric (Arb.) 78 ^yhite violets
|

sweete Nais plucks and bloomes fro the Poppies, Narcyss,
j

and dyll flowres most sweete. 1597 GERARDE Herbal I.
\

Ixxxvi. 137 The mountain Rush leaved Narcisse with an I

indented or curled cup. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 80
|

NAKCOTIC.
Narcisses and Crocuses are commonly taken up first. 182.5HONE Ercry-day Jit. I. ,8 Apr., M u .,k Narcisse, Narcissi
tttoxtattu. 1838 Blackw. Mag. XLI1I. 255 Sappho s scant

;

but blooming rose-the rich narciss of Melanippfdcs. I88oS HIBBERD m ff. A. a 6th Ser. I. 412/2 In othe? sections ofhe
,

na
.

r
,?^

s faml| y. yellow is the predominant colour. Ibid
413/1 1 his term is never applied to a narciss.

Narci Ssilie, a. rare-&quot;, [ad. L. narcissiu-us
(Flmy), ad. Gr.

vapmofftvos,] Of or pertaining to
the plant Narcissus.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. [hence in later Diets.].

Narcissus (naasi-ss;. Hot. PI. narcissi
(and narcissuses), [a. L. narcissus (Virgil, etc.),
ad. Gr. vdpaiaaos, ace. to Pliny and Plutarch f.

vapKTj numbness, in reference to the heavy or
narcotic effects produced by it.] A genus of the
order Amaryllidacex, containing many species ; a
plant of this genus; now esp. A arcisstts poclu ..-,

a bulbous plant, flowering in spring and bearing
; B_ heavily scented single white ilowcr with an un-

I

divided corona edged with crimson and yellow.
1548 TI-RXER Names Hcrbes (E. D. S.) 55 Narcis-us is of

diuerse sortes. 1562 He,i-al 11.62 Narcissus hath a narrow
lefe, many together and fat. 1578 I.YTE Dodoens 209 There
are two very fane and beautifull kindes of Narcissus 1596
IS ASHE Saffron ll aUen 73 Like the doure Narcissus, hauing
flowres pnely at the roote. 1613 U.WORS Secrets of iu-luil*
I. x.vxvii. Red Hyacinth, and yealow Daffadill, Purple Nar-
cissus, like the morning rayes. 1638 MILTON Lycitins 148
Wks. (ed. Todd) V. 58 note, Next, adde Narcissus that still

j weeps in vaine. 1709 PRIOR 2&amp;gt;i,i Hymn Callimaclms
\

99 I he yellow crocus there, and fair narcissus. 1797 Enrycl.
Brit, (ed. 3) XII. 635/1 The.. poetic daffodil, or common

! white narcissus, is well known. 1820 SHELLEY Scnsit. PI.
I. 18 Narcissi, the fairest among them all. 1829 LAXUOR

1 Imag. Cow., Epicurus, etc Wks. 1853 I. 503 i Laden with
hyacinths and narcissuses, anemones and jonquils. 1873OUIDA Pascarel I. 22 At every step they trampled a
bright narcissus under foot.
Comb. 1885 Cnssclfs Encycl. Diet., Narcissus-flowered

Anemone, Anemone narcissiftora.

Narcolepsy (nauWlepsi). Path. Also -lep-
sia.

[f. narco- as comb, form ol Gr. rapm/ numb
ness + -lepsy as in EPILEPSY.] A nervous disease
characterized by short and frequently recurring
attacks of somnolence

; also, the somnolent state
which often precedes an attack of epilepsy.
1888 Lancet 28 Jan. 188/2 Narcolepsia consists in sudden

attacks of deep sleep lasting some minutes. 1894 Ibid.

3 Nov. 1065/1 A case of narcolepsy, the subject being a
soldier who suffered daily from sudden attacks of somno
lence. 1898 Pop. Sci. Monthly LII. 558 Among rarer
forms of pathological sleep the author discusses narcolepsy.

Narcomania ,najkJm6r&quot;nia . Path.
[f. as

prec. + -MANIA.] An uncontrollable craving for
narcotic drugs.
1888 N. KERR hiebriety 34, 1 propose to call this abnormal

state, especially in its marked maniacal forms, by the com
prehensive name Narcomania. 1896 Daily .\eu&amp;gt;s 19 June
6/3 No man is better acquainted with all developments of
narcomania than Dr. Norman Kerr.
Hence TTarcoma-niac, one who suffers from

narcomania
; Narcoma-niacal a.

1888 N. KERR Inebriety Index, Narcomaniacs often driven
against will. 1889 Ioid.(&amp;lt;:A. 2) 74 Narcomaniacal untruth.

Narcosis ^naakOT-sis). Path. [a. Gr. i/d/woxris,
f. vapKovv to benumb.] The production of a nar
cotic state (t or the quality of producing this) ;

the operation or effects of narcotics upon the

system ; a state of insensibility.
1693 tr. Blancartfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Narcosis, a priva

tion of Sense as in a Palsie, or in taking of Opium, &c.
1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 383 The Narcosis of Opium, for

Example, is gone or separated, because the dryed juice.,
smells not so strong. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stipp., Narcosis,
a stupefaction or insensible state, whether brought on by
medicines, or happening from natural causes. 1863 Macm.
Mag. Oct. 461 By Narcosis I.. mean exclusively the action
of large doses of the substances called Narcotics upon the
organism. 1872 HAMILTON Nemons Dis. 72 This follows

profound narcosis by alcohol or opium.
Narcotia (najk^-Jia). [f. NABCOT-IC a. + -IA.]= NABCOTIXE.
1876 HARLEY Mat. Met!, (ed. 6) 765 Opium contains from

6 to 8 per cent of Narcotia or Narcotine.

Narcotic (nukftlk), si . IMed. Also 4 ner-,
4-5 -ike, (-yke), 7-8 -ick. [ad. F . narcotique
(I4th c.), or med.L. tiarcotic-utn, Gr. vapmanx-w,
neut. of vapKtariKos : see next.] A substance which
when swallowed, inhaled, or injected into the

system induces drowsiness, sleep, stupefaction, or

insensibility, according to its strength and the
amount taken.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. C. IV. 2670 Ifypcnunestra, He shal

slepe as longe as euere the leste, The naicotykis & opijs ben
sostronge. c 1386 Knt. s T. 614 With nercotikes and opie
of Thebes fyn. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. x. Narco-
tikes that cause men to slepe. 1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Rivcrius
l. ii. 10 A sleeping Disease is got by the too frequent use
of Medicines called Narcoticks, that do produce sleep. 1677
PLOT Oxfordsh. 60 Boetius holds it to be a good narco-
tick, and that it safely may be given to procure sleep.
1702 J. PURCELL Cholict (1714) 123 The Pain may be eas d
. . by Anodins and Narcoticks. 1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III.

149/2 The nerves most particularly affected by narcotics
are the respiratory. 1846 J. BAXTER Lihr. Praet. Agric.
(ed. 4) I. 405 The hop is a useful narcotic, and the smell
of its flowers soporific. 1878 M. L. HOLBROOK Hygiene
Brain 62 Take no narcotics to make you sleep.



NARCOTIC.

Narcotic (najk^-tik), a. Also 7-8 -ick^e, i

8 -ique. [ad. med.L. narcotic-us or Gr. vaptcca-

riK-oSj f. vapKovv to benumb, stupefy : see NAR- ;

COSTS and -OTIC. Hence also F. narcotique^\
1. Of substances or their qualities : Having the

I

effect of inducing stupor, sleep, or insensibility.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 103 This later Daffodil.. stuffeth

the head, for which narcoticke qualitie..it took the name
in Greek Narcissus. Ibid.^ Explan. Words Art, Narcoticke
medicines be those that benum and stupifie with their

j

coldnesse. 1651 FRENCH Distill, v. 116 Three parts of

four of them are an insipid Narcotick flegme. a 1668 DA- ,

VENANT Masque Wks. (1673) 364 Injunctions are gone out
. .for the purging of the heavenly Beverage of a narcotique ;

vegetables which, .have a direct tendency to induce sleep.

1804 Ibid. XII. 38 Hyosciamus, cicuta, and other narcotic

and acrimonious plants. 1865 KINGSLEV Herein, iii, Stupid
with mead made from narcotic heather honey.

b. transf. of persons, actions, qualities, etc. :

Producing sleep or dullness.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 89 ? 8 He that finds the frigid
and narcotick infection beginning to seize him, a- 1763 SHEN-
STONE Economy in. 05 Pale, meagre, muse-rid wight ! who
reads in vain Narcotic volumes o er. 17511 BOSWELL John
son (1816) II. 109 That it endeavoured to infuse a narcotick
indifference, .into the minds of the people, .is but too evi

dent. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. v. iv. (1866) 729 He.,
habitually fell asleep at that horrible _council-board,. .while
the other murderers had found their work less narcotic.

1888 LANCIASI Anc. Rome 113 To lose hoursupon hours in

listening to silly and narcotic lecturers.

2. Of the nature of narcosis.
1661 LOVKLL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 335 It s cured.. if ma-

lignant, venenate, and narcotick, by alexipharmicks, and
roborants. 1834 Cyct. Pract. filed. III. 160/2 It is not the

repetition of sound, but of the same sound, which produces
the narcotic effect. 1863 M. HOWITT tr. Brewer s Greece II.

xii. 52 The want of animation and movement.. exercises a
slumberous, narcotic effect on the mind.

Narcotical (najkp tikal), a. Now rare. [f.

prec. + -AL.] Of a narcotic nature; soporific.
1587 HAKMEK tr. Bezels Serin, 421 Medicines which they

call narcotical, that is to say such as benowme and ded the

diseased. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaifs Fr. Ckintrg. 49 b/2,
We must endevoure to mitigate the payne with Narcoticall

thinges. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Di$p, 113 Soft confec

tions,, .put ging or narcoticall. 1695 WESTMACOTT Script.
Herb. 25 The Chymical Oyl of Box-wood [is]..look d upon
to be highly Narcotical. 1831 Eraser s Rlag. III.77o[He]
drugged the readers., with narcotical essays upon currency.
Hence Narco tically adv. ; Narco ticalness

(Ogilvie, 1850).
1654 WHITLOCK Zootonria 222 As those things do, that

pas^ie for narcotically cold. 1811 BYRON Hints fr. Hor. 733
Hark to those notes, narcotically soft ! The cobbler-laureats

sing. 1890 Blackw. Mag. CLXVIII. 22/1 The oppressive
atmosphere of a narcotically perfumed boudoir.

Narco &quot;ticism. rare. [f. NARCOTIC a. + -ISM.]
Narcotism.
1822 Monthly filag. LIII. 199/2 Those who eat them to

excess were affected.. with a kind of stupor and narcoti-

ci^m. 1899 Two Worlds 6 Jan. 1/2 Souls who, in their

earth life, allowed narcoticism to control them.

Narccrticness. rare
- 1

. [f.
NARCOTIC a. +

-NESS.] Narcotical ness.

1651 R. CHILD in Hartltb s Legacy (1655) 137 It taketh

away the appetite, not by real satiating, but by its Narco-
tickness deluding nature. 1727 BAILEY vol. II. [hence
in later Diets.], Narcotickness, stupifying. .Quality.

NarCO tico-a crid, a. and sb. Med. [f. nar-

cotico- as combining form ofNARCOTIC a. + ACRID #.

Cf. F. narcotico-acre.]
A. adj. Possessing both narcotic and acrid or

irritant properties.
1835 Cycl. Pract. fifed. IV. 230/1 The symptoms which

characterize the narcotico-acrid poisons generally. 1854

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8J V. 180/2 They have narcolico-acrid

&quot;TOperties and are usually more or less poisonous. 1861

IENTLHY Man. Bot. 582 The plants of the order should be re

garded with suspicion, . . some act as narcotico-acrid poisons.
B. sb. An irritant narcotic poison.
1829 CHRISTISON Treat. Poisons (1832) 592 Some varieties

of poisoning with the vegetable narcotico-acrids, 1840

Penny Cycl. XVI. 88/2 Many natural compounds have an
acrid principle combined with the narcotic, and hence are
termed narcotico-acrids.

So Narco tico-i rritant a. (Ogilvie, 1882.)
NaTCOtina. Chem. ? 06s. [f. as next + -INA.]

=; NARCOTINE.
1834 Cycl. Pract. Mtd. III. 152/2 Separating.. the me-

conate of morphia, the narceine and narcotina. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI. 87/2 A brilliant crystalline substance is left,

which is the narcotina of the opium.
Narcotine (nauktftin, -oin). Chem. [f. NAB-

COT-IC a. * -JNE5, or a. F. narcotine^\ A bitter

crystalline alkaloid derived from opium (discovered

by Derosnein 1803), sometimes used in medicine.

1823 HADEN tr. Majendics Formulary 28 If a grain of
narcotine, dissolved in oil, be given to dogs, it produce* a
state of stupor. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 762 A solu
tion of narcotine and hydrochlorate of papaverine.
Narcotism (nauk^tiz m). Path. [f. as prec.
+ -ISM, or ad. F. narcotismtt\
1. The condition produced by narcotics

;
a state

of stupor, somnolence, or insensibility.
1831 DAVIES Mat. Med. 206 During narcotism, the circu

lation is sometimes slightly accelerated, at others it is

slower. 1859 R. F. BURTON Ccntr. Africa in Jriit. Geog.

I

22

Soc. XXIX. 367 It affects the head, and produces an agree
able narcotism, followed by sound sleep. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap. (1879) 225 Whenever it is desired to produce very
decided narcotism by.. opium, the drug should always be

given in liquid form.

b. The method of producing insensibility by
narcotics.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin, fifed, y. 69 You have lately
seen an infusion of green tea useful in .. narcotism. 1855
RAMSBOTHAM Obstet. filed. 184 Siebold makes the same
remark in reference to two forceps cases, in which he em
ployed narcotism.

2. A morbid inclination to sleep.
1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. viii. 91 That tendency

to narcotism.. which is observed in every case of genuine
typhus. 1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 118 Pro
nounced narcotism and headache are. .the most charac
teristic symptoms of his lithacmic attacks.

3. transf. The narcotic influence of something.
1867 LOWELL Wks. (1890) II. 317 Lapped in waking dreams

by the narcotism of an age of science. 1876 J. OLLIVE
Wooing of Ate III. xvi. 271 His musings were., softened

by the genial narcotism of tobacco.

Narcotist (oa jkdtttt). [f.
as prec. + -IST.]

One addicted to the use of narcotics.

1860 All Year Round No. 53. 61 There, though opium-
eating is now unusual, . . I have seen the miserable narcotist

lying staring at nothing. 1881 Sat. Rev. 5 Mar. 288 The
narcotist who.. finds himself unable to sleep without mor
phia or chloral.

Narcqtiza tion. [f. next + -ATIOX.] The
action of narcotizing ; the state induced by nar

cotic poisoning.
1864 Lond. Key, 6 Aug. 154/1 The irregularity of the

circulation was like that described in M. Decaisne s cases
of narcotization as produced by ordinary smoking. 1876 tr.

Wagner s Gen. Pathoi. 163 After narcotization of animals,
there always arises dilatation of vessels.

Narcotize (nauk^taiz), v. [f. NARCOT-IC a.]
1. trans. To drug or render insensible with a

narcotic.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Clin. fifed, xiv. 151 He was evi

dently deeply narcotised. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr.

Africa in jrnl. Geo&amp;gt;. Soc. XXIX. 243 Near the coast the

people narcotise fish with the juice of certain plants.

1899 AllbutCs Syst. filed. VII. 823 Giving morphia by
hypodermic injection in such large doses as to keep the

patient deeply narcotised.

re/I. 1865 Reader i Apr. 374/3 They narcotize, but do not
nicotinize themselves.

2. transf. To dull or deaden. Also absol.

1864 E. SARGENT Peculiar II. 189 What wonder that he
should narcotize his moral sense with the aroma of these
social fascinations. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n.

248 They rather narcotize than fortify. 1894 Du MAURIER
Trilby II. 252 He longed for his old brain-disease to come
back and narcotise his trouble.

Hence MVrcotized///. a.. Na rcotiziug///. a.

1851 H. MAYO Pop. Supcrst. (ed. 2) 138 The narcotising
agent recommended by Mr. Jackson. 1863 B. TAYLOR H.
Thurston xiv. 183 It surrounded each (air face with a
nimbus, to the narcotized vision of youth. 1878 O. W,
HOLMES Motley 226 How much better is the restlessness
of a noble ambition than the narcotized stupor of club-life.

Ward (naid), sb. Also 4-6 narde. [ QY.narde
(mod.F. nard}t ad. L. nardus (see NARDUS), ad.

Gr. fdpSos, of Oriental origin : cf. Heb. 1*0 ntfcT

(pi. dradim\ Arab, and Pers.
^jj li ndrdln

t

Skr. narada, nalada.]
1. An aromatic balsam or ointment used by the

ancients, derived from the plant of the same name
(see sense 2, and cf. SPIKENARD).
Chiefly in poetic use, or in echoes of N. T. passages.
1382 WYCLIK John xii. 3 Marie took a pound of oynement

spikenard, or trewe narde.^ precious. 1388 Song Sot. \.

ii Whanne the kyng was in his restyng place, my narde
5af his odour, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 143 Her seed yf
me reclyne In baume, or narde, or opi, daies thre. 1477
NOKTON Ord. Alih, v. in Ashm. (1652) 70 Amber, Narde,
and Mirrhe. 15x6 SKELTON Magnyf. 2373 Your wordes be
more sweter than ony precyous narde. 1554 PHILPOT Exam.
fy Writ. (Parker Soc.) 233 You have plentifully poured upon
me your precious nard. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xn. xii. I.

364 The good..and true Nard is known by the lightnes,
red colour, sweet smell, and the last especially. 1647 JER.
TAYLOR Lib. Propk. Ep. Ded. 3 Whose lessons were softer
than Nard, or the Juice of the Candian Olive. 1708
J. PHILIPS Cyder \\, 53 Steams, than Myrrh or Nard
more grateful. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825)
1. 165 Mutianus . . had many holes filled with nard to nourish
and moisten it. 1835 DROWNING Paracelsus iv. 192 Heap
cassia, sandal-buds and stripes Of labdanum, and aloe-balls,
Smeared with dull nard. 1866 BRASDE & Cox Diet. Set.
etc. II. 635/1 The Nard of the ancients. .is now believed
to have been the produce of a dwarf Valerianaceous herb.
Comb. 1696 PHILLIPS, Hard-Plant^ that grows in the

Indies, ..sweet, and smelling like Galingale.
2. An aromatic plant, esp. that yielding the oint

ment used by the ancients (now usually supposed
to be Nardo$tackysjatamansi\ cf. SPIKENARD).

I5&amp;lt;ji
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Asarabacar^ a kinde of Narde,

a kinde of foale foote. 1598 FLORIO, Nigella, the herbe

Pepper-woort, narde or Coriander of Rome. 1626 BACON
Sylva 616 There is a Kinde of Nard, in Greet,, .that hath
a Root hairy, like a Rough-footed-Doves foot. 1667 MIL
TON P. L. v. 293 He . .now is come Into the blissful field,

through Groves of Myrrhe And flouring Odours, Cassia,
Nard, and Balme. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 33 As much as

lowly nard To beds of crimson roses, in our mind So much
Amyntas yieldeth unto thee.

3. \Vith denning terms, as Celtic
&amp;gt;

French^ Indian ,

Italian, mountain, rustic nard; also ~\ nard savage.

NABB.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 88 As for the plant Saliunca or

Nard Celtick [etc.]. Ibid. 104 Some haue taken rustick-

Nard to be the root of Bacchar, and so named it : the which
hath put me in mind of French Nard. 1611 FLORIO, Nardo
safaatico, nard-sauage. 1678 SALMON Pharm. Lond. i. iv.

60 The male is the broad Italian Nard, (which is the sweeter)
and is called Lavender. 1768 CHOKER Compl. Diet. II. s.v.,

The Indian Nard.. was formerly employed in the same in

tentions as the Celtic. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory 1. 432 The

following drugs, viz. liquorish and celtic-nard. 1801 Encycl.
Brit. SuppL II. 293/2 The Protean plant Valerian, a sister

of the Mountain and Celtic Nard. 1842 Penny Cycl.
XXII. 347/2 It is curious that the Celtic and mountain
nards are also Valerians.

4. Mat-grass (A ardus stricta}. rare&quot;
1
.

1866 Treas. Bot. 777/2 The common Nard, or Matgrass. .

is a worthless grass for agricultural purposes.
Hence Nard v. trans.

,
to anoint with nard.

1828 TENNYSON Lover s Tale i. 671 She took the body of

my past delight, Narded..and balm d it for herself.

Nardi ferOUS, a. rare- 1
, [f. L. nardifer*

-ous.] Bearing or producing nard.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou*$ Disp. 461 Bizantian Blatta..is

long and strict, found in nardiferous lakes.

Narcliiie, a. rare. [ad. obs. F. nardin

(Godef.), or L. nardinus, Gr. v&p&tvosj f. vapSos

NARD.] Of or pertaining to nard; having the

qualities of nard. t Oil nardine ^
oil of nard.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 104 Anoynte his nolle & his

necke wij hoote oynementis as
wifc&amp;gt;

oile of nardine. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrtk Mankynde 78 Take oyle nardine, oyle of

whyte lyllies, of eche an ounce and an halfe. 1818-32
WEBSTER cites Asiatic Res.

Nardoo(naJd-,naud;7). Also nardu. [Native
Australian ; also given as ngdrdii and ardoo.]
1. The sporocarp of the plant Marsilea quadri-

folia, used as food by the Australian aborigines;
the flour made from this. Also attrib.

1861 H. J. WILLS in W. Howitt Dis&amp;gt;.ov. Austral. (1865)

II. 248 Starvation on nardoo is by no means very unpleasant.
1861 KING Ibid. 252 The natives ..gave in return some
chewed pitchery and nardoo balls. 1862 KENDALL Poems
no Lest unfriendly hands Should rob him of his hoard of

wild nardoo. 1874 Dusk Twilight Hour 134 They fished

and hunted for their food, And gathered nardoo.

2. The plant Marsilea quadrifttia, also called

clover-fern.
1864 Chambers s Encycl. VI. 670/2 Nardoo, a plant of the

acotyledonous natural order JMarsileaces. 1889 LuMHOLTI
Cannibals 41 On the banks of the Thompson river I ob

served the well-known nardu (Marsilea).
attrib. 1865 W. HOWITT Discov. Austral. II. 247 They

now began to inquire of the nardoo seed, imagining it the

produce of a tree. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 777/1 Nardoo fields,

probably swampy places in which it abounds.

Ii Nardus (na*id#s). Now rare. [L. nardus :

see NARD
st&amp;gt;.] Nard, spikenard (the ointment and

plant). Also attrib. andyf.f.
971 Blickl. Horn. 73 paer waron breo ba betstan [wyrta],

ele, & nardus, & spica. 1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R.
xvii. ex. (1405) 672 Nardus is a

lytyll
herbe wyth pryckes

and smellytn wel . . and therof is treble manere kynde,

Indica, Celtica, and Sirica. 1526 TINDALE John xii. 3 A
pounde of oyntment called nardus. 1535 COVEKUALE Mark
xiv. 3 There came a woman which had a boxe of pure and

costly Nardus oynternent. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 307 It

is good to be poured into the eares with oyle of roses, or

Nardus. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvm. xv, Vpon his brest and
forehead gently blew The aire, that balme and nardus

valuable water of the nardus. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII.

347/1 The first kind being called nardus, and distinguished
into the Syrian and Indian varieties.

Ware (neoi), sb. Now
only&quot;

arch. [ad. L.

naris (usu. in pi. ndres\ see NABES). Cf. OF.
nairre (Godef.).]

f 1. A nostril. Obs. (chiefly in i;th c. verse).

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. xvii. cxii. (liodl. MS.),

stop acquainted. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i.
j. 742 There is a

Machlavilian plot, (Tho* ev ry nare olfact it not).

2. spec. A nostril of a hawk.
1486 Bk. St. Albans a v, With a penne put it in the hawkis

nares Ones or twyes. Ibid, cvij, Thorogh her Nostrellis or

hir nares. c 1575 Perf. Bk. Sparha^vkes (1886) 6 Scare

fayre : nares wyde : stalke short and bygg. 1614 LATHAM
Falconry (1633) 131, 1 was inforced first to slit her with a

knife, from her eare vnto her nare. 1614 MAKKHAM Cheap
Husb. ii. vm. xiii. 142 The Rheume is a continuall running
or dropping at the Hawkes Nares. 1727 BRADLEY Fam.
Diet. s.v. Aposthutne, When the Nares of the Hawk are

stuffed up. .put some Drops thereof upon her Nares. 1840
BKOWNING Sordello iv. 59 Who bade him bloody the spent

osprey s nare? 1860 H. AINSWORTH Ovingdean Grange 61

Its keen-bent beak, . . wide nares, and full black eye.
Comb, c 1450 Bk. Hawking (Harl. MS. 2340) 14 a, Coold

..makith flume fall oute of Jje brayne, [and] but if it have

hastely help it wol stop his nare brolles.

t ITare, & Obs. Forms : I neara, neare, 2

nara, 3-4 nare. [OE. neara, var. of nearo

NARROW #.] Narrow.
In the collocation nar^ivei, nare weyt which occurs in the

Moral Ode 347 (Egerton text) and R. Glouc. Citron. 3312,

the form may be due to elision of the iu (in narew) before

that of the word following.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xix, Behealde he. ,hu neara ba:re

eor&m stede is, f&amp;gt;eah
heo us rum ^ince. a goo Kentish Gloss.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 80 Puteus angnstus, neare pyt. c 1000 Ag9*



NARE.
Gosp. Matt. vii. 14 Eala hu neara \_Hatton nara] & hn
angsum is b;et scat, c 1290 . &amp;gt;?. Leg. I. 304/157 pe hul is
sumdel nare [

= 163 narvj. /rf. 320/724 It lith. ibouwed
ase an hare.. for is In is sumdel nare. c 1315 SHOREHAM
I. 1383 He a-uange|&amp;gt; a crowet eke, And a towaylle nare
t Nare, were not : cf. NE and NERE. 06s.
a 1175 Colt. Horn. 223 Nare hio blinde Jescapene r rzno

Moral Ode 201 (Trin. Coll. MS.), Alle unhaloe purh dea3cam in bis middeneardI. . Nare noman elles dead c-ivu
CHAUCER Baeth. \. pr. iii. (1868) 10 Certis it nar[e] not leucful
ne sittyng to philosophic [etc.].

tNarelll. Obs. rare. [a. OF. *narel (later
nareati) : see NAKE sb. and -EL 2

.] A nostril
1486 Bk. St. Alians c vj b, Brynne the Narellis thoiirogh

owte. 1611 COTGR., Candles, a haukes Narell ; one of the
little holes whereat she draws in, and lets out, her breath
Ibid., Na.rea.iti a narell, or nosethrill.

Narer, nearer : see NAK a.

II Nares (ne-rfz). Anal. [L. nares, pi. of
nans, NAKE sb., related to NASE

sf&amp;gt;., nose.] pi.The nostrils or nasal passages.
1693 tr. Blaticard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Nares, the Nos.

trils 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Nose. Divided in the
middle by a third [bone].. into two partitions, called the
nares or nosttils. 1753 _ Cycl. Stiff. s.v.,The naresof fish
diner also in proportion. 1808-10 Mem. \l~crnerian Sac. I

viti. 140 The blowholes or nares were united at the posterior
part into one tube. 1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 104/1 The
introduction of a cylindrical plug of lint through the anterior
nares. 1873 MIVART Elem. Anal. 76 These openings are the
hinder nostrils, or posterior nares.

Ifare-throlle : see NARE sb. 2.

Nareu, -ewe, obs. ff. NARROW a. (and .).Narf : see NAKVE.

Narghile, nargileh. (na-igil). Also
-ghileh, -ghyle, -ghille, -gil&amp;lt;, -guild. 0. nar-
ghilly, -gilly (najgi li). [= F. narghileh, nar-

guilt, ad. Pers. (or Turk.)
JLJJfc nargileh, f. Pers.

_ ^ nargil, cocoa-nut, of which the receptacle
for the tobacco was originally made.] An Oriental
tobacco-pipe in which the smoke passes through
water before reaching the mouth : a HOOKAH
a. 1839 Miss PARDOE Beauties ofBosfh. 35 The narghile.or water

pipe,, which greatly resembles the hookah of
Hmdostan, is always filled with Shiraz tobacco ,848
1 HACKERAY &amp;lt;- an Fair Ii, A Turkish officer. . making believe
to puff at a narghile ,877 A. B. EDWARDS Up ffile xxi.
667 Gorgeous.. narghilehs with long flexible tubes. 1807

H
NT

a
R

A&quot;&quot;*

Tur&quot;t &quot;/l &quot; 4 He enjoys his nargileh pipe.
P. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred in. ii, Inhaling through rose-

water the artificial flavour of the nargilly. ,87, M. COLLINS
Mrq. f, Merck. II. vii. ,84 He is smoking his narghiily
JNarjwe, obs. form of NARROW v.

Narhwal, obs. form of NARWHAL.
Narial (neVrial), a. Anat. [f. L. nari-s nostril

(see NARES) + -AL.] Belonging to the nares
1870 FLOWER Ostcol. Mamm. xi. ,7, The edges of these

greatly expanded narial apertures. 1881 OWEN in NatureXX IV. 499/2 The entry to the narial passage, or respiratorymouth as it may be called.

So Ka-ric a. (Cent. Diet. 1890).
Naricorn

(ne&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-nk(7.in). Ornith.
[f. L. nari-s

nostril + corn-u horn.] A horny covering pro
tecting the nostrils in certain birds.

(

1866 COUES in Proc. Philad. Acad. Nat. Set. 176 The
naricorn or rhinotheca is an irregularly convoluted little

scroll, very thin and delicate in texture. Ibid., When the
nancorns are in situ the outer of these divisions.. forms
rie most conspicuous part.

Nariform (neTif|um), a.
[f. as prec. -t- -FORM.]

(See quots.)
1846 DANA Zaofh. (,848) 432 Narifor,,,, a compressedcalicle resembling in shape a nose inverted. 1847 WEBSTER.

Nartform, formed like the nose.
Marine

(ne&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-rem), a. [f. as prec. + -INK.] Of
orbelonging to the nostrils (Ogilvie, 1882)Nark (naik), sb. Cant. [Romany ndk nose.]
(Seequot. 1894.)

,
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? - W- ) 894 A. MORRISON Mean Streets26o He resolved to . . become a nark-a copper s nark-
which is a police spy or informer.
Hence Nark v., trans, to watch, look after

; intr.
to act as an informer.

,^?H
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n

&quot;
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,

d
&quot;&amp;gt; I89* A - MORRISON Mean Streets
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he begun his narking when some of the.,mob dropped on him. ,896 _ CAild Jago 55 It was the
sole commandment that ran there : Thou shall not nark .

JNarow(e\ -hede, -ly, -ness, obs. ff. NAR
ROW a., XARROWHEAD, etc.

Narr (nai), v. Now only dial. [Onomatopoeic:
cf. NAB and G.VAR

.] intr. Of a dog : To snarl,
growl. Also transf.

Jff9lSARCLAV y&amp;gt;yf &quot;Sf lys ( 57) 69 Narring with thy
elfe, like as a dogge doth barke. 1530 PALSGR. 64 V*, I
irre as a dogge dothe whan he is angred, je rechme.
573 liARET Alv. s.v. Criniie, A grinning, or scornefull open-ot y mouth, as when a dog narreth. 1585 FETHERSTONE
JX

&quot;&quot;

&quot;!

&amp;lt;&quot; Acts xvii. 3. 409 The worship of the law,rea
D Jew narre at this day like dogs.

T^S PARISH Sussex Dial., Narre, to growl like a doe.
1894 Northnmbld. Gloss., Narr, to snarl, to find fault in
a
growling manner.

Narr, obs. variant of NAR a., nearer.

Warra, dial, variant of NE ER A.

JNa-rrable, a. rare . (See quot.)
&quot;623 COCKERAM i, Narrable, that which may be declared.

23

Narracion, -cyon, obs. forms of NARRATION.
Narratable (n&r^-tab l), a. [f. next + -ABLE.]
hat can be narrated.
.852 DICKENS Let. to J. White 22 Nov., If you should

think of any other idea narratable by an old man.
Narrate (n&r^i-t), v.

[f. L. narrat-, ppl. stem
ol nan-are to relate, recount, supposed to be for
gnardre, related to gnarus knowing, skilled, and
thus ultimately allied to KNOW v.]The earliest examples (16561 are prob. translations of Sp
rtarrar. Otherwise the word comes into English use onlyalter 1750; Richardson and Johnson call it Scottish :

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8ti) VI. 223 When I have
least to narrate, to speak in the Scottish phrase, I am most
diverting. 1755 JOHNSON, Narrate, to relate, to tell aword only used in Scotland. 1813 Q. Kc-.: July 431 The
style [ofM Cries A wjr] is . . free from all modern affectation
excepting the abominable verb narrate

, which must ab
solutely be proscribed in all good writing.
1. trans. To relate, recount, give an acconnt of
1656 S. HOLLAND tr. Zam (1719) n His Excellency, .nar

rates his several Encounters. Ibid. 136 It were needless to
narrate what flouting, .there was amongst the bundle of
Knights. 1754 CAMBRIDGE in World &quot;Ho. 56 II. 192 I have
listened to the tales . . of senators who narrated the elo
quence they never spoke ! 1755 AMORY .)/. 11769) I

-&amp;gt;QQWere I to give you the particulars of all these things ii
would take up days to narrate. 1788 ANNA SKWARD Lett
(iSu) I. 92 In narrating interesting facts, his comments
often fatigue by their plenitude. 1804 SOUTHKY in Aim.
Kev. 11. 17 Ihe discovery of Madeira is narrated with all
tne exaggerations of romance. i8z3 HENTIIAM Not Paid
308 On this occasion three principal events are narrated
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 399 The tale of the last hours
of Socrates is narrated to Echccrates.

2. absol. To give an account, make a relation.
1795 tr. Merciers Frag,,,. Pol. t, Hist. 1 1. 439 They ought

merely to narrate, to prove, and to conclude by a short
recapitulation. 1830 CARI.VI.K Misc. (1857) II. ,68 -Most
nen.. speak only to narrate. 1843 MARRYAT M. l i,,/et

xxxin, Any one on hearing him narrate would say the same
Hence Narra ted ppl. a., Narrating vbl. sh.

and///, a. Also Harra ter, narrator, rare.
1758 MRS. LENNOX Henrietta n. vii. 11761) I. 159 Here

miss Woodby broke in upon the fair narrater. 1802 MRS F
PARSONS Myst. I isit IV. 149, I cannot be so exact in the
repetition as he was in the narrating. 1802-12 BENTM\M
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 57 Ihe narrating witness
in question speaks of some other person and not of himself.

?8;s JOU-ETT Plata (ed. 2) IV. ,21 Like the Protagoras .. it
is a narrated dialogue.

Narration (na-r^-Jan). Also 5-6 -cion, 6
-cyon, -tioun, 6 Sf. nerr-. [a. F. narration
(i2-i3th c.), or ad. L. narration-em, noun of
action f. narrare to NARRATE : see -ATION.]
1. The action of relating or recounting, or the

fact of being recounted ; an instance of this, t In

early use esp. in phr. to make narration.
. 43 -5o tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 175 The ordre of the narra-

cion of stories requirethe that the gestes of the worlde
scholde be descrihede also. 1481 CAXION Myrr. ML xix. 176
It behoueth otler longe narracion that of alle them wolde
descryue the gretenes. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxiv.
(Percy Soc.) 108 Fantasy, and estymacyon truely, And
memory, as I make narracyon, Eche upon other hath
occupacyon. 1573 9- HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 44 The
short time I have wil scars suffice to make a simple and bare
narration of things. 1594 T. B. La Primauit. Fr. Ac, id.
n.

389^ Our meaning is not to make any long particular
narration. 1697 DRYDEN SEneid Ded. aj b, Narration,
doubtless, preceded Acting, and gave Laws to it. 1823
BYRON Juan xiv. vii, This narrative is not meant for narra
tion, But a mere airy and fantastic basis. 1844 .Mi -s Mi M &amp;gt; :,..

in L Estrange Life (1870) III. x. 189 Mr. Dickens wants the
earnest good-faith in narration which makes rialzac so en*

chanting. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1871) 191 [Dante] the

great master of laconic narration.

b. That which is narrated or recounted ; a story,

narrative, account.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 429 \Vhiche thynge was
provede to haue bene after his narracion. 1482 Ah nk of
Evesham (Arb.) 65 Let vs turne ageyne thys narracyon to
thoes thynges the whyche we haue lefte oute. 1528 Rev
Rede me (Arb.) 73 Olde wyves tales.. Which they call holy
narracions. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. kpist. 255 Vppon
vrgent necessitie, wee must . . leuen our Orations with
historical narrations. 1624 CAPT. SMITH I irginia Ep. Ded.
2 Your Gratious hand.. hath given birth to the publication
of this Narration. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.-e m. i. S i

A Divine revelation then must be faithful and true in all its

narrations. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 20 p i The following
Narration is a sufficient Testimony of the Truth of this

Observation. 1794 J. R. SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 214 It is

a narration suited to the capacity of the people. 1859 B^ACK-
w ELL Mallet s North. Antiq. 76 That kind of narrations, in

which truth is designedly blended with fable.

2. a. Khet. That part of an oration in which
the facts of the matter are stated (see quots.).

WILSON Khet. 4 The narracion is a plain and manifest

poynctyng of the matter, and an evident settyng furthe of
all thynges that belong unto the same. 1586 A. DAY n&.

Secretary i. (1625) 23 The force hereof besides the Exor
dium comprehendeth chiefly a Narration. 1612 BRINSLEY
Lnd. Lit. xiii. (1627) 180 In their Narration, to the end the

Auditors may fully understand the matter. 1717-38 CHAM
BERS Cycl. s.v., The narration, according to the writers of

rhetoric, makes the second part ofa just speech, or harangue ;

viz. that immediately following the exordium. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI. 468/2 Under disposition the various parts of an
oration are discussed, viz. the exordium, narration [etc.].

NARRATOR.
b. The story related in a poem ; the narrative

part of a poem ; a narrative passage in a drama
1586 W . WEBBE Kng. Poetrie (Arb. I 88 The proposition ornarration let it not be far fetched or vnlikely. ,6681)&quot;&quot;^Dram. I oesy Ess. (ed. Ker) 1. 62 Not that 1 commend narrations in general, but there are two sorts of them. One ofthose things which are antecedent to the play [etc ] i7i7-,8CHAMBERS G-rf. s.v., In the drama, the narration is thrwhole of the piece ; in the epoprria, it is only a part, ihoueh

in effect it is the principal part, and the main body of the
poem. 1783 ULAIR Lect xl,,. II. 425 In the narration of the
Poet. .it is not material, whether he relate the whole storvm his own character, or introduce some of his persona-e- to
relate any part of the action.

Hence Narra-tional a.
1866 Reader 29 Sept. 823 These indications of his opinionsare anachronisms from a narrational point of view. 1867Art J ml. XXIX. 95/3 It is neither absolutely scientificnor descriptive, nor narrational.

Narrative ina.&quot;rativ
; , st.

[f.
as next : cf. obs.

r . narralij, -ive in same sense.j
1. Sf. Law. That part of a deed or document

which contains a statement of the relevant nr
essential facts (cf. quct. 1X38).
1561 Keg. Pri-y Council Scot. I. 189 Ordanis the wordis

(at the lest) to be haldin pro deleto in the said summondis
sa oft as the samyn is thairin, \ i/. in the narrative and con
clusion. 1574 Ibid. II. 382 lie haill narrative of the said
supphcatioun [being] verefeit and understand to thair I ord-
ships. 1681 STAIR Instil. \. x. Jj 63. 148 He who craves
regress had right when he changed any further then by the
Narrative of the Excambion. ,11768 KHSKINF. last. Laif
Scot. n. in. 22 (1773) 189 After the name and designation
ot the granter, follows that clause in the charter called the
narrative, or recital. 1838 W. HELL Diet, /.arc Scot. 669
I he narrative describes the granter and the person in whose
favour the deed is granted, and states the cause of granting.
2. An account or narration

;
a history, tale,

story, recital (of facts, etc.).
1566-7 Reg. Prhy Council Scot. I. 496 He..wes fred and

relevit..upoun celerat and wranj&amp;gt;us narrative without satis-
factioun. 1622 BACON Hen. I ll 53 Therefore by this
Narratme you now vnderstand the state of the Question.
1660 R. COKE Po-.ver f, Sulj. 36 Diodorus Siculus..gm-s
a narrative of the original government of the Egyptians.
1725 POPE Odyss. x. 537 Gushing tears the narrative con
found. 1769 Junins Lett. xxx. (1788) 160 He shall find me
ready to maintain the truth of my narrative. 1837 W
IRVING Capt. Banner ille I. 22 We shall now state a few
particulars.. to prepare him for the circumstances of our
narrative. 1895 J. H. ROUND in Bookman Oct. 25/2 This
history, .is. .a straightforward, readable narrative.
3. (Without article.) The practice or act of

narrating ; something to narrate.

1748 CHESTERF. Lett, cxxxiv. (1872) I. 246 To have fre-

quent recourse to narrative betrays great want of imagina
tion. 1778 .Miss UIKNEY t.relina Ix, What have I to
write? Narrative does not offer, nor does a lively imagina
tion supply the deficiency. 1781 COWI-KR Conversat. 217
he path of narrative with care pursue.
Narrative (.na-rativ), a. [ad. L. narnl/iv-tts,

-a, -urn, I. narrat- : see NARRATE v. and -IVK, and
cl. F. narratif, -ive (ijth c.).]
1. That narrates or recounts ; occupied or con

cerned with, having the character of, narration.
1605 BACON Adi . Learn, n. iv. 3 The division of poesy

which is aptest in the propriety thereof, .is into poesy narra
tive, representative, and allusive. ,11651 I. SMIIII Set.
Vise. vi. ,95 The representation of divine things by some
sensible images or some narrative voice must needs lie in
them both. 1712 ADDISON Speet. No. 297 p 6 The / ararfisc
Lost is an Epic or a Narrative Poem. 1752 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 188 r 5 No style of conversation is more ex-

tensively acceptable than the narrative. 1844 L. HUNT
/mag. ff Fancy 20 The greatest of all narrative writers.

1864 liRYCE Holy Rom. F.mp. Pref., A narrative history of
the countries included in the Romano-Germanic Empire.
2. Given to narration

; garrulous, talkative..
, .

1681 LI-TTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) I. in Mr. John Smith
(called Narrative Smith). 1693 DxvDRH Dise. Sat. Kss.

(ed. Ker) II. 30 The tattling quality of age, which, as Sir. .
, ,

William D Avenant says, is always narrative. 1725 P

&amp;gt;uu j. j. \*vn t nz.nnr. 4&amp;lt;lMjfr. si
llgtt&quot;

.JM-I . / uetry DO 1 ne
narrative old monarch proceeds to state that. . Heribald was
accidentally killed.

//&amp;gt;.
i88iJ-rascr s Mag. XXVI. 503 There are the decayed

taverns.. where stone and wood and lime are narrative of

hoary antiquity.

Hence Ha-rratively adv., in a narrative manner ;

also, considered as a narrative.

1651 J. F[REAKE] Agriffa s Occ. Philos. To Rdr., I have
writ many things, rather narratively then affirmatively.
1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 28 The words of all Judicial Acts
are written Narratively. 1791 Ik KKE App. Wliigs \\ ks.

1842 I. 518/2 Not in the way of argument, but narratively.
1863 P. DAVIDSON Pentateuch I ittd. v. 154 The name
Jehovah occurs in the first way or narratively, one hundred
and sixteen times. 1883 Cli. Times XXI. 905/3 The details
are historically valuable, but narratively dry.

Narrator (nxrei-tpi). [a. L. narrator, ngent-n.
f. narrare to NARRATE. Cf. F. narrateur (i 552).]
One who narrates.
1611 COTGR., \arraffur, a Narrator, relater, declarer.

1625 BI-. MOUNTAC.L Apf-. Csesar 5 Hee is but a Narrator of
olher mens opinions. 1725 WATTS Logic (ed. 2) 268 Con-
sider whether the Narrator be honest and faithful, as well
as skilful. 1797 MRS. KADCLIFFE Italian ix, I tell you ,

replied the narrator [etc.]. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Ke-. 1
.

I. 301 Of such a narrator the very hostility is not oppres
sive. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. i. 43
He was simply a narrator of plain facts.



NARRATORY.

KTarratory (nie ratSri), a. [ad. L. type *nar-

rdtori-us : see NARRATE v. and -URY *, and cf. It.

narratorio, obs. F. narrateire.] Characterized by,

inclined to, narration ;
of a narrative nature.

1586 A. DAY Eng: Secretary n. (1625) 59 The first where

of appeareth to be Narratory and Nimciatorie. 1649
ROBERTS Clavis Ribl. 540 The narratory description of the

famine in brief. 1803 MME. U ARBLAY Let. 23 Mar., I had

hoped some return in some of your narratory letters m
which I so delight. ^1853 W. JAY Aiitobiogr. (1855) i. 13

Such a work is devotional rather than narratory. 1887 J.

HATTON Old Ho. at Sandwich in. xiv, By what may be

called a forward narratory movement.

Narratress (nser^-tres). [f.
NARRATE v. +

-RESS.J A female narrator.

1798 SOTHEBY tr. Wteland^s Oberon (1826) I. 142 Herself

the proud narratress of the tale. 1855 RAGEHOT Lit. Stud.

(1879) I. 301 The animated narratress of that not intrinsic

ally melancholy legend.

So Narra trix.

1809 R. SKRTF.F.S in Scott s Fam. Lett. (1894) I. 151 My
narratrix is Klizabeth Cockburn, an old wife of Offerton.

1886 Pall Mall G. 16 Oct. 5 But says the narratrix, it was

impossible for that lady to keep her Grace supplied with a

nnw work each time she went to the. .library.

Narre, obs. variant of NAH a., nearer.

Narrest, nearest ; see NATI a.

Narrow (nseT0u) ( a, and sl&amp;gt;. Forms : I nearu,
-o, -uo, naru^u), neruu, 2 nareu, 3-4 naru, (3

narv), 4 narw, narou
; 3 neruh, 4 narou},

nargh, 5 narevh, narwh, narough ; 4-6 narow (e,

narrowe, 6 .SV. narraw, 4- narrow. Inflected,

i nearwe, naarwe, 3 narrwe, 3-4 narwe, 4

narowe; i nearewe, -uwe, I, 3 nearowe, 2

naerewe, 2-3 narewe, 3 nerewe, -uwe. [OE.
nearu, nearo (also neara : see NARE #.)

= OS.

naru narrow, MDu. nare, naer (Du. naar] un

pleasant, dismal, sad, distressed, etc., Fris. ndr
narrow. Not found in the other Teutonic lan

guages, and of doubtful etymology.]
A. adj.

1. Having little breadth or width in comparison
with the length ; wanting in breadth ; constricted.

Beowulfnog Ofereode ba aibelinga bearn.,stige nearwe,
enae anpaSas. &quot;893

K. /&LFRED Oros. i. i. 32 Se sa; be

a;&5er is e nearo ^e hreoh. r 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt,

xvi. 5 Mi8 5y secwomun 3ejnas his ofer luh vel nearo sa;.

11546?. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 Sume hi diden..in

an caeste bat was scort & nareu & undcp. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

1/oin. 199 ITheadder] cutneS to ane burlede ston, and criepe3

nedlinge ureh nerewe hole, a 1225 Ancr. R. 430 He..
went be neruwe ende of be home to his owune mu5e, &
utward bene wide, cizgo S. Eng. ^Leg. I. 212/424 pis

brugge. .was so narov^ bat onnebe ani-^ing mi^te bare-oppe
sette ani fot. 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 819 j)e lefte eghe
..semes les, And narower ban be right eghe es. 1390
GowER Conf. I. 98 Ther was no grace in the visage, Hir
front was nargh, hir lockeshore. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v.

45 Egypt is a long Contree ;
but it is streyt, that is to seye

narow. 1463 Bury Wt7ft(Camden) 23 A long narevh table.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 145 Her sekynge in y
narowe lanes betokeneth [etc.]. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. 4- Jill.

n. iv. 88 Oh here s a wit.. that stretches from an ynch
narrow, to an ell broad. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 22 Italy.,

growing narrower, and narrower, till it shut out it selfe in

two homes. 1696 BP. PATRICK Comni. Exod\ xxxix. (1697)

710 Then they cut off lesser, and narrower Wires. 1723
CHAMBERS tr. Le Clare s Treat. Archit. I. 91 Make the

lower Arch . . narrower than usual. 1756-7 tr. Keysler s

Trav. (1760) II. 70 The streets are for the most part narrow
and winding. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. fy Art I. 292
The narrower the base.. the more easily may the body be

overthrown. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. ix.

(1878) 140 Up a straight, steep, narrow stair.

b. In fig. contexts, esp. narrow way, etc. (in

ref. to Matt. vii. 14).

C95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt., Contents 17/14 Derh brad woe^
mom^e, 5erh neruu vel unrum hwon.-inngae jetrymes.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 14 GangaS inn fjurh baet nearwe

geat. c 1200 ORMIN 6208 pa foll^he ;itt tatt narrwe stih patt
ledebb ;unnc till heoflfne. 12.. Moral Ode 339 (Egerton

MS.), Laete we be brode strete..Go we bene narewe wei.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxviii. 35 |?is
strete is be narw way

till heuen. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. vii. 14 How strett is the

3ate, ami narowe the weye, that ledith to lijf. 1526 Pilgr.

Perf. (W. de W, 1531) 18 In the strayte and narowe poynt
of deth they descende to hell. 1551 ROBINSON tr. A/ore s

Iftop. (1895) 10 An other is so narrow in [1556 betwene] the

sholders, that he can beare no iestes nor tawntes. 1597 J.

KING On Jonas (1618) 142 There is but a narrow path be

twixt fire and water, as Ksdras speaketh. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

&amp;lt;y

Cr. in. iii. 154 Honour trauels in a straight so narrow,
Where one but goes a breast. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr.
Mor. i. i Tread softly and circumspectly in this. .narrow
Path of Goodness. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 152 When Reason
doubtful .. Points him two ways, the narrower is the better.

1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 118 Himself a wanderer from the

narrow way.
c. In special applications, as narrow cloth,

cloth under 52 inches wide ; narrowfront (see quot.

1802) ;
narrow goods, braid, ribbons, and similar

woven articles ; f narrow land, one of the narrow

strips into which open fields were divided ; narrow

trade, the trade in narrow goods ;
narrow wares,

narrow goods ;
narrow weaver, a weaver of narrow

cloth orgoods ;
narrowwork (see quot. 1851). See

also NARROW GAUGE, SEAS.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 183 The Wealthy Manu
facture there of Kerseys, and *narrow Cloaths. 1727
DK FOE Eng. Tradesman xxvi. (1841) I. 258 The narrow-
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cloths, in Yorkshire and Staffordshire. 1802 JAMES Milit.

Diet., Narrow Front, a battalion, &c. is said to assume
a ^narrow front, when it goes from line into column.

1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. s.v. Column, The
formation of troops, .in deep files and narrow front. 1888

Daily News 29 Oct. 2/7 There is a slight revival in cords,

braids, and *narrow goods. 1640 Conveyance of land, Lin-

colnsh. (MS.), Etvnamselionem terrc (anglice one Narrow-

land) in Scunthorpe. 1826 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. /
The *narrow-trade or that which consisted in the manufac
ture of ribbands. 1645 in Archaeologia L11. 135 Ahosyer
& whole sateman for *narrow wares. 1767 Ann. Ktff, 152/1

The engine weavers were supposed to be ruinous to the

*narrow weavers. 1851 GREENWKLL Coal-trade Terms
Northumb. fy Dark. 37

*Narrow Work, excavations, 3

yards in width and under. 1875 J. H. COLLINS Metal

Mining 52 In deeper workings it is desirable., to lessen the

proportions of narrow work
,
as the headings are called.

d. Of vowels, in contrast to broad or wide.

1844 Proc. PJnlol. Soc. I. 283 The Greek substituted a

long and broad vowel for the short and narrow vowel of

the nominative. 1890 SWEET Prim. Spoken Engl. 4 Each
of the vowels.. is either narrow or ivitie^ according as the

tongue and uvula are tense.. or relaxed.

2. Of no great extent; small, limited in size;

confined. Narrow /loifse, the grave.
(-888 K. ALFRED Booth, xix, He hine ne mzes furSum

tobrsedan Ofer ba nearwan eorSan ane \_-Metr. x. 16 Ofer
oas nearowan.. eorSan sceatas]. c 1200 ORMIN 3687 Patt

illke child, tatt txr wass le^d Inn an full naru cribbe.

c 1230 f/ali Jlfcid. 42 Hwel he bi5 et hame, alle bine wide
wanes bunche3 be to nearewe. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings
vi. i The place where we dwell . . is to narow for vs. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 102 b, Certain Welshemen were

lodged at a poore village named Cause, because in Caleys
was verye narow lodgyng. 1617 MORYSON /tin, i. 204
The place being so narrow as shee could onely stand. 1663
BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat, Pkilos. \. ii. 40 Consider^ how. .

delicate a Workmanship must be employ d to contrive into

so narrow a compass the several Parts. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. iv. 124 With mighty Souls in narrow Bodies prest.

1752 HUM E i ol. Disc. x. 197 What an astonishing multitude

in so narrow a country as antient Greece. iSiojANE PORTER
Scot. Chiefs xi, Wallace s camp or the narrow house must
be our prize. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 177 His careful

hand, The space was narrow, having order d all.

b. Lying or pressing close; confining.

971 niickl. /font. 103 [Hie] wilnodan baet he hie of bsem
nearwan beostrum alesde. c 1000 Riddles Hii. 3 pa wseron

genumne nearwum benduni, zefeterade faeste togsedre.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4299 pe brutons gonne to fle, Ac bo
hii come among narwe hegges hii stode a^en anon. 1633
MAY Hen. II, vi. 508 He drawes his martiall forces vp, to

presse With narrow siege the Towne of Limoges, a 1770

JORTIN Serin. (1771) II. xiv. 276 Our knowledge of God is

confined in narrow bounds. 1793 Cowi ER On Bill Mor
tality iii, Life, within a narrow ring Of giddy joys com
prised. i82i-a SHELLEY Chas. /, w. 45 A low dark roof,

a damp and narrow wall. 1871 FxSBHAH^Vtfnw. Cong. (18761
IV. xvii. 72 The immediate and permanent authority of

both was confined within very narrow Iwunds.

3. Limited in range or scope ;
restricted.

1513 FITZHERB. Ihtsb. 4 It is so narowe a point to know,
that it is harde to make a man to vndenUuule it by wrytynge.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. 2 The question is yet
driuen to a narrower issue. 1625 BACON Ess.^ Viciss. Things
(Arb.) 569 As for the great Burnings by Lightnings, which
are often in the West Indies, they are but narrow. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xi. 10 How foolish.. a thing it is

for a Man of a narrow Knowledge.. to expect Demonstra
tion, .in things not capable of it. 1709 PQPE^ESS. Crit. 61

One science only will one genius fit ; So vast is art, so nar

row human wit. 1771 Jnnius Lett. 1. (1788) 271 His plan,
I think, is too narrow, a 1806 H. K. WHITE Poems (1817)

36 Can the voice of narrow Fame repay The loss of health ?

1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xiii. 234 The earl

dom of Northumberland in the narrower sense of the name
was vacant.

b. Limited in amount ; very small or poor.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in. iv. 8 Most narrow measure

[he] lent me. 1668 R. STEELE Husbandm. Calling ix.

(1672) 239 Let me rather have a narrow estate and wide soul.

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 108 p 7 We find several Citizens

that were launched into the World with narrow Fortunes.

1734 tr. Rollings Ane. Hist. (1827) II. n. 112 His circum
stances were very narrow. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Lady Susan
iii. (1879) 208 In narrow circumstances it was proper to

render her pecuniary assistance. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci n.

ii. 12 He has wide wants, and narrow powers. 1846 M cCri,-

LOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 677 The court overruled

the objection, but only by the narrowest majority.

c. Of time : Short, brief, rare.

1611 CORYAT Crudities (1776) I. 144 Had I not beene

brought into such a narrow compasse of time. 1646 SIR

T. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. in. vi. 117 From this narrow time
ofgestation [may] ensue a. .smalnesse in the exclusion. 1819
SHELLEY Cenci v. iv. 100 Upon the giddy, sharp and narrow
hour Tottering beneath us.

fd. (See quot.) Obs. rare~.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant* Crew s.v., *7w all narrow, said

by the Butchers one to another when their Meat proves not

so good as expected.

4. Sparing, close, parsimonious, mean. Nowo&a/.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 430 Beo5 large touward ham, bauh ^e be

neruwure beon and te herdure to ou suluen. a 1586 SIDNEY
Arcadia n. (1613) 156 To narrow breasts he comes all wrapt
in gaine. 1596 DALRYMPLF. tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. ix. 261

Nouther..ouer skairs, narraw, or gredje. 1659 A. HAY
Diary (S.H.S.) 220 It was not expedient to me to buy
from them becaus they are somquhat narrow. 1773 JOHN
SON in Boswell) Archibald, .was narrow in his ordinary

expenses. 1796 Hist. Ned Evans I. 146 He was. .so ex

tremely narrow as to allow himself little more than the bare

necessaries of life. 1821 GALT Ann. Parish iii, He was a

narrow ailing man. 1897 J. GORDON Vill. $ Doctor 72 It

ain t as I wasa narrer man.., I bain t mean.

b. Lacking in breadth of view or sympathy;

NARROW.

narrow-souled, narrow-minded, illiberal, preju

diced, bigoted.
1664 POWER E.rp. Philos. Pref. 6 They arebut narrow Souls,

and not worthy the name of Philosophers. 1724 A. COLLINS
Gr. Chr. Relig-. 9 Some Jews fating so narrow as to think

Circumcision .. necessary. 1760 FOOTE Minor i. Wks. 1799
I. 231 People who have their attention eternally fixed upon
one object, can t help being a little narrow in their notions.

1825 MACAULAY Ess., Milton (1851) I, 22 The days of cold

hearts and narrow minds. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 30 The
merely professional man is always a narrow man.

C. So of actions, views, disposition, etc.

1657 in Bnrtorfs Diary (1828) II. 248 It is very narrow
not to let it extend to the protestants elsewhere, as those in

Munster. 1664 POWER E.rp. Philos. \. 61 We have not
those narrow conceptions of these subtle Spirits. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 126 P 9, I daily find more Instances of

this narrow Party-Humour. 1781 GIBBON Decl. &amp;lt;S- F. xxx.

III. 177 The events.. have undoubtedly been diminished

by the narrow and imperfect view of the historians of the

times. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab v. 163 Blunting the keenness
of his spiritual sense \Vith narrow schemings and unworthy
cares. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. i. 452 There was

nothing narrow or illiberal in his early training.

d. Exclusive.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 143 In no danger of

falling under the dominion either of a despot or of a narrow

oligarchy. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii.

208 An oligarchy not less proud and even more narrow than

their brethren of Bern and Venice.

5. Strict, close, precise, careful.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 144 pe sterke dom of domesdei & so

neruh mid alle. Ibid. 156 H wo ?e wule ivinden et te neruwe
domesmon merci & ore. 1552 in Liturg. Serv. Q. Eliz.

(1847) 246 If thou shouldest enter into thy narrow judgment
with me,.. I were never able to suffer it. 1579 FULKE Con-

fut. Sanders 692 You are.. a narrowe vewer of such idle

pictures. 1607 NOKDKN Sun . Dial. i. 4 Millions, .are now

dayly troubled with your so narrow looking thereinto. 1671
MILTON P. R. iv. 515 Thenceforth I thought thee worth my
nearer view And narrower Scrutiny. 1710 ADDISON Tatler

No. 162 r 2, 1 have made a narrow Search into the Nature
of the old Roman Censors. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xxx,

Seeking to make a narrower inquiry.

b. transf. of the eyes, etc. (Partly in sense i.)

1577 HARRISON England ii. vi. (1877) i. 160 They sit still,

pinking with their narrow eies. 1592 R. I). Hypnerotowa-
chia 55 b, An extreame delight and desired nourishment

unto a narrowe looke and greedie eye. 1611 BEMJM. & Fu
Philaster in. i, L.pIacM thee there To pry with narrow

eyes into her deeds. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxix,

Looking into her eyes with his narrow gaze,

6. Near, close, fa. Coming near the truth. Obs.

1551 T. WILSON
/,&amp;lt;7f7^(1580) 37 Thei haue a narrowe ges=?

by all likelihoode, that the Hare was there a little before.

1679 EVELYN Sylva fed. 3) 4 What some upon an accurate

and narrow guess have not feared to pronounce.

t b. Of friendship : Close, intimate. Ofo. rare.

1556 Aitrelio
&amp;lt;y

Isab. (1608) Aiv, Remembring them bothe
1

of their narrowe fremlshippe. 1574 HELLOWES Guevara s

Fam. Ep. (1584) 158 The judge cannot holde narrow friend

ship with any man.

c. Of an escape: Barely effected,

1581 RICH Farew. E j b, She ioyed nothyng so imiche in

the narrowe escape she had made with life. 1749 FIELDING

Tom Jones vin. ix. heading, The lucky and narrow escape
of Partridge. 1814 SCOTT {i/av. xxx, He had made a nar

row escape, however ; the bullet had gra/ed his huad. 1860

SAI.A Baddington Peerage xx, What s a narrow squeak,
a close shave, to such as I am? 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist.

I. viii. 223 The escape was a narrow one.

d. Bowls. (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Narroiu, when the Biass

of the Bowl holds too much. 1882 [see NARROW adv. 3].

7. Comb., as narrow-backed, -hladed, -bottomed,

-brained, -brimmed,-cast, -feUed^-chested^-dothedt

-compassed, -ended, -grated, -heeled, -holed, -laced,

-limited, -listed, -meshed, -muzzled, -nosed, -quar-
teredt -sharcd, -shouldered, -sighted, -snouted, -stern-

edy -streeted, -throated, -toned, -topped, -verged,

-visioned, -ivaisted, -wheeled. Also NARROW-EYED,
-HEARTED, -MINDED, -NECKED, -SOULED, etc.

1847 YOUATT/ J^- 58
*Narrow-backed, flat-sided, .animals.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 465 Modelling it.,

with a sharp &quot;narrow-bladed knife. 1707 MORTIMER Hmb.
(1721) 1.4 In a *narrow-bottom. d Ditch, if Cattle get into

it they cannot stand to turn themselves. 1777 WATSON in

Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 876 Put it into a narrow-bottomed

ale glass. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Consid. Wks. (Bohn)

II. 414 No shovel-handed, &quot;narrow-brained . .stockingers.

1686 Land. Caz. No. 2145/4 A little *narrow-brim d black

Hat. 1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric. 26 Mar. 1776,

In these flutes sowed the seed *narrow-cast. 1884 BOWER &

else in the field look *narrow-chested. c 1412 HOCCLEVF.

De Reg. Princ. 540 If a wight vertuous, but &quot;narweclothid.

To lordes curtes now of dayes go. 1647 H. MORE Song of

Seuin.App. ciii, Within his *narrow-compast brains. 1877

HUXLEY & MARTIN Eton. Biol. 195 &quot;Narrow-ended and

broad-ended papillae. 1791 MRS. RADCLII-FK Rom. Forest

(1820) III. 280 Its heavy black walls, and *narrow-grated
windows. 1615 MARKHAM Country Contentm. i. xix. 82

That Cock is said to be sharp heel d or narrow heel d,

which every time he riseth hitteth, and draweth blood of his

adversary. 1531 ELYOT Gov. n. xiv, In a *narowe holed

seeue they will stllle abide with the good come. 1882

MASSON in Macm. Mae. XLV. 25* Jeffrey s more narrow-



NARROW.
DeBary s Phaner 325 Bands of tissue, appearing irreeu
larly *narrow.meshed in cross-section. 1869X0, HMJTurkey II. 204 Lean-jawed, narrow-muzzled animals ^6BRITTAN tr. Malgaigne s Man. Ofier. ^260 A Htlleosseous projection, .in narrow-nosed

people.&quot;&quot; ,8^ I TA r*// Matter dig*) 61 Discussions about narTow nosed
apes. ,618 RALEIGH A

&amp;lt;yW Navy 13 Ho wilUl narrow

XXXVH
5h PS4

lncl
f

af&amp;lt;
&amp;lt;he Kyll I76S LXXXVII. 33/2 He plowed them up with a narrow-shired

wheel-plow. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinanh., Rick. // ccxcviiSoe may the Narrow-shouldYed Pigmey heave Mount Ccasus. ,708I UP. BERKELEY &. Wks. ,87, IV for We
&amp;lt;r}&quot;? 1Tth

ls

,v,

*97 GONTHER in Mar*
I&quot;&quot;***IK. 4/HM 708 Both the *narrow-snouted form, and the

broad-snouted.. 1755 JOHNSON, Pink, ..a kind of heavy ,

row.sterned ship. .858 HAWTHORNE Fr. . It N^tcMs.
(1872) I. 41 A commercial city. ., &quot;narrow-streeted and sometimes pestilential. 1674 H.CKMAN Q,d,,,,,,art. ///^(ed 2)
48, I see not what there is in these passages, which then o
strait, &quot;narrow-throated Calvinist may not swanow ,86M. ARNOLD,Ess. Crit. Pref. ,4 That powerful, but aTpresen

iZ MR
3
, ;

narr W-t0 &quot;ed organ the modern Englishman
1769 MBS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 355 When thevare cold put them into

. narrow-topped jars. feg MA*YELL Garden i Some single herb or tree, Whose short and
narrow-verged shade Does prudently their toils upbraid1868 GROOM ROBERTSON in Fort,,. Km Dec. 6 We are

taunted with being a *narrow-visioned people 1688 HOLME
Armoury, v 237/2 The Gowns were broad-ShonWerednarrow-Wasted. ,88. Daily Tel. 5 July 2/, A grewnarrow.waisted yawl, almost on her beam ends

Keg^t.
112/2 A &quot;narrow wheeled waggon.
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1. A narrow part, place, or thing; the narrow
part of something. Ahojfig. Now rare.
n.. Guy Warm. (A.) 3493 Into be narwe hij come hem
lett. .535 COVERIMLE 2 Es.iras vii. 5 \ { he wente notthorow the narow, how might he come in to the I rode?

.642 ROGERS Naaman 37 We cannot speed, became we
ill keep a breadth m his narrow, and in our afflictions are

ight-hearted ,702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. ,. i. Ann
(1852) 339 When it came to the narrow of any question hewould still profess himself conquered by Mr Hooker s

J,
eason

. 74* RICHARDSON De Foe s Tour Gt. Brit II 270We might also mention another Narrow
; that is, the Mindsof the Generality of its People.

2. spec. (Chiefly in//.) a. A narrow part of a
sound, strait, or river.

1633 T. JAMES,Voy 106 We were in the narrow of the
Straight. ,665 Lond Gaz. No. 5/4 Three or four Privateersare crusmg in the Narrow. ,702 Kid. No. 3844/4 In theNarrow off of Wmterton. ,743 BULKELEY & CuMMlNgVw?
P N J?V 45

,i, M th S M rnin weighed, and steeredt.N i.. for the Narrows. ,840 MARRYAT Poor Jack Ii, Weshould have been taken possession of by a privateer in the
very narrows. ,883 STEVENSON Silverado S,,. fh roughthe narrows the tide bubbles, muddy like a river.

D. A narrow part of a pass or valley; a narrow
way between mountains. (Chiefly U.S )
.7.6 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip s War (1865) I. 2, ThevMarched until they came to the narrow of the Neck ,768C. BEATTY Jrnl. ,6 We travelled up Juniata river,, .througha bad road, to a place called the Narrows. I788 M CUTLERm Life, etc. (.888) I 403 We passed thi narrows or gapsof two ranges of high mountains. .808 PIKE Sources

Miss,ss. (1810) 175 A fine creek, which we followed throughnarrows in the mountains for about six miles.
c. A narrow part of a street.

.772 C. HUTTON Bridges 2 Streets.. without narrows or
crooked windings .866 CONINGTON /Eneid 49 Some block
the narrows of the street. .882 Daily NtWSlS Aug ViLives there the elderly man. .who has not been sorely

narrows
&quot;^ enCOUntered in those *&amp;lt;^W

d. Mining. A narrow gallery.
,850 ANSTED Elem. Geol. iro6 These galleries are of

different dimensions, the larger ones, .are called broads, and
they are intersected by other galleries at right-angles tothem whose dimensions are not quite so large, and whichare called narrows. .883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coalmining ,73JMa rrow, adv. Now rare. Forms: I nearwe,
3 neruwe, 3-4 nar(e)we, 4-5 narow, (5 -oo),o-s narrow. [OE. nearwe, f. nearu NARROW

a.&quot;\

fl. Closely, straitly, strictly. Obs.
Beowulfyd Hyne sar hafaS in nydgripe nearwe befongen.0,000 boeth. Metr xxi. 5 Se 3e. .sie nearwe 5ehefted mid

pisses maeran middanseardes. .lufe. aiz^Aacr. X. 268

|lf
bu wult bet heo drede be, hold hire neruwe. a ,250 Owl

? i j
the drivetn honne, . . And wel narewe the

edet. oi R. BRUNNE CVz.(i8.o) i6J&amp;gt;e kyngwas narow
holder, his folk alle to dryuen. c ,385 QuOOn L. G. IV.
ooo Cleopatra, Loue hadde..hym so narwe boundyn In
his las. c ,460 Tmaneley Myst. xiii. 436 Thay will nyp vs
lulle naroo. (.667 MILTON P. L. vii. 21 Narrower bound
Within the visible Diurnal Spheare ]

p2. Closely, carefully, keenly. Obs.

..f,
900 EH?*!?1* E

,

lene
&quot;58 feodcwen ongan..secannearwe: Reneahhe , to hwan hio ba naeslas..i/edon meahte.

,290 Beket ,745 ln S. E. Leg. I. 156 Wel narewe be kingmm gan bl.benche to derne is lubere boujt. .297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 5954 He bibojte him wel narwe 5if ber mi 3 te be enyred. c .386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 744 How excellent franchise
Jn women is whan they hem narwe avise. ^,400 Land
C^L L

IS 4 Many a way that lady soght And wel narwe
le hir be-thoght. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxii, ToHector he marked hath so narowe That he smote him euen

imid the face, a ,392 GREENE W^Y. (Rtldg.) 317/1 Lookingmore narrow by the fire s flame, I spied his quiver.
&quot; &quot;

JS96
SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. .48 Weell ouer-

te

^ M narrow prying father.
o. Narrowly, in various senses

;
in a narrow or

close manner.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 pe sullere doS narewere

pane he sholde, and te biggere rumluker (.an he sholde.

J377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 371 Jif I 3ede to the plowi pynched so narwe, That a fote-londe or a forwe fecchen
VOL. VI.

SEneid v. 675 Mnestheus . . miss d

,, A S m
,

SS S0 narrow
&amp;gt;

hat he cut the Cord
.763 A. DICKSON J real. Agric. (ed. 2) 274 If this kind of
grass-ground is plowed .. fhallow and narrow ,88, THARDY Two on Tower xxvii, I am not skilful

, she said
I always bowl narrow .

b. Tofall narrow, to fall short. Togo narrow,to keep the legs too close together. 1 Oh
.648 CRASHAW Delights of Muses Wks. (1904) I2g [Helne re sun-red yet his little arrow. Of Heavens high st archiesto fall narrow ,697 Lond Gaz. No. 3289/4 Lost, .a Bay i hdun Horse about 15 hands,.. goes narrow. ,727 BAILEY,

mJf , i r
H rse ls said to SO narrow, when he does

take Ground enough, that does not bear far enoughout, to the one Hand or to the other.

Narrow (nnc-nw), v. Forms : r nearwian,
4 narwe, narewe, nerewe, ? , 7- narrow. TOE
neanoian, f. neana-, nearu NARROW a. ; but in
later use prob. a new formation directly from the
adj. OE. had also nyrwan (= *nicr-uan) and
gemrnvan to compress, constrain, afflict, etc 1

i &quot;^ ? become narrower, to decrease in
width or breadth

; to diminish, lessen, contracta ,000 &amp;lt;. 1570 Sefa nearwode. a ,000 Riming Poem 37bine searwade, sib nearwade. ciyio R BRUMNR r/,r,J

^^^j^*3ri2&quot;^ * &quot;&quot;

Higdea (Rolls) I. 57 penne he naVwVt^be narWenSse ofsex hondred paas. ,746 in Ace. Fr. Settle,,,. N. Amer 20Above that isle it narrows so, that before Quebec it is notabove a mite wide ,773 MRS. GRANT LettTfr. MountaSs
1813 I. xui 113 The glen, .instead of narrowing . growsbroader as it retires. ,82, BYRON Foxari in. i 4,0 Thetime narrows, signer. .847 TENNYSON Prim. in. .80 Follow.
&quot;S &quot;P

The river as it narrow ,! to the hills. .897 H. DRUM-MONO Ideal I,fc lot Have you ever noticed, how Christ sme narrowed i

2. trans. To make narrower; to reduce the
breadth of (a thing); f also

_/%&amp;gt;-.
to constrict

constrain, oppress.
a looo Riddles xxvi. 10 Feleb sona mines Demotes, seo be

niec nearwaS, wif wundenlocc. a ,300 E. E. Psalter xxxiv
5 Pai be alsdust ogam wind.. And louerdesaungel narwand
bain. ,429 Coventry Leet Bk. (E.E.T.S.) ,18 The meyreshuld go be all the brooke, & se where hit is narowed or
stopped. ,646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. jt. 64 At the straits
of Magellan, where the land is narrowed. ,768 Co,,,,. Col.
Aec. (1885) XIII. 52 By encroachments said road is so
narrowed that It is rendered almost useless. .796 MORSE
*
ari*%* 7S A northeast wind narrows the stream.

1834 MC.MURTRIE dona s A lim. Kingd. 321 Abdomen
nearly square, posteriorly narrowed. 1860 O. W HOLMFS
Elsii V. (.887) 84 She narrowed her lids slightly. .800
AlllattetSvit.Mta.Vm.l3s The sweat-pores were obvious??
narrowed by pressure.

b. To limit or restrict ; to make less or smaller-
to contract ; to reduce.
,674 Go-. t. Tongue 168 We see in all things how desuetude

clo s contract and narrow our faculties. .706 STANHOPE
laraphr III. 428 Subtle Glosses, had narrowed the justex ent of this Word. .769 BURKE Obs. Late St. Natton
Wks. II. 115 He has here pretty well narrowed the field of
taxation. .817 W. SXLWYH Law Nisi Prius (ed 4) II
1083 A by-law,.. if it narrow the number of those out ofwhom the election is to be made, is void. .859 J MAR.
TINEAU Ess. (1866) 1.91 It greatly narrows the ground of
difference. ,893 SIR R. BALL Story ofSun 282 This con
sideration narrows the search for the body.

c. To drive or press closer.

,8,4 SCOTT JVav. Ixv, Eager to distress and narrow the
posts of the enemy. ,864 TENNYSON Boadicea 39 Tho the
gathering enemy narrow thee.

Narrow, dial. f. NE ER A adj. phr.
Narrowed (narrwd), ///. a.

[f. NARROW v.l

Contracted, lessened in breadth (lit. and fig.)
,599 DANIEL Let. Octama Wks. 1717 I. 7S Yet oft our

narrow d thoughts look more direct Than your loose Wis
doms. 161, BIBLE . Kings vi. 6 In the wall of the house
hee made narrowed rests round about. .708 ATWOOD in
Phil. Trans. LXXXV1II. 204 It would be giving that term
too narrowed a meaning. .805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min.
(ed. 3) ,99 Narrowed heavy-spar.. is an oblique four-sided
table. ,887 MEREDITH Ballads

&amp;lt;$

P. 84 With a narrowed
eye he peered.

Narrower (nx ronsj). [f. as prec. + -ER
J.]

One who, or that which, narrows or contracts.
753 RICHARDSON Grandison III. xxi. 192, I do aver., that

Love is a narrower of the heart. .790 G. WALKER Sen,,.
II. xxxi. 419 Halftaught philosophers.. may reprobate it

as the narrower of a Christian s heart.

Narrow-eyed, a. [NARROW a. r and 5.]
1 1. Observing closely. 06s. rare

~

NARROWLY.

beyond the most advantageous width.

. 06s.
[-HEAD.] Narrowness.

Narrow-hearted, a. [NAEBOW aflT&quot; Mean
ungenerous, ignoble.

|

to fancy a miserable, .. narrow-hearted .. God ,77e
U
4n!Amcr. nd. ,39 The Indians, .ridicule the white peopl

*

as a
i

tribe of narrow-hearted and dull-constitutioned animal s
Hence BTarrow-hea-rtedness.

!

8
,f?

J MART S
.

L S
&quot;!&amp;lt;-

&quot;&quot; 239 The false and dangerousposition into which their churches have been brought bv

/LTp;
&quot; 1C

M ^l
1 in-icemy. ,878 SHI-RC-EON Treas.lav. is. cuu. 5 Uayid
had none of.. the narrow-heaited-ness of some nominal Christians.

Narrowing (na-rouiij), vof. so.
[f. NARROW

JJ.J

ihe action of the vb, in various senses;
it result of this; a narrowed place or part
.6,, BIBLE r Kings vi 6 Hee made narrowed rests [,,,arfHeb. narrowmgs, or, rebatements] round about 1664BCSHNELL Comfl SUfwright ,3 At the Narrowing ofthe

|
loare, or other Circular lines. ,7,, W. SUTHERLAND Sl.if-BUUO. Ass.st. 80 Narrowings or tapering Parallels of theower part. .769 FALCONER J)icl. Marn.e (i 73o\ Faconsthe narrowing of a ship s floor afore and abaft. ,85, MAYS,,REID Scalp Hunt. xli. 3,7 We placed ourselves to defend

the. .second narrowing of the channel. 187, BLACKIE Four
J hoses Mor. i. 107 note. Such a narrowing of the idea of
religious duty.. is most unphilosophical.

Na-rrowing, ///. a.
[f. as prec.] That nar

rows or contracts, in trans, and intr. senses
,664 E. BUSHNKLL.Comfil. Shipwright .3 The narrowinglines Abaft. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. 22nd S. after TrinJf his narrowing heart each year Heaven less and less wiii

fill ,843 PL-SKY Holy Luck. 26 It will then seem . too refinedand narrowing a distinction. .879 FARRAR.VZ. /
&amp;lt;z/(i88&amp;lt;) 2-,QIhe narrowing valleys through which the rivers descend

Hence Na rrowingrness.
,883 VERNON LEE in Academy 29 Dec. 426 Its tragic and

sordid narrowmgness.
Narrowish (mewi/), a.

[f. NARROW a. +
-isn.J Somewhat narrow.

. 1823 R. H. I- ROI-DE in Ran. (1838) I. ,64 The parsonage is
situated ma steep and narrowish glen. ,867 CARLYLE Ke-
11,1,1.. (iSSi) II. 334 Pope s

partial failure I was prepared for
less for the narrowish limits visible in Milton and others
,897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa 594 At the head of a rock
ridge in a narrowish depression.

Narrow-leaved, a. Also 7 leafed. That has
narrow leaves. Chiefly in plant-names (see qnots.).
,629 PARKINSON Pa,.id. 182 It may fitly bee called a nar-

row leafed Howerdeluce. 1658 SIR T. BKOWNE Card
Lyrus Wks. (Bohn) II. 548 Why coniferous trees are tenui-
fohous or narrow-leafed / ,754 CATESUY Nat. Hist. Car.
I. 69 The narrow-leaved Candle-berry Myrtle. 1766 Com/,1farmer s.v.

Laytnder, There are two sorts, distinguished
by the names of lavender spike, and common narrow leaved
lavender. ,768 PENNANT&. Zool. (1776) I. ,3 The narrow,
leaved Plantane is greedily eat by horses and cows. ,8jjm Proc.^Kenv._Nat. CM I. i. 29 Narrow-Ieaved Eve&quot;

. . .

599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. n. vi. These narrow-
ey d decypherers..that will extort strange and abstruse
meanings out of any subject.
2. Having narrow eyes. AlsoyS^-.
.607 MIDDLETON Plt&nix n. iii. 147 They blind him with

beer, and make him so narrow-eyed, that he winks naturally
at all their knaveries. 1687 WOOD Life 5 Sept. (O H. S )
III. 236 All the Chineses, Tartars, and all that part of the
world was nanow-eyed. .703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3942/4 A
black slight Limb d Mare,, .narrow Ey d. .893 F. ADAMS
New Egypt 160 The .. obstinate, narrow-eyed, restless
man !

Narrow gauge. The smaller distance from
each other at which the two rails are laid on some
railways, involving a corresponding narrowness of

carriage. Freq. attrib. See GADGE sb. 3.
Formerly applied to what is now the British standard

gauge of 4 ft. 8J in., as opposed to the BROAD GAUGE ; now
confined to gauges less than this, or than some correspond
ing standard.

i.. * ,*. *,r,fv. ttiti. \^iui- i. i. 29 i\ arrow-leaved Jiver-
lastmg Pea. 1859 Miss PRATT Kr,t. Grasses 22 Narrow-
leaved Colton-grass. .879 LUBBOCK Sci. Led. ii. 46 Cater
pillars which live on or among narrow-leaved plants.

Narrowly (noe-rouli), adv. Forms : i nearo-,
nasro-, nearu-, 2 nearwelice, 3 neruhlic(h)e,
narruliehe

; 5-6 naroly, (5 Sc. narro-, 6 -lye\
narowly, (6 -lye, -lie, narrouly, -lie), 6-7 nar-
rowlie, 5- narrowly, (6 -owe-). [OE. nearolice,
f. nearo NARROW a. + -lice, -LV a

, but in later use
a new formation on the adj.]
1. Carefully, closely, with close attention.

,.
f
?97

K. ^ELKRED tr. Gregory s Past. C. xxi. i S3 Manesu
ui^Iu oing sindon nearohce to smea^eanne. a ,122 O E
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1085 Swa swySe nearwelice he hit
lett ut aspynan, ba;t nas on a;lpis hide.

.j.a:t na:s xesset on
his Rewrite, a l**$Amr. R. 334 He sei&amp;lt;S,

bet he nule nout
so neruhhche demen ase ?e siggeS. ,529 S. FISH Supflic.
beggars (1871) a They loke so narowly vppon theyre prouf-
ittes, that the poore wyues must be countable to theym of
euery tenth eg. ,58. SIDNEY Apol. Poelrie (Arb.) 43, I . .

more narrowly will examine his parts. ,6,7 MORYSON /tin.
i. 186 Thinking that I had never a penny left, whom he had
seen so narrowly searched. ,688 nouttArmntf HI. 348/1
If they be but narrowly looked into,, .there will be but little
difference found. ,709 ADDISON & STEELE Taller No. 103T i i,I watched him narrowly for Six and Thirty Years. ,745
P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson s Voy 120 You must search nar
rowly to discover it. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson ,23 For the
purpose of observing the enemy s motions more narrowly.
1885 Manch. E.ram. 21 May 5/3 We are not concerned to
inquire too narrowly which of the two parties is to blame,
fb. Deeply, firmly. 06s. rare- 1

.

,494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxcv. 200 Enprynted so naroly
[are] thyse verses in y boke of theyr conscyence.
2. In a contracted or confined manner.
c ,000 ^ELFRIC Gen. Pro!. (Gr.) 24 Nu ys seo foresade boc

on manejum stowum swioe naerolice jesett & j&amp;gt;eah
swioe

deoplice. c ,532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 940 To re
duce narowly, coarter. ,563 WINJET tr. Vincent. Liritt.
Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 45 Thai

thingis..for strenthin of cure
memorie, lat ws schortliarand mair narroulie reherse. .582
STANYHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 20 Rush do the winds forward

4



NARROW-MINDED.
through perst chinck narrolye whirling. 1847 W. E. STEELE
Fitld Bot. 197 Leaves narrowly linear. 1887 W. PHILLIPS
Brit. Discomyc. 140 Sporidia. .narrowly fusiform or linear.

f3. Sparingly, parsimoniously. Obs. rare.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 414 Heo schal libben bi elmesse ase

neruhliche ase heo euer mei. a 1175 Prov. SElfred 519 in

O. E. Misc. 133 Ne beng Jm neuere bi lif to narruliche led en.

1647 CLARENDON His!. Reb. vi. 409 He gave over any
pursuit in Court, and liv d narrowly in the Country.

f 4. Barely, scarcely. Obs. rare.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Peter) 480 Narowly cuth he

purchase Audience till he had sad his will. Ibid. xlvi.

(Attastas.) 36 Publy strat kepyn til hir mad, Sa bat narroly
fud scho had. a 1400-50 Alexander 1370 pat he riches

& firmes sa fast to be wall, So nere vnethes at ane eld [=n
needle] mijt narowly betwene.

b. Only by a (very) little
; only just.

1560 DAUS ir.Sleidane s Comin. 185 [He] escaped drown
ing verye narrpwely. 1639 FULLER Holy War i. vi. (1840)

9 Tyrius mentioneth one memorable massacre, which they
narrowly escaped. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trav. i.

75 They very narrowly missed being taken by the Christians.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver I. ii, One [arrow] very narrowly
missed my left eye. 1774 Misc. Ess. in Ann. Reg. 150/2
She.. very narrowly escaped being drowned. 1837 DE
QUINCF.Y Coleridge Wks. 1862 II. in He will see how
narrowly Dr. Watson missed this elevation. 1884 Law
Times Rep. L. 113/2 He narrowly escaped falling into one
of the ditches. 1885 blanch. Exam. 13 July 5/5 The match
in the end was very narrowly won by Harrow.

t 5. Closely, straitly. Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comin. 132 b, Nowe was the
citie on every syde so narrowly and straightlye besieged.
1584 POWEL Lloyd

1

s Cambria 86 The Norlhwales men.,
pursued Run so narrowlie, that all his Scottish shifts could
not saue his life. 1642 ROGERS Naaitian 31 The prodigall
. .was faine to be pursued so narrowly by the hand of God.
1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4295/2 Which Place is.. narrowly
beset by the Troops.
6. Illiberally; strictly.

1708 SWIFT Kent. Ch. Eng. Man n. Wks. 1751 II. 83 He
does not think ths Church ofEngland so narrowly calculated,
that it cannot fall in with any regular species of Govern
ment. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. VI. Iviii. 483 The nar

rowly selfish colonial policy. 1885 Lain Times LXXX.
113/1 The Court held that the language of the Act is not to
be read so narrowly.

Ifarrow-minded, a. [NARROW a. 4.] Lacking
in breadth of mind

; incapable of broad views
;

illiberal, bigoted, prejudiced. Also absol.

1625 B. JONSON Staple of News v. i, A narrow minded
man ! my thoughts doe dwell All in a Lane, or line indeed.

1636 Discov. Wks. (Rtldg.) 743/2 He is a narrow-
minded man, that affects a triumph in any glorious study.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (18341 II. 658 The rigorous
and narrow-minded throw so many difficulties in the way
of salvation. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783)11.271
Where a narrow-minded bigotry appears in such close
union with oppression and cruelty. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud.
Nat. Phil. 7 The objection when has been taken .. by
persons, well meaning perhaps, certainly narrow-minded.
1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. vii. 266 He
shows to the full their narrow-minded hatred of the pre
ceding century.
Hence Narrow-ini ndedly adv.

1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 276 Historians are apt to write
. . presumptuously and narrowmindedly. 1884 Q. Rev. Apr.
328 The Chinaman shows himself less narrow-mindedly
conservative.

Narrow-mi iideduess. [-NESS.] The fact
or quality of being narrow-minded.
1646 BOYLE Wks. (1772) I. p. xxxiv, Persons that endeavour

to put narrow-mindedness out of countenance, by the
practice of so extensive a charity. 1748 HARTLEY Observ.
Man n. ii. 33. 164 The Jews. .being led thereto by the
same Narrow-mindedness.

1768^-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 114 The sources of narrow-mindedness, considered as a
fault of the will. 1835 ARNOLD in Stanley Life (1844) II.
viii. 16 The narrow-mindedness of every sect plays out its

own play. 1889 G. FINDLAY Eng. Railway 6 Every weapon
that the prejudice and narrow-mindedness of the many.,
could devise.

Narrow-mouthed, a. [NARROW a. i.]
1. Of vessels: Having a small mouth or opening.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 211 As Wine comes out of a

narrow-mouth d bottle. idajGAUi.E Pract. The. 33 Because
our Vessels are narrow mouthed, and take it in but by
drops. 1754*^4 S.MELLIF. Midwifery I. Introd. 8 This asser
tion he illustrates by the example of an olive in a narrow-
mouthed jar. 1844 Mem. Babylon. Prim. II. 191, I seized
one of the narrow-mouthed vessels used for drinking.

b. Denoting a form of spade.
1830 CumbU. Farm Rep. 65 in Lib. Usef. Kn., Husb.

II I, A narrow-mouthed spade (technically called a spit).

f2. Of languages: (See q not.) Obs. rare .

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 603 Those [languages] that are
narrow-mouthed, and require but very slight Motions of the
Lips and the other Organs of Speech.

Narrow-necked, a. [NARROW a. i.] Of
vessels : Having a narrow neck.
1605 TIMME Quersit. in. 192 The end of a narrowe necked

glasse. i6xz COTGR-, Vrne, a narrow-necked pot . . to
keepe water in. 1727 Poi E Thoughts Swift s Wks. 1751
V. 251 It is with narrow-souled People as with narrow-
necked Bottles. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sii. 4- Art\\.
212 A ready method of coating narrow necked jars. 1899
Daily News 6 Oct. 5/2 There have been found several long
narrow-necked jars.

Narrowness (nie-riwnes). Also 6 narow-
nes(se. [f. NARROW a. Cf. OE. nearo-, ntarunes,
narrowness, constraint, distress, etc.] The fact
or quality of being narrow, in various senses.
1. Smallness from side to side

; lack of breadth.
153 PAI.SGS. 247/2 Narownesse, tttrtisttvr. 1553 EDEN

26

Treat. Newt Jnd. (Arb.) 7 There is none other passage oute
of the narownesse of the readde sea. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslies Hist. Scot. Prol. 32 Farther beyonde lorne, the
lande . . is driuen to a strait and gret narownes. x6 CAPT.
SMITH Seaman s Gram. ii. 4 According there to her breadth
or narrownesse, we say she hath a narrow or broad buttocke,

1652 NEF.DHAM tr. Selden s Mare Cl. 132 There maysom
difference bee alleged onely from the largenes^ of the one
and the narrowness of the other. 1722 DE FOE Plague
Wks. (Bohn) V. 20 As many people as the narrowness of the

place would permit to stop. 1803 fried* Jrnl. IX. 76 Cases
..in which the narrowness or distortion of the pelvis was.,
considerable. 1883 WAGE Gospel ff Witn. iv. 86 There
would be something terrible, .in the narrowness and strait-

ness of the path which it marks out.

b. Small size or capacity of a place, etc.

157* GOLDING Calvin on Ps, Ixv. 5 Our narownesse is a let

untoo us, that God cannot replenish us [etc.]. 1624 T.
GODWIN Moses fy Aaron i. (1641) 22 All Israel could not
stand by, for the narrownesse of the place, a 1676 HALE
Prim, Orig. Man, n. ix. (1677) 212 Which was considerable

then, considering the narrowness of the City in those days.
1795 in Ld. Auckland s Corr. (1862) III. 296 The narrow
ness of my library alone, .would hinder me from placing a
collection of the Moniteur in it.

2. Scantiness, limited amount ofz. thing.
1647-8 COTTF.RELL Dai ila s Hist. Fr.(i6jS) n Finding the

narrowness of his fortune could not maintain the greatness
of his birth. 1699 WANLEY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
293 The narrowness of my time and paper will not permit
me to trouble you much further, 1751 EARL ORRERY Re
marks Swift (1752) 73 The narrowness of her income. 1824
W. IRVING T. Trai . I. 328 My father made me a tolerable

allowance, notwithstanding the narrowness of his income.

b. Restricted range 0/&quot;an immaterial thing.
1641 MILTON Ch, Govt. i. i, To come within the narrow-

nesse of household government, observation will shew us

[etc.]. 1697 DRYDEN sEneid Ded. a 2 Those more amply
treated, than the narrowness of the Drama can admit. 1741
WARBURTON Div. Legal. II. 146 The Pleonasm evidently
arose from the Narrowness of a simple Language. 1818
MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life (1876) I. ii. 06 It was attribu
ted to the narrowness of his reading. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT
Makers Flor. iii. 79 The narrowness of my opportunities. .

compels me to give up this.

3. Limited or small capacity of mind, under

standing, etc.

IS53 EDEN Treat. Neive Ind. (Arb.) n Suche as by the
narownes of theyr vnderstandinge are not of capacitie to
conceaue the causes and natures of thynges. 1626 BACON
Sylva 290 To enlarge their Mindes to the Amplitude of
the World ; And not reduce the World to the Narrowness
of their Mindes. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. ii. 85 Every
man..by the narrowness of his understanding, .contracted
all his other affections to that one of Revenge. i699BuRNET
39 Art. i. 32 The only difficulty. .in apprehending this, has
arisen from the Narrowness of Mens Minds. 1786 W.
THOMSON Watson s Philip III (1839) 281 Whose thirst of

vengeance was in proportion to the narrowness of his

capacity. 1851 GALLESGA Italy 357 Even men of.. rigid
morality were. -scarcely less dangerous, from the narrow
ness of their understanding. 1882 OuiDA

1 Maremma I.

200 It is this narrowness of the peasant mind which philo
sophers never fairly understand.

4. Deficiency in breadth or largeness of soul,
mind, \r

iew, etc.

against the natural scantness and narrowness of your hearts.

1703 STANHOPE Paraphr, I. 12 The same Narrowness of
Spirit, which tempts us not to satisfie all others. 1759 DIL-
WORTH Pope 70 He hated a narrowness of soul in any party.
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 296 The amazing narrowness
of mind of some persons. 1830 DISRAELI Ckas. /, III. iv.

57 If we are struck by the comprehension of his understand
ing, we may equally be so at the narrowness of his views.

1873 HAMERTON Intel!. Life v. iii. 180 The narrowness of
men s ideas in direct proportion to their parsimony in ex
penditure.

b. Without const., in same sense. Also pi.
1697 SIR T. P. BLOUNT Ess. 74 Which sort of narrowness

I find many are subject to. 1734 BERKELEY Analyst Wks.
1871 III. 297 That prevailing narrowness and bigotry among
many who pass for men of science. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit.
India II. v.

yi. 565 The narrowness which the mind con
tracts by habitual application to the practice of English law.

1889 RUSKIN Prxterita III. 96 Norton saw all my weak-
nesses, measured all my narrownesses.

5. In miscellaneous uses of the adj.
i6$i Fuller s Abel Rediv., Lut/ter 52 Then complained he

againe of the narrownesse of his breast. 1783 JOHNSON in
Boswell, I was occasionally troubled with a fit of narrow
ness. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases Mor. i. 98 The narrowness
of the view which the inspection of a watch necessitates.
1884 Truth 13 Mar. 360/2 Considering the narrowness of
the defeat.. the tie should certainly be replayed.

Narrow seas. Also 5 sea. [NARROWS, i.]
1. The channels separating Great Britain from

the adjacent continent and from Ireland.
14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc.) 21 And yif..yebe

bounde into the narowe see.. go your cours north est.

^1548 HALL Chron,^ Rich. Ill 49 b, He called home
againe his shippes of warre whiche he had apoynted to kepe
the narowe sees.

1562-3 Royal Proclam. 8 Feb., All mar-
chauntes of all other nations, passynge through hernarrowe
Seas with theyr shippes and vessels. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI,
I. i. 239 Sterne Falconbridge commands the Narrow Seas.
1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. $ Commw. 198 In 88. upon
short warning they rigged to the narrow seas 100. good men
of warre. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2574/1 Your Majesties
Dominion of the Narrow Seas. 1721 PERRY Daggenh.
Breach 22 Such cruising Ships.., who are appointed .. to
have their Station in the narrow Seas, between England and
Ireland. 1754 Ess. Manning Fleet 45 As soon as they arrive
within the Narrow Seas. 1807 Edni. Rev. XI. 17 Great
Britain has the sovereignty of what are called the narrow

NARWHAL.
seas. I847TENKYSON Print. Concl. 70 God bless the nar
row seas !

2. In other applications, rare.

1615 W. BEDWELL Arab. Trndg., Giebel, The mouth of
the narrow seas.. is after the Arabicke name vulgarly..
called Estrecko de Gibraltar. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s
Gram. x. 48 It may bee hee meant in some narrow Seas.

Narrow-souled, a. [NARROW a. 4.] Lack

ing in breadth of view or feeling ; ungenerous.
1641 MILTON Animadv. Remonstr. Def. i. Wks. 1851 III.

1 86 The shallow surview . . ofsome mercenary, narrow souled,
and illiterate chaplain. 1691 1 . H[ALE] Ace. New Invent.

p. iii, A peevish endeavour of some narrow-soul d Men.
1766 FORDYCE Semi. Yng. Wont. (1767) II. xii. 201 She
was none of those narrow-souled women.
absol. 1700 DRYDEN Cymon fy iph. 35 Love.. To lib ral

Acts inlarg d the narrow-Soul d. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.Nat.
(1834) II. 545 Discovering daily new sources of solacement
..which the selfish and narrow-souled never can discern.

b. Mean, stingy, north, dial.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v. Narrow^ A NarrcnV

sould Fellowt poor or Mean-spirited, stingy. 1828 Craven
Gloss,, Narroiu-souled^ parsimonious, ungenerous.

Narrow-spirited, a. [NARROW a. 4.] Mean-

spirited, wanting in generous or liberal feelings.
1679 Trial Langhorn 14 He said he was a narrow Spirited,

and a narrow Soul d Physician. 1703 Moderation a Virtue
10 But the narrow-spirited Zealots prevailed. 1705 STAN
HOPE Paraphr. II. 275 Neither the Peevish, . .nor the Selfish

and Narrow-Spirited .. are any of them charitable. 1768-
74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 357 We . . shall find subjects
to rejoice at which the selfish and narrow-spirited never
know, 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy x, Qualities.. modified by a

narrow-spirited, but yet ardent patriotism.

Hence Narrow-spi ritedness.

1709 CHANDLER Effort agst. Bigotry Ded. A 2 b, That
narrow Spiritedness that is more or less the Fault of all

Parties, a 1714 M. HKNRY Wks. (ed. Fullarlon) II. 356 That
narrow spiritedness which confines religion and the church
to our way and party.

f Wa-rrowth. Obs. rare . In 3 neruhtSe. [f.

NARROW a. + -TH.] Narrowness, constraint.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 378 J&amp;gt;eos
two Binges Iimpe5 to ancre, ne-

ruh5e & bitternesse,

Na rrowy, a. rare-*. [-Y
1
.]

Narrowish.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. (1883) 234 Some
narrowy crapes

of China silk.

Narruliche, obs. form of NARROWLY.
t Nart, art not : see NE and BE v. A. 1.2. Obs.

893 K. ALFRED Boeth. viii, ponne neart 5u
J&amp;gt;eah unjesz-

11$. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xix. 12 NarS Sses csesares

friond. c 1200 ORMIN 4676 Loc nu jiff J?att tu narrt rihht
wod. c 1*05 LAY. 13633 Nert Jm na wimman swa sa^re to

wepen. c 1330 A rth. fy Merl. 7498 (Kolbing), A, Mahoun !

. . pou nart no god wor^ a slo. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i.

pr. v. (1868) 23 pou nart nat put out of it. 1413 Pilgr.
Sffiute (Caxton 1483) iv. xx. 65 Why nart thou here?

Narthecal (naa&amp;gt;/-kai), a. Ecd. [f. nartkec-,
NARTHEX + -AL.] Of the nature of a narthex.
1866 Ecclesiologist XXVII. 32 The plan shows a western

narthecal mass with central vestibule.

Narthex (naubeks). ArchxoL [a. Gr.

properly the name of a tall umbelliferous plant
with a hollow stalk ; also, a small case or casket

for unguents, etc. ; and in later use applied as in

def. The synonymous L.ferula was used in the

same sense (Du Cange).] A vestibule or portico

stretching across the western end of some early
Christian churches or basilicas, divided from the

nave by a wall, screen, or railing, and set apart for

the use of women, catechumens, penitents or other

persons ; an ante-nave.

1673 CAVE Prim. Chr. \. vi. 123 The Narthex . . was that

part of the church that lay next to the great door. 1723
BlNGHAM Antiq. Ch. (1878) II. 401 This [n-pdraos] in the

modern Greek rituals is always called the Narthex, and is

peculiarly allotted to the monks or women [etc.]. 1788 GIBBON
Decl. # /&quot;. xl. IV. 93 From the sanctuary in the east to the

nine western doors. .and from thence into the narthex or

exterior portico. 1846 R. HART Eccl. Rec. (ed. 2) 225 In the

primitive church there was also a Narthex or ante-nave to

the west. iSfxjTozER Highl. Turkey I. 79 These narthexes

. .seem originally to have been intended for catechumens
and penitents. 1894 BARING-GOULD Deserts S. France I.

251 A church that consists of a narthex or vestibule, and a
nave with three aisles.

Naru;, Warw(e, obs. forms of NARROW.
tNarve. Obs. rare. Also narfe. [perh. a

variant of NERVE sb.~\ (See quots.)
1688 HOLME Armoury in. 92/2 Narve, sinews pulled to

Threads, and glewed on the [saddle-] Tree to hold the

Tree from cracking or breaking. Ibid. 345/1 The Narfe..
is the sinews glewed on the Tree to strengthen it.

Narwhal (nauhwal). Forms : a. 7 narh-, 8-

narwhale. 0. 8 narhwal, -hual, 8-9 narwal,
-whal. 7. 8 narv(h)al. [- mod.Du. and G.

narwat, mod.F. narval (1690), ad. Da. or Sw.
narhval (f. hval WHALE), the relationship of

which to ON. ndhvalr is obscure. The latter

appears to be formed on na-r, corpse, and is

usually supposed to refer to the colour of the skin.]

A delphinoid cetacean (Monodon monoceros} in

habiting the Arctic seas, and remarkable as being
without teeth except two in the upper mandible,
one (sometimes both) of which develops into a

spirally-twisted straight horn
;
the sea-unicorn.

o. 1638 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. xxiii. (ed. 4) 205

Those long horns preserved .. in many places, are but the

teeth of Narh whales. 1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 174 They



NARY.
having.. seen the skull of the Narwhale armed with two
horns. 1787 HUNTER in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 37-5 The
.. Spermaceti Whale, and the Monodon Monoceros or
Narwhale, have also fallen under my inspection 1853
TENNYSON Lotos Eaten ,52 (ed. i), Where, .the monstrous
narwhale swalloweth His foamfountains in the sea c i86
LETHEBY in Orr s Circ. Sci. \. 103/2 Even the Monodons
or narwhales may be made to yield train-oil.
ft 1751 J. HiLLjViW. Anim. 314 Monodon, the Unicorn-

fish, or Nar-wal. *jS*tr.B,aeie sSyst.G&amp;gt;f. I. 49o Thehorn of the whale called Narwhal has been found in the
earth. 1799 W. TOOKE Vina Russian Emp. III. 105 The
frozen Ocean, likewise, teems with the narhwal. i8zo W
SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. \. 494 Narwals are quick ac
tive, inoffensive animals. 1873 Spectator 23 Au- 1067/2The men sit in dead silence.. watching for the narwhal,
which are blowing near.
attrit. 1813 BINGLEY Zool. II. i Of the Narwal Tribe

i86fi KINGSLEY I/emu, i. I. 79 The handle was. .curiously
bound with silver, and butted with narwhal ivory. 1873
F. T. BUCKLANU Log-bk. 286 Some suppose that the ivoiy
bits.. were made of walrus or narwhal tusks
y. 1723 /V. St. Russia II. 366 Who slit their Cheeks,

and put the Bones of the Fish Narval into the Wound
1728 SI.OANE in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 460 The Tooth of a
Sort of Whale in the Northern Seas called Narvhal.

Nary (ne&amp;gt;ri),
a. U. S. and dial. [var. of

NE ER A. The form is typically U.S., but app. occurs
in some Eng. dialects, and is occas. used imita-

lively by English writers.] Neither; no
; not a.

1836 HALIBURTON Clockin. (1862) 113, I guess there ain t

much to brag on nary way, damage done on both sides.
1848 LOWELL Biglow P, Ser. I. i, Slavery ain t o nary color.
IbiJ. Ser. ii. ii, Nary sounds but watch-dogs false alarms.
1863 RUSSELL Diary North % South I. 68 Another.. re
plied to the demand for so many thousand soldiers, Nary
one . 1893 MCCARTHY RedDiamonds I. 65 We hadn t nary
cent to work it with.

t Nas, was not : see NE and BE v . A. 6. Obs.
&amp;lt;r893

K. ALFRED Boeth. v. i He. .nss nauht redrefed.

neuer non nas. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 161 Nas neuer non fairer
fedde. ^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. vi. (1868) 27, I nas nat
deceiued quod sche. (.-1420 Citron. Vilod. 416 Heyre of
Westsex non other ()ere nasse. c 1450 Merlin 2zoTher nas
noon that was wounded to deth. 4:1570 Pride ff Linul,
(1841) 8 So paynted and so coloured .. Nas Floras land.

t Was, has not : see NE and HAVE v. Obs.
579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. May 61 For pittied is mishappe

that nas remedie.

Nasal (n^ zal), st. Also7nazal. [In sense i,
a. OK. nasal, var. nasel NASEL

; in sense 2, ad.
med.L. ndsdle ; otherwise a subst. use of next.]
1. A nose-piece on a helmet. Cf. NASEL.
1480 CAXiattOvilftJftt.xu. xiv, Hector toke hym thenne

protected with aconical steel cap and a nasal. 1834 PLANCH^
Brit. Costume 46 The Danish helmet, like the Saxon, had
the nasal. 1869 BOUIELL Arnisf, Armaurix. 161 Iron hats
. . broad bnmmed and provided with a nasal,

t 2. = ERKHINE i and 2. Obs. rare.

Praxis Hied. 7 A nasal or errhine of. . Pepper-wort.
3. A nasal letter or sound.

27

Letters commonly in use. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. N,Ihe N is a nasal consonant. 1776 EURNEY Hist. Mus.
(1789) II. iv. 309 Why the French language should have so
manynazal endings. 1855 D. FORBES Hindust. Cram. 6
At the end of a word, .it generally has a nasal sound, like
the French . 1888 KING & COOKSON Sounds f, Inflexions
105 I he existence of nasal sonants is therefore a matter of
hypothesis. 1890 H. SWEET Primer Spoken Eng. i In nasal
sounds, such as m, the passage into the nose is left open.

D. Characterized by the presence, to an unusual
or disagreeable extent, of sounds produced by
means of the nose.

1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 59 Some Nations may be found
to have a peculiar Guttural or Nasal smatch in their Lan
guage. 1784 CowPER Task ii. 436 Odious as a nasal twangHeard at conventicle. 1805 N. NICHOLLS in Corr. u: Gray
(1843) 4 Mason replied instantly, in a surly, nasal tone
1869 TOZER Ilighl. Turkey II. 25; The nasal character of
the ecclesiastical music of that period. 1883 G. W. CURTIS
in Harpers .Mag. Dec. 13/2 They, .worshipped God in
ice-cold barns and with endless nasal prayers.
Comb. 1804 SOUTHEY in Ann. Rev. II. 528 The shibboleth

of our nasal-twanged neighbour. 1894 .MAX O REI.L
/. butt ff Co. 37 Haifa dozen Samoans were joining in with
their cracked nasal-sounding voices.

c. Used witli reference to snoring.
1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 8 The nasal communications

oi_two or three, .who, having been silent while awake, were
..indemnifying the company in their sleep. 1884 PAE
Eustace 105 Certain vigorous nasal sounds gave token that
he was in a deep slumber.
3. Received through the nose.
1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cant. Countries I. 363, I had no

nasal perception of any mephitic exhalation.
4. Provided with a nose-piece.
i8z4.MEYR!CK Anc. ^raoKrl. 26 He wearsa nasal helmet,and a hauberk with tight sleeves.

Hence Na-salism = next. rare- 1

.

1883 OSCAR WILDE in South. 7 imes 6 Oct. 4/2 The nasalism
of the modern American had been retained from the Puritan
Fathers

Nasality (n^zarllti). [f. NASAL a. + -ITY :

cf. F. nasalitt (i 767).] The quality of being nasal, |

spec, of utterance
; an instance of this.

1776 J. COLLIER Mus. Trav. 25 A Clerk of the parish, who
..has the finest nasality, or nose-intonation, that ever was
given to Psalm tune, a 1794 SIR W. JONES Ortlwgr Asia/
Words Wks. 1807 III. 284 The Indian sound differs only
in the greater nasality of the first letter. 1815 BYRON Let.
to .Moored Mar., Why do you always twit me with his vile
Ebrew nasalities? 1859 TROLLOP?: West Indies am. uE6o)
197 A nasal twang.. quite distinct from the nasality of a
Yankee. 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. i. (1885) 18,
can reproduce phonetically its vibrating nasalities.

Nasalization (n^ zabiz^-Jan). [f. next +
-ATioN ; cf. F. nasalisation.} The action of nazal-

izing ; the effect of this.

1855 tr. Lepsius Stand. A Iph. (1863! 58 The clear vowels are
further capable of a peculiar alteration, that of nasalisation.
1856 Trans. Philol. Sac. 51 On the Nasalization of Initial
Mutes in Welsh. 1879 WHITNEY Sanskr. Cram. 58 The ;

nasalization of the alterant vowel.

Nasalize (n^-zlbiz), v.
[f. NASAL a. + -IZE :

cf. F. nasaliser.] a. intr. To speak nasally or

through the nose. b. trans. To render nasal in

pronunciation; to utter with a nasal sound. Hence
Na-salized///. a., Na-salizing///. a. and vbl. sb. i

1846 in WORCESTER. 1859 R- F. BURTON in 7ml. Gear.
-.. VVTV C I-. tr , ?

the vowels. 1773 KENRICK Diet., Cram. ii. 4 All the mute
consonants which are silent before a vowel, and gutturals,
nasals or palatines after it. a 1794 SIR W. JONES Orthogr.
Asiat. Words Wks. 1799 I. 185 The liquid nasal follows
these, being formed by the tongue and roots of the teeth,
with.. assistance from the other organ. 1844 Proc. Philol.
Soc. I. 287 Although the Dutch rejects the nasal in the
nominative. 1867 ELLIS E. E. Pronunc. I. iii. 67 We know
how the present English stumble over the French nasals.
4. Anal. A nasal bone.
1854 OWEN in Orr s Circ. Sci. II. 53/1 The neural spine is

usually single, sometimes cleft along the middle ; it is the
nasal . 1873 MIVART Elem. A nat. 85 The nasals ate small

bones placed side by side above the nares.

Nasal (ni-zal),a. Also 8 nazal. [ad. med.L.
[

&quot;nasal-is (cf. It. nasale, Sp. nasal, F. nasal), (.
\

IMS-US nose : see -AL.]
1. Of, belonging or pertaining to, the nose.

Freq. in a large number of anatomical terms, as nasal
artery, bone, cartilage, duct, etc.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Vein, Nasal vein, the nose
vein, seated between the nostrils. 1726 MO.NRO Anat. Bones
89 Its nasal Process is connected to the nasal Lamella
ossis ethmoidis. Ibid. 134 The nasal Bones are firm
and solid. 1768 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 194
There does not appear any passage. .but the mouth and
nasal boles. 1826 S. COOPER First Lines Surf. (ed. 5) 319
Whenever the tears cannot pass freely through the nasal
duct into the nose. 1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 131

|

The nasal fossae open widely to the air in front through the
i

nostrils. 1895 ALLEN Handbk. Local Therap. 113 The use
[of this agent, in the treatment of chronic nasal catarrh.

b. Of appliances : Used in connexion with the
nose (see quots/).
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1512/2 Nasal Irrigator, a syringe

for nasal d_ouches. Ibid., Nasal Speculum, an instrument
for distending the nostrils to expose the mucous membrane
of the nose. 1895 Arnold s Snrg. Instr. Calal. 214 Nasal
Iruss. .for correcting deformities of the Nose.
2. Of speech-sounds : Produced, to a greater or

less degree, by means of the nose.

1669 HOLDER Elcm. Speech 45 There are but 3 Nasal

NASEBERRY.
once in the first article of the nascent animalculum. 1774GOLDSM. Aat. Hist. (1776) VIII. ,,3 Some are found to
place their eggs- within the aurelia of some nascent insect.1816 KIRBY cV bp. Lntomol. (1843) H. 349 Ensuring a due
supply of food for the nascent larva;. 1839-48 BAH EY Fesltis
XXXIV. 360X0 seize ihe nascent souls Of men as they rerose
from death to life. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. #K-iooThe
population, over whom the nascent babe was to reign.
&. li-ansf. In the act or condition of coming

into existence
; just beginning to be ; commencin&quot;

to form, grow, or develop, etc.

a. of mathematical quantities.
1706 W. JOXES Sj;,. Palmar. Matluscos 226 These
luxioiu . -aie in the First Ratio of their Nascent Augments

1766 AMORY Smelt (1770) IV. 38 An adequate notion of
a nascent or evanescent quantity. 1801 YOUM; in / /;//
1 rails. XCII. 25 A partial undulation, filling up the nascent
angle between the radii and the surface. 1821 PAKH Let
Wks. 1828 VIII. 352 Your project of publishing sermons
resembles a nascent arc.

b. of practices, institutions, qualities, or other
abstract concepts.
In very frequent use in the igth c., in a great vaiietv uf

contexts.

1741 WARDURTON /&amp;gt;/;. . Legal. II. 218 To sup

^ H T, ,1 T , i

-^ XXIX. 337 Some such strongly-nasalized sound. ,868
1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 59 In attempting to pronounce

!

G. STEPHENS Runic Man. I. 257 The .. slurring and na-
hese two Consonants, as likewise the Nasafs, and some of salizing and falling-away of the N in the later Scandi

navian dialects. 1888 H. SWEET Eng. Sounds 38 Nothing is

more common than the nasalizing influence of a nasal on
a preceding vowel.

Nasally (n/i-zali), adv. [f. NASAL a. + LY ^.]
In a nasal tone.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1888 P. FITZGERALD Fatal Zero ix.

51 The lady added, very nasally, that what annoyed her
was the English saying that the Americans talked through
their noses.

Na-say, dial, variant of NAY-SAY.
t Nascal. Obs. rate. [ad. med.L. nascale, of

\

obscure origin.] A pessary or suppository.
The med.L. term also appears as nascare, nastarc, tins-

caplere, nastaplare : see-4^/Vtz(Anecd. Oxon.) 123.

1640 FERRAND Melanch. 355 Women, ..who may make use i

of. . a Nascall or Pessary, composed of Castoreum mixed with
Rue. 1661 LOVELL Hist, Anim.

&amp;lt;v
Mm. 399 It is cured, in

theparoxysme, by..nascals. discutients, rue [etc.].

Na Scence. rare. [See next and -ENCE.] Birth.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvii. 101 Our King . . Quha our
defence, in his nascence, Tuik haill in gouerning. 1892
Echo 28 Jan. 1/5 The renascence, or should we say nascence,
of British sculpture is the joy of the artistic hour.

Nascency (narsensi). [ad. L. nascentia : see

next and -ENCY.] The process or fact of being
born or brought into existence

;
birth.

1682 H. MORE Annot. Glanvilfs Lux O. go A Spirit of
]

Nature.. to which belongs the Nascency or Generation of
(

things. 1871 EARL?: Philol. Eng. Tongue iii. 167 In the
,

nascency of geological ideas, a controversy flourished upon I

this question. 1873 B. STEWART Consent. Force vii. 197
Under certain physical or chemical conditions, such as light,

nascency [etc.J.

Nascent (nas sent), a. [ad. L. nascent-, nas-
\

cens, pres. pple. ofnastito be born.]
1. In the act of being born or brought forth.

(11624 R. CRACKENTHORP Vigil. Dormitans i83 In the first

the Pope was but Antichrist nascent, in the second Anti
christ crescent. 1679 C. NESSE Antichrist 64 Antichrist
was nascent when Rome usurp d authority fir&amp;gt;t oner all the

churches. 1712 WULLAMUN AV/4&quot;. .Va. . v. 91 Formed at

iwwj .Jlu. O&amp;gt;11 tv KS. tlOSO^ 15
ibese symptoms of returning, or perhaps nascent purity in
the mind of Mr. Lewis. 1818 G. S. FABEB Har.t Mosait c
I. 297 A person who was perplexed with a nascent infidelity
1847 R. W. HAMILIOS Rewards ff Funishin. v. (,cj5 ,) 205Ihe nascent emotion acquires vigour. 1875 MAINE llist.
Inst. ix. 278 Two alternative expedients Here adopted by
nascent law.

O. of material things or substances. (Common
in scientific use, esp. in Client, and Zool.)
1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. (1817) 60 That cartilage in truth

is only nascent or imperfect bone. 1832 Planthig^i in Lib.
Use/. Kit., Hush. Ill, Nascent stem. -The development
of the stem of a seedling plant, just previous to the exhibi-

[

tion of the first leaves. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 31 157The oxides of copper and zinc reduced by the nascent
hydrogen. 1862 DARWIN Orchids vi. 268 These protuber
ances may be provisionally considered as nastent antennic.
1877 THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. ii. 141 They .seem to
thrive best among ihe elements of nascent limestones.
3. Nascent state, the state of coming into exist

ence, beginning to form, develop, etc. So nasieiit

condition.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 206 Inflammable air,
in us nascent state. 1819 G. S. FABER Dispensations (1823)
II. 213 Idolatry is plainly enough described as being only
in a nascent state. 1830 LYELL Princ. Ceo/, i. ix. (18^7)
I. 230 Endeavouring to connect the phenomena. . with a nas
cent condition of organic life. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiv.

(1873) 398 It may., represent the nascent state of the win-.
1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurti Atom. The. 208 The peculiar ac
tivity of hydrogen and oxygen when in the nascent state.

4. Nascent green, a light green, like that of
a young plant.
1839 UKE Diet. Arts 420 Yellow with blue ([jroduces]

green of a variety of shades; such as nascent green.
Nasche, obs. form of NESH a., soft.

t Nase, s6. Olis. Also 5 nace, nasse. [OE.
&amp;lt;WK

= ML)u. nase, OHG. iiasa fern., nose (MUG.
nase, nas, G. nase), ON. lift (:-*nasu) nostril (pi.

nasar), related to Lith. nilsis, OS1. nosti (Russ.
HOCI&amp;gt;),

Skr. nas-, and with difference in vowel-

grade to L. ndsits nose, nares nostrils, Skr. iiasd

nose. The relationship to OE. nosii NOSE is

obscure
;
see also NESE.] The nose.

a 1000 Laws Eihelb. in Thorpe Laws I. 14 jif nasu byrcl
weor5. Ibid. 16 ^if man ooerne mid fyste in naso sla:hb\
c 1050 Vocab. in Wr.-Wulcker 264 Colunifna, call seo nasu.
Pirnla, forewerd nasu. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 202 His
nase of and his lippes bothe He kutte. (-1400 Destr.
Troy 7031 The noble kyng in the nase hade an euyll wound.
1:1407 LYDG. Rcson f, Sens. 3553 Huge boolysof metal, With
flavme. .Which yssed out at nasse and mouthe. e 1440 CAI-
GKAVE Life St. Kath. H. 1321 To 3eue mankynd bothc nase,
eye & tothe. [1886 Rochdale Gloss., Nase (old), the nose.)

t Nase, a. Obs. Cant. [Of obscure etym. Cf.

NAZY.] Drunken, intoxicated; intoxicating (liquor).
a 1550 ffye Way to Spittel Holts in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 69

With bousy cove maimed nace. Ibid., For my watch it is

nacegere. 1567 HAR.MAN Caveat (1869) 86 Now I tower that
bene bouse makes nase nabes.

t Nase, adv. Obs. rare.
[f. NA advl + -se, as

in OE. nese no, gese yes.] Not, by no means.
c 1315 SHOREHAM i. 1862 Ne forbe be moder bet hyt beer,
Ne woldest bou nase y-faje. Ibid. 1873, 1890.

Nase, variant of NAZE, headland.

Naseberry (n^ -zberi). Also 7 -bury,9knees-.
[ad. Sp. or Pg. nispera medlar (Sp. nisfero medlar-

tree) : see etym. note to MEDLE
sl/.~\

A West
Indian tree (Sapota Achras) which yields an edible
fruit called the Sapodilla plum. Also attrib.

1698 Phil. Trans. XIX. 435 The Chrysodcndros Ameri
cana, or Star-apple, the Nasebury Tree. 1725 SLOANK
Jamaica II. 171 Naseberry. This tree riseth up with a
streight trunc ..about thirty foot high. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. App., Naseberry tree, the English name of a
distinct genus of plants, called by botanists Cainito, or Chry-
sophyllum. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 320 Naseberry.
tree, Sloanea. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 937 Achras
Sapota, and other species, furnish the Sappodilla Plum and
Naseberry, well-known West Indian fruits. 1892 M. NORTH
Recoil. Happy Life I. 99 The Sapodilla or kneesberry whose
fruit is about the size of an apple and tastes like a medlar.
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NASEE.

t Nasee ,
a. 06s. rare , [ad. OF. nast:

Romanic *&amp;gt;iasdtu-s,
f. L. ndsus nose.] Having

a mutilated nose.

1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 168 His nese. .he carfe at

misauentoure. ..pei caled him bis toname, Statin be nasee.

t Na Sel. Obs. Also 5 nasell. [a. OF. nasel

(nthc.) : late L. *ndsale: cf. NASAL sb. i.] A
part of the helmet serving as a guard for the nose.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10043 A &quot;cne

corounal wib perre, . . pe nasel & bendeles of gold ful bryght.

13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 2288 His hauberk was al to-tore &
his nasel avaled bifore. c 1400 Rowland % O. 465 Row-
lande. -hittes hym on

l&amp;gt;e
helme thanne, bat be Nasell

floghe full hye. c 1450 Merlin 329 The kynge Aroans helde

hervy . . by the nasell of the helme.

Nash, dial, variant of NESH a., soft.

Nash, v. slang. [Etym. obscure.] (See quots.)
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Nash, to go away from, or

quit, any place or company ; speaking of a person who is

gone, they say, he is nash d. 1833 Lincoln Herald 18

Sept. 2/4 You had better nash (go away) unless you want
to be nippered (taken into custody).

tNash-cloth, an ash-cloth. Obs. rare&quot;

1611 COTGR., Charrie, a Bucking-cloth, or Nash-cloth.

Nash-gab, -gob. Sc. and north, dial. [f.
dial.

nash impertinence (cf. snas/i) + GAB rf.] Imper
tinent talk

;
a pert or gossiping person.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, viii, The Philistines .. are gaun to

whirry awa Mr. Henry, and a wi
1

your nash-gab. 1818
Rob Roy xxvi, They_ hae coost up my kindred to Rob to me
already set up their nash^abs ! 1843 Richardson s Bor-
derers TabU-bk., Leg. Div. I. 116 The nashgob of a

creature, Tom Fenwick, wins the haggis.
t Nasico rilOUS, a. Obs. rare-1

. [f.L. ndsus
nose + cornii horn.] Having a horn on the nose.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 166 Some Unicornes wee
will allow even among insects, as those foure kinds of nasi-

cornous Beetles described by MufTetus.

Nasiform
(n&amp;lt;r -zifim), a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -FORM.] Having the form of a nose.

175* J. HILL Hist. Atiiiit. 211 The Cyprinus, with a nasi-

form snout. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxi. 253 In
the pupa of Morpho Mcnelaus .. this nasiform prominence
of the prothorax is extended into a long arched horn.

Nasik (na-sik). [See def.] The name of a

town in the presidency of Bombay (where the in

ventor, A. H. Frost, resided), used attrib. to desig
nate certain elaborate magic squares and cubes.

Hence Na sikal, Ma sical a. ; -ally adv.
1866 P. FROST in Q. Jrnl. Math. VII. 94 To distin

guish the squares, .from the ordinary magic squares, I shall
call them Nasik Squares, and his cubes Nasik Cubes. Ibid.

98 The squares about the same diagonals may be turned

through any number of right angles . . without destroying
the Nasikal properties.

Nasillate (ne -zik t),^ rare. [f. F. nasill-er

(f. L. nasus nose) -I- -ATE.] intr. To speak through
the nose. So Nasilla-tion, nasal utterance.

1859 W. WHITE Northumbld. ffBorder 464, 1 sang Yankee
Doodle with appropriate nasillation. 1863 Jrnl, 5 Oct.

(1898) 186 Maury. .does not nasillate in speaking.

t Nask(in. Obs. Cant, (See quots.)
1686 HIGDEN Juvenal Sat. x. 38 Each heir by dice,

drink, whores, or masking, Or Stistead brought into the
Naskin [note. The cant word for a Prison], a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Nask, or Naskin, a Prison or Bridewell.

fNa-sky, a. app. a var. of NASTY. Obs. ran&quot;.

1611 COTGR., Maulavg, ill washed ;. .naskie, nastie.

ITaso- (n,? zo), modern combining form of L.
ndsus nose, employed in a large number of anato
mical or pathological terms relating to the nose
in conjunction with some other part, as naso-tth-

moidal, -frontal, -labial, -lachrymal, -malar,
-maxillary, -oral, -palatal, -palatine, -pharyngeal,
-turbinal adjs. Also naso-anlritis, -pharyngitis,
-pharynx.
Many other combs, of the same character, as naso-aural,

-basal, -tuccal, etc. are given in the Syd. Soc. Lex. (1891).
1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Naso-antritis, inflammation of the

mucous lining of the antrum and of the nose. 1883 MARTIN
& MOALE Vcrtebr. Dissect. 108 This is the naso-ethmoidal

cartilage. 1839-47 Todays Cycl. Anat. III. 734/1 The..
*naso-frontal process [is regarded] as the basis for the la

chrymal bone. 1876 FLOWER Osteal. Mammalia (ed. 2)
168 A rounded depression over the naso-frontal suture.

1836-9 Todifs Cycl. Anat. II. 223/1 The second [set],
or *naso-labial fibres, are elevators of the upper lip. 1807
AllbuttsSyst. Med. IV. 716 The naso-labial fold is more
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1669 HOLDER Elcnt. Speech 59 Thus out of . . 36, casting
out as useless . . 9 Naso-Spintals, 6 Naso-Vocals, and 2

Spiritals, there remain 19 Consonants. Ibid. 75 Some may
be found to take in some Letters, as the Ore-spirital L R
and Naso-spirital M N&quot; Ng . 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV.
406 The Power or Force . . ofthe Naso-guttural N.

3. Naso-diKtility, capacity of being led by the

nose, nonct-wd.
1820 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 125 Let the re

proach be shared between the Breath s fetid conscience and
the nostrils nasoductility.

Nasology (n^z^-lodgi). [f. as prec. + -LOGY.]
The study of the nose or of noses. So Nasolo-gl-
cal a.

; Nasologist.
121854 S. PHILLII-S Ess.fr. Times (1871) II. 336 Mr.

Dickens is as deep in nasology as the learned Slawken-

bergius. 1858 LVTTON Wliat will He do i. i, Characters.,

graphically portrayed, with a nasological illustration. 1899

Daily Xttvs 17 Feb. 4/7 What is your favourite perfume?
asks the nasologist of his patient.

XTason (n^-s/n). [Of obscure etym.] (See

quot. 1855.)
1690 Specification in Grove Diet. Mus. (1880) II. 594/2

Choir Organ . . Flute, of metal. Nason, of metal. 1694

Ibid., Echoes of halfe stops ;
. . Principal. Nason. 1853

HOPKINS Organ n. 118 Nason. This name is sometimes
found applied in old organs to a wood-stopped Flute of 4-feet

pitch on the Great Manual. ..It is generally a very quiet
and sweet-toned Stop.

Nass(e, variants of NAS, was not. Obs.

Nasse, obs. variant of Ass, NASE.
Nass-fish. [Of obscure origin.] =ANGLER 1 2.

1880-4 DAY Fishes Ct. Brit. I. 64.

Nassh(e, obs. variants of NESH a., soft.

Nast (nast). dial. [Back-formation from NASTY

a.] Dirt, filth, foulness.

1789 MARSHALL Rural Econ. Glouc. I. 330 Nast, foul

ness ; weeds in a fallow. 1839 Hereford Gloss., Nast, dirt,

nastiness. 1882- in dial, glossaries (Lane., Chesh., Warw.,
Wore., Glouc.). 1885 WESTALL Old Factory xxiv, I don t

care about rooting and pottering among nast.

fU&quot;ast, hast not : see NE and HAVE v. A. 9. Obs.
c 1290 Bcket 760 in 6&quot;. Eng. Leg. I. 228 On me nast bu

power non swych destresse for-to do. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric P. xxxvii. 102 Nast thou nothyng bote fyht, Whil
thou art a lyve.

Nast, knowest not : see NOT v.

Nastell : see ASTEL.

TTa Stify, v. nonce-wd. [f. NASTY a. + -FY.]
trans. To make nasty.
1873 M. COLLINS Miranda II. 237 The makers will glaze,

varnish, nastify paper to such an extent that writing on it

is a perfect nuisance.

Nastily (na stili), adv.
[f.
NASTY a. + -LY -.}

In a nasty manner or state ; filthily ; disagreeably,

unpleasantly.
1611 COTGR., Sordidetnent, filthily, nastily, naughtily.

1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farnte vn. xxxviii. 701
The Badger.., finding his lodging so nastily beraied, pre
sently .. forsakes the place. 1663 Aron-binm. 68 The
Houses of God could not be suffered to lie so Nastily.,
were the true worship of God observed in them. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela I. 239, I vexed her yesterday, because
she talk d nastily. 1775 MRS. J. HARRIS Left. I. 302 He
feeds nastily and ferociously, and eats quantities most un-

thankfully. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy ft. Nate- tks. (1872)
I. 52 Streets narrow.. and smelling nastily.

Nastiness (na-stines). [f. NASTY a. + -NESS.]
1. Filthiness or foulness of persons, places, or

things; disagreeable dirtiness or want of cleanli

ness
;
an instance of this, a filthy act or habit.

1611 COTGR., Sonillarderie, sluttishnesse, nastinesse,

freasinesse.
i6i BL RTON Anal. Mel. i. ii. n. v. (1651) 83

hrough their own nastiness, and sluttishness, . .suffer their
air to putrifie. 1679 PENN Addr. Prat. n. (1692) 201 The. .

Tedious Imprisonments, even to Death it self, through

proposed. 1836-9 Todd s Cycl. Anat. II. 209/1 The anterior
or *naso-maxillary border. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VI.
5 The *naso-oral muzzle must never be used. 1854 OWEN

by an horizontal pis.
bone. 1881 MIVART Cat 74 The anterior termination of the
anterior palatine canal transmitting the naso-palatine nerve.
1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 97 A pseudo-membranous deposit
in the pharyngeal and naso-pharyngeal region. 1884 M.
MACKENZIE Dis. Throat $ Nose II. 251 This method of
enlarging the naso-pharyngeal space. 1896 Alibutfs Syst.
Med. I. 334 Chronic *naso-pharyngitis .. requires likewise
alkaline muriated or saline waters. 1877 BURNETT ari$5
The arrival of the beak of the catheter in the &quot;nasopharynx.
1876 FLOWER Osteal. Mammalia (ed. 2) no It is sometimes
distinguished under the name of *nasoturbinal.

f2. Used in terms denoting nasal sounds, as

naso-gtilttiral, -spirital, -vocal. Obs,

edbyyou. 1737 L.

(1740) I. i. 104 That which increased his Misery was the
Nastiness of his Distemper, which rendered him.. loath
some to others. 1704 S. WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont 154
Nothing can exceed the nastiness that appears in their food.

1803 MALTHUS Popul, i. iv. (1817) I. 68 All voyagers agree
with respect to the filth of the habitations, and the per
sonal nastiness of the people.

b. That which is nasty ; dirt, filth.

1611 COTGR., Souillure, soyle, filth, nastinesse. c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. n. 8 Here one shall see nor dog,
nor cat, nor cage, to cause any nastines within the body of
the House. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 30 They
are not subject to that filth and nastiness which breed
among our Hair, if we be not careful to comb it well. 1703MAUNDRELL Journ. Jertis. (1721) 9 The Houses were ail
fill a*&quot;11 Dirt and Nastiness. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana
219 When the Snake is killed, it must first be washed clean,

ajid
freed from all filth and nastiness. 1808 Med. Jrnl.

HE; 57 Where nastiness of every description, and pu
tridity in its most loathsome forms, are to be found.

c. A filthy, disgusting, or repulsive thing.
1859 HUGHES Scour. White Horse vi. r24 Haven t you

made me ill often enough with your nastinesses fifteen years
ago? 1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 43 Snowy lump-
sugar has been refined by means of unutterable nastinesses
of a sanguineous nature. 1871 Miss MULOCK Fair France
n. 52 No greasy nastinesses of stews.

2. Moral foulness or impurity ; grossness, ob
scenity ; talk or writing of this kind.
1700 DRYDEN Pref. Fables Wks. (Globe) 507 The nastiness

of Plautus and Aristophanes. 1785 REID Intell. Powers
\Tll._i. 491 By bad habits men may acquire a relish for
nastiness. 1870 LOWELL Among my Blis. Ser. i. (1873) 45

NASTY.

f
The common quality, .of all Dryden s comedies is their

i

nastiness.

3. Unpleasantness of flavour.

1&G& Atlantic Monthly Mar. 264 That quality of unmiti

gated nastiness which so familiarly attests the genuineness
of our Western doses. 1897 Alibutfs Syst. Med. 111.627
Such sense of taste as remains is only capable of perceiving
a bitter nastiness.

t Nasttrrce. Obs. rare. [a. F. nasturce, ad.

L. nasturtium.]
= NASTURTIUM 2.

1693 [see CAPER sb.l 3]. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), TViw-
turces or Capucin Capers, a kind of French Bean that gets
up upon Branches, or Poles, which are near it. 1707 MOR
TIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 154 Nasturces, commonly called

; Capuchin Capers, are multiply d only by the Seed.

Nastu rtiaii. Also 8 nastert-, 9 -ion. [Cor-

|

rupt form of next.] = NASTURTIUM 2.

1740-1 MBS. DELASY Life $ Corr. (1861) II. 147 Naster-

tians, ivy, honeysuckles.., and all sorts of twining flowers.

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 351 Gather the
nasturtian berries soon after the blossoms are gone off.

1845-50 MBS- LINCOLN Led. Bot. 50 Orbicular, or the round
leaf; the Nasturtion affords an example of this kind.

1883 Harper s Mag. July 167/2 Boxes of nasturtions and
i mignonette stand on the sills.

Nasturtium (nrestz&amp;gt;up,pm).
Also 6-8 -cium.

, [a. L. nasturtium^ so named, ace. to Pliny, from
its pungency ( nomen accepit a narium tonnento ) :

cf. F. nasitort^
1. A genus of cruciferous plants having a pun

gent taste, of which the best-known representative
is the Watercress (N. officinale) ; also, a plant

belonging to this genus. Now only Bot.

1570 FOXE A. $ M. 1156/2 This was some mery deuill,
or els had eaten with his teeth some Nasturcium before.
1602 R. T. Five Godlie Serm.im. The Nasturcium of the Per
sians.. I take to be a more precious and soueraigne plant
than our common Cresses, although it be vulgarly deemed
the same. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 195 Sow also..

Cabbages, Cresses, Nasturtium, Fennel [etc.]. 1696 PHILLIPS

(ed. s 1
, Nasturtium^ the name of a Plant, otherwise called

Nosesmart, or Cresses. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v.,

The leaves of the nasturtiums are divided and cut into seg
ments. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVII. 513/1 The nastur
tium grows on the brinks of rivulets and water ditches.

1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristophanes II. 261 What prat st

thou of nasturtiums ?

t b. Sweet Nasturtium : (see quot.). Obs~l

1712 tr. Poiuefs Hist. Drugs 1. 21 It is call d Cardamome,
or sweet Nasturtium, because it has a smell much like the
Nasturtium.

2. A trailing plant of the S. American genus
Tropolum t commonly cultivated in gardens for

its showy orange-coloured flowers
;
Indian Cress.

Now usually denoting the larger species Tropzolunt
jita/us, introduced from Peru in 1686, but at first applied to

T, minus (also from Peru), known in this country from 1596,
and at first called Nasturtium Indicutn.

of which smell, and look very pleasantly. 1741 Compl.
Faw.-Piece n. iii. 369 Sow some Seeds of the Nasturtium
Indicutn upon Hot-beds.]

1704 GARDINER tr. Rapines Gardens i. 34 The arm d Nas
turcium through each teeming Bed, With Trefoil interming
ling Leaves, is spread. 17*5 BRADLEY Font. Diet. s.v.

Sallet^ The dry d seeds of the Indian Nasturtium reduced
to powder, finely bolted, and rmx d with a little leaven.

1789 BARKER in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 164 The nasturtiums
i were not cut off till after the middle of November. 1845-

50 MRS. LINCOLN Led. Bot. n. 78 The pollen of the Nas-
turtium. 1873 OLIVER Ekw. Bot. n. 154 Indian Cre&s,

I ..called Garden Nasturtium.
attnb. 1747-96 MRS. GLASSE Cookery vi. 98 A few nastur

tium flowersstuck here and there, look pretty. i88iT.HARUV
Laodicean vi. iii, The same nasturtium leaves that pre
sented their faces to the passers without.

b. Comb, with names of colours, as nasturtium-
\ red, -yellow. Also ellipt. as the name of a colour.

1845 Encycl. Metrop, VIII. 465/1 Nasturtium. Chrome
|

yell&amp;lt;w
24, flux 76. 1892 Pall Mall G. 19 May 1/3 The

I

Kton jacket, .opened over a blouse of nasturtium-yellow
I

silk. 1896 Daily News 18 July 6/3 An oblong yoke of

[ bright nasturtium-red velvet.

Nasty (ncrsti), a. Also 5 naxty, -te, 6, 8

(9 Sc.} nesty, 7 gnastie, uaustie. [Of obscure

origin: cf. Du. r^(?MDu. nisticJi} foul, dirty,
the history of which is also obscure. The early
form naxty and Cotgrave s nasky may indicate a

stem nasc-y which also appears in Sw. dial, naskugy
nasket (Rietz) dirty, nasty, but the ultimate rela

tionship of the forms is not clear.]
The original force of the word, denoting what is dis

gustingly dirty or foul, has been greatly toned down or
altered in English use (see senses 3-5*, but is retained in the

United States, where nasty is not commonly used by polite
! speakers: cf. De Vere Americanisms (1871) 509 and R. G.
White England Without % Within (1881) xvi. 386.

1. Foul, filthy, dirty, unclean, esp. to a disgusting
I degree ; offensive through filth or dirt ; character-

1 ized by the presence of, or contact with, filth or
1 uncleanness.

In quot. 1477 prob, transf, and = FILTHY a, 4.
a 2400 Pol. Rel. $ L. Poena 252 Nasty, sory, vnmuty.
1420 Anturs of Arth. xv, Thus in dawngere and dole

I downe and I duelle, Nasty \v. rr. naxty, naxte] and ned-

fulle, and nakede one nyghte. 1477 in Leadam Set. Cases
Star Chanib. (Selden Soc.) 2 The seid mysdoers..accom-
paigneth theym with many evyll disposed and nasty per-
sones. 1548 PATTEN Exped. Scotl. D vij, A very sloouen

saynt & belyke a nesty. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Eptit. 356



NASTY.

Let vs spring out of our nastie nestes of sluggishnesse.
^87 Conttt. Holinshed III. 1547/2 war-.,The mischiefe of
nastie apparell. 1617 MORYSON /tin. m. 162 The nastie

filthinesse of the nation in generall. 1663 BOYLE Usef.

Exp. Nat. Philos, n. v. 152 Not to meddle with such nasty
things as the grosser sort of humane Excrements. 1696 UP.

PATRICK Comm. Exod. i. 14 In carrying Dung.. into the

Field, and such like nasty Services. 1710 SWIFT Medit.
Broomstick Wks. 1755 II. I. 181 Destined to make other

things clean and be nasty itself. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.
Ansott s Voy. 31 The ship..was in a very nasty condition.

1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. no Garments, .often grow rotten and
infectious as they grow nasty. 1841 W. SPALDINC Italy $
ft. 1st. III. 168 Streets which are narrow, steep, and ex

ceedingly nasty.

b. Morally filthy ; indecent, obscene.
a 1601 ? MAFSTON Pasquilfy Kath. \\. ^n You forget your

selfe to vse such jests, Such nastie nbauldrie, vpon my
daughter, c 1648-50 BRATHWAIT Barnabces Jrnl. n. I 4
A curmudgeon rich but nasty [perobscsenum]. 1666 lip. S.

PARKER Free $ Impart. Censure (1667) 52 An intemperate
sensuality is nasty, a 1731 ATTERBURY

(J.)&amp;gt;
The greatest

heap of nasty language that perhaps ever was put together.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias n. vii. F 16 What an exhibition before

my comrades ! It was surrendering myself to all their

nasty witticisms. 1873 E. E. HALE Up$ &amp;lt;$

Downs x. 96
He hated it as a gentleman hates to hear a nasty story.

2. Offensive to smell or taste ; nauseous.
a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. Vf 135 The Lady Margaret.,

was of suche nasty complexion and euill sauored breathe,
that he abhorred her company. 1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart.
Cj b, The aire s a gnastie old mans breath ill smelling.
1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faith/, xxii, For one good smell by the
river s side, there be ten nasty ones. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 306 Began using the remnant of our fetid

bear s meat : nasty physic, but we will try it. 1885 Law
Times LXXIX. 74/2 There was a nasty smell about the

premises.
3. Of weather : Foul, dirty, wet, disagreeable.
1634 SiRT. HERBERT Trav. 216 We.. had little other or

better weather then high stormes, nastie raines and lowd
thunders. 1744 FIELDING Tumble-down Dick Wks. 1784
III. 405 It is a cursed nasty morning. I wish we have not
wet weather. 1776 S. J. PRATT Pupil ofPleas. (1777) I. 33
It s a nasty evening and not fit for walking. 1814 JANE
AUSTEN Lett. (1884) II. 222 It is a nasty day for everybody,
..here is nothing but thickness and sleet. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, xiv, A nasty night, Mr. Noggs , said the man.
1892 Daily Weather

Rej&amp;gt;.

20 Dec., Variable breezes, ..dull,

nasty, probably some ram.

4. Offensive in some respect; disagreeable, un

pleasant, objectionable, annoying.
In common use as a general epithet expressing dislike or

annoyance.
1703 Land. Gaz. No. 4106/4 Rob. Thomkins,. .pale Faced,

has nasty rough Hair. 173* FIELDING Lottery Wks. 1784
II. 131 Does not the nasty red colour go down out of

my face ? 178* MME. D ARBLAY Lett.
&amp;lt;$ Diary (1842) II.

191 How disagreeable these sacques are ! I am so incom
moded with these nasty ruffles ! 1837 LANDOR Pentameron
iii. Wks. 1853 II. 329/1 An Italian, a poet, write in French !

What human ear can tolerate its nasty nasalities ? 1844
WILLIS Lady Jane I. 259 My creditors They send their

nasty bills in, once a year. 1888 Poor Nellie 280 They..
had nasty little tricks of whispering unpalatable truths.
absol. 1884 RAE Contemp. Socialism 105 The taste of the

bourgeoisie for the cheap and nasty.
b. Applied to persons (passing into 5).

1711 SWIFT Lett (1767) III. 153 The little nasty lawyer
that came up to me so sternly at the Castle the day I left

Ireland. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, ix, He s a nasty stuck-
up monkey

1

, . .said Mrs. Squeers. 1862 TROLLOPE Orlcy F.
I. 306

*

Nasty, sly girl , said Lady Staveley to herself.

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. iv, That nasty Lightwood feels
it his duty [etc.].

C. Difficult to deal with
; dangerous, bad.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 33 Mr. Russel hunts here,
and I learnt that he is a nasty one to get away from. 1875
W. S. HAYWARD Love agst. World n This is a nasty ditch
we are coming to. 1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June 783/2 There was
outside of Harwich harbour a nasty sea.

d. Having unpleasant results
; rather serious.

1880 OuiDA Moths xxiii, It would be very funny if

she gets a few nasty ones \ as the boys say, herself. 1883
Standard 16 May 2/7 Mr. Grace,. received a nasty blow
on the finger. 1894 Daily Tel. 4 Jan. 5/4 Laid up.., owing
to a nasty fall, sustained while hunting.
6. Ill-natured, ill-tempered, disagreeable (to

another).
1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Nasty, ill-natured, im

patient^ saucy. 1848 A. B. EVANS Leicestersh. Words,
Nasty, ill-tempered, cross, vexed. She got quite nasty*.
1858 S.

WILBERFORCE_I$&amp;gt;. Missions (1874) 78 The absence
of toleration confines itself to a few nasty articles in news
papers. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. % Merck. I. ii. 83 He will
take delight in being, .nasty to a neighbour. 1874 LISLE
CARR Jud. Gwynnel. iii. 71 Lest the headstrong William
might turn nasty.

6. Nasty man, the one in a gang of garrotters
who actually does the work.
1863 TREVELYAN Compet. Wallah 20 Scheming to avoid,

as best they can, The fell embraces of the nasty man .

Na Sty, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. prec.]
1. trans, (and re/I.} To make nasty or dirty.
1728 T. BOSTON Wks. (1855) VI. 563 As willing to be

washed as ever child ashamed of his nastying himself is.

1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 186 Salt is by no means to be used.,
as it always will drop and nasty the plumage.
2. intr. To commit a nuisance.
i?49 in Cramond Church of Keith 55 (E.D.D.), If any

person shall be convicted.. of nastying within the walls of
the churchyard.

t Nasute, a. Obs. Also 7 nasut, [ad. L.
ndsfff tts, f. ndsus nose.]
1. fig. Keen-scented, sagacious.

29

1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 303 The names then of Clergy and
Laity, in which the Nasuter Criticks of this age, sent some
thing of pride. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vn. x. 320 Our
modern Atheists, especially the more nasute sort of them.
1697 EVELYN Numism.

yi.
212 If there be some so Nasute

..as to undertake the discrimination of. .Medals. 1707 T.
1 BRAY ,?#&amp;gt;/. Faroeh. (ed. 2) 34 note, This is a piece of Know-
, ledge extremely slighted by such as would be accounted

Nasute, Critical and Sagacious.
2. Having a strong sense of smell. rare~~l

.

1699 EVELYN Acetaria (1729) 132 They are commonly
j

discovered, scented and rooted out by a nasute greedy Swine
purposely brought up.
Hence t Nasuteness, the quality of being

! nasute; sagacity. Obs.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vin. ii. 365 Any man that has

but a moderate nasuteness. 1685 Curs. Refl. Baxter
Pref. A 2 An Ostentation of his .singular Nasuteness.

Ifat, sb. Now north, dial. Also 4-5 natte,
6-8 natt, 7 knat. [a. F. natte : see etym. note

! to MAT
jtf.l] a. A mat. (Freq. in church-

, accounts.) b. dial. A straw mattress.

1361-2 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 385 Cum factura del
nattes in coro. 1399 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Sur
tees) 17 In nattes emptis de lohanne de Francia, &/. 1426
LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 11264 Olde nattys ageyn he made.
1430-40 Bochas m. i. (1554) 69 A brode hat, rent out
of nattes olde. 1483 Cath. Angl. 249/1 To make Nattes,
storiare. 1597 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 43 For makinge a natt

I

for the wyves to knele on when they come to be churched.
1682 [bid. 206 To George Newton for nats for the church,
3 s. vj&Finghall Church. Ace. (MS.), For two Nats,
yd, 1744 Ibid.t Paid for a Natt n^. 1788 W. MARSHALL
Yorksh. Gloss., Nat&amp;gt; a straw mat trass. 1876 in Whitby
Gloss. 1877 in N. W. Line. Gloss.
Comb. 1426 LYDG. DC Guil. Pilgr. 11282 The natte-makere

answerde ageyn. 1483 Cath. AngL 249/1 A Natte maker,
storiator, 1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Nat maker, naticr.

Hence fNa tting-, matting. Obs. rare~~ l
.

1669 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 348 For cover-

I ing the seates with natting in the Dean s closet is.

t Nat, adv. Obs. Also 6 natt. [Reduced form
of najt NAUGHT adv.] = NOT ado.

^1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Pro!. 12 Men schal nat wenyn
euery thyng a lye [etc.]. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. in. 18 Layn

1 nat yf 56 knowen. Ibid. xix. 251 Ich with-^at nathusheste.
1402 HOCCLEVE Let. Cupid 4$ That men shulde nat for her
sake dey. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 453 Yef she be

1

examynyd she woll hit nat deny. &amp;lt;; 1485 FORTESCUE IVks.

(1869) 486 The fyle wereth, and after that is laide asyde as
a thyng nat profitable. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge n.

27 The notable actes of our fathers.. (yf litterature were

]

nat) myght nat nowebe tolde. j.$jfi Lett. Suppress. Monast.
(Camden) 147, 1 colde natt then name them to you. 1575

I Gamm. Gurton i. ii. 30 Nay ; but ich saw such a wonder
i

as ich saw nat this vii yere,

Wat, variant of NOT v.t wot not. Obs.

Wat, obs. form of NOT a. t hornless.

Natabi lity. [f. L. natabil-is, f. natdre to

I

swim + -ITY.] Capacity of floating.

f
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre s Stud. .A/a/. (1799) II. 153

The natability of aquatic seeds is, undoubtedly, proportioned
to the length of the voyages which they have to perform.

Natal (n^ tal), a.1 and sb. Also 4-7 natall, 5
natale. [ad, L. natdl-is adj. and sb., f. nat-, ppl.
stem of nasci to be born, + -dlis : see -AL. Cf. F.

natal adj. and sb. (i5th c.).]

A. adj. fl. Presiding over birthdays or nativities.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 150 Now nece myn, by natal

loves fest, Were I a god, ye sholde sterve as yerne*
2. Of places: Native. Chiefly /w/.
:x4ao Pallad. on Husb. XL 130 And as for seed, in natal

soil hit feede. 1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 167 The duke
knewe that the townes thre Shulde have loste all nys natale

cuntree. c 1480 HENRYSON Mor. Fab., Lion $ Mouse 51

My natall land is Rome withouttin nay. 1605 CAMDEN
Rent. 108 Children tooke names from their natall places.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 498 Where thence, (O natall place)

my soule did coyle. 1725 POPE Odyss, i. 8 Safe with his

friends to gain his natal shore. 1762 KAMES Elem. Crit,

xix. (1853) 349 After a long voyage it was customary among
the ancients to salute the natal soil. 1820 SHELLEY Hymn
Merc, xxiv, He sought his natal mountain-peaks divine.

1855 TENNYSON Daisy 18 How young Columbus seem d .to

rove, Yet present in his natal grove.
3. Oi or pertaining to (one s) birth ; connected

with, or dating from, one s birth.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 9 The tytyl of hyr natal

dygnyte In her yung age she dede forsake. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesie i. xxiii. (Arb.) 61 Others for magnificence at

the natiuities of Princes children ..are called songs natall

or Genetkliaca, 1663 SANDERS Palmistry \\. 31 Thy Natal
Stars (meaning the Radical Position of the Heavens at thy
Birth) promise thee happy success. 1817 SHELLEY Rev.
Islam Ded. i, Ere my fame become A star among the

be rudely handled. 1899 AWnttfsSyst. Mfd.Vll. 733 The

pre-natal and natal affections are readily distinguished from
this disease.

Jiff. 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Doctr. Incarnation xiv,

(1852) 383 In God only is Holiness. ..From this natal source

does the principle of holiness extend itself through the

creation. 1873 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 39 From the scrip-

tured rock at ease I spell Creation s natal chapter.

b. Natal hour or day, the hour or day of one s

birth
; birthday. Alsoyig.

1704 PRIOR Prol. y
Her Majesty s Birthday 6 Thou, pro

pitious star, whose sacred power Presided o er the monarch s

natal hour. 1729 T. COOKE Tales, etc. 55 O! Youth..on
whom the kindest Ray Has shed an Influence from your
natal Day. 1781 COWPEK Anti-Thelyphth. 92 Hypothesis
(for with such magic power Fancy endued her in her natal

NATATORES.
hour). 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxv. (1856) 206 The nalal
day of the prince consort. 1875 WIUTNKY Life Lang. viii.

135 The saint to whom his natal or christening day is sacred.
C. Natal games, ring (see quots.&quot;).

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Katalis, Natal Games were
! games introduced on the anniversaries of the birth-days of

great men. [kid., Natal Ring .. was a ring only worn on
the birth-day. 1877 w - JONES 1-inger-ring 46 Perseus

|

alludes to the natal ring in his first Satire.

d. Connected with one from birth.
1811 W. R. SPENCKH Poems 97 My natal angel round my

heart. 1879 LONG /Eneid ix. 333 Who am all lost, if back
Come not my Sire, by our great natal Gods.

B. sb. f 1. [obs. F. natal.} A birthday-feast.
1484 CAXTON Fables cfsEsof iv. xi, He would haue cele

brated and holden a natall or a grete feste.

t 2. //. fL. natates.] Birthday celebrations. Obs.
1597 Bp. HAI.L A at. ill. iv, Were yesterday Polemon s

natals kept . 1636 FITZ-GEFFREY Blessed Birthday (1881) 1 19
Why should not we with ioy resound and sing, The bles&amp;gt;ed

Natals of our heauenly King?
Natal (ntF -tal;, a.-

[f. L. nat-is (see NATES) +
-AL.] Of or pertaining to the nates or buttocks.
1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Xool. Ixxxiii. 556 The natal

callosities are generally large and conspicuous.
t TTatali tial, a. and il&amp;gt;. Obs. [f. L. natal-

iti-s (i. natalis NATAL a.l) + -AL.]
a. adj. Belonging to or connected with one s

birth or birthday.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 74 The Parish of Odcombe, my

deare natalitiall place. 1641 J. JACKSON True E- aug. T.
in. 175 His natalitiall hymne was sung. .by a Chore of
Angels. 1679 EVELYN Sj lva (1776) 630 We read in the life

of Virgil how far his natalitial Poplar had outstripped the
rest of its Contemporaries.

b. sb. [L. ndtalilia.} A birthday celebration.

1652 SPARKE Prim. Devot. (1663) 84 Our funerals border
on our natalitials.

t Natalrtious, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ous.]
1. = NATALITIAL a.

1646 BUCK Rich. Ill 78 It importeth no reason why those

early and natalitious teeth should presage such horrour..
to

his, birth. 1669 BADDELEY Life Bp. Morton i The
natahcious and Birth-places of most Noble. . Princes.
2. Concerned with one s children. rare~ l

.

Not from the L. text, which has only tellum iutcrnecivum.
1654 R. CODRINGTON tr. Iiistiiic xxvi. 353 The Gauls.,

made a natalitious and an intrinsick warwith . . their children.

Natality (natarliti). [f. NATAL o.l + -m.
In recent use ad. F. nalaliU.}
1. Birth, rare.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 245/1 The passyng out of thys
world of sayntes is not sayd deth of sayntes but natalyte.
1830 J. BADCOCK Ess. Foote in Koote s Wks. p. Ixxvii, I

should doubt whether Samuel Foote visited Truro more
than once since the natality of Mr. Polwhele was pro
claimed to his kindred.

2. Birth-rate; ratio of births to the population.
1888 MYERS Set.

q-
Put. Life (1893) 104 The natality or

rate of increase of different provinces of Krance. 1899 1 op.
Sci. Monthly Sept. 673 The revival of religious ideas . .

might have some effect on natality.

Natailt (n^i tant;, a. [ad. L. natant-em, pres.

pple. of natdre, freq. form of nare to swim,
Hoat.] a. Swimming, floating. fb. Of the

pulse: Buoyant. Obs.

1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 407 In a Disease from
Water, if the Pulse be natant and great, tis a sign of Life.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Natant Leaf, one
which floats upon the surface of the water. 1831 Crayons
fr. Commons 63 He who natant still delights to lave His
pliant members in the limpid wave.

Hence XTa tautly adv., swimmingly, floatingly
*

(Webster 1847).

t Natatile, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. ttatatilis

(Tertullian), f. natat-, ppl. stem of nature to swim,
+ -His : see -ILE.] Able to swim.
1721 BAILEY. 1725 Erasm. Colloq. (1878) II. 147 A

Natatile Beet do you s_ay? ..Who ever heard of, or ever
read the Name of a Swimming Beet 1

Natation (nat^-Jan). Also 6 nawtaoyon.
[ad. L. natation-cm, n. of action f. nataretoswim.
Cf. F. natation.} The action or art of swimming ;

also, t that which swims or floats.

_
154&quot; BOORDE Dyctary xiii. (1870) 265 Euery thyng that

is vnctious. -doth swymme aboue in the brynkes of the

stpmacke : . . the excesse of suche nawtacyon or superfyce
will ascend to the oryse [v.r. prince] of the stomacke. 1623
COCKERAM i, Natation, a swimming. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Psctid. Ep. 193 Other animalls. .need no other way of

motion, for natation in the water, then for progression upon
the land. 1793 Charac. in A nn. Reg. 252/1 Had I remained
in England and opened a school of natation. 1834 M cMuR-
TRIE Cu-i iers Aniiti. Kingd, 276 Here, as among the Verte-

brata, we find the walk, the run, the leap, natation and
flight. 1865 WELD Last Wint. in Rome in No Roman
bathes in the Tiber now, and as for feats of natation [ctc.J.

Hence Nat.vtioiial a., relating to swimming ;

Nata tionist, a swimmer.

1883 Field 22 Dec. 853 To take an active lead in matters
natational. 1891 Daily AVtw 17 Feb. 3/8 The question of

supremacy between the natatiomsts could be settled.

11 Natatores (n9tittS*ift). Ornith. [L., pi. of

natator, {. natare to swim.] fl. An order of birds

adapted for swimming, including ducks, geese,
swans, pelicans, etc. (Named by Illiger, 1811.)
1823 VIGORS in Trans. Linn. See. XIV. 405 Five great

primary divisions . . of birds . . : Natatores, or Webfooted
Birds. 1855 DALLAS Syst. Nat. Hist. II. 156 The most

striking character of the Natatores, or Swimming Birds
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is derived from the structure of the feet. 1670 GILLMORE
tr. Figttier s Reptiles fy Birds i. 210 The Natatores are

obviously devoted, by their organisation, to an aquatic life.

1881 Nature XXIII. 365 The wading-birds and natatores.

Natatorial (n^tato^-rial), a.
[f.

as NATATORY
a. +-AL.]
1. Of or belonging to swimming.
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall viii, Mr. Cranium,

being utterly destitute of natatorial skill, was in imminent
danger of final submersion. 1890 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.
26 Mar. 2/4 One of the animals, .came off victorious on
account of superior natatorial powers.

b. Of organs : Adapted for swimming.
1823 VIGORS in Trans. Linn. Soc. XIV. 405 note, Podi-

cepslias a true natatorial foot. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON
Man. Zool. 74 The gonocalyx..now serves as a natatorial

organ. 1871 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 459 It ..

swims freely about by means of two natatorial feet.

2. Characterized by swimming ; esp. in Ornith.
of the order of birds called Natatores.
a. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 334/2 The circle of the Laridx,

no less than that of the natatorial order, has now been
traced. 1854 OWEN in Orr s Circ. Set. II. 75/1 Natatorial
birds sometimes need very extended flight. 1872 H. A.
NICHOLSON Palaeont. 387 In many cases especially
amongst the Natatorial birds [etc.].

b. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. xxxii. 190 In the
Natatorial Isopoda..the last pair of abdominal legs are

expanded. 1892 Working Men*s Coll. Jrnl. Oct. 126 When
stocking an aquarium with natatorial insects, give these
a separate department.
So Natato rious a. [-IOUS.]
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxx. 171 The larva of

Agrion, which in its tapering body and anal natatorious
laminse represents a shrimp.

Natatory (n^ -tat^ri), sb. [In sense i, ad. late
L. natatdrium sb., neut. of natatorius : see next.]
fl, A swimming-bath, pool. Obs.

1:1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) viii. 93 Also streghte from Nata-
torie Siloe, is an Ymage of Ston. i653URQUHART Rabelais
t. Iv, On the out-side were placed the tilt-yard, . . the
theater.., and Natatorie or place to swim in.

2. An organ used in swimming.
1852 DANA Crust, n. 878 The abdominal natatories are

very small.

Natatory (n -taVri), a. [ad. late L. nata-
toriits : see NATATION and -ORY.]
L Of organs: Adapted for or used in swimming

or floating.
1799 Brit. Critic XIII. 212 When they feel the necessity

of sleep, their natatory bladder is much inflated. 1835
KIFBY Hob. $ Inst. Anim. I. vi. 197 It is said that they
can render themselves heavy or light at pleasure, which
some effect by means of a natatory vesicle. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. xiv. (1873) 389 They have six pairs of beautifully
constructed natatory legs. 1878 BELL Gegenbaurs Contp.
Anat. 416 The natatory membrane of many Reptiles.
2. Of or belonging to swimming.
1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer^ xix, I perfected my natatory

studies (affected phraseology is the fashion). 1863 G. KEAR-
LEY Links in Chain vii. 154 They are enabled to perform
a sort of natatory movement. 1885 Graphic 24 Jan. 90/3He had confidence in his own natatory skill.

3. Characterized by swimming.
1887 E. D. COPE Orig. Fittest 278 There is little doubt

dering Heath 93 Nereus . . With his natatory daugt
Natch. (n3etj\ sb. Now dial. Forms: 6 natche,

7 nach, 9 natch. [? var. of NOTCH.] A notch.
Hence Natch v., to cut notches in; Hatched,
notched, indented.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 38/7 A Natche, incisura. Ibid. 14
To Natche, incidcre. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 43 Brounewurte
hath..leaues natched or dented rounde about. 1659 New
Haven Col. Rec. (1858) II. 276 A gray mare . . branded on
y 9 neare shoulder with an S, w lli a nach on y8 further eare,

1878- in dial, glossaries, etc. (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

Natch, variant of NAUTCH.
Natch-bone, rare. [f. natch, var. of NACHE.]= AITCH-BONE.
1613 MARKHAM Eng. Husbandman n. n. vii. (1635) 81

His natch-bones which are on both sides the seting on of
his taile. 1822 KITCHISER Cook s Oracle 151 We have also
heard it called Natch-Bone. 1855 in OGILVIE Suppl.
t Na ted, a. 06s. rare - . (See quots.)
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xii. 31 How like a nated Sop,

spunged, even to the cracking of a skinne 1 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr. (citing Feltham), Nated, born, bred, brought
forth, framed of nature.

N&quot;ate(ly, obs. forms of NAIT(LT.
f Naterelle, variant of HATTREL Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Para. 351/2 Naterelle, idem quod nape.
Nates (n^i-t/z), sb. pi. Anat. and Med. [a. L.

natls, pi. of naiis rump, buttock.]
1. The buttocks, haunches.
1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1754-64 SMELLIE Mid

wifery III. ror, I had several cases in which the nates pre
sented. 1804 ABEHNETHY Surg. Obs. 29 An adipose tumour
growing beneath the skin of the nates. 1876 GROSS Dis.
Bladder, etc. 261 A piece of oil-cloth, placed under the
nates, will more effectually secure this object.
2. The anterior and larger pair of the optic lobes

(corpora quadrigemina) of the brain.
1681 tr. Willis Rent. Med. IVks. Vocab., Nates, two

prominences in the brain, so called because in the form of
buttocks. 1713 DERHAM Pkys.-Theol. vi. ii. 361 The dif
ferent magnitude of the Nates, and some other Parts of the

Brain, in Beasts. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 517/1 The
nates too were very large and broad, and near two inches
in length. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 47 The anterior pair,

30

the nates, larger than the posterior. 1899 Allbuifs Syst.
Med. VII. 345 The anterior tubercles or nates are con
nected with the optic tracts.

3. The umbones of a bivalve shell (Cent. Diet.}.

t Nath, has not : see NE and HAVE v. A. 9. Obs.
a 1300 Signs be/. Judgm. 102 in E. E. P. (1862) 10 pe J&amp;gt;ing

|?at bodi no flesse
naj&amp;gt;

non. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xii.

42 Why, nath nout uch mon his? c 1330 Arth.
&amp;lt;$

Merl.

92i4(Kolbing}, He naj? non heued, ^at nu it defende. 1363
LANGL. P. PI. A., vi. 42 He with-halt non hyne his huire
that he hit nath at euen. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv.
Priv. 158 Of ydylnesse ne of folye he nath not to do.

Nathe (n^ S). Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7, 9
nath

(nae]&amp;gt;). [var. of NAVE (and naff} : cf. the
similar variation between RATHE sb* and RAVE
j.2

] The nave of a wheel.

1382 WVCLIF Ecclus. xxxiii. 5 The entrailes of a fool as
the whel of a carre, and as a turnende ful axtre [MS. C
nathe] the thenkingus of hym. c 1449 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

!

II. 222 The Carte nathe is spokeles, For the counseille that
he gaffe. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 5 The wheles..be made
of nathes, spokes, fellyes, and dowles. 1649 BLITHE Eng.

, Improv. Impr. (1652) 167 Nathes or Hubs. Ibid. 200 Six

spokes .. fastned into a little short Hub or Nath. 1655
Phillis of Scyros (N.\ The restlesse spokes, and whirling

! nathes, Of my eternal chariot. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2)
s.v. Field) There were 80 pair of nathes for wheels cut out

! of it first. 1796 W. MARSHALL Midi. Counties Gloss. 1880-
in dial, glossaries (Northumb., Lane., Sheffield, Staff., etc.).

Natheless, nathless (n^-fles, merles), adv.

j

(and prep.} Now only arch. Forms: a. i na
J&amp;gt;e lees, natJe lees, 3 natfelas, 4-5 napeles, (4

-lese), 4-6 natheles, (4 -lees), 6- natheless, (6

-lesse, also 6 naithe-, naythelesse, 7 nay-the-
less). 0. 4-7 nathles, (4 naples), 6-7 nathlesse,
(6 naith-), 7 nathless.

[f. OE. nd NA advl
+J&amp;gt;t

i ( fy) THE + fas LESS adv. Cf. NETHELESS and

NOTHELBSS.] Nevertheless, notwithstanding.
a. cgoo in Bouterwek Screadtinga (1858) 22 pa na be Ises

beseah Lothes wif underbaec. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. ion NaSe las for eallum bisum gri3e .. hi ierdon

!

aeghwider folc maelum. c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 27 Ac
, naSelas ic wille, a godes half, Sat tu bie }ewarned. c 1290

Beket 414 in S. Eng. Leg. I. ir8 Ake naf&amp;gt;eles is heorte bar

I

euere to Thomas ]?er. ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 403
1 But natheles I trowe that she Was faire sumtyme, and
,

fresh to se. C 1440 Gesta Rom. xlviii. 208 (Harl. MS.),
Na^eles hit shall be don as thow wolt have hit. 1533 MORE

! Apol. 131 This Calanius beynge a senator, and natheles
lenyng all vnto the people. 1596 SPENSER Hymn Beauty
159 Nathelesse the soule is faire and beauteous still. 1622

: WITHER Philarete M 4 Yet I, poore I
; must perish nay-the-

,
lesse. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1768) II. 348 But she

:

comes on very well nathelesse. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart.
\ Introd., If it be. .pretended that my information., is, nathe-
I less, incompetent to the task. 1867 MORRIS Jason ix. 228

j

Somewhat they doubted, natheless forth they passed.
. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 4 powe he be his seruaunt of dette &

obh.sching, navies he is not his seruaunt in filling of werk.
I 1600 HOLLAND Z/z/y xxiv. xix. 521 The enterprise, being a

service of small consequence, and nath lesse very dangerous.
1667 MILTON P. L. i. 299 The torrid Clime Smote on him
sore..; Nathless he so endur d. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol.
II. xii, Nathless with feigned respect he bade give back
The rabble rout. 1790 COLERIDGE Devonshire Roads.
Nathles

~ * &quot;

(r87o) I. n. 554 Nathless by some few fathers old These
tales about the place were told.

b. prep. In spite of, notwithstanding, rare.
1567 DRANT Horace, Ep. Ded., Wheras, nathles the wyt of

the one and the port of the other, all theyre wyde fames
hadd long ere this time bene drenched in the dust. 1802
MRS. RADCLIFFE Gaston ife Blondcville Posth. Wks. 1826
III. 39 Yet could he not endure to behold him, nathless the

expectations of most in the court. 1882 O DONOVAN Merv
Oasis I. 327 Nathless the dread which I had of these crea
tures, I was obliged to make a halt.

t Nathemo re, adv. Obs. Forms : a. 2 nabe-
ma, naSemo, 3 na pe ma, 4napemo. /3. 2 naoe-
more, 6 nathemore. [f. as prec. + Mo or MOKE.]
Never the more.
a. cn7 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1127 Hit ofbuhte

na be ma bat we ne speken wit ure ifan. 1297 R. GLOUC.
Chron. (Rolls) 5154 Ac soubsex ne laste nojt longe, ne est
sex nabemo. 1340 Ayenb. 41 Of bise zennes ne byeb najt
kuytte..bo nabemobet benimeb ober ofhyaldebmid wrong.
a 1400 Song of Joy (MS. Laud 622) 41 Ne aungel nys
nabemo hot his messagere.
B. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 79 pe man . . [that) ne wile seche

after wreche & na3emore haten him be him agilte6. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. viii. 13 But nathemore would that cora-
geous swayne To her yeeld passage. 1596 Hymn Beauty
158 Yet nathemore is that faire beauties blame.
t Nather, conj. Obs. [OE. ndSer, ndHor, var.

of nauSer, nawSer : see NAUTHEK.] Neither.
^893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. i, Hie naber nsefdon sibban ne

heora nauion ne heora anweald. c 1000 /ELFRIC in Assmann
Ags. Horn. (1889) 70 Natron hi..na$or ne godes seep ne
godes beam ba syt. a nu O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.
irio Naber ne leoht .. ne nan bing mid ealle of him wass
Seszwen. c 1200 Moral Ode 325 (Trin. Coll. MS.), Ne
mu}e we werien na5er ne wi(5 burst ne wi3 hunger, a 1300
Cursor M. \ 1679 In bis wildernes es [water] nan, Na^er for
vs ne for vr fee.

Nather, -ir, obs. (chiefly Sc.)varr. of NEITHER.
Nathing, obs. Sc. form of NOTHING.
Nathir, obs. Sc. form of XETBEU.

Napur-quar : see NOTHEU-WHEEE.

NATION.

II Natica (nce tika). Zool [rnod.L., perh. from
med.L. natica buttock, f. L. natis: see NATES.]
A genus of carnivorous sea-snails

;
a snail belong

ing to this genus.
1840 Ciiviers Anim. Kingd. 360 A broad notch or sinus.,

distinguishes it from Natica and Nerita. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollu&ca i. 47 The red spots on the nalicas and nerites are

commonly preserved in tertiary and oolitic fossils. 1874
WOOD Nat. Hist. 637 Our first example of this family is

the Natica.

Wa-ticide. rare- 1

. [f. L. nat-us or nat-a
child + -CIDE i.] One who kills his or her child.

&*& Fraser s^Mag. LI. 255 The symptoms .. indicating
head disease* in the Esher adulteress and naticide.

Naticoid (nae-tikoid), a. Zool. [f. NATICA +

-OID.] Resembling (that of) Natica.
1851 WOODWARD Mollusca i, 135 Shell trochiform or nati-

1 coid. Ibid. 138 Shell naticoid, often eroded.

Natif(e, -iff, obs. forms of NATIVE sb. and a.

Natiform (n^-tifp-im), a.
[f.

L. nat-is (see

NATES) + -(I)FOBM.] Resembling or having the

form of buttocks.
1681 tr. Willis

1

Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Natiform, in

i the form of a buttock. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. III.
i 384/1 The natiform protuberances are unusually large.

1898 DAWSON WILLIAMS Med. Dis. Jnf. 262 The skull

assumes a peculiar and characteristic shape, to which the
, term natiform has been applied.

Nation (n^ Jsn), /K*&quot;&quot; Forms : 4 naciun(e,
-cioun, 4-6 nacion, (4 -one), -cyon, (5 -one),
natyon, Sc. natioun, naceoun, 4- nation, [a,
K. nation, *f nacion, etc., ad, L. nation-em breed,

stock, race, nation, f. ndt-
9 ppl. stem of nasci to

be born. Cf. Sp. nacion, It. nazione.]
I. 1. An extensive aggregate of persons, so

closely associated with each other by common
descent, language, or history, as to form a distinct

race or people, usually organized as a separate

political state and occupying a definite territory.
In early examples the racial idea is usually stronger than

the political ; in recent use the notion of political unity and
independence is more prominent.
01300 Cursor M. 241 Of Ingland the nacion Es Inglis

man par in commun. \ Ibid. 8225 All naciun and lede aght
vr lauerd for to drede. 1380 WYCLIF Sel, Wks. III. 393
po gospels of Ciist written in Englische, to moost lernyng
of our nacioun. f 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law s T. 183
Alias! un-to the Barbre nacioun I moste anon. 1:1460
FORTESCVB Abs. $ Lim. Mon. iii. (1885) 115 The said kynge
is compeliid to make his armeys .. of straungers, as

Scottes, Spaynardes, . . and of ojier nacions. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. clxxxviu. 190 With a great boost of Danys, and
other straunge nacyons. 1538 STARKEY England \. iv, 106
To defend thys custume long vsyd in our reame and natyon.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. I. ii. 49 He hates pur sacred
Nation. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog, Del. 11. iii. (1635) 53
Wee shall obserue..a multitude of miserable and wretched
nations. 1682 G. VERNON Life Heylin 74 In almost all

Nations Christened, the sam Law has continued to this very
time. 1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris Epil., Wks. 1799 I. 31
Not a Buck, nor a Blood, through the whole English nation,
But his roughness she ll soften. 1793 BURKE Corr. (1844)
IV. 159 Every thing we have done is in the style of hostility
to France, as a nation. 1852 TENNYSON Ode Wellington 4
Let us bury the Great Duke To the noise of the mourning
of a mighty nation. 1872 FREEMAN Gen. Sk. Enrop. Hist.
xvii. i (1874) 349 In Switzerland four languages are

spoken ; yet the Swiss certainly make one nation. 1878
SICELEY Stein II. 20 When the state fell to pieces, the nation
held together.
Comb. 1817-8 COBBETT Resid. U.S. (1822) 333 What

should they run rambling about a nation-making for ? 1878
GLADSTONE Priut.Homer\\, 77 His..was..anation-making
office. 1888 W. D. LIGHTHALL Yng, Seigneur 10 The
people are the true nation-makers.

transf. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. v. 71 What time
the persons of these Ossuaries entred the famous Nations of
the dead. 1708 POPE Ode St. Cecilia 52 Love, strong as

Death, the Poet led To the pale nations of the dead. 1725
Odyss. x. 627 To all the phantom nations of the dead.

b. A number of persons belonging to a parti
cular nation

; representatives of any nation.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie \\. 23 Whiche heauenly signe so
scene on bothe Nations, they of the Frenche [etc.J. 1725
DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 190 It being express in his

orders not to permit any nation . . to come on shore and stay
there. 1818 SHELLEY Eugan. Hills 261 Once remotest
nations came To adore that sacred flame.

c. In the mediaeval universities, a body of

students belonging to a particular district, country,
or group of countries, who formed a more or less

independent community; still retained in the

universities of Glasgow and Aberdeen, in con

nexion with the election of the Rector.
See Rashdall Univ. Mid. Ages (1895) I. 157, II. 367, etc.

\cn\\St. Andrews Univ. Statute (MS.), Item, .statutum

fuit ut omnino essent quatuor nationes. 1453 in Munim.
Univ. Glasg. (Maitland) I. 6 Rectores. ., decanos, procura-
tores nacionum, regentes, magistros et scolares. 1482
Statutes ibid. II. 6 Divisio SupposUotum per quatuor
Naciones. 1593 in Fasti Acad. Aberd. (1889) I. 57 [Rector]

eligatur per omnes Academiae Suppositos divisos in quatuor
Nationes.]
1664 in Fasti Acad. Aberd.^1898) II. ii The colledge

being fullie conveened and divided in four nationes.. did. .

nominal., procurators for electing ofane Rector. 1723 Ibid.

14 [The Principal, etc.] did . . cause the whole students of the

College divide themselves into the four Nations of Mar,

Buchan, Murray, and Angus. 1735 St. Andrews Umv.
Records (MS.), The Alban Nation met on Munday the 24th
March. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scot!. IV. 92 [In St.



NATION.

Andrews] masters and students are divided, according to
the place of their birth, into four nations. 1859 Scottish
Univ. Comm., Glasgow Ord. 3 Parl. Papers (1863) XVI.
386 That In the Election of Rector.., the matriculated
students shall vote, as at present, in four nations.

f d. A country, kingdom. Obs. rare.

1663 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 88 Courts of Mer
chants to be erected in some few of the considerables! ports
of the nation. 1668 WALTON Angler i. xvii. (ed. 21 226
There be divers kinds of Cadis or Case-worms, that are to
be found in this Nation in several distinct Counties.

2. The nations, a. In and after Biblical use:
The heathen nations, the Gentiles.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 53 parfore i sail shrife til

\&amp;gt;e

in nacyons lord. 1382 WYCLIF Dent. iv. 27 3e shulen
dwelle fewe in the naciouns. 1308 TREVISA Barth. De P.
R. in. v, Isider sayeb hat anima, pe soule, ha^ fce name by
settynge of nationis. 1593 ^* HARVEY Piercers Super. 81
S. Paule. . was..omnisufficiently furnished to be a Uoctour
of the Nations. 1611 BIBLE Deut. iv. 27 And the Lord
shall scatter you among the nations. 1656 MANASSKH BKN
ISRAEL Vind. Jnd. iii. 12 The holy Prophets made Prayers
and Supplications for all Men, as well for the Nations as
the Israelites.

b. The peoples of the earth
; the population of

the earth collectively.
1667 MILTON P. L. i. 598 As when the Sun ..In dim Eclips

disastrous twilight sheds On half the Nations. 1742 POPE
Dune. iv. 626 O sing, and hush the Nations with thy Song !

1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre&quot;s Stud. Nat. (1799) III.

397 EsyP1 nas attained a degree of power, .which renders
her the centre of the Nations. 1820 SHELLEY Liberty x,
The trance In which, as in a tomb, the nations lay. 1842
TENNYSON Locksley Hall 124 There rain d a ghastly dew
From the nations airy navies grappling in the central blue.

C. Law of nations : see LAW sb.^ 40.
1 3. Without article : Nationality. In phr. of

English, etc. nation ; of or by nation. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 193 Schyrreffys and bail^heys..
He maid off Inglis nation. ^1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xiv.

(.Lnkc\ 2 Sancte lucas as of nacion cyrus [ = Syrian] was.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems viii. 29 And namelie we of Scottis

natioun, .. Forsett we nevir into our orisoun To pray for

him. 1570 FENTON Guicciard. v (1618) 186 Brandano Con
stable of the Florentines, of nation a Lucquoys. 1641 EARL
MONM. tr. Biondfs Civil Wars iv. 53 Though he were a

Fleming by Nation, yet was hee not separated from the
interest of France

4. The nation, the whole people of a country,

freq. in contrast to some smaller or narrower

body within it.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 370 The Nation holds it no sinne,
to tarre them to Controuersie. 1661 DRYDEN On Corona
tion 35 Loud shouts the nation s happiness proclaim 1709
POPE Ess. Crit. 546 Then unbelieving priests reform d the
nation. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St -Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799)
III. 509 Wishes for the Nation, c 1812 JANE AUSTEN
Mans/. Park (1851) 60 You are speaking of London, I am
speaking of the nation at large. 1858 BRIGHT Sp. B^ham
in Times 30 Oct. 9/5 The nation in every country dwells in

the cottage. 1892 GLADSTONE in Daily News 12 July 3/7
Now .the nation votes and the nation rules.

II. 5. T&- A family, kindred. Obs. rare.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife s T. 212 Alias! that any of my

nacioun Sholde ever so foule disparaged be ! 1508 KENNEDIE
Fly ting iv. Dunbar $\\ Homage to Edward Langschanlds
maid thy kyn, In Dunbar thai ressauit him, the false

nacione.

tb. The native population of a. town or city.

1523 LD. BERNERS Frotss. I. ccxx. 284 Mo than sixscore,
all yong men of the nacyon of ye towne. Ibid, ccliv. 377
They of the nacion of the towne were taken to mercy.

fo. An Irish clan. Obs.

1584 in O Flaherty West Connanght (1846) 390 He is, by
her Majesties apointment, capten and chief both of his

counttey and nacion.

d. A tribe of North American Indians.

1763 in C. Gist s Jrnls. (1893) 196 Negocieatory maters
with a number of Indian nations 1775 in Collect. Mass.
Hist. Soc, 3rd Ser. V. 75 The sachems and warriors of the
Six Nations. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria III, 24 There were
white men residing with some of their nation. 1867 PARK-
MAN Jesuits N Amer. xxxii. (1879) 426 That portion [of
the Hurons] called the Tobacco Nation.

f6. A particular class, kind, or race of persons.
Also man s nation, human kind. Ohs.

1382 WYCLIF Phil. ii. 15 In the myddel of a schrewid
nacioun and weyward. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 50 Among
the gentil nacion Love is an occupacion. Ibid. I. 55 Out
of mannes nacion Fro kynde thei be so miswent, That to

the liknesse of Serpent Thei were bore. 1535 COVERDALE
i Pet.ii. 9 But ye are.. that kyngly presthode, that holy
nacion. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 137 The worst

of all, as Questionistes, and all the barbarous nation of

scholemen. 1605 B. JONSON Sejanus i. ii, You are a subtile

nation, you physicians ! 1670-98 LASSELS Voy. Italy I. 14
Civil education, .makes even schoolboyes (an insolent Na
tion any where else) most respectfull to one another, a 1734
NORTH Exam. PreT (1740) n These are what the Compilers,
a most useful Nation, hunt after.

\ b. So of animals. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. u. xii. 36 All the nation of unfortunate
Andfatall birds about them flocked weie. 1594 Astrophel
98 There his welwoven toyles..He laid the brutish nation

to enwrap, 1697 DRYDEN b irg. Georg. in. 806 The scaly
Nations of the Sea profound. 1733 POPE Ess. Man in. 99
The nations of the field and wood. 1781 COWPER Hope 353
The screaming nations, hovering in mid air.

f 7. Astral. Nativity ;
nature. Ohs. rare &quot;,

1375 BARBOUR Bntce iv. 719 Gif thai men, that will study
In the craft of astrology, Knaw all mennis nacioune.

8. A great number, a host ^/&quot;persons
or things.

1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xxi, The French had ..a

nation of hedges and copses.. to cover them. 1765 Ibid.

VII. xxi. What a nation of herbs he had procured.

31

Nation (n^ Jwi), adv., a., and st&amp;gt;% diaL and
U.S. Also nation, uaation. [A euphemistic
abbreviation of DAMNATION. Cf. tarnation^
A. adv. Very, extremely, etc.

&quot;785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T.
t Nation,, .a vulgar term used

in Kent, Sussex, and the adjacent countries, for very. .
;
a na

tion long way. 1799 R. WARNER Walk. West. Counties
(1800) 105 My guide .. had informed me I was to expect a
nation strange road . 1834 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1825.*

478 They takes nation good care to be set down at the

turnpike. 1815 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss, [and in many later

dial, glossaries]. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities i. ii, I hope
there ain t, but I can t make so nation sure of that

,
said

the guard. 1873 J. SPILLING Molly Mig$, etc. (1903) 69,
I can t tell no one how uaation riled I felt.

B. adj. Very large, very great, etc.

i8z8 Craven Gloss, s. v., There wor a nation sect o folk at

kirk. 1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862)303 Niagara fall;
what a nation sight of machinery that would carry. 1877
BANKS Glory \\\, I might not have been in such a nation

hurry to jump from my cart.

C. sb. In imprecations. Also Comb.
1842 PCLMAN Rustic Sfe, 31 Your [horse] is naation seyzid

tall. 1881 T. HARDY Laodicean vi. iv, O nation !.,if I were
a man. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som. Word-bk. s.v. Nation-
seize, Nation-seize tbee ! where s a bin bidin about to?

National (nor/anal), a. and sb. [a. F. national

; i6th c.), f. nation NATION sb.\ + -al -AL. Cf.

It. nazionale, Sp. national.]
A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to a (or the) nation

;

affecting, or shared by, the nation as a whole.

1597 Howsos Semi. 24 Dec. 24 The Ciuill and Nationall
lawes of anie Countrey. 1643 CARYL Sacr. Cov. 26 That
which promotes personall holinesse, must needs promote
Nationall holinesse. 1678 MARVELL Growth Popery 39
This was a National Business if ever any were. 1730-1
BOUNGBROKE Let. to SiDift Jan., National corruption must
be purged by national calamities. 1790 BURKE J r. Rev.

(1898) 31 The spirit
of caution which predominated in the

national councils. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece vii. I. 253 The
national festival of the Pambctotia was celebrated with

games. 1856 FROUDK Hist, Eng. I. ii. 161 Their angry
jealousy refused to tolerate longer a national dishonour.

1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii, 72 In the end
national unity and national freedom appeared again in

more perfect shapes.
b. Of troops, etc. : Maintained by a nation.

(See also quot. 1802.)
1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., National troops, are those born

in our own dominions, in opposition to foreigners, 1842
BORROW Bible in Spain xxxvi, The bookseller, .was an
officer in the national cavalry. 1876 VOYLE & STKVENSOX
Alilit. Diet. 269/1 The national defences of a country con

sist, besides her armies and reserves, of the navy [etc.].

C. Of or belonging to the Krench Government

during the time of the first Republic.
1793 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 308 We.. have

taken nothing but a miserable National brig of eight guns.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. vi. i, Most chopfalleu, blue,

enters the National Agent this Limbo whither he has sent

so many.
2. Peculiar to the people of a particular country,

characteristic or distinctive of a nation. fAlso
const, unto.

1625 CARPENTER Geog. Del. \\. xiv. (1635* 219 Whoobserues
not in all Nations certaine natutall or national] vertues or

vices. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p. 201 That an un

savoury odour is gentilitious or national unto the Jews.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 81 In Perviana also, a great
Nose is in request and National. 1778 HAMILTON Wks.

(1886) VII. 542 It is of great consequence to preserve a

national character. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. SL-Pierre sStvd,
Nat. (1790) III. 236 They abjured the national prejudices
which had rendered them., the enemies of other men. 1821

B. W. PROCTER Diego de Mantilla xlv. 7 The dances I

have named are national. 1858 MAX MULLER Chips (1880)

III. i. 38 Truly national poetry exists only where there is

a truly national life.

1 3. a. Belonging to the same nation as oneself;

compatriotic. Obs. rare&quot;&quot;

1

.

1632 LITHCOW Trav. i. 20 In these parts a man can finde

no worser enimie than his national! supposed friend.

fb. Gentile; belonging to the nations
,

as

opposed to the Jews. Obs. rare 1
.

1662 PAGITT Htresiogr, (ed. 6) 180 A National Saint, or a

Saint of the Gentiles.

4. Patriotic; strongly upholding one s own nation.

1711 Fingall MSS. in roth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comtn, App.
V. 159 It showes in them an ingratitude to so national a

man. 1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) H. 61

The fine old palace, the chamber, .. were .. severally ex-

flained
by the national major. 1810 S. GREEN Reformist

. 243 Amongst other prejudices natural to a national Scotch

man, he bore an inveterate hatred to the Irish. 1871 Daily
Neivs 7 Sept., He is intensely national. . .He believes that

the Scots are the finest race in the world.

b. Devoted to the interests of the nation as

a whole. Also Comb.
1801 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 585 Too strongly infected

with the spirit of party, to give much encouragement
to men who are merely national. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov.

625/2 This signal encouragement to the national-minded

Radicals of the United Kingdom.
6. In special collocations : National convention^

coundlt debt, synod (see the sbs.); nationalanthem,
the hymn God save the King

*

; also, the words

or music sung or played on similar occasions in

other countries; National Assembly, an assembly

consisting of representatives of a nation ; spec.

\ (a)
=* General Assembly (see ASSEMBLY 5 b) ;

(U] a synod of the Church in a particular nation ;

NATIONALISM.

(c) the first of the revolutionary assemblies of

France, in session 1789-91 ; also applied at various
later dates to the popular assembly, and now to
the two houses, the Senate and the Chamber of

Deputies, when in joint session
; national bank, a

bank associated with the national finances ; U. S.,
a bank whose circulating notes are secured by
United States bonds deposited with the govern
ment; national church, (a) a church consisting
of a nation ; () a church established by law in

a particular nation
; national guard, an armed

force existing in France at various times between

1789 and 1871; a member of this force; National

Republicans, U. S., an early name for the
&quot;Whig

party ;
national school, (a) a school conducted

and supported to a greater or less extent by the
state

; (/&amp;gt;)
one of the schools established by the

National Society, founded in 1811 to promote
the education of the poor.
1819 SHELLEY (////*,&quot; A New ^National Anthem. 1837

LOCKHART Scott (1839) ! 35 Drowning the National An
them in howls and hootings, 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON
Milit. Diet. 269/1 The playing of the national anthem is

only due lo those personages who art; entitled, under tlie

regulations, to a royal Dilute. 1621 ist
&amp;lt;y

ind Bk. Dis&amp;lt;. ipl.
Ch. Scot. 89 The Nationall Assemblies of the Countrey,
called commonly the General 1 Assemblies. 1647 C&quot; LA K i:\huN
Hist. Reh. n. 8 That National or General Assemblies
should be called only by the King s Authority. 1660 R.
COKE Power # Snbj. 219 The Emperors and Kings did
convoke. .Provincial and National Assemblies and Synods.
1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. (i8y8) 47 This.. would appear per
fectly unaccountable, if we did not consider the composition
of the National Assembly. 1839 [see ASSEMBLY 5 bj. 1858
ROMANS Cycl. Cotmn. 131/2 The directors of the National
Bank proposed to the State banks a resumption of specie pay
ments on the 2ist February, 1817. 1896 &amp;gt;//&amp;gt;

.AVti i 27 July
7/5 Mr.Sewall . . being a national banker . . while they bitterly
denounce national banks. 1651 BAXIKR Inf. Bapt. 31 The
Jews were a *Nationall Church. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen.
Brit. II. 335 He U Low-Church.. ; such a one is a poor
begging Convert from Popery or Presbytery to the National
Church. 1832 ARNOLD in Stanley Life 118441 I. vi. 274, 1

cannot understand what is the good of a national Church
if it be not to Christianize the nation. 1633 PKYNNE ist Pt.
llistriotn. 570, 54 ancient and moderns, generall, nationall,

provincial! Councils and Synodes. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVI. 158/1 The citizens ., enrolling themselves as a
militia for general defence, under the appellation of the
national guard. 1814 WKI.LINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. (iB^S)
XI. 490 Captain Pierre Penne of the French National

guards, who was taken prisoner on the frontier. 1848 \V. H .

KELLY tr. L. Blanc s Hist. Ten Y. \. 182 He set out in

the uniform of a national guard. 1831 H. CLAY Priv. Corr.

3-.
-8 By division between the Amis and the National Re

publicans, the Jackson party may succeed. 1888 ERYCE
Ainer. Commw. II. in. hit. 333 The National Republican,
ultimately the Whig party, represented many of the views
of the former Federalists. 1819 Gentl. Mag. LXXXIX. n.

85 In 1812 there were 52 National Schools. 1880 Miss
BRADDON Just as f am Ii, My looks won t matter when
I am a national school teacher. 1848 BP. WILBERFORCK
in Life (1881) II. i. ii A most stormy meeting at the

National Society. 1861 V. LCSHINGTON in Working Mens
Coll. Mag. 144 The National Society, .planted elementary
schools here and there in the land.

B. sb. f 1. A representative of a nation. Obs.

1653 H. COGAN Scarlet Gown 100 The Pope .. did at one
and tiie same time promote both Mazzarino, and Montalto,
as declared Nationals, and nominated by France and Spain.

t 2. One who supports national interests as op
posed to those of parties. Obs. rare.

1766 Public Advertiser 10 Feb. 2/2 A noble Union of..

Nationals in the true Sense of that Word, in contradistinc

tion to any vile Combination of Parly. 1768 Woman of
Honor III. 150 Some truly nationals, men of real worth.

3. A member of a national guard. rare~~ l
.

1843 BORROW Bible in Spain x, The national entered with
the passport in his hand.

4. //. In recent diplomatic use (after F. nation-

aux) : Persons belonging to the same nation
;

(one s) fellow-countrymen.
1887 Pall Mall G. 30 May i Each of these Consuls or

Ministers has extensive powers over his own nationals.

1894 Westm. Gaz, 31 July 2/1 The Chinese Resident . . has
a considerable number of his nationals to look after.

Nationalism (nae Janfillz m). [f.
NATIONAL

a. + -ISM.]
1. Thcol. The doctrine that certain nations (as

contrasted with individuals) are the object of

divine election.

1836 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr. Election (1842! 189 The
several doctrinal systems, usually denominated Arminian-
ism and Nationalism and Calvinism.

2. Devotion to one s nation ;
national aspiration ;

a policy of national independence.
1844 Fraser*s Mag. XXX. 418/1 Nationalism is another

word for egotism. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II.

i. iv. 203 Mahometanism is essentially a consecration of the

principle of nationalism. 1880 F. G. LEE Ch. under Q.
liz. I. 164 It was only by persecution .. that the new

system of nationalism in religion could be maintained,

b. spec. The political programme of the Irish

Nationalist party.
1885 Sat. Rev. n Apr. 463/1 It is to them that the por-

lentous development of American-Irish Nationalism is due.

1899 Daily News 25 Jan. 4/6 Each of these Councils will

become a centre of Nationalism.

3. A form of socialism, based on the national

izing of all industry.



NATIONALIST.

1892 E. BELLAMY in N. Amer. Kev. CLIV. 749 The full

programme of Nationalism, involving the entire substitu

tion of public for private conduct of all business, for the

equal benefit of all, is not indeed advocated by any con

siderable number of economists.

4. * A national idiom or phrase*.
1846 WORCESTER (citing Hamilton).

Nationalist (n^e-Janalist). [f.
as prec. + -IST.]

1. One characterized by national tendencies or

sympathies ;
an adherent or supporter of national

ism
;
an advocate of national rights, etc.

1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. Contents, A Low Nation

alist of the Calvinistical Establishment. 1716 Ibid, II. 335
Mutual upbraiding. ., which appears the more Melancholy
because the less Curable; especially amongst our Nation

alists and Toleratists. 1873 Spectator 23^ Aug. 1059/1
Prince Bismarck also observed that concession would en

courage the Polish nationalists. 1877 J F* BRIGHT Hi***

Eng. (1878) III. 933 Those nationalists who regarded as

righteous any act of antagonism to England. 1801 J. RAE
Contemp. Socialism ii. (ed. 2) 79 The Nationalists have

quite recently issued an organ, The New Nation, which

announces its programme to be [etc.].

b. spec. One who advocates the claims of Ireland

to be an independent nation.

1869 Daily Neivs 20 May, He rejoices in the
t
BiIl for the

Disestablishment of the Church, .. he thinks it will make
Protestants real nationalists. 1893 Times 26 Apr. 9/4 The
Nationalists, in short, are to call the tune and the people of

this country are to pay the piper.
attrib. 1899 Daily News 25 Jan. 4/6 The Irish people..

returning Nationalist Town and District Councils.

2. TheoL A believer in nationalism.

1846 in WORCESTER (citing Q. Rev.}.

3. One belonging to a particular nation, rare* 1
.

1817 J. EVANS Excurs. Windsor, etc. 49 A question was

debated, which nationalist of Europe had the greatest in

genuity. . . Heidegger claimed that character for the Swiss.

Hence Nationalistic a.

1866 VISCT. STRANGFORD Selcctionjr. Writ. (1869) I. 98 She
..seeks to conciliate the nationalistic sympathies and pro

jects of her South-Slavonic or Illyro-Servian populations.

1899 R. H. CHARLES Eschatology iij. 84 This popular con

ception, .was unethical and nationalistic.

Nationality (njcjanse-liti). [f. as prec. +
-ITY : cf. F. nationality.}
1. National quality or character.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 37 The Ingredients

employed . . are of Forreign growth ; which we make use of

not so much for the sake of the Nationality of its Argu
ment [etc.], 1830 J. WILSON in Blotkw.Mae. XXVIII. 847
We must again enter our protest against the Nationality
of a library conducted on such principles. 1845 GRAVES
Rom. Law in Encycl. Metrop. II. 7^1/1 Those peculiar
institutions which coloured all their nationality, a 1854 H.
REED Lect. Eng. Hist, iv. 121 Ancient British nationality
received into itself a Roman nationality.

b. In literature, art, etc., the quality of being

distinctively national.

1827 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 24 All true nationality
vanished from its literature. 1840 New Monthly Mag.
LIX. 369 That peculiar wildness and eccentricity, or, if

we may so term it, nationality, by which the primitive
melodies of the Scotch, Welsh, and Irish, are .. distin

guished. 1876 LOWELL Amongmy Bks. Ser. ii. 129, I have
little faith in that quality in literature which is commonly
called nationality.

c. With //. A national trait, characteristic, or

peculiarity, rare.

i797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXII. 248 They re

member with pleasure those nationalities which civilization

is effacing. 1823 Ibid. CII. 420 He described our every

day nationalities.

2. Nationalism ; attachment to one s country or

nation ;
national feeling,

1772 Juntas Lett. Pref. (1788) 23 The characteristic pru
dence, the selfish nationality, the indefatigable smile. 1785
BOSWELL Tour Hebrides n He could not but see in them
that nationality which I should think no liberal minded
Scotsman will deny. 1831 Blackw. Mag: XXX. 665 Na
tionality is not patriotism, or it would admire the nation

ality of other nations. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. iii. 192
Her strong and profound Greek nationality. 1878 LECKY

Eng. \%th C. II. vii. 436 A spirit of nationality had arisen.

3. The fact of belonging to a particular nation.

1828 DISRAELI Chas. /, I. v. 95 [He] had_ wisely cast off

his nationality when it could only occasion pain. 1865
MAFFEI Brigand Life II. 139 The safety which his nation

ality was likely to afford. 1878
Miss BRADDON Eleanors

Victory ii. 13 Every article of furniture, .bore the impress of

its nationality. 1893 Law Rep. Prob. Div. 209 The ship.,
was of French nationality.

b. With //. denoting identity or difference of

nation among individuals.

1846 H. W. TORRENS Rem. Milit. Hist. 50 The confused

usage of military terms among the Greeks arising from their

differences of dialect and separate nationalities. 1864
DASENT Jest fy Earnest (1873) I. 140 Curious it was to see

how nationalities herded together over their food. 1880
* VERNON LEF. Italy in. iii. 122 The town of Italy where
men of all nationalities had most met.

4. Separate or complete existence as a nation ;

national independence or consolidation.

1832 Examiner 488/1 If the nationality of any of the
smaller German states were extinguished. 1850 HT. MAR-
TIXEAU Hist. Peace iv. xiii. (1877) III. 128 The Poles had
been fighting for nationality it is true but not for national

freedom. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. ni. 269 So far as

force could do it, they annihilated the Jewish nationality.
attrib. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 26 Now he ripens at once

into a great nationality statesman.

5. A nation ; freq., a people potentially but not

actually a nation.

32

i83 Examiner 488/1 It leaves the various existing na

tionalities of Germany unimpaired. 1856 DASENT Jest $
Earnest (1873) I. 311 Welded by time and trouble into a

distinct nationality. 1874 STUBBS Canst. Hist. I. iv. 59 The
Saxons in Germany were still a pure nationality.

6. = NATIONALTY. rare.

1830 COLERIDGE Church, ff State 37 The sum total of

these heritable portions. . I beg leave to name the Propriety ;

and to call the reserve above mentioned the Nationality.

Nationalization (nsejanabiz^-jan). [f.
next

-t- -ATIOS.]
1. The action of rendering national in character.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) I- 383 Does
not this forebode the nationalization of liberty-politics at

home ? 1881 H. VON HOLST J. C. Calhoiin (1884) 239 The
official proclamation of the nationalization of slavery.

2. The action offorming into a nation or nations ;

the process of becoming a nation.

1813 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary (1861) I. 274 The Poles

are hostile to the Russians as enemies to their freedom and
nationalization. 1853 LIEBER Civ. Liberty iv. 33 There is

a distinct period in the history of our race, which may be

aptly called the period of nationalization. 1890 Times

15 Dec. 5/4 Count Taaffe s Cabinet will make no further

concessions to Bohemian nationalization.

b. Inclusion or absorption into a nation.

1896 Nation (N. Y.) 16 July 54/1 The nationalization of

the Jew that is, his absorption by this or that nation.

3. The action of bringing land, property, indus

tries, etc., under the control of the nation.

1874 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. 11. i. (1876) 107 Nationaliza

tion of the land means that all the land in the country
should be bought by the State. 1881-3 (title} Report of

the Land Nationalization Society. 1894 E. BELLAMY in

Forum (U. S.) Mar. 85 This plan is_
called Nationalism

because it proceeds by the nationalization of industries.

Nationalize (nue Janabiz), v. Also -ise. [f.

i NATIONAL a. + -IZE, or ad. F. nationalise? (1794
in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. trans. To invest with a national character ;

to

make distinctively national.

1800 Hist. Enr. in Ann. Reg. 35/2 We wish to nationalize

the republic, they to establish only their own party.

1843 Black. Mag. LIV. 26 Rule Britannia
,

. . now
: become a national song. . . Long before it was nationalized
i if one may use such a word by Englishmen [etc.]. 1851
GALLENGA Italy 59 The very government of the Lombardo-
Venetian kingdom might be. .nationalized. 1870 LOWELL
Among my Bks. Ser. I. (1873) 226 He took what may be

called cosmopolitan traditions, . . and nationalized them.

b. To make into a separate nation ; to invest

with the character of a nation.

1801 F. AMESZF&F. (1809) 142 New-England.. of all colonies

that ever were founded the largest, the most assimilated,

and, to use the modern jargon, nationalized.

2. To naturalize
;
to admit into, or make part of,

a nation. Also re/I.

1809 PINKNEY Tra- . France 41 There are many resident

English, who have been nationalized by express edict. 1861

M/PATTISON Ess. (1889)!. 32 Only Jutes, Angles, Saxons, and
Danes . . have succeeded in nationalizing themselves here.

b. intr. To become naturalized.

1891 Sat. Rev. 4^July 1/2 The curious plan of keeping
Russia for the Russians by forcing all foreign colonists to

nationalize or quit.

3. To bring under the control of, to convert into

the property of, the nation.

1869 Daily JVems 21 Oct., It was Bosh to talk of na

tionalising the land to starving thousands. 1874 FAWCETT
Pol. Econ. ii. xi. (1876) 299 After the land and the other

instruments of production have been nationalised. i88x

BRODRICK Eng. Land fy Landlords 105 It is a perfectly

intelligible proposition that all the land in the kingdom
ought to be nationalized .

Hence Nationalized, Nationalizing ppl. adjs.

1836 G. S. FABER Prim. Docir. Election (1842) 189 That
Neither the Arminian System, nor the Nationalising
System, nor the Calvinistic System, exhibits the mind of

\

the sincere Gospel. 1856 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) II.

i xvi. 13 An age . . exhibiting to us the earliest traces of
nationalised language. 1874 FAWCETT Pol. Econ* n. xi.

|

(1876) 286 Is not a reduction in rent the chief advantage
which the advocates of this nationalising policy hope to

secure? 1885 J. ROBSON Disestablishment 16 So too .. it

would be in the Nationalised Church of Scotland.

Natioualizer (nce-Janalaizaj). [f.prec. + -ER!.]

One who advocates the nationalization of land,
etc. Freq. in land-nationalizer.

1883 Pall Mall G. 6 Feb. 2/1 Will some of the national-

izers . . employ a.. real property lawyer to draft a bill for

carrying out their purposes? 1883 Chr. World 29 Nov.

839 Warred upon by the land nationaliser and socialist.

Nationally (nse janali), adv. [f. NATIONAL
a. + -LT 2

.] In a national manner or way ; as

a nation ;
with regard to the nation as a whole.

1649 Bounds ff Bonds Obed. 44 There was no change of

Government here, till the Covenant was Nationally broke

..by the Scots. 1681 Whole Duty Nations 21 That they
should have Nationally dedicated themselves to the true

Jehovah. 1710 DE FOE Capt. Singleton iv. (1840) 68 Take
them nationally or personally, . . they will behave well.

1791 W. MAXWELL in Boswell Johnson (1831) I. 380 He
considered the Scotch, nationally, as a crafty designing

people. 1824 Examiner 53/1 One of the most effective . .

i and nationally honourable State Papers that ever was
issued. 1870 ANDERSON Missions^ Amer. Bd. II. xxi. 169
Whether the people of the Sandwich Islands might be re

presented as nationally Christianized.

Comb. 1822 New Monthly Mag. IV. 17 The nationally-

charged arrogance of self-opinion.

NationalneSS (nse-Janalnes). rare. [f. as

NATIVE.

prec. + -NESS.] The character or quality of being
national.
1681 Whole Duty Nations 22 So far therefore as National-

ness, and Publiqueness agree, so far Ihe ihing is undeni
able. 1727 in BAILEY, vol. II. 1889 J. M. ROBERTSON
Ess. Crit. Method 151 Englishmen will hardly Ihink of

charging such an artist with deficiency in nationalness.

Nationally (nx-Janalti). [f.
as prec. + -TY,

after personalty, realty.] National property.
1812-29 COLERIDGE in Lit. Kent. (1838) III. 119 Their

tithes and glebes belong to them as officers and function-

aries of the nationally. 1845 J. MARTINEAU Ess. (1801)

II. 23 The other constituted a nationally or inalienable

reserve for perpetual income conditional on the performance
of cerlain official services.

Nationhood (W -Janhud). [f.
NATION sd.1 +

-HOOD.] The state or fact of being a nation.

1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. i. 23 New elements of

polily or nationhood. 1865 LECKY Ration. II. 32 A bond
of unity that is superior to the divisions of nationhood.

1885 PARNELL in Times 2 Sept. 6/3 Our right to nationhood

to-day is practically undisputed.

t Na tionist. Obs.rare 1
. [f.

as prec. + -IST.]

A representative of a nation.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. III. 312 The Cardinals of

the Crowns ought rather to be call d Nationists than

Factionists.

Nationless (n^ -Janles), a. rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -LESS.] Belonging to no nation.

1819 SHELLEY Pronteth. Unb. in. iv. 195 Man Equal,

unclassed, tribeless, and nationless.

t KTati tial. Obs. rare
- 1

. [? Error for NATALI-

TIAL.] Nativity, birth.

1612 SYLVESTER tr. Matthieu s Tropheis Hen. 1^ 39 Th
happy planet, which presaged his worth Predominant in

his natilial.

Native (n^-tiv), sb. Forms: 5 natif, 6 ua-

tyve, 6- native, [ad. med.L. nativtis, sb. use of

L. natjvus adj. (see next). In later use sometimes

directly from the adj. Cf. F. natif.]

1. One born in bondage ;
a bom thrall. Now

only Hist. Cf. NEIF.

cnyiGodstow Reg. (E.E.T.S.) 559 The forsaid bondmen
or natifs with all ther catallis sutis or sequelys. 1609 SKENE

Reg. Alaj. 90 b, Some are born bond-men, or natiues of their

gudsher, and grandsher, quhom the Lord may challenge to

be his naturall natiues. 1651 G. W. tr. Corel s Inst. 8 At
this day, the Issue which is begotten by a Free man of a

Native, is free. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v. Natma,
There being three sorts of Servants, viz. Natives. Bondmen,
and Villains. 1878 STUBBS Coast. Hist. (1896) III. 625 It

is obvious that, .the native so emancipated laboured under

other disqualifications.

2. Astrol. One born under the particular planet
or sign mentioned

;
the subject of a nativity or

horoscope.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, x. (Percy Soc.) 34 Mercury,

through his preeminence, Hys natives endeth wyth famous

eloquence. 1632 MASsiNGERCV/y-Mirfrt/wii. ii, Saturn, .and

Venus... the disposers of marriage in the radix of Ihe native

in feminine figures. 1679 MOXON Math. Diet. 05 Nebulous
Stars.. are found by Experience, being joyn d with the

Luminaries to afflict a Native wilh blindness or dimness.

1792 SIBLY Occult Sei. I. 96 When the moon, or lord of the

ascendant, is posited.. in any of the Signs we term hot,

the native will be manly. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. iv, Mars

having dignity in the cusp of the twelfth house, threatened

captivily or sudden and violent death to the native.

f b. transf. One born with a particular mark.

1653 R. SAHDE.KsPAj&amp;gt;si0git. t Moles 31 A Mole in the lower

part of the right Cheek, .indicts to the native some kindes

of strife.

3. One born in a place; one connected with

a place by birth, whether subsequently resident

there or not. Usu. const of.

Legally, a person is a native of theplace or country where

the parents have their domicile, which may or may not be

the place of actual birth.

1535 COVERUALE ha. xxiii. 7 Is not that the glorious cite,

.. whose natyues dwellinge farre of, commende her so

greatly? 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 212 The Army .. was en-

countred and almost distressed by the onely Natives ofthat

Countrie. 1675 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 315 Great dis

putes are likely to arise betweene ye present Inhabitanls

& auntient Natives of seversll of y_ Corporacions. a 1700

DRYDEN Death of Amyntas 77 His passport is his inno

cence and grace, Well known to all the natives of the place.

1716 POPE Iliad VI. 70 Well hast thou known proud Troy s

perfidious land, And well her natives merit at thy hand !

1756-7 Keller s Trav. (1760) III. 406 T. Livy, a native of

Padua. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 218 Those

manners, which even a native of Canada can think more

barbarous than his own. 1825 LYTTON Zicci i. i, He speaks

English like a native. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. ii. i. 58 If

being born in a country, and being bred there, constitute a

right to be considered a native of that country.

Jig. 1700 ROWE Ami-. Step-Moth. y. i, Let Joy the

Native of your Soul return. 1703 Fair Penit. ill. l,
That

Sorrow which .. Is the sad Native of Calista s Breast. 1742

YOUNG Nt. Th. n. 58 And sport we like the natives of the

bough, When vernal suns inspire?

b. Applied disparagingly to local residents be

longing to a place.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fain. I. 173 The girl.,

was.. really much superior to the rest of the odious natives

in their neighbourhood.
o. In Australia, a white person born in the

country, as distinguished from an immigrant and

from an aboriginal or black.

1861 MRS. MEREDITH Over Straits v. 161 Three Sydney
natives ( currency not aboriginal) were in the coach,

bound for Melbourne.



NATIVE.

4. One of the original or usual inhabitants of
a country, as distinguished from strangers or

foreigners ;
now esp. one belonging to a non-Euro

pean and imperfectly civilized or savage race.

1603 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Commw. 153 He committed
[

no lesse an error in suffering the Natiues to keepe their

possessions and to inhabit all their townes. 1652-62 HEVLIN
Cosniogr. iv. (1673) 94 Inhabited by the Natives only,
though the Portugals did sometimes endeavour a Plantation
in it. 1695 TEMPLE Hist. Eng. (1699) 5 The North-East
part of Scotland was by the Natives called Cat Dun. 1725
DE FOE Voy. round M orld (1840) 2 The stories of their

engagements when they have had any .scuffle either with
natives or European enemies. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist.
Amcr. n. (1778) I. 98 Columbus.. continued to interrogate
all the natives. 1817 O HARA //?*/. N. S. ll alcs 123 Some

j

convicts, who destroyed the canoe of a young native. 1852
MUNDV Antipodes (ityft 104 The brutal drunkenness and I

reckless debauchery of the Pakehas actually astonished
the natives . 1897 MARY KIXGSLEY IV. Africa 74 Her
knowledge of the native, his language, his ways of thought,
his diseases, . .is extraordinary.

b. A coloured person ; a black .

1848 DICKENS Dombey x, The Major . .went one Saturday
growling down to Brighton, with the native behind him.

5. An animal or plant (t or mineral) indigenous,
or peculiar to a country or locality ; one not im

ported or acclimatized.

1690 CHILD Disc. Trade Pref. (1698) 29 Our lead and tin,

by which we carry on much of those trades, are natives
with us. 1774 GOLDSM. JVat. Hist. (1776) IV. 38 The mar-
mout is chiefly a native of the Alps. 1799 Mcd. Jrnl. II.

490 To such species as are doubtful natives, a note of inter

rogation is affixed. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 921 The
plants are principally natives of marshy places in New
Holland. 1874 LVELL Elem. Geal. x. 124 The pine has
never been a native of Denmark in historical times.

b. An oyster altogether or partially reared in

British waters ; now spec, applied to those (whether
of home or foreign origin) reared in artificial beds,
or loosely used to denote an oyster of a superior
quality. Also attrib.

1818 KITCHINER Cooks Oracle (ed. 2) 259 The Milton, or
as they are commonly called, the melting Natives do not I

come in till the beginning of October. 1836-7 DICKENS
Sk. Boz, Mr. J. Dounce, A newly-opened oyster-shop,
. . with natives laid one deep in circular marble basins
in the windows. 1854 WOODWARD Afollusca n. 254 The !

oysters, .are. .removed to artificial grounds, or tanks, where
the water is veiy shallow. They are then called natives .

1879 CassMs Techn. Educ. IV. 154 In the London market
oysters are divided into two great classes natives and
commons . 1889 A. T. PARK Eyes Thames 56 The

native beds, not so many years ago, could be had almost
for the asking. 1891 Pall Mall G. 6 Oct. 2/1 Such a thing
as putting seconds on native shells is not entirely unknown.

c. A native cow, horse, etc.

1856 OLMSTED Slave States (1861) 6 A few imported Ayr-
shires and Alderneys, and some small black natives . 1895
A. B. PATERSON Manfr. Snowy River (1896) 43 [The horses]
were long and wiry natives from the rugged mountain side.

t 6. pi. Fellow-countrymen, compatriots. Obs.

1589 WARNER Alt. Eng. vi. xxxiii, Henrie..did arriue
to right his Natiues wrong. 163* LITHGOW Trav. m. 90
After short acquaintance with his natiues, .. he imparted
these words. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. xiii. 33 The King
(distrusting his Natives) imployed so many French For-
rainers in places of power and profit.

7. Native place (or country). Now only dial.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Natiue, Naturall : place
where one was borne. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 66 Though
roofs far richer we far off possess, Yet, from our native, all

our more is less. 1820 AMELIA OPIE Tales ofHeart IV.
328 He asked me some questions about Keswick . . ,

for that s

my native, sir. 1828 ^^O1R Maiisic IVauc/i vi, Wearying .. .

to be home again to Lauder, which she said was her native.
1900 Cornli. Mag. June 815 When he come back to his
native at Yarmouth he knew no one.

8. a. ellipt.
= Native liquor, native language.

1828 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) II. 336 Not as much money left

as would , . get him a drop of the native at Killala. 1893
STEVENSON Island Niglti s Entertainm. 70 He turned anil

spoke to his crew in the native.

b. (See quot.)
1880 Kef. Comm. Fishing N. S. Wales n At a still

greater age the Schnapper. .becomes what is known as the
Native and Rock Native

,
a solitary and sometimes

enormously large fish.

9. Comb., as native-built, -fashion, -owned.
1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 132 He sent us, besides, all

his own messes, native-fashion. 1863 M. L. WHATELY
Ragged Life Egypt xiv. 135 The chinks, so numerous in
a native-built house. 1893 SWETTENHAM Malay Sk. 262
No native-owned boat in the country was white.

Native (W tiv), . Forms : 4, 6 natyf, 5 Sc.

natyff, 5-6 natyfe, 5 natif, 5-6 natife, 5 Sc., 6

natiff; 6 natyve, 5- native. [a. F. natif
(i4th c.

; OF. also naif: see NAIVE a.), or ad. L.
natlvus produced by birth, innate, natural, f. nat-,

ppl. stem of nasci to be born + -fvus -IVE.]
I. 1. Belonging to, or connected with, a person

or thing by nature or natural constitution, in con
trast to what is acquired or snperadded ; esp. of

qualities which are inherent or innate in the per
son or thing.
CI 374 CHAUCER Triyhis \. 102 So angelik was her natyf

beute, That lyke thing immortal seemyd she. 1551 ROBIN
SON tr. Mare s Utop. (1895) 20 Not doubting that you, for

your natiue goodnes and gentelnes, will accept m good
parte this poore gift 1581 J. BELL Haddoris Ans-n: Osor.

i_44 b, The Scriptures. .expressing our natures in their most
lively and native colours. 1503 J. DAVIES Immort. Soul

VOL. VI.

r. ii, A Star, whose Beams do not proceed From any Sun,
but from a Native Light. 1613 HEYWOOD Braz. Age n. ii,How can I hate,.. Or practise ought against my native

power? 1660 STANLEY //*&amp;gt;/. Philos. xi. (1701) 462/2 [Atoms]
having neither native whiteness, nor blackness, . .nor heat,
nor cold, nor any other quality, a 1680 BUTLER Rent.
^759) I- 91 When Puss, wrapt warm in his own native
Furs, Dreamt soundly. 1709 ROSCOMMON Ess. I crse 194No cloudy Doubts obscure her Native Light. 1758 S.
HAYWARD Serin,

xyii. 538 How wonderful that the stones
break not their native silence. 1783 COWPER Poet, Oyster,
fy Sensit, Plant 6 Ah, hapless wretch ! condemned to dwell
For ever in my native shell. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit.
(ed. 4) .375 Study may be either the sign or the substitute
of native feeling. 1854 BREWSTEK More Worlds x. 166
Every single star, shining by its own native light. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. ii. 10 A mere native impulse to the
exertion of all his native powers.

b. Natural to a person or thing.
1533 BELLENDEN Zzzy in. vi. (S.T.S.) I. 268 It was native

to him. .to persew be pepill with all humanite it kyndenes
he mycht. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. n. i. 218 Base men being in

Loue, haue then a Nobilitie in their Natures, more then is

natiue to them. 1834 DISRAELI Re~\ Epick i. XLII. 16 To
the rose Its fragrance not more native than to states A
class thus rising. 1879 M. ARNOLD Mixed Ess., Irisk
Cathol. 116 If there is a thing specially native to religion,
it is peace and union.

C. Natural, according to nature ; naturally

resulting. Now rare.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas. XLI. (Percy Soc.) 204, I must
nedes dye, it is my native kinde. 1543 Wills fy fnv. N. C.

(Surtees 1835) 121, I gyue and bequeathe to my brother.,
fowre poundes by yeare.. during his life natiue. a 1653
BINNING Scn?^. (1845) 144 O How would it be a pleasant
and native thing to walk m his way, as a stone goeth
downward. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. Proem 5 We shal
content ourselves with this curt, yet apparently more native
and distinct distribution of Being-. 1723 WODROW Corr.

(1843) III.
9 It were hard to say this is a native consequence

of any particular set of men s way. 1867 D. DUNCAN Dis
courses 292 To leave us to the native consequences of our

folly and impiety.

&quot;I

d. Native notes
^
birth-marks. Obs. rare~l

.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus Wks. (Bohn) II. 536
That Augustus had native notes on his body., after the order
and number in the stars of Charles wain.

2. Left or remaining in a natural state
; esp. free

from, or untouched by, art; unadorned, simple,

plain, unaffected.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 426 The doctrine, .is the

very natiue and auncient Religion. 1587 GOLDING De
Mornay xxxiv.

(1592) 541 If we haue an eie to the stile, it is

natiue, simple, plaine. 1633 MILTON L Allegro 134 If,.
sweetest Shakespear . . Warble his native Wood-notes wilde.

1660 DRYDKN Ep. Sir R. Howard 5 In your verse a native
sweetness dwells, Which shames composure, and its art

excels. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 212 F 4 She has the

greatest Simplicity of Manners of any of her Sex. This
makes every Thing look native about her. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 166 f i It has long been observed that native

beauty has little power to charm without the ornaments
which fortune bestows. 1790BURKE/ ?-. Rei\\?& We preserve
the whole of our feelings still native and entire, unsophisti
cated by pedantry and infidelity. 1868 MARRIOTT Vestiar.

Chr. p. xxiv, Sober colours there were, or, as commonly
they were called, natural or native colours. 1871 BROWNING
Balaustion 1899 He shall not say the man was vile Whom
he befriended, native noble heart !

b. Naturally implied or involved ; not wrested

or forced in any way.
1579 FULKE Heskins 1 Part. 141 This he dare auouch, to

be the natiue and true vnderstanding of this scripture. 16*5
GiLi.Sacr. Philos. iv. 61, I hold that this is not the native

meaning of this place. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 45 P 2

Mere Words, . . used only as they serve to betray those who
understand them in their native Sense. 1741 W. WILSON
Contin. Def. Ref, Princ. Ch. Scot.^ (1769) I. 344, I have
drawn such inferences and conclusions from them as I

thought just and native. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ

in. xxi. 319 The Septuagint translators .. well knew the

native meaning of both words.

3. Pertaining to, or connected with, one by the

fact of one having been born there ; that was the

place or scene of one s birth. Also const, to.

Native country occurs frequently in the i6th cent.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxii. 24 Kynd natyve nest dois

clek bot owlis. 1313 DOUGLAS sEneis n. iv. 75 O native

cuntre [Surrey land], and ryall realme of Troy I 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 491 He would cause the Scottes .. to

returne againe into their countrie and natiue region. 1590

SHAKS. Com. Err. \. i. 30 Say in briefethe cause Why thou

departedst from thy natiue home? 1667 MILTON P. L. vi.

226 Disturb, though not destroy, thir happie Native seat.

1671 P. R. iv. 241 Athens, .. Mother of Arts And Elo

quence, native to famous wits Or hospitable. 1697 DRYDEN

Virg. Georg. in. 17 [I shall] With Foreign Spoils adorn

my native Place. 1725 POPE Odyss. \. 15 At their native

realms the Greeks arrived. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina

Ixxix, We should first pass a month at my native Berry
Hill. 1842 BISCHOFF Woollen Manitf. II. 422 The Flemish

manufacturers, driven from their native country by the

cruelty of the Duke of Alva. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol.

Inq. I. i, 2 As boys, we had wandered together through
our native woods.

trans/. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. vi. 167 Some congenial
torrid climate native to abjectness and slavery.

b. Forming the source or origin of a thing or

person ; original, parent.
1590 GREENE Qrl. Fur. (1599) 5.8

All offinest silke, Fetcht

from the natiue loomes of labouring wormes. 1596 SPENSER

F. Q. v. xi. ii Like fruitlesse braunches, which the hatchets

slight Hath pruned from the native tree. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xi. 463 Is this the way I must return to native dust ?

1728 POPE Dune. I. 176 And, lest we err by Wits wild

dancing light, Secure us kindly in our native night. 1813

pop
Vns

NATIVE.
SHELLEY Q. Mai ix. 121 Heaps of broken stone That
mingled slowly with their native earth.

4. Belonging to, or natural to, one by reason of
the place or country of one s birth, or of the nation
to which one belongs.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. (Percy Soc.) in In my

natyf language I wyl not opres More of her werke. 1593
,

SHAKS. Rick. //, i. iii. 160 The Language I haue learn d
these forty yeares (My natiue English) now I must forgo.

: Ibid. 173 Thy sentence .. robs my tongue from breathing
natiue breath. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 37

,
They have a native language of their owne, but the Persian
tongue is understood by most, c 1700 Poi tc Ode Solitude
i, Content to breathe his native air In his own ground.

i
1780 HARRIS PhiloL Eng. Wks. (1841) 52gGreek. .was still

! (with a few corruptions) their native language. 1817 SHELLEY
j

Rev. Islatn i. xix, To the Snake those accents sweet were
known His native tongue and hers. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer.
hid. (1844) I- ^ Their habits, as we can see them transacted,
are native. 1877 M. M. GRAM Sun-Maid viii, They were
dressed in their native costumes.
Comb. 1876 A. PLU.MMER tr. Dollinger s Hippolytus II.

87 His name has been metamorphosed in Syria and Egypt
into the more native-sounding Abulides.

f 5. Native day, natal day, birthday. Obs.

1546 LANGLKV tr. Pol. I erg. de Invent, v. i. 99 Which
honored the day of consecrating their religions.., callinge it

ye natiue daye of their sacred personages. 1566 DRANT
Horace) Sat. n. ii. F iij b, If he dyd feast his frende at

home, or kepe his natiue daye.
6. Belonging or appertaining to one as a posses

sion or right by virtue of one s birth.

1570-6 LAM BAR DE Peraml. Kent (1826) 453 Whereas all

Nobilitie and Gentrie is either Native or Dative. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. F/, in. iii. 190 Did I put Henry from his
Natiue Right ? 1660 Trial Regie. 29, 1 am very unwilling
to deprive myself of my Native Right. 1681 DRYDEN Al s.

fy Ac/iit. 760 Can People give away, Both for themselves
and Sons, their native Sway? 1784 COWPER Task v. 436
That man should thus. .Abridge him of his just and native

rights. 1801 STRTTT Sports fr Past. Introd. 2 A bold,
active, and warlike people, tenacious of their native liberty.

II. fV. Born in a state of villeinage. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. -^9 Somme men say this

ope was the native man of thabbot of Seynte Alban in
r

nglonde. Ibid. 457 He scholde make alle men fre . ., so
that here scholde not be eny native man after that tyme.
8. Connected with one by birth or race

; closely
related. Also const, f to and with. Now rare.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vni. 241 Byschope Beik full so-

deynly thai se; And Robert Bruce, contrar his natiff men.
Ibid. x. 169 Thai men, was natyff till Stwait..tuk harde-
ment. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis in. v. 125 Neir he approchit
..And his awne native freindis knew in hy. a 1578 LIXDK-
SAY (Pitscottie) C/iron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 390 His awin natiue

cousing and freind. 1602 SHAKS. //;//. i. ii. 47 The Head
is not more Natiue to the Heart . . Then is the Throne of
Denmark to thy Father, 1865 SWINBURNE Atalanta 504
Old men honourable, Who have .. filled with gracious and
memorial fame, .alien lips and native with their own.

fb. NATURAL a. 13. Obs. rare.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 97 b, So soone as those yong can
heare but their owne and Natiue Dams note, they leaue

their Stepmother, c 1600 Gentleman in Thracia in Child
Ballads VIII. 162 There is but one amongst the foure

That is my native sonne.

1 9. Entitled to a certain position by birth ;

natural, proper, rightful. Obs.

1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 304 The said David is in

the rowme of him the auld kyndlie native possesour
thairof. ^1580 SIDNEY Ps. vni. viii, The fish, of sea the

native heire. i$_93
SHAKS. Rich. //, m. ii. 25 This Earth

shall haue a feeling . . ere her Natiue King Shall falter vnder
foule Rebellious Armes.

10. Of metals and other minerals : Occurring

naturally in a pure state or uncombined with other

substances ;
also used to describe a mineral occur

ring in nature, in distinction from the corresponding
substance formed artificially. So native rock.

Native amalgam : see AMALGAM s&. i.

1695 WOODWARD A at. Hist. artA(ij3$l9 Flint, Native-

Vitriol, Spar. 1728 Catal. For. Fossils 22 Native

Sulphur of a lemon color. 1760 WESLEY Jml. 10 Sept.

(1827) III. 16 One end.. was native rock. 1796 KIRWAN
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 156 The existence of Native Iron

seems now placed beyond the reach of doubt. 1807 T.

THOMSON Cnem. (ed. 3) II. 531 As it is found native in

abundance, it is seldom formed artificially. 1836-41 BRANDE
Chem. (ed. 5) 953 Native Silver has the general characters

of the pure metal. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat.
A/td^.

54 Aluminum, .does not exist native, but is formed arti

ficially from certain of its compounds.
b. transf. Applied to the state or form of such

substances.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v. Natrum, An alkali,.,

fermenting very violently .. in its native dry state. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 74 The variety of substances

..found in the bowels of the earth, in their native state.

1818 W. PHILLIPS Outl. Min.
&amp;lt;$-

Geol. (ed. 3) 40 Silver occurs

in the metallic or native state. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 81

In its purest native form [carbon] crystallizes as the diamond.

fll. Having a birth or natal origin; coming
into existence by being born. Obs. rare.

After L. nativtts in Cicero De Nat. Deorutn i. x.
25.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. n. (1701) 61/1 His Opinion ..

was, that the Gods are native (having a beginning). 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 209 A Multitude of such Deities,

which yet they conceived to be all (as well as Men) Native

and Mortal.

III. 12. Born in a particular place or country ;

belonging to a particular race, district, etc., by
birth. In mod. use spec, with connotation of non-

European (cf. NATIVE sb. 4).



NATIVE-BORN. 34 NATIVITY.
c 1470 HEXRY Wallace vm. 545 Be caus I am a natyff

Scottis man. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. ccv. 216 They before

tyme were sworne to Edmunde .., and also were natyfe
Englyssemen. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Count. 426 b,

Straungers being commaunded to departe, & the native
countrie men there caste inpryson. 1600 SHAKS. A, Y. L,
ii. i. 23 The poore dapled fooles Being natiue Burgers of
this desert City. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. v. x. (1848) 335
She is ever a Natural, though no Native, Persian. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trai\ i. 59 The native Turks are
honest People, and love honest People. 1716 M. DAVIES
A then,. Brit. III. Diss. Dravia 27 England seetns to have
been always the least concern d for the Encouragement of

poor Native Proselyts to the Protestant Communion. 1782
R. CUMBERLAND A need. Painters I. 94 Spain at that

brilliant sera was in possession of many native painters.
1802 JAMES Milit. Diet. s. v., Each regiment of native

cavalry and native infantry. 1839 MALCOM Trav. (1840)
i i/i Having received endowments from a native gentleman,
yielding annually 100,000 rupees. 1884 Manck. Exam.
17 May 5/1 The tolls. .were intended to be a protection to

the native handicraftsmen in gold and silver.

b. In predicative use or placed after the sb.

Also const. f&amp;lt;5/&quot;and to.

1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 33 A man natiue amongest
them selues. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L,. in. ii. 356 Are you
natiue of this place? 1602 Ifam. iv. vii. 180 Like a
creature Natiue, and indued Vnto that Element. 1671
MILTON P. R. n. 313 That Prophet bold Native of Thebez
wandring here was fed. 1821 SHELLEY Epipsych. 426 This
land would have remained a solitude But for some pastoral
people native there. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. vn. 304 No
Angel, but a dearer being, all dipt In Angel instincts,. .Who
look d all native to her place.

13. Produced in or belonging to a certain coun

try; of indigenous origin, production, or growth,
as opposed to what is foreign or exotic.

1555 EDEN Decades W.Ind. 38 Images.. very artificiously
made of golde. . .The golde wherof they are made is natiue,
1601 SHAKS. Alts Well i. Hi. 152 Tis often scene .. choise
breedes A natiue slip to vs from forraine seedes. 1616 R. C.
Times Whistle v. 2197 Tobacco .., Which being far fetcht

only doth exceed In vert lie all our native hearbes. 1670
R. COKE Disc. Trade i Trade is twofold, viz. Native, and
Forein. Ibid. 28 So our Native Commodities are not
valuable as if Trade were free. 1817 O HARA Hist. N. S.
Wales 242 Of native fruits, a cherry, insipid in comparison
of the European sorts, was found. 1845 Florist s Jrnl. 143
Even now, when such numbers of our native flowers ought
to be in full perfection, they are scarcely to be found.

1894 J. S. WINTER Red Coats 118 Some biscuits, a tin of

preserved chicken, some native cakes.

b. Of oysters. (See NATIVE sb. 5 b.)
1736 English Oyster Fisheries (i-j^-j) 22 They import none,

oyster banks. 1865 rail Mall G. 5 Dec. 5 It is rather a
difficult matter to define what is a native oyster.

C. In names of Australian animals and birds,
as native bear (see BEAR sb.^- 4), bustard, cat, dog
(
= DINGO), hen, rabbit, turkey. Also native com

panion, a kind of crane (Grits australasianus}.
1820 J. OXLEY Jrnls. Exped. Australia 33 That large

species of bittern, known on the east-coast by the local
name of Native Companions. 1820 W. C. WENTWORTH
Descr. N. S. Wales 62 The native dog. .which is a species
of the wolf. 1826 ). ATKINSON Agric. N.S. Wales 23 The
rat, or native rabbit, has all the habits of the domestic rat
of Europe. 1827 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales I. 317 Our
coola (sloth or native bear) is about the size of an ordinary
poodle dog. 1847 LEICHHARDT Overland Expcd. 260
Several native bustards (Otis Novs-Hollandise) were shot.

1848 GOULD Birds Australia VI. pi. 4 Australian Bustard ;

..Native Turkey. Ibid. pi. 71 Tribonyx Mortierii^ Native

Hen, of the Colonists. 1880 MRS. MEREDITH Tasman.
Friends $ Foes 67 The native cat is similar [to the tiger
cat], but smaller, and its fur is an ashy-grey.

d. In names of Australian plants, fruits, etc., as
native borage, box, carrot, cherry ,fuchsia, indigo,
etc. Also native bread-, see BREAD sb. 2 e.

1830 R. DAWSON Pres. State Australia 411 The shrub
which is called the native cherry-tree, appears like a species
of cypress. 1847 LEICHHARDT Overland Exped. 64 The
native carrot .. was here withered and in seed. Ibid. 124
The native Borage (Trichodesma zeylanica). 1860 G.
BENNETT Naturalist in Australia 372 The Correa virens,
with its pretty pendulous blossoms (from which it has been
named the Native Fuchsia ). iSSgMAiDEN Useful Native
PI. 121 Native Box . . is greedily eaten by sheep.
14. Belonging to, used by, characteristic of, the

natives of a particular place.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 471 The native right to half

this territory was extinguished by a treaty. 1854 G. H.
HAYDON Austral. Emigrant 126 note, Carbora t the native
name of an animal of the sloth species. 1897 MARY KINGS-
LEY W. Africa 74 Living in the native houses while she
built.. her present house.

Native-born, a. [f. prec. + BORN ppL a.]
fa. Sc. Having a certain position or status by
birth. Obs. b. Belonging to a particular place or
country by birth

; sometimes spec, applied to per
sons of immigrant race born in a colony.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ix. 45 And he is maister natiwe

borne, And all his eldaris him beforne. 1524 Aberdeen
Kff. (1844) I. 109 All begaris excep tham that ar natif
borne within this tovne. 1572-3 Reg. Privy Council Scot.
II. 207 Strangearis and native borne subjectisof the same.
dta LttU -ind Visit U. S. II. 115 The word Creole is

used in Louisiana to express a native-born American,
whether black or white, descended from old world parents.
1865 J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar of Fire (1872) 55 The hiero
glyphic form of writing is difficult to be understood, save
by a native-born Egyptian. 1894 H. PARRY Stud. Ct.

Composers, Palestrina 8 The first musical work that was ever

published and dedicated to a pope bya native-born Italian.
absol. 1896 KIPLING Seven Seas, The Native-born.

Natively (n^-tivli), adv.
[f.

NATIVE a. +
-LY -.] In a native manner.
1. fa. Naturally, without disguise, plainly,

straightforwardly. Obs.
a 1564 BECON Nosegay Wks. 1564 I. 119 That ye myghte

natiuely & vnfayndlye on this sorte loue you re neyghbour.
1626 T. HJAWKINS] tr. Caussin s Holy Crt. no To repre
sent so natiuely to vs the blindnesse of the great, and rich

of this world. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 191 To speak
natively and distinctly. Ibid. 300 This is more natively
and clearly laid down in Sacred Philosophic.

b. In the way natural to one
;
without art or

artifice, rare.

1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq s CowpL Woman n. 53 In lieu of

expressing their thoughts natively, they are troubled and
confounded. Ibid. 59 There is nothing even or natively
done in their behaviours. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits^
Manners, They will let you break all the commandments,

&amp;lt; if you do it natively, and with spirit.

T&quot;
C. Without forcing or wresting. Obs.

1671 [R. MAC.WARD] True Nonconf. 374 Though it arise
i most natively from the words, and be clearly verifiable.

a 1732 T. BOSTON* Crook in Lot (1805) 50 This natively
follows on that desire. 1745 WESLEY Wks, (1830) I. 496, I

often thought since I was favoured with this letter how far

it natively and clearly went.

2. Innately, originally, naturally; by virtue of

birth, origin, or inherent qualities.
1609 TOURNEUR Sir F. Vere 43 Labour increas d what

natively was bred. 1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr. Sabb. 79, I

cannot tell how any thing should bee evill natively. 1658
SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus Wks. (Bohn) II. 509 How they
[spiders] are natively provided with a stock sufficient for

such texture. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 211 p 4 There is

something so natively great and good in a Person that is

truly devout. 1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title
III. 211 One of the most natively lovely figures of the sex.

1815M ME. D ARBLAY/J/rtry (1876) IV. Ixiv. 307 M. D Arblay
again joined me, revived

by_
his natively martial spirit.

1850 M iCoSH Div. Goi t. in. i. (1874) 290 Virtue or moral

good is not natively known by the mind as an abstract or

general idea. 1881 J. CAIRNS in Chr. World Pulpit XIX.
315 That which is not natively great cannot be truly or

pre-eminently great.

fb. As the native language. Obs. rare 1
,

1612 BREREVVOOD Lang, fy Relig. I. 8 These were the
places, where the Greek tongue was natively and vulgarly
spoken, either originally or by reason of colonies,

f C. In respect of origin ; indigenously. Obs.

1629 LIGHTFOOT Misc. ii8, I take two names giuen to
Christ ..to be natiuely Chaldee words. 1730 A. GORDONMoffers Amphith. 226 The Tuscan Order.. is peculiarly
and natively our own.

t 3. By natural structure or growth; not artifi

cially. Obs.

1672 in Heath Grocer s Comp, (1869) 496 A grass green
Mountain natively crowned with a steep rock. 1737 SAVAGE
Public Spirit 66 Rank above rank here shapely greens
ascend, There others natively grotesque depend.Nativeness (nd

T
*tivnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

The fact or quality of being native
; naturalness.

1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosg s Compl. Woman \\. 53 As a
forcednesse displeaseth in the fairest actions, a certain
nativenesse takes and pleaseth in the least. Ibid. 55. 1727
in BAILEY vol. II. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (Bohn) 3
The truth and nativeness both oftheir thoughts and diction.
a 1821 KEATS Sonn. Wks. (1884) 363 Ocean .. never can
Subside, if not to dark blue nativeness. 1853 G. JOHNSTON
Nat. Hist. E. BorJ. I. 32 Its nativeness is unquestioned.

Nativism (n^ tiviz m). [f. as prec. + -ISM :

in sense 2 perh. ad. F. nativisme.]
1. (Chiefly U.S.} Prejudice in favour of natives

against strangers ,*
the practice or policy of pro

tecting the interests of the native residents against
those of immigrants.
1856 N. ffQ. 2nd Ser. 1.9/2 In a kind of feud now existing

between American-born and foreign-born citizens, the former
are said to profess Nativism. 1864 NICOLS 40 Years Amer.
Life II. 90 These necessities destroyed nativism and the

political Anti-Catholic party. 1890 S. J. DUNCAN Social
Departure 230 Graphic fervour, wherein his nativism
showed like the cloven foot.

2. Pkilos. The doctrine of innate ideas.

1887 Mind XII. 628 The Stoics, .. he holds, combined
the truth that is in sensationalism with the truth that is in
nativism.

_ 1901 Chambers s Encycl. VIII. 476/1 The
opposed views of Nativism and Empiricism.

D. (See quot.)
1892 Monist II. 316 By Nativism, Marty understands the

theory that certain involuntary articulate sounds are asso
ciated with certain ideas.

Nativist (n^-tivist). [f. as prec. + -IST.]
1. U. S. Pol. One who favours or advocates a

policy of nativism. Also attrib.

1864 NICOLS 40 Years Amer. Life II. 78 The nativist

party, with its secret organization. 1885 LALOB tr. Von
Hoist s Const. Hist. U. S. V. ix. 436 Fillmore. .was chosen
by the Nativists of Philadelphia as their standard-bearer.

1894 Forum July 534 [The South] was full of nativist feel

ing in its best form.

2. Philos. One who holds the doctrine of innate
ideas. Also attrib.

1881 Nation (N. Y.) XXXII. 191 The Intellectualists and
the Sensationalists in vision, or, as Helmholtz prefers to
call them, the Empiricists and the Nativists. 1901 Cham
bers s Encycl. VIII. 475/2 The Intuitive or Nativist theory,
according to which space is an innate idea.

Hence Hativi stic a.

1880 Nation (N. Y.) 22 Apr., The nativistic tendencies of

the Whig party. 1881 LE CONTE Sight 103 The one is

called the nativistic, the other the empiristic theory.

Nativity (natrviti). Forms : (2 natiuitetS),

4-5 natyvyte, -tie, 4-6 nativyte, -vite, (4 -tee),

6-7 nativitie, -tye, 6- nativity. [In ME. a. F.
nativit^ (i 2th c.), ad. L. ndtlvilat-em : see NATIVE
a. and -ITT. The late OE. nativite^ represents the

older F. form nativited.
a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1102 On f&amp;gt;isum jeare

to NatiuitecS waes se cyng Heanrig on Westmynstre.]
1, The birth of Christ, of the Virgin, or of St.

John Baptist.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11383 J&amp;gt;is kinges thre

J&amp;gt;ar
wai

J&amp;gt;ai
tok A

tuelmoth ar be natiuite. a 1340 HAMTOLE Psalter Cant. 507
Lordt?isnatiuiteofl?emaydyn is^jwerk. izfaVJ\CL\FMark
Prol., Mark . . tellith not the natiuite of Crist bi fleissche.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 43 pare schewed ^eaungell be
natiuitee ofsayn lohn Baptist. 1450-1530 Rlyrr. ourLaaye
212 How men oughte to worshyp her natyuyte in erthe.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de XV. 1531) 25 b. To do honour and
homage to his grace in his blessed natiuite. 1575-85 ABI-.

SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 286 At the time of his nativity

ace or s natvty. 175-7 tr. eysers rai&amp;gt;. 170
II. 96 The basso-relievo representing the nativity of Christ.

1844 Mem. Babylon. P cess II. 101 The house . . in which
St. John the Baptist Vas born. The place of his nativity
is ornamented with magnificent bas reliefs.

b. A picture representing the Nativity.

1644 EVELYN Diary 10 Nov., Two famous pieces of Bas-

sanp, the one a Vulcan , the other a Nativity ! 1876 Encycl.
Brit. IV. 653/2 Among his . . pieces is a Nativity, repre
senting the angels around the infant Christ.

2. The church festival commemorating the birth

of Christ, observed on the 25th of December;
Christmas. Also, the festivals of the birth of the

Virgin, Sept. 8, and of St. John Baptist, June 24.
a 1300 Cursor RI. 13186 Men mai yeitt se sumsted in franee

\\ od men at his [sc. St. John Baptist s] natiuite To kirk be
draun. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 41 And faste J?ei fro

be feste of alle hawen til be natyuyte of crist. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 14 PC sunday aftir

J&amp;gt;e
natiuite ofourelady. 1465

Mann, ff Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 302 The Munday next aftter

our Lady day the Natyvyte. 1495 Xcl u Hen, F//,c.256
Atthefestofthe Nativyte of oure Lord. 1556 W. TOWERSON
in Hakluyt Voy, (1589) 104 The 25. day being the day of
the natiuitie of Christ. 1643 C. VERNON Consid. Exch. 83
Those to bee paid at the Feast of the Nativity of our Lord
God. 1659 H. L ESTRANGE Alliance Div. Off. 136 The
Nativity of our Lord Jesus Christ was now at hand. 1717-
38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., When we say absolutely the na

tivity, it is understood of that of Jesus Christ, or the feast
of Christmas. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 592/2 The Nativity
of Mary .. was appointed to be observed by the Synod of

Salzburg in 800.

3. Birth, in ordinary contexts.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxix. 14, Y shal sette hem to gydre. .

in to the loond of her natiuyte. 1390 GOWER Conf.\\\. 77
He which hath the child begete. .The time of his nativite..

Awaiteth. c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. vn. 207 Se where is the

kingis natiuite. c 1450 St. Cwthbert (Surtees) 14 In be first

part sail ;e se His nation and hes natyuyte. 1535 COVERDALK
Ecclus. xxiii. 14 Lest thou. .wyshe not to haue bene borne,
and so curse the daye of thy natiuite. 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err. iv. iv. 32, I haue serued him from the houre of my
Natiuitie to this instant. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus
iii. 5 Many euen old men,, .who know no nativity but one
of Adam and Eve. 167* SIR T. BROWNE Let. Friend^ 5

If it could be made out that such who have easie nativities

have commonly hard deaths. 1712 M. HENRY Reformat.
Serm. Wks. 1853 II. 489/1 Hearty well-wishers to the land

of their nativity. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb. 235 William Horman
had his nativity in Newstreet, Sarum. i8o SHELLEY
Fiordispina 14 Which could not be But by dissevering
their nativity.

b. transf. andyf^
1

.

1535 COVERDALE Wisd. vi. 22 As for wyszdome, . . I . . wil

seke her out from ye begynnynge of the natiuyte. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 125 Looke when I vow I weepe;
and vowes so borne, In their natiuity all truth appeares.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. vi. (1686) 17 Plagiary

. . . you
and nativity of the sea, or of Oceanus, describ d. 1831
LAMB Elia Ser. it. Newspapers 35 Yrs. Ago, The jealous
waters, .reluctant to have the humble spot of their nativity
revealed. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. iv. 124 The native

architectural instinct is instantly developed in these,

highly notable for any one who cares to note such nativities.

t C. Of one s nativity, belonging to one by birth,

natural. Obs. rare.

After vnltus nativitatis in the Vulgate (Jas. i. 23).

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Jas. i. 23 A man beholding the coun
tenance of his nativitie in a glasse. i66oN.lNGKLO.dfX/ir.

4- Ur. i. (1682) 121, I see the face of my nativity.

4. Birth considered astrologically ;
a horoscope.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 55 Bot upon here nativite Such was
the constellacion [etc.]. 1:1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 4 Yit

is the planete in horoscopo^ be it in natiuite or in eleccioun.

1508 DUNBAR Poems vii. 74 Hie furius Mars..Rong in the

hevin at thyne natiuite. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Somerset vii,

A straunge natiuitie in calculation. 1630 R. Johnson s

Kined. ff Cotnww. 15 Those who have Mars Ix&amp;gt;rd in their

Nativities, become either Souldiers or Trades-men. 1660

PEPYS Diary 24 Oct., Mr. Booker. .did tell me a great

many fooleries which may be done by nativities. 1708
SWIFT Predict, for^ 1708, Wks. 1755 II. i. 150, I have con

sulted the star of his nativity by my own rules. 1815 SCOTT

Guy M. iii, I will calculate his nativity according to the

rule of the TripUcities. ciSgo Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 448
The king called an assembly of all the astrologers. ., and

ordered them to calculate the nativity of his child.

6. a. Birth as determining nationality.



NATRE.

1591 WEST \st Pt. Symbol. 46!, Natural capacitie by
birth, which euerie liege subject being borne within her
Majesties dominions hath by his natiuitie. 1785 PALEY
Mor. Pkilos, (1818) II. 133 The circumstance of nativity,
that is of claiming and treating as subjects all those who
are born within the confines of their dominions. 1821-30
LD. COCKBURN Mem. (1856) 296 He owed this to his Scotch
nativity and education. 1870 ANDERSON Missions Aiucr.
Bet. II. xx. 161 His Irish nativity, and consequent right to
receive British protection.

}* b. Birth with reference to descent or breeding.
c 1550 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 678 in Babees Bk. (1868)

101 A Gentleman should mercy vse to set forth his na*

tiuitye. 1587 GOLDING/?^ Mornayx\\v. (1592) 363 Thereby
they were certified of their original natiuitie.

f 6. The condition of being born a serf. Obs. rare.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 91 The third kinde of nativitie, or

bondage. Ibid.^ Gif he .. flees away fra his maister, or

denyes to htm his nativitie.

7. Indigenousness.
1871 Trans. New Zealand Inst. IV. 238 On the Nativity

in New Zealand of Polygoniuit avicitlarc.

8. attrib. and Cornb,, as nativity-caster, -cere

mony , -day, -$ongt -ivater ; f nativity-broth, (?) ;

f nativity-pie, ? a Christmas pie.
1584 R. SCOT Disco? . Witchcr. xt. xxiii. (1886) 172 Who

shall obtaine everlasting live by meanes of constellations,
as nativitie-casters afiirme. 1605 B. JONSON l olponc i. i,

A precise illuminate brother . . will drop you forth a libel,
or a sanctified lie, Betwixt every spoonful of a nativity. pie.
1614 Barth. Fair i. ii, My mother lias had her natmity-
water cast lately by the Cunning men in Cow-Iane. 1654
H. L EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 156 This Warre was the

Epoche, the Nativity day from whence all the series of this

Kings troubles are to be compiled. 1665 WITHER Lord s

Prayer 31 A Complement more Magnificent then the

Nativity-Ceremonies, of all other Kings put together. //&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/.,

A Celestial Army celebrated his Birth, with a Nativity.
Song. 1674 T. FLATMAN Belly God 107 There is your
French Pottage, Nativity broth, Yet that of Fetter lane
exceeds them both.

!N&quot;atomy, dial, form of ANATOMY.
Watour, obs. form of NATURE sb.

fNa tre, anglicized form of NATRON. Obs. rare.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 38 The Egyptian Natre,
and Tartarian Natre.

Natrium (n,
Ti
*tri#m, nartri#m). Ckem. rare.

[f.
NATR-ON + -IUM.] Sodium.

1842 FRAN-CIS Diet. Arts $ Set ., Natrium^ the name
given by the German chemists to sodium, the metallic base
of soda. 1870 GARROD Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 131 Sodium.,
called also Natrium, is contained in the soda salts, but

Natrolite (nse trolait, n^ -tro-). Min.
[f.

NA-
TRO-N + -LITE; named by Klaproth, 1803.] A
hydrous silicate of aluminium and sodium, usually

occurring in white, transparent, acicular crystals.
1805 JAMESON Syst. Min. II. 541. i8zz SMITHSON in Phil,

Trans. CI. 171 The natrolite has been lately met with under
a regular crystalline form. 1836 T. THOMSON Mm., Gea/.,
etc. I. 317 Perhaps this mineral [mesolite] should.. be con
sidered as a vaiiety of natrolite. 1850 DANA Geol. iv. 298
The basalt . .contains minute cavities which are filled, appa
rently, with natrolite. 1879 RUTLEV Stud. Rocks^ x. 159 A
meshwork of little prisms of natrolite, in some instances,
almost completely filling the crystal.

Natron (n^-tr^n, nae tr/n). [a. F, natron

(1665), a. Sp. natron^ ad. Arab,
.jjiaJ na(rnn%

nitrun, ad. Gr. virpov NITRE. Cf. ANATRON.]
Native sesquicarbonate of soda, occurring in solu

tion or as a deposit (mixed with other substances)
in various parts of the world.
1684 LEIGH in Phil. Trans. XIV. 610 The Natron.. is an

Alkaly Salt perforated like a Sponge, and ofa lixivial tast.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Anatron or Natron^ a kind of
Suit drawn from the Water of the River Nile in Egyp_t.
1760 Gentl. Mag. XXX. 315 The saltness of the dew in
that country, .is oweing to the natron,, .which is in plenty
on the surface of the earth. 1803 tfta, Jrnl, IX. 514 The
stomachic affections were subdued by natron. 1863 BAKER
Albert N^yanza i. (1866) I. 64 Found quantities of natron
on the mat shy ground bordering the river. 187* Nile
Trib. xvii. 304 The water is impregnated with natron.

b. attrib. in natron lake, a lake from which
natron is obtained.
1821 R. JAMESON Man. Min. 6 It abounds, .in the famous

natron lakes in Northern Africa. 1876 HARLEV Mat. fried,

(ed. 6) 149 The natron lakes of Egypt were known to the
ancients.

Natrpphilite (natrp-filait). Chew. [f.
NATR

IUM + Gr. (juA-os friendly + -ITE.] A yellow re

sinous phosphate of manganese and sodium.
z89o BRUSH & DANA in Amer. Jrnl. Set. Ser. HI. XXXIX.

304 Another new member of the triphylite group, a sodium-

manganese phosphate, which we shall call natrophilite.
Ibid. 205-6.

t Natrum. Obs. rare. [a. F. natritm, var. of

natron.] = NATRON.
1748 J. HILL Hist. Fossils 387 The Natrum, or Nitrum

of the Ancients, is a native Fossile substance. Ibid. 389
This native Alkaline Salt, which I have ventured to call

the Natrum or true Nitre of the earliest ages. 1795 NICHOL
SON Diet. Chcm. II. 514.

Natter (noe tai), v. dial. [var.ofGNATTERz .]

1. intr. To grumble ; to fret. Hence Na-tter-

ing vbl. sb. and ///. a. ;
also Mastered ///. a.,

peevish, complaining ; hence Na tteredness.
1829 BROCKKTT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Natter, to scold, to

speak in a querulous or peevish manner. 1853 MRS. GAS-
KELL Rutlt xxix, She believed she grew more * nattered as

the grew older ; but that she was conscious of her nat-

35

teredness was a new thing. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bcde \,

iv, Lisbeth, whose motherly feeling now got the better of
her nattering habit. 1866 E. PEACOCK Notes to Myrc 73
She is always a nattering.

2. To gnaw, to nag.
1871 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl, II. 48 It can t hurt me. .let

alone a bit o oatterin
1

pain.

Natterjack (nse twdgsek). [Of obscure for

mation.] A somewhat rare British species of toad

(Bttfo eafamitd), having a light yellow stripe down
the back, and distinguished from the ordinary toad

by its superior agility. Also attrib. with toad*

1769 PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 12 This species .. is found
on Putney Common, and al.so near Revesby Abby, Lincoln
shire, where it is called the Natter Jack. 1831 D.unvix in

Life (1887) I. 187 To Galinghay, to see the wild lily of the

valley, and to catch on the heath the rare natter-jack.
1863 hitell. Observer Oct. 228 The natterjack is very abun-
dant in South Lancashire in all the ditches in those parts
near the coast. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (1875)
458 The Natter-jack Toad is the only other British species.

Nattily (nse-tili), adv. [f. NATTY 7. + -LY-.]
In a natty manner ; neatly, smartly.
1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xv, Putting it gallantly and

nattily into his button-hole. 1860 All YearRound No. 42.

365 See how nattily the men bind the tubes with fine wire.

1865 LE FANU Guy Dcv. I. xvii. 225 Lady Alice s nattily-
kept gravel inclosure.

NattilieSS (n a; tines), [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being natty; neatness, trimness.
1861 GEO. ELIOT J&amp;gt;&quot;. Marmr xi, Everything belonging to

Miss Nancy was of delicate purity and nattmess. 1870
HELE Notes Aldeburgk 139 Success depends more than

anything upon the nattiness with which the boat itself is

handled. 1884 Cassell s Fain. Mag. Apr. 269/1 The pretty
nattiness of the mob-cap and apron.

Natting : see NAT sb.

Nattie (nae t l), v. north, dial. [Imitative.]
intr. To make a light rattling, crackling, or

tapping noise. Hence Na- ttling vbl. sb.

i8zs BROCKETT N. C. Gfoss. 1851 GREEN-WELL Coal-trade

Terms, Northumb.
&amp;lt;y

Durh. 37. 1855 ROBINSON IVhitby
Gloss, s. v., Hark, how it nattlcs ! 1866 MRS. LYNN LINTON
L. Lorton II. 9 A ghostly nattling or tapping at the door.

Natty (nrc ti), a. (adv. and sb.) [Of obscure

origin ;
at first app. a slang word.]

1. Neatly smart ; spruce, trim
; exhibiting dainty

tidiness, taste or skill : a. of persons.
1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T.

t Natty lads, young thieves
or pickpockets. 1806 SURR Winter in Land. I. 15 Tommy
was what at that period was termed a natty spark of eigh
teen. 1812 SHELLEY Juvenilia, Dcz il s Walk it, As natty
a beau, As Bond Street ever saw. 1860 MRS. DE WISION
Valley Hundred Fires 176 Being exquisitely clean and

natty, he luxuriated in clean shirts.

b. of things.
1801 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Tears

&amp;lt;y

Smiles Wks. 1812

V. 74, I recollect .. Full well thy natty bob. 1806 Simple
Narrative I. no, I shall keep a smart natty little gig.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge iv. I. 112 An enormously
broad-brimmed straw hat, with a black ribbon round it, in

rather a natty bow. 1855 THACKERAY ffewconies xliv, His
uncle used to ..arrange the natty curl on his forehead.

1894 SALA Things I have seen II. x. 45 He wore the nattiest

little black kid gloves imaginable.
2. quasi-a^z/. Nattily.
1810 Splendid Follies II. in How she had tied her neck

cloth so natty, was quite a string of perplexities.

3. absol, as sb. A natty person.
1818 MOORE Fudge Fant. Paris viii. 42 As long as . . we

Natties May have our full fling at their salmis and pates.

Natural (see next), sb, [Subst. use of next, in

earlier senses after F. natitrel, L. ndtural~ist -e, etc.]

I. fl. A native of a place or country. Obs.

(very common c 1580-1650).
1509 in Mem. Hen. VII (Roll;-) 436 He schuld send hys

commandement unto althenaturalysof thereame of Castyl.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres \\. \. 28 Therby do rise..
[

tumults amongst the naturals of the country. 1615 G.
|

SANDYS Trav. 258 The more seuere that these are to the i

naturals, the greater their repute with the Spaniard. 1657
S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying Ins. 128 The naturals who are

acquainted with their manners, presently follow them, to

get the honey.
2. One naturally deficient in intellect ;

a half

witted person. Cf. NATURAL a. 14 a.

i533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 934/1 It could never be

done more naturally, not thovgh he that wrote it were even

a very naturall in dede. a 1569 KINGESMYLL Godly Advise

(1580) 10 If hee bee but meane in that respecte, then yet he
is no foole, no naturall. 1623 T. SCOT Highu1

. God 44
Nature cannot bee so blinde as to suffer any but naturals to

beleeve this their doctrine, c 1680 BF.VERIDCE Serin, (1729)

II. 530 We are still mere naturals, no better than fools and
madmen. 17*2 STEELE Consc. Lovers n. i, I own the Man
is not a Natural ; he has a very quick Sense, though very
slow Understanding. 1777 MME. D ARBLAY Early Diary

July, She.. is not quite a natural, that is, not an absolute

idiot. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge x, The person who d go
quickest, is a sort of natural, as one may say, sir. 1878 C.

GIBBON For the King iv, The man shuffled and bowed low,
with the vacant grin of a natural.

3. t a. One who is morally in a state of nature.

Obs. tb. A naturalist. Obs. t c. A mistress.

Obs. d. A poet of nature, rare.

1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen. L 24 So it is here with the man
that is no more then a meer naturall. But he that is

spirituall discerneth all things. ax68a SIR T. BROWNE
Tracts (1684) 107 By Zoographers and Naturals the same is

named Ispida. 1688 SHADWELL Sqr, Alsatia i, You. .took

a pretty wench a Gentleman s natural away by force, a 1700
13. E. Diet. Cant. Crtw, Natural^ a Mistress, a Wench.

|

NATURAL.
a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 117 The superiority of
Pope to the naturals.

II. 1 4. //. a. The mental or (rarely) physical
endowments of a person; natural gifts or powers
of mind (or body). Obs. (common in I7thc.)-
1526 Pilgr. Per/. v\V. de \V. 1531) 124 Bycause his vnder-

standynge and other naturalles be hole in hym. 1586 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. A cad. Kp. Ded., The Author thereof was
a meere heathen man, and directed onely by his pure
Naturals when he wrote it. 1627 SANDERSON Scrtii, I. 264
So much, if he had not been wanting to himself in the use
of his naturals, he might have known. 1650 B. Discollinti-
ninm 46 For my naturalls, I am a proper man, foure foot,
twelve inches and an halfe high, 1678 CALK Crt. Gentiles
iv. in. iv. 144 A person of excellent naturals, and those wel
improved by acquired literature.

f b. Natural products. Obs. rare.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. j. 162 Of them which bee the
Naturals of this Realme, and in what part of the Kealme
they are to be had. 1637 P. VINCENT Late Baitcli Xciu
Kng. IQ, I speake not of the naturals of the countrey, fish,

fowle, 6;c. which are more than plentiful!.

t C. Natural appendages. Obs. rare ~ l
.

a 1619 FOTHEKBY Atheom. i. xvi. g i (1622) 164 Their
Temples, their Altars, their Sacrifices, and other such like
naturalls of Religion.

1 5. hi one s pure naturals (after med.L. in

puris naluralibus] : in a purely natural condition,
not altered or improved in any way; also, in a

perfectly naked state. Obs. (common in 1 7th c.;.
J579 J- STUBBES Gaping GielfD iv, Vf they, .remained but

in theyr pure naturalles, they would neuer so speake for a
faultor prince of Rome-. 1607 R. CLAREW] tr. Esiicnncs
World of Wonders 58 A Frenchman taken in his pure
naturals. 1655 FULLKK Ch.

(list.
ix. v. 8 Exhibiting the

inclinations of their Authors in pure Naturalls without any
adulterated addition. 1704 NOKRIS Ideal World \\. iii. 257
If we could take them, .in their undress, and see them as

they are in their pure naturals. 1737 ^&quot; CLARKE Hist.
Bible (1740) II. xii. 721 He has laid himself open, even in

his pure naturals, for the veriest brute.

f b. So (more rarely) In one s naturals. Obs.

1637 P. YIN-CENT Late Battdl New En$. 3 This part
(though in its naturals) nourished many natives. 1650 Bounds
Public Obed. (ed. 2) 26 The Common-wealth were dead, and
each man were left in his naturals, to submit of himself.

1704 Swit-T T. Tub Bkseller to Rdr., I thought it fairer

Dealing to offer the \\hole Work in its Naturals.

t 6. //. Natural things or objects ; matters hav

ing their basis in the natural world or in the usual

course of nature. Obs.

1541 R. Coi LAND Gnydons Quest. Chintrg. Aivb, Than
come vnto the naturalles, and after to the vnnaturalles.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce s Super. 193 The abiettest naturalls
haue their specificall properties. 1621 Br. MOUNTAGU
Diatribx 521 Alway in Naturalls : sometime in Politically.

1650 T. VAUGHAN Anihropo&ophia 24 It answers to the

Holy Ghost, for amongst Naturalls it is the onely Agent, and
Artificer, a 1680 J. CORBET Non-conf. Plea (1683) 29 As in

Naturals, the inferior subordinate causes have no power of

acting against the efficacy of the Superior ; so in Morals
[etc.]. 1705 Char. Sneaker in Hurl. Misc. (Malh.)XI. 29
This is the Aristotelian principle in naturals; but the
sneaker adapts it to politicks. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,

These are called naturals, natural tilings, or things according
to nature. .in contradistinction to non-naturals.

t b. The genital parts. [L. naturatia.] Obs.&quot;
1

1650 BULWER Anthropoinct. 209 They button up the
naturals of Mares.

7. Mus. a. A note in a natural scale.

1609 J. DOWLAND Ornithop. Microl. 81 But set. .a Flat

against a Flat, or at least against a naturall. For the

Naturals are doubtfull [etc.]. 1818 BLSBY Grant. Mns. 224
Any natural, flat, or sharp, proper to the key. 1880 in Grove
Diet. Mns. II. 52/1 The normal key, which happens .. to

begin on C, is constructed of what are called Naturals.

b. The sign b used to cancel a preceding sharp
or flat, and give a note its natural value.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 544 This inconvenience

may be avoided, .by marking the note sol with a natural.

1806 CALLCOTT Alus. Gram. v. 57 The Natural must be

always considered as representing a Sharp or a Flat. 1838
Penny Cycl. X. 301/2 In antient music, before the character
of the Natural wa.s introduced, the Flat was employed to re

duce any note., to its natural state. 1880 in Grove Diet. *1fns.

II. 448/1 Naturals do not occur in the signatures of keys,

except when it is necessary to cancel all or part ofa previous
signature.

c. One of the white keys on a pianoforte or

similar instrument.
1880 in Grove Diet. Mns. II. 53/1 Each natural is covered

as far as it is visible with ivory.

f8. A natural wig. Obs. rare.

171$ in N. % Q. 3rd Ser. VIII. 307 All sorts of Perukes, as
..Minister s Bobs, Naturalls, Half-Naturals.

9. a. In the card-game of vingt-et-un. (See

quots. 1830 and 1897.)
(1830 EIDRAH TREBOR Hovle made Fain. 78 If 21 is

dealt in the first instance, that is, in the first two cards, it is

styled a natural vingt-un.] 1849 ALB. SMITH PottU ton

Legacy (1854) 249 The first natural came in Mr. Flitter s

division, i860 ANNA L. SPRNCEK Scenes Sub. Life 16 Her
cards.. she now and then forgot altogether, though exces

sively pleased when informed that she had had a natural.

1897 FOSTER Hoyle 475 The dealer first examines his hand.

If he has exactly 21, an Ace and a tenth card, which is

called a natural, he shows it at once.

b. (See quot.)
1897 FOSTER Hoyle 568 Crap Shooting, If the total of the

two dice on the first throw is seven or eleven, it is called a

nick, or natural, and the caster immediately wins the stakes.

III. flO. Natural disposition, inclination, or

character. 06s.
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NATURAL.

1564111 Robertson Hist. Scot. (1759) II. App-.i? Of her

u\vn natural, her Majesty has a certain inclination to pity
the decay of noble houses. 1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. xlii,

He was not bloody, in his Naturall. 1630 R. Johnson s

Kingd. &amp;lt;5-

Commw. 188 The same naturall of tightnesse and

inconstancie still remaines in the French. Ibid. 193 Where

you shall see the French naturall, very lively. .described.

fb. Natural form or condition. Obs.

1633 J. DONE Hist. Septuagint 68 All was most resplen-

tlant in their naturall. 1658 EVELYN /&amp;gt;. Card* (1675) 261 To
show you how the fruits of the garden are to be conserved

in their natural!. 1684 Mem. (1857) III. 273 To preserve
fruit and flowers in their natural.

11. The natural, f a. The real thing or person ;

the life. Obs.

1589 PLTTEXHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxv. (Arb.) 310 Painting

. .represents the naturall by light colour and shadow in the

buperficiall or flat. 1639 LEAK_ Waitrwks. 31 The Paper
was not large enough to draw it so large as the Natural.

^1691 SIK D. NORTH in North Lives (1826) II. 349, I saw

many artificial grots and rocks . .
,
in which the natural of this

[petrifaction] was perfectly imitated.

b. That which is natural or according to the

ordinary course of things.

1841 MYERS Cath. Tk. in. 15. 57 To study the Super-
natural as the Philosopher studies the Natural, a 1854
H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets xii. (1857) 275 Blending together
the natural and supernatural.

f!2. Native language. Obs. rare~^.

1665 G. HAVERS P. delta Vatles Trav. E. Indira 50
Tartars.. of Samarcand, where the Persian Tongue ib the

natural of the Country.

Natural (nse tiural, nse tjurSl), a. Also 4 -ale,

4 7 -all, 5 -alle. [a. OF, natural, or ad. L,

natftral-is, f. natftra NATURE sit. + -AL. The
variant OF. form naturel was also in use in ME. :

see NATUREL. Most of the leading senses exist in

French and Latin.]
I. 1. Of law or justice : Based upon the innate

moral feeling of mankind ; instinctively felt to be

right and fair, though not prescribed by any
enactment or formal compact.

13 . . Cursor M. 9449 (Gott.), [&amp;gt;e
lawis bath he gan for-lete,

Uath naturale and positiue. ?I4OO Creation 119 in

Horstm. AltengL Leg. (iSSi) 350 In paradys Adam had two

lawys. ., The naturall & be posytyfe. The naturall law was

skyll & ry^ht. 1538 STARKKY Eitglatui i. i. 17 Man, yf he
be brought vp in corrupt opynyon, hath no perceyueance of

thyb natural law. a 1614 DONNE BtatfacaTos (1644) 45 That
we be not mUlead, with the ambiguity of the word Naturall

Law, and the perplex d variety thereof In Authors. 1651
G. W. tr. Cowcl s lust. 2 The naturall Law is that which

nature, or rather God, hath instilled into all Creatures.
1688 Metn. Prince Orange in Spmers Tracts (1748) II. 300
Your Highness is not obliged, either by our Laws or natural

ustice, to have Witnesses to prove the pretended Prince of
ales to be an Imposture. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Law, Natural law may be divided into that natural law of

men, which ..is called the Law of nature. ., and the natural
law of countries. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd. 42
Undoubtedly the revealed law is (humanly speaking) of in

finitely more authority than what we generally call the
natural law. 1845 J EBB ni ^ icycl. Metrofi. II. 687/1 The
term natural law, however, is ambiguous, the same writers

frequently using it in different senses. 1883 SIR W. B.

BRETT in Law Times /iV/*.XHX. 769/1 Naturaljustice re

quired that the loss. .should be recouped by the other party.

2. Constituted by nature
; having a basis in the

normal constitution of things, a. Of periods of

time, esp. natural day , year (see quots.).
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. \\. 7 The day natural, bat is to

seyn 24 houris. 1558 WARDE tr. Alexis* Secretes iv. 67 By
the space of twoo naturall dayes. 1581 M0LCA8TE&FM&IVMJ
xxxii. (1887) 115 The naturall time generally construed Is

ment by the spring, the summer, the haruest and the wynter.
1594 BLUNDEviL-,ivrc. in. i. xlviii. (1636)363 The Astrono
mers reckon their natural day from noonetide to noonetide.

1679 ltoxoKJfdM*/2&& 95 Natural Year, one Revolution
of the Sun by his proper motion, or 365 days and almost
6 hours. 1715 tr. Gregory*s Astron. (1726) I. 237 A Natural
Day is the duration of an entire apparent revolution of the
Sun about the Earth. 7&W.,The Natural Day is either the
Astronomical or Civil. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Year^
Tropical, or Natural Year, is the time which the sun employs
in passing through the Zodiac.

b. Of quantities, numbers, measures, etc.

Natural logarithm (see HYPERBOLIC a. 2 b). Natural
number^ one without fractions ; also, an actual number as

distinguished from a logarithm. Natural sine* etc., one
taken in an arc whose radius is i.

1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. \. Add. 48, I have joyned
the Chord proper to it, which is the Natural Sine of half the
Arch doubled. 1743 EMERSON Fluxions 55 A Circle whose
Radius is i, and natural Tangent [etc.]. 1763 Meth.
Increments 113 To find the product of all natural numbers
from i to 100. 1816 tr. Lacroix

1

Diff. fy Int. Calc. 26 note,
These logarithms were known under the very improper
name of natural or hyperbolic logarithms. x8ax J. Q. ADAMS
in C. Davies Metric Syst. in. (1871) 129 As it respects the
natural standard it has only been a change from the weight
of a kernel of wheat to the length of a kernel of barley.
1864 Chambers s Encycl. VI. 172/1 The logarithms .. in
creased along with their corresponding natural numbers.

c. Mus. Of notes, keys, harmony, etc.

1717-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Natural harmony is that

produced by the natural and essential chords of the mode.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 544 You may see that there
are [here] at the same time both a sol natural and a sol

sharp. 18x8 BUSBY Gram. Mns. 30 The natural keys were
originally so called in contradistinction to the sharps and
flats. Ibid. 49 The scales of C major and A minor.. are
called natural scales. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 447/2
The scale ofC major, .wab called the natural scale because
it has no accidentals.
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d. Of sciences, or methods of combination,

arrangement, classification, etc.

1630 WISGATE (till*) Arithmeliqve Made eaiie, In Two
Bookes. The former, of Natural! Arilhmetique . . ; The other

of Artificial! Arithmetique. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 297

Natural Grammar (winch may likewise be stiled Phono-

.hical, Rational.and Universal). 1859;. R. GREENE Protozoa

classification is contradistinguished by the

: v. 141 Natural, or regular,
to be that in which the

J

pl

I ii trod. 24 True &amp;gt;

term natural. 1864 BOWEN /&amp;gt;v

or direct predication they helc

genus is predicated of the species.

e. Bot. Applied spec, to the arrangement of

plants originated by Jussieu, in contrast to the

sexual system of Linnxus, and to the orders,

families, etc. resulting from this division.

[1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 457, 2 Linmeus and most

other botanists are of opinion, that there is a natural method,
or nature s system.] 1803 R. A. SALISBURY in Trans. Linn.

Soc. (1807) VIII. 7 All the Natural Orders. Ibid. 15

Melastoma in the Eighth Order perhaps alone constitutes

a Natural Family. 1809 K. BROWN ibid. (1811) X. 15 The
Ltnnxan system of botany., has., laid a more solid founda
tion for the establishment of a natural arrangement. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. n The notion of classing

species according to the likeness they bear to each other,

which is the foundation of the Natural System. 1863
SOWERBY Eng. Bot. (ed. 3) title-p., English Botany. .. Third

edition. .

, re-arranged according to the Natural Orders.

3. a. Natural magic. (See note to MAGIC sb. i.)

1477 [see MAGIC sb. \\\. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super.

29 who such monarches for Phisique.., Palmastry, naturall

and supernaturall Magique .. as some of these arrant

Impostours? 1602 SHAKS, Hani. in. ii. 270 Thy naturall

Magicke, and dire propertie, On wholsome life, vstirpe

immediately. 1633 Costlie Whore \\\. iii. in Bullen O. PI.

IV, Naturall Magique you have brought with you, And such
an exorcisme in your name. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic \.

(1833) 2 The subject of Natural Slagic is one of great extent

as well as of deep interest. 1841 LANE Arab. Nt$. I. 69
Natural Magic.. is regarded by most persons of the more

enlightened classes, .as altogether a deceptive art.

b. Taking place in conformity with the ordinary
course of nature

;
not unusual, marvellous, or

miraculous.

1483 CAXTOS Gold. Leg. 320/2 It was no naturall eclypse.

1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 153 No naturall exhalation in the

skie. ., But they will plucke away his naturall cause, And call

them Meteors, prodigies, and signes. 1610 Temp. v. 227
These are not naturall euents, they strengthen From strange
to stranger. 1663 H. COGAN tr. Pintos Trav. xii. 39 It

seemed to be rather a miracle than any natural work. 1698
KEILL Exam. Th. Earth (1734) 37 The Land.. is raised

higher than the Sea.. without the help of Natural and
Mechanical causes.

c. Having a usual or normal character (for
constitution) ; not exceptional in any way.
1522 MORE De quat. Noviss. Wks. 101 Abusing ye

part
& office of a natural man and reasonable creature. 1567
Gude

&amp;lt;$

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 145 We haif in lesse found
the rod, God and man naturall. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D^Acostas Hist. Indies \\\. ix. 146 We were come into a
more convenient and naturall temperature. 1669 STURMV
Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 74 The natural or perpendicular
motion. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 492 Natural
Motion, a term applied to the descending parabolic curve
of a shot or shell in falling.

d. Of death : Happening in the course of nature,
as the result of age or disease, as opposed to one

brought about by accident, violence, poison, etc.

1576 NEWTON Lemnie s Complex. (1633) 106 So likewise

yong men . . die by naturall death as well as old men doe.

1766 BLACKSTONE Comm, II. 121 The grant is usually made
for the term of a man s natural life ; which can only de
termine by his natural death. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-

Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1709) 1 1 1. 350 Ifthere arises the slightest

suspicion that his death was not natural, they put his wife

to the torture.

trausf. 1837 LOCKHART Scott (1839) VII. 189 The con
versation so far as it tended that way died a natural death.

4. a. In a state of nature, without spiritual

enlightenment ; unenlightened, unregenerate.
1526 TINDALE i Cor. ii. 14 For the naturall man perceaveth

not the thyngs off the sprete off god. Jas. iii. 15 This
wisdom descendeth not from above : but is erthy, and

naturall, and divlysshe. 1609 DOWNAM Chr. Liberty 36 Let
naturall or vnconuerted men apply this to themselues. 1631
GOUGE Gods Arrows iv. 3. 378 Naturall men are as

wolves, tigres, devils one to another. 1675 R. BARCLAY Apol.
Quakers ii. i. 19 Many carnal and natural Christians will

oppose this Proposition. 1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. in. iv.

(1872) 48 The heathen manifestly natural men had the
work of the law written in their hearts .

b. Natural religion. (See quot. 1725.)
1675 WILKINS Nat. Relig. 39, 1 call that Natural Religion,

which men might know, . .by the meer principles of Reason,
. . without the help of Revelation. 1711 M. HENRY Faith
in Christ Wks. 1853 II. 283/2 The Christian religion . .is con
sonant to and perfective of natural religion. 1725 WATTS
Logic n. v. 3 The Things know-able concerning God, and
our Duty by the Light of Nature are called natural Religion.
1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. Ded., The public have now before
them the evidences of Natural Religion, a 1835 M cCi L-

LOCH Attributes (Aq I. 3 This is The Proof from Natural
Religion. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent n. x. 479
Revelation begins when Natural Religion fails.

C. Natural theology, a religious system based

upon human speculation, apart from revelation.

Hence Natural theologian.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles m. 102 The Philosophers, . . assum

ing a new Divlnitie or Religion of their own inventing,
called . . Natural Theologie. i8oa PALEY Nat. Theol.

Concl.i These points being assured to us by Natural Theo
logy, we may well leave to Revelation the disclosure of

many particulars. 1840 MACAULAY u. t Rankc s Hist*

NATURAL.
i (1851) I. 129 Enigmas which perplex the natural theologian.

1877 E. R. CONUER Bos. Faith i. 16 If natural theology be

regarded as based on natural religion [etc.].

d. Having only the wisdom given by nature;
. not educated by study, rare.

1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. ft Scot. 425 If this had been
realized . . the natural man would have outdone the philo

sopher, a 1871 GROTE Etlt. Fragiii. v. (1876) i32Theapxal

of the wise man (CTO^OS) and the natural man
(&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;ucriicbs)

are

derived from experience.

5. Having a real or physical existence, as op-
i posed to what is spiritual, intellectual, fictitious, etc.

1526 TINDALE i Cor. xv. 44 Hit is sowne a naturall body,
and ryseth a spretuall body. 1579 FVLKE Hcskins Par!.

177 If Christes body be a naturall body vpon earth, speaketh
he of all naturall bodies of the earth? 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err. v. 353 Which is the natural] man, And which the spirit ?

1618 T. ADAMS Wks. (1862) III. 66 In a natural man at such
an affrightment, all the blood runs to the heart. 1691 HART-
CLIFFE Virtues 403 They will produce . . Spiritual effects

being perceived. 1712 Pass. Obed. 14 If from the

moral we turn our eyes on the natural world. 1818 CRL ISE

Digest (ed. 2) IV. 335 In all feoffments and grants to natural

persons.. no word but the word heirs.. will create an estate

j

in fee simple. tSSz National Bank Act (U.S.) 8 Associa-

|
tions for carrying on the business of banking . . may be

foi med by any number of natural persons.

b. Pertaining to, operating or taking place in,

the physical (as opposed to the spiritual) world.

1581 J. BELL Hadrian s Atisw. Osor. 141 b, Will, beyng
straighted w in y same limittes and bounties of naturall

causes, hath no power.. to atchieve those spirituall good
things. 1639 ROUSE Heaxi. Univ. viii. ^702) 103 As in

natural marriages two are one flesh. 1872 LIDDON Elcin.

Relig. (ed. 2) Pref. 10 Scientific objectors to prayer on

the ground of a supposed invariability of natural law, are

not, generally speaking, Theists at all. 1883 H. DRUMMOXD
Nat. La. in Spir. W. (ed. 2) 5 In its true sense Natural

Law predicates nothing of causes,

t c. (See quot.) Obs. rare-1
.

1678 ClDWORTH Intcll. Syst. 514 The. .Division of Pagan
Gods . . into Animal and Natural (by Natural being meant

. Inanimate) is utterly to be rejected.

6. Existing in, or formed by, nature; consisting

of objects of this kind; not artificially made,

formed, or constructed.

1568 TURNER Natures ofBaths title-p., All sycke persones
that can not be healed without the helpe of natural bathes.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay Pref. (1592) 9 Professors of the

knowledge of nature and naturall things. 1601 SHAKS. Tviel.

N. V. 224 A natural Perspectiue,
that is, and is not.

_
1632

LITHCOW Trav. vt. 279 We saw also a naturall rocke in the

high way. 1668 EVELYN Diary 25 July, Divers glossa

fetra s and other natural curiosities found in digging.

755 Is - MARTIN Mag. Arts ff Sci. 7 You promised me a

regular Account of natural Things, and said we should begin
with the Heavens. 1781 GIBBON Decl. tr f. xix. II. 155 A
fertile plain, watered by the natural and artificial channels

of the Tigris, a 1821 KKATS Hyperion i. 86 Like natural

sculpture in cathedral cavern. iBssMAURicE/ ro/A.* Kings

i
xx. 351 To make them acquainted with natural scenery.

1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. i In the earth, with its oceans

of water and of air, we find those natural resources.

b. Of substances or articles : Not made, manu

factured, or obtained by artificial processes. Also

sometimes applied to simple products in contrast

to those requiring more elaborate preparation.
1600 J. PORV tr. Leo s Africa ix. 355 Of

pitch
there are

; two kindes, the one being naturall, and taken out of cer

tain stones. 1646 SIR T. IJROWNE Pseud. Ef. (1650) 174

There being . . in every thing we eat, a naturall and con

cealed salt. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 5 In some

measure like natural camphor. 1831 J. HOLLAND Matuif.

Metal I. 264 That species obtained directly from fused iron,

which is termed natural steel. 1835 SIK J. Ross N._-W.
fass. xlii. 563 The first natural water we had obtained.

1878 JEFFERIES Gamekeeper at H. 134 Just at present
1 natural sticks that is, those cut from the stem with the

bark on are rather popular.

c. Of things in some way or other connected

with persons. Also natural wig, one made of

human hair.

1598 FLORIO, JVeo, a naturall marke or mole . . vpon the skin.

1599 SHAKS. licit. V, iv. ii. 13 Wil you haue them weep our

Horses blood ? How shall we then behold their naturall

i teares? 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bow s Compl. Worn. I. C 2

They would consider their naturall beauty much more,if

they had not so much borrowed beauty with them. 1708

Land. Caz. No. 4399/4 The Pa&quot;? w re
.&quot;

a Su
l&amp;lt;

f black

Cloath, and a light brown Natural Wig. 1768 GOLDSM.

: Gooti-n. Man I. i, As her natural face decays, her skill irn-

: proves in making the artificial one. 1803 Med. Jrul.lf-

covering of the human head.

d. Of vegetation : Growing of itself ;
self-sown

or planted; not introduced artificially. Also of

land : Not cultivated.

1526 TINDALE Kom. xi. 24 Yf thou wast cut out pt
a

naturall wilde olive tree. 1657 W. COLES Adam in t-den

cclix, There groweth up sometimes under the Cistus where

it is naturall, a certain Excrescence. 1707 MORTIMER Huso.

(1721) I. 95 It opens the Land, and makes it much mor

fruitful, especially in natural Grass. 1762 MILLS tjrst.

Pract. Huso. I. 151 It was as full of natural white clover . .

as any field generally is in twice that time. 1799 I . ROBERT

SON Agric. Perth. 236 There was a considerable tract ot

natural fir several years ago near Tyndrom. 18*8 P. CUN

NINGHAM ff. S. Wales (ed. 3) H-
&quot;47

The natural lands 11

this colony have never yet been valued at more than 55. per

acre, 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 326 Peas, potatoes, and barley,



NATURAL.
besides natural grass. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 108

Orchards, commonly of natural fruit, added to the pleasant
home-look.

7. Closely imitating nature
; life-like, exact.

1581 PETTiEtr. GiiazzosCiv. Cmtv. I. (1586) 30 b, The most
naturall resemblant picture of a Gentleman with two homes
on his forehead. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicliolay s \ oy.
III. iii. 74 b, Of the lanissaries going to the warres yee may
see the naturall draught by the figure following. 1821
SCOTT Kenilw. vi, How beautiful are these hangings !

How natural these paintings, which seem to contend with
life ! 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven. I. App. x.\i. 399 By natural
representation is here meant as just and perfect an imita
tion of nature as the technical means of art will allow.

b. Having the ease or simplicity of nature ; free

from affectation, artificiality, or constraint ; simple,
unaffected, easy.
1607 SHAKS. Tiinon v. i. 88 Thy Verse swels with stufie

so fine and smoot h, That thou art euen Naturall in thine Art.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II.) 17 Myzeale, which is

. naturall and honest. i7o6WALSH Let. to Pofe2o)a\y, Inall
the common subjects of Poetry, the thoughts are so obvious
(at leait if they are natural). 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Marotic, A peculiarly gay, pleasant, yet simple and natural
manner of writing. 1774 GOLDSM. Retal. 101 On the stage
he was natural, simple, affecting ; Twas only that, when
he was off, he was acting. 1848 CLOUCH Amours tie

Voy. n. ix, Tis an excellent race, .and . . E en under Pope
and Priest, a nice and natural people. 1863 ELIZ. SEWELL
Gtiinpse of World 199 Just put all thought of yourself aside
and be natural. 1877 W. BRUCE Coinm. Revel. 73 Revealed
truth as expressed ill natural language.
Comb. 1818 MOORE Aleut. (1854) V. 320 A handsome and

natural mannered young fellow.

c. Having the normal form; not disfigured or

disguised in any way.
1800 Sled, jfrnl. IV. 97 Her feet are now as natural and

well-shaped as any other child s of the same age. 1863
Cliambers s Encycl. V. 192/1 The people . . returning to
natural and unpowdered hair.

d. Acting in accordance with one s real char
acter

;
free from disguise.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. &quot;Jonathan I. 73 At home it is.. that we
show the natural-man. 1889 Spectator 12 Oct., [If he] said
to

every guest precisely what arose in his mind to say, he
would be a more natural man.

e. U. S. Wild, savage.
1849 J. P. KENNEDY Swallma Barn xxxvi, Ned Hazard s

a pretty hard horse to ride, too; only look at his eye,
how natural it is !

II. 8. Implanted, existing, or present, by
nature ; inherent in the very constitution of a per
son or thing ; innate ; not acquired or assumed.
61420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1622 Now I apply thy

naturall reson Vnto my wordys. c 1430 Miti. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 46 By ther natural hevenly influence. 1447
BOKENHAM Styntys (Roxb.) 14 In hyr face .. of natural

yiftys plente was 1-now. 1483 in Lett. Rich. Ill $ Hen. I II
(Rolls) I. 32 Hur naturall kinde and disposicion. 1309
FISHER Funeral Serm. C tess A ;V/z;//&amp;lt;WWks. (1876) 303 A
natural desyre and appetyte to be knytte & ioyned with
them agayne. 1551 T. WILSON Logike(ic$o) 10 If either of
these twoo would seeke to followe their Naturall aptnesse,
it were moste like thei should excell. 1625 N. CARPENTER
Geog. Del. n. xiv. (1635) 226 Our naturall heat is far more
vigorous in Winter then in Summer. 1668 CULHEPPER &
COLE Barthol. Anat. i. ix. 18 That it may by Natural
Instinct shut up the mouth of the Stomach. 1726 SWIFT
GiclUvcr in. i, The natural love of life gave me some inward
motions of joy. 1777 SHERIDAN Sell. Scandalm. iii, Wine
does but draw forth a man s natural qualities. 1824 BEN-
THAM Bk. Fallacies Wks. 1843 II. 393/2 He is thus ignorant,
if natural talent does not fail him, because he is so idle.

1871 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. v. (1876) 99 The soul has natural

feelings and affections for it to feed upon.
b. Nahiral parts, native ability, apart from

learning. ? Obs.

1655 Citlpcpper s Riverius Printer to Rdr., If they be men
of good Natural Parts. 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Stlcui.

Col. Hntcliinson (1846) 27 He very well understood his own
advantages, natural parts, gifts and acquirements. 1710 [see
PART sb. 12], 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertw s Atucd. Paint.
(1786) IV. 125 A rough man, with good natural parts.

0. Normally or essentially connected with, or

pertaining to, a person or thing ;
consonant with

the nature or character of the person or thing.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 114 He hath me dryuen

ayen myn entent And contrary to my course naturall. 1456
SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 75 The thingis that ar

corporate in this erde..movis nocht with the moving of it. .

hot }it have thai othir naturale movementis. 1526 TINDALE
Rom. i. 27 The men lefte the naturall vse of the woman.
1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. n. (1805) 150 Thyes clookes
. . be all of one coloure, and that is the naturall colour of
the wul. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) i Acatia..
setteth the loose matrix ill the naturall place. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 740 All from mee .. Shall . . on mee redound, On
mee as on thir natural center light. 1710 ADUISON Whig
Examiner No. 5 F 9 The doctrine has a natural tendency
to make a good king a bad one. 1776 J. ADAMS in Fain.
Lett. (18761 148 We have this week lost a very valuable
friend, .by the smallpox in the natural way. 1815 J. SMITH
Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 268 That portion of electricity,
which every body is supposed to contain, is called its

natural share. 1850 M cCosH Div. Govt. 11. ii. (1874) 192
The natural recoil of superstition is scepticism. 1885 SIR
E. FRY in Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 484 The natural infer

ence from the facts.

b. Xattiral life, used chiefly (and now only)
with reference to the duration of this.

1483 Rolls ofParlt. VI, 238/2 To have and to perceyve
yearly the said subsidie of Poundage, .. duryng youre Life
naturall. 1492 in Lett. Rich. Ill ft Hen. Wl (Rolls) 1 1.

290 Duryng thayr lifes naturalles. 1555 in llakluyt Voy.

(1599) I. 268 To haue and enioy the said office of Gouernour,
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t to him the said Sebastian Cabota during his naturall life.

1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 701 Till eyther he had lost his
awne naturall lyfe, or vtterly..put vnder hys foes. 1766
[see 3 d above]. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 317 H. Cook
devised a messuage to R. Cook for the term only of his
natural life. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Bos % Our Parish iv, For
the remainder of the old woman s natural life.

c. Naturally pertaining or attached to a person

|

or thing ; coming easily or spontaneously to one.
Hence To come natural to, to be a natural action
for (one).
1589 PUTTEKHAM Eng. Focsie in. v. (Arb.) 160 A certaine

contriued forme and quaUtie, many times naturall to the
writer. 1634 W. TIRWHVT Balzac^s Lett. 181, I will never
believe, that., you will lose those perfections so proper, and
naturall unto you. 1678 CUDWORTH IntelL Syst. r. v. 800
If this were most natural to the Humane soul and most
perfective of it. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. 14 For a
thing to be natural . . to the mind of man, it must appear
originally therein. 1856 FKOUDE Hist. Eng. ii. (1858) I. 140

,

He acted throughout in a manner natural to a timid amiable
i man. 1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 121 The hope, natural to

;

poverty, that a man though poor, may one day become rich.

1890 Temple Bar July 383 It comes quite natural to a poor

|

woman to sit up the night with a sick neighbour.
fd. Naturally adapted for, or applicable to&amp;gt;

\ something. Obs. rare.

1603 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commw. 12 The gentlenesse
of the aire, with the fertilitie of the ground,, .is so propitious
and naiurall for the increase of fruitc. a 1614 DONNE BiaOa-
1 o.TOs (1644) 139 But the most naturall to our present purpose
is this. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Caunts Admir. Events A 4
It is a wonder how so many graces and beauties.. increased
in him, as in a soyle naturall for eloquence.

e. Naturally arising or resulting from, fully con
sonant with, the circumstances of the case.

1667 MILTON P. L. xii.645 Som natural tears they drop d,
, but wip d them soon. 1678 DRYDEH Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 193,

I judged it both natural and probable, that Octavia. .would
search out Cleopatra to triumph over her. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No.25 ? 12 It is natural for those who have raised
a reputation, .to exalt themselves. 1855 BREWSTEK Newton
II. xx. 219 It was a very natural wish on the part ofphysical
astronomers. 1891 HELEN B. HARRIS Apol. Aristidcs i. 5
It was natural that defences should be written.

10. Standing in a specified relationship to an-

, other person or thing by reason of the nature of

things or force of circumstances.

1516 Test. Ebor, (Surtees) VI. i My naturall enemy death.
1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 185 Justice and establish
ment have not their natural protectors in that country.
1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 46 In 1440, [Harfleur]

|

again fell into the hands of the natural enemies of France.

I

1880 L. STEPHEN Pope v. 118 He came forward as the

champion of Wit.. against its natural antithesis, Dulness.

fb. Having a certain relative status by birth;
natural-born. Obs.

1524 Act 14 # 15 Hen. I
7
/!!, c. i Preamble, To brynge

the Kynges naturall subiectes from occupacion to idelnes.
a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen, VII 3 b, The Englishe nacion his

naturall countrey men. Ibid. 116 Suche was the malicious

hartburnynge of the Scottes against their naturall lord.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I /, i. i. 82 Whom should hee follow,
but his naturall King? x6i$G. SANDYS Trav. 15 The Bassa
of Aleppo, and naturall Lord of the rich vally of Achillis.

J

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Naturalize, to make a natural Sub- I

ject ; to admit into the number of natural Subjects.

fll. Native (country or language). Obs.

1508 FISHER 7 Pcnit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 143 A certayne
woman of canane came ferre from her natural cotmtre.
a 1548 HALL Chron. t

Hen. IV 13 The most pernicious and
venemus enemy to. .his owne naturall countrey. 1585!&quot;.

WASHINGTON tr. NicJiolay^s Voy, iv. xxix. 150 The naturall

countrie of Castor and Pollux. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 256
All the Candians speaking Italian as well as their naturall

Greeke tongue. 1657-61 HEYLIN Hist. Ref. i. ii. 4. 36
The Sclavonians..made suit unto the Pope to have the

publick Service in their natural Tongue.

f 12. a. Natural spirit, ? that which gives the

individual his special nature. Obs. rare.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helth 11541) iob, Spirit naturall taketh
his beginninge of the lyver, and by the vaynes. 1543
TRAHERON Vigos Chirurg. Interpr. Words Vital Spirits^
The physitions teache that there ben thre kindes of spirites,

animal, vital, and naturall.

t b. Natural parts or places , the genitals, the

privy members. Obs.

1569 ANDROIS tr. Alexis&quot; Secretes iv. i. 14 To cause the
naturall places of women to purge. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 181 It is good for the naturall parts of women to sit

ouer the decoction of it. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P.
in The strength of their Backs exert themselves into their

Natural Parts. 41754 MEAD Wks. (1775) 480 A flux of
blood from the natural parts.

t C. Natural line, in palmistry. (See quots.)
1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 92 The Natural line joyned

to the Line of Life, denotes the person exactly studious.

1663 Palmistry 37 The midle natural line ought tobe^in
at., the Thenar part of the hand.., and to extend it quite
cross the hand.

III. f!3. Of children: Actually begotten by
one (in contrast to adopted, etc.), and especially in

lawful wedlock ; hence freq. legitimate.
Obs.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \\. x, This noble Kynge also
Hadde thirty sonnes. ., That called were his sonnes naturall.

1503 in Lett. Rich. Ill
&amp;gt;

Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 195 Ye had.,
as good mynde towards h[ym] as ye cowd have to your
naturall son. x$s6TiNDALE i Tint. L 2 Unto Timothe hys
naturall Sonne in the fayth. 1556 J. HKVWOOD Spider $ F.
Ixvii. 10 What naturall father can be.. His naiurall chil-

derne in dread quake and start, Without his hart smarting ?

1599 Life More in Wordsworth Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 122
Not one of his naturall children, yet brought up with his
other children. ti6n CHAPMAN Iliad xiu. 166 He was

NATURAL.
lodg d with Priam, who held dear His natural ion;, no mure
than him. 1654 O. SKDGWICK Funeral Serin. 17 A Father
doth not more love his Natural child, then the faithful
Minister doth those whom he hath begotten unto Christ.

: 1741 T. ROBINSON Gavclkind i. ii. n liy the Law of the
Twelve Tables the Descent ..was without Distinction of
Primogeniture to all the Children, whether Male or Female,
natural or adopted.

fb. Similailyof other relationships (esp. natural

father or brother] in which there is actual con

sanguinity or kinship by descent. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy. 6509 pen Synabor . . NeghJt to be note,
his naturall brother. 1540 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II.

157 Wher it hath pleased Allmyghty Godde to call my
naturall father to his fatall end. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

NicJwlays I oy. in. ii. 71 The great Turke being there a
natural vncle of the late Restart. 1611 SHAKS. Cyvtb. in.
iii. 107 My selfe-.They take for Naturall Father. 1641
HiN DE J.Bnten Iii. 174 If he saw naturall brethren likely to
fall out he would, .wisely admonish them for peace.

c. In later use denoting a mere blood-kinship
not legallyrecognized ; hence, illegitimate, bastard.
1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 90 He hath smoothed vp the

matter with a fine terme, in calling him a sonne naturall, a
i prety word. 1632 MASSINGER Maid ofHon. \. i, He in the

Malta habit Is the natural brother of the King a by-blow.
&amp;gt;66z J. DAVIES tr. dlandelslo s Trai\ 112 Mara Ragu..had
three sons legitimate, and one natural. 1726 AKBUIHNOT

: It cannot rain, etc., Swift s Wks. 1755 III. i. 133 It has
been commonly thought that he is Uhick s natural brother,

1 because of some resemblance of manners. 1773 JOHNSON in
Boswell Hebrides (1785) 502 Supposing me to be her son, ..

I must have been her natural son. 1817 J. EVANS EA-CU&amp;gt;-S,

Windsor 38 He was never married, but had natural daugh-
, ters, who enjoyed his property. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr, I.

|

iii. 135 To pass off one of his natural children as a legitimate
1

daughter of the house of Castile.

14. a. Katural fool: one who is by nature de
ficient in intelligence ;

a fool or simpleton by
birth, f So Natural idiot. (Cf. NATURAL sb. 2.)
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 187 Thou w&amp;lt;.re

,

quod she, a very naturall fole, To suffre me dcparte . c 1440
Alph. Tales 236 Socrates .. provid hym bod a writhe &
a naturall fule. 1540 Act 32 Hen. I ll/, c. 46 Ideotte^and
fooles naturall, now remayning. .in his graces cuitodye.
1590 SIR

J. SMYTH Disc. U- capons Ded. iob, As though
their Soldiors had bene either such naturall fooles or chil
dren. 1634 EAKL CORK Diary in Lisntore Papers Ser. i.

(1886) IV. 22 To have the custody of her eldest son.., a
naturall Iddeott. ^1670 HOBBES Dial. Coin. Laivs (1681)

98 Saying the King was a Natural Fool, and unfit to govern.
1748 CHESTERFIELD Lett. (1792) II. cxliv, 14 Which makes
those, who do not know him, take him at first for a natural
fool. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonatfian I. ng Imposed upon by
one whom you have thought a natural fool.

b. Having a specified character by nature.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. ft*
,
n. iv. 542 Thou [art] a naturall

Coward, without instinct. i64sUssHtK Body Divin. (1647)
45 Was this saving wisdome of God known to the Philoso
phers and naturall wise men of the world ? 1674 Lotid. Gaz.
No. 907/4 A Flea bitten Mare,, .a natural pacer. 1713 STLELK
Englisnttt, No. 7. 43 A Natural Critick looks upon a Regu
lar as a Dunce. 1776 A eiu Jersey Arch. Ser. 11. I. 103 A
Horse,.. a natural pacer, but can trot, 1858 HAWTHOKXE
Fr.

&amp;lt;$

//. Note-bks. II. 85 He. .would have made a natural
doctor of mighty potency.

fl5. Native to a country ; native-born. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurcl. (1546) 13 viij b,

Vertue maketh a stranger natural. 1570-6 LAUBARDE
Pcramb. Kent (1826) 193, I wote not how the naturall and
auncient inhabitants will beare it. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanhedas Conq. E. hid. I. x. 27 The naturall people of
that Countrie are blacke. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit.
359 Welch-men. . , Amongst whom was a succession of
Naturall Kings. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 76 The
Romans.. conquered our Britain; reduced the natural In
habitants from their Barbarism.

t b. Freq. with national names, as natural

Englishmen^ etc. Also of words. Obs.

?55&amp;lt;S
[PONET] (title) A shorte treatise of oolitike power, . .

with an Exhortacion to all true naturall Englishemen. 157*
Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 159 Thai ar all. .of ane cuntry
and naturall Scottismen. 1579 E. K. Dcd. to Spenser s

Skeph. CaL i Good and naiurall English words. 1624
MASSINGER Renegade \\. iv, Thou an Italian, Nay, more.,
a natural Venetian. 1670-98 LASSELS Voy* Italy II. 281
These three castles are guarded by natural Spaniards. 1728
MORGAN Algiers I. iii. 49 Twelve Colonies could not do

very much towards civilizing a People so prone to Un-
politeness as were the natural Africans.

7 C. Const, of a place. Obs.

1574 HELLOWES Gneuaras Fatn. Ep. (1577) 8 God com-
maunded that the Kings shoulde be naturall of the King-
dome. 1588 PARKE tr. Meiuioza s Hist. Cfana 64 Com
monly the captaines be naturall of those prouinces. 1622
BACON Hen, VII (1876) 201 Till Philip were by continuance
in Spain made as natural of Spain.

16. Feeling or exhibiting natural kindliness,

affection, f or gratitude ; having natural feeling.
Now rare.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 160 Nature byndeth a man to.,

kepe them, or els he is not a naturall man, remembrynce
what god hath done for the. c 1530 C TESS SALISBURY in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 107, 1 pray you to be a good
and naturall modre unto hyr. 1589 GREKNE Mcnaphon
(1616) 66 Doron, to shew himselfe a naturall yong man,
gaue her a few kind kisses to comfort her. 1603 SHAKS.
Meets,for M. in. i. 229 A noble . . brother, in his loue toward

her, euer most kinde and naturall. 1605 Lear n, i. 86

Loyall and naturall Boy. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mcr. 10 b,

Which are founde in euery well-disposed naturall man.
a 1640 MASSINGER, etc. Ola Law n. i, Ant. Away, un-
nntural ! Sim. ..To be natural at such a time Were a fool s

part. 1843 DICKENS Ckr. Caroliv, A wicked old screw..,

why wasn t he natural in his lifetime?

Comb, n 1600 HOOKEK Serin, agst. Sorrow \ 7 ThoiC
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men that would gladly haue their friends and brethrens

dayes prolonged on earth, (as there is no naturaH-hearted
man but gladly would).

t b. Const, to or towards a person, etc. Obs.

1537 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 89 If

yow wer either naturall towardes your countrey or your
famylie, you wolde not thus shame all your kynne. 1561
Wills 4- Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 193 As the said John will

halve my blessing, to be naturall to the rest of his brether

and sisters. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline in. ii, No child can be

too natural to his parent.

f!7. -Sc, Possessed of natural ability. Obs. rare.

0:1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 284
The lord Home beand ane wyse and naturall man. Ibid.

II. 120 Quein regent beand ane vyse and naturall woman.

IV. 18. Dealing or concerned with, relating

to, nature as an object of study or research
;
now

usual only in natural science, f Natiiral story
NATURAL HISTORY.
c 1425 Orolog. Sapient, iv. in Anglia X. 357/29 pe forseide

bro^ere. .lefte be scoles of natural science and worldely
wisdome. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. n Plinius. .made
..xxxvij 4 bookes of the story naturalle. 1551 RECORDS
Pat/iw. KnoTul. Pref., He was a wittie man in naturall

knowlege, and obserued well the change of wethers. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 215 The natural secrets, in the

understanding and knowledge of which I haue..beene in

structed. 1622 GATAKER Spir. Watch (ed. 2) 23 If we may
beleeue those that write the naturall story. 1655 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. i. (1687) 2/1 Thales.. first introduc d Natural
and Mathematical Learning into Greece. 1684 A&quot;. Wallers
Nat. Expt-r. Fly-leaf, The Royal Society for Improving
Natural Knowledge. 1707 Pkil. Trans. XXV. No. 310.

2418 Some Natural Observations made . . in Shropshire. 1812
SIR H. DAVY Client. Philos. 5 The School of Aristotle gave
a transient attention to the objects of Natural Science. 1840
Cuviers A nun. Kingd. 14 The modes of procedure employed
in the three branches of the Natural Sciences.

b. Natural Philosophy, the study of natural

bodies as such and of the phenomena connected
with them

; physical science, physics.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S) 75 Be all clerkis of

naturale philosophy, .it is impossible that the hevin be still

bot moving. 1471 [see PHILOSOPHY 3]. 1519 Interl. Four
Elem. Pro!., A few conclusyouns.. And poyntes of phylo-
sophy naturall. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxv. (1887)
129 Naturall Philosophy, the ground mistresse to Physik.
1649 FULLER Just Marfs Funeral 5 He.. was skil d in
natural Philosophic from the Cedar to the Shrub. 1678
HOBBES Decani. \. 6 That sublunary Physiques, which is

commonly called Natural Philosophy, a 1734 NORTH Life
Ld. Keeper North (1742) 332 He was adept in natural

Philosophy and Mechanicks. 1803 WOOD Mechanics i. 10
The business of natural philosophy is not to find out what
might have been the constitution of nature. 1865 Chambers $

Encycl. VII. 521/2 Physics .. in its narrower sense .. is

equivalent to Natural Philosophy, which, until of late years,
was the term more commonly used in Great Britain.
attrib. 1711 AMHERST Terras Fil, No. 42 (1726) 221 The

place appointed for these examinations is the natural-

philosophy school (one of the most public places in the

university).

c. Given to the study of natural science
; esp.

Natural philosopher, one devoted to, or skilled

in, natural philosophy.
c 1520 L. ANDREW Noble Ly/e a ij, The naturall maister

Aristotell saith [etc.]. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest.
Chirurg. Cj b, A physycyen and Cyrurgyen ought for

to knowe y complexion of the membres, as natural Phylo-
sophers. 1579 tt LKE Heskins

1

Parl. 172 The eternitie of
the worlde, which is held by some naturall philosophers.
1629 DONNE Sertn. xxxi. 307 Naturall men will write of
Lands of Pygmies. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Job xxxviii. 38 The
large Discourses of the natural Philosophers concerning
that Subject. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 653/2 Whether
matter is acted on . . , or whether it acts of itself. . , makes no
difference to the natural philosopher. 1888 R. HUNT in
Diet. Nat.Biog. XIV. 187/1 Davy, Sir Humphry. ., natural

philosopher, was born at Penzance.

Na tural-born, a, [f. prec. + BOBN ///. a,

Cf. NATIVE-BOHN.] Having a specified position
or character by birth

; used esp. with subject.
1583 Exec, for Treason. (1675) 43 D. Sanders a natural

born Subject but an unnatural worn Priest. 1598 \V. PHILLIP
tr. Linsckoten (Hsk\.)l. 184 The children of Mesticosare of
colour and fashion like the naturall borne Countrimen. 1625
in H. L Estrange C/ias. I (1655) 21 Divers of the naturall-
born subjects of this Kingdome.. do. .claim precedency of
the Peers of this Realm. 1709 Act 7 Anne c. 5 3 The
Children of all natural-born Subjects, born out of the
Ligeanceof her Majesty .. shall bedeemed..to be natural-
born Subjects of this Kingdom. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm.
I. 370 The prince is always under a constant tie to protect
his natural-born subjects. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 338/2 It is

not true that every person, born out of the dominion of the
crown, is therefore an alien ; nor is a person born within
them necessarily a natural-born subject. 1876 BANCROFT
Hist. U.S. VI. xxvj. 27 Every one who first saw the light
on the American soil was a natural-born American citizen,

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 137 The chief being a
natural-born idiot, came with two of his head men.

Naturale Sque, a. and $b. [f. NATURAL a.]
A. adj. Having the characteristics of nature or

natural objects.
1880 Mus. COMPTON READE Brown Handfy Whitell. iv.

102 Flung to the lowest depths of despair by the very
naturalesque loveliness of Nereide. 1895 A rchseol. Oxon.
vi. 310 The spandrels are filled with foliage, much of which
from its naturalesque character is almost unique.
B. sb. Imitation of, adherence to, nature.

1888 Star 12 Dec. 3/2 Morris . . was generally in his designs
puzzled between naturalesque and conventionalism .

Na tural Hrstory. [HISTORY sb. 5.]
1. A work dealing with the properties of natural

objects, plants, or animals
; a scientific account of

any subject written on similar lines.

1567 [see HISTORY sb. 5]. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholays Voy. \\. x. 43 b, Plinie in his naturall history
writeth [etc.]. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D^Acosta s Hist.
Indies in. i. 117 Every naturall Historic is of itselfe pleasing,
and very profitable. 1626 BACON New Atl. (1658) 16 That
Natural History, which he wrote of all plants. 1693 Phil.

Trans. XVII. No. 198. 667 [Mr. Bannister] was most likely
to have given us a verygood Natural History of that plate.

1831 RENNIE Montagues Ornith. Diet. p. xxxi, Nobody ..

could ever dream of designating any of these [works] . . a
Natural History. 1855 BAIN Senses

&amp;lt;$

Int. n. i. 8 If
a Natural History of the human feelings is at all possible.

2. The aggregate of facts relating to the natural

objects, etc., of a. place, or the characteristics of
a class of persons or things. Also transf. the de
tails

&amp;lt;?^any subject treated in a similar manner.
Freq. in the titles of works, and so tending to pass into i.

1593 G. HARVEY Piercers Sitper. 163 Let him read the
naturall histories of the Asse, and the Sheepe, in Aristotle,
Pliny, or Gesner. 1677 PLOT (title) The Natural History
of Oxford-shire, Being an Essay toward the Natural History
of England. 1766 SWINTON in Phil. Trans. LVII. in The
natural history of these, .insects is sufficiently known. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 645/1 A short sketch of what may
be called the natural history of the physical sciences. 1805
WEAVER tr. Werners Fossils i Mineralogy or the natural

history of fossils. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY /K Africa 621, 1 . .

got a good deal of material for a work on the Natural His
tory of Governors which I do not intend to publish.

3. Originally, the systematic study of all natural

objects, animal, vegetable, and mineral; now
restricted to the study of animal life, and freq. im

plying a popular rather than a strictly scientific

treatment of the subject.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olcarius Voy. Ambass. 47 Many other

stories were told us.. relating more to natural History than
Travels. 1682 GRE\v.-Ja/. Plants Pref., Without shewing
any purpose of managing this Part of Natural History. 1766
FOKDYCE Serm. Yng. \Vm. (1767) I. vii. 284 Of Natural

Philosophy I consider Natural History as a part. 1816
KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 109 Another incident in natural

history. .is. .Toads eat larks! 1855 KINGSLEY Glancits

(1878) ii It is a question whether Natural History would
have ever attained its present honours, had not Geology
arisen. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds p. vii, Persons indifferent
to the pleasures of Natural History, except when highly-
coloured pictures are presented to them by popular writers.
attrib. 1851 Lit. Gaz. 12 July 483/1 The Natural History
Section of the British Association. 1877 Nature 21 June
137/1 The organisation of natural history museums.

fb. In concrete use. (See quot.) Obs. rare~ l
.

1749 Phil, Trans. XLVI. No. 491. 6 An Account of Glasses
. . for preserving Pieces of Anatomy or Natural History in

spirituous Liquors.
Hence Na tural histo rian, a writer or autho

rity on Natural History ;
Na tural-histo rical a.,

belonging to Natural History.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 27 There are many examples found

in Natural Historians, of Springs that do ebb and flow.

1780 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett, (1876) 379 There is a hand
some statue of M. Buffon, the great natural historian.

1825 BKDDOES Let. in Poems (1851) p. xlvii, Blumenbach ..

is, I fancy, of the first rank as mineralogist, physiologian,
geologist, botanist, natural-historian, and physician, a 1850
ROSSETTI Dante 3- Circ. it. (1874) 267 Works. .whose sub
jects are genealogical, historical, natural-historical, and
even theological. 1884 Daily Nevus 28 Aug. 2/2 Anatuial-
historian who told us all about the height of Lundy Island.

Naturalism (nartiiiraliz m). [f. NATURAL a.

+ -ISM. Cf. F. natiiralisme.]
1. Action arising from, or based on, natural

instincts, without spiritual guidance (f also with

pi.) , a system of morality or religion having a

purely natural basis.

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts % Man. (1642) 211 Atheists or
men.. who will admit of nothing but Morality, but Natu-
ralismes, and humane reason. 1753 tr, J rey*$ Ace. Mora
vians 34 The Naturalism and lawless Priviledges of the
first Class. 1866 LIDIJON Bampton Lect. vi. (1875) 508
Pagans yield to those instincts of creature-worship which
mere naturalism is ever prone to indulge, iSSiSvMONDS
Shaks. Predec. Hi. 96 A spirit survived from the old heathen
past,, .which wemaydescribe as natural^m. 1894 Thinker
V. 346 A mythological system, with innumerable gods
grafted upon the original element of naturalism.

2. Philos* A view of the world, and of man s

relation to it, in which only the operation of

natural (as opposed to supernatural or spiritual)
laws and forces is admitted or assumed.

1750 WARBURTON Julian 42 note^ [Amrmanus] being.. a
religious Theist, and untainted with the Naturalism of
Tacitus. 1794 HURD Life lyarlmrton 72 Lord Boling-
broke..was of that sect, which, to avoid a more odious
name, chuses to distinguish itself by that of Naturalism.
1816 R. HALL Let. Wks. 1832 V. 502 Their system is

naturalism, not the evangelical system. 1858 SEARS At/tan.
4 By the word Naturalism we describe a belief in nature
alone. 1874 W. WALLACE //^/V Logic 60. 100 Material
ism or Naturalism, therefore, is the only consistent and
thorough-going system of Empiricism.
3. A style or method characterized by close ad

herence to, and faithful representation of, nature
or reality : a. in literature.
a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante % Circ. i. (1874) 21 The earliest

prominent example of a naturalism without afterthought in

the whole of Italian poetry. 1839 KINGSLEY Misc. 11.136
That Naturalism which threatened to end in sheer brutality.
1881 Daily News 13 June 4/4 That unnecessarily faithful

portrayal of offensive incidents for which M. Zola has found
the new name of Naturalism .

b. in art.

1852 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Madonna Introd. 37 The man
nerism of the Italians, and the naturalism of the Flemish

painters. 1853 RASKIN Stones Ven. III. i. n The Gothic
naturalism advancing gradually from the Byzantine se

verity. 1884 Bazaar 26 Dec. 681/3 Foregrounds of rush
and wild flower he paints with extraordinary facility and
naturalism.

4. Adherence or attachment to what is natural.

1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v. 186 Goethe s profound, im
perturbable naturalism is absolutely fatal to all routine

thinking. 1884 SEELEY in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 502 His
naturalism, his enjoyment of the world as it is.

Naturalist (nce-tiuralist). [ad. F. naturalists

(1527), = It. and Sp. naturalista
;
or f. NATDRAL

a. + -IST.]
1. One who studies natural, in contrast to spiri

tual, things; one who regards natural causes as

a sufficient explanation of the world and its phe
nomena

;
an adherent of, or believer in, naturalism.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay Pref. (1592) 9 Against the false

naturalists (that is to say professors of the knowledge of
nature and naturall things) I wil alledge nature it selfe.

1612 R. CARPENTER Souls Sent. 76 Those blasphemous
truth-opposing Heretikes, and Atheisticall naturalists. 1677
GILFIN Dewonol. (1867) 132 The Naturalists explode Christ
and Scriptures at last as unnecessary. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
i. (Globe) 191 Let the Naturalists explain these Things [the

aspirations of the soul]. 1814 SOUTHEY Sir T. More (1831)
I. 5 The religious Naturalist in his turn despises the
feeble mind of the Socinian. 1864 Q. Jrnl.Sci. I. 554 The
small semi-educated sect of men calling themselves Natu
ralists , or

*

Secularists .

b. One who follows the light of nature, as con
trasted with revelation.
1608 Bp. HALL Epist. in. iii, Let me but know what action

Popery requires of any of hir followers, which a meere
;

Naturalist hath not done, can not do? 1628 FELTHAM Re~

\

solves n. xcii. 269 For the Manner how God would bee

worshipped, no Naturalist could euer find it out, till hee
himselfe gaue directions from his sacred Scripture. 1825
COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 288, I am here speaking in

,
the assumed character of a mere naturalist, to whom no

1

light of revelation had been vouchsafed.

1 2. A natural man
;
one with natural instincts.

1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Banish d Virg. 34 Feredo
was in one respect a naturalist, desirous of posterity.

3. One who studies, or is versed in, natural

j

science
;
a natural philosopher, a physicist. Now

: rare or Obs. (very common in 17th c.).

1587 GREENE Euphnes Cens. Philautus Wks. (Grosart)
VI. 172 Your phisicall reasons bewraies a good naturalist.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. xvii. 89 Diligent physitians or
naturalists, .wil put the same to any kind ofmetall. 1654

\ WHITLOCK Zootomia 227 That Inke hath Poyson in it, the
1

Historian, as well as Naturalist will confesse. 1686 PLOT
i Stajfordsh. 8 Because the Lightening first affects the Sense,

I give it the precedence, as is usual amongst Naturalists.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver in. iii, For the highest clouds cannot
rise above two miles, as naturalists agree. 1752 HUME
Ess, 4- Treat. (1777) I. 330 All water, .remains always at

:
a level. Ask naturalists the reason. 1795 J. HUTTON 77*.

Earth I. 201 Some part of the Theory of the Earth..

j

which will probably give offence to naturalists who
. have espoused an opposite opinion. 1813 MACKINTOSH De
L^Allemagne Wks. 1846 II. 537 The naturalist gives no

picture of scenery by the most accurate catalogue of mineral
1 and vegetable produce.

b. (In early use only contextual, now specific.)

One who is interested in, or makes a special study

of, animals or plants. (A less precise term than

zoologist, botanist, etc.)
1600 SUTTON Disce Mori\\. (1846) 57 A lion ; of whom

the naturalist writeth, that he is of such courage [etc.].

1658 T. WALL Charact. Enemies Ck, 30 The great Naturalist

observes it of this beast, the Leopard [etc.]. 1733 SWIFT
On Poetry Wks. 1755 IV. i. 194 So, nat ralists observe,
a flea Hath smaller fleas that on him prey. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat, f/isf.Vll. 27 The sea snail, of which naturalists have
. .mentioned fifteen kinds. 1808 PIKE Sources Jlfississ. in.

210 This father was a great naturalist, or rather florist; he
had large collections of flowers, plants [etc.]. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. ii. (1873) 33 Every naturalist knows vaguely
what he means when he speaks of a species. 1870 YEATS
Nat. Hist. Comm. 7 The structure of a bone enables

naturalists to build up the animal of which it is a part,

f 4. One * natural to a country ;
a native. Obs.

&quot;~ !

1631 HEYWOOD Eng. Eliz. (1641) 160 If they aimed at the

life of a naturalist, being their. .Spvereignes
sister.

f 5. One who lacks technical training. Obs.
~l

1707 SIR W. HOPE New Method Fencing 11714) 255 A
vigorous and stout ignorant or naturalist, with a swinging
irregular pursute, will put any of you from off all your
orderly postures of defence.

6. One who aims at reproducing or adhering

closely to nature
;
a representative of naturalism :

a. in art.

1784 J. BARRY Lect. Art iii. (1848) 124 The cavils of the

ignorant, or the Naturalists, as they choose to call them
selves. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv.vi. 2 Others re

ceived both good and evil together (thence properly called

Naturalists). 1873 PATEK A*enaissance 42 Botticelli lived in

a generation of naturalists, and he might have been a

naturalist among them.

b. in literature.

1883 LOWELL Wks. (1890) VI. 62 Fielding was a naturalist

in the sense that he was an instinctive and careful observer.

1888 H. JAMES Partial Portr. 124 [Trollope] tells us, on

the whole, more about life than the naturalists in our

sister republic.

B. adj. Naturalistic.

1830 PUSEY Hist. Enq. ii. 366 Its naturalist tendencies.,

received their highest power to hurt from corresponding
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points in the state of theology. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
V. ix. ii. 4 That naturalist art., denied at last the spiritual
nature of man. 1893 COLLINGWOOD Life Ritskin I. 192
The Naturalist-landscape school, a group of painters who
threw overboard the traditions of Turner.

Naturalistic(nu;tiurali stik),fl.[f.prec. + -1C.]
1. In accordance with the doctrine of naturalism.

1840 W. H. MILL Observ. \. 130 The historical and natu
ralistic explanations of Paulus and his school. 1858 SEARS
A than, 8 Naturalistic tendencies leading to doubts of im
mortality. 1884 FARRAR in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 446 The
naturalistic explanation of miracles was exploded finally by
Strauss himself.

b. Of the nature of, characterized by, natural

ism in various senses.

1860 MILL Repr. Govt. (1861) 9 The supporters of what
may be termed the naturalistic theory of politics. 1871
FARRAR Witn. Hist. iii. lot For the old humanistic worship
. .it substituted a naturalistic cult. 18911&quot;. HARDY Tessxxvi,
Its obvious unreality amid beliefs essentially naturalistic.

2. Aiming at a close reproduction of nature
;

realistic : a. in art.

iS+g Frasers Ma*. XXXIX. 295 They think it a sufficient

condemnation of a picture to call it naturalistic. 1862
HAMERTON Painters Camp I. 8 Our modern school of
naturalistic landscape painters. 1886 SYMONDS Rcnaiss.
//., Cath. React. (1898) VII. xiii. 223 A manner. .more
naturalistic than that of the Caracci.

b. in literature.

1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. \Wt C. II. 426 The romantic
and the naturalistic school adopted different modes of

satisfying the yearning thus excited. 1889 Harpers Mag.
Nov. 963/1 The perusal of a naturalistic book.

3. Of or belonging to natural history.
18590. VJM.SQK Life E.Forbes v. {1861)151 The almost ex-

elusive preference which he showed to the scientific, and
especially the naturalistic, over the professional branches of
medicine. 1890 Blackiv, Mag. CXLVII. 149/2 We wish
no better guide on a naturalistic ramble,

4. Based on nature
; relating to the natural order

of things, as opposed to a logical order.

1867 ATWATER Logic 53 In a Logical sense, quadrupeds,
reptiles, birds, fishes, are species of the genus animal. In
the Naturalistic sense, though they include species, they are
not themselves species at all.

Hence Naturali-stically adv.

1864 Realm 2 Mar. 7 His solidly imagined and naturalis-

tically presented groundwork of an autobiography. 1885
J.E. HARRISON Stud, in Gk. Art iii. 139 It is usually a
natural scene, naturalistically treated.

Naturality (nsetiuros-liti). Now rare. [a. F.

naturalit^ (i4th c.), ad. late L. natfiralitdt-em

(Tertullian) : see NATURAL a. and -ITY.]

f L Natural character or quality. Obs.
a 1533 La BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. Prol. A j b, Con

trary m their opinions, as dyuers in their naturalities.
Ibid. let. x. 131 b, The goddis by their naturalyte and
power close vp the furies, and gouerne the steres. 1651
N. BIGGS Neiu Dtsp. f 174 To arraigne and examine the
naturalities of the other universal main pillars of curing.
1659 TORRIANO, Specie, kind.., quality, or naturality.

1 2. a. A state of nature, as opposed to morality.
1619 SIR J. SEMPIL Sacrilege Handled App. 47 They haue

even lost the common Principles with Brutish Naturalitie,
which.. will euen vse akinde of Commutatiue lustice, and
retribution. 1633 BAXTER Saints

1

R. u. Pref. (1662) 169 As
all Morality presupposeth Naturality.

*t&quot;
b. Natural unmodified state. Obs. rare~ l

.

1649 BULWER Pathomyot. ii. i. 96 Which expression is

seen in its pure naturality in Boyes.

1 3. a. Naturalness
; the fact of being in accord

ance with nature. Obs.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 19 The villany of
that Spirit.. by demonstrating a naturality in one way,
makes us mistrust a miracle in another. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. Pref., Answering the Objection, against the

Naturality of the Idea of God, from the Pagan Polytheism.
fb. Closeness to nature. Obs.rare~~ l

.

1651 G. DANIEL Let. Wks. (Grosart) II. 206 You may iudge
Draughts sometimes in Cole-Works, to hit the Naturalitie
of Lines Studied by finer Pencills.

4. Natural (f modesty,) feeling or conduct. In
later use Sc.

1628 F. GREVILLE Life Sidney x. (1652) 123 Greater resolu-
tion.. than the naturality, diffidence, and quiet complexion
of the Princes then reigning could well bear. 1822 GALT
Sir A. IVylie xcix, I was vexed when I thought he was
dead, and that I should have so little naturality. 1847
MRS CARLYLE Early Lett. (1889) 173 To rouse lethargic
friends into naturality.
5. An illustration drawn from natural things.

^ 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxi. Wks. 1851 111.484 They.. are
in his naturalities no better then Spiders. 01849 H. COLE
RIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 41 Any sort of illustrations, .are better
than stale common-place naturalities, which show no ac
quaintance with actual nature.

1 6. The position or rights of a natural-born

subject. Obs. rare.

1558 Acts Parlt. Scot. (1814) II. 507 The maist cristine

king of france hes
g^rantit ane lettre of Naturalitie for him

and his successouns. 1614 W. BARCLAY Nepenthes A 4 b,
The Spaniards, who haue giuen it the right of naturaUtie in
their soyle terme it Tabacco.

t Naturalizant. Obs. rare 1
, [a. pres. pple.

of F. naturaliser to NATURALIZE.] A natural
citizen or inhabitant.

1653 A. WILSON jfas. f 35 We are all fellow-Citizens and
Naturalizants of the Heavenly Jerusalem.

Naturalization (nae:tiurabiz^-j3n). [f. NA
TURALIZE v. + -ATION ; cf. F. naturalisation.]
1. The action of admitting an alien to the posi-
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tion and privileges of a native-born subject or
citizen ;

the fact of being so admitted.
1578 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 693 All respettis, re-

missionis, tutoreis datives and naturalizationis. 1603 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. fy Comm-M. 190 Certaine lesuits..ob-
tayning the fauour of certaine gouernors, obtained a priui-
ledge of naturalization. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck.
442 Those of Flanders, .are not bound to take Letters of
Naturalization to dwell in this Kingdome. a 1676 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. n. x. (1677) 234 Many Scotch ..either by
Naturalizations or Transmigrations have increased the
Inhabitants of this Island. 1709 STEKLE Tatler No. 13 p 4
Our late act of naturalization hath had so great an effect in

foreign parts [etc.]. 1769 Junius Lett. iv. (1788) 52 Such
depopulation can only be repaired.. by some sensible bill of
naturalization, n 1832 MACKINTOSH Rev. 1688, Wks. 1846
II. 49 They resumed the consideration of a bill for the
naturalisation of French Protestants. 1867 SMILES Hugue
nots Eng. xviii. (1880) 319 They claimed and obtained
letters of naturalisation.

fig. 1795 MASON Ch. Mus. n. 120 Our English Cathedral
Music has gained . . much from this naturalisation, as it may
be called, of Italian Masters.

b. attrib.

171 1 SWIFT Examiner No. 44 Enemies, taking Ad vantage of
the general Naturalization Act, had invited over. . Foreigners
of all Religions. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 232/2 Tho the naturaliza
tion bill was drop d, no other was brought in to answer the
same good purposes. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 339/1 The most
effectual method of naturalizing an alien is by Act of Parlia

ment, called a Naturalization Bill. 1874 BANCROFT Footpr.
Time xix. 609 A naturalization law was organized.
2. a. The admission or adoption of foreign words,

beliefs, arts,practices,etc. into general use or favour.

1747 JOHNSON Plan Diet. Wks. 1787 IX. 169 This natural
ization is produced.. by admission into common speech, in

some metaphorical signification. 1843 Proc. Philol. Soc. I.

125 They are also accompanied by many compounds and
derivatives, which is commonly regarded as a proof of long
naturalization. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. i8M C. I. ii. 33
The Cartesian philosophy failed to find complete naturaliza
tion. 1878 LKCKY Eng. \ZthC. I. iv. 538 The naturalisation
of the opera in England.

b. The introduction of plants or animals to

places where they are not indigenous, but thrive

freely under ordinary conditions.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 89 The naturalisation
of plants through man s agency in foreign lands. 1870 W.
ROBINSON (title) The Wild Garden, or Our Groves and
Shrubberies made beautiful by the Naturalization of Hardy
Exotic Plants. 1895 Oracle Encycl. I. 528/1 [He] laboured

successfully for the naturalisation of British salmon in

Colonial waters,

3. The action of making natural.

1897 FAIRBAIRN Catholicism (1899) 423 He did not describe
the process with Harnack as the Secularization of the

Church, or with Sohm as its Naturalization.

Naturalize (nortiuralaiz), v. [ad. F. na
turaliser (i6th c.) : see NATURAL a. and -IZE, and
cf. It. naturalizzare (Florio).]

I. 1. trans. To admit (an alien) to the position
and rights of citizenship ; to invest with the privi- j

leges of a native-born subject.
1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. viii. (1628) 263 A name of

Naturalizing or making the bearer thereof a free Denizen, i

1667 SPRAT Hist. R. Soc. 64 By their naturalizing Men of all ,

Countries, they have laid the beginnings of many great !

advantages. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 13 P 2 All the French

Refugees in those dominions [Holland] are to be naturalized. ]

1753 Scots Mag. June 269/1 The King. .had a power to

naturalize any foreigner. 1791 J. BARLOW Constit. 1791, 37
Many of your citizens have been naturalized. 1837 CARLYLE
Fr. Rev. III. i. i, We, by act of Assembly, naturalise the
chief Foreign Friends of Humanity. 1891 J. WINSOR
Columbus xx. 479 She.. naturalized his brother Diego to fit

him for ecclesiastical preferment.
fig. 1643 FULLER Holy &amp;lt;$ Prof. St. iv. xx. 348 Valour

naturalizing a brave spirit through the Universe, a 1653
GOUGE Comm. j/eb.xi. 21 The children of Joseph., are. .

naturalized by Jacob, and made free Denisons of the

Church. 1766 CUNNINGHAM Prol. Merck. Ven. 18 This !

Shylock, the Jew,..Was naturaliz d oft by your fathers
|

before ye. 1825 LAMB Elia Ser. ii. Stage Illusion, We love

in comedy to see an audience naturalised behind the scenes.

absol. 1625 BACON ss., Greatness Kingd. P 6 They haue
not had that vsage, to Naturalize liberally.

b. Const, into, to. Chiefly \nfig. uses.

1606 DEKKER^SV? . Stnsvii, (Arb.) 46 Remember, .that your
Seruants are your adopted Children, they are naturalized

into your bloud. 1622 DONNE Serm. cliv. Wks. 1 839 VI. 145
Persons, .not naturalized by conversion, .from another reli

gion to this. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 107 Whose Credit
. .lewred Strangers out of their Country s to reside in it, and

kept them here, and naturalized them to it. 1713 STEELE
Guardian No. 5 F i My obligations of it are such as might
well naturalize me into the interests of it. 1813 CHOKER in

Examiner 22 Feb. 118/2 We naturalized foreign seamen
into our service.

2. To introduce or adopt (a word, practice,

thing, etc.) into a country or into common use;
to put on a level with what is native.

1593 PEELE Hon. Garter 42 Harington,. .That hath so

purely naturalized Strange words, and made them all free

denizens. 1612 SELDEN Illustr. Drayton s Poly-olb. \. 40, 1

have like liberty to naturalize that word [transanimation],
as Lipsius had to make it a Roman, a 1674 CLAREN
DON Hist. Reb. xi. 161 This Proposition. .seemed to

naturalize Rebellion, and to make it current in the Kingdom.
1702 S. PARKER tr. Cicero s De Finibus \. i When I first

attempted to naturalize the Notions and Arguments, which
the Grecian Philosophers have. 1756 NUGENT Montes
quieu s Spir. Laws xxn. xxi, These continual changes.,
naturalized usury at Rome. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 556 _To
carry back the vaccine virus into his department, with a view
to propagate and naturalize it. 1866 ROGERS Agric, Sf \

NATURALIZED.
Prices I. xxii. 571 The yard was naturalized as an English
measure.

fig. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Ch. Porch Ixi, Keep all

thy native good, and naturalize All forrain of that name.

3. To introduce (animals or plants) to places
where they are not indigenous, but in which they
may flourish under the same conditions as those
which are native. (Chiefly const. z.)
c 1708 (title) Canary Birds Naturalized in Utopia. 1711

ADDISON Sped. No. 69 f 5 Our Melons, our Peaches.. are

Strangers among us,.. naturalized in our English Gardens.
1763 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 68/2 A great variety of
African plants have, as it were, been naturalised in the
American settlements. 1842 BISCHOKF Woollen Manuf. II.

342 An essay on the means and advantages of naturalizing
the alpaca in this country. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. vi.

(1852) 120 No doubt many plants besides the cardoon and
fennel are naturalized.

4. reft. To become fully settled or established In

a place or in new surroundings.
1646 J. HALL Horx I ac. 96 Customs insensibly Natural

ize themselves. 1824 SOUTHF.Y Sir T. More (1831) I. 53
An endemic malady. .has naturalized itself among your
American brethren. 1827 STF.UART rianter s G. (1828) 296
From the singular steadfastness of the stem, they soon
naturalize themselves to the spot. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. ii. 74 They were brought into it by
the Roman Government. ., but they never naturalized them
selves there.

5. intr. To become naturalized; to settle down
in a natural manner.
1660 Y. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 398 Divers of ours

being taken, have naturalized amongst them. 1821 JEFFREY
Let. to C. Wilkes 15 Apr., We do not allow ourselves . . to

naturalise in London. 1877 M. M. GRANT Smi Maid viii,

How did you get them all to naturalise here ?

II. f 6. trans, a. To familiarize or accustom

(one) in or to a thing. Obs. rare.

1601 SHAKS. All s Well i. i. 223, I will returne perfect
Courtier, in the which my instruction shall serue to natural
ize thee. 1651 HARTLIB Claris Appeal. Ded., An emploi-
inent whereunto. .God hath naturalized my affections.

fb. To convert to or into (something) by cus

tom ; to make (a thing) natural or familiar (Jo

a person). Obs. rare.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng: .\vi. ci. 401 Prescription doth

naturalize in Court Some Errors to a habit, a 1667 SOUTH
Scrrn. (1697) I. 30 Custom has naturalized his Labour to

him. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 41 Conscience, deadened by
repeated strokes, Has into manners naturaliz d our crimes.

7. a. To bring into conformity with nature
;
to

free from conventionality.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne \\\. v. (1632) 491 Were I of the

trade I would naturalize Arte, as much as they Artize
nature. 1789 SMYTH tr. Aldrick s Archit. (1818) 12

Masaccio, the first painter who naturalized the stiff manner
of Giotto. 1867 BARRY Life Sir C. Barry iv. 127 A style

thoroughly naturalized.

b. To reduce to a purely natural basis
;
to free

from the supernatural or miraculous.

5647 M. HUDSON Dir. Right Govt. n. x. 158 The inward
satisfaction of conscience . . is that alone which doth natural

ize these supernaturall duties. 1652 Persuasive 5 It shall

not be the project of this Discourse, either to naturalize, or

make invalid the Lines of Princes. 1823 BENTHAM Not
Paul 305 Willing to contradict the falsity, and thus natural

ize the miracle. 1858 SEARS A than. 7 The Divine Being
himself is naturalized and brought down to the plane of

these conceptions, a 1882 T. H. GREEN Proleg. Ethics
Introd. (1883) 9 To stand in the way of the scientific im

pulse to naturalise the moral man.

t 8. intr. To adopt methods in conformity with,

or indicated by, nature. Obs. rare.~l

1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. \\. 271 Some did a little

further nat
raljize,

And these unto the Ayre would sacrifice

. .pure Frankincense or Myrrhe. . . They hoped these might
purge ill ayres.

9. To pursue the studies of a naturalist.

1787 MME. D ARBLAY Diary 27 Feb., The mountains of

Wales, where both had been naturalizing thirteen years ago.

1840 E. FORBES in Wilson & Geikie Life ix. (1861) 269 Going
to naturalize in the Mediterranean for a couple of years.
1861 WILSON & GEIKIE Ibid. 250 Forbes returned to the

Isle of Man, where he remained two months, naturalizing,
as was his wont.

Naturalized (nce tiiiralaizd),///. a. [-ED *.]

1. Of persons : Admitted to the rights or privi

leges of a native citizen or subject. In looser

sense, practically made into a native by residence.

a. In predicative use. f Also const, to.

1559 in Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 440 Frenche men
could nott be justlie called strangearis, seeing that thei war
naturalized. 1623 tr. Fauine^s Theat. Hon. in. vii. 393
Except they be naturalized, and inhabitants of our owne
kingdome. ^1677 in Marvell Grojvt/i Popery 62 The other

half, and the whole of the Lading, belonging to Simon
Francia, who is naturalized. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe)

182, I was . . naturaliz d to the Place, and to the Manner of

Living. 1775 in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth Coll. (1891) I.

332 Mr. Dean .. was early naturalized among the Indians,
well understands their customs. iSiSCfiuisE Digest (&amp;lt;&A. 2)

III. 339 They must be . . natural-born subjects, or naturalized,
or made denizens. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. xviii.

(1880) 319 Many . . Flemings had no sooner settled . . and
become naturalised, than they, .assumed English [names].

trans/, and Jig. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. in. xli. 263 The

Godly .. as naturalized in that heavenly Kingdome. 1788
SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. xiv. Wks. 1797 I. 305 A mind thrown
back two thousand years, and as it were naturalized in an

tiquity. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 189 It is

. .advisable, .that they[chronometers]should be received on

board at an earlier period, so that they may become natural-

ued in their new position.



NATURALIZEB.

b. Attributively. (Sometimes qualifying the

original, and sometimes the acquired, designation.)

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 69 The Country People
and naturalized Portugals live to a good Old Age. 1753
Scots Mag, June 270/2 Naturalized Jews claiming the

privileges of Englishmen. 1775 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry
I. 112 Spain having learned the art.. from their naturalised

guests the Arabians. 1822 J. FLINT Lett, Amer. 171 He is

a naturalized citizen of the United States, but a native of

England, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiv. V. 141 The
names of Sir Joseph Williamson .., a born Englishman,
and of Portland, a naturalised Englishman. 1873 SMILES

Huguenots France \\. i. (1881) 313 The disposition of the

naturalised Huguenots toadopt names of an English sound.

transf, 1817 KKATS Lett. Wks. (1889) III. 74 We some-

times skim into a bed of rushes, and there become natural

ized river-folks.

C. Closely attached to one. rare.
1809 MALKIN Gil las xi. ix. r 6, I am too much natural

ized to you on the side of obligation, not to take a permanent
interest in all your pleasures and disappointments.

2. Of things, languages, words, practices, etc.

(See NATURALIZE v. 2.)

1625 in K. Long tr. Barclays Argents p. iv,Thy Ar^enis
.. by thy paine Is naturalized, and doth in English reigne.

1671 CLARENDON Dial. Tracts (1727) 338 Since the Latin

hath ceased to be a language, .. the French is almost

naturalized through Europe. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Pur-

c/iast-224The word amongst Artificers is almost naturaliz d.

1855 MILMAN Lnt. Chr. xiv. vi. (1864) IX. 213 The native

language, or rather the naturalised Latin reasserted its

independence. 1878 GLADSTONE Priw. Homer^ 52 Homer
never directly assigns to a foreign origin anything that has

become naturalised in Greece.

fb. Firmly rooted or fixed. Obs. rare.

1665 NEEDHAM Med. Medicinx 296 Most mysterious Mala*
dies are naturalised within our Vitals. 1698 NORRIS Pract.
Disc. (1707) IV. 148 Tis late, if ever, that we discover out
so confirm d and so Naturalized Mistake.

3. Of animals and plants. (See the vb. 3.)

1796 WITHERING #nV./Va/f(ed 3) II. 336 See E. hot. 63,
where it is first adopted as a naturalized plant. 1811 \st

Rep. Merino Soc. 52 This kind cannot be perfectly produced
but by naturalized sheep of the pure race. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. iy. (1873) 89 These naturalised plants are of a

highly diversified nature. 1875 WALLACE in F.ncycl. Brit.

I. 84/1 A naturalised animal or plant, .must be able to with
stand all the vicissitudes of the seasons in its new home.

4. Affected by naturalism ; reduced to the level

of natural things ;
made natural.

1858 SEARS A than. 6 Naturalized faith preserves the

scattered dust to be combined anew. Ibid. in. vi. 305
Natural men in all ages . . attain only to a belief in a
naturalized spirit-world. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 448/1
A naturalised note is always a white key on the pianoforte or

organ, unless it be combined with a sharp or flat.

Naturalizer (n^e-tiurabizaj). [f. as prec. +
-ER !.] One who naturalizes.

1826 Blackiu. Mag, XX. 846 The two-fold character borne

by the naturalizer of German novels. 1885 Athcnxwn
17 Oct. 510/1 Upon the naturalizers ofthis and other noxious

species.. we cannot waste much pity.

Naturalizing (nse tiuralaizirj), vbl. sh. [f, as

prec. + -ING !.] The action of the vb. NATURALIZE.
a. In sense i of the vb. Also attrib.

1636 FEATLY Clauis Myst. iv, 45 The naturalizing (if I

may so speak) of the Gentiles into the spirituall Common
wealth. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2554/4 An Act for the

Naturalizing of David le Grand, and others. 1753 Scots

Mag. Aug. 379/1, I am against this naturalizing bill. 1770
LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 106/1 The wisdom of the
law concerning the naturalizing of foreigners.

b. In sense 9 of the vb. Also attrib.

1840 E. FORBES in Wilson & Geikie Life ix. (1861) 269 It

would be the acme of naturalizing happiness. 1860 TRISTRAM
Gt. Sahara xiii. 231 Naturalizing was a task of some little

difficulty, the place being in so unsettled a condition.

So Naturalizing ppl. a.

1854 E. FORBES in Wilson & Geikie r&amp;gt;xv.(i86i) 555 We
shall turn out a fine set of naturalizing youths by and by.
1865 MOZLEY Mirac. (ed. 2) Pref. n Here, then, are three

naturalizing rationales of miracles.

Naturally (nte-tiurali), adv. Also 6 -allye,

6-7 -allie. [f. NATURAL a. +-LT-. The earlier

ME. form was NATUBELLT.]
I. 1. By natural or inherent instinct, impulse,

feeling or tendency.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 79 The lark also ful

naturally, Cristes ascencioune .. Commendyd. c 1460 FOR-
TESCUE Abs, 4- Lint. Man. ix. (1885) 128 Manis corage is so

noble, bat naturally he aspirith to high thinges. 1538
STARKEY England \\. \. 159 Euery man naturally ys gyuen
to folow plesure, quietnes, and ease. 1360 DAUS tr. Slei-
dane s Comm. 5 b, He whiche is a Germain him selfe wil

naturally for the countrie sake . . be helpfull to an other
Germaine. 1638 Jumys Paint. Ancients 212 All of us
naturally are too much in love with our owne workes. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. \\. xvii. 85 Men (who naturally love

Liberty, and Dominion over others). 1711 BUDGELL Spect.
No. 77 P r, I have naturally an Aversion to much Speaking.
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xix, I naturally hate the face of a
tyrant. 1797-1803 FOSTER In Life fy Corr. (1846) I. xliii.

246 The sympathy which we naturally feel for our kind.

1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. \%th C. II. xii. viii. 448 An anti

quarian is naturally a conservative.

b. Immediately qualifying an adj. or pple. de

noting personal character. (Passing into next.)
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 732 Though I am not natu-

rally honest, I am so sometimes by chance. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. in. 90 They are naturally inclined to singing. 01687
PETTY Pol. Arith. Pref. (1690} asb, That many are natu
rally querulous and envious, is an Evil as old as the World.
1777 WATSON Philip II (1839) 437 Philip was not naturally
either bold or rash. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas. Faith \. 16 If

40

n youth learn to sing and play easily and with pleasure, . .

we .say he is naturally musical.

2. In respect of natural constitution, character,

or condition.

1536 TINDALE 2 Pet. ii. 12 As brute beastes naturally made
to be taken and destroyed. 1560 UAUS tr. Sleidane s Coinni,

407 The chiefest castell . . is situated . . upon an hyghe hyll,

naturally strong. 1615 W. LAWSON Country Housw. Card.

(1626) 5 High grounds are not naturally fat. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Kp. iv. x. 201 That Jews stinck naturally,
. .is a received opinion. 1683 RAYOrr. (1848) 131 Whether
the Chondrilla .. have naturally a full or double flower. .?

1711 STEELE
Sj&amp;gt;cct.

No. 155 p 4 A Woman is naturally more

helpless than the other Sex. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xix,
We have all naturally an equal right to the throne. 1815
ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul (1842) I. 163 It is naturally fer

tile, and well watered. 1847 C. BRONTE J, Eyre\\\ t
Her

face, naturally pale as marble.

3. By natural endowment ; by means of, or in

virtue of, inherent knowledge or capacity ;
with

out special teaching or training. To come naturally
to (one) : see NATURAL a. 9 c.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. 312/2 The grayhounde hath
this knowledge naturallye, therfore take hym to you. 1551
T. WILSON Logike (1580) 2 Euery man can geue a reason

naturallie, and without Arte. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc s Trav, 100 Some have no religion, yet they hold

naturally the immortality of the soul. 1691 HARTCLIFFE
fr irtjtes 357 For Men have naturally the Notions ofgood and
evil within them. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4764/4 [A horse] sets

Head and Tall naturally well. 1878 Scribner s Mag. XV.
1 1 2/2 Statesmanship came so naturally to him. 1889 MRS.
RIDDELL f ctss Sunshine I. v. 87 It came naturally to him
to bear and forbear.

4. Spontaneously ; by natural growth, etc.
;

without the aid of art or cultivation.

1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 6 That ground .. which
naturally bringeth forth of his own accord, both elms and
wilde young springs. 1567 MAFLET Gr. Forest 98 A Collar
or Chaine naturally wrought like to Sinople or Uermelon.

1617 MORYSON Itin, n. 45 The crown of his head was in his

latter dayes somthing bald, as the forepart naturally curled.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 87, I have placed woad
.. in this county, because, as I am informed, it groweth
naturally therein. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. I.

201 There is naturally upon a Marble Stone, a figure in red
Colour of a Virgin on her Knees. 1721 BRADLEY Philos.

Ace. Wks. Nat. 92 Where Elephants are naturally placed,

they are of great Use after they are tamed. 1797 EncycL
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 581/1 Where it grows naturally is not

known, but it is cultivated in Germany. 1847 C. BRONTE
J. Eyre vii, Julia s hair curls naturally.

b. Without affectation, with ease.

1840 H. ROGERS Ess. (1874) II. v. 259 Some men talk as if

to speak naturally were to speak like a natural. 1863 KING-
LAKE Crimea, (1877) II. vi. 55 The Czar called his Empress
so naturally by her dear homely title of wife.

II. 5. In accordance with, by the operation of,

natural laws or causes.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T. S.) 78 Sen naturaly
thir unresonable bestis has sik contrarietee amang thame.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxv. (Percy Soc.) 112 Nature
made the bodyes above,. .That aboute the worlde naturallye
do move. 1546 LANGLEY tr. Pol. Verg. dc Invent, n. i. 35
We perceive in all kindes of liuing creatures naturally a
certame familiaritie of male and female. 1615 W. LAWSON
Country Housew.Gard. (1626) A3 As when good ground
naturally brings forth thistles. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-
Watch 385 The salt Limpha mixes naturally with the Blood.

1830 R. KNOX Beclards Anat. 301 The muscular actions

which take place naturally in the body maybe divided into

two classes. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey 1 1. 305 The changes
which are naturally wrought by time.

b. In the natural manner
; through age or disease

as opposed to violence, etc.

1552 LYNDESAY Monarchy 5136 Thocht sum de Naturally,
throuch aige, Fer mo dels raifTand in one raige. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. igqjnarg., Tyrants, .verie sildome
or neuer are so blessed as to dye naturally. 1660 F. KROOKK
tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 348 Widows, if their husbands died

naturally, marry not again. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian

iii, She did not seem to die naturally.

C. As a natural result or consequence; as

might be expected from the circumstances.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. it. 101 To gather that

observation, or conclusion, which most naturally buddeth
out of it. 1718 ADDISON Spect. No. 465 r 2 Faith and

Morality naturally produce each other. 1760-* GOLDSM.
Cit. W, xxvii, Poverty naturally begets dependence. 1796
H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 5 Those
eyes whose balls are blue are naturally the softest. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 182 His situation naturally

developes in him .. a peculiar class of abilities. 1892 GAR
DINER Stud. Hist. Eng. 14 He naturally chose the latter

alternative.

1* d. Simply, easily. Obs. rare ~*.

1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Invent, c, A Childs force

bringeth up. .an incredible quantity of water., so naturally,
that the work will not be heard even in the next Room.
1 6. In the natural course of things. Obs.

1473 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 100/1 Yf the seid Countes were
nowe naturally dede. 1495 Act ii Hen. VIl&amp;gt; c. 30 5 If
he so longe hadde naturally lyved. 1589 Act 31 Eliz. c. 6

i As yf the saide person .. then were naturalfie deade.

1607 Statutes in Hist. Wakefield Grant. Sch. (1892) 60 As
tho he were naturallie deade.

f b. Normally, regularly. Obs. rare
&quot;~l

.

1526 Gahvay Arch, in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
V. 401 No carpenter nor masson shall not have for his byre
..but \\,d. naturallie every daye, with meate and drincke.

f 7. a. With born. (Cf. NATURAL-BORN a.} Obs.

1523 Act 14 # J 5 Hen. F//7, c. 4 i Persons being the

kinges subiectes naturally borne within this his realme.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza s Hist. China 383 A man naturally
borne in this kingdoms.

NATURATELY.

fb. In respect of birthplace or nationality. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A urel. i. i. A iv b, This

excellent baron was naturally of Rome borne in the mouiue
Celie. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 76 About whom there runne
fortie Peichi (so called in that they are naturally Persians).

f 8. By natural generation. Obs.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 695 He was lineally descended,
and naturally procreated of the noble stocke and familie of
Lancaster. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 31 So man
begetteth man naturallie. 1786 J. ERSKINE Hist. Redemp.
tioti (1812)00 He was both Legally and Naturally descended
from David.

t 9. Physically, materially. Obs.

1546 COVERDALE Calvin s Satr. Pref., Wks. (Parker Soc.)

I. 427 The great blindness of them, that knowing . . the
immensurable nature of God, would have him really and
naturally contained in so small a thing. 1579 FULKE
Heskins / ;/. 220 The wine is y l which was shed out of
his side, y l is sacramentally, but not naturally. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. Iv. 5 In that hee is naturally man hee hirn-

selfe is created of God.

10. In a realistic or life-like manner.
a 1568 ASCHAM Sclwlcm. n. (Arb.) 155 He doth not ex-

presse the matter liuely and naturally with common speach
. ., but it is caried and driuen forth artificiallie. 1598 CHAP
MAN Iliad n. 45 His form did passing naturally Resemble
Nestor. 1666 DRYDEN Prtf. Ann. Mirab. Wks. (Globe) 40
He describes his Dido well and naturally, in the violence of

her passions. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 122 The
character ofAntiphon . . is very naturally described.

Naturalness (nne tiuralnes). [-NESS.]

fl. Natural instinct, affection, or sympathy. Obs.

1553 GRIMALDE Cicero s Offices in. (1558) 131 Thys man
forgot both godlinesse and naturalnesse that he might
obteine the thynge that semed profitable. 1612 DRAYTON
I oly-olb. ix. 349 Our naturalness therein he greatly did

approve. 121665 GOODWIN filled w. the Spirit (1867) 466
There is a kind of naturalness., between the ear of God and
the prayers., of such a righteous man.

2. The condition or fact of being natural or in

accordance with nature.

1660 INGELO Bcntiv. $ Ur. n. (1682) 212 This is no argu
ment against the Immortality of the Soul, or the Natural
ness of those Desires which we have of it. 1699 UENTLEY
Phalaris 140 The very facility and naturalness of every
correction will be next to a Demonstration. 1816 COLE
RIDGE Lay Serin. (Bohn) 372 The naturalness of doing as

others do. 1873 SPENCER Stud. Social, vi. (1877) 133 Those
connexions, .are not necessary, and often have no particular
naturalness.

b. Close resemblance of a picture, etc. to the

object represented.
1669 A. BROWNE Ars Pict. 18 The like Disgrace happened

to Zeuxes by the Naturaleness of his Grapes. 1695 DRYDEN
Parall. Poetry f, Paint. Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 123 In the

naturalness (if I may so call it) of the eyebrows.
C. The quality of possessing the distinctive

features of external nature.

1841 L. HUNT Seer n. (1864) 61 Not that he omitted to

expatiate on the extreme naturalness of the scene, a 1876
Hr. MARTINEAU Autobiog. (1877) I. 184 Except the vine on

its back gable there is not an element of naturalness or

poetry about it.

3. The quality of being natural in conduct or

bearing ; unaffectedness.

1656 W. MONTAGUE Accompl. Woman in Naturalnesse

has so gentle charms, as none resists, because they arise

from innocence. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863)

85 Her own naturalness of character and simplicity of taste.

1836 T. HOOK G. Cvrney III. 90 There seemed such a

perfect naturalness if 1 may use the word about him.

1872 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) II. 372 He had room in his

affections for the naturalness of the Elizabethan writers, and
for the artificial epigram of the French school.

b. With reference to thought, language, etc.

1702 ADDISON Dial. Medals (1726) 84 The naturalness of

the thought, and the beauty of the expression. 1815 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXVI. 415 An appropriate talk,

a living naturalness, (if we may make such a word,) that give
them all a hold on the memory. 1873 HAMERTON /*/*//. Life
in. ix. 116 The perfect ease and naturalness of his diction.

1 4. Genuineness, legitimacy. Obs. rare
&quot;&quot;

.

1656 TRAPP Comm. 2 Car. viii. 8 The germanity, the

naturalness, legitimateness opposed to bastardliness.

5. One s natural condition or character.

1850 LYNCH Theoph. Trinal v. 74 The more hearty and
varied our naturalness, the completer do we become. 1893

J. ORR Chr. View God v. 205 Sin is the first step of man
out of his naturalness.

t UVfraralty. Sc. Obs. rare. [f.
NATURAL

a. + -TV.]
= NATUKALITY 4.

a 1665 GUTHRIE in ly oarow Soc. Sel. Biog. (1847) II. 73

Tho there be that.. naturally in us to pity both.

t Ifa turant, a. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. med.L.

naturant-em, pres. pple. of natHrare to create,

give existence or specific nature to (used chiefly in

the scholastic phrases natura naturaiissnd natura

naturaia): see NATURES. 2.] Creative, generating.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchy n. 78 Before our Mindes Eyes
let us place.. What this great Nature Naturant may be.

t MVtnrate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. na-

tiirdt-us, pa. pple. of naturare: see prec.] Created,

endowed with a specific nature. Hence fWa tu-

rated///. a. ; t Naturately adv., by creation.

1509 HAWF.S Past. Pleas, xxv. (Percy Soc.) 113 Man upon
them hath his dysposycyon, By the naturate power of

constellacyon. Ibid. xuv. 216 Nature..whyche naturynge
hath tought Naturately right naturate to make. 1519

Interl. Four Elan, in Hazl. Dodsley I. n He., hath

ordained and created Me here His minister, called Nature

Naturate. 1605 TIMME Qtiersit. i. iii. 9 It resteth that some

what be spoken of nature naturated.



NATURE.

Nature (n^i tiiii, n^-tjai), sd. Also 4-5, 6 Sc.

natur, 5, 6-7 Sc. natour, 6 Sc. nateur, natuir.

[a. F. nature (i2th c.), ad. L. ndtura birth, con

stitution, character, course of things, etc., f. nat-^

ppl. stem of nasci to be born. The native Eng
lish word is KIND sb.]

I. 1. The essential qualities or properties of a

thing ;
the inherent and inseparable combination

of properties essentially pertaining to anything and

giving it its fundamental character.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22147 O thinges sere

}&amp;gt;air
natur.s [he

shall cause] turnd to be in sere figurs. 1390 GOWER Cotif.
III. 19 If I schal more seie Upon the nature of the vice.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 20 The bitter herbe
is sa felloun. bitter of his nature. 1560 DAUS tr. SZeidane s
Comm. 282 D, Aristotel, . . Plinie, and suche other like, haue
wrytten of the nature of Plantes, Herbes, Beastes, Metalk-s
and Precious stones. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acostas Hist.
Indies n. i. 82 The knowledge, .depends of tlie well under
standing the nature of the Equinoctiall. a 1674 CLARENDON
Snrv. Leviatk. (1676) 27 Describing the nature of foul
weather.

^ 1711 ADDISON Spect, No. 62 p 5 The Passion of
Love in its Nature has been thought to resemble Fire.

1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, xvii. 15 This influence will

depend upon the nature of the motive. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU
Hill ff Valley ix. 136 You have twice had warning of the

fleeting nature of riches. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 76 The
nature of this absorbed matter may be determined by a
simple experiment.

&quot;fb. Degree (of wrong-doing). Qb$, rare~ l
.

1642 J. M[ARSH] Argt. cone. Militia 22 Delinquents in a
high nature against Parliament.

O. Texture as indicative of quality.

f
1865 J. T. F. TURNER Slate Quarries 17 Near the surface

it [slate] is softer, looser, and ofa red tinge . .
,
but deeper the

nature improves.
2. The inherent and innate disposition or char

acter of a person (or animal).
See also GOOD NATURE, ILL NATURE, and SECOND.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21888 Ilk creatur Efter be state of his

natur, Better his maker knaus ban man. 1390 COWER Conf.
III. 205 A wolf he was. ., The whos nature prively He hadde
in his condicion. ^1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 1693 They
..callyd hem goddes .. for the streyngthe & myght of her
nature. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiv. 42 Sic brallaris and
bosteris, degenerat fra thair naturis. 1568 GHAFTON Chron.
II. 615 The Englishe men (whose natures are not to be
faynt hearted, euen at the very ieopardie of death). 1613
G. SANDYS Trav. 227 Choosing rather to vndergo all

hazards,, .then so long a voyage by sea, to my nature so
irksome. 1680 OTWAV Orphan n. iv, I must .. Wound his
soft Nature, though my own Heart akes for it. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 93 F 4 Men may change their Climate,
but they cannot their Nature. 1781 COWPER Charity 153
He. .Puts off his generous nature ; and ..puts on the brute.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom. $ Lugger n. ii. 34 My brother
has it not in his nature to feel jealousy. 1860 MOZLEY
Univ. Semi. yii. (1877) 155 Some persons appear to have a
nature richer in good than others.

b. The general inherent character or disposi
tion of mankind. Also in phr. human nature.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i4ob, Though ye fall

neuer so ofte by impacyency, through ya
fraylte of nature.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare s Utop. n. (1895) 190 Hereto.. our
nature is allured and drawen. 1668 DRYDEN Dram. Poesy
Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 36 A just and lively image ofhuman nature.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 53 F 7 It was not in Nature to com
mand ones Eyes from this Object. .1768 STERNE Sent.

Jovrn,, Act of Charity, Nature is shy, and hates to act
before spectators. 1835 BROWNING Paracelsus \\. 87 One
can ne er keep down Our foolish nature s weakness. 1872
MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 3 Human nature, happily for us,
ever presses against this system or that.

C. With adjectives, in reference to the different

elements of human character.
a 1676 HALE, Prim. Orig. Man. iv. v. (1677) 332 So much

of that in Man that concerns his Animal Nature. 1870 J.
H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent n. ix. 339 This consciousness,
reflection, and action we call our own rational nature. 1878
R. W. DALE Lect. Preach, viii. 252 Men have a physical as
well as a spiritual nature.

t d. Character, capacity ; function. Obs. rare.
1601 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. v. i. 272 (Q.), Which. .

I do thus first of all vncase, Sappeare in mine owne proper
nature, seruant to this gentleman. 1645 King s Cabinet

Opened \H Set. Harl. Misc. (1793)355 For the French, it

was impossible for them to serve her in that nature.

3. With a and//. An individual character, dis

position, etc., considered as a kind of entity in

itself; hence, a thing or person of a particular
quality or character.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. ii. (1868) 152 Ne her ne was

neuer no nature of resoun bat it ne hadde liberte of fre

wille. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 88 The god commandeth the
natures That thei to him obeien alle. c 1420 Pallad. on
Hush. I. 354 Grauellis dolue in iij naturis varye : In red,
& hoor, & blak vnvariable. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe
U539) 39 h, The natures hotte & mpyst, be leste indam-
aged. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay ii. (1592) 22 Making
and creating are referred to natures or substances, and all

natures and substances are good. lbid.&amp;gt; Euill is neither a
nature nor a substance. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 284 In

euery Nature there must be a Patient correspondent and
answerable to the agent. 1668 TEMPLE Let. Wks. 1720 II.

119 There are some Natures in the World who never can
proceed sincerely in Business. 1784 COWPER Task v. 481
Roughness in the grain Of British natures. 1817 SHELLEY
Rev. Islam x. vi, So there Strange natures made a brother
hood of ill. 1879 FARRAR St. Panl (1883) 172 The unques
tioning truthfulness of a sunny nature.
collect. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 834 Dost thou count .. all

Angelic Nature joined in one, Equal to him begotten Son.

b. Artillery. A class or size of guns or shot.

1813 Ln. CATHCART in Examiner 31 May 342/2 He had
VOL. VI.

41

an immense quantity of ordnance, of twelve-pounders, and
larger natures. 1828 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2)

130 One Hundred of each Nature of Case-Shot. 1884 Mil.
Engin. I. n. 61 Lubricators, secured outside for 4o-prs.,and
choked inside the cartridges for lower natures.

4. In various phrases : a. Of (a certain) nature.
In first quot. perhaps in sense of origin .

c 1440 Generydes 2656
* We are broderen

, quod be, of on
nature . ^1450 tr. DC Imitations \\. vii. 47 Thy beloued
is of suche nature

J&amp;gt;at
he wol admitte no straunger. 1560

DAUS tr. Sleidanes Comm. 204 b, He was a man of verey
milde n
citie Is

seeme ____ _. _^ D _,

and many other sinnes of a high nature. 1662 STILLINGVL.

Orig. Sacrx HI. iv. 10 Who may in a matter of this nature
..be the more credited. 1711 AUDISON Sp^ct. No. i p i

With other Particulars of the like Nature. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comm* I. i. 21 A plan of this nature. 1843 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 23 To bring a charge .. of such a
nature as should fall within this penalty. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 189 The most barren logical abstraction is

of a higher nature than number and figure.
b. Of or in the nature of.

1597 SHAKS. 2 lien. /^, iv. ii. 89 A Peace is of the nature
of a Conquer.!. 1669 R. MONTAGU in Bucclcitch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 457 A rich gold campane, which is in the
nature of a fringe. 1736 BUTLER Anal. Introd., Wks. 1874
I. i That the slightest possible presumption is of the nature
of a probability, appears from hence. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones Ded., Your desires are to me in the nature of com
mands. 1817 W. SF.LWYN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1085
k-Quo-warranto being in the nature of a writ of right. 1880
GEIKIE P/iys. Gcog. iv. 217 The earthquake is really of the
nature of a wave.

t c. Similarly in nature of. Obs.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. n. iv. 225 The Heriot was, what

the Eorle or Thane paid his Lord, .in nature of a Relief.

1665 MANLEY Grottus Low C. Wars 497 A Maid, living . .

with her Sisters, to whom she wai in nature of a Servant.

d. In the nature of things, of the case.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. IVitchcr. in. xix. (1886) 56 It were
follie to staie overlong in the confutation of that, which is

not in the nature of things. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man
523 There are in the nature of things certaine Sympathies
and Antipathies. 1790 PA LEY Horse Paul. Rom. ii. 13 It is,

in the nature of the case, probable that [etc.], 1854 MACAU-
LAY Biog. (1860) 138 It was not in the nature of things that

popularity such as he. .enjoyed should be permanent.
5. By (earlier ftf/&quot;, t on) nature, in virtue of the

very character or essence of the thing or person.
In some cases with suggestion of senses 9 and n.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 14 For wyne of na

ture makithe hertes lyghte. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlix. 36
Eftir respyt To wirk dispyt Moirappetyt Hehes of natour.

1526 TINDALE Gal. ii. 15 We which are Jewes by nature
and not synners ofF the gentyls. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholay^s I oy. iv. xxix. 152 The gulfo Saxoniqueof nature
beset and enuironed with high mountaines. 1615 W.
LAWSON Country Houseiv. Card. (1626) 34 The Oke by
nature broad. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 527 He .. ordaind

thy will By nature free, not over-rul d by Fate. 1697
DRYDEN I irg. Georg. iv. 417 In a Place, by Nature close,

they build A narrow Flooring. 1766 GOLDSM. Vie. W. i, I

was, by nature, an admirer of happy human faces. 1823
BYRON yuan xv. Hi, Adeline was liberal by nature. 1853
J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. 11873) II. i. iii. 116 Asia Minor . .

was by nature one of the most beautiful., of countries.

II. 6. The vital or physical powers of man ;

(a person s) physical strength or constitution

(obs**) ; the strength or substance of a. thing.
1250 Kent. Serin, in O.E. Misc. 35 pe nature of Man is

of greater strengf&amp;gt;e and of greater hete ine bo age. 1456
SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 282 JMedicinaris and

philosophouris gevis the gold, .in medicyne to folk that are

debilitez in thair nature. 1508 DUNBAR TnaMariit Weinen

174 He hasbenelychoursolangquhilllostishisnatur. 1592
WEST \st Pt. Symbol. 102 b, Any such corrasiue, sharpe or

eager medicine.. as the said H. shal think his nature is

vnable to suffer. 1886 Chesh. Gloss, s.v., Anything which
is beginning to deteriorate is said to have lost its nature.

1890 Nature ii Dec. 129 The fungus . . as it goes destroys
the nature

1

of the wood.

b. With some
t no, etc. Common in dial. use.

1597 BACON Ess. Ep. Ded., There mought be as great a

vanitie in., withdrawing mens conceites (except they bee of

some nature) from the world. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.
Word-bk, s.v. ( [The meat] was f so overdone, there seemed
to be no nature left in it . 1886 Chesh. Gloss, s.

y.,
Land

which has become impoverished has no nature in it. 1889

Reports Pro-vine. (E. D. D.),
* Her d got no natur in her ,

speaking of a girl who was very weak.

f 7. a. Semen, b. The menses. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Pars.T. PSOS Vnkyndely synne, by which
man or womman shedeth her nature. 1517 ANDREW Brnns-

wykes Distyll. Waters I vj, Yf a person weneth that his

nature wyl fall betwene the flesshe and the skynne. 1575
TURBERV. Vencrie Ixvi. 186 Cut out hir gutte whiche holdeth

hir spreame or nature. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658)

236 The true sign of conception is, when their nature (that

is) the fluent humour out of their secrets ceaseth for a

moneth, or two, or three.

f8. The female pudendum, esp. that of a mare.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. m. xiii. 162 No persone myght haue

none, but yf he wente and fette it at the nature of a woman.

1569 R. ANDROSE tr. Alexis 1

Seer. iv. m. 46 Take the

nature of a female Hare made into pouder. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-f. Beasts (1658) 235 Therewithal touch the nature of

the rnare in her purgation. 1622 T. SCOTT Newsfr. Par
nassus 33 If that great Lady had not made a vow of per-

petuall chastity and her nature.. had not been stytched up.

1750 ELLIS Mod. Husb. III. 175 (E.D.S.).
III. 9. The inherent dominating power or im

pulse (in men or animals) by which action or

character is determined, directed, or controlled.

(Sometimes personified.)

NATURE.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 1 1 And smale fowles maken melodye,

.. (So priketh hem nature in hir corages). a 1450 Knt. de
la Tour (1868) 4 Alle faders and moders after good nature
aught to teche her children to leue alle wrong and euellc
waies. 1484 CAXTON Fables of &$op \. vii, No man is

chaunged by nature, but of an euyll man maye wel yssue
and come a wers than hymself. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xlvi. 52 To luve eik natur gaif thame inclynnyng. 1551
ROBINSON tr. More s Utop. n. (1895) 238 As though nature-
had not set sufficient lone betwene man and man. 1614
LATHAM Falconry (1633) So Those phibitall appliments, by
which, that skilfull Faulconer (Dame Nature) hath taught
her to worke her owne welfare. 1667 MILTON P. L. vni.

506 Nature her self.. Wrought in her so, that seeing me.
&amp;lt;he turn d. 1729 BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 22 By nature
is often meant no more than .some principle in man. 1793
COWPER Beau s Reply ii, Twas Nature, sir, whose strong
behest Impelled me to the deed. 1823 BYRON Juan xv. Iii,

But nature s nature, and has more caprices Than I have
time, or will, to take to pieces. 1864 LOWELL Fireside
Trav. 261 The driving-wheels of all powerful nature are in

the back of the head.

b. Contrasted with grace.
c 1450 tr. DC Imitations m. lix. 138 Nature sekib to ham-

curiose binges & fei rc binges, . . but grace deliti^ in simple
binges. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Matt. v. 46-8 So far
as any thing of God is in them, whether it be Nature 01

Grace, d 1696 P. HENRY in M. Henrys //&quot;/.?. (1853) II. 737/;
1

Natun; is contented with little, grace with le-*s. 1779
J. DUCHE Disc. (1790) II. i. 14 We must first feel the

poverty of nature before we can desire the riches of (irace.

c. Law of Nature : (see LAW j//.l 9 c). Light
of Nature : (see LIGHT sb. 6 b).

d. Against nature
, contrary to what nature

prompts, unnatural, immoral, vicious. ? Obs.

1500-20 DI-NKAR Poems \x. co Offsyn als aganis the Haly
Spreit, ..and syn aganis nateur. 1611 BIBLE AVw. \. 26
Euen their women did change the natural! vse into that
which is against nature, a 1614 DONNE Bta^oraros (1644) 39
Al sinne is very truely said to be against nature.. .S. Augus-
tine sayes, Every vice, as it is vice, is against nature. 1662

J. DAVIES tr. Olfarius
1

I oy, Ambuss. Si They are wholly
given up to all licentiousness, even to sins against Nature.

e. Natural feeling or affection. Now dial.

1605 SMAKS. J/rtt/ . i. v. 46 Stop vp th
1

accesse, and passage
to Remorse, That no compunctious visitings of Nature
Shake my fell purpose. 1703 Porr: Thebais 332 Have -we
not seen. .The murd ring son. .Thro violated nature force-

his way. .? a 1718 PENN Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 827, 1 shew
little Duty or Nature to my Parents, a 1825 FORBY I oc.

E. Anglia s.v., A simple old woman, a^ a reason for loving
one of her daughters more than the others, said &quot;she had
more nature in her . 1841 C. H. HARTSHORNE Sulofia
Antigua 514 There s often more nature in people of that

=ort, than in . .their betters.

f. A natural action or proceeding, rare.

1817 CHALMERS Astron. Disc. v. (1852) 126 It was nature
in the shepherd to leave the ninety and nine of his flock..

alone in the wilderness.

10. The inherent power or force by which the

physical and mental activities of man are sus

tained. (Sometimes personified.)
^1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxix. 293 The most part of hem

dyen with outen Syknesse, whan nature faylet he hem foi

elde. 1541 R. COPLAND Gttydons Quest. Chimrg. M jj b,
For [by blood-letting] nature dyspensed ouer all the body
is lyghtned. 1602 SHAKS Ham. j. iii, n For nature cre^sant

does not grow alone, In thewes and Bulke. 1685 BOYLI-.

Eng. Notion Nat. 28 As when Physicians say, that Nature
is strong, or weak, or spent. 174* YOUNG AV. Th. i. i Tir d
nature s sweet restorer, balmy sleep ! 1836 A. COMBE
Physiol. Digest. (1842) 238 Nature is more willing to do her

part than we are to do ours.

b. The vital functions as requiring to be sup

ported by nourishment.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lirtf. Men. iii. (1885) 115 Thai

bith welthe, and haue all thinges nescessarie to the susten
ance of nature, a 1658 WALLER Panegyru to Protector xiii,

Our little world. .Of her own growth hath all that nature
craves. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 452 When with meats &
drinks they had sumc d Notburd nd Nature. 1743 BULKE-
LEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 169 We have now nothing but
a little water to support Nature. 1807 PIKE Sources
Misstss. (1810) II. 182, I returned hungry. .and had only
snow to supply the calls of nature. 1819 SHELLKV Cenci ii.

ii. 16 If you.. were reduced at once.. To that which naiure

doth indeed require? 1842 BORROW Bible in Spain xl, The
prison allowance will not support nature.

c. \\ithreferenceto other physical requirements.
a 1540 BARNES \Vks. (1573) 345/z The night beefore..was

hee compelled bynature to goe to the preuy. 1607 TOPSKLL

Four-f. Beasts (1658* 123 His servant, .diverted a liitle out

of the way to perform the work of nature. 1701 W. WOTTON
Hist, Rome 328 He withdrew from the Company to ease

Nature. 1747 CHESTKRF. Lett, cxxxiii. (1792) I. 359 That
small portion of [time], which the calls of nature obliged
him to pass in the necessary-house.
IV. 11. The creative and regulative physical

power which is conceived of as operating in the

material world and as the immediate cause of all

its phenomena.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 748 Quo formed J?e \&amp;gt;y fay re

fygure?..py beaute com neuer of nature, ct^oo Destt.

Troy 4010 Polexena . . was . . Alse noble for J?e nonest as

natur cold deuyse. c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 10 Zepherus
..comfort has, be wyrking off natour, All fructuous thing
m till the erd. 1526 Pilgr. / erf. (W. de W. 1531) 2346, Of
all the membres of the body, nature hath made the eye
moost mouable. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 5

This
Table sheweth the order of euery substance and kind, as

thei are appointed by Nature. 1594 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr.Acad. 11.557 That common saying, that God and Nature
the minister of God doe nothing without cause. 1603 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commw. 30 All the Hands which nature

hath scatred in these seas. 1697 DRYDEN I irg. Georg. in.

231 Where Nature shall provide Green Grass and fat ning
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Clover for their Fare. 1738 SWIFT /W. Comiertat. 51 Oh ! as the most impudent fellow in nature. .673 DRYDEN
the wonderful Works of Nature ; That a black Hen should Marr. A la Mode i, With all this, she s the zreateft irowin ir
have a white Egg ! 1774 GOLDSM. Nal. Hist. (1776) VI. 260
The weapon with which Nature has armed this animal.

1832 AUSTIN jfurispr. (1879) I. v. 213 He attributes the

uniformity of succession and coexistence to laws set by
nature. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 69 To take advantage
of nature s engineering.

b. More or less definitely personified as a female

being. (Usu. with capital.)
1374 CHAUCER And. $ Arc. 80 Nature had grete ioy

her to behelde. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Tray i. v, Both two
in one So ioyned. .By the emperesse that called is Nature.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hoiulat 32 1 hir sauoruss seidis War nurist
be dame Natur. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xiv. 43 Without
nature may nothinge growe, and by her haue alle thinges
created lyf. 1545 RAYNOLDE Birth Mankynde (1564) 27
Wherefore prudent Lady nature full wisely hath prouided
. . a continuall course and resort of blood. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 14 Flowres which only Dame Nature
trauels with. 1718 WATTS Hymn i, Nature with open
volume stands, To spread her Maker s praise abroad. 1784
COWPER Task in. 600 Some note of Nature s music from his

lips. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 252/2 Nature with her burning
sun, her stilled and pent-up wind. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \.

xxvii. 205 In the application of her own principles, Nature
often transcends the human imagination.

c. Contrasted with medical skill or treatment
in the cure of wounds or diseases.

597 A. M. tr. Guilletneau s Fr. Chirurg. 8/2 We recom-
mende such thinges vnto Nature, and followe her instruc
tions. 1658 A. Fox Wiiriz Surf. i. viii. 33 If Wounds in the

dressing be abused.. what can be expected, but Natures;

unwillingness and refractoriness. 1723 N. ROBINSON Th.
P/iysick 193 The Physician is Nature s profess d Servant.

795 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 200 Nature, in desperate
diseases, frequently does most when she is left entirely to
herself.

d. Contrasted with art : (see ART sb. 2). Also,

fidelity or close adherence to nature ; naturalness.

1704 POPE Disc. Pa.it. Poetry 8 Theocritus excels all

others in nature and simplicity. 1762-71 H. WALPOLK
Venue s Anccd. Painting (1786;1 1. 226 The colouring of the
heads clear, and with great nature.

1779-^81 JOHNSON L. P.,
Pope Wks. IV. 142 Nature being, in this sense, only the
best effect of art. 1826 SCOTT Woodsl. xxxii, They will do
it with more nature and effect, if they believe they are

swearing truth.

12. In various phrases :

a. Against, or contrary to, nature.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 100 Thys Eolus hath oft,
Made me to retourne my course agayn nature, c 1440
Alph. Tales 157 Nero said vnto bairn ; Make ye me to be
with childe . .And bai anssweid agayn & said bat it was not
possible, bat was contrarie vnto natur. 1508 KENNEDIR
Flyting 70. Dunbar 305 It war aganis bayth natur and gud
ressoun. That Dewlbeiris bairnis were trew. isafiTiNDALi:
Roin. xi. 24 Yf thou waste.. graffed contrary to nature in a
true olyve tree. 1604 E. G[RI.MSTONE] D Acosta s Hist.
Indies II.

iy.
88 It finally in the time of Summer overflowed

Egypt, which seemeth against nature.

b. Debt of nature, etc. : (see DEBT sb. 4 b).
c. Course ofnature \ (seeCoUKSEji. 19).

cisti \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 34/1 There is

nomore than one in all ye cours of nature. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions vi. (1887) 44 Olde age, which though it come by
rourse, and commaundement of nature [etc.]. 1613 SALK ELD
Treat. Angels 89 A miracle, .being out of the common
course of nature, beyond or above it, doth cause admiration.
a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 305 Touching the

production of Animals, . .they are in the ordinary course of
Nature of two kinds. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. ii. Wks. 1874
L 40 The whole course of nature is a present instance of
his exercising that government over us. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl. (1815) 219 He cannot be supposed to live much
longer, according to the course of nature. 1826 WHATELY
Logic (1836) 351 According to him, there is no such thing as
a Course of Nature.

d. Law(s) ofNature : (see LAW rf.l 17).
e. Ill nature, in the actual basis of things, in

real fact.

1603 BACON Ad-. 1
. Learn, n. xxiii. 49 There are in Nature

certain Fountains of Justice, whence all ciuile Lawes are de
rived but as streams. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 442 [To] equal [

what between us made the odds. In Nature none. 1672 PETTY
Pol. Anat. (1691) 61 What other Foundation of Truth it had
in Nature, I know not. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life vill. I

ii. 288 There is really, in nature, such a thing as high life.

13. The material world, or its collective objects
and phenomena, esp. those with which man is

most directly in contact; freq. tB^ features and
i

products of the earth itself, as contrasted with
those of human civilization.
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx in. ii. 17 According to the

j

Atomicall principles, no rationall account can be given of .

those effecls which are seen in nature. 1667 MILTON P. L. !

vin. 153 Such vast room in Nature unpossest By living
Soule. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. m. 450 Surveying Nature
with top nice a view. 1781 COWPER Hope 24 5 To enjoy cool
nature in a country seat. Ibid. 740 Unconscious nature,. .

Rocks, groves, and streams. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.
II. 32 We derive a great portion of our pleasures fiom the
mere beauties of nature. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Riiiigr iv,
Nature was not so far removed or hard to get at, as in these

days. 1888 BmvtxAmtr. Commiu. III. civ. 497 They lead
a solitary life in the midst of a vast nature.

b. In wider sense: (see quots.).
1862 Edin. Rev. CXVI. 38r Nature is being used in the

narrow sense of physical natuie...But these selves of ours
do belong to Nature . 1873 DAWSON Earth # Man xiv.

343 Holding nature to represent the whole cosmos, and to
include both the physical and the spiritual.

e. In nalitre, anywhere ; at all. (Used as an
intensive with superlatives and negitives.)
i66 WOOD Ltfe 3 May, All seniors.. did look upon him,

nature be missed. 1848 LOWELL Biglcrui P. Ser. i. ii, It. .

is- one of the curusest things in nater.

14. The or a state of nature : (a) the moral state
natural to man, as opposed to a state of grace ;

i (6) the condition of man before the foundation
, of organized society; (c) an uncultivated or un-
domesticated condition ; (&amp;lt;/) physical nakedness.
a 1667 SOUTH Serin. (1697) I. 9 The Difference between a

state of Nature, and a state of Grace. 1689 LOCKE Govt. II.

is still as it were in a stale of nature. 1738 SWIFT Pol.
Convenat. Introd. 58 Quadrille in particular bears some
Resemblance to a State of Nature. 1817 J. BRADBURY
Trav.Anter. 326 It will perhaps be found that all countries
in a state of nature are liable to this disease. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. i84/r The true civet.. is found in a state of nature
in most parts of Africa. 1864 PUSEY Led. Daniel ix. 561
It is man s own fault, if. .he remain in, or apostatise into, a
state of nature.

t b. In nature, in a natural condition ; un
manufactured. Obs. rare l

.

1719 W. WOOD Sitrr . Trade 237 Draw-backs upon Goods
Exported, in nature as Imported.

c. A malleable state (of iron).
1791 UEDDOES in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 174 It [the pig

iron] approaches more and more towards nature [malleable
iron). 1893 PINNOCK Black Country Ann. (E. D. D.), My
iron s just comin to natur .

V. 15. attrib. and Comb. a. Attrib., chiefly
in sense of, belonging or relating to nature

,
as

nature-cure, -force, -kingdom, -myth, -mythology,
-philosophy, -power, -religion, -worship ; nature-
god, one of the powers or phenomena of nature

personified as a god ; so nature-being, -deity ;

nature-people, people in a low or primitive
stage of culture ; nature-spirit, a spirit sup-

*nature-cure, first professed by Dr. Jean Jaques and con
tinued by Cowper. 1873 Encycl. Brit. II. 56/2 One of the
great nature-deities, such as Heaven or Sun, is raised to
this royal pre-eminence. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synch.

Cult. (1903) II. 205 Here we must seek to realize to the i

utmost the definition of the &quot;Nature- Spirits. 1869 J. MAR- !

TINEAU Ess. II. 197 The sublime neutrality of our modern
&quot;nature-worship. 1878 MACLEAR Cells ii. 28 Nature-wor
ship, including the adoration of fountains and streams.

b. Sc. Attrib., passing into adj. = natural
;

in

later use only with reference to natural products,
or to land producing these naturally (see Jamie-
son 1825, s.v.).

I568SKEYNE The Pest (1860) i4Quhilk..testifeis sttenthe
!

of nature helth. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal ff Tri. Faith
(1845) 178 Blood-bonds, nature-relations are mighty. 1762
BP. FORBES Jrnl. (1886) 145 The rapid Spey forms a
pleasant Bottom, rich with Corns and nature-Grass. ?i8n
W. AITON Agric. Snrv. Ayish. 291 (Jam.), When they see
a field carpeted with rich grasses, or those that grow luxu
riant, they say that field pioduces nature glasses.

c. Instrumental, as nature-favoured, -graced,
-hidden, -taught ; objective, as nature-drowning,
-painting, -shaking; parasynthetic, as nature-
hearted; similative, as nature-like, -true.

1598 SYLVESTER Da Bartas it. i. Eden 197 The wreak-
full &quot;natuie-drowning Flood Spar d not this beauteous
place. 1883 far/a. Waggonette 78 Two such nature-
favoured sons of Adam, a 1618 SYLVESTER Maiden s Blush
73 Joseph.., Whome, *Nature-grac t, the Graces nurtur d
fine In libeiall Arts. 1839-48 BAILEY Ftstus xx. 234 Kind
nature-hearted bards. 1891 ATKINSON LastofGiant- Kilters

224 Such a self concealing as well as nature-hidden place.
1530 PALSGR. 319/1 &quot;Naturlyke.flai/^wW, naturel. 1748
THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. Kii, Of the fine stores he nothing
would impart, Which or boon nature gave, or nature-

painting
art. 1883 GROSART Spenser s W*s. III. p. liii,

This, .widens, .the Natuie-painting poetry of our language.
1606 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas n. iv. i. Trophies 674 Whose !

Hell-raking, Nature-shaking Spell. 1591 ll/id. I. iii. 379O learned ( Nature taught) Arithmetician ! 1850 MRS.
BROWNING Poems I. 321 Even like my blossoms, if as nature-
true, 1 hough not as precious.

tNa-tnre.f. 1 Ots. [ad. OF. H&amp;lt;Z/W (Godef.), j

or med.L. natiirare, f. naiura NATURE sb.}
1. trans. To invest with a particular nature.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 97 He which natureth every kinde,
The myhti god.

214 His ideas, .separate so broadly between human beings
and the Nature forces. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. (1903) II.

255 The great Nature-gods are huge in strength and far-

reaching in influence. 1863 Fam. Tteas. 412 In ihe spiritual I

kingdom, as in the great nature-kingdoms. 1871 TYLOR I

Prim. Cult. (1003) 1. 284 Those most beautiful of poetic
fictions, to which may be given the title of Nature-Myths,

j

1895 A. NUTT in K. Meyer s Voy. Bran I. 179 During the
sway of ihe organised nature-mythology. 1877 tr. Tiele s

\

Hist. Kelig. 24 The worship of spirits, .and the doctrine of !

immortality are not developed any furtheramong the Finns
than among the Nature-peoples. 1855 BRIMI.EY Ess. 23 A
sentimental nature-philosophy and a pantheistical worship
1863 GLADSTONE Farna. Addr. Edlnt. Univ. 22 The I

NATURESSE.
2. intr. in pres. pple. or ppl. a. naturing [after

med.L. ttatura naturans] : Creative, and giving
to each thing its specific nature.
1509 HAWES Past, fleas, xxxix. (Percy Soc.) 201 Tyll

that dame Nature naturing had made All thinge to grow
to theyr fortitude. 1519 Interl. Four Elcm. in Hazl.
Daatln I. ii The Perfection and First Cause of every
thing, I mean that only high Nature naturing. 1605 TIMME
Qutrtit. I. ii. 5 Aristotle himselfe. .calleth it aaiuiamnatu-
rantem, naturing nature. 1694 R. BURTHOGCE Reason 118
The unwary Expression of some , . Theologizing Philo
sophers, who Denominated God Nature Naturing.Na ture, v.* rare. [f. NATUBE sb.] trans, a.
To endow with a (new) nature, b. To fix in one s

nature, to make natural.

1857 J. PULSFOKD Quiet Hours Ser. i. 39 It is granted to us
fallen men, to be born and natured anew, from the Eternal

:
Word. 1890 J. H. STIRLING Gi/ord Lect. v. 89 The patri
monial use and wont, and established manners, so to speak,
natured in them.

Natured (iwt-tiiud), ppl. a. [f. NATUBE sb. +
-ED 2.] Having a nature or disposition (of a spe
cified kind).
Chiefly used in compounds, as GOOD-, ILL-NATURED, etc.

1577 [see GOOD-NATURED]. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Mirr.
(1851) 53 With hounied mouths, yet natur d like the waspe.
1605 ROWLANDS HelCs Broke Loose 27 What is it from the
Cocatrice doth passe, But such a natur d Serpent as him
selfe? 1649 BLITHE Eng. huprw. hupr. (1653) 3^ To all
sorts of such natured Lands, thoumayst apply them. 1720
Humourist 16 As good a natur d civil Person as I am, the

, Spleen is now and ihen too hard forme. 1836 Tait s Mag.
III. 163 [Your heart] is natured somewhat after the fashion

i of the lava that flows from an old mountain. 1879 SPENCER
i

Data Ethics xiv. 256 Others, similarly natured, will not
permit him in any large measure to do this.

II Naturel (natwrgl), sb. [F., sb. use of the adj. :

see next.] Natural character or disposition.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Result, The contumacious

sharp-tongued energy of English nature!. 1870 Soc. V
Sol. vi. 126 What possesses interest for us is the naturel of
each, his constitutional excellence.

t Naturel, a. Obs. Also 4-5 -ell, 5 -ele, -elle,

-eel, -ile, -ill. [a. F. nature! (i2th c.), ad. L.

natural-is NATURAL a.]
= NATURAL ft., in various

senses. (Common in Chaucer, Gower, and Caxton.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 9449 pe laghes bath he ban for-lete Bath

naturel and positif. c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 122 A
naturel day in derk I let her duel. 1387 I REVISA Higden
(Roll*) III. 65 pis naturel philosofer and dyuynourserchede
kynde and venues of bynges. c 1400 Destr. 7^roy 6770 All
the nobill anon, bo naturill brether, Wonderfully wroght
with wepyn in bond, r 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov.
Lordsh. 66 To perfitly knowe alle manere of Naturels

Binges. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xl. 406 Ye haue done
to vs but as a naturel Knyghte ought to doo. 1497 BF.
ALCOCK Motts Perfect. Eij, Our moost naturell Souerayne
lorde Henry the seuenth.

t Na*tureless, a. Obs. rare. [f. NATURE sb. +

-LESS.] a. Not having a vital nature, b. Not
in accordance with nature ; unnatural.

1548 GESTE Pr. Masse B iv, What semblance, .is ther be-

twyxte the natureles bread and wyne, and chrUtes body
and bloud ? 1644 MILTON Bitcer on Div. Wks. 1851 IV. 294
Under a bondage not of Gods constraining with a natureles
constraint.. but laid upon us impetiously.

t Naturelly, adv. Obs. Also 3 nature(l)-
liche, 4 naturely. [f.

NATDBEL a. + -LY 2
, after

OF. natitrclment^\
1. Naturally; by nature.
c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 30 pet wyn (t is

naturelHche hot ine him-selue. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v.

pr. ii. (1868) 152 Euery bing_ bat may naturely vsen resoun.
c 1386 Frankl. T. 324 Riuht so the see desireth nnturelly
Tofolwen hire. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. 107

Euery thyng that werketh naturelly enduceth the fourme
of it seluen. 1482 Monk ofEvesham 59 Wemen . .naturelly
schuld be more schamfull thenne other.

2. Carnally. rare~ l

.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofALsop vi. iv, Thow arte an inceste

& lechour For thow knowest naturelly both thy moder and

thy doughter.

f Na-turely( a. Obs. rare *. Natural.
c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. Atner. (Arb.) 33 They saye yat mans

fleyshe is good & naturly to etc rawe.

Nature-printing. [Cf. G. natur(selbst)

(truck.] The method or process of producing a

print of a natural object, esp. a leaf, by means of

the mark made by the object itself, under pressure,
on a prepared plate. So Nature-print v. (also
in transf. use); Nature-printed///, a. ; Nature-

print sb.) an impression obtained in this way.
1855 BRADBURY in Proc. Roy, hist. Gt. Brit. II. 106 The

Art of Nature-Printing is a method of producing impres
sions of plants and other natural objects, in a manner so

truthful that only a close inspection reveals the fact of their

being copies. 1855 T. MOORE (title) The Ferns of Great
Britain. . . Nature printed by Henry Bradbury. 1859 JOHN-
STONE & CROALL ^ title) Nature-Printed British Seaweeds.

1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. W. (1884) 259 As
if the actual reeds of its native jungle had nature-printed
themselves on its hide.

t Na turer. Obs. rare 1

, [f. NATURE v. 1 +

-ER!.] One who gives a thing its nature,

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xiv. (1617) 227 Man can skill

to discerne the mortall naturer from the immortal].

tNaturesse. Obs. [a.OF.*a/*w.w(Gode):
see NATURE sb. and -ESS ^.] Natural affection or

feeling; a generous act.

? a 1412 LVDGATE Two Merck. 771 His herte was meevyd
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of oolde naturesse To save his freend. 1439 in Ep. Acted.
Oxon. (1898) I. 184 Your naturesses and benevolence shold
enjoy with us of the fortheraunce of the sayde Univcrsite
c 1470 HARDING Ckron. xxxi. vi, With wordes peteous and
mothers naturesse.

t Natirrian. Obs.
[f. NATURE sb. + -IAN, or ad.

obs. F. naluriea (Godef.).] A student of nature,
a natural philosopher ; also, a believer in nature
as contrasted with divine providence.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602; 358 Amongst Philo

sophers Aristotle was wise, profound ; Plato humanedmme ; Pythagoras hot, precise ; and all sound exquisite
natunans. #6*341. 1621 S. WARD Life ofFaith 83 Great
. . aduantages hath a Christian by virtue of his Faith, aboue
any Natunan or Politique by all his reason. 1633 T. AD \MS
Exp. fPltiru. 5 There is no judgment comes, but natu
nans will find out other causes for it than God.
So f BTatuTien. Obs. rare.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 46 Riht so of the Naturiens Upon
the bterres from above His weie he secheth unto love, ibid,
106 And thus seith the naturien Which is an Astronomien.
JN aturile, -ill, variants of NATUREL a. Obs.
Naturism (n&amp;lt;?i-tiuriz m). [f. NATURE sb. +

-ISM, or ad. F. naturisme.~\
1. Naturalism in regard to religion.
1847 O. BROWNSON Wks. V. 531 The rejection of .. grace,and the assertion, if the word may be permitted us, of mere

naturism. Itid. 534 Infidelity, irreligion, naturism.
2. Nature-worship.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 367/1 According to Pfleiderer the

original religion must have been a kind of indistinct, chaotic
naturism. 1891 tr. De La Saussaye s Man. Sci. Relig. xiii.

103 Better with Reville to separate worship of nature (which
he calls naturism) from animism.
3. Med. The attribution of everything to the

workings of nature.
n. 1890 DUNCLISON Med. Diet,

Naturist (n^-tiurist). [f. NATURE sb. + -IST
;

cf. F. naturists.] An adherent or follower of, or
believer in, nature, in various applications.
1683 BOYLE

En&amp;lt;j. Notion Nat. 34 Those that admit and
applaud the Vulgar Notion of Nature : whom . . I shall

43

1480 CAXTON Ovid s Met. xi. xxi, To gyve her entresignes,
by whych she may see apperlly the nawfrage and peryll of
her husbonde. c 1577 BUCHANAN Let. Wks. (S. T. S ) 57 Ye

in the treatment of disease. 1892 Harper s May. LXXXIV.
803/1 Words that must have gone hard sometimes with the
naturist he happened to be praising. 1900 Nation (N&quot;. Y.)
9 July 52/3 Hence, realists, naturalists, and naturists

,and decadents, .. and a host of other ephemeridae.
Naturi Stic, a. rare. [f. prec. + -1C.] Per

taining to, or connected with, nature. Hence
Naturi stically adv., in a way that is suggestive
of nature.
1886 Encyd. Brit. XX. 366/2 Ethical religions do not

exclude the naturistic elements altogether. 1895 Pall Mall
Mag. Dec. 650/1 If Mrs. Patrick Campbell wants to talk
naturally (not to say naturistically) on the stage.

tNatirrity. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. NATURE

f -ITY.] The creative power underlying nature.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 239 Which . . cannot be

allowed, except we impute that unto the first cause, which
we impose not on the second

; or what we deny unto nature,we impute unto Naturity it self.

Naturize (n^ tiuraiz), v. rare. [f. NATURE
sb. + -IZE. Cf. NATURE

.l] trans. To invest
with a specific nature. Hence Na turized ///. a.

1607 J. DAVIES Summit Totalis A 4*, Which call God,
Nature, naturizing all. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. i, Tis the
secret Of nature naturiz d gainst all infections. 1880
Trans. R. Hist. Soc. VIII. 347 Motion, rest, will, and
reason were thus naturized nature (natura naturata).
Natyf, -yfe, -yff, -yve, obs. ff. NATIVE.
Natyvyte, -tie, obs. forms of NATIVITY.
fWau-cify, v. 06s.

-
[ad. L. nauci facere

(Plautus), f. naucitm a trifling thing.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Naucifie, to set nought by, to dis-

esteem.

Wau-crar : see next (quot. 1847).

Naucrary (ng krari). Also nauk-. Greek

Anliq. [ad. Gr. vavKpapia, f. vaincpapoi (in Hesychins
vavK\apos\ usually supposed to be a var. of vav-

K\ijpos, but the etym. and original meaning are

doubtful.] One of the smaller political divisions
of the Athenian people.
1836 THIRLWALL Greece xi. II. 52 Solon .. appears to have

laid the foundation of the Attic navy, by charging the
forty-eight sections, called naucraries, into which the tribes

had_ been divided for financial purposes, each with the
equipment of a galley, as well as with the mounting of two
horsemen. 1847 GROTE Greece III. 71 The Naukrary is a
local circumscription, composed of the Naukrars or prin
cipal householders (so the etymology seems to indicate).
Ibid. 72 The forty-eight naukraries are thus a systematic
subdivision of the four tribes.

Naue, obs. form of NAVY.
Naue, have not : see NAVE v.

Nauen, variant of NAVIN, navy. Obs.

t Nau fragate, v. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. ppl.

stem of L. naufragare to suffer shipwreck : see

next.] trans. To wreck.
1686 CLENCHE Peter s S-uprem. 123 Peter signifies ..a

Foundation, . . an inexpugnable rock . . A Rock able to . . nau-
fragate all the lurid designs of empoisoned Hereticks.

t Natrfrage. Obs. Also 5 naw-. [a. F.

naufrage (1461), ad. L. naufragium for *navi-

fragium, f. navt-sship +frag-,frangers to break.]
Shipwreck : a. in figurative uses.

1716 III. 151 Queen Elizabeth .. reigned .. abo
ifter the Pope had c.V.l d her all to naueht.

fe. Jo be naught, to efface oneself, to keep
quiet or withdraw. Usually in imperative. Obs.

dangerous Naufrages, and fix their Affections where
Duty and Merit require.

b. in literal sense. (Chiefly Law.)
1623 COCKERAM i, Nanfrage, shipwracke. 1635 J. HAY-WARD tr. Biondfs Banish d Virg. i Thus then being certaine

of naufrage. 1681 STAIR Instit. I. x. 24. 132 In no case
is the borrower oblieged for any Accident, as Death, Nau
frage, Burning, unless he hath undeitak
1755 MAGENS fnsuran

that hazard.
16 No Abandoning can be

made, but in Case of
Capture, Naufrage, Bulging^ Strand&quot;

ing, Embargo.. or an entire loss of the Thing insured.
tNaU fraged, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [ad. F.

naufrage (
1 4th c.), ad. L. naufragatus : see NAU-

FRAGATE
.] Shipwrecked.

_ 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xviii. 66 That tyme that thou come
jjrste

to me as a man exyled and naufraged. Ibid. xx. 7
-

Naufraged vpon the ryuageof the see.

t Naufra-geOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad. F.

naufrageux : see NAUFRAGE and -ous.] In danger
of shipwreck.
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. (1737) 232 Our State s nau-

trageous and penclitating.

t NaU fragie. Obs. rare. [ad. L. naufragi-
/.] = NAUFRAGE a.

ci38o WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 149 But siben bes
Lsullragies] ben nawfragies, wel is him pat bieb not. c 1440Gesta Rom. i. Ixv. 293 (Harl. MS.), perfor seij th Jerome,
. . 1 enaunce is the secunde table after naufragie.
t Nau fragOUS, a. Obs. rare.

[f. NAUFRAG-E
+ -ous : cf. It. naufragoso.] Causing shipwreck.
1615 T. ADAMS Sfir. Navig. 36 It is the most dangerous

. . . us
shipwrack that this naufragous world can give us, the ship-
wrack of faith. 1656 An if. Handsom. 33 That tempes
tuous and (oft) naufragous Sea, wherein youth and hand-
somenesse are commonly tossed.

t Ifau frague. Obs. rare. [ad. Sp. naufrago,
L. natifragiis.\ A shipwrecked person.
1681 RVCAUT tr. Gracians Critick 4 The grateful Nau-

frague repeated the expressions of his thanks. Ibid. 5.

Nauger, obs. form of AUGEK.

Naught (ngt), sb., a., and adv. Forms: a.
i nawuht, i, 3-4 -wiht, (3 -wihht), 4 -wight;
3-4 nawit, (4 -wete). /3. i nawht, 1-3 nauht,
uaht, (3 nah), 2-3 nacht, 3-4 najt, (4 naght ;

3 na))t, 5 natht), 4-5 nau3t(e, 4 naw^t), 4-
naught, (6 naugh). 7. 1-3 nawt, 3, 6 naut,
6 nawtt, nawlt. [OE. ndwuht, -vjiht, f. nd NA
adv.1 + wu/il, wiht WIGHT sb.

;
cf. OFris. nawet,

nauwet, nauet, naut. In northern ME. texts the
full form nawight may represent OE. ndmviht
rather than ndwifit. For the history of the forms

belonging to the OE. variant noiviht see NOUGHT.]
A. sb. 1. Nothing, nought. (Now arch.)

o. 897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C, xliv. 328 (Hatton)
Me hyngrede, Si e me nawuht [Cotton nauht] ne sealdun
etan. cgoo tr. Bxda s Hist. n. x. [xiii.] (1890) 134 Eallinga
nawiht mas^enes ne nyttnesse hafaS sio a;fa:stnes. c 1000

Ags. Ps. (Th.) xiv. 5 Se |je f)one awyrgdan for nawuht ha;t5.
a 1240 Sanies Warde in O. E. ffom. I. 255 Hwet se beo of

heardes, ne drede ich nawiht nesches.

f. c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. iii. 2 Dis Mod .. nauht elles

nat butan gnornunga. 971 Blickl. Hoin. 53 pa hal^an . . be
on byssum life naht ne sohton. a nzz O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1072 He J?air naht ne funde ^ass be him be bet
WEere. 1340 Ayenb. 131 panne yefb

him god iuele bet
) an. 1072 He J?cer naht ne funde ^ass be him be bet
e. 1340 AytKa, 131 panne yefb

him god iuele

mannes
inj^te

ne is nast and bet he ne may najt. c 1386
CHAUCER Pro2. 756 Boold of his speche, and wys and wel

ytaught, And of manhood him lakked right naught \y.rr.

nojt, nouht], c 1450 Merlin 18 Leet my moder be in pese
that natht knoweth of that thow puttest on hir. 1535
COVERDALE 2 fllacc. vii. 28 God made them and mans
generacion of naught. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 113 The
Pope had the more hate vnto him, for that he had brought
him vp of naught. 1629 MILTON Hymn Nath . xxiv,

Naught but profoundest Hell can be his shroud. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 572 Unconstrain d he nothing
tells for naught. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 46 You have
the old Proverb on your Side, Naught s ne er in Danger.
1797 COLERIDGE Christaoel i, Naught was green upon the

oak, But moss and rarest mistletoe. x1885-94 R. BRIDGES
Till seeing nothing lack d and

is fell fi

Eros
&amp;lt;y Psyche July viii,

naught was theirs, Their happiness fell from them unawares.

b. In phr. to bring, \do, come, go to naught.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. x, Ne eart bu no eallunga to

nauhte^edon. cioaoAgs. Ps. (Th.) lix. u He sona mag
ure fynd jedon fracobe to nahte [

= cvii. 12 to nawihte].
a 1175 Cott. Hoin. 223 Foroi is se man beter . . banne oore

3esceafte..for ban be hi alle Jewroe8 to nachte. 1297 R.

GLOUC. (Rolls) 9421 Hii asaifede he verste ost & brojte
almest to na;te. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras i. II In y east

haue I brought two landes and people to naught. 1611

COTGR., Perir, . . to come to mine, or to naught. 1668-9
PEPYS Diary 6 Mar., He joins with me in his fears that all

will go to naught, as matters are now managed.
c. To set at naught, set naught by : see SET v.

t d. To call (rarely to speak) all to naught, to

abuse or decry vehemently. Obs.

Originally perh. = a// too naught, altogether too bad.

ii4a UDALL Erasm. Apoph. Table, Dionysius would call

Anstippus foole and all to naught. 1559-1592 [see ALL
adv. 12]. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 14. xviii. i

(1669) 68/2 His enemies from this take advantage to .speak
him all to naught. 1705 HICKEKINGILL Priest-cr. in. Wks.

naughts awhile, get you together. * 1615 FLETCHER Hum.
Lieutenant v. m, So, get ye together, and be naught !

f2. Wickedness, evil, moral wrong, mischief.
Obs, (In later use chiefly to do naught.}
cScfj K. /ELFRED Gregory s fust. C. xxxv. 241 Donne

mon onjiet mid hwelcum stxpum 5a;t nawht [L neauitia)was Surhtoxen. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Iviii. 2 5enere me
fram nibe naht [L. iiiiguitatem] fremmendra.
1560 DATS tr. Sleidanes Coinm. 61 The Magistrate doeth

naught [L. iniguefacit], but you doe muche worse 1504
SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. i. 99, I tell thee Fellow, he that doth
naught with her (excepting one) were best to do it secretly
alone. 1649 LOVELACE Poems 72 Naught [shall] be ignoti
not so much out of Fcare Of being punislu, as offending
Her. 1656 SANDEKSON Serin. (1689) 207 From doing nothing
proceed to doing naught.
f b. That which is wrong or faulty in method.
557 TLSSER 100 Points Husb. xxxii, All soules that be

thursty, bid threshe out for mawlt : well handled and
tended, or els thou dost nawlt. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 38
Ignorant Apothecaries do dayly use it in steede of the right
Cotyledon, wherein they do naught, and commit manifest
errour. 1658 A. Fox Warts Surg. \. ii. 4 Naught will be
naught, and never good, though it had been practised a
thousand years.

3. With a and //.

t a. A thing of no worth or value. Obs. rare.
Only in//, as adjectival predicate, prob. not derived from

the similar OE. Use of ndhtas or ndhtes.
a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. Vlll 186 The bokes are erro-

nious and naughtes. 1552 LATIMER Serm. Gosf. xii. 219
These studies . . and such other vayne desires are naughtes
and foolishe.

t b. //. Nothing, nought. Obs. rare.

iS5? Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk vii, To which I eaue nigh
fine times fyue assaultes, Tyl at the last they yefded it for

naughtes. 1586 KYU Wks. (1901) 340 Thy crop of corne is
tares auailing naughts.

c. Arith. A cipher, a nought.
1649 MILTON Eikon. xxvii. Wks. 1851 III. 513 After all

thir paines and travell to be dissolv d, and cast away like so
many Naughts in Arithmetick. 1825 M. E. (title) Airy
Nothings : or Scraps and Naughts, and Odd-cum-Shorts.
1879 MEREDITH Egoist xix, There is a figure naught ,

said he.

fd. An evil or wicked thing. (Cf. 2.) Ol&amp;gt;s.~
l

a 1639 W. WHATELF.Y Prototypes n. xxix. (1640) 182 Here
is revenge, fillhine^se and fraud, and a number of naughts
put together to make each other worse.

e. ;From B. 2.) One who is bad.
1657 TRAPP Comm. Esther vii. 7 Unlesse it be Haratig,

that naughtiest of all naughts. 1854 MRS. GASKELL North
V 6&quot;. xviii, The law expenses would have been more than
the hands themselves were worth a set of ungrateful
naughts ! said his mother.
B. adj. [Orig. the sb. in predicative use. Freq.

in the strengthened form stark naught : see STARK.]
1. Of no worth or value; good for nothing;

worthless, useless, bad, poor.
&amp;lt;r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvi. 7 Ic sec*e sie unmehti;

& eac ealles nauht. c lopo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 232 jif ic me
sylfne wuldrije, bonne bio min wuldor naht. a 1250 Owl
q- Night. (Cott.) 1480 Ober be lauerd is wel aht, Ober
aswunde & nis naht. 1393 LANGU P. PI. C. xviii. 74 Of
muche moneye the metal is ryght naught. 1503 Act 19
Hen. VII, c. 6The said Persons. .mix good Melal and bad
together, and make it naught. 1551 T. WILSON Logikc
(1580 3 Logike of it self is good, when Sophistrie on the
other side is naught. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. 1715 Their
armour and weapons are very naught and weake. as well
the one as the other. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint. Compl.
Card. II. 2 By Branches that are naught, I mean those that
are of false Wood. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 18 Tom
sings well ; but his Luck s naught. 1784 COWPER Ep. J.
Hill 53 The punishment importing this, no doubt, That all

was naught within. 1819 BYRON Let. to Murray 12 Aug.,
The poem will be naught. 1832 AUSTIN Jiirispr. (1879)
II. 692 Codes and codification are manifestly naught.
T b. Of no legal value ; invalid. Obs.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. iv. iii. 430 And therfore God forbede
that ech dede and ech gouernaunce schulde be holde nau^t
and badde. 1540 Act 32 Hen. I llI, c. 5 The said pretended
mariage, which is of it selfe naught and of no force. 1631
SANDERSON Serm. 62 The election is dejure nulla, naught
and voide. 1660 Trial Regie. 53 Your Plea is naught,
illegal, and wicked, and ought not to be allowed.

c. Bad in condition or quality; not good for

eating or drinking. ? Obs.

1588 KVD Househ. Phil. Wks. (1901) 271 Things, which.,
wold become both hard and naught to eate without some
kinde of liquor or conserues. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Jer.
xxiv. 3 The good figges, exceeding good, and the naughtie
figges exceeding naught : which can not be eaten because

they are naught. 1661 PEPYS Diary 29 Oct., We .. should
have been merry, but their wine was so naught . . that we
were not so. 1720 Bp. HUTCHINSON Witchcraft xv. (ed. 2)

267 Which after the first taste he refused, . . but said it wa^
naught. 1813 C. MARSHALL Garden, xvii. (ed. 5) 288 The
raspberry is quite naught [1798 very bad] when siale.

t d. Bad or wrong in method. Obs. rare 1
.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 80 It is verie naught, to ascend
or descend in that manner,

t 2. Morally bad
; wicked ; naughty. Obs.

1536 R. BEEKLEY in Four C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 35 And
mayck me wych am now nawtt to cum unto grace [and]

goodnes. 1582 N. T. (Rhem. ) Matt. vi. 23 But if thine eye
be naught : thy whole body shal be darksome. 1603 DRAY-
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NAUGHTILY.
TON Bar. Wars in. iii, A Man, as subtill, so corrupt and

naught. 1656 SANDERSON Semi. (r68g) 487 Where the Gods
are naught, who can imagine the Religion should be good.
1706-7 FARQCHAR Beaux Strat. n. i, Stay, stay, Brother,

you shan t get off so ; You were very naught last Night.
1740 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 253 There was no pleasing
her ; and I was a Creature, and Wench, and all that was
naught.

t b. Immoral, vicious. Obs.

1550 ELYOT, Aquariolus*.. .a wyttall, that suffreth his wife

to be naught. 1594 LYLY Moth. Bomb. \. i, Doest thou

imagine thy mistres naught of her bodie? 1617 MIDDLETON
& ROWLEY Fair Qnarrel v. i, I say she is naught. . . Your
intended bride is a whore. 1693 CONGREVE Old Bach. in.

iv, I ll never see you again, cause you d have me be naught.

t C. Const, with (one of the other sex). Obs.

1552 LATIMER Serin. # Rein. (Parker Soc.) 30 His mistress,

perceiving his beauty, . . would have him to be naught with
her. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 3 But her afterward hee

divorced, suspecting that she had beene naught with P.

Clodivs. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Man. (1642) 264
That he had, in his absence, been naught with Mariamne.
1699 ! . C[ocKMAsJ Putty s Offices (17^06) 105 Upon a false

Suspicion, that he had been naught with his Mother-in-law.

f3. Injurious, hurtful; unlucky. Obs.

1596 Edward ///, i. i, In great affairs tis naught to use

delay. 1620 MELTON Astrolog. 46 It is naught for any man
to giue a paire of kniues to his sweet heart. 1658 A. Fox
Wurtz 1

Sitrg. ii. iii. 52 That [diet] which is good for man
proveth very naught to a woman.

t 4. Lost, mined. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 231 Goe, get you to [y]our House ;

be gone, away, All will be naught else. 16*4 FLETCHER
Rule a Wife v. i, My cause was naught, for twas about

your honour ; And he that wrongs the innocent nere pros

pers. [1826 SCOTT Woodst. iii, All s naught, girl and our
evil days are come at last.]

C. adv.

t L [O rig- the accusative of the sb. used adverb

ially : cf. AUGHT $b% C.] Not. See also NAT adv.
a. tr8g7 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. xliii. 314 (Hatton)

Ne faeste 7& 5ses nawuht me. c 1200 ORMIN 15551 paer bilasf

be Laferrd .. ace nawihht lannge. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 474
For bi bet te lare..ne helpe3 nawiht eche Hf to habben, ne

}elpe ich nawiht |?rof. a 1300 Cursor M. 654 Yhon tre

cum bou nawight to. 13.. Ibid. 24626 (Edinh.), Frame wald

^ai nawit twin.

. c888 K. ALFRED Bocth. v. 3 Nu &amp;lt;5u ne bearft be

nauht ondrEedan. c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. II. 18 pzet fyr ne
derede naht bam 6rim cnihtum. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1095 Naht be anan oc^Se twain, c 1200 Vices ff

Virtues 35 On Sare o5re woreld and naht hier. i 1250
Kent, Serin, in O. E. Misc. 28 Nacht on-lepiliche to day,
ac alle

\&amp;gt;Q
daies i

\&amp;gt;o yere. 1297 R. GLOL C. (Rolls) 185 PC
gret evel ne com^b na^t ber ^at me

clupej&amp;gt; J?at holi fur.

1340 Ayanb. 103 Ane man of huam me ne lean na^t his name.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 254 Medea, which foryat him naght,
Was redy there.

y. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 63 God. -? ife us. .bet we ne fallen

naut ine sunne. a 1240 Saiules Ward? in O, E. Horn. I.

257 pah ha ne trust nawt on hire ahne wepnen.

f2. [From B.] Badly; wrongly. Obs.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Phil. 8, I rushe not
here awaye and there awaye rashely I care not whither, for

he loseth his game, that runneth naught. 15^2 LATIMER
Sertu. (1562) 139 They that are so vsed to swearing, do very
naught. 1625 B. JONSON Staple of N. i. Interm. i, How
doe s the Play please you? Censure. Very scuruily, me
thinks, and sufficiently naught.
Hence f Naught z&amp;gt;.,

trans, to destroy. Obs. 1

1340 Ayenb. 9 per by some bronches Jet ne byeb na}t

dyadlich zenne, .. and po me ssell najti and wy^dra^e ase

inoche ase me may.

Naughtily (n-tili), adv. [f. NAUGHTY a.]

1. fa. Wickedly, viciously. Obs.

155* LATIMER Serai, fy Rem. (Parker Soc.) 38 They that. .

burned their children, they did naughtily. 1577 NORTH-
BROOKE Dicing (i%4$) 10 They would not Hue thus ydlely
and naughtily as they do. 1611 COTGR., Mauvaisemcnt,..
lewdly, naughtily. 1632 LITHGOW Trm-. x. 434 Their deserts

are naught, and the fruite thereof as naughtily spent.

fb. Wrongfnlly, dishonestly. Obs. rare.

1622 FLETCHER Beggars Bush iv. i, How cam st thou by
this mighty sum? If naughtily, I must not take it of thee.

t 2. Badly, poorly. Obs.

1574 R. SCOT Hop Card. To Rdr., It grieueth me dailye
to see tyme yll spent, . . good grounde naughtily applyed.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 509 Maiz and a roll of the

same naughtily grinded. 1666 PEPYS Diary 26 Dec., Gosnell
not singing, but a new wench that sings naughtily, a 1693

Urqnharfs Rabelais in. xvii. 137 That straw-thatch d Cot

tage, scurvily built, naughtily movabled.

Naughtiness (ng-tines). [f. NAUGHTY a.]
1. fa- Wickedness, viciousness, depravity. Obs.

1541 WYATT Dff. Wks. (1861) p. xxxiv, That made me not
hold my peace, when I might .. improve his naughtiness.
1579 LYLY Enphues (Arb.) 152 Neither haue we a short Hfe

by Nature, but we make it shorter by naughtynesse. 1646

J. HALL Horx Vac. 119 Tis. .dangerous toact any naughti-
nesse before children. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative n
He was. .forced to acknowledge that it was the naughtiness
of his own heart, that put him upon that Rebellion.

b. Waywardness, disobedience.

1740-1 RICHARDSON Pamela (1742) 456 There was a sad

Kndofall the Four ungracious Children, ..and God punished
their Naughtiness. 1833 Mem. Departed Friend 55 Not
to fret over every little childish fit of naughtiness she has.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. fy Merck. II. iv. 90 What would
Miss Pinnock say, if she confessed her naughtiness to her?

O. A naughty act or trait.

1882 SERJT. BALLANTISE Exper. xiv. 1. 174 Homburg.. . Its

beauties and its naughtinesses have been often described.

t2. The state or condition of being bad, faulty,

or defective in some respect. Obs.

1550 HARVEL in Froude Hist. Eng. (1881) IV. 511 [Huge

44

bales of English goods were lying unsold upon the wharves]

through the naughtiness of the making. 1579 FULKE Refut.
Rastcl 740 But to aunswere the naughtinesse of the argu
ment, I say [etc.]. 1600 SLKFLET Coitntrie Farms in.

xxxiv. 500 Many times . . the fruit is spoiled and lost, by
the naughtines of the ground. 1658 A. Fox Wiirtz S-urg.
in. iii. 225 A Wound that looks well, ..yet the Patient.,

groweth weaker, it intimates the naughtiness of the medi
cine. 1709-29 V. MANDEV Syst. Math. Statics 756 To find

out the naughtiness of deceitful Beams.

t Nau ghtly, adv. Obs. Also naughtely.

[f.
NAUGHT a. + -LY-.] = NAUGHTILY.

1530 PALSGR. 830/2 Naugthely, mallement. 1563 Mirr.

Mag,, Glendour ix, Thus did I for want of better wit,

Because my parents naughtly brought me vp. 1575 CHURCH
YARD Chippes (1817) 134 Before diuers Skotishmen had

naughtly discharged certayne shot at him. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) Susanna i. 61 They did to them as they had dealt

naughtely against their neighbour.

Naughty (n ti), a. Also 4 nau^ty. [f.

NAUGHT sb. + -Y 1.]

1 1. Having or possessing naught; poor, needy.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. vi. 226 Alle maner of men. .That

nedy ben and nau^ty, helpe hem with bi godis. Ibid, vn.

72 He wolde ?iue bat an other, pat were more nedy ban

he \R. nedyer and nau^tier].

2. fa. Of persons: Morally bad, wicked. Obs.

1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 155/2 Origene .. neither was
a naughty man nor vnlerned in scripture, a 1586 SIDNEY
Arcadia n. (1629) 129 A Prince of great courage and

beauty, but fostered vp in bloud by his naughtie father.

a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 I. 96 A most vile flagi

tious man, a sorry and naughty governor as could be. 1699
T. QOCKMAN] Tully*s Offices (1706) 257 Tis a villainous

Error of some naughty Men.
absol. c 1580 SIDNEY Ps, xxxvn. xiv, The naughty bor-

rowes, payeng not.

b. Of children : Wayward, disobedient, given
to doing wrong. Also playfully applied to older

persons in mild reproach or disapproval.
#1633 G. HERBERT Jacula PrudentitM Wks. (1857) 309
A naughty child is better sick than whole. 1711 SWIFT
Lett. (1767) III. 147 Go, get you gone, naughty girl, you
are well enough. 1778 MME. D ARBLAY Diary Sept , My
sweet, naughty Mrs. Thrale looked delighted for me. i8ia

H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Baby s Debut v, O naughty
Nancy Lake, Thus to distress your aunt . . ! 1865 KINGSLEY
Herew. xix, They were the naughty young housecarlcs of

his own troop. 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Feb. 210/2 When a

champion of Home Rule behaves like a very naughty child,

fc. Of an animal: Vicious. Obs.rate~ l
.

1586 A. DAY EH?. Secretary i. (1625) 130 An Ox of mine,

being a naughty beast, through the default of mine owne
fence, hath goared a Cow of your Worships.
3. Of actions, conduct, places, things, etc. :

Characterized by moral badness or wickedness;

bad, wrong, blameworthy, improper. In mod. use

as a term of mild or playful censure (cf. 2 b).

1536 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) II. 38
Half of that whiche hath ben there rather spoyled from hym
by naughty meanes. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanfs Connn. 27

Naughtie and Pestilent bokes should be burned. 1603
SHAKS. Meas. for Jlf. n. i. 77 It is a naughty house. 1620

Form Ordaining Min. in Misc. Wodrow Sac. (1844) 600
This naughtie world, a 1674 CLARENDON Surv. Leviath.

(1676) 207 This naughty and impious discourse. 1715 DE
FOE Fain. Instruct, i. i. (1841) I. 31 I m sure she would not

do a naughty thing. 1740 W. SEWARD Jrnl. 3 To prepare
us for going abroad into a naughty World. 179* BURNS
Rights of IVonian^ A time, when rough rude man had

naughty ways. 1861 FINLAY Hist. Gk. Rev. I. i. iii. 74

Euphrosyne. .had neglected the study of the lives of the

saints, and turned her attention to the naughty reading in

the Greek classics. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. fy Merck. II.

iv. 90 It was very naughty of her, she felt aware. 1884
World 20 Aug. 5/2 Democracy is a naughty word.
Comb. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Cottv. i. (1586) 28

Certaine naughtie tongued fellowes vnder the maske of

modestie saie they will not name him whom they reprehend.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1629) 432 For the naughty
minded wretches.

1 4. Bad, inferior, not up to the proper or usual

standard or quality. Obs. (common c 1540-1650,
in various applications.)
In quot. 1799 used in place of Sc. nockty^ NOUGHTY.
iSzfiTiNDALE Wks. (Parker Soc.) 1. 510 As this is a naughty

argument, so is the other. 1543-3 Act 34 % 35 Hen. Vfll,
c. 10 2 Putting the same naughtie ware to sale secietly.

iSSsSTUBBEs^wa/. Abus. n. (1882) 24 Some put in naughty
wool, and cause it to be spun and drawne into a very small
thred. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. i. i. ii. (1651) 412 Thou
wilt not have bad coin, bad soil, a naughty tree, but all

good. 1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc.^ Printing xxiv. F 19 If

he meets with naughty Sheets.. as torn, or stain d, &c. he
Prints them not. Ibid. 383 The Compositer will bow the

Letter, and pop it into a Waste Box in the Case, where he

puts all naughty Letters. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth

245 There may happen to be a piece of na.ighty land, ..

whose barren appearance is an eyesore.
Comb. 1577 B. GOOGR Heraback s Hnsb. iv. (1586) 169

The vnfruitfull and naughtie coloured, and the otherwise

faultie, ought cheefely to be fatted.

b. Of articles of food or drink : Of bad quality,
in bad condition. Now rare.

1535 COVERDALE jfer. xxiv. 2 In the other maunds were

very naughtie figes, which might not be eaten. ij^CoGAN
Haven Health Hi. (1636; 68 Garlick. .is good for them that

travaile..if they happen to drinke naughty corrupt water.

1639 T. DE GRAY Compl, Horsem. 103 Peccant humours.,
doe proceed of naughty meat. 1685 J. CHAMBERLAYNE
Coffee, Tea fy Choc. 43, I perceive, that it [tea] is com
monly very old and naughty. 1896 A. D. COLERIDGE Eton
in Forties 209 The bigaroon cherries, .were fraudulent,
sour, and naughty throughout.

^O. Bad
/&amp;lt;?;- something. 01$ rare~~ l

.

NAUMACHIA.
1573 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 120 Ground grauellie, sandie,

and mixed with clay, is naughtie for hops.

t 5. Of weather : Bad, nasty. Obs. rare.

154 WYATT Def. Wks. (1861) p. xxiii, Coming in a boat
from Aquas-Mortes, both in hazard of the Moors and
naughty weather. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 116 Prithee
Nunckle be contented, tis a naughtie night to swimme in.

f6. Bad in respect of health; unhealthy; con
nected with ill health. Obs.

1572 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 412 In better health
than I in n naughty body feel. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 56 The
juyce .. draweth downe from the head phlegmatike and
naughtie humors. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i. Ixxxvi. 138 It

heateth the bodie, ingendreth naughtie blood. 1656 RIDGLEY
Pract. Physick 12 Then followeth a Feaver, and a Troup
of most naughty symptoms.
fb. Applied to bodily ailments, etc. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodoens \. xiii. 21 Butter Burre. .cureth all

naughty Vlcers. 1643 J- STEEK tr. E.\p. Chyrurg. iv, 9
They . . do cause a rotten ulcer and naughty Scar. 1657 W.
COLES Adam in Eden cclxxxiii, Being mixed with Tar it

cureth the naughty scurfe of the Head.

f7. Unpleasant, disagreeable. Obs. rare.

1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xxv. 176 Both in their leaves and
fiuures of a naughtie, strong, and unpleasant savour. 1600
SURFLET Conntrie Farme n. 1. 324 Boxe in as much as it is

of a naughtie smell, ..is to be left of and not dealt withall.

t 8. Inherently bad or faulty. Obs.

1554 PHILPOT Exam. $ Writ. (Parker Soc.) 402 As with
the good corn naughty cockle and barren weeds do spring
together. 1580 BARET Alv. H 417 Naughtie poison [ttnpia

venetta] is hid with sweete honie, or Sugar. 1658 A. Fox
Wiirtz Snrg. n. xxiii. 142 Touching the Saltpeter.., its

naughty humidity is to be taken from it.

9. (ForSc.WrfV/4/y.) Unsubstantial ; insignificant.

1696 in Aubrey Misc. (1721) 211 A shadowy Substance, or

such naughty, and Imperceptible thing, as can. .scarcely be

discerned by the Eye. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties ScotI. IV.

521 The tenants. .have a very few sheep of an inferior

naughty size.

Naughty pack. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7
naughtipack(e, naughtie-, etc. [f. NAUGHTY
a. : cf. PACK j&amp;lt;M 4. The adj. is freq. hyphened to,

or written as one with, the noun.]
fl. A woman of bad character. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 632/1 The counsayle of one naughtypacke [F.
-line ribaulde\ may make a wenche to bolde. 1577 tr. Bui-

linger s Decades (1592) 868 Will not all men crie out that

shee is a naughtipacke and an adulieresse? 1600 HOLLANL*

Ltvy xxvi. xii. 592 A Capuan wench . . ,
a naughtie.pack and

an harlot. 1638 FORD Fancies in. ii, Tis scarce possible To
distinguish one of these same naughty packs Fiom true

and arrant ladies. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 106, I never
heard she was a naughty Pack. 1743 in Howell State
Trials (1813) XVII. 1159 Until my lord had mentioned she
was his wife, he took her to be a naughty pack.

1 2. A wicked or dissolute man. Obs.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par, Titus 28 Wherfore
rebuke such naughtypackes earnestly, that they may ones
waxe good. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on /V.xii. 9 The naughli-

packs or the ofskowrings of men. 1618 Barnevctt s Apol.
c 3 This base, Impudent, and vaine-glorious fellow, this

periur d and adulterous naught y-packe. 1677 W. HUGHES
Man ofSin in. ii. 31 Monk AiUJ (like a naughty-pack as he

was) would never show that respect unto it.

3. dial. A naughty child or person.
i8a8 Craven Gloss. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.

Naukrar(y : see NAUCKAR(Y.
t Naul, anglicized form of NAULUM. Obs. rare-**

1724 STUKELEY Itin Curiosum 94 When we had . . paid our

naul to the inexorable ferryman.

fNaul(e, naull, obs. variants of AWL.
i53oTiNDALE Exod. xxi. 6 Then let his master, .bore his

eare thorow with a naule. 1575 Gamut. Gnrton m. i. 6

Hays lent me here his naull to set the gyb forward. 1607
S. COLLINS Strut. (1608) 20 The Naule was vsed. .to bore-

through the eaie of him [etc.].

Naule, obs. form of NAVEL.

t Naulizament. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

*naulizament-uni (
= F. ttolisement t

It. nokggia-

mento\ f. nautizare, -sare, -glare (=F. noliser*

f nauliser* It. noleggiare), f. naul-uni (see next).]

Freighting of a vessel.

1333 in R. G. Marsden Sel. PI Crt. Adin. (1894 I- 93

Their to dyscharge hur burden accordyng to the fforme of

hercontracte of naulyzament. Ibid, 94 Naulizamentt.

II Natrium. Obs. [L. naitlum (also nattlon},

ad. Gr. vav\ov (also i/atJAos), f. vavs ship.] Pas

sage-money, fare.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden F j b, I hearing the fellow so

forlorne.., gaue him his Charons Nanluni or ferry three

halfpence. 1636 HEVWOOD Lwe s Mistress v. i, My bop,

hast thou thy naulum Ferryman? 1677! . KiRKin Thorestys
Corr. (1832) II. App. 403 At Newsam Ferry we drunk a

naulum with Charon.

11 Naiimachia (ngm^ kia). Rom. Antiq. PI.

-ifiB, f-ias. [L. naumachia t
a. Gr. vavfAaxia i

f. VQ.VS ship + t*axn figt-]
1. A mimic representation of a sea-fight.

1596 HARINGTON Metatn. Ajax E iij, All the pastime he

& his friends should baue had at a Naumachia or sea-game.

1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 272 Those

noble Appearances, Naumachias, the Circus, Assemblies!

Glories of former Reigns. 1748 H. WALPOLE Let. to Con-

may 6 Oct., The superiority that his firework will have

over the Roman naumachia. 1814 SIR R. WILSON ^**
Diary (1861) II. 368 An immense oblong building in the

interior of which there is space for horse-races and nauma

chia or sea-fights. 1840 Penny Cyei. XVI. 107/2 Claudius

exhibited a naumachia on the lake Fucinus.

2. A place specially constructed foi the exhibi-



NAUMACHY.
tion of mock sea-fights; esp. a building enclosing
an artificial piece of water for this purpose.
1617 MORYSON Itin. 1. 132 Under the Church . . is the Nau-

machia of Nero, that is a place to represent Navall fights.
1689 EVELYN Let. to Pcpys 12 Aug., Their famous temples, . .

circuses, naumachias, bridges. 1727-38 CHAMBERS t&amp;gt;c/. s.v.,
There were several naumachias at Rome. ..Nero s nauma-
chia served for the reverse of his medals. 1774 WFAXALL
Tour North. Europe (1775) 3 The venerable remains of
amphitheatres, temples and naumachiae. 1841 W. SPALD-
INO Italy cr It. Isl. I. 390 After his accession we hear of no
more real fights in the naumachiae.

t Nau inachy. 06s. Also 7 -ie. [Angli
cized form of prec., or ad. F. nauntachie (1550).]
1. --NAUMACHIA i. Also_/-.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 17 To set out the Naumachie or

naval battaile, there was a place digged for a great poole.
a 1658 LOVELACE Luc. Postlt. (1659) 43 And now the Nau
machie Begins, Close to the surface. 1681 COTTON ll ondcrs
of Pcake 84 A Pacifick Sea expanded lies A liquid Theater
for Naumachies.
2. =NAUMACHIA 2.

1600 HOLLAND Livy 1397 In which place before-time
likely it is, that Augustus had his Naumachie. 1621 BUR
TON Annt. Me/, n. ii. iv. (1651) 273 The Romans had their

feasts, Playes, Naumachies, places for Sea fights.

Naumaiinite ,n--,nau
-

man3it). AJin. [Named
1845 after Prof. Naumaiin.] (See quot. 1882.)
1849 NICOL Min. 471 Naumannite. . . Easily solvable in

concentrated nitric acid. 1882 DANA Min. f, Lith. (ed. 4)
118 Naumannite, a selenide of silver and lead in iron-black
cubes and massive.

t Naundiren, obs. form of ANDIUON.
.1408 Durham Ace. Roll m En?. Hist. Rev. XIV. 518 In
iii towirens, iii porres alias naundirens.

Naunt (nant). Now dial, or arch. [var. of

AUNT, with transferred from myn mine : see
N 3 b for earlier examples.] Aunt.
1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim iv. i, Pr ythee, keep on thy way,

goodnaunt. 1632 HEYWOOD 2nd Pt. IroaAgeiv. i, If shee
doe but take After mine old Naunt Hellen. 1679 DRYDEN
Limberham i. i, The easiest fool I ever knew, next my
naunt of

fairies^
in the Alchemist. 1737-42 SHENSTONE

Schoolmistress vii, Goody, good woman, gossip, n aunt, . . Or
dame, the sole additions she did hear. 1823 SCOTT Pfienl
xxvi, Naunt and she will soon bend bows on each other.

Natvntle, z&amp;gt;. dial. [Of obscure origin.] a.
trans. To raise, rear. b. intr. To rise up, strut.
For other uses, see the Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Nantle.
1820 CLARE Rlir. Life (ed. 3) 189 The daisy nauntles up

its head. 1821 Vitl, Minstr. I. 210 The steeple s taper
stretch. ., nauntling high and proud.
Hence Hau-ntly a., strutting.
1827 CLARE Sluph. Cal. 29 Not far behind them struts the

naunlly crow.

t Naupe gical, a. Obs. rare* 1
,

[f. Gr. vav-

tfn7(K-6y + -AL.] Pertaining to ship-building.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell, Syst. 155 If the Naupegical Art

[tr r, vavirriytitr,], that is the Art of the Shipwright, were in
the Timber it self.

t Naupegy. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. vavm)yia, i.

vavs ship + wmrfar to fix.] Ship-building.
1570 J- DEE Math. Pref. d iiij b, Three principal!, neces

sary Mechamcall Artes. Namely Howsing, Fortification,
and Naupegie.

Nanplial (ng-plial\ a. Zool. [f. NAUPLI-US
+ -AL.] Characteristic of a nauplius.
1877 WOODWARD in Encycl. Brit. VI. 652/2 The immature

Crustacean, in passing through its nauphal and zoeal stages,
may moult its skin six or seven times.

Nau-pliiform, a. Zool.
[f. NAUPLI-US r

-(I)FOKM.] Having the form of a nauplins.
1869 W. S. DALLAS tr. F. Mailers Factsfor Dat-Mn 17

Eaily Nauplnform stages of the higher Crustacea. 1870
H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (1875) 236 The larva; are
Naupliiform , with an ovate unsegmented body.
II Nauplius (ng-plife). Zool. PI. nauplii

(n-pli3i). [L. iiauplius a kind of shellfish, or

Naupliuj, a. Gr. Naiin-Aios, a son of Poseidon.]
t a. O. F. Miiller s name for a supposed genus

of crustaceans. 06s. b. A larval stage of develop
ment in some of the lower crustaceans, character
ized by an unsegmented body with a dorsal shield,
an unpaired median eye, and three pairs of legs.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 340/2 Some time afterwards. .they

acquire another pair of feet ; they are then the genus
Nanpliiisof the same author [Miiller], 1869 W. S. DALLAS
tr. F. Miillcr s Factsfor Darwin 62 The Nauplii of the

Cirripedia have to undergo several moults whilst in that
form. 1877 HUXLEY Anal. Inv. Anim. vi. 290 The Pccto-
straca.. leave the egg as a Nauplius, provided with three

pairs of limb-like appendages.
a/trio. 1869 W. S. DALLAS tr. f. Miillcr s Facts/or Dar

win 84 The Cyclopes of our fresh waters were excluded in
the Nauplius-foim. IHd. 88 Beneath this Nauplius-skin a
very different larva lies ready prepared. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Anim. Life 538 A Nauplius-stage. Ibid., An
azygos Nauplius-eye.

Nauquayre : see NAQUAIRE.
Naure-quare : see NAWEB.
Naii scopy. rare-&quot;, [ad. F. nauscopie, f.

Gr. vav-s ship : see -SCOPY.] (See quot.)
1797 Encycl. Brit. XII. 776/1 Nauscofy, the art of dis

covering the approach of ships or the neighbourhood of land
at a considerable distance. This pretended art was invented
by a M. Bottineau .. from the year 1782 to 1784. [1847 in

Webster and later Diets.)

Nausea (ng-J/a, ug-sfa). [a. L. nausea, nausia,
a. Gr. vavoia, vavria, f, vais ship.]

45

1. A feeling of sickness, with loathing of food
and inclination to vomit.
1569 R. ANDROSE tr. Alexis Seer. iv. i. 14 The disease

called Nausea. 1590 BARKOUGH Meth. Phisick (1596) 374A certame . . disposition to vomit, called of the Latines
Nausea. 1693 tr. Blancard s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Nausea,
Loathing. 1719 QuiNCY Phys. Diet. (1722) 41 The most
grievous Nausea s and Vomitings. 1763 MACKENZIE in
Phil. Trans. LIV. 74 This cold fit is soon accompanied
with a loathing nausea and desire of vomiting. 1842 COMUE
Digestion 32 Abstinence was again enforced and tartar
emetic given to excite nausea. 1876 RRISTOWE / //. f, Pract.
Med. (1878) 752 Nausea and sickness, again, are frequent
symptoms of dyspepsia.

b. Sea-sickness. (The original sense.)
1771 SMOLLETT Humpli. Cl. 8 Aug., Most of the passengers

were seized with a nausea. 1793 Montford Castle \\. 101
The dispiriting nausea which attends a first voyage. 1861
All Year Round 13 July 372 Many of the kidnapped men
were in agonies of nausea.

2. tmnsf. A strong feeling of disgust, loathing,
or aversion.

1619 W. SCLATF.R Exp. i Thess. To Rdr., The Nausea of
some at home, whom no sermon pleaseth longer then it is
in hearing. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 58 That
nausea which the tedious repetition of things present and
familiar creates in the Soul of man. 1782 CowPER Flatting
Mill 24 For truth is unwelcome. .And unless you adorn it,
a nausea follows. 1828 CARI.YLE Misc. (1857) I. i6r Sated
to nausea as we have been with the doctrines of Sentimen
tality. 1866 CRUMP Banking ix. 208 The winds of heaven
unable to blow over them without nausea and loathing.
3. That which causes sickness or loathing.
1634 GAYTON Picas. Notes 82 Stifled with the fumes and

Nausea: of his filthy Caldron. 1885 Harper s Mag. Mar.
520/2 To escape at once a painful monotony and a nausea
of gewgaws.

Nau-seailt, sb. and a. Med. [ad. L. nau
seant-, pres. pple. of natiseare to NAUSEATE.]
A. sb. A substance which produces nausea.
1846 in WORCESTER. 1831 DUNGLISON Med. Diet. s. v.,

Nauseants are . . valuable remedies in diseases of excite
ment. 1873 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 434 As a nauseant
the dose is from two to five grains.

B. adj. Producing nausea.
1864 Syd. Sac. Year-Hi. Mcd. 442 Agents which are.,

nauseant and emetic when given in large quantities. 1876
BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 455 Poke is nauseant and
emetic.

tNaU Seate, sb. Obs. Med. [ad. L. nau-
seat-itm, neut. pa. pple. of nauseare : see next.]= NAUSEANT sb. Also _/?.
1660 tr. Paracelsus Archidoxis I. iv. 57 What need is

there of many Writings, to stir up a nauseate, both to our
selves and Readers. 1683 TRVON Way to Health 544 Certain
Syrups, Epidemick Water, and other like Slops, which are
all great Nauseates to Nature, even in the Healthiest state.

Nauseate (ng-JVt, ng-s/V t), v. Also 7 naw-
seate, nautiate. [f. L. nauseat-, ppl. stem of
L. nauseare, f. nausea, after Gr. vavaiav, vavTiav.]
1. trans. To reject (food, etc.) with loathing or

a feeling of nausea.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. (1686) 137 Many
[dishes] are commended. .in one age, which are. .nauseated
in another. 1683 BOYLE Enij. Notion Nat. v. 166 &quot;fis..

profitable for man, that his stomach should nauseate or
reject things that have a loathsome taste or smell, a 1703
BURKITT On N. T. Matt. xiii. 52 Lest the household by
always feeding upon the same dish, do nauseate it. 1790
MORRIS in Sparks Life ft Writ. (1832) II. 46 It is more the
taste of the medicine which they nauseate than the quantity
of the dose. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Loud. Disp. (i8t8) 119
Many stomachs are apt to nauseate it at that time. 1839
I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 134 Nauseating the sumptuous
dainties of royal banquets.

b. Jig. To loathe, abhor, feel a strong aversion
to (something).
1634 H. L ESTRANGE Chas. 7(1655)3 The Prince began

to nauseate the match, and to meditate all honourable eva
sions. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. iv. 62 1 he Herd among the
Gentiles, .must have nauseated the Christian Simplicity. I

1753 YOUNG Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 250 The grave
reader, who nauseates it, sacrifices . . the substance of what .

is right. 1795 MACKNIGHT .4/0^. Epist. (1820) III. 274 The [

people nauseated the wholesome doctrines of true piety.
1874 PUSEY Lent. Serin. 274 Men nauseate, .the love of
God, because they know it not
2. To affect with nausea or aversion

;
to create

a loathing in.

1654 EARL MON.M. tr. Bentivoglio s Wars Flanders 230
Which we thought good to touch upon here only, not to
nawseate the Reader. 1693 WASHINGTON tr. Miltott s Def.
People M. s Wks. 1851 VI II. 194 Which Book will nauseate
a great many Readers to death. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n.

(Globe) 368 It nauseated their very Stomachs, made them
sick when they thought of it. 1774 T. PERCIVAL Ess. (1776)
III. 144 Lime water often nauseates the patient. 1821-30
LD. COCKBURN Mem. ii. (1874) 107 [He] had long nauseated
the civil court by his burgh politics. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap. (1879) 456 Castor oil is very repulsive to the palate,
so much so as to nauseate, .some susceptible individuals.
absol. 1812 Examiner 24 Aug. 542/2 A single, .drop from

the cup of egotism was apt to nauseate. 1873 H. C. WOOD
j

Therap. (1870) 54 These are the simple billets. In over
doses they nauseate.

3. intr. To become affected with nausea, to feel
|

sick (at something).
1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xxxix, We are apt to nau

seate at very good meat, when we know that an ill Cook
did dtesse it. 1735 POPE Donne Sat. IV. 153 As one of
Woodward s patients,. . I puke, I nauseate. 1740 BAYNARD
Health (ed. 6) 6 When as your Stomach nauseates and
kecks at Smell or Sight of Meats. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxii,

NAUSEOUSLY.
The old-fashioned civility that presses food upon you after
you have eaten till you nauseate.

*&amp;gt; fS- (Compare i b.)
657 J- SERGEANT Schism Dispuch t 6 He cannot but

hate that in himself, which he nauseates at in another
1741 WATTS Imfrov. Mind i. xiv. (1801) in Do not over-
fatigue the spirits.. lest the mind be seized with a lassitude,and thereby be tempted to nauseate. 1886 COL. MAURICE
Lett. Donegal 6 The hard-fisted Orangemcr. , .aie beginning
to nauseate under this sort of treatment.
Hence Nau seated ///. a.

1659 Gent/. Calling ;.696) 163 Forsaking all the unsatis.
lying nauseated pleasures of J.uxury. 1673 Laify s Calling
1. i. 3 To entertain new scholars only with the cast or
nauseated learning of the old.

Nau-seating, vbl. sb.
[f. prec. + -INC i.]

The fact of being affected with nausea; an in
stance of this.

1651 FRENCH Distill, v. 144 It..i 5 taken without any
nauseating. 1668 CLARENDON Ess. Tracts (1727) oo The
very nautiating and aversion that nature hath to surfeits.

1705 STANHOPE Paraplu: II. 58 One part of the Body sub
mits.. to Nauseatings or Griping.-;. 1744 BERKELEY Siris

12 All unctuous and oily medicines, crtatu a nauseating in
the stomach. 1823-34 Good s Study .lied. (cd. 4) II. 538
\ omiting is here to be preferred to nauseating.

Nauseating, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. +

-ING&quot;.]
That nauseates

; sickening.
1645 Up. HALL Remedy Discontent 44 To compare it

with their own delicate and nauseating superfluities. 1661
K. W. Conf. C/iarae., Hording Ilagg (1860) 90 The a-se-

fcetida..(by its nauseating odour). 1723 BRADLEY l- am.
Diet. s.v. Radish, They are hard of digestion, causing
nauseating _

eructations. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 119 Ad
ministered in nauseating doses. 1865 LIVINGSTONE &amp;lt;zwttz

xxix. 594 We again allude to the nauseating subject because
it is of importance.
Hence Narrseatingly adv.

1883 L. WINCFIELD Atigcl Rowe I. iv. 72 All birds and
trees and cows are nauseatingly alike.

Nansea tion. [f. NAUSEAM v. : see -.VTIOK.]
The action of nauseating, or the state of being
nauseated

; sickness.
1628 Bp. HALL Old Kelig. Ded., Let not their palates be

humour d in this wanton nauseation. 1652 Invis. World
I. 9 The angels look upon our natural infirmities, .without
any offence ur nauseation. 1847 in WEBSTER. 1885 Science
VI. T54/i There is no nauseation.

t NaU Seatiye, a. Obs. [ad. med.L, *&amp;gt;iau-

seativ-us : see NAUSEATE v. and -ATIVE. So obs.
F. naitseatif, -ive (1495).] Inclined to nausea.
1620 VEXNKR I ia Recta iii. 48 That flesh which is ouer-

fat is hurtfull to the stomacke, by causing a nauseatiue dis

position. 1657 B. W.^tr. Baudcron s Expert Phisic. in
If the sick bte nauseative, give a vomit.

tNauseity. Obs. rare-1
, [f. NAUSE-OUS -t-

-ITY.] A nauseous medicine.

1683 TRVON Way to Health 536 Let no man have Faith.,
in such adulterated confused Nauseities.

Nauseous viig-J ss, ng-sfts), a. Also
J- naus-,

nauo-, 8 nautious. [f. NADSB-A + -ous, or ad. L.
nauseos-us (Pliny) ; cf. F. naustieux.]
1 1. Inclined to nausea

; fastidious. Obs. rare.
1604 R. CAWDREY Tatle A/ph. (i6r3), Nauseous, loathing

or disposed to vomit. 1631 FRENCH Distill, v. 144 It may
be given.. to children or those that are of a nauseous
stomack. 1678 RAY Prov. (ed. 2) Pref., I have.. so veiled
them, that I hope they will not turn the stomach of the
most nauseous.

2. Causing nausea or squeamishness ; in later

use also, highly unpleasant to the taste or smell.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Matt Wks. (1653) 308 To expel

nauseous distempers- 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 27, I have
no heart to the voyage, least their nauseous shapes and the
Sea, should work too sorely upon my stomach. 1744 BERKE
LEY Stris^ i This method produceth tar-water of a nauseous
kind. 1781 COWPER Hope 509 The full-gorged savage, at his
nauseous feast Spent half the darkness. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Ritdge vii, Cured by remedies in themselves very
nauseous and unpalatable. 1875 HELPS Soc. Press, vi. So,
1 used to eat the nauseous bits first.

absol. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 53 (1794) II. 287
To imitate our fashionable physicians in mixing up together
. .the nauseous and the nice.

b. Of tastes or smells : Nasty, unpleasant.
1727 Philip Qnarll 217 More offensive than the most

nautious Odour ofan old Sepulchre. 1789 W. BCCHAN Dom.
Mcd. (1790) 155 This both improves the medicine, and takes
off the nauseous taste. 1828 SIR J. E. SMITH Eng. Ftmucrs
II. 15 A strong, permanent, nauseous odour, like stale salt-

fish. 1868 W. S. O. Figuier s Ocean World i. 17 A peculiar
flavour, slightly acrid and bitter, and a little nauseous.
3. Jig. Loathsome, disgusting ; highly offensive.

1663 COWLEY Verses % Ess. (1669) 21 To those.. The good
does nauseous or insipid grow. 1697 DRYDEN l- irg. Georg.
Ded., Greatness they said was nauseous, and a C.rowd was
troublesome. 1751 BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 337 All
affectation of talking piously is quite nauseous. 1771 yitnius
Lett. liv. (1788) 299, I will not insist upon the nauseous
detail. 1817 BVRON Beppo Ixxxvi, A deal of swearing. And
nauseous words past mentioning or bearing. 1852 GLAD
STONE Glean. (1879) IV. 129 A piece of nauseous affectation.

1885 Maud:. Exam. 30 Mar. 5/2 He had persecuted her . .

with his nauseous attentions.

NaU Seonsly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.] In a

nauseous manner; to a nauseous extent, etc. (In
lit. and_/ff. senses.)
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. ii. xviii. (1713) 146 So may the

exercise of the Animal Functions or Passions, .become very
nauseously evil. 41721 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) WJrs.

(1753) I. 97 That silly thing.. With which our age so nause

ously is cloy d. 1750 RUTTY in Phil. Trans. LI. 470 It is

of a subacid taste, and very nauseously vitriolic. 1867
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BUSHNELL in Hours at Home Nov. 2 This, .nauseously
absurd way of criticism.

Nan seousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
t 1. A feeling of nausea

; squeamishness. Obs.

(common in I7th c.)
1612 WOODALL Sttrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 306 Accompanied

with crude nauseousnesse of the stomach. 1651 J. F[REAKE]
Agrippa s Occ, Philos. 143 The seeing of any filthy thing
causeth nauseousness. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet, s.v. Malt
liquor, Nauseousness at the stomach.

fb.yff. Also const. (?/&quot;(the thing disliked). Ol&amp;gt;s.

1682 MABBK tr. Alemait s Guzman d Alf. 11. 9 If thou
shall. .tell me, that.. I cause nauciousnesse in this my Dis
course. 1673 O. WALKER Editc. (1677) 298 To man alone. ,

hath nature given a nauseousness of the present. 1693
SHADWELL Volunteers i. i, Affected to nauseousness.

2. The quality of being nauseous.
c 1645 How ELL Lett. (1892) II. 662 They use to stir the

humours so violently by their nauseousness. 1687 SETTLE
Rtfl- Dryden 6 Which.., besides the nauseousness of the

Simile, is no true Position. 1745 P. THOMAS jfml.Anson s

Voy. 1^8 The Dirt, Nauseousness, and Stench almost every
where intolerable. 1821-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. i. (1856)

38 A faint conception of their nauseousness may be formed
from the following examples. 1882

( OUIDA Maremma I.

177 The nauseousness of the atmosphere of the seashore
in Maremma.
t Nau*siness. Obs. rare *&amp;gt;.

= NAUSEOUSNESS i.

1598 FLORIO, Nausea, nausines, . .lothing.. of things.

tNaU Sity. Obs. rare.
[f.

NAUS-EA + -ITY.]
a. Nauseous procedure, b. Nausea.
1654 VILVAIN Theorem. ThcoL i. 25 Tis nausity to serv

forth twise sod Coleworts. 1685 COTTON- tr. Montaigne
xcvii. (1869) 681 It ha^. in truth given me a kind of nausity
to meaner conversations

, obs. f. NAUGHT
;
obs. var. NOWT.

Nautch (ntj), sb. Also nach, nach, nach,
natch, [a. Urdu (Hindi) nach, Prakrit nachcha,
Skr. nrilya, dancing, acting, f. nrit- to dance.]
1. An East Indian exhibition of dancing, per

formed by professional dancing-girls.
a. 1809 BROUGHTON Lett. Mahratta Camp xvi. (1892)

142 You Europeans are apt to picture to yourselves a Nach
ab a most attractive spectacle. 1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves
174, I pass over the usual festivities of a native marriage,
and the Nach given me by Fazal.

&. c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Ayah $ Lady Iv. 24, I thought
of nothing but.. going out to great dinners and nautches.
1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India II. vi. via. 781 Holkar was said
to have had a grand nautch. 1864 TREVELYAN Comfct.
Wallah 126, I could not have believed in the existence of
an entertainment so extravagantly dull as a Nautch.

b. A nautch girl.

1872 BROWN-ING Fifine xxxi, The Pariah of the North, the

European Nautch !

2. attrib. and Comb., as nautch dance, dancer,

girl, woman.
1858 W. H. RUSSELL Diary in India II. 275^ I don t

think the *nautch dance calculated to improve their minds.
1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Ana vi. iv, A band of tinselled girls,
the *nautch dancers Of Indra s temple. 1809 BROUGHTON
Lett. Mahratta, Camp xi. (1892) 93 Two sets of *Nach
girls. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia i. iv, The nautch girls in

theirspangled skirts and bells. 1825 HEDKR Journey (1828)
II. 136 The *Nach women were, as usual, ugly.
Hence Nautch v. intr., to dance at or as at

a nautch. Also iKTau tching vbl. sb.

1851 R. F. BURTON Goa 125 When mere children they are
initiated in the mysteries of nautching. 1859 Centr. Afr.
in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 266 They will fly to their drums,
rush about, jump, and nautch, as if hung on wires.

t Nautheless, adv. Obs. rare. Also naw-.
[app. f. naut, nawt NAUGHT.] =-- NATHELESS.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 877 Naubelez bag hit schowted

scharpe. Ibid. 950 Of motes two to carpe clene & lerusalem
hyjt bofc nawf&amp;gt;eles.

Nauther (ng foi), pron. and conj. Obs. exc.

dial. Forms: i nawUer, i, 4 nawper, 5, 9
nawther, 5 nawder; i nautSer (-eer),4 nauper,
4-5 nauthir, (5 -yr), 4-5 (9) nauther. [OE.
nawfter, naufier (

= OFris. nauder), contracted
form of ndkwxtier (OFris. nahwedder*}, f. nd NA
adv.l + /iwxfor WHETHER. See also NATHEB,
NOTHER, and NOUTHKR.]
A. pron. Neither (of two persons or tilings).

c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xvi. 4 Hi secySacS on heora
endunge. .J?aet hie nau&er ne bioo&quot;. Ibid. xxix. 3 Swa
hwaeSer swa hi dydon, ne dohte him 8a naw5er. c 1375
Cursor M. 5831 (Fairf.), If bai trow nauber of ba. c 1400
Dcstr. Troy 2837 Nawther company by course hade Ken-
nyng of other, c 1460 Towneley Myst. ii. 252 Na, nawder
of thise ij will I leife.

B. conj. Neither (. . nor).
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xvi. 4 Nawder ne se wela ne se

anweald..ne beo5 to wenanne [etc.]. 971 Blickl.Hom. 45
Hi bonne ne mihtan nawber ne him sylfum, ne bsere heorde
. .naenige gode beon. 13.. Cursor M. 23134 (Edinb.) pat
lufe to knaw, bat nauthir.. wil for luf ne au [etc.]. 13..
Ga.iv. ff Gr. Knt. 203 Wbeber hade he no helme ne haw-
bergh naubet c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 4329 Nauther law ne
belefe lenton horn to. ^1460 Towneley Myst. xxvi. 153 To
neuen this note nomore vs nedys, nawder euen nor morne.
1828 Craven Gloss. 1877 North-W. Line. Gloss. 1883
Almondbnry Glcss.

Nautic (ng-tik), a. and sb. Also 7 nautike,
tick. [ad. F. nautique (c 1500) or L. nautic-uSj
ad. Gr. vavrttcvs, f. vavrrjs sailor, va,vs ship.]
A. adj. Nautical. (Chiefly in poetic or digni

fied use.) Nautic mile : see MILE. *

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimaft(i&6$4fl Cutting offtheMogols

Nautike hands in hindring the mutuall Traffike of their

Subiects. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. 11. vi. 75 Neptune ..

was made to be the God of Nautic Science. 1762 FALCONER
To Dk, of York 201 The incense of a nautic Muse ! 1779
FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 305 Orators, as well as poets,
celebrate the nautic song. 1813 SOUTHEY Nelson II. 85
Part of them were drafted into the different regiments, and
the remainder formed into a corps, called the nautic legion.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bit. Introd. io 1 he most general
nautic dishes and refections. 1867 J. B. ROSE tr. VirgiCs
JEneid 122 The nautic clamour echoes on the shores.

B. sb. pi. The art or science of navigation.
1793 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XI. 564 After. .1600, all

the branches of nautics came to be generally studied.

Nautical (ng tikal), a. Also 6 uawtical, 6-7
nauticall.

[f. prec. + -AL.]
1. Pertaining to seamen or to the art of naviga

tion ; naval, marine, maritime.

1552- [see below]. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Nautical, be

longing to ships or Marriners. 1706 H. HUNTER tr. St.-

Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 25 Ihe fifth nautical proof
of the elevation of the Poles above the Horizon. 1800 COL-
QCHOL N Coiittu. Thames Pref., Those.. concerned in Navi
gation and Commerce, and who follow Nautical Pursuits.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1859) 325 My nautical enthu
siasm fairly got the better of me. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl,
I. xxvi. 349 As to nautical rules, they do not fit the circum
stances.

b. In special applications, as nautical almanac^
angle, astronomy, card, compass, day, distance,

ephemeris, indicator, mile, planisphere, stars,

tables, etc. (see quots. and the various sbs.).

1765 in Naut. Almanac (1767) p. i, That it .. may be
lawful to and for the said Commissioners to cause such
*Xautical Almanacks, .to be constructed. 1796 HUTTON
Math. Diet. s.v. Ephetneris, The Nautical Almanac, ..pub
lished in England by the Board of Longitude. 1854 MOSE-
LEY Astron. Ixxxviii. (ed. 4) 232 The Nautical Almanac for

1835 contained ephemerides of two of them. 1823 CKABB
Technol. Diet.,

*Nautical angle, an instrument by which a

ship s departure, meridional difference, etc. are obtained
from inspection. 1867 SMYTH Sailor^s Ik ord bk. 492 *Nait-
iical Astronomy, that part of the celestial science which ..

relates to the purposes of navigation. 1700 MOXON Math.
Diet. 103 Nautical Card, for Multiplication, Division
and Extraction of Roots with much ease. 1552 HULOET
B iiij b, Anaximander. .inuented the *Nauticall..compasse.
1605 CAHDEN Rein., Impresses 172 He elegantly shewed by
whom he was drawne, which depainted the Nauticall com-

passe [etc.]. 1668 MOXON Afech. Dyailing 8 A Card of the

Nautical Compass. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 492
*Nautical Day. This day commences at noon, twelve hours
before the civil day. 1853 OGILVIE SuppL s.v., The rhumb-
line intercepted between any two places through which it

passes, is called their *nautical distance. 1815 J. SMITH
Panorama Set. fy Art I. 558 The exact times at which the

eclipses of Jupiter s satellites will occur.. are given, .in the

^nautical ephemeris. 1850 OGILVIE, ^Nautical indicator^
an instrument for finding the latitude, longitude, and varia

tion of the compass at sea. 1599 E. WRIGHT Errors Navig.
ii. C 3 To shew by what kinde of projection, .the &quot;nautical

planisphere may. .be conceiued to bee geometrically made.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Nautical Planisphere, is a

Description of the Terrestrial Globe upon a Plane, for the

Use of Mariners. 1867 SMYTH Sailors IVord-bk. 492
*Nau

tical Stars, about 72 of the brightest, which have been
selected for determining the latitude or the longitude.

Ibid.,
*Nautical Tables, those especially computed for

resolution of matters dependent on nautical astronomy, and

navigation generally.
2. absol. A nautical person or writer.

1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. Mr. Peters s Story ix,

Sir E. Lytton liulwer, who brought up the rear of the

Nauticals \ 1842 Ibid. Ser. n. Dead Drummer xiii, [He]
Began spinning what nauticals term a tough yarn .

Hence Nautica lity, the quality of being nau
tical ; JTau tically adv., in a nautical fashion.

1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faithf. xliv, You are very nautically
poetical.

^ 1887 THKO. GIFT Victims I. i. 5 [Dress] almost
Parisian in its dainty nauticality.

Nautilian (n^ti-lian), a. [f. KAUTIL-US +

-IAN.] Pertaining to the nautili.

1883 Proc. Boston (U.S.) Soc. Nat. Hist. 297 The species
of this family have the typical nautilian whorls.

Nautrliform, a. [f. NAUTIL-US + -(I)FORM.]

Having the form of a nautilus.

1896 Naturalist 291 A large natitiliform cephalopod.

Nautilite (n-tibit). Palxont. Also -ites.

[f. as prec. +-ITE J
.] A fossil nautilus.

1748 Phil. Trans. (1750) XLV. 320 A beautiful Nautilites,
shewn to the Royal Society by the Rev. Charles Lyttleton.
1794 SULLIVAN I ieiu Nat. II. 175 Those of the testaceous

class, as Nautilites. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 247 A red

argiliite, which is secondary; for a petrified nautilite was
found in it. 1822 G. YOUNG Geol. Yorksh. Coast 255
Polished sections of nautilites or ammonites.

Nautiloid (ng-tiloid), a. and sb. [-OID.]
A. adj. Resembling the nautilus in form.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. (ed. 2) viii. 222
The. .structure of their shell, many of which resemble those
of the nautiloid molluscs. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man,
Zool. (1875) 62 In the true nautiloid shell the convolutions
of the spiral lie in a single plane.
B. sb. A nautiloid mollusc.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1883 Proc. Boston (U. S.) Soc. Nat.
Hist. 297 This is.. applicable to all the families of Nauti-
loids in which the annular lobes appear.
Nautilus (n-tils\ PI. nautili (n^-titoi);

also -uses. [a. L. nautilus, ad. Gr. vavrikos sailor,

nautilus, f. vavrrjs seaman, vatJy ship. Cf. F.
nautile (i6th c.).]

1. The Paper or Pearly Nautilus (see 2), or one
of the many fossil species related to the latter.

&amp;gt;6oi HOLLAND Pliny ix. xxix. I. 250 Of the Calamarie,
Cuttles, Polypes, and boat-fishes called Nautili. 1661
LOVELL Hist, A nun. fy Min. Isagoge a 7 b, Fishes, which arc

..involute, as the Nautilus. 1733 POPE Ess. Man in. 178
Learn of the little Nautilus to sail, Spread tlie thin oar, and
catch the driving gale. 1755 Gent1. Mag. XXV. 128 The
fourth Tribe called Nautiluses. Ibid., The particular
species of the Nautilus, as shells, are the paperaceous, the

eared, and the umbilical. 1824 W. N. ELANS Exenrs. 7
The nautili, if in danger of being run over, will, as the
sailors term it, capsize. i86oM.\uKY Phys. Gecg. Sea xviii.

740 The tiny little Nautilus, one of the oldest families in
the sea. 1893 SIR R. BALL Story ofSun 294 Ammonites,
which are allied to the nautilus of our present seas.

attrib, 1692 RAY Disc. n. iv. (1693) 148 There are no
Nautili . . comparable in bigness to that Nautilus stone of

twenty eight pound found
by

Mr. Waller. Ibid. 150 Mr.
Waller . .writes, That he. .making a search after the Cortina

Animonis, found one of the true Nautilus shape. 1746 DA
COSTA in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 398 A shell related to the
Nautilus kind. 1831 SCOTT in Lockhart Life (1839) X. 130
A fairy cup made out of a Nautilus shell. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollusca i. 48 The nautilus shell corresponds to that of the

gasteropod.
2. a. Paper (or -\ paper-shellta} Xautihis, the

argonaut, a small dibranchiate cephalopod, the

female of which is protected by a very thin, single-

chambered, detached shell, and has webbed dorsal

arms which it was formerly believed to use as sails.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Supp. s.v., The polypus is by no
means to be confounded with the paper-shelled nautilus.
? 1792 SHAW Naturalist s Misc. III. pi. 101 The Argonaut,
or Paper Nautilus. 1854 AGNES CATLOW Pop. Conchol.

(ed. 2) 28 The curious and beautiful shells of \\\t Argonauta
Argo, or Paper Nautilus, are found in the seas of warm
latitudes. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. H. (1875) 363
In the former of these [families] there is only the single

genus Argonaitta (the Paper Sailor, or the Paper Nautilus. .

b. Pearly Nautilus, a tetrabranchiate cepha
lopod (N. pompilitis) found in the Indian and
Pacific Oceans, having a beautiful chambered shell

with nacreous septa.
1776 [see PEARLY a. 2 b]. c 1800 SRAwAfctemfij/.f Misc.

XIII. pi. 515 The great pearly Nautilus. 1829 BENNETT
in Owen Pearly Nautilus (1832) 7 In the evening a Pearly
Nautilus., was seen in Marekml Bay. 1870 H. A. NICHOL
SON Man. Zool. Ii. (1875) 370 The structure of the shell in

the AjJDuonitidse is exactly that of the Pearly Nautilus.

3. A form of diving-bell. (Knight Diet. Mech.}
Naval (n^ -val), a. (and sb.) Also 7 navale,

-all. [ad. L. navalis, i. ndvis ship : see -AL. Cf.

F. naval, -ale (13-141!! c.).]

1. Naval crown, etc., the crown or garland given

by the Romans to one who had gained a victory,
or shown special bravery, in a sea-fight.

1593 PEELE Ediu. I, A 3 b, Welcome manly followers,
That . . on your war drums carry crownes as kings, Crowne
Murall, Nauall. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxu. iii. II. 115 1 he
Navall garlands given to admirals and generals at sea, for

obtaining victoric in that kind of service. Ibid. Index,
Naval chaplets. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr, s.v., The Naval
,- : .._ L:

...\^Q ^ rst entre(j the enemies ship
I CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Though
:rown was adorned with prow

of ships, Lipsius distinguishes two kinds of naval crowns.

2. Of or pertaining to, connected with, character

istic of, used in, the navy (for shipping in general).
1603 DOLMAN La Primand. Fr. Acad. (1618) in. 793 Of

the oldest Pines is pitch made, which is called Naual, by
reason that it is very good to pitch Ships. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. i. 54 Our Master, according to the navall discipline,
not to put to sea with one anchor, returned backe to the

harbour. Ibid. 272 Depford, the Navall storehouse. 1665
MANLEY Grotins Low C. Wars 173 The Commands of the

Sea was betrayed, by the exhausting the Navall Revenues.
Ibid. 193 To order and settle all Navall matters. 1710 J.

HAURIS Lex. Techn. II, Naval Architecture. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler^s Trav. (1760) III. 2 One .. from the naval orna
ments carved on it, is thought to have belonged to a sea-

officer. 1796 MOKSE Atitt r. Ceo?. I. 160 At the northern

extremity of the Town, is the king s naval yard. 1813
F.YRON Conair i. xvii, He.. unfolds his plan . . and spreads
the chart, And all that speaks and aids the naval art.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville III. 81 This favoured port
combines advantages which.. fit it for a grand naval depot.

1878 BESANT & RICE Celia s Arb. ix, A tall and good-look

ing young sailor, in his naval rig.

b. Naval stores, all those articles or materials

made use of in shipping or in the navy. Also

spec, (see quot. 1896).
1678 MAKVELL Growth Popery 34 It wasalleged. .That we

had not Naval Stores and Ammunition, &c. sufficient for

such a Purpose. 1699 DKYDEN Ep. J. Driden 148 Be then

the naval stores the nation s care. 1753 HANVVAV Trav. I.

vi. Ixxxv. 392 The prices this nation might pay for naval

stores. 1812 Examiner 12 Oct. 648/2 The other, a bom
bard, laden with naval stores, got aground. 1896 Pop. Sci.

Monthly Feb. 472 The different rtsinous products of trade,

which go under the name of naval stores .

t c. Of the nature of a ship. Obs. rare *.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 192 The Ark or

navall edifice of Noah.

3. Fought, gained, sustained, earned out, etc.,

by means of ships or a navy.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 17 To set out the Naumachie or

naval battaile, there was a place digged for a great poole.

1660 R. COKE Power $ Sub;. 71 Lest . . the Seamen should

be forgetful and unfitting for naval warfare. 1700 PRIOR

Carm. Sec. 327 Beaks of ships in naval triumph borne. 1750

BEAWES Lex Mercat. (1752) 244 His Sicilian Expedition,
so fatal to his Arms in their naval Conflict with Sir George

Byng. 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet., Naval engagement im

plies, in genera], either a sea-fight between single ships, or

whole fleets of men of war, or gallies, &c. 1849-30 ALISON

(Jrown was given to him, who first entred the enemies ship
in a Battle at Sea. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Though
A. Gellius..says the naval crown was adorned with prows



NAVALISM.
Hist. Enr. VII. xlii. 41. 123 He never again ventured
on naval enterprises.

b. Consisting of ships of war.

1617 MORVSON /tin, T. 2 The Hamburgers had in vaine

attempted by Nauall forces to forbid the airmail of the

English at Stode. 1720 STRYPE Stow s Sutv. I. i. xxvii.

215 The Naval Strength of this Realm. 1769 BURKE Late
St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 98 What naval force .. [is] necessary
to keep our marine in a condition commensurate to its great
ends. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece xv. (1839} II. 259 After the
naval armament had coasted the intervening bays. 1887 I,n.

BRASSEV in T. H. Ward Reign Q. Viet. 237 The wide
expansion of naval force which has been demanded by the
altered circumstances of the times.

c. Distinguished by, resting or based on, the

possession of war-ships.
1678 MARVELL Growth Popery Wks. (Grosart) IV. 294 So

that the two great naval powers of Europe being crushed
together, he might remain sole arbitrator of the ocean.

1738 WARBURTON Div. Lcgat. ir. iv. Wks. 1788 I. 233 The
reat advantages of cultivating a naval power. 1813 WKJ.-

LIXGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) X. 592 Since Great Britain
has been a naval power a British army has never been k-ft

in such a situation. 1869 RMVLINSON Anc. Hist. 78 The
naval power of Carthage.
4. Of persons : Belonging to, connected with, or

serving in, the navy.
1667 PBPYS Diary 4 Sept., [Sir W. Coventry] told me that

he must now take leave of me as a naval man. 1745
Obscrv. cone. Navy 21 Not only Naval Seamen should have
Tickets, but likewise all other Seamen. 1769 FM.COXKK
Diet. Marine (1780), Garde de la marine, a midshipman, or
naval cadet. iZoj Mcd. JrnL XVII. 158, I should, .be led
to conclude he is a naval practitioner. 1839 W. CIIAMBKKS
Tour Holland 33/1 Monuments to Dutch naval com
manders. 1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 141 Naval Lords
of the Admiralty. .have only to talk him over, and he is

the servant of those Naval Lords.

b. Naval officer : (see quots. and OFFICER sb. 4).
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Naval. 1802

JAMES Milit. Dict.
t
Naval

officers
are admirals, captains,

lieutenants, masters, boatswains, midshipmen, gunners, &c,
1846 YOUNG Naut. Diet. s.v. Nazwl, The various subjects
connected with the duties of naval officers. 1871 DE VF.RI:

Americanisms 264 Another such office is that of Naval
Officer, whose duty it is to receive copies of all manifests
and entries in the Custom-House.

C. (Royal} NavalReserve-. (seeRESERVEj//. 2 b).
1863 YOUNG Naut. Diet. (ed. 2), Royal Naval Reserve, an

establishment of volunteers, consisting of able merchant sea
men who . . agree to serve on board of ships of war in case
of need. 1876 HAM Revenue Vade-m, 392 Her Majesty
may accept offers of persons recommended by the Admi
ralty to serve as officers of the Royal Naval Reserve.

1885 Pall Mall G. 16 June 1/2 These seamen are usually
called Royal Naval Reserve men.
5. sb.pl. fa. Naval achievements. Obs.rare~ l

.

121674 CLARENDON Life (1759) U- 57 The Action. .sur

passed all that was done in Cromwell s Time, whose Navals
weie much greater than had ever been in any Age.

b. Naval men. rare.

1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. r. xii. (1837) 99, I guess it s

natural for you to say so of the buttons of our nayals.

Navalism (n^ valiz m). [f. prec. + -ISM.]
The domination of naval interests.

1892 Nation (N.Y.)ai Jan. 44/2 Mr. Blaine.. co-operated
with Mr. Tracy in.. handing the foreign policy of the
Government over to navalism. 1896 Daily News 4 Dec.
7/3 His party would not vote a man. .for navalism.

Navally (n^i-vali), adv. [f. NAVAL a. + -LY 2.]
In a naval manner ; from a naval point of view.

Also navally crowned (see NAVAL a. i).
1816 in J. B. Paul Ord. Sc. Arms (1803) 159/2 Or, a lion

rampant gu., navally crowned az. 1836 COBDFN Russia Pol,
Writ. (1878) 120 Russia even at Constantinople would.,
commercially and navally speaking be three times as dis

tant as New York from Great Britain. 1898 Daily News
8 Aug. 5/5 China cannot compete navally with any of the
three Powers either singly or combined.

Navarch. v n^-vajk). Gr. Antiq. rare. [ad.Gr.
rarfopxes (L. natt-

t navarchm}&amp;gt; f. vavs ship + apxus
leader.] The commander of a fleet

;
an admiral.

1828-32 WEBSTER cites MITFORD. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece
xx. III. 149 Cnemus, the Spartan navarch, or high admiral.

Navarchy (n^-vjuki). [ad. Or. vavapxta (late
L. navarchia} . see prec. and -Y i.]

fl. App. misused for *

ship-building . 0/&amp;gt;s~
l

1648 W. PETTY Advice to Hartlib 6 That all Children . .

be taught some gentile Manufacture, such as are Navarchy
and making Modells for building and rigging of Ships.
2. The office of a navarch

; the period during
which such office is exercised.

1850 GROTE Greece n. Ixiv. VIII. 187 note, The com
mencement of Lysander s navarchy or year of maritime
command appears to me established for this winter.

tNava tion. Obs* rare-1
, [f. L. nav-are to

do zealously, perform diligently, etc. + -ATION.]
A contrivance, scheme, plan.
i6a8 FELTHAM Resolves n. xii. 34 Euery good man . .

must be wise and circumspect, to vaine the sleeke nauations
of those that would undoe him.

Nave(n^v),^.1 Forms: a. i nabse,nafa,nafu,
4-5 nafe, 4-7 naue, (5 nawe), 4- nave. /3. 4
naf, 4, 9 naff, (9 knaff), 5-7 naffe. [OE. nafu
fern., nafa raasc. = MDu. nave (nae/, naf\ Du.

naaf), MLG. nave, OIIG. naba, napa (G. nabe\
ON. naf-f g/&quot;(Sw. naf, Da. nav}\ Comm. Teut.

*nat&amp;gt;o, related to Lett, naba navel, OPrnss. nabis,
Skr. nabhi, nahha nave and navel.]
1. The central part or block of a wheel, into

47

which the end of the axle-tree is inserted, and
from which the spokes radiate ; a hub.
a. 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) M 256 Modioli^ habae [for

nabae; Epinal nabae, Erfurt nebasj. &amp;lt;r888 K, ALFRED
Boeth. xxxix. 7 pact hweol hwerfS ymbutan & sio nafu
next bare eaxe. Ibid.

} pa spacan . . bio3 fjeah f;tstc on 3,-ere

nafe, & se nafaon c^aere eaxe. 1382 WYCLIF i AVw^jvii. 33
The spokys, and the felijs, and the naue, alle ?oten. c 1386
CHAUCER Soinpn. T. 562 Than shal this chtrl. .sctte him on
the wheel right of this cart, Upon the nave, c 1440 Pronip.
}\irv, 351/2 Nave of a qwele, tuodius^ ct modiolus, a 1548
HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 25 b, Blew veluet embroudered with
the naues of Carter burnyng of gold. 1598 CHAPMAN Iliad
v. 734 The naves, in which the spokes were driven, were all

with
^silver bound. 1679 COCKS Forest fy Fruit-Trees

a 2 Eighty pair of Naves were made out of it. 1720 Poi E
Iliad xxiii. 412 The wheel s round naves appear to bru&amp;gt;h

the goal, a 1774 IIOLDSM. Snru. K.rp. Philos. (1776) I. 282
Such as in the nave of a wheel, in the axle of a pulley, and
such

like.^ 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. (1837) I. 434
four carriages, for 6 pounders, with brass naves, are pre
paring. 1838 Civ. Eng. &amp;lt;y

Arch. Jrnl. I. 384/2 The naves
of the paddles are of wrought iron. 1877 \V. JONES Fiugi r-

ring 22 The cart-wheels sank up to their naves.
. 1388-9 Durham Ace. Rolls 391 In factura unius par.

rotarum cum ij par. de naffs. 1393-4 Ibid. 392 Pro rotis,

nafs, et alia husbanderia. 1483 Cat/t. Angl. 248/1 A Naffe
of a qwele, Jiiedituliuni^ modiolns. 1593 R. BAKNJ.S
rarthcn. in Arb. Garner V. 403 An orient jet which did
not move, To Cupid s chariot wheel, made for the nafle, Was
fixed. 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll iii. 56 Whip vp and downe
The grateing Orbes ; all in a tracke, t enflame Their NafTes
drye-worne. 1796 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. (td. 2) II. 334.
1824 in Ciimbld, Gloss. (1899) 221 r Wheels with natK
(naves), spokes and felloes. 1855 ROHINSON Whitly (il^^,

1873- in north, dial, glossaries (Northumb., Cumb., Vks.J.

b. attrib. and Comb., as nare-baiid, -box^ -deep,

-hole, -hoop, -shaped, -stock.

1388 WYCLIF i Kings vii. 33 The ex tree?, and the naue
stockis [z .r. nauelstockis], and the spokis .. were 301111:.

1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s.v., It is bound at each end
with hoops of iron, called the nave-bands. 1802 JAMES
Milit. Diet., Nave-boxes were formerly made of brass. Ibid.,

Nave-hoops are flat iron rings to bind the nave. 1839 LINP-
LEY Rot. (ed. 3) 454 Nave-shaped. 1867 SMYTH Sailo&amp;gt;\*

Word-t k. 493 Nave-hole
^
the hole in the centre of a gun-

truck for receiving the end of the axle-tree. 1876 VOYI.K iS:

STEVENSON Milit. Diet. 260/1 The nave-box is made of gun-
metal. 1882 E. ARNOLD Pearls of Faith xxiii. (1383) 84
Through foeman s blood nave-deep he drave his wheel.

f2. ? The navel. Obs.rare- 1

.

1605 SHAKS. Klacb. i. ii. 22 Braue Macbeth. . neu r shooke
hands, nor bad farwell to him, Till he vnseam d him from
the Naue to th Chops.

Nave (n&amp;lt;?iv),
sb;~ [= Sp. and It. nave, ad. L.

ndvern, ace. of navis ship : see also XEF.] The
main part or body of a church, extending from
the inner door to the choir or chancel, and usually
separated from the aisle on each side by pillars.
1673 RAY Jonrn. Low C. 261 A double isle on each side of

the Nave. 1682 N. O. Boiiean s Lntrin in. 63 With equal
pace the Temples Nave they measure ! 1726 AYLIM i:

Parergvn 169 It comprehends the whole Church, viz. the
Nave or Body of the Church together with the Chancel.

1791 MRS. RADCUFFE Rom. Forest ii, From this chapel he

passed into the nave of the great Church. 1823 BYRON
Island iv. vii, The fretted pinnacle, the aisle, the nave,
Were there. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany ii. 15 The massive

pillars of the nave have a solemn and grand effect, a 1878
SIR G. SCOTT Lcct, Archil.

(1879) I. 52 Let us suppose it

applied to the nave of a basilica in place of the timber roof.

attrib. and Comb. 1830 INKKRSLEV Styles A rchit. France
311 The windows opened in the nave-aisle walls. 1883
FARRAR in Pall Mail G. 27 Dec. 2/2 The nave services of I

all our great cathedrals are the results of this experiment.
Hence Nave v.^ trans, to make like a nave.
1820 SHELLEY in Medwin Cowers, Byron (1824) I. 19

Follow the graceful curve of the palaces on the Lung Arno
till the arch is naved by the massy dungeon-tower,

fWave, have not : see NE and HAVE v. A. 9. Obs.
See also NABBE, NAD, NAS.

C95O Lindisf. Go$p. John iv. 17 Uel 3u cuede ^aette nafu
,

tic] wer. 971 Rlickl. How. 31 He naeni^e mehte wi6 us
[

nafaS. a 1000 Andreas y\ (Gr.), Nafast^e to frofre.-hlafes

wiste ? c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Nauest J?u nefre milce of i

heofenlic drihlen. c 1230 Hah Meid. 5 Ha naue3 nawt freo I

of hire seluen. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. li- acc (Rolls) 8223
Y naue no wyt To open ^e knottes ^at Merlyn knyt. 1362
LANGL. / , Pi. A. 1. 157 Je naue no more merit in masse ne in

houres. c 1420 Chron. I- Hod. st. 288 V naue nouther wytte
ny space All here godenesse forto wryte.

Wave, obs. f. NAVV, obs. or dial. f. XIEVE, fist. !

Navee, obs. form of NAVY.

Wavegar, -gor, obs. (early ME.) flf. AUGER.

Navel (n^*vT),^. Forms: a. I nabula, uafela,
;

uavela, uafla, 3-4 nauele, (4 nav-), 4-7 nauel,

-ell, (5-7 -il, -ill, -yl, -yle, -yll, 5 nawelle, -ylle,

etc.), 5-7 navell, (6 -yll, 6-7 -il; 5 nable, 6-7
navle, 7 naple), 5- navel; 4 naule, nawle, 6

nale, 9 dial. nawl. 0. 3 iioule, 4 nouel, 5 nowele,
-yl, novyl(l, 9 Sc. null. [OE. nafe!a, masc.=
OFris. navla, nattta, MDn. navel(e, naffel(e, etc.

j

(Du. navel], MLG. navel, naffel, OHG. nabah,

napalo, etc. (MHG. nabele, G. nabel), ON. nafle

(Sw. nafle j tiafvel^ Da. navle) : Comm. Teut.

*naftalan-, related to Skr. ndbhila, and more ob

scurely to Gr. up&amp;lt;f)a\Qs,
L. umbilicusta.n& Olr. imblin

(Gael, imleag, iomlag}. The various forms appear
to be derivatives of the stem of NAVE sb.^\

1. A rounded depression, with a more or less

raised or protuberant centre, situated on the

NAVEL.
]
abdomen at the point \vhere the umbilical cord
was originally attached

; the umbilicus.
a. ^723 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) U 243 Umbilicus, nabula.

a 850 Kentish Glosses in YVr.-Wiilcker 56/15 Umbilico tno,
f?inurn nafelan. 1:893 K. /KLFRFD Oros. iv. i. 5 He.

genedde under aenne elpent
ofstang.

_

cioooSa.v. Lccchd.

. .

t he hiene on ^one nafelan
82 jif men innan wyrmas_

.. . .

eslen..nim 5a sylfan wyrte \sc. waybread], iccnuca, lexe on
bone naflan. a 1290 Pains of Hell (MS. Uigby 86) 104 pe
flod to heere nauele takcjj. c 1315 SIIOKKHAM i. 1197 Me
schel be mannes lendcn anelye, pc nauele of |Je femele.
13.. K. E. Allit. P. A. 459 Al arn we membrez of ihe-u
kryst, As heued & arme is: legg naule. 1382 WYCLIF

j

Prov. iii. S Helthc forsothe shal ben in thi nauele [1388
nawle]. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 24 It bad

)&amp;gt;e schappe
! ofa man fra

\&amp;gt;e
nauel dunward. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur

vi. xi. 199 Launcelot.. smote hym on the sholder and clafe

hym to the nauel. 1523 FIT/HKRR. ilitsb. 57 Se the o\e
haue a greate cotlde, and the cowe great nauyll. 1592 J.
D.vvn-.s Imviort. Soul xxxn. x.vxv, Children, while within
the Womb they live, Feed by the Navil. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE /Vf/. /;/. 239 The use of the Nave 11 is to con
tinue the infant unto the Mother. 1695 Xt -,v Light Cfririirs;
put out 37 Run into the Belly about two Inches above the
Navel. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Imi. I. xxiv. 295
They were all naked above the Navel. 1774 J. BRYANT
Mythol. I. 245 The Deity was worshipped under the form
of a navel. 1805 Mcd. JrnL XIV. ^61 It likewise reached

j ._.
almost to the navel. 1873 {JQVW.U. Oriental ApoZ. v, [He]

lifted not His eyes from off his navel s mystic knot.

ftg. 1607 SHAKS. Cor, in. i. 123 Euen when the Nauell of
the State was touch d, They would not thred the Gates.

_
trnnsf. 1755 Gmtl. Mag. XXV. 32 Narel&amp;gt; . . an aperture

in the base (fa shell near the center. 1766 Conipl. Fanner
s.v. Si-&amp;gt;-&quot; iit~tric, Roundish berries,, .which have a depressed

t
navel on the top.
p. ri22o tit-sttary 561 Fro 3e noule niSerward ne i-. jrc

, [sc. the mermaid] no man like, a nooStockh. Medical MS,
i. 175 in Avglia XVII I. 299 Uynde it on be nowele in a
clout. Ibid. \. 485 Hoot on his nowyl 5if it be bounde. c 1440

I Jacob*s Weil 95 pe neber part of here body fro benoujll
:

downward. Ibid,, Fro
\&amp;gt;e novyll vpward. 1860 ROBSON

1

Song Sol. vii. 2 Thy nuil is like til a roond goblet.

fb. The junction of a leaf with a stem. Qbs t rare.
a 1400 Stockh. Mt-dical MS. ii. 761 in Angtia XVIII. 326

In euery nowele sche beryth here flowris. 1693 F.vrL\x
De la Quint. Compl. Gard. II. 63 From the Navel of every
Leaf a Fig will infallibly grow.

fc. Lady s navel : (see LADY J7b). Obs.

d. ellipt. A navel orange (see 4\
1888 U. S. Dept. Agric., Pomology 68 These trees . . were

called .. the Washington or Riverside Navel, to dis

tinguish the variety from the Australian Navel.
2. The centre or central point of a country, sea,

forest, etc.

1382 \VYCI.IF Judges ix. 37 The puple fro the nouel of the
eithe cometh cioun. 1387 TKKVISA Higdai (Rolls) II. 41 pe
bridde ilond. .stoudeb - as it were in be nauel of be see.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey clxxi. 253 This Cyte standeth as it

were in the nauyll of the loncle of Byheste. 1571 GOLDING
Calvin on 7V. Ixxiv. 12 Situate as it were in the navle of
the world. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed\\.
27/1 Some thinke this to be the middle part or nauill of
that prouince. 1634 MILTON Coi ins 520 Within the navil
of this hideous Wood .. a Sorcerer dwels. 1695 KENNETT
rar. Antiq, \. 2 Whether any Indigence kept always here
in the navel of the land, as Cesar reports. 1746 COLLINS

1 Ode Liberty 90 Midst the green navel of our isle. 1796

j

MORSE Awcr. Gee^. II. 19 That dreadful vortex, or whirl-

! pool, called by navigator?, the navel of the sea. 1834 J.
,

WILSON in ff/affat: Mag. XXXVI. 17 On the green navel

j

of the lake. 1878 K. OLM-HAST Old. .y Mid. Eng. iii. ^i?

Derby may be called the philological navel of England.
b. The central or middle point of anything.

1603 1). JONSON A&quot;. Jas?s Entertain. Wks. (Rtldg.) 5307?
! May thousand branches .. style this land the navel of their

peace. 1607 MlDDLBTOM Five Gallants iv. vi, Tis now
about the navel of the day. 1664 EVELYN tr. Frcarfs
Arc/n t. 140 Admitting the light at the top Center or Navil

only, without any Lantern. 1895 RIDER HAGGARD Henri
of \VorId xi, The very navel of this ancient .. civilisation.

t c. The middle point of a horse s back. Obs,

(Cf. NAVEL-GALL.)
1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1937/4 A new sore caused by a

Pillion on the navle of his back. 1697 Ibid. 3337/4 Having
on the Naple of the Back a place that looks as if it was
formerly burnt. 1713 Ibid. 4880/4 A little swell d on the
Navel with an old Saddle Gall.

f 3. The nave of a wheel. Obs. rare.
Cf. Kilian s navel van &quot;t rad\, nave.

1388 [see NAVE s&. 1 i b]. 1535 COVKRDALE i AV^s vii. 33
Their axeltrees, spokes, nales [1537 MATTHKW nauelles] &.

shaftes were all molten. 1624 MASSINGER Parlt. Love n.

iii, His body be the navel to the wheel In which your rapiers,
like so many spokes. Shall meet and fix themselves !

4. attrib. and Comb.
t

as navel-contemplator,

-fibre, -knot, -rupture, &quot;\~stead, -vein ; navel-burst
,

high, -tike, -shaped adjs. ; navel-fallen, a disease

in
pigeons (see quot.) ; navel-hole (see quot.) ;

navel-ill, a disease in calves and lambs, marked

by inflammation about the navel ; navel orange,
a large variety of orange, having a navel-like

formation at the top ; navel-point Her, (see

quot.). See also NAVEL-STRING, -WORT.
1589 J. RIDFR Bibl. Sclwl., That is &quot;navell-burst, exmti-

phalns. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAM Mystics (1860) I. 272 They -

call these devotees Navel-contemplators. 1765 Treat. Dom.
Pigeons 37 The next distemper is what the fancy calls *navel-

fallen ; in this case, there is a kind of a bag hanging down
near the vent. 1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. vii. (1682) 49
From thence . . the &quot;Navel-Fibres shoot. 1663 \Vooo Life
(O. H.S.) I. 479 Railed in with a rayl &quot;navel high. 1828

CARR Craven Gloss.,
*
Navel-Hole, the hole in the centre

of a mill-stone, into which the grain is ca^t by the hopper.
1834 Yoi .vn Cattle 558 The *

navel-ill is a far more serious



NAVEL.
business than some imagine. 1888 W. WILLIAMS Pracl.
Vet. Med. (ed. 5) 306 From the fact that the umbilicus is

often involved in the tumefaction, the disease has been called
navel-ill . 1766 Compl. Partner s. v. Vegetation, Between

the roots and ascending stem, the trunk of the plaot is knit

by the *navel knot to the flower-leaf. 1849-52 Tcdtfs Cycl.
Anat. IV. 1013/2 A *navel-like aperture on the anterior
surface of the tumour. 1888 U. S. Dcpt. Agric., Pomology
68 The varieties of the *Navel orange, their origin, manner
of introduction, etc. ci8z8 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I.

Nombnl, or *Navel Point, is the next below the fesse point,
or the very centre of the escocheon. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India ft P. 21 Their Children . . are much troubled with
the *

Navel-Rupture. 1812-34 Goait s Study Med. (ed. 4)
IV. 497 note, They are not *navel-shaped, like those of

small-pox, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad XXL 173 Full in the *navel-
stead He ripp d his belly up. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man
81 Issuing out at the nauill-stead. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey s

IVks. (1649) 595 The umbilical vein, or *navel-vein, entering
into the bodie of the childe.

Navel (iv Vl), v. rare.
[f. prec.]

1. In pa. pfle. Situated in the middle.
1818 BYRON C/i. Har. iv. clxxiii, Lo, Nemi ! navell d in

the woody hills. 1819 WIFFEN Aoniaii Hours 102 Within
the shade a ruined temple stands .., navelled in the pines.
2. intr. To come to a centre.

1835 BAILEY Mystic 52 Radial avenues of rocks All navel-

ling in the sanctuary divine.

l-(n,? v ]). Naut. Also 8-9 naval, nave-.

[Of obscure origin and meaning, occurring only as
the first element in certain combs. There is no
obvious connexion with NAVEL sb., and the form
naval is a late alteration.]
t a. Navel timbers, the first futtocks. Obs. rare.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 8 First lay the
Keele..

;
then lay all the Flore timbers... Next your Nauell

timbers. 1627 Seaman s Grain, ii. 2 The Sweepe or
Mould of the Foot-hookes and Nauell timbers.

b. Navel or nave-line : (see quots.).
^1711

W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 143 Nave-line as

big as the Cat-harpings, and as long. 1750 BLANCKLEY
Nav. Expos, irr Naveliue^ is a Rope reeved through a
Block made fast to the middle Rib, and another Block
made fast to the Mast-head. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1780), Nave-line [1789 Naval Line], a sort of small

tackle, depending from the head of the main-mast and fore

mast, . . used to keep the parrel directly opposite to the yard.
1848 G. BIDDLECO.MBE Art of Rigging 22 Nave-line is a
tackle from the masthead to the trusses [etc.]. 1863 A.
YOUNG Naut. Diet. (ed. 2), Naval Lines, a name given to
the lines which hold up the truss-pendants parallel to their

parts round the centre of a lower yard. 1882 NARES Sea
manship (ed. 6) 125 The reef or naval line is then middled.

C. Navel hoods : (see quots.).
1750 BLANCKLEY Nav. Expos, no Navel Hoods are large

Pieces of Stuff fayd against the Hawse Holes, and fills out
to the outer Edge of the Cheeks, to keep the Cable from
wearing them. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) s.v.

Building, The navel-hoods [are] fayed on the hawse-holes.
1841 R. H. DANA Seaman s Man. 116 Naval Hoods, or
Hawse Bolsters, plank above and below the hawse-hole-:.

(1850 Rndim. Navig. (Weale) 135 Navel hoods, broad
pieces of oak, from 6 to 10 inches thick .. worked afore the
hawse-hoi
;nd belo\

upport a bolster.

les on the outside of the ship, and likewise above
and below them in those ships which have no cheeks to

d. Navel-pipe : (see quot.).
1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 4 Chain or Naval-pipes.

For leading the cable through, as it passes up from one
deck to another, from the chain-lockers.

Na vel-gall. ? Obs. Also 6 nauyl-, 7 nauill,
navil(l, naple, etc. [Cf. NAVEL sb. 2 c.j A gall
or bruise in the middle of a horse s back.
1523 FITZHERB. Hust. 105 Nauylgall is a soraunce,

hurte with a saddle, or with a buckle . .in the myddes of the
backe. 1600-9 ROWLANDS Knaue ofClubbes 44 The Lam-
passe, crest-fall, withers greife, The nauill-gall. 1631 BRATH-
WAIT IVhimzies, Postmaster 120 His Stable is a very shop of
all diseases; ..Ringbones, Windgalls, Navelgalls. 1678
Land. Gat. No. 1348/4 Her navil gaul hath formerly been
hurt. 1702 Ibid. 3813/4 A lean bay Gelding.., a large
Bunch or Navel-Gall on his Back. 1855 W. PERCIVALL
Hippopathology (ed. 2) I. 199 Saddle-Galls, Navel-Galls,
Warbles, Sitfasts.

Hence
-j- Navel-galled a.

; f Havel-galling-.
I73 Lond. Gaz. No. 3967/4 A strong punch grey Nag, . .

a sore Back, being Navelgall d. 1691 J. WILSON Belphegor
in. iv, A mere rag of a jade ; I wonder thou durst venture
on her, for fear of navel-gauling.

Navel-hoods, Naut. : see NAVEL-.
Nave-line, Naut. : see NAVEL-.
Navell, obs. variant of NEVEL v.

Navelled (n^Vld), a. rare-1
,

[f.
NAVEL sb.

+ -ED2.] Knobbed; bull s-eyed.
1:1817 HOGG Tales q Sit. II. 204 A few panes of thick

blue, navelled glass.

Na 1

vel-string. [f. NAVEL sb.
;

cf. Du. navel-

streng. Da. navlestrettg; Sw. nafvelstrang.] The
organic structure connecting the foetus with the

placenta ; the umbilical cord.
1587 GOI.DING Dt Mornayxiv. (rS92&amp;gt; 223 As if they should

say, .. he cannot Hue when he is come out of her womb, if
his nauilstrings be cut off. 1634 T. JOHNSON Party s IVks.

\

604 The navel-string must bee tied with a double thred.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. vii. (1682) 48 Two slender Fibres,
like two Navel-strings. 1754-64 SMELLIE Midwifery I. 232
Tie the navel-string about two fingers breadth from the belly
of the child. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 155
The navel-string hangs down below the head. 1846 J.
BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 269 Inflammation i

of the navel-string, occurring a few days after a lamb is ;

dropped.
Navel-timbers, Naul. ; see NAVEL-.
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Na vel-wort. [f. NAVEL sb. ; cf. G. nabel-

wurz, Da. navleurt.] A name given to various

plants, esp. Co/y/eitt&amp;gt;m&amp;lt;mdt7i{Hs(seePEXX TNORi: i).
14. . Vocak. in Wr.-Wulcker 567 Belberici mariai,.. navel

wort. Ibid. 620 Vmbilicus, Nauelworte. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal n. cxliii. 423 The great Nauelwoort hath round and
thicke leaues. Ibid. clii. 529 There is a kind of Navel-
woorte that groweth in waterie places. 1629 PARKINSON
Parad. xxxii. 232 Wee doe call them Nauelworts in Eng
lish rather than Houseleekes. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in.
xxii. 441 Navel wort. That of the water helps the Sciatica,
Gout and Kings-evil. 1718 QLMNCY Compl. Disf. 209 Wall
Navel-wort. This is not known of late in Medicine. 1760
J. LEE Introd. Bat. App. 320 Navel-wort, Bastard, Crassitla.

Ibid., Navel-wort, Venus s, Cynoglossum. Ibid., Navel-
wort, Water, Hydracotyle. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. it.

viii. 175 The pretty, round, fresh leaf of the navel-wort

(cotyledon umbilicus) is seen on every wall. 1865 GOSSE
Land ft Sea (1874) 183 The fleshy coin-like leaves of the

pretty navel-wort.

t Naverage, erron. form of NAUFRAGE.
a 1656 USSHER Ann, (1658) 376 Himself coming on shoar

..took up his standing to recover what might be saued out
of the naverage.

Navet . Now only as Fr. Also 6 nauet(te,
naued. [a. F. navel (l3th c.) ultimately f. L.

nap-urn (//) NAPE sb2, or F. navette (1323)
of similar origin. Cf. NAVEW.] A variety of

rape (Brassica napus), a cruciferous plant with a

fleshy fusiform root of a sweet taste. Also attrib.
F. navet is applied to the esculent, navette to the olei-

ferous, variety of rape. Cotgrave defines navet as the
small Navew gentle, the least (and daintiest) kind of French
Navew .

1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Navet rote, nauctte. 1548 TURNER
Names Herbs (E. D. S.) 55, I haue hearde sume cal it in

englishe a turnepe, and other some a naued or nauet, it

maye be called also longe Rape or nauet gentle. 1583
STOCKER Civ. IVarres Loive C. III. 96 b, Bread made of
nauettes and of chanure seede. 1600 [see NAPE sb.5].

1861 MRS. BEETON Bk. Housth. Alaiiagem. 601 The
French Navet. .is a variety of the turnip; but, instead of
being globular, has more the shape of the carrot.

t Navet t
. Obs. rare. Also 5 navitt. [a. F.

navette {\navete, I3thc. ;
cf. med.L. naveta),fio-

perly little boat&quot;, f. L. navis. ]
= NAVICULA.

1467 Will of Dryland (Somerset Ho.), Thre sensures of
siluer with iiij navitte therto. 1540 in V. Green Worcester
(1796) II. App. p. v, Item a navett with a spone all gylt.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey}, Navet, part of an Incense-pan,
or Censer-box.

Navew (ni vi). Now rare. Also 6-7 na-

uew(e, 6 naueu, 8 naphew. [a. F. &quot;naveu, obs.

var. of naveau (now only dial.), OF. navel, -iel .

*napcllitm, f. L. nap-urn (itapus) NAPE sb.* Cf.

NAVET
.]

The rape (Brassica napus) or coleseed

(B. campeslns) ; a plant of this kind.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 28 b, Navews do not

nouryshe so moche as rapes, but they be even as wyndye.
1563 HYLL Art Garden, (1593) 144 And the propeitie of the

place doth change the Nauew into a Rape [
= turnip], and

the rape contrariwise into a Nauew. 1620 VENNER Via
Recta vii. 136, I suppose the Nauewe to be a little dryer
then the Turnep. 1678 SALMON Pharm. Lond. \. vii. 149
Of sweet Navew. The Seed is Alexipharmick. i7MiLLER
Gard. Diet. (ed. 2), Napus, the Navew or Frencri Turnip.
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants III. 591 B. Napus, Wild
Navew. 1865 GOSSE Land ft Sea 7 The navew, loose and
sprawling, but bright in hue.
attrib. 1611 FLORIO, Nauone, a kind of rape, a Nauew

roote. 1658 ROWLAND tr. AloitfePs Theat. Ins. 1090 They
are much delighted with Navew seeds. 1766 Museum
Rust. VI. 273 Sown in common with rape-seed, or more
properly, wild navew-seed.

fb. Navew gentle, the cultivated variety of

rape. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 595 Some do also cal it .. in English,
Nauet, and Nauew gentle. 1607 TOI SELL Foiir-f. Beasts
(1658) 102 Likewise Navew- gentil and Oleander, kill the
Hart. 1655 MOUFET & BENNF.T Health s Imprffv. (1746)
322 Navews, especially Napus Sativus, called in English
Navew Gentle. 1736 AINSWORTU Lat. Diet., Napus..,
navew [1783 naphew] gentle, or long rapes.

t Navey. Obs. Also 4-5 naueye. [a. ONF.
navey, navei (ciyxi in Godef.), =OF. navoy,
navoi : Lat. type *navet-um, f. navis ship.] a.

Ships, shipping, b. A navy.
c 1330 // ///. Palerne 2719 A gret number of naueye to

J&amp;gt;at
hauen longed. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 343 In

a naueye of bre score schippes and tweie. Ibid. Vfl. 167
Kyng Edward gedred a strong navey. 1436 Libel Eng.
Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 177, I wolde wete why
nowe owre navey fayleth. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. ft Lini.
Man. vi. (1885) 123 With owl thaym all the kyngs navey
shallnot suffice to horde with carrikkes and ober grete ves-

sailles. 1535 BOORDE Let. in Introd. Knmvl. (1870) 53 A
greatt army and navey ys preparyd.

II Navicula (navi-kirfla). Eecl. [L., dim. of
navis a ship. Cf. NAVET 2

.]
An incense-holder

in the form of a boat.

1853 J. D. H. DALE Certm. Rom. Rite 8 He . . presents
the navicula (or incense-boat) to the Master of Ceremonies.

1884 Nonconf. ft Indep. 14 Feb. 162/2 There was a proces
sion through the new clergy-house, with crosses, candles,
thurible and navicula.

Navicular (nJtvi kWlii), a. and sb. Also 6

-uler. [ad. late L. navicularis : see prec. and
-AK. Hence also F. naviculaire (i6th c., Par^).]
A. adj. 1. Navicular bone, the scaphoid bone of

the hand (rare), or the corresponding bone in the foot

lying between the astragalus and cuneiform bones.

NAVIGABLE.
! (Freq. in veterinary works as the seat of a disease

in the feet of horses.)
1541 R. COPLAND Guydon s Quest. Chirurg. Lj, The bone

called Nauyculer, that is a synew concaued on eche syde.
1696 PHILLIPS, Navicular.Bme, the third Bone in each
Foot in that part of it which immediately succeeds the
Lefr *7SS in JOHNSON. 1816 ELAINE Veter. Art (ed. 2) 98
The navicular bone would have been too much pressed upon.
1836-9 TodfCs Cycl. Anat. II. 343/1 The scaphoid or navi-

i cular bone is articulated with the three cuneiform. 1870
FLOWER Osteol. Maniin. xix. (r876) 309 The navicular bone
is interposed between the proximal and distal row on the
inner or tibial side of the foot.

b. Farriery. Connected with the navicular bone
of a horse s foot, esp. navicularjoint, disease.
1828 J. TURNER in Veterinarian (r82g) II. ssThe College
Museum . . contained but a solitary specimen of the navi
cular disease. Ibid. 58 By articulating with the bone, [it]

forms_the nayicular joint. 1845 SPOONER Vcter. Art (1851)
86 It is this joint capsule which is the seat of the navicular
disease. Ibid., Its posterior and lower surface forms the

navicular-joint capsule.

1 2. Pertaining to, connected with, boats. Obs.

1656 in BLOLNT Glossogr. a 1704 T. BROWN Thames
Wks. 1720 III. 325 Rare Game, Master, cries our Navi
cular Spokesman. 1721 in BAILEY (and hence in some later

Diets.).

3. Having the form of a (small) boat.

a. Of shrines, etc. Also transf. of the deities

associated with these.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 219 The name of this, and of
all the navicular shrines was Baris. 1818 G. S. FABER Horx
Mosaicx I. 133 The navicular goddess of Egypt was called
Isis. 1819 Blackvj. Mag. \. 584 We may still behold the

figure of that animal standing in that holy navicular coffin.

b. Bot. Of the parts of plants.
1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 23 Glumes navicular, entire. 1845

LINDLEY Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 33 Valves navicular, apterous.
1881 SPENCE in Jrnl. Bot. X. 99 With the two lateral lobes

complicate into a navicular sheath embracing the stem.

C. Ent. Of the bodies or parts of insects.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 268 Navicular,. .when

two sides meet and form an angle like the outer bottom of
a boat. 1828 STARK Eleni. Nat. Hist. II. 277 Body navi

cular, narrowed and pointed at both ends.

4. Navicular fossa, (a) the depression between
the helix and anthelix of the ear ; (b} the anterior

portion of the urethra.
1816 ELAINE Veter. Art (ed. 2) 256 When the labia are

separated, the internal cavity is called the navicular or

scaphoid fossa. 1836-9 Todd s Cycl. Anat. II. 550/2.

1849-52 Ibid. IV. 1248/2.

B. ellipt. passing into sb.

1. = Navicular bone (see A. i).
1816 BLAINE Veter. Art (ed. 2) 98 The coronary bone

partakes of the form of the pastern, .. resting more on the

coffin, and less on the navicular than in the front. 1836-9
Todd s Cycl. Anat. II. 505/2 The navicular or scaphoid is

the largest of the upper row [in the hand]. 1870 FLOWEK
Osteol. Mannn. xix. (1876) 318 The navicular and the ex
ternal cuneiform are very broad and flat.

2. = Navicular disease (see A. 1 b).
1888 Pall Mall G. 4 July 5/2 Not one shows symptoms of

navicular by pointing his toes to ease the pain.

t Navie, obs. variant of NAVET or NAVEW.
1553 EDEN Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 29 The inhabitantes..

vse in ye stede of bread, certayne rotes like vnto nauie rotes.

1555 Decades (Arb.) r3i The skyn issumwhat towgherthen
eyther of nauies or mussheroms. 1575 TURBEKV. Venerie

151 They lyve and feede upon. .all sortes of rootes also un-
lesse it be rapes and navie rootes.

Navie, obs. form of NAVY.
Navifau-na. nonce-uonl.

[f.
L. navi-s ship.]

The fauna peculiar to a ship.
1879 MOSELEY Notes Nat. Challenger 594 Centipedes of

two kinds at least were also amongst the navifauna.

Na viforin, a. rare. [f. L. tiiivi-s-r-row.]

Boat-shaped ; navicular.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. II. 280 The naviform

leaf of the Indian fig-tree. 1817 Eight Dissert. (1845) II.

199 In the sphere, the Moon or Naviform Lunar Crescent
was the astronomical representative of the Ark.

Navigability (nsevigabi-liti). [f. next + -ITY.]
The fact or quality of being navigable.
1846 in WORCESTER. 1865 Reader 15 Apr.4is/2 It was said

that the navigability of the Thames would be injuriously
affected. 1889 Law Times LXXXVII. 290/1 This excludes
the notion of navigability.

Navigable (narvigab l), a. [a. F. navigable

(i4th c.), or ad. L. navigabilis, f. navigdre: see

NAVIGATE v.]
1. Admitting of being navigated, affording pas

sage for ships or boats : a. of the sea.

1527 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 257 To attempt,
if our Seas Northwarde be Nauigable to the Pole or no.

1553 EDEN Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 9 Yf the North sea were
not nauigable by reason of extreme cold and Ise. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 151 The sea [yieldeth itself]

navigable to everie one that will. 1716 POPE Iliad vnl.

66 Thence his broad Eye. .surveys The Town, and Tents,
and navigable Seas.

b. of rivers and other water-ways. (The visual

sense.) Also const, for.
1530 PALSGR. 319/1 Navj-gable, a water able to be sayled

or rowed in, nauigable. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb. ) 284 They
determyned to brynge a nauigable trench vnto the ryuer of

Nilus. 1593 NORDEN Spec. Brit., Cornwall (1728) 98 The
towne seateth nere the nauigable Tamar. 1634-5 BRERETON
Trait. (Chetham Spc.)

6 A fair navigable river which will

carry as great a ship as can sail. 1680 MORDEN Geog. Reel.,

Germany (1685) 120 Here the Danube begins first to be



NAVIGABLENESS.
Navigable. 1735 BERKELEY Querist 381 The use of slaves
in repairing high roads, making rivers navigable. 1776
ADAM SMITH IV. N. i. iii. I. 24 The plantations have con

stantly followed either the sea coast or the banks of the

navigable rivers. i&y$ Penny Cycl. III. 176/2 The Avon., is

navigable from Stratford for vessels of about 40 tons burden.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 3 At Lechlade. .the Thames ceases
to be navigable.

f-C. Of passage from one place to another. 06s.

1570 J. DEE Math. Pref. d iv b, Betwene any two places
(in passage Nauigable,) assigned. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. u,

60 In this meane while of our nauigable passage, the Cap-
taine.. espied a Saile comming from Sea.

2. Of ships: Capable of navigation; fit for

sailing ; seaworthy, rare.

1535 in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. n. II. 74 His Navy was not

navigable thowgh he wold have departid thens. 1627
HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 131 For the better supporting of

navigable yessells. 1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 31 Two
or three ships.. sound, and In the best navigable condition.

b. Of balloons : That may be steered
; dirigible.

1903 Edin. Rev. Apr. 334 The first serious attempt to

build a navigable balloon was that of Henry GifTard.in 1852.

3. Of places : Admitting the approach or pas
sage of vessels ; surrounded by water in which a

ship can sail. ? Obs*

1573 L. LLOYD Marrow of Hist. (1653) 53 Mount Athos
was made of Xerxes navigable, even unto the sea. 1625 X.
CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. vii. (1635) 122 An incomparable

Jreat
Hand.., nauigable roundabout. 1649 Alcoran 413

n Navigation we must know, not only what places are

Navigable, but also what are not.

f4. Nautical. 06s. rare.

&quot;597 J- PAYNE Royal Exch. 33 In wch. navigable arte I

spent the pryme of myne yeres. 1724 WELTON 18 Disc. 397
The particular engagements which those of the navigable
profession lay under.

t 6. Maritime ; naval. Obs. rare.

164* HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 60 It will be a wonderfull

thing to see what a . . huge Navigable power that State is

come too. c 1645 Lett. (1650) I. 300 What a mighty
navigable power the Hollander is come to.

Navigableness. [-NESS.] Navigability.
1720 STRYPE Stoitfs Surv. II. v. xxx. 437/2 Touching

the River, and the Navigableness and Fishing thereof.

1803 \V. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev, III. 14 A commerce co
extensive with the navigableness of the Mississippi. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi H. 60 To solve the problem of the

navigableness of the Kebrabasa.
Wa vigably, adv.

[f.
as prec. +-LY 2

.] In a

navigable manner. (Webster, 1847.)
t Na vigal, a. Obs. rare . = NAVIGABLE.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. CCXL. (Harl. MS.), The water navi-

gall rynneth thedir for vessels of fourty tonne tight.

t Navigant, sb. Obs. ran , [a. F. navigant
&amp;gt;

sb. use ot pres. pple. of tiavigiter: see NAVI
GATE

z&amp;gt;.]

A navigator or voyager.
1527 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1^99) I. 213 Which

thing is a great commoditie for the nauigants. 1553 Ibid.

(1886) III. 19 To be obtained.. by humble and&quot;heartie

praier of the Nauigants. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. v. (1636)

571 This Land is new Guinea, so called of the Navigants
and Pilots.

Na vigailt, a. rare. [ad. L. navigant-em,

pres. pple. of navigdre : see next.] Voyaging.
c 1680 in Pepys* Life, Jrnl,^ etc. (1841) II. 203 The Church

ofEngland is worthy of your best services, and., needs them.
It has been too long navigant in a valley of tears. 1781 H,
WALPOLE Let. to Cole 7 July, The church navigant would be
an extension of its power.

Navigate (.nse-vige t), v. Also 7 navigat.

[f. L. navigat-, ppl. stem of ndvigdre to sail, sail

over, f. ndvis ship + agZre to drive, guide, etc.]
1. intr. a. To go from one place to another in a

ship or ships, to sail.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza?s Hist. China 302 They beganne
to set sayle to nauigate towardes the port. 1614 SIR R.
DUDLEY in Fortescttc Papers (Camden) 10 Thoughe they
maye be able, .to navigat to the West Indies. 1705 ARBUTH-
NOT Coins, etc. (1727) 218 The Phoenicians, .navigated into
the Ocean by the Straits of Gibraltar, established many
Colonies. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett, (1792) II. cciii. 272 In the
Summer you may navigate as you please. 1821 SOUTHEY
Exped. Orsua 176 We navigated eleven months, till we
reached the mouth of the river.

b. To sail a ship.
1894 Daily Chron. 4 Aug. 3/5, I was the only one on board

who could navigate.
2. trans. To sail over, on, or through (the sea,

a river, etc.).

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 314 The River Oregliana
. .hath beene navigated 6000 miles. 1705 ARBUTHNOT Coins,
etc. (17271 272 Drusus..was the fir.it who navigated the
Northern Ocean. 1791 COWPER Odyss. x. 97 Six days we
navigated, day and night, The briny flood. 1836 \V. IRVING
Astoria II. 179 To send exploring parties on each side of the

river, to ascertain whether it was possible to navigate it fur
ther. 187* YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 21 The seas were
navigated and islands visited by the aid ofthe earliest canoes.

Jig. 1843 STOCQUELER Hami-bit. Brit. India (1854) 130 The
number of vehicles. .which navigate the streets. 1898 Daily
Ckron. 15 Oct. 6/4 Can they navigate the Redistribution
shallows ?

3. To sail, direct, or manage (a ship).

1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade 26 Nor must any English man
navigate any English built ship .. unless she be &amp;lt;&quot;iiled by
3 English at least. 1748 Anson s Voy. I. iii. led. 4) 38 Their

_ s to procure a sufficient number of hands to

navigate her. 1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar, Syst. 43 Want of
great difficulty was I

navigate her.^ 175! y
. ,

hands to navigate his ships. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw.

Desf. (1838) X. 600 The harbour boats at Passages being, .all

navigated by women. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like
&amp;lt;$

unlike
iii, I know something about navigating a yacht.
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4. Of vessels : a. intr. To sail
;

to ply.
1758 GOLDSM. Mem. Protestant (1895) II. 185 Four half

Galleys, .were to be sent to Antwerp to navigate on the
River Scheld. 1795 PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Nav. Add. 114
Every boat which shall navigate only between Stainforth
Lock and Hangman Hill. 1849-50 ALISON Hist. Europe^.
xxxiii. 4. 481 The superior power, .can. .make prize of all

neutral vessels navigating to any of its harbours.

b. trans. To sail on or over (the sea, etc.).

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Note-Iks, (1872) I. 2 An.,
irregular motion, such as the British Channel generally com
municates to the craft that navigate it. 1878 MARKHAM
Gt. Frozen Sea i. 4 Ships destined to navigate the icy seas.

5. trans. To convey (goods) by water. Also
intr. of goods.
1795 PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Nav. Add. 6 For all coal

navigated between Milton Cross and Kington, six-pence per
ton per mile. Ibid. 23 Coals, c, passing this canal, and
navigating on the Birmingham canal.

Hence Na*vigated ppl&amp;gt;
a.. Na vigating vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1739 C, LABELYE Short Ace. Piers 72 Water enough for the

working and navigating of Boats. 1751 H. WALPOLE Lett,

(1846) II. 398 The prospect is as fine as one destitute of a

navigated river can be. 1860 MAVRY Phys, Gcog. Sea xv.

624 The best navigated steam-ships do not sail closer than
this. 1871 Daily News i Sept., While professional, .critics

are discussing whether the special class of navigating officers

should be retained or abolished.

Navigation (nxvig^ -Jan). [a. F. navigation
(i4th c.j, or ad. L. navigation-em, n. of action

f. ndvigdre to NAVIGATK.]
1. The action of navigating ; the action or prac

tice of passing on water, esp. the sea, in ships or

other vessels ; sailing ; t rowing. Also const, of.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthc (1539) 52 Navigation or rowyng
nigh to the lande, in a calme water is expedient for them
that haue dropsies. 1547 BOORDE Brer. Health x.\ii, I can
not away with water, nor waters by nauigacion. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie i. xii, (Arb.) 44 The Gentiles prayed
..for safe nauigation to Neptune. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comrn.
Titus iii. 3 The Earth was made for man and beast to Hue

vpon, the sea for fish and nauigation, 1673 MARVELL /?*A.

Transp. n. Wks. 1776 II. 368 If there were a dead calm always
..there would be no navigation. ijz^Lond. Gaz. No. 6300/1
The Wind proving contrary.., [she] was forced to return.,

after about an Hour s Navigation. 1727-46 THOMSON Sum
mer 1767 The heaven-conducted prow Of navigation bold,
that fearless braves The burning line. 1813 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI. 3 From what I have heard of the

navigation of the river, 1835 THIRLWALL Greece vt. I. 219
The approach of winter put a stop to all ordinary naviga
tion, i&qz Penny Cycl. XXIV. 280/2 The navigation of the

Thames . . is kept up by locks and wears.

b. Inland navigation, communication by means
of canals and navigable rivers.

1727 DE FOE Eng. Tradesman (1732) II. n. iv. 123 Madrid
..has neither Sea-port or Inland Navigation, no Navigable
River being near it. 1791 MYLNE isf Rep. Thames Natt.t

The Thames is. .very capable of an improved inland naviga
tion. 1861 ChamberssEncycl. II. 551/2 Shewing how canals

might be .. used for inland navigation, in countries whose
surface was irregular.

t c. A piece of seamanship. Obs. rare*~l
.

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. iii. 101 He returned.,

by a very able navigation against a contrary monsoon.

2. The art or science of directing the movements
of ships on the sea, including more especially the

methods ofdetermining a ship s position and course

by the principles of geometry and nautical astro

nomy ; seamanship.

small skill in Nauigation, was well acquainted with the

Ports. 1643 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 80 The most

materiall and useful! parts of the Mathematiques, as the Art

now and then sending me small Sums of Money, I laid

them out in learning Navigation. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1780) s.v., Every sea-officer is presumed to be fur

nished with books of navigation. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh.

Easy xiv, A cruise at sea without knowledge of navigation
was a more nervous thing than he had contemplated. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 215 Safety at sea is the good of

navigation.
3. A voyage; an expedition or journey by sea or

water. Now rare.

se y o. . . .

thinges as are spoken of in the nauigacions wherof this boke

entreateth. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 101 Our nauigation

growing so long that it drew neere to seuen moneths. 1631

J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 160 Their Navigation was

short, and favoured with gentle windes. 1673 Phil. Trans.

VIII. 6114 Those Countreys that are addicted to long Navi-

gations. a 1715 BURNET Own Time iv. (1724) I. 629 The
other was a long navigation, and subject to great accidents.

175* CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 560 The Queen . . encouraged

her subjects to the like adventures and navigations. 1807

SOUTHEY Espriellrfs Lett. II. 172 Our last navigation had

ended by transferring us to a coach.

b. transf. with reference to fishes.

1821-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 5 Many other marine

fishes seek out a fresh-water stream for this purpose ; and

their navigations are often of very considerable length.

4. concr. The means of navigation, vessels col

lectively ; shipping. In later use U. S. ? Obs.

1605 SIIAKS. Macb. iv. j.54 Though the yesty Waues Con
found and swallow Nauigation vp. \&amp;gt;j&

Anson s ley. in.

yii.
fed, 4) 480 The Centurion alone was capable of destroy

ing the whole of the navigation of the port of Canton. 1772
C. HUTTON Bridges 86 This will leave more free passage for
the water and navigation. 1809 KENDALL Trai&amp;gt;. I. xxxiii.

321 The word navigation is used in New England for

shipping. 1850 SCORESBY Checker s Whaltm. Adv. \. (1859)
9 Nearly one-tenth of the navigation of ihe Union.

f 5. Shipping business
; trade or intercourse

carried on by sea or water. Obs.

1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 21 This Navigation is very necessary
that the lower Oestreich being fertill, may supply the upper
. .with wine and corne. 1679 Establ, Test 50 Nor will they
make any Scruple. . to. .weaken us.. in our Trade and Navi
gation. 1720 STRYPE Stow*s Sun . I. i. xxvii. 215/2 The
Trade, Navigation, and Naval Strength of this Realm.

t b. Export. Obs. rare~~ {

.

c 1630 RISDOS Sur? . Devon (1810) 7 Corn we have plenti
ful. ., as well for navigation as for. .sustenance.

*(
6. That vvhich one sails on

;
a passage or

course by which one may sail. Obs. rare.
x

*&amp;gt;33

G. HERRKRT Temple, Man vii, Waters united are our

navigation ; Distinguished, our habitation. 1654 EARI.
MONM. tr. Bentivfiglio s II ars / landers 312 The divulging
of a memorable Navigation, .which the Hollanders and
Zealanders had that year found out.

7. a.
*f*
A natural inland channel. Obs. b. A

canal or other artificial waterway. Now dial.

1720 Loud. Gaz. No. 5885/3 A Stock of Money . . in the

Navigation of Wakcfield. 1761 Ann. Reg. \. 146 A navigation
being compleated from Lynn to Northampton. 1794 WHIT-
WORTH & MYLNE Rep. Land. Canal 6 It is by far the best

part of the navigation between London and Lechlade. 1821

SOUTHEY Kxpcd. Orsua 89 note, There is some olcurity
here in Pedro Simon s narrative, as if he were taking Aguirre
by some cross navigation. 1861 Chaml t-rs s i-.ncycl. II.

551/2 no/e, These combinations of drain and canal are com
monly called navigation*.
8. attrih.) as navigation branch^ channel, deck,

limit) season ; navigation act or law, a U-gal enact

ment regulating navigation or shipping; navi

gation coal, steam-coal
; navigation spade dial.

(see quot. and NAVIGATOR 2 b.)

1765 BLACKSTONEC&amp;lt;K. L 405 The navigation-acts. 1778

Etig. Cazcttccr (ed. 2) s.v. ATOU, The ri\er forms an island,
the navigation branch going on one side. 1830 Cuib. /arm
Rep. 65 in Lib. L sef. A rt., Ihtsb. Ill, The round-mouthed

spades used in forming canals, etc., called here navigation
spades. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 117 i Navigation laws.

1867 S.Mvi H bailor s Word-bk.) Naviganon Acts, various

statutes by which the
k&amp;gt;gi&amp;gt;lature

of Great Britain has in a
certain degree restricted the intercourse of foreign vessels

with her own ports. 1891 Daily A e i s 28 Oct. 2/8 The
navigation season is now nearing its end. 1899 ly estw,

Gaz. 5 Sept. 8/r She has a navigation deck placed above
the promenade deck. 1900 Daiiy Kxprcss 3 Aug. 5/4 A
splendid seam of smokeless navigation coal.

Hence Naviga tional a.

1884 KNIGHT Ditt.Mech.wpV\&amp;gt; ^3 T/ J Navigational Sound
ing Machine. 1902 MA HAN Types Naral Officers, Hoive

290 A navigational pioblem complicated by uncertain w inds.

Navigator ^nae vigtfit^j). Also 7 -our. [a. L.

navigator^ agent-n. f. navigare i see NAVIGATE v,

and -OR. Cf. F. navigateitr (i5th c.).]

1. One who navigates; a sailor or seaman, espe

cially one skilled and experienced in the art of

navigation; one who conducts explorations by sea.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 43 He that at euery

gust puts to the Lee, shall neuer be good Nauigator. 16*5
N. CARPENTER Gcog. Del. i. xi. (1635) 234 Our times haue

brought forth the most excellent Nauigators of all ages.
a 1687 PETTY Pol. Aritk. (1690) 17 Every Seaman of indus

try and ingenuity, is not only a Navigator, but a Merchant.

17*5 DE FOE Voy. round World ( 1 840) 2 The several navi

gators whose Voyages round the World have been published.

1776 GIBBON Decl. $ f. \. 1. 17 The enterprising spirit which
had prompted the navigators of Tyre. 1829 MAKRYAT^&quot;.

Mildmay iv, I soon became an expert navigator and a good
practical seaman. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. xv. 622 When
a navigator undertakes a voyage now, he does it with the

lights of experience to guide him.

trans/. 1803 Pic i\ ic No. 5 (1806) I. 177 Putting it into

the hands of our tonish navigators and curricleers. 1825
in Hone Every-day Bk. I. 442 Mr. Graham, another aerial

navigator, let off another balloon.

2. A labourer employed in the work of exca

vating and constructing a canal (cf. NAVIGATION

7 b), or, in later use, in any similar kind of earth

work. Now usually contracted to NAVVV.
1775 in Earwaker Sandbach (1890) 284 Above forty of

the Navigators, now working near Hassal. 1800 Gentl.

Mag. Dec. 1130/2 Some foundations of buildings were also

discovered [in making a canal], . ; but Navigators are not

very curious in these matters. 1819 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev.

XXI. 306 Seven old navigators (as canal-men are called in

the midland counties). 1846 LD. STANLEY in Croker Papers
(1884) III. 86, I was assured. .that the railway navigators.,
consume on an average two pounds of meat daily. 1890
STIRLING GiffordLect. xiv. 276 What a strong healthy fellow

is the navigator on the line.

b. dial. (.See quot. and navigation spade?}

1879 JEFFERIES Atnatenr Poacher xi. 197 A navigator or

draining-tool. This is a narrow spade of specially stout

make ; the blade, .resembles an exaggerated gouge.

Hence f Navigratory a., nautical. Obs. rare~ l
.

1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes 86 A needle . . placed at free

range in the navigatory Compasse.

f Navi gerous, a. Obs. rare~. [f. L. navigcr

navigable -f-ocs.] *That will bear a vessell or

ship (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

t Navin. Sc. Obs. Forms : 4-5 nawine, -yn,

6 navm(e, -ing, -en. [var. of NAVY : the origin

of the suffix is obscure.] Shipping, fleet, navy.



NAVIRE.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce \\\. 393 Schyr Nele Cambel befor send

he, For to get him nawyn and meite. c 1375 .5V. Leg. Saints
xxxviii. {Adrian} 603 Agret wynd rase. .& scalit hisnawine
to & fra. c 1470 HENRY Wallace rx. 278 The rede nawyn
in to the hawyn thai socht. 1513 DOUGLAS AZneis iv. vi. 18

He. -bad thai suld. .graith his schippis and nayine secretly.

*549 Contpl, Scot. xi. 91 Ane grit nauen of schipis.

t Navire. Obs. rare. In 5 navir, -ier. [a. F.

navire ship.] Ship ; shipping.
1442 T. BECKINGTON Corr. (Rolls) II. 213 From hens.,

went never passage; nor unto this tyme was no maner of

navir for to passe inne. 1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 279/1 The
kynges Enemies been purveied of grete Armies and Navier.

Wa-vis, obs. Sc. form of NO-WISE.

t Na-vity. Obs. rare -. [ad. L. (g)navit-as,
f. (g^navtts busy, active : see -ITY.] (See quots.)
1623 COCKERAM Nauitie, diligence, speed. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr,, Navitie^ diligence, stirring, quickness.

Nawy (nre-vi), sb. Also navvie,//. navies.

[Abbrev. of NAVIGATOR 2. In north, dial, also

used for navigation canal.]
1. A labourer employed in the excavation and

construction of earth-works, such as canals, rail

ways, embankments, drains, etc.

1832-4 DE Qi iNCEvCattdcr* i. Wks. 1862 IX. 51 If navvies
had been wanted in those days. 1839 LKCOUNT B hant
Raihv. 27 These banditti, known in some parts of England
by the name of Navies ,

or Navigators , and in others

by that of Bankers . 1862 SMILES Engineers III. 321
During the railway-making period the navvy wandered
about from one public work toanother. 1888 BRVCE Amer.
Co&amp;gt;nnton-;i. . III. 408 The navvies of the two companies
fought with shovels and pickaxes.
attrib. 1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma 1x1. 279 The

navvie boots that laced rus great bulging calves into globes.
2. A machine for excavating earth. Usually

called a steam navvy.
1877 Sci. Amer. XXXVI. 399 The navvy illustrated is

capable of excavating.. at the rate of 60 cubic yards per
hour. 1884 Standard 1 1 Jan. 3/2 The cranes and mechanical

navvy in the excavations.

Hence Na wy z*., intr. to work as a navvy;
trans, to excavate.

1897 BARTRAM People of Clapton 75, I staarted navvyin
me waay arter em navvyin an traampin . 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY IV. Africa 138 They are at present . . navvying a
stiff clay bank.

Navy 1
(nt

7 i

vi). Forms: 4-5 nauye, navye,
4-7 nauie, navie, 5-7 nauy, 5- navy ; 4-5
nauee, navee, 5-6 naue, nave. [a. OF, navie

fleet : Romanic *natria, f. L. navis ship : see -Y
.]

fl. (Without article.) Number of ships ; ships
or shipping. Obs.

ci33oR. BRUNNE Chron. (iSro) 24 A duke..aryued on bis

lond with fulle grete nauie. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 960
Dido, In libie onethe aryuede he With schepis vij & with
no more nauye. c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 4789 In his

tyme come ouer be se A paynyme kyng with grete naue,

1473 WARKW. Chron. (Camden) 17 Quene Marget .. hade

nauy to brynge them to Englonde.

fb. By navy ^ by ship. (Cf. QY.par navie.} Obs.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 273 No man may passe that

See be Navye, ne be no maner of craft. 1412-20 Lvix;.

Chron. Troy Prol., How they come by lande or by nauy, . .

Of this Cornelie niaketh no menciowne.
2. A fleet; a number of ships collected together,

esp. for purposes of war. Now poet, and rhet.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 2152 Agret nauye
he dide hym dight. 1382 WYCLIF i Kings x. n The nauee
of Yram, the which bare gold of Oofer. c 1450 Merlin 378
Gawein made.. take shippes and assembled a grete navie.

1483 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 158 The king shuld have
a Navie upon the see, to shewe himself as a king, a 1533
LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) K v, A great nauy
of warre, to the numbre of c. and .xxx. ships, a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia ii. (1613) 123 The trayterous Sea began to

swell in pride against the afflicted Navie. 1627 CAPT.
SMITH Seaman s Gram. xiii. 63 Betweene two Navies they
vse often, .to fill old Barkes with pitch, tar [etc.]. 1659 in

England s Conf. 8 No person shall have,
.any

Command. .

in any of the Armies or Navyes of England. 1725 POPE
Odyss. viu. 550 From the shores the winged navy flies.

1777 BURKE Let. to Rockingham Wks. IX. 167 We set our
faces against great armies, .and navies, who have tasted of
civil spoil. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. iv, The sea shook
with their Navies sound. 1858 MRS. OLIPHANT Laird of
Norlaiv I. 279 The masts were in forests, the ships in navies.

fb. In phr. A navy of ships, etc. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 197 Wher that a gret Navye lay
Of Schipes. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) x.xii. 104 In be whilk
citee es a grete nauee of schippez. 1483 Cath. Angl. 249/1
A Navy of schyppis, classis^ naviglnvi. 1535 COVERDALE
Dan. xi. 40 With a greate nauy of shippes. 1584 POWEL
Lloyds Cambria 38 Alfred lost a great Nauie of Ships.

1617 MORYSON ///. i. 97 The Roman Navie of GalHes.

T C. A single ship. Obs. rare,
a 1400-50 Alexander^ 3376 If any Naue to it neje ..

f&amp;gt;en

cleuys it ay to Je clife, carryg & othyre. r 1400 Siege
Jerusalem 58 Nethannys naue a-non on norb dryuef&amp;gt;,

\ d. A naval force. Obs. rare~l
.

c 1450 Merlin 644 Than was the navie appereiled and
entred in to shippes.
3. The whole of the ships of war belonging to

a nation or ruler considered collectively, with
all the organization necessary for their command
and maintenance

;
a regularly organized and main

tained naval force. Freq. the king s (queen s} navy,
Royal Navy, t navy royal.
1540 Act 32 Hen. J ///, c. 14 The nauy . . is . . a great

defence and surete of this realme in tyme of warre, as welt
to offende as defende. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 639 They

50

tooke the principal! ships of the kings nauy then lying at the

Port. 1592 MOEYSON Let. in Itin. (1617) i. 37 What we call

warre at sea, and the royall Navy. 1601 R, JOHNSON Kingd.
$ Comm-iV. (1603) 24 As touching their sea forces (besides
the Nauie Royall). 1698 SAVERY Navig. linfr. 8, I shew d
a Draught . . to the Lords of the Admiralty. . . I was referred

from them to the Commissioners of the Navy. 1719 W.
WOOD Sitrv. Trade 55 The Tonnage of our Navy.Roy.il.

1765 BLACKSTONEC0;;/&amp;gt;. I. 408 The executive power, which
is limited so properly with regard to the navy. 1769 FAL
CONER Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Midshipman, In merchant-

ships, or in the royal navy. 1840 Penny Cyd. XVI. 117/1
Alfred the Great was the founder of the English navy.
1884 PAE Eustace 23 At his own wish he entered the Navy.

b. The officers (and men) serving in, or com

posing the crews of, the navy.
1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 188 This is certaine that

all the Nauy is discontented and wauering. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1780), Navy is also the collective body of

officers employed in his majesty s sea-service. 1814 Navy
List 15 List of the Royal Navy. 1845 STOCQL ELER Hand-
bk. Brit. India (1854) 59 The Indian navy now consists of

150 officers.

f 4. The dominion of the sea. Obs. rare.

1422 tr. Sccreta Secret., Prh&amp;lt;. Priv. 151 For hym myght
not Suffice the brede of the worlde, the nauy of the See, of
all to he lorde. 1610 J. HEALEV tr. St. Aug. Citie of God
(1620) 157 lotie got the East, resembling heauen. ..Neptune
had the nauy.
5. ellipt. a. = navy blue. Also attrib.

1884 Clir. World 17 Jan. 52/1 Brocaded Plush to match
in Navy. 1896 Wcstin.Gaz. 2 July 4/3 A green fabric with
white foulard figured in navy, and navy ribbon velvet.

b. ? =navy sword.

1777 WAYNE in St. Clair Papers (1882) I. 388 Lieutenant

Henry defended himself with great bravery.., dangerously
wounding two of the Indians with his navy.
6. attrib. and Comb., as navy book, debt, -f-fleet,

man, revolver, surgeon, wall, ^ Cashing mill;

navy agent, one who manages the business

affairs of naval officers ;
also formerly, a dis

bursing agent in the U. S. navy; navy bill,

a bill issued by the Admiralty in place of ready-

money payment, or drawn by a naval officer on
the Admiralty; navy blue, a dark blue, the

colour of the British naval uniform (also atlrib.} ;

Navy Board, a former title of the Admiralty ;

Navy Department, U. S., the government de

partment controlling the navy ; Navy League.
a body recently founded with the object of arous

ing national interest in the Navy ;
hence navy-

leaguer; Navy List, an official publication con

taining a list of the officers of the Navy and other

nautical information
; Navy Office, a former

name for the Admiralty building ; navy register,
U.S. = Navy List; navy yard, a government
dockyard (now U.S.}.
1814 Navy List 106 List of Licensed *Navy Agents.

1841 MARRYAT Poacher xxxvii, [He] was ..a navy agent
that is to say, he was a general provider of the officers, .of

his Majesty s service. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s \Vord-bk. 494
Navy Agents, selected mercantile houses, . . who manage
the affairs of officers pay, prizes, c. 1679-88 Seer. Sen .

Money Clias. f, Jas. (Camden) 28 To compleat 1,477&quot; ?*
n

a *Navy bill due to him and owners of the shipp Leister.

1708 Land. Gaz. No, 4496/4 Lost or Mislaid, . . two Navy
Bills. 1809 R. LANGFORU Introd. Traiie 130 Bills nary,
bills issued by the navy board for stores, bearing interest

till due and paid. 1840 MAKRYAT Poor Jack xxx, [He] was
dressed in *navy hlue. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 378/2 Wearing
a navy-blue serge. 1695 Loud. Gaz. No. 3045/4 A Person
unknown hath sent a Letter to the &quot;Navy-Board. 1777 J.
ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 464, I had the boldness to make a
motion that a navy board should be established at Boston.
i8oa JAMES Milit. Diet., Navy-board, .consists of a lord

high admiral, or lords commissioners for executing this

office [etc.]. 1758 M.P. s Let. on R. N. 7 Such Payment
being requisite to be made . . by Clerks possessed of the

proper Navy-Books. 1769 BURKE Late St. fiat. Wks.
II. 49 Only.. the exchequer bills, and part of the *navy
debt, carried any interest. 1804 Amer. St. Papers, Naval
Affairs (1860) II. 98 Respecting the concerns of the *Navy
Department. 1693 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) III. 53
Most of the seamen . . are taken out to serve on board the

*navy fleet. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 4/2 An account
..which will stir the blood of *navy-leaguers. 1809 LD.
MITLCRAVE in G. Rose Diaries (1860) II. 357 The senior
officers . . on the *Navy List. 1818 BYRON To Murray v,
And then thou hast the Navy List . 1679 PEPYS Corr.

(1879) V. 301 As old a Navyman as I am. 1746 W.
THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. (1757) 38 The. .barbarous, .lavish

ing away the Lives of the poor Navy Men. 1660 PEPYS
Diary 9 July, To the &quot;Navy-office, where in the afternoon
we met and sat. 1738 M.P. s Let. on R. ff. 41 Remitting
their Wages to themselves there, from the Navy-Office at
London. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 94 A fact, which may be seen

by the ship s books in the Navy-office. 1890 R. BOLDRE-
WOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 298 A *navy revolver hung at
each man s belt, a 1776 JAMES Diss. Fevers (1778) 42 For
the sake .. of the *navy-surgeons, and those committed to
their care. 1717 POPE Iliad x. 145 [They] prepare to meet us
near the &quot;navy-wall. 1799 Hull Advert. 15 June 2/4 Mr.
Beetham s patent &quot;Navy Washing Mills. 1771 Ann. Reg.,
Ckron. 113/1 She had on hoard some stores.. for Halifax

&quot;navy-yard. 1828 Amer. St. Papers, Naval Affairs (1860)
III. 275 On the expediency of establishing a navy yard.
Hence ITa-vyless a., having no navy.
1884 SIR L. GRIFFIN in Fortn. Rev. Jan. 55 The too for

tunate Yankee, navyless and armyless.

f Navy a
, obs. var. of NAVE sb. 2

1501 in Letters f, Papers Rich. Ill f, Hen. I ll (Rolls) I.

413. App. A, And as for the haulte place, it is devised to be
set in the navy and body of the chtirche.

NAY.

Na-vyis, !N&quot;a-vyse, obs. Sc. ff. NO-WISE.

Naw, north, dial, variant of KNOW, No.

II Nawab (naw-b). Also 9 nawaub, -ob, nu-
wab, -aub. [Urdu nawwab, var, otnuwwab, pi.
of wflYANAiB: cf. NABOB.]
1. A native governor or nobleman in India

;

= NABOB i.

1758 in Jas. Mill Brit. India (1817) III. 276 My Lord
Nawab answered the Mirza getting up. 1809 VJSCT.
VALENTIA Voy. fy Trav. India I. 381, I was surprised that
I had heard nothing from the Nawaub of the Carnatic.

1835 BURNES Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) I. 65 He left us .. to
take. .charge of the Shikarpoor district during the absence
ofhis brother, the Nawab. iB-jBJV. Amer. Rev. CXXVII.
139 Native rajahs and powerful nawobs.

2. A wealthy retired Anglo-Indian ;
*= NABOB 2.

1825-9 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManor III. xix. 136 A
certain Nawaub or old Civilian from the East Indies, who
was reported to have more rupees than wit. 1878 G. SMITH
y. Wilson i. (1879) 20 The previous generation had seen

. .burghs bought and sold by Anglo-Indian nawabs.

Hence Nawa bship.
1890 TOUT Hist. Eng.fr. 1689, 65 The nawAbship of the

Karnatik.

Na-way(is, -ways, obs. Sc. forms of NO-WAY(S.
Nawder, variant of NAUTHER conj.

t Nawer, adv. Obs. Forms: i, 3 nawer,
3-4naur(e, 4~5nawre; 4nagher(e. [OE.ndwer,
reduced form of ndhw&r; see NA advl and

WHERE, and cf. NowsBofc.] = NOWHERE.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth.

xyiii.
i Ealle netenu ne nottjaS

nawer neah feor8an daeles pisses eorflan. c 918 O. . Chron.

(Parker MS.) an. 918 Hi ne dorstan
}&amp;gt;set

land nawer gesecan
on

f&amp;gt;a
healfe. rizos LAV. 753 Nis nawer nan so wis mon

J?at me ne mai bi-swiken. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1753
He \volde . . deliueri bis lond . .

f&amp;gt;at
so fre lond as bis ne ssolde

be naur non. c 1375 Cursor M. 4764 (Fairf.), J&amp;gt;ai mi^t naure
finde to by ham brede. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 336 Upon
the spring of freisshe welles Sche schop to duelle and nagher
elles. c 1460 Townelcy Myst. xxvi. 582 In fayth I haue

hym soght, Bot nawre he will fond be.

b. In the combs. nawer-where, -whither.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14862 We find writen naur-quar bat vr

crist suld be born bar. c 1375 Ibid. 3495 (Fairf.), For-fri was
he nawre-quare sent. Ibid. 4959 For naure-quidder may
we stere, baire wille be-houis vs suffre here.

Nawher(e, obs. ff. NOWHERE. Na-whon :

see WHONE Obs. Na-wight, -wiht, obs. ff.

NAUGHT. N&quot;a-wise, obs. Sc. f. NO-WISE.

f Nawle, obs. form of AWL.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Desubnlo^ to pearse : properly

I wyih a nawle or bodken. 1x1619 FOTHERBV Atheom. \. xi.

5 (1622) 120 I o bore their eares through, with a Nawle.

Nawle, obs. f. NAVEL. Nawne, obs. var.

I

awn, OWN a. Nawnte, obs. var. AUNT.

J Nawob, var. of NAWAB. Nawt, obs. f. NAUGHT.
Nawtheles : see NAUTHELESS. Nawther,
var. of NAUTHER, neither. Nawyn, var. of

NAVIN Obs. Na-wyse, obs. Sc. f. NO-WISE.

Naxte, naxty, obs. ff. NASTY.

Nay (n ) v. Obs. exc. arch. [a. OF. neter, var.

noier, nier : L. negare (see DENY and RENAY),
or, in later use, f. NAY adv.~\

1. f a. To refuse (to do something). Obs. rare.

13.. Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1836 He nay[ed] fc&amp;gt;at
he noldeneghe

In no wyse, Nauber golde ne garysoun. 13.. E. E, Allit.

P. B. 65 An ober nayed also & nurned bis cawse. c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. i. met. i. (1868) 4 WiJ how deef an eere

deej? cruel tourne^ awey fro wrecches and naiej&amp;gt; to closen

wepyng eyen. c 1440 Generydes 5248 Now must ye goo
Furth in to perse, and this may not be nayde.

f b. trans. To refuse (a thing) to one. Obs. rare.

1440 in Wars Eiig. in France (Rolls) II. 441 The state of

cardinal, which was nayed and denyed hym. c 1560 ROL-
LAND Seven Sages 286 Gif I had nayit to him battall.

c. To give a refusal to (a person).
0:1592 GREENE Shepherd s^

Ode 86 The swain did woo;
she was nice, Following fashion, nay d him twice. 1839-48
BAILEY Festus xxi. 269 Come, nay me not.

f 2. a. To deny (a matter). Obs.
c 1400 Beryn 2829 It myjt nat be I-nayid, But Geffrey

had..falsly hem betrayed, a 1425 Cursor M. 19180 (Trin.),

We may not nay hit : so is hit kid. a 15*9 SKELTON Now
sing we 4 The crosses mistry can not be nayd, 1560 ROL-
LAND Crt. Venus n. 719 The quhilk ^e can not nay.

fb. z&amp;gt;z/r. (or with if). To make denial ; to say

|
nay. Hence Naying vbl. sb. Obs. rare.

1387-8 T. USK Test. L&amp;lt;n-e i. vii. (Skeat) 1. 7 Yea, quod she,

but what if they haddcn nayed? Howe woldest thou have
1 maynteyned it? 1657 J- GOODWIN Triers Tried 6 [They]

;
refuse to grant the indulgence .. but unto such as will..

yea it, and nay it, with them from one end of their faith

;

unto the other. 1680 J. C. Vind. Oaths (ed. 2) 30 If you
will have every thing sinful which is above simple yea-ing

;

and nay-ing.

Nay (ru
71

), adv.l- and sb. Forms : 2 nei, 3 nsei,

2-4 nai, (3 na35), 4-6 (9) naye, 6 naie, na,

3- nay. [a. ON. nei (Sw. and Da. ) f. ne
! NE + ei ever = OE. d \ cf. NA adv. 1 and adv*&quot;\

A. adv. 1. A word used to express negation, dis-

1

sent, denial, or refusal, in answer to some state-

I

ment, question, command, etc. Now arch, or dial.

In older usage nay (like yea,} was usually employed when

!

the preceding statement, etc., had no negative word in it ;

: when a negative was expressed, the usual answer was 0(or

yes). This distinction is clearly stated by Sir T. More in his

Confutation ofTindale Wks. (1557) 448/1.

cii7S Lamb. Horn. 27 He..wened
J&amp;gt;at

hit wulle him



NAY.

helpen. Nei, soSliche, nawiht. c 1200 ORMIN 10658 [John!
se??de: na??, lef Laferrd, na??, Ne darr i be nohht
fuljhtnenn.

c 1250 Owl tf Xight. 464 Hwanne myn erende
is ido, facholde ich bileue? Nay;hwartoV 1-1315 SHORE-
HAM vn. 670 }ef we ber-of ete, We scholde deye.. .Nay, ciuab
be fend, ac ?e ne scholde. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi 47

! Ye
leue Pers , quod this palmers. .. Nai, bi the peril of my
soule , quod Pers. c 1410 LYDG. A ssembly ofGods 151 Nay
in dede , they seyde, we kepe noon in store . 1470-85MALORY Arthur i. iii-v. 41 Found ye ony kny?tes. seiJ sir
ector. Nay said Arthur. 1553 T. WILSON Rhct. (1580) 211
Shall I goe to her? Naie I will not. 1593 G. HARVEY
Pierces Super. 154 Ganging weeke ? Na, a ganging day,
I trow, is a large allowance. 1642 FULLER

&quot;Holy t, Prof.
St. v. xii. 406 When Jesuites unto us answer Nay, They do
not English speak, t is Greek they say. 1819 SHELIEY
Prometh. Unt. in. iv. 95 Nay, mother, while my sister trims
her lamp, Tis hard I should go darkling. 1840 BARHAM
Ingot. Leg. Ser. I. Lay St. Nicholas ii. Now naye, in sooth
it may hardly be. 1898 Westm. Gas. 10 Jan. 2/1 The chan
nel., between the Scylla of Aye and the Charybdis of -Nay.

b. Doubled for the sake of emphasis.
(-1200 yices ff Virtues 9 Ne sweri?eo, naioerne beheuene

ne be ierSe ne bie nan o5er
&quot;ding,

bute ia, ia, nzi, nai. a 1300
Cursor M. 3729 Was bou not at me right now ? . . I . he
said,

nai,_nai, goddpte . ^1386 CHAUCER Wife s T. 241;
Amended : quod this knight, alias ! nay, nay ! 1470-85MALORY Arthur \. vi. 42 Nay nay. . I was neuer your fader.
1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 61 Thynkest that with theym it is

scant, Naye naye man, I the warant. 1828 SCOTT f. ;]/. Perth
xxi.v, What, turn glover at last, Conachar said Simon ; . .

Nay, nay, your hand was not framed for that . 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. 84 The Efreet exclaimed, Nay, Nay ! to
which the fisherman answered, Yea.

c. In proverbs and phrases.
To nick (one) nay or with nay : see NICK i .

1562 J. HEYWOOD/VOT. $ Epigr. (1867)130 He that will not :

when he may, When he would he shall haue nay. 1573
BARET,4/z&amp;gt;. s.v./%, To praise to the intent to getfauer,
to hold vp one with yea and nay. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.
cxxxviii. (rS62) I. 330 With whom Scribes and Pharisees
were at yea and nay and sharp contradiction. 1827 COLE- ;

RIDGE Imfroi isatore, Answ. 17 Then came arestless state,
twixt yea and nay.

d. Occas. used as an introductory word, without

any direct negation.
c 1460 Play Sacram. 586 Master Briindyclie. I haue gy veil

hyr a drynke made full well..CW/&amp;lt;r. Nay than she ys fulle
saue. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. iii, Well said, father ! Nay,
if he take you in hand, sir, [etc.].

2. To say nay : a. To make denial, prohibition, |

or refusal (to a thing or person).
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 624 A ring he rau?t him lite ; fe porter

!

seyd nou?t nay. 136) CHAUCER Dethe Blaunchc 1243 This
was the grete Of hir answere. She sayde nay Alle outerly.
t 1450 St. Cntkbert (Surtees) 4230 Some bad be bolnyng

]

cutt away, Some bai saide barto nay. 1500 in Leadam Star .

Chamb. Cases (Selden Soc.) no They wold reteyne theymwo so euer wold sey nay. a 1542 WYATT in Toilet s .Vise.
(Arb. 163 Fortune semed at the last, That to her promise she

|

said nay. 1771 LADY A. LINDSAY Auld Robin Gray, My j

heart it said nay. 1779 J. LOVELL in J. Adams Wks. (1854)
IX. 481 Could I say nay to Deane.. ?

b. To deny or refuse (one) ; to forbid, prohibit. !

Also, to refuse (a thing) to one.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 281, I . . preie hire of som good .

ansuere :.. Sche seieth me nay. c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of
Aymon xix.

433_
Noo thing shall be sayd nay to you. 1535COVERDALE i Kings xx. 7 He sent vnto me . . for syluer &

golde, & I haue not sayde him naye. 1560 DAUS tr. Ski-
dane s Comm. 94 b, The Ambassadours of the Cities, . . re-

quyryng a
Cppye,

were sayde naye. 1648 CRASHAW Poems
(1858)208 What dangers can there be dare say me nay? 1692
R. L tsiRANGE Fables xxxi, The Fox made Several Ex
cuses,., but the Stork ..would not be said Nay. I709STEELK i

Jailer No. 105 P 3 He would not say her nay in any Thing.
1842 TENNYSON Will Waterproof^ Long and largely we
carouse As who shall say me nay. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 299 On he went through Latium.., no one daring

&amp;gt;

to say him nay, till he pitched his camp upon the Arno.
t c. To express dissent or contradiction. Obs.

cijtsSong of Yesterday 171 in E. E. P. (1862) 137 Sum
menseibbatdebisabef..And.i. say nay. c 1386 CHAUCER
Can. I com. 1 rcl. ff T. 786 Mighte no man saye nay But
that they were as hem oughte be. 1480 CAXTON Chron.
Eng. ccxhv. 305 He was examyned of certayne poyntes that
were put vpon hym and he sayd not nay. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 772, I say not nay, but that it were very con-
uenient.

f3. Without nay, beyond doubt ov dispute,
assuredly, certainly. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1283 Seth went him forth wit-outen nai !

ioparadis. 7a 1400 Arthur 401 pat name wyboute nay Hytbereb ?ut m-to bis day. c 1480 HENRYSON Mor. Fat., Lion
Jr
Mouse 51 My natall land is Rome withouttin nay. 1509BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 237 Vnder foote of fooles I

without nay, Philosophic lieth oppressed. 1563 MAN Mas-
ciilns Commonpl. 31 We do al declare without nay.. that
this law is wryten within us.

fb. So without any (or a//) nay. (Cf. B. 2.)
11460 Play Sacram. 93 In all maner of londis w out ony

naye My merchandyse renneth. 1563 MAN Musculus
Commonpl. 286 We be without any naye. .sealed up unto
the forth of the holye Trinitie. 158! MARBECK Bk. ofNotes
759 Without al nay (sayth Musculus) it conteyneth the pro-
phesie of the proud King of Babylon. 1621 Bp. MONTAGU
Diatrtbx 156 Without all nay, the Church of England is of
his minde.

t4. In elliptical uses, sometimes passing into
the sense of not . Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10441 Ne wat bou noght, it semes nai,

Quat a fest it es to dai ? 1363 LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 135 Bote
Catoun construweb hit nay An[d] Canonistres bobe. 1428
in Snrtees Misc. (1890) 2 Had noght Thomas Bracebrygg
counseld hym nay and lettid hym. 1480 Robt. Devyll 860
in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 252 Robert poynted as naye; And

51

woulde have them to bcare the bed awaye 1523 I D
BERNERS Praia. II. 378 Every thyng con,ydred they
thought it best naye.

T b. Or nay, or not, or no. Obs.
a 1300 CursorM. 8432 He sal be king, qua wil or nai. Ibid.

Jv51 ,?
ar
^
n
^F,

ht
J
sal quere b 5 was

&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

at ilk ur &quot; &quot; s^s
PtJgr Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 20 b, Demaunded of hyn?..whether he was in purgatory or nay. 1583 RICH Pliylotus
(1835) 20 Let me aske you this question, dooe you knowe
my father, or naie. 1709 J. JOHNSON Clergym. i ade M n
p. Ix, By any other means to force and drive People, whether
they will or nay, into Compliance.
5. Used to introduce a more correct, precise, or
emphatic statement than the one first made.

- - nt^er up.
bTlLLlNGKL. Orig. Sacr.e in. ii. 14 Nay, Epicurus himself
takes away any center of that motion of Atoms i7I i

ADDISON Sped. No. 03 T 2 Several Hours of the Day hang
upon our Hands, nay we wish away whole Years 1778Miss BURNEY Euelina ii, I have weighty, nay unanswer
able reasons. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. InJia\\. \. vii. 623 The
terms of this agreement, the gentlemen . . arraigned as in

adequate, nay humiliating. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v.
I. 598 He would see Bristol burned down, he said, nay, he
would burn it down himself, rather than [etc.]. 1884 u.
Lotze s iletapli. 262 Nay if we go further and make the
provisional admission that [etc.].

obtain a still wider power for them
; nay, even the kingdom

of France. 1884 J. GlLMOUR Mongols xvii. 205 He is sur
prised to find that a . . teacher of Christianity may kill vermin,
eat flesh, nay even marry a wife.

B. sb. 1. An utterance of the word nay ;
a

negative reply or vote ; a denial, refusal, or pro
hibition.

13. .Cursor M. 19773 (Edinb.\ Petir nickid bairn na nai.

13. . Cnstene-mon ,) Jew (Vernon MS.) 125 Ober a nay, or
a ?a ? Soone tel bou me swa ! 1509 HAWES Past. Picas.
xvi. (Percy Soc.) 65 A nay of you myeht cause my herte to
breke. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Pros, ff Epigr. (1867) 29 Ye maie
. mend three naies with one yee. 1583 STOCKER Civ. Warres
Lozi e C. in. 75 For the tenth penny which the Duke woulde
haue no nay of. 1613 RADCLIFPE Lett. 26 Mar. (T.), There
is a faire bedde there also, which she determineth to sell,
and would have you to have the lirst nay of it. i643 i RApp
Comm. Gen. xxxii. 26 He would have no nay at Gods
hands. 1812 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 170 It is anotifica-
tion to the factionaries that their nay is the yea of truth.

1844 MBS. BROWNING Lost Bower x, A straight walk,
unadvised by The least mischief worth a nay. 1896 Omahn
Bee 18 Feb. 3/5 The members had taken the alarm and
numerous nays came back in response to the roll call.

t 2. // (this, that, tliere) is no ua_y : a. = It

cannot be denied . Also simply no nay. Obs.
1 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s T. 1083 This world is nat so strong,

it is no nay, As it hath been in olde tymes yore, c 1400
Gamclyn 429, I wot wel for sothe that this is no nay. 1:1420
1 altait. on Husb. II. 38 For no nay is That snayhs rather
latte hem for to growe. c 1475 Rauf Coii^ear 691 Heir is

Ryaltie, . . With all nobilnes anournit, and that is na nay.
1526 SKELTON Klagnyf. 2457 Without fayle, syr, that is no
nay. ?I554 COVERDALE Hope ofFaithful Pref., The Lord,
no nay, shall grant our request. 1627 W. SCLATF.R Exp.
2 Thess. (1629) 141 No nay, but Rome must be the Church,
against which the gates of hell preuaile not.

t b. - No refusal was possible . Obs. rare~ l
.

a 1643 W. BROWNE (T.\ There was no nay, but I must in.

t Nay, adv. * Obs,
[f. NE + AY adv.] Never.

c 1430 Pltgr. Lyf Manlwde II. cix. (1869) 116 But nay of
his song he ne rouhte. a 1547 SURREY Poems, Descr. Rest
less State 184 Thus shall my heart nay_ part her fro. 1575
GASCOIGNE Fruits ofWar ccv, I beare it well in minde And
shall it nay forget whiles lyfe doth last.

t Nay, variant of NA conj:- than. Obs,

533 GAU Rich! Vay 94 Ramember that thy marue and
grace is. .greittar nay al our sinnis. Ibid. 103.

Nay, obs. Sc. variant of na, No a.

Nayad, Nayaunt, obs. ff. NAIAD, NAIANT.

Naybe, obs. form of NAIB.

Nayborly, obs. form of NEIGHBOURLY.

fNayct.var. ME. eiht property : see AUGHT sb^
c 1310 in Rel. Ant. I. 146 Hi sal gef the of my nayct.

fNayed, a. Obs. rare-&quot;. (See quot.)
1688 HOLME Armoury in. xvii. (Roxb.) 119/1 He beareth

Argent a Forked club Azure. . .This is termed also a Giants
forked or Nayed club.

Naygheing, naying, obs. ff. NEIGHIXG.

Naygue, obs. f. NAIK. Naying vbl. sb. : see

NAY v. Nayl(e, obs. f. NAIL sb. and v. Nayled,
obs. f. NEALED.

tNayless,a. Obs. rare l
.

[f.
NAY sb. + -LESS.]

Accepting no refusal.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Maiden s Blush 991 Like a nay-Iesse

wooer, Holding his cloak, shee puls him hard unto her.

Nayne, obs. Sc. form of NONE.

Nayque, obs. form of NAIK.

Nayre, obs. variant of HEIR, NAIB.

Nay-say, sb. Also naysay. [f.
NAY adv. +

SAY i/ .] Refusal, denial.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature v. 39 Hee will

have no nay say. a 1666 BLAIR Autobiog. vi. (1848) 84 They
would take no naysay. 1721 RAMSAY Ode to the Ph xiii.

(1877) II. 144 Nineteen nay says are ha f a grant. 1762
STERNE Let. to Mrs. Sterne 14 June, Whoever buys the
fifth and sixth volumes of Shandy s must have the nay-say
of the seventh and eighth. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf v, That

NAZARENB.
..depends entirely on the manner in which the nay-.s.ivsare said 1857 SIR 1 . PALURAVI, Norm.

,$ F.ng. II. 44 Not
Cromwell s faltering nay-say, nor Cesar s affected disdain.
bo Hay-say v., to refuse (one), dial, and arch.
More freq. in dial, forms na- or nae-say.
.773 FERGUSON Election ix. IVet. Wks. (,&&amp;gt; 138 The

?&amp;gt;,.?&quot;?. ,!&quot;? ll&quot;

1 &quot;a -Say- &quot; l8
?&quot;&quot;&amp;lt;&quot; Hadlty vii. in

Child ballads IV. 371/1 If it should be my hole estate
Naesaid, naesaid, it shall not be. 1864 LATTO Tarn. Bodkin
xv, I he evidence., was ower strong an conclusive to be
nae said. 1890 MORRIS Glittering 1 la.in xix, He nay-aid
liem because he was fain of his work.

Nay-sayer. ;,;- . [Cf. nex t.] A refiner.
1721 KELLY Scot. 1 rov. 21 A v.urdy Beggar should have

a stout Naysayer.

Nay-saying, [f. NAY adv. + SAVI.VG vbl.
sl&amp;gt;.]

Denial, contiadictioii.

&quot;535 COVERDALE l/cli. vii. 7 Now is it so without all naj -

saycnge that the le.-e receaueth ble.-synge of y greater.
1542 UDALL Krasm. Apoph. 272 A straunge faclon of put-
l\-iig awaye feare. not by naye &amp;gt;aiynu , tie [etc J

Naysch, ,,\,^. f. NESU . Naysaant, obs. t.

NAJSSANT. Nayt e, varr. of XAIT v. 1 and v.-

Naytheless^e, obs. ff. XATIIELKSS. Naythir,
obs. Sc. f. NEITHER. Naytly, var. of NAITLY.

_Nayward. rare-1
, [f. NAY sb. + -\VAKU.]

To the nay-u ar,t, towards denial or disbelief.
i6n SHAKS. Ifinf. T. n. i. 64 He be sworne you would

buleeue my saying, How e re you leant to th Nay-ward.

Nayword 1
,iu

i

waad). Also; ay-. [Of obscure
formation ; there is no obvious connexion with
either NAY or AY.]
1. A watchword or catchword, rare.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. ii. i 3I In any case haue a nay-

uord, that yuu may know one Mothers minde. Ibid. v.
11. 5 We haue a nay-word, how to know one another. I

tunic to her in white, and cry Mum; she ciies Budgel.
1828 MRS. EKAY Protestant viii. (1884) 73 A rosary. A
priest s treasury his fortune, his nayuord, his mask,
through the mumming of this goodly farce, called the world.
1837 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (184-.-) IV. 285 A persuasion
that the first of the sounds Victoria Kegina was the proper
nay-word for gentlemen to know when to take off their hats.
2. A byword, a proverb. ? Ohs.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. n. iii. 146 If I do not gull him into

an ayword, and make him a common reel cation. 1664
COTTON Scarron. 14 And with a Gibing kind of Nayword
Quoth he [Etc.], a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Cnw s. v.

Taudiy, It grew into a Nay.word, upon any thing very
Gawdy. 1777 Cent!. Mag: XLVII. 52l A Naysvoid . . is a
common expression for a by-word and is probably a crasis
of an Aye-word.

Nayword 2
. rare-*,

[f. NAY a/v.l] Refusal.
1898 Blacka. . Mag. Apr. 565 There will be no hasty nay.

word from me.

Nazal, obs. form of NASAL sb.

Na zarate. rare 1
. =NAZAKITESHIP.

1833 Bagster s Treasury Bii-lc Num. vi, His subjection to
God through all the peculiarities of his Nazarale.

Nazardly : see XAZZAKD.
Nazarean (nn-zar/ an). [ad. F. Nazarecn or

f. L. Nazare-us, var. of JVazarss-its, ad. Gr. Nafw-
paios : cf. next.] =NAZARENEJ*. 2.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist., Chron. (1585) 558 The
Nazareans were such as vsed no lining creatures. 1727-38CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., S. Epiphanius tells us, the Nazareans
were the same with the Jews in everything relating to the
doctrine and ceremonies of the Old Testament. 1797 En(ycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 781/2 These Nazareans preserved this first

gospel in its primitive purity. 1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects.

Nazarene (nsezan -n), a. and sb. Also 3-4 -en,
5 -yen. [ad. L. Kazarcn-us, ad. Gr. Nafapr/i/os

(Mark i. 24), f. Nafapt r Nazareth.]
A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to Nazareth, rare,

c 1275 Passion our Lord 183 in O. E. Misc. 42 He to
heom seyde, hwam y seche here ? Heo hym onswercde,
ihesum nazaren. a 1300 Cursor M. 19622, I halt iesus
nazaren. 1855 BROWNING Ep. Karshish 100 That he was
dead and then restored to life By a Nazarene physician.
2. Belonging to the sect of the Nazaienes.
1689 tr. Simon s Crit. Hist. N. T. 51 These Nazarene Sec

taries, a 1724 J- JONES Meth. N. T. (1726) I. 387 Having
never seen the Nazarene Gospel, for ought he knew, it

might he the very same with that of the Ebionites. 1765
MACLAINE tr. Mosheim s Eccl. Hist. (1768) I. 174 note, He . .

alledges that the Ebionites had only made some small addi
tions to the old Nazarene system.

f3. (.See quot.) Obs. rare-&quot;.

1796 Grose s Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Kazarenc Foretof,
the foretop of a wig made in imitation of Christ s head of

hair, as represented by the painters and sculptors.
B. sb. 1. A native of Nazareth.

1611 BIBLE Matt. ii. 23 He shalbe called a Nazarene.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 781/1 We find no particular
place in the prophets in which it is said that the Messiah
should be called a Nazarene. 1881 A. O SHAUGHNESSY
Songs of Worker ii Great folk no whit ashamed now to
beseech That Nazarene lo come and be their king.

b. A follower of Jesus of Nazareth
; a Chris

tian. (So called esp. by Jews and Mohammedans.)
1382 WYCLIF Acts xxiv. 5 Auctour of seducioun of the

secte of Nazarens. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey Ixxxv. 134 Thenne
was

establysshed
that they shold be called crysten men of

Crist ;
ffor byfore they were called nazaryens. 1685 BAXTER

Paraphr. N. T. Acts xxiv. 5 Calling the Christians Naza-
renes in scorn. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mohani. iv. 24, I never
saw a Nazarene (i.e. a Christian) before. 1813 BYRON
Giaour xxxv, The very name of Nazarene Was wormwood
to his Paynim spleen. 1889 HUXLEY Sci.

&amp;lt;V

Chr. Trad.
(1895) 301 On the whole.. the Nazarenes were but little

troubled for the first twenty years of their existence.
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NAZARISM.

2. //. An early Jewish-Christian sect, allied to

the Ebionites.

1689 tr. Simon s Crit. Hist.N. T. 51 Epiphanius. .observes

.., that these ancient Nazarenes. .were descended from the

Primitive Christians of the same Name, a 1724 J. JONES
Meth. N. T. (1726) I. 385 The Nazarenes. .differ d only
from the Jews, in that they profess d the Name of Christ

[etc.]. 1765 MACLAINE tr. Mosheim s Eccl. Hist. (1768) I.

173 This body of judaizing Christians ..was afterwards

divided into two sects . . distinguished by the names of

Nazarenes and Ebionites. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 125/1
The early fathers do not appear to have regarded the

Nazarenes as heretics. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. i$t&

C. I. III. ii. 103 The doctrine afterwards maintained by
Priestley that the Jewish sects, the Nazarenes and Ebio-

nites. .were the genuine Christians.

3. A member of a sect of Christian reformers in

Hungary.
1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 155 No Nazarene may

take up a weapon to attack his brother-man, not even in

self-defence.

rNazarism. 06s. rare-1
. =NAZABITISM.

1638 MEDE Dintribx ii. Wks. (1672) 7 The Law given
Numbers 6. concerning the Vow of Nazarisme.

t Nazaritan. Obs. rare. [f. next + -AN.] A
Christian.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims ix. vi. II. 1482 The .. Corrector of

the things of all the Nations of the Nazaritanes. 1632 LlTH-
GOW Trav. 192 The most part of the inhabited villages [of

Libanus] are Christians, called Amaronites, or Nostranes,

quasi Nazaritans, and are governed by their owne Patriarke.

Nazarite J
(nae zarait). Also 6 -ete. [f. L,

Nazar-ssus (see NAZAREAN) + -ITE !.]

1. A native or inhabitant of Nazareth.

535 COVERDALE Matt. ii. 23 He shalbe called a Nazarite.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I/, i. iii. 35 The habitation which your
Prophet the Nazarite coniured the diuell into. 1685 BAXTER

Paraphr. N. T. Matt. ii. 23 The Jews called Christ a Naza
rite, from that place of his dwelling. 1903 H. BLACK Work
i. 10 The Jews sneered at the Nazarite and the Nazarites

sneered at the Carpenter.

t b. = NAZARENE sb. i b. Obs. rare.

535 COVERDALE Acts xxiv. 5 A maynteyner of the secte

of the Nazaretes. 1656 BLOCST Glossogr. s.v., The Dis

ciples were first called Nazarites. .from Jesus of Nazareth.

f2. = NAZARENE sb. 2. Obs. rare-&quot;.

1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Nazarite, . . also certain

Heretics so called.

Nazarite 2
(nse zarsit). Also 9 nazlrite. [f.

L. Nazar-seus (cf. prec.), repr. Hebr. Ti: nazir,

f. nazar to separate or consecrate oneself, to re

frain from anything.] The name given among
the Hebrews to one who had taken certain vows
of abstinence (see Numbers vi.).

In the Wyclif Bible the earlier version uses the form

Nnzare, the later Nazarei or -ey. Coverdale has Nazarec
in Judges xiii. 5, 7.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Num. vi. 2 When a man or woman
doeth separate them selues to vowe a vowe of a Nazarite.

( 1585 R. BROWNE Answ. Cart-aright 64 To drinke wine . .

was a pollution both of the Nazarites and Priestes. 1671
MILTON Samson 1386 Nothing to do. .that may dishonour

Our Law, or stain my vow of Nazarite. 1706 A. BEDFORD

Temple Afus. iv. 78 Samuel was .. a Nazarite (which con

sisted only in a Vow of Abstinence). 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XII. 781/2 The priest or some other shaved the head
of the Nazarite at the door of the tabernacle. 183 E.

BURTON Eccl. Hist. viii. 248 There were always persons_ in

Jerusalem . . who took upon them the vow of a Nazarite.

1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 520 There are traces in Scrip
ture that the Nazarites were regarded with peculiar pride.
a.trib. 1593 NASHE Christ s T. 23 With Nazarite-tresses,

to my Crosse will I bind her crossing frowardness and con.

laminations. 18.. Bible Helps (Bagster) 88/2 Various in-

terprelations have been given of the Nazarile vow.

Hence Na zariteship ;
Hazard, tic a. ;

Na za-

ritisli a.
;
Na zaritism.

1611 BIBLE Num. vi. 4 All ihe days of his separalion

[marf. &quot;Nazarileship] shall he eat nothing that is made of

the vine. 1650 TRAPP Comm. Num. vi. 14 He must come
wilh his sin-offering .. before he could be released of his

Nazarite-ship. 1738 CRUDEN Concord, s.v. Nazarite, When
the time of their Nazaritship was accomplished. 1797

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 781/2 They began again the

whole ceremony of their consecration and Nazariteship.

1864 WEBSTER, Nazarilic, pertaining lo a Nazarite, or to

Nazarites. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Baptist iii. 2. 161

Those who had put themselves for different periods under
the Nazaritic vow. 1675 BROOKS Gold. KeyVfks. 1867 V.

295 God s
departing

from him when he lost his &quot;Nazaritish

hair by Delilah. 1854 J- BRUCE Biog. Samson i. 15 The
Nazaritish vow had preceded the birth of both. 1692 J.
EDWARDS Inq. Remark. Texts N. T. 47 The law of *Naza-
rilism concerning long and uncul hair, a 1762 D. JENNINGS
Jewish Antiq. (1808) I. 422 The institulion of Nazaritism
was no doubt partly religious. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I.

520 The Nazaritism of St. James is a circumslance of great
moment in the explanalion of his life and character.

Naze (n^ z). Also 8 nase. [app. inferred

from place-names such as the Naze in Essex or

that at the southern extremity of Norway (Lin-

desnses).&quot;]
A promontory or headland, a ness.

1774 T. WEST Antiq. Fitmess 93 Furness being a kind of

peninsula, or nase or ness of land, as its name imports. 1826

EWING Geog. (ed. 7) 23 note, Naze, ness, and mull, are also

used to signify remarkable portions of land stretching out

into the water. 1837 MACDOUGALL tr. Graah s E. Coast
Greenland 24 Hiding . . the whole actual shore, except here

and there some inconsiderable naze.

|| Nazir (na-zir). Also 7 -ar, -er. [a. Pers. or

Urdu (from Arab.)
jb\&amp;gt;

nazir superintendent,

inspector, etc., f. nazar sight, vision.] The title

52

of various officials in Mohammedan countries ;
a

native official in Anglo-Indian courts.

1678 J. PHILLIPS Tavernier s Trav. i. I. 42 The King
advanced him to the Office of Nazar, or Grand Master of

the House. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevnafl Trav. II. 97 He
commanded the Na/er . . to be exposed naked to the Sun ;

and the Nazer is one of the chief Officers of that Court.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 782/1 In this sense Joseph
was the Nazir of the court of Pharaoh. 1840 J. B. ERASER

Ko

Hist. India. I. Ixxxi. 431.

beyond those of the Nazirs, or nobles.

Nazirite, variant of NAZAKITE.

Nazold. Also 9 dial, uazzald, nuzzle. [Of
obscure origin : cf. NAZZARD.] A silly or weak-

minded person.
1607 WALKINGTON Oft. Glass 83, 1 know some selfe-con-

ceited nazold, and some jaundice-fac d idiot, that uses to

deprave and detract from mens worthines. 18.. (see Eng.
Dial. Diet. s.v. A zzalit).

Na zy, a. slang or dial. Also 9 nazzy. [Cf.

NASE a.) Drunken.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Nazie, drunken. 1855

ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Nazzy, stupified, intoxicated.

Na zzard. 06s. exc. dial. [Of obscure origin :

cf. NAZOLD.] An insignificant or feeble person.
1619 H. HUTTON Follie s Anat. (Percy Soc.) 36 Women

by nature doe a nazzard spight, Because he s a light-horse
man and wants weight. 1882 in E. D. D. s. v. Azsard.

Hence Na zzardly a., poor, ill-thriven.

1675 COTTON Scoffer Sco/t 68 Such a nazardly Pigwiggin,
A little Hang-strings in a Biggin.

t Ne, sb. 06s. rare . [ad. OF. *nie, ace. of

nies : L. nepos : see NEPHEW.] A nephew.
1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 273 His successour and

ne was Octauianus Augustus.

t Ne, v. Sc. 06s. rare~\ [ad. OF. neer, var.

of neier, nier : see DENY v.~\ To deny.
c 1400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) I. 578 It syt no cristyne

mane [to] Ne, gode of myght baith may & kane [etc.].

Ne
(n?)&amp;gt;

adv. and conj.
1 Now only arch. Also

i ni, 4-5 ny. [OE. ne, ni= OFris. and OS. ne, ni

(MDu. ne), OHG. ni (ne), ON. n&amp;lt;! (for ne), Goth.

ni = Lith. ni, OS1. ne-, L. ne-(in nefas, nequeo, etc.),

Skr. na, related by ablaut to Goth, ne, Lat. ne,

Gr. VTJ-, Skr. .]

A. adv. = NOT. 1. As simple negative.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) N 199 Numqnid, ne huru is.

c 825 ISesp. Psalter iii. 7 Ne ondredu ic Susend folces ym-
sellendes me. (1900 Leiden Riddle 3 in O. E. Texts 150
Ni uuat ic mec biuorth[n]e wullan fliusum. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 7 Ne ondrad bu be, Maria, c 1000 Ki.ff.ic Gen. iii. i

Hwi forbead god eow, baet je ne aton of aelcum treowe.

a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086 Hwam ne maes
earmian swylcere tide? a 1225 Leg. Kath, 1390 Hwi ne
hihe we for to beon i-fulhet. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 47 West
thu that ich ne cunne singe .. ? c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1749

pan doute we for no bing pat we ne may ban our wille.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodora] 73 He
trawalyt

sa

pat he ne mycht rest nycht na day. a 1450 Knt. de lit Tour

39 The lady.. asked whi he ne wolde with her speke. 1485
CAXTON Cltas. Gt. 39, I ne entende but onely to reduce
thauncient ryme in to prose. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Cambridge
iii, He ne had, nor could encrease his line, a 1592 GREENE
Looking-gl. Wks. (Rtldg.) 144/2 Twenty thousand infants

that ne wot The right hand from the left. 1812 BYRON Ck.
Har. i. ii, A youth Who ne in virtue s ways did take delight.

f b. In the conditional clauses ne were, ne

had . . been, were it not, had it not been (for).

Also with omission of verb. Obs.
c 1050 O. E. Citron. (MS. D.) an. 943 He hy xewyldan

meahte, naere baet hi on niht ut ne set burston ofbxre byrij.

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 2005 Ne wer is douster losiane, Series,
ich wolde ben is bane ! 1375 BARBOUR Bruce M. 424 He. .

haid till erd gane fullyly, Ne war he hynt him by his sted.

c 1482 in Cat. Proc. Chant. Q. Eliz. (1630) II. Pref. 64 The
same Thomas .. was in grete juperdie of life, ne only the

grace of God. 1494 FABYAN Citron, vi. ccxii. 228 Alfrede
shulde haue holpen me, ne hadde erle Goodwyn ben.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis xi. xvii. 97 Ne war, as than, the rosy
Phebus red Hys wery stedis had dowkyt our the hed.

t o. Ne-for-thi, nevertheless. Obs. rare.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11621 Maria and Joseph ne for-bi For the

childwar ful dreri. 13. . Ibid. 7628 (Giitt.), Bot saule he dred
him ne for-bi.

t 2. a. With another negative following. Obs.
Also occas. doubled, esp. when combined with the verb.

971 Blickl. Horn. 13 Ne herede heo hine no mid wordum
anum, ac mid ealre heortan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv.

43 Ic waes cuma and je me ne in ne ^elaSodun. 1154 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137 pe erthe ne bar nan corn. ( izoo

Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 He ne hadde him selue nane. c 1275
Passion our Lord 17 in O. E. Misc. 37 Ne berfb ber non
adrede. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 306 Lo, ne ben
not al bes bat speken of be cuntre of Galile ? 1411 Rolls of
Parlt. III. 650/2 He knoweth wel that.. he ne hath noght
born hym as he sholde hav doon. 1483 CAXTON Cfias. Gt.

95 Ne double ye not for I shal rendre you anone al hole.

( b. With another negative preceding. Obs.

971 Blickl. l/om. 21 paet leoht on nanre tide ne ablinneb.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140 Hi nan helpe ne
haefden of be kinge. a 1250 Owt $ Night. 905 pu neauer
ne singst in Irlonde. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4493 Vor ber

nas vnnebe non Prynce in al be world, bat ne moste be bere.

1450-1530 iMyrr. our Ladycv Ye wote well that no man ne

maywell shewe the worthynes-.therof. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. xxii. 20 It was not long after that brenne ne come
ageyne with a grete nauye.

t 3. a. As n- iii combination witli a verb. Obs.

Even in OE. ne was reduced to before certain common
words, as in net, ndn, nx/re, nxni^ and the verbal forms

NEAL.

nabban, neom, nys, nxs, nyllan, nytan, etc. In ME. various

parts of the verbs be, hay?, will, and wit occur frequently
with this prefixed w-(for illustrations see NABBE, NAD, NAVE ;

NAM, NAS, Nis; NILL, NOTE, etc.), and the same pheno
menon is not unusual with other verbs.

c 1200 Moral Ode 102 (Trin. Coll. MS.), peih we hes ne
niseien hie waren ure iferen. c 1275 Passion our Lord 611

in O. E. Misc. 54 Yet heo hit nyleuede be more ne be lesse.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, Wace (Rolls) 6576 peym nauaillede
mast ne rober. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 40 That time schal

noght overpasse, That I naproche hir ladihede. 1407 LYDG.
Reson ff Sens. 5553 They nentende nyght nor day But vnto
merthe. 1425 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 267/2 My Lord Mare-
schall naleyeth no possession nor continuance hadde.

( b. Suffixed (as -) to the preceding word. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17223 Quin suld i, iesu, do bi will ? 13. .

Ibid. 1108 lGott.1, His dede .. had euer ben hid, warn iesu

him-self had it kid. 13. . Ibid. 23362 (Edinb.), pain sal wit

nabing of site, c 1375 Ibid. 6130 (Fairf.), Was na hous . . attyn
ber was dedemon in liggande.
B. conj.

1. = NOR. a. Following a negative clause, or a
word with negative force. Ne . . ne (sometimes) =
neither . . nor. Now only arch.
In ME. occas. prefixed to the following word, as in A. 3a.

c825 Vesp. Psalter v. 6 Ne eardaS neb 8e awerjed ne
Sorhwuniao 8a unrehtwisan [etc.], a goo Leiden Riddle 5
in O. E. Texts 151 Uundnae me ni bia5 ueflae, ni ic uarp
hefz. 971 Blickl. Hojit. 25 Nis baer aenis sar gemeted, ne

adl, ne ece. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1:37, I ne

can ne i ne mai tellen alle be wunder ne alle be pines,
f 1205 LAY. 10260 Ne bi-laefde he . . suster ne broker Ne queue
ne naeh cun. c 1275 Passion our Lord 3 in O. E. Misc. 37
Nis hit nouht of karlemeyne ne of be Duzeper. 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9906 pey nadde neyber drede

naffray. 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 41 Neibir in

noumbre ne in clobing, ne in mete ne in housynge. 1426
i AUDELAY Poems i Thai schuld never be schamyd ne chent,

ne lost here lyfe, ne lond, ne rent, c 1500 Melusme 28 He
ne wyst where he was, ne whither he went. 1537 CRANMER

: Let. in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 336 He cannot in that

j

diocese be accepted ne allowed. 1581 MARBECK^*. ofNotes
666 They ne could ne would help the afflicted. x6oo HOL
LAND Livy XLV. xxxv. 1225 No doubt was made at all of the

triumph of Anicius, ne yet of Octavius. a 1648 LD. HERBERT
Hen. K///(i683) 257 They could not, ne did say that they
had. 1742 SHENSTONE Schoolntistr. (ed. i) viii, Ne did she

I e er complain, ne deem it rough. 1798 COLERIDGE/);;!:. Alar.

\

in. iii, Ne could we laugh, ne wail.

t b. Used with a negative following. Obs.

1 154 [see above]. 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 488 Arcite

is exiled . .
,
Ne nevere mo he schal his lady see. c 1420

Chron. Vilod. 1723 He myjt not challenge bat heritage, Ny
nomore ryjt hadde berto. 1452 A nc. Cat. Rec. Dublin (1889)

I. 275 Ne they shulde not go in to the centre to byge corne.

fc. With omission of preceding negative (some
times expressed in what follows). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4146 For man bat liuand es, ne wijf, Ne
sal he scappus wit be lijf. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 14995 Swilk men.. bat dide ne seide to noman ille.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 767 Love ne lordschipe Wol not,

his thonkes, have no felaschipe. 1435 MISYN Fire of Love
i The whilk boke in sentence ne substance 1 bink to chaunge.

1484 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 42 Thay ne noon of theim were

nevere privey to ye sealing. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apvph. 21

They would receive ne take not a schplare
without a great

fee. 1618 Kalender ofSheph. xxxv, Thus orison riseth ne

resconceth. Meridian also riseth not ne resconseth.

fd. =Nor, and . . not, neither. Obs. rare.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. iv. 56 That doest all thinges deface,
ne lettest see The beautie of hisworke. I599HAKLUYT V y.
II. II. 76 These boates are so many that it seemeth wonder-

full, ne serue they for other then to take small fish.

f 2. = OB. Obs. rare.

c 1500 Mclusine 144 The moost strong and fell folke that

euer I sawe ne herde speke of. 1548 CRANMER in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. App. AA. 97 There be but few matters

more necessary nemoreexpedyent for kynges. .to lokeupon.

t Ne, conj.*, variant of NA con; .
2 than. Obs.

1400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) l. _399
That nane was

wisser vndre the hewene Ne Medea ine hyr dais. 1508
DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 377 ?ing lusty gallandis, that

I held more in daynte, ..Ne him that dressit me so dink.

Ne, obs. f. NEIGH, NIGH. Nea, north, and Sc.

[

var. of No. Ifead(e, Neadle, Neady, obs. ff.

NEED, NEEDLE, NEEDY. Neaf(ful), obs. ff.

NIEVE(FUL).
t Neagues, neakes, variants of nigs in Cod s

nigs: see GOD I4b. Obs. rare.

1602 MARSTON Ant. ft Mel. in. ii, Gods neakes, they would
have shone like my mystresse browe. Ibid. iv. i, Gods

neakes, proude elfe, . . give the Duke reverence. 1619

FLETCHER, etc. Knt. Malta v. i, I ll . . goe up and downe

drinking small beere and swearing odds neagues.

Neakit, obs. Sc. form of NAKED a.

tNeal, a. Obs. In 6 neall, ;neale(d). [repr.

OE. nfol, mol, var. neowol, niwol deep, profound.]
Of water : Deep. Also neal(ed) to (see quots.).

1574 W. BOURNE Regiment for Sea xxii. (1577) 61 Those
be neall or deepe harde unto the sandes or daungers. 1626

CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 30 Come to an Anchor
vnder the Ley of the weather shore, the Ley shore, nealed

too, looke to your stoppers. 1627 Seaman s Gram. ix. 44

If it be Nealed to, that is, deepe water close aboord the

shore. 1644 MAINWAYRING Sea-Man s Diet., Neale-too.

[Also in PHILLIPS (1658) and CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. (1753).]

Neal (n/1), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7 nele,

7 neil(l)e, neale, 9 neeal, nale. [Aphetic form

of ANNEAL .]

1. trans. To fire or bake (earthenware, etc.),

esp. so as to glaze it. = ANNEAL v. 2. 1 Obs.

1538 [implied in NEALEU///. .]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1.

425 The wine-vessels, .must be nealed with pitch, presently



NEALED.
vpon the rising of the dog-star. i6ig G. SANDYS Trav. 31
Divers . .make the particles of clay, gilt, and coloured before
they be neiled by the fire. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. i. (1686)
9 Plaster it all over the inside of the Furnace, let it dry well . .

that it may be neald. 1790 G. SMITH La/toratory I. q lilood
stone, which has been neafed and beaten to a. .powder.

b. fig. To burn. Also with into.

16736. WALKERdiic. 209 Yet are they not to be neglected,
but to be neal d into youth, that they may not through defect
ofthem, miscarryin their age. 1829 HOGG Shepherd sCal.\\,
Till that hard and cruel heart o yours be nealed to an izle.

2. To temper, to soften or toughen (metal or

glass), by the action of fire or heat, esp. by a pro
cess of heating and slow cooling.

= ANNEAL v. 4.
1558 PHAER sEneiii vn. U iij b, Swordes and glaiues in fur-

neis neale they tough. 1611 MARKHAM Couutr. Content, i.

x. (1668) 56 Strong wier .., being nealed and allaid in the fire,

you may bend and bow at your pleasure. 1665 HOOKS
afiavgr, 42 By a leisurely heating and cooling, the parts are
nealed into another posture. 1685 BOYLE Effects ofMotion
viii. 93 A Glass that seemed to have been well-baked or
nealed (as they call it). 1745 /&amp;gt;AiV. Trans. XLIII. 506 Those
Drops or Lachrymx of Glass, which, instead of being nealed,
had been immediately quenched in Water. 1763 W. LEWIS
Phil. Comui. A

rts_ 5 The wire is softened and made pliable
bynealing or heating it on live coals. 1881 /. Wight Gloss.,
Nceal, to temper by fire. 1894 S. E. Wore, Gloss., Kale, to
anneal ; to soften or toughen iron.

t3. intr. To undergo the process of annealing.
ci6a6 MEVEREL Answ. Bacon Touching /IWa&B. s Wks.

1857 III. 817 Reduction is chiefly effected by fire, wherein
if they stand and nele, the imperfect metals vapour away.
1684 BOYLE Porousn. Anim. tf Solid Bod. viii. 137 We laid
this Glass., warily upon a few Quick-coals, and having suf
fered it to neal awhile [etc.].

Nealed, ppl. a.
[f. prec. + -ED 1.] Annealed ;

having undergone the process of annealing.
1538 LELAND /tin. (1769) VI. 72 Pottes exceeding finely

nelydand florishid. 1576 BAKER Jewell of Health 195 b,
Poure a fourth parte of it into a newe and stronge nealed
potte. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan no On the inside [they
are] lined with slime, and as it were nealed like earthen pots.
1658 A. Fox Wiirtz Surg. I. iv. 13 The stenching of blood
must be effected onely with nealed Irons and other burning
meanes. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. in A Leaden
Plummet being fastened to a nealed Brass-Wire. (11734
NORTH Exam. i. ii. 46(1740)52 The Patent for the Inven
tion of nealed Cannon.

K&quot;eal-fire, nonce-iud. Annealing fire.

1813 HOGG Queen s Wake, Young Kennedy iii, His soul
was the neal-fire, inhaled from his den.

Wealing (nrlirj), vbl. s6. (and ///. a.) [f.
NEAL

.] The action of the verb, in various senses
;

the process of annealing or tempering.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 284 By the working,

hammering, often nealing and blaunching, which alwaies in
base moneys is verie great. 1678 Pliil. Trans. XII. 955
Neither was it altogether free from Copper ; because, upon
Nealing, it always turned black on the surface. 1727-38
CHAMBERS Cycl., Nealing ofglass is the baking of glass, to

dry, harden, and give it the due consistence, after it has been
blown. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 71 Heat soon restores
its ductility, which is termed nealing or annealing. 1839
URE Diet. Arts 47 Annealing or Nealing, a process by
which glass is rendered less frangible, and metals . . are

again rendered malleable.

b. attrib. or ppl. a.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies viii. (1658) 69 To let it (glass) cool

by degrees in such relentings of fire, as they call their neal

ing heats. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes f, Qua/. 169 To de-

pnve it of its spring it needs the violent agitation of a neal

ing fire. 1732 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 8 We got into the

ash-holes, and nealing-arches in the glass-house. 1745 Phil.
Trans. XLIII. 508 Set to cool gradually in what is called
the nealing Furnace.

Keam(e, variants of EME (see N 3 b).
1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844) 25 The babie comes in with

Nunka, Neame, and Dad. a 1652 BROME (?? Exch.
in. Wks. 1873 III. 501 King. Pull the fool off me. Jeff. O
but they shall not, neam, tis more than they can do. 1684-
in dialect use (Warw., Staff., Derby, Yks., Lanes), chieflymy
ntam (see Eng. Dial. Diet,).

Neamble, obs. form of NIMBLE a.

M&quot;ean(e, north, dial, forms of NONE.
Neanderthaloid (nfendaita-loid), a. [See

def. and -OID.] Having the characteristics of a

prehistoric skull of very low type found at Nean
derthal in Rhenish Prussia in 1857; characterized

by this type of skull.

1887 W. H. FLOWER in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst. XVI. 377 A
type which has received the name Neanderthaloid . 1890
HUXLEY in lof/i Cent. Nov. 776 Skulls do approach the

Neanderthaloid type, among both thebrunet and the blond

long-head races.

Neap (nip), sbl north, dial, and U. S. Also

6, 9 uepe, 7 neep, nape. [perh. of Scand. origin :

cf. Norw. dial, neip a forked pole, a wooden stay

(Aasen), Icel. ttetpthe space between two fingers.]
1. The pole or tongue of a cart. (Now U. S.)

Also attrib. in f nepe-yoke.
&quot;553 Inventory in Midi. Counties Hist. Collector (1855) I.

233 Itm iij waynes, iij dongcarts..iij nepe yoks. 1659
HOOLE Coineaius Vis. World (1672) 173 The parts of a

Wagon are, the Neep (or draught-tree) [etc.]. 1877 C. D.
WARNER Being a Boy i, When I rode on the neap of the

cart, and drove the oxen. 1884 Harper s Mag. Sept. 6x3/1

They had. .perched themselves on a cart neap.
2. (See quots.)
1691 RAY If. C. Words (ed. 2) 51 A Nape or Neap ; a

piece of Wood, that hath two or three feet, with which

they bear up the fore-part of a laded Wain. 1876 Mia-
Yorksh. Gloss., Neap, . .a three-legged rest, constructed of

natural branches, and used to support the shaft of a vehicle.
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Neap (n/p), a. and rf.2 Forms: I nep-, 5-8
neep, (6 -e), 6-8 nepe, (6 uep, neb, 7 nape),
7-8 neipe, (8 niepe, nip), 6- neap, (6-7 -e). [OE.
nip in nipJUd, of obscure etym. and meaning,
otherwise lound only in Exod. 469 in the phrase
fordganges ntp, app. = without power of advanc
ing . Da. niptid is prob. from English.]
1. Neap tide, a tide occurring shortly after the

first and third quarters of the moon, in which the

high-water level stands at its lowest point. fOrig.
neap-food, and occas. with other sbs. as sin-am.
Also neap season, the time of neap tide.

725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) Int. 196 Lcdo, nep flod.

850 O. E. Martyral. 40 Se fylleSflod bi3 nemned on leden
inalina, & se nepflod ledo. c 1050 Siippl. sKlfric s Gloss.
in Wr.-Wulcker 182 Letiona, nepflod vtl ebba.
1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 425 That they leue resonable

stuff upon the bak fro spryng to spryng, to serue the pouere
people . . in the neep sesons. a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VIII
131 Thre horsemen . . whiche wel knewe the hauen of Calice,
came at a nepe tide. 1561 EDEN Arte ti avig. n. xviii,
Whiche the Mariners call nepe tydes, lowe ebbes, lowe
waters, dead waters, or lowe fluddes. 1622 HAWKINS Voy.
S.Sea (i847)i55Ourshippe..in the neap streamescomming
a-ground in the sterne. 1694 Land. Gaz. No. 3025/3 The
great Ships, .wanted Water to come over the Flatts..by
reason of the Neep Tides. 1720 STRYPE Stixv s Surz&amp;gt;. (1754)
1. 1. vi. 34/2 The Tides were then at the Neapest. 1794 SUL
LIVAN View Nat. I. 390 The spring tides will be greater . .

and the neap tides on that account will be less. 1860 All
Year Round No. 69. 449 The tides are weak, or neap ; the
oscillation of the sea is less. 1870 PROCTOR Other ll arUs
iii. 73 We have tides ranging between the highest spring
tides, .and the lowest neap tides.

fig- 1*45 O,UARLES Sol. Recant, xn. 73 When ebbing
bloods neap-tides shall strike thy lims With trembling Pal
sies. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary i. v, The realm is poor, The
exchequer at neap-tide [ed. i, neap-ebb].
2. absol. as st&amp;gt;. A neap tide.

1584 in J. J. Cartwright C/utfl. Hist. Yorks (1872) 268
We say that there ryseth at the sprynge r8 foott water, and
at the_nepe eleaven foot water. 1661 J. CHILDREY Brit.
Baconica gr So do the Neaps too after the Quarters. 1679
SALMON Horx Math. iv. xvii. 405 The Neaps and lowest
Tides at her. .quarters. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The
lowest of the neap is four days before the full or change
on which occasion the seamen say, that it is deep neep.
1776 COOK in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 448 During the neep, the
tide was very inconsiderable. 1849 H. MILLER Footpr.
Creat. xiii. (1874) 233 A zone still less deeply covered by
water, and which even the lower neaps expose. 1875
BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk.

y. (ed. 2) 146 For both springs
and neaps give the height of high water.

b. In phr. dead neap : see DEAD a. 27.
1589 GREENE Tnllie s Loi e C 3 The lowest ebbe may

haue his flow, and the deaddest neape his full tide. 1627
HAKEWILL Apol. (1630) 131 High springs anddead Neapes.
a 1641 [see DEAD a. 27]. 1751 A nc. St. Navig. Lyn, etc. 24
Ships of considerable Burden could, .come up to the Town-
side at Low-water, and even at dead Niepe. 1882 White s
Lincolnsh. Direct. 750 Ships of over 500 tons register can
come to Sutton Bridge at dead neap.

Neap (nip), v. Forms : 7 nepe, 8 neep, neip,
S- neap. [f.

NEAP sb.~]
1. intr. a. Of tides : To become lower, to tend

towards the neap. Also fass.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. Introd. (1682) 23 From the first

quarter to the full it [the sea] is said to spring : from the
full to the last quarter it is said to nepe. 1854 G. B.
RICHARDSON Univ. Code v. (ed. 12) 3270 The tides are

neaped. 1866 Even. Star 24 Mar., The tides are now
neaping.

b. To reach the highest point of neap tide.

1805 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 410/2 At 40 minutes past z the
tide had neaped and fell above 3 inches.

2. To be neaped, of a vessel : (see quots.).
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. s. v. Neipe, When a Ship

wants Water, so that she cannot get out of a Harbour, on

p which is lelt agi

spring-tide. 1835 SIR T. Ross Narr. znd Voy. xxxiii. 467
The tides were now diminishing, while we could not run
the risk of being neaped in this manner. 1865 Pall Mall
G. 21 Nov. 6 Owing to a sudden change in the river, .

j
the

Mooltan is neaped, and cannot leave here until the i4th inst.

1891 Law Times XC. 248/2 Inasmuch as she could load
1

always afloat in the dock, she was not entitled to leave it

in order to avoid being neaped.
b. trans, with personal agent, rare 1

.

1770 in Hawkesworth Voy. (1773) III. 559, I hauled her
bow close ashore; but kept her stern afloat, because 1 was
afraid of neiping her.

Neapil, neaple, obs. forms of NIPPLE.

Neapkyn, obs. Sc. form of NAPKIN.
tNea pneSS. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. NEAP a. + -NESS.]
The condition of being at the neap.
1720 STRYPE Slew s Surv. (1754) I. I. vi. 33/2 The Tides

were very slack and in a manner at the very Neapness.

Neapolitan (nzapp-litln), a. and sl&amp;gt;. Also 6-7
KTeo-. [ad. L. Neapolttan-us, i. Neapolltes (see

-HE), f. Nedpolis (Gr. Nfd7roAis,newtown), Naples.]
A. adj. Belonging or native to, distinctive or

characteristic of, connected with, Naples.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. ii. 43 First there is the Neopoli-

tane Prince. 1617 MORVSON Itin. in. 133 English Coursers,
bred of the Neapolitan Horses and English Mares. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hart. (1729) 234 Medlars. The Great Dutch, I

Neopolitan and One without Stones. 1705 AODISON Italy
203 The Lybian Port is but the Neapolitan Bay in little.

1797 MRS. RADCLlFi T. Italian xii, The strangers of distinc.
,

tion, dressed in the splendid Neapolitan habit. 1830 LYKLL

NEAR.
Princ. Geol. i. vi. (1837) 1. 141 Recent shells procured., from
the Neapolitan seas. 1862 KURGON Lett. fr. Rome xxii.
276 I here seemed in fact a marked change of race on cettinc
into the Neapolitan States.

b. In special uses, f Neapolitan disease (also
euphem. consolation, favour), a form of syphilis
(cf. NAPLES i a). Neapolitan maple (see quots.\
Neapolitan ointment, a mercurial ointment used
for syphilis, f Neapolitan scab, = N. disease.

Neapolitan sixth (see quots.). Neapolitan violet,
a double sweet-scented varietyof viola. Neapolitan
yellow, Naples yellow.
a 1704 T. BROWN Lett, to Gent, f, Ladies Wks. 1709 III.

II. 47 Had st thou administered a little ^Neapolitan Conso
lation to thy Hibernian. 1656 ULOUNT Glossogr., Neopo-man disease, a 1704 J . BROWS Pleasant Lett, to Gent.Wk s . ryog III. n. 7 That which we call the Neapolitan
Disease. 1777 ROBERTSON America (17831 II. 76 This dis

temper. .has been sometimes called the Neapolitan and
sometimes the French disease. 1592 GRKKSE Conny Catcti.
Wks. (Grosart) X. 44 They . .find nothing but a ^Neapolitan
fauour for their labour. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 77/1 Acer ob-

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/, the *Neapolitan maple. 1882 Garden 18 Nov. 459/2The Neapolitan Maple, with its reddish purple branches
isa handsome tree. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Svff. s.v., *Nea-
politan ointment. .is a mixture of quicksilver, and other
things into an ointment. 1899 Alll iitt s Syst. Sled. VIII.
469 He has several times seen E. iris to follow a friction
with Neapolitan ointment. 1671 H. M. tr. Ertisin.

Collo&amp;lt;].

531 The New Leprosie, which some.. do call the *Nea-
politan scab. 1871 STAIXER Harmony xii. 138 A chord
consisting of the sub-dominant and its minor third and
minor sixth is used in the major or minor mode. It is called
the Neapolitan Sixth. 1889 E. PHOUT Harmony (ed. 10:
xii. 276 The first inversion of this chord is generallyknown as the Neapolitan sixth

,
a name for which it is

difficult to give a satisfactory reason. 1836 LOUDON Encycl.
Plants 187 Viola odorata is a favorite flower. . .The double
purple and the *N ea politan are the most esteemed varieties.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 344/1 Some of them have double
flowers, which is the case in the variety known as the Nea
politan violet. 1891 THORPE Diet. Applied Client. II. 692/2
*Neapo!itan Yellow.

B. sb. An inhabitant or native of the kingdom
or city of Naples.
1412-20 LVDG. C/&amp;lt;m.

7V&amp;lt;y
i. (MS. Digby 230) If. 34Cecile,

..To wiche ful many Neapolitan longith this day. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 117 A blood-bespotted Neopolitan,
Out-cast of Naples. 1610 Tcinp. n. ii. 117 O Stephano,
two Neapolitanes scap d. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals
I. i. 8 The poor Neapolitan, .was not slow to take his leave.

1756-7 tr. Kcyslers Trav. (1760) II. 227 Cardinal Gieronimo
Casanata, a Neapolitan. 1822 W. ROBINSON in J. A. Heraud
Life Midshipm. v. (1837) 81 Genoese, French, Sards, and
Neapolitans. 1862 BURGON Lett. fr. Rome xxii. 278 Two
Neapolitans, .soon entered into conversation with me.

t b. (See qnot.) Obs. rare
-

.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 180 The Neapolitans or
Canzone a la Napolitana, different from them [se. canzo
nets] in nothing sauing in name.

(c. The Neapolitan disease. Obs.rare~^.
1631 T. POWELI. Tom of All Trades 28 Their best bene

factor [is] the Neapolitan.

Near (ni i), adv.l (and prep.) Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : i n6ar, nebr, ne&quot;r, nior, nyr, 3-4 neor,
ner, nier, 4-5 neer, 4-7 nere, (7 neere), 5-6
Sc. neir, 6- near. [OE. titlar, etc., comparative of

ndah NIGH adv., = OFris. nlar, nier, tiyer etc.,

OS. n&hor (MDu. naer), MLG. (niiger), naer, nar,
OHG. n&hor (MHG. naher, nar, G. nafter], ON.
nxr (see NEAR adv.-), Goth, nthwis. Cf. NAB a.

and
adv.&quot;]

I. In purely adverbial (or prepositional) use.

fl. With verbs of motion. Nearer or closer (to
a place, point, or person). Freq. governing a
noun in the dative. Obs.

Beowulf 745 For5 near setstop, nam a mid handa . . rinc
on rsste. c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. iii. i Da code se
Wisdom near..minum hreowsiendumsebohte. 971 Blickl.
Horn. 179 Gang me near hider. c 1205 LAY. 8884 jtene
kaeisere he code neor. 1297 R. CLOUC. (Rolls) 4920+132
Cadwal . . Aryuede bysyde toteneys [and] come somdel ner.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2442 But ofte thou faylest of thy desyre.
Er thou maiest come her any nere. 1533 J. HEYWOOU
Mery Play 653 Stand styll, drab, I say, ancE come no nere.

1596 Edw. Ill, \. ii, Pardon me, . . I will come no near.

t b. Near and near, nearer and nearer. Obs.

13. . K. A Us. 599 He schal wende of londe feor . .and comen
neor and neor. c 1380 Sir Fertttnb. 350 pe kny}t him ne;eb
ner & ner. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vl. vii. 193 Euer as

they came nere and nere, syre launcelot thouu he shold
knowe hym. a 1557 Diitrn. Occurr. 45 Then the rest fled,
and the Scottis drew neir and neir. c 16x1 CHAPMAN Iliad
xxiii. 206 Still creeping near and near the heap.

c. Naut. in No near! (or near!), a command
to the helmsman to come no closer to the wind.
c 1450 Pilgrims Sea.voy. 29 Go to the helmL.no nere!

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram. ix. 37 No neere, ease
the Helme, or beare vp, is to let her fall to Lee-ward. 1669
STURMY Mariner s Mag. i. ii. :8 No near, keep her full.

1710 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. So Avast, cried out the Admiral,
No-near, you rogues, no-near. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1780) s.v. No nearer. It is often abbreviated into no near,
and sometimes into near ; and is generally applied when
the sails shake in the wind. 1841 DANA Seatnan s Man. 116

Near ! the order to the helmsman when he is too near the

wind. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.

f2. At a nearer distance, with a less interval.

a 1000 in Cockayne Narrat. (1861) 22 Mid by ic
f&amp;gt;a

wolde
near jeseon. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4549 J&amp;gt;e traytour..

fley atte laste To cornwaile.., he ne doiste no ner abyde.
1375 BARBOLR Bruce xvi. 258 The king and all that with



NEAR.
him war Raid.. neir to-giddir than ere did thai. 1380
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 409 Men wolen not be euene

wij&amp;gt;
crist

ne go bifore hym. .but sue crist neer or ferrere.

t b. In phrases equivalent in meaning tofa? and
near (see NEAH aefv.z I b), but properly meaning
farther (off) and nearer (at hand) . Obs.
a 1000 Instil. Polity in Thorpe Laws II. 332 Hit jebyreS

cow J*a je me ^earwe heon, swa fyr swa nyr. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 137 Hereword to habbene & beon iwurSe3ede fir &
neor [

= Trin. Horn. 157 fer & ner]. a 1250 Owl
&amp;lt;$ Night.

923 East & west, feor & neor, I do wel faire mi meoster.

.1290 S, Eug. Leg. I. 21/72 Men speken muchc of his

yuodnesse, wel wide feor and ner.

(
c. More closely or intimately. Obs. rare,

c 1200 ORMIN 15688 patt lott off menn.,batt was till Crist

3et ner bitahht ban riise posstless waerenn. 1572 Satir.
Poems Reform, xxxviii. 18 I[n] greis neir to Gan^elon nor

grit Charlie Mane.

II. In predicative use after the subst. verb.

(Freq. with dative or to.}

3. Nearer in space or time
; nearer at hand,

r 850 O. E. Martyrol. 44 Swa be bi5 bsre sunnan near
swa bl5 his leoht la. sse. c 1000 /KLFRIC Hom. II. 370 Swa
near ende byssere worulde sw:i mare ehtnys fctes deofles.

c 1200 ORMIN 15235 [The] o^err (bench] wass abufen batt &
sumni del ner ba wa^he. a 1230 Owl

&amp;lt;y Night. 1260 Nis
heom !?er fore harem no be ner. 1303 R. BRL SSE Handl.
Synne 9243 pe nere

}&amp;gt;e cherche, be fyrber fro God. 1382
WYCLIF Rom. xiii. ii Sothli now oure heelthe is neer, than
whannewe bileueden. 1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. viii.

ii, pe nere euerich bemy lyne is to ober lynes..the more
strong he is. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov.

&amp;lt;y f.pigr. (1867) 17
The nere to the churche, the ferther from God.

f4. Nearer in kinship or relationship. Obs.

831 Charter in O. E. Texts 445 Nis E3elmode eni^ meg-
hond neor 5es cynnes Sanne Eadwald. 1340 Aycnb. 234
Vor manie ^er byeb. . bet more byeb nier god banne manye
maydines. .71380 WYCLIF iV/. Wks. III. 69 Watir is neer
hevene in kynde ban is erjie. a 1450 Knt. de la 7&quot;^?*{i868)

18 Y saide, she was bothe good and faire, but she shulde be
to me no nere than she was. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.
I. xxxii. 46 That the duke of Brabant wold be redy for his

part, sayeng, y 1 he was nere than they. 1605 SHAKS. Mad .

II. iii. 146 The neere in blood, the neerer bloody.
5. Nearer to one s end or purpose. Only in

negative and interrogative clauses, esp. never the

near (common 1560-1625). Now only dial.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. XL 250 }et am I neuere the ner . .

To wyte what is Do-wel. 1,1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeoni.
Prol.

&amp;lt;V
T. 168 Withthi.s chanoun I duelled have seven yer,

And of his science am I never the ner. a 1533 FKITH A&amp;gt;is:&amp;lt;-.

More (1548) K 2 b, Then is he neuer the nere hys purpose,
but much the further from it. 1558 G. CAVENDISH Poems
(1825) II. 97 For all my conquests and my royal powers,. .

what ame I the nere? 1624 UP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 54 He
may call his heart out . . and not the neere. 1657 R. LIGON
Barbadocs (1673) 121 If it be not under lock and key, they
are never the neer. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampton Gloss.

s.v. Niwer^ I ve worked all day, and am nivvcr the near.

b. With impersonal subject.
c 1590 GREENC Fr. Bacon vi, You re early up, pray God

it be the near, a 1592 fas. IV So There I kept a great
house with smal cheer, but all was nere the neere. 1811
Ora (V Juliet IV. 93 As for staying with them there French
rascals, it was never the near. 1886 ELWORTHY IV. Som.
Word-bk. s. v., What s the near to tell up such stuff *s that?

Near (ni*i), adv.* (and prep.). P orms : 2-6

ner, 4-7 nere, neer(e ; north, and Sc. neir,

(5 neyre, 7 neire); 6 nyer, 7 nier; 6-7 neare,
6- near. [a. ON. nxr (Da. n&r, Sw. nar), pro
perly the comparative of nd~= OE. neah NIGH,
but also used as a positive : cf. NAR adv.
The transition from the comparative to the positive sense in

ON. probably originated in such expressions as koma or

ganga nxr *
to come or go nearer (to a person or place),

which readily passes into the sense of going absolutely
close or near . The positive sense having thus attached

itself to the word, Jtxr could be employed with other verbs
than those of motion, as standa or vcra (to be). A similar

development has taken place in MDu. nacr near (whence
mod. Du. naar, to, for, after, etc.). Even in English some
difference is felt in the sense of near according as it goes
with a verb of motion or not, and in predicative use after

the verb to be (expressed or implied) the adverbial sense
tends to pass into a purely adjectival one.
ON. n&r (like OE. near) might be used either absolutely

or governing a noun in the dative case. Both usages
were adopted in ME., and a further construction introduced

by the use of to before the noun. When the noun directly

depends^ on ne&amp;lt;irt this acquires practically the force of a
preposition, but differs from real prepositions in having
comparative and superlative forms.]

I. Used absolutely (without to or dependent sb.).
*
Denotingproxim ity,

1. To, within, or at, a short distance ; to, or in,

close proximity.
r 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2611 Egipte wimmen comen ner. 1352

MINOT in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 67 When he herd.. That
king Edward was nere tharby. c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr. s Prol.
i Squier, come ner, if it youre wille be. c 1470 HENRY Wal
lace ix. 272 He gaiff commaund na schip suld ner apper.
1308 DUNBAR Tna Alariit Wemen 161 To speik .. I sail

nought spar ; ther is no
spy neir. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron. 1 1.

60.8 Two of the chiefest Aldermen .. earnestly admonished
him .. to come not one foote nerer. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi.
vi. 19 The salvage man did take his steede And in some
stable neare did set him up to feede. 1642 H. MORE Song
o/Sonl n. ii. n. iii, Things near seem further off ; farst off,
the nearst at hand. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. i. 35 Like
Shrubs, when lofty Cypresses are near. 1726 LEONI A Ibertis
Archit. I. i6/i They ought.. not. .to stand nearer or more
remote than Use and Necessity requires. 1794 MRS. RAD-
CMFFE Myst. UdolpJw xviii, Now they come nearer. 1807
CHABBE Par. Reg. \. 379 Where noisy sparrows, perched on
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penthouse near. 1855 TENNYSON Maudi. xvm. viii, I have
climb d nearei- out of lonely Hell. 1876 T. HARDY Ethel-

berta(i&go) 347 Come away there : .. what need have ye for

going so near?
Phr. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. m. v, Though to Fortvne neere

be her petticote, Yet, neerer is her smock. 1890 CAINE
Bondman n. x, Near is my shirt, but nearer is my skin !

fig. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C. xxvi. 249 Did Miss
Eva say she felt more unwell than usual to night? No;
but she telled me this morning she was coming nearer .

b. Far and nar\ ;see FAR adv. i b, and cf.

NEAR adv 2 b). [So MDu. verre ende ncter.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 3521 Bath on fer and ner [v.r. nere] he

soght. ciyj$Sc. Lef. Saints xix, (Christopher) 152 Crys-
tofore. . passyt one fere and neyre, sekand cryst. (1430
[see FAR adv. i b]. 1560 DAUS tr. Siridane s Comin. i6b,
The Churche of Christe was .spreade abroade farre and nere.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. ivol. III.) 86 The happiness
which I have from you .. spreads itself both farre and neere.

a 1704-97 [see FAK ad~. . i b].

c. In phrases Near about(s) t
at hand, f -away.

13. . Cnrsor M. 15709 (Gott.), He escomand nere at hand.
c 1400 MAUNDZV. (Roxb.) vi. 20 pe fairest maydens of be
cuntree nere aboute. 1530 PALSGR. 821/1 Nere at hande,
bicn pres. 0:1586 SIDNEY Arcadia, (1622) 96 She drew
thither neare-awny. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 133 Neere
abouts was that great and terrible combat. 1670-98 LAS-
SELS Voy. Italy II. 25, 1 once saw it near at hand. 1820

[see HAND sb. 25 b]. 1891 Daily News 31 Oct. 2/8 Near at

hand parcels are being sold in considerable quantities.

d. Naut. Close to the wind. (Cf. adv i c.)

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 25 The ship could lie no
neerer then South-east. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. i.

ii. 17 Keep her as near as she will He. 1769 FALCONER Diet.

Marine (1780), No Nearer! the command given. .to the

helmsman, to steer the ship no nigherto. .the wind than the
sails will operate. 1846 YOUNG Naiit.Dict. 218.

2. Of time: Close at hand.

13. . Cursor M. 18023 (Gott.), pe time es nu comand nere.

c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints i. (Petrns) 328 As linns sais, hisdede
wes nere. 1415 SIR T. GREY in t,yd Rep. Dep, Kpr.
Rec. 584 Skrop said J?er was but iij. wais, be tyme was so
nere. 1535 COVKRDALI-: Rom. xiii. u For now is owe sal-

uacion nearer, then whan we beleued. 1560 DAUS tr. Slci-

danc s Comm. 232 Theude of his lyfe drewe nere. c 1600
SHAKS. Sonn, cxl, Testie sick-men, when their deaths be
neere. 1724 RAMSAY Vision xvi, How neir s that happie
tyme? 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague i. ii. 114, I trust my
hour is near. 1866 MRS. CAKLYLE Lett. III. 312 My heart
failed me as the time drew near. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

1.497 Now the hour of sunset was near.

b. Near npon^ close upon a particular time.
1681 tr. Bclon s My&t. Physick 4 A Physitian at Bruxells,

did near-upon that time write against the use of that

Remedy. 1814 GARY Dante, Par. xxi. 115 Near upon my
close Of mortal life. 1880 MEREDITH Tragic Com. xv, Near
upon morning he roused with his tender fit strong on him.

3. Closely connected with one by kinship or in

timacy ; esp. near akin we ofkin (see AKIN adv.

and KIN sbJ- 8 b). Also near and dear (cf. 13).
14.. in Tundalt s Vis. (1843) 102 His son schall .. hys

place to occupye Or ellis won that wer ner next ofalye.
1491 Act 7 //(-. / 77, c. 22 PwamblC) They be ner of kyi:.
a 1533 Lu. BURNERS Hiton xliv. 147 How nere akyn art

thou to the admy rail . . ? 1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 420 He
was so neere of the bloud of king Richard. 1621 HAKEWILL
Davids Vtmj 265 Though he were . . never so neare and
deare,. .away hee must. 1687 A. Lovm.Ltr. Thcvcnofs Trav.
i. 55 The Turks never Marry their Kinswomen, if they be
nearer than eight Generations inclusively. 1767-8 [see KIN
sb. 8 b], 1826 in Hone Ercry-day Bk. II. 1155 In company
with one * near and dear \ 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii,

III. 230 Many of them near in blood and affection to the
defenders of Londonderry. 1878 [see AKIN A. 2].

4. In elliptical uses. fa. To drive (one) wear,
to force into some strait or extremity. Obs.

1594 MARLOWE NASHE Dido i. i, See, what strange arts

necessity finds out ! How near, my sweet &ueus, art thou
driven !

t b. The nearer, closer to one s end or purpose.

(Cf. NKAB &amp;lt;*fc.i *0 Obs.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. xiii. 8 We are not a whit the
nearer for that they have hitherto said. 1630 R, Johnson s

Kingd. fy Contmw. 88 A hungry belly may call for more
meat, and be never the neerer.

C. To lie tiear, to be natural or reasonable.
1846 TRENCH ftfirac* xv. (1862) 257 It lies near to suppose

that he was there, returning thanks for the signal mercy.**
Denoting approximation in degree or amount.

5. Within a (very) little, all but, almost. (Freq.
intensified by very, f ivell, or ^fully or with about
added. Now usually expressed by NEARLY.)

a. In general use, esp. with pa. pples. or verbs
to denote that an action is all but completed or

accomplished.
ci2oo ORMIN 9638 All \K Judewisshe follc Well ner wass

all forrworrpenn. Ibid. 15517. a 1300 Cursor M. 4760
pan iacob and his suns warn For defaut wel ner forfarn.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 180 He bette hem so bothe, he
barste nere here guttes. c 1430 Syr Tryam.\*f& Thy gode
dayes are nere done, Thy power ys nere paste ! 1470-85
MALORY Arthur in. xiii. n6 Her arme was sore brysed and
nere she swouned for payne. 1559 AYLMER Harborowc
I 3 b, I mighte neare gather an equall authoritie betwixte
the wife and the husbande. 1595 DANIEL Civ. Warsv. viii,

If what we do shall perish neere as soone as it is donne.
1662 Irish Act 14 # 15 Chas. 77, c. 2 31 That that near
ruined kingdom will be restored to peace and plenty. 1696
WHISTON Th. Earth in. (1722) 246 They appear to have
been pretty near of an Age. 1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing
Hush, iii. 26 One would serve to T:eep Plants fix d and
steady, very near, if not quite as well as the other. 1770
FOOTE Lame Lover in. Wks. 1799 II. 91 The knight is.,

very near drunk. 1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. i. xii. 99
It s near about the prettiest sight I know of. 1851 MAC-

NEAR.
LAGAN Poems 65 The laft near conies doon. 1891 KARRIE
Little Minister iii, He prays near like one giving orders.

b. With terms of number, quantity, extent, etc.

*t* Also ellipt.
= nearly all.

(11300 Cursor M. 3155 He welk
J&amp;gt;at

fell ner dais thre.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. {Laurence) 165, I spendyt hafe
nere al be tresoure, bat bu me gafe. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) v. 14 Fra Rodes to Cypre es nere vc myle. c 1470
HEXRY Wallace i. 208 A sone he had ner xx l

&amp;gt; 3er of age.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccvii, 246 His men were ner

slayne or taken, but fewe that were saued. a 1553 UDALL
Royster D. i. ii. (Arb.) 16 Hir Thousande pounde.. Ismuchc
neere about two hundred and fiftie. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D Acosttfs Hist. Indies i. ii. 5, I have sayled neere 70
degrees from North to South. 1673 RAY *Jonrn. Loiv C. 8
At near an hundred foot depth they met with a Bed or
Floor of Sand. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) . 31 It cost

us near a Fortnight s Time. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden.
xiv. (1813) 201 There should be near four feet distance
between each set of plants. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric
Synch. 21 The discussion .. has continued for near a cen

tury - &amp;lt;* 1878 AINSLIE Land Burns (1892) 357 A towmond
nearabout has run.

c. So near upon (chiefly as in b).
1658-9 Burton s Diary (1828) III. 335 They did near upon

represent half the property of the nation. 1706 HEARNE
Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 222 He said near upon as big as Mr.
Dodwell s Book. 1829 LANDOR linag. Conv., Lucian %
Timothcns Wks. 1853 II. 18/1, I am near upon eighty-

years of age. 1865 AtfaturWM No. 1944. 121/3 Near upon
thirty servants.

6. With negatives : (Not) by a great deal or a

lonjj way, (not) anything like, (not) nearly. Usu.

followed by so.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 3 The forme of procedyng
artificyal Is in no wyse ner poetycal. 1638 Jusius Paint.
Ancients 120 He is nothing neere so much delighted. 1669
R. MONTAGU in Bitcclcuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

465 The King gave me fifteen hundred pound
. .

, which did
not near serve. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) II. n. ii.

5 His army was not near so numerous as when he left Spain.
1827 SOUTHEY Pcnins. IVar II. 14 They are not near so fine

a people now as they were then.

7. Closely, in various senses, esp. in respect of

pressure or touching, of resemblance, connexion,

scrutiny, etc. (See quots.) Now rare.

a. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms
,
(S.T. S.) 204 His

inymyes..pressit him sa nere that outhir him behufit to be

slayne or ellis to leve the barne. c 1470 Gol. fy Gaw. 1177
It tuichis myne honour sa neir. (21533 LD. BEUNERS Huott
Ixvi. 227 He that hath besynes that toucheth hym nere

ought not to slepe. 1590 SIM-:NSER F. Q. u. ii. 23 But he..

suffred not their blowes to byte him nere. 1619 W. SCLATER

Exp. 2 Thess, (1629) 254 In this, which toucheth neerest

clamourous plaintiues. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.Reb. i. 42
His Majesty had another Exception against the Duke,
which touched him as near. 1710 Lond. Gas. No. 4674/8
The near Foot before pared very near towards the Heel.

b. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 27 No religyon is

founded hytherto y l so nere representeth y&quot; primityue
chirche of Chryst. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 21

We will see how neere in writing they concurre. 1660 F.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 46 Elephants. .are animals

approaching very near to reason. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy.
round World 401 They are in shape and bigness the nearest

like our green grasshoppers. 1756 BURKE Subl. $ B. \. xv,

The nearer it [tragedy] approaches the reality,, .the more

perfect is its power.
C. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanfs Coinm. 254 b, He is allied so

nere that he may haply claime som ryght. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. yi, v. i. 17 The Earle of Arminacke, neere knit to

Charles. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 400 Long since with wo
Nearer acquainted.
d. 1560 DABS tr. Slcidanes Comm. 17 Thinges, which

beynge nerer looked to, conteyne ofte tymes great errours.

1673 MAHVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 412 If it be thought
fit to enter nearer and further into the matter.

Q. In phr. as near as (one can, etc.).

1538 STARKEY England n. i. 145 We wyl take nature for

our exampul, and, as nere as we can, folow hyr steppys.

1615 W. LAWSON Country f/oitsew. Card. (1626) 27 A plaine
without a knot, or as neere as you can without a knot. 1635
R. N. tr. Cavidens Hist. Eliz. I. 16, I will.. take such a

husband as neere as may be. 1680 MOXON Mech. Exerc.

(1703) 209 Work that Molding as near as you can with

the Hook.

f 9. Narrowly, only by a little. Obs. rare.

1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. (1599) 17 The Foxe is scapte :.. I

mist him neere, t was time for him to trudge.
_
1592 MAR

LOWE Massacre Paris i. vii, See where my soldier shot him

through the arm ; He miss d him near. 1819 W. TENNANT

Papistry Storm d (&VJ) 67 Acquentin
1

him.. How near he

scap t frae bein stabbit.
*** Denoting manner.

10. Thriftily ; parsimoniously, meanly.
a 1625 FLETCIIKK Woman*s Prize in. i, If thou canst love

so neer [as] to keep thy making, Yet thou wilt lose thy

language. 1723 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 58, I had lived so

near and so close that in a whole year I had not spent the

15,?. which I bad saved. 1871 Rontlcdgcs Ev, Boy s Ann.

240, I and my wife may have to live a little nearer for the

next month or two.

11. With the legs close together.
1710 Land. Gas. No. 4785/4 Goes near before. 1737

BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 40 A Horse that goes
wide before, and near behind. Ibid. 63 He should stand

pretty wide behind, and near before.

II. Followed by to (f or unto}.
12. Close to a place, thing, or person, in respect

of space, or to a point in time.

c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;V

Ex . 139^ Laban cam to Sat welle ner. a 1300
Cursor M. 12647 Ai to iesu was cummen neir Vn-to be eild

of thritte yeir. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, m. (Percy Soc.)

15, I . . sawe a craggy roche Farre in the west, neare to the

element, a 1548 HALL C//n?., Rich. Illw b. The custome

..nere to y see is.. on every hill or high place to erect a



NEAR.
beckon. 1600 J. POEY tr. Leo s AJrica in. 171 Neere vnto
the said plaine are diners woods and forrests. a 1628
PRESTOK Breastfl. Faith (1630) 107 The neerer we draw to
God in this life, the more pleasure we have. 1700 DRYDEN
Pal. f; Arc. i. 609 To Theseus person he was ever near
1774 HARTE Rvlogaa 19 Whether they nearer lived to

the blest times [etc.]. 1816 BVRON Siege Corinth iii,
Nearest to the wall..Was Alp, the Adrian renegade ! 1853
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C. xix. 199 Eva had come
gradually nearer and nearer to her father. 1868 LOCKVER
/item. Astron. iii. 16 (1879) 89 As the Moon s orbit is

elliptical, she is sometimes nearer to us than at others.

fig. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. A~&amp;gt;w;i&amp;gt;/. i. 6 Some
truths there are so near and obvious to the mind that [etc.].

fb. To come or go near to, to touch closely. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Lay .XLII. xiv. 1123 In this last speech he

came neere unto the LL. of the Senat. and touched them
to the quick. 1692 L ESTRANGF. Joseplms, Antiq. iv. viii.

(1733) 92 Nothing went nearer to them than the Memory of
their Outrages against Moses in the Desart.
13. Closely related to one by kinship or some

other connexion, esp. in near and dear.
c 1450 St. Ciithtert (Surtees) 7510 He was be first seculere

pat was bischop to cuthbert nere. 1548 UDAI.L, etc. Erasin.
Par. Matt. xii. 57 He is moste neere and moste deere vnto
me. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. &amp;lt;$

Commiv. 61 In this

dangerous age, since every man is neerest, and onely neere
unto himselfe. 1660 GAUDEN Brownrig 241 Our inward
garment, that should be nearer and dearer to us than our
skins. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 126 f 2 With the Hazard
of all that is near and dear to us. 1746 ELIZA HEYWOOD
Female Spect. No. 22 (1748) IV. 197 Those persons so near
and dear to him. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 347 They
are all of one opinion about what is near and dear to them.
14. Close to something in respect of resemblance

or correspondence.
I548UDAI.L Erasm. Par. Luke x. 93 b, He came verai

nere to man, bothe seeyng and heeyng seen. 1601 J.
MANNINCHAM in Ingleby S/taAs. Cent, fraise (1879) 45
Most like and neere to that in Italian called Inganni. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. i. viii. 38 Which is very neere to direct
Atheisme. 1751 CHATHAM Lett. Nephew i. 2, I have . .

altered the.. lines, in order to bring them nearer to the
Latin. 1738 Handmaid to Arts 382 The hollow parts
must be covered with a colour the nearest in appearance to

gold. 1820 Examiner No. 654. 686/1 She comes near again
to the excellence of her first performance. 1868 UROUNING
Ringf; Bk. vi. 88 Fool that s near To knave. 1895 NORTH
in Lam Times Rep. LXXIII. 23/1 The case which comes
nearest to this of those I have seen.

15. To go near to (with inf.), to be on the point
of, almost to succeed in (doing something).
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hfn. VI, i. ii. 102 Ifyou take not heed, you

shall goe neere To call them both a payre of craftie Knaue.s.
1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 16 If a sharp spring chance to
follow it may goe near to spoile all .. the seed. 1699 Ln -

TRELL Brief Kef. (1857) IV. 482 It s thought that about 8 of
ihe members will goe near to be expelled. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela. III. 223 Such another Example. .would go near..
to ruin the Devils Kingdom in Bedfordshire. 1781 EARL
MALMESBURY Diaries f, Corr. I. 405 She goes near to think
herself infallible. 1858 MASSON Milton I. 602 The pane
gyrics themselves went near to prove it. 1889 F. BARRETT
Under Strange Mask II. xii. 34 It would go near to break
her heart.

b. Const, with gerund. (Also come near to.)
1882 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) 1. i They droop and come

near to dying. 1890 Temple Bar June 282 This final stroke
went near to overcoming her.

III. Governing a sb. (passing into prep.).
16. Close to, within a short distance of (a place,

thing or person) in space.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3348 Sco . . rade til

)&amp;gt;ai
come ner

|&amp;gt;e
stedd.

13.. . E. Allit. P. A. 404 Meke arn alle bat wonez hym
nere. 1400 Destr. Troy 8075 The derf kyng Diamede
drughe the lady ner. c 1473 RaufCoilyar 91 Into sic talk
fell thay Quhill thay war neir hame. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
bach s Hush. n. (1586) 94 The Almonde is graffed not neere
the top of the stocke, but about the middest. 1631 JORDEN
Nat. Bathes iii. (1669) 22 Although neer the Coasts it be
depressed and lower than the Shore. 1682 T. FI.ATMAN-
Heraclitns Ridcns No. 52 (1713) II. 76, I have seen many
a lusty Cur troubled . . when they have come near the Gal
lows. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 49 P 2 Our Coffee-house is

near one of the Inns of Court. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar
47/i, I who am a Bramin will not go near a Mussulman
that is dead. 1839 G. BIRD Nat. Philos. 209 Those portions
of the atmosphere nearest the earth. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola xx, He lost no time in speaking as soon as she
came near him.

fig M* LYLY Gallathca in. i, I thinke we came neere
you when wee saide you loued. 1620 MIDDLETON Chaste
Maid i.-i, You le steale away some Mans Daughter; am
I nete you? 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Matt. xi. n
John . . being nearest the Kingdom of the Messiah, a 1704
LOCKE (J.), He is not one jot nearer the end of such addition
than at first setting out. 1889 BARDIE Window in Thrums
xx, If you would cease to dislike a man, try to get nearer
his heart.

b. To lie, come or go near (one, the heart, etc.),
to touch or affect deeply. Now rare.

ci4ao Sir Amaiiace (Camden) xxvii, To serue the pore ,

folke he was fulle bowne, For thay lay his hert nere. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. iii. 19 No griefe did euer come so

:

neere thy heart. 1611-12 in Crt. f, Times Jos. I (1848) 1. 162
This went so near him, that it drove him into these diseases.

lies near my soul, I fain would tell lo thee.

17. Close upon or to (a point in time).
13. . Cursor M. 1393 (Gott.), It sal be nere be worldes end.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. xiii. 115 So that ye wille lodge I

with me, for it is nere nyghte. 1662 STII.LINGFL. Orig. l

Sacrgg n. i. 4 Persons who have lived nearest those times
|

when the things were done. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 127
j

P 6 Walking abroad when she was so near her Time. 1833 !

55

HT. MARTINF.AU Brooke Farm ii. 18 Selling out the table
lor dinner ; for it was near one o clock. 1830 TENNYSON InMem. civ, The time draws near the birth of Christ.

D. Close upon, almost at (a state or condition)
1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory (1869) 60 The House of

David., was neere utter extinction. 1661 BOYLE Spring ofAir lo Rdr., Which is really so near a readiness, that partof it has lam at the Press these six months. 1780 H WAL-
POLE Let. to Sir D. Dalrympic n Dec., He . . took much
notice of me when I was near man. 1823 F. CLISSOLD
Ascent Mt. Blanc 22 The sun being now near nis settin&quot;

1902 J. BUCHAN Watcher by Threshold r 4 2 The hope was
near fulfilment.

c. With gerund. Close to (doing something).
1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue s A need. Painting (1782) I.

vn. 218 The comeliness of whose person was very near
raismg him to that throne. 1825 .\ ew Monthly Mag. XIV.
205, I must have gone very near convincing him. 1877Scntner s Mag. XV. 259/z One instance came very near
having a serious result. 1895 Bookman Oct. 23/1 He was
perilously near showing his whole hand to the other side.

fl8. Closely related to, intimate with (one). Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 919 Off kyn he was, and Wallace

modyr ner. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. i. 81, I would humour
his men, with the imputation of beeing neere their Mayster
1660 T. HALL Fimcbr. Flor. G2 Under Heavens Cope,
1 here s none as I so near the Pope.
19. Close to (a thing or person) in point of

similarity or achievement.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas s Voy. iv. x. 122 b, The

people.. are of complection neerer the blacke then while.
1632 LlTHGOW Tra-c. ix. 387 Their language.. is nearer the
Laune, then the Italian. 1687 A. LOYELI. tr. Tlie-. cnot s
Trav. d b, There are but few in the Western Parts who
come near him in that. 1815 W. H. IRELAND ScriMco-
mania 250 Those .. Approximate nearest the Great Jnd&quot;e
of all. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 8 Which of the
more recent historians.. have come near them in the vigour
and truth which they threw into that history?
IV. In combs.
20. a. In the sense of closely or close at hand

,

as near-acquainted, -adjoining, -bordering, -com-
i&amp;gt;l

&amp;gt;. ~fsht*&quot;&amp;gt; -following, -guessed, -resembling,

-smiling,-stored,-threatening, -touching,-iis!iering.
1639 FULLER Holy War I. xiii. (1647) 21 &quot;Denmark and

Norway near-acquainted with the Arctick Pole. 1625 K.
LONG tr. Barclay s Argents i. viii. 21 The King, .walked in

a*neere-adjoyning valley. 1630 DRAYTON Moses Wks. 1753
IV. 1604 The *near-bord ring envious Amalek. 1800 FAIRFAX
Tasso I. Ixvi. Each soldier, longing for *neere comming
glorie. 1598 CHAPMAN Iliad n. 529~The bold near-fight
ing men, who did in Phaneus live. 1623 K. LONG tr. Bar
clay s Argents n. iv. 75 Prodigies, by which the neere-

following miseries were affirmed. 1683 MOXON Mec/i.
F.xerc., Printing xxiv. r 7 That with a &quot;near-guess d
strength in the tossing it up it may just Stand. 1739 ( ;.

OGLE Giialtlicrns ff Griselda 96 The lovely .Maid and *nt-ar-

resembling Boy. 1820 KEATS Lamia i. 125 Swift was seen
..the guarded nymph

*

near-smiling on the green. 1729
SAVAGE Wanderer ii. 27 Tho dress, *near-stor d, its vanity
supplies, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia. (1622) 295 The vnpitiful-
nesse of his owne neare-threatning death. 1615 i\[arr. fy

Wiving vii. in Ilarl. Misc. (Main.) III. 267 These blood
near-touching witcheries and inducements. 1634 MILTON
Comas 279 Could that divide you from *neer-ushering
guides ?

fb. A~ear-colourcd,f&amp;gt;{much the same colour. Obs.
1606 in Nichols Prop: Jas. I (1828) II. 67 Themselves not

farre unlike, and their horses neere-couloured and suited.

c. Sc. 2\ ear-^be}goinff or -(be}gawn, niggardly.

[So Da. niergaacnde.&quot;} Also near-goingness.
a 1774 FERGTSSON Poems (1789) II. 105 A niggard, near-

gawn elf. IMd. 158 A hard, near-be-gawn miser. 1821
GALT Ann. Parish vii. 76 The near-begoing Major and his
sister. 1834 H. MILLER Sell, tr Schm. (1858) 238 After a
his near-goingness wi them. 1900 S. MACMANUS in Cen
tury Mas;. Feb. 607/2 Without .. bein either niggardly or

near-goin .

t 21. Almost
,

as near-sinking, -wretched ;

near-isle, a peninsula ;
nearlike adv. Ol&amp;gt;s.

1598 FLORIO, Quasi, almost,. -veri-neere,..neerelike. 1611
B. IONSON Catiline in. ii, O neere-wretched Rome. When
both thy Senate and thy gods doe Sleepe. 1625 K. LONI;
tr. Barclay s Argents t. i. 3 Whom.. The now neere-sinking
Mariner invokes. 1625 LISLE Du Bartas Noe 124 There
lies higher a neere-isle, betwixt Cuba and Mexico.

Near (ntJ), a. Forms: 4-5 ner, 5-6 nere,

6-7 neere, (7 neer; 6 Sc. neir, 7 neire), neare,
7- near. [f.

NEAR adv.-}
1. Closely related by blood or kinship.
13. . Cursor M. 20068 (Gott.), Sant iohan pat was his sibe

ner kines-man. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 54 He thair king
suld be That wes in alsnerdegre. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
m. xii. 114 [He] sayd she was his cosyn nere. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane s Cvmm, 471 b, It shall styre up fyre also amonges
the nere of bloucl. 1611 BIBLE Ler. xviii. 17 They are her
neere kinsewomen. 1651 HOBRES Leviath. ii. xix. 101 A
man receives . . the most honour from the greatnesse of his

neerest kindred. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 23 F i To raise
|

Uneasiness among near Relations. 1760 T. HUTCHINSON ,

Hist. Mass. ii. 2^8 A near kinswoman of Sir William Bird.

1840 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. xxxi. 218 The sons or near
relations of the most influential members of the senate.

1867 TENNYSON Victim \, Were it our nearest, Were it

our dearest, . . We give you his life.

2. Of persons : Closely attached to, very inti

mate or familiar with, another.

1523 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ff Lett. (1902) I. 35 By
the inowlhe of hys most nere and cheffest Counsaylour.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 22 Your neere friends and
familiar companions. 1629 WADSWORTH Pilgr. vi. 51 Hee
had a brother a neere retainer to his Highnesse of Wales.

1654 LOVEDAY tr. Calprencdc s Cleopatra 11. 124 The nearest
and dearest friends I had. 1887 BO\YEN I irg. sKneidll. 85,
I was his comrade near and companion.

NEAR.
b. Of

friendship, etc. : Close, intimate, familiar.
1560 DAUS\tr.Sleittane s Comm. 249 b, For a nerer frend-

snip, the lady h-Ienore . . was promised freely to my eldest

spnne.
c 1616 FLETCHER & MASS. Thierry $ Theod. 11 i

1 rmcely bon ; And in this, worthy of a near[er] name. 1652NEF.DHAM Selderfs Mare Cl. Ep. Ded. 16 All overtures ofAmme and nearest alliance. 1702 HOWE Tamerl. i.
i, A

blave, of near Attendance on his Person.
3. With reference to animals or vehicles: Left

(as opposed tofar, off, or right).
This use is based on the fact that horses and cattle

are commonly mounted, led, or approached, from the
left side, which is consequently the one near to the person
dealing with them. It is possible that the adj. here had
originally a comparative force (from NEAR advJ-}.

a. of parts of animals, esp. horses.

1559 WI 7- Hilde (Somerset Ho.), A filly, .with a white
nere foote behmde. 1578 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.
Oxford (1880) 396 One grey . . mare, . . the neare ie walled
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. xxvi. (1611) 184 A Horse..
spanceled on both legs of the nearer side. 1641 BEST Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 12 To runne the edge of the botte downe the
neare liske. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4325/4 A Nanberry on
the inside of the near Leg. 1766 Cor.pl, J armer?,,v. Walk-,
Just as he is setting down his far fore-foot, he lifts up his
near hind-foot. 1844 H. STKHIENS Bk. Farm II. 456 We
are accustomed to approach all the larger domesticated
animals by what we call the near side that is, the animal s
left side. 1884 E. L. ANDERSON- Mod. Horsemanship i. ii. 7To mount without stirrups the rider should stand facing
the near shoulder of the horse.

b. of horses in a team, cart-wheels, etc.
ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xxiii. 325 Thy near horse, .yet. .gave

thy skill the prize. 1756 [F. GKKVILLE] Marims, Char.,
etc. 22 The poor boy., whipped up the off instead of the near
horse. 1764 [see OFF a. 2]. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudgc liv,
One., who sat postilion-wise upon the near horse. 1842 Act
5 &amp;lt;5-

6 Viet. c. 79 17 The track of the left or near wheel.
1890 R. BoLDRF.woon Col. Reformer (iSgij 188 The near
leader dashed round the back of the coach.
Comb. ^1840 in J. Buel Farmer s Coinp. 129 In this

operation, the left-hand or near-side horse walks on the
ground not yet ploughed. 1889 H. F. WOOD Rue Cain
iv, The carman was patching up the near-side wheels.

4. Close at hand
; not distant.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Bedes Hist. Ch. Eng. 68 For that was
the next nere water, which he could conueniently use for

baptism. 1600 J. PORY tr. Letis Africa Introd. 27 Wilde
Negros, who .. utterly misliked their so neere neighbour
hood. 1667 MILTON i\ L. i. 192 Satan talking to his neere^t
Mate. 1709 BFRKFLF.Y / /:. I ision 16 When we look at a
near object with both eyes. 1751 GERSAIST Catal. Rem
brandt s htch. 115 On the Xear-Ground, at the Bottom of
the Print is a Globe. i8ao KEATS Ode to Xightingale 76
Thy plaintive anthem fades Past the near meado\v.s. 1833
HT. MARTISEAU Loom $ Lngger\\, ii. 19 Those whose near
residence tempted to an acquaintance. 1865 DICKENS Mut.
Fr. i. xiv, I ll find the nearest of our men to come and take
charge of him.
Comb. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks, (Surtees) 9 To have a care

that they bee not too neare-stoned, or eare-marked. 1834
M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1859) 479 The outline indeed
Iwas] dangerously distinct and near like.

b. Nearpoint \ (See quots.). Near work, work
involving proximity of the eye to the object.
1876 BERNSTEIN Fire Senses 70 This

point, which is at a
distance from the eye of about 4 or 5 inches, is called the

near-point of the eye. 1880 Sat. Re:: 15 May 637/2 For
every eye there is a point within which clear vision is no
longer possible without optical assistance; and this., is

called the near-point. 1895 S\VANZY Diseases Eye (ed. 5) iv.

89 The use of the eyes for near work without spectacles
when the condition, .requires them.

C. With reference to time.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. En*, v. I. 617 The near prospect of
reward animated the zeal of the troops. 1885 Mauch, fcxam.
15 May 5/7 A thing of the near future.

5. Of a road : Short, direct. (Chiefly in compar,
and super!. See also CUT sb.^- 15.)
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. July 96 Yet nearer waves 1

knowe. 1662 HICKERIXGILL Apol. Distressed Innoc, Wks,
1716 I. 292 By pretending . . a nearer cut than going up to
Hierusalem. 1702 ADDISON Dial, blfdals \. (1726,1 17 It is a

pity indeed there is not a nearer way ofcoming at it. 1801 tr.

(Jabriellis Myst. Hnsb. II. 116, I presume .. the road we
came is a nearer cut. 1885 Act 48 -V 49 Viet. c. 54 14
Within four miles of one another by the nearest road.

6. Close, narrow, in various applications.
1548 UDALL, etc, Erasm. Par. Matt. i. sb, In this nere

& narowe poynt betwene seruitute & libertie. 1568 GRAF-
TON Chron. II. 9 He then had a neerer eye to the Lordes. .

and kept them a little strayter. i66a J. DAVIKS tr. Man-
delslo&quot;s Trav. 146 Having weighed one parcel, so as they
may have a near guess at the rest. 1685 DRYDEN Sylvx
Pref, Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 256 The nearest, the most poetical, .of

any translation of the Alneids. 1856 WHYTE MELVILLE A&quot;.

Coventry i, It was a near race. 1860 RUSSELL Diary India
II. 396 Long chases and near escapes.

7. Closely affecting or touching one.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. i. 118 Euery minute of his being
thiusts Against my neer st of Life. 1641 J. M[ARSH] Argt.
cone. Militia 2 It is a more neare and immediate offence

against the King. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. vi. 378 It

was of nearer consequence to Archimedes. 1775 JOHNSON
Tax. no Tyr. 9 Eagerness for the nearest good.
8- Niggardly, stingy, mean.
1616 R. CARPENTER ChrisCs Larnmbell 49 Cold comfort,

a neere hand, a needy reward, a 1656 HALES Gold. Rent.
in. (1673) 20 A near and hard and trucking chapman shall

never buy good flesh. 1712 STF.ELF. Spect. No. 402 f 4, I

always thought he lived in a near Manner. 1753 MRS.
DELANY Life &amp;lt;y

Corr. u86i) III. 208 A good-natured man,
but reckoned near. 1824 MRS. SHERWOOD Waste *\ ot i. n
She is mighty near, and there is but one fire and candle
between them. 1874 T. HARDY Farfr. Mad. Cro cd xlix,
Some were beginning to consider Oak a near man.



NEAR.

Near (nlj), v. Also 6 (8) nere, 6 Sc. neire,

6-7 neere, 7 neare. [f. NEAR adv.* or a.]

1. intr. To draw or come near, to approach (in

place or time).

1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis xn. xii. 147 The swipir Tuscan hund
assais And nerys fast. 1582 STANYHURST ASneis in. (Arb.)

86 Wee sayle bye Ceraunia swiftly. Wheare .. a cantel of

Italye neereth. 1613 HEYWOOD Braz. Age \\. ii, Their

sports I le neere to marre. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. in.

ii. Still it ner d and ner d. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Poems
II. 242 Nay, keep smiling, little child, Ere the sorrow

neareth. 1860 PUSEV Min. Proph. 379 As the time of the

birth of our Lord neared.

2. trans. To draw near to, to approach (a per

son, place, etc.). t Also, to be near.

1610 HEYWOOD Gold. Age i. i, Keep off, I charge thee

neere me not. 1637 Royal King n. ii, Give up your Key
Vnto that Lord that neares you. 1748 Anson s Voy.w. v.

177 We must by this means unavoidably near her. 1808

SCOTT Marm. n. xi, Soon as they neared his turrets strong.

1874 T. N. HARPER Peace through Truth Ser. n. i. 90 The
quotation.. does not even near the point in debate.

3. To bring near to (one), rare 1
.

1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps vi. ro. 171 [To] separate man
from man, and near him to his Maker.

Hence NeaTing///. a.

1863 W. LANCASTER t racterita 44, I feign some nearing
issue.., On which I wait. 1871 MORLF.Y Condorcet In Crit.

Misc. Ser. i. (1878) 49 The nearing dawn after a long night.

Near by, adv.
t prep.) and a. Also near-by,

nearby, and 5 (9) Sc. ner, 5-6 uere, 6 Sf. neir.

[NEAR adv* and BY adv.]
A. adv. 1. Close by, close at hand. Now

chiefly dial, and U. S.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (John} 101 Sancte lohne, ^at |an

erand had ner by, and herd quhat wes done. CI47O HENRY
Wallace \. 378 Ridand thar come, ner by quhar Wallace
was, The lorde Persye. a 1533 LD. BEKNERS Huon\\\\\. 197
Galaffer was nere by, and nerd what Huon sayd. I7z8
P. WALKER Life Peden Pref. (1827) 30 The Preaching was

near-by, for we heard the Psalms sweetly sung. 1868 MORRIS
Earthly Par. I. 145 Nearby is my asses stall. 1888 E. L.

WILSON in Century Mag. July 328/1 The ruins of an old

temple near by bear the cartouches of Rameses II.

2. Nearly, almost ; thereabouts. Chiefly Sc.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.J 169 [He] distroyit
and slew nereby all the kingis of the warld. 1509111 Mem.
Hen. VII (Rolls) 439 Hyt ys nere by an hole yere that a
servant of hys hatne byn yn themperows corte. 1558
KENNEDY Compend, Tract, in Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) 166

Nelrby ane thousand ?eir or Augustine was borne. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. v. 262 Al passage of
Treffik.. Was neirby cuttit away fra Britannic. 1815 SCOTT

Guy M. xlv. After a trot o 1

sixty mile, or near by.

B. prep* 1. Close to (a place, etc.). Now dial.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 43 The citee of

Hostrye..is nereby Rome. 1814 NICHOLSON Country Lass
iii, Near by the poet s houseless head. 1889 .M W. Line.
Gloss, s.v., He lives near by th Calvin capil.

f 2. Sc. Nearly in accordance with. Obs. rare 1
.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 231 Judges he maid neirby
the vse of Rome.

C. adj. Close at hand, neighbouring; not far

off. Chiefly U. S.

1858 G. MACDONALD Phantasies vii. (1878) 120 The cows
in a near-by field were eating. 1862 Independent (N. Y.J
i May (Cent.), The near-by trade and Western dealers are

buying moderately. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 361
Great problems in the near-by future. 1887 Times 31 Aug.
4/3 Many people . .are housed . . in near-by towns [U. S.].

Nearctic (n/|a-jktik), a. Zool. [f. Gr. v4-os

NEO- + ARCTIC a.] Comprising, or pertaining to,

the temperate and arctic parts of N. America,
in respect of the distribution of birds, etc.

1858 SCLATER in Proc. Linn. Soc., Zool. II. 136 The
northern, or Nearctic region, extending down the centre of
the table-land of Mexico. 1877 LE CONTE Elem. Geol. iv.

(1879) 161 The Nearctic [region] has been subdivided into

four provinces. 1882 American V. 188 The opinion already
expressed, that the Nearctic fauna.. could not be con
sidered as a fauna. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 329 The total

of peculiar and characteristic Nearctic genera being, .51.

Neare, obs. form of NE ER.

Near hand, adv., prep., and a. Now only Sc.

and dial. Also near-hand, near/hand; nerand
6 Sf. neirand. [NEAB adv? and HAND sb.~\

A. adv. 1. Close at hand, close by.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2844 Al be land pat our a-boute Jram lai

ner hand. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 538 Men of the cost of

Yngland, That duelt on Hummyr or neirhand. ^1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2221 A larger house was made nere
hande. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 13 Of nychtbour men
that duelt than neirand by. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castan-
heda s Cong. E. Ind. 157 note, They met with spices better

cheap, and nerer hand then at Grangalor. 1635 SWAN Spec.
M. (1670) 103 Which.. makes the black seem to be far off,

and the white near hand. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopins^ 1 anda.l
Wars n. 31 Uliaris..flcd into the Church of a Village near
hand. 1795 Moniford Castle II. 146 One ran before to
a cottage, near hand, to order a bed. 1858 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. II. 373 There is no other place nearer hand where I

could get any good.
b. Close to a place or person.

1375 BARBOUR Brnce ix. 129 Till the Slevach thai com
neirhand. c 1450 St. C-uthbert (Surtees) 1999 As he.. nere
hande to |?e house leend. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri.
Faith (1845) 6 2 ^ is good to border with Christ, and to be
near-hand to him. 1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. Ser. i. xii.

(1837) 106 A lady that had a plantation near hand tohisn.

t O. At close quarters ; closely. Obs. rare,
a 1548 HM.\.Chron.

t
Edw, IV 218 This battaill was fought

so nere hande, that kyng Edwarde was constrained to fight

56

his a\vne person. 1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy \\. 45, I arrived
at the great terras .. and there saw the thirteen statutes of
our Saviour and the twelve Apostles near hand, which seem
below little taller than the statue of our tallest men.

-fd. To go near hand: To be economical. Ot&amp;gt;s.~
l

11*626 ANDREWES Semi. \Vks. 1843 V. 546 This is that
that makes the devil so good a husband and thrifty, and to

go near hand.

2. Nearly, almost. (Common c 1300-1600.)
13.. Cursor M. 989 (Gott.), Adam was put vte nerehand

nakid. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. i, I awaked ihere-with
witles nerehande. 14. . Sir Beites (O.) 3560

He had Beuys
nerehande slayne. 1471 FORTESCUE Wks. (1869) 468 Lords
and Officers, had nerehand as many matters of their own . .

as had the Kyng. 1530 PALSGR. 718/1 He syghed tyll his

herte dyd nerehande bruste. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvin. v.

671 He destroid all the standing corne, which now was
neere-hand ripe. 1677 GARY Chronot. 267 This makes near
hand a Years difference. 1730 RAMSAY Fables^ Two Cats
fy Ch. 42 Thus he went on, Till baith the haves were near-
hand done. 1785 BURNS Death fy Dr. Hornbook xiii, Sax
thousand years are near hand fled. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy
xxix, His race is near-hand run. 1865 G. MACDONALD A.
Forbes xii, We re a keepit in. .and nearhan hungert.
B. prep. Near to, close to (a place, person,

point of time, or action).
a 1300 Cursor M. 758 J&amp;gt;e

nedder nerhand hir gun draw.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixx. 12 God is nerehand his Infers.

1418 K. E. Wills (1882) 43 Nerhande holichyrche. i45o
Le Jforft Artk. 2898 Whan it was nyghed nere hand none.

1500-20 DUSBAR Poems xxii. 79, I say nocht, schir, $ow to

repreif ; Bot doutles, I ga rycht neir hand it. 1577-8 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. II. 666 The said Alexander.. wes not

present at the doing thairof nor neir hand the samyn. 1633
RUTHERFORD Lett, xxix. (1862) I. 104 Your winter-night is

near spent, it is near hand the dawning. 1793 New Year*$

Morning 13 (E. D. D.), They filled it near han the brim.

1868 G. MACDONALD R. Falconer xxiii, We war near-han
the hoose. 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss, s.v., Don t thou go
near-hand Ned.

C. adj. Near. (See also Eng. Dial. Diet.}
1835 CLARE Rustic Muse 158 The near-hand stubble-field

..Showed the dimmed blaze of poppies.
So t Near hands cuiv.^ almost. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 1 1 In fayth we are nere handys
outt of the doore.

Nea-rish, a. [f. NEAR a.] Somewhat near.

1853 G. J. CAYLEY Las Alforjas I. 141, I had a nearish

escape look at the rim ofmy hat. 1881 RITA My Lady
Coquette xxxix, He had a nearish shave of his life.

Near-legged, &amp;lt;r. rare-1
. [f.NEAB adv.* u.]

Going near with the (fore) legs.

1596 SHAKS. 7*am. S/ir. m. ii. 57 His horse. .Waid in the

backe, and shoulder-shoiten, neere leg d before.

Nearly (nlMli), aav. Also 6-7 ner(e)ly,
neer(e)ly, 6

-li&amp;gt;. [f. NEAR a. + -LY 2
.]

1. With close inspection or scrutiny ; carefully,

narrowly. Now rare*

1540 MORYSINE Vives* Introd. Wysd. B vj, If a man woll
more nerelyer behold this thinge. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D Acostas Hist. Indies n. xi. 106 Whoso woulde neerely
consider the causes and generall reasons before mentioned.

1669 in Sturmy Mariner s Mag. a 4 b, If you neerly mark
him, and his End. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 155 f 4 If

itsoperation be nearly examined. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace
ill. (1892) 209 Inspect the thing more nearly. 1825 SCOTT
Talism. xvi, His liveries, his cognizance, his feats of
arms.. were nearly watched.

f b. With close attention or great care. Obs.

1554-9 Songs ff Ball. Phil. $ Mary (Roxb.) 4 He shall.,

the fyne flowr from the bran nerly syfft. a 1693 Urqithart s
Rabelaism. x\. 332 Narrowly.precisely, and nearly garbelled.

O. Parsimoniously ; frugally, rare.

1591 GREENE Conny Catch. 9 Hauing some xx. markes in

his purse, long in gathering, and neerelie kept. 1673 RAY
Joitrn. Low C. 396 They had rather live nearly than take
much pains.

2. With close kinship, relationship, or con
nexion

;
in close intimacy.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. i. n Vs, whom it pleased
him more nereli and more familiarly to draw together to
himself. 1646 MAYNE Serm. Unity 27 The most united,
happyest, neerliest allyed people in the world. 1689 POPPLE
tr. Locke s ist Let. Toleration L. s. Wks. 1727!. 240 Which
things are nearlier related to the Government of the Magis
trate than the other. 1753 JOHNSON Adventurer No. 84
F 2 To be nearly acquainted with the people of different

countries can happen to very few. 1845 TRENCH Huls.
Led. Ser. i. i. i Discourses which should more or less nearly
have to do with the . . vindicating that Truth. 1874 CAR
PENTER Ment. Phys. \. iv. (1879) 167 A lady nearly con
nected with the writer.

3. In a special degree or manner ; particularly.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 177 Spide in a

freende it toucheth him neerely. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \. \. 287
It is not little I haue to say, Of what most neerely apper-
taines to vs both. 1642 CHAS. I Answ. 19 Propos. 24 Those
Treaties in which We are neerlyest concerned- 1729 SWIFT
Let. to Pope 31 Oct., This. .1 only mention, because it so

nearly touches myself. 1788 PRIESTLEY Led. Hist., Ess.
Ednc. p. xxxi, Every man is nearly interested in the con
duct of his superiors. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Brooke Farm
I 5 A piece of news which nearly concerned the interests of
our village.

4. At, within, or from, a short distance; closely
in respect of place or position.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hitsb. iv. (1586) 174 b, And

neighbour like their houses nearely stand. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. iv. ii. 67, I doubt some danger do s approach you I

neerely. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. fy Commiu. 39 The Sea.
..a Soveraigne . . bulwarke to that Nation that is neerliest

situated unto it. 1773-83 HOOLE Orl. Fur. vi. 417 When
now more nearly to the walls he drew,.. He left the plain
and beaten path. 1827 SOUTHEY Ptnins. War II. 769
Three days elapsed before the invaders again approached

NEARNESS,
the works of the allies so nearly. 1853 FELTON Fam. Lett.
x. (1865) 95, I was well pleased with such an opportunity of

seeing him more nearly.

fig. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 49 The former doth
more neerely, or immediately cause the effect, a 1731
ATTERBURY (J.), They are diligent to observe whatever may
nearly or remotely blemish it.

fb. Closely (upon one) ; straitly. Obs.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 98 They pursuyng the French
men, in their flight did so nerely folow them into their
holde [etc.]. 1587 R. HOVENDEN in Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 221

Expences. . which pinch us very neerlye. 1627 MAY Lucan
ix. (1631) 129 Neerely hugging woe She feedes on teares.

5. Closely in respect of agreement or similarity.
1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. 7 That which shall

neereliest agree with that I said before. 1638 Juttius Paint.
Ancients 343 Making a new difference between two neerely
resembling brothers. 1656 SANDERSON Serrtt. (1689) 377 He
is best pleased with those that nearliest resemble him.

1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 10 The age of iron corresponded
more nearly with that of the beech tree. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 183 The Euthydenuts is.. that in which
he approaches most nearly to the comic poet.

6. With close approximation or near approach
(to some state or condition, etc.)
1606 SHAK& Ant. Sf Cl. \\. ii. 91 As neerely as I may, lie

play the penitent to you, a 1615 DONNE Ess. (1651) 95 God,
which cannot be known by his own Name, may nearlyest by
the names and prosperity of his. 1827 KEBLE Chr. y.,
Morning xvi, To live more nearly as we pray. 1855 MAC
AU LAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 718 As nearly prime minister as

any English subject could be under a prince of William s

character.

b. Within a (very) little
; almost, all but.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. i. 92 Made neerly stiff enough.
Ibid. 107 Till the Water is neerly consumed. 1750 JOHN
SON Rambler No. 4 F2 This kind of writing, .is to be con
ducted nearly by the rules of comic poetry. 1766 GOLDSM.
Vic. \*/. xviii, I languished here for nearly three weeks. 1800
FOSTER in Life 4- Corr. (1846) I. 125 Years nearly lost to my
own happiness. 18*3 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Mt. Blanc 21 It

was nearly six o clock. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 54, 1..
was very nearly making a blunder.

C. Not . . nearly^ nothing like.

1811 COLERIDGE in Southey Life Andrew Bell (1844) II.

646, I have not received nearly one-halfof the subscriptions.

1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 261, I do not

employ irrigation nearly so frequently as formerly.

Nea rmost, a. dial. [i. NEAR A.] Nearest.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 176/15 Nermost, proximus. 1876
Mid-Yorksh. Gloss, s.v. Nearder, When contact in person
is implied, then the superlatives are Nearmost [etc.].

Nearness (niounes). Also 5-6 nerenes(se,
6-7 nearenesse, neere- neer-. [f. NEAR a. -t-

-NESS.] The state, fact, or quality of being near.

1. Close kinship or relationship.
1444 Reg. Mag. Sig. (1882) 63/2 For naturale affection

[and] nerness of kyn and blude. 1539 CROMWRLL in Merri-
man Life &amp;lt;V

Lett. (1902) II. 187 The mater cannot be con
cluded without the Bishop of Romes despensacion for

nerenes of blod. 1605 VERSTECAN Dec. Intell. ii. (1628) 29
Betweene that and this, here is no neerenesse of amnitie at

all. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 66 To tell what neernesse
in every kind is enough, is matter of great art. 173* BERKE
LEY Alciphr. v. 17 No regard being had to merit, .or near
ness of blood. 1786 BURKE Art. agst. W. Hastings Wks.
1842 II. 131/2 From proximity of situation and nearnessof

connexion, [he] was likely to have any intelligence con

cerning his female relations from the best authority, a 1859
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 99 If nearness of blood alone
were to he regarded. 1878 J. P. Horps Rel. fy Mor. Lect.

xix. 61 His nearness to God as a son was a nearness we also

might enjoy.
b. Close intimacy or friendship.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. ii. 127 Besides our neerenesse to

the King in loue, Is neere the hate of those loue not the

King. 1647-8 COTTEEELL Dai ila s Hist. France (1678) 9
The king received him into the same nearness as before.

i68i-6J. SCOTT Chr, |/fr(x747)lILlo5lBthat Nearnessand

Intimacy, he could not but have a most perfect Knowledge
of him. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. i. i, He still has held him In

more especial Nearness to his Heart. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr.
Poems 73 But has love with knowledge grown, does nearness

bind more nearly?
2. Proximity in space. Also^.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Connn. 399 b, This countrie was

linked unto them in great amitie,..for the nerenes therof.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 37 The nearness to it, gives

motion, heat, and lightness. 1756 BURKE Svbl. $ B. iv. iii,

In proportion to the nearness of the cause, and the weakness
of the subject. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Set. fy Art II.

771
Their nearness to each other must be increased or

diminished according to. .the shade required. iSsoTENNY.
SON In Mem. cxvii, That out of distance might ensue Desire

of nearness. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. 264 The house

itself had every good in it, except nearness to a stream.

3. Close resemblance or similarity.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hnsb. m. (1586) 152 Hogs flesh

..hath such a nearenesse and agrement with our bodies.

i64 BEDELL Lett. i. 39 The neernesse of my name to one

Master William Bidulph. 1681 Whole Duty Nations 14

United by nearness of Manners, Customs, and Disposition.

1864 PL-SEY Lect. Daniel (1876) 131 Media was allied to

Persia . . by nearness of language.
b. Close approximation (to accuracy).

1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. v. xii. 73 To come to_a
necessary nearness at first, [is] far surer than by uncertain

guessing. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab. 178 Pointing out,

with great nearness, the law which regulates the mortality
of large masses of people.

4. Parsimony, niggardliness ; frugality.

1584 LODGE Alarum agst. Usurers (Shaks. Soc.) 77 Some
terme it thriftinesse, some neernesse, but in plaine tearmes,

it is usurie. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy
Commit: (1603) 238

He being so percimonious and sparing in his expences, that

from this his nearenesse [etc.]. 1677 Govt. Venice 188 The



NEAR-SIGHTED.
Greeks, .eat Fish for Luxury, whereas the Venetian does it

for Nearness. 1856 in Thornbury Turner (1862) II. 180 It

was., the nearness that is capable of life-long self-sacrifice.

f 5. Importance, consequence. Obs. rare&quot;*
1
.

1679 Establ. Test 2 In a Concern of so common and uni
versal Nearness.

Near-sighted, a.
[f. NEAR a. + SIGHT sb,

Cf. Icel. nsersynn, Da. n%rsynett Sw. narsynt^
1. Having distinct vision only of near objects ;

unable to see clearly at a distance; short-sighted.
1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2103/4 He is about 17 years old, ..

near sighted. 1733 Pres. St. Russia II. 63 Being lame,
near-sighted, pitted with the Small-Pox. 1775 MME.
D ARBLAY Early Diary 3 Apr., He is so near-sighted, that
he peers in every body s face a minute or two before he
knows them. 1833 J. RENNIE Alph. Angling 17 The form
of the eye in fishes proves that they are all very near-sighted.
1890 F. W. ROBINSON Very Strange Fain. 146 Lewis..
peered at me in his old near-sighted way.
fig. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. 42 He had a

near-sighted mind. 1864 DASENT Jest $ Earnest (1873) II.

41 Let our philology.. rather be near-sighted than far

fetched. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser n. 349 Learn not to
be near-sighted in history.

2. Close, careful.

1828 MOIR Mamie Waitch vi, I found myself.. well in

structed in the tailoring trade, to which I had paid a near

sighted attention.

Hence Near-sightedness.
1811 Malone s Bosivclt I. 360 Alluding, no doubt, to his

nearsighted ness. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 41 III.

155 He was informed that nearsightedness was almost un
known among them. 1884 E. P. ROE Nat. Ser. Story ix,
The result of near-sightedness.

Wease, obs. variant of NESE, nose.

Neashness, obs. form of NESHNESS.

Neast(e, dial, variants of mist, NEXT.

Neast(lingt obs. forms of NEST(LING.
Neat (n/~t), sb. Forms : i n6at (neet, 2 niatt),

i
, 3-4 net, 3-6 neet, 3-7 nete (4 nett, 5 nette, 6

neette, neyte), 6-7 neate, 6- neat. [OK. ntat

neut. = OFris. nat, naet^ OS. *nfo (MDu. noof},
OMG. noz (obs. or dial. Germ, nosz, nos}, ON. naut
NOWT (Norw. nattt, S\v. not, Da. nod} : OTeut.
*nautom, f. naut- ablaut-variant of neut- to enjoy
or possess, OE. ntotan : cf. NAIT sb. and f. 1

]

1. sing. An animal of the ox-kind ;
an ox or

bullock, a cow or heifer. Now rare.
c 8*5 Vesp. Psalter Ixxii. 23 Swe swe neat geworden ic

earn, c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past C. xiv. 80 Da breost
3zs neates. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 940 A net, and a got, and a

sep. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 261 lohan most gentil of

alle, The prys nete of Piers plow, c 1400 Yivaine ff Gaw.
252 His hevyd..was als grete Als of a rowncy or a nete.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 354/2 Neet
; beest, bos. 1573 TUSSER

Hitsb. (1878) 77 [He] may well kill a neate and a sheepe of
his owne. &amp;lt;zx66x FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 203 In the

concave of a horse or neat s footing. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.

Agric. (1681) 329 Neat^ a Heifer, or any of the kind of
Beeves. 1895 AIoRRis in Mackail Life (1899) II. 318 A
savage Bull.., he was a gallant-looking neat.

2. (\pl. or) collect. Cattle.

4:825 Vesp. Psalter xxxv. 7 Men & neat hale Su does

dryhten. c 1000 Boeth. Metr. xx. 249 Se
f&amp;gt;as

foldan gesceop,
& hi gefylde \&amp;gt;&. .neatacynnum. ^1131 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1131 Micel orfcwalm .. on nast & on swin. 1205
LAY. 369 Children & hinenpaurenetesculen ^emen. ^1250
Gen. $ Ex. 3712 De lond is god, ful oferf and of netes brod.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3019 His fadir slow bath schep and net.

4:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 172 Prestis also..bien
schep and

neet. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 55 He..toke there xxxvj. heede
of nete. 1533 Goodly Primer, Matins Ps. viit, As flocks of

sheep, all herds of neat. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) no Be
suer thy neat haue water and meat. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T.

i. ii. 125 The Steere, the Heyefer, and the Calfe, Are all

caH d Neat. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ff P. 329 Their

Neat, though small are sleek and well-liking. 1707 MOR
TIMER Husb. (J.), Set it in rich mould, with neats dung and
lime. 1802 W. FORSYTH Fruit Trees xxiii. (1824) 331
Rotten neats-dung is the best dressing that you can give it.

1867 MORRIS Jason i. 241 The herdsmen drave Full oft

to Cheiron woolly sheep, and neat.
Comb, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 354/2 Neet Dryvare, armen-

tarins. 1894 ATKINSON Old Whitby 21 The unromantic
homeliness of the neat-stalls.

b. Used appositively, in neat cattle.

1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 60 Two hundred sheep
and fifty head of Neat Cattle. 1753 Scots Mag. Nov. 540/2
Drawn by oxen or neat cattle. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract.

Agric. I. 378 Sheep, horses, and even every kind of neat

cattle. 1871 YEATS Groivth Comm. 339 Neat cattle were
sent to France in large numbers.

Ifeat (n/t), a. and adv. Also 6-7 neate, nete.

[ad. AF. neit, net, F. net - Prov. net, nedt Sp.

neto, It. netto, for *nedo : L. nitid-um (cf. Pg.

nedeo\ f. nitere to shine.]
In i7th c. examples the precise sense intended is not

always clear.

A. adj. I. f 1. Clean ;
free from dirt or im

purities. Also const, from. Obs.

154* UDALL Erasm. A/&amp;gt;oph. (1877) 62 His mainor place

being in euery corner verie neat and clene. 1579 TOMSON
Calvin s Serm. Tim. 244/2 [They] must shewe them seines

neate and cleane from the faultes which S. Paule condemn-
eth here. 1626 BACON Sylva 46 Mince the two Capons.
.. Put them into a large neat Boulter. 1632 LITHCOW Trav.

v. 184 Linnen cloth, that will not burne being cast into the

fire, but serveth to make it neate and white.

t b. Denoting freedom from disease. Cbs. rare- .

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 226 Euery ship had a neat Patent

to shew that those places from whence they came were free

from the infection.
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1 2. Clear, bright. Obs.

159 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 119 Fresh springing wells, as
cnnstall neate. 1668 CCLPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat.
m. xi. 154 A Membrane., wherewith it is covered, and shines
with a neat color. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. r.

133 This stone is very hard, looks like a kind of Porphyriej
and is very neat when polished. 1797 Encycl. Brit. &amp;lt;ed. 3)
VII. 764/1 The sand., was peculiarly adapted to the making
of glass, as being neat and glittering.
3. Of liquors: Pure, unadulterated; spec, not
mixed with water, undiluted.
1579 LVLY Enphues (Arb.) 191 The Wine that runneth on

the lees, is not therefore to be accompted neate bicause it

was drawne of the same peece. 1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl.
80 Thou didst drink wine both pure and neate. 1686 tr.

Chardin s Trav. Persia 124 She saw me mix water with
my wine,, .she and her women drank it neat. 1712 STEELE
Spect. No. 264 ? 5 The Hogsheads of Neat Port came safe.

1762 LLOYD Poet. Wks, (1774) II. 6 Will you pour out to

English^ swine, Neat as imported, old Greek wine? 1815
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 68 Accustomed to drink neat spirits.
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour \. 359/2, I was obliged to
drink rum ; it wouldn t ha done to ha drunk the water neat.
1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Bitttcrjly i, I should take a
small glass of brandy neat.

f fig. 1860 O. \V. HOLMES Prof. Break/. -t. vi, A remark . .

is not .. to be taken neat
1

, but watered with the ideas of
common sense. 1887 Brit. Weekly 5 Aug. 219/2 They could
take the truth neat, so to speak.

b. So of other substances, rare.

1651 R. CHILD in Hartlitfs Legacy (1655) 53 If one take

pure
neat Honey, and ingeniously clarifie and scum and

boyl it. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trar. 385 Grains
of gold, absolute gold, pure and neat. 1885 W. L. CAR
PENTER Soap % Candles 174 The soap . . may. .be put in the
1 neat state direct into the cooling-boxes.

t c. Of a language : Pure. Obs. rare - 1
.

1686 tr. Charditfs Trait. Persia 378 They speak Persian,
more or less neat, as the people are more or less at a distance
from Shiras.

4. I1 ree from any reductions ; clear, net.

1599 HAKLUYT I oy. II. 200, 600,000 ducates of golde neat
and free of all charges. 1670 PETTUS Fodinx Reg, 19
Paying the King the eighth part neat. 1685 SIR W. PETTY
Will p. vii, I have of neat profits out of the lands . . nooA
per ann. 1714 STEELE Lover No. 24 (1727) i42.The Brother s

Estate . . when cleared would not be a neat Thousand a Year.

1747 W. HORSLEY /&quot;(?&amp;gt;/ (1748) II. 150 The Commander has

..Two-Eighths of the neat Produce of every Prize, a 1790
ADAM SMITH IV. N. i. ix. (1869) I. mi It is this surplus
only which is neat or clear

profit. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit.
India II. v. iv. 457 He offered to give a neat sum, to coyer
all expenses. 1887 Daily News 28 June 2/5 Sheep trade im

proved and prices higher, especially for prime neat weights.

tb. Unbroken, complete. Obs. rare \

1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5360/9 All the.. French Wines are
neat and entire parcels.

C. Exact, precise. Now dial.

1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 58 If the Endorser cannot meet
with a Remitter, for the Neat and precise Sum. 1755
MAGENS Insurances I. 69 This is the sum whereon the Re
partition ought to be made; all the particular Goods
bearing their neat Proportion. 1875 PARISH Sussex Diet.,
Tis ten rod neat, no more and no less. 1894 IAN MAC-
LAREN Brier Bush 201 It cam tae the hundred neat.

II. f5. Of persons : Inclined to refinement

or elegance ; finely or elegantly dressed
;
trim or

smart in apparel. Obs.

1546 HEYWOOD Preucrbs (ityj) 140 Like one of fond fancie

so fine and so neate, That would have better bread than is

made of wbeate. 1579 LYLY E-uphws (Arb.) n8_Be not

curious to curie thy haire, nor carefull to be neat in thine

apparel. 1609 B. JOSSON SiL Worn. i. i, Still to be neat,

still to bedrest, As you were going to a feast. 1655 VAUGHAS
Silex Scint. n. Proindence iii. (1858; 167, I, like flowers,

shall still go neat As if I knew no month but May.

t b. Of dress: Elegant, trim. Obs. rare.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 191 Deckt in neat attire.

1695 KENNETT Paroch. Antiq. Gloss. s.v. Garba* A neat or

handsome garb.

f6. Of women: Trim, smart. Obs.

Possibly with more or less implication of sense 5.

&quot;559
** Mag * Dk. Clarence xliv, Matched with a

mayden nete. 1607 TOPSELL Fo:ir-f. Beasts (165%) 354 This

your neat Bride is one of the Enipma called Lamiae. 1656
R. FLETCHER tr. Martial v. ii, Ye Matrons, Boyes, and

Virgins neat, To you my Page I dedicate.

7. Characterized by elegance of form or arrange

ment, with freedom from all unnecessary additions

or embellishments ;
of agreeable but simple appear

ance; nicely made or proportioned.
In early use the handsomeness of the thing appears to be

the more prominent idea,

a. of towns, buildings, etc.

1540-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. cxxu. 3 O thou Jerusalem full

faire ; . . much like a Citie neat. 1601 B. JOHSON Poetaster

in. i, Here s a most neate fine street, is t not? 1630 M.

GODWYN tr. Bp. Hereford s Ann,
E&amp;gt;tg.

(1675) 65 Hampton
Court, the neatest pile of all the King s houses, a 1661

FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 112 Many neat houses and

pleasant seats there be in this county. 17x7 BERKELEY

Jrnl, Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 522 The gardens are neat,

spacious, and kept in good order. 1773 JOHNSON Let. to

Mrs. Thrale 25 Aug., We lay at Montrose, a neat place.

1806 Gazetteer Scotl. 302/1 A neat and commodious man-
j

sion-house. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. \. xv, It was made
neater by there really being two halls in the house.

b. in general use.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 393 When I thinke vpon thy
neate proportion. 1601 R. CHESTER Lm&amp;gt;e s Mart.* Coi ipt.

&amp;gt;

(1876)6 HerFeete.. Are neat and litletodelight theeye. 1669

STURMV Mariner s Mag. n. ii. S3 You must have . . Sets of

Steel Letters . . ,
with a neat Hammer to use with them. 1710

HEARNECV/*-/. (O. H. S.) III. 43 Mr. Aubrey, .writ a neat

Hand. 1781 COWPER Cottversat. 239 In a focus round and

NEAT.
neat, Let nil your rays of information meet. 1833 J. HOLLAND J/aww/ Metal II. 244 An agate style, ground and
polished to a smooth neat point. 1858 MRS. CARLYLE Lett.
II. 393 What our livery-stable keepers call a neat fly. 1888
Miss BRADDON Fatal Three i. ii, The furniture was neat
absol. 1871 LOWELL Pope Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 48 It

seems to me that Pope had a sense of the neat rather than
of the beautiful.

c. spec, of wool : (see quot.).
1884 W. S. B. M^LAREN Spinning 19 Fine [wool] from tbe

shoulders ; neat, from the middle of the sides and back.

8. a. Of language or style : Well selected or

expressed ; esp. brief, clear, and to the point ;

cleverly or smartly put or phrased.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 2 Aptnesse of words

and sentences respecting that they be neate and choicely
picked, ifizr in Crt. $ Times of Jas. I (1848) II. 277, I

have heard extraordinary- commendation made of a neat
speech by one Pym. 1687 EVKLYN Diary 27 Feb., A very
quaint neate discourse of moral righteousnesse. 1706
HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 165 A neat Answer made to
his Paper. 1784 COWPER Task m. 278 Though the stile be
neat, 1 he method clear, the argument exact. 1830 MAC-
AULAY Let. in Trevelyan Life (1876.1 I. 196 A clear and neat
statement of the points in controversy. 1865 TVLOR Early
Hist. Man. \. u, I am not sure that the simpler Hottentot
version is not the neater of the two.

b. Of preparations, esp. in cookery : Dainty,
elegant, tasteful.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 48 Ami. How Angell-Iike be
sings? Gin. But his neate Cookerie? 1634 SIR T. HKK-
UKRT Trav. 51 A very neat and curious Banquet. 1668-9
Pi.i-ys Diary 26 Feb., Had a mighty neat dish of custards
and tarts, a 1682 Sin T. BKOWNE Misc. Tracts (1684) 10
The Camphyre that we use is a neat preparation of the
.same. 1731 BoUHGBROKE in Swiffs Lett. (1766) II. 127
You keep servants and horses, and frequently give little

neat dinners. 1799 UNDERWOOD Diseases Children (ed. 4)
I. 55 A few grains of magnesia, .forms a much neater medi
cine. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 248 The male
[fouls] making the best roast, and the female the neatest boil.

c. Cleverly contrived or executed; involving

special accuracy or precision.
1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanse x. H iij b, The Orbes celes

tial] Will daunce Kemps ligge. They le revel with neate

iumps. 1625 MASSINGKR New Way\. i. Was it not a rare
trick, .to make the deed nothing ? I can do twenty neater.

1675 A. BROWNE App,Art Limning 10 R.uber make choice
of a good Free and Bold Following of Nature, then to affect

an extreme Neat way. 1846 GREENER Sci, Gunnery 150
The neatest part of the process consists in the joining of
the points of the two rods. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi.

III. 90 A neater specimen of legislative workmanship. 1865
DICKENS Mnt. Fr. \. iv, This was a neat and happy turn to

give the subject.

0. a. Of persons (and animals): Inclined to

cleanliness or tidiness.

1577 tr. Bnltinger s Decades (1592) 154 Let euery young
man be neate, not nastie. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, \\, iv. 502
Wherein is he. .neat and cleanly, but tocarue a Capon, and
eat it? 1617 MORYSON /tin. n. 46 He was very neat, loving
clenlinesse both in apparrell and diet. 1670 BROOKS Wks.
(1867) VI. 441 The neatest person may sometimes slip into

a slough. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 16 P 2 He was remark

ably neat in his dress. 1802 PA LEY Nat. Theol. xv. (1817)

132 Inhabiting dirt, it is, of all animals, the neatest. 1885
Miss BRADDON Wyllartfs Weird I. j. 14 He was neat and
methodical In all small matters. 1898 Cable 9 Apr. 231/1
A neat farmer is easily distinguished by his fences.

transf. 1650 BULWER Anthropomct. 121 Finding one
haire in a platter of meat, they will not touch it. . .So strict

are they in their neat Superstition.

b. Exhibiting skill and precision in action or

expression.
1612 SEI.DEN Illustr. Drayton s Poly-olb. iv. 215 Your

more neat judgements . . rather make it symbolical! than

truely proper, a 1623 FLETCHER Wifefor Month \. ii. Men.
To be a villain is no such rude matter. Cam. No, if he be
a neat one. 1684 tr. Agrippas Van. Arts liv. 148 In Dis

course, the Italians are grave, . . the Spaniards neat, . . the

French quick and ready. 1806 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Tristia

Wks. 1812 V. 337 You paint so sweetly Love s alarms The
neat Historian of their charms.

1O. Put or kept in good order, tidy.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. iv. i. 117 Now my spruce com

panions,
Ls all readie, and all things neate? 1718 LADY M.

W. MONTAGU Let. to C^less Bristol 10 Apr., The exchanges
are all noble buildings . . and kept wonderfully neat. 1745
De Foe s Eng. Tradesman I. xxxi. 311 A tradesman s

books should always be kept clean and neat. 1794 MRS.
RADCUFFE Myst. Udolpho v, They met with simple but neat

accommodation. 1865 Miss YONGE Clever Woman I. 296
The hair and dress, though always neat, and still as simply

arranged as possible. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer
\. 14 Everything is very neat about him and very quiet.

II. slang. In ironical use : Rare, fine.

1827 T. CREF.VEY in C. Papers (1904) II. 138 So much for

my new friend ! Is he not a neat one ? 1828 Ibid. 186 His
wife seems to have been quite as neat an article as his sister.

12. Comb., as ntat-faced, -fingered^ -footed,

-limbed ;
also NEAT-HANDED.

1641 MILTON Animadr. Wks. 1851 III. 200 Doubtlesse the

neat finger d Artist will answer yes. 1747 M?m. Nntrebian
Crt. II. 252 The neat-limbed Nugmeg suckling the infant.

1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. OldMargate Hoy, Thy neat-fingered

practice in the culinary vocation. 1844 Ln. HOUGHTON Pnlm
Leaves 100 That bright-eyed and neat-limbed boy. 1870
BRYANT Iliad I. ix. 293 For the sake Of his neat-footed

bride. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xlii, The pale, neat-faced

copying clerk.

B. adv. Neatly.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 195 Its head was much bigger and

neater shap d. 1755 f. SHEBBEARF. Lydia. (1769) II. 53 She

was dressed extremely neat, without show or ostentation.

1784 COWPER Task n\. 423 The rest .. be disposes neat At



NEAT.

measured distances. 1822 J. PLATTS Bk. Citriosities 752 To
lay their colour or ink neater on the paper. 1840 DICKENS

Old C, Shop xvi, I think I could do it neater than you.

b. Comb., as neat-bound, -cut
t -dressed, -polished.

1729 SAVAGE Wanderer v. 43 Neat polish d mansions rise

in prospect gay. 1757 DYER Fleece in. Poems (1761) 138

The neat-dress d housewives .. Come tripping on. 1782
PENNANT Journ. Chest, to Land, 127 Moxhull hall, the neat-

dressed seat of Mr. Hacket. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. n.

Thoughts on Books, To be strong-backed and neat-bound is

the desideratum of a volume, a 1852 MOORE Case of Libel

x, A cloven hoof, Through a neat-cut Hoby smoking out.

Neat, v. Now rare or Obs. [f. prec.]

1. trans, (and tntr.) To make neat; f to clean.

1574 HELLOWES Gncuaras Fam. Ep. (1577) 356 It shall be

more expedient, to neate and purge the snuffers, than to

snuffe the candels. ? 1579 MOSTGOMERIE Misc. Poems
xlviii. 101 Our bottismen our geir perfytlie neits. 1581 MUL-
CASTER Positions xl. (1887) 231 The houres before learning
. .are to be bestowed, vpon either neating of the bodie, or

solacing of the minde. a 1658 DURHAM Exp. Revelation vi.

(1680) 32 A girdle, .was used for neating the long robe. 1736
PEGGE A Iph. Kentichms s.v., She neats about , i.e. she goes
about the house, making things neat and clean.

2. trans. To clear, net (a sum).

1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. I. 246 It would have neated

only 2d a foot. 1803 Trans. Soc. Arts XXI. 120 These
have . . neated fully eighteen pounds ten shillings an acre.

Neate, obs. form of NEAT $b.

Neateil (nf-t n), v. [-EX 5.] To make neat.

1898 Sun 23 Apr. 4/1 The neck is neatcned with a collar-

band and tabbed collar.

t Nea-tery. Obs. [f. NKAT sb. + -ERY.] A
place for cattle.

1647 HAWARD Crown Rev. 30 TheNeatery. . .Seven Yeo
men Purveyor of Oxen, Mutton, Veale, Lambe, &c.

Neath (nfj&amp;gt;),/r#.
dial, and poet. Also neath.

[Aphetic for ANEATH.] Beneath.

1787 TAYLOR Poems 25 (E. D. D.), Grannie s crown fu well

he claw d, An&quot;neath herkirtle. 1824 MACTAGGART Gd/&?Z Mf.

Encycl. 352 Tykes wad bask..neath the auld arm-chair.

1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 54 Had I seen neath a face of

mercy Hell s particular malice mask d. 1887 P. M CNEILL
Blawearie 177 One of the pair caught him by the feet, the

other neath the armpits.

Neat-handed, a. [NEAT &amp;lt;?.] Having a neat

or deft manner of handling things ;
dexterous.

1632 MILTON L&quot;Allegro 86 Their savory dinner . . Which
the neat-handed Phillis dresses. 1832 Hr. MARTINEAU Homes
Abroad i. 4 A neat-handed dairy-maid. 1845 Peter Parley s

Ann. VI. 195 Bracelets for the neatest-handed of her nymphs.
1877 MRS. FORRESTER Mignon I. 5 Neat-handed Phillis and
a coadjutor served tea and coffee.

Hence Neat-ha ndedness.
1839 URE Diet, Arts 218 The French with all their in

genuity and neat-handedness. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 533
The French doctor had praised her skill and neat-handedness.

Neather, obs. Sc. f. NEITHER, obs. f. NETHER.

Neatherd (nrtjhaid). Also 4-5 neet-, 4, 6

net-, 6 nete-. [f.
NEAT sb. + HERD sb.-] One

who has the care of neat cattle, a cowherd.

1382 WVCLIF Amos vii. 14 Y am not a prophete, ..but

a neet heerde Y am. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 161 The lores-

man of the Schepherdes, And ek of hem that ben netherdes.

c 1440 Promp, Parv. 354/2 Neet Hyrde, bnbulcus. a 1540
BARNES Wks. (1573) 190/1 Hee..went to the kinges Nete-
herdes house, and there desired lodginge. 1577-87 HOLIX-
SHED Chron. III. 1045/1 The sheepe will obeie theshepheard,
and the neat be ruled by the neatheard. 1603 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. fy Cotnmw, 233 Vpon the mountains dwell neat-herds

and sheapheards. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. in. xxix. (1713)

253 More like to the blowing of a Neatherd s or Swineherd s

Horn than to the sound of a Trumpet. 1725 BRADLEY Fam.
Diet. s.v. Scabbed heels ,

If the Disease returns,, .apply the

Neatherds Ointment. 1761 HUMK Hist. Eng. I. ii. 44 A
neatherd, who had been entrusted with the care of some of

his cows. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xxxv, A bull, .compelled

by the neat-herd from the road which he wishes to go. 1878
ADDY Mem. BeauchiefAbbey 53 note^ These may have been
..huts for the neatherds.

fig. 1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 842 The Pope, who is his

Neatheard heere vpon earth.

Hence Nea tlierdess, a female neatherd.

1648 HERRICK Hesper. t Neatherds, Hark how can I now
expresse My love unto my Neatherdesse. 1885 A. DOBSON
Sign ofLyre 203 Whither away, fair Neat-herdess ?

Nea thniost, a. Sc. Also neith-, neth-. [f.

NK.VTH + -MOST; cf. NETHEMEST.] Lowest.

1790 MORISON Poems 27 (E. D. D.), Garter height the
neith most clout Is banged wi awfu force. 1850 BUCKH
/K&chylns I. 93 How? Thou who sittest on the neathmost
bench, Speak st thus to me? 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny
Gibb xiv. 106 The vera nethmost shall o the lamp s dry.

Nea t-hotise. Also neats . [f. NEAT sb. Cf.

Da. dial, nods for nbdkus.~\
1. A house or shed in which cattle are kept.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 354/2 Neet howse, boscar. 1600

SURFLET Countrie Farme iv. iii. 634 The best and purest
dung that you can find in your neathouse. i6isMANwooo
Lawes Forest xxiv. 242 Any Swine-house, Neat-house, or

Sheepe-house. 1806 BLOOMFIELD Wild Flowers 43 Sue
round the Neathouse squalling ran. 1825 Let it alone^c.
in Honlston Tracts (Brit. Mus.) I. xiv. 5, I must not put off

. . building a neat-house.

2. A locality near Chelsea Bridge, where there

was a celebrated market-garden. Also //.
1632 MASSINGER City Madam in. i, The neat-house for

musk-melons, and the gardensWhere we traffic for asparagus.
1663 Clarke Papers (Camden) IV. 305 In a garden by the
neats howse. 1696 Land. Gaz. No. 3162/4 A Messuage and
14 Acres ofGarden ground at the Neathouses, Westminster.

1721 HRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 184 The first, which
are Kitchen Gardens,. .are those at the Neat-Houses near

58

Tuttle.fields, Westminster. 1761 Land, fy Environs V. 24.

1804 EARL LAUDERDALK Public Wealth Hi. 132 note, The
produce of the soil at the Neat-houses before mentioned.
attrib. 1727 S. SWITZER Pract. Card. Pref. n The prac

tice of our Neathouse-men and Gardiners.

Neatify (nf-tifai), v. Now rare or Obs. Also

6 netify, 7 -fie. [f. NEAT a. + -(I)PY.] trans.

To make neat, to purify. Hence Nea tiiying.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. n With Wines delaied, neatified,

and guelded, as it were, by passing thorow an Ipocras
bag. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad n. Comm. 34 That which he

addeth is onelie the worke of a woman, to netifie and polish.

1684 BAXTER One Thing Nee. Pract. Wks. 1830 _X. 424 Did
Christ or his apostles spend their time . . neatifying their

bodies, or such like? 1826 POI.WHELE Trad, % Recoil.

I. v. 161 The internal decoration, or rather neatifying of the

Church, was at length accomplished.

tNea tish, a. Obs. rare 1
. In 3 netisse.

[f.
NEAT sir. + -isn 1

.] Resembling cattle.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 pe shepisseand be netisse men
be5 under cristes Jwalshipe.

f Neat-land. Obs. rare -. [For OE. gentat-
land\ see GKXEAT.] (See quot.)
1672 BLOUNT Law Diet., Neatland, land let or granted

out to the Yeomanry.

Neatly (nrtli), adv. [f. NEAT a. + -Lv2.]
In a neat manner or style.

1. So as to present a neat appearance; in a

nicely finished way.
1577 ^ GOOGE HeresbacWs Hnsb. iv. (1586) 187 If their

woorkmanship bee neately, and equally wrought. 1660 F.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 75 They wear .. pumps very
neatly made. 1712-4 POPE Rape Lock n. 38 Twelve vast

French Romances, neatly gilt. 1784 COWPER Task n. 5^7
There closely braced And neatly htted, it .. binds the

shoulders flat. iSigSiiELLEY Peter Bcllydvu. viii, A gen
teel drive. .With sifted gravel neatly laid. iStioMRS. CAR-
LVLE Lett. III. 61 My clothes folded neatly up.
2. With neatness or tidiness (in dress, etc.).

1581 PKTTIE tr. Guazzds Civ. Corn), in. (1586) 172 b,

Neither take we anie great care to be serued honourable,
neatelie, and reuerentlie. 1601 SHAKS. All s Welli^. iii. 16

I will neiier trust a man againe, for keeping his sword

cleane, nor .. wearing his
a^parrell neatly. 1656 STANLEY

Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 235/1 Seeing a young man very neatly
dress d. 1735 BERKELEY Querist 60 Whether there be any
instance of a state wherein the people, living neatly and

plentifully, did not aspire to wealth?

3. With brevity, clearness, and point.
1570 Marriage Wit fy Set. n. iii. in Hazl. Dodslcy II. 346

Ah flattering quean, how neatly she can talk ! 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. Ep. Ded., In a matter

nothing doubtfull to vse needlesse proofes, as Tullie neatly
saith. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 54 Simonides expounded
this point somewhat neatlier. 1664 POWER E*p. Philos. 1. 10

How neatly Sir Theodore Mayhem delivers his Observation
of this Animal. 1724 WEBSTKD Wks. (1787) 378 Of Hyper
boles .. those are the best which are the neatiiest couched.

1884 Manch. Exam. 24 Nov. 6/1 It may be doubted whether
a ticklish point was ever put more neatly.

4. Cleverly, dexterously.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 252 To haue a boy..

neatly placed behind him vnder his large robes. 1665
MANLEY Grotiits Low C. Wars 341 Averring, that he onely
counterfeited a face of modesty, the more neatly to hide the

cruelty of his heart.
165(8

FRYER Ace. . India
&amp;lt;y

P. 88 A
notable Skirmish, .wherein they were neatly intrapp d. 1860
MOTLEY Netherl. ix. (1868) II. 35 The plan was neatly car
ried out. 1890 BAKER Wild Beasts I. 131 You naturally
wish to kill your animal neatly.
5. Comb, as neatly-finished^ -mcute, etc.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. iv. v, I am the neatlyest-
made gallant i the companie. 1681 CHETHAM Angler s

Vade-m. xxxvii. 2 (1689) 233 The very best and neatliesl

spun Hemp yarn. 1836-9 DICKENS S&. Boz, Parish vii,

There was a neatly-written bill in the parlour window. 1859
W, COLLINS Q, of Hearts ii, Little neatly-gloved hands.
1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on /&quot;/. n, ii, With the neatiiest finished

border.

Neatness (nrtnes). [f.
NEAT a. + -NESS.]

1. The quality or condition of being neat, in

various applications of the adj.
1555 EDEN Decades 138 It was so named for the neatenesse

and bewtifulnes therof. i593NoRDEN.S/. Brit. t Cornwall
(1728) 63 Ther is not a towne . . more comendable for neatnes
of buyldinges. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 120 There is a
wonderfull great difference between pure neatnesse and
curious affectation. 1682 Nonius literacies 97 Too much
Neatness will slide into Luxury and softness. 1741 RICHARD
SON Pamela II. 359, 1 was much pleas d with the Neatness of
the Good Woman. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 171
There is much geometrical neatness in the disposal of the

serpent s scales, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 584 She had
even neglected that neatness and cleanliness so becoming to

persons of her sex. 1867 A. DUNCAN Mem. W. Duncan 28
It was quite a model in respect of order and neatness and
freeness from weeds.

//. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes fy Leg. xx, She retained a
few of the mechanical neatnesses of her earlier years. 1859
MEREDITH R, Feverel xlii, Looking to their neatnesses.

b. In reference to language or style.

1548 PATTEN Exped. Scotl. Pref. a v, For the neatnes of

making and fynenes of sense. 1576 FLEMING tr. Cams Dogs
To Rdr., The elegantnes and neatnesse of his Latine phrase.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 407, I find . . such a gallantry
and neatness in your lines, that you may give the law of

lettering to all the world. 1685 COTTON \.r.Montaigne(i-jii]
I. xxxix. 354 Neatness of stile is no manly Ornament. 1824
L. MURRAY Eng. Gram, (ed. 5) I. 313 There is a peculiar
neatness in a sentence beginning with the conjunctive form
of a verb. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. u. II. xii. 311
Neither does neatness of expression affect us much.

2. Dexterity, smartness.
1862 STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xvi. 313 The neatness

with which the Philistine watchmen are outdone,

NEB.

t Nea treSS. Obs. [iireg. f. NEAT sb. + -ress

as in actress, etc.] A female neatherd.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. iv. xx. (1612) 96 The Neatresse,
longing for the rest, Did egge him on to tell [etc,]. 1621

LADY M. WROTH Urania 485 She was a Neatresse, and in

truth an neate one.

Neat s foot. [f.
NEAT rf.] The foot of an

ox, used as an article of food.

[1589 ?LYLY Pafpe iv. Hatchet B iv, Why shuld I feare

him that walkes on his neats-feete?] 1595 Eng. Tripe-wife
(1881) 149 Thy tripes were yong, thy neates feete fat and
faire. 1620 VENNER Via Recta iu. 70 The feete of a Bullocke
or Heifer, which we commonly call Neats feete. 1652
FRENCH Yorksh. Spa xiii. 101, I forbid all flesh that is very
salt, and fat, Bacon, Pork, N eats-feet, Tripes. lyzoSrRYPE
Stffivs Sum. I. i!. v, 89/2 Such as sell Tripe, Neats Feet,

Sheep s Trotters, &c. 1846 MRS. BIRCH Mrs. RundelCs
Dom. Cookery 108 Boil a pair of neat s feet very tender.

1862 DRAPER Ititell. Demi. Europe v. (1865) in His death
was in consequence of devouring a neat s foot raw.

b. attrib. in neat s-foot oil (t neat-foot, neafs-

feef), an oil obtained from the feet of neat cattle.

1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 445 Three spoonfull
of Neatefoot oyle. c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier s Dispens.
xiv. (1734) 273 It has a proportion of Neets-feet oil in it s

composition. 1787 HUNTER in Phil. Tratis. LXXVII. 389
Either hard fat or marrow, or fluid fat called Neat s-foot oil.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 734 The neatsfoot oil

prevents the varnish from being sticky. 1875 Ure s Diet.

Arts III. 450 The feet of oxen.. yield,
when boiled with

water, a peculiar fatty matter, which is known under the

name of neat s foot oil.

Neat s leather, [f.
NEAT sb.~\ Leather made

of the hides of neat cattle.

1530 PALSGR. 248/1 Neates ledder, cordovayn. 1558 WARDE
tr. Alexis Seer. (1568) 88 If you wil die Nettes leather or

Spanishe skinnes. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. \. \. 29 As proper
men as euer trod vpon Neats Leather. 1664 BL-TLER Hitd.

n. i. 224 Some have been . .kicked until they can feel whether
A Shoe be Spanish or Neat s Leather. 1794 W. FELTON

Carriages (1801) I. 215 The best leather is the Ox hide,

called Neat s leather. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. viii, Exchanging
a sheath of neat s leather for one of flesh and blood.

attrib. 1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) ri3 A tough and strong
neats-leather sack. 1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3694/4 A strong
Neats-leather Saddle and Bridle.

Neat s tongue, [f.
NEAT

sb.~\
An ox-tongue,

used as an article of food.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. \. L 112 Silence is onely commend
able In a neats tongue dri d. 1626 BACON Sylva 350
Smoake preserveth Flesh

;
As we see in Bacon and Neats-

Tongues. 1676 D URFEY Mme. Fickle n. i, Bid him get a

Bottle of Claret, and a Neat s Tongue ready. 1747-96 MRS.
GLASSE Cookery xviii. 289 Take a neat s tongue and boil it

till tender. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xix, The remains of a cold

capon and a neat s tongue. 1846 MRS. BIRCH Mrs. Run-
delFs Dom. Cookery 80 Some people like neat s tongues
cured with the root.

Neauer, neaver, obs. forms of NEVER.

Neave, obs. form of NIEVE.

Neavil, variant of NF.VEL v. dial.

t Nea ving. Obs. (See quot. and NEWINO.)
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. Diet. Rust., Neaving Yeast

or Harm. [Hence in Phillips (1706) and Bailey.]

Tfeay, obs. form of NEIGH v.

Neb (neb), so. Now chiefly north, and Sc. Also

i, 5-7 nebb, 2-7 nebbe. [OE. tifjtb (:-*#-)
neut. = ON. nef (stem nefj- ; Norw. nev, nsv,

Sw. naf) neut., related to MDu. nebbe fern, and

masc. (Du. nebbe, neb fern.), MLG. nebbe fern,

(hence Da. nsb neut, Sw. nabb, Norw. nebb

masc.). It is not clear whether the root *naf- is

the same as that of NAVE si. 1
}

I. 1. The beak or bill of a bird. Also trans/.

cjz$ Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) R 204 Rostrum, neb tiel

scipes caeh [Epinal celae]. a 1000 Pltcfnjx 299 Sindon ba

fibru hwit . . &
(&amp;gt;&amp;lt;et

nebb HxeS swa gtes obbe Rim. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. (Miirgaret) 598 pane com a dou ot

hewin fleand,. .& in be neb brocbt a cron. c i4ooMAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) viii.

ji
Ilk ane of bam bringes in baire nebbe.. a

braunche of olyue. CI45O HOLLAND Hmvlat 57 My neb is

netherit asa nok, I am bot ane Owle. 1535 Cox ERDALE OVy.
viii. ii She had broken of a leaf of an olyue tre, & bare it in

hir nebb. 1567 GOLDING Ovid s Met. viii. (1593) 199 Diana
. . Makes wings to stretch along their sides, and horned nebs

to stand Upon their mouthes. 1641 BEST Farm. fiks. (Sur-

tees) 123 The right side of the nebbe [of a swan]. 1745 tr.

Egede s Descr, Greenland vi. So Fishes.. with long Nebs
or Bills like Birds, a 1813 A. WILSON Disconsolate Wren
Poet. Wks. (1846) 98 Through the glen we took our flight,

And soon my neb I filled. 1831 JAS. WILSON Let. in J.

Hamilton Mem. iv. (1859) 135 The mother. .sits with her

neb generally open. 1883 W. K. PARKER Mammalian
Descent ii. 45 The thin horny layer still shows the neb

for breaking the egg-shells.

fig. 1721 KELLY Scot. 1 rinr. 390 You may dight your Neb
and flie up. . .You have ruined and undone your BusinesSj_and
now you may give over. 1828 Mom Mansic ll anch ii. 25

Imagining that nothing remained for them, but
_to dight

their nebs and flee up. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. v. ix. (1849)

235 If he were to throw a sheep s eye at you, and ye had a

neb in your heart to pick it up.
b. The mouth (of a person).

1611 SHAKS. WM. T. i. ii. 183 How she holds vp the Neb,
the Byll to him ! 1640 HROMK Sparagns Gar,/, in. ix, How

i kindly he kisses her ! and how feately she holds up the neb

i
to him ! 1867 WAL-GH Home Life vii. 62 A little, light-haired

lass, holding up her rosy neb to the soup-master. 1894

\

CROCKETT Raiders 391 Then Rab would comeoot, dichting

his neb frae the byre.

2. The nose; the snout of an animal.

c 1000 Laws /Elfrcii in Thorpe Laws 1. 94 if mon oSrum
ban nebof aslea, sebete him mid Ix scill. n MOO Voc, in Wr.-



NEBBED.

Wiilcker 290 NOSH, nosu. . . /ntcrnasuw, neb. a 1529 SKEL-
TON Sp. Parrot 418 The nebbis of a lyoii they make to trete
and trembyll. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dcut. cc. 1245 He
will not deceiue vs in his promises, nor holde vs downe with
our nebbes in the Water as they say. 1737 RAMSAY Sc. Prav.

(1750) 114 Ye breed of Saughton swine, your neb s ne er out
of an ill turn. 1793 T. SCOTT Three Auld Men Poems 323
The snell frost-win made nebs an een To rin right sair.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 177 Your eyes are blinded
. .and your neb peeled like an ill scraped radish. 1893 KIP
LING Many Invent. 233 He. -laid his finger to his nose his

dishonourable, carnelian neb.

3. The point or nib of a pen (or pencil).

1599 MIDDLETON Micro-cynicon Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 114

My pen s two nebs shall turn into a fork. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden s Brit. \. 517 He had sharpned the neb of his pen !

against the Popes authority. 1661 FULLER Worthies, I

Hereford u. (1662) 36, I have so worne out the Neb of my
Pen in my Church-History. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. xv. i

(Roxb.) 20/2 In the pen there is the nick or slip or slit, called !

the neb. 1798 CRAWFORD Poems 48 (E. D. D.), The words
just at the pen-neb hung. 1825 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks.

;

1855 I. ii With the neb of my keelivine pen.

b. Any projecting part or point ; a peak, tip,

toe, spout, etc.
;
the extremity of anything ending

\

in a point or narrowed part.
1611 COTGR., Penneton (Fun clef, the bit, or neb of a key.

i6z6BACQttSylva I. i^TakeaGlasse with a Belly andalong
j

Nebb. 1675 RAY Journ.LowC. 456 They melt the wax again I

. . and run it . . through the neb of a tin pot into water. 1698
Proi idence Rec. (1894) VI. 211 A stubb sithe with sneaths,
nebbs and Rings. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) 1 1. 590 2 Raise
or depress the tube of the level by twisting the neb of the

screw. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 117 The light
Dorset swing-plough, .has a well-curved iron breast, one foot

ten inches long from the neb to the end of the wrest. 1825
Ann. Reg. 268* Improvements in producing, .a neb or slot

in the roller, .used in the printing of calico. 1881 BUTTER-
WORTH Cotton 62 Each line of rollers ought to be movable :

by separate stand slides and cap nebs.

t c. The embryo or radicle of a seed. Obs. rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in, xxvii. (1686) 146 To
destroy the little nebbe or principle of germination. 1660
SHARROCK Vegetables 36 All seeds that I know have within
their covers actually a Neb, which answers to a roote.

II. 1 4. The face. Obs.

c 897 K. ^ELFRED Gregory s Past. C. v. 42 Donne hrxce hio
,

him on 5t neb foran. ciooo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 102 Se Se
awent his neb fram clypigendum 5earfan. c 1175 Lamb.

\

Horn. 43 Alle heore teres beo5 berninde gleden glidende ouer
heore a^ene nebbe. 171225 Ancr. R. 98 Scheau to me bi

\

leoue neb & ti lufsume leor. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I, 468/203 !

Op heo stod with wordes bolde, with bright neb and glade
chere. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) Ixxv. 7 Wib a long berd his

,

neb was growe. a 1400-50 Alexander 3940 Of sum bai

nyppid fra be nebb be nose be be e^en.

f b. Neb to or with neb, face to face. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 61 Cristes wille bo us bltwon, neb wS5
neb for him to son. c 1230 Halt Meid. 17 SecheS erst upon
hire, nebbe to nebbe. c 1330 Florice

&amp;lt;%

BI. 615 He . . find that
twai neb to neb, Neb to neb an mouth to mouth.

Hence Neb, v. a. inly, to kiss or bill
;
b. trans.

to adapt the point of (a pen) for writing.
1609 ARMIN Maids ofMore-Cl. (1880) 90 Shall not busse ,

knight, shall not neb ? a 1819 in Hogg Jacobite Relics 1. 241
|

These two drakes may neb, go hand in hand. 1880 GORDON
Citron. Keith 69 (E. D. D.), Caught nebbing the pen on the

desk, and not on the thumb.

Nebbed (nebd\ a. Also nebed, neb d, Sc.

uebbit. [f. NEB so. + -ED 2.] Having a neb, esp.
I

of a specified kind, as black-, blue-^ red-, sharp-
nebbed, and esp. long-nebbed (see LONG a\ 18).

?I7-. in Herd Scot. S0ftgs (1776) II. 143 My daddie left

me gear enough,. .A nebbed staff [etc.]. 1720 [see LONG .
1

i81. 1808 R. ANDERSON Cumbld. Ball. 79 Blue-nebb d Wat.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. 29 The mavis and the

yellow-nebed blackburd. 1871 S. S. JONES Northumbld. 204
(E. D. D.), No long neb d shoes or bootes. 1882 STRATH ESK

Bltnkbonny 148 A brood o chickens, lang-leggit, sharp-nebbit
things.

II Ne-bbuk, ne bek. Also nebeck, nebk.

[Arab. ,jyj nebq, nebeq, nebiq, the fruit of the

lote-tree, or the tree itself.] A thorny shrub of

the genus Zizyphus, common in Palestine. Also
attrib. with tree.

1850 W. IRVING Mahomet I. 107 Here grew . . the nebeck-
tree producing the lotus. 1850 GOSSE SacredStreams (1878)

189 The groves of plane-trees and nebeks that line its banks.

1891 E. ARNOLD Lt. of IVorId ii. 48 Where knot-grass with
its spikes, .. and nebbuk-thorns Bind.. the marble wrecks.

II Nebel (nfbel). [llcb. ?a: nebel or nebel:

see NABLE.] A Hebrew instrument of music,

usually supposed to have been a kind of harp.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snfip., Nebel, in the Jewish antiqui

ties, a kind of musical instrument. 1845 KittosCycl. Bibl.

Lit. II. 372 The nebel was an instrument of a principal

species, the name of which was applied to the whole genus.
1864 ENGEL Mns. Anc. Nat. 281 Some writers on Hebrew
music consider the nebel to have been a kind of dulcimer.

1879 STAINER Music of Bible 24 Certain writers . . have
beamed the nebel to be of that simple form of harps,

describing a mere A shape.
Hence Ne belist, a player on the nebel.

1845 Kitto s Cycl. Bibl. Lit. II. 371 Asaph..was only the
overseer of the nehelists.

t Weber, variant of EBER, manifest. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13041 Sco cried and mad ful mikel dole,

Als sco bat was a neber fole.

Neble, obs. form of NIPPLE.

Neb-mark, sb. [f.
NEB sb.] A mark of owner

ship on the beak of a swan. Hence Neb-mark v. \

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 123 The kinges swanner
|

hayth all the markes, both nebbe-markes and foote-markes, ;

59

sette downe in hi.s booke. Hid., If wee uoc not intende to
nebbe-marke them . . then wee putte them up to feedinge soe
soone as they come hoame.

II Neb-neb, [
f African.] (See (juots.)

1839 URE Did. Arts 82 The rind or shell which surrounds
the fruit of the mimosa cineraria . . comes from the East
Indies, as also from Senegal, under the name of Neb-neb.
1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 68/2 The pods of Acacia nilotica,
under the name of neb-neb, are used by tanners.

Neborate, variant of NEIGHBOURED. Obs.

II Nebris (ne-bris). Arckxol. [L. nebris, a.

Gr. vifipis fawn-skin, f. yt/3/xis fawn.] A fawn-

skin, worn by Dionysus and his votaries.

1776 J. BRYANT Mythol. III. 196 They also at their

sacrifices wore the nebris, or spotted skin, like the Baccha-
nalians in the west. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mutter s Anc.
Art 127 (ed. 2) 100 A beautiful youth crowned with ivy,

engirt with a nebris, resting his lyre on the thyrsus. 1872
RUSKIN Eagle s N. 225 The nebris of Dionusos and
leopard-skin of the priests of Egypt relate to astronomy.

t Nebshaffc. 06s. In 3-4 -sohaft, 3 -soheft,

4 -sseft. [f. NEB sb. + -shaft, repr. OE. -sccaft,
f. the root of sd^ppan, to SHAPE.]
1. Countenance, face.

a 1225 St. Marker. 4 Nim 3eme of bi guheSe, ant of
bi semli schape, ant of bi schene nebschaft. a 1225 Ancr.
A&quot;. 94 5e schulen habben, ber uppe, be brihte sih6e of Codes
nebscheft. 1x1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 127/259
Blessed beo, ladi, thi brihte neb-schaft.

2. Likeness, image.
1340 Ayenb. 265 Do we to worke godes nebsseft ine ssrifle

and ine zalmes.

Neb-tide, var. nep-, neap-tide : see NE.U- a.

11 Nebula (ne-birfla). PI. nebulae (-/). [L.
nel iila mist, vapour, related to Gr.

yc&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;Ar;,
OI1G.

nebul (G. nebel) .]

1. a. A film upon, or covering, the eye ; spec.

a clouded speck or spot on the cornea causing
defective vision.

1661 LOVELL H ist. Aniin. fy Alin. Isagoge b 5 The Rale
hath a long and rough taile, the eye is covered with a
nebula. 1719 QUINCV Pltys. Diet. U722\ Kebitla . . is figu

ratively applied to Appearances.. in the human Body, as to

Films upon the Eyes. 1836-9 Todifs Cycl. Anal. II. 177/2

Slight opacities, or nebula, as they are called, if confined to

the conjunctiva! covering of the cornea. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. Farm II. 229 Farm-horses, .being liable to accidents,
the effects of inflammation! nebulae, or specks, do some
times occur. 1895 SWANZY Diseases Eye (ed. 5) 150 The

opacity, .is called a nebula.

b. A cloudy or flocculent appearance.
1805 S. WESTON Wcrnerta 70 Quartz is distinguishable

from glass by the nebula?, or appearance of clouds in its

transparency. 1846 DAY tr. Simmon s Aniin. Client. II. 184
When the temperature is sufficiently elevated, the coagula
tion begins to occur in the form of small white nebula:.

2. fig, A misty or obscure affair, rare-1
.

121734 NORTH Exam. it. iv. 147 (1740) 310 He, that

could pass over the Items of the Grand Plot without Notice,
will not amuse the Reader with these Ncbulse.

3. Astron. An indistinct cloud-like cluster of

distant stars, or a luminous patch of supposed

gaseous or stellar matter lying beyond the limits

of the solar system.
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Stars, Ne_bulous stars, being

such as only appear faintly, in clusters, in the form of little

lucid nebulae or clouds. 1781 Gentl. Maf. LI. 526 This ..

nebula was discovered March 23,1779. 1802 HERSCHEL in

Phil. Trans. XC1I. 499 A stellar nebula .. may be a real

cluster of stars. Hid. 523 It is of a middle species, between

the planetary nebula? and nebulous stars. 1841 BREWSTER
Mart. Sci. if. 31 Upon directing his telescope to nebula: and

clusters of stars. 1873 DAWSON Earth $ flan i. 8 The

spectroscope has . . shown that some nebula? are actually

gaseous.
b. transf. and /?.

1817 J. ADAMS Wtt. (1856) X. 245 Hutchinson and all his

nebula of stars and satellites. 1856 Miss MULOCK J.

Halifax xii, The world of existence to him seemed to have

lazily melted down into a mere nebula. 1880 DISRAELI

Enaym. xxix, The present was too hard for him, and his

future was only a chaotic nebula.

c. attrib., as nebula hypothesis, line, photography,

etc. Also in //. as nebitlx spcttrum.
1877 Nature XVI. 401/2 The brightest line of the nebula?

spectrum. Ibid. 414/1 If we accept the bright line, .to be

veritably the chief nebula line, a 1891 Anthony s P/wtogr.

Bull. IV. 363 His primary object was to use it for nebula

photography. 1891 A. TAYLOR in Photogr. Ann. II. 116

The central nucleus . . demanded by Laplace s nebula

hypothesis.
4. Fog, mist.

1894 \V. C. LEY Cloudland 33 The spherules
of water

which constitute nebula vary greatly in diameter. Ibid. 35

Nebula must not.. be regarded as in all cases a very local

phenomenon.

Nebular ;ne-bi/lai), a. Astron. [f. prec. +

-AB 1
: cf. F. ndbulaire.}

1. Nebular hypothesis or theory, the theory, pro

pounded by Kant and elaborated by Herschel and

Laplace, which supposes a nebula to be the first

state of the solar and stellar systems.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) II. 229 Th
Nebular Hypothesis, which has been propounded by Lap
lace. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sci. (1879) II. x. 211, I hold

the nebular theory, as it was held by Kant. 1877 LOCKYER

in Nature XVI. 414/1 The nebular hypothesis.. remains

untouched by these observations.

2. Consisting of, concerned with, or relating to

a nebula, or to nebula;.

NEBULIZER.
1856 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. CcoL ii. 21 Such hj pother,

then, as nebular condensation. 1878 NEWCOMB /V/. Astron.
iv. ii. 480 On each side of the galactic and stellar region we
have a nebular region. 1892 A. TAYLOR in Pkotogr. Ann,
II. 117 Nebular, lunar, and planetary photography.
t NVbulate, v. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. the ppl. stem

of med.L. nebitlare to cloud : cf. NEBULA i b.]
intr. To become cloudy or turbid.

1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Threat nS The \Vater

nebulated, and tended to deposit a laudable HypoNt^ib.
Ne bulated, ///. a. rare. [cf. prec.]
fl. Her. NEBULE i. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Atians, Her. d iij b, Ther i* also a partyng
of

ij. colowris clowdit or nebulatit. Ibid, d iiij b, Orf armys
partyt aft the long way clowdyor nebulatyd.
2. Clouded, dimmed.
1874 COUES Birds of N. W. 608 On the head and neck

the light rufous decidedly predominates, and seems indis

tinctly but thickly nebulated with dusky.
Webule l

(ne biwl). [Anglicized f. NEBULA.]
1. A cloud

;
a mist or fog. Also

i/^-.
t 1420 LYDG. Commend. Our Lady 53 O.. Light withoutc

nebulc, shyning in thy spere.

1869 BLACKMORE Lama D. iii, The Baroness will not
touch unless a nebule be formed outbide tht glas-,. 1877
Cripps (iSSj) 175 Nebules of logic, dialectic fogs, and
thunderstorms of enthymem.
2. Astron. A nebula. Alsoyi^,
1830 \V. TAYLOR Hist. Su&amp;gt;z&amp;gt;. Germ, Poetry I. 179 The

nebule of returning culture in Germany first became visible

to the naked eye at Zurich and Leipzig. 1837 GOODRICH Sitr/,

Jl/con
&amp;lt;$-

Stars xxxn. (ed. 2) 185 Small luminous spots, of a

cloudy appearance, which we thence call nelrulte or nebules.

Webttle 2
(ne bittl). Arch. [app. a misappre

hension of NEBV LE.] A moulding of a wavy 01

serpentine form (see next).
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 589 Nebule ; a zigzag

ornament, but without angles, frequently found in the
remains of Saxon architecture. 1836 H. G. KNK.HI Archit.
Tour Nontiandy 109 The most common mouldings ate the

billet, .. hatchet, nebule, star, rope.
attrib. 1848 B. WEBB Cent. Eccledol. 45 The nave ami

aisles and west transept have a nebule corbel-tabling. 1875
KNIGHT Dut.^Iech. 1515/2 Ncbule-inolding,
transf. 1849 ROCK C/i. ofFathers II. 251 note, The stock

ing is of silver tissue, worked with gold birds, and a peculiar
ornament a nebule, white and blue, with yellow r;t} s

shooting from its edge.

Nebule t,ne*bilf), nebuly (ne biwli), a.

Also 7 -ee, 9 -de. [a. F. nlmltt
ad. med.L.

nebulat-ns; see NEUULATE
v.~\

1. Her. Of a wavy or serpentine form, like the

edges given to conventional representations of

clouds
; represented in the form of. a cloud.

a 1550 in Baring-Gould & Twigge W. Armory (1898) 5

Blount : Barry nebule or and sables. 1562 LEIGH Armorit.

135 He beareth party per Pale, Nebule Ermines and Ermin.
1610 Gt iLLiM Heraldry n. iii. (1660) 54 Of these [lines]

suine are Nebulee. 1661 BLOUNT Glo&sogr. (ed. 2) s.v.,

Nebule of six pieces, Or and Sable is the Blounts Arms,

1725 Lond. Gaz. 6363/3 ne Coat a Fess Nebule between
six Flowers-de-Lis. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 141/2 Of crooked
lines there are eight recognised by English heralds,

namely :i. Engrailed. . . 5. Nebuly. 1864 BOUTELL Her.
Hist,

&amp;lt;$ Fof&amp;gt;,
xv. (ed. 3} 217 Two bendlets nebulee sa. 1893

CUSSANS Heraldry (ed. 4) 47 The lines by which a shield U
divided .. may assume any of the following forms: En
grailed. . . Nebule.

2. Arch. Of mouldings: (see NEBULE-).
1842 GWILT Arc/itt. 1008 Nebuly Moulding, an ornament

in Norman architecture, whose edge forms an undulating
or wavy line. 1861 NEALE Notes Dalnuitia vi. 99 A nebuly
moulding running round the cornice.

Kebuli-ferous, a. rare~. [f. NEWI.A +

-IFEBOUS.] Having nebulous spots, as the Vor-

ticella ncbiiliferd
1

(Mayne 1856).

Ne bulist. rare. [f. NEBULA + -IST.]

1. An artist whose work is marked by indistinct

ness of outline.

1836 A ew Monthly Mag. XLVII. 99 We would rather

not have been told .. that our celebrated landscape-painter
is too much a nebulist.

2. One who maintains the nebular hypothesis.
1890 Cent. Diet, cites PAGE.

Nebtrlium. [f-
NEBUL-A + -IUM : orig.

called nebulum.] An element distinguished by
a green line it produces in the spectrum of gaseous
nebula1

,
but as yet not otherwise known.

1898 SIR W. CROOKES Addr. Brit. Assoc. 19 Still awaiting

discovery by the fortunate spectroscopist are the unknown
celestial elements Aurorium. .and Nebulum. 1899 Atlantic

Monthly Apr. 469 It is an impressive fact that hydrogen and

nebulium are the only elements recognized in the nebulae.

Nebulize (ne birflaiz), v. rare. [f. NEBULA.]
1. trans. To reduce to a mist or spray. Hence

Ne-bulized///. a.

1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 24 The nebulized spray of a

solution of tannin.

2. intr. To become nebulous or indefinite.

1891 Inquirer 26 Sept. 624/2 We know the faculty of the

human mind to . . trim and nebulize in its statements con

cerning religious belief.

Nebulizer (ne-bibiz3.i). [f. prec. + -ER 1
.]

An instrument for converting a liquid into a fine

spray, esp. for medical purposes.
1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear 301 One of the nebulizers that are

now so largely employed in the treatment of the throat.

1898 Allbutt sSyst. Med. V. 82 The finest sub-division is

obtained as in Oppenheiiner s nebuliser by combining

strong pressure with smallness of orifice.
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NEBULO-CHAOTIC.

Ne bulo-cliao*tic, . nonce-wd. [f. NEBULA.]
Hazily confused.
1881 G. MACDONALD Mary Marston I. x. 178 The alto

gether nebulochaotic condition of her mind.

t Ne bulon. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. obs. F. nebulon

(Cotgr.), or ad. L. nebuldn-^ nebula.] A worthless

fellow.

1578 SIDNEY May Lady in Arcadia (1605) 574 Why, you
brute Nebulous,.. cannot [you] yet tell how to edefie an

argument ?

Nebulose (nebi*lfl#i*), a. [ad. L. nebulos-us^
f. nebula : see NEBULA and -OSK.]
1. f a. Resembling a cloud or mist

;
inclined to

be foggy or misty. Obs. rare.

6-1420 Pallad. on Hnsk. ix. 114 Yf smoke ascende Al

faaty, weet, and cloudy nebulo.se. Ibid. xn. 21 Sad lond
wol the bene Indwetle, and hatith nebulose and lene.

b. Jig. Cloudy, misty, indistinct.

1799 in Spirit Pitb. Jrnls. II. 322 The nebulose or obum-

bratory style. 1855 Frascr^s Mag. LI. 548 Illustrious pro
fessor of nebulose hypotheses and nonsense.

c. Clouded ; cloud-like in appearance.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entowol. IV. xlvi. 288 Nebulose^ painted

with colour irregularly darker and lighter, so as to exhibit

some resemblance ofclouds. 1849-52 Todd s Cycl. Anat. IV.

1221/2 There then appears on the surface of the vilellus a
nebulose spot of pale yellow.

f2. (See quot. and cf. Nelnd^ Obs. rare-&quot;.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Nebulose, a Term in

Heraldry, when the out-line of any Bordure, Ordinary, &c.
is . . something of the Figure of Clouds.

8. Of the nature of nebulcc. rare&quot;
1

.

1714 DERHAM Astro-Theol. (1769) 7 The last thing I shall

mention is the Nebulose, which are those glaring whitish

appearances, seen with our telescopes.

Nebulosity (nebi#lp&quot;siti). [a. F. nibulositt

or ad. late L. nebttlositat-em
;
see next and -ITY.]

1. Nebulous or indistinctly luminous appear
ance

;
a faintly luminous patch or mass.

1761 Phil. Trans. LI I. 398 Mr. Hirst .. affirms, that

such nebulosity was seen by them. 1789 HERSCHEL ibid.

LXXIX. 221 It is among these that we find the largest

assemblages of stars, and most diffusive nebulosities. 1802

Ibid. XCII. 499 The great milky nebulosity of Orion. 1837
GORING & PKITCHARD Microgr. 105 A slight fog of the dif-

fusedkind. ., or a penumbra or nebulosity encircling numer
ous points. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astrott. in. v. 380 A very
faint nebulosity, about 3 in diameter.

b. Nebulous state or form
;
matter in a nebu

lous condition.

1833 HERSCHEL Astron. xii. 407 A phenomenon which
seems to indicate the existence of some slight degree of

nebulosity about the sun itself. 1865 BRISTOW tr. Fignicr s

World bef. Deluge xix. (1869) 464 We have seen the globe
floating in space in a state of gaseous nebulosity. 1898

Pof. Set, Monthly LIII. 410 The molecules of which the

primitive nebulosity of the universe was composed.
Jig. 1881 T. HARDY Laodicean m. i, He had been a mere

nebulosity whom she had never distinctly outlined.

2. Cloudiness
; indistinctness.

1809 JEBB Corr. iv. Knox (1834) I. 522 Eternal miscon

ceptions, misrepresentations, nebulosities and logomachies.
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 326 Delicate appreciation
of degrees of nebulosity. 1876 Trans Viet, Inst. 30 That
dim nebulosity in which they are too often enveloped.

Nebulous (ne bi^lss), a. Also 4 -us. [ad. L.

nebulos-us
t

f. nebula : see NEBULA and -ous, and
cf. F. ntbuleux (1509).]
1. Cloudy, foggy, misty, dank. rare.
Almanack for 1386, 8 A thyk tyme, bat es for to say

nebulus and cloudy. 1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 40 Evill

Ayre. .is that which is. .nebulous and comineth from stink

ing breaths. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. y Nebulosons [1658

Phillips, Nebulous], cloudy, misty, foggy ;
full of clouds.

2. Astron. a. Nebulous sfar
t
a small cluster of

indistinct stars, or a star which is surrounded by a

luminous haze.

1679 MOXON Mat/i. Diet, 95 Nebulous.. Stars, are certain
Fixed Stars of a dull, pale, and obscurish Light. 1682 SIR
T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 24 Like lacteous or nebulous

stars, little taken notice of, or dim in their generations,
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Stars, Those not reduced to

classes or magnitudes are called nebulous stars. 1775
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 116/2 A meteor, representing a nebu
lous star, appeared just above the moon. 1801 Encycl. Brit.

Suppl. II. 297/1 Through a moderate telescope, these nebu
lous stars plainly appear to be congeries or clusters of
several little stars.

1854^
BREWSTER More Worlds xi. 173

Nebulous stais, or luminous points, surrounded with an
immense visible atmosphere. 1892 A. TAYLOR in Photogr.
A nn. 1 1. 1 16 Mr. Roberts in a photograph of this region . .

has failed to find any nebulosity or nebulous star.

b. Of the nature of a nebula or nebulas
;

con

sisting of, abounding in, nebulae.

1784 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 438 The interior

construction of the heavens, and its various nebulous and
sideieal strata. 1826 GOOD Bk. Nat. (1834) I. 101 The
nebulosity will be broken into different nebulae, or smaller
nebulous clouds. 1853 KANE Grinnell Ex6. xxxv. (1856) 318
A floating, waving band of nebulous illumination. 1876
P. E. CHASE in Philos. Mag. Ser. v. I. 316 The position of
Saturn . .

,
its low density, and its nebulous rings.

Comb. 1869 DUNKIN Midn. Sky 136 A small nebulous-

looking object in the Crab s body.
c. ^ NEBULAR a. i. rare- 1

.

1860 LD. LYTTON Lucile n. ii. 1. 134 Some mention Of the
nebulous theory demands your attention ; And so on.

3. Cloud-like; resembling a cloud or clouds.

1805 WEAVER tr. Werner s Fossils 71 Nebulous Large
and irregular spots, forming with the ground colour mixed
colours, resembling clouds. 1838 Economy of Vegetation
155 Some lichens., display concentric circles, and others ex-

60

hibit nebulous images. 1857 LONGF. Sandalphon viii, Sandal-

phon the angel, expanding His pinions in nebulous bar*.

b. fig. Hazy, vague, indistinct, formless.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. aft n. ix, Nebulous disquisitions on

Religion. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. 24 The new-risen

republic remained for a season nebulous. 1872 BLACK Adi ,

Phaeton xi. 150 A sort of nebulous faith in the Crown and
Constitution.

4. Clouded in colour
;
turbid.

1820 W. SCORKSBY Ace. Arctic Reg. \. 177 A little of this

snow, dissolved in a wineglass, appeared perfectly nebulous.

1869 G. LAWSON Dis. Eye (1874) 37 There are two forms of

superficial ulcers of the cornea : the nebulous and the trans

parent ulcer.

Hence Ne tmlously adv.
1882 BERESF. HOPE Brandreths III. xlii. 147 The ladies

were nebulously suspecting a coming match.

Ne bulousness. [-NESS.] The state of being
nebulous

; cloudiness, mistiness. Alsoy?^.
1653 GAUDES Hiera.sj&amp;gt;. 525 Many spots in the brightest

Moones, and much nebulousnesse in the fairest Stars. 1727
in BAILEY, vol. II. 1878 T. HARDY Ret. Native iv. iii, Her
outdoor attire. .always had a sort of nebulousness about it.

devoid of harsh edges anywhere.

!N&quot;ebuly: see XEBULE.

t Rebus, v. 06s. rare- 1
. (Si-c quot.)

1712 AHUUTHNOT J. Bull iv. Pref., Let not Posterity a
thousand years hence look for truth in the voluminous
annals of Pedants. ..If they do, let me tell them they will

be nebused ! [Note in cd. 1727. Another cant word, signi

fying decuiv d.]

Nebylle, obs. form of NIBBLE.

Wee, obs. form of NECK.

f Weca tion. Obs. rare ~. [ad. L. *necation~

em, f. necdre to kill.] A killing (Bailey 1721).

Necclygency, obs. form of NEGLIGENCY.

Ifece, var. NESE, nose; obs. form of NIECE.

t Nece SS, st&amp;gt;. Obs. rare 1
, [a. L. necesse:

cf. next.] Necessity.
a I&Q Play Sacram. 772 Thow woldyst preve thy powr me

to oppresse, but now I consydre thy necesse.

t Nece SS, a. Obs. rare. Also 5 nesesse.

[a. L. necesse neut. adj.] Necessary.
1456 SIK G. HAVE Law Anns (S.T.S.) 89 Quhat thingis

may ger move bataill necesse. c 1460 Macro Play& \\, 442
I!e in be worlde ! vse thyngis nesesse !

t Nece SS, ^. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad. late L. ftftftf-

dre to render necessary, f. necesse : see prec.]
trans. To compel.
ci374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. met. ix. (1868) 87 Ne forein causes

necesseden
J&amp;gt;e

neuer to compoune weike of floterynge mater.

t Necessaire, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. ntcessaire

(i3th c.), ad. L. necessarius.} Necessary.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns iv. 1021 Al seme it not ther-by

That prescience put tailing necessaire To thing to come.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 135 Which is a thing full necessaire

To contrepeise the balance.

Necessar (ne-st-sar), a. and sb. Sc. Forms:

5-6 necessare, 5-6 necessair, (6 -e), 6 necesser,
necesare, neccessare, 6-7, 9 necessar. [ad. L.

necessar-ius NECESSARY.] A. adj. Necessary.
c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints xxvii. (Mac/ton 691 Bukis, bat ware

necessare to hyme to prech godis lare. 1456 SIR G. HAVE
Law Anns (S.T.S.) 67 It is necessair that ane be as prince,
and all the lave be obeysant till it. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 32
Ye licht of grace is necesser to scheyne in the. .blyndnes of
natur. 1561 WINJET First Tract. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 5 The
trew Word of God necessar to al manis valuation. 1633 W.
STRUTHER True Happiness 23 The necessity is great, because
it is about this greatest necessar one thing. 1656 in BoytTs
Ziotts Flowers (1855) App. 35/1 Necessar materialls..lo the

buildings. ^1714 in Maidment Ballads (1844) 69 All things
are provided that necessar be. 1821 LIDDLE Poems 50
(E. D. D.), Adversity is necessar If it s not too severe. i88a
G. MACDONALD Castle Warlock xxix, Some said he hadsellt

himself, but I m thinkin it was na necessar .

B. sb. in pi. Necessaries. Now rare or Obs.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 419 A gret sum
of siluer, als vtheris necesares to sustein the weiris. 1632
LITHGOW Trait, \\. 269 Each furnisher.. giueth warning to his

friends, to come receiue their necessars. 1699 R. SINCLAIR

jn Leisure Hour (1883) 205/1 Item for keeping of the house
in fresh meat and other necessars. 1723 in Peterkin Notes
(1822) 221 The carpenter having neglected to take some
necessars with him for the boat s reparation.

Necessarian (neseseVrian), sb. and a. [f.

NEOESSAB-Y + -IAN
; cf. F. ntcessarien sb.] A

believer in necessity ; a necessitarian.

1777 PRIESTLEY Doctr. Philos. Necessity in, I cannot, as a
necessarian, hate any man. 1790 CATH. GRAHAM Lett.
Editc. 464 The free-willers agree with the necessarians in the

opinion, that the mind perceives the difference of things.
1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser.ii.iv. (1869) 87 The precise know
ledge of antecedents and consequents makes men practical
as well as philosophical Necessarians. 1872 LITTLEDALE in

Contemp. Rev. XX. 445 Here is the dilemma for Neces
sarians who plead God s changelessness.

b. attrib. or as adj.
1795 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XVIII. 127 Being fos

tered by the necessarian philosophy, it is likely to become a

prevailing passion. 1831 BLAKEY Free-iuill Pref. 10 One of
those epitomes of the necessarian hypothesis. 1878 MORLEY
Diderot \\, 199 The establishment in men s minds of a Neces
sarian theory.

Necessa rianism. [f. prec. + -ISM.]
= NE

CESSITARIANISM.
1840 HARE Viet. Faith 45 Such a doctrine .. implies the

barest rankest necessari.inism. 1886 A. WEIR Hist. Basis
Mod, Enrobe (iSSg) 498 His materialism and necessarian ism
..resulted from his observations on man s frame ,

Necessarily (jie-sesarili), adv. [-LY2.]

NECESSARY.

1. (Senses now merged in 3.)

t a. By force of necessity ; unavoidably. Obs.

1488-9 Act 4 Han. K//, c. i By which Commyssions.-meny
greate hurtes and inconvenyences . . were necessarily re

dressed, ei 1540 BARNES Wks, (1573) 315/1 These things no
man is able to make indifferent, but they must needes bee

necessarily done. 1607 Statutes in Hist. Wakefield Gram.
Sch. (1892) 72 Their tymes of being abrode necessarihe may
be drawne to other times of the yeare. 1663 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto s Trav. Ix. 246 He was necessarily to be assistant at
this funeral pomp. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes iii. 143 The
Tithes which were necessarily due.

T b. As a necessary aid or concomitant
;
indis

pensably. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf.(W. deW. 1531) 152 Of all vertues mercy
is moost necessaryly requyred to this miserable worlde.

1577 M. HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist^ 66 All thinges necessarily
required for the execution. 1627 in Rushw. Hist, Coll. (1659)
I. 476 There never was a time in which this duty was more

necessarily required. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \\. ii. 27.

140 Animal Diet . . requires Art and Preparation necessarily.

fc. By a necessary connexion, Obs. tare.

3551 T. WILSON Logike (i$%o) 34 Neither is the consequent
good, when woordes that agree not necessarily are ioyned
together. 1655 T. BROWN in Hartlib Rcf. Commw, Bees 5

Of such a fashion, as doth naturally and necessarily agree
with, .this design.

td. In accordance with a necessary law or

operative principle. Obs.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 215 By necessarily determining
what is more naturally left loose to play of itself. 1705 STAN
HOPE Paraphr, 1.43 Moral persuasions cannot act mechanic

ally and necessarily. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man I. iv.

Concl. 504 The Moral Sense is generated necessarily and

mechanically.
2. As a necessary result or consequence.
1309 FISHER Funeral Sertn, C tess Richmond Wks. (1876)

307 It must necessaryly folowe, that .. her soule is in that

ioyous lyfe. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado ii. iii. 201 If hee doe
feaie God, a must necessarilie keepe peace. 1655 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. n. (1701) 63/2 It follows necessarily, that they
be made of things that are. 1710 SIEELE TfttlcrJ^o, 201 P 7
If the Actor is well possessed of the Nature of his Part, a

proper Action will necessarily follow, a 1790 ADAM SMIIH
W. N. i. v. (1869) I. 31 The mere possession of that fortune

does not necessarily convey to him either [civil or military

power]. 1825 MCCULLOCH Pol. Econ. i. 29 These opinions

necessarily led to the celebrated doctiine of the Balance of

Trade. 1862 SPENCER First Princ. i. ii. n (1875) 35 If the

non-existence of space is absolutely inconceivable, then,

necessarily, its creation is absolutely inconceivable.

3. Of necessity ; inevitably.
1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 15 The Plenty or Scarcity of the

Time and other Circumstances necessarily to be conbideied.

1612 T. TAYLOR Comtn. Titus i. 6 He expoundeth the same

precept necessarily to be meant litterally. 1682 NORRIS
Hierocles 9 All which is necessarily verified in an intelligent
and pntifi d nature, c 1775 &quot;BviKlAtldr. Colonists N.Amer.
Wks. IX. 204 A very large proportion of the wealth and

power of every Empire must necessarilybe thiown upon the

presiding State. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndgc ii, In handing
up the lantern, the man necessarily cast its rays full on the

speaker s face. 1896 Law TiniesC. 552/1 In quality of pio-
bative force direct evidence necessarily has an inherent ad

vantage.

NecessariiiCSS (ne sesarinus). Now rare.

[f. as prec. + -NESS.] The fact or quality of being

necessary ; indispensability, necessity.
1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 38 b, The necessarinesse of

this place. 1584 LODGE Alarum (Shaks. Soc.) 63 They con

clude, .that their necessarinesse in this world makes them un

necessary for God. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch, 468
Which sheweth the necessarinesse of the Office of Prior and
Consults. i67gPEPYS Let. toDk. York 6 May, Some opinion

they have of the necessaryness of my service to them. 1818

BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Pref. 24 Their necessariness to salvation.

1829 Justice &amp;lt;J-

Cod. Petit^Abr. Petit. Justice 6 The sup

posed necessariness. .of these same instiuments.

t Necessarious, a. Obs. rare. [f. as NE
CESSARY + -ous.] Necessary.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. F 287 In so gret.. a neede it hadde

be necessarious mo counseilours and more deliberacioun to

performe youre emprise. 14.. Gesta Rom. xxxvi. 140

(Cambr. MS.). Also that thou norissh my grehoundys, as it

is necessarious for hem.

Ne cessarly, adv. Sc. ?06s. [f.
NECESSAK&amp;lt;Z.

4 -LY 2
.] Necessarily.

1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 446 Quhilk .. neces-

sarlie mon be careit and transpoitii. 1609 SKENK Reg. A/aj.

To Rdr. A ivb, These reasons . . pioves necessnrlie, that all

thestatuts. .were authentick. rfgpDKCMlf.OP HAWTH. ///V.

yas. IV Wks. (1711) 66 What comes from Heaven he

should bear necesbarly.

Necessary (ne sesari), a. and sb. Forms:

4-7 necessarie (5 -ari, 6 -arye, nessarre, nes-

sesary, 7 nesesary), 4- necessary, [ad. L.

necessdriuS) f. necesse needful: see -ARY. Cf. It.

necessartOj Sp. necesario
y
F. necessaire (i3th c.).

See also NECESSAIUE a., NECESSAR a. In early

use the pi. form of the adj. sometimes occurs.]

A. adj.
I. 1. Indispensable, requisite, essential, need

ful ; that cannot be done without. Also const, to

orfor (a person or thing) and with inf.
In i6thand early i7thc. use freq. approaching the sense of

useful without being absolutely ind ispensable.

1382 WYCLIF E&amp;lt;cl. xxxix. 31 The bygynnyng of necessaric

thing to the lif of men. 1387-87. USK Test. Love in. iii.

(Skeat) 1. 42 Bicause this maier is good and necessary to

declare, a 1400-50 Alexander 125 pen takis to him tiesoui

..And obire necessari notis as nedis to his craftis. 1462

Pa&ton Lett. II. 16 Remembryng divers rnniera. .necessary

for the wele of his sowle. 1523 FniHUU. Husl&amp;gt;, i Than is



NECESSARY.
the ploughe the most necessaryest instrumente that an hus-

all things necessary for my journey. . __ ._ ^,,.
(1650) I. 329 Ihey advance trade wheresoever they come
and so are permitted as necessary evils. 1671 MILTON Saiii-
son go Since light so necessary is to life. 1704 SWIFT T. Tut:
ii. Obedience was absolutely necessary, and yet Shoulder-
Knots appeared extremely requisite. 1730 JOHNSON RamMcr
No. 24 r 2 What more can be necessary to the regulation of
life..? 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Life in WiUsvi. 47 Food is
the most necessary of all things. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed 2)
IV. 12 Change and alternation are necessary for the mind as
well as for the body.

b. // is necessary that or with inf. Also ellipt.
with omission of the complement.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciples Pro!. 95 It is necessarie . .good

diinfc we with us carie. c 1460 FORTESCUE.-^.
&amp;lt;(
Lim. Man,

iv. (1885) uSTrewlyit is veray necessarie that thaybealwey
grete. a 1333 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixxxiv. 264 It is not
necessarye to requyre me of this. 1382 N. LICHEHELD tr.

Castanheda s Conq. E. 2nd. i. Ixv. 133 We fought in open
fielde, where it was necessarie there should be many. 1649
UP. REYNOLDS Hosea. vi. 91 It is necessarie for us to draw
nigh unto God. 111699 LADY HALKETT AutoHog. (Camden)
2 Wch. I have by mee to produce if itt were nesesary. 1747WESLEY Prim. Physick (1762) p. xvii, It was necessary to
have a variety. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 27/2 Is it neces
sary that such a writing as this be confirmed by witness?
1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 86 When he had continued this ex
ercise as long as was necessary.

t c. Commodious, convenient. Obs. rare.

1340-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 40 b. He caused, .the houses to
be not onely clensed, but also made more ornate and neces
sary. 1347-8 in E. Green Somerset Chantries (1888) 25 The
same Scolehowse . . no double is [the] most bewtyfull and
most necessarie place of all that shire.

2. Of persons, esp. servants : Rendering (certain)
necessary or useful services; in later use only
necessary woman (now arch.).
1423 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 306/1 Clerks necessaries beyng

in ye service of ye Prince 1501 in Letters Rich. Ill \
Hen. C// (Rolls) I. App. A. Vll, That no persone. ., except he
be a necessary officier, ride befor out of the company
of the said ptincesse. 1399 NASHE Lenten Stnffe (1871)
60 Those that be his stewards, or necessaries! men about him.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 91 You are well vnderstood to bee a
perfecter gyber

for the Table, then a necessary Bencher in
the Capitoll. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Money Caas. q 7&quot;s.

(Camden) 194 Late necessary woman to King Charles the
Second. 1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella g Nov., I want a neces
sary woman strangely ; I am as helpless as an elephant. 1719DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 325 A most necessary handy Fel
low as could be desir d. 1762 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 98/2
Attendants on .. the prince of Wales, .. Wet nurse, .. Dry
nurse,. .Necessary woman. 1899 Tit-Bits i Apr. 10/2 The
most interesting member of all the [Queen s] kitchen staff is,

perhaps, the necessary woman .

3. Necessary house, a privy. So necessary place,
stool, vault. Now dial.

1609 N. FIELD Woman is Weathercock iv. i, She shew d
me to a necessarie vault. 1611 Amendsfor Ladies n. iv,
I met her in the necessary house. 1667 PRIMATT City $ C.
Build. 93 The digging of Vaults for the Necessary-house.
1697 C tess D Aitnoy s Trav. (1706) 232 There being no
necessary places in their Houses. 1761 NICIIOLLS in Phil.
Trans. Lll. 267 He appeared to have just come from his

necessary.stool. 1789 BRAND Newcastle I. 176 In the wall
of the western front have been several necessary-houses.
1828 BENTHAM Mem. H Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 582 Written
pleadings are of no more use in a court than they would be
in a necessary-house.
4. Of actions : Requiring or needful to be done.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C it. i. 178 This shall make Our purpose

Necessary, and not Enuious. 1633 S. ASHE Funeral Serm.
Gataker 49 Constant retirement, .made the choice, .a neces
sary act of prudence. 1716 JEFFERY Pref. Sir T. Browne s
Chr. Mor., Where an Oversight had made the Addition or
Transposition of some words necessary. 1771 Juntas Lett.
Ixiv. (1788) 336 In this sense the levy of ship-money., was not
necessary. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci m. ii. 8 Still doubting if

that deed Be just which is most necessary. 1838 GREENER
Gunnery 156 We never saw it done, . . but the Doctor de-
cribes it as a necessary proceeding.
IL 5. Inevitably determined or fixed by pre

destination or the operation of natural laws ; hap
pening or existing by an inherent necessity.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. iv. (1868) 164 pilke binges bat

ne ban non endes and bytidynges necessaryes. 1387-8 T.
USK Test. Lone m. iv. (Skeat) I. 40 God than..al these
thmges, as they arne spontanye or necessarie, seeth. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, m. i. 87 By the necessarie forme of this,
L : 11-1 i i.. ./_. .

to God. a 1676 HALE f rim. Ori*. Man. (1677) 37 Other
wise we must of necessity make all successes in the World
purely natural and necessary. 1720 WATERLAND Eight Serm.
Pref. 20 We are not indeed to expect the Word necessary
existence (a School Term, and none of the most proper).
1784 COWPER Task n. 192 Of causes, how they work By
necessary laws their sure effects. 1826 WHATELY Logic
290 It is mathematically Necessary that two sides of a
triangle should be greater than the third. 1875 E. WHITE
Life in Christ m. xxiii. (18781 339 The identification., ofthe

Necessary Being with the vanishing phantasmal shadow.
b. Of mental concepts or processes : Inevitably

resulting from the constitution of things or of the
mind itself.

1531 T. WILSON Lo*ike (1580) 3t b, The other called in
fallible reasons, or rather necessarie argumentes, must by
all reason be euermore true. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 157
A necessary axiome, is when it is alwayes true, and cannot
be false. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 180/1 Syllo
gism [is divided] into the Apodeictick, which concerneth

61

necessary ratiocination [etc.]. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. II.
264 I he Connexion .. is not so close and necessary, as will

,

warrant us from the Former certainly to infer the Latter
1856 FEBRIER/W/. Mctaph. 20 A

necessary truth or law of
reason is a truth the opposite of which is inconceivable.
1878 J. COOK Transcendentalism i. 19 The ideas of spaceand time are called in philosophy necessary ideas.

c. Inevitably determined or produced by a pre
vious condition of things.
1860 WESTCOTT Introd. Study Gosp. i. (ed. 5) 78 Active

speculation followed as a necessary result. 1872 J. L.
SANFORD Estim. Eng. Kings 336 He was quite as incapable
. .of perceiving its necessary issues.

6. Of actions : a. Determined by force of nature
or circumstances.

1387-8 T. USK Test. LO-M- m. iv. (Skeat) 1. 27 If a man
wol sinne, it is necessarye him to sinne. 1706 STANHOPE
Paraphr. III. 529 The first Motions of Anger seem to be
mechanical and necessary. 1855 ABP. THOMSON Laws T/i.

122 The necessary action, where all the motives are on
one side.

b. Enforced by another
; compulsory.

1635 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. vi. 51 In the following words,
he taketh away all necessary Oaths (and leaveth none but
voluntary). 1677 w - HUGHES Man ofSin II. vii. n 5 Such
Penance, were it voluntary, deserveth greatly to be admired
at

; but when tis necessary, and upon a Prince, is worthy
of utmost detestation.

7. Of agents : a. Impelled by the natural force
of circumstances upon the will; having no in

dependent volition.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xxi. 13 Agents that have no
1 bought, no Volition at all, are in every thing necessary
Agents. 1774 WESLEY Wks. (1872) X. 462 They all agree,
that man is not a free but a necessary agent. 1871 R. H.
HUTTON Ess. (1877) I. 53 That a necessary being should

, give birth to n being with any amount, however limited, of
moral freedom.

b. Compelled by practical necessity, or by some
law or regulation.

way on the testator s death becomes free and heir. 1893
FOWLER Hist. C.C.C. (O. H. S.) 42 The necessary regents
among the Masters, that is, those Masters of Arts who had
not yet completed two years from the date of that degree

III. f 8. [After L. use.] Closely related or

connected ; intimate. Obs. rare.

1382 WYCLIF Job vi. 13 There is not helpe to me in me
;

also my necessarie men [L. neccssarii] wenten awei fro me.
1633 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. in. (1701) 81/2 Such as seek
after Sordid Gain, and neglect their necessary Friends.

B. sb.

1. That which is indispensable ;
an essential

or requisite : a. in//.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xxxiii. 9 God. .hight til his lufers

(&amp;gt;aire necessaris. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XX. 248 &amp;gt;e
shal haue

bred and clothes, And other necessaries i-nowe. 1413 E. E.
Wills (1882) 23, I woll that .. my wyfe haue all the neces
saries. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. I. xii. 31 Shot and all

other deffensable necessaryes. 1323 FHZHERB. Hitsb. 19
To cary wodde and other necessaryes. 1392 GREENE Cmtny
Catch. III. 28 He came vp to London to prouide himselfe of
such necessaries as the Cuntry is not vsually stored withall.

1663 GERBIER Counsel^ 25 The materials, and all necessarys
as they are brought in. i^u STEELE Spcct. No. 114 PS
The Care of Superfluities is a Vice no less extravagant,
than the Neglect of Necessaries. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect.

Hist. in. xv. 124 The articles of their expence must be the

necessaries of life. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 345 If a
man devises lands, .to provide his children with necessaries.

J875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) 111.348 The money to buy the
[

necessaries of their household.

b. in sing.
1316 Galiuay Arch, in ro//i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. V. 397 No man.. shall not lende galley, botte, nor

barque. ., nor no furnitors or necessary to them appertayn-
inge. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 63 bj

From the least that lives

to the greatest Building is a main necessary. 1682 MRS.
BEHN City Heiress II. i, That danin d Necessary call d

Ready Money. 1724 SWIFT Drapicr s Lett, i, Your Bread
and Clothing, and every common Necessary of Life. 1771
MHE. D ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) I. 135 She denied

herself every necessary. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom &amp;lt;

Lugger I. iv. 60 A foreign article, be it a necessary or a

luxury. 1884 American VII. 330 The cost of this necessary

[salt] since the duty was imposed upon it.

C. attrib., as necessaries-man, one who supplies
j

necessaries to a vessel to enable her to continue

the voyage; necessary money (see quot. 1867).
1866 Law Rep., Adm. ^ Eccl. I. 305 A necessaries-man

has until institution of suit no claim upon a Vessel. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 495 Necessary Money . . formerly i

allowed to pursers for the coals, wood, turnery-ware,

candles, and other necessaries provided by them.

f2. A near friend or kinsman. Obs. rare- 1
.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. iv. 3 By summe necessaries (or nij

freendis) of Symount man-sleayngus weren don.

f3. a,, pi. Necessary expenses. Obs. rare 1
.

c 1449 PECOCK Kepr. in. xi. 347 Her endewing so myche
schranke. .that it was aftirward ouer litle to supporte her

necessaries.

t b. A necessary action. Obs. rare,

1596 HARINGTON Metam. AjaxD$\&amp;gt;, There is no ob-

scenitie. .in words concerning our necessaries : but now for

the place where these necessaries are to be done.

4. A necessary house. (See A. 3.)

1756 Connoisseur No. 120 F 6 The Connoisseurs in Archi-

NECESSITATE.

u
c

v}-
e
,^
ho build &quot; -necessaries according to Palladio. 1805

,
R. \V. DICKSON Pratt. Agric. I. 223 Strewing them in thfbottoms of poultry and pigeon houses, dung heaps and

j

necessaries. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm IL 4 , 2 I nc ;.

|
sary might easily be constructed in connection with the
liquid manure tank. 1877- in various dial, glossaries
5. With the. a. That which is needful; spec.

1 the necessary funds or money.
1772 C. HUTTON Bridges 84 To make the convenient give

place to the necessary when their interests are opposite
1897 Daily Kcws 6 Sept. 3,6 A fund.. for the purpose of
providing the necessary in order to bring test cases.

b. That which is necessarily determined.
1809-10 COI.KUIHOE Friend (1865) 97 So far as. .we possessthe ideas of the necessary and the universal.

Necesser, obs form of NECESSAK a. Sf.

t Nece SSiated,///. a. Obs. [erron. for neces

sitated.] a. Necessitous, b. Necessitated to do
j something.

1727 Philip Quarll 182 Necessiated and destitute. 1738
! [G. SMITH] Cur. Relat. II. 410 They train d up such per

sons as they knew were nccessiated, yet of a daring and
resolute Spirit. 1741 WARUIRTON Dir. Legal. II. 352
Necessiated to comply with the Passions of the People.
Necessism (ne sesiz m .

[f. L. r.ecess-e (see

|

NECESSAKV) + -ISM.] Necessitarianism.
1872 LITTLEDALE in

C&amp;lt;OT/&amp;lt;VK/).
Rev. XX. 433 To N ecessism

there are some fatal objections. 1892 Hovl-T Dial. E/fu.
1 layer 79 But this is sheer necessism !

So Ne cessist sb. and a., necessitarian.

1873 W. G. WARD Ess. PAilos. Theism (1884) I. 149 He
has here assumed very solid ground against necessists. Ibid.
177 He takes refuge in a .. reproduction of that very ne-
cessist theory, which he so energetically repudiates
tNeCC SSitable, a. Obs. nz/v- 1

. [See
NECESSITATE v. and -ABLE.] Subject to necessity.
1673 O. WALKER Educ. 210 Those Instruments .. not &quot;in

animate or necessitate, but spontaneous and free.

Necessitarian (n/sc-siteo-rian), sb. and a.

[f. NECESSITY + -arian : cf. NECESSARIAN.] One
who maintains that all human action is necessarily
determined by the law of causation, as opposed to
one who believes in the doctrine of free will.

1798 COWPER Let. to Lady Hesketh 8 Dec., He is a
wretch indeed who is a necessitarian by experience, a 1806

1 HORSLEY (L.), 1 hese necessitarians maintain the certain
influence of moral motives as the . . means whereby human
actions.. are brought into the continued chain of causes
and effects. 1817 COLERIDGE Hiog. Lit. (Bohn) 135 Hume,
Priestley, and the French fatalists or necessitarians. 1853
MANSEL Lett., Lett., etc.

(1873) 45 The Necessitarian
. .concludes that I am a determined effect. 1874 W. WAL
LACE Hegel s Logic 52. 93 This experience in conscious
ness is at once met by all that the Necessitarian products
from contrary experience.

b. attrib. or as adj.
1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 185 According to this

1878 CALDERWOOD Handlik. Mor. I kilos. (1878) 194 The
necessitarian doctrine in denying freedom of will, does not

altogether refuse a place to freedom.

Necessita riaiiism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The
theory or doctrine that action is necessarily deter
mined by antecedent causes.

1854 VROUDF. Short Stud., SpinozadKj) 1 1. 43 The fallacy
of all common arguments against necessitarianism lies in

the assumption that it leaves no room for self-direction.

1883 R. H. HUTTON in Cantcmp. Kcv. Mar. 376 Whose
crude rationalistic necessitarianism . . reconciled him to a
confident expectation of annihilation.

Necessitate,/ pple. Now rare. [ad. med.L.
necessitat-us : see next.] Necessitated.

1640 Remoiiitr. / res. Treaties Est. Scot. 24 Albeit we
be not diffident of God s assistance whensoever we shall be
necessitate to our own defence, n 1699 LADY HALKEIT
AvtoHog. (Camden) 60 Beeing necesitate to leave London.
1710 W. BLACK in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch.
I. 186, I shall be necessitate to return for Gieat Britain.

1839-32 BAILEY Festus 397 They are necessitate in kind,
As change in nature, or as shade to light.

Necessitate (nfte-sit t), i&amp;gt;. Also 7 Sf. ne-
oessitat. [f. ppl. stem of med.L. necessitare, f.

necessitas NECESSITY : cf. It. necessitare, Sp. ne-

cesitar, F. nicessitcr (i4th c.).]

1. trans. Tobring(aperson)undersomenecessity;
to compel, oblige, or force. (Chiefly in passive.)
a. Const, with inf. (Very common in i/th and
iSth c. ; now chiefly Amer. or Sc.)
1628 LE GRYS Barclay s Argents 290 Not necessitated to

holde out till the ruine of his party. 1646 H. LAWRENCE
Comm. Angells 72 For hee may necessitate a man to
feele temptation, but not to consent to it. 1697 DAMPIER
I oy. I. 272 He had no mind to this Voyage; but was ne
cessitated to engage in it or starve. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
I. iii. 50 He has directed and necessitated us to preserve
our Lives by Food. 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr, (1789)
I. xxxi. 271 Each boy is necessitated to decide and act

for himself. 1834 MARRYAT /*. Simple (1863) 305 If any
one, by doin^ wrong, necessitated another to do wrong to

circumvent him. 1854 EMERSON Lett.
&amp;lt;$

Soc. A ims i. (1875)
22 All that is wondrous in Swedenborg is. .his extraordinary
perception ; that he was necessitated so to see.

b. Const, to, f in, f into. Now rare (freq. in

i;th c.).
1628 EARLE Microcosm., Poor Man (Arb.) 101 No man

is necessitated to more ill, yet no mans ill is lesse cxcus d.

1631 LD. DORCHESTER in Lismore Papers (1888) Ser. n.

111. 177 Ordinances might be raysed to necessitate the

Irish in a more industrious course of life, a 1661 FULLER



NECESSITATED.
Worthies (1840 III. 2 Deer are daily diminished in Eng
land, since the gentry are necessitated into thrift. 1700 C.
NESSE Antid. Armin. (1827) 103 Man . . in a . . state of
creation .. had Free-will either to good or evil, but was
necessitated to neither. 1888 PATER in Pall Mall G.

25 Aug. 1/2 Necessitated by weak health to the regularity
and the quiet of a monk.

c. &quot;Without const. Now rare.

1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 97 Some Occa
sions of his own necessitating him. a 1666 SPURSTOWE Spir.
Chyttt. (1668) 7 God is no way necessitated, or limited by
the disposition . . of the matter. 1700 DRYDEN Pal. $ Arc.
n. 221 They., by foresight necessitate the will. 1869 J.
MARTINEAU ss. II. 279 Causation [is] a power necessi

tating but not necessitated.
absol. 1654 OWEN Saints

1

Perseverance Wks. 1853 XI.
446 Where one necessitates and another only persuades,
they cannot be said to cooperate.
2. To render necessary ; esp. to demand, require,

or involve as a necessary condition, accompani
ment, or result.

1628 WITHER Brit. Remeitib. u. 977 Or thinke, because
our sinne he doth permit That therefore he necessitateth it.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. i. n As if., the elevation of
the one necessitated the depression of the other. 1700 C.
NESSE Antid. Armin. (1827) 31 Such a decree., without
any obligation to necessitate the passing thereof. 1726
POPE Odyss. Postscr. V. 301 This renders his Poems more
animated, but .. necessitates the frequent use of a lower

style. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. v, They necessitated a
still more various knowledge. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit.

&amp;lt;$

Dogma Pref, 13 A string of other unverifiable assump
tions, .such as the received theology necessitates.

f3. To reduce (a person) to want or necessity.
Also re/I. Obs.

1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondf s Civil Wars \\. 67 They
there made Forts and Trenches for their owne safties, and
to necessitate the besieged. 1649 Alcoran 22 The father
and mother shall not necessitate themselves for theirchildren.

fb. In pass. Also const, in^for. Obs.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. cxiv. 553 The Native shall attain
a very great Estate, ..and be necessitated in nothing. 1684
Contcnipl. St. Alan n. ii. (1699) 148 That he was not Poor who
wanted, but he who was necessitated. 1700 TYRRKLL Hist.

Eng. 1 1. 973 The King, .being necessitated for Money.
Hence Necessitating vbl. sb.

1649 C. WALKER Hist. Indepcnd. n. 78 The necessitating
of the Prince to cast himself into the Arms of forreign
Popish Princes.

Necessitated (n/se-siteUed), ///. a. [-ED !.]

1. Rendered necessary or unavoidable; necessarily

fixed, determined, or appointed. Now rare

(common in i^th c.).

a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 18 With very many
pressing reasons, and as the state of her Kingdome then
tlood, . .necessitated Arguments. 1650 BOYLE Wks. (1772) I.

p. xlvi, The necessitated fault of returning. .so short and so

hasty an answer. 1676 Doctrine ofDevils 83 To the (necessi*

tated) injustice of the judicial proceedings. 1790 PENNANT
London (1813) 282 The necessitated use of bad and un-
uholesome diet. 1893 [see NECESSITATING/^*/, a.].

absol 1898 MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 22 To weld the

nation in a name of dread, The Necessitated came.

i 2. Of persons or their condition : Reduced to

necessity or want. Obs.

1646 J. BENBRIGCE l^sura Accom. 9 These poore and
necessitated borrowers. 1656 DUCHESS OF NEWCASTLE True
Relation in Life (1886) 306 His loyalty is proved .. by his

necessitated condition. 1706 J. SERGEANT Ace. Chapter
f&amp;gt;p. Chalcedon (1853) 117 Relief for superannuated or other
necessitated priests. 1781 R. KING Mod. Lond. Spy 79
[He] put a pieceof gold into his necessitated friend s hand.

Hence Nece ssitatedly adv. t in a necessitated

manner
; necessarily.

1864 WHEDON Freedom of Will r. ii. 37 Is he at liberty to
be controlled by it necessitatedly, as the nine-pin is by its

predecessorf

Nece ssitater. rare~ l
. [f. NECESSITATE v.

+ -ER !.] One who necessitates.

1654 VILVAIN Theorem Theol. ii. 71 b, For the Necessitater
is Commander. ., but the Wil a servil instrument.

Nece ssitating, ///. a.
[f. as prec. +

-ING -.] That necessitates or compels.
1652 GAULB Magastront. 2 Magesterial, fatale, necessi

tating Signes. 1704 M. HENRY Nat. Schism Wks. 1853
II. 254 They prophesied by a necessitating and irresistible

impulse. 1739-56 DODDRIDGE Fam. Exfositordxx. (1799)
II. 419 In consequence of his volition, without any necessi

tating agency. 18*5 COLF.RIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. 248,
I now pioceed ..from the necessitating occasion of the
Christian dispensation to Christianity itself. 1893 FAIR-
BAIRN Chr. Mod. Theol. i. viii, g 4. 171 Necessitating action
on the one side and necessitated on the other.

Hence Nece ssitatingly adv.

1654 OWEN Saints Perseverance Wks. 1853 XI. 445 It

impiesseth. .the will. .perMiadingly, not ravishingly or ne-

cessitatingly. a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867)
256 To work, either compulsively or necessitatmgly, upon
the hearts and wills of men.

Necessitation
(nfsesit^-jan). [f. NECESSI

TATE v. : see-ATioN.] The action of necessitating,
of rendering necessary or subjecting to necessity;
the result of this.

. .is very far from any compulsion or necessitation. a 1703
BURKITT On N. T. John xi. 44 Souls go not to heaven by
necessitation, as the fire naturally and necessarily ascends
upwards. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 182/2 In
human conduct, .there is much of necessitation

; that is of
behaviour resulting from local transient circumstance. 1856
DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. 1. 2. 266 Conceding no com-

62

promise., to a necessitation of nature. 1886 MOMERIE
Personality 132 Our necessitation is . . compatible with a
certain ability to control the forces of nature.

Nece ssitative, a.
[f.

NECESSITATE v. +

-IVE.] Tending to necessitate.

1864 WHEDON Freedom of IVill i. &quot; 37 To subject the
Will to a previous necessitative causation which is itself

necessitated, is the annihilation of alternativity.

t Necessite, v. Obs. [? ad, F. necessiter :

see NECESSITATE vl\ trans. To necessitate.
1600 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Ess. viii. F 4 The earth stands

necessited because it cannot go. 1630 B. JONSON New Inn
iv. iii, Who were he now necessited to beg, Would ask an
alms, like Conde Olivares. 1644 MAXWELL Prerog. Chr.

Kings Ep. Ded. 12 The love and zeale which have neces
sited me to take recourse to Your Honours patrocine.
Hence Necessited///. a.

; Necessiting vbl. sb.

a 1615 DONNE Ess. (1651) 178 That must either imply a

necessiting therof from God, or else Pelagianisme. 1635
NABUES Hannijal $ Scipio in. ii, All From a necessited
and innate temperance Would be as you are.

t Nece SSltied, ppl. a. Obs. rare~ l

. [? error

for prec.] Brought into necessity.
1601 SHAKS. Alts \ydl\. iii. 85, I bad her if her fortunes

euer stoode Necessided to helpe, that by this token I would
releeue her.

t Nece SSitively, adv. Obs. rare
- 1

. [irreg.
f. NECESSITE v.] By or of necessity.
1647 J. LiLBURNt; Jonah s Cry 10 Cost it what it will, I

valew it not, being necessitively compelled . . to remove
every stone that lyes in my way.

Necessitous (n/se*sitos), a. [ad. F. n&e$si~

U tix, or f. NECESSIT-Y + -ous.]
1. Placed or living in a condition of necessity or

poverty; having little or nothing to support one
self by ; poor, needy ; hard-up.
1611 COTGR., Necessiteitx, necessitous, needle, poore, in

digent. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. \\\. v. rule 3 5
The necessitous father may put the duty actually upon the
son. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. hid. I. iv. 39 He
exhausts all his Revenues, and is always necessitous. 1780
BURKE CEcon. Reform Wks. III. 252 It holds out a shadow
of present gain to a greedy and necessitous publick. 1826
DISRAELI Vw Grey in. ii, The wants of their necessitous

neighbours* 1877 Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. in. iii. 22 His

niggardly or necessitous master had only advanced one
thousand francs.

al sol. 1693 Humours Tffivn 95 What they can in any way
screw out of the necessitous. 1742 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792)
II. clxiii.go The ambitious hoped for kingdoms; the greedy
and the necessitous for plunder. 1786 HORSLKY Serin.

(1816) III. 103 It may be proper that the law should do
I something for the protection of ths necessitous. 1866

FF.LTON Anc. $ Mod. Gr, I. u. xi. 482 The very wealthy..
; on the one hand, and, on the other, the necessitous,

fb. In need of a. thing. Obs.rare~ l
.

1650 GKNTJLIS Consid. 213 The German Legions cry up
Vitellius for Emperour, they see him necessitous of money,
t C. Standing in need of aid. Obs. rare.

1711 M. HENRY Forgiv. Sin Wks. 1853 II. 318/2 Our
natures are necessitous, and continually depending upon
the divine piovidence. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will iv. viii.

(1762) 251 Being more sinful, and so more miserable and
necessitous than others.

2. Characterized by necessity or poverty.
1639 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat Dedic., Divers whose

Necessitous fortunes made it [poetry] their profession. 1654
Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 75 He .. was in a most
necessitus condicion. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World
417 By means of our necessitous misfortunes. 1791 COWPER
Iliad xvi. 1021 That I may turn from them that evil hour
Necessitous. 1885 Act 48 # 49 Viet. c. 40 Preamble, Rela
tions of the said testator .. in necessitous ciicumstances.

fb. Caused by want or necessity. Obs. rare~ l
.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 341 The incurring of
necessitous Debts, by reason of the Penurious straightness
of his Fortune.

f 3. Enforced, obligatory. Obs. rare 1
.

1631 MASSINGER Emperor East iv. iv, If sick with the
excess of heat or cold, Caused by necessitous labour.

f4. Necessary, requisite. Also const, for. Obs.

(In quot. 1742 attributed to an illiterate speaker.)
1742 FIELDING J, Andrews i. iii, [Mrs. Slipslop] proceeded :

And why is Latin more necessitous for a footman than a

gentleman?
1

1793 J. WILLIAMS Calm Exam. 59 Drawing
the line of necessitous propriety between what the people
require, and their leaders would enforce.

Hence Nece-ssitously adv.
;
Nece ssitousness.

1637 HEYWOOD Loud. Spec. Wks. 1874 IV. 307 One thing
more is necessitously to be added, a 1668 DAVENANT Fair
Favorite Wks. (1673) 96 Patience, which Before was but

necessitously kind, is grown Most willingly devout. 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Alor. (1716)6 Though sometimes ne-

cessitousnessbedumb,. .yet true Charity is sagacious. 1776
PAINE Com. Sense 10 Tho avarice will preserve a man
from being necessitously poor.

Necessitude (nfte-sitiwd). Now rare. [ad. L.

neeessitudO) f. necesse necessary: see -TUDE.]
fl. A relation or connexion between persons. Obs.
1612 T. TAYLOR Conun. Titus i. 7 There are many neces-

situdes and occasions between the Minister and peoole.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Ad Sect. ix. i Breaking
. . the great relations and necessitudes of the world. 1653

Serm.for Year \. iii. 34 Between Parents and their chil

dren there is so great a necessitude.

fb. The connexion of one thing with another.

1637 MEDE Wks. (1672) 869 Fundamental Truths, measured

by the necessitude they have with those Acts which are re

quired to Salvation.

f 2. A necessity (/something. Obs. rare*1
.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 140 Radicated [evil] customes

produce a necessitude of sin and servitude.

3. Need, necessity, rare&quot;
1

.

NECESSITY.

1839 J. ROGERS Antipapopr. xi. 3. 267 All their moral
merit, they require for their own, their private, their indi
vidual necessitude.

Necessituclinarian, a. rare-1
,

[f.
stem

of L. necessitildo (see prec.).] Necessitarian.

1834 New Monthly Mag. XLI. 358 [He] advocates neces-
situdinarian doctrines with the warmth of an enthusiast.

fNecessitu-dinary, a. Obs. rare- ,
[f. as

prec. + -AIIY i.] Belonging to Friendship, Rela

tion, &c. (Bailey 1721).

Necessity (n/se siti),^. Forms: 4-6necessite,
(5 nesseaite;, 5-6 necessitee, -yte(e, (5 -ytie),

6-7 necessitie, -itye, 6- necessity, [a. F. ne
cessity (i2th c.), ad. L. necessitat-eni

t
f. necesse

needful, necessary : see -ITY.]

fl. a. The fact of being inevitably fixed or

determined. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1012 Whether that the pre

science of God is The certaine cause of the necessite Of
thinges that to comen be. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in.

iii. (Skeat) 1. 16 Liberia of arbitrement, ihorow whiche thon
belevest many thinges to be without necessite. 1534 MORE
Treat. Passion Wks. 1286/1 Not onely the necessitye of

temporal deathe. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 619 The neces
sitie of destinie cannot by any mans deuise, be eyther letted
or interrupted.

f b. The constraining power of something. Obs.

1529 MOBK Dyaloge iv. Wks. 261/2 Those that wrechedly
i lai al the weyght and blame of our shine to the necessite

|

and constraynt of goddes ordtnaunce. 1533 KELLENDEN

j

Livy i. xvii. (S. T.S.) I. 93 5jt
he could nocht brek be wilt

]

and engyne of man be necessite and violence of foitoun.

2. Constraint or compulsion having its basis in

the natural constitution of things ; esp. such con

straint conceived as a law prevailing throughout
:

the material universe and within the sphere of

human action.

1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxlvi, So that the diuersitee Off
thaire wirking suld cause necessitee. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
}. v. 25 Who can turne the stream of destinee, Or breake
the chayne of strong necessitee? 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s

Mor, 816 Thales saith, that Necessitie is most potent and

forcible, for it is that which ruleth the whole world. 1667
MILTON P. L. v. 258 He..ordaind thy will By nature free,

|

not over-rul d by Fate Inextricable, or strict necessity.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will \. iii. (1762) 13 The common
Notion of Necessity and Impossibility implies something

j

that frustrates Endeavour or Desire. 1803 MALTHUS PoJ&amp;gt;ul.

i

i. i. (1806) I, 3 Necessity, that imperious, all-pervading law
of nature. 1884 F. TUMI-LI-: Relig. % Set. iii. (1885) 84
When we turn from abstract arguments to facts, the doc-

i trine of necessity is unquestionably unproven.
b. \Vith defining terms, as absolute^ conditional)

i logical, moral, natural,philosophical, physical.
1587 GoLDiNG De Mornay ix. (1592) 131 Of the necessitie

lhat is conditional, and not of the necessitie that is absolute
as they terme it. 1620 T. GRANGER Dii&amp;gt;. Logike 36 Euen
God effecting by absolute necessitie [etc.]. 1697 tr- Burgm*
ttictus Logic I. 60 By natural necessity we understand
not only that by which inanimate things act, as plants

i [etc.], a 1740 WATERLAND Diss. Argument Wks. 1823 IV.

432 Connection of mental or verbal propositions, .makes up
the idea of logical necessity. Connection of end and means

..the proper doctrine of philosophical necessity. 1840

Penny Cycl. XVI. 127/2 Physical necessity has its origin
in the established order and laws of the material universe.

1862 SPENCER First Prim. n. iv. 53 (1875) 174 The con
sciousness of logical necessity.

3. The constraining power of circumstances
;
a

condition or state of things compelling to a cer

tain course of action. (Sometimes with implica
tion of sense 10.)

1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xix. 4 Ther ladde them to that ende

wrthi necessite. 1390 COWER Conf. III. 157 To helpe..his

oghne lond Behoveth every man his bond To sette upon
necessite. 1509 FISHER Funeral Serin. C tess Richmond
Wks. (1876) 296 Compelled by necessyte to seche helpe &
sucoure in theyr cause. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanc s Comnt.

108 Necessitie requyred to make all the power againste

hym that myght be gathered. 1617 MOKYSON Itin. i. 218,

I would rather admit (if necessitie require) any figura
tive speech. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT 7 rav. (1677) 26 They
are justly suspected, and seldome traffiqued with, but in

case of necessity. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. 11. xxi. g 9.^118
Every one pities him, as acting by Necessity and Con
straint. 1735 BOLINGBROKE On Parties 100 Necessity and
Self-Preservation are the great Laws of Nature. 1781

continuance requires precisely the same justification of

necessity. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 495 If a ship be

compelled by necessity to change the order of the places to

which she is insured.

b. Work of necessity, something which cannot

possibly or naturally be left undone.
a 1600 W. PERKINS Wks. (1617) II. no Workes..of

present necessity, .such as cannot be done before or after

the Sabbath. 1647 [see MERCY sb. 7]. 1684 SPELMAN Law
Terms 67 For saving that which otherwise would perish ;

A work of Necessity. 1824 [see MERCY sb. 7],

4. Of necessity : a. Necessarily, inevitably, un

avoidably.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. ii. (Skeat) 1. 125 And of

necessite of suche justice., was free choice .. grannted to

resonable creatures. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 142 Of verray

necessite The Philosophre him hath betake Fyf pointz.

c 1440 Cenerydes 2552 Thennc of necessite They them with-



NECESSITY.
clrewe 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 153,) ,3 We must all
dye of necessite for original synne. 1577 B. GOOGE Herts-
backs Huso. iv. (1586) 168 At such time as the ground is
covered with snovre,..you must of necessitie helpe them
with a little meat. 1611 BIBLE Lnke xxiii. 17 Of necessitie
hee must release one vnto them at the Feast 1662 STIL

63 NECK.

.
., . . 05 A little

attention will convince us that this must of necessity be

stability of his instruments.

t b. Necessary, indispensable. Obs. rare.
&quot; 533 LD. BERNERS fit/on Iviii. 202 It is of necessvte

that ye goo to kynge luoryn . . and pray hym to haue mercyof you. 1581 FULKE in Confer, n. (1584) M iij b, It is not
of necessitie by Christes commandement.
5. In phrases and proverbs.
1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 2184 Than is it wisdom To

maken^vertu of necessite. 1420 Pallad. on Hnsl: I. 176
Necessite nath neuere halyday. a 1555 [see LAW st.l , a]
1581 PET-TIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Com , i. (1586) 5 Therefore wee
must force our will, . . whereof followeth a vertue of necessitie

, u
4

&quot;&amp;gt;,

l6
i,

R
S T &quot; e

*
W &quot;stle Iv- *379 Signior Necessitythat hath no law. 1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (,604) 44Art imitates Nature, and Necessity is the Mother of In-

vention. a 1708 BEVERIDGE Tlus. ThtoL (1711) III 59 By
patience you make a vertue of necessity 1758 I BLAKEPlan Mar. Syst. 60 Necessity has no law. 1837 MARRYAT
Perc. A eenc xxl, One must always make a virtue of neces.
sity 1885.r (weekly ed.) 17 Apr. 9/1 Necessity is the
mother of inventions. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. June 228 It
may seem cool, but necessity has no law.

t 6. A necessary piece of business
; a necessary

act. Obs. (Cf. NEED^. 12.)
1:1450 Merlin 64 He toke leve, and yede thourgh the

courte in his othir necessilees. c 1532 Du WES Introd l- r
in lalsgr. 1037 In all her necessities and busenes. 1613SHAKS. Hen. VI11, v. i. 2 These should be houres for neces-
s &quot; e

|;,
Not for delights. 1662 J. DAV.ES tr. Mandelslo s Trav.

268 They never do their necessities, but they lay a stick cross
a pit, upon which Ihey sit for their greater ease. 1676 HALE
Contempl. i. Gt. Audit 85 That is not a Necessity which
may be forborn to be done, .until the Morrow,
t b. Necessary duty. Obs. rare.

1546 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 17 In the sayde Church
the necessitie is to pray and to ayde dyvyne service. 1546
lorksh. Chantry Sun,. (Surtees) II. 213 The necessitie
thereof is to do dyvme servyce.

t c. Something unavoidable. Obs. rare.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, m. i. 92 Are these things then

Necessities? Then let vs meete them like Necessities.

TJJS*: T~ &quot; iv 38 One of these two must ue neces
sities, Which then will speake.
7. a. An unavoidable compulsion or obligation of

doing something. Also with inf. Now rare.
1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 123 Who haue a necessity of

sinning since his fall. 1686 tr. Chardin s Trav. Persia 182
J here was a necessity for us to let our Horses rest. 1727DE FOE Syst. Magic i. iv. (1840) 99 Bringing them to a
necessity of laying it aside, before they had carried it on too
far. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physkk ( 1 762) p. xxv, Honest M en
are under no Necessity of touching them. 1817 JAS. MILL
J&amp;gt;r,t. India II. v. v. 498 It was in such distress for want of
provisions, as to find a necessity of applying to the Bengal
Government for aid.

b. An imperative need/or or t (/something.
1673 True Worship 27 If any argue, .a necessity ofa Ser.

mon ; he must ..conclude [etc.]. 1707 famtDfittrtermft
Cond. Sp. 185 God be praised we are not in a Necessity of

ia
Y&quot;j

t0ry I7SI J HNSON Rambler No. 170 T 10 He . . com
pelled me to repose on him as my only support, and produced a necessity of private conversation. 1785 Liberal
Amer. II. 09 She thinks there will be a necessity for it

1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. viii. 678 The strongest i

necessity existed for rendering the resources of the country i

available to its defence. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. iii. 40
Ihey were.. recent additions to the language. The intro
duction of Christianity had created a necessity for them.
8. The fact of being indispensable ; the in-

dispensableness of some act or thing.
1597. HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. 1. 3 Vpon their force their

necessitie dependeth. 1707 ADDISON Prcs. St. War Misc.
Wks. 1766 III. 271 We see the necessity of an augmenta
tion if we intend to bring the enemy to reason. 1751
JOHNSON kambler No. 170 f 9, 1 had seen mankind enoughto know the necessity of outward cheerfulness. 1813 WEL.
LINC-TON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI. 22 If you will point out
to them the necessity of adopting some measures to subsist
their armies. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, m. 66 Whatever
may enhance our ideas of the necessity and sovereignty of
divine grace. 1891 Speaker 2 May 532/2 Modern Socialists
. . have not overlooked the necessity of protecting individual
freedom.

II. 9. f a. What is necessarily required ; ne
cessaries. Obs.
137 HARBOUR Bruce VI. 29 His men fra him sua scalit war,

Jill purchess thame necessite. ciipa Rom. Rose 6740
i nanne may he begge til that he Have geten his necessite.
c 1440 Gesta Rom n. xciv. 424 (Addit. MS.), Man was not
made to so grete superfluyte, but to necessite of nature.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 381 b/2 He had the poure peple
wryton by name . . for to gyue to theym theyr necessyte.
1650 I. BfAYLEY] Worcester s Apoph. 37 You have the
Pniesl.peece of necessity yonder, at the side Table.

D. An indispensable or necessary thing.
1481 CAXTON Godfrey clvi. 231 For to. . bye theyr necessy-

tees at the shippes. 1563 SHUTE Archit. B iij, Many other
necessities therunto belonging. 1799 E. Du Bom Piece
family_Biog. I. 19 Sufficient for many things more than the

&quot;

&quot;Cities
of life. 1842 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Life

(1370) III. ix. 154 Trees and fre&amp;gt;h air are necessities to my
constitution. ^6 E. MELLOR Priesthood ii. 65 That which
rendered the gospel a necessity.

comfort In all your nedes of necessite i
vsnui. (Percy Soc.) 5 Wynter declaieth harde

his humble prayer. 1605 SHAKS.
: _i i - *, ii - - --t *i .-V.WJ3!-

1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Admir.

b
&quot; HU;IVU 111 pi ll_C U

. With possessive pron. or genitive.
1447 BOKENHAM Scjintys (Roxb.) 37 Al that longyth to

thy necessyte bhal be provydyd by God and me. CKii
ist t.ns. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 32/1 We shall gyue
theym gold fc syluer to lh[e]yr necessilie. 1596 SHAKS.
Kerch, y.i. ,. , 57 You shall not seale to such a bond for
me, He rather dwell in my necessitie. 1617 MOBYSON Ilia
n. 153 i be necessity of the Spanish forces already in Ireland
being more then was expected. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n.
xx. loo Ihey will not ask whether his necessity be a suffi
cient title. 1859 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun v, All of whom
find such, .saloons, .as their necessity can pay for

c. Bad, illicit spirit.

U ^ .._, ,
, .-HJ BWUlCLilUCB UallGUl

. A situation of hardship or difficulty a press
ing need or want. (Chiefly in //.)
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione III. 1. 120 Seldom is founden a

trusty frende, bat is perseuerant in all be necessiles of his

TI r
&quot;494 F*?VAM C/iron. 7 Comforte to suche as calle

lo the for helpe in eche necessyte. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (Wde W. 153,) ,52 This mortall lyfe, whiche for synne is full
of necessytees and myseryes. 1583 T. WASHINGTON tr.

; Nicholays I ay. n. xviii. 51 b, To succour and supply the
instant necessities which might happen. i6n BIBLE Transl.
1 rej. T 4 Whereby all our necessities may be prouided for

7 J-. V RBKr Disc. Rclig. Eng. 24 Many of them live in
Necessities, and most of them upon the kindness of others.
1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 4 , He attended lillle
to his Art and wrought at it only so far as Necessities
obliged him. 1775 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 59/2 The
necessities of the mother country. 1794 COLERIDGE Kelig.
Musings 218 Their keen necessities To ceaseless action
goading human thought. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm xv
(ed. 2) 261 We must aim at a habit of gratitude, which has
no relation to present necessities.

t!2. Want ofa. thing. Obs.
1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lim. Mon. iii. (1885) 114 For

gret necessite wich the French kynge hade of goode. 1558
in Strype Ann. Re/. Wai) I. App. iv. 396 By this means.,
her majesty s necessity of money may be . . relieved. 1675EARL ESSEX Lett. (1770) 352 Several of the foot coi.ipanies
in Ireland are in great necessity of clothing. 1754 SHEB-
BEARE Matrimony (1766) I. 173 You . . are in Necessity of
many things.

fl3. A bond or tie between persons. Obs. rare- .

595. in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 411 The
necessity between Prince and subject is reciproque.
Hence Necessity v., to necessitate, rare 1

.

1827 I. TAYLOR Trans. Anc. B/ts. xii. (1875) 132 One
climate . . necessities a much greater degree of permanency
in the habits of the people than another.

Nech(e, obs. Sc. variants of NIGH v.

Neche, obs. form of NESH.
Necht, obs. Sc. variant of NIGH v.

Wechyr, obs. form of NEICUER, to neigh, Sc.

tlfe Cial, a. Ots.~l

[ad. L. type *nccialis, i.

nex, neas death + -n/?V -AL.] Funeral, sepulchral.
1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (1833) 23 Mens nuptial festivi-

ties ar ofttimes exceeded by their necial folies in making
their burials.. a mont to show worldly glory,

Neck (nek), sb.1 Forms: a. i hneoca, 4-6
nekke, 4-7 nek, (5-6 neke, 6 neeke), 3-7
neoke, 4- neck. 0. 4 nycke, nhicke, nihcke ;

nak. [OE. hnecca wk. masc. = OFris. hnecka,nccke,
MDu. necke (Du. nek), MHG. nacke (G. nackeii),
ON. hnakki (Da. nakke, Sw. nacke) ; a strong
masc. form appears in MDu. nac, nock-, OHG.
hnacch, (K]nach (MHG. nac). The word has

app. no cognates outside of the Teutonic lan

guages. In OE. it is comparatively rare, the

more general sense of neck being expressed by
the words heals HALS and swira SWIRE. It is

not clear how the ME. variants nicke and nak are

related to nekke.
&quot;\

I. 1. The back part of that portion of the body
lying between the head and shoulders ; also, by
extension, the whole of this portion, the narrow

part below or behind the head.
The wider sense is now the usual one, the original mean

ing being commonly expressed by the back, or the nape, of
the neck (see NAPE so. 1 i b).

a. c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. xix. 142 Wa cfam be
willao under selcne elnbo^an lecjean pyle & bolster under
aslcne hneccan. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Deut. xxviii. 35 pset (m
nebl&amp;gt;e nan bing hales fram bam fotwolmum o5 pone hnec
can [L. ad verticem}. a 1225 St. Marher. 12 pis milde
meiden..sette hire fote uppon his ruhe necke. c 1290 S.

Eng. Leg. I. 37/117 Ane Rop he dude a-boute is necke.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13031 Beof by J&amp;gt;e

nekke Pelron hent. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 99 Hire Necke is

schorl, hir schuldres courbe. c 1475 RaufCoilyar 123 He
tyt the King be the nek, twa part in tene. 1559 Mirr.

;

lows, who hated embrace and fall upon each other s Neck.
1774 GOLDSM. Aat. Hist. (1776) V. 283 The green parakeet,with a red neck, a ,82, KEATS Hyperion III. , 32 His golden
H
eS
n F

1 &quot;1

,}&quot;

l n
,

d
,

ulat &quot; r &quot;&quot;d his eajjer neck. 1897HO. FORBES 1 and-bk. Primates I. 17, I he Orangsare
. .heavy m build, wuh the head set on a very Ihick neck
P. aijoo K.Horn (Harl. .MS.) r 32 8 Hue comen in wel

sone . Y-armed! swib bicke From fote to be nycke. 1340
Aycno. 216 pe fole wyfmen bet guob mid stondindi- nihcke
ase hert ine launde. 1382 WVCLIF Gen. xxvii. 16 She for-
couende the nakid of the nak [1383 ncckej.
t b. As the part of the body on which burdens

or other articles are carried. Obs.
a 1225 Attcr. K. 322 Ich chulle . . trussen al bi schendful-

lesse o
bl&quot;e owime necke. a 1300 Cursor M. 5S ..

; Aponber neckes sal b.n bere Hott wit stan and wit murier 1340
Ayenb. 138 Huet ssel be ilke paye bat najt nehebbote bane
nhicke y-carked mid zenne. c 1386 CHAUCER Monk s T. 120
He., bar the heven on his nekke longe. 1:1450 LOVELICH
Grail xh. 434 The Enemy hym there took vpe Anon In liys
Nekke. 1561 NORTON & SACK. Gorl,od,,c i. Dumb Shuw
Of whom the first bare in his necke a Fagot of smal sticker

c. The cervical vertebra:. Chiefly in plir. to
break the neck.
a 1250 Owl % Night. I22 Werp hit vt myd be vyrsle, pelhis nekke him toberste. 1297 R. GLOLC. iRollsl 7709

Richard, is o neueu, brec bere is nekke. 1387 THFVIS*
Higdnt (Rolls) VII. 21 pat nyse abbot wer|,e wood, al d
brak.his nekke and deide. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. I..

496 One of them his neck was nyghe broken in tweyn 1562
J. HEYWCOL./VOT/. t, Kpigr. (,867) 33 In that house.. A man
snail as soone breake his necke as his fa-l. 1600 SHM^
A. Y. L. I. i. 153, I had as liefe thou didst br.-ake his necke
113

ii&quot;&quot;&quot;.
l6 l^e 5 b). 17,2 STEELK Spect. No. 474P2 Ihe President must necessarily have broken hi N\- 1 k.

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 406 Turning it round, whereby the
neck was dislocated. 1893 EARL DUNMOKE Pamirs I. 67Une and all rode like demons, without the slightest regard
for the safety of their own necks.

td. Inexactly used for head . Obs. rare.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 431 She . . offered to the

hangeman her necke to be striken of. i6u BIBLE Deut.
x *&amp;gt;- 4 Ihe Elders.. shall strike orT the heifers necke there.
1647 HEXHAM s. v., To chop or cult oli&quot; ones Necke.
2. a. The skin from the- neck of an animal, rare-*.
1552 Act 5 * 6 E,hv. 17, c. 15 ij 3 Every Girdler . .may . .

sell.. Necks, Wombs and Shreds of tanned Leather.

b. The ik-sh of the neck of an animal, esp. of
beef or mutton.
1603 DEKKER & CHETTLE Crissil (Shaks. Soc.) 9 Eighl lo

a neck of mutton is not that your commons? 1632 MAS-
SINGER City Mat/am i. i, His family fed on roots and livers,And necks of beef on Sundays. 1753 Scots Mag. Apr. 191/1A neck, a loin, or leg of veal. 1813 Examiner 31 May 351/2He .. should like to have a neck of mutton. 1861 MB.-,.
BEETON Bk. Housch. Managem. xxv. 328 The Sheep.,
fore quarter: No. 3, the shoulder ; 4 and 5 the neck.

c. That part of a garment which covers, or lies
next to, the neck.

1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Necke of acappe, rebras dung bonnet.
S??-*? HOLINSHED Chron. III. 921/1 His pillion of fine

scarlet, wilh a necke set in the inner side wilh blacke veluet.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenots Trav. n. 91 Their shirts have
no necks but onely a hem like Womens Smocks. 1752
BERKELEY Th. Tar-water Wks. 1871 III. 500 Unbuttoning
the neck and wristbands of his shirt, c 1817 HOGG Tales ,v

Sk. III. 158 With a scarlet neck in his coat. 1866 (see
Low a. i c).

II. 3. In various figurative or allusive expres
sions : a. Implying subjugation (or deliverance).
Usu. in connexion with the fig. use of YOKE.
1382 WVCLIF Jer. xxx. 8 Y shal to-brose his ;oc fro thi

necke. 1388 Acts xv. 10 To putte a ;ok on the necke of
the disciplis. a 1400 Chron. R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2804 pe sa\os
nekken vnder is fet to trede. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I /, n.
iil 64 These are his..armej,, and strength, With which he
yoaketh your rebellious Neckes. 1601 Twel. A , ir.

v. 206 Wilt thou set thy foot o my necke? 1649 &quot;V%&amp;gt;.N

Serm, Wks. 1851 IX. 217 Our necks are yet kepi from the
yoke of lawless lust. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. n. 127 To ..

Disyoke their necks from custom. Itid. VI. 150 See, your
foot is on our necks, We vanquished.

b. Implying submission, resistance, or obstinacy.
c 1386 CHAL-CER Clerk s T. 57 Boweth your nekke under

that bhsful yok Of soverayntee. c 1400 Rule St. Benet
(Prose) 38 [She may not] be life of

(&amp;gt;e
reule fle, ne caste il

fra hir nek. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings xvii. 14 They . .

herdened their neckes, acordinge to the hardneck of their
fathers. 1593 SHAKS. Ri.h. 11, m. i. 19 My selfe .. hauc
stoopt my neck vnder your iniuries. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv.

418 Sturdiest Oaks Bow d thir Stiff necks. 1757 BURKE
Abridgm. Eng. Hist. in. iv, The barbarians, .had at length
submitted their necks to the Gospel.

t c. Denoting the setting-on of an assailant, the

imposition ofsome burden, or the laying of a charge,
upon a person. Obs. (freq. in i6th c. use).
1536 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 356 They princypally

delyte to put oon of us Inglishmen in an others necke.
1551 ROBINSON tr. More s

Utof. i. (1895) 103 The wyckednes
and folysshenes of others shame imputed to hym and layde
in hys necke. 1596 SPF.NSKII State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 664/1
ihe countrey [njever should dare to mutinie, having still

the souldiours on theyr necke. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. u. 170
You haue done well, Thai men must lay their Murlhers on
your necke.

d. With allusion to hanging or beheading.
49* Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 36 Theuys & brybours

. . whyche are punysshed foi theyr euyll dedes by the necke.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. i~, iv. viii. 45 Let his Neck answere foi

it, if there is any Marshall Law in (he World. 1646 Hamil



NECK.
toil Papers (Camden) 118 To this litle purpose hath the

King s commands put his necke to a new hazard. 1685
EVELYN Diary 24 Dec., West, who .. had reveal d the ac

complices to save his owne neck. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias
It. vii. F 27 [I) rejoiced at getting my neck out of an halter.

e. In miscellaneous uses.

c 1489 [see Lose a. 1
1 c). 1535 COVERDALE Nek. iii. 5 Their

greate men put not their neckes to ye seruyce of their lorde.

1579 TOMSON Calvin s Strut. Tin:. 261/1 God layeth the
bridle in their neckes as it were. 1599, 1676 [see HEEL sb:-

24 b], 1797 MRS. M. ROBINSON Walsinghatn II. 173 The
constable of the night, making a long neck to examine the
bribe. 1856 LEVER Martins of Cro* M. 288 You ll go from
this place to the Lodge, where you ll be fed to the neck .

1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. XH. ix. (1872) IV. 196 The vacant
edifices, .are filled to the neck with meal and corn.

4. In, on, or upon the neck of, on the top of,

immediately upon or after
; esp. (one) in or on

the neck of another. Now only dial, (very com
mon in io-i;th c.).

1315 LD. BERNERS Frohs. II. clx. [clvi.] 442 One tayle
coude nat be payde but y l another was redy on y necke
therof, 1545 ASCHAM Toxopk. i. (Arb.) 56 Heaping othes

upon othes, one in a nothers necke. 1577 tr. Bultinger s
Dccailes (1592) 50 Vpon the necke of this againe, he argueth
this. 1605 WILLET HexaplaGcn. 357 One temptation folloed
in the neck of an other. 1683 TEMPLE Mem. Wks. 1720 I.

376 This Offer coming upon the Neck of the Parliament s
Advice to his Majesty. 1700 DKYDEN Fables Pref., Ess. (ed.
Ker) II. 256 A dozen more of such expressions, poured on
the neck of one another. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., One
bad job alus falls on th neck of another.

5. To break the neck of: f a. To destroy, finish,

bring to an end. Obs.

15715 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 32 These foule mischeefs
which haue almoste broken the necke of the Common wealth.
1624 JAS. I Declar. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 140
Though I have broken the Necks of three Parliaments.

b. To counteract or annul the chief force or
main effect of; to finish the main part of.

1643 Plain English 9 The neck of this designe will scarce
be broken, till the necks of some of the. .authors, .be. 1674
R. GODFREY // . f, At. Physic 131 The Doctor.. gave him
Medicines to fortifie his Stomach, and break the neck of the
Fever, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1742) I. 201 To break the Neck
of those wicked Delays used there. 1755 JOHNSON s. v.. To
break the neck of an affair ; to hinder any thing being done ;

or. to do more than half. 1837 LOCKHART Scott (1869) II.
xiv. 263 He had done enough (in his own language) to
break the neck of the day s work . 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTOM
Paston Carew xlii. The neck of the winter was broken,
and the day was bright and clear.

6. f a. A Teck over head, headlong. Obs. rare
-

.

1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serm. Tim. 247/1 Matters goe so
necke ouer head, and men crye out, All is naught.

b. Neck and heels, = neck and crop. Now dial.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 72 The Liberty of the Subject

is brought in Neck and Heels, as they say. 1778 Miss
BURNEY Evelina xxv, To take and pull him neck and heels
out. 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. IV. hid. (1834) 137 The first

thing that we now did was to turn him out of the sick-house,
neck and heels. 1890 Clone. Gloss, s.v., If there be another
lection, they 11 be obligated to go out neck and heels.

C. Neck and crop, bodily, completely, altogether.
1816 in Hone Every-day Bk. (1825) 1. 461 Explain the terms

.. neck and crop bang up and prime. 1833 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle xvi, Chuck them neck and crop, .down a dark
staircase. 1863 DICKENS Mat. Fr. I. xv, We re going in neck
and crop for fashion.

7. To tie (or f/ay) neck and heels, to confine
or bind securely.
1643 CHILLENDEN Inhumanity King s Prison-kpr. 2 He

swore he would lay me neck and heels in Irons. 1678
BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 1092 Insolences, That to your own
imperious wills Laid Law and Gospel neck and heels. 1701
GIBBER Love makes Man iv. ii, Take this Fool, let him be
gagg d, ty d Neck and Heels, and lock d into a Garret.

8. Neck or nothing (occas. nought}, a phrase
expressing determination and readiness to venture

everything or to take all risks.

1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 321 Worth venturing Neck
or Nothing for. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversai. 99 Neck or

nothing ; come down, or I ll fetch you down. 1782 COWPER
Gilpin 89 Away went Gilpin, neck or nought 1810 CLARKE
Trav. Russia 333 She rides, to use the language of English
sportsmen, neck or nothing . 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz,
Scenes vii, Cabs are all very well in cases of expedition,
when it s a matter of neck or nothing. 1895 W. C. HAZLITT
4 Generations II. 357, 1 launched my scheme neck or naught.

b. attrib. of persons or actions : Headlong,
reckless.

1814 SCOTT Let. to Morritt 30 Apr. in Lockhart, A neck-
or-nothing London bookseller. 1835 W. IRVING Tour
Prairies 235 Crashing along with neck-or-nothing fury,
where it would have been madness to follow him. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxv, Three great neck-or-nothing
chaps, that could keep on running over us.

9. Neck and neck, of horses, etc. : Keeping
abreast, neither falling behind nor getting ahead
of each other. Also freq. in fig. use.

1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag iii, They, .entered the winning-
field nearly neck-and-neck. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col.

Reformer (1891) 222 Having forced an immense black bullock
out of the camp, [he) was racing neck-and-neck with him.
fig. c 1811 CROKER in C. Papers (1884) I. 40 In the House
ofCommons, .where the parties were, if I may use the expres
sion, neck and neck.

1877 GREEN Lett. (1901) 456 To keep
neck and neck with the printers . . would be a daily pressure.

b. attrib. Close, near.

1859 FARRAR J. Home xxxi, Our lots in life, since at Har-
ton we ran a neck and neck race, have been widely different.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. f, Merck. II. iii. 71 It s fate in the
day, and a neck and neck thing.

C. As sb. Exact coincidence.

64

1858 DE QUINCEY Seer. Societies Wks. VII. 245 The birth
and the death .. synchronise by a metaphysical nicety of
neck-and-neck.

III. In transferred uses, applied to such parts
of things as have some resemblance to the neck.

10. The narrow part &amp;lt;&amp;gt;/&quot;some passage, cavity, or

vessel, esp. the part of a bottle next the mouth.
1400 Lattfranc s Cirurg. 175 pe necke of |?e maris is

fleischi,. ,& in be necke of be maris ben veynes. 1460-70 Bk.
Quintessence 5 Putte it into a glas clepid amphora, with
a long necke. 1611 COTGR., Gonlet, . . the mouth, or necke
of a Violl, Bottle, or other long, and narrow-neckt vessell.
1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. 12 The glass neck

,
of the Receiver . . was thrust into this Cement. 1710 J.
CLARKE tr. Rohaulfs Nat. Philos. (1729) I. xxii. 145 A Bottle
. .which has a very streight Neck. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morb.
Anat. (1807) 293 The portion which is most frequently in
flamed is that near the neck of the bladder. 1844 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. V. i. 9 These necks, as they are termed, to the
main drain or leaders are cut into the open ditch. 1897
Allbutt s Syst. Med. IV. 438 It is here that a narrowing
exists which has been called the upper neck of the ureter.

b. A pass between hills or mountains
; the nar

row part of a, mountain pass.
1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4359/2 Monsieur Medavi. .was to ad

vance towards the Neck of the Mountains at Ceurs. 1850
R. G. GUMMING Hunters Life S, Afr. (1856; I. 122 Their
vast legions continued streaming through the neck in the
hills in one unbroken phalanx. 1890 L. C. D Ovix Notches
133 They went by way of the pass, and as they entered the
neck the wind was blowing hard.

c. A narrow channel or inlet ; the narrow part
of a sound, etc.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. 59, I . . found a Neck or Inlet of
Water between me and the Boat 1736 WESLEY JKfo. (1872)
I. 39 As we were crossing the neck of St. Helena s Sound.
1894 HALL CAINE Manxman \. iii. 288 The neck of the har
bour was narrow.

d. Fortif* The narrow part of a bastion or em-
brasnre.
1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 252/4 One Bastion onely being re

served upon the Petition of the Jesuites, whose Church is

situated upon the neck of it. 1669 STAYNRED Fortif. 8 You
may as you see occasion widen the Necks of the Gorges.
1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS ArtiL Man. (1862) 248 The neck of the
embrazure is the inward, or narrowest part of it.

11. A narrow piece of land with water on each
side

; an isthmus or narrow promontory.
I55S EDEN Decades 352 Vppon the innermoste necke to the

landeuarde is a tufte of trees. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 73
From whence proceedeth and beareth forth the necke or cape
of Peloponnesus. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 13 Mount-
Hope, Pocasset and several other Necks of the best land in
the Colony. 1767 Hull Na-vig. Act 1061 In case the said
Commissioners shall become possessed of any necks ofland.

1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 220 They are planning canals
..to let small vessels through, across a neck of land. 1872
BLACK Adv. Phaeton xviii. 247 The long neck ofland lying
between..the Dee and the Mersey.

b. A narrow stretch of wood, ice, etc. Also

(U.S.^ neck of the woods (see quot. 1871).
1780 YOUNG Tour frel. I. 266 You see three other necks of

wood,.. generally giving a deep shade. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett.

High Lat. (ed. 3) 296 The little schooner, .pushed her way
through the intervening neck of ice. 1871 S. DE VEKE
Americanisms 178 He will .. find his neighborhood desig
nated as a neck of the woods, that being the name applied to

any settlement made in the well-wooded parts of the South
west especially.

c. Geol. (See quot. 1876.)
1876 A. H. GREEN Phys. Geol. 246 The columns of cooled

lava which fill up an old volcanic chimney are known as
Necks. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. iv. 558 Necks of agglo
merate and fine tuff abound among the.. volcanic regions
of Scotland.

12. A narrow or constricted part in any imple
ment, instrument, or other manufactured article;
a connecting part between two portions of a thing.
For various technical applications see Knight Diet. Meek.
1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 62 Some of them vpon the necke of

their launce haue an hooke. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts

NECK.

d. In cannon, (a) the narrow part connecting

j

the cascabel with the breech
; (b} the part imme-

i diately behind the swell of the muzzle.
(*) J7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

VIII. 230/2 Diameter of the button [= cascabel].. .Diameter

]

of its neck. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s IVord-bk. 495.

(^) X7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Neck of a gun is that

| part between the muzzle mouldings, and the Cornish ring.
c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Cateck. 5 Name the mouldings,

i
&c. Neck notch chock [etc.]. 1876 VOYLE& STEVENSON

j

Milit. Diet. 270/1.
13. a. Bot. A neck-like part. Applied spec, to

\

certain parts in plants (see quots.).
1672-3 GREW Anat. Roots \. 15 The saide Buds , . are at

length formed into so many Necks, of three, .or more Inches

long. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet.) Neck, the upper part of
the tube in a corolla of one petal. 1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot.
188 The cauliculus or neck [in the embryo]. 1849 BALFOUR
Man. Bot. 119 The part where the stem and root unite is

the collum or neck. 1852 HENSLOW Ditt. Bot. Terms 113
Neck

t .. the point at which the limb separates from the

sheathing petiole of certain leaves. 1875 BENNETT & DYER
tr. Sacks Bot, 290 This piece of the envelope.. De Bary calls

the Neck.
b. Excessive elongation of stem or stalk.

1882 Garden 5 Aug. 114/3 Instead of Onions of monstrous
size we want varieties, .that will not. .run into neck .

14. Anat. a. Of a tooth: (see quot. 1732).
1732 MONRO Anat. Bones (ed. 2) 165 At the Place where

the Base [of the tooth] ends, and the Roots begin, there is

generally a small circular Depression, which some call the
Neck or Collar. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 684/2. 1822-34
Good^s Study Hied. led. 4) I. 65 The gums are detached from
their respective necks. 1885 BURDETT Helps to Health iii.

72 The chief causes of decay in the teeth are an accumula
tion of tartar about their necks [etc.],

b. A constricted part in certain bones.

1726 MONRO Anat. Bones 231 The Neck of the Femur
must have struck upon them. 1847-9 Todd s Cycl. Anat.
IV. 573/1 A slight constriction, the neck of the scapula.
Ibid. 1026/1 The head of the rib is supported by a narrow
round part,.. the neck. 1881 MIVART Cat 77 The piece of
bone which.. supports the condyle is termed the neck.

IV. 15. attrib. and Comb. a. Intended for

placing or wearing on or round the neck, as neck-

bond^ -bow, -chain , -cross, -guard, -gyve, -habit,

-iron, -ring, -ruff, -scarf, -shawl, -snaffle, -stock(s),

-strap, -swing, -yoke. b. Lying on or in the neck,
as neck-feather, -fin, -furrow, -hackles, -joint, -lap

pet, -pit, -skin, -wool. c. Miscellaneous, as neck-

fixings, -opening, -part, -plate; neck-stroke, d.

Objective, as neck-cracking; neck-comforter,-warm
er; f neck-venturer, e. With adjs., as neck-deep,

-fast, high, -like, -stiff, -strong; also neck-twined.

1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. i. 9 These were *neck-bonds, of

which two or three men had enough to bear one. 1607 J.

CARPENTER Plaint Mans Plough 222 Their soules, which
are as the &quot;neck-bowes of this yoke. 1648 GAGE West
Ind. xii. 56 She will be in fashion with her *Neck-chain
and Bracelets of Pearls. 1835 Court Mag. VI.

p. xiii/i

Neck-chain of enamelled gold. 1858 Zoologist XVI. 5858
Little children call their warm &quot;neck-comforters by the name

the Neck. 1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxi. (Dubl.) 304
Its [the share s] under Side at c, which is its Neck, should
be a little hollow from the Ground. 1799 G. SMITH Labora
tory I. 7 The necks of rockets maybe formed in various ways.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 366 The bearings on
which the necks, .of the spindle are supported. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Word-bk. 495 Neck, the elbow or part connecting
the blade and socket of a bayonet. 1876 PKEECE & SIVE-
WBiciiT Telegraphy 35 A copper wire, .is attached to a neck
cast in the zinc plate.

b. The part of a violin, or similar musical instru

ment, connecting the head and the body.
1611 COTGR., blanche*, .the necke of a musicall Instrument.

1662 PLAYFOHD^ Skill Mus. ii. (1674) 93 Seven Frets on the
Neck of the Viol. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Lute, The
lute consists of four principal parts : the table ; the body . . ;

the neck,, .and the head or cross. 1811 BUSBY Diet. Music
(ed. 3) s.v. Viol, The frets with which the neck was furnished.

1879 STAINER Music of Bible 28 The necks , .. twice or
|

three times the length of the body or resonance-box.

C. Arch. The lower part of a capital, lying imme- I

diately above the astragal terminating the shaft of

the column,

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Capita?, The gorge, or neck,
terminates in an astragal, or fillet, belonging to the fust, or

shaft. Ibid., In the Trajan column there is no neck. 1837
Penny Cycl. VII. 384/1 Beneath this baluster and [above] the

astragal surmounting the top of the shaft of the column is

the neck of the capital. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Milller&quot;sAnc.

Art S 80 (ed. 2) 46 The columns.. have a contracted neck.

paiticularly noticed, a 1814 Gonzanga u. i. in New Brit.

Theatre \\\. ii3To. .tell her I m *neck-deep in love. 1876 A.

ARNOLD in Content}. Rev. June 27 Fixing them neck-deep in

cylinders of brickwork. 1722 RAMSAY Three Bonnets in. 143
Put in slav ry *neck-fast. 1849 L&amp;gt;- J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry
Yd. (1855) 22 *Neck feathers with dark edges. 1726 G.

RoBERTS4 Years Voy.\ii,\. .jamm d the Noose close, before

the *Neck Fins were got through. 1864 ATKINSON Stanton

Grange 80 A. .trial of the toughness of their *neck-fixings.

1873 NICHOLSON Palaeont. 161 A third groove, which is

termed the *neck-furrow . 1869 llQV^E.LLArms$ Armour
iii. 45 The prevailing arrangement is for the prolonged crest

. . made much after the manner of a tippet. 1872 DARWIN

ioiofts\v.gjTwo cocks, ..pieparingto fight, with erected

*neck-hackles. 1660 BONDED**/. Reg. 16 Yetfoodfull Tellus

.. *Neck-high advanceth her all-bearing head. 1723 DK.
WHARTON True Briton No. 58 II. 503 Immerging Neck-high
in Ordure. 1864 ANNE MANNING Interrupted Weddingi. 3

Hung with handcuffs, leg-chains and *neck-iron. 1647 WARD
Simp. Cooler 65 When a kingdome is broken just in the

*neck joynt. 1849 ). A. CARLYLE tr. Xante s Inf. xxx,
Fixed its tusks on his neck-joint, 1851 WOODWARD Mol*
lusca i. 34 In the plant-eating sea-snails., one of the &quot;neck-

lappets is sometimes curled up. 1847-9 Todds Cycl. Anat.
I V. 13/1 Its body is unprovided with a *neck-like prolonga
tion. 1822-34 Goods Study Med.

(ed._ 4) IV. 502 A com
modious box with a *neck-opening for his head. 1894 Season
X. 113/1 The. .neck-opening filled in with shirt-front. 1623
MIDDLETON More Dissemblers iv. ii, The ruin Of your *neck-

part, or some nine years imprisonment, c 1400 Lanfranc s

Cirurg. 41 Vndir be arme holis & in be *necke pitt. 1674 N.

FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 122 The aforesaid thread of sand ..

posting through the *neck-plate of the hour-glass. 1841

LANE Arab. Nts. I. 118 Sometimes to Emeers [were given]

*neck-rings, or collars. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Mon.
II. 572 This Runic ornament is apparently a neck -ring.

1611 COTGR., Collerette de fennne, a small *necke-rnffe.

1895 Daily News 6 Dec. 6/5 Neck ruffs made of violets.

1859 LANG Wand. India 7 The bonnet is bought ; likewise

a &quot;neck-scarf. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 247

Having red and gold neck-scarves. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood
xi, He took off his greatcoat and &quot;neck-shawl. 1769 MRS.
RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 54 When they are half

roasted, cut the *neckskin. 1885 A. CAMPBELL Rec. Argylt
256 A purse made of neck-skin of a sea-bird. 1697 BRADLEY

Houghton s Hush. (1727) III. 234 Both snaffles and bits, such

as the wheel and jointed-sname, the *neck-snaffle [etc.]. 1570



NECK.
LEVINS Manif. 1 17/37 *Neckstiff, peruicax. 1681 T* FLAT-
MAN HrratlUta K ideas No. 8 (1713) I. 47 He should, .have
the Honour to attend him to the *Neck-Stocks. 1732 Ace.
Workhouses 10 Hats, caps, neckstocks, coats. 1844 H .

STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 693 The cheek-reins .. which pass
below the *neck-strap of the martingale, c 1489 CAXTON
Blanchardyn v. 24 The knyght . . gaaf him f&amp;gt;e *necstroke of
knighthode. 1530 LD. BKRNERS ArtU. Lyt. Bryt. (1814)
422 He didde giue them the neck strokes of knighthode.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Wks. (Grosart) II. 339 Our neck the neck-
strong Bull doth sway. 1822-34 Good s Study Mcd. led. 4)
III. 246 Steel crutches, spiked-collars, &quot;neck-swings, a 1881
ROSSETTI House of Life c, O er the book of Nature mixed
their breath With *neck-twined arms. 1617 MORYSON Itin.
i. 21 He that rides on the horse neerest the Barke, is called

Wage-halse, that is, *Necke venturer. 1852 C. W. H[OSKIXS]
Talpa 129 The mouth that had spoken dropped into the
*neck-warmer again. 1726 AYLIFFE I arergon [507] *Neck-
Wool shorn from the Neck of the Sheep. 1886 C. SCOTT
Sheep-farming 138 The other twists a rope out of the neck-
wool. 1688 HOLME Armoury III. xxi. (Roxb.) 253/2 Carrying
water .. by a *neck yoke, which compasseth a mans neck,
and so lyeth on both shoulders. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift
Amur. 200 Picking up an old buggy neck yoke, I laid him
out with it,

16. Special combs. : neck-about, -barrow (see
quots.) ; neck-cell Bat.

,
a cell forming (part of)

the neck in the archegonium of ferns or bryo-
phytes ; neck-defeat, a defeat by a neck in racing
(so neck-victory] neck-fillet, in cannon, a fillet

on the breech, next to the neck of the cascabel;
t neck-herring, a blow on the neck

; f neck-
hoop, the hoop round the neck of a cask

; jeck-
mould(ing) Archil., a moulding on the neck of

acapital; f neck-question, a test question, one en

dangering one s neck ; f neck-stamper (see quot.) ;

f neck-stropiat, of spurs, damaged at the neck ;

neck-towel, a small towel (formerly carried on
the neck by attendants at table) for wiping dishes

(now dial.) ; neck-twines (see quot.) ;
neck-

twister, U. S. slang, a kind of drink
;

neck-
word, a word on which one s neck depends (cf.

neck-verse). See also NECK-BAND, -BONE, etc.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 35 A *Neckaboitt : any womans
neck linnen. Sheffield. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Neck-
about, a woman s neck-handkerchief. 1847 HALLIWELL,*
Neck-barrow, a . . shrine on which relics or images were car

ried., in processions. 1877 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elfin. Biol.

69 A large nucleated granular basal cell, with two or three
smaller granular cells (&quot;neck-cells) above it. 1886 Pall Mall
G. 9 Nov. n/i He suffered a &quot;neck defeat .. in the New
market Handicap. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862)
Plate 50 &quot;Neck Fillet. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Mllit.
Diet. 270/1 That portion of metal .. contained between the
neck fillet and the button astragal, c 1470 HENRYSON Mor.
Fat, ix. (Wolff, Fox) xx, Thus can the cadgear say, Abyde,
and thow ane &quot;nekhering sail haif . Ibid, xxxi, Euervpoun
the nekhering he thinkis. 1483 Cath. Angl. 251/2 A Nek-
herynge ; cola/thus. 1641 S. SMITH Herring Buss Trade 26
Between the third hoope and the &quot;necke-hoope. 1851 TUR
NER Dom. Arc/tit. II. ii. 45 The capitals consist only of an
abacus and &quot;neck-mould. 1836 PARKER Gloss. Archil. (1850)
I. 324

&quot;

Neck-Moulding, the ring-like moulding which sepa
rates the capital from the shaft. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vui.
xvi. n. 26_This &quot;neck-question.. the most dull and dunci-
call Commissioner was able to aske. 1676 COLES, * Neck-
stamper, a pot-boy, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv. 1632
LITHGOW Trait, ix. 395 The French man hangeth in the

stirrop, at the full reach of his great toe . . , pricking his horse
with *neck-stropiat spurres. 1494 in Househ. Ord. (1790) in
The King s carver and sewer and the Queene s to beare their
&quot;necke towels. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Neck touvl, a small
cloth used for drying crockery. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
1516/1

*
Neck-twines, in fancy weaving, small strings by

which the mails are connected with the compass-board. 1859
CORNWALLIS New World I. 300 Cold punch, gum ticklers,
and &quot;neck twisters, drinks of Yankee concoction. 1650
FULLER Pisgali n. ii. 20 Shiboleth is their &quot;neck-word . . ;

lisping of their tongues was a certain Symptome of their
death.

I Neck, st&amp;lt;.

2 06s. [Of obscure origin.] In

Chess, a move to cover check.
a 1547 SURREY in Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 21 Although I had

a check, To geue the mate is hard, For I haue found a neck
To kepe my men in gard. 1570 FOXE A. fy AT. (ed. 2) 24/1
So would . . \Voulsey haue don, had not the kyng geuen him
a necke to his mate by time. 1614 SAUL Chesseplaye 21

Through all the colours of the field in such wise may he check,
And also when occasion serves relieve the king with neck.

Neck, sb.z [Of obscure origin.] In South

western counties, the last handful or sheaf of com
cut at harvest-time. (Cf. KIRN-BABY, MEI.L rf.4 )
1688 HOLMK Armoury in. 73/2 Cutting the Neck, is the

last handful of standing Corn, which when it is cut down,
the Reapers gjve a shout, and fall to Eating and Drinking.
[Hence in Phillips (1706) and Bailey.] 1826 in Hone Every,
day Bk. (1827) II. 1170 After the wheat is all cut, on most
farms in the north of Devon, the harvest people have a cus
tom of crying the neck . Ibid. ii72 Theneck is generally
hung up in the farm-house. 1848 MRS. PASCOE NeckCutting
45 Round around first bind the neck Next with flowers and
ribbons deck. 1899 Q. (QuiLLER-Coi!CH).S /!;;&amp;gt; ofStars xv.

143 Taffy was staring at a neck of corn elaborately plaited
which hung above the mantle shelf.

Neck, obs. var. KNACK sl&amp;gt;.- and NICK si.

Neck (nek), z/.l Now only tcchn. or dial. [f.

NECK rf.l Cf. DH. nekken to kill.]

1. trans. To strike on the neck, esp. so as to

stun or kill
;

to behead ; to pull the neck of (a

fowl). Hence Nee-king vol. sb.

c 1450 Mironr Salnacioun 3237 The buffets, reproves,

neckings, blasphemes, derisionne. 1653 CHISKNHALE Cath.

VOL. VI.

65

Hist. Ep. Decl., As if the Protestant Religion were neclct in
the Sparring

U1 T c

Wks.
Ra
thy
a wo
[hour] shall see him in my grasp, And the next after that
shall see him neck d. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh, W ard-bk.,
Neck, to kill fowls by pulling their necks out, or rabbits by
giving them a blow on the back of the neck.

b. In pass, and intr, (See quots.)
1828 Craven Gloss, s. v. Necked, Growing corn is said to

be necked when the straw is so weakened by the rain or
wind, that the ears hang down, or are broken off. 1863
YOUNG Nnut. Diet. (ed. 2), Tree-nails are said to bsi necked
where they are found to be cracked, nipped, or bent at their
necks between the outside skin and the timbers of a vessel.

1877 A7

. /K. Line. Gfoss., Ilarley is said to neck when the
heads fall off by being too ripe before it is cut.

t 2. (Meaning not clear.) Obs. rare 1
.

1514 BARCLAY
(&amp;gt;.

. ,y Ufilondyshm. {Percy Soc.) 26 She
couthe well.. necke a mesure, her smyrkynge gan her sale:
She made ten shylyngeof one barell of ale \

3. To make or clear the neck of (a drain). Also
with in.

1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. i. 9 When the drainer arrives
at one of the drains that enter the leader, lie commences upon
it by necking it in. 1846 Ibid. VII. i. 53 The workman as
he proceeds in his main necks each common ditch as he
comes to it.

t Neck, z&amp;gt;.

2 Obs. rare.
[f. NECK sb: ] trans.

and intr. To cover check in chess.
a 1585 MONTGOMERY Chcrrie

&amp;lt;y

Sine 215, I gat sik click,

Quhilk I micht nocht remuif nor nek, I!ot eyther stail or
mait. a. 1618 SYLVESTKR JMat/ticu s Mem. Mart. viii. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 223 This [piece] leaps, that limps, this checks,
that necks, that mates.

Week, obs. variant of NICK v.

t Neckatee. Obs. rare. [Obscurely f. NECK
sby\ A lady s neckerchief.

1752 FiEUJiN G Covent Card. Jrnl No, 37 The nmnteel..

again was succeeded by the pelorine ; the pelorinc by the

neckatee; the neckatee by the capuchine. 1825 UKOCKF.TT
*V. C. Gloss. t Neck-about^ a woman s neck-handkerchief a
neckatee.

NVck-band. [f. NECK sbl Cf. Sw. nockband

cap-string.]
1. a. A band for the neck of an animal.

1446 Wills ^ Inv. A*. C. (Surtees, 1835) 95, j shole ligat*
cum ferro, et xv nekbandez. 1535 COVERDALE Jndg. viii. 26
The neckbandes of their Camels, a 1842 A. CUNNINGHAM in

Milton $ \yk$. (1853) 562 A neck-band of the red berries of 1

the same tree was a full security to the wearer.

b. A band worn round the neck by a person.
1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Necbande, gorgtas. Necbande for a

woman, gorgcrette. 1535 COVEKUALF. SongSoL i. 10 A neck
bande of golde wil we make ye with sylutir bottons. 1611

COTGR., Collerette de femme, a small necke-rufie, necker-
,

cher, or neck-band, (worne by women).
2. The part of a garment encircling the neck.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Cabc^on de cawifa, the necke
|

bande of a shirt. 1705 Land. Gnz. No. 4161/4 A new blue

Shirt, with a little piece of old blue at the Neck-band. 1884
Girts Own Mag. Jan. 201/1 The neckbands of all dresses

are made very wide.

Ne ck-beef. [f.
NECK rf.l] Beef from the

necks of cattle, which is of inferior quality. Hence

transf. of anything inferior or cheap.
1662 PKTTY Tares 86 A little bread and cheese, . . neck beef,

and inwards twice a week. 1687 SEDLEV Bellainira iv. i,

She is very pretty, and as cheap as neck-beef. 1707 GIBBER
Double Gallant IV. Wk^ 1777 III. 59 If I had the feeding
of you, I d bring you in a fortnight to neck-beef. 1772
FOOTE Nabob n. Wks. 1799 II. 3ir Dog-cheap ; neck-beef;

a penny loaf for a halfpenny ! 1802-12 BKNTHAM Ration.

Jvdic. E-viit. (1827) IV. 438 As neck-beefand sticking-pieces

are provided by the butcher for those who cannot come up
to the price of ribs and sirloins.

Ne Ck-bone. Also 4 nek bon, nekke boon,
etc. [f.

NECK si. 1 Cf. MDu. nacbeen (Du. nekbecri),

Da. nakkeben (Norw. -beiti), Sw. nackben] The
bone (t or nape) of the neck ; a cervical vertebra.

cryoSir Tristr. 1480 Tristrem rau^t his brain And brak

his nek bon. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law s T. 571 A
hand him smoot upon the nekke-boon. CI4OO } -n ai it \
Gaw. 3257 Sir Vwain with his brand was boun, And strake

his nek-bane right in sonder. 1565 COOPF.R Thesaurus,

Astragalus. ..In Homere, it is taken for the neckclxme,

where it ioygneth to the backebone. 1632 SHERWOOD, The
neck-bone, tos du gaujon. 1675 HOBBF.S Odyssey (1677) 126

So to the earth he headlong fell, And broke his neck-bone.

Tarn o Shanter 92 Past the birks and meikle stane, Whare
drunken Chairlie brak s neck-bane. 1831 YOUATT Horse

154 It is the base of the column of neck-bones.

Ne ck-break, ah. and s&. [Cf. BREAK-NECK.]
A. adv. In a break-neck or headlong manner.

In dial, use also as adj. : see Eng. Dial. Diet.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xv. 7. 256 Ven-

tring neck-breake, (as Goates in Winter, that climbe for Ivie)

over Pales, and Walles. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. in.

Wks. 1716 III. 162 That they may ride them Neck-break to

both their Destructions here and hereafter. 1877 Holderness
,

Gloss., Neck-trek,-brakc,. .impetuously, at dangerous speed,

t B. sb. Sf. = BREAK-NECK sb.

a 1665 W. GUTHRIE Serm. 14 (Jam.), Folks poring over

much on the tentation is their neck-break and their snare.

1709 BKUCE Serm. in Kirkton Hist. Ch. Scot. (1817) 274

Beware of Scripture, for you may be your own neck-break.

So Week-breaking vbl. si&amp;gt;. and ///. a.

NECK-HOLE.
1650 FULLER Pisgali ii. i x . , 9 Soon after happned ..

th s heart-breaking with the news, neck-breakinj ith his
fall. 1810 Sforting Ma?. XXXV I. ,66 The Huron, t begged
leave to decline the netk-breaking experiment. 1852 k S
SURTEES Sfmge sSf. lour (1893) 39 Fo.v-hunting. ..though
exciting and exhilarating, does not. .present such conveni
ences for neck-breaking as people.. imagine.
MVckcloth. [f. NECK rf. j A cloth worn

round the neck ; a cravat, neckerchief. Now rare.
1639 h nnrcs/i. Wills (Surtees) II. 167 One linen apron

and one neck cloth. 1699-1700 in Hedges Diary (Hakl.
Soc.) III. 62, I made a tryall of making some neck cloths
here. 1721 AMHERST Tcrrx HI. No. 13 (1726) 63 His man
..puffs out his neck-cloth with as smart an air as Mr Any
body. 1784 Kirns Biox. Brit. III. Corr. & Add. s.v. lift-

t^rton, His countenance.. turned, .as pale as his neckcloth
a 1839 PRAED 1 ocnis (1864) II. 65 In his neckcloth s studied
fold Sat Fashion. 1888 MRS. H. WARD A . Elsmere xvii, He
wore an old-fashioned neckcloth.

b. transf. The hangman s rope.
1836 F. MAHONY Rel. Father Front II. 115 Hould your

tongue in that matter
, says he ; For the neckcloth I don t

care a button .

Hence Ne ckclothed
(-kl$&amp;gt;t) a., provided with,

wearing, a neckcloth.

1833 I.VTTON Godolfliiii vii, In the panoply of neckclothed
silence. 1864 Mattic, a Stray I. 133 White neckclothed
servility struggled, .for the distinction of waiting on her.

Ne ck-collar. Now arch. [f. NECK j/;.l]A collar. Also transf.
153 PALSGR. 247/2 Neccollcr for a woman, gor^ias.

1546 Test. El ar. (Surtees) VI. 245 One neccoller wri^lit
withe golde. 1549 R utlaiid .1/.Y.9. (1905) IV. 570 Nekcollers
for horse drought, xliij. 1821 SCOTT j irate xxxi, Are you
avised what death he died of?.. for I have heard that it

was of a tight neck-collar a hempen fever, or the like.

1865 J. H. \HGKIMMtPillarofFire (1872) 326 Many of the

prisoners were confined to a long iron bar, by neck-collars.

Necked (ncktj, a. [f.
NECK ji. J

1. Having a neck like something specified.
1486 Bk. St. Albans F iv b, A Grebounde shulde he heded

like a Snake, and necked like a Drake, a 1529 SKELTON F..

Ritiinnyng 519 She was nothynge plesant ; Necked lyke an

olyfant. 1601 HOLLAND J liity I. 205 The one is called of
the /Ethyopians, the Nabis, necked like an horse. 1824
Miss MITKORD I illagf. Ser. I. (18631 128 A model of grace
and symmetry, necked and crested like an Arabian.

2. In Combs., as long-, narrow-, short-, stiff-

necked, etc. (see the first element).
3. Having a neck.

1841 E. NEWMAN Hist. InSfcts IV. v. 260 Necked Capri
corn-beetles, or Lepturites. 1864 GOSSE in Gd. Words Dec.

891/2 Necked Barnacles, so long believed ..to be legiti

mately descended from, .a certain species of goose.

Neekenger: see NECKINCER.
Neckercher (ne kaatf3.i). Now dial. [var. of

next: cf. handkereher &nA KERCHER.] = next.

1467 Mann, ff Hoitseh. E.vp. (Roxb.) 390 My mastyr paid
for nekchers for my lady, x. s. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. YII/ 216 Euery mantle had lettice about y* necke like

a neckercher. 1598 B. JONSON /-&amp;gt; . Man in /////. ill. vi, My
wife ha s pawn d her neckerchers for cleane bands for him.
1611 COTGR., Collerette tie fcinme, a small necke-ruffe,

neckercher, or neck-band. 1662 Staf. Irel. (1765) II. 460
Neckerchers of Flanders making. 1888 Q. (Qt ILLKR

COUCH) Troy Twn iv, Him wi the red neckercher.

Neckerchief (ne-k-DJtJif). Also 4 necke

couerchoue, 6 kerehef
; 4 neekercheue, -chiff,

5 nekkyrchefe, -erchyff. [f. NECK rf. 1 + KEH-

CHIEF.] A kerchief worn about the neck.

1382 WVCI.IF Isa. Hi. 23 Pynnes, and sheweres, and necke
couercheues [v. r. neckercheuys], and filetes. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 251/1 A Nekkyrchefe, analolatiinin. 1495 Notting
ham Kec. III. 36 Unius nekkerchyff, pretiiiiijd. c 1532
Du WES Introa.^ Fr. in Palsgr. 907 The necke kerehef, la

colerette. 1611 in Heath Grocers Co&amp;gt;n. (1869) 92 That
none should wear .. any band, neckerchief, gorget, or sto

macher, but only plain. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 37 A Quoif and

Neckerchief, and other Accoutrements to dress him up like

a Countrey-woman. 1786 MME. D ARBI.AY Diary ft Lett.

(1842) III. 28 Giving the gown beforethe hoop, and the fan

before the neck-kerchief. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser.

I. (1863) 39 Trying to relieve his sufferings by the removal

of his neckerchief. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chaf l. of Fleet

I. iv, She. .pulled down the ends of her neckerchief.

So Neck-ha-ndkercliief.

1712 STEELE Spect. No. 478 P 12 To buy Cravats or Neck-
Handkerchiefs. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 223 So what
will I do, but

strip
off my upper Petticoat, and throw it

into the Pond, with my Neck-handkerchief. 1817-18 Coi-
BETT Kesia. U. S. (1822) 16 Stockings, .and a waistcoat

and neck-handkerchief. 1853 READE Chr. Jolinstoiu 226

Their neck-handkerchiefs and hair were wet with spray.

Ne ck-hole. [f.
NECK rf.i + HOLE sb. Cf. Norw.

dial, nakke-hola in sense I.]

1. dial. The hollow in the back of the neck ;
the

space between the back of the neck and the collar.

c 1340 ntmimaU sire Verbale (Skeat) 10 Fossolet, nekke-

hole. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13889 He nolpit on with his Neue
in the necke hole, pat the bon alto brast. c 1475 Pict. Voe.

in Wr.-Wulclcer 748 Hec fontinclla, the nekhole. 1592 in

I tcary s Anat. (1888) App. ix. 228 Two [veins] in the neke
holes shall thowe fynde. 1874 WATCH Chimney Cornet

(1879) 27 Vo met set potitos in her neck-hole. 1892MRS. H.
WARD namdGrieve i. viii, I ll put soom o that waiter down

yor neckhole.

2. The hole throngh the neck of an hour-glass.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Seh . 121 What a long thread

of sand passes the neck-hole of an hour-glass.

3. An opening for the neck.
1886 CORBETT Fall of Asgarii I. 250 He drew on his

glittering hauberk. When his head emerged again through
the neck-hole, he went on [speaking].

9



NECKING.

Necking (ne-kirj), s&. [f. NECK sbJ- + -ING 1.]

1. a. Arcn. The part of a column lying between

the capital and the shaft. Cf. NECK sbJ- 12 c.

1804 Enrop. Mag. XLV. 8/2 Under the necking in the

brick-work are made crosses formed like the letter T. 1831
Eraser s Mag. IV. 281 The moulding that divides the neck

ing from the shaft. 1880 Arckxol. Cant. XIII. 38 The

pattern occurs on the necking of a shaft.

b. Naut. (See quot.)
ciSgo Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 135 Necking a small neat

moulding at the foot of the taffrail over the lights.

2. A neck-like stem or stalk.

1831 T. HOPE Ess. Origin Man II. no These neckings
remain so flexible that.. the pressure from the air above

weighs them down.

Ne Cking, ppl a. rare. [NBGSV.*I.] Fall

ing on the neck
; stunning.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 31 (1713) I. ?4
This Scottish Parliament has given the Whigs a Necking
blow. &amp;lt;z 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 220 The Plot had a

fatal necking Stroke at that Execution.

Necking vbl. sb. : see NECK z&amp;gt;.i i.

Neckinger (ne kindsw). Now dial. Also 6

-enger. [Corrupt form of NECKERCHER.] A
neckerchief.

I598DELONEV Jacke Newb. ix. 107 His wife, .would not. .

turne her head aside for feare of hurting the set of her

neckenger. 01825 FORBV Voc. E. AngHa, Neckinger, a
cravat or any other covering for the neck. 1866- in Yorksh.

glossaries.

Neck-kerchief, obs. variant of NECKERCHIEF.

Necklace (ne kles), sb. Also 7 nycklease,
necles, necklasse. [f.

NECK sb.1 + LACE sbJ\

1. An ornament of precious stones or precious
metal, beads, etc. worn round the neck.
c 1590 MARLOWE Fanstus\\

t Next, like a necklace, I hang
about her neck. 1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme i. xii. 62
You must put about your necke a necklace of laspar stone.

1673 RAY Jonrn, Low C. 5 This Chain is round in form of
a Bracelet, Neck-lace, or Wheel-band. 1768-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertue^s Anted. Paint. {1786} V. 127 Instead of the garland
she has a necklace in her hand. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Mans/.
Park II. 182 Being requested to chuse from among several

gold chains and necklaces. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile
xiii. 350 The necklaces consist of onyx, carnelian, bone,

silver, and coloured glass beads.

t b. A lace or ribbon for the neck
;
a neck-tie.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) II. 1.43 They have Band-strings
or Necklaces fastened to their Hats; which coming under
their Chins are there tied. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 50
Then I bought of a Pedlar, .two Yards of black Ribband for

my Shift Sleeves, and to serve as a Necklace.

2. transf. A noose or halter.

a 1616 BEAUM, & FL. Bonduca n. in, What are these fel

lows? what s the crime committed, That they wear neck
laces? 01625 FLETCHER Bloody Brother \\\.\\&amp;gt;

You peaching
rogue, that provided us With these necklaces.

3. Naut. a. A chain or strop round a mast.
1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catech. 55 Necklaces are rove

round the heel of the mainmast. 1882 NARES Seamanship
(ed. 6) 33 The necklace . . goes round the mast-head imme
diately on top of the trestletrees and crosstrees.

b. A ring of wads placed round a gun.
1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 495.

4. attrib. and Comb., as necklace-collar, -maker
\

necklace-like, -shaped adjs.

1769 Public Advertiser 14 Mar. 2/2 A Parcel of Beads,
Bugles, &c., the Property of Mrs. Smith, Necklace-Maker.

1835 LINDLEV Introd. Bot. (1839) 450 Necklace-shaped ..,

cylindrical or terete, and contracted at regular intervals.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 398 The hairs are beautifully
coloured, and moniliform .. or necklace-like. 1865 J. H.
INGRAHAM Pillar of Fire (1872) 189 The chief standard-
bearer is distinguished by a gold necklace-collar.

b. Special combs., as necklace-moss, the lichen

Usnea barbata ; necklace-poplar, the cottonwood
or Carolina poplar, bearing racemes of pods which
resemble strings of beads ; f necklace-snake (see

quot. 1753); necklace-tree (see quot. 1866) ;

necklace-wood (see quot. 1883),
753 CHAMBERS CycL Si*p/&amp;gt;. App. s.v. Snake^ Necklace-

Snake, the English name of the natrix torquata of zoolo

gists. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 664 The long beaded usnea,
or necklace moss, enters into the like occonomical uses in

Virginia. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 507 Populus
jtionilifera, Necklace Poplar. 1866 Treas. Bot. 823/1 Or-
mosia dasycarfa is the West Indian Bead-tree or Necklace-

tree, the seeds of which, .are roundish, beautifully polished,
and of a bright scarlet colour. 1883 MOLONEY IV. African
Fisheries (Fish, Exhib. Publ.) 34 The poison residing in the
stems of the Barbasco or Necklace wood (Jacqirinia armil-
lariS) Linn.).

Necklace (ne-ldes), v. [f. prec.]
1. trans, and intr. To form into a necklace.

1702 PETIVER in\Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1251 The Roots..
are fibrous, to which lower adhere others as it were Neck-
laced and Strung. 1893 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 709 The
sheaves shewed a slight tendency to necklace i.e. to hang
together by the heads.

2. trarans. To encircle or surround with, or as

with, a necklace.

necklaced near the top with a round of large gift balls. 1803
National Observer 24 June 144/2 He necklaced a certain
Dutch captain with sausages.
Hence i,or from the j.) Ne-cklaced a.

1731 FIELDING Covent Card, Trag. n, vi, Ten thousand
load of timber shall embrace Thy necklaced neck, a 1794
SIR W. JONES (T.), The hooded and the necklaced snake.
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t Neckland. Obs. [f.
NECK $&.*] A neck or

narrow strip of land.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 572 Streights, bayes, harboroughs,
necklands, creekes. 1637 HAKEWILL Apol. I. in. 2. 32 The
Promontories and necklands which butt into the sea, what
are they but solide creekes.

Neckless (ne kles), a. [f.
NECK sl&amp;gt;* + -LESS.]

Having no neck.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God xvi. v lii. (1620) 548

Those monstrous men. .such as are necklesse, with the face

of a man in their breasts. 1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. n.

xxxvi, Neckless coats brush d smooth and clean. 1833
LONGF. Outre-Mer Prose Wks. 1886 I. 87 Among broken
crucibles, and neckless retorts. 1841 E. NEWMAN Hist. In-

i
sects iv. v. 260 Neckless Capricorn-bee ties.

Necklet (ne klet). [f. NECK sbl + -LET.]
1. An ornament for wearing round the neck.

1865 Morit. Star 23 May, The Prince and Princess pre
sented their god-daughter with a necklet. 1884 J. HAW
THORNE Pr. Saronis Wife v. 27 Her only ornaments were
the necklet and bracelets of chased silver.

b. A small fur protector for the neck.

1896 Daily News 3 Oct. 6/5 The sable necklet is to be as

much worn as ever this winter, the whole anima! being used
to form it.

2. A collar or belt for the neck.

1865 M. MACKENZIE Use Laryngoscope (1871) 108 The neck
let which the patient wears, and to which one chain of the

battery is attached.

Ne-ck-piece. [f.
NECK j.i]

1. The collar, or the part next the neck, of a

garment.
1611 COTGR., Collet, .. the necke-peece of any garment.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais \. ix. 45 A foxes taile should be
fastened to the neck-piece [F. collet] of. . every one that [etc.].

1713 ADDISON Guard. No. 100 F i A certain female ornament
by some called a Tucker, and by others the Neck-piece,
being a slip of fine linnen or muslin that used to run. .round
the uppermost verge of the women s stays. 1787 BEATTIE
Scoticisms 61 The neck-piece of a coat is in Scotland called
the neck, and in England the cape. 1862 Eng. Worn. Dow.
Mag.) The neck-piece is perfectly plain.

b. A piece of armour, cloth, etc., covering or

protecting the neck.

1823 CRABB Technol. Diet,, Neck-Piece, a piece formerly
used to cover the breast of an officer or soldier. 1896 Har
per s Mag. Apr. 728/2 A worsted hood . . with a neck-piece
that fitted about the chin.

2. f a. The neck. Obs. rare.

1605 MARSTON Dutch Courtezan in. in, God bless thy neck
piece, and foutra ! 1648 FASSHAWE /V Pastor Fido 77 To
try all whether s stronger And faster on, thy neckpiece or

My arm.

b. Of meat : The part of the carcass between
the shoulder and the head.
ri8i8 Yng. Woman s Comg. 22 The butcher should take

out the kernels in the neck-pieces, 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk.
Farm II. 09 The neck-piece, .is partly laid bare by the re

moval of the shoulder.

Nexk-tie. [f. NECK sb?\ A narrow band of

woven or knitted material placed round the neck
and tied in front, a usual part of modem costume.
1838 Workwoman s Guide So Some-times the neck-tie is

of a dark-coloured silk in the middle with two coloured ends.
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at O.rf, xiv, Blake had great
difficulty in adjusting his necktie before the glass. 1866
Sat. Rev. 21 Apr. 466/1 The gentleman in a white neck-tie.

b. attrib. in U.S. use. (See quot.)
1893 Spectator 7 Oct. 463 A lynching is gracefully de

scribed as a neck-tie party.
Hence Ne-cktieless a.

t wearing no necktie.

1890 S. J. DUNCAN Soc. Departure 25 A necktie-less,
heavy-coated, high-booted young man.
Ne ck-vein. [f. NECK sb?\ A large vein in

the neck (esp. of a horse).
1647 HEXHAM (1660), A Necke-veine, een-Hals-ader. 1707

MORTIMER Hush. (1721) I. 236 If it lie in the Maw.., let

Blood in the Neck -Vein. 1766 Complete Fanner s.v.

Gripes, It is more eligible to take it from the neck-vein.

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 164 If the shoulder-point
..i* covered,.. it.. indicates a well-filled neck-vein.

Ne Ck-verse. [f. NECK j/;. 1] A Latin verse

printed in black-letter (usually the beginning of
the fifty-first psalm) formerly set before one claim

ing benefit of clergy (see CLERGY 6), by reading
which he might save his neck. Now only Hist.

rt 1450 Mankind (Brandl) 506 Lett ws conne well owur
neke verse, bat we haue not a choke. 1528 TINDALE Obed.
Chr. Man (1550) 81 b, They have a sanctuary for y, to save
y*, yee and a necverse, if thou canst but rede a title latenli.

1578 WHETSTONE Promos $ Cass. iv. iv, It behoues me to
be secret, or else my neck verse cun. 1607 HIERON Wks. I.

223 It is not good to put it vpon the psalme of Miserere ,

and the neck-verse, for sometime he prooues no clarke. 1681
OTWAV Soldier s Fort. . i, The Rogue can t write his

Name, nor read his Neck-Verse, if he had occasion. 1735
SAVAGE Progr. Divine 14 Four years, thro foggy ale, yet
made him see, Just his neck-verse to read, and take degree.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. i. xxiv, Letter nor line know I

never a one, Wer t my neck-verse at Hairibee. 1872 SHIPLEY
Gloss. Eccl. Terms 338 A deputy of the bishop.. appointed
to give malefactors their neck-verses, and judge whether
they read or not

fb. In phr. to put (or bring) to the neck-verse.

Also \nftg. use. Obs.

1567 GOLDING Ovid s Met. vi. (1593) 127 She purposed to

put the Lydlan maid Arachne to her neck-verse. 1619 in

Crt. $ Times Jas. I (1848) II. 151 He. .dissuaded earnestly
from the enterprise, as that which was like enough .. to

bring them all to the neck-verse. 1623 MABBR tr. Alemati s

Guzman dAlf. it, 105, I swear I will put him to his Necke-
verse, and see how well or ill he will come off.

KECROLATRY.

t c. In transf. mfig. uses. Obs.

1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 113 Her humour is my
neck-verse, which to sort I cannot, if I should be hanged
for t. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. i. 20 These words, bread
and cheese, were their neck-verse or Shibboleth, to distin

guish them, a 1659 BP. BROWNRIG Strm. (1674) I. xxxviii.

473 He looks upon the Scripture . . as the very Neck-verse
of his Condemnation.

Ne-ckweed. [f. NECK rf.i]

fl. The plant hemp (with ref. to the use of

hempen rope for hanging persons). Also attrib.

1561 [see CALLOW-GRASS.] 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.)

17 A cawdell of Hempseed, and a playster of neckweed.
x6n in Coryat s Crudities L 2 b, The neck-weed-gallow-
grasses sapling plant. 1620 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) 1 raise

Hempseed Wks. (1630) HI. 66/2 Some call it Neck-weed, for it

hath a tricke To cure the necke that s troubled with the
crick. 1681 T. FLATMAN HeracUtns Kittens No. 4 (1713)
I. 23 Have a care your Tutors do not give you some of the
Salad de Gascon, which we call Neck-weed [printed -vicek],
for it is apt to make a Man laugh but on one side of his

Mouth.

2. U. S. (See quots.)
1846-50 A. WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 406 Veronica Agrestis.

Neckweed. Field Speedwell. 1860 W. DARLINGTON Aitter.

Weeds, etc. 227 Veronica percgrina, . . Foreign Veronica.
Purslane Speedwell. Neckweed. Ibid., It was at onetime
supposed to possess medicinal virtues in scrofulous affec

tions which acquired for it the name of Neckweed .

Uecleot, neclekk, obs. forms of NEGLECT v.

Necligence, -ent, obs. ff. NEGLIGENCE, etc.

Necles, obs. form of NECKLACE sb.

Necro- (nekro), sometimes neor-, combining
form of Gr. veKpos dead body or person, occurring
in various compounds either of Gr. origin, as

necrolatry, necromancy, necropolis, or of more
modern formation, as necrobiosis, necroscopy, etc.

(see below) ;
also necrodialogrstical a., consisting

of dialogues of the dead (timce-wd.) ; necroge uio

a., arising from, produced by, contact with dead

bodies; necro-genous a., growing on dead or

dying tissues or organs (Mayne 1856) ; neoro-

mo-rphous a., of coleopterous pupae, motion
less like a dead body ; ne crophile, one affected

with necrophilism ; necro philism, a morbid fancy
for the dead, or for contact with dead bodies;

necroijhilous a., of fungi or beetles, living on dead
substances or carrion; neeropho-bia, -pho by,
a horror of death or of dead bodies (Craig 1849) ;

necropho-bie a., of the nature of necrophobia
(Mayne 1856); ne orophore, a burying-beetle, one

belonging to the genus Necrophorus ; so neoro -

phorous a., belonging to this genus (Cent. Did.

1890) ;
necroto mie(al) a., of or pertaining to ne-

crotomy (Mayne 1856); neoro tomist, a dissector

of dead bodies (Craig 1849); necro-tomy, the

dissection ofdead bodies (ibid,); the excision ofdead
bone or tissue

; ne-crotype, a type formerly exist

ing in a region and now extinct; hence necro-

typic a.

Necr(o)~ is also used in a number of other scientific terms,
as necrxiiiia, necrencephalvs, necronarcetna, etc. : see

Mayne Expos. Lex. and the Syd. Soc. Lex.

1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. Pref. 23 Such Infernal

Pamphlets were Lucian s Dialogues of old ; and the In

genious Mr. Brown s Parallels, of the same Necrodialogis-
tical kind. 1864 Chambers s Encycl. VI, 695 The most ex

traordinary exhibition of necrophilism. 1883 GILL in Smith
sonian Rep. 460 It is quite improbable that any of the

American Melaniiform mollusks are necrotypes of Africa.

1895 tr. Ferries Crim. Social. 28 Again there are the necro-

philes, like Sergeant Bertrand. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis.

xxvi. 421 Necrotomy for bone disease may sometimes have
to be performed. 1899 Allbvtt s .Syst. Med. VIII. 788 The
sore putting on all the character of the necrogenic wart .

II Necrobiosis (nekrcbaiJi sis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. NECRO- + Gr. /Sios life : see -osis. Cf. F. nicro-

biose.&quot;\
The process of decay or death in tissues of

the body ; the gradual degeneration and death of

a part through suspended or imperfect nutrition ;

an instance of this.

1880 A. FLINT Princ. Med. n. v. iii. 717 The majority of

cases of softening are. .the result of suspended nutrition

(necrobiosis). 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 517 A cir

cumscribed loss of substance of one or more coats of the

stomach by a process which appears to be a necrobiosis.

Necrobiotic (nekrflbaiftik), a. Path. [f.
as

prec. + -OTIC. Cf. F. ntcrobiotique] Of, pertain

ing to, or characterized by necrobiosis.

1875 PAYNE Jones f, Sin . Pathol. Anal. 399 A haemor-

rhagic block passes through a series of necrobiotic changes

ending with absorption. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII.

272 Necrobiotic softenings, conditioned by non-irritative

vascular occlusion.

Necrographer (nekrfgrafai). [-GHAPHEB.]
One who writes an obituary notice ; a necrologist.
1862 THACKERAY Philip xxi, Those obituary notices to

which noblemen of eminence must submit from the mys
terious necrographer engaged by that paper. 1866 London
Rez&amp;lt;. 30 June 721/1 His necrographer does not take the

trouble of burying him.

Necrolatry (nekrp latri). [ad. eccl. Gr. vmpo-

\arpfia worship of the dead, f. yixpos NECRO- +

^arpda worship.] Worship of, or excessive rever

ence displayed towards, the dead.
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universal necrolatry.

Necrolo gic, a. ? Obs. rare.
[f.

+ -1C. Cf. F. nicrologique.] = next.

NECROLOGIC.
1826 G. S. FABER Sacr Calen.l. Prophecy (1844) II. 291The members of that Church alone can be suspected of

idolatry and necrolatry. 1842 Prav. Lett. (r844 ) II ,
Curious specimens of the Necrolatry of the fourth century
1882 LYALL Asia!. Stud. 18 The process by which other
ideas of supernaturalism may .. have developed out of this
universal necrolatry.

NECROLOG-Y

1796 W TAYLOR in Monthly ~Rev. XXI. 497 The necro.
logic table of the men of letters or artists whom Rome could
muster. 1804 - in Crit. Rev. III. 559 The remarkable
deaths, .continue to be recorded in this necrologic almanac
Necrological (nekrol?-d,^ikal), a.

[f. as prec.+ -ICAL.] Belonging to necrology ; obituary.
1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1843 Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. IV.

196 A necrological notice of Judge Story. 1856 W H
SMYTH Calal. Coins Dk. Northumbld. 244 The truth of
history has been greatly corrupted by necrological laudatory
essays. 1880 Daily Tel. 7 Oct., The task of compiling a
necrological account, .was obviously a very easy one.
Hence Hecrolo-gically adv., with reference to

necrology, in the fashion of an obituary notice.
1802 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 203 The gentleman.. that

will one day execute me biographically or rather necro-
logically dissect me. 1900 R. BUCHANAN in Contemp. Rev
reb. 223 This, by the by, is a little necrologically mixed.

Necrologist (nekrp-lodjist). [f. NECROLOG-Y
+ -1ST.] One who writes an obituary notice.
1803 Naval Chron. X. 177 The necrologist has every pre.

vious collection before him. 1894 Review Current Hist.
(Buffalo, N. V.) IV. 967 An attempt to describe .. mightalmost be spared his immediate necrologist.

Necrologue (ne krcl^g). [f. NECRO- + -LOGUE.]An obituary notice.

1884 Standard 27 Oct. 5/4 An extremely warm necrologueof the deceased Duke. 1891 Athcnxum n July 61/2 Both
the necrologues and the reviews were originally printed in
these columns.

Necrology (nekr?-16d,?i). [See NECRO- and
-LOGY. In sense i, ad. med.L. necrologium, repr.
Gr. *f(xpo\.6yiov (cf. MAUTYROLOGY) : hence also
F. ntcrologe. Cf. F. ntcrologie m. senses 2 and 3.]
1. An ecclesiastical or monastic register contain

ing entries of the deaths of persons connected with,
or commemorated by, the church, monastery, etc.

7*7-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. 1817 FOSBROKE Brit. Mona-
ch,*m xxxvi. (ed. 2) 305 They were entered in the Necro
logy, selected from thence on the day of their decease and
..suitable prayers said. 1846 MASKELL^V/&amp;lt;;. Kit. I. p cxlix.
Ihe Maityrology must not be confounded with a volume. .

which more properly was the Necrology.
b. A list of persons who have died within a

certain time ; a death-roll.

i8s4 Tail s Mag. XXI. 16 The necrology of the period in
question does not contain in its registers the names of many
great men. 1879 Athena-urn 6 Dec. 731 Very heavy is this
year s necrology in the Royal Society.
2. An obituary notice.

179? SOUTHEY in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor (1843) I 294If this be worth mentioning in your necrology. 1812 B
IMELD mEMumiurg Nov. 7 15/1 To the Memory of Daniel
Parker, Lsq...upon reading his Necrology.
3. The history of the dead.
1830 GALT Lawrie T. in. iv, It is believed by those to

whom I was formerly known, that I exist no longer. My
story belongs to necrology.

Necroniance. 06s. exc. arch. Forms: 4 nigro-
maunee, 4-5 -mance, 5 nygramance, 9 negro-
manee. [a. OF. nigromance, nigra-, etc. (i2th c.):
see NECROMANCY.] Necromancy.a 1300 Cursor M. 22r 12 (Edinb.), Of enchanteors, Of nigromance and of guglurs. 1390 GOWER Coitf. III. 45 With
Nigromance he wole assaile To make his incantacioun.
c 1400 heryn 2772 The wich been so perfite of Nygramance.
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 255/1 Nigromance, nigromancia.
1836 for. Q Rev. XVII. 102 He came from Toledo

hence, Where he had learned negromance.
Necromancer (ne-kromaensaa). Forms: a.

4T
6 nygro-, (5 nygra-) ; 4-7 (9) nigro-, (5-6

nigra-) ; 6-8 negro-. /3. 6- necro-, (6 niero-).
Also 4-5 -mauncer(e, 5 -maneere, -eiere, 5-7 |

-maueier ; 4-6 -manser, 4 -sere, 5 -sier, -syer,
Sc. -sour, 6 -sir. [a. OF. nigromansere: see
NECROMANCY and -ER 1.] One who practises ne

cromancy ; one who claims to carry on communi
cation with the dead

; more generally, a wizard,
magician, wonder-worker, conjurer.
o. 13.. CursorM. 22112 (Gdtt.), Noris him sal enchanturs,Of nigromancers and of iugelurs. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv.

242 I he erll Ferrandis moder was Ane nygramansour. 1432-
50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 19 Machometus, fe fals propheteand nigromancier, deceyvede the Agarenys in thys maner.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonitcs ofAymon xi. 277 He was the subtil-
lest nygramancer that ever was in the worlde. a 1540BARNES Wks. (1573) 331/2 Gregory the seuenth, which was. .

a great nygromancer, and very familyar with the deuill.
1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 444 It may bee, thought I, that
in this Island .. some odd Nigromancer did inhabit, who
would shewe me Fayries. 1658 tr. Bergerac s Satyr. Char.
xil. 46, I teach the Negromancers to destroy their Enemies.
1710 C,? V &*& ii The Print is . . a Talisman (be- !

queathd..bya..Negromancer). 1829 W. IRVING Granada
(1850) 342 The Moorish nigromancer stood beside him.
P. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. [V 211 Her frendes on the

|

other side, said., her iorney [was] empeched by Sorcerers
and Necromanciers. 1579 FULKE Re/tit. Rastel 728 Mar-

;

cus an heretique and Necromanser, made that by enchant.

i

ent tllere snould appeare very bloud in the chalice. 1634
MILTON Comns 649 You may Boldly assault the necroman-
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cers hall. 1681 H MORE in GlawUfs Sadducismm ,.

lostscr. (1726) 19 Necromancers; that is, those that. .do
raise the Ghosts of the deceased to consult with 1700Sum- Vind. BickmtafWa. ,, IV. 223 The Generalwho was forced to kill his Enemies twice over, whom a Ne
cromancer had raised to life. ,796 Bp. WATSON Apol. Bible
vi. 55 Ihere were false prophets, witches, necromancers
among the Jews. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brotan \. iii, The
young necromancer declared that the same wonder would
appear m all the rooms in turn, a 1873 LYTTON Pausanias
&quot; Does it need the Necromancer to convince us that
the soul does not perish when the breath leaves the lips?
appos. 1854 CDL. WISEMAN Fabiola n. vii, She promised

to prevent the nightly excursions of her necromancer slave
t Necromancien. Obs. Forms : 4 negre-l

negro-, nigromaneien, uygromancyene, 5
uygromancien, 6 nigromancian. [a. OF.

j
negro-, nigromaneien, f. negro-, nigromancie,
NECROMANCY.] A necromancer.
1303 R- BRUNNE Handl. Synne 8154 pat sheweb well

seynt Cypryene, He wasanygromancyene. c 1386 L H \UCER
t

Pars. r. T 529 (Harl. MS.), As doon these false eiichan-
tours or nigromanciens in bacines ful of water 1430-40
LYDG. Bochas I. iv. (MS. Bodl. 263) 20 Where philisophres&
Nygromanclens Can first tabounde. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp
ofl olys (1570) 198 Nigromancians, and false witches also
Are of this sort (blowing like oflence.

Necromancing (ne-krema-nsirj), vbl. sb.

[f. NECKOHANC-ER + -INGI.] The art or practice
of necromancy. So Ne-cromancing ppl. a.

1853 DE QUINCEY Autob. Sk. vi. Wks. I. 173 The mighty
necromancing witch. 1883 J . MACKENZIE Day-davjn Dark
places 65 The chief season of praying and necromancing
begins when they have sown their corn.

Necromancy (ne-kromxnsi). Forms : a. 4-6
nygro-, 4-7 iiigro-,5-7 negro-; 4 nygre-.nigre-,
5 negre- ; 4-6 nygra-, 4 uigra-. /3. 6 nycro-,
niero-, 6- necro-. Also 4 -mauuei, 4-5 -maun-
cy(e ; 4-6 -maucye, -manei, 4-7 -maricie

; 4-5
-mansi, 6 -sie, 4-6 -mansy(e, 5 -monseye.
[a. OF. nygromancie (more commonly -mance : see

NECROMANCE) =Sp. nigromancia,\i. nigro-, negro-
manzia, med.L. nigromantia (1212 in Du Cange),
an alteration, by association with L. niger, nigr-,
black (cf. BLACK ART), of L. necromantla, ad. Gr.

vexfo/Mi/rda, f. vacfo- NECHO- + pavTfia divina

tion, prophecy. From c 1550 the form necro- has
been restored after Gr., as in F. nicromancie.
In Merlin (c 1450) pp. 375 and 508 the form egramanncye

occurs ; for an archaic igthc. example see EGROMANCY. This
dropping of the n appears also in the OF. form igromancie.}
1. The pretended art of revealing future events,

etc., by means of communication with the dead
;

more generally, magic, enchantment, conjuration.
a., a 1300 Cursor M. 22112 Norijs him sal enchaunters, O

nigramanci and o jugulors, 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 158
Nlgromancye and perimancie the pouke to rise maketh.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 867 Nygromansy, Geomansy,
Magyk and Glotony. 1496 Dives # Paitp. (W. de W.) i.

xxxvi. 77/2 He forbedeth..nygromancye, that is wytche-
crafte done by deed bodyes. c 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt.
Bryt. (1814) 43 A passage of the bred of a spere length made
by nygramancye. 1594 GREENE Selinms Wks. (Grosart)
XIV. 257 He may by diuellish Negromancie Procure my
death. 1627 DKAYTON Agincourt, etc. 118 This Pallace
standeth in the Ayre, By Nigromancie placed there. 1660
R. COKE i o^ver

&amp;lt;y Snbj. 161 We do forbid feigned Will-

worship, Negromancy, Divinations, Witchcrafts. 1862 S.

LUCAS Secularia 121 Nigromancy took its place among the

regular callings.
/3. 1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 693 It was by nycro-

mansy, Bycarectes and coniuracyon. 1553 EDEN Decades
298 The great citie of Cambalu was in maner destroyed by
necromancie. 1610 B. JOSSON Alch. i. iii, I would know. .

Which way I should make my dore, by necromancie. 1672
MARVELL Reli. Transp. I. 73 You by your Necromancy
have disturbed him, and rais d his Ghost. 1726 SWIKT
Gulliver in. vii, By his Skill in Necromancy he hath a Power
of calling whom he pleaseth from the Dead. 1774 WARTON
Hist. Eng. Poetry I. Diss. i. 59 Jarl, a magician of Saxland,
exhibits his feats of necromancy before Charlemagne. 1819
G. S. FABER Dispensations (1823) II. 94 One of the pro
hibited modes of divining was by necromancy. 1864 BURTON
Scot Abr. II. i. 60 A world of wandering theories, .taken. . .

from necromancy, and all the imaginative sciences.

tnis world s wisdom is still acquired Dy necromancy, Dy
consulting the oracular dead. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom s C. xxxv, A dread, unhallowed necromancy of evil.

b. With a and pi.
1550 BALE Apol. 20 b, Neuer had the sothsayers of Egypte
..more subtile pointes of conueyaunce, wyth all their in-

cantaciouns and necromancies. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholay s Voy. iv. xix. 134 All. .sorts of southsayings and
Nicromancies. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-alb, iv. 338 Her to the

rocke hee brought In which hee oft before his Nigromancies
wrought. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic iv. (1833) 68 An ac
count of a modern necromancy, which has been left us by
the celebrated Benvenuto Cellini, a 1849 J. C. MANGAN
Poems (1859) 79 Love, with all his necromancies, fled

2. Applied, after Gr. and L. use, to the part of

the Odyssey describing Ulysses visit to Hades.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 548 The Necromancie of the Poet

Homer. This picture Nicias held at so high a price, that

[etc.]. 1850 MURE Lit. Greece it. x. 5 Nowhere, perhaps,
does the contrast between the Ulysses of Homer and the

Ulysses of the later fable .. appear in a more prominent
light than in the Necromancy .

Necroiua neous, a. rare
-

. [irreg. f. prec.
+ -Dot s.] Necromantic.

pu
Ix v

NECROPHAGOUS.
1801 tr. Cabriclli s Mysterious Husb. II. 21 The priestwho by a necromaneous assistance, persuaded himself hehad attained the Papal dignity.
t Necromant. Obs. In 7 nigro-, 7-8 negro -

maut. [ad. It. negromante, ---
Sp. nigrontanlc

obs. * . nigromant (mod.F. necro-}, ad. Gr. vt Kfu-
IMVTU, f. vtxpo- NECHO- + juixTis diviner see
NECROMANCY.] A necromancer.
1598 FLOKIO, Emetren, a precious stone . . vsed of Ni-ro-

mants. a 1626 MORYSON [tin. iv. (1903) 268 Scotus an
Italian, calling rumselfe an Astrologer, .. but by other, re
uted a Negromant. 1755 T. H. CKOKER Orl. Fur in
x vi, \ ou could not stand against this negromant.
Necromantic (ne kremaanik), a. ai^l

si&amp;gt;.

Also 6-7 nigro-, negro-; 6 nekro-, 7 uicro-.
[ad. late L. necromantifus or med.L. negro- : see
prec. and -MANTIC. Cf. obs. F. nigromantique,
Sp. nigro-, It.

negromcmtico.&quot;\
A. adj. 1. Of persons : Given to the practice

of necromancy.
1574 HELLOWES Ciieuara s fam. Ep. (1577) 33 A Nekro-

mantlke priest did aduerlise him, that hee should not dis
may. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. m. v. (r65 i) 500enches could not sleep in their beds for Necromantick
triers. 1737 WHISION Jostphus, Aiitiq. vi. xiv. J 2 This
sort of necromantic women, who bring up the souls of the
dead. 1821 SCOTT Pirate xx, Had she really seen and
conversed with a necromantic dwarf [etc.].
2. Of, belonging to, or used in necromancy or

magic ; performed by necromancy.
CIS90 GREENE Fr. Bacon i, It must be nigromantickc

?P , ,,&quot;,

charmes of A hat must inchaine her loue. 1638SIR I. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 232 Nicromantic studies are
much applauded, as profound. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 95Oh ! that I cou d . . find, . . by necromanlick art, How far the
clest nies take my part ! 1754 CATESBV Kat. Hist. Carolina
II. p. xiv, By such necromantic delusions .. these crafty
doctors .. raise their own credit. 1782-3 W. F. MARIYN
Geog. Mag. I. 687 Their bodies marked with neciomanlic
figures. 1813 SCOTT Trie,,,:, n. xxvii, Till, in necromantic
night, Gyneth vanish d from their sight. 1878 SI-URGEON
Treas. Dav. Ps. cvi. 28 Perhaps they assisted in necro-
mantic rites which were intended to open a correspondence
with departed spirits.

b. transf. Magical, wonderful.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Navy Land Ships Wks. I. 93/1What Necromanticke spells are Rut, Vault, Slot, Pores and

Entryes. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. v. 28 O powrfull Negro-
mantle eyes. 1849 RUSKIN Sa*. Lamfs ii. 12. 39 To give
a delightful sense of a kind of necromantic power in the
architect. 1883 Knmvledgc 15 June 357/1 The planets..
whose mysterious portals we .. are seeking to enter this night
with necromantic art.

B. sb. )- 1. A necromancer. Obs.
1574 HELLOWES Gueuara s Fain. Ep. (1577) 142 Per-

chaunce thou art a Nekromantike, and hast enchaunted
him. 1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to T. H[iggons] 97 Had not
Syluester been a Necromanticke. .and Marcellinus an open
Idolater. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 221 By the stone called

elitropia (or, as the nigromanticks) the Babylonian gemme.
2. //. Conjuring tricks, rare 1

.

1742 YOUNG A7. Th. yni. 3 46*To state-rooks, . . With all
the necromantics of their art, Playing the game of faces on
each other.

tNecromantical, a. Obs. Also 6 nigro-,
7 negro-, [f. prec. + -AL.] Necromantic.
1590 FOR.MAN Diary (Halliw.) 21 At Al-hallontyd I enlred

the
cirkell^

for nigromanticall spells. 1603 HEYDON Jud.
Astral, xii. 309 These Necromanticall Images, fathered
vpon Albertus. 1651 Raleigh s Ghost 180 The like Negro-
mantical evocation to be made by Scipio, is read in Silvius.
a 1682 SIK T. BROWNE Tracts (1683) 177 That he principally
affected Poetry., seems plain from his necromantical Pro
phecies.

Hence f XTecromantically ativ. Obs. rare 1
.

a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthnma, Assyr. Monarch. (1650) 199
After som diabolical Exorcisms, Necromantically performed,
the head shall proue vocal.

t Necromantist. Obs. rare-1
, [f. as next

+ -1ST.] A necromancer.
a 1608 DEE Kelat. Spir. i. (1659) 247 A bankrupt Alchimist,

a Conjurer, and Necromantist.

t Necromanty. Ots. rare. In 6-7 -tie.

[ad. L.
nec&amp;gt;-OHiantia.~]

= NECIIOMANCY.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidaite s Conim. 340 Is it not a great

shame, that thou shouldest wholy depend upon Astrology
and Necromantic? 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Table, Necro
mantic of Homer painted by Nicias. 1677 GALE Crt. Gen
tiles in. 68 Divinations .. from dead persons, which they
called ctKpo/jyi-Ttia, Necromantic.

Nexronite. Min.
[f. NECKO- + -(N)ITE.] A

variety of orthoclase, giving out a fetid smell when
broken or struck.

1819 HAYDEN in Amer. Jml. Sci. (1820) I. 306 Necronite
. . occurs, for the most part, in isolated masses in the blocks
or slabs, both in an amorphous and crystallized state, c 1830
Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 509/1 Necronite. .appears from its

cleavage, hardness, and some other characters to be felspar.
1861 BRISTOW Gloss. Min. 256/2. 1885 RAMSAY Min. (ed. 3)
280.

Necro-phagan. rare- . Zool. [Cf. next
and -AN.] A necrophagous beetle.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Necrophagans, the name of

a family of Clavicorn beetles, comprehending those which
feed on dead and decomposing animal substances. [Hence
in Ogilvie Suppl. (1855) and later Diets.]

Necrophagous (nekr^-fagas), a. Zool. [ad.
Gr. vtKpo$dfos : see NECRO- and -PHAGOOS. Cf.
F. nicrophage.} Feeding on dead bodies or carrion.

1835 KIRBV Hob.
&amp;lt;t

Inst. Attiiu. II. xvi. 70 Necrophagous
animals, or those which devour dead ones, or any othet
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NECROPOLIS.

putrescent substances. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. iii. (1879)

56 Their vulture-like, necrophagous habits are very evident
to any one. 1899 igt/i Century June 943 A part is at once
assimilated by necrophagous creatures.

Necropolis (nekrp-p^lis). Also nekro-. [a.
Gr. ytfpo7roA.is city of the dead, cemetery, f. vtKpos

corpse + TroAis city.] A cemetery ; freq. used as

the name of large cemeteries in or near cities.

1819 SOUTHEY in Q. Rei&amp;gt;. XXI. 381 To rid the city of its

burial places, and establish a necropolis without the walls.

1831 J. STRANG Necropolis Glasguensis Pref. 6 Argument
for the establishment in this neighbourhood of a Necropolis.
1870-4 J. THOMSON City Dreadf. Nt. i. viii, In some necro

polis you find Perchance one mourner to a thousand dead.

fig. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. vii, How shall we domes
ticate ourselves in this spectral Necropolis, or rather City
both of the Dead and of the Unborn ?

attrib. 1854 CDL. WISEMAN Fabiola n. i, It was not a

cemetery or necropolis company. ., but rather a pious and
recognised confraternity.

b. An old or prehistoric burying- place.
1850 GROTE Greece n. lix. (1862) V. 213 Extensive cata

combs yet remain to mark the length of time during which
this ancient Nekropolis served its purpose. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. i. i. 9 Hill and hill-slope were the necropolis of
a vanished race.

C. //. in various forms.

Necropoles may possibly be intended as pi. of itccropole^
after F. necropole ; there is, however, no example of such a
form in the singular.

1864 Chambers s EncycL VI. 695 The most remarkable ne
cropolises are that of Thebes, [etc.]. 1874 LADY HERBERT
tr. Hubners Ramble n. vii. (1878) 380 Save these two necro-

poli, 1 have seen all the most celebrated monuments of

Japan. 1885 Century Mag. XXXI. 2 The necropoleis of

Lycian Myra. 1885 Pall Mall G. 13 June 4/2 Mr. Richter s

researches into the early necropoles of Cyprus.
Hence Necropolitan a., of or belonging to

a necropolis.
1892 Spectator 23 Jan. 115 That singular necropolitan

peerage, the death-list of the Times.

Necropsy (nekr^-psi). Surg. [ad. Gr. type
&quot;veicpoif/ia,

f. ye/f/xis corpse + o^is sight. Cf. F.

1. A post-mortem examination, an autopsy.
1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1860 TANNER Pregnancy vii.

s88 At the necropsy the corpus^luteurn was found
in_

the
I MACKEN2
a c

walls of the pharynx.

right ovary. 1880 .
.,

_ __ _.

At the necropsy of a case, .ulcers were found on the late

ZIE Dis. Throat fy Nose_ I. 99
ral

2. Surgical investigation of a dead body.
1881 Nature No. 615. 347 It was pathological anatomy

which replaced mysticism by realism, speculation by ne
cropsy. 1891 Cycl. Temp, fy Prohib. 628/1 Necropsy reveals
either an empty heart or black fluid.

NecrOSCOpic (nekraskp-pik), a. Surg. [f.

NECROSCOP-Y + -ic.] Of or belonging to necro

scopy or post-mortem examinations.

1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst. Ch n. Med. xxii. 267 An opinion
which was borne out by the necroscooic phenomena. 1869
Atktnxum 9 Oct. 464/2 A rfcecroscopic room in which will
be received all cases of doubtful death. 1895 Forum (U. S.)

Sept. 37 The necroscopic characteristics which assimilate
the European criminal to the Mongolian.. type.
Hence Necrosco-pical a.

1855 in OGILVIE Snppl. 1859 SEMPLE Diphtheria no
The results of my first observations have been confirmed by
new necroscopical researches.

Necroscopy (nekrjrikfipi). Surg. [ad. Gr.

type *vcKpoaK07ria, f. vtrcpos corpse + ovroirftV to

look, examine. Cf. F. nfrroscopie.] The examina
tion of bodies after death.

1842 PRICHAKD in Abdy Water Cure 173 We know suffi

ciently from necroscopy, that the results of inflammatory
action take place. 1847 tr- Feuchtersleben s Med. PsychoL
259 These are the ..more constant results of psychiatric
necroscopy. 1893 W. R. GOWER Man. Dis. mint, Syst.
(ed. 2) II. 325 note, The Pathological Society received the
curiosities of Metropolitan necroscopy.
Necrose (neknJu-s, ne kwns), v. Path. [f. NE-

CROS-IS. Cf. F. n&roser.] intr. To mortify; to

become affected with necrosis.

1873 F. T. ROBERTS Handbk. Med. 283 The cartilages
often necrose. 1898 P. MANSON

TroJ&amp;gt;.
Diseases xxxvii. 563

Lymph which subsequently and rapidly necroses.

Hence Necrosing///, a,

1897 Allbiitt\ Syst. Med. IV. 708 The somewhat hypo
thetical necrosing ethmoidites . Ibid. V. 969 Producing
inflammatory or necrosing changes in the tissues.

Necrosed (nekr^-st, ne kroust), ///.. Path.

[f. NECROS-IS + -ED, perh. after F. ntcrosQ Mor
tified, affected by necrosis.

1830 R. KNOX Btclards Anat. 273 The specimen of
necrosed scapula in the museum of Charenton. 1849-52
Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. 939/2 The portion of necrosed bone
.. was removed many years before. 1876 Trans. Clinical
Sac. IX. 180 The entire shaft is denuded of periosteum
and necrosed.

II Necrosis (nekr&amp;lt;7u*sis). [mod.L., a. Gr. vi-

Kfxams deadness, f. vtKpovv to kill, mortify, f. vettpos

corpse : see -osis.]
1. Path. The death of a circumscribed piece of

tissue ; mortification, esp. of the bones.
1665 NEEDHAM Med. Medicinx 410 Which congeled por

tions cause a Necrosis or inward Mortification. 1693 tr.

l)lancard?s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Necrosis, a black and blue
Mark in any part. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Necrosis.
. . In Surgery, a perfect Mortification of the soft and hard
Parts of the Body. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 382 Mr. Russell,
who published, in 1794, a Practical Essayon Necrosis. 1805
Ibid. XIV. 300 At the first sight I suspected it to be a Ne-

68

crosis. 1830 R. KNOX Beclard s Anat. 236 The repairing of
bones when divided or affected with necrosis. 1876 BRIS-
TOWB Th. ff Pract. Med. (1878) 369 Cases in which the car

tilages are in a state of necrosis.

b. attrib. and Comb., as necrosis-producing s.&).\

necrosis forceps, an instrument for removing
portions of diseased bone (Knight, 1884).
1891 Daily News 16 Jan. 2/4 Wherever tubercle bacilli.,

have already impregnated their surroundings with the ne

crosis-producing substance.

2. Hot. (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Hot. 780/1 Necrosis. Canker. A drying and

dying of the branch of a tree, beginning with the bark and
eating gradually inwards.

f 3. (See quot. and Coloss. iii. 5.) Obs. rare~.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Necrosis, (in Divinity) a mor

tifying of corrupt Affections.

t Necrosy. Obs. rare. [Anglicized f. NE
CROSIS.] Necrosis.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 113 They bring to the
! parts a certain necrosy or mortification.

NecrotiC (nekr^-tik), a. Path. [f. Gr. vacpovv

(see NECROSIS) + -OTIC.] In a state of necrosis ;

,
characterized by, exhibiting necrosis.

1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathol. 203 After 4 or 5 days of
i ligation the tongue becomes necrotic. 1897 Allbutts Syst.

|

Med. III. 340 The necrotic process extending from within
outwards.

Necrotiza-tipii. Path. [-ATION.] The pro-
i
cess of bringing tissue into a state of necrosis.

1859 Chainb. Jrnl. XI. 205 Kussmaul has tried some
1 curious experiments on what he calls the necrotisation of
, limbs, by injection of chloroform. 1891 Daily News 27 Apr.

5/3 We now only hear of tuberculin as an agent that can. .

hasten the necrotisation of tubercle .

Necrotize (ne-kwtoiz), v. Path.
[f.

NECROT-IC
+ -IZE.] intr. To become affected with necrosis.

1 Hence Ne-crotizing///. a.

1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 15 The exten
sion of the necrotizing process to the surface. ifcfrAllhutt s

Syst. Med. VIII. 715 The peculiar lesions .. might be de
scribed as necrotising chillblains,

Nectar (ne-kta.i). Also 6 -er. [a. L. nectart

a. Gr. vctcrap, of obscure origin.]
1. Class. Myth. The drink of the gods.
Sometimes incorrectly applied to the food of the gods:

. see AMBROSIA 2.

1555 EDKN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 49 The sweete am
brosia and nectar wherwhh the goddes are fedde. 1579
SPENSER Shepjt. Cal. Nov. 195 There lives shee with the
blessed Gods in blisse, There drincks she Nectar with Am
brosia mixt. 1616 R. C. Times Whistle v. 1913 He esteemes
the nectar of the goddes. .to come short.. Of this delicious

j

iuice. 1684 T. BURSET Tlte. Earth i. 190 They would never
I have seen seven . . hundred years go over their heads, though
, they had been nourisht with nectar and ambrosia. &amp;lt; 1718

PRIOR Mercury fy Cupid 21 We ll take one cooling cup of
nectar. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. in. i. 30 Drink ! be
the nectar circling through your veins The soul of joy.
1873 HAMERTON Intel!. Life \. iii. 21 Not the nectar of the

, gods.. were worth the dash of a wave upon the beach.

i fig I557 GRIMALDE in TolteCs Misc. (Arb.) 104 Woords,
sweeter than the sugar sweet, with heauenly nectar drest.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. i, Knowledge is the nectar,

! that keepes sweet A perfect soule. 1657 H. PINNELL Philos.

Ref. 215 That.. they may. .drink of the everlasting Ambro-
sian Nectar of Eternity. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 32 P 9
All ..implore from Nature s hand the nectar of oblivion.

1784 COWI-ER Task vi. 244 He inspires Their balmy odours,
1

. .And bathes their eyes with nectar.

b. Applied to the moisture on the lips.
1592 SHAKS. Ven. % Ad. 572 Had she then gave over,

;

Such nectar from his lips she had not suck d. 1631 MAS-
,

SINGER Emperor East 11, May I taste then The nectar of
her lip?
2. transf. a. Any delicious wine or other drink.
1583 STUHBES Anat. Aims. Mivb, The Nippitatum, this

Huf-cap (as they call it) and this nectar of lyfe. 1638 BAKER
tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II.) 200 These fellowes .. call the

i
worst wine they drink Nectar. 1662 H. STUBBE (title) The
Indian Nectar, or a Discourse concerning Chocolate. 1718
OZELL tr. Tonrneforfs Voy. I. 283 In making Nectar, so
called even to this day, they make use of another kind of
grape. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav.

Greece^ (1825) II. 3 It lay
opposite to the rugged tract called Arvisia, once famous for
its nectar. 1800 MOORE Anacreon xxxviii, Grasp the bowl ;

in nectar sinking, Man of sorrow, drown thy thinking !

1863 MARY HOWITT tr. F. Brevier s Greece I. vii. 246 The
Malvasia wine is an earthly nectar.

b. The sweet fluid or honey produced by plants,
esp. as collected by bees.

1609 BUTLER Fern. Man. i.(i623) B iij, Whereas they gather
with the one Nectar, with the other Ambrosia. 1657 PUR-
CHAS Pol. Flying-Ins, i. xv. 94 Thyme, which onely yeeldeth
Nectar. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 240 Sweet Honey
some condense,. .The rest, in Cells apart, the liquid Nectar
shut. 1743 YOUNG Nt. Th. \\. 463 As bees mixt Nectar
draw from fragrant flow rs. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden. \\.

(1813) 22 From flowers we eventually gratify the palate by
a valuable nectar. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 74
The bees, which had flown from tree to tree in search of
nectar. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs Bot. 472 Insects
. .searching for the nectar.

fc. (See quot.) Obs. rare .

1693 tr. Blancard*s Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Necta\r\..\\\\.\\

Physicians .. signifies rather a Medicinal Drink, but with a
most delicious colour, taste and smell. {Hence in Phillips
(1696) and some later Diets.]

3. a. attrib.
t
as nectar cup , dew, epistle, -flood,

fountain, love, stream ; (sense 2 b) nectar-chamber,

-gland \ nectar-bird, a honey-sucker or sunbird

belonging to the Nectariniids&
; nectar-guides,

-marks, or -spots, coloured marks or spots on

NECTARIFEROUS.
certain plants, supposed to indicate the point
at which the nectar is secreted (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1892).
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 284/2 The difference between the

two structures is softened down by the intervention of the
*nectar-birds. 1865 DK. ARGYLL in Gd. Words Mar. 231
Some of these have *nectar-chamberb of most curious plan.
1847 EMERSON Poems, To Rhea, Who drinks of Cupid s

*nectar cup Loveth downward, and not up. 1798 SOTHEBY
tr. W{elands Oberon (1826) I. 118 Scarce his tongue.. Had
from the goblet suck d the *nectar dew. 1622 PEACHAM
Cotnpl. Gent. x. (1634) 92 What can be . . more sweete than
that * nectar Epistle of his? 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ s
Viet. 1, To allay With dropping *nectar floods, the furie
of their way. a 1618 RALEIGH Rein. (1644.) 256 Over the
silver Mountains, Where springs the *Nectar Fountains.

1883 Ei-ang. Mag. July 310 This is the *nectar-gland, and
it, with its scale, is called the Nectary, a itiqgDRUMM. OK
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 23/1 So in the sweetness of
his *nectar love . . Sowr is far better. 1602 MARSTON Ant,
ff Kiel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 67 On *Nectar streams of your
sweete ayrcs, to flote.

b. Como.j as nectar-breathing^ -dropping, -like,

-loving^ -secreting^ -seeking^ -spouting, -streaming,

-tongucd.
1597 Pilgr. Parnass. iv. 386 One touch of her sweete

*nectar-breathinge mouth. 1619 DRAYTON Wks. (1753) IV.
1280 Where, .myrrhe-breathing zephyr.. Gently distills his

*nectar-dropping showers. 1647 H. MORE Citpid s Conflict
Ixviii, Thy Nectar-dropping Muse, thy sugar d song. 1839-
52 BAILEY Fesius 490 In twined about with nectar-dropping
flowers. 1598 FLOKIO, Ncttareo^. .sweet, pleasant, *Nectar-
like, 1897 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 663 *Nectar-

loving insects. 1880 BESSEY Botany 531 Provided with

*nectar-secreting glands. 1835 W. IKVING Tour Prairies

63 A very paradise for the *nectar-seeking bee. 1601
WEEVER AHrr, Mart. (Roxb.) 233 By Elysiums *Nectar-

spouting fpuntaines. 1745 WANTON Pleas*. Melanch. 292
Though Venus.. With her on *nectar-streaming fruitage
feast, 1596 FITZ-GEFFREY Sir F. Drake (1881) 78 &quot;Nectar-

tongu d Sydney, Englands Mars, and Muse.

Ifecta real, a. rare. [-AL.] =next.
1652 CRASHAW Carmen Deo Nostro Wks. (1904) 197 In

.. Thy Nectareall Fragrancy . . there meetes An universal!

Synod of All sweets. 1658 ROWLAND tr. MoiifeCs Thcat.
Ins, 907 First of all we will treat of Honey, that immortal,
nectareal, pleasant, wholsome juice. 1809 E. S. BARRETT
Setting Sun III. 39 A bottle of nectareal champaigne.

Nectarean (nektee*ran), a. [f. L. nectare-us

(see NECTAREOUS) + -AN.] Of the nature of, or

resembling, nectar.

1624 BURTON Anat. Met. in. ii. in. (ed. 2) 418 Shee will

adventure all her estate . . for a Nectarean, a ualsome kisse

alone. 1631 STANLEY Poems 68 The vernal violets Nec
tarean juice. 1695 BLACKMORE f r. Arth. i. 406 Ambrosial

Food, and rich Nectarean Wine. 1813 Sporting ftlag.
XLII. 218 Like Homer s Gods quite muzz d in oceans, Or
the pure nectarean potions. 1857 B. W. PBOCTER Drain.

Scenes^ etc. 401 Where the streams Of Poesy refine the
brain With sweet thoughts nectarean.

Wectared (ne-ktaad), a.
[f.

NECTAR + -ED^.]
Filled, flavoured, or impregnated with nectar ;

deliciously sweet or fragrant. (///. andy?^.)
c 1595 SOUTHWELL St. Peters Complaint 15 You Neclar d

Aumbryes of soule feeding meates. c 1614 SIR W. MURE
Dido

&amp;lt;y

sEneas i. 461 Her sweet ambrosiall breath and nec-

t red hair. 1634 MILTON Counts 476 A perpetual ft-ast of
nectar d sweets. 1715 POPE Iliad \. 769 Each to his lips

applied the nectar d urn. 1772 SIR W. JONES Laura 79
Ye radiant tresses ! and thou, nectar d smile ! 1850 MRS.
HAWTHORNE in N. Haivthorne fy Wife (1885) I. 375 The
children have lived upon the blue nectared air all winter.

1888 E. C. THOMAS Bnry s Philobiblon (1902) 3 They are

repelled violently from the nectared cup of philosophy.

&quot;f We ctarel, adv. Obs. rare 1
. [irreg. f. NEC

TAR.] Like nectar
; fragrant.

1648 HKRRICK Hespcr., To his Mistresses 18 For your
breaths too, let them smell Ambrosia-like, or Nectarell.

Nectareous(nekte&quot;a*r/3s), a. [ad. L. nectarcus&amp;gt;

ad. Gr. vftcrapfosj f. vticrap NECTAR : see -EOUS.]
Ofthe nature of, consisting of, or resembling nectar.

nectareous delicacies 01 jc-amourgn aie. 1000 IS.OSE f ir&

Eel. $ Georg. 132 With nectareous wine Libating thrice.

Hence Necta teously adv.
;
Necta reousiiess.

1847 i&quot; WEBSTER. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ //. Note-bks.

I. 149, I remembered the nectareousness of the new cider.

Necta*rial, a. rare. [f. NECTARY + -AL.]
Of the nature of a nectary.
1808 ROXBURGH inAstat. ResearcfasVlll. 500 Pistil

t
germ

conical.. downy, surrounded with a downy nectarial ring.

Necta riaii, a- rare. [f. NECTAR + -IAN.]
Nectarean.

658 J. JONES Ovid s Ibis znd Ded., On Parnasse Hill

rose the Nectarian Font. 1708 GAY IVine 138 Choicest
Nectarian juice Crown d largest Bowles. 1845 HIRST Com.
Mamnioth

t etc. 39 Jewelled o er With diamonds of nectarian

dew. 1853 MOODIE Life Clearings 17 The impatient doctor

grasped the nectarian draught.

Nectaried (ne ktarid), a. [f. NECTARY.] Of
flowers or plants : Provided with nectaries.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Nectariferous (nektari-feras), a. Bot. [See

-FERGUS.] Bearing or producing nectar.

again, on observing that it wanted the nectariferous Pore.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxiii. (1818) II. 369 When they



NECTARINE.
unfold their long tongue, and wipe its sweets from any nec
tariferous flower. 1882 G. ALLEN Colours ofFlowers ii. 56With separate petals, . . and with a nectariferous cavity at
their base.

Nectarine (ne-ktarin, -in), rf.l Forms: a.

7 neotarya (?), nectaren, -orin(e, 8 -arin, -arne,
7- nectarine. 0. nectrine, 7-8 -trou. [app.
a subst. use of next.] A variety of the common
peach, differing from this in having a thinner and
downless skin and a firmer pulp. Native nectarine,
the native quince or emu-apple of Australia.
a. 1616 SUREL. & MARKH. Conntrey Farme in. i. 335 The

principall fruit trees which delight to be planted against a
wall are peaches, abricots, nectaryas [sic], all sorts of sweet
plumbs. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 195 Now also
plant Peaches and Nectarines. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man of
Mode v. i, A strange desire I had To eat some fresh Nec-
taren s. 1685 TEMPLE Ess., Gardening Wks. 1720 I. 183The only good Nectorins are the Murry and the French.
1712 ARBUTHNOT J. Bull\u. ii, John had his golden Pippens^
Peaches and Nectarnes. a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. Wks.
1765 II. 17 On an earwig that crept into a nectarin. 1802
W. FORSYTH fruit Trees iii. (1824) 66, I have often heard
of Peaches and Nectarines growing on the same tree. 1855DEUKU ATftri. Card. (i86r) IS7 Although the peach is so
common in France, the nectarine .. is rarer even than in
England. 1889 MAIDEN Usef. A at. PI. 49.
attrilt. and Comb. 1763 MILLS Syst. Pract. Htisl\ IV. 249

Nectarine trees generally produce their fruit ..upon the
young wood of the preceding year. 1854 M. HARI.AXI)
Alone xxxi, Black eyes, nectarine bloom and pouting rosy
lips. 1836 OLMSTED Slave States 639 Of a warmer brown,
and a more nectarine-like texture of skin.
A 1637 AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 57, I shall joyne the Nee-

trine with the Aprecock although another kind of fruit.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 227 Where there are now growing . .

7 sorts of Nectrons and Peaches. 1715 Loud. Gaz. No.
5360/9 Good Peaches, Nectrons and Apricock Trees.

Nectarine (ne-ktarin), a. and sb. z [f. NECTAR
+ -1KB 1

.]

A. adj. Of the nature of, sweet as, nectar.
1611 COTGR., Nectarin, Nectarine, of Nectar, diuinely

sweet, as Nectar. 1633 J. DONE Hist. Seftnagint 13 To taste
and relish those most nectarine, .and excellent things. 1668
H. MORE Div. Dial. 11. xviii. (1713) 144 The roscid Lips
and nectarine Kisses of thy silver-faced Cynthia ! 1854 F.
TENNYSON in Frasers Mag. L. 646 He drank up The
precious drops, bright, dewy, nectarine.

B. t sb. A nectarean draught. Obs. rare
~

.

1628 BURTON Anal. Mel. in. ii. v. iii. (ed. 3) 509 [It is] to
no purpose to prescribe Narcoticks, Cordials, Nectarines,
potions, Homers Nepenthes, or Helena s Bole.

Necta rious, a. rare. [-lous.] Nectareous. I

1841 ORDERSON Creoleana iii. 29 The nectarious sweets
distilled from the .. charms of this .. fair one. 1867 J. B.
ROSE tr. Virgil s j&neid 16 Some ease the fragrant load Of
food nectarious.

II Nectarium (nekte^&amp;gt;Tim). Bot. Also 8
-eum. Pl.nectaria. [mod.L.] = NECTARY 2.

733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Nectariitm, among botan
ists, ..a part of the corolla, sometimes, though more rarely
the whole.

1774 GOLDS*. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 75 As
for the honey, it is extracted from that part of the flower
called the nectareum. 1792 M. RIDDELL Yoy. Madeira 58The honied essences lodged in the nectaria of flowers. 1813
SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chan, iii. (1814) 145 Saccharine matter
is found in the nectarium of flowers. 1851-9 BRODERII&amp;gt; in
Man. Set. Enfj. 399 Liquefied honey . . might be placed in a
little reservoir on the site of the nectarium.

Ne ctarize, v. rare.
[f. NECTAB + -IZE.]

trans. To sweeten. Hence We ctarized ///. a.

1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. Sonn. viii, Gently assemble
Delicacies all, And sweetely nectarize this bitter gall. 1593NASHE Chrises T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 170 The nectarized
Afua celestis of water-mingled blood, sluced from Christ s
side. 1623 COCKERAM i, Nectariz d, sweetned.

Nectarous (ne-ktaras), a.
[f. NECTAR + -ous.]

Resembling nectar.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 306 Thirst Of nectarous draughts.
Ibid. vi. 332 From the gash A stream of Nectarous humor
issuing flow d. 1816 KEITH Pays. Sot. I. 183 The fluid
secreted is nectarous. 1878 J. THOMSON Plenip. Key 24 A ,

nectarous food, a most ambrosial balm.

Nectary (ne-ktari). [f. NECTAB, or ad. mod.L.
nectarium : see -ARY.]
1 1. fig. ? A nectareous fluid. Obs. rare

-
.

1598 F. Rous Thule T 3 , Her folded eyes, Drowning
tnemselues in their owne Nectaries.
2. Bot. The organ or part of a flower or plant
which secretes honey.
1759 B. STILLINGFLEET -1/Mc. Tracts Introd. (1762) 31 The

part of the flower that contains honey is called The nectary.
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 3 The tube of the
blossom serves the purpose of a Nectary in many flowers,
as in the Honey-suckle. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp.
(1818) 227 The corolla consists of six .. petals, enclosing a
tuberculated bristled nectary. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics
II. 324 Some pierced the nectaries of the flowers with
their fine bills. 1874 CODES Birds N. W. 269 An arrange
ment which.. facilitates the extraction of honey from the
nectaries of flowers.

3. Ent. A wart-like tube on the body of an !

aphis, from which honey-dew is exuded.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1898 PACKARD Text-bk. Entoin. 365

Busgen.. observed that on reaching the air the drops issuing
from the nectary or honey tube stiffened almost in

stantly into a wax-like mass.

Nectiferous, irreg. var. of NECTARIFEROUS.
1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 7 In Ranunculus itself,

which has a nectiferous gland at the base of the petals.
1873 E. SMITH Foods 264 Honey is found usually at the
base of the petal of the flower, and in the nectiferous glands.

69

Necting : see NETTING.

Nectocalycine (nektokx-lisain), a. Zool. [See
next and CALYCINE.] Of the nature of, resembling
or pertaining to, a nectocalyx.
1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa r 5 These nectocalycine

canals are lined by a continuation of the endoderm. 1861
J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Cirleut. 37 A con
tinuation of the endoderm lines the nectocalycine canals .

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 773 note, The nec
tocalycine section of the coenosarc.

Nectocalyx (nekWk^-liks). Zool PI. -caly
ces. [mod.L., f. Gr. IT/KTOS swimming (f. vr]\iiv
to swim) + CALYX.] The swimming-bell which
forms the natatory organ in many hydrozoans.
1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa 15 The presence of the

valvular membrane at once distinguishes a nectocalyx from
an umbrella. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Li/c 773A furrow or canal formed at the side of the distal nectocalyx.
So ITe ctosac, the interior of a nectocalyx (also

called nectocyst) ;
Ne ctosome, the upper portion

of a siphonophore, bearing the natatory organs ;

Ne ctostem, the axis of a series of nectocalyces.
1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa 15 The cavity of the cup,

which, with its muscular wall, may be termed the nectosac.
1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 85 The interior of the
nectocalyx is often called the nectosac . i8S8Sta&amp;gt;u/. Nat.
Hist. I. 99 Just lielow the float on the nectostem there is a

,
small cluster of minute buds in which can he found necto-
calices of all sizes. 1898 SEUGWTCK Text-bk. Zool. I. 139
The nectos .mc, to which the swimming organs (nectocalyces
and pneumatophores) are attached.

Ne Ctopod. Zool. [! . as prcc. +-POD.] A foot
used as a swimming organ.
1896 tr. noas Text-lik. Zool. 195 The short thorax is pro

vided with laminate nectopods like the limbs of the Phyllo-
poda, though there are only four to six pairs.
Ifectorin(e, -trine, -tron, obs. ff. NECTARINE.
t Necyomancy, -manty. Obs. rare -. [ad.

L. necyomantia, Gr. pf/cuo/iai/Tfia.] (See quots.)
1623 COCKERAM I, Necyomantu; diuination by calling vp

damned spirits. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Necyomancie, the
same with Necromancy.
Ned, obs. form of NEED sb. and v.

t Nedde, had not : see NE and HAVE v. A. 9.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 69 For bat hie nedden here synnes

er bet. a 1300 Vox f. Wolf 99 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 6r
This ilke shome neddi nouthe, Nedde lust i-ben of mine
mouthe. c 1315 SHOREHA.M vn. 877 Elles nedde hyt be no
senne. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 4 Me was wo. .That I

nedde sadloker i-slept and i-se}e more.

Nedder, variant of NITHER v.

Nedder, -ir, -re, obs. ff. ADDER, NETHER.

Neddy (ne-di). [dim. ofNed, a familiar abbrev.
of the name Edward: see -Y *.]

1. A donkey.
111790 POTTER Diet. Cant (1795), Neddy, a jackass.

1794 \VOLCOT (P. Pindar) Rmulandfor Olh-cr Wks. 1816
II. 119 Thou think st thyself on Pegasus so steady ; But,
Peter, thou art mounted on a Neddy. 1838 Miss YONGE
Christinas Mummers 5 There is old Harry Spinner s grey
donkey, -and Mrs. Brown s handsome Neddy. 1894 BARING-
GOULD Kitty Alone III. 19 The neddyis in the stable here,
and there is his cart,

trans/. 1866 BLACKMORE Cradock Nmvell Ivii. (1883) 400
A beautiful schooner of the true American rig, which made
such lagging neddies of our yachts a few years since.

2. Cant. A life-preserver.
1864 Cornlt. Mag. VI. 647 The weapon is generally a

neddy or life-preserver. 1879 Macm. Mag. XL, 503/1
We shall want., the stick (crow-bar), and bring a Neddie
(life-preserver) with you.

Neddy, Neddyr, obs. ff. NEEDY, ADDER.
Nede, obs. form of NEED, NEEDY, GNEDE a.

Ned(e)les, -lich, -ling(is, -ly, etc., obs. ff.

NEEDLESS, etc.

Nedel(_l, -ill(e, etc., obs. forms of NEEDLE.
Neder, obs. form of ADDER, NEITHER, NETHER.
Nedes, obs. form of NEEDS.

Nedi, nedy, -ness, obs. forms ofNEEDY, -NESS.

Nedyl(le, Nedyr(e, obs. ff. NEEDLE, ADDER.
Nedyrcopp, obs. form of ATTERCOP.
(1475 Pict. Voc. inWr.-Wulcker 766 Hec aranfa, a nedyr-

Nee, obs. form of NEIGH v.

Neece, Neech, obs. forms of NIECE, NICHE.
Need (nzd), sb. Forms: a. I

ne&quot;ad, 2 neat.

ft. 1-4 ne^d, 1-5 neode, 2 neofi, neot ; 2 node,
3 nod, noede. 7. 1-2 nied, 3 nyede ;

i nyd,
i , 3-4 nud, 5 nude. S.i-5ned, i-6nede, 4-need,
4-7 neede, (6 neade, 5 neethe, 6 nide) ; 4-7
Sc. neid, 4-6 neide, (4, 6 neyd). [A Common
Teutonic word, of which the normal representative
in OE. is the form nle_d (nyd, ned) = OFris. nfd,

n&th, OS. nod (MDu. nood-, tioot, Dn. nood},
OHO. nSt (MHG. ndt, G. noth, not), ON. naud,

neyS (Sw. and Da. nod), Goth, naups, fem. z-stera

: OTeut. *naueti-, *nau}&amp;gt;i-
related to OPruss.

nauti-n need.
Both in form and gender, however, the word exhibits

curious variations in OE. The forms ntgd, nyd, ned would
be normal as representatives of a fem. f-stem, but in cases
where the gender can be distinguished they usually appear
as neuters. A form without umlaut also occurs (ntad: cf.

the ON. nantf), which appears to have been feminine. The

very common form ntod, which is distinctly fem., is

difficult to account for; if not an independent ablaut-

Sef
dydu

NEED.
variant, its vowel has probably been influenced by the
frequent word neod desire, earnestness, pleasure, etc.]
I. 1 1. Violence, force, constraint, or compulsion

exercised by or upon persons. Obs.
Baunilfnu ponne se an liafaS burh deaSes nyd da:da
efondad. 825 l esp. Psalter xxxvii. 13 Ned [L. viiu\
ydun 3a sohton sawle mine, c 888 K. JK.u iu:n (Iras n iv
9 Hiere anweald is ma hreostnde for ealddome bonne of

ayiijes cymnges niede. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xi. 12
Heofena rice bolaS nead, & stiece nimaS

|&amp;gt;a:t. a 1300Cursor M. 7694 Childer of his aim sede Suld be for-driuen
vte wit nede [Celt, for nede). c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi.
(Eugenia} 388 Scho was nere (juhen |&amp;gt;e

monk assahdt sa
hyr laydy |&amp;gt;ar

for ned to ta.

t 2. For, of, or on need, of or by necessity, un
avoidably. Obs. (in later use chiefly Sc.)
cgoo tr. Kxda s Hist. \\. xx. 148 His sunu for neade to

Fendan ^a;m cyninge sef =as. IHd. iv. xxv. 350 Seo
(&amp;gt;earlwisnis..him ajrcst of ntde hccwom. &amp;lt;r 1122 O. E
Uiron. (Laud MS.) an. 1016 Da forlet he his her*unga..
beah

(&amp;gt;a
for node, c 1375 iV. Leg. Saints \. (Peter] 654 Quhahud ben

|&amp;gt;ar,
of ried his hart suld have ben sar. c n-joGol.

ff t-ia-.i 1
. 332 Vow worthis on neid Fur to assege yone

castel. la 1550 freii-is /, ,;;[//( 97 in Dnutar s Poems (1893!
288 I hairfoir of verry neid we inon byd still. 1567 Glide ^
Coillie IS. (S.T.S.) 89 The peple follow man, on ni-id, Thir
prelatis.

3. Necessity arising from the facts or circum
stances of the case. Chiefly in phr. //(etc.) need

ret/iiire, if need he (or were).
cgao tr. /ixiin s Hist. i. xxvii. (fi pa symbelnesse to m,-er-

sienne ma=s-,esongcs, jif (&amp;gt;a;t
ned abxdeK c izoo Trin.

Coll. Horn. 215 Swo hoh [=ought] ech chirche socne don
penne hie nede sen. a 1300 Cursor .If. 14913 Fast it neahes
to be nede For his to suffur passion. 1309 in Eng. Gilds
(1870) 8 That he haue bo torches recly to brynqe hym withe
to cherche

jif
nede be. 1390 COWER Conf.l. &quot;7 Thou,

which art withoute nede For lawc of londe in such a drede.
14.. Gesta Rom. xxxiii. 128 (Harl. MS.), I wokle for his
love shede my blode, yf nede \ver. 1503 in Sttrtees Misc.
(1890) 30 For reparacionz, when neide requiercthe. 1568
GRAKTON C/iron. II. 242 Archers to comfort them that were
most u-earie, if neede were. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa v.

254 To the end he might linde safe refuge when neede re

quired. 16^0 BROME Sfaragns Card. 11. iii, Learne to shift
for myselfe in time and need be. a 1687 PETTY Pol. A rit/t.

viii. (1691) 105 There may be about six Millions. ., which
(if need require) might actually Labour. 1747 WESLEY
Prim. Pliysick (1762) 32 Repeat this if Need be. 1808 SCOTT
Alarm, ii. iv, To hold A chapter,. .And if need were to
doom to death.

b. In later use with there is expressed or im

plied. (Only with qualifying word as w/iat, little,

no, etc.)
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pal. vm. vi. n What need was

there that they should bargain with the cardinal 5 1624 in

Cnft. Smith s Wks. (Arb.) 408 Little neede there was and
lesse reason, the ship should stay. 1667 MILTON P. L. vni.

420 No need that thou Shouldst propagat, already infinite.

iftASwin Drafter s Lett. in. Vfks. 1751 VIII. 312 But what
need is there of disputing. 1845 F. E. PAGET Talcs I illage
Cliildr. Ser. II. 40 There was no need of you to confess it.

1 4. a. Need is, or it is need, it is necessary or

needful that or to (with inf.). Also with adjs. as

great need, etc. Obs.

C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 7 Ned f 3arflic is..(&amp;gt;a:t

hia cyme ondspyrniso. &amp;lt; 1000 /Kl.KKic Horn. I. 516 Neod is

bxtaswicungacumon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Hit is niudiel
neot bet we bonkien ure drihten. a 1225 Ancr. K. nc Hit
is neod forte habben be betere warde. a 1300 Cursor M.
19589 [To] do penance ned es i-nogh. Ibid. 20225 Now is

ned bat i haf o be deuil na dred. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm.
Sel. Wks. I. 18 If no man hadde partid from God hi synne,
it hadde be noo nede to make siche feestis. c 1450 HOLLAND
Hmulat 33 All thar names to nevyn as now it nocht neid is.

1556 Aurelio f, Isab. (1608) Gvj, It is neade unto bus to

abyde overcommen. 1676 HALE Contempl. i. 351 The best
of men are visited with them, and it is but need they should.

fb. With dat. of the person concerned. Obs.

cyjs Ruskio. Gosf.]dhn xvi. 30 Ne ned is 3e bjete hwelc
oec jifregne. c 1055 Byrhtfertlfs Handboc in Anglia
VIII. 317 Me ys neod ba;t ic menge ba:tlydenainang bissum

englisce. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, 37 Ne reccheS crist nane
leasunge ne him nis na neo5. c 1220 lyestiary 181 Newe 6e
fordi so 5e neddre doS : It is te ned. a 1300 Cursor M.
10852 Es be na nede to be radd.

6. In predicative use : Necessary, needful. In

early use also with adjs. Now rare.
In some cases (as c 1386) an elliptic use of 4 a.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. II. 500 pact man underfo marc bonne
his lichaman neod sy. c 1175 Lamb. 11out. 11 Muchel is us
benne neod.. sod scrift. a 1225 Ancr. R. 180 To be uttre

temptaciun is neod pacience. . . To be inre is neod wisdom &

fostlich
strencSe. c 1290 St. /Iranian 578 in 5&quot;. Eng. Leg.

. 235 pe ston . . In one wei^e ich hyne fond
t&amp;gt;are npn neode

nas no ston. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 855 Crist loved

holy chirche . . so wel that he deyed for it ; so schulde a man
for his wyf, if it were neede. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii.

270 In the yle of Cathay, men fynden alle maner thing that
is nede to man. 1450-80 tr. Sferela Secret. 12 It is a
precious and an honurabille thing to a kyng forto . . speke
but litille but if it be nede. 1535 CRANMEK Let. in Misc.
Writ. (Parker Soc.) II. 311 Whose labours and endeavours
were never more need to be had. 1849 TRENCH Sacr. Lat.

Poetry Pref. 6 Some Reformed Churches . . have . . made
themselves much poorer than was need.

6. To have need to, to be under a necessity to do

something, to require to. f Also with omission of

to, and with that.
( 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xiv, 16 Nabbas ned .. beet hia

gega;. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., NabbaS hi neode to farenne.

c 1375 Cursor M. 19589 (Fairf.), pou has nede to do penance
I-nogh. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 224 Al Cristene
men han nede to knowe bileve of be gospel. 1413 Pilgr.-
Somle (Caxton 1483) V. xi. 103 Nede hadde he none to.



NEED.
wcs&bcn hym selue. 1456 P*st&amp;lt;m Lett. 1. 375 Ye have nede
Care fayie with hym, for h vs lull daungerouse. 1594
ist ft. Contention (1843) 50 Gtffrgt. ..They have bene up
this two daies. Afake. Then they had more need to go to
bed now. 16x1 SHAKS. Cym~. IL iii. 67 We shall haue oeede
T employ you towards this Romane. 1850 O. WINSLOW
luxtr Life ii 55 The best of saints have need to be warned
against the worst of sins.

b. In pret. had netd to
t would require to, ought

to. (Common in 16-1 7th c.)
c 1380 Wvcur Strm. SeL Wks, I. 26

pei
ben worse than

freniikes, and so bei haddcn nede to be chastised til &amp;gt;is

passion were &o hem. 1471 Pastern Let:. Ill 54 And ye
purpose to bargayn with hym. ye had need to hye yow.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. L*ke LX. 85 b, Theninto had we
nede to haue a good summc of money. i6ao . BLOCXT
Hone Sups. 456 Women, as the weaker vessels, had need to
be very careful iftTjCoTTOs Sconfer -SV-; : \V&amp;lt;-. :-:; _=j

He who to determine is Of such a tickle-point as this Had
need to have his Wits about him. 1843 CARLYLE Past ff Pr.
in. xii, The Unseen Powers had need to watch over such
a man. iS^GEO. EUOT Tkfj. Suck 120 If the bad-tempered
man wants to apologue, he had need to do it on a large
public scale.

C. So with omission of to.

:es of this form tu&s tends to lose its distinct
substantival character and to become only a modifying
element attached to the verb.

1461 Fasten Ltti. II. 13 Ye had nede send a man byfore,

^that no thing be to seke. 1:1580 G. HAKVCY Letter-irk.

vCamdea: 175 It had neede be a high point of poUicte that
should rob Master Machiavel of his pollicie. 1607-12
BACON Ess., SeJtrtsiu &amp;gt;.Arb.) 3 Sheapardes of people had
neede knowe the Kalenders of Tempestes in State. 1681
HICKEBINGILL SIM M&x-taUkixg Wks. 1716 I. 191 They
had need be Men of Cunning and Ability that can swear
thorow-stitch and cleverly. 1753 L. M. tr. DM Bate s

Accomplished Woman II. So Morality had need employ
its strongest reasonings. 1834 BECKFORD Italy II. 233 The
Portuguese had need have the stomachs of ostriches. 1863
COWDES CLARKE Skoks. Ckir. i. 19 Men had need bear
charmed lives .

7. Imperative call or demand for the presence,

possession, etc., ^/&quot;something, f Also const, to.

a 908 In Birch Cart. Joa. II. aSo penne bass nud bi5, his
men beon gearuwe je to ripe je to huntoSc, c 1000 .tLFiuc
How, I. 140 Nts Godenan neod urezhta. ctyaoSt. Bran-
d*1* 573 I n a ** ich him fond ligge, there no neod nas to
ston. a 1300 Cursor .V. 16280 O wijtnes es na nede. 1667
MILTOX P. L. ix. 311 Stronger, if need were Of outward
strength, 1766 FoaovCE Serm, i mg. ll m. II. ix. 91 Who
does not see the need of Piety ! i8o&amp;gt; Med. Jml, VIII. 142

They were never in danger of losing any ; and therefore
there was no need of the new discovery. 1874 GREEN Short
His:, iv. $ 5. 200 The crisis had taught the need of further
securities against the royal power.

b. In phr. To have nted of (f to, fA&amp;gt;) the

thing required.
c 1100 ORMCX 7373 Alle ba J?att bafenn ned off hellpe. Ibid.

11582 He wass mann. -patthatTde ned to fode. c \*y&amp;gt;L:it&amp;lt;l

Sytk Serm, 12 in O. E. Jfisc. iS6 To jiuernesse and prude
none neode he nedde. c 1330 Sir Trzs. r. 1722 per of hadde
sche no nede. 1387 TREVISA Hied** (Rolls) III. 445 What
nede hast bou to nches? 1416 LYDC. Dt GttiL, Pilgr. 815
Thow shall me call in dede, Whan thow hast on-to me nede.

1484 CAXTOX FabUs o/Pogei, His hows, .had grele nede of

reparacion. 1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. $ 24 The teth wyll fall

out whan he hath moost nede to them. 1611 BIBLE Transl.

Prcf. f 3 A wasiefull Prince, that had neede of a Guardian.

1671 MILTOS P. fi. ii. 253 Nature hath need erf what she
asks. 1753 L. M. tr. Dm Boxes AccomfL Woman 1. 25 Inno
cence itself hath as much need of a mask or veil as the Face.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 156 Was he to be ranked
with men who had no need of the royal clemency? 1853
T. H. NEAMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. I. L 6 The Tartars.,
have in their wars no need of any commissariat at all.

tc. Const, with direct object: To need, re

quire. 06s.
c 1375 Cursor M. 12923 (Fairf. , POTOU ktnde of his man-

hede bat fode of body has ay nede. 1357 NORTH Gutnara s
Diali Pr. i. xxxviiL (1568) 56 To kepe himselfe only from
one evyl man, he had nede both hands, feete, and trends.

1667 MILTON /*. L. ii. 413 Here he had need All drcum-
1671 Samson 1 107 Thou hast Deed much wash

ing
to be toocht.

8. To have tued, to be in straits or in want.

(Also tllipt. for 7 b.
v

, Now rare or Obs.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark ii. 25 Huaet dyde David oa ned

hzfde & hyngerde. c raoo Vices fy Virtues n We sculen
blideltche a^uen and leanen, wi5 uten erdliche mede, alk 9e
niede habbeS. c 13*0 WVCUF SeL Wks. III. 411 If he
willefoly begge, and haves no nede, he is a schrewid begger,
reproved of God. c 1460 FOTTESCUE Abs. tf Lim. Mon.
iv. (1885) 116 Itisa

s&amp;gt;-nne
to gyve no mete,drynke,clothynge

or other almes to hem that haue nede. ^1530 R- HILLES
Common-pi, Bk, (1853* 140 He that hath nede must blowe
at the cole.

1671
MILTON P. R. ii. 318 They all had need,

I as thou seest have none.

9. A condition of affairs placing one in difficulty
or distress ;

a time of difficulty, straits, or trouble;

exigency, emergency.
c 1000 jELraic Exod. xv. 35 pa clypode Moises to drihtne

and sacde him bxs folces neode. c iao$ LAY. 435 pa lette he
..bi-?eoten wepnen & mete : Muchel wes ba neode. 1*07
R. GLOVC (Rcdb) 1763 pe king basian hii bitraiede in is

nede [r.r. nude). c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 23
Priue help of

J&amp;gt;e Scottes he had at hb nede. 1377 LANCL.
P. PI. B. XL 28 pow shalt fynde fortune be faille at bi

moste nede. 11450 Le Morte Arth. 1706 And hym ned
by-stode, Many a lande wolde with hym bolde. ^1489
CAXTOS Sonnes of Aymon xii. 286 At the nede the
frende is knowen. c 1530 LD. BEBNERS Artk. Lyt. Btyt.
(1814) 322 Whan nede is, than a frende is proued. 1596
DALBYMFLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. VIL 17 He could, in tyme
of oeid, alher stap a trane or mak a trayne. 1633 G.
HtRBERT Temple^ Collar 31 He that forbears To suit and
serve his ned, Dc&en-es hi- load, 1684 BUXYAN Pilgr. \\.

70

66, 1 thank 51x1 for lending me a hand it my need. 17*6
&amp;gt;NATTS Logic \*A. 2 n. UL in. J 4 And these Judgments
. . should be treasur d up in the .Mind, that might ha
Recount to them in Hours of Need. 1816 SCOTT ll iW-
stxk iii, A shon passage.., secured at time of need by two
oaken doors. 1856 FCOI DE Hist. Exg. I. v. 399 He fell

back upon his Italian cunning, and it did not Jail him in
his need. 1864 BKOHMNC Jos. Let s H i/t IL iii, God help
you, sailors, at your need !

b. In phr. at (also t to] netd.
.uoo OKVI.N 12245 jiff bu waere rzdia till To nittenn itt

att nede Onn alle ba bait hafldenn ned [etc.). c uos L.\v.

529 Brutus hefede gode Cnihtes to neode. ij.. A&quot;. Aits.

2406 That scholden come, on fresche steden, Heom to so-
coure at most nede. 1390 GOWEK Cm/. I. 338 Wher-of they
token hem to rede. And soghten frendes ate nede. c 1410
Antttrs of Artk. xliii, Als he stode by his stede, pal was so
goode at nede. ..1470 HESRV H aJlait ii. 55 He drew
a suerd at helpit him at neide. 1567 Gxdt 4- Codtie B.
S.I . S.) 107 He sail deliuer the at neid. 1667 MILTOS P.L.
ix. rfo Where each To other speedie aide might lend at
need. iSoj SCOTT Last Miastr. L xxii, Sir William of
Dtloraine, good at need. 1873 BROWNING Red Cfitt. .\i.-

caf iv. 241 This porer you hold for profit of myself And
all the world at need.

tc. With need, with difficulty; not easily or

readily. Obs. rare.

1412 tr. Stcreta Stcret., Prh: Frir. 152 The doloure is to
me so stronge, that wyth nede y may my breth wyth^Jrawe.
/&amp;gt;:- . i So Any officers that he had makyd with nethe he
chaung^-d but yf hit were for opyn alsn&amp;gt;~s.

1O. A condition marked by the lack or want of
some necessary thing, or requiring some extraneous
aid or addition.

t xoco.tLFRic Hffnt. II. 340 Xe lufode he woruldlice aehta
for his neode ana, ac to djelenne eallum wxdliendum.
c 1050 O. E. C/iroH. (MS.C) an. 1043 Eadsije arcebisceop . .

hine wel lacrde & to his ajenre neode & ealles folces wel
manude. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 Ne na Mon nah him solue

ben lie Mon him far node ber to bide, c uoo Trix.
Coll. Horn. 215 panne prest speca inne chirche of chirche
neode. c 1300 Harrow. e/HeU 38 Thojhesu hevide shed
ys blod For oure neode upon the rod. 1387 TBEYISA Higden
(Rolls) III. 471 vf burst and honger of golde come of kynde-
Hche nede. 1480 CAXTOS Ctirott. Eng. cCJtxiv. 229 Ther
fslowed, .honger, scarcite, meschyef, and nede of money.
1481 Mciut cf Evtiham (Arb.) 88 They that vsyn scarsfy
to her nede the godys that they haue. 1577 St. Aug.
J/iiwa/ (Longman) i Thou Lorde. .alwayes gathering, but
not for any neede. 1667 MILTOS P. L. v.*6z9 We have also
our Eevning and our Mom,.. for change delectable, not
need. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Roniela xxvii, The great need of
her heart compelled her to strangle..every rising impulse
of suspicion.

b. A state of want or destitution ; lack of the
means of subsistence or of necessary articles;
extreme poverty or indigence.
c ioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 217 Xes riche non nod, ac wrecches
habben michele. a 1115 Leg. Katk. 2428 Hwen s ha hit

ans wogh. 1387 TREYISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 47 Jeveb
&amp;gt;-n

to hem.. bat
f&amp;gt;ey

mowe dr&amp;gt;nke and forjete here sorwe
and her nede. c 1400 Afol. Loll, 107 If ned, or pouert of
be place, axe bat

J&amp;gt;ei
be occupied to gedre frutis. 1536

Pilgr. Perf. W. de W. 1531) ipb,
So j-ou sholde be mercy-

full to your poor oeyghbour in his nede. 1593 SHAKS. Rom.
5; Jitl. v. L 70 Famine is in thy cheekes ; Need and opres-
sion starueth in thy e&amp;gt;-es. 1697 DRVDES I irg. Georg. i. 203
Jove . . Remov d from Humane reach the chearful Fire..
Thatstudious Need mightuseful Arts explore. I774GOLOSM.
\at. Hist. (1776) IL 129 These, from often being in need,
and as often receiving an accidental supply, pass their
lives between surfeiting and repining. 1847 B. THORPE
Yule-tide Stories (1888) 72 They therefore lived in great
poverty, and as is but too often the case, when need crept
in. love walked out,

11. In proverbial phrases.
1377 LAXGL. P. PI. B. xx. 10 Nede ne hath no lawe, ne neure

shal falle in dette. c 1440 Jacob s Well 206 Jif bei mowe
no^t getyn here lyiflode be none of bise maners forseyde,
banne nede hath no lawe. 1480 Rott. Dayll 39 Alacke,
thought Robert, nede hath DO cure, c 1530 R. HILLES
Common-pi. Bk. (1858) 140 Nede makyth the old

w&amp;gt;-ffe
to

trotte. 1561 J. HEYWOOD Pro?.
&amp;gt;, Efirr. (1867) 20 Neede

hath no lawe, neede maketh hir hither let. 1655 A ifikolas

Paters (Camden) II. 233 Need makes trott, but contempt
makes vs run on the Pikes rather then moulder away. 1712
STEELE Sftct. No. 505 p 6, I think, a Speculation upon . .

It is Need that makes the old Wife trot, would be very
useful to the World.

H. 1 12. A matter requiring action to be taken ;

something falling necessarily to be done
;
a piece of

necessary business. In later use chiefly//. Also

good need, good sen-ice. Obs.
c 900 tr. Barda s Hist. in. iii. [v.] (1890) 160 Ne he on horses

hricje cuman wolde, nemne hwilc mare nyd abxdde. c icco
.JLFRIC Saints Lives vi. 290 Siooan nolde maurus of oam
m)Tistre faran for nanre neode. a iixa O. E. Ckron. (Laud
MS.) an. 675 Ouoer for lauerdes neode. .ouoer for hwilces
sinnes ooer neod, he ne muge ^aer comen. a 1x50 Owl 9f

ti igkt. 388 [They] doth bi nijte gode noede. 1*97 R. GLOUC
(Rolls) 8324 pe Cristene ost. .hopede do gode nede, ac bote
lute worp it nas. 1330 R. BBUNXE Ckron. Wace (Rolls)

12563 pe messegers bat wente bo nedes, Horsed bem on
gode stedes. ci4oo Destr. Troy 11519 pat erend for to
wend With hym-seluyn, for-sothe, on be same nedis. 1508
DUNBAR Tua Mariit lyemfn 467, I have ane secrete ser-

wand . . That me supportis of sic nedis.

t b. Chiefly //. One s errands or business. Obs.
c 1000 wtLFRlc Horn. I. 290 He wolde gan embe his neode

for3. c lacs LAV. 20452 pa wes hit.. pat be pape wolde
wenden..an ane of his neoden. a 1300 Cursor 2l[. 24827

Quen all his nedis wele war dun pai dightid him his scip-

pmg son. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 375 Owen.,
dwelled al hU

1&amp;gt;^ tyme afterward in be nedes of be abbay

NEED.
of Ludensis. c 1400 Rale St. Btnet (Prose) is Lokys bat ye
do wel, bat yure angel may do yure nedis to god. 1483
CAXTOS Gold. Lt. 442 b; i In his nedes or besynesse to
w erke trewely and wel. t a 1550 f reiris Bersvik 463 in Dun-
tar s Poems (1693) 300, I wait nocht gif s ma ay cum
bidder Quhen that we want our neidis sic as this.

c. Offices of nature. Now dial.

i97R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6338 pe king ber to com.. is nede
uor to do, pe luber bef..smot him boru be fondcment. 1573
BARET Ah: s.v. Priuie, He b gone to the prime or to doe
his needes. i6i BURTON Anal. Mel. IIL iii. 11. i. (1676)
370/2 She shall not go forth of his sight, so much as to do
her needs.

13. A particular point or respect in which some
necessity or want is present or is felt.

i 1000 X.ISKK. Horn. 1. 272 Ealle ure neoda, zgocr je gast-
lice ^e lichamlice, oxron sind belocene. c 1300 beket 97
As hit were at a Parlemenl for Neodes of the londe. 1450
-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 5 Y haue hastid me and ordeym d
me to make a book for the, the which shalle conteyne alle thi
nedes. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. in. ii. 151 The very
streame of nis life.. must, vppon a warranted neede, giue
him a better proclamation. a 1716 BLACKALL // -tj.

(1723) I. 543 We ought to be content if we have now so
much as will serve our present Needs. 1795-1814 WORDSW.
fcxturs. in. 706, I.. promptly seized All that Abstraction
furnished for my needs. 1874 SYBOSDS Sk. Italy t, Greece
(1898) I. L 3 Improved arts of life had freed men from ser
vile subjection to daily needs.

1 14. a. At a need, in an emergency or crisis.

a 11*3 O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1101 Hi sume arft

iet bzre neode abruoon, & fram bam cynge gecyrdon. c 1330
R. BRLNSE Ckron. (iSio) 35 He was bope gode & wy . . ^
right vnderstandyng, to help at alle nedis. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce iu 231 He had thar, at that ned, Full fcill that war
douchty on deid. c 14*0 LYDG. Assetnbly oj Gods 755 Wher-
fore hit behoueth to helpe at thys nede. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAytttcii ix. 222 Bayarde, whiche shall maye bere
vs all four at a nede.

t b. So in a need. Obs.
c 1150 Kent. Sertu. in O. E. Misc. 32 pet se bet sucurede

hem ine ba peril ; . . us sucuri in ure niedes. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 3614 pai may in bat nede Be boght fra payn
thurgh almusdede. a 1400-50 Alexander 2518 Alexander
. . Naytis him-selfe in ilke nede & so bis name rysis. c 1450
Merlin 678 In many a nede be hadde hym socoured.

t C. For a netd, in an emergency, at a pinch.
1563 TIRSER Herbal III. (1568) 25 He maye for a nede

occupye this herbe. c 1585 R. BROWSE Ansiu. Cnrtivrigkt
47 For a neede, reading ministers may bee in the Chuicbe
in steade of preaching ministers. 1647 WARD Simp, Cooler
8 He. .will fora need oang God s Bible at the Devills girdle.
15. atirib. and Comb., as \ need-(bV stead a.,

in difficulty or danger; t need-doer, trader;
t need-doing, trading, traffic ; f need-gates
adv., of necessity ; need-rooted a., fixed by neces

sity ; f need-sweat, sweat of distress.

Attributive and other combs, of nfi d-, nyd-t etc., are
numerous in OE. See also Du Cange s.v. Xydbedrifics.
a 1335 Alter. R. 1 10 So ful of anguise was bet ilke ned swot

bet com of his licome. c 1375 Curscr ^[. 2450 (Fairf.),

paire fee nedegates most pai flitt. 1383 WYCLIF Isa.

xxiii. 8 Tirun. .whos nededoeres princes, his marchaunders
noble men of the erthe. Ibid. 18 His nede doyngus and
his meedus shuln ben halewid to the Lord, c 1450 St.

Cutkoert (Surtees) 5492 He was anes nede-stad in be se.

1456 SIR G. HAVE Lav. Arms (S. T. S.) 251 And thai war
nede bestad of lyfing . . I wald counsale that thai war re-

freschit with bathe mete and drink. 1850 LYNCH Thcoph.
Trinfil xii. 233 Need-rooted here on earth we are.

t Ifeed, ; Obs. Forms : I niedan, uidan.

nydan,n6dan, 2 neoden. 2-5 ntSde^n), 4 neede.

[OE. niedan etc., f. /a&amp;lt;/NEEi) si., = OFris. nfda,
OS. nodian, MDu. and MLG. noden (Du. noodeii),
OHG. nStjan, nften (G. nole-n, nolheti], OX.
neyta (Sw. noda, Da. nddc], Goth, naujijan. OE.
had also the form niadian in the same sense.]
L trans. To exercise constraint or compulsion

upon (one).
c 825 I ap. Hyntn vii. 41 Hie in hatheortnisse neddun mec.

c 888 K. ALFRED Boctk. xvi. $ i yif . . bwelce mus w acre

hlaford ofer odre mys..& nedde hie xfter gafole. c 950
Lindisf. Goip. Luke xxiv. 29 [Hia] nedon hine, cuoeoendo,
* wuna

u&amp;gt;J5
mi5 . c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 Hit is riht bet me

us nede and isegge bet sceamie. c 12*0 Bcsiiary 216 Nede3
oe Se deuel nogt. 1496 Dh es 4- Pavp. (W. de W.) i. xix.

53 i His..werkes be not neded ne arted by the planetes.

2. To constrain, compel, or force to a thing.
&amp;lt; 888 K. .-ELFRED Boetk. xii. 4 Ac he us ne ned no hy

hraSor to bzm bxt we nede scylen good don. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 213 pa nyddon hine hys yldran to5zm baet he sceolde
. .wzpnum onfon. a 1133 O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an.

1 1 14 pa neodde he him to bam biscoprice of Hrofeceastre,
a 1300 Cursor M. 27002 If bou..nedd be euer bar-till at

force womman aga&amp;gt;-n
hir will, c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)

265 Holy writt old & newe & cristis lif. .neden hem to

mekenesse & wilful traueile. a 1400-50 Alexander 1819
The sa;es of lour souerayn .. Nedis me to slike notb as

1 had neuer etlid.

b. Const, with inf. Freq. in Wyclif.)
c IOOO/ELFRIC Ham. II. 376 Far nu jeond wejas & hejas,
& nyd hi inn to farenne. c 1300 Trin. Coll. Horn. 179 5if

he net him to }iuene, bat beo3 strengoe and refloc. a 1x35
Ancr. R. 72 peonne is hit ined a^ein uor to climben upward.
a 1300 Cursor M. 16596 Him pai can to nede At tak be tan

end o be tre. 1380 WYCLIF SeL Whi. III. 358 Aftir bat

bis prelat ordeynep ben sugettis nedid for to do. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. in. vii. 320 Tho.. whiche were nedid. .forto

lyue in thilk maner.

Need (nfd), v.- Forms: I n^odian, 3-5

neoden, neden, (5 -yn), 3-6 nede, 4-7 neede,

(5-7 Sf. neid, 5 neyd, 6 neade, 7 nead, nied .

4- need. [OE. niadian (rare), f. tteod XEKD II.



NEED.
Cf. MHG. noUn, G. (dial.; nothen, nothen, in the
same senses.

The irregular form need in the 3rd pers. sing, of the
present tense (in place of needs or needeth) becomes fairlycommon in the i6thc., and is now usual in the forms of ex.

precision mentioned in the note to sense 8.)

I. intr. f 1. It needs, it is needful or necessary.
Usu. const, with that or inf., and sometimes with it

omitted. Obs.
c 960 JTHELWOLD Rub St. Benet (Schr5er) 89 On cealdum

eardum neodad, hiet fees reafes mare sy. a 1225 Ancr. K.

- - - -375 Sc. Leg.
Saints x. (.Watthnv) 211 It nedyt bat he suld mak atempfl.
r 1440 Generydes 2893 It nedeth not to make all this arraye.
c 1489 CAXTOS Sonnet of Aymon viL 167 Of Rowlande
nedeth not to speke. 1503 H aierf. Arch, in loM Kef.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 324 The owners of all suche
nettis shall repaire them when it nedith. 1575-85 ABP.
SAXDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 357 To seek oat many exposi
tions of these words, it shall not need. 1634 CANNE Necm.
Sefar. 24, I could produce many others of them,, .but it

needs not. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto v,
(

It needs not
. .

* the horrors of these days . . corroborate thy evidence .

fb. What needs . . . what need is there Jo do
something) ? Obs.

1377 LASGL, P. PI. B. xvn. 30 Whit neded it thanne a
newe lawe to bigynne. . J r 1470 Col. f, Gate. 506 Quhat
nedis , said Spinagrus, sic notis to nevin ? 1551 RECORDE
Pathw. KntnvL Ep. King, What needeth to alledge one
sentence of him? 1641 MILTON Reform. iL 69 Seeke onely
Vertue, not to extend your Limits ; for what needs ?

c. Needs not, it is not necessary to. rare.

1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia I. 112 Needs not say how
lovely are the summer evenings. Ibid. 451.
2 There needs, there is need for (some thing or

person) ; there requires or is requisite.
1440 Paste* Lett. I. 39, I hope there shall nede no gret

trete be twyxe hym. 1539 CRANMER Lit. in Misc. Writ.
(Parker Soc.) II. 393, I know your lordship s discretion is

such that there need no such monition in this behalf. 1594
SHAKS. Rich, lit, in. vii. 104 There needes no such
Apologie. 1613 PL-RCHAS Pilgrimage I. iv. 15 There need
eth some Herald to shew the true petigree. a 1687 PETTY
Pol. Arith. ix. (1691) in There needs but one Million to

pay the said Rents. 1813 SHELLEV Q. Mob IIL 79 There
needeth not the hell that bigots frame. 1879 SPESCEE Data
Eth. viii 50. 135 There needs great subordination to men
who command.
tb. What needs.. ? what need is there for

(something) ? Obs.
c 1386 CHALCEI Man ofLoxvs T. 134 What needeth gretter

dilatacioun? 1:1470 HENRY Wallace III. 28 Lord Persye
said ; Quhat nedis wordis mor *

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidaae s

Cotnm. no b, What shoulde this obligation nede? 1592
SHAKS, I en. f Ad. 250 Struck dead at first, what needs a
second striking? 1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx IL iii. { 7
Was this a duty before these miracles, or no -

if it was,
what need miracles to confirm it ?

c. // needs, it requires.
1839 Times 19 Oct., It needed not, nevertheless, the pub

lished correspondence of such a hero to convince us. 1853
M. ARNOLD Scholar Gyfsy v, It needs heaven-sent moments
for this skill.

3. Of things : To be needful or necessary.
1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 163 That he forme &

pronounce euery lettre & syllable., with more diligence than
nedeth. 1545 ASCHAM Toxpfhiltis IL (Arb ) 139 Stoppynge
of heades..wyth leade .. shall not nede now. iSio DAY
Festivals iiL (1615) 63 That in this place.. are meant the
Dead, is a Note perhaps that needes not. 1663 GERBIER
Counsel 25 Waste no more than needs in Slabs. 1687
DRVDES Hindi! P- HL 463 But little learning needs in noble
blood. 1846 BROWNING SottTs Trag. L 22 Lest you, even
more than needs, embitter Our parting.

II. f 4. To be needful or necessary to a person,
or (more usually) to some end or purpose. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 414 Non ancre ne ouh forto nimen bute

gnedchche bet hire to neodeo. 1375 BARBOI R Bruce in. 692
Thai, .maid redy.. all that nedyt to

schipfar. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. VI. 20 Eny ober kyns craft (at 10 fc comune
nedeb. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vin. iv. 278 He hadde al

thynge that to hym neded. 1496 Fysshynge a/. Angle (1883)
ii It shall be also fyne a tanney colour as nedyth to our
purpoos.

fb. \Vithdativeofperson. Obs.
1361 LAXGL, P. PI. A. XI. 187 Seken out be seke & sende

hem (rat hem nedib. a 1400 HVLTON Scala Ptrf. (W. de W.
1494) l. xxiv, He knoweth wel ynough what the nedeth.
c 1485 Digby Myst. 11882) v. 664 We haue that nedith vs,
so thryve I. 1597 Bp. HALL Sat., Defiance to Enric 25
Needs me then hope, or doth me need mis-dread. 1691
Andros Tracts (1869) II. 248 What need us so many
Instances abroad?

t 5. Impersonally : a. To be necessary for (one)
to do something. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XL 282 panne nedeth nonjte ?ow to
take syluer for masses bat }e syngen. c 1400 Dear. Troy
11309 Hit nedis TS another way now for to laite. c 1450
Miroter Saluacioun 939 Me nedes fro hire presence with-
drawe me prively. a 1533 Lo. BERXERS Huon Uxxt 242 It

nede not you to demaunde for ye are lyke to knowe it to
soone, 1590 SPEXSER F. Q. i. i. 26 Now needeth him DO
lenger labour spend.

t b. So What neeJtf . . ? why should (one) ?

f 375 & L*g- Saints xxxviii. (Adrian} 197 Quhat ned
|&amp;gt;e

10 begyne be thing bat bu mycht nocht bring til ending
c 1386 CHAI-CER Somfn. T. 292 What nediti vow, Thomas,
to make strif? 1535 COVERDALE Eccl. ii. 1 5 What nedeth
me then to laboure eny more for wyszdome : 1550 LATIMER
Last Serm. bef.Ed. VI, Wks. (Parker Soc.! 1. 244 What
should need me to give a penny to have my bills warranted ?

1597 Bp. HALL Sat. n. iL 30 What needes roe care for any
bookish skill ?

71

t C. (// needs one, one has need rof something).
Also const, of and thai. Oks.
1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. XI.

so[&amp;gt;at lord.. pat bus
parte|&amp;gt; with

be pore A parcel
whon him neode&amp;gt;. 1390 GOWER Conf. I.

272 The nedeth of non other leche. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb.
L 261 Yf thee nede In londis salt that treen or graynys
growe, c 1489 CAXTON Sounes of Aymon xxii. 490, I can
well aske brede whan me nedeth. 1508 DVXBAR Tua Mariit
li emen 264 And quhen it nedis jow, onone, note baith ther
stranthis.

IIL t 6. To have need of (also to] a thing. Obs.
c iaoo ORMIX 6161 Fremmde menn, pat nedenn to tin hellpe.
01450 Frukjmgt w. Angle (18831 i He schall make iij

thynges h&amp;gt;-s
medicens or leches and he schall neuer neyd to

mo. 01533 LD. Bunco Hum ci. 329 Yf ye nede of ony
ayde, take my home and blowe it- 1598 GEENEWEV Tacitus,
Ann. xiv. xu. (1622) 213 If at any time the common-wealth
should neede of cou^sell.

7. trans. To stand in need of, to require (some
thing or person).
1381 WVCLIF Ccn. xxxiii. 15 This oon oonliche Y nede,

that Y fynde grace in thi sijt- 1400 Apel. Loll. 81 Men
nedyn euer be counseil of God, to led hem in al

)&amp;gt;ingii,

,

c M75 RaufCoilyar 546, I neid nane airar
m&amp;gt;-ne

erand nor
none of the day. 1530 PALSOR. 643 2 It is veryly the thyng
that we nede. Ibid., And shall we nede an habyt or a cope.
1568 GRAFTOS Citron. II. 768, I trust, quod he, we shall not
neede iu a 1618 PRESTON \ex Cr.-t. (1634) 5 There is

nothing that you neede, nothing that you wa-.t. lir. it shall
be supplyed. 1667 MILTOX P. L. iv. 617 Other Creatures
all day long Rove idle unimploid, and less need rest. 1741-2
OFAY Agrif. 2 The message needs no comment. 1837
DICKENS Pick-ji. vii, Pickwick needed no second invitation.

1871 FREEMAN- \oria.
d&quot;if. (1676) IV. xx. 604 Such a deed

needed a worse man than was needed for any of William s

earlier deeds.

b. intr. To be in need or want
1381 WVCLIF Ecclus. xl. 29 Betere is to dyen, than to neden.

1387-8 T. USK Test. LKC IL v. (Skeat) L 16 Thou nedest
in richesse, whiche nede thou shuldest not have, if i-.ou

hem wantest. 1671 MILTON P. R. IL 251 If Nature need
not, Or God support Nature without repast Though need
ing. 1801 ELIZ. HELME St. .Ifarf. Ca-. C IV. 213 Money
was sent him .. to distribute among such of his poor neigh
bours as needed. 1857 HEAVVSEGE Saul (1=69 153 Ho
px&amp;gt;r

thDU art to him who truly needs.

8. To be under a necessity or obligation to do

something.
In modern usage the to is expressed except when the

clause has the forms it ^he, /, etc.) need not, (v. ky} need it.

etc.
&quot;!,

or is virtually equivalent to one of these.

1-1380 WVCUF Sel. Wks. III. 348 More ban he
nedi}&amp;gt; for

to have, c 1400 Swdone Bab. 3216 Be ye togeder as breth-

[e]rn both ! No man ye nedith to drede. c 1460 TV:

Myst. xii. 163 Ye nede not to care if ye folow my sawe.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Htton Ixi. 212 Ye nede not to speke of

any golde or syluer. 1579 FCLKF. Heskitts Parl. 333 This
is as plaine as neede to be. a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Serm.
(1673) 54 Though Christ knew it, and therefore needed not
to ask. 1732 POPE Ess. JIan II. 218 Vice.. to be hated,
needs but to be seen. 1771 T. HULL Sir H . Harrington
(1797) II. 9 My stooping need not to have disturbed you.

1827 SOI-THEV Pfnins. H ar II. 630 He needed not to have
undertaken an arduous march of 260 miles. 1842 R. I.

WILBERFORCE Rutilius * Lucius 116 They need to be

taught . . how vain are those objects. 1873 BROWNING Red
Cott. \t.&amp;lt;af n. 24 Man worked here Once on a time ; here
needs again to work.

b. With omission of to.

Now regular in the cases mentioned in the note above,
otherwise rare.

1470 HENRY H aHace vn. 414 The woman .. Cawkit ilk

jett, that thai neid nocht gang by. 1538 BALE Thre Limn
1629 Hys selfe may do that, he nede commaurtde non other.

1576 FLEMING Pattpfl. Epist. 325 You neede not doubt of

their vncerteintie. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Partken. (1676)

6S3, I hope 1 shall not need employ them to win another.

a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. vii. (1691) 103 A Man needs spend
but a twentieth part less. 1728 R. MORRIS Ess. Axe.
Archil. 90 How prejudicial such Proceedings are .. need
not be defin d. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. liii. 154 This

incident, .needed be no surprise to him. 1818 BEXTHAM
Ch. Eng., Caiech. EXOHI. 389 The office might need be
revived. 1*55 TENXVSOX Maud n. n. ix, Who knos
Whether I need have fled? 1*75 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V.

370, 1 need hardly ask again.

c. \Vith omission of complementary infinitive.

577-*7 HOLISSHED Chron. III. 917/1 Doubting that

thing, that in good faith yee need not. 1665 BOYLE Occas.

Refl. II. iii. 197 We are often more unhappy than we need.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 137 T i Some use Ten Times more
Words than they need.

Hence e -

dd///. a., required.
1887 Pall Mall C. i Dec. u/i It is to be hoped that a

needed lesson will not lose force- 1891 Daily Aira* 31 Oct.

6/3 When rich men . .are appealed to for needed help.
T Heed, adv. Obs. Forms : I niede. nyde, (3)

neade. ngode. 1-5 nede, 4 ned, ;-6 Sc. neid, (s

neyd\ 5-7 need, (~ neede). [OE. niedt, ntade.

etc., orig. the instrumental case of nitd. nead, NEED

sb.] Of necessity, necessarily, etc. (Usually with

shall or must : cf. NEEDS aoh:}
c 893 K. .ALFRED Ores. v. ii. $ 7 Ic sceal eac niede bara

monejena gewinna geswi^ian. 971 BlicJtl. Horn. 49 pis
sceal se mzssepreost nede bebeodan. c 1000 .CLFHC Gem.
xliiL 1 1 gif $e neade swa don sceolon . do3 swa je wj lion.

a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1006 Man nyde moste
bam [here] gafol ^yldan. 1 1205 LAY. 1052 Heo mot nede
beien Pe mon be ibunden bi5. 1297 R. Guxx. (Rolls) 787
He bileuede as be nede moste vor^ mid one knrjte. c 1320
Cast. Lfpt 572 Then most it nede be. . . That Goddy* sone
f\\\M mon be come, c 1380 WVCUF Serm. SeL Wks. L m
As be first mut nede be good, so be toSer mut nede be yvel.

1450 Merlin 611 Seth yow be-hove nede for to go. ISO-O
DL XBAR Poems xxx. 12 Cleilh the thairin, for weir it tbow
m&amp;lt; nid. 1614 Dv Feslrr-nls xi. 1615) 307 She mu&amp;lt;J

NEEDFUL.
1

J??
1 be above an Hundred. 1631 HEYLIK St. George 72His good Horse Arundell, from whence the ancient Castel

lame, most neede be call d so. 1732 IJF FOE En?Tradesman I .Suppl 446 Perhaps they are in hurry
enough, or indeed too much for any more concern than
need must.

b. With a 7/or vtould: see NEEDS adv
1641 J.TRAPPE Theol. Theol. 347 Yet they i:i need be

tbe only Musulmans that i=, right Beleevers. 1654 l&amp;gt;ot-ji KV

PSBORNE
Lett. 1888 246 Jane would need maK me som-

for them and myself.

Need-be, rare.
[f. NEED r.z + BE v.} An

essential or necessary reason
; a necessity.

1728 P. WALKF.R Life Peden fiZiji 1,5 He afterwards
saw a remarkable Providence in it, and a Nted-b
1791 MRS. UN-WIN in Southey Confer i-sfft III. =5 Tbere
i&amp;gt; no doabt but that there is a need-U ~f,r ire manifold
temptations to which they are exposed. 1838 1\tnt
Pro-^erb. Philos. 1852) 22 Were there not a net.
wisdom, nothing would be as it is.

Needce-ssity. dial. [Alteration of NECE--
SITT, after NEED rf.] Necessity, need.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. xxi. Is this nece5iarj 5 said

15 Ktedussity, :

.Dually heard in tht -

Nesdsles se, obs. forms of NEEI LE S a.

Needely, variant of NEEDLY adv. Obs.

Nee der. [:.
XiEi

r_-
+ -EBl.] Onewhoneeds.

J5S3 X:VALDE Cicer: s OJficfS II. (153^ l : : V. r.a: :

; than eloquer
hope of the needers. 1601

COKNWALLIS EtS. IL XXX. (163! =

have neede of, but never loving the neecert of them. 1641
H.- OE J. r:ien !^ i. I-.:. Hfct s-:.: \:.\ J ft t .WT.t

persons as were the greatest neecers. a 1860 H H V.

his. *r Led. i: : I. ug &quot;^orincation of :

js, and the r,t-.

Nee dfire. Also 6 Sc. neidfyre, 6- fire,
-

ned-, .

[f. NEED sb. + FIRE, prob. repr. an OE.
niedfyr = OS. nedfyr, MLG. nth-fir LG. noo.i-,

naadfur}, MHG. nftriur G. ncthfeuer), in sense
2 : cf. Da. nodild, Sw. dial. nedelJ, Norw. dial.

naii(d]i!d in the same sense.]
tl. Sc. Spontaneous combustion. Only in phr.

to lake need-fire. Obs.

535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 424 That tyme hi stalf, jr.

presens of thame all, It tuik
r.eidf&amp;gt;Te richt thair into his

hand. 1536 BEU.ENDEX Cron. Scot. uE2ij II. 162 Hii sta:

tuk neid-fire, and micht not be slokinnit.

fig. 1669 R. FLEMIKG Fulfilling of Serif ., (if
Ere ever they were aware they had taken life and needfire
with a word.

2. Fire obtained from dry wood by means of

violent friction, formerly credited with various

magical or prophylactic virtues, esp. as a means of

curing disease among cattle.

1633 PXYXKE ist Pi. Histrio-nt. 21 Sacrilegious fires, called
Nedfire or Bonefires, with all other Heathenish Obserua-
tions, and Ceremonies. 1644 Prtst. Bt. Strathbogit (Spald-
ing Club 51 It was regraited by Mr. Robert Watsone that
ther vas neid

f&amp;gt;Te raysed vitbin his parochin . . for tbe curing
of cattelL 1812 J. HENDERSON Agric. Survey Caithness
xiv. 200 In those days [ci-jlj] when the stock of any con
siderable farmer was seized with tbe murrain, be would
send for one of tie charm doctors to superintend tbe raising
of a need-fire. 1825 BROCKETT f, . C. Gloss. 1864 Chambers *

F.ncycL VI. 605 2 In various parts of the Scottish High
lands, tbe raising of needfire was practised not long ago.
1893 ELWORTHY E-.-il Eye 64 It was usual to drive cattle

through tbe needfire as a preservative against disease.

3. A beacon or bonfire. ? Due to Scott.

1805 Scorr Last Minstr. m. xxix, The ready page with
hurried hand Awaked the need-fire s slumbering brand. 1844
RICHARDS-OX Historian s TabkJJt., Leg. Drc. II. 15 Tbe
far distant need-fire or beacon light proclaimed tbe approach
of foes. 1865 Miss YONG*. Do-.* in Eagle s \esf vi. Each
.. article of rubbish that had been in reserve for the needfire.

t Need-force. Sc. Obs. [f. NEED sb. t FOBCE

sb.~\ (f~ need force, perforce, on compulsion,
of necessity.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Lav Arms (S. T. S.) 165 [He] behovit for

his honour on nede_force to geve him bataill. Ibid. 177 Hame
agayne behufis him gang on nede fors. 1549 Cotnfl. Sco .

vi. 67 Quhar for on neid forse, i vas constren^eit to be his

sodionr.
t6nf&amp;gt;

RITHERFORD Lett. Uxi. (1862) I. 185 Their

synagogue will need-force to cast me oat.

Needful (ni-dful), a. (and sb.~). Forms : 2-4
nod-, 2 nied-. (4 nud-

, 3-6 ned-, (5 nedde-),
4-6 nede-, Sf. neid e-, 4-7 neede-, (6 nyd-.

nide-, nead-\ 4, 6- need-. Also 3-5 -fol, 4-7
-full e. ; -ffull;. [f.

NEED sb. + -FCL.]
L Of persons : Needy, necessitous. Now rare.

&. Used absolutely. Chiefly as//.)
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 217 Heo is . . mancenne hiht and hope,

richtwisen strenbc^e, and niedfulk rrooer. c xaoo Trim. CfU.
Horn. 9 G^f be nedfulle, help be hauelease. 13.. Curstr
M. i03(GotU, L*dyschoisc4&quot;kdesaIl,..To necefullneia
on to call, c nK CHAUCER Pars. T. r 958 If boo may not
visite ^e needful wib by persone ; visile by ^y message.
c 1440 meat s Well 252 Tyl boa forjyue bine enemyis, ft

haue
p&amp;gt;te

on be nedefull. cijio BAKLAT ifirr. Gtl.

Manners (1570 D ij, If he haue plentje of riches and
treasour He parteth it abrade to nedefnll with honoor. 1535
COVFRDALE Ecclus. xxxiv. 21 The bred of tbe nedefull B
the life of the poore.

b. In attributive or predicative nie.

a 1300 Cmrsffr M. i
&amp;gt;Ss?

A nedful wrecbe here am i hidd.



NEEDFULLY. 72 NEEDLE.

1387 E. E. Wills (1882) i Y be-quethe x.s. to the most
nedful men. (1450 MYRC Fcstial (E.E.T.S.) 15 He de-

partyd his good yn J&amp;gt;re partyes ; on to wydows . . ; anobyr to

f&amp;gt;o f?at wern pore and nedfull. 15*3 Test. Ehor. (Surtees)
V. 166 The most nedfull poore ptople in the said tovvnnes.

1586 T. 13. La Primand. Fr. Acad. (1589) 305 After he

understood that the saide Nicanor was a needfull fellow . .

he sent him a rich present. 1631 BRATHWAIT IWiitHz&s,

Exchange-man 38 Our nicer Dames bestow that upon trifles,

which might support a needfull family. 1822 GALT Provost

xxx, [To] distribute it in the winter to needful families.

2. a. Of circumstances, occasions, etc. : Charac
terized by need, necessity, or straits. Now rare.

c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;$

Ex. 2130 And .vjj.
o3ere [years] sulen after

ben, Sori and nedful men sulen is sen. (1440 GtHtrydttto
[He] his goodis is redy to purvaye For good people in euery
nedeful! case, c 1480 Childe of Bristowe 153 in Hazl.

E. P. P. I. 116 Thu so sone failest me at my nedeful day.

1540 BIBLE (Cranmer) Ps. x. i Why . . hydest [thou] thy
face in that neadefull tyme of trouble? 1585-6 EARL
LEICESTER Corr. (Camden) 190 To recommend to your

lordships the nedefull estate of the captains and souldiers

here. 1814 WORDSW. White Doe in. 267 A Cause, which
on a needful day Would breed us thousands brave as they,

fb. Standing in need 0/~ something, a\soeilipt. ;

requiring to do something. Obs.

1432 Rolls of ParIt. IV. 405/1 A place .. full nedefull of

grete reparation. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castigliones Conrtyer
i. (1577) D j b, A manne woulde weene hee were more meete
to teache, than needefull to learne. 1606 A*. Riding Rec.

I. 52 The highway to be amended and repayred in all places
needfull.

3. Requisite, necessary, indispensable. Also
const, to orfor the person or thing concerned.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Iv. 8 Whet, wyne, and oile .. are

mast nedful til mannys oise. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 21

Heore nomes beth neodful and nempnen hem I thenke.

1452 in Gro^s Gild Merck. (1890) II. 66 Statutes nedffull &
profytabille for

J&amp;gt;e sayd bretherhed. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl.
xxiv. (1874) 62 We myght doo any nedeful busynesse vpon
the Sunday. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent, xxxix. 232
Yet is that lesson needfuller than the former. 1612 WOODALL
Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 29 It is a needful Emplaster in the

Surgeons Chest. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 480 The
Fleece .. Is dearly sold; but not for needful use. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 483 The winter is as needful as the spring.
1808 SCOTT Alarm, i. xxii, [He is] The needfulest among
us all When time hangs heavy in the hall. 1868 E. EDWARDS
Ralegh I. iii. 38 Stern retaliation of this sort was probably
seen to be needful.

b. \Vithcomplementaryinfin.clause. Now rare.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 22 Occupacion and besynes of

the worlde which ar nedefulle to vsen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.

B. xix. 20 Ergo is no name.. so nedeful to nempne by ny;te
ne by daye. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comni. in They
wold take further advisement, what were than nedeful to be

done. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhedats Conq. E. Ind.
i. iii. 8 b, Other things also which were necessarye and need-

full to be looked unto.

C. // is needful that or to (with inf.).

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3168 Nedeful it es, pat sprow
war als mykel and na les For ilka syn. a 1400 Pistill of
Susan 266 Hit is nedful nou Jri names to nempne. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xv. 26 Nocht neidfull is men sowld be dum.

&quot;593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vi. 53 It is more then needfull

Forthwith that Edward be pronounced a Tractor. 1657
SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 33 Needful it is that the

Church should call upon us for this duty. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. St. -Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 680 But is it needful

to recur to authority when we have that of Nature? 1848
W. H. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. xiii. (1879) 295 It is needful

to be cautious.

4. The needful, what is necessary or requisite.

1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 78 P 7 If you want any further

Particulars. .let me know, and/^rfirst will advise the need
ful. 1771 FOOTS Maid of B. n. Wks. 1799 II. 224 Lady
Cath. . . Prepare the minister and aw the rest of the tackle.

. . flint. . . I will straight set about getting the needful.

b. colloq. The necessary funds ; money, cash.

1774 FOOTE Cozeners in. Wks. 1799 1 1- *%7 Mrs.Air...\o\\
have the needful? Air. All but five hundred pounds, 1794
WASHINGTON in Bulletin N. Y. Pnbl. Lib. I. 209 As you
had acknowledged the receipt of the needful for purchasing
the Buck Whfeat]. 1822 SCOTT in Lockhart Life (1837) V.

236, I will send the needful when you apprise me of the

amount total. 1855 C. BRONTE Professor vi, To live I

must have the needful
,
which I can only get by working.

1891 Daily
f

News 28 Oct. 5/7 A few friends supply the need

ful, which is about a hundred a year.

5. $b, A necessary thing.
1856 MRS. H. O. CONANT Eng. Bible Trans!, ii. (1881) 14

Should the worthy friends., replenish his empty wallet with
such needfuls as they could spare. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY
Gayworthys II. 127 Landy came over early with, .a parcel

Say s dress for the Sunday and other needfuls.

Needfully (nf-dfuli), adv. Now rare. [f.

prec. + -LY ^J Necessarily, upon compulsion or

constraint ; urgently, pressingly.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter IK. 22 Nedfully J&amp;gt;ou

suffirs vs to
be angird & tribled. c 1374 CHAUCER Troyhis iv. 976 (1004)
For nedfully by-houeth it not to be That f?ilke Binges fallen

incertayn That ben purueyed. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arttts

(S.T.S.) 148 [He] hapnyt to be nedefully send for to cum
and se his awin place for grete caus. 1541 PAYNELL Catiline
xlv. 71 To retourne ageyne, where I lefte, whan I nedefully
spake of Caesar. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 17 To keepe no
more but needfullie, and count excesie vnsauerie. 1616 B.

JONSON Epigr. xciv, [They] must needfully, though few, Be
of the best. 1646 CRASHAW Poems (1858) 162 He [shall] more
needfully and nobly prove The nations terror now. 1861
Macm. Mag. IV. 135/1 The presence of one evil action ..

does not always or needfully make the whole piece of action

ugly.

Nee-dfulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. The state or quality of being needful ; the fact

of something being needful ; necessity.

a 1425 Cursor M. 19553 (Trin.), May no mon . . Conferme
;

but bisshopes honde. pis nedefulnes phelip wist. 1553 T.
WILSON R/iet. (15801 89 The hearers maie bothe knowe the

nature of praier, and the nedefulnesseof praier. 1578 BAN
ISTER Hist. Man v. 71 Makyng the stomach to feele the
needefuines of meate and drinke. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk

&amp;lt; Selv. 59 Because [it is] needful for God to dwell in, and
such needfulness cannot be spoken of nothing. 1748 G.
WHITE Serin. (MS.), How should we ever be made sensible

of the needfulness of the Love., of God? 1856 Miss YONGE
Daisy Chain \. xxiii, More fully aware than her father of
the needfulness of the lady s-maid. 1885 Spectator 30 May
415/1 He. .appreciates. .the occasional needfulness of war.

t 2. A condition of need
;
a strait. Obs. rare.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 22 poudespisis in nedfulneses,
in tnbulacyon. 1x1400 Frymer (1891) 80 Of myn needful
nesses delyuere me.

So fNee-dfulty. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

1382 WVCLIF Ps. ix. 22 [x. i] Wherto, Lord, wentist thou
awei along ? Thou despisist in nedfultees, in tribulacioun.

t Nee dkam. Obs. Also 6 needam, 7

needom(e. Properly the name of a small town

(Needham Market) near Ipswich in Suffolk, used

punningly with allusion to NEED sb.
; hence, need,

poverty, beggary.
1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 188 Tolling much and spoiling

more..Soone sets thine host at needams shore, to craue

the beggers bone. 1592 GREENE Up&t. Courtier D j, Such

yoong youths, when the Broker hath blest them with

saint Needams cross, fall then to priuy lifts and cosenages.
1616 T. ADAMS Soul s Sickness Wks. (1629) 466 Idlenesse is

the coach to bring a man to Needome, Prodigality the

post-horse,
a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Suffolk in. (1662) 56

They are said to be in the high way to Needham who do

j

hasten to poverty.

Needle, obs. form of NEEDY a.

t Nee dihood. Obs. rare 1

* In 7 needy-.
.

[f.
NEEDY a. + -HOOD.] Neediness.

1648 HERRICK Hes/&amp;gt;er. t Beggar to Mab^ Floure of fuz-

:

balls, that s too good For a man in needy-hood.

Needil, obs. form of NEEDLE.

tWee dily, adv. Obs. rare.
[f.

NEEDY a. +
-LY 2

.] a. Necessarily, b. In a needy fashion.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Ckron. III. 506/2 It followeth, that

needilie [Fa&yan nedely] great inconuenience must fall to

that people, that a child is ruler and gouernour of. 1579
TWYNE Pkisicke agst. Fortune \\. cxx. 324 Which both the

shortnesse of lyfe, and swyftnesse of tyme, .. needily con-

strayneth to be so. 1642 MILTON Apol. Sweet. Wks. 1851
1 III. 305 If I should make my selfe so poore, as to sollicite
1

needily any such kinde of rich hopes as this Fortuneteller

dreams of.

Nee diness. [f-
NEEDY a. + -NESS.] The

state or condition of being needy ; poverty, want,

I

indigence.
1382 WVCLIF Lev. xxvi. 16 Y shal visyte }ow swiftly in

i nedynes, and in brennynge. a 1440 Found. St. Bartholo-
I tneiu s (E.E.T.S.) 54 From howe grete rtcches with sodeyne
! case I am come yn nedynes. 1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib.
. in. Wks. 1234/1 Hee lyued heremneedynesse and pouertye
! all hys lyfe. 1565 GOLDING Ovid s Met. To Rdr., Of health

and sicknesse, life and death, of needinesse and wealth.
1

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s A/or. 210 That penurieand needi-

I nesse of the soule. 1827 SOUTH EY Penins. War II. 476
These measures proved the neediness of the intrusive go-

! vernment. 1883 Fortn. Rev. i Sept. 347 It is not from
I neediness, nor yet from niggardliness.

Nee ding, vbl. sb. [f. NEED z&amp;gt;.

2 + -ING 1.]

)
1. An occasion or time of need. Obs. rare.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter ix. 10 He . . made is Laverd . . Helper
in nedinges. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxiv. 18 For

J&amp;gt;i

de-
*

lyuerd me lord of my nedynges.

f2. A necessary act. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

c 1475 Mankind 776 in Macro Plays 29, I am doynge of

my nedynges ; be ware how je schott 1

3. The fact of being in need; (a) need or want.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems ix. 124, I synnit als in reif and in

oppressioun, .. but rewth of peure folkLs neidlng. c 1600

SHAKS. Sottn. cxviii, To be diseased ere that there was true

needing. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 147 We see then
the soul can do after the needings of its own kind. 1821

CLARK Vill. Minstr. II. 117 The daily needings want s

worst shifts require,

Nee-ding, ///. a. [f.
NEED z&amp;gt;.2 + .ING 2

.]

That needs; poor, indigent. Also transf*
1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agripptfs Van. Artcs 7 The1

Latine
Gramer is so poore and needinge and bounde to the Greek
literature. 1642 ROGERS Naantan 133 But a poore needing
soule so sees Christ offered. 1898 BP. MOULE Colossian
Stud. viL 139 We, in Him, derive that Fulness into our

needing Souls.

tNee dingS, adv. Obs. rare. [repr. OE.

neadinga, -nnga, nfydinga, f. nfad^ n/#/ NEED j.]
Of necessity.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2450 pair fee nedings \&amp;gt;a\

most flit.

Ibid. 5926 O J&amp;gt;is
watur. .Wa was bam (wit it nedings dranc.

Needisly : see NEEDSLY adv. Obs.

Needle (nrd l), sb. Forms: a. 1-2 n&dl,
n6dl, (i nastfl, nethl, netl), 3-6 nedle, 4-5
nedel, (5 -ele), 4-6 nedill, (5 .11, -ille, -yl,

-ylle, 6 -yll), 5-6 nedell, nydel, (5 nydle), 6

neidil, neadle
; 5-6 needell, 6-7 needel, (6

-il), 6- needle. . 3-7 neld(e, 4 neelde, 6-9
neeld, 6 neilde, 8 ne(e)ald, 9 nield, nild

; 6, 9
neele, 9 neel, neal, nill, nail. [OE. need/ fern.

OFris. nedle, nidle, OS. mtdla, n&thla, MLG.
natel, OHG. nddela, nadfa, nadai (MUG. nddelc,

nadel, G. nadel\ ON. ndl (for *n&}l\ Sw. nal,

Da. tiaaf), Goth, nepla : pre-Teut *netlas f. the

1 root *nc- to sew, which appears in OHG. n&ian

(G. nahen}, MDn. nayen (D\\. naaien) t and prob.
in L. nere to spin, Gr. cij^ts spinning, v^fia thread.

The ME. metathetic form neld^e has parallels in

i OFris. nelde, MDu. naelde (Du. naala\ OHG.
:
nalda (MHG. nalde] : forms representing it are

!
still common in northern and western dialects.]

I. 1. An instrument used in sewing, usually
i a small and slender piece of polished steel having
a fine point at one end and at the other a hole or

eye (see EYE sb. 20 a) through which the thread
i is passed.

Naked, or sharp, as a tteedle : see the adjs. Pita and
i

needJes : see PIN sb. 3d.
a. 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 160 Acns, netl. Ibid.

P 421 Ptctus acu, mi5 nethle \Ep. naeolse, Erf. nedlse]
asiowid. a 1000 Soul fy Body 120 gifer hatte se wyrm, J?am
J&amp;gt;e sgaflas beo5 nffidle scearpran. a 1000 Colloq. Abj&amp;gt;.

sElfric in Wr.-Wiilcker 99/17 Hwanon fiscere ancgel o^^e
sceowyrhton ael

oj&amp;gt;be
seamere nadl? c 1200 ORMIN 6341

W!J&amp;gt;butenn cnif&
sha;J&amp;gt;e

& camb S: nedle. la 1366 CHAUCER
Rotn. Rose 97 A sylvre nedle forth I drogh Out of an
aguiler queynt. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 36 Hauea nedle

|&amp;gt;re
cornerid . . & ^e Hppis of be wounde schal be sowid

togideris. 1484 CAXTON sEsop in. i, [The shepherd] with a
nydle subtylly drewe oute of his foote the thorne. 1523
FITZHERB. Hitsb. 142 [Have] thimble, nedle, threde, . .

leste that thy gurthe breake. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr.
xn, vii. (1886) 182 She sticketh also needels fine In livers,

1

whereby men doo pine. 1653 WALTON Angler \. in With
i
a needle or pin divide the wing into two. 1712 STEELE

i Spect. No. 430 f i With a Needle and Thread thriftily mend-
;

ing his Stockings. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 85 p 12 A
knot of misses busy at their needles. 1835 SIR J. Ross
Narr. -2nd I oy. xxxvii. 515 Presenting the women with a
needle each. 1865 LUBBOCK Prek. Times xn. 407 For
needles they use bones either of birds or fishes.

fig. 1678 Yng. Mans Call. 156 This [sin] is.. that needle,
that too surely draws a thread of divine vengeance after it.

1860 READE Cloister fy H. Ixxv, Catherine ran infinite pins
and needles of speech into them. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton
xx. 279 Sticking another needle in her mental image of that

poor monarch.
ft. a 1225 Ancr. R. 152 A sopare, ^et ne bereft buten sope &

nelden. a 1300 Estorie del Enangelie 358 tVernon MS.) in

Engl. Stud. VIII. 258 pat mayde won hire bred \Vi| hire

nelde and hire bred. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII.

249 That childe was .. pnkkede thro alle the body with
nalles, neldes, and pynnes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I.

225 They made a subtile hoote vnder hit with a nelde.
a 1557 MRS. M. BASSET tr. Mare s Treat. Passion M. s

Wks. 1365 Yf a man do but with a neldes point pricke them
in ye

eye. 1575 Gamm. Gnrton i. iv. 5 My fayre, longe,
strayght neele, that was myne onely treasure ! 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso xx. xcv, For thee fit weapons weare Thy neeld and
spindle. 1701 J. WHITE Cy. Mans Conductor 127/2 Neald^
Needle. The ea sounded as in yea. 1775 WATSON II ist.

Halifax Vocab. 543 Neeld* a Needle. 1814 Monthly Mag.
XXXVIII. 127 Needle, neel. 1825 JENNINGS Obs. Dial.
W. Eng. 166 Whitechapel nills all sizes. 1848- in many
dial, glossaries (usually in form neeld).

fb. As an object of trifling importance or

value; hence, a particle. Obs.
a 1225 After. R. 400 Alle ^eos bingis somed, a^ean mine

bode, ne beo&amp;lt;S nout wurS a nelde. ^1330 Artk. .y Merl.
4012 (Kolbing), f&amp;gt;o

he
f&amp;gt;e

stede was open, He ^aue a nedel
of his fon. c 1400 Plotvmaris Tale in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I.

327 Soche willers witte Is not worth a nelde. c 1460 Towne-
ley Myst. ii. 123 When all menscorn was fayre in feld Then
was myne not worth a neld. Ibid, xiii. 233, I etc not an

nedyll Thys moneth and more.

C. Phr. To lookfor, or seek, a needle in a inea-

dffiu, haystack, botlU (truss or bundle} of hayt to

attempt an extremely difficult, impossible, or fool

ish task.

1530 MORE Answ. frith Wks. 837/2 To seke out one

lyne in all hys bookes wer to go looke a nedle in a metlow.

1592 [see BOTTLE J/v l

i]. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-
Lat. (1695) Pref., A labour much like that of seeking a

needle in a Bottle of Hay. 1711 E. WARD I ulgus Brit.

vin. 95 Seeking we may say, A Needle in a Truss of Hay.
1742 GRAY Lett. (1900)1. 105 A coach that seem d to have
lost its way, by looking for a needle in a bottle of hay.

1855 Kiscsi.EY Westw. Ho! xxx, But it s ill looking for a
needle in a haystack. [1875 LOWELL Spenser Prose Wks.

1890 IV. 268 These thin needles of wit buried in unwieldy
haystacks of verse.]

d. Needle s eye, denoting a minute opening or

space, chiefly in echoes of Matt. xix. 24, etc.

Direct citations of the N. T. passages are frequent. The
rendering the eye ofa needle goes back to Tindale (1526).

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 27 Euerie one of them

may..daunce the wilde Morice in a Needles eye. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. If, v. v. 17 It is as hard to come, as for

a Camell To thred the posterne of a Needles eye. 1622

FITZ-GEFFREY Elisha 46 He had learned also how to make
the Camell passe through the needles eye, namely by
casting off the bunch on the back. 1668 DAVENANT Man s

the Master i. i, The invisible rogue threaded a lane as

narrow as a needle s eye.

e. transf. A needlewoman, rare.

1834 BECKFORD Italy II. 83 Sister Francisca Salesia..is

acknowledged to be one of the first needles in Christendom.

1855 DICKENS Dorrit n. xvii, There was no favour in half-a-

crown a day to such a needle as herself.

2. a. A piece of magnetized steel (orig. a needle

in sense i) used as an indicator of direction (in

later use as a part ofthe COMPASS), or in connexion

with magnetic or electric apparatus stich as the

telegraph. Also ellipt.
= needle telegraph.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 23 Thai wist nocht quharthai wer,
For thai na nedill had na stane. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in

Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 191 Men have practised by nedle and



NEEDLE.
by stone Thider-wardes wythinc a lytel whylle. 1475 fii
Noblesse (Roxb.) 58 Yet the eldist man.. seethe to th
nedille for to gide the ship to alle costis. 1555 EDE^
Decades Contents (Arb.) 45 Who fyrst founde the nedle o

is the trembling Needle, till it find its beloved North. 177.
M. MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. i6They will be less affectec

by any Inaccuracy in the Bearing by the Needle. 183-
WHEATSTONE & CooKF.in Refcrt. Pat. Invent. (1839) XI. 9
Whenever the needle does so point upwards and downwards
it denotes that it is quiescent. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word
bk. 462 After an action at sea, the needles are often founc
to be useless, until re-magnetized. 1876 PREECE & SIVE
WRIGHT Telegraphy 96 The Needle is specially adapted for

railway purposes and for linking together several towns on
one wire.

fig. 1670 Establ. Test 2, I do not pretend .. to meddle with
the Needle and Compass of the Publique Bottom, a 1700
KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 335 The Needle
turn d from God, to point at ill.

b. A small strip of gold or silver of known or
standard fineness used with a touchstone in testing
the purity of other pieces of those metals.
1469 in Archaeol. (1806) XV. 173 That ii gode stones and

good nedeles for to louche be alwey ther redie..to make
assaie of gold. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Touch-
Needles, You will be able to determine . . what allay it is of,

by the mark of the Needle. 1763 W. LEWIS Phil. Comm.
Arts 119 Oblong pieces, called needles,, .kept in readiness
. .as standards of comparison. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 766 Assayers make a comparison upon a touch
stone, between it and certain needles composed of gold and
silver, ..which are called Proof Needles.

c. (See quots.)
1589 RIDER Bibl. Schol. 989 A needle, or tongue of a

ballance or beame, examen. 1616-61 HOLYDAY Persius
(1673) 301 Tne parts ofthe balance. . . The Needle (or Tongue)
that arises from the middle of the beam [etc.]. 1789 M.
MADAN tr. Persius (1795) 8 note, The tongue, needle, or beam
of a balance. 1856 Orr s Circle Sci., Mech. Phil. 107 A
needle is usually fixed to the beam.., which points verti

cally upwards or downwards when the beam is in a hori
zontal position.

3. a. A pointed instrument used in engraving or

etching.
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. (1769) 22 The use both of the point,

needle, and etching in aquafortis. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. Engraving, The design.. is traced through on the
copper, with a point or needle, c 1790 IMISON Sch. Arts II.

32 The principal instruments for etching are needles, oil
stone [etc.]. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 441/2 Etching-points or
needles are nearly similar in appearance to sewing-needles,
but fixed into handles four or five inches long.

b. Surg. A long slender pointed instrument
used in operations ; the sharply pointed end of
a hypodermic or other syringe ; a pointed elec
trode used in surgical electrolysis.
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cyd. s.v. Cataract, Turning the needle

round, they twist the cataract about its point. 1803 Med.
yrnl. X. 566 If the anterior part of the capsula remain,.,
the needle is retracted from the lens. 1846 BRITTAN tr.

Mnlgaigne s Man. Ofer. Surg. 309 A silver or golden
needle about three inches long. ..The oculist holds this
needle as a pen. 1895 Arnold f, Sons Catal. Surg. Instr.

267 Syringe, Laryngeal, . . with needles for injecting the
Larynx hyppdermically. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII.
828 The positive needle should be held in position and the
negative needle passed in various directions through the
naevoid tissue.

c. In breech-loading fire-arms, a slender steel

pin by the impact of which the cartridge is

ignited.
1853 URE Diet. Arts (ed. 4) I. 727 On pulling the trigger,

the interior needle, from which the musquet takes its name,
is darted forward . .and thus effects the ignition. 1876 VOYLE& STEVENSON Milit. Diet. 270/1 The spiral spring.. forces
the needle into the cartridge and fires the piece.
4. a. A knitting or netting pin.
1719 P URFEY Pills (1872) V. 282 She let her Iv ry Needle

fall. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suffl. s.v. Net, All the tools
necessary to it are wooden needbs, of which there should
be several of different sizes. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
XVII. 805/1 The method of knitting stockings by wires or
needles. 1843 P&quot;V Cycl. XXVII. iSo/i In the process of
knitting.. polished steel needles or wires are used to link
threads together into a series of loops.

b. One of a set of parallel pieces of wire form
ing part of the mechanism of a stocking-frame or
of the Jacquard loom.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 6o There must be as many endless

cords in this frame as needles in the weaving-loom. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVII. 178/2 Each bar or needle is a lever by
which certain warp-threads are governed.
5. a. A metal pin or rod used as a fixing.
1837 Civil Eng.t, Arch. Jrnl. I. 6/1 Long iron needles

pass through holes in the strips of saw-plate, and pin them
to the ground.

b. Mining. (See quot. 1883.)
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 241/2 The charge having been

firmly rammed down with clay, .the wire or needle is

withdrawn. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining 173 Needle,
a sharp-pointed copper or brass rod with which a small
hole is made through the stemming to the cartridge in

blasting operations.

II. 6. a. A pillar or obelisk, usually with
fanciful attribution to some historical person.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 211 lulius his piler )&amp;gt;at

now pylgryms clepe[&amp;gt; Seynt Petres nedle. 1615 G. SANDYS
fraii. 114 An Hieroglyphicall Obelisk of Theban marble.,
called Pharos Needle. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav.
278 There is yet left a kind of Obeliske or Needle, a 1693
HUNTINGDON in Ray s Travels (1693) II. 153 The Franks call
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them Aguglia s, the English particuIarlydeopatra sNeedles.
1842 GWILT Arc/lit. 1009 s.v. Obelisk, Two obelisks one
at Alexandria, vulgarly called Cleopatra s Needle.
tb. (See quot. 1617.) Oiis. rare.

1617 MORYSON Itill. in. 143 Rippen had a most flourishing
Monastery, where was the most famous needle of the Arch
bishop Wilfred. It was a narrow hole, by which the chastity
of women was tried. 1650 T. FULLER Pisgali in. iii 17
323 We. .account the threading of Saint Wilflride s needle
as a conceit, .to have as much gravity and truth therein.
7. A sharp-pointed mass of rock; esp, in //. as

the name of those to the west of the Isle of Wight,
or those which form the summits of many Swiss
mountains.
c 1400 Anc. Pet. 9425 (Public Rec. Office), La terre de-

uaunt les nedeles del Isle de Wight. 1594 NASHE Terrors
ojNight Wks. (Grosart) III. 263 A fortunate blessed Hand,
nere those pinacle rocks called the Needles. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey), The Needles, certain Shelves in the Sea, about

, u
sl
^?

fW
S.
ht -

?&quot;
Nru&amp;gt; G &quot;- Atl&amp;lt;*-s 146 On the Platform

of the Mountain there is a natural Pyramid, whence it was
called a needle. 1775 C. & F. DAVY tr. Bourrit s Jonrn.
Glaciers (1776) 67 The chain.. is composed of masses of
rocks, which terminate in pikes, or spires called the Needles.
1820 MARIANA STARKE Tra-j. Cant. ii. 66 The Merde Glace
..on its margin rise pyramidical rocks, called Needles
1852 MITCHELL Rev. Bachelor 279 Far behind them. .Mont
Blanc and the Needles of Chamouni.
8. A beam or post of wood, esp. one used as a

temporary support for a wall during underpinning.
1471 Ace. Bodmin Ch. (Camden) 25 Cariage of neldis for

scafelys. 1512-13 Rec. Nottingham (1889) IV. 452 Item for
a tree, the hewyng and sawyng in neldes v.s. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holinshed III. 1541/1 What prouision of stuffe
should be made, .of timber,, .needels, keies, beetels. 1684
I. MATHER Remark. Prm id. (1856) 5 b, A violent flash, or
rather flame of lightning, which brake and shivered one of
the needles of the katted or wooden chimney. 1842 GWILT
A rchit. 1008 Needle, an horizontal piece of timber serving
as a temporary support to some superincumbent weight.
1867 Guardian 24 Dec. 1383/1 One of the needles up
right pieces of timber supporting the keystone of the arch
slipped from under. 1889 Whitby Gaz. 5 Apr. 3/7 If a plank
had been placed between the needles, the stone could not
have fallen upon plaintiff.

9. a. A common wild plant (Scandixpecteri), also
called Adam s, Beggar s, Shepherd s Needle, etc.

1793 Trans. Soc. Arts XI. 52 Unaccountably foul with
catlock, needles, &c. 1831 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sue. XII. n.

348 Weeds are very troublesome, especially the wild oat,

buttercup, and needle . 1877 N. II . Line. Gloss., Neciiies,
a weed, with sharp needle-like seed-pods, which grows
among corn.

b. The name ofa fish. (Cf. NEEDLE-FISH.) rare.

1589 RIDER Bibl. Schol. 1722 Nedelis.akind offish, lelone.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) I. 123 The Erie or needle
whose fynes growe forward contrarie to the nature of all

fishe.

c. Some kind of shell, rare
~

.

1713 PETIVER A quat. A nim. A mboinx 3/2 Strombus . . Curl

girdled Needle.

10. Chem. and Min. A crystal or spicnle re

sembling a needle in shape.
1712 tr. Pomet s Hist. Drugs I. 184 Benjamin being very

full of volatile Particles.., the Flowers ascend in little

Needles very white. 1758 REID tr. Macquer s Chym. I. 215
Pyrites . .being broken present a number of shining needles,
all radiating, as it were, from a center. 1800 tr. Lagrangc s

Chem. II. 128 You will obtain a salt under the form of
small needles. 1855 KINGSLEY Glaucus (1878) 87 A twisted

wisp of strong flexible flint needles. 1880 COLLINS in

Mineral. Mag. IV. 104 Some of these needles [of needle-

tin] are extremely fine.

11. One of the sharp slender leaves of the fir and

pine trees.

1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI. 357 Its needles are longer
and darker than those of the famous Weymouth Pine. 1845
Zoologist III. 901 A pine tree, .stripped of its leaves, or

needles, as the Germans more aptly term them. 1883
JEFFERIES Nat. fiear Land. 1:59 His golden crest distinctly
&amp;gt;een among the dark green needles of the fir.

12. t ft- slang. A sharper. Obs.
a 1790 POTTER New Diet. Cant, Needle^ a sharp fellow, a

sharper, a cheat. i8 EGAN Life in London 138 (Farmer),
Among the needles at the West end of the town.

b. The needle, a fit of irritation or nervousness.

1887 Punch 30 July 45 It give im the needle, .being left

n the lurch this way. 1900 G. SWIFT Somerley 83 But
when the final gun has gone and you are* off \ nervousness,
needle , everything goes.

III. 13. attrib. and Comb. a. Objective, and

obj. genitive, as needle-grinder y -grinding* -maker
^

-making^ -monger; -pointer^ -polisher, -seller.

c 1836 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 672/2 A back elevation

sf a *
needle-grinder s wheel. Itid.

%
The injurious effect

if needle grinding upon the health of the individuals. 16x1
&quot;

ond. Gaz. No.
icycL Metrop.

., Esguillier, a *needle-maker. 1723 Land. Gaz. No.

3134/4 John Lowe, . . Needle-maker, c 1830 Encycl. Metrop.
1845) VIII. 673/1 Measures to be taken by the larger
leedle-makers themselves. Ibid. 671/1 Needle-making, |

Did process. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 343 In
j

England needle-making has become a staple trade. 1837
VHEFLWRIGHT tr. Aristophanes I. 13 The &quot;needlemonger

oo with Pamphilus. 1835 URE Philos. Mann/. 402 Ihe
|

Sheffield dry-grinders and &quot;needle-pointers. 1898 Allbutt s

Syst.Med.\. 1 59 Flint-workers, needle-polishers, ..supply
he largest contingent of pulmonary diseases. 1848 HICKIE
r. Aristophanes (Bohn) II. 692 And will not the &quot;Needle-

.eller [suffer] along with Pamphilus ?

b. Instrumental, as needle-made, -painted,

run, -scarred, -worked adjs. ;
also needle-hole,

puncture, -puncturing.
1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 851 A very minute &quot;needle-hole made

in the centre of it, 1883 Citsselfs fam. Mag. July 500/2

NEEDLE.
The lacet point is a &quot;needle-made lace. 1508 CHAPMAN-//Win. 386 The needle-painted lace, with which hi hehnwas tied Beneath his chin. 1899 AUbutfs Syst S VIH
847 Cancerous deposits may form at the sites of the &quot;needle
punctures. 1822-34 Good s Study Mcd. (ed 4) III 268
Advantage has sometimes been derived frum *needle-punc-
turmg. 1894 Westm Gaz. 3, May 3/3 The mingling of
needle-run . . lace and broad white satin ribbon. 1854 WIIYTFMELVILLE Gen. Bounce \x. Holding up her &quot;needk-scarred

; .5 vvv iv
bJ stand &quot;s

; .*& DICKENS in Homeh.Words XXXIV. 130/2 Of rich oak carvings and quaintneedleworked tapestry there was none.

C. Similative, as needle-form, -formed, -like

-shaped, -tailed adjs. ; also needle-foliage, -leaf
-rock, -spire.

\

of the particles. 1847-9 Todtfs Cycl. Anat. IV. 662 In the
shape of simple needle-like crystals. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s
Word-bk. 495 In California many of the *needle rocks are
ol volcanic origin. 1786 AIKIS tr. Beaumfs Man. Chem.
94 The liijuor .. furnishes &quot;needle-shaped crystals i86-&amp;gt;

A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. 22 Needle-shaped masses of
rocks. 1864 Daily Tel. 23 Sept., Its tall brick cathedral
with the two needle-spires. 1801 LATHAM Syn. Birds
Suppl. II. 259 Needle-tailed Sw[allowJ.

d. Attributive, as needle-factory, -hand, -house
wifely, -job, -toil, -trade, -win:
1747 in Chester Misc. (1750) 247 Jacintha employ d ii

eedle
:housewifry. 1822 LAMB Elia ^er. n. Thoughts on

of tailors and seamstresses.

14. Special combs., as needle-alphabet (nonce-
v&amp;gt;d.],

one in which stitches are substituted for
letters according to a pre-arranged code

; needle-
bath, a form of shower-bath with a very fine and
strong spray ; needle-beam, a transverse beam in
the flooring of a bridge (Knight, 1875) ; needle-
bolt, the bolt which carries the needle in a needle-

gun ; needle-book, a needle-case resembling a
small book

; needle-bug (see quot.) ; needle-
bush (see quots.); needle-chervil, = NEEDLE 9 a;

needle-craft, the art of using the needle for sew
ing or embroidering; needle-dial, a dial bearing
a needle in an electrical apparatus; needle -file

[cf. G. nadelfeil}, a fine round file used by jewel
lers (Knight, 1875); f needle-fodder, a needle-
case

; needle-furze or -gorse, Genista anglica ;

needle-girder (cf. needle-beam above) ; needle-
grass, a species of grass (Aristida oligantha),
common in the south-western U.S.; needle green-
weed, =

needle-furze ; f needle-house [cf. Da.
naa/eAns,Sw. nalhus], a needle-case

; needle iron-
ore or iron-stone, a variety of hydrate of iron

;

needle-jerker, (slang) a tailor
; needle-lace, lace

made with the needle, as opposed to bobbin-lace ;

needle manganese (see quot.) ; needle-musket,
one fired by means of a needle; needle-ore (see

quots.); needle-rifle (c{. needle-musket); t needle-
screw, ? a very fine screw

; needle-shell (see

quots.) ; f needle-shuttle, a shuttle resembling a

large needle ; t needle-spar, aragonite ; needle-
spitter (nonce-wd. } , one who uses sharp language ;

needle-syringe, a sharp-pointed hypodermic
syringe ; needle-telegraph, a telegraph in which
the needle is employed as an indicator

; needle-

timber, -tin (see quots.) ; needle-tree, a tree

bearing needles, as the pine or fir
; needle-urchin

(see quot.) ; needle-weed, = NEEDLE 9 a ; nee
dle-whin, =

needle-furze ; needle-worm [G.
nadelwurm, Du. tiaatdworm], a small worm para
sitic in horses ; needle zeolite, natrolite.

Also in a number of other technical combs., as needle-Bar,
-forceps, -loom, -valve ; needle-bearer, -holder, etc. (see

Knight Diet. Mech.).
1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Invent. Index, A Needle-

alphabet. leifBrit.Med, Jrnl. n June 1291/2 Thereare re

clining baths;. . &quot;needle-baths; local baths; and special baths.
1868 Rep. Govt. U. S. Munitions War 24 The catch h is

drawn down sufficiently to allow the &quot;needle-bolt shoulder
a to pass over it. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2905/4 A little Silk

Bag, with a &quot;Needle- Book and a little Key in it. 1858
MRS. GATTY Aunt &quot;Judy s Tales (1859) 75 The needle-book
that he d bought for me in his hand. 1896 LYDEKKEK
Royal Nat. Hist. VI. 191 Limnobates stagnorum .. is re
markable for its elongated slender body, whence its name

1578 LYTE Dodoens 615 This herbe is called .. in Englishe,
Shepheardes Needel, wilde Cheruel, and &quot;Needel CheruilL

1382 WYCLIF Ex. xxxix. 28 The girdil forsothe of bijs foldun

ajen, iacynct, purpur and reed clooth, twynned with &quot;nedle

10



NEEDLE.

crjift. 1846 B. BARTON Select. (1849) 41 A piece of sempstress-

ship or needle-craft, forming the forepart of a waistcoat.

iW8 Kef. Govt. U. S. Miiniiioits War 241 A short circuit

is thus made with a *needle-dial. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. iii. 20

Combys, and ribanes,. .and oynement boxes [alteredfrom
nedle foddris]. 1650-1738 Needle Furze [see FUEZE 2).

1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot. xxv. (1704) 352 Needle Furze

or Petty-Whin, which you will find wild on heaths. 1898

Daily News 18 Nov. 2/1 &quot;Needle girders were then

threaded crosswise over the main girders. 1893 TURNER in

Annals Andersonian Nat. Sac. 2 On the drier banks.. the

*needleorse (Genista anflica) is not quite unknown. 1885

H C.McCooK Tenants O/iiFarm 341 A sort of grass known

as ant-rice, or needle-grass. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants

(ed 3) IH.625GiK//K,*NeedleGrnweed. c 1425

Yoc. in Wr.-Wvilcker 650 Hec acuaria, *nedylhows. 1483

CatA Angl. 250/2 A Nedylle howse, acuamim. 1547

SALESBURY Welsh Diet., NiUMs, a nedle ouse. 1885 A. RAM
SAY Min. (ed. 3) 178 *Needle-iron Ore; Onegite ; Ferric

Monohydrate. 1807 Sporting Mag. XVII. 19 His galliga-

skins have been made by the same &quot;needle-jerker. 1891

manganese. 1898 Edin. Rev. Apr. 350 The so-called needle-

musket of the Prussians. 1810 Nicholson s Jrnl. XXVII.

236 The Needle-ore has been considered, .an auriferous

ore of Nickel. 1836 T. THOMSON Min., Gcol., etc. I. 596
Needle ore of Bismuth . . was first described and analyzed by
Karsten and John. 1875 Ure s Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III. 412
Needle-ore or Aciculite. A native sulphide of bismuth, cop

per, and lead, in acicular crystals, found in Siberia. 1866

Cliamters s Encycl. VIII. 259/2 The Prussians, meanwhile,
had armed their troops with the needle-rifle. 1655 MRQ.
WORCESTER Cent. Inv. (1663) 81 The head being opened
with a &quot;Needle-seme drawing a Spring towards them. 1752
HILL Hist. Anim. 134 The slender Turbo, with ventricose

spires, and a small rounded mouth. The Needle-shell.

1863 J. G. WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 380 The Spotted Needle-

shell, or Spotted Auger, derives its name from the long and

sharply pointed form of the shell. 1699 L. WAFER Voy. 86

The Men make Arrow-Heads of this Wood ; the Women
Needle-Shuttles to weave their Cotton. 1836 T. THOMSON

Min.,GeoL, etc. I. 117 Arragonite, igloite, flos ferri, *needle

spar. iSosSfm-tiiifllfaf. XXV. 315 Mylandlady a perfect

*needle-spitter. 1894 Daily News 15 Jan. 3/2 This is in

serted beneath the skin of the stomach by means of a small

needle-syringe. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 375 The

telegraph here patented they call their needle telegraph.
1860 G. PRESCOTT Electr. Telfgr. 100 The essential part of

the needle telegraph is the multiplier. 1802-3 tr. Pallas s

7Vrt7 . (1812) I. 36 &quot;Needle-timber, that is, resinous-trees, or

such as have acuminated leaves. 1880 J. H. COLLINS in

Mineral. Mag. (1882) IV. 7 F. Becke regards Wood Tin as

an extreme form of the well known acicular crystals some
times spoken ofas **Needle Tin . l849OTTEtr. Hiimboliit s

Cosmos II. 455 In the needle-tree we have the greatest
contraction of the leaf vessels. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Mon.
I. 209 The stuff could scarcely be of birch, or of any other

leaf-tree, but rather of a needle-tree. 1713 PETIVER Aq.
Anim. Aml&amp;gt;. 1/2 Echinus setosns.. Needle-Urchin. 1787
W. MARSHALL Narf. (1795) Gloss., Needleweed, Scandix

pecten Veneris, shepherd s needle. 1890 Daily Nevjs 8 Sept.

3/1 Though there is plenty of needle-whin in places, its

green spines are too tender to goad the hides of horses much.

1766 Compl. Farmer, Ascarides, small worms common in

horses, resembling needles. ..They are often called needle-

worms by the farriers. 1831 YOUATT Horse 210 A smaller,
darker coloured worm, called the needle worm or ascaris,

inhabits the large intestines. 1805 S. WESTON Werncria

95 Scapolite is not solvable in nitric acid,.. in.. which it

differs from the needle-zeolite. 1836 T. THOMSON Mirl.,

Geol., etc. I. 314 Thomsonite. ., needle zeolite of Werner in

part.

Needle (nlU l), v. [f. the sb. Cf. G. nadeln,

ntidcln, to sew or fix with needles.]
1. trans. To sew or pierce with (or as with)

a needle. Also with up.
a 1715 BURNET O-MK Time n. (1724) I. 270 Coventry had

his nose so well needled up, that the scar was scarce to be

discerned. 1827 H. COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. XXII. 43
She who gives her tawny skin to be needled and flowered

as if it were an insensible garment. 1833 HOGG in Eraser s

Mag. XI. 359 The pangs of terror now needled his soul.

1879 St. George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 483 The youngest had
both lenses needled at the close of the year.

b. slang. (See quot.) Also in recent use, to

annoy or irritate.

1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet, s.v., To needle a person is to

haggle with him in making a bargain, and if possible take

advantage of him.

c. To penetrate ; to pierce or thread (one s

way) ;
to pass (a thing) through like a needle

;

to underpin with needle-beams, etc.

c 1820 HOGG Connel of Dee xxxiii, He rainbowed the

hawthorn, He needled the brake. 1866 HERSCHEL Fam.
Lect. Set. 159 The particles of one species of gas or vapor
struggle to interpenetrate or needle, as it were, their way
among those of every other. 1877 G. FRASER Wigtown 23r
(E.D.D.), He used adroitly to needle a stick backwards
and forwards between his legs. 1901 J. Black s Carp. &amp;lt;y

Build., Scaffolding 52 The walls . . may be needled under
the superimposed brickwork.

2. intr. a. To form acicular crystals, b. To
pass through, or in and out, like a needle. C. To
use the needle, to sew.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Ncedlf, to shoot in crystalization into
the form of needles. 1835 D. WEBSTER Rhymes 24 (E.D.D.),
Sae nimbly, They needled grumphy s legs between. 1861
THACKERAY Four Georges iii. (1862) 161 Groups of women
in. -tight bodies and full skirts, needling away.

Nee dle-case- [NEEDLE sb. i.] A case in

which needles are kept.
c 1440 Promp. Paru. 352/1 Nedyl case, acuarius. 1597

A. M. tr. Guillemeatf s Fr. Chirurg. If. xvi b/2 The Needle-

74

case, wherin we maysticke thredede Needles. 1686 Lend.
Gaz. No. 2173/4 A Silver Needle-Case with Open Work.
1706 Ibid. No. 4234/5 Two Scisser Cases and a Needle Case,
both of Silver. 1827 in Hone Every-day Bk, II. 189 A
needle-case, a spectacle-case. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech. s.v.

Needled (nz -d ld), a. [f.
NEEDLE sb. or

z&amp;gt;.]

Having a needle in it ;
done with the needle ;

pointed or shaped like a needle, etc.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 61 The same .. may be
observed in a needled sphere of corke. 1738 H. BROOKE
Tasso H. 355 Each important toil of female hearts, The
tricking ornament, and needled arts.

_ 1786 AIKIN tr.

Beaume s Man. Chem. 147 The solution of tin in the

marine acid, set to evaporate, yields needled crystals. 1839-

52 BAILEY Festns 339 Like The needled angle of a high
church spire. 1868 NETTLESHII&amp;gt; Ess. Brcnvning i. 38 The
fairy needled moss.

Nee-dledom. [-DOM.] The world of sewing.
1847 Bachelor ofAlbany (1854) 74 The most industrious

embroiderer in Needledom.

Nee*die-fish. [NEEDLE sb. i. Cf. G. nadel-

fisch* Du. naaldvischj Da. naale-, Sw. nalfisk.]
A name given to various fishes ; esp. the pipe-fish
or gar-fish.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 266 The Horne-beakes or Needle

fishes. 1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 100 There is a
Fish without scales, four foot or thereabouts in length, called

the Needle-Fish. 1683-4 ROBINSON in Phil. Trans. XXIX.
479 A Species of Sea Pike, a-kin to the Needle-Fishes.

1752 fliiLfftsttAttfm. 203 The Syngnathus, with the middle
of the body hexangulnr, and the tail pinnated. The Needle
fish. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xxiii. 172 A kind of needle
fish, .was found here in great abundance. 1863 BATES Nat.
Amazon ix. (1864) 279 Little troops of needle-fish, eel-like

animals with excessively long and slender toothed jaws.
1880-4 F. DAY Brit. Fishes II. 148 Belong vulgarist ..

horn-fish, needle-fish or long-nose.

Nee dleful. [NEEDLE sb. i.] The amount of

thread which can be conveniently used at one time

with a needle.
1611 COTGR., RsgmlUe^ a needlefull of. 1810 Splendid

Follies II. 124, I must beg a needleful of thread to tie up
my nose. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 59 You have at
once ready half-yard needlefuls.

Nee dle-gtin. [NEEDLE sb. 30.] A gun in

which the cartridge is exploded by the impact of
a needle. Also attrib.

1865 J. E. F. SKINNER Danish Heroism 206 Loading his

needle-gun like fury. \WARep. Govt. U.S. Munitions l^ar
18 The fulminate of the needle-gun cartridge was at one
time believed to be kept a secret. 1879 CasselFs Techn.
Educ. IV. 272 The needle-gun is not at all a satisfactory
arm, considered, .as a breech-loader.

Nee dleiuan. [NEEDLE sb. i.] A man who
works with the needle, esp. a tailor.

1823 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 24 The nefarious needle-
man writes home, that he is as comfortable as a finger in a
thimble. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 1239 The open thimble being
employed by tailors, upholsterers, and, generally speaking,
by needle-men. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. i8/A C. I. 458
The *

rebellious needleman [Paine] was an incendiary.

Nee dle-poiiit. [NEEDLE sb. i.]

1. The point of a needle
;
also transf.

a-L joo B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Needle-point, a Sharper.
c 1836 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 672/2 The dust thrown
off from the needlepoints and from the grindstone. 1879
St. George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 502 To thrust the needle-points
through .. the centre of the opacity. 1888 Pall Mall G.

23 Aug. 5/2 Spires, domes, and needle-points of dolomite.

1889 Ibid. 5 Sept. 1/3 Needle point is the name of the
most pointed shoe.

2. Point-lace made with the needle.

1869 MRS. PALLISER Lace iii. 26 The first is made by the
needle on a parchment pattern, and termed needle point.
1893 \Vestm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 4/1 When next time we buy a

Vandyke collar of Irish lace. .or., a flounce of needle-point.
Nee clle-poiiited, a. [NEEDLE sb. i.] Hav

ing a point like that of a needle. Chiefly^.
1599 T. M[OUFET] Silfauorwes 73 With needle-pointed

tongue The Flies have bor d a passage through their clewes.

1635 QUARLES Embl.^ Farewell i, He whose gentle palmes
Thy needle-pointed

smnes have naild. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.
Nat.^(1834) I. 541 Philology !. .lend me thy needle-pointed

pencil,
that I may trace out the hair-breadth differences of

language. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt. xxxv, 270 The
next opening brought in view sharp needle-pointed peaks.

Needier (nf-dbj). Also 4 neldere, 4-6 nede-
ler. [f. NEEDLE sb. + -EB 1. Cf. MLG. n6teler9

MHG. nAdefare (G. nattier).] A needle-maker;
also transf. (see quot. 1829).
1362 LANGL. P. Pt.A. v. 161 Hikke the hakeney mon and

Hogge the neldere [B. v. 318 Hughe the nedeler]. c 1515
Cocke Lorell s B. 9 Pynners, nedelers, and glasyers. 1688
HOLME Armoury in. 387/1 Needless Punch. ..With this
tool the Eye of the Needle is made. 1720 STRVPE Stow s

Sttrv. II. v. xv. 241/1 Pinners and Needlers. 1829 BKOCKETT
N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Needier, a keen, active, thrifty person
a niggard. 1881 DUFFIELD Don Quixote I. 209 Three

needlers from the square of Cordova.

Needless (nrdles), a. Forms: 3 neodeles,
4 ned(de)les, -lez, 4-6 nedeles, (6 -lease), 6-7
need(e)lesse, (6 -les, neadeles), 6- needless,

[f.
NEED sb. + -LESS. Cf. MDu. nodeloos (Du.

noodcloos}, MHG. ndtlds (G. notklos\]
fl. In quasi-adverbial use: Without any com

pulsion or necessity ; needlessly. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Kath, 1023 Monnes unmihte

\&amp;gt;et
he neodeles

nom upon him seoluen. Ibid. 1176. c 1290 Beket 1630 in

S. E. Leg. I. 153 *Beth stiile
,
he seide, $e makiez deol

neodeles noube ech-on. a 1300 Cursor M. 28460 Neddeles
oft bot for glotri Stulth o mete and drink did i. c 1380

NEEDLEWORKER.
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 51 pei gon ydel fro contre to centre.,

beggynge nedles of pore men. 1475 Rolls of ParIt. VI.
136/1 For.. fere of deth theruppon folowyng, which he
must nedles have entred in if he had appered.
2. Not needed or wanted ; unnecessary, useless,

uncalled for. (Common from c 1570.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 1141 For J?i nedeles wickedhede, J&amp;gt;ou

sal lede euer
&amp;gt;i lijf in nede. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III.

274 Freris bat..robben be pore peple bi stronge beggynge
and nedles. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 72 Many nedeles
officers, .reignyng and ruling over theym. 1530 PALSGR.
643/2 It is nedelesse to speake of the price. 1588 J. UDALL
Demonstr. Discipline (Arb.) 21 That office which is needles
in the church is also vnlawful. 1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate
Wks. (1653) 21, 1 have seen men lamed by the needless use
of caustick medicines. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn, 494 Thou..

fiv
st them Names, Needless to thee repeated. 17*7 DE

OE Syst, Magic i. ii. (1840) 38 The search after their names
would be . . needless. 1780 BENTHAM Frinc. Legisl. xii. 22
It is needless to multiply examples any further. 1853
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi.v. IV. 280 The message was need
less. 1880 SPURGEON Plonghm. Pict. 117 Beware of evil

questions which raise needless doubts.

1 3. Having no want
;
not in need or want. Obs.

1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 666 pey don here
almes more to

J&amp;gt;e
nedles ban to be verrynedy. 1390 GOWER

Con/. I. 152 Erthe is the most nedeles, And most men helpe
it natheles. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. i. 46 First, for his

weeping into the needlesse streame. 1668 R. STEELE
Hnsbandm. Calling v. (1672) 94 He considers that it s safer
to relieve nine needless beggars, than to turn away one
needy one.

Needlessly (nfdlesli), adv. [f. prec. + LY2.]
In a needless or unnecessary manner; without

necessity.
1388 PURVEY Prol. Bible x, Thei sweren custumably,

nedelessly, and ofte unavisily and fals. 1628 WITHER
Brit. Remcmb. v. 322 They did but needlesly their fictions

borrow To set it forth, 1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xlii. 272
They have needlessely cast away their lives. 1710 BERKE
LEY Princ. Hum. Knowl. i. 22, I am afraid. .1 am need

lessly prolix in handling this subject. 1784 COWPER Task
vi. 563 The man Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.
1816 J. WILSON City of Plague n. i. 21 We often.. Need
lessly wept when they were in their joy. 1850 BUCKLE in
Huth Life (1880) II. 6, 1 do not see why I should needlessly
charge myself with inaccuracy.

Needlessness (nrdlesnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The fact of being needless; unnecessariness.

i&yjSchol. Disc.agst. Antichr. \, iii. 126 [134] He will wipe
this suspition of a needlessnes away, and so will proue it

needfull. 1699 R. I/ESTRANGE Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 16
To convince the World of the vanity and needlessness of

invocating saints, 1775 DE LOLME Eng. Constit. Advt.
(1784) 18 The needlessness of an armed force to support
itself by. 1894 Chicago Advance 22 Nov. 254/2 Speaking
of the needlessness of the Sunday paper.

Nee dlestone. Min. [ad. G. nadetstein.]
A name formerly given to various minerals having
needle-like crystals, as natrolite and scolecite.
1820 BROOKE in Annals Philos. XVI. 103, I shall call the

Auvergne variety, Mesotype ; that from Iceland and Ferro,
Needlestone. 1836 T. THOMSONMm. t Geol. % etc. 1.318 Most
of the needlestones found in the amygdaloidal rocks in

Scotland belong to it likewise. 1843 J, E. PORTLOCK Geol.
220 Implanted tufts of radiating crystals of needle-stone

frequently occur. 1883 RAMSAY Mineral, (ed. 3) 296.

Nee dlewoman. [NEEDLED, i.] A woman
who works with the needle ; a sempstress.
1611 MIDDLETON & Dp.KKER Roaring Girl 1. 1, You are

busied with a needle-woman, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Suppt,
Senn. for Year (1678) 104 She was a good needle-woman
and a good huswife. 1776 Carlisle Mag. 7 Sept. 143 She
endeavoured to procure employment as a needle-woman.

1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches ii. 31 The crowded and starved

ranks of the needlewomen. 1879 MEREDITH Egoist xiv, As
a rule authoresses are not needlewomen.

Nee dlework. Also 6 neilde-. [f. NEEDLE
sb. i. Cf. G. nadehverk, Du. naaldenwerk.]
1. Work done with the needle; sewing, em

broidery, or fancy work.

138* WVCLIF Exod. xxvi. i Ten curteyns. .dyuersid with

nedle werk, thow shalt make. 1466-7 A bingdon Rolls (Cam-
den) 134, ij paroll de nedylworke. 1534 in Peacock Eng.

h. Furniture (1866) 194 Enclosid in a purse of neilde werk.CA.

1555 EDEN Decades 103 A fair sherte wrought with needle
woorke. 1615 Band, Ruffe, $ CK^? (Halliwell) n, I scorn

to make anything of thee, Band, but needle-worke. 1697
DRYDEN SEneid xi. 1142 With Flowers of Needlework

distinguished o re. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xii. 97
There is a sort of needle-work called Irish-stitch. 1784
COWPER Task i. 34 A splendid cover, .of tapestry richly

wrought.. or needlework sublime. 1848 LVTTON Harold
i. i, The industry of the women decorated wall and furni

ture with needlework and hangings. 1865 DICKENS Mut.
Fr. i. iii, A girl sat engaged in needlework.

attrib. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 262 Embroider d

Handkerchers, Toylets, Needlework Night-Caps.

t b. //. Different pieces or kinds of this work.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay^s Voy. iv. xiv. 128

Making of diuers faire needleworks vpon cloth. 1621 BUR
TON Anat. Mel. ii. ii. iv. (1651) 286 Women..have curious

needle-works, Cut-works, spinning. 1673 Lady s Call. ii. i.

g Writing, needle-works, languages, music, or the like.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. 336 Her skill in

almost all sorts of fine needle-works.

2. Wooden frame-work in house-building, rare.

1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 173 Plaister for floors, seelings, and
the walls of Needle-work nouses. 1849 WKALE Diet. Terms.

So Nee dleworker, a worker with the needle.

1611 BIBLE Exod. xxxvi. 37 marg.^ The work of a needle-

worker, or embroiderer. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty x\\.

97 The nicest needle-workers are taught to weave it into

every flower and leaf. 1865 Ckr. Remembrancer Apr.

347 More fixity of purpose than the lower class of needle-



NEEDLE-WROUGHT.
workers are equal to. 1848 Woman s Signal 23 June 387/1
Governesses, needleworkers, or secretaries.

Nee dle-wrought, a. Also 6 neeld-. [f.
NEEDLE s6.] Worked or ornamented with the
needle ; embroidered.

1561 PHAER /Eneid ix. Ccj b, The worthy son of Arceus
duke Gay needlewrought in cloke. 1581 STANVHUKST

s i. (Arb.) 40 On neeld wroght carpets theese gueste:

Britain*, but painted ones, or rather Needle-wrought Men
instead of them.

t Nee dling, sb. Obs. rare-1
, [f. NEED sb.

+ -LING l
i.] A needy person.

1608 SVLVESTER Du Barlas n. iv. IIL Schism 467 Sure,
a good turn shall never guerdon want ; A Gift toNeedlings
is not given, but lent.

Needling (nrdlirj), vbl. sb.
[f. NEEDLE v.]

1. a. (See quot. 1854.) b- The operation of

inserting needle-beams ; the method of doing this.

1854 Miss BAKER Gloss. Northampt., Needling, a builder s
term for perpendicular studding, to part off the acute angle
of a roof, c&la Architect. Sac. Diet, s.v., One of (he most
important examples of needling was that performed at

Bayeux cathedral. 1901 % Bladrs Carp. t Build. , Scaffold
ing 4% Fig. 3.. gives needling of bottom shore and strutting
to top and second rakers.

2. The action or process of using a needle of any
kind

; work done with a needle.

1878 SALA in Genii. Mag. May 565 The last [engraving]
being at least three parts of machine work to one of free
handed needling.

b. spec. An operation performed on the eye
with a surgical needle.

1879 St. George s Hasp. Rep. IX. 483 Cataracts, .dealt
with by needling, suction, and a. .capsular operation.
t Nee dling, adv. Obs. Forms : i u&amp;lt;ad-

lunga, uydliuga, 3 nedlunge, 3-4 -linge, 4
-ling, -lyug, nedelynge. [See NEED sb. and
-LING 2

,
and cf. next.]

1. Forcibly ; by force.
c 1000 ./ELFRIC St. Basil s Adman, ix. (1849) 52 Manega

..beoO benzemede neadlunga hyra a^enes. cioooPenit.
Egbert in Thorpe Laws II. 186 jif hwa.. maiden nydinga
Iv.r. nydlinga] nimo. cizoo Trin. Coll. Hoin. 199 [The
adder] criepe5 nedlinge bureh nerewe hole, and bileueS hire
hude baften hire.

2. Necessarily.
a i25 A ncr. R. 190 Nedlunge ?e moten underuongen me.
1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Catherine) 126 All ydolis of stok
& stane mone nedling rot, & wast, & wane, c 1380 Lay
Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 100 pese askyngys most nede
lynge be fulfyllyd.

Nee dlings, adv. Obs. (exc. north, dial.)
Forms : 4-6 ned-, nede-, (5 uedy-), 5-6 Sc.

neid-, 6 neyd- (also with -linges, -is, -lynges,
-is, etc.) ; 5 nedelonges. [f. NEED sb. + -lings :

see prec. and -LING ^.] Necessarily ; of necessity.
13 . . Cursor M. 2450 (Gott.), pair bestis nedlinges most bai

flut. c ijSoWtcLiFSerm. Sel. Wks. I. 61 Mannis spirit ..

mut nedelingis do what ony of bes vertues doib. c 1420
Sir Amadace (Camden) xii, Nedelonges most I sitte him
by, . . For he wasse my wedutte fere, c 1450 LOVELICH
Merlin 2372 Nedylynges thedyr moste He go. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis x. viii. 76 Ane schorl . . terme is set Of lyfe, quhen
all most neydlyngis pay that del.

Needly (nrdli), a. rare.
[f. NEEDLE sb. -f

-Y 1.] Resembling a needle or needles.
1671 MARTEN Vay. Spitsbergen in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n.

(1694) 52 The needly Snow is generated by Westerly and
Southerly Winds. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. (1891) 132
His.. small quick eyes, and black needly beard.

t Nee dly, adv.* Obs. Forms : i niSodliee,
3 neod(e)liche, 4-5 ne(e)dely. [OE. niodllce

(= OS. niudliko), f. ntod desire, eagerness.]
Zealously, carefully ; earnestly.
cooo tr. Bxda s Hist. n. xiii, Nairns binra begna neodlicor

..hlne sylfne underbeodde. c looo Sax. Leechd. II. 262
Rudan ^eseoS on ele oSSe on wine..smire ba sidan mid by
neodlice. c 1205 LAY. 1^594 Heo arisen up & eoden neor
& neodehche ^erden of bissere uncuSe talen. 1340-70 Alis-
aunder 748 A rink [she] sendes Anon too Nectanabus &
needely hym praies, pat he cofly comme too carpen her tyll.
?&amp;lt;ri47S Syr. lone Degre 203 He bethought hym nedely,
Every daye, . . How he myght venged be On that lady.

t Nee dly, advt Obs. Forms : 4 nedlych(e,
-like, 4-5 ned(e)lioh(e ; 4-5uedly, 4-6 nedely,
(4 -li), 6 needely, need(y)lie, -lye, 6-7 needly.
[f. NEED sb. + -LY 2. Cf. MDu. twdelike, MLG.
nStliken, MHG. not-, natliche] Necessarily ;

of

necessity.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 12309 Alle bo bat seyhem behoueb nedely , pey acoupe God of here folye. c 1330
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8040 Nedlike at be y mot

wyse how, Who |&amp;gt;an gat by sone Merlyne. c 1380 WYCLIF
Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 342 Ech sufficience of man mut nedeli
be jovun of God. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 259He muste nedely obbey the writynge of the pope. 1477EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicta 22 Slouthe nor delay not that

thpu must nedely execute. 1515 BARCLAY F.gloges i. (1570)B HJ, Of a trene vesell then must thou nedely drinke. 1596
LODGE Marg. Amer. 38 A grove, thorow which the new
married couple should needly passe. 1647 TRAPP Comm.
Rev. xiii. 7 The Jesuites will still needly have the Roman
Church to be the Catholike Church.

Needment (m dment). [f. NEED sb. or v.~\

1. //. Things needed, necessaries ; esp. personal
requisites carried as luggage.

75

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 6 A dwarfe. .wearied with bearing
of her bag Of needments at his backe. a. 1641 HP. MOUSTAGU
Acts $ Mon, (1642) 426 To provide apparell and other need
ments for them. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Itutol. n. vi, There,
up to earn the needments of the day, he found dame Poverty.
1847 WORDSw. in Chr. Wordsw. Mem. (1851) I. 14 Carrying
each his needments tied up in a pocket handkerchief. 1862
SALA Ship Cliandler i, Longport supplied the colonial isles
and the plantations with all their needments.
2. //. Needs, requirements. Now Sc. rare.
1603 H. CROSSE Vertues Connn-w. (1878) 94 A man should . .

impart the benefite to the needments and necessitie of other.
1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage vi. x. 515 They haue not left
the people sufficient for their needments. 1871 GILMOUR
Pen-folk (1873) 39 If I am set in judgment on the needments
of others.

t Need-nail, sb. Sc. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. LG.
necdnagd (G. nietnagel^ Sw. nitnagel, Da. nct-

nagle), f. (M)LG. neden to clinch = MDu. niedcn,
OHG. hniotan (G. nieten ; Sw. nita, Da. nitle) t

ON. hnj68a (Norw. njoda, nodat Sw. nadn}.~] A
clinched nail. In

#1732 T. BOSTON Crook in Lot (1745) in Who will not
humble themselves, .will find their obstinacy a need-nail,
that will keep their misery ever fast on them.

t Need-nail, v. Sc. Obs. [prob.ad.LG.*^-
nagden : see prec.] trans. To secure firmly by
means of clinched nails. (See also quot. 1808.)
1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thrc Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) 1. 139

Wtheris . . lies in thare imagination!! cloisit vp, slotit, and
neidnalit the samin jettis of our ha;retage. 1580 A\V. Pri-y
Council Scot. III. 337 Quhill he neid naillit and lockit the
duris thairof. 1659 A. HAY Diary iS.H.S.) 44, I vieued
also the yairds and caused neednaile the dors. 1689 in

Lander
&amp;lt;V

Lauderdale vii. (1902) 76 Lady Lauderdale..
caused neidnail all the Churcii doors and windows. 1808
JA.MIESON s.v., A window is said to be neidnail d, when it is

so fixed with nails in the inside, that the saib cannot be
lifted up. This is an improper sense.

Need-not (nrdn^t). [f. NEED v. + NOT.] An
unnecessary thing.
1650 FULLER Pisgak i. iii. 8 Such glittering need-nots to

humane happinesse. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias vii. xvi. p 12,
I have not laid out the veriest trifle in need-nots. 1859
W. H. GREGORY Egypt II. 204 Purchasing the necessaries
. .and the many need-nots which one considers so indispen
sable, and so soon flings away,

K&quot;eedom(e, variants of NEEDHAM Obs.

Needs (n/~dz), adv. Forms: I nydes, 1-6

nedes, 4 neodes, 4-5 nedez, 4-6 nedis, 4-7
needes, 5 neds, needis, 5-6 nedys, 7 Sc. neids,
4- needs. [OE. nydcs, nfdts : see NEED sb. and

S.] Of necessity, necessarily.
a. In general use. Now rare.

In 14-15111 c. frequently used with bthwc.
a 1000 Laws sElfred xiii, Se J?e hine bonne nedes ofslo^e,

o55e unwillum. c 1131 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1131
Hi scolden nedes. 13. . Cursor M. 5869 (Gott.), 1 ra bat
time nedis had bai, Do tua iornays apon a day. a 1352
MINOT Poems (ed. Hall) ix. 28 At be Neuil cros nedes bud
bam knele. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xtn. 215 [Thou] art so loth

to leue that leue shalt needs, c 1449 PECOCK Rcf&amp;gt;r. i. ii. 9
Perceuyng whanne an argument procedith into his conclu-
sioun needis. 1624 Br. MOUNTAGU Gagg q$ [We] claim and
prove a succession and therefore needes a visibilitie from
the time of the apostles. 1870 ROSSETTI Poems, Burden
Nineveh xv, And needs were years and lustres flown Ere
strength of man could vanquish thee.

b. In clauses containing must.

^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. xii. (1868) 106 Nedes the

wordes moten ben cosynes to bo binges of whiche bei speken.
c 1440 Jacob s Weil 261 Nedys I, & my wyif, & my chyl-

deryn.. muste lyve. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur viii. i. 273
Depe draughtes of deth toke her, that nedes she must dye.

1583 T. WATSON Poems (Arb.) 60 13ut needes perforce I

must become content To mealt in minde. 1642 ROGEKS
Naatnan 346 It must be needs a very reproveable evil I

which causeth such a fulsomenesse. 1782 COWPER Gilpin

89 Stooping down as needs he must Who cannot sit upright.

C. Directly following the vb., in must needs.

13. . Gay Wanv. (A.) 3668 So miche folk ber was y-slawe
. . He most nedes opon men go. c 1380 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel.

Wks. I. 218 pes bingis moten nedis be, but 511 is not anoon
ende. c 1449 PECOCK A*epr. n. iii. 149 The argument now
maad muste needis haue his entent. 1529 WOLSEY in Four
C. Eng. Lett. (1880) 10 Thes thyngs consyderyd .. must

nedys make me yn agony. 1641 J. JACKSOM Tnte Evang.
T. n. 129, I must needs begin with Ignatius, a 1688 CUD-
WORTH Immut. Mor. (1731) 113 The Soul must needs have
the same Passions. 1741 MIDOLETON Cicero (1742) I. ii. 126

If every thing must needs be committed to Pompey. 1822

W. IRVING Braceb. Hall II. 374 The Squire must needs

have something of the old ceremonies observed on the

occasion. 1875 HELPS Ess., Dom. Rule 37 A man thinks

that he must needs understand those whom he sees daily.

Prov. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 21 He must nedys
o that the deuell dryves. 1532 [see DRIVE v. ib], 1601

HAKS. Alfs Well i. iii. 31. 1638 SANDERSON Sernt. (1681)

II. 95.

d. So needs must. Freq. as an elliptic phrase,

esp. after than or if.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 291 For it is seid thus overal, That
nedes mot that nede schal. 1447 BOKENHAM Seytttys (Roxb.)

38 For than he nedys must yeve credence. 1550 CKOWLEY
Epigr. 88 Nedes must we have places for vitayls to be solde.

1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. Siege Ostend 195 We beleeue them
no more then needs must. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 412 Needs
must the Power That made us . . Be infinitly good. 1734
BERKELEY Lett. Wks. 1871 IV. 218, I shall stav no longer
in Dublin than needs must. 1782 COWPER Gilpin 188 My
head is twice as big as yours, They therefore needs must fit.

1821 SCOTT Keniliv. XVL, I . . would have no more of these

follies than needs must. 1871 BROWNING Halaustion 2287
She shall go, if needs must.

NEEDY.

.Prov. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 1434 Nedes must he
rm that the deuyll dryuith. 1613 PUKCHAS / itgriwazt \.

xv. 71 Needs must they goe whom the diuell driueth. a 1659
[see DRIVE v. i bj. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, v, Ni-ecN
mu.st, when somebody drives. 1898 J. AKCH Story / Li/c
xvi. 379 Needs must when illness drixes.

e. Will or would needs, implying determination
or fixity of purpose. Now arch.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 143 And ;if 5e willeb

nedes stryve, abydcth be dome of God Almy^ty. 1534 MOKF
Treat. Passion Wks. 1274/1 She bi the diueK entiM.-m.-m
wold nedes knowe euyll to. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \, ii. iu3
He needes will be Absolute Millainc. 1662 J. DAVIKS tr.

Olcarius Voy. Ambass. 36, I would needs, .go and set; the
town of Wisby. 1768 STKKNE Sent. *Jmirn.&amp;lt; Passport (Ver
sailles i.). The mauler of my hotel, .will ncud-, II;LVL- it., ilutt

I should be sent to the Ilastilc. 1828 Scorr /-&quot;. M. Perth
xxx, Vulcan. .would needs wed Venus, and our Chioniclea
tell us what came of it.

Hence Nee*ds-be s.
t necessity.

1881 A. W. MOMEKIE Orijr. Evil 31 Peter could discover
no needs-be in the humiliation and death of Christ. 1894M cstm. Gaz. 27 Nov. 2/2 A penetrating insight into thu
needs-be of a finely touched muurc.

t Needs COSt, adv. Obs.
[f. prec. + CO-ST

sb.^- i.] Necessarily, of necessity.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 2697 //ypcrttitu stra, Nedis cost

this thyn.i; mu.-&amp;gt;te haue an cnde. c 1449 l i --&amp;lt;_&amp;lt;.n K
K,p&amp;gt;\

in.
iv. 301 Tnerfore needis cost it muste be ^raumid. tliat Cri^t
letc.J. 1513 MURE Rick. Ill (iSSj) ^ If we ihuuld, nede.-,

cost, fall in peril! one way or oilier.

t Nee dsly, adv. 06s. Forms: 4-5 nedesly,
5 nedysly, ueedisli, -ly, 6 needesly, ^ -lie;,

6-7 needsly. [f. as prec. + -LY-.] Necessarily,
of necessity. (Usually with must.}
_

c 1449 PKCOCK Refir. ii. xiv. 192 The. .v^in^ of this thin;;
is nut necessarie (that is to seie, is not needisly to be had).

1495 Trcvisa s Barth. De P. R. xix. vi. (W. de W.) 864
Thenne must the coloure nedesly be meane. 1593 G. HAK-
VEY Piercers

Suficr. 139, I never longed to fight it out with
flat strokes, untill I must needesly needes. 1612 DKAYTON
Poly-olb. vii. 243 By no meanes she could hold, but needely
she must showe Her liking. 1656 J. TRAIT Conan. Hch. ii.

15 Death . . must needsly therefore be terrible to those whose
lives nnd hopes end together.

Needsome (nrds^m), a. rare.
[f.

NEED s&.

+ -SOME.] fa- Necessary. Obs. 1 b. Needy.
c 1650 Don Belllanis 49 So many needsome advertisements

I presume to tell you. 1870 VF.KNKV Lett it. c Lisle 305 I m
a needsome woman now, without e er a one o um.

t NeedwayS, adv. north, and .SV. Ot&amp;gt;s. [i.

NEEIJ s&.+ -WAYS.] By or because of necessity.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5869 Fra bat tide ned-wais suld bai Do

tua dais werkes on a dai. Ibid, 8712 Nede-wais it nit^L

tuix bam be part. 1375 HARBOUR ]&amp;gt;ruce v. 242 Schir,
neidwais I will wend, And tak auenlur that god will giff.

So fNeedway adv. Sc. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 156 The beh lifts neid-way..
To this thing heir say thine aviss. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Sainia
xxxii. (Justin) 8 He man lie nedway magre hi&amp;gt;.

Weedy (n/ di), a. Forms : 2-4 neodi, 3-4
needy, 3-5 nedi, 4 needi, 4-5 uede, 4 6 uedy,
5 neddy, nedye, nedie, uoady, Sc. neidy, 6-7
needle, 6- needy, [f.

NEED sb. +-v 3
. Cf.

MDu. nodich (Du. noodig\ OHG. notag, nticg

(MHG. notiCy noetic, G. nothig), ON. naubigr

(Sw. and Da. nodig).~\
1. Of persons, etc, : Poor, indigent, necessitous.

a. Used absolutely. (Chiefly as //.)
1175 Lamb. /loin. 135 Delen heo bet euric neodi Se heo

biseceo sum bing ber of afo. a 1300 Cursor M. 103 Lauedi
scho es o leuedis all .., To nedi neghest on to call. 1362
LASGL. P. PI. A. vii. 14 The neodi and the nakede, nym
seeme hou thei liggen. a 1450 MYRC 1591 To be uedy ^ue
^ow large. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidancs Comm. 47 b, What
time the pore and nedye are releved. 1633 Br-. HALL Occas.

Medit. 138, I am sure I want no lesse then the neediest.

1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 307 At gold s superior charms all

freedom flies ; The needy sell it, and the rich man buys.
1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 528 Not only to accommodate the poor
and the needy, but to advance the public good. 1864 Pustv
Lect. Daniel (1876) 483 The sons of the needy.

b. In attributive or predicative use.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6780 Rcufol he was to nedi men,
of is almes large & fre. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vm. 51 The
pore That is innocent and neodi and no mon hath apeyiet.

people. 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 59 But fewe

regard their needy neighbours lacke. 1611 B. JONSON Cati
line in. iii, With the old needie troops that follow d Sylla.

1738 POPE Epil. Sat. n. 44 Have you less pity for the needy
Cheat, The poor and friendless Villain, than the Great?

1829 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 21 Aug. (1884) II. 23 Our
papers are now very poorly done, by needy adventurers.

1878 LKCKY Eng. in iSi/t C. I. ii. 246 For the education of

bis needy fellow-citizens.

trans/. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. fy Cotnmw. 626 In

some places it is admirable fruitful!, in other places very
barren and needy. 1868 LYNCH Rivulet CXLVIII. ii, The

sky is in its working dress, And needy earth befriends,

t C. In need of a. thing. Obs. rare.

1597 HOWSON Serm. 31 We . . are . . needy of all things but

hunger and feare. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kind. $ C0Min~v.
in They againe are needie of the waxe, home [etc.].. which
are brought thither from Prussia.

2. Of circumstances, etc. : Characterized by

poverty or need.

1574 R. Cox in Ellis Orig. Lett. Sen in. IV. 17 In this

nedy and beggerly tyme. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. -V Jul. v. i. 42
In his needie shop a Tortoyrs hung. 1638 Justus Paint.

Ancients 29 Our poor and needy life. 1674 TEMPLE MUc. %
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NEEL.
To C less Essex (1680) 173 We bring into the world with us
a poor needy uncertain life.

b. Of search : Close, anxious.

1867 G. MACDONALD Poems 19 That neediest search will

not avail To find a refuge here.

1 3. Under a necessity to do something. Obs.~l

c 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. ix. (B.N.C. MS.) If. 29 As
the childe Jesu were a pure man and not god, nedy to kepe
the obseruance of the lawe.

1 4. Needful, necessary. Obs.

\lftT Act-$ Hen. f//,c. ii i Fullers.. that shuldlyve and

obtayne their nedy sustentacion by meane ofdrapery, a 1535
Frere !, Boye 45 (W. de W.), Therto soone I assent.For that

me thynketh moost nedy. 1608 SHAKS. Per. \. iv. 95 These
our ships. .Are stored with corn to make your needy bread.

ETeedyhood : see NEEDIHOOD. Needylie,
vnr. of NEEULY adv.1 Obs. Neef, var. of NIEVE.

Neeger, var. of NEGEK. KTeejh, obs. f. NIGH.

t Weel, obs. form of ANIL.
1583 J. NEWBERY in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 209 Neel the

chuile, 70 ducats.

t Neele, obs. form of EEL.
14. . in Wr.-Wiilcker 625 Anguilla, neele.

Tfeel-gaw, obs. form of NYLGHAU.
Neem (nmi). Also neemb, nim b. [a. Hindi

nim, Skr. nimba.~\ An East Indian tree ; the

margosa. Also neem-trce.

1824 HEBER Jrnl. i Oct., A grove of neem-trees. 1846
[see MAKGOSA]. 1885 E. ARNOLD Secret of Death. Introd. 3
Bright with fragrant blossoms, borne Byneem and baubul.

b. altrib. with oil, bloom, etc.

1856 Orr s Circ. Set., Pract. Chem. 453 A solid fat called
Neem oil, or Vayfuln /innay, is obtained from the ripe fruit

of the margosa tree. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia iv. iii, When
the foot fell as though it trod on piles Of neem-blooms.

Neemly, obs. form of NIMBLY adv.

Neen, north, dial, form of NINE.
Neentishe : see ANIEXTISE v.

Neep (nfp). Forms : i najp, I, 4-5 nep,
4-7 nepo, 5-6 neppe, Sc. neip, 5- neep, (9

neap). [OE. nyp, ad. L. napus NAPE s6.3 ON.
tixpa (still in mod. Norw. and Icel.) was prob.

adopted from English.]
1. A turnip. Also attrib.
The usual name in all Sc. dialects, and current in North
umberland and some southern counties.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) N 40 Napis, naep. c xooo Sax.
Lecckd. II. 214 Healde nine bonne. ,wi&amp;gt; pisan, & beana, &
nsepas. 13. . .5&quot;. E. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Herrig A rekiv
LXXXII. 335/68 Al his lyf to penaunce his goodman hab
I-dy^t ; xv. nepus he et ech day. (1340 Nominate (Skeat)
236 Alan in the }erde pullith nepus. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush.
ix. 29 Now rape and neep in places drie is sowe. c 1470
HENRYSON Mor. Fab. x. (Fox fy Wolf) xxiv, Quhite as ane
neip, and round als as ane seill. 1502 ARNOLDE Chron.
(1811) 171 Porettis, tame nepis, and parcely, and other erbis

off medecyn. 1544 PHAER Regim. Life (1553) I iv, Nepes
also and rapes and radyshe. .maye bee well inoughe per
mitted. 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Nepe, a turnip or
navew. The word is still retein d in Herefordshire. 1724
RAMSAY Tca-t. Misc. (1733) II. 167 As round as a Neep
come todlen hame. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr, Wks.
1855 I. 207 Juicy neeps that melt in the mooth o their ain

accord. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack of Gold xviii, The laddies

paraded the village with neep-lanterns. 1887 P. M CNEILL
Blawearie 112 You might as well send a hungry stirk into

a field among neeps, and expect it not to eat.

f2. Wild neep, (see quots. and NEP sb?). Also

English neep (?). Obs.
c 1000 J^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 135 Napa siluatica,

sperewyrt, vel wilde nsep. Ibid. 136 Dipttimnus, i&amp;lt;el bibul-

cos, wilde naep. c xooo Sax. Leechd, III. 12 To wensealfe
mm .. hraemnes fot, Eengliscne naep & finul. a 1387 Sinon.
Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 13 Brionia, wilde nepe. c 1440
Promp. Part-. 353/1 Nepe, herbe, coloquintida, cucurbita.

Neep, Neer, obs. forms of NEAP, NEAB.
Neer (msj). Now dial. Forms : 4-5, 9 nere,

5-6, 9 ueer, 6, 9 neir(e, 9 niere ;
6 neare, 8-9

near, (8 inear, 9 ear). [ME. nere, perh. repr.
an OE. *niora or *&/* = MDu. niere fern, (nire,

nyre, Du. nier), MLG. nere, OHG. nioro, niero

masc. (G. niere fern.), ON. nyra neut. (Norw.
nyra, nyre, Da. nyre ; Sw. njure masc.), of un
certain origin.] A kidney.
In common dial, use in the northern, north-midland, and

eastern counties ; the Suffolk nire, nyre is prob. from ON.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxii. 21 Mi neres ere torned for vn-

quert. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurence) 12 It brakis
be stane, J&amp;gt;at

man in bledyr ore nere has tane. c 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 52 fe hert of schepe, be nere bou take.
c 1440 Promp. Pan . 353/1 Neere of a beest, ren. 1535
COVERDALE Isa. xxxiv. 6 With the fatnesse of neeres of the
wethers. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 67 Tansay, that is gude to

purge the neiris. 1595 DUNCAN App. Etymol. (E.D.S.) 73
Reit, the neire. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. II. 337 In-ear,
or Near, the kidney. 1828 CARR Craven Gloss. 1841
HAMILTON Nugx Lit. 348 Will you eat a part of the niere ?

1868 G. MACDONALD R. Falconer I. 41, I would like a dish
o your chits and nears.

b. attrib., as neer-creesh, -end, -fat, -strings.
1444 Aberdeen Regr. (1844) &quot; That na fleshowar .. tak

oute of ony mutonne the neris or the nerecress. 1824 MAC-
TAGGART Gttllovid. Encycl. s. v. Neers, Neer-strings, those

strings which are connected with the kidneys. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss, s.v., The near-end of a loin of veal is the part
next the kidneys. 1886 i&quot;. If. Line. Gloss., Near-fat, the
fat round the kidneys in a sheep, pig, or other animal.

Ne er (ne), adv. Forms: 3-6 ner, 4-7 nere,
6-8 Sc. neir, 6 neare, 7 ne r, neer(e, 7-8 ne re, 6-
ne er. [Contracted form of NEVEK, as e er for ever.]
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1. Never. Chiefly poetic.
c 1205 LAY, 30205 He wolde a}ein wenden heom to his

folke. -and ner [c 1275 neuere] xfi a-sen teon. c 1320 Cast.
Love 427 Nere nowther speketh him good. 1387-8 T. USK
Test. Love \. vi. (Skeat) 1. 89, I nere desyred wrathe of the

people ne indignacion of the worthy, c 1420 Citron. Vilod.

3089 In Jjejereof grace. . A thousonde euene and ner on mo.

1500-20 DtNBAR Poems xxxv. 21 Thy trublit gaist sail neir

moir be degest. 1589 R. HARVEY /Y. Perc. (1590) 25 Thou
gettest such praise, As neer decaies. a 1631 DONNE Poems
(1650) 57 So these extreames shall ne r their office doe. 1680
OTWAY Orphan v. vii, Man. We neVe must meet again. . .

Cast. Ne re meet again? Man. No, never. 1738 SWIFT
Pot. Conz&amp;gt;ersat. 46 You have the old Proverb on your Side,

Naught s ne er in Danger. 1795 BURNS Dumfries Volun
teers i, We ll ne er permit a foreign foe On British ground
to rally. 1829 A. HALLAM in Lockhart Scott (1839) IX. 332
Those dogs that from him ne er would rove,

f*
b. / wot ne er, I know not. Obs.

1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 93 pei seiden to him,
Where is he ? And he seide, Y wool nere. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xx. 219 Where [-whether] it be by Craft or be Nygro-
mancye, I wot nere. c 1475 Partenay 5702 Wherfor it gan
do, certes wote I nere, 1513 MORK Rich. Ill, Wks. 39/1,
I wote nere whither any preachers woordes ought more to

moue you. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 5 Nay I wot
neere, but it hath left behind it a wale in my throate.

c. Sc. Used euphem. in place of deil, devil.

1814 SCOTT Wav. Iviii, The ne er be in me, sir, if I think

you re safe. 1816 Antiq. ix, I was at the search .. ; but
ne er-be-licket could they find that was to their purpose.

2. Ne er the less --= NEVERTHELESS.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 21247 ^ot ner-be-less for his liuelade, o

biscop siben he tok j?e hade, c 1374 CHAUCER ComJ&amp;gt;l.
Mars

130 But ner the lesse, for al his neuy armure, He foloweth
her. 1447 BOKEXHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 33 Nertheles vertu

of necessyte I wyl make. 1542 UDALL Erastu. Apoph. 168 b,

Nerethelesse many princes there bee, whiche.. abuse the

good menne. 1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, Esther Argt. viii,

Yet be thy iust Petition ne rthelesse Entirely granted. 1822

BYRON Werner i. i. 684 Ne er the less I must have three,

f b. So Ncr the later or latter. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxiii, 3 If ner the latere thou haue

power in to thi soule. c 1400 Beryn 3120 Ner the lattir He
held it nat al foly that Geffrey did clatir.

3. Comb, as ne er-changing, -dying
1

, -ending ;

ne er-seen, -sufficed^ -touched.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, n. ii. 46 His new Kmgdome of

nere-changing night. 1606 Ant. $ Cl. m. xii. 31 Want
will periure The ne re touch d Vestall. 1612 J. DAVIES
Muse s Sacrifice Wks. (Grosart) II. 83 Like a ne er-sufiized

Graue. 1647 STAPYLTON 2 uvcnal 226 The white sow. .That
for her thirty ne re-seen paps was fam d. 1693 CONGREVE
in Drydcn s Juvenal xi. (1697) 280 Arms, which to Man
ne er-dying Fame afford. ^1704 T. BROWN Satire. Woman
Wks. 1730 I. 56 A veng ance of ne er-ending harms.

b. N&amp;lt;?cr-be-good) -do-good=NE ER-DO-WELL. So
t Ne er-thrift.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 266 pou nerthrift [printed -thrist]

of Nazareth, now neuend is bi name. 1675 COTTON Bur
lesque upon B. Wks. (1725) 210 Tis that Nere-be-good, thy
Son, Has made me do what I have done. a. 1814 Intrigues
ofa Day v. i. in New Brit. Theatre I. 168 A couple of as
arrant ne er-be-goods as ever cheated a poor poet. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xxx, D ye hear what the . . young gentleman
says, ye drunken ne er-do-good?

Ife er a, adj. phr. Forms: 5-6 nere a, 7
ne re a, ne r a, 8- ne er a; 8 dial, narrow a, 9
ner a, nar a, narra, norra, etc. See also NARY.

[f. prec. -f A adj2 i c.] Never a, not a, no.
In common Eng. dial, use : for forms see Eng. Dial. Diet.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hmb. \. 622 Ryght nere a del. Ibid. vi.

154 Vche oon so from other That nere a sister louche nere
a brother, c 1530 Crt. ofLove 1197 Me thoughte, he loved
her nere a dele. 1599 B. JONSON Evt Alan out ofHum, it.

i, There s ne re a Gentleman i the countrey has the like

humors for the Hobby-horse as I haue. 1620 QUARLES
Pentelogia ii, Could Sinners finde out ne re a one, More fit

than Thee, for them to spit upon? 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones vin. ii, There is narrow a one of all those officer

fellows but looks upon himself to be as good as arrow a

Squire of 500 1. a-year. 1786 BURNS Farmer s Salut, ix, At
Brooses thou had ne er a fellow. 1786 Twa Dogs 184
The ne er a bit they re ill to poor folk. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mort. i, They are ne er a hair better than them that [etc.].

1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xxii, Ne er a one of them has
ever whispered her pretty little secrets to me.

Ne er-do-well, sb. and a. Also north, and
Sc, -weel. [Cf. NE ER adv. 3 b.]
The word being of northern and Sc. origin, the form -weel

is freq. employed even by southern writers.

A. sb. One who never does, and is never likely

to do, well
;
a good-for-nothing, worthless, dis

reputable person.
1737 RAMSAY Sc. Prov. (1750) 87 Some ha e a hantla fauts,

Si
are only a ne er-do-well. 1837 DICKENS Ptckiv. xlviii,

nly some drunken ne er-do-weel finding his way home.

1845 ALB. SMITH Fort. Scatter^. Fam. v, I went to sea,
the refuge of all the ne er-do-wells. 1893 LELAND^/. II.

76 A literary ne er-do-weel, destined never to achieve fortune.

B. adj. Never doing any good ; good-for-no

thing, worthless.

(11773 FKRCUSSON Hallow Fair Wks. (1800) 109 Ne er-

do-weel horse coupers, 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii, Our
auld ne er-do-weel deevil s-buckie o a mither. 1857 MRS.
GASKELL C. Bronte ii. I. 17 One of those ne er-do-well lads

who seem to have a kind of magnetic power for misfortunes.

1872 JEAFFRESON Brides ff Bridals I. i.\. 132 A saucy,

tippling, ne er-do-well fellow.

Hence Ne er-do-wellish a. ; NVer-do-wellism.
(

1890 JEAN MIDDLEMASS Two False Moves I.xiii. 199 Only
j

the rowdyish and ne er-do-weel Jsh. 1891 Pall Mall G. 5

Aug. 3/1 Drunkenness, ne er-do-wellism [etc.].

NEF.

Neere, -ness, neerhand, obs. ff. NEAR, etc.

Nees, obs. form of NESE, nose
;
NIECE.

Neese, variant of NEEZE v., NESE, nose.

Neest, variant of mist NEXT ; obs. form of NEST.

Neet, obs. f. NEAT sb., NET, NIT; dial. f. NIGHT.

Neethur, -yr, obs. forms of NEITHER.

Neeve, variant of NIEVE, fist.

Neewe, obs. form of NEW.
Neeyng, obs. form of NEIGHING.

Neeze (n/&quot;z),
v. Now north, dial, and Sc.

Forms : 4-6 nese, 6 niese, Sc. neys, nyse, 6-9
neese, (7 nees), 6- neeze. [ME. nesen, prob.
ad. ON. hnjosa (Norw. njosa, nysa, Sw. nysa, Da.

nyse) = OHG. niosan (G. niesen], MLG. nlsen,

neysen, MDu. niesen (Du. niezen), prob. of imita

tive origin : cf. FNESE, SNEEZE.] To sneeze.
c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 172 Man cowith and nesith.

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) V. 389 A man nesynge. 1486
BK. St. Allans c vij, When ye se yowre hawke Nesyng
and Castyng wat thorpgh her Nostrellis. 1544 PHAER
Regim. Life (1553) A yiij b, Ye must put in the nose of the

pacient, pouder of pellitory of Spain. .to make him to nese.

1586 COGAN Haven Health xxviii. (1636) 48 By eating of

Mustard . . we are straightway . . provoked to neese. 1665
SPENCER Vulg. Proph. 96 When any one neezed they would
venerate the noise as a kind of expression of the Deity in-

shrined in the head. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Nees

ing, A Horse, whose Head being stopp d. .so that he cannot
neeze. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. II. 343. 1825 BKOCKETT
N. C. Gloss. 1849- in northern dial, glossaries (also Chesh.
and Shropsh.l. 1870 J. NICHOLSON Idylls 64 A waff frae

the door gars her neeze.

Hence Neeze sb.
,
a sneeze, rare.

1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 54 Circumgyring about his

Weasand, [it] inforced him to a manly Neese. 1866 in

Banjfsk. Gloss. 1899 *n Cumbld. Gloss.

t !tfeeze-wort. Obs. Also 6-7 nese-, (6

niese-, nise-), neese-. [ad. G. nies(e)-wnrs(el
or Du. nies-wortel (also nieskruid] : see NEEZE v.

and WORT.] A former book-name of HELLEBORE.
1348 TURNERNames Herts (E. D. S.) 79 Veratrum . . maye

be called in englishe Nesewurte. Ibid. 80 The herbe . .

which hath bene hytherto taken for blacke Nisewurt, or

Veratrum nigrum. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 347 This kinde of

Hellebor is called.. in English White Hellebor, Neseworte,
and Lingwort. 1601 R. CHESTER Love s Martyr (1878) 93
First of the Nesewort, it doth driue away, And poysoneth
troublesome Mice. 1629 PARKINSON Farad. Ixxxii. 346
White Ellebor, Neesewort or Neesing roote, because the

powder of the roote is vsed to procure neesing. 1668

WILKINS Real Cltar. II. iv. 78.

Ifeezing (n&quot;zirj),
vbl. sb. Forms: 4,6nesing,

(5 -ynge, 6 -yng, -inge), 6 nysynge, -ing, nies-,

nisiug, 6-7 neesing, (6 -yng, kn-), neezing.

[f. NEEZE v. : cf. MDu. niesitige, MHG. tiiinaigl,]

Sneezing ; a sneeze.

1382 WYCLIF Job xli. 9 His nesing [is] shynyng of fyr, and

his e}en as ejelidis of morutid. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)

V. 389 A mervellous pestilence folowede .., perescbynge
moche peple in yoskenge or nesynge. 1530 PALSGR. 247/2

Nesyng with the nose, tsttnuicment. 1543 fluuUMB Tf| *

Chirurg. iv. 148 Nysynge also, provoked by arte, is con

venient in thys case. 1578 LVTE Dodoens 194 The same

roote.. put into the nose causelh Sternutation or niesing.

1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. iv. i, The spitting, the coughing,
the laughter, the neesing. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665)

61 That. .usage of praying for aPerson upon neezing. 1676

Gentleman s Jockey 286 There be two other excellent helps

for sick Horses, as Frictions and Neesings.

fig. 1647 H. MORE Exorcismiis Wks. (Grosart) 178 You
summer neezings.. That fill the air with a quick fading fire.

attrib. 1622 S. WARD Woe to Drunkards (1627) 45 An

Epidemical! disease, such as the.. Neezing sicknesse.

f b. Combs, neezing powder, a powder used

to cause sneezing, esp. that prepared from helle

bore [cf. Du. niespoeder, G. niei(e)fulver\ ;
neez

ing root or wort = NEEZE-WOKT. Obs.

1544 PHAEB Rcgim. Life (1560) S v, After that cause hym
to nese.. with a Title pellitory of Spain, or *nesing pouder.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 84 A neesing powder
made of the gall of a black cat. a. 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett.

(1663) 22 The neezing-powder I take constantly, but have

much adoe TO perswade it to make me neeze. 1597 A. M.

tr. Guillcmeim s Fr. Chirurg. 43/1 Little pellets . . of the

Parall 12 So neesingwort doth cure phrensie or madnesse.

II Nef (nef, fiff).
Also 8-9 neff. [F. nef ship,

etc. : L. navein : cf. NAVE sb.-]

1 1. The nave of a church. Also attrib. Obs.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot s Trap. I. 187 The Church is

very spacious, the Nefor Body of it is round. 1705 ADDISON

Italy (1766) 55 The long nef consists of a row of five cupolas.

I77S JOHNSON in Boswell 5 Nov., We saw the cathedral...

The choir splendid. .. The Neff very high and grand.

2. (Seequots.)
1834 MAR. EDCEWORTH Helen II. 192 Every officer of the

household making reverential obeisance as they passed to

the Nef, the JVr/bcing. .a piece of gilt plate in the shape
of the hull of a ship in which the napkins for the king s table

are kept. 1862 WRIGHT Don:. Matm. 4- Sent. Eng. Mid.

Ages 163 Of these ornaments, one of the most remarkable

was the nef or ship a vessel generally of silver which con

tained the salt-cellar, towel, &C., of the prince or grent lord.

3. An incense-boat. Cf. NAVETTE.

1867 LADY HERBERT Impress. Spain (1868) 2o8_ In the

sacristy was., a nacre nc/znd some fine heads of saints.



NEFAND.
Nef, obs. form of NEIF.

tNefand, a. Obs. Also 5 nephaude. [a.
OF. neph-, ne/-, nefande, or ad. L.

nefa&amp;gt;ict-iis :

see next.] = NEFANDOUS.
1490 CAXTON Eneyiios vi. 26 Ye grete.horribyle, nephande,& detestable cryme. Ibid, vii. 32 The nephande deth of hir

sayd somtyme husbond. 1616 SHELDON Mirac. Clt. Rome 108
Knowing what nefand abominations are practised
Nefandous faJErndat), a.

[i. L. nefand-us,
f. ne- not + fattdus to be spoken , gerundive of
fdri to speak : see -ous.] Not to be spoken of;
unmentionable

; abominable, atrocious.
1640 HOWELL Dodona s Gr. (1645) 150 There was a com-

plication of many nefandous crimes. 17020 MATHER Jl/ara
Chr. vi. vii.

(1852) 449 Sometimes he . . belch d out most nefan-
dous blasphemies againstthe God ofheaven. 1780 J. HOWIE
Faithful Contend. Pref. 8 That wicked and nefandous act
of Parliament. 1826 SOUTHEY Vind. Eccl. Angl. 108 That
spirit of nefandous impiety with which it was . . carried on
by the Monastic Orders. 1827 SIR H. TAYLOR Isaac Com.
ncims v. vi, Tis a foul offence, A most nefandous error.

Hence Nefa ndousness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Nefarious (nffeVriss), a, [f. L. He/anus, (.

nefas wrong, impiety: see -ous.] Wicked, iniqui
tous, villainous.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (1613), Nefarious, wicked,
detestable. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 244 A man
once observed to be nefarious, is hated and avoyded by all
men. 1726 AYUFFE Parcrgon 107 But the most nefarious
kind of Bastards are they whom the Law stiles Incestuous
Bastards. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. VVks. V. 261 Those who,
for the same nefarious purposes, have perverted every other
part of learning. 1830 GEM. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) I.

245 There wants a collection of dying speeches of nefarious
governments. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jmls. (1873) I. i. 6
Lending their flag to slaving dhows, so that it covers that
nefarious traffic.

Hence Hefa riously cutv., in a nefarious man
ner; Nefa riousness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
1599 NASHE Lenten Shtffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 284 Nefari

ously..prophamng & penetrating our holy fathers nostrils.

1659 J. OWEN Integr. Heb. q Grk. Text VVks. 1853 XVI. 413
1 hey have wickedly and nefariously corrupted the text 1605
Pol. Ballads (itoo) II. 50 The Bar, the Pulpit, and the Press
Nefariously combine To cry up an usurped pow r. 1827
&amp;gt;COTT Napoleon xxiv, It was nefariously unjust.
Nefast (nftcrst), a. rare-1

, [ad. L. nefast-us,
f. nefas : cf. prec. and F. ntfaste.] Nefarious.
1849 LYTTON Caxtons xlvi, If you really take for truth and

life monsters so nefast and flagitious.
So Nefa-stous a. (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Wefe, obs. f. NIEVE, fist; var. NEVE, nephew.
Nefen, var. of NEVEN v. TTefere, obs. f. NEVER.
Neff(e, obs. ff. NIEVE, fist. Neffel, obs. f.

NEVEL v.
M&quot;effew(e, obs. ff. NEPHEW. Neffow,

dial. var. NIEVEFCL. Nefre, obs. f. NEVER.
tNefresie. Otis. rare- 1

, [a. OF. nefi-esie,
ad. med.L. nefresis for nephritis^ = NEPHRITIS.
1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick vii. xvii. (1639) 406 A

particular bath, which is applyed for paines of the Nefresie.

Tfefretiek, obs. form of NEPHRITIC.
tlfefte. Obs. [a. Russ. neijiib neff or Pers.

Aaaj neft : see NAPHTHA.] Naphtha.
1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 400 This oyle is blacke, and is called

Nefte. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Oltarins Voy. Ainbass. 402We saw. .above thirty sources of Nefte, which is a kind of
Medicinal Oil. 1698 J. CRULL Muscovy 48 Whole Rivulets
of an Oily substance, by them call d Nefte.

Weg, obs. form of NAG
j&amp;lt;U,

NIGH a.

t Negan 11 epant. Obs. Also negani-. [Of
obscure etym.] Some kind of East Indian piece-
goods imported in the iSth cent.
1725 Land. Gaz. No. 6388/2 The following Goods, viz. . .

Negannepants, Tapseils, . . Perpetts, Welch Plains. 1757 tr.

Guyon s Hist. East Indies II. 145, 5 o neganepants. 1788
CLARKSON Impolicy Slave Trade 104 In the second class
may be reckoned. .Chelloes, Nicamees, Neganipants.
t Ne gant. Obs. rare. [f. L. negant-, negans,

pres. pple. of negare to NEOATB.J One who
denies ; a negative proposition.
c 1560 W. KIXGSMILL in Strype Cranmcr (E. H. S.) II. 38The alhrmants . . were almost treble so many as were the

negants. 1654 Z. COKE Logick 1 16 The fight of Propositions
both in quality and quantity, as is between an universal
atnrmant, and a particular negant.
Negar, negro : see XEGER. Negarde, obs. f.

NIGGARD. Negardchepe, negarship, obs. ff.

NIGGARDSHIP. Negardy, -tie, var. NIGGARDT.
Negate (n/g^-t), v.

[f. negat-, ppl. stem of
L. negare to deny.] trans. To deny, negative;
to deny the existence of; to destroy, nullify,
render ineffective. (Freq. in recent use.)

vv
S*3 CocKERAM

&quot;&amp;gt;
To Deny, negate.} 1837 Fraser s Mag.XV. 723 Understanding.. establishes its quality as a real

object, by negating the board on which it is drawn. 1874
Contemp. Rev. XXIII. 405 When the lower life asserts
itself against the higher, the higher may consciously negate
it. 1891 H. JONES Browning 207 Evolution not only postu
lates unity. ., but it also negates all differences.

absol._ 1835 Fraser s Mag. XI. 642 Whatever negates is

something, else no negation were possible.
Hence Nega ted ///. a., Nega-tedness, Ne-

ga-ting///. a.

1876 F. H. BRADLEY Eth. Stud.uZ Real pain is the feeling
of the negatedness of the self. Ibid., Where pain comes from
the negated function. 1885 W. C. COUH.AND Spir. Goct/ie s
/aitst ii. 53 One of. .a negating class of. .beings.
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Negatif(e, obs. forms of NEGATIVE.

Negation (n/g^-Jsn). [a. F. negation (i 2th c.),
or ad. L. negation-em, n. of action f. negare to

say no, deny. Cf. It. negaziom, Sp. negacion.]
1. The action of denying or of making a state
ment involving the use of no

, not , never
,

etc. Also const, of. (Sometimes passing into 2.)
530 PALSGR. Introd. 41 In negation they use one of these

thre wordes, fas, point or inye. 1550 BALE Apol. 23 b, But
I founde therm no answere appoynted to be made, .neylher
by affyrmacion nor yet negacion. 1634 Br. HALL Contempl. ,N. T. iv. xvn, Not by way of negation, as if nothing were
necessary but this ; but by way of comparison. 1654 BHAM-
IIALL Just Vind. vi. (1661) 159 Our Negation is only of
humane controverted additions. 1713 BERKELEY Hylas $
Phil. n. Wks. 1871 I. 315, 1 superadd to this general idea the
negation of all those particular things, qualities, or ideas.

NEGATIVE.

a system of Government. 1875 H. JAMES A . Hudson (1879)
III. 76 She made a gesture of negation.

b. An instance of this ; a negative statement,
doctrine, etc.

;
a refusal or contradiction

;
a denial

^A something.
1576 FLEMING Paiwfl. Efist. 111 Some things there be

which of custome I shake off, with a manifest negation.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. v. ii. 127 Why my negation hath
no taste of madnesse. 1675 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers
v. 25. 183 Is a bare Negation sufficient to overturn the
strength of a positive Assertion? 1726-31 TISDAL Rafiu s
Hist. Erig, (1743) VII. xvn. 127 To judge whether more
credit were to be given to her bare negation than to their
affirmation. 1797 BURKE Let. Ajff. Irel. Wks. IX. 465 Our
difference is only a negation of certain tenets of theirs.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (Bohn) 164 Negations involve
impediments not less formidable than sophistication. 1866
ROGERS Agric. ff Prices I. iv. 70 Villenage . . implied a
negation of all rights in land and chattels.

c. As a term of Logic, opp. to AFFIRMATION 3.
1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid I. vii. 17 In this proposition the

conclusion is a negation. 1588 FBAUNCE Lawiers Log. n. i.

88 A negation dooth but deprive and take away. 1620
T. GRANGER Div. Lofikc 105 The one is a thing being, the
other a negation of the being thereof. 1723 WATTS Logic
i. ii. 6 A negation is the absence of that which does not
naturally belong to the thing we are speaking of. 1788 REID
Aristotle s Logic L 4. 14 Negation is the enunciation ot
one thing from another. 1864 BOWEN Logic v. 136 Negation
is

only
the affirmation of difference or exclusion.

2. The absence or opposite of something which
is actual, positive, or affirmative.

1642 H. MORE Song of Soul 11. iii. m. xviii, Rash man
that dost inferre negation From thy dead eare, or non-
experience. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 223 Not to
will a mans salvation, is properly no act, but rather a nega
tion of an act. 1673 KERSEY Algebra i. i. (1725) 6 This
character is a .sign of Negation, a 1754 FIELDING Remedy
of Affliction Wks. 1775 IX. 258 Death is nothing more than
the negation of life. 1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 79
Some compound of black (which implies a negation of colour).
1871 TVNDALL Fragin. Sci. (1879) I. xxi. 492 Death in this

case would be simply the sudden negation of life.

3. A negative or unreal thing, a nonentity ;

a thing whose essence consists in the absence of

something positive.
1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Gcird. Pref. 5 Meer Negations, and

simple Privations, as Death, Ignorance, Blindness, and the
like. 1821 LAMB Elici Ser. I. Old Benchers, Next to him
was old Barton a jolly negation. 1893 HUXLEY Evolution
ff Eth. ii. 65 Though reduced to a hypostatized negation,
Brahma was not to be trusted.

Hence Mega tional a., negative, using or involv- i

ing negation.
1883 D- W. THOMPSON Odds

ff
Etuis iii. 6 We can but

imperfectly describe the conditions of its actuality by
negational terms. 1882 C E. TURNER in Macm. Mag. Apr.
484/1 Bazaroff. .should profess exclusively negational and
abolitionary doctrines.

Negationist (n/gJ -Janist). [f. prec. + -IST.]

One who uses negation ; esp. one who merely
denies accepted beliefs without advancing anything

positive in their place.
1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith 423 The German Negationist

who makes thought the all. 1881 BAIN J. S. Mill 140 In

everything characteristic of the creed of Christendom he
was a thorough-going negationist,

Ne gatism. rare- 1
. Negativism.

1883 American IX. 297 She has Goethe s detestation of

antagonism and negatism.

Negative (ne-gativ), si. Also 4 -ife, -yfe.

[f. next, or a. F. negative (isth c.).]

I. f 1. a. A negative command, a prohibition.
c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 234 O if God so

scharply
biddesbesenegatifes.., who are more heretike_s ben bese pat
done hit ageynes hym ? 1381 W. CHARKE in Confer, iv.

(1584) Ee iv b, The text Deut, 6. hath the negatiue, Thou
shalt serue no strange gods.

b. A negative statement or proposition ;
a nega

tive mode of stating anything.
1567 JEWEL Def. Apol. v. xv. i. 579 By a like Negative

Chrysostome saithe, . . This tree neither. .Paule planted..,
nor God encreased . 1381 W. CHARKE in Confer, iv. (1584)
Ee j b, Your affirmatiue is contrarie to the holy Ghostes. .

negatiue, Not of workes. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 177 The
first, is an vniversall affirmatiue. The third, is a particular

negatiue. 1638 BRAMHAI.L Consecr. Bps. vii. 155 First to

accuse us of Forgery, and then to put us to prove a Negative.

1736 GRAY Let. in Poems (in $) 7 Almost all the employment
of my hours may be best explained by negatives. 1771
yuniiis, Lett. xliv. (1788) 252 I am not bound to prove a

negative. 1856 R. A. VAVGHAN Mystics (1860) 1. 12 Almost

scientifically useful negative.
c. A negative reply or answer; fa denial or

refusal. Negativepregnant \ see PREGNANT.
1571 CAMHON Hist. Irel. H. ix . (1633) n 3 Who was the

messenger? where are the letters? convince my negative
1634 W. WOOD New Eng. ProsA. (1865) 61 A false a^evera-

(V IT-fl T\ J /&quot;* V.WV.IC,K l^fj,
7. Htll 22 Dreading a negative, and overawed Lest he
should trespass. i8pz PLAYFAIR Illnstr. Hutton, The. 516
Appearances that give the most direct negative to the
Neptunian system. 1891 T. HARDY Tess liii, He a&amp;gt;ked his
father if she had applied for any money during his absence.
His father returned a negative.
2. A negative word or particle ;

a negative term.
lat&GinLyly sWks. (1902) 111.462 In womcns mouthes

in case of loue no, no negatiue will proue. 1601 SHAKS.
Tiucl.N. v. i. 24 If your foure negatiues make your two
amrmatmes, why then the worse for my friends. 1641W. CARTWRIGHT Lady-Errant i. ii, Because two Negatives
make an Affirmative. 1711 J. GKEF,S\VOOD Eng, Gram. 160
Two Negatives, or two Adverbs of Denying do in En &quot;lUh

affirm. 1827 Cent!. Mag. XCVII. i. 498 Double negatives
were commonly used to strengthen the negation in the time
of Shakespeare. 1844 DICKKNS Mart. Ckuz. xi, The remark
was rendered somewhat obscure. .by reason. .of a redun
dancy of negatives. 1870 JF.VONS Elevi. Logic iii. 22

Negatives signify the absence of the same qualities.
3. The right to refuse consent to a proposed
measure ; a right of veto. Now rare or Obs.
1613 PuRCHAS Pilgrimage \. xv. 445 The meanest person

amongst them hauing a Negatiue in all their consultations.

1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 36 The Parliament.. have a
Negative upon any Law that the Lord Lieutenant and
Councel shall offer to the King. 1765 BLACKSTOSL; Comm.
I. 156 We may apply to the royal negative. .what Cicero
observes of the negative of the Roman tribunes. 1796
MORSE Amer. Gcog. I. 505 Each branch of the legislature
has a negative upon the other.

t b. A negative or adverse vote, Obs.

1654 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. n The most part of
the last weeke was spent about the qualifications of Electors
..and many negatives passed upon them. 1683 TEMI-LK
Mem. \\ ks. 1720 I. 462 The House of Commons pas^ d
another Negative upon the Debate for Money. 1708
KHNNETT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 256 A Majority of
the Aldermen, .put a negative upon the motion for printing
his sermon. 1743 PITT in Almon A need. (1792) I. v. 131 If

we put a negative upon this question, it may awaken our
ministers out of their deceitful dream.
4. The negative : a. The side, position, or aspect

of a question, which is opposed to the affirmative

or positive,
&quot;579

W. WILKINSON Confut. Fam. Lwc 5 b, Our Papibtes,
which can not abide an Argument drawen from the

Negative. 1614 RALEIGH ///jA World u. (1634) 486 Whether
Nebonassar were an Astrologer or no, I cannot tell

; it is

hard to mainteine the negative. 1656 EARL MON.M. tr.

Boccalini s Advts. fr. Pamass. 356 The Negative to thii

was often broacht, and disputed. 1754 EDWARDS Freed.
-

~

Its positive.

fb. The capacity of refusal. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

1632 J. HAYWAFD tr. Biondfs Eromcna 94 Full little was
;

he as yet aware of that the negative might have place in a
i courteous Lady.

6. In the negative : fa. In the face of, in oppo
sition to, something. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

1598 MANWOOD Lawes Forest xxiii. 3 (1615) 219
Although that this Statute of Charta de Forcsta were
made in the negatiue of the Law and vsage that was before,

t b. On the negative side of a question. Obs.

1634 RAINBOW Labour (1635) 7 In the Negative, the incon
venience of the Obiect must deterre us. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. vii. (1686) 20 A Testimony is of no
illation in the Negative. 1697 DAMTIFR I oy. round World
(1699) 485 After all, I will not be peremptory in the Negative.

C. On the side of, in favour of, or with the effect

of, rejecting a proposal or suggestion.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada*s LowC. Wars \. 100 It was
carried by most voices in the negative. 1654 Nicholas

Pafers (Camden) II. 84 There were 120 for the affirmative

. .and 150 in the negative that it should not be determyned.
ITU Fingall MSS. in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
V. 144 The majority of votes carryed it in the negative.

1750 BEAWES Lex Mercat. (1752) 53 It was resolved in the

Negative. 1803 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II.

321 If that should be determined in the negative.

d. With denial or negation; negatively; of

a negative character,

1648 NETHERSOLE Proj. for Peace 6 To the three first I

should make a short Answer in the Affirmative, to the fourth

in the Negative. 1746 H. WALTOLE Lett. (1846) II. 137 They
unanimously answered in the negative. 1756 BURKE I ina.

Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 65 The grave doctor answers me in the

affirmative; the reverent sergeant replies in the negative.
1871 H. AINSWORTH Tower Hill L iv, Cromwell replied in

the negative. 1875 SCRIVENER Led. Text N. Test, 7 The
answer might well be looked for in the negative.

t 6. a. One who takes the negative side. Obs.

1649 Bounds Publ. Obed. (1650) 10 Nothing ought in this

case to be concluded against the negatives, though fewer in

number, 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 160 After great
contest, there were no other Negatives but these two.

fb. A negative heretic (see quot.). Qbs. rare.

1731 CHANDLER tr. Limborch s Hist. Inqnis. II. 295 Such as

have confessed their Heresy, and are impenitent, and Nega
tives, viz. such who are convicted by a sufficient number of

witnesses, and yet deny their Crime.



NEGATIVE.

II. 7. a. The opposite or negation of some

thing, rare,

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. ii. (Skeat) 1. 92 Badde is

nothing els but absence or negative of good, as derkenesse
is absence or negative of light. 1882 SPL RGEON Treas. Dav.
Ps. cxix. 19 As the one prays to see, the other deprecates
the negative of seeing.

b. A negative quality or characteristic.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. n. 25 Which good qualifica
tions were allayed by another negative, he did love nobody
else. 1770 ynnius Lett. xxxvL (1788) 196 You have now
added the last negative to your character.

c. Alg. A negative quantity.
1706 W. TONES Syn, Palmar. Mathcseos 35 To Add a

Negative, is to take away a Positive. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s.v. Negative sign, The square root of a nega
tive implies an imaginary quantity.

d. One devoid of some quality. rare~l
.

1813 Examiner i Feb. 73/2 Those negatives of feeling and

thought who. .call themselves people of fashion.

e. Austral. A shaft yielding no gold.
1864 J. ROGERS New Rush* Miner s Melody 56 So we ll

laugh at all negatives And on high our anchor cast.

8. Photogr. A print made on specially pre

pared glass or other transparent substance by the

direct action of light, in which the lights and
shadows of nature are reversed, and from which

positive prints are made.
1853 W. H. T. Photogr. Manip. (ed. 2) 14 Fifth operation.

Fixing tbe negative. 1839 JEPHSON &. REKVE Brittany 88
We were only making what were called negatives on glass.

1867 BROTHERS in G. F. Chambers Astron. 698 From the
small negative a positive on glass must be made.

fig. 1892 STEVENSON & L. OSBOURNE Wrecker x. 162 A
negative of a street scene .. rose in my memory with not a
feature blurred.

attrib. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1521/1 Negative-bath^
the bath-holder.. used to contain the nitrate of silver solu

tion. 1884 Ibid. Suppl. 632/2 Negative Rack, a frame for

holding glass negatives to drip. 1889 Anthony s Photogr,
Bull. II. 24 A large negative closet off the studio.

9. The negative plate or metal in a voltaic

battery.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 368 Negative depolarized

by jet of steam. Ibid. 369 Negative rotated by a crank.

Negative (ne-gativ), a. Also 5 -yff, 6 -yfe,

-yve. [ad. F. nfgatif^ -ive, (i3th c.), or late L.

negativ-us : see NEGATE v. and -IVE.]

I. f 1. Of persons : Making denial of some

thing. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Beryn 2068 And he had mysseyd onys, or els I-seyd

nay,.. then he had been negatyff. Ibid. 2606 To ;ew that
were negatyff, the lawe wold graunte anoon. 1611 SHAKS.
Wint. T. i. ii. 274 If thou wilt confesse, or else be impu
dently negatiue, To haue nor Eyes nor Eares nor Thought.
1736 CHANDLER Hist. Persec. 208 Negative hereticks are

such, who being, .convicted of some heresy before an In

quisitor, yet will not confess it.

2. Expressing, conveying, or implying negation
or denial.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. (Percy Soc.) no By the

cornyn wytte to be affyrmatyve Or by decernynge to be

negatyve. 1571 GOLUING Calvin on Ps. vii. 5 So must the

negatyve wourd (not) bee supplyed. 1579 FULKE Heskins*
ParL 89 Hee did..beate doune the proclaymers negatiue

argumentes. 1649 Nicholas Papers (Camden) I. 146 There
are two negative conclusions which seeme necessary. 1670
CLARENDON Dial. Tracts (1727) 333, I long to see a good
negative Catechism of religion. 1791 BURKE App. Whigs
Wks. VI. 186 Their negative declaration obliges me to have
recourse to the books which contain positive doctrines.

1803 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 22 Affirmative words
are often .. negative of other objects than those affirmed.

1850 GROTE Greece n. IxvuL (1862) VI. 138 It is by Plato

that the negative and indirect vein of Sokrates has been
worked out. 1891 LD. COLERIDGE in Law Times Rep. LXV.
581/1 The negative statement that the 6 Geo. 4, c. 129, is not

now on this subject the governing statute.

b. spec, in Logic, of propositions, etc., or names.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 24 If one of the Propositions
be particular, or negatiue, the conclusion is particular,

or

negatiue. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 92 In this Chapter ..

wee must handle negatiue contraries. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.
i. iv. 16 Names, called Negative; which are notes to signifie
that a word is not the name of the thing in question. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. ii. viii. 5 We have negative Names,
which stand not directly for positive Ideas, but for their

Absence, such as Insipid^ Silence^ Nihil, etc. 1725 WATTS
Logic HI. i, The Foundations of all negative Conclusions.

1846 MILL Logic i. ii. 6 Negative names are employed
whenever we have occasion to speak collectively of all things
other than some thing or class of things. 1870 JEVONS Elent.

Logic vii. 63 A negative proposition . . asserts a difference

or discrepancy.
3. a. Of commands, statutes, etc. : Prohibitory.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 238 b, AH the com-

maundementes of the seconde table, that be negatyue. 1596
BACON Max. fy Use Com. Law it. (1635) 14 But the Statute
of Mag. Char. Cap. n. 5 is negative against it. a 1711 KEN
Divine Love Wks. (1838) 261 Keep my love watchful . . , that

in thy negative precepts I may continually resist evil. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. L 137 A few negative statutes, where

by abuses, perversions, or delays of justice.. are restrained.

b. Expressing refusal to do something ; refusing
consent to a proposal or motion.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 592 Malcolme .. Wald nocht

consent, . . And gaif to him ane ansuer negatiue. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 194 They . . yealded to his request,
notwithstanding my negatiue voyce. 1621 T. WILUAMSON
tr. Goularfs Wise l^ieillard^ Hee gaue his negatiue voyce
and crossed the treatie of a dishonourable peace. 1681 H.
NEVILE Plato Rediv, 125 But for this point of the Negative
Vote, it is possible [etc.].
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c. Able to impose a veto. Now rare.

1648-9 Eikon Bas. vi. (1662) 20 Denying me any power of

a Negative voice as King. 1712 ADDISON Spect, No. 287 P 5,

I do not find that the Consuls had ever a Negative Voice in

the passing of a Law. 1775 DE LOLME Eng. Const, n. xvit

(1784) 263 To make use, even once, of its negative voice.

d. quasi -&amp;lt;&&. Negatively, on the negative side.

1868 MAIDMENT Bk. Sc. Pasguils 238 This cherub.. swore

negative. ., much to the astonishment of Fountainhall. 1897

Daily News 7 May 3/2 Twenty-five of the Senators voting
negative are free silver advocates.

f 4. Opposed (to a measure). Obs. rare.

1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. xvi. 71, I ana so fixed

negative. Ibid. 88 That I may as negative to this bill, be

poasted up [etc.].

II. 5. Characterized by the absence, instead of

the presence, of distinguishing features ;
devoid of,

or lacking in, distinctly positive attributes.

In very common use in the igth century.

1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 103*, I will not labour to

recite euery particular of their negatiue religion. 1642 in

Clarendon Hist. Reb. v. 49 His discharge was but nega
tive. 1647 CLARENDON ibid. n. 25 A man who .. was

thought to be made choice of only for his negative qualities.
1662 STILLINGFL. Qrig. Sacrse in. i. 5 How ever positive
we apprehend it, yet we alwaies apprehend it in a negative

way. 1702 Eng. Thcophrastns 249 No better than a nega
tive traitor to his country. 1788 PRIESTLEY \nPhil. Trans.

LXXIX. 15 The positive evidence of actually finding a
substance is always more conclusive than the negative one,
of not finding it. 1801 FUSELI in Led. Paint, ii, (1848) 383
He contented himself with a negative colour. 1838 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot. 769 The negative prescription, .not only

presumes the debt to have been extinguished [etc.]. 1873
SPENCER Stud. Social, x. 259 These negative causes of

dissatisfaction are joined with the positive cause indicated.

6. In Algebra, denoting quantities which are to

be subtracted from other quantities, or which are

taken as indicating a subtraction from zero;

marked by the sign .

1673 KERSEY Algebra I. 269 A negative Root (which
Cartesius calls a false Root) expresseth a Quantity whose
Denomination is opposite to an affirmative, as -5 or -20.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Quantity^ Negative or privative

quantities are those less than nothing. 1753 /bid. t Sn.s.v. t

Negative powers arise from the division of any power of a

quantity, by a greater power of the same quantity. 1768
HoRSEPALLin/w/i Trans. LVIII. 101,^+9 = i cannot be ;

because d would be negative. 1798 HUTTON Course Math.

(1807) II. 282 The fluxion of any negative integer power of

a variable quantity. 1842 GWILT Archit. 611 We imme
diately perceive that those powers are negative whose expo
nents are odd numbers. 1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math.
The. Electr. fy Magn. 1 . 25 Every possible spherical harmonic
function of negative integral degree.

b. Negative sign t
the sign used to mark a

negative quantity. Also applied to a sign used in

the Sanskrit alphabet (see quot. 1851).
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcchn. I, Negative Quantities in

Algebra, are such as have before them the Negative Sign.

1743 E M ERSON Fluxions 164 The negative Sign only
shews that the Curvature increases. 1823 MITCHELL Diet.
Math, ff Phys. Sd., Negative index^ of a logarithm, are

those which are affected with a negative sign. 1851 Proc.

Philol. Soc. V. 86 When the word closes with a consonant,
there is a peculiar negative sign to be affixed to the con
sonant to snow that no vowel follows.

7. Applied to that form of electricity which is

produced by friction upon resin, wax, gutta-percha
or similar substances, as distinguished from that

produced by rubbed glass, which is called positive.
J755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts fy Set. 322 What they had

observed of positive and negative Electricity. 1770 PRIEST
LEY in Phil. Trans. LX. 194, I could not find that either

positive or negative electricity was communicated to the

insulated tube. 1860 G. PRESCOTT Electr. Telegr. 11 The
one of the fluids we call positive, or vitreous electricity;
the other, negative, or resinous. 1873 F. JENKIN Electr. %
Magn, i. 8 It is found invariably that equal quantities of

positive and negative electricity are produced.
trans/. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts $ Set. 303 This positive

and negative Doctrine of Electricity.

b. Characterized by the presence or production
of negative electricity.

I79j9 Med. Jrnl. I. 55 Electricity.. produces this effect

particularly by what is called the negative bath. 1837
WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Set. (1857) III. 137 An alkali was

separated on the negative plates. 1860 G. PRESCOTT Electr.

Telegr. 22 These extremities are termed poles ; the former
the negative, and the latter the positive pole of the pile.

1873 F. JENKIN Electr. fy Magn. xxii. 3 These currents

may be either positive or negative ; that is to say, they may
be sent from the copper or zinc pole of the battery.

c. Chemically opposed to something.
1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 611 Iron is also

negative to gold under this condition.

8. Reckoned in an opposite direction to the posi
tive ; falling on the other side of the point from
which the positive is measured.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jndic. Evid. (1827) IV. 61

Separated from argument, the value of such opinion will not

simply be nothing, but negative. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit.

(Bonn) 141 The subtraction will be the same, whether we call

the capital negative debt, or the debt negative capital.

1831 BREWSTER Optics xvii. 147 The axis is called.. in the

second case a negative axis of double refraction, c 1865

J. WYLDE in Circ. Sci, I. 79/2 The optic axes are respectively

positive and negative when the extraordinary ray is bent
either to or from the geometrical axis of the crystal. 1893
SIR R. BALL Story of^Sun 170 If the Sun s axis lie to the

right, .then the position angle is regarded as negative.

b. Proceeding or tending in an opposite direction

to that regarded as positive.

NEGATIVELY.
1831 BREWSTER Optics xxv. 215 The double refraction is

negative in relation to the axes to which the doubly refracted

ray is perpendicular. 1875 BENNETT Si DYER tr. Sachs* Bot.

677 Both positive and negative heliotropism. 1879 Casselfs
Techn. Ednc, IV. 313/1 Spherical aberration of a negative
character.

9. a. Negative crystal, (a) a crystal in which the

index of redaction is greater for the ordinary than

the extraordinary ray ; () a crystalliform cavity
in a mineral mass,

1831 BREWSTER Optics xxii. 196 Those produced by the

positive crystals . . though to the eye they differ in no respect
from those of negative crystals, yet they possess different

properties. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. 96 Such a space
defined by crystallographic contours is a negative crystal.

b. Negative eye-piece , (see quot. 1867).
1831 BREWSTER Optics xliii. 361 This eyepiece is called the

negative eyepiece. 1867 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 617 A ne

gative eye-piece consists .. of 2 plano-convex lenses, the
convex sides of both being., turned towards the object-glass.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1521/1 The Huyghenian, or nega
tive eye-piece. .is the usual combination of lenses at the

eye-end of a telescope or microscope.

10. Photogr. Characterized by a reversal of the

lights and shadows of the actual object, scene, etc.

1840 HERSCHEL in Proc. Roy. Soc. IV. 206 In order to

avoid circumlocution the author employs the terms positive
and negative to express respectively pictures in which the

lights and shades are the same as in nature, .and in which

they are opposite. 1841 Fox TALBOT Spec. Patent No. 8842.

5 The portrait, .is a negative one, and from this a positive

copy may be obtained. 18^3 Fatn. Herald 3 Dec. 510/1

Having obtained negative pictures on both glass and paper.

1867 BROTHERS in G. F. Chambers Astron. 698 The nega
tive or positive copy having been placed the wrong way.
fig, 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t, xi. 109 Books are

the negative pictures of thought.

Negative (ne-gativ), v.
[f. prec.]

1. tram. a. U, S, To reject (a person proposed
for some office).

1706 [see Ntgattvid\*Sa3m\ 1720 S. SEWALL Diary 26 May,
The Govr. consented to the Choice of the Councillors,

having Negativ d Col. Byfield and Dr. Clarke. 1760 T.

HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. i. (1765) 10 Disputes.. caused him
to insist upon his right of negativing the speaker. 1876
BANCROFT Hist. U. S. IV. xxv. 6 Negativing six of the

ablest friends of the people in the board.

b. U. S. To veto (a bill, law, etc.).

1749 Col. Rec. Connect. (1876) IX. 453 It would .. invest

the Governor, .with a power to negative all acts that should

be passed in our Assembly. 1834 D. WEBSTER Sp. in Senate
18 Mar. 12 We passed a bill for such a recharter, through
both Houses, two years ago, but it was negatived by the

President. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. in. i. 18 (Funk),
Madison struggled to confer on the national legislature the

right to negative at its discretion any state law whatever.

2. To reject, set aside (a proposal, suggestion,

motion, etc.) ; to refuse to accept or entertain.

1778 EARL MALMESBURY Diaries fy Corr. I. 194 Having. .

obtained, .the outlines of a treaty, the negativing it, .would

not carry with it [etc.]. i8ia Examiner n May 297/1 The
Resolutions,, were negatived without a division. 1861 MRS.
H. WOOD East Lynne I. ix. 120 Something was said about

a fly, but Miss Carlyle negatived it. 1879 E. K. BATES

Egypt. Bonds I. vii. 140 O Grady negatives the idea so

decidedly that there is no appeal.

b. To refuse to countenance (a claim, etc.).

1788 J. POWELL Devises (1827) II. 89 Claim of the heir

negatived in Noel v. Lord Henley. 1833 COLERIDGE
Table-t. 16 Aug., Taxation . . implies compact, and negatives

any right to plunder.

3. To disprove; to show to be false.

1790 PALEY Horse Paul. i. 6 By ancient testimony.. they
are negatived and excluded. 1836^41 BRANDS CJtew.(ed, 5)

158 The inference.. is negatived, in regard to mercury at

least, by substituting that metal for the cold water. 1853
KANE Grinnell Exp. xlii. (1856) 381 AH our reasonings
seemed to be negatived by the results. 1885 Law Times

Rep. LII. 625/1 A plaintiff, .must also negative contributory

negligence in himself.

D. To deny, contradict.

1812

keeping.. any horse.. by Mr. Weddall. 184 Law mes

Rep. L. 177/2 An affidavit categorically negativing the

statements in the libel.

4. To render ineffective, neutralize.

1837 Miss PARDOE City of Sultan (1855) 225 The next

eruption may lay waste his lands, and negative his labour.

1882 Daily Tel. 16 Sept. (Cassell), The wash.. was happily

negatived by the inert hull of the. .barge.

5. To take a negative photograph of. nonce-use.

1894 SALA London up to Date ii. 17, I doubt whether any
male creature.. would care much about being focussed,

negatived, and positived in that apparel
Hence Ne gatived///. a.

t
Ne gativing vbl. sb.

and ppl, a,

1706 S. SEWALL Diary 6 June, Instead of the Negativ d

were chosen B. Brown [etc.). 1776 in F. Chase Hist. Dart
mouth. Coll (1891) I. 657 A negativing body over those that

form the laws. imMMB. D ARULAY ^&quot;ar/v Diary (tf&w II.

194 Had he persisted..! could never have consented, h

2 Examineri Sept. 570/2 An affidavit, .negativing the

ing.. any horse.. by Mr. Weddall. 1884 Law Times

ever pained by perpetual negativing.

IOW-

1809 W. IRVING

dev
Master 430
negativing.

Negatively (ne gativli), adv. [f.
NEGATIVE

a. + -LY ^.] In a negative manner.

1. By way of negation or denial ;
in the nega

tive ; on the negative side.

c 1559 R. HALL Life Fisher in F. s Wks. (E. E. T. S.) II.

p. Ixin, Being againe negatively answered by the counsel!

of the queenes side, all seemed to rest vpon proof, 1570



NEGATIVENESS.
BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. vii. 17 The mathematicall artes..for
the most part vse to conclude affirmatiuely, and not nega
tiuely. 1620 VENNER Via Recta iii. 46 Now to the question
I answer negatiuely. 1642 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St in
XVH. 195 We will describe Contentment first negatively
1674 tr. Scheffers Lapland \\. 15 Negatively we may pass
sentence and conclude they were not Swedes. 1749 FIELDINGTom Jones Ded., Negatively, at least, I may be allowed to
say [etc.]. 1794 BURKE Sp. agst. W. Hastings Wks. XV
420 He has told you here indeed negatively, that he did not
know [etc.]. 1812 LD. ELLEN-BOROUGH in Examiner 28 Dec
832/2 The annuity did not appear, negatively, in the Prince s
household accounts. 1845 STODDART Gram, in Encycl
Metrop. 1. 169/1 It is. .negatively asserted that virtue cannot
be hurt. 1866 ROGERS A_gric. f, Prices I. iv. 84, I can con
firm this statement negatively, for I have seen no trace of
personal servitude in the numerous accounts.

b. In a manner indicating refusal.

1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title II. 166
Telling her she looked so negatively at that period, that he
would not then attend to her decision,

f 2. With incapacity of being the opposite. Obs.
1622 R. HARRIS God s Goodness 17 Preserving or conserving

Mercy in the first sense is Negatiuely endlesse, that is,

vncapable of end. 1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade Ded., A man
negatively blind, cannot be made to perceive things which
are only visible.

3. With negative electricity.
1747 FRANKLIN Wks. (1840) V. 186 Hence have arisen some

new terms among us; we say B is electrized positively; A
negatively. 1787 CAVALLO in Phil. Trans. LXXVI11. 14
This plate A being now electrified negatively. 1833 Penny
Cycl. I. 412/1 When mercury is negatively electrified in a
solution of ammonia. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 133 The
phial.. would., be charged negatively. 1881 MAXWELL
Electr. fg Magn. I. 48 A negatively electrified particle.
4. In a negative manner or direction.
1789 WARING in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 175 The preceding

co-efficients.. are to be taken negatively or affirmatively, as
s is an even or anodd number. 1832 MACGILLIVRAY Trav.
ff Res. Humboldt ii. 37 The visibility of mountains which
are only negatively perceived. 1862 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol.
Inq. 1 1. iii. 95 The opium-taker is only negatively mischievous
to society. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegr. 41 The N
poles will all be negatively rotated

, or moved to the right.

Ne-gatiyeness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
fact or quality of being negative ; negativity.
1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 314 Self-conceit .. delights in

negativeness, far more than in anything positive and real.
1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i, There was a certain uniform
negativeness of expression which had the effect of a mask.

Negativism (ne-gativiz m). [f. as prec. +
-ISM.] The doctrines of a negationist; doctrine
characterized by denial.

1824 in Man. F. Perthes (1856) II. xx. 295 The superla-
tiveofpositivismisabedlamite: of negativism a cipher. 1865
Atlienseum No. 1949. 312/3 The negativism which Comte
calls positivism. 1872 MORLEY Voltaire 208 The inundation
of Europe by the literature of negativism and repudiation.
Ne gativist. [-IST.] = NEGATIONIST.
1873 L. STEPHEN Ess. Freethinking 190 A positivist, or a

negativist, or a materialist, a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in Garden
(1880) I. 271 The atheists and negativists of the day fondly
fancy, .they would produce a perfect civilisation.

Negativity (negati viti). [f. as prec. + -ITY.]The fact or quality of being negative.
1860 in WORCESTER (citing Eclectic Review). 1865 GROTE

Plato 1. i. 31 The negativity or destructive interference of
the universal process. 1882 Nature 12 Jan. 258 Sudden
negativity of under surface. 1899 J. CAIRO Fundam. Ideas
Chr. II. ix. 13 That universal negativity or nothingness
which pertams to all finite agents alike.

Negative-, combining form of NEGATIVE a..
in negativo -affirmative, -positive.
1726 COLSON in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 162 Common

Numbers may be reduced to negativo-affirmative Numbers
a great variety of Ways. 1899 Month Dec. 614 We get the
idea by a negativo-positive process : or, to speak more ex
actly, the idea is a negativo-positive one.

Negator (niaPtft). [a. L. negator, agent-n.
f. negare : see NEGATE v.] One who denies

;

spec, a member of a sect of Russian anarchists.
1805 m Spirit Pub. Jrnls. VIII. 241 The grand inflictor

and grand negator one who in doing or denying stands
nearly unmatched. 1888 Science XI. I?8 One such [sect]
calls itself the Negators , and its membeis keep themselves
aloof from all men.

Negatory (ne gatori), a. Also 6-7 -orie.
[ad. K ntgatoire or late L. negatori-us: see NE
GATE v. and -OKY.] Of the nature of negation
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Negatoire, -une action

negatoire, a negatorie action. 1811 COTGR., Negatoire
negatorie, inficiatorie, negatiue, denying. [Hence in Blount,
Phillips, and Bailey.] 1827 CARLYLE Germ. Rom. III. 86, I
on the morrow must overcloud her arrival . .by my negatory
intelligence. 1850 THACKERAY Let. in Westm. Caz. (1002)
jo July 4/3 A negatory nod of his honest . . old head. 1877MORLEY CVrf. MiK. Ser. n. 362 Mere aggressive and nega
tory criticism.

Negatyfe, etc., obs. forms of NEGATIVE.
t Nege, v. Obs. rare -1

. [ad. L. negare : cf.

renege, RENEGUE v.] trans. To deny.
1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU Gagg 147 False Christians . . That

neged as necessary unto salvation, workes, and observing of
the law.

Tfegebure, obs. form of NEIGHBOUR.
Neger (nfgai). Now north, dial, and Sc.
Forms : 6-7 (9) neager, 6 (9) neeger, 7 negar,
7, 9 negre, 9 negur, 7- neger. [ad. F. ntgre, ad.

Sp. negro NEGRO. So Du., G., Da., Svv. neger.]
1. A negro, a nigger.
1587 MS. Robert Ltng (Brit. Mus.), There were also in her

79

400 neegers, whome they had taken to make slaves ie
MINSHEU s.v. Caculla, Vpon Moores or Neagers, and o
other malefactors. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 126 A
dutch man of warre that sold vs twenty Neaars i68fi in
Annals ofAlbany (1850) II. 91 The court have ordered yeMid neger Hercules to be whipt throw ye towne. 1729 GAY
Pally in. Wks. (1772) 197, I don t see .. why we should be
commanded by a Neger. 1794 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Ellen
1. 17 bhe was sure the strangers were negers. 1829 B HALL
Irav.N.Ainer. II. 77 Entering into social intercourse with
a negur.
attrib. and Comb. 1637 R. LIGON Barbadoes 51 The out

ward medicine is a thing they call Negre-oyle, and tis made
in Barbary. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 461 Sporting
themselves with negre nosed Dogs. 1689 Land Gaz No
!,
57/4,^

NeaS Boy, about 14 years old. 1831 TRELAWNY
Adv. Younger Son II. 96 As to poor negur man, I saw his
carcase to-day.
2. (See quot.)
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. S0C.IX. II. 565 These aphides have

their enemies in the. .ladybird, and its progeny the negerHence fKe-gerous a., barbarous. Ne-g-ery
[ad. Du. negerij], a negro village or compound.
1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy vn. Ixxix, Which to prevent the

Negerous Lady takes i he young Absyrtes. !8i4 W. BROWN
Hist. I ropag Chr App. (1823) 708, In some of the negerysthe people had still retained their idols.

Negh, obs. form of EYE sb.

Wegh, nej, obs. forms of NIGH a. and adv.
Tfegh(e, obs. forms of NIGH v.

Negh(e)bur, obs. forms of NEIGHBOUR.
Neghe, obs. form,of NINE.
Neghnesse, obs. form of NIGHNESS.
Weght, obs. form of NIGHT.
Ifegh(t)som : see NIGHSOME a. Obs.

Neglect (mgle-kt), sb. [ad. L. neglect-tts
(rare), f. the ppl. stem neglect- : see next.]
1. The fact of disregarding, slighting, or payingno attention to, a person, etc. ; the fact or condi

tion of being treated in this way; f an instance of
this, a slight.
1588 SHAKS L. L. L. in. 204 It is a plague That Cupid

will impose for my neglect Of his almighty .. might 1600
A.Y. L. v. iv. 188 The Duke hath put on a Religious life,And throwne into neglect the pompous Court. 1665 BOYI E

Occas. Reft, ijg Unabletomake him think himself happy, as
long as he could not neglect a Captives neglect of him.
1670 R. MONTAGU in Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm )
1. 466 He complained [of] . . several neglects on Mfonsieu] r[ s]
part towards him. 1711 PRIOR Henry $ Emma 616 Rescue
my poor remains from vile neglect. 1797 BURKE Corr. (1844)
IV. 435 Neglect, contumely, and insult, were never the
ways of keeping friends.

b. Disregard of, or with respect to, something ;

T&quot;
indifference.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ivii. i How easily neglect and
careless regard of so heauenly mysteries may follow 1709
STEELE Taller No. 51 p i Orlando . . also had a Neglect
whether Things became him or not. 01715 BURNET Own
Time in. (1724) I. 512 Tho the Duke sent the offer of pardon

as refused with great neglect. 1862 SILENCERto them, .it was
First Princ. I. iv. 26 (1875) 90 Assuming that consciousness
contains nothing but limits and conditions ; to the entire
neglect of that which is limited and conditioned.
2. Want of attention to what ought to be done ;

the fact of leaving something undone or unattended
to

; negligence. Also const of.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 90 My master charg d me to
deliuer a ring to Madam Siluia: which (out of my neglect)
was neuer done. 1634 MILTON Counts 510 Without blame,
Or our neglect, we lost her as we came. 1683 TEMPLE
Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 459 This he made good, dying with
Neglect upon a Fit of the Gout. 1784 COWPER Task n. 456
This . . offends me more Than in a churchman slovenly
neglect And rustic coarseness would. 1802 JAMES Milit.
Diet.

s.y.,
Officers or soldiers convicted of neglect of duty,

are punishable at the discretion of a court martial. 1821-2
SHELLEY Chas. I, ii. 76 Our royal fotests, Whose limits, from
neglect, have been o ergrown. 1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 91
Everybody fancies that his own neglect will do no harm.

b. An instance of negligence; an omission or

oversight. Now rare.

_ 1638 JIINIUS Paint. Ancients 316 The neglects committed
in the disposition, are discovered by the lightsomcnesse of
the things themselves. 1698 [R. FERGUSON] View Eccles.

34 It would be matter of Enquiring how he came in and by
what neglects he escapes being cast out. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. ii. 39 Neglects fiom Incousiderateness, want of

Attention, ..are often attended with Consequences .. as
dreadful as any active Misbehaviour. 1845 STOCQUELER
Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 340 A province .. gradually re

covering from the effects of Mahratta ravages and neglects.

c. In neglect of, in default of. rare .

1807 ROBINSON Arch&ol. Grxca i. ix. 41 They forfeited

double the sum, to be paid by thernselves or their sureties;

and, in neglect of this, they and their sureties were imprisoned.
d. (See quot.)

1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 495 Neglect, a charge not

exceeding ^3, from the wages of a seaman, in the Complete
Book, for any part of the ship s stores lost overboard, or

damaged, from his gross carelessness.

t Negle Ct, pa. pple. and ///. a. Obs. [ad. L.

neglecl-us, pa. pple. of neglegere : see next.]
1. Neglected.
1530 TINDALE Answ. More Wks. (1573) 276/2 And then

because it should not be neglect or left undone, an higher
officer . . came about . . at tymes conuenient. 1561 DAUS
tr. Bullinger on Apoc. Pref.(i573) 7 The Romane Empire.,
laye neglecte without an Emperoure. 1586 ? BRYSKETT

Thestylis_ 96 Her haire hung lose, neglect, about her shoul
ders twaine. 1724 RAMSAY IVyfe of Auchtermuchty iv,
Therefore let nailhing be neglect [rime break).

NEGLECTED.
2. Negligent, rare.

-s he

Neglect (n/gfe-kT), v. Also 6 neg-, neee-
neclecte, 6-7 neclect, (6 Sc. -leek, -lekk), 6-
Sc. negleek, (6 -leo, -lek). [f. L neglect ppl

1. trans. To disregard; to pay little or no
respect or attention to

; to slight, leave unnoticed
1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 257/2 Fastvng Driver ftsuch other thynges, he taught them to neglecte and^ at

nought as vayne & vnfrutefull ceremonies. ,581 RICHFarew. (1846) 160 She would never neclect that care a
regards to her honoure which all women ought to have
1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 37 Every one hath within Ms&quot;own brest a certaine law of nature, the which he may no
neglect. 1667 MILTON P. L. m. 200 This my long sufferanceI hey who neglect and scorn, shall never taste. 17,2

II M, )
M

.
ONTAGU Let - t w- Montagu 9 or n Dec

1! his kindness is sincere, tis too valuable to be neglected
.78. COWPEK Charity 36 Some nobler minds a law respectihat none shall with impunity neglect. 1855 MACAULAYHist. t.ng xix. IV. 354 ihat noble discourse had been neglected by the generation to which it was addressed. 1868I ENNYSON Spiteful Let. 6 O little bard, is your lot so hardIf men neglect your pages ?

tb. To leave out, omit, discard. 06s. rare- 1

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 1. 77 In all new buildineesthese vaultes are altogether neck-cted.
2. To fail to bestow proper attention or care

upon ; to leave unattended to or uncared for.
1538 STARKEY England 1. ii. 27 Yf men knew certaynlywhat ys the true commyn wele . . , they wold not so . . neclecte

hyt. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 272 b All these
thinges neglected. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 216 A leuell
naturally fertil, but now neglected. 1668 R. STEELE Has-
bandm.Callmgx. (1672)272 The Philosopher could say hehad rather neglect hi

? means, than his mind. 1756 BURKE
^ubl. % Z, Pref., Whilst the mind is intent on the generalscneme of things, some particular parts must be neglected
1784 COWPER fask in. 368, I seek to improve, At least neglectnot. .The mind He gave me. 1819 SHELLEY Ccnciiv iv 120Heaven doth interpose to do What ye neglect. 1875 JOWETTPlato (ed. 2) I. 73 Their own education, .has been neglected

b. \\ ith personal object.
1556 OLDE Antichrist 4 b, Neclccting them that he hathe

taken charge of. 1683 BAXTER Parafhr. ff. T. Matt vi
:6 God that made you better than they, will not neglect youWjuniusLett, xlix. (1788) 267 You did not neglect the
magistrate while you nattered the man. 1842 Miss MITFORU
in L Estrange Life III. ix. 137, 1 must so far neglect mydear father as to gam time for writing what may support us
d. To fail to perform, render, discharge (a duty)

or take (a precaution).
1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. xiii. (S. T. S.) I. 73 be rite and

cerymoms of divine religioun was neclectit. 1548 Gahuav
Arch, in io&amp;lt;* Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 412 The said
officers so necglectmge ther dcuties to paye and forfait xx
i. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 738 In Heav n, Where honour
due and reverence none neglects, a 1694 J. MASON Sel.
Rent. iv. (1828) 97 If others neglect their duty to you be
sure that you perform yours to them. 1819 SHELLEY Cmci
V. n. 103 That.. I should have neglected So trivial a pre
caution. 1896\I.aw Times Rep. LXXIII. 615/1 There was
evidence Jhat Judges habitually performed this duty, thouKh
he sometimes neglected it.

4. a. With inf. To omit through carelessness,
to fail through negligence, to do something.
1548 Galway Arch, in icM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. AppV. 412 If the officers necglecte to put the same person to

frp&quot; ,&quot;: 5*3 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks.
(b. 1. b.) I, 90 yvhy neclect je to ministrat this haly sacra-
ment to the seik? 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 95 They have
neglected to preserve it. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. ii. Wks. 1874
I. 42 Which consequences they for the most part neglect to
consider.. beforehand. 1786 BURKE Sp. agst. \V. HastingsWks. XII. 208 The said Hastings, .did neglect to write a
formal letter to Lieutenant Anderson. 1819 SHELLEY Ccnci
III. i. 183 If they neglect To punish crime.

b. To omit doing something.
1710 STEELE Tatlir No. 203 r i, I did not neglect

spending a considerable Time in the Crowd. 1729 BUTLER
Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 128 It is not uncommon for persons.,
entirely to neglect looking into the state of their affairs.

to. To cause (something) to be neglected. Obs.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. iv. 25, 1 trust, My absence doth

neglect no great designe. c 1620 FLETCHER & MASS Lit Fr
Lawyer in. ii, His fighting has neglected all our business.
Hence Neglecting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1552 HULOET, Neglecting, or little regard. 1611 BIBLE
Col. ii. 23 In will-worship and humilitie, and neglecting of
the body. 1625 BACON Ess., Revenge (Arb.) 502 Perfidious
or Neglecting Friends. 1646 jENKYN/cc/wra o By neglect
ing of his worship. 1782 COWPER Names of little Note 6
Those twinkling tiny lustres. .Drop one by one from Fame s

neglecting hand. 1888 A. T. PIERSON Evang. Wk. 243The neglected and neglecting masses of our city population.

Neglextable, a. [f. prec. + -ABLE.] That
may be neglected or disregarded ; negligible.
1884 Proc. Roy. Soc. XXXVIII. 42 Subsequent experi

ments proved that all of these are practically neglectable.
1898 Daily Nevis 13 Dec. 4/5 The dangerous doctrine that
Oreat Britain was a neglectable quantity.

Neglected (n/gle-kted), ppl. a.
[f. NEGLECT

v. + -ED!.] Not attended to or cared for; not
treated with proper attention; disregarded.
1600 SHAKS. A. V. L. in. ii. 394 A beard neglected, which

you haue not. 1634 MILTON Camus 743 Like a neglected
rose It withers on the stalk. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. II.
208 All the neglected Opportunities of Amendment. 1781
COWPER Talle-t. 546 Neglected talents rust into decay.



NEGLECTEDLY. 80 NEGOTIABILITY.

1819 SHELLEY Cenciiv. i. 54 Where evil thoughts Shall grow
Hke weeds on a neglected tomb. 1872 MORLEY Voltaire

(1886) 10 The too neglected list of good causes lost.

Comb. 1866 GEO. ELIOT Felix Holt i, He was not a

neglected-looking old man.

Hence Negle ctedly adv. ; Negle ctedxtess.

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cii. 9 Make them look sadly and

neglectedly. 1660 S. FORD Loyal Subj. Exult. 21 In warre
all things are cloathed with a dismall neglectedness. 1825
New Monthly Mag. XIII. 141 Not leaving thee neglectedly
Like things forgotten. 1863 G. MACDONALD A, Forbes xiv,

Seeing. .a girl so neglectedly attired. 1887 ABP. BENSON in

Life (1899) II. 139 The peace and stillness and happy
neglectedness, so to speak, over all.

Neglecter (a/gle ktai). Also 6 necg-, Sc. -ar.

[f.
NEGLECT v. + -ER 1

.] One who neglects.
1580 LUPTON Sii qwla 74 The neglecters thereof shall

dwell in Hell wyth the Divell. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch.

27 All misspenders, abusers and voluntarie necglecters of the

tyme. 1630 R. Johnsons Kingd. fy Cotnnzio. 103 You shall

finde him a meere neglecter of us. 1697 G. BURGHOPE Disc.

Relig. Assemb. 5 My business is.. with the absenters and

neglecters of the Divine Service. 1753 RICHARDSON in Mrs.
Baibauld Life (1804) VI. 241 To make his neglecters..
feel the importance of his talents. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xiii,

The chase.. made Halbert a frequent neglecter of hours.

1887 Spectator 2 Apr. 463/2 There was more to be said for

the Ritualists than for the neglecters of ritual.

Neglectful (nfgle ktfiil), a. [f.
NEGLECT sb.

+ -FDL.] Characterized by neglect or inattention
;

heedless, careless.

1644 BULWER Chirol, 121 The same neglectfull carriage of
his Hand. 1682 News fr. France 35 To free themselves
from the guilt of a neglectful silence. 1729 T. COOKE Tales,
etc. 205, I shall first shew in what even our best Writers. .

have been neglectful. 1788 Gcntl. Mag. LVIII. 481 It

cannot but appear grossly neglectful. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit.

India II. v. iv. 422 A government at once insatiable and
neglectful. 1872 E. PEACOCK Mabel Heron I. 24 Did you
ever see anything in such a neglectful condition?

b. Const, of, or to with inf.

1624 MASSINGER Renegado \. iii, I must grant Myself
neglectful of all you have taught me. 1648 MILTON Observ.
Peace Ormond Wks. 1851 IV. 555 In neither of those ways
neglectfull of our just defence. 1795 SOUTHEV Joan ofArc
v. 285 Nor were our chieftains, .neglectful to implore That
heavenly aid. 1856 MERIVALE Rom, Einp. xxxviiL (1865)
IV. 344 Varus was not so neglectful of his own security.

Hence Neglectfully adv. ; Negle ctfulness.

1646 EARL MONM. tr. Biondi s Civil Wars vr. 31 A great
many Gentlemen, who talked neglectfully of Edward. 1693
J. EDWARDS Author, O. fy N. Test. 329 The looseness and
neglectfulness of the stile.

x8o&amp;gt;
NELSON* 29 Aug. in Nicolas

Disp. (1846) VII. 22 The omission of their delivery wilfully
or neglectfully. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 448 nofe, In
this neglectfulness he saw the dangerous germ of apostasy.

Neglecting : see NEGLECT v.

t Negle ctingly, adv. Obs. [f. NEGLECTING

ppl. a. + -LY -.] Negligently, neglectfully.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 7K, i. iii. 52, I then . . Answer d

(neglectingly) I know not what. 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn

ful Laefy iv. i, See how neglectingly he passes by me.

t Negle ctioii. Obs. [ad. L. neglection-em :

see NEGLECT v. and -ION.] Negligence, neglect.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K/, iv. iii. 43 Sleeping neglection doth

betray to losse. 1608 Per. \\\. iii. 20 If neglection Should
therein make me vile. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves \\. xxxi. 98
Who would haue beleeued, that one neglection of his counsell

would haue truss d vp Achhophel in a voluntarie Halter.

Neglective (n/gle ktiv), a. Now rare or Obs.

[f.
NEGLECT v. -f -IVE.] Neglectful, inattentive.

(Very common in 1 7th c.)
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1623) 1179 Shee often

seemed somewhat too remisse and neglectiue in the care of

her selfe. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves 11. Ixxxviii. 254 A care-

lesse freenesse, and a kind of neglectiue easinesse. 1670
BROOKS Wks. (1867) VI. 55 How remiss, how neglective
were many in their families. 1715 Wodroiu Corr. (1843) II.

33 The Synod found their own Presbytery neglective. 1827
Lincoln Cabinet 44 While they were thus as enterprising, as

Lincoln was neglective.

b. Const, of, (Also freq. in I7th c.)
ri6n CHAPMAN Iliad xiv. 356 No one neglective was Of

Hector s safety. 1661 H. D, Disc. Liturgies 8 So wofully
neglective of their duty, a 1684 LEIGHTON Serin. Wks.
(1868) 405 God seems neglective of his people.
Hence Wegrle-ctively adv.

; f Negle ctive-

ness. Obs.

1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars vm. xlvi, And then, neglectively,
Nothing at all [he offers]. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania
362 Her haire-.cast into a delightfull neglectiuenes. Ibid.

303 Her hayre..shee onely kept cleane, and neglectiuely
wore it. 1646 JENKYN Remora 8 Sinfull neglectiveness of
the worship of God. 1876 ROBINSON Mid.-Yorks/t. Gloss.)
Mistook, to overlook, neglectively.

t Negle Ctly, adv. Obs. rare . [f. NEGLECT

///. a. + -LY 2
.J Negligently.

1594 KYD Cornelia v. 427 Let your haire that wont be
wreath d in tresses. Now hang neglectly.

Neglector (n/jgle kt/i). [a. late L. neglector:
see NEGLECT v. and -OR.]

= NEGLECTER.
a 1619 HIERON Wks. I. 451 There was a peremptorie com-

mandement that the neglector of them should bee cut off.

1645 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV. 239 Upon paine of

plundering the neglectors thereof. 1822 Examiner 353/2
The cold-hearted neglectors of complaints and suffeiings,
a 1848 W. A. BUTLER Serin. (1849) I- ** 3^3 The confession
of this tremendous truth among its neglectors.

II Neglige (n*gliW [F -&amp;gt; pa. pple. rinlgliger
to neglect.] Informal or unceremonious attire as

worn by women when not in complete toilette.

1835 Court Mag:. VI. p. ii/2 Those for elegant neglige art
of velvet, with satin linings and trimmings. 1865 OUIDA

Stratkmore I. vii. 113 No toilette was so becoming as the

azure neglige of softest Indian texture. 1890 Athenaeum
4 Oct. 457/3 Lydie Vaillant comes in most compromising
ntglige from the chamber of Paul Astier.

attrib. 1859 L. OUPHANT China $ Japan II. v. 113 The
women wore a sort of jacket above their skirt, which was
however constructed upon a rather neglige principle.

Negligeable (ne-glid^ab l),^ [a. F. ntglige-

able, f. negliger to neglect.] Negligible.
1882 G. H. DARWIN in Nature 16 Feb. 361 It appears that

the amount of this acceleration may not be entirely neglige-
able. 1889 Sat. Rev. 23 Mar. 361/1 Scherer s criticism was
never a negligeable quantity.

Negligee. Also 8-9 -ge&quot;e,
8 neglejay. [ad.

F. ntgligt\ see NEGLIGE. The current pron. in

sense i was app. (neglidgr).]
1. A kind of loose gown worn by women in the

1 8th century. Obs. exc. Hist.

1756 Connoisseur No. 134 (1774) IV. 231, I saw several

Negligees, with furbelowed aprons. 1764 T. BRYDGES
Homer Travest. (1797) I. 315 Then bid them lay upon her
knee The richest satin negligee. 1776 R. GRAVES Eupkro-
syne (1776) I. 194 Such as now-a-days one sees, In gauze
and lace and negligees. 1823 R. CHAMBERS Trad. Edinb.

(1847) 193 The negligee was a gown projecting in loose and
ample folds from the back.

2. A necklace formed of irregular beads.

1841 MRS- MOZLEY Fairy &amp;lt;nver xlv. 336 My uncle had
given her a very handsome long ncglige% of Venetian beads,

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade
t Negligee^ a long necklace,

usually of coral.

Negligence (ne*glidg&). Forms : 4-6 nec-

lyg-, (4 necc-, 6 necke-), neclig-, (4 necc-),
6 necleg- ; 4 necglig-, -lyg-, 5 negclig- ; 4-6
neglyg-, 4- negligence. Also 4-6 -ens, 4 -ense.

[a. OF. negligence (i2th c.), or ad. L. neg-^ necli-

gentia.) -legentia, f. neglegcre etc, to NEGLECT.]
1. Want of attention to what ought to be done

or looked after
;
carelessness with regard to one s

duty or business ; lack of necessary or ordinary care

in doing something.
a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter xlix. 8 We take not his saghe

wi&amp;gt; necgligens, bot
wij&amp;gt; besynes. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel.

Wks. 1.96 LJi. .necligence of prelatis is mannis lawe medlid
wib Goddis lawe. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1626 By
hys owne neglygence takyn prysonere, 1483 CAXTON Cato
F vij b, Lucan sayth that alle delayeng and neglygence
oughte to be sette a parte. 1530 PALSGR. 181, I impute that
to the neglygence or rather ignorance of the printers. 1577
tr. Bullingers Decades (1592) 153 It is abhominable to see
the negligence of maisters in teaching their schollers. 1617
MORYSON Itin.i. 115 The Haven of this City. .by negligence
is growne of no use. 1676 TEMPLE Let. Wks. 1720 II. 410,
I believe, it may have been only Negligence. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. iv. Wks. 1874 I. 80 By their own negligence and
folly in their temporal affairs.

1784
COWPER Task n. 800

Those whose negligence or sloth Exposed their inexperience
to the snare. 1834 Hr. MARTINEAU Demerara iv. 55 Robert
was slightly punished for negligence. 1884 LD. ESHER in

Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 616/2 note, The deceased was
also guilty of negligence or of want of reasonable care con

tributing to the accident.

fb. Neglect of something. Obs.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 28 In als rnektll als bou will

noghtetentetothaym for neclygence of |?i-selfe. \fixMonk
of Evesham (Arb.) 78 The.,peynys that thes thre ware in,
was for the neglygens of soulys the whiche they had cure of.

1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon s Life % Death. (1650) n To finde
out a Rule.. is very difficult, by reason of the negligence of
observations. 1729 BUTLER Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 16 There
is a manifest negligence in men of their real happiness.

C. Disregard (of a thing or person) ; neglect.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 134 Both the worlds I giue to

negligence, Let come what comes. 1778 Miss BURNEY
Evelina Ixviit, It was impossible for negligence to be more
pointed, than that of Lord Merton to me.
2. An instance of inattention or carelessness

;

a negligent act, omission, or feature.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 537 A ful grete necgligence Was

yt to the. .That thou forgate hire in thison^e to sette. 1509
Bury Wills (Camden) 108 Prayng my ordinary to excuse
my conscyens for alle necclygencys. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W.
de W. 1531) 133 b, O, how they wyll wayle and wepe theyr
negligences, a 1800 ELAIR fOgilvie), Remarking hisbeauties,
..I must also point out his negligences and defects. 1865
C. J. VA_UGHAN Plain Words xi. (1866) 199, I speak not of
those daily negligences which belong to another subject.
3. A careless indifference, as in appearance or

costume, or in literary or artistic style ;
in later

use esp. with suggestion of an agreeable absence
of artificiality or restraint.

c 1430 Stans Pver adMensam 33 (Lamb. MS.) Drinke not
bridelid for haste ne necligence. 1440 Partonope 2772
Giete negligence Was neuer founden in his persone. 1665
BOYLE Occas. Refl. Pref. (1848) 10 Most of the following
Papers, being written for my own private Amusement, a

good deal of Negligence in them may appear.. pardonable.
a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 149 T aflect the purest
Negligences In Gestures, Gaits, and Miens. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 119 P 2 Nothing is so modish as an agreeable
Negligence. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. x. 445 The cold
ness and negligence with which it is drawn. 1843 WHITTIER
Ego 12 Hence my pen unfettered moves In freedom which
the heart approves, The negligence which friendship loves.

So He-gligency. rare.

1800 WELLESLEY in Owen Desp. (1877) 653 The loss sus
tained by their negligencies or errors. 1841-4 EMERSON
Ess. Ser. i. ix. (1876)235 The negligency of that trust which
carries God with it.

Negligent (ne-glid^ent), a. and si. Forms :

4-6 neclig-, 5-6 neclyg-, 4 necglig-, 6 neglyg-,
4- negligent, [a, OF. negligent (1310 c.), or

ad. L. negligent-^ negligent, pres. pple. of negKgere
to NEGLECT.]
A. adj. 1. Of persons: Inattentive to duty;

not attending to, or doing, what ought to be done;
neglectful. Also const, of.
c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 312 O worldly prest necligent

and unkunnynge, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione \. xxv. 37 The
negligent religiose & \& leuke

haj&amp;gt; tribulacion. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. 22 Yf the kyng be neclygent the peple
wote not what to doo. 1551 CROWLEY Pleas, t? Pain 155,
I found you negligent in fedynge my family. 1581 MUL-
CASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) J92 To better him if he be
negligent, to be like him if he be diligent. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. i. xv. 79 The most part are too busie in getting
food, and the rest too negligent to understand. 1675 EVELYN
Diary 22 Mar., He was very negligent himselfe, and rather
so of his person. 1706 E., WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708)
103 He s nothing of a Soldier (Thanks to his negligent
Officers). 1784 COWPER Task in. 276 The proud, uncandid,
insincere, Or negligent inquirer. 1879 CABLE Old Creole
Days v.

(1883) 144 He was a great student and rather
negligent of his business.
absol. 1726 LEONI Albertis Archit. II. 99/1 Faults which

the negligent and unadvised easily fall into.

b. Heedless, careless, indifferent, rare.
c 1440 Alph. Tales 416 He, negligent of ^e said perels,. .

wold hafe
]&amp;gt;is drope of honye. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 61

P 4 They carry it so far, as to be negligent, whether they
offend or not.

2. Of actions, conduct, etc. : Characterized by,
or displaying, negligence or carelessness.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems ix^iiB Fals vane gloir and deidis

negligent. 1538 STARKEY England i. L 14 Theyr maner of

lyfyng, wych they, by necligente incontynence, sutTur to be
corrupt. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I7/, iv. ii. 44 O negligent and
heedlesse

Discipline. 1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 278, I will
confess my neglig

&quot;

exchanges. 1678 I

confess my negligent omission in noting the rates of my
exchanges. 1678 MOXON Mech. Exerc. \\: 73 You might
with a negligent, or unlucky knock with the Mallet, drive
the edge.. under the work. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 12
A sordid or negligent Temper. 1781 JOHNSON in Boswell,
Does it not suppose, that the former judgement was temera
rious or negligent ? 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. \. x, All loose
her negligent attire, All loose her golden hair. 1852 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom s C. xxxiii, The person., with a haughty,
negligent air, delivered her basket.

b. Due to negligence, rare.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. &amp;lt; Cl. in. vi. 81 Till we perceiu d both

how you were wrong led, And we in negligent danger.
1660 YOUNG Vade Mecum (ed. 6) 95 Negligent Escape, is

where one is arrested, and afterward escapes against the
will ofhim that arrested him. 1843-56 BOUVIER Law Diet.

(ed. 6) s.v., For a negligent escape, the sheriff or keeper
of the prison is liable to punishment in a criminal case.

3. quasi-ffofo. Negligently, rare
1

.

1738 WESLEY Hywn, My dro^vsy Powers ii, Yet we who
have a Heav n t obtam How negligent we live !

B. sb. A negligent person.
1616 \V. ScLATER.5Vrw. 18, 1 know not whether I may say

Recusants or Negligents. 1638 Ser?tr. Experitnentall
129 Taxed here are.. Negligents in this duty. 1853 WHE-
WELL Grotius II. 192 It often happens in agents or negligents
of the secondary order. 1891 Star 14 Dec. 2/5 [A] con

genial company of negligents.

Negligently (ne-glid^entli), adv. Forms:
4 necglig-, 5 neclig-, 6 nec(t)lyg-, 5-6 neglyg-,
6- negligently, [f. prec. -f -LY 2

.] In a negligent
manner; carelessly, heedlessly ; slightingly.
1382 WVCLIF Ezra iv. 22 Seeth, lest necgHgentli this be

fulfild. 1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 113 Tithes .. necligently
for-yeten. 1482 Monk of Evesham {Arb.) 65 Perauenture
he neglygently kepte hys ordre. 1530 PALSGR. 363 There
is no graunt made tyberally, if it be demaunded neglygently.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 370 They wrote the safe-

conduite with a few wordes, and very negligentlye. 1617
MORYSON Itin. ToRdr., Flowers., carelessly and negligently
bound together. 1666 PEPYS Diary 6 Aug., I wondered at

the reason ofmy being received so negligently. 1711 STEELE

Spect. No. 152 P 3 A Gentleman who had the Rein of his

Horse negligently under his Arm. 1781 COWPER Expost.
695 A spot Not quickly found, if negligently sought. 1838
DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxii, Graceful and grotesque thrown

negligently side by side. 1885 Law Times Rep. LIII.

325/2 The defendant, .negligently and unskilfully navigated
and managed the said vessel.

Negligible (ne glid^ib l), a. [f. L. neglig-fre
to neglect + -IBLE. Cf. F. #/*#/? (rare).] Capa
ble of being neglected or disregarded.

1829 HERSCHEL Ess. (1857) 541 Within very negligible
limits of error. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 431
When their difference is too large to be negligible. 1895
Nation (N. Y.) 22 Aug. 137/3 Admitting such a thing as

negligible quantities in a work of art.

Hence negligibly adv.

Also, in recent use, negligiblencss and negligibility.

1888 Philos. Mag. XXVI. 160 The work wasted., is

negligibly small compared with the work done.

tNegO Ce. Obs. rare. [ad. L. negoti-jim , cf.

F. nggoce^ Intercourse, commerce.
1697 BENTLEY Phal. 46 Could not

t
that perpetual negoce

and converse with Dorians bring his mouth .. to speak a

little broader ? 1699 Ibid. (ed. 2) Pref. 85 Negoce, Putid,
and Idiom . . were in Print, before I us d them.

So t Negxvcy. Obs. rare !
.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarcn&quot;s Afar. 1329 For to make it

[deity] intermeddle in the negocies and affaires of men.

Negociall, -ant, -ate : see NEGOTIAL, etc.

Negon, variant of NIOOK, niggard. Obs.

Wegoos, variant of NEGUS 1.

Negotiability (n/&quot;g&amp;lt;7upabi

p

lTti). [See next

and -ITV. Cf. F. ntgodabHitt.] The quality of

being negotiable.



NEGOTIABLE.
1828-33 in WEBSTER. 1856 H. BKOOME Comment. Coinin.

Law u The negotiability of bills of exchange. 1885 La-M
Times LXXVI1I. 378/2 Negotiability.. is a good con
sideration for the relinquishment of the residue of the debt.

Negotiable (n&amp;lt;g0*ptb l), a. [f. NEGOTI-ATE
v. + -ABLE, or ad. F. nigociable (1688).]
1. Of bills, drafts, cheques, etc. : Capable of

being negotiated ; transferable or assignable in the
course of business from one person to another.
1758 Monthly Rev. 132 Bills of Exchange . . negotiable at

Hispaniola. 1772 FOOTE Nabob \\. Wks. 1799 II. 304 A
masquerade ticket is more negotiable there than a note from
the bank. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 20 Negotiable
bills under five pounds. 1848 MILL Pol. Kcoii. in. xxiii. i

(1876) 386 The quoted prices of the funds and other nego
tiable securities. 1879 LUBBOCK in igth Cent. Nov. 793
These Assyrian drafts were negotiable, but from the nature
of things could not pass by endorsement.

f 2. Capable ot being negotiated with. Obs.rare.
1794 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 218 It is not said . . what

state of things in France may be said to put her in a con
dition negotiable or not negotiable.
3. Admitting of being crossed, ascended, etc.
1880 Daily Tel. 25 Oct., The riders remain behind, for

the wall from the road is hardly negotiable. 1895 A. G.
BRADLEV Wolfe xi. 183 That this [path] was negotiable was
very evident, from the white gleam .. of tents which pro
claimed the presence of an outpost at its summit.

t NegO tial, a. 06s. rare. [ad. L. negotial-is
(see Qtuntilian in. vi. 58, etc.), f. negotium^ Re
lating to facts without consideration of persons.
_
c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 79 This state is negociall or

Juridical!, whiche conteyneth the ryght or wronge of the
dede. Ibid. 80 State negociall absolute is whan the thynge
.. is absolutely defended to be laufully done.

Negotiant (nrg^i-Jiant). Also 8-9 nego-
oiant. [f. L. negotiant-, ppl. stem of negotidre
(see next), or ad. F. negotiant, It. negoziante.]
One who negotiates or carries on negotiations ;

an

agent, representative ; f a merchant or trader.
1611 FLORIO, Negoliante,..& negotiant, a 1618 RALEIGH

Arts Empire xxv. (1658) 88 Ambassadors, Negotiants, and
generally all other Ministers, a 1663 SIR K. DIGUY Priv.
Mem. (1827) 298 You having been the only negotiant in a
long treaty, .between. .the old King and me. 1768-74
TUCKER /. Nat. (1834) II. 542 In sympathizing with the

criminal, the debtor, the necessitous, and the negotiant, we
do well. 1802 MRS. E. PARSONS Myst. Yisit III. 98 Near
a week passed without seeing any persons but negociants
and bankers. 1863 Life in South II. 65 If I must enter
a College it might as well be in Alabama or Mississippi,
in both of which States there were negotiants. 1884 St.

James s Gaz. 28 Mar. ii/i His more compliant colleague,
the Solicitor-General, taking his place as negotiant.

Negotiate (afgff^ff), v. Also 7-8 nego-
ciate, -at. [f. ppl. stem of L. negotiare, f. nego
tiant, f. neg- not + olium ease, quiet.]
1. intr. To hold communication or conference

(with another) for the purpose of arranging some
matter by mutual agreement ;

to discuss a matter
with a view to some settlement or compromise.
1599 SHAKS. Mitch Ado n. i. 185 Let euerie eye negotiate

for it selfe, And trust no Agent. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingti.
Xf Commw. (1603) 150 The Secretaries themselues commonly
can neither write, nor answere ambassadors .. when they
negotiat. 1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. xv. 93 Let the will

then, .know, that she is not to negotiate with God by strength
ofArme. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaCsHist. Indies VI. 215
The ministry negotiated, bribed and threatened. i84oTmRL-
vfA\.i&amp;lt;Greece VII. 289 She was now reduced to utter despair,
and sent to negotiate with the conqueror. 1856 KANE Arct.

Expl. II. x. 103, I have authorized Hans to negotiate .. for

four of these, even as a loan. 1861 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873)
III. ii. 80 Both parties were now willing to negotiate with
the view of gaining time.

t b. To do business or trade ;
to traffic. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 117 Our Romanes were forced to

prouide .. interpreters, when they would negotiate and
traffick with the people. 1645 EVELYN Diary June (Venice),

Jews, Turks, Armenians, .. negotiating in this famous Em
porium. 1759 JOHNSON Rassclas xxxvi[i], It is difficult to

negociate where neither will trust.

2. trans. To deal with, manage, or conduct

(a matter, affair, etc., requiring some skill or con

sideration).
1619 DRAYTON Bar. Wars\\\, xxxi.That weightie Bus nesse

to negotiate They must find One of speciall worth and
trust. 1639 FULLER Holy War I. viii. (1840) 12 Our Saviour
himself appointed him his legate with a commission to

negotiate the Christian cause. 1703, MAUNDRELL Journ.
Jcrus. (1732) 9 To negotiate this affair we sent a Turk. 1

1765 WILKES Corr. (1805) II. 215, I leave you .. to nego-
ciate all these matters. 1807 SOUTHEY Espriellas Lett.
III. 313 They negotiate with the utmost anxiety the amours
of their cows and sheep.

b. To arrange for, obtain, bring about (some
thing) by means of negotiation.
1721 DE FOE Aftm. Cavalier (1840) 193 That treaty . .

was negotiating. 1754 H. WALPOLE WorU No. 102 III.

284 Our country squires made treaties about their game,
and ladies negociated the meeting of their lap-dogs. 1794
S. WILLIAMS Vermont 264 Send a flag into Canada, to

negociate their release or exchange. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd.

ff Is. (1846) II. xvii. !29 It was impossible.. to negotiate
a sale of their effects. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873)

II. I. i. 25 He .. sent ambassadors to negotiate an equal
alliance with the Chinese Empire.

c. To set right by negotiation. rare~ .

1776 PAINE Cam. Sense (1791) 44 A republican government,

by being formed on more natural principles, would nego
ciate the mistake.

3. To transfer or assign (a bill, etc.) to another
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in return for some equivalent in value; to convert
into cash or notes; to obtain or give value for

(bills, cheques, etc.) in money.
1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 54 None can negotiate or re

draw a Bill of Exchange, except it be made payable to his
order who must negotiate it. 1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4823/3We cannot.. perceive that any such Bills are Negotiating.
r?77 COWPER Let. ii Dec., I am obliged to you. .for the
thirty pounds, which I hope I shall be able to negociate
here. 1833 HT. MAKTINEAU Vandtrput $ S. iii. 49 Every
bill drawn upon Amsterdam, or negotiated here. 1856LEVER Martins of Cro M. 355 When I paid it by the^e
securities, you pledged your&amp;gt;elf not to negotiate them.
1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xv. (1876) 208 The merchant ..

imports goods, and gives bills to such countries as receive
and negotiate bills.

b. To deal with, carry out, as a business or

monetary transaction.

1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 55 The dividend war
rants of the Stock negotiated by N. M. Rothschild. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. xvii. II. 534 Utter destruction had
been the common fate of those who .. had negotiated the
king s loans.

4. (Orig. Hunting.) To clear (a hedge or fence);
to succeed in crossing, getting over, round, or

through (an obstacle, etc.) by skill or dexterity.
1862 WHYTE MELVILLE his. Bar i, The first fence I

negotiated most successfully. 1866 Daily Tel. 25 Oct., A
stiff bit of timber which his neighbours., were chesting or

declining to negotiate. 1882 Bazaar Exch. fy M, 15 Feb.
174 No sweeping curve is required to negotiate a corner, as
the machine may be swung round directly.

b. To succeed in dealing with in the way de
sired

;
to get the better of.

1888 Pall Mall G. 14 Nov. 5/2 The difficulty of simulta-

neously negotiating creatures whose divergent natures de
mand . . widely different tactics.

Hence Negotiated ppl. a. (f engaged, busy) ;

Negotiating vbl.sb. and///, a.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. \. Wks. 1873 II. 17 Where s ..

thyMaister? Faith signior, hee s a little negotiated; he l

appeare presently. 1622 BACON Hen. I ll 21 Certaine it is,

shee was a busie negotiating woman. 1639 Gentl. Calling
ix. 5. 452 This surely is enough to excite men to a diligent
negotiating with those talents they have received. 1713
SWIFT Hist. Last Sess. Wks. 1758 IX. 223 This low Talent
in Business the Cardinal.. used in contempt to call a spirit
of Negotiating. 1870 Daily News 5 Dec., Some negotiating
was going on. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer
(1891) 253 The easily negotiated drafts of fat cattle.

Negotiation (n^g^Ji^-Jan). Also 6-9 ne-

goci-. [ad. L. negotiation-em, noun of action f.

negotidre . see prec. and -ATIOX. Cf. F. ntgocia-
tion (i4th c., Oresme).]
1. fa. A matter of private occupation or busi

ness ; a business transaction. Obs.
c 1580 G. HARVEY Letter-bit. (Camden) 142 If any nego

tiation requires advizements, None more than matrimony.
(71645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 37 Falling into infirmities as
he follows his worldly negotiations. 1683 PETTY Will p. iii,

Exhorting them to improve the same [estate] by no worse

negociations. a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Poverty Wks. 1730
1. 102 There is no need of money in any negotiation with me.

trans/. 1662 MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 9
Which though Aristotle mainly appropriates to external

Affairs, I must . . transfer also to tbe Negotiations of the

Mind.

fb. Trading, traffic. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 109 The towne..is now decayed

.. and the traffique and negotiation in all affaires turned
from thence, 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merck. 2 The v.se

of trusting, exchanging, and trading ; . . both for fishing and
negotiation. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. viii. 42 The Phe-
nicians.. possessed themselves of the sea coasts, the better

to carry on their negotiation.

f c. Occupation, exercise. Obs. rare
~

.

1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlviii. 141 How bright does the
Soule grow with use and negotiation !

2. A process or course of treaty with another

(or others) to obtain or bring about some result,

esp. in affairs of state. Freq. in //.

1579 FENTON Gnicciard. Ep. Ded., The high negociations
and emploiments which he managed long time vnder great
Princes. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. in. iii. 24 Their negotia
tions all must slacke, Wanting his mannage. 1647 CLAREN
DON Hist. Reb. i. 104 He was sent .. to treat about the
restitution of the Palatinate: in which Negociation he be
haved himself with great Prudence. 1709 STEELE Tatlcr
No. 105 P 2 During the Negotiation for his Enlargement, I

had an Opportunity of acquainting myself with his History.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V* vi. Wks. 1813 VI. 85 The pope
continued his negociations for convoking a general council.

1828 D ISRAELI Ciias. /, I. iv. 90 The long negociation of a

political marriage was terminated by a war. 1877 FROUDR
Sltort Stud. (1883) IV. i. ii. 18 The archbishop, .employed
him afterwards in the most confidential negotiations,

3. The action or business of negotiating or

making terms with others.

negociation thus ineffectual. 1798 WELLINGTON in Gurw.

Desp. (1837) I. 6 The established channels of peaceable
negotiation. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece xxv. III. 365 Phaeax

possessed talents well suited for negotiation. 1845 S. AUSTIN
Ranke s Hist. Re/. II. 253 To appoint time and place for an
interview for the purpose of negotiation.

b. With possessive pronouns. Now rare or Obs.

597 R- CECIL in Ellis Qrig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 43 His

negotiation tendeth to a proposition of peace. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1638) 62 These Embassadors had at length

brought their negotiation to. .good passe. 1695 CONGREVE
Love for L. i. ii, Sir, if you don t like my negotiation, will

NEGRILLO.
you be pleased to answer these yourself? 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (iBn) V. 101 Frustrate not Captain Tomlinson s

negociation. 1781 GIBBON Decl,
&amp;lt;y

F. xix. II. 152 The
progress of their negociation was opposed and defeated.
4. The action of getting over or round some

obstacle by skilful manoeuvring.
1885 Sat. Rev. 28 Nov. 706 Courses which required what

in some curious way has come to be called negotiation .

1898 St, James s^
Gaz. 15 Nov. 6/1 They were said to

attempt the negotiation of impossible obstacles, to their own
imminent risk.

Negotiator (n/gju-ji^taj). Also 6-8 negoci-.
[a. L. negotiator, ngent-n. f. negotiare to NEGO
TIATE. Cf. F. ntgociateur (i4th c., Oresme).]
fl. A trader, a business man. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Facendtere,. .a dealer in busines affaires, a
negociator, an agent, a dealer. 1602 WARNER Alb. En%.
Xii. Ixx. 294 Yeat still to gratefull eares may those Negotia
tors sound. i623MABBE \x,Alemaris Guzman ifAlf. i. in.
v. 209 Those great Dealers and Negociators of Genoa.
2. One who carries on negotiations.
1610 in Birch Crt. $ Times Jos. I (1848) I. 120 The same

diligence may be expected of a new negociator. 1637-50Row
Hist.^

Kirk _(Wodrow Soc.) 149 That Bruce is a
negotiator in Spaine with the King, and in the Low
Countreys with the Duke of Parme. 1702 Eng. Thco-
phrastus 132 The dislike we commonly have of negotiators
(or arbitrators) arises from their being generally apt to
sacrifice all the interest of their friends. 1742 BLAIR Gravs
497 Here lie abash d The great negotiators of the earth.

1791 MACKINTOSH Vind. Gallicx Wks. 1846 III. 62 The
lawyers of Boston, and the planters of Virginia, were trans
formed into ministers and negociators. 1849 MACAULAV
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 254 Negotiator and courtier as he was, he
never learned the art of. .concealing his emotions. 1884
COURTHOPE Addison viii. 146 The alleged sacrifice of British
interests through the incompetence or corruption of the

negotiators.

fig. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 319 Hee of any deserveth it,

among the Negociatours for Destruction.

3. One who negotiates bills, loans, etc.

1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 55 The Redrawer or the

Negotiator of a Bill, does not make a new Bill, but
endors.eth the old. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 16
There are other persons occasionally concerned in a Bill of

Exchange, such as the Seller or Negotiator. 1861 M. PAT-
TISON Ess. (1889) I. 42 The Germans began to supplant the

Jews and Lombards as negotiators of loans to the Crown.

NegO tiatory, a- rare- 1

, [f. as NEGOTIATE
v. + -ORY 2

.] Pertaining to negotiation.
1727 in BAILEY, Vol. II. 1763 in C.Gisfs *Jrnls. (1893) 196

Before I wold attempt to undertake ye Negpcieatory Maters
with a Number of Indian Nations.

NegOtiatress (nrg^-palres). [See next and

-Ess.J A female negotiator.
1827 CARLYLE Germ. Rom. 1. 31 By means of a negotiatress,

whom he had gained, [he] had it offered to the mother for a
cheap price. 1897 OUIDA Massarenes xxxvii, The per
centage received by the fair negotiatress of the sale.

Negotiatrix (n/gJu patriks). [a. late L. nego-
tiatnx, fem. agent-n. f. negotiare to NEGOTIATE.]
A female negotiator.

162^ T. SCOTT Votivse Anglise D j b. It is a Castilian

pplicie,
to make the Archdutchesse a Negotiatrixe in.. all

Treaties. 1809 MAR. EDGEWORTH Manoeuvring xv, Our
fair negociatnx prepared to show the usual degree of

fratitude.
1852 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange Life (1870)

II. xiii. 242 A most elegant young woman,, .of course the

negotiatrix of the forgeries.

t NegotiO Sity. Obs. rare. [f. L. negotios-us

(see next) + -1TV.] Constant occupation in affairs.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 81 Such infinite negotiosity
would be absolutely inconsistent with a happy state.

t NegO tious, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. nego-
tiosuS) \. negotium \ see -ous.J Involving, or given
to, occupation or business.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. ix. 580 Let them not looke for

any cumbersome negotious and carefull matter. 1642
ROGERS Naaman 128 What is so negotious and eagerly
busie, as an usurping Absalon ? Ibid. 309 Some servants..
are very nimble and negotious. 1656 BLOL-NT Glossogr.
Hence f Negcrtiousness. Obs. rarc~ l

.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 606 God needs not our negotious-
nesse, or double diligence, to bring his matters to passe.

tNegre, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare~ ] In 5 neyger. [a.
OF. negre, nigrt (Godef.).] Black.

14.. in Homeh. Ord. (1700) 440 Sause blaunk for Capons
sothen...Sause neyger for Hennes or Capons.

Negremancien : see NECROMANCIEN.

Negress (nrgres). [ad. F. ntgresse : see

NEGRO and -ESS.] A female negro.
1786 tr. Beck/era s KaMf ( 1 868) 31 The Princess remained

in the company of her negresses. 1799 HOME in Phil. Trans.
LXXXIX. 163 The most remarkable instance of this kind,
that has come to my knowledge, was a Negress. 1817
T. L. PEACOCK Melincourt I. 71 His gentleness and sweet

temper winning the hearts of the negro and negress. 1891
C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 101 A fine strapping young
negress came out of the house.

trans/. 1801 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Tears $ Smiles Wks.
1812 V. 58 Now Negress Night came solemn down.

Negrillo (n/gri*l&amp;lt;?). [a. Sp. negrillo, dim. of

negro NEGRO.] a. A little negro, b. One of a

race of dwarfish negroes living in Central and
Southern Africa.

1853 THACKERAY Let. 19 Mar., A little negrillo of five

years old. 1866 LAING Prchist. Rem. Caithn. 8 The
extreme of the elongated type is the Southern Savage the

Negro, Negrillo, and Australian. 1890 Q. Kn&amp;gt;. July 271
The belief that all Negritos and all Negrillos belong to

one or other of two primitive races.



NEGRINE.

tNegrine, sb. Obs. ran; 1

,
[f.

NEGBO +
-INE 3.] A negress.
1703 DAMPIEK Voy. III. i. 81 Lying.. promiscuously with

their Negrines and other She-slaves.

Uegrine (ru grain), a. rare.
[f.

NEGRO +

-INE C| Resembling that of negroes.

1857 Zoologist XV. 5491 The Portuguese, who, living

within the tropics, have blackened to a negrine dye.

t Ne grish, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.NEGBO + -iSHi.]

Used by the negroes.
1735 J. ATKINS Voy. Guinea 149 Mattan^ the Negrish

Word for a pair of Bellows.

Negrito (nfgrrto). [a. Sp. negrito^ dim. of

8&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;NBGBO.J
A member of a diminutive negroid

race existing in the Malayo-Polynesian region ;

esp. one of the Aetas in the Philippine Islands.

\^Q Penny Cycl. XVIII. 88/1 The Negritos were probably
the aborigines of the islands. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times
xlii. (1869) 440 The Islands of the Pacific contain two very
distinct races of men the Negrito and the Polynesian.

1898 F. T. BULLEN in Nat. Rev. Aug. 857 The Negritos.. are

a diminutive black race with woolly hair, and undoubtedly
of Papuan origin,

b. In attributive or predicative use.

1843 LATHAM in Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 37 The Languages
of the Papuan or Negrito race. Ibid., The Samangs of the

interior are Negrito. 1864 Chambers s Eiicycl.Vl. 698/2 A
description of a Negrito native of Erromango.

Negro (n/ gw). Also 7-8 negroe. [a. Sp. or

Pg. negro ; L. nigrum, niger black: cf. NIGBO.
Hence also F. negre : see NEGER and NIGGER.]

1. 1. An individual (esp. a male) belonging to the

African race of mankind, which is distinguished

by a black skin, black woolly hair, fiat nose and
thick protruding lips.

1555 EDEN Decades 239 They are not accustomed to eate

such meates as doo the Ethiopians or Negros. 1580
FRAMPTON Dial. Yron

&amp;lt;V
Steels 149 In all Ginea the blacke

people called Negros doe use for money.. certayne little

snayle*. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage^ v. xvi. 450 There is

amongst them an Hand of Negro s inhabited with blacke

people. 1677 W. HUBBARU Narrative 09 His design being
strangely discovered by a Negroe. 1716 S. SRWALL Diary
22 June, I essay d..to prevent Indians and Negros being
Rated with Horses and Hogs. 1782 PRIEST LKY Corrupt.
Chr. II. ix. 212 His coat of mail made his skin as black

as a negroe. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. II. 120 No
mean testimony to the intellectual and moral capabilities of

negroes. 1864 C. GEIKIE Life in Woods xxii. (1874)349 As
he came nenr, I saw he was a negro.

f b. To wash a negro, to attempt an impossible
task, Obs. rare.

1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKEK Roaring Girl i. i. D. s Wks.
1873 III. 147, 1 wash a Negro, Loosing both painesand cost.

a 1677 BARROW Sernt. (1686) III. 42 Therefore was he put
to water dry sticks, and to wash Negros; that is,., to

reform a most perverse and stubborn generation.

c. transf. in various uses (see quots.).
1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isles 100 Also a kind offish

called Negroes or Sea-Devils, which are large and have a
black scale. 1698 FRVF.R Ace. E. India $ P. 53 The out
ward Skin was a perfect Negro, the Bones also being as
black as Jet. 1797 Kncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 432/1 A white

kidney-bean ,.; black negroe of the same; scarlet of the same.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xvii. fi8i8) II. 82 The sanguine
ants at length rush upon the negroes [black ants]. 1855
MORTON Cycl. Agric. 1 1. 120 Negroes and Niggers^ provincial
names of the caterpillars of the turnip saw-fly.

d. The English spoken by American negroes.
1884 Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. XVI. App. 32 Such

parasynetic forms as starrer-grass for asparagus . . are
common enough in Negro.
2. Comb, (chiefly objective) as negro-auction^

-dealer, -driver, -driving, -holder^ -hunter^ -owned

adj., -whipping, -worship.
1856 OLMSTED Slave States 31 This must not be taken as

an indication that *negro auctions are not of frequent
occurrence. 1799 Hull Advertiser-] Sept. 4/1 He took him
to one of the &quot;negro-dealers, who. .advanced eighty pounds.
1856 OLMSTED Slave States

y&amp;gt;
The negro-dealers had con

fidential servants always in attendance. 1771 SMOLLETT

Hnmfh. Cl. (1815) 67, I have known a *negro-driver, from
Jamaica, pay ..sixty-five guineas. 1781 J. MOORE View
Soc. It. (1795) II. 3 The unrelenting frown of a negro-driver.
1857 GEN. P. THOMPSON- Audi Alt. (1858) I. xvi. 55 These
must be old negro-drivers. 1826 SCOTT Diary in Lockhart
(1839) VIII. 223 The true *negro-driving principle of self-

interest. 1817 COBBETT Wks. XXXII. 90 The Deputies. .

of the *
Negro-holders, of the Suyar-growers [etc.]. 1857

GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. (1858) I. xvi. 55 We are to be
overwhelmed with an avalanche of &quot;negro-hunters. 1879 Sm
G. CAMPBELL White fy Black 154 The *negro-owned lands
are not now much increasing. 1845 YOUATT Dog v. 113
You .. find that your dogs do not want this unmerciful

negro-whipping. 1861 illustr. Loud. News 17 Aug. 152/2
The damnable heresy of *negro-worship*.

b. negro s head, the Ivory Palm.
1670 EVELYN Sylva. (ed. 2) 3 Descended immediately from

the Genius of the Soyls ...and (as the Negros-Heads in
the Barbados) even without Seeds. 1846 LINDLEY Veget.
Kingd. 138 The natives of Columbia call it Tagua. or
Cabeza de Negro (Negro s head), in allusion, we presume,
to the figure of the nut.

tc. (See quot.) Obs. rare .

1796 Grose s Diet. Vitlg. Tongnet Negroes Heads, brown
loaves delivered to the ships in ordinary.

II. atlrib. (passing into adj.}.
3. With names of persons: Belonging to the

race of negroes; black-skinned. Also negro
minstrel (see quots. 1864 and 1871).
1594 CAREW Huarte s Exam. Mens Wits 316 A negro

82

woman. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. 978, I departed ..

with two Negro Boyes that 1 had. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.
207 Negro Women . . bringing forth . . tawny hided Mulattos.

1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2177/4 A black Negro Man about 30

years of age. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 37, I bought
me a Negro Slave. 1761 Chron. in Ann, Reg. 145 A negroe
man. .attacked a negroe wench.. and would have killed a

negroe boy. 1799 HOME in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 163
The Negro women of the Mandingo and Ibbo nations.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Anter. II. 142 Does it never

enter the heads of negro husbands and fathers to retaliate ?

1858 ELIZ. TWINING Short Lect. Plants \. 10 The negro
women working in the hot cotton plantations. 1864 Cham-
bers s Encycl. VI. 699/1 In most cases the members of the

negro minstrel troupes are only negroes in name, with faces

and hands blackened. 1871 DE VERE Americanisms 116

The Negro-minstrel is the artist who blackens his face,

adopts the black man s manner and instrument, and recites

his field and plantation songs.

b. transf, of insects.

1816 KIKBV& SP. Entoniol. xvii. (1818) II. 85 Thirty of the

rufescent ants.. with the addition of several negro pupse.

1864 AtJienxum 10 Dec. 788 A remarkable negro variety of

A braxas grossulariata.
4. Consisting or composed of negroes.
i6$z TATHAM in Broute s Joviall Crew B. s Wks, 1873

III. 348 Ingratefull Negro-kinde. 1843 PRICHARD Nat.
Hist. Man 350 The Pelagian Negto races have been sup
posed to reach eastward as far as .. the Fejee Islands.

1849-52 Todays Cycl. Anat. IV. 1353/2 The languages of

the Negro nations. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar iv. 33 The Negro
tribes have never extended north of the Sahara.

5. Inhabited or occupied by negroes.
1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton v. (1840) 88 We met with a

little negro town. 1734 New York Gaz. 18-25 Mar. 1/1

Thomas L d keeps at some Miles distance from his

dwelling House, Negro-Quarters (as they are called). 1796
MORSE A trier. Geog. II. 628 The European nations, .[have]

encouraged in the Negroe countries, wars, rapine, .. and
murder. 1841 LANK Arab. Nts. I. 62 The slaves of the

Arabs are mostly from Abyssinia and the Negro countries.

1849-52 Todtfs Cycl. Anat. IV. 1352/2 Here the true Negro
area, .is exceedingly small.

6. Of or belonging to, connected with, charac

teristic of, etc., a negro or negroes.
1661 HicKERlNGlLL ^WMrf/tfa 31 The inclosed shell [of the

cocoa-nut], whose Negro-skull is not easily broke. 1740
W. SKWAHD Jtnl. 2 Subscriptions for a Negroe School in

Pensilvania. a 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind. (1834) 64
The hermitage-like appearance of the negro buildings. Ibid.

330 To be found in almost every negro garden throughout
the island. 1849-52 Todays Cyd. Auat. IV. 1352/2 The
true Negro type of conformation. lbid* t

The proper Negro
character. 1864 Chambers s Encycl. VI. 699/1 The senti-

ment of.. these negro melodies. /&amp;lt;W.,This negro minstrelsy
now compiehends a large variety of songs. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk. 32 Some of the larger square- sterned

negro-boats are also thus designated.

7. la special uses, as negro ant, a blackish ant
;

negro bat, a European and Asiatic bat (Vespe-

rugo maurus} of a black or sooty-brown colour;

negro cachexy (see quot.); negro cloth, cloth

intended to be worn by negroes; negro coffee,
the seeds of Cassia occidentalis

; negro corn (see

quot.) ; negro dog, a dog used in hunting run

away negro slaves
; negro felt (cf. negro cloth} ;

negro fish, fly, fowl (see quots.); negro lethargy
(see LETHARGY sb. i); negro monkey, a black

monkey of the Malay Peninsula, Java, etc. (Sem-

nopithecus maurus], also called the negro langur\
negro oil (see quot.); negro peach (see PEACH
sb^ 3 a) ; negro pepper (see PEPPER sb. 3) ;

negro pot(?); negro tamarin, a tamarin monkey
{Midas Ursulas) of the lower Amazon

; negro
yam, the West India yam, Dioscorea alata (also
called negro-country yani),
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xvii. (1818) II. 97, I observed

the little *negro ant (f.fusca) engaged in the same employ
ment upon an elder. 1855 OGILVIE Snfpl., *Negro-tachexy t

a propensity for eating dirt, peculiar to the natives of the
We*t Indies and Africa. 1769 Boston Chron. 7-10 Aug.
250/2 *Negro cloth, commonly called white ana coloured
plains. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 27 Many .. wore
clothing of coarse gray negro-cloth

1

, that appeared as if

made by contract. 1887 MOLONEV Forestry W, Afr. 330
*Negio Coffee, Uherbe pitante. Fedigose seeds of Tette.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Negro*corn, a West Indian
name for the Turkish millet or dhurra. 1856 OLMSTED
Slave States 161, I have since seen a pack of &quot;negro-dogs,
chained in couples. . . They were all of a breed,and in appear
ance between a Scotch stag-hound and a fox-hound. 1857
GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt* (1858) I. xvi. 55 Sending for

packs of negro dogs from New Orleans. 1846 M cCuu.ocH
Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 763 Wool felts .. have now
materially decreased, the article termed &quot;negro felts

being
almobt extinct. 1734 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans.

XXXVIII. 316 Perca marina finncticitlata. The *Negro
Fish. 1855 OGILVIE SvppL, *Negro fly, the Ps.Ha rosy, a
dipterous insect, so named from its shining black colour.
It is also called the carrot-fly. 1835-6 Todtfs Cycl. Anat.
I. 270/1 The Silk or &quot;Negro-fowl of the Cape de Verd Islands
(Callus Mario, Temminck). 1849 L\ J. BROWNE Amer.
Poultry Yd. (1855) 81 The .silky

1 and negro fowls,.,
with skin, combs, and bones which are black. 1888
Syd. Soc. Lex., *Negro lethargy. 1898 P. MANSON Trop.
Diseases xvi. 251 Negro lethargy, or the sleeping sick
ness of the Congo. 1830 Edinb. Encycl. XIII. 401/1
*Negro Monkey. Long-tailed, blackish, with .. blackish
beard. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. App. f *Negro-oil, a
name by which the palma of botanists is sometimes called.

1849 CRAIG s.v., *Negro or Ethiopean pepper^ the plant

Unona^Lthiopica. 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl.W.Ind. (1834)

307 They boiled a *negro-pot for him, but he was too ill

to swallow a mor&el. 1881 Proc. Zool. Soc. 1003 *Negro

NEGROFBLIL.
Tamarins. 1896 H. O. FORBES Hand-bk. Primates II. 149
In Para, the Negro Tamarin is often seen in a tame state.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Negro yam.
Hence NVgrocide, the killing of a negro. Ne 1-

g-rodom, the region or community of negroes.
Ne grrofy v. trans., to make into, or as black as,

a negro. Ne grohood, negro race or stock. Ne -

groish a.t characteristic oi the negro. Ne groite,
a negrophil. Ne-groized a.

y given over to the

negroes. Negrolatry, excessive admiration of

the negro. MVgrolet, Ne*groling, a little negro,

Negroma-nia, extravagant negrophilism ; hence

Negroma,*uiac.

1852 MUNDY Antipodes^. (1855) 109 It must have been con

sidered a case of justifiable *negrocide. 1862 HAWTHORNE
in Bridge Pers. Recollect. (1893) 173, I ought to thank you
for a shaded map of negrodom, which you sent me a little

while ago. 1864 NICHOLS 40 Years Amer. Life I. 248 All

Negrodom has put on its wonderful attire of finery. 1799
SOUTHEY Nondescripts iii, If no kindly cloud will parasol

me,. .1 shall be *negrofied. 1863 RUSSELL Diary North
&amp;lt;$

S. I. 190 The small settlement of *negro-hopd, which is

separated from our house by a wooden palisade. 1861

Temple Bar II. 201 The sentimental songs had nothing
peculiarly *negroish about them. 1851 J. CAMPBELL Negro-
mania 543 The *Negroites have been ignominiously driven

from their strongholds. 1888 Voice (N. Y.) 23 Aug., The
only party that stands between the people and a &quot;&quot;negro-

ized government. 1862 RUSSELL in Times 29 Jan., The
Conservative masses, which lie between *negrolatry or

niggcrworship and Secession. IS^LELAND Egypt. Sketch
Bk. 230 There came up a small jet-black *negrolet, eight

years of age. 1886 R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I.

j
71 O my darling ! O my *negroling ! 1851 J. CAMPBELL
(title) *Negro-mania. 1864 R. F. BURTON Dahome II. 180,

I foresee the.. hard compulsory labour which the *negro-
maniac will have brought upon his African protege.

Negro-head. Also negrohead.
fl. A nest of tree-ants. Obs.rare*1

.

1781 SMEATHMAN in Phil. Trans. LXXL 161 note, The
colour of these nests . . is black, from which, and their ir

regular surface and orbicular shape, they have been called

Negro Heads by our first writers on the Carribbee Islands.

2. A strong plug tobacco of a black colour.

1839 J. FUME* Paper on Tobacco 116 A few iron nerved

smokers occasionally take a pipe of negrohead. 1851 Catal.

Gt. Exhib. 1. 203 Cavendish, negro head, and other forms

of tobacco. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xl, A handful of

loose tobacco of the kind that is called Negro-head.
dttrib. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Negrohead-tobacco,

tobacco softened with molasses or syrup and pressed into

cakes, generally called Cavendish. 1892 \V. PIKE Barren

Gtoutidzg The Hudson s Bay negrohead tobacco.

3. An inferior quality of india-rubber.
1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 836/2 The scrapings from the

tree. .are mixed with the residues of the collecting pots..,
and are made up into large rounded balls, which form the

infeiior commercial quality called negrohead. 1896 Daily
News 4 Apr. 2/1 The proportions of line and negrohead
rubbers depend on the appliances and care of the collectors.

4. Negrohead Beech, the Australian evergreen or

myrtle beech, Fagus Cunninghamii.
1889 MAIDEN Uscf. Native PI. 534 Negro-head Beech.,

is a hard richly-coloured furniture wood, and the warty pro
tuberances on the trunk.. afford a most beautiful figure.

Negroid (negroid), a. and sb. [f. NEGRO.]
A. adj. Of a negro type ; resembling the negroes

or having some of their characteristic features.

1859 R. K. BuRroNCV/r. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
196 They are usually of a dark sepia brown., with negroid
features. 1877 DAWSON Orig. World xili. 272 Flattened

lips, and certain negroid peculiarities in his limbs. 1893
SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 342 A type of man which is

Asiatic or Semitic rather than negroid.
B. sb. A person of a negro type.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
115 Free negroids from Zanzibar island or coast. 1882

SALA Amer. Revis. (1885) 172 At Wormley s . . the negro
and negroid were seen at their very best.

Hence Negroi dal a.

1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. I.v. 113 Though they
were truly negroidal in hair and colour. 1881 CABLE Mine.

Delpkine ii. 5 Comely Ethiopians culled out of the less

negroidal types of African live goods.

Negroism (nrgr^iz m). [f. NEGRO + -ISM.]

1. Advancement of negro interests or rights.

1851 J. CAMPBELL Negro-mania 549 Whodare say anything
in favor of Negroism after having read them ? 1861 Sat.

Rev. 4 May 454 Originated the idea of free negroism
and started a crusade in favour of inferior races.

2. A negro pronunciation, expression, or idiom.

1864 Spectator 27 Feb. 238/2 Hyur for here . . is . . a

negroism. 1876 DOUSE Grimm s L. 66 The Americanism
*
this child

,
or the negroism

*

dis nigger*.

We groland. [f. NEGRO + LAND.] The land

or region (in Africa) inhabited by negroes.
1764 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) 1. 187 The princes

on the coast of Negroland. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration.

Judic. E-vid. (1827) III. 302 In Negroland, witchcraft is

even now the most common of all crimes. 1842 PRICHARD
Nat. Hist. Man 316 The destitute savages who occupy the

insulated hamlets of central Negroland. 1901 Daily Chron.

12 Aug. 7/5 Nothing, they declare, will place the white man
in lasting possession of Negroland.

We-groloid, a. rare 1
, [irreg. f. NEGBO, perh.

after Mongoloid^ Negroid.
1842 Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. II. 240 Negroloid crania.

Negromancer, -mancie, etc., obs. ff. NECRO

MANCER, -CY.

Negrophil (n/-grofil). Also -phile. [f. NEGRO
+ -PHIL or a. F. nfyrophite.] A friend of the



NEGrROPHlLISM.
negroes; one who favours the advancement of
negro interests or rights.
1803 Edit,. Rev. III. 82 Colonists who have be

by the revolution of the negrophiles ,858 MAC uv if
Irevelyan Life (,8S3 ) I. 24 note, The nigger d river me the
negrophiie are two odious things to ine. &8W? R GREG/.rf. *.. yKflfcm. 447 An enthus,astic abolitionist a,

negrpphile.
1889 Sal. Rev. ,8 May 620/1 Like ?he wo kof all negrophils it is sometimes wanting in criticism?

Wegrophlhsm (n/gr? -nliz m). [f. as prec. +
ISM.J Fondness for the negro; zealous advo

cacy of negro rights.
. /?,. 14 Jan. 6r/2 You have got nigger-on-the-

1. One born in a state of bondage or serfdom
(cf. NATIVE sb. i); sometimes spec, a female serf
a bondwoman.

NEIGHBOUR.

^^hi!ist&quot;n^r^m^
e

[rarP t^A lover or friend of the negro.
1842 S. WARD in Longfellow s Life (1891) I. 449 When theEastern negroph, I, sis are prepared to pay a tax, they willhave a right to dispose of the property of their Southernbieihren ,809 Pop. Su. Monthly LV. ,78 The most

Infatuated negrophihst.

Negrophobia (n/grofo-u-bia). [f. NEGRO +
-PHOBIA.J Intense dislike of the negro.
1833 Westm. Rev. Oct. 3;4 The mark of cast blood, the

Negrophobia, shows itself in three cases out of four. 1863W. PHILLIPS Beeches 528 The North had a second clement
negiophobia. ,898 T. J. MORGAN Negro in A,,,er. vi. ,25It would not be fair to say that they are hated, that there
exists well-defined Negiophobia among us
Hence Neg-ropho biac a.; Neg-ro phobist.
1867 Morn. Star 21 Feb., It is the mere bunkum of the

negrophobiac. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cant I ix ,0,lam aware that there are negrophobists who may attribute
tins conduct

o_f
Mtesa to. .duplicity.

Negro-tic, a. rare - , [f. NEGRO, on anal, of
forms in

-otic.] Of or pertaining to the negro

astonishes^
BuKTON Gorilla L - * 34 Nothing negrotic now

II Negus !
(nrgos). Also 6-7 (9) neguz, 9 ne-

goos. [Amharic negus or n gus kinged, king.]Ihe title of Ihe supreme uiler of Abyssinia.
IS94 BLUNDEVIL Excrc. v. xi. (,636) 554 Of his own

subjects, he is called Acegue, and Neguz of the Abassines.
1613 PURCHAS P.lgrimag, vn. i. S49 The Great Neguz his
titlescompiehend thus much [etc.]. 1664 BUTLER Hud n i

239 Ihe Negus when some mighty lord Or potentate s to be
restord [etc.]. 1667 MILTON P. L. x,. 397 Th Empire of
Negus to his utmost Port. .805 SOUTHEY in C. C. Southey
Life (1849) II. 3,4 The king, or, to give him his proper title,the Neguz. 1865 Lit. Churchman. 25 Mar. 124/2 That
strange compound of intelligence and savagery the NegusIheodore II. ,888 Times (weekly ed.) 6 Apr. I3 /i The
Negus.. is not much more than a semi-barbarous Prince.

MegUS- (nrgos). [From the name of the in
ventor, Colonel Francis Negus (died 1732).] A
mixture of wine (esp. port or

&quot;sherry) and hot
water, sweetened with sugar and flavoured.
1743 in Etoniana iv. (1865) 70 Warming a little negus. 175,

P E / / - 4 AuS- He llesired he water might be
warm.., Montagu understood the dialect, and ordered a
negus. 1783 S. CHAPMAN in Med. Comm. I. 285 He was
directed to drink., a little weak red wine negus. 1831
T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle xii, He wiled away the
evening with making a bottle of sherry into negus. ,874L. STEPHEN Hours in Lib,ary\.m The difference between
the stiffest of nautical grogs and the negus provided by
thoughtful parents for a child s evening party.

thm.. Filches the n^owJaSe/*&quot;*
^ *&quot;&quot; Socrates

Neh .e, obs. forms of NIGH adv. and v.

Nehebor, -bur, obs. forms of NEIGHBOUR.
t Ifehleche, v. Obs. Forms : i neXh)-

teean, utiolecan, -lican, 2-3 neh(t)-, neih-
3 ney(h)lecheu ; 2-3 neih-, ueolacheu 3 nech-
leache. [OE. nfa^litcan, f. neah NIGH adv. +
-tsecan, a common verbal suffix related to Idcan to
move, play. In OE. the pa. t. is -Mte, -tthte,
Uctt ; m ME. it appears as -Mile, -le(c]hte, -lelte,
-leyhte and

-lechede.} intr. To approach, or draw
near (to or toward a place or person).
cyx tr. Bxdas Hist. i. xiv. [xxv.] (1890) 60 Heo ferdon

Oi nealehton to 3a:re ceastre. c 950 Lindisf. Cosp. Matt,
x.xvi 46 Heono neoleces se5e me seleS. 971 Blickl. Horn.
39 u nealaceb bait we sceolan . . ure wa:stmas Jesam-man. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3 pe helend nehlechede lo-ward
lerusalem. a 1225 Ancr. R. 60 Heo schekeS hire spere, &nehlecheS upon hire, c 1275 Worn. Samaria 6 in 0. E.
Misc. 84 He neyleyhte to one bureh bat hatte samarie.
Hence f Nehlechinjr, -unfr, approach. Obs.
co6o^ETHEL.woLD Rule St. Benet (Schroer) 135 pridde cyn

is ansetlena, be..na[n]ra manna neatecynge na underfob.
ciooo CLERIC Horn. I. 88 Baoa he jefredde his deaSes
nealaicunge. .11225 Alter. R. 196 Ine wildernesse beo3
alle

wijde bestes, & nulleS nout ioolien monnes neihlechunge.
Nei, obs. f. NAY, NIGH. Neibour, Sc. f.

NEIGHBOUR. Neice, obs. f. NIECE. Neioht-
bour, obs. Sc. f. NEIGHBOUR. Meld, obs. Sc. f.

NEED. Neider, obs. f. NEITHER. Neidlingis,
-lings, -lyngis, Sc. varr. NEEDLINGS adv. Obs.

Weidy, obs. Sc. f. NEEDY a. Neie;bor, obs. f.

NEIGHBOUR. Neies, obs. var. of NESE, nose.
Neif (nil). Now only Hist. Forms : a. 6-8

neife, (7 neiffe), 7- neif, 9 neyf; 6 nef. /3.

6-7 niefe, (6 nyef(e, nyeffe), 8 nief. 7. 7, 9
naif. [a. AF. (^1300) neyf, neif, nief= earlier

nayf, naif-.L, nativ-um : see NAiF and NAIVE a.]

Ward, Bondman, or Neife &quot;shall apperteine^ iTio^w

which&quot;

01
&quot;**!

&quot;^
S

-&quot;

r
&quot;cy IV &quot; 8z Villa &quot;i!s & NeifesI

c 1630 RISDON Surv.nei mi % 206 dsTo) 215 In which manOT

Neifs
&quot;

, So Si*
n
wel

l

V Ca &quot; ed Villains and the &quot;&quot;n

times might have been convicted of mtilder (ot kiSin^Ksvillain or his neife. ,8.8 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872 T 201Lracton holds that the spurious issue of a neif, though bya free father, should be a villein. ,872 C. INNES Lett. Scot.

anfacctacy*&*S&SK$. ^&quot;^ &quot;&quot;&quot;

nyef!and shTmaTy^rfrSL;
&quot;

.I l?
a w &quot;&quot;

&amp;gt;*.

belr^i^H
81

&quot;S

S

r yCfe
?
Ws &quot;eruanl &quot; tlenus f&quot;

T

fiTyebe oathed. 1628 COKE On L,tt. 122 A woman which is

aw-J
&quot; &quot; a e l641 rer &quot;&amp;lt;&quot; &quot;e la Ley 263 In

as the plaintife will.

i.
1

SSl,
Bu)U

fc*

T
(? ^ Ten

&quot;r&quot; 43 Every naif or she villainthat took a husband. .paid marchet, for redemption of

t-uo i

od
,-, 8S NICHOLS 5r,V/,,, I. , 95 B0/t . Th

P
e ann

selfs
distinguishes between naifs, villains, and

t2. Writ of neif: (see NEIFTY). Obs
1625 S, R H. f.NCH Law (1636) 259 In a mort dancestor

cosinage, ayell, entry, and Writ of Niefe, from Henrie the
thirds Coronation. i6SI tr. Kitchin s Jnrisd. (,657 J ,28 If
the Plaintiff in a writ of (Neife) be non-suited [etc J

Neif(e, obs. forms of NIEVE, fist.

Neifful, variant of NIEVEFUL.
Nei fty. rare. Also 7 niefty, 9 naifty. faAK. nttfU: see NEIF and -TY.] Writ of neifiya writ by which a lord claimed a person as his neif!
1641 Termes de la Ley 263 In a writ of Niefty may not be

put more JNieies than two onely. 1771 i n Howell State
trials (1814) XX. 42 Ihe only writ in the law for the
recovery of a villein is. .always called the. .writ of NeiftyI8

S. NICHOLS Britton I. ig s Free men .. convicted as
villains by plea under our writ of Naifty

Neigh (n,? ), si. Also 6 Sc. ne.
[f. next.]

1 he natural cry or call uttered by a horse.
1313 DOUGLAS sEneis XI. x. 24 He sprentis furth, and full

provd walxis he, Heich strekand vp his bed with mony a ne

J599 SI.IAKS. // F in. vii. 20 It is the Prince ofPalfrayes,his Neigh is like the bidding of a Monaich. 1635-56 COWLEY
Davideis IV. 707 Here with sharp Neighs the warlike Horses
sound. 1781 Co\\Tf.v.Charity 177 Responsive to the distant
neigh, he neighs. 1821 SCOTT Keniln. vii, The neich of
horses and the baying of hounds were heard. 1879 HEEB-
BOII.M Patagonia v. 65 At our approach he gave a faint
neigh of satisfaction.

Neigh (n/ ), v. Forms : a. i (h)nEesan, 3-6
neye(u), 4 nay-, ne}-, nei}-, 4-5 neyj-, neyh-,
4-6 neyghe, (4 nayghe), 4- neigh, (7 neay).
0. 4-6 nye, 5 uyje, 6 nie. 7. 5-6 north, and Sc.

ne(e. [OE. hn&gan = MDu. neyen (Flem. and Du.
dial, net/en), MHG. negen, of imitative origin:
cf. also OS.

(to}h&amp;gt;iechian; MDu. nijgen, nighen,
nien, nyen, MLG.

nigen,_ nihen, MHG. uyhen.
The vbl. sb. also appears in early OE. as hneeg-
giung, app. parallel to ON. gneggia (Sw. gniigga,
Da. gniggt), Icel. hneggja, Norw. (k}neg^ja.
Other imitative forms are NEIGHEH, NICHEB and
NICKER.J
1. intr. Of a horse: To utter its characteristic

sound or cry.
a. cjoooJELVRicGravf. xxx.(Z.) \q-illinnio, ic hna^e. Ibid

129 Eqitus hinnit, hors hna^S [7,. r. najgb]. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 94 17 pe horsneyde & lepte bat it was gret fere. 13..
A&quot;. Alis. 1872 Mony stede [there was) loude neyghyng. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 403 Bucefal j?e horsT..
neyhede as it were be rorynge of Icons. 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 7729 As he were a hors, he neyes and ondes
1470-83 MALOSY Art/mr vi. iii. 186 They herde by them
a grcte hors grymly neye. 1530 PALSGR. 643/2 It is a
comfortable thyng to here a horse neye whan he is on
his journaye. 1601 SHAKS. Jill. C. n. ii. 23 The noise of
Battell hurtled in the Ayre ; Horsses do neigh, and dyingmen did grone. 1663 BUTLER Hvd. I. ii. 138 As once in
Persia, tis said Kings were proclaimed by a horse that

neighed. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase n. 92 My Courser hears
their Voice,, .neighing he paws the ground. 1829 LVTTON
Druerenx m. ii, I heard my horse neighing beneath the
window. 1865 MAX MULLF.R Chips (1880) I. vi. 130 The
horse of Darius neighed first.

P. 13. . Guy Warm, (A.) 1336 pe stedes nyen, and togider
whine, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiii. 149 pe meres herez
baire foolez nye. 1530 PALSCR. 644/1, I nye, as a horse
dothe. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 102/2 To Nie as an horse.
y. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7727 He neyt as a nagge, at his

nose thrilles. 1483 Cath. Angl. 249/2 To Nee as a horse,
hinnire. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis XI. xvii. 94 The dynnyng
of thar hors feit eik hard he,.. and thar stedis ne. 1549
Compl Scot. vi. 39 Baytht horse & meyris did fast nee,& the fobs nechyr.
trans/. 1382 WVCLIF/JO. x. 30 Ne?e with thi vois, thou

dojter of Galyn. Jer. v. 8 Eche to the wif of his
neahebore neyjede. 1530 PALSGR. 664/1 Thou nyest for an
other otes, wiche we expresse by.. thou lokest after deed
mens shoes ,.. is an adage in the frenche tonge. a 1616
BEAUM. & FL. Wit without M. iv. i, The he your wisdom
play d withal,.. neigh d at his nakedness. And made his
C W and poverty your pastime. 1676 North s Plutarch,Add. Lives 81 He divorced her (say some) for her barren-
ness, but the effect declared that he neigh d after others.
1781 COWPER Expost. 39 Adultery neighing at his neighbour s door.

1623

-&;^.dffipM; NfflV
Lk &quot; e

-IN 615, obs. variant of
&amp;lt;y/,

EGG.

Neighbour (n^-bai), sb. Forms- a
neahse-, 1-2 neahhe, 1-3 nebse-, (3 nehgi-)-1-2 uebhe-, nehe-, (i neche-, 3 nethte-. 4- s i
neth-) ; 3 nege-, 3-6 negh(e-, 4

-
5 nc, e

neght(e-, 5 nejt- ; 2 neihi-, 3
-
4 neis(e-, 4

neiej-, 4- neigh-, (4 neighe-, Height-, ueihe
5 neihje-, 6 neig-, &. neicht-) ; 4-5 neyhle-
(4 neyhje-, neyj-), 4-6 neygh(e-, 5-6 ueyg-
nyhse-, 3 nijhge-)5-6^V. nicht-; 4-7 ^-.nycht-

5 nygh(e-, 6 A. nyoh-. !-6 -bur(e, 3-7 -bore
4-7 -boure-, (4 -boer, 4-6 Sc. -bowr, 5 -borgh
-burgh), 3- -bor, 4- -bour. 0. 4 neybor (;
-bour, 5-6 -bowre) ; 4 nyebore, 6 Sc. nibour (o
-ber), 6ue-, 7 neibour, ( 8-9 -bor, 9 -ber), 8-9 nee-
-bor, (9 -bour, -ber, -bir), 9 nebber

; 5 neypur,8- neiper, 8 ni-, 9 neepour. [OE. neah^cbiir,
tu ah/ie-, etc.

(f. niah NIGH a. -r^ebilr : see BOOK)
TDn. nagebuer, -buy(e)r,-boer, OHG.na/i&quot;i/uir

and -buro (MHG. ndchgebur, -bftrey, also OS.
nabur, MDu. nabuer, -bur, -ber, MLG. nabur,
-ber, neber etc., MHG. nachb&r (G. wa^fe^) ;

ct. ON. nabue, -bili (Sw. and Da. nabo}.]
1. One who lives near or next to another; one
who occupies a near or adjoining house, one of
a number of persons living close to each other,
esp. in the same street or village.
cSgj K. /ELFRED Cregoiy s Past. C. xliv. 322 Ne laSa

Oajito.. Bine cuoan, ne oine welesan neahseburas. 1:950LiMinf. Cosp. Luke i. 65 Aworden wa;s ondo ofer alle nehe-
buras hiora. c 10 - A &quot; . -- .

. oer ae nee-
. 1000 in Assmann ASs. Horn. (1889) xvi. 268

Alle hyre nehheburas.aesSer ^e werasgewyf.swytleweopon.
cnt&ByrktfirtKi Handtoc in Angl a VIII. 322 ten
nyme he hys neah5ebur be him gehendost sy. c izoo Trill.
Loll. Horn. 83 Hiegon tochirche..for tobiregen nehebores
speche. 1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) i, M3 To driue and to
gaderi buder god of neijeboies aboute. 1382 WVCLIK
xAiHgsiv. 3 Aske by borwynge ofalle thi neyjbours. c 1470HENKV Wallace v. 1012 With thaim chow was a nyclubour
off this toun. a 1500 in C. Trice-Martin Chanc. Proc. , 5 //t
C. (1904) 5 \ our supphaunt sent into London for his neigh-
burghs whiche took rrim to bayle. 1589 R. HARVEY Plain.
/mr. (1590) 10 It wiL.set the next neighbors medowes all
on a floate. 1650 HUBBERT Pill Formality 137 Their tears
..pierce the hearts of their pittying neighbors. 1699DRYDEN Ep. J. Driden 7 Contending neighbours comV,From your aivard to wait their final doom. 1744 BERKELEY
&tris 72, I live in a remote corner, among poor neieh-
hours. 1790 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life f, Writ. (1832)
II. 25 Near neighbors are seldom good ones. 1847H. MILLER First

Imfr. Eng. xx. (1857) 357 Neighbours of
a class that in Scotland would be on the most intimate
terms. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 55 The
Norman landowner held his lands on the same tenure as
his English neighbour.
Proverts. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernmt MS. 527/85

Lettre is a neijebore neije Then a brolhur fer fro thin
ei?e. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. ix. (Skeat) I. 144 An
olde proverbe aleged by many wyse : Whan bale is

greelest, than is bole a nye-bore. c 1450 Merlin 434 Men
seyn an olde sawe, who hath a goode neighbour hath goode
morowe. &amp;lt;riS3o LD. BURNERS Artli. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 464
It is oftentymes sayd, he y hath an yl neyghbour hath
oftentymes an yll mornynge. 1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov.
(1552) 49 Our Englysh prouerbe, which speketh in this
wyse. A nere neyghbour is better than a farre frende.
&quot;594 Mtrr. Policy (1599) O iij,

The common Prouerbe saith,
ihat who so hath a good neighbor, hath a good morrow.

b. In echoes of Biblical passages (as Luke x.

27) inculcating men s duties towards each other,
or in similar contexts. Hence sometimes taken in
a widely extended sense.
In OE. versions expressed by niehsta, etc. ; see NEXT.

&quot;.
300 Ten Commandm. 33 in E. E. P. (1862) 16 Loue

)&amp;gt;i

neijbore as bine owe bodi : non ober bou him wil 1340HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5860 Vhit sal men yhelde acount .. of
Uka neghebur, pat men fals to help and to socur. c 1386CHAUCER Pars. T. r 442 In the name of thy neighebour
thou schalt understonde the name of thy brother. 1426AUDELAY Poems 9 Jif thou love thi nestboure. 1500-20DUNBAR Poems ix. 109 Preysing my self, and evill my nicht-

o
r
4-l g- S7 T &quot; ORTON tr- fimoefs Catech. (1853)

138 The name of neighbour containeth . . also those whom
we know not, yea, and our enemies. 1729 BUTLER Xerm.
Wks. II. 140 The .. rivalship is between self-love and the

o ,?A.
ou

-

r neighbour. 1841 TRENCH Parables xvii. ^877)
328 Who is a neighbour, he who shows love, or he who
shows it not 1 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. xi.
170 The worship of God and the sanctification of his
neighbour.

c. As a form of address. Now only dial.
ta 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) xiii. 82 Neighbour, if I

the truth should say. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. iii. 7 Giue

5, fl
m ** charSc &amp;gt; neighbour Dogbery. 1607 Cor. I. i. 63Why Masters, my good Friends, mine honest Neighbours,

will you vndo your selues ? 1779 COWPEK Yearly Distress
50 Come, neighbours, we must wag. 1873 in Ellis E. E.
Pronunc. v. (1889) 7 Well, neighbour, you and he may
both laugh at this news of mine.

t d. Good neighbours, the fairies. Sc. Obs.
a 1585 MONTGOMERY Flyting 275 in Jas. I Ess. Pacsie

(Arb.) 68 In the hinder end of haruest \pon Alhallow ene,
11-2



NEIGHBOUR.

Quhen our gude nichtbors rydis. 1588 [see GOOD a. 2 d].

1615 Orknty Witch Trial Maill. Cl. .Misc. II. 167 The

fary folk callit of hir our guid nichbouris.

2. a. (Chiefly//.) One who dwells in an ad

joining or not far distant town, district, or land.

Also applied to the rulers of adjacent countries.

971 Blickl. Hont. 201 Neapolite Sa heora nehgeburas..
on haeSnum J&amp;gt;eawum dweljende weeron. a nzz O. E.

Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1117 Eall HS 3ear wunode se cyng
. . on Normandi} for

f&amp;gt;es cyninges unsehte of France & his

o3ra nehhebura. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls)

1941 From o stede til ober he hasted ; To ney neyghe-

jurs, & fer)&amp;gt;er fro, Til alle he dide skabe & wo. 1373
HARBOUR Bruce I. 87 Thai trowyt that he, as gud nycht-

bur, And as freyndsome compositur, Wald hawe iugyt in

lawte. c 1400 Destr. Tray 12959 He was neghbur full negh
to be noble yle, There Agamynon the gode gouernaunce
hade. 1533 BELLENUEN Livy i. xi. (S. T. S.) I. 66 We faucht

nocht alanerlie with oure Inemyis, bot als with . .onre nycht-
bouris [v.r. nebouris] and freyndis. 1560 DAUS tr. SleidanSs

,

ny bouris the Inglise men. 1667 SPRAT Hist. R. Soc. 65
This has rous d all our neighbors to fix their eies upon
England. 1674 BREVTNT Saul at Endor 239 Being worth
one thousand Years [indulgence] to the Romans, two
thousand to remoter Neighbours. 1827 J. F. COOPER
Prairie I. xv. 220 Those States, of which he had been an

ignorant neighbour half his life. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

vi. ii. (1872) II. 143 A difficult huff of quarrel.. had fallen-

out with his neighbour of Saxony.

b. A person or thing which is in close prox

imity to another; one who stands or sits near

or next to another on some occasion.

1567 MAPLET C&amp;gt;*. Forest g b, For infection of rustle..

Minerallts being nigh neighbour to them. 1593 SHAKS.
Lucr. 1416 One man s hand lean d on another s head, His
nose being shadow d by his neighbour s ear. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg, Georg. iv. 66 Nor place them .. where the Yeugh
their pois nous Neighbour grows. 1738 WESLEY Ps. CXLVH.

v, Cedars, Neighbours to the Sky. 1820 SHELLEY Scnsit.

PI. i. 67 Each one was interpenetrated With the light and
the odour its neighbour shed. 1880 DISRAELI Endym.
xxxviii, Lady Montfort looks well to-night \ said the

neighbor of Myra.
fig- IS77 B- GOOGE Hercsbactts Husb. \\, (1586) 60 b,

Oignon, the next neighbour to the Leeke. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. ///, iv. ii. 43 The deepe reuoluing wittie Bucking
ham No more shall be the neighbor to my counsailes.

c. Sc. A thing which makes a pair with another ;

a fellow, marrow*.
1820 [implied in NEIGHBOURLESS]. 1887 SERVICE Life

Dr. Di{guid-2\-$ The stockins werna neebors. 1896 SETOUN
R. Urquhart xxvii, I mind o her gettin the neighbour
made to it in Edinburgh.
3. In predicative use. In Sc. used in //.
1528 PAYNELL Salerne^s Regim. F iij, Sklender and white

wyne is vniuersally neighbour to water. 1596 DALRY.MPLE
tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 47 Nichtbouris to thame is

Buquhane. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xv, I ance
was neepours wi a chap t could a deen that.

4. In attrib. use, passing into adj. Living or

situated near or close to some other person or

thing, a. \Vith names of persons. Now rare.

1530 PALSCR. 247/2 Neighbour woman, -uoisine. 1535
STEWART Cron, Scot. II. 272 The nychbour men that duelt
into that steid, Tha schew to him that Convallus wes deid.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. i. 150 Our Neighbour-Shephcard s

Sonne. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I.

82, I can dive into a millstone as far as any of my neigh
bour princes. 1712 ARBUTHNOT J. Bull \. vii, His neigh
bour tradesmen began to shun his company. 1785 FORBES
Ulysses 27 (E. D. D.), I dinna like to tell ill tales Upo my
neiper man. 1853 WATSON Poems 42 (E. D. D.)t

The lasses

..Ay botherin at their neibor chiels.

b. Of peoplesj countries, cities, etc. (Very
common c 1580-1700.)
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Jan. 50, 1 longed the neighbour

towne to see. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay ix. (1592) 136
Many euen of our Neighbour nations. 1616 R. C. Times
Whistle iv. 1594 In a neighbour land he died. 1668
SPRAT Life Cowley C. s Wks. 1710 I. p. xiii, Many great
Revolutions, which . . disturb d the Peace of all our Neigh
bour-States. 1719 W. WOODS Sitrv, Trade 366 The Pro
portion they severally bear . . in our Neighbour Nations.

1797 GODWIN Enquirer \. xi. 97 Treat the neighbour-state
as a conquered province. 1869 F. W. NEWMAN Misc. 288
In Rome I see a power which, .drove out every neighbour
people.

c. Of things, places, buildings, etc.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal, June 52 Whose Echo made the

neyghbour groues to ring. 1602 SHAKS. Haiti, in. iv. 212
He lugge the Guts into the Neighbor roome. 1662 J.
CHANDLER Van Helutonfs Oriat. 121 Lights of Heaven,
which do suit themselves to the motion of the nearest, or

Neighbour-lights. 1696 WHISTON The. Earth (1722) 13
The Moon, our attending and Neighbour Planet. 1784
COWFER Task in. 665 Some.. catch the neighbour shrub
With clasping tendrils. 1842 TENNYSON Gardener s Dan.
86 The steer . .Leaning his horns into the neighbour field,
And lowing to his fellows. 1876 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879)
II. 332 Saint John s, the neighbour college to Macaulay s

justly loved and honoured Trinity.

d. With abstract sbs. Now rare.
J593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 119 Such neighbour-neerenesse

to our sacred blood, Should nothing priuiledge him. 1643
[ANGIER] Lane. Vail. Achor n That their lent assistance

might be loosed for home and neighbour defence. 1678
DRYDEN All for Love Pref, To Christen an Imperfection
by the Name of some neighbour Virtue.

t 6. = Neighbourly. Obs. rare.

1619 W. SCLATER Exfi. i Thfss. (1630) 155 Perhaps also

neighbour offices of kindnesse and mercy sometimes passe
from them.

84

5. Comb*) as neighbour-stained, rare.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. i. i. 89 Prophaners of this

Neighbor-stained Steele.

Neighbour i^ -bai), v. [f. prec.]
I. intr. 1. Of persons : To live near or close to

a person, place, etc. ;
to border upon. Also freq.

with near. Now rare.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 130 A certaine poore
man, .. neighbouring neere unto one worshipful and of

great account. 1615 DAY Festivals xii. 349 Let us, Beloved,
beare affection.. unto such as Neighbour at any time neere

unto us. 1657 EARL MONM. tr. Parutets Pol. Disc. 81 Their
own Soldiers, and.. their Associates, who did all neighbor
neer upon them. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt. i, Oh no!
we neighbour nearer to the Sun.

2. Of things or places : To lie near or close (to

or upon something else); to be contiguous with.

1592 SHAKS. Ven, fy Ad. 259 A copse that neighbours by.
1610 HOLLAND Camdcrfs Brit. i. 268 Neighbouring here

unto is Odiam, glorious in these dales. 1668 CULPEPPER &
COLE Bartltol. Anat. \. i The upper part .. is termed

Hypochondrium, neighbouring upon the lower gristles of
the Ribs. 1821 CLARE VilL Mins.tr. II. 97 Neighbouring
nigh, one lonely elder-tree Is all that s left. 1850 BLACKIE

Aeschylus II. 51 The peaks That neighbour with the stars.

b. To come near to, almost amount to, some

thing. rare~l
.

1631 MASSINGEK Believe as You List v. ii, To have faith

in him Neighbours to treason.

3. With it. To associate like neighbours, rare*

1586 BRIGHT Melanck. xii. 58 Neither that diverse [things]
will so neighbour it together, as to dwell in one indiuiduall

subiect. 1828-32 WEBSTER s.v.
;
To neighbor it, in colloquial

language, to cultivate friendly intercourse by mutual visits.

4. To be on neighbourly terms, to associate in a

friendly way, with others. Also transf.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xxvi, The electuary. .neighboured^ ill

with the two spoonfuls of pease-porridge and the kirnmilk.
1862 BORROW H- alcs III. 79 The Welsh won t neighbour
with them, or have anything to do with them, except now
and then in the way of business. i879Toi RGEE FooCs Err.
xvi. 83 The few country- people who *

neighbored with
them

,
as it is termed there, comprised their only society.

b. dial. To go visiting or gossiping among
neighbours.
1854- in dial, glossaries (Lane., Yks., Leic., Warw., etc.).

II. trans. 5. To adjoin, touch, border upon,
lie next or close to.

Very common c 1600-1660, and freq. in igth c.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 333 As they were walking
alongst a Galterie, they heard from a Chamber neighbouring
the side of it, a dolorous sound. 1630 R. Johnson*$ Kingd.
fy Conuitw, 591 The principal! Citie is called Paquin, neigh
bouring Tartary. a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Bucks \. (1662)

132 Those that in the same earth neighbour thee. 1798
Cowi ER Let. to Lady Hesketh 13 Oct., It neighbours
nearly, and as nearly resembles, the scenery of Catfield.

1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Compl. Decay Beggars^ He seemed. .

to suck in fresh vigour from the soil which he neighboured.
1873 BROWNING Red Coif. Nt.-cap 11. 308 One whose father s

house upon the Quai Neighboured the very house. 1893
Nat. Observer 25 Nov. 41/1 The years that neighboured
their departure.

b. To come near to, to approach.
1859 MEREDITH R . Feverel viii, I can pretty nigh neighbour

it with a guess. 1891 One ofour Cong. xxxv
?
He neigh

boured sagacity when he pointed that interrogation relating
to Nesta s precociousness.

C. To be neighbour to (one).
1872 E. J. IRVING Lays 228 (E.D.D.), Twa lads that I

neiboured lang syne. 1892 LUMSDEN Sheep-head 212 Will

you neighbour us in the smoking-room ?

6. In pa. pple. a. Neighboured by or with)

having (some person or thing) as near neighbour
or close at hand.
a 1586 SIDNEY A sir.

&amp;lt;$

Stella Sonn. xxix, Like some weak
Lords neighbord by mightie Kings. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. (1637) 22 The hot water bathes, heretofore adorned,
and neighboured with magnificent building. 1670 MILTON
Hist. Eng. v. \Vks. (1847) 537/2 The Danes .. not liking
perhaps to be neighboured with strong towns. 1856 R. A.

j

VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. vm. vii. 79 Such passages .. are

preludes or interludes neighboured by heavy monologue.
a, 1873 LYTTON Ken. Chillingly n. viii, Provided they be
neighboured by water.

b. Brought or placed near to some person or

thing; situated close together.
1594. CAREW Huartes Exam. Wits v. (1506) 54 These i

ventricles . .are so ynited and nere neighboured, that neither i

..can be distinguished. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \. i. 121 The
barbarous Scythian.. shall to my bosome Be as well neigh
bour d. 1760-72 H. BKOOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) IV. 127

|

That, .my dust may be neighboured to your precious dust.
|

1803 GODWIN Chaucer II. xlvi. 400 To contemplate this an
cient baron neighboured to a throne. 1820 KEATS Lamia
i. 240 So neighbour d to him, and yet so unseen She stood.

7. (Cf. prec.) a. To bring near to something. I

b. To place in conjunction with something.
a. 1662 HEYLIN Laud (1668) 60 The Reversion of a Prebend ,

in that Church ; which . . neighbour d him to the Court. 1791 ,

Cow PER Odyss. xv. 590 But Jove Hath neighbour d all thy j

evil with this good.
Hence Neighbouring vbl. sb.

1651 G. W. tr. Cowers Inst. 31 The building together,
and neighbouring of houses, by which means we have our
Cities, Borroughs, and Villiage-;. 1886 S. IV. Line. Gloss. ,

I was never one for so much neighbouring and new&amp;gt;tng.

tNei ghbourage. Obs.rare. [f.
NEIGHBOUR

sb. + -AGE.] The collective surroundings and out

side conveniences of a plot of land.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey \\. ii. 49 Respicient

Situation hath dependance vpon Boundage and Neighbour

NEIGHBOURHOOD.
age. Ibid. iii. 51 In Neighbourage it is not impertinent to

particularize, how the Plot is accommodated for Tillage,

Meddow, Pasture, &c. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. 139/1

Neighbourage is the shewing how the Plot is accomodated
with Wood, Water, Fewel [etc.).

t Nei ghboured, sb. Obs. [f. NEIGHBOUR
sb. + -RED.] =- NEIGHBOURHOOD.
c 117$ Lar/t&amp;gt;. Horn. 137 Swulche monne 5e he for scome

wernen ne mei for nejeburredde. c 1200 Triit. Coll. Horn.

83 Hie giuen here elmesse noht for godes luue ac for

neheboreden, o3er for kinraden. c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 352/2
Neyborede, proximitas, I icinitas. 1556 in Arch&ol. Jrnl.

(1874) XXXI. 70 To beare us true amytie and to use good
neighbored towards us. 1575 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Cl.)

I. 150 Katherein Ros . . wes decernit to keip neborat in

schawing masleach.

Neighboured, ///. a. [f. NEIGHBOUR sb. or

v. + -ED.] Provided with (a certain kind of) neigh
bours or surroundings.
1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov.

&amp;lt;$ Eplgr. (1867) 99 Few more
commodious reason sees, lhan is this one commoditee,
Quietly neighboured to be. 1598 BACON Ess. Ep. Ded., I

doe nowe like some that haue an Orcharde ill neighbored,
that gather their fruit before it is ripe, to preuent stealing.
a 1641 BF. MOUNTAGU Acts

&amp;lt;y

Mon. (1642) 315 Syria was ill-

neighboured, continually pillaged by Arabian theeves and
robbers. 1829 Examiner 741/2 The low and gloomy but

beautifully neighboured castle of Chillon.

Nei ghbourer. rare*-, [f. NEIGHBOUR v.]
One who neighbours, a neighbour.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. L 265 A neighbourer of this

Nymphes, as high in Fortune s grace.

Nei ghbouress. rare. [f.
NEIGHBOUR sb. 4-

-ESS.] A female neighbour.
1388 WYCLIF Exod. iii. 22 A womman serial axe of hir

nei}boresse and ofher hoosteesse siluerne vesselis and goldun.

1535 COVERDALE Jer. ix. 20 That euery one maye teach hir

neghbouresse to make lamentacion. 1849 THACKERAY
Gt. ($ Lit. Dinners Wks. 1902 VI. 655 You may chance to

get near a pleasant neighbour and neighbouress,

Nei ghbourhead. Now rare. [f.
NEIGHBOUR

sb. + -HEAD.] = next.
c 1423 Eng. Cony. Irel. 30 The men of Watterford . . waren

I -ware that thay y-hadden such neghborhede ful loth.

1499 Exch. Rolls Scotl. XI. 395 That the balye hald foure

balye courtis. .for. . reforming of plants of nychtbourhed and
uthiris. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane&quot;s Comm. 399 b, He ..wyll
do nothing against the maner of neighbourhead. 1596
DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 345 True nychtbour-
heid, constitute well and maid betueine the IngHs and
Scotis bordiris. 1884 G- MACDONALD Unspoken Serm. 220 It

is the humanity that originates the claim of neighbourhead.

Neighbourhood (n?*bulrad). [t. NEIGH
BOUR &.+ -HOOD.]
1. Friendly relations between neighbours; neigh

bourly feeling or conduct.
1 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. v. 512 To here him anentis his

fadir and modir more and other wise than the nicest degre
of nei3borehode askith. 1503 in Surtecs Misc. (1890) 30

Accordyng to olde neghburode and gude custome. 1351
T. WILSON Logike (1580) 17 b, We see muche neighbour-
hoode, and good will to helpe the needie. 1593 WARNER
Alb. Eng. ix. liii. (1602) 239 Exiling hence wel-neere all

Troth, meet Sports, and Neighbourhood. 1650 JER. TAYLOR
Holy Living i. i. (1727) 7 Works of nature, recreation,

charity, friendliness and neighbourhood. 1708 SWIFT Sent.

Ch. Eng. Man Wks. 1755 if. i. 79 All the laws of charity,

neighbourhood, alliance, and hospitality. 1796 BURKE

Regie. Peace i. (1892) 82 There is a Law of Neighbourhood
which does not leave a man perfect master on his own
ground. 1842 CAMPBELL Pilgrim of Glencoe 139 He stood

With neighbours on kind terms of neighbourhood. 1853-7
HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-bks. (1879) I. 136 A more efficient

sense of neighborhood than exists among ourselves.

b. Esp. in phr. good neighbourhood (f also in

early use evil or ill neighbourhood}.

1574 HELLOWES Gueuaras Fam. Ep. (1577) 126 The Duke
of Sogorbe and the Monkes-.did vse emit neighbourhoode.
1594 T. B. LaPrimaud. Fr. Acad. \\. Ep. Rdr. a 6 What a

notable lesson of good neighbourhood. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE]
D Acosta s Hist. Indies vii. viii, 515 They practised against
the Mexicaines their neighbours, all the ill neighbourhood
they could. 1640 BROME Sj&amp;gt;aragu& Card. \. iv, Whose
hatred I would not lose for all the good neighbor-hood in

the Parish. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 131 F 8 The Country
is not a Place for a Person of my Temper, who does not

love Jollity, and what they call Good-Neighbourhood.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 305 A pattern for any
who desire to fulfil the duties of good neighbourhood.
1825 E. HEWLETT Cottage Comf, xv. 218 Good neighbour-

well be left unnoticed.

2. The quality, condition, or fact of being neigh
bours or lying near to something ; nearness.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest ii The Jfacinct is blew, and of

nigh neighborhoode with the Saphire. 1570-6 LAMBARDE
Perantb. Kent (1826) 147 To these also may be added for

neighbourhoode sake.. the Monasterie of white Chanons.

1615 H. CROOKE Body ofMan 156 Where, .with most ease,

because of the neJghbour-hoode of the heart.., the blood

might be altred. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Seldens Mare Cl. 35

Both by reason of their neighborhood, and the frequent
convers of the Israelits among them. 17*8 MORGAN Algiers
I. iv. 279 The Turks whose Neighbourhood to Sicily, &c.

he liked not. 1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) I. 222 The

neighbourhood of the sun inflames the imagination of men.

1835 LYTTON Rienzi x. ix, Then the prison and the palace
were in awful neighbourhood. 1871 FREEMAN Norm, Cong.

(1876) IV. xvii. 73 The South, .was through its neighbour
hood and intercourse with Gaul somewhat less savage.

fb. Situation in respect of surroundings. Obs.~~

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. u. ix. 117 The



great impiety.&quot; 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 764 The curious

genus Mesites of Madagascar, which has been referred.. to

ha

NEIGHBOURING.
Vena arteriosa.. is just like the Aorta in substance, large
ness, neighbourhood, and Valves,

3. The vicinity, or near situation, (/something.
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacJCs Husb. i. (1586) 9 Some, .who

can not shunne the neighbourhood of the Riuer or the Sea.

c 1630 MILTON Passion 52 The gentle neighbourhood of

grove and spring Would soon unboosom all their Echoes
milde, 1708 SWIFT Sacratn. Tes(\Vks. 1755 II. i. 127,! have
done all in my power ., to preserve two or three English fellows

in their neighbourhood. 1745 POCOCKE Descr. East II. 242

Cutting off so many Greek villages in the neighbourhood of

that city. 1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Dcsp. (1838) XI. 23
To strengthen our position in front and in the neighbour
hood of Irun. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost xi. 305
When two flames are brought into the neighbourhood of
each other they draw to each other.

iransf. 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. 237 This comparison
.. is odious up to the neighbourhood and similitude of a

gi

the neighbourhood of the Rails.

b. In the neighbourhood of, somewhere about.

1857 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., The Catholic clergy of

this city have purchased in the neighborhood of forty acres

of land. 1893 Times (weekly ed.) 15 Dec. 1000/2 The rate of

exchange with India has been maintained in the neighbour
hood of i&/.

4. Resort or haunt of persons near one ; com

pany; neighbours.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. v. 34 A little Hermitage there lay,

Far from all neighbourhood. a 1716 BLACKALL IVks.

(1723) I. 97 A Member of a.. Corporation, consisting of his

Neighbourhood, and Acquaintance. 1800 Kxox & JEBB
Corr, I. 3 Immediate neighbourhood I have none, save one

family. 1854 H. MILLER Sch.
&amp;lt;y

Schm. xvi. (1857) 366 They
had been known, each in his own circle of neighbourhood.

f b. A place lying near to one. Obs. rare*
1634 MILTON Coinus 314, I know., every bosky bourn from

side to side, My daily walks and ancient neighbourhood.

5. A community ;
a certain number of people

who live close together.
1625 BACON Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 165 In a great Towne

..there is not that Fellowship .. which is in lesse Neigh- ,

bourhoods. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 40 F 3 Those little
;

Communities which we express by the Word Neighbour- :

hoods. 1774 G. WHITE Selborne xl, [Whitethroats] are shy i

and wild in breeding-time, avoiding neighbourhoods, and
]

haunting lonely lanes. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865)
|

126 Men remain in the domestic state and form neighbour

hoods, but not governments, a 1882 EMF.RSON in Hinsdale
;

Garfield fy Educ. H. 413 The banian of the forest, yielding
shade and fruit to wide neighborhoods of men.

b. A (religious) society of neighbours.
1883 Century Mag. Oct. 856/2 This movement led to the

establishment of a neighborhood of Friends in the streets

leading from Chatham Square.

6. The people living near to a certain place or

within a certain range.
1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 73 The Commanders of

this Fortress make always Leagues with the Neighborhood.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. iv, The whole neighbourhood came
out to meet their minister. i8oa MRS. K. PARSONS Myst.
Visit III. 204 The neighbourhood had scandalized [her].

b. A district or portion of a town or country,

freq. considered in reference to the character or

circumstances of its inhabitants.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. i. 15 The raging Sword and

wastful Fire Destroy the wretched Neighbourhood around.

1778 PENNANT Tour Wales (1883) I. 24 The several sorts of

founderies in the neighborhood. 1813 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI. 60 All the camps in this neighbour
hood quite quiet. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xv, Darkness

had set in
;

it was a low neighbourhood. 1880 DISRAELI

Endym. Ivii, The back slums ofhis ferocious neighbourhood.

7. attrib., as neighbourhood meeting, party &amp;gt;

-war.

18*3 S. HUNTINGTON in Mem. 348 The neighbourhood

meeting for this quarter of the city. 1869 MRS. WHITNEY
e Girls xi. (1874) 244, I daresay Mrs. Pennington will

ave her neighbourhood parties again. 1888 H. C. LEA
Hist. Inquls. I. 60 Torn with unceasing and savage neigh
borhood-war.

Neighbouring,///, a. [f.
NEIGHBOUR v. +

-ING 2
.j That neighbours, in various senses of the

vb.
; lying or living near, adjacent.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well iv. i. 18 He hath a smacke of all

neighbouring Languages. 1641 H. THORNDIKE GW*.
Churches 66 They were made in due time by the heads of

neighbouring Churches. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond s

Gardening: 2 Paris and Versailles, whose Neighbouring
Parts contain so many Wonders of this Nature. 1770
BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 308 The scheme of bringing

our court to a resemblance to the neighbouring monarchies.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick,
jx,

Miss Squeers had been

spending a few days with a neighbouring friend. 1863 GEO.

ELIOT Romola, xxxvi, He stood and watched the scene trom

behind a neighbouring bush.

Neighbouring, vbl. sb. : see NEIGHBOUR v.

Nei ghbourless, a. [f.
NEIGHBOUR O. +

-LESS.] \Vithont a neighbour ; solitary.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Print. % Eptgr. (1867) 100 For this neigh-

bourlie quietnesse, Thou art the neighbour neighbourlesse.

1820 Black. Mag. May 163/1 The quean s as single yet as a

neighbourless stocking. 1846 PROWETT rrometh.Bountl
Lone dweller by a neighbourless ravine. iSgaJ. b. r LETCH

When Chas. was King 4 Some homestead .. so far from a

village that its occupants are entirely neighbourless.

Nerghbour-like, a. and adv. [f. as prec. +

-LIKE.] a. adv. In a neighbourly fashion. D.

adj. Neighbourly, friendly, kindly. (In later use

chiefly Sc.)
1499 F.xch. Rolls Scoll. XI. 395 Ane sufficient tenant and

nychtbour . . abill to keip the said steld nychtbourllke.

1:157* GASCOIGNE Fniilis Warrc cxxxvii, Three dayes wee

fought, as long as water serued, And came to ancor neygh-

Nei ghbourliness. [f. next + -NESS.] The
condition, quality or fact of being neighbourly ;

friendliness, kindly feeling.
1662 PEPYS Diary 5 Nov., i here was not the neighbour-

hness between her and my wife that was lit to be. 1685 H.
MOKE Rejl. Baxter Pref. A 3 Neighbourliness and Good
nature washes them out of the remembrance of both. 1816
COLERIDGE Lay Serin. (Bohn) 340 It is the science of..

Jhilamhropy
without neighbourliness. 1879 Spectator 7

une 719 He has tried to make out how far neighbourli
ness, as amongst ants of the same nest, really goes.

Neighbourly
sb. + -LV

,
.

i), a.
[f.

NEIGHBOUR

1. Characteristic of, or befitting, a neighbour or

neighbours ; friendly, kindly.
1558 7i C-. Gild Co. Chr. York 305 note, A good occasion

of. . renewyng of amy tie and neighbnrghly love one with an
other. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. F. i. ii. 85 He hath a neigh
bourly charitie in him. 1658 Whole Duty Man xvii. i

By any neighbourly and friendly ofiice. 1727 SWIFT What
passed in London Wks. 1735 III. l. 182 He in a very neigh
bourly rr.anner admonished me. 1791 UUKKI: Hints for
Mem. Wks. VII. 5 His majesty s benevolent and neigh

bourly offers. 1884 SIR J. W. CHITTY in Law Rep. 27
Chanc. Div. 629 He considered it was not a neighbourly
thing to press for payment.

b. Friendly but not cordial.

1599 SANDYS Europe Spec. (1632) 154 As their States, so

their loves and his are but neighbourly, a 1628 PRESTON
Mt.

E[&amp;gt;al(\(&amp;gt;3&) 39 It must be onely with a neighbourly and

civill, but not with a conjugall. .love.

2. Of persons: Inclined to act as neighbours;
situated as neighbours.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 8 Who thinke it Chris-

tianitie enough to be harmlesse, ciuill, or neighbourly men.

1628 WITHER Brit. Reiucmb. 11. 513 Scarce one man would

be so neighbourly, To helpe his brother in this malady.

1778 Miss BUKNEY Evelina xl, Our lodgings were in

Holborn, that we might be near his house, and neighbourly.

1822 SCOTT Nigel xxiii, In Alsatia, look ye, a man must be

neighbouily and companionable. 1886 A. E. B. SOULBY in

Law Times LXXXI. 446/2 Farmers as a rule are neigh

bourly and forbearing.

Neighbourly, adv. &quot;&amp;gt;.0bs. [f.
as prec. + -LY -.]

After the manner of neighbours; in a friendly

or kindly fashion.

1525 in Vicary s Anat. (1888) App. iii. 169 The hous-

holders..be neybourly drynkyng to-gethers .. In loyous

maner. 1578 T. N. tr. Coin]. IV. India 3 Who friendly and

neighbourly graunted his desire. 1654 E. JOHNSON U ondei-

wrkg. Provid. 194 It would joyn all the Towns in the same

neighbourly together. 1690 MACKENZIE Siege London-

Derry 53/1 Whilst they behave themselves peaceably and

neighbourly amongst us.

Neighbourship, [f.
as prec. + -SHIP.]

1. The state or fact of being a neighbour ;
near

ness, propinquity. Also//.
1456 SIR G. Hn\f. Law Arms (S.T.S.) 101 Nychtbourschip

till evill folk gerris oft tymes the gude tak scathe. 1523

FITZHERB. Sun . 5 b, Commen per cause vicynage .s. neygh-

bourshepe. 1599 T. M[OUFET) Silku Ormes 9 This neij

bourship was formost steppe to loue. 1798 JOANNA BAILI.IE

Count Basil v. i, Rest.. each, .in a hallow d neighbourship

with those, Who when alive his social converse shar d. 1838

Tail s Mag. V. 113 The uneasy accommodations, foul air,

and unsatisfactory neighbourships of a public theatre. 1891

Tablet 29 Aug. 327 The accidental neighbourship of grains

of sand upon the shore.

2. Neighbourly relations or intercourse ; esp. m
phr. food (bad, ill) neighbourship.
1706 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 64 Since Denmark has no

further hope of recovering its lost provinces, its true interest

is a good neighbourship. 1857 TOULVIN SMITH Parish 177

Every bond ofmutual sympathy or of wholesome neighbour

ship. 1858 CARLYLE/&amp;gt;tt. Ct.v. v. I. 588 1 hese violences

and acts of ill-neighbourship 1889.
Sat. Xcv. 2 Mar. 237/2

To keep their tendencies to bad-neighbourship in check.

Neiffhe, obs. form of NIGH v.

Neigher (I^-M), it.1 U- NEIGH Z,. + -EK I.]

One that, or that which, neighs ;
a horse.

1649 LOVELACE Poems 101 Amadis, Sir Guy and lopaz

With his fleet Neigher shall keep.no-pace. 1865 TYLOR

Early Hist. Man. iv. 63 The horse is the neigher.

Neigher tnzV), sb.t Sc. [f. next.] A neigh ;

trans/, a lond laugh.
1830 GALT Lawric T. iv. iii, A sudden recollection.,

would . . cause his sob to change into a most irreverent

&quot;Neigher (n-X ),
v. Sc. Also 6 neehyr

o neioher. [Imitative
: cf. NICHKR and NICKER. J

intr. To neigh ;
also trans/, to laugh loudly.

,*4Q ComU. Scot. vi. 39 Baytht horse & meyris did fast

nef& the foils nechyr. 1722 RAMSAY Three Bonnets in. 2

^^^^^P^^ff^t^
very naig that he bestrides Seems neicherm too for joy.

1826 GALT Last ofLairds vii, 1 could but look m her cleer

-en and neigher like Willie Gouk.

Neighing (nf -\q\ vbl. st. [f. NEIGH v. +

-ING l.J The action, on the part of a horse, of

uttering its characteristic sound. Also trans/.

c 725 Corfus Gloss. (Hessels) H 124 Hinnitns hnaeggiung.

&amp;lt;- looo JELFRIC Gram. i. (Z.) 4 Hryoera jehlow and horsa

NEITHER.

hna^ung. 13. . K. Alls. 2091 There was gret naygheing of
stede. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. xiii. 27 And aperede thi shen-

shepe, thi vouteries, and thi ne^ingus. 1412-20 LYDG.
Chron. Troy in. xxii, The.. furious neyhing of many
bastard stede. 1481 CAXION Godfrey cv. 161 I her was .^o

grete noyse..& so terryble neyhyng of horses, a 1548
HALL Chron., Edii&amp;gt;. IV 217 b, What tor neighyng of horses
and talkyng of menne, none.. could that night take any
rest or quietnes. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logikc 33 The
neying of an horse caused Darius, .to be made King. 1697
DRYDEN I irg. C-eorg. III. 150 And with shrill Neii;hings
fill d the Neighbouring Plain. 1736 SHERIDAN in Slvijfs
Lett. (1768) IV. 165 1 he noise of guns, the neighing of the
horses. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 298 The strong neighings
of the wild while Horse.

NeighingCn^-irj),///.^. [f. NEIGH v. + -ING-.]
That neighs ; uttering a neigh.
1382 WYCLIF ^cr. viii. 16 Fro the vois of his nei^ende

fijteres to-stirid is alle the lond. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. i.

ii. 207 Haue I not.. heard Loud larums neighing steeds,
and trumpets clangue? 1609 B. ToHSON Sil. Wom. iv. iii,

What a neighing hobby-horse is this. 1697 DRYDEN &neid
VMI. 5 The sprightly trumpet, from afar.. Had rous d the

neighing steeds to :-t:our the fields. 1706 PHILLH-S (td.

Kersey, , Neigking-tiird, a little Bird that imitates the

Neighing of a Horse. 1810 CLARKE Trav. Russia (1839)

76/1 The flower of the Cossack army, in most sumptuous
dresses, curbing their foaming and neighing steeds, n 1821

KKATS Hyperion l. 1^4 Neighing steeds were heard, Not
heard before by Gods or wondering men.

t Neight, obs. form of AIT.

1766 Award Inclos. Comm. Lcnchwick fy Norton, The
osier Heights in the river Avon.

Neighther, obs. f. NEITHER. K&quot;eih, obs. f.

NIGH a. and adv. Neih^ebor, obs. f. NEIGHBOUR.

Neihleche, var. of NEHLECHE Obs. Neil, obs.

f. NAIL, NE.U.. Neip, obs. f. NEAP; var. of

NEEP. Neipce, obs. f. NIECE. Neiphew, obs.

f. NEPHEW. Neipkynne, obs. Sc. f. NAI-KIN s/&amp;gt;.

Neir, obs. f. or var. of NEAR, NEER, NE ER.

Neii\h)and, obs. ff.N EAKHAND. Neis^e.neiss,
obs. varr. NESE, nose. Neisch(e, etc., obs. ff.

NLSHC. Neischede : see NESHHEAD. Neist,
obs. f. NEST; obs. or dial. f. NEXT. Neith,
obs. f. NEATH.

Neither (nrSai, nai fai}, adv. (fait/.) and a.

(pi-on.) Forms : a. 2 nai*er, 5 nayther, 6 Sc. nay-
thir ; 4 neypur, 4-5 -der, 5 -per, -J)ir, thir,-thyr,

-dyr, 5-7 -ther; 5 neider, neipir, 3-5 neiper, 5-

neither. 0. 4 nethir, (5 -yr), 4-5 neper, 6-7

nether, (6 -ar, neder) ; 5 neethur, -yr. 7.

5-6, 7 Sc. nather, 6 Sc. napir, nathir, neather.

S. 6-7 nither. [Early ME. tiaiSer, neyper, etc.,

alterations of NA(U)THER, NO(U)THER, on analogy
of EITHER (q.v. for etym. and pron.).
The Sc. forms nather, natliir, may be survivals of the

older NATHER, but are placed here on the ground that

ather, a. /i/&amp;gt;are the normal Sc. forms of EITHER.]

A. adv. (conj.} 1. Introducing the mention of

alternatives or different things, about each of which

a negative statement is made.
The regular position of neither is immediately before the

fiM of the alternative expressions, but it is frequently

placed earlier in the sentence,

f a. Neither . . ne. Obs.

In early use ne is also inserted after neither.

c izoo / ices #r I irtiies 9 Ne sweri}e5, naioer ne be heuene

ne be ietoe. a 1300 Cursor HI. 1660 Sal neber Hue ne

fouul nebest. 13.. Ibid. 6941 (Gott.), His hali wandis..

greu neyder less ne mare, Hot euer befor as bai ware, c 1380

WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 343 To him is
[&amp;gt;is

thanke propur, &
neybur to pope ne confessour. 1413 I llgr. Sowle (Caxton

1483) v xiv. 109 The sone dependeth of the fader, .neither

latter ne rather than the fader. 1496 Fysshynge m. Angle

(1883) 10 You shall not put therto neyther coporose ne

vertgrees. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2
&amp;gt;J, Spared

no labours neyther by see ne yet by lande.

b. A cither . . nor.

Phr. neither here nor there : see HEREO^I . 12.

o. 13. . Cursor M. 5857 (Gfitt.), Neyder i knou him
)&amp;gt;at |e

say, Nor i ne wil lat be folk away, c 1460 Pol. hel. ft L.

Poems (1866) 164 Thowe canst me neyder thank nor pleasse.

c 1485 Digly Myst. (1882) I. 198 Of me thu shalt neyther

haue flee nor aduauntage. a 1548 HALL Chron., Ed-m. IV
242 b, That gain once gotten.., neither othe holdeth, nor

frendship continuelh. IJ94 O. B. .Quest. Profit. Concern

L2b Neither God nor nature giues this value vnto all.

1610 W. BEDELL in LTssAer s Lett. (1686) 454 This Protesta-

lion having neither Latin, nor Law, nor Common Sence.

1690 LOCKE Omit. l. ix. (Rtldg.) 103 Adam. .being neitnc

monarch, nor his imaginary monarchy heredltable. 1728

RAMSAY Stef-daghter ii, She neither has lawlilh nor

shame. 1746 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 259 Neither care dis

turbs their sleep, nor passion inflames their breast. 1784

COWPER Task v. oo Neither grub nor root nor earth-nut now

Repays their labour more. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.v.

I. 555 Quarter was to be neither taken nor given. 1879 M.

ARNOLD Mixed Ess., Irish Cathol. 120 There are neither

^rA^CovER^LE ToHt v. 2 Nether doth he knowe me,

ner I him. 1549 K D,.EY Let. in Potts Liber
Cantabr^

(18,5) 245, I am assuredly persuaded that it is neder the

Kinge s Majesties nor your Graces pleasor. 1622 Dunbars

Poems Ixxix. 4 Left &quot; nether corce nor cun?ie.

SCBOGOS in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 112, I choose the rath,

to write when I have nether business nor newes.

v c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) in. 23 Tho na^ir hairt

nor myrid consentis. IS7 Satir. Poems K,/or,,, xxxv.
5|

Yit wer thay nather sauld nor slame. 6li SIR W. MURK

Mia. Poems Wks. (S.T.S.) I. H Nather prayers could pre-

vaile nor wisses.



NEITHER. NEMATOCYST.

v

C. With another negative, usually preceding.
Now rare.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xx. xii. 818 That neyder you my
lord kyuge Arthur nor you syre Gawayne come not in to the

felde. 1535 CovtRbALE Josh. viii. 20 They had no place to

flie vnto, nether hither ner thither. ij68GRAFTON Chron.
II. 42 Dauid king of Scottes . . spoyled the Countrie,. .not

sparing neyther man woman nor chylde. 1606 BRYSKF.TT
Civ. Life 32 Not tying himselfe absolutely to follow neither

Plato nor Aristotle. 1678 CUDWORTH IntclL Syst. 494 No
part neither of Nature, nor of the World, is to Homer
Godless. 1827 SOUTHEV Penins. War II. 131 There was
now no respite neither by day nor night for this devoted

city, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 277 Christianity

abrogated no duty, .neither for Jew nor Gentile.

d. With two sing, subjects and pi. verb.

1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 44 r 3 Neither search nor labour

are necessary. 1777 COWPER Wks. (1837) XV. 37 Neither

the Duke of Bedford nor Lord Sussex have cut yet. 1826

SOUTHEV Vind. Eccl. Angl. 478 Neither the Law nor the

Gospel were introduced with such appalling miracles. 1874
RtSKiN Fors Clav. xliii. 139 Neither painting nor fighting
feed men.

e. Neither . . or.

1530 TINDALE Answ. More (Parker Soc.) 64 The outward

place neither helpeth or hindereth. 1566 Pasqnine i i a
Tranncc m That, .we neyther tourne asyde to the right or

Itft hande. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 416 A. .woman,
neither walking, running, or staying. 1671 MILTON P. R. i.

268 Yet, neither thus dishearten d or dismay d, The time

prefixt I waited. 1719 DE oK.Crnsoe n. (Globe) 478, 1 can
neither tell how many we kill d, or how many we wounded.

1786 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile Indiscr. I. 70 Engaging
to spare neither trouble or expence. 1830 W. TAYLOR Hist.

Sun . Germ. Poetry III. 26 These modern antiques neither

supply the interest of classical or of German poetry. 1874
DASENT Talesfr. Fjeld 204 Wasn t it true that he neither

knew anything or could do anything?

ff. Neither . . neither (or nother}. Obs.
a 1539 in Archaeol, XLVII. 54 Nither at the christening

nother at the confirmacion. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 102
We.. intend so to proceed in this matter, neither enclyn-
ng on the right hande, neyther yet on the left. 1620
ENNER Via Recta viii. 176 Neither alwaies, neither to

euery one, neither of euery sort.

t g. Irregularly followed by and or but. Obs.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus* Ann. iv. xvi. (1622) 115 They
neither gaue courage to the fearfull, but carried away them-
selues with like fear, ran al away for company. Ibid, xi.

vii. 148, 1 will neither vtter any thing falsely, andam ashamed
to tell the truth. 1673 MARVELL Reh. Transp. n. 200 He
that chuses a just weight does neither find himself the

weaker.., and reaches the length he aim d at. x67&BuNYAN
Pilgr. i. (1862) 121 That neither thou, but especially I, am
not made myself this example.
2. Nor, nor yet ;

and not, also not. Now
used only when the alternatives are expressed in

clauses or sentences.

1462 Anc. Cat. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 313 No bowcher
nayther bowcher ys man, neethyr no nothyr man. 1513-14
Act 5 Hen. V///, c. 17 2 That no persone that is taxed
for landes..be sett or taxed for his godes. .neither econ-

trarye. 1560 DAUS tr. SIeidatie*$ Comnt. 25 b, He said it

was a matter newly invented, neyther used in former time.

1615 W. BEDWELL Arab. Trudge Sarraceni. .are those

people which otherwise., were called. .Arabians. Neither
were they so named of Sara, Abrahams wife. 1662

STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacry\\\. ii. 7 Wee cannot then, neither

ought we to determine any thing concerning the particular
waies of Gods bounty. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 120
But that there was no help for ; neither was my Time so

much Loss to me. 1784 COWPER Task in. 2-17 Such powers
I l&amp;gt;oast not neither can I rest A silent witness of the head

long rage. i875jowETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 300 If there are no

teachers, neither are there disciples?

3. Used to strengthen a preceding negative:
= Either.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 81 It is euen so, and yet not
true neither, that [etc.]. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. \\. iii. 18

Nay that cannot bee so neyther. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s

Lett. (vol. II) 103 Yet desire I not nither to tire my hands
with writing continually to no profit. 1668 ETHEREDGE She
WoitdifSfie Cou d in. i, Now I have thought better on t,

that is not absolutely necessary neither. 1712 STEELE
Sped. No. 423 p 2 Expressions of Rapture and Adoration
will not move her neither. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison
(1781) I. xxxvii. 264 Perhaps I may not make it in form
neither. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 436, I would not ex
clude alteration neither. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby iv. ix,

There were no books neither. 1871 MEREDITH H. Rich
mond Iv, Lady Edbury would never see Roy-Richmond
after that, nor the old lord neither.

fb. Without preceding negative, or not in

direct connexion with one. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 94 Ad. Then let yourseruants
bring my husband forth. Ab. Neither: he tooke this place
for sanctuary. 1630 R. JohnsoiCs Kingd. fy Commiv. 596
The Inhabitants cannot travell but with a licence, and with
that neither, but for a prefixed season. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela III. 272, I can more freely speak my Mind upon
the Occasion, though I am but a poor Casuist neither.

B. 1. adj. Not the one or the other.
Also formerly neitlur nother \ see NOTHER.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirnrg. 143 pat bei moun not wagge to

neibir side aboute be sowynge. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s

Comm. 236 b, I should have but small thanke of neyther
pariie. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 312 Nothing neither way.
1697 DRYDEN Viry. Georg. in. 53 But neither Shoar his
Conauest shall confine. 1850 THACKERAY Pendennis xvii,
Neither one of us was particularly eager about rushing into
that near smoking Babylon.
2. absol. as pron. Also const, of.
Also formerly never neither (1449) ; neither other (1529);

neither nother (see NOTHER), or following another negative.
c 1250 Gen.

&amp;lt;y
Ex. 1276 Dor ben he booen feren pli^t Sat

here neiSer sal don o5er un-ri^t. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \. iii.

14 Sithen to neuer neither thei ban sufficient euydence. 1529
MORE Dyaloge I. Wks. 163/2 What if neyther other, .were

likely to be trewe, but seined bothe twayne impossible.

&quot;S^? ] SANFORD Epictetns 27 We haue not any thing writ-

|

ten of neither of them. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Dent. xxiv.

c0tttrH., For no cause neither of them can marie againe, so
1

long as the other liveth. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1188 Thus
they in mutual accusation spent The fruitless hours, but

\

neither self-condemning. 1759 JOHNSON Rassclas xxviii.

| [xxix], Neither can forbear to wish for the absence of the
: other. 1870 E. PEACOCK HalfSkirl. III. 191 Neither of

his visitors saw him. 1886 R. C. MOBERI.Y Probl. fy Princ.

I

x. (1904) 314 They are co-ordinate, .. they neither override
. the other.

fb. Neither of both, of either. Obs.

iS37in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 148 Prosperity and
..adversite, for nedyr off both doth tary, but brevely over-

passe. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. v. ii. 459 Qu. Will you haue
! me, or your Pearle againe ? Ber. Neither of either, I remit

both twaine. 1600 HOLLAND Livy x. xxxvi. 377 But neither

!
of both had any stomacke to fight. 1633 ROWLEY Match at

\
Midn. in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) VII. 405 Troth, neither of

either, so let him understand.

C. Not any one (of more than two).
1644 [H. PAKKER] fus Popnli 14 Our adversaries boast of

three Conquests in this Island, and yet neither of them all

was just or total). 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. 164 Matter,
Form, and Accidents ; neither of which can be the Aris-

totelick Nature. 1796 SOUTHEY Let. in Life (1849) I. 263
He at last fixed upon a leg of mutton, soles and oyster
sauce, and toasted cheese to the no small amusement of
those who knew he could get neither. 1846 GROVE Corr.

Phys. Forces {&$$ 15 Heat, light, electricity, magnetism, . .

are all correlatives, . . neither, taken abstractedly, can be said
to be the essential cause of the others.

d. With plural verb.

z6ix SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 253 Thersites body is as good as

AJax, When neyther are aliue. 1648 HEVLIN Reiat. fy

Qbserv. i. 142 b, Neither of which are able to read any one
Record in those Offices. 1700 DRYUEN Pref. Fables Ess.

(ed. Ker) II. 254 Both writ with wonderful facility and
clearness ; neither were great inventors. 1741 C TESS
HARTFORD Corr. (1805) II. 245 Neither of your letters men-

. tion these disagreeable circumstances. 1781 G. WAKEFIELD

j

in Mem. (1804) I. 461 Neither of us are the proper judges.

1859 F. W. NEWMAN Phases ofFaith 184 Neither of them
declare themselves eyewitnesses of Christ s resurrection.

1875 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ii. 62 What at present I believe
neither of us know.

Neither, obs. f. NETHER a. Neithless, var.

of NETHELESS. Neiuind, obs. var. NINTH.

Neive, var. of NIEVE, fist. Neiven, var.

NEVEN v. Obs. Neiver, var. of NIFFER, to ex

change. Neiwat, var. of NIGHWHAT.

I! Nek. S. African. [Du. nek NECK.] A neck
or saddle between two hills.

1834 PKINGLE African Sketches vi. 223 They had to travel

Ibid. t
The high road which runs through the Nek.

Nek, obs. form of NECK.
t Nekard, neker. Obs. rare-1

. [Of obscure

origin.] App., an insignificant person.
Both form and sense are against identity with niggard.
a 1400-50 A lexandcr 1742 Slike a nekard \v.r. neker] as

bi-selfe, a np^t
of all othire, Is hot a madding to niell with

mare ban him-seluen.

Neke, obs, form of NECK sb.^ NICK v.

t Neked. Obs. rare. Also nykid. [Perh.
a. ON. nekkvati something, somewhat.] A little,

a small amount.
13. . Caw. fy Gr. Knt. 1062 Of bat ilk nw^ere bot neked

now wontez. Ibid. 1805 Bot to dele yow for drurye,
bat dawed bot neked. a 1400-50 Alexander 3035 All at was
bitten of ba best was at a brunt dede, Bot 511 pal noyed bot
a nykid to nane bat was ermed.

Neke name, obs. f. NICKNAME. Nekropolis,
var. NECROPOLIS. Neld(e, obs. ff. NEEDLE.
Nele, obs. f. EEL, NILL v. Nell, obs. f. NIGHLY.
tNeling, obs. variant of ANELING, anointing.
1567-8 in Swayne Saruttt Ckurchw. Ace. (1896) no Two

lytell Clothys that holdeth the neling box. Ibid.
t
The

nelinge box of led.

Nell, obs. form of ELL. Nelle, var. of NILL v.

Nelly (ne-li). [Of uncertain origin ; perh.
merely the feminine name Nelly, familiar form
of Helen or Eleanor.] A large sea-bird (Ossifraga
giganted] belonging to the petrel group.
_
1827 J. WEDDELL Voy. 59 The bird next in size found here

is called by sailors a Nelly. It is of thepeterel kind, 1845
DARWIN J/qy. Nat. xiii. (1873) 289 The largest kind of petrel,
Procellaria gigantea, or nelly. 1895 Pall Mall G. 16 Dec.
2/2 Arctic raven and fox . .are ten thousand times worse than

nelly or albatross.

Nelt\ou : see NILL v.

Nelumbia-ceous, a. Bot. rare -. [See def.]
Of or belonging to the order Nelumbiaces&, orWater
Beans, represented by the different species of Ne-
lumbium. So Nelumbo neous a.

1856 MAYNE Expos. Lex.

II Nelumbium (n/lzrmbim). Bot. [mod.L.
(of De Jussieu, 1789), f. Singhalese nelumbu
or nelum.] A genus of water-beans (also called

Nelunibo}) to which the lotus of Egypt and Asia

(N. spedosuni] belongs ;
a plant of this genus.

1857 A. GRAY First Less. Bot. (1866) 59 The common
\Vaten&amp;gt;hield, the Nelumbium, and the White Water-lily.,
exhibit this sort of leaf. 1882 Garden n Nov. 421/1, I am
somewhat intere.sled in Nelumbiums. 1886 Standard

8 May 3/4 The [seed of] Nelumbium has been known to

grow after a hundred years.

Nem, variant of NEMN v., to name.

Nemaline (ne malain), a. Min. rare, [irreg.

f. Gr. vfjfw thread.] Having the form of threads.

1835 SHEI ARD Mitt. s.v. Ncmalite, Nemaline atelene

Picrosmine.

Neiualite (ne malait). Min. [f. Gr. y^/ia

thread + -LITE: named by Nuttall, 1821.] A
6brous variety of Brucite.

1821 NUTTALL Atner. Jrnl. Sci. Oct. 19 NemalUe..

possesses the usual silky lustre and flexible fibrous texture

[of amianthus] and is commonly of a pale blue colour. 1861

BRISTOW Gloss. Min. 256/2. 1882 DANA Min. (ed. 4) 204
The fibrous variety [of Brucite] has been called nemalite. . ;

it occurs at Hoboken.

Nemath.ece(ne-mab/&quot;s). Bot. =NEMATHECJUM.
1889 BENNETT & MURRAY /fojutot. Cryptog. Bot. 202 The

cystocarps are enclosed in nematheces.

Neiuathecial (nemal~ J&quot;ial),
a. Bot. [f.

next.] Of or belonging to the nemathecium.

1890 in Cent. Diet. i89gDARBiSH!RE,\n Annals Bot. XIII.
261 At first as a rule these nemathecial bodies are formed

only on one side of the flattened spermaphore. Ibid. 262

Outer cells of nemathecial filaments.

I! Neniatlieciuitt(nema)&amp;gt;i&quot; J pm). Bot. PI. -ia.

[mod.L. (Agardh), f. Gr. inj^a thread + &TJKTJ box,

chest, sheath, etc.] A warty protuberance de

veloped in some of the florideous algse, usually

containing tetraspores.
1830 GREVILLE Alga? Brit. 131 Dark red masses .. com

posed entirely of vertical moniliform filaments (nemathecia
of Agardh). Jbid. 136 The nemathecia are very beautiful

under the microscope. 1841 HAKVEY Man. Brit. Algse 78
Nemathecia also frequently occur on the frondlets. 1899
DARBISHIRE in Annals Bot. XIII. 262 The extramatrical

filaments gradually form the nemathecium of the parasite.
Comb. 1846-51 HARVEY Phycologia Brit. III. (Syn. 198),

Mr. Dillwyn was .. the first to notice the nemathecia-
fructification.

Nemathelminth (nema]&amp;gt;e-lminb). Zoo I.
[f.

Gr. vrjuar-, vrjfjta thread + lA/upd-, cA/iiys worm.]
A thread-worm or round-worm

;
one of that class

of worms which includes the nematodes and re

lated forms. Hence Ne mathelini iithic a.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1896 SHIPLEY in Cambridge Nat.
Hist. II. vi. 124 In no Nemathelminth is there any closed

vascular system, nor are special respiratoryorgans developed.

Neiuato- (ne*mat0), combining form of Gr.

?W&amp;lt;a, vrjftcLTos thread, used in a number of scien

tific terms, as Ne matoblast, BioL a blastema

which develops into a spermatozoon. Ne inato-

ca lycine a., pertaining to, of the nature of, a

nematocalyx. Ne matoca-lyx, ZooL a calyx con

taining nematocysts, occurring in some Hydro-
medusae. Ne:matoce-ratous ., Entom. having
filiform antennce(Mayne 1856); soNemato cerous
a. Ne matocide, a substance or preparation em

ployed to kill ncmatode worms. Ne matog en,

Biol.) in Dicyemids, the form which produces a

filiform embryo ; hence Ne matog-e iiic, Nemato -

genous atfjs. Ne iuatogrnath, Zool, a fish of the

sub-order Nematognathi \ a catfish; also Ne ;ina-

togna thous a. Ne matoneu rous, -neii rose
&amp;lt;/.,

ZooL of or pertaining to the Ncmatoncura, Owen s

name for a division of Radiata in which nervous

filaments are always distinctly traceable*, f Ne~-

matopode, ZooL a cirriped ;
also Nemato po-

dous a. (Mayne 1856). Ne-matotlie c(i)ous
a.

t Bot. of or belonging to a filamentous family
i of gymnocarpous mushrooms (Mayne 1856). Ne : -

matozo oid, ZooL one of the stinging filaments

of a siphonophore considered as a zooid.
1886 Encyd. Brit. (ed. 9) XX. 413/1 A central cavity, .from

!
which the tails of the incipient spermatozoa or *nemato-

: blasts project into the lumen of the duct. 1898 Daily Nttvs

\ 4 Aug. 2/1 That the.. antiseptic remedy thymol will be of

I service as a *nematocide. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anita. Life 815 The first-named [a monogenic Dicyemid]
produces only vermiform embryoes, and is hence a primary

*Nematogen. 1896 Cambridge Nat. Hist. II. 94 Other

individuals which produce a more elongated larva .. are

called Nematogens. 1885 GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XVIII.

259/1 The embryos are of two kinds, *nematogenic or

vermiform, and rhombogenic or infusiform. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Aniiit. xi. 654 The *nematogenous Dicyema
gives rise by an agamogenetic process to new Dicyemas.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 817 The Nemato-

genous individual varies somewhat in shape. 1835-6 OWEN
in TotitTs Cyct.Anat. I. 47/2 The difference in the condition

of the digestive system between the Acrite and *Nemato-
neurous classes is still more striking. 1839-47 T. R. JONES
ibid.\\\. 535/1 The Bryozoa. .belong to the Nematoneurose

type. \*yi Penny Cycl. VII. 202/1 [The] Cirrhopodes of

Cuvier, . . *Nematopodes of De Blainville.

Nematocyst (ne-mat^sist). ZooL [f.
NE-

UATO- + CYST.] A small cell in the external layer

of jelly-fishes and other coelenterates, containing

a thread capable of being ejected and of producing
a stinging sensation ; a lasso-cell or thread-cell.

1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 129/1 The Actinozoa

agree with the Hydrozoa . . in possessing thread cells, or

nematocysts. 1877 Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 124 In its most

perfect form, a nematocyst is an elastic thick-walled sac,

coiled up in the interior of which is a long filament, often

serrated or provided with spines. 1888 ROLLESTON &



NEMATODE.
JACKSON Anim. Life 781 The tentacles especially are

provided with nematocysts of two sizes.

Nematode (ne-mat^ d), a. and sb. See NE-

MATO- and -ODE, and cf. NEMATOID.]
A. adj. 1. Of worms : Pertaining to the class

Nematoda or Nemaloidea, comprising those of a

slender cylindrical or thread-like form (chiefly

parasitic in animals or plants), such as the common
round-worm, maw-worm, Guinea-worm, etc.

1861 HULME tr. Moqnin- Tandon it. vn. i. 339 The embryos
of the nematode worms may pass the winter in a sort of

torpid state. 1876 Beneden s Anim. Parasites Introd. 26 The

greater part .. have not lived long in captivity, before

nematode and cestode worms completely disappear.

2. [Partly altrib. uses of the sb.] Of or per

taining to, resembling or characteristic of, worms
of this class.

1866 Standard 19 Feb., We now proceed^to look our foe

in the face if, indeed, the nematode nuisance possesses

any face. 1889 GEDDES & THOMSON Eyol. Sex 17 They
become parasitic, and lose both activity and nematode

form. 1897 Alllmtfs Syst. Med. II. 1032 An embryo of the

usual nematode character.

B. sb. A nematode worm.
1865 T. S. COBBOLD in Pop. Sci. Rev. IV. 163 In various

plants I have . . noticed free nematodes within their

parenchyma. 1876 Beneden s Anim. Parasites 155 A
nematode which I observed under very singular circum

stances. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Lifet&i, Three

stages .. have been distinguished in the growth of a

Nematode after hatching.
Comp. 1898 SEDGWICK Text-bk. Zool. I. vii. 291 A. .vermi

form body carrying a small Nematode-like worm.

Nematoid (ne-matoid), a. and sb. [Cf. NE
MATODE and -OID.]
A. adj.

= NEMATODE a.

1836-9 OWEN in Todifs Cycl. Anat. II. 134/2 A close

affinity to the Nematoid type. 1836-9 T. R. JONES ibid.

II. 407/2 Some of the Nematoid worms .. propagate by
spontaneous division. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim.
xii 680 The lowest known term of the Arthrozoic series is

a Nematoid worm. 1882 Pall Mall G. 26 July 4/2 The
intestines of the many diseased birds . . contain nematoid

entozoa.

B. sb. = NEMATODE sb.

1870 ROLLESTON Forms Anim. Life, The ventral surface

of the parasitic Nematoids. 1880 BASTIAN Brain v. 86.

Hence Nematoi-dean. (Craig 1849.)

Nematophore (ne mat^foJj). Zool. Also

-pnor. [f.
NEMATO- + -PHORE.] A special cup-

shaped process of the ccenosarc in certain hydro-

zoans, having nematocysts at the extremity.

1859 HUXLEY Oceanic Hydrozoa (Ray Soc.) n These

nematophores . . are caecal processes of the ccenosarc. 1861

J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Calent. 34 The nemato

phores probably serve as organs of offence. They are most

numerous in the genus Plumiilaria. 1898 SEDGWICK Text-

it. Zool. I. 126 Nematophores are probably nutritive,

catching food as an Amoeba does.

Comb. 1871 ALLMAN Gymnoblastic Hydroids (Ray Soc.) I.

28 The nematophore-bearing genera. Hid, 115 The con

tents of the nematophore-sheaths.
Hence Nemato pliorous a., of the nature of a

nematophore.
1878 BELL Gcgenbaitr s Comp. Anat. 102 Among _the

Siphonopbora all the medusiform persons want the marginal
filaments ..; as for example, in the nematophorous enlarge
ments of the protective persons.

Ifemble, obs. form of NIMBLE.

Nem. con., an abbreviation of the L. phrase
nemine contradicenle (with) no one contradicting .

The full form has been in common use since at least the

middle of the i7th c. ; rarely abbrev. to nemine con.

1588 R. HOVENDEN in CW/7.(O.H.S.) 1. 232 The Coll. flatly

denied to grant the Lease {nem. con.}. 1772 Town q Country
Mag.ig Preparations were ordered, nem. con., for the decisive

day. 1822 BYRON Let. to Moore i Mar., I thought that you
had always been allowed to be a poet . . a bad one, to be

sure . . ,
but still always a poet, nem. con. 1866 Routledge s

Mag. July 394 A resolution was now passed, nem. con., not

to land on Monk s Island.

So Nem. diss., abbrev. of nemine dissentiente.

1791 Hist. Enr. in Ann. Reg. 37/2 The lord chancellor

put the question, .when it was declared that the contents

had it nem. diss.

f Home, obs. variant of EME, uncle.

^1450 Nominate (Harl. MS. 1002) If. 143 Patrius, a. neme.

i696PHiLLii s(ed. 5), Neme,(O\A English) signifying Uncle;
used by those of Staffordshire.

Neme, variant of NIM v.

Nemean (nftnran, nfia/an), a. Also 7-ian,

7-9 -eean. [f. L. Nemexus, Nemietts, Nemeus, ad.

Gr. Ne/afos, N^eios, Hfficos, etc., f. Nfufa, the

name of a wooded district near Argos in Greece.]
Of or belonging to Nemea.
1. Nemean lion, a lion said to have been killed

by Hercules at Nemea.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 90 Thus dost thou heare the

Nemean Lion roare. 1602 Ham. \. iv. 83 As hardy as

the Nemian Lions nerue. 1649 OGILBY Virg. Georg. m.

(1684) 94 note, As he went to kill the Nemaian Lion. 1830
Tales of Classics II. 156 Having covered the pile with the

skin of the Nemaean Lion. 1845 BROWNING Gltree 164 Had
our brute been Nemean \rime plebeian].

2. Nemean games orfestival [Gr. N^/a, Nlficta],

one of the great Greek festivals, held at Nemea in

the second and fourth years of each Olympiad.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. 1663 BUTLER Hud. I. i. 682 For

authors do affirm it came From Isthmian or Nemaean game.

87

1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) I. iv. 396. 1844 THIRLWALL
Greece VIII. 277 At the Nemean festival.., beiiv^ a second
time General, he exhibited his phalanx. 1864 Chambers 1

*

Encycl. VI . 704/2 We have eleven odes by Pindar in honour
of victors in the Nemean Games.

f Nemel, ? obs. variant of ENAMHL sb.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3671 Sum was smeth smaragdyns &
obire small gemmes, And new nychometis ncmellus endentid.

t XTe lliel, v. Obs. [app. an alteration of

NEMN z.] trans. To name.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3533 God hem bad bodes maniac on . .

And nemeld it beseel, And two ooere to maken it wel. 14..
Pol. AY/. Xf L. Poems (1866) 23 pat [non] raton dwelle in be

place bat her namis were nemeled in. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) 250 How darst thou. .Hym nemelyn ageyn
in my presence.

Nemel, -ly, obs. forms of NIMBLE, -LY.

N&quot;emen, var. f. NEMN v. (Also occas. mis-

written for neuen NEVEN v.}

Nemertean (n/mout/an), sb. and a. [f.

mod.L. Nemerles (Cuvier), a. Gr. Nr//&amp;lt;fpr^s
the

name of a sea-nymph.]
A. sb. =NEMERTINE sb.

1861 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. yii. 156 The male
Nemerteans present phenomena very similar to those just
described as occurring in the female. 1880 H. A. NICHOLSON
Man. Zool. xxiv. (ed. 6)242 The Nemerteans. .make a near

approach to the dendroccclous Planarians. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Anim. Life 641 The larger Nemerteans feed

on fixed tubicolous Chaetopoda.
B. adj.

= NEMEUTINE a.

1873 M C!NTOSH Brit. Annelids (Ray Soc.) i. p. xii, The
former did much to place Nemertean anatomy on a proper
basis. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 814 This

species is found in saccules. .between the body-walls and

digestive tract of its Nemertean host.

Nemertian (nfinautian), a. and sb. [f. as

prec. + -IAN.]
= NEMEKTEAN.

1861 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. vii. 150 They may lie

divided into two families, the Planaria; and the Nemertian
Worms. 1874 DARWIN Desc. Man ix. (ed. 2) 264 Everi the

Nemertians. .vie in beauty. .with any other group in the

invertebrate series. 1876 lleneden s Anim. Parasites 46

Among the nemertians, we may allude to the Anoplodium
parasita.
Nenie rtid. [f-

as prec. + -ID.] A nemertean

form. Also attrib. or as atlj.

1870 HUXLEY in Nicholson Man. Zool. 150 Eventually it. .

detaches itself from the Pilidium as a Nemertid. 1877
Anat. Inv. Anim. xi. 651 The production of the Nemertid
larva within its pilidium.

Nemertine (nfinautain), sb. ami a. [f.
mod.L.

Nemert-es (see NEMEKTEAN) + -INE.]

A. adj. Belonging to the class of flat-worms

(chiefly marine) known as AT
eme&amp;gt;tina, Nemertida,

or Nemertea, usually characterized by an elongated,

very contractile body, and often brilliantlycoloured.

1851 T. WILLIAMS in Phil. Trans. (1852) CLXII. 620 As
the Nemertine Annelida differ from all the other orders of

their class. 1875 MOSELEY in Ann. ft Mag. Nat. Hist.

XV. 168 In other respects Pelagonemertes is thoroughly

Nemertine in structure. 1896 KIRKALDY & POLLARD tr.

Boas &quot; Zool. 155 Invagination of the skin, from which a

great part of the final Nemertine body arises.

B. sb. A flat-worm of the class Nemerlina ; a

ribbon-worm.
1875 MOSELEY in Ann, f, Mag. Nat. Hist. XV. 167 The

outer surface of the body of the Nemertine is covered with

a hyaline, very thin integument. 1896 KIRKALDY & POLLARO

tr. Boas Zool. 153 The Nemertines are, as a rule, elongate,

often even ribbon-like, animals of considerable size.

Nemesis (ne-m/sis). [a.
Gr. ve^iais (f. vtptiv

to give what is due), righteous indignation, just

resentment, also personified as the goddess of

Retribution, who brings down all immoderate good

fortune, checks the presumption that attends it, . .

and is the punisher of extraordinary crimes .]

1. The goddess of retribution or vengeance; hence,

one who avenges or punishes.
1576 GASCOIGNE Pliilomene (Arb.) 114 She calles on

Nemesis . . ,The Goddesse of al iust reuenge. 1591 SHAKS.

i Hen VI, iv. vii. 78 Is Talbot slaine, the Frenchmens only

Scourge, Your Kingdomes terror, and blacke Nemesis?

1642 H. MORE SongofSonl in. 11. xiii, Thus sensuall souls

do find their righteous doom which Nemesis inrlicts. 1818

BYRON Ch. liar. iv. cxxxii, Thou, who never yet of human

wrong Left the unbalanced scale, great Nemesis ! 1867

EMERSON Nmcsis, In spite ofVirtue and the Muse, Nemesis

I will have her dues.

2. Retributive justice ;
an instance of this.

Divine Nemesis (sometimes personified as in sense i) is

common in the I7th cent.

1597 BACON Conlers Good ft Kvill Ess. (Arb.) U9 Ex

pecting .. that Nemesis and retribution will take holde of

the authours of our hurt, a 1651 J. SMITH Sel. Due. v. rfl

It must.. find a severe Nemesis arising out of its guilty

conscience. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inia. xix.
7.2

Penalties

inflicted by that Nemesis that is
njwoven

in the very

Law of Nature thus transgressed. Ibid. Afol. 530 Intangling

themselves in those unavoidable trains of the Uivine

Nemesis. 1733 W. CRAWFORD Infidelity (.836) 164 Guilt

naturally produces a fear of the divine Nemesis. 1859

BUCKN.LL Psycho!. Sliaks. 21 It is a pathological Nemesis

of guilt. 1867 JEHU Sofliocles Ktectra Introd. 8 The
I nemesis which overtook Clytaemnestra.

Nemly, obs. form of NIMBLY.

tNemn, v. Obs. Forms: a. 1-3 nemnan,

3 nemnen, 3-4 nemne, 4 nemny. 0. 3-6

nempne, (3-4 -pnen), 4 nempe (nymphe), 6

pa.pple. nempt, 7 nemp d. 7. 1-4/0. t. nemde,

NEMORAL.

3 Pa Pple. i-nernd
; 3-4 nemmen, 4-5 nem-

(m;yn, (5 nemon , 4-6 nemme, nem. [OE.
H/SK = Orr

ris. namna, namne, OS. nemnian,
MDu. nennen (usu. in forms nande,genant), MLG.
nennen (rare), OHG. nemnan, nemman, nennen

(G. nennen}, ON. nefna, nemna (Sw. namna, Da.

nn-vne~), Goth, natnnjan, f. the stem *namn- : see

NAME :6.] trans. To name; to call (by some
name ; to mention.
a. c888 K. /ELFRED 1-toetti. xxxvii. 4 Ne meabt bu bine

na mid ryhte nemnan man ac neat. 950 Li idisf. Gosp.
Mark vii. 26 Wats bst wif hxSen 3ses cynnes is nemned

syro-phoenissa. c 1000 .Vrt.r. Lecchd. \. 222 Das wyrt man
..lilium nemne}?. &amp;lt;Tii75

Lam/ . Horn. 123 f&amp;gt;e

mon be bio

efter criste selue ciistene mon inemned. c 1250 Gtn. q- A .r.

82 Des frenkis men o france moal, it nemnen un iur

natural , a 1272 Luuc Ron 161 in O.K. Misc. 98 pis ilke

ston bat ich be nemne Mayden-hod icleoped is. c 1330 R.

BRUNNE Chron. ll- ate (Rolls) 7357 When be kyng herde

hym nemne a God, He asked benne how bey trowd. 1382
WYCLIF Isa. Ixii. 2 A newe name, that the mouth of the

Lord nemnede. 1408 E. E. Wills (1882) 15 For hys labour

more than he ys nemnyd a-fore the date of thys.

p. a 122$ After. A . 158 peos bet ich habbe inempned her

weren of ^en olde lawe. c 1320 Cast. Love 299 Good^
is to

nempnen hem for-bi. c 1380 Sir Fentmli. 3196 Gy of

IJorgoyne he is ber. .And oper bat bub no^t nempned lier.

r 1430 Hymns Virgin (1867) 40 pou schalt binke ioie to

heere be name of i hesu be nempned. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 118 b/2 Thou art not worthy to nempne so. .swete a

name. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) F ij,
Than had my father

..Of laufull barnes,

Rothsay.

. ,

,
me and one only Other, Nempt Dauy

1590 SFEXSEK / . (? &quot; x - 29 Much disdeigning
to be so misdempt, Or a war-monger to be basely nempt.

[,i 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary m Dodsley O. PI. (1780)

X. 236 That were transmued into birds, nemp d pyes.]

y. (- 888 K. /HLI-RED Boetli. xxxvii. i Hi hi underbiodaO

eallum bam unbeawum be ic be aar nemde. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 13 Heo sylf hie beowen nemde. c 1200 Trin. Loll.

Horn. 39 Dese fower mannisshe be ich er inenid habbe.

Ibid. 143 Hali boc nemmeS bes woreld s;e. a 1225 A ncr. R.

292 Nem ofte Jesu. c 1275 Passion our Lord 577 in O. K.

Misc. 53 lesus bo nemde marie. 13.. K. F.. Atlit. P. A.

997 As ise stonez in wiit con nemme, I knew be name after

his tale, c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 465 An accident, be

which bey kunnen not nemyn to men. c 1400 Deslr. Troy

153 An aunter in an yle bat I nem shall, c 1470 Got. -y

Gam. 664 Schir Hedwar toschir Bantellas. .That baith war

nemmyt in neid. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wcmen 117

Quhen I heir nemmyt his name, than mak I nyne crocis.

1562-3 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 234 The saidis partns. .

hes nemmit Maister George Buchquhannane.
Hence f No-inning vbl. sb. Obs. rare.

a\z2$Ancr. J?. 290 Nim anon bene rod stef, mid nem-

munge iSine muSe. 1382 WVCLIF Eccl. xxiii. 10 The

nemnyng \y.r. nemyng] forsothe of God be not continyuel

in thi mouth.

Nemoxeran, a. and sb. Ent. [f.
as next +

-AN.] a. adj.
- next. b. sb. An insect belonging

to the Nemocera. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Nemocerous (afmptia*), a. Eniom. \i.

mod.L. Nemocera (Latreille;, irreg. f. Gr. yf}/m

thread -rxipas horn.] Belonging to the Nemoiera,

a family of dipterous insects with thread-like an

tennae, comprising the midges, gnats, crane-flies,

etc. ;
nematocerous.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1883 DALLAS in Cassell s

Nat. Hist. VI. 82 This last family of the Nemocerous

Diptera includes a number of fly-like species.

JSTe-mocyst, variant of NEMATOCVST.

1878 BELL Gcgenbaitr s Comp. Anat. 103 The urticating

capsules (nemocysts) are special differentiations of the

epithelial elements, which are found in all the Acalepha.-.

Nemoglo-ssate, a. Ent. [f.
mod.L. Nemo-

glossalns (Latreille), f. Gr. vrjpa thread + y\uaaa

tongue.] Having a filiform tongue. So Nemo-

glo ssatous a.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ne-molite. rare-&quot;, [f.
Gr. f^os (see next) -t-

-LITE.] An arborized stone .

1828-32 WEBSTER (citing Diet. Nat. Hist.}.

\\ Nemophila (nfmp-fila). Bot. Also erron.

-phyla, -phylla. [mod.L., f. Gr. /iot wooded

pasture, glade + &amp;lt;p/Aos loving.] A genus of orna

mental herbaceous annuals (N.O. Hydrophyllacese),

of N. American origin, of which the chief variety,

N. insignis, has showy blue flowers with a white

centre ;
a plant of this genus.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 401/1 Many of the species, espe

cially those of the genera Nemophila and Eutoca, are beauti

ful objects. 1858 GLENNY Card. Everyday Bk. 43/2 By
hardy annuals we mean those that want no nursing. ., [as 1

Nemophylla, Eschscholtzia, Coreopsis, Sweet Pea, Lupin.

1882 Standard 9 Oct. 5/1 Indian cress, the sweet pea, and

nemophila, redeem the dingy walls, .from their, .repulsive-

ness. 1890 BARING-GOULD Grettir i. 17 The ulue uf thc

nemophyla or forget-me-not.

Nemo-pliilist. rare- 1
. [See prec. and -1ST.]

One who is fond of the woods; a forest-lover.

So Hemo-pMlous a., fond of, or frequenting,

woods ; ITemo-phily, love of, fondness for, woods.

1860 A tlantic Monthly Jan. 26 Not as a naturalist in close

patient study... but as a nemophilist, taking simple delight

in mere observation. Ibid. 29, I say, in the full faith ot

the creed of Nemophily, Get into the woods !

Nemoral (ne-moral), a. rare. [ad. L.

moral-is, f. nemor-, nemus grove.] Of or per

taining to, living in, frequenting, groves or woods.

1656 BLOUNT Gloisogr. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan s Disp.



NEMORIVAGANT.
524 All of them require nemoral snails. 1845 MACGILLIVRAY
T. Brcrwns Conchol. Text-bk. 224 Nemoral, of or belonging
to a wood. 1881 tr. y. Verne s Tigers ff Traitors v. 87 Lions
do not figure in great numbers among the nemoral beasts of
India.

Nemorrvagant, a. rare~. [f.
L. nemori-

vag-us (Catullus).] Wandering in the wood

(Blount Glossogr. 1656). So Nemori vagous a.

(Bailey 1721).
Nemoro se, a. rare~. [ad. L. nenioros-us :

see NEMOKAL and -OSE.] Knll of woods or

groves (Bailey 1721) ; growing in groves (Treas.
Bot. 1 866). Hence Nemoro sity, fullness of

woods, woodiness (Bailey 1/21).
Nemoi OUS (ne moras), a. rare. [ad. L. ne-

inoi-ds-iis : cf. prec. and -ous.] (See quots.)
1623 COCKERAM i, Neworcits, woody. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossog-r., Netriorous, full of Woods, Groves or Trees,
shadowed and dark with Trees. 1679 KVELVM Sylva (ed. 3)

256 Paradise it self was but a kind of Nemorous Temple, or
Sacred Grove, planted by God himself.

t Nemot, obs. form of EMMOT.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. (James} 137 Na mycht haft&quot; we

to grewe. .a nemot, quhare J:at bu restis bi corse.

Tfemp(t: see NEMN v., NIM v.

Tfemyl(l, obs. forms of NIMBLE a.

t N&quot;en, co/i/.
1

,
obs. var. NE, nor. (Cf. NYN.)

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 41 He brak no
covenaunt nen condicioun. Ibid. 44 That ye your lif ne
shorte nen yt appeyr.

fNen, non, conj.- [Cf. NA, NE, conf.-&quot;\ Than.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1584 Hurre was leuer to hir niaytey-
nesseand masse. .Nen to be duchas. Ibid. 1724 pey sayden
bat he..nomore ry^t hadde berto by ony lawe Non hadde
he

]&amp;gt;at
nas not of bat lynage.

tNend(e, obs. forms of END sb.

c 1320 .V/r Tristr. 3287 f&amp;gt;ai
hadde wounders ille At be

nende. a 1400-50 Alexander 4860 Of bis way..sone
worthis him a nende. 1420 in Snrtees Misc. (1890) 17 Als
wele at the ta nende als at the other, c 1440 Alpli. Tales
470 j?e clerk went at all bis werld had bene at a nend.

t Nent(es, nentis, obs. aphetic forms of

ANENT(S. Also mod. north, dial, nenst.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25246 In bis ilk clause we prai For all es

nentes domes-dai. Ibid. 27406 Lufand he be nent godd and
man. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 75 As nentis god-
hede, Crist was not made. 1829 BROCKETT JV1 C. Gloss,

(ed. 2) s.v., The cash was paid nenst his year s rent.

Nente, nenteyn, nenty, obs. ff. NINTH,
NINETEEN, NINETY.

Nenuphar (ne-nifii). Also 6-8 -far, 6

-farre, 7 -fer (and erron. nuue-, nemi-, nem-).
[a. med.L. nenuphar, -far (It. and Sp. nenufar,
F. nfnufar), ad. Arab.-Pers.

.Jjij niniifar,

JL.5 nilnfar, Pers, also tulufal, -pal, ad. Skr.

nilotpala blue lotus, f. nil blue + utpala lotus,

water-lily.]
1. A water-lily, esp. the common white or yellow

species. In early use freq. in oil, syrup, water of
nenuphar.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltli (1534) 76 Syrope of violettes,

n^emipher, or the wine of sweet pomegranates. 1563 T.
GALE Antidotarie i. viii. 5 Among compoundes these are in

vse, butter, oile of roses, Violettes, Nenuphar, Popye. 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. n. v. I. vi. (1611) 397 To refrigerate the
face, by washing it often with Rose, Violet, Nenuphar,
Lettuce, Lovage waters and the like. 1612 PEACHAM Gentl.
Exerc. HI. 162 Of Flowers you haue Roses, Gilliflowers,
Violets, Nenuphar, Lilly. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Srrxf, Syrup of Nenuphar, or Water-Lilly. 1750 tr.

Adanson s Voy. Senegal m Pinkerton Voy. (1814) XVf. 631
The leaves of the nenufar, or water-lilly. 1832 LYELL Princ.
Geol. II. vi. 98 On these green isles of the Mississippi,.,
the pistia ana nenuphar display their yellow flowers. 1858
O. W. HOLMES A ut. Breakf.-t. x. (1891) 250 The stream with
..clustering nenuphars Sprinkling its mirrored blue like

golden-chaliced stars ! 1874 A. O SHAUGHNESSY Music f,

Moonlight 14 Here and there great lakes of nenuphar And
lustrous lotos glimmered.
fb. Petty nenuphar, applied by Turner (ap

parently) to the Marsh Marigold. Obs.
1548 TURNER Names Herbs (E.D.S.) 26 It groweth in

watery middowes with a leafe like a water Rose, wherefore
it may be called also Petie nunefar life].

2. Ent. (See quot.) rare-1
.

1832 T. W. HARRIS Insects JV&amp;gt;7i/ Eng. 66 A small beetle of
the weevil tribe, called Rhynchxnus Neniifhar. the Nenu
phar or plum-weevil.

Jfeo- (nru), combining form of Gr. vios, new
(as in veoya/ios newly married, vioywr/s new
born), common in recent use as a prefix to adjs.
and sbs.

1. a. In combs, denoting a new or modern form
of some doctrine, belief, practice, language, etc.,
or designating those who advocate, adopt, or
use it, as Neo-Anglican, -Catholic, -Christian,
c/assic(af), -critic, -Darwinian, etc.; Neo-Angli-
canism, -barbarism, -Calvinism, -Catholicism,
-Christianity, etc. (see quots.).
The number of such formations is practically unlimited,and only some

of_
the more prominent or typical are

illustrated here. Similar forms are also current in French
(as neo-catlioliquc, -Chretien, -free, -latin, etc.) and the other
Romance languages.
1894 L. TOLLEMACHE in yrnl. Educ. i Feb. 126 Matthew

Arnold was a good *Neo-Anglican. 1859 KINGSLEY yeast

88

f (ed. 4) Pref. 10, 1 have said, that *NeoAnglicanism has proved
a failure, as seventeenth-century Anglicanism did. 1892
MAHAFFY Rambles ft Stud. 15 *Neo-barbarism means the

.
occurrence in later times of the manners and customs which
generally mark very old and primitive times. 1854 J.

!
GUTHRIK In Evang. Union Worthies (1883) 322 Calvinism,
and *Nco-Calvinism. 1867-71 FROUDE Short Stud, II.

145 The *Neo-Catholics of our own day. 1876 E. MELLOR
Priesthood viii. 393 The *Neo-Catholicism of the Church

|

of England. 1882 SKKLEV Nat. Relig, 116 The *Neochris-

I

tian..,if he is not provoked by argument, gradually forgets
!

hiscrotchet. Ibid. 115 A x Neochristianism must inevitably
I arise. 1860 F. HAHRISON in Westm. Rev. Oct. 293 *Neo-

Christianity. 1864 PUSKY Lect. Daniel Pref. 27 Some
where between Genesis and Revelation, but probably, ac

cording to the neo-Christianity, to the exclusion of both.
1881 AtfURSiwni 19 Feb. 270/2 The *neo-classic, if not the

Italian, mood of design. 1882 PITMAN Mission Life Greece

42 The written [modern Greek] is a form of the ancient,
called

*
neo-classical. 1893 Times 6 May 17/2 A man must

be a scholar before he can make *neo-classicism even toler-

i

able in art. 1865 W. KAY Crisis Hnpfeld, 3 The philology
of the *neo-critics is .. conjectural and arbitrary. 1895

I ROMANES Danvin II. ni. 61 The *Neo-Darwinian doctrine
I of the absolute non-inheritance of acquired characters. 1867
!

PEARSON Hist. Eng. I. 80 There is other evidence for *Neo-
! Druidism, as it may be termed. 1878 N. Atner, Rev.
\
CXXVII. 495 A *Neo-Egyptian style came into vogue.
1892 Xation ^N. Y.) 15 Dec. 447/1 The New Gallery is not

t

even true to the *neo-Gothic School, who were its first

supporters. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 116 *Neo-
i Hellenic, as the regenerated language of modern Greece is

called to distinguish it from the vulgar Romaic. 1879
SYMONDS S&. Italy % Greece 79 A genuine instance of what
we may call the Neohellemsm of the Renaissance. 1895
ZANGWILL Master in. ii. 300 The excesses of the *Neo-
Japanese school, a 1881 A. IJARRATT Phys. Metetnpiric iv.

(1883) 40 Like the *Neo-Kantians. 1888 Pall Mall G. 6

Aug. i i/i The *Neo- Kantianism of English and French con
temporaries. 1884 PACKARD in Stand. Nat. Hist. I. p. liii,

In the United States a number of naturalists have advocated
what may be called *neo-Lamarckian views of evolution.
Ibid, liv, We believe in a modified and greatly extended La-
marckianism, or what may be called *neo-Lamarckianism.
1850 Gentl. Mag. CXX. i. 143 The *Neo- Latin or French
dialect of the intruders. 1880-1 L. BONAPARTE in Trans.
Philol. Soc. I. App. lii. *47 That the Latin neuter gender . .

has almost disappeared from the greater number of the
Neo-Latin dialects. 1876 FAIRBAIRN in Contemp. Rev. June
139 *Neo-Lutheranism.. became more and more intolerant.

1885 J. BONAR Matthits i. i. 24 The questions associated in
our own times with *Neo-Mahhusianism. 1881 Standard
7 Feb., To Carlyle above all men in England we owe it that
* Nee-materialism is not atheistic. a 1878 SIR G. SCOTT
Lect. A rchit. (1879) II. 229 Our revived and redeveloped
*Neo-mediieval style. 1896 H. R. HAWF.IS Dead Pulpit i. 5
The *neo-Mystic Broad Church prophet. 1899 W. R. INGE
Chr. Mysticism vii. 262 The so-called *neo-mystical school
of modern France. 1876 L. STEPHEN Eng. Th. i8M C. II.

437 The man of feeling . .would in these days be a ritualist

or a *neopagan. 1877 SYMONDS Rcnaiss, ft. iv. 193 The
neopagan impulse of the classical revival. 1888 PALGRAVE

d. In terms denoting scientists who study re

cent, in contrast to ancient, forms of plants,
animals, etc., z&neo-botanist, -zoologist.
1889 NICHOLSON & LYDEKKER Pateont. I. 5 The domain

of the neozoologist or the neobotanist.

2. In misc. combs., as Neoa rctica. = NEABOTIC.
Neobla-stic a., of the nature of a new growth.
Neoca-techu(seequot.). TSte ocenea.,Geot. = Ne&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-

gene, Neochrysolite, Min. a variety of chryso
lite. Neoco-smic a. (see PAL.EOCOSMIC). Neo-
cri noid, Zool, a crinoid of later than palaeozoic
date, t He octese [Gr. tcTfjats acquisition], Alin.

(see quot). Neocyanite, Min. an uncertain
mineral found in the fumeroles of Vesuvius. Ne*o-

in igt/i Cent. Sept. 346 To classicalise, to*neopaganise, his
native and natural Teutonic genius. 1864 PUSEY Lect.
Daniel viii. 541 So is *neo-Parsism doing at this day. 1647
TRAPP Comm. 2 Tim. Hi. 17 In our controversies against
Antichristians, Antinomists, Neopelagians. \%fiN.Amer.
Rev. CXXVII. 495 A *Neo-Phoenician style was also

attempted. 1884 Manch. Exam. 30 June 5/3 The mis
chievous misrepresentations of the *neo-protectionist and
fair trader. 1863 Sat. Rev. 12 Dec. 763/2 The Nought
was known in the *Neo-Pythagorean schools. 1865 tr.

Strauss New Life Jesus I. i. xxx. 249 The artificially in

vented systems of *Neopythagoreanism and Neoplatonism.
1891 Edin. Rev. July 218 The function of*Nco-Quakerism.
1891 Ck. Tunes 28 Aug. 822/4 Whether married in the
Anglo-Catholic or the *Neo-Roman Church. 1875 STEDMAN
Viet. Poets 361 This master of the *Neo-Romantic school.
1882 Athcn&utn 27 May 660/1 The*neo-romanticism of the
nineteenth [century], a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Utilit. Phil.
i. (1870) 15 His *neo-utilitarianism, as I have called it,

b. In the designations of certain forms of
chemical substances (so named when newly dis

covered).
1876 W. ODLING In Ptrilos. Mag. XXV. 206 The subclass

typified by the hydrocarbon C (C Hs) 4 may be conveniently
designated as that of neo- or latest paraffins. Ibid. 209
Isopentane and neopentane. Ibid. 217 Lsomerism does or
may occur . . among neo-acids with one another. 1876
Encycl. Brit. V. 557-8. 1881 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER
Chem. III. i. 136 Neoparajfins^,

In these compounds one
atom of carbon is connected with four other carbon atoms.

c. In geological terms (opposed to pal&o-) de

noting the later or more recent portion of a period,
as Aeo-cambrian, -carboniferous, -devonian, etc.
1888 HATCH inTeali/V/7-0Fr.442 Rosenbusch. .subdivides

the group of volcanic rocks into paleovolcanic and neo-
volcanic. 1894 H. S. WILLIAMS in Jrnl. Geol. II. 155

NEOCOMIAN,
dox ., holding new views. Ne odoxy, a new
doctrine or view. Neoe inbryo, Zool. a metazoau

embryo at the stage before it develops any
special characters to indicate to what group it

belongs ; hence Neoembryo nic a. Keogsean,
-gean (n/jJcl^ran) a., of or pertaining to the New
World or western hemisphere. Ne*ogain [ad.
Gr. pd-yajios], a newly-married person {nonce-

ivd.)\ so
-{ Neo ffainist (Hlount 1656). Neo-

gene (mVdg/n) a., Geol. belonging to the later

Tertiary (Miocene and Pliocene). Neogene tic

a., Biol. of atavism, denoting that the abnormal

part does not appear as a germ in the embryo.
Ne-ograph a. (see quot.). Neogra phic #., of
the nature of, pertaining to, a new system of

writing or spelling. MTeo graphy, a new system
or method of writing. NeomoTpliism, the pro
cess of change into a new form. Neoua tal a.,

Mcd* relating to newly-born children. Neonto-
lo gical a., pertaining or belonging to neontology.
Neonto logist, a student of neontology. Ne
ontology, the zoology or study of extant animals.

Neopho bia, fear or dislike of what is new. Ne o-

plase, Afin. an obsolete name for botryogen.
Neotei-nia, -te nia [Gr. rtivtiy to keep], Biol.

the retention of juvenile conditions in an in

dividual (esp. a termite) capable of reproduction ;

hence Neotei/iiic a. Neote-site, Min. a hydrous
silicate of manganese. Ne otype, J\Iin. a variety
ofcalcite containing barytes.
1868 LYE LI. Prittc. Geol. (ed. 10) II. 473 Two of the great

zoological regions.. the *Neoarctic and Neotropical. 1854
R. D. THOMSON Cyct.Chem. 379/1 *Neocatechu consists of
tannin 32*2, gallic acid 35-, colouring mailer 18-8, fibre, &c.
I2-. 1895 DANA Man. Geol. (ed. 4) 880 The Miocene and
Pliocene are sometimes united under the name *Neocene.
1897 Anier. Microsc. Jrnl. Mar. 91 The same forms are to

.734 lnept-e:
of three radials is such an absolutely constant character in

all the five-rayed *Neocrinoids. 1854 DANA Syst. Min.
(ed. 4) II. 419 The Neoctese, from brazil, is shown .. to
be identical with Scorodite. 1892 Ibid. (ed. 6) 562 *Neo-
cyanite...In very minute monoclinic crystals. .colour blue.

1897 Daily Chron. 2 Sept. 4/6 The views of the *neodox
Israelites. 1896 Daily News 3 Aug. 5 A shapeless and ever

varying fancy, which I venture to describe as *neodoxy.
1887 HYATT in Proc. Boston (U. S.) Soc. Nat. Hist. 398
*Neoembryos are.. so similar that they may be considered
as indicating a common ancestor for the entire Animal King
dom. 1857 SCLATER in Proc. Linn. Soc.^ Zool. II. 134
The most really characteristic region of *Neogean Ornj.

thology. i86a ALFORD in Life (1873) 357 At Lucerne our

*neogams met us. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta s Rocks Class.
261 A Miocene or *Neogene deposit of clay in the Vienna
basin. 1882 GARSON & GADOW tr. Gcgenbaitr*s Jrnl. Anat.
XVI. 622 The first form we propose to call Pala:ogenetic ,

the second *Neogenetic atavism. 1886 SUTTON in Proc.
Zool. Soc. 551 My object is to shew .. that Neogenetic
Atavism has no existence. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 23 June
474/1 The illustrations are reproduced from remarkably
clear photographs by the *neograph process. 1825 (title)

Enchiridion. .by the author of the Neographic Alphabet.
a 1876 M. COLLINS Tk, in Garden (1880) I. 150 Favour was
spelt in the American fashion-^/azw. This *neographic ten

dency is based on ignorance. 1810 Gentl. Mag. LXXX. i.

136 A new system called *neography, by which the publisher
. . has attempted to simplify . . all the various modes of

writing. i888GADow in Nature XXXIX. 151/2 Still greater
is the difficulty when the *neomorphism . .takes place in the
next following metamere. 1901 Brit. Med. yrnl. 22 Mar.
72 i/i Chapterson antenatal in relation to postnatal and *neo-
natal pathology. 1806 Nat, Set. Dec. 355 Systems founded
on *neontological evidence only have had their day. 1889
Nature XXXIX. 364/2 The *neontologist, if we may ven
ture to call anyone by that name. Ibid, 364/1 The division

of zoology into palaeontology and *neontology . . is, no doubt,
logically defensible. 1886 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXIX. 782
In the student, curiosity takes the place of *neophobia.
1895 Westm. Gaz. 3 Dec. 1/3 He is particularly subject
to neophobia. 1854 R. D. THOMPSON Cycl. Chem. 379/1
*Neoplase, a synonyme of red sulphate of iron, and also of
arsenide of nickel. 1894 Proc. Rntom. Soc. 14 Mar. p. vii,

What Grass! calls *neoteinic queens, that is fertile females,
that in some portions of the development of the body still

retain the immature condition, i&qfr Nature LIII. 323/2
Pasdogenesis . . is an extreme form of the more general
phenomenon of *neotenia. 1892 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 705
Klipsteinite is another hydrated manganese silicate... See
also .. epigenite or *neotesite. 1854 Ibid. (ed. 4) II. 438
A variety [of calcite] contains barytes and has been named
*neotype by Breithaupt.

Neoconiiaii (n/^k^uTman), a. and sb. Geol.

[ad. F. Ntocomicn (Thurmann, 1832), f. Neo-
comi-urn (f. Gr. vtos new + /to^ village), latinized

form of Neuchdtel.~\
1. Of or belonging to the series of lower cre

taceous rocks found at Neuchatel in Switzerland.

1843 R. A. C. AUSTEN in Proc. Geol. Soc. IV. i. 170 Argil
laceous (Neocomian of Leymene and D Orbigny). 1863

LYELL^//V. Man xvi. 335 The lower cretaceous or neo-

comian beds were deposited conformably on the oolitic.

1891 Edin. Rev. July 117 The neocomian sandstone in the

Lebanon.

b. Characterized by the formation of the Neo
comian rocks; belonging to the period at which

these were formed.
1882 W. J. HARRISON Geol. Counties .*. 76 Neocomian



NEOCORATE.
or Lower Cretaceous Period. 1888 PRESTWICH Ceol. II.

266 Strata of . . Neocomian age. Ibid., The early Neocomian
Sea spread over a great part of central and southern Europe.
2. absol. as sb. The Neocomian series or period.
1888 PRF.STWICH Geal. II. 267 At the close of the Lower

Neocomian. 1897 F. R. C. REED Handbk. Gcol. Catnbr.

48 It is not believed to include any part of the Neocomian
of D Orbigny.

Neocorate (iMj^kftrA). [f. L. neocor-us, ad.

Gr. vfoixopm the custodian of a temple: see -ATE*,
and cf. F. n4ocorat.~\ The office or dignity of

having the custody or charge of a temple, as a

distinction assumed by, or granted to, Asiatic cities

under the Roman Empire.
1850 LKITCH tr. C. O. Mailer s Anc. Art 405 (ed. 2) 544

Cities which have the neocorate of a temple, usually hold
an idol or the temple in the hand. 1889 W. M. RAMSAY in

Class. Rev. 175 The neocorate which was granted by
formal decree of the Roman Senate to certain cities of Asia
related to local cults of Emperors and imperial families.

Weod(e, obs. forms of NEED sb.

Neodamode (m ifdamJud). Gr. Antiq. [ad.
Gr. vio8ti(tu8i]s, f. vios new + Sa/ios, ST)HOS people.]

Among the ancient Spartans, an enfranchised

Helot. Chiefly attrib.

1808 MITFORD Greece xix. I. II. 403 Three hundred only
of those called neodamodes, newly-admitted citizens, were

granted for the service. 1838 THIRI.WALL Greece xxxix. V.

97 A Spartan who was posted near it .. with a garrison of
neodamode troops. 1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixxiii. (1862) VI.

422 The cavalry being assigned to Xenocles, the Neoda
mode hoplites to Skythes.

tNeO dful, a. Obs. rare. [OE. ntodful, f.

niod zeal, etc.] Earnest, eager.
a 1000 Juliana 720 in Exeter Bk. 284 Bidde ic monne
ehwone . . ba;t he mec neodful hi noman minnm ^emyne.

a. 1225 A ncr. R. 400 pus neodful he was.. to ontenden his

luue in his leoues heorte.

Neod(e)liche, variants of NEEDLY adv. Obs.

TTeodes, obs. form of NEEDS.

Neodi, neody, obs. forms of NEEDY a.

Tfeofe, obs. form of NIEVE.

Neolite (nrolait). Min. [See NEO- and -LITE :

named by Scheerer, 1847.] Hydrous silicate of

aluminium and magnesium.
1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 278 Neolite is a recent

formation produced in mines at Arendal and Eisenach,
through the agency of infiltrating waters that have passed
over rocks containing magnesia. 1875 DAWSON Dawn of
Life v. 118 Neolite, an alumino-magnesian silicate related to

loganite and chlorite in composition. 1892 DANA Syst. Min.
(ed. 6) 708 Neolite. .. In silky fibers stellately grouped ..

colour green.

Neolith (nf-ulib). Archseol. [See next.]
1. A person belonging to the later stone age.
1882 G. ALLEN in Knowledge No. 17. 352 The neoliths

were unacquainted with the use of metal, but they employed
weapons and implements of stone, ..carefully ground and
polished. 1883 Pall Mall G. 3 Oct. 2/1 The tall Saxon did
not. .oust the shorter Celt or neolith.

2. A weapon or implement of the later stone age.
1882 Jrnl.Anthropol. Inst. XI. 136 note, As a connecting

link between neoliths and palseoliths . . is a large series of

quartz arrow-heads. 1894 Nat. Sci. Apr. 266 The usual

neoliths on the surface.

3. attrib. Neolithic.
1882 Jrn I. Anthropol. Inst. XL 136 It was found asso

ciated with other neolith weapons.

Neolithic (n;&amp;gt;li-]&amp;gt;ik),
a. Archseol. [f. Gr.

vios new (see NEO-) + \l0os stone. Hence F. nto-

lit/iiqtte.] Of or belonging to the later stone age,
characterized by the use of ground or polished
stone implements and weapons.
1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times i. 3 The later or polished

Stone age ; a period characterized by beautiful weapons
and instruments made of flint and other kinds of stone...

This we may call the Neolithic period. 1874 DAWKINS
Cave Hunt. vi. 189 This ancient neolithic race of men.
1880 Early Man in Brit. \. 5 The lower Neolithic

civilisation, characterised by the use of polished stone.

Neologian (nfiolJu-d^ian), a. and sb. [f.

NEOLOGY + -AN.]
A. adj. 1. Inclined towards, or imbued with,

theological neologism.
1833 R. PINKERTON Russia 144 The .. neologian literati

and clergy of Germany. 1865 Daily Tel. 12 Apr. 6 Bavaria
is the head-quarters of a neologian school. 1884 D. HUNTER
tr. Renss s Hist. Canon xvi. 305 This truth . . has never been
to the taste of scholars, orthodox or neologian.
2. Of the nature of, marked by, neologism.
1831 MACAULAY in Napier Sel.Corr. (1879) no The neolo

gian article about German divinity. 1851 Br.WILBERFORCE
Let. in Life (1881) II. iii. 109, 1 am not blind to the threaten

ing evils of Neologian teaching.

B. sb. One who introduces or adopts new

(rationalistic) views in theology ;
a neologist.

1846 Brit. Quart. Rev. III. 143 The argument .. will

furnish some further employment to the critical powers of

the Neologian. a 1857 R. A. VAUGHAN Essays # Ran. (1858)

I. 50 The heathen philosophy of the Rationalist and the

Neologian. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 316 He thinks

you are a neologian.
Hence Neolo ffianism, neologian views.

1846 WORCESTER cites Eclectic Rev. 1869 Contemp. Rev.

XII. 274 He had himself passed through every phase of

opinion . ., except . . Romanism and neologianism.

NeolO gic, a. rare. [See next.] =NEOLOGICAL.
1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIII. 486 Those neo-

VOL. VI.

89

logic opinions which appear to require further elucidation.

1828-32 in WEBSTER.

Ideological (niicI^ djikSl), a. [ad. F. m o-

logique (1726) : see NEOLOGY and -ICAL.]
1. Dealing with, characterized by, new words or

phrases, rare.

1754 CHESTERFIELD World No. 101 p n A genteel neo-

logical dictionary, containing those polite . . words and
phrases, commonly used.. by the bean monde. 1774
Chesterfield s Lett. (1792) III. ccxxxvii. 83 The affected,
the refined, the neological, or new and fashionable style,
are at present too much in vogue at Paris.

2. Of the nature of, characterized by, neologism
in theological views or doctrines.

1827 Eclectic Rev. July 26 Disgusted, .by the Neological
infidelity of Protestant clergymen. 1841 D IsRAELI Amen.
Lit. (1867) 718 Some German systems, stripped of their deep
neological disguise, have borrowed from Cudworth. 1870
ANDERSON Missions Amer. Bd. III. vi. 82 The advocates
of the neological system.
Hence Neolo gically adv. (Webster 1847.)

Neologism (nz ip lodjiz m). [ad. F. ntologisme
( 735) see NEOLOGY and -ISM.]
1. The use of, or the practice of using, new
words

; innovation in language.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. X. 318 Quaintness, the

unavoidable companion of neologism, is. . hostile to grace.
1858 DE QUINCEY Language Wks. IX. 76 Neologism, in

revolutionary times, is not an infirmity of caprice. 1893
SAINTSBURY Ess. Eng: Lit. Ser. n. 34 Not ..alarmed at an
appearance of neologism now and then.

b. A new word or expression.
1803 Edin. Rev. II. 104 Scotticisms, neologisms .. dance

through each page. 1841 D !SRAF.LI Amen. Lit. (1867) 361
Since that day neologisms have fertilised the barrenness of
our Saxon. 1875 MAINI: Hist. Inst, ii. 52 The class which,
to use a modern neologism, formulates the ideas [etc.].

2. Tendency to, adoption of, novel (rationalistic)
views in theology or matters of religion.
1827 Eclectic Rrj. July 15 Neologism, a system which is

not confined to Germany, but has been zealously fostered
in other countries. 1851 lip. WILBERFORCK Let. in Life
(1881) II. iii. 108, I have seen for twenty-six years that

Neologism was the peril which was before the English
Church. 1865 Guardian 19 Apr. 401/2 However despicable
. . the temper of modern neologism may be.

Hence Neolotfi sma.1 a.

1836 AVrf Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 455 The neologismal
appellatives, tiger ,

and tigerism .

Neologist (nz iflodjist). [-=F. niologisle:
see NEOLOGY and -IST.]
1. One who invents or uses new words or forms

;

one who makes innovations in language.
1785 TKUSI.ER Mod. Times I. 135 He called himself a

nealogist [sic], or a former of new words. 1814 D IsRAELI

Quarrels Auth. (1867) 481 The vicious neologist, who
debases the purity of English diction by affecting new
words or phrases. 1827 Westm. Rev. VIII. 395 We have
an interesting anecdote . . inserted in the language of

Gravina, as a hint to neologists.

2. One who adopts neologism in theology or

religious matters; a rationalist.

1827 Eclectic Rev. July 3 They go under the denomina
tions of Rationalists, Neologists, and Anti-slipernaturalists.

1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians I. iv. (1876) 104 The Neologists
of the present day deny that the miracles took place in the

manner related in the sacred record. 1875 MERIVALE Gen.

Hist. Rome li. (1877) 404 In vain had Rome attempted.. to

ward off the attacks of the foreign neologists by pretending
to interpret her own mythology and ritual.

attrib. 1827 Eclectic Rev. July 17 Sentiments which
will . . separate him from the Neologist divines. 1830 PUSF.Y

Let. in Liddon Life (1893) I. x. 242 The Neologist. .solution

of miracles. 1864 Lect. Daniel (1876) 185 Neologist in

terpreters do not hesitate to admit this.

Hence Neologi stic, Neologi stical adjs.

1827 Eclectic Rev. July 18 The most false and dangerous
notions . . lie at the basis of the Neologistic theory.

Neologiza tion. rare- , [f. next + -ATION.]
The action of neologizing.
1846 WORCESTER cites JEFFERSON.

Neologize (nziflod^iz), v. [See NEOLOGY

and -IZE.J
1. intr. To use new words or phrases ; to make

linguistic innovations.

1846 WORCESTER cites JEFFERSON. 1838 DE QUINCEY The.

Grk. Trag. Wks. IX. 56 At every step of the introvolution

(to neologise a little in a case justifying a neologism).

1895 Westm. Gaz. 25 Nov. 4/2 Prone to take strange liberties

with the language, and to neologise.

2. To introduce or accept new theological doc

trines.

a 1882 TULLOCH (Ogilvie\ Dr. Candlish lived to neologize

on his own account.

Neo IogOUS, a. rare *. [See next and -oca.]

Of the nature of neology.
t8ia W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXVII. 465 The

neologous omniscience of a German student.

Neology (m ^-lod^i). [ad. F. niohgie (1762),

f. nto- NEO- + -logic, Gr. -Ao-yia : see -LOGY.]
1. The use of new terms. = NEOLOGISM I .

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 4t7 Disfigured by neology, cor

ruption, and barbarous modes of speech. i8ia SIR H. DAVY
C /ti-m. Pliilos. Advt., Innovation will be censured .. and

neology a constant reproach. 1870 M. WILLIAMS Fuel of
Stin 38 He . . advocates the continued use of the term, in

order to avoid neology.
b. A new word or term. = NEOLOGISM i b.

1846 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 45, 1 cannot avoid this with

out a neology, which I have not the presumption to intro-

NEOPHYTE.
duce. \*n Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. Introd. 44 Neologies
and corruptions of all kinds crept into the text.

2. Novel views in theology. = NEOLOGISM 2.

1834 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852! 506 The dangerous
neology so deprecated in the German divines. 1848 KINGS-
LEY Yeast \\, He had been taught toscent German neology
in everything, as some folks are taught to scent Jesuitry.

Neomen, ME. variant of nimcn NIM v.

II Neomenia (nf|0mniia). [eccl. L. neomcnia,
a. Gr. vfo^-qvia (Attic vovfajvicC), f. vfos new NKU-
+ Hrjvij moon.] In Greek and Jewish antiq., the
time of the new moon, the beginning of the lunar

month ; also, the festival held at that time.

1398 TKKVISA I.arth. DC P. R. ix. xxvii. (liodl. MS.), pis
feste bat batte neomenia .. was swij e hi^e and holy. 1534
MORE Treat. Passion Wks. 1308/1 Amonge the Jewes
Neomenia the fyr^te daye of the new mone nexte after the

Equynoctiall in rv . . is the fyrste daye of the yen;.

1655 STANLEY Hist. 1 hilcs. MI. (1701) 75/1 The Neomenia
of Hecatombaeon did. .never precede the Solstice. 1727-38
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Some say, the Jews reckoned two ki ,&amp;lt;U

of Neomenia, or new moons. 1876 UIHCH Reite Lect. Egypt
26 The battle of Megiddo, fought . . in the neomcnia of that

I month. 1888 tr. Kenan s Hist. Israel \. 86 It will become
the clarion of the neomenia and the trumpet of judgment.
So f Neomeny. Ots. [Cf. . n&intnic.}
1382 WvcLlFCW. ii. 16 In part of feeste day, or neomenye,

or of sabotis. 1388 Isa. i. 13 Y schal not sufTre neomenye,
and sabat and othere feestis. c 1449 PKCGCK Repr. v. i. 481.

1569 J. SANFOHD tr. Agrippa s I an. Artes 84 b, Neomenies,
(that is, the times of the nt-wc Moone) perpetual].

Neon (nrfm). Chan. [Gr. vtov neut. of pt os

new.] An atmospheric gas recently discovered.

1898 SIR W. RAMSAY & TKAYEKS in Proc. A .y. .Soc. 438
The density of this gas, which we propose to name neon

(new) was next determined.

Ne onism. rare ~. [irrcg. f. Gr. viov (see

prec.) new + -ISM.] Neologism.
1846 WORCKSTEK cites HuNTEK.

Neononiian (n|OnJa-mian), sb. and a. [f. Gr.

vios NEO- + vuy,os law, after ANTINOMIAX.] a. sb.

One who maintains that the Gospel is a new law

entirely supplanting the old or Mosaic law. b.

adj. Pertaining to the assertion of a new law.

1692 CHAUNCY Neonomianisin U&amp;gt;nnaskcd Ep. Ded., One
that Asserts the Old Law is abolished .. but pleads fir a
New Law, and Justification by the Works of it, and there

fore is a Neonomian. Ibid. A iv, Some of the Paradoxes
contained in the Neonomian Scheme. 16936. KIHMIN A\7 .

Mr. Da-vis s Vind. ii. 20 Whither Mr. Crisp, and Mr. Davis,
will charge me therefore to be a Neonomian, 1 cannot tell.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knoivl. II. 1417 Antinomian
error and Neonomian heresy. Ibid., Every effort was made
by the Neonomians to prevent the settlement of ministers

holding the Marrow doctrines.

Hence Neono miaiiism. (See qnot. 1882-3.)
1692 CHAUNCY (title} Neonomianism Unmask d : or, The

i Ancient Gospel pleaded, against the other, called a New
Law or Gospel. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knovjl. II.

1622 Neonomianism. ., a term, .applied to the views of Dr.

Daniel Williams and his adherents because they defined
and construed Christianity as a new law .

Neophron (nroftpn). [L. Neophron (a. Gr.

vtuipfxav), the name of a man transformed into a

vulture in the Metamorphoses of Antoninus Liber-

alis : adopted as a generic name by Savigny.]
The white Egyptian vulture, or a vulture belong

ing to the same genus.
1833 SKLBY IHustr. Brit. Ornith. (ed. 2) 4 Egyptian

Neophron. 1840 C-uvier s Anit/i. Kinrd. 165 The Neo
phrons ..have a long and slender beak. Ibid. 166 The
White Neophron. 1848 Zoologist VI. 1959 A tame neo

phron, kept at the public slaughter-house at Malaga.

Neophyte (nrofait). Also 6-7 (9) -phite

[
= F. neophyte (^ncofite, 141)1 c.), ad. eccl. L.

tteophytus, ad. Gr. vtofyvros (i Tim. iii. 6), lit.

newly planted ,
f. vios NEO- + tyvTuv plant, tpv-

rivfiv to plant.
Not in general use before the igth c. Its employment in

the Rheims N. T., though defended by the translators, was

objected to by their contemporaries :

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Pref. lo Rdr. ciij, If Proselyte be a

received word in the English bibles, . . why may not we be

bold to say, Neophyte? 1583 FULKE De/. Tr. Script, iii.

(1843) 207 Except you would coin such ridiculous inkhorn

terms, as you do in the New Testament, azyines^ prepuce,

neophyte .. and such like, a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut.
Rhem. N. T. Pref. (1618) 35 Neophyte, to a bare English
man is nothing at all, no more then depositum, exinanited,

exltavst.\

1. A new convert
;
one newly admitted to a

church or religious body. Used chiefly with ref. to

the primitive Christian, or the Roman Catholic,

Church; in the latter also applied to a newly
ordained priest, or to a novice of a religious order.

a 155 Image Hypocr. n. in Skelton s Wks. (1843) II.

423/2 Of these neophites, And pevishe prpselites, Springe

vpp ipocrites. 1581 N. T. (Rhem.) i Tim. iii. 6 Not a

neophyte : lest being puffed up with pride, he fall into the

judgment of the devil. 1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 341

What opinion was held of our Bishoppe Grosthead. .a late

Neophite of your Church hath obserued. a 1661 FULLER

Worthies, Durham \. (1662) 293 S. Paul forbidding such a

Neophyte or Novice admission into that Office. 1760

T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. iii. (1765) 264 To secure his

neophytes or converts to the interest of his sovereign. 1834

LYTTON Pompeii iv. iv, The face of the old man was as

balm to the excited spirit of the neophyte. 1876 FARRAR

Klarlb. Sertn. iii. 23 Nor in the inexperienced neophyte.,
do we expect the vision of the mystic.



NEOPHYTIO.

t b. In predicative use as adj. Obs. rare*1
.

1600 HAKI.UYT Voy. (1811) IV. 559 Being Neophyte (that

is) newly come to the fayth, and not yet confirmed in our

religion.

2. One who is new to a subject; a beginner,

tyro, novice.

1599 B. JONSON E-J. Man out of Hum. v. iv, Away,

neophite, do as I bid thee, bring my dear George to me.

1601 Poetaster i. ii, He tells thee true, my noble Neo-

the hand of the neophyte directed itself naturally to a large

black leathern jack. 1841 D IsRAELl Amen. Lit. (1867) 116

These editors assuredly have scared away many a neophyte

in our vernacular literature. 1874 COOKE Fungi i Such an

encounter usually perplexes the neophyte at first.

attrib. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthi,tsRev. in. i, It is with your

youn^grammaticall courtier, as with your neophyte-player.

1860 ADLER Prffv. Poet. xv. 310 The neophyte warrior was

required to take an oath.. dictated by the Church. 1883

STEVENSON Silverado Sf. 44 A certain neophite and girlish

trepidation.

Hence Ne ophytic, Ne ophytisli adjs. ;
also

Ne ophytism, the condition of a neophyte.
1862 Temple Bar IV. 476, I might plead my neophytism

as an excuse. 1886 Pall Mall G. 6 Sept. 3/1 Rushing to

this conclusion with, .neophytic ardour. 1897 Daily News

7 July 7/3 Every limb of the law, however neophytish he

might be.

Neoplasm (nfvplsez m). Path. [f. XEO- +

Gr. irXdff/ja formation : cf. F. n&plasme^ A new

growth or formation of tissue in some part of the

body ;
a tumour.

note, Neoplasms as a class.. not improbably develop as a

consequence of some irritation.

So Neopla-sma (pi. -plasmata).

1876
part by the cellular neoplasmata.

Neoplastic (nf,oplacstik), a. Path. [Cf.

prec. and PLASTIC.] Pertaining to, of the nature

of, a neoplasm.

neoptastic tuberculous mass.

Neoplatonic (niiapUttp-nik),
a. [f.

NF.O- +

PLATONIC a.\ Of or pertaining to Neoplatonism
or the Neoplatonists.
1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON ftletaph, vi. (1859) I. 107 The

Neoplatonic system, of which the last great representative

is Proclus. 1877 LKCKY Enrop. Mor. (ed. 3! I. 335 The

Pythagorean and Neoplatonic schools revived the feeling

of religious reverence, inculcated humility.

Hence Neoplato-nically adv.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 429/2 The Neoplatonically con

ceived Fans yitx of the Jew Gebirol.

Neoplatoni Cian, a. and sb. rare.
[f. as

prec. + -IAN, or ad. F. nio-platoniciei^\ a. adj.

Neoplatonic. b. sb. A Neoplatonist. _

1831 Frnser s Mag. IV. 54 The Neo-platonician doctrines

emanated from this school. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc.,

Neoplatonicians, or Neoplatonists.

Neoplatonism (nfiopl^ t&iiz m). [f.
NEO- +

PLATONISM: cf. F. nfy-plofoniiau.] A philo

sophical and religious system, chiefly consisting of

a mixture of Platonic ideas with Oriental mys
ticism, which originated at Alexandria in the 3rd

century, and is especially represented in the writings
of Plotinus, Porphyry, and Proclus.

1843 LEWES Hist. PAilos. II. 192 In losing Julian, Neo-
Platonism lost its power, political and religious. 1869
LECKY Europ. Mor. (1877) I. 325 Neoplatonism and the

philosophies that were allied to it were fundamentally

pantheistic.

Neoplatonist (nfl j&amp;gt;l?

t
t*ltt), [f. NEO- +

PI.ATONIST.] One of the originators or adherents

of Neoplatonism.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. iv. iii. I. 284 Ammonius

Saccas . . is looked upon as the beginner of the Neoplatonists.

1853 KIXGSLF.Y H}patio. Pref. 7 The great Nep.Platonists
were, .persons of the most rigid and ascetic virtue. 1882

FARRAR Early Chr. I. 263 The dislike of the body . . which
was afterwards so strongly felt by the Neoplatonists.
attrib. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. xm. i. 252

The ultra-Neoplatonist rodomontade he utters in praise of

mathematics. 1869 LF.CKY Europ. Mor. I. 356 The Pytha
gorean and Neoplatonist [eti. 3 Neoplatonic] schools.

Neopolitan, obs. form of NEAPOLITAN.

Neore, were not : see NEIIE Obs.

Neosa, variant of NEOZA.

Neose, obs. variant of NESE, nose.

Neossiue (mVsam). [f. Gr. v(o&amp;lt;ra-fa a young
bird -H -INE 5.] The substance of which the edible

birds nests of the Ear.t are made, being a mucus
secreted by the salivary glands of a genus of swifts

(Collocalid). Hence Neo ssidine.

1849 lr - Mulder s Client. Veg. ft Anim. Physiol. 241 The
mucus from the cesophagus of the swallows, which in India
build their edible nests of it. ..The pure mucous matter,
which 1 called neossine, consists of [etc.]. 1894 MORLEY
& MUIR Walls Diet, Clitnl. IV. 342/2 It . . is chiefly com

90

posed of a hyalogen (neossitie\ which yields as its hyalin,

nccssidine.

Neosso logy. Ornith. [f.
as prec. + -LOGY.]

That part of ornithology which deals with the

hatching and rearing of the young.
1864 NEWTON in Zool. Record (1865) I. 61.

Neo SSOptile. Ornith. [f. as prec. + vri\ov

a down-feather.] One of the soft feathers of a

newly-hatched bird, as contrasted with those of

a mature type (tcleoptiles).

1893 GADOW in Newton Diet. Birds 243 Soft feathers.,

possessing several characters which make_it advisable to

distinguish them by the name of Neossoptiles .

Neoteric (n/&quot;|0te-rik),
a. and sb. Also 7 neo-

terique, 6-8 neoterick (7 -e). [a. late L. neo-

tericus adj. and sb., ad. Gr. vvarepiKoi, f. ixuirepos,

compar. of vios new.]
A. adj. Recent, new, modern :

a. of things, csp. beliefs, practices, or the like.

1596 NASHE Saffron WaUenV/ks. (Grosart) III. 18 My
fancie as touching those Neoterick tongues thou professest.

1652 URQUHART yM/Wks, (1834) 218 Declining from that

Neoterick faith.. as he waxed in experience of the world.

LXXXI. 118 The neoteric jargon of scholastic terms which

he introduced. 1838 PUSEV Let. in Liddon Lije (1833)
II.

xxi. 65, I said it must be said somehow Catholic and

primitive truth as opposed to Neoteric . 1879 MEREDITH

Egoist xviii, The neoteric fashion of spending a honeymoon
on the railway.

b. of persons, esp. of authors.

ifiit CORVAT Crudities Ep. Rdr., Celebrated partly by the

ancient Roman historiographers and partly by other neo-

tericke travellers. 1637 BASTWICK Litany II. 21 Both
ancient and neoterick Expositors. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel/.

Syst. 4 That very Fate that is maintained by some Neoterick

Christians. 1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. 2 Most of

the Neoterick Popish Writers. 1821-34 Goods Study Med.
(ed. 4) III. 146 This species, the nyctalopia of neoteric

authors, . .is said to be endemic in Poland, a 1876 M. COL*

LIN-S Tli. in Garden (1880) II. 283 Such are the wise sayings
of our neoteric sages.

B. sl . 1. A modern
; esp. a modern writer or

author. (Very common in 1 7th c.)

1598 MERES Palladls Tamia 280 As these Neoterickes
_.

.

haue obtained renown. 1609 SIR E. HOBY Let, to T.

have espoused the Copernican [system]. 1728 POPE Dune.,
HI. Scriblerus Wks. (Globe) 363 Such severe indispensable
rules as are laid on all Neoterics, a strict imitation of the

Ancients. 1833 LAMB Elin Ser. it. Production* Mod. Art,
A landscape of a justly admired neoteric.

2. //. The study of modern things.

1857 A. LEIGHTON Wilson s Tales Borders I. 52 She was
no antiquary.., being rather given to neoterics.

Neote rical, a. ? Obs. [-AL.]
= NEOTERIC a.

1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Protl. 34 Sundrie as well ancient,
as neotericall interpreters, a 1625 BOYS Wks, (1629) 3 The

Eetition

in the judgements of neotericall authors hath six

ranches. 1650 HOWELI. Lett. III. 19 Whosoever cryeth
it down for a new neotericall opinion [etc.].

Neo terism. [ad. Gr. vfaiTtpia^os, f. vitorfp-

ieiv, to make innovations : cf. NEOTERIC.] The
use of new words or phrases ; a new term or ex

pression. So Neoterist ; Heoteri stic a. Weo -

terize v.

1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 10 Nepterisms we must have, .to

the end of time. Ibid. 150 If purism is ridiculous, neoterism

..may easily become nauseating, lind. 164 Neoteristic

canons. Ibid. 192 Among writers of the first class, none are

wild neoterists. Ibid. 193 Popularity.. or even celebrity is

no guarantee of skill in neoterizing.

Neopeles, Neopemest : seeNETHELESs,-MEST.
Neotocite

(nz,&amp;lt;vt&amp;lt;fe&amp;gt;it).
Min. Also -tokite.

[f. Gr. ytoTo/cos new-born, alluding to its recent

origin (Chester) ;
named by Nordenskiold, 1849.]

A hydrous silicate of manganese and iron.

1854 DANA Sysi. Mix. (ed. 4) II. 169 A related mineral

[to Stratopeite] has been called Neotokite. 1861 BKISTOW
Gloss. Min. 257/1 Neotokite. Probably an altered form of

Rhodonite allied to Stratopeite. 1882 DANA HIin. (ed. 4)

316 Neotocite (Stratopeite) and Wittingite are results of the

alteration of rhodonite, and contain manganese.

Neotro-pic, a. [Of. next.]
= NEOTROPICAL.

1877 I.E CONTE Elem. Geol. (1879) 161 Neotropic [region),

including Central and South America,

Neotro-pical, a. [f.
NEO- + TROPICAL a.] In

cluding, belonging to, or characteristic of, Tropical
and South America as a zoogeographical region.
1858 SCLATER in Proc. Linn. Soc., Zool. II.

134^ They are

all quite foreign to Neotropical (Tropical American) Orni

thology. Ibid. 143 Neotropical or South-American Region.

1877 COUES Fur-Bearing Anim. i. 18 The extension of

neotropical types over ihe nearctic region. 1881 Nature
XXIV. 209/2 In Ungulates, like the rest of the neotropical

regions, the Argentine territory is poor.

t Neotsum, a. Obs. rare ^. [? f. OE. tiMan
to enjoy, have good of.] ? Profitable, thriving.
c 1203 LAY. 343 Heore nutene neotsume weren.

Neottious (nz ip-tiss), a. Bat. [f. mod.L.

A eottia (Linnseus), ad. Gr. VIOTTICI, vioaaik a

nest.] Characteristic of the Bird s-nest Orchid ;

resembling a bird s nest.

1850 HOOKER & ARNOTT Brit. Flora 418 That [genus]

NEPENTHE.
which contains the Nidus-Avis, the only one having the

neottious root.

Neowe, -nesse, obs. ff. NEW, NEWNESS.

II Neoza (nz iJo za). Also neosia, neosa, nioza.

[Bhutanese neoza, moza.] Neoza pine, a Hima

layan pine (Pinus Gerardiana), the cones of

which contain edible seeds (neoza seeds).

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 172/1 The Neoza Pine. ..A native

of the coldest forests of the Himalayas, and chiefly occupy
ing .. the Tartarian side of those mountains. 1866 Treas.

Bat. 893/1 P. Gerardiana, the Neosa Pine of the Himalayas,

affording the Neosa or Chilgoza seeds sold as food in the

bazaars of Upper India. 1886 A. H. CHURCH Food Grains

Ind. 177 The neosia or edible pine is a moderate-sized

conifer found in the arid parts of the North-West and

Punjab Himalaya.. . The seeds are collected and stored for

use. Ibid., Composition of Neosia-kernels.

Neozoic (n2~|0z0&quot;

-

ik), a. Geol. [f. NEO-, after

PALAEOZOIC.]
1. Belonging to the later period of geological

history; post-palaeozoic (comprising both Meso-

zoic and Cainozoic).
1854 E. FORBES in Q. Jrnl. Ceol. Sac. X. p. Ixxix, Both the

palaeozoic and the after I must coin a word neozoic mol-

lusca. 1854 MURCHISON Silnria xviii. 469 In the Vertebrata,

the main direction of development of generic ideas, is, he

[Forbes] admits, towards the newer or Neozoic pole. 1888

FORD Catal, Foss. Cepli. Introd. 6 The Palaeozoic epoch
was of much longer duration than the Neozoic.

2. = CAINOZOIC.

1873 DAWSON Earth it Man x. 235 The term Neozoic was

proposed by Edward Forbes for the Mesozoic and Cainozoic

combined ; but 1 use it here as a more euphonious and
accurate term for the Cainozoic alone. Ibid. 239 Tertiary
or Neozoic Time.

Nep, sb.i Obs. exc. dial. Also 5-7 neppe.

$. 6-7 nepe. See also NIP sb.2 [var. of NEPT,
ad. med.L. nepta, L. nepeta (Celsius and Pliny).

Cf. Uti. neppe.~\
- CATMINT (Nepeta cataria),C*.fs\?.

0. 1:1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 48 With persoley, sauge,

ysope, saveray, A litel nep. 1486 tik. St. Allnns b vij b, Ye
shall take an herbe that is called neppe. 1530 PALSCR. 247/2

Neppe, an herbe, herbe de chat. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn.

Apolh. 18 He that hath a feruent cough, let him take Neppe,
that cattes delite in. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 23 Wild

Mint, Nep, Endiue, and Peniroial. 1648 lip. HALL Select

Tli. 51 The dog when he is stomach-sick can go right to

his proper grass ;
the cat to her nep. 1756 WATSON in Phil.

Trans. XLIX. 837 Nep, or Cat-mint. On dry banks about

hedges. 1797 Encycl. A rrt. XIII.6/I There are ^species;
the most remarkable is the cataria, common nep, or catmint.

1802 RANKEN Hist. France II. iv. ii. 292 He treats of sage,

rue, ..ambrosia, nep, radish, the rose.

/J. 1548 TURNER frames Herbs (E.D.S.) 22 The thyrde

kynde is called in latin Nepeta, in english Nepe. 1591

PF.RCIVALL Sp. Diet., Nebeda, nepes, Nefeta. 1698 FRYER

Ace. E. India tj P. 307 Here grow also the Black Hore-

hound, Spurge, Catminth or Nepe, Liverwort.

tNep, ^. 2 06s. Also 6 neppe. [var. of NEEP,

prob. through absence of stress in the comb., which

is OE. (wildnxf).] Wild nep, Bryony.
c 1450 Alfhita (Anecd. Oxon.) 5/2 Vitis alba, brionia idem.

gall, navet, angl. wildnep. Ibid. 26/2 Brionia. . ,cucurbita

agrestis...frt/ brione uel naue sauuage, anglice wildenep.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Manltynde R ij, Take.. of wyld neppe
dried the leues. 1597 J. KING On Jonas (1618) 612 Some
called it Hryonia, bryony or wilde nep. 1615 MARKHAM

Eng. Honsew. n. i. (1668) 32 The root of the wild Nep,
which is like Woodbine.

Nep, sb.* U.S. [Of obscure origin.] A small

lump or knot upon cotton-fibres, either due to

irregular growth or produced during such pro

cesses as ginning.
1881 J. BUTTERWORTH Cotton 23 When the saw-gin is run

too quickly the tendency is to whip or string the Cotton,

and thus produce neps. 1881 F. H. BOWMAN Structure of
Cotton Fibre 27 In artificially produced neps the cluster con

sists of fragments of broken fibre while in the natural neps
the short hbres are comparatively whole and unbroken.

Nep, v. U.S. [Cf. prec.] trans. To form

knots on (cotton-fibre), esp. during ginning.

1875 Ure s Diet. Arts I. 961 The rough teeth of the saws

do not use the fibre gently enough, but cut and nep
1

or

knot it.

Nep, variant of NAP sb.i cup. Obs.

Nep, obs. variant of NEAP a.

Nepe, obs. form of NEAP, NEEP, NEP.

Nepe nth. Bot. rare. [Anglicized f. NE

PENTHES.] A plant of the genns Nepenthes.

1846 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. 288 In which case Nepenths
and Birthworts will be brought into contact.

II Nepenthe (n/pe-nb/). [Alteration of NE

PENTHES.]
1. A drink or drag supposed to bring forgetful-

ness of trouble or grief.
= NEPENTHES i.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iii. 42 In her other hand a cup she

hild, The which was with Nepenthe to the brim upfild.

1c 1600 Distr. Emperor I. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 171

From thys lypp Puerer Nepenthe flowes. 1630 BRATHWAIT

Eng. Gent/cm. (1641) 100 Those who are ever carousing in

the cup of Nepenthe, steeping their senses in the Lethe of

forgetfulness. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. i. 98 Lull d with the

sweet Nepenthe of a Court. 1754 CHESTERFIELD It orlit

No. 92 p 6 Gallons of the Nepenthe would be lost upon him.

The more he drinks, the duller he grows, a 1822 SHELLEY

Triumph Life 359 In her right hand she bore a crystal

glass, Mantling with bright Nepenthe. 1898 T. WATTS
DUNTON Coming of Love 45 [They] prated of some ne

penthe..^ quell his love as by a magic potion.

b. Mcd. A drug possessing sedative properties.

1681 tr. Willis Rem. Mid. Wks. Vocab., Nepenthe, a



NEPENTHEAN.
drink to drive away melancholy. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cyc/.,
Nepenthe, in pharmacy, is a name given to a kind of opiate.
1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 775 Dr. Cheadle .speaks
highly of nepenthe for children.

2. The plant supposed to supply the drag.
1623 COCKERAM in, Nepenthe, an hearb which being

steeped and dranke in wine, expellelh sadnesse. 1649 J EK -

TAYLOR Gt, Exemp. HI. Disc, xviii. u 5 The Moly or

Nepenthe of Pliny. 1819 SHELLKY Proineth. Unb. n. iv. 61
Folded Elysian flowers, Nepenthe, Moly, Amaranth.
Hence Nepe-ntheau a.

1892 AGNES CLERKE Fant. Stud. Homer viii. 229 The
proposal of Telemachus to retire to rest shortly after the

nepenthean cup has gone round.

II Nepenthes (n/pe-njuz). [L. nepenthes
(Pliny), a. Gr. vrjirtvOes (Octyss. iv. 221, qualifying

^cEp/tcuror), neut. of ViprtHh??, i. rr/- not (see NE) +
irtvQos grief.]
1. A drug of Egyptian origin mentioned in the

Odyssey as capable of banishing grief or trouble

from the mind
; hence, any drug or potion having,

or conceived as having, the same power; also,
occas. the plant or herb supposed to yield the drug.
1580 LYLV Euphues (Arb.) 425 Where is.. that herbe

Nepenthes that procureth all delights? 1586 Sin E. Hour
Cogue? s Pol. Disc. 7Vw/A xix. 8x The drougg which Homer
called Nepenthes, which he said was able to keep one from
smelling yll sauors. 1619 PasqitiFs Palm (1877) 154 It is

the true Nepenthes, Which makes a sad man frolike. 1653
BAXTER Peace ofConsc. Pref., There is so much Opium in

these Mountebanks Nepenthes, or Antidote of Rest. 1699
KVKLYN Acctaria 14 Some will have it [Bugloss] the Ne
penthes of Homer. 1739 Gent I, Mag; IX. 477 As the Herb
Nepenthes gives Joy and Spirits. 1850 I,HITCH tr. C. O.
Midler s After. Art 115. 84 In it the Greeks beheld Zeus
face to face ; to see it was a nepenthes. 1884 Conf, Hachisli
Eater 112, I have found it (hachish] to be a nepenthes, a
sweet bringer of delicious oblivion.

2. A genus of plants (chiefly East Indian) in

which the leaves have the form of pitchers; the

Pitcher- plant.
1747 Gentl. Mag. XXVII. 452 The most remarkable in

stance of evacuations of this kind.. is in the Nepenthes.
1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (ed. 3) 141 The singular form
of leaf in. . Nepenthes, which has been called a pitcher.

1857 DARWIN in Life &amp;lt;V

Lett. (1887) II. 97 If Nepenthes
consisted of one or two species, .then I should have expected
it to have been very variable. 1882 Garden i Apr. 214/3
The moisture-laden atmosphere required by the Nepenthes.

b. A plant belonging to this genus.
1882 Garden 5 Aug. 121/3 No collection of Stove plants

ought to be without at least one Nepenthes.

Neper: see NAPIER S BONES.

Nepevewe, obs. form of NEPHEW,

Neplialisill (n^ ializ m). rare. [ad. late Gr.

vrnpakifffius (Suidas), f. vr)(f&amp;gt;a\io$ sober. Cf. K. tit/-

phalisme.] Total abstinence from intoxicating

liquors, teetotalism.

1861 J. MILLER (title) Nephalism, the True Temperance
of Scripture, Science, and Experience. 1889 Lancet 6 Apr.
702 Some figures had been extracted from a report on In

temperance. . ,and had been misunderstood as implying that

nephalism was more fatal than tippling.
So Ne phalist, a teetotaller.

1861 J. MILLKK Xephalism 16 The Nephalist. .possesses a

comparative immunity from contagious diseases.

Nephande, obs. form of NEFAND a.

Nephelescope (ne fel/skJup), [f. Gr.
v&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;t\ij

cloud -f- -SCOPE.] (See quots.)
1841 Proc. Atiter. Philos. Sac. II. 128 Mr. Espy exhibited

an instrument .., which he calls the Nephelescope, in

tended to show the changes induced in the temperature of
the air by its greater or less rarefaction. i86a Catnl.
Internat, Exhib., Brit, II. No. 2851 Nephelescope, for

viewing the upper strata of clouds.

Nepheliad (nefrliad). rare. [f. Gr. pc$cA-9 +
-IAD, on the analogy of Naiad^ Dryad, etc.] A
cloud-nymph.
1818 L. KuNTA&HVi The Nymphs p. xxxi, Ho ! We are

the Nepheliads, we, Who bring the clouds from the great
sea. i8ai Blacktv. Mag. X. 268 The pretty Nepheliads
were dispatched to their own quarters.

Nepheliiie (ne-felin). Min. Also -in, erron.

nephiline. [a. . nJphtline (Haiiy, 1800), f.

Gr. vffpf^tj cloud, because its fragments are ren

dered cloudy by immersion in nitric acid.] A
double silicate of aluminium and sodium, occur

ring chiefly in volcanic deposits in Italy.
1814 J. BLACK tr. Berseiins* Min. 45 Nephelin. 185* TH.

Ross tr. Hniboldt*s Trav. I. ii. 51 We could discover

neither nepheline, leucite, nor feldspar. 1877 Nature XV.
384/1 Mineralogists have often been troubled to distinguish
with certainty between apatite and nephelin.
attril . 1863 DANA Man. Geol. 89 Nef&amp;gt;helinite^ nephelin

dolerite. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. II. 150 Nepheline
Rocks. 1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 360 The olivine-bearing
rocks [of Nephelinile] are termed nepheline-basalls.

1 lence Nepheli uic a. (Cassell, 1886.)

Ne phelinite. Min. [f. prec. + -ITE.] (See

quots.}
1863 DANA Man. Geol. 89 Nephelinitet

. . a crystalline

granular volcanic rock consisting of nepheline and augite
with some magnetic iron. 1888 TEALL Brit. Petrog. 360
Nephelinite..is applied to rocks in which nepheline takes

the place of felspar.

Ne-phelite. Min. [-JTE.] =NEPHRLINE.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 328 Nephelite occurs both in

ancient and modern volcanic rocks.

91

Nephelo-, combining form of Gr. vt*pi\7j, used
in a few scientific terms, as Ke phelodo meter
(see quot.). Nephelo-gnosy, a systematic practice
of observing the clouds. Nephelo later (see

quot.). Nephelolo gical a. , relative to clouds or
cloudiness. Nephelo-log-y, the scientific study of
clouds (Syd. Sec. Lex. 1892). Nephelo &quot;meter,

an instrument to register the comparative cloudi
ness of the sky. Nephelome trie a., relating to

the process of estimating the degree of cloudiness
in a fluid (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Ne pheloro meter
(see quot.). Ne phelosphe re, a cloudy envelope
surrounding a planet or other heavenly body.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1521/2 *Ncph lodo&amp;gt;ncter, an in

strument for ascertaining the distances of the clouds. 1816
BKNTHAM Chre&totu. Wks. 1843 VIII. 27/2 Of late years,
*Nephelognosy . . has become a candidate for existence.

1895 Pop. Set, .Monthly Sept. 645 All men in all lands are

*nephelo later s or cloud admirers. 1881 Arctic Cruise
Corwin 14 The *nephe[lo]logical state of the atmosphere.
1884 Anu-r. Meteorol, Jrn.1. I. 4 It bears about the same
relations to the *nephelumeler which we should have, that
the bun-dial bears to the clock. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch.
1521/2

*
NepkeloroHieter, an instrument for ascertaining the

speed and direction of motion of the clouds. tSfyWlNCHELL
World-life 543 It [water mist] gathers into a vaporous
envelope, constituting a true atmosphere or &quot;nephelubphere.

We plieloid, a. we- .
[f.

Gr.
v&amp;lt;p\-rj +

-onx] Of urine: Cloudy, nebulous. (Cassell 1886.)

Nephew (ne*vi, ne*li). Forms : a. 3-5
neueu(e ; 3-6 ueuew; 4-6 nevewe, 4, 6 neveu,
(4 -oeu, 5 -lie) ; 4 neweu, {5 -ewe) ; 5 uepveu,
-vew, 6 -evewe, -heu(e, -hue ; neflewe, -ue

;

5- nephew, (7 ueiphew). (3. 4 neuu, -ou, -ow ;

4-6 nevow, (4 -ou, 5 -oue). 7. 4-9 Sc. uevo,
5 neuo, newo, nepho, 6 nepuo. 5. 4- St. uevoy,
6 newoy, nepvoy, 7 nephoy. . 6 neuie, -ye,

6-7 nevie, 6, 9 dial, nevy, 9 dial, uevey, neffl.

fa. OF. neveu (OXF. also nevit^ nevou. nevo} =

Prov. nebot, It. nepoie, nipote : L. ntpolem, ace.

of nepos, grandson, nephew, descendant, related to

OE. ntfa, : see XEVK.]
1. A brother s or sister s son

; also, by extension,
the son of a brother- or sister-in-law.
a. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4508 po was ^e king arbure vol

of sorwe iS: sore,. .Ac to awreke him of is
lu^&amp;gt;er neueu, his

herte bar alre best, c 1350 Will. Palerne 5098 Glad he ua&amp;gt;

bat his neweu so nobul was wox. 1387 TRKVISA Hidden
(Hulls) IV. in He wente into Kgipt ..for to see his .suster and
his nevewes.

&amp;gt;454
Ptuton Lett. I. 298 To take possession

and saison, in the name and to the use of our ful worshipful
nepveu, th erl of Warrewic. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn
xx. 63 Blanchardyn .. ranne vpon Corlwdas, that neuewe
was to kyn;;e A lymodes. 1523 Lu. liiiKNtss froiss. I. 599
Use yourselfe to him as good uncles shulde do to their

nephewes. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1613) 169 Euardes..
had three Nephewes, sonnes to a si.ster of his. 1621 Br.
MOUNTAGU Diatribs 120 As Plinius the elder was wont to

say unto his nephew. 1655 STANLKY Hist. Pkilos. i. (1701)

41/2 He reposed his Head in the Bosom of his Sisters Son ;

..the Court dismist, he was found dead in his Nephew s

Bosom. 1722 DE FOE Relig. Coitrtsk. i. iii. (1840) 79 What
kind of a lady has my nephew got? 1749 FIKI.UINU Tom
Jones XVIII. ut| Mr. Jones your nephew, sir ! . . He is indeed

..my own sister s son. 1828 SCOTT F. Af. Perth xxiii.Tlie

interview between the uncle and nephew being thus con

cluded, the Prince retired. 1867 LADY HEKBERT Cradle
L. viii. 207 It was here that Abraham encamped with his

nephew Lot.

^. a 1300 Cursor A/. 20551 Mi moder was ful wa for me,
And sua was hir neuu iohan. c 1320 Sir TriUr. 737 He
kist tristrem ful skc-te And for his nevou toke. i^fAPastoit
Lett. II. 329 Wilbeloved nevoue, I recomaunde me to yow.
1508 DUNBAK Flyting 529 Nero thy nevow, Gulyab thy

grantsire.

Y- &quot;375
BAKBOUB Bruce xyi, 44 And speclaly the erll

Thomass Of Murreff, that his nevo was. 4:1470 HKNKY
Wallace II. 431 Welcum, neuo, welcum delr sone to me.

1533 BHLLENUEN Livy in. xiv. (S. T. S.) I. 301 C. Claudius

..began to speik to his said nevo, erare in maner of prayer

|&amp;gt;an ony displesere. 1558 KENNEDY Compend. Tractive^ in

Wodrow Misc. (1844) I. 97 To my derreat and best beluiffit

Nepuo, Gilbert, Maister of Cassilis. 1678 ANNE KEITH in

Kirkton Ck. Hist. (1817) 357, 1 have written to your nevo the

tresorer of Edin. 1844 W. Cxoss Disruption i. (E. D. D.),
To tell me that my nevo is comin doun the burn-side.

6. 1509 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 5 My son Hugh Hulley,
and Sir Thomas Pilley my newoy. 1562 TUPNEK Bathes

Ded., Duke of Summerset, and Protector of his Nepvoy
King Edward theSixt. a 1578 LINDESAY (PitscottiejC/inm.

Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 107 Dawid Lyndsay. .quhois nevoy, sone

to Johnne his brother [etc-]. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, vi,

Haud your peace, Alison ! I was speaking to my nevoy.

1839 MOIK Mansie Wauch (ed. 2) xxvii. 359 A leather-cap,

edged with rabbit-fur, for her little nevoy.
* XS3 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 285 To John Bradford, my

nevy. 1555 EUEN Decades 40 Aries Pinzonus his neuie by
his brothers syde. 1607 in Antiquary XXXII. 242 To
Symon hallyday, my nevie. 1840 Hoonl// Rhine 4 Nunky,
Nevy and Watch go on as usual. [1848 DICKENS Dombey
xxxii, Poor nevy less old Sol.) 1858-61 RAMSAY Rcmin. \.

(1870) 117, 1 am real glad to find my nevy has made so good
a choice.

b. Euphemistically applied to the illegitimate

son of an ecclesiastic.

1587 HAKKISON England \\. ii. (1877) 48 For nephues might
say in those daies ; Father, shall I call you uncle? And
vncles also ; Son. I must call thee nephue. 1617 MOKY-
SON I tin. i. 104 The thiefe of these banished men was the

Nephew (so they call Church-mens bastard*.) of the Car-

dinall Caielano. a 1848 RUXTON Life in Far West (1849)

NEPHRECTOMY.
I 218 They were probably his nieces and nephew* a t.la of
;

relations often possessed in numbers by priests and monks.
1873 DIXON TwoQueerul. Hi. ii. 125 More papal nephews
had been .stalled and mitred in the Knglibh Church.

C. Nephew-in-laW) the husband of&quot; a brother s

or sister s daughter. Xcphcw-dcct, one who is

intended to have this relationship.
1834 Tail s Mag. I. 381/2 It was not hi* fault thai I, your

nephew-elect, am not a Northamptonshire Si|uirr. 1838
DICKENS Xich. Xuk. xv, The company added their tn-

i

treaties to those of his nephew-in-law. 1870 .Miss JJKILX.MAN
A , Lyniic II. x. 199 The. .youth who purpose;, being my
nephew-in-law.

t 2. A brother s or sister s daughter ; a niece.

1494 FAIIYAN Chron, v. xcvii. 71 The beaute and great
venue of Clotildis, neuewe to Cundtbatd. 1535 -S i K\V -ii. i

Cron. Scot. II, 712 To my nevoy Matildis, that hes richt
Till all Ingland intill hir faderis si^ht, I haif maiil huma-e.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Jiichoiay s I \iy. \\. .\\\ii. 155 J he
Athenians were wont to marry the brother with the s^tcr,
but not the Vncle with the nc-plicvv.

t 3. A grandson. Obs. (Common in 171)1 c.

a. 1297 R. C lLOLX. (Rolls) 7709 Ridiard is o lieUeu brcu
bere is nekke }?er to. c 1384 CHAUCER //. J- tn/it- n. n&amp;gt;, [ hat
thou ..Hast served so ententtylly Hys bljnde ncvcwt
Cupido. 1387 THL\ ISA Higd&i (Rolls) IV. y i hcipiu Na&ica,
be greet Si-ipio bat beet AffricailUS hi^ neve we. a 1533 Lu.
liEKNtus Gold. Bk. M, Aitr.i. (1546) Cc ij. Ye had your
nevewes, sonnes of yuur chyldrcii, marytd. 1591 Si tsshK
A

itines&amp;lt;]fR oinc viii, Veriuuus nephewes.. Striving in poer
their grandfathers to passe. 1632 HOLLAND Lyru/*-i dia, \.

v. 115 Naturall children and ncphewes [n,ur^., Unldiuis
children, as we say unproperly, Grand-children]. 1656
TK.M-I

E.i/&amp;gt;.
-2 Tint. \. 5 The graiidmutheis also.. l^\e thtn-

nephews better than their own immediate children. 1699
KENTLEY Phalaris 43 Among the ancient Gieek-. the name
of the Grandfather was commonly given to the Nephew.

&amp;gt;.
&. 1513 DOUGLAS sKneis iv. iv. 6 Ttie ^oug Abtany us,

Nevo to Kiny Dardane and to Venus. 1579 l\&amp;gt;.g. /*ri;y
Council 6t . . III. 140 He. .as nevoy and air be pru-u.^ of

unujuhile Andro \V od..,his guidsire. 1609 Shi-.Nh A t^-.

J//. 34 Gif ane man deccis, hautand ane after -borne ^nne,
and ane Xtphoy of hir, liibt-begutten sonne [etc.].

t b. Inutt^. (after L. use). A prodigal. C6s.~ l

1532 MOKE Confut, TindaU Wks. 638/1 Wliylher the
olde holy doctours and saynctes.,be better 10 be bcleued
,.,or els these yontj new naughty nephewes.

f4. A descendant; one ot remote or unspecified

degree of descent ; a successor. Obs.

1387 TKKVISA Hidden (Rolls) V. 263 Knyistus arid Hoisu.s
..were Woden his nevewes [L. al-ncp^tts}. 1549 COVER-
DALE Erasm. Par. Rom, xi. job, The Je\ves..yf they this

do not, then are they not his [Abraham s] neuewcs. 1597 J.
KING On Jonas d6i3) 135 Thy childiens children &amp;lt;S; ne

phews to com. 1647 THAI ! Conitn. -2 Cor. v. 10 On that day
Adam shall see all his nephews together. 1676 GLANVILL
Seasonable Reflect. 169 All the ancient

&amp;gt;ja^e6, with their

i bons, and Nephews to the latest Posterity.

t 5. A figure in geomancy. Obs. rate.

1591 STARRY tr. Cattan s Geoniancie 9 Nowe restelh it to
declare the making of the Nephews, with their qualities.

t 6. A secondary shoot. Obs. tate~ .

1745 tr. Colutella?$ Husb. iv. vi. From that place from
which you have taken away the nephew or secondary twig
[L. nepotem\ it presently pours forth another.

Hence We phewship, the state or position of a

nephew; f nepotism.
1647 HEXHAM, b ecfachap^ nephewship. 1669 Hist. /V/i/i

Nephews \\. (1673) 80 If Nephewship ever did ^ood in Koine,
twas in the time of Pius the Fifth. 1857 BORROW Rout.

Rye\\, People., who. .are disposed. .to swallow the reality
of the nephewship of Camillo Astalli. 1885 Hutf;r $ Mag.
Apr. 787/1 This good sonship and good nephewship.
Nephograph: see PHOTONBPHOGBAFH.

Nephology (nefjylod^i). [f. Gr. vtyo-s cloud +

-LOGY.] The study of the clouds. Hence Neplio-
it. Also Nepho legist.

1890 in Ctnt. nut. 1894 \V. C. LKY Clondland 201 The
fact that there is also a science of Nephology, nascent

though this science may be. 1894 Aiadt-niy 29 Dec. 560/1
Plain people, .settle questions of weather for themselves, and
the nio-t advanced nephologies can do little more.

NepllOSCOpe (ne-l^k^up). [f. Gr.
vt&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o-s

cloud + -SCOPE.] An instrument used to determine
the altitude of clouds and the velocity and direc-

tion of their movement.
1881 Nature 17 Mar. 458 A full description of the nepho-

scope will be found in the Zcitithrift tier Oa&amp;gt;te &amp;gt; rtich. CCA.

fur Mcteorolcgic. .vol. ii. p. 337. 1889 Tiuus 21 Mar. 3/3
Several new barometers, anemometers, nepho-.copes, &c.

II Nephralgia (nefrse-ldgii). Path. [mocl.L.,
f. Gr.

vc&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;p-iis kidney + -a\fia, f. 0X70? pain.] Tain
in, or neuralgia of, the kidneys.
1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 109 Nephralgia. 1874 VAN BUKECN

& KICYES Dis. Genii. Org. 353 The main causes of nephral-
gia are very acid urine, kidney-stone [etc]. 1897 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. III. 482 Nephralgia is perhaps the commonest
of the abdominal neuroses.

Hence Nephra lgic a.

1811 Monthly Rev. LXIV. 17 In 1800 he was attacked by
a violent nephralgic complaint. 189* Syd. So^. Lex. s.v.,

Nffkralgic criiis, the paroxysmal pain of locomotor ataxy
whicli is felt in the loins.

Nephrectomize (nefre-ktomdiz), V. Surg.

[f. next -r -UK.] trans. To subject to the opera
tion of nephrectomy.
1900 Lancet

5 May 1299/2 The animals previously
ne| hrei.tomised lived longer when kidney juice was injected
into them.

Nephrectomy (nefre-ktomi). Swg. [f.
Gr.

vt&amp;lt;pp-i&amp;gt;&amp;gt;i kidney i- *TO/*^ excision.] Excision or

lemoval of the kidney.
12-2
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1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 248 Marble,.. nephritic asbes

tos, violet-coloured quart/, and porphyry.

t Nephri-tical, a. Obs. [Cf. NEPHRITIC &amp;lt;z.l

are seen after partial bilateral nephrectomy.

Nephretic, obs. form of NEPHRITIC.

Nephric (ne frik), a. [f. Gr. viCff-ai + -1C.]

Related to, or connected with, an excretory organ

or kidney.
1887 Amcr. Naturalist XXI. 589 The advantage of con

verting the nephric groove into the nephric duct.

Nephridial(nefri dial),rt. Zool. [f.next + -AL.]

Pertaining or relating to a nephridium.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 462 The walls of

the nephridi.il and viscera-pericardia! sacs. Jbid. 463 The

nephridial epithelium, .is.. longitudinally striated.

Nephridium (nefri-diz&quot;m).
7.ool. PI. nephri

dia. [mod. L. (Ray Lankester), ad. Greek *vv\&amp;gt;fi-

mov, dim. of vf&amp;lt;pp-6s;
cf. gonidium, etc.] A pri

mitive excretory organ in the lower invertebrates,

analogous in function to the kidney, but also, in

some forms of Mollusca, used in reproduction.

1877 RAY LANKESTER inf. Jrnl. Microscop. Sci. XVII. 428

The Nephridia or segmental organs of the Entozoa. 1883

BALFOUK Ibid. XXIII. 244 It will be convenient to com
mence with one of the hinder nephridia.

Nephrite (ne-toit). Min. [a. G. nephrit

(Werner 1780), f. Gr. vpp-6s, in allusion to its

supposed efficacy in kidney disease : cf. JADE rf. 2]

The mineral jade.
1794 KIRWAN EUm. Min. I. 171 Jade. Nephrit of

Werner. 1816 P. CLEAVELAND Min. 272 Nephrite does not

receive a brilliant polish. 1865 LUBBOCK Prek. Times 132

Flint was sometimes used, and nephrite, or jade, in a few

cases. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 131 Nephrite or jade
is in part a tough compact fine-grained tremolite.

Nephritic (nefrrtik), a. 1 and sb. Also 6-7

-iok, 6 nefretieke, 7 nephretic(k. [ad. late L.

nephriticits (Celsius), ad. Gr. vfCpplTiKm, f. vi-

cppi-ns NEPHRITIS. Cf. F.
n&amp;lt;!plir{tique (t nephri-

licjue, OF. nefrctiquc).]
A. adj. 1. Of pains, diseases, etc. : Affecting,

having their seat or origin in, the kidneys; renal.

1580

*

\Vcll of Woman Hill, Aberdeen A iij b, It cuiris

Nephritick doloutis baith of Neiris and Bladder. 1590 BAH-

HOUGH Meth. Physick VII. xvii. (1639) 406 When we would

in the Nefretieke disease, have the pores and passages of

the body enlarged [etc.]. 1650 BAXTER Saints K. III. iv.

(1662) 345 Epileptick, Althritick, Nephritick pains. 1725
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Vomiting, This Medicine is also

good against the Nephiitick Cholick. 1781 J.
T. DILLON

Trav. Spain 160 A remedy for a nephritic complaint.

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 396 She was never

known to have had a nephritic symptom till just before her

death. 1859 R - *&quot; BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc.

XXIX. 389 Chionic nephritic disease, and rheumatism.

2. Of medicines or remedies: Operating on,

helping to cure affections of, the kidneys. ? Obs.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 10 The. .strengthening
Medicament is that which, .conserves some part of our

Body,as..Nephrilick to the reins. 1684 tr. Bonet s Merc.

Compit. 111. 60 This is a noble and royal Nephritick liquor.

1710 Brit. Apollo No. 41. 2/1 Garltck is .. Nephritick.

1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 291 The best manner of making the

nephiitic alkaline waters.

t b. Nephritic wood, a wood of which the in

fusion (nephritic tincture) was formerly used as a

remedy in diseases of the kidneys. Obs.

In earlier accounts said to come from New Spain and to

be the coatli of Hernandez ;
but in later use also applied to

the wood of the Horse-radish Tree (Moringa ptcrygo-

sperma).
1661 BOYLE Conln. New Exp. n. (1682) 140, I tried the

same experiment, with the infusion of Nephritkk-wood.
1684-5 Min. Waters 86 To destroy the blewness of the

Nephritic Tincture. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Disp. 156

Nephritick Wood. This is brought to us from New Spain ;

it is from a Tree reckon d of the Ash-kind. The Wood is

hard and colour d almost like Saunders. 1753 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Supp. s.v. Transniutation, The change of colour of a

decoction of the nephtitic wood, according to the different

lights it was viewed in. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII.

176/2 The wood [of moringa] dyes a beautiful blue colour.

It is the lignum nephriticum, or nephritic wood, of the

dispensatories.
c. Nephritic stone, jade, nephrite. ? Obs.

1666 H. SIUBBE Mirac. Conformist ro The Nephritick and

Eagle-stones.. whose operation is certain and undeniable.

Ibid. 13 The Nephritic-stone drives out gravel. 1777 G.

FORSTER Voy. round \Vorld I. 161 A piece of green

nephritic stone, or jadile. 1811 PINKERTON Pctral. 1. 346
The nephritic stone was supposed, when only worn, to cure

diseases of the reins, or the lumbago.
3. Of persons : Affected with pain or disease of

the kidneys. Also absol.

1656 BLOUNT Glvssogr., Nephritick, that is troubled with
a pain in the Reins of the back. 1702 FLOYER Hot

&amp;lt;y

Cold
Bath. i. iv. (1709) 92 He advises the Nephritick to place
their Backs against the Stream of the River. 1806 Med.
Jrnl. XV. 36 The drops, .have given gieat relief to many
nephritic patients. 1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 165/1 The
infusion of its leaves has often given decided relief to

nephritic patients.

fB. sb. A medicine for the kidneys. Obs.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. 453. 1671 SALMON Syn.

Med. in. xv. 358 Renals or Nephrelicks, are such Medicines
as are dedicated to the Reines and Bladder. 1694 Bate s

Dispens. (1713) 215/1 A most admirable Nephritick.

Nephri tic, -
1! rare~ . [f. NEPHRITE +-IC.]

Of the nature of, related to, nephrite.

have recourse to him in their nephritical distempers. 1702
YOUNG in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1582 Hypocondnacal Pains,

and sometimes Nephritical.
b. 1661 LOVELL Anim. r Min. 453 Nephritical wood.

C. 1684 tr. Bonet s Merc. Compit. I. 5 A certain Physician

thinking him Nephritical, gave him many things against the

Stone.

Nephritis (nefrei-tis). rath. [ad. late L.

nephritis (Isidore), a. Gr. vvpptTis, f. vppos

kidney.] Inflammation of the kidneys.
1580 BLUNDEVIL Horsemanship iv. 44 b, The inflamation

of the kidnies, which is called of them Nephritis. 1661

LOVELL Hist. Anim.
&amp;lt;y

Miu. 381 The inflammation of the

reines, or nephritis, is a swelling of the same [etc.]. 1747

tr. Astruc s Fevers 154 Hepatitis, nephritis, dysentery.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 175/2 The nephritis has the

same symptoms in common with other inflammations.

1849-52 Todifs Cycl. Anat. IV. 1291/2 In arthritic nephritis

the quantity of the uric acid crystals is sometimes extremely

great. 1878 T . BRYANT Pract. Surf. (1879) II. 49 Nephritis

may occur as a consequence of local injury, or as an attack

upon a chronically diseased organ.

lfeph.ro- (ne frc), comb, form of Gr. vetppos

kidney, employed in a number of scientific terms,

as MVphroblast, one of the cells from which

nephridia are developed (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).

t NephrocathaTtic ., serving to cleanse the

kidneys. Ne phrocele, hernia of the kidney

(Craig, 1849). Nephroco-lic, renal colic (ibid.).

Nephrodi-nic a., of molluscs, discharging the

genital products by means of nephridia. He-

phroga-stric a., relating to the kidneys and sto

mach (Syci. Soc. Lex.). Nephroge-nic a., arising

in the kidneys (ibid.). Nephrogo nadnct, a

nephridium which serves asagonaduct. Hephro -

graphy, the scientific description of the kidneys

(Dunglison, 1842). JfephrolitM asis, disease

caused by the presence of renal calculi. Nephro-
li thic a., pertaining to calculi in the kidney.

JTephrolitho tomy, the removal by incision of

a renal calculus. Nepliro-logist, one skilled in

nephrology. Wepliro-logy, the scientific study of

the kidneys and their diseases (Dunglison, 1842).

Nepliro-pathy, diseases of the kidneys. Nephro-
ple gy, paralysis of the kidney (Mayne, 1856).

Nephropto-sis, falling of the kidney. Uephro-
pyeli-tis, inflammation of the parenchyma of the

kidney and adjacent parts. Nephropyo sls, sup

puration of the kidney (Mayne, 1856). Nephror-
rha gia, hemorrhage from the kidney. NephroT-
rhaphy, the operation of fixing a movable kidney

by sewing. Nepliro-stoma, Ne phrostome, a

funnel-shaped ciliated aperture in a primitive

kidney. Nephrotyphoid, a form of nephritis.

Kephrozymose, a compound ferment occurring
in urine.

Similar forms are employed in French, as ncphrocelc,

graphic, -lithiase, -litfiione, -logie, .pyose, -rrhaffie, etc.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Min. 454 &quot;Nephrocathartick

[syrup] of Joubertus. 1883 LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 682 The Porodinic group [of Ccelomate animals] is

divisible into *Nephrodinic and Idiodinic, in the former the

nephridium serving as a pore. Ibid., The genital ducts of

the Idiodinic forms may be called Idiogonaducts, as dis

tinguished from *nephrogonaducts of nephrodinic forms.

1842 DUNGLISON,
*
Nephrolithiasis. 1880 A. FLINT Princ.

Med. (ed. 2) 906 The treatment of nephro-lithiasis..will

depend on the nature of the concretions. 1842 DUNGLISON
Med. Diet., *Nephrolithic. .. This epithet has been applied
to ischuria, occasioned by calculi formed in the kidneys.

1849 CRAIG,
*
Nephrolithotomy. 1883 HOLMES & HULKE

Syst. Surf. (ed. 3) III. 179 Nephro-lithotomy: designating
incisions expressly intended not only to expose a portion of

the kidney, but to remove a stone therefrom. 1897 Allbutt s

NEPOTE.

1825 FOSBROOKE Obs. Kidneys 132 It occurs to me that

Nephrot[om]ization was formerly tried in this country.

Nephro-tomize, v. Surg. [Cf. next and

-IZE.] trans. To perform nephrotomy upon. Hence

Nephro tomized///. a.

1825 FOSBROOKE Obs. Kidneys 132 Five ounces of blood

from a dog nephrotomised afforded more than twenty grains

of urea. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Pathol. 572 The quantity
of water in the brain of nephrotomized animals.

Neplirotoiuy (nefr(j t6mi). Surg. [ad. mod.L.

ncphrotomia, !. Gr. Vftpp6-s kidney + -ro/ua, TO/JIJ

cutting. Cf. F. iiephrotomie. ] Incision of the

kidney, esp. for renal calculus.

1696 PHI. Trans. XIX. 333 Nephrotomy, restraining its

Signification to Cutting into the Kidney for the Stone, is

an Operation which hath been hitherto so little practised

[etc.]. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 415 The celebrated

Professor ..performed the operation of Nephrotomy, with

success. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie s Formal, (ed. 2) 160

When nephrotomy had been performed. 1874 VAN BUREN
& KEYKS Dis. Genii. Org. 369 Where the abscess is renal,

it becomes a question of true nephrotomy.

Nephta, obs. form of NAPHTHA.

Nephue, obs. form of NEPHEW.

II ITe plus ultra (n/ pls vltra). Also 7-8
lie plus. [L. (let there) not (be) more (sailing)

beyond , alleged to have been inscribed on the

Pillars of Hercules. In French the phrase has the

forms nee and non-plus-ultra.]
1. A command to go no further

;
a prohibition

of further advance or action ; also, an impassable
obstacle or limitation.

has been named Nephroptosis. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen.

Pathol. 107 Cases of hxmorrhagic *Nephro-pyelitis in

various acute diseases. 1885 W. ROBERTS Urin. ff Renal
Dis. III. xiv. (ed. 4) 681 A much less dangerous operation,

*nephroraphvj in which the kidney is stitched to the pos
terior abdominal walls. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1035 The
woman was referred .. for nephrorrhaphy, as the case was
considered to be one of movable kidney. 1878 BELL

Gegenbaitr s Coinp. Anal. 605 The rudimentary ducts are

always provided with functionally active *nephrostomata.

Resolves a.s if they were Hercules s Pillars with a Ki plus
ultra upon them, c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scot!. (1818) I. 293

He may wander into a bog to impassable bourns or rocks,

and every tie fins ultra oblige him to change his course.

1786 HAN.MORE BasBleu 131 Her fancy ofno limits dreams,

No ne plus ultra bounds her schemes.

attrib. 1845 FORD Hand-bk. Spain \. 340 The ne plus
ultra land and sea marks of jealous Pha-nician monopoly.

2. The utmost limit to which one can go or has

gone ;
the furthest point reached or capable of

being reached.

1638 SANDERSON Serin. II. 120 Here then we have our

bounds set us ;
our ne pins ultra ; beyond which if we pass,

we transgress. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-j. (1677) 254

Historians some fix his Ne plus at the River Indus ; others

at the River Ganges. 1751 F.LIZA HEYWOOD Betsy Thought
less II. 227 Mr. Munden often found himself at his ne plus

ultra, but was not in the least disconcerted at it. 1776
MICKLE tr. Camoen s Lusiad Introd. 27 Cape Nam, as its

name intimates, was then the Ne plus ultra, of European

navigation. 1805 EUGENIA DE ACTON Nuns of Desert II.

182 It might be supposed that the gentry of Ivy Tower

would now have found themselves at their ne plus ulna.

1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. ?ud Voy. xxix. 418 Victory point ;

being the ne plus ultra of our labour.

b. esp. The point of highest attainment; the

highest point or pitch of some quality, etc. ;
the

acme or final culmination.

1696 D URFEY yd PI. Don Quix. Ep. Ded., Whilst I with

Pride fix my Fame at its Ne pins ultra. 1707 J. STEVENS tr.

Quez Ciio s Com. Wks. (1709) 145 He was the superlative

L&amp;gt;i

typhoid).

Nephroid (ne-froid), a.
[f.

Cr.
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;po-s

+ -OlD :

cf. Gr. vt&amp;gt;po(i5ris, vt0/xu5&amp;gt;)s.] Kidney-shaped.
1849 in CRAIG. 1882 OGILVIE s.v., A nephroid fruit , a

nephroid cancer.

So t Nephroi deous a. Obs. rare
~

.

1677 GREW Anat. Seeds i. 5 Other [seeds] are Nephroid-
eous, or as it were Hemispherick.

Nephrotomiza tion. Surg. rare . [Cf.

next and -ATiOJf.] The operation of nephrotomy.

ne plus ultra of perfection. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool oj

Qnal. (1792) II. 81 The populace, .have arrived to their ne

fins ultra of insolence. 1823 SCOTT Lei. to Terry 14 Feb. in

LocUutrt. It may be called the neplusullra of hell ringing.

1893 Nation (N. Y.) 29 June 469/2 The people of Lelnster

. .do not vaunt Dublin as the ne-plus-ultra of cities.

altrik. 1823 BVRON Age of Bronze xi, The all-prolific

land Of neplus ultra ultras. 1830 MAKHYAT Kings Own
xlviii, By . . ne-plus-ultra corkscrews.

f3. As//. Unsurpassable persons. Obs. rare *.

1672 CLARENDON Ess. Tracts (1727) 237 Since men have

looked upon the ancients as fallible writers, and not as upon

those Neplus ultra, that could not be exceeded.

tNe pOS. Obs. rare. [a. L. nepos. ]
= NEPOTE.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. f. 130 Nepos als he wes till

Drustus King. Ibid. II. 374 This ?oung Alpyne, quhilk

wes his nepos neir.

Nepotal (ne-p^tal), a. [f.
L.

nefot-, nepos

nephew + -AL : cf. late L. nepotalis prodigal.]

the nature of, belonging or pertaining to, a nephew
or nephews.
1837 LYTTON E. Maltrar. vii. i, Provided Mrs. 1. did not

supersede the nepotal parasite by indigenous olive-branches.

1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 47 The Vladikas ate appointed by

the emperor in nepotal succession from the family of Petro-

vitch. 1862 Miss MULOCK Mistress # Maid xxiv, His

proper nepotal corner in Hilary s heart.

f Nepota-tion. Obs. rare~. [f.
L. nepotat-,

ppl. stem of nepotari to squander, be prodigal.]

Wasting or riotousness (Blount Clossogr. i6j6).

Nepote (nrp0t). St. Now rare. [ad. L. nepal-,

stem of nepos : see NEPHEW.]
fl. A grandson. Obs. rare.

1533 rSELLKNDEN Livy i. xiii. (S. T. S.) I. 73 This Ancus

was nepote to Numa pompilius, gottin on his clochtei. 1536

Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 19 We ar faderis, ye, our sonnisj

your sonnis ar our nepotis.

2. A nephew.
1533 BELLENDEN Livy in. xix. (S. T. S.) II. 26 pe pride of



WEPOTIAN.
his nepote [L. fratris filii\ Appius Claudius. 1560 Rcr
Privy Council Scat. II. 2/2 Nepote and heyre to die Erll
of Montroise. 1889 R. BRYDALL Art in Scotl. ix. 158 Any
other than a nepote of the Holy Father.

Nepo tian. rare. [
= F. Nepotien (Littre), f

L. Nepot-, stem of Nepos : see def.J A follower of
Nepos, an Egyptian bishop of the 3rd cent., who
held views similar to those of the millenarians
1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Efisc.

u. vi. 89 Novatians, Sabellians,
Nepotians,..have troubled the Church from time to time

Nepotic (n/p?-tik), a.
[f. L. nepot-, nepos

nephew + -ic.] a. Inclined to, of the nature of,
nepotism, b. Holding the position of a nephew
1847 Fraser s Mag XXXVI. 715 The

nepotic dispenserof patronage. 1834 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vn.vi. (1864)! V solo set bounds. .to the personal or nepotic ambition of the
ruling pontiff. 1873 St. Paul s Mag. 19 Jan., Regarding
this nepotic youngster with amazement.

Nepotious (nfpou-Jlas), a. rarc~\ [f. as

prec. + -IOUS.] Excessively fond of one s nephews.
1834 SOUTHEY Doctor x. (1848) 29 We may use the epithet

nepotious for those [uncles] who carry this fondness to the
extent of doting.

Nepotism (ne-p^tiz m). [ad. F. ntpotisme
( l653) r It. ntpotismo,i. nepote nephew : see -ISM.]
fl. The advantages, or opportunities for ad

vancement, pertaining to a pope s nephew. Obs.
1662 J. BAKCRAVE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 95 The Pope s

only nephew.. married her, quitting his Cardinal s cap and
nepotism.
2. The practice, on the part ofthe Popes or other

ecclesiastics (and henceof otherpersons), ofshowing
special favour to nephews or other relatives in

conferring offices ; unfair preferment of nephews
or relatives to other qualified persons.
1670 G. H. Hist. Curiiinals II. I. rig Ministers that by

the favour of the Nepotisme, do revive . .a new Neronisme
ofTyranny. 1688 Anno. Talon s Plea 10 His great aversion
from all kind of Pride

; the freest from Nepotism of any.
1705 ADDISON Italy 184 It is to this Humour of Nepotism
that Rome owes its present Splendor. 1740 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. xxxii. 320 His holiness declared against
nepotism. 1791 BURKE Tli. French Aff. Wks. 1842 I. 569/2Ihe spirit of nepotism prevails there nearly as strong as
ever. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xxxviii. The nepotism of
the tieasuier of the navy. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. COM/. V.
xxii. 44 This nepotism of the Bishop who made a mainten
ance for his kinsfolk out of the estates of the Church.

b. Fondness for one s nephews.
1818 LADY MORGAN AutoMog. (1859) 9, I am sure that

nepotism is an organic affection in single and childless
women ; it is a maternal instinct gone astray

Nepotist (ne-pflist). [Cf. prec. and -1ST.]
One given to nepotism.
1837 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1850) 608 To be accused of

Nepotism by Nepotists, who were praising themselves in.

directly by the accusation. 1898 G. SMITH Twelve hid.
Statesmen x. 276 The Marquess of Dalhousie was no
nepotist.

Hence Wepoti stical a.

1886 SVMONDS Renaiss. It., Cath. React. (1898) I. ii. 68 It
was the last, .and the most brilliant display of nepotistical
ambition in a Pope.

Neppe, obs. variant of NEP sb.\, catmint.

Nepperkin, dial, variant of NIPPERKIN.
t Nept(e. Obs. [OE. tuple, ad. L. nepeta. Cf.
MDu. nepte, nipte, G. nepte(n, nepl.] = NEP s&l

,,
C
j
aa0

o
S^r Leec &quot;i- 2oS Pas wyrte man nepitam on

lleden] & obrum naman nepte nemneb I/nil. III. 72 Neptansad & wuduhrofan sa:d. a 1400-50 StaetAolm Med. .l/.V.

209 Nepte or cattys mynte, ncfta. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
353/1 Nepte, herbe, nepta. 1513 SKEI.TON Carl. Laurel
982 The columbyne, the nepte, The ieloffer well set. 1600
SURFLKT Cauntrie Farms n. xlix. 320 Cats mint or nept is
a kmde of calammt.

Neptha, obs. form of NAPHTHA.
Neptune (ne-ptin). [a. F. Neptune, or ad.

L. Ar
eptun-usJ\

1. In Roman religion and mythology, the god of
the sea, corresponding to the Greek Poseidon

;
also

transf. the sea or ocean.
ci38s CHAUCER L. G. W. 2421 Phyllis, The se..possith

hym now vp now doun Til neptune hath of hym compas-
sioun. 1564 Brief Exam. Bivb, Wyne was consecrated
vnto Bacchus, . . Water vnto Neptune. 1590 SHAKS. Miih. ff.
u. I. 126 Full often hath she.. sat with me on Neptunes
yellow sands. 1634 MILTON Camus 18 Neptune besides the
sway Of every salt Flood, and each ebbing Stream [etc.].

747 Scheme Equip. Men ofWar 23 Their Tide of Learning,
..whilst under the Influence of Neptune, is always Ebb.
1820 SHELLEY Hymn Mere, xxxi, The sacred wood, Which
. . echoes the voice of Neptune. 1873 J. GEIKIE Ct. Ice Agt
XVH. 231 Neptune, when imprisoned in such deep, narrow
ocean valleys, is powerless.

b. The sailor impersonating the sea-god in the

ceremony observed in crossing the Line.
1815 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 104 At the usual ceremony of

passing the Line, .. Buonaparte made a present to old

Neptune of one hundred Napoleons.
2. Neptune s cup (or goblet} : a. A species of

coral (see quot. 1 855).
1839 MALCOM Trap. (1840) 28/1 One of these curious pro

ductions, a species of alcyonium, called Neptune s cup .

1855 DALLAS Syst, Nat. Hist. I. 239 The Aliyonium pocit-
Inm, or Neptune s cup, which is found upon the coral reefs
in the eastern Archipelago. 1885 LADY BRASSKY The Trades
312 There were grey sponges.. in shape not unlike coral

Neptune s cups.
b. A kind of sponge (Thalasseina neptuni\

1863 WOOD Ittnstr. Nat. Hist. III. 770 The extraordinary

ln
oge ,

c
,
up shape 1 sP nges found fn the eastern seas.&quot;

o. The most remote planet of the solar system,
discovered by Galle in 1846.
1846 Astron. Obs. RadcUfle Obser-. . (1848) 284 Observed

Kight Ascensions and North Polar distances of the Planet
Neptune. 1868 LOCKYER Guillcinin s Heavens (ed. 3) 267
J. he density of the matter of which Neptune consists.
4. (See quots.)
1861 Du CHAILLU Equat. A/r. viii. go The neptune a

plate of yellow copper, which has long been one of the
standard articles of trade imported hither by the merchants
1867 hMYTH Sailor s \\-prd-Hi. 496 Kcptnnes, large brass
pans used in the Bight of Biafra for obtaining salt.

Neptu-nean, a. ran;- 1

, ^next.
1852 Tli. Ross ir. irnmMdt s Trav. I. i. -,6 A mountain

celebrated on account of the disputes of volcanean and
ncptunean geologists.

Neptunian (ncpti/J-nian), a. and
sl&amp;gt;. [f. L.

Neptuni-us, f. Xcptunits Neptune -t- -AX. Cf. F.
neptunien^\
A. adj. 1. Pertaining to the sea-god Neptune,

or to the sea. rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. 1848 G. B. CHEEVER Wand. Pit-

^ri&quot;

xxxlll&amp;lt; 204 ^ social Neptunian pic-nic of this sort.
2. Geol. Resulting from, produced by, the action

of water. (Opposed to volcanic or flutonic.}
1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. 1.425 Mountains of Neptunian

origin are distinguished by their materials. 1805 West s

Anliij. Furncss 374 The progress of this neptunian pro
cess is very curious. 1857 DurfERmLftt.ffifALai.ig4
Layers of trap, alternating with Neptunian beds.

b. Based upon the view that certain geological
formations are due to the action of water.
1802 Ellin. Rev. I. 206 A destruction of the primitive

mountains.. is deducible from the Neptunian., hypothesis.
3. Of or belonging to the planet Neptune.
a 1849 Poi: Mcllonta Taiila Wks. 1864 IV. 299 A fine

view of the five Neptunian asteioids. 1885 AGNES CLERKS
Pop. Hist. Astron. 114 No further Neptunian or Uranian
satellites can be perceived.

B. sb. 1. = NEPTUNIST 2.

799 CAarac. in Ann. Reg. 329/2 In general he was a
Neptunian, that IS to say he attributed the changes the earth
has undeigone to the operation of water. 1822 CLEAVE-
LAM) .!//. tfGcol. (ed. 2) 11.723 Neptunians and Vulcanisls.
2. An inhabitant of the planet Neptune.
1870 PROCTOR Other H orlds 173 The Neptunians would

be wholly unable to see Uranus.
Hence Neptu iiianism, belief in, or advocacy

of, the Neptunian hypothesis.
1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 69 By a singular coincidence,

neplunianism and orthodoxy weie now associated in the
same cieed.

Neptunist (ne-ptirfnist). [f. NEPTUNE + -IST.]
1 1. A nautical person. Obs. rare.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 290
Let . . fine Daedalist, skilful Neptunist, maruelous Vul-
canist..be respected [etc.]. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeaii s
/&amp;gt;. Chirnrg. *iv, The Neptunibt, of windes, ofstormes, and
of tempest,, .can talke best.

2. An asserter ofthe Neptunian or aqueous origin
of certain geological formations.

_i8o2 Eilin. Rev. I. 201 Its author cannot be considered
eilhei as a Vulcanist purely, or a Neptunist. 1830 LVELL
Princ. Geol. I. 346 The confidence with which the con.

tending^ Neptunists and Vulcanists in the last century
dogmatized on the igneous or aqueous origin of certain
rocks. 1856 PAGE Adi: Text-bk. Geol. 65 The Wei nerians or

Neptunists contended strenuously for the aqueous origin of
all the old rock-formations.
attrib. 1863 SPENCER Ess. II. 60 This Neptunist hypo

thesis., was quite untenable if analyzed.

Nepuo, -veu, -vew, -voy, obs. ff. NEPHEW.
f-Ne-quient, a. Obs. rare~. [f. pres. pple.

!

of L. neqittre to be unable.] Not being able,
disable (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
t Ner, conj. Obs. Also 5-6 nere, 6 nar. [var.

of NOR, peril, after NE; but cf. OFris. ner.~\ Nor.
c 1420 Ai inv. Arth. xii, Ther schalle no mon do nere say.

That schalle greue the. c 1450 tr. De Imitations I. iii. 4 No
man wibouten him undirstondib ner demeb rightwesly.
a 1500 in C. Trice-Martin Chanc. Proc. i^tft C. (1004) z
Youre besecher never receyved of hym ner of none other to
his use the value of xij. d. 1538 Anc. Cal. Rcc. Dublin
(1889) I. 503 To by nar sell wythe any man.

Ner, in ner nother; see NOTHER.
TTer, obs. var. NAR and NEAR a. and adv.

Nerand, obs. f. ERRAND, NEARHAND.
Ifercotical, obs. form of NARCOTICAL.

t Nere, a. Obs. rare~l
. fa. OF. ner, neir,

var. noif.L. nigr-um.] Black.
13. . Ccer de L. 6526 A robe i-furryd with blaun and nerev

t Nere, were not : see NE and BE v. A. 6-7.
c looo /ELFRIC in Assmann Ags. Horn. (1889) ii. 124 Das

hal^an naeron ntefre mid wifum besmitene. ^1175 Lamb.
\

Horn. 97 Hi neren aferede of nane licamliche pinunge. 1

c 1205 LAY. 538 pa Grickes neoren noht warre. Ibid. 1118 ,

Leode nere
j&amp;lt;ar nape. 111300 Se-uenSins 27 in E. E. P. (1862)

V?
^e no^ bat aliue nere none so riche as he were. 13. .

E. E. Allit. P. B. 21 Nif he nere scoymus & skyg .. Hit
were a meruayl. c 1374 CHAUCER Comfl. Mars 35 Com-
maundynge him that neuere in her seruise He ner so bolde.
c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2058 None ther nas, That thay nere
al at on. 1503 HAWES Examp. yirt. x. 4 Vnto your grace
fayne wolde 1 go Ner lettynge of this water bio. 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso xn, Ixxxi, He trembled so, that nere his

squires beside To hold him vp, he had sunke downe.

NEBITA.

tNere, obs. form of EAR
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 252/2 A Nere, auris.

JNere, variant of NEER, kidney.
Nere, ne re, obs. variants of NE ER, never.
Ne-read. rare. Also 6 pi. nereiades. fErron.

form of NEREID, after Dryad, Oread, etc.] A ne-
reid

; a mermaid.

Girdle, and the rest like a Fish.
attrib 1860 C. SANUSTER Hesperus, etc. 145 Verdurous

headlands looking down On Neread shapes
JNerehand

ve, -hond^e, obs. ff. NEARHANH.
Nereid (ni-r/,id). [ad. L. Keiiid-, Aercis,

1

a. Gr. Nr/p?;is, Nr;pei s, f. Krjpivs the name of an
ancient sea-god.]
1. Myth. A daughter of Nereus; a sea-nymph.
1680 OLDMAM Pastoral 1-larl Rochester I, Now does that

lovely Nereid. .The Sea, and all her fellow Nymphs forsake.
1720 POPE lliail XVMI. 45 The circling Nereids with iheir
mistress weep. 1776 PENNANT lirit. Xool. I. 21; These
birds were equally favourites with Thetis as with the
Nereids. 1819 SHELLEY I rc-mctli. Unit. in. ii. 44 liehold
the Nereids under the green sea. 1869 TOZEK Hig/il.
Turkey II. -,09 The beauty of the Nereids is pioverbial.
1885-94 R. BKIDGES Eros. , rsyjic .Mar. 27 The Nereids
all, who live among the caves.
altril: 1767 F.UVKES ThC -critus vii. 76 Halcyons, .. Most

lov d and honour d by the Xeieid train. 1847 Gcntl. Ma^.CXVII. i. 173 This stiuctuie .. may be styled the Nereid
monument.
trausf. 1781 COWTER Relirem. 537 Nereids or Dryads, as

the fashion leads, Now in the lloods, now panting in the
meads. 1876 GF.O. ELIOT Dan. Do: i, The Nereid in sea-
green robes and silver ornaments. .wasGwendolen Harleth.
2. Zool. An errant annelid of the family A ercidv,

having an elongated body composed of a large
number of similar rings, with rudimentary
branchia;

;
a sea-centipede.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 147/1 The Nereids are widely
spiead, and some of the species aie found in most seas.
1845 T. R. JONES Nat. Hist. Aiiim. I. 334 The nereids, as
might be expected fiom their activity and eriatic habits, are
carnivorous animals. 1876 KcncdeH s Anim Parasites 24
This annelid is a long worm, like all the nereids.
attrib, 1885 LADY BRASSICY The Trades 316 A large

Nereid worm, about six or seven inches long.

Nereidean. /.ool. rare.
[f. mod.L. NereiJex

(Savigny), f. L. Nereid-, NEREID : see -EAN.] A
nercid or similar marine annelid.

1835 KIBIIY Hab. /*, Inst.Anim. I. xii. 333 His first Order
he denominates Nereideans. Ibid. II. xvii. 128 The ap
proach which many of the Nereideans of Savigny make to
the Myriapod Condylopes. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc.

! Nereides (n/rrid/z, maT/ |id), sb.pl. [L.
Nereides, G.

Nr/pr/i5&amp;lt;s, Nr/piiSfs, pi. of Nij/jr/is,

Nr;peis : see NEKEID.] Nereids.
1390 COWER Con/. II. 172 The Gieks..such a name upon

hem leiden, Nereides that thei ben hole. 1579-80 NORTH
Ptutarcli, Antcntiis (1612) 923 Appaielled like the Nimphes
Nereides (which are the Myrmaides of the waters). 1601
HOLLAND Pliuy II. 567 The Sea-nymphs or Meere-maides
also called Nereides. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Nereides
aie also taken for Nymphs, or Fairies of the Water.

Nerei diaii, sb. and a. Zool. rate. [f. NE
REID-*- -IAN.] a. sb. A nereidean or nereidous
annelid, b. adj. =next.
1860 in WORCESTER. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Nereidous, a. Zool.
[f. as prec. + -ous.] Re

sembling a nereid ; belonging to the Nereidse,.

1839 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xiii. 305 Crawling nereidous ani
mals of a multitude of forms. 1845 Ibid. (ed. z) xx. 465
Nereidous worms, which perforate every block of dead coral.

II Nereis
(ni-&amp;gt;-r ,is). Zool. [L.; see NEREID.

Formerly used as a name for several unrelated
marine forms of animal life.]

1 1. A mcdusid. Obs. rare.

1752 J. HILL Hist. Anim. 92 The body of the Nereis is of
a cylindiic figure; and the tentacula are four in number,
but two of them are usually very shoit, often scarce per
ceptible. 1770 PENNANT Brit. Zool. IV. 38 Nereis Noctilu
cous. These aie the animals that illuminate the sea, like

glow-worms. 1797 Emycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 8/t The.,
noctilucous nereis, which inhabits almost every sea. 1813
BINGLEY Zool. III. 424 The night-shining nereis.

2. The typical genus of the A ereitlse; the sea-

centipede (see NEREID 2).

1797 P.ncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 8/2 Nereis gigantxa, or
giant nereis...Thethree rows of small tufts. -ser\elhis nereis
instead of feet. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anal. III. 538/2 In
the Nereis, Aphrodite, and other erratic worms. 1845 T.
R. JONES Nat. Hist. Anim. I. 334 The mouth of the dead
Nereis appears to be a simple opening, quite destitute of
teeth. 1883 Harper s Mug. Jan. 184/1 The nereis, with
opal tints and gleams of pearl,, .resplendent with light.

fNereon, obs. variant of NERIUM.
1661 LOVF.LL Hist. Anim. ff Min. 115 They are hurt by

aconite, neieon, prickwood,. .and scoitching fennel.

t Nerf. Obs. rare. Also nerfe, nerff. [a. OF.
ner/:L. nerv-uiii : see NERVE so.] A sinew.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylus u. 642 His sheld..In which men
mightyn meny an arwe fynd, That thrilled hath both horn,
neife, and rynd. c 1400 Lanfi-anc s Cintrg. 29 pat bat is

maadof bisnerf {v.r. neiff] and ^is ligament isclepid acorde;
be which bat meucb be lymes to be wille of be soule.

Nerhand(e, -honde, obs. ff. NEARHAND.
II Nerita (n/rai ta). Zool. PI. neritffl, also -as.

[L. ncrlla, ad. Gr. ynptVnj, f^it rr/s sea-mussel, f.



NEBITE.

: see NEREID.] A genus of gasteropod
molluscs ; a mollusc belonging to this genus.
The name was widely applied by Linnatus, but has recently

been restricted to a group typical of the family Neritidx,

having a thick globular shell with a small spire and seim-

lunate aperture.
1748 J. HILL Hist. Fossils 648 The Nentsi are not un-

frequent in many parts of England. 1845 W. MACGILLIVRAY

Conclul. Tcxt-l k. 58 The Shore Nerita. IHd. 98 The

Bloody-Tooth Nerita. 1859-63 J. G. WOOD fiat. Hist. 111.

388 The Neritas are all inhabitants of the warmer seas.

Nerite (mo-rait). Zool. Also nerit. [ad. L.

nenta NERITA.] = prec.

.. .jry hne Nente. 1802-3
The Yelanatsh forms deep marshes . .and produces the sma]

variegated nerite before mentioned. 1851 WOODWARD
Mollusca I. 13 The bivalve may close, and the operculaled
nerite retire into his home. 1872 NICHOLSON t alxont. H.

xxi. 255 The true Nerites are inhabitants of warm seas.

attrio, 1823 BL-CKLAND Reliq. Diluv. 89 Both rods and

rings, as well as the nerite shells, were stained superficially

with red.

0. 1713 PETIVKK Aquat. Aititlt. Amir. 2/2 Red Neut.

1835 KIKBY Hab, ($
Inst. A Him. I. ix. 274 Upon a comparison

of them with the nerit, the snail, or the periwinkle. 1843
1 cmiy Cj/cl. XXV. 383/2 The Nerits are very widely spread
in warm climates.

Neri tidaii. Zool. rare. [f. Neritid-a (see

NERITA) -t- -AX.] A mollusc of the family Neritidx.
\

1835 KIRBY Hab. fi Inst. Aniin. I. ix. 274 Passing from i

this by one of the chambered-limpets, it will lead him to the
j

neritidans, or top-shells.

Ne ritine. Zool. [ad. mod. L. Neritina : see

NERITA and -INK.] A mollusc of the genus I

A eritina (family Neritidtf).

1843 I enny C} d. XXV. 383/1 The crowned Neritines. I

1874 WOOD Nat. Hist. 639 Several allied shells are inhabi-
|

tains of the fresh instead of the salt waters, and are known
as Neritines.

II Nerium (m^riom). Bot. [L., ad. Gr. vjjpiov,

oleander.] A plant of the genus Nerium, belong

ing to the dog s-bane family, esp. N. oleander, the

common Oleander.
1882 Garden 18 Mar. 186/2 Small plants of Neriums are

rno&amp;gt;t useful.

Nerka (nauka). Also 8 nar-, naerka, 9
nerker. [Evidently a native name, but the pre
cise source is obscure.] A common salmon (Onco-

rhynchus nerka*) of Alaska and Kamtchatka.

1764 J. GRIEVE Hist. Katntschatka 150 Another species
of fish is called muikisi and is about the bigness of the

narka. 1784 PENNANT Arctic Zool. Introd. 125 The
Naerka is another species called by the Russians Krasnoya
ryba. 1888 GOODE Amer. Fish 481 The Nerka or Blue-

back Salmon . . known as the Ked fish to the English

speaking inhabitants of Alaska and Kamtchatka. 1898
F. T. BuLLENCVxuc oj Cachalot xv. 185 One kind known as

the nerker was far better flavoured than any of the others.

Nerly, obs. form of NEARLY.

Neroic .nmra-ik),*?. [(.Nero.]
= NERONIC.

1887 Temple Bar Mar. 436 It is a flaming picture of al

most Neroic brutality.

Neroli (nio-roli). Also 7-8 neroly. [F.nSroh,
It. neroli, from the name of an Italian princess to

whom its discovery is attributed.] An essential oil

distilled from the flowers of the bitter orange.
Also neroli oil, oil of neroli.

1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso in, I have. .Neroly, Tuberose,

Jessnnine, and Marshal. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Neroly, a sort of Perfume. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Orange, There are various oils drawn from ora_nges: ^the
oil of neroli is the produce of the flowers by distillation.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 885 In distilling water from neroli, an

aroma is obtained different from that of the orange-flower.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 706 The Bitter or Seville

Orange, from the flowers of which an essential oil, called

Neroli-oil, is procured. 1870 J. POWER Handy Bk. about

Bks. iii. 46 Musk, with one or two drops of oil of Neroli,
..will give a powerful odour.

Neronian(n/ r&amp;lt;Ju-nian), a. [ad. L. Ncronian-us,
f. the name of C. Claudius Nero, Roman Emperor
54-68 A.D.]
1. Characteristic of, resembling that (or those) of,

Nero
; exhibiting the tyranny, cruelty, or moral

depravity of Nero.
1598 FLOKIO, Neronarie, cruell, Neronian cruellies. 1606

Proc. agst. Late Traitors 370 Inforced..by this late more
than Neronian attempt of endangering both their soules and
bodies. 1637 GILLESHE Eng. Pop. Cerent, m. viii. 195 A
certaine Amphibian brood, sprung out of the stem of

Neronian tyranny. 1678 LEE Ale-randerTLp. Ded. (1776) 4
An age, whose business is senseless riot, Neronian gambols,
and ridiculous debauchery. 1778 HAMILTON Wks. (1886)

VII. 543, I abhor such Neronian maxims. 1870 ANDERSON
Missions Amer. Bd. III. iv. 58 The very horrible Neronian

doctrine, that it is our duty to destroy heretics .

2. Of or pertaining to, connected with, the em
peror Nero or his times.

1650 B. Discolliminiunt 20 Paul had a good intention . . ,

so had the Neronian, Arrian, and Marian Butchers. 1802

GIFKORD tr. Juvenal viii. 108 The youth, whom Rumour
brands as vain, And swelling full of his Neronian strain.

1864 Nat. Rev. 339 If it were necessary to speak ofthe extent

of the Neronian persecution, we should refer to Tertullian.

1880 MUIRHEAD Ulpian xxiv. n It is confirmed by the

Neronian senatusconsult. 1882 HALL CAINE Recoil. Rossetti

102 Defending (in sport) the vices of Neronian Rome.
b. spec . (See quots.)

94

1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 5106 It hath been observed to be i

dangerous, to have a vein upened at once in both aims, or

leggs, which is here called a Neronian Venae-section. 1892

Syd. Sof. Lex. s.v., Neronian pkiebotomy, venesection when
more than one vein is opened in the same day ; so called

because. .Seneca was thus bled to death under Nero.

Neronic (mVnik), a. [f. Neron-, stem of

Nero (see prec.) + -1C.] Neronian.

1901 Contemp. Re-u. Jan. 19, I saw some horrible instances

of this rapid growth of this Neronic cruelty. 1902 J.

DENNEY Death ofChrist v. 246 The martyrs in the Neronic

persecution.

Ne roilisill. rare
- 1

. [f. as prec. + -ISM.] A
system of government resembling that of Nero.

16700. H. Hist. Cardinals 11. I. 116 Ministers that by the

favour of the Nepotisms, do revive as a man may say a new
Neroni.sme of Tyranny.
Ne roilist. rare

-
. [f. as prec. + -1ST.] One

who imitates the depravity of Nero.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 91

Phy on. . impure Ganimedes, Hermaphrodits, Neronists,
Messalinists [etc.].

Neroilize (nJ&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;Jnaiz),
v. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans, a. To stigmatize as resembling Nero. b.

To deprave on the model of Nero. c. To tyran
nize over like Nero.

1673 MAKVHLL Kelt. Tramp. 11. 179 You muster up all

Christian Princes to Neronize and Caligulize them. 1675

J. SMITH Chr. Rclig. App. \. 46 Poppaa . . had so much
Debauchery in her, as to Neronize Nero himself. 1889
/ vice (N. V.) 7 Mar., Grant was a drunken tyrant ,

who
was about to Neronize the capital.

Nerr^e, obs. variants of NAB a., nearer.

Nerre, variant of ARK, scar. Obs.

Nerrer, nearer : see NAB a.

Nerrest, Nerst, nearest : see NAH a.

Nert, art not : see NE and BE v. A. i. 2.

|jM&quot;erte. rare~ l

. [F. nerte, ad. Pr. nerto, app.
an alteration of mirto.] Myrtle.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s l- oy. 3 b, The Ilande

. .ib low . . full of Nerte, lentisque, and Lysardes.

NerterO lOgy. rare .
[f.

Gr. vipripos lower,

inferior, vip-ripoi the dead, -t- -OLOUY.] Learning re

lating to the dead or the shades.

1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VIII. 598 Works.. of

nerterolosjy. .and of witchcraft.

Nerthrift, nevenhrift : see NE EK adv. 3 b.

t Ne rval, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 nerwall, 5 -al,

6 nervall(e, nervell, 7 nerval. [ad. med. L.

mrvale (Heinrich M. E. Medhinb. 159), neut. of

neivalis, f. L. nerv-us NERVE
sl&amp;gt;.] Healing oint

ment for the sinews.

anooSiock&olm Med. MS.jtn inAi^lia XVI 1 1. 313 Ewene
with

o(&amp;gt;er
in porsion all He goth to be nerwall, And.. is

good to euery salwe. ft 1500 M. E. Aledizinb. (Htinnch)

159 Her is a makyng of an oyntment bat men callen neruale

ant it (is] pris oyntment fur synnews. |Cf. Halliwell, s.v.]

1577 B. GOOGE Hcrcsbach s Hush. iii. (1586) 134 b, Take
Nerualle and Hony, boyled togealher . . and annoynt al

the sayde places. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Citron. III. 1031/1
Tliat he should annoint the other [horses] with neruall, as

if they had beene lamed with trauell. 1607 TOPSELL Foiir-f.

Beasts (1658) 315 If the Horse be. .hurt in the hip,. .take

of the Oyl de-bay,, .of Nerval, of Swines grease.

b. \Vitha and//.
1587 MASCALL Govl. Cattle, Horses (1627) 134 Take two

penny weight of Uerdigrese, with a Smiths neruall. 1597
LOWE Ckirurg, (1634) 259 For Paralysie. .you shall use

fomentations, nervals, ..and lineaments.

Nerval (nauval), a. [a. F. nerval (i6th c.), or

acl. L. nervalis: see NERVE sb. and -AL.] Of, re

lating to, or affecting the nerves ; neural.

1636 DAVENANT Platonick Lovers n, Whether the nervall

Conjugations be But seven. 1702 BAYNAKD in Floyer Hot
f. Cold Bath. II. (1709) 216 A Daughter cur d in a_Nerval
Case, where there was Aphonia. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Nenitil Bones, the Bones of the hinder part of the Head.

1884 GRANVILLE mBrit. fled. Jrnl. 7 June 1084 Sometimes
..the nerval or primary nerve-stage, .of fever is prolonged.

Nervate (na-avft), a. Bot. [f.
NERVE sb. +

-ATE 2
.] Of leaves : Having nerves or veins.

1866 Treas. Bot. 786/1 Nervate, having several ribs.

So Ne rvated, ///. a.

1802-3 tr. fallas s Trav, (1812) I. 149, I observed a par
ticular Kind of Astragalus,, .with nervated leaves.

t Ne-rvate, v. Obs. [f. L. type *nervat-, ppl.
stem of *neruare, f. nervus NERVE ib.} trans. To
nerve, support, strengthen.
1682 D UiiFEY Butler s Ghost 64 And what if Learn d

Doctoro has. To nervate and support the Cause, Rais d
doubts and fears, a 1737 M. GREEN On Barclay s Apol.

75 His art . . nervates so the good design, That King
Agrippa s case is mine. 1786-92 J. WILLIAMS (A. Pasquin)
Childr. Thespis (ed. 13) 213 His bolts cannot nervate thy
somnific slaves.

Nervation (naiwi-Jan). [ad. L. type nerva

tion-tin, f. *nervare : see prec. Cf. F. nervation.}

fl. (See quot.) Obs. rare- .

1721 BAILEY, Nervation, a joining together, astrengthening
as it were by Sinews.

2. Bot. The disposition of the fibro-vascular

bundles in the blades of leaves, etc.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 141 The distribution of the

veins has been called Venation, sometimes Nervation. 1854
HOOKER Himal. Jrnls. I. i. 8 The outlines of the fronds of

ferns and their nervation. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Barfs
1 kancr. 168 Those vessels, .which traverse the nervation of

the leaf.

NERVE.

3. The action of the nerves.

1851 J. W. HADDOCK (title) Somnolism and Psycbeism ;

or, the Science of the Soul, and the Phenomena uf Nerva

tion, as Revealed in Vital Magnetism.
So Me-rvatnre.
1866 DK. ARGYLL Kcl%n of Law iv. 195 In the mantis

the tracery, .is drawn in imitation of the nervature of a leaf.

Nerve (naav), sb. Also 6-7 nerue, 7 nerv.

[ad.L. nerv-us sinew, tendon, bow-string, etc., app.
related to the synonymous Gr. vtvpov, which in

later use (Galen, etc.) also has the mod. sense of

nerve . Hence also It. nemo, Sp. nervio, F.

ncrf; the latter is represented in ME.: seeNEUF.]
I. 1. A sinew or tendon. In later use only

poet, or in phr. to strain every nerve, to make
the utmost (physical) exertion.

1538 STARKEY England II. i. 158 Thys ordur, vnyte, and

concord, wherby the partys of thys body are, as hyt were,

wyth senewys and neruys knyt togyddur. ci6os DRAY-
TON Odes xiii. 30 Vp whose sleepe side who swerues, It

behoues t haue strong Nerues. 1671 MILTON Samson 1646

This uiter d, straining all his nerves, he bow d. 1697 DRY-

HEN Virg. Georg.m. 297 Beforehis tender Joints with Nerves

are knit. 1736 GRAY Statins ii. 7 He..Brac d all his

nerves, and every sinew strung. 1784 COWPER Task in. 90
He that sold His country, or was slack when she required
His every nerve in action and at stretch. 1818 SHELLEY

Julian 425 Like some maniac monk, 1 had torn out The
nerves of manhood by their bleeding root. 1871 L. STEPHEN
I laygr. Jiur. (1894) viii. 184 We strained every nerve to

reach the top.

fig, i78ojEHERSoN Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 251 We shall exert

every nerve to assist you. 1860 SMILES Self Help 164

Lawrence and Montgomery, .strained every nerve to keep
their own province in perfect order.

t b. [After L. use.] The penis. Ols. rare.

1662 J. BARGRAVE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 138 Receiving so

many blows a day with a bull s nerve until he was beaten to

tleath. 1603 DKVDEN Juvenal \. 262 The limber Nerve, in

\ain provok d to rise. 1693 I ersius iv. (1699) 462.

2. jSf.
in //. Those things, parts, or elements,

which conslitute the main strength or vigour of

something.
1603 SHAKS. Jtfcas. for M. l. iv. 53 Those that know the

veiy Neiues of State. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)

86 Not that he wanted (the nerves of war) mony. 1683
A rgt. for Union 20 They have the Nerves of worldly

Power, that is, banks of Money. 1776 GlBbON Decl._ &amp;lt;$_

F.

xvi. I. 564 Prosperity had relaxed the nerves of discipline.

1832 AUSTIN Jnrispr. (1879) I. 301 Good laws well ad

ministered are.. the nerves of the common weal.

b. sing, in same sense. Also applied to persons.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. i. iii. 55 Agamemnon, Thou great

Commander, Nerue, and Bone of Greece. 1682 DRYDEN &
LEE Dk. Guise n. ii, Ordnance, munition, and the nerve of

war, Sound infantry. 1726 CAVALLIEK Mem. i. 109 Money,
which is the Nerve and Sinew of War. 1878 Bosw. SMITH

Cartilage 341 Hannibal had been the nerve and soul of the

war. 1894 ILLINGWORTH Personality iii. 65 Morality, which

is the very nerve of personality.

c. //. without const. Resources, rare
- 1

.

1643 PRVNNE Sou. Power Part. u. 2 His Revenues;
(the Nerves with which he should support this unnatural!

civill warre).

J3. Strength, vigour, energy.
1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastw. Hoe in. i, Braue Gossip, all

that I can do To my best Nerue, is wholy at your seruice.

1659 MILTON Civ. Power Wks. 1851 V. 336 Having herin

the scripture so copious and so plane, we have all that can

be properly calld true strength and nerve. 1671 Samson

638 He led me on to mightiest deeds Above the nerve of

mortal arm. 1760-2 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixxii, Not.. too near

extreme wealth to slacken the nerve of labour. 1841 CATLIN

N. Amcr. Ind. hi. (1844) II. 207 Nerve was given liberally

to our paddles. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. ix. (1897) I. 269

The Normans . . added nerve and force to the system with

which they identified themselves.

b. trans/. Texture (of wool).
1839 URE Diet. Arts 144 Too long a continuance of the

wool in the yolk water, hurts its quality very much. . . It ij

said then to have lost its nerve.

c. Of cork : (see quot.).

1878 Encycl. Brit. VI. 402/1 In the heating operation the

surface is charred, and thereby the pores are closed up,

and what is termed
( nerve is given to the material.

4. A sinew or tendon extracted from the body of

an animal, esp. as used for some purpose.
1674 tr. Schejffcr s Lapland 100 Pine or Deale boards, not

fasten d with nails, but sew d together .. commonly with

Rain-deers nerves. 1802 Brookes Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.v.

Lapland, They prepare the nerves of the raindeer in such

a manner as to make them serve for thread. 1865 TYLOR

Early Hist. Mun. 130 They would throw nerves or sinews

into the fire.

b. poet. [After L. use.] A bow-string.

1719 YOUNG Bnsiris I. i, When a Persian arm Can thus

with vigour its reluctance bend, And to the nerve its stub

born force subdue. 1791 COWPEK Iliad vm. 371 Teucer had

icwly fitted to the nerve An arrow keen. 1818 KEATS

a nerve, Flew to its first position.

C. (See quot. and Du Cange, s. v. A erviis.)

1854 WISEMAN Pabiola 11. xxi, Let this Lucianus be kept

in the nerve (stocks) with his feet stretched to the fifth hole.

)
5. Sc. A narrow band or strap of material used

to ornament a garment. Obs. rare* 1
.

After French use : cf. NERVE v. i.

1531 Ace. Ld. H. Trens. Scotl. (1905) VI. 20 For xv elms

blak satyn . . to be ane goune cuttit out with tway nervis of

the sellT.

6. a. Bot. One of the ribs or fibres of vascular



NERVE.

matter extending through the parenchyma of a

leaf; esp. the midrib.

1585 HIGINS tr. jfitmus Nomencl. 113 Nernus. The nerue,
sinew or string of a leafe, as in plantaine. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-f. Beasts (1658) 474 There is an herb . . the nerve
whereof in the middle is red. 1671 MARTKN in Ace. Sev.
Late Voy. n. (1694) 68 Through the middle of it run two
black Stroaks or Nerves to the Stalk. 1712 tr. Pomet s

Hist. Drugs I. 180 The Leaves are smal and fine, grow
ing by Couples on each Side of a Nerve or Rib. 1796
WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 794 The nerve or keel

does not extend to the extremity of the leaves. 1835 LIND-

LEY Introd. Bot. (1839) 129 If other veins similar to the
midrib pass from the base to the apex of a leaf, such veins

have been named nerves. 1863 M. J. BERKELEY Brit.

Mosses iii. 14 There is one central nerve of variable length
and thickness, occasionally projecting far beyond the tip of

the leaf.

b. Ent. =NERVURE.
1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 277 The nerves of the wings

in almost all the Diptera, are perfectly distinct.

7. Arch. (See quots.)
A French sense, perh. never in actual English use.

I727-38CHAMBERS Cyct. s.y., Nerves, in architecture,denotc
the mouldings of projecting arches of vaults. 1823 P.
NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 589 Nerves, the mouldings ofthe

groined ribs of Gothic vaults. 1850 PARKER Gloss. Archit.

(ed. 5) 325 Nerves, a term sometimes applied to the ribs

and mouldings on the surface of a vault, but it is not

technical.

II. 8. A fibre or bundle of fibres arising from

the brain, spinal cord, or other ganglionic organ,

capable of stimulation by various means, and

serving to convey impulses (esp. of sensation or

motion) between the brain, etc., and some other

part ofthe body.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. iv. viii. 21 Yet ha we A Braine

that nourishes our Nerues. 1626 BACON Sylva 400 An
Eye. .thrust forth, so as it hanged a pretty distance by the

Visuall Nerve. 1656 tr. Hobbes Elem. Philos. (1839) 392
Certain spirits and membranes, which.. involve the brain

and all the nerves. 1704 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. (1711)

25 Cutting off a Nerve always causes the wasting of the

Part to which that Nerve leads. 1744 BERKELEY Sins

102 As the nerves are instruments of sensation, it follows

that spasms in the nerves may produce all symptoms. 1800

Med. Jrnl. IV. 34oFaIlopius was the first who distinguished
this nerve from the proper nerve of the voice. 1868 SPENCER
Prtnc. Psyckol. (1872) I, ii. iii. 207 A nerve is a thread of

unstable nitrogenous substance.. along which.. there runs
a wave of molecular change. 1873 MIVART Elem. Anaf.

399 The spinal nerves arise in pairs from opposite sides of
the spinal marrow.

b. In non-scientific use, with reference to feel

ing, courage, etc.

1601 B. JONSOX Poetaster Introd., Light, I salute thee,
but with wounded nerues. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 56 Chro
matic tortures soon shall . . Break all their nerves, and fritter

all their sense. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 220 Those powers that
..Catch every nerve, and vibrate through the frame. 1802
MAR. EDGEWORTH Angelina, iv, Not the fittest companion
in the world for a person of your ladyship s nerves.

1842 TENNYSOM Walking to Mail q$ What know we of the
secret of a man? His nerves were wrong. 1879 BROWNING
Martin Relph 56 We soldiers need nerves of steel !

c. tramf. andyf^.
x68i-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 280 The political

Nerves and Arteries, by which their several Parts .. are
united to one another. 1781 COWPER Table-T. 487 The
Muse, .pours a sensibility divine Along the nerve of every
feeling line. 1836 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. ii. (1858) 126 The
nerves of the faith of Israel were not unstrung. 1898 H. H.
FURNESS Pref. Winter s Tale 13 In feeling the pulse of
that public he had as a guide the most sensitive of nerves :

the pocket.

d. //. A disordered nervous system ; nervousness.

1890 Spectator 5 Apr., As to his dying of nerves
,
that is

a story sure to be circulated about anybody whose life it is

necessary to guard. 1892 M. NORTH Recoil. Happy Life
I. 107 That tree, .always gave me a fit of nerves.

9. Nervous fibre.

1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anaf. III. 596/1 The influence which
ncive exerts upon muscle to provoke it to contraction.

1877 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. 257 Tease out a bit of
fi esh nerve in . . sodic chloride.

fig- 778 Miss BURNEY Evelina Ixiv,
; Your Ladyship s

constitution. .is infinitely delicate . Indeed it is... I am
nerve all over ! 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, i. (1857) 79 Paul
seemed to be always in a state of nervous tension. He is

all nerve
,
the Venetian minister. .writes of him.

b. An attack or fit of nervousness.

1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma xi, She.. had many fears and
many nerves.

10. Courage or coolness in exciting or danger
ous circumstances

; boldness, assurance.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. iv. ii. (1820) 365 He. .spoke forth
like a man of nerve and vigor. 1826 DISRAELI Viv.Grey n.

xiii, You have nerve enough, you know, for anything. 1852
TENNYSON Ode Wellington 37 O iron nerve to true occasion
true ! 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xxvii. 456 Do you think you
have nerve to cut this hook out of my finger ?

11. attrib. and Comb. a. Attributive, as neroe-

achei -action, -branch, -bu/6, -bitndle, -chain, etc.

_
The number of such combs., esp. in recent medical works,

is very great ; only some of the earlier or more prominent
examples are illustrated here.

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 217 *Nerve-ache
of the face. 1889 MIVART Truth 266 The other &quot;nerve-

actions, which are not felt. 1877 M. FOSTER Physiol. in. i.

344 The sensory nerves.. can readily be traced in the mixed

nerve-branches. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Amtn.Life
678 The granular mass, .is probably a sensory *nerve-bulb.

1876 BRISTOWE Th. $ Pract. Med. (1878) 279 The connective

tissue of the *nerve-bundles. 1888 KOLLESTON & JACKSON

93

A nim. Life 505 A ventral sinus. .lodging the &quot;nerve-chain.

1879 St. George s Hasp. Rep. IX. 781 Those who study
*nerve diseases. 1884 tr. Lotze s Metaph. 456 Producing
effects in the same*nerve-element.

1874^ GARKOD& BAXTER
Mat. Med. 182 It is doubtful whether it affects the motor
*nerve-ends. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 498
I he antennae lodge peculiar &quot;nerve-endings. 1855 Q. AVr .

XCVI. no There is already a mind to attend to the ^nerve
excitation. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight ii. 19 The internal. . layer
is composed of delicate *nerve-fibrils. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl.
Anaf. III. 594/1 I he *nerve filaments are simply placed
in juxta-position. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 132 The
chain of *nerve ganglia. 1878 J. FISKE in N. Amer. Re~ .

CXXVI. 33 The causation of consciousness by *nerve-
matter. Ibid. 36 The *nerve-motion, in disappearing, is

simply distributed into other nerve-motions. 1879 CAI. DICK-
WOOD Mind

&amp;lt;y

I&amp;gt;r. iii. 41 A network of controlling fibres,
known as a *nerve-plexus. 1877 HUXLKV Si MARTIN Elem.
Biol. 241 Divide the *nerve-rools of the spinal cord. 1839-
47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. III. 593/1 Bound together by fibrous

membrane, the *nerve-sheath. 1884 J. TAIT Mind in Matter
(1892) 123 The unit of sensation is a *nerve-shock. 1876
BERNSTEIN Five Senses 23 In the healed scar the *nerve-
stems are often irritated. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX.
101 Something like the ^nerve-storm of migraine swept
the medulla oblongata. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anint. Life 568 The. .radial vessels lie beneath the corre

sponding &quot;nerve structures. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anaf.
III. 596/1 We have no evidence of any mingling of the true
*nerve-substance with the sarcous elements. 1872 HUMPHRY
Myology 7 The arrangement docs not interfere with the

&quot;nerve-supply.
1868 SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. i. i.

12 Were it the sole function of ^nerve-tissue to originate
motion. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl. A&amp;gt;iat. III. 647/2 A very
interesting form of &quot;nerve-vesicle. 1878 ^V. Amer. Rev.
CXXVI. 35 Heat-waves, light-waves, *nerve-waves, etc.

b. Objective, as nerve-cutting, -destroying, -dis

solving, -irritating^ -rending, -shaking, -stretching,

-trying ; instrumental, as nerve-ridden, -shaken.

1831 YOUATT Horse no The operation of neurotomy, or

*nerve-cutting. 1874 J. W. LONG Amer, Wild-fo^&amp;gt;l 31

They must consequently have greater bone-smashing and
*nerve-destroying effects. 1842 TENNYSON Vis. Sin 44 The
^nerve-dissolving melody Flutter d headlong from the sky.

1887 HISSEY Holiday on Road 162 The sounds are rather

peace-giving than *nerve-irritating. 1897 Month Oct. 374
The next &quot;nerve-rending sound which might occur. 1892
E. LAWLESS Crania 1 1. 7 He. .seemed to be even more*ntrve-
ridden than usual. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xiii, Men whose
spirits., are &quot;nerve-shaken, timorous, and unenterprising.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W, Africa. 193 During breakfast their

conduct is *nerve-shaking. 1879 St. George s Hosp. Rep.
IX. 332 This case. .was treated by *nerve-st retch ing. 1853
R. S. SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tour (1893) 175 The more
*nerve trying noise of a floundering stumble over a heap
of stones.

12. Special combs., as nerve-canal, -cavity, the

pulp-cavity of a tooth; nerve-cell, one of the

cells composing the cellular element of nervous

tissue ;
also attrib.

; nerve-centre, a group of

ganglion-cells closely connected with one another

and associated in performing some function; also

fig. ;
nerve-collar = nerve-ring \ nerve-cord, a

cord of nervous tissue ; nerve-deafness, deafness

due to disorder of the acoustic nerve: nerve-

fibre, the fibrous matter composing the nervous

system, or one of the thread-like units of this;

nerve-force, the force supposed to be liberated

in nerve-cells; nerve-glue, neuroglia; nerve-

instruments, dentists instruments for extracting
or destroying a nerve, or for cleaning out the

nerve-cavity (Knight, 1875); nerve-knot, a gan

glion; also^. ; nerve-needle, (a] an resthesio-

meter; (b} a dental instrument (seethe quot. for

nerve-canal] ; fnerve-oil, an oil for strained

sinews (o&s.) ; nerve-paste, a paste used to kill

the nerve of a tooth ; nerve-plate, a disk-like

termination of a nerve
; nerve-ring, the nerve-

cords and ganglia forming a ring round the oeso

phagus in worms and other animals
;

nerve-

track, the collective nerve-fibres which run

through parts of the central nervous system to a

distant collection of ganglion-cells* (Syd.Soc.Lex.

1892); so nerve-tract; nerve-trunk, a main

stem or chief nerve ;
nerve-tube = nerve-fibre ;

so nerve-tubule ; nerve-tunic, an investiture of

nervous tissue ; nerve-twig, one of the ultimate

ramifications of a nerve; nerve-winged a., having

wings marked with nerves.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1521/2 Nerve*needle&amp;gt; a tool used

for broaching out the nerve-canal. Ibid. s.v. Nerve
Instruments^ Instruments for excavating and filling &quot;nerve-

cavities. 1873 A. FLINT Physiol. Man i. 18 The *nerve-

cells .. are the only parts capable .. of generating the

nerve-force. 1877 HUXLEY MARTIN Elem. Biol. 259 The
nerve-cell layer. 1868 SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. i.

vi. TOO The *nerve-centre which is the seat of the sensation.

1888 BRYCE Amer. Commiv. ci. III. 418 Wall Street is the

great nerve centre of all American business. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Anim. Life 119 The buccal mass, the &quot;nerve-

collar and the columellar muscles. 1877 HUXLEY & MARTIN
Elem. Biol. 150 Tease out a bit of..fre*h *nerve-cord in

water. 1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VI. 805 Symptoms of

Nerve deafness. 1839^-47 Todds Cycl, Anat.\\\. 592A
Remak and others describe three distinct parts in the *nerve

fibre. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. i. ii. 23 The conducting

power of nerve fibre. 1872 HUXLEY Pkysiol. 212 Every
fraction of a tone . . is represented by its separate nerve-fibre.

1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 38 The &quot;nerve-force

..must be accounted ..as the highest of all the forms of

NERVELESS.
vital force. 1877 K. R. CONDF.R Bas. Faith ii. 83 When
the nerve force ceases to act, all manifestation of the
presence of mind ceases. 1879 CALDKKWOOM Mind fy Br.
ii. 25 The cells are packed together in a glutinous sub
stance, which Virchow has named *nerve-glue. 1834
Penny Cycl. II. 232/1 The nervous system of the arachnida

js ganglionic, consisting of *
nerve-knots (ganglia). 1886

T. HARDY Mayor Castcrbr. I. 113 Casterbridge was. .but
the pole, focus, or nerve-knot of the surrounding country
life. 1607 TOPSKLL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 277 Anoint his

body all over with &quot;Nerve oil. 1888 Lnc^cl. Brit. XXIV.
187/1 Strands connecting dorsal *nerve-plate with outer
wall of collar. 1878 HELL Gegenbanr*$ Comp. Anat. no It

is clear that they represent sensory organs fn,m their
intimate connection with the &quot;nervc-rin^. 1877 M. FOSIFK
Physiol. in. i. 344 When the anterior roots are cut, the motor
nerves alone degenerate, and can be similarly (lia^nn-.f.-.I

in a nuxed nerve-tract. 1851 CARTKNTEK Man. Phys. ed. 2]

463 If ail the nerve-trunks supplying the organ on one side
be divided. 1893 KCCLFS Scintica 69 Inflammation of the
nerve-trunk or its branches. 1839-47 TodtTsCycl. Anaf. III.

592/1 It is evident that the contained matter of the nerve-
tube is extremely soft. 1879 St. George s Hosp. A ,/.
IX. 803 The nerve-tubes of the white matter were natural.

1893 ECCLES Sciatica 31 Where there is a change in the
*nerve-tubules themselves. 1888 Encyt 7. Brit. XXIV. 1^/1
An elongate animal, with a plexiform &quot;nerve-tunic. 1899
AllbntCs Syst. Med. VII I. 20 If we find, .the nerve-twigs
of the limb affected. 1884 Leisure Hour Dec. 74^ i 1 hu

well-marked, nerve-winged, solitary ant-lion.

Werve (noiv), v. Also 6 nerue, nerf. [In
sense i,ad. F. nervtr (Godef. Compl.}\ otherwise
from the sb.]

fl. trans. Se. To ornament with threads or

narrow bands of some material. Obs. rare.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xlvii, Mony entrappit steid

with silkis seir, Mony pattrell ncruit with gold I tald.

1532 Ace. I*d. II. Tri as. Scoff. (1905) VI. 24 For foure elnis

blak taffateisto nerve and geit them [sc. hose]. 1532 Id. in

Pitcrtirn Crim. Trials I. 276* Ane pair of hoise. . . Item, for

ij elnis tafTate, to draw bame and nerf bame.

2. To give strength or vigour to (the arm, etc/.
a 1749 A. HILL (T.), Thou, last, Tremendous coddess,

nerve this lifted arm ! 1791 E, DARWIN Bot. Card. i. 105
The mingling currents. . Nerve the strong arm, and tin^e
the blushing cheek, a 1810 SHKI.LEY M. Nicholson Fragw. 3
How long will horror nerve this frame of clay? 1870
BKVANT Iliad II. xv. 104 He nerved their limbs With vi-or

ever new.

fig. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Literature^ A good
writer, .makes haste to chasten and nerve his period by
English monosyllables. 1887 BOWF.N Virg. sEncid iv. 452
Further to nerve her purpose to leave this world of ihc sun.

3. To imbue with courage, to embolden.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. v. xiv, The word .. nerves my

heart, it steels my sword. 1849 GROTE Greece n. \.\\i\.

(1862) III. 414 We find thus the Athenians nerved up to the

pitch of resistance. 1877 HLACK Green Past, iii, A murmur
of indignant repudiation nerved him to a further effort.

ahsol. 1842 LYTTOH Zanoni \. iii, So much that warmed,
and animated, and nerved. 1890 LOWELL To C. F. Bradford*
tracing essences that nerve To wait, to dare, to strive.

b. reft, (also with mind, etc.).
1821 BYRON Two Fosc. i. i, He hath nerved himself, And

now defies them. 1829 LYTTON Dcyercux i. iii, I think

you have been now some years nerving your mind to the

exertion. 1887 R. N. CAREY Uncle Max xxvii. 212 His

expression.. was that of a man who was nerving himself

to bear some great trouble.

f 4. intr. To show signs of nervousness. Obs.
- 1

iSot tr. Gabriettis Myst. Husb. II. 197 Bless me, how
dark it is ! you ought to have had lamps ! Come, child, how

you nerve 1

Nerved (n5ivd), ///. a. [f.
NERVE sb. + -ED -.]

1. Bot. Of leaves: Having a nerve or nerves;

ribbed. Also in combs., as one-
^ five-nerved.

Mao Asiatic Ann. Reg. 264/1 Leaves, .entire, one nerved,

smooth, veinless. 1835 LINDLF.Y Introd. Dot. (1839) 129 A
leaf with such an arrangement of its veins has been called

n nerved leaf. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 226

The leaf, .minutely crenated five-nerved.

b. Her. (See quot.)
c 1828 BERRY Encycl. Her. I, Nerved., is said of leaves

and plants, the fibres of which are borne of a different tinc

ture. 1868 CI/SSANS Her. (1893) 104.

2. In Comb. Having nerves of a specified kind,

as_/&quot;//-, strong ^
weak-nerved.

Nerveless (n5-jvies), a. [f.
NERVE sb. + -LESS.]

1. Wanting in nerve, incapable of effort, weak,
inert, a. Of persons, their wills, etc.

174* POPF. Dune, iv, 41 There sunk Thalia, nerveless,

cold, and dead. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gtog. I. 687 Other

concurrent causes nave rendered them corrupt and nerve,

less. 1858 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. Ivi. (1865) VII. 69 As an

old soldier he despised the nerveless mob of the streets.

1885 ISpool Daily Post ^ Mar. 4/6 A nerveless diplomatist
who has only to be menaced and he will yield.

b. Of the body or its parts.

1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Itnag. T. 519 His keen tempestuous
arm Hung nerveless. 179* S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. n. 53

His high heroic spirit bleeds, And from his nerveless frame

indignantly recedes, a 1821 KEATS Hyperion \. 18 His old

right hand lay nerveless, listless, dead, Unsceptred. 1878

B. TAYLOR Deukalion i. v. 43 He seems to slumber, head

on nerveless knees,

2. Of actions, conditions, etc. : Characterized by
lack of vigour or energy,
1735 THOMSON Liberty in. 448 Sad o er all, profound

dejection sat, And nerveless fear. 1851 RUSKIN Stones

Vcn. (1874) Li. 15 Sinking into nerveless rest.., incapable
of advance or change. 1888 MRS. SPENDER Kept Secret

III. viii. 136 A spiritless and nerveless life had been his.

b. Of style in writing, drawing, etc.

1763 WAROURTON Doct. Grace I. ix, The Western



NERVELESSLY. 96 NERVOUSNESS.

Elequence .. appeared nerveless and effeminate. 1822

Blackw. Mag. XII. 719/1 Lord Byron retains the same
nerveless and pointless kind of blank verse. 1899 Daily
News 20 Feb. 8/4 His nerveless drawing, his awkwardness
in the grouping.
3. a. Bot. and Ent. Having no nervures.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 88 1 Leaves

nerveless, cloven, points acute. 1841 E. NEWMAN Insects

iv. vi. 271 The fore and hind wings are alike,, .generally
nerveless. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 329 Euphorbia para-
lias , . .leaves, .nerveless.

b. Anat. and Zool. Having no nerves.

1862 Syd. Sac. \ car-bk, 18 The nerveless spots of the
. . muscle. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 9 The nerveless Amceba.

Hence Ne -

rvelessly adv.

1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet L. xxiii, A man . . that tottered

on his path so nervelessly. 1894 MRS. DVAN yi/awV Keeping
(1899) 339 Her hand. .fell nervelessly to her side.

Ne rvelessness. [f. prec. + -XESS.] A
nerveless condition ; want of nerve.

1857 R- TOMES Amer. in Japan vi. 130 He sank into a
state of nervelessness and emaciation painful to look upon,
1888 Times 25 Sept. 9/3 He has been exonerated by them
from, .gross stolidity and nervelessness.

Ne rvelet. rare.
[f.

NERVE sb. 4- -LET.] f a.

A tendril. Obs. b. A little nerve.

1648 HF.RRICK Hcsper., The Vine^ Her Belly, Buttocks,
and her Waste, By my soft nerv lits were embrac d. 1894
GOSSE In Russet $ Silver 20 Every nervclet that upbraids
Takes comfort from the pangs that pass.

Ne rvid, a, rare. [f. NERVE sb. + -ID.] Ner
vous, strong.
1813 T. BUSBY Litcretins v. 1183 What earth spontaneous

gave,. .Careless they took, and propt their nervid powers.
Ibid, 1549 Whose limbs so nervid not to quake, when roll

The pealing thunders?

NervifO lious, a. rare 1
, [f. L. nerv-us

NEHVE +folium leaf. Cf. Y. nervifolit^ Having
nerved leaves.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Misc. Tracts (1683) 21 The learned

Bauhinus hath not placed it in the Classis of Lilies, but
nervifolious Plants.

Nervine (nJriroin), a. and sb. Med. [ad,
mod.L. nervlnus relating to the sinews or nerves

(in late L. made of sinews )
: cf. F. nervin

t
It.

and Sp. nervino^\
A. adj. fl. Csed for the sinews. Obs. rare~~*.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 423 [Rickets are cured

by] balsam of Tolu, the nervine ointment, aregon, and
martiai.

2. Having the quality of acting on the nerves,
so as to restore them to a normal state; relieving
disorders of the nervous system.
1718 QUINCY Compl. Disp. 93 This. .enters almost into

all the nervine compositions of the Shops. 1822-34 Goods

Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 446 The warm nervine stimulants
as musk, camphor, valerian. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. filed, II.

883 One of those nervine agents which all people civilized

or uncivilized. .discover to soothe the nervous system.
B. sb. 1. A medicine that acts upon and

strengthens or soothes the nerves
;
a nerve-tonic.

1730 STUART in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 361 Other Medi
cines taken from the common Class of Nervines. 1777
LIGHTFOOT Flora Sect. I. 85 The roots are esteem d
an excellent nervine. 1866 WARING Trap. Res. 222 The use
of tonics . , of that class termed nervines ofwhich nux vomica
is the best.

fig, 1803 BEDDOES Hygeia ix. 113, 1 know not if stories. .

would not prove excellent nervines and anodynes.
2. A greasy preparation used in massage.
1887 D. MAGUIRE Art Massage ii. (ed.4) 35 A masseur can

use., balsam of opodeldoc, nervine, and nerveranti.

We rviness. rare , [f. NERVY a, + -NESS.]
Sinewiness.
1611 FLORID, Ncruosita^ sinewinesse, neruinesse.

Nerving (nsuvirj). Bot. [f. NERVED. + -ING 1
.]

A nerve or rib of a leaf.

1861 S. THOMSON Wild Fl, m.(ed. 4) 215 Many of the

glumes and paleae of the grass flowers are marked by
nervingsor ribs.

Nervism (n5uviz m). [f.
NERVE J& + -ISM.]

1. Nerve-force.

1836-9 TodtTs CycLAnat. II. 94/2 Is the agent discharged
by the fish. .identical with common nervism? Ibid. 95/2
Theories which make nervism identical with electricity.
2. Nervous excitement.

1887 SMILES Life $ Labour 67 An altogether abnormal
state of Mrvfaffl and exaltation.

Nervo- (also f nerveo-), combining form of L.
nervus NERVE, as in Nervo-muscular a., con
cerned with both nerves and muscles; Wervo-
sangiirneotis a,, of a nervous and sanguine
temperament ;

Wervo-vi tal #., concerned with
the nervous and vital functions.
1822 GOOD Study Med. IV. 659 The learned Pereboom. .

has divided palsy., into three species; a nervous, muscular
and &quot;nerveo-muscular. 1862 SPENCER First Princ, 11. xvii.

J 43 (1875) 391 The visible nervo-muscular actions. 1897
Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 493 The nervo-muscular machinery

passive brain and deposit it in his own instead.

Nervose (n3JV(?a-s), a. [ad. L. nervos-us

sinewy, vigorous, etc. : see NERVE sb. and -03E.]
f 1. Affecting the sinews. Ob$.rare~ l

.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cintrg. 09 (Add. MS.), The crampe ys
a seknesse curdouse, obcre ellys nervose.

f2. Vigorous, energetic. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

1667 H. Morels Div. Dial. (1713) p. vi, The nervose pro
secution of the main Subject of these Dialogues.
3. fa. Consisting of, having the nature of, nerves.

1673 RAY Jonrn. Lmv C. 144 The vapour of Quicksilver
doth principally affect the brain and nervose parts. 17*5
N. ROBINSON Th. Physick 46 Two Kinds of Fibres,. .the

one Nervose, and exquisitely quick of Sensation.

b. Pertaining to, characteristic of, the nerves
;

strengthening or stimulating the nerves.
1880 Cope s Tobacco PI. 539/2 The grown man, in the full

exercise of all the nervose functions, can use the nervose
aliments with a prudent moderation.

4. Bot. Of leaves : Nerved.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Nervose Leaf, one
whose vessels are simple, and extend themselves parallely
from the base toward the summit, without any ramifications.

1760 MILLER Introd. Bot. (1775) p. xxx, A nervose leaf.,

is one that has single veins [etc.]. 1866 Treas, Bot. 786/1.
b. Enl. Having nervures.

i8t9SAMOUELLE-Zi/&amp;lt;w/0/. Compend.zig Elytra coriaceous,
nervose, decussating each other.

Hence fNervo sely adv.
y strongly, vigorously.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. in. 113 Aquinas has copiosely

I

and nervosely defended our hypothesis.

Ne rvosisni. [a. F. nervosisme : see prec. and
1

-ISM.] A state of nervous disorder.

1884 L. URACHET Aix-les-bains i. 94 Nervosism may be
i engendered by rheumatic.. diathesis.

Nervosity (naiv^-siti). [ad. L. nervositas
\ strength : see NERVOSE a. and -ITY. Cf. K. nervo-

I

tf (Cotgr.)J
fl. Strength. Obs. rare.

1611 COTCR., Nervosite, neruositie, sinewie strength. 1681
H. MORE Exp, Dan. Pref. 17 His Expositions are. .devoid

j

of that strength and nervosity he shews in other things.
2. The state or quality of being nervous ; ner-

j

vousness.

1787 HAWKINS Life Johnson 385 How far nervosity.. will

|

excuse a conduct so opposite to. .philanthropy. 1821 New
Monthly Mag. II. 530 A poor cracked creature, the miser-

|
able victim of nervosity. 1884 Pall Mall G. n Aug. 4/1
Andrieux s . . nervosity is betrayed . . in the husky and
tremulous tones of his usually clear voice.

b. A fit of nervousness.

1791 I. MILNER in Life vi. (1842) 70 [Working] amuses,
and it tends to lessen nervosities, and to dull pain.

3. Bot. The fact of being nerved (Cent. Diet.}.
Nervous (na-ivas), a. Also 7 -vouse, 8 nar-

vous. [ad. L. nervos-us : see NERVOSE a. and
-ous. Cf. It., Sp., Fg. nervoso, F. nerveux.]
f 1. Affecting the sinews. Obs. rare*~*.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cintrg. 99 (Ashm. MS.), pe crampe is

a sijknes cordous eiber neruous, in be which.. be senewis
weren drawen to her bigynnynge.
2. Sinewy, muscular ; vigorous, strong, a. Of

parts of the body. Now rare.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxii. 81 These armes
ben neruous, that is to seyn wel frett with senewes. 1653
R. SANDERS Physiogn. 248 The arms strong and nervous,
having the veins conspicuous. 1677 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.
(ed. 3) 26 The body of this fish is. .narrow towards the tail,
which is nervous. 1720 POPE Iliad xxn. 497 The nervous
ankles bor d, his feet he bound With thongs. 1763 SIR W.
JONES Caissa Poems, etc. (1777) 136 Nervous limbs, where
youthful ardour glow d. c 1842 M. J. HIGGINS Ess. (1875)
p. xviii, By a judicious application of his nervous tail to
some prominent branch.

b. Of animals or persons. Now rare.
1616 J. LANE Contn. Sqr.^s Talexi. 305 His nervous horse

of sorrell shininge hyde. 1756 TOLDERVY Hist. 2 Orphans
IV. 186 The nervous reaper had levelled the golden field.

1762-9 FALCONER Shipwr, \. 716 The nervous crew their

sweeping oars extend. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. viii. 202 The
busy, nervous, and frigid people of the north. 1844 EMER
SON Lect.

t Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 296 The nervous,
rocky West is intruding a new and continental element into
the national mind.

C. Of strength, energy, courage, etc.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, The nervous strength and

weight of one of the muscular armourer s [handsj. 1870
FROUDE Hist. Eng. XI. 491 The nervous courage which
could face death without flinching.
3. Of writings, arguments, etc. : Vigorous, power

ful, forcible ; free from weakness and diffuseness.

1637 MEDE Wks, (1672) 847 A nervous, close and well-

composed Discourse. 1691 T. H[ALE] New Invent, p. xlii,
The Author hath in so nervous a Manner given . . Directions.

1727 GAY Fables i. xxviii, When envy reads the nervous
lines, She frets. 1780 COWPER Let. 2 July, Whatever is

short should be nervous, masculine, and compact. 1828
CARLYLE Misc. (1857) ! *97 Mr. Lockhart s own writing is

generally so good, so clear, direct and nervous. 1896 F.
HARRISON in igt/i Cent. June 981 The nervous and learned
works of his more glowing autumn.

b. So of speakers and writers.

1775 T._ SHERIDAN Art Reading 140 The plain nervous
orator will no longer gain attention. 1867 H. KINGSLEV
Silcote of S.^

I. 225 Miss Bronte&quot;? A good and nervous tho*
coarse describer of a narrow landscape.

f4. Sinewy, tendinous. Obs.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydoris Quest. Chirurg. D iv, It is a
neruous or synewy substaunce. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan
777 In the originall this Muscle is broade .. & Neruous.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 77 Some eate the flesh

which is very nervouse. tyAlJKytnAtMr&sArckit. 1.25/2
The Oak, being hard, close, and nervous, and of the smallest
Pores. 1747-96 MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 81 Roast a piece
of fillet of veal, cut off the skin and nervous parts,

f b. Resembling a sinew in texture ; strong. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 3 The thred it selfe that they

make of their Flax. .is. .neruous also and strong. 1655 tr.

S0refs Coin. Hist, Francion vn. 9 Which of all thy strings
is the hardest to tune?.. It is that which is the biggest and
most nervous of all. 1762 FALCONER To Dk. York 225 To
wake the lyre . . And tune to war the nervous string,

fc. Strung with sinews. Obs. rare~ l
.

1718 ROWE tr. Lucan in. 689 From nervous Cross-Bows
whistling Arrows fly.

f5. Bot. Of leaves : Nerved, nervose. Obs.
1668 WiLKixsJ?eat C/iar. n. iv. 78 Herbs of nervous leaves.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica (1725) II. 52 Seven or more ribs.,

going through the leaf with some transverse ones, making the
leaf very nervous. 1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. 385 Nen-osunt^
nervous, with Nerves extended from the Base to the Apex.
6. Full of nerves.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1741) 189 The dilaceration of those
nervous parts created a most sharp and dolorous sensation.

1727 DE FOE Eng. Tradesman vi. (1841) I. 44 As they
lessen his stock, so they wound him in the tenderest and
most nervous part. 1756 BURKE Subt.

&amp;lt;$

B. iv. ix, The
retina, or last nervous part of the eye. 1855 BAIN Senses fy

Int. n. ii. 2 The retina, or the nervous coat of the eye.
7. Of or belonging to the nerves. Nervous

system, the complex of nerves and nerve-centres.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 75 Whether there be a Nervous and
Nutritious Juice? 1740 CHEYNE Regimen 168 Accidents
that injure the arterial and nervous system. Ibid. 306 The
extreme Tenuity of., nervous Fibre. 1830 R.KNOX Beclard&quot;s

Anat. 226 A very ancient opinion.. attributed to the peri
cranium the origin of all the nervous membranes. 1848
CARPENTER Anim. Phys. 56 The brain and spinal cord are

termed the nervous centres. 1874 Ment. Phys. i. ii. (1879)

53 Irritating.. the cut extremity of the nervous cord.

b. Affecting the nerves ; characterized by a dis

ordered state of the nerves.

1734 CHEYNE (title) On Nervous Diseases. 1768 WESLEY
Jrnl. 4 Jan. (1827) III. 302 It is the most efficacious medicine
in nervous disorders. 1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 22 Feb.

113/2 It was a disorder ofwhat is called the nervous species.
. . A nervous consumption was apprehended. 1869 CLARIDGE
Cold IVaterCure 195 A severe nervous fever ensued. 1899
Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 415 In all nervous cases the

determination of the dose is a matter of experiment.
c. Pertaining or relating to, occupied with, the

nerves.

1804 Genii. Mag. LXXIV. i. 219 You have an unequivocal
proof of nervous sympathy. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. i. i. i

(1876) 15 Labour is. .either muscular or nervous. 1877 M.
FOSTER Physiol. in. i. 342 The foundation of modern nervous

physiology.
Comb. 1858 Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. VI. 291 The elec

trical nervous-muscular sensibility of man.

8. Of medicines : Acting upon the nerves or

nervous system ; curative of nervous disorders.

17x8 QUINCY Compt. Disp, 76 Nervous Simples, .may be
extended to take in all those Parts of the Materia Medica

by which the Nerves are affected. 1790 Med. Contm. II.

489, I ordered, .a cordial or nervous medicine to be taken.

1844 LADY G. FULLERTON Ellen Middleton II. xv. 169 She

gave me a nervous draught.
9. Of persons : Suffering from disorder of the

nerves ; also, excitable, easily agitated, timid.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen Pref. i The. .Consumptive, or Ner
vous Valetudinarian-low-livers. 1763 Brit, Mag. Aug. 406/1
The ladies were too narvous to venture further than tftb

entrance of the cavern. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale

24 Nov., A tender, irritable, and as it is not very properly

called,a nervousconstitution. 1812 J.W.CROKERinC. Papers
(1884) I. 39 A disposition naturally anxious and nervous.

1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est, xi. 126 He was at that moment
so nervous that he had cut himself slightly through the

trembling of his hand. 1897 A llbutfs Syst, Med. VIII. 296,
I usually found the stock on both sides to be a highly
nervous one.

Comb. 1842 COMBE Digestion 303 An energetic or excitable

temperament, such as the bilious or nervous-bilious. 1846
LONGF. in Life (iSqi) II. 35 Let us be calm and happy,
rather than excitable and nervous-minded.

10. Of feelings or actions : Characterized or

accompanied by agitation of the nerves.

1797 JANE AUSTEN Sense 4- Sens, xxix, With all the

eagerness of the most nervous irritability. 1844 LADY G.
FULLERTON Ellen Middleton II. xi. 64 With a nervous

attempt at a laugh. 1871 DIXON Tower III. i. 7 Nervous
terror often makes men bold.

11. Agitating to the nerves; exciting.

1775 CRABBE Inebriety Wks. 1834 II. 300 The gentle fair

on nervous tea relies. 1834 R. H. FROUDE Rein. (1838) I,

359 Really I never saw such a nervous sight. 1843 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. \. n. i. 18 (1846) 337 It is a very nervous thing
for an ignorant artist.

Nervously (nS-ovasli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. With strength or vigour; forcibly.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 156 S. Augustine
nervously takes from them that glorious wreath. 1709
STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xlviii. 483 The Writer undertook to

weigh and examine the Grounds and Reasons distinctly, ..

which he doth nervously. 1756 W. DODD Fasting (ed. 2)

12 The true ground of fasting is very fully discovered and

nervously expressed. 1800 Naval Chron. IV. 227 The
authors, .have been .. nervously concise. 1884 LAURIE
Comenhts (1887) 105 Let all things be taught from the foun

dation, briefly and nervously.

2. With weakness or agitation of the nerves ; in

a nervous or excited manner.

1838 LYTTON Alice i. iii, Evelyn spoke quickly and ner

vously, and with quivering lips. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
III. xvii. 462 Cromwell., was waiting nervously at Green
wich for the result of the experiment. 1876 HARDY Ethelberta

(1890) 336 He paused a few moments nervously.

Nervousness (nsuvasnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being nervous.

1. Strength, vigour, force.

1727 BAILEY, vol. \\^ Nervousness^ fulness of nerves [etc.].

1756-82 J. WARTON Ess. Pope II. ix. 106 If there had



NERVULE.
been epithets joined with the other substantives, it would
have weakened the nervousness of the sentence. 1795
SEWARD Attecd. II. 57 His Sermons have great energy of

thinking, and a nervousness of language. 1839 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. II. v. 94 Sometimes we find a spirit and
nervousness of strength and sentiment w_orthy of his name.

1893 SALA in Daily Tel. 15 May, His artistic perception has

gained., in strength and nervousness of grasp.

2. Weakness of nerves.

1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Philos. I. 22 She was led

away in a fit of extreme nervousness. 1813 Examiner
17 May 317/2 The present luxurious age is remarkable for

it s nervousness. 1843 SIR C. SCUDAMORE Med. Visit

Grafenberg 55 So distressing a state of nervousness, that . .

he became painfully confused. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C.

II. viii. 440 His faults sprang.. from extreme feebleness,

inconstancy, and nervousness.

Nervule (nauvirfl). Ent. [a. F. neruule, or

ad. L. nemulus, dim. of nervus NERVE.] A small

nervure.

1889 Athenxum 12 Oct. 491/1 A dense mass of scales

crowded together on each side of the nervules. 1897 VV. F.

KIRBY in Mary Kingsley W. Africa. 725 Anterior wings
with three bullas .. one on the recurrent nervule, and the

third on the cross-nervule running upwards from the ex.

tremity of the internal nervule.

NeTVUlet. [f. as prec. + -ET.]
= NERVULE.

1826 KIRBI* & SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 340 Ncnntlet. A
little nervure diverging obliquely from the costal into the

disk of the wing towards the apex.

Nervure (nauviiu). [a. F. nervure, f. L.

nervus NERVE : see -TJRE.]

1. Ent. One of the slender hollow tubes forming
the framework of the wings of insects.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxiii. (1818) II. 347 The ner-

vures are a kind of hollow tube., which take their origin in

the trunk. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 155 The ridges of the

surface constituting its nervures. 1877 HUXLEY Ana/. Inv.

A nim. vii. 399 The wing is strengthened by radiating thick*

enings, or nervures, united by delicate transverse ridges.

2. Bot. A principal vein of a leaf.

1842 BBANDE Diet. Sci. etc. 1848 LINDLEY Introd. Bot.

(ed. 4) I. 263 In order to obviate the inconvenience of using
the word nerve, the term nervure is now often substituted.

1861 H. MACMILLAN Footn. Page Nat. 49 What is called

the nervure in the membraneous or leafy species, is nothing
more than the stalk itself.

Nervy (na-jvi), a. [f.
NERVE sb. + -Y 1.]

1. Vigorous, sinewy, full of strength.

1607 SHAKS. Car. IT. i. 177 Death, that darke Spirit, in s

neruie Arme doth lye. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xvi.

361 The musculous and nervy parts
of the body. 1818

KEATS Endym. i. 174 Between His nervy knees there lay a

boar-spear keen. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixiii. 83 On
a nervy neck be tossing that uneasy tawny mane.

transf. 1633 WILSON in Donne
s^
Poems 399 Thy nimble

Satyres too, and every straine (With nervy strength) that

issued from thy brain.

2. Courageous, full of nerve.

1882 J. WALKER jaunt to Anld Reekie 221 His prentice

laddie, A nervy chiel. 1893 C. KING Foes in Amb. 46 He
was one of the nerviest men in the whole troop.

b. Cool, confident, impudent.
1897 FLANDRAU Harvard Episodes 89 Well, I call it

pretty nervy , grumbled Sears.

3. Jerky, sudden.

1884 CABLE Dr. Scvier xxviii, The nervy, unmusical

waking cry of the mocking-bird. 1883 in Century Mag.
Apr. 918/2 The movements were quick, short, nervy.

4. Requiring nerve.

1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 481/2 It takes nerve, and lots

of it, to play polo. It s the nerviest game played.

t N&quot;es, variant of NAS, was not. Obi.

C 1175 Lamb. Ham. 43 Elmes^eorn nes heo nefre. a 1225
Ancr. R. 404 Neuer ernu nes ich ful pined, a 1300 Thrush

f, Night. 44 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 52 In the world nes non so

crafti mon. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2215 Sore him greued his

vene, As it no wonder nes.

f Nes, variant of Nis, is not. 06s.

1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 35 Men may no? t make be

pitte..so depe. .bat it nes at be jere end full agayne.

N&quot;es, variant of NESE, nose.

K&quot;esch(e, obs. forms of NESH.

Nescience (ne-Jiens, nz-J ens). [ad. late L.

nescientia, f. nesciens : see next.] Absence or lack

of knowledge, ignorance.

_ __.

for Year I. viii. 92, I need not instance in the ignorano
and involuntary nescience of men. 1715 A. A. SYKES
Innoc. Error 26 If his salvation is not at stake by_

reason of

his

has acquired. 1883 H. J^U.H.-.V,. -.

(ed. 2) 160 These touching, and too sincere confessions of

universal nescience.

b. An instance of this. rare.
a 1625 BOYS Wits. (1629) 306 According to these distinc

tions every nescience is not a sinne. 1652-62 HEYLIN

Cosmogr. App. (1682) 157 The knowledge of them so imper
fect as comes near a Nescience.

c. Const, of a. thing.
1637 JACKSON Serm. Jer. xxvi. 19 Wks. 1844 VI. 93 Not

out of a nescience of this rule. 1691 E. TAYLOR Behniens

Theos. Philos. 107 A Nescience or Oblivion of Divine

Tranquillity, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 351.
Brutes

have an advantage over human kind.. in their nescience ol

evils to come. 1856 FERRIER/^. Mttaph. 414 A nescience

of that which it would contradict the nature of all intelli

gence to know. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost I.

There was in Adam a nescience of many things.
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Nescient (ne J ent, nrj ent), a. and sb. [ad.
L. nescient-em, pres. pple. oi neseire to be ignorant,
f. ne not and scire to know.]
A. adj. Ignorant. Chiefly const, of.

1626 JACKSON Creed viii. xii. 118 Infinite knowledge.. can
neither be ignorant or nescient of anything. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 198 Such a nature, as. .is notwith

standing nescient of what it doth. Ibid. v. 899 A Blind
and Nescient. .Nature. 1881 PALGRAVE Visions Eng. 158

They neath their feet tread nescient pride and fear. 1884
RusKiN-Ftfrs Clan. xcv. 257 Only scientific of their, .pasture,

peacefully nescient of all beyond.

b. Agnostic ; asserting man s necessary ignor
ance of the ultimate constitution of the universe.

1876 J. MARTINEAU Ess. fy Addr. (1891) IV. 242 A modern
savant, whether of the Nescient or the Omniscient school.

B. sb. An agnostic.
1872 W. G. WARD Ess. Philos. Theism (1884) I. 63 A far

larger number, of whom Professor Huxley may be taken
as representative, are nescients . 1878 MOKLEY Diderot
II. 212 The most eager Nescient or Denier to be found in

the ranks of the assailants of theology in our own day.

t Ne SciouS, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ttescius

ignorant, f. nescire : see NESCIENT.] Ignorant.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 5 He begins with the

dunces, those.. inscious, nescious, conscious, wilful igno-
rants. 1683 J. GADBURY in Wkarton s Wks. Pref., So

regardless and nescious are they of the very Principles that

lead to a just Discovery of this. . Knowledge.
Ifescock : see Nest-cock NEST sb. 8.

Nese, sb. Now only Sc. Forms: a. 2-4neose.
/3. 3-5 nese

; 3, 6 nease, 4 neise, neyse, neies,

4-5 ues, 5 nees(e, nece ;
Sc. 5 neys, 6, 9 neis,

8 neese, 8-9 niz, 9 nizz, nis!e. [Early ME.
neose, nese, perh. = MDu. nnd MLG. nese (hence
Da. nsese, Sw. ncisa} : the relationship to NASE

I

and NOSE is obscure.] The nose.

a. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 127 Ure neose and ure muS and ure

earan. c 1205 LAY. 22845 pa wifmen ba }e ma;en ifinden . .

kerueS of hir neose. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. ix. 34 Hire

neose ys set as hit wel semeth. a 1400 Minor Poems fr.
Vernon MS. 19/18 To ofte ichaue..With neose i-smullct.

0. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 His fet and his hondan and his

mu5 and his nesa. c 1220 Bestiary 3 [If the lion] man
hunten here, Ooer ourg his nese smel Sinake oat he negge.
a 1240 Saivles Warde m O.E. Ham. I. 251 EiSer curseS ofler

& fret of be oSres earen & te nease alswa. c 1300 Havelok

2450 Hise nese went un-to be crice. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 166 His nese & his ine he carfe at misauentoure.

ci4oo MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxi. 139 Oute of his mouthe and
his neese commez..fyre. 1:1440 Alpli. Tales 152 As he

kissid hym, he bate of his fadur nece. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xiii. 16 Sum with his fallow rownis him to pleis That
wald for invy byt of his neis. 1580 HAY Demandcs in Cath,

Tract. (S. T. S.) 64 Of the wourd ye mak ane neis of walx,

thrawing it to quhat. .absurditie ye list. 1590 BRUCE
Serin. Sacr. P 8 It will . .conjoine thee with God, and make
all thine actions to smell weill in his nease. 1718 RAMSAY

I Christ s Kirk Gr. III. xxi, [He] brak the brig o s neese.

j 1798 CRAWFORD Poems 86 (E. D. D.), The clout wi whilk

ane dights his niz. a 1800 Rob Roy xii. in Child ISallads

IV. 247 Ilka ane that did him wrang, He beat him on the

neis. 1884 GRANT Lays t Leg. 44 Here her Tammie. .Lies

wi broken niz an neck.

fb. Sc. A ness or headland. Ols. rare.

1497 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 61 It was..ordanit that ij

kelis one the tovnis aventouris be brocht to the neyss. 1513

DOUGLAS rfineis vi. viii. 58 Than L.Doun at the neis

Rethe, by the costis law, A voyd tumb raisit.

c. Comb, nese-bit Sc. (see quot. 1 808) ; fnese-

blood, the plant milfoil or yarrow ; t nese-end,

the tip of the nose ; t neselong adv., face down

wards; nese-wise a., Sc. clever, sagacious [cf.

Da. nxsvis, Sw. niisvis, impertinent].
a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. 202 Millefoly or neseblod or

?arwe. c 1400 Sir Beves (S.) 649 He leide him neslong [v.r.

noselyng] to be grounde. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker^

but, ere ye sleep .. \ e n mayuc^cc icvi..j. MM
f**
m

Nisbit, the iron that passes across the nose of a horse, and

joins the branks together.

Hence t Nese v . trans., to scent, smell. 06s.- 1

637 B. JONSON Sad Shepherd n. i, Allbe he know her, As

doth the vauting hart his venting hind, Hee nere fra hence

sail neis her i the wind To his first liking.

Nese, obs. form of NEEZE v.; NIECE.

tNesebek. Obs. rare. Also 4 nyse-. [Of
obscure origin.] The name of a dish in mediaeval

cookery.
c 1390 Form of Cury (1780) 77 Nysebek. Take be bridde

part of sowre Dokks and flour berto and bete it togeder

[etc.]. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. I. 45 Nese Bekys. Take

Fygys & grynd hem wel [etc.].

Nesesary, obs. form of NECESSARY.

tNesethirl. Obs. Forms: 3 neose-purle,

neosturle; 4 nesethirle, 5 -thyrl(e, -tyrlle,

nesthyrylle, 6 Sc. neis-, ney(i)sthyrl ; 4 nees-,

5 nes(e)-, neasethrill, nesthryll. [ME., f. nease,

NESE + thiirl, THIBL : cf. OE. nsxpyrel and vos-

lyrel NOSTRIL.] A nostril.

c 1250 Death 235 in O. E. Misc. 182 Of his neose buries

\y. r. neosturles] cume3 be rede leie. a 1340 HAMPOLE

Psalter cxiii. 14 Nesethirles bai hafe & bai sail noght smell.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xxii. 9 Smook stiede vp fro the

!

neesthrillis of hym. c 1440 Alph. Tales 51
J&amp;gt;is

angell..

stoppyd his nease-thrillis. 1513 DOUGLAS SEncis vii. v.

201 At thair neis thyrlis the fyir fast swermand out.

Nesewort, variant of NEEZEWORT Obs.

NESH.

Nesh (nej), a. (and adv.} Now dial. Forms :

n. I hnesce, (hnysce, hnisce ; neso, ri6ese\
2 nexce, neehe, 3-5 nesche, nesshe, 4uess(ss;e,
4-5 nessche, 5-6 neshe

; 4-5 neseh, ness(b,
5- nesh. /3. 3 neys(se, 4-5 neische, -sshe,

neysshe, (5 -ssche, neyshe), 4 neisch, -ssh,

5neyseh,e,naysch(e, fjdial. naish. 7. jnassh(e,
6 Sc. uasohe, 7, 9 nash, S gnash. [OE. hnesce, =
Du. (iCth c.) nesch, nisch soft (of eggs), damp,
sodden, foolish, Goth, hnasqus soft, tender ; the

ultimate etym. is unknown .J

1. Soft in texture or consistency ; yielding easily
to pressure or force ;

in later use esp. tender, suc

culent, juicy.
a. cSSS K. ALFRED Bocth. xxxiii. 5 pxt hnesce &

flowende waiter. (&quot;950 I.indisf, Gosp. Matt. xi. 8 Mi5
hnescum \_Ritsh~i . najscumljscrelum^escirped. c looo Sit Y.

Leechd. I. 96 Deos \vyrt..bi3 hnesceum leafum. Ibui. III.

134 Syle hym elan hntscea-^ere. c !2ooOR.MiN 995 Smercdd
\\ c\ wibfj elesa;w & makedd fatt & nesshe. a 1225 A tier. A .

134 Nest is herd. . wioutcn, & wiSinnen nesche & softe.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 75/141 pe staf wende into be mar-

breston, ase it were in nesche sonde. 1340 HA.MPOLE Pr.
Consc. 614 Mar filthe es nane, hard ne nesshe, pan es bat

conies fra a mans flesshe. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., (/ tT 1
.

LordsJi. 73 Eyren. .nesshe to be suppyd. c 1460 J. Kus-si 1 1.

Bk. Nurture 986 Lett hym go to bed, but looke it be soote &
nesche. 1546 PHAER Bk. Childr. (1553) R v, The sinues of
a child be verye neshe and tender. 1579 LANGHAM C,ttrt i.

Health (1633) 529 Bake it hard, and apply it till it wax
nesh. 1788 CROWE Le-.uesdon H ill 30 The darker fir, light

ash, and the nesh tops Of the young hazel. 1802 FOSBROOKK
Econ. Monastic Life I. vii, Their feathery leaves where
nesh Acacias spread. 1x1834 R. STRTEKS in G. Taylor
Mem. (Surtees) 301 The nesh hazles, bending in the blast.

1844 ^V. BARNES Poems Rnr, Life Gloss, s.v., This meat
is nesh. 1883- in various dialects (chielly of grass or meat,
but also of coal, steel, etc.),

Comb. 1864 W. BARNES in Maciir. Mag. Oct. 477 The
nesh-bleaded grass, By the young apple-trees.

ft. c 1300 llavelok 217 The blod ran of his (leys, pat
tendre was, and swibe neys. 1387 THF.YISA Higden (RolK)
IV. 429 Harde binges bee^ bettre wibstonde wib nesche

[r.r. naysche] binges ban with hard, c 1430 LYDG. yl//w.

Poems (Percy Soc.) 195 Fyr..Makith hard thyng neisshe

and . . Neisshe thyng hard. 1893 [see y).

Comb. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence n. 23 Fleisch of a cok,

neysch soden and sotilly brayed.

y. 1495 Trevisa s Barth. De P. R. XIX. liii. 894 Certen

moysture cometh at endes of certeyne wode . .
,
as Coiophonia

and Nassh pitche. 1686 PLOT Stajfordsh. 148 The coal of

the upper wallings being generally nasher; i.e. softer and
more friable, a 1722 LISLE Husbandry (1757) 250 The first

spring-grass, which was luscious and gnash. 1893 Wilts

Gloss., Nash, Naish, . .tender and juicy : applied to lettuce.

t b. transf. Not harsh or violent. Obs. rare.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 192 5e muwen more dreden be nesche

dole bene be herde of beos fondunges. 1422 tr. Secrcta

Secnt., Priv. Priv. 231 A nesh brekynge and Plesaunte

voice tokenyth a . . wel y-manerit man. c 1440 Partonope

6063 That in Armys me shall teche Thought my stroke be

hard or nasshe.

c. Damp, moist, wet. rare.

1387 TREVISA Higdeit (Rolls) I. 333 pe lond is nesche,

reyny, and wyndy. 1573 TWVNE SEneid x. Ee j b, Whan
by nighttime nesh som biasing star All bloodred sanguine
shewes.

2. a. Slack, negligent; lacking in energy or

diligence.

(897 K. /ELFRED tr. Gregory s Past. C, Ix. 453 Swa he

Sone hnescan Safettere on recceleste ne xebrenge. a 1225

Ancr. K. 272 Hwon Recabes sunen. .ivinde3 so unwaker &
so nesche jeteward. 1290 Beket 1589 in .S. Eng. Leg. 1.152
For bat be bischopus bifore me weren to nesche.. be stude-

fastore i mot beo. 1381 WYCLIF Prim, xviii. 9 Who is

nesshe \v.r. neisch] and dissolut in his werk. 1879 Miss

JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., Er s a nesh piece, er

dunna do above afe a day s work.

b. Timid ; wanting in courage ; faint-hearted.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. li. 46 Lest par auenture waxe nesshe

[u.r. neische] }oure herte, and }ee drede the heering. 1422

tr. Sccreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 139 Doghtymen and hardy
hit makyth lyke women, neshe and feynte. Ibid. 226 Tho
. .bene nesse of corage an lyke to women. 1841 HAMILTON

ffugx Lit. 354 Nesh is applied to a cowardly, undecided

person.

f3. a. Tender, mild, gentle, kind; inclined to

pity, mercy, or other tender feelings. Obs.

c 897 K. ALFRED tr. Gregory s Past. C. xvii. 126 Sie Sxr

eac lufu, na?s 3eah to hnesce. 971 Blichl. Horn. 99 Drihten

nafre ne forsyhb ba eabmodan heortan ne ba hnescestan.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 159 Hit melt of be neche horte swa dea

be snaw to-jeines be sunne. 01225 Ancr. R. 334 3if t&amp;gt;u..

boldest God to nesche uorto awreken sunne. 1340 Ayenb.
1 53 Rijtuolnesse is .. bet me deb be dome ristuol and trewe,

ne to nesssse ne to hard. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. xv. i A nesshe

answere brekith wrathe ; an hard woord rerelh woodnesse.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xnl. xx. 641 Neuer woldest thow

be maade neysshe nor by water nor by fyre. c 1530 C rt. of
Love 1092 It semeth for love his harte is tender nessh.

t b. Easily yielding to temptation ;
inclined to

lust or wantonness. Obs.

c 1000 ./ELFRIC Horn. II. 220 Hnesce on mode to fteschcum

forme kind bat es sa nesse. 1381 WYCLIF i Cor. vi. 10

Nether auouters, neither neische, neither lecchours of men.

4. Tender, delicate, weak; unable to endure

fatigue or exposure ; susceptible to cold.

The most prevalent sense in mod. dialect use.

o. c 1000 ALFRIC Gen. xxxiii. 13 Ic hzbbe hnesce lithngas

. .mid me. c 1450 Cm: Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 32 Oure hap was
lo



NESH.

hard, our wytt was nesche. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet, (1580) 37We are all so weake of witte . . and our bodie so neshe, that
it looketh euer to be cherished. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus.
i. (1879) 54 This pampering of our bodies makes them weker,
tenderer and nesher, than otherwyse they would be. 1607
TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 294 If the Horse be nesh and
tender, and so wax lean without any apparent grief. 1639
T. DE GRAY Expert Farrier 59 These. .are naturally slow,
dull, heavy, and nesh or wash of their flesh. 1789 MAKSHALL
Ritr, cort, Glouc. I. 330 Nesh \ the common term, for tender
or washy, as spoken of a cow or horse. 1839-52 BAILEY
Festus 334 He.. let All rigour do its worst, which only
served To harden him, though nothing nesh at first. 1887
HALL CAISE Deemster vi, Their own little room.., where no
fire burned lest they should grow nesh .

y. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 318 If he be fas the Phrase is

among Horse-masters) a Nash or Wash-Horse. 1674 RAY
N. C. Words 34 Nask , Washy, tender, weak, puling. 1825
BROCKETT N, C. Gloss. 1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on Fl. iv,

They re nash things, them lop-eared rabbits.

b. Dainty, fastidious, squeamish.
1839- in various dialects (see Eng. Dial. Did.}. 1848

A. B. EVANS Leiceshrsh. Words
^ Naish, or Nash, , . is also

used for dainty. A naish feeder is said of a horse.

1 5. absol. (usually in conjunction with hard?)
a. That which is soft

; soft ground ; also //. of

persons (quot. c 1330). Obs.
a 1000 in Thorpe Laws II. 264 /Ejhwst hnesces o35e

heardes, waetes od5e driges. a 1000 So/,
&amp;lt;$

Sat. 286 (Gr.)
H im on hand gx5 heardes & hnesces. c 1330 A rth.

&amp;lt;$

Alcrl.
8166 (Kulbing), He hadde wonder of his pruesse, pat so leyd
doun hard & nesse. c\$$/oSt,Cuthbert(?&amp;gt;urtees) i4i3Hongyr
and calde it semed him aylde, Als he [had] gane thurgh
harde and nesche. 1460-70 in C. Innes Sketches Early
Sc. Hist. (1861) 506 Ascendand up..betwix the hard & the

naysch ewyn sowth owr to the burn. 1584 Reg. Mag. Sig.
23 Dec., Keipand betuix the nasche and the hard north and
northeist.

t b. Mild or gentle treatment. Obs.
c 1200 ORMIM 3734 Mann mihhte himm fon & pinenn \VibJ&amp;gt;

hat & kald, wibji nesshe & harrd. a 1225 A tier. R. 352 J&amp;gt;e

deade nis nan more . . of herd ben of nesche, vor he ne iueleS
nou5er. 13.. E. E. Allit, P. A. 606 Queber-so-euer he dele
nesch ober harde. c 1375 xi. Pains of Hell 166 in O. E.
AHsc. 227 pel soffred harde and nobing nessche. 1417 in

Rymer F&dera (1709) IX. 435/1 Thystwo,my Lordys wylle
abyde harde and nesche all weyes.

f c. In nesh and hard, etc.
,
under all or any

circumstances. Obs.
c izoo ORMIN 14828 To wurrbenn herrsumm till bin Godd

Inn harrd, i nesshe, & a-fre. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 2961
(Kolbing), In Nesse, in hard.., In al stedes bou him avowe.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 284 Lihtere is to fle the flint Thau
gete of him in hard or neisshe Only the value of a reysshe.

f d. So For nesh or hard, etc. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 228 A letter bis fole tok,

bad mm for nessh or hard beron suld no man loke. 1-1400
Laud Troy Bk. 17454 Holde we to-gedur for hard or nesche.
c 1420 Liber Cocorntn (1862) 33 Feyre hony do into hit. .Too
fyngurs thyke for harde or nesshe. a 1460 Lybeaus Disc.

*573 ^ knight for nesche ne hard, ,.Ne getebher non ostelL

f 6. adv. Softly, gently, tenderly. Obs. rare.

1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls) 8964 pis gode mold-.wess be
meseles vet..& wipede is nessce afterward. 13.. Seuyn
Sag. (W.) 732 Hit had of thre norices keping ;. .The child
was keped tendre an nessche.

Nesh (nej), v t Now dial. Forms : I hnescian,
hnexian, 3-5 neschen, (5 -yn, 4 neischen,
naisschen), nesshen, (4 nhessen, ness-,

neyss-\ 9 dial, nesh, naish. [OK. hneseian,
f. hnesce NESH a. Cf. mod. Flem. neschen to wet. ]

&quot;t&quot;

1. intr. To become soft. Obs.

^897 K. ALFRED tr. Gregorys Past. C. xxxvii. 271 Se
hearda stan..hnescaS ongean 8set H5e blod. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. II. 202 HnescaS se swile sone gebersteb jnnan.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 331/286 Huy nescheden ase doth wcx
a^eln be fuyre. 1398 TRKVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxvi.

(Bodl. MS.),Thyse treen brennej? nou^t in fire nober naisscheb
in water, a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. (1867) 31
Now es na herte sa herde bat it na moghte nesche.

1 2. trans. To make soft. Obs.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram. (Z.I 191 Mollio, ic hnexige. a noo

Eadwine&quot;s Canterb. Ps. liv. 22 Hy hnescodon spreca here
ofer ele. c xzoo ORMIN 1549 pu brekesst wel bin corn &
grindesst itt & nesshesst. a 1300 E. E. Psalter liv. 22

Nesched als oyle his saghs bene. 1340 Ayenb. 94 God be

uader, huanne he nhesseb be herte and make!? zuete and
tretable. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 68 lysandleed. .ben

neischid a^ein by hoot. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv, Prh&amp;gt;.

190 Loue of women, .nesshyth a manes herte. 1471 RIPLEY

Letup. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 113 Nesh not your Wombe by
drinking ymmoderatly.
3. dial, with it. To turn faint-hearted

;
to draw

back; to * funk* it.

1881- in dialect glossaries, etc. (Yks.. Chesh., Derby,
Staff., Leic.).

Hence Ne shing vbl sb.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. clxvii. (1495) 907 The
venue of nesshynge nouryssheth by heete and by moysture.

t Ne shhead. Obs. rare. [f. NESH a. + -HEAD.
Cf. Du. and Flem, neschheid.] Softness.
c 1440 Jacob s Well

z$&amp;gt;
In valeys.. [are] moysture.. .softhed

& neschhed. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 7 panne mars schal
lake algate be neischede and be softnes of saturne.

Ne*silly, adv. Now dial.
[f.

NESH a. + -LY 2
.]

Softly, gently.
r 897 K. JELTKKDtr. Gregory s Past. C.xxi. 159He his hiere-

monna yfelu to hnesclice forberan ne sceal. Ibid, xli ii. 313
Donne he his wambe sua hnesclice olecO. c 1400 Chron. K.
Glouc. (Rolls) 8964 (MS. B), pys gode Mold..wess be

mysseles vet.. And wypede ys nesselyche. 142* tr. Secreta
Secret.

,
Priv. Priv. 242 Noght vpon harde erihe ne Pament,

but vpon erthe nesshly y-st[r]awet or russhet. 1875 Whitby
Gloss., Ntshty, noiselessly.

98

Ne shness. [f. NESH a. + -NESS.] Softness,
weakness ; f lack of courage.
cSyj K. ALFRED Gregory s Pail. C. xxi. 159 Dire tider-

nesse & 3a2/e hnescnesse ures flassces we beoa underSiedde.

cgsp Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xi. 8 Done monno mi5 hne-
scuisum jeweded [L. Jwtninem inoltibus ve$titum]. c ICKJO

.S&amp;lt;r.r. Lceclid. I. 324 Wi3 inno6es astyrunge, genim Jyses
Wiestmes hnescnysse innewearde. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 287 Som men seide

l&amp;gt;at [&amp;gt;at myshap fel for
neschenesse of Englisch men. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirnrg.
29 pe senewe

haj&amp;gt; .ij. ot&amp;gt;ere
defautis : neischenesse and Ii3t-

nesse. 1496 Dives /) Paup. (W. de W.) x. vi. 380/1 The lacke
. . by his softenesse & nesshenesse softeth & feynteth all

strokes that Cometh there ayemt. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 7
b, To be borne a woman declares weakenes of spirite, neshe-
nes of body, and fikilnesse of mynde. 1587 MASCALL Gcrvt.

Cattle, Sht-epc (1627) 225 When any Sheep by running out
or neashnes of his dung, doe ray and defile his taile. 1610
MARKHAM Rlastcrp, i. li. 106 There is also another con
sumption, .which proceedeth from neshnesse, tendernesse,
freenesse of spirit. 1874 HARDY Farfr. Mad. Crowd xli,
I should be inclined to think it was from general neshness
of constitution.

Nesing, obs. form of NEEZING.
Ness (nes), sb. Forms: i naes(s-), ness-,

5 nasse, naisse, (4) 6-7 nesse, (6 nes, nesch\
6- ness. [OE. nxs (nes) masc. = ON. nes (Sw.
nas, Da. nivs] neut., LG. nesse km., related to OE.
nasu nose NASE : cf. NESE sb. 2. In ME. app.
retained only in place-names, from which the
later use is probably derived. The normal repre
sentative of the OE. form would be nass (cf. glxs
glass, gnes grass) ; ness may be due either to the
unstressed position in place-names, to dialect

variation, or to Scand. influence.] A promontory,
headland, or cape.
Beowulf i9 i2 Hie Jeata clifu onxitan meahton, cuj&amp;gt;e

naessas. Ibid. 2805 Se sceh.heah hlifian on Hrones na:sse.

956 in Birch Cartal. Saxon. III. 149 Of bam wylle be
xemaere on scearpannesse. a 1000 Andreas 1710 (Gr.) Hie
oa ^ebrohton set brimes naesse . . wijan unslawne. [1-1050
0. /^. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1049 pa o3re foron on East Seaxon
to Kadolfes naesse. c 1330 K. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls)

2805 Ilk del in-tyl Katenesse Held Brenne of Belyn. more
ne lesse.] 14. . Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc.) 12 Vif ye
go oute of Orwell waynys to the Naisse ye must go south
west fro the Nasse to the merkis of the spetis. 1491 Rolls of
Parlt. VI. 441/2 Within the Nasse and Haven of Orford.

JS35 STEWART Crou. Scot. 1. 38 All fra ane nes lyis far

within the se. 1538 LELAND Jtin. (1769) VII. 143 Run
ning ynto a Poynt yt standeth as an Arme, a Foreland, or a
Nesse. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay viji. (1592) 108 That great
Nesse which conteyneth both Brasilie and Perow. 1618
BOLTON Florus (1636) 314 The points or nesses of the
Ambracian Bay. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff Selv. 68 When
we first make a Ness at Land too, it seems more a Ness
than when we are less off at Sea. 1851 WOODWARD ATollusca
1. iii. 13 The myriads of small shells which the sea heaps up in

every sheltered ness . 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. (1870) I.

Prol. 55 We stood Somewhat off shore to fetch about a ness.

1896 KIPLING Sci en Seas, Coastwise Lights ii, From reef
and rock and skerry over headland, ness, and voe.

Hence
) Ness v. intr., to form a ness. Obs. l

1538 LELAND Itin. (1769) VII. 143 The Marsch Land
begmneth to nesse and arme yn to the Se.

-ness, suffix, representing OE. -nes(s\ -&amp;gt;ns(s ),

-nys(s}, fern, (inflected, and later also in nom.,
-nesse, etc.) = OFris. -nesst, -nisse, OS. -nesse,

nessi, -nfssi, -nussi (also -nissea, -nussea; MDu.
-nesse, -nisse, Dn. -nis), OHG. -nessi, -nassi,
-nissi (also -nissa; MHG. -nisse, G. -niss), Goth.
-nassns the -n is originally part of the stem, the
real suffix being -assus, formed from weak verbs
in -atjan. The variations in the vowel of the
West Germanic forms have not been satisfactorily

explained.

^
In middle and early modern English the initial of the suffix

is occasionally omitted when preceded by another n, as in
brownesse brownness, clencsse cleanness, kencsse keenness,
meanesse meanness, etc. (cf. note to FINESSE).

2. In OE. -nes is the suffix most usually attached
to adjectives and past participles to form sub
stantives expressing a state or condition, as biter-

iics, deorcncs, heardnes, abol^ennes,fo&amp;gt;-Jyfceiines,
etc. A large number of these survive in middle
and modern English, and new formations of the
same type have been continually made in all

periods of the language, it being possible to add
the suffix to any adjective or participle, whatever
its form or origin may be. Formations from com
pound adjectives are also common, as selffon-

ceitedness, kindkearledness, sqitare-toedness, water-

tightness, tongueliedness, etc. ; and even from

adjectival phrases, such as used-upness, gel-at-

ableness, up-to-dateness, &-la-modeness, little-boy
ishness

;
few of the latter, however, are in estab

lished or serious use, and most of them are of
recent introduction. This is also the case with
formations on pronouns, adverbs, etc., as I-ness,

mc-ness, whatncss
; whyness, withontness, new

ness, everydayness, etc. The following are ex

amples of some of the more exceptional uses of
the suffix by writers of the igth century.
1804 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rtm. (1836) II. 414 The exclusive

Sir-Thomas-Brown-ness of all the fancies. 1853 GEO. ELIOT
in Cross Life (1885) I. 319 Dislike-to-getting-up-inthe-morn*

NEST.

ingness. 1859 SALA Gas-light $ D. iv. 43 An irreproachable
state of clean-shirtedness, navy blue-broadclothedness and
chimney-pot-hattedness. 1891 BAX Outlooks New Stancip.
iii. 199 All newness is the form of I-ness. Ibid. 201 The
in-itselfness which Kant saw behind the sense-impression.
1893 MORRIS & BAX Socialism iii. 58 The this-\vorldliness..
of barbarian society.

b. Used absolutely in //.
775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. Ixxxv. (1783) III. 135 The

shrewdness, acuteness,. .and all other nesses that promised
the man of wealth. 1888 LOWELL in Century Mag. Feb.

515/2 Cheerfulness, kindliness, cleverness and contented-

ness, and all the other good nesses.

3. Uses of the suffix somewhat varying from
those mentioned above occur in a few words, such
as FORCEXESS, MILKNESS, WILDERNESS, WITNESS.
Wessche, nesshe, obs. ff. NESH a. and v.

!N&quot;esse, obs. form of NESE, NESH a., NESS.

Wessesary, obs. form of NECESSARY.
t Nesset, -itt, ? corrupt forms of NEST sb. 2 c.

1614-5 &amp;gt;n Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 488 Item
to Thorpe about the nessetes pictures and Armes. . . Item to

John Symes . . for 3 tunn of Freestone vsed about the Nessitts,

Nessle cock, obs. variant of NESTLE-COCK.

Nesslerize (ne-sleraiz), v. Chem. [f. the

name Nessler + -IZE.] intr. To employ Nessler s

reagent as a test for ammonia in water. Hence
Nessleriza-tion (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1881 Nature XXIII. 403 Converted into ammonia, which

is estimated by nesslerising.Nest (nest), sb. Also i nestjj, nesttJ, 2 nyst,

3-5 neste, 4, 6 neeste, 6-7 neast. [OE. nest

neut. = MDu. (and Du.), OHG. (and G.) nest

(hence obs. Da. nest, MSw. nastt, nesta), related to

Olr. net (mod. nead\ W. nyth}, L. nidus, Skr.

niJd- \*nizdo-, f. the roots ni- down (see NETHER)
and sed- to sit.]

1. The structure made, or the place selected,

by a bird, in which to lay and incubate its eggs,
and which serves as a shelter for its unfledged

young. (Cf. BIRD S NEST i.)
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. viii. 20 Foxas holas habbas &

fle^ende heofnes nestas vel nesto. a 1000 Phoenix 215
ponne on swole byrneS burh fyres feng fulfil mid neste.

ciz2o Bestiary 801 In hole of ston }e [sc. the dove] make5
hire nest. 1*97 R. GLOUC. Chron. (Rolls) 36^0 In ech roche
her is In tyme of 5ere an ernes nest, |&amp;gt;at

hii brede^ inne.

c 1330 R. IJRi NSE Citron. IVace (Rolls) 10202 In bo roches
foules reste, & ernes brede, & make ber neste. 1377 LANCL.
P. PL B. xi. 336 Briddes I bihelde that in buskes made
nestes. a 1400-50 Alexander 506 pen come bar-in a litell

brid.. ( And bar it nestildin a noke as it a nest were. 1484
CAXTON Fables of sEsofi l. xili, The egle and his yonge
were m theyr nest. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 6 Glading
the mery foulis in thair nest 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Vlt in.

ii. 191 Who finds the Partridge in the Puttocks Nest, But
may imagine how the Bird was dead? 1678 VAUGHAN
Thalia. Redi~ . t Bee+ Birds, from the shades of night releast

Look round about, then quit the neast. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. iv. 744 The Mother Nightingale. .Whose Nest some
prying Churl had found. 1774001.05!*. Nat, Hist. (1776) I.

244 On these.. are sometimes found, not only earth, but
nests with birds eggs. 1822 BYRON Heaven ff Earth \. ii,

He hovers nightly, Like a dove round and round its pillaged
nest. 1879 BEFRBOHM Patagonia iv. 53, I found the nest to

be of ihe roughest description, being simply a hole scooped
in the ground.

b. In proverbial phrases. (Cf. FEATHER v. 5.)

aizcpOivlffNight. 100 Dahet habbe that ilke best That
fuleth his owe nest, c 1350 Will. Palcrne 83 pan fond he
nest & no nei^, for noujt nas ber leued. c 1400 Gawelyn
6ioThofond J sherreue nyst, but none eye. c

14^40
CAP-

CRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 1594 It is neyther wurshipful ne
honest On-to mankeende to foule soo his nest. 1509 BARCLAY

ShipofFolys (1570) 65 It is a lewde birde that fileth his

own neste. 1599 BRETON Praise Vertitotts Ladies (Giosart)

7/2 The proverbe sayes, That it is an evil! birde, will file

its owne nest . 1624 BP. HALL Rent. Wks. (1660) 7 Weie it

not for. .profaneness, these men would be dull, and (as we

say) dead on the nest. \bfiXorth sPlntarch) Addit. Lives

77 By this means the Spaniards found nothing in the Nest.

1823 [see FILE v. 2 i b].

c. A place or structure used by animals or in

sects as an abode or lair, or in which their eggs,

spawn, or young are deposited.
f 1386 CHAUCER Prioress&quot; T. 107 The serpent Sathanas,

That hath in Jewes hert his waspis nest, c 1400 Row. Rose

6504 It Is but foly to entremete, To seke in houndes nest

fat-mete. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
VI&amp;gt;

in. ii. 86 Foie-warning
winde Did seeme to say, seeke not a Scorpions Nest. 1611

Wint. T. iv. iv. 814 Hee has aSonne : who shall be. .set on
the head of a Waspes Nest. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in.

667 A Snake.. Leaving his Nest, and his Imperfect Young,
1741 Compl. Fatti. -Piece n. i. 303 The Does [of rabbits]

prevent them by stopping or covering their Stocks or Nests
with Earth or Gravel. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV.

77 They [dormice] inhabit woods or very thick hedges,

forming their nests in the hollow of some tree. 1818 KIRBY
& SI-ENCE Entomol. xvi. II. 60 Which sent most of the ants. .

in a fright to the nest. 1835 KIRBY Hab.
&amp;lt;5-

Inst. Animals
II. xxi. 384 Fishes, .sometimes, .prepare regular nests for

their young. 1899 igtb Cent. Sept. 400 Spring floods., wash
out the nests [of salmon] by wholesale.

d. A malformation on a tree, so called from

its outward resemblance to a bird s nest.

1887 W.PHILLIPS Brit.Discontycetes 404 Producing nests ,

or witches besoms
,
on birch.

2. A place in which a person (or personified

thing) finds rest or has residence ; a lodging,

shelter, home, bed, etc., esp. of a secluded or

comfortable nature ; a snug retreat.



NEST.

a. 1000 Phtenix 553 [from Job xxix. 18] Ic in minum neste
neobed ceose, haele hrawerig. a 1225 Ancr. R. 134 peos
[ancren] in swuche neste muwen habben herde reste. Ibid,

136 Wioine Jnne heorte, bet is Codes nest, c 1375 Cursor AF.

22556 (Fairf.), Lorde quere salle we J?an rest, quen we mai
naure-quere finde a nest. 1382 WYCLIF Hal&amp;gt;. ii. 9 Woo to

hym that gadrith euyl coueitise to his hous, that his nest be
in hee?. 1423 JAS. I Kinfis Q, clxxiii, That place that thou
cam fro, Quhicn is thy first and verray proper nest. 1562
J. HEYWOOD Pro^ .

&amp;lt;$- Epigr. (1867) 45 Husbande, I would
we were in our nest. 1596 SPENSER ./&quot;. Q, iv. v. 32 A
little cottage, like some poore man s nest. 1726 Penn s Wks.
I. Life 194 How to raise to your seines a great Name and
Estate to exalt your Nests. 1784 Cow PER Task 1.227, *

called the low-roofed lodge the Peasant s Nest. 1822
SHELLEY To Jane^ Recollection n The lightest wind was in
its nest, The tempest in its home. 1865 Times 30 Aug., In
one of the third-floor rooms of my hotel, . .a nest of unspotted
tidiness.

b. A place in which a thing is lodged or de-
i

posited.
1589 COOPER Admott. 22 The excessive buildings and

needelesse nestes of mens treasures. 1605 BACON Adi .Learn.
n. x. 5 To obserue, what cauities, nestes and receptacles
the humors doe finde in the parts. 1697 EVELYN Numism.
vii. 251 Taking them [medals] out of their respective Nests
and Localities. 1842 L. HUNT Palfrey iv. 15 Their drowsy
noses droop d alway To meet the beard s attractive nest.

t C. A niche. Obs. rare 1
.

Prob. a mistranslation of F. niche
^
after the vb. nicher to

nest. See also NESSET.

164^1 Woods Life (O.H.S.) IV. 57 To Mr. Jackson for

makeing the nest of the king s picture in the Librarie, 6//.

3. A place in which persons of a certain class

(esp. thieves, robbers, or pirates) have their usual

residence or resort.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. Pro!. 27 Lat the frere see Wher
is the nest of freres in this place ! 1500-20 DUNBAK Poems
Ixxxii. 43 $our burgh of beggeris is ane nest. 1568 GKAFTON
Cliron, II. 741 The king of Englande woulde not haue
suffered the French kyng to haue buylded such a couert
nest so nere his towne of Calice. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n.

272 He had razed Hen. Ovmgton s Castle, and Mac Hughes
Hand, which both had been neasts and starting holes for

theeves. 1648 GAGE West Ind. 159 That Church of Rome
is a wide and spatious nest. 1747 COOKE in Hanway Trar.

(1762) I. iv. Ivi. 260 This is said to have been formerly a nest
of robbers. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ J*\ x. I. 285 The western
and mountainous part of Cilicia, formerly the nest of those

daring pyrates. 1842 BORROW Bible in Sp, xxiv, Were the

friars still in their nest above there. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. (1875) Ill.xii. 125 The hill-fortress became a mere
nest of robbers.

b. A place or quarter in which some state of

things, quality, etc. (esp. of a bad kind), is fostered

or is prevalent; a haunt of crime, vice, etc.

1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 60 Gold, which is. .The
neast of strife, and nourice of debate. 1593 SHAKS. Rom.fy
Jvl. v. iii. 151, I heare some noyse Lady, come from that

nest Of death, contagion, and vnnaturall sleepe. 1642
ROGERS Naainan 35 Scarce one in a long time gastred out
of his neast of forme or profanenesse. 1879 FARRAR St.

Paul (1883) 130 Damascus, he had heard, was now the worst
nest of this hateful delusion. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Way Navy
75 The ship is a very nest of rumours.

4. A number of birds, insects, or other animals,

occupying the same nest or habitation ;
a brood,

swarm, colony.
c 1470 ffors, Shepe $ G. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.) 29 An

erthe of foxes : a neste of rabettis. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

V Epigr. (1867) 54 There is a nest of chickens. 1589 Pas-

quits Ret. D iv, They swell at him with enuie like a nest

of foule Toades. 1642 C. VERNON Consid. Exch. 88 Men
will be wary how they.. provoke a nest of waspes. 1727-8
PoPEZ.*/. to Swift 23 Mar., How much that nest ofHornets
are my regard, will easily appear to you. 1760 STILES in

Phil. Trans, LII. 42 The undulating motion of a nest of

caterpillars, when climbing the trunk of some vegetable.
1818 KIRBY & SPF.NCE Entomol. xvi, II. 62 A nest of ants.,

discovered a closet.. in which conserves were kept. 1881

CABLE Mine. Delphine ii. 6 Like a nest of yellow kittens.

b. A number or collection of people, esp. of

the same class or frequenting a common resort.

1589? LYLY Papfa iv. Hatchft C ij, It was one of your
neast, that writt this for a loue letter. 1652 CRASHAW Car
men Deo Wks. (1904) 275 Asham d that our world, now, can

show Nests of new Seraphims here below. 1695 LUTTRELL

Brief ReL (1857) III. 531 This week a whole nest ofclippers
were discovered by one Smith in hopes to gett a pardon,

1721 AMHERST Tcrree Fit. No. 20 (1726) 101 Should I call the

Covenanting refugee clergy.
5. An accumulation or collection of similar ob

jects ; also Jig. of immaterial things.
1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. v. v. 373 People found out

a nest of miracles in her education. 1666 G. ALSOP Mary
Land(\&$ 107 A most horrid neast of condemned Evils.

imtf/. in Pepys* Diary (1893) I. p. I, There was found

in his left kidney a nest of no less than seven stones. 1845
TALFOURD Vac. Rambles I. 135 A small nest of low bushes.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl, II. xv. 161 Making. .for a nest

of broken hummocks. 1874 DEUTSCH Rein. 192 Perfect

nests of arguments., stolen from the mediaeval successors of

those same Rabbis.

b. A number of buildings, or of narrow streets,

lying in close proximity to one another.

1796 COMBE Boydells Thames II. 165 Durham House was
become a nest of wharfs and warehouses. 1861 T. A. TROL-

LOPE La Bcata II. xvi. 157 They entered the nest of little

quiet streets. 1875 HELPS Sec. Press, ii. 16 A little London

boy, born and bred in some hideous nest of alleys.

6. A set or series of similar objects, esp. of such as

are contained in the same receptacle, or are so

99

made that each smaller one is enclosed in, or fits

into, that which is next in size to it.

Nest ojgoblets was common in the i6th c., and nest of
drawers in the first half of the iSth.

1524 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 190 My nest of my goblettes.
1540 Act 32 Hen. yilf, c. 14 Item for euery nest of comp-
ters, xviii. s. 1583 Rates of Customs C iv b, Hampers thu
nest containing three HJ.S. iiijf/. 1609 B. JOSSON SiV. Wont.
iv. i, Hee has got on his whole nest of night-caps. 1658
OSBORN Adv. San Wks. (1673) 231 They are all contained
within the compass of a just proportion (like a nest of

boxes). 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 335 Turned one within

another, like a nest of Crucibles or Boxes. 1704 Loud. Gaz.
No. 4060/5 One Nest of Drawers. 1783 R. CUMBERLAND Ob-
sen er No. 50 f 2 He has now gone pretty nearly through
my whole nest of shelves. 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor II. 22
The public is like a nest of patent coffins .. , one within
another. 1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Legacy (1854) 37 There
are nests of flower-pots, rakes, water-pots. 1863 TYNDALL
Heat v. 184 (1870) 148 Here is a nest of watch glasses.

b. A connected series of cogwheels or pulleys.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. MecJi. 1521/2.
7. a. J\Iin. An isolated deposit of a mineral or

metal occurring in the midst of other formations.

1725 T. THOMAS in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
VI. 120 Near his house has been discovered., a considerable
silver mine, or, as they call it, a nest of silver. 1796 KIRWAN
Elem. Mitt, (ed. 2) I. 188 Generally found in nests or veins
of rocks. 1833 LYKLL Princ. Ceol. III. 371 The secondary
rocks.. contain nests and small veins of. .iron and copper
pyrites. 1875 DAWSON Dawn Life ii. 13 Strata often diver
sified with veins and nests of crystalline minerals.

b. Path. A group of epithelial cells.

1871 T. H. GREEN Introd.PathoL 177 These masses are the
concentric globes ,

or epithelial nests , which are so
characteristic of epithelioma. 1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis.
Throat

&amp;lt;y

Nose II. 413 The microscopic characters of lupus
are . . infiltration of the integument with small cells arranged
in nests [etc.].

8. attrib. and Comb., as nest-door, -hole, pa&amp;gt; t&amp;gt;

-placer-plumage, -room, -tree ; nest-builder, -maker,

-robber, -wright ; nest-building, -composing, -keep

ing* -making, -taking , nest-deserted; f nest-cock,
-cockle, -frame (see quots.) ; f nest-gut (?); nest-

spring, -sugar (see quots.).
1883 Harper s Mag. Dec. 100/2 Nearly all the sun-fishes

are nest-builders. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIII. 380/2 This
is the home of the *nest-building tree ants. 1895 Daily
Neu S 19 Dec. 2/3 A lesson from the magpie on the art of

nest-building. 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Nescock or

*Nestcock) one that never was from home, a Fondling or
Wanton. 1611 COTGK., Clo$cnau&amp;gt; the Nestling, or *Nest-
cockle ; the last-hatched bird in a neast. 1601 CHESTKR
Love*$ Mart, clxxxii, The artificiale *nest-composing Swal
low. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigli i. 43 As restless

as a *nest-deserted bird. 1818 KEATS Endynt. \. 733 Within
the space Of a swallow s *nest-door. 1683 MOXON Mec/t.

E.rerc., Printing ii. P i *Nest-Frames to. .hold the Cases
that may lye out of present use. a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll
iv. 50

We re indeed see Dull In the *Nest-Gutt, wee Crye
fasting and full. 1893 G. D. LESLIE Lett. Afarco xxxviii.

256 The sand-martins *nest-holes. 1851 Zoologist IX. 3123

Capturing Hies among the gay petals for his *nest-keeping

partner. 1611 COTGR., Anntcheur, a nestler ; a *nest- I

maker. 1864-5 J- G. WOOD Homes without //. xxvii. (i 868)

514 When in a state of liberty.. it is an admirable nest-

maker. 1817 RAFFLES Java I. 51 The materials commonly
employed in *nest-making. 1863 ATKINSON Stanton Grange
(1864) 10 A favourite place, well suited for nest-making.

1794 Rigging Sf Seamanship I. 164 Close up between the

*ne;t part and jaw of the block. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia,

15 Wild swans. .voyaging..To their *nest-places. 1854
Zoologist XII. 4267 Describing the *nest plumage from

a dark specimen. 1893 Scribncr s A/a,f. June 769/1 He is

a *nest-robber at times, and a field-robber always. 1886

P. ROBINSON Teetotum Trees 159 Turtle-doves recompense
us by their beauty for our trifling concession of *nest-room.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 633/1 *Nest Spring, a

spiral spring of several concentric coils. 1890 ROSCOE &
SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. III. 641 Trehala manna,
which is obtained from the nest of a coleopterous insect ; . .

in Persia it is known as *nest-sugar. 1894 Daily News
8 Dec. 5/4 The former Act. .did not forbid *nest-taking or

egg-stealing in general. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zool. (1776) I.

191 After the breeding season rooks forsake their *nest-trees.

a 1793 G. WHITE Sclborne, On the Weather, The cawing
rook, .haunts her tall nest-trees. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy

Selv. 152 Apprenticeship to the craft of a *Nestwright.

Nest (nest), v. Also 3 nsestien, 7 neast.

[ME. mst(i}en (=MDu. and MLG. nesten\ f.

NEST sb., in place of OE. w&f(f)a*, MDn. and

OHG. (also mod.G.) nisten, with umlaut of the

stem-vowel.
(-825 I fsp. Psalter ciii. 17 Der spearwan nistacS. c 1000

Ags. Ps. (Spelman) ciii. 18 f^r sperwan nistiaS.)

I. intr. Of birds, etc. : To make or have a nest

or abode in a particular place, t Also, to resort

to the nest, to survive
(quot.

a 1300).
ciaogLAY. 21753 [There] is a elude haeh and strong, per

nxstieo arnes & ooere grsete uo3eles. a 1225 Ancr. R. 132

peos . . beoS eor5 briddes, & neste5 o fcwr eorde. a 1300 Vox
ff Wolf& in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 59 Thou hauest that ilke

ounder the splen ; Thou nestes neuere daies ten. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 92/4 To Nest, nidulari. 1587 HARMAR tr.

Beztt 279 This poore doue,.. did shee not nest, and as it were

hide her head in secret holes? 1650 FULLER Pis^aJi \\. xiii.

285 Wild Bees, not civilized in hives, but nesting on the

ground. 1680 OTWAY Orphan iv, Let s find some place
where adders nest in winter. 1773 G. WHITE in Phil. Trans.

LXIV. 200, I have.. seen them nesting in the Borough.
rti8o6 H. K. WHITE Poems (1837) 127 Where nests the raven,

sits the toad. 1827 POLLOK Course T. vm, A thousand

snakes.. Nest there. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount. % Mere
Xviii. 157 The unsavoury smelling hole. .where the same

pair of kingfishers nested year after year.

NEST-EGG.

ea, eveny nesng.
2. To settle or lodge as in a nest.

.. .
,

e

that within me nest. 1700 C. DAVES-ANT

re, strong ex.

tb. To sit down to ease oneself. Obs. ra)re~l
.

1670 Mod. Ace. Scot, in Harl. Misc. (1745) VI. 123 The
most Mannerly step but to the Door, and nest upon the
Stairs.

1 3. re/I. Of persons : To repose or rest, to

domicile or settle, (oneself) in a place. Obs. (freq.

-)
a 1300 Cursor M. 22556 Quar sal we ban re&amp;gt;t Quen nan

sal wite quar bam to nest, a 1425 Ibid. 9873 (Triu. 1

,
G&amp;lt;xl

bat wolde so him nest, In clene stud ben mo&amp;gt;the rest. 1573
TUSSER Husb. (1878) 27 Let wood and water request thee,
In good corne soile to nest thee. 1588 in Arb. Garner III.

37 What meaneth Love to nest him in the. .eyes.. Of my
mistress? 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 37 A Rabble
of Pirats nest themselves in Salla. 1705 HICKEHINGILL
Priest Cr. iv. (1721) 214 Some nest themselves, like Wasps,
only to buz about and sting.

T&quot;
b. transf. of things. Obs.

1607 Sckcl. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. iii. 151 The fift hipo-
Crisie..neasteth it self in the affections of the heart. 1641
MILTON Ck. Govt. \. iii. 12 Such a ministery establibh t in
the Gospel!, as.. nests it selfe in worldly honours.

4. In pa. ppk. Settled, established, comfortably
placed, in or as in a nest.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 132 The Masters and mariners..

being then nested in their owne homes. i6z8 FELTHAM
Resolves n. 1. 147 If we considered detraction to be. .nested

onely in deficient minds. 1673 TEMPLE Obs. United Proi*.

Wks. 17201.61 The Flock of People that for some time had
been nested there. 1754 FIELDING Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1784
X. 205 The wind had been long nested, as it were, in the
south west. 1834 M EDWIN Angler in Wales I. 155 The
side hills are well wooded, and nested among them are some
delightful country-houses. 1883 E. ARNOLD Ind. Idylls 241
There perched A thousand crows, . . Some nested, some on
branchlets, deep asleep.

b. Packed one inside another. (See NEST sb. 6.)

1870 Eng. IMech. 4 Mar. 596/3 [Crucibles] are sold one in

the other, and are then called nested . 1879 CassclCs Tcchn.
Educ. IV. 63/1 Glazed boxes round and square .. are

supplied nested , consequently of various depths.
C. Used as a nest, or for making nests ///.

1844 CHEEVER On Bunyans Pilgr. iv. (1847) 108 Leaves
nested with worms and overcurled. 1883 STEVENSON Si/~

vcrado Sq. (iS86J 42 Chestnuts. .nested in by song birds.

5. intr. To go bird s-nesting.
1876 UP. HANNINGTON in Life x. (1887) 146, 1 nested in the

i Bishop s garden, and round the belfry tower for swifts eggs.

6. trans. To provide with a nesting-place.
1896 WOOLLEY in Advance (Chicago) 305 Better be a vine

and cling to some grand old pile.. and nest its bats and owls.

Nest, obs. form of NEXT.
Ne stage. [f. NEST sbJ\ Nesting ; nests.

1863 T. TATE in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club 223 Want of room
for nestage.

tNestarm, app. for erstarni : see ARSE sb. 3.
f 1475 Pict. Voc.m Wr.-Wiilcker 751 Hoc intestinnmt hie

coInsi
nestarme.

Nest-box, [f. NEST sb. + Box s&.2]

1. A box containing others of graduated sizes

packed in a nest.

1660 Act 12 Chas. //, c. 4 Schedule s. v. Boxes t
Nest boxes,

the groce, containing twelve dozen nests. iSiz J. SMYTH
Pract. oj Customs (1821) &quot;49

Nest boxes. The gross to con
tain 12 dozen Nests, each Nest 8 Boxes. Ibid.

t
i Case,

containing. .2j Gross of Nest Boxes.

2. A box provided for a domestic fowl or other

bird to make its nest in.

1849 D. J. BROWNE Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 88 Every
poultry house. .should be provided with nest boxes.

Neste, obs. f. of NEXT
;
var. NIST v. Obs.

Ne sted, ///. a.
[f.

NEST v. + -ED!.] That
is settled in, or provided with, a nest.

17*9 SAVAGE Wanderer iv. 67 The chatt ring swallows
leave theirnested care. 1807 WORDSW. White Doe vn. 187

They, like a nested pair, reposed. 1876 E. HOPKINS Rose

Tnrquand I. xix. 277 The tender tweet ! tweet ! of the

nested birds in the ivy.

Ne-st-egg, sb.
[f.

NEST sb. + EGG s6.]

1. An egg, natural or artificial, left in a nest to

induce the bird to continue to lay in the same place,
after the other eggs have been abstracted.

1611 COTGR., Nicheitl, a neast-egge. 1614 MARKHAM
Cheap Ifnsl . (1623) 139 You shall gather your Egges vp
once a day, and leaue m the nest but the nest-Egge, and no
more. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1197 A nest-egg
should be left in every nest. 1859 All Year KonndtSo. 32.

125 If you want to make a farm-yard profitable, ..keep no

roosters and allow no nest-eggs.

b. In figurative context.
1606 Proc. agst. late Traitors 207 [You] endeavoured your

best and uttermost to broose the very neast-egge of this royale
and hie flying ayerie. a 1673 G. SWINNOCK in Spurgeon
Treas. David Ps. cxix. 104 A hypocrite ever leaves the

devil some nest-egg to sit upon.
13-2



NESTEB.

2. Something displayed, or serving, as an in

ducement or decoy.
1678 BUTLER Hud. m. iii. 625 Books and money laid for

shew, Like nest-eggs to make clients lay. 1709 Brit.

Apollo No. 56. 2/1 Lay Guineas carelesly on your Table
for Nest-Eggs._ 1796 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1892 XIII.
227, 1 should view the residence of the Commissioners.. as a
nest egg fpardon the expression) which will attract others.

1834 Tail s .Mitg. I. 421/1 Ye must try for grand names, sir,
for nest-eggs to begin with. 1884 SHARMAN Hist. Swearing
i. 7 It was by the aid of such simple nest-eggs as these that
the men managed to establish reputations.
3. A sum of money laid or set by as a reserve.
it 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crews, v. Eggc, To leave a Ncst-

cgff, to have alwaies a Reserve to come again. 1758 J.
BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 68 The. . payments will constitute
a bank, or nest egg. 1825 SCOTT 15 Oct. in Fam. Lett.

(1894) II. xxiii. 359 You might. .lay by the balance, which
..will make a tolerable nest-egg. 1860 GEM. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. clxi. III. 175 They preserved a nest-egg in the

shape of a duty of 8 per cent, on low stuffs. 1876 RUSKIN
Fors Clav. VI. 249 A nice little nest-egg of five hundred
pounds in the bank.
attrib. 1852 R. S. SL RTEES Sponge s SJ. Tour xxxii. 194

The Mangeysterne hounds wanted that great ingredient of

prosperity, a large nest-egg subscriber.

b. Something kept in reserve.

1837 BROWNING Strafford ii. i, But, brother, where s your
word For Strafford s other nest-egg, the Scots war? 1862
Br. WILBERFORCE in Life (1882) III. ii. 70, I and others kept
the Church as his nest-egg when he became a Whig, till it

was almost addled.

4. A sum of money serving as a nucleus for the

acquisition of more.
1822 GALT Provost xxxvii, The laird made him his man of

business, and, in a manner, gave him a nest egg. 1857
SMILES Sttphetuon (1859) 51 The first guinea which he had
saved, .had proved the nest-egg of future guineas.

Nestel, obs. form of NESTLE.
Ne Ster. rare. [f. XEST v. + -ER!.] A bird

that is building, or has built, a nest.

1893 Daily \rews 20 Apr. o/i The preservers of our
Heronry.. noted a falling off in the number of nesters.

MVstful. [f. NEST sb. + -PUL.] The quantity
(of eggs or young) that a nest can contain.

1598 FLORIO, Niiiiata, a nestfull, a couie. 1611 COTCR.,
Nyaie, an Airie, or neastful of. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk.
Clir, Poets (1863) ioo The swallows had time to hatch two
nestfulls in a chimney. 1883 FORBES Nat. Wand, E. Archip.
72, I stumbled on a nestful of six fledglings.

Nesthande, obs. variant of NEXTHAND.

Ne-sting, vbl. sb. [f. NEST v. + -ING i.] The
action, or manner, of constructing a nest or nests.

1767 G. WHITE Selborne xii, From the colour, shape, size,
and manner of nesting, I make no doubt.. the species is

nondescript. 1864-5 WOOD Homes without H. xxxi. (1868)
623 The bird is gregarious in its nesting, the rocky ledges
being crowded with the rude nests. 1874 COUES Birds ff. W.
50 An . . account of the nesting and eggs of this species.

b. attrib., as nesting-place, -season, -site, -song,
-station, -lime.
161 1 FLORIO, Nidamettto, a *nesting-place. 1774 G. WHITE

in Phil. Trans. LXV. 270 They are fearless while haunt
ing their nesting places. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 180
As wild-looking as the nesting-place of sea-fowl 1879
JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 338 In the ^nesting season
snakes are the terror of those birds that build in low bushes.
1888 Zoologist XIII. 18 Not finally deciding on a nesting-
site until May i7th. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia i. xiii, All
the jungle laughed with *nesting-songs. 1882 Proc. Berw.
Nat. Club IX. 506 They, .cling to their *nesting stations.
1600 SURFLET Countrie Fanne VII. xx. 836 The heron-
shewes haunting the same in *nesting time, would forsake
it. 1883 Harper s Mag. Dec. 101/1 In the warm weeks of

June come the sterner duties, the nesting-time.

MVsting,///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING *.] Making
or occupying a nest.

1658 ROWLAND tr. Afou/efs Tlieat. fits. 930 The Bombylus,
greatest of the nesting Insects, is bigger than either of the
Sirens. 1797 HOLCROFT tr. StoUerg s Trav. (ed. 2) III.
Ixxxviii. 467 There is a wall, which has cavities for nest

ing doves. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casit Cuii/i Wind. 29 In
secure, The nesting swallows fly off. 1893 Atlantic Monthly
July 63 The nesting-bird was one of the group.
Nestle (ne-s 1), v.l [OE. nestlian = MDu.

(mod.Du.) and MLG. nestelen; cf. OE. nistl(i]an,

nystlan = late MHG. nistela.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) Ixxxiii. 3 Turtle nistla3, \&amp;gt;xt

heo
afedeS fujelas xeonge. /^ ,-;;;_ ,5 0n bam . . spearwan
nystlao (Cant. Ps. nistliaeb).]

I. intr. 1. Of birds : To make or have a nest,

esp. in a place. =NEST v. i. Alsoy%-.
c VM&Lamb. Psaltercm. i6Dar spearwan nestliab. c 1275

LAV. 21753 A chlud swibe strong, ar nestle^ hearnes and
ober grete fo^eles. a 1300 E. E. Psalter ciii. 17 par sal

spaiwes be nestland. 1381 WYCLIF Jer. xxii. 22 Thou shalt
be confoundyd, . . that sittist in Liban, and nestlist in cedris.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 354/1 Nestlyn, nidiftco. 1545 JOYE
E.tp, Dan. iv. 48 b, The birdes nestled in hir branches.
1587 GOLUING De blornay xiv. (1617) 233 Euery of them
in their kind, do all Hue, nestle, and sing after one sort.
1600 SURFLET Counliie Farme vn liii. 885 They nestle
thrice a yeere, that is to say, in May, lune, and August.
1629 H. BURTON Truth s Triumph 328 Let such vncleane
birds neuer nestle or roost in Christian nurceries. 1769
PENNANT Brit. Zool. III. 20 It will prey on young birds,
whether on such as nestle on the ground [etc.]. 1855 W. S.
DALLAS Syst. Nat. Hist. II. 259 They nestle in rocks and
holes of trees, and lay five or six eggs.

b. To lodge or settle as in a nest.
a 1400-50 Alexander 506 par it nestild in a noke as it a

nest were. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE Fables ccccxxxlx, A Cock
was got into a Stable, and there was he Nestling in the
Straw among the Horses. 1751 Narr. O/H.HI.S. Wafer

100

ico When they [penguins) breed, , . they nestle three or four

together in a Hole. 1851 KINGSLEY Sonn. Poems (1878) 222

Nightingales who nestle side by side. 1853 Hypatia
xii, The warblings of the tropic birds which nestled among
the branches.

C. Of other living things.
1705 ADDISON Italy Wks. 1 721 1 1. 163 The floor is strowed . .

with several kinds of plants, amongst which the Snails
nestle all the winter, a 1738 SWIFT South Sea 95 The
Monsters nestle in the Deep, To seize you in your passing
by. 1881 TYNDALL Floating Matter Air \b\ It was no un
common thing to see from ten to twenty monads nestling
and quivering m this moss .

t 2. To take up one s abode, to settle or squat,
in a place. Obs.

1406 HOCCLEVE La Male Regie 288 Lest fauel yow fro
wele tryce, No lenger souffre hir nestlen in your ere. 1555
W. WATREMAN Fardlc Facions ir. ix. 190 Thei nestled
first vpon the floude Araxis. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s
Brit, I. 672 Some out of Ireland, entred in by stealth into
this Isle also, and nestled there, a 1656 USSHER Ann. vi.

(1658) 304 Menander was coming on with a great army,
which would not suffer him to nestle in Cappadocia. 1797
BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 422 If they can nestle in the country
for any time . . they cannot fail of profiting of the discontents.

3. Of persons : To settle down as in a nest, or
in a snug or comfortable manner. (Freq. with im

plication of affection, as in next.)
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thei enofs Trav. r. 30 The Turks.,

think it strange that the Francks suffer their Hair to grow ;

for they say that the Devil nestles in it. 1821 JOANNA
BAILLIE ATetr. Leg., Lady G. Baillie xxxii, With her in

mimick war they wrestle, Beneath her twisted robe they
nestle. 1832 Hr. MARTINEAU Ireland 119 Begging by day,
and nestling wherever they could find a hole by night.
1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge I.vxi, She nestled.. in Emma
Haredale s bosom. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE in Harpers Mag.
Nov. 935/1 She nestled luxuriously among the cushions.

b. To draw or press close, or near, to a thing
or person, esp. in an affectionate manner.
1709 STEELE Taller No. 9^3 Here Parisatis heard her

Niece nestle closer to the Key-hole. 1838 LYTTON Alice
\. ii, She drew a stool to her mother s feet, . . nestling to her
and clasping her hand. 1863 JEAFI-RESON Sir Everanfs
Dau. 176 Nestling closer to him in the dark corner.

4. Of things or qualities : To lie half-hidden or
embedded in some place or thing.
1788 BURKE Impeachm. IV. Hastings Wks. XIII. 17 It is

feared, that
partiality may lurk and nestle in the abuse of

our forms of proceeding. 1849 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser i. xi.

(1866) 193 The beauty of the Hly nestling in the grass. 1863
COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. ii. 36 His cheerful morality
nestles in his heart, and inspires his actions.

b. Of dwellings, etc.: To lie in a snug or

sheltered manner in some situation.

1842 J. B. PHASER Alice Neemroo II. 320 Numerous
villages.. nestled in sheltered nooks among the ravines.

1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado I. 3 The country-houses of
planters, .nestling in orange groves. 1884 J. COLBORNE
Hicks Pasha 69 Large groves of palm trees, among which
nestled small hamlets.

II. 5. a. refl. To settle or establish (oneself)
in a place. Also with into. Now rare.

1547 J- HARRISON Exhort. Scottes dviij, These men..
nesteled themselfes in the nighte of that ignoraunt worlde.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chrort. I. 72/1 The Picts..came and
nestled themselues in Louthian. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
HI. iv. i. v. (1651) 63i The Socinians, that now nestle them-
selves about Crakowe and Rakowe in Poland. 1642 ROGERS
Naanian. Table, The Creature.. nestles it selfe in her ease
and welfare, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1827) III. 106 They
have seen perjury and murder nestle themselves into a
throne. 1826 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 101/2 A gentleman . .

who had nestled himself in an English borough.
b. trans. To push in, to press, rest, or settle

(one s head, etc.) in a snug or affectionate manner.
c 1696 PRIOR Love Disarmed 7 He found a downy bed

And nestled in his little head. 1798 MME. D ARBLAY Let.
Mar., He only nestled his little head in my neck. 1886 Tip
Cat xix. 261 Letty, quite contented, nestled her face against
Tip Cat s sleeve and dozed. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3)
266 She walked very close to me, as though she would nestle
her shoulder against mine.
6. To place in, or as in, a nest; to set in a

secure place ; f to tend, nurse.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 185 King Henry and his

faction nesteled and strengthend him and his alyes in the
North regions, c 16x1 CHAPMAN Iliad xxiu. 687 This
Ithacus so highly is intend To this Minerua that.. She,
like his mother, nestles him. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall
(1890) 148 He. .had nestled her as an eagle does its young
among the rocky heights of the Sierra Morena. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxv, The words had nestled their
venomous life within her.

b. To provide with a nesting-place.
1644 EVELYN Diary 17 Oct., Trees.. which serve to nestle

and pearch all sorts of birds. 1838 ELIZA COOK Land of
Birth iii. Where the citron-tree nestles the soft humming
bird. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xvi. 402 Her
first speech is one of those pleasant jests that nestle a gentle
philosophy beneatli their light wording.

C. In pa. pple. Nested ; settled or placed as in

a nest. Also with in, away.
1582 STANYHURST /Etieis in. (Arb.) 77 Where foule bird

foggye Celxno And Harpy is nestled, c 1595 SOUTHWELL
St. Peter s Compl.\% My life was nestled In the summe of

happinesse. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarck., Hen. IV, xxxviii,
In Danae s Cage Wee Nestled happy are. 1824 Miss MIT-
FORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 80 There are lambs amongst
them, .nestled in by their mothers. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Prop/i. 235 So nestled was Petra in its rocks, that [etc.].

1883 Harper s .\fag. Mar. 533/1 Little clusters of. .trees.,
told where the little villages were nestled away.
Hence Ne stled///. a.

NESTLING.
1868 SILL Poems 63 Odorous airs, with blessing filled

From nestled blossoms round my grave.
Ne Stle, v.3 Now only dial. [Of obscure

origin : identity with prec. is not clear.] intr.

To be uneasy or restless ; to fidget ; to move or
bustle about ; to trifle. Hence Ne stlirg vbl. sb.%
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., What a nestling you

keep, how restless and uneasy you are. 1704 STEELE Lying
Lover m. i, Did you mind how she nestled and fumed
inwardly to see your Ladyship look so well. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey), s.v., To Nestle about t to move here and there.

1796 MARSHALL Yorksh. (ed. 2) II. 335 To Ncssle, or Nestle,
to fidget. 1828 in Craven Gloss. 1853- in dial, glossaries
(Lane., Yks., Line. ; Hants, Surr., Suss.).

Nestle-COCk. Now only dial. Also 7 nessle-.

[f. NESTLE v.1 + COCK sb.i- \ cf. nest-cock, -cockle,
s.v. NEST sb. 8.] The last-hatched bird, or

weakling of a brood ; hence, a mother s pet ;
a

spoilt or delicate child or youth.
1626 MIDDLETON Anything for Quiet Life iv. ii, My

mother was wont to call me your nestle-cock, and I love
you as well as she did. 1640 NABBES Bride Pro!., A play
Wherein a nesslecock, or youth o th towne.. s a gallant
growne. a 1661 FULLER Worthies, London (1662) II. 196
One coaks d or cocker d, made a wanton or a Nestle-cock
of, delicately bred and brought up. a 1791 in Pegge Dcrbi-
cisms (E. D. S.) 48. 1864-83 in Lane, and Yks. glossaries.

Nestler (neribi). [f. NESTLE Z/.I + -EB!; cf. G.
nt

st(e]fer.]
A nesting bird; a nestling; also

transf. a little child.
1611 COTCR., Annicheur, a nestler ; a nest-maker. 1653

MOUFET & BENNET Healths hnprov. (1746) 183 Cuckows
Flesh, whilst it is a Nestler, is by Perot highly extolled.

1827 ATHERSTOSE Tomorrow 149 What tis he sings to the
soft nestler there.

(
1866 ALGER Solit. i\ at. $ Man H. 43

The mother, .missing, .the darling nestler.

Nestle-tripe. Now only dial. Also 7 -trett.

ff. as nestle-cock with obscure second element;
mod. dialects also have the forms nestle-bird, -bub,

-draff, -draft, -dris\ see the Eng. Dial. Dict.\
NESTLING sb. 2.

1616 J. LANE Contn. Sqr.&quot;s T. v. 76, I, that am his eldest
and first borne, shall have the nesteltrett sett mee beforne.
Ibid. 139 Shees but the nesteltrett. 1823 New Monthly
Mag. VII. 235 The little nestle-tripe we hoisted out of the
brine. 1823 /&&amp;lt; VIII. 497 The nestletripe of the sons.

Ne St-like, a. [f. NEST sb. + -LIKE.] Resem
bling a nest.

a T 793 G. WHITE Selborne, Invitation^ Where nods in air
the pensile, nest-like bower. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol.
xxi. (1818! II. 262, I once found it.. in the nest-like umbel
of the wild carrot. 1864 TENNYSON En. A rd. 59 He . . made
a home For Annie, neat and nestlike.

Nestling (ne stlirj, ne slin), sb. [ME. nest

ling, f. NEST $b. + -LIKG i, or NESTLE v. 1 + -ING 3, =3

MDu.
nestelim,^

Du. -ling* G. nest-, nis(e}ltng.~\
1. A young bird which is not yet old enough to

leave the nest.

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 395 The nedy nestlmgis, whan
they the note herde of the hende egle. x6ix COTCR., Niais,
a neastling. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nestligs %

Canary-Birds, brought up by hand. 1773 G. WHITE Selborne

xxxviii, These small weak birds, some of which were nest

lings twelve days ago. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalabet v. iv, The
mother-bird had moved not, But cowering o er her nestlings,
Sate. 1859 DARWIN Ori%. Sfec. iii. 62 We forget how largely
these songsters,.. or their nestlings, are destroyed by birds
and beasts of prey.
transf. a 1693 Urquhart s Rabelais m. xxxviii. 317

Nestling, ninny and youngling fool. 1860 READE Cloister $
H. xxxviii, Here is something hard lurking in this soft nest.

Come forth, I say, little nestling ! . .It was a gold ring.

2. The youngest child of a family.
1572 Wills $ Inv. N&quot;. C. (Surtees 1835) 388 Bartye Ander-

sonne . . was the nestlynge of all her doughters childre. 1597
HALL Sat. 11. ii. 43 Second brothers, and poor nestlings
Whom more injurious Nature later brings Into the naked
world. 1853 J. RAINE Richmond Wills (Surtees) ifonate,
His mother could give but a scanty portion to the nestling
of her family.
3. attrib. with bird, cuckoo, nightingale, etc.

1772 BARRtNGTON in Phil. Trans. LXII. 325, I have
taken four young ones from a hen skylark, and placed in

their room five nestling nightingales. 1804 BINGLEY Anim.
Biog. (1813) I. 26 The attempt of a nestling bird to sing,

may be compared with the imperfect endeavour of a child

to talk. 1860 All Year Round No. 63. 295 The nestling
cuckoo ungratefully ejects his legitimate foster-brethren out
of the family nest. 1889 A. R. \VALLACE Darwinism 26

The destruction commences, and is probably most severe,
with nestling birds.nesng rs.

Nestling (ne slin), vbl. sl&amp;gt;,

1
[f. NESTLE z/.

ING 1
; cf. MDu. nestelinge, G. nistelung.]

1. The action of the vb. in various senses.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 3^4/1 Nestelynge, nidlficacio. 1557
TUSSER H-usb. 41 Nestling of verlettes..Make[s] many a
rich man, to shet vp his doores. 1625 BACON Ess., Gardens

(Arb.) 564 That the Birds may haue more Scope, and Natural

Nestling. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. 10 Previous
..to laying, the work of nestling becomes the common care.

1816 L. HUNT Rimini in. 409 Places of nestling green, for

poets made.

t 2. A place of settling. Obs. rare
~l

.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \\. x. 5 The secresies of the

Passages, and the Seats or neastling of the humours,

3. Comb., as nestliiig-plact;.

1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 268 This little nestling place
of her childhood. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy Sthm. (1858) 296
A tall inacce&amp;gt;sible precipice., had furnished a secure nestling-

place to a pair of ravens.

Nestling, vbl. sb;- : see NESTLE z/.-



Nesto riously, adv. rare-

After the manner of Nestor.
[f. NESTOR.]

NESTLING.

Me stling, ///. a. [f. NESTLE z.i + -ING 2.]

That nestles, in various senses of the verb.

1839 LONGF. Voices ofNight Prel. viii,When nestling buds
unfold their wings. 1846 DICKENS Battle ofLife i, In the

nestling town among the trees. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Roinola
Introd., The rosy warmth of nestling children.

Nestor (ne stoi). [a. Gr. Neffreup.] The name
of a Homeric hero famous for his age and wisdom,

applied allusively to, or used as a designation of,

an old man.
1588 SHAKS. . L. L. iv. iii. 169 To see. .Nestor play at .

push-pin with the boyes. 1614 R. TAILOR Hog Iiatk lost

Pearl iv. in Dodsley O. PL (1780) VJ. 429 What, weep st

thou, aged Nestor ? Take comfort, man. 1656 BLOUNT i

Glossogy. s. v., We take it proverbially when we use Nestor ;

for a man of great age. lyzy GAY Fables i. xliii, Thus i

rke
the Nestor of the plain. 1817 J. BRADBURV Trav,

ler. 120 Some aged Nestors tottered along with the

crowd. 1883 Harper s Mag. May 860/2 This Nestor of art

is not forgotten by his old associates.

Comb. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. v. 6 These grey Locks, the

Pursuiuants of death, Nestor-like aged, in an Age of Care.

Hence Nesto riau tf.
1 rare~*.

1605 TIMME Quersit. I. xvii. 92 It will suffice., to prolong
our dayes to Nestorian yeares.

Nestoriail (nesto rian), sb. and a.* [ad. L.

Nestoridn-uS) f. Nestori-u$\ see next.]

A. sb. An adherent or follower of Nestorius :
;

one who accepts or professes Nestorianism.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. iii. 500 The sect of Nestorianys. i

1579 FULKE Confut. Sanders 552 Anastasius was a fauourer
\

of Nestorians. 1612 BREHEWOOD Lang, fy Rclig. xix. 175
The Nestorians in the north part of Mesopotamia. 1681

BAXTER Ace. Sherlock iv. 190 The Christians, called Nes- .

torians, .. are exceeding numerous in a great part of the

East. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 11/2 The see of
|

Seleucia, which the patriarch of the Nestorians has always I

filled. 1840 Penny CycL XVI. 155/1 The Nestorians at one
time spread into Persia. 1880 Expositor XI. 458 The .

Nestorians appealed to Theodore in support of their doctrine.

B. adj. 1. Of persons : Accepting, professing, j

or adhering to, Nestorianism.

1565 JEWEL Repl. Harding To Rdr., The Nestorian
j

heretics. 1602 T. FITZHERBERT Afiol. 37 Being a magician,
and a nestorian heretyk. 1663 SiRT. HERBERT ^^^.(1677)
32 The Epithete we give, more probably belongs to another
Nestorian Prince. 1765 tr. Mos/ieim s Eccl. Hist. (1833) 471
The great Nestorian pontiffs, .look with a hostile eye on
this little patriarch. 1863 Chr. Work Dec. 644 The people
among whom the Nestorian Christians are groaning.
2. Pertaining to, connected with, Nestorius or

the Nestorians ; of the nature of Nestorianism.
1680 BAXTER Cath. Cominttn. (1684) 14 The Nestorian

Liturgy is one of the.. best that I find recorded. 1724
WATERLAND Crit. Hist. Athan. Creed vii. 108 They also

condemn d the Nestorian tenets. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XIII. n/2 One of the chief promoters of the Nestorian
cause was Barsurnas. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 155/1 This
doctrine, .was the origin of the Nestorian schism. 1880

Expositor^.. 456 His writings were thought tocountenance
the Nestorian heresy.

So f Nestorine. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 132 J?e heretikes of bis yle, J?e

wich be cleped Nestorynes, take but litil kepe of his body. ,

Nestp-rianisni. TheoL [f. NESTORUN + !

-ISM.] The doctrine of Nestorius, patriarch of
j

Constantinople (appointed in 428), by which
Christ is asserted to have had distinct human and

i

divine persons.
1612 BREREWOOD Lang, fy Relig; xix. 172 Cosrhoes..

:

inforced all the Christians of the Persian empire to Nestor
ianism. 1659 PEARSON Creed 11. 256 He ejected him.,
under the pretence of Nestorianiame. 1727-38 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Nestorians^ The Chaldee Christians, who still

profess Nestorianism. 1866-7 BARING-GOULD MytJis Mid.

^^^(1894) 48 The report whico reached Europe of the won
derful successes of Nestorianism in the East. 1884 Catholic
Diet. (1897) 658/1 The writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia
prepared the way for Nestorianism.

Nesto riauize, ^. [f. as prec. + -IZE.] intr.
\

To hold Nestorianism. Hence ZTestOTianizer.
1888 Guardian 18 Apr. 570/3 Theodore of Mopsuestia, . . a

Nestorianizer before Nestorius. 1895 EDWARDS in Expositor
Oct. 247 Nestorianizing tendencies in Eustathius.

1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 318 Because hee did it

StrategicoS) that is, Imperatoriously, or Nestoriously.
Ne storize, v. rare. [f. NESTOR.] trans. To

fill (one) with the idea of being as wise as Nestor.
1612 J. DAVIES Wks. (Grosart) II. 89 Fauour and base

flatt ry Fooles haue spild ; for with them both, we Fooles
doe Nestorize.

Net (net), j.i Forms: 1-6 nett, (i hnett,
2 nyt), 3 neth, 5 note, neett, 4-6 nette, (3-7
//. nettes), i- net. [Common Teut. : OE. net(t
neut. = OS. net, MDu. net (nette \ Du. net^
MLG.

mtte&amp;gt; OHG. ne^i, ne^i (MHG. nesze,

netzc, G. netz}^ ON. net (Da. net^ Sw. nat\ Goth.
nati. The existence of an ON. not^ large net,

appears to imply an ablaut-stem nat-t not-, the

original sense of which is obscure.]
1. An open-work fabric made of twine or strong

cord, forming meshes of a suitable size, used for

the capture of fish, birds, or other living things.
Freq. also with defining terms, denoting the purpose or

form of the net, or the method of using it, as bag-, bcach-^

castdng]-, dip-, dredge-^ drift-, fishing-^ traiul-nct, etc.;

hcrring-, mackerel-, rabbit-, sparroivnet, etc.
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c 888 K. ALFRED Boetli. xxxii. 3 HwxStr ^e nu settan
eower nett on |ja hehstan dune, bonne ^e nscian willa3?

6-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iv. 18 [Peter and Andrew]
KcgendOQ hnett in sac. c 1000 yKLFRic Colloq. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 92 Ne canst J?u huntian buton mid nettum ? c 1200
Trin. Colt. Hoin. 209 Al*e hunte driue3 deor to grune o3er
to nette. a 1225 A tier. K. 334 per beo5 his nettes, (?er
beo3 his greahundes. . igedered togederes. c 1300 Havclok
752 Mam god fish ^er-inne he tok, Bojje with netli, and
with hok. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chroit. IVace (Rolls) 14679
pe Payens wypowte leide nettes & lynes, & sparewes toke.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 83 Jadahel, as seith the bok, Ferst
made Net and fisshes tok. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 354/2
Nett, to take wytlie fysche, retc. 1530 PALSGK. 248/1 Net
to catche byrdes with, tonticlle. 1597 MlDDLETON Wistf,

Solomon iv. 12 The fisher lays his bait, fowler his net. 1660
N. INGELO Bentiv. $ Ur. i. (1682) 6 [The fish] swam
voluntarily every day into their Nets. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
1 ast.ui. 117,1 hold the Nets,while you pursue the Prey. 1774
GOLDS.M. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 302 By watching the seasons
when our small birds begin to migrate . . and by taking them
with nets in their passage. 1832 G. R. POUTER Porcelain fy

Gl, 6 The men employed in fishing.. frequently drew up in

their nets some coarse . . earthen vessels. 1853 REAUE Ck&amp;gt;:

Jo/itistane 159 These nets are tied to one another, and paid
out at the stern of the boat.

b. _/%. A means of catching or securing a per
son ; esp. a moral or mental snare, trap, or en

tanglement.
c 825 Vcsp. Psalter cxl. 10 FallaS in nette his synfulle.

c 1200 OKMIN 13474 To lacchenn himm wibb spelless nett
To brinngemi himm tocriste. c 1375 ^&amp;gt;c. Lfg. Saints xxxiv.

(Pelagia.) 183, I haf bene dissaweful nete, bat be feynde sere

sawlis has gert gete. 1426 LYDG. DC Guil. Pitgr. 15192 It

ys ful hard a man tescape..Fro my nettys off tresoun.

1500-20 DuNBAR Poems xlvi. 102, 1 counsall every man, that

he Withlufe nocht in trie feindis net be tone. 1576 FLEMING
PanopLEpist. 213 Many haue beene so insnared & intanglcd
(as it were) in nettes of doubtfull reasons, a. 1628 F. GREVIL
Poems I. (1633) 38 Nets of opinion to entangle spirits.

1671 MILTON P. R, n. 162 Skill d to.. draw Hearts after

them tangl d in Amorous Nets. 1738 A&quot;i /// $ Anim. Oecan.
Pref. (ed. 4) 24 Nature.. will not suffer herself to be taken

by Nets spun out of the Brain. 1780 COWFER Progr. Err.

313 Caught in a delicate soft silken net By some lewd earl.

1814 BYRON Lara. I. xix, Vain was the struggle in that

mental net. 1888 STEVENSON Block Arrow iv. vi, Not
only was the town, .a mere net of peril for their lives.

c. transf. A spider s web.
e 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxxviii. 12 He . . wyrS swa tedre swa

swa gange-wifran nett. Ibid, Ixxxix. 10. c 1220 Bestiary 479
Danne renneS }e [the spider] rapelike..nimeo

7

anon to oe
net. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 274 b/2 Spyders takyng flyes

by the nettes of theyr copwebbes. [1513 DOUGLAS .-Ends
xn. Pro]. 171 Full byssely Aragne wevand was, To knit

hyr nettis.] 1658 ROWLAND tr. Aloufefs Theat. Ins. 1070
In Autumn amongst small Rose-boughs it extendeth an
artificiall Net. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Web, Attend

ing nearly to a spider weaving a net. 1753 Ibid. Supp.
s.v. Spider, The hazel spider ..spins very Jarge nets. 1840
Ciivier s Anint. Kingd. 461 It constructs its net with loose

and irregular meshes.

d. In proverbs and phrases.
1523- [see FISH sli.

1 1 c]. 1535 STEWART Crou. Scot. II. 451
Tha socht the fische rycht far befoir the net. 1562 J.

HEYWOOD Prov. fy Epigr, (1867) 167 It is yll fyshyng before

the net.

2. An open fabric of mesh-work (as in sense I,

or of other materials), used for such purposes as

covering, protecting, confining, holding, etc.

niooo Cxdmon s Exod. 74 (Gr.), par halij god .. bslce

oferbraedde byrnendne heofon, haljan nette hatwendne

lyft. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 373 Conopio, nette,

fleosryfte. 1383 WYCLIF i Kings vii. 17 Seuen litil nettis..

in the toon heed couerynge, and seuen lytil nettis in the

tothir heed couerynge. 1577 B. GOOCE Hercsbach s Husb.
in. (1586) 141 b, The shepeheard carrieth with him his

Hardelles and his nets and other necessaries. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 836 They lie in Nets or Beddes hanging
above the ground . . to avoide hurtfull creatures. 1631

SHERWOOD s. v., A net of wire (set afore glass windowes),

araigne. 1721 [see cabbage-net s. v. CABBAGE sb 5]. 1784

COWPER Task iv. 263 Weaving nets for bird-alluring fruit.

1824 LOUDON Eiuycl. Card. (ed. 2) 2210 Protecting by
nets is effected by throwing either straw, hay, bass, hempen,
or woollen nets over standard trees. 1856 STONEHENGE
Brit. Rural Sports 502 A low net divides this [tennis]

court into two equal spaces. 1889 Pauline VIII. 24 Their

wickets at the nets were as a rule very poor.

b. To dance (or march} in a net, to act with

practically no disguise or concealment, while ex

pecting to escape notice; in later use, to do

something undetected. Now only arch.

1583 FULKE Def. Tr. Script, vi. (1843) 242 Now you haue

gotten a fine net to dance naked in, that no ignorant blind

buzzard can see you. 1592 KYD Sp. Trag. iv. iv. 118

Whose reconciled sonne Marcht in a net, and thought

himselfe vnseene. 1679 DHYDEN Limterliam it. i, I have

danced in a net before my father, . . retired to my chamber

undiscovered. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxiii, You must not think

to dance in a net before old Jack Hildebrod.

3. A piece of fine mesh-work used as a part of

dress, as a veil, or as a means of confining the

hair (cf. HAIR-NET).
1483 RICH. Ill in Drake Etoracum I. iv. (1736) 117 T&amp;lt;

short Gowns.., the one with Drippis and the other witn

Netts 1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkaiorwes 68 Arachne that

doth tinsels forme, And nets, and lawnes. 1617 MORYSON
//i. in. 173 They weare nets and black vailes, covering

therewith their faces. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. ill- *xxvmi
Her dark locks dishevell d flow From net of pearl. 1878

Encyil. Brit. VI. 470/2 The hair is usually .. inclosed in a

net or cowl. , f
b. A kind of machine-made lace composed ot

small meshes. Also attrib.

1832 [see BOBBIN-NET]. 18440. DODD Tt.ttiltManii/.\n.

NET.

213 In some of these establishments various kinds of net and
lace, .are made. 1862 MKS. H. WOOD Channings xvii, Her
mob-cap was of spotted net. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 4 Feb. 3/3
Three deep flounces on a fine net foundation.

4. Something resembling a net ; a number of

lines, veins, fibres, etc., arranged like the threads
of a net ; a reticulation or network.
1594 BLCXDEVIL E.tcrc. vi. Introd. (1636) 604 In the said

Net are certaine Circles, which are Parallels to the forcsaid
Finitor. 1615 CROOKE Body pf Man 466 That place where
the wonderfull Net is made by those soporane Arteries.

1845 Eiuycl. Meti-op. VII. 183/2 The soft inner layers %i ere

distinguished by the name of mucous body or Malpighian
net. 1884 Bow ER & SCOTT De Barys P/ianer. 433 The nets
of laticiferous tubes of the stem.

b. Crystal!. (See quots.)
1855 Orrs Circle Set., Crystallogr. 297 A drawing of the

faces of a solid, arranged so that the mode! may be folded

up from a single piece of pasteboard, is called a net. 1862
I. B. JORDAN Const. Models Crystallogr. I The term net. .

has been given to a series of geometrical figures drawn on a

plane, representing the faces of a crystal.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. in various uses,
as net-basin, -cord, -fisher(niaii), -falling, -frame,
-man, -mesh, -pole, -trade, -trap, -twine; made
of net , as net cap, comforter, garter, purse ;

b.

objective or obj. genitive, as net-bearer, -braider,

-caster, -cutter, -making, -monger, -worker; c.

similative, as net-fashion, -like, -traceried, -veined,
wise adv.

;
d. special combs., as net-bag, (a) the

pocket of a bag-net ; (/&amp;gt;)

a bag made of net ; net-

ball, an American game in which a ball is thrown
into a laige pocket-net attached to a high pole;
&quot;)

net-danced (see 2 b} ; net-fern, a fern of the

genus Cleichenia ; net-fish, (a) a basket-fish ;

(t&amp;gt;)

fish taken with the net; net-masonry, a form
of masonry in which the joints resemble the

meshes of a net ; net-passing, a form of needle

work ; net-pin, a pin used in net-making ; net-

roper, dial, the man in charge of a net-ro^e ;

net-sinker or -weight, a weight used to sink a

net in fishing. Also NETMAKEK, -WORK.
1727 PliilipOuarll(i &-L&) 27 Finding a fowl in the *net-

bag. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midc (1859) 244 Taking half a
dozen wild sea fowl s eggs out of the net bag that he usually
wore his hair in. 1900 Daily A eius 29 May 6/3 An
American game called *Net Lall was played last evening
at the Alhambra. 1883 in Goode Fish. Indiist. U.S.A. 76

(Fish. Exhib. Publ.), Turning them from their course into

*net basins which were placed there. 1647 R. STAI-YLTON

Juvenal 31 A retiarius, or &quot;net-bearer, so named fiom a kind

of (bate net, which he carryed in his hand, c 1440 1 romp,
Parv. 354 2 *Neet Breydare, reciarins. 1599 NASHE Lenten

Stuffe 17 Netbrayders, or those that haue no cloathes..but

what they earne. .by brayding of nets. 1835 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. I. 51, I notice she puts on a certain *net cap. 1586

J. HOOKER Hist. Ircl. in Holinshcd II. 27/1 The net-

caster bauing ouerthrowne the swordplaier. 1834 Tait s

Mag. I. 59/1 A green and white &quot;net-comforter was twisted

round its chin. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk.Farm II. 72 Stakes to

. .be 3 inches above the &quot;net-cord. 1899 Daily A eivs 27 July

7/2 If any *net cutter is found which will effectually pieice
these new nets,. .the torpedo net will be doomed. 1602

WARNER Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxix. 327 Nor shall be said the

*Net-danc t fals of diuers wish t more trew. 1521 Rutland
JI/SS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV. 264 To make engynes and

calteroppes, *nette fashion for the wane. 1671 WINIHORI&quot;

in Pint. Trans. VI. 2223 Until a fitter English name be

1894 li estin. Gaz. 25 Sept. 2/1 The net-fishers did not . . make

enough to pay for their licences. 1883 SHEA Neufoiindl.
l&amp;lt;~isli. 12 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.), *Net fishing is more regular
and satisfactory. 1824 LOUDON Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) 2210

Placing it over tender flowers.. by means of &quot;net frames.

a 1613 OVERBLRY A Wife. etc. (1638) 180 From ever having
leisure to weare &quot;net-Garters. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan
81 Which.. doe forme a &quot;Net-like complication. 1698
PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XX. 327 With the Canes split

they make their Net-like Seats. 1796 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) IV. 52 Disposed.. over the whole surface in a

chain-like or net -like manner. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. farm
II. 72 All the instruments required in this sort of &quot;net-

making. 1883 Pall Mall Gaz. o Mar. 4/1 Tons of fish . . are

carted away by this means by the &quot;net men. 1611 COTGR.,

Maa/tie, a Lozenge, or *Net-mash. 1706 PHILLIPS (cd.

Kersey), &quot;Kct-Masonry, a particular sort of muring, or

walling. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cyel. s. v. Masonry, Net-

masonry, called by Vittuvius, rcticitlatum, from its resem

blance of the mashes of a net. 1847 A. SMEATON Bnilder s

Man. 107 Net masonry. . . Where the stones are squared and

placed upon one of the angles, their joints thus forming a

net-like appearance. 1630.J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Jacke-a-
LentV/ks. I. 117/2 Lent might gape for Gudgeons,. .were

it not for these &quot;Netmongers. 1001 DAY& BUCKLE Art in

A eidlrwk. ix. (ed. 2) 86 Net Passing, .is not very differently

worked from [lace buttonholing], a 1652 BROME Queen
iv. i, But I have other Arts:. .The Wheel, the Frame, the

*Net-pin .. are most familiar with me. 1813 Sporting

Mag. XXII. 4 By this means manage his &quot;net-poles
with

greater ease. 1840 MRS. GALGAIN Lady s Assist. 169 Very

pretty long Grecian net purse for a lady. 1892 P. H.

EMERSON Son of Fens 58 The master, mate, hawse-man,

wheelman, *net-roper, and me lived aft in the cabin. 1865

TYLOR Early Hist. Man. viii. 192 The natural net-sinkers,

formed of chalk flints. 1896 J. F. HODGSON in Durh.
Arch. Trans. IV. 113 The four-light &quot;net-traceried east

window. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VIII. 741/2 Statistical view

of the &quot;net trade. 1768 BAKRINGTON in Pennant Brit. ZOM.

II. App. iv. 560 They are caught in a &quot;net trap. 1844 H.

STEPHENS Bk.Farm II. 36 The shepherd should always be

provided with &quot;net-twine. 1861 BENTLEY Man. But. 427

Leaves net-veined, deciduous. 1865 LliBBOCK Prtli. Tunes



NET. 102 NETHER.
81 Many of. .the stones employed as *net-weignts would
there be lost. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hush. 11. 71 You
must place them . .eyther Checkerwyse or &quot;Netwyse. 1727-

38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Mail, Coat of Mail is a piece of de
fensive armour, made of iron wire interwoven net-wise.

1869 FARRAK Fain. Speech iv. (1873) 118 Nature connects

organic bodies netwise rather than by organic links. 1658
ROWLAND Monfefs Theat. Ins, 1070 Amongst the *Net-
workers I saw one the greatest of all.

Net, sb? Now rare. Also 6nett. [OE. nette

fern. = OFris. nette, nitte, OS. nctti, OHG. ne^i,

ne%i 9
ON. netja (Sw. dial, natja, MDa. nxdAx),

a derivative of NET j/;. 1] The omentum or caul ;

the mesentery.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) O 147 Oligia, nettae. a noo

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 293 Disccptum i. rtticvlttmt
nette.

Ibid, 459 Oligia, nette. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. xxix. isThou
shall take all the fat that couereth the bowels and the nett

vpon the leuer. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau&quot;sFr. Chirurg.i6/i
In such woundes the guttes and the net come to sincke out.

1648 HEXHAM it. s.v. Net
t
The Net or the Cawle of the bowels

or entrailes, 1722 CHAMBERLAYNE in Phil. Trans. XXXII.
97 The Hind-Quarter of a sucking Lamb, over which was

spread what we call the Net, or Caul. 1737 BRACKEN
Furriery Imfr. (1756) I. 9 The Mesentery or Net (as it is

called in other Creatures besides Men). 1808 in JAMIESON.
1828 in Craven Gloss, 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 53
The space between the intestines and lumbar region or loin

[is] gradually filled up by the net and kidney fat.

Net, sb$ dial [f.
NET v.$\ A wash or rinse.

1703 THORESBY Let. Ray (E. D. S.), Net, to wash clothes,

give them a net. 1841 HAMILTON NitgR Lit. 356 Net, or

netting^ a fresh water in scouring any thing.

Net (net), a. Also 6 nette, 6- nett. [a. F.

net, nette (see NEAT &amp;lt;z.) f
whence also Du. and Da.

net, G. nett, Sw. natt.]
1. t a. Of persons : Trim, smart, or elegant,

esp. in dress. Obs. rare.

13.. Guy IVanu. (A.) 4084 per mi^t men se bat Gij was
wel net. 1542 UDALL Erasm, Afioph. {1877} 32 To soche a
minion feloe as Agatho is, I maie go trim, nette, and well

beseen. 1562 BULLEVN Bulwark, Sicke men 69 Whiche

Heathen are hothe comely, cleane, worldly wise, valiaunte,
nette and fine.

b. Of things: Neat, smart, rare.

1637 CLEVELAND Elegy on B. Jonson 114 When thott in

Company wert met, Thy Meat took Notes, and thy Dis
course was Net. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell yd 11. Hi, A
thief, who cometh in the night, With whole boots and net

pantaloons.

f 2. Clean, free from filth, etc.; bright, clear. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Afyrr. i. i. 6 Tofore the souerayn creatour

whiche is clere net and pure. 1528 PAVNELL Salernes

Rcgim. D ij, He shulde eate no maner of meates, without
his stomake be net, and purged of all yll humours. iS79
TOMSON Calvin s Serin. Tim. 615/2 He is pure and net from
all filthinesse, and pollution. 159 SPENSER /* . Q. in. xii. 20
Her brest all naked, as nett yvory. 1596 Ibid. vi. ix. 45
The priest with naked armes full net. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
Prov. v. 3 The lippes of an harlot are as a hony combe dis

tilling, and her throte netter [Vulg. nitidins] then oyle.

b. Pure, unadulterated, unmixed, rare.

1713 Guardian No. 132 Advt., A Vault.. for the sale of
NetNatural French Wine. 1765 Universal Mag. XXXy\\.
320/2 Refined sugar in the loaf,. .being net, that is to say,
of one uniform whiteness throughout. 1839 Civil Eng. &amp;lt;y

Arch. Jrnl. II. 107/1 This account he believes to be cor

rect, except that nett cement was used instead of mortar.

3. Of amounts : Free from, or not subject to,

any deduction ; remaining after all necessary de

ductions have been made.
1520 J. DORNE in Collect. (O. H. S.) 1. 07 Suma is net i2//.

18^. 6d. 1588 J. MELLIS Briefe Instr. B ij b, The remaine is

the net rest, substance or capitall of the owner. 1666-7 PEPVS

Diary 21 Jan., The net profits of which -. will amount to

3ooo/. 1702 S. SEWALL Diary 30 Dec., Weight One Hundred
One Half One Quarter wanting 3 pounds, i.e. 193 pounds,
Net. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 100 The net income
of real pleasures they will yield upon the balance. 1825
M^CULLOCH Pol. Econ. ir. iv. 186 It would give its owner
the same. .net profit, 1840 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. III.

89/2 The net effective power , or available power of an

engine. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India\\\. 368 A pension
proportioned to the nett revenue. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
186 The net result showed a permanent elevation.

b. Sold at, based upon, net prices.
1893 Athenxum i Apr. 410/3 Over 71,000 copies of net

books. 1894 DailyNews 3 Nov. 6/4 If a book., sold at 125.,

becomes under the net system los. net.

Net (net), w.i [f. NET jfl.i Cf. ON. net/a,
Swed. ncitja, Da. nettef G. netzenJ\
1. trans, a. To cover with, or as with, a net.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. (1613) 146 Your morn-like cristall

countenances shall be netted ouer. .with crawling venemous
wormes. 1758 REID tr. Macquer s Chym. I. 263 The inside
of the ballon begins to be netted over with a volatile salt of
a singular nature. 1800 Miss EDGEWORTH Belinda xxi, To
leave his favourite tree.. after.. netting it to keep off the
birds. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. ii, Thy fibres net the dream
less head. 1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 196 The
level sea, like a pale blue disc netted in silver lace.

b. To hem z, close round, as with a net.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 156 They.. with their
tails net in and entangle his legs and feet. 1853 MRS. BROWN
ING Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 I. 143 He is netted round
with chains. 1877 TENNYSON Harold n. ii, How dense a
fold of danger nets him round.

C. To enclose, pen in, by means of nets.

1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. n. 431 Where larger
breadths of turnips are sown, the wedder Iambs are netted

upon them in October. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep-farming 95
A break, in size suitable to the number of sheep, should be
netted or hurdled off. Ibid.^ After that they may be netted
on where the turnips grow.

2. a. fig. To take, catch, or capture, as with a

net ; to sweep in in this manner.
1801 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) 1. 166 Losing the chance of net

ting you at Oswestry, I have been in hopes of hearing from

you. 1863 BARRY Dockyard Econ. 777 French navy seamen,
netted in as they are from stagnant and unknown fishing
hamlets. 1880 MEREDITH Tragic Com, ii, One or two of
Plutarch s touches, .had netted her fancy.

b. To take (fish, birds, etc.) with a net or nets.

1868 Daily News 15 July, The fishermen.. were netting
large takes of mackerel. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Connn. 58

Shrimps are netted on most shallow shores. 1883 Eng.
Illustr. Mag. Nov. 69/2 Netting the ruffs and reeves in the
summer time.

c. To fish (a river, etc.) with a net; to set or

use nets in.

1843 JAMES Forest Days vn, There is somebody netting
the stream. 1885 R. BUCHANAN Annan Water iii, The body
had been discovered by some salmon fishers when netting
the river.

3. a. intr. To make nets or network ; to occupy
oneself with netting.
Formerly used esp. of making small fancy-work articles,

such as purses ; cf. NETTING vbl. sb. i b.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sefo. 152 The Spider drives on
the great business of catching flies, by netting in corners
within doors. 1789 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (iSu) II. 314, I

often . . see you . . sitting netting in your parlour. 1866 M RS.

GASKELL Wives fy Dau. Ii, She was netting away as if

nothing unusual had occurred.

b. trans. To make (a thing) by the process of

producing network ; to work up as a net.

1789 in A. C. Bon-er s Diaries (S- Corr. (1903) 58 The purse. .

was very pretty and monstrously well net. a 1845 HOOD
I m not a single Man iv, I had more purses netted then
Than I could hope to fill. 1883 in N. Okoshi Fisheries

Japan 33 f Fish. Exhib. Publ.),There will remain 384 meshes,
which, being netted again [etc.].

c. refl. To form into a net.

1889 RANDOLPH Nciv ETC I. vii. 251 Circumstances had
netted themselves round him with meshes of steel.

Net, v* [f. NET a. 3.]

1. trans. To gain as a net sum or as clear profit ;

to succeed in clearing (a certain sum).
1758 J. ADAMS -D/aryWks. 1850 1 1. 44 He retails sugar [etc.]

, . to save these articles in his family, and net a few shillings

profit. 1765 Museum Rust, IV. 201, 1.. could never yet find
that two pounds per cow could be netted per annum. 1813
W. H. IRELAND Scribblcoiitania 141 The spells, whereby
publishers sweated For profit, first paying those hundreds
Ann netted. 1862 L. WEEDON Syst. Hush. 7 If by the new
plan.. he can net a full profit of 4 per acre,

2. To bring in or yield as a profit or net sum,
1786 MACKENZIE, Lounger No. 78 F 4 The estate indeed..

was considerably increased in its rent ; but . . it nets nothing .

1833 W. IRVING in Life % Lett. (1866) III. 58 We had a
benefit here, ..which netted nearly four thousand dollars.

1893 KATE SANBORN Truth/. Worn. S. California, 131 These
berries, .netted an average of about eight cents per pound.

b. To amount to. rare~~ l

.

1800 Hull Advertiser 16 Aug. 3/1 His share of prize-money
has netted ..ten thousand pounds currency per month.

Net, -v^ Now dial. [ad. OF. netfir
t

f. net

NET a. cf. F. ncttoyer^\ trans. To clean, to

wash ;
to rinse out (clothes); fto rid of.

1536 Rent. Sedition 12 b, Even so, ncyther the bodye [can
be cleansed], without the mynde be firste netted. Ibid, 23
He hath netted his realme of ydle vacabundes. 16345
BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 106 They . . trample it

with their feet (never vouchsafing a hand to nett or wash it

withal). 1703 THORESBY Let. Ray (E. D. S.), Net^ to wash
clothes, give them a net. 1862 C. C. ROBINSON Dial. Leeds
373 After linen has been washed it generally has to undergo
the netting-out process.

f Nete, for ne wife to know not. Obs. rare.
riiGo Ifatton Gosp. Matt. vi. 3 Nete bin wynstre hwjet

do bin swiSre. 1315 SHOHEHAM i. i83Q\Vanne J&amp;gt;ou wenejj
f&amp;gt;e

ober be hoi, And weddeb bane syke Netinde.

Nete, obs. form of NEAT sb.

Wetel(l)e, obs. forms of NETTLE sbl and v.

t Ne ten. Obs. [OE. ntten (also ntetcn^ nyten t

etc.), f. ntat NEAT
sb.&quot;\

An animal, esp. of the
ox or horse kind.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter viii. 8 All &amp;lt;5u underdeodes under fotum

his, seep & oxan . .& netenu foldes. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth.
xxxi. i Hwi nele he cwe5an eac bait 3a netenu seen

^esa^legu. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 326 Sum fy^erfette nyten
is, t?set we nemnaS,.broc on engltsc. c 1175 Lamb. Hom.
129 Alle

l&amp;gt;a
deor and alle be nutenu be on eoiSe weren.

c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 151 Hie lokeden wel Sat 5e tail ware
on auriche netene.

MTe-tful. The fill of a net.

1855 BROWNING Popularity v, A fisher..A netful brought
to land. 1898 Pall Mall Mag. June 219 A netful of the,.

oysters.

f Neth, hath not : cf. NAVE v.

c 1315 SHOREHAM i. 182 He bat bilefejj hit naujt Rist wyt
neb of blisse.

Neth, -ar, obs. forms of NET, NEITHER.

Netheard, -heerd, -herd, obs. ff. NEATHERD.
Netheist (nrj&amp;gt;z ,ist). [f. L. ne-, ne- or Gr.

VT/- + THEIST.] An atheist.

1855 Chatnb. Jml, III. 307 The missionaries are met. .by
propagandists of another kind by Netheists, Theists, Se

theists, and Pantheists. 1862 Westm. J?ev.Jan. 86 Several
other names, such as Cosmists, Netheists, and Rational

Utilitarians, that the party has tried at different times.

t Netheless, adv. Obs. Forms : 2-3 neofte-,

neoj&amp;gt;e-, netSeles, 4 ne)?(e)les, -lease, 4-6 ne-

theles, (4 -less, -lees), 6 -lease, 7 ne(i)thlesse. [f.

NE,etc, : cf. NA- and NOTHELESS.] Nevertheless.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 137 NeoSeles he heom sulle5. c izoo
Trin. Coll. Hom. 79 He maked lete of boleburdnesse and
ne3eles ne haueS non. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3853 At 5e laste

neSeles, Eft he come sone to cades, c 1330 R. BRLNNE
Chron. Wace 9855 Netheles bey were at meschef. 1382
WYCLIF Luke xii. 31 Nethelees seke 5e first the kyngdom
of God. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 13 Ne^les it is not iust as to
sobfastnes. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxxxi. no And
netheles..he wold not mysdone hym. iS49CovFRDAi.i:, etc.

Erasm. Par, Rom. Argt., They fell nethelesse into all

kyndes of mischief. 1579 E. K. Dcd. to Spenser s Sheph.
Cal. 3 Nethelesse, let them..feede on theyr owne folly.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. 49. 704 The thing..
that all the world wist was true, and that neithlesse euery
man laughed at.

t Nethemest, a. Obs. Forms: i nyfce-,

nilSe-, nio&quot;5-, 1-2, 4neo]?e-, 2-4 nepe-, 3 nythe-,
4 nyj&amp;gt;e-;

i -rnsesta, -mesta, -mysta, 2-4 -mest(e,

4 -rnast(e. [OE. ntp*m*St} etc., f. the stem
nij&amp;gt;-

under : see NETHER and -MOST.] Lowest, under

most, furthest down.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. vii. 3 J&amp;gt;a m3emystan ic gebringe

at ba?m hehstan, & l?a hehstan set 8aem niSemaestan. 971
Blickl. Hom. 185 Swa swijje he bib bedyped on

J&amp;gt;a neo^e-
rnestan helle witu. CH7S Lamb. Hom. 117 He bi3 eft i-

nibered on ban neobemeste p^inan. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Hom.
219 pe uuemeste bou is sib be ne}&amp;gt;emeste rote, c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 287/332 Ase he sat on bis laddre lowe, on
be nefjemeste roungue. 13.. ipotis 390 (Vernon MS.) in

Horstm. Altcngl. Leg, (1881) 345 In to J?e neobemaste put
of helle. c 1380 Sir Perumb. 3257 pe heseste hi;t mangurel,
I&amp;gt;e

middel hi3t la
- -----L ---- ..... ^ZSTT3C1_

a, 1425 Cursor M
\v.r. -mestl li^t.

lle. c 1380 o?r fitmmp. 3257 pe ne3este ni^t mangurel,
iddel hi^t launcepre, be nyjiemest was callid hagefray.
5 Cursor M. 9926 (Trin.), Hit. .gyueb to

J&amp;gt;e nejJemast

1&quot;
Ne tlien, adv. Obs. [OE. neotian, -on, etc. :

see BENEATH adv.~\ Below; from below.
c 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 5 On Eelcere stowe he is

hire emnneah, ge ufan je neo5on. 971 Blickl. Hom. 211

pEEt waeter waes sweart under ^a;m clife neo&an. c 1000
/ELFRIC Hom. II. 258 Da toba;rst bzs temples wahryft, fram
5sre fyrste ufan o5 Sa flor neo3an. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Hom. 105 Ech ideL.and iuel [giue cumeS] ne8en uppard.

Nether (ne Sai), a. Forms: i niotferra,

ni^era, nyCera, 3 nypere ;
I neop(e)ra, 3 neo-

pere ; 4nethere, 4-5 neper, (5 -ire), 5-6 nethir,

(5 -yr, Sc. nathir), neder, (6 -ur, ^&amp;lt;:. neddir) ;

4 nei-, neyper, 6 neyther, 7 neither, 6-7
neather ; 5- nether. [Common Teut. : OE.

neofera, nipera y etc., = OFris. nithere^ nedere, OS.
nithiri (MDu. neder

t
Du. neder- in combs.),

MLG. neder, nedder, OHG. nidarij -eri, -iri

(MHG. nidere
t nider, G. nieder\ ON. ncftri (Sw.

and Da. nedre), f. nifer(e, NETHER adv? or 3.

See also NETHEREK and NETHEREST.] Lower,
under (in contrast to higher&amp;gt; over, or upper}.

1. With partitive terms, esp. part or end. 7 Also

(in OE.) absol. in//.
825 Vesp. P$altt rcxxxv\\\. 15 In 5aem nioSerum eorSan.

971 Blickl, Hom. 239 GangaS on fc-as ni5eran dslas bisse

ceastre. 1373 EARBOUR Bruce x. 21 The nethir half [of the

way] wes perelouss. 138* WVCLIF Ecclus. xxiv. 45, I shal

persen alle the nethere partis of the erthe. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 3076 Fingurs full small, Withnailesat the nefjer endes

asanepe white, c 1440 Pronip.Parv. 355/2 Nethyrpart of a

t\\yr\?,f: t inferior. 1525 Tale o/Basyn^Gin Haz\.J.Jf.P. III.

45 When the baly was full, [he would] lye downe and wynke,
And rest his neder ende. 1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid xi.

xxix. 341 Lines.. which ioyne together the angles of the

vpper and nether bases. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D^Acostas
Hist. Indies n. xii. 108 Experience dooth teach vs, that the

middle region of the ayre is colder than the neather. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Past. vi. 108 A beautous Maid above, but

Magick Arts With barking Dogs deformed her neather

parts. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc.Mar. in. xiv, With one bright
star Within the nether tip. 1826 SCOTT \Voodst, iii, At the

nether end of the hall, a huge. .chimney-piece projected.
1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. (Low) xi. 519 Upon the nether

tide of the cloud-ring.

2. &quot;With terms denoting locality, esp. the proper
names of countries, districts, hamlets or farms, etc.

Now usually expressed by Lower or Low, but retained in

various districts in local place-names, or the names ofstreets

(as NctJirgate\ etc. in towns.
Nether Dutch and Nether German have occas. been used

in English in place of the usual Low (\Dittc?i_ or) German.
c888K. ALFRED Boeth. v. i Ne onscunige ic no bas

neoberan &
j&amp;gt;aes

unclienan stowe. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) I. 127 In be west side of be neber Galilea toward Joe

grete see. c 1423 WYNTOUN Cron. i. xiii. 1198 pir lyis in

Nej&amp;gt;ir Sithia. Ibid. 1227 In bat Nebir Germany All North-

twaye is. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vm. iii. 124 Thai wester

partis.. Quhilkis ar bedeit wyth the neder se. 1560 UIBLE

(Genev.) i Kings ix. 17 Salomon buylt Gezer and Beth-

horon the nether. 1596 DALRYMIM.F. tr. Leslie s Hist, Scot.

ProL 17 Vuir Clydisdale .. as lykwyse nathir Cludisdale.

1629 RUTHERFORD Lett. v. (1862) I. 47 While we are lodged

here, we . . nius,t be content to remove from one corner of our

Lord s nether house to another. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
i. 442 The rising rivers float the nether ground. 1745

POCOCKE Descr. East II. ii. 202 We were now in the nether

principality of the kingdom of Naples.

fb. Nether Mouse, the House ofCommons. Obs.

App. current only in the reign of Henry VIII.

1536 CROMWELL in Merrimnn Life &amp;lt;V

Lett, (1902) II. 47

Suche Actes ashaue been in this .session of that parliament

passed the nether and higher houses. i577&quot;
87 HOLINSHED

Chron. III. 911/1 When the commons were assembled in the

nether house, they began to commune of their griefes. 1640

YORKE Union Hon. 47 Certaine Lords of the upper house of

parliament, came into the nether. 1687 Assur. Abb. Lands
180 After which the Speaker with the Commons departed
to the Nether House.



NETHER.
3. Of lip or jaw. Now commonly expressed by

lower or under.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wnicker 157 Labntm, niS-

era lippe. c 1050 l^oc. ibid. 264 Neobera welor. c 1300 St.

Margarets 160 He.,gan his ouere cheoke ouer hire heued
do & his nybere cheoke bynebe at hire ho. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 1468 His neber chauel he smot doun. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) II. 173 Tantalus stondeb alway in a water

vp anon to be ouer brerde of be neber lippe. 1548 VICARY
Anat. 40, xij Muscles.. moue the nether lawe. 1648 GAGE
West hid. 77, Pieces of gold, .hanging upon their nether

lips. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Job v. 9 Who can give a naturall

reason of the strength of the neather-chap ? 1843 LYTTON
Last Bar. in. v, An uneasy gnawing of the nether lip.

1857-61 HUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II. viii. 469 A nether jaw
protruding so hideously that his teeth could never meet.

b. Of the legs or their clothing. Also in nether

man (common in recent use) ot person.
I522SKELTON Why not to Court 1197 Lest he..makehym

lame of his neder limmes. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 784 All

my nether shape thus grew Transferm d. 1835 J. P.

KENNEDY Horse Shoe R. xvi, His nether person was rendered
conspicuous by a pair of dingy small-clothes. 1836
MARRYAT Jacket i, Long before the old porter could pull
his legs through his nether garments. 1846 MRS. GORE
Eng. Char. (1852) 151 We found a still idler fellow. .warm
ing his nether-man on the hearth-rug.

c. absol. in//. Lower limbs or parts. rare~ l
.

1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph, II. 175 With a cloak duly
tuck d round their nethers.

4. In general use, of things. Now only literary.
t Nether glove, a greave. \ Nether vert (see quot. 1598).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 332 pe neobere [stone] bet lift stille..

bitocne 5 ferlac.. ; be vuere ston bitocneS hope. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 185 pe planetes and be ney^er
wolkons moeueb out of be west in to be est. a. 1400-50
Alexander 4959 Nymes of jour nethirgloue & nakens }oure
leggis. ^1425 Craft Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) 6 Write be
first figure of be hyer nombur euene vndir the first figure
of be nether nombur. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vin. xiv.

294 Syr Tristram bebled both the ouer shete and the
nether. 1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 5 The bodye of the wayne
. . , the nether rathes, the ouer rathes. 1598 MANWOOD Lawes
Forest vi. 34 Neather vert, is that which the Lawiers do
call South Boys, and that is properly all manner of vnder-

wood, and all Bushes, Thornes, Gorse, and the like. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 14 The skirts flow loosely fringed below ;

the upper shorter then the neather. 1667 MILTOS P. L. i.

346 Twixt upper, nether, and surrounding Fires, a 1718
PARNELL Night*Picce on Death, Thro their ranks in silver

pride The nether crescent seems to glide. 1850 K.INGSLEV
Alt. Locke xxxviii, The nether fires of doubt glaring
through. 1866 HOWELLS Venet, Life ii. 20 All my nether-

spirit, so to speak, was dulled and jaded.
b. Nether millstone (or stone}. Now only in

fig. or allusive use.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Job xli. 14 His heart is as strong as a
stone, and as hard as the nether milstone. 1647 N. BACON
Disc, Gout. Eng. \. xxxix. (1739) 59 The Defendant s Arms
(which were accounted as the Nether-milstone, or stock of

maintenance). 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809)
III. 3 The nether millstone of my heart began to dissolve.

1869 BROWNING Ring $ Bk. x. mo He shall make the
sword To match that piece of netherstone his heart. 1877
BLACK Green Past, xxviii, I believe you have a heart as
hard as the nether millstone.

f c. Nether clerk, under-clerk. Obs. rare
~l

.

1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 614 Maister James
Makgill of Rankelour, Nethir Clerk of Register.
5. Denoting the earth or things upon it, in con

trast to heaven or the upper regions. (Usually
with this.)
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii. 49 This darksom neather world

her light Doth dim. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 79 This
shewes you are aboue, You lustices, that these our
neather crimes So speedily can venge. 1760 FAWKES tr.

Anacreon, Ode iii. 2 The sable Night had spread around
This nether World a Gloom profound. 1786 S. ROGERS
Ode Superslit. in. ii, To aspire Beyond this nether sphere.
1832 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) III. 68 Thus do Men and Sheep
play their parts in this Nether Earth. 1857 BUCKLE
Civiliz. I. xi. 645 The intellect of man in this nether world.

6. Denoting what lies, or is imagined as lying,
beneath the earth ; esp. nether world or regions.

[c 825 Vesp. Psalter Ixxxvii. 7 Settun mec in seaoe Sasm

nipSerran in cSeostrum. 971 Blickt. Horn. 89 pu generedest
mine saule of ba;re neoberan helle.]

1638 BRO.ME Antipodes i. vi, No Isle nor Angle in that
Neather world, But I have made discovery of. 1697
DKYDEN /Encid in. 497 Must pass the Stygian Lake and
view the neather Skies. 1720 GAY Poems (1745) I. 172
When dread Jove the son of Phcebus hurl a .. to the

nether world. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam i. xxx, The hell,

His reign and dwelling beneath nether skies. 1830 LYELL
Pritic. Geol. I. 397 The great reservoirs of melted matter
. .in the nether regions. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic Hades i. 10
A cauldron fired With the fires of nether hell.

Comb. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) * I27 In tn s wav
can the nether-world Scapin sport with the perplexed beauty.
1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 300 Besides this nether
world character,

b. Nether-formed, adj. HYPOGEHB.
1833 [see HYPOGENE]. 1862 ANSTED Channel fsl. 11. x. 248

It is where the old, hard, nether-formed rocks frowningly
appear above the water.

t Ne ther, adv.* Obs. Forms : i niofrjor,

nitSor, nyt5or, neoflor, -er, 2 netSer. [A com

parative form based on the stem nip-: see next.]

Lower, lower down.
Beowulf 2699 pset he bone nlSgaest nioftor hwene sloh.

f 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 5 Sio eorbe..is nio5or

bonne a:ni oSru jesceaft buton bam rodore. c 1000 /ELFRIC

Saint s Lives i. 58 pelas be beet mod sy neoSer bonne se

lichoma. c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 He beo nefter banne

he er was.

103

t Ife ther, adv.- Obs. Forms : 1-3 ni)&amp;gt;er,

ntSer ; I uyjjer, nyfter, (3 nuCer) ; 2-3 neofler,
(3 neouSer) ; 2-3 nefier, (3 nedfler), 5 nether.

[OE. ni)&amp;gt;er
= OFris. nither-, nider-, OS. nitlar

l,MDu. and Du.tuder), MLG. neder, neddcr, OHG.
nitlar, nider (G. nieder), ON. niSr (MSw. nidher,
Sw. tier, ncd; MDa. iiaiher, Da. ned}, repr. an
OTeut. *&amp;gt;^a/-=Skr. nilardtn, f. ni-, down, with

comparative suffix.] Down, downwards.
BeffwiilJ 1360 Daer fyrjenstream under nxssa genipu nij^er

zewiteS. c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xli. I 6 fait tacnaS
\&amp;gt;xl

he sceal ma pelican up ^onne nyder. 971 Blickl. Hoin, 101

pact flaesc afulaS, & wyrmum awealle(j, & ne^er aflowe}j.
auzz O. E. Citron. (Laud MS.) an. 1012 Sloh hine fja an
heora. .|?et he mid bam dynte ni5er asah. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Ham. in He ferde fro pe fader, for bat he com ne3er to
helle. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. -370 Nififul neddre, lod an liSer,
sal gliden on hise brest neoer. c 1450 tr. DC Imitations II.

xii. 57 Turne thiself aboue [turne biself nether].
Comb, c 960 JETHEI.WOLD Rule St. Bettct (Schruer) 23

./EsSer ?;e upsti^ende englas se nibersti^ende. Ibid. Se
upsti?;e and se nibersti^e. t: 1000 Sax. Lccchd. III. 246 Hi
^efyllad twa tida mid hyra upgange o55e nybergange.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. in Erest he steg neoSer..: of

neoSerstienge specS dauid on be salm hoc.

t ITe tfier, adv Obs. In I niSere, nipre,
3 neotJere ;

also in comb. 1-3 nitSer-, 3 nyper-,
neoper-. [f. prec. =MDu. ncd(e)re, OHG. nidaro

(MHG. nidere), ON. niSri (MSw. nid/tre, Sw.

nere; MDa. nedre, Da. iit:de).~] Down, low down.
c888 K. /ELFRF.D Boeth. xxxix. 13 pset leohte fyr..up

^ewit, & sio hefi^e eor5e sit ba;r niSere. a 900 CYNFAVULK
Crist 1466 Lai?? m n flaeschoma in foldan bigrafen, ni(?re

^ehyded. c 1203 LAY. 1982 pa Englisce ouercomen (?e

Brutuns & brouhten heom ber neoSere.

b. In Comb. = NETHER a.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) cxxxviii. 13 peh min lichama..

on ni5er-dailum eor3an wunise. c izoo Trin. Coll. Iloin.

173 Hie turned.. fram be dome to helle to be ni5er \vu-

nienge. c 1290 St. Brattdan 527 in .V. E. Leg. I. 234 To is

chin tilde be neober [v. r. niber] ende.

Nether, var. of NITHEB v. ; obs. f. NEITHER.

Net-herd, obs. form of NEATHERD.

t TTe therer. Obs. rare. [f. NETHER a. + -ER3.]
a. The lower parts, b. An inferior.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxviii. 14 My substaunce in

neberere of erth. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. Prol. i Correccioun

..which longith oonli to the ouerer anentis his netherer,
and not to the netherer anentis his ouerer.

t Ne tlierest, a. Obs. [A superlative formed

on NETHER a. ; cf. OFris. nithereste, nedereste,

MDu. nederste, OHG. nidirSslo (MHG. nider.

este), MSw. nidherst(a, MDa. ne(d*}erste (Sw. and

Da. nederst}. ] Lowest, undermost. Also absol.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxxxviii. 15 pou made. .be stabelnes

of me In netherest of erthe to be. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.

I. pr. i. (1868) 5 In be neberest[e] hem or bordure of be.se

clobes. 1417 in Stirtees Misc. (1890) 12 Un to the netherest

stake safe ane. 1440 Jacob s Well 281 False crislene men
schul be nethirest in helle. 1358 GRIMALDE Cicero s Offices

Pref., This learning teacheth, so much to graunt the vital

part and the netherest.

t Nethering, var. eddering : see EDDER.
1688 HOLME Armoury n. S6/i A Nethering is a twig or

stick bent about Stakes and Poles by which fences and

hedges are made secure.

Netherlander, [ad. Du. Nederlander (G.

Niedcrlander), f. Nederland: see -EB!.] An in

habitant or native of the Netherlands or Holland

(formerly including Flanders or Belgium).
1610 HOLLAND Camden s Brit. i. 475 Verily much be

holden it is to the Netherlanders [Note. Or Dutchmen of

the Low countries.) 1638 SIR R. COTTON Abstr. Rec.

Tower 5 William de Ipre, Earle of Kent, a Nether-

lander. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. II. xxii. 25 Manned

by a mixed crew of Netherlanders and Englishmen. 1880

W. NF.WTON Serin. Boys ff Girls (1881) 332 The great leader

of the Netherlanders.

HVtherlandian, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -IAN.]

= NETHERLANDISH.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 209 An alien prince,

Spanyard or Burgundian, Netherlandian or the hke. 1901

B. KIDD Western Civiliz. ix. 297 The Swabian peasants

and the Netherlandian burghers.

KTe-therlandisll, a. [ad. Du. Nederlandsch,

(G. NicderlandiscK), or f. Netherlands -iSHl.]

Of or pertaining to the Netherlands.

1600 f. PORY tr. Leo s Africa n. 61 Fower and twentie

elles of Portugall or Neatherlandish cloth. 1680 Kelig.

Dutch iv. 30 All the Cities of this Netherlandish Country

are full of these Mennonites. 1839 W. CHAMBERS Four

Holland 41/1 The coats of arms of the old Netherlandisl

nobility. 1875 WHITNEY Lift Lanf. x. 181 Two important

cultivated tongues, the Netherlandish and the inglisn.

t Netherleas, contracted f. NEVERTHELESS.
c I4oo Three Kings Cologne 34 NebMes sume bokes sene

bat in be same day bat god was bore, were manye sunm

sei?e. M4 Rolls of Pirlt. V. 511/2 Yet netherles, of their

mere and extreme malice [etc.]. 1498 Promp. Pan: 353/3

(MS. S.) Neythirlesse, nichilomiiins.

Ne-therlmg. noncc-wd. [f.
NETHER a. +

-LING 1.1 pi. Nether garments.
1852 DICKENS in Hoiiah. Words? . 563/1 The plain young

woman darning the poet s netherlings.

Ne-thermore, a.
(rf&amp;gt;.)

and adv. Also 4-5

neper-, neder-, 5-6 nethirmare, 6 nethermair.

[f.
NETHER a. + -MORE: cf. MSw. nidhirmeer,

MDa. nedhennere.~\

NETMAKER.
A. adj. Nether, lower, inferior. Now rare.

1382 WYCLIF Dent. xxiv. 6 Thow ihalt not taak..the
nethermore and ouermore

gr&amp;gt;-nstoon. 1382 Judg. xx.

36 Whanne thei hadden seen hem self to be the neihermore,
ihei begunne to flee, c 1400 MAUNDEV.(Roxb.) xvi. 72 Liby
be nebermare begynnez at be Spaynisch see. 1601 HOL
LAND Pliny II. 257 The nethermore [root], which also U
the bigger. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s Brit. i. 337 The upper
part of the Church, and., the nethermore. 1867 LON GF. tr.

Dante, Inf. in. 41 The heavens expelled them ; Northern
the nethermore abyss receives.

t B. sb. The lower parts. Obs. rare~ l
.

1382 WYCLIF I s. cxxxviii. 15 My substaunce is in the
nethermoris [v. r. -more] of the ertbe.

t C. adv. Lower or further down. Obs.
c 1480 HESRYSON Orph. &amp;lt;$

Enr. 260 Nethirmare he went,
as ye heir sail. 1513 DOUGLAS /E tieis vi, v. Heading, Tyl
hellis fludis Knee socht nether mair. 1565 GOLDING Cxsar
v - (1567) 116 Thone corner . . is toward the East : and
thother nethermore is towarde the South.

Ne thermost, a. Also 4 -mast, 5 -meat,
nethur-, nethern-, 6 neathermost.

[f. as prec.
+ -MOST.] Lowest, undermost, furthest down.
a 1300 Cursor jlf. 357 pe nebcrmast es watur and erth.

Ibid. 9248 pat was be nethermast step, c 1400 Destr. Troy
3084 Hir corse [was] comly. ., As nobly to be nethur-mo^t a-?

nature cold shape, c 1468 in Archacol. (1846) XXXI. 334
The nethernmost part of the said candelstikes. 1535 M.
CoVERDALB Ps* Ixxxvi. 13 Thou hast delyuered my soulc
from y nethermost hell. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 340 The first

and neathermost leaves are like the litle leaves of Plan-

layne. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biomiis Banish*d I irg. 216
The fairest of them, .were on the nether-most of the slants,

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 196 You may take the

most remote Box . . and place it the nethermost. 1715 LEONI
Palladia s Arckit. (1742) II. n The middle of the upmost
Wall ought to be perpendicular with the middle of the

nethermost. 1814 GARY Dante, Inf. xxiv. 37 Toward the

mouth Inclining of the nethermost abyss. 1866 J. H.
NEWMAN Gerontius i. 8 From the nethermost fire.. Thy
servant deliver.

Ne therstock. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 6-7
neather-, 6 neither-, [f.

NETHER a. + STOCK.]
A stocking.
1565-6 Roy. ProclcDii. Apparel 12 Feb., Any maner of

sylke neatherstockes of Hosen. 1592 GREENF. Ufist. Coitr-

ticrmHarl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 220 A plaine pair of cloth-

breeches., of white kersie.,, the nether-stocke of the same.

1607-8 Knarcsb. ll
r
ills (Surlees) II. 2 My best over hoose

and my best netherstockes. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq.

436 Neither did they commonly wear breeches without

netherstocks or slops.
1821 SCOTT Kenil-u. xix, A dispute upon the preference

due to the Spanish nether-stock over the black Gascoigne
hose. 1863 SALA Captain Dangerous I. vi. 170 A plain
black shag gown untrimmed, with camlet netherstocks.

trans/. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. n When a man [is] ouer.

lustie at legs, then he weares wodden nether-stocks.

So f Nether-stocking
1

. Obs. rare~ l
.

1591 FLORIO wdFmitcs 7 Foure payre of breeches, flue

of nether-stockins.

f Wethertheless, variant of NEVERTHELESS.
c 1440 Proinp. Parv, 353/2 Nethyrtheles, nichilonnnns.

c 1450 Merlin 43 Netherdeles, thei knewe wele ther cowde
no man have seide thise wordes but it hadde a be Merlin.

t Ne tlierty. Obs. rare. In 5 -te.
[f.

NETHER
a. + -TY.] Inferiority.

CI449 PECOCK Repr. iv. i. 416 In tbe clergie ben dyuerse
statis and degrees of ouerte and netherte. Ibid. ii. 425

Poul-.vsid in that ouerte upon hem, and not netherte as

being vndir hem.

N&quot;e th.erward(S, adv. Now rare. Forms:
i niperweardes, nyperwerd, -wyrd ; 3 nitjer-,

neper-, noper-, 4-5 nethire-, 4-netherward(s.

[f. NKTHER fli/&.2 + -WARD(s).] Downwards.
^975 R^shw. Gosp. Matt. viii. 32 Un5erece..eode all siu

suner..niber-weardes in sae. c 1000 ELFRIC Gram. (Z.) 238
Deorsutn versum, nySerwerd. a 1100 in Napier O. .

Glosses i. 3968 In
prsecej&amp;gt;s&amp;gt; nyberwyrd. c xazo Bestiary 561

Fro &amp;lt;5e noule niSerward ne is 36 [
= thc mermaid] no man

like, a izgo Oivl ff Night. 144 pcos vle..heold hire eyen

ne^erward [v. r. noberward]. a 1400-50 Alexander 5048
Moves 3ow to be nethire-ward. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7717

Fro the Nauell netherward he was an able horse, c 1630
RISDON Surv. Devon 215 (1810) 224 Netherward to Great

Lynd, 1656 RIUGLEY Pract. Physick 293 Chafe him from

above nether-wards. 1854 Dt* MAURIEK Trilby i, Clad in

the grey overcoat of a French infantry soldier, continued

netherwards by a short striped petticoat.

t Netheward, a. Obs. [OE. nide-, nySe-, neo-

Jwweard, etc. ; cf. NETHEMEST.] Downward.
a 1000 Phoenix 299 Se hals [is] grene nioboweard &

ufeweard. ciooo /ELFRIC Hom. II. 452 Fram his hnolle

ufewerdan o3 his ilas neoSewerde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

165 On be steire of fiftene stoples, fro nebewarde to uue-

Nethir, obs. f. NEITHER. Nethlesse, var.

of NETHELESS Obs. Nethring: see XITHEB v.

Nethtebure, obs. f. NEIGHBOUR. Nethyr,
obs. f. NEITHER. Netifie, -fy, obs. JT. NEATIFY.

Netinde, unwitting : see NETE v. Netle, obs.

f. NETTLE. Netling, obs. f. NETTLING.

tNe tly, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. NET a. + -LY 2.]

Neatly, smartly.
1577-87 HOLISSIIED Chron. Ill, 802/2 These first entred

the field, in taking by and turning their horsses, netlie and

freshlie.

Ne tmaker. [f. NET sb?\ A maker of nets.

1380 in Rogers Oxford City Docttm. (1891) 10 De Marra-

billa Terre Netmaker xij if. 1411 Close Roll 12 Hen. IV

(dorso), John Mannyng, netmaker. 1483 Cath. Angl. 253/2

A Nette maker, cassiarius, c 1515 Cocke Loretfs B. 11



NETSMAN.
Nettc maker?, and harlote takers. 1595-6 Observ. Fish-

daies i Ropemakers, Net-makers. Salle-makers. 1654 WHIT-
LOCK Zootomia 416 To be a Net-maker (in Chrysostomes
sense) is better than to be a Throne-maker. 1771 SMEATON
in Phil. Trans. LXI. 204 That particular kind called by
net makers flaxen three threads laid. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek. Suppl. 633/2 Netmaker s Knife.

Ne tsman. [f.
NET

sl&amp;gt;y\
One who uses a net.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling i. (iS8o) 13 The nelsman should

never dash at the fish. 1887 D. C. MURRAY & HERMAN
Traveller Returns iv. 52 The netsmen bore long nets of

stout bark rope and thong.

11 Netsnke (ne-tskv). Also -ke&quot;. [Japanese.]
A small piece of ivory, wood, or other material,

carved or otherwise decorated, worn by the Japan
ese as a bob or button on the cord by which

articles are suspended from the girdle.

1883 Century Mag. Sept. 743 Come in here a moment,
please, and see my new netsukes. 1888 Art Jrnl. Dec.

374 The mark which distinguishes anetsuke froman okimono
..is the presence of two small holes, usually in the back,
which admit of a cord being strung through them.

Nett(e, obs. forms of NEAT sb.

Ne ttable, a. [f.
NET z.] Capable of being

netted.
1820 Blaelew. Mag. VII. 140 It was the annual custom..

to sweep the nettable parts of the Coquet to a large extent.

Ne-tted, pf&amp;gt;l.
a. [f. NET j/*.i or ^.i]

1. Covered with, or as with, a net.

1577 B, GOOGF. Heresbactts Hnsb. iv. (1586) 169 b, The
windowe* . . hauing a hole of sufficient widenesse ouer against
them, well netted and tunnelled. 1833 SIR F. B. HEAD
Bubbles fr. Brnnnen 310 The graves were netted over with
brambles. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Wealth^^ (BohrO
II. 347 How did North America get netted with iron rails?

1895 A tlantic Monthly Mar. 425 The snow, barred and
netted by shadows.

2. Made of net or network.

1710 Land. Gaz. ^0.4672/4 Supposed to have robbed..
his Master of a Silver netted Purse. 1785 Miss FIELDING

Ophelia 1 1. i, Like gold through a netted purse. 181a BYRON
Ch. Har. ii. xviii, The well-reeved guns, the netted canopy.
1866 (title] Abridgments of the Specifications relating to

Lace and other Looped and Netted Fabrics. 1870 ROCK
Text. Fabr. v. (1876) 39 Rich textiles so figured in gold
were denominated de fundato

,
or netted.

b. Arranged like, or forming a, network.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc in Azt, xv, On the strong corselet

and the netted mail. 1855 TENNYSON Brook 176, I make
the netted sunbeam dance Against my sandy shallows. 1884
BOWKR & SCOTT De Barys Phaner. 229 At those points
where the spiral or netted fibres separate.
Comb. 1825 Greenhouse Coinp. II. 44 Ciconium reticn.

latnui, netted-veined Ciconium. 1857 A. GRAY First Less.

Bot. (1866) 56 Netted-veined leaves belong to plants which
have a pair of seed-leaves or cotyledons.

3. Bot. Having veins, fibres, etc., arranged like

network
;
covered with a network of lines, etc.

1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. 164 Seeds indefinite; testa

loose, netted. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 143 Reticulated
or netted leaves, in which there is an angular net-work of

vessels. 1882 Garden n Mar. 170/3 The deep crimson of

the interior of the bells being finely netted and veined.

b. In names of plants, etc. : (see quots.).
1854 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) V. 181/1 Anona rcticitlata.

[yields] the netted Custard-apple. 1857 Miss PRATT Flower.
PI. V. 229 The plant is sometimes called Netted Crocus.
1882 Garden 4 Mar. 139/3 The Netted Iris (/. reticulata) is

in full bloom.

4. Caught in a net.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh n. (1898) 81 Need you
tremble and pant Like a netted lioness ? 1867 JEAN INGEI ow
Siory ofDoom vn. 19 As in the toils A netted bird.

Nettel, obs. form of NETTLE.

Ne-tter. [f.
NET s/.i + -ER

i.]

1. A netmaker. rare ~\
1481-90 Ho-uard Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 192 My Lord re-

kcned with his netter, and he had sent home to Stoke a
dra^ge of viij. fadom.

2. One who uses a net.

1591 LYLY Wks. (1902) I. 427 Here be the Netters, these

be they that. .will draw a whole pond for the market. 1838
J. E. TYLER Mem. Hen. V, II. 56 He was called the Netter
from the expertness. .with which he caught, -his antagonists
in argument. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount. % Mere xi. 86 A
gang of netters sweeping the stream.

Ne tting, sb.i dial. [Prob. f. NET v.%, al

though this is not recorded till much later ; but cf.

also the synonymous MLG. tiette (MDa. nnettfe,

MSw. natte, nticte, nede\ G. netze\ f. nat wet.]
Urine, esp. as used for washing with.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv, (Lucy} 275 pane ves it tald

be presydent (&amp;gt;at
wischcrafte. .vith nettyng {printed nect-;

L. lotturn} mocht be lousit sone. pane gert he caste on
hire.. Of netting [printed nect-] a gret quantyte. c 1475
Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 794 Hoc locium, ley and nettyng.
1557 Court Leet Rec. Manchester (1%%$) I. 40 Any undecente
or noysome thinge as. .Nettinge or Fylthe. 1601 RAY N.
C. Words (ed. 2) 52 Netting, Chamber-Lee, Urin. 1796
PEGGF, Derbicisms (E. D. S.) 48 Old netting , old urine ;

so called fiom neat or net, as being us d in washing. 1828-
in dial, glossaries (Durham, Yks., Lane., Line., Leic.). 1886
.V. W. Line. Gloss. s.v., She killed her two swaarms of bees ;

she poured netting on the hives.

MVtting, J*.2
[ f- NET ^.1 or . + -ING i.]

1. Nant. A coarse network of small ropes used
now or formerly for various purposes, as to prevent
boarding, keep off splinters or falling spars, stow
hammocks or sails in, etc.

1567 G. FENNER in HaMuyt l
r
oy. (1589) 149 They had pre

pared their faUe nettings. 158* N. LICHEFIEI.D tr. Castaft-

104

Ma s Co if. E. Inrl. I. xxviii. 71 Seruing in trimming the

sayles, and others the nettings and foretorj sayles. 1626

CAIT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 14 A grating, netting or

false decke for your close fights. 1673 DRVDEN A mboyna
ill. i, Up with your Fights and your Nettings prepare.

1748 Ansorfs I
7
oy. in. viiu 379 The mats, with which the

galeon had stuffed her netting, took fire. 1794 Rigging f,

Seamanship I. 170 Quarter-deck netting is suspended over

the officers heads, to prevent any thing falling thereon, in

time of action. 1837 MARRYAT Dog Hend x, The men . .

came up with their hammocks. ., which they put into the

nettings. 1867 LATHAM Black t. White 116 A steamer just

arrived had. .her nettings frozen into a solid wall.

b. attrib. as f netting-deck, -sail.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 A drift sayle, a

crosiack, a netting sayle. 1627 StOHHUfl Gram. yii. 32 A
Netting saile is . .a saile laid ouer the Netting, which is small

ropes from the top of the fore castle to the Poope. 1745 P.

THOMAS Jrnl. Anson s Voy. 280 A Netting-Deck very well

fitted over her Main-Deck, to hinder Boarding.

2. Nets or network used for various purposes.
1846 T. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. 1. 141 It will be need

ful to cover the beds.. with netting to keep off the birds.

1863 TRF.VELVAN Comfct. Wallah (1866) 27 In the netting
overhead are plentiful stores of bottles of milk. 1883 WALSH
Irish Fisheries 7 (Fish. Ex-hib. Publ.}, Over 1200 miles of

netting for the fleet ; . . the largest amount of netting in use

in the world . .at any one fishery.

Ne tting, v6l. si. [f.
NET v.i-f-nro1.]

1. The process of making a net.

1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 279 Netting is a mode of

entwining the thread so that each mesh is fastened with a
knot. 1883 Standard 26 June 3/3 Its process consists in the

looping of a thread, after the manner of netting, into circles.

b. attrib. as netting-box, -pin, -weight, etc.

iBoi MAR. EDGEWORTH Cid. Fr. Gffvemcss (1831) 178 There
was a pretty little netting-box upon the table. 1808 HAN.
MORE CcclclS xxii. I. 324, I have known a lady . . search for

her netting-pin, in the midst of Cato s soliloquy. 1813 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Harry $ Lucy I. 260 It. .was intended to be

used as a netting weight. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. i. xi, Mrs.

Sparsit, easily ambling along with her netting-needles. 1875
KNMGHT Diet. Meek. 1523/1 Netting-machine.
2. The action, or right, of fishing with a net

or nets ; an occasion of fishing with a net.

1875 F. T. BUCKLAND Log-Bk. 158 Not a single one was
seen or heard of during the whole of the netting. 1884
Times (weekly ed.) 26 Sept. 13/3 Till about twenty years ago
the netting was in the hands of the Rev. Mr. Eyre.

Nettle (ne t l), sll Forms: metele, (netel),

1-5 netle, 5 netel(le, netyl(le ; 4-5 nettille,

4-6 -yll, 5 -yle, 5-6 -ylle, 6 -yl, -ill, -ell, 5-6
(S) nettel, 3- nettle. [Common Teut. : OE.

nctele, netle (and netel) fem. = Fris. nettel, MDn.
nettle, netel (Du. mid}, MLG. net(t)ele, OHG.
nc$(sf)ila, -ela (MUG. ne^y/e, -el, G. nessel),

MDa. met(li)-, mrflx, nedle (Da. nelde, nxlde),
MSw. netla, aiitla (Sw. dial, ntittld), and tietsla,

ties/a (Sw. tiiissla, tiasse/-}, Norw. netla, nesla,

etc., Icel. netla : OTeut. *natilon-, a derivative

(see -LE i) from a stem *naf- which appears in

the synonymous OHG. tia^a, and in various

Scand. forms, ns Sw. dial, iiata, nata, Norw. dial.

nata, neta, not(a), etc., the relationship of which
to each other is obscure.]
1. A plant of the genus Urtica, of which the

commoner species (U. dioica, the Common or

Great Nettle, and U. nrens, the Small Nettle)

grow profusely on waste ground, waysides, etc.,

and are noted for the stinging property of the

leaf-hairs.

The Greek, Italian, or Roman Nettle is U. pilntifcra.
With distinctive epithets the name ot nettle is also given to
a number of plants belonging to other genera, as blind,
tit U , dead, deaf, red, while nettle ; bee; hedge-, hemp-,
wood-nettle, which are treated under the first element or
as main words.

725 Carpus Glass. 2168 in O. E. Texts 107 Urticcia, net-
Ian, c looo .?-r. LcccJid. I. 310 ^enirn bysse wyrte seaw,
be man urticam, & o3rum naman netele nemneft. Ibid. II.

68 Smale netelan. Ibid. 86 pa greatan netlan. a 1250 O ul

4- Night. 593 Among he wede, among the netle, pu syttest
& singst. 1303 R. BRUNNE tiandl. Synne 7514 With-oute
hys celle bornes wore And netles grewe, pat byten sore.

1387 TREVISA lligden (Rolls) VI. 46r As \K netle groweb
somtyme next be rose, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 65
Humbloks and nettles and swilk ober wedes. 1481 CAXTON
Reynard 86, I haue nothyng but thystles and nettles. 1563
Mirr. Mag., Jane Shore iii, In groping flowers wyth
Nettels stong we are. 1578 LVTE Dodoens 129 The first

kind is now called.. in English Greek or Romayne Nettel.

1631 E. JORDAN Nat. Bathes xi. (1669) 84 The heat of the
Sun is no more apt to breed a Nettle than a Dock. 1693
EVELYN De la Quint. Comfl. Card. I. 18 Thistles, Nettles,
and a Thousand other Plants of no Use to us. a 1732 GAY
Poems (1745) I. 167 Elder s early bud With nettle s tender

shoots, to cleanse the blood. 1810 CRABOF. Borough xviii.

296 At the wall s base the fiery nettle springs. 1849 BALFOUR
Man. Bot. % 1022 The young shoots of the common nettle are
sometimes used like spinach or greens. 1890 Knowledge
i Dec. 274/2 The common nettle occurs in two forms

;
the

male plant which produces the pollen is quite distinct from
that which bears the seeds.

trans/, and Jig. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. fV, n. Sii. TO Out of
this Nettle, Danger ; we plucke this Flower, Safety. 1836
Gentl. Mag. V. 22r When he did apply the rod, it was
generally formed of nettles. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Friend
ship Wks. (Bohn) I. 88 Better be a nettle in the side of your
friend than his echo. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 39 Those
driving nettles of frost that sting the cheeks.

b. The Sea-nettle. (Cf. RED NETTLE a.) rare- .

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 444 The sea fish called a Nettle.

NETTLE.

c. = NETTLE-TREE 2.

1889 J. H. MAIDEN Usef. Native Plants 192 Laportea
gigas . . Giant Nettle . The poisonous fluid secreted from
the foliage is very powerful.

2. In phrases, etc. : a. Nettle in, dock out, see

DOCK rf.l 3. b. (See quot 01700.) c. On
nettles, in fidgets, uneasy, excited.

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier B 3, All these women that you
heare brawling. .and skolding thus, have seuerally pist on
this bush of nettles, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cmu s. v.

Nettled, He has pist upon a Nettle, he is very uneasy or
much out of Humor. 1828 Craven Gloss.

s.y.,
Thou s p d

of a nettle this morning ,
said of a waspish, ill-tempered

person. 1892 STEVENSON Across Plains \. 56 Some of them
were on nettles till they learned your name was Dickson.

3. ellipt. A nettle-tap moth (see 4 b). rare~^.

1819 SAMOUELLE Etymol. Compend. 385 Tortrix urticana.
The barred Nettle.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., etc.,

as nettle-bed, -blossom, -bush, -juice, -leaf, -plant,

-root, -seed, -stalk, -stem, -sting, -top; in sense

made with nettles , as nettle-beer, -broth, -kale,

-porridge, ^-pottage, -tea; nettle-leaved, -like, -rough,

-slung adjs. ; f nettle-sling vb. (hence -stinging).
1894 R. KERR Pioneering in Morocco 205 Such commotion

about a *nettlebed. 1864 Chambers * Encycl. VI. 726/1
The stalks and leaves of nettles are employed, .for the

manufacture of a light kind of beer, called *Nettle beer.

1868 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art Add. 194 The beautiful circlet

of the white *nettle blossom. 1825 JAMIESON, *Nettle-

brotk, broth made of nettles, as a substitute for greens.

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 711 Hoc urticetvm, a *netyl-
bushe. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physick (1762) 35 Take an ounce
of *Nettle juice. 1846 LINDLEY Veget. Kingd. 26r ^The
causticity of Nettle juice is owing to the presence of bicar

bonate of ammonia. 1859 BROCKIE in J. Watson Bards of
Border 195 The laich herd s hoose, Where I suppit *nettle

kail. 1884 C/iamb. Jrnl. 8 Mar. 147/1 The common stinging
nettle. .in Scotland is occasionally used formakingakindpf
soup termed nettle kail. 1677 HORNECK Gt. La Consid. ii.

(1704) 18 Who would suspect such things as needles, or

sharp transparent pikes in a *nettleleaf ? 1789 J. PILKING-

TON Vie Derbysh. I. 351 *Nettle-leaved Bellflower, Great

Throatwort, or Canterbury Bells. 1828 SIR J. E. SMITH

Eng. Flc^v. II. ji Nettle-leaved Goosefpot. 1777 PENNANT
Brit. Zool. IV. 49 Many species on being handled affect

with a *nettle-like burning. 1764 Museum Rust. II. 159
The fibres of the &quot;nettle plant. 1660-1 PEPYS Diaryls Feb.,
There we did eat some *nettle porridge. 1776 T. PF.RCIVAL

Ess. (1776) III. 258 The children breakfasted of &quot;nettle-

pottage, that is, oatmeal gruel with fresh nettles boiled in

it. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physick (1762) 36 Chew &quot;Nettle

root. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems I. 337 The thought I

is a very counterpoison against Hemlock. 1643 J. STEER
tr. Exp. Chyrurg. iii. 7 A sharpe and pricking pain, like as

though the skin were rubbed with Nettle-seed. 1684
RAY Phil. Lett. (1718) 175, I wish I had Assurance.,
that those Sorts of Linen.. are made of Nettle-Stalks.

1766 Museum Rust. VI. 420 Making cloth of Hop Binds

and Nettle Stalks. 1891 T. HARDY Tess liv, The pale
and blasted *nettle-stems of the preceding year. 1822-

34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 337 Florid, itching,

nettle-sting wheats. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 4/1 The
dock-leaf, .is useful as a remedy for nettle-sting. 1598 E.

GUILPIN Skial. (1878) 40, I applaud my selfe For nettle-

stinging thus this fayery elfe. 1666 W. BOGHURST Loimogr.
(1894) 93_

Little red superficial! pimples in clusters like

nettle stinging. 1891 C. JAMES Rom. Rigmarole^ 102 The
leaf of the common dock I have found efficacious, if applied
. .to nettle-stung legs. 1758 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XII. 203
* Nettle,tea., would do you more good than any other. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXVI. 62/2 Nettle tea is a popular remedy
for many diseases. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 693/2

*Nettle-tops in the spring are often boiled and eaten by the

common people. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristofh., Knights
I. iii, Like those who re fond of nettle-tops.

b. Special combs. : nettle battery, one of the

stinging organs of a hydrozoon ; nettle-bird =
nettle-creeper; nettle-blight, sEcidinm wticse, a

parasitic plant common on nettles (Ogilvie Sufpl.

1855); nettle-bulb (see quot.); nettle butter

fly, Vanessa nrticie, whose larvae feed on nettles ;

nettle cell, a stinging cell
; ) nettle cheese

(see quots.) ; nettle-creeper, a name applied to

the \\ hitethroat (Sylvia cinerea), and the Golden
Warbler (Sylvia hortensis) from their nesting in

hedge-bottoms among nettles
; nettle-doeken, the

common dock, which is used to relieve nettle-stings;
nettle-earnest Sc., downright earnest

;
nettle-

fever, urticaria (Cent. Diet. 1890); nettle-fish,
a stinging jelly-fish (ibid.} ; nettle-geranium,
Coleus fruticosus ; nettle-grub, a stinging cater

pillar injurious to the tea-plant (Stand. Diet.

1 895) ; nettle-hemp = hemp-nettle s.v. HEMP sb. 5 ;

nettle-lichen, a skin disease (see LICHEN sl&amp;gt;. 3) ;

nettle-monger, (a) the Reed Sparrow or Reed

Bunting ; (6) the Whitethroat
; (r) the Blackcap ;

nettle-spring dial., nettle-rash; nettle-tap

(moth), a moth which frequents nettle-beds;

nettle-thread, one of the stinging hairs of acalephs

(Cent. Did. 1890) ; nettle-torn dial., the White-

throat ; nettle-whip (see quot.) ; nettle-wort,

(a) a spurgewort of the genus Acalypha ; (/ )
a plant

of the nettle family; nettle-yarn, the prepared
fibre of nettles.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Li/e 770 Cnidoblasts,



NETTLE.
from which new *nettle batteries are derived In growth.
1854 -Miss BAKER Northampton Gloss. Add. II. 415
*Nettle-bird* the white-throat. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Lift: 783 Some Rhizostome genera also possess
&quot;nettle-bulbs

,
stalked processes with or without a terminal

opening. 1802 BINGLEV Anim, Biog. (1813) III. 211 The
&quot;Nettle tortoise-shell butterfly. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Enttwiol.
xxix. III. 101 The eggs of. .the nettle butterfly, .when laid
in summer are hatched in a few days. 1902 R. W. CHAMBERS
Maids of Paradise xiii. 222 The scarlet-banded nettle-

butterflies flitted and hovered. 1870 NICHOLSON Zool* 109
The &quot;nettle cells or

* cnidae of the C&lcnterata,

1896 tr. Boas* Text-bk. Zool. 107 Numerous batteries of
nettle cells. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Housew. u. iv. 118 A
very dainty *neitle Cheese, which is the finest summer
Cheese which can be eaten. . . You shall lay [the curd] vpon
fresh nettles and couer it all ouer with the same. 1694
Ladies Diet. 155/1 Cheese, of which there are two kinds,
Morning-Milk-Cheese, Nettle Cheese. 1817 T. FOKSTF.R
Nat. Hist. Swallows (ed. 6) 79 Sylvia atricapilla^ Black
cap, Haychat,

*
Nettlecreeper, or Nettlemonger. 1845

Encycl. Metrop. XXV. 364/2 The White Throat, .is seen

..among weeds and nettles, whence one of its provincial
names is the Nettle Creeper. 1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in

Karp. 234 The common *nettle-docken, the stuff that no
creature will eat. 1818 HOGG Brownie of Bodsbcck xiii,
Ane canna speak a word but it is taen in, *nettle-earnest.

PIESSE Lab. Cheni. Wonders 67 Two very luxuriant

form of all the varieties. 1712 MORTIMER Northampt. 428
The Reed Sparrow.. is found upon Willows and Bushes by
our Brook-sides, as also upon Bunches of Nettles; and is

therefore called the *Nettlcmonger by some. 1831 RENNIE
Montagus Ornith. Diet. 42 The

provincial names of

Mock-nightingale, Nettle-creeper, Nettle-monger. 1819
SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compcnd. 364 Tortrix lutosa* The
early *NettIe-tap. Ibid. 442 Tortrix Oxyacanthx. The
Autumn Nettle-tap. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXIV. 597/1
Flitting with a very peculiar flight over the tops of nettles,
and thence termed Nettle-taps. 1830 in W. Cobbett Rur.
Rides (1885) II. 320 The sweet and soft voice of the white-
throat or *nettle-tom, 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life 783 ^Nettle-whips . . are elongated funnel-shaped
openings, . .beset with digitelli, 1834 Millers Diet. Card.
46-^c/j^&amp;gt;/f.,,*Nettle Wort. 1846 LlNDLEY I eget. Kingd.
261 Netlleworts will then be easily known from Morads and
Hempworts, which have a hooked embryo. 1885 J. S.

STALLYBRASS tr. Hglut s Wand. Plants $ Anim. 469 The
Germans also made nets of *nettle-yarn.

Ne ttle, s&.*
[f.

NETTLE v.] A state of un
easiness or impatience.
1723 DK. WHARTON True Briton No. 60 II. 516 Trebellius,

you may be sure somewhat upon the Nettle, addresses him
self to the Favourite. 1792 M. CUTLER in Life., etc. (1888)
I. 487 Congress, .are extremely tedious in their debates.,
and, at the same time, all in a nettle to rise and adjourn.

Ne ttle, J^. 3 variant of kneitle* KNITTLE.
1841 DANA Seaman s UTan. 43 Take two parts of different

yarns and twist them up taut into nettles. ..Lay half the
nettles down [etc.]. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pocket Bk,
x. (ed. 2) 360 Nettle stuff.

Nettle (ne-t l), v. Forms : 5 nettil, nettyl(le,
5-7 netle, 6 nettel(l, nettyll, 6- nettle, [f.

NETTLE si .
1 Cf. MDu. netelen (Dn. nettehii}*

G. nesseln. ]
1. trans. To beat or sting (a person or animal)

with nettles. *

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 355/1 Netlyn, itrtico. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 253/2 To Nettyl le, vrticare. 1530 PALSGR. 644/1, I

nettylLM0xr/J&amp;gt;. Ifa horse be well nettelled under the tayle
he wyll kycke jolyly. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen, f t̂ i. iii. 240, I

am whipt & scourg d with rods, Netled, and stung with
Pismires. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Faring i. xv. 71
To nettle him with the strongest and most stinging Nettles
that you can get. 1670 RAY in Phil. Trans. V. 2064 Ants,
if they get into peoples clothes,, .will cause a smart and
tingling, as if they were netled. 1882 R. HOLLAND in N.
9f Q. 6th Ser. VI. 54 It is customary in Cheshire to punish
those who do not wear a sprig oft&amp;gt;ak by nettling them.

b. re/I. To get (oneself, one s hands, etc.) stung
by nettles..

1719 D URFEY Pills II. 284 Like Boy that had nettl d
his Breerh. 1869 W. CORY Lett. $ Jrnls, (1897) 267, I

worked hard at lighting a fire, nettling my hands in

gathering fuel. 1902 BARNES-GRUNDY Thames Camp in
I nettled myself badly.

C. (Also absol*} To sting as a nettle does.

1858 LEWES Sea-side Stud. 149 If the capsules are the
nettling organs, why do they not nettle in those parts where
they are most abundant ? 1879 S. LANIER Poems (1884) 92
A flower That clung with pain and stung with power, Yea,
nettled me, body and mind.

2. To irritate, vex, provoke, pique.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 82 She nettled

him. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 683 The Erie of Warwicke
. .toke many riche ships of the Duke of Burgoyns countries,
(which sore netteled the Duke). 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster
i. ii, I know this nettles you now, but answere me. 1668
DRYDEN Even. Love i. ii, She has nettled me ; would I

could be revenged on her ! 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840)
211 This last discourse nettled me. 1761 MRS. F. SHERIDAN
Sidney Biditlph II. 319 This foolish woman s behaviour
nettled me extremely. 1814 I. D ISRAELI Quarrels Auth.
(1867) 308 A ridiculous story, .nettled Pope more than the
keener remonstrances. 1859 MASSON Milton I. 618 Cotting-
ton would now and then nettle his Grace by a jibe.
absol. 1726 SWIFT To Lady Wks. 1751 XIV. 229 But with

Raillery to nettle, Sets your Thoughts upon their Mettle.
b. In pa. pple. Irritated, vexed, provoked,

annoyed. Const, at, by, with, etc.
a 1400-50 Alexander 737 Now is ser Nicollas anoyed &

nettild with ire, As wrath as a waspe. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. xxx. 169 She that is most meke. .can rase vp a reke
if she be well nettyld. a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. IV 19

VOL. VI.

105

He beyng netteled with these uncurteous .. prickes &
thornes. 1579 FENTON Cuicciard. vin. (1599) 310 Caesar

being netled by so many infamies, .received. 1618 BOLTON
Plants (1636) 267 CcEsar, throughly nettled at the newes,
resolved [etc.]. 1672 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II.

410 Sir Philip, .knew not so much and is well netled. 1724
DE FOE Mem, Cavalier (1840) 171 Essex, nettled to be
both beaten in fight, and outd_one in conduct, decamps.
1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia it. iv, The haughty Baronet,

extremely nettled, forced his way on. 1838 DICKENS Nick.
Nick, xiii, Not a little nettled to observe that they were

enjoying the scene from a snug corner. 1853 KINGSLEY
Hypatia xxvii, A little nettled by her contemptuous tone.

c. intr. To become irritated or annoyed, rare.

Also nettle up (dial.).
1810 Splendid Fellies II. 31 Milford. .began to nettle at

the fidgets of his visitor. 1875 WAUGH Qwd Cronies ii,

Sally blushed and nettled up.
3. To prick or stir up ;

to incite, rouse.
a 1592 GREENE George a Greene Wks. (Rtldg.) 257/2 There

are few fellows in our parish so nettled with love as I have
been of late. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada&quot;s L&amp;lt;xv C. Wars
ix. 46 His Souldiers, that were, .nettled with the example and
danger of their General. 1841 CATLIX N. Amer. Ind. (1844)
II. Hi. 150 He rode and nettled his prancing steed in front
of my door.

4. To make sharp, to intensify, rare
~

.

1821 CLARE Vill. frliustr. II. 4 Delays so lingering dampt
her joys, And expectation nettled woe.

Ne ttle-clotll. [f. NETTLE *M Cf. Dn. netel-

dock (Da. nettelditg*. Sw. niitteldiik\ G. ntsseltuch.]
a. Cloth made of nettle-fibres, b. Cotton cloth,
calico. (See also quot. 1858.)

539 Witt of E Carleton. (Somerset Ho.), My best rayle
of Nettyll cloth. 1598 FLORIO, Ortichino. a kinde of cloth
we call calico or nettle cloth, or the rootes to make it. 1599
HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 230 Cloth of herbes, which is a kinde
of silke which groweth amongst the woods without any
labour of man. marg. This cloth we call Nettle cloth.
1626 BACON Sylva 614 Nettles, (whereof they make
Nettle-Cloth).

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Nettle-cloth, a new German
material, consisting of a very thick tissued cotton, which is

japanned and prepared as a substitute for leather, particu
larly for the peaks of caps, waistbelts, &c. 1884 Chamh.
Jrnl. 8 Mar. 147/1 At Dresden, Herr F. C. Seidel has

recently established a manufactory for nettle-cloth.

Nettled (ne-t ld),///. a.
[f. NETTLE sbl or

&amp;gt;.]

1. Irritated, angry. (Cf. the vb. 2 b.)
1582 STAN-VHURST Poems fArb.) 138 They be fresh forging

toe the netled Pallas an armoure. 1585 FETHERSTONK tr.

Calvin on Acts xxiii. 521 Paul meant, .with this excuse to
molHfie their nettled minds. 1888 Sat. Rev. 20 Oct. 466/2
Her own rather nettled defence. .of the hideous rhymes
which she affected.

2. Stung by nettles. (Cf. the vb. i.)

1671 H. CROUCH Welch Trav. 369 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.
343 He sate him down Upon a bed of nettles there.. His
nettled flesh did smart.

3. Full of nettles. Also in comb., as well-nettled*

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 6ji Buried in some nettled
nook of the kirkyard. 1834 Talis Mag. I. 732/2 He lies in

a well-nettled corner of St. George s burying-ground.
f Ne-ttlefy, v. = NETTLE v. i (nonce-wonl).
1602 DEKKER Satirom. L 4 You shall bee a Poet, though

not Lawrefyed, yet Nettlefyed.

Ne ttler. [f. NETTLE z&amp;gt;. + -EH*.] One who
nettles, stings, or irritates.

1611 COTGR., Ortieur, a nettler. 1641 MILTON Animadv.
Wks. 1851 III. 191 These are the nettlers, these are the blab

bing Bookes that tell, though not halfe your fellows feats.

Nettle-rash, [f. NETTLE sbl + RASH sb.s]
An exanthematous eruption on the skin, appearing
in patches like those produced by the sting of a
nettle ; essera, urticaria.

1740 C TESS HARTFORD in Corr. w. C tcss Pom/ret (1805)
II. 157,1 then.. found I had got what the doctor at Windsor
calls a nettle-rash. 1799 UNDERWOOD Diseases Children I.

93 The Essera, or Nettle-rash, is attended perhaps, with
the slightest of all fevers. 1818-20 E. THOMPSON tr. Culleds
Nosol. filethod. (ed. 3) 326 Nettle Rash is not contagious.
1867 PRINCESS ALICE Mem* (1884) 172 Laid up with the most
awful nettle-rash all over face and body. 1884 M. MAC
KENZIE Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 309 In some patients hay
fever is accompanied by nettle rash.

attrib. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 481 Observations on the
Nettie-Rash Fever.

Nettlesome (ne-t lsom), a. f f. NETTLE sbj- or

v. + -SOME.] Easily nettled, irritable.

1766 Life o/Qitin iv. (repr.) 24 He was a native of Wales,
and was not the least nettlesome of his countrymen. 1828
Blackw. Mag: XXIV. 22 He. .gets, if not mettlesome,..
very nettlesome indeed. 1888 Argosy Oct. 307 There is

something highly attractive to that nettlesome insect [a

wasp]
in the folds of a surplice.

Nettle-tree.
1. A tree of the genus Celtis, belonging to the

natural order Ulmacex, esp. C. aitstralis* the

European, and C. occidentaiis^ the N. American

species.
1548 TURNER Names Herbs (E. D. S.) 24 It hath a leafe

lyke a Nettel, therfore it may be called in englishe Nettel
tree or Lote tree. z6iz COTGR., Algisi t

the Lote, or Nettle
tree. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 620 An elegant sort of

Christophoriana,.. called Nettle-Tree by those of Barbados.
1741 J. MARTYN Virg. Georg. n. 84 note^ The nettle tree,
the fruit of which is far from that delicacy which is ascribed
to the Lotus ofthe ancients. 1817 BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 16
The cotton, wood, elm, mulberry, and nettle trees suffered
the most, 1832 Planting- :o6 in Lib. Use/. Kn.. Husb.
Ill, The wood of the European nettle-tree is considered to
be one of the hardest. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 1022
Celtis* the Nettle-tree, or Sugar-berry, has a sweet

NETWORK.
drupaceous fruit. 1866 Treas* Bot. 245/2 The North
American Nettle-tree. .differs from the European species in

having longer leaves.

2. An Australian tree of the genus Laportea,
esp. the Giant Nettle (L. gigas) and Small-leaved
Nettle {L.photiniphyUa).
1849 J. P. TOWNSEND Rambles in N. S. Wales 34 In the

scrubs is found a tree, commonly called ihe nettle tree

(Urtica gigas\ 1852 MUNDY Antipodes (1857) 198 The
Urticagigas or stinging nettle tree.. . It may be forty feet

high, and the stem nine or ten feet round.

Nettling (ne-tlirj), vbl. sb.^
[f. NETTLE v. +

-ING !.] The application of nettles to the skin.

CI440 Promp. Parv. 355/1 Netlynge, urticacio* 1611

COTGK., Etnpoitle^ a little wheale, .. such as comes after

netling. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 51 You may .. see the

Causes, as well as you have formerly felt the Effects, of their

Netling. -iXfyFolk-Lore Jrnl. II. 382 This nettling business
is only performed up to midday.
Ne ttling, vbl. sb.*

[f. NETTLE sb.-
&amp;gt;~\

a. The

process
of joining two ropes by spinning or twist

ing their loosened ends together, b. The action
or practice of tying yarns in pairs to keep them
from entangling. 1875 KXIGHT Diet. Mech* 1523 2.

Ne ttling,///. a. [f. NETTLE v. + -ING -.]
1. Irritating, provoking.
1652 KIRKMAN Clcrio $ Lozia 100 Stinging words and

netling speeches. 1702 C. MATHER Magn.Chr. vn. iii. (1852)
514 This disposition in Mr. Cotton was very nettling to the
sectaries, c 1769 Jnnius Left. ix. (L ),

This latter was a
nettling occurrence.

2. Stinging.
1858 LEWES Sea-side Stud. 149 If the capsules are the

nettling organs. 1890 Cent. Diet., Lasso cell, a nettling cell.

Nettly (ne-tli), a. [f. NETTLE **.!+ -Y i. Cf.

Du. netelig.\
1. Overgrown with nettles.

(71825 BDDDOES Poems (1851) 177 The common wild ..

Dimpled twice with nettly graves. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON
Red as Rose 284 These drenched, nettly charneis.

2. Irritable.

1825 JAM IESON Suppl, 1854 S. THOMSON Wild FI. 260
Even the most nettly of the human species seem to have
some friend or other. 1888 G. M. FFNN Man with Shadow
II. xxii. 263 I m not cross, old fellow only nettly.

tNe tty, rt.l Obs. fare- 1
, [f. NET a. + -\*i.]

Neat, natty.
1573 TUSSKR Hitsb, (1878) 159 How prettie, how fine and

how nettle, Good huswife should iettie.

Netty (ne ti), .
a Now rare* [f. NET sb.^ + -Y *.]

Net-like ; netted, made of net.

^1628 F. GREVIL C&tica Iii, Yet Venus choose with Mars
the netty bed. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyras iii. 55 In
the netty fibres of the veines and vessels of life. 1891 Daily
News 9 Feb. 6/3 An ascending salmon, .is caught in a netty
cul-de-sac.

Ne twork. [f. NET J&I+WORK sb. Cf. Du.
netwerk* G. nctzwerk

t Da. netvserk, Sw. natverk.}
1. Work in which threads, wires, or similar

materials, are arranged in the fashion of a net ; esp*
a light fabric made of netted threads.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Exod. xxvii. 4 Thou shall make vnto
it a grate like networke of brasse. 1575 in J. W. Clay
Clifford Fam. (1906) 35, I do give to my said aunte one
suyte of networke. 1693 WOOD \Vill in Life (O. H. S.)

III. 503 All the network, that I am now possess d of, and
which was formerly left me by my mother. 1712 ADDISOX
Spect. No. 275 p 5 Ribbons, Lace and Embroidery, wrought
together in a most curious Piece of Network. 1781
E. DARWIN Rot. Card., Econ. Veget. in. 556 So shoot the

Spider-broods at breezy dawn, Their glittering net-work o er
theautumnal lawn. 1849 JAMES Woodman ix, A light coif of
network confined, .the rich glossy curling hair. 1881 Truth
19 May 686/2 The train was ofcerise satin and gold network.

transf. 1816 SHELLEY Alastor 446 The woven leaves Make
net-work of the dark blue light of day. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 135 A sort of band of net-work

running round the middle of the sky.
2. (With a and //.) A piece of work having

the form or construction of a net ; a collection or

arrangement (of some thing or things) resembling
a net.

1590 SPENSER J\Iuiopot. 368 With this so curious networke
[a spider s web] to compare. z6n BIBLE Isa. xix. 9 They
that weaue net-works shall be confounded. \i4J& Anson*$
Voy. in. viii. 380 The galeon .. was .. provided against
boarding.. by a strong net-work of two inch rope. 1814
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 70/1 The fastening which secures the
net-work and the valve at the top of the Balloon. 1849
WILLMOTT Jrnl. Summer-time 19 July, A paper network is

where a fire ought to be. 1881 Truth 19 May 686/2 The
bodice is covered with a network of pearls.

b. transf. Of structures in animals or plants.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus Hi. 55 This Reticulate

or Net-work was also considerable in the inward parts of
man. a 1729 BLACKMORE (J.), This curious and wonderful
net-work of veins. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. RaynaFs Hist. Ind.
V. 188 A mucous substance, which forms a kind of network
between the epidermis and the skin. 1830 R. KNOX
Be&quot;ctard*s Anat* 214 Net-works which form in a great
measure the serous, .membranes. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT
De Bary^s Phaner. 250 After entering the skin they pass
over into a network of bundles.

C. A complex collection or system of rivers,

canals, railways, or the like.

1839 THIRI.WALI. Greece xlvii. VI. no The island, or

net-work of islands, formed by the Danube. 1857 LIVING
STONE Trav. x. 199 The flat prairies between the net-work of
waters. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. r. viii. 233 The
Northmen. .had surrounded their whole camp with a net

work of trenches.
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NETTF.

d. Jig. An interconnected chain or system of

immaterial things.
1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. (Bohn) 373 The arterial or

nerve-like net-work of property. 1856 EMERSON Eng.

Traits, Abili:y Wks. (Bohnl II. 43 Their law is a network

of fictions. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. V.
way. 381 A

network of feudal tenures is thus spread over the whole land.

3. Used as a name for plants (see quots.).

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 156/2 The Dictyolex, or sea-net-

works,.. are characterised by the beautifully reticulated

texture of the integument. 1897 Jrnl. R. Agnc. Soc.

Dec. 617 One [water-weed] known locally as network or

silkwort, on account of its thread-like stems.

4. attrib. or as adj. Made of network ; arranged

in the fashion of network.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny XIX. i. II. 3 The net-worke Haber

geon or Curet of Amasis. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE (title) The

Garden of Cyrus, or the Quincunciall, Lozenge, or Net

work Plantations of the Ancients. 1747 JOHNSON (title) To
Miss. .on her giving the AuthouraGold and Silk Net-work

Purse, of her own weaving. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants

(ed. 3)!. 330 Seeds entangled in., network membranes. 1898

Daily AV:i-j 19 Oct. 5/7 One of the network racksof a first-

class compartment.

fb. jig. Complicated, involved. Obs. rare- 1
.

1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. n. i. 255 You will have more

solid. .truth. .than. .such Writers do teach you in their

learned Net-work treatises.

Netyl.le, obs. forms of NETTLE rf.l

Neu, obs. f. NEW. Neuck, dial. f. NOOK.

Neue, var. NEVE ;
obs. f. NEW a., NIEVE sb.

Neueling: see NEVELINC. Neuen.var.NEVENz 1
.

Neuent, obs. var. NINTH. Neuer(e, obs. ff.

NEVF.B. Neueu(e, -ew(e, obs. ff. NEPHEW.

t Neuf . Her. Obs. rare. [a. OF. neuf, var. of

nen, nou (later noiiJ, mod. naud) : L. nod-um,
nodus knot.] A sword-knot.

1562 LEIGH Armorie 1 60 b, He beareth Gueulesiii arming
Swordes argent, hikes and pomills Or, the neufes Sable.

1586 FKHNE Blaz. Gentrie 222 Twoswordes trauersed barre-

wayes, Argent : hilts, pomels and neufes, Or. 1688 HOLME
Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 125/2 Parts and appurtenances

belonging to a sword and belt. ..The Neufes.

j-Neuf-, erron. form alneaf, NIEVE, fist.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster in. iv, Reach mee thy neufe.

Do stheare! 1625 ROWLEY, etc. Witch Edmonton in. i,

Oh, sweet ningle, thy neufe once again.

t Neuft, obs. variant of NEWT.
Cf. e-u/tes in Spenser F. Q. v. x. 23.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster iv. iii, Sting him my little

neufts : Tie give you instructions. 1614 Barth. Fairll. iii,

What ? thou lt poyson mee with a neuft in a bottle of Ale,
wilPtthou?

Neuie, obs. var. NEPHEW. Neuin, var. of

NEVKX v. TTeuir, obs. f. NEVER. Neuis, obs.

pi. of NIEVE, fist. Neuk, Sc. f. NOOK.

tNe ultra, obs. variant of NE PLUS ULTRA.

1646 G. DANIEL Poems (Grosart) I. 102 As though another

Hercules had plac d Witt s great Xe -. lira, never to be

pass d. 1676 GLASVILL Ess. Philos. % Relig. ill. i It is

presumed that their Books are the Ne Ultra s of Learning.

Neulyngis, obs. form of NEWLINGS adv.

II Neuma (ni-ma). Mus. PI. neu-mata,
neu-msB. [med.L.]

= NEUME.
1776 HAWKINS Hist. Music I. 345 Neuma . . signifies an

aggregation of as many sounds as may be uttered in one

single respiration. 1782 BURNEY Hist. Music II. 172 The
Neuma or recapitulation of a chant at the end ofan anthem.

1848 MULLER tr. Kiesewetter s Hist. Mus. 281 In choral

chants by Neuma is understood a melodious phrase at the

end of a verse. Ibid. 380 The Neumata, in which the oldest

Chant-books of the Latin Church now extant are noted,

consist of points, little hooks, strokes, and flourishes, in

different shapes and directions. 1880 Grove s Diet. Mus. II.

468/1 The Neumx did.. shew at a glance the general con

formation of the Melody they were supposed to illustrate.

1886 ROCKSTRO Hist. Music 31 Every Neuma placed upon
the red line was understood to represent the note F.

attrib. 1879 RITTER Hist. Music (1880) 33 The oldest

neumae manuscripts do not reach farther back than the end
of the 8th century.

Neuma tic, a, Mus. [ad. med.L. neumatic-iis,

f. neuma : see prec.] Of the nature of neumes.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1897 Dublin Rev. Oct. 335 The great

difficulty which the uncertainty of the neumatic signs pre
sented in rendering the chant.

Neu matize, v. Mus. rare 1
, [ad. med.L.

neumatizare.] trans. To provide with neumes.

1776 HAWKINS Hist. Mus. I. 345 He dictated or pointed,
and actually neumatized the musical cantus both to the

antiphonary and gradual.

Neume, neuni ni;7m). Mus. Also 5newme,
nevme. [a. F. neume (l4th c.), ad. med.L.

neuma, neufma (neut. and fern.), NEUMA, ad. Gr.

nvtvua breath : see PNEUM, PNETJMA.]
1. In plainsong, a prolonged phrase or group

of notes sung to a single syllable, esp. at the end
of a melody.
c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 354/1 Newme of a songe [ff. nevme],

nettpwa. 1879 HELMORE Plainsong i. 3 Neumes, i.e. certain

rhythmical expansions of the melodies, occur on the stronger
accents of the poetry. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 720/1
Sometimes these neumes or breathings are hung to the last

syllable. Ibid. 721/2 The descending series of short notes,
called passing notes, which bind together the different limbs

of the prolonged breathings or neumes.

2. One of a set of signs employed in the earliest

plainsong notation to indicate the melody.
1843-5 WESTWOOD Palseogr, Sacra s.v. Lombardic MSS.,
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Here the simple neume consists of a short oblong dash ; but

sometimes it is merely a round dot. 1874 CHAPI KLL Hist.

Mus. 1.382 Neumes did not originally designate any definite

notes or pitch, because musical intervals were not required
in recitation. 1897 Dublin Rev. Oct. 334 From the eighth

to the eleventh centuries the chant was noted by means of

certain signs called neums. lliiii. 339 The chant is written

in neum-accents.

Hence Netrmicfl., neumatic. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)

Tfeuoju, neuow, obs. forms of NEPHEW.

TTeur-, var. of NEURO-, employed before vowels

(and k), as in Neuradyna-mia, nervous debility,

neurasthenia ; Neuradyna-mic a., of or pertaining

to, of the nature of, suffering from, neurasthenia

(Mayne 1856). Neura-nal a., pertaining to the

neural system together with the anus or outlet.

Neurartliro-patliy, disease of the joints in which

the nerves are affected. Neura xial a., pertain

ing to the neuraxis. Neura xis, the nervous

axis of the body; the brain and spinal column.

Neura xon, a process given off from a cell -body

(neuron). Neure-ctasy, stretching of a nerve.

Neurhypno-logy (see NF.URYPXOLOGY). Near-

hypnotist, one who practises neurypnology.
Also in various other pathological or anatomical terms, as

ncnra^mia, -aitcria, -ataxia, -ectopy, -cmpodism, etc. : see

Mayne K.rpjs. Lex. and the Syif. Soc. Lex.
1888 Emycl. ISrit. XXIV. 184/1 A current of water which

escaped by the ^neuranal canal (as in larval Aniphioxns}.

1897 Allbntt s Syst. Med. III. 73 The word *neur-arthro-

regions. 1899 Alll iitt s Syst. Med. VI. 512 The .. unaltered ,

continuity of the primitive fibrils of the *neuraxon across the

cell body . 1883 J. MARSHALL (title) On Nerve-Stretching
or Neurectasy for the Relief of Pain, a 1876 M. COLLINS

Pen Sketc/ics (1879) &quot; l8z That peculiar idiosyncrasy which

gives us our mediums, and mesmerists, and *neurhypnotists.
j

Neu rad, adv. [f.
NEUR-AL + -ad: see DEX-

TRAD.] Towards the neural axis or aspect of the

body. (Opposed to heemacTj. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Neural(niii&amp;lt;&amp;gt;-ral),a. [f. Gr. i/tC/j-ovnerve + -AL.]

1. Anat. Pertaining or relating to, connected

with, the nerves ; spec, pertaining to the cerebro-

spinal or central nervous system of vertebrates (as

opposed to hxmal). Freq. in neural arch, canal,

cavity, spine, tube, etc.

1839-47 T. R. JONES in Todd s Cycl. Anat. III. 825/2 The
caudal vertebra of the Fish.. have the neurapophyses and
neural spine as well as the hsemapophyses and haemal spine.

1849 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. viii. (1874) 147 The bodies of

the vertebra;, with their neural and hjemal processes. 1888

ROLLESION & JACKSON Anim. Life 438 The tube represents

an aperture left when the neural plate folds over in develop
ment to form the neural tube.

b. Situated on, or inclining to, that side of the

body in which the central nervous axis lies.

1861 J. R. GKEENE Man. A //;;. Kingd., Co-lent. 18 There
is no distinction between neural and hasmal regions. 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life p. xxxi, In Inverlebrata the motor

organs are developed upon the neural aspect of their bodies.

2. Phys. Relating to, or occurring in, the nerves

as organs which convey sensation or impulse.
1864 SPENCER Princ. Biol. 50 Neuial discharges that follow

the direct incidence of external forces. 1899 Allbntt s Syst.
Med. VI. 492 The more elaborate the dendritic expansions,
the more elaborate the psychic or neural activity.

3. 1 ath. Involving or affecting the nerve-tissues

or nervous system ;
nervous.

1883 Harper s Mag. Nov. 901/2 The eminent authority on
neural disorders. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. III. 73 Neural

arthritis comprises all joint diseases which are the sequel of

central or peripheral nerve-lesions.

Neuralgia (niurae-ldjia). Path, [a. mod.L.

neuralgia, f. Gr. vivpov nerve +0X705 pain. Cf.

F. nevralgie (iSoi).] An affection of one or more
nerves (esp. of the head or face), causing pain which

is usually of an intermittent but frequently intense

character ;
an instance of this, a neuralgic pain.

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 217 The term

neuralgia has of late been employed by various nosologists
to express this group of diseases. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI.

164/2 Neuralgia.. may be called a modern disease, as the

first distinct description of it that we possess is that published

by Andre ,
a surgeon of Versailles, in 1 756. 1873M iss BROUGH-

TON Nancy III. 80 Mother s neuralgia is very bad, and she

is sadly in want of change. 1884 H. M. JONES Health of
Senses v. 132 The neuro-mimetic, with.. fits, neuralgias,
aches in every part of the body.
attrib. 1897 Allbutt s Sysl. Med. IV. 762 The sensory

throat neuroses of the climacteric period, .may t
be classed

under two headings, paraesthesia and neuralgia cases.

Hence Nenra lgiac, one affected by, or suffering

from, neuralgia.
1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. III. 482 The risk of permitting

any of these abdominal neuralgiacs themselves to get hold

of opium in any of its forms.

Neuralgic (niurs-ldjik), a. Path. [f. prec. +
-ic. Cf. F. ntvralgique (1801).] Of the nature

of, characterized or caused by, affected with,

neuralgia.
1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 167/2 The absence of heat,

swelling, redness . . make it merit the epithet neuralgic. 1861

DICKENS Lett. (r88o) II. 142 Neuralgic pains in the face

have troubled me a good deal. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap.

(1879) 42 In simple neuralgic gastric pain, .bismuth is often

of great service.

NEUBJDINE.

Neurapophysial (niu-rsep&amp;lt;i-zial),
a. Anal.

[f.
next + -AL.J Relating, belonging to, or forming,

the neurapophyses.
1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1870 ROLLESTON A Him. Life

1 1 The neurapophysial processes.

Neurapophysis (niurapp fisis). Anat. PI.

-physes (-fisw). [f.
NEUR- +APOPHYSIS.]

1. (Chiefly in
/&amp;gt;/.)

One or other of the two pro
cesses of a vertebra which form the neural aich.

1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. III. 824/2 Two superior

laminae . . to protect the great nervous cord . .
,
which

Professor Owen proposes to call Neurapophyses. 1870
H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (1875) 388 Two bony arches

which are called the neural arches or neurapophyses ,

because they form with the body, .the neural canal .

2. The spinous process arising from the junction

of the bony elements which compose the neural

arch
;
the neural spine.

1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Matt. Zool. (1875) 695 Neurapo-

physis. The spinous process of a vertebra, or the process

formed at the point of junction of the neural arches. 1881

MIVAKT Cat 35 This is the spinous process, neural spine,

or neurapophysis.

Neurasthenia (niriries)
&amp;lt;

nia). Path. [f.
as

prec. + ASTHENIA.] An atonic condition of the

nervous system ; functional nervous weakness
;

nervous debility.

1856 in MAYNE I.xpos. Lex. 1879 BEARD (title) The
Nature and Diagnosis of Neurasthenia. 1899 Allbntt s

Syst. Mcd. VIII. 135 Neurasthenia is indeed often the pro
duct of stresses upon the function of the mind.

Neurasthenic (niu iasfe-nik), a. and sb.

1 ath. [f.
as prec. + ASTHENIC.]

A. adj. Caused by, affected with, symptomatic
or characteristic of, neurasthenia.

1876 tr.
- on Ziemssen s Cycl. Mcd. XI. 141 A form of head

ache which I shall take the liberty of calling neurasthenic

heartache. 1881 Med. Temp. Jrnl. XLV1I. 163 The neur

asthenic . . condition is first recognised by lassitude. 1899

Allhitt sSysl. Med. VIII. 135 Neurasthenic persons would

..escape even medical recognition.

B. sb. A person who suffers from neurasthenia.

1884 DOWSE Brain q Nen-es 26 No class of people are

more anxious about the future than neurasihenics. 1899

Allbutt s Syst. Med. VII. 897 A state that may find expres
sion in the fibrillary trembling of neurasthenics.

Hence Heurasthe nical a.
;

Neurastlie-iilc-

ally adv.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1899 Brit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2001. 72

Investigations carried out . . upon healthy and neurasthemcal

individuals.

Neura-stheny. rare~. Neurasthenia.

1849 in CRAIG. 1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Neuration (niur^i-fsn). [irreg. f. NEUK- +

-ATION, after NERVATION.] The arrangement or

distribution of the nervures or veins, esp. in the

wings of insects, or the leaves of plants.
1826 KlRBY & SP. Entomol. xxxv. III. 610 The circum

stance that most strikingly distinguishes tegmina from elytra

is their neuration or veimng. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 271

The neuration of a leaf. 1859 DARWIN Orig. .!&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.
v. (18731

124 In certain genera the neuration differs in the different

species. 1889 A. R. WALLACE Darwinism 241 The very

distinct neuration of the wings.. can be easily seen.

Neure, obs. form of NEVER.

Neu-rectome. Surf. [cf.
NEURECTOMT and

hysteroiome. ] A narrow-bladcd instrument used

to divide and excise a portion of nerve (Sj ii. Soc.

Lex. 1892).
Neurecto-mic, a. [f. next + -1C.] Of or be

longing to neurectomy (Mayne Expos. Lex. \%c,K).

Neurectomy (niure ktomi). Surf. [f.
NEUR- +

Gr. eKTO^ri : see -TOMY.] The operation of ex

cising a nerve or a portion of a nerve.

1856 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1880 FLINT Princ. r Pract.

Med. 799 Carnochan was the first to perform neurectomy

beyond the spheno-palatine ganglion for the relief of

persistent neuralgia. 1887 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. II June 1280/2

Neurectomy promises to be of greater value in the painful

affections of the head and face.

Neurenteric (niurente rik), a. Anat. [f.

NEUR- + ENTERIC.] Connected with the nervous

and intestinal systems. Neurenteric canal, a pro

longation of the neural canal behind the notochord

into the archenteron in some vertebrate embryos.

1884 HYATT in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII.

IIQ The presence of a fore neurentenc canal may be

assumed. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 335 A
post-anal section of the archenleron in Vertebrata which

communicates by a neur-enteric canal with the neural tube.

Neu ric, a. rare. [f.
Gr. vtvp-ov + -ic : ci.

next.] Of or pertaining to a nerve or the nerves.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 Proc. Soc. Psych. Res.

Oct. 173 Dr. Barety..has attempted to show that actual

neuric rays are emitted by eyes and fingers.
^

Neu-rical, a. rare-&quot;, [f.
Gr. ixvpm-ot.]

1623 COCKERAM i, Ne-tvricall, gowtie.

Neuricity (niuri-siti). [f.
as NEURIC a. + -ITT.]

The special form of activity peculiar to the nerves ;

nerve-force.
1866 OWEN Anat. Vertebr. I. 318 Neuricity is convertible

into myonicity and into other forms of polar force.

Neuridine (niuVridain). Chem. Also -in.

[f. Gr. vivp-ov (see NEURO-) + -ID + -INE.] A non-

poisonous ptomaine of a gelatinous nature, chiefly

occurring as a product of putrefaction.



NEURILEMA.
1887 A. M. BROWN Aniin. Alkaloids 34 Xeuridine

G*H&quot;N*. This base is one of the most constant products
of the putrefaction of albumenoid substance. 1897 Allbutt s

Syst. Med, II. 788 From decomposed beef and horse-flesh

liriegcr separated several alkaloids neuridine, neurine,
choline, and one apparently identical with muscarine.

Nenrilema (niuarsilfTna), neurilemma
(niiHrile ma). Anat. Also -elema. [Oiig. f. Gr.

Vvp~ov nerve + ei\i]f*a covering, involucrum
;
subse

quently taken as f. Gr. At^a husk, skin (in which
case the correct form would be tieitrolemma).
Cf. F. n&amp;lt;*vrileme (Bichat, 1801).] a. The delicate

membranous outer sheath which invests and pro
tects a nerve (now usually called epineuriiuii}.
b. The sheath of a nerve-funiculus, the perineurium.
a. 1830 R. KNOX Beclanfs Anat. 357 These filaments, as

they penetrate into the ganglia, leave olTtheir neurilema. 1846
BRITTAN tr. Malgaigne s Man. Oper. Snrg. 285 The optic
nerve, with the neurelema of which it appears to become
continuous. 1856-8 W. CLAKK Van dcr Hoevens Zool. I.

ii The nerve-stems and the bundles of which they consist,
are surrounded with coats of conjunctive tissue, called
neurilema.

ft. 1825 GOOD Study Med. fed. 2) IV. 24 Solid fibres

or capillaments of a particular kind, the nenrileinma of
Bichat. 1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 224 When
the neurilemma has been removed, and the trunk has been
separated into its component fasciculi. 1888 ROLLKSTON &
JACKSON Anitn. Life 212 The giant fibres are separated from
the nerve-cord by the inner neurilemma.
attrib. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 626 If the nucleus

of the segmental neurilemma cell remain perfectly healthy.
Ibid. 643 Leucocytes enter the neurilemma sheath.

Hence Weurilein(
vni)a tic a. [F. n&amp;lt;*vrilhnatique\\

N jurile m m atous a.

1836-9 Todcfs Cycl. Anat. II. 534/2 The expansion and
interlacing of the neurilemmatie sheaths. 1839-47 Ibid,

111.776/1 The plaiting must be considered, .independent
of neurilematous investment. 1875 PAYNE Jones $ Siez 1

.

Path. Anat. 310 The neurilemmatous sheath is the part
mainly affected in inflammation.

Neurility (niurrllti). [f.
NEUR- + -ILITT.

Cf. F, neurilitt*. ] The power of a nerve to convey
or transmit impulse or sensation.
1860 LEWES Pkysiol. Com. Life II. 19 Neurility simply

means the property which the nerve-fibre has, when
stimulated, of exciting contraction in a muscle, secretion in

a gland, and sensation in a ganglionic centre. 1879 N. :

SMYTH Old Faiths in New Lights vii. (1882) 300 note,
So long as sensibility and neurility.. cannot be shown to be

necessarily related and convertible.

Neurine (murrain), sb. and a. Also neurin.

[f, NEUR- + -INE. Cf. F. neurine, nfvrine.]
A. sb. 1. Anat. Nerve substance or tissue

j
the ;

matter contained in the nerve-tubes.

1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. III. 593/2 It contains the
elements of the true nervous tissue or neurine. 1854 OWEN
in Orr s Circ. Set., Org, Nat. I. 161 Tubular tracts are ,

formed, some of which become filled with *

neurine
, or

nervous matter. 1870 MAUDSLEY Body fy Mind 56 The
j

vesicular neurine has increased in quantity and in quality.

2. Chem. a. A poisonous alkaloid or ptomaine,
derived from putrefying flesh, etc. ; choline. b. An
alkaloid produced with the former, and differing

very slightly from it in chemical composition, but

possessing more actively poisonous properties.
1869 Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. 16 A basic substance . . which

he [Liebreich] has termed neurine... By slightly modifying
this method neurine has been artificially formed. 1880

J. VV. LEGG Bile 52 By boiling with baryta water, lecithin
;

is decomposed into neurin or cholin. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. \

Med. VI. 496 An effect also produced by snake venom, as
well as by neurine and choline.

B. adj. Of or relating to the nerves.

1870 J. SCOFFERN Stray Leaves Sci. 446 When he began !

his neurine enquiries the prevalent belief, .was [etc.].

Neu rism. rare. [f. NEUR- + -ISM.]
1. Nerve-force

; netiricity,

1871 COPE Origin ofFittest v. (1887) 205 The Vital Forces
are (nerve-force) Neurism, (growth-force) Bathmism, and
(thought-force) Phrenism,

2. The hypothesis according to which all the i

phenomena of the living body are due to the
action of a nervous fluid (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1892).
Neuritic (niuri tik), a. (and sb.) [ad. Gr.

type *vtvpiTIK-OS, f. vtvpov nerve : see -ITIC, and
cf. F. nforitique (1762).]
fl. Good for the nerves. Obs. rare~~l

.

1725 BRADLEY Fam.
Dict.^ Marjoram .. is vulnerary,

Cephalick, Hysterick, Neuntick, and proper to expel wind.

fb. sb. (See quot.) Obs. rare* .

1727-38 CHAMBF.RS Cycl., Neuritics, or nervines^, .remedies
proper for diseases of the nerves and nervous parts.

2. Path. Relating to, of the nature of, neuritis.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. i

Jan. 9/2 The main objections which have been advanced
against the neuritic theory. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
VIII. 751 Pompholyx is generally regarded as a neuritic
inflammation or vaso-motor neurosis.

Neuritis (niursi tis). Path. [a. Gr. type
&quot;Vcvpf-ns, f.vfvpov nerve: see -ITIS.] Inflammation
o a nerve or nerves.

1840 Fenny Cycl. XVI. 166/2 In neuritis we shall find the
usual attendants of inflammation. 1880 FLINT Princ. fy

Pract. Mfd. 781 In acute neuritis the nerves are swollen,
reddened, and more succulent than normal. 1899 Allbntfs
Syst. Med. VI. 44, I have seen instances of neuritis and
perhaps of neuralgia of the cardiac nerves in diphtheria.
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Neuro- (nm m\ combining form of Gr. vivpov
nerve, used in a number of scientific terms, chiefly
Anat. and Path., as Neu roblast, an embryonic
nucleated cell from which the nerve-fibres origin
ate; hence Neurobla stic a. Neuro-ce ntrala.,
connected with the centrum and neural arch of a

vertebra, esp. in neitroccntral suture. Neuro-
ce-ntrum, one of the parts forming the nenro-
central arch. JTeu rochord, a set of tubular
fibres on the dorsal aspect of the ventral nerve-
cord in annulates and crustaceans. XTeuro-
clo nictf., characterized bynervous spasms. Neu ro-
coele (-s/1), the central cavity of the cerebro-

spinal system ; hence Neurocoe linii a. Neuro-
de-udron (see quot.). Neurode rmal a., per
taining to the epiblast. Neuroente ric a. =
NEUKENTEHIC. Neuroepide rmal a., pertaining
to the nerves together with the epidermis (Syd.
Soc. Lex.). Neuroepithe lial a., pertaining to

the nerves together with the epithelium. Meuro-
fibro ma (see quot.). KTeurohypno-logy = NEUK-
YPNOLOGY ; so Neurohypno tic a.

, -hypnotism.
Neuroke ratin, a substance closely resembling
keratin, found in certain nerve-tissues. ITeuro-
le-mma= XEURiLEMMA. Neu romere, a part or

segment of the nervous system ;
hence Neuro -

merous a., characterized by a segmented nervous

system. Neurometaphysical a., characterized

by a metaphysical view or treatment of nervous

phenomena. Neuro meter, a means of measuring
the strength of the nerves. Neuromime sis, a
form of neurosis characterized by imitative actions
or pathological conditions; neurotic imitation of
disease

; hence Neuromime tic a. and sb. Neuro-
mu-scular a., relating or belonging to both

nerve(s)andmuscle(s); soNeuromyic a. BTeuro-
myo logy, the classification of muscles with re-

ierence to the nerves. Neuromyosi tis, an
affection of both nerve and muscle. Neu ronyni,
the scientific name of a muscle. Neuropara lysis,

paralysis due to some affection of the nerves
;
so

Neuroparalytic a. Neurophysio log-y, the

physiology of the nervous system ;
hence Neuro-

pliysiolo g-ical a. Neu ropore, an exterior orifice

in the neural canal of some embryos. Neuro-
psychic a., pertaining to the nervous and psychic
functions. ITeuropsycholo-gical a., dealing with

psychology in relation to the nerves ; so ITeuro-

psycho-logist. Neuropsychopa thic a., pertain
ing to diseased states of the nervous and mental
functions. Neuroretini tis, combined inflamma
tion of the optic nerve and retina. Henroto nic,
a medicine used to brace the nerves (Ogilvie 1882).
ITeuroto xic a., acting poisonously upon the

nerves; so Neuroto-xical a. (Mayne 1857).
Neuroto xiii, a substance having a poisonous
effect on the nerves. Neurotro phic a., pertain
ing to, or connected with, nourishment coming
through the nerves. ITeurova scular a., having
both a nervous and vascular character.

A large number of similar compounds, the currency of ,

many of which is doubtful, ure given in Mayne s E-tfos.
Le.i: and the Syd. Soc. Lex.
1893 S_ytf. Sat:. Lex., *lftwvMastt

the pear-shaped cells :

which arise by a process of mitosis from the germinal cells

of the early embryo. 1897 i^tfi Cent. July 25 The embryonal
nerve-cell (neuroblast) will be simply an oval sac. 1870
ROLLESTON Aniin. Lift: p. Uii, The *neurocentral suture is

usually absent. 1873 MIVART Eiein. Anat. 61 The line of
.

junction of the lateral pieces with the central pieces is

termed the neuro-central suture. 1884 HYATT in Proc.
Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. XXIII. 121 The distribution

and formation of the *neurocentra. .in the vertebrae of the
Permian Rhachitomi. 1888 ROLLESTON JACKSON Aniin. \

Lift: 212 The apparatus is hence termed *Xeurochord by
Vejdovsky . .

,
who compares it physiologically with the noto-

j

chord of Chordata. Ibid. 598 The so-called giant-fibres ,

or ( neurochord are found in nearly all Oligochaeta. 1899
Allliiilt s Syst. Mf,i. VII. 898 The neurocionic state of the
neurons of the spinal cord may appear subsequently. 1889
fiucfc s Handbk. Med. Set. VIII. no The entire neuraxisis
a tube, a subcylindrical mass inclosing a cavity. This cavity
is the *neurocrx-le. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 490
From the cell-body, or from a protoplasmic extension of
the cell (*neuro-dendron) the nerve process or axon is given !

off. 1877 E. R. LANKF.STKR in Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XVII. I

430 [The] epiblast and the musculo-skeletal portion of
|

the mesoblast or . . *neurodermal and myoskeletal
moieties. 1893 TUCKEY tr. Hatschek s Amphio.vits 6g
The *neuro-enteric canal which is generally typical in

the development of the vertebrate animals. 1892 Syd.
Soc. Lex.,

*
Neurofibroiiia, a fibroma arising from the

neurilemma of a nerve. 1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VI. 635
Multiple neurofibroma. 1849 Prater s j\Iag. XXVI. 375
Mr. Braid having failed in obtaining a hearing for his

curious discoveries in Mesmerism, or *neurohypnology, as
he calls it. 1843 BRAID Neuryftwl. 7 In respect to the

*Neuro-Hypnotic state. 1842 in Trans. Brit. Assoc.

29 June, Practical Essay on the Curative Agency of

*Neuro-Hypnotism. 1883 KLEIN Eletn. Histol. 140
Its own hyaline more or less elastic sheath, composed of
*neurokeratin. 1852 DANA Cnist. it. 1333 The nerves.. are

flat, fibrous cords, enclosed within a membranous envelope

NEUROLOGIST.
i or *neurolemma. 1866 OWEN Anat. Vertebr. 1.203, I would

suggest.. *neuromere. 1897 Xat. Sci. Feb. 114 That ..

branch of morphology which deals with the nerve-segments
of the head (cerebral neuromeres). 1851 tr. Uuzer &amp;lt;V

Prochasktfs Nervous Syst. (Syd. Soc.) Introd. i He
showed an early inclination to *neuro-metaphy.sicr.l studies
1818 SOUTHEY Let. 5 Dec. in Life^yt) IV. 327 The nitrous
oxyde approaches nearer to the notion of a *neurometer

!
than anything which perhaps could be devised 1800
Allbntt s Syst. Med. VIII. 88 *N euro-mimes is lays too
much stress on the resemblances .. between the &amp;lt;-ymptoms
of hysteria and of other diseases. 1884 H. RI. JONKS
Health of Senses v. 132 The &quot;neuromimetic, with curved
spine, pain in joints, ..aches in every part of the bo-!y. 1877
HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anitn. 63 Kieinenberg terms those
*neuro-muscular elements. 1896 Allbutt s Syst. Med. I.

159 The development and activity of the neuro-muscular
system. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. 111.30/1 An argument
in favour of the theory of ^neuromyic action, a 1890
COUKS & SiiuTK in A . Y. Med. Record XXXII. 93 (Cent.),
Neurology is the key to myology, and a &quot;neuro-myology is

practicable. 1899 AlttittCs Syst. Med. VI. 463 ^Neurj-
myositis, in which the primary lesion is nervous. 1897
WILDER in Nature 7 Jan. 224 The *neuvonyms adopted by
the Anatomische Gesellschal t in 1895. 1875 H. WALTON Dis.
F.ye&amp;lt;y&amp;gt;i *Neuroparalytic corneitis. 1878 T. BRYANT /*;(:/.

Stirs - r - 317 Cases of
neuro-paralytic ophthalmia. 1862

Sj t/. SOL; Ycar-bk. Med. 43 *Neuro-physiological Inquiries.
1868 SI MNCE-:R PHnc. Psycho!. (1872) I. i. vii. 142 Tht: truths
of *Neuro-physiology. .set down in the foregoing chapters.
1884 HVAIT in Proc. Boston Soc. .\ ,it. Hist. XXIII. 119
The homology of the fore and hind *neuropores with the
fore and hind openings of the nctinostome. 1893 TLCKEY
tr. rffitschek^s Anipnioxits 177 Transverse section thiough
tlic anterior pai t of the neuropore. 1891 D. WILSON Right
Hand 186 i he centres of the *neuro-psyxhic factors of

language. 1851 tr. L nzcr $ Prc&amp;lt;.htislcas JXcrrotts Sjs/,
Syd. Soc.) Introd. 2 The *neuro-psychologicsl essays ..

arc frequently referred to in the present work. Ibid. 6 1 here
was. .another &quot;neuro-psychologist, whose name is lc&amp;lt;^

known in England. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON I\crr. Dis. 187
i Loss of vision complete, *neuroretinitis of both eyes. 1899

Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 707 The occurrence of attacks of
! neuro-retinitis in gouty subjects. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
No. 2280. 574 A strongly *neurotoxlc poison such as tobra
venom. 1902 Ibid. No. 2154. 9_-o Knriquet and Sicard
[deal] with *neurotoxin. 1899 AllHttCs Syst. Aft d. VI. 545
*Neurotrophic affections of bonesand joints. 1888 ROLLES-
TOM & JACKSON Aiu in. Life 570 An aboral stem, generally
jointed and containing a *neuro-vascular apparatus. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 609 A certain deposition to
nutritive disturbance, or even nturo- vascular tension.

Neuroglia (murp-glia). Anat.
[f. NEURO- +

late Gr. yA/a glue ;
named by Virchow.] The

delicate connective tissue found in the great nerve-

centres, and in the retina
;

the reticular or suslen-

tacular tissue.

1873 T. H. GRKF.N Iniiod. Pathol. (ed. 2) i-r Round-
celled sarcoma growing from the neuroglia or connective
tissue of nerve. 1888 ROLI.ESION & JACKSON Auiw. Life
52 A mass of neuroglia or snbstantia reticiilaris lies

immediately dorsal to the central canal.
at t rib. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 699 The small

neuroglia corpuscles or ceils. 1899 Ibid.\\\. 172 A thick
cluster of neuroglia fibre?.

Hence Neuro-gliac, -ial, -iar, -ic adjs.
1890 in Cent. Di\t. 1892 in Sjtf. Sac. Lex. 1899 Allbutt s

Syst. Med. VII. 33 The excess of neuroglial connective
tissue.. -The neuroglial cells with radiating processes.

Neurpgraphy (niurp-grafi). [.id. mod.L. ncu-

rographia (Vieusscns, 1684): see \EURO- and
-GRAPHY. Hence also F. ntvrographie.]
1. Scientific description of the nerves ; descriptive

neurology.
1727-38 CIIAMRERS Cycl. s.v. Neurology^ Neurology seems

to be ofless extent than neurography. 1875 SIR W. TURNER
in Encycl. Brit. I. 813/2 The publication of his great work
on neurography in 1684.

2. Xeuration.
1880 RrsKiN Notes on Front $ Hunt 15 In the articula

tion of the fly s legs, or the neurography of the bee s wings.

Neirroid, m.and sb. [Cf. NEURO- and -DID.]
a. adj. Resembling a nerve or nervous substance

(Mayne 1857). b. sb. One of the two elements
of a neural arch

;
a neurapophysis.

1887 Amer. Naturalist Oct. 945 The two elements com
posing the neural arch ought to be called the neuroids .

Neurolite (nKi&quot;rfcit). Min. [f. NEUKO- +
-LITE.] A variety of pinite with fibrous texture.

1836 T. THOMSON Min.^GeoL, etc. I. 355 The constitution of
neurolite is 5 atoms quater&amp;gt;ilicate of alumina [etc.]. 1850
DAUBENY Atom. The. xii. fed. 2) 411 The former combina
tions are called hydrosilicates. . .Example : Neurolite. 1896
CHESTER Diet. Min. 188 Neurolite, . . a pinite-like mineral of
a wax-yellow color, occurring in a large belt at Stanstead,
Quebec.

Neurological fniflwl^dgikSIJj a.
[f. NEURO-

+ -LOGICAL.] Relating or belonging to, connected

with, interested in, neurology.
1832 J. THOMSON Life Cnllen I. 442 The Neurological

inquiries and speculations of these Authors. 1845 Encycl.
Metrop. VII. 157/2 Neurological physiology was thus

advancing, though but slowly. 1883 ROMANES Ment. Evol.
Anim. iii. 38 The most fundamental of neurological
principles reflex action.

Neurologist (niurp-lodjist). [f. XEURO- +

-LOGIST.] One interested or versed in neurology.
1832 J. THOMSON Life Cnllen I. 443 The Neurologists,

whom he terms the Solidists. 1841-44 EMERSON Ess., Norn, ff

Real. Wks. (Bonn) I. 251 The. .new allegations of phreno
logists and neurologists are of ideal use. 1878 A. M1

.

HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 113 Acute cerebral anaemia .. comes
within the province of the surgeon rather than within that
of the neurologist.

14 2



NEUKOLOGY.

Neurology (niurp-lod^i). [ad. mod.L. neuro-

logia, ad. mod.Gr. vevpo\oyia (Willis 1664) : see

NEURO- and -LOGY. Cf. F. ntvrologie.] The
scientific study or knowledge of the anatomy,

functions, and diseases of the nerves and the nervous

system; fthe nervous system, or its operation.
1681 WILLIS Rent. Med. li ks. Vocab., Neurologie^ the

doctrine of the nerves. 01706 EVELYN Hist. Relig: (1850)
I. 54 The soul, as seated more conspicuously in the brain,

does, by the originated neurology, give intercourse to the

animal spirits. 1796 SOUTHEY Lett. fr. Spain U799) 477
The three exercises for the Professor of Anatomy, .snail be

upon Myology, Neurology, and Splanchnology. 1830
R. KNOX BeclarcFs Anat. 327 To consider, .its principal

parts, referring for the detail to particular neurology. 1878
A. M. HAMILTON Nen&amp;gt;. Dis. 93 The literature of neurology
is replete with examples of so-called atheotosis.

b. A scientific account of the nerves.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Neurology^ is an accurate

Description of, or Discourse on, the Nerves of an Human
Body. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Willis has given a fine

neurology in his Anatome Cerebri. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V.

531 To the latter editicxis .. he added a Neurology, or

Anatomy of the Nerves.

Neuroma (niunni*ma). 1*1. -mata. Path.

[ad. Gr. type &quot;^eiJ/w/ia, f. vtvpov nerve.] A
swelling or tumour growing upon a nerve or in

nerve-tissue.

1839-47 TodtCs Cycl. Anat. III. 720 G/2 Certain gangli-
forni tumours are formed upon nerves, to which the term neu-
ruma has been applied. 1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. PathoL
(ed. -2} 128 True neuromata, however i.e. t new formations
of nerve-tissue are amongst the rarest forms of new forma
tions. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15 Jan, 113/1 Hehad removed
a neuroma from the wrist.

Hence Neuro matous a.
}
of the nature of, re

sembling, a neuroma.
1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye

139 It is unlike a neuromatous tumour, which is a fibrous

tumour imbedded in the sheath of a nerve.

11 Neuron (niu^T^a). Anat. and Biol. [a.

Gr. vtvpov sinew, cord, nerve.]
1. The cerebro-spinal axis ; the spinal cord and

brain.

1884 WILDER in N. Y. Med. Jrnl. 2 Aug. 114.

2. A process of a nerve-cell.

1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 181 Golgi has shewn that

every nerve-cell possesses one process, the neuron which
becomes the axis cylinder process of a nerve.

3. A nerve-cell with its appendages.
In recent use more commonly in the form neurone.

1896 PR. KKOI OTKIN in iqtk Cent. Aug. 258 The micro

scopical units of which the nervous system is built up the

so-called neurons , whose protoplasmic ramifications in

timately penetrate into the tissues. 1899 MACPHERSON
Mental Auctions 83 Each neuron is a distinct, separate
and independent organic unit, composed of a cell body con

taining a nucleus and nucleolus and of several processes.

Hence Neuro nic a.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 490 Diagram illustrating
the Neuronic System.

Neuropath (muc nJpseb). [f. NEUKO- + Gr.

-iraQrjs, f. irdQos suffering.]
1. A person having an abnormal nervous sensi

bility ;
one subject to, or affected by, nervous

disease.

1890 Q. Rev. CLXXI. 245 The Paris practitioners hold
that susceptible persons are always to some extent neuro

paths. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. II. 865 The unsiablecon-
dition of brain matter, .is hereditary in the neuropath, and
in the offspring of drunkards.

2. a. One who attributes diseases in general to

the nervous system (Cent. Diet. 1890).
b. A neuropathist.

1896 Voice (N. Y.) 6 Feb. 5/5 This expert neuropath having
recently made a professional visit to the United States.

Neuropathic (niur^p0e ]&amp;gt;ik),
a. [f. as prec. +

-1C. Cf. r. ntvropathique.] Relating to, caused

or distinguished by nervous disease or functional

weakness of the nervous system.
1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1880 FLINT Princ. ff Pract.

Med. 770 A neuropathic paralysis depends on some cause
which . . prevents the action of volition. 1897 A llbittt s Syst.
Mcd. III. 85 All rheumatoid atrophy represents a neuro*

pathic or myopathic disturbance of nutrition.

So XTeuropa thical a. ; Neuropa thically adv.

1892 Monist II. 273 A decidedly neuropathical character.

Neuro pathist. [Cf. prec. and -IST.] One
who makes a special study of nervous diseases.

1864 W. T. Fox Skin Dis. 13 That the middle course of
bumoralist and neuropathist is the tenable one. 1899
Westnt. Gaz. 7 Apr. 8/2 The celebrated neuropathist . .

ordered it to be treated with systematic electrisation.

Neuropatholo gical,&quot;. [f. NEURO- + PATHO
LOGICAL a.] Relating to, concerned with, neuro-

pathology.
^1875 PAYNE Jones ff Siev. Patltol. Anat. 56 It is impos

sible to deny the neuro-pathological theory. 1897 Daily
News 6 Sept. 5/3 A scholarship in neuro-pathological sani*

tary science.

Neuropatho logy. [f. NEURO- + PATHOLOGY.]
1. The study of nervous diseases and their treat

ment ; the pathology of the nervous system.
853 tr. Romberg^s Man. Nerv. Dis. (Syd. Soc.) II. 1. 402

In no other department of netiropathology is the absence of
critical judgement so much felt as in the doctrine of cerebral
affections. 1897 Allbitifs Syst. Med. II. 479 A disease
which is .. of considerable interest to the student of neuro-

pathology.

108

2. The view that disease originates from dis

turbance of the nervous system.
itoz Syd. Sac. Lex.

Neuropathy (niurp-pajn). [f. NEUKO- +
-PATHY.] Nervous disease

;
a case of this.

1857 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. tig$Pop. Sci. Monthly July
^88 Marriages which have been charged with being an
important factor in the genesis of neuropathy. 1899 ^//-
butt s Syst. Med. VII. 834 This observer ., relegates that
form to the category of neuropathies.

Neuropod (niu*T%&amp;gt;d). Zool. [f. NEUKO- +.

-POD.] An annulose or invertebrate animal, in

which the limbs or motor organs are on the neural

aspect of the body.
1856 GOODSIR in Ediid. New Philos. Jrnl. (1857) V. 121,

I employ, as morphological designations, the term Neuropod
..for an Annulose, and Hasmapod. .for a Vertebrate animal.

1870 ROLLKSTON Aniin. Lift.
1 168 Vertebrata may be spoken

of as Hsemapods ,
in contradistinction to Invertebrata

which are Neuropods .

NeuropO dial, a. Zool.
[f. next : see -AL.]

Relating or belonging to a neuropodium.
1877 Hl XLF.Y Anat. Inv. Anini. v. 229 The neuropodial

is very much longer than the notppodial aciculum. 1888
ROLU.STON & JACKSON Anim. Life 595 There is usually
a dorsal or notopodial cirrus, and a ventral or neuropodial,

f. NEUKO- + Gr. irubiov, dim. of irous a foot.] The
lower, ventral, or neural branch of a parapodium.
1870 H. A. NICHOLSON ZooL 161 A lower process, termed

the neuropodium or ventral oar . 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
Inv. Anim. v. 229 The notopodium and the neuropodium
carry each a single, sharp, style-like aciculum. 1888
ROLLKSTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 594 The parapodia of

Polychztct are. .either simple, .or divided, .into a dorsal

notopodium and a ventral neuropodium.

Neurcrpodous, a. Zool. [Cf. NEUROPOD.]
Having the limbs on the neural aspect of the body.
1870 ROLLESTOS Anim. Life Index, Neuropodous char

acter of Invertebrata.

Ifeuro pter. fair. Ent.
[f. next.] A neuro-

pterous insect.

1828-32 WEUSTEB s. v., The neuropters are an order of
insects having four membranous, transparent, naked wings.
1873 DAU SON Earth fy Man\\. 137 Any modern Neuropter,
a group of insects remarkable even in the present world for

their large and complex organs of vision.

|[ Neuroptera (niur^-ptera), sb. pi. Ent.

[mod.L. ,
f. l\

T
EURO- + Gr. -mipov wing.] An order

of insects, having four naked membranous trans

parent wings, with reticulate neuration.

1752 J.
HILL Hist. Ani/it. 69 Tetraptera. Insects having

four wings. Class the Third, Kcuroptera. Those whicfi
have membranaceous wings, with nerves and veins disposed
in a reticulated form in them. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
IX. 253/1 The fourth class of insects (neitroptcra) may be
killed with spirit of wine. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomcl. iii.

(iciSJ I. 67 Neuroptera consisting of Dragon-flies, Ant-
lions, Ephemera?, &c. 1840 Citvier*s Anim. Kingii. 571
In the Neuroptera these wings have their surface furnished
with a very fine net-work. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man.
Zool. (1875) 302 The earliest known insects.. consist of the
remains of Neuroptera.
Hence Neuro-pteral a., neuropterons (Webster

1828-32). Neuro pteran, a neuropterous insect.

Neuro pterist, a student of the Neuroptera.
Neuro pteroid a., resembling the Neuroptera.
Neuropterolo-g-ical a., pertaining to Neuro-
ptero logy, the scientific study of neuropterous
insects (Mayne 1857).
1843 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc.,

*
Neitropteran. 1895 Science

Gossip Apr. 49 An important article, .especially to *neuro-

pterists. _i897 Naturalist 115 All our present-day British

neuropterists and trichopterists. 1889 NICHOLSON & LYDEK-
HER Palxont. I. 594 The *Neuropteroid section, .includes
a number of Pakeozoic insects.

Neuro pterous, a. Ent.
ff. prec. + -ons.] Be

longing or relating to, consisting or representative
of, the Nenroptera.
iSoz BINCLEY Anim. Bwg. (1813) I. 48 Neuropterous in-

sects, .have four membranaceous, transparent, naked wings.
1835 KIRBY Hob. $ Inst. Animals II. xx. 351, 1 am speaking
here of the Neuropterous Order. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling
vi. (1880) 239 Neuropterous Bies of the genus Perlidse.

Neurosal (niuiw sal), a. Path. [f. NEUROS
IS + -AL.] Having the character of a neurosis;

arising from a nervons disorder.

1884 Contemp. Rev. May 684 Gouty neuralgia is the moni
tor. .with those persons of a neurosal diathesis. 1898 All-
butt s Syst. Med. V. 824 Not only does it.. cut short a
neurosal paroxysm, of dyspncea or restlessness [etc.].

Neurose (niureu-s), a. [ad. L. type *neuros-us:

see NEURO- and -OSE.]
1. Ent. Having other than marginal nervures.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 340 Neurose (tfeu-

msx). Wings that have nervures besides the marginal ones.

2. Path. Neurotic. 1886 AmericanXlI. 287.

Jfeurosis(niurJu sis). I&amp;gt;1. neuroses, [ad. Gr.

type *v(vpuffis, f. vtvpov nerve : see -osis.]
1. Path. A functional derangement arising from

disorders of the nervous system, esp. such as are

unaccompanied by organic change in the struc

tures of the body ;
a nervous disease.

1776-84 W. CULLEN First Lines Pract. Physic 1091, I

propose to comprehend, under the title of Neuroses, all

those preternatural affections of sense or motion which are

without pyrexia, as a part of the primary disease. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 96/2. 1812-34GWs Study Med.

NEUROTOMY.

|
(ed. 4) I. 167 nate, He considers it [lead colicj to be a neu-

I rosis. 1845 EncycL Metrop. VII. 527/1 The diseases of

I

function . . embrace the neuroses, hemorrhages, and dropsies.

1874 MAUDSLEY Mental Dis. i. 32 Families in which insanity,
! epilepsy, or some other neurosis exists. 1899 A llbtitfs Syst.
! Mcd. VIII. 296 For two or three preceding generations

such neurotic stocks had intermarried, and so accentuated
the neuroses present.
2. Psychol. A change in the nerve-cells of the

brain prior to, and resulting in, psychic activity.
1871 HUXLEY in Contemp. Rev. Nov. 462 As it is very

necessary to keep up a clear distinction between these two
processes, let the one be called neurosis, and the other

psychosis. 1882 ROMANES in Nature No. 641. 33^ Some
intimate association between neurosis and psychosis being
thus accepted as a fact by the hypothesis of automatism,

Neuroske letal, a. Anat. [f. NEURO- +
SKELETAL

a.~\ Belonging or pertaining to the

neuroskeleton.

1854 OWFN in Orr*s Circle Sci., Org. Nat. I. 171 Outlines
of the chief developments of the dermoskeleton . .are added
to the neuroskeletal archetype. Ibid. 180 The neuro-
skeletal bones are arranged in four segments.
Neuroske leton. Anat. [f. NEURO- +

SKELETON.] The bones connected with, and

serving as a protection for, the cerebro-spinal axis

and the nervous system ;
the endoskeleton.

1844 GOODSIR in Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. XV. 250 Ana
tomical description of the Awphioxiis. Neuro-skcletoii.

1854 O\VEN in Orr s Circle Sci., Org. Nat. I. 168 The main
part of the skeleton.. consists of the neuroskeleton. ..The
parts of the neuroskeleton are arranged in a series of seg
ments. 1880 GUNTHER Study ofFishes 85.

t NeUTOSpast. Obs. [ad. Gr. vwp6vna&amp;lt;JT-ov,

neut. of vcvpuffiraGTos, f. vtvpov sinew + a-nav to

draw.] A figure or puppet moved by strings.
1642 CUD\VORTH Serm. i John it. 3, 4 (1676) 64 They that

are acted only by an outward Love are but like Neuro-

spasts, or those little Puppets that skip nimbly up and
down. 1660 INGELO Bentiv.

&amp;lt;$

Ur. i. (1682) 91 [He] denied
God power to make any other sort of creatures besides

Neurospasts.
Hence f Neurospastic a. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

01706 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 281 To these

[images] with subtile wires and neurospastic springs, they
give, .various motions of head, and eyes.

Neurotic (mur^rtik), sb. [See next.]
1. Med, A drug having a marked effect, esp. of

a bracing kind, upon the nervous system.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 335 It s cured.. by

alexipharmicks, roborants, neuroticks, and fitt diet. 1694
SALMON Bates Dispens. (1713) 586/1 It is a famous Cepha-
lick, Neurotick, Stomachick, Cardiack and Uterine. 17x6
M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 356 [InfuseJ Rose-Water [upon
it] for an Hypnotick or a Neurotick. 1869 J. HARLEY
(title) The old Vegetable Neurotics.., their physiological
action and therapeutical use.

2. Path. A disease having its seat in the

nerves (Webster 1847).
3. A neurotic person.
1896 Allbulfs Syst. Mcd; I. 475 They may be made into

*

blue-stockings or neurotics, or both together. 1897 Ibid.

II. 851 The offspring of drunkards or neurotics.

Neurotic (niurp-tik), a. [ad. Gr. type *vcvpoj-

TIK-OS, f. vfvpov nerve : see -OTIC.]
1. Acting upon, or stimulating, the nerves.

1775 in ASH, and in later Diets-

2. Of the nature of, marked or characterized by,
neurosis or nervous disorder.

1873 F. T. ROBERTS Handbk. Med. 53: Angina pectoris is

supposed to be a neurotic affection. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
29 Jan. 205/1 Those neurotic ailments which have hitherto
taxed the skill and care of physicians.
3. Of persons : Affected by, suffering from,

neurosis ; having disordered nerves.

1887 Buck s
^
Handbk. Med. Sci. V. 162 The neurotic

woman is sensitive, zealous, managing. 1897 A llbutfs Syst.
Med. II. 888 The cause of morphinism in persons not more
neurotic than the rest of us. 1899 Ibid. VIII. 180 It is

probable that in the neurotic the nervous system is more
likely to be disturbed by general diseases.

Neu rotorne. rare~. [f. NEURO-: cf. NEU-

KECTOME.] *A long and very narrow scalpel,

having two edges* (Dunglison 1855).

Neuroto-mical, a. rare- ,
[if. NEUROTOMY.]

*

Pertaining to the anatomy or dissection of nerves
1

(Webster 1828-32 ; hence in later Diets.).

Neuro toniist. [See next and -IST.] One who

practises or studies neurotomy. Also^., a dis

sector of feelings or emotions.

1726 BAILEY (ed. 3), Nenrotottrist, an Anatomist who dis

sects human Bodies on account of the Nerves. 1775 ASH,
Neurotomist) one skilled in dissections of the nerves. 1866

OWEN Anat. Vertebr. I. 203 Sclerotomists, neurotomists,
lithotomists and other classes of operating surgeons. 1898
IVcstm. Gaz. 13 May 3/1 As a neurotomist and student of

temperament she is not convincing.

Neurotomy (niurp tomi). Surg. [ad. mod.L.
neurotomia : see NEURO- and -TOMY.] The section

of a nerve, for the purpose of producing sensory

paralysis. (See also early quots.)
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teckn. I, Neiirotomy^ is an Ana

tomical Section of the Nerves. . ; and sometimes also a prick

ing of the Nerves by unskilful Bleeding. 1755 JOHNSON
Neurotomy, the anatomy of the nerves. 1831 YpUATT
Horse no These are the fibres which we divide in the

operation of neurotomy or nerve-cutting. 1860 Syd. Soc.

Year-bk. Med. 179 On Facial Neuralgia, and its Cure by
Neurotomy. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15 Jan. 112/2 The rules



NEURYPNOLOGY.
which had been gained by studying the effects of neurotomy
in horses.

Weurypnology (niu^ripnp lod^i). [f. NEUR- +

HYPJTOLOGY.] That branch of science which deals

with the phenomena of hypnotism.
1843 BRAID (title) Neurypnology; or, The Rationale of

Nervous Sleep considered in relation with Animal Mag
netism. 1846 G. MOORE Power of Soul over Body (ed. 3)

161 Assuming all that is related of .. neurypnology to be
true. 1887 Daily AVmy i Apr. 5/2 Dr. Charcot, the famous
Parisian Professor who, with Dr. Braid, has told us so much
about the science of neurypnology, or nerve sleep.

Hence Neurypnolo glcal a.
} having a hypnotic

basis. Netirypno log-ist, a student of neuryp
nology (Worcester 1846).
1893 Athenxmn 21 Oct. 550 The neurypnological novel

has many forms.

Ueutt obs. form of NEWT.
Neuter (niartai), a. and sb. Also 5-6 neutre,

6 nuter, 6-7 newter. [a. F. neutre (i4th c.) or

L. neuter neither, f. ne not (see NE) + uter either

(of two).]
A. adj. 1. Gram. a. Of gender : Neither mas

culine nor feminine. Hence also, in later use, of

parts of speech, etc.

1398 TREVISA Bart/t. De P, R. xix. cxxviii. (1493) 933
Cathinitm.. is better sayde in the neutre gender than in the
Mascul. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 24 A latin nowne of the
newter gender. 1579 FI;I.KE Heskins&quot; Parl. ioiA/iudin
the Neuter gender put absolutely, a 1637 B. JONSON Eng.
Gram. i. x, The neuter, or feigned gender : whose notion
conceives neither sex. 1694 SALMON Bate s Disficns. (1713)

323/1 We used it as a Neutral, putting the adjective in the
Neuter Gender. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v., In English,
and other modern tongues, there is no such thing as neuter
nouns. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. m/i In the age of Shak-
speare the only form for the neuter genitive was his. 1894
W. M. LINDSAY Latin Lang. 369 The confusion of mas
culine and neuter O-stems.
absol. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 128 In wordes of three

terminations, . . the third is the Neuter. 1654 WARREN
Unbelievers 105 tupa/ioro? in the Xeuter. 1838 Penny Cvcl.
XI. uo/i The neuter is employed to denote that the notion
of gender is not entertained. 1896 TOYNBEE Hist. French
Gram. 177 This suppression of the neuter. .was brought
about in two ways.

b. Of verbs: Neither active nor passive; in

transitive.

1530 PALSGR. 107 Verbes personnalles, besydes actives, as
neuters. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. in. i. 303 That part of

speech, which . . is stiled a Verb (whether Neuter, Active or

Passive). 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5) s.v. Verb^ The Verb Neuter,
which, .hath such a kind of Active Signification, as is not

capable of a Passive, as Ciirro, I run. 1740 J. CLARKE
Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 99 To teach them the Difference
betwixt a Neuter and a Transitive Verb. 1824 L. MUKRAY
Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) 1. 107 A Verb Neuter expresses neither
action nor passion, but being. 1845 STODDART Gram, in

EncycL Metrof. I. 48/1 The neuter verb supposes an action

terminating with the agent.
transf. 1658 OWEN Temptation i. 16 Though temptation

seemes to be of a more active importance, . .in the Scripture
it is commonly taken in a neuter sense.

c. Neuterpassive , having the character both of

a neuter and a passive verb. Alsoyf^.
In Latin grammar applied to those neuter verbs in which

the perfect tense has a passive form (as andeo^ austts sui),
in French grammar to those which form their perfect tense
with etre.

1530 PALSGR. 107 The Latins have many other sortes of
verbes personnalles, .. as neuters, deponentes, commons,
neutre passives and suche other. 1647 TRAPP Coinm. Rev.
iil. 115 Such are our . . neuter-passive Christians. 1650
Num. xxiil. 2 God abhors the&amp;gt;e luke-warme neuter-passives.

1755 JOHNSON Grant, b 4/1 There is another manner of

conjugating neuter verbs, which, when it is used, may not

improperly denote them neuter passives.
2. Taking neither one side nor the other; not

declaring oneself on, or rendering assistance to,

either side : a. of rulers, states, etc., in relation

to others, esp. in time of war; also of the towns,

ships, etc., of such states, Cf. NEUTRAL a.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clx. [clvi.] 441 The Kynge
of Aragon, and his father before hym was as neuter. 1560
UAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 427 It was a neuter town
indifferent to both. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World u. (1634)
417 An opinion, that the Trojans.. sought for succour from
David, and that hee stayed neuter in that warre. 1693
Mem. Count Tcckely \. 74 When they had taken the Count
of Serin, and knew that the Turks continued neuter. 1755
Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. xiv. 117 The Ship he was in

(though neuter) was boarded by a French Privateer. 1771
GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. IV. 363 He supposed that the Russians
would at least continue neuter. 1827 SOUTHEY Pentns. IVar
I. 582 The port would be considered neuter. 1859 JEPHSON
Brittany xiv, 225 In the wars of Blois and Montfort the
citizens flattered themselves that they could remain neuter.

b. Of individuals in relation to any matter
where difference of opinion or conduct exists or is

possible.
1713 STEELE Guard. No. i f 3 As to these matters I shall

be impartial, though I cannot be neuter. 1769 BURKE Corr.

(1844) I. 176 When it came to the question, eleven were for

it, only three against. One was neuter. i8oa-ia BESTHAM
Ration. Jiidic. Evid. (1827) V. 457 In some instances,
interest would really be neuter. 1886 Act 49 Viet. c. 22 4
An answer stating whether the person so served assents,

dissents, or is neuter in respect of taking such land.

C. In phr. to stand neuter.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI7 n b, Helpe hym, or elles

stand neuter betwene both parties. 1642 FULLER Holy $
Prof. St. v. ii. 362 The sword of the Magistrate cannot
stand neuter. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. xii. 343 Cicero himself
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. .seems to stand Neuter, and pronounces on no side. 1721
DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 214 Had the Scots stood
neuter, a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece I. 308 Those who
had stood neuter took this occasion to declare against them.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 221 His conscience
being used to stand neuter in these mental conflicts.

3. Belonging to neither of two specified or
usual categories.
a 1591 H. SMITH IVks. (1867) II. 444 Thou art not God,

neither art thou man, but neuter, mixed of both ! 1660
STANLEY Hist. Pkilos, xn. (1701) 497/2 Dialectick is the
Science of things True, False and Neuter. 1668 CULI-EPPKR
& COLE Barthol. Anat. Man. iv. i. 336 Obscure (which
others cal neuter or doubtful Articulation). 1890 Athcnxum
4 Jan. 24/1 Their samisens. .were marked on the neck for a
neuter third in one part of the octave. . .Thejapanese penta-
tonic scale . . would be minor were it not for the one indeter
minate third.

4. a. Bot. Having neither pistils or stamens;
neither male nor female ; asexual.

1785 MARTYN Ronsseait s Bot. x. (1794) 101 The fourth of
these I call neuter floscules. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 344
Florets of the di&amp;gt;k hemaphrodite, those of the ray neuter.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 185 Ray-flowers female or neuter.

b. Ent, Sexually undeveloped, sterile.

1816 KIKIIV & Sv.^Entomol. xvii. (1818) II. 50 That the
neuter ants . . are imperfectly organized females appears
from the following observation. 1859 DARVVIX Orig. Spec.
vii. 239 Considering how few neuter-insects out of Europe
have been examined.

B. si&amp;gt;. 1. Gram. a. A neuter verb.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 34 All sucheverbes as be used in the
latin long, lyke neuters or deponentes. 1535 JOVE Apol.
Tindale (Arb.) 9 Tindale. .turneth. .the verb passiue into a
neuter. 1611 COTGR. Brief Direct. 4/2 Newters, whose
Preterperfect tense is formed byyV s fits. 1737-38 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Verb, Others, .form their compound parts by the

auxiliary to lie;.. These are called neuters passive. 1751
HARRIS Hermes i. ix. 178 Even those Verbs, called Actives,
..can drop their subsequent Accusative, and assume the
Form of Neuters. 1843 Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 100 In both

languages most of the verbs belonging to this conjugation
are passives or neuters.

D. A neuter noun or adjective.
1611 BRINSLF.Y Pos. Parts (1669) 105 Give your Rule for

Neuters wanting the singular. 1668 WILKINS Real Char.
in. i. 303 Adjectives, which are also distinguishable into
Neuters Active, Passive. 1755 JOHNSON Gram, b/i //^and
his having formerly been applied to neuters in the place
now supplied by it and its. 1838 Penny Cycl. XI. no i

This third class [of nouns] are called somewhat incorrectly
neuters. 1896 TOYNBEE Hist. French Gram. 177 As a rule
Latin neuters singular, .became masculine in French.
2. A neutral thing, rare.

1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 902 Your cupboard that
was Is turned to glasse . From gold to pewter Or els to a
newter. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health cxci. 67 b, I do saye al

infiacions and appostumacions be nuters, for they may be
as well exteryal as interial. 1574 WHITGIFT Def. Ansiu.
ii. Wks. 18511.252 There be other some traditions which we
may call neuters.

3. One who holds himself neutral; one who takes

neither side in a dispute or controversy, or favours
neither of two opposed views.

IS56 J- HEYWOOD Spider $ F. Ixiii. 15 These indiftrentes

(or newters) that part most take, That strongest is. 1600
W. WATSON Decacordon (1602! 21 Thus thinke worldlings
to haue a good excuse to hold out, and so be of neither

side, but be as neuters or impersonal*. 1646 J. WHITAKER
Uzziah 16 He was loved of his friends, feared by his

enemies, honoured by the neuters. 1699 BENTLEY Phal.
293 Must we stand dubious and neuters between both ? 1761
HU.ME Hist. Eng. II. xxxi. 203 A certain creed was
embraced by each party ; few neuters were to be found.

1814 BYRON Lara, n. viii, Which knows no neuter, owns
but foes or friends. 1885 E. GOSSE Shetks. to Pope (1893) 86
To use his influence to collect the neuters into a body
strong enough to paralyse the extreme party.

tt&amp;gt;. Of rulers, states, etc. (Cf. A. 2 a and
NEUTRAL sb. i) Obs.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanc s Coinm. 209 The Duke of Lorayne
..had long syns couenaunted with them both, that he
myght be a newter. 1636 E. DACRES tr. Machiavel s Disc.

Livy II. 328 Their agents that were with the King, agreed
with him, to stand neuters. 1665 Surv.

Ajff&quot;.
Netherl. 182

The first are either shut up by neuters, or blocked by
Enemies. 1747 in Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 146 They all

stood Neuters except the French Praying Indians.

4. a. Ent t A sexually undeveloped female in

sect
;
a mature worker.

1797 Etu-ycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 348/2 The neuters or

working ants which have no sexual characteristics. 1816
KIRIJY & SP. Entomol. xviL (1818) II. 33 These neuters are

quite unlike those in the Hymenoptera perfect societies.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. 31 It depends on the
nutriment supplied to the female larva of a bee whether it

shall become a neuter or a sexually perfect female.

b. A castrated animal.

1900 Daily News 10 Jan. 6/5 A finer assembly of Blues,
Siamese, Manx, and Long-haired neuters . . it would be
difficult to secure.

Hence Neuter v. trans.* to castrate. Neivter-
dom, the state of being (sexually) neuter. Neir-
terlilce a,, neutral. Neu terly adv.* in a neuter
sense. Neirtemess, the fact of being (gram
matically) neuter.

1556 J- HEYWOOD Spider ft F. Ixiii. 96 That we all maie..
cut of clerelie All vnkindnesse of newterlike indiffrencie.

1774 BARCLAY Eng. Diet., To Emaciate. . . Neuterly, to grow
lean. 1894 DAVIDSON Hebr. Syntax 2 When 3 p. pr. is

used neuterly for it. 1893 A. KENEALY Dr. Janet 136 With
the bugbear of neuterdom before her eyes. 1899 After.
Jrnl. Philol. XX. 246 The neuterness of the uncompounded
neuter verbal. 1903 F. SIMPSON Bk. Cat x,\i. 237 A cat
should be kept on low plain diet . . before being neutered.

NEUTRAL.
t Neuth, prep, and adv. Sc. Obs. rare. [Ob

scurely related to OE. neofian NETHEN.] Beneath.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 538 Beneth the Park [sa] can thai,

fair, Quhill neutli the kirk, m-tiil a rout, c 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. v. x. 3594 (Royal MS.), At J?e nauil it was a mas,
And outhe and neuthe \v. r. neythej dyuysyd it was.

Neutral (niw-tral), a. and sb. Also
&quot;6-7

newtrall, 7 neuterall. [a. obs. . neutral (1536
in Godef.), or ad. L. neutral-is (of gender, Quin-
tilian) : see NEUTER and -AL.] A.

attj.

1. Of rulers, states, etc. : Not assisting, or actively

taking the side of, either party in the case of a war
or disagreement between other states

; remaining
inactive in relation to the belligerent powers.
1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 88 He professit himself to he neutral

bol }it lie furnest the empriour vitht sex thousand fut men.
1600 EDMONDS Obsem. Caesars Comm. 101 Such other

Commonweales, as before that time had remained newtrall.
1618 BOLTON Florus (1636) n Being sent as aydes-.thcy
turned neuterall in battell for their owne advantage. 1709
Lond. Gaj. No. 4548/2 The Ships of Neutral Nations shall

only be seized, a 1781 WATSON Philip 7/7(1839) 13 The
Spanish general, who. .had seized on the towns of neutral

powers. 1842 BRAN LIE Diet. 6V/., etc. s.v. Neutrality^ A
neutral nation has the right of furnishing to either uf the

contending parties all supplies which do not fall within the

description of contraband of war. 1881 JOWETT Thucyd.
I. 142 If you prefer to be neutral .. receive both sides in

peace, but neither for the purposes of war.

b. Belonging to a power which remains inactive

during hostilities; exempted or excluded from the

sphere of warlike operations.
1711 Lend. Gaz. No. 4989/3 The entire Cargo of a Neutral

Ship. 1777 WAI SON Philip If, in. (1793) I. 2^6 Some mer
chants whom he had sent, .under neutral colours to procure
intelligence. 1817 \Y. SELWYN Laiv Xisi Prius (ed. 4) II.

928 An insurance effected by him on goods to be delivered
at a neutral or friendly port. 1855 BRIGHT

5/&amp;gt;.,
Russia 7

June (1876) 257 &quot;With regard to making the Black Sea a
neutral Sea. 1878 LLBBOCK Addr. Pol. ty Educ. vii. 129
Neutral goods., are not liable to capture under enemy s

flag.

54. Taking neither side in a dispute, disagree

ment, or difference of opinions ;
not inclining

toward either party, view, etc.; assisting neither of

two contending parties or persons,
1551 Reg. Prizy Council Scat. I. 116 That the said Provebt

be chosin be newtrall personis havand regard to the com-
moun weill of the said burghe. 1603 B. JONSON Sejanus I.

i, Is he Drusian or Germanican? Or ours? or neutrall?

1650 STAPYLTON Stradas Low C. Wars v. 100 The multi
tude thus storming, the Lords neutrall or wavering. 1746
SMOLLETT Reproof 197 While sagely neutral sits thy silent

friend, Alike averse to censure or commend. 1760 JOHNSON
Idler No. 100 p 3 My resolution was, to keep my passions
neutral, and to marry only in compliance with my reason.

1827 COOI-ER Prairie I. vii. 108 [He] had evidently persuaded
himself that it was his duty to be strictly neutral. 1876
MOZLEV Univ. Serin, x. (ed. 2) 208 They discard a middle
and neutral relation as lukewarm,

b. Belonging to neither party or side.

1564-5 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 316 Ordaining the
officiar to. .collect the saidis teindis, to stak the samyn in

neutrall places. 1857-61 BUCKLE Ci-viliz. (1869) II. v. 233
The neutral ground of physical science. 1873 HAMERTON
Intcll. Life viii. i. 277 The largest and best minds, .arrive at

a sort of neutral region.

3. Comprised under, or belonging to, neither of

two specified or implied categories ; occupying a
middle position with regard to two extremes.

1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 583 Ane newtrall and in

different way, 1592 DAVIES Immort. Soul xx. ii, Some
Things good, and some Things ill do seem, And neutral

some, in her fantastick Eye. 1609 DOCLAND Ornith. Microl,

13 Certain Songs, which do ascend as an Authenticall, and
descend as a Plagall, and those are called Neutrall, or mixt

Songs. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol* i. n. 114 Some. .deny
Adam to have been Holj-, and suppose him only Innocent,
and Neutral. 1759 WILSON in Phil. Trans. LI. 334 The
second cause, which electrified both sides pins when the
stone was in an intermediate (or, as /Epinus calls it, neutral)

state, between the two extremes. 1845 EncycL Mctrop.
IV. 522 Crystals at once attractive, repulsive, and neutral.

1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. n. i. 20 The greater number.,
are indifferent or neutral, as respects our enjoyments,

b. Having no strongly marked characteristics

or features
; undefined, indefinite, vague.

1805 FOSTER Ess. iv. iii. II. 150 That uncoloured neutral
vehicle of expression, .which may be called the language of

generality. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. iii, Miss Merry was

elderly and altogether neutral in expression. Ibid, xli,

Dissatisfied with his neutral life.

c. Having no decided colour ; of a bluish or

greyish appearance ; esp. neutral colour or tint.

1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing, etc. v. 267 The most remote
distance becomes a mass of neutral colour. 1858 HAW
THORNE Fr. fy It. Notc-bks. I. 297 The pillars and walls of
this Duomo are of a uniform, brownish, neutral tint. 1879
HARLAN Eyesight vit. 97 The best glasses, in daylight at

least, are the . .neutral gray.
Comb. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xiv. 94 The dense neutral-

tint masses crept along the sides of the mountains. 1869
G. LAWSON Dis. Eye (1874) 28 The neutral-tint glasses are
far more efficient in affording relief from glare than those
of a cobalt-blue colour.

d. Of sounds : Indistinct, indefinite, obscure.

1874 SAYCE Compar. Philol. \\. 247 The farther back we
push our phonological researches, the greater becomes the
number of neutral sounds.

4. a. Chtm. Having the properties neither of an
acid nor of a base

;
not distinguished by either

acid or alkaline reaction.



NEUTRALISM.
1661 BOYLE Exper. ff Notes n. iv, I was wont to give them

a negative appellation, and call each of them the neutral or

adiaphorous spirit of the body that affords it. 1727-38
iort

&amp;lt;S

The liquor will neither have the properties of an acid nor

an alkali, but will be what is called neutral. 1838 T. THOM
SON Client. Org. Bodies 106 The solution is neutral. 1873

Ure s Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III. 844 Natural or neutral fats and

oils, chemically considered, are really salts.

b. Optics. Having or indicating none of the

phenomena of polarization.
1813 BREWSTER New Philos. Instr. iv. iv. 336 The hori

zontal and vertical lines . . drawn upon the plate of mica,

may be called the neutral axes of the mica. 1845 EiuycL.

Melrop. IV. 565 Every point in a certain line. .will there

fore be in a neutral state as to polarization, and, of course,

appear black.

c. Eleclr. Neither positive nor negative. Also

neutral temperature, that at which no current is

produced by two metals arranged to exhibit thermo

electric force ; neutral point (see quot. 1892).
1837 BREWSTER 3fagnet. 363 The decomposition of the

neutial fluid will begin immediately. 1860 G. FRESCO IT

Electr. Telegr. 15 The quantity of neutral fluid which a

body contains cannot be determined. 1885 WATSON & BUR-

BURY Math. The. Electr. fy Magn. I. 241 In an iron an_d

have the same thermo-electric power . . is called the neutral

point.

d. Meek. Lying at the point where the forces

of extension and compression meet and are in

equilibrium.
1845 Encycl. Metrop.lll.bo/i An isosceles triangle, having

its vertex in the neutral axis. 1869 SIR E. REED Shift*ita.
v. So The score in the centre plate is cut very near the

neutral axis of the girder.

e. Of equilibrium : (see quot. 1879).

is balanced by them in any position in which it may be

placed, its equilibrium is said to be neutral.

5. Asexual ; having no sexual characteristics.

a. Ent. Sexually abortive or undeveloped.
1747 GOULD Eitg. Ants 35 The Queen Ant lays thtee

different Sorts of Lggs, the Male, Female, and Neutral. 1802

PAI.EY Nat. Theol. xviii. (1817) 151 The grub is nurtured

neither by the father nor the mother, but by the neutral

bee.

b. Bot. Having neither pistils nor stamens.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 323 Floret. Tubular,
. . Neutral, containing neither stamens nor pistil. 1846-50 A.

WOOD Class-bk. Bot. 311 Where the flowers, .of the ray or

margin are pistillate or neutral.

C. Belonging to the class of eunuchs.

1820 BYRON Juan v. xxvi, Just now a black old neutral

personage Of the third sex slept up.

B. sb. 1. One who remains neutral between two

parties or sides ; a subject of a neutral state, etc.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xvi. 87 Summe of 5011 ben clepid

Doctour-mongers, and summe ben clepid Opinioun-holders,
and summe ben Neutralis. 1581 J. BELL lladdon s Answ.
Osor. 289 They that tooke part

with neither of them, were

called Newtralles. 1601 LD. MOUNTJOY Let. in Moryson
Ilia. (1617) n. r?3 The whole Province either is joyned w ith

them, or stand neutrals. 1627 HAKEWILL^/O/. iv. ii. 286

Such as are Neutralis, who may labour with the one side

and with the other to compound the quarrel!. 1756 Boston

News.Letter 22 Jan. 2/2 The French Inhabitants of Nova-

II. 182/1 There should be a free entry of neutrals into the

enemy s ports. 1877 BROCKETT Cross fy Cr. 26 The powers
of Western Europe were either allies of Turkey or neutrals.

b. A neutral vessel.

1805 Spirit Public Jrnls. IX. 378 Come my lads, let s

run down that merchantman ; let s overhaul that neutral.

1 2. A neuter word. Obs. rare
-

.

1694 SALMON Bate s Dispens. (1713) 323/1 Here it signifies

neither Male nor Female, but a Neutral thing without Life,

and therefore we used it as a Neutral.

3. A neutral salt.

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 396 It can then ^be
taken in larger quantity, and need not interfere with
ammoniacal neutrals.

Neutralism (niw traliz m). [f. prec. + -ISM.]
Maintenance of neutrality.

1579 W. WILKINSON Confitt. Familye of Love 39 b, Our
owne Newtralisme, and Lukwarmenes shall . . vtterly con-

demne vs. 1861 M. ARNOLD Pop. Educ. France 22t Their
neutralism will be at an end, denominationalism will have
made them prisoners.

Neutralist (ni7 tralist). Also 7 neuter-,

[f.
as prec. + -1ST.] One who maintains a neutral

attitude (in early use spec, in matters of religion).

Also rarely as adj. (quot. 1810).
1623 T. SCOTT Highw. God 58 The prophane Naturalist

and Neuteralist, who is of all religions, or no religion.

a 1665 J.
GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 359 Absolute

neutralists in all manner of tenets and opinions in matters

of religion. 1713 Humble Plead. Gd, Old Way App. 9

Malignants, Episcopalians, Neutralists, with many pro
fessed (tho

1

unsound) Presbyterians. 1797 Hist, in A nn.

Reg. 166/1 The neutralists were at pains to explain, .their

principles. 1810 THIRLWALL Lett. (1881) I. 7, I am at pre

sent, therefore, neutralist. 1833 LYTTON Godolphin Iv, The
silent neutralist soon became regarded, .as the secret foe.
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Neutrality (nifrtrre-liti).
Also 5-7 uewtral(l)-.

[ad. F. neutrality (i4th c.), or mecl.L. neutralilas, \

f. neulralis NEUTRAL a. : see -ITY.]

1. (With the.} The neutral party in any dispute

or difference of opinion ;
the neutral powers during

a war (false pi.). Now only Hist.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlix, The threfold governance
in the chirche, that is to wete, of liugenye, of the counseyll,

and of the neutralyte. 1599 HAYWARD ist ft. Hen. ^&quot;25

The Archbishop of Canterbury, and certain* others of the

neutrality, .. perswaded the king to come to a treaty with

the lordes. 1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4933/ 1 Tne Troops of the

Neutrality, that were in Silesia, are separated. 1781

COW-PEE Lett. Wks. 1837 XV. 73 And as to the neutralities,

I really think the Russian virago an impertinent puss for

meddling with us. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon IV. 253 The
association of the Northern States in 1780, known by the

name of the armed Neutrality.

2. A neutral attitude between contending parties

or powers ;
abstention from taking any part in a

war between other states.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 612 Some countres vphelde that

one [pope], and some that other, so that there were allowyd
none of theym both, and that was called the newttalytie.

1571 Keg. Privy Council Scot. II. 88 Thinking be thair

newtralitie and baklying to be welcum to quhatsumevrr

party beis victour. 1601 LD. MOUNTJOY Let. in Moryson
Itin. (1617) n. 143 Xo better then neutralitie is to be ex

pected from those that are best affected. 1672 R. MONTAGU
in ISuccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 517 The ill

answers this Court has received from Spain to their pro

position of a neutrality. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4669/4 The

Neutrality which is to be observed by the Northern Crowns.

1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 222 What.. the country
would prefer, is a war between France and England,^ and
the advantages of a lucrative neutrality. 1874 GREEN Short

Hist. vii. 6. 405 England set aside the balanced neutrality

of Elizabeth.

b. The state or condition ofbeing on neither side

or inclined neither way ;
absence of decided views,

feeling, or expression; indifference.

1561 D.-\vstr. Biillhigtr on Afoe. ^(1573) 58 b, The loth-

somenes which God conceaueth of this newtralitie or warm-
nes. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio A 2 Those Readers
that can iudge of the truth of a historic and_

the newtrallitie

of the writer. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Set. i. 15 The grey
heads of Reverend Antiquity have been content to sit down
here in profest Neutrality. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 89
p 9 That no part of life be spent in a state of neutrality or

indifference. 1788 GIBBON Decl. % F. xlvii. IV. 573 On
a subject which engrossed the thoughts, .of men, It waj
difficult to preserve an exact neutrality. 1871 GEO. ELIOT

Middlem. xxiii, [He] looked before him with as complete
a neutrality as if he had been a portrait by a great master.

C. The neutral character ofa place during a war.

1745 P. THOMAS Jrtil. Anson s Voy. 297 Why the Neu

trality of their Ports should be violated. 1808 WELLINGTON
in C.urw. Desp. (1837) IV. 205 The Russian Admiral, .would

claim the neutrality of the port of Lisbon. 1833 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle xix, He will never venture to infract the

neutrality of the waters surely.

3. An intermediate state or condition, not clearly

one thing or another.

1570 J. DEE Math. 1 ref. ivb, A meruaylous newtralitie

haue these thinges Mathematical], and also a straunge par

ticipation betwene thinges supernaturall . . and thynges
natural!, a. 1631 DONNE Anat. World Poems (1633) 238

Physitians say that wee, At best, enjoy but a neutralitie.

1743 H. WALPOLE Corr. (ed. 3) I. Ix. 229, I wish I could

make as long a letter for you, but we are in a neutrality of

news. 1843 J. MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 154 A striking

neutrality of treatment.

b. Chtni. The fact or state of being neutral.

1880 CLEMINSHAW \Vurtz Atomic The. 13 The .. well-

known fact of the permanence of neutrality in the double

decomposition of two neutral salts. 1882 TYNDALL in Longm.
Mag. 1. 36 Its behaviour . . approaches that of elementary
bodies. May it not help to explain their neutrality ?

4. a. The fact of being of the neuter gender.
1659 PEARSON Creed n. 271 The plurality of the verb, and

the neutrality of the noun, with the distinction of their

persons, speak a perfect identity of their essence.

b. The condition of belonging to neither sex.

1823 BYRON Juan vi. cxvii, The trouble that they [sc.

women] gave, their immorality, Which made him daily bless

his own neutrality.

Neutralization (ni;7tralaiz^i /an). [f. next +
-ATION. Cf. F. neutralisation (1797).]
1. The action of neutralizing by means of some

thing having an opposite nature or effect; an

instance of this : a. Chem. and Electr.

1808 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCIX. roi A species of neu

tralization, by the oxide or inflammable body. 1827 FARADAY
Chem. Manip. xii. 274 Neutralizations are best effected with
the assistance of heat. 1860 G. PRESCOTT Elccir. Telegr.
16 The neutralization of the two contrary electricities, .may
take place according to different modes. 1881 Rep. Brit.

Assoc. 574 The neutralisation of a particular quantity of a

given acid.

b. In general use.

1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith I. ii. 2. 84 The cause of the

neutralization or compensation of equal opposing force.

1866 AITKEN Pract. Med. 11-35 The principle of cure.,

which has been called the method of neutralization. 1885
AGNES CLERKE Pop. Hist. Astron. 52 The point of neu

tralisation of opposing tendencies.

2. The action oi making neutral in time of war.

1870 Echo 14 Nov., Russia had., declared that the neutral

isation of the Black Sea was unsupportable. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 27 Feb. 5/3 The neutralisation of the Congo basin.

Neutralize (ni-tralaiz), v. [ad. F. neutral

ize? (1611), or med.L. neutralisare (Du Cange) :

see NEUTRAL a. and -IZE.]

NEUTKO-.

(1. inlr. To remain neutral. Obs. rare 1

.

a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled. thcSpirit (1867) 337 Whether
it be better and safer to neutralise between these two

opinions, and hang in suspense?
2. trans, a. Chem. To render neutral. Also reft.

1759 COLEBROOKE in Phil. Trans. LI. 51, I neutralized

Spanish White, by fermenting it with vinegar. 1816 FARA
DAY Exp. Researches i. 2 The solution was. .neutralized by
sulphuric acid, and precipitated. 1836-41 BRANDE Chem.
(ed. 5) 639 The alkali in the basin is now to be neutralized

with the acid in the tube. 1883Hardwictis Photogr. Chem.
(ed. Taylor) 180 Nitric Acid added to such a Bath neutral

izes itself and displaces Acetic Acid.

b. Hlettr. To make void of electricity ;
to

render electrically inert.

1837 BREWSTKR Magnet. 122 If we carry the needle, when

perfectly neutralized, round the sphere. 1860 G. PKESCOTT
Electr. Teli gr. 16 The contrary electricities may be neu
tralized, -by means of an insulated conductor. 1885 WATSON
& BURBURY Math. Tilt. Electr. q Magn. I. 93 If the en

closed system, together with the distribution on the inner

surface, were, .allowed to.. neutralise each other.

3. To counterbalance ;
to render ineffective or

void ; to destroy by an opposite force or effect.

795 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 13 Regicide neu
tralizes all the acrimony of that power, and renders it safe

and social. 1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. u, The very
nature of our academic institutions..neutralizes a taste for

the productions of native genius. ^tjsOmajtrMmt. Form
ii. 18 Thus one irregularity of construction in this case

neutralises the effect of the other.

4. To exempt or exclude (a place) from the sphere
of warlike operations.
1856 in McCarthy Own Times xxviii. (1887) I. 417 The

Black Sea is neutralised. 1883 Manch. Guard. 15 Oct. 5/4
Such an Egypt, .would.. be neutralised under a general

European guarantee.
Hence Neu-tralized ppl. a.

1766 CAVENDISH in Phil. Trans. LVII. 100 There is still

a good deal of earth remaining in it in a neutralized state.

1796 KIRWAN Elan. Mill. (ed. 2) I. 484 The neutralized

solution should then be divided into two equal portions.
1881 TYSDALL Floating Matter of Air 230 To send me
a supply of neutralized urine. 1899 CAGNEY tr. Jaksch i

Clin. Diagn. ii. (ed. 4) 107, 3 parts sheep s serum, one part
neutralised veal bouillon.

Neirtralizer. [f. prec. + -ER i.]

t 1. One who adopts a neutral attitude. Obs.

1628 H. BURTON Israels Fast Ded. 10 A third sort of

Achans are Neutralizes. 1629 Babel no Bethel 64 We
should have fewer Neutralizers.

2. One who, or that which, neutralizes something.
1843 Blaclw. Mag. I. IV. 53 Accrediting them as neutral-

izers of regular armies to an enormous amount. 1869
I BROWNING Ring $ Bk. vn. 1596 The neutraluer of all good
and truth. OJQ Cassclff Tcchn. Ediic. IV. 175/2 Plaster

of Paris is a still more powerful neutraliser of heat.

Neutralizing, vbl. sl&amp;gt;. [f.
as prec. + -ING !.]

f The fact of remaining neutral.

1642 BRIDGE Serin. Norfolk Volunteers 10 Want of courage
and neutralizing in a Magistrate is worse then in others.

1657 KEEVEOVrfV/Vm 175 Let not the Countryman, .blush

at your neutralizing.

Neu-tralizing, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING .].

t 1. Inclined to be neutral. Obs. rare~l
.

1643 BURROL-GHES Exp. Hosea ii. (1652) 186, I had a neu

tralizing spirit, I looked which way the wind blew.

2. Rendering neutral, in various senses.

1784 WATT in Phil. Traits. LXXIV. 420 It acted the part

of a neutralizing acid. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3) 369

I

The neutralizing needle in his instrument is attached to the
1

principal one. 1833 W. GREGORY Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3)

131 The composition of which may vary. .without affecting

the neutralising power. 1870 Standard 16 Nov., We may
consent to a modification of the neutralising clauses of the

treaty in her favour.

Neutrally (niK-trali),i/i . [f. NEUTRAL a. +

-LY -.] In a neutral manner or sense.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on fs. xx. 7 It is no new thing

among the Hebrewes for woordes to be put newtrally which

properly are transitive. 1585-* EARL LEICESTER Corr.

(Camden) 141 Some other places, also, that lyved newtraly

before. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. VI. 243 Not much condemn,

ing, neither absolutely qualifying them, but shall (as it

were) neutrally nominate . . those places. 1837 ARNOLD

Let. in Stanley Life (1844) II. viii. 96 It was then impossible

to give even physical instruction neutrally. 1884 Manch.

Exam. 24 Nov. 4/6 What may be conveniently, because

neutrally, described as a transaction .

Neu tralness. rare 1
, [f.

as prec. + -NESS.]

The condition of being of no gender.

1865 J. GROTE Explor. Philos. i. 50 Grammatical gender,

as compared with the notion of actual sex and of neutralness

or absence of personality.

Neutral-tinted, a. [See NEUTRAL a. 3 c.]

Of a neutral tint ;
not brightly or clearly coloured.

1879 F W. ROBINSON Coward Cause. II. i, Hers had been

I a neutral-tinted existence. 1882 J. HAWTHORNE fort, foal

j
i. xxxi, The sober, neutral-tinted world. 1893 SIR R. BALL

! Story ofSun 211 Through a neutral-tinted dark glass.

Neutricion, obs. form of NUTRITION.

t Neu trize, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f.

NEUTER a. +

-IZE.] intr. To stay neutral.

!6oo HEYWOOD Lucrece Wks. 1874 V. 192, I can . . fret with

Horatius Codes, be mad like my selfe, or neutrize with

Collatine.

Neutro-, combining form of NEUTER a., occur

ring in a few words, such as Keutrologi stic a. (see

quot. 1824). Neutropa-ssive a., neuter passive.

Keu-tropliil(e a. ,
that can be stained with neutral

solutions ; si., a cell that may be so stained ;
so

Heutro-plillous a.



NEUTRO-SALINE.
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 35 As for verbes neutropassyves, I

fynde none in all the long saufe onely je nays. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Ncutro-passi-. e 1/crbs, verbs Neuter
that have their Preterperfect Tense foriu d out of a Passive
Participle : as Gaudeo, gn-visus sum [etc.]. 1824 J.
GILCHRIST Etym. Interpreter 77 Mr. Bentham again divides
the first division into eulogistic and dyslogistic, and thence
denominates the unimpassioned class neutrologistic. 1890
Cent. Diet., Neutrophile. 1897 Allbutts Sysl. Med. IV.
578 These leucocytes are often called neutrophiles . 1899
CAGNEY tr. Jaksch s Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4) 37 Neutrophil
granules stain best with neutral dyes, i. e. those composed
of a coloured base and an acid. 1900 Pop. Sci. Monthly Jan.
380 The most abundant . . are those called the polynu-
clear, neutrophilous leucocytes.

Neu tro-sa-liue, a. Chem. That possesses the

properties of a neutral salt. Also absol.

1751 STACK in Phil. Tram. XLVII. 270 Being put on the
fire, it evaporated, and left . . a frothy neutro-saline sedi
ment. 1806 DAW ibid. XCVII. 19 The smallest proportion
of neutrosaline matter seemed to be acted on with energy.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 1142 These acids, .combine with the
bases, in

definite^proportions, to form compounds analogous
to the neutro-saline.

Neuu, Neuy(e, obs. ff. NEPHEW. Neuyn,
var. NEVEN v. Obs. Neuyr, obs. f. NEVER.
Wev, obs. Sc. f. NEW a.

Nevadite (nfta-cbit). Min. [f. Nevada, one
of the United States + -ITE!.] A variety of

rhyolite, having a resemblance to granite.
1883 Amer. Ji-nl. Sci. XXVI. 231 Baron von Richthofen

..mentions the locality as a typical one for a variety of
rhyolite which he named nevadite. 1884 Ibid. XXVII. 462
Both nevadite and liparite possess the porphyritic structure.
1888 TEALL Brit. Petrogr. 75 The typical nevadites, how
ever, are not granitic, but trachytic in texture.

t Neve J
. Obs. Forms : I nefa, 2 neafa, nefe,

2-5 neue, 4 newe, 4-6 neve, 6 nevve, nephe.
[OE. nefa = OFris. neva, OS. nevo (MDu. neve,

neef, Du. nee/), MLG. neve, OHG. nevo, nefo
(MHG. neve, nefe, G. neffe}, ON. nefi: OTeut.
*neT&amp;gt;on-, related to L. nepot-, nepos grandson,
Gr. vfjroSfs (pi.), offspring, Skr. napdt-, napt- de
scendant, grandson ; cf. NEPHEW.]
1. A nephew.
Beowulf2206 Hearde hildefrecan . . niSa gena^dan nefan

Hererices. cgoo O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 670
Hlo[&amp;gt;here feng to biscepdome ofer Wesseaxan, .-Egelbryhtes
biscopes nefa. aim Itid. (Laud MS.) an. 1114 pone
arcediscne lohan bes arcebiscopes neafe. 1154 Ibid.
an. 1137 far he nam..hise neues. 1:1150 Gen. $ Ex. 724He toe him loth on sunes stede

;
He was hise neve. 13..

Guy Warm. (A.) 1418 Hougoun, pat was be doukes neve
Otoun. CI350 Will. Palerne 3418 pe stiward had a newe
but of ?ong age. c 1440 Jacob s Well 96, I louyd my neve
as

wcel_
as ony of my kyn. 1516 Test. Ebor. (Surtees)

VI. i To Walter Percehay my neve xx s. c 1540 Plump-
tan Corr. (Camden) 238 You required me to helpe Tho.
Compton, your nephe, to some honiest ocopation.
2. A grandson.
c 1440 I romp. Pat . . 355/1 Neve, sonys sone, ncpos. 1534

TINDALE i Tim. v. 4 If eny widdowes have children or
neves [1515 neveus],

3. A spendthrift, rare**.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 355/1 Neve, neuerthryfte, or wastour.

t Neve -. Obs, rare
-

. [a. obs. F. neve, or
ad. L. nsev-us N.KVUS.] A mark on the skin.
1624 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. v. iii. (ed. 2) 442 Frechons,

haires, warts, neues, inequalities.

Neve, obs. form of NIEVE.

II Neve (neve). [mod.F., ad. Alpine dial.
nevd\ Romanic type &quot;nivat-um, f. L. HW-, nix
snow : cf. late L. nivatus cooled with snow.]
1. The crystalline or granular snow on the upper

part of a glacier, which has not yet been com
pressed into ice ;

= FIRN.
1853 KA &amp;gt;&amp;gt;&quot;E Grinncll Exp. xlviii. (r8s6) 450 The change of

the Arctic snows into nei e or firn. 1856 Arct. Expl. I.

336, I found grains of neve larger than a walnut. 1871 L
STEPHEN P/aygr. Ear. (1894) v. 118 The steep slopes of
neve above us.. bulged out into huge overhanging masses.
attrib. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. tee Age (1894) 545 The neve -fields
under the Schneestock. 1897 Outing W. S.) XXIX. 339/1The inland ice, beyond the glacier s neve basin.

2. A field or bed of frozen snow.
1884 Academy 23 Aug. 113/2 His descriptions certainly

point to neves and frozen snow-beds rather than to glaciers
in the exact sense. 1892 LUBBOCK Beauties Nature vii,
If. . we trace one of the Swiss rivers to its source we shall
generally find that it begins in a snowfield or neve.

t Nevede, had not : see NE and HAVE v.
01300 Vox S, U ol/gS in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 61 ?efich

neuede to muchel i-ete, This ilke shome neddi nouthe.
Ne vel, sb. Sc. Also 6 -ell, 7 newell, 8 newel,

[f. NEVEL v.] A blow with the fist.

15. . Christ s Kirk vii, They partit manly with a nevel]

5l
2

!&quot;

7- Mill s Diary (&quot;889) 187 James Brown hes giffin
Hendrie Waltersoun ane newell. 1713 RAMSAY Christ s
Kirk ii. in, Wi nevels I m amaist fawn faint. 1739 A NlcoL
Nature -without Art, Some wi Newels had sair snouts
1819 TENNANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 154 Was naething
gam but knocks and nevels. 1846 tr. Drummonds Mucko-
machy 17 (E.U. D.), Gave his cheeks some dainty nevels.

Nevel (ne-v l), v. Sc. and north, dial. Forms:
6 ueffel, 7 nauell, 9 knevel, ueavil, nevil, 8-
nevel.

[f. neve NIEVE, fist + -e/, -LE 3; perh.
directly from Scand., cf. Norw. dial, uevla to
knead (Ross).] trans. To beat with the fists

; to
pound or pummel. Hence No-veiling vbl. sl&amp;gt;.

Ill

a 1573 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 146 Frome schoulder-
mg, the! go to buffetis, and from dry blawes, by neffis and
neffelling. 1603 Philotus cxxxiv, Thow sail beir me a
beuell, For with my Neiues I sail the nauell. 1684 MERITON
Yorksh. Dialogue 603 She l Nawpe and Nevel them with
out a Cause. 1791 J. LEARMONT Poems 337 [He] nevell d
me sae sair, That for a week I could nae draw my breath.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxiv, Twa landloupers, .got me down
and knevelled me sair aneuch. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss., Neamll d or Nemlled, pummelled with the fist. A
good nevilling . [Also in later northern glossaries.]

Nevel, variant of NIVEL sb. and v. Obs.

NEVER.

neofer) ; 3 nseu(e)re, nau(e)re, (-eere, -er),
neaure, -uer, neou(u)ere, 4 nouer; 4 neure,
4-5 neuere, (5 -ire), 4-7 neuer, (4 neyuer),
5-6 neuir, (5 -yr) ; 3 newere, 3, 6-7 newir,
0-7 newer

; 4 uev(e)re, 4-6 uevir, 7 Sc. neaver,
4- never. See also NE ER. TOE. niefre f. ne
NE

. . .

t Ne-veling, adv. Ots. rare. [f. OE. nifol,
var. of tieoiool prone, prostrate + -LIXO 2.] Face
downwards.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 193 Dede wommen

kareyns.. ligge neuelynge and dounri^t. Ibid. 111. 401
Pere bou liest nevelynge, and schuldest telle after bese
bynges of hevene.

t Ne ven, v. Of&amp;gt;s. Forms : 4 neiuen, neyueu,
4-5 neuyn, 5-6 nevyn, (4, 6 -yne), 4-6 neuin,
nevin, nsueu, (4-5 -ene), ueven, (4-5 -ene) ;

4-5 nefen
; 4 newine, 5 -yn(e. [a. ON. nefna

(Da. nxvne), also nemna (Sw. ncimna), f. nafn,
tianm : see NAME sli. and NKJIN v.
The form ncmen(e is occas. found in MSS. where the

rime-word sliows that nercn is intended.]
1. /rails. To give as a name to (a person or

thing).
it 1300 Cursor .]/. 4980 pai war breber elleuen at ham, pai

neuend me be yongeist nam. 13. . (ia:c. tf Gr. Knt. 10 pat
bur}e he biges vpon fyrst, & neuenes hit his aune nome.
a 1400-50 Alexander 619 And so him neuyned was be
name of his next frendis Alexsandiie be athill. lbi,l. 1119
He..comandis bairn swybe..to make a cite, And neuens it

his awen name.
b. To call (a thing) by a certain name.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2119 Scamandra be skyr flode be

scripture it
_neue[n]s. 1412-20 I.vnc. Chron. Troy in.

xxvii, I note in sothe what 1 may it neuene, Outher a dream
or veryly a sweuene.
2. To name (a person, etc.), to mention by name.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2327 pis abram bat ;ee her me neuen.

033&quot; R- DRUNMB Chron. H ace (Rolls) 8012 py fader
canstow nought neuen. c 1384 CH.U-CER //. Fame Ml. 348
By hym stonden other seuene Wise and worthy for to
neuene.

f 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 214 Alle
constellaciouns that any man can neven. c 1475 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 284 Many moo londes that I can not nevene.
1513 DOUGLAS sEncii\\\. v. 60 The maist souerane realme,
. .That, .man can nevin.

b. To appoint, nominate (a person) to a position.
1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 60/1 Collectours therto to be

nevend. Ibid. 60/2 Capitayns as by the Kyng shall be
nevend.

3. To mention, speak of, give an account of.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4056 loseph he sagh a night in sueuen,

pe quilk es worbie for to neuen. (-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

HAWES Past. Pleas, in. (Percy Soc.) 19 A great gyaunt..
To marveylous nowe for me to neven. a 1529 SKF.I.TON Col.
Clonte 826 He dare not well neuen What they do in heuen.

b. With clause as object.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. ] earn. Prol. $ T. 920 Syn that God
..Ne wol not that the philosophres nevene, How that a
man schal come unto this stoon. a 1400-50 Alexander 318How he is merkid & made is mervaile to neuyn. Ibid.

1105, I sail be neuen sen bou me now prays, pou sail be
drechid of a drinke.

c. To tell (a story, the truth).
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2453 Whan it was so nei} n tBt, to

neuen be sobe, pe werwolf wist wel [etc.], a 1400-50
Alexander 5306 be bi-selfe a sampill bat I be sothe neuyn.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 6 Of a story y wylle begynne, That
gracyus ys to nevyne.

d. \\&quot;ith as, than, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2743 pe word es wers ban man mai
neuen. 13.. Ibid. 2085 (GotL), For he liued leleli as I }ou
neuen, He ssittes wid might! godd in heuen. c 1450
HOLLAND Howlat 716 Thair notis anone, gif I richt newyne,
War of Mary the myld. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 315

|

Gold perteynyng to be sonne, as astrononiers nevyn. 1513
DOUGLAS /Kfifis ill. ii. 144 A deidlie 3eir, fer wers than I
can nevin, Fell on our membris.

4. \\&quot;ith cognate object : To utter, mention (the I

name of a person or thing).
a 1300 Cursor J/. 8913 For sco had neuend crist nam, . . i

bai heued bat womman. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B, 410 Noe
[

pat ofte neuened be naine otoure lorde. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxv. 116 Pan saise be steward of be courte bat lord
and bat lorde, and neuens baire names, c 1450 HOLLAND

j

Hirii lat 33 Bot all thar names to nevyn as now it nocht ;

neid is. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 60 Thy name I sail

ay nevyne.

5. intr. To tell or make mention of a person ;

or thing.
a 1330 Roland &amp;lt;$

V. 157 For pi herodes lete me sle, per of

y the neuen. 13.. Cursor Iff. 3116* (Gott.), Of ysaac nou
wil i neuen. a 1400-50 Alexander 4881 Of be noblay to
neuen it neyd any cristen. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 196
Quhar gret dulle is, . . Newyn off it is hot ekyng o(f payne. ,

b. To say, speak.
c 1400 Song o/Roland 1048 Then answerd olyuer with a

ruffull steuyn, Angry in hert thus gan he nevyn.
Hence t Ne vening i bl. sb.
a 1300 A&quot;. Horn (Camb. MS.) 220 panne hym spak be

gode king, Wel bruc bu bi neuening .

Never (ne vai), adv. Forms: 1-3 nasfre, (i -rae,

-ra), 2-3 nefre, 3-4 nefere, (3 nafre, nucfer,

I. 1. At no time, on no occasion.
In former use (down to i 7th c.) frequently accompanied

by other negatives, esp. ne, no, or none.
Bemmilf 247 Na:fre ic maran jeseah eorla ofer eorban.

c 888 k. ALFRED Boeth. v. i Of 3a=re nsfie nan, buta he
self wolde, ne wear3 adrifen. 1:950 Lindisf. Cos/. Matt.
vii. 23 Narfra [Rush, nzfra] ic cuoe iuih. 971 Bliclcl.
Horn. 39 ponne ne hingreb us nsefre on ecnesse. a noo
Gere/a in Anglia IX. 200 Ne late he HKfie his hyrmen
hyne oferwealdan. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137Ne umercn nature nan martyrs swa pined alse hi wseron.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Ne wot no man hwat blisse is be
naure wowe ne bod. c 1275 Passion our Lord 56 in O. E.
Misc. 39 Swich leche bi-vore hym ne com her neuer non.

CI3IS^S&quot;OKKHAM ill. 161 pou ne
m&amp;gt; 5t hylte nefere do.

1390 (JOWER Con/. I. 26 A newe [world] schal beginne, Fro
which a man schal nevere twinne. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail
xxvn. 44 511 wolde he neuere to his God Offensse. 1470-85MALORY Arthur iv. i. 119 Toswere that he shold neuer do
none enchauntement vpon her. 1525 LD. BERNKRS Froiss.
I - : 33 They wolde answere and saye, they trusted that
sholde neuer he. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcii/ane s Ci inin. 442 b,
Therfore thought they now, or els never, yt God was on
theyr side. 1632 LITHGOVV Trail. Ml. 327 Serpent like, . .

I- hat bowes the Grasse, but neuer makes no path. 1697DRVDEN 1 irg. Gcorg, in. 448 Time is lost, which never will
renew. 1727 GAY aegg. Op. i. viii, Then or never is the
time to make her fortune. 1782 Miss BIJRNEY Cecilia v.

vii, Is this lady-like tyranny then never to end? 1808
SCOTT Mann. in. xix, A braver never drew a sword

;
A

wiser never. 1872 LEVER Ld. Kilgotbin xxi, I certainly
shall never be rebuked for my becomingness.
Prov. 1862 TROLLOPF, Orley F. II. x. 77 Never is a long

word. 1904 Q. Rev. July 152 Never, it is rightly said, is a
long day.

b. With addition of limiting word, as after,
before ^afore^tofore],^ eft, \ ere, since ($ silken),
yet. Also t never-te, never yet.
Beovmlf&i Breca naifre sit . .swa deorlice daed lefremede.
cgao O. E. Chron. Barker MS.) an. 409 Na:fre siban
Romane ne ricsodon on Bretone. c 1200 ORMIN 750 5ct
wass jho swa bifundenn, batt 5ho . . Ne mihhte nzfraci
tKmenn. 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 35 Hi ne
hedden neuer-te i-heed prophete ne apostle. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 6836 Neuereft hii of denemarch hiderward ne come.
\^a Ayenb. 99 Zuyche weneb hit wel conne..bet neuerte
ne coube hole be rynde wyboute. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.
xvl. 216 Widwe with-oute wedloke was neure sete yseye.
1:1420 Anturs of Arth. xxxi, Siche glee Se;he he neuyr
are. c 1500 Meliisiiit 360 Sayeng bat neuer tofore they herd
of suche a thing. 1582 N. LICHEHF.LD tr. Caslanhedn s

Cong. E. Ind. I. ii. 4 Pedro . . never after returned into
Portingale. 1600 J. PORY tr. I.eo s Africa ix. 336 Neuer
did any man as yet see where Nilus taketh his originall.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 504 Never since of Serpent kind
Lovelier. 1766 GOLDSM. I ic. li

r
. xv, I never yet found one

instance of their existence. 1860 TYNUALL Glac, n. xxi\
354, 1 believe the fact was never before observed.

c. Repeated for the sake of emphasis.
1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 308. 1681-6 j. SCOTT Chr. Life

(1747) III. 546 They are safe arrived into each others Arms,
never, never to be parted more. 1768 BEATTIE Minst&amp;gt; .

I. XXIX, From the prayer of Want, .. O never, never turn
away thine ear ! 1777 PITT in Almon Anccd. (1792) III. xliv.

167 If I were an American.. I never would lay down my
arms never never never. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend
(1865) 127 To be found., in the realities of Heaven, but
never, never, in creatures of flesh and blood.

d. In emphatic denial, or as an expression
of surprise.
1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Our Parish vi. Could such things

be tolerated in a Christian land? Never! 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair i, This almost caused Jemima to faint with
terror. Well, I never

, said she.

2. Not at all, in no way. In later use chiefly
with imperatives, esp. never (volt) fear or mind.
In some cases the temporal sense is not completely effaced.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 12 A Meruelous sweuene, pat

I was in a Wildernesse wuste I neuer where, a 1450 Knt.
dela. Tour (1868) 79 He.. asked what that was. And his
wiff saide she wost neuer. .1500 Mclusine 297 He was
ryght dolaunt .. and coude neuer hold hys tonge, but he
said [etc.]. (-1590 MARLOWE Faustus Wks. (Rtldg.) 124/2
Sblood, I am never able to endure these torments. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 56 Neuer shake Thy goary lockes at
me. 1774 FOOTF. Cozeners in. Wks. 1799 II. 182, 1 take
cate, Missy, never you fear. 1825 BENTHAM Offic. Apt.
Maximized, Indications (1839) 42 Never you mind that ;

your business is to make sure of the fees. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2)1. 25 Give your opinion . .

,
never minding whether

Critias or Socrates is the person refuted.

ta. Never any or one, no one, none at all.
c 1205 LAY. 2593 Nefde he naefer enne of alle his monnen.

a 1225 Leg. Katli. 1261 Cwich ne cwe5 ber neuer an. 13 .

E. E. Allit. P. A. 864 Vchonez blysse is hreme & beste, &
neuer onez honour }et neuer-be-les. c 1400 Gamelyn 582 We
have foomen atte gate and frendes neuer oon. c 1430 Pilgr.
Lyf Manhode n. cxxii. (1869) 121 And j were wel disclosed

,_.J
shulde

of_neueropn be preysed. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
Hi. 6 In malice spaik I newir ane woord. 1555 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xliv. 125 Another thing much
do I mervail at, that never one priest, .did venture his life.

1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. a, Never any man living, in

his writing, could please the phansie of all men.

f c. Never kins, no kind of. Never where,
nowhere. Never neither, neither. Obs.
n 1300 Cursor M. 18856 Thris he wep. ., bot we find neuer

quar he logh. c 1300 Havelok 2690 Godrich . . also leun fares



NEVER.

pat neuere kines best ne spares, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
vii. 26 It growes newer whare hot bare. 1449 PECOCK Rf~
pressor i. x. 53 Neuer neither of the ij textis. Ibid. 11. xx.

273 Neuer neither of hem is contrarie to other of hem.

3. Hever a, not a, no ... at all. Cf. NE ER A.

t Nrver a deal, not a bit, not in the least : see ADEAL and
DEAL sb\ 5 b. So never a whit : see WHIT.
ci*$oGen,$ Ex. 230 It ne wrocte him neuere a del.

c 1300 Havelok 2685 On be feld was neuere a polk ]7at it ne
stod of blod so ful. \^..Guy Warm. (A.) 737 Now artow
J?e better neuer a del. c 1386 CHAUCER Nonne Prestes T. 336,
I hem defye, I love hem never a del. c 1440 Generydes 3703
Of your waye ye shall fayle neuer a dele, c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon iii. 102 There was never a myle but that

they iusted togyder. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 99 He
had never a drye threde about hym. 1581 RICH Farew.
(1846) 220 She had never a gowne to putte on her backe but
of a stale cutte. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 101 There were
seuenteene boats cast away. ., and neuer a man saued. 1666
EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 178, I must beg a copy of those

papers.., having never a duplicate by me. 1722 DE FOE
Col. Jack (1840) 39 You have never a shirt on. 1756
NUCENT Gr. Tour, Italy III. 141 They have never an uni

versity, but an academy of wits. 1861 A. LEIGHTON Trad.
Sc. Life Ser. n. 153 Though the never a M Pherson was
connected with her. 1864 DASENT Jest $ Earnest (1873)
II. 263 He still said never a word about the treasure.

b. Never a one, not (a single) one.

1523 [COVERDALE] Old God $ New (1534) A, Neuer a one
of the pyllers of the chyrche. .nede to be a shamed of it.

1579 FULKE Heskins Parl. 132 Fiue hundreth propositions,
that are false, and yet neuer a one expressely denied. 1645
T. HILL Olive Branch (1648) 16 There is never a one ofyou
but hath a Publique Place. 1692 S. PATRICK Answ. Touch
stone 33 Near a dozen places ; in never a one of which there
is any mention ..of Tradition. 1733 TULL Horse-hoeing
Husb. 128 They have seen it produce six Crops in six Years
. .

,
and never a one of them fail.

4. Never so, in conditional clauses, denoting an
unlimited degree or amount. (Cf. EVER 9 b.)
a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086 Nan man ne

dorste slean oSerne man, nzefde he nsefre swa mycel yfel

gedon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Ne beo he nefre swa riche,
for5 he seal pennc is dei cumeo. a 1250 Owl

&amp;lt;$ Night. 345
Ne beo

J&amp;gt;e song neuer so murie [etc.], c 1300 Havelok 80
Were he neure kntcth so strong [etc.]. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks.
(1880) 321 Betere..ben preyere of any ordre.., blabere ^ei
neuere so meche wty lippis. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xxxiii. 151 A man may no^t here ano}?er, crie he neuer so

hie. 1486 Bk. St. Albans a iv b, Though thow pike the flesh

neuer so clene, yet thow shake fynde thredes ther in. 1533
COVERDALE Ps. xcix. i He sytteth upon the Cherubins, be
the earth neuer so vnquiete. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng, Poesie
in. xxiv. (Arb.) 296 He neuer once changed his countenance
.., though the sight were neuer so full of ruth. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pref. p 4 Sufficient for a whole host, be it neuer so

great. 1601 RAY Creation i. (1714) 18 Tho the Trees grow
never so irregularly. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 120 F 15
When the Birth appears of never so different a Bird, [the

hen] will cherish it for her own. a 1774 GOLDSM. Hist.
Greece I. 342 Some vigorous effort, though it carried never
so much danger, ought to be made, a 1806 C. J. Fox Reign
Jas. II (1808) 204 Let him be weighed never so scrupulously,
..he will not be found.. wanting. 1885 SWINBURNE Misc.

(1886) 298 Were the critic never so much in the wrong, the
author will have contrived to put him . . in the right.

5. Never the, followed by a comparative:
None the, not at all the (better, etc.). Never the

near: see NEAR adv^ 5.

13. . Cursor AT. 23162 (G&amp;lt;itt.), Bot for ^ou was i neuer
J&amp;gt;e

bett. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ix. 78 More bilongeth . . pan
nempnyng of a name and he neuere be wiser. 1508 FISHER

7 Penit. Ps. Ii. Wks. (1876) 132 But Achab was neuer the
better, c 1550 BALE A&quot;, johan (Camden) 58 The Lord . . call

them to grace, and faver them never the worsse. 1628
HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 105 In the end never the nearer to

the victory. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. II. 312 The Con-
ditlon of the Receiver is. .never the better. 1768 GRAY in

Corr. iv. Nicholls (1843) 73, 1 am never the wiser, nor the

more able to account for Temple s letter. 1802-12 BENTHAM
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 602 note, The conviction of
the criminal.. would be never the nearer. 1886 POLLOCK
Oxford Led. iv, (1890) 108 He who is in these ways..a
better man will be never the worse lawyer.

b. Never the less, nevertheless, no less, not

in any way less, by no means less. Now rare or

Ob$* exc. as in NEVERTHELESS adv.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A, 864 Neuer onez honour [is] }et

neuer-^e-les. c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. $ Arc. 236 For to love

him Alweye never the lesse. a 1400-50 Alexander 4228 And
gour lare of a leke suld neuire be les worth. 1526 TINDALE
a Cor. viii. 15 He that gaddered lytell had neverthelesse.

1549 EDW. VI in Strype Eccl. Afem. (ipi) II. i. xxv. 213
He [the king] thought good to require him [the bishop] and
nevertheless to charge him [etc.]. 1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven
390 When she arisethsheloueth it neuerthelesse, but dandles
it. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Num. xi. comm., That they might
have so much helpe of grace as pleased God, and Moyses
have neverthelesse. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 173 Let us make
never the lesse of it, nor be discouraged.

c. So Never the more, neverthemore.
a 1400-50 Alexander 322 If he be bus di}t drede

J&amp;gt;e
neuer

\te more. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 248/2 Whan ony was
made Cezar neuerthemore he was Augustus ne emperour.
1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. viii. 15 He that gaddered moche had
never the more aboundance. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps.
xi. 6 David sinking under the burthen, ceased neverthemore
to mount up. 1606 BRYSKETT Civ. Life 37 His law, though
it be milder then the other, was neuerthemore allowable.

II. 6. In attributive phrases : a. With enough
(or too much), followed by a pa. pple.
1604 HIERON Wks. I. 530 The neuer-enough reuerenced

exercise of preaching. 1623 ROWLANDSON God*s Bless. 21
O the never too much admired goodnesse of the Lord. 1710
BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl. i. 146 The never-enough*
admired laws of pain and pleasure.
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b. With enough (or too much) and to be^ fol

lowed by a pa. pple.
1624 QUARLES Sion s Elegies Pref., This ancient, most

true, and never enough to be lamented Desolation. 1657
W. RAND tr. Gassendis Life Peiresc \. 67 That never to be

enough praised Arch-bishop. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy
50 The never-to-be-commended-enough Licosthenes. 175*
A. MURPHY Gray s Inn. Jml. No. n The never enough to
be admired Art of Humbugging. 1802 Noble Wanderers
I. 205 That never to be sufficiently regretted step of leaving
my house. 01834 COLERIDGE Notes $ Led, (1849) I. 49
The never to be too much valued advantage of the theatre.

1873 RUSKIN Fors Clai . xxxvi. 6 The never to be enough
damned guilt of men.

C. With to
l&amp;gt;e, esp. never to beforgotten.

1607 COLLINS Serm. (1618) 85 A long desired, and neuer to

be disannulled conformitie. 657 W. RAND tr. Gassendi&quot;s

Life Peiresc i. 46 That never to be forgotten man is gone
away. 1688 Lond, Gaz. No. 2381/1 A never-to-be-shaken

Loyalty to Your Majesty. 1709 SACHEVERELL Serm, 5 Nov.
5 This Never-to-be-forgotten Festival. 1747 Mem. Nutre-
bian Crf. I. 166 By your often-vowed, never-to-be-changed
love. 1807 SOUTHEV Ess. (1832) II. 284 That never-to-be-

forgotten massacre of the Protestants, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE
Ess. (1851) I. 94 The product of his never-to-be-seen acres.

1887 FRITH Antobiog. I. xi. 137 We had. .on one never-to-

be-forgotten occasion, a speech from Turner.

d. In various phrases.
1806 Simple Narrative II. 48 You are such a puritanical

never-do-amiss lady. 1837 S. R. MAITLAKD Six Lett, on
Fox*s A. # M. 42 This never mind school of history.
1841 S. C. HALL Ireland I. 186 That s a never-my-care sort

..as ever I met with.

7. Comb, a. With pa. pples., as never-adone,

conquered, -contracted, -daunted, -dried, etc.

1716 M. DAVIES Athcn. Brit. II. To Rdr. u The *never-
adone Physicking and Taking of Fees. 1631 WEEVER A tie.

FuneralMon. 104 That *neuer-conquered Nation of Scot
land, a 1656 BP. HALL Rev. Unrevealed n That old and
*never-comracted distinction of the Church Militant and
Triumphant. 1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 109
Hadst thou..[the] *never-Haunted thoughts of Hercules.

1607 HIF.RON Wks. I. 198 It shall be in their bowels as a
*neuer-dryed fountaine. 1859 TENNYSON Last Tourn. 581
Here m the *never-ended afternoon. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim
age (1614) 828 His *neuer-filled mouth. 1594 ? GREENE
Selinnts 2493 Beating the ^never-foiled Tonombey. 1600
ist Ft. Sir J, Oldcastle iv. ii, Oh *never-heard-of, base in

gratitude ! 1641 MILTON Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 198 O
new and never-heard of Supererogative. 1850 TENNYSON
In Meat. Ixxxiv, I see their unborn faces shine Beside the

*never-lighted fire. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. i. 35 If you refuse

your ayde In this so *neuer-needed helpe. 1802-12 BEN-
THAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 581 One *never-
omitted portion of scandal. 1859 CORNWALLIS fftw World
I. 130 The never-omitted tin pot for making their tea. 1873
HOWELLS Chance Acquaint, i. (1883) 12 A *never-relin-

! quished, never-fulfilled purpose. 1562 PILKINGTCN Expos.

j

Abdyas 65 The . . harde-hearted *never satisfied horsleches,
!

the lawers. 1615 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argenis iv. vii. 159
He, whose never-satisfied maw Devoures poore people. 1641
H. MORE Song of Soul n. iii. u. xii, On *never-shaken
pillars of j-Eternitie. 1860 PUSEY Min. PropJi. 175 The long
*never-shorn hair. 1631 WEEVER Anc. FuneralMon. 460
The terrible *neuer-tamed Scot. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv.

Ixxiii, I have seen the soaring Jungfrau rear Her &quot;never-trod

den snow. 1742 SHENSTONE Song viii. Wks. 1777 1. 156 Let
their very changes prove The never-vary d force of love.
1812 BYRON Ch. Har. \\. xxxvii, Her *never-wean d, though
not her_favour d child. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks

(16^8)
304 Vslng therin such expedition and *neuer-weaned
patience. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxiv. 116 This justly
named Saint, this never-wearied man.

b. With pres. pples., as never-agreeing, -blush

ing, -changing, -erring, etc. Also NEVER-CEASING,
-DYING, -ENDING, -FADING, -FAILING.
1613 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grove WVs. (1711) 118

The never agreeing bodies of the elemental brethren. 1728
POPE Dune. in. 231 His *never-blushing head he turn d
aside, c 1615 SIR W. MURE Sonn. iii. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 49
Can any crosse..Mak me tochaunge my*neuer chaunging
mynd? 1683 DRYUEN Lucretius in. Misc. II. 77 That never
changing state which all must keep. 1811 W. R. SPENCER
Poems 44 Where never-changing Spring Rules all the
halcyon year. 1679 MARC. MASON Tickler Tickled 4, By the
Affirmative of *never-erring Scripture it self. 1697 CON-
CREVE Wks. (1730) III. 262 Our never-erring Pilot. 1821-2
SHELLEY Chas. /, u. 479 Stamped on the heart by never-

erring love. 1867 A. BARRY Sir C. Barry x. 323 Its ^ever-
flagging interest to him. 1864 MUNRO Lucretius I. 2

Vanquished by the *never-healing wound of love. 1594
DRAYTON Idea xxvi, Yet hope draws on my ^ever-
hoping care. 1589 Marprel. Epit. F ij b, Thus M. D. to his

*neverlasting fame, hath .. translated the greeke word
presbyteros. 1613 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Cyvzv Wks.
(1711) 117 Two so loving friends and &quot;never-loathing lovers.
1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat, Hist. 51 Covered with deep, ^ever-
melting snow. 1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery i. xiv. (1874)
178 Upon them clos d the never-opening grave 1 1593
SHAKS. Rich. //, v. v. 109 That hand shall burne in *neuer-
quenching fire. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 726 The &quot;never-

resting race of men. 1851 G. BIRD Urin. Deposits (ed. 3)

98 The heart, a never-resting muscle. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th.
ix. 2285 Sun of the soul ! her *never-sett!ng sun ! 1825
PRAED Portrait ii, Like never-setting stars. 1697 CONGRF.VE
Mourn. Bride HI. vi, Drink bitter draughts with never-

slaking thirst. 1661 Don Juan Lamberto F4, This wall
was to be guarded by *never-sleeping Dragons. 1680 OTWAY
Cants Marius I. i, Never-sleeping Care. 1848 DICKENS
Dontbey xxiii, A frown upon its *never-smiling face. 1590
T. WATSON Poems {Arb.) 173 Whose *neuerstooping quill
can best set forth such things of state. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr.
Poems 78 Who treads The road with *never-swerving
strength. 1835 BROWNING Paracelsus iv. 145 Their pet
nest and their *never-tiring home. 1885 J.

K. JEROME On
the Stage 84 A quiet, never-tiring persistence. n 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 31/1 The *never

twinkling, ever wandring lights. 1814 WORDSW. Excursion

NEVER-FAILING.
v. 747 Of *never-varying motion. 1863 1. WILLIAMS Baptis
tery i. i. (1874) 7 Sabbath of Sabbaths, never-waning rest.

c 1600 COSOWARTH in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 407 Thou
hast clothed my soule with &quot;never-weering gladnes, 1609
HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. 361 The *never-winking eye of
Justice. 1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes, Nemesean ix, Through
the thick Groves of *never-withering Light. 1707 WATTS
Hymn, There is a land ofpure delight ii, There ever

lasting spring abides And never-with ring flowers.

C. \Yith adjs., as never-certain, -constant, etc.

1594 DRAYTON Idea xxvi, My *never-certain joy breeds
ever-certain fears, a 1627 SIR J. BEAUMONT Bosworth f.,
etc. (1629) 85 The *neuer-constant Moone. 1596 SPENSER
Hymn Heau. Love 126 In bonds. .Of &quot;never-dead yet ever-

dying paine. 1694 F. BRAGCE Disc. Parables viii. 296 The
*never-deficient grace of that good God. 1561 DAUS tr.

Bidlinger on Apoc. (1573) 209 b, A ioyfull, and *neuerloth-
some fulnes. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 2 Ye Myrtles brown,
with Ivy *never-sear. 1701 CONGREVE Wks. (1730) III. 252
A never ceasing, *never silent Choir. 1714 MANDEVILLE
Fab. Bees (1723) 283 The fickle Breath of &quot;never Stable
Fortune. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i. 1, The stationed bands,
the *never-vacant watch.

8. Misc. combs., as f never-being, non-exist

ence; never-do-well, a ne er-do-well; f Never-
mass, a date which never comes

; never-men
tion-ems, unmentionables, trousers; never-ready,
one who is never ready; never-strike, one who
will not yield; never-sweat, an idle or lazy

person ; f never-thrift, a ne er-do-well, a waster;
t never-thriving, a thriftless pack.
1633 (title] The Progeny of Catholicks and Protestants,

whereby.. is proved the lineal Descent of Catholicks.. and
the

&quot;never-being
of Protestants. 1856 B. W. PROCTKR

Barber s Shop xiv. (1883) 118 He was one of those *never-
do-wells who lean persistently upon others, c 1550 Thersitcs
in Hazl. Dodsley I. 429 That shall be at *Nevermass,
Which never shall be, nor never was. 1631 R. H.
Arraignm. Whole Creature xiv. 2. 244 As our Country
Phrase is, when Hens make Holy-water, at new-Never-
masse. 1856 T. TAYLOR in Kingsley s Lett. $ Li/e(iZ?-j) I.

496 Socks, boots, and *never-mention-ems, Mrs. Owen still

has dried for us. 1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. xlii, They are not
the least happy of mankind, these *never-readu-s. 1855
KINCSLEY Westw. Ho! xvi, Yeo. .returned with Drew and
a score of old *never-strikes. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour
I. 419 Flare up. my &quot;never-sweats. 1-1440 Promp. Parv.
355/1 Neve, *neuerthryfte, or wastour. 1510 WHITINTON
Vulg. (1527) sgb, It is more pleasure for a mayster to
se foure suche neuer thryftes go out of his

schple,
than se one

to come into it. 1486 Bk. St. Albans fvij, A *Neuer-
thriuyng of logoleris.

9. Never A ever {Land or Country], in Australia,
the unpopulated northern part of Queensland ;

the

desert country of the interior.

Variously taken as implying that one may never return
from it, or will never wish to go back to it. According to
F. Cooper Wild Adventures (1857) 68 the phrase is really
a corruption of the Comderoi nievnh vahs signifying un

occupied land , but the explanation is not regarded as
certain. (Morris.)

1884 A. W. STIRLING (title) The Never Never Land: a
Ride in North Queensland. 1887 CasselCs Picturesque
Austral. I. 279 In very sparsely-populated country, such as
the district of Queensland, known as the Never Never
Country . 1900 H. LAWSON On Track Si, I rode back that

way five years later, from the Never Never.

Never-ceasing, . [NEVER 7 b.] Unceasing,
ceaseless ; constant, continual.
rx6oa F. DAVISON in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 326, I

thine aid importune With neuer-cea sing cries. 1670 Devout
Commun. (1688) 172 Multiplied with a never-ceasing
numeration. 1738 WESLEY Ps. vi. iv, With never-ceasing
Moans I languish for Relief. 1826 MILMAN A. Boleyn
(1827) 33 The full organ s never-ceasing sound. 1878 HUX
LEY Physiogr. 129 There is a never-ceasing transference of
solid matter from the land to the ocean.

Hence Nevcr-ceasingly adv.

1869 J. HAIG Symbolism i. i The thoughts of each are

necessarily, or never-ceasingly, confined to himself alone.

Never-dying, a. [NEVER yb.] Undying;
immortal.

1596 SHAKS. r Hen. fl7
,
nt. ii. 106 What neuer-dying Honor

hath he got? 1633 FORD Tis Pity in. vi, Many thousand
..sorts Of never-dying deaths. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Mark
ix. 49 Those bad humours in us that breed the never-dying
worm. 1728 R. MORRIS Ess. Anc. Archit. 66 From never-

dying Corinth it first arose. 1781 COWPF.R Charity 593
That sight imparts a never-dying flame. 1873 E. BRENNAN
Witch ofNemi-2-2 Wedded to a never-dying strife.

Ifever-ending, a. [NEVER 7 b.] Unending,
endless, everlasting, perpetual.
1667 MILTON P.L. n. 221 The never-ending flight Of

future days. 1713 BERKELEY Guardian No. 55 F 7 The
expectation of never-ending happiness. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 648 All [have] become obnoxious to her

never-ending severity. 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Doctr.

Incarnation v. (1852) 144 A mere Brahminical dream of

never-ending forgetfulness. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl. of
Fleet i. viii, Day and night there was a never-ending riot.

Never-fading, a. [NEVER ;b.] Unfading,

fadeless, ever fresh or new.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. in. iii- (1624) 448 Virginity

is . . a neuer-fading flowre. 1690 TEMPLE Ess. Heroic Virtue
Wks. 1720 I. 228 This Crown of never-fading Laurel. 17*7
GAY Fables i. xiv, Might I supply that envy d place With

never-fading love ! 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qua/.

(1809) III. 5 A garland.. of never-fading flowers. 1827
G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 214 Clothed with never-fading
vestures.

Never-failing&quot;, a. [NEVER 7 b.] Unfailing.
1622 FLETCHER Sea^ oy. in. i, The never-failing purchase

Of lordships and of honours ! 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clersy

y2 The never-failing hen has unhappily forsaken heawontej-



NEVER-FAILINGLY.
nest. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 47 p 3 A never-failing
Medicine for the Spleen. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. n The
never-failing brook, the busy mill, 1836-7 DICKENS Sk.
Boz, Tales x, Wrapt in profound reveries on this never-

failing theme. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 27 A never-failing
source of supply to the shallow wells.

Hence Never-failingly adv.

1709 Brtt. Apollo No. 44. 2/2 A Cure, Speedy,.. Never-
failingly sure.

f Neverlat(t)er, var. of NEVER THE LAT(T)KR.
f 1400 Chron. Eng. (Caxton) ccxxvi. 232 Neuerlater he.,

come by nyght to the tour of london. Ibid, ccxxix. 241 The
caste! neuerlatter was saued.

f Neverless, obs. variant of NEVERTHELESS.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11207 Ihesu crist hir barn sco bar,, .and

maiden neuer less, c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 97 pe
parties were fulle stark, neuerlesse borgh praiere [etc.].
?c- 1400 Ser J, Mandeville $ Gt. Souden 43 in Hazl. F.. P.P.
I. 156 Neverlesse we knaw tliey salle be above. 1450
Paston Lett. I. m Never lese I trest not to her promese.
1525 Ln, BURNERS Froiss. II. clxxxvi. [clxxxii.] 568 Suche
as loued hym nat, thought neuerlesse [etc.],

f Wevermo, ob5. variant of NEVERMORE.
cii29 O. E, Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1129 Se..nefra ma

nan clepunge J&amp;gt;aer
to na hafde mare, c 1250 Prov. Alfred

220 in O. E. Misc. 116 His wit ne agob hym neuer-mo.
1390 GOWER Conf. II. 77 He schal be riched so, That it mai
faile neveremo. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6641 In such maner
care, That konne wynne hem nevermo.

Nevermore, adv. Also a. 3 nauere mare,
4-5 neuer-mar, 46 -mare, 6 -mair. /?. 3-4
neuer(e)-mor, etc. [f. NEVER adv. + MORE adv\
Never again, at no future time.
a. c 1205 LAY. 26845 Ne scalt

|&amp;gt;u
nauere mare bi lif benne

lede. Ibid. 32236 Naeuere seooSen maire kinges neoren
here, a 1300 Cursor M. 484 He ne has merci neuer-mare.
Ibid. 10055 pe welle ograce-.bat fines neuermar to rin. 1375
BARBOUR Bntce I. 166 The tothir..swar That he suld have
It neuir-mar. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 1374
Forsuthbe lewe sail I neuirmare. 1508 DuxBARGWrf. Targe
222, I saw hir nevir mare. 1567 Gude fy Godlie B. (S.T.S.)
15 They salbe saif, and neuer mair shall dee.

0. c 1220 Bestiary 618 Do; he Sre hundred jer. . wuneden
her, bigeten he neuermor non, c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1240
Wende jhe it coueren neuere mor. c 1325 Chron, Eng. 570
in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 294 Neuermore he nolde come ..

In the bed. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 203 This sorghfull king
was so bestad, That he schal nevermor be glad. ? 1507
Comunyc. (VV. de W.) c iij, And than to lyue and neuermore
dye. ij8x RICH Farew. (1846) 208, I will never more con
tends with thee duryng life. 1634 MILTON Corrtus 559
Silence. . wish t she might..be never more Still to be so

displac t. 1671 P. R. iv. 610 He never more hence
forth will dare set foot In Paradise, a 1859 DE QUINCKY
Post/i. Wks. (1891) I. 261 Nevermore will it be excited by
mere court intrigue. 1871-74 J. THOMSON City Dreeuif. Nt.
xvi. vii, This chance recurreth never, nevermore.

t Never the lat(t)er, adv. Obs. Also 5-6
neuerthelat(t)er. [See NEVER 5 and LATER
adv., LATTER adv.] = NEVERTHELESS.
a. c 1330 Spec. Guy \Vanu. 832 He weneb wasshe him

wid
J&amp;gt;at water, And he is foul neuere be later. 1387-8 T.

USK Test. Love i. i. (Skeat) 1. 19 Never-the-later yet nertly
..have mynde on thy servaunt. c 1450 tr. De Imitations 11.

ix. 51 Neverjjelater amonge bese he
dispeirijj

not. 1531
TINDALE Exp. i John (1537) 88 Neuerthelater it were some
what yet yf [etc.]. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. iii. 9 Never-
thelater I have folowed that which is plainest. 1609 HOL
LAND Amm. Marcell. 207 Never the later, .[he] endevoured

earnestly to prepare all things. 1652 \V. SCLATER Civ.

Magistracy (1653) 2^ I must therefore, never the later,
condemn you, being convicted.

ft. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 3650 Dot never-be-latter..
Yhit may he helpe be saules bus. c 1400 MAI/NDEV. (Roxb.)
xvii. 76 If all he ware a paynymme, neuer be latter he serued
Godd full deuoutely. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 420 b/i
Neuerthelatter he shal not haue the vyctorye of me. a 1550
Image Hypocr. iv. 245 in Skelton s Wks. (1843) II. 442/1
Nowe never the latter I intend to clatter. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay xiii. (1617) 197 They which haue flatly denied
the Creation, haue neuer the latter granted the Prouidence,

Ne verthele ss, adv. [See NEVER 5 (and 50)
and LESS adv. Earlier equivalents are NA-, NE-,
and NOTHELESS.] Notwithstanding; none the less.

a 1300 Cursor J/. 79 Scho es..Moder and maiden neuer

;lesse.
c 1330 R. JMtUMHB Chron. (1810) 61 Neuerbeles to

illiam he jeld him wele his bone, c 1380 WYCLIF Sel.

Wks, III. 430 Neverbelees spek we of aposiasye of prests.
r 1420 LVDG. Assembly ofGoJs 1018 Neuerthelese they seyde
they wold endure tho shoures. 1484 CAXTON Fables of
Alfonce iv, The woman wold haue re^ysted, Neuertheles in

thende she was content. 1512 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) I. 609 Neuerthelasse hyt is agreed and couenaunted

betwyn the said [etc.]. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hn$b.
n. (1586) 57 b, It may be sowed neuerthelesse .. at any time
of the sommer. a 1610 HEALKY Cebes (1636) 155 Then wee
benefit by his reading neuerthelesse. 1696 WHISTON The,
Earth (1721) 4 The Reader will never the less embrace the

Conclusions. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 323
Nevertheless . . they generally lead a life of famine and

fatigue. 1841 BORROW Zincali II. ii. in. 54 The Gitanos..
have nevertheless found admirers in Spain. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 169 They, knowing them to be evil, never
theless indulge in them.

t Ne vet, variant of wet EFT sbl (Cf. NEWT.)
1565 COOPFR Thesaurus, Lacerta^ a lisarde : a neuet.

1593 NASHE Christ s T. 33 b, Grashopper,Worme, Neuette
or Cancker. a 1601 J. HOOKER in Polwhele Devon (1797) I.

124 We have, .the snake, the sloworme, and the nevet.

Neveu, -ewe, nevie, obs. forms of NEPHEW.
Nevie- : see NIEVIE. Wevil, var. NEVEL v.

dial. Wevin, var. NEVEN v. Obs. Nevir, obs.

f. NEVER. Nevo, nevoeu, obs. ff. NEPHEW.
fNevcrsity. Obs, rare Q

. [ad. med. or mod.L.

ttsevositas, f. na&vostts : see N^EVUS.] ^Sce quot.)
VOL. VI.
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1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Nei osity^ speckedness, fulness of
moles or freckles.

Nevou(e, -ow, -oy, variants of NEPHEW.
Wevre, obs. form of NEVER. Wevue, nevy,
variants of NEPHEW.
Wevve, var. NEVE sbl Obs.

t Nevyn. Obs. rare. Also 5 newyne. [Of
obscure origin.] App. some precious stone.
1393 ll- ill of Branncepeth (Somerset Ho.), Vnum monile

de auro cum tribus neuynys super illud positis et cum tribus
scutis. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 6^0 All of pall work fyn With
miche and nevyn [Lincoln MS. Cowchid with newyne].
Wevyn^e, varr. NEVEX v. Obs.

t New, $bl Obs. rare. [For ntte
t nuy, aphetic

form otamty ANNOY sb.] Trouble, sorrow.
ci440 York Myst. xlv. 144 All hat are in newe or in nede.

Ibid. xlviL 96 Thy t) me is paste of all bi care, . . Of newe
schall bou witte neuere more.

New (niw), a. and sb.% Forms : 1-3 niwe,
(i nine, 3 nywe, niewe), I niowe, 1-3 neowe,
(3 neouwe), 1-7 newe, (3 neuwe, 5 neewe\
4 nu(we), nwe, 5 now(e, 4-6 neu, (5 nev), 4-
new. [Common Tout.: OE. nhvet inowe^ncowe
OFris.

//J&amp;gt;,
ni

t MDu. nieuwe, miwc, tne, OS. niwi,
nigit OHG. ninwi, nimti ^MHG. iriuwe, niwe

t

niti, G. neu\ ON. nyr (Sw. and Da. ny\ Goth.

niujis : OTeut. *neitjozt from the common Aryan
stem *neii(J}- t which appears in Gr. vtos (Ionic
vtfos), Lith. natijas, Skr. ndvyas and navas^ Lat.

nwtts, OS1. novit (Rnss. iiOBbiii), Olr. nue (Ir.
and Gael. nuadJi}] A. adj.

I. 1. Not existing before; now made, or brought
into existence, for the first time.

^825 Vesp. Psalter xxxii. 3 SingaS him song neowne.
ttiooo Exod. 362 Niwe flodas Koe oferlaS. .mid his brim
sunum. a

loop P/ia-m .v 431 He getimbreo&quot; tanuin & wyrtnm.
.. eardwic niwe, nest on bearwe. ciooo /ELFRIC Gloss.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 150/36 Constrnctio^ niwe timbrung. c iaog
LAY. 2675 pa ferdebe king. .&ane neoue burh makede. 1297
R. GLOUC (Rolls) 5494 Nywe abbeys he made vaste be gode
abelston. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 255 God.-nempned
names newe and nomnbred besterres. 1382 WYCLIF i Sam,
vi. 7 Nowe thanne takith, and makith a newe weyn. 1520
Calisto fy Melib. C j b, Well mother, to morow is a new day.
&quot;S75-85 ABP. SANDYS Scrm. (Parker Soc.) 66 They should
remember that their religion is as new as false, 1611 BIHI.E
Transl. Pref, p 6 Aquila fell in hand with a new Trans
lation. 1697 DRYDF.N Yirg. Georp. m. 460 Pleas d I am.,
the way to new Discov nes make. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VIII. 18 A new crop of hair grows between the
old skin and the new. 1852 M. ARNOLD fimpcdocles Poet.
Wks. (1890) 449 So each new man strikes root into a far
fore-time. 1876 DUHRISG Dis. Skin 404 Diseases, which.,
consist pathologically of a new growth in the skin. 1891
Law Rt P-t Weekly Notes 78/2 The lessor was desirous of

pulling the house down and building a new one on its site.

b. Of a kind now first invented or introduced ;

novel.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1354 In notyng of nwe metes
& of nice gettes. 1611 W. GODDARD Snfir, Dial. Kjb,
Newe-fashiond cloathes I loue to weare, Newe tires, newe
ruffes. 1673 S too him Bayss g He would imagine it

was a sluice, or some newer kind of engine. 1784 COWPKR
Task i. 43 A lattice-work that braced The new machine,
and it became a Chair. 1818 J. C. HOBHOUSE Hist. Illustr.

(ed. 2) 402 He composed a sort of drama, altogether new,
which he called a melo-tragedy.
2. Not previously known

;
now known fur the

first time : a. of things spoken or heard.
^tiWw/^zSgSLytswirodeniwraspellx cyooto.B&da sffist.

i.xxv.i,Schipper)54 i F;e5ere word
J&amp;gt;is syndon. -,acfor5onhi

niwe syndon Si uncu
&quot;

e [etc.], a xooo in Narrat.Angl. Conscr.

(1861) 3 Das niwan spel ic 5e ealle in cartan awrite. c 1205
LAY. 26194 He talde ban kinge neouwe tiSende. c\**f&amp;gt;Gen,

ff Ex. 1286 Do herde abraham steuene fro gode, Newe
tiding, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxxi. 314 Men seyn alle

weys, that newe thynges and newe tydynges ben plesant to
here. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. II.) 30 Your part^
is not.. to bring it forth as a New Matter.

1667^
MILTON / ./,.

v. 855 Strange point and new ! Doctrin which we would
know whence learnt. 1687 NORRIS Coll. Misc. 150 How
absurd, .that venerable non-sense should be prefer d before
new-sense. 1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins xliii, Another
went on, till we had heard ten of them, and in every one
something new. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 237 Tell not as
new what everybody knows. iSax SHELLEY Hellas 592
Prophesyings horrible and new Are heard among the crowd.

b. Of feelings, experiences, events, etc.
a 900 CYNF-WL-LF Elene 869 Hsfdon neowne gefean

maerSum ^emeted. 971 Blitkl. Horn. 135 Him ne wa^s

naenij eaifo)?e bxt lichomlice gedal on baere neowan wyrde.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 66 His falshed brouht vs
sorowe alle newe. c 1368 CHAUCER Compl. Pile 29 Yet en-
creseth me this wonder newe. a 1400-50 Alexander 1240
Ne}is ^am a-nothire note as new as be first, c 1470 Gol. 4-

Gaw. 501, I suld fynd thame new notis for this ix yeir. 1551
RECORDE Patkw. Knowl. Ep. King, Thei again shal haue
new and new causes to pray for your maiestie. 1671 MILTON
P. R. i. 334 Where ought we hear, and curious are to hear,
What happ*ns new. 1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. ix. 306 The
successes of war are not new. 1781 COWPER Tablc-T. 734
&quot;I&quot;were new indeed to see a bard all fire. 1876 J. PARKER
Paracl. n. xviii. 295 Opposition is nothing new as applied
to Christian faith. 1899 J. SMITH Chr. Charac. 196 The new
religious consciousness of acceptance and union with God.
Comb. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm I. 34 Such new-Hke

occurrences.

C. Of countries, etc., now first discovered.
c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. A trier. (Arb.) Introd. 27 Of the newe

landes. .founde by the messengers of the kynge of portyn-

gale.
1610 SHAKS. Tentf. v. L 184 Mir. O brrme new world

That has such people m t. Pro. Tis new to thee. 1667

NEW.
MILTON P. L. i. 290 To descry new Land-;, Rivers or
Mountains in her spotty Globe. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 280 What signifies.. the people of Spain set-k

ing new countries? 1879 MOBLF.V Burke 21 In East and
West new lands were being brought under the dominion of
Great Britain.

d. Of things or persons.
1626 B.\coN^9j7?z 477 So you may have great Vanetie

of New Fruits, and Flowers yet unknowne. 1697 HL-RG-
HOPE Disc. Relig. Asscmb. 181 New things only are able to
awake us. ^1734 NORTH Lives (181:6) III. 145 This new
kind of Arithmetic, which he had never heard of before.

1781 COWI-ER Con- ersat. 531 The new acquaintance soon
became a guest. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop i, We were
going quite a new road.

e. Strange, unfamiliar (to one).

. 1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 305 Alacke, how new Is husband
in my mouth. 1638 J UNI us Paint. Ancients 25 Nothing in
such a case could be new unto him. 1667 MII.TON P. L. in.

613 Here matter new to gaze the Devil met UndazI d. ? 1710
LADY M.W. MONTAGU Lett.jtoMrs, ffewetfiSByjl. 28 We
go next week into Wiltshire, which will be quite a new world
to us. 1784 CowrER Task iv. 710 New to my taste, his
Paradise surpassed [etc.]. 1855 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xxi.
IV. 545 To English shopkeepers and farmers military ex
tortion was happily quite new. 1859 TENNYSON Ceraint
808 She could cast aside A splendoui dear to women, new
to her, And therefore dearer.

3. Coming as a resumption or repetition of some
previous act or thing ; starting afresh.

BcffivuiJ 1789 pa was eft waa;r. ftezere xereorded niouan
stt-fne. ( 1000 Cxdinons Gen. 1555 Da Noe ongan niwan
stefne mid hleomagum ham staSeli.in. c 1205 LAY. 27494 Heo
. .neouwe ueht \c 1275 neuwe fiht] bj-gunnen narewe ij^run-

gun. a 1300 Cursor J/, 1592 For-Jji in forme of iugement
He thoglit a neu wengaunce to sent. 1340 Ayenb. 107 pet
is a newe cristninge. c 1386 CHAUCER Ftankl. T. 287 Tho
come hir othere freendes many oon, And..sodeinly bigonne
revel newe. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting 297 5it of new tresson^,
I can tell the tailis. 1560 DAUB tr. Sleidane s Comm. 91
Thus was he brought agayne in to a newe hope of a concorde.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. MI. i. i Tullus Auffidius then had made
new head. 1674 MILTON P. L. (ed. 2) xn. 5 The Archangel
paus d.. ; Then with transition swtet new Speech re^ume^.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 471 Upon a motion for a
new trial, it was urged [etc.]. 1872 RAYMOND Statist. ATiues

209 The quartz-mining enterprises, .took a new start.

b. Fresh, further, additional.

1^76 FLEMING /Vi^/. Epist. 17, I had rather cut off all old

acquaintance with him, ..then to seeke after newe friend

ship. 1580-1 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 362 He oUenit
confirmation:! of his said pensioun. ,

with supplement of new
gift and dispositioun thairof. 1667 Mn.icx / . L. in. 468
[They] still with vain designe New liabels, had they where-
withall, would build. 1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 2 Wks. (Globe)
366/1 The most calamitous events .. can bring no new
affliction.

1796^ H. HUSTKR tr. St.-Picrre s Stud. Nat.
O/O*?) LII. 49 This perception adds a new degree of prob
ability. 1849 MACAU i.AY Hist. F.ng. v. I. 531 If he gave no
new cause of displeasure. Ibid. 580 Commissions were issued
for the levying of new regiments.

c. Restored after demolition, decay, disappear
ance, etc.

c 1000- [see NEW MOON i]. 1056-66 fnscr. at Kirkda e
Ch. (Yorks), He hit let macan ncwan from grvnde. c 1375
Cursor M. 23399 (Fairf), Squa has our lorde be-fore vs hijt

pat he sal new pur bodismake. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XVIM.

43 To fordone it on o day, and in true dayes after Edefye
it eft newe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 254/1 To make Newe, no-care,
c 1600 SHAKS. Stwn. Ixxvi, As the Sun is daily new and old.

1697 DKYDEN I irg: Gcorg. in. 476 Till the new Ram re

ceives th exalted Sun. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint 70 The new
sun Beat thro the blindless casement of the room.

4. Other than the former or old ; different from
that previously existing, known, or used. Also

t A*w and new.
c 950 Lintiisf. Gosp. Mark i. 27 Hualc lar [is] 5ius. .niua

[&amp;lt;

1000 Hwaet is beos niwe lar]. Ibid. John xiii. 34 Behod

njua ic selo iuh. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 96 pu bist ^eci^ed
niwum naman. c 1205 LAY. 30701 Heo scupten heore laueide
snne nome neowe. a 1300 Cuisor M. 1975 A couenand
neu ic hight to be. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. v. 17 Oolde thingts
han passid, and lo ! alle thingis ben maad newe. 1526
Pilgr* Per/. \W. de W.

1551) 150 b, He shall haue a
newe knowlege in his soule

t&amp;gt;y grace. 1577-87 HOLINS-
HED Chron. I. 21/2 He must turne the leafe, and take
out a new lesson. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 271 From the
Citie Armstat..we had a nuw measure of oates called

Hembd. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies v. i. 33 The sides of it

be ioyned successiuely to new and new partes of the rare

body that giueth way vnto it. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 676
New Laws thou seest impos d. 1781 COWPER Cotwersat.

724 Partakers of a new ethereal birth. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece \. 97 The Messenian legends of a new race of
settlers. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. iii. I. 411 It was then
that Ray made a new classification of birds and fishes.

1884 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig.
&amp;lt;$

Set. v. (:88s) 147 The New
Testament contains not only a new morality, it contains
also a new account of human nature.

b. Of persons occupying a certain position or

relationship.
riooo^LFRic Exod. \. 8 ^emangbam aras niwe cing ofer

Egipta land, c raoo ORMIN 7149 patt Kalldisskenn genge,
^att cumenn wass inntill hiss land An new king forr^to
sekenn. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2137 Mi neowe leofmon, pe ich

on wi5 luue leue. 1197 R. GLOUC. Chron. (Rolls) 7496

36 pine olde frende
J&amp;gt;at fc&amp;gt;ou

fonded haste bileue
fx&amp;gt;u

for no
newe. 1563 WINJET tr. Vincent. Lirin. Wks (S. T. S.) II.

12 The peple. .entering vnhappelie to be refreschit in the

cumpanie of thir neu techeans. 1590 SHAKS. Afitfs. A , i.

i. 219 To seeke new friends and strange companions. 1630
CAPT. SMITH Wks. (Arb.) 953 New Lords, new lawes. 1665
PEPYS Diary 19 June, After dinner, to my little new gold
smith s. 1784 COWPER Task u. no The sylvan scene..

15



NEW. 114 NEW.
finds out A new possessor, and survives the change. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Romola ix, She had beforehand felt an inward

shrinking from a new guide.

o. Of places : Different from that previously
inhabited or frequented.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III, 287 What profi^teb newe

lond perc be fli^t fleebnou^t [thee] ? 1594 SHAKS, Rich. Ill,

u. ii. 46 That our swift-winged Soules may.. follow him, To
his new Kingdoms. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 193 To morrow
to fresh Woods, and Pastures new. 1667 P. L. iv. 184
A prowling Wolfe, Whom hunger drives to seek new haunt
for prey. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci v. i. 89 Tis easy.. for a

country new . . To change the honours of abandoned Rome.

d. Morally or spiritually changed.
1533 GAU Richt Vay 31 Faith . . quhilk renwis the hart and

makis ane nev man. 1352 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Communion,
Ye that do.. intend to lead anew life following the Com
mandments of God. 1593 G. HARVEY New Letter Wks.
(Grosart) I. 274 If vnfaynedly he hath stripped-of the

snakes skinne, and put-on the new man. 1677 LADY
CHAWORTH in 12 fA Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 43
The Dtuchess] of Portsmouth.. they say will lead a new

lyfe. a 1770 JORTIN Serm. (1771) VII. i. 19 Christians

upon their repentance become new creatures.

fe. Inclined to change or novelty. Obs.rare~ l
.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlv. r3 Scho is so new of acquen*
tance, The auld gais fra remembrance.

5. Used with the to distinguish the thing spoken
of from something old, or already existing, of the

same kind : a. Of institutions, practices, methods,

etc., with implication of some change in the nature

or character of these.

In a number of cases this use of the ncu&amp;gt; has given rise to

phrases with a special meaning or application ; for examples
see Church^ connexion^ husbandry, jet sb. 2

, law, learning,
Hghtt model, police, style, Testament, woman, world.

900 tr. BxdeCs Hist. \\. iv. (Schipper) 127 paere niwan

cyncean, be of Anjelcynne ^esomnad WEES.
&quot;950 Lindisf.

Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 28 Dis is for5on blod min 5aere niua

fcewitnessse. 971 Blickl. Horn, 163 Se godspellere waes

fasstnung aejber ^e bsere ealdan ae je baere niwan. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 85 pet boS ba twa la^en be aide and pe
nowe. cxaoo ORMIN 15159 All Godess lare off e^perr
boc, Off palde & off be newe. n 1300 Cursor M.
12887 Pe a d testament hir-wit nu slakes, And sua be neu

bigining takes. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3212 bey.,
haunte alle be newe gyse. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 6 Wher
as I moste daunce and singe The hovedance and carolinge,
Or forto go the newefot. 1523 [COVERDALE] (title) A Worke
entytled of ye Olde God and the Newe, of the old faythe and
the newe, of the olde doctryne and ye newe. 1590 SIR J.

SMYTH Disc. Weapons 33 b, According to the newe fashion.

\-jy1\3U.fforse-HoeingHt4sb,(ij^} xix. 263 Of Differences

between the Old and the New Husbandry. 1799 A/W. JrnL
II. 214 The new inoculation was immediately introduced
In London. 1833 J. HOLLAND Mann/. Metal II. 12 The
latter, indeed, frequently became . . victims to the new
system. i849GROTE Greece n. Ixvii. VIII. 450 The gradual
transition of, . the OldComedy into the Middle and New Com
edy. 1898 SIR E. MONSON in Times 7 Dec. 5/1 We had not

[then] heard so much of what is called the ( new diplomacy .

b. Of things, places, or persons.
893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. vi. 176 Com Hasterbal se niwa

cyning of Cartainum. 971 Blickl. Horn. 163 Se niwa
eorendel [waes] Sanctus lohannes. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1137 Martin abbot, .brohte heom into be neuuse

mynstre on S. Petres massse d^ei. 1362 LANGL. P. PL A. v.

171 Clement be Cobelere caste of his cloke, And atte newe
Feire he leyde hire to sulle. c 1400 Chron. R. Clone. (Rolls)

9220 (MS. B), pe king..ladde him to be newe wore, to a

uayr castel & god. c 1470 Gregory s Chron, (Camden) 223
That fals Duke of Somersett . . stale owte of Walys . .

towarde the Newecastelle. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
iii. 89 Whan the newe tyme shall be come. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 167 In this yere was, .ended the newe worke of
the Church of Westminster, to the ende of the Quire. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. IV) \\. i. 3 Charles wame is ouer the new
Chimney. 1679 BEDLOE Popish Plot Ep. a j b, To fire the

Water-Houses, and get the New River-Water stopt, if they
can. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776) VII. 272 The re

mainder of the old aliment will be seen mixing with the new.
1826 in E. H. Barker Parriana (1828) I. 380 It was at the
time when the new jail was being built. 1848 R. I. WILBER-
FORCE Doctr. Incarnation iii. (1852) 48 The new Adam was
. .the type and pattern of the renewed . . creation.

O. In names of cities or countries. (Without the)

sawe that holy cite newe lerusalem come downe from God
out of heauen. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acosta s Hist. Indies
vii. ii. 408 Where now they have discovered a kingdome
they call New Mexico. 1687 A. LOVEI.L tr. Bergerons Com.
Hist. 8 It was in New-France. 1719 W. WOOD Sum. Trade
280 They cannot Trade into the . . South West Coast of New-
Spain, 1761 Charac. in A nn. Reg. 10/1 There are a greater
number of noblesse in New France than in all the other

colonies put together. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 438/1 These
concussions, which are very common about New Madrid, are

felt.. from New Orleans to the mouth of the Missouri.

H. 6. Of recent origin or growth ;
that has

not as yet existed long ; \ young. Also, of events

or points in time : Recent, not long ago.
c 825 Vesfi. Psalter \xv\\\. 32 LicaS gode ofer caelf niowe.

r 888 K. &amp;gt;LFRED Boeth. xxv, Jif heo blodes onbirigS, heo

forjit sona hire niwan taman. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 292

^enim bone neowran wyrttruman, delf up. c 1290 St.

Michael ^\ in S. E. Leg. I. 312 Ase man may bi be Mone
i-seo, be jwyle heo is neowe ri;t. 13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 739
Bot on batow [hast] newe dobing & art cleped kni}t wib-outen

lesing. ? a. 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 856 She semede lyk a
rose newe Of colour, a 1400-50 A lexander 1460 For he had
nite him a nerand no^t hot o new time. 1507 Justes Mayfy
June 31 in Hazl. E.P.P. II. 122 At the felde ende was pyght
..A pauyllyon on the grasse fresshe and nue. 1523 LD.
BF.RNF.RS Froiss. I. 587 Howe is it thus, in cure newe knyght-
hode, that [etc.] ? 1611 SHAKS. Cymb, \\. iii. 46 The Exile of

her Minion is too new, She hath not yet forgot him. 1785
PHILLIPS Treat. Inlatid Nav. 25 Rival Nations, especially
the new States of America. 1845 T. MILNER Gallery Nat.

642 The new red sand stone and carboniferous systems in

Leicestershire. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. 17 The two-
handed or French alphabet, generally used in England, is

of newer date.

b. Of articles of food or drink : Freshly made,

produced, or grown ;
not yet old or stale ; be

longing to the fresh crop or growth.
^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ix. 17 Ne sendas win niwe in

byttum aldum. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A, vn. 287 Til hit to

heruest hi}ede bat newe corn com to chepynge. a 1400
Pistill ofSusan 99 With wardons winlich and walshe notes
newe. c\w&amp;gt;Promp. Parv. 360/2 Nwe ale, celia. c 1560
A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) v. 31 Butter, new cheis, and beir

in May. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. 1.40, I haue a venturous

Fairy, That shall, .fetch thee new Nuts. 1667 MILTON
P. L. ix. 1008 As with new Wine intoxicated both They
swim in mirth, a 1756 ELIZA HEYWOOD New Present (1771)

133 Lay these into a stewpan with some new-milk. 1819
SHELLEY Cyclops 188 Is The new cheese pressed into the

bulrush baskets? 1884 E. P. ROE in Harpers Mag. Aug.
452/2 New potatoes, dug for the first time that day.

c. Recently made ;
not yet used or worn

; still

unimpaired by use.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 60 [He] sette Sset in

byrjenne his niwe. Ibid, Luke v. 36 Ne aenij ba?t esceapa
from woedo niuue onsendeS on gewedo aid. c 1205 LAY.

7394 peos [scipen] weoren al neowe stronge & wel itreowe.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20214 A neu smock scho did hir on. 1382
WYCLIF Judg. xvi. ii If I were boundun with newe coordis,
the whiche weren not }it in werk, I shal be feble. 7x462

Wright s Chaste Wife 117 Felowe, where hadyst bou pis
hatte That ysso feyre and newe? 1538- [see BROOM sb. 3],

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. \\. v. 39 Though they swept
clean at the first, as new Besomes. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 242 They choose the newest, to wit, that which is

newly drawn out of the Kiln. 1775 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs.
Thrale 22 May, The key is the newest of those two that

have the wards channelled. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xiv, A
large bare-looking room, the furniture of which had no
doubt been better when it was newer.

d. Now first used for some purpose.
1666 H. STUBBE Mirac. Conformist 19 The Brewers either

ppver the same or new in again to fill up the Barrel. 1693
EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Card. I. 27 [By] New Earth
. , I mean Earth never having seen the Sun.. .It is certain

that this New Soil possesses.. all the first Salt, which was
given it at.. the Creation.

e. Recently inhabited or settled,

1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 331 In the early settle

ments, .of new country, its progress in improvements is slow.

1823 J. F. COOPER Pioneers viii, It was a term in common
use throughout the new parts of the state. 1871 DE VERE
Americanisms 176 If he.. must go to what is called New
Lands, he has to be careful in his selection.

7. Having or retaining the qualities of a fresh

or recent thing; showing no sign of decline or

decay. In later use esp. ever new.
c 1220 Bestiary 76 Der he wurdeS heil & sund, & cumed

ut al newe. trizgo Hymn to Virgin in Trin. Coll. Horn.

App. 257 pi loue is euer iliche neowe. a 1300 Cursor M.
16557 pis tre. . bai fand..als neu and fress als it on stouen
ware, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8688 ^our
mercy schal hem be newe. 1496 Fysshynge iv. Angle
(1883) 32 As longe as they ben quycke & newe they ben

fyne. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 28 A very ancient and fish-

like smell ; a kinde of not of the newest poore-Iohn. 1626
BACON Sylva (J.), Men, after long emaciating diets, wax
plump, fat, and almost new. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 19
Heav nsjast bestjgift, my ever new delight. 1711 POPE
Temp. Fame 51 These ever new, nor subject to decays.
Spread, and grow brighter. 1781 COWPER Charity 326 All

. .to pursue Still prompt him, with a pleasure always new.

1877 M. ARNOLD Switzerland
, Parting^ To thee only God

granted A heart ever new.

8. Having but recently come into a certain state,

position, or relationship.
New chum: see CHUM sb.

^900 tr. Bsedds Hist. in. xxii. (Schipper) 255 Swa swibe
swa

)&amp;gt;a
niwan cristenan Sa gyt hit niman mihton. 1387

TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 263 As he J?at was a newe man
..and knewe nou^t f&amp;gt;e

customs and f?e usages of Engelond.
1422 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Prh 1

. Priv. 180 So is hit , . of new
officers, that like ben to newe hungri flies, c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes of Ayinon ii. 65 So departed the newe knyghtes.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixh. 217 The new brydes lay

togyther in grete pleasure all that nyght. 1590 SIR J.
SMYTH Disc. Weapons 47 b, The shot of them. .scare newe
soldiors and nouices of warre. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng
(1725) 63 The Evidence of our Claim shall be well attested,
not by New-men, but such as.. speak of their own Know
ledge. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fable Bees (1723) 314 If such a

New-Beginner has but a little Pride . . he is soon mortify d in

the Vestry. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 20 James s

parliament contained a most unusual proportion of new
members, a 1860 ALB. SMITH Med. Student (1861) 14 The
new man does not enter much into society.

b. Const, to a thing.
1697 DRYDEN Virg-. Georg. iv. 30 New to the Pleasures of

their native Spring. 1723 Pop&Otfyss. iv. 86r Twelve young
mules. . New to the plough, unpractis d in the trace. 1853
1 C. BEDE Verdant Green xi, Mr. Verdant Green was quite
new to round bowling. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Oct.

3/3 The Government was new to office.

C. Freshfrom some place, state, or operation.
1700 DRYDEN To Duchess of Ormond 102 Nor dare we

trust so soft a messenger, New from her sickness, to that

northern air. 1833 TENNYSON Dream Fair Worn. 60
Branches fledged with clearest green, New from its silken

sheath. 1896 Pall Mall Mag, Nov. 316 It was a Thursday
and I was new from the razor.

9. That has just recently risen to distinction or

notice ;
not belonging to a noted family.

1611 B. JONSON Catiline in. i, A new man, as I am styled

in Rome, Whom you have dignified. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals n. n. 156 Lorenzo Raggi. .is descended of a new
Family in Genoa, 1709 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. i.

106 Nine in ten. .are younger brothers, or new men. 1741
MIDDLETON Cicero (1742) Li. 4 A New Man, not that his

Family was new or ignoble. 1849 MACAL LAY Hist. Eng. \.

I. 38 There were new men who bore the highest titles. 1890
Spectator 25 Jan., A family that is really new is generally
delighted to be mistaken for an old family.

III. 10. Comb* a. New-old^ both new and old

through revival, repair, or imitation. Also, f new-

new, very new.

1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. iv. Wks. (Grosart) I. 233 Our
new-new writers, the Loadstones of the Presse. 1662 STIL-
LINGFL. Orig, Sacrae \. vi. 5 Thus Annlus puts a good face

on his new-old Authors. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng.Philos.
II. 34 Hopes were given my father that Lord and Lady
Daventry would, .stay a fortnight with him at his new-old
castle. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 229 The
same pot.. with which he furbished up our new-old pony-
chaise. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxv, As for most of

your new-old building [etc.],

b. With substantives, forming attributive com

pounds, as new-charter man, etc.

1684 LUTTRELL BriefR el. (1857) I. 307 A contest between
the old charter men and the *new charter men. 1683 MOXON
Mech. Exerc., Printing 37 There are two sorts of Presses

in use, viz. the old fashion and the *new fashion. 1729
SWIFT Direct. Sen ., Footman Wks. 1751 XIV. 45 Learn
all the new-fashion Words. 1899 S. BUTLER Shaks. Sonn.

97 A sub-didactic, *new-leaf, good-resolution tone. 1898
AllbittCs Syst. Med. V. 756 Bouillaud classified pericardial
friction sounds as grazing, *new leather sound, and grating.

1685 DRYDEN Theocrititsi, Misc. II. 358 A dainty Kid, and a

large *New-milk Cheese. 1887 Pallflail G. \ Jan. 2/1

All naval Powers have provided their ships with..*new-

type guns. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 466 Clamour grew
As of a *new-world Babel. 1866 HOWELLS V enet. Life xi.

169, I doubt if even these would save them from the new-
world pigs. 1886 W, J. TUCKER E. Europe 141 Hair-brained,
new-world notions of independence.

C. In derivatives of the type new-seraist, new-

birthite, new-schootish
t
ttc.

1872 BAGEHOT Physics $ Pol. (1876) 193 *New asraists,

who want their new ara started forthwith. 1810 COLERIDGE
in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 342 The very term by which the

German *New-Birthites express it is enough to give one

goose-flesh. 1844 T. PARKER in \Veiss Life # Corr. I. 244
Here they concoct one of the best journals in Germany, It

is Hegelian and *new-schoolish of course. 1838 JACKSON tr.

Krummachers Elisha ix. 201 Many other things are *New
Testamental and remind us of the Gospel. 1851 LOWELL
Lett. I. 212 Genoa, a very fit place for us *New-Worlders
to land at. 1893 PATMORE Religio^

Poctae 206 Perhaps the

unkindest hit in Tier book is that in which she laughs at

the *New-Worldling.
B. ahsol. or as sb.

1. That which is new.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. vii. 2 Wenst Jm Jjact hit hwzt mwes

sie . . ? 900 W^RFERTH tr. Gregory s Dial. 4 ^damp be

aht niwes [v. r. aenij bing niwes] ? c xooo Ags. GosP. Luke
v, 36 Elles bast niwe slit, & se niwa scyp ne nylpS pam eal

dan, c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;$

Ex. 250 Disdai was for5 m reste wrogt,
lie kinde newes ear was brog[t], 13.. Caw. fy Gr. Knt.

1407 [They agreed] hor cheuysaunce to chaunge, What
newez so bay nome, at na^t quen bay metten.

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. A 3 b, Man s memorie, with

new, forgets the old
;
One tale is good,untill anothers told.

1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell yd\. ii, All things he seemed to

understand, Of old or new. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. 266

The actual creation of the new in speech is.. very rare.

1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 45 As in the arts, so also in politics,

the new must always prevail over the old.

b. A new thing, rare.

c 1470 HARDING Chron. LXXXVIII. xi, We wyll not chaunge
for your doctrine ne lore, There shall no newe emong vs

been abused. 1887 MEREDITH Ballads fy P. 147 An unborn

New, To make the plagues afflicting us things past.

2. The neiv of the moon, the time at which the

moon is new (see NEW MOON). Now rare.

1398 TREVISA Barth.De P. R. v. Iv iii. (Bodl. MS.), Greete

scarsete berof in J*e new of be mone. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb.

g 68 Whether it were gette in the newe of the mone or in

the olde of the mone. 1572 BOSSEWELL A rtnorie ii. 48 Apes
..are merye, and reioice at the newe of the moone. 1610

MARKHAM Masterp. n. civ. 388 Shooe him in the new of the

moone. 1682 Riders Brit. Merlin Jan., Set all kind of..

..Fruit-trees in the New of the Moon. 1728 PEMBERTON
Newtoris Philos. 200 The moon would be nearer the earth

at the new and full, than in the quarters. 1805 in Kittredge

Old Farmer s Almanack (T.Q$ 313 Apple trees.. should be

set out in the new of the moon.

f 3. For, of} or on the new, anew, afresh. Obs.

c 1395 Plowman $ T. 926 Gaye gownes, That mot be shape
for the newe. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles HI. 161 Yt was

y-sent sone to shape of the newe. 1450 Paston Lett. 1. 172,

I pray you that the said maters may be called uppon of the

new. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xxiv. i The Lorde was wroth-

fully displeased of ye new agaynst Israel.

f b. On the new, something novel. Obs.rare~ l
.

c 1485 Digby Plays (1882) i. 338 Thu make me a knyght,
that were on the newe 1

4. Of new. fa. Of late, recently ; newly. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 92 The castell wele wes stuffit

then Of-new with wittale and vith men. c 1386 CHAUCER
Clerk s T. 882 Ther can no man.. ben half so trewe As

wommen been, but it be falle of-newe. (71470 HENRY
Wallace viii. 585 The men he tuk, that come till hym off

new, Gydys to be. 1579 WftnOHGrncdarA 736 Regiments
of Italians leavyed of newe. 1609 SKENE Reg. Ma/ , i.

n8b, Qvha is made of new the Kings Burges..saII sweare

to be .. trew to the King. 1669 R. MONTAGU in Bucchuch

MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 444 The Suisses. .are of new

strictHer engaged, and more in the French interest than ever.

1728 [see ANEW adv. 3].

b. Afresh, over again. Now rare.



NEW.
Also rarely OH new : see ANEW adv. i y.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. xvi. (1859) T 7 Here ne may
ther none aduocate be procured of newe. 1490 CAXTON
Eneydos Iv. 151 The chyeff capytaynes..beganne the medle
and the crye of newe. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 67 By
this meanes thei wer reconciled of newe. 1651 tr. De-las-
Coveras* Don Fenise 270 He was much satisfied, and of new
obliged to love me. a 171$ BURNET Own. Time \. (1724) I,

6 Lasting feuds and animosities, which upon every turn are

apt to ferment and to break out of new. 1753 J. LOUTHIAN
Form of Process (ed. 2) 79 A Warrant obtained for im
prisoning him of new. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon l.\ix, His atten
tion was of new summoned. 1865 [see ANEW adv. i a],

fc. By new arrangement, appointment, etc.;
with some change or alteration. Qbs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5169 Either must I love or hate. And if

I hate men of newe [etc.]. 1485 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 304/1
Suche Asbignements as oure said Soveraine Lord shall of
newe make and appointe. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clxi.

197 This ordynaunce they had made of newe, that the
frenchmen knewe nat of. c 1543-82 [see ANEW adv. 4]. 1658
W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 164 Then it was of new called

Augusta.

fd. Shortly, soon. Obs. rare~~*
c 1500 Lancelot 955 [Gjif me leif to ga To the assemble,

wich sal be of new.

t New, v. Obs. Forms : 1-2 niwian, (i

neowian), 3 niwe ; 4-6 newe, (4 neu, 5 neewe,
nwyn, Sc. nev), 5-6 new. [OE. ntwian, f.

nlwe NEW a.,
=MDu. mtwen (Du. -nieziwen), OS.

niwian (ntgean), MLG. nygen^ OHG. niwon
(MHG. niuwen, mwen, G. -neuen} t

ON. (endr)-
nyja, Goth. (ana)niujan,\
1. trans. To renew, to make new.
Common in 14-1 5th c. in a variety of contexts.

9oo CYNEWULF Elene 940 (Gr.), Ne bearft 5u swa swi5e
..sar niwi^an & ssece rseran. c icxx&amp;gt; Sax. Leechd. I. 192
Swa bset 8u ^eah asjhwylce daeg bone drenc niwie. a 1122
O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1064 He niwade bar Cnutes
laje. c 1220 Bestiary^ KiSen i wille 3e ernes kinde, ..wu
he newe3 his guShede. a 1300 Cursor J\f. 23399 He sal neu
vr bodis slike, bai sal be till his aun like, c 1380 WYCLIF
Set. Wks. I. 4p Al be chirche of men and aungels is newid
bi be Incarnacioun. a 1450 MYRC 642 Thow moste chawnge
byn oyle also pat bey mowe be newed bo. 1503 in Trans,
Roy.

f
Hist. Soc. (1902) 153 The seyd Walter newed a pond

of his. a 1555 HUTCHINSON Three Serin, ii. Wks. (Parker
Soc.) 251 The sacraments also be newed and changed.
reft, c Z22o Bestiary 123 Neddre is te name : Sus he him

neweS.

2. intr. To become new again, renew itself.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20356 Now me neus al mi wa. 13 , .

Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig Archiv LXXXI.
83/2 But greine of whete in eorbe dye, hit schal not newe.
c 1400 tr. Secret* Secret., Gov. Lordsk. 73 Veyr ys hoot and
moyst,..And berynne newys be blood, a 1500 Chaucer s
Drente C. s Wks. (1561) 242 Euery day her beaute newed.

b. Used of the yearly renewal of produce or

increase of stock.
a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxvii. 524 [Let a

man] of al bat neweb him be ^ere do his tibinge. i 1460
Towneley Myst. vi. 57 Of all that newes me rightwys tend
shall I gif the. 1496 Festial (W. de W.) Sentence General,
Tythes. .of al maner bestis that are newyng. //&amp;lt;/., Ofhay
also often as it newes.

o. To fall (constantly) to (one),
1395 LANGL. Rick. Redeles iv. 6 Ne for-feyturis fele bat

felle in his daies, Ne be nownagis bat newed him euere.

Hence t Newed///. a. Obs. ran.
a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomews (E. E. T. S.) 31 Of them

that runne toreligione with an ynwarde newydde deuocyone.
New (ni?7), adv. Forms: i niwe, 3-6 newe,

(5 neewe), 4 neu, 5- new. [OE. nhve&amp;gt; f. the adj.]
1 1. In ordinary adverbial uses. Now Obs.

1. Newly, recently, lately.
971 BlickL Horn* 247 Forbon be we niwe syndon to Jnssum

fceleafan *edon. 1307 Elegy Edw. /, i, Herkneth to my
song, Of duel that Ceth hath diht us newe. c 1386 CHAUCER
Merck. T. 582 His herd . .sharp as brere, For he was shave al
newe in his manere. c 1440 Alph. Tales 202 He saw a pope
at hight Benett, att wold new be dede. c 1470 HFNRY
Waliace\\* 134 Quhy, schir

,
he said, come yhe nocht

new our se? 1562 HEYWOOD Prov. fy Epigr. (1874) 92 A
man from a fever recovered new His greedy appetite could
not eschew. 1593 SHAKS. John in. i. 233 Euen before this

truce, but new before.

2. Anew, afresh, over again.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3029 Code lawes bat were aleyd,

nywe he let make, a 1300 Cursor AT. 26921 Sin bis sinn was
neuer forgiuen, nedinges most it neu be scriuen. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 103 My bisy goost, that thursteth

alwey newe To seen this flour, c 1430 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems
(1903) 195 pou haste slayn hi lord, And euery day K&amp;gt;U

woundist me newe. c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi, 1224 His
fatell hour I will nocht fen^e new. 1523 FITZHERD. Husb.

126 They must nedes be dryuen newe and hardened
agayne. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. J

t̂
iv. i. 3:1, I Richards body

haue interred new. 1615 BEDWELL Mojiam. Impost* I. 18
This statute was commanded new againe.

b. New and new, ever anew, over and over.

1374 CHAUCER TroyIns m. 116 Pandare weep .. And
poked ever his nece newe and newe. c 1430 Syr Gener.

y^oxb.)
638 Hir sorow encresed new and new. a 1529

HELTON A Sparowe 896 She floryssheth new and new In

bewte^and vertew. 011542 WYATT Poet* Wks. (1858) 191
Chastisings . . that new and new begin With thousand fears
the heart to strain and bind.

II. Preceding, and closely connected (in later

use hyphened) with, the qualified word.
3. With pa. pples. used attributively, in the

sense of *

Newly, recently, freshly .

Common only after 1550, and esp. after Shakespeare, who
has about a score of examples, as ne^t}tro^vncd^ *datcdt
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-delivered, -enkindled, -healed^ etc. In later use the number
of such combs, is practically unlimited

;
a large collection

from various writers is given in Jodrell s dictionary. Those
which have most frequently been employed will be found
here in their alphabetical places as main words.
In OE. a few combs, of this type appear with the bare

adj. stem nfau~, iifg-, /-, as ntwtyrwyd new-tarred, nf(w}~
ccalct new-chalked, nfgbacen, new-baked; with these com
pare the numerous ON. forms in /-, as nyfimdinn t -gefinn^
-tckiun, etc.

a. &quot;With the pa. pples. of trans, verbs, as new-
accepted, -adopted, -dropped, -engendered, etc.

CI375 Sc. Leg.Saints \\. (Ninian) 406 Caile & kikis faire

..cummyne of nev sawine seide. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal*
Hon. Prol. vii, The purgit air with new engendrit heit.

1515 BARCLAY Egloges iv, Suche other newe forged Muses
nine. 1570 T. NORTON tr. No~Mefs Catech. (1853) 114 Other
wise we should daily forge ourselves new-feigned religions.
1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 115 The ripe and new-gathered
Mulberries. 1684! . BURNET The. Earth 1.263 When he
came to act upon this new-erected stage. 1726 POPE Odyss.
xvn. 66 My new-accepted guest I haste to find. 1775 S. J.
PRATT Liberal Opin. xxvii. (1783) I. 177 Discovering a fat

new-shorn pate. 1800 WORDSW. Brothers 358 He had gone
forth among the new-dropped Iambs. 1825 J. NICHOLSOM
Operat. Mechanic 766 A mixture of new-slaked lime with
beer. 1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xi, Illuminated by the
flame of the new-lit lamp. 1897 MARY KIXGSLEY W. Africa
32 You can t want new-dug graves daily.

b. With the pa. pples. of intrans. verbs, as

new-bloomed, -calved*, -departed*, -flown, etc. Also

f new-(u}start*.
a 1548 HALL Chron.,Ectw. IV, 192 The husbandman ought

first to last of the new growen fmte. 1570 KOXE A, fy J/.
(ed. z) 17/2 The lyke.. reason of late renued by a certayne
newe start Englysh Clarke. 1618 Barncvctt&quot;$ Apol. Ded.
A 2 The tottering and extreme ruine of the new vpstart
Arminians. #1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711)
2 The locks of amber Of new bloomM sicatnores. a 1700
KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 44 Bright Gabriel
new-departed Souls collects. 1775 G. WHITE Selborne xliii,
To make sad havock ..among the new-flown swallows.
1785 BURNS -2nd Ep. to J. Lapraik \, Whyle new-ca d kye
rowte

at_the stake. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. \\. i. 148
The white dew on the new-bladed grass. 1846 PROWETT
Prometh. Bound 42 To cower beneath These new-grown
gods. 1884 T. SPEEDY Sport Highl. vii. 80 Clean, new-run
sea-trout are often caught.. with small fly.

4. Similarly with pa. pples. (and some adjs.)
used predicatively, or placed after the noun.
Shakespeare has about a dozen examples of this use \ as

nciv-adopted, -begot, burned, etc.

(1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 516 Sere errours.. new
broght vp thorgh entysynge of be deuyll. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xlix. (Theela} 302 pane fand scho thamyrum nev ded.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s Prol. 3 Ye ryde as coy and stille, as
dooth a mayde Were newe spoused, c 1400 MAUXDEV.
(Roxb.)xxxi. 140 pa! ware. .so fresch as bai had bene euen
new deed, c 1440 Alph. Tales 77 He broght bairn owder a
swyne or a schepe new slayn. 1480 Bury Wills (Camden)
65 The colage of preestes newe bildid within the town of
Bury. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Com: i. (1586) i b,
He.. found him at the table, but new dined. 1588 J. UDALL
Diotrephes (Arb.) 31 He is but newe gone out of the gate.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx. xlvi, Like a man new-turn d to
marble stone. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 28 Stone . . new taken
out of the Quarry. 1684 T. BURNET The. Earth i. 289
Every hypothesis that is new-propos d and untri d. a 1711
KEN Hymnarium Wks. 1721 II. 117 Allotting Mansions
ev ry Day, For all new-striptof Clay. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Tlu
ix. 1301 As new-awak d, I lift A more enhghten d eye. 1791
COWPBB Iliad ii. 53 His fleecy vest New-woven he put on.

1817 KEATS / stood tiptoe 8 The clouds were pure and white
as flocks new-shorn. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint $ Enid 862
As sullen as a beast new-caged. 1870 BRYANT Iliad II. xv.
101 The horse-hair crest New-tinged with purple.
5. &quot;With pa. pples. used predicatively in the sense

of *
Anew, afresh .

Common in, and after, Shakespeare. Cotgrave uses such
forms to render a number of French pa. pples. in re-, as
1

reaplani, new-levelled *.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20215 Quen scho was schod and neu
clad, To ihesu crist a bone scho badde. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle
54 Thy crowne schalle be newe schorne. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xui. xvii. 636 Syr Percyuale. .knewe hym not, for
he was newe desguysed. 1485 R ulland Papers (Camden) 23
The King, thusunaraied,..shalbe by the said Chamberlayn
newarraied. a. 1533 LD. BERNERS HUOH xxxvi. 113 A M.
horses let to be new shode. 1581 J. BELL Haddoris Answ.
Osor. 415 Such .. must be newskowred in the Popes
Purgatory. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xvii. (1592) 274 To
be as it were newfurbished, to scoure of the great Rust.
1641 SIR E. BERING Sp. on Relig. xi. 38 That was revised,
and new senced by us. 1663 HEATH Flagellum (1672) 113
The same day. .he was new proclaimed. 1706 POPE Let. to

Wycherley 10 Apr., Some [verses]..! have entirely new
express d. 1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 195 They put
a-shore their Nets to be repair d and new-barkt. 1802-19
BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 351 The bill
.. comes back to be new tinkered up by the same hand.
1847 MRS. CARLYLE Lett* I. 394 When the parlour is new-
papered. 1859 LD. LYTTON IVanderer (ed. 2} 180 The
streets are new-peopled : the morning is bright.

b. Placed after a norm or pronoun.
[1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vi. 44 Then backe to fight againe,

new breathed and entire.] 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, \\. \. 31 Me
thinkes I am a Prophet new inspir d. 1636 MASSINGER
Bashful Loi&amp;gt;er v. i, Here he comes, With his officers, new-
rigged. ai66i FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 412 So many
houses daily, new-dipt, assume to themselves new names.
I705ADDISON Italy Wks. 1721 II. zi A St. Bartholomew,
new-flead, with his skin hanging over his shoulders. 1767
S. PATERSON Another Trav. I. 288 The self-same picture,
new modified. 1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasis II. 91 You
will receive four of my first dramas, new written. 1827
KEDLE Chr. y.. Burial Dead. Then cheerly to your work
again With hearts new-brac d and set. 1897 W. WATSON
in Wcstm. Gaz. 16 July 3/1 Behold him Rise, new-fanged.

NEW-BBOACHED.
6. With active forms of transitive verbs, in the

same sense.

Also freq. in Cotgrave to render French verbs in re-.

1442 Rolls of ParIt. V. 44/1 And ther with, .newe edifie
and bilde anothir Brigge. 1570 Norton 4- Sach illc s
Gorboduc Printer to Rdr., They.. haue. .new apparelled,
trimmed and attired her. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 17
Streams of purple bloud new die the verdant fields. 1633
FORD Broken II. v. iii, Thus I new-marry him, whose wife I
am. 1666 PEPVS Diary 13 June, She had new-whitened the
house all below stairs. 1713 STEELE Guard, No. 84 f a

They will ne\v-plait and adjust your neckcloth. 1745 P.
THOMAS Jrnl. Anson s Voy. 299 The Commodore, .sent
Assistance to get her off and new-moor her. 1771 FOOTS
HIaid ofB. i. Wks. 1799 II. 213 To scour and new-line the
coachman and footman s old frocks. 1803 Edin, Rev. II.

36 The whole nation exerting itself to new-floor the Govern
ment -house. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II. 119
Separating, combining, and new-modifying them to serve to
him most useful purposes, a 1861 MRS. BROWNING l^oid tu
Law vii, He thinks that.. he ll new-stamp the ore?
7. &quot;With pres. pples. of intransitive verbs used

attributively, as new-appearing, -bleeding* -break

ing^ -budding^ etc. Also new-emergent.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 10 My vnhlowed Flowres,

new appearing sweets. 1597 Lover s
CoiJ&amp;gt;l. 153 Experience

for me many bulwarks builded Of proofs new-bleeding.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 327 Not vpon new emergent
matter, but vpon better knowledge of the former. 1669
DRYDEN Tyrannic Lo~-e iv. i, We slide on the back of
a new-falling star. 1726 POPE Odyss. xix.
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pale cheek new-streaming .sorrow flows, 1817 BYRON /1/a/i-

frcd ii. ii, On the swift whirl of the new-breaking wave.
a 1861 CLOUCH London Idyll 37 Odours of new-budding
rose. lS050ftttv(U.SO XXVI. 443/1 Patches of the new-
starting rushes.

8. ^ ith verbal sbs. rare.

1484 Chnrckw. Ace. Wigtaft^ Line. (Nichols 1797) 78
Paide fur neweshotyng of the grete bell claper. 1611

COTGR., Rccdiftcation^ a..reedifying, new-building. 1700
C. NESSB Antid. Arniin. (1827) 106 If conversion be a new-
besetting, .then fallen man hath no free-will.

Newalty, variant of N\VELTY Obs.

New-bear, a. dial. Also 7, 9 new-bare, 9
-bay d. [ad. ON. *;/j/^^(MDa. and mod. Norw.
nyb&r\ Icel. nybxra, -bxringr sb.), f. ny- new +
-l&amp;gt;&r (cf. ON. sid- and snetntribxr\ i. bera to BEAU.]
Of a cow : That has newly calved.

1613 MARKHAM Eng. Honsciv. 106 Those Kine are said to
be deepest of milke, which are new bare ; that is, which
haue but lately calued. 1856 THOMTSON Hist. Boston 716.

1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss.) New-bay d cow, a cow which has
very recently had a calf. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss. s.v., Two
newbear cows, two rearing calves ; or New-bare cow, two
reared calves .

New-blown,///, a. [NEW adv. 3.]
1. Of flowers: Just come into bloom; newly

opened. Also_/?.
a 1667 COWLEY (J.), All in that new-blown age which does

inspire Warmth in themselves, a 1706 OTWAY Ovid s Ep.
Phxdra 142 Who would not pluck the new-blown blushing
Rose ? 1740 J. MILLER ftlahomet i. ii, Converting the sweet
Flow r of new blown Hope To deadly Night-Shade. 1795-
1814 WORDSW. Excitrs. iv. 497 A bee That, .thither soars,
to feed On new-blown heath. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias xn.
vi. F 5, I put my new-blown honours in my pocket.
2. Of bubbles: Just blown.
1747 JOHNSON Prol. at Opening Theatre Royal, Hard is

his lot, that here by Fortune plac d Must . . chase the new-
blown bubbles of the day.

New-bornf ///. a. [NEW adv. 3 : cf. MDu.
nie(u)bQrent OHG. niwiborati (MHG. tnuwe-t

niuborn}, ON. nyborinnJ\
1. Just born ; newly brought forth.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1342 A new born barn lay in be croppe.

(71460 Towneley Alyst, xiv. 292 He shall neuer haue myght
to me, That new borne lad. 1535 COVERDALE Alati. ii. a
\Vhere is the new borne kynge of the lues? 1570 GOOCE
Kirchmeyer s Papal Kingdom iv. (1880) 45 The crying
noise of lupiter new borne. 1639 MILTON Hymn Nativ.
xi, Harping in loud and solemn quire,.. to Heav ns new
born Heir. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 501 The Nurse
ling spare, Nor exercise thy Rage on new-born Life. 1764
BURN Poor Laws 228 A Chinese, according to their laws,
may cast his new born child into the river. 1801 Med. Jrnl.
V. 479 The new-born animal staggers in walking and stand
ing. 1886 A. WINCHELL Walk* Geol. Field 316 The mother-
fowl calls her new-born chicks.

b. transf. andy^-. in various senses.

iS86 SIDNEY (I.), To give the new-born letters both to
death and burial, a 1650 CRASHAW fJ.), He saw heav n
blossom with a new-born light. 1781 COWPER Hope 170
Nothing else can nourish and secure His newborn virtues.

1827 KEBLE Chr. Y., Monday in Easter \Veek, The new
born rill Just trickling from its mossy bed. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 136 When rain fell upon this new-born land.

2. Born anew; fig. regenerated. Also absol.

^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. {Justin} 614 [He] mad byme
bane as to cryst a now-borne mane. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. xi. 34 So new this new-borne knight to battell new did
rise. 1593 SHAKS. Lucrcce 1100 My shame so dead, mine
honour is new-born. i6ao QUARLES Feast of tt ormes
(1638) 34 Once more the voice..Came downe from heaven
to Jonah new born man, To re-baptized Jonah. 1726 POPE
Odyss. xx. 296 These aged nerves with new-born vigour
strung. 1768 WESLEY yrnl. 5 May (1827) III- 310 The
number of the new-born is increased.

New-broached,///, a. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly
opened up, brought forth, etc.

1547, 1611 [see BROACHED
j&amp;gt;pl.

a. 2]. 1645 QUARLES Sot
Recant, iv. 34 They shall.. leave a Tang Vpon thy new-
broach d Honor, a 1700 CREECH Lucretius (1715) Pref,
The very Arguments.. are revived afresh, and alledg d to

justifie new-broach d Opinions.
15-a



NEW-BROKE.

New-broke(n,///. a. [NEW *fe. 3.] Newly
broken (also with -up, -in .

1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 21 The flax seed issowen upon
new broken ground. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1721) I. 128

They commonly sow. . If new-broke-up Ground, two Bushels

and a Peck. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. xl. 178 Burnet will

not do in new-broke-up land. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 217,1 groomed a new-broke-in blood filly for four months.

New-built, /// a. [NEW adv. 3.] Freshly

or recently built ; rebuilt. Alsoyfj&quot;.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Stir. v. ii. 118 Her new built vettue

and obedience. 1597 WAHNER Alt. Enf., ^neidos 330 In

a new-built Fortresse. 1630 DRAYTON Noah s Flood 96

Hauing sented out Noah s new-built Arke. 1715 LEONI

Palladia s Archit. (1742) II. loo Warming their new-built

Houses. 1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Dniiiis 44 Their grand
and new-built city. 1856 KINGSLEY Heroes, Argonauts v.

133 What is this new-built town?

Newcal(d, ppl. a. Sc. and north, dial. Also !

8 nuckle, 9 neuole(d, newkeld, etc. [For new-
\

calved (see NEW adv. 3 b), or perh. ad. ON.

*ny/telfd.~\ Of a cow : That has newly calved.

1719 RAMSAY Richy \ Sandy 72 Nuckle kye stand rowting
in the loans. 1725 Gentle Sheph. III. iii, My_faulds con

tain twice fifteen forrow nowt, As mony newcal in my byres
rowt. 1801 W. BI-:ATTIE Fruits of Time Parings (\%-]-$ 67 ;

(E. D. D.
i,
A new-cal cow to fill my byre. 1829 BROCKETT i

N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Neiucal-anv, a cow newly calved.

[Also in recent northern glossaries : see Eng. Dial. Diet.]

New-cast, v. [NEW cufv. 6.] irons. To re

cast ;
to form or mould anew. Also refl.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada s Low C. Wars II. 40 He had
a wit that could easily new-cast it self into any mould. 1691

T. H[ALE] Ace. fr rzu Invent. 97 All s returned again to be
[

new Cast. 1753 World No. 10. 59 To prepare and new- !

cast the established rhimes for public use. 1789 Hist. Eur. \

in Ann. Keg. 81/2 To proceed in a different way; first to

new-cast the office and then to declare the officer.

So Nsw-east ///. a.

1642 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. \. i, I am of that re-

formed new-cast Religion. 1785 BURKE Nabob ofArcot s

Debts Wks. IV. 277 The only fund left.. for a new-cast

peace establishment.

New-coin, v. [NEW adv. 6.] To coin afresh.

1700 CONGREVE Way oflVorld iv, While it passes current

with me, that you endeavour not to new Coin it. 1804

Europ. Ufag, XLV. 94 note, He. .new-coined their words,

and so made them his own.

New-coined, ppL a. [NEW adv. 3.] Freshly
coined ; newly made or invented.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. ii. n. 489 Wits .. doe

new coyn d words iuhance With current freedome. 1624
BEDELL Lett. ix. 120 Whose new-coyned faith .. came
in peece-meale. 1684 E. CHAMBERLAVNE Pres. St. Eng. i.

(ed. 15) 217 To scatter new-coyned two-pences in the ..

places where the King passes. 1785 REID //*-//. Powers n.

x. 287 His style is disagreeable, being full of new-coined

words. 1817 COLERIDGE/?/^-. Lit. (Bohn) 214 If the reader

will pardon an uncouth and new-coined word.

New-come, ppl- a. and sb. [New adv. 3 b.]

A. ppl. a. Newly arrived; but lately come.

cgs Lindisf. Gosp, Matt. x. 14 marg.^ Biscope is forboden

l&amp;gt;eet
he onfoe niwe cumenum preost & to ^ehselsenne fcrunga.

c 1205 LAY. 8562 Cassibellaune lette. .cu6en his kempen ba

tiftende neow cumene. 13. . Gaiv.
&amp;lt;$

Gr, Knt. 60 Wyle nw
$er was so ;ep bat hit was nwe cummen. a 1350 St. Earth.

69 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) ng Anew-cumen schrew,
A lurdan bat hat Bertelmew. c 1440 Prom6. Pan: 89 Come-

lyn-e, newcum man or woman. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre

2426 Quhair traist^e I sail find ?on new-cumde King? 1590
MARLOWE Edw. //, i. i, The sight of London . . Is as Elysium
to a new-come soul. 1633 FORD Tis Pity u. vi, A fellow

with a broad beard (they say he is a new-come doctor .

1681 HICKERINGILL Sin Man-catching Wlcs. 1716 I. 179 A
New-Mode, lately Invented, and new come over from

beyond Seas. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 405 The six new-

come Nations liv d friendly together. 1785 BURNS Brigs of
Ayr 87 It chanced his new-come neebor took his e e. 1808

SCOTT Marm. v. vi, While burghers, with important face,

Described each new-come lord. 1873 LELAND Egypt. Sketch

Bk. 35 They don t object to speak the language before their

new-come companions.
B. sb. A new or recent arrival ;

a novice.

*577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Husb. \i. (1586) 106 b, The
Plane tree is but a stranger, and a newe come to Italic.

1586 FERNt:/a2. Centric 1. 18 Is it^reason
that a

t
new.come

should disturbe him from so auncient a possession? 1633
FORD Broken H. 11. i, Fear not, I am no new-come to t.

1821 EGAN Life Lond. I. 300 There werespme New-comes.

[note. The name given to any new faces discovered among
the usual visitants.] 1867 SMYTH Sailer s Word-bk. 497
Newcome, an officer commencing his career. Any stranger
or fresh hand newly arrived.

So New-comeling
1

. rare.

1577, J8i5 t*ee COMELING].

New-co:mer. Also newcomer, newcomer.

[f. NEW and COMER, after NEW-COME ppl. a.] One
who has newly come to a place ; a new arrival.

159GREENE Groat s W.W&vUvtt Shaks.Soc.)3i For other
new commers, I leaue them to the mercie of these painted
monsters. 1637 SIR H. BLOUNT Voy. Levant 61 A new
Commer aprehends them with ajudgement fresh and sincere.

1717 BERKELEY Jrnl. Tour Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 519 To
produce a good effect on the eye ofa new-comer. 1783 HER-
SCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXIII.asg Several ofthem strongly

suspected to be new-comers. 183* HT. MARTINEAU Weal fy

Woe i. 8 He.. went to new comers in preference to old

neighbours. 1882 BESANT Revolt of Man xii. (1883) 288

Drill was renewed, and the new-comers taught the first

elements of marching.
So f New-coming. Obs. rare&quot;~

l
.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 33 It were a wrecched
schame bat a newe comynge [L. novus advena] schulde

putte olde londesmen out of here place.
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New-create, v.
[NE\v&amp;lt;afc. 5,6.] trans. To

create anew.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 287 Or did the Letters . .new-create

his fault? a 1680 BUTLER Rent. 11759) I- 7 When her Orb
was new created. 1710 WELTON Suffer. Son. of God II.

xxvii. 720 To. .new-create the Worst of Infidels into thy
faithful Servants. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. 11. Ix, To
high discovery.. that new creates The face of earth. 1800

COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 322 Every hour new-creates him.

1870 EMERSON Soc. fy Solit. iii. 42 Language., is not new-
created by the poet for his own ends.

Hence New-creating///, a.

1850 MRS. BROWN-ING Poems II. 274 Prayer that would
Commend thee to the new-creating God.

New-created, ///. a. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly
made or brought into existence.

1656 in Burton s Diary (1828) I. 280 A charter confirmed,
makes it not a new-created charter, a 1711 KEN Psyche
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 290 While I possess d Of new-created

Eve the Breast. 1782 V. Kxox Ess. xx. (1819) I. 122 The
true origin of this new-created want. 1813 SHELLEY Q.Mab
in. 185 A ne\v created sense within his soul. 1863 H. Cox
Instit. i. vii. 74 An unlimited number of new-created lords.

t New-cut, sb. Obs. [f.
NEW &amp;lt;z. + CUT sb.-]

An old card-game.
1594-5 Gesta Grayoritm In Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823)

III. 301 Losses by shipwreck upon certain rocks of hazard,
. . the sands of bowle-allies, the shelf of new-cut, the gulf of

myne and gill [etc.]. 1600 j. LANE Tom Tel-troth 119 New-
cut at Cards brings some to beggarie. 1607 HEYWOOD
Worn, killed w. Kindn. E 2 b, Fran. You are best at New-

cut, wife ; you l pl;iy at that. Wend. If you play at

new-cut, I me soonest hitter of any here, for a wager. 1663
TUKE Adi . 5 Hours iv, i, They are deeply engag d At
New Cut, and will not leave their Game.

New-devised,///.^. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly
or lately contrived or invented.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 66, I would, .ransome him to

any French Courtier for a new deuis d curtsie. 1637 C- Dow
Attstu. H. Burton 159 Any new-devised formes of

p^raier.

1795 SEWARD A need. 1. 147 He was. .carried away with an
affection of their new-devised discipline.

New-discovered, ///. a. [NEW adv. 3.]

Lately found or made known.
1654 DOROTHY OsBORNEi-//.fi888)277Thenewdiscovered

plot against the Protector. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Utui. in. x.

32 In a new-discovered Country. 1776 DA COSTA Elem.
Conchol. v. 107 A new-discovered species, genus, or family.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxvii. (1818) II. 520 They had
resolved upon an emigration to this new-discovered country.

New-dreSS, ^- [NEW adv. 5, 6.] trans. To
dress afresh

;
to put a new dressing on. Also absol.

i6n COTGR., Raccou$trt,..nvtf dressed or trimmed yp.
1700 WATTS Hory Z-ir., Mourning Piece, The wishing
Muse new-dresses the fair garden. 1741 LADY POMFRET
Lett. (18051 III. no, I returned home to new dress. 1795
WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1892 XIII. 84 By the time it is

revised and new dressed [etc.], 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus
Ixv. 16 Averse I tender ofancient Battiades, new-drest.

Newe, var. NEVE Obs.
;
obs. f. NIEVE.

Newed, ppl. a. : see NEW z.

Newel 1
(ni;7-el). Forms: 4-5 nowell, (7

noel), 7-8 nuel, (7 nuell), newell, (9 -ill, -al),

7- newel, [a. OF. noitel, noel, noal (later note/,

noialj mod.F. noyau} t kernel, stone, newel, etc. =
Prov. nogalk : Rom. *nucate, f. L. nuc-

y nujcimt.]
1. Arch, The pillar forming the centre from

which the steps of a winding stair radiate ; f one
of the stones forming such a pillar.
Also called solid newel in contrast tob.

1365 in Brayley & Britton Houses Pat It. (1836) 188 [Fifteen
stones of Reygate, for the work called] nowells, [bought for

the same stair-case]. 1416-17 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) II. 442, Pro x nowelles pro gradibus xv. 1611 COTGR.,
Noyau^ the Nuell or spindle of a winding staire. 1655 MRQ.
WORCESTER Cent. Invent. 48 A scrued Ascent, instead of

Stairs, ..with Back-stairs within the Noell of it. 1679
MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 170 Newel, the upright Post that a

pair of Winding-stairs are turned about. 1711 W. SUTHER
LAND Shipbuild- Assist, 65 A pair of winding Stairs, having
a Nuel in the Center, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 207,
I could go round between the columns and the newel.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 184 When the ends of the

steps terminate upon a vertical prism or pillar, the prism or

pillar is called a newal. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindisf.
59 The steps ascend round an oblong newel!,

trans/. 1683 Weekly Memorial 64 The spiral blade of the
Cochlea is fastened on the one side to its Nuel.

b. Open or hollow newel, a central open space
or well in a winding stair.

1625 BACON Ess., Building (Arb.) 550 The Staires . . to the

vpper Roomes, let them bee upon a Faire open Newell.

1720 STRYPE Slew s Surv. (1754) I. n. ix. 501/2 To the
Stairs having an open Newel, there is a rail of Iron. 1727-
38 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Stair, The one winding round a
solid, the other round an op_en newel. 1842 GWILT Archit.
1008 Where the steps are pinned into the wall, and there is

no central pillar, the staircase is said to have an open newel.

1851 Diet. Archit. iv. 68 Hollow Newel, a name often

given as well as open newel
,
to an open well-hole staircase.

2. The post at the head or foot of a stair sup

porting the hand-rail.

1833 LOUDON Encycl, Archit. 125 Deal turned newels

(posts firmly framed to which the handrail is fixed) and
moulded handrail. 1858 Skyrings Builders Prices 55
Square framed newill. .. Inch square bar ballusters. 1878
W. W. FtNN Blindmans Holiday II. 46 The carved oak
balustrade, the newels, and the polished flooring.

b. In ships : (see quot).
c 1850 Rudiw. Navig. (Weale) 135 NeweU, an upright

piece of timber to receive the tenon of the rails that lead

from the breast-work to the gangway.

NEW ENGLANDEB.
3. A cylindrical pillar terminating the wing-

wall of a bridge .

1882 in OGILVIE and later Diets.

4. attrib., as newel-post, -stair(s\ -staircase, -step.

1798 HUTTON Course Math. (1828 II. 86 Take the .. girt

over its end till it meet the top of the *newel-post. 1881

OAKEY Building Home 71 To attain decorative effects in

newel-posts and balusters. 1667 PRIMATT City fy C. Build.

66 A pair of open *Newel-Stairs (which are Slairs with a
well or light coming from the top 1

. 1851 TURNER Dotn.
Archit. II. iil 81 Internal communication by a newel stair

at one angle of the building. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany v. 55
We next ascended the broad *ne\vel staircase. 1883 SIR
W. H. COPE Bramshill 64 A newel staircase ascending to

the attics. 1883 Archxot. Cant. XV. 256 Some broken

stone *newel-steps which were found close by.

t Newel 2
. is. rare. Also 6-7 -ell. [var.

of NOVEL, after NEW a ] A novelty ; news.
c 1475 SonffS fs Carols i$th C. (Warton Club) 64 Syns that

Eve was procreat . . Cowd not such newels in this lond be

inventyd. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. May 276 He was so

enamored with the newell, That nought he deemed deare

for the Jewell, a 1618 J. DAVIES Egtogves Wks. (Grosart!
II. zo O ! how my heart s ipy-rapt, as I had cought A
Princedume to my share, of thilk newell.

Newelled (ni-eld), a.
[f.

NEWEL 1 + -ED 2
.]

Having a newel. Also solid- or open-newelled.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 268 This stair-case seems to be a com

position of 4 half-pace-open-newel d stair-cases. 1727-38
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Stair, Solid and open newelled fliers

and winders. 1865 DIRCKS Life Mry. Worcester 445 Such
stairs are said to be neweled. 1884 C. ROGERS Soc. Life
Scot. I. ii. 44 A circular newelled staircase within the walls.

tNew elry. Obs. rare ~\ [var. of NOVKLRY :

cf. next.] A novelty.
575 LAXEHAM Let. (1871) 47 Olid hags, az fond of nuell-

ries, az yoong girls that had neuer seen Court afore.

Newelty (ni;relti). Now dial. Forms : 5

nwelte, 6 nueltie ; 5 newelte, 6-7 neweltie,

(6 -tee, -tye), 7, 9 newalty, 6- newelty. [ad.

OF. nov-, -nouvehtt, etc. (mod. F. nouveautf)

NOVELTY, after NEW a.]
1. Novelty, newness.
c 1410 Sir Cleges 214 Loo dame ! here ys newelte ! 1509
BARCLAY Shyf of Fofys (1874) I. 17 The neweltye of the

name was more plesant unto the first actour. 1532 MORE
Can/lit. Tindale Wks. 397/2 After a little vse thereof, the

pleasure of the neweltie passed. 1570 FOXE A. % M. (ed. 2)

783/2 Accusing the true doctrine of the word of God, for

neweltie. 1748 RICHARDSON Clurissa (1768) I. 23 He had
heard [that] neweltv, that was the man s word, was every.

thing with him. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som. Word-bk.

2. A novelty ;
a new thing.

1435 MISY-J Fire of Love 95 Not seand kynde qwhat be-

semys, hot qwhat . . vayne nwelte \K feynd . .may vp brynge.
c 1500 For to serve a Lordm Babees Bk. (1868.1 373 Cheryes,

pepyns, and such neweltees as the tyme of the yere

requereth. 1549 Co\ ERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Thess. 4
You must not thinke it any neweltie, though these thinges

happen. 1617 COLLINS Dcf. Bp. Ely I. iv. 181 One Grauius

..brought it first from Rome, and set it out as a neweltie.

1683 MRS. BEHN Y&amp;lt;mxg King v. iii, My wife loves Newalties

abominationly, and I must tell her something about the

King. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss. s.v., I aim had

a bit of pig-meat so long, it s quite a newalty.

f3. Used as adj. Novel, new. Obs.rare~l
.

1590 FESNE Frutes To Rdr., I assure thee that the Cates

themselves be as daintie and neweltie as the best.

t Newen, adv. Obs. Forms : i niwan(e,
n6owan, 3 neow-, neaw-, newene,ne(o)uwen,
newenn. [OE. niwan(e, f. niwe NEW a.]

1. Newly, quite recently.
c888 K. jELFKED Bocth. xxxix. 3 Se weas xeworden

niwane. c 803 Oros. n. vi. 86 pone aenne consul pe hie \a.

niwan seset hafdon. 971 BUM. Horn.
17^7

Nu niwan ^elamp
et ic me sylf onfand [etc.], c 1000 JLFRIC Dcut. xxiv. 5

jnne man niwan wif nymS. c izoo ORMIN 13221 He
t&amp;gt;e

^aferrd lesu Crist pa newenn haffde fundenn. c 1205 LAY.

3591 Buten he beo neowene icume. Ibid. 20683 ^Enne castel

. .pe wes neouwen
[&amp;lt; 1275 newene] iworht.

2. Shortly, soon. rare.

c IMO OKMIN 715 To kibenn to
l&amp;gt;e

follc
)&amp;gt;att

Crist pa shollde

cumenn newenn.
Hence ( Newenly aJv., shortly, soon. Obs.

~

c 1205 LAY. 13320 Heo habbeoS me itald . . bat be king of

Norewseije neowenliche wule hider uaren.

New E nglander. [f. New England (so

named by Captain John Smith in i6i6) + -EKl.]

An inhabitant or native of New Fjigland, a part

of the United States of America, comprising the

six north-eastern states.

l637HEYUNv4/;V/. Lincoln, iii. 12 NotaNew-Englander
of them all, could have done it better. 1681 T. FLATMAN
Heraclitus Ridens No. 13 (1713) I. 88 For the New Eng-

landers,. .it is no matter what Religion he be of. 1768 C.

BEATTY Tour 109 Such have been the endeavours of the

New Englanders. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan I. islhis
was the character of a New Englander half a century ago.

1883 Harpers Mag. Feb. 420/1 The carrying trade was

entirely monopolized by New-Lnglanders.
So New-E-ngrlandish a., characteristic or

typical of New England (hence New-Englandish-

ness). New-E-nglandism, the tone or tendency

characteristic of New England life or sentiment.

New-E uglandize v., to imbue with a New Eng
land character. Kew-E-nglandy a., suggestive of

New England.
1861 F. G. TUCKERMAN- in N. Hawthorne Wife (18851

II 275 For the book .1 claim little, but that it is New

England)- (I hope). 1858 H. W. BEECHF.K Lift TA. (1859) 27



NEW ENGLISH.
New Englandism is but another word for Puritanism in the

Independent sense. 1863 N. HAWTHORNE Our^ Old Home
(1883) I. 35 A respectable-looking woman,, .decidedly New-

Englandish in figure and manners. 1887 Chicago Advance

17 Mar. 169/3 This grand work of New-Englandizing that

SoutheasK-rnmost State of the Union. 1896 Ibid, g Jan. 51/1
There is a still more striking New Englandishness in the

people themselves.

New Z nglish, a. [f. NC-M England, after

ENGLISH.] Of or pertaining to New England.
1634 E. WINSLOW in Morton New Engl. Canaan (1883) 84

Two of the arrantcst knaves that ever trod on New English
shore. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 53 It is . . as empty as a

New-English purse. 1713, S. SEWALL Diary 16 Sept., An
August Speech, Shewing the Validity and Antiquity of New
English Ordinations. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. I.

(1873) 234 All their unconscious training by eye and ear,

were New English wholly.

fb. absol. as//. The inhabitants of New Eng
land. Obs.

1643 TRAPP Comin. Gen. iv. 23 Acertaine Indian comming
into a house of the New-English. 1647 WAKU Simp. CoMcr
3 Such as have given or taken any unfriendly reports of us

New-English, should do well to recollect themselves.

Newer, obs. variant of EWER, NEVEH.
Newerds eve, Newermes : see NEW-YEAR.

Neweu, -ewe, -eye, obs. forms of NEPHEW.

New-fallen, a. [NEW adv. 3. Cf. ON.
nyfallinn (Sw. nyfalien}. ]

1. Newly or recently fallen.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. &amp;lt; Ad. 354 As apt as new-fall n snow
takes any dint. 1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, Esther (1638)

91 Here lies a new-falne ranke and there a sheave. 1738
GRAY Tasso 14 A vestment unadorn d though white as new.
fal n snows. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. vi. 119 Like a new-
fall n meteor on the grass. 1887 MORRIS Odyss. xi. 194
Down on the leaves new-fallen.

t 2. Newly fallen to one. Obs. rare.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. fy, v.i. 44 You swore to_vs,..That
you did. .claime no further, then your new-falne right. 1600

A. y. L. \. iv. 182 Meane time, forget this new-falne

dignilie, And fall into our Rusticke Reuelrie.

3. Newly dropped ;
new-born.

1684 CARYLL in Dryden s Misc., Virgils Eel. 3 This poor
Mother of a new-fall n Pair. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week, Mon
day 16, I love thee more by half, Than . .cows the new-fall n

calf, a 1763 SHENSTONE Progr. Taste n. 24 He wink d at

many a gross design The new-fall n calf might countermine.

Newfangle (nife ng l), a. and sb. Now dial.

Forms : 4-5 newe-, 4- new- ; 4 -fongel, 4-5
-fangel, 4-6 -fangil, (5 -ilia, -yl(le, 6 -ill), 6-

-fangle. [ME. newefangel, t. newe- NEW a. +

-fangel, repr. OE. *fangol inclined to take ,

from the siemfang- (infin./ifo) to take. Cf. MDu.

The lusty matronis newfangill of sik thyng. 1583 BABING-
TON Commandin. (1590) 274 He would not naue them new-

fangle, wanton, and phantasticall in their apparell. a 1649
DHUMM. Of HAWTH. Hist.

7&amp;lt;u. /,Wks. (1711)0 The English
..with new guises daily resorted hither, and turned new-

fangle the court. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 36
A Paris edition of new-fangle Sany. a 1773 FERGUSSON
Wks. (1800) 114 Newfangle grown wi new got form. You
soar aboon your mither worm. 1826 D. ANDERSON Poems
8 (E. D. D.), Nor are they to incomes newfangle, Until

acquainted wi their character.

2. = NEWFANGLED 2.

1578 in Priv. Prayers (iS^r) 465 So fond are we English
men of strange and foreign things, so greedy of new-fangle
novelties. 1614 JACKSON Creed in. 179 Neglecting new
fangle trickes or flashes of extemporary wit. 1655 GURNALL
Chr. in A rm. verse 14. iii. (1669) 15/2 He. .that vainly covets

novelties, and listens after every new-fangle opinion. 1720
RAMSAY Concl. 3 Ye re [a book] newfangle to be seen, In

gilded Turkey clad, and clean.

B. sb. A new thing or fashion
;
a novelty.

IT 1520 Treat. Galaunt (1860) 16 So hath the newe fangles
our welth obscured. 1581 RICH Farem. (1846) 224 Men,
that are busied with new fangles at the least once a daie,

brisk, New Year !

Hence Newfa ngle v., to make newfangled.
1530 PALSGR. 64.1/1, I newefangyll. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.

xci, Some glory, .in their garments, though new-fangled ill.

1641 MILTON Prel. Efise. 21 Not hereby to controule, and
new fangle the Scripture. 1861 Temple Bar II. 539 He will

new-fangle all our old-fashioned schemes.

Newfangled (nizJfarrjg ld), a. Also 6 -fan-

gulyd, -phangled. [f. NEWFANGLE a.]
1. Very fond of novelty or of new things ; unduly

ready to take up new fashions or ideas; easily
carried away by whatever is new.

(11470 TIPTOFT Csesar ii. (1530) 12 He was a man new
fanglyd and ambicious. c 1496 Serin. Efisc. Puer, (W. de
W.) b iij, Boyes of fyftyyere of age areas newe fangled as

ony yonge men be. 1547 BOOBDE Introd. Knowl. iii. (1870)

132, I am not new fangled, nor neuerwyll be. 1S83STUBBES
Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 74 Diuers new phangled felows sprang
vp of late, as the Brownists. a 1659 Bp. BROWNRIG Sertn.

(1674) I. xi. 155 Imputations.. cast upon these new fangled
Christians. 1732 LEDIARD Setlws II. vn. 103 Make these

newfangled prisoners stand upright. 1792 Gouv. MORRIS

A. ailj. 1. = NEWFANGLED i.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sgr. s T. 610 So newefangel been they of

hire mete, And louen nouelrie of propre kynde. 1300 GOWER
Con/. II. 273 Every newe love quemelh To mm which

newefongel is. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 56 We ben newe

117

in Sparks Life fy Writ. (1832) II. 163 How much dependence
is to be placed on these new-fangled statesmen? 1867
THOLLOPE Chron. Barset I. xvi. 142 When his time came to

be made a bishop, he was not sufficiently new-fangled ; and
so he got passed by.

t b. Const, of or with. Obs.

1670 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 351 All the

French curioshyes and trinkets, of which our people are so

new-fangled. 1785 in A. C. Boivers Diaries $ Corr. (1903)

23 So excessively am I new-fangled with my present.

2. New-fashioned, novel. (Used in depreciation.)
a 1533 FRITH Disput. Purgat. (1829) 123 Let us see and

examine more of this new-fangled philosophy. 1579 G.
HARVEY Let:cr-bk. (Camden) 68 Me thinkes I see the bite

y&quot; lipp, At queinte newfanglid vanities. 1598 BAKCKLEY
felic.Man in. (1603) 254 Gorgeous apparell and newfangled
fashions. 1648 GATAKEK tilyst.Cloudcs 2 Endeavouring to

draw Disciples after them, by broaching of new-fangled
fancies. 1726 LEONI Designs Pref. i New-fangled Propor
tions which give pain to the sight. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. II.

xl. 496 A new-fangled and mystical state-oratory. 1830
CUNNINGHAM Brit. Paint. II. n To flaunt about, after the

deliriums and new-fangled whims of fashionable people.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Com/, V. xxiv. 440 Those new-fangled
sources of income which arose out of the new-fangled feudal

tenures.

Hence Newia/ngledism, fondness for novelty ;

Newfa ugledly adv.) in a newfangled manner.
1883 OGILVIE. 1883 J. MARTIN Rennnisc. Old Hadding

ton 42 She had a great dUUke to newfangledism,*.

Newfa-ngledness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
fact or state of being newfangled or new-fashioned j

novelty, innovation.

1549 CHALONER Erasnt. on Folly F iv, The supersticion
of the Chaldees, and idle newfanglednesse of the Grekes.

375 Rricjff Disc. Troub. FranJtford (1846) 37 So sore

charged with newfanglednes and snigularitie. 1608 HIERON
Wks. I. 724/2 How easilie am I ouer-caried with this humour
of newfanglednesse. a 1693 Urquharfs Rabelais in. vii. 63
The Novelty and new-fangledness thereof.. I dislike. 1823

&quot;y
and

Newfa-nglement. [f.
NEWFANGLE a. +

-MENT.] Novelty ; a novel thing.
1798 LD. PLUSKET in Edin. Rei\ (1899) Jan. 176 The

novelty and newfanglement of revolutionary clubs and com
mittees having worn off. 1895 J. S. FLETCHER Wapentake
155 The old gentleman must ha turned in his grave to see

all the^ehere new-fanglements.
Newfa iigleiiess. Now rare or Obs. Also

4-6 -fangel-, -fangil-, (4 -ul-, 5 -yl-), etc. [f.

NEWFANGLE a. + -NESS.] =NEWFANGLEDNESS.
CI374 CHAUCER Anel. % Arc. 141 This Fals Arcite of his

nuwefangulnesse. .Tooke lasse deyntee of hir stedfastnesse.

c 1403 LYDG. Temple Clas 103 If |?e spirit of nvfangilnes In

any wise joure hertis would assaile. a 1460 fftrw Wise Man
taughtSony, in Hazl. E. /W. I. 171 Lat [no] newefangyl-
nes the plese Oftyn to remewe nor to flyt. 1533-4 Act 25

ngfenesse pro-
ceedeth from an inconstant mind. 1658 tr. Usstier s Ann.
vi. 262 The old luxury of the Persians and the new

fanglenes of the Macedons, 1725 RAMSAY Gentle
Shej&amp;gt;k.

i.

ii, Soon as your newfangleness is gane, He ll look upon you
as his tether-stake.

t Newfa nglist. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -IST.]

One given to novelties.

1604 TOOKER Fabriquc Ch. 90 The private spirits of these

new-fangllsts. 1607 Schol. Disc.agst. Antichr. n. ix. 120 We
are Newfanglistes, hating antiquitie and delighting in

novel tie.

t Newfa-ngly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +

-LY 2
.] In a newfangled manner.

1529 MORE Dyaloge \\\. Wks. 213/2 Diuers yonge scolers

such as thei founde..newfangly minded.

New-fashioned,///.^ [NEW adv.$] Made
after a new fashion ;

of a new type or of recent

invention.
1611 W. GODDARD Satir. Dial. Ejb, Newe-fashiond

cloathes 1 loue to weare. 1679 Esiabt. Test 43 What tongue
t t-.ii^_ __r i... 1

Opinion upon __ . ...
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 560 When she..teazes papa for

money to buy a new-fashioned silk. 1806 SURR Winter in

Land. I. 150 He hates every thing about that new-fashioned

lord. 1872 FREEMAN Gen. Sk. Eurof. Hist. xvi. 2 (1874)

327 Departments, called in a new-fashioned way after rivers

and mountains.

New-fledged, ///. a. [Njnra*. 3.] Newly
furnished with feathers.

Alsoyf^&quot;.

1682 OTWAY Venice Preserved 11. ii, Those Lazy Owls,
who.. Sit only watchful with their heavy Wings To cuff

down new fledg d Virtues. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Vill. 168

As a bird each fond endearment tries To tempt its new-

fledged offspring to the skies. 1807 WOKDSW. Ode Intim.

Immort. 142 With new-fledged hope still fluttering in his

breast. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam v. Song i, Swift and

strong As new-fledged Eagles. 1881 SHAIRP Asp. Poetry
xi. 334 The fresh gleam of new-fledged leaves in spring.

New-form, v. [NEW adv. 6.] trans. To
form or shape anew.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 83 Thy false vncle..new created

The creatures that were mine, . .Or els new form d em. 1675
OWEN Serin. Wks. 1851 IX. 317 Christ takes the Church
and goes to new-form it and fashion it more for the

glory
of

God. 1720 WELTON Suffer. Son ofGad I. iii. 56 Do thou

regulate and new-form my Desires. 1778 Miss BURNEY
Evelina Ixxv, You shall new-form, new-model me.

New-formed, ///. a. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly
formed

;
formed anew.

NEWGATE.
1647 COTTRELL Davilas Hist. Fr. i. 26 Until such time

a^ the foundation of their new formed Government were
setled. 1665 BRATHWAIT Comment Two Talcs 196 The
Bridegroom joyes in his new-formed Bride. *777 POTTER
sEschylus (1779) I. 202 Pressing on His hurried step to
learn their new-form d measures. 1836 BUCKLAND deal. $
Min. I. 505 To take first possession of new-formed land-

New-found, a. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly found
or invented

; recently discovered.

(71496 Serin. Episc. Puer. (W. de W.) biij, [We take]
paynted gyrdels of Spaynardes, newe founde hatteb of

Romayns. 1579 FULKE Confut. Sanders;55i The conuersion
of the Infidels, .is a newe found argument. 1634-5 HRERE-
TON Trar. (Chetham Soc.) 60 A couple of theie peripectives,
which shew the new-found motion of the stars about Jupiter.

1670 Sin J. VAVGHAN in Phenix (1721) I. 415 Which \\eie

a strange new-found Conclusion. 1749 FIKLDING TOJII

Jones xvin. x, Wished him heartily joy of his new-found
uncle. 1781 COWPEB Expast. 6 Can.. art confer A new
found luxury not seen in her? 1856 KINCSLEY /ft ws,
Theseus ii. 189 ./Egeus his new-found father. 1865 J. Ii.

INGRANAM Pillar ofFire (1872) 303 They are the fir.it to

hail the new-found calf-god.

b. Of lands, islands, etc., esp. with reference to

America or certain parts of it ; hence Newfound
land as the proper name of a large island at the

mouth of the St. Lawrence.

1509 BARCLAY Sh\p of Folys (1874) II. 25 Apuly, Afr&amp;gt;ke,

and the newe fonde londe. 1527 R. THOKNE in Hakhtyt
V oy.(i;$$ 253 They should come to the New fuunde i&amp;gt;landes

that wee discouered. 1588 T. HARIOT (title) A Rriefe and
True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, 1626

SIR W. VAUGHAN Golden Fleece title-p., The Southernmost

part of the Island commonly called the Newfoundland. 1668
H. MORK Div. Dial. in. xxxiv. (1713) 270 The Salvation of

them of the New-found World upon Earth, I mean those of

America. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783 1. 137 Various

opinions and conjectures were formed concerning the new
found countries. 1807 J. BARLOW Colitmb. i. 6 Who sway d
a moment ..Iberia s sceptre on the new found shore.

Newfou lldlaild. The name of the island

(see prec. b) used attributively, esp. in Newfound
land dog, a large breed of dog, noted for its

sagacity, good temper, strength, and swimming
powers. Newfoundlandfish) codfish.

1611
[&amp;gt;ee

next i]. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 134 Great

Suaniity
of Hearrings.and new found land Fi.sh dried. 1720

.E FOE Capt. Singleton xi. (1840) 195 We found .. some
Newfoundland fish- 1824 Goldsmith*s Xat. Hist. II. It

is not certain whether the Newfoundland Dug be a distinct

breed. 1838 LYTTON Alice i. i, A splendid dog of the

Newfoundland breed. 1876 DAVIS Polaris E.*p. ii. 4$ The
ship, .took on board caplins and six Newfoundland dogs.

D. ellipt. A Newfoundland dog.
1845 YOUATT Dog 52 The Newfoundland is a spaniel of

large size. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmers F. 125 He.. Would
care no more for Leolin s walking with her Than for his old

Newfoundland s.

Newfoundlander. [Cf. prec. and -ERI.]
1. A native or inhabitant of Newfoundland.
1611 COTGR., Terreneufviers&amp;gt; New-found-landers, new-

found-landrnen. 1817-18 COBBETT Rcsid. U.S. (1822) 154
With as much fury as the Newfoundlanders attack people
who speak against the Pope. 1885 Athenxum 5 Sept. 301/2
The principal question which agitates the Newfoundlanders
relates to the French claims.

2. A ship belonging to Newfoundland.
1801 Naval Chron. VI, 512 Four Newfoundlanders., went

plump ashore.

3. A Newfoundland dog.
1806 Spirit Public Jwls. IX. 311 Two terriers, . . a New

foundlander, and a fine tan-yard dog. 1856 KANE Arct.

E.\-pl. I. xi. 126, I take four of our best Newfoundlanders,
now well broken, in our lightest sledge.

New-front, v, [NEW adv. 6.] trans. To

put a new front on.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 245 The house

where he had lodgings was new-fronting. 18x1 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Rev. LXVI. 471 He new-fronted some churches

in the same style. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 369/1
The Wellingtons are to be new-fronted.

New-furuisli, v. [NEW ado. 6.] trans. To
refurnish.
1611 COTGR., Regarnir, to regarnish,to new-furnish. 1713

Guardian No. 91 f loWe therefore new furnished the Room
in all Respects proportionably to us. 1806 Si RR Winter in

Lond. II. 80 You must new furnish your wardrobe.

flSTewgar, obs. form of AUGER.
14.. Childh. Jesus 408 in Horstm. AtttngL Leg. (1878)

117 He plucked hyra out Euen at a newgarus hole.

Newgate (ni/rg^t). The name of a cele

brated London prison (recently pulled down), used

attrib. as Newgate fashion* term, wretch ;
also

Newgate bird, a gaol-bird ; Newgate Calendar,
a publication (first issued in 1773) containing
accounts of prisoners in Newgate ; Newgate frill

or fringe, a fringe of beard worn under the chin;

Newgate knocker, a lock of hair twisted back

from the temple towards the ear, worn by coster-

mongers, etc.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV,\\\. iii. 105 FaL Must we all march?
Bard. Yea, two and two, Newgate fashion. 1600 S. NICHOL
SON Acolastus (1876) 15 When naught but Newgate tearmek

can store yc tongue. 1607 DEKKER & WII.KINS Jests D. s

Wks. (Grosart) II. 343 Our Newgate-Bird, .spreading his

Dragon-like wings.. beheld a thousand Synnes. 1677 OT
WAY Cheats ofScapin i. i, Newgate-bird, rogue, villain. 1722

DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 166 Every Newgate wretch. .has

here a fair opportunity. 1757 WESLEY Wks. (1872) IX. 233
What are they who steer by this rule better than a com

pany of Newgate-birds? 1836 Wttson s Tales Borders



NEWGATED.
II. 5/1 That extraordinary record of human vice and suffer

ing, The Newgate Calendar \ 1851 MAVHEW Lond. Labour
I. 36/2 As for the hair, they say it ought to be long in front,

and done in figure-six curls, or twisted back to the ear

Newgate-knocker style \ 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. i. xiv, I

also felt that I had committed every crime in the Newgate
Calendar. 1885 Corn/i. Mag. Sept. 259 Some of them beard

less, others with a fringe of hair around their faces, such as

the English call a Newgate frill. 1896 GEORGIANA M.
STISTED True Life R. F. Burton xi. 266 A man with a

Newgate fringe, clad in grey homespun garments.
Hence New ffated/rt. pple., put into Newgate;

Newgatee-r, a Newgate prisoner; New gfatory

., belonging to Newgate (with pun on nugatory}.
1678 Narr. Proc. Old Bayly 4 An old Newgateer..was

convicted for stealing Silver spoons, a 1734 NORTH Exam.
(1740) 258 Soon after this, he was taken up and Newgated.
a 1845 HOOD To Mrs. Fry xiii, But I don t like your New-
gatory teaching. 1877 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Ixxxii. 297 The
modern philanthropist of the Newgatory school.

t Newhead. Obs. rare. [f. NEW a. + -HEAD :

cf. MDu. niewheit (Du. nieuwheid}, MLG. nye-t

G. neukeit, Da. nyhedt Sw. nyhet.] Newness.

11340 HAMPOLE Psalter xlii. 4 pat gladis _my 3outhed,
bat is, newhed of my saule in grace. Ibid. Ixviii. 36 pe figure
of bis newhed. c 1400 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de \V. 1494)
ii. xxxi, But be ye refourmed in newehede of felyng.

Wewine, Sc. var. NEVEN z/., to name. Obs.

Newing, vbl. sb. [f. NEW v. + -ING i.]

f 1. The action of renewing or making new. Obs.
c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvii. (Vincent] 81 He wald nocht

bai de suld sa, but newing of gret payne. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) III. 117 He sigh visiouns and sijtes of be

newynge of be temple. 14^56
SIR G. HAVE Law Arms

(S.T.S.) 3 To mak some newing of thing till enforme }our
3outhede of mony syndry knaulagis. a 1500 in Arnolde
Ckron. (1811) 42 The grauntis yeftis confirmacions newyng
and ordinauncis aboue sayd.

fb. A new growth or product. Obs. rare.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. ii. (1870) 127 They wyl sell

there lams, .and theyr corne the whyche is not sowen, and
all other newynges, a yere before that they be sure of any
newynge.
2. A new thing, a novelty; //. news, something

new. Now dial.

Chiefly surviving in the N. of Ireland In the pL form, also

written neiuins
t newans, and newance.

c 1410 Sir Cleges 372 He seyd, I thanke Cryst lesu ; Thys
is a fayre neweynge. 1562 Q. KENNEDY Reasoning w. J.
Knox % iij b, That was na newingis in this cuntrie. Ibid.

D lj, Apperanlie that sould be na newingis to yow. 1633
RUTHERFORD Lett. xxix. (1862) I. 104 Strokes were not

newings to Him, and neither are they to you. 1875 KNOX
Hist. Down 49 Newance. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss, s.v.

New-ans, It s new-ans to see you down so early.

Newing, sb. dial. (See quot. and NEAVING.)
1674 RAY S&amp;gt; 4- E. C. Words 73 Newing, yeast or Barm.

Ess[ex]. [Hence in Coles (1676), Bailey (1721), Ainsworth

(1736), etc.] 1863 JEPHSON in Trans. Arch. Soc. Essex II.

186 Afao/i yeast.

New-invented,///, a. [NEW&amp;lt;H/Z. 3.] Re

cently invented or devised.

1573 L. LLOYD Marrow ofHist. (1653) 280 Those new in

vented torments which they made for others. 1676 WOR-
LIDGE CY&amp;lt;&r title-p., Description of the new-invented Ingeno
or Mill. 1723-4 DK. WHARTON True Briton No. 65 II. 552
This new-invented Piece of Law-Artifice. 1791 BOSWELL
Johnson I. 324 A new-invented machine which went with
out horses. 18x8 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Introd. 53 In the

new- invented system of instruction.

Wewir, obs. Sc. form of NEVER.

Newish. (ni if), a. [f, NEW a. + -ISH !.] Some
what new.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 145/26 Newish, recentulus, x66

BACON Sylva 46 It drinketh not newish at all. 1824 A.
HEADLEV in J. Raine Mem. J. Hodgson (1858) II. 27, 1 like

everything about the place but the newish church. 1866

CARLYLE Remin. (1881) I. 282 We ascended .. [a] narrow
newish wooden staircase.

fNewity, obs. form of ANNUITY.
1559 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 131 Boitht with hys

newytie and his chylds portion. Ibid. 132 In consyderation
of his newytie geyvyne tohym by my faither.

CTewk(e, obs. forms of NOOK.

New-laid,///, a. [NEW a. 3.] Of eggs:

Newly or freshly laid.

1528 PtLYtiELLSaferne s Regim. Fj b, Dyuers nouryshynge
meates. The fyrst are newe layde egges. 1563 HYLL Art
Garden. (1593) 101 Against the dropsie, take a new laid Eg.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. t. 39 Lovely Virgins. .

as white as new-lay d Eggs. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 63 There s no Bolus to him comparable to a
new-laid Egg. 178* COWPER Fable 2 Her new-laid eggs she

fondly pressed; 1881 BESAKT & RICE Chafl. ofFleet i. v,
Like fresh butter and new-laid eggs.

t Newlaud. Obs. [f. the name of Abraham
Newland) chief cashier of the Bank of England
from 1782 to 1807.] A Bank of England note.
1801 Sporting Mag. XVII. 243 The cash was likewise

composed of paper commonly called young Newlands. 1823
SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) II. 21/2 Forth from his bill-case this

votary of Plutus drew his nitid Newlands.

New-land. [NEW a. + LAND sb]
1 1. New-landfish) Newfoundland fish. Obs.

[1550-1600 Customs Duties (Brit. Mus. Addit. MS. 25097),
Kishe of Newland the c. .xxxj.] 1580 R. HITCHCOCK Politic

Plate ij, They shalbe sette out to fishe for Codd and Lyng
.. t orelsto Newfounde lande, for Newlande fishe. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Bacalaost

a kinde of newlande fish.

2. New-land hay : (see quot.).
1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Ntw-land-hay^ clover hay. Hay

from a new-sown pasture.
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NewlingS, adv. Sc. Also 8-9 -lins.
[f.

NEW a. + -LINGS : cf. OE. ntowlinga anew ; MDu.
nieweling(e, -lings ^

MLG. nUinge{$&amp;gt; MHG. nzuwe-

lingen, newe-, neulin^(e}s.\
1. Newly, recently ; f immediately.
375 BARBOUR Bnice xiv. 86 Newlyngis at thair ariwyng,

In playne ficht thai discomfit thar Thar fais. c 1475 Rauf
Coilyar 962 Sic tythingis come . . That the Marschell of
France was newlingis deid. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis ix. x. 14
His breistand hart That newlingis of the kynryk was a part.

1785 in Shirrefs Poems (1790) 318 A cripple chiel,, .just but
newlins frae the school 1880 J. E. WATT Poet. Sketches 10

The pat s but newlins on the fire,

-f-
2. Afresh, anew. Obs.

c 1500 Lancelot 36 The scharp assay and ek the Inwart

peine Of dowblit wo me neulyngis can constrein. 1522-3

Burgh Rcc. Edinb. (1869) I. 214 And thairfore desyrit the

samyne newlingis againe to be granted.

Newly (ni/Hi), adv. Forms : I niwlice, 3

neowe-, 4 new(e)liche, 3 newelike
; 4 newli,

neuli, -ly, 5 nvly, nulye, nyowely, 4-6 newelie,

(5 -Ii), 4- newly, 6-7 newlie. [f. NEW a. + -LY 2
:

cf. MDu. niewelike, -lijc, MLG. ni(g)elik(en y

MHG. niuwellch(e t niultch(e&amp;gt; G. ne^tl^ch t ON.

nyliga (Da. nylig^ Sw. nyligen}I\
1. Very recently or lately ;

within a very little

time (before that spoken of).
Now rare except as in b and c ; formerly sometimes with

present tense.

c 893 K. /KLFREU Oros. iv. x. 202 Romane hasfdon ^a
niwlice gesett ^a;t [etc.]. Ibid. vi. iv. 260 Hio ba was niwlice

cristen. &amp;lt; 1000 ^LFKIC Horn, II. 494 Her cumad to eow
niwlice twezen Ebreisce men. a izz^Ancr, R. 218 Hwonne
a mon haued neoweliche wif iled horn, he nimeo^enie .. of

hire maneres. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 293 Newelike he was of

er3e wrogt, And to oat mirie blisse brogt. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 67 Harald was comand, neuly was mad kyng.
c 1400 MAUSDEV. (1839) xxviii. 284 That myghtenot ben, to

myn avys, that so manye scholde have en tred so newely.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos y\, $\ This man., neweli hither comyn
to soiourne in our countreys. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

cclv. 378 The towne of Breure, the which was newely before

turned frenche. 1602 MIDDLETON Phoenix i. i. 141, I heard

newly Of sudden travel which his grace intend?. 1641 EVELYN
Diary 8 Oct., The Infante Cardinal, .being dead but newly.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. 95 Did he not newly say [etc.]. 1738
WESLEY Ps. LXXX. ix, A generous and right noble Vine
When newly out of Egypt brought. 1866 HDWELLS Venet.

Life 29 [I] being newly from a land where everything.,
was In good repair.

b. With pa. pples, used predicatively.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3653 pou sal sai bou ert esau, Fra e

forest newli comen. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. met. liL

(1868) 122 pat ojjer of hem is newliche chaunged in to a wolf,

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1830) xxviii. 284 But that might not ben
.

., ne so manye newely slayn, with outen stynkynge. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret. ,Priv. Priv. 193 This ordir ysnot nyowely
maket. 11533 LD. BERNERS Hnon xlvi. 155 Than he.,

toke leue of his cosyn that was newly maryed. 1581 MUL-
CASTER Positions xxxiii. (1887) 120 Such as be newly re-

couered fromsicknes. 1657 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1661)
22 Our Saviour s rule given to him that was newly cured . .

by him. 1676 ETHEREDCE Man ofMode i. i, A Ladies head

newly dress d for a Ball. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 45 F 6
A Woman of Quality . . newly returned from France. 1784
C0WTSB Task in. 750 A transient guest, newly arrived, And
soon to be supplanted. 1818 SHELLEY Rosal. fy Helen 800
Like some bright spirit newly born. 1886 Act 49$ 50 Viet.

c. 54 i Any hop ground, .newly cultivated as such after

the passing of this Act.

C. In atlrib. combs, (now hyphened).
These are especially common in the ioth cent.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane*s Comm. 21 He wrote an Epistle
to the newlye created Emperoure. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i.

xi. 34 His newly-budded pineons to assay. 16x5 CHAPMAN
Odyss. xu. 137 Anewlykitn d killings cries. 1659 PEARSON
Creed (1839) 443 The ancient, but newly-revived heresy of
the Arlans. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 336 With
your newly-espous d system. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela
(1824) I. xx. 267 To have confirmed the poor woman in

her newly-assumed penitence. 1807 WORDSW. Ode Intitn.

Immort. 92 Shaped by himself with newly-learned art.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol, xxix. III. 57 In the newly-
hatched caterpillar. 1857 DUFHERIN Lett. High Lat.(td.$
170 A newly-stripped bullock s hide. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD
Col. Reformer (1891) 135 This newly-discovered fairyland.

f 2. a. Within a little (from now) ;
soon. Obs.

c 1330 Artft. # Merl. 4648 (Kolbing), %& schullen haue
newehche Hors & armes & alle

J&amp;gt;i

n S- 387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VII.

237^
Now sire eorle, ^u boldest Engelond, bu

schalt rijt newliche [L. in proximo] be kyng.

f b. Immediately or soon (after a particular

time) ; quickly. Obs.
c ly&Arth. $ Merl. 1984 (Kolbing}, A chapman, .seyd of

Merlin openliche,He wald him telle neweliche. 1375 BARBOUR
Brucev. 122 Sic hansell to the folk gaf he,. .Newly at his

ariwyng. a 1400-50 Alexander 4740 Newly eftir be none or
nere ^are-aboute. ^1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt.
(1814) 54 Yf I should mary me so newly, I should be greatly
blamed.

3. Anew, afresh.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) cxliii. 10 Ic niwlice niwne cantic
bam godan Code gleawne singe.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xiii *. (Mark) 169 pane one

J&amp;gt;e
morne

. . pai drew hyme newly thru be towne. 1400 LOVE
Bonavent. Mirr. (B. N. C. MS.) If. 116 pan bigan bey alle

newely to wepe. 1530 PALSGR. 839/2 Newly, de nouueau.

1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 663 The lawes of the realme, in

Esrt

he reformed, and in part he newely augmented, a 1648
D. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 371 Our King having

Sjtten

York-house . . did newly enlarge and beautify it. 1673
WEN Saeram. Disc. Wks. 1851 IX. 56 He is as it were (so

the word is) newly sacrificed. 1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp. i. 29
She was newly planked inside and out. 1880 SWINBURNE

NEWMARKET.
Stud, Shaks. 182 We have but the eternal .. figures of

jealousy and innocence newly vamped and veneered.

4. In a new fashion or manner.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 137 That mirth is more worthe,

which is moued by a worde newlie spoken, then if a long
tale should pleasauntly bee tolde. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

tEpigr.
(1867) 216 Talke or walke oldly or newly. 1812

IR H. DAVY Client. Philos. 184 Instances in which these
elements are newly arranged, and in which their transfer

and changes produce very important phenomena. 1885
CHITTY in Law Times Rep. LIII. 80/2 Not merely in a
new word, but in a word newly or fancifully applied.

New-made, ffl.a. [Niwa*. 3.] Recently
or freshly made.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 6231 That saw an hardy newe-made

kny}t. c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. iv. (Fox s Confess.} xx,
He . . of that new-maid salmond eit enewch. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 53 He come hame a new maid
channoun. 1595 SHAKS. John \. \. 187 New made honor
doth forget mens names. 1634 MILTON Counts 472 Sitting

by a new made grave. 1684 T. BURNET The. Earth it. 132
As if new-made matter, like new clothes, .. had a better

gloss. 1717 ROWE Epil. Mrs. Centlivre s Cruel Gift, Was
that a Present for a new-made Widow? 1818 KEATS
Endym. iv. 102 Sweet as a musk-rose upon new-made hay.
1886 A. WINCHELL Walks Geol. Field 52 The soil .. torn

from our new-made road.

b. Of the tide : (see MAKE v. 72).
1808 FORSYTH Beauties Scott. V. 33 The flood-tide . .

according as it is new made, half run, or approaching to

still water.

New-make, v. [NEW adv. 6.] trans. To
make again or anew.

1617 HIERON Wks. II. 205 The great worke of new making
a mans heart. 1649 MILTON Eikon. 57 The King can no
more reject a Law than he can new make a Law. 1714
DERHAM Astro-Theol. (1769) u When my hand was in, I

new-made some part of it. 1790 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX.

567 It would give me pleasure ..to correct or new-make the

whole work. 1835 Gentt. Mag. l. 376 He new-made the

light.

Hence New-making vbl. sb.

495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 274 In Newmaking of

takie and apparell. 1580 R. HITCHCOCK Politic Plat c j b,

! Euerie shippe .. shall paie tenne shillynges (towardes the

newe makyng of euery shippe so wanting). 1633 EARL
MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 94 Our bodies. .are not cast off

I
by death, but put to new making.
Newmanism (ni maniz m). [f. the name

ofj. H. Aeivman (1801-90) + -ISM.] The views

on theological and ecclesiastical matters put
forward by Newman while a member of the

Anglican Church ;
the principles involved in New

man s teaching.
1838 ARNOLD in Stanley Life (1844) II. 126 This restless

love of paradox, is, I believe, one of the main causes of the

growth of Newmanism. 1841 STANLEY in Life (1894) I. 301
The debatable points of Newmanism and Evangelicalism.

1893 LIDDON Life Piisey II. xxiv. 139 The principles re

asserted by the Oxford writers had been before denounced

by their Latitudinarian opponents as Newmanism.

Newmanite (ni/i-manait;. [f.
as prec. + -HE.]

A follower or adherent of Newman.
1837 ARNOLD in Stanley Life (1844) II. 89 My strong
condemnations of Tories and Newmanites. 1837 LD.

HOUGHTON in T. W. Reid Life (1891) I. 196 It is, perhaps,
the confessorship of the Newmanites which makes them so

interesting. 1884 OKNSBY Mem. J. K. Hope-Scott 1. 267

The Tractarians soon began to divide off into the Moderates

of various shades, and the Newmanites.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1838 ARNOLD in Stanley Life yiii. (1844) II. 113 All the

Newmanite language about baptism might be. .used by the

Jews .. about circumcision. 1841 Ibid. ix. 250 The clergy

are becoming more and more Newmanite.

New mailize, v. rare. [f.
as prec. + -IZE.]

1. iiitr. To incline to, or adopt, Newmanism.

1836 MAURICE in Life (1884) I. xiii. 204, I believe I shall

perforce Newmanise, protesting, however, against his doc

trine all the time.

2. To follow the principles of (Homeric) trans

lation advocated by F. W. Newman.
1861 M. ARNOLD On trans!. Homer 86 We should say, He

Newmanises, and his diction would offend us. 1886

Athemum 10 Apr. 483/1 Mr. Way, in fact, is a little in

clined to Newmanize . . . Pure English of the simple sort is

amply sufficient for the translating of Homer.

Newmarket (niwrna-Jket, nijf-mauket). The

name of a town (situated east of Cambridge)
famous for its horse-races, used attrib. or ellipt.

in several applications.
1. attrib. with condition, cut, tail; also New
market coat, a close-fitting coat for men, originally

worn for riding, or an outdoor coat of a similar

style for women ;
Newmarket greyhound, a

greyhound of a special breed (see quot. 1856).

1685 Lond. Cm. No. 2041/4 One light Gray Gelding with

a long Newmarket Tail. 1698 Ibid. No. 3360/4 A long bushy

Tail cut after the New-Market Cut. 1709 Brit. Apollo No.

19. 3/2 To reduce his Corpus. .Unto a New-Market Condi

tion. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5252/4 Both Heels white behind,

and a New-Market Tayle. 1854 DICKENS HardT.l.Tt,
He was dressed in a Newmarket coat and tight-fitting

trousers. 1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 163/1

j
The Newmarket greyhound . . is a racing-like, speedy animal,

yet possessed of as much stoutness as possible.

2. ellipt. A Newmarket coat.

1843 MRS. ROMER Rhone, Darro, etc., I. 288 His travelling

cap was exchanged for a fashionable white hat ;
his frock-

coat for a Newmarket. 1883 Miss BRADDON Pha.nl. Fort.

xxxvi, A brown velvet Newmarket, which completely covered

her short satin gown.



NEW-MARRIED.
3. a. A card-game in which the main object is

to play the same cards as certain duplicates which
are exhibited.

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxxvi, Going the odd man or

plain Newmarket for fruit, ginger-beer [etc.]. 1887 All
Year Round 5 Feb. 66 Pope Joan has survived to the present
day in the modified form of Newmarket .

D. (See quot.)
1894 MASKELYNE Sharps fy Flats 250 Yankee-grab or

Newmarket.. is played with three dice, and the object in

view is to get nearest to an aggregate of eighteen pips.

New-married, ///. a. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly
married.
c 1540 COVERDALE Ord, Ch. Denmark Wks. (Parker Soc.)

I. 481 To call these new-married folks unto holy wedlock.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V^ v. ii. 190 Like a new-married Wife
about her Husbands Necke. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Poems Wks. (1711) 26 All-bearing earth, like a new married

queen, Her beauties hightens. 1711 ADDISON Sgect. No. 15.
F 4 Talk of a new-married Couple, and you will immediately
hear whether they keep their Coach and six. 1771 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 160/2 The Duke of Cumberland and his new*
married Dutchess, 1834 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. r.

(1863) 240 He foretold all happiness to the new-married pair.
1860 MKS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 21 There were four young
new-married ladies.

Newme, variant of NEUME.

New-minted,///, a. [NEwofe. 3.] Newly
coined or formed. Also New-mint v.

, . ipit ..._, ,.._

Reall, Intrinsecate, Delphicke). 1643 TRAPP Contm. Gen.
xli. 25 Npvellists,

that can abide to hear nothing but what
is new-minted. 1713 Guardian No. 149 f 19 Horace advises,
that all new minted Words should have a Greek derivation.

1781 COWPER Charity 513 When Scandal has new-minted
an old lie, . . Tis called a Satire.

New-model, v. [NEW v. 6.] trans. To re

model
;

to rearrange in a new way.
c 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 231

Those in the parliament .. devised to new-model the army.
1714 R. FIDDES Pract. Disc. ii. 193 The design of whose

religion is to new-model human nature. 1769 ROBERTSON
Chas. V, v. Wks. 1813 V. 439 Twelve persons were elected

to new-model the constitution of the
republic. 1818 SCOTT

Hrt. Midi, viii, He new-modelled his troops, and more
especially those immediately about his person. 1878 SHER
MAN in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 200 That at the commence
ment of hostilities there should be nothing either to new-
model or to create.

Hence New-modelling, New-modeller.
1673 [R- LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 146 The new modelling of

a state is somewhat beyond the oeconomy of a school. 1748
Anson s Voy. \. v. 48 To what causes the late new modelling
of this settlement is owing, a 1806 C. J. Fox Reign Jos, II
(1808) 153 From the new-modelling of the corporations.
1831 CARLYLE in Westm. Rev. XV. 43 Their successive re

dactors and new-modellers. 1899 BALDOCK Cromwell as
Soldier 206 The new modelling or reorganization of its army.

t New-modelize, v. Obs. [NEW adv. 6.] =
NEW-MODEL v. Hence fUew-rnodelizing vbl. sb.

1645 City Alarum 26 We have new modelized our army,
and ought to new modelize our excise. 1671 tr. Palafox s

Conquest China v. 98 Victory had now new Modeliz d
his Conscience. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 158
Asserius s Life of King j^Elfrid . . was new-modeliz d into

English by .. Spelman. 1727 BROWNE WILLIS Cathedrals
I. 33 He had his diocese entirely to new modelize.

New-modelled, ppL a. [NEW adv. 3.]

Newly modelled ; put into a new form.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 196 Beleiving and Knowing
doth so share the all of some new model d Christians. 17x1
G. HICKBS Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 389 The
book itself was opposite . . to many new-modelled churches.

1757 DYER Fleece n. Poems (1761) 114 What nation did not
seek, Of thy new modeil d wool, the curious webs? 1813
Metrical Remarks 10 The new-modelled Baron was ac

quainted with no other building. 1817 HALLAM Const.
Hist. (1876) II. x. 219 In the new-modelled army of 1645.

New moon. [NEW a. 3 c + MOON si.]

1. The moon when first seen as a slender crescent

shortly after its conjunction with the sun.
r 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 242 We cwe5a5 bonne niwne

monan asfter menniscum ^ewunan, ac he is sefre se ylca.
c 1055 ByrhtfertKs Handboc in Anglia VIII. 309 Swa by8
se niwa mona bradra gesewen. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit
Wemtn 432 As the new mone, all pale, oppressit with

change, Kythis quhilis her cleir face. 1598 W. PHILLIP tr.

Lin$choten t

s Voy. (1864) 187 They pray likewise to the
New Moone,..and salute her with great Deuotion. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 86 At the appearing of euery new
Moone, they goe out to worship it. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thmenofs Trav. \. 44 They look out at Night for the new
Moon. 17.. Sir Patrick

Sj&amp;gt;ens vi, I saw the new moone
..Wi the auld moone in hir arme. a 1742 STUKELY in J.
Smith Panor. Sci. fy Art (1815) I. 614 The [eclipsed] sun
looked very sharp like a new moon. 1851 MEREDITH Love
in the Valley iv, Earth to her is young as the slip of the new
moon.

2. The time when the new moon appears ; also

Astron. the time at which the moon is in con

junction with the sun. b. The festival celebrated

by the ancient Hebrews at the time of the new
moon (cf. NEOMENIA).
c xooo Saxon Leechd. III. 243 ]&amp;gt;is elimp&amp;lt;5 seldon & naefre

buton on niwum monan. c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 27 OSer
[to think] newe mone betere 5an seld-mone in to newe huse
te waenden. 1382 WVCLIF i Esdras viii. 6 In the newe
mone of the fifte moneth. 1382 Isa. \. 13 The newe
moone, and sabot, and othere festus. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
360/2 Nwe mone, neomenia. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Chron.
xxxi. 3 The burntoflerynges of theSabbath and of the new-
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mone and of the feastes. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 27 To thee give place The old new-moons, with
all festival days. 1682 Riders Brit. Merlin Oct., Sow
Wheat and Rie about the New Moon. 1727-38 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Moon, Before the new moon the horns were turned
westward. 1797 Encycl, Brit, (ed. 3) II. 522/1 Having com
pleted her course.. she disappears; and we say it is new
moon. 1864 Chambers s Encycl. VI. 556/2 A few hours
after new moon ,

the moon appears a little to the east of
the sun as a thin crescent.

New-mould, v. [Nzw adv. 6.] trans. To
mould or form anew.
1650 BAXTER Saints R. in. v. 4 It changeth his opinion,

.. but it never melted and new molded his heart. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist, Earth n. (1723) 105 Its prime Er
rand was to Re-form and New-mold the Earth. 1738
WESLEY Hymn,

( When shall thy lovely Face viii, Jesus . .

New-moulds our Limbs of cumb rous Clay. 1784 R. BAGE
Barham Downs II. 286 This afflict ion may in some measure
new mould her. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. i. 37
The more wily courtiers .. deemed it less obnoxious to
violate than to new-mould the constitution.

New-mown, ppl. a. [NEW adv. 3 and 4.]

Freshly cut, just mown.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. xi. 228 There was a fayre

medowe that semed newe mowen. c 1586 C TESS PF.MBROKR
Ps. LXXII. ii, As showres thrown On meades new mown.
1735 RAMSAY Gentle Shcph. \\. ii, Sweeter than gowany

flens
or new-mawn hay. 1789 J. PILKINGTON View Derbysh.

. 327 This., is said by Lmnaius to occasion the smell of
new mown hay. 1876 J. SAUNDERS Lion in Path i, The
scent of the new-mown hay comes through the. .windows.

New-name, v. [NEW adv. 6.] trans. To
name anew; to give a new name to. Also New-
named///, a.

;
New-namer.

1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Pocsie in. xvu. (Arb.) 192 Onoma-
topeia, or the New namer. 1621 BP. MOUXTAGU Diatribx
343 New-name it thus, The poore mans Tithe at home, and
at Jerusalem. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xix. 357 Hawkins. .

Vpon that new-nam d Spaine, and Guinny sought his prize.

1643 TRAPP Comm. Gen. xxvi. 33 Isaac therefore new names
it. 1793 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) III. 244 That conscious
ness would tempt me to new-name her book, c 1800 R.
CUMBERLAND John de Lancaster (1809) II. 64 The giant
son of Neptune, who entailed the trident of his father on
his new-named Albion to all posterity.

Newness (ni;7*nes). Forms : I neow-, niw-

nys, niownes, 4-6 newnes, 4, 6 neunes, 6

newenes(se, 7- newness, [f.
NEW a. + -NESS.]

The state, fact, or quality of* being new, in various

applications of the adj.

C9oo tr. Bxda s Hist. i. vii. (1890) 40 Mid ba neownysse
swa monigra heofonlicra wundra. c 1000 Saxon Leechd. II.

240 paet seo niownes bara metta maese him gode beon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26924 Quils bat neunes es in wonde es

plaster nan mai mak it sond. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
Prol. 4 To confourme men.. til crist in newnes of lyf. 1483
Catk. Angl. 254/2 A Newnes, noititas. 1526 Pilgr, Per/.
(W. de \V. 1531) 211 [To] ryse from synne, and walke in a
newnes of lyfe. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 156

Neyther oldnes nor newnesse of wordes maketh the greatest
difference betwixt Salust and Tullie. a 1613 OVERBURY A
IVife, etc. (1638) 251 She will desire him for newnesse and

variety. 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor 240 Either to blind

or to countenance the Newness of their Indulgences. 1729
LAW Serious C. xxiii. (1732) 471 It will give you such a
newness of mind. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre^s Stud.
Nat, (1799) II. 176 This reflection, .evidently demonstrates
the newness of the World. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab vi. 153
The babe, In the dim newness of its being. 1876 LOWELL
Among my Bks. Ser. n. 243 The same startle of newness
and beauty that pleased our youth.

b. With a and pi. rare.

1690 DRYDEN Don Sebastian. Pref., Some newnesses of

English, translated from the Beauties of Modern Tongues.
1760-72 H. BROOKE Foolo/Qual. (1809) IV. 69 She became
as it were a newness of ever-rising delight. 1850 LYNCH
Theoph. Trinal ix. 154 Many such marriages must there be
before all the newnesses will be born that mankind requires.

C. The Newness, NewEnglandtranscendentalism.
1865 LOWELL Thoreau Prose Wks. 1890 I. 363 There was a
much nearer metaphysical relation, .between Carlyle and
the Apostles of the Newness, as they were called in New
England, than has been commonly supposed, c 1870 R.
CARTER in Century Mag. (1889) Nov. 129 Next to Brook

Farm, Concord was the chief resort of the disciples of the
Newness .

N&quot;ewo(y, obs. forms of NEPHEW.

New-raised,///, a. [NEW adv. 3.]
1. Of troops: Recently enlisted

; newly formed.
1667 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 213 To disband

all the new-raised land forces. 1748 Ansort s Voy. \. i. 12
New-raised marines who had never been at sea before. 1769
GOLDSM. Hist. Rome II. 428 The fourth legion, which
consisted of new raised soldiers. 1816 A. C. HUTCHISON
Pract. Obs. Surg. (\fafy 300 An annual fluctuation of 30,000
new-raised men to supply the deficiencies.

2. Newly erected, elevated, reared, etc.

1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece i. ii. (1715) 7 In his new rais d

kingdom. 1735 J. PRICE Stone-Br. Thames 7 The new-
rais d Centers. 1777 POTTER ALschylus (1779) I. 15 This new-
rais d ruler of the gods. 1896 KIPLING Seven Seas 80 Where
the new-raised tropic city sweats and roars. 1896 Daily
News 24 Nov. 8/5 With numbers vastly increased by the

addition of these new-raised broods.

Newricall, obs. variant of XECRICAL.

New-risen, ppl. a. [NEW adv. 3 and 4.]

Newly, just lately, risen.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. V/, i. iv. 102 A holy Prophetesse new
risen vp. 1596 Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 189 As one new-risen

from a dreame. 1650 BAXTER Saints R. i. vii. i Our new-
risen Lord. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 594 The Sun new ris n
Looks through the Horizontal misty Air. 1760-71 H.
BROOKE Fool o/Qual. (1809) IV. 158 A new-risen phoenix.

NEWS.
1860 FORSTER Gr, Remonstr. 98 Eager to be shone upon by
the new-risen sun.

t Newry. Obs. [ad. Malay mlri.]
= LORY.

In early 1710, c. translations from foreign languages the
forms norland noyra occur : see Yule & Burnell Anglo-lnd,
Gloss. 398 and C. P. G. Scott Malayan Words 84-5.
1698 J. FRYKR Ace. E. India $ P, 116 Here were. .Cocka

toos and Newries from Bantam, as also a Cassawar that

digests Iron. 1698 in Wheeler Madras in Old. Time (1861)
L 333 Brought ashore from the [

Resolution . . a newry and
four yards of broadcloth for a present for the Havildar.

News (niz?z), sb. (//.) Forms: 4-7 newes,
(5 -ease), 5-6 newys, Se. newis, (5 nevis), 6

neu(e)s, 7 niewse, 6-7 nues, (6 nuze, 7 nuse),
6- news. [pi. of NEW a., after OF. noveles,
nuvetes (mod.F. nouvclles}, or med.L. nova, pi. of
novum a new thing.
The synonymous Du. nieuws probably originated in the

expressions wat nieiews, iet(s) nieuws
t
in which the form is

genitive singular (cf. NEW a. B. i\ but the evidence is

against a similar origin for the English word.]

j&quot;l.
New things; novelties. Obs. rare.

Netts in Cursor M. 26768 (Cott.) is evidently a scribal
error for treus.

i38z WVCLIF Ecclus. xxiv, 35 The which fulfilleth, as Fison,
wisdam; and as Tigris in the da^es of newes [L. noT onim}.
1551 ROBINSON A/ore s Utop. (1895) 7 Not for a vayne and
curious desiere to see newes. 1565 T. STAPLETON I- ortr.

Faith 109* Differences.. betwene the auncient faith of

England and the vpstert newes of protestants.

2. Tidings ; the report or account of recent

events or occurrences, brought or coming to one
as new information

; new occurrences as a subject
of report or talk.
In common use only after 1500.

1423 J.\s. I Kingis Q. clxxix, I bring the newis glad, that
blibfull ben. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 431 Yet of late I

haue hard of no newys. 1523 LD.BERNHRS Froiss. I. ccccl. 794
He was right pensyue and sore troubled with those newes.

1581 RICH Farcw. (1846) 58 These newes were sodainly spred
throughout the citie of Cherona. 1621 LADY M. WROTH
Urania 412 Calling his Lords.. about him, to whom hee
deliuered these glad newes. i685DRYDEN Thren. August.
19 The amazing news of Charles at once were spread. 1717
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Pope 17 June, The great
gulf between you and me cools all news that come Imher.

1776 JEKYLL Corr, (1894)64 The ill news of your health are
still worse than my late suspense. 1821 SHELLEY Ess.

&amp;lt;$

Lett. (1852) II. 228 There are bad news from Palermo. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 214 The Dutch ministers

regularly reported all the Scotch news to their government.
1868 VISCT. STRANGFORD Select. II. 265 Courier-borne news
..can reach England as quickly by way of Peshawur.

b. Construed as sing.
1566 Pasquine in Traunce 36, I hearde speak of it, when

y newes therof was brought to Pope lulie theseconde. 1625
B. JONSON Staple of N. i. v, When Newes is printed, It

leaues Sir_to be Newes. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 339 Of
such a division . . there is no News nor Example in Antiquity,

1711 M. HENRY Hope &amp;lt;$

Fear Balanced Wks. 1853 II. 313/1
The stocks are as the news is. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 660
When . . the news was fresh. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxvii,
Was there any news in the country? 1897 WARY KINGSLEV
IV. Africa 351 The next news was that I was in the water.

C. In proverbial expressions.
1574 HELLOWES Guevaras Fain. Ep. (1577) 58 Euil newes

neuer come too late, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. II. xviii, lam
of the Italians mind that said, Nulla nnoz&amp;gt;a,

bnona nuova,
no news, good news. 1685 DRYDEN Thren. August. 49 III

News is wing d with Fate, and flies apace. 1821 SCOTT
Keniliu. xi, The truth of two old proverbs, namely, that 111

news fly fast [etc.J.

t d. A T
o news, no novelty, nothing new. Obs.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) i Pet. \. heading^ Saluation in Christ is

no newes, but a thynge prophecied of olde. x6i8 Bp. HALL
Serm, Wks. 1837 V. 112 The poor and proud is the wise-

man s monster, but the proud and rich are no news. 1659
HAMMOND On Ps. cvii. 43 Tis no news to pass from the

singular to the plural number, without varying the subject.

f3. A piece or item of news. Obs.

1574 HKLLOWES Gueuara s Fam. Ep. (1577) 2 A case so

graue, a newes so new, a victorie so seldome hearde of. 1641
EARL MONM. tr. Biondis Civil Wars v. 157 At that same
time there came two important nuses. a

i6&amp;lt;ja
BROME Eng.

Moor i. ii, Durst thou hear a news Whose mirth will hazard

cracking of a rib?

f4. A news messenger. Obs. rare 1
,

1665 PEPYS Diary 31 July, In the meantime there coming
a News thither with his horse to go over [etc.].

6. The newspaper(s) ;
a newspaper. Now rare.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 183 You know his House was
burnt down to the Ground. Yes

;
it was in the News. 178*

COWPER Names of little Note 10 When a child ..Has burnt
to tinder a stale last-year s news. 1785 CFABBE Newspaper
26 A daily swarm . . Come flying forth, and mortals calf them
News : For these, unread, the noblest volumes He. 1886

ELWORTHY W. Som. Word-bk. s.v., To read out the war

pon the news.

b. Printing. (See quot.)
1887 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, (ed. 3) 716 Writings ,

1

Printings , and News ,
are kinds [of paper] whose names

show the purposes for which they are made.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. With agent-nouns, as

news-bearer
, -bringer, etc.

1611 COTGR., Rapportc-noifvelle,*. *newes-bearer, or tale-

carrier. 1895 Atlantic Monthly Alar. 357 Citizens who had
flocked as near as possible to the newsbearer. 1639 W. C.
Italian Convert xxviii. 213 So this *newes bringer had his

passe-port to be packing. 1857 HOLLAND Bay Path xxiy.
378 Each of the news-bringers was surrounded with his

little knot of auditors. 1673 O. WALKER Educ. ix. 77
Breeders of all petit factions, &quot;news-brokers. i6ia DAVIES

Why Ireland\ etc. (1747) 178 These Newes-Carriers did.,

many times raise troubles. 1788 New London Mag. title-p.,



NEWS.
Sold by all Booksellers, Stationers, and News-Carriers.
1808 ELEANOR SLEATH Bristol Heiress V. 335 The Vis

countess., lived and died in the profession of a news-carrier.

1817 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1276 Those Newscriers are

spoken of in the past sense. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Sitrv. 47, I

wish the News-dealers at Athens would be more scrupulous
in their assertions. 1711 ADDISON Sped, No. 439 f 2 They
have *News-gatherers and Intelligencers distributed into

their several. .Quarters. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i.

(1803) 187 By far the best news-gatherer of the countryside,

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas ii. i. n. 283 Poor Woman..
Light, credulous, News-lover. 1849 Southey&quot;s Connuon-

Pl. Bk. Ser. n. 412 Indian *
News-Messengers. 1759 (title)

News-Readers Pocket-Book, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav.
New Eng.) etc. (1821) II. 63 A.. means of gratifying the

curiosity of news-readers. 1858 T. GUTHRIE Christ Inker, of
Saints \\ 860) 207 News such as these News-seekers had never
d

~

nd proj , .

Thinking his life onely reserued to be bound to be the vn-

happy Newes-teller. 1612 DA VIES Why Ireland^ etc. 214 It

was made pxnall.-to entertaine any of their Minstrels,

Rimers, or Newes-tellers.

b. Miscellaneous combs., as news-crammed&quot;,

news-making, -seeking, -telling, -thirsting; news-

day, -master, -office, -page, -print) -scribe^ -shop,

-whoop ;
newS greedy adj.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. /-. i. ii. 101 Then shal we be Newes-
cram d. 1746 BERKELEY Lett. Wks. 1871 IV. 305 Regret. .

which was on the fallowing News-day increased upon
hearing the fate of your niece, a 1618 SYLVESTER Wks.
(Giosart) II. 63 So it aKo fares with our News-greedie eare.

1858 GEN. P. TuOMKOtiAtiaiAtt. I. Ixi. 237 Not as a piece
of gossip or News-making. 1624 B. JONSON Neptune s

Triumph Wks. 1641 II. in Grave Mr. Ambler, *Newes-
ship

ikied

News-page, thrice conn d o er, Beguiles the dreary hour
no more. 1897 SARAH TYTLER Lady Jean s Son 244 That
the letters and News-prints might be greedily read. 1791-
1823 D lsRAEt.i Cur. Lit. (1866) 341/2 All tberace of News-
scribes. 1843 JAMES Forest Days (1847) 171 A somewhat
timid and News-seeking gentleman. 1688 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2375/2 The Man being, .hang d before his own &quot;News-

shop. 1611 COTGR., Nonciation, a , . Newes telling. 1600
Look Abont You in Hazl. DodsleyVll. 393 In the hollow
of News-thirsting ears. 1773 ADAIR Amer, Ind. 301 To
call them, by sounding the News-whoop, as soon as he
arrived at

camp.
C. Special combs., as news-agent, a regular

dealer in newspapers and periodicals; news-bell,
dial, a singing in the ears supposed to portend
news ; news-boat, a boat which puts out to pass

ing vessels to receive and communicate news
;

news-room, a reading-room specially set apart for

newspapers ; news-sheet, a printed sheet contain

ing the news, a simple form of newspaper ; news
stand, a stand or stall for the sale of newspapers ;

newsvendor, a newspaper seller; news-work,
the class of composition or printing employed in

ordinary newspapers.

single number. 1876 T. HARDY Far fr. Mad. Crowd viii,

I ve had the News-bell ringing in my left ear quite
bad enough for a murder. 1833-5 ELIZA LESLIE That
Gentleman in Casqnet Lit. V. 25/1 We were visited by
a News-boat. 1860 Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 347 Steamers
bound West . . will be boarded by the News-boat, and
their advices telegraphed to all parts of America. 1817
Morning Chron. 25 Apr. tjod.), Every circulating library
and Newsroom throughout the kingdom. 1836 Penny Cycl.
V. 238/1 There are two subscription libraries and two news
rooms. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy fy It. hi. III. 81 Literature
in all its branches, from philosophical treatises to magazines
and News-sheets. 1894 S. FISKE Holiday Stories (1900)

141, I advised him . . to buy or rent a News stand in some
hotel. 1834 Genii. Mag. CIV. L 101 A public meeting of
the Newsvenders of the metropolis. 1860 W. COLLINS
Worn. White in. i, The ground floor. .is occupied by a
small newsvendor s shop. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 2 1 7
Illustrated work differs from ordinary Newswork in one
important particular.

News (ni;7z), v. Now dial. [f. the sb.]
1. trans. To tell or spread as news.
1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada s LO-M C. Wars ix. 45 This

being newsed about the Town, many afterwards shunned
the occasion of meeting with the Prince. 1875 PARISH
Sussex Gloss, s.v., It was newsed about. 1895 E. Anglian
Gloss, s.v., It was newsed at market yesterday.
2. intr. To tell news ; to gossip.
1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb (1873) 188 Topics to

keep himself and his cronies newsin for several days.
1886 S. IV. Line. Gloss, s.v., There s a deal ofnewsing goes
on in that row.

t News-book. Obs. A small newspaper.
In common use from about 1650 to 1700.
1652 HEYLIN Cosmogr.lQ Rdr. A 5 The situation and affairs

of each Town of War . . which are presented to him in the

Weekly New^books. 1680 LUTTREI.L BriefReL. (1857) I. 44
For suppressing the printing and publishing unlicens d news
books and pamphlets of news. 1719 D LTRFEY Pills IV. 326
It is in the News-book put, There s nothing can be truer.

News-boy. A boy who sells newspapers in

the streets, or delivers them at houses.
1812 COMBE Fictnresqne xxiti, Deafen d by a news-boy s

din. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Fafers, Late Gt. Viet. (1876)
34 A news-boy had stopped in his walk, and was reading
aloud the journal which it was his duty to deliver. 1879
E. K. BATES F.gyft.

Bonds II. viii. 188 The news-boys are

plying their morning trade with harsh, piercing shrieks.
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New-set, z&amp;gt;. [NEW adv. 6.] trans. To set

afresh or in a new fashion.
1611 COTGR., Regoldronnt) .. new set, or starched, as a

ruffe. 1719 YOUNG Revenge i. i, Bid physicians talk our
veins to temper, And with an argument new-set a pulse.

1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 255 A rehearsal Q^VOlympiade^
new-set by a young composer. 1796 BURNEY Mem, Meta-
stasio I. 293 The operas which he entirely new sets.

b. esp. To re-set (jewels) in a new style.

1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1720) II. 121 Pawning
her Diamond-Necklace, upon pretence of having it new-set.

1790 MME. D ARBLAY/?;&amp;lt;a:ry(i842) V. 143 Our usual Windsor

life, which I shall not undertake to new-set for your inspec
tion. The old setting will amply suffice.

So New-set///, a. Also A ew-set-ttpy recently
established.
a 1553 UDALL Roister D. \\. i, Now that my maister is new

set on wowyng. 1607 MIDDLETON Pant, Love iv. in, I am
..of the spick and span new-set-up company of porters.
a 1732 G\v Araminta Wks. 1775 II. 120 Her new-set jewels
round her robe are plac d.

Newsful, a. rare. [f. NEWS sb. + -FUL.] Full

of tidings.
1639 G. DANIEL Eedus, xxvi. in The Newes-full Host to

order soe his waies He may be lustified in what he Says.

1732 FIELDING Cov. Card. Trag, IL x, Oh ! Leathersides,
what means this newsful look !

Newsiness. [f. NEWSY a. + -NESS.] The

quality or character of being full of news.

1892 Loud, fy Prov. Music Trades Rev. 15 Nov. 33/3

Reading it for its brightness and its general newsiness. 1898
W. R. NicoLLin/frvV. Weekly 18 Aug. 301/2 Its strength lies

in its newsiness and in its moderation.

New sless, a. [f. NEWS sb. + -LESS.] Desti

tute or devoid of news.

1746 H. WALPOI.E Lett, clxix. (1833) II. 191 \Veare in such
a news-less situation, that I have been some time too without

writingtoyou. 1754 Ibid. (1846) 111.83, I am as newsless as

in the dead of summer. 1865 Daily Tel. 13 Apr. 5 The dis

appointed and newsless Briton. 1881 Blackiv. Mag. CXXX.
270 His adventures were like a page from the Arabian

Nights after the soldier s newsless life.

Hence Newslessness.
1864 SALAID Daily Tel. 3 Sept., The earlier pangs of news-

lessness [being] assuaged.

News-letter. Now only Hist. A letter

specially written to communicate the news of the

day, common in the later part of the lyth and

beginning of the i8th century; also, a printed
account of the news (sometimes with a blank

space left for private additions).
1674 Essex Papers &amp;lt;Camden) I. 216 The last week s

Packet! brought over a News Lettre, w ch hath bin dispersed
through all y* country & read at severall coffee houses in

this Citty. 1711 Lend. Gaz. No. 4803/2 Thecommon News
Letters from Paris will not yet own the raising of the Siege
of Gironne. 1724 SWIFT Drafters Lett. ii. \Vks. 1751 VIII.
288 In your News-Letter of the first Instant there is a

Paragraph . . relating to Wood s Half-pence. 1849 MAC
AU LAY Hist. Rng. iii. I. 390 People who lived at a distance
..could be kept regularly informed of what was parsing
there only by means of newsletters. 1893 JESSOPP Stud.
Recluse vii. 249 The newsletters of the i7th century did the
work of the newspapers now.

News-man.
1. A bearer or collector of news

;
a news-writer.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. vi. n Cease, thou bad newes-man !

..The rest my selfe too readily can spell. 1650 R. STAPVL-
TON Strada s Low C. Wars i. 3, I dare promise to produce
more Cabinet counsels, then all the Civill and military news
men. 1693 ECHARD (title) The Gazetteer s, or Newsman s

Interpreter. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals Prol,, No newsman
from our session is dlsmiss d. 1833 T. HOOK Love fy Pride,
Snffifdon. viii, Having volunteered his labours as an
amateur court newsman. 1878 Hat/on Corr. (Camden)
Pref. 3 Of the two principal news-men, Charles Hatton
writes with some humour.
2. A man who sells or delivers newspapers.
1796 CHARLOTTE SMITH Marchmont IV. 31 A paper..

carried round every Saturday by an itinerant newsman.

184^8
DICKENS Donibey xv, Railway journals in the windows

of its newsmen. 1885 Manch. Exam. 26 Jan. 5/4 The news
men. .selling the latest editions at double price or more.

Newsmonger. One who collects and retails

news.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. ii. 25 By smiling Pick-thankes
and base N ewes-mongers. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootonria 302
The Complementall visitant Athenian, Newes-monger, and
Amorous Trifler. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. iv. 109 Cardan
and other News-mongers from the skies. 1714 SWIFT
Drapier s Lett. iv. Wks. 1751 VIII. 343 Wood prescribes
to the Newsmongers in London what they are to write.

1793 MME. D ARBLAY Let. 22 Feb., We hear no news here,
. .and see no newspapers, and not an English newsmonger.
1824 Miss MITFORD I zY/agvSer. i.(:863) 227 She is a gentle
newsmonger, and turns her scandal on the sunny side. 1884
COURTHOPE Addison \. 82 Towards the end of the sixteenth

century newsmongers began to issue little pamphlets.
Hence Newsmongering 1

;
also Newsmonkery.

1592 NASHE Four Lett. Confut. H 4, That .. which a
scrutinie..hath concluded to be viler than newesmungrie.
1823 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. iv. 61 The mechanical opera
tions of the spirit of newsmongering.

t Newsome. Obs, rare 1
, [f. NEW sb*]

Noisome; grievous.
(-1440 York Myst. xxx. 183 Schall I trauayle Jms tymely

\ns tyde ?..Slyke note is newsonje to neven.

Newspaper (niw zp^pai). [f, NEWS sf&amp;gt;. Cf.

Du. nieuu Spapier.] A printed, now usually daily
or weekly, publication containing the news, com

monly with the addition of advertisements and
other matters of interest.

NEW-SPRUNG.
1670 in Westm. Gas. (1900) 12 Sept. 2/3, I wanted ye

newes paper for Monday last past. 1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. ii. IV. 130 Any foreign or domestic Newspapers besides
the printed Gazette. 1730 BERKELEV Lett. Wks. 1871 IV.

185 The newspapers of last February mentioned Dr.
Clayton s being made bishop. 1789 Bath Jrnl. 27 July
Advt,, The Act inflicts a penalty of Ten Pounds on persons
letting out News-papers to read for hire. 1833 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Loom $ Lugger n. i. 14 To throw down among the
crowd the newspaper containing the advertisements. 1864
BOWEN Logic x. 346 The ordinary dialect of the market, the

parlor, and the newspaper.
b. attrib. and Comb.

t as newspaper boy, chase,

controversy, correspondent, etc.

1848 DICKENS Donibey iv, The *newspaper boy In the oil

skin cap. 1888 JACOBI Printers Yocab.,
*

Nwspager
chases, specially made chases to allow of the pages being
laid closely together on the machine. 1860 W. G. CLARK
Vac. Tour 65 The Newspaper controversies and the theatre-
riots of Naples. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xxvi, [He]
had vagabondised . . over Europe as a Newspaper corre

spondent. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas Pref., The display of News
paper erudition to which I have been reduced. 1792 W.
ROBERTS Looker-on No. 28 (1794) 397 Such like inanities of

*news-paper history. 1791 Bui KE
Af&amp;gt;p, Whigs Wks. VI.

74 Newspaper intelligence ought always to be received
with some degree of caution. 1806 SURR Winter in Lond.
II. 70 The &quot;newspaper-man was of course gratified. 1883
F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs vi. 105 A Yankee newspaper
man. 1800 A static Ann. Reg. 11.146/1 The suspicions.,
were nothing but idle rumours and Newspaper paragraphs.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 170, I should think, to

use the *newspaper phrase,
the thing merited confirmation.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 194/1 The two principal persons.,
concerned in the newspaper press. 1834 Taifs Mag. I.

735/1 To the uttermost ends of the Newspaper-reading
eatth. 1857 W. COLLINS Dead Secret in. i,TI,e Newspaper-
slip .. contained the paragraph from the Times. 1885 7Y/t*s

(weekly ed.) 22 May 7,2 Left King s Cross at 5 o clock in

the morning by the Newspaper train. 1849 SIR F. B.

HEAD Stokers
&amp;lt;$

Pokers Hi. (1851) 41 The Newspaper-
vendors . . are indolently reclining at their stalls. 1881 H.

JAMES Portr. Lady xxxviii, He really must object to that

Newspaper woman. 1813 CRF.EVEY in Examiner 24 May
336/1 Prohibited to Newspaper-writers.

Hence (chiefly nonce-words) Newspapera-clous
a., of the kind usual in newspapers. News-
paperdom, the world or sphere of newspapers.
Newspapered ///. a., brought by, provided with,
a newspaper. Newspaperese, the language or

style usual in newspapers. Newspape rial a.,

of or belonging to newspapers. JTewspape rically

adv., in the newspapers. Newspapering, jour
nalism. Newspaperish a., somewhat in news

paper style. Newspaperishly adv., in a news

paper manner. Newspaperism, the characteristic

features or style of newspapers; a newspaper
phrase or expression. Newspaperist (see quot.).

Hewspaperized ///. a., adapted to, affected by,
the usual style of newspapers. Newspaperllng, a

small newspaper. Newspaperly adv., as regards
the newspapers. Newspapery a.

t
in news

paper style ; given to reading newspapers. News-
papo rial (U. S.) sb., an item from a newspaper;
adj., of or belonging to newspapers; Newspapo*-
rialist, a newspaper writer.

1843 Frasers Mag. XXVII. 76 Critiques, both epistolary
and Newspaperacious. 1882 Daily News 7 Oct. 5 7

Ludgate is in the heart of &quot;Newspaperdom. 1703 DE FOE
Trueborn Eng. Pref. (ed. 2) 4 The Publisher of this has
been *News-papered into Goal already for it. 1889 Saf.
Rev. 30 Nov. 612/2 His picture, may have something of

Newspaperese about it. 1868 Lond. Rev. 12 Dec. 638/1
Sensationalism.. is, in the main, a Newspaperial product,
as the namejtself is newspaperial. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

THACKERAY Philip \._, _ _ ._,,

ing, *newspapering. 1893 Academy 10 Feb. 120/1 Some of

these essays are a little too Newspaperish. 1858 SIR R.

CHRISTISON Z.r/. in Life d&B6] 1 1. iii. 22 Though not inclined

to retort Newspaperishly, I would [etc.]. 1838 Eraser s

Mag. XVII. 315 They have upon them the undeniable sin of

Newspaperism, 1900 Edin. Rw. Jan. 77 Colloquialisms,
Americanisms, or what may be called newspaperisms.

1
1830

Eraser s Mag. I. 721 You make no mistake in calling a
man a Newspapenst who talks much about newspapers.

1831 Ibid. III. 605 To give a Newspaperized report of the

proceedings. 1890 Harpers Mag. Apr. 807/2 The ordinary
more or less newspaper!zed English of our day. a 1842
MAGINN in A. A. Watts Life ll atts (1884) II. 175 Head
nurse of a hospital of rickety Newspaperlings. 1816

POLIDORI Let. in Smiles Mem. j. Murray (1891) I. xv. 364
Some pleasant accidents, .is all we have to keep us News-

paperly alive. 1864 Realm 6 Apr. 8 Desiring to be in tone

and language . . as little Newspapery as a newspaper
may be. 1890 Catholic Honseh. n Jan. 9 The modern
Londoner is .. newspapery. 1787 Mass. Centinel 18

July 4/1 English *Newspaporials. 1794 Columbian Centinel

(Boston) 14 May 2/4 Newspaporial rule of three. 1853 in

A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus (Ohio) (1892) I. 474 In this day

popular Newspaporialist,

New-sprung, ///. a. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly

sprung into existence ; lately sprung up.
159* SHAKS. Ven.

&amp;lt;$

Ad. 1171 She bows her head, the new-

1667 .

new-sprung passion, and turn of it, is a part of the action.

1728-46 THOMSON Spring 606 In the freshening shade Of



NEWS-WRITER.
new-sprung leaves. 1790 BURKE Fr. KIT. in Not being
illuminated by a single ray_

of this new-sprung modern light.

1853 LYNCH Sclf-hnprov. iv. 102 Words will sometimes flow
suddenly like new-sprung fountains.

NeWS-Writer. One who writes up the news
for the information of others

; esp. in early use, a
writer of news-letters.

1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny s Amusem. iv. Wks. 1709 III.

46 Like our common News-writers, [they] steal from one-
another. 1724 SWIFT Drapiers Lett. iv. Wks. 1751 VIII. 348
As Wood has taught the London News-writer to express
it. 1794 Bl RKE Impcachm. W. Hastings Wks. XVI. 54Who in fact is this Hoolas Rci whom they represent , . to
be nothing but a news writer? 1810 JEFFERSON Writ.
(1830) IV. 152, I have indulged freer views on this question,
on your assurances, .that they will not get into the hands
of news-writers. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. En?, iii. I. 390 The
newswriter rambled from coffee room to coffee room, collect

ing reports. 1870 Spectator 13 Sept. 1148 The infallible
oriental sign of brewing trouble .. was apparent to the
native news-writers.

Newsy (ni-zi), a.
[f. NEWS + -Y i.] Full of

news
; given to retailing news.

1832 JEKYLL Corr, ix. (1894! 304 Mllle graces for a newsy
letter. 1886 FF.NN Master Cerent. I. xxvi. 248 She looks
pretty shabby now, a newsy, gossiping old hag.
Newt (ni;7t). Forms : 5-6 neute, 5-7 newte,

6-7 nute
; 5 newtt, 6-7 neut, 6- newt. [For

ewt (with n- from an : see N 3), var. of evet EFT
sbl The change of v to ia is unusual, and the
intermediate form euft NEDFT is also difficult to

explain.] A small tailed amphibian (Triton},
allied to the salamander, of which two or three

species are common in Britain ; an eft or ask.
c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. in. 865 For rotyng of the crop

the galle is boote To towche hem with of neutes grene [L.
lacertx viridis]. 1440 Promp. Par-. . 355/2 Newte, or
ewte, wyrme, lacertiis. 1330 PALSGR. 248/1 Newte a worme,
lisarrle. 1584 R. SCOT Discern. Witchcr. xm. viii. (1886) 246Our newt is. .like to the llzzard in shape. 1627 MAY Lucaii
IX. 826 The water-spoyling Newte, the dart-like Snakes.
1699 GARTH Dispens. 79 Where hateful Nutes and painted
Lizzards sleep. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xxvii, A Newt,
or an Asker, or some such detested reptile. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 113 Though the Newt may be
looked upon in this contemptible light. 1818 SHELLEY
Marenghi xix, He had tamed every newt and snake and
toad. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (1875) 454 The
Water-salamanders or Newts are distinguished from the
terrestrial forms by being furnished with a compressed fish-
like tail, and by being strictly oviparous.
Comb. 1891 Daily News 14 Sept. 5/4 A small newt-like

creature from North America, which is known as the
spotted eft.

New-take. [NEW . + TAKE rf.] On Dart
moor, a piece of moorland newly enclosed and
Cultivated. Also attrib.

1889 PAGE Explor. Dartmoor ii. 25 Portions of the Moor
are frequently granted by the Duchy to persons willing to
farm them. These are known as newtakes . 1800
BARINO GOULD Furze Bloom 18 Tonks..said he would
finish his new-take wall by himself.

Newter, obs. form of NEUTER.
Newtonian (nij/teu nian), a. and sb. [f. the

121

Newtonist. [Cf. prec.] A Newtonian.
1741 tr. D Argens Chinese Lett. xvii. 117, I was t other

Day at the hearing of a smart Dispute between a Cartesian
and a Newtonist.

Newtonite. Min. [Named (1891) from its

j
locality, Newton County, Arkansas.] A hydrous

1

silicate of aluminium.
1891 Anter. Jrnl. Set. XLII. 13 Newtonite is a pure

white, soft, compact, homogeneous substance.

N&quot;ewtral(ity, obs. forms of NEUTRALITY.
New-vamp, v. [NEW adv. 6.] trans. To vamp

np afresh
;
to furbish up anew.

1640 T. D. (////?) The Knave in Grain NewVampt : a witty
Comedy. 1702 Eng. Theophrasttis 16 A Play, writ by an
ancient celebrated author, new-vampt and furbish d up.
1783 COLMAN Prose on Srv. Occas. (1787) III. 239 Let us
new-vamp the Box, new-lay the Stage. 1817 HAZI.ITT Pal.
Ess. (1818) 308 Such is the old doctrine of Divine Right
new-vamped up under the style and title of Legitimacy.
So New-vamped///, a.

1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoff A 3 This Antick new-vaump t

Wit. 1707 Rejlex. upon Ridicule n. 212 New-vamped
Trades-women. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 604 Now new-vampt
silks the mercer s window shews.

New-waked, ///. a. [NEW adv. 3 and 4.]

Newly awakened.
1674 MILTON P. L.\-m. 4 He.. stood fixt to hear; Then as

new wak t thus gratefully repli d. 1685 BOWLES Compl.A riadna in Dryden s Misc. 1 1. 380 New wak d .. she flew Tonriiuininujsrj iii-njjuisi.. ii, 300 i\ew watc a . .sne new lo
the dire Shoar. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE^VOT;/. fares! v, The
carols of new-waked birds saluted her as she passed. 1824
Miss FERRIFR Inhcr. xxvii, A fat, sour, new-waked-looking
creature, sucking its finger.

New-yeaned, ///. a. [NEW adv. 3.] Newly
born or dropped.
1567 GOLDING Ovid s JIM. vii. 85 The bleating of a new

yeand Lambe. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n. i. i. E,1en
573 Their bodies. .Of new-yeand Lambs have full the form
and guise. 1649 OGILBY 1 irg. Bucolicks vn. 17 Phyllis..
might at home Shut up my new-yean d Lambs, a 1711 KEN
Sion Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 322 The new-yean d Lambs he ll

in his Bosom lay. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley II. xi. 263 Some
little new-yeaned lambs.

New-year. Also New year, Newyear; 4
nw(e) }er(e ; Sc. 6, 9 newer-, 8 nur-, ne er-.

[f. NEW a. + YEAR. Cf. MDu. niewejaer, nie(tf)-

jaer (Du. nieuwjaar), MLG, niej&r, G. netijahr,
Icel. nyjdr, Sw. nyar, Da. nytaar.]

_

1. The coming year ;
the year about to begin or

just beginning; the commencement of another

year ; the first few days of a year.
(-1200 [see 3 below]. 13.. Caw.

f,- Gr. Knt. 284 Hit
is 50! & nwe jer. a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton AK.
63 One be aughtene day of thi byrthe here That be firste

!

day es of be newe ;ere. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxx. 12 I

God giue the guid prospentie. .In hansell of this guid new
?eir. 1602 2nd Pt. Rct.fr. Parnass.v. i. 2003 At this good !

time of Newyeare he will be liberal!. 1641 &quot;HOWELI. / &quot;ate

in Lett. (1650) II, Then let me somthing bring May hansell
the New-Year to Charles my King. 1786 BURNS Farmer s
Saint,

i, A Guid New-year I wish you, Maggie. 1831
SCOTT Diary i Jan. in Lxkhart, I cannot say the world

,

by Newton; pertaining to, or arising from, the

theory of the universe propounded by Newton.
1713 DERHAM Phys.-Tlitol. IT. v. (1754) 52 The Pressure

of the Atmosphere, and the Newtonian Attraction. 1778
|W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Observ.-nb The Philosophy
of the Weather may happily be rendered as obvious as the
Newtonian Principles. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. i. iii. I. 40
For which reason they objected to the Newtonian theory
of gravitation, a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Utilit, Phil. xxi.

(1870) 343 The grand simplicity of the Newtonian dis
coveries.

2. Resembling, characteristic of, accepting the
views of, Newton.
1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. (1751) 338 Ye searching, ye New

tonian angels \ tell, Where your great Master s orb ? 1762-9
FALCONER Shipvjr. i. 827 Borne on Newtonian win&quot;

through air she flies. 1813 Genii. Mag. XCIII. i. 628
From these data the Newtonian philosophers have drawn
conclusions [etc.]. 1871 MORLEY Condorcet in Crit. Misc.
Ser. i. (1878) 87 Men of Newtonian capacity.
3. Of telescopes, their parts, etc. : Of the kind

devised by Newton.
1761 DUNN \nPhit. Trans. LII. 184 A Newtonian reflecting

telescope, six feet in length. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. * Exf.
Philos. II. xxii. 471 A reflecting telescope was produced to
the world of the Newtonian construction. 1831 BREWSTER
Optics xlii. 353 The Newtonian telescope, which may be re

garded as an improvement upon the Gregorian one. 1872
PROCTOR Ess. Astron. i. 4 An excellent Newtonian reflector.

B. sb. 1. A follower of Newton
; one who

accepts the Newtonian system.
1741 tr. D Argens Chinese Lett. xvii. 117 The Newtonian

having said. That Descartes was an Ignoramus, the Disciple
of that Philosopher reply d in a Passion, You lie. 1813
SHELLEY Q. Mob Notes, Poet. Wks. (1891) 52/2 The con
sistent Newtonian is necessarily an atheist. 1833 Tracts
for Times No. 11. 5 The knowledge of which does not bind
us to be Newtonians, or Aristotelians.

2. A Newtonian telescope or reflector.

1877 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. (ed. 3) 661 Awkwardness of
reflectors (that is to say Newtonians, which virtually are
the only ones in use\

Hence Newto nianism, the Newtonian system.
1890 A tnenatiim 19 July 92/2 [Mercier] declared New.

tonianism to be the most absurd scientific extravagance
that has ever issued from the human imagination \

VOL. VI.

__. , ... *v \ i *~**frj i jf.n. in uvLKniir t, t i.Muut ^y me world
JN ewtoman (nu/tou nian), a. and so, [f. the

:
opens pleasantly for me this New year. 1864 Chambers s \

name of Sir Isaac Newton (1642-17271 + -IAN 1 i j*?*
VI - 739/ Complimentary visits, and mutual

A. adj. 1. Devised, discovered, or suggested *fc*!&|ly?tlrV&quot;ri ^
i T . W^JBWU, o. h. fihbt. A ne\v-vpflr nflnrp^s Dhs #vr*w-J

.

fb. ellipt. A new-year address. Obs. rare .

1595 COPLEY Wits, Fits, f, Fancies 68 A scholler presented i

a gratulatorie new yeer unto Sir Thomas Moore in prose.
O. Sc. New-year cheer. (Cf. quot. 1897 in 2.)

j

2. atlrib. as New-year day, mass, ode, etc.
? a 1400 Morte A rtli. 78 On the newjere daye, at be none

|

evyne. 1436 Paston Lett. I. 368 The god chiere that the
persons ye wote off had here uppon New Yeer Day. 1588
KINO Canisius in Cath. Tract. (S. T. S.) 175 Newermes
quhilk is the circumcision of Christ vnder Augustus.
1728 POPE Dune. I. 44 New-year Odes, and all the Grub-
street race. 1786 BURNS (title) The auld farmer s New-
year-morning salutation to his auld mare. 1788 PICKEN
Poems 14 To glad their sauls wi Nurday cheer. 1897
WRIGHT Sc. Life 15, I am again visiting my grannie to get
my ne erday , which meant., a daud of shortbread and
currant-bun and a bawbee.
3. New-year s day, the first day of the year.
Cf. MDu. nie(u)jaersdach (Du. nievutjaarsdag), G. ntu-

jahrstag, Icel. nyjdrsdagr, Sw. nyarsdag. Da. nytaarsdag.
c 1200 ORMIN 4230 patt da?J iss New Jeress da?3 Mang

Ennglebeode nemmnedd. 13.. Gam. f, Gr. Knt. ^68 To
j

dele, on nw Jerez day, be dome of my wyrdes. 1470-85VMtSKt Arllutri. iii-v. 41 Vpon newe yeersday the barons
lete maake a lustes and a tournement. 1531 in I icary s
Anat. (1888) App. ii. 102 Rewardes geuen on Sonday, Newe-
yeres day at Grenewiche, as bathe ben accustomde. 1568GRAFTON Chron. II. 955 This yere Henrie..was borne at
Richemond vpon Neweyers daye. 1625 GODWIN Moses $Aaron m. (1641) 121 According to their civill Computation
it was their first moneth, so that this feast may be termed

!
he

i
r

,

NeW
-&quot;u

ea êsday T01 C W -EY 7ml. New York
(1860)57 Ihe English observed one anniversary custom,. .

a neighbourly commerce of presents every New-Years day.
1783 BLAGDEN in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 391 The following
new-year s day it was sunk 10 56- at eight in the morning.
185* R. S. SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Taurlxv. 363 New-Year s
Day is generally a bright, bitter, sunshiny day.
fif; SSS-S* COWLEY DanUtii it. 230 Whether by this in
ij-stick Type we see The New-Year s Day ofgreat Eternity.
b. So New-year s eve or even (see EVE s&J 2),

mom, morrow, tide.

13.. Gam. f, Gr. Knt. 453 To be jederly jolden on nw
Seres morn. Ibid. 1669 per bay dronken & dalten . . on nwe
Jerez euen. 1482 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlix. 319 And on
newyers euen after they take harflete. a 1500 Pol. Rel.
ff L. Poems (1866) 66 luellis pricious..to sende you,
my Souerein, bis newe yeres morowe, 1556 Chron. Gr.

NEXT.
I Friars (Camden) 57 Item at Newyeeres tyde after was put
I downe the qwyne of the testornes. 1625 MASSINGER New
i Wayvt. ii, Thy wife brought me, Last new year s tide a

couple of fat turkeys. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 177/1 Gifts
at new-year s-tide formed a charge of no small amount in the

pnvy.purse expenses of royalty. 1864 Chamb. Encycl.\ \.

739 i The night of New-Year s Eve, St. Sylvester s Eve .

4. New-years gift, a gift made to another on,
or for, New-year s day.
Cf. Du. nieuwjaarsgift, G. nettjahrsgabe, etc.

53 PAI.SGR. 248/1 Newe yeres gyfte, estrayne. a 1568ASCHAM Scholem. Pref. (Arb.) 21, I thought to praspare some
litle treatise for a New yeares gift that Christmas. 1665

;

SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 314 To send him yearly the
value of twenty thousand Crowns as a New-years-gift.
1699 BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 118 He might.. make the Book
his worthy New-years-gift to the Scholars of his House.
1777 BRAND Pop. An/if, xvi. 187 The Sending of Presents.
which are termed New Year s C .ifts. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVI. i77/r An order of Tiberius, forbidding the giving or

! demanding of new-year s-gifts.

b. A popular name for the Winter Aconite.
1856 DKLAMER Fl. Card. 51 Aconile (Winter).. is com

monly known as The New Year s Gift .

Newyn(e, variants of NF.VEN v. Obs.

New To rker. [-ER!.] An inhabitant or

I

native of the state or city of New York.
1756 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 315 The Jerseys

and New Yorkers, I do not remember what it is they give.
1798 I. ALLEN Hist. Vermont 43 The New Yorkers, .sent
warrants into that county. 1871 LONGF. in Life (1891) III.
181 It is a grand plan ; I hope it will strike the New Yorkers
New Zea lander. [-F.R i.] a. One of the

aborigines of New Zealand
;
a Maori, b. One of

the European settlers in New Zealand.
a 1791 WESLEY Serm. Ixxiv. Wks. 1811 IX. 320 A Hot

tentot, a New-Zealander. 1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man
337 The skulls of the New Zealanders differ somewhat from
those of the nations already mentioned. 1864 Chambcrs s

Encycl.\l^. 742/1 The New Zealanders, or Maories,. .are

located, with the exception of a few hundreds, in North
Island. 1901 KOSF,-!NNES With Paget s Horse 174 All the
other New Zealanders whom I met were, .well educated.

Ne xal, a. Rom. Law. [f. L. nex-us or

nex-uni, bond, obligation + -AT,.] Characterized

by the imposition of servitude as a penalty on
a defaulting debtor.
1886 F.ncycl. Krit. XX. 675/2 The nexal creditor s im

prisonment of his defaulting debtor, llnd. 681/1 The
Pcetilian law of 428, abolishing the nexal contract. 1901
GREF.NIDGE Rom. Public Life 91 It is probable that in early
times plebeian law recognised no debt except that created

by the nexal contract.

tNexe. 06s. [app.ad.L. *.rw NEXUS.] ? The
cohesion existing between particles of matter.
1626 BACON Syk a 889 It appeareth plainly to be but a

Motion of Nex-e, which they call Ncdttnri&amp;gt;aCHvm...T\l*
Motion of Nexe did so claspe the Bottome of the Basen.

M&quot;e-xible, a. rare-&quot;, [ad. late L. tiexiti/is. ]
Which may be knit (Cockeram 1623 ;

hence in

Blonnt and later Diets.).

NexHity. ran~. [ad. late L. mxilitas.]
Fastness, pithiness, compactness of speech

(Blount 1656; hence in Bailey 1721).
Next (nekst), a., si., and adv. Forms : a. i

ne.ihst a, nhst(a, next(a, nexsta, 2-6 nexte,
(3 neexte, 4 nekste, 5 nextte), 3-5 nexste, 3-
next, (4nekist, neghst), 3-5 nexst&quot; (4 nexist),
6-7 nex; I niehsta, nyhst(a, nfhsta, nyxt(a,
4 nixte, 5-6 Sc. nixt, (6 nyxt). 0. i

n&amp;lt;5sta,

(iiorth. neesta, neista), 3-5 nest(e, 3 nesst,

4 neiste, neyate, 4-5 neest ; north, and Sc. 4-9
neiat, (4 neiest, 4-5 neyst), 8-9 niest, neisht.

[OE. jiiahst, nlejist, etc., superlative of nfah

NIGH, = OFris. nest, neest (mod.Fris. nejst, neyst),
MDu. naest (Du. naast), OS. nahist, n6isl, MLG.
nagest, nSst, nfgest, ncist (hence MDa. megest,

tUfst,KSw. niigest, -ist); OHG. n&hist-er (adv. na-
host

; MHG. nahest, nast, nshest, ttsest ; G. ncichst),
ON. niest-r (Sw. ncist, Da. nmst). The usual
forms in OE. are those of the weak decl. nfhsta,

nyhsta, etc., corresponding to OFris. neste, -la,
OS. nd(h]isto, OHG. nahisto, -esto, -osto (MHG.
n&hstc, n&hste), ON. niesle, -ti.]
A. adj. and sb.

I. In attributive use, or absolutely as sb.

f 1. Lying nearest in place or position. Obs.
In mod. use, as in the next house, tmtw, etc., the adj. no

longer denotes simple proximity (which is expressed by
nearest], but involves the idea of sense 6.

1:950 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 921 pa aefter gegad-
orode micel

fplc.
.of bam niehstum burgum. r 950 Lindisf.

Gosp. Mark i. 38 GEE we .. in 5a neesto lond. a 1067 in
Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 202 pact 8ridde swun of Jeuesan Sees
nextan wudes 6e lib to kyngesbyri^. 1382 WYCLIF Mark i.

38 Go we in to the nexte townes and citees. c 1400 MAUN-
DF.V. (1839) iv. 30 Whoso wiL.come nerrer to Jerusalem,
he scbal go . . to the port Jaff. For that is the nexte havene
to Jerusalem, a 1450 Fysshynge m. Angle (1883) i6penext
plume to the hoke schall be ther from a large fote & more.

&quot;533.
BELLENDEN Livy v. xii. (S.T.S.) II. 190 pe equis..

chasit him with grete effray & dredoure to be nixt montanis.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s I oy. i. xii. 14 Two smal
riuers, whereof the next and greatest hath a bridge of stone.

1652 NEFDHAM tr. Selden s Mare Cl. 497 They in debt

seeking onely to serv the next Market. 1710 ADDISON Tat-
ler No. 229 p 3 They_ say, when a Fox is very much troubled
with Fleas, he goes into the next Pool.

16



NEXT. 122 NEXT.

b. f The next way^ the shortest, most con

venient or direct way. Obs. Hence next ways adv.
a 1330 Otuel 437 He boute be nekste weie to ride, c 1386

CHAUCER Man of Law*$ T. 709 This messager.,Unto the

castel halt the nexte way. a 1450 Knt, de la Tour (1868)

63 They yode over a mareys for the next waye, but thei felle

in the myre. 1525 LD. BEBNERS Froiss. II. xv. 29, I wyll
retourne into Englande the nexte waye. 1598 GREMEWEY
Tacitus^ Ann. xni. ix. (1622) 191 The legions were not

brought the next way, ..but went ouer a farre off. 1678
BUNYAN Pilgr, i. (1862) 138 That comes down from our

Country the next way into the way. 1767 Cries ofBlood
10 The next way from that place to Mr. Harrison s house.

1789 COWPER Let. 5 Nov. in Pearsons fast Catal. (1900)

24, I have transmitted it, as we say, next ways, to Johnson.
1809 BATCHKLOR Anal. Eng. Lang. 139, 1 will go next ways
home.
fig* a 5^8 ASCHAM Scholetn. i. (Arb.) 8_6

Thus bred vp..
to learne the next and readie way to sinne. 1601 SHAKS.
AlCs \VeH\. iii. 63, I speake the truth the next waie. 1632
MASSIXGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry v. i, To let you go, Were
the next way.
2. Of persons : Living or dwelling nearest to

one ; happening to be nearest at a particular time.

Now rare or Qbs.
a 1000 Daniel 411 (Gr.),Dabaet ehtode ealdor beode..wiS

bam nehstum folcjesiSum. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 373, 1

woldeOfmy nexte neighbore nymenof his erthe. c 1440 6Vn-
rydes 1894 To kynges and to princes all abought, The nexst
that were marching on euery side. i$6o DA.\jstr.Sleida&amp;gt;ie

l

s

Comm. 344 b, They publishe an other wryting, chiefly to the
next inhabiters about them. 1598 MANWOOD Lowes Forest
xix. 6. 144 An outcry unto the inhabitants and next dwellers
within the same forest. 1630 R. Johnsons Ktngd. &amp;lt;$

Commit). 414 To provide.. against their next Enemies the

Tartars, who make often incursions upon them. 1684 Coll.

Connect. Hist. Soc. (1897) VI. 212 The Chimney veiwers..
shall make presentment of what defects they find.. to the
next authority. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. II. 257 He was
obliged to make a snort confession to the next priest that
\vas at hand.

f-
b. absol. (One s) neighbour. Obs.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxvii. 3 Da Se spreocaS sibbe mid 5one
nestan. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 31 Lufa Sone neesta
3inne suae oec seolfne. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxxi. 8 Mine
ba neahstan [ic] nemne swylce. 75 Lamb. Horn. 13
Ne spec bu agein bine nexta nane false witnesse. c 1250
Gen. fy Ex. 3515 Ne gisce Su nog 5in nestes 5ing. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 6729 Min frend & ml nexte ney stonde^ a;e
me. 1340 Aytnb. 145 Hi deb man parfitHche louie his nixte
ase him-zelue.

3. Nearest in relationship or kinship. Also absol.

in the next of (one s) blood
&amp;gt; kin, etc. (See KIN

sir l 8 c, and AKIN adv. i.)

^889 K. ALFRED Charter in O. E. Texts 451 ,if heo
beam nebbe, feo 6onne an hire reht federen sio neste hond
to bem londe. a 1000 Penit. Egbert in Thorpe Laws II.

188 Gif hwylc man wifi^e on his nehstan majan. r 1205
LAY. 22837 NimeS al his nexte cun pa. }e magen iuinden.
Ibid. 32122 [The king] inemned was Alain, Cadwalader
nexte maei. a 1300 Cursor M, 13598 pe neist men of his

oxspring Did bai ban be-for bam bring, c 1380 WYCLIF
Wks. (1880) 440 Criste shulde be oure nexste fadir, & his

chirche oure nexste modir. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvi.

124 His sonne or be next of his blude. c 1477 CAXTON Jason
48 Ye shalle assemble youre most next parentes and frendes.

1535 COVERDALE Rittk Hi. 9 Thou art the nexte kynsman.
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire ii. (1892) 30 All his inheritaunce
came to his Nephewe Kinge Henry the seventh as next
haire to the said lasper. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 374
Their Friends attend the Herse, the next Relations mourn.
1766 BLACKSTONE Conim. II. 501 Till process hath first issued
to call in the widow, or next of kin, to contest it. 1769 GOLDSM.
Hist. /?&amp;lt;?# (1786) I. 13 Having previously communicated
his intentions to his five next of kindred. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) II. 352 Lands were devised to Robert Archer
for life, afterwards to his next heir male. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 91 The betrothal of the parties shall be
made by the next of kin.

b. Next friend, nearest friend or relative. In
later use spec, in Law,
c897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. xlix. 377 Hwaet, hie

witon, 3if hiera niehstan friend weorSa5 waedlan. c xooo
Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxxvii. 18 pu me afyrdest frynd ba nyhstan.
1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 5if bin nexta freond agult wi5 be. .

bide hlne luueliche bet he be do riht, 13.. Cursor M.
11409 (Gott.), His sun for him was sett again, Or his neist
frend bat was fere. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love r. iv. (Skeat)
1. 17 Butenquyre of thy next frendes. a 1400-50 A lexandev
619 So him neuyned was be name of his next frendis, 1534
MORE Comf. agst. Trih. 11. Wks. 1178/1 He maketh manye
tymes oure next friendes our most foes. 1579 Termes oftheLaw 161 b, The next friende, or next ofkynne to whom the
lands cannot come or discende, shall haue the keepyng of the
heire. 1720 T. WOOD Instit. Laws Eng. (1722) 13 An
Infant, or Minor, shall sue by Prochein Amy (his next
friend) or guardian, .. but always defend by Guardian.
1883 Rules Siipreme Court Order xvi. in. xvi, Infants may
sue as plaintiffs by their next friends.

4. f a. Most pressing or important. Obs. rare-1
,

c 1205 LAY. 17153 Ich be wulle reeden Of nexte hire neoden
[c 1275 to bine nexste neode].

T&quot;
b. Closest to hand, readiest, most convenient.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xiv. 75 The power of resoun .. is
not ordeyned..to be oure next and best and surest reuler.
c 1538 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 99 The next remedys to
refourme all thies enormyties after my pore conceyte is as
followith. 1642 FULLER Holy # Prof. St. iv. vii. 273
Extremity makes the next the best remedy. 1679 PENN
Addr. Prof. Pref., Whose duty therefore he shows .. with
the next and proper means to suppress it.

t c. Of ends, causes, etc. : Least remote, most
proximate. Obs.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 6 The remote end of Logick, is

the very act it selfe of discoursing;. . .The next end of Logick,
is to prescribe a way, and rules of discoursing. 1654 Z, COKE

Logick 56 Forms are always next causes of many faculties

in subjects. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 117 The Instru
ments and next Causes of their sufferings. 1754 EDWARDS
Freed. Willi.\. 2 It should be considered what is the next
and immediate Object of the Will, with respect to a Man s

Walking, or any other external Action.

5. Of periods of time : Immediately following or

succeeding. Also const, after^ f^f (quots. 1711).
In Sc. use, next is employed to designate the days of the

following week ; thus next Friday, the Friday of next week,
is contrasted with this Friday^ that of the present week.
(Cf. the note to 10.)

a. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086 Heswealt. .on
bone nextan dseg xfter natiuitas sancte Marie, c 1290
Bcket 890 in S. Eng. Leg., For-to J nexte daie we biddez
furst. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 154 pe Wednesday of be
nexte wyke after, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon iv, 129
The nexste morning after they departed. 1535 COVERDALE
i Sam. v. 3 Whan they rose vp early on the nexte morowe,
they founde Dagon lyenge on his face. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane sComin. 267 The Emperour..the nex daye came
to Gieng. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. ii. n The next ensuing
howre, some foule mischance Torment me for my Loues
forgetfulnesse. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius, Goth. Wars n.

40 The nex day . . he ordered his Army for a fight. 1692
DRYDEN Ep. Southerns 31 Learn, after both, to draw some
just design, And the next age will learn to copy thine. 1711
Fingall MSS. in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Conim. App. V. 136
The next morning of the skirmish at the Boyn. Ibid. 154 The
next day of the battle. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb. 5 They are

arbitrary, often imposed, .for reasons that did not exist the
next hour. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. u. I. Addr. to
Rdr. 10 What is written on public affairs in one week may
be. .obsolete. -the next. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman, v..

xxi. 344 Grannie came to Elm Cottage next morning.
^. 13.. Cursor M. 11377 (Gott.), Sum men sais pe nest

$ere Foluand, and sum.. Sais tua jere efter bat bai come.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 436 Not ane
cannoune was schott or Lattne aff afor the neist day. 1722
RAMSAY Elegy Ld. Carnegie iv, Ae day gives joy, The neist

our hearts maun bleed. 1794 Piper ofPeebles 18 (E.D.D.)
Niest afternoon he was inter d. 1802 R. ANDERSON Cumbld..
Ball. 42 A week at Gilsland tou salt try, Neist summer, if

we re spar d. 1876 C. GIBBON Robin Gray iv, I ll see how
ye re getting on the morn or neist day.

b. Of persons, things, occasions, etc. : Coming
directly after another in point of time; without

anything of the same kind intervening.
? 1400 Arthur 508 pe kyng Maxymyan, J&amp;gt;e

next after

Octauyan. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 758 The nixt vacant, be
ressonabill richt, That hapnis in France. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD
tr. Castankeda s Cong. E. Ind. i. viii. 21 He well knew,
that at the next floud the ship would be afloate againe. 1672
LADY M. BERTIE in i2//i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 26,
I believe next news I heare will be that you are going to bee
married. 1727 GAY Begg. Opera i. x, Have him peach d the
next Sessions. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. 7 Whoever
escapes punishment in this life will be sure to find it in the
next. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 614 At the next court
the surrender was presented. 1840 P. Parley s Ann. 1. 116,
I promise never to do so any more, not till the next time.

1892 H. M. STEPHENS Albuquerque vii. 174 More extensive

powers than were exercised by Albuquerque and his next
successors.

c. ellipt. with omission of letter, number (f or

post}.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. xvi. 26 In my next, I shall impart

unto you what State-news France affords. 1655 Nicholas
Papers (Camden) II. 282 My seruice to my beloued Lord
Gerrard, to whome I will write by the next. 1733 BERKELEY
Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 207 In your next let meknow your
thoughts on this and the whole affair, 1793 COWPER Let. to
Newton 25 Apr., I., shall be obliged to you if, in your next,
you will mention [etc.]. 1867 RUSKIN Time fy Tide xxii.

145 To reserve suggestions of answer for my next. 1893
MCCARTHY RedDiamonds\\\. 172 Some serial story which
stopped at an exciting point with the words To be con
tinued in our next.

6. Immediately succeeding or preceding in re

spect of position, order, arrangement, value, etc.
Precedence is denoted by the addition of before% etc.,

except in the second quot. from Wyclif.
ciosg ByrhtfertKs Handboc in Anglia. VIII. 327 On

bam circule fiftyne niht his onfoo on baere nextan linan.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26877 Thinges thre be quhilk italdbe..In
be neist formast questmn. 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 4
J&amp;gt;is gospel tellib, as be nexte bifore, how Joon made redy be
weyeto Crist. Ibid. 318 As it is seid in be nexte [

= last]
Sermon, of bis lore ben many gabbingis. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 13 The good man that shroue the woman in the
nexst tale afore. 1577 FULKE Confut. Purg. 363 When
he him selfe in the next leafe before, affirmeth [etc.]. 1693
Humours Town 52 By that time one has done with his

Intrigues, the next has fresh Adventures to impart. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. ii. 688 My next Desire is, void of
Care and Strife, To lead a soft, secure, inglorious Life

1712 BUDGELL Spect. No. 425 p i Such a Tranquility of
Mind, as is I believe the next Happiness to that of hereafter.
a 1736 ELIZA HEYWOOD New Present (1771) 254 In the next

flace,

the chairs should be dusted. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xl,
dinna mind the neist verse weel my memory s failed.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C. xvii. 167 The first one of
you that comes, .is a dead man, and the next, and the next.

1875 JEVONS Money (1878) 257 The organization of the

Clearing House will be described in the next chapter.
b. Of persons in respect of position, birth, etc.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 461 pe pope is holdun moost &
nexst viker of iesu crist. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 265 In good
espeir To ben himself the develes heir, As he which is his
nexte liche. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 15 The in
heritaunce,. came unto Jane the next syster. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 781 When Gabriel to his next in power thus spake.
1891 T. HARDY Tess iii, There was an interval of four years
and more between Tess and the next of the family.
absol. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. ii. i, The Next of Italy

commends him to you.
o. Next besty second-best.
n 1674 CLARENDON (J.), If the king himself had stayed at

London, or, which had been the next best, kept his court at
York. 1700 WALLIS in Collect. tO.H.S.) I. 318 Who did.,

out-leap .. the next-best leaper..by seven inches. 1824
SCOTT St. Ronan ii, The Blue room is the best and they
that get neist best are no ill aff. 1870 LOWELL Amongniy
Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 79 In poetry, to be next-best is, in one
sense, to be nothing.

1 7. a. On next, at (the) ?iext, in the next place,

directly after or succeeding. Obs. rare.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2795 pen to Nostanda on next bus
notis hea lettir. ?&amp;lt;z 1400 Morte Arth. 2422 A-bowte the
cete tha seuene they soughte at the nextte, Toseke theme a
sekyre place, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. ii. vii. 177 Immediatliat
next to the now bifore alleggid text of Peter this proces
folewith.

f b. At the next, directly at hand. Obs. rare.

1425 Orofog. Sapient, v. in Anglia X.
^363/4,

I see &
know bat I maye no lenger lyue and pat deth is atte be nexte.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr, ii. xx. 271 What a man mai not haue. .

at the next and iromediatli, he wole be.. weel plesid for to

haue it mediatli.

t 8. (OE. only.) Last. Obs.

825 Vesp. Psalter Ixxii. 17 OSSset icingae in godeshalij
portic & pngete 5a nestan heara [L. novissima eorum}.
cgoo Judith 73 Wijjend stopon ut of 3am inne..be5one
wserlofcan . . Iseadon to bedde nehstan si3e. 971 Blickl. Horn.
21 Ne bib he godes leof on baem nehstan daege.

t b. At next, at (the) last. Obs.

4:825 Vesg. Hymns vii. in O. E. Texts 411 [Ic] oteawu
hwet bi5 him ot neslan. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi.
60 /Et nesta 5a cuomon twoege leaso.-sewitneso. c 1000
^ELFRIC Horn. II. 572 Da set nextan comon 5a stuntan
msedenu. aiixzO.E.Chrcw. (Laud MS.) an. 1086 ^Et nextan
he ne sparode his ajenne broSor.

II. In predicative use or following the sb.

Also const. to
t abottt, etc. , and sometimes in quasi-adverbial

use with adjoining, ensuing^ etc.

9. Nearest in place or position.
^900 tr, Bseda s Hist. 11. xvi. (Schipper) 177 (MS. B) Seo

msejS nyhst on suShealfe Humbre streames. cgooO..
Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 878 &amp;gt;Elfred..was winnende wi&amp;gt;

bone here, & Sumur ssetna dael se baer niehst wees, a 1300
Cursor M. 1692 In |?e ouermast stage [of the ark] bi self

sal be, be fouxules albernest be be. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) I. 293 5if be water of bat welle is..i-helte vppon a
stoon bat is next to be welle. 1515 in Vicary s Anat. (1888)

App. iii. 148 A Forge next to the Hertyshorn in Westsmyth-
feld. a 1548 HALL Ckron. t Hen. VII 13 Then were his
continuall enemyes next to the gate of his realme. 1596
DALRYMI-LE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 49 Than agane
Marr lyes on the costsyde neist. 1631 GOUGE God s Arrows
iv. 15. 396 This with-drawing chamber was next to his bed
chamber. 1662 STANLEY Hist. Philos.^ Chaldauk (1701)

14/1 From the places next about the Moon. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comm. I. 113 Wastes ..when improved, .are. .to be
assessed to all parochial rates in the parish next adjoining,

t b. transf. of help, accidents, attainment, etc.

a 1250 Otc/&amp;lt;V Night. 688 Hwenne be bale is alre hekst,

penne is be bote alre nest, c 1290 Beket 1534 in S. Eng.
Leg -* 5wane a man is 1 rnest soruwe and teone, panne
is ore louerdes grace next. 13.. Cursor M. 62 (Gott.), He
bat wenis stiffest to stand, War him hijs fal Is neist at
hand. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 108 For whanne 1 wende next
have be,..Thanne was I furthest ate laste. 1551 T. WILSON
Logike (1580) 35 b, This rule holdeth in causes that are

next adjoynyng. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II, 839 When he is

. .next to his mischaunce for his offences and crimes.

C. As complement with verbs of rest or motion.
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1502 But nat in compary-

son to Close that sat next. 1567 Gude 4- Godlie B. (S.T.S.)

164 Deide to vs approachis neist. 1579 G. HARVEY Letter-
bk. (Camden) 153 He put his hand into his pockit and
pullid owt .. sutcn moony . . as cam next to hande. 1676
HOBBES Iliad i. 387 Up you fetch d Briareus. .And set him
next to Jove. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 2 p 4 Next to Sir

Andrew in the Club-Room sits Captain Sentry. 1782 Miss
BURNEY Cecilia vni. vi, [She] drew a chair next to her.

10. Of days, etc. : Immediately following ;

corning directly after (the time in question).
In Sc. use, as applied to the days of the week, next (as in

Friday next) is contrasted with first : see FIRST a. i h, and
cf. the note to 5 above.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 3791 For al Sis, o5er day Sor was nest,

Agenes moyses and is prest Can al Sis folc wi&amp;lt;$ wre3e gon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19135 pe tober dai

t&amp;gt;at
folud neist [Fairf.

atte was neiste]. c 1386 CHAUCER Shipmates T. 307 The son-

day next the marchaund was agoon. i5&amp;gt;5
LD. BERNERS

Froiss. II. viii. 18 To morowe next we shall haue a great
assaute. 1596 SPENSER -/^ Q. vi. iii. u The morrow next, when

day gan to uplooke. 1711 BUDGELL Stect. No. 67 P 18 The
Collection of Pictures which is to be Exposed to Sale

on Friday next. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 466 Henry
would, before the end of Michaelmas term then next, levy
a fine. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. iv. 5 We know
what France suddenly became in the end of February next.

b. With after% before* ensuing, to come.

1386 Rolls of Parlt. III. 225/1 Nichol Brembre .. pro.
posed hyrathe yerenext after Johan Northampton Mair of

the same Citee. 1424 Paston Lett. I. 12 The nyghte next

bifornethe feste. 1472-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 60/1 From the

vitb day of Aprill next to come. 1474 Ibid. 108/2 In the

Oeptas of Seint John Baptist next ensuyng the forseid xxi

day of Januar
1

. 1542 UDALL Erasnt. Apoph. 270 b, Beeyng
the daye nexte before his death, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 296 So trewis and ab-

stinacie was tane and proclemit. .to the first day ofJanuary
nixtocum. 1588 A. KING tr. Caniszus* Catech. G viij b,

Ye sonday nixt efter ye 14 change of ye moone.

11. Immediately following (or going before} in

order or succession.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6948 Quen aaron was ded, be priste, His
sun eliazar was neist. 1390 GOWER Cwf. I. 83 And next

upon that other side, .yit ther is The point seconde. a 1400-

50 Alexander 1456 Sone sail I neuen ?ow be note bat is

next eftir. 1549 Latimer s &quot;2nd Sernt. bef. Edw. Vf To
Rdr. (Arb.) 46 Numa Pompilus, who was. .created king [ofj

the Romaynes next after Romulus. 1583 STOCKER Civ.



NEXT.
Carres Lowe C, III. 746 As more at large is set downe in
the booke next before. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa in.

165 Next of all are the stables, wherein their horses are
marvellous well tended. I^SGATAKER God s Eye on Israel
23 As he had spoken of in the verse next beforegoing.

b. As complement with come orfollow.
^1440 Gencrydcs 1940 Nexst after come the kyng of

Nicomede. 1533 PAU Kicht ^ay 9 This command followis
nixt effter the lii commandis pertenand to god. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 446 Thammuz came next behind. Whose
annual wound [etc.]. 1884 tr. Lotzc s Logic 452 The very
criterion which follows next in order.

c. What next ? as an exclamation of surprise.
1838 SHAFTESB. Diary 19 Oct. in Life (1886) I. vi. 237 As

old ladies say, What next? 1858 Punch XXXIV. 2 Well,
I m sure ! What next, I wonder !

12. Nearest in respect of kinship, intimacy, or
other such relationship.
c 1307 Elegy Edw. /, iii, Helpeth mi sone, and crowneth

him newe, For he is nest to buen ycore. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 92 William vnderstode, bat he said reson,& was next of blode. 1382 WYCLIF Numl. xxvii. n The
herytage shal be jeue to hem that ben next to him. c 1400

1620 J. WILKINSON Coroners q- S/ierifes 44 Make your
pannels your selfe of such persons as bee most next, most
sufficient, and not suspect.

b. Approaching most closely (to a person or

thing) in rank or excellence ; coming immediately
after (another) in this respect.
I53S COVERDALE Esther x. 3 Mardocheus the lewe was

the seconde nexte [i6n was next] vnto kynge Ahasuerus.
1578 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Secundus, A rcge seciindus
next in dignitie after the king. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist.
Ivstine XL 48 Promising to performe all Darius request, if
he would acknowledge himselfe as next vnto him. 1628
T. SPENCER Logick 197 That attribute bordreth next of all
to mans particular essence. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. v.
77 At least your lays Are next to his, and claim the second
praise. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eug. iii. I. 335 Next to the
capital, but next at an immense distance, stood Bristol.
1860 Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 6 Next to an anemometric scale
in value, is the Beaufort.

c. In phr. next after (or f under), next to, used
in loose apposition to the person or thing spoken of.
1561 WINJET First Tract. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 13 The weil-

fair of thy Maieslie, nixt efter God to vs..maist deirbelouit
in erth. 1395 Drake s Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 3 That quiet peace
which wee, from the hands of Her Majestic (next under
God) abundently enjoy. 1633 SIR J. BURROUGHS Sov. Brit.
Seas (1651) 133 Next to the English they are now become
the most redoubted Nation at Sea. 1700 S. PARKER Six
Philos. Ess. 53 Physicians, of all people, gather most Money
next to the Collectors of the Taxes. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. in. i. 154 They were never either heard or talked
of which, next to being universally applauded, should be
the ambition of all sage magistrates and rulers. 1824 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. I. (1863) 187 He was, next after Lucy,
..by far the best news-gatherer of the country side. 1880
C. R. MARKHAM Pemv. Bark 438 The East Indian source
of supply is now the most important next to Colombia.
13. Next to, the nearest approach to; very

nearly, almost.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 316 Together both with next to
Almighty Arme, Uplifted imminent one stroke they aim d.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. 140 The very facility and naturalness
of every correction will be next to a Demonstration. ., that
the Observation must needs be true. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
n. (Globe) 329 It must have been next to miraculous if theyhad escaped. 1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (i8n)II. xiii.

152 He loved his father, but next to adored his mother.
1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 198 It was thought
next to impossible. 1828 Life Planter Jamaica 86 It
would therefore, be next to a miracle, if he should detect
a single stranger among such a host. 1887 Times (weekly
ed.) 12 Sept. 7/4 In such circumstances .. it would be next
to impossible to open the eyes.

b. With following negative.
1636 TUCKER in Misc. Scott. Burgh Rec. Soc. (1891) 5

They profered at first that which was next to nothing. 1706
E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 18 They may cost
him next to nothing in the keeping. 1828 MOIR Mansie
Wauch xi. 185 The old flute was for next to no use at all.

1849 GROTE Greece n. xlviii. (1862) IV. 219 Ships, they had
few ; trained seamen, yet fewer ; wealth, next to none. 1885
Mancli. Exam, n Nov. 5/1 In his letter he has contrived,
without being defiant, to concede next to nothing.

III. Governing a substantive (orig. in dative).
14. Nearest to (a thing, place, or person) in

respect of situation.
&amp;lt;:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxlx. 7 Swa swa sio nafu fasrS
neahst ba:re eaxe. 11900 CYNEWULF Crist 398 [Hy] bringari
Seorne hwylc hyra nehst ms^e ussum Nerjende flihte
lacan. 1205 LAY. 24168 Her ich be ?eue Neustrie nexste
mine riche. a 1240 Sawles Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 247
StrengSe stont nest hire, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc
(Rolls) 7871 Handes on jour felawes lay, On ilka Breton bat
sittes ?ou nest. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 286 Innocence
is nexte god and nyjte and day it crieth. c 1480 HENRY.
SON Test. Cres. 109 His chalmer was thaim neist. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 275 To invade the Emperours
countrie next them. 1591 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 385 There
next the vtmost brinck doth he abide. 1615 W. LAWSON
Country Honsew. Card. (1626) 3 Euery soile hath his crust
next day wherein trees and hearbs put their roots. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Tlwvcnot s Trav. I. 56 All of them..wear
Drawers next their Skin. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1754) 177A mad Dog. .will fly upon and bite anyone that comes next
him. 1764 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) I. 23 All the
trading and maritime towns next the continent. 1822 LAMB
Elia Ser. i. Roast Pig, Tearing up whole handfuls of the
scorched skin with the flesh next it. 1891 La-u Times XC.
395/1 Placing wooden rails on the side next the glebe land
and field stakes.. on the side next the plaintiff s field.

128

b. In phr. Next one s hand, nearest at hand.
Next one s heart (see HEAKT sb. 4).

a. 1300 Cursor M. 62 He bat stitthest wenis at stand,
Warre hym, his fall is nexst his hand, a 1774 GOLUSM.
Sum. Exp. Philos. (1776) I. 212 Suppose I take any thing
that is next my hand, a walking cane for instance.

15. Nearest to (a person or thing) in point of

rank, condition, character, etc.
c 1200 Triii. Coll. Horn. 9 pe man mai be god next, be him

be3 iqueme. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3321 pe erl a)) tueie
men him next, bnjthoel & lordan. 1377 LANGL. / . PI. B.
u. 202 Loue is leche of lyf and nexte oure lorde selue.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 5 Places ne orderis makun not vs nekist
God, but ober good meritis ioynun to gidir. 1572 Satir.
Poems Reform, xxxviii. 20 Thy style was Treschristien,
maist Cristen King, Baith hiest and friest, and neist the
impyre. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 230 A vehement

| asseveration, which is next an oath. 1667 MILTON P. L. i.

79 One next himself in power, and next in crime. 1750
JOHNSON Rambler No. i p 9 A degree of solicitude next
that of an author.

b. In loose apposition. = 12 c.

&amp;lt;zi34o HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxii. 3 In thaim lightis the

hast souerente. 1326 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 82 To
y whiche next mekenes and obedyence. .we must apply
pur e_xercyse. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 287 The thing that
in this worlde I loue best, next my wyfe and children, a 1631
DONNE Paradoxes (1652) 86 Avarice is the greatest deadly
sin next Pride.

B. adv.

1 1. Last, on the last occasion. Obs.
a goo CYNEWULF Crist 535 To Hierusalem . . bonan hy God

nyhst upstijende ea?;um sejun. 971 Blickl. Horn. 125
Seo stow be Drihten lichomlice nehst on stod her on mid-
danjearde. a looo Cxdmon s Gen. 536 (Gr.), Ic wat, hwajt
he me self bebead . . ba ic hine nehst jeseah. c 1205 LAY. 5037Nou hit is seoue jer at bou nexst wer her.

2. In the next place ; immediately thereupon or
thereafter.
a. 111300 Cursor M. 26138 To quam I sal be tell here

nexist [Fair/, nest] bou sal be scriue. 1390 GOWER Conf.
I. 50 Bot next above alle othre schewe Of love I wol the
propretes. c 1450 HOLLAND Hoi.alat 378 Next the souerane
signe was sekirly sene . . The armes of the Dowglass. 1300-20
DUNDAR Poems Ixxii. 41 Nixt all in purpour thai him cled.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \\. ii. 263, I will first make bold
with your money : next, giue mee your hand

; and last
[etc.]. 1649 MILTON Eikon. go First by his.. mistrust
Next by his hatred. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. ii. 153 Did they
not next compell the Nation To take and bieake the Pro
testation? 176* GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xxv, I next attended the
sheriff s officers to the prison. 1828 KIRBY & Sr. Entomol.
xi. I. 378 She next furnishes it with a store of pollen. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. i. xi. 76 Our way next lay up a steep incline.

1871 JOWETT Plato I. 146 Hippias the sage spoke next.
. a 1300 Cursor M. 27148 Sumquat es to sai her nest pat

falles to office o preist. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Catherine)
939 Syne (&amp;gt;ar

neste I sail gere turment be fulfaste. 1390GOWER Conf. III. 121 Thanne nest He hath ek foure upon
his brest. 1533 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 58 Quhat hound.,
bait neist and baid quhill he wes slane. 1721 RAMSAY Pros
pect of Plenty 103 A meaner phantom neist .. Attacks with
senseless fears the weaker head. 1728 Archers diverting
themselves 95 Neist, Sir, you name. 1816 SCOTT Antia.
xxv, I wish we may get the light keepit in neist, wi this
fearsome wind.

t b. With after or before. Obs.
IS&quot; Guylforde s Pilgr. (Camden) 39 Next after we come

to y hous of Symyonis. 1343 RAYNOLU Byrth Mankynde
69 Of ye same.. strength with the other pylles spoken
f here nexte before. 1362 WINJET Third Tract. Wks.

(b.T.S.) I. 29 Can ;e think him in ony vther gre, bot nyxt
efter to speir gif Christ be borne?
3. On the first future or subsequent occasion.
1336 CROMWELL in Merriman Life % Lett, (1902) II. 43When it shal fortune me next to speke with your lordship.

1342 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 238 When he should nexte bee
in dooyng sacrifice. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 439 Weapons
more violent, when next we meet, May serve to better us.
1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 60 A few other Alterations
. .are to be finished against we go down next. 1782 COWPER
Gilpin 251 When he next doth ride abroad May I be there
to see. 1873 TENNYSON Q. Mary m. v, When next there
comes a missive from the Queen.
4. Comb., as next-born, -drawn.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 339 The Oracles gaue out, that

next borne Brute should bee His parents onelie death 1808
MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 10 Such enemies of her next-
drawn breath she had.

Next door. [NEXT a. i.]
1. The (door of the) nearest or adjoining house.

Also in fig. uses, and sometimes with omission of
the (cf. 2).
c 1483 Digby Myst. (1882) II. 95 Yf on loke yow in the face

that neuer se yow ere, Wold thynk ye were at the next dore

L 154?
UDAI-II etc. Erasm. Par. Mark i. 9 A sinner

whiche.. is at the next door to saluacion. 1628 EARLE
Microcosm Good old man (Arb.) 89 The next doore of
death sads him not, but hee expects it calmely as his turnem Nature. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 151 When they
goe but to the next doore they doe it riding. 1643
JRAPP

Comm. Gen. xix. u As if they were ambitious of
destruction, which now was at next door by. 1760^72 H.
BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) II. 137 The sweet babies at the
next door I 1843 DICKENS Chr. Carol ii. 59 Trying to hide
himself behind the girl from next door but one.
2. In adverbial use (t rarely with the}, a. Very

close or near to (a state, condition, etc.) ;
almost

amounting to (something), f Also const, by.
1529 MORE Dyaloge 22 b/i Those vyagys bene but . . the

nexte dore to Idoletry. 1342 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. (1877)
41 He meaneth .. to make a good beginnyng not to bee a

NEXUS.
little, but to he nexte doore by a little, or nexle cousin to a
little. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 115 Such a one is next dore
to salvation. 1636 [?J. SERGEANT] tr. T. ll liite s Pcripat
lust. 62 Water.. makes the body flaccid and loose, and
next door to dissolution. 1699 R. L ESTRANGE Erasm.
Lolloq. (1725) 202 This same Fawn I perceive is next door
to a tool 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 329 To be next
Door to Starving. 1793 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life f,
Writ. (18321 II. 380 The opera girl, Saunier, who is, though
very beautiful, next door to an ideot as to her intellectual
gifts. 1822-36 DE QUINCF.Y Confess. (1862) 161 Parliament
had not then made it a crime next door to a felony. 1850
GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) II. 69 To speak of a thorough
knowledge of Greek as being still next door to a miracle.
1878 SPURGEON Serin. XXIV. 713 The idea is next door
to blasphemous.

b. In or at the next house (to a person or place).
1579 LYLY Euphues 131 It is an olde Prouerbc that if one

dwell the next doore to a creple he will learne to hault. 1633
G. HERBERT Temple, Praise iv, A herb destill d, and drunk,
may dwell next doore.. To a brave soul. 1669 STURMY
Mariner s Hag. c 4 The Cross-daggers in Moor-lields, next
door to the Popes Head Tavern. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Cim-
vcrsat. Introd. 8 At his Lodgings next Door to the Glou
cester-Head. 1863 LADY HORNBY Constantinople 107 The
Armenian lady next door, to whom the house belongs.
3. altrili., as next-door neighbour{doni), town.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones IV. xii, Persons who live two or

three miles distance in the country are considered as next
door neighbours. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) vii. iv, A perpetual blister

; alias, a sociable

next-door-neighbour. 1859 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 394When he had done with our next-door neighbour. 1882
H. C. MERIVALE Faiicit of B. III. n. xix. 154 The arrange-
nients of next-door-neighbourdom were of so casual a kind.
1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 330 He never eats it him-
self, but the next-door town does.

t Ne-xter, used for NEXT a., perh. after ycster.
1376 GASCOIGNE Philomcne (Arb.) in Al that day, they

fede in feare, ..And in the nexter night Ful many times do
cne, Remembring yet the ruthful plight.

t Nextfold, a. Obs. rare
-1

. [Cf. OE. niah-

fcald (rare).] Nearest.
a 1225 Juliana 32 Al mi nest falde cun me heaneS bet

schulden beon mine freond.

Next hand, adv. and a. ? 06s. [f. NEXT a. +
HAND sd. Cf. NEAR- and NIGH-HAND.]
A. adv. 1. Nearest or first at hand.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26087 Grace it es be-for cumand And
Slben him folus luue neist hand [Fair/, next hand]. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch s Mot: 226 To set our mindes and knit
our affections to those that come next hand, a 1641 Up.
MOUNTAGU Acts f, Moil. (1642) 12 Some part of them onely,
which came next hand, not the choyce.
2. Nearest or next to (something).
a 1300 Cursor Rl. 9982 pe fundament bat first es laid Nei-,1-

hand be roche. 13. . St. Cristofer 195 in Horstm. Altcnfl.
Leg. (1881) 457 Vnto thi bedde when

f&amp;gt;ou
sail gaa Luk bat

! bou ly nexte-hand be straa.

B. adj. Nearest, closest.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 147 Wedding our selves to our
next hand props of children, wealth, meanes.
Ne xtly, adv. Now rare.

[f.
NEXT a. + -LY ^.]

1. In the next place ; next.

they are most accurately handled ; and nextly in artificial!
treatises. 1663 OWEN Vind. Animadv. Wks. 1851 XIV. 444
You add nextly, as my words, The eye [etc.]. 1866 Punch s

Almanack, The cry of dogs is nextly heard.

1 2. Most immediately or directly. Obs.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk

&amp;lt;$
Sclv. Ep. Ded., The Lord of the

Soyl holds nextly of the King. 1734 EDWARDS Freed. H ill
i. i. (1762) 2 The Thing nextly chosen or prefer d when a
man wills to walk.

t Ne-xtmost, a. Obs. rare-1
. =NEXT&amp;lt;T.

1576 GASCOIGNE Philomene (Arb.) 114 Hir next most note
(to note) I neede no helpe at al.

Ne-xtness. [f. NEXT .] The fact or con
dition of immediate succession or proximity.
1873 M CLELLAN New Test. 424 [St. Luke] promises to

write according to nextness in order, or consecutively.
1873 W. K. CLIFFORD Lect. (1879) I. 244 These elements of
teelmg have relations of nextness or contiguity in space.

t Nexure. 06s. rare. [ad. med.L. nexnra (Du
Cange), f. L. nex-, ttectere : see next.] Connexion,
combination.

1632 GAULE Magastrom. 151 ;The Series, order, nexure,..
disposition of second causes, &c. 1674 PETTY Disc. Dupl.
Proportion AS An intelligible Account of the Nexures,
Mixtures, and Mobilities of all the parts of the Universe.

II Nexus (ne ksws). [L. nexus, pi. nexus, f. nex-,
nectSre to bind, connect.]
1. A bond or link; a means of connexion be
tween things or parts.
1663 BOYLE Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. 241 Changing the

Motion and nexus or Juncture of their parts. 1709 Brit.
Apollo No. 34. 2/1 What is the Nexus of Matter? 1776
J. ADAMS in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 113 It is the
nexus of the northern and southern colonies. 1839 CARLYLE
Chartism vi. 149 Cash Payment had not then grown to be
the universal sole nexus of man to man. 1877 E. CAIRD
Philos. Kant I. 158 The nexus of cause and effect is not
given in sensitive experience.

b. Causal nexus, the necessary connexion be
tween cause and effect.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxxix. (1859) II. 394The pheenomenon of necessity in our notion of the causal
nexus. 1874 W. WALLACE Hegels Logic 42. 75 The causal
nexus between the two is..only evident to thought.
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NEY.

2. A connected group or series.

1858 BIRCH Anc. Pottery II. 359 The letters are often

united in nexus or ligatures. 1882 A&quot;. Eng. Hist, fr Gen.

Keg. XXXVI. 178 The constabulary olfice belongs to a

nexus of court institutions, .of immemorial antiquity.

Ney, variant of Nov v.

fNeyard. Obs. rare . (See quot.)

1577 B. GOOGF. Heresbaclis Husb. in. (1586) 125 b, Those
that are gotten betwixt a Horse and an Asse in olde time,

were called Neyards.

fNey-beer. Obs. rare- *. (See quot.
1

)

1574 R. SCOT HtpGard. (1578) 54 Experience hath taught
them . . to seeth them againe in the Woorte, which they call

the Ney beere.

Neyce, obs. f. NIECE. Neyoh(e, obs. varr.

NIGH v. Tfeyder, -dyr, obs. ff. NEITHER.

Neydlingis, var. NEEDLINGS Obs.

t Neye, obs. form of EYE. (Also pi. nies.)

1641 BROME Jovial! Crew n. Wks. 1873 III. 390 The

pretty pretty pink Of her Neyes, that half wink. 1679
DRVDEN Trail, ty Cress, in. ii, Do you tear indeed at one

an other ! do the Neyes twinkle at him ! 1704 STEELE

Lying Lover v, Till its pretty Nies be all blubber d.

Neye, obs. f. NEIGH v., NIGH, NYE. Ifeyen,

-pe, obs. ff. NINE, NINTH. Neyf, obs. f. NEIF,
NIEVE. Neyger: seeN EGKE. Neyghe, ney;e,
obs. ff. NEIGH v., NINE. Neyghebur, etc., obs.

f. NEIGHBOUR. Neyh(e, obs. ff. NEIGH v., NIGH.

Wey(h)lechen : see NEHLECHE.

tNeyle, v. Obs. rare. In 4 nejle, neyhle,

ney5hele. [f. nf)- NIGH a. Cf. MLG. nalen,

itflen (MDa. nale, iiaale, MSw. /).] intr. To
come near, approach.
1340 Ayenb. 105 t?e zaule. .more propirliche ne^leb to his

ri^te uayrhede of his kende. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C XX. 58
He fleih a-syde, And wolde nat neyhle hym by nyne
londes lengthe.

Neyn.e, Neynfe, obs. ff. NINE, NINTH.

t Neypur, obs. variant of NEIGHBOUR.
a 1500 Ten Conirnandm. in Herrig A rchiv LXXXV. 46

Covett
}&amp;gt;o\v

not thy neypurs good. Ibid., Thow shalt not

desyre thy neypurys fere.

Neys^e, obs. ff. NESE, NESH. Neysch(e,
neyshe, etc., obs. ff. NESH. TTeyst, dial. var.

NEXT. Tfeyt, obs. f. AIT. Neyte, obs. f. NEAT
sb. Neyber, obs. f. NEITHER. Neyuen, obs. f.

NEVEN. Neyuer, obs. f. NEVEK. Neywat,
var. of NIGHWHAT. Nejt : see NET a.2

t Ngou, obs. variant of GNU.
1802 Sporting Afag. XX. 141 The n gou and koudou are

also inhabitants of Caffraria.

Nhabbe.seeHABflofe. i (quot. 1542). Nhandu,
var. of NANDU. 1STi, obs. var. NE adv.

Niagara (naiise-gara). [The name of a N.
American river, flowing from Lake Erie into Lake

Ontario, on which there is a famous waterfall.]
1. A cataract, torrent, deluge.
1861 T. L. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. xiv, That Niagara of sound

under which it is now the fashion to bury it. 1872 RUSKIN
Fors Clav. (1896) I. xxiv. 492 Phlegethon falls into the

abyss in a Niagara of blood. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 13 June
3/2 There is a deluge, ..a very Niagara of concerts.

2. U. S. (See quot.)
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 10 June, One of her Niagaras

or cataract curls the name given to the shower of true or

false ringlets the ladies are in the habit of wearing at the

backs of their heads.

Hence Niagara v., intr. to pour in a deluge.

(In quot. stressed niaga ra.*) Also XTiag a rean,

Niaga rian adjs., resembling Niagara.
1799 SOUTHEY St. Gualberto xxii, The fountain streams..

Had niagara d o er the quadrangle. 1835 Court Mag. VI.

242/2 Retribution rushed upon me fiercely like a Niagarean
torrent. 1839 REYNOLDS Pickw. Abroad \vi, A Niagarian
fall of tears, and a Vesuvian eruption of sighs. 1882 J. G.
HOLYOAKE in IO.M Cent. July 95 The Niagarian flood of

denunciation which was poured out.

Niaise, obs. form of NYAS.

II Niaiserie (nv -zeri). Also 7 -ery. [F.
niaiserie, f. ttiais(e simple, foolish.] Simplicity;
foolishness

;
an instance of this.

1657 J. SERGEANT Schism- Dispach t To Rdr. A iv b, The
one makes his advantage from niaisery and shyness, the
other from boldness. 1697 Solid Philos. a 6 Out of
Niaiserie and Shamefastness. 1832 Philol. Afits. I. 651 As
if a universal deluge of niaiserie . .had whelmed the island.

1851 Eraser s Mag. XLIV. 632 The recollection of the little

niaiseries of style in which he indulged . . has vanished.

Nias(se, obs. forms of NYAS.
Niata (nia-ta). [From some S. American

language.] An abnormally small variety of cattle,
found in South America. Also atlrib.

1868 DARWIN Anitn. .y PI. I. iii. oo A niata bull and cow
invariably produce niata calves. 1872 Orig. Spec. vii.

(ed. 6) 177 At these times the Niatas perish, ifnot fed by their

owners. i879tr. De Qnatrefages Hum. Spec. 71 The niata
will unite indifferently in both senses with the ordinary ox.

Hence Nratism, a change or tendency towards
a dwarfed condition in cattle or other animals.

1895 Funk s Stand. Diet.

Ifiatt, obs. form of NEAT sd.

Nib (nib), ji.l Also 7-8 nibb. [Corresponds
in form and meaning to Fris. nib, MDu. nib (nyb} t

MLG. and MDa. nibbe, Norw. nibba, nibb(e, but

is perh. only a later spelling of NEB sb.
;
in Sc.
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dial, the vowel is indistinct and there is no real

difference in pronunciation between neb and nib.}

1. The beak or bill of a bird
;
the proboscis of

an insect ; the nose of a person. = NEB sb. i
, 2.

For Sc. examples (i8-i9th cent.) see Eng. Dial. Diet,

1585 HIGINS tr. Jitnius Nomencl. 53 Rostrum, the bill,

beake or nib. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins. 1090
Their nib is sharper, they bite more, and tickle lesse. 1676
Land, Gaz. No. 1076/2 Their Claws were like those of

Indian Hens, Nibs crooked like Parrots.

2. The point of a pen. = NEB 3.

1611 MIDDLETON& DEKKER Roaring Girl \\\. \\, Let not

you and I be tost On Lawiers pens ; they haue sharpe nibs.

1676 MOXON Print Letters o Its Nib strikes a Lean stroke.

1786 [see PEN s^.
1
4]. 1795 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Convention

Bill Wks. 1812 III. 376 The pen That with its lever nib of

brass Tries from his power to heave Dundas. 1829 MRS.
TROLLOPK in Friendships Miss Mitford (1882) I. vii. 193
Had I but the tenth of an inch of the nib of your pen,
what pictures I might draw. 1865 Chambers s Encycl. VII.

368/1 Fitting small metal or even ruby points to the nib of

the quill-pen. 1875 KNIGHT Dict.Mech. 1656 2 A pen with

a broad flat nib made for marking packages.

b. A separate pen-point, now usually made of

steel, intended for fitting into a pen-holder.
1837 WHITTOCK, etc. CompL Bk, Trades (1842) 373 Steel

nibs. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 397/2 A few words upon the

manufacture of quitl nibs . 1853 URE Dict.
m

Arts (ed. 4}

II. 367 Another class of workers who.. make it concave, if

a nib, and form the barrel, if a barrel pen. 1899^. % Q.

9th Ser. III. 365 Nowadays nearly all ask for nibs when

they require pen^.
c. Each of the divisions of a pen-point.

1840 Penny CycL XVII. 398/2 Pens made of gold with

a small ruby at each nib seem to be perfect. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1525/1 Pens have usually two nibs, but Perry s

have three.

3. The point of anything; a peak, tip, projecting

part, or pointed extremity. =NEB sb. 3 b.

4 Its inside surface is made to agree with that of the

horizon by means of a small thin nib of brass. 1826 in

Hone Every-day Bk. (1827) II. 691 The nib of a jockey s

cap. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1525/1 A &quot;// ,.. 2 A separate

adjustable limb of a permutation key. Ibid.^ Nib^..^ The

point of a crow-bar. 1879 Casselfs 1 ccJm. Ednc. IV. 413/1
There will also be a little swelling on the other end of the

[spoon] handle, called the nib .

f b. NEBj. 30. 06s. rare- 1
.

tii-jzz LISLE Husb. (1752) 115 The outward part of the

nib. .sends forth the root.

4. dial. a. //. The two short handles projecting
from the shaft or sned of a scythe.

1673 Col. Kec. Plymouth (1856) V. 132 One gun, and one

pair of old wheels, and one sythe & nibbs 01-00-00.
[170^

Providence Kec. (1894) VI. 226 Two sithes, sneds, nebbs, &
Rings.) 1843 Richardson. s Historians Table-bk.^ Leg.
Div. I. 213 A rest on the nibs, after sharping, was occa

sionally allowed [to the mower]. 1854- in many dial, gloss.

(Yks., Nhp., Wore., Glouc, Wilts., etc.). 1894 Northnmbid.
Gloss. s.v. Scythe, The handles projecting from the sued are

called nibs.

b. The pole or draught-tree of an ox-cart or

timber-carriage.
1808 Bererley Lighting Act 18 If any person. .shall draw

any timber.. through any of the aforesaid streets., without

any nib or carriage. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som. Word-bk.

509 Two very high wheels, having an arched axle between

them, with the nib proper projecting at right angles to it.

6. //. The small pieces into which cocoa-beans

are reduced by crushing.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 313/2 The simplest and best

form Is that of the seeds roughly crushed, termed cocoa-
nibs. 1862 Chamb. Encycl. III. 108/2 When Qocoa] nibs

are infused with water like coffee, they yield a highly
palatable beverage. 1878 Encycl. Brit. VI. 102/1 The seeds
are reduced to the form of nibs, which are separated from
the shells or husks by the action of a powerful fan blast.

6. A lump or knot in wool or raw silk.

1879 CasseWs Techn. Educ. IV. 378/2 Large quantities of
this noil are exported to the Continent, where the. .

machinery is better adapted to card and open out the .small

nibs which it contains. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 62/1 The
silk ..passes through a slit which is sufficiently wide to pass
the filament but stops the motion when a thick lump or nib

is presented.

t Nib, sb2 Obs. rare. [See quota.]
a 1653 GOUGE Conim. Hel&amp;gt;. iv. 13 They who. .grow not. .in

knowledge, may well be accounted babes, or young novices,
or fresh-men (as they say in Schools), or nibs, or pages. [1886
WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III. 304 In King s College,
Cambridge, . . every new scholar being, on his arrival, looked
after by an older one (his chum ), who was responsible for

his nib s strict observance of all college discipline.]

Nib, sb$ slang. A gentleman.
i8ia J. H. VAUX Flash Dict^ Nib^ a gentleman or person

of the higher order. 1834 H. AINSWORTH Rootewood \w. v.

(1878) 189 He s a rank nib.

Hence Ni blike a., Hi*bsome a.

1834 H. AINSWORTH Rookwood in. v, All my togs were so
nibhke and splash. 1839 REYNOLDS Pickw. Abroad xxvi.

224 Betray his pals in a nibsome game.

Nib, f.1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 knib. [App.
related to NIBBLE v. ;

connexion with NIB sb^ is

doubtful. Sense 4 may be a different word.]
fl. trans. To peck, pick, prick. Also_/^. Obs.

1558 W. FORREST Grysilde Seconds 81 Theye nybbed
Christes faithe after their pleasure. 1575 TURBERV. Faulcon-
rie 360 Yee shall discerne the cratnpgout by your hawkes
holding of hir one foote upon the other, and by hir often knib-

bing and iobbing of hir foote with hir beake. 1645 T. HILJ,

NIBBLE.

Olive Branch (1648) 20 Conscience nibs thee, follows and
dogs thee from place to place.

2. intr. and trans. To nibble. Now dial.

1613 DENNIS Secrets A ngling i. xiv, When the Fish begins
to nib and byte. 1720 Humourist 183, 1 had kept the Neat s

Tongue, .and every now and then I nibb d a Bit on t. 1876
Mid- Yorksh. Gloss., Nib, to nibble. 1888 Comh. Mag.
Nov. 530 You has to let em [geese] nib by the road,

&quot;t*
3. intr. To pick or pluck, in order to loosen.

1659 C. NOBLE Inexpediency of Exped. 15 That makes
their lingers so busie, and to nib so about the Knot that ties

up and is the very Bond of our Peace.

4. slang. To nab, to catch.

1775 in Farmer Miisa Pedestris (18961 54 For nibbing-
culls I always hate. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Nibtfd,
taken in custody. 1870 ROBSON Evangeline 357 (E.D.D.),

Up stackered Larty for a blaw, Fair on Ham s jug lar

nibb d him.

Nib, z&amp;gt;.

2 Also 9 knib. [f. NIB sby\ trans.

\

To adapt the point of (a pen) for writing ;
to

mend the nib of.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy Frances (1767) IV. 28

Come, spread your Paper, sharpen your Wit, nib your Pen,
and away with it. 1822 PRAED Lillian Poems 1866 I. 73,

:
I drink my coffee and nib my quill. 1865 G. M. CRAIK

Winifred s Wooing (1879) 85 [He] was.. mending a pen for

himself, and nibbing it with critical exactness.

trans/. 1850 J. HAMILTON Mem. Lady Colquhoun iv. 134
It would be easy for an ordinary critic to .. nib into a

sharper paradox the pungent aphorism. 1885 MEREDITH

I

Diana i, The sentence wants more working to line the

I thought ; or, if you will, the thought to nib expression.

Nibbed (nibd), ///. a. [f. NIB &i+-&amp;gt;D*;

cf. MDu.^wj ^/, LG. -nibbd, MDa. nibbet,] Having
a nib or point. Also hard-, long-nibbed, etc.

1677 MIEGE Gt. Fr. Diet. n. s.v., A hard nibbed pen.

1794 Rigging y Seamanship I. 55 Nibbed-Hooks are of

iron, used to hang the yarn on. 1829 HOGG Sheph. Cal, I.

20 He had a large lang-nibbit staff in his hand. 1858 MRS.
OLIPHANT Laird of Norlaw 1. 215 It was a new pen,

sharply nibbed, such as the minister loved.

Nibber (ni-bw). rare~ l
. [f. NIB z&amp;gt;.2+ -EB 1

.]

An instrument for nibbing or pointing a pen.
1886 At/tenafum 31 July 138/2 A description [is added] of

the pen or reed itself, the penknife and the nibber, the

ruler, the ink, and the inkstand.

Kibble, obs. or dial, variant of NIPPLE.

Nibble (ni b l), sb. [f.
the vb.]

1. The act or fact of nibbling ;
an instance of

this, esp. on the part of a fish at a bait.

1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins. 1102 They seek for

the most tender places, and will not attempt the harder

places with their nibble. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 61

[To] fish all day. .though he should not be encouraged by
a single nibble. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling iii. (1880) 51
When you see a nibble do not be in a hurry.

Jig, 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Artier. II. 114 To prevent

any escape by a nibble in this circle. 1853 R. S. SURTEES

Sponge s Sp. Tour (1893) 21 The ladies, to do them justice,

are never at all suspicious about men especially men on
the nibble .

2. A quantity (of grass) sufficient for a nibble.

1838 FR. A. KEMBLE Kesid. in Georgia (1863) 46 The sheep

perambulate also, in earnest search of a nibble of fresh

herbage. 1860 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia s Lovers xii, There ll

niver be a nibble o grass to be seen this two month.

b. Pasturage, grass. Cf. BITE sb. 2 b.

1875 BLACKMORE Alice Lorraine III. v. 67 The moss had
come over the herbage, and the sweet nibble of the bheep

i
was souring.

Nibble (ni-b l), v. Also 5 nebyll, 6 Sf.

nybbill, 6-7 (g)nible. [Corresponds in form and

meaning to LG. nibbelen, also gnibbelen, knib-

\ belen-1 = Du. knibbelen rodere, mussitare, alter-

j

cari* (Kilian), app. an ablaut-variant of knab-

I

belen t
KNABBLE v. The immediate source in

Eng. is not clear.]

1. trans. To take little bites of (a thing), to bite

away little by little.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 93 Thay nybbillit him with

noyis and cry. 1548 ELVOT, Derodo, to gnawe or gnib-
ble. 1501 SPENSEK I irg. Gnat So Some, clambring. .Nibble

the bushie shrubs. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV,

&amp;gt;75*-7
tr- K ysler s Trav. (1760) I. 68 One sees the trout.s

and other fish . . nibbling the calves and ox livers with which

they are fed. 1817 KEATS Sleep * Poetry 254 All tenderest

birds there. . Nibble the little cupped flowers. 1865 KNIGHT

Passages Work. Life III. iii. 56, I look upon the downs

where flocks are peacefully nibbling the thymy grass. 1871

DARWIN Desc. Man I. iii. 75 Horses nibble, and cows lick,

each other on any spot which itches.

trails/, c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 537 The meyn shalle

ye nebyll, And I shalle syng the trebill. 1847 L. HUNT
Men, Women, t, Bits. I. ix. 162 [He] would nibble you the

beginnings of half the odes of his favourite poet.

b. With complement : To strip from, take off

or away, make bare, by means of little bites.

1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. Prol., Snarling gusts nibble

the juyceles leaves From the nak t shuddnng branch. 1617

MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel v. l, All my baits

rabbled off, And not the fish caught. 1796 H. HUNTER

tr St.-Pierrc s Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 59 1 l hey frequently

nibble away the bait without touching the hook. 1867

TROLLOPE Citron. Barsct I. xxxvii. 321 [He] nibbled off the

end of a cigar, preparatory to lighting it. 1887 T. HARDY
Wctodlaitdcrs vii. The bases of the smaller trees were nib

bled bare by rabbits.

c. To bring into (some state or form) by this

means. Alsoyff.



KIBBLER.

1837 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) II. 280/2 If the Foreign
Secretary were to retire, we should no longer be nibbling
ourselves into disgrace on the coast of Spain. 1849 R.
CURZON Monast. Levant viii. 100 The paint brush is made
by chewing the end of a reed till it is reduced to filaments

and then nibbling it into a proper form.

d. In lens-making : (see NIBBLING vbl. sb. 2).

2. intr. To take little bites
;
to eat or feed in

this fashion, f Also const, on, with.

1582 STANYHURST /Etteis Ded. (Arb.) 3 Not on lye by gnib-
ling vpon thee outward ryne of a.. historic, but also by
groaping thee pyth. 1643 MILTON Divorce Introd., Wks.
1851 IV. 7 To let them play and nibble with the bait a while.

1678 DRYDEN All for Love Pref., Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 193
Sucking critics, who would fain be nibbling ere their teeth
are come. 1746 SMOLLETT Ref&amp;gt;roof -2\b TV unnumber d
shoals of smaller fry, That nibble round, I pity and defy.

1794 COWPER Needless Alarm 38 Some [sheep] with soft

bosom pressed The herb as soft, while nibbling strayed the

rest. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling \\\. 64 He cannot make up
his mind to leave it, so he nibbles, and nibbles. 1878 A. H.
MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea ii. 28 The wily cod

1

, .could not
even be induced to nibble .

b. Const, at (a thing). Also
in_/f^.

contexts.

1630 DEKKER 2nd Pt. Honest Wh. i. i, His teeth water to
be nibbling at my gold. 1660 PEPYS Diary 4 Nov., Mr.
Mills did begin to nibble at the Common Prayer, by saying
Glory be to the Father

1

. 1700 C. NE.SSE Antid. Armht,
(1827) 134 The seed of the serpent may nibble at the heels of
the seed of the woman. 1873 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue
359 Latin scholarship was, however, continually nibbling

away at these monuments of the French reign. 1877 M. M.
GRANT Sun-Maid viii, Nibbling at the sprouting edges of
the path.

C. To carp (at something), to make trifling

objections or criticisms.

a 1591 H. SMITH Serin. (1592) 34 She will be nibling at
his praier, and at his studie, and at his meditations, till she
haue tyred his deuotions. 1641 MILTON Reform, n, Wks.

fi

his own great Wit. 1719 J. WELWOOD Pref. to Rawe s

Lucan 41 To humour the deprav d taste of the Age, by nib

bling at Scripture, or depreciating things in themselves
Sacred. ^1788 COWPER Priv. Corr. (1824) II. 143, _I

think
I can give you an honest answer to your question, and
without the least wish to nibble. 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. v,

Who nibble, scribble, quibble, he Quiets at once with quia
impossibile \ 1867 SWINBURNE Ess. fy Stud. (1875) 162 The
small troubles of spirits that nibble and quibble about
beliefs living or dead. 1878 E. WHITE Life in Christ (ed. 3)

Pref. 4 Reviewers have nibbled at phrases and special
criticisms, but have avoided the principal questions.

f3. intr. To fidget or play with the fingers.

(Also said of the fingers.) Obs. rare.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 113/25 To Nibble with the fingers,
L sticulari. 1573 BARET Al-v. s. v., To nibble with the

.ingers, as vnmanerly boyesdo with their pointes when they
are spoken to. 1577 STANYHURST Descr. Ircl. in Holinshed
VI. 32 His fingers began to nibble, his teeth to grin.

b. trans. To fidget or play with (a thing).
1829 HOGG Sheph. Cal. vii, The hem of her jerkin, which

she was nibbling with her hands.

4. slang. To catch, nab
;
to pilfer.

i6o8MiDDLETON Trick to catch Old One i. iv.TheRoague
has spied me now, hee nibled me finely once, too. i8ia

J. H. VAUX Flask Dict.
t Nibble^ to pilfer trifling articles,

not having spirit to touch any thing of consequence. 1843
MONCRIEFF Scamps of London in. i, You are spliced nib
bled at last well, I wish you joy. 1851 D. JEKROLD St.
Giles viii, A nice job I ve had to nibble him.

Nibbler (ni bbi). [f. prec. +-ER 1.]
1. One who or that which nibbles, in various

senses of the vb.

1598 FLORIO, Rosicara
t
a mouse, a rat, a nibbler. 1599

SHAKS., etc. Pass. Pilgr, iv, The tender nibler would not
touch the bait. 1674 HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 21
There is a late nibler at this Learned Doctor, a. 1717
PARNELL Battle of Frogs fy Mice in. 169 Then earth s in

habitants, the nibblers, shake. 1759 WARBURTON Lett, to

Hurd cxxx. (1809) 286 These are nibblers at the outside.
1800 HURDIS Fav. Village 195 Rich furze, erewhile By the
last fleecy nibbler neatly trimmed. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash
Diet,, Nibbler^ a pilferer or petty thief. 1867 F. FKANCIS
Angling iii. 60 Although somewhat of a nibbler,. .thebream
will almost always take the bait in the end.

2. U.S.
r

T\& B\Vie PeT&(Ctcnolabntsalfspersiis).
1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. s.v. Bnrgallj Other names..

are Nibbler, from its nibbling off the bait when thrown for
other fishes, Blue Perch and Conner.

Nibblin.g(nrblin),^/. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING*.]
1. The action of the verb, in various senses

j
an

instance of this ;
a portion nibbled.

1590 NASHE Pasqni^s Apol. i. A iv b, I tooke another nyb-
ling like a Minew about Bezaes Icones. 1672 H. MORE
Brief Reply 46 There are some little nibblings and quib-
blings at my Transition which concludes this first Chapter.
1707 J. STEVENS tr. Quevedos Com. Wks. (1709) 327 AH this
is but nibling of Fleas. 1738 The Briton Described 49 AH
the Nibblings in the World shall never be able to devour
the Immortality of a Name. 1813 SIR R. \yiLsoN Priv.
Diary (1862) I. 271 The promise of the Turkish nibblings
being restored to Moldavia. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E.
Africa 17 Mere surface nibblings.

2. tcchn. The gradual removal of small portions
from the edge of a piece of glass, to reduce it to

a circular form before it is ground for a lens.

1850 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning III. 1265 The process which
is called shanking or nibbling is continued until the glasses
are made circular.

Nibbling (ni-blin) ,///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING^.]
1. That nibbles or takes little bites.

i6oa MIUDLETON Blurt) Master-Constable iv. ii, The
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nibbling mouse is not asleep. 1624 QUARLES Stan s Elegies
iii. 18 The treach rous Angler strikes his nibbling pray.
1713 C TESS WINCHILSEA Alisc. Poems 292 When nibbling
Sheep at large pursue their Food, 1762 BEATTIE Pigm. fy

, Cranes 156 Careless of nibbling bills. 1799 SOUTHEY Fit-
ht rt, The mouse Gnawing with nibbling tooth the shell s

defence. 1819 WORDSw. waggoner n. 138 You might have
heard a nibbling mouse. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1,1870)

!
1. 1. 164 Nor took [he] heed Of how the nibbling dace might

! feed Upon the loose ends of his bait.

trans/. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Old Margate Hoy, The
i nibbling pickpockets of your patience.

b. (See quot.)
1889 G. FINDI.AV Eng. Railway 112 At) interesting feature

of tins shop is the nibbling machine
, designed for cutting

out the throws in the cranks.

2. Carping, captious.
1696 tr. DH Mont s Voy. Levant Pref. 5, I cou d easily

j
dispatch such nibbling Criticks. 1711 HKAKNE Collect.

\
(O. H. S.) III. 253, 1 say nothing about the nibling Criticks.

1887 H. MORLEY Introd. T. L. Peacock s Crotchet C. 8
The nibbling censure of the men whose wit is tainted with
ill-humour.

3. Produced by nibbling.
1824 BYRON Juan xvi. xx, A mouse Whose little nibbling

rustle will embarrass Most people.
Hence Ml totolingly adv.

1847 m WEBSTER
; hence in later Diets.

Ni bby, sb, Sc.
[f. NIB sb.\ 3.] A staff with a

hook at the end. Also nihhy staff.
i8iz GLASS Cat. Parnassus 53 (E.D.D.), By help o

1

their
nibbies they fittet it weel. 1866 CARLYLE Rcniin, (1881) II.

260 Leaning on her nibby staff (a fine hazel, cut and polished
from the Drumlanrig woods). 1886 J. RUSSELL Reinin,
1 arrow vi. 170 Two or three shepherds, .had to use thuii

nibbles unmercifully.

Ni bby, a. rare-1
,

[f. NIB sb.i C.] Of wool,
etc. : Full of nibs or knots.

1879 CasscIFs Tcchn. Educ. IV. 378/2 The noil . .i^ valua
ble to the woollen cloth-maker ., but it is often very nibby
and difficult to card.

Ni blick. [Of obscure formation.] A golf
club having a small, round, heavy head, used
when some force is necessary to take the ball out
of a bad lie.

1862 Rambtiug^ Ran. Golf 18 The Niblick, or Track-
Iron, is of very important service when the ball lies in a
narrow cart-rut. /wtf^The faces, .of the spoons, sand-iron,
and niblick are hollowed or spooned . 1894 BLACK Highl.
Cousins I. 35, I smashed 1113- iron niblick clean in two.

Nib-nib, variant of NEB-NKB.
Nibs, stang. [Origin obscure.] -N.UiS.
1821 D. HAGGART Life Gloss. 172. 1903 A. ADAMS Log

Cowboy x.\i. 333 Just to show his royal nibs that he s been
thoughtless.

JlNibung (nrbtfrj). Also nibong. [Malay
jLJ nibztng.] A Malayan species of palm.

1866 Treas, Bot. 813/1 O\ncospcrmd\ filanicntosa^ the
Nibung or Nibong of the Malays, is a very elegant palm
[etc.], 1883 MRS. BISHOP in Leisure Hour 23/1 The nibong
a species of stemless palm, of which the poorer natives make
their houses, and whose, .fronds are often from twenty to

twenty-two feet in length.

Niceean (naisfan), a. and sb. [f. NIC&-O, (see
NICENE) + -AN.] NICENE a. and sb.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Nicean or Kiccne, belonging
to that City. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 341/1 Eusebianism was
. . as victorious in the east as the Nicaean Creed was . . in
the

west._ 1860 Chainb. Encycl. I. 403/2 Morally the victory
was leaning to the side of the Niceeans.

Nicampoop, obs. form of NINCOMPOOP.

Nicaragua (nikane-giwa). Also 8 nicar-,

nicorago, 9 -guar. [The name of a republic in

Central America.] Nicaragua wood, a red dye-
wood similar to Brazil wood, obtained from some

species of C&salpinia ; peach-wood.
X73 Loud. Gaz. No. 3891/3 Nicaragua and Mohogony

Wood. 1708 Ibid. No. 4408/4 A Parcel of Nicorago Wood.
17*5 SLOANE Jamaica II. 184 Nicaragua-Wood. This wood
is almost as red, and as heavy as the true lirasile. 1756
P. BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 17 There are large quantities of

logwood, nicarago, and.. dry goods and bullion exported
from thence. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd, Trade 138 Our
returns are. .nicaragua wood,.. hides, &c. 1845 Encycl.
Metrop. XIX. 789/1 Its chief products are . . turpentine,
liquid amber, and Nicaragua wood. 1858 HOMANS Cycl.
Comnt, 1443/1 Nicaragua, or peach-woods, differ greatly in

their quality as well as price.

t Niccanee. Obs. Also nica-. [Origin ob

scure.] Some kind of piece-goods formerly im
ported from India.

171* Loud. Gaz. No. 5051/3 Nillaes, Niccanees, Photaes.

1725 Ibid. No. 6388/2 The following Goods, viz.. .Bejuta-
pants, Chelloes, Lemanees, Nicanees large, Nicanees small.

1727 W. MATHER Yng. Man s Comp. 411 Coral, Callicoes,
Niccaneesj Clouts [etc.]. 1788 CLAKKSON Impel. Slave Tr.
104 In the second class may be reckoned. .Callicoes, Cush-
taes, Chintz, Chelloes, Nicamees [stc], Negampants.
Ni CColic, a. rare. [f. mod.L. niccol-um

NICKEL.] Of nickel (see -ic i b).
1839 URE Diet. Arts 886 The niccolic suroxide has a dirty

pale green colour. xSsyMAYNE Expos. Lex. 765/2 Double
salts produced by the combination of a niccolic with an
ammonic salt.

Niccoliferous, variant of NICKELIFEROUS.
Wiccolite (ni Ubit). Klin. [f. mod.L. niccol-

um NICKEL + -ITE 1
4.] Native arsenide of nickel

;

copper-nickel, nickeline.
1868 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 61 The name.. should be

written Niccolinc, or better Niccolite, in place of Beudant s

NICE.

Nickeline. 1892 Geol. Survey Canada V. n. 45 E, Niccolite
.., when pure, contains in one hundred parts 44-1 of nickel
and 55-9 of arsenic.

Niccolo, variant of NICOLO.
Ni CColous, a. rare- 1

, [f. mod.L. niccol-um

NICKEL.] Of nickel (see -ous c).

1839 VRE Diet. Arts 886 The niccolous suroxide of Berze-
lius is black.

Nice, obs. form of NICHE, NIECE.
t Nice, sb. Obs. rare.

[f. next.] A foolish or

simple person ;
a fool.

&amp;lt; 1330 R. BKUNNEC&quot;?*OH. ll ace (Rolls) 14420 After Malgo,
. Carice

t&amp;gt;ei ches, A nyce
|&amp;gt;at

louede no pes. 1390 COWER
I Conf. II. 285 That wol with ydel hand reclame His hank,
j

as many a nyce doth, c 1430 Hymns I irgin 42 Out of be

j

wey y wole him lede, And make of him bo^e fool and nyce.

Nice (nais), a. Forms : 3-7 nyce, (4 nycy),
4-5 nys, 4-6 (8 St.) nyse, 4-6 nise, 5 ueys,
6 niece, Sc. nyss, 7 nies, 9 dial. nist(e, nyst^e,

: 3- nice. [a. OF. trice, niche (now only dial.)
=

Prov. nescij Catal. neci, Sp., Pg. necto, Pg., It.

nescio : L. nescms : see Ntsciurs .]
The precise development of the Very divergent senses

which this word has acquired in English is not altogether
clear. In many examples from the i6ih and 171)1 centuries
it is difficult to say in what particular sense the writer in

tended it to be taken.

f 1. Foolish, stupid, senseless. Obs. (Common
in I4th and I5th c.) a. Of persons.
.1290 .V. E

ig. Leg. I. 476,493 And bot ich be [scide] hou
heo heold mi hf, for-so^t ich were nice, c 1350 ll iil. Palcrnc
491 Now witterly ich am vn-wis & wonderliche nyce. 1387
TRKVISA Hidden (RolU) \ l. 23 He made be lady so mad and
so nyce hat sche worschipped hym as

_be grettest prophete
of God Aliny5ty. c 1450 LOVKLICH Grail y.\\\. 73 They seiden

;

he was a fool.. and that they sien neuere so nise a man.
1500-20 ULNUAK Poems .\.\.\i.\. 35 Quha that dois deidis of

I&amp;gt;etie
.. Is haldin a fulc, and that full nyce. t 1557 Aur.

PARKtiK Ps. xlix. 141 As well the wy&e as mad and nyse to

others leave theyr port.

b. Of actions, etc.

13.. Gaiv, $ Gr. Knt. 323 pyn askyng is nys, & a* l&amp;gt;ou

foly has frayst, fynde be be-houes. 1390 GOV.ER Conf. III.

I
180 So is it bot a nyce Sinne Of gold to ben to covoitous.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Xurti&amp;lt;r^ 508 Cookes. . bat provokethe
be peple..prou5 nice excesse of such reccyto of ^e life to

make an endynge. 1494 FABVAN Chron. vi. ccxvi. 234 A
nyce folysshe couenaunte ought nat to be holdhi. 1560

(

ROLLAND Crt. Venus i. 739 [Quha did] reheirs ane certane

j

nyse Sermonis, [With argujmentis, anddiuers questionis.

1 2. Wanton, loose-mannered j
lascivious. Obs.

a. Of persons.
c 1325 Poem temp. Ediv. II (Percy) 10 These nyse piestes

That playeth her nyse game By nyjt. V a 1366 CHAUCEK
Row, Rose 1285 Nyce she was, but she ne mente Noone
harine ne slight in hir entente, But oonely lust & jolyte.
c 1412 HOCCLEVE DC Reg. Princ. 1473 pou woldest han as

wantonly be gyed As do]? be nycest of hem. c 1430 Hymns
I irgin (1867) 53 Dainpned soulis..pat wolen not do \vcel,
but euere be nyce. 1529 RASTELL Pastynte^ Hist. Brit.

(1811) 153 He. .put out of his court all nyce and wanton
people. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. 24 These are comple
ments, these are humours, these betraie nice wenches that
would be betraied without these.

abspl. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1359 Hit is not innoghe to

pe nice al nojty bink vse Bot if all
(&amp;gt;e

worlde wyt his wykked
dedes. 1414 26 Pol. Poems 60 God }eue gow grace.. To
cherische

J&amp;gt;e goode, and chastyse be nys.

b. Of conduct, etc.

c 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron, (1810) 236 We..telle ?ow oher
tales.. of

&amp;gt;er nyce ribaudie. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rollb)
IV. 67 f&amp;gt;o

it was i-doo wij? foule songes and gestes and iapes
and nyse menstralcie. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxlx, Gif thy
lufe [be] sett alluterly Of nyce lust, thy trauail is in veyne.
a 1450 MYRC 61 From nyse iapes and rybawdye Thow nioste
turne avyay byn ye. 1529 MORE Svppl. Sonlys Wks. 306/2
These nice and wanton wordes doo not verye wel wyth vs.

1587 GOLDING De ALornay Ep. Ded., Ouercome with nyce
pleasures and fond vanities. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. in.

xiii. 180 AVhen mine houres Were nice and lucky, men did
ransome Hues Of me for iests.

t o. Of dress : Extravagant, flaunting. Obs.
c 1430 Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1903) 205 pou studies! aftir

nycearay, And makist greet cost in closing. 1500-20 DUN-
BAR Poems xiv. o So nyce array, so strange to thair abbay,
Within this land was nevir hard nor sene. 1563 Homilies
n. Idolatry \\\. (1640) 72 An Image with a nice and wanton
apparell and countenance.

fd. Very trim, elegant, or smart. Obs. rare.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 128 b/i She chastysed them that
were nyce and queynte, sayeng that suche nycete was fykhe
of the sowle. a 1500 Mylncr ofAhynton in Hazl. E. P. P.
III. 117 The wencheshe was full proper and nyce; Amongc
all other she bare great price. 1540 HYRDE tr. Vives* Instr.
Chr. Worn. (1592) Kij, She shal not.. use hir voyce to be
feat and nice.

f 3. Strange, rare, uncommon. Obs.

1413 Pilgr* Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxiv. 70, I merueyled
nought soo moche of no thyng. .as I doo now of this nyce
syght. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxv. 41 Ouhen I awoik,
my dreme it was so nyce, Fra every wicht I hid it as a vyce.
1535 COVERUALE Ecclus. xliii. 27 For there be straunge
wonderous workes, dyuerse maner of nyce beestes and
whall fishes. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 143 Frome hens-
forth we shal neyther enuye nor reuerence the nyse frute*

fulnes of Stoidum, Taprobana, or the redde sea.

f4. Slothful, lazy, indolent. Obs. rare&quot; .

c 1440 Promp. Pan\ 355/2 Nyce, iners. 1604 R. CAW-
DKUY Table Alph.^ JVtct; -slow, lazie,

t b. Effeminate, unmanly. Obs. rare.

1573 BARET Alv. s.v., Men thinke they wax nice and
effeminate. 1598 FLORIO, Paranimpha . , , an effeminate,

nice, milkesop, puling fellow. 1681 R. L ESTRANGE Tally s

Offices 64 Any thing that is Loose, Nice, and Effeminate.



NICE. 126 NICE.

t c. Not able to endure much ; tender, delicate.

1561 BULLEYN Bulwark, Sicke Men 56 Soche be the

weake, feble, nise stomackes of many. 1648 Marklicun s

Housew. Card. HI. x. (1668) 80 The Bee is tender and nice,
and only lives in warm weather, a 1674 CLARENDON in Life
\. (1842) 927/2 He. .was of so nice and tender a composition,
that a little rain or wind would disorder him. c 1710 CELIA
FIENNKS Diary (1888) 26 But these are nice plants and are

kept mostly under Glass s, ye aire being too rough for them,

f* d. Over-refined, luxurious. 06s.
i6zx BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. ii. (1651) 145 We..spoUe

our childrens maners, by our overmuch cockering and nice

education. 17x1 OZELL Vertofs Rom. Rep. II. xn. 221 All

the Roman Youth that had..grown effeminate with nice

Living, joined and favoured Catiline.

f 5. Coy, shy, (affectedly) modest, reserved. Obs.

14.. Sir Benes (S) 3199 Maydens at her first Weddyng
Wei nyse al be first nygt. 15. . Christ s Kirk 15 Thay wer
sa nyss quhen men them nicht, Thay squelit lyke ony gaitis.

1592 KVD Sol. # Pers. i. ii, Then be not nice, Perseda, as

women woont To hasty louers. 1634 MILTON Comus 139
Ere. .The nice Morn on th* Indian steep From her cabin d
loop hole peep.

t b. Shy, reluctant, unwilling. Const, to, in,

of, or with inf. Obs*
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) iv. 91 The nycest to

ressave Vpoun the nynis will nip it. 16.. BRYAN in Farr
S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 335 Straight bent to glorious deeds by
kind, And to no braue acheiuements nice. 1617 MORYSON
Itin, in. 40, I found the Italians nothing nice to shew their

strong forts to me and to other strangers, c 1665 MRS.
HUTCHINSON Mem. Col, Hutchinson (1846) 58 She is the
nicest creature in the world of suffering her perfections to

be known. 1668 MRS. BEHN Oroonoko Wks. (1718) 55 They
are extreme modest and bashful, very shy, and nice of being
touch d. 1676 DKVDEN A urengz. 11. i, Virtue is nice to take
what s not her own.

1 6. Phr. To make (it} nice, to display reserve or

reluctance
;
to make a scruple. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 624, 1 make it coye, or nyce as a daungerouse
person doth, je fais lestrange. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus
m. 827 Raab and Ruth . . War licht Ladeis, thocht je it mak
sa nice. 1595 SHAKS. John in. iv. 138 And he that stands

vpon a sllpp ry place, Makes nice of no vilde hold to stay
him vp. 1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (1%-$-$) 16 Althogh they
seeme to make nyce in praying for dead. 1637 RUTHERFORD
Lett. Ixxxi. (1862) I. 205 Christ, .cometh in.. without cere

monies, or making it nice, to make a poor ransomed one
His own. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 168 They make not
nice to tell him that there is no possibility of salvation but
in their way.
7. Fastidious, dainty, difficult to please, esp. in

respect of food or cleanliness ; also in good sense,

refined, having refined tastes.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare s
Utoj&amp;gt;.

\\. (1895) 149 Anothere ys
of so nyce and soo delycate a mynde that he settethe noth-

ynge by yt. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 191 The slouen and
the careless man, the roinish nothing nice. i6opDEKKER/V?r-
titnatus Prol., Your nice soules, cloyd with dilicious sounds,
Will loath her lowly notes, a 1656 Up. HALL Rent. Wks.
(1660) 3 Nice ears are all for variety of Doctrines, as palates
of meats. 1706 E. WARD Wooden. World Diss. (1708) 99
He is not so nice as his Superiors, whom nothing will go
down with, under right Nantz or Rum. 1751 JOHNSOX
Rambler^Q. 104 Pg The mind. .becomes, .nice and fastidi

ous, and like a vitiated palate. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract.

Agric. II, 1047 It is better, as fattening animals are very
nice, to let them have rather too little than too much. 1836
C. SHAW in Mem. (1837) II. 503, I can eat anything, and am
not very nice about the cleanliness. 1856 HAWTHORNE Eng.
Note-bks. (1870) II. 318 Neither is it at all nice as to what
it clutches, in its necessity for support.
Phrases, 1553 T. WILSON RJiet. (1580) 223, I knewe a

Priest as nice as a Nonnes Henne. 1581 RICH Farew.
(1846) 139 More nice than wise. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath.
i. ii. (1712) ii Suppose, .the other more nice than wise should

reply, Nay, it may possibly be otherwise. 178* COWPER
Mut. Forbearance 20 Some people are more nice than wise.

b. Particular, precise, strict, careful, in regard
to some special thing.
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. ix. i. (1886) 135 Some are

so nise, that they condemne generallieall sorts of diuina-
tions. 1625 BACON Ess.

t Greatn. Kingd. (Arb.) 479 The
Spartans were a nice People in Point of Naturalization.
1661 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 59 The Parliament
is alwayes very nice and curious on this point. 1724
WODROW Corr, (1843) HI- M*. I find them very nice that no
other . . be admitted to this correspondence. 1839 URE
Diet. Arts 107 He is extremely nice in selecting his malt
and hops. 1861 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, viii. 99 Like
the old Romans, never very nice in weighing how large a
proportion of the people influenced the government.

T O. Fastidious in matters of literary taste. Obs.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. Premonit. 5, I had rather

twenty nice Criticks should censure mee. c 1665 MRS. HUTCH
INSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 23 His judgement was so

nice, that he could never frame any speech beforehand to
please himself. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 286 Thus Critics, of
less judgment than caprice, Curious not knowing, not exact
but nice, Form short Ideas. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch
(1879) H- 735/2 Such digressions as these the nicest readers

may endure, provided they are not too long.

d. Precise or strict in matters of reputation or
conduct ; punctilious, scrupulous, sensitive.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. VH. 43 So difficult a thing it

is to play an after-Game of Reputation, in that nice and
jealous profession. IJQQ SWIFT Advancem. Relig. Wks.
1755 II. i. 99 Women of tainted reputations find the same
countenance, .with those of the nicest virtue. 1784 COWPER
Task in. 85 Men too were nice in honor in those days, And
judg d offenders well. 1826 DISRAELI Viv, Grey n. v, I am
not very nice myself about these matters. 1843 MIALL in

Nonconf. III. 227 The Duke of Wellington said .. Men who
have nice notions about religion have no business to be
soldiers . 1887 BARING-GOULD RedSpider xvii, I should get
it back again.., and not be too nice about the means.

e. Refined, cultured.
1607 DANIEL/?^ Rhime H 2 b, Eloquence and gay wordes

are. .out the garnish of a nice time, the Ornaments that doe
but decke the house of a State, a 1792 BURNS Yon Wild
Mossy Mountains iv, Of nice education but sma 1

is her
share. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udol&ho i, As con
versation awakened the nicer emotions of her mind, that
threw such a captivating grace around her. 1818 SHELLEY
Julian 536 As we could guess From his nice habits and his

gentleness. 1874 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Breakf.-P. 56
*

Truce, I

beg ! Said Osric, with nice accent.

8. Requiring or involving great precision, ac

curacy, or minuteness.

|

ceptibly to a nice observer. 1864 BOWEN Logic xii. 397
1 The cases may be strictly parallel in every visible respect,

as tested by the nicest observations.

b. Of the eye, ear, etc. : Able to distinguish or
1

discriminate in a high degree.
a 1586 SIDNEY (J.), Such a man was Argalus, as hardly the

I nicest eye can find a spot in. 1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia.

the word, must not be weighed in those scales that men
commonly vse to weigh their yron, it is a nicer work. 1665
BOYLE Occas. Re/I. n. viii. (1675) 123 The Watch I use to
measure the time with in nice Experiments. 1745 A. BUTLER
Lives Saints (1836) I. p. xlvi, The indagation is often a task
both nice and laborious. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. x.

(1869) I. 1 08 A house carpenter seems to exercise rather a
nicer and more ingenious trade than a mason. 1822 IMISON
Set.

&amp;lt;$
Art I. 35 Those who are engaged in making nice

philosophical experiments. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 209/2
For nice purposes the metal may be obtained in a state of

purity by the following process.

9. Not obvious or readily apprehended ; difficult

to decide or settle ; demanding close consideration

or thought ; f intricate.

1513 DOUGLAS JEncis m. Prol. 14 Nyce laborynth, quhar
Mynotaur the bull Was kepit. 1581 G. PETTIE tr. Guazzos
Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 19 The finer wit a man is of, the more he
beateth it .. about nice and intricate pointes. 1649 JER.
TAYLOR Gt. Exeing. in. Sect.xiv. 51 The way to destruction
is broad and plausible, the way to heaven nice and austere.

1689 POPPLE tr. Locke s \st Let. Toleration L. s Wks. 1727
II. 233 Opinions, .about nice and intricate Matters that
exceed the Capacity of ordinary Understandings. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. 175 It was the work but of one
day to examine and to resolve this nice problem. 1789
BELSHAM Ess. I. vii. 134 It becomes a very nice and curious

Saestion
indeed. 1847-9 HELPS Friends in C. (1851) I. 21

ne of the nicest problems fora man to solve. 1885 Manch.

E^xam. 3 June 5/1 NVhether the agreement was actually
violated is a question involving several nice points.

b. Minute, subtle; also of differences, slight,
small.

1561 T. NORTON Calvbfs lust. i. xii. 29 Nowe leauyng nice

suttleties, lette us wey the matter it selfe. 1612 T. JAMES
Corrupt. Scripture iv. 6 They seeme to mince and slice the
matter into certaine nice and subtile distinctions. 1662
STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacra? in. iii. 4 Without perplexing our
minds about those more nice and subtile speculations. 1732
POPE Ess. Man i. 223 Twixt that, and reason, what a nice

barrier, For ever sep rate, yet for ever near. 1784 JOHNSON
Let. to Mr. Sastres 2 Sept.;

Your critick seems to me to be
an exquisite Frenchman ; his remarks are nice ; they would
at least have escaped me. 1855 BAIN Senses

&amp;lt;y

Int. n. i. 22
The generality of people can appreciate far nicer differences
than these. 1870 HOWSON Metaph. St. Pant ii. 41 When
we desire to appreciate the nicer shades of meaning.

C. Precise, exact, fine.

1710 ADDISON Whig Exam. No. 4 F 8 A very nice re

semblance. 1746 HERVEV Mcdit. (1818) 127 You may
observe, .in its gently-bending tufts, the nicest symmetry.
1802 PA LEY Nat. Theol, xii. (1819) 197 A nicer accommoda
tion to their respective conveniency. 1841 MiALLin Nonconf.
I. i _No words could describe with nicer accuracy the

political movements of English dissenters. 1867 DK.
ARGYLL Reign of Law ii. (ed. 4) 92 The nice and perfect
balance which is maintained between these two forces.

T 10. a. Slender, thin. Obs. rare,

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. 6 As Ladies wont, in pleasures
wanton lap To finger the fine needle and nyce thread. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. in. iii.

15 That policie may either last so long,
Or feedevpon such nice and waterish diet.

f b. Unimportant, trivial. Obs. rare.

1592 SHAKS. Rent, $ Jnl. v. ii. 18 The Letter was not

nice, but full of charge, Of deare import, and the neglecting
it May do much danger. 1601 Jnl. C. iv. iii. 8 In such
a time as this, it is not meet That euery nice offence should
beare his Comment.
11. t a. Critical, doubtful, full of danger or un

certainty. Obs,

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. Il\ iv. i. 48 To set so rich a mayne On
the nice hazard of one doubtfull houre, It were not good.
1608 D. T[UVIL] Ess. Pol. ff Mor. 64 b, Vnderstanding on
what nice tearms the life of the Blacke-Prince. .did stande.
1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1711/4 We bless Propitious Heaven,
which.. has directed Your Majesty in these Nice and
Critical times. 1710 WODROW Corr. (1843) : 95 ^ou know
my itch after accounts of. .the true state of things at this
nice juncture.

b. Delicate, needing tactful handling.
1617 MORYSON Itin. iv. n. iii. (1903) 184 A Treatise to be

written of purpose, and with deliberation, vppon that nice
Subject. 1664 J. WILSON Projectors v, Things of this
nature are so nice, and kickish, the least Error renders
them irretriveable. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 40, I

hope you had Presence of Mind to do this, For it was a nice
Part to act. 1777 WATSON Philip //, in. (1793) I. 129 For
several years in the nicest political negociations.
12. a. Entering minutely into details ; attentive,

close.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.Poeste H.xii[iJ.(Arb.) 126 We imputed
it to a nice and scholasticall curiositie in such makers. 1617
MORYSON Itin. in. 35 His company is like to be shunned, as
of a nice observer of mens actions and manners. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 358 Some Peasants, not t omit the
nicest Care, Of the same Soil their Nursery prepare. 1738
Pref. y. Keilts Anim. CEcon. 20 Nicer inquiries into the

Structure of the Parts. 1789 G. WHITE Selbome vi, Upon
a nice examination. .1 could find nothing resinous in them.

1839 Ciml Eng. fy Arch. Jrnl, II. 328/2 It fluctuates.. per-

panum, her nicer ear Catches a thunder-growl from yonder
sphere. 1847 H. MILLER Test. Rocks v. (1857) 209 Gifted.,
with a peculiarly nice eye for detecting those analogies.

1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap 273 The nice eye can
distinguish grade and grade.

c. Of judgement, etc. : Finely discriminative.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. Pref., Wks. 1721 I. 82 Virgil..
was of too nice a Judgment to introduce a God denying the
Power and Providence of the Deity. 1742 SHENSTONE
Schoolmistr. 237 With nice discernment see Ye quench
not, too, the sparks of nobler fires. 1785 CRABBE Newspaper
Wks. 1834 II. 126 We cannot call their morals pure, Their

judgment nice, or their decisions sure. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Fr. Wines

&amp;lt;$

Pol. i. 16 No people on earth had so nice a
sense of the morally graceful. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankes Hist.

Ref. I. 297 His style is not above mediocrity, nor does he
evince any nice sense of elegance and form.

d. Delicate or skilful in manipulation.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 83 f 4 One Person at Work, who

was exceeding slow in his Motions, and wonderfully nice
in his Touches. 1764 REID Inquiry i. iii. 78 The nicest
artist cannot make a feather or the leaf of a tree. 1806-7
J. BEBESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) n. xxxiv, Jobs
that require both a nice hand and a contriving head.

13. Minutely or carefully accurate.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado v. i. 75 lie proue it on his body if

he dare, Despight his nice fence, and his actiue practise.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 584 All at once thir Reeds Put forth,
and to a narrow vent appli d With nicest touch. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. Pref. 93 The largest and nicest knowledge
of the English Language, of any man living. 1769 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc. i. {1876} 309 That critical period of study,
on the nice management of which their future turn of taste

depends. 1805 COLLINGWOOD in Nicolas Disp. Nelson
(1845) VII. 242 To pass them from the leeward .. required
nice steerage. 1849 LONGF. Building of Ship 17 With
nicest &kill and art . . a little model the Master wrought.

b. Of instruments or apparatus: Showing minute
differences ; finely poised or adjusted.
a 1628 LD. BROOKE Wks. (1633) 1.54 To pease his deeds, by

her nice weights and measure. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes $
Qual. 397 Imploying a nice pair of Gold Scales . . I found that
this Powder weigh d somewhat, .more than twice so much
common Water. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.Techn. \.s,,\.Hygro-
scope, You will find this plain and simple Instrument, the
nicest Hygrometer of any, for it will show you very small
Alterations. 1771 T. PERCIVAL.M. (1776) III. 127 A watery
dew. .which being committed to a nice scale, may probably
be found to be equal in gravity to a drop of rain. 1875 SEARS
Serm. Chr. Life 29 Weigh arguments in the nicest in
tellectual scales.

14. Of food
; Dainty, appetizing.

1712 ARBUTHNOT J. Bull HI. App. i, This was but a pre-
tence to provide some nice bit for himself, a 1766 MRS. F.
SHERIDAN Sidney Biditlph V. 193 We sent her up three or
four plates of the nicest things that were at table. 1799
JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) 1. 224 You must give us something
very nice, for we are used to live well. 1852 ROCK C//. of
Fathers III. 103 A banquet which usually consisted of the
nicest dishes then known. 1853 SOYER Pantroph. 284
Some of these pastries would appear very nice to us in the

present day.
absol. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 53 (1794) II. 287

To imitate our fashionable physicians in mixing up together
..the nauseous and the nice.

15. Agreeable ;
that one derives pleasure or

satisfaction from
; delightful.

In common use from the latter part of the i8th cent, as a

general epithet of approval or commendation, the precise

signification varying to some extent with the nature of the
, substantive qualified by it.

1769 Miss CARTER Lett. (1817) II. 34, 1 intend to dine with
Mrs. Borgrave, and in the evening to take a nice walk. 1780
BECKFORD Biog. Mem. Extr. Painters no A nice pocket
edition. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) I. 126 You scold

me so much in the nice long letter which I have . . received
from you. 1837 MAJ. RICHARDSON Brit. Legion ix. (ed. 2)

220 The Commandant, whom I subsequently found to be a

very nice fellow. 1860 B NESS BUNSEN in Hare Life (1879)
II. v. 270 Lilies of the valley, and I know not what nice

things. 1807 MARY KINGSLEY W. A/rita6^4 How nice it

must be to be able to get about in cars, omnibuses and rail

way trains again !

Phr. 1796 MRS. M. ROBINSON Angelina I. 44 The parson s

daughters are as nice as my nail and as clean as a penny !

b. To look nice, to have an agreeable, attractive,
or pretty appearance.
1793 Minstrel II. 182 She was desirous of looking as nice

as possible. 1836 Going to Service xii. 139 O, you look so

nice,, .any body would take you for an experienced servant.

1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R. Lynne II. xii. 255 Cuthbert liked

her to look nice.

C. Kind, considerate, or pleasant (to others).

1830 MOORE Mem. (1854) VI. 152 She has, in the nicest

and most delicate way, procured them. 1872 T. HARDY
Under Greenw. Tree v. i, Not nice of Master Enoch , said

Dick. 1887 I. R. Lady s Ranche Life Montana 165 When
I
say

Van was good, I mean he was nice to me.

a. In ironical use. Also nice and.

1846 D. JERROLD Mrs. Candle ii, You ll be nice and ill in

the morning. 1851 St. Giles \vC\t A nice job I ve had to

nibble him.

16. As adv. Nicely, rare.

1540 J. HEYWOOD Four P.P. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 351 But

prick them and pin them as nice as ye will, c 1557 ABP.

PAKKEK Ps. cxix. 345 Curst be they all, from thy good love



NICEBECETUR.
who wander wyll to nyse. a 1756 ELIZA HEYWOOD JVcw
Present (1771) 53 Take a fine piece of sturgeon, wash and
clean it very nice.

17. Comb, as nice-conscienced, -eared, -fingered,
etc.

; nice-becoming, -looking, -spoken ;
nice-dis-

Youth. 1642-4 VICARS God in Mount 18 These squemish
and *nice-conscienced fellows. 1776

(

JOEL COLLIER ( J. L.
Bicknell) Mm. Trav. (ed. 4) App. 26 Should his lordship s

Elmke
and &quot;nice-driven negotiation of the pc

igland and Spaine. a 1843 SOUTKEY Comm.-pl. Bt. Ser.
II. (1849) 33 The chilling fastidiousness of some *nice-eared
critics. 1784 COWPER Task i. 202 One.. whose notes *Nice-
finger d Art must emulate in vain. 1818 JAMIESON Bart s
Lett. N. Scotl. I. 322 It sets ye weel to be sae *nice-gabbit.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxii. 2 He was not so *nyce-
harted as to make a cruell yelping out for some comon
harme. 1583 Calvin on Dent, cxxxi. 806 Because ye

people
were ouertender and nyceharted, they had need of

helpe. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 407 There throw, *nice.

judging, the delusive fly. 1807 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) I.

328 She is a &quot;nice-looking woman. 1838 DICKENS O, Twist
xiv, He is a nice-looking boy, is he not? 1882 J. HAW
THORNE Fort. Fool i. xv, A portrait of a very nice-looking
young lady. 1869 Miss BROUGHTON Not Wisely n Miss
Chester was gifted with that sort of *nice-lookingness. 1618
N. FIELD Amends

for^ Louties in. iii. in Hazl. Dotislcy XI.
132 A pox of these &quot;nice-mouthed creatures ! 1683 TRYON
Way to Health 225 Foolish *Nice-pallated People and
Gluttons. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 135 We will enioy
That *nice-preserued honesty of yours. 1777 POTTER
JEschylus (1779) II. 88 This stranger seems, like the &quot;nice-

scented hound, Quick in the trace of blood. 1799 JANE
AUSTEN Lett.

(1884) I. 209 We have two very &quot;nice-sized

rooms. 1863 SALA in Temple Bar VIII. 73, 1 suppose there
is nothing immodest (even in this wonderfully *nice spoken
age) in confessing [etc.]. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4)
1. 533 A few *nice-spun and chimerical speculations. 1815
MILMAN Fazio (1821) 17 Death s not *nice-stomach d, to be
cramm d With such unsavoury offal.

t Nicebecetuv. Obs. Also 6 nyse-, nyce-
becetur (-byceter), nycibecetour. [Origin ob
scure; perh. a fancifar formation from NICE a.

The earliest and latest quots. appear to show
different stressings of the word.] A dainty, fine,
or fashionable girl or woman.
c 1520 Bk. Mayd Emlyn 225 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 90 To

gete gownes and furs, These nysebeceturs, Of men sheweth
theyr pyte. a 1530 HEYWOOD Weather (Brandl) 898 An
other maner losse yf we sholde mys Then of such nyce-
byceters as she is. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 120 b, In
suche did.. the other nycibecetours or denty dames custom-
ably use.. to bee carryed about. 1546 HEYWOOD Prov. I.

xi. (1874) 57 Betweene you and your Ginifinee Nycebecetur.
(a 1553 UUALL Roister Doister \. iv. 12.] 1584 in Cl. Robin
son Handful Pleasant Delights (Arb.) 14 Farewel good
Nicibicetur, God send you a sweeter,

SotHicebice. Obs. rare- 1

.

595 Locrine in. iv, No, by my troth, mistresse nicebice,
how fine you can nickname me.

t Niced, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. NICE a.] Made
foolish or delicate.

(11440 BURGH Cato 601 Dreede no dremys..Thouh the!
be caused of compleccioun, Or ellis of any nyced fantasie.

1577 STANYHURST Dcscr. Irel. Ep. Ded. in Holinshed, If
anie man his stomach shall be found so tenderlie niced, or so
deintilie spiced, as that he maie not digest the grosse draffe
of so base a countrie.

Niced : see NYCETTE.
t Ni-cefy, v. Obs.

-
[f. NICE a. ] (See quot.)

i6n_CoTGR., Faire la
sadinette^ to mince it, nicefie it,

make it dainty, to be verie squeamish.
f Nieehead. Obs.-

[f. NICE a.] (Seeqtiot.)
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 355/2 Nycehede, or nycete, inercia,

Niceish. (noi-sif), a. Also nicish. [f. NICE a.

+ -ISH 1.] Somewhat or rather nice.

1835 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 46 Talkative, niceish people.
1860 TROLLOPS Framley P. xiv, He s a nicish cut of a horse.
1888 Alhenzum 19 May 628/2 There is a niceish girl not
the mystic heroine born of fire and water.

Ni celiug. Now rare. [f. NICE a. + -LING 1.]
f 1. An effeminate, tender, or delicate person.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Jos. i. 26 b, That, .we

maye nether become tendre nycelynges through vayne
pleasures, ne moued with terrible turmoylinges. 1583 GOLD-
ING Cah in on Dcut. xl. 238 There are a sorte of these nyce-
lings which take greefe at it.

2. arch. A nice thing.
1884 BLACK Jud. Shakes, ii, I was showing you what

nicelings and delicates my father was bringing.

Nicely (narsli), adv. Also 4 nise-, 5 nice- i

liche; 4-6 nyoely, (6 -lie), 5-6 nysely. [f.
NICE a. + -LY 2, after OF. nicement]
fl. Foolishly, unwisely. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 297 Sir Hugh of Crisseng-
ham he did nycely & mys. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I.

373 For no man schulde nisehche wende yn wib oute leue
of

J&amp;gt;e bisshop. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. xii, Impressioun Off
my thoght causith this Illusioun, That dooth me think so
nycely in this wise. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 607 Eugeny
the fourth, .. beyng admytted, demeaned hym so nycely in
the begynnynge, y1 he was put out of Rome. 1523 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. I. cclxiii. 389 They thought nat to departs
nysely out of their aduantage.
t 2. Slothfully, sluggishly. Obs. rare ~.
1

1^440 Promp. Parv. 355/2 Nycely, inerte.

t 3. Finely, elegantly, refinedly, daintily. Obs.
c 1400 Chron. Eng. (Caxton) ccxxxiii. 6 The women more

nysely yet passed the men in aray & coriousloker. c 1440

127

Gesta. Rom. Ixxl. 388 (Add. MS.), His neghbores..seydyn
se this man ! that late was a pore man, how nysely [he]

arayes his childryn ! 1530 PALSGR. 839/2 Nycely, fetly,
coyntcment. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 311 Let not your
gowne sitt vppon your backe too nicely, nor yet weare it too

slouenly. 1601 SHAKS. T-wel. N. in. i. 17 They that dally
nicely with words, may quickely make them wanton. 1690
LOCKE Educ. $ 7 How.. mortal a thing, taking Wet in the
Feet is, to those who have been bred nicely. 1728 YOUNG
Love ofFame vi. 146 Aspasia s highly born, and nicely bred,
Of taste refin d, in life and manners read.

b. In an attractive, agreeable, pleasing, or pretty
fashion.

17:4 MRS. MANLEY Adv. Rivella 119 A Bed nicely sheeted
and strow d with Roses, Jessamins or Orange-Flowers. 1766
GOLDSM Vic. W. iv, The walls on the inside were nicely
white-washed. 1822 BYRON Vis. Jndgem. xcix, In two
octavo volumes, nicely bound. 1830 MOORE in Mem. (1854)
VI. 138 A dinner-party at my mother s ;.. All very nicely
done. 1860 Rutledge 30 The tea tasted very nicely out of
the thin china cup. 1881 RITA My Lady Coquette iii, How
nicely you have done your hair to-night.

C. Very well, satisfactorily.
1829 LANDOR Imag. Conv., Lucian $ Timotheus Wks. 1853

II. 31/2 Your flesh, properly cured, might hang up nicely

I. 19 It is a great thing to have provided so nicely for your-

4. fa. With coyness or reserve; also, sparingly,
grudgingly. Obs.

Prouerbe is), a 1600 HOOKER Ans-M. Trovers 13 It is

not their wont to speak so nicely of things definitively
set down in that council. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boelh. n. 44
She, who nicely conceals herself to others, is wholly dis

played and open to thee.

t b. Fastidiously, squeamishly. Obs.

547 Homilies i. Good Wks. n. D iv, The! wold, as it

wer nicely take a fly out of their cup, and drynke doune
a whole camel. 1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. Pref. f 8
Some more nicely found fault with so many two sillabled
and three sillabled rimes. 1618 LATHAM -2nd Bk. Falconry
(1633) 36 If you doe finde her to bee tutchie or nicely
addicted. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 377 Thou shalt have
cause To wish thou never hadst rejected thus Nicely or
cautiously my offer d aid. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1781
Such small particulars are intended for those who are
nicely critical in composition.

C. Scrupulously, punctiliously, in respect of con
duct. Now rare.

1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 144 What safe, and nicely I might
well delay, By rule of Knight-hood, I disdaine and spurne
01677 MANTON Serm. Ps. cxix, civ. Wks. 1872 VIII. 5To stand nicely upon terms of duty is to run in harm s way.
1709 STEELE Taller No. n p 4 There are Women who are
not nicely Chast, and Men not severely Honest, in all
Families. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. v. 357 Nicely tender
of his reputation. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. t, Schm. i. (1857)
9 For a man who had often looked death in the face, he had
remained nicely tender of human life.

t d. Cautiously, gingerly, lightly, gently. Obs.
1590 NASHE Pasquits Apol. I. D j, He treads nicelie, as

one that daunceth vpon a lyne. 1606 Bp. HALL Mcdit. ff
Vcfws n. 12 As nettles, which if they bee nicely handled,
sting and pricke. 1613 DONNE Epithal. Eliz. 75 What mean
those ladies which, as tho They were to take a clock to
pieces, go So nicely about the bride 2

5. f a. With insistence on detail ; strictly. Obs.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 94 Happily a Woman s Voyce

may doe some good, When Articles too nicely vrg d, be stood
on. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cxxxix. 13 It . . is not so strictly
or nicely to be taken as to denote a creation.

b. With close attention, closely, minutely.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. vii. 9 When we nicely reflect

upon them, we shall find [etc.]. 1728 POPE Dune. 1. 163 Here
studious I. .lost blunders nicely seek. 1739 JOHNSON Wks.
(1787) IV. 324 It being his custom to draw a line under any
passage which he intended more nicely to consider. 1858
FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xiv. 198 The Privy Council had
been obliged to levy men without looking nicely to their
antecedents. 1871 SMILES Charac. iv. (1876) 115 His action
becomes suspended in nicely weighing the pros and cons.

c. With particular care.

URE Diet. Arts 1^-2 Another workman is occupied in drying
very nicely the surface of the glass that is to be silvered.

6. Accurately, precisely, exactly : a. With refer
ence to adjustment, correspondence, etc.
1611 SHAKS. Cymo. ii. iv. 90 Two winking Cupids Of

Siluer, each on one foote standing, nicely Depending on
their Brands. 1697 POTTER Antiy. Greece \. viii. (1715) 42
Amphitheaters, .were not nicely Orbicular, but Oval. 1715
ARBUTHNOT Let. to Pope a July, A Translation nicely
true to the Original. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson s Voy.
236 A small portable Balance.. so nicely made that.. the
thousandth Part of a Crown will sensibly turn the Scale.
1866 SEELEY Ecce Homo I. ii. 17 In its strangeness it is
so nicely adapted to the character of Christ. 1866 R. M.
FERGUSON Electr. (1870) 23 It consists of a needle nicely
poised on a point.

b. With ref. to judgement, discernment, etc.

1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 123 Such as are provoked,
judge more nicely. 1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing
xiii. p 4 He . . Files off the Bur . . that he may the better and
nicelier discern how well he has begun. 1705 STANHOPE
Paraphr. I. 68 A due Recompence nicely awarded, accord-
ing to the Behaviour of each Man in Particular. 1755 B.
MARTIN Mag. Arts t, Sci. I. xvi. no If I do not nicely
understand your Proportion of Squares, and such Things,
you must excuse me, at present. 1839 Civil Eng, s, Arch.

NICENESS.

yml.ll. 329/2 A wire.. being found suitable for enabling
the eye to estimate very nicely the shade of the intercepted
light. 1853 BAIN Stasis

f,- Int. n. ii. 3 A very feeble

impression cannot be nicely discriminated.

) c. Closely. Otis, rare .

1690 MORRIS /&amp;gt;V&amp;lt;i///arffj (1694) 73 It is not safe. .to nourish
a Passion which . . borders so nicely upon Hatred,

t d. Slightly, very little. Obs. rare.

1698 PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XX. 315 This nicely differs
from l\\zAnlaranthus Sicnlns spictitHS.. in having rounder
Leaves. 1702 Ibid. XXIII. 1262 This and No. 271 are
nicely different, if not the same.
7. Comb, as nicely-balanced, -bound, -established,

f -gauded, -laden.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. it. i. 233 Our veyl d Dames Commit the
Warre of White and Damaske In their nicely gawded
Cheekes to th wanton spoyle Of Phosbus burning Kisses.

1837 HOWITT Rur. Life 11. i. (1862) 93 The iron tray of

nicely laden patty-pans goes into the oven. 1855 J. R.
LEIFCHILD Cornwall Mines 57 Tiie man.. sent the nicely-
balanced wonder of nature, .banging down the crags. 1858
W. ELLIS 3 Visits Rladagascar viii. 220, I saw, amongst
other nicely-bound books, The Women of England . 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. viii. 136 Under government of nicely-
established rules.

Nicene (noi-sJh, naisJ-n), a. (and st&amp;gt;.)
Also 6

Nycene, Niceene, Nioen. [ad. late L. NicSn-us,
Nicxn-zis, f. Nicea, A icxa, Gr. Niraia, the name
of a town in Bhhynia.]
1. Nicene Council, one or other of two eccle

siastical Councils held at Nica-a, the first in the

year 325 for the purpose of dealing with the
Arian controversy, and the second in 787 to con
sider the question of images.
i432-5o f- Higden (Rolls) V. 105 The legende of whom is

had amonge scriptures apocriphate by the decrete of the
cownesayle Nicene. \y&Pilgr. I erf. (\V. de W. 1531) 192 b,
In the Crede of Nycene counsyle. 1564 BriefExam. ****j,
Certayne sectaries layde to the Fathers charge of Nicaene
Counsel], that they tooke an order . . for keping Easter day.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dtitit. n. ii. rule 6 35 As we
learn from the acts of the second Nicene Council. 1727-38
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Arianisin, Many, .returned to the
faith of the first Nicene council, and anathematized the
second. 1860 C/iamoers s Encycl. I. 403/1 The doctrines of

A[rius] did not essentially differ from those of the Nicene
Council. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 53/1 In opposition to
this error, the first Nicene Council defined [etc.].

t b. In the erroneous form Council of Nicene.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 105 He was i-martired

under Dacianus be mge by doom of thecounsaile of Nicene.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 119 Whiche kepede the firste

grete cownsayle of Nicene. 1563 Homilies ii. Sacrament i.

(1859)445 Whereas, by the advice of the Council of Nicene,
we ought to lift up our minds by faith .

2. Nicene Creed, a formal statement of Chris
tian belief, based upon that adopted at the first

Council of Nicrea, which was designed especially
to combat the Arian heresy.
1567-9 JEWEL Be/. Apol. Wks. 1848 IV. 3:5. I,,

Bellinger s Decades (Parker Soc.) I. 12 Excellent learned.....*. . mtMH V* Mt*** ouv,.y 1. \-J J^ACCIlcnl 1CUTI1CU
men who wrote theCreedcommonlycalled the Nicene Creed.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk , Selv. 201 When we read in the
Nicene Creed [etc.], 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. xxvii. III. 17
He. .offered that Arian prelate the hard alternative of sub
scribing the Nicene creed, or of instantly resigning .. the
cathedral. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 340/2 A confession of
faith, which seemed to be in unison with the Nicene Creed.
1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 254/2 A creed .. identical with
what we are accustomed to call the Nicene Creed.
3. Connected with, originating from, related to,

the Nicene Council(s).
597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlii. 2 They always professed

love and zeal to the Nicene faith. 1719 WATERLAND Vind.
Christ s Div. 210 The Nicene Fathers explain their mean
ing, both in the Creed it self, and in the Anathemas annex d
to it. 1781 COWPER Hope 394 By Athanasian nonsense, or
Nicene. 1801 RANKEN Hist. France I. n. ii. 195 The Nicene
Christians were therefore most likely to prevail. 1884
Catholic Diet. (1897) 53/1 From which the whole of the
Nicene definition follows by logical consequence.
4. sb. An adherent of the doctrine sanctioned by

the first Nicene Council.
1882 Athenxum 9 Sept. 335/2 He has to treat of Arians,

Semi-arians, Nicenes, Anomceans, Homceans, . .and others.
Hence Nice-nian, Nice nist.

1663 OWEN Vind. Animadv. Wks. 1851 XIV. 434, I

presume you are well pleased with these Nicenians. 1891
F. W. NEWMAN Cdl. Newman 53 Unless European Meta
physics or Philosophy could go back to Emanations

,
we

cannot recover the position of the Nicenists.

Niceness (nai-snes). [f. NICE a. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being nice.

fl. Folly, foolish or wanton conduct, light be

haviour, wantonness. Obs.
c 1530 LD. BERNERS Arlh. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 70 Though I

shewe thus vnto you my nysenes, I pray you think no folye
in it. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 32 He banished out of his
Court mcenesse and wantonnesse. 1583 STUBBES Anat.
Alms. i. (1879) 58 Was it. .to stirre vp nlthie lust in them
selues, or for nicenes onely, as our daunces bee.

f2. Luxury, effeminacy, delicacy; delicate or
luxurious living. Obs.

1540 MOHYSINE Vives fntrod. Wysd. C vj b, Cleane kepingc
of the bodye (delicate nisenes of meates and drinkes leyed
aparte). 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 27 That age despysed
mcenesse vaine, Enur d to hardnesse and to homely fare.

1615 W. LAWSON Country Housew. Card. (1626) 49 A man
. . degenerate cleane from his natural! feeding, to effeminate
nicenesse. 1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) 423 So
niceness of life ends often in retchlesnesse of conversation.
1697 COLLIER Ess, Mor, Sulj. i. (1709) 58 This Niceness,



NICERY.

(hough it renders them Insignificant to the great Purposes
of Life, yet it polishes their Complexion.

f b. Elegance (in dress). Obs. rare l
.

1693 SOUTHERNE Maid s last Prayer n. i, What you call

handsomely, is a niceness wou d..ill become me.

f 3. Inclination to idleness. Obs. rare 1
.

a 1557 MRS. M, BASSET tr. Mare s Treat. Passion M. s

Wks. 1366/1 If we groweso feble,that we wax lothe to goe
foorth any further, and of slouthe and nycenesse begynne
to stagger and stande styl,

1 4. Reserve, shyness, coyness. Obs.

1567-9 JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 167 Therefore leaue this

nicenesse, M. Harding, and tell vs plainely [etc.]. 1579
LVLV Euphues (Arb.) 51 The Gentlewoman, whether.. for

nicenesse, or for niggardnesse of courtesie, gaue him . . a colde

welcome. 1631 Celestina vii. 91 What it is I will not tell you,
because you make your selfe such a piece of nicenesse.

a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), Unlike the niceness of our modern
dames, Affected nymphs, with new affected names.

5. f a. Subtlety ; over-refinement. Obs,

1592 PUCKERING in Ld. Campbell Chancellors xlvi. (1857)
II. 304 Seek not advantages to trip one of you the other by
covin or niceness. 1611 BIBLE TransL Pref. P 16 Nicenesse
in wordes was alwayes counted the next step to trifling.

1664 EVELYN Pomona v. (1720) 67 The Royal Society
approves more of Plainness and Usefulness than of Niceness
and Curiosity.

b. Precision, accuracy, exactness.

1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 34 If the Nut be not to be cast

In Brass, . .this niceness is not so absolutely necessary. 1696
WHISTON The. Earth (1722) 3, I shall wave that niceness,
and set them down indifferently. 1716 LEONI Albertts
Archit, II. 17/1 All the lines and angles, .fit one another to

the greatest niceness. 1764 HARMER Observ. \. 15. 38 The
niceness of Russell s observations will not allow us to doubt
the truth of what he says.

c. Delicacy, difficulty.

1642 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. HI. (1692) I. 715 This is com-
monly the last Point in Treaties betwixt Princes, and of the

greatest Niceness. 1689 POPPLE \x. Locke s -$rd Let. Tolera
tion L. s Wks. 1727 II. 408 Niceness and Difficulty there is,

to hie that just Degree of Force. 1716 WoDROwCorr. (1843)
II. 193 He excused it a little from the importance of what
was before us, and the niceness and tenderness of some
things we had been on.

6. Fastidiousness
; tendency to be over particular,

susceptible, or squeamish.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. r The wlsedome of godly

teachers wil be not too much to yeeld vnto the nicenes of
their hearers. 1650 J. COTTON Sing, Ps. 56 It were a sacri

legious nicenesse, to thinke it unlawfull lively to expresse
all the artificial! elegancies of the Hebrew Text. 1705
BERKELEY Cave of Dnnmore Wks. 1871 IV. 508 Neither
need any one s niceness be offended on account of the bones.
a 1791 WESLEY ll^ks. (1872) VIII. 321 Warn them all against
nicenes*? in hearing. 1851 HELPS Comp.Solit. vi. nsClerical
niceness and over-sanctity.

t b. Fastidious taste or care. Obs. rarc~l
.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 59 He remarks the Niceness of
the Ancients, in having their Resemblances taken by none
but exquisite Masters. 1714 J. MACKV Journ. thro&quot; Eng.
(1724) I. iii. 57 The late King William, .hath adorn d it

[Hampton Court], with all the Niceness imaginable.

7. Agreeableness, pleasantness.
1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. iii. F 8 The reason of its extreme

niceness was that Don Caesar., took pleasure in improving
and ornamenting it. 1840 MRQ. LONDONDERRY in Neiu

Monthly Mag. LX. 106 Sugared cakes of peculiar niceness,
sweetmeats and grapes. 1871 WHITNEY Real Folks xx,

They are in a fair way of learning the niceness of being nice.

t Ni cery. Obs. rare. [f.
NICE a.} A nicety.

1626 BERNARD Isle of Man (1627)53 The fourth is the

Doore of Smelling : at this enter foolish niceries, perfumings,
and other allurements to dalliance. 1640 GLAPTHORNK
Ladies Priveledge n. ii, But at the minute, reason may dis

pense Twixt us with such a nicery.

tNicetery. Obs. rare 1
. [ad. Gr. vitcrj-

rrjptov a prize of victory, f. viierj victory.] A charm
or talisman to secure victory.
1652 GAULE Magasfrom. 192 Amulets, prasfiscinals,

phylacteries, nicetenes, ligatures, suspensions, charmes.

Nicety (nsrseti). Forms : 4-6 nyce-, 5-
nice-

; 4-5 nyse-, (5 Sc. nysse-), 5-6 nya-,

4 nise- ; 5-7 nyei-, (6 nycy-) 6-8 nici-, 5 nisi-
;

also 4-6 -te(e, 5-7 -tie, (5 -tyo). [a. OF. nicet\

see NICE a. and -TY.]
I. fl. Folly, stupidity; a foolish action. Obs.

?a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 12 Who so sayth, or weneth
it be A jape, or elles nycete To wene that dremes after falle.

1390 GowERC tfw/C III. 7 Botthanne it were a nycete To telle

you hou that 1 fare. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, I

might .. be., noted eke of wilfull nycetye So folylye to

voyde away my grace.

1 2. Foolish or wanton conduct ; wantonness.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4719 pe bysshope..seyd. .

f&amp;gt;at
he ne shulde make hys nycete Before the graces of be

charyte. c 1330 Chron. (1810) 123 O^er afterward left of

t&amp;gt;er nycete. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 167 Litel sauour of

holynesse.., but nycete & pleye & goynge to be tauerne &
obere vanytes. (21450 MYRC 1321 Hast thou, by malys or

by nyste, I-made any mon dronke to be ? a 1483 Liber
Niger in Houseft. Ord. (1790) 16 Ordinances for the house-

hoide, to
kepe

the ministres thereof from any breche, out

rage, reproche, or nicetie.

T~ b. Licentiousness, lust. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Wife s Prol. 412 Than wold I suffre him
doon his nycete. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg, Prtnc. 3762
Plato.. dwelte in wildernesse, For to restreyne fleschely

nycete.

f3. Reserve, shyness, coyness. Also//. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1286 Lete be your nycete, and

your foly, And spekith with hym in esyng of his hert ; Let

nycete not do yow bothe smert. 1590 SPENSKR F. Q. n. ii.

3 So love does loath disdainefull nicitee. 1603 SHAKS.

128

Meets,for M. n. iv. 162 Lay by all nicetie, and prolixious
blushes That banish what they sue for, 1678 DRYDEN Alt
for Love Pref., Ess. (ed. Ker) 1. 193 Nicety and affectation ;

which is no more but modesty depraved into a vice. 1696
in Aubrey Misc. (1721) 198 Nay (says the Fellow) give over
these Niceties, for he will be your first Husband. 1757 MRS. ;

GRIFFITH Lett. Henry ff Frances (1767) I. 200 Lady O
was the only confidante made upon that occasion, .. on
account of salving appearances to her nicety.

t 4. Sloth, idleness, indolence. Obs. rare.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 281 He was i-putte doun
for grete nysete [L. inertia] and i-made a clerk. Ibid. V.

227 [The Romans] chargede |&amp;gt;e
Britouns to leve of un-

manhede, and nysete [L. ignavia]. c 1440 [see NICEHEAD].

f5. Excessive refinement or elegance in dress or

manner of living. 0/&amp;gt;s.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 165, I shalle telle you. .of a
knightes doughter that lost her manage bi her nisite. c 1520

\

Treat. Galannt (1860) 16 The noble course of nature, nycete
hath deuoured. 1542 UDALL Krasm. Apoph, 87 b. The
robe or cope, and the tubbe of Diogenes, did . . vpbraide to

the riche and welthie folkes their nycytee and their delices,
j

1603 H. JOXSON Wks. (1616) 875 In his garbe he fauours
Little of the nicety In the sprucer courtiery. 1653 CUL-
PEPPER Eng. Physic. 76 Pride and Ignorance, .preferring

nicity before health.

t b. Luxuriousness. Obs. rare.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 104 b, To an ethnike philo
sopher it seemed nycitee..that an ethnike or gentile should
haue his shooes dooen on by his servaunte. 1650 EARL
MONM. tr. Senaulfs Man bee. Guilty 22 If we sleep, tis

rather out of too much nicety than of necessity.

6. a. Delicacy of feeling, scrupulosity, puncti
liousness.

1693 G. STEPNY in Dryderis Juvenal viii. 203 Nay
when his Year of Honour s ended, soon He ll leave that

nicety, and mount at Noon. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 97
F 2 It prevail d only among such as had a Nicety in their

Sense of Honour. 1768 STERNE Sent. Joum., Case of
Delicacy, As there was no other bed-chamber in the house,
the hostess, without much nicety,

led them into mine. 1816
SCOTT Old Mart. Introd., A fanciful nicety it was on the part
of my.. friend. 1850 L. HUNT Atttobiog. iv. I. 179 He had
declined taking orders, from nicety of religious scruple,

b. Fastidiousness.

1723 STEELE Const. Lovers i. i, What is it all of a sudden
offends your Nicety at our House? 1797 JANE AUSTEN
Sense fy Sens. (1813) I. 232 My own nicety, and the nicety of

my friends, have made me.. an idle, helpless being. We
never could agree in our choice of a profession,

t C. Critical taste. Obs. rare- 1
.

1780 JOHNSON- in Boswell Life (1831) IV. 342 Sir, I beg to
have your judgment, for I know your nicety.

d. Scrupulous care, particularity.
1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctess of Mar 10

Mar., The houses of the great Turkish ladies are kept clean
with as much nicety as those in Holland.

7. Precision, exactitude, accuracy, minuteness.
1660 BARROW Euclid Pref., Some may have demonstrated

most of these Propositions with more nicety. 1695 WOOD
WARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 204 With that exquisite
Nicety as to express even the smallest and finest Linea
ments of them. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 155 P 2 Those
who can distinguish with the utmost nicety the boundaries
of vice and virtue. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 123 If it is a

proper fly for the season, and you cast it with a nicety, the
fish is your own. 1832 BABBAGE Econ. Manitf. xi. (ed. 3)

83 Some nicety will be required in these operations. 1878
Bosw. SMITH Carthage 92 If the sea was running high the
utmost nicety in steering.. would be essential.

b. A (specified) degree of precision.
1748 Phil. Trans. XLV, 114 They would be able to a

very great Nicety to ascertain the absolute Velocity of

Electricity. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 127 The
pendulum affords a means of subdividing time to an almost
unlimited nicety. 1866 Fain. Lect, Sci. 101 We know to
a great nicety, by actual measurement of the earth s circum

ference, that its diameter is 7912^ miles.

c. Phr. To a nicety^ precisely, exactly, as closely
or completely as possible.
1795 BURKE Lett. Wks. IX. 418 These things play the

Jacobin game to a nicety. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, iii,

Fitting on his gloves to a nicety. 1862 CAHLVLE Fredk. Gt.

xi. iii. III. 64 All was arranged and concerted to a nicety.

8. The quality ot requiring careful consideration

or management ; delicacy, difficulty, subtlety.
1707 Lond. Gas. No. 4330/2 A Thing of too great Nicety

and Difficulty to be accomplish d in any other .. Reign.
1782 PRIESTLKY Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 103 The orthodox began
to divide upon questions of great nicety. 181* Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 45 The learned judge told the jury that this was
a case of great nicety. 1845 M&amp;gt;CULLOCH Taxation n. iv.

(1852) 178 The question. .is one of considerable nicety and

difficulty. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 99 Matters of the

utmost depth and nicety.

b. The point in which accuracy or precision is

required or which is difficult to hit.

1727 DE FOE F.ng. Tradesman iii. (1841) I. 19 The nicety
of writing in business consists chiefly in giving every species
of goods their trading names. 1827 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field

Sports 72 The great nicety is, to fix the bow, so that the

arrow may fly quite horizontally. 1833 J, HOLLAND Maituf.
Metal II. 290 Few of the scale makers, it seems, of his

day, knew in what the nicety of a balance consists.

II. 9. Something choice, elegant, or dainty;
an elegance or refinement.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 172 The commodites and

nycetees of Venicyans and Florentynes. 1611 RICH Honest.

Age (Percy Soc.) 15 Some foolish nicities that were vsed

amongst women in his time. 1675 A. HUVBERTS Corner-
Stone 16 The new Nicities serve for nought but ostentation

and discourse. 1719 Free-thinker No. 118 P 8 Mr. Gibbons
could not have carved his Niceties with a Hatchet, a 1864
HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1879) I. 10 Clean linen and
other niceties of apparel.

NICHE.

b. Something nice or dainty for eating.
1755 JOHNSON s.v., Niceties, in the

plural, is generally
applied to dainties or delicacies in eating. 1793 Friendly
Addr, Poor 13 Niceties do little towards filling the bellies

of a hungry family. 1825 MRS. CAMERON Honest Penny
(Htmlston Tracts I. No. 10. 7) There were stuck up for sale

apples, oranges, mintcakes, tarts, and many niceties of the
same sort,

1O. A nice or minute distinction ; a subtle point
or refinement in theory or practice.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.) 258 The

terme, though not greatly pertinent to the matter, yet not vn-

pleasant to knowe for them that delight in such niceties.

1631 StarChairtb. Cases (Camden) 55 The Court would not

rayse nycities out of the pardon and frame a third offence.

165* R. SAUNDERS Balm to heal Kel. Wounds Ep. Ded. 2
When Satan is so busie . . there is no time to stick at nicities.

1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 63 There s no
standing upon Niceties. .with Fellows that have the Con
stitution of a Horse. 1788 BURKE Impeachm. W. Hastings
Wks. XIII. 6 Not upon the niceties of a narrow jurispru
dence, but upon the enlarged . . principles of state morality.

1834 MACAULAV Ess^Pitt (1851) 295 These were niceties for

which the audience cared little. 1880 T. A. SPALDING Eliz.

Demonol. 16 Until the masses are more educated in theo

logical niceties than they are at present.
b. A minute point or detail

;
a point or feature

in which great precision or accuracy is involved.

1649 MILTON Eikon. 141 Above these twenty yeares he
hath bin ruining the people about the niceties of his ruling.

1699 POMFRET Dies Nm issima 36 Tis not for you to ask,
nor mine to say, The niceties of that tremendous day. 1754
SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) I. viii. 229 It will not be worth my
Pains, .to enter into the Niceties of this Controversy. 1775
JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 17 June, Her present qualifi
cations for the nicities of needle-work being dim eyes and
lame ringers. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. n. i. 8 In the

present state of philology there is incomparably more know,

ledge of grammatical niceties. 1875 Chamb. Jrnl. 23 Jan.
54 Young women, .do not know the niceties of legal proof.

fNich, contr. for ne ich, not I. Obs.

c 1160 Nation Gosp. John xviii. 17 Da cwao he nich [c 1000

nice] ne com ich. a 1950 Owl &amp;lt;$ Night. 266 Thar to ne

segge ich nich ne nai [T. r. nyk no nay].

Niche (nitJ),fA Forms: 7 nice, niece, neech,

7-8 nitch, 7- nioh(e. [a. F. niche, ad. It.

nicchia, of doubtful origin (by Diez connected

with nicchio mussel-shell). The Fr. form is also

the source of Sp. and Pg. nicho, G. and Da. nische,

Sw. nisch, Dn. nis, Russ. Hnnn&amp;gt;.]

1. A shallow ornamental recess or hollow formed

in a wall of a building, usually for the purpose of

containing a statue or other decorative object.
1611 COTGR., Niche, a Niche ; a hollow seat, or standing

for a statue, or image, made into a wall, a i6is B. JONSOS
fr. Henries Barriers Wks. (1616) 966 There Porticos were

built, ..The nieces filld with statues. 1614 WOTTON A rchit.

in Reliq, (1651) 292 That the Nices if they contain Figures
of white Stone or Marble, be not coloured in their Con

cavity too black. 1670-98 LASSELS Voy. Italy I. Pref.,

Who can speak of Statues, but he must speak
of Niches ?

1713 STEELE English. No. 40. 259 You have the blessed

Virgin and a Child sitting in a Nitch. 175*77 tr. Keysler s

Trav. (1760) II. 310 The niches still remaining shew, that

this temple formerly contained the statues of the gods. 1820

W. IRVING Sketch. Bk, II. 184 Just over the grave, in a

niche of the wall, is a bust of Shakespeare. 1838 LYTTON
Leila I. v, Taking up a brazen lamp that burnt in a niche.

1874 MICKLF.THWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 3 A tall niche in

the wall, holding a processional cross.

b. A recess in the face of a dial. rare- 1
.

1811 IMISON Sci. t Art I. 06 The small hand B, in the

nich at top goes round once in a minute.

2. A small vaulted recess or chamber made in the

thickness of a wall, or in the ground.
l6a J. DAVIF.S tr. Olearins Vry. Amoass. 184 A certain

number of Neeches Vaulted, in which there were rich beds.

1695 MOTTEUX tr. St. Olons Morocco 20 Some Wicker Cpn-
vemencies cover d with Linnen-Cloth, and contriv d like

Niches or Arches. 1753 HANWAY Trnv. (1762) I. HI. xxxiii.

152 Beds were taken out of nitches made in the wall for

that purpose. 1822 BVRON Werner in. i, It leads through

winding walls..And hollow cells, and obscure niches, to I

know not whither. 1848 BARTLEIT Egypt to Pal. xx. (1879)

440 A third chamber had three connecting vaults, each

with three raised niches for the dead.

b. A natural recess in a rock or hill.

1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I. vi. 54 We were fortunate enough
to get out a whale-line to the rocks and warp into a pro-

teciing niche. 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia I. 153 We
scramble up to a sort of niche near its summit.

3. fig. a. A place or position adapted to the

character or capabilities, or suited to the merits,

of a person or thing.

1726 SWIFT To a Lady Wks. 1751 XIV. 227 If I can but

fill my Nitch, I attempt no higher Pitch. 1779-81 JOHNSON
L. P., Mallet Wks. 1787 IV. 282 In the series of great men
..he should find a nich for the hero of the theatre. 1815

CHALMERS in Hanna Mem. (1849) I. 21 They have a niche

assigned them in almost every public doing. 1869 W. M.

ROSSETTI
in&amp;lt;?.

Eliz. Acad., etc. ii. 49 The work fills a niche

of its own and is without competitor.

b. A place of retreat or retirement.

1725 BRADLEY Fair:. Diet. s.v. Spiders, The way to destroy
the Niches of Spiders in our Gardens. 1750 Phil. Trans.

XLVI I. 108 When the animal returns into its nich, the

proboscis sinks into itself. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi.

iii. 3. 12 Where the leaf-stalk forms a safe niche between it

and the main stem. 1863 WOOLNES My oeatiti/ul Lady 20,

I told of gourmand thrushes, which To feast on morsels

oozy rich, Cracked poor snails curling niche.

4. aitrib. and Comb., as nifhe-band, -ornament,

work ; niche-like adj.



NICHE.

1841 Cant Eng. &amp;gt;,
Arch. Jrnl. IV. 412/2 The centre

[opening] . . forms a lofty arch to the niche-like loggia
1848 RICKMAN Styles Archil. Eng. 228 The buttresses..
are ornamented with various tiers of niche-work. 1851
RUSKIN .S70 yen. I. xxiv. 10 This niche ornament of the
north. 1867 A. BARRY Sir C. Barry vii. 254 The top of the
niche-hand ranged with the cornice of the building. 1878BELL Gegenbaur s Com/*. Anat. no A fissure, or a niche-like
depression of the edge of the disc.

Niche (nitj), v. [f. the sb., or in some senses

perh. partly ad. F. nicker to nest, nestle, place as
in a nest : pop. Lat.

&quot;ntdicare, f. nld-us nest.]
1. trans, (in passive). To place (an image, etc.)

in a niche or similar recess.

J- H. GROSE Voy. E. Indies 326 Domestic idols..
which are niched in a conveyance that is to serve them for a
triumphal car. 1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Philos. IV. 66

129

I by the Clerke of the Nichells sent to the Treasurers Re.
membrancer. a. 1661 FULLER Worthies xxiv. i. (1662) 75The Clerk of the Nichils, who maketh a Roll of all such
sums as are nichill d by the Sheriff upon their Estreats of
the Green wax. 111726 GILBERT Treat. Exch. viii (1758)
132 The Clerk of the Estreats and the Clerk of the Nichils
meet and make up two Rolls.

tNi chil, v. Law. Obs. Alsonichel. [f. prec.]
trans. Of a sheriff: To mark or designate (a debt
or sum) as illeviable through the absence of any
goods to be taken. Hence Ni-chilled ppl. a.
1620 J. WILKINSON Coroners fy Sherifes 75 Betweene the

old Sherife which returned them, and the new Sherife which
nichiled them, they must be paryed. 1642-61 [see prec. 2 b)
11726 GILBERT Treat. E.tcli. v. (1758) 76 The Sheriff often
gave Acquittances and Tallies to the Tenants and yet
Nichil d them on the Account.tnumpnai car. 1790 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. P/iilos. IV 66

You will never be niched with faith, I have forgotten f Ni ChUlate, ppl. a. Obs.rarc~\ fad

so^e maTble saint, ^ic in c^rti %?& Stv^ m^f^f/, P- Ppk. of //*,*, f. &/
nothing.] Annulled.

.,
more. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit n. v, A family so conspicuously
niched in the social temple as the family of Dorrit. 1880
MARK TWAIN Tramp Aliroatl I. xxi. 198 A waxen Virgin

niched in a little box against the wall.

b. To form as a niche. Const, into, in.
1818 J. C. HOBHOUSE Hist. Illaslr. (ed. 2) 213 Half way

up an open oratory has been niched into a wall. 1820
BYRON Juan v. Ixvi, A. .cupboard niched in yonder.
2. To place in some recess or nook ; to en

sconce. In passive : a. of things or places.
1752 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 456 In the litho-

was a little earthly paradise niched somewhere in the
mountains. 1862 T. A. TROLLOPE Lent. Journey iv. 57 The
little solitary convent.. is niched into a little, low, damp-
looking meadow.

b. of persons.
1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet let. x, They sat cosily niched

into what you might call a bunker. 1847 LYTTON Lucretia.
i. ii, Niched between two bouncing lasses, he had com-
menced acquaintance with them. 1876 M. COLLINS From
Midnight to Midn.il. ii. 231 They got niched into a corner
of the room.

3. refl. To settle or ensconce (oneself) quietly
or comfortably. Also (rarely) of things.
1824 J. C. HOBHOUSE in Athenzum (1883) 4 Aug. 145/1A corner or two for unobtrusive folks like ourselves to nitche

themselves. 1853 RUSKIN Stones Venice III. ii. 39. 60
It would not niche itself, wherever there was room for it,

in the street corners. 1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc P. xvi.

140 Here Dolly loved to retreat and niche herself down in a
quiet corner.

4. intr. To nestle, settle, rare.

1853 Miss YONCE Heir of Redclyffe xliii, Charlotte
generally niched into Amy s old corner by Charles. 1883
K. S. MACQUOID Her Sailor Love I. ll. vi. nsTufti of grass
niching among the broken chalk.

Hence Niched
(nit/t) , ppl. a.

1771 T. NUGRNT tr. Life Benv. Cellini I. .

ughin . 1894
queer kind o nicher o a lauch.

-. 450 My string of
long slips, which I wanted to get about one of the nitched
battlements. 11837 CAMPBELL Departure ofEmigrants 92
Poet. Wks. (1837) 246 Niched statues breathing golden air.

1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps \. 7. 15 Have we no. .niched
statuary in our corridors ? 1855 TENNYSON Daisy 38 Those
niched shapes of noble mould.

Nichel(l, sb. and v. : see NICHIL.

Ni Cher, s6. [Cf. next.] A neigh ; a laugh.
a 1791 Blind Harper ofLochmalen xv. in Child Ballads

IV. 18/1 There she fa mare] gave mony a nicher and sneer.
1844 Richardson s Local Historians Table-bk. , Leg. Div,
11.137 There was sic a queer eiry nicher, as o* some hundreds
o creatures laughin . 1804 P. H. HUNTER 7. Inwick 240 A i

Nicher (ni xS-O. v. Sc. and north, dial, [Imi-
tative : cf. NETOHEB v. and NICKER V.] z/n(and
trans.} To neigh ; also transf. to laugh loudly.
a 1700 Johnie Armstrong in Ever-Green (1761) I, 192

These milk whyt Steids, That prance and nicher at a Speir.
1806 R. JAMIESON Ld. Randal xxvii. in Pot. Ballads St

Son%s I. 169 Lord Randal s steed he nicher d loud. 1822
SCOTT Nigel xxxi, Ye needna nicher that gait . .

, e en though
it was a pleasing jest. 1848 C. BRONTE Jane Eyre (1857) 199
The old crone nichered a laugh under her bonnet and
bandage. 1893 CROCKETT Men of Mass-Hags xiv, Above
us the fitful, flying winds nichered and laughed like mock
ing fiends.

t Ni chil, sb. Obs. Also 6 niohel(l. [a.
med.L. nichil, class. L. nihil nothing : see NIHU.]
1. Nothing, naught, rare.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxii. 74 He playis with totum and
I with nichell. 1584 R. SCOT Disccrv. Witchcr. xvi. vi. (1886)
406 The witches., that., give their soules to the divelL.and
their bodies to the hangman to be trussed on the gallows,
for nichels in a bag. 1670 RAY Prmi. 188 Nichils in nine
pokes. Cheshire] i.e. Nothing at all. [Cf. NIFLE si. i.]

2. Law. The return made by the sheriff to the ex

chequer in cases where the party named in the
writ had no goods upon which a levy could be
made. Cf. NIHIL 2.

1585 Act 27 Eliz. c. 3 3 After ten Months next after such
two Nichils, or Garnishment returned, the same Lands.,
shall be sold. 1684-1708 [see NIHIL 2). a 1716 GILBERT
Treat. Exch. viii.

(1758) 133 A Roll of Nichils, or of the
Debts which the Sheriff has nichilled. 1763 Slat, at Large
(Rurthend) I. 354 Accompts of Nichil shall be put out of the
Exchequer.

b. Clerk of the Nichils. a clerk of the exchequer
who made a note of the Nichils returned by the
sheriffs.

1641 C. VERNON Consid. Exch. 4 The nichelled issues are
Vor,. VI.

1563 Durham Wills ff Inv. (Surtees) 5 All other former
i-ylls by hym maide to be voyde, frustrate and nichillate

Nicholaite, -an: see NICOLAITE, -AN.
Nicholas (ni-k&amp;lt;!las). [The name of an early

Christian saint (died 326 A.D.), bishop of Myra in

Lycia, regarded as the patron of scholars, esp. of

schoolboys.]
fl. St. Nicholas

1

bishop, & boy-bishop elected by
choir- boys or scholars on St. Nicholas Eve (Dec. 5).
Cf. Puttenham Eng. Poesie III. xxiii. (Arb.) 279 ; J. GregoryPosthuma (1650) 113-4; Brady Cla-jis Catena. (1813) II.

Dec. 6 ; Bourne Popular Antit/. (ed. Brand) 362.
1501 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot. II. I28 Be the Kingis

command, to Sanct Nicholais beschop of Coupir in Fiff
xlijj. 1305 Hid. III. 175 To Sanct Nicholas beschop in

Linhthqw. xlij-r.

2. St. Nicholases} clerks : f a. Poor scholars.
1553 T. WILSON Rlut. (1580) rss The! are no Churchemen,

thei are maisterlesse men, or rather S. Nicolas clarkes that
lacke liuyng. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 204 To receive
the Pope for his supreame head.., to receive S. Nicholas
Clarkes, to have his beads, and to give to the high Altar.

b. Highwaymen. Now only arch.
See also CLERGYMAN 2.

1570 FOXE A.I, M. (ed. 2) 2287, I haue heard of men
robbed by S. Nicolas clerkes. 1306 SHAKS. i Hen. IV n
l. 68 If they meete not with S. Nicholas Clarks, He giue
thee this necke. 1612 R. DABORNE Christian turn d Turke
1393 S foot we are preuented ; S. Nicolas Clearkes are slept
vp before vs. 1662 J. WILSON The Cheats I. i, Who should
I meet with but our old Gang, some of St. Nicholas s Clerks
1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xii, That I might at least see any of St.
Nicholas s clerks before they spring on my shoulders.
Nicht, Sc. variant of NIGHT.
Nicibicetur: see NICEBECETUR.
t Ni cing, ///. a. Obs. rare

-
. [f. NICE a.]

Disdainful, fastidious.

1581 T. HOWF.LL Deuisa (1879) &quot;33
With nising Nimphes !

I list not deale, Whose lookes aloft aspire.

Uicish, variant of NICEISH a.

Nick (nik), st.i Also 5 nyke, 6 nyoke, 6-7
nieke, 7 nio, nike, 8 kniok. [Of obscure origin :

appears earlier than the corresponding verb, but
may be derived from

it.]
I. 1. A notch, groove, or slit, cut into, or pre

sent in, something ; an incision or indentation.

jfyCath.Anfl. 253/1 A Nyke, tenus. 1523 FITZHERB.
Huso. 4 Somme plowes haue a bende of yron . .that hath
thre nyckes on the farther syde. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man
1. 32 Departyng from this corner, or deepe nicke, . . there
r
J

a certaine sharpe Processe. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern.
Man. (1634) 118 It is best., in the edges on both sides, to cut
little nicks. 1688 HOLMR Armoury n. 68/2 The leaf 5
pointed, each cut with deep nicks, almost jagged. 1753BARTLET Farriery 332 Holes must be made at certain dis
tances in the groove,.. and a nick cut to receive the billet
from -he strap. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778)
303 Fill one nick with chopped parsley, the second with fat

rrk,..and
so on till you have filled all your nicks. 1815SMITH Panorama Sci. !, Art I. 15 A nick is made in the

wood or bone, to keep the work from being carried aside by
the file. 1847 I-K FANU T. O Brien 170 Deepening a nick
with his penknife in the counter. 1888 BOTTONE Electr
Instr. Making 41 With a file, a nick is cut in this steel rod!

b. In various special applications (see quots.).
1562 TURNER Herbal^[.(1568) i66The sede laydto. . swageth

the payne of the nickes or ryuinge of the fundamente.
1637 SUCKLING Aglaura n. i, Like the string of a watch
wound up too high, and forc d above the nicke. a 1680
BUTLER Rein.

(1^59) II. 260 [He] has a different Humour
for every_Nick_h is .Drink rises to. 1688 HOLME Armoury

e tne new Leicester sheep are now
breeding to have a furrow there, which is called the knick.
184! Penny Cycl. XXI. 109/1 After which the nick, or
groove [in

a screw-head] to receive the end of the screw
driver, is cut with a circular saw. 1842 LOWFR Eng
Surnames (1875) II. App. 156 A nick is the mark cut in the
mandible of a swan to distinguish its ownership.

C. Printing. A notch made on one side of the
shank of a type, serving as a guide to the com
positor in setting; fthe part of the mould by
which this is made.

the upper part makes the nick in the shank of the letter.

1824;. JOHNSON Typagr. II. 6 The advantage to be derived
from letter having a deep nick, and also that the nick should

NICK.
differ from other founts of that body. 1882 SOUTHWARD
Pract. Printing nThe nick, .distinguishes between letters
of an equal sue but of a different description.
2. a. A notch used as a means of keeping a

score ; hence, t reckoning, account.
1483 Cat/I. Angl. 255/1 A Nyke of a tayle, efimeridia.

1530 PALSGR. 644/1, I make nyckes on a tayle, or on a
stycke. 1587 CHURCHYARD Worth. Wales (1876) 86 O
fathers wise, and wits beyond the nicke. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. iv. ii. 76 He lou d her out of all nicke. 1611 COTGR
Hoche, a nicke, or notch, on a Tallie, etc. 1887 RIDER
HAGGARD Allan Quatermain iv, A number of little nicks,
each nick representing a man killed in battle. 1891 KIPLING
Light that Failed (1900) 34 That s another nick in the
score. I ll jostle you later on.

b. One of the depressions between the rings
which form on the horns of cattle, and afford
some indication of their age. Alsoy?y.
1788 PICKI..N Poems (1813) I. is6(E.D.D.) May. .ilka new

nick on her horn Some added pleasure yield her. c 1810
CROMEK in Burns Wks. (1838-9) 62 It was his common
practice to cut the nicks or markings from the horns of
cattle, to disguise their age. 1862 HISLOP Pro-. . Siot. IQJ
There s ower mony nicks in your horn. That is, you are
too knowing or cunning for me.
3. A gap in a range of hills.

1793 Carlop Green (1817) 112 Ending in a swelling know,Formed by King Charlie s Nick. 1860 KAY-SHUTTLKWORTH
Scarsdale I. 117 The drivers of .strings of gals [Galloway
ponies] with lime sacks o er the nick of Pendle. 1883
STEVENSON Silverado So,. 66 There in the nick just where
the foothills joined the mountain. .was Siherado.
4. A cut

; the act of cutting.
a 1816 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Middlesex Election v. v. Wks.

1816 IV. 206 Our cock hath had a nick ;. . His droat is cut,
and there he lieth. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD A&quot;. Solomon s
Mines xiii, The fatal nick of the arteiy was done . . swiftly
and painlessly.

II. f5. A verbal correspondence or resem
blance

;
a pun. Ol&amp;gt;s. (Cf. NICK v.2 4.)

1561 T. HoBYtr. CastiglionesCourtyeru. (1577) K iij, The
other sort of iestes..consisteth only in quicke and subtil
Sayings, ,, and in nickes. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie 11.

xvii[i]. (Arb.) 146 In these verses by reason one [word] of
them doth as it were nicke another, . . it behoueth . . to place
them where the nicke may be more expresly discouered.
6. In the game of hazard : A throw which is

either the same as the main, or has a fixed corre

spondence to it (see quot. 1797).
a 1635 CORBET Poems (1807) 128 Amongst the gamesters,

where they name thee thicke At the last maine, or the last

pocky nicke. c 1696 PRIOR Cupid Sr Ganymede 32 The
usual trick : Seven, slur a six ; eleven, a nick. 1778 C. JONES
Hoyle s Games Impr. 211 The Nick of Seven is seven to
two, often laid ten to three. The Nick of Six and Eight is
five to one. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 347/1 Nicks are
either when the chance is the same with the main,.. or six
and twelve, seven and eleven, eight and twelve. 1809BYRON Bards q Rev. xxxii, The jovial caster s set, and
seven s the nick. 1853 WHYTE MELVILLE Digty Grand I.

vi. 164 Seven s the main seven ! The dice rattled, the
box fell, and a dotted eleven turned its welcome surface
upward. I need not say this was what is termed a nick.
1863 Chambers s Encycl. V. 274/2 If his throw be not a nick,
or a crab, then, if he can repeat the same throw before the
mam turns up, he wins.

III. 7. The (very) nick: a. The precise or
exact moment or point of time when something
takes place or requires to be done; the critical

moment. Chiefly used in phr. in (f at, upon) the
nick (common from c 1580).
1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. &quot;Hist. vi. vi. The Romane navie

. . arrived at the very pinch, or as commonly we say, in the
nicke. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxx. xxv. 757 Thus the truce
being doubtlesse broken.. Laelius and Fulvius came in the
verie nicke from Rome. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman s Guzman
cTAlf. n. (1623) 336 We at last came to the Gallies, just
upon the very Nicke, [etc.]. 1638 COWLEY Lore s Riddle v.
Wks. 1711 III. 136 Philistus .. just at the nick came in
And parted us. 1648 EVELYN Let. in Wks. 1852 III. n
Your Essex men, who (contrary to all expectations until the
very nick) came in a body. 1724 SWIFT Quiet Life Wks.
755 IV. I. 48 Ent ring in the very nick, He saw virago
Nell belabour .. his peaceful neighbour. 1774 FOOTE
Cozeners in. Wks. 1799 II. 196 Married.. they would have
been, if I had not come just in the nick. 1809 MALKIN Gil
Bias iv. ii. F 4 There passed by in the very nick one of his
friends. 1868 NETTLESHIP Ess. Browning vi. 191 But the
Pope and King returning in the nick, crucified him.

t b. The exact point aimed at
;
the mark. Obs.

1602 MARSTON Ant. f, Mel. Induction, Wks. iSjfe I. 3, I

will so tickle the sense . . with the titillation of hypei bolicall

praise, that Tie strike it in the nick, in the very nick. 1621
FLETCHER Pilgrim in. vi, Schol. Does the sea stagger ye ?

Mast. Now ye have hit the nick. 1656 E. REYN ER Rules
Gavt. Tongue 29 Right words are effectual ; for they hit the
mark, light in the nick, and strike on the right string,

t C. slang or colloq. The proper thing . Obs.
1788 LD. R. SEYMOUR in Murray s Mag. I. 472 The word

Ton is quite abolished. Everything that is fashionable is

now called the Nick.

8. The precise moment or time ofsome occur
rence or event.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal f, Tri. Faith i. (1845) 3 U is un.
happy, if, in the nick of the first breaking of the morning
sky, the night-watch fall fast asleep. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals n. in. 199 Dying just in the nick of the vacancy
of the See. 1713 STEELK Guard. No. 82 r 10 In the nick of

being surprised, the lovers .. escape at a trap-door. 1845
HOOD True Story xi, A tramper That came in danger s

very nick. 1855 BROWSING Childe Roland xxix. In the
very nick Of giving up, one time more, came a click,

tb. The essential part of something. Olis.

577 STANYHURST Deter. Ire/and Ep. Ded. in Holinshed
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NICK.

(1808) VI, He was so crostinthenickeof this determination
that his historic, .wandred through sundrie hands. 1684
Obstrvator No. 129 Trim. What s that to the Book here
before us? Obs. Only the very Nick of the Case.

fc. The exact amount (/something. Obs.-*
1610 B. JONSON Alch. iv. iv, 1 knew, the Doctor would not

leaue Till he had found the very nick of her fortune.

9. The (very) nick of time (or ^opportunity)
7 a. a. In phr. with in or at.

1613 R. CARPENTER Soules Sent. 40 [He] came in the nicke
of opportunity to beg grace. 1643 [ANGIER] Lane. Vail.
Achor 19 [We] came in the nick of time to relieve the well-

affected in Preston. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot s Trav.
ii. 179 If he had not gone down at the very nick of time, the

Ship could not have failed of being very quickly blown up.

1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 158 F i In the very Nick of Time,
in the Critical Moment. 1737 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible (17401
vin. 539 Antiochus returning at the very nick of time, was
unanimously declared King. 1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets
viii. (1870) 200 He unexpectedly appears just in the nick of

time, after years of absence. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge
Ixx, He.. had changed sides at the very nick of time.

1888 I uRGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II. vii. 118 The following
note.. reached the young man s hands in the very nick of
time.

b. In other constructions.

1644 Lancash. Tracts Ch il If^ar (Chetham Soc.) 177
Something must be done, and now was the nicke and joynt
of time. 1681 FLAVEL Metk. Grace x \. 236 The wisdom of
God. .hits the very nick of time for his application. 1845
MIALL in Noncoitf.V. 253 To turn to profitable account
the nick of time . 1867 TROI.LOPE Chron. Barset I. xxxv.

299 It was simply the nick of time which gave it to him.
10. (&quot;With a and//.) A critical point or moment.
Now rare.

1628 FKLTHAM Resolves 11. viii. 19 There are some nicks in

Time, which whosoeuer findes, may promise to himselfe
successe. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 622 With Symbols,
Signs, and Tricks, Engrav d in Planetary Nicks. 1730 T.
BOSTON Mem. 293 They had come forth at such a nick for

sale, a 1845 HOOD Forge n. xx, With whom, at that very
particular nick, There is such an unlucky crow to pick. 1879
STEVENSON Tray. Cevennes 106 Certainly here was a man in

an interesting nick of life.

T&quot;
b. So nick of time. Chiefly with in or at. Obs,

1641 Declar. Lords $ Comm. to Gen. Assembly Ch. Scot.
12 In this nick of time. 1674 T. FLATMAN BellyGod 8 Tis a
crime To interrupt at such a nick of time, a 1707 S. PATRICK
Autobiogr. (1839) 179, 1 look upon it as a singular providence
of God, that Dr. Harris.. should come in at that nick of
lime. 1724 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. Pref. 57 There is one
season and nick of time, wherein they will allow [etc,J.

to. A point, stage, degree. To a nick
t
to a

nicety. Obs.

_
1636 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. Ixx. 183 There is a nick-

in Christianity, to the which whosoever cometh they see
and feel more than others can do. 1649 HULWER Fathomyot.
n. i. 90 To fit its purpose in such an intricate nick of
irresolution, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 108 For who
could choose but err, without some Trick To take your
Elevation to a Nick.

t d. A chance, opportunity. Obs. rare* 1
.

1664 J. WILSON A. Comaienius v. i, He is so sensible of s

danger, He catches at any thing this is our nick.

IV. f 11. (Precise sense not clear.) Obs. rare~\
1609 B. JONSON Sfi. Worn. iv.

iy,
A very Sharke, be set

me i the nicke t other night at primero.

( 12. App., a fraudulent bottom in a beer-can,

diminishing the quantity of liquor contained in it.

(Cf. KICK sb* i.) Only in phr. nick andfroth. Obs.
In quot. ^11700 associated with sense 2 a, but compare

quot. 1616 under NICK v. 2 12.

1600-12 ROWLANDS J onr Knaves (Percy Soc.) 48 With
Cannes of beer e.. And those they say are fil d with nick and
froth. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Trav. T-wcfocfenee Wks,
\. 70/2 They vsed so much deceit with nick and froth.

a 1658 CLEVELAND Lenten Litany ix, From the Nick and
Froth of a Penny Pot-house, Libera nos. c 1665 Nick fy

Froth in Roxb. Ball. VI. 487 Now we ll.. lay you all open
to view, It s all for your Froih and your Nick (you slaves).

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nick and Froth built the
l

y

ye at Aldgate^ sharping in the Reckonings and cheating
in the Measure built that (once) Noted House,
etttrib. 1741 Poor Robin, Chronn She still continues the

Nick and Froth Trade as usual.

V. 13. An instance of cross-breeding.
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 484/1 Star, a good one in the

field, was bred to Druid, and Mr. Wells made a record with
this nick. Most of the puppies of this cross were handsome
and excellent workers.

Nick (nik), $3.2 [Prob. the familiar abbreviation

of the name Nicholas, but the reason for the appel
lation is obscure. There is no evidence of con
nexion with any of the forms cited under NICKER
j.i] The devil. Usually Old Nick.
rti$43 in Ebsworth Merry Drollery App. (1875) 394 For

Roundheads Old Nick stand up now. 1668 [see OLD a. 9 b].

1694 ECHARD Plautns 14 Wou d Old Nick had these bloody-
minded Fellows, a 1743 OZF.LL tr. Brantomes Sp. Rhodo-
wont, (1744) 25 Old Nick himself was never painted half so

ugly. 1774 GOI.DSM. Retal. 58 We wished him full ten
times a day at Old Nick. 1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n.
St. /l/frtVzn/ Moral, Unless you re too Saintly to care about
Nick. 1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeon \. viii. When you..
made us laugh with your conceit, being always conceited as
Old Nick.

t Nick, vl Obs. (exc. arch.) Forms : 4-6
(9) nick, (4 nic, ?nickin), 4 nik(ke, nycke, 4-5
nyk(ke, 5 nek-, 7 Sc. neck. [Of obscure origin :

perh. f. nic = ne ic not I : see NICK. Connexion
with Sw. neka t to deny, seems unlikely.]
1. a. intr. To make denial, to deny. rare~l

.

a 12*5 Ancr. R. 308 Hit nU nout ine Codes kurt ase hit

130

is i3e schire, ber ase
|&amp;gt;e \Kt nickeS [L. negat] wel mei beon

iboruwen, and be fule bet is icnowen is idemed.

b. trans. To deny (a person or thing), rare.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21078 pat erth, bai say, vmstund Men

seis vprisand fra be grund..: be landes folk it will noght
nick. 13. . Itid. 15566 (Gott.), pu sal me nickin are.

2. trans. To answer (one) nay or (usually)
with nay . Also const, of.

ml iiv-ijicf/ me iiuu^l. 4 1470 uvh V t-rltlv, 115 J,oiu. wenui:
on your way, Yone berne nykis yow with nay. 1515 Scottish
Field\\\ Chetham Misc. (18561 Introd. 13 But he nicked then

[1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxviii, I have but one boon to ask, I

trust you will not nick me with nay.J
b. Without personal object, rare,

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 32 Ant ever at neode y
nycke nay, that y ner nemnede that heo nolde. c 1350
Will. Falcrne 4145 &amp;gt;if

sche nickes wib nay & nel nou^t
com sone,. . I wol bat reaume ouer-ride.

Nick (nik), v. z Also 6-7 nicke, 6 nycke,
7 knick. [Of obscure origin : there is no obvious
connexion with similar forms in the cognate lan

guages, as Du. nikken, G. nickcn, to nod, beckon,
G. knicken to break, snap. It is also uncertain

whether all the senses really belong to the same

word.]
I. 1. trans. To make a nick or notch in ;

to cut

in nicks or notches; to indent.

1530 PALSGR. 644/1 It is no trewe poynte to nycke your
tayle [more than mine]. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 189
Some cutteth the napkin, some trencher will nick. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 175 His man with Cizers nickes
him like a foole. a 1650 Robin Hood ff Guy ofGisborne xlii.

in Child Ballads III. 93/2 Robin pulled forth an Irish

I

kniffe, And nicked Sir Guy in the flace. 1681 W. ROBERT
SON Phrascol. Gen. (1693) 918 To nick or notch. 1764 E.
MOXON Eng. Housew. 44 Nick your beef about an inch

I distance. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. fy Art I. 122 lie-

I fore a saw is employed . .
, nick the place with a paring chisel,

i
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aurora Leigh ix. 547 The falling
beam Which nicked me on the forehead as I passed The
gallery-door. 1879 Casselts Techn. Edtic. IV. 117/2 Each
head came under a saw, and was nicked across the centre.

Jig. 1881 Harper s Mag. July 249 A stiff palm-tree.,
nicked the blue-blackness of the sky.

b. To record or score by means of a notch or

notches made on a tally or stick. Also with up,
down, and in fig. use.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 141 And yf he can not wryte
lette nym nycke the defautes vpon a stycke. 1582 STANY-
HURST sEneis I. (Arb.) 22 Bee sure, this

practise
wil I nick

in a freendlye memento. 1398 VONG Diana 484 Vpon our
score You should nicke vp so many merie tides. 1613 DAY
Dyall x\\. (1614) 318 So is their reasoning again as silly, who
upon the word Merit in the Fathers, nick up still our owne
Deserts. 1641 BEST Farm. Bts. (Surtees) 98 With a knife
wee nicke on a spell howe many cleane weathers. 1738
SWIFT Pol, Conversat. 5 I ll get a knife and nick it down,
that Mr. Neverout came to our House, a 1845 HOOD Tale
of Trumpet xiv, As for the clock the moments nicking, The
Dame only gave it credit for ticking.

C. alisol. or intr. To chip china.

1885 Harper s Mag. Feb. 477/1 As regards china.. our
servants are not in the least careful not to nick.

2. To cut into or through ;
to cut short.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. %Cl. in. xiii. 8 The itch of his Affection
should not then Haue nickt his Captain-ship at such a
point. 1787 BURNS Death % Dr. Hornbook xii, It s e en
a lang, lang time indeed Sin 1 began to nick the thread.

1789 Peregrin. Capt. Grose viii, The knife that nicket
Abel s craig. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayworthys xxvi, Sky
lark grew to be her ordinary appellative : shortened, indeed

j

to Skylie ; the nickname nicked.

b. To fashion or mark out by cutting. Also
with cut, and in fig. use.

1605 CAMDEN Rem., Efitaphs 42 A Monke of Duresme
busied his braine in nicking out these nice verses vpon the
death of W. de La-march. 1719 HAMILTON Epist. u. vi. in

Ramsay s Poems, Thy verses nice as ever nicket, Made me
\

as canty as a cricket. 1827 CLARE Sheph. Cal. 180 Nicking
the Nine-peg morris in the grass. 1838 Civil Eng. tr

Arch. Jrnl. 1. 326/1 The breadth of land has been nicked
out upon the ground.

C. Mining. (See quots.)
1847 HALLIWELL, Nick, to cut vertical sections in a mine

from the roof. North. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining
174 Nick, to cut or shear coal after holing.

d. To fasten with a click, rarer-1
.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aurora Leigh VI. 1067 The lady
closed That door, and nicked the lock.

3. To make an incision at the root of (a horse s

tail) in order to make him carry it higher.
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 4 Why should

any Horse carry me better when his Tail is nick d (as the
Term is) than he did before ? 1828 [ H. BEST] Italy as it is 87
Most of the horses had their tails docked, nicked and
cropped. 1887 HALL CAINE Son

c/f Hagar i. vii, Anything
from ploughing to threshing and nicking a nag s tail.

absol. 1859 Miss CARY Country Life (1876) 189 I m a

going to.. learn to nick and dock.

b. To cut (a horse) at the root of the tail.

753 J- BARTLET Gent/. Farriery 311 The art of nicking
horses then chiefly consists in a transverse division of these

depressing tendons of the tail. 1791 W. GILPIN Forest

Scenery II. 268 The custom.. of docking, nicking, and
cropping their horses. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVj. 115

NICK.

Every man who nicks his horse, ought himself to be nicked
elsewhere. 1896 Daily News n Feb. 9/1 Prosecuted.. for

nicking two hackneys and a chestnut mare.

II. t4. To tally with, correspond to, resemble,
fit, suit exactly. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie ii. xvii[i]. (Arb.) 146 By
reason one [word] of them doth as it were nicke another.
Ibid. in. xix. 212 Because the one [word] seemes to answere
th other by manner of illusion, and doth, as it were, nick

him, I call him the Nicknamer. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. 140
Words nicking and resembling one the other, are appliable
to diffrent significations. 1687 T. BROWN Lib. Consc. in
Dk. Buckhm. s Wks. (1705) II. 126 To this odd-con
ditioned Soul was tack d a Body that nickt it like two
Exchequer Tallies. 1702 MOTTEUX Prol. Farquhars In
constant 21 An opera, like an oglio, nicks the age.

1 5. To hit off or fit (a person or thing) with (or

in) an appropriate name. Obs.
Perh. partly from nickname . cf. quot. 1889 in b.

1589 [? LYLY] Pappe iv. Hatchet Biv, If anie be vnchris-

tened, He nicke him with a name. 1602 CAREW Cornwall
(1769) 88 Some of the idle disposed Cornish men nicke their

townes with by words, as, the. .pride of Truro, Gallants of

Foy. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. 141 The Greekes .. nicked
Antiochus Kpiphanes, that is. the famous, with Epimanes,
that is, the furious. 1687 MONTAGU & PRIOR Hindff P.
Transv. 24, 1 have so nickt his Character in a Name as will

make you split. 1693 SOUTH Strut. 455 Take any Pas
sion of the Soul of Man. .and nick it with some lucky or

unlucky Word.
b. To call by some (depreciative) name ; to

nickname. Obs. exc. as nonce-wd.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. 80 Goodith... by which name King
Henry the first was nicked in contempt. 1634 FORD Perk.
Warbeck iv. iii, Warbeck, as you nick him, came to me.

1689 N. LEE Princ. Cleve \\. iii, Believe me Sir, in a little

time you ll be nick d the Town-Bui!.

1889 LANKESTER in Nature 21 Mar. 485 There is no
ground for regarding the word Lamarck ism as a nickname.
There can be no desire to nick him or anyone else.

C. To criticize, censure.

1667 DRYDEN Maiden Queen 2nd Prol. 57 Those who write

not, and yet all writers nick, Are bankrupt gamesters.
6. a. To nick

itj to hit the mark, to make a hit
;

to guess rightly.
1624 MASSINGER Part. Love v. i. Have I not nick d it,

tutor? 1681 HICKERINGILL Black Non-Conf. Concl., Wks.
1716 II. 151 Jezabel nick t it in Politicks, when. .she made
the Law [etc.]. 1705 VANBRUGH Confederacy Pro!., All
his decent plays, Where he so nicked it, when he writ
for praise. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 182 So,
Jackey, but we just nicked it, I find, a 1804 R. GRAVES tr.

Martial n. vii, At every ball how prettily you nick it ! 1823
MONCRIEFF Tom $ Jerry \. iv, You ve nicked it : the fact

is this, Dicky you must turn missionary. 1831 LAMB Satan
in search^ etc. i. xii, I wish my Nicky is not in love

1

.

O mother, you have nicked it !

b. To hit, arrive at with precision.
1673 (R. LEIGH) Transp, Reh. 6, I gad sir, and there you

have nickt the present juncture of affairs. I7ia OLDIS-
WORTH Horace s Odes vii. 29/1 Without doubt we have
nick d Horace s meaning. 1761 CHESTERF. Lett, ccclx.

(1792) IV. 177 All things have their bound. .; and I will en
deavour to nick that point. 1800 LAMB Let. to Manning
in FinalMem. (1848) I. nsYou just nickedmy palate. 1853
LYTTON My Novel \\. v, He. .perceived the chances for and
against . .

, and nicked the question between wind and water.

1889 DOYLE Micak Clarke xxvii, Mayhap you have nicked
the truth.

fc. To nick the pin: (see quots.). Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v. Pin, Nick the Pin,

to Drink fairly. 1708 KERSEY, To Nick the Pin, to drink

just to the Pin plac d about the middle of a Wooden Bowl
or Cup.

fd. To break (windows) by hitting with copper
coins (cf. NICKER s6.~ 3). Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

1717 PRIOR Alma in. 235 He starts up mohack ; Breaks
watchmen s heads, and chairmen s glasses, And thence pro
ceeds to nicking sashes.

e. To hit ^&quot;neatly or precisely.
a 1694 M. ROBINSON Avtobiog. (18^6) 6 His father. .did

admire to see how the boy would nick off the very sense

of difficult passages. 1839 THACKERAY zndLect. Fine Arts,
The chairs, tables, curtains, and pictures, are nicked off

with extraordinary neatness and sharpness. 1856 Christ
mas Bks. (1872) 25 He dockets his tailor s bills, and nicks

off his dinner notes in diplomatic paragraphs.
7. To hit or catch exactly (the proper time,

season, etc. for something).
a 1664 FRANK in Spurgeon Treas. Dan. Ps. Ixix. 13 Come

we but to him in either of these, and we have nicked the

time ; we are sure to be accepted. 1677 W. HUGHES Man
of Sin n. viii. 123 You must be sure to nick the Season;
Tis at the Masse, just between the Elevation of our Lord,
and the three Agnus Dei. 1725 T. THOMAS in Portland

Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 139 We nicked the time

very happily. 1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 3 f 12 He had, as he

Exam. Shaks. Wks. II. 269 Unless he nicked the time he

might miss the monster.

fb. To catch, seize, take advantage of (an

opportunity, etc.). Obs.

1634 SHIRLEY Opportunity v. i, Something will come on t,

it&quot; he have The grace to nick this opportunity. 1672 MARVELL
Reh. Transp. i. 4 None more ready to nick a juncture of

Affairs than a malapert Chaplain. 1704 J. PITTS Acc.^Mo-
ham. viii. 124 Had the Spaniards nick d that opportunity. .

they might have done great Execution.

c. To catch (a boat, train, etc.) just at the

time of departure.
1841 LVTTON Nt. fy Mom. ii. iv, I must arrive just in lime

to nick the vessels. 1888 Poor Nellie 16 Awfully glad
we ve nicked it [sc. a train], said George.



NICKAR.

8-. slang. To catch, take unawares
;

to nab or

nail. In mod. use spec, of the police.
i6zz FLKTCHER & MASS. Prophetess in. i, We must be

sometimes witty, To knick a knave. 1673 S too htm Bayes
83 Now will I nick thee here worse than any where in all

my book. 1706 E. WARD Wooden IVorld Diss. (1708) 94
If he gets him dead drunk, then is the critical Minute to
nick him. a 1714 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 204 There the
Common Pleas thought they had nicked them. 1759 TOWN-
LEY High Life below Stairs n. i, You have just nick d them
in the very Minute. 1806 in Spirit Pnb. Jrnls. IX. 379 He
., stands a chance of getting nicked, because he was found
in bad company. 1836 MARRYAT Japhet Ivii, He has come
to set off his accomplice, and now we ve just nicked them
both. 1893 P. H. EMERSON Signor Lippo xvii, All my pals
got nicked, and I chucked it.

&quot;f*

b. Nick me, as an imprecation. Obs. rare~\
1760 FOOTE Minar I. Wks. 1799 I, 241 Nick rue, but I

have a great mind to tie up, and ruin the rascals.

c. To steal.

1869 Temple Bar July 75, I bolted in and ( nicked a nice
silver tea-pot. 1896 Daily News 23 Apr. 2/2 Here is a pair
of boots which Eliza has nicked .

III. f 9. In the game of hazard : To win

against (the other players) by casting a nick. Obs.
a 1553 Nice Wanton 212 Iniq. Here, sirs, come on ; seuen !

(They sat him.} Aleauen at all! Ism. Do ye nycke vs?
1668 DRYDEN Even. Love iv. i, My Don he sets me ten

pistoles ; I nick him : ten more, I sweep them
top. 1673

Marr. a la Mode iv. iv, This is now the second time he has
barr d the dice when we were just ready to have nicked him.

1684 OTWAY Atheist in. i, I ha not been robb d, Sir, but I

have been nick d,. .and that s as bad.

f b. In fig. use. Obs.
c i6zo FLETCHER & MASS. Trag. Barnavelt v. H, We

know you have .. ministerd much Justice, Nickt many a
worthie gamester. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.^ Hen. K,
cccx, France vnderhand pursues The Advantage of the
Warre to nicke him out Ere he could prize his Chance;
False Dice may doo t.

10. To make (a winning cast) at hazard
; to get

as a nick ; to throw the nick of (a certain number).
1598 FLORIO Legare^. .to binde, tie, or nick a cast at dice.

1611 COTGR. s. v. Ambezatz
t \\&\img had that chance that

no wise man would nicke. 1709 MRS. CENTLIVRE Gamester i.

Wks. 1761 1. 140 Come, throw a Main, Sir, then I ll instruct

you how to nick it. 1773 GOLDSM. Stools to Cong, in, My
old luck : I never nicked seven that I did not throw ames-
ace three times following. 1813 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 289/2
A wager whether there are more ways than 6 of nicking 7
on the dice.

t b. in.tr. To make nicks ; to gamble ; also, to

throw a nick. Obs. rare.

1676 WVCHERLY PI. Dealer n. i, Thou art some.. gaming
Companion, and want st some Widow s old Gold to nict

upon. 1732 FIELDING Lottery Wks. 1775 I. 249 If I can
but nick this time, ame s-ace I defy thee.

11. To trick, cheat ; to defraud of, do out of. ? 06s.

1595 Maroccus Ext. 8 To nycoll you, or nicke you rather
of an old peece of velvet hose. 1630 J. TAYLOH (Water P.)
Gt. Eater Kent 8 Ale-houses nor tapsters cannot nick this
Nick [Wood] with froth : curtoll Cannes.. could neuer cheate
him. 1727 GAY Begg. Op. n. She rivetted a linen draper s eyes
so fast upon her, that he was nick d of three pieces of
cambrick

^before
he could look off. ijjjMme. D^Arblay s

Early Diary (1889) II. 279 He nickd us entirely and never
came at all. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy iii, The polite and

accomplished adventurer, who nicked you out of your money
at White s. 1818 Hrt. Midi, xx, Three words of your
mouth would give the girl the chance to nick Moll Blood
[the gallows].
absol. 1733 FIELDING Quiz, in Eng. n. xiv, The mister and

the man will trick, The mistress and the maid will nick.

f 12. To provide (a beer-pot) with a nick. Also

intr.y to employ this method of cheating. Obs.

\$yzDef.ConnyCatching\x\ Greene*sWIcs. (Grosart)XI.68
The Ale-wife unles she nicke her Pots and connycatch her

guestes with stone Pottes..can hardly paye her Brewer.
1616 Shirburn Ballads^1906) 92 Though I be loth To nicke
and to froth, That built the Pie at Algate. c 1665 in Rox*
burghs Ballads VI. 487 Bee t tankerd or flaggon, .. we l

trust you to Nick and to Froth.

13. intr. In hunting, racing, or coursing : To
cut in. Also with past, up, etc.

1852 R. S. SvRrKEsSpvnge sS^. Tour xxii,[He is] always
nicking and skirting. 1883 E. PENNELL-ELMHIRST Cream
Leicestersh. 133 Those [horsemen] who nicked in by means
of a lucky road. 1883 Standard 22 Feb. 3/7 Glenlivet had
a good winning balance when Strawberry Girl nicked past
and killed. 1898 Daily News 16 June 2/3^

That beautiful

filly.. was lucky enough to nick in on the inside when the
leaders ran out at the bend.

IV. 14. Of breeding stocks : To unite, couple.
1865 JrnL R. Agric. Soc. I. n. 323 Colonel Cradock liked

the sort for their size and milk, and they nicked well both
with the Booth and the Bates blood, 1868 Ibid. IV. n. 349
The native Shetland ewes.. have nicked so effectually
with rams of the breed that the produce is bought up
readily by a certain class of dealers.

15. To compare or compete.
1887 BURY & HILI.IER Cycling 227 Only one sport

*
nicks

with cycling, and that is fair toe and heel walking.

Ni ckar. [Of obscure origin : by early writers

identified with NICKER, a marble, but perh. really
a native name.] a. One of the hard round seeds
of the Bonduc or NICKEB-TBEE. b. One or other
of the species of Bonduc. (See quots.)
1696 SLOANE in Phil. Trans. XIX. 299 The Third kind of

Bean .. was that kind which in Jamaica is called Ash-
coloured- Nickar from its being perfectly round and very
like a Nickar, such as Boys use to play withal. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 228 The Grey Nickar... The seeds
are of a gray colour, and commonly used instead of marbles
by all the boys. Ibid., The Yellow Nickar. The plant re

131

sembles the foregoing [the Grey Nickar] but it is not prickly.
ijgz MARIA R[IDDELL] Voy. Madeira, The guilandina
moringa or yellow nickar bears a berry like polished marble.

b. In comb. Nickar-tree = NICKER-TREE.
1760 J. lsE.zIntrod.Bot. App. 320 Nickar-tree, Guilandina.

1787 tr. Linnaeus Fam. Plants I. 282 Guilandina. Nickar-
tree. 1847 HAMILTON in Pharmac. Jrnl. VII. 225 On the
medicinal and economic properties of the Sapindus Sapon-
aria. Soap Berry, or Black Nickar Tree.

Ni ck-eared, a. Having the ears nicked.

1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Artevelde IL in. i, Hold thy peace,
Thou nick-ear d lubber ; what have we to do With whys and
wherefores ?

Nicked (nikt), ///. a. [f. NICK
Having a nick or nicks; notched, indented, ser
rated. a. In predicative use.

1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 21 A paire of tonges made of wode,
and in the farther ende it is nycked. 1562 TURNER Herbat
II. 58 The roote beyng cut, nicked, or scotched. 1631 WID-
DOWES Nat. Philos. 37 It hath leaves like Lawrell, nicked
on the edge. 1636 W. COLES Art ofSimfling x. 31 Saw
wort is so called, for that the Leaves are nicked like a Saw.
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 261 Cup 2-leafed,
egg-shaped, nicked at the end. 1844 H- STEPHENS Bk.
Farm II. 94 The back, .literally becomes nicked, as it is

termed
;
that is, the fat is felt through the skin to be divided

into two portions. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xvii, Like a
.sleeve turned up, and nicked with brown at the corners.

b. In attributive use.

1615 MARKHAM Eng, Honseiu. n. v. (1668) 133 An open
and wide toothed, or nickt brake, and a close and straight
toothed brake. 1745 Daily Advertiser No. 4606. 4/1 A few
white Hairs at the Tip of her Nose, and a nick d Tail. 1791
W. GILPIN Forest Scenery II. 256 The most deformed one
is nicked-tail ; so named from a cruel operation used in

forming it 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling vi. (1880) 226 Taking
two or three turns over the nicked end at the tail. 1890
Lloyds Weekly 14 Dec. 6/2 That suspicious sound which
tells of a nicked edge.
Comb, a 1849 H. COLEKIDGE Ess. (1851) I. 223 The nicked-

bearded, huffing, hectoring, basket-hilled adventurer. 1890
W. I. GORDON Foundry 193 That ingenious nicked-type
machine the Thorne.

Nickel (ni k l), sb. [Named by the Swedish

mineralogist Axel F. von Cronstedt in 1754, by
abbreviation of G. kupfernickel, the mining name
of the copper-coloured ore (niccolite) from which

the ore because it actually yielded no copper in spile of its

appearance (cf. the etym. note to COBALT). Both KUPFER
NICKEL and copper nickel (see COPPER sb, 1 12) have been
commonly employed in English as names of this variety of
nickel-ore. For an earlier abbreviation in a different sense
see NICOL .]

1. A hard silvery-white lustrous mineral, usually
occurring in combination with arsenic or sulphur
and associated with cobalt

;
it is both malleable

and ductile, and is now largely employed for
various purposes, esp. in alloys.
i?SS Gentl. Mag. XXV. 541 From the name of this mineral

[kupfernukel\ he [Cronstedt] gives the metal the name of
Nickel. 1771 PRIESTLEY in Phil. Trans. LXII. 249 Bis-
muth and nickel are dissolved in the marine acid. 1786
Ibid. LXXVI. 63 There are . . persons who have denied the
magnetism of purified nickel. 1800 tr. Lagrange s Chew.
\. 396 It appears that nickel was employed by the Chinese
long before it was proved to be a distinct metal. 1822 IMISON
Set. Sf Art II. 118 Nickel alloys with most of the metals.

1858 HOMANS Cycl. Coinm. 1443/1 Nickel forms twelve per
cent, of the new cent authorized by Congress in 1857. 1869
ROSCOE Elem, Client. (1871) 230 German silver is an alloy
of zinc, nickel, and copper.
2. U. S. T a. A one-cent piece partly made of

|

nickel (see quot. 1858 above). Obs.

1857 N- y- Herald 27 May (Bartlett), Nary red will
soon be an obsolete phrase among the boys, and nary
nickel will take its place. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut.
Breakf.-t. ix. (1891) 221 A picture as big as a copper, or a
nickel , rather, at the bottom of his eye.
b. A five-cent piece (containing one part of

nickel to three of copper).
1883 Century Mag. Nov. 83/2 Even nickels cannot be had

without labor. 1890 GUNTER Miss Nobody i, I can t go
through Yale on nothing but a fifty-dollar note and two
nickels.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. in

various senses, as nickel anode, electrotype, metal,
mineral, plate, solution, etc. ; objective, as nickel-

bearing, -worker; instrumental, as nickel-coated,
-plate vb., -plater, -plating.
1875 Ure s Diet. Arts (ed. 7) II. 221 The nickel anodes

are connected to the.. carbon plates of the battery. 1877
RAYMOND Statist. Mines q Mining 283 Good nickel-bear
ing pyrites. 1884 KNIGHT Diet, Mech. Suppl. 634/2 The
articles to be *nickel-coated..are to be suspended in the
solution. 1873 SPON Workshop Rec. Ser. i. 220/1 *Nickel
electrotypes stand the wear and tear . . better than the
ordinary copper ones. 1851 SMEE in Ure s Diet. Arts
(1873) II. 220 The deposit .. forms a great contrast to the
common nickel metal. 1874 RAYMONU Statist. Mines ft

Mining 309 This vein, .contains in its ore an arsenical
nickel-mineral. 1873 Ure s Diet. Arts II. 223 A *nickel

plate of the utmost purity. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech,
Suppl. 634/2 To *nickel-plate all pontys and molds for glass,
making. 1873 Ure s Diet. Arts II. 22: The veteran nickel-

plater of the states. /*; (/. 220 It is only within the last few

years that *nickel-plating has been brought prominently
into notice. 1858 HOMANS Cycl. Comm. 1443/2 Mineralogists,
chemists, and nickel-workers.

b. Attrib. ill names of natural or artificial com
pounds containing nickel, as nickel chloride,

NICKER.

nitrate, ore, pyrites, regulus, salt, wlphate;
nickel-bloom = ANNABERGITE ; nickel bronze
(see quot.); nickel glance = GEKSDOHFFITE

;

nickel green = ANNABERGITE
;
nickel gymnite,

! a gymnite in which part of the magnesium is re

placed by nickel; nickel ochre= ANNABERGITE
;

nickel silver, an alloy similar to German silver;
nickel steel, an alloy of iron with nickel.
1861 BRISTOW Gloss. Klin. 258 Nickel-bloom. 1884

KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 634/1 The pure metal is mixed
with various proportions of copper, zinc, and tin, forming
nickel bronze. 1868 Foiunes Client, ted. 10) 464 Nickel

Chloride, .iseasilyprepared by dissolving oxideor carbonate
of nickel in hydrochloric acid. 1836 T. THOMSON Min.,

\ Geol., etc. I. 529 Sulpho-Arsenide of Nickel. Nickel glance.
837 DANA Syst.Min. 245 Nickel Green. Niccolus prasi-

I Hits. Color a fine apple-green. 1853 Ainer. Jinl. Set. Ser. II.

XVI. 170, I described the mineral in 1851, under the name
&quot;Nickelgymnite. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mm. (ed. 2) II. 283
Nickel Ochre and Vitriol of Nickel. 1861 BRISTOW Gloss.

Mitt. 258 Nickel Ochre, .occurs massive, earthy and friable.

1836 T. THOMSON Min., Geol., etc., I. 523 The species of
nickel ores hitherto observed, amount only to eight. 1837
DANA Syst. Min. 399 Copper nickel. Prismatic Nickel
Pyrites. 1855 Orr s Cire. Set ., Geol., etc. 497 Millerite.

Sulphuret of Nickel. Nickel Pyrites. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XII. 133/1 There is no copper, but a nickel regulus
is produced. 1852 FOWNES Chem. (ed. 4) 342 1 he artificial

. . product, called speiss, . .may be employed as a source of the
nickel salts. iS6oKiirf/it s Eng. Cycl., A rts ff Sci. V. s. v.,

Nickel .. is extensively used in the manufacture of the so-
called nickel-silver. 1862 Ckainbers s Encycl. IV. 713/2
Britannia metal, and nickel silver, which are used as sub
stitutes for the true German silver. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mecli.

Suppl. 634/2
*Nickel Steel. 1895 Daily News 14 Nov. 6/5

The nickel-steel gun forgings made, .in Pennsylvania. 1868
Fowncs C/u-m. (ed. 10) 465 Nickel Sulphate .. is the most
important of the nickel salts.

Hence Ni ckel v. trans,, to coat with nickel.

Ni ckelic a., pertaining to, or containing, nickel.

XTi ckelvferous a., containing or yielding
nickel. Ni ckeline sb. NICCOLITE

; a., con

sisting of nickel. Ni-ckeling, the process of

coating with nickel. Ni ckelite = NICCOLITE.
Ml ckeliza tion, the process of nickelizing.
Ni-ckelize v. trans., to coat with nickel.

Hi ckelled ppl, a., coated with nickel. Nrckel-
ous a., containing nickel.

ni875 in Knight Diet. Mech. 1526/1 It being far easier
to gild, plate, or copper an article than to nickel it.

1828-32 WEBSTER s. v., The nickelic acid is a saturated
combination of nickel and oxygen. 1821 R. JAMESON Man.
Min. 327 Nickeliferous Grey Antimony. 1851 ASHBURNER
tr. Reichcnbach s Dynamics 594 Containing a great inter
mixture of this metallic nickeliferous iron. i786AiK!Ntr.
Beaiimes Man, Chem. 122 note, The ingredients which are

usually separated from the nickelline ores. 1796 KIRWAN
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 444 A solution of Sal Ammoniac would
take up the nickeline part and leave the Cobaltic. 1835
SHEPARD Min. II. 83 Nickeline (Copper-Nickel). 1888 Min.
Mag. VIII. 200 A few pieces of copper-nickel (nickeline)
were obtained. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1526/1 *Nickel-

ing.
_
1884 HlGGS Magn. fy Dyn. Electr. Machines 203

Gilding, silvering, nickeling and tinning have become so
universal. 1883 Encycl, Brit, (ed. 9) XVI. 392 *Nicke!ite

(Copper Nickel). 1837 Chamb. Jrnl. VIII. 224 We have
recently experimented upon the subject of nickelisation.

1872 F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 349 The clamp . .may
be made . . of nickelized steel. 1883 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1 272/2,
52in. [bicycle],, . nickelled, ball pedals. 1894 Outing (U. S.)
XXIV. 132/2 Two of the nickeled hinges on my valise had
been twisted off. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. VI. 511 Using a
solution of nickelous sulphate. 1899 Nature 20 Apr. 595/1
Complete analyses of nickelous bromide and cobaltous
bromide were undertaken.

Ni Cker, sb}- Obs. exc. arch. Forms : I (9)

nicor, 3-4 niker, 4 nyker, 5 nycker, uykyr,
6 nicre, 9 nicer, nicker. [O. nicor, nicer-,

nic(c)r-, = MDu. and MLG. nicker, necker (Du.
nikker), ON. nykr (Icel. nykur, Norw. nykk,
Da. niik, Sw. neck) masc. : OTeut. *nikwiz-,
*nikuz-, also represented by OHG. nichns,

ni/i(/i)us masc. (glossing crocodillns ; MHG.
niches, nickes, G. nix), and nicchessa fern. (MHG.
-nixe, G. nixe) : see Nix and NIXY. The root

*niq- may be identical with *nig
w- in Gr.

vieu&amp;gt;,

viirrciv, Skr. nij- to wash.]
L An imaginary being supposed to live in the

water ; a water-demon, kelpie, river-horse (f hip
popotamus; ;

also in ME., a siren or mermaid.
Beowulf 422 paer ic..on y5um sloj niceras nihtes. 971

Blickl. Hoin. 209 Under baem stane wa:s niccra eardung.
Ibid, 2ii ponnegewitan ba saula nider. . him onfengon Oa
nicras. c 1000 in Cockayne Narrat. (1861) n Sona fses 5e
hie inna waeron swa waeron ba nicoras ^earwe. c 1205 LAY.
21747 pat water is unimete brade ; nikeres her badieS inne.

1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1447 per fond bey
Nykeres (F. seraines} bat myry song, Out of be weye to
turne hem wrong. 1340 Ayenb. 61 pise byeb be tuo nykercn
bet we uyndeb in bokes of kende of bestes. Vor hy byeb a
ssewynge of be ze, (&amp;gt;et me klepe)&amp;gt; nykeren, bet habbeb bod yes
of wyfman and tayl of uisssse. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 356/2
Nykyr, Siretie. 1368 WITHALS Diet. 9 a/i A nicre, re-

mora, echeneis,

1834 Eraser s Mag. X. 54 The Anglo-Saxons did not cease
to believe in the existence, .of the elves and the nicers.

1853 KINGSLEY Hyfatia xii, What is a nicor, Agilmund ?

A sea-devil who eats sailors . 1892 BROOKE Early Eng,,
Lit. I. iii. 59 The nickers lie there on the sloping rocks of
the ness, monsters that at mid-day go out into the open sea.

t 2. [From Du. nikker^ A demon or devil. Obs.
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NICKER.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 100 Alas me growleth of

thyse fowle nyckers, come they out of belle ?

Ni cker, sb*- [f.
NICK v.-} in various senses.]

f
1

1. One who cheats at play. Obs* rare,

1669 (title) The Nicker nicked ; or, the Cheats of Gaming
discovered. 1714 T. LUCAS Lives Gamesters 203 Call d by
the Nickers and Sharpers little Dick-Fisher,

f&quot;

2. One who fits a thing neatly. Obs. rare
~1

.

1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke K b, Vet I am not neither one
of the most credulous nickers or applyers of natural events

to huniain transactions.

3. One who hits in throwing; applied spec, in

the early part of the 1 8th cent, to disorderly

youths who made a practice of breaking windows

by throwing coppers at them.

1716 GAY Trivia in. 323 His scatterM Pence the flying

Nicker flings, And with the Copper Show r the Casement

rings. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 361 At a later

period arose the Nicker, the Hawcubite, and the yet more
dreaded name of Mohawk. 1886 Miss BRADDON Mohawks
Jx, The Flying Post described how the Nickers had broken
all Mr. Topsparkle s windows with halfpence.

4. One who, or that which, nicks or cuts.

a. One who nicks horses tails.

\%\Q Sporting Mag. XXXV. 263 The defendant s wit nesses,
\vhom Mr. Serjeant Pell, .described as croppers, dockers,
nickers and trimmers.

b. That part of a centre-bit which cuts the

circle of the hole made by the tool.

1846 HOLTZAPFFEL Turning 1 1. 541 A thin shearing point
or nicker, that cuts through the fibres like the point of a
knife. 1865 Roittledge*s Mag.for Boys June 353The nicker
leads or prepares the way for the cutter throughout the

entire depth of the hole,

c. Telegr* A recording apparatus which makes
nicks in a strip of paper.
1871 Echo 2 Feb., Professor Morse s printing nickers and

embossers.

Ni cker, sb$ Also 7 nickar. [Perh. f. as

prec., but cf. KNICKER!.]
1. =KNICKEB I i. Also//, as a game.
1675 DUFFETT Mock Tempest iv. i, Now I can t teach my

Wife to
play

Nickers. 1696 [see NICKAR]. 1717 BOYER Diet.

Royal II, Marbles (round fine clay Nickers for Children to

play withal). 1847 HALUWELL, Nicker. .(2) a little ball of

clay or earth baked hard and oiled over for boys to play at

nickers. 1893 J. ISGLIS Oor ain Folk xii. (1894) 94 Every
boy prided himself on having a favourite nicker.

2. =KNICKER I 2.

1888 Advance (Chicago) 27 Dec., What s a nicker? Aflat
thick piece of lead, .which you throw down at the buttons \

1889 A. T. PASK Eyes Thames 119 The leaden nicker is

produced from the trousers pocket.

Ni Cker, s&.*
9
variant of NICKAR.

1750 G. HUGHES Barbados 195 The Horse-Nicker is a
small groveling tree, growing chiefly in a loose, marly, or

bandy soil. 1866 Treas. Bot. 556/1 The seeds, .are called

Nicker nuts or Bonduc nuts.

Ni Cker, sb$ Sc. and north, dial* [f. the vb.]
A neigh ; also, a laugh, a snigger.
a 1791 Lochmabt-n Harper xiii. in Child Ballads IV. 19/2

His mare s away to Lochmaben, Wi mony a nicker and

mony a sneer. 1834 in Sharp Bishoprick Carl. 42 Settiu

up a greater nicker and a wninney. 1883 CLELAND Inch-
bracken xxvi. 210 She just leugh. .an syne she gae the ither

nicker.

Ni Cker, v* Chiefly Sc. and north* dial. [Imi
tative : cf. NEIGHER v. and NICHEB v*\
1. intr. To neigh.

1774 FEKGUSSON Hallow/air Poems (1821) 118 The
cuissers prance and nicker, An owre the ley-rig scud. 1820

SCOTT Monast* xxxiii, Mounted on nags that nicker at the
clash of a sword. 1870 STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes (1886)
__ TL- _.t j i _j HTJ_,.: . _*i : r^_
21 This other donkey.. and Modestine met, nickering for

joy. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur\, ii, One [horse].. nickered
low and gladly at sight of him.

2. To laugh loiily or shrilly. Also trans.

1819 \V. TENNANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 22 He nicker t

sic a lang gaflaw. 18*9 HOGG Sheph. Cal. I. 329 She was
sac glad that she fell a-nickering. 1863 in Rob-son Bards
of Tyne 254 The keel-bullies nick rd, but on Mally toddled.

Hence Ni-ckering vbl. sb.

1881 K. BLIND in Contewp. Rev. XL. 199 With shrill

nickering . . the stallion ran . . towards the lake,

Nickerbocker, var. of KNICKERBOCKER.
Ni cker-tree. [See NICKAR and NICKER sb.*]
- BONDUC.
1707 SLOANE Jamaica (1725) II. 40 Nicker Tree. It

grows among shrubs in the Savannas everywhere. 1750
G. HUGHES Barbados 118 The Black Nicker-Tree. This

grows to be a large tree covered with a bark of a greyish
white. 1838 Econ. Veget. 79 Some nuts and seeds are ex

quisitely polished, and of the most beautiful enamel, as those
of. .the bonduc, or nicker-tree. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot.

851 The bark of Guilandina Bo&amp;gt;tauc
t
the Nicker-tree, is

bitter, tonic, and its seeds are said tube emetic.

t Ni Ckery. Obs. rare. A nickname.
1823 J. BEE * Diet. Turf ^.v. Nick* Nickeries are the

same [as nicknames] applied to actions and things. 1824
Hist. Gambling \\. 37 This man, or this sharper, lived to a

great age, little respected, under the nickery of Old Q.
Ni ckety-no ck, adv. [Imitative.] With a

clicking and knocking sound.
iBia H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr,, Rebuilding (1873) 63

His head, as he tumbled, went nickety-nock, Like a pebble
in Carisbrook well.

Nickey (ni ki). [Of obscure origin.] A kind

of boat with a lug-sail, used in the Isle of Man.
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 132 This rig ii

rapidly superseding the class of boat for many years used
in the Isle of Man, known as Nickeys , or lug sail boats.
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1894 HALL CAiNE^/ajurwatt^sS A Dandie.,being smaller

than a Nickey, and of yawl rig.

fNick-fidge. Obs* rare- 1
. [Of obscure origin.]

App., the person taken to task.

1608 H. CLAPHAM Errour Left Hand A iv, As for the

Male-content, I make him the Nicke-fidge here, as I did the

Flyer in the former [dialogue].

f Nick-hole, obs. var. of HICKWALL.
Swamson gives nickle as a Notts form of the word.

1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Kasec yddrickhin^ ederyn&amp;gt;

a nycke hole.

Nicking (nrkin),^/.^.
1

[f.
NICK z&amp;gt;.

2
-j- -ING 1

.]

1. The action of notching or cutting.
1551 TURNER Herbal i. B vij b, The milky humour, that

commeth out of y herbtj by scotching or nyckyng. 1611

COTGR., Creneure
t
a iagging, nicking, notching. 1828 MOIR

Mansie M anch xxiii, Baking and brewing nicking of

geese s craigs hacking the necks of dead chickens. 1837
Civil Eng. &amp;lt;$

Arch. Jrnl. I. 72/1 The method of cutting
this stone into sizes is by what the quarrymen call nicking .

A line is drawn across the stone with a chisel [etc.]. 1903
Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. No. 2205. 848 The nicking of the

stricture was followed by a large enema.

b. spec, in Farriery (see NICK v.% 3).

1753 J. BARTLET Gentl. Farriery 309 Before we describe

the operation of Nicking, it may be necessary to enquire
how the effect of it., is brought about. i&\$ Sporting Mag.
XLVI. 115 His condemnation of cropping and nicking.

1896 Daily News 14 Feb. 5/3 Nicking is a process sup-

plemental to what is known as docking .

C. A notch or indentation ; a cutting or set of

cuts. (See also quot. 1881.)
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 1277 The nicking should

extend all the way from the shoulder-top to the tail. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Nicking^ the cutting made by the

hewer at the side of the face. Nicking* is the small coal

produced in making the nicking. 1898 H. G. HUTCHINSON
Golf (ed. 6) 69 The first gutta-percha balls were made
smooth, without any of the nicking which we now see

upon them.

t 2. The practice of fraudulently diminishing the

capacity of a beer-can. Obs. rare.

1628 Robin Good/ell&w (Percy SocJ 29 There was a tapster,
that with his pots smalnesse .. had got a good summe of

money together. This nicking of the pots he would never
leave, c 1636 London Chanticleers v, The slight of nicking
and frothing he scornes as too common.
3. The action of hitting (upon) or striking.
1668 PRYDEN Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker; I. 92 This nick

ing of him who spoke before both in sound and measure is

so great an happiness. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Bergerac s Coin.

Hist. 4 Because of the nicking of the time so patly. 1899
N. $ Q. 9th Ser. III. 185/1 There was nicking

1

, when one

player s button touched another after rebounding from the

wall when *

banged.
4. attrib. , as nicking board

,
buddle* trunk (for

washing ores); nicking engine* file^ saw, tool (for

cutting the nick in screw-heads) ; nicking knifet

machine (for horses tails) ; nicking-process.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 751 Alongside of this channel there

is a slightly inclined plank, called *nicking board. Ibid.,
The *mcking buddle is analogous to the tables called dor-

mantes or jtonellcs by the French miners. 1831 HOLLAND
Manuf. Metal I. 205 The pacha of Egypt obtained from
this country. .six ^nicking, and six cutting engines. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1526/2

&quot;

Nicking-file. 1816 in Elaine
Veter. Art^ (ed. 2) 665 *Nicking knives, with Lines and
brass Pullies. 1753 J. BARTLET Gentl. Farriery 331
Directions for the Application of the *Nicking Machine.

1875 LOWER Eng. Surnames (ed. 4) II. App. 176 A
Christian name unsusceptible of the *nicking or abbreviat

ing process. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl. 634/2
*Nick

ing Saw. 1875 Diet. Mech. 2067/2 The blank.. is pre
sented to the shaving tool, and then.. fed to the *nicking
tool. Ibid. 1526/2 *Nicking-tntnk.

t Ni-cking, sb*- Obs. (A doubtful form : see

INKLING.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 2968 (D.), |&amp;gt;is gouernour of grece. .

Harde a nyckyng [A. a nyngkiling] of hys name & natys
hym to ryse.

Ni cking, ///. a. [f. NICK v.~ -t- -ING ^.] That

nicks, in various senses of the vb.

1598 MARSTON Sco. Villanie 111. ix. 218 O what a tricksie

lerned nicking strain Is this applauded, senselesse, modern
vain ! 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Mon. 208 The same
Authour in another place.. hath these nicking Hexameters.
Ibid. 622 These nicking, nice, allusive verges. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk.

&amp;lt;$

Sefo. To Rdr., Perhaps if we slip this tide,
we shall never come again at such a nicking one. a 1734
NORTH Exam. ii. iv. 40 (1740) 250 It might have proved
a nicking Evidence against him.

Nick-nack, variant of KNICK-KNACK.
a 1692 POLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 93 Toys and Nick-

nacks, to a very great value. 1714-1836 [see KNICK-KNACK
2 ft]. 1861 HITCHES Tom Brown at Oxf. xliii, There was
an elegance in the arrangement of all the nick-nacks and
ornaments. 1889 J. K. JEROME Idle Thoughts 131 All

your little nick-nacks spread around you.

Nick-nackatory : see KNICK-KNACKATORY.
Nick-nacket : see KNICK-KNACKET.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xix, This comes of carrying Popish nick-

nackets about you.
Nick-nackitarian, -nasky : see KNICK-.

Nickname ,n r k n, m) ,
sb. Also 5 neke -,

6-7 nicke-, 6 nyck(e-, 7 nic-. [Later form of

EKE-NAME: see N 3.] A name or appellation
added to, or substituted for, the proper name of a

person, place, etc., usually given in ridicule or

pleasantry.
c 1440 Fromp. Parv. 352/2 Neke name, or eke name,

agnomen. 1530 PAI.SGR. 248/1 Nyckename, brocguart.

1532 MOKE Con/nt. TindaU Wks. 378, I shoulde here call

NICKNAMER.
Tindaii by another name:., it were no nyck name at ali.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 77 Men haue geuen all these

nycke names to the places aboue sayde. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. 11. 63 James Fitz-thomas..was by a nicke-name called

the Suggon Earle. 1674 R. GODI-REY Inj. &amp;lt;y

Ab. Physic
138 Yee Independents, or yee AnabaptUls, or yee Quakers,
(which are all but Nick names). 1710 ADOISON Tatler No.
226 ^4 He unfortunately got the Nickname of the Squeaking
Doctor. 1789 BRAND Newcastle II. 313 note, Very impro

perly called cappers, a nick-name bywhich they are styled
in some printed poll-books. 1806-7 J- BLRKSFOKD Miseries
Hunt, Life (1826) VI. 118 A name for a stage coach which
beats, .every other English nick-name out of the field. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 15 His own countrymen called

him by a Saxon nickname. 1874 BURNASD Mjr Time xxii.

201 He had an absurd nickname for every boy in the house.

Comb. 1888 Sfectator 18 Feb. 239/2 Disraeli, senior, is an
inexhaustible nickname-maker.

b. A familiar form of a Christian name.

1605 CA.MDES Rent. 114 From Nicknames or Nursenames,
came these.. Bill for William, Clem for Clement. 1837
DICKENS Picktth xvi, A wery good name it [se. Job] is ; only
one, I know, that ain t got a nickname to it.

Hence Ni cknameless a., having no nickname.

1894 J. MENZIES Our Toivti xi. 115 John O Mcara, a nick-

nameless native of the Emerald Isle.

Ni ckname, v. [f.
the s,b.]

1. trans. To call by an incorrect or improper
name

;
to misname.

1536 Rent. Sedition 2 A certayne commune welth . . \vhiche

if we baptyse righte and not nycke name it, we must nedes
call a comon wo. 1580 LUPTON Sivqila 53 Are they called

good men with you, that are stoute fighters if. .Then surely

they nickname them, unlesse evil be good. 6oa SHAKS.
llaui. III. i. 151 You lispe, and nickname Gods creatures.

1655 GL RNALL Ckr. in Ann. i. 26 When we leave out this

syllable All, we nick-name God, and call him by his crea

tures name. 1680 HICKERINGILL Curseye Meroz 5 It is (so)

styled in this Text by the
Spirit

of God that Nick-names

nothing. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (Bonn) 117 That com

pendious philosophy, which . . contrives a theory of spirit by
nicknaming matter. 1871 EARLE I ltilal. Eng. Tongue (1880)

107 The French and Germans have named the vowels,
but the English have nick-named them.

b. With complement, Also with as, so.

1548 TURNER Names Iltrbes D iij b, Isatis, in english

wad, & not Ode as some corrupters of the engHshe tonge do
nikename it. 1599 Broughton s Let. vii. 23 Which.. the

Apostle [calls] . . i^evSwyvjLLop yfmaw knowledge so nicknamed.

1621 OUARLES Drv. Poems, Esther (1638) 117 Divine direc-

tionsAvhich oft (unseen through dulnesse of the mind)
We nick-name Chance. 1656 G. COLLIER Anw. 15 Quest.

25 Publick sacramental examination is nick-named private

popish confession. 1775 ROMANS Florida App. 72 You will

see. .a watch-house (nick-named a fort). 1813 SHELLEY Q.
Mob lit. 32 The fool Whom courtiers nickname monarch.

1824 BYKON Juan xv. xix, With no great care for what is

nicknamed glory.

t c. To mention by mistake ;
to assert wrongly

to be something. Obs. rare.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 349 King. The vertue of your
eie must breake my oth. Q. You nick-name vertue : vice

you should haue spoke. 1665 MANLEY Crotius Low C.

It nrs 548 For preventing Princes of that sort of Dominion.
w hich is nicknamed to be Power given them by Heaven.

2. To give a nickname to (one) ; to call by a

nickname.
1567-9 JEWEL Def. Afol. (1611) 20 S. Hierome. .nick-

nameth S. Ambrose, sometimes calling him Coruus, some
times Cornicula. 1589 R. HARVEY Plain Pure. (1590) 8, I

will nicke-name no bodie : I am none of these tuft mockadoo
mak-a-dooes. 1638 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 162 The
Cowers that people it ; nick-nam d from their Idolatry.

1700 ASTRY tr. Saavedra.Paxardo I. 116 Alphonso, who
was Nick-named from his broken Hands. 1856 KANE Ant.

Expl. I. xxix. 383 They nicknamed and adopted all of us as

members of their fraternity.

b. With complement. Also with as, so.

577 SIANVHURST Descr. Irel. i. in Holinslied (1587) 9/2
Whoso surpasseth others either in cauilling sophistrie, or

subtile philosophic, is forthwith nicke named a Duns. 1610

HOLLAND Camden s Brit. i. 255 marg., Nick-named John
Lack-land. 1656 HEYLIN Extraneus I afulans 227 The
bitternesse of his Style against those poor^men whom he so

nick-nameth. 1718 MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 264 A notable

Turkish Corsair, by the Spaniards nick-named Cacha-

Diablo, i.e. Drub-Devil. 1760 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIII.

388 They were soon nicknamed Methodists. 1815 BENIHAM
Ration. Reward 41 You shall not be nicknamed projectors

by the idle and the incapable. 1849 MACALLAY Hist. Eng.
viii. II. 281 The satirists of the age nicknamed him Lord

Allpride. 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 42 The
Roman party nicknamed it Simon Magus s tonsure.

Hence Ni okuamed ppl. a., Ni oknaming vbl.

sb. Also Hi-cknameable a., that can be nick

named. Nickiiamee ,
one to whom a nickname

is given.
1618 SIR S. D EwES Autoliog. (1845) I. 120 The common

nick-naming and scoffing at religion. 1664 H. MORE Alyst.

Iniq. xiv. 161 The nick-naming of the true Christians by
the odious Title of Heteticks. 1677 W. HUGHKS Man of
Sin ii. v. 98 Come, ye . . Heathens, and learn Idolatry from

those Nick-nam d Christians. 1794 C. PIGOT female

Jockey Club p. xxxv, Half a dozen Irish Chairmen, .drove

this nicknamed heaven-born Minister before them. 1888

Spectator 18 Feb. 239/2 No matter how obscure the nick-

namer and nicknamee may be. 1898 L. STEPHEN Stud.

Biogr. II. iv. 144 A man who is nicknameable must be

a good fellow.

Nicknamer (ni-knc ma-i). [f. prec. + -KB i.j

fl. The rhetorical figure Prosonomasia. Obs. rare.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesse 111. xix. (Arb.) 212 Ye haue

a figure by which ye play with a couple of words or names

much resembling, and because the one scemes to answere

th other by manner of illusion, and doth, as it were, nick

him, 1 call him tlie Nicknamer.
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2. One who nicknames another person or thing.
1868 A. SMITH Last Leaves 172 The nicknamed and the

nicknamer sleep in the same forgetfulness. 1894 HUXLEY
in Life (1900) II. xxii. 385 The nicknamer of genius called

this brand of genius pig philosophy .

f Nick-ninny, slang. Obs, (See quot.)
.11700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nick-ninny, an empty

Fellow, a meer Cod s Head.

t Nick-pot. Obs* rare. [f. NICK z/.-] a. An
innkeeper or tapster, b. A fraudulent beer-pot.
1602 ROWLANDS Greenes Ghost (1860) 31 A necessarie

caueat for victuallers and nickpots, how to beware of such

insinuating companions. 1634 Skelton s Ghost 19 in S. s

Wks. 1843 U- J 55 Our pots were full quarted, We were not
thus thwarted With froth-canne and nick-pot.

Nick-Stick. Now rare or Obs. [f.
NICK v.~\

A tally, a reckoning-stick.
1695 in 7&quot;rans. Antiq. Soc. Scot.

(&quot;1792)
I. 558 You are to

advert to keep an exact nickstick between you and the

coalyier, of the number of deals of coals received in. 1816
SCOTT Antiq. y.v.note, Each family had its own nick-stick,
and for each loaf as delivered a notch was made on the
stick. 1843 J. BALLANTINE Gaberliinzie (1875) 170 With her
the baker required to keep no nickstick, the butcher no
chalk-board.

trans/. 1872 EGGLESFONE (title} The Weardale Nick-
Slick, containing Floods, Thunderstorms, High Winds.

f Nick-time, Obs. rare*1
. The nick of time.

1650 A. B. Mutal. Pole/no 16 In troth not too early, for it

was in the nick-time.

fNi-ckum. slang. Obs. (See quot.)
In mod. Sc. dial, nickum is used in the sense of wag, mis

chievous or tricky person : see Eng. Dial. Diet,
a 1700 B. K. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nickitw, a Sharper ; also

a Rooking Ale-house or Innkeeper,. .or any Retailer.

Nickum-poop, obs. var. of NINCOMPOOP.
Ni cky. dial. Also nickee. (See quots.)
854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. n. 414 The inferior [wood]

going in sale faggots, bush faggots, and nickees, or small

fagtjots used in lighting fires. 1882 W. BARNES m Macm.
Mag. Mar. 418 When he wanted to chop up some small
wood for nickies, as we call them in the West some little

bundles of wood for lighting fires.

Nicnac, Nicname, obs. ff. KNICK-KNACK,
NICKNAME.
t Nicode ttlical, a. Obs. rare -1

. f f. the

name of Nicodemus, the Jewish ruler who came
to Jesus by night (John iii. I, etc.).] Character

istic of Nicodemus ;
of a literal type (cf. John iii.

4). So f Nicocle-mically adv. t in a literal sense.

T Nicode mite, one who resembles Nicodemus ;

a secret or timid adherent, f Nicode mize v,, to

act or reason like Nicodemus. Obs.

1642 J. EATON Honey -c. Free Jiistif. 46 They fall a

wrangling with ^Nicodemicall conclusions. 1647 TRAPP
Comm. Matt, xviii. 3 How absurd was that Anabaptist
Aurifaber, who understanding this text *Nicodemically. .

stirreth up the people . . to carry themselves childishly. 1585
FETHERSTON tr. Calvin on Acts xxi. 26 False *Nicodemites

,.goe about to colour their treacherous dissimulation. 1637
GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent. Ep. A 2 b, The lapped Nico-

demite, holdes it enough to yeeld some secret assent to the
trueth. 1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. xv. 70 They will but be

Nicodemites, and not venture on danger or difficulty. 1624
DARCIE Birth of Heresies xxi. 98 Did he determin we
should hereby Capermze & *Nicodemize, to enquire, or
make doubt of Gods power ?

tNi COl 1
. Obs. rare. [var. of NICKEL; cf.

the spelling kupfer-nicol in J. Hill Fossils (1748)
625, and copper-nicol (1*12$) s.v. COPPER sb.1 12.]

Nickel-green, annabergite.
753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufip. t Nicol, ..^ word used by the

miners in Germany to express a greenish crust, covering
several of the species of marcasites and cobalt.

NlCOl z
(ni-kol). Opt. [The name of the in-

ventor, William Nicol of Edinburgh (died 1851).]
A prism of Iceland spar, so constructed as to

transmit only the extraordinary ray of doubly re

fracted light. (Also freq. called Meal sprism.}
iS/sTvNDALL Heat xv. (ed. 5) 517 The construction of the

Nicol is such that it permits to pass through it vibrations
which are executed in a certain determinate direction, and
these only. 1878 LOCKYKR Stargazing 448 If two Nicols
are used instead of two simple crystals.

Nicolaitan (nfltfl/Htfin), sb. and a. Also

7 Nich-, 6, 9 -ane. [f. as next + -AN.]
A. sb. A member of an early Christian party

or sect mentioned in Rev. ii. 6, 15, the precise
nature of which is uncertain.

1526 TINDALE Rev. ii. 6 Butt this thou haste because thou
hated the dedes off the Nicolaitans. 1546 BALE Eng.
Votaries \. (1560) 64 b, Called there of them the heresy of
Nicolaitanes. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Nicholaitan^
an heretike, like Nicholas, who held that wiues should bee
common to all alike. 1655 BAXTER Quaker s Catech, Pref.
B j b, The Nicolaitans and the rest of the Gnosticks. 1702
ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 406 There appeared another sort
of hereticks called the Nicolaitans,. .a horrid brutish sect.

1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist. xii. (1845) 274 There were

somepnostics who did not scruple to eat things sacrificed
unto idols I and these men were then known by the name
of Nicolaitans. 1861 TRENCH Comin. Ep. Churches A siaB$
The Nicolaitans as we have seen are the Balaamites.

B. adj. Held by the Nicolaitans.

1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects 373 It may be concluded
that the Nicolaitane doctrine was a doctrine of libertinism
in religious rites.

Hence Nicola itaiiism.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. A&quot;0W. II. 1655 The simi-

nity of Nicolaiiiimsm and the AnlinomianUm of Corinth.

t Nicolaite. Obs. rare. Forms : 4-5 Nychol-,
6 Nichol-. [ad. Gr. Ni/coAcuYjjs (Rev. ii. 6),
f. the personal name NiKoAaos.] =prec.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. ii. 6 But thou hast this good thing, for

thou hatedist the dedes of Nycholaytis. t 1449 PECOCK
Repr. v. iii. 497 Also the sect of Nycholaitis, which helden
that weddid men my?ten chaunge to gidere her wyues.
1586 T. B. La. Primand. /&amp;gt;. Acad. \. 463 The Nicho-
laites revived the same error in the primitive church.

Hence f Nicolaitism. Obs. rare 1
.

1669 H. MORE Exp.f Epist, iii. 42 This is allowed the

Ephesine Church,.. that they are free from Nicolaitism.

II Ni COlo. Also niccolo. [ad. It. niccolo
,

aphetic for *oniccofa, a diminutive from L. onyx. ]

(See quot. 1874.)
1874 H. M. WESTROPP Man. Prec. Stones 104 The variety

of onyx known as nicolo, consisting of a layer of a bluish
tint over black, 1894 CHURCH in Smiles Life Wedgwood
xiv. 152 Antique gems cut in onyx and niccolo. 1899 Daily
News 29 June 6/7 An antique gem representing a bust, .of

Omphale, cut in a double nicolo.

attnb. 1877 \V, JONES Finger-rin% 23 One very massive

[ring] of silver and gold, set with intaglio on nicolo onyx.
1899 Daily News 29 June 6/7 A nicolo-sardonyx with a fine

head of Commodius in a cameo.

Nicer, variant of NICKEU j.i

II Nicotia (nikou-pa). [mod.L., f. nicot- (see

NIC-GHANA) + -IA V]
1. a. Nicotianin. b. Nicotine.

1830 CONWALL in Silliman s Jrnl. XVII. 369 The most
diagnostic property of Nicotia, is perhaps its entering into
solution with vegetable acids, without forming with them
any crystalline compound. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org.
267 Nicotia [ed. 1862 Nicotylia] appears to belong to the
class of nitrile bases. 1875 H. C. WOOD Thera/&amp;gt;. (1879) 363
When applied directly to the eye, nicotia produces a very
marked contraction of the pupil.
2. poet. Tobacco.
1869 LOWELL Winter Evening Hymn vii, Nicotia, dearer

to the Muse Than all the grape s bewildering juice.

t Nicp tian, sb^- Obs. Also 6-7 -ane. [ad.
F, nicotiam or mod.L. nicotiana (see below).]
The tobacco-plant.
1577 FRAMI-TON Joyful News n. 42 Thys hearbe is called

Nicotiane of the name of him that gave the first intelligence
thereof unto this Realme. 1597 LYLY Worn, in Moon in. i,

Gather me balme and cooling Violets, And of our holly
hearbe Nicotian. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 105 To
these I may..ioyn our adulterate Nicotian or Tobacco.
1672-3 GREW Anat. Roots n. 51 The Aer-Vessels having
a predominion to keep it from growing deep ; as in Stra
monium, Nicotian, Beet, &c.

Nicotian (nik^ pan), a. and sb.2 [f. nicot-

(see NICOTIANA) + -IAN.]
A. adj. Of

?
or pertaining to, tobacco

; arising
from the use of tobacco.

1825 SCOTT Diary in Lockhart (1839) VIII. 118, I ..

laid aside the use of the Nicotian weed for many years.
1851 HAWTHORNE Snow Image &amp;gt;

etc. (1879) 2^7 Heedless of
the nicotian atmosphere. 1890 Spectator 7 June, Here is

a fair specimen of. .light nicotian humour.

B. sb* 1. (See quot.)
1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 1213/2 A tobacco-camphor, called

nicotian, or nicotianin, which crystallizes, and is solid at the

ordinary temperature of the air.

2. A tobacco-smoker.

1872 O.^W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. v. (1885) 120, [I] have
been a Nicotian . . more than half my days.

I! Nicotiana (nikjujl^-na). Bot. [mod.L. (sc.

herba)) f. the name of Jacques Nieot, French
ambassador at Lisbon, by whom tobacco was
introduced into France in 1560.]
1. The tobacco-plant. Also personified.
1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme n. xliv. 281 This herbe is

called Nicotiana, of the name of an ambassadour which
brought the first knowledge of it into this realme. 1646
G. DANIEL Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 51 Come my Nicotiana

;

weele renew Our free delights. 1688 HOLME Armoury ii.

70/1 A Tobacco flower.. is called the Nicotiana or Male
petum, and Holy Hearbe. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chcm. II,

329 The active properties of tobacco (nicotiana).

2. A genus of plants (chiefly American) of the

nightshade family, to which the tobacco-plant
{N. Tabacum] belongs.
1846 LINDLEY Veget. Kingd. 620 Tobacco .. is the foliage

of various species of Nicotiana.

Nicotianin (nik^-fanin). Chem. Also -ine.

[f. NICOTIAN-A + -IN 1.] (See quots.)
o. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 498 Of Nicotianin.
This concrete oily substance exists in tobacco, and gives it

its characteristic odour. 1860 Knight s Eng. Cycl., Arts
&amp;lt;V

Sci. V. 938/1 Nicotianin, or essential oil of tobacco. 1892
Syd. Soc. Lex.^h icotianin t a. .camphorous bitter substance,
obtained from the leaf of the tobacco by distillation with
alkaline solutions.

0. 1839 USE Diet. Arts 886 Nicotianine is the name of an
oil recently extracted from the leaves of tobacco, which
possesses the smell of tobacco smoke. 1871 NICHOLS Fire
side Chem. 44 A good cigar. . should contain a large propor
tion of nicotianine.

Nico tiant, ///. a. nonce-wd. Smoking.
1877 HUXLEY in Life (1900) I. xxxii. 479 Froude and your,

self nicotiant.

Nicotic (nikfrtik), a. Chem. [f. nicot- (see

NICOTIANA) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to nicotine.

Nicotic add\ (see quot. 1860).
1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 766/2. 1860 Knight*s Eng.

Cycl., Arts ff Sci. V. 938/1 Nicotic acid, a peculiar acid
allied with oxalic acid, and said to be contained in tobacco

juice. 1871 NICHOLS Fireside Ckem. 42 In tobacco it is

called nicotic acid.

Nico tidm e. Chem. [Cf. NICOTINE and
IP 4

.] A substance isomeric with nicotine.

1890 THORPE Diet. Appl. Ckem. I. 334 The isomeric m-
dipyridyl.. boils at 293, and yields on reduction with tin

and hydrochloric acid nicoiidine.

INTicotina (nikctei-na). Chem. [f. nicot- (see
NICOTIAN A) + -INA.] =next.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 284 Nicot ina ob

tained in this way has the consistence of honey, an acrid

taste, and a brown colour. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 213/2
Nicotina, an alkaloid, which.. does not exist at ordinary
temperatures in a solid form, but in a fluid and volatile

state, having an oily appearance. 1856 URE Diet Arts (ed.

4) II. 269 From this distillation a quantity of nicotina and
ammonia will be obtained in the receiver.

Nicotine (nrk&amp;lt;?w~n). Also uicotin. [a. K.

nicotine , see NICOTIANA and -INE 5.] A poisonous
alkaloid forming the essential principle of tobacco,
from which it is obtained as an oily liquid.

a. 1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 2ooNicotin exists in

the leaves of tobacco. 1826 HESRV Klein. Chem. II. 329
Nicotin. This is the principle in which reside the active

properties of tobacco (nicotiana!. 1880 J. W. LEGG Bile

176 Three drops of nicotin in 50 grammes of water, .muse
an immediate but short increa&amp;gt;e of the bile.

/3. 1839 UHK Dut. Arts 886 Nicotine U a peculiar prin
ciple, obtainable from the leaves and seeds of tobacco. 1855
BAIN Senses

&amp;lt;y

Int. n. ii. i The volatile alkali, nicotine,
the element of the snuffs. 1898 Alibutf* Syst. fifed. V. 883
The view that nicotine has a more direct action.

atirib. 1865 Times 15 Aug., One safe haven where no
nicotine perfume intrudes. 1898 Ailbutfs Syst. filed. V.
888 The pallor, .observed in nicotine intoxication. Ibid.

905 Nicotine poisoning being also excluded.

Hence Nicotrneau a., produced by the smoking
of tobacco

;
Nrcotined a., full of tobacco-smoke ;

Nicoti nian a. = NICOTIAN a.
;
Nicoti nic a., of

or pertaining to nicotine ; Nrcotinism, a diseased

condition produced by the excessive use of

tobacco
; Ki cotinize v. trans.

,
to drug or saturate

with nicotine.

1873 W. S. MAYO A cvc r Again _xxiv, Lapped in *nicoti-

nean elysium, the incautious worshippers of the weed recline
in fancied security. 1889 C. C. R. Up for Season 193 A
fragrance that purely Contrasts with this *nicotined air.

1879 Code s Tobacco Plant July 356/1 The man that., is not
sooth d with *Nicotinian herb. 1898 Daily News 20 Sept.
6/3 Thackeray. . wrote and sang in nicotinian mood. 1890
THORPE Diet. Appl. Chem. I. 334 The sodium salt of this

acid, .yields /3-pyridyl cyanide, which on hydrolysis forms
*nicotinic acid. iSgz Syd. Soc. Lex., *Nicotinism

t
chronic

tobacco poisoning. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Mcd. V. 888 The
less defined changes induced by alcoholism, nicotinism, and
the like. 1865 Reader \ Apr. 374/3 They narcotize, but do
not *nicotmize, themselves. 1873 W. S. Mtwo Never Again
vi, Lanky, cadaverous,, .mcotinued young men.
Ni COtisni. rare. NICOTINISM.
1899 Allbutt s Syst. Med. VII. 747 Alcoholism _and nico-

tism . . and Hright s disease are some of the conditions which
fall under this head.

Nicotize ), v. [f. NICOT-INE + -IZE.]
trans, a. To bring into a certain state by smoking
tobacco, b. To impregnate with nicotine.

1867 O. W. HOLMES Guardian Angel xxi, He can take
to the philosophic meerschaum, and nicotise himself, .into
a kind of buzzing and blurry insensibility. 1890 Spectator
15 Nov., To see if his body was really as salt and as nico-
tised as the Feejeans used to say.

Ni COtyl. Chem. [f. NICOT-IKE + -YL.] A
hydrocarbon found in nicotine.
1860 Knight&quot;s Eng. Cycl, , Arts ft Sci. V. 938 Ammonia in

which the three equivalents of hydrogen are replaced by
the teratomic radical nicotyl. 1862 MILLER Etem. Chem.,
Org. (ed. 2) 480 The hydrocarbon nicotyl which it [nicotylia]
contains being equivalent in function to the 3 atoms of hy
drogen in ammonia.
Hence Nicotylia, nicotine, rare.
1862 MILLER Eleiit. Chem.^ Org. (ed. z) 479 Nicotylia is a

Hmpid colourless oily liquid, with an extremely itritating
and powerful odour of tobacco.

Nicre, obs. f. NICKER j^.1 Wicromanoer,
-mancy, obs. ff. NECROMANCER, -MANCY.
Nictate (ni-kt^t), v. [f. L. nUtat-, ppl. stem

of nictare to wink.] intr. To wink. Only in nic

tating membrane : see NICTITATE v.

1691 RAY Creation n. 35 The Eyes of Man. .want the
seventh Muscle, or the nictating Membrane. 1794 Gentl.

Mag. LXIV. n. 648 A particular account of the Nictating
Membrane in animals. 1870 GILLMORE tr. Figuier s Kept.
&amp;lt;S-*W.rIntrod.i93This pupil, or nictating membrane, placed
at the internal angle of the eye.

Nictation (nikt^-Jan). [ad. L. nictation-em,
n. of action f. nictare to wink.] The action or
an act of winking or moving the eyelids.
1623 COCKERAM i, Nictation^ the twinckling of the eye.

1650 BULWER Anthropotnet, 71 Much more is their use in

nictation when we are awake. 1678 CUDWOKTH fnlell.

Syst. i. iii. 37 Our Nictations for the most part when we
are awake, .are performed with very little or no Conscious
ness. 1883 Gd. Words 265 As if a man should set himself
to regulate or time the nictation of the eyelid.

Nictitant (ni ktitant), a. rare. [ad. med.L.

nictitanl-em, pres. pple. of nictitare : see next,]

Nictitating.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 287 Nictitant

Ocellus... When the ocellus includes a lunular spot of a
different colour. 1833 KIRBY Hab. 4- Inst. Anim. I. i. 34
Many reptiles, .are furnished with a nictitant membrane
like birds, 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 766/2.



NICTITATE.

Nictitate (ni-ktite t;, v. [f. med.L. niclitat-,

ppl. stem of nictitare, frequentative of L. nictare

to wink : see NICTATE v.] intr. Of the eyelids :

To wink. rare.

1822-34 Goods Study Hied. (ed. 4) III. 330 In dying people,
whose eyelids are become torpid and do not nictitate. Ibid.

395 The eyelids nictitate with a quiver that is often diffi

cult to follow-up.
Hence Ni-ctitating ppl. a., chiefly in nictitating

membrane, a third or inner eyelid present in

many animals, serving to protect the eye from

dust, etc.
,
and to keep it moist.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. ii. no To the Eye-lids, we
may add another guard afforded the Eyes, of most Quad
rupeds, Birds, and Fishes, by the nictitating Membrane.

1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 209 The eye also [of

the rattlesnake] is furnished with a nictitating membrane,
that preserves it from dust. 1822-34 Good s Study Med.

(ed. 4)IH. 16 In the elephant, oppossum, seaL cat-kind, and
various other mammals, all birds and all fishes, we find

a third eyelid or nictitating membrane asit is usually called.

1899 Alltutt s Syst, Med. VIII. 39 Conic spasm of the

eye-lids. ., sometimes spoken of as nictitating spasm.

Nictitation (mktitf -jan). [ad. L. type *nic-

titdtion-em : see NICTITATE v. and -ATION.] Wink

ing ; the action or habit of moving the eyelids.

1784-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 268 Other catena

tions of animal motion are gradually acquired^., by dis

agreeable sensations, as in coughing or nictitation.
t
1831

Frascr*s Mag. III. 653, I know by that satisfactory nictita

tion of your eye that you agree with me. 1899 AllbntCs

Syst. Med. VIII. 107 There is often a nictitation of the lids.

Nid. rare. [Later form of NIDE, perh. after

F. nid.] A nest (of pheasants).
1808 COBBETT in Fricndsh. Miss Mitford (1882) I. 41

The pheasants are all well, both nids. 1884 CARNEGIE
Game Preserving 4 When quitting the nide or nid

,
as

the nest is technically termed, she instinctively scratches

a covering of leaves or grass over it.

Nidal(nsi dal),ff. rare-1
. [See NIDUS.] Of

or pertaining to a nest.

1850 Tail s Mag. XVII. 165/1 Like brooding halcyons
calming the angry waters around their sacred nidal circle.

Nidamental (noidame ntal), a. [f. L. tuda-

ment-um (see NIDUS) + -AL.]
1. Zool. Serving as a receptacle for the ova of

molluscs or other marine animals; forming a

collection of ova.

1835-6 Toad s Cycl. Aiiat. I. 557/1 The. .oviducts have

laminated glandular terminations, near to which are placed
two detached nidamental glands. 1851 WOODWARD Mol-

lusca i. iii. 20 The nidamental ribbon of the doris and eolis

is attached to a rock. Ibid. iv. 50 The nidamental capsules
of the cuttle-fish are clustered like grapes. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anitti. viii. 534 The nidamental glands, com

posed of numerous vertical lamellae, . . are situated on the

posterior wall of that cavity.

2. Of the nature of, serving as, a nest or nests.

1879 Casselfs Teclm. Educ. IV. 123/1 Eggs, nests, nida

mental structures, .should be amalgamated into one series.

tNi dary. Obs. rare- 1
. [See NIDUS and

-ABY i B. 2.] A place for building nests.

a 1700 EVELYN Diary 27 Feb. 1644, In this rupellary

nidary do the fowl lay eggs, and breed.

Niddecook, variant of NIDDICOCK Obs.

Tfidder, variant of NITHER v.

Ni ddermg, sb. and a. Also nider-. [Er
roneous form of NITHING, originating in the early

printed text (1596) of William of Malmesbury, by

misreading niSing as nitfing (
= nidmng). The

modern currency of the word is due to Scott.]

A. s/&amp;gt;. A base coward or wretch. Also in pre
dicative use, passing into adj.

1596 in Savile Script, fost Bedam 68 lubet, vt compa-
triotas aduocent ad obsidionem venire, nisi si qui velint sub

nomine Nidering, quod nequam sonat, remanere. 1664

SPELMAN, Niderling seu Nidering. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Ker

sey), Niderling, Nidering, . . an old English Word signifying
a Coward, a sorry hen-hearted Fellow.

1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xv. note. Threatening to stigmatize
those who staid at home as nidcriiig. Ibid, xliii, On pain
of being held faithless, man-sworn, and nidering. 1848
LYTTON Harold*., iv, He who can be called niddenng shall

never be crowned king ! 1864 KINGSLEY Rom.
&amp;lt;$

Teut. 60

Niddering though he may have been called for coming back

alive. 1864 DASENT Jest t, Earnest (1873) I. 229 Though
this was the deed of a niddering, it seems not to have raised

the popular feeling against Sweyn so much as it ought.

1893 Athenzuin 12 Aug. 226/1 It is difficult to be too severe

with such a nidering .

B. adj. Base, cowardly, vile.

1848 LYTTON Harold in. ii, Siward can give no niddering
council to the king. 1866 BLACKMORE Cradock Ntnuell

liii. (1883) 363 She learned her niddering wrong.

Hence, by further corruption, Ni-dderling. rare.

1664 [see prec.]. 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Niderling
or Nithing signifies an abject base-minded, false-hearted

coward. 1678 PHILLIPS Sufpl., Niderling, a poor spirited,

base, raskally sort of a fellow. 1887 BESANT Kath. Regina
218 Men who. . call that man churl and nidderling and pitiful

sneak and cur. 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-Hags 165 The
men of the broad bonnet were neither cowards nor nidder-

lings.

Ni ddick. dial. Also 6 nuddook, 7 niddook,

9 ueddick.etc. [Of obscure origin.] The nape
of the neck.
Current in south-western dialects ; see F.ng. Dial. Diet.

1558 PHAER JEneid VH. X j, Their nuddocks bolstred ben,

and skulles of heads with barkes of corks. 1667 Phil.

Tram. II. 480 It [a lambj had two Eyes and as many Ears,

134

in the usual places, and one extraordinary Eye in the Nid-
dock. 1746 Exmoor Courtship (E. D. S.) 555 A Crick in

ma Back and in ma Niddick. 1894 BLACK MORE Perlycross
376 The wick of a lamp that had droppe_d. .on this man s

collar, and burned a little hole in his niddick.

t Ni ddicock. Obs. rare. Also nidde-. [Of
obscure formation : perh. a fanciful alteration of

NIDIOT.] A fool, a ninny.
1386 HOOKER Hist. Irel. in Holinshed

II., 94/1 They were
neuer such fond niddicockes, as to offer anie man a rod to

beat their owne tailes. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. vi.

61 Thou..deservedst to be slak d..for being such a Goose,

Widgeon, and Niddecockto dye for love.

So tNi ddipol= NoDDiPOL. Obs. rare .

1582 STANYHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 98 What niddipol hare

brayne Would scorne this couenaunt?

Nidding, variant of NIDING.

Ni ddle, v. Sc. [Imitative.] intr. To move

quickly.
1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Siorui d (1827) 15 The wyres

were gowden . . Wharewi her fingers prettilie Did niddle

their play. 1874 R. FORD in Harp of Perthshire (1893)

3ioThey whiddled aboot, they niddled abopt.
Ni ddle-no ddle, a.. [A reduplicative forma

tion on NOD v. : cf. NID-NOD z/.] Having nodding
heads.

Loiterer No. 57 F 5 My Father offered lo conduct him to

the best Nide of Pheasants on the Manor. ? i8ioA.MACK-
INTOSH Driffield Angler 294 Nide of pheasants, commonly
called a Ni. 1834 New Monthly Mag. XLII. 119 The
nides of pheasants are equally plentiful and well grown.

1896 Blackw. Mag. July 18 Mother Goose had brought a
fine nide of eggs near to hatching on this island.

So Hide v. intr., to nest. rare.

1881 R. F. BURTON tr. Canwenf Lusiad II. 34 Those eyne
wherein Dan Cupid aye doth nide.

Nide, pbs.
f. NEED. Nideote, var. of NIDIOT 1.

Nidering, variant of NIDDEKING.

Nidge (nid;;), v. 1 rare. [Of obscure origin.]

traits, and intr. To shake, quiver.
1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus xxvi. (1831) 215 The cox

comb, who stood nidging his head with anger. 1831 in

Mag. Amer. Hist. Jan. (1888) 81 The majestic object is

perpetually in motion, shaking and nidging and nodding
this way and that

Nidge (nid-5), v. 2 Sc. [Of obscure origin.]

trans. To trim (stone) roughly by means of a

sharp-pointed hammer. Hence Nidged ///. a.,

Nidging vbl. sb.

NID-NOD.

1883 J. Y. STRATTON Hops &amp;lt;y Hop-pickers 23 The garden is

kept clear of weeds by means of a norse-hoe, or nidget.

Nidget, rf.3 : see NINE-HOLE.

Ni dget, v.i [f. NIDGET si?]
1. trans. To work (land) with a nidget.
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric, II. 758 Deduct sum

mer digging. ..Add nidgetting. 1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.

VII. n. 590 The portion.. is niggetted or stirred as much
before the ist of April.. as possible. 1848 Ibid. IX. 11. 553
It should be nidgeted and got into a fine deep tilth.

2. To work in (lime, etc.) with the soil by
means of a nidget.
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. ll. 548 Lime, ..nidgeted in

after the hops are planted,., will be of greater benefit. i88J

WHITEHEAU Hops 33 Rape dust is a fine manure, and is

nidgetted in with nidgetts.

Nidget, v *. dial. (See quots.)
1745-60 ARDERON Norwich Words in Rye E. Atigl.

Gloss., Nigeting, to call women to one in labour. 1764 Lovi

Life 29 Poor labouring Men . .are obliged to get up, put on
Part of their Cloaths and go a Nigiting, i. e. fetching Mid-

wives, Nurses and Gossips. 1895 RYE E. AngL Gloss.,

Nidget. to assist a woman in her travail.

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 101 Who doats on pagods, and gives

up vile man For niddle-noddle figures from Japan. 1820

COMBE Syntax in. i. What is said by state physicians, And
niddle-noddle politicians.

Nrddle-ncrddle, z&amp;gt;. [Cf. prec.] intr. To
nod unsteadily to and fro ;

to nod the head rapidly.
Also trans, with the head as object.

1840 HOOD Kilmansegg, Christening ix, Her head niddle-

noddled at every word. 1843 Punch VIII. 138 He con

tinually niddle-noddles his head like a toy mandarin. 1855
A. MANNING O. Chelsea Bun-ho. xv. 244 The Mandarin

niddle-noddles, till it makes one s head spin to look at him.

So Ni ddy-no ddy adv. and v.

1866 CARLYLE Keinin. (1881) I. 324 The little phantasm of

a creature Sloane his name who went niddy-noddying
with his head. 1877 W. WATSON Poems 38 Ere we re half

gate wi our life, Our head plays niddy noddy.

Nide (naid), sb. [ad. F. nid or L. nid-us: the

older K. ni is represented by NYE. Cf. NID.]
A brood or nest of pheasants. Also trans/, of geese.

acq .

nidged-work, and the operation nidging. Ibid. 1008 Nidged
Ashlar, a species of ashlar used in Aberdeen. It is brought
to the square by means of a cavil or hammer with a sharp

point. 1850 in OCILVIE.

1611 COTGR., Nigeries, nidgeries, fopperies, fool

nines. [Hence in Blount Glossogr. (1656), etc.]

Nidget (ni djet), rf. 1 Now only arch. Also 6

nigeot, 7 nigit, nigid, niget, nigget. [var. of

NIDIOT : see note to IDIOT.] An idiot, a fool.

As a modern word, if used, it signifies a trifler (Smart).

a. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1895) II. 50 This made men
judge, .that he would prove a very foole and nigeot [1595

idiote]. 1603 SIR. C. HEYDON Jud. Astral, xi. 244 Cleared

from the imputation of [being] such a Nigit. 1621-3
MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Changeling in. iii, Tis a gentle

nigget; you may play with him. 1638 HEYWOOD Wise
Worn. ll. i, I think he saith we are a company of fooles and

Nigits. 1675 Ballad in Lultrell Coll. III. 107 Ridiculous

Niget, to scoff at St. Bridget, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Nigit, a Fool.

ft. 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 27 Abject, base minded, false

harled, coward, or nidget. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Nidget, an Idiot, a Ninny, or meer Fool. 1843 JAMES
Forest Days ii, One of those men is a nidget.

Nidget (ni d.?et), rf. 2 Also -ett, niggett.

[Of obscure origin.] A triangular horse-hoe, used

in Kent and Sussex.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 113, I have had what we call a

brake and a nidget made . . to move the earth in alleys. 1805

R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 747 To admit of the

ground between the plants beinK kept clean by the harrow

and nidget. 1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Hoc. VII. ll. 59 Guano. .

sown btoadcast in the track made by trie tines of the mggett.

-fi dgetty, a. rare-1
. Trifling.

1798 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) I. 177, I have been
enabled to give a considerable improvement of dignity to

[the] cap, which was before too nidgetty to please me.

Ni dging, a. rare
-1

. [Cf. NIDCB v. 1
] Rest

less, troublesome.

1796 MME. D ARBLAY Camilla v. iii, I d sooner have her

than any of em, for all she s such a nidging little thing.

Nidging, vbl. sb. : see NIDGE z/.
a

Nidi, pi. of NIDUS.

Nidificate (ni-difikeit), v. [f.
L. nidificat-,

ppl. stem of nidificdre, i. nidus nest.] intr. To
make a nest ; to nidify.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entouiol. iv. (1818) I. 104 Getting..

between the skin and the flesh, .where it nidificates and lays

its eggs. i8- TodcCs Cycl. Anal. I. 267/1 All the Birds

of Prey.. nidificate in lofty situations. 1874 E. COUES
Birds N. W. 313 This species may be shy and reserved,

and consequently nidificates in out-of-the-way situations.

Nidification (nidifik^i-Jan). [See prec. and

-ATION.] The operation of nest-building ; the

construction of a nest or nests ; the manner in

which this is done.

1658 PHILLIPS, Nidification, a building of a birds nest.

1659 H. MORE Immorl. Soul(ij6i) 222 The Nidification of

Birds, as well as their Incubation, a 1676 HALE Prim.

Orig. Matt. (1677) 368 In the nidification of Birds, Bees,

Silkworms, and divers others. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol.
iv. xiii. 228 That Method of Nidification doth abundantly
Answer the Creatures Use and Occasions. 1773 G. WHITE
in Phil. Trans. LX1V. 196 For some time after they appear,
the hirundines in general pay no attention to the business

of nidification. 1834 MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841) I. 192 If the

tree affords no natural hole fit for the purpose of nidification.

1874 COUES Birds N. W. 389 Its nidification varies greatly
with circumstances, the nest being placed indifferently on

the ground, bushes, or trees.

Hence Hidifioa-tionalo., relating to nidification.

1888 J. T. GULICK in Linn. Soc. Jrnl. XX. 2262 Nidifi-

cational Segregation. Let us now consider the effects of

divergent habits in regard to nest-building.

tNidifice. Obs. rare-*, [ad. late L. nidi-

ficium] A nest, such as Birds make (Blount

Glossogr. 1656).

Nidify (ni-difsi), v. [ad. L. nidificdre, i. nidus

nest.] intr. To build a nest or nests.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1730-1 Lett. Mist s Jrnl.

(1722) II. 127 Birds, by Instinct,, .nidify, or make Nests

after the same Manner. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in

Jrnl Geog. Soc. XXIX. 396 Trees begin to bud, beasts to

pair, and birds to nidify. 1880 J. COLQUHOUN Moor
/j,

Loch I. 249 The peregrine, . . nidifying on a giddy point.

Hence Nrdifying ///. a.

1871 DARWIN Desc. Man II. xy. 172 It is not necessary to

suppose that each separate species had its nidifying instinct

specially modified.

Ni ding. Now rare. Also 9 nidding. [In

exact form of niSing, used by Camden in citing

from William of Malmesbury : cf. NIDDEKINC.]
= NlTHING.
1605 CAMDEN Rent, 28 Whosoever refused to come should

be reputed a Niding. 1610 HOLLAND Canuteti s Brit. i. 333

Whosoever would not be reputed a Niding should repaire

to recover Rochester Castle. l64 HOWELL For. Trav.

(Arb.) 79 He is worthy to be called a Niding, one, the pulse

of whose soule beates but faintly towards Heaven. 1715 M.

DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 299 [from Camden]. 1866 I.

BRUCE Summer Queen 148 To bondslave and low born

knave And to the nidding too.

t Ni diot
&amp;gt;,

obs. f. IDIOT. (Cf. NIDGET rf.i)

1534 MORE Comf.agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1250/2 These folke

as are verye nydeote fooles. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n.

(1595) 47 After all these sporting deuises. he is but a Nideote.

1613 Dodecahedron of Fortune 5 This doling nidiot by

his foolish desart Shall of his faire love at all have no part.

tMl diot 2
. Obs. ran~ l

. (See quot.)

1713 DERHAM Phys^Theol. rgo note, One of the smallest,

if not the very smallest of all the Gnat kind.. .Among us

in Essex, they are called Nidipts, by Mouffet, Midges. [Cf.

1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss., Nidget, a little bug.]

Nid-nod, v. [A reduplicative formation on

NOD v. : cf. NIDDLE-NODDLE v.]

1. intr. To nod repeatedly.
c 1787 BURNS We re a noddin, We re a noddm, nid nid

noddin,..atourhouseathame. c 1817 Hooc Tales f, Sk.n,..a.
80 She sat nid-nodding. 1891 Daily ffaus 18 June 3/3

reen straw hat with Urge roses md-noddmg from the
\ 2

A green
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crown. 1903 R. N. CAREY Passage Perilous xxiii, The
two heads nid-nodded more closely.

2. trans, (with head as object).
1840 HOOD Kibnansegg, Fancy Ball xxiv, Lady K. nid-

nodded her head.

Hence Nid-nodding vbl. so. and ///. a.

1824 Miss FERRIER Inker. Ixxix, That odd, little, nid-

nodding face. 1833 HOOD China Mender n Great nid-
noddin mandarins, with palsies in the head. 1896 Blackw.
Mag-, Oct. 490/2 The nid-nodding of the red rose.

Nidor (nai-djJi). Now rare. Also 7 nidour.

[a. L. nidor.] The smell arising from animal
substances (esp. of a fat or greasy nature) when
burned, roasted, or boiled ; f a strong smell,

odour, or exhalation of any kind.
a 1619 FOTHERRY A ffu ottr. i. xi. 4 (1622) 116 Who maketh

. . his Caldron, his Sensor ; his Nidor, his Incense ; his Table,
his Altar. 1662 H. STUBBE Indian Nectar iii. 29, I had my
smell affected with such a nidor, as issues from fat, when
broiled. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. 810 That Evil
Demons or Devils, were, .delighted with the Blood and
Nidours of Sacrifices. 1707 FLOVER Physic. Pulse-Watch
264 In the Nidor of the Stomach there are hot Winds. 1746
JAMES Moufet s Health Improv, Intrpd. 43 A Nidor, or

Stink, peculiar to Animal Substances in a State of Putre
faction. 1811 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) ! 203/2 The nidor
of a human creature roasted for faith.

t NidorO SC, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. ni-

doros-us : see prec. and -OSE.] Of the nature of

a nidor
; nidorous.

1707 FLOVER Physic. Pulse-Watch 104 If the Lungs be
infiam d they are subject to_

Suffocations ; ..if the Stomach
it self, to a nidorose Crudity. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of
Diet in Aliments, etc. i. 290 Hot nidorose Belchings, foul
ness of the tongue and Palate.

Hence f Nidoro sity. Obs, rare~l
.

1696 FLOYER On the Humours (J.), The cure of this

nidorosity is, by vomiting and purging.
Nidorous (nai-doras), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

nldoros-us (see prec.), or f. NIDOK + -ous.] Of
smells : Resembling that of cooked or burnt
animal substances ; strong and unpleasant.
1626 BACON Sylva 923 Incense, and Nidorous Smells,

(such as were of Sacrifices,) were thought to Intoxicate the
Braine. 1661 EVELYN Fumifugium Misc. Writ. (1805) n.

236 Horrid stinks, nidorous and unwholesome smells, which
proceed from the tallow. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India # P. 303
Stones of live Brimstone exhaling a nidorous Scent, stinking
like that Water the Mariners call Bilge Water. 1757 A.
COOPER Distiller i. xxiii. (r76o) 95 It acquires an alcaline

Disposition, and also a nidorous flavour.

b. Applied to stomachic crudities and eructa
tions suggestive of such smells.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. T 287 That an acid nictation, of a
reparable ferment, superinduced upon a nidorous one, is

good. 1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 124 Steel Medi
cines thus taken.. stir up.. nidorous Belching. 1746 JAMES
Moufefs Health Improv. Introd. 48 Nidorous Eructations,
or Belches, which affect the Mouth with the Taste of putre
fied Eggs. 1851 NOBLE tr. Swedenborg s Heaven ff Hell
(ed. 2) 488 Such nidorous exhalations as proceed from
indigested substances in the stomach.

t Nidorulent, a. Oh. rare. [f. NIDOK +

-DLENT.] Of a nidorous nature.

1634 T. JOHNSON Farcy s Chirurg. i. xiv. (1678) 20 The
ventricle.. is troubled by its acid and nidorulent belchings.
1687 P. MADAN TunbrUge Waters $ The Nidorolent Belches
and Eructations after taking em.

Nidulant (ni-di/21ant), a. Bot. [f. L. riidu-

lant-, nidulans, pres. pple. of niduldri, f. nidus

nest.] (Seequots.)
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 447/1 Nidulant, nestling;

seeds dispersed through a pulpy or soft substance. 1828-32
WEBSTER Nidulant, .. lying loose in pulp or cotton, within
a berry or pericarp. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 767/1
Nidulans, embedded : nestling, as the seeds on the surface
of the strawberry: nidulant. 1866 Treas. Bot., Nidulant, . .

lying free_
in a cup-shaped or nest-like body; as in the genus

Nidularia.

tNi dulate, v. Obs. rare-&quot;. [See prec.]
1623 COCKERAM i, Nidulate, to build a nest,

Nidulation (nidizH^i-Jan). rare. [f. prec. : see

-ATJ.ON.J Nesting, nest-making, nidification.

1646 SmT. BROwNEfte&amp;lt;/. Ep. 129 More especially remark
able in the time of their nidulation, and bringing forth their

young, a 1682 Tracts (1683) 49 They were invited by
such conveniences and prepared nests to relinquish their
natural places of nidulation. 1845 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph.
I. App. 426 A convenient harbour for the nidulation, hatch
ing, and nourishment of many parasitic animals.

II Nidus (nai dos). PI. nidi (nai-dai) and
niduses. [L. nidus :*nizd:is : see NEST si.]
1. a. Zool. A nest or place in which small

animals, such as insects, snails, etc., lodge or de

posit their eggs.
1742 H. BAKER Microsc. II. i. 70 The Eggs. .hatch and

thrive when they happen to be lodged in a proper Nidus
for them. 1760-72 tr. Juan f, Ulloa s Voy. (ed. 3) I. 66
The cavity left, by the removal of the nidus, must be im
mediately filled.. with tobacco ashes. 1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR
Syst. Huso. Scot. I. Add. 12 The insects and their nidi are. .

exposed to the attacks of small birds. 1854 HOOKER Hinial.
Jrnls. I. ii. 46 The many-celled nidus of the leaf-cutter bee.

1871 T. R. JONES Anim. Kin^d. (ed. 4) 152 Cystic para
sites still enclosed in the nidus in which they are found in
the omentum of rabbits.

b. Bot. A place or substance in which spores
or seeds develop.
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 350 Though the

fruit of such trees may be its more common nidus, 1 found
it growing in large clusters on a rotten stick. 1859 T.

MOORE Brit. Ferns 15 The spores.. would find a proper
nidus for their development. 1868 HEKSCHEL in People s

Mag. Jan. 62 Forming a sort of vegetable honeycomb, and
serving, .for a nidus to the spores.

C. Phys. and Path. A place of origin or de

velopment^??* some state or substance.

1804 ABERNETHY Surg. Obs, 68 The mammary gland seems
to be the nidus for this diseased action. i84sToDD& BOW
MAN Phys. Anat. I. 88 In man, and the higher animals,
cartilage is employed temporarily as a nidus for bone. 1879
St. Georges Hosp. Rep. IX. 776 By purifying the cavity a
fresh nidus for the disease is removed.

d. fig. A source or origin ;
a place where some

quality or principle is fostered.

1807 Edin. Rev, IX. 415 The true nidus of the erroneous
sentiments. 1817 KEATINGE Trav. II. 147 The Sorbonne,
formerly the nidus of pedantry. 1845 K. W. HAMILTON
Pop. Educ. i. (ed. 2) 9 It is the nidus of a new common
wealth. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xi, The order of nature,
which treats all maturity as a mere nidus for youth.
2. A place in which something is formed,

deposited, settled, or located.

1778 KING in Phil. Trans. LXIX. 46 A proper nidus for
the assemblage of the most valuable metals. 1846 CALLAWAY
Dislocations (1849) 7 The bone again nearly always slips out
from its nidus. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 165 The
severe vomiting and purging probably dislodged the calculus
from its nidus.

3. A collection of eggs, tubercles, etc.

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 492 In many cases
the cysts or niduses of tubercles possess so little energy of
action as never to exceed the size of a small shot. 1826
KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxix. III. 75 Reaumur had once
brought to him a nidus of eggs clothed still more curiously.

Wie, obs. f. NIGH, NINE ; var. of NEYE.
Wiece, obs. form of NICE.

Niece (nfs). Forms : 3-6 nece, 4-6 nese,
(4 neese), 5-6 nees, 6-8 neece ; 6 neise, neyce,
neipce, 7 neice

;
6 niese, niepce, nyepce, 6-

niece ; 4-7 nice, (4 nyce). [a. F. niece (lath c.),

\nece, neice
j nice, niepce, etc. = Prov. netsa, obs.

It. nezza : pop. L. neptia, for L. neptis (related
to NIFT) : cf. Prov. nepia, Catal. and Pg. mta&amp;gt;

Sp.
nieta : pop. L.

*nepta.&quot;\

1. fa. A grand-daughter, or more remote female
descendant. 06s. b. A daughter of one s brother

(brother-in-law) or sister (sister-in-law).
In older use, down to c 1600, the sense of grand-daughter

appears to have been common, but it is often difficult or

impossible to make out which relationship is expressed by
the word.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4160 Out of be lond of spayne [hej
come & adde ynome eleyne pat was so vair

J&amp;gt;e kinges nece.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 233 Ho was me nerre ben aunte or
nece. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 288 Good aventure,
O bele nece, have ye Ful lightly founden. 1387 TBEVISA
Higden (Rolls) VI. 141 pat ;ere deide Hilda, abbesse of
Whitby. . . Sche was kyng Edwyn his nese [1432-50 do5hter
of the do^hter of kynge Edwinus]. 1422 E. E. Wills (1882)

50 Ion Skydmore, my newewe. .. Also ,. lane myn nece.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvn. xix. 717 Kynge Pelles and

Elyazar his sone the whiche were holy men and a mayde
which was his nece. 1513 DOUGLAS dfneis n. xii. 47, 1, the
nece of mychty Dardanus, And guide dochtir vnto the
blissit Venus. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 261 b, What
Augustus would sale when any mencion was made either of

Julia his doughter, or Julia his
nice._ 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele

Glas (Arb.) 71 To tire his wearie wife, His daughters and
his niepces euerychone. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in.

(1634) 39 Taking two of Cyrus daughters, and as many of
his neeces for Wives, c 1657 SIR W. MURE Hist. Ho. Roiv-
allane Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 254 Lord Hammiltoune who had
to wife his Nice or sister daughter. 1673 CAVE Prim. Chr.
i. iii. 45 His neece by the sister s side. 1723 GAY Let. to

Swift 3 Feb., Mr. Maxwell, who married a niece of
Mr.

f
Meredith s. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i, Very

cautious in her replies to his inquiries after her niece. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. n. 257 O by the bright head of my little

niece, You were that Psyche.
b. Euphemistically applied to the illegitimate

daughter of an ecclesiastic. Cf. NEPHEW i b.

1858 HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. vii. (1891) 161 Many a Holy
Father s niece Has softly smoothed the papal chair.

c. Niece-in-law
, the wife of one s nephew, rare.

0:1556 CRANMER Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 329 Sister and
sister-in-law, aunt and aunt-in-law, niece and niece-in-law.

t 2. A female relative. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7252 Seint edwardes nece J?at of Is

fader kunde com. c 1375 Cursor M. 10891 (Fairf), Thyne
old nyce Elizabeth hath gon with child

yj moneth. c 1386
CHAUCER Shipma.n&quot;s T. 125 This monk bigan vp-on this wyf
to stare, And seide, alias, my Nece ; god forbede [etc.], c 1400
Lay le Freine 288 Leman, he seyd, thou most lat be The
abbesse thi nece, and go with me. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
xi._ 23 loachym thy fader at hame, And anna, my nese, and
thi dame. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting 540 Thy trew kynnismen,
Antenor & Eneas, Throp thy nere nece, and austern Olibrius.

fb. Used as a form of address to a woman. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vii. 275 Der nece

,
he said, .. Is

my eyme dede, or hou the cace befell?

t 3. A nephew. Obs. rare.

1500 Lancelot 2200 The king, .said, Sir gawan, nece,
why dois bow so? Ibid. 2720 The king, .of his necis lyfwas
in disspare. a 1592 GREENE Alphonsus n. Wks. (Rtldg.)
229/1 Seeking about the troops of Aragon, For to encounter
with his traitorous niece. Ibid. in. 236/1 Belinus, my most
friendly niece.

Hence Hie celess a., Nie ceship.
1834 SOUTHEY Doctor Ixxii, She was a descendant of..

Japhet; she was allied to Ham, however, in another way
besides this remote niece-ship. 1892 SIR E. B. HAMLEY
Let. in Shand Life (1895) II. xxxi. 303, I then had a niece
and a cat to comfort me now I am nieceless and catless.

Wiede, Nief(e, obs. ff. NEED, NEIF, NIEVE.

Nielit, obs. form of NIGHT.
Kiel, var. of NIELLO. [Cf. Sp. niel, F, nielle.]
1873 SPON Workshop Rec. Ser. i. 219/1 The copy is

hollow, and ready to receive the niel,

NiellcitecL (ni eliUed),^^/. a. [ad. It. niellato,

pa. pple. of niellare, f. NIELLO.] Inlaid in niello.
1886 Athenaeum 27 Feb. 301/3 They delineated numerous

njellated works. 1901 Chamb. Encycl. VII. 498 The name
I

niello is given not only to the engraved and nieliated metal-

work, but also to the paper proofs taken from them.

So Nie lled///. a., nielloed.

1873 SPON Workshop Rec. Ser. i. 218/2 Nielled Silver.

This is a kind of inlaid enamel work, and is obtained by the

sulphuration of certain parts of a silver object.

Niellist (nije*list). [f. next : see -IST.] A worker
or artist in niello,

1841 Gentl. Mag. CXI. ir. 21 The works of the Niellists

did not cease on this discovery nor for some time after.

1883 C. C. PERKINS Ital. Sculp. 310 note, Highly reputed as
a niellist, enamellist, and goldsmith.

II Niello (ni,e-b),ji. PI. nielli and niellos. [It.

niello : pop. L. *nigellzim, neut. of L. nigdiits,
dim. of niger black : cf. Prov. and Sp. met, OF.

Mtff/(]nod.F* nielle from It.).]
1. A black composition, consisting of alloys of

silver, lead, copper, and sulphur, with which en

graved designs on silver or other metals are filled

j
in, so as to produce an ornamental effect.

1816 SINGEK Hist. Cards 93 note, An impression from a

|

Pax, engraved for the purpose of being filled with Niello.
;

1823 J. BADCOCK Doin. Amusem. 182 Enamel, called Niello.

j

1866 G. STEPHENS Runic Mon. I. 183 Much of the Niello
has fallen away, and whole lines or parts of lines are now

! empty. 1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 55 The outer surface-

is engraved, and partly filled up with niello.

b. Ornamental work executed by the applica
tion of niello to engraved designs.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc. 399/1 It was the practice to

decorate church and other plate with works in niello.

1845 MRS. JAMESON Early Ital. Painters I. 176 Maso
Finiguerra.. became celebrated for the artistic beauty of his

designs and workmanship in niello.

c. attrib. and Comb, as niello-cutting, -plalc, etc.

1845 MRS. JAMESON Early Ital. Painters I. 175 The
binding exhibits some beautiful specimens of niello-work.
Ibid. 176 The earliest known impression of a niello plate.
Ibid. 177 Maso Finiguerra, or any other niello-worker.

186^ Chamb. Encycl. VI. 765 Much interest attaches to the
art of niello-cutting. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl.
635/1 The composition of the Russian tula or Niello silver.

2. A specimen of niello-work
;
an article orna

mented with niello.

1840 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. III. 94/2 We see niellos

upon bronze doors of Greek origin, even in Italy. 1841
Gentl. Mag. CXI. n. 21 They are not so fortunate as to

possess a Niello in silver. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Mar.
597 Our modern door plates are really nielii also.

o. An impression on paper of the design which
is to be filled with niello.

1854 Househ. Words IX. 181 These impressions have in

some few cases been preserved, as art-curiosities, and they,
as well the plates themselves, are termed nielli. 1866
BRANDE& Cox Diet. Sci., etc. s.v., These impressions of the

early fathers of copper-plate printing still exist, and are
known also as niellos.

Nie llo, V. [f. prec.] trans. To inlay with
niello. Hence Nie lloed///. a.

1866 G. STEPHENS Runic Mon. I. 183 The whole runic

inscription, and the two long lines . . are nielloed. 1877
W. JONES Finger-ring 58 There are various nielloed rings
of the Saxon period. 1892 G. LAMBERT Gold $ Stiver-
smith s Art 45 All the gold, all the silver, .stamped, carved
and chased, and nielloed.

Nien(e, niend, nientene, -tefce, -ti, obs. ff.

NINE, NINTH, NINETEENTH, NINETY. Niepce,
obs. f. NIECE. Niepe, obs. f. NEAP. N&quot;iese,

obs. f. NEEZE, NIECE. Niess(e, obs. ff. NYAS.
Wiest, dial. var. of NEXT. WiefSe, obs. f. NINTH.
Nieve (nfv), nief (mf). Now dial, or arch.
Forms : a. 4-6 neue, (9) neve, 5-6 newe, 5 (9)

neeve, 6- neive, (7 neiue), nieve, 7-9 neave.

(9 nee-), 8-9 nive, 9 niv, nev. (Also 9 kneave,
etc.) 0. 4-5 (9) nefe, 5 nef, 5-6 neff(e, 6 (9)
neef

;
6 (9) neif(e, 6 neiff, neyf, 7 (9) neifife

;

6 neafe, -ffe, 7, 9 neaf, (9 kn-), 9 neeaf ; 6

nife, 7, 9 nief. 7. 5, 9 nave, 6 naif, 9 naive,
neyv(e, knayve, etc. [ME. neve, nefe, ad. ON.
hneji, nefi (Norw. dial, neve, nove, nseva, Sw.

nafue t
Da. nseve}. The 7-forms may correspond

to the Norw. dial. var. nava, the relationship of
which to neve is not clear. The word is not
found in the other Teutonic languages.] A
clenched hand ; a fist.

Current in all northern and Sc. dialects ; also used by
Shakspere and B. Jonson (see NEUF) and hence sometimes
by modern writers as an archaism. For the distribution of
the mod. dial, forms see the Eng. Dial, Diet.
a. c 1300 Havelok 1917 So longe haueden he but and bet

With neues under hernes set. 13, . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1537
When bat bolde Baltazar blusched to bat neue, al falewed
his face. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 581 Newys that stalwart
war & squar, That wont to spayn gret speris war. c 1400
Destr. Troy 13889 He nolpit on with his Neue in the neck

le. 1456 SIR G. HAYE Law Arms (S.T.S.) rss Gif hhole

wald strike me.. I strike him agayne with my neve. 1573
Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 427 The teindis will not cum in
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thair neuis, Salangasonyof vsleuis. a 1583 MOXTGOMERIE

Ckfrrie r Slae 1552 Quhois throt..Ye may stap wuh

your neive. 1609 SKENE Re?. Maj. n. 2 Gif he gmes ane

blow with his neiue .. he sail pay to the king sex kye. 1684

[MERlTON] Yorksh. Dial. 599 She l deal her Neaves about

her, I hear tell, a ,758 RAMSAY Fables xv,, 4 A greedy

Callan . Shot his wee nive into the pot. 1785 BURNS Death

* Dr Hornbook xxvi, An honest Wabster.. ,
Whase wife s

twa nieves were scarce weel-bred. 1830 GALT Lawne J. I.

ii Her nieve was said to be worse than a battering-ram.

1895 Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 779/2 He stepped forward a pace,

his eyes flashing, his nieves clenched.

8. ci37S Cursor M. 6682 (Fairf.), If ..be tane be tober

smyte wib nefe or stane. a 1400 Sir Pen. 2087 1 o Per-

cevelle a dynt he ;efe In the nekk with his nefe. 1440 York

Myst. xxix. 369 Dose noddil on hym with neffes I hat he

noght nappe. 1513 DOUGLAS Jlneit xli. vni. 106 Mesapus

. . in hys left neif haldis all reddy Twa sowplll casting speris.

1570 fair. Poems Reform. xxii..6o
Blind Hary with.hir to

sport and play, With fauldit neif. 159? SHAKS. Mich. N.

W i 15 Giue me your neafe, Moun.ieur Mustardseed.

97-2 Hen. IV,. iv. 195 Sweet Knight, I kisse thy

Neaffe 1674 RAY N. C. Words 35 A Neive at &quot;nf -*

Fist. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Neif, the fist... Double-

neif, the clenched fist. i85S KINOSLEY IVestw. Ho ! (1889)

TO/I Come, give us thy neif, and let us part in peace. 1866

J. H. RosEtr. Ovid s Met. 324 With clever neife And un-

degenerate cunning. _._

attrib. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 155 Gif a

man wald geve me a nef strake.

v 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 129 With ane trunsioune in

[till] his nave, To schir Colyne sic dusche he gave. . 1535

STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 518 This ilk Walter. .desirit for

to haif That ilk falcone he buir vpoun his naif. 1841

HAMILTON Nugx Lit. 337 A violent man threatens to have

[heave] his nave. 1872 HARTLEY Yorksh. Ditties Ser. 1. 130

He struck his naive o th table.

Nieveful (nrvful). Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 5 neful, 7 niewfulle, neiffeful ; 7, 9

nief-, 8 neaf-, 9 neef-ful (9 -fu ) ; 8-9 nieve-,

9 neive-, niveful, -fu ;
also 8 niev ow, 8-9

neffow, 9 neffu, etc. [f. prec. + -FOL.] A handful.

C ,37S Sc. Leu. Saints xxv. (Julian) 758 lulyane his

neful tuk of his bind red. 1665 SIR J. LAUDER Jrnl. (1900

89 The beggar wives, .piking furlh in neiwfulles on all

svdes 1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 4 We 11 have a pock

pudding ;
Put a nief full of prunes in and make it a gude

one 1783 BURNS *nd Ep. to J. Lafraik xvi,, 1 heir worth

less nievefu of a soul, May in some future carcase howl.

1819 MOIR Mamie Waiich {ed. a) xxv, I swept up two

nievefuls o dominoes off the table. 1863 J. L W. By-gone

Days 19, The alms.. generally consisted in a mevefou o:

two of oatmeal. .,

Nieveling (nfvlin), vbl. sb. Sc. [Cf. NIEVE.]

A method of milking cows (see quot. 1844).

1844 H STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 454 Nievling [is per-

formed] by the whole hand doubled, orjfoi, pressing the

esteadily at one place. Ibid. 1 1 1 . 839 The easiest mode

of milking them while under this complaint, .s that described

by nievliru; in. ,895 Agric. faz. .7 June. 539/2 Of the four

methods in use . . he thought the squeezing or nievlmg

was most suitable.

Nievie (mvi). Sc. and north, dial. Also

6 nevie, 9 neevie, nievy, niv(v)y, etc. [f.

NIEVE ] In nitvie-(nievit-}nick-nack,
a guessing

game played by children in which these words are

used. (See Engl. Dial. Diet.)

ci&l MONTGOMERIE Mhc. Poems xxxu. 65 Can ?e not

play a? nevie nevie nak ? 1821 Black. Mag. Aug. 37 =

Playing at nivy-nick-nack. 1824 SCOTT St honansxxx,,
1

played it awa at neevie-neevie-mck-nack 1895 W. C. FRASER

Wkavtl iii, The more advanced children .. played at

1

Nievie, nievie, nick-nack .

Niewe, obs. form of NEW a.

t Nif, for ne if, if not, unless. Obs.

.5 E E Allit P B. 2, Nif he nere scoymus & skyg&
non scabe louied. 13. . Caw. * Gr. Knt. ,769 Gret perile

bi-twene hem stod, Nif mare of hir kny3 t mynne

Nif, in south-western dial., for an if. JNlle,

obs. f. NIEVE. Nifel, var. of NIFLE.

Ni ffer, sb. Sc. [f.
the vb.] An exchange.

To tut in a niffer, to hazard.

,786 BURNS Addr. to Unco Guidm, Ye see your state wi

Iheir s compar d, And shudder at the niffer. 1818 SCOTT

Hrt M&amp;lt;*Y. xviii, I wad make the niffer, .. I wad ? ie a these

erev hairs. .for her life. Ibid, xx, Heputhislife in a niffer,

fo break the prison to let me out. ,888 H. WJKDROP Poems

4. St. 158 What could they gie as a niffer This world has

naething sae fine.

Niffer (ni-fer,
nz fer), . Sc. and north, dull.

Also neifer, neiffer, -ar, neiver. [Of obscure

origin, pern. f. nief, NIEVE.]
1. trans. To exchange (a thing) for (f *)

another, b. intr. in passive sense : To go in

i6i2ntchie Churches ofSt. BaUred (r88o) ,08 Efter

that ye said cow wald not niffer. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.

I Ixxviii, A market where we might barter or niffer our lazy

ease with a profitable cross. 1816 SCOTT Anty. xxin, I

carried it for mony a year, till I niffered it for this tin ane.

1861 RAMSAY Kewin. it. 168 Oh , he said,
with great sim

plicity, my master niffered me for a pony .

2. To make a mutual exchange of.

1721 RAMSAY .4 S7U. Bvrchet 24 Proud c;ar, I wadnn niffer

fame With thee. a 1800 Young Hyn Horn x. in Child

Ballads I 203/2 You must niffer clothes with me. 18*3 J .

N ICHOLSON KHwuddie 74 Cuffs an kicks they freely niffer t.

3. intr. a. To make an exchange.
i?8 Ferguson s Prov. 17 He neiffers for the better. 1828

MOIR Mansie Wanch xxi, There being but small difference

in the value of the cloths.. I caused them to niffer. 1862

HISI.OP Prop. Scot. 85 He s fond o barter that mffers wi

alild Nick.
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b. To bargain, haggle.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvi, I ll no stand niffering wi ye.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Glass., Niffering or Niggling,

making a bargain in a hard or haggling manner.

Hence Ni ffering vbl. sb.

1541 Aberd. Reg. (Jam.), Be way of nyffering, coffing, &
excambium. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. xcvu. 248

God forbid it come to bartering or mffermg of crosses. 1897

CROCKETT Lad s Lmte iii, Profanin the hoose o God..wi

your cheep-dealin
1 and nifferin !

Niff-naff, v. Sc. and north, dial. [Of obscure

formation :
niff-naff&amp;lt;&

sb. in the sense of a trifling

or unimportant thing is also common in north,

dial, and Sc.] intr. To trifle.

1718 RAMSAY There s my Thumb iii, Dear lassie, it is but

daffin To had thy wooer up ay niff naffin. 111878 AINSLIE

Land of Burns (1892) 318 Nif-nafhV at her apron strings.

1894 Northumbld. Gloss. S.V.. He niffnaffed at the job.

So Hiffiy)-nafly &amp;lt;*, trifling, finical.

1706 W. MARSHALL Yorksli.(z&.t}G\o&amp;lt;,^,Niffy-naffy. 1815

SCOTT Guy St. xliv, Thae nirT-naffy gentles that gae sae

muckle fash wi their fancies. 1855 ROBINSON WhitbyGloss.

s.v., A niffy naffy sort of a body ,
a person possessed o

the opposite to business habits.

Nifle (nai-l ll. Now dial. Forms: 4, 7 nyfle,

s,-6 nyfel, -yl, 6 -ul, nifel, 5-7 (8-9 dial.}

nifle : 6 niffel, niffle. [Of obscure origin : pern,

ad. med.L. nichil nothing (see NICHIL), influenced

by trifle,
with which it is often combined. There

appears to be no other trace of the F. nifle given

by Palsgrave. In mod. dialect the verb nifle, to

trifle, is in common use (given by Ash, 1775).]

I. A trifle ;
a thing of little or no value ; t a

trifling or fictitious tale. (Common c 1550-1650).

cij86 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 52 He served hem with nyfles

and with fablis. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems

(Rolls) II. 172 Apes, and japes, and marmusettes taylede,

Nifles, trifles, that litelle have availede. 1526 SKELTON

Maenyf. 1157, I am yet .. as full of tryfyls, Nil, mhilum,

nihi l, anglice nyfyls. 1533 3- HEYWOOD AMtry Play

4,4, I wolde ye had harde the tryfyls, The toys, the

mokkes, the fables, and the nyfyls, That I made thy

husbande to beleue and thynke. 1562 Apol. Frm. Masse

(1850) 22 You drive men to these trifles that the world may
know you hang in nifels. 1610 HOLLAND Camatn s Brit \.

663 Miht I not be thought.. to catch at clouds, and fish for

Nifles? 1657 J. WATTS Baptism 159. I-.-will E ve over

spending my precious time about your nifles and tritles.

1868WAUCH Smck-Bant 89 She then took Betty s basket and

crammed it with fruit, and with all sorts of sweet nifles .

Plir. 1530 PALSGR. 850/2 Nyfels in a bagge, de tout\mjies.

1622 MABBE tr. Aleman s Guzman a A//, ll. 160 No.wise

man will adventure his person for nifles in a bagge.

b. Applied to a person, rare
~

.

1635 [GLAPTKORNE] Lady Mother in. ii. in Bullen O. PI.

II. 164 Will you goe ?. . What stayes this nifle for 7

t2. Some light or flimsy article of attire. Obs.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 323 And nell with hir nyfyls

of crisp and of sylke, Tent well youre twyfyls youre nek

abowte as mylke. 1463-4 Rolls of Pttrlt.y.jos/a
That

noo persone..selle in any parte within this Reame eny

Lawne, Nyfels, Uimple, or eny other manere of Kerchiefs.

Ni.-fli.llg, a. rare. [See prec. Some mod.

dialects use niffling. ] Trifling, worthless.

1649 J. E[LLISTONE] tr. Behmtn s Efist. Pref., Whosoever

beares not the Stamp, and Superscription of their. .Institu

tions, is but as Darkenesse and nifling Shaddows unto them.

1659 Lady A limony n. vi. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 317 A
poor nifling toy that s worse than nothing,

t Nift. Obs. Forms : I nift, 3, 5 nifte, 4-5

nyfte, 5 nypt(e, nyghte. [OE. nift^OYris.

nift, MDu. nifte, niclite (Du. nichf), MLG. nifte,

nickte (hence G. nichte), OHG. nift, ON. nift,

nipt :-OTeut. *niptiz
= L. neplis, Skr. naptis, from

the stem neft- : cf. the etym. note to NEVE 1.] A
niece. h\safortk-nift, grand-niece.
c 825 Epinal Gloss. 734 in O. E. Texts 84 Prhigna, filia.

sororis, nift. 900 tr. Bxda s Hist. III. ix. (1890) 180 [Heo]

wa:s nift [L. neftem] bais hijna aldres be he sohte. 1030

Will in Thorpe Diplomat. 556 Ic an mine lauedy half

marc goldes, an mine nifte ann ore wichte goldes. 1250

Gen. | Ex. 1386 Of batuel Sis maiden cam ; }he was forS

nifie of abraham. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wau (Rolls)

noil Neueus nyftes, sistres brober, Ilka frend welcomede

ober. c 1440 Promf. Pan. 355/2 Nypte [v.rr. nifte, nyfte],

neftii. Ibid., Nypt \v.r. nyfte], broderys douter, tteOs.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyttlys (Roxb.) 97 Marculus a bysshop of

grece..Wyth Constance hys nyfte. cispo Melnsine 179

Prayeng you right hertyly to haue me to my ryght dere &
beloued nyghte your wyf to be recommanded. .

Nifty ini-fti), a. U. S. slang. [Of uncertain

origin : see first quot.] Smart, fine, splendid.
_

1868 B. HARTE Poems 93 Smart, you bet your life twas

that ! Nifty ! Short for magnificat. 1882 MARK TWAIN

Innoc. at Home ii, He was always nifty himself, and so

you bet his funeral ain t going to be no slouch.
.

tNig sb- 1 Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.

Aereefin meaning with Sw. njvgg (dial, ntigg, nytrfl and

with Icel. ImSgg- (Norw. nSgtf, but there is no obvious con

nexion in forrrf or history with these. Cf. also Norw. and

Sw. dial, nigla, to live sparingly, to NlGGLE.l

A niggardly or mean person. .

a nSVilio* of Paid (MS. Laud 108) in Herng Archiv

L1I tf He was an hokerere,. . Foul nig and hard in al is

Hue c 1400 Plowman s Talc 757 Some of them been hard

niaees- And some of hem been proude and gaie. I

LEVINS Maoip. &quot;8/39 A Nigge, farca. mnlier. 1678

PHILLIPS (ed. 4) Suppl., Nig, a miserly, sordid, pinch-gut

&quot;Nig,
**- 2 dial- and s!a

&quot;S- [ f obsctlre

(See quots.)

NIGGARD.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nig, the Clippings of

Money. 1853^. S,Q. ist Ser. VII. 366/2 In Essex, nig

signifies a piece.

Nig sb.*, an abbreviation of NIGGER.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 12 Aug., As through the

crowded Wall-street pass d A nig who bore .. A green

back banner. 1879 MRS. A. E. JAMES Indian Housch.

Managem. 43 Treat your servants as fellow-creatures, not

as nigs a term too often applied, .to the Indian natives.

I Nig, .! Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. NIG a.] intr.

To be mean or niggardly.
J559 AVLMER HarboroTue M iv b, By withholding thy

hande, and nigging, to make her not hable tokepe out thine

ennemy.

f Nig, v? Obs. slang. To clip money.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crcvj, Nigging, Clipping.

Nigard, etc., obs. ft NIGGARD, etc.

t Nigel. Obs. rare- 1
. Also6nygelle, niggel.

fAnglicized form of NIGELLA.]
= NIGELLA.

1578 LVTE Dodoens 275 The other wilde kinde.. shall be

hereafter described .. amongst the Nygelles, or Larke

spurres. &amp;gt;

Hence t Ki gelweed. Obs. rare, (bee quots.)

1578 LVTE Dodoens 160 Cockle or Field Nigelweede hath

straight slender hearie stemmes. 1598 FLORIO, Micancolo,

cockle, o.- field niggel weed.

II Nigella (n3id3e-la). Bat. [L., fern, of m-

gellas, dim. of niger black: hence also t. nielle

and tiigelle.}
A genus of ranunculaceons plants,

having numerous black seeds, of which the Fennel-

flower (Mgella saliva) is a common species ; also,

the seeds of this used for medicinal purposes.

I398TREVISA Earth. De P. K. XVH. Ixxxi. (Bodl. MS.l,

SomVmenel) M HS herbe (sc. gith] is mgella. IM.,

Nigella sleeb if he be take in grete quantite. 1548 I I--RNEE

Names Herbs (E. D. S.) 40 Git is named in greeke Melan-

thion, in englishe herbe Git or Nigella romana. 1577 B.

GOOGE HeresbacKs Hnsb. (1586) 53 b, Smalledge, Leekes,

Nigella, that being once sowed, come up every yere. MMI

COTGR., A lesnes. Cockle, Corne.rose, field Nigella, wild

Nigella. 1662 Slat. Ircl. (1765) U. 402 Nigella the pound

4&amp;lt;i 1707 MORTIMER//***. (1721)11. 384 You may continue

to sow. .Nigella, Candy Tufts, Poppy, and such Annuals as

are not prejudiced by Frosts. 1802 PALEY Nat Fheol.

(1817) 169 In some cases (as in the mgella), where the shafts

of the pistils or styles are disproportionably long. 1881

MRS. LYNN LINTON in Layard Life (19 ) 206 Here there is

nothing, excepting.. that cottage flower (love in a mist)

the nigella. , . ,

Hence Nige llin, a viscous substance obtained

from Nigella saliva (Watts Diet. Chem. 1866).

Nigenti, obs. form of NINETY.

t Ni ger. Obs. [a.
L. niger.} =NEGER, NEGRO.

1574 HELLOWES Guevara s Fam. Ep. (1584) 389 The

Massgets bordering upon the Indians, and the Nigers of

Aethiop, bearing witnes. .584 R. SCOT Disc Uitchcr

VII. xv. (1886) 122 A skin like a Niger .676 S. SEWALL

Diary I July, Jethro, his Niger, was then taken. 1698-9

Par Reg. Norton (near Evesham) 6 Jan., John Langley a

Niger of Jameca..was baptized. 1721 S. SEWALL Diary 20

Oct., Met a Niger Funeral. .760 G. WALLACE J rmc.

Law Scot. mA,m. Kef. d76oj.il. 265/1 bet the Nigers free

and, in a few generations, this vast and fertile comment

would be crouded with inhabitants.

Nigeshe, var. of NIGGISH a. Obs. JNiget, var.

of NIDGET. Niggar, obs. form of NIGGER.

Niggard (ni gaid), sb. and a. Forms : a. 4-5

negarde, 5-6 negard, 9 dial, neeger, neager,

niegre, etc. B. 4-5 nygard, (4 -art), 4-6 -arde,

(8) nigard, (6 -arde), 7 nigatt. f. 4 nyggard,

5-6 -arde, 6- niggard, (6 -arde), 9 dial, cig-

gar(t, -er, etc. [Of obscure etym. ;
an earlier syn

onym is NIGON, and the termination in both

cases would normally indicate a French origin.

The rareness of the sb. NIG makes it doubtful

whether it is the base of both formations.]

A sb. 1. A mean, stingy, or parsimonious

person ;
a miser ;

one who grudgingly parts with

or expends anything.
a. c [374 CHAUCER Tnylus in. 1379 So parfite joys: may-

no negarde have, c 1407 LYDG. AVw * Sens. ,498 Dame

Venus Kan make folkys covetous to spend her good.., And

the Negnrde to be large, c 1510 MORE F,cs Wks. 18/1

The negard then saith to his money. ., my god arte thou.

377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 136 He was a nygarde hat

no &quot;ood my,te aspare. 139&quot;
G* EI1 C &quot;S-

&quot;

**? ^
Vb largesce hath take And the nygard sche hath forsake.

,483 CAXTON Cato E vij b. Men saye comynlye that the

nygarde expendeth more than the lyberal e. a 1548 HALL

Chron Earn IV, = 7 b, An extreme nigard, and a covetous

extorcioner 1579 NORTHBROOKE Dicing To Rdr., If a man

wiU not dice & pfaie, then he is a nigarde & a miser, and

nogood Wlowe.^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ schal be holde a

amui c 44 Pr&amp;lt;&quot;&quot;f-
?&quot;&quot; 355/2 Nyggarde (or mug-

&quot;ard or nygunTor py.ichar), tenax. 1529 M E
{f^l

n Wks 22S/2 If they kepe fewe seruauntes we call them

^S^isa rT?-fy^yf-!^^S^
Dinchpenies & notable niggards. 1606 J. C^BPESSS Solace xliii. ,68 That, niggard, whc, fo,

^feare

of

. loosinc his wealth would hide it. 1675 TRAHERNE Llir

Etl &quot;f48 He that does brave acts abroad, but
^niggard

Sithin doors. ,720 WELTON Suffer. A of God I. xi. 28,

As for the stin/v Niggard, He benefits none, no, not even

mmse f 17^ K CHANSON Clarissa (.8,1) I. xiii. 88 R.ches

lefT by one niggard to another. ,830 D lsRAELl Chas. /,

s monarch was no. niggard when he once



NIGGARD.
niggards in delight. 1776 PAINE Com. Sense (1791) 61 That
narrowness of soul.. which the niggards of all professions
are so unwilling to part with. 1838 LVTTOH Leila i. v, They
shall not, at least, call the Jews niggards in revenge. 1878
BROWNING La Saisias 290 Praise or blame of its contriver,
shown a niggard or profuse In each good or evil issue !

b. Const, of.

^1386 CHAUCER Wife s 7 .4O7Old and angry nygardes of des-

pense, God send hem sone verray pestilence. 1540-1 ELYOT
Image Qov. (1544) 50 He was suche a nygard of tyme, that
he was meruaylousely greued, if he spente any day in

solace. 1593 DRAYTON Eel. ii. 48 Thy wasted lungs be

Niggards of thy breath. 1633 P. FLETCHER Poet. Misc. 64
A crown of wood-nymphs.. Sit round about, no niggards of
their faces. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanks Trav. 56 They
..are not niggards of their lives in their Princes service.

1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 580 Be niggards of advice on no pre
tence, For the worst avarice is that of sense. 1773 MAC-
KENZIE Man World i. v, He who never trusts, is a niggard
of his soul. 1862 GOUI.BURN Pers. Relig. iv. xi. (1873) 349
So long as he thinks Him a niggard either of pardon or

grace.

2. dial. A movable piece of iron or fire-brick

placed in the side or bottom of a grate to econ
omize fuel; a false bottom. Also niggard iron.
1688 HOLME Armoury in. xiv. (Roxb.) 9/1 The seuerall

parts of a great are these. ..The niggatt Irons, Irons to set

further or closer to gather. 1820 C. R. MATURIN Melmoth
\. \. 17 Go down and draw the niggers of the kitchen fire

closer. 1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour II. 6 Niggards,
generally called niggers (*. e. false bottoms for grates).

1869- in north, dial, glossaries (Northumbld., Cumbld.,
Lanes., Chesh.).

B. adj. 1. Miserly, parsimonious, mean, spar

ing ; unwilling to give or spend anything.
?rt 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1172 A fulle gret fool is he,

ywys, That bothe riche and nyfjart is. 1513 BARCLAY Eg-
loges iv. C vj b,Though thou be mgard, & nought will geue of

thine, c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 761 in Babees Bk.
(1868) 103 A man that is a niggard cnurle no tyme is

lyberall. 1598 BARNFIELD Compl. Poetrie vi, What infernal 1

furie late hath haunted Their niggard purses? 1623 PEN-
KETHMAN Hand/. Hon. i. xxix, Niggard or Couetous thou
shall not seeme. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Achit. 369 Why am
I scanted by a Niggard Birth ? 1725 POPE Odyss. xiv. 242
What by niggard Fortune was deny d. 1794 COLERIDGE
Monody on Chatterton, A prodigal nature and a niggard
doom. 1825 BENTHAM Ration. Reward 35 Will they be

supposed so mean as to be niggard with pence and lavish

with millions? 1884 JENNINGS Crofter Papers I. viii. 237
{HeJ paid off his personal grudges with no niggard hand.

b. Const, of.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 13 Niggard of question, but of

our demands Most free in his reply. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har.
n. xlix, Here dwells thecaloyer, nor rude is he, Nor niggard
of his clieer. 1842 J. WILSON Chr. North (1857) U- 328 The
heavens are niggard of their dues.

f c. Hard, unyielding. Obs. rare
-1

.

1600 Dr. Dodypollm. iii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 131 Then
thy soft feete Would be repining at these niggard stones.

2. Of actions and qualities : Niggardly, un

generous, displaying reluctance to give anything.
1672 DRYOEN Assignation v. iv, To restore her to you, Is

not an act of generosity, But a scant, niggard justice. 1794
SULLIVAN l^iew Nat. V. 373 To pass over with niggard and
reluctant mention, the illustrious virtues of those, who [etc.].

1847 R. W. HAMILTON Rewards fy Punishm. viii. (1853)361
Ours are no niggard views, a 1860 J. A. ALEXANDER
Gospel Jesus Christ xv. (1861) 206 [They] held fast with a

niggard grasp the keys of heaven.

3. Scanty ; given in a grudging way.
1751 ELIZA HEYWOOD Betsy Thoughtless IV. 45, 1 confess

myself utterly unable to maintain a family, like ours, on
the mgard stipend you have allotted to that purpose.
1821-2 SHELLEY Chas. /, 1.159 To them who earn The niggard
wages of the earth. 1877 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. 356 She
obtained. .but niggard measures either of aid or justice
from the Powers of Europe.

b. Of a way, space, etc. : Narrow, small.

1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars i. xlviii, There was A niggard
narrow way for men to passe. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby u. vii,

A flinty footpath s niggard space. 1868 SILL Poems* Her
mitage xix, Here is no niggard gap of sky above.

C. Comb.) as niggard-like ,
-measured adjs.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 169 What is my single

happiness, if I suffer it, niggard-like, to extend no farther

than to myself? 1881 H. PHILLIPS tr. Chatnisso s Faust 5
In visions passed the niggard-measured hours.

t Ni ggard, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.]

1. intr. To act in a niggardly fashion. Also

with it.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. i, Thou.. Within thine owne bud
buriest thy content, And tender chorle makst wast in nig-

garding. 1609 ARMIN Ital. Taylor (1880) 146 Now not to

niggard it at all, But ioyne as partner yit.

2. trans. To put off with a small amount of
;

something ;
to treat in a niggardly fashion.

1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. iv. iii. 220. Nature must obey Neces-

sitie, Which we will niggard with a little rest

t Niggardess. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

NIGGARD sb.

or a. + -ESS 2
.] Niggardliness.

1632 SANDERSON Semi. 402 All base penurious nigardesse
in saving their own purses,

Wiggardie, variant of NIGGARDY Obs.

t Niggardise. Obs. Forms: 6nygardyse;
6 nigardise, 7 -ize, 8 -ice ; 6-7 niggardise, -ize,

7 -ice. [f.
NIGGARD sb. or a. + -ISE ^.] Niggard

liness. (Common c 1580-1670.)
1501 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxx. II j, For

nygardyse, or also for the falsyte & decepcyon of the ware.

1579 FENTON Guicdard. (1618) 122 Not content with his

niggardize in the expence and prouision of things necessary.
1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 238 A Patron and propugner
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of niggardise and wretchednesse in the seruice of God.
a 1683 OLDHAM Wks* (1686) 95 There where illib ral Nature s

niggardise Has set a Tax on Vice. 1750 W, ELLIS Mod.
Husbandm. VI. i. 28 (E. D.D.), They had a peak against
him on account of his nigardice.

t Ni ggardish, a. Obs, [f. NIGGARD sb. or a.

-f-ISHVf Niggardly.
1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 161 Spend not too

outragiously, nor be too niggardish. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions v. (1887) 26 Which the most munificent God, by
his no niggardishe nature, prouided for them both.

Niggardize (ni-gaideiz), v. rare. [f. NIG
GARD sb. or a. + -IZE.] a. intr. To play the

niggard, b. trans. To give in a niggardly fashion.

Hence Ni ggardized///. a.

a 1634 CHAPMAN Alphonsus Plays 1872 III. 217 Fame
I accuse thee, thou dtd st niggardize, And faintly sound my
loves perfections. 1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 160 Some [say]
that stinted prayer And offering niggardised have turned
the smile Of gods to frowning.

Niggardliness (ni-gaidlines). [f.
NIGGARDLY

a. + -NESS.] The state or quality of being nig

gardly ; stinginess ; parsimony.
1578 in Priv. Prayers (1851) 486 Let thy goodness supply

that, which our niggardliness hath plucked away. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. viii. (1651) 103 Tis a sluggish
humour, .to. .refrain from such places, .through sloth, nig
gardliness, fear. 1688 PENTON Guardian?s Instruction

(1897) 49 Prodigality is a little more catching than Nig
gardliness with young Gentlemen. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela, III. 07 My Charge against you.. is that of Nig
gardliness, and no other. i8oa MMK.D ARBIAYZVrj 5 May,
The niggardliness of my admiration was occasioned by my
doubt of her assertions. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. i. xiii. 2

(1876) 118 The niggardliness of nature, .is the cause of the

penalty attached to over population. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. (1877) II. vii. 62 Neither this bounty nor this niggard
liness was a legal crime.

t Ni ggardling, sb. and a. Obs. rare. Also

-lin. [f. NIGGAUD sb. and a. +-LIXG.] a. sb. A
niggard, b. adj. Niggardly.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 81 What ever foolish and sordid

Niggardlins think in these daies. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalinfs

Advts.fr. Parnass. III. 311 Your being as niggardHng in

denying People those Titles which they expect, as you are
covetous of receiving em.

Niggardly (ni gajdli), a. Also 6 nigardly,
6 (9 dial.} niggerly. [f. NIGGARD sb. + -LY 1.]

1. Having a niggard s nature ; meanly parsi

monious, close-fisted, stingy ; sparing.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxv. 12 When the hande is

bountifull, the heart may now and then be nigardly. 1621

T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 72 What a
shame is it to young men. .to shew themselues so pinching
and niggardly in necessary beneuolences. 1666-7 PEPVS

Diary 27 Feb., They going there . . to eat his victuals,

knowing him to be a niggardly fellow. 1766 GOLDSM. l- ic.

iy. xxviii, Let us not be niggardly in our exhortation, but
let all our fellow-prisoners have a share. 1831 MACKINTOSH

ry. ffr , _ . .

Israelites, .were perpetually slack or niggardly in the service

of Jehovah.
b. Const, of.

1624 Bp. HALL Art Medit. Ep. Ded.,Wks. (1625) 102, I

would hishumilitiehad not made him niggardly of his name.

1663 H. COGAN tr. Pluto s Trav. ix. 28 Fortune hath been

exceeding niggardly to me of her goods. 1817 MALTHUS
Popnl. (ed. 4) II. 307 If the earth had been so niggardly of
her produce as to oblige all her inhabitants to labour for it.

1844 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. Pref. (ed. 2), They are nig

gardly of the reputation which contributes to happiness.

2. Of actions, qualities, etc. : Characteristic of,

or befitting, a niggard ; mean, miserly.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. n. i. 4 He accused God of

lying, enuye,and niggardly grudgyng. isSaBABiNGTONGw/-
inandtH. (1500) 381 The heart, .by too neere and nigardlie

keeping, transgresseth against this lawe of God. 1691
HARTCLIFFE Virtues 87 That they do not sink into a nig

gardly or covetous temper. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840
II. 156 By the niggardly treatment of good masters they
have been driven out of the school. 1861 M. ARNOLD Pop.
Ediic. France 149 Where everything, .is left to be done

by the parish, there is niggardly pinching. 1875 MANNING
Mission tl. Ghost n. 114 If we treat friends in this niggardly
and ungenerous manner.
Comb. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 663 To

give niggardly-wise.

3. Such as a niggard would give ; meanly small ;

scanty, closely limited.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe Wks. (Grosart) V. 239 The
niggardliest mouse of biefe will cost him sixpence. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 214 As I gathered from their

niggardly relations in a broken language, a 1628 PRESTON
Mt. Ebal (1638) 42 It is not any scanty or niggardly kinde
of love that hee will like of. 1696 S. PATRICK Comtn. Exod.
viii. 28 Which hath made some think this was but a nig
gardly Concession of Pharoah s. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Nor-
tkang. Abb. xvi, A living, .of about four hundred pounds
yearly value, was to be resigned to his son; ..no niggardly
assignment to one of ten children. 1859 MEREDITH R.
Feverelxxi, A niggardly confidence. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
295 The most niggardly computation which lies within the

bounds of possibility.

Ni ggardly, adv. Also 6 nyger-. [f. NIG
GARD a. + -LY ^.] In the manner of a niggard ;

parsimoniously, grudgingly, sparingly.
1530 PALSGR. 839/2 Niggardly, seichement. 1534 MORE

Com/, agst. Trio. in. Wks. 1226/1 Then shal he either

nygerdly heape them vp together., or wastefully mysse
spend theym. 1579 NORTHBROOKF, Dicing 13 He b a coue
tous man that greedily & niggardly kepeth his own goods.

NIGGBH.

1630 /?. Johnson s Kingd. fy Conttnw. g The Spaniards,
who in their owne Countries live most niggardly. 1703
MAUNDRELL Jonrn. Jems. (1721) 42 Young Heirs that have
been niggardly bred generally turn Prodigals. 1790 WOL-
COT (P. Pindar) Ep. fyfo. Urban W\&. 1812 II. 261 If

midst a vulgar mass his stars unkind Have placed most

niggardly a pigmy mind. i868NETTLESHlpjA Browning
vii. 253 Who:e life is niggardly doled to us in twelve short

pages.

Niggardness (ni-gaidnes). Now rare. Also
6 i5V.nigar(t)-, nigirt-. [f. NlGGABD fl. + -NESS.]

Niggardliness.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xl. 12 }e ta^ that nigirtness \v.r.

nigarnes] of;our muder. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclns. Contents

xl, The vnfaithfullnes and mgardnesse of the vngodly. 1562
TURNER Baths 6 Some for nygardnes or for povertye..eat
evell and unholsome meates. ifiiz PasquiFs Night-cap
(1877) 6 A liberall man, and void of niggardnesse. 1764
Alt ni. G, PSalmanazar 182, I have seen so many instances
of his nigardness. 1799 ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 269 What
might., appear, .to be a niggardness in nature, or a defect in

thv: bounty of heaven. 1849 RocKCA. ofIf
athers II. 315 To

hinder the niggardness of surviving relatives from cheating
tlie dead out of the Church s services.

t Ni ggardous, a. Obs. Also 5-6 nygard-
cus(e. [f.

NIGGARD sb. + -ous,] Niggardly.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr, (W. de W. 1495) i. xxxvii. 46b/i

Amonge the brethern there was one, whiche was merueyll-
ously scarse and nygardouse. 1522 MORE DC qiiat. Noviss.
\Vks. 94 This couetous gathering it nigardous keping, 1534

Treat. Passion Wks. 1305/1 To disdayne thcyr symplc
nygardous rewarde.

Niggardry : see NIGGARDY (quot. c 1412).

t Ni/ggardship. Oks. Forms : see NIGGARD.
Also 5 negardchepe, 6 nygerdeshyppe, negar-,

niggarship. [f.
NIGGARDJ-//. + -SHIP.] Niggardli

ness. (Freq. in 1 6th cent.)
1430-40 LYDG. Bochas in. i. (1554) 70/1 Whan . .couetisc put

away largesse,. .And nigardshlp exileth gentlenesse. &amp;lt; 1440

Jacob s Well 111 pe thredde fote brede of wose ofcoueytise
is nygardschippe. 1526 SKELTON Magityf, 2518 Let neuer

negarshyp your noblenesse affray. 1572 BosSEWKLL Ar-
jnorie ii. 85 b, Gentlemen, who. .abhorre all suche auarice,

churlishnesse, and niggardshippe. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr.

Ctonlart s Wise Vieillard 73 Your rauennous niggardship,
and base pinching. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Academy K 2

Niggardship, and covetousness.

t Ni ggardy. Obs. Forms ; 4 negardye, ni-

gardye, nygardie, 6 nygardy, nig(g}ardie, Sc.

negartie. [f.
NIGGARD sb. + -Y 3.] Niggardliness.

(&quot;1386
CHAUCER Shipmans 7&quot;. 172 But yit me greveth

most his nigardye. 1390 GOWKR Co tf. II. 288 His fortune

. . Desdeigneth alle coveitise And hateth alle nygardie.

ci4iz HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1306 His nygardie \Roxb.

nygardrye] Suffrith hys neghtburgh \Roxb. neighbore] by
hym sterue and dye. 1517 A . Loves Bonavent. Mirr. xxxvi.

(W. de W.) K iij b, Thyne owne fals couetyse in excusacion
of thy nygardy. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 392 The
Romanis..haittit Cneo for his negartie. 1559 AVLMER liar-

forcrwePj b, Sparing of your goodes, which is niggardie.

Nigged, variant of nidged: see NIDGE v*
1836 PARKER Gloss. Archit. (1850) I. 326 Nigged Ashlar,

stone hewn with a pick, or pointed hammer, instead of a
chisel: this kind of work is also called hammer-dressed .

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1526/2.

ISTiggel-weed : see NIGEIAVEED Obs.

Nigger, dial, variant of NIGGARD sb.

Nigger (ni gsi), sb. Also niggar. [Altera
tion of NEGEB. Cf. also NIGER and NIGRE.]
1. A negro. (Colloq. and usu. contemptuous.)
1786 BURNS Ordination iv, How graceless Ham leugh at

his Dad, Which made Canaan a nigger. 1811 BYRON in

Mem. F. Hodgson (1878) I. 195 The rest of the world-
niggers and what not. 18x8 H. B. FEARON Sk. Attter. 46
The bad conduct and inferior nature of niggars (negroes).

1819 W. FAUX Mem. Days Amer. (1823) 9 Contempt of

the poor blacks, or niggers, as they are there called, seems
the national sin of America. 01849 H. COLERIDGE Ess.

(1851) 1. 164 A similar error has turned Othello, .into a rank

XXIX. 333/1 What is wanted is a genuine nigger; not a

colored person.

trans/. 1889 RIDER HAGGARD A Han s Wife 262 As for that

there claim, well, she s been a good nigger to me.

b. Loosely or incorrectly applied to members
of other dark-skinned races.

1857 DUFFERIN Lett. High Lai. 251 This relationship with

Polynesjan Niggers, the native genealogists would probably
scout with indignation. 1865 TREYELYAN Cawnpore 47 In

the eyes of an English planter . .bazaar-porters and Rajahs
..are niggers alike one and all. 1891 Melbourne Argus
7 Nov. 13/5 The natives of Queensland are nearly always

spoken of as *

niggers by those who are brought most

directly in contact with them*

2. a. The black caterpillar of the turnip saw-fly.

1840 Cuvier s Anitn. Kitigd. 584 Athalia centifoliae is ex

tremely destructive to turnips, its larva being known under
the name of the Nigger, or Black Jack. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. Fann III. 774 The larvee are known in different parts
of the country by the names of black caterpillar, blacks,

nigger, canker, etc. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. &amp;lt;$

Met. tns. i. 7
To this group belongs the nigger, or black caterpillar of the

turnip.

b. (See quot.)
1855 MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. 120 Nigger^ the name of

lady-bird larvae in hop grounds.
C. (See quot.)

1855 OGILVIE Sufpt., Nigger, a species of holothuria, so

called by the Cornish fishermen. It is very common in deep
water off the Deadmen,

18



NIGGER. 138 NIGH.

3. U. S. a. A form of steam-engine used on

ships ; a steam-capstan employed in hauling river-

boats over bars or snags, b. A strong spiked
timber by which logs are canted in a saw-mill.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1890 Cent. Diet.

4. a. In Soap-making : (see quot.).
1887 DITTMAR & PATON in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 203 On

settling a dark-coloured nigger ,or under-lye separates out.

b. U. S. An impurity in the insulating covering
of an electrical conductor.
a 1890 Sci. Amer. LIV. 308 (CenO, The consequence ..

might be that what the workmen call a nigger would get
into the armature, and burn it so as to destroy its service.

5. Comb., cliielly objective, as nigger-drivert
-killer

^

wor$kip{per \ nigger-driving , -looking adjs.
1861 FREEMAN in Stephens Life (1895) 1. 270 Let the

*nigger-drivers go to the devil their own way. 1891 C.

ROBERTS Adrift Amer.
198,

I never came across such a
beast of a nigger driver as tins fellow Cole. 1856 OLMSTED
SluZ C Sfates 108 If a man does not provide well for his

slaves.. he gets the name of a *i jigger killer . 1890 Cent.
Diet. s. v. Grampits i The whip-tailed scorpion, . .also called

mule-killer, nigger-killer. 1837 Lett.fr. Madras 11843) 99
He has a half-caste, dropsical wife, and a sickly *nigger-
lookin^ child. i86a RUSSKLL in Times 29 Jan., The Con
servative masses, wlrich lie between negrolatry or digger-
worship and Secession. 1866 Cornh, Mag. Jan. 37 The
contempt which they.. have expressed for bigger-worship
pers during the Jamaica troubles.

6. attrih. (passing into adj.),
a. Belonging to the negro race ; black-skinned.

Also nigger-minstrel : see NEGRO 3.

1836 MARRYAT Pirate iv, You ve been sweet upon that

nigyer girl. 1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Brotlt. Birch.

xlv, Their nigger inhabitants [devils] shook in their hoofs.

1872 DK VERK Americanisms 117 The real nigger baby
is known under the name of pickaninny. 1883 BLACK Shan-
don Beits xvii, He. . made sure he was about to be serenaded

by a nigger-minstrel.
b. Of or belonging to, occupied by, negroes.

Also transf.
1834 R. H. FROUDE in Rent. (1838) I. 380 Niggerland is a

poor substitute for the limen Apostolorum. 1844 DICKENS
Mart. Cknz. xxi, He has been, and is, the advocate.. of

Nigger emancipation. 1856 OLMSCED Slave States 61
You ll see some nigger-quarters. 1873 Miss BKADDON
Lucius Dtivoren I. Prol. ii. 21 Perhaps you could oblige us
with a nigger melody.

c. In special uses (see quots.).
1850 LOUDON Encycl. Card. (ed. z) 498 The black jack, or

*nigger caterpillar, being the larva of Athalia centifolia;.

1888 GOODE Amer. Fishes 321 Next in importance to the

Plaice, comes the Flat Fish, Pstndoplenronectes Ameri-
canns. . . New York anglers call it the *Nigger Fish .

i8s Smithson. Contrih. Knowl, V. n. 41 This plant [Poly-

sipkonia arietina] is common in various places in Long
Island Sound...* Pooh! that s what we call

&quot;

nigger-hair
&quot;

.

1838 HALIBUHTON Clockm. Ser. n. iii, A *nigger-jockey. .

is a gentleman that trades in niggers, buys them in one
state, and sells them in another, where they arn t known.

1859 M. PATTISON Ess. (18891 I- 65 ^ s n perpetual conflict

with the rules of good Latinity,.. partly from the addle-
headed understanding of the characters supposed to write

jhis &quot;nigger Latin.

Hence Ni gfgerdom, niggers collectively. Ni gr-

gerish &amp;lt;?., pertaining to, characteristic of, the

nigger. Nrcffferism, (a) nigger blood;
(/&amp;gt;)

a
term or expression peculiar to niggers. NTgger-
ling

1

,
a little nigger.

1876 BESANT & RICE Cold. Butterfly xxx, The modern
Arabs, the gipsies, &quot;niggerdom in general. 1866 Atlantic

Monthly XVIII. 79 When 1 say colored
,
I mean one

thing, respectfully; and when I say
&quot;

niggerish , I mean
another, disgustedly. Ibid., My Auntie s piety was not of
the niggerish kind. 1844 Fraser s Mag. XXIX. 656 An
individual tainted even in the eighth degree with *

nigger-
ism. 1883 WINTHKOP AtfVfft Broihertojt n. v, [To] ventrilo

quize derisive niggerisms through the larynx. 184* HOOD
lilack Job viii, All the little Niggerlings emerge As lily
white as mussels.

Nigger (nrgai), v. U. S. [f. prec.] trans.

a. (bee quot. 1859.) b. To burn or char
off&quot;.

1859 BARTLETT Diet. Atucr., To nigger out land, signi
fies, .to exhaust land by the mode of tilling without ferti

lization pursued in the slave States, a 1890 in Cent. Diet.,

They niggered the huge logs off with fire, which was kept
burning for days.

Niggera-lity. rare- 1
, [f. nigger NIGGARD

sb. + -ALITT.] Niggardliness.
1823 GALT Entail xci, Every farthing I can extortionate

frae thee. .shall be pay t o er to her.., just to wring thy
heart o niggerality.

Ni ggerhead. Also nigger-head, nigger
head.

[f.
NIGGKR sb. + HEAD sb.]

1. U. S. (See quot. 1859.)
1859 KAHTLF.TT Diet. Amer., Nigger Heads, the tussocks

or knotted masses of the roots of sedges and ferns pro
jecting above the wet surface of a. swamp. T&J-& Kentledge s

Young Gentltn. Mag. Mar. 236/2 Stepping from one flax-

bush or nigger-head to the other.

2. (See quots.)
1876 J. MORESBY Discov. New Guinea 3 A crowd of

*
nigger heads

,
black points of coral rock, peep up in places.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
&amp;lt;y Mining 56 The bowlders,

composed of quartz, nigger heads
, and micaceous schists,

are not large. 1886 Ann. Rep. Smithson. Jnst. (1889)11. 523
Nigger head, (i) The black concretionary nodules found
in granite ; (2) Any hard, dark-colored rock weathering
out into rounded nodules or bowlders; (3) Slaty rock asso*
ciated with sandstone. 1898 MORRIS Austral Eng., Nigger-
head. Name given in New Zealand to hard blackstones
found at the Blue Spur and other mining districts.

3. = NEGRO-HEAD 2. Also attrib.

1893 J- A. BARRY S. Browns Bunyip, etc. 24 He .. had

accepted as much strong niggerhead
*

. . as would have
stocked a tobacconist s shop. 1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV.
35S/ 1 Cigarettes, .made of native grown tobacco or the rank

cheap stuff called niggerhead twist.

4. A variety of cowrie.

1895 MRS. F. A. STEEL Rowans x, Do you ever find

niggcrheads about here now ?

5. U. S. slang. (See quot.)
1872 DE VERB Americanisms 281 They were Democrats,

and retorted upon violent Union men by calling them

Niggerhcads.

Niggerly, obs. form of NIGGARDLY a.

f Ni ggers, used as an oath ^cf. GOD sb. 140).
Also niggers-noggers. Obs. rare.

1633 ROWLEY Match at Midn. i. i, Niggers, and I had but
dreamed of this. Jbid^ When we swear nothing but niggers-

noggers. Ibid.) Niggers-noggers, I wonnot.

Ni ggery, sb. rare. [ad. Du. negerij\ cf.

JsEGEiu .]
An administrative divisiou of the

Dutch hast Indies.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. 201/2 The subordinate residents

have from six to tea niggeries, or districts, under their

charge. Ibid. 203/1 These, .niggeries are likewise called

Regencies.

Ni ggery, a. [f. NIGGER j. + -yi.] Of or

belonging to, characteristic of, negroes.
1862 New York Tribune May (Cent.), The dialect of the

entire population is essentially and unmistakably niggery.
1881 M. A. LEWIS Two Pretty Girls Ii. 132, I wiih you had
small screwed-up eyes, and a niggery mouth.

t Ni gfgish, a. Obs. Also nig(ig)eshe, nig-

gyshe, uygyshe, nyggish, -yshe. [f. NIC a. or

sb. + -ISH.] Niggardly. (Common c 1550-1600. j

1542 UUALL Erasin. Apoph. 74 Persones y dooe glorie &
braggue of their niggyshe .sloovenry. 1577 tr. tiullinger s

Decades (1592 ) 288 Let our wealthie pinchpence therefore.,

leaue their niggish liues and insatiable cuuetousnesse. 1605
CAMDKN Rem. 196 Other maximcs . . proceeding from a

niggish olde wife.

Hence t Ni g-gislily adv. \ f BTi grgishness.
1562 TURNER /iatIts Ded., The extreme niggishness and

illiberalite of sum that had most. 1580 HOLLVBANU Trens.

Fr. Tang:, hscharcement vivre, to Hue barely, to liue

hardly, niggishly. 1598 GKENKWEY Tacitus, Ann. in. x.

(1622) 78 The memory of Quirinius was nothing pleasing, by
reason . . of. . miserable niggishness.

Niggle (ni-g l), sb. |.f.
NIGGLE v. *] Small

cramped handwriting.
1834 HOOD Tylney Hall Introd., Sometimes it is a little

close niggle, as if you studied economy in stationery. 1856
Miss YONGE Dahy Chain i. xviii, Ethel s best writing was
an upright, disjointed, niggle. Ibid., A still wilder com
bination of scramble, niggle, scratch, and crookedness.

*t&quot; Niggle, v. l Obs. Cant. Also 6 nygle, 7 nigle.

[Of obscure origin: cf. next.] intr. and trans.

(^See quot. 1567.)
1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 84 To nygle, to haue to do

Wlfn a woman carnally. 1608 DEKKEK Lanth.
&amp;lt;y

Candle
Lt. Bij b, Jf we niggle, or mill a bowsing Ken.. If an ale-

house we rob, or be lane with a whore. 1621 FLETCHER

Beggars Busk n. i, ///&amp;gt;. How long has she been here?

Snap. Long enough to be..nigled, an she ha .. good luck.

Niggle (ni-g l), v* Also 8 nigle. [App. of

Scandinavian origin, being current cliicrly in

northern dial., and corresponding both in form and

meaning to Norw. nigla (Aasen and Ross), with

the variants nagla and nugla. The precise mean

ing in some of the early examples is not quite
clear ;

for the numerous variations of sense in

dial, use, see ng. Dial. JJict.]
1. intr. To work, or do anything, in a trifling,

fiddling, or ineffective way ; to trifle (f with a

thing) ;
to spend work or time unnecessarily on

petty details
; to be over-elaborate in minor points.

a 1616 BEAUM. FL. Little French. Lawyer iv. v, That
Little Lawyer would so. .bite your honour by the nose,..
So niggle about your grave shins, lord Vertaigne. 1631
MASSINGER Kmfaror East v. in, Take heed, daughter, You
niggle not with your conscience. 1839 C. CLARK J. Noakus
Ixii, Long she d niggle at her glass. 1854 Miss I .AKI i;

Northatnpt. Gloss, s.v., How you are niggling over your
work; it is not worth the time. 1883 BLACK Yolande xlix,

It was only to have been a sketch. And he has kept on

niggling and niggling away at it. 1893 J. A. BARRV S.
Brown s Bunyif, etc. 56 For a while they niggles away at

the big butt, turn an turn about.

b. To trot about, keep moving along, in a

fiddling or ineffective manner.
1781 MME. D ARBLAV Diary Aug., When I have nobody

at all at my place but workmen ;.. I niggle alter them up
and down. 1833 SIR F. U. HEAD Bubbles ff . tirunnen 246
The river, as one niggles along, is seen bit by bit from the

steam-boat. 1849 EASTWICK Dry Leaves 193 A fidgetty

high-mettled steed, which dislikes a dozen of ragged gallo

ways niggling along within a yard of its tail.

c. To get on in a kind ot way with one.

1837 LADY DACRE in Friendships Miss Mit/ord (1882) II.

21, I shall try to niggle on with her
; but I am too deaf and

old, I fear, to scrape acquaintance with a young person.

d. To be unnecessarily critical or over-precise.
1891 BLACK Stand Fast, Craig-R. vi, Come, come,

aunt
,
said he, it isn t like you to niggle about nothing \

2. Of girls : To be restless or fidgetty from
wantonness or amorous inclination. ? Obs.

1706 ESTCOURT Fair Example iv. i. Had you been one of
the fluttering Fops o the Town, she had so wrigl d and

nigl d, and have been so glad of your Company. 1793

PEARCE Hartford Bridge \\. i, They giggle, simper, Niggle
and whimper, And try to lure wherever they go. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias iv. vii. f 13 My little pet ..niggled,

nudged, toyed, and romped, like a school-girl in vacation.

3. trans, a. To cheat, trick.

1621 FLKTCHKR Pilgrim iv. iii, I shall so niggle you, And
juggle you ;

and fiddle you, and firk you. 1719 D UKFEY
nils (1872) II. in To purge my sins, And buy me Pins,
I ve nigled an old Parson.

b. To draw out unwillingly.
1630 DEKKER znd Pt. Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 133, I

had but one poore penny, and that 1 was glad to niggle out,
and buy a holly-wand.

c. To execute in a petty trifling manner.
1860 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 276 Think of the Acres

of Canvas Titian or Reynolds would have covered.. in the
Time it has taken to niggle this Miniature !

Hence Niggled (ni g ld) ///. .,
done with too

much minuteness or petty detail; over-elaborated.

1884 Century Mag. Dec. 207 They.. are niggled little

drawings, carefully worked up with the point. 1888 Art
Jrnl. 11. 61/2 Its careful but not niggled workmanship.
1893 Nation (N.Y.) 19 Jan. 47/1 His more finished designs
..are hopelessly niggled.

t Niggledigee, obs. variant of NEGLIGEE.

*75S J- SHEBBRAREZ,.yrf* (1769) Il.zg Lady Betty Wriggle
being dressed in what the tuneful part of the streets of
London have distinguished in their songs by the poiitc term
of the Niggledigee.

tNi ggler
1

. Obs. Cant. [f. NIGGLE z/.i-r

-ER *.] A lascivious person.
1613 MARSTON Insatiate C tess u. ii, With cleanly con

veyance by the nigglers our maids, they shall be translated

into our bed-chamoers. 1641 BROME Joviall Crew n. Wks.

1873 111.392 Heart and a cup of Sack, do we look like old

Beggar-niglers ? 1659 Lady Alimony 11. v. in Hazl. Dods-

ley XIV. 313 Ha, ha, ha ! this was a bold-fac d niggler.

Higgler- (ni glsa). [f.
NIGGLE

One who niggles, esp. in artistic work.
1862 THORNBURY Turner II. 344 Tothe last he was rather

a
*

niggler in oil. 1900 &amp;gt;. Rev. Jan. 115 Bold effects must
take the place of the Higgler s puny scroll-work.

t Ni ggling, &quot;M. sbt Obs. Cant. [f.
NIGGLE

z/.
1

-t- -ING
1.] i^See quots.)

1608 DEKKKR Lanth. % Candle /,/., Cant. Diet, Niggling,

company keeping with a woman [1610 ROWLANDS Martin
Mark-all E 3, This word is not used now]. 1641 BRO.MK

Joviall Crew \\. Wks. 1873 III. 391 The Autum-Mort finds

better sport In bowsing then in nigling.^
a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, Nigling, accompanying with a Woman.

Niggling (nrgliq), vbl. sb* [f. NIGGLE ?-.2]

1. Trifling or fiddling work
;

over-attention to

details ;
mean or petty dealing.

1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay viii, Cleanliness and good order

are what seamen like ; but niggling, polishing, scraping
iron bars, and the like of that a sailor dislikes. 1840
THACKERAY Catherine x, The man was well fitted for the

creeping and niggling of his dastardly trade. 1881 Times

5 Feb. 9/2 He will grant them some powers, but not all

they are asking for.. .This of course is mere niggling.

2. Over-elaboration of detail in art.

1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. v. 6. 37 So long as the

work is thoughtfully directed, there is no niggling. 1886

R. C.LESLIE.^ea Painter s Log 132 No amount of niggling
will atone for the want of such touches.

Ni ggling, /// [ f- as Prec- + -1NQ 2
-]

1. Trilling, mean, petty; deficient in force or

vigour ; lacking in breadth of view or feeling.

599 NASHE Lenten Stujfe Wks. (Grosart) V. 203 AH the

King of Spaines Indies will not create me such a nigling
Hexameter-sounder as he [Homer] was.

i8a7SoUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 73 Neither did I like the

niggling way in which they dealt with me. 1851 C. W.
H[OSKINS] Taipa 126 Yuur unprofitable expense is ever

peeping out in the niggling nature of your plans. 1876
STUBBS Study Met!. * Mat. Hist. iii. (1886) 53

We do not

want .. niggling articles, which enumerate the mistakes

and misstatements of a book. 1891 BARING-GOULD ///*/.

Oddities Ser. II. iii. 76 This little court, .played a niggling

game at petty intrigue.

b. Fiddling, troublesome, finicking.

1863 DARWIN in Life (1887) III. 312 It is just the sort of

niggling work which suits me. 1877 EKICHSEN Sitrg.

(ed. 7) II. 470 It is a niggling instrument, difficult to manage
in this situation.

2. Showing too great elaboration of detail ; de

ficient in boldness of execution.

1813 Examiner 10 May 229/2 Ihe little, niggling pencil

ling of Mr. Glover s [landscapes]. 1860 KUSKIN Mod.
Paint. V. vi. v. 6. 38 The whole hand [drawn] within the

space of one of those niggling touches of Hobbima. 1891
liARlNG-GouLD In Troubadour-Land xvii. 248 He has

carried the face of his niggling little buttresses flush with

the massive walls of the great towers.

b. Of handwriting : Consisting of short feeble

strokes ; cramped.
1854 Miss V&amp;gt;kY.Mt.fforthampt. Class, s.v., A niggling hand.

1890 Spectator 12 July 48/1 The most resolute person we
know writes a niggling scrawl, hardly legible.

Niggon^ship, variants of NIGON(,SHIP Obs.

Niggot, app. a misprint for INGOT.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 415 For Itanus the

historiographer writeth, that there was brought a mai uellous

great masse of treasure in niggots of gold, of three thou

sand seuen hundred and thirteen pound weight.

Nigh (,nai), adv., a., and sb. Forms : a. I

n6ah, ^n6as-), nfih, 2 neoh, 3 nteh ; 2-4 neh,

3 nehj, 3-4 nehi; 3-5 nej, (3 ne;t, 4 nejh,

neejh), 4-5 neje, negh(e ; 3 (5-6 &.) ne,

nee. /3. 3-4 neih, (3 nei)&amp;gt;, 4 neioh), nei, (4

neie), 3-5 nei}, (4 neije), 4 neigh;e, Oneight;



NIGH.

3 ueyh, 4-6 ney(e, 4 neythe, 5 neyhe, neygh,
ney^t. y. 4 nij, nie;, nyej, nyh(e, 4-5 ny3^e,
4-6 nyghe, (4 ny;ghe, 6 nygghe), 4-7 nygh,
(6 nyght) ; 4-6 nighe, 4- nigh ; 4-6 ny(e, 6-7
nie. [Common Teutonic: OE.

&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;*//,
Kcf

// = OFris.

, n, MDu. na, nae (Du. no}, OS. 7&iA (MLG.
&amp;lt;?, &amp;lt;$),OHG. &amp;lt;? adv., &amp;lt;?//*/ adj. (MHG. w&amp;lt;z,

//&amp;lt;7/i-, Hcf/;, G. tutfc), ON. #-
(in combs, like

nd-hui neighbour; Sw. and Da.
na&amp;gt;\

Goth, nchwa
(nekw) ; the stem appears to be unrepresented
outside Teutonic.
OHG. is the only one of the older languages in which a

fully developed adjectival use of the word exists along with
the adverbial. In OE. there are very scanty traces of

adjectival inflexion, nfaJt being commonly employed either
as a simple adv. or with a dependent dative : in predicative
use it may sometimes be taken as an adjective, but it is

more probable that in such cases also it is an adverb. It is

not till the i4th or isth cent, that the attributive use
becomes common.
The original comparative of ncti/i as an adv. is near, neor^

NEAR adv,^^ while the adj. form nearret finally became ner,
NAR a. The OE. superlative ntghsHa. is latterly repre
sented by NEXT a. and adi&amp;gt;. After phonetic changes had
obscured the relationship of these forms to the positive, a
new compar. and super)., //*- and nighest, were formed,
and have been in common use since the i6th cent.]
= NEAR adv and a. (which in all senses has

taken the place oinigk except in archaic or dialect

use).
*
Denotingproximity in place ^ time, etc,

I. adv. With, dependent dative (passing into

/&amp;gt;r/.)
or followed by to (see 4).

1. With verbs of motion, denoting approach to

a place, thing, or person.
Beowulf 2290 He to for5 ^estop dyrnan craefte dracan

heafde neah. ^95 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xv, 20 And mi3 3y
oferfoerde 5ona oe hailend, cuom [he] a;t vel neh sse. a 1000

Juliana 635 (Gr.), Da waes [heo] ge!a:Hed londmearce neah.

1.1205 LAY. 1609 AUe heo,slowen bat heo neih comen. a 1300
Citrsor i\I. 8041 Whenne Je kyng coom ne^e bo treeshe kist
hem, 1390 GOWER Con/, I. 120 The more he cam the welle

nyh The nerr cam sche to him ayein. 1517 TOKKINGTON
Pilgr. 30 No Cristen man ys not suffered for to come ny it.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. ii. 18 Neuer harme, nor spell,

norcharme, Come our louely Lady nye. 1681 DRYUEN Abs.
.fr Ac/tit- 162 He. .for a calm unfit, Would steer too nigh the
Sands. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. v. ii, I am almost
ashamed to come nigh em.

fig- c 13ao Cast. Love 320 Hit code hire herte swibe neih.

2. In prepositional use.

Heoiuulfz^ii Se widflo$a wundum stille hreas on hrusan,
hordaerne neah. a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 22 Aug. 150 His
lichoma is bebyr^ed neah sancte Paules ciricean baes

apostoles. c 1075 Q. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 1031 An
scip floti^ende swa neh ban lande swa hit nyxt maege. c 1275
LAY. 27553 He.,smot than eorl Beduer a-forn nejen ban
breoste. 13.. Guy \V_anu* (A.) 1508 To him he smot swibe
smert burch be bodi ful ney be hert. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.
C. IK. 298 By seynt paul , quath peers bo, thou poyntest
neih be treuthe . 1413 Pitgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. xix. (1859)

19 Long tyme he had hyd hym self neyhe me. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur iv. xxvii. 156 She broughte hym there as
was a turnement nyghe the marche of walys. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. i. ii. 216 Pro. But was not this nye shore? Ar.
Close by, my Master. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 514 A Ship..
Nigh Rivers mouth or Foreland, where the Wind Veres oft.

1770 in Picton ISpool H/unic. Rec. (1886) II. 257 Negate
shall be erected nigher Liverpoole than the four mile stone.
1826 J. F. COOPER Mohicans (1829) II. iii. 50 They had
reached a bay, nigh the northern termination of the lake.

b. In complementary use with verbs.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter v. 6 Ne cardan
1 neh 5e awerjed. c 950

Lindisf. Gosp. Luke ii. 9 Engel drihtnes s[t]od neh Stem,
f? 1122 O. , Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1105 pa be bam eorle

Willelme of Mortoin ahwaer neah wunedon. a xazg A tier.

K. 312 Holde we him neih us mid smelle of swete werkes.
c 1320 Cast. Love 370 Ich hit seih And tolde hit to Riht bat
stood me neih. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) V. 357 In his

3owbe he was..bismer to kynges bat wonede nyh hym.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. ii. 6 (Han. MS.), Ofte tyme he v^id to

ligge ny be fire.

3. In predicative use with the verb to be, or with

ellipse of this : a. of locality.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xix. u ForSon [he] wa;re neh
hierusalem. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxviii. 4 Eallum..
ymbsittendum, be us ahwa;r neah nu &amp;lt;5a syndon. ^&quot;75

Lamb. Horn. 95 Hit forSnimeS swa hwet him neh bio.

c noo ORMIN 17918 He wass neh an casstelltun.
&amp;lt; 1290

S. Eng. Leg. I. 1/4 Alle be hebene men bat nei} him were.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 197 He ferst loke out ate porte, That
noman were nyh the stede. 1551 CROWLEY Pleas.

&amp;lt;$

Pain

which were nighest the torches taking fire.

b. In various transf. oryf^
1

. senses.

c85 Vesp. Psalter xxxiii. 19 Neh is dryhten 3issum 5a
Xeswe-ncedre smd on heortan. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) liv. 20
Hit waes his heortan xehy^de neah. a 1250 Owl $ Night.
1252 Hwanne ic iseo pat sum wrechede Is manne neyh,
inouh ic grede. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 3016 Sir canados was ban

Constable, be quen ful neije. 1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. III.

423 Nevereboles summe godes ben more nyghe God. c 1440
Gesta Rom. Ixxi. 388 (Addit. MS.), W[h]ere this woman was
seke, and ney childe byrth. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. ii. 72 To
do worse to you were fell Cruelty, Which is too nie your
person. 1875 MYERS Poems 63 When man s heart is

nighest heaven.

c. pf time or events.
a 900 CYNFWULF Crist 782 Is bam dome neah. 971 Blickl.

/font. 95 ponne.,bib neh bsem seofoban dxse. c 1275 O. E.
Misc. 142/45 pi* world is neyh ban ende. a 1300 A . Horn

139

494 Horn tok his leue, For hit was ne^ cue. 13. . Sir Ga~w.

fj Gr. Knt. 1922 Uenne bay helden to home, for hit was nic}
ny^t. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur in. xiii. 116 He. . leyd hym
vnderthe tree and slepte tyl it was nyghe nyght.
4. With to or unto^ in uses similar to above.

c$*p Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 19 [Hia] jeseadSone ha;lend

geongende . .neh to scipp. a. 1300 Christ on Cross 19 in

E. E. P. (1862) 21 Man pou hast be for-lor and ful neib to

helle ibor. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rollst 1654 pe
Frankysch benne cast a cry, berfore men drowe to bey in ney.
1391 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. met. v. (1868) 132 pe sterres of
arctour ytourned neye to be souereyne centre or point, c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 885 Edgar rode 01131 . . In to a Forest ney?t to
his place. 1484 CAXTON Fables o/Alfotice i, [He] went e and
lodged hym withynne a Temple nyghe to a Frendes hows.

1335 COVP:RDALE John vi. 23 There came other shippes
from Tiberias, nye vnto ya place where they had eaten the
bred. 1581 MuLCASTBR.rc&Z/lO/ttxl. (1887) 224 The scholers
. .be bourded at their charges somewhere verie nigh to the
schools. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa v. 262 The citie of
Tunis standing vpona plaine hath no mountaines ni.^h vnto
it. 1680 MOKUKN Geog. Rect., France (1685) 163 Nigh to
this place. 1704 Col. Rec. Pennsyl-c. II. 182 Being the

neignest to their place of Abode. 1823 J. F. COOI EK
Pioneers v. The arm that was extended bent

;
and brought

the hand nigh to his face.

transf. orJig. 1568 GRAI-TON Chron. II. 785 They were
good men, and true to the King and to nie to the Queene.
i6it BIBLE Lev. xxi. 3 His sister a virgin, that is nigh vnto
him. 1826 J. F. Cooi KR Mohicans (1829) II. iii. 46 This
change had brought them nigher to each other. 1896 MRS.
CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 183 We ve crossed each
other s paths these many years, for all . . we haven t come very
nigh to one another.

II. adv. Used absolutely as complement or pre
dicate (passing into adj.).
6. Of place or position : a. With the verb to be

expressed or understood.

897 K.ALLFREnGregery s Past. C. Ii, 399 Her is an lytele

burg swi3e neah. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 42 Sc5e
mec selleS neh is. 1x1310 in Wright Lyric P. ix. 34 Heo
hath browes bend an heh, Whyt bytuene, ant nout to neh.

1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 668 Ful litel wool Arcite of his

fdawe, That was so ny. c 1450 tr. De Imitation? \\. viii, 48
Whan ihesu is nye, all godenes is nye. 1301 DOUGLAS Pal.
Hon. i. xxi, Thairby I vndcrstude that scho was nie. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err, \\. i. 43 Heere comes your man, now is

your husband nie. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 332 We some
times, .come forth To Town or Village nigh (nighest is far).

1821 SHELLEY Aziola i, Methinks she must be nigh. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. cxxx, Far off thou art, but ever nigh.

b. With verbs of dwelling, standing, etc.

c 1200 Triti. Coll. Ham. 189 pe fleschliche lustes. .beo5 be
smeSere him to biswikende for ban |?e be! neh^ie wunion.

1382 WYCLIK Jas. v. 9 Lo ! the lustise stondith ny3 bifore
the sat. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. xiv. 5 Hys helm of steill

besyde hym hang weil ne. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 26 b,
Doth not the Uine loue and embrace the Elme, & prospered!
the better, the nigher one is set by another? 1750 GRAY
Elegy 78 Some frail memorial still erected nigh. 1791
COWPER Iliad ix. 248 Then bespake Patroclus standing
nigh. 1833 TENNYSON To J. S. 33, I have not look d upon
you nigh, Since that dear soul hath fall n asleep.

c. With verbs of motion.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 203 He ne wist it

golden was, tille he com so nehi. 1470-85 MALORY A rtJiurxn.
* 593 Come nottony^forandthowdoo.. I will slee the. 1667
MILTON P. L,. v. 82 So saying, he drew nigh. 1772-84 Cook s

Voy. (1790) V. 1618 They came so nigh, that we could dis

cern, with our glasses, the deserters fastened together. 1825
J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan I. 332 The.. dog would not leave
him ; but crawled nigher. 1879 BROWNING Ivan Ivanovitch
02 What help, as nigher and nigher, The flames came
furious ?

f d. With verbs of striking, wounding, etc.

535 COVERDALE Bible Prol., Euery one doth his best to
be nyest the marke..,yet shuteth one nyer then another.

1590 GREENE Palmer s Ode Wks. (Rtldg.) 295/1 [He] with
a dart that wounded nigh Pierc d my heart as I did lie.

1671 MILTON P.R. iv. 489 Other harm Those terrors. .did
me none,, .though noising loud And threatning nigh.

e. Naut. Close to the wind. rare*- 1

.

a 1687 VILLIEKS (Dk. Buckhm.) Cabin-Boy Wks. 1705 II.

101 Nay he could Sail a Yatcht both nigh and large.
6. Of approaching or impending times or events.

Beowulf 1743 Bid se sleep to fsst.., bona swiSe neah.

c82$ Ve$p. Hymns vii. 68 ForSon neh is dej forlorenisse
heara. 971 Blickl. Horn. 107 Majon we..nu j^eseon . . ba;t

bisses middan^eardes ende swibe neah is. a 1300 Cursor
-V. 14908 He |&amp;gt;e

time seis command nei. 1382 WYCLIK Joel
ii. i For nij is the day of derknessis and myst. c 1400
Dcstr. Troy 7808 The night was so nighe, bat noyet hym
sore. 1535 COVKRUALE Jas. y.

8 The commynge of the
horde draweth nye. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563) 35 Than wo
and wrack, disease, and nede be nyest. 1666 DRYDEN Ann.
Mirab. cii, Till the fresh air proclaimed the morning nigh.
1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevcnofs Trav. i. 45 Finding the Hour
draw nigh, when it is lawful for them to drink and eat.

1866 NEALE Sequences fy Hymns 130 The hour is nigh far

nigher may it be Than yet I deem.
7. Of relationship, friendship, or union. (Cf. n.)
1382 WYCLIK Ruth iii. 12 Ne I denye me to be ny}, but

there is another nerre than Y. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \\. xx.

272 More or lasse aftir that thilk ioynyng..is more or lasse

ny^er or romber. a 1500 Geste R. Hood in Child Ballads
III. 78/2 The pryoresse of Kyrkesly, That nye was of his

kynne. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Krasm. Par. 2 Cor. 51 b, [He]
coumpteth hym nyghest of his kynne, whiche hath in his

promisses moste afiiaiince. 1628 SIR W. MURE Domesday
534 How more sublime the Object bee, The Union inward
and more nie.

8. In phrases : fa. Of. in
t
orfrom nigh, close,

near at hand. Obs.
a 1225 After. R. 250 Derne uondunges, bet he scheoteS

of feor, &. .tentaciuns keoruinde of neih. 1382 WYCLIF
Ksther\\, 20 The Jewis that in alle the prouyncis of the

king dwellen, bothe in nee^h set and afer. 14.. {Sec. ii&amp;gt;

NIGH.
Wr.-Wiilcker 578/12 Deprope, fro ny. c 1489 CAXTON

,
tonnes ofAymon iii. 101 Charlemagne followed theym well

|

of nyghe.
b. Nigh at hand. (See HANI* sb. 25.)

a 1300 Cursor iM . 15709 He es cumand negh at hand.
: 1400 Destr. Troy 1948 ere Nestor the noble Duke was

j
negh at his bond. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras ii. 34 He is

nye at hande, that shal come in the ende of the worlde.

1590 SI-ENSKK F. Q. \. i. 7 To seeke some covert ni^h at
hand. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 20 The great Proclaimer. .

cri d .. Heavens Kingdom nigh at hand. 1790 PAI.KY
tlory Paul. 271 He now regards the decision of his fate a
nigh at hand.

t c. Nigh andfar. (Cf FAR adv. i b, and OE.
ge iieak gefeor.} Ol&amp;gt;s. rare.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Prir. Priv. 208 Uy the eygheu
know we..thynges neygh andferre, meuynge and reslyn^e.
1599 DAVIKS Immort. Soul\\. (1742) 14 Mine Eyes, which
view all Objects nigh and far.

9. Comb, as nigh-adjoinant^ -coniing, -dwelling ;

dweller. Also
&quot;\nigh-Q,itn&d) hit by close aiming.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 97 Setyng, remu-
ynge Si neglicornyng, sterynge tS: rest. 1429 l\olls ofParIt.

V. 345/1 Nygh adjoynaunt to the Rever. 1553 GKIMALUE
Ciccro^s Offices ii. (1558) 100 Letting nye tlwellynges and
partie boundes, to be just and gentle. 1591 SIM-;NSI-:R /!/.

thibberti 742 Now his bright armes assaying,. .Now the

nigh aymed ring away to beare. 1867 MUSGKAVK Nooks
&amp;gt;y

Corners OldFrance 1 1. 145 These quarrymen . . would prove
more troublesome nigh-dwellers than they in fact are.

III. adj. In attributive use.

10. Of places, persons, or things. (In later use

chiefly in comparative and superlative.)
cgoo tr. Bxdas Hist. iv. i. (Ca.), On bam neahgum myn-

stre [al. neahnunnmynstre]. c 1330 R. BKUNNK Chron.
U ace (Rolls) 5941 To ney neygheburs, & ferber fro. c 1380
WYCT.IK Set. WltS. III. 175 Ney^ghe nei3bores bat hadde
ri^t to base godes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 299 The
nyer Speyne to theis costes begynnethe from the hilles

Pirenc. 1540-1 EI.YOT Image Gov. (1556) 36 By the examin-
acion of theyr nighest neighbours. 1590 SPENSKK J . (J.
in. xii. i She heard a shrilling Trompet sound alowd, Signe
of nigh battaill, or got victory. 1711 J- ingatl MSS. in lot/t

Rep. Hist. A/SS. Comm. App. V. 131 They had orders to
remain at the nigher end of the four mile pass. 1798 COLL-
KIUGE Frost at Muin. 69 The nigh thatch Smokes in the

sun-thaw. 1827 J. F. COOPKR Prairie I. i. 23 The distance
from this place to the nighest point on the main river. 1868
MORRIS Earthly Par. I. 96 [He] sei/ed the nighest ship.

-/%&quot; *59& BACON A/edit., Hypocrites Ess, (Arb.) 117 Vnto
this ordinance that other Hipocrisie is a nigh neyghbour.

b. Of ways or roads. (See NEAR a. 5.)

1316 Life St. Bridget in Myrr. our Ladye, etc. p. Ii, Thy
dough ter by the nyghest \vaye shall goo vnto the kyngdome
of heuyn. 1547 Homilies i. ll horedoui \. (1640) 80 Is there

any nigher way to lead unto damnation V 1765 R. ROGERS
Jrnl. (1883) 136 The General . .ordered me.. to proceed
across the Chestnut Plain the nighest and best way I could,
to Lake Champlain. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xxxii, The
nigher and the safer road to Liege.

T C. Of causes: Immediate, proximate. Obs.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 44 Good lieetle ought to bee

had,.. that the nye causes and the farther
cau&amp;gt;es, be not

taken al for one. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. L,ogikc 49 The father
is the nighest cause of the sonne.

d. =NEAK a. 3. Also Comb, as nigh-side.
1722 Land. Gaz. No. 6063/4 A white Heel un the Nigh

Leg behind. 1823 J. F. COOPER Pioiteers\^ It was only
pulling hard on tne nigh rein, and touching the off flank
of the leader. 1844 H. STEPHENS Kk, Farm I. 61-6 The nigh
trace-chain of the nigh horse is hooked to the end. .of the

swing-tree. Ibid. II. 540 The nigh-side shaft being laid

upon the side-rail.

11. Of relatives or friends. (Cf. 7.)
c 1205 LAY. 10260 Ne bi-leefde he her neouSer suster ne

bro3er, ne queue ne naeh cun. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xii. 05
Kynde Witte is of his kyn and neighe cosynes bothe To
owre lorde. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 155 The grownde
scholde be taken to the nyeste of his bloode. 1470-85
MALOKY Arthur in. ,\ii. 114 This lady is my kynncswoman
nygh. c 1538 in Archbold Somers. Ktl. Houses (1892) 93
Doctor Tregonwell . . hath obteigned the same for a nygh
frende of his. 1650 TKAPP CODH. A w. xvm. 22 Gods Kins

men,, .according to some translations, or his nigh-Ones.
absol. 1382 WYCLIF L&amp;lt;.i&amp;gt;. x.xi. 2 Oonly in cosyns, and ny^

[L. fropinquis\ that is, vpon fader and moder. Prov.
xxiii, ii The neejh [L.^ropinquus}. .of them is strong.
**
Denoting approximation in degree; amount, etc.

TV. adv. 12. Nearly, almost, all but.

c 893 K. /KLFKKU Oros.\.\. 17 pa Finnas . . & ba Beormas spra;-
con neah an ^ebeode. c 1000 Sa-t. Leechd. I. 254 Heo hafaS
leafneah swylcemistel. c izoo ORMIN 3206 Till bat t he waxemi
wass, & neh Of britti? winnterr elde. c 1250 Gen.

&amp;lt;y

A .r.

1234 His moder wur5 ne^ dead for fri^t. c 1*90 St. Brendan
714 in S. F.ng. Leg. I. 239 pou schalt sone out of bis world,

\\ lijf is nei} at bende. 1340 Ayenb. 76 Huerof al be wordle

ys nyej begyled. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 33 This ymage is

nyh overthrowe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xii. 40 (Harl. MS.), By
chaunce 1 was ny dreynt in a water. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xi. viii. 582 Thenne the quene was nyghe oute of
her wytte. 1523 LD. BF.RNERS Froiss. I. xviii. 25 They were

nigh so feble that it shulde hauc ben great peyne for them
to baue goon any forther. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. iii. 13

Nigh dead with feare . . Shee found them both. 1667 MILTON
P.L.x. 159 To whom sad Eve with shame nigh overwhelm d,
. -thus abasht repli d. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam*, xxxv,

Kingly thrones, which rest on faith, nigh overturned. 1871
TENNYSON Garetli $ Lynette 769 The wood is nigh as full of

thieves as leaves.

b. With terms of quantity or number.
cio55 O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. 1055 Da gaderade man

fyrde xeond call Englaland swy8e neah. c noo ORMIN 1892
Ace Marrch was ba Neh all gan ut til ende.

^
e 1250 Gen. fy

Ex. 833 Ne; ilc bur^e hadde ise louereding. 1*97 R.

GLOUC. (Rolls) 4025 Hit is ney vif ;er ^at we abbeb yliued
in such vice. 1387 TKLVISA HigtUn (Rolls) III. 147 -He..



NIGH.
made fre ny fifty )&amp;gt;owsand men. 1450-1530 ilyrr. oar
Ladye 249 Nye all that knew him fleyng away from hym.
1559 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Suffolk vii, I gave nie five times five
assaultes. 1672 SIR P. LEVCESTER Hist.- Antiq. 11. I. iii,
Ethelred . .restored Caerleon, . . and made it nigh such two as
it was before. 1890 ^KXVEtS*rmHilU i, Nigh ten mile
a day. 1896 CHANTER Ir itcA i, Father he were huntsman . .

for nigh forty year.

c. With about (-buf), on, ^ than, upon.
ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 Adam..ledde after him neih

Jian al his ofspreng. CUDS LAV. 22340 pa Irisce men
weoren nakede neh

J&amp;gt;.in. 1632 LITHGOW Trap. iv. 149 Nigh
about the same time it is obserued that Boniface the third
begun his Empire. 1829 LANDOR I}ttag. Conv., Chaucer, etc.
VVks, 1853 I.

40^/1 Early on the second morning he was nigh
upon twenty miles from home. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. I.

xl, I were one-and-twenty myseln ; she were twenty nigh-
but. 1870 VERNEY Letlice Lisle x, I m nighabouts twice
eighteen. 1887 BARING-GOULD Gaverocks III. xlii. 10 It

nigh on broke your dear mother s heart.

d. \Yith negatives or as. (Cf. NEAR adv.- 6, 8.)
c888 K. ALFRED Boetli. xviii. i Eall moncynn & ealle

netenu ne noti^aS nawer neah feorSan dzles bisse eoroan.
&amp;lt;t 1000 liocth. Metr. xxx. 10 Ne maeg hio bean Jescinan..
ahwar^en neah ealla jebceafta. 1559 MORWYNG Evonym.
141 They attain un-to a certain incorruption as nye as may
be. 1567 in Vicary s Anat. (1888) App. iii. 154 [To] make
an estymate as neight as they can, what the Charges of the

doyng thereof will amount vnto. 1691 NORRIS Pract.
Disc, i I he thorough Fool is not nigh so great a Prodigy
as the Half-wise Man.

t!3. Nearly, closely. (Denoting that little or

nothing is left.) Obs,
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 590 His berd was schave as neigh

as ever he can. 1-1399 Purse 19 For I am shave
as nye as is a frere. 1496 Fysshynge id. Angle (1883) 15
Kytte of the lynys ende & the threde as nyghe as ye
maye. 1563 Homilies II. Rogation Week iv. (1640) 237
Charging the owners not to gather up their corne too niqh
at harvest season.. but to leave behind some eares. 1587
M\sc\u.G&amp;lt;x&amp;gt;t. Cattle, O-r&amp;lt;-x(i6z7)98ToheaIe the kibes, ye
shall cut them forth as nie as ye can.

14. Near or close (to), in respect of attainment,
resemblance, t likelihood, etc. \Nothing nigh,
nothing like.

(1380 WYCLIK Wks. (1880) 339 Men J&amp;gt;at.-ben full nyj to
synne a}eyne han no penaunce of her synne. 1500-20

banished man. 1666 BUNVAN Grace Abound. 154 This [sin]
came nighest to mine of any that I could find. 1743
BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Snas 119 We answered them
that the Water was smoother without, and nothing nigh the
Sea that runs within. 1847 L. HUNT Men, ly omen, fy B.
H. x. 225 Her sarcasms and self-will, .go nigh to confirm it.

1889 THF.O. GIFT Not for the Night-time 45 [He] struck
down and went nigh to murder the man.

15. As adj. Close, near
; parsimonious.

1555 W. WATRKMAN Fantle of Facions App. 325 There
Cometh not so greate profile to the owners by the nighe
gatheryng. 1856 P. THOMPSON Hist. Boston 716 Nye, near,
stingy, mean. 1866 BROGOEN Prov. Words Line. s.v. Nye,
Although holding a good position in the county he is a
nye man.

f b. Coming near in amount. Obs. rare .

1557 RECORDS Whclst. D ij b, The! will helpe you to

gesse at the nigheste rootes of nombers that be not square.
16. Comb., as nigh-destroyed, -drowned, -ebbed,
naked, -spent.
1598 F. Rous Thule O 2 b, O cease (quoth they) to make

an ouerflow Ouer the hounds of our ny-drowned mindes.
1649 OGILBY tr. Virg. Georg. n. (1684) 91 Nigh-destroyed
Realms. 1768-74 TUCKER LI. Nat. (1834) II. 638 The
nigh-spent hour-glass of time. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ant,
677 On the nigh-naked tree the Robin piped. 1868 MORRIS
Eartlily Par. (1870) I. L 125 The nigh-ebbed windless sea
In the still evening murmured ceaselessly.

Nigh, (nai), v. Now rare. Forms: a. 3neh(h)-
Jhenn, nehyen, nejjen, 3-5 nehe(n,neghe(n,4
negh3e, nejhe, newhe, 4-5 ne;e ; Sc. 5 neeh(t,
6 nee. $. 3-4 neihen, 3-5 nei^n, 4 nel;he,
ueiye,4-5(7,9)neigh(e; 3-5 neye,(4nay-),4-5
neyhe, (5 -hhe), neyje, (4 -Jpe), neyghe, 5 Sc.

neych. 7. 4 ni}e, 4-5 nyhe, 5 nyjhe, nyegh,
4-6 nyghe, 5 Se. nycht, uioht, 5-6 Sc. nich,
4-7 nye, 4- nigh. [f. NIGH adv. Cf. MDu.
nahen (rare), OS. n&hian, OHG. n&htn (MHG.
nahen, nan, G. nahen, nahit), ON. nd (Sw. na,
Da. naa), Goth, nthwjan.]
1. trans. To go, come, or draw near to (a per

son, place, etc.) ; to approach closely. (Common
c 1300-1500.)
c 1200 ORMIN 8077 Swa he stannc

(&amp;gt;at
iwhillc mann Wass

himm
fuH^ lajj to nehhjhenn. c 1220 Bestiary 147 De

by nyne londes lengthe. 1451 Rolls of Parlt. V. 216/2 If

eny of the said persones be compelled, .to nygh youre
persone. 1530 PALSGR. 644/1 Or it be nyght we shall nyghe
the towne. 15. . Christ s Kirk 15 Thay wer sa nyss quhen
men thame nicht, Thay squelit lyke ony gaitis. 1654
GAYTON Picas. Notes iv. xxii. 274 Not Perseus horse..
Flies like to this (if any dangers nigh him). 1766 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 190/1 Jumping upon deck, and crying out
She nighs us ! she nighs us ! she is standing this way !

1806 J. GRAHAME Kirds of Scot. 80 Now she nighs the

carnage-freighted keel. 1817 SCOTT Harold iv. ix, Sooner
than Walwayn my sick couch should nigh, My choice were.
by leach-craft unaided to ilio.

140

ft). To approach so as to touch or handle. Obs.
c 1200 ORMIN 4491 patt tu nan oberr manness wif Ne

jeorne nohht to nehshenn Wibb unnclcennessess fule lusst.
a 1225 Aiccr. R. 134 He is be achate bet alter of sunne ne
neihede neuere. a 1300 Cursor M. 2422 pat moght naman
o licherie Hir body neght wit wilanie. Ibid. 10877 Womman
bat neuer neghed man. c 1420 Avow. Arth. liv, Lye downe
preuely hur by, Butte neghe no^te thou that lady. (.1440
Anc. Cookery in Ilousck. Orit. (1790) 433 Take a faire
urthen pot, and lay hit well with splentes in the bothuin,
that the flessh neigh hit not. 15. . Adam Bell\\\. 258 But
Cloudesle clefte the apple in twaine, His sonne he did not
nee. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 34 To nigh a. thing, to touch
it. I did not nigh it : i.e. I came not nigh it.

)-
c. To take or accept. Obs. rare

~
*.

13. . Ca-ui. ff Gr. Knt. 1836 He nay[ed] bat he nolde neghe
in no wyse Nauber golde ne garysoun.

fd. To touch or concern (one) closely. Obs. rare.
c 1450 HOLLAND Htnulat 276 Sen it nechit Natur. .Thai

couth nocht trete but entent of the Temperale. 1:1489
CAXTON Blanchardyn 135 The proude pucelL.reioysched
her self.., by cause that this nyghed her at herte.

2. It nighs : f a. It draws near or close to (a
certain time). Obs.
The it appears orig. to be in apposition to the noun.
ci2oo Vices IT Virtues 121 Nime3 scrifte of jewer

sennes, hit neiheS heuene riche. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.
xxviii. 84 Me thynketh hit ne^yth domesday. c 1350 Will.
Palerne 2599 Whan it nei?et nijt, bei nold no lenger a-bide.
f ug/tSyrCmtr. (Roxb.) 6g89_Whan he saw it nighed night,
Oute of the forest he went a right.

b. Itdrawstoortatranfaatime. t Also with at.
a \yx&amp;gt;Ctirsorl\I. 14913 Fast itneghestobe nede For his to

suffurpassion. 13.. Ca-.u. % Gr. Knt. 929 Hit was nejat be
niy?t ne3ed be tyme. c 1400 Destr. Tray 672 Hit neght to be
night & the none past, c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 331 Hit
neght fast toward nyght. 1821 Black. Mag. X. 124 When
it nigh d to Christinas-tide, I cut the holly s glorious bough.
3. intr. To draw or come near toward or to a

person, place, etc.

ti2ooOK.MiN 12794 Loc, here nehjhebb towarrd me. .An
sob Issraelisshe m;mn. a 1300 Cursor M. 11846 Moght
nan_for stinck negh til his bedd. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xxxi. 8 Til him pai sail noght neghe. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) v. 40 But it is fulle longe sithe that ony Man durste
neyhe to the Tour, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione n. xii. 56 pan
all be seruauntes of be crosse-.shul nye vnto crist be Juge
wib gret trust. 1496 Dives

&amp;lt;y
Pauper (W. de W.) x. ii. 373/1

Ryght as theyr bodye by age nygneth to the erth. a 1821
KEATS Hyperion 11. 103 The laden heart Is persecuted
more. .When it is nighing to a mournful house.
trans/, a 1300 Cursor M. 9977 [She] neghed neuer to wik

dede, Bot euer sco liued in maiden-hede.

fb. To pierce to, to light on, the skin. Obs. rare.

^

a 1400-50 Alexander 4182 And quare it nejes on be nakid
it noyis for euire. c 1400 Destr. Troy 64^3 He shot fjrough
the shild & the shene maile. . ; Hit neghit to be nakid.

4. To go, come, or draw near ; to approach.
(11300 Cursor M. 1009 Faradis is a. .land. .bar neuer

neghes nede ne night. 13.. Caw. fy Gr. Knt. 132 An ober
noyse ful newe ne;ed biliue. 1387 TREVISA HigdeH (Rolls)
I. 101 No man durste neyhe, but he were purified and
i-made all clene. 1430 Pilgr. LyfMauhode I. xxy. (1869)
16 pan is a welle closed ber neuere oon dar neighe ne
aproche. 1551 CROWLEV Pleas.

&amp;lt;$ Payne 425 Your wycked
soule shall neuer nye, But lyue in payne for euermore.
1630 J. LANE Conln. Syr. s T. (Chaucer Soc.) 140 Looke
how fast, at first, the Rebells nyed, so fast and faster now
they rann to hide. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems 71 The
first battle nighed on the low Southern side.

b. Of time or events, etc.
c 1275 O. E. Misc. 142/42 pis world is neyh ban ende ; pe deb

neyeb blyue. 13.. E. E. Allit. / . B. 1754 Ny?t nejed ryjt
now with nyes fol mony. 1382 WYCUF Matt. iii. 2 Do ;e
penaunce, for the kyngdom of heuens shal nei}. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 175 Many dayes Passyd, the
terme

neyghed,
and he came not. c 1460 Launfal 829 The

certayn day was
nyghynjg. 1515 Scottish Field 198 in Che-

ttMfifite.(lSs6) Then nighed the night that byde must they
nedes._ 1595 SPENSER Epithal. 298 Now day is doen, and
night is nighing fast.

f5. Followed by nigh adv. or prep. Obs. (Com
mon c 1300-1450.)
31300 Cursor M. 21062 Iohn..sei his ending dai him

neghand net \Edinb. neijand neich]. c 1350 Will. Palerne
1606 Whan bemperour of grece neiyed neljh rome. c 1400
Dcstr. Troy 4863 pai wete not. .pat we be neghit so negh.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 302 Whan hyr tym
neyhyd ny, That ys to seyn whan she shuld deye.
fb. Similarly with near adv. and prep. Obs.

(Very common c 1375-1450.)

_ _

I. xiii. 1 160 Thare is nane dar necht it nere. c 1450 St.
Cuthocrt (Surteesi 4395 It neghid nere he tyme of none.
153 Hickscorner 209 A knave catchpoll nyghed us nere.

Hence Nrghing vbl. sb. and pfl. a.

1388 WYCLIF Judith xvi. 10 marg., Bi this thing Judith
schulde haue homeli neijing to him. 1434 Rolls of Parlt.
V. 435/2 The neghing and dayly prees of the Werre
therby to your gode Toune. 1449 PECOCK Kefr. n. viii.

182 A comoun place to which peple may haue her deuout
neijing and accesse. 1596 LODGE Marg. Amer. 15 Midst
thy pompe thy nying grave remember. 1818 KEATS in Life
$ Lett. (1848) I. 236, I look with hope to the nighing time
when I shall have none.

Nigh by, adv. (and a.) [f.
NICE adv. + BY : cf.

MDu. nabi (Du. nabij) and see NEAK BY.]
fl. adv. Nearly, almost. Obs. rare.
c 1400 LOVE Bonavcnt. Mirr. xxxiv. (B. N. C. MS.) If. 83

Not only lered and lewed seculeres, but also religiouse nyh
by in alle astates. 1448 SHILLINGFORD Lett. (Camden) 141
Whiche brigge is of ibe lengthe, or negh by, and of the
same mason werk as London brigge.

NIGHNESS.
2. Near to; nearby, near at hand. Also as adj.
c 1500 Mcliisine 244 They came & lodged them in the

medow nygh by Lucembourgh. i$6/J/Xf/-. Perf. (W. de W,
3 There is a place here nye by, there

y&quot;
shall stande.

. F. CoorER Pioneers xi, Benjamin, .posted himself
y. 1826 ^7^/^/^(1829) II. iii. 37 They found the

.scout awaiting their appearance nigh by. 1889 A. T. PASK
Eyes Thames 141 The waters of the nigh-by fountain would
sound like gruesome whispers.

t Nighen, v. Obs. rate. In 4 nei$ne, ney^ne.
[f. NIGH adv. + -EX5: cf. MHG. nxhenen (early
inod.G. nahenen^ nahnen, etc).] To come near.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 26 Ympne to alle his halwen. ., to

folk that nei^neth to hym. Ibid. 53 Streyne thow here
chekes that ney3neth nou^t to the.

Nigh, hand, adv. [f. NIGH adv. + 11 AND sb.

Cf. NEAR HAND.]
1. Near or close at hand ; close by.
a 1 122 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1 100 pa witan f?e \&amp;gt;a

neh
handa waeron, his broker Heanrij to cynge ^ecuran. a 1225
Ancr.

y?. 424 A nere Jwt naueS nout neili hond hire uode,
beoo

bisie_two wummen. c 1275 O. E. Misc, 85/46 pat schal
cume

|&amp;gt;e
ilke day, and nv he is neyh honde. c 1320 Cast.

Love 444 Pes ne bydyth in no londe Ther as Werre is ny?h-
honde. a 1400 Pistill qfSutan 348 An angel is neih honde
.. Wij? a brennynge broncle. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vii.

xx. 244 His castel is here nyhe hand but two myle. 1551
ROBINSON tr. More s Utop. n. (1895) 161 They maye be
welcome to good and fyne fare so nyghe hande at the hall.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza s Hist. China 332 They of this
towne. .fled vnto the mountaines that were nighest hande.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vi. xli, The shocke made, .woods and
mountaines all nie-hand resound. 1667 MILTON P. L. in.

566 Amongst innumerable Starrs, that shon Stars distant, but
nigh hand seemd other Worlds. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a
Sister? 80, I shan t forget it till I die, but that s nigh hand
now, I m assured.

b. Governing a sb. Near, close to (a person
or place).

rt 1300 Cursor M. 12863 Ihesus to J?at water yodc, And
sant Ihon neghand him stode. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron,
(1810) 161 R. rode stilly neihand pe Emperour. 1440
Generydes 95 r He had them sett Nyhand the town. 1860
READE Cloister $ H. Iv, So forward, Bon Bee, for my life

I

is not sure nigh hand this town.

2. Almost, nearly.
^1350 Will. Palerne 1494 He ^an swoned for sorwe &

: swelt nei^honde. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xv. xx,

|

Here londe is closid all aboute nyje honde with woodes
and mounteynes. a 1450 Le Mortc Arth. 1591 In poynte
had he nevir bene So nyghe hande for to haue be slayne.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, 123 b, All the peisants . .

nye hand to the nomber of vii. or viii. score. 1592 G. HARVEY
Four Lett. Hi. 38, 1 had nigh-hand ouer-skipped the learned

allegation in the margine. 1784 Unfortunate Sensibility
II. 70 He said he could tell me of something that he dared
say would go nigh hand to make me well. 1842 LOVER
Untidy Andy ix, Wasn t it enough for you to nigh-hand
kill one ofmy horses ? 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. xvi, He
came nigh-hand fainting, doctor, when he heard the cry.
So fNigh hands adv., nearly. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 438, I mase al marred for mournyng
nei3h hondes.

Nighly (nai Ii), adv. Also i nalfce, 4 neli,
6 nyghly. [OE. ttjallce MDu. naKke% -lijc,

lie, OHG. n&hltcho (MHG. nsehltchen\ ON.
ndliga -. see NIGH adv. and -LY 2

.J

1. Nearly, almost.

971 Blickl. Horn. 207 On sumre stowe he waes
\&amp;gt;xt

man
mid his handa nealice gerfecean nilhte. a 1300 Cursor M.
7700 Oft

)&amp;gt;e
chances sua pai fell, pat neli was pam noght

e-mell. 13.. Ibid. 19124 (Edinb.), pe saduceis, namlic

pat lede, for ^uprising walde neli wede. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. 11. ix. 8 A Cube and a Sphere of the same
metal, and nighly of the same bigness. 1744 MITCHELL in

Phil. Trans, XLIII. no The Cuticle, which is separated,
appears nighly of the same Colour on the Outside. 1832 L.
HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 349 This old servant, old and
nighly worn out. 1861 CDL. WISEMAN in Ess, Relig. $ Lit.

Ser. i. (1865) 15 Literature had apparently most nighly
reached enervation.

f2. Nearly, closely. Obs.

1534 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett, (1902) I. 377
That thing whiche semed to concerne his grace and his

reigne so nyghly. 1589 COOPER Adnwtt. 144 Now I must
come to that which toucheth bishops most nighlie. 1631 N.
BACON Disc. Govt. Eitg. n. xxxi. (1739) 142 Especially such
of them as most nighly related to Prerogative. 1691 W.
NicHOLLS.&amp;lt;4$?o. NakedGospel 73 To suffer this.. for being
so nighly related to a wicked Soul.

f3. Niggardly, sparingly. Obs. rare.

1548 ELYOT J4wrtn&amp;gt;

,..couetously. nyghly, nygardly. 1579
SPENSER Sheph. Cat. July 171 Theyr weedes bene not so

nighly wore ; Such simplesse mought them shend.

NighlieSS (narnes). ?0t&amp;gt;s. [f. NIGH a. + -NESS.]
1. Nearness in place (or time), proximity.
1398 TREVISA Barth.De P.R. XL L(I3odl.MS.),Chaunginge

of aiere comej) of ny^enes of pe see. 143^-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) I, 159 The ny^henesse of the sonne dothe brenne.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 243 The nynesse of thornes

lessyth not the smelle of the florysshynge rose. 1548 UDALL,
etc. JSrastn. Par. John \. 19 By reason of the nynesse of the

night. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xl. (1887) 224 That the

nighnes of his maisters house can be no great vantage. 1615
DAY Festivals xii. 328 The Neighbourhood, and Nighnes of

such as dwell in the selfsame Streete. 1691 WOOD Antiq.
II. Fasti 264 The nighness of her Father s house to which
. .hindered any communication between them.

2. Nearness ^/&quot;kinship, blood, etc.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R, xm. xxvL (Bodl. MS.),
BJtwene fissche & water is ny^enes to cosynage, for wij&amp;gt;oute

water pel mowe not longe lyue. 1432 Paston Lett, I. 34
Suche persones as for nieghnesse of blood . .owe of reson to

be suffred to speke with the King. 1471 Rolls ofParlt,



NIGHSOME. 141 NIGHT.

VI. 233/2 The nlghnes of blood which they be of unto hym.
1554 KNOX Faythf, Adman. Gij, Regardynge nothynge
the affinltie nor nyghnese of bloud. 1377 tr. Bullingers
Decades n. x. 227/2 Let them be matched together, that are

not seuered by .. nighnesse of affinitie. 1662 J. CHANDLER
Van Helmonfs Oriat. 161 It was not required for_one to

know another, or judge of the nighness of their kin, by a
name.

3. Nearness of a possibility, rare&quot;
1
.

1425 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 270/2 Yenyeghnesse of possibilite
of the enheritaunce of ye Croune.

t Ni ghsome, a. Obs, rare. In 4 negh(t)som.
[f. NIGH adv. + -SOME, used to render L. propitiuS)

etc., f. prope nigh.] Favourable, gracious. Hence

f Wrglisomeness.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixiv. 4 Til our quednesses neghtsom

saltou [L. tu propitiaberis\. Ibid, xcviii. 8 Neghsom [L.

propitius\ was touvntoba. Ibid, cxxlx. 4 For at
J&amp;gt;e neght-

somnes [L. propittatio] es to be.

Night (nait), sb. Forms : a. i nsecht, nseht,

neaht, r
, 4 naht, (3 nahht), 3-5 naght, (4 nagt),

3 naught, (5 naujt). 0. 1-4 nyht, 3-5 nyth,

5-6 Sc. nycht; 4-5 ny%t, (4 ny5tt, -tht), 4-6
nyght, (4 nygth) ; i, 4 niht, (3 nihht, nieht),

3-6 nicht, (4 nith) ; 3-5 ni3t, 5 neght, 5-^6

nighte, 3- night. [Common Teut. : OE. niht,

nyht) and neaht, nxht fern. = OFris. and MDu.
nacht, OS. naht (MLG. nachf), OHG. naht

(G. nacht\ ON. ndtt, nott (Norvv. natt, nott, Sw.
nat

t
Da. nat) t

Goth, nahts. The pre-Teut. stem
*nokt- is widely represented in the cognate lan

guages, as in L. nod-, nox, Olr. nocht, Gr. VVKT-,
vv

t Skr. ndkta, ndkti, Lith. naktis, O.Pross.

naktin, OS1. noshti (Russ. HOHB). The variation

in OE. between neaht (Anglian n%ht) and niht

(for *nieht} is orig. due to umlaut in some of the

cases; in the later language the mutated form

finally displaces the other.]
I. 1. The period of darkness which intervenes

between day and day; that part of the natural

day (of 24 hours) during which no light is received

from the sun ; the time between evening and

morning.
a. c 825 Vesp. Psalter ciii. 20 Du settes Seostru &

geworden wes naeht. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 25
Diu feorSa waccen nashtes cuom [he] to him jeongende pfer
sae, a 1000 Boetk.Metr.xx. 229 Ealle hi scinad 5urh pa sciran

neaht. nzoo ORMIN 16942 pe nahht ma}} ec bitacnenn uss

All
&amp;gt;att

stafflike lare Off moysassess la^heboc.

ft. Beowulf \\$ [Grendel] ^ewat 8a neosian, syban niht

becom, hean huses. c 888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. xxxix. 13
Sio sunne & se inona habbaS todaeled betwuht him pone
daeg & pa niht. 971 BlickL Horn, 207 Nass hwe5re naenis
man pe pffir eefre nihtes tidum dorste on paire ciricean

cuman. c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. III. 242 Seo niht hasfS seofan

daslas fram pa^re sunnan settlunge oo hire upgang. c 1055

Byrhtferth s Handboc in Anglia VIII. 298 On anum da^e
& pere nihte beo5 feower & twenti; tida. a 1225 Leg. Katlt,

1682 For per is a Hht,..Ne niht nis ter neauer. c 1300
Havelok 404 Ihesu crist, that makede mone On be mirke
nith to shine. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P, 8.526 Sesounes schal

you neuer sese ; of sede, ne of heruest . . ;
Ne be nyjt,

ne pe

day. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 245 Than wixen the

dayes more schorte than they weryn, and the nyght more

longyr. 1490 CAXTON Eneydosxxvf. 90 Ye nyghte..gyueth
triews to alle labours, and by slepyng maketh swete alle

peynes and traueylles. 1548 FORREST Pleas. Poesye 183 in

Starkey s Eng. p. xc, The daye in too the nyght shee can

conuerte. 1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 447 Undir
silence of nycht befoir day. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. v. 10, 1 am
thy Fathers Spirit, Doom d for a certaine terme to walke the

nigbt. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 166 Images of young
men.. with torches in their hands, for the use of the night.

1712 BUOGELL Sped. No. 425 F 3, I reflected, .upon the

sweet Vicissitudes of Night and Day. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th.
i. 102 Ev n silent night proclaims my soul immortal. 1821

SHELLEY Adonais xxi, Evening must usher night, night urge
the morrow. 1890 HALL CAINE Bondman, n. vii, The night
of the northern land had closed down.

b. In comparisons, as black, dark, &amp;lt;&.)
as night,

c 1400 Pol. Rcl. fy L. Poems 151/244 Thow shalt go as derk
as nyjt, And perfore bou most haue condell lygt. 1595
SHAKS. John iv. i. 15 Yong Gentlemen would be as sad as

night Onely for wantonnesse. 1596 Merck. V. v. i. 86
The motions of his spirit are dull as night. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 308 His look Drew audience and attention still as

Night. 1795 J. BENSON in Mem. (1892) 284 They were all

as silent and serious as night. 1821 BYRON yuan. m. Ixxv,
Her eyelashes, though dark as night, were tinged. 1893
EARL DUNMOKE Pamirs I. 4 Their hair.. was as black as

night.

c. poet. Personified as a female being or deity.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 387 They. .must for aye
consort with blacke browd night. 1632 MILTON Penseroso
121 Thus night oft see me in thy pale

career. 1742 POPE
Dune. iv. 630 The sable Throne behold Of Night primeval
and of Chaos old. 1788 COLERIDGE To Autumnal Moon,
Mild Splendour of the various-vested Night. 1820 SHELLEY
Sensit. PI. n. ii Like the lamps of the air when Night
walks forth. 1845 LONG F. The Day is done i, The darkness
Falls from the wings of Night.

d. The darkness which prevails during this

time
; the dark.

1855 TENNYSON Maud i. i. iv, I heard The shrill-edged
shriek.. divide the shuddering night. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt.

Asia iv. (1883) 102 Then, lightly treading where those

sleepers lay, Into the night Siddartha passed.

2. In fig. contexts or uses.

c 95tx Lindisf. Gosp. John ix. 4 CymeS nasht Sonne nasnig
monne mseje gewyrca. c noo ORMIN 1904 Crist ras upp. .

Forr daefjess nahht to wannsenn. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 89 For
god ledde hem fro helle ni^t To paradises leue hjt. a 1300
Cursor M. 3560 pe man ^at sua wit eld es dight His day es

turned him to night. 1382 WYCLIK i Thess. v. 5 We ben
not of nygt, nethir of derknessis. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
v. i. 314 Yet hath my night of life some memorie ; My
wasting lampes some fading glimmer left. 1593 Rich. //,
in. ii. 218 Let them hence away, From Richards Night, to

BullingbrookesfaireDay. a 1658 LOVKLACE Poems (1659) g
Some Ethiopian Queen, .. Whose ugly Night seem d
masked with days Skieen. 1697 DRYDKN sEneid iv. 992 Dido
. .clos d her Lids at last, in endless Night. 1720 J. HUGHES
Siege Damascus v. (1777) 68 Look how he bleeds ! Let s

lay him gently down; Night gathers fast upon him. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. Pref. 5 Night, .has for many
centuries obscured our holy religion. 1820 SHELLEY
Arethusa 66 Where the shadowy waves Are as green as the
forest s night. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 470 Robed in the

long night of her deep hair.

3. The time at which darkness comes on
;
the

close or end of daylight.
c 1205 LAY. 1680 pat com to

f&amp;gt;ere nihte, pat lengre heo ne

mighte. c 1300 Havelok 2669 So was bi-twenen hem a fiht

Fro
)&amp;gt;e

morwen ner to
f&amp;gt;e

niht. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

2669 At morne, when bou sese lyght, Thynk als |?ou sal dygh
ar nyght. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 484 Hit was ny^eatbe na?t
& Noe ben sechez. 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 255 5hit this

gud wiff held Wallace till the nycht. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N.
in. ii. 275 Since night you lou d me; yet since night you
left me. 1671 MILTON P. K. n. 260 It was the hour of

night, when thus the Son Commun d in silent walk. 1703
ROWE Ulyss. iv. i, Twice have I sought since Night To pass
in private.
4. With a and//. One of the intervals of dark

ness between two days.
a. Used with numerals to mark duration or

lapse of time.
In OE. and early ME. the singular is used in place of the

plural: cf. FORTNIGHT and SE (VE,INNIGHT.

^900 CYNEWULF Crist 542 Bidonealle ^ser. .in bsere torhtan

byrig tyn niht. c 900 O. E. Ckron. (Parker MS.) an. 871
Da;s ymb iii niht ridon ii eorlas up. a. 1122 O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1004 Se here com a to peodforda. .& Jjaer

binnon ane niht wa;ron. c 1203 LAY. 4506 Naeuede heo bute
breo nihte feorst faren bat heo scolde. c 1275 Serving
Christ 3 in O. E. Misc. 90 Ne beo we biker of be lif on-lepy
nauht. a 1300 Cursor M. 12926 lesus. .fasted. .fourti night
and fourti dais, c 1325 Chron. Eng. 157 in Ritson Metr.
Row. II. -276 Ther spac an ern [a] prophecie Thre dawes
and thre nyht. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 588 Ek wonder
last but nine nyght nevere in towne. 1422 tr. Secy-eta Secret.,
Priv. Priii. 153 He makyd the cite of Rome afyre to sette,

and Sewyn dayes and Sewyn nyghtes to brente. 1470-83
MALORY Arthur iv. xxvi. 155 Within seuen nyghtes his

damoysel brought hym to an erles place. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado u. iii. 18 Now will he lie ten nights awake earning the

fashion ofa newdublet. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett.

352 One night in a bad Host-house were sufficient to

finish the worke of my Death. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 63
The space of seven continu d Nights he rode. 1725 POPE
Odyss. vi. 205 Twice ten tempestuous nights I rolled. ^1817
SHELLEY Rev. Islam xu. xxxviii, Three days and nights
we sailed. 1891 Daily News 3 Mar. 3/1 A man was almost

always five nights in bed before being called upon to spend
a night out.

b. Used to mark an occasion or point of time.

Also freq. with defining term, as Christmas, Midsummer^
ballt &quot;wedding night , etc. ; see these words.

cgoo tr. BxdtCs Hist. \. xxxiii. (1890) 90 ./Eghwelce niht

ofer his byrgenne heofonlic leoht waes aeteawed. a 1122

O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. mo On baere fiftan nihte on
Mates monSe, setwyde se mona on sefen beorhte scinende.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3142 De tende dai it sulde ben Ia3t, And
ho[I]den in Se tende na^t. a 1300 Cursor M. 2712 pe trinite

he sagh. .And gestend ^&amp;gt;am
wit him bat night, c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptist} 1168 pare bai wak bat mcht for

sancte Ihonis sak. a 1400-50 Alexander 1084 pe same ni3t

in his slepe Seraphis aperis. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvi. i

Off Februar the fyiftene nycht.. I lay in till a trance. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 207 Wherefore he came on a night and
declared all this to the pueene. 1653 tr. Carvicnis Nissena
Who by reason of his last nights waking, .had a very sore

fit of a Feaver. 17x1 ADDISON Sfect. No. 15 P 7 The
missing of an Opera the first Night. \i&amp;lt;AMed, Obs. fy Inq,

(1776) I. v. 37 The blisters which had been laid above her

ancles the night before, a 1781 WATSON Philip III (1793)

I. i. 79 Albert.. arrived on the same night at Bruges. 1890
Law Times Rep. LXIII. 765/1 The defendant only intended

to represent the play on two nights.

c. As a division or period of time. Also with

adjs. denoting the kind of weather prevailing or

other natural feature.

cizoo ORMIN 1901 Marrchess nahhtess wannsenn a?} &
Marrchess da3hess waxenn. a 1250 Owl

&amp;lt;y Night. 523
Hwenne nyhtes cumeb longe & bryngeb forstes starke &
stronge. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8684 With myche dole

vppon dayes & on derke nightes Sum wait into wpdenes.
a 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 23 In moneless nichtisjt
is na mowis. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. iv. ii. 140 It hath bin

the longest night That ere I watch d. 1603 Meas.for M.
n. i. 139This will last out a night in Russia When nights are

longest there. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 680 Else had the

Spring Perpetual smiled.. Equal in Days and Nights. 1715
tr. Grcgory^s Astron, (1726)!. 64 To explain the Variety of

the Days and Nights, and the Seasons of the Year thence

arising. 1818 BYRON Juan i. cxxxv, Twas, as the watch
men say, a cloudy night. \W&Chamhers s EncycL III. 86/2
Summer and autumn nights are freest of clouds. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa 102 To my taste there is nothing
so fascinating as spending a night out in an African forest.

transf. 1803 Naval Chron. XV. 154 The extra (working-

time] was divided into nights and tides : a night consisted

of five hours, and a tide of an hour and an half. 1840

Penny Cycl. XVI. 326/1 The longest night [lasts] from the

igth of November to the 26th of January, which is two
months and ten days.

d. With adjectives, denoting the quality of rest

obtained, or the manner in which the time is spent.

(Cf. GOOD-NIGHT.)
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. iv. 2, O I haue past a miserable

night, So full of fearefull Dreames. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

31 Such night till this I never pass d. 1671 P. R. n. 460
A Crown . . Brings dangers, troubles, cares, and sleepless

nights. 1775 Med. Obs. 4- Ing. (1784) VI. v. 38, I afterwards

passed, .agood night. 1887 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. 12 Feb. 318/2
He had had a restless night, with intervals of sleep. 1894
Lancet 3 Nov. 1027 He had a very good night.

e. Phr. To make (or have} a night of it (or

f 0V) : To spend the night in enjoyment or re

velling. (Cf. MAKE v. i8c.)
[1602 Twelfth Nt. Merriment (1893) 4 Youle make as

good a night of it heere as if you had beene at all the houses
in the towne.] 1693 CONTGRF,VE Old Bach. iv. ix, I m re

solved to make a night on t. 1701 GIBBER Love makes
Man i.

i,
Well ! and didst thou make a Night on t. Boy?

1775 SHERIDAN Duenna m. i, I faith, we ll have a night of
it. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias iv. vi. p 8 He is going to make a

night of it. 1885 Scribncrs Mag. XXX. 393/2 Friend - and

neighbours also made a day of it, and then also a night of

it, in honour of the departed.
5. With possessive pronouns : The particular

night on which a person performs some duty

(f receives visitors), etc. (In quot. 1838 benefit

night.) Also night ont&amp;gt;
the evening on which a

domestic servant is free to go out.

1525 Aberd. Burgh Rcc. (1844) II2 Personis . . to be gottin

amangis the haill toun, euerie ilk man his nycht about.

1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal II. i. i. 7 The footman answered,
that it was not his lady s night, and she was not at home.

1814 New Brit. Theatre I. 530 What glory might not any
lady., acquire for herself were she., to succeed m getting up
a Masque, .on one of her nights. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick.

xxiii, Whenever the announce bills came out for her annual

night.

b. The kind of night one has had, or usually
has. rare.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 93 Thus Eve her Night Related,
and thus Adam answered sad. 1776 JOHNSON Let. 21 Oct.
in Boswtllt My nights are very restless and tiresome. 1847
C. BKONTE jf. Eyre xxviii, My night was wretched, my
rest broken.

II. In adverbial phrases.
6. a. Night and day, always, continually.
950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. 5 Symle na;ht & daege in

byrgennum & morum wees, c 1200 ORMIN 4694 Beo bu

5eornfull nihht & da$3 To foll^henn Godess wille. c 1230
Halt Meid. 20 Aldefeond. .scheoteS niht& dei his earevven.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10421 Sco..weped and mornd night and
dai. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 104 Bot nyht and day as I am
now I schal alwey be such toyow. 1456 SIR G. HAYL; Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 175 He puttis. .gude wache and warde apon
him nycht and day. 1486 Bk. St. Allans E ij b, Thynke

MOIR Mansie li^auch xxii, Maybe ..rowing night and

day [he] got home in a safe skin.

b. Night (n}or day, by night or by day.
13.. Cursor M. 19715(9611.), pairredis barforgun bai rune,

..Night or day to waite be time, a 1450 LYDG. Merita
Missse in Lay Folks Mass Bk. 392 Which nyght nor day
ne cesseth nought. 1707 FREIND Peterborow s Cond. Sp.

205 My Lord never rested night or day, till he came to

Tortosa.

t C. The night, during the night, by night. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 118 Forbeare to sleepe the

night, and fast the day. 1597 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 126

Haue you a Ruffian that will sweare?..Reuell the night ?

7. a. All, or the whole, night (long], throughout
the night.
c 1205 LAY. 29309 pa burn born alle niht. 13.. E, E.

Allit. P. B. 1002 pat alle na}t [so] much iriye hade no mon
in his hert. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. Ixii. 6 AI dai and al ny?t
euermar thei shul not be stille. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 505
in Babees Bk., A morter of wax - . pat alle ny?t brennes in

bassyn clere. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xix. 2 Turne in. . into

youre seruauntes house, and tarye all night. 1596 DAL-
RYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 5 The beimes of the

Sone, al Scotland throuch, the hail nychte ar sein, the

space of twa monethis. 1600 DVMMOK Ireland (1843) 41

The rebells. .never ceased to disquiet our men, the whole

night longe. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 603 She all night long
her amorous descant sung. 1754 Med. Obs. # Iny (1776)

I. xiii. in He continued the whole night totally blind, and

without a wink of sleep. 1802 MAR, EDGEWORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. i. 5 He sat all night apart from the company.

I^STENNYSON The Revenge viii, Shipafter ship, the whole

night long, their high-built galleons came.

b. So (All} the long night.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 807 Bot stylly ber in t?e strete . .

pay wolde lenge be long na}t & logge Reroute. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 36 But turne round about

the pole, all the longe nyght.

III. In prepositional phrases.
8. fa. On night, by night. Obs. (Cf. A-NIGHT.)
^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. isCueSende cuoSaS gie

f?a;tte Sejnas his on nseht cuomun. c 1000 Sax. Leechd, II I.

242 Steorran seteowiaS swilce on nihte. c izoo ORMIN

2960 patt godess enngell comm o nihht Till Josaep jrair he

sfeppte. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1781 Laban hem bliscede, & on

nigt wente a-3en-ward. a 1300 Cursor M. 2073 ^P1 godd
on night com to ^e king in slepe. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A.

243 Art
(&amp;gt;ou my perle bat I hat playned, Regretted by myn

one, on ny^te? c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix. (Bartholomew)
60 A hundre syis one day kneland, & als of[t] one nichte

prayand. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 506 in Babees Bk., To saue

po chambur on ny$t for fyre. 1508 KENNEDIE_ Flyting TO.

Dunbar 298 That cumis on nycht in visioun in my sleip.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, vii. 66 Bludy boncheouris and

throtcutters, on nychu



NIGHT.

b. By night, during the night, in the night-

time. Also by night and day, always, at any
time. (Cf. BY prep. 190.)

c 1220 Bestiary 63 A welle..3at springeo ai boSe bi ni;t

and bi dai. 13. . Cursor M. 6749 (Gott.), If. .be dede be

don bi night, pe smyter ban sal haue na plight. 1340

Ayenb. 52 pet uolk bet late louieb to soupi and to waki be

niste. 138* WYCLIF Josh. ii. 2 Men ben goon yn hythir bi

nyV. 146* Anc. Cat. Rec. Dublin (1889) 325 For perayles

that ben imynent of horsemen by nyght. 1512 Act 4

Hen. VIII, c. 20 Preamble, Archbold with other xl. outlawes

.. come by night to.. Penreth Cotes. 15? SHAKS. Com. Err.

iv. ii. 60 Time conies stealing on by night and day. 1667

MILTON P.L. ill. 514 Jacob. .Dreaming by night under the

open Skie. 1770 GOI.DSM. Des. Vill. 230 A bed by night, a

chest of drawers by day. 1820 SHELLEY Hymn Merc. Ixxxn,

A joy by night or day for those endowed With art and
,

wisdom. 1885 Law Times Ref.lMl. 53/2 A tow which is

being towed with a long scope of hawser by night.

c. At night, at nightfall,
in the evening. Also

used to designate the hours from six p.m. to mid

night. (Cf. gb.)
13. .Sir Gaiu. tr Gr. Knt. 1407 What nwez so bay nome,

at na^t quen bay metten. c 1373 Cursor M. 3931 (Fairf.),

lacob lay him stille atte najt. c 1450 Ilk. Curtasye 487 in

Babees Bk., po lorde schalle skyft hys gowne at nyjt.

1523 LD. BERSERS Froiss. I. ccccxix. 733 The wednisday at

night that
y&quot; batayle was the next day. 1605 SHAKS

Macb. in. i. 42 Let euery man be master of his time Till

seuen at Night. 1697 DRYUEN Virg. Georg. iv. 275 They

give their Bodies due Repose at Night. 17.. in Herd

Coll i .wro(i776) II. 159 By there came twa gentlemen At

twelve o clock at night. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxxii, At

night, Oliver read a chapter or two from the Bible.

d. (See OVERNIGHT, TO-NIGHT.)

9. fa. On nights, by night (habitually). Also

o and in nights. Obs. (Cf. A-NIGHTS.)
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C. Similative, as night-black, -dark, -haired,

-like, -swift.
a 1591 H. SMITH Serin. (1622) 467 As if we were night-

blacke rauens. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam i. hi, On night-

black columns poised. 1872 TENNYSON Gareth * Lynettc

NIGHT.

i8zi SHELLEY Adonais (cancelled) 19 His dark and

night-like eyes. 1590 SHAKS. JUiiis. N. in. ii. 379 Night-

swift Dragons cut the clouds full fast.

12. Adverbial, in sense of by night , during the

night : a. With pres. pples., as night-ambling,

-blooming, -blowing, -contending, etc.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso iv. xxvii, Of their *night ambling
dame the Syrians prated. 1835 LINDLEY Introd. Hot. (1839)

476 The flowers of the night-blooming Cereus. 1866 SHUCK-

AKD Brit. Bees 13 Our clients have nothing to do with

these night-blooming flowers. 1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH

Conversations, etc. II. 91 The. .splendid Cactus Grandl-

flora, usually called the night blowing Cereus. 1871 KINGS-

LEY A t Last xvii, The Umbrella Rock, capped with . . night-

blowing Cereus. 1817 SHELLEY Pr.Athan. \. 71 Tempest s

war Is levied by the &quot;night-contending winds. 17. . RAM
SAY Lure 4 Night-drinking sots [were] counting their lawin.

1714 GAY Sheph. Week, Saturday 57 Will a wisp misleads

night-faring clowns O er hills, a 1887 JEFFERIES Field ft

Hedgero-M (1889) 228 There is no night-feeding bird tofeed

fern-ow&quot;
- *

night-going fires lead him to precipitations. 1801 LAMB

Poems, etc. (r384 ) 205 &quot;Night-riding Incubl Troubling the

Wkl. III. 488 Men mowe say ber Pater noster mede-

fully under bo cope of heven, as Crist did in bo hille in !

nyjttus. 1472 in Surtccs Misc. (1890) 24 A ryotter on I

m-Khtes 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IY, n. i. 83, I will ride thee

u Xights, like the Mare. Ibid. iv. 252 When wilt thou

leaue fighting on dayes, and foyning on nights..? I7

Bickerstaff Detected in Swift s Wks. 11751) IV. 210 A pack

of Rascals that walk the Streets on Nights. [1823 LAMB Eha
Ser. II. Arnicas Re&amp;lt;ih ivi&amp;lt;s, I have nothing but water in my
head o nights since this frightful accident.]

b. At nights : (cf. prec. and 8 c).

1581 RICH Farew. (1846) 198 At nightes she was lodged in

her father s chamber. 1720 Humourist 9 At Nights.. they

Path xxxiii. 414 The &quot;night-straying
cow stumbled among

them 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul II. i. II. xi, His glowing

sizht..all night-trifling sprights doth chase away withfear.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, \. i. 87 Some Night-tnppmg-

Faiery had exchanged . . our children. 1667 MILTON P. L.

v. 40 Where silence yields To the night-warbling Bird.

b. \Vith verbal sbs., as night-angling, -break

ing, -feeding, -firing, -fishing, etc. (Cf. 13.)

1704 Diet. Rust., Night angling ; for this Angling in

would&quot;generalTy be the&quot; case. 1883 J. W. SHERER /) / Home
,y in India 6 The stout, beaming man now appears quite

distinctly coming from somewhere at nights in a post-

chaise.

c. Of nights : (see OF 52b).

10. On
(&quot;poii), in, or of the night, by night,

during the night. Now only with in.

c 1205 LAY. 5601 Al makeden heore faren alse ha wolden a

bare niht faren. aiyx Cursor M. 6196 Drightm self pam
ledd bair wai . . Wit firen piler on [v.rr. apon, vponj be

night, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodcra) 288 To bat

bing has he na sycht pat thocht or don is in be nycht.

CMOO MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 117 pis charbuncle Iightne/

all be chaumbre on be nyght. 17x440 Alph. Tales 115 He
was tempid with grete ludificacions on pe nyght. a 1533

LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Eevijb, She

eateth her nothing on the dai nor slepeth in the nyght.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 162 When you will

verifie your nedle. ., you shall use the healpe of the bunne

(and on the night) of some fixed sterre. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.

N. n. i. 253 There sleepes Tytania, sometime of the night.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 94 Thair held. .
|

thay neuir couered in the nycht. 1753 CHAMBERS tycl.

Supp., Night angling, a method of catching .. shy fish in

the night. 1855 WHARTON Crim. Law U, S. 598 The

breaking and entering must be in the night.

IV. attrib. and Comb.

11. a. Objective (and obj. genitive), as night-

bringing, -cheering, -dispersing, -slayer, -swaying.

j
.-- ring

beams, Yon moon &quot;rides thro the cloudless sky.&quot; 1851 C. L.

SMITH tr. Tasso v. Ixxxv, When the &quot;night-dispersing dawn

the East in black.

b. Instrumental, as night-clad, -cloaked, -cradled,

enshrouded, hid, etc.

1839-52 BAILEY Feslus 10, 1 see the stars, &quot;night-clad, all

gathering In long and sad procession. 1851 H. MELVILLE

Whale xxix, To visit the &quot;night-cloaked deck. 1818 SHEL
LEY Woodman 18 The dull ear Of the &quot;night-cradled earth.

1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities n. xxiii, Along the &quot;night,

enshrouded roads. 1801 Death Earl HuHtington in. iv. in

Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 279 This cage of &quot;night-hid owls, light-

mortars .. for nigruvfiring. 1653 WALTON Angler 126

You are to know, there is &quot;night
as well as day fishing for

a Trout. 1802 DANIEL Field Sports II. 290 Night-fishing

with a fly is best from May to the end of August. 1890

L. C. D OYLE Notches 55 That &quot;night-herding
was becoming

unpleasant work. 1862 N. Syd. Soc. Ycar-bk. Med. for

1861, 173 Some Results of &quot;Night-nursing. 1838 W. BELL

Diet Law Scot., Night Poaching. 1850 R. G. GUMMING
Hunter s Life S. Afr. (1902) 139/1 This wound up my
elephant &quot;night-shooting. 1559 ASCHAM m Babees Bk.

(1868) 361 Beware of secrett corners and night sitting yp,
the two nurses of mischiefe. 1644 MILTON Areopag. Wks.

1851 IV. 416 Excus d in the genial cups of an Academick

night-sitting. 1835 LONGF. Outre-Mer (1857) 375 This

&quot;night-travelling
is. .far from disagreeable. /,_,,

c. With ppl. acljs., as night-born, -fallen, -folded,

-foundered, -haunted, -scented, -swollen.

1610 NICHOLS England s Eliza v, Error s night-borne

children. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 2090 My solemn night-

born adjuration hear. 1839-52 BAILEY Fcstus 106 The cold

pure radiance of the night-born light. 1798 BLOOMFIELO

Farmer s Boy, Winter 333 And night-fall n Lambs require

the Shepherd s care. 1828 MOORE III Omens 111, She.,

kiss d oft&quot; its night-fallen dew. i8ao SHELLEY Prometh.

Unb. in. iiL 101 &quot;Night-folded flowers Shall suck un-

withering hues in their repose. 1634 MILTON LMM 4*3

Som one like us night-founder d here. 1667 -P. L. \.

204 The Pilot of some small night-founder d Skiff, a 1593

MARLOWE Edw. II (Rtldg.) 191/2 The people .. cannot

Ibid.,
The white flowers of Lychnis vespertina are also

night-scented. 1818 KEATS _Enifym. i. 215 Are not

prevailing, taking place, etc., during the night ,

as night-air, -alarm, -attack, -blast, -brawl, etc.

night air. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4- Cr. l. iii. 171 Now play him

.. Arming to answer in a &quot;night-Alarme. 1693 CONGKEVEm

THOMSON Summer 1681 Whose mournful chambers hold

(So
Mic
fah
ft

in their lnteilects, prosecute their sensuality. 1873 E.

BRENNAN Witch ofNemi 118 Flames that made crimson all

the night-wrapt ky.

nswer in a &quot;night-Alarme. 1693 CON;

txalxi. (1697) 295 If you wou d be ft

entions. a 1661 HOLY-

angers, and the
Assemblies, especially the. Night-conventioi
DAY Juvenal (1673) 42 Now view *night-d; _
dreadful height Of our house-tops. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal
4- Tri. Faith (1845) 202 This is like the expelling of night-

darkness out of the whole body of the air, by the presence
of the sun. 1665 DRYDEN Ind. Emp. in. ii, Sleeping
Flowers beneath the night-dew sweat. 1822-34 Goods

Study Med, (ed. 4) I. 366 Sleeping in the open air.., while

the serenades, or night-dews, were gathering around him.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xc. 5 (Egerton), Noght saltou drede

for^niht-drede. 1677 CALE Crt. Gentiles in. 58 The Pagan
Diviners had their

&quot;

night-dreams or day-visions whereby

they divined things. 1894 Daily News 12 Sept., The first

occasion on which he has done night-duty alone. 1863
LONGF. Wayside Inn, Landlords Tale 43 Beneath, in the

churchyard, lay the dead, In their night-encampment on

the hill. 1637 RLTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. Ixxxviii. 226

Dreams, .and night-fancies of a miserable life of sin. 1830

SCOTT Ayrshire Trag. H. i, You. .saw, perhaps, the night-

flight which began it. 1582 STANYHURST /Eneis iv. (Arb.)

115 Thus sayd, through &quot;nightfog he vannisht. 1811 SCOTT

Don Roderick n. ii, The river s night-fog rolling damp.

1576 BAKER Jewell ofHealth 64 The water also deliuereth

the night formes of Venus in sleepe. 1816 KlRBY &. SP.

Entomol. xxvi. (1818) II. 462 We not unfrequently have

sharp &quot;night-frosts in summer. 1798 S.OTHEBY tr. Wieland s

Obcron (1826) I. 93 Where chill the &quot;night-gale blows. 1633

FORD Tis Pity v. v, Hath your new sprightly lord Found
out a trick in *night-games? 1820 KEATS Isabella xxxvi,

Hoarse night-gusts sepulchral briars among. 1817 Edin.

Rev. XXIX. 9 In the. . night-halts of her luxurious pro

gress. 1821 BRYANT Ages xiv, Like the &quot;night-heaven,
when

clouds are black with rain. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag.
n. x. 77 The upper half of the Circle.. is the Day-hours,
and the lower., half is the &quot;Night-hours. 1830 MRS.

HF.MANS Charmed Picture Poems (1849) 459/1 The night-

hour s haunted calm. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xvm,
Another disturbance broke the *night-hush. a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. Ill, Wks. (1711) 41 By &quot;Night-

journeys, shifting from Place to Place. 1861 CLOUGH Man
Magno 918 Swift the &quot;night-mail conveyed his missive on.

1884 PAE Eustace no The night mail from the north reached

its destination in Edinburgh, a 1806 Fox Jas. 11, iii.

212 After the disastrous night march from Killerne. 1849

GROTE Greece 11. liii. (1862) IV. 509 He advanced by a

meal. i66 HIBBERT Body Div. I 2*52 The Protestants in

their night-meetings committed
most^abominable

unclean-

,
DRYDEN &quot;Juvenal \. (1697) 8 When Nlght-performance

! holds the place of Merit. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles m. 81

Content not thy self with.. dark spurious, false, night-

philosophic. 1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixx. IX. 124 Taking up
their night-post at a distance, .from the Grecian position.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Kates, iv. xx. 268 Witches are confm d

in their night rambles to egge shels. 1729 LAW Serious

C. xxi

&quot;night

iii. (1732) 470 It should be a constant part of

t recollection. 1726 POPE Odyss. xx. 172 In vain
f his

the

.

now about this haunted groue?
n, &quot;

now about tms naumeo groue : 1529 MORE Dyaloge m.

Wks. 240/1 Other could we not come by, whome we mignte

further examine of that nyghte scole. 1894 S. VaxiHelt-

day Stories (1900) .36 Will you go to night-school and

learn! 1650 STAPYLTON Strata s Low C. Wars in. 61

At these &quot;night-sermons, tumults were raised. ig94 &amp;gt; &amp;gt;

1UKS. ^KUWE. v&amp;lt;t&quot;/
^i* 1- * & &quot;

. V ., t .1, .,1

BRIMLEY Ess., Tennyson 99 The night-side of the soul

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vm. ix. (Bodl. MS.), Pe
sisnes . .that beb watery and erthy beb colde and femule and

&quot;ny,t signes. 1790 BEATSON Nav. * Mil. Mem. I . 409 A very

gross defect or impropriety
in the &quot;night-signals

at present

in use 1812 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 2 At about ten o clock

the night-signal was made to alter the course. 1869 DLNK

Midn Sky 155 The summer &quot;night-sky,
c 1000 ALKRIC

Saints Livesxxm. 442 P*&amp;lt;
&amp;gt; gebanc..be heom amang

bam niht-sliepe was on heora heortan. 1835
IjJTO

i Rienzi i. i, Let us keep it for our nigjit-sleep. .
1849 GROTL

1

Greece n. xlix. VI. 265 The Athenian, captain had really

cone back to take night-station on his own coast. 159

IrSsER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 68./i &quot;Night steathes

which (are commonlye driven in by-wayes and by blind,

foordes). 1811 SHELLEY St. 7ny n. m, Whilst the tide

of the night-storm is rolling. 1761 biogr. Diet. 11. 9

His constitution ..was.
weakened still more by the 1, -

temperance of his night-studies.
iBii SHELLEY

J&amp;gt;/.

Ir-Jyne . ii, Oft have I brav d the ch.l *mght-tempes

Chu- xi The night-coach had a punctual character. ,639 com to Ih.

UKL MM: OF HAWTH. Consid. to Part. Wks.(i7 ii) 187 At all &quot;night-ward.



NIGHT.

b. With names of things (intended to be) worn
or used during the night, as night-attire, -bait,

-basket^ -bell) etc.

1597 DRAYTON Bar. Wars vi. Iv, She sat under an estate

of lawn, In *night-attire. 1640 BRATHWAIT Lane. Lovers
xv. (E. D. D.), She found a mammet or feature so artificially
made up in her night-attire. 1716 J. S. Compl, Fisher

title-p., Baiting of the Ground, and &quot;Night Baits. 1814
Sporting Mag. XLIV. 103 You escape behind a lazarone s
*
night-basket. 1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xliv, A *night

bell.. was attached to one side of the street door. 1884

Harper s Mag. Mar. 562/1 You ought to break the wire of
his night bell. iSiz Ora fy Juliet I. 124 Then by her

night candle she .. began a letter. 1828 Blackw. Mag.
XXI 1 1. 297 The Hebrew women,who . . had been accustomed
to wear no *night-chemises at all. 1654 DOROTHY OSBORNE
Lett, (1888) 246 Going out to walk in my *ntght-cloak and
night-gown. 1885 WARREN & CLEVERLY Wanderings Beetle

69 The distant hills shaking off their *night-clothing of
mist. 1578 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) II. 78 A
*night-coyf with a forehead clothe of. .Spanysh worke of
roses. 1855 KINGSLEY IVestw. Ho !

y, Lady Grenvile,

putting her beautiful face in its night-coif out of an adjoin
ing door, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. Wks. 1724 II. 682
The best. .*night-deckings. a 1776 JAMES Diss. Fevers (ed.

8) 113, 1 took, .a few Anight draughts, to give me rest. 1821

SCOTT Kenilw. vi, Beside it stood a gold posset dish to con
tain the night-draught. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 167, i odd
*Night Ear-ring, with 3 Brilliant Diamonds. 1769 PEN
NANT Brit. Zool. III. 191 nptet

Neither was any body to fish

from sun-setting to sun-rising, that the fish might enjoy their

*night-food. 1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr. (Routl.) 271 Re-

npet.. stole out In her &quot;night-hoods. 1663 Re
(1890) VII. 83 He gives her rings, and .. fan or muff, or

night-hood. 1653 WALTON Angler 121 This kind of fishing
with a dead rod, and laying night-hooks. 1772 FORSTEK
in Phil. Trans. LXIIL 153 After sunset, it is caught
by a night-hook. i8zi Sporting Mag. IX. 69 Night-
hooks for pike. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, viii, Mrs.

Squeers came in, still habited in the primitive *night-jacket.
1860 WORCESTER, *Night Key. 1888 A. K. GREEN Behind
Closed Doors vi, I do not give night-keys to any one but the

doctor. 1857 J. RAINE Mum. J. Hodgson I. 287 Sheep-folds,
or *night-lairs as they were called. 171672 STERRY Wks.

(1710) n. 261 The World is his *Night-Mantle, his Pavilion

1764 Mu
game is wretchedly destroyed by poachers, who take it

with *night-nets. i8cw E. S. BARRETT Setting Sun III.

145 The Wise Men of the East , bearing *night-pans as

censers. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. II. 433 A warmed night-

pan should be used to prevent the patient getting out of bed.

1632 MASSINGER Maid ofHon. n. it, Which of your grooms
..ministers &quot;Night-physic to you? 1832 G. DOWNES Lett.

Cont. Countries I. 271, I speculated.. on what appeared to

be a short cut to our *night-quarters. 1852 GROTE Greece
n. Ixx. IX. 124 They could only reach their night-quarters.

_ j pol

ally had on her night-table. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i.

172 The home-bags steale from the humble Bees, And for

^night-tapers crop their waxen thjghes. 1623 FEATLY Fisher
Catched Ep. Ded., Those glorious night-tapours, which
were set so thick together in the streets. 1844 ALB. SMITH
Adv. Mr. Ledbury (1856) I. x. 72 There are no &quot;

night-

taverns, as in London. 1803 MARY CHARLTON Wife fy Mis
tress I. 137, I stood upon the stairs with only my *night-

things on. 1852 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 166, I rendered

myself at Paddington station, .with my night-things in a

bag. 1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Embassie (1877) 102 Put a

*night-tyre on it s ivorie head. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab.

31 When she had put her head out of the window, her

night-wig fell into the garden. 1582 N. LJCHEFIELD tr.

Casfan/leva s Cong. E. Ind. 12 The other had a *night

{wjrap of greene satten.

c. With names denoting persons or agents, esp.
such as act, or are on duty or abroad, during the

night, as night-attendant, -brawler, -clerk, etc.

1862 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk. Med. for 1861, 173 Robertson

requires the *night-attendants to visit all the habitually

dirty patients at fixed times. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 196
You.. spend your rich opinion, for the name Of a

&quot;&quot;night-

brawler. 1897 HOWELLS Landlord at Lianas Head 85 The
witness of a hotel *night-clerk. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix.

140 [They] beden that men sholde Kepen it fro *m3t-
comeres. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i, ix, Hall and Brown
were *night-fags last week. 1863 Times 16 June., That
most indefatigable and restless of *night farers, the whip-
poor-will. 1833 J. RENNIE Alph. Angling 49 Most fish are

peculiarly &quot;night-feeders. 1815 SCOTT Rokeby yi. iv, All

the nameless tools that aid *Nightrfelons in their lawless

trade, a 1810 SHELLEY M. Nicholson, Despair, 7 Can the

fierce *night-fiends rest on yonder hill ? 1816 KIRBY & SP.

Entomol. xxi. (1818) II. 265 The infinite hosts of moths..,
with few exceptions, are all *night-fiiers. 1593 SHAKS.

3 Hen. VI, iv. iii. 22 To defend his Person from *Night-foes.

1552 HULOET, Hegges or *nyght furyes. ., which do sucke
the bloude of children in the nyght, striges. 1642 W.
MOUNTAGU m Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 302
The &quot;night goers cause some suspicion, and presage no good.

1717 POPE Iliad x. 147 Between the trench and gates,
Near the *night-guards, our chosen council waits. 1513
DOUGLAS Mneis xn. Prol.i Dyonea, *nycht hyrd, and wach
of day. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 188 The *night
herders renewed it [the fire] from time to time. 1784
G. WHITE Selborne ix,The deer, .are much thinned and re

duced by the &quot;night-hunters. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI.
2^7 Night-Hunters or poachers, .have, of late years, grown
to be a very numerous body. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. I. iii,

Where they found the *Night-Inspector. 1764 Museum
Rust. III. 286 Not a single *night-netter has been on his

froundson
horse back, a 1719 ADDISON tr. Petroniits Ar-

iter (1736) 13 Must thou make a Noise, thou &quot;Night-Pad ?

1823 Edin. Rev. XXXIX. 51 *Night-poachers are trans-

143

ported for seven years. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xliv, The
*night-porter examined me with much attention. 1646
TRAPP Comm. John vii. 50 Nicodemus was only a *night
professor, Judas in the sight of all. 1813 BYRON Giaour 44
Rush the *night-prowlers on the prey. 1709 DAMPIER Voy.
(1729) II. i. 77 There is a pair of Stocks by every Watch-
House, to secure *Night Ramblers in. 1853 JAMES Agnes
Sorel (1860) I. 4 A group of night-ramblers walked along.
1596 SPENSER ^State Jrel. Wks. (Globe) 681/1 Wherby
theeves and *night robbers might be more easely pursued.
1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 556 Edom shall be whdlly spoiled,
more then an house by Night -robbers. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.
Wat. (1834) II. 362 The hardiness of the night-robber.
1814 G. HANGER To A II Sportsmen 96 That desperate gang
of night-shooters is totally broken up. 1611 FLORIO,
Ciuettini, .. wanton or effeminate lads, *night-sneakers.
1707 J. STEVENS tr. Quevedo s Com. Wks. (1709,1 55 A Spark,
who boasted he did not fear any Spirits or &quot;Night-Specters.
a 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1866) I. 269 These ^night-spirits
begat purgatory. ., as one serpent hatcheth another. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. 357 To sleepe securely, without any
dread of night-spirits, c 1820 S. ROGERS ltaly{i&y$ 97 To
be proclaimed a ruffian, a *night-stabber. 1640 BF. REY
NOLDS Passions Wks. (1679) 636*N!ght-talkers, who cannot
be said to be thoroughly asleep, nor perfectly awaked. 1382
WYCLIF John x. 10 A *ni3t theef cometh not, no but that
he stele, and sle, and leese. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phrascol.
Gen, (1693) 1082 Night-thieves, house-breakers. 1802
BLOOMFIELD Rural Tales 64 The lone *n:ght-trav ller s

fancy. 1483 Cath. Angl. 255/1 A *Nighte waker, nocti-
Z agus. 1874 W. P. MACKAY Grace fy Truth iv, He is en-

gaged to be a night-watchman.

d. With the names of animals, birds, etc. (some
times in specific use), as night-adder^ -ape, -beast,

-butterfly, -churr, -cod, -crake, -cur, -dog, -fowl,

-gnat, -herring,-inonkey, -monster, -moth, -sivallo-v,

-wale, -warbler. Alsoy?^., as night-bat ^ -hound,
-howlet, -steed, -toad.

1834 PRTNGLE Afr. Sk. 280 There are several species of
snakes which have come under my own observation, such as
the A/-5/(ip (*night-adder). 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon
xii. (1864) ^96 A third interesting genus of monkeys found
near Ega are the nyctipitheci, or night-apes. 1658 tr.

Bergcrac s Satyr. Charac. xii. 47, I send, .the Hob-goblins,
the haggs, the night bats. 1847 HALLIWELL, Night-bat,
a ghost. North. 1600 SURFLET Cojintrie Farme vn. xliii.

872 The flesh of &quot;&quot;night-beastes, that is to say such as file

about in the night. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbnch s Husb. iv.

(1586) 188 The Anight Butterflie, that flieth about the
candell. 1743 M. CATESBY Nat. Hist. (1754) II. 84 The four-

eyed Night Butterfly. .(Phalxna Luna). 1855 Orr^s Circle

Sci,, Org. Nat. III. 343 It is to this note that the bird is

indebted for its name of Nightjar or *Nightchurr. 1888
GOODE Amer. Fishes 343 Sometimes a school of Codfish
will bite at night ; these the fishermen call *Night Cod \
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 639/40 Hec mcticorax, &quot;nyght-

crake. 1576 FLEMING tr. Cains Dogs in Arb. Garner III.

241 Farmers. .call this kind of dog a *Night Cur; because
he hunteth in the dark. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV, v. v. 252
When *night-dogges run, all sorts of Deere are chac d.
c 1616 FLETCHER & MASS. Thierry $ Theod. i. i, Let night-
dogs tear me .. Ere I forsake my sphere! 1824 SYMMONS
sKschyltis Agamemnon 3 Like a night-dog still Fix d to my
post. 1883 R. GROOM Great Dane 13 He has been used
as a night-dog with great success, a 1225 Ancr. R. 142
pe *nihtfuel uli3 bi nihte, & bbit ine f&amp;gt;eosternesse his fode.

1830 TENNYSON Mariana. 26 Waking she heard the night-
fowl crow. 1530 PALSGR. 248/1 *Night gnat, singalte. 1758
BINNELL Descr. Thames 227 Fishers distinguish their

Herrings into six different Sorts : As the Fat Herring, ..the

*Night Herring which is of a middle Size. 1673 R. HEAD
Canting Acaet. 30 The Constable, .let loose a couple of his

*Night-hounds. 1817 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxiv, O, the most
egregious *night-howlets ! 1871 KISGSLEY At Last xvii,
A beautiful little *Kight-Monkey, belonging to the Purser.

1896 O. FORBES Hand-bk. Primates I. 152 The Night-
Monkeys are small and elegant animals covered with long
hair. 1611 BIBLE Isa, xxxiv. 14 The shrichowle \inarg..

Or, *night-monster] also shall rest there. 1859 MEREDITH
R, Fevtrel xliii, A large white *night-moth flitted through
the dusk. 1895 C. HOLLAND Japanese Wife 69 Huge, soft-

winged night-moths which circle round the light of our
lanterns. 1841 BRYANT Hunter s Serenade Wks. (1891) 122

The *night-sparrow trills her song All night, with none to

hear. 1629 MILTON Hymn. Nativ. xxvi. The yellow-skirted
Fayes, Fly after the *

Night-steeds, leaving their Moon-
lov d maze. 1799 CAMPBELL Pleas. Hope Wks. (1837) 32
Chased on his night-steed by the star of day. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI. 223/2 Night-Jars, the English name of those

*Night-Swallows vernacularly termed Goat-suckers. 1681

OTWAY Soldier s Fort.v.i, Get ye gone, ye Dogs, ye Rogues,
ye *Night Toads. 15.. Parl. Byrdes 161 in Hazl. E. P. P.

Ill, 175 Then said the *night whale with his hed gray, He
shameth us with his parlament aray. 1885 SWAINSON Prov.
Names Birds 27 The name of &quot;night warbler is also given
to this bird [the reed-sparrow], because its cry may be heard
at almost all hours.

e. With names of plants, as night-jasmine ,

-primrose, -tree, -weed, -willow-herb.
1866 Treas. Bot. 796/2 Nyctanthes, Arbor tristis, the

*Night-Jasmine of India, is a shrub or small tree of the

Jasminaeete. 1881 CABLK Mtne. Delphine ix. 49 The bush
of night-jasmine. 1849 CKAIG,

*
Nightprimrose, The plant

(Enothera biennis is so called, because its flowers usually

weed and thorn overshadowed the place. 1847 DARLINGTON
Amer. Weeds (1860) 136 Biennial CEnothera. Evening Prim
rose. *Night Willow-herb.

14. Special combs., as night-bag, a travelling-

bag containing necessaries for the night ; fnight-
blain, a chilblain ; night-blood, blood drawn
from a patient by night, for microscopical exami

nation; night-blue, a recent name for various

bines, esp. those which retain the colour under

WIGHT.
I artificial light ; night-boat, (a) a boat used by

night; () a passenger-boat which crosses by
night; night-bolt, an inside bolt serving to secure
a door by night; f night-book (?}; f night-
cape,^, a wife; night-cart, a cart used in re

moving filth by night; f night-cat (see quot.) ;

night-cloud, the form of cloud known as stratus
;

night-dial, f (a) a transparent clock-dial or face

which is lighted from behind at night; (fr)
a dial

which shows the time by means of the moon s

shadow (Cent. Diet.} ; night-eater (nonee-wd.), a
flea ; night-eyed a, capable of seeing in the night
time

; -j* night-farmer gong-farmer, GONG 1
;

f night-foe, a chilblain
; f night-hooker, one

who steals by night; f night-lying, bed-time;
f night-magistrate, a constable (B.E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, a 1 700) ; night-old a., done, gathered, etc.,

on the previous day; f night-runner = NIGHT-
WALKER i

; night-sight = XYCTALOPIA ; night-
singer, a bird that sings by night ; spec, the sedge-
warbler

; f night-snap, a night-thief; night-
star, (a) a star when shining by night; (6} the

I evening-star ; night-stool (see NIGHT-CHAIR) ;

night-terror, a state of terror in which children

I

sometimes awake during the night ; f night-

trader, a prostitute; f night-tub, a tub contain

ing filth or night-soil; night-water, water which
collects or is stored during the night; t night-
worm, (a) a treacherous comrade

; () a prosti

tute; (c) a glow-worm; night-yard (see quot.).
1667 FEPYS Diary 13 June, They did go by the coach. .,

with about i3oo/. in gold in their night-bag. 1691 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2666/4 A White Dimity Night-Bag, .in which
was Linnen, and other things. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 37
Eloudie-falls or *night blains. 1897 Allbutfs Sysf. Med.
II. 1084,56 slides of *night-blood from 56 cases of elephant
iasis. 1891 THORPE Diet. Applied Chem. II. 698 *Night-
blue. 1843 6. C. HALL Ireland III. 276 There is also a
more cumbrous vessel called a night-boat

1

. 1891 KILLING
Light that Failed (1900) 153 They were going by the Dover
night-boat. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 568 Ere you sleep ..

drop the *nigntbolt, 1862 Catal. Internat. Kxhib., Brit.
Div. II. No. 5978 Mortise balance night bolt, and an

improved night-latch. 1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIV. 56

Suffering his name to remain upon the debtor ide of a

*night-book for years. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. 11. i. 316, I fear

Cassio with my v
Night-Cape too. 1851 MAYHEW Lond.

Labour (1865) II. 511/2 Who drive the &quot;night-carts to and
from. .the cesspools. 1860 MASSEY Hist. Eng. (1865) III.

381 The prisoners were charged with having provided arm%
and instruments called &quot;night-cats, for impeding the action
of cavalry in the streets. 1862 Chamber&s Rncycl. III. 86

Stratus, fall or &quot;^night-cloud, . . is a widely extended hori-

; zontal sheet. 1670-98 LASSF.LS Voy, Italy\. 30 The &quot;Night-

j

dial shews by alighted lamp set behind it, the hours of the

night. 1626 BRETON FaJitastickes Sept., The Innes now
i begin to prouide for ghests, and the &quot;&quot;night-eaters in the stable

pinch the Trauailer in his bed. 1603 h&amp;gt;. JONSON Sejanns iv.

v, I dare tell you . . That our *night-eyed Tiberius doth not

see His minion s drifts. 1620 MIDDLETON World Tost at
Tennis C 2 Tis a poor living... Sol. Tis somewhat better

then the *night-farmer yet. 1647 LILLY Chr, Asirol. cxlix.

633 He makes Night-farmers, Slaughter-men, sweepers
of channels, &c. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx, xx. II. 70 Cori

ander ..cureth the *night-foes or chilblanes. Ibid. xix.

iv. 12 These slie theeves and ^night-hookers .. committed
such fellonious outrages. 1456 Paston Lett. I. 369 They
avaunted of it when he of Lynne came by him at *ny^t
lyeng. c xooo Laws of Ifie 73 in Thorpe Laws I. 148 3 f

hit
bij&amp;gt;

*niht-eald
bieff&amp;gt;. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vir. 296

Laborers. . Deyne not to dyne a day niht-olde wortes. 14..

Vergilius in Thorns E. Eng. Prose Kom. (1858) II. 40 How
the *nyght ronners, and yll doers myght be ryd out of the

stretes. 1822-34 Good s Study filed, (ed. 4) III. 144

Nyctalopia has necessarily been made to import day-sight
instead of ^night-sight. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxiv.

(1818) II. 401 The Fitlgorx appear to be &quot;night-singers.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 230/1 The Nightingale, or night

singer, is a migratory bird. 1885 SWAINSON jPror. Names
Birds 28 Sedge Warbler, ..night singer (Ireland). 1620

FLETCHER Chances n. i, These fellows Were *
night-snaps.

1811 SHELLEY St. Iivyne in, vi, Till the *night-stars shone

through the cloudless air. 1823 JOANNA BAILLIE Poems 48
Where sober evening s primrose pale, To greet the night-

star, blows. 1838 ELIZA COOK Awayfrom the revel iv. It

is twilight ;
the night-star is up. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARD

SON Chem. Technol.(z&. 2) I. 246 Each cell. .contains a

gas-burner and a *night-stool. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med.
IV. 717 Suffocative &quot;night-terrors often occur. 1899 Ibid.

VIII. 218 Many excellent monographs on night terrors have

appeared. 1629 MASSINGER Picture r. ii, All kinds of

females, from the *mght-trader I the street. .To the great

lady in her cabinet, a 16x6 B. JONSON E#igr, t
On. Fam.

Voy. 64 As at the muster Of all your night-tubs, when the

carts do cluster. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 504 A
drain half a mile long, and a reservoir for the &quot;night-water.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 319 On the supposi
tion that., the night-water was saved. i43o-;4o

LYDG.
Bochas i. xix. (1554) 36 Suffre no *night worm within your
counsell crepe. 1605 DANIEL Queen s Arcadia i. iii, Bed-

Brokers, Night-Worms and Impressitors. 1774 MASON
Poems 222 (Jod.), Like a nest of night-worms they did

glitter, Sprinkling the plain with brightness. 1851 MAYHEW
Lond. Labour \\. 216 The *night-yards, or the places where
the contents of the cess-pools are deposited.

Night (nsit), v. Forms: 4-6 nyghte, (4

nyhte, 5 ny;te, 6 nyghtt-), 5-6 St. nycht,
nicht, (7 nich) ; 7- night, [f. the sb. Cf. OHG.
nahten (G. nachten, and dial. nachten\ ON. ndtta

(Norw. and MSw. natta
y
Da.



NIGHT-BIRD. 144 NIGHTFALL.

1. intr. To spend or pass the night ; to remain

or lodge for the night. Now rare.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7730 He nyghtede yn a

wasteyne, J?ere he sagh no stede certeyne. 1435 MiSYN/Yr*
ofLove 46 For criste, to vs to pray, ensaumpylgaf qwhen in

prayer allon in be hyll [he] nyghtyd. 150^ in Antiq. Ref&amp;gt;.

(1808) II. 256 Upon the morowe he nyghtedat his castell of

Wyndsore. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vn. 335 Leauing these

Mountaynes. .and passing the Townes of Antibo and Cana,
to night at Furges. a 1670 SPALDING Troub, Chas, I (1850)
II. 6 Thay nichit for thair awin pay in the oldtoun. 1786
A. GIB Sacr. Contempt, i.

y.
i. 138 The words translated

abideth nott strictly mean nighteth not, passeth not a night.
1818 HOGG Tales, Brownie ofBodsbeck (1866) 56 You and I

shall never night thegither again in the same house. 1886
R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. {abr. ed.) I. 88 Would Heaven
we had never entered this house, but had rather nighted
on the mounds and heaps outside the city !

fig. 1-1440 Gesta Rom. xlvii. (Add. MS.) 205 He entrede
..the wombe of the blissede Virgyne.and there he nyghted
from the tyme of his conception vnto his birthe.

t b. To cease work for the night. Ohs. rare -1
.

1529 Burgh Rec. Stirling (1887) I. 35 Till entyr to his

werk at day lycht in the morwyng, laifat half hour to twelf

at none, and nycht at ewyn.

f-
2. impers. To turn to night ;

to grow dark.

Also with dat. of person. 06s.
r 1374 CHAUCER Troylnsv. 515 Into tyme that it gan to

nyghie, They speken of Cryseyde. 1390 GOWER Conf. II.

293 A while er it began to nyhte, A povere man..Cam
forth walkende. c 1425 WvHTOUH Cron. vm. xxvi. 3437 It

nychtyd fast : and thai Thowcht till abyd thare to the day.
c 1475 Rauf Coifyar 40 Kuill lykand was the Kyng, it

nichlit him sa lait. 1500-20 DUNBAR Pcents v. 15 Alt ane
ailhous neirpievin], it nyghttit thaim thare.

f b. Of the night : To comedown, to fall. Obs.~ l

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Prfv. Priv. 153 Nero in ill tyme
hym myght not Suffice the lordshupp of Solerne ther as the

day dawyth, nethyr of galerne the baillie, ther as the nyght
nyghtyth.

1 3. In passive. To be overtaken by night, to

be benighted. Obs.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 1437 They were nyghtyd in a wode

thyck. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. xxv. 153 They cam
in to a depe forest, and by fortune they were ny5ted. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 133 b, Yf it fortune them to be

nyghted, and the gates of the cite where they wold rest

shutte. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 101 Theire desire
is to buy soone, that they may be goinge betimes, for feare

of beinge nighted.

Ni ght-bird. [f. NIGHT sb. + BIRD.]
1. A bird of nocturnal habits ; one that is chiefly

(or only) heard or seen by night; esp. the owl or

nightingale.
Also given as a local name for the Moorhen and the Manx

Shearwater (Swainson).
1608 SHAKS. Per. iv. Introd. 26 When to the lute She sung,

What time she pours her wild, and artless song. 1797
COLERIDGE France i, Ye Woods ! that listen to the night- :

birds singing. 1819 SHELLEY Similes ii, As two gibbering
night-birds flit From their bowers of deadly yew. 1840
Cuviers Anitn. Kingd. 195 The Moth-hunters have the
same light, soft plumage.. that characterizes other night-
birds. 1890 R. BQLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (i8c&amp;gt;i) 215 The
..sound of the night-bird broke the profound, .silence.

2 transf. Of persons : One who goes about at

night ; a night-thief.
1:1546 CROWLEY Confut. Shaxton E iij b, For the daye

birdes can holde theymselues contente wyth thys lyght.
As for the lurkinge night byrds that fle the lyghte [etc.].

1618 DALTON Countr. Just. 66 For as one saieth, such

Night-walkers (or night birds) are ominous. 1646 BOYLF, in

Birch Life B s.Wks. 1772 I. p. xxix,These night-birds used to

exercise their charity in easing weary travellers of. .money
and portmanteaus, a 1721 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks.
(1729) 122 When o er his Cups this Night- Bird chirping sits.

Ni ght-blindness. Path. [f. NIGHT sb. +
BLINDNESS. Cf. Du. nachtblindheid

t G. -heit,

Sw. nattblindhet.]
= NYCTALOPIA.

1754 Med. Obs.
&amp;lt;V Inq. (1776) I. 120 Galen explains the

word by a night-blindness. 1814 [see HEMERALOPIA]. 1834
Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 184/1 Night-blindness has been
described as endemic in different countries. 1887 MOLONEY
Forestry W&quot;. Afr. 375 In Travancore the juice from them
is applied in cases of night-blindness. 1898 Allbutt s Syst.
Med. V. 597 A man.. will not show night-blindness, unless
he be also exposed to very bright light.

So Niffht-blind a.

1898 Allbutt s Syst. Med, V. 597 Perfectly vigorous well-
fed men, if exposed to sufficient glare, become night-blind.

Nrght-cap. [f. NIGHT J. + CAP sb^\
1. A covering for the head, worn especially in bed.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 609 She him saugh, up sittinge

in his sherte, In bis night-cappe, and with his nekke lene.

14. . Rule Syon Monast. liii. in Collect. Topogr. I. (1834) 31
Up on ther nedes they may have a nyghte kerchyf and a

nyghte cappe, 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 142 Purse, dagger,
cloke, nyght cap, kerchef. 1588 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castan-
hedas Cong. E. Ind. \. iii. 9 Making exchaunge of certaine
red nightcaps with the Negroes for Bracelets of I uory. 1602
2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnnss i. v, Ther s a fellow with a

night cap on his head. 1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Riveritts \. \,

7 If by Fumes he find pain in his head, you may only per
fume his night-caps every evening. 1711 STEELE Sped.
No. 260 F i That some Ladies, -may be persuaded to wear
warm Night-Caps this cold Season. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson
(1831) I. 234 With his little black wig on the top of his head,
instead of a night-cap. 1836 MARRYAT Japhet \\, His head
was covered with a white nightcap. 1887 BESANT The
World Went i, His head, covered with a padded silk night
cap, was sunk deep in the pillows.

fb. Night-cap wig, ?a close-fitting wig re

sembling a night-cap. Obs.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 26 p 4 Some new Alteration in

our Night-cap-Wigs and Pockets. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 129 P 10 A Gentleman that had accoutered himself
in a Night-Cap Wig [etc.]. 1829 LYTTON Devereux u. i,

A tall, gaunt fellow, in a coat covered with tarnished lace,

a night-cap wig [etc.].

2. In transf. or Jig. applications, f Honeys}
nightcap^ a halter.

1593, etc. [see HORSE sb. 27]. c t&n Roxb. Ball. (1891)
VII. 360 His Wife too will scoff, when he comes lamely off,

And give him a Night-cap of Horn. 1770 Gentl. Mag. XL.
560 To express the Condition of an Honest Fellow and no
Flincher under the Effects of good Fellowship he is said

to ., [have] Got his Night Cap on. 1850 THACKERAY Pen-
dennis xxxix, Foker.. voted Erith a prig and a dullard, the

nightcap of the House of Commons.

t b. A nocturnal bully. Obs. rare.

1623 WEBSTER Duchess Klalfi it, i, Be sure you are taken
for one of the prime night-caps. Devils Law Case u. i,

Among a shoal or swarm of reeking night-caps.

C. A cloud of mist covering a mountain-top.
1626 BACON Sylva 819 They say in Wales, When certain

Hills have their Night-caps on, they mean mischief. 1817
PAULDING Letters^from South I. 160 It is a rainy morn
ing; the mountains have all got on their nightcaps of
mist.

3. An alcoholic drink taken immediately before

going to bed in order to induce sleep.
1818 The Cook s Oracle (ed. 2) 503 A pint of table beer,

(or Ale, if you make it for a Night-Cap ) [etc.]. 1829
MARRYAT F. Mildmay xxiii, A pint of hot brandy and water

..by way of a nightcap. 1862 SALA Accepted Addr. 118

Drinks .. cunningly compounded .. by way of night-caps.
1887 T. A. TROLLOPE IVhat I remember II. ii. 21, I neither

took, or cared to take, any wjne with my dinner, and never
wanted any description of nightcap .

atirib. 1844 HEWLETT Parsons fy W. xlv, The only glass
that a man ought to take solus is.. the night-cap tumbler.

Hence Ni ght-capped (-kcept) a.
t
covered with,

or wearing, a night-cap or night-caps.
a 1658 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 230 When the sick sea with

turbants night-cap d was. 1826 POUSDEN France $ It, 3
A squalid night-capped set of gentlemen. 1873 MRS. H.
WOOD Master of Greylands ix, The window.. was flung
open.., and Mrs. Bent s night-capped head came out.

Nrght-cellar. [f. NIGHT sb. + CELLAR st.]
A cellar serving as a tavern or place of resort

during the night for persons of the lowest class.

a 1743 SAVAGE Wks. 1775 II. 271, I generally, .spend the

evening with him at a night cellar in the Strand. 1796
BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. VIII. 188 By digging a night-
cellar for such thieves, murderers, and house-breakers as
ever infested the world. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xvi,

Night-cellars, .for the reception and entertainment of the
most abandoned of both sexes. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum.
v. (1858) 243 How the thief divides his booty and drinks his

punch at the night-cellar.

Nrgh.t-ch.air. [f. NIGHT sb. + CHAIR j^.]
A close-stool or commode for use by night.
1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees^ 398, v nyght chares.

1763 C. JOHNSTON Reverie II. 259 He unluckily cast his

eye on the night-chair ..and never considering what it was,
brought it out. 1825 GOOD Study Med. (ed. 2) II. 549
Four, .patients, ofwhom one had used the same night-chair.
1888 FAGGE & PYE-SMITH Princ. $ Pract. Med. (ed. 2} I.

189 The same night-chairs were used by both sets of

patients.

Ni ght-clothes. [f. NIGHT sb. + CLOTHES.
Cf. G. nachtkleid) Da. natkfader, Sw. nattkladcr.~\
1. Such clothes as are usually put on- at night

immediately before going to bed.
1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. HI. i, Tis not yet proud

day:.. the unpranked world Wears yet the night-clothes.
1674 tr. Scheffer s Lapland 90 Besides these garments.,
they have also other which they use a nights, such as are
called night-cloathes, for they have no feather beds. 1818
SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxxiv, Here they found the unfortunate

firl.
.; her night clothes torn and dabbled with blood. 1846

IRS. CARLYLE Let. to Carlyle 23 Aug., Left me in total

darkness, to scramble into my night-clothes as I could. 1896
Daily News 17 Aug. 6/6 The bodies, which lay side by side
in bed in night clothes, were in a composed attitude.

f 2. Neglige or informal dress worn in the even

ing. Obs.

1667 PEPYS Diary 24 Dec., My Lady Castlemaine, who
looked prettily in her night-clothes. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 2 F 2 These Nightclothes, Moll, become thee mightily.
1737 MRS. DELANEY Life fy Corr. (1861) II. 6 The suit of

night-clothes I have pitched on for you are charming : it is

grounded Brussels. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxxi, I

dressed myself in a new pink sattin gown and my best laced

night-cloaths.

Ni ght-crow. Now arch. [f. NIGHT sb. -f

CROW sbt *\ A bird supposed to croak or cry in

the night and to be of evil omen ; prob. an owl or

nightjar. Cf, NIGHT-RAVEN.
1340 Nominate (Skeat) 794 Nytcrowe [T?,fresoie] and

watirfynch. 1382 WYCLIF Lev. XL 16 An ostriche, and a

ny^t crowe [L. noctna}* and a coote. c 1440 Promp. Pa*~v.

356/1 Nyghte crowe, nict(ic}orax. 1308 FISHER 7 Penit.
Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 152 The nyght crowe or the oule. 1545
ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb). 52 On the nighte time.. nyghte
crowes and poulcattes, . . with all other vermine, and noysome
beastes vse mooste styrringe. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. M, v.

vi. 45 The Ow!e shriek d. .,The Night-Crow cry de, aboding
lucklesse time. 1614 Sfourge Venus (1876) 30 ! hese goblins,

lich-fouls, Owls, and night-crows to At murthers raile. 1631
P. FLETCHER Piscatory Eclog. i, No shrieking owl, no
night-crow lodgeth here, 1825 SCOTT Talism. v, A voice.,

resembling that of the night-crow more than any sound
which is heard by daylight.

b. transf. Applied abusively to persons.
1570 FOXE A.ffM. (ed. 2) 174 I neede not admonish thee

to smell out the blinde practises of these night crowes.
c 1613 ROWLANDS Four Knaves (Percy Soc.) 88 Such night-
crowes and owles, That lurke in bushes, . . And cowardly
upon a man will set. 1658 J. JONES Ovids Ibis 27 The just
judgment of God upon an unmerciful father provoked by
the false suggestions of a femal night-crow.

Nrght-dress. [f. NIGHT sb. + DRESS sb.]
A night-gown or other dress intended for wear

during the night.
1712-14 POPE Rape Lock iv. 38 The fair ones feel such

maladies as these, When each new night-dress gives a new
disease. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) iy. 38
[She] put on a sumptuous bedgown, with a suitable night-
dress for her head. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer Ii, Bound
ing down the hill, in

t
her night-dress. 1865 TREVELYAN

Cawnpore 9 A silk shirt and linen drawers, the universal

night dress of the East. 1897 HUGHES Medit. Fever v. 188
The comfort of this form of garment, be it night-dress or

suit, will be most evident.

So fM i-glit-dressing )
= NIGHT-CLOTHES 2. Obs.

1622 MABBE tr. Alemans Guzman o?Alf. \\. 42 The
Countesse put mee into a night-dressing ; and a Smocke.
1662 PEPYS Diary 6 Jan., My wife s neglect in leaving of
her scarf, waistcoat, and night-dressings in the coach.

Ni ghted, ///. a.
[f. NIGHT v. + -ED!.]

1. Made dark or black as night, rare.

1604 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. (Q. 2) 68 Good Hamlet, cast thy
nighted [1623 nightly] colour off. 1605 Lear iv. v. 13
Edmund, I thinke, is gone In pitty of his misery, to dis

patch
His nighted life. [1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI. 334/2

I o show that Romeo ever had many moments in which he
could naturally throw his nighted colour off.J

fb. Pertaining to the night. Obs. rare~ l
.

1605 DRAYTON Man in the Moone 37 Now the goodly
Moone Was in the Full, and at her Nighted Noone.
2. Overtaken by night, benighted. Alsoyf^-.
1640 GLAPTHORNE WalltnsUm in. iii. Wks. 1874 II. 40

Like those fire drakes, Mis-guiding nighted travellers.

1765 [E. THOMPSON] Meretriciad 39 So have I seen a
brilliant Star retire, And leave the nighted lover in the mire.
1810 SCOTT Lady &fL. \\. xxxii, Upon the nighted pilgrim s

way. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil II. 67 His reeling ship, . .him
self e en steered her in the nighted waves.

t Ni ghten, . Obs. rare.
[f.

NIGHT sb. + -EN 5.]

intr. To grow dark, to become night.
1561 EoEN^/r/^ Nauig. I. vii, To them itnyghteneth three

houres soner then vnto vs in Spaine. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
61/31 To Nighten, adnesperascere.

Ni ghter. [f. NIGHT sb. + -ER 1
.] A second

element in certain combs., as all-nightert one who
spends all the night in some occupation, etc.

;

first-nighter, one who attends the first ordinary

public performance of a play.
1882 DION BOUCICAULT in Daily News 23 Nov. 6/7 Persons

who call themselves first nighters ..who attend the pro
duction of all important plays. 1895 Outing (U ,S.) XXVI.
436/2 An all-nighter and a * rounder ,

a robber of hen
roosts and nests.

t Ni gliterly, a. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [irreg. f. NIGHT

sb. ; cf. easterly, etc.] Nightly.
1559 MORWYNG E-vonym. 94 If thou make a cake of meale

knod with nigbterly dew of saint John.

t Ni gh.tern, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. NIGHT
sb. ; cf. easternt etc.] Nocturnal.

1615 BRATuwAiT^/ra//rtift7(i878) 279 In this silent course

of nighterne race, with quick recourse he runs vnto the

place. Ibid. 30^ The Nignterne owle, that night wil cease
from prey, howling by night as she did howle by day.

t Ni-ghtertale. Obs. Chiefly Mrti.nd Sc.

Forms: 4 naghter-, na^tter- ; niht(t)er*, ui-

ther-, nyther-, nijt(t)er-, 4-5 ny3ter-, (4 -tur-),

5 nyght(t)er-, Sc. nichtir-, nychter-,(-tyr-), 4-6
nighter-, (5 -tir-) ;

also 4-5 -tall(e, 5 (7) -taile,

-tayl(l)e. [Prob. of Scand. origin, and perh. an

alteration of the synonymous ON. *nahtar-9 later

ndttarf&amp;gt;el (f.
ndttar gen. ofndtt night +fe! ground

work, stuff, substance, heart, bottom), by substitu

tion of the more familiar tale reckoning, count, for

the original second element of the compound.]
Night-time, the night. Only in phrases by^ on,

itpon t
a

t
ivith

t of, (the) nighUrtale, by night,

during the night.
a 1300 Cursor Af. 2991 Vp ras

l&amp;gt;e king, on nighter tale.

Ibid. 11506 Wit naghtertale he went o tun. c 1300 Havelok

2025 Hwo mithe so mani stonde ageyn, Bi nither tale,

knith or swein ? c 1386 CHAUCER Cant. T. ProL
^97 By

nightertale He sleep namore than dooth a nightingale.

(1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3849 By nyghtertale he

wasslaynbykyng darie. \q$$Anc.Cal. Rec. Dublin (1889)

287 Hyt was ordeynyt that no maner beger..walke by
nyghtertall abegyn. 1497 North Riding Rec. (1894) 189

[He] with Force and armz of the nyghtertall sent hys. .

seruantis to the Castell. 1530 PALSGR. 803 A nyghtertale,
de nuyct. x6.. in Calthrop Reports (1670) 131 That yee
do provide . . that the Lanthornes with Light by Nighter-
taile in old manner accustomed be hanged forth.

Ni ghtfall. [f. NIGHT sb. + FALL jj.i]

1. The coming on of night ; the time of dusk.

1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple ii. iv, No man is seen to

come into this house after nightfall. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.
xx, Whenever I approached a peasant s house towards

nightfall, I played one of my most merry tunes. i8ia L.

HUNT in Examiner 24 Aug. 538/1 By night-fall the enemy
had betaken themselves to flight. f*MMACAULAV/ftrt &amp;lt;wi

xii. III. 342 The traveller at nightfall would have found the

inn where he had expected to sup and lodge deserted. 1867
TKOLLOPE Chron. Barset II. Ivi. 133 Had he talked on the

subject till nightfall no such word would have been spoken.



NIGHT-FIRE.

2. (See quot.) So Nig-ht-falling
1

, rare ~.
1611; COTGRAVE, La. groiiee des fruicts, that fruit which

falls in the night; wind-falls, night-falls, night-wind-falls.
1632 SHERWOOD, The night-fallings of fruites.

Ni ght-fire. [f. NIGHT sb. + FIRE j.]
fl. An ignis fatuus, will o

1

the wisp. Obs. rarer-l
.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Dotage i, Foolish night-fires,
..Chases in Arras, guilded emptinesse.
2. A fire kindled at, or for the, night ; a fire

which burns by night.
1812 BYRON Ch. Plar. n. Ixxi, On the smooth shore the

night-fires brightly blazed. 1839-52 BAILEY Festus 18 Un
said thoughts, Which prey upon the breast like night-fires
on A heath. 1851 Zoologist IX. 3125 Rough notes of
a day s gleanings, scrawled by the light of the hissing
night-fire.

Ni ght-flower. [f. NIGHT sb. + FLOWER
j/&amp;gt;.]A flower that opens or blooms during the night.

1731 MEDLEY Kolbcrfs Cape G. Hope II. 238 The Cape
Europeans call all the Sorts [of Geranium Africanum}
Night-Flowers. 1810 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) II.

343 Examined the night-flower, dissected it, and brought it

home to preserve. 1866 SHUCKARD Brit. Bees 12 Although
many flowers are night-flowers, yet the very large majority
expand during the day. 1874 LUBBOCK Wild Flowers ii,

Night-flowers, moreover, are generally pale.

Kl glit-flowering, a.
[f. NIGHT sb. 1 2 a. +

FLOWKRING ///. a.] blooming by night.
1810 M. CUTLER in Life* etc. (1888) II. 342 Saw the

cactus grandiflora, or night-flowering cereus. 1849 BALFOUR
Man. Bot. 883 Some of the plants are noted as night-
flowering. 1855 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. 1. 138 The Night-
flowering Stock (Matthiola tristis).

Ni glit-fly. [f. NIGHT si). + FLY
j&amp;lt;M]

1. A fly which is active or frequent by night.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. i. n Why rather

(Sleepe)
lyest thou in smoakie Cribs,.. And huisht with bussing
Night-flyes to thy slumber? 1767 G. S. CAREY Hills
Hybla 2 Chasing the night-fly and the buzzing gnat. 1824
SYMMONS Agamemnon. 81 Scared by the night-fly s solitary
buzz. 1895 RIDER HAGGAKD HeartofWorld y\v^ Great fish

rising in pursuit of some night-fly.

2. An artificial fly used in fishing.
1799 G. SMITH Laboratory 11.306 White night-fly. This

fly is, in my opinion, preferable to the former. 1856 STONE-
HENCE* Brit. Rnral Sports 246/1 The mealy-white night-
fly. Ibid., The mealy-brown night-fly.

Ni gilt-flying, a.
[f.

NIGHT $b. 1 2 a + FLY
ING///, a.} That flies by night.
1831 RENNIE Montagu s Ornith. Diet. 337 Nocturnal

moths and other night-flying insects. 1835-6 Todays Cycl.
Anat. I. 324/2 Digestion may be supposed to go on less

actively in the. .night-flying Owls. 1866 SHUCKARD Brit.
JBees 13, I am not aware of a single instance of a night-
flying bee.

t Ni glltgale. Obs. Forms : i necti-, nectse-

galre, neecteegela, nacthegel, ncecte-, nehtee-,
neehtegale, nihtegala, 1-3 nihte-, 3-4 nyhte-,
5-6 nyght(e)-, 5 nightgale, (Sc. nicht-). [OE.
n$hte-t nihtegale^ etc. = OS. nahta-, nahtigala

(MDu. naehtcgal, -gael, Du. -gaal} y OHG. nahta-^

nahte-, nahtigala^ etc. (MHG. nahtegal, G. nach-

tigall}* ON. nxtrgali (Da. nattergal^ Sw. nakter-

gal}t f. Teut. naht- NIGHT sb. +galan to sing, GALE
z*.1] The nightingale.
4:725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) L 330 Luscinia, naectegale.

Ibid. A 121 Achalantis,., nehtfgafe. 01250 Owl $ Night
ingale (Jesus MS.) 4 Iherde ich hplde grete tale An vie and
one nyhtegale. Ibid. 13 pe nihtegale bigon bo speke.
01310 in Wright Lyric P. 92 When the nyhtegale singes,
the wodes waxen grene. f 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv.

117 Laneres, sagres, sperhawkes, nyghtgales syngand, and
papeiays spekand. 1435 MISYN Fire ofLove 102 It is sayd
pe nyghtgale to songe & melody all nyght is gyfyn. c 1450
HOLLAND Howlat 715 The blyth Lark that begynnis, And
the Nychtgalis. 1483 Catft. Angl. 254/2 A Nyghte gale ;

filoutena.

Ni ght-gear. [f. NIGHT sb. + GEAR sb.]
1. = NIGHT-CLOTHES, f Also//.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comnt. 235 Havynge nothyng

upon hym, but his cloke caste aboute hym, and hys nyghte
;re. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s Argents in. viii. 179
aking out my night-geare, he.. placed&quot; mee in the Ship,

c 1645 HowELL Lett. I. v. vii, The Dutches. .came in her

night-geers from her Bed-Chamber. 1847 LYTTON Lucretia

(1853) 346 She stood in her long night-gear on the floor.

1861 All Year RonndV. 13 The young Duke haled the old
Duke. .Thus, in his night gear, down the turret stair.

f2. Liquor for night-drinking. Obs* rare 1
.

1593 NASHE Pierce Penniless Wks. (Grosart) II. 79 Thou
that vsest to drinke nothing but scalding lead and sulphur
in hell, thou are not so greedie of thy night-geare.

Ni ght-glass. Naut. [f. NIGHT sb. + GLASS

s&.i] A short refracting telescope especially con

structed for use during the night.
1779 NELSON 13 May in Nicholas

1

Di$p. (1845) I. 28, I

have lost a very fine Brig, . . I am sure for want of a

Night-glass. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i. xvii, The night-glass

through the narrow bay Discovers where the Pacha s

galleys lay. 1884 PAE Eustace xix. 242 Randolph stood

upon the deck of his cutter with a night-glass at his eye.

Ni ght-gown. [f-
NIGHT sb. + GOWN $b.~\

1. A loose gown specially used for putting on at

(or during the) night in place of the ordinary
clothes

;
a dressing-gown. Now only Hist*

a 1400 Bk. Curtasye 483 in Babees Bk., pen bryngis
he forthe ny^tgoun also, And spredys a tapet and qwys-
shens two. 1541 Rutland MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV.

321 Rydyng to Hwlle, to bere my Lorde a nyght gowne,
liij.?. 1546 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 240 A gowne furrid

withe lambe whiche is my nyghte gowne. 1582 N. LICHE-

VOL. VI.

145

FIELD tr. Castanhedals Cong. E. Ind. 155 His night gowne
was made of blacke Veluet, after the French use laced

about, with lase of golde. 1607 DBKKER & WEBSTER Sir T.

IVyatt Wks. 1873 III. 128 Pleaseth the Lady lane, ile

helpe her oflf with her night-Gowne. 1667 PEPVS Diary
27 Aug., She.. ran out in her smock into her aviary. .; and
thither her woman brought her her nightgown. 1683 Land.
Gaz, No. 1871/4 A Night-gown of striped Sattin cloth-
colour and Buff, another for a man about the same colours.

1709 MRS. MANLF.Y Secret Mem. (1736) I. 177 He starts up
in the Bed, feels for his Night-Gown to rise., and see what
was the matter. 1749 SMOLLETT Gil Bias iv. x, She put on
a thin night-gown which lay at the bed s feet. 1777 SHERI
DAN Trip Scarb. i. Scene ii, a Dressing Room. Lord
Foppington, in his Night Gown. 1808 SCOTT in Lockhart
(1839) I- 2

7&amp;gt;

I found him., wrapped in a tartan night gown.
1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl. of^Fleet II. 43 The country
parson went dressed in a grey-striped calamanco nightgown.
Jig. 1728 POPE Dune. n. 38 No meagre, muse-rid mope, . .

In a dun night-gown of his own loose skin.

f2. A kind of gown worn by ladies in the iStli

cent., originally as an evening dress. Obs.

1700 MRS. CENTLIVRE Perj, Husb. in. ii, But, Madam,
what s to be done with your brocade night-gown you tore
last night? 1745 in Dunbar Social Life (1865) 123 All

plain silk night-gowns [are] worn with different coloured
sattens sewed on the brest. 1756 MRS. DELANY Life fy Corr.
(1861) III. 403 Long hoods are worn close under the chin,
tied behind... Nightgowns worn without hoops. 1778 Ibid.
Set. n. II. 380 The Queen was in a hat and an Italian

night-gown of purple lutestring.

3. A light garment worn in bed, now spec, one
worn by women and children.
a 1822 BYRON yuan. xvi. cxi, He was undrest, Saving his

night-gown. 1851 MEREDITH Love in the I alley xi, When
from bed she rises clothed from neck to ankle In her long
night gown sweet as boughs of May. 1891 HARDY Tess
(1900) 157/2 The skirts of her dressing-gown and the em
broidery of her night-gown flowed upon the floor.

Hence Ni sfht-gowned a., dressed in a night
gown.
c 1860 MRS. SPOFFORD in Casqtiet ofLit. (1896) IV. 28 The

four pattering night-gowned imps. 1899 KIPLING Stalky
176 A nightgowned twelve-year-old leaped from his bed.

Ni gllt-hag. Now rare. [f. NIGHT sb. +
HAC. .sY^.

1
] A hag or female demon supposed to

ride the air by night ;
the nightmare.

1666 DRYDF.N Ann. Ulirab. ccxlviii, Dire night-hags come
from far to dance their round. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 662
The Night-Hag, when call d In secret, riding through the
Air she comes Lur d with the smell of infant blood. 1750
tr. Leonardns Mirror Stones 86 A crisolete bound round
with gold, and carried in the left hand, drives away night-
hags. 1814; SCOTT Wav. xiii,\Vhen the Night-Hag wings the
troubled air. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 59 The in
definite dread, which sits like the night-hag on their Souls.

Ni ght-hawk. [f.
NIGHT sb. + HAWK sb.*]

1. A name given to various birds; esp. a. The
Nightjar or Goatsucker.
1611 BIBLE Lev. xi. 16 The owle, and the nighte-hauke,

& the Cuckow. 1783 LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds II, 593
Dorr Hawk, Night Jarr, or Night Hawk. 1844 Zoologist
II. 445, I had brought to me a pair of night-hawks , as

goatsuckers are prpvincially termed in Kent. 1878 T, HARDY
Ret. Native iv. vii, A night-hawk revealed his presence by
whirring like the clack of a mill.

b. An American bird (Chordiles virginianus }

related to the Nightjar.
1812 A. WtUGltAmtr. Ornith. V. 65 On the last week in

April, the night hawk commonly makes its first appearance
in this part of Pennsylvania. 1851 MAVNE REivScafyffunt.
xxxviii. 280 The night-hawk has filled his ravenous maw.
1868 WHITTIER Among Hills 209We heard the night-hawk s

sullen plunge.
c. A New Zealand owl (Spiloglaux novse-

zealamtite), also called morepork.
1872 DOMETT Ranolfyn. iv, Two loud harsh notes assail

her ear, The night-hawk s.

2. Jig. One who seeks prey by night.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxix, There are night-hawks abroad,

so that I cannot give you.. the meeting, .whilk was my
purpose. 1893 Pall Mall G. 3 Jan. 2/2 When Jack steps
ashore with money in his pocket he is.. the victim of the

crimp and the night-hawk.

Ni ght-heroii. Ornith. [f. NIGHT sb. +
HERON.] A heron of the genus Nycticorax, re

presented in Europe by JV. griseus or europKits
the common American species is N. nsevius or

gardeni, the Qua-bird.
1784 PENNANT Arcf. ZooL II. 450 Night Heron. 1813

WILSON A met: Ornith. VII. 105 The food of the Night
Heron, or Qua-bird, is chiefly composed of small fish. 1831
RENNIE Montagu s Ornith. Diet. 338. 1883 Harper s Mag.
Jan. 189/1, I have frequently found upon the breast of the

night-heron a yellow oily powder.

Ni gilt-house, [f.
NIGHT sb. + HOUSE

j&amp;lt;U]

A tavern, public-house, etc. which remains open
all night.
1734 FIELDING Univ. Gallant HI. Wks. 1882 X. 70 They

have put down all night-houses, and other places of rendez
vous. 1764 Ann. Reg. i. 151/1 They went both to a night-
house, where they sat drinking together till it was light.

1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 508 The wickets of the night-
houses. .open only to known customers. 1851 MAVHEW
Lond. Lavour (1865) II. 511/2 The men., send to some night-
house., to purchase a small quantity [of liquor].

Nightingale 1
(n3i tirjg^il). Forms: 3 ni3tin-,

4 nihtyn-, nyhtin-, 4-6 nyghtyn-, (5 -yng,

nygttyn-, 6 nyghtin-), 4-5 nytyn(g)-, 5-6 Sc.

nycht(t)in-, (6 -yn- ? nichtin-), 4, 6 nightyn-, 6-

mghtln-, (7 nitin-) ;
also 5-7 -gal(l, 6 Sc.

NIGHTINGALE.
-gaill, 7 -ghale. [Later form of nighttgale
NIGHTGALE. For the insertion of the

,
which

has no etymological reason, cf. farthingale.]
1, A small reddish-brown or tawny migratory

bird (Motacilla or Daztlias luscinia\ celebrated
for the melodious notes which the male utters by

;

night as well as by day during the breeding and
nesting season.

By poets frequently called PHILOMEI/A,
a 1250 Owl $ Night. 4 (Cotton MS.) An hule and one

m^tmgale. Ibid. 13 pe nijtingale bigon be speche. c 1340
1 Nominate (Skeat) 788 Cote, houie, nytyngale. ? a 1366CHAUCER Rom. Rose 657 In many places were nyghtyngales,

Alpes, fynches, and wodewales. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 54
He herde among the leves singe The Throstle with the

nyhtingale. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 356/1 Nyghtyngale,
filomena. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofA Ifonce vi, He herd the

songe of a nyghtyngale. 1523 SKELTOX Garl. Laurel 907
To here this nightingale. . Warbelynge in the vale. 1555EDEN Decades (Arb.) 66 They harde nyghtingales synge in
the thycke woodes. 1579 SPENSKR Sheph. Cal. Nov. 2^
The Nightingale is sovereigne of song. 1661 WALTON
CompL Angler (ed. 3) i. i. The Nightingale .. breaths such
sweet lowd musick out of her little instrumentall throat, that
it might make mankind to think Miracles are not ceased.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India % P. 248 The Nightingal, the
sweet Harbinger of the Light, is a constant Chearer of these
Groves. 1770 GRAY in Corr. iv. Nicholls (1843) I09 Trees
blooming and nightingales singing all round us. 1821
SHELLEY Adonais xvii. i The lorn nightingale Mourns not
her mate with such melodious pain. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVI. 230/2 In Ireland the Nightingale seems never to have
been heard. 1894 NEWTON Diet, Birds 636 In great con
trast to the Nightingale s pre-eminent voice is the incon

spicuous coloration of its plumage.
b. Applied to other birds, as Cornish, Indian^

Jamaica, Swedish nightingale, etc. (see (juots.).
Mock, Thrush, Virginian nightingale . see these words.
c 1710 CF.LIA FIENNES Diary fiSSS) 227 The Cornish

nightingales as they call them, the Cornish Chough, a 1818
M. G. LKWIS *Jrnl. IV. Ind. (1834) 176 Two Jamaica
nightingales have established themselves on the orange tree.

..This bird is also called the mocking-bird. 1855 Orr^s
Circle Sci.,Org. Nat. III. 306 The Kittacincla macroitra
.. is denominated the Indian Nightingale by some natu
ralists. 1884 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 499/1 The
Redwing, strangely enough, has been often spoken of as the
* Swedish Nightingale . 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds
28 Sedge Warbler, Acrocephalus Phragmitis, .. Irish

nightingale, Scotch nightingale,

c. Dutch nightingale, a frog.

1769 PENNANT Brit.Zool. III. 5 The croaking of Frogs
is well known, and from that in fenny countries they
are stiled Dutch Nightingales or Boston Waites. 1812
SOUTHEY Omniana II, 33 Walton accuses the frogs of

destroying them, but I cannot persuade myself to find a
true bill against these poor persecuted Dutch nightingales.
1840 SPURDEN Sitppl. Forby, Dutch-Nightingale^ a frog,
from its melodious note in the spring.

2. transf. Applied to persons, esp. to melodious

singers or speakers. (See also quot. 1867.)
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 34 Aue Maria !..Haile,
iiitill nychttingale ! a 1550 Hye Way to Spittel Ho. in

[azl. E, P. P. IV. 41 By my fayth, nyghtyngales of New
gate, These be they that dayly walkes and jettes. 1606
SHAKS. Ant.

&amp;lt;$

Cl. iv. viii. 18 Mine Nightingale, We haue
beate them to their Beds. &amp;lt;zi6i8 RALEIGH in Gutch Coll.

Cur. I. 81 Basil, whom Nyssen calls the golden Nitingale
of the church. 1730 FIELDING Pleasures of Town Wks.
i77r I. 246 Soft Italians are nightingales, Sir, And a
cock-sparrow mimics a beau. 1751 EARL ORRERY Re
marks Swift (1752) 145 His voice in common conversa
tion was so naturally musical, that I remember honest Tom
Southerne used always to call him [Pope] The little nightin
gale. 1821 SHELLEY Epipsych. 10 This song shall be thy
rose : Its petals pale Are dead, indeed, my adored Nightin
gale ! 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 643 Spithcad-Nightin-
gales, Boatswains and boatswains mates, when winding
their calls, especially when piping to dinner.

3. A popular or local name for certain flowers.

1862 Monthly Pkt. Oct. 435 Cuckoo flowers are called

nightingales . 1886 BRITTEN & HOLLAND 353 Nightin
gales, i. Geranium Robertiaunm. 2. Arum macitlatnm.

1893 wilts. Gloss, no Nightingale.., Greater Stitchwort.

4. attrib. and Comb., as nightingale-catcher,-like ;

nightingale-maggot, -pipe (see quots.).
1611 COTGR., Rossignoh sque, Nightingale-like, harmo

nious. 1626 BACON Sylva 172 In Regais (where they
have a Pipe, they call the Nightingale-Pipe, which con-

taineth Water) the Sound hath a coniinuall Trembling.
1750 W. ELLIS Country Honseiu. Comp. 193 Great Heals

produce the Nightingale Maggot, that turns to a black

wing d Insect, that feeds upon and corrupts the Flower.

1752 MRS. DELANY Life # Corr. (1861) III. 86 Donnellan
is tuning her nightingale pipes. 1773 BARRINGTON in Phil.

7&quot;rans. LXIII. 283 One should suppose, .that the nightin

gale-catchers had heard much of the French music.

Hence Ni ghtingalize #., to sing like a nightin

gale. Ni ghting&quot;aly a., suggestive of, adapted
for, nightingales, (ttonce-wds^]
1799 SOUTHEY Eng. Eel. Poet. Wks. III. 78 He sings like

a lark when at morn he arises. And when evening comes he

nightingalizes. 1869 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls iii, Its ex

pression was blossomy, nightingale-y \ atilt with glee and

grace. 1884 Cent. Mag. Mar. 775/2 The surrounding coun

try., looked to me very nightingaly.

Nightingale 2
(nartirjg^l). [f. the name of

Miss Florence Nightingale (1820-).] A kind of

flannel wrap used to cover the shoulders and arms
of a patient while confined to bed.
1882 in OGILVIE. 1889 Atalanta Mag. Mar. Suppl. i

A nightingale is such an easy thing to make : just two yards
of flannel bound round and a short slit in the long side.
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NIGHTISH.

t Ni ghtish, a. Obs. rare. [f.
NIGHT sb. +

-HH 1.1 1 ertaining to the night, nocturnal.

,495 Tre-. is.i s Karth. De P. R. vm. ix. (Caxton) 307 Tl

sv nesof the Zodiacus. .that ben watry and erthy ben colde

and female and nyghtyssh sygnes. 1530 PALSCB. ;

Nyghtysshe or nyghty belongynge to the nyght, nocturne.

1567 TURBERV. F.pit. etc. 15 b, Thou shah be worse detes

then, than is the nightish Owle.

Ni ghtjar. [f.
NIGHT sb. + JAR rf.1]

1. A common nocturnal bird, Cafrimulgits euro-

PKUS (see GOATSUCKER), so called from the pecu

liar whirring noise, something like that of a large

spinning-wheel,
which the male makes during the

period of incubation.

Similar names wiiglit-clinrr(d. Norw. dial, nattekorre,

kurrrt; wchurr or -jar; duo;,- churr., mdjar-gul
1610 M w C. iltin. Lilian vn. 470 111 boding Owles, Night-

iarrs, and Rauens with wide-stretched throats. 1783 LATHAM

Gin. Synopsis Birds II. 593 U&quot; Hawk, Night Jarr or

Night Hawk. 1802 MoXTAGf Ornith. Out. (1831) 337The
Niahtiar is most plentiful in the wild tracts of uncultivated

land 1859 MEREDITH R. Feverel xx, The night-jar spin

ning on the pine-branch. 1888 MRS. H. WARD R. hlsmcre

o7 Suddenly they heard the purring sound of the night-jar.

2. Applied to other birds, csp. those belonging

to species of Capriimilgits or to related genera.

1712 MORTON Xm-thampt. 424 The Butcher-Bird.. breeds

sometimes in Northamptonshire, and particularly in

Whittlewood Forest, where tiscalled the Night-Jarr. 1840

Penny Cycl. XVI. 228/2 Sco ornis ilimaturns, African

Long-tailed Night-Jar. Ibid. 229/: Macro.iiptiryx Afri-

innus, Pennant-winged Night-Jar, or Long-shafted Goat

sucker 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 640 A second species

of Nightjar, C. r,ificollis,..K a summer visitant to the

south-western parts of Europe. 1899 E. J. CHAPMAN Drama
Two Lives 67 The nightjars wake their vesper note.

t Ni glit-kerchief. Obs. [f.
NIGHT s/&amp;gt;. +

KERCHIKF sb.~\
A kerchief used to cover the head

during the night.
: see NIGHT-RAIL, quot. 1554.

146

. 121 Re

^VlSO T &quot;A
&quot; rCHfr- &amp;gt;CC .

14 [see NIGHT-CAP i]. 1561 HOLI.VBUSH Horn. A/nth.
u b, Take a soft night kerchef and warme it. MjBT.N.
tr Cong. II . Inilia g He stripped himselfe naked.and tied

a ni htkercheffe about his head. 1599 A. M. tr. Gatrl-

koua t Kk. Physicki 105/1 Take nightkerchifsor laflataye,

and cover therwith the Cassiam and apply this plaster on

the Brest.

Ni glit-lamp. [f-
NIGHT sb. + LAMP sb.\ A

lamp which is kept burning during the night, esp.

in a bedroom.
.821 SCOTT Kenilw. xxxii, Varney . . placed a massive silver

night-lamp..on a marble table which stood close by the

head of the couch. 1842 TFNNVSON Locksley Hall 80 Thou

art staring at the wall, Where the dying night-Limp flickers.

1856 Orr s Circ. Sci.. PrMt. Cliem. 494 The Common

Floating Night-lamp.. is nothing more than a small cup ol

metal pierced in the middle with a small glass tube.
_

b Allusively, with reference to night-studies.

1895 in Anna Stoddart J. S. Blackie II. 234 He often

warned us all against over-work and the night-lamp.

Ni ghtleSS, a. [f.
NIGHT sb. + -LESS.] De

void of night, having no night.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 434 The Sun (whose

presence they are long deprived of in the winter, which is

recompensed in their night-lesse Summer). 1643 TRAPP

Comm Gtn. xlvi. 29 Think of that glorious night-less day.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. L 772 Midsummer, or nightless

days, now begin.

Hence Ni ghtlessness.
1897 Expositor Sept. 208 All liberty is the result of night-

lessness. Itid. 209 The main feature of the city is the

nightlessness.

Ni ght-light. [f.
NIGHT sb. + LIGHT sb. Cf.

MDu (and Du.) nachtlicht, MLG. -lecht, OHG.
nahtlioht (G. nachtlicht)^
1. The faint light which is perceptible during

the night.
1648 HEXHAM, Nachtlicht, Night light, Night-shine. 1655

GURNALL Chr. in Arm. (ed. 2) I. 56 This night-light of

Reason may save a person from some Ditch, or Pond. 1830

MRS BROWNING Poems I. 13 Ever wave the Eden trees

In the nightlight and the noonlight. 1865 DICKF.NS Mat.

Fr. iv. xiv, By daylight, nightlight, torchlight. 1892 BRUCE

Apologetics in. x. 496 The power to appreciate the difference

between daylight and nightlight.

2. A light which burns or shines during the

night. Alsoyfj.
1839 Civil Eng. t&amp;gt;r

Arch, frill. II. 300/1 The absence of

an universal system of night-lights or signals. 1895 ZANG-
WILL Master n. vii. 212 To watch . . the river, mirroring a

thousand night-lights, glide on.

b. A small thick candle, or other contrivance,

constructed to burn dimly for a long period, and

used by night, especially in sick-rooms.

1851 Catal. Ct. Exhi! . 197 Wax and spermaceti lights, with

plaited wkks, and other candles and night lights. 1857 \V.

COLLINS Dead Se.ret i. i, The night-light burning by the

bed-side, displayed rather than dispelled the darkness. 1887

R. N. CAREV Uncle Mar viii. 69, I had drawn the round

table to the bed, and left the night-light.. beside the sick

woman.

Ni ght-line. [f-
NIGHT sb. + LINE sb2] A

line with baited hooks set to catch fish by night.

1848 KINGSLEY } east viii, You were setting night-lines. I

saw a minnow lie on the bank as I came up. 1857 HUGHES
Tom Brcnvn II. i. His pet plans of. .making night-lines and

slings. 1879 JEFFERIES H iM Life in S. Co. 359 Night-

their men to night-line to a large extent,

serving netting and night-lining rights.

Ni ght-long, &quot;. and adv. [f.
NIGHT sb. +

LONG a. Cf. OK. nihtlfng,-lang ;
MHG. nahtlanc

, G. tiachtlanif), ON. nattlangl adv.]

A. adj. That lasts or has lasted the whole

night. Also/??.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxi, Thou hast forged at last A

nightlong Present of the Past. .872 HOWEILS Wedd. &quot;Jorn.

(1892)42 Swelled the deep tide of life back from its night-

long ebb. 1876 OUIDA Winter City m, They returned to

their night-long baccarat.

B adv. All night; during the whole night.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 13 But night-long their

ship lay. .by the blossoms sweet. 1885 C. J. LYALL Anc.

Arab. Poet. 82 Nightlong as we sat there.

tNight-longCs, adv. Obs. rare. [See -LONG(S.]

For the space of a night.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xix. 2 Ic bidde eow leof, )*t Se

lecirron to minumhuse and ba:r wunion mhtlanges. 1:1205

LAV. 15504 pe wal be wes swa strong ne moste mhtlonges

[(1275 nih longe] nauere. .istonden.

Nightly (nai-tia a. Also I, 4 nihtlio, 3

-lich 4 nyJtly. fOE. M/#f-MDn. nachtchjc,

-lie (Du. -Ujk), OHG. nahtlth (G. niichtlich\ ON.

ndtlligr (Norw. natlleg, Sw. natlh?. Da. nathg) :

I see NIGHT sb. and -LY !.]

1. Coming, happening, or occurring during tne

night ; accomplished or done by night.

r 897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. 433 Hsebbe eower a:lc

! his7weord be his oeo for nihtlecum e*e. 971 blukl. Ham.

M Anra jehwylc haefde sweord ofer his hype for nihtUcmn

eSe. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xc. 5 (Harl.), N oght saltou drede

fra nihtlic radnesse. &amp;lt;ri38o WYCLIF Last Aft Ch. (1840)24

pat ben a ny;tly drede, an arwe fleynge in day. a 154*

WYATT in Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 49 Neuer was there nightly

fantome So farre in errour. i63sMiLTON Arc.48 All my
Plants I save from nightly ill Of noisom winds and . . vapours

chill 1721 YOUNG Revenge i. i, By nightly march he

purpos d to surprize The Moorish camp. 1760-72 H. BROOKE

Fool ofQaal. (1809) IV. 100 Killed in a nightly broil. 1826

KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xliii. IV. 193 The processionary cater

pillars make only nightly sorties from their nests. 1856

K.ANE Arctic Exf - vii. 66 Its greatest nightly freezing

has been three-quarters of an inch. 1894 GLADSTONE Horace

\
n. xiii. 7 Such a man. .shed the blood Of his own guest by

nightly stroke.

b. Happening or occurring every night.

c 1705 POPE Jan. t, May 15 This was his nightly dream,

his daily care. 1794 LD. HOOD in Nicolas Nelson Dup. (1845)

1 400 Every boat assembled at sunset for orders, and the

cheerfulness with which the Officers and Men performed
i this nightly duty is very much to be admired. 1812 BYRON

I Ch. Har. u. lix, Hark ! from the mosque the nightly solemn

sound The Muezzin s call. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT bapoleon

(18551 I. ii. 52 There were daily and nightly skirmishes.

2. Belonging, pertaining, appropriate, or peculiar

lo the night ;
used by night ; acting by night.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 9 Hit is riht bat we forleten and

forsaken nihtliche deden, bo ben be werkes of Biesternesse.

1576 Fi f \UMPanopl. Kpist. 221 So I say of nightly sleep-

ings taken abusiuely. 1588 SHAKS. Til. A. II. iii. 07 Heere

nothing breeds, Vnlesse the nightly Owle, or fatall Rauen.

1604 Otli. IV. iii. 16 Good ^Emilia, Giue me my nightly

wearing, and adieu. 1617 tr. A. de Dominis Rom. xiii. 12 If

i we be possessed with a nightly, drowsie silence in Gods

I businesse. 1682 DRVDEN Rel. Laid 8 As those nightly tapers

disappear. When day s bright lord ascends our hemisphere.

1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 198 Some pilgrim, thither led, With

NIGHTMARE.
Folds of some rich Grazier. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool o/

Oiial (1809) 1. 43 When morning appeared, they wondered

to behold new ramparts raised, nightly erected, out of the

ruins which the day had made. 1815 BVSON Hetr. Mel.,

.Sennacherih, When the blue wave rolls nightly on deep

*.., &quot; .. J glittering .......

along the nightly darkness? 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V.

109 Let the nightly hunters who lay snares and nets be

everywhere prohibited.

b. Dark as, or with, night ; resembling nigjit.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 68 Good Hamlet cast thy nightly

colour off. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. xxxi. 277, I who
have spent my nights and nightly days In this soul-deaden

ing place. 1837 CARLYLK l-r. Rev. vn. iii, War-thunder

mingling with the roar of the nightly main.

Nightly (nsHli), adv. Also 5 neghtly, 5-6

nyghtly. [f.
NIGHT sb. + -LY 2. Cf. MDu. nach-

telike, G. niiclitlicli, Sw. nattligtn.]

1. Every night. (Cf. DAILY adv.)
Some early examples might also be taken in sense 2.

1457 Anc. Cal. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 296 Ther schold be

viii. men ychos to wache neghtly betwen thys and Candyl-
mas. 1496 Naval A cc.Hen. F//(i896) r7oMaryners dayly
and nyghtly attendyng & awayting in keping the seid Ship
in the dokke. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 48 Euery of the

same persons shal dayly and nightlye..do his office and

duety. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. JV. n. ii. 6 Some keepe backe

The clamorous Owle that nightly hoots. 1615 G. SANDYS

Trap, i Those of the Religion daily threatned.and nightly

fearing a massacre. 1702 POPE Sappho too For those might

Cynthia . . bid Endyminn nightly tend his sheep. 1796

BURKE Regie. Peace Wks. VIII. 394 The crowds that

nightly flock to them. 1820 SCOTT /l/rWxxxv, I dread the

sentinel who is now planted nightly in the garden. 1862

SPFNCF.R First Princ. u. iv. (1875) 173 The comet.,

nightly waves larger. 1895 ioM Cent. Aug. 337 A curious

little ceremony that takes place nighlly at a theatre.

2. At or by night ; during the night.

I592.SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul. iv. i. 81 Chaine me with roaring

Beares Or hide me nightly in a Charnell house. 1634 SIR

T. HERBERT Trav. 61 The other, .speakes it selfe rather a

Royal Carranansraw, then a Temple, though nightly a

thousand Lamps adorne it. 1667 MILTON P. L. it. 642
TU~,. ,La .-iHin(r FlnnH PK- strmmintr mffhtlv toward

Ni ghtman. [f-
NIGHT sb. + MAN sb. Cf.

Da. natmand, t nattemand (1647).]

1. A man employed during the night to empty

cesspools, etc., and to convey away the night-soil.

Also transf.
1606 DEKKER Newsfr. Hell Wks. (Grosart) II. I2r More

stinkingly musty ..then the fists of night-men. i66sOraers

cfl.d. Mayor in De Foe Journ. Plague (Rtldg.) 64 That no

Nightman.. be suffered to empty a Vault into any Garden.

1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny s Amnsem. (1709) 34 A Milch-Ass,

to be sold at the Night-Man s in White-chapel. 1763 C.

JOHNSTON Reverie II. 246 We shall all want . . our vaults

emptied ,
said the night-man. 1813 MOORE Post Bag iv

291 Who now will be The Nightman of No-Popery?
1828

P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 104 An odour to

which that of a nightman s museum of foul abominations is

myrrh and frankincense. 1869 PABKF.S Pract. Hygiene

(ed. 3) 109 Nightmen.andthe collectors and sorters of dust.

2. A man who does work during the night, or

on a night-shift. (Usn. as two words.)

1885 Harper s Mag. May 870/2 There is a day and a

night man to each lock. 1887 Pall MMG.V) Feb. B/

The night men usually descend between half-past six and

seven.

Nightmare (nsi-tmeoj), sb. Also 6 nightes-

mare. [f.
NIGHT sb. + MABE sb: Cf. MDu.

nachtmarc, -maere, -mer(f]t, etc. (Du. -mernt),

MLG. nachtmar, -maer (LG. -moor), MHG.
nahtmare (G. nachtmahr, -mdhr) : some of these

forms show assimilation to MAKE sb.1]

1. A female spirit or monster supposed to beset

people and animals by night, settling upon them

when they are asleep and producing a feeling of

suffocation by its weight.
c 1290 S Fng Leg. I. 306/228 Ofte huyouer-liggez [men] :

and men cleopiet be mjt-mare. c 1340 Nomiuale (Skent)

701 Wolf, fox, and nytmare [F. fcmrelt}. c 1440 fromf.
Pan: 356 i Nyghte Mare (or mare, or wytche), efialtts.

1530 PALSGR. 248/1 Nightmare, gonHin. 1561 Chauitr s

Miller s T. C. s Wks. (Speght) 13 Jesu Crist, and semt

Benedight, Blisse this house . . Fro the nightes-mare. 1608

TOPSELL Srr/ent! (1658) 715 The spirits of the night, called

Incubi and Succubi, or else Night-mares. 1696 AUBREY

iMise. (1721) 147 It is to prevent the Night-Mare (viz.) the

Hag, from riding their Horses. 1769 CHATTERTON Mlla

cvi, The death-owl loud doth sing To the night-mares as

they go. 1817 SHELLEY Pr. Athan.\. 120 Like an eyele

nightmare grief did sit Upon his being. 1842 IENNYSON

! Mtrtt cTArth. 177 King Arthur panted hard Like one that

feels a nightmare on his bed.

fir 1860 THACKERAY Romd. Papers, On halfa loaf. For

weeks past this nightmare of war has been riding us.

b. As a term of abuse, rare.

i6 FORD Broken H. n. iii, Hold your chops, nightmare !

1824 BYRON Def. Transf. i. i, Out Thou incubus ! Thou

nightmare ! ,. .

2. A feeling of suffocation or great distress le

during sleep, from which the sleeper vainly en

deavours to free himself; a bad dream producing

these or similar sensations.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. (1568) 84 A good remedy agaynst

the stranglyng of the nyght mare. 1584 COGAN Havin

Health ccxii. (1636) 274 The spirits being stopped, th

night mare (as they call it) and palsie . . be engendred. 1631

wloDowES Nat. i hilos. 53 The Night-mare is a seeming

of being choked or strangled by one leaping upon him. 1675

ttSsSutl **S5?WE 527 This was no fantastick

imagination, nor fit of the Night-mare. 1711 ADD.SON

Spectator No. 117 I- 8 Moll had Been often brought before

him for. .giving Maids the Night-Mare 1748 HARTLEY

Okserv. Alan i. i. i. 52 Which seems to be the Case in the

Night-mare. 1826 SCOTT Jral. 29 Nov I had the night

mare in short, and no wonder 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle

Tom s C. xxxix, He stared at her like a man in the night

mare 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. vi. 234

He is above all things a dreamer, and his dreams reseml

nightmares.
b. In fig. and transf. senses.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. (1858) 7&amp;gt;

Not till after long

years. .did the believing heart.. sink into spell-bound sleep,

under the nightmare, Unbelief. 1840 DICKENS Old I..

Shot xxix, Quilp indeed was a perpetual night-mare to th(

child 1872 BAKER Kile Trie, ix, The n,ght-mare of her

life was the possibility that her daughter should be sold.

3 atlrib. and Comb., as nightmare-dream,

-sleep, -sleeper, -weight. Also nightmare-laden *A).

slings. 1879 JF.FFERIES li Hit l.ije in J. (.0. 359 mgm- thousand Lamps aaori : u. 1007 ;&amp;gt;HI.IU.N tr, i-. u.

lines are the detestation of the true angler. They on the trading Flood. .Ply stemming nightly toward

Hence Ni-eht-line 7 .
; Ni-ght-lining vl&amp;gt;l. sb. thepole. 1704 SWIFT Bait. Jits. Misc. (1711) 260

j
lwo

1894 C.H. COOK Thames Rights 1 19 Owners have allowed Mungril Curs. .join in Partnership. .nightly to

SON i mic. VI. 201 inis mgiuma , t ,s ...
;

---

1856 DELAMER Fl. Cnrd. (1861) 169 You may plant in safet&amp;gt;,

without nightmare dreams of nipping frosts. 1865 Mac,,,.

1U,; XIII. 156 Like weird ghosts from the nightmare-

iaden world I had left behind me.

Ni ghtmare, . [f- the sb.]

1. trans. To beset as by a nightmare. Also

fig. Hence Nrghtmared ///.
a.

1660 R. WII.DF. Her Boreale 3 Hag of my Fancy,..N ijht-

mare my soul no more, a 1678 MARVELL Pet*! ( 1870) 136

Thus the State s nightmared by this hellish rout. 1858

R. A. VAI-GHAN Mystic, (1860! II. x. I. 154 Now she sat

nightmared in company, nervous, stiff, and silent, the

picture of stupidity. 1893 LELAND Mem. L no The night-

mared slumber of frozen orthodoxy.

2. To imagine as in a nightmare.

,839 LADY LVTTON Chereley (ed. 2) I. xii. 269 The obso



NIGHTMARISH.
trash and inconceivable horrors that are hourly night-maied
in French garrets.

Ni gh.tlliarisll, a.
[f. as prec. + -ISH *.] Some

what like a nightmare ; apt to give one the night
mare.
1834 Frasers Mag. X. 439 That wild, disjointed, night-

mareish inspiration, which seems the essence of German
romanticism. 1872 KING Sierra Nevada ix, After sleeping
on the nightmarish brink of the fall;,. 1890 Athen&tttn
Q Aug. 189/2 The story is restrained, .in tone, yet there are

lurid and nightmarish touches.

Hence Ni ghtmarishly adv.

1891 Sat. Rev. 4 Apr. 425/2 It is.. unspeakably and night-
mai iiiily dull.

Ni ghtmary, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -i l.] Re

sembling a nightmare ; nightmarish.
1831 G. H. KINCSLEY

Sj&amp;gt;. % Trav. (1900) 531 A very
nightmarey dream, it promises to be. 1890 Pall Mall G.
21 Mar. 6/1 How the master ever wrote anything but

nightmary stories. .1 cannot for the life of me imagine.

Ni gh blieSS . nonce-wd. Darkness.

1839-52 BAILEY Festus 37/1 He strained His eyes to work
the nig htness which remained.

Night-old, a. : see NIGHT sb. 14.

Ni ght-owl. [f. NIGHT sb. +OWL s6.] An
owl which flies especially by night.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, m. Hi. 183 For night-Owls shrike,

where monting Larks should sing. 1601 Twel. N. 11.

iii. 60 Shall wee rowze the night-Owle in a Catch ? 1691
Vind. Top Knots \. \\\ Bagford Ball. (1876) I. 123 Like silly

Night Owls They prate, and they talk of their Top-Knots.
1743 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 301 The night-owl shrieks, the

raven croaks. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xxv. 239 The
strix or night-owl of Guiana regularly paid us his nocturnal

visits. 1845 Encycl.Mttrof.AjW, 133/1 Night Owls. .are

of small size, but their habits are generally nocturnal, and
their motions slow and noiseless.

Ni gilt-piece, [f- NIGHT sb. + PIECE sb. Cf.

Du. nachlstuk, G. naehtstuck.]
1. A painting or picture representing a night-

scene. Also transf.
16058. JONSON Masque Blackness Wks.(Rtldg.) 545/1 The

scene behind seemed a vast sea .. to which was added
an obscure and cloudy ni^ht-piece. 1655 VAUGHAN Silex
Scint. 160 Some meek night-piece which day quails To
candlelight unveils 1692-3 NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 45 But
I have drawn a sad, and black Night-piece of this already.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 83 P 9 He had likewise hung a

great Part of the Wall with Night-pieces. 1762-71 H.
WALPOLE Virtue s Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 195 Excelling
particularly in night-pieces and candle-lights. 1797 HOL-
CROJT tr. Stolbtrg s Trav. II. li, Christ before Caiaphas.
A night piece, c 1850 tr. Hugo s Hunchback \. iii, Faces..
which Rembrandt has brought out so grave and so expres
sive from the dark ground of his night-piece.

b. Applied to an actual night-scene, or to a

landscape as viewed by night.
1643 Sober Sadness 46 This plot was laid ; and this

designe in agitation (though it be a night-piece, which few
have hitherto discover d fully). 1646 J . GREGORY Notes tr

Oos. (1650) 109 So the Tradition, and so the Masters de
scribe the Night-peice of this Nativity. 1832 DOWNES
Lett. Cont. Countries I. 54 The solitude.. illumined by the

bright and steady moon I thought it the finest night-piece
I had ever witnessed.

c. As a title of literary compositions.
1648 HERRICK Hesp., The Night-piece to Julia, a 1718

PARNELL (title) A Ni^ht-piece on Death.

t 2. fig. A mistress. Obs. rare* 1
.

1620 MIDDLETON Chaste Maid i. ii. Some merchants
would in soul kiss hell- -To deck their night-piece.

Ni ght-rail. Now only Hist, or dial. [f.

NIGHT sb. + RAIL j.l] A loose wrap, dressing-

jacket, or dressing-gown, as worn by women when
in undress.

1554 Bury Wills (Camden) 146 Oon of my night ker*

chers, and oon of my night railes. 1626 MIDDLE TON
Mayor of Qneenb. in. li, To see men wear stomachers or

night-rails. (1640 SHIRLEY Capt. Underwit i. m Bullen
Old PI. II. 327 What paid you for this dead mans hair?
Where s your night rail? 1688 HOLME Armoury in. i.

12/2 He beareth Sable, a Set-Hood, laced, conjoyned
to a Night raile...Some term this a Hooded Night-
raile. 17*0 STEELE Tatler No. 245 F 2 Four striped
Muslin Night-Rails very little frayed. 1753 RICHARDSON
Grandisost v. xliii, Does it not look as if she would have
been an useful creature in the days of nightrailand notable-

ness? 1793 Regal Rambler 24 The ragged remains of a

nightrail. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xvii, I could wager a rose-

noble, .that she has clean head-gear and a soiled night-rail.

1858 THACKERAY Esmond i. vi, My lady sitting up in the

bed, showing herself full dressed under her night-rail. 1891
T. HARDY Tess xxxiv, When we was packing your few traps
and your Mis ess s night-rail and dressing things.

Ni glvt-raveii. Now only poet. [OE. *///-,

nihthrxfn, -krefn, -kremn
t

etc, MDu. nacht-

raven, -rave (Du. -raaf], MLG. nachtraven, OHG.
nachtraban^ ~(h}ram (MHG. nahtraben^ -rabe, G.

nachtrabe), ON. ndtthrafn (Norw. nattramnt Da.

natte-&amp;gt; natravn} : see NIGHT sb. and RAVEN sb.]

A nocturnal bird, variously identified as a night-

owl, night-heron, or nightjar, or imagined as a

distinct species. (Cf. NIGHT-CROW.)
In early use found only as a rendering of L. noctua or

nycticorax.
4:725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) N 145 Noctita, naeht hraefn.

c8 Vesp, Psalter ci. 7 geworden ic earn s\ve swe nxht-
hrefn [L. nociicorax} in husincle. c 1000 A&&. Ps. (Thorpe)
ci. 5 Ic xenemned earn niht-hrefne ^elic. a 1300 E. E.
Pxalter ci. 7 Made am i als nighte-rauen in housatt [that]

essc. a 1400-50 Alexander 4531 A ralland nijt ravyn

147

is him to rent golden. 1567 MAPLE r Gr. Forest 94 iCath.

Angl.), The Nightrauea or Crowe is of the same numcr
i

ofhfe that the Owle is. 1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cat. June 23
;

Here no night-ravenes lodge, more blat.k then pitche. 1632
MILTON L Allegro 7 Where brooding darknes spreads hi*

jealous wings And the night-Raven sings. 1678 RAY
IVillugkby^s Ornith. 279 The lesser Ash-coloured Heron, or

Night Raven. 1755 tr. Pontoppidaii s Nat. Hist. Norway
ii. 91 We have the Night Raven also here. 1808 SHELLEY
St. Irvyne i. 4 Along the wild mountains night-ravens were

yelling,

transf. 1673 KIKKMAN Unlucky Citizen 168 What good
could I expect from my Father, who hud such a Nighi-
Raven as my Siepdame was ?

Ni ght-robe. [f. NIGHT sb. + ROBE sb.] A
garment worn during the night ;

a dressing-gown
or night-gown.

553 RutlandPapers (Camden) IIQ Therle of Oxford claym-
eth .. to haue the nighte robe with the which the Queene
was clothed the night before, 1805 Scon Last Minstr. \\.

xix, All in her night-robe loose she lay reclined. 1865 J. H.
INGRAHAM Pillar ofFire (1872) 418 The queen came to the

door hurriedly, in h^r night-robes, and opened it.

Comb. &*&() uting XXIV. 110/1 Worthies, in white night-
robe-like blouses protecting other clothing.

Hence Mi ght-robed a.

1799 SHEKIDAN Pizarro Prol., Where night-robed misses
amble two by two.

Nights (naits), adv. Now dial, and U. S.

[OE. nihtes = OFris. nachtes, -is, OS. ndhtes

(MDu. nachtes, nachts, Du. s nackts), OHG.
nahtcs (G. nachts], an irreg. genitive form on the

analogy of d&ges, dages, etc. (see DAY sb. I b),

but in later use prob. apprehended as a plural.]

During the night, by night, at night.
Beowulf 422 Ic. .on ySum sloj niceras nihtes. a 900

CYNEWULF Crist 938 Mona [&amp;gt;ast sylfe, be scr moncynne nihtes

lyhte, niberxehreoseS. c 1000 Boeth. Afetr, xiii. 59 Mere-
condel scyfo on ofdaele, uncu5ne weg nihtes sene3e5.
a iizz O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1101 Se biscop Rannulf
. .ut of J?am ture on Lunden nihtes ocbacrst. a 1250 Owl fy

Night. 591 Wan ich flo nihtes after muse, aizjz Luue
Ron 60 in O. E. Misc. 95 If he dret

|&amp;gt;at
me him stele,

penne doj? him pyne nyhtes wake, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
Prol. 102 Chosme knychttis seruand hyme bath day &
nychtis. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 6443 3e scholde sitte and
wake nyghtes, As hauke on perche that sittes in rnewe.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Jllart. E ij, Aboue all nights, nights,

dayes each hower remember, To solemnize the twenteth of
Nouember.
1866 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. n. Introd., So thievish they

hev to take in their stone walls nights. 1899 F. J. MATHER
Chancels Prol. p. vii, Chaucer, .returning nights to his

home in chambers over Aldgate.

Ni ght-scene. [f. NIGHT sb. -f SCENE sb]
A scene viewed, or taking place, by night ;

a

picture, or dramatic representation, of this.

1684 T. BURNET The. Eartk n. 103 These things wijl make
the day dead and melancholy, but the night-scenes will have
more of horrour in them : when the blazing-stars appear.
1700 ROWE Amb. Step-Moth, iv. iii, A night Scene of the

Temple of the Sun. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 317
A conversation of the same free nature as that recited by him
in his night-scene. 1831 SCOTT in Lotkhart (1839) X. 115
Garrick s acting, particularly in the night-acene, drew down
universal applause.

Wight-school : see NIGHT sb. 13.

Ni ght-seasou. [f. NIGHT sb. + SEASON sb.]
The night-time.
1535 COVERDALE Luke xxi. 37 In the night season he wente

out, and abode all night vpon mount Oliuele. 1560 DAUS
tr. SUidane s Comm. 51 The Captaine of Turege had taken
in the night season John Oxeline. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 93 In thir only mantilis in the ny l

seasone thay rowit thame selfes, and in thame sleipet sound.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (Bohn) 299 He calls up the
breeze to chase away the usurping vapours of the night-
season. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 37 The aborigines
holding their revels under the coolness of the night-season.

Nightshade 1
(nai-tp d;. Forms: i niht-

scada, 5 ny;tschode, nichtheshod(e, ni;te-
schede, 6 nyghte-, nighteshad(e, 6- night
shade. [OE. M&&ft26b~MDu. nachtscade, etc.

(Du. nachtst hade] and nacht$cadu(w}e (Du, -sc/ia-

duwe} t
MLG. nachtsckade, -schede, -scheide (hence

MSw. natskada, -skaita, -skeda^ Da. natskadc],
OHG. nahtscatOy -schato ,MHG. -schate, G.

-schatte, Schatten \ ? hence Sw. uattskatta^ -skatte-

i grds), app. f. NIGHT sb. + SHADE
sb.&amp;gt; perh. with

:

allusion to the poisonous or narcotic properties of

the berries. The variation of the second element
in ME. and MLG. is prob. due to independent
popular corruption.]
1. a. A plant of the genus Setanum, esp. S.

nigruni (black Nightshade), a herbaceous plant
with ovate bluntly-toothed leaves, white flowers,
and black poisonous berries, or S. Dulcamara
(Woody Nightshade) with cordate or hastate

. leaves, purple flowers, and bright red berries.

b. A plant of the genus Atropa, Deadly Night-
,
shade or BELLADONNA.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 135/3 Strninus, uel

I
uua lupina^ mhtscada. c 1400 Lanfroxtc s Cirurg. 55 Put
to bis medycine be jus of sum colde erbe: as morel, ny^t-
schode, penywort. (1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.l 119

desberie. [.\\^oi^f&amp;gt;Sfllatritni mortalc]. 1548 TURNER Names
Herbs CE. D. S.) 75 Solatium horten-* which. .is called in

EnglUhc Nyghtshade. 1562 Herbal n. (1568) 141 Nighte

NIGHT-SHIRT.

sliad or Petemorell. .i&amp;gt; a bushy herbe, whyche is vsed to be
eaten. 1578 LvTt Dodoens 443 Nightshade hath rounde
stalke.s

of^a
foote long, full of branches. 1657 S. PURCHA^

Pol. Flying Ins. 93 Those that are soporiferous, and
Narcotick as. . Night-shade. 1688 HOLME Armoury 11.

90 2 Night-shade, .in most places, .i,-, called Gold Knape, or

yellow Crace, for the golden colour fruit. 1712 tr. Pontet s

Hist. Drugs I. 138 Some will have them to grow on a kind
of Night-shade. 1784 Cow PER Task iv. 7^7 Some sprig-- of
mournful mint, Of nightshade, or valerian. 1810 CRABBK
Borough xviii, Here the dull nightshade hangs her deadly
fruit. i846LiNDLEv I tgct. Kingd. 619 The mo^t immediate
affinity of Nightshades seem to be with Oliveworts and
Bindweeds. 1872 MACMILLAN True I ine vii. 295 The purple
and yellow blossom of the nightshade is constructed exactly
like the flower of the cyclamen,
attrib. 1821 SHELLEY Epipsych. 257 One, whose voice was

venomed melody, Sate by a well, under blue nightshade
bovvers.

fig. a 1652 J. SMITH Scl. Disc. i. 7 That venemoussolanum,
that deadly nightshade, that drives it.s cold poison into the

understandings of men. 1850 O. WINSLOW Inner Life \. 15
Satan has ever sought to engraft the deadly nightshade of

error upon the life-giving Rose of Sharon,

2. Used with specific names to denote species of

Solatium, Atropa, or plants of other genera.
African, American, Bastard Nightshade (^ee

qnots,). t Bindweed W. Enchanter s A&quot;. Black N. (sec
i a). Climbing N. (see quot.). Common N. - Black N.
Deadly N. (see DEADLY &amp;lt;i. 4ct. Enchanter s N. (see

LNCHANTLR 2). Garden N. = Black A . tMad N. (see

quot. 1578^. Malabar ^-Climbing- A&quot;. + Red N., Alke-

kengi. Sleeping or Sleepy Jt t = Deadly A . Stinking
N., Henbane. Three leaved N., a N. American plant
{Trillium} having simple stems \viih three leaves at the

top. tTree-N. (see quot.). Woody N. (see i a).

1839 URF, Diet. Arts 150 The berries of the *African night
shade (solanum guincinse) have been of late years coiisider-

ably applied to silk. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 320
Nightshade, *American, rhytolacca. Ibid., Nightshade,
American, Rtvinia. Ibid., Nightshade, *Bastard

(
Rivinia,

1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. lix. 280 It is called in Latine..
Circea lutetiana\ in English Inchaunters Nightshade, 01

&quot;Bindweede Nightshade. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class.bk. Bot.

$4%Solanum Nigruni^ *Black Nightshade. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Si Ppl. App. s.v., *Climbing Nightshade, a name some
times used for the Basella or Cuscuta of botanists. 1578
LYTE Dodoens 447 This solatium cooleth..more strongly
than the *Common Nightshade. 1707 MORTIMER Husb.
(1721) II. 231 Flowers like that of the common Nightshade.
1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. li. 268 In linglish it \Solanuui
hortensc\ is called &quot;Garden Nightshade ; Moroll, and petic
Morell. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 447 The other is called So-
lanvin Manuum, that is to say *Mad or Raging Night
shade. 1600 SURFLET Countrie I ~ar&amp;gt;ue n. xhv. 290 Diuers

plants which haue the same \ertue, as mad nightshade.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 320 Nightsliade/.M alabar, Ba-
sella. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 444 Of Red Nightshade, winter
Cherie and Alkakengy. 1597 GERARDE Herbal ii. li. 271
The red winter Cherne is called . . in Latine .. Solatium
Vtsicarium :.. in English red Nightshade. 1664 EVELYN
Kal. Hort. June (1729) 208 *Shrub Night-shade. 1707 MOK-
TIMER Husb. (1721) II. 231 Shrub Nightshade has a woody
Stock and Branches, dark sad green Leaves. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens 447 One is called.. &quot;Sleeping Nightshade. 1597
GEKARDE Herbal n. li. 269 Dwale or sleeping Nightshade
hath round blackish stalks sixe foote hi^h. 1611 COICR.,
Morellc somnifique, ^Sleepie Nightshade. 1688 HOLML
Armoury IL 75/2 The sleepy Night-shade hath a Sage-like
leaf, with a purple Bell-flower. 1796 WITHERING Brit,

Plants (ed. 3) II. 252 Deadly, or
sleepy Nightshade. 1760

J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 320 Nightshade, *Three-leaved,
Trillium. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. Ixiv. 289 This rare and

pleasaunt plant \Solanutn arboresccns\ called *tree Night
shade is taken of some to be a kinde of Ginnie pepper,
but not rightly. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II.

253 Bitter-sweet.
*Woody Nightshade. 1849 BALFOUR Man.

Bot. 961 Solatium Dulcamara^ Bitter-sweet or woody
Nightshade, has slightly narcotic properties.

Ni ght-shade -. [f. NIGHT sb. + SHADE j.]
1. The shade or darkness of night.
1558 PHAER sBneidn. E iv, Through the dark nightshade

her self she drew from sight. i6ax BRATHWAIT Nat.
Embassie (1877) 164 Short was our sun-shine, but our night
shade long. 1839-52 BAILEY Festus 237 The day hath

night-shade long. 1878 HAKDY Ret. Native vi. iv, The
party drove off and vanished in the night-shades.

t2.y?. A night-walker, a prostitute. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

1612 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb n. ii, Here comes a night
shade. A gentlewoman-whore.

Ni ght-shift. [f. NIGHT sb. + SHIFT j^.]

1. A shift or garment worn by women at night,
1710 STEELE Tatler No. 245 ? 2 (She) carried off the

following Goods.., Eight Night-Shifts. 17*7 G.JACOB Rape
Smock 7 Ccelia.. slips on her Night-Shift.

2. A shift, or gang of workmen, employed
during the night.
1839 URF. Diet. Arts 992 At ii o clock in the forenoon the

night shift of miners was relieved by the day shift. 1887
Pall Mall G. 19 Feb. 8/2 There was consolation .. in the

fact that the whole of the night shift had not yet descended.

b. The time during which the shift lasts.

1860 SMILES Self-Help iv. 82 While working as an engine-
man during the night-shifts. i88a Report Precious Metals
U.S. 18 To store the dtbris loosened during the night shifts.

Ni glit-shirt. [f. NIGHT sb. + SHIRT sb.] A
shirt or loose garment worn by boys or men when
in bed.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. iii, One of the ushers., caught
the performer in his night-shirt. 1860 All Year Round
No.

7^3. 543 The fetch or double of a man lying in his night
shirt in bed. i^\ Spectator-^ Jan. 5/2 One man was denuded
of his night-shirt.

Hence Ni ght-shirted a.

1893 B. ABBOTSI-ORD * But 5 To run bang against two
night-shirted little items.
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WIGHT-SOIL.

Ni ght-aoil. [f. NIGHT sb. + SOIL sb.] The
excrementitious matter removed by night from

cesspools, etc.

1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1804) II. 294 Night soil is

found to be an excellent manure. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm
II. 30 A crop of ihe large orange carrot, manured with

night-soil. 1860 READE 8M Coiuuiandm. 343 They have
toiled at scurrility day by day, year by year, like vendors
of night soil, not like writers.

Ni glit-song. [f.
NIGHT sd. + SosG sb.]

1. A song sung by night.
1811 MOOUE /rrV 3fr/M&wi Poet. Wks. (1897) 102 The hour

That awakens the night-song of mirth in your bower.

2. Eccl. [after OE. niht-sang.] The last of the

seven canonical hours ; compline.
1844 LISGARD Anglo-Saxon Ch. (1858) L vii. 272 The time

for the night-song was, strictly speaking, midnight. 1853
ROCK Ch, Fathers III. n. 10 Complin or night-song, which
is rather a complement to, than a distinct hour by itself of,

the divine office.

Ni ght-spell. [f.
NIGHT sb. + SPELL sb.]

1. A spell used as a protection against harm by
night.
c 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 3480 The night-spel seyde

he anon rightes. On the foure halves of the hous aboute, And
on the threi-^hfold of thedore withoute. 1579 E. K. Gloss.

Spenser s Shepk. Cal. Mar. 54 Spell, is a kinde of verse or

charme,..as the Xightspel for theeues. 1608 TOPSELL
Serpents (1658) 663 This is an excellent night-spell, and
therefore I was loath to pretermit it. 1619 FLETCHER Mons.
Thomas iv. vi, Have at you with a night spell then !. . St.

George, St. George, . . He walks by day, so does he by night
[etc.]. 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Night-spel, was a

Prayer against the Night-mar.
2. A spell used, or operating, to cause harm or

trouble by night.
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 19 Such a one as speaker

of gospels in the day : but vsetb I know not what night-
spels in the darke. 1612 J. MASON Anat. Sore. 86 Binding
some, that they cannot use their naturall powers and
faculties, as we see in night-spels. \%zj Genii. Mag. XCVII.
4 36 When the next morning s Sun had glistened upon the
little stream, and the night-spell had thus been broken, one
horse drew away with ease the waggon.
ailrib. ic 1600 Distr. Emperor \. Tin Bullen Old PL III.

169, 1 have scene Your conference with witches, night-spell
knaves, Connivynge mountebanks.

Ni gfht-sun. [f. NIGHT j. + Si N sb.]

fl. A mock-moon, paraselene. Obs. rare.

1594 CONSTABLE Diana i. ii, Earthly vapours drawne up by
the Sunne, Comets begun, and night-sunnes in the skie.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 18 Three Moones also appeared at

once, ..which most men called Night Sunnes.
2. poet. The moon.
1842 LONGK. Hiawatha^ ix, The moon, the Night-Sun,

eastward, Suddenly, starting from his ambush.

Nrght-sweat. [i. NIGHT sb. -t- SWEAT sb.]
Profuse perspiration occurring during the night,

symptomatic of certain diseases. Also_/g;
a 1754 MEAD Wks. (1762) 487 In two months a hectickcame

on, attended wilh thirst, heat and night-sweats. 1789 .lAv/.

Jrnl. II. 19 The night-sweats, and other hectic symptoms,
were now extreme. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan II. 176
Flowers that looked as if they had never had the night-
sweat in all their lives. 1876 BRISTOWE Th.Of Pract. A fed.

(1878) 600 With this are necessarily associated night-sweats
and other characteristic features of hectic.

Ni ght-tide. [f. NIGHT sb. + TIDK sb. Cf.

MLG. nachtlid, MHG. nahtzit (G. nachtzeit),
MSw. nattatidh (Sw. & Da. nattetid).]
1. The time of night ; night-time.
14.. Sir Benes (M) 3819 As Sabere slepud a nyght tide,

Hym thought he sye Beues ride. 1849 POE Annabel Lee
vi, AH the night-tide, I He down by the side Ofmy darling. .

my bride. 1887 MORRIS Odyss. xn. 286 111 too are the winds
of the night-tide.

2. A tide of the sea occurring during the night.
1759 SAUNDERS in Beatson Nay. ff Alilit. A/em. (1790) II.

374 I o proceed with the first fair wind and night-tide above
the town of Quebec. 1776 COOK in Phil, Tra&amp;gt;is. LXVI.
448 A notion.. that the night-tide rises higher than the day.
tide. 1853 J. STEVENSON tr. Bedas Ectl. I/ist, 575 The
night-tide of the ocean had drifted in a beam of wood.

Ni ght-tiiue. [f. NIGHT sb. + TIME sb.] The
time between evening and morning; the time of

night or darkness.
f 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xxvi. (B.N.C. MS.) If. 67

[He] cometh downe allone in the ny;t time fro that trauail-

lous hille. 1538 ELVOT Diet., Lartta, aspyrite whiche appe-
reihe in the nyght tyme. 1588 in Martin Murjirel. Controv.
(Aib.) 39 [Taken] out of his bed in the nyght tyme. 1632 J.
HAYWARD tr. BiondCs Eromena 72 She assailed the enemy
in the night-time unawares. 1709 Lond. GO.Z. No. 4527/1 He
came up with them and attacked them in the Night-time.
1772 P^hii.

Trans. LXII. 94 The reason of the water s

appearing so white in the night-time. 1829 MARRYAT F.

Mildmay vii, Wandering about.. in the night-lime. 1856
R. A._VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 82 The night-lime of the

body is the day-lime of the soul.

fig. 1811 MOORE Irish Melodies Poet. Wks. (1807) 102

Bright dreams of the past.. Which come in the night-time
of sorrow and cate.

Ni ght-vision. [f.
NIGHT sb. + VISION sb.]

1. A vision or dream that comes during the night.
1382 WYCLIF fsa. xxix. 7 And shal be as a drem of any?!

viseoun [L. -vhionis nocturnz\..\.\i&amp;lt;i. multitude, .that fasten
aTen Ariel. 1742 VOL NG Nt. Th. 1. 162 Night-visions may
befriend... Our waking dreams are fatal.

2. a. The faculty of seeing during the night or

in the dark, b. Ability to see only by night.

1822-34 Good s Study Affd. fed. 4) III. 146 Acuteness of

riight vision is natural to various animuU that prowl in the

148

dark. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 114/2 Nyctalopia, night-
vision, or day-blindness, probably never occurs as a separate
disease.

t Ni-glit-wake. Obs. [f. NIGHT
sb. Cf. MDu. nachtwake (Du. -waak], G. nacht

wache, ON. ndttvaka] The action or fact of

j
keeping awake, or watching, during the night ;

;
an instance of this ; a wake or feast held at night,
(tiooo Seafarer 7 (Grein) J&amp;gt;a;r

mec oft bijeat nearo
i uihtwaco set nacan stefnan. 1483 Cath. Angl. 255/1 Nighte
j wakes, vigelte, excnbie. 1521 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I.

[
13 For nyght wakes and hedemasse pennys viij d, 1587

I
GOLUING DC Mornay xxi. 1592) 328 Their shamefull night-

I wakes and mysteries celebrated in the darke. a 1641 Bp.

!
MOUXTAGU Acts $ Alon. (1642) 137 A tyrannical Prince,

! killed by his Satrapaes and Noblemen at that feast or
drunken night-wake.
Hence Ni g-ht-waker ; Ni ght-waking

1

ppl, a.

1483 Cath. Angl, 255/1 A Nighte waker, noctivagus. 1593

I

SHAKS. Liter. 554 Yet, fowle night-waking Cat, he doth but

daliie, While in his hold-fast foot the weak mouse panteth.

Ni gilt-walker. [f. NIGHT sh. + \\ ALKER
sit.]

1. One who walks about by night, esp. with

criminal intentions ; a bully or thief. Now rare.

.Common in I7th c.)

1467 Nottingham Rec. II. 264 Ricardus Colman-.est
communis noctivagus vocatus AngHce

* a nygbtwalker
contra formam Siatuti. c 1500 Virgilius in Thorns Prose

,

Rom. (1858) H. 41 The nyght walkers carede not a poynt
for that crye. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. ii. vi. (1588; 196
Watches to be kept for arresting of suspected persons, and
of nightwalkers. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 400 Nero Caesar,
.. \sing (as he did) to be a night-walker, . . met otherwhiles
with those that would so beat him. 1671 F. PIULIPPS Reg,

i Necess. 580 To lodge the remainder of the night among the
debauched or unruly sort of people, calld Rats or Night-
walkers. 1732 Loud. Mag. I. 334 Give some share of credit

1

to the out-lying Night-walkers, and Suburbian ghosts. 1771
E. LONG in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 206 He never .. hurt

any body but rogues and night-walkers. 1808 Sporting
Mag. XXX. 263 One of the night-walkers came in with his

legs foremost. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxv, If he turns re
seller of idle companions and night-walkers, ihe place must
be rid of him.

b. A street-walker, a prostitute. Now rare.

1670-1 A&quot;, Riding Rec, VI. 152 A Huby woman presented
for being a common night-walker. 1711 STEELE Spect.
Xo. 8 F 3, I am very well acquainted with all the Haunts
and Resoris of Female Night-walkers, c 1730 FIELDING
Pleasures of Town Wks. 1771 I. 246 Young virgins are
scarce as rails, sir ; Plenty as batts the night-walkers go.
i8z$Act 6 Ceo. jy, c. 97 3 Every common Prostitute
and Night-Walker.

fc. A bell-man*. Obs t rare~.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.
2. An animal that moves about by night. Also

in specific uses (see quots.).
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 243 Most certain it is that Eeles are

such night-walkers. 1691 RAY Creation (1692) 131 The
Tamandua, or Ant-Bear, described by Marcgrave and Piso,
who saiih of them, that they are Night-walkers, and seek
their Food by Night. 1754 SIRVI-E t&amp;lt;n*?x $itt~t&amp;gt;. (ed. 6) I.

j. xx. 124/1 What the Keepers call their School of Apes,
which contains two Egyptian Night-walkers, and two
Apes from Turkey, a 1779 COOK I oy, in. viii. (1784) I. 152
We caught . . another [fish]. ., of a reddish colour with a
little beard, which we called night walkers, from the greatest
number being caught in the night. 1894 Outing XXIV.
137/2 The huge nightwalkeis or bob-worms.
o. A somnambulist, rare 1

.

1753 CHAMBEKS Cyd. Snpfil. s.v. Noctainbjtlatio, Those. .

afflicted with it. .are by some called lunatic night-walkers.

Nrght-walking, vbl. sb. [f. NIGHT sb, +
WALKING vbl. sb.] The action or fact of walking
or going about by night ;

an instance of this.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 400 Certayne persones y* thyder
were commytted by Sir lohn Bryton, then custos or

gardeyn of the cytie, for nyght walkynges. 1584 R. SCOT
Discov. Witchcr. x. ix. (1886) 149 Witches night walkings are
but phantasies and dreames. 16x8 DALTON Countr. Just,
(1630) 66 Such night-walkings are unfit for honest men, and
more suiting to the theefe. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii.

ii. vii. 118 After hard
meates,_it [sleep] increaseth fearefull

dreames, Incubus, night-walking.

Ni-ght-walkiiig, ///. a. [Cf. prec.] That
\\alks by night.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Iff, i. i. 72 There is no man secure But

the Queenes kindied, and night-walking Heralds. 1641
MILTON Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 191 To stand to the

courtesy of a night-walking cudgeller. 1658 ROWLAND tr.

Monftfs T/teat, fns. 959 Those night-walking Butterflies

batter with their wings and destroy those that fly by day,
1709 Ranibl. Fuddle-Caf&amp;gt;s 8 To pleasure each Sot, like a

Night-walking Lady. 1822 W. IRVING Bracebr. Hall(ityo)
384 This night-walking old fellow of the Haunted House.

Ni ght-wanderer, [f- NIGHT sb. + WAN
DERER sb] One who or that which wanders by
night ; one who is travelling by night.
1576 FLEMING tr. Caius Dogs (1880) 25 Theefes, robbers,

spoylers, and night wanderers. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. ii. i.

39 You . . Misleade night-wanderers, laughing at their

harme. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 640 A Flame, Which oft

..Misleads th amaz d Night-wanderer from his way. 1844
CAKPENTEK Zool. I. 193 There are few situations in the
lower part of Java where this night wanderer is not con

stantly observed.

Ni ght-wandering, ppl. a. [Cf. prec.] That
wanders by night,
1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 307 Night-wandrtng weezels shreek to

see him there. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 55 When night-

wandring Witches put on their pattlns. 1720 POPE Iliad
xix. 414 So to night-wandering sailors, pak with fear.-, Wide
o er the watery wa&amp;gt;te, a light appears.

NIGHTY.

So Hi gilt-wandering- vbl. sb.

.&quot;(1649
DRUMM. OF HAWIH. Hist. Jas. V&amp;gt;

Wks. (1711) 98
Till after much Misery and Night-wandring at Home, they
were constrained.. to fly into England.

Ni ghtward, a. [f. NIGHT sb. + -WARD.]
Coming, taking place, etc., towards nightfall ;

leading towards night.
1631 MILTON in Birch Life M. s Wks. 1738 I. 4, I am the

bolder to send you some of my nightward Thoughts. 1644
Educ. 5 Their nightward studies wherewith they close

the dayes work. 1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith Gartney s

Girlh. xxiii, To tread the nightward path under the old
leaden sky.
So Ni ghtwards adv., towards the region of

night, westwards.
1855 BAILEY Mystic^ etc. 93 They scattered wide, From

Hungria, to Golcond and isles Molucques, And nightwards,
to Brasil.

Ni ght-watch. [f.
NIGHT sb. + WATCH sb.]

1. A watch or guard kept during the night; the

time during which such a watch is kept.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 8 Hyrdas . . waciende & niht

waeccan healdende ofer hepra heorda. 1611 COTGR., Pa-
trottille, a still night-watch in warre. 1667 MILTON P. L.
iv. 780 The Cherubim.. stood armd To thir night watches
in warlike Parade. 1671 F. PHILIPPS Reg, Necess. 580 The
Constables of every Parish in London. .can in their Night-
watches command better men than themselves to the comp-
ters or London Prisons. 1812 S. ROGERS Voy. Columbus
v. 25 Oft in the silent night-watch. x829MARRYAT/^. Mild-
may vii, I . . determined to have one of those great coats . . to

keep me warm in night-watches. 1884 J. GILMOUR Mongols 5

Taking my turn in the night-watch against thieves.

attrw. 1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. in. i. 178 A Cruicke, Nay, a

night-watch Constable.

2. The person or persons engaged in watching
by night.
(1400 Destr. Troy 7352 Nightwacche for to wake, waites

to blow. 11400 Siege Jems. 41/728 pe nyjt wacche to be
walle & waytes to blowe. 1530 PALSGR. 248/1 Night
watche, eschanlnetes. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri.

Faith i. (1845) 3 If. .the night-watch fall fast asleep. 1850
GROizCrtece n. Ixv. VIII. 362 A little before day break,
when the night-watch had just broken up. 1883 GRESLEV
Gloss. Coal-mining- 174 Night ll atch, a trusty old collier

who keeps guard on the surface during the night.

3. One of the (three or four) watches into which
the night was divided by the Jews and Romans;
hence, any similar period or division of the night.

Usually in//.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 39 On bis niht be6 fowuer niht

wecches. 1535 COYERDALE Fs. cxix. 148 Myne eyes pre-
uente y night watches. 1611 BIBLE P$. Ixiii. 6, 1. .meditate
on thee in the night-watches. 1634 MILTON Conms 347

Might we but hear The. .village cock Count the night
watches to his feathery Dames. 1853 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom s C. xxxvi, Flashing through the chambers of his

brain, came all the fearful images of the night-watcbes.

So Hl ght-watcher ; Ni-g-ht-watching vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1568CJRAFTON Chron. II. 499Toauoyde all *night watchers

ndioyning to Paris. 1859 MEREDITH R. Feverel xli, He
dismissed the night-watchers from the room. 1697 DRVDEN
/ Vrf/VLife *2 His too great abstinence and *night-watchings
at his Study, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1865) I. 384 Labour
must be your doom, Night-watchings, days of gloom. 1856
Orrs drc.bci.i Pract. Chem. 460 The best description of

candle manufactured from wax is the mortar-light, which is

used .. for night-watching. 1579 NORTHBROOKE Dicing
(1843) 46 You abused, and not vsed, your sleepe indue time
and order, by reason of your ydle &quot;night-watching playes.

1643 A. RonMr/JSfMfe 169 That he may not be found asleep
liy his night-watching enemy. 1820 SHELLEV/^WM Men.
ii. A night-watching and door-waylaying thief.

Ni gh.t-wind. [f. NIGHT sb. + WIND
sl&amp;gt;.]

A wind that blows during the night.
1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i. xiii. i, The night-winds sigh, the

breakers roar. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvii, The moon, and
Ihe dew, and the night-wind. 1839-52 BAILEY Fcstus 29 A
changeless tone Of sadness like the nightwind s.

Ni gh.t-work, sb. [f.
NIGHT sb. + WOKK sb.

Cf. OE. niktweorc (Beowulf 827 .] Work done,
or which one has to do, during the night.

1594 PLAT Jeivell-Ho. 67 To put some in minde of their

?rosse
night-woorkes. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of

turn. v. v, I marie what piece of night-work you have in

hand now. 1679 C. NESSE Antichrist 201 A work of

darkness, moon or night-work. 1835 URE Phil. Mamtf.
374 One ingenious physician, when asked about the effects

of night-work on factory children, condemned it. 1869
E. A. PAHKES Pract. Hygiene fed. 3) 529 Among the duties

of the soldier is some amount of night-work.

So f Ni g-fct-work v. ;
Ni ght-worker.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes 111. viii. 118 And for their Land

ladies, to Night-workethem into silence. I^^MANDEVILLE
Fab. Bees^ (1725) I. 91 That the smell of gain was fragrant
even to night-workers.

Nighty (nai-ti), sb. [f. night- (see def.) + -Y.]

A familiar (orig. nursery) name for a night-gown
or night-dress ;

also transf. of a surplice.

1895 in Fitntfs Stand. Diet. 1897 FLANDKAU Harvard
Episodes 205 A nice little boy at S. Timothy s, piping

li(|uidly in an angelic nighty at Chapel. 1903 Morn.
Leader 3 Dec. 7 The nighty is smartened up. .by being
tied with narrow ribbons down the front.

t Ni ghty, #- Obs. rare. [f. NIGHT sb. + .Y i.]

Pertaining to night; nightly, nightlike.
?; 1400 LYDG. JEsofis Fab. i. 19 To chase away [fc&amp;gt;el

nyghty [v.r. myghty] clowdes blake. 1330 [see NICMTISH a.}.

1582 STAS-VUL-RNT .-Ends \\. (Arb.) 55 Wee keepe thee mid-

p.i.h vsith daicknebse night je beueyleil.



NIGHWHAT.
t Nighwhat, adv. Obs. rare. [f. NIGH a. +

-WHAT; cf. somewhat, etc.] Almost, nearly.
c 1290 Btket 1924 in S, Eng. Leg. I. 161 Heo weren

nei^wat at be se are |re kin^ it wuste. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 437 pe frensse were nei}wat ibro^t to gronde. Ibid.

1791 A louerding. .& is men nei wat alle.

tNi gion, variant of NIDGET. Obs. rare-&quot;.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 164/9 A Nigion, itiorio, uicota.

Nigirtnesa, obs. Sc. form of NIGGARDNEBS.
Uigiting, vbl. sb. : see NIDGET v?
Ifigle, obs. variant of NIGGLE v.

tNigmenog. Obs. rare . (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Ci-ctu, Nigmenog^ a very silly

Fellow.

Wig iiay, -nye. Sc. Also 9 -noy, -naw.

[Of oliscure formation : cf. NICK-NACK.] A trifle;
a trifling, useless thing or proceeding.
a 1689 CLELAND Poems (1697) 92 (Jam.), He was not for the

French nignayes, But briskly to his brethern says [etc.].

1730 RAMSAY raMts, Cats % Cheese 44 Poor Pousies now the
daffin saw, Of gawn for nignyes to the law. 1788 PICKEN
Poems (1813) I. 124 (E. D. D.), Naething now fills the bole
or pantry, But some nignye that crams the gentry. 1835
WALKER Rhymes 195 (L. D. D.), Numerous Nig-naws from
New Zealand. 1880 A ntrim fy Down Gloss. 73 Nignays t

Nignoys, useless profitless doings.

Nigneti, obs. form of NISEI v.

t NigOll. Obs. Forms : a. 4-6 negon, (5 ne-

gyn). H. 4-5 nyguri, 5 uyg(g)oun, 5-6 nygon,
6 uiggou. [Of obscure origin : see NIG a.

and NIGGARD.] A niggard, miser.
a. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Syime 6055 What seye }e by

|?ese streyle negons pat se al day Goddes persones Before hem
deye for mysese. 14.. Sir Bates (C) 1917 pus men schal
teche odur . . Of mete & drynke no negyn to be. c 1460
Tirwneley Myst. xxx. 571 The negons thai mowchid and had
no will For hart fare. 1526 1 ilgr. Psrf. (W. de W. 1531)
ig b, He hegynneth to spare hisgoodes, and waxethanegon.
0. 1303 R. BRUXNE Handl. Synne 5575 Pers was..swy| e

coueytous, And a nygun and auarous. c 1330 Ckron.
Wac&amp;lt;i (Rolls) 5721 He was neuere nygon ne nyce. c 1386
CHAUCER Cook s T. 319 My brother is a nyggoun, I swer by
Cristes ore. c 1412 HOCCLEVE DC Reg. Pritic. 2033 To you
therof kan I be no nygon. 1520 Caxton s Chron. Eng. \.

64/1 He was a very nygon, and was exalted to his empire by
the Grekes. 1570 LEVINS Manif&amp;gt;. 164/8 A \iggon,/&amp;lt;m K$.

Hence f Ni gonry, -|- Ni gonship, niggardli
ness. Ob;.
c 1400 LOVE Bmm- ent. Mirr. xxxvi. (B. N. C. MS.) If. 87

Thyne owne false couetise in excusacioun of thyne nygunrye.
c 1460 G. ASHBY Dicta. Philos. 548 Be nat in youre expenses
ouer large, Ne to sca[r]ce by maner of nygonship. 1516
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) noThese be y vices contrary
to these vertues, . . Auaryce or negonry.

Nigramancer, -mancy, obs. ff. NECRO-.

t Nigre, variant of NIGER or NIGGER. Obs.

ci7ooT. BROWN Lett. fr. Dead(\ioi) II. 121 A manner
that discover d he had an ascendency over the rest of the
immortal Nigres.

t Nigred, a misprint for INGHEDE v.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp. 325 The round [Aristo-
lochia], which nigreds [L. nccedit af{] the confection of i

Hiera Pacchii, cahfies and dries potently. [The Pkys. Diet,

compiled for the work gives Nigredes, makes black .]

t Nigre dity. Obs. rare.
[f. late L. nigrcdo ;

blackness.] Blackness.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health Ixxiii. 24 In whose urynes any
nygreditie or blackenes hath dominion. 1597 A. M. tr.

GrttUemeau s Fr. Ckirurg. 29/2 Ther remayneth somtimes
a nigreditye or blacknes about the apertione.

t Nigrefaotion. Obs. rare-&quot;. [Cf. NIGRIFI-

CATION.] A making black (Phillips 1658).
Nigrefle, obs. form of NIGRIFV.

Nigremansi, obs. form of NECROMANCY.

Nigrescence (nDigre-sens). [f. L. nigresc-lre :

see next and -EN CE.] The process of becoming
black, or the blackness produced.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. x. 10 An imaginative

observer may find, perhaps, more to amuse him in the erratic

nigrescence than in many a laboured picture.
b. spec. Darkness of hair, eyes, or complexion.

1885 BEDDOE Races Britain 5 A ready means of comparing
the colours of two peoples or localities is found in the Index
of Nigrescence.

Nigrescent (naigre-sent), a. [ad. L. nigre-
\

scent-em, pres. pple. of nigrescere to grow black,
f. niger black.] Blackish, somewhat black.

755 jn JOHNSON. 1773 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 531
The nigrescent maculation of their pristine niveous candour,

j

1819 H. BUSK Vcstriad I. 272 The glossy ermine,..Or scarcer i

sable with nigrescent locks. 1822-34 Goods Study Med.
(ed. 4) IV. 450 The Nigrescent Leprosy.. is improperly
called black, though it was so named by the Greeks. 1882
Entom. Ma*. Mar. 223 A. gibbera . . has black halteres, as
well as nigrescent alulets and wings.

Nigre sceous, a. rare. [f. as NIGRESC-ENT +
-EOUS.] Blackish.

1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycelcs 15 Variable in colour
brown spadiceous, violaceous, nigresceous.

Nigrescite (ni gresait). Min. [t.L.nigresc-
Ire (see above) + -ITE l 2. Named 1 867.] A hydrous
silicate of iron and magnesium, changing by ex

posure from green to black.

Nigri-, combining form of L. niger, nigr-, as
in nigricaulate, or -cauline, having a black stem,
nigriMlatc, having a black neck, nigricornate,
-crural, -pennate, etc.

1857 MAYNU Expos. Lex. 1892 Syd. Sac. Lex.

149

Nigricant (ni-grikant), a, [ad. L. nigri.
cant-em blackish, swarthy, pres. pple. of nigiicdrc
to be blackish, f. niger black.] Black. Bat. = Ni-
CKESCENT.

1772 NUGENT Hist. Fr. Gerund IL 97 To dissipate the

nigricant squadrons of darkness. 1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit.

Discomycetes 182 Globose or hemispherical, nigricant.
So tNi-gTicantinf////. a., blackening. Ots.

1716 M. DAVIES Atlten. Brit. III. Arianism 31 The better
to carry on the nigricanting Art of sucking of Spiritual
Venom out of Honey-suckles.

Nigri fic, a. nonce-wd. [Cf. inagiufu;~\ Black.
1804 Something Odd II. 89 He don t believe there is a

devil. Apropos of his nigrific Majesty [etc.].

Nigrifica tion. rare ~.
[f. L. nigrificare :

!
see next and -ATION.] The act of making black

(Johnson 1755).

Nigrify (ni-grifai\ v. Also 7 nigrefle. [ad.
L. nigrificare to blacken, f. niger black +facere to

make.] trans. To blacken.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1721 in BAILEY. 1800 LAMB
Lett. v. 44 Twould have been but giving a polish to lamp
black, not nigrifying a negro primarily. 1870 Obstmer 9
Oct., Using a tar brush to nigrify the white and shining
celebrities. 1893 Scott. Lender 27 Sept., The old part, .has
now become completely nigrilied.

Nigr.ri.ne (ni-grgin), st&amp;gt;. Mia. Also nigrin.
[f. L. nigr- black + -INE

&quot;

. Xamed 1800.] A black
ferriferous variety of rutile.

1805 JAMESON Min. II. 502 The red colour, .distinguishes
it .it once from nigrine. 1836 T. THOMSON Mill., Geol., etc.
I. 468 Nigrin.. occurs at OhTapian, in Transylvania, and was
first described and analyzed by Klaproth. 1880 J//. Mag.
IV. 70 They are of the variety of Rutile known as Nigrine.

Nigrine (ni grain), a. rare. [f. L. nigr-

black+-iNEl.] Black.

1885 Glasgow Herald 4 May 9/5 Quite as satisfactory as
any of Mr. Whistler s nigrine arrangements.

t Nigrite 1
. Obs. rare. [f. L. nigr- black +

-JTE!
i.] A negro.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. v. xii. (1636) 558 The Spaniards
have not found either in Mexicana, or in Peruana any
Nigrites or blacke Moores. 1597 J. KING On Jonas (1618)
179 The poore Nigrite their slaue.

Nigrite- (ni-grait). Chem. [f. L. nigr-
black + -ITE 1

4.] Nigrite core (see quot.).
1882 DREDGE Elcctr. Illumination I. 338 The Nigiite

core invented by Mr. Price .. is another combination of
ozokerit and india-rubber (or gutta-percha). . .Nigrite core
has a high insulation resistance.

Nigritian (nigri -/ an;, a. and si.
[f. A igrili-a

(see def.) + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Nigritia, a region

in Central Africa nearly co-extensive with the
Sudan, the home of the most pronounced types of
the negro race; hence, of or belonging to the

negro race.

1865 J. H. INGRAHAM Pillar ofFire (1872) 75 Two Nigri
tian lion-leopards of Rhodian marble. 1869 LUBBOCK Preh.
Times (t^A. 2) xii. 377 Negroes of the true Nigritian stamp.
1881 FEATHERMAN Soc. Hist. Mankind V. Introd.p. x, The
Nigritian stock has branched out into four distinct races.
B. si . An inhabitant of Nigritia.

1881 FEATHERMAN Sue. Hist. Mankind V. Introd. p. x,
The Takroor Nigritians represent the original type without
intermixture.

Nigritic (nigri-tik),
a.

[f. L. nigr- black +
-me.] Of or pertaining to the negro race, spec.,
the Oceanic negroes (Cent. Diet. 1890).

Nigritude (ni-gritid). [ad. L. nigritud-o,
f. nigr-, niger black : see -TUDE.] Blackness.
1651 CULPEPPER Astral. Jndgem. Dis. (1658) 194 Their

colour is pale, shaddowed with a little nigritude or dark*
nesse. 1657 TOMLINSON Rcnoits Disp. 211 Nigritude
deturpates [the teeth]. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Praise
Chimney-Swee/ ers, I like to meet a sweep.. one of those
tender novices blooming through their first nigritude, a 1849
H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) 1 1. 33 Reflections on the rear-ward
nigritudeof the kettle. 1889 Q. Rev. CLXVIII. 372 Our
aged friends can well remember when the smoke of London
was not equal to one-tenth of last year s nigritude.

b. A black thing or reputation.
1869 Echo 2 Sept., The subtle nigritudes bom of the

household fires. Upon our dwellings these nigritudes fall

[etc.]. 1878 Pall Mall G. 6 Aug. 9 [Whitewashing], to be
done effectively, must be attempted on such unmistakable
nigritudes as Judas Iscariot or Judge Jeffries.
Hence Nigrltu-dinons a., black.
1849 J. G. SAXE Poems, Devil of Names 106 To whiten

his nigritudinous legs.

t Ni gro. Obs. Also 6 uygro. [ad. Sp. negro
NEGRO, after L. nigr-, niger. ] A negro.
a 1548 HALL Chron.,Hen. VIII, p.vii/i Their faces.neckes,

armes & handes, couered in fyne pleasaunce blacke . . so that
the same ladies semed to be nygrost [sic] or blacke Mores.
1581 N. LICHEFIEI.D tr. Castanheda s Cony. E. Ind. iii. 9
Our men saw certaine little Nigroes. 1618 LITHGOW Pilgr.
Farewell Cj, I know these Nigroes, of the Austriale Sunne,
Haue not endur d such heat.

Nigro-, combining form of L. niger black,
used in Ent. and Bat. to indicate a mixture of
black with some other colour, or some feature of
a blackish tint.

18*6 KIRBY & Si . Entomol. xlvi. IV. 303 When it is said
of a body that it is nigroaeneous, it means that the xneous
UntpreVaiK 1847 HAKDY in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club II.

&quot;* 5- 235 Breast nigio-pubcscent. Ibid. 244 Legs nigro-

1892 in Syd. Sac. Lejc.
_
1897 Westm. Gaz. 12 Aug. 2/3

nigrosine,. .contained quantities of

igi. a&Alltvtt sSyst. Med. VIII. 882 They stain well

NIHILIFICATION.
1 fuscous. Ibid. 253 Elytra, .with athickish nigro-pubescence.

1882 Garden 23 Dec. 553/3 Nigro-hirsute Dendrobes with
rich orange blossoms are rare.

Nigromancer, -mancy, obs. ff. NECEO-.
!N&quot;igromancian, -cien: see NECROMANCIEN.

Nigrosine (ni-grtfsin). Ckem. Also -in.
[f.

j

L. nigr- black + -OSE -t- -IKE 5.] A blue-grey or

!

blue-black colouring matter derived from aniline

hydro-chlorate.
1892 in Syd. Soc.

One sample, made of nigro.sine,. .cont

fungi. T&ftAllbutt $Syst. Med. VIII.
!

..with haematoxylin] con go-red, or acid nigrosin.

Nigrous (ni-grss), a. Ent. [f. L. nigr-
black -f -ous.] Deep black.

[1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 303 ^Eneo-nigrous.]
1841 E. NEWMAN Hist. Insectsm. \\. 173 Blacks :. -nigrousor
niger, the colour of lamp black.

t Nigs. Obs. (See GOD sb. 14 b, and Go 1
2.)

1640 GLAPTHORXE Wit in Constable v. Wks. 1874 I. 231
Precise Taylors, that..sweare cuds nigs over their wine.
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary iv. i, S nigs and well re-

member d.

Nigt, obs. form of XIGHT.

!! Niglia (ni gwa). Also 9 negua. [Sp. nigna.]
The chigoe or jigger.
1622 CAPT. SMITH Wks. (Arb.) 580 Then had they a little flea

called Nigua, which got betweene the skinne and the fie.^h

before they were aware, and there bred and multiplied.

1760-72 tr. yuan &amp;lt;y

Uttva s Voy. {ed. 3) I. 64 The insect of

Larthagena called nigua, and in Peru pique, is shaped like

a flea, but almost too small for sight. 1816 KIRBY & SP.
Entomol. iv. (iSiSjI. 103, I am speaking of the celebrated

Chigoe or Jiggers, called also Nigua. 1851 MAYHEW Land.
Labour (1861) III. 35 The most annoying species, .being a
native of the tropical latitudes, and variously named in ihc
West Indies, chigoe, jigger, nigua, tungua, and pique. 1868
F. BOYLE Ride across Cont. 68 Neguas .. better known in

England by their West Indian name jiggers or chlgos .

Nihend, Nih^ette, obs. forms of NINTH.
i! Nihil (nsi hilj. [L. nihil nothing.]
1. A thing of no worth or value, rare.

1579 G. HARVEY Wks. (Grosart) I. 124 Counters, which
nowe and then stands for hundreds and thousands, by and
bye for odd halfpens or farthinges, are other whiles for

very
mails. ci6ip MIDDLETON, etc. Widow i. i, Look you, all

these are nihils
; They want the puncUon. 1623 I. BAKGRAVE

Sert/t. (1624) 22 While they would be both papists and pro-
testants, they are, indeede, newters and nihils.

2. = NlCHlL sb. 2.

1629-30 J. MEAD in Crt.
&amp;lt;$

Times Chas. I (1848) II. 62 A
commission was directed.. to inquire into his lands and
goods, and to seize upon them for the king, but they retui ned
a nihil. 1684 MANLF.Y Cowfirs Interpr., Nihil or Nichilt

is a word which the Sheriff answers, that is opposed con

cerning Debts illeviable, and that are nothing worth, by
reason of the insufficiency of the Parties from whom they
are due. [Hence in Phillips (1706), iermesdela Ley (1708).]
1818 CKUSH Digest (ed. a) V. 389 If the sheriffreturned nihil

[
upon the summons, an alias and a pluries issued.

Hence f Nihila g-ent, one who does nothing.
1579-80 G. HARVEY Lett. Wks, (Grosart) I. 99 As if. .we

were borne to be the only Nonproficients and Nihilagents
of the world.

t NihilaTian. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. nihil

nothing + -arian, as in Unitarian, etc.] One
who deals with things of no importance.
1705 BERKELEY Ccmmonpl. Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 426 If the

wit and industry of the Nihilarians were empjoy d about the
useful and practical mathematiques.
Wi hilate, v. Obs. rare 1

. [ad. ppl. stem
of med.L. nihildret f. L. nihil NIHIL,] To annul.
1545 Act 37 Hen. VIH, c. 13 i The said Act. .[shall be]

from henceforth frustrate and nihilated, and to be repealed
for ever.

t Nihila tion. Obs. rare
- l

. [f. as prec. : see

-ATION.] Nonentity.
1695 TRYON Dreams App. 260 He must.. cease from all

Motion and Action, and become an eternal Stillness, or
Nihilation.

t Nihile ity. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. ni/ti-

leitas (Du Cange). Cf. NJHILITY.] Nullity.
1603 HARSNET Popish Impost, no Choosing out such

shadowes and Nihileities, tocontroll the Principalities and
powers of Darkness. 1675 WOODHEAD, etc. Par. S, Paulf&
There being an inanity and nihileity in the called.

t NThilhood. Vbs. rare-\
[f. L. nihil

nothing + -HOOD.] Nullity, negation.
1602

J. DAVIES (Heref.) Minem in Modnm (Grosart) 23
III beeing but a meere defect of Good, ..Which is no more,
butameere Nihilhood.

Ifihili-, combining form of L. nihil nothing,
as nihili-parturient, producing nothing.
1812 SOUTHEY Omniana I. 314 A certain prani-pregnant,

nihili-parturient genius of the editor s acquaintance.

Nihi lianism. Theol. [f. L. nihil nothing +
-IAN + -JSM.] The doctrine that in the nature of
Christ there was no human, but only a divine
element. Cf. NIHILISM 4.
1895 GORE Dissertations in. iii. 279 What has been already

described as nihilianism was the current mode of conceiving
the Incarnation. .1896 The Month Apr. 466 What Canon
Gore means by Nihilianism is the false theory of the Mono-
physite heretics.

Nillllifica tion. rare. [See next and -ATION.]
The action of setting aside or slighting.
1678 PHILLIPS 5///., Nihilijiialion t a setting at nought

or slighting. 1820 Examiner No. 656. 705/1 The Courier s

nihilitication of the Learned Gentleman reminds us of the

poet s panegyric.



NIHILISM.

tNihilify, v. Obs. rare-&quot;,
[f.

L. nihill

facSfrt.} To set nothing by, to disesteem, to

make no account of (Blount 1656).
Nihilism (nai-hiliz m). [f.

L. nihil nothing +
-ISM. Cf. F. nihilisme, Sp. nihilismo, It. nichil-

ismo, G. nihitismtif, Russ. Hlirii.uiajn,.]

1. Negative doctrines in religion or morals
;

total rejection of current religious beliefs or

moral principles.
01817 T- DWIGHT Trazi. tfew Eitg., etc. fiSai) III. 238
Hence the transition is easy to mere Nihilism, and a total

disregard of all moral obligation. 1854 BUCKNILL Crim.
Lunacy 8 In Germany, rationalism ending in absolute
nihilism has led to results of the same nature. 1881 BLACKIE
Lay Strm. iii. (1886) iiSThe hollow vacuities and negative
absurdities of Atheism or Nihilism.

2. Philos. An extreme form of scepticism, in

volving the denial of all existence.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xvi. (1850) I. 294 Of
positive or dogmatic Nihilism there is no example in modern
philosophy. 1842 Diss. in Reid s Wks. I. 129/2 Is the

acknowledged result of the Fichtean dogmatism less a
nihilism than the scepticism of Hume? 1857 MAX M I LLER
Chips (1880) I. xi. 284 Buddhism .. cannot be freed from
the charge of Nihilism. 1887 PATER Imag. Portraits 128

Actually proud at times of his curious, well-reasoned nihilism.

b. Nothingness, non-existence.

1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics 1860) II. vn. ii. 15 [To] lose,
in utter^Nihilism, all sense of any existence separate from
the Divine Substance. 1866 A thenxmn No. 2006. 454/3 To
aim

at_nihilism
as the supreme good.

3. The doctrines or principles of the Russian
Nihilists.

1868 G. Duff dance over Eur. 42 The Russian Tories . .

have been assisted . .by the spread among the half-educated
of absurd and anti-social notions, to which the name of
Nihilism has been given. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLV. 407
Nihilism in Russia is an explosive compound, generated by
the contact of the Sclav character with Western ideas.

trans/. 1880 Fraser s Mag. May 65 Atheism is, in many
respects, the Nihilism of the intellect and conscience.

4. Theol. Nihilianism.
1882 3 SCHAFF Encycl. Rel. Knowl. II. 1656 Nihilism.,

denotes in theology the view that the human nature of
Christ had. .no true subsistence.

Nihilist (nai-hilist). [f. as prec. + -isr. Cf.

F. nihiliste (1797), Sp. nihilista, It. nichilista.

G. nihilist, Russ. Hnra.iHcn..]
1. One who holds the doctrine of nihilism in

philosophy or religion.
1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xvi. (1859) I. 294

Philosophers are divided . . into Nihilists or Non-Sub-
stantiahsts (etc.]. 1854 tr. Feucrbach s Ess. Chr. 28 We must
say with the oriental nihilist or pantheist. 1876 J. PARKER
Paracl. u. xviii. 200 David Hume.. has been correctly
described as a nihilist; he denied everything and affirmed

nothing.
2. A member of a Russian revolutionary party

professing extreme principles.
1871 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 226 The Nihilists

,
as they

called themselves, were an offshoot of Russian extravagance
on the Socialist stock. 1880 19^ Cent. VII. i It is because

nothing as it exists at present finds favour in their eyes
that they have been called Nihilists . 1887 T. A. TROLLOPE
What I remember II. xiii. 235 He was a Nihilist of the
most uncompromising type.

b. attrib. or as adj.
1880 Standard 22 Dec., Another Nihilist leader has been

arrested. 1883 Harper s Mag. Jan. 315/2 Nihilist procla
mations have continued to be placarded.

Nihilistic (naihili-stik), a.
[f. prec. + -1C.]

Of, relating to, characterized by, or professing,
nihilism : a. in philosophy or religion.
1857 MAX MCLI.EK Chips (1880) I. xi. 290 The more ad

vanced views of the Nihilistic philosophers. 1871 ALABASTER
Wheel ofLaw p. Hi, I cannot decline to allow the term
N ihilistic to be applied to it. 1873 WAGNER tr. Teiiffets Hist.
Rom. Lit. 11.35 A kind of nihilistic resignation.

b. in Russian politics.
1868 G. DUFF Pol. Sum. 35 Nihilistic doctrines, .contain

a large proportion of sound tendencies. 1881 Times ii Apr.
9/4 In Russia the outbreak of nihilistic fury has made
humanitarian treatment impossible for the present. 1890 J.
HATTON Bjr Order of Czar 149, I thought she might have
been a nihilistic spy.

Nihility (naihi-Hti). [ad. med.L. nihilitas, f.

nihil nothing : see -ITY. Cf. F. nihiliti (Cotgr.).]
The quality or state of being nothing ; non-

existence, nullity.
1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles IV. 514 This Nihilitie or Nothing-

nesse of the Creature is the same with its Passive power.
1725 WATTS Logic i. ii. 6 led. 2) 26 Not-Being is consider d
as excluding all Substance,, .and this we call pure Nihility ,or
meer Nothing. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) IV. 90 Nor
is there anyone . . who has not at some moments felt the
nihilityof all things. 1831 I. TAYLOR in Edward s Freedom
of Will Introd. v. 103 We will apply this method of resolv

ing an illusory notion into its proper nihility. 1874 WHITNEY
Oriental $ Ling. Stud. 74 The basis . . relied upon to
establish the date of Buddha s entrance upon nihility.

b. With a and //. A mere nothing, a trifle ;

a non-existent thing ; a nullity.

1765 Land. Chroit. 3 Jan. ii After he had discharged all

his nihilities, he returned with equal precipitation. 1794
MRS. Piozzi Synon. II. 66 Delia Crusca . . had been
asserting that all past actions were nihilities. 1824 I):.

QU-INCEY Analects Wks. 1860 XIV. 134 This universe in

comparison of which the positive universe would be itself a
nihility. 1878 F. FERGUSON Life Christ II. xv. 316 Not the
Sou of a mere abstraction, of an infinite nihility.
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Niht, obs. f. NIGHT
; var. ofNITH Obs. Niinde.

obs. f. NINTH. Niker, obs. f. NICKER .f*.
1

fNikin. Obs. rare-&quot;. (See quot.)
a. 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nikin, a Natural or very

soft creature.

Nil 1
. Now rare or Obs. Also 7 nill. [a.

Arab, and Pers. nil : see ANIL.]
1. The indigo plant ; indigo dye.
1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linsclwteni. Ixix. 117/2 Annil or

Nil. -hath sky coloured leaves. 1625 FINCH in Purchas
Pilgrims I. iv. iv. 428 The first of Nouember I was sent to

buy Nill or Indico at Byana. 1640 PARKINSON Tkeat. Bot.
602 Else it was a worser kind of that Nil or Anil that

grew in Turkey. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufpl. s.v., This is

to be always understood as meaning that nil which is used
in dying. 1846-50 A. WOOD Class-Bk. Bot. 442 Flowers. .

of a clear blu^ color (whence its specific name, Anil or Nil,
Indigo).

2. A species of convolvulus with blue flowers.

597 GERARUE Herbaln. ccciv. 715 There be also other sorts
of Bindweeds,, .which no doubt may be kinds of Nil. 1640
PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 170 The great blew Bindweede. .is

taken by most to be the Nil of Avicen and Serapis. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Siippl. s.v., It is probable that the con
volvulus, or bindweed, called nil, obtained this name only
from its flowers being of the same colour with the fine blue
pigment obtained from the other nil, or woad.

II Nil -. [L., contracted f. NIHIL.] Nothiny.
1833 Edin. Rev. Oct. 14 Such a return from all the popula

tion., would be nil. 1849 KISGSLEV Misc. (1859) I. 404
Such attempts at it as we yet have seen, maybe considered
nil. rtyjAllhttt sSyst. Med. VII. 889 The locomotor effects
of the spasms is either nil or but very slight.

b. ? = NlCBIL 2.

1811 in 2nd Rep. Kef. Irel. 132 The Originalia of Process,
called the Schedules of Nils from the Pipe. Ibid. 141 The
Process lodged by the Sheriffs . . is of no further use after the

;

Tots and Nils are discharged.

Nil, var. NILL si&amp;gt;.
;
obs. f. NILL v. Nild, obs.

j

or dial. var. NEEDLE. Nild(e, would not : see
NILL v. Nile, obs. f. NILL v.

Nile-bird, dial. A local (berks and Bucks)
, name for the Wryneck, from its cry.

1885 SWAINSON Iodines Birds 103

Nile-blue, s/&amp;gt;. and a. [f. the river Nile, after

F. bleu de A il.] A pale greenish blue.

1884 Christian World 4 Nov. 260/4 Amongst the favourite

|

colours are imperial yellow, Nile blue, tea rose and cardinal.

1892 Daily Aeuv 29 July 3/3 Greenish Nile-blue is dis
cordant with sky-blue.
So Nile-green.
1888 Daily fft-,us i June 5/8 A knot of Nile-green ribbons.

Nileotic, variant of NILOTIC.

t Nileseope, obs. variant of NILOSCOPE.
1642 HOWELL For. Tra-c. (Arb.) 223 There is a Castle in

the grand Caire in /Egypt, called the Nileseope, where there

is divided, as the ancient Nilescopes may be supposed to
have been, into Cubits.

Nilgai (ru-lgai . Also-ghye. [a. Hindi nilgai,
f. nil blue +gai cow.] = NYLGHAU.
1882 Mem. Gen. W. E. Baker n (Yule), Occasionally.,

one intruded on the solitude of a huge nilgai. 1890 S. W.
BAKER Wild Beasts II. 157 In India we find one variety of
large size, the nilghye (Portax ficta}. 1893 LYDEKKER
Horns I, Hoo/s 145 The well-known nilgai, or more
correctly nilgau, . . of Peninsular India.

Nilg(h)au, variant of NYLGHAU.
t Nill, s6.l Obs. Also 6 nyll(e, 6-8 nil. [ad.

med.L. nil (ni/iil}, a rendering of G. nichls, taken
in the usual sense of nothing , but in this con
nexion really a reduced form of onychitis, L. ony-
chitis (Pliny), Gr. ow-faa (Dioscorides).] White
oxide or flowers of zinc (by early chemists called
nil or nihil album}.
There is no evidence that the term has ever been really

current in English, but from being used to renderfomfholyxand spodtinn it has found its way into the dictionaries, in
which it latterly appears with a number of erroneous
definitions (see quots.).

1545 ELYOT, Pomplwlix is an herbe which (as Manardus
wnteth) is that which the Apothecaries dooe call Nill [ed.
1552 omits is an herbe whiche], 1558 WARDE tr. Alexis
Seer. i. (1559) 8 Take.. of Nill a dragme. 1565 COOPEK
Thesaurus, Pomplwlix.., the sperkles or ashes that
commeth of brasse tried in the furneis, and is of Apothe
caries called Nyll, much vsed in medicines of the Eyes.
1585 HIGINS tr. Junius Ifomencl. 4o8/r Pomphalyx..,
the foile that commeth of brasse, and the ore of brasse,
which is so light that it flieth like a feather in the
aire, and is called Nil. 1611 COTGR., Pompholige, Nil

; the

called in Greek Pompholyx, or Sfodium. 1736 AINSWORTH,
Nil [the shad in ^s of brass in trying], xris &amp;lt;V catimixfavilla.
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iron at the armourer s forge. Also, the stars of rockets.

tNUl, sb? Obs. Forms: 6 nyll, 7 nil(l.

[f. the vb.] An instance of nilling ;
a dis

inclination or aversion to something.
1526 Pilgr.Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 293 b, Where b one wyll

and one nyll in all thynges. ISTOTWYNE Phis. agst. Fortune
I. xxvii. 36 b, Some..haue feaft..yf a man may so tearme
it, a wyll and a nyll at one instant. 1656 HOBBES Liberty,
.\ecess. AT Chiina (1841 3 u Though a man have in every

NILL
: long deliberation a great many wills and nills. 1677 G/.Lt
,

Crt. Gentiles iv. 262 God begins to wil or nil nothing ; al his
wils nd nils are eternal.

Nill, dial. var. of neeld, NEEDLE.

Nill (nil), v. Now arch. Forms : (see below).
[OE. (pres. t.) nylle, nyle, nelle, nele, etc., = OFris.

j

nil, nel(e, nelle, f. ne NE 3 a + wille, wile WILL v.

;

In the Lindisf. Gosp. the more original forms nwill,
tiui/l also occur.
In early use another negative freq. occurs in the sentence.]
1. intr. To be unwilling, not to will.

a. Const, with infinitive (without to}. Some
times also denoting simple futurity.
*Present tense (and infinitive}.
a. 1st and yd sing. I nylle, i, 4 nyle, I,

3-4 nile, 4-6 nil, nyl(l, 5 nylle, nille, 5- nill.
2n,l sing, i, 4-5 nylt, 3-6 nilt (Orm. nillt), 6

nillest(e. PI. i nylla*, -eV, 3 nilenn, 4 nylen,
mil. Inf. 6-7 nill.

835 Charter in O. E. Texts 447 Jif min wiif oonne hia
nylle mid clennisse swac jehaldan. a 900 CYSEWULF Christ
683 Nyle he aengum anum ealle xesyllan gaestes snyttru.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) Ixxiv. 8 Nyle he

(&amp;gt;a
dxrstan him

donunbryce. c 1200 ORMIN 2091 \Vhase nile trowwenn biss He
slab hiss ajhenn sawle. laid. 6278 Jiff bu nillt nohht batenn
himm patt hatebbbe. c 1250 G n. t, Ex. 1806 Selfhiskinde
nils Oat wune forjeten. 13.. E. E. Attit. P. B. 1261
Nabuzardan nyl neuer stynt. 1388 WYCLIF Isa. i. 20 That
if 5e nylen, . -swerd schal deuoure ;ou. c 1420 Chron. Vilod.
3952 V my-self nyl not be y-buryed bere. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) 71 Yf thou nylt I shal .. [thee] never more
doughtir calle 1551 Dr. Haddoii s Exhort, in Furnivall
Ball. I. 325 Thow arte too bownde, that wake thow nillest,
for no distres. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. May 151 If I may
rest, I nill live in sorrowe. 1616 R. C. Times Whistle 120

Marriage they nill admin by any meanes.

0. ist and yd sing. 1-4 nelle, nele, i, 3-;
nel, (3 neolle, neole, neol). 2nd sing. 1-4 nelt.
PI. i nellafi, 2 nellefl, 3 -ef , 4 nelen.
Beowulf 679 Ic hine sweorde swebban nelle. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 45 Jif hi nellab healdan Cedes aewe. c xooo ^ELFRIC
Exod. v. 21 He nele

f&amp;gt;in
word jehiran. a 1122 O. E Chrott.

(Laud MS.) an. 1086 Hi nellad lufian God & rihtwisnesse.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 41 Synfulle men be heued-synnes
don habbcS and nelleS berof no shrift nimen. c 1275 Passion
our Lord 146 in O. E. Misc. 41 Ic nele neuer be vorsake.
c 1330 R. BlUNKB Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1 1518 ?if hit be so. .

pat &amp;gt;ou nelt come at by day. 1377 LANGL. / . PI. B. xi. 22
Til bow be a lorde . . leten e I nelle. c 1400 26 Pol. Pants
18/106 Many . . nelen non pthere counscil crave. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Prh . Pnz&amp;gt;. 157 He wille not begyle, ne
bigilid he nel not be.

y. isl and yd sing. 2-3 nulle, nule, 3-4 nul,
nolle, 4-5 nol. 2nd sing. 3-4 null, (6 Sc.} nolt.
PI. 3-4 nullefc, -ep, -eth, nolle(J&amp;gt;, 7 Sc. noil.

c 1175 Lamb. Mom. 29 He nule nefre mare eft )edon beo
sunnen. c 1205 LAY. 1447 Nawit for his forbode nulle ich
hit bileuen. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 909 Hwi nultu fare to
Noreweie? Ibid. 1764 Hwi nuneth hi nimen heom to rede?
1297 R. GLOUC. Chron. (Rolls) 7222 Hii nolleb no god Jing
ihure ne yse. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii, 32 Such tiding
mei tide y nul nout teme. 1340-70 Alex.

&amp;lt;y

Dind. 344 We
1 nolle sclepe in no sclowbe. 1399 Pol, Poems (Rolls) I. 365

Ther nul no stych with odur abyde. f 1400 Beryn 189. I

wol hym no thing spare That I nol touch nis taberd. 1633
Orkney Witch Trial in Atbotsford Club Miscell. 161 He
said to yow, Away wich, curling, devill a farthing ye noil fa.

**Past tense.

a. 1st and yd sing. 1-6 nolde ^Orm. nollde.

3 nulde), 1-3 nalde, (2 naldde, 3 neelde), 4-6
nold, 6 nould, Sc, nald. 2nd sing. I noldes,
i-.inoldest. J, 3 naldes. PI. I noldon. naldon,
etc., 3-4 nolden, 4-5 nolde. P. 6 nild(e,
nilled.

Beowulf 967 Ic hine ne mihte, b_a
metod nolde

; ganges
^etwaeman. a 900 CYNEWULF Christ 1392 Da bu hfes word
l.-cstaii noldes. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark i. 34 Dioblas

meniso he fordraf ut..& nalde leta spreca hia. c 1000
&amp;gt;LFRIC in Assmann Ag-s Horn. (1889) i. 229 For &cs wintres

cylf nolde se asolcena erigan. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1106 Se cyng him nolde a^ifan bat be he. .uppon
him jenumen haefde. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 He mihte
ridan if he walde on riche stede . . [yetj nalde he no. a 1225
Ancr. R. 234 [He] bed ure Louerd jeorne bet he dude hit

from him. and he nolde. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 3029 De
wicches hidden hem for-oan, Bi-foren pharaun nolden he
ben. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 897 (Kolbing\ Whi noldestow
vnderstonde, Hou bi kin is broujt to schond ? 1388 WYCLIF
Isa. xlii. 24 Thei nolden go in hise weies. c 1420 Chron.
yilod. 1593 pebysshopus nolde turne non other-weys. 1480
Robt. De-iyll in Thorns E. Eng. Prose Rom. (1858) I. 33
Robert nolde etc nor drynke. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon.
Prol. 52 Neptunus nold within that palice hant. c 1570
Pride

&amp;lt;r
Lolul. (1841) 10 Whereas.. I them beheld.., But

nold so much as louche them with my hand. 1590 GREENE
/f*j. (Rtldg.) 301/1 Unto the founts Diana nild repair. 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso v. xlvii, Thinke how I.. Was wronged, yet
I nould reuengement take.

***
Imperative (and subjunctive}.

Sing, i nyl, nelle, 4 nil, 4-5 (also //.) nile,

nyle. PI. i nyllat!, nellatf, nyllan, nelle,

4 nilles.

Used only in renderings of L. noli, nolite.

c82$ I csp. Ps. iv. 5 EorsiaS & nylla9 syngian. Ibid.

xxxvi. i Nyl 3u elnian betwih awergde. c sooa Ags. Ps.

(Thorpe) Ixi. 10 NellaS xe xewenan welan unrihte.
Ibid^.

cii. 9 Nelle bu odende yrre nabban. a 1300 E. E. Ps. Ixi.

n Nil bou hope in wickednes. Ibid. Ixxiv. 5, I saide to

wicked, Nilles do wicli. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II.

362 perfore seib_
Poul aftir, Nyle je 3yve stede to be devel.

1388 /V0.~*. iii. 2; Nil thou forbade to do wel him that



NILLA. 151 NIM.

niai. i 1449 PtcocK Repr, \. xviii. 109 Nile se deeme and

,e schulen not be deemed.

fb. With ellipse of go. Obs. rare.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 346 Nylt bou neuer to nunive bi

no-*kynne/ wayez ? 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 456 Witli

foules bat fram bym nolae, but folwed his whistellynge.

f C. Const, to with infinitive. Obs*

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7585 Your self nold For myldll of hi*

medill erthe bat myschefe to se. 1471 RIPLEV Comp. Alch.
Prol. ii. in Ashm. (1652) 117 Nylling to dwell where Syn is

wrought. 1500-20 DUNBAK Poems Ixvi. 85 Greit abbais

grayth I nill to gather. 1611 QUARLES Dm, Poems, Esther

(1638) 99 The peoples patience nilHng to sustaine The hard

oppression. 1652 H. L ESTRANGE Amer.no Jew^s 74 Tis
a learned ignorance to nill to know What our great master
does not will to show.

d. In the phrases nill he, will he
; nilling,

willing, etc. (Cf. WILL v.)
In these and other cases where will and z//are contrasted,

the former usually precedes : for examples see WILL v.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23738 Ded has vs wit-sett vr strete. Nil

we, wil we, we sal mete, a 1400-50 Alexander 301 Fleme
he sail be tobtre (wife]. ., nyll he so will he. c 1440 Ges^t
Rout. ii. xxvi. 354 Nylle he wille he, he sballe put forthc

his honde. 1629 Reg. Privy Counc. Scot. III. 5 They
sould caus fourtie knaves lyke himselfTe bring him out nill

he wald he. 1657 J. WATTS Dipper Sprinkled f$ To take
a living from them, to the value of ioo/. per annum, . , they
nilling willing^ 1787 BURNS Let. to J. Skinner 25 Oct.,
Your name will be inserted among the other authors Nill

ye, will ye . 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 253/2 This puts
the witch into such an agony, that she comes nilling willing
to the house. 1850 STRUTHERS Life Poet, Wks. I. p. xli,

Thoughts of this kind frequently, .forced themselves into

his mind, nil he would he.

2. trans. Not to will (a thing) ;
to refuse, re

ject ; to negative, prevent from happening, etc.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Thorpe) v. 3
j&amp;gt;u

cart se ylca God b nan
unriht nelt. c 1205 LAY. 28103 ?if hit weore ilimpe,&wa nulle

hit ure drihte [etc.], c 1*50 Hymn to Virgin ii. in Triti.

Coll. Horn. App. 257 pu nult nobing bote richt. a 1300
Vox % \Volf\fy in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 64 Noltou, quod the

wolf, thin ore? a 1330 Roland &amp;lt;V
V. 94 He broii^t . . Gold 8:

siluer, & riche stones, Ac berof nold he nou^t. &amp;lt; 1386
CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. fy T. 910 Nay, nay , quod
Plato, certein, that I nille . a 14^0 Knt. de la Tour (1868)

17 Y chese the yongest of the .iij. doughters, for y nille

none other. 1577 tr. Bullinger&quot;s Decades iv. Si. 590/2 It. .

nilleth, hateth, and repelleth the euil that the Lorde hath
forbidden it. 1615 JACKSON Creed iv. vi. Wks. III. 64

Many divine truths.. we evidently refuse, or nill, when we
come to question about their price. 1650 BAXTER Saints A*,

iv. ix. i If it appeare evil to us, then we Nill it. 1683 J.

CORBET Free Actions \, vi. 5 Though God doth not simply
Nill the Existence of sin, yet he NilK it so far, as that he
hates it. a. 1708 BEVERIDGE Priu. Tk. n. (1730) 94 So as to

will what he wills.. and to nill what he nills. 1778 Arnri-
nian Mag. I. 196 He commanded Abraham to offer up
Isaac, yet he nitled the execution of it. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 20 When to will the same and nill the same, maketh
of twain, one spirit.

fb. With dependent clause. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 105 God nele bet we beon gredie

aitseras. a i5 Ancrtn R. 8 pauh nullich nout et je
bihoten ham ase heste to holden. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

5055 Wanne god nel no^t bat it be Icngore in vre bond.
la 1366 CHAUCER Rotn. Rose 270 She nolde. .Hir owne fadir

farede welle. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis i. Prol. 271, I nald ^e
traist I saide this for

dispyte. 1575 GASCOIGNE IVeedes
Wks. 1 1 2 Heaven it nolde that there they should them teint.

tffi lla. Obs. Also 7 nilley. [Of obscure

origin.] A kind of Indian piece-goods (see quot.

1696 and BENGAL i).

1696 J. F. Merck. Wareho. laid open 30 Nilleys, of which
there is two sorts, strip d and plain, by the Buyers are
called Bengalis, because they come from the Bay of

Bengali ;. .it is of much use for Gowns and Petty-Coats,
but does shrink in wearing unreasonably. 1712 Land. Gaz.
No. 5051/3 Nillaes, Niccanees, Photaes. 1735 No. 6388/2
The following Goods, viz.. .Herba TafTaties, Nillaes. 1757
tr. Guyon s New Hist. E. Indies II. 510 Prohibited goods.
5oallejars; 2650 nillaes.

Nilling, vbl. $b. Now arch.
[f.

NILL v. +

-ING!.] The fact of not willing (something);
rejection, aversion.

^1374 CHAUCER Botth. in. pr. xi. (1868) 97 l&amp;gt;e
beestes bat

han any manere nature of willynge or of nillynge. 1586
BRIGHT Melunch, xv. 79 Embraceth the same, impelled by
the mindes willing, or reiecteth it . . according to her nilling.

1654 OWEN Doctr. Saints Persev. Wks. 1853 XI. 528
The nilling of Sin was antecedent to the Sin. 1710
NORRIS Chr. Prud. v. 218 Our nilling of good has always a
mixture of willing, tho the nilling side be that which
carries it. Ibid. vii. 323 More vehement or impetuous sorts

of Willings or Killings. 1865 NEALE Hymns Paradise 10

One in willing, one in nilling, Unity their spirits show.

So Hilling
1

///, a., that nills or can nill.

1620 T. GRANGER Dili. Logike 37 Nilling with willing
minde or willing with nilling mynd. 1710 [see prec.].

Nilly-willy, ado. WILLY-NILLY.
iSSo OuiDA

1 Moths III. 41 You belong to me, and you
must continue to belong to me, nilly-willy. 1884

* VERNON
LEE Euphoria* II. 182 In these Italian Commonwealths,
. .poets are forced, nilly-willy, to be platonic.

Milometer (nw^rmltei). [ad. Gr. Nf&amp;lt;Xo^*-

rpiov, on the analogy of words in -METER.] A
graduated pillar or other vertical surface, serving
as a scale or gauge to indicate the height to which
the Nile rises during its annual floods.

The form Nilometrion is used in R. Cumberland s essay
on Jewish Measures and Weights (1686) 13, etc.

1707 Curios. Husbandry 192 The Egyptians compute the

Height to which the Nile rises by a Vessel which they call

a Nnoscope, or Nilometer. 1741-3 PoopCKCAmr. East I.

117 There was a temple to Cnuphis in this island (Ele

phantine], and a Nilometer to measure the riie of the Nile.

1790 BRUCE Trav. 3, iU III. 689 Omar, .destroyed the
Grecian Nilometer from motives of religion. 1849 CURZON
IWonast, Levant 28 This Nilometer is an ancient octagon
pillar of red stone in the island of Rhoda. 1887 RAWLINSON
& OILMAN Anc. Egypt (ed. 2} vi. 114 Anxious eyes ga/e
daily on the sluggish stream, or consult the Nilometers 1

.

fig. 1848 Blackiv. Mag. LX1V. 1 18 The Pyramids are the
Nilometer of antiquity. 1876 J. MARTINEAU Ess. fy Addr.

(1891) IV. 270 A kind of Nilometer which shows the shifting
levels and gathering floods of thought.

b. A small model of the above (see quots.).
1794 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 188 A mummy. .in which

..idols, beetles, frogs .. nilometers, c. were found. 1848
COTTRELL tr. Burnett s Egypt s Place I. vi. 382 [Phthah s]

ordinary mode of representation is as a god holding before
him with both hands the so-called Nilometer, or emblem of

stability. Ibid. 416 Osiris.. appears with a barbaric coun
tenance, the Nilometer, and large feathers of Ammon on
his head.

So Mi*loseope. [ad. Gr. NttXoovtOTrcfoi
.] rare.

An earlier form is N ILKSCOPK.

1707 [see above]. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl.^ Nilometer, or

Xilosfopc. 1855 in OGILVIB Snppl.
Nilot (nai-l^t). [f. XILE+ -UT-, or ad. Gr. N*i-

AWTI;S.] A native inhabitant of the banks of the

Upper Xile.

1893 F. ADAMS .AVw Egypt viii. 105 The Nilot is very
different from the Cairene and the Alexandrian.. ; there is

even a perceptible difference between the Delta man and the
true Ntlot of the

&quot;PP
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river. 1896 HOGARTH in Eng.
Hist. Rev. Jan. 8 Trie kings, .oppressed the Nilots with
these haughty janissaries.

Nilotic (nwfyrtik), a. Also 7 -ik, -ick, 9
Niluotiu. [ad. L. Niloticus, a. Gr. Nt\cuT(/fo?,
f. NrAoy the Nile : see -OTIC.] Of or belonging
to, peculiar to or characteristic of, the Nile, the

Nile region, or its inhabitants.

1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot. Jer. 108 This Egyptian frog,

crawling out of the mire and mud of some Nilotik meat.
i66 STiLLiNGi-L. Orig. Sacne Ded. i. The early felicilie

of Moses, when exposed in an Ark of Nilotick papyre. 1680
BOVLE Exp. Chan. Princ. \. 30 This Nilotick Salt was very
apt to imbibe the moist aire. 1822 DE QUINCEV Confess.
171 Laid.. amongst reeds and Nilotic mud. 1863 J. H.
INGKAHAM Pillar of Fire (1872) 147 The Egyptian or

Nilotic race have a sharp and piominent face.

b. Nilotic crocodile, monitor i^see quots. .

1840 Cuvier s Aniin. Kitigd. 274 Two species, in Egypt,
have been considered the types of separate subdivisions ;

the Nilotic M[onitor]..and the Ground M[omtor]. 1855
Orr s Circle iV/., Org. Nat. III. 132 The best known
species is the Nilotic Crocodile (Crocodilus vulgaris}^ which
attains a length of twenty-five or thirty feet.

Nilous (nai-lss), a. [f.
NILE + -ous.] Re

sembling the alluvial deposit of the Nile.

1813 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary (1862) II. 448 They
might live a little longer to enjoy this Nilous earth ; for

certainly it is more like Egypt s alluvium during the in

undation than hard-set soil.

t Nim. Ot&amp;gt;s. rare 1

, [f. the vb.] A thief.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Whs. L 71 To arrant Thieves . .

To Sharkes, Stales, Ninis, Lifts, Foysts, Cheats.

Nim, v. Now only arch. Forms : (see below).
[A Common Teut. verb : OE. niinan^ nionian,
etc. = OFris. nirna, nerna (naw t notnen, nimen\
mod.Fris. ninimen^ nemine^i}^ MDu. newcii (tiaw t

nament genometi}^ OS. niwan, neman (naw,
n&nwHj ginoman and ginuman}, MLG. nemen

(nam, nhnen, genowen], also nomen, numen,
OHG. newan, nemen (tiant^ namun^ ginoman ;

G. nehmen}, ON. nema (naw, ndmu
t numinn\

MDa. netnme, nimme
;
MSw. nima

t nimma],
Goth, nintan (nanij nemitn, unmans} ; the root

netn- is prob. identical with that of Gr. vt^iv to

deal out, distribute, hold, possess, occupy.
In most of its applications nltn corresponds to various

senses of the later (Scandinavian) take, and remained in

common use down to the isth cent. During the i6th there
are few traces of it, but immediately after 1600 it reappears
(with weak pa. t. and pa. pple.) as a slang or colloquial
word in the sense of to steal , and is very common in this

use throughout the i7th cent.]

1 1. trans. To take, in various senses of that verb.

For examples of the frequent ME. phrases to nit gome,
heed, ot yeme, see under the sbs.
*
Infinitive i present tense, and imperative.

Inf. i nioman, niom(m)a; 1-2 neoman
;

i

nyman, 4 nymen, (5 -yn), 3-5 nyme, 4 nymme,
4-5 nym; 1-2 niman, (i nimon), 2-4 niraen,
(a -in), 3-4 nirne, 4, 7 nim, 7 nimme ;

3 nemen,
3-4 neme. Pres. Ind. ist sing, i nime, nyme,
nimo, niomu ; 2nd sing. 2 nimes, 2-3 nimest,
3 nymest, nimst; ^rd sing. \ nimU, 1-3 nimetS,

-ep, 1-4 nymefl, -ej&amp;gt;; I, 7 nimmes, 4 nymmes,
-ez, nymez, 7 rums; //. i niomaC, -as, neornap,
nymad, nimafi, 2, 4 nemefl,

-Q]&amp;gt;, 4 nymes.
Su&J. i nyme, 2 nime, 4 nyme, 7 nimme.
Impcr* sing. \ -4 nim, 4-6 nym, 5 nyme, neme

;

//. 1-2 nimatt, 3 nimep, nemej?, 4 nym(m)e)?,
nymes.
4:815 I esp. Ps. cxxxvi. 9 Eadij se nimeS & gecnyseS 3a

litlan his to stane. 835 Charter in O. E.
Tfxts^ 447 jif . .

hire liofre sie o8er hemed to niomanne. c888 K. /ELFRED
Koeth. xx, ponne nima5 hi hiora men mid him. 971 Blickl.
lien:. 127 Mani^e men ba:r p;i moldan ueoina^ on bxm
lastuni. a 1122 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1015 Se cyng
..het m nion Si^eferfles lafe, &amp;lt; 1126 Ibid. an. 1126 Let se

kyning nimen his brotjei- Kotbert. c\\-j^Lanib. How. aq
Das reueres. . ncmeS o5re&amp;gt; monnes eahte. c 1205 LAV. 26837
PU me woldest a-quellen. nimen mine castles alle. f 1150
Gen. ff Ex. 2362 He bad carles and waines nimen. a 1300
Cursor Kl. 17293 pai send sergantz for to nym both sir

nichodem & him. c 1330 R. BRUSSE Chron. H7
acc (RolUi

7860 Nymeb out ^our sexes when y so say. Ibid. 8697 At
J?e lewes ensample nymes. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B, xni. 373
A fote-londe or a forwe-.I wolde.. nymen of his erthe.

c 1430 Two Cookcry-Bks. 6 pun neme bin grwel an do ber-to.

Ibid. 14 Nym gode Almaunde Myike. c 1450 St. Cnthbert
(Surtees) 4100 relgyld next comeeftir him, pe lyfe of ankyr
bare to nym. 1486 Bk. St. Albans b iiij, Go and retriue
moo and she will nym plente. 1547 BoORDE Introd. Knoivl.
1. (1870) 122 Iche cham a Cornyshe man, ..Nym me a

quart of ale, that iche may it of sup.

**Past tense.

a. isf and ^rd sing, i -noom, 1-5 nom, 3-5
nome

;
2nd sing. 1-4 nome ; //. i nomun, -an,

-on, (noumun), 2-4 uomen, 3-5 nome, 4 nom.
6-715 Cor/nis Gloss. (Hessels) A 909 Auserunt&amp;gt; nomun

[Erf. nuuinun], hludun. cB2$ Vesp. Ps. Ixxii. 24 pu nome
bond 3a swiGran mine. c8z5 Ve$j&amp;gt;. Hymns i, He sende

engel his & nom mec of scepum feadur mines, cooo 0. E.
Chron. (Paker MS.) an. 787 Her nom Beorhtnc cyning
OrTan duhtor Ea&amp;lt;llnir,7;e. (950 Lindisf. (&amp;gt;osp.

Mark viii. 20
Him 11101115 ceolas Sera screadunga jie nomon / (1175
Lamb.IIoni. 3 Heo nomen bt asse and here coll. c 1205
LAV. 25447 ArcHir nom an honde fifii busend cnihtes kene.

&amp;lt; 1275 Passion our Lord 379 in O. E. Misc. 48 pe knyhtes
hyne nomen. Ibid. 438 Hi nome twey beoues. a 1300
Cursor J/. 20690 Of hir bodi mi fiexs i nom. c 1330 R.
I KTNSK Chron. ll acf (KolU) 706 pe queue borow treson

bey nomen. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1613 Nabuzardan hym
nome ^i: now is he here. 1377 LANGL, /*. PL B. xx, 9 Thow
nome nainore than nede be tau^te. c 1420 Chron. 1 ilod.

23 He was be twolthe kynge fc i 1 Westsex cristyndani
nome. c 1450 6V. Cnthbert (Surtees) 2056 Cuthbert to haly
eland come And be priory on him lie nome. 4:1470 HKNRV
ll allace ix. i8r2 Maxwell ..On to the Sotheroun the

gaynest wayis nom.

y3. ist and yd wig. i- nam, 3 namin, nsem.

naam, 3-5 name; //. i naamun, namon, -an,

-en, 4 namen, 3 name, 4 uam.
625 l-lphtal Gloss. 113 Hausernnt) naamun, c 888 K.

/EI.I-KKH Boeth. xxix. 2 Da hlafordas naman s\va hwaet svva

hi haefden. c goo O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 866 [HiJ
winter sell namon on East Englum. 971 Blickl. Horn. 31

pas cybnesse Drihten nam of bisse wisan. Ibid. 69 Hie
naman bloweitde palmtwigu. a nzz O. K. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. loio pa;r namon [hi]..swa mycel swa hi woldon

sylfu. t 1127 // /(/, an. 1127 pa nam he bes kynges wift-s

swuster..to wife, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 Heherc5ede
belle and nam ut mid him alle [etc.], c 1250 Gen. fy Ex.
2840 Moyses. .hise childre \vid him nam. a 1300 Cursor M.
20105 pan name be apostil . . In-til bi$ keping bat maidan.
t 1330 R. lKfNSE Chron. K aie (Rolls) 30 After be Bretons
be Inglis camen, pe lordschip of |ns

lande bai namen. c 1386
CiiAfcick Can. }\ oni. T. 744 With the coper he came, And
this chanon it in his hondes name, c 1400 Destr. Troy 792
Eneas it name & in note hade. 1447 BOKKNHAM Styntys
(Ru.\b.) 32 To peter and poule his hor.s he nam, And unnetne
that nyht to Souters cam.

7. PL 3 ueme^n, neomeu. Sing. 4 nem
;

5 uym e
; 7 nempt.

c 1275 LAY. 660 Hii neme [c 1205 nomen] anne herindrak

J^at god was to neodc. a 1300 K. Horn 64 The pains come
to londe And neme hit in here honde. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.
Ii. 505 Bot Noe of vche honest kynde nem out anodde. c 1450
St. Cuthbert \ Surtees) 3540 pis preste..wist what giftei n

gaf or nym. Ibid, 7469 Crete tresure fra be kyrke he nyme.
(1630 LANE Contn. Sqr. s T. (Chaucer Soc.) 116 Ducello. .

killd each one that in his mowth hee nempt.]
***Past participle.
a. i i- senumen (-nummen), 2-3 inumen,

3 inomen, (4 y-) ; 1-4 numen, (4 -yn), 4-5
iiummen, (4 -un, 6 -yn, 5 -yne), nomen, (-in,

-yn, -yne), nommen, (-in, -yn, 5 -an).
^825 Epinal Gloss, ioo Adempto, jinumni. c 888 K.
^ELFRED Boeth, xviii. 7 Eail bset his fennas & moras ^e-
numen habbaS. ^95 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 12 piet [he]

hajfis, jenummen bio from him. c 11*7 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1127 Willelm hsefde aeror numen Seseorles dohter
of Angeow to wife, c 1175 I,antb. Honi. 29 pu cart numen
in bon like bonke. a 1225 Ancr. R. 42 peos psalmes beo3
inumene efter be uif lettres of vre lefdi nome. c 1250 Gen.

$ Ex. 2268 Wei fajen he was of here come, for he was
numen Spr to nome. a 1300 Cursor M. 5272 Wit il consall

ban was i nummen. Ibid. 7059 In his time was troi nomyn.
1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nicholas) 918 Quhen be lou
ham wes cumyne, & fand his gudis a-way nummyne.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1094 (Dub).), So sail bi name owt of
nowmbre be nomyn in-to mynde. ? a 1500 Chester PL
(E. E. T. S.) 401 Which prophesy done shall be, when I my
realm have nomman. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis \\. xi. 101 Nor
neuir abak.. Blent I agane. nor perfite mynd has nummyn.

0. 3 inume, ynume, 3-4 inome, ynome.
1x75 Lamb. Horn. 71 We habben him swa wel inume,

pat be saule mote to him cume. c 1275 Passion our Lord
206 in O. E. Misc. 43 So me dob to beoue bat schal beon

ynume. a 1300 Floriz
&amp;lt;$

BI. 20 (Cambr. MS.), To be
nauene hi beob&amp;gt; icume, And ber habbef&amp;gt; here in inome.

1340 Ayeiib. 165 Huo bet heb
^&amp;gt;ane guode way ynorne, bit

be-hpue|? [etc.], &amp;lt; 1386 CHAUCER Cook s T. 119 Whan that

everich of hem a stai had i-nome. &amp;lt;i 1450 MYRC 495 When
body and soule to-geder schal come, And the gode to ioye be
I-nome.

7. 4, 6 num
; 4 nom, 4-5 nome, nomme.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12730 We sal to heuen com Quen we o
bis werld es nom \G6tt. num]. ^1330 R. BRUNSE Chron.
Wacf (Rolls) 10824 Whilk of bem were ouer-come, Or slayn,
or wy| force nome. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1777 Lncretia,
Al allon hys way than hath he nome. c 1386 Cook s T.

580 They ben swore to-gidcre that we schul be nome. c 1450
Bk. Han-kinf in Rel.Ant. I. 296 Inkyndely sp-ech ye schul I

say that your hawke hath nome a foule, and not i-take. . 1450



NIMB.

St. Cttt/tbert (Surtces) 1542 My heele, my tonge, bes fra me
nome. 1470 HENRY Wallace I. 124 At Canemor syne king
Fergus has it nome. 1566 J, PARTRIDGE Hist. PandJo\\\ b,

Pandauola in her armes Her Alfyne hath up num.

t 2. intr. To betake oneself, to go. Obs.
c uoo A . SElfreds Boetk. xvi. i (Bodl.)&amp;gt; Se is eoweragen,
& t&amp;gt;onan je noman \Cott. comonj.

c 1220 Bestiary 93 in

O. E. Misc. 4 pus he newed him ois man, Sanne he nimeS
tokirke. c 1250 Gen. fy R.r. 744 In-to sichem..he nam And
Seflen he nam to mirie dale. c 1303 R. BRUNNE Hamil.

Synne 8164 Euery day to scole she nam. \glossed jede].
a 1325 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 144 Out of her sist

oway he nam ; pai nist neuer whar he bicam. c 1430 Syr
Genet . (Roxb.) 2400 The forster that with Sereyn came Rose

erlle, and 10 hir chambre name.

3. trans. To steal, filch, pilfer.
1606 DAY lie Gulls in. i, As I led him to his Chamber I

nimde his Chayne and drew hi-; Purse. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) \Vks. in. 8/2 The thieuing knaue the purse he

nimbly nims. 1663 BI/TLER Hud. \. \. 598 They ll question
Mar-, and by his look Detect who twas that nimnTd a

Cloke. 1692 R. L ESTRANGE Fables (1694) 218 They.,
would still be nimming something or other for the very
love of thieving. 1727 GAY Begg. Op. 11. i, I expect the

Gentleman about this snufV-box, that Filch nimm d two
nights ago in the Park. 1797 BRYDGI:S Horn. Trav. II, 403
A fellow that would nim a smock From off a hedge if it was
loose. 1835 JAMES Gipsy ii, Tiny Dick . .had very near been

caught in nimming it off the edge of the common. 1898
HENLEY Land. Types, Beef-sater^ He shows that Crown the

desperate Colonel nimmed.

transf. 1651 H. MORE Enthus. Tri. (1656) 81 Your

quotation.. is no new notion, but nimmed out of Philo.

f b. Const, with away or
off. Obs.

1607 MmDLFTON Five Gallants i. i, You shall live at ease

enough for nimming away jewels and favours from gentle
men, a 1635 CORBETT/WWJ (1807) 28 Looking in their plate
He nimmes away their coyne. 1669 Nicker Nicked\T\ Harl.
Misc. (1744) II. 96 Some will nim off the Gold Buttons of

your Cloke, or steal the Cloke itself.

4. intr. To steal, pilfer, thieve.

1622 MASSINGF.R & DEKKER I irg. Mart. 11. iii, Hir.

Spungius, y are a picke-pocket. Spun. Hircius, thou hast

nimb d . . not so much money is left as will buy a louse. 1638
MAYNE Lucian (1664) 35 His mother sayes he stayes not in

heaven by night, but that he may be nimming, goes down
to hell, and pilfers there to. a 1763 BYROM The Nimmcrs 27
Nim ? yes, yes, yes, let s nim with all my heart.

NimCb, variants of NEEM.

Ninth (nimb). [ad. L. nimbus NIMBUS. Cf.

F. nimbe^\ A nimbus or halo.

1849 ROCK Ch. of F(ithers II, 98 The nimb or circle, be

tokening endless, heavenly happiness, about the head of St.

Dunstan. 1870 Text. Fabr. \. 44 The places, now bare,
in the nimb and neck were.. once filled in with fine seed-

pearls. 1880 Smith*s Diet. Chr. Antiq. s.v. Nimbus, The
aureole, .may be defined as the nimb of the body.

Niiiibated (ni mb^ ted), a.
[f. NIMB-US +

-ATE l + -ED 1.] Furnished with a nimbus.
IQOI Archacol. ^rnl. Sept. 284 The sun, nimbated, with

flying drapery, drives a quadriga.

II Nimbe. rare 1

. [Cf. NIMB.] A nimbus.

1830 Anglo-French Coinage i Surrounded by a double
nimbe or glory.

Nimbed (nimd), a. [f. NIMB + -ED 2
.] Pro

vided with a nimb.

1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers I, iii. 258 In the middle of the

furthermost border [of the super-altar] stands a nimbed Iamb.
Ibid, 259 A dove, nimbed, stands upon an altar. 1865 Reader
No. i2i. 462/2 A nimbed equestrian figure. 1877 W. JONES
Finger-ring 394 A Saint, nimbed, clad in a monastic habit.

Wimbi ferous, a. rare , [f. L. nimbifer-&amp;gt;r

-ous.] That brings storms or showers
*

(Blount

Clossogr. 1656).
Nimbifica tion. rare 1

, [f. L. nimb-ns

cloud.] The process of cloud-formation.

1814 MILLAR Times Telescope 341 The best time for view

ing the progress of nimbification is by stormy weather.

Nimble (ni mb l), a, (and adv.}. Forms : a.

i nflerael ? 4 nemel, -il, 5 nemyl^l(e, nemble, 6

neem-, neamble, gdiat. neamle. 0. i nuraol,

-ul, numel, 5 nymyl, -el, 6 Sc. nymill, 9 dial.

nimmel, nurnmle ; 5 nymbyll, 5-6 nymble,
Sc. nymbil, nimbill, 6- nimble. [The
a-forms appear to represent OE. nxmel (found

only once), f. *nxm-
t
ablaut-variant of the stem

(*ntm-} of niman to take, NIM v. + -EL, -LE i.

The -forms represent the more usual OE.
numol, -ul, -el ;cf. also seearpnumol efficacious),

f. the ppl. stem num- of the same verb. The
OE. evidence is, however, very scanty, and the

word only becomes common after the original
sense had been obscured.]

fl. Quick at grasping, comprehending, or learn

ing; hence, clever, wise. Obs.
a. c IOQO in Napier Contrib. O. E. Lex. (1906) 47 He wearS

^a swifte nacmel jjurh \&amp;gt;s^ Hainan Castes ^ife, ^-aet on litle

firste he ofer^eah his mre^esier on wisdome. 1483 Caih.

Angl. 251/2 Nemylle ; cavtits\ vbi wyse.
p. a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 198 Capnx, qni multitm

Crtfit, and^etul, gripul, numul. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. ix.

(Z.) 69 Cnpaxj numol o55e jefyndi^. c 1440 Promp. Pan 1
.

356/2 Nymyl, caf&amp;gt;ax.

f- 2. Quick to seize or take hold of one. Obs. 1

c 1000 in Napier Contrib. O.E. Lex. (1906) 49 Swa swa
dea5es geferan,swa forfleoh ^u^aet numele win [L. wordax
t inunt].

3. Quick and light in movement or action ;

agile, active, swift, rapid.

152

a. Of persons, animals, or things.
Ximble Lizard, the common or viviparous lizard.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 2i528Ofhekestal to his serk. Tomak
him nemel \y.r. nemil] til his werk. a 1400-50 Alexander
1065 par was na man so nemyll ^at him hit couthe. c 1430
LYDG. Order Fools 108 in Bk. Precedence 83 A biche Nemyl
of mouthe for to mordyr A hare, a 1450 Fysshynge iv.

Angle (1883)8 pus schall ye make yow a rode, .and hyt wyl
be ly}t & nemyll [1496 nymbyll] to fysche with, a 1500 Sir
Beites (M) 2252 Syr lleuys was bothe nemble and wyght And
start away from his dynt. 1535 COVERDALE llfisd.

vii. 24
For wiszdome is neembler then all neemble thinges. 1570
LEVINS ^lanip. 208/23 Neamble, agilis. 1828 Craven Gloss.

s. v., As neamle as a cat on a haat backstone,

ft. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vin. xxvi. 312 Sire Tristram
was lyght and nymel and voyded his hors lightely. 1509
FISHER Funeral Serin. C tess Richmond Wks, (1876) 304
It [the risen body] shall be more nymble .. then is any
swalowe. 1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 153 2 As the hande
is the more nymble by the vse of some feates. a 1547
SURREY ^Eneid \\. 1057 Like nimble windes, and like the

flieing dreame. 1587 FLEMING Cont. Iiolinshed\\\. 1544/2
These were chosen of the strongest and nimblest men. 1609
ROWLANDS Creiv Kind Gossips 3 Swift report hath very
nimble wings. 1648 BURRELL Cordial 3 Being nimbler then
the nimblest of them, he escaped. 1670 COTTON Espcrnon
\\. vin. 409 Those of his followers who were nimblest of
Foot. 1725 DE FOE I oy. round \\ orld (1840) 72 The rogues
were too nimble for him and had got to his boat before him,

1782 COWPER Gilfiin 78 Now see him mounted once again
Upon his nimble steed. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed
Sea iv. 53 She . .climbed a neighbouring pine like the

nimblest of squirrels. 1857 WILLMOT Picas. Lit. xv. 82 His
nimble hand ranges over the keys. 1875 Buck LAND Log-bk.
9, I am as nimble as most of them, and a deal nimbler.

transf. 1623 LISLE JEl/ric on O. fy AT
. Test. Pref. 19 Our

language is.. become the fairest, the nimblest, the fullest.

1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 807 That hour, so Inte, is nimble in

approach. 1781 COWPER Conrersat. 152 Their nimble non
sense takes a shorter course.

b. Of actions, motion, qualities, etc.

1589 PITTENHAM Eng. Poeste in. xxiv. (Arb.) 303, I haue
scene him runne vpa paire of stalres so swift and nimble a

pace, ifo-j Lisanderfy Cat. in. 53 With his nimble strength
. . [he] lifted them both up from the ground. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vi. 73 The passive Air upbore Thir nimble tread.

1728 POPE Dune. i. 183 (Globe), As clocks to weight their

nimble motion owe. 1794 COWPER Moralizer Corrected 20

Proceeding with his nimblest pace.
transf. 1681 Relig. Clcrici 30, I believe the nimble Con

fession of Nathaniel, .was better approved of by Christ, than
the. .deliberate advances of Judicious NJchodemus.

C. Of ships : Fast and easily handled.

1588 Exhort. Faithful Subjects in Harl. Misc. (iSoo&amp;gt; II.

TOO Look to the amending and new buildingof ships. Make
them strong, light, and nimble for the battle. 1627 CAI-T.

SMITH Seaman s (-ram. ix. 43 Shee is a nimble ship that in

..tacking about will not fall to the Lee-ward of her wake,
1652 NEEDHAM tr. fieldfn*$ Jl/are C/. 77 Antiochus should
surrender his long ships. .; and not have more than ten nimble
Gallies. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4001/3 The Enemy being a
more nimble Sailer, got away from her. 1734 tr. Rollings
Anc. Hist. (1827) I. n. 376 As the Roman galleys .. were
neither very nimble nor easy to work.

d. Applied to coins or sums of money, indi

cative of brisk circulation or return in business;

chiefly in nimble ninepence.
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour (1864) II. 263/1 The nimble

ninepence being considered better than the slow shilling .

1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 351 The
farmer s dollar is heavy, and the clerk s is light and nimble.

1883 C. READE in Harpers Mag. June 94/2 He often sold

his purchase on the road, for the nimble shilling tempted
him. 1894 AST LEY 50 Years Life II. 68 Not a bad instance
of the nimble ninepence,
4. Of the mental faculties : Quick or ready in

devising, designing, etc.; acute, alert.

1589 [?LYLY] Pappew. Hatchet Eij b, If thy vaine bee so

pleasant, and thy witt so nimble, that all consists in glicks
and girds. 1600 HOLLAND Livy vn. xiv. 258 Having a
subtle wit and nimble head. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients
62 Invited and drawne on by . .their nimble Imaginations.
1665 BOYLE Occas, Rcfl. 31 The faculties of the mind.,

grow thereby the more vigorous and nimble. 1701 W.
WOTTON Hist. Rome 270 He was a man of very nimble and
dextrous parts, 1839 LD. BROUGHAM Statesmen Gco. Ill,
Ser. n. 58 A subtlety so nimble, that it materially impaired
the strength of his other qualities. 1885 Manch. Times 7
Feb. 5/5 The le-^s nimble wits and the less educated
intellects.

b. Of persons: Quick or ready-witted.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions Pref, The Italians .. become

very nimble In the managing all affaires, c 1645 H DWELL
Lett. (1650) I. 253 There was there for the Queen, Gilpin, as

nimble a man as Suderman. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling- u. v,

Every way a very human, lovable, good and nimble man.

1893 LIDDOS Life P?isey I. 361 Whateley, indeed, was a
nimble dialectician.

C. Cleverly or smartly contrived.
1602 FLT.BECKE Pandects i A briefe definition and verie

nimble, if it be nimbly vnderstood. 1625 B. JONSON Staple
ofN. in. i, I do admire this nimble ingine, Picklock. 1751

JOHNSON Rambler No. 95 Pa, I was. .initiated in a thousand
low stratagems, nimble shifts, and sly concealments. 1868

KINLOCH Ballad Bk. 29 (E. D. D.), For the nimble trick to

the Friar she play d.

5. Quick or ready at or in (or to do) something.
a 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 144 Judas was nimble to

betray Christ. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxviii. 117, I

know, wise men are not too nimble at an Jnjurie. 1633
FORD Broken H. iv. iv, Nimble in vengeance, I forgive thee.

1686 HORNECK Crucif. Jesus xiv. 342 Make me. .nimble in

religion without lightness, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Luke
xxii. 32 Our Intercessor is full as nimble and speedy in our

suit for us, as Satan is.. against us.

NIMBLE-PINGERED.

purging Physick. 1683 ROBINSON in Kay s Corresp. (1848)
138 [Volatile alkalies] destroy those nimble acids. 1744 J.
PATERSON Comm. Milton s P. L. 288 Nimble mercury or

quicksilver dissolved.

t c. Of actions : Taking place quickly. Ob;.~ l

1707 MORTIMER Hnsb. (1721) II. 332 This is said.. to con
tribute much towards the nimble Precipitation of the Faces.

t 6. sb.pl. Cant. The fingers. Obs. rare~*.
1621 B. JONSON Gipsies Metam. Wks. (Rtldg.) 619/2 Lay

by. .using your nimbles In diving the pockets.

7. In special collocations, as nimble-chaps (or

-chops}, a talkative person (now dial.} ; so

t nimble-chop, talkative ; nimble-come-quick
a., of rapid growth ;

nimble Dick, dial, (see

quot.) ; nimble-fingers, a juggler (&amp;gt;ioce-wd.) ;

f nimble Jack, an elusive person ; f nimble-
tail (.see quot} ; nimble-tailor, dial, (see quots.) ;

nimble Will, U. S. a slender pasture-grass, Miih-

lenbergia diffusa.
1614 J. COOKE Greene s Tu Quoque c, Yes, &quot;nimb e-

chappes ;
what say you to that? 1673 \\VCHERLEY Gent.

Dancing-Master III. i, How now, Mrs. Nimblechaps ? 1662
HIBBERT Body Divinity It. 146 All the &quot;nimble-chop

Jesuites . . labour in Nain to prove Peter prince of the

apostles. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, viii, The hugest
and softest *nimblecomequick turnip you ever saw. 1887
Kentish Gloss., Nimble Dick, a species of horse-fly or gad
fly, differing somewhat from the rjrims. 1781 C. JOHNSTON
Hist. y. jfttniper\l. 158 Here you, master nimble-fingers!
. .let us have some of your tiicks to divert us. 1682 BUNVAN
Holy War 387 Mr. Unbelief was a &quot;nimble Jack, him they
could never lay hold of. a 1661 HOLVDAY Juvenal (1673)

69 The silurus being a vile fish,. . I render it, for defect of

a proper name for it with us, a &quot;nimble-tail. Ibid. 255 With
half a stinking nimble-tail. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt.
Gloss.,

*
Nimble-tailor, a field-pea. 1879 Miss JACKSON

Shropsh. Word-bit., Nimble-Tailor, the Long-tailed Tit

mouse. 1847 DARLINGTON Anier. Weeds, etc. (1860) 375

Spreading Muhlenbergia. Drop-seed Grass. ..It is said to

be known in Kentucky by the name of Nimble Will .

8. Comb., as nimble-brained, -eyed, -feathered,

-headed, -heeled, -jointed, -mouthed, -pinioned,

spirited, -tongucd, -loot/ted, -winged adjs. See also

NIMBLE-FINGERED, -FOOTED, -WITTED.

1836-48 WALSH Aristoph., Clouds i. iv, Subtile disputes
with &quot;nimble-brained men. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves II. xxi.

69 His malice makes him *nimble-eyed. 1624 GATAKEH
Transub. 80 This &quot;nimble-headed Doctor wanteth not an
evasion for it. 1719 D URFEY/Y//.r V. 7 Such*nimble Heel d

Witnesses never were known. 1591 SPENSER Muiopotmos
121 Being &quot;nimbler joynted than the rest. 1836-48 WALSH
Aristoph. 176 note, Before thy &quot;nimble-mouthed tongue-
rievousness. 1392 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jal. II. v. 7 Therefore

nimble-Pinion d Doues draw Lone. 1599 B. JONSON Ev.

Man. out ofHum. II. i, These be our &quot;nimble-spirited catsos,

that, .will run over a bog like your wild Irish. 1608 DEKKER
Relman ofLondon Wks. (Grosart) III, 79 An old nymble-

tongd beldam. 1700 T. BROWN tr. Frurty s Amusem.
47 A nimhle-tongu d painted Sempstress. 1836-48 B. D.
W ALSH Aristoph., Clouds \. v, Bold, nimble-tongued, impu
dent. 1860 WYNTEH Curios. Civiliz. 138 The grating.. is

eaten through by this &quot;nimble-toothed burglar. 1591

SYLVESTER DH Bartas i. ii. 346 [She] doth also feed th

air s &quot;nimble-winged guests.

9. Quasi-iwfo. Nimbly.
1568 Sa .ir. 1 ocius Reform, xlviii. 44 Bayth thik and

nymill gais the spwle. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxviii, Those

jacks that nimble leap To kiss the tender inward of thy
hand. 1631 Celestina 196 That I may runne away the

nimbler. 1683 MOXON Mec/i. Exerc., Priming xxiv. f 6

That they may all perform their several offices the easier,

lightlier, and nimbler. 1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool o/Qiial.

(1809) II. 151, I turned much nimbler back again. Ibiti.

III. 94, I turned nimble upon him. 1771 SMOLLETT

Humph. Cl. (1815) 210 Mr. Micklewhimmen .. came run

ning as nimble as a buck along the passage.

b. Comb.,zs nimble-moving,-shifting, -stepping.

1591 SPENSER Team ofMuses 34 The joyous Nymphes..
Did leame to move their nimble-shifting feete. 1777 POTTER

^Eschylus, Prom. Bit. 21 With light foot now this nimble-

moving seat. . I leave. 1845 MRS. NORTON Child ofIslands

(1846) 158 Thou supple-limbed and nimble-stepping slave.

Ni mble, v. Now ran or Obs. [f. prec.]

1 1. trans. To make nimble or supple. Obs.

1581 MULCASTER Positions x. (1887) 58 Certaine prepara

tives for nimbling, and spreding the vocall powers. Ibid.

xvi. 75 We thinke it [dancing] beseemeth children best, to

enable, and nimble their iointes therby. 1643 TRAPP Comm.
Gen. xlvi. 5 His joynts oyled and nimbled.

f2. To do hastily. \\ ith up. Obs.rare~ l
.

1612 [see Nimbling vbl. sb. below].

3. intr. To move nimbly.
1598, 1640 [see Nimbling ppl. a.]. 1827 CLARE Shcpli. Cat.

64 The squirrel. .Who nimbles round from grain to gram.

Hence Nrmbling vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1508 MARSTON Sco. Villiinie in. ii. 227 Torquatus, that

nere op t his lip But in prate..Of the nimbling tumbling

Angelica. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. 5 The pnuate

nimblins vp of the matter in corners by some Priest or

Minister&quot;. 1640 in Fuller Abel Rediv., Luther (1651) 46

Conserve with care, what ever is thine ovvne, Mischance

sure footed comes like th nimbling Hart.

Nimble-fingered, a. Quick and dexterous

with the fingers ; light-fingered.
1621 QUAR..ES A rgnlus f, P. (1678) 35 The nimble-fingered

Lass Took the fors d Letter. 1690 DRYDEN Amphitryon I

i, O, my nimble-fingered God of Theft, what make you he,

on Earth . . ? 1727 GAY
Begg.Op.J.

i, He . . is as nimble-

fingered as a juggler. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 593 H
should seem. .that there are nimble-fingered ladies in all

,&amp;lt;

xii. 32 Our Intercessor is lull as nimble and speedy in our
^ should seem tha t there are nimble-fingered ladies in all

uit for us, as Satan is.. against us.
, part5 of the world 1810 BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximited,

fb. Of physical agents: Acting rapidly. Obs. i Extr. Const. Code (1830) 65 note. Too simple:to present any

1671 SALMON Syn. Kled. in. x. 345 You may give nimble i demand for instruction in the mmt



WIMBLE-FOOTED.

Nimble-footed, a. Quick and light of foot.

1598 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iii. 7 Being nimble footed, he
bath out-run vs. 1618 Barncvelfs Apology F 4 Wee seldome
vice so nimble-footed finde. 1735 BRACKEN in Burdon
Pocket Far. 5 iwte

t
Choose a Horse that has never drawn,

if you desire a Nimble-footed one. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias
vn. xii, The nimble-footed messenger of Don Rodrigo. 1848
BUCKLEY Iliad 252 They, mounting their nimble-footed
steeds, pursued.

Nimbleness (nrmb lnes). [f. NIMBLE a. +

-NESS.] The quality of being nimble; quickness,
agility; dexterity.
1535 COVERDALE Isa. xxx. 12 Ye haue.. conferred youre

selues with power and nymblenesse. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
II. 868 For valiaunt courage.. and strength, and nymble
nesse of bodie. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xvi. (1887) 75
Daunsing. .maybe so full of nimblenesse and actiuitie, 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia in. i. 42 The Salvages by tbe nimble
nesse of their heeles well escaped. 1676 MARVELL Mr,
SmirJse 18 As men set their Arms on their Plate, to prevent
the nimbleness of such as would alter the property. 1732
LEDIARD Sethos II. ix. 325 He presum d to depend on. .the
nimbleness of his horse. 1776 HUNTER in Phil. Trans.
LXVI. 422 This operation should be performed with all

possible nimbleness. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.Rev. I. vn. vii, To
retreat with accelerated nimbleness, through rank after rank.
1861 Sat. Rev. 20 July 63 Nimbleness in playing polkas or

dancing them.

b. Of mind.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. i. 51 The nimblenesse of the

minde of man which veweth the heauen and earth. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ivi, The personal 1 wisedome of God is

..sayd to excell in nimblenesse or agilitie. 1602 FULBECKE
Pandects 47 Men must not onely fight by warlike instru

ments, but by nirnblenes of witte. a 1652 J. SMITH Set.
Disc, v. 147 The nimbleness and agility of our own reason.

1711 C. M. Lett, to Curat 50 With an Inimitable nimble-
ness he makes an Argument of him. 1839 Ln. BROUGHAM
Statesmen Geo. Ill, Ser. i. (ed. 2) 248 Nimbleness of mind
and industry of application. 1889 Spectator g Nov., It in

creases nimbleness of mind, develops curiosity.

t Nimblesbie. Obs. rare
-1

.
[f. NIMBLE a. :

see -BY 2.] (See quot.)
1611 COTGR., Passe-volant, a hireling whom a Captatne, on

Muster dayes, foisteth into his companie; and generally, any
such skipiacke or base nimblesbie.

t Nimbless(e. Obs. rare. [i. NIMBLE a. +
-ESS 2.] Nimbleness.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ix. 23 Those litle Angels.. on their

purpled wings Did beare the pendants through their
nimblesse bold. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ s Viet. i. Ixii,
Those little sprights, through nimbless bold, The stately
canopy bore on their wings. 1638 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Irene
Wks. (1711) 167 Neither will your Delusions and Tricks, by
the Nimbless of your Hands, pluck it up.

Nimble-witted, a. Quick-witted.
1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. v, The nimble-wilted

Mercury. 1687 SETTLE Reft. Drydcn 84 What cannot a
nimble wilted Commentatour find out. 1879 CHRISTINA
RossiitTi Seek fy Find 198 Many nimble-witted individuals
of our lesser sex. 1899 Q. Rev. Apr. 459 The nimble-witted
Voltaire.

Nimbly (ni-mbli), adv. Forms: a. 4 nemely,
5 -lie, neemly, nemly, 6 neembly. 0. 6 Sc,

nimlie, 6- nimbly, [f. NIMBLE a. + -LY 2
.] In a

nimble or agile manner ; quickly, actively.
a. a 1350 St. Mary Magd. 567 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.

(1881) 87 He saw a childe.. nemely for be nones Playand it

with precius stones, r 1400 Destr, Troy 1226 Duke Nestor
anon nemly persayuit pat he was prinse of be pepull. c 1440
Alph. Tales 448 He.. put nemelie be knyfe in hur hand.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xii. iii. 596 Ther with the bore
torned hym nemly. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. Ixiii. i What is

he this, that.. cometh in so neembly with all his strength?
0. 1585 MpNTGOMERiE Chcrrie &amp;lt; Slae 13 So trimlie and

nimlie Thir birdis they flew me by. 1603 DEKKER Wonder-
full Yeare Wks. (Grosart) I. 144 The Tinker . . stript him
starke naked, but first diude nimbly into his pockets. 1663
HOOKE Microgr. 12 On a very stiff Drum-head, which is

vehemently or very nimbly beaten with the Drum-sticks.

1709 STEELE Toiler No. 93 P 7, I recovered so quick, and
jumped so nimbly into my Guard. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. Wt

v, We saw a stag bound nimbly by. 1840 DICKENS OldC.
SJiop xix, The landlord bestirred himself nimbly. 1879 M.
ARNOLD Mixed

E$s.&amp;gt;
Geo. Sand 329 One alert figure, .skips

nimbly along at the horses side.

Comb. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. in. Lauie 1146
Halfe a score of Reapers nimbly-neat,

fb. Lightly (armed). Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

1600 HOLLAND Livy XLIV. iv. 1172 The Romanes advanced
forth to fight, nimbly appointed ; and the enemies likewise
were lightly armed.

Nimbose, a. rare&quot; , [ad. L. nimbos-us
t

f.

nimbus cloud.] Stormy, tempestuous, cloudy

(Bailey, vol. II, 1727). So Nimbosity, stormi-

ness (Bailey 1721).
t Wimbrocado, variant of IMBROCADO \ Obs.

1597 Returnfr. Parnass. HI. i. 887 Give mee a new knight
of them all, m fenc-schoole, att a Nimbrocado or at a
Stocado.

Nimbus (ni-mb^s). PI. nimbi (rare), [a. L.

nimbus cloud, etc., perh. related to nebula^ nubes.]
1. A bright cloud, or cloudlike splendour, imag

ined as investing deities when they appeared on
earth.

Alsoy%&quot;.
1616 B. JONSON Masques Wks. 927 In nature of those

Nimbi, wherein.. the Gods are fain d to descend. 1874
H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt. viii. 490 The manhood was
lost in the nimbus of celestial glory.

b. transf. A cloud, halo, or atmosphere, in

vesting a person or thing.
1860 MOTLEY Netherl. ii. (1868) I. 39 A nimbus of musk

;

and violet-powder enveloping them as they passed before i
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vulgar mortals. 1864 SALA Quite Alone i, There is the
young lady herself, encompassed with a nimbus of petticoat.
1881 HUEFFER Wagner 20 The romantic old castle sur
rounded by the nimbus of both history and romance.
2. Art. A bright or golden disk surrounding the

head, esp. of a saint. Cf. AUREOLE 2, HALO sb. 2.
I727-38 CHAMBERS Cyd, s.v., The nimbus is seen on the

medals of Maurice, Phocas, and others, even of the upper
empire. 1843-3 WESTWOOD Pal. Sacra s.v. Gk. Gospels 2
A

medaljion of the bust of Christ, invested with the cruci
ferous nimbus and cross. 1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms Art
58/1 As an attached attribute of power, the nimbus is often
seen attached to the heads of evil spirits. 1887 ROSKIN
Prxtcrita II. 235 At Venice, one only knows a fisherman
by his net, and a saint by his nimbus.
transf. 1863 Miss BRADDON J. Marcluiionfs Legacy i, A

Nimbus of golden hair shone about his. .forehead.
fig. 1834 KEIGHTLEY Talcs ii. 32 The East.., imagination

has always invested its front with a nimbus of splendour.
3. Metcorol. A rain-cloud.

1803 L. HOWARD Modif. Clouds (1830) ir Of the Nimbus,
or Cumulo-cirro-stratus. Ibid. 13 The nimbus, although in
itself one of the least beautiful clouds [etc.] 1856 KANE
Arct. E.rpl. II. xxv. 247 A rainy southwester too.. was
now spreading with its black nimbus over the bay. 1887
R. ABERCROMBY Weather iii. in Every kind of cloud from
which rain falls is a nimbus, and there are practically two
sorts cumulo-nimbus..; and pure nimbus.
attrib. 1897 Daily ffcvjs o Nov. 6/6 The nimbus clouds

of the snowstorms covered it.

fig. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Ereakf.-t. x. 241 Ah ! but

Nimbused (ni-mbfct), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2.]
1. Invested with, surrounded by, a nimbus.
1852 A rt Jrnl. 112 The Virgin . . nimbused by n coronet of

stars. 1874 OUIDA Wooden Shoes 44 Winged griffins and
nimbused saints. i8gz A. AUSTIN Fortnnatus i. iv, Per
sistent in Appearance ; when approached, A nimbused
nothingness. 1898 Lamia s Winter (?. 55 Nimbused by
sunlight or enwreathed in snow.
2. Formed into a nimbus.
1882 OUIDA Maremma I. 74 That perfect face which

bends beneath its cloud of nimbus d hair.

Nimeny-pimeny : see NIMINY-PIMINY.
t Nimfadoro. Obs.

-
. [It.] An effeminate

fellow, a spruce ladies courting fellow&quot; (Florio).
599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. II. i, What brisko

Nimfadoro is that in the white virgin boote there?

t Nlm-gimmer. Obs. rare -. (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Cren&amp;gt;, Nim-gimmer, a Doctor,
Surgeon, or Apothecary, or any one that cures a Clap or
the Pox.

Nimiety (nimai-oti). [ad. late L. nimietas,
f. nimis too much.] Excess, redundancy ;

an
instance of this.

21564 BECON Christmas Banquet Wks. 1564 I. 20 Al
though ther ought not to be any sufficiency, much lesse any
nimietie in spiritual things. 1625 GILL Sacr. Philos., Trin.
229 That nimietie, or excesse of goodness wherein it was
created. 1657 REEVE Gods Plea 204 Man may have his
nimieties of expression, his dimuences, redundances, .of

speech. 1679 C. NESSE Antid. agst. Pofery 8 Superstition,
which is a nimiety and excess in religion. 1772 NUGENT
Hist. Fr. Gerund II. 252 He was not only matchless, but
even reached the line of nimiety. 1834 COLERIDGE Table-t.
2 June, There is a nimiety a too-muchness in all
Germans. 1892 Illitstr. Land. News 17 Dec. 776/1 A more
serious blemish, .with most modern poetry, is nimiety, the

tendency to dilute the general effect by. .repetition.

Ni-miny, a. Abbrev. of next. rare 1
.

1878 STEVENSON Inland Voy. 182, I have never forgotten
that girl. . . To call her a young lady, with all its niminy
associations, would be to offer her an insult.

KTi miny-pi-miny, a. Also nimeny pimeny,
nimini pimini. [Imitative of a mincing utter

ance. Cf. MIMINY-PIMINY.] Mincing, affected,

trifling, lacking in force or spirit.
1801 Monthly Rev. XXXV. 324 With, .asmirking counte

nance, and nimeny pimeny lisp. 1822 L. HUNT Indicator
No. 23 I. 178 To see her proud, affected, niminy-piminy face
in. 1830 J. JEKVLL Carr. (1894) 221 She.. is an exquisite,
her husband a nimini pimini gentleman. 1840 THACKERAY
Pict. Rhapsody Wks. 1900 XIII. 345 But was there ever
such a niminy-piminy subject treated in such a niminy-
piminy way ? a 1894 STEVENSON St. Ives xxv. 190 A
niminy-piminy creature, afraid of a petticoat and a bottle.

Hence Ni-miny-primiiiness ; Ni miny-pi mi-
nyism.
1840 Blxckvi. Mag. XLVIII. 833 Such a pitiful piece of

niminy-piminyism. 1884 W. C. HAZLITT Offspring Th. 56
There was no Niminy-pimininess about Johnson. . . He
always said what he thought.

Nimious (ni mias), a. Also 5 nemyows,
nymyos. [f. L. nimius, f. nimis too much : see

ous.] Overmuch, excessive; ) exceeding. Now
chiefly as a Sc. legal term.
c 1485 Digby MysL (1882) m. 857 My fathyr, of nemyows

charyte sent me, his son. Ibid. 1112 Of yower nymyos
charyte. _i622 S. WARD Christ A_ll in All (1627) 2q With
this Prouiso, that diuine and nimious adoration be not
giuen. 1673 O. WALKER Educ. 37 In unseasonable, nimious,
opprobrious chiding. 1826 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1850) 439 He
is never nimious ; there is nothing in excess. 1881 Scotsman
6 Jan., Nimious State interference is always and necessarily
an evil thing. 1883 Edin. Evening News 20 Dec. 2/4
The action was ex facie so nimious and unreasonable as
to excite prejudice against it.

Nimmer (ni-maj). [f. NIM v. + -EH i.] A pil

ferer, a petty stealer, a thief.

1608 Penniles Parl. in Harl. Misc. (1745) I. 179 To the

great Impoverishing ofall Nimmers, Lifters, and Cutpurses.

1655 tr. Sorefs Com. Hist. Frandon x. 23 These are the
Nimmers who would rob me of all my moveables. 1686 G.
STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 59 This swindger at Saint Earthol s
fair Where all the nimmers do repair. 01763 BYROM The
Nimmers 70 Twixt right and wrong how many gentle
trimmers Will neither steal nor filch, but will be plaguy Nim-
mers ! i88z COMPTON Wimconibe Sk. (ed. 2) 103 The
carrion crow., as a nimmer of chicken and ducklings.

Nimming (nrmirj\ vbl. sb.
[f. NIM v. + -ING i.]

1 1. The action of taking ; the fact of being
taken. Obs,

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke, Int. 5 Soecende of niming hera
[L. de unlsione spicarunt\ in sabatmn. 01225 A tier. R. 38
I5en ilke flesche bet he nom of be nes neuer sunne, ne
i 5ine . . efter be ilke nimunge. a 1240 Lofsong in O. E.
Horn. I. 207 Ich bide be--b i his nimunge and bindunge.
13.. K.Alis. 1614 With launceynge and with rydyng, With
throwyng, and with nymyng.
2. The action or practice of pilfering.
1607 S. COLLINS Scrm. (1608) 66 What they haue done in

Schooles for payring and nimming of the Arts. 1618
Barnevclt s ApoL F 3 You haue .. ten times as much by
nimming and iuggling. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar
Wks. 1730 I. 77 A pack of vermin, bred up to plundering of

hedges, nimming of cloaks, a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. iv.

49 (1740) 256 His Employments., were forging,., nimming,
stealing and all Sorts of Villainy.

Nimming (ni-mirj), ppl. a. [f. NISI v. + -ING 2
.]

1 1. a. Consuming, b. Taking bribes. Obs.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 97 God is, swa paul cweS, [jet niminde

fur. (-1250 in_
O. E. Misc. 184 King bat is wilful And

domesmon niminde
[z&amp;gt;.

r. nymynde].
2. Thieving, pilfering, stealing.
1603 T. MILLINGTON Narr. Entertainm. Jos, /, E 2,

His Majestic, hearing of this nimming gallant, directed a
Warrant.. to haue him hanged, a 1693 Urquharfs Rabe
lais in. xxxviii. 316 Nimming and Filching fool. 1727 GAY
Btgg Op. i. i, Twas only Nimming Ned. 1804 COLLINS
Scnpscrap viii, Those Nimming Neds and Crook-finger d
Jacks of the typographical Tribe.

t Wimp, v. Obs. [Of obscure origin : cf. Sc.

and north, wimp, a small piece.] To nibble, bite.

13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig s^r(7;/^ LVII.
283 Summe nymped wib feet and hondes As dogges don ^at
gnawen heore bondes. Ibid.

t po bat nymped her fingres
and hendes Are Bacbyteres bitwene frendes.

Wimph, obs. form of NYMPH.
Wrmpy-pi-mpy, a. ? = NIMINY-PIMINY.
1825 C. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I. 256 Confound your

nimpy-pimpy lass.

Niinrod (nrmr^d). Also 6 Wemroth, -rod.

[From the name of Nimrod (Heb. no: Nimr&d),
described in Gen. x. 8-9 as a mighty one in the

earth and ( a mighty hunter before the Lord .]

*t*l. A tyrannical ruler
; a tyrant. Obs.

1545 BALE Image Both Ch. i. Pref. A vj, The boistuous
tirauntes of Sodoma with their great Nemroth Winchester,
..wyll sturre about them. 1599 HAKI.UYT Voy, II. i. 309
These mighty Nimrods fled some into holes and some into
mountaines. 1607 HIERON IVks. I. 430 The griping Nim
rods of the world reioyce In their taking men vpon aduan-
tages. 1652 OWEN Christ s Kingdom Wks. 1851 VIII. 373
Pouring forth sundry vials of his wrath upon great Nimrods
and oppressors. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1703) 55
These Nimrods, say they, grew great by the strength of
their limbs and their vices.

2. A great hunter ; one who is fond of, or given
to, hunting.
1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 371 F 9 As I look upon you to be

the greatest Sportsman, or, ifyou please, the NIMredamong
this Species of Writers. 1769 BLACKSTONEC^WW/. IV. xxxiii.

409 The game laws have raised a little Nimrod in every
manor. 1780 COWPEH Progr. Err. 86 The sportsman and
his train.., the Nimrod of the neighbouring lairs. 1835 W.
IRVING Tour Prairies 139 The deer started up.., and our
young Nimrods dash off in pursuit. 1863 KEARLEV Links
in Chain xii. 261 That modern nimrod Captain Gordon
Cumming.
Hence Ni mrodded ppl. a. (see quot.). Nim-

ro dian a., resembling Nimrod, esp. as a hunter;
characteristic of, or connected with, Nimrod

;
so

Nimro dic al a. f Ni mrodize v. zntr., to act

like Nimrod ; to play the tyrant.
1836 Fraser*s Mag. XIII. 233 The worthy old bishop

might be said to be regularly *Nimrodded, as the term for
a well summered hunter now is. 1631 R. H.Arraffnm.
Whole Creature viii. 57 Like the *Nimrodian builders of
Babell. Ibid, xix, 330 The great Nimroddian Hunter the
Divell. 1825 Engl. Life I. 214 Any of my father s Nim-
rodian friends. 1857 BREEN Mod. Eng. Lit. 138 The tally-

ho, or Nimrpdian style. .of composition consists in starting
some fresh

ide_a
at the beginning of every paragraph ; in

losing sight of it as soon as it is started
;
and in pursuing in

its stead the first stray conceit that turns up. 1850 Chamb.
Jrnl. XIV. 72 The *Nimrodic passion which haunts the
mind of.. Gordon Cumming. 1877 DAWSON Orig. World
xii. 260 The more eastern remnants of the Nimrodic
empire. 1796 Mod, Gulliver 79 Horsemen and all, in

rand *nimrodical display^ entered the court. 1598
YLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. n. 46 If.. now contagion of

corrupted dayes Leave any tract of *Nimrodizing there.

1614 C. BROOKE Ghost Rich. Iff, Poems (Grosart) 81 For a
crowne who would not Nimrodize?

t ITin. Obs. rare~. Also ninne. (See quots.)
1611 FLORIO, Bombo.. .Also the word that children call their

drinke by, as our children say Ninne or Bibbe. Ibid.^
AV...AIso children before they can speak will call

drinke so, as cures say Nin.

X*Tin, north, dial. f. NONE; obs. f. NINE.

t Win-a-kin. Obs. rare 1
. ? A simpleton.

1787 Minor \v. v. 215 Tbe one was Father Tady M Carthy,
a nin-a-kin.
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NINCOMPOOP.

f Nrncety-frncety. Ot&amp;gt;s~
l A trifling matter.

1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. x. E v, Fundanus may at his

good luste, of nyncetie fynceties wryte.

Nincom, -cum,abbrev. forms of NINCOMPOOP.
1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 61 Got fuddled and d d

the Professors for nincoms. 18.. Odd People in Odd Places
xii. 101 His behaviour is thai of the most consummate nin-

com that ever was led with an apron-string, a 1845 HOOD
To y. Hume iv, No one but a mncum. .Would furnish

such wide trousers to the Sailors. 1873 HIGGINSON Old

port Days vii. 167 Tell em about Gerty, you nincum.

Nincompoop (ni*nkmpfip). Forms : a. 7 (8)

nicompoop, nickumpoop. /3. 8 (9) nincum-,
8- nincompoop. [Of obscure origin ; prob. only
a fanciful formation. Johnson s suggestion of non

compos does not agree with the earliest forms.]
A fool, blockhead, simpleton, ninny.

a. 1676 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer n. i, Thou senseless, im

pertinent. .Nicompoop. 1685 CROWNE SirC. Nice iv. Wks.
1874 IV. 322 Ay, for me, Nickampoop. 1694 ECHARD
Platttus 109 Thou, .hast led me by the Nose, as if I had
been the meerest Nicompoop in the World.

p. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Nincwnpoop or.Nickutn-

$oop, a meer Blockhead, Sot or Dolt. 1713 Guardian No.

109 (1756) II. 106 An old Ninny hammer, a Dotard, a Nin

compoop. 1764 FOOTE Mayor of G. i. Wks. 1799 I. 174
Trot, nincompoop. 1788 Miss UURNEY Cecilia v. i, No,
Mr. Nincompoop, .. I put them on a stall. 1807 E. S.

BARRETT Rising Sun I. 93 Fashion, though a goddess, is a

fool, and all her worshippers, .are nincompoops. 1851 D.

JKRROLD St. Giles xii. 117 To make him feel a coward, n
nobody, a nincompoop. i89ojESsifi FOTHERGILL Marchin
Ranks xxviii, I know how to behave without making too

great a nincompoop of myself.

Hence Ni ncompoo pery ; Nrncompoo phood;
Nrncompoo pish a.

1791 H. WALPOLE Let. to Miss Berry 26 May, The nin-

compoophood of her Prince. 1879 MEREDITH Egoist II. i.

235 His nincompooplsh idealizations., would now be annoy
ing. 1900 Speaker 3 Feb. 477/1 That glorious exemplar of

nincompoopery.

Nincum, variant of NINCOM.

Wind, obs. form of NINTH.
JTine (nsin), a. and sb* Forms : a. i ni;on,

-an, -en, (//. -one, -ona, nysene), 2-3 ni^on,
2-4 nijen, (Orm. ni^henn), 4 neghen, neyen,
neien. 0. 3 ni$e, 4 nyje, ne(y^ghe; 3 nie,

4nye. 7. i, 3nione, 3-4niene, nyen, 4 nien.

5. 4 neyne, neine, 4-5 nene, (4 nen), 5 (9 dial?)

neen. c. 4 nin, 4-7 nyne, 6-7 nyn, 4- nine.

[OE. nigon, etc.^OFrts. nigun, nitigun t -ent -/,

niogen, OS. nigitn, -on, ~en
t
MDn. and MLG.

negen, neghen :*nigun, a variant of the OTeut.
*niwun which is represented by OHG. niun

(niivan, MHG. nitttt, neun, also niiven, newen,
G. neitn}, Goth, niitn, ON. ntu (Sw. nio, Da. ni}.

The Indo-Eur. stem *newn is represented in all

the cognate languages, as Skr. ndva(n), Gr. ivvfa,

L. nffvetti, Olr. n6i(n} 9
OPruss. newin-, Lith.

devyn) t OS1.
dev$i&amp;gt; etc.] The cardinal number

next after eight, represented by the symbols 9 or ix.

A. adj. 1. In concorfl &quot;with sb. expressed.

(Also coupled with a higher cardinal numeral, as

nine and twenty , etc.)
a. c 840 Charter 48 in O. E. Texts 454 [Ic]. .sile ForSrede

minum Se^ne ni^en higida lond in Wudotune. CQOQ O. E.
Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 898 Nijon nihtum aer middum
sumere. 971 Blickl. Horn. 9 He ba a:fter

nijjan monSa
fzece foroeode. c 1055 ByrhtfertKs Handboc in Angiia
VIII. 300 if se rnonS ne bearf habban buton ni^on &
twentig nihta.

&amp;lt;; izoo ORMIN 1051 All enngle^eod todailedd

iss O ni;henn kinne beode. cxaos LAY. 5149 Mid nihen
hundred scipene heo commen in to hauene. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 364 Ni3en woukes and mare pe mariners Met on
flod. 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 729 Neghen hundreth

wynter man lyfed J&amp;gt;an.
c 1373 Cursor M. 9179 (Fairf.),

Ezechias. .regned xxx. ^ere and neyen. a 1400-50 Alex
ander 4810 pus drafe bai furth. .a nejen daies euen.

. c 1205 LAY. 26603 To ban wuden ^rungen ni^e busende.

i225 A tier. R. 328 |?is beo5 nu nie reisuns. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 3862 Wi^inne a nye $er al JMS was ydo. a 1400
Octouian 536 The wynd gan blowe swyde schylle Neyghe
dayes. c 1400 Chron. A*. Clone. (Rolls) 5413 (MS. a), In be

jer of grace ny;e hundred jer & on.

y. 13.. Cursor M. 1237 (Gott.), Adam had passid nien
hundred ger. c 1400 Ibid. 28892 (Colt. Galba), Er bare nyen
pointes to se.

8. a 1300 Cursor M. 23265 And qui bar es j?aa paines nene,
here nu be skil. 13. . Ibid. 18632 (Gott.), His Hjf was in pis
werld here Neine hundreth and thritti }ere. 1400 Destr.

Troy 2638 My fader was . . of fele yeres, To the nowmber of

nene skowre. 1483 CatIt. Angl. 251/2 Neen tymes; novies.

e. a 1300 Cursor M. 1455 Nine hundret yeir and seuen.
c 1330 R. HRUNNECA/-OM. Wace (Rolls) 1377 Nyne sybe he

jede aboute, & kiste be auter. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XVH*
58 Feith. .nolde nou^t neighen hym by nyne londes lengthe.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 357/1 Nyne Hundryd, nonaginti.
ci475 RaufCoil^-ar 961 Sic tythingis come to the King
within thay nynenicht. 1535 COVERDALE Deut. iii. ii His
yron bed is here.., nyne cubites longe. 1593 SHAKS. 3
Hen. IS/, i. i. 112 When I was crown d, I was but nine
muneths old. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist. Ivstine xi. 46 Of
Alexanders host, were slaine nine footemen. 1667 DUCHESS
NEWCASTLE Life Dk. of N. (1886) II. 86 He was now able
..to buy a coach and nine horses. 1727-38 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Ombre t

In ombre by three, nine cards are dealt
to each party. Ibid., If the ombre win all the nine tricks.

1819 SHELLEY Peter Bellyd vi. xv, I looked on them nine
several days, And then I saw that they were bad. 1885
New Bk. Sports 106 In the skittles of our fathers, nine

pins were used, but of different value.

154

fb. Forming a compound ordinal number. Obs.

cxioo O. E. Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1052 J&amp;gt;aet
was on \&amp;gt;am

nlson & Jmttisajoan ^eare. c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 160

pe neyne & twentibe [default], c 1380 oj/ v4* Ch.

(1840) 24 pe seuynty and nyne chapitre. 1579 FULKE
Heskins s Parl. 491 The nine and fourtieth Chapter con-

tinueth the same exposition.

2. With ellipse of sb., which may usually be

supplied from the context.
c ysft Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xvii. 17 Ahne teno jeclaensad

woeron & 3a nigona [Rnshw. nionej huer sint. c 1205 LAY.

26502 Sone heom after weiiden iwepnede kempen, per sixe

her seouene, ber aehte per nisene. 13.. K. Alis. 2422 So

AHsaundre, among heore men. Sleth doun ryght by nyne
and ten. c 1380 WYCUF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 34 Where ben

ober nyne? c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 4500 Thei turned

ajeyn on ther fomen And sclow hem doun by nyne and ten.

ciyiQGol.&Gaw. 227 Of the nobillest he-name, noumerit
of nyne. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 146 b, All the

counseyles of our lorde Jesu Chryst may bi- reduced to

these nyne. 1590 SPENSER F.Q, L Introd. ii, Helpe then,O
holy virgin ! chiefe of nyne. 1611 SHAKS. IVint. T. in. ii.

183 Fancies too weake for Boyes, too greene and idle For
Girles of Nine. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver t. viii, I .. fastened

them.. to nine of the Vessels which attended me. 1790
MRS. WHKELER Wesiiitld. Dial (1821) 65 Thear wor neen
on us set off frae this side. i8z8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxiv,
Thus Eachin stood m the centre of nine of the strongest
men of his band. 1868 Chambers 1

s Encycl. X. 172/1 The
same [holds] at long whist with players who are at nine.

b. esp. of the hour of the day, as nine o clock,

etc. Also used with ref. to the horizontal pos-itiun

of the hour-hand of a clock at that time.

1548 ELYOT, Nonarise meretrices, commune harlottes,

whyche vsed at ix. \Cooper nyne) of the clocke . . to open
theyr hou.st.-s. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jnl. \. i. 167 But new
strookeniiit.-. 1598 MerryW.m. v. 47Cometoherbetweene
eight and nine. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 673 Sometimes the

Courses, Seams or Rakes, .lie at Nine a Clock,and sometimes
are perpendicular, which they call. .Twelve a Clock. 1765
Ann. Reg. i. 135 About nine at night an extraordinary
pha^nomenon was seen. 1842 BORROW Bible in Spain vii, I

started at nir.e next morning. 1861 PATTISON Ess. (1889) I.

47 The gates were closed at nine o clock.

attrib. 1894 Times 17 July 8/x To use a rifleman s expres
sion, it was a 9 o clock wind.. .It blew from the left side

of the rifleman.

c. The Nine&amp;gt;
the nine Muses.

ci6oo SHAKS. Sonn, xxxviii. Be thou the tenth Muse, ten
times more in worth Than those old nine which rhymers invo-
cate. 1638 LISLE ^Elfric on O. $ N. Test. (ed. 2) To Prince,
Yee Nine that leaue twi-pomted Pernas hill . . Into my soulu

your home-dew distill. 1693 DRYDEN Persius (1697) 401, I

..claim no part in all the Mighty Nine. 1708 Vovv.Odc St.

Cecilia i Descend, ye Nine ! descend and sing. 1781
COWPER Table-T. 184 Nor would the Nine consent the
sacred tide Should purl amidst the traffic of Cheapside.
1887 UOWKN Virgil Eel. ix. 32 For I, through grace of the

Nine, Poet am also.

3. In special applications.
See also CAT sb.1 13 b, ORDER sb. 5, WORTHY s&,, etc.

a. In references to the time (nine days or

nights) during which a novelty is proverbially said

to attract attention. (Cf. 40.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 588 Ek wonder last but nine

nyght nevere in towne. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Proi&amp;gt;. (1867) 90
This wonder lasted nine dales. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.)

205 The greatest wonder lasteth but nine daies. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y.L. in. ii. 1 80, I was seuen of the nine daies out of the

wonder, before you came. 1606 BP. HALL Medit. fy V&ws
in. 18. 41 So those things, .shall be wonders to me ; and
that not for nine dayes, but for euer.

f b. Nine ways (at thrice] &amp;gt; asquint, askew.
1542 UDALL tr. Erasm. Apoph. (1877) 203 Squyntyied he

was, and looked nyne wayes. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarck. t

Rich. //, 326 Passion flyes Squinting, and, as wee say, Nine
wayes at Thrice.

C. Nine times (etc.) out of ten
y

in the great

majority of cases, as a rule.

1800 MALKIN Gil Bias L v. p 7 They, .nine times out of
ten flogged me for nothing, a 1845 HOOD The Run-over^
It would have been a quietus for nine men out often. 1879
MRS. A. E. JAMES fnd, Househ. Managem. 43 In nine cases
out often you will not find your confidence misplaced.

d. Ninepoints : (see POSSESSION).
1880 MRS. LYNN LINTON Rebel ofFamily ix,

( You have it

in your possession still . My nine points? Rather shaky
ones, I fear.

4. Combined with sbs., forming attributive com
pounds, as nine-feet, -foot, -hole, -hour, -inch,
knot, -mile, -pound, -share, -shillings ; also nine-

year-old sb. and adj.

Westm. Gaz. 17 Nov. 7/1 A *nine-hole course has been laid

out at Gavarnie. 1897 Daily News 13 July 8/5 A *nine-hour

day is not so long as to be exhausting to a man. 1765 Ann.
Reg, i. 103 All narrow wheels are to pay one-half toll more
than the *nine-inch wheels. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell yd
vi. xx, High trotting over nine-inch bridges. 1853 R. S.

HAWKER Wks. (1893) 28 There s a *nine-knot breeze above.

1780 New Newgate Cal. V. 139 Near the &quot;nine-mile stone
on the Hounslow-road. 1822-53 LE QUINCEY Confess.
Wks. 1853 I. 131 An easy nine-mile walk. 1711 Land. Gaz.
No. 4906/2, I had two *Nine pound Shots through my Fore
mast. 1893 J. WATSON Con/. Poacher 63 She failed to

jump a stone fence, with a nine-pound hare in her mouth.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 96/1 The &quot;nine-share plough, or

scarifier, has been found very useful in the light soils. 1683
TRYON Way to Health 340 Let your Drink at Meals be no

stronger than &quot;nine shillings Beer. 1828 MOIR Mansie
Wauch xi. 98 We.. read away like *nine-year-aulds. 1853
Miss YONGE Heir of Redclyffe xxxix, A long, thin, nine-

year old child.

NINE.

b. Nine
days&quot; wonder, etc., applied to an event

or thing of temporary interest. (Cf. 3 a.)

1594 Spanish Trag. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 97 Which as

a nine-days wonder, being o erblown. 1602 flow a Man,
etc. iv. ii. in Old Eng. Dram. (1824) 75 Her timeless death
Is but a nine day s talk. 1625 MASSINGER New \Vay iv. ii,

That were but nine days wonder. 1764 CHURCHILL Ghost
m. 547 He would be found.. A nine days wonder at the
most. 1818 BYRON Juan \, clxxxviii, The nine days
wonder which was brought to light. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown at Ox/, xlii, His escape on the night of the riot had
been a nine-days wonder.

_

5. In parasynthetic adjs., as nine-circled^-cornered,

-jointed, -lived, -stringed^ -tailed^ -voiced.

1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso xvm. xlviii, Its grand &quot;nine-

circled stream opaque. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. iv. iii,

Some dozen huge, misshapen, &quot;nine-cornered Dutch oaths.

Ay) Penny Cycl. XV. 84/2 The antennae. ,are*nine-jointed.
1600 S. NICOLSON Acolastus (1876) 46 Loue is *nine-liu dj
kill him ne re so much, The Wanton Boy reuiueth with a
tutch. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 2/2
By the soft Touches of the *Nine-string d Heaven. 1786
BURNS Ordination xi, Hark, bow the &quot;nine-tail d cat she

plays ! 1585 JAS. I Ess. Pocsie (Arb.) 25 Her *nynevoced
mouth resembled into sound The daunce harmonious making
heauen resound.

b. In parasynthetic sbs., as nine-pounder.
1747 B. ROBINS Prop, incr. Strength Navy 8 Very lately

the Six Pounders in some of the smaller Ships have been

changed for Nine Pounders. 1834-47 J. S. MACAULAY/VWrf
Fortif.{\^\} 18 Supposing them to be armed with nine-

pounders. 1876 BANXROKT Hist. U. S. VI. xli. 242 Jones
could use only three nine-pounders.
6. In special combs, (attrib. or absolute), as

nine-bark (spice or syringa) ,
an American

shrub, Spir&a opulifolia, having many layers of

loose bark; nine-days disease (see quot) ; f nine-

double, ninefold ; nine-men s morris : see

MORKIS
; nine-pegs, ninepins ; nine-point(sj

circle (see quot. 1865); f nine-worthiness,
valour like that of the nine worthies.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog, I. 576 Plum trees, &quot;nine bark

spice, and leather wood bushes. 1847 DARLINGTON Amer,
Weeds (1860) 120 A very showy ornamental species. ..Some
times called Nine-Bark Syringa . 1859 BARTLETT Diet.

Amer. (ed. 2), Ninc-barkt a low shrub found in Maine,
Canada [etc.]. Its old bark is loose, and separates in

thin layers. 1799 UNDERWOOD Diseases Children (ed. 4) I.

159 A disorder, whose attack being within the first nine days
after birth, has been denominated the *nine-days disease.

1598 FLORIO, NonoplO) nine-fold, *nine double. 1675
COTTON Burlesque upon B. 56 Playing at &quot;Nine peggs with
such heat That mighty Jupiter did sweat. 1883 Nature
XXVII. 607 In place of the well known *nine-polnt circle

. . would not mid-point circle be equally expressive ? 1865
BRANDE & Cox Diet, tSV/., etc. 1. 461 The circle which passes

through the middle points of the sides of a triangle is

referred to by Continental writers as the *nine-points
circle. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 113 The Foe, for dread Of
your *Nine- Worthiness, is fled.

B. sb. 1. The abstract number nine
; the

figure or symbol representing this.

1598 THEVISA Barth, De P. R. xix. cxxii. (1495) 922 One
addyd or putte to eyghte makyth the nombre of nyne.
a 1400 in Halliwell Rara Mathcm. 31 The figure of nyne
that bath this schape 9. 1588 SHAKS. /_-. /.. L. v. ii. 488
Three times thrice is nine. 1611 FLORIO, Nonariet oR nine.

1798 HUTTON Course Math^. I. ip Add the figures. .and find

how many nines are contained in their sum. Reject those

nines, and set down the remainder. 1870 SONNFNSCHEIN &
NESBITT Sci. fy Art Arith. i. xi. 132 Any number is an
exact number of nines+the sum of its digits.

2. a. Cards. A card marked with nine pips.
Nine of diamonds : see CURSJS sb, 4C.
1599 MINSHEU Percivats Sp. Diet. s. v. Malilta^ a carde

picked out and agreed vpon, . .that he that hath him may make
him king, queene, knaue, ace, ten, nine, &c. 1680 COTTON
Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 77 Suppose you have in your hand
a Nine and two Sixes. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ombre t

The whole ombre pack being only 40, by reason the eights,

nines, and tens, are thrown aside. 1868 Chambers s Eneycl.
X. 173 Dropping the nine, and holding queen and knave.

b. A set of nine persons, players, etc.

a 1860 ALB. ^AvmMed.Stud. (1861)69 A student., assures

him that. -the examiners never pluck two nines running.
1860 CAMPBELL Tales IV. Highlands (1892) III. 375 He
could kill nine nines backwards with his sword. 1871
CUTTING Stud. Life at Amherst 113 In 1866, the College
Ball Club . . played against the Nine of Brown University.

3. a. A shoe, or foot, of the ninth size.

1599 MiNSHF.u/Vn/zvz/VS/. Gram. 81 The.. size of shooes,
as nines, tens, &c. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. v. i,

Courtiers haue feete a th nines & tongues a th twellues.

b. A thing or person marked or distinguished by
the number nine.

1888 H. MORTEN Hospital Life 30 Voices repeat the fact

..that Nine
1

is going to be sent away for a change.

4. Long nine : a. A nine-pounder gun.
1799 Hull Advertiser 19 Oct. 2/4 Corvette, .of thirty-two

guns, twenty-four long nines. 1836 BCMUCCAT JV&I&. Easy
xxxviii, A couple of long brass nines. 1883 STKVENSON
Treas. /si. xvii, We had entirely forgotten the long nine.

b. (/.S. A kind of cigar.

1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-told T. (1849) vi. 59 The pedler
. .having sold him many a bunch of long nines, and a great
deal of pig-tail, lady s twist, and fig tobacco. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. ii. (1895) 51 Stable-boys smoking
long-nines.

5. Nine point twOj a gun having a calibre of

9 2 inches.

1898 KIPLING in Morning Post 10 Nov. 5/2 You d need a

nine point two to do that properly.

6. fa- Upon the nines, Vat once. Obs. rare -
.



NINE-EYED.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) iv. 92 The moir degest and

grave, The grydiar to grip it ; The nycest to ressave, Vpon
the nynis will nip it.

b. (Up) to the nines (rarely nine}, to per
fection, to the highest degree or point.
1787 BURNS Ans-M. to Verses v, Twad please me to the

nine, a 1793 Past. Poetry vii, Thou paints auld Nature
to the nines, 1821 GALT Ayrsh. Legatees xxv, He s such
a funny man, and touches off the Londoners to the nines !

1836 HALIBURTON Clockni. (1862) 61 Praisin a man s farm
to the nines. 1863 READE Hard Cash I. 203 Being clad in

snowy cotton and japanned to the nine. 1876 T. HARDY
Etlielberta (1890) 3 When she s dressed up to the nines for
some grand party.

Nine-eyed (nsi-n^id), a. Having nine eyes.
fl. As an opprobrious epithet. Obs. rare.

1694 ECHARD P/antus Pref. A3, I ll fetch ye out. .for a
damnable, prying, nine-ey d Witch. 1703 FARQUHAH
Inconstant n. ii, You son of a nine-eyed whore, d ye come
to abuse me ?

2. Nine-eyed eel, the lamprey. Sc.
1810 NETLL List Fishes 30 (Jam.), Lesser Lamprey... The

popular name Nine-eyed-eel arises from the spiracles being
taken for eyes. 1838 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Ctub L
vi. 176 Sea-Lamprey. The Nine-eyed Eel.
So Nine-eyes, dial. a. The lamprey, b. The

bulterfish (Gunnellus vulgaris}.
Cf. MDu. neghenoghe (Du. negenoosfi, MLG. ne;.-ii-^e

(hence Da. negcnSie, Sw. ncjonoga), OHG. niunouga (MHG.
-ouge, G. nennitttge).
(a) 1841 HARTSHORNE Salop. Ant. 517 Nine-eyes, the

Ammocxtes tnaukialit of Naturalists, so called fiom
having a number of spiracles on each side, or branchial
orifices in a lateral groove. 1880-4 [see NINE-HOLES 3],

1896 tr. Boas Text Bk. Zool. 382 The Nine-eyes or Lam
preys., have a circular sucking mouth with horny teeth.

(ol 1863 COUCH Brit. Fishes II. 236 Butterfish. Swordick,
Gunnel, Nine eyes. 1879 SATCHELI. Gloss, Fish Names 5
Itleitnius gitnnelltis. Butter-fish.., Nine-eyes.

Ninefold (nai-nf^ld), a., sb., and adv.
[f.

NINE + -FOLD. Cf. MDu. ncghenvout (Du. negen-
votid), MLG. negenvalt, MHG. niuirvalt.]
A. adj. 1. Nine times as great or numerous.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram. xlix. (Z.) 285 Ninienanus ni^onfeald.
1557 RECORDE ll- Actst. B ij, Noncufla. 9 to i : 18 to 2. .

Ninefolde. 1598 FLORIO, NonoJ&amp;gt;lo, nine-fold, nine double.
1817 SHKLLEY Rto. Islam vm. xxi. 7 On all beside It turns
with ninefold rage, a 1845 HOOD The United Family xxii,A ninefold woe remains behind. 1892 Pall Mall C. 10

June 2/1 A ninefold fine should be exacted.

2. Consisting of nine folds or parts. Also (with
sb. in pi.) : Nine in number.
1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking Gl.G. s Wks. (Rtldg.) 129/2
Thy wickedness hath.. pierced through nine-fold orbs of
heaven. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas II. i. HI. Furies 269
Th ever-shaking nine-fold steely bars Of Stygian Bridge.
1629 MILTON Hymn Nativ. xiii, With your ninefold har
mony Make up full consort to th Angelike symphony. 1667

/ . L. ii. 436 This huge convex of Fire, .immures us
round Ninefold. 1807 CKABBE Par. Reg. t. 93 Who simple
truth with nine- fold reasons back. 1843 CARLYLE Past

A&amp;gt;

Pr. (1858) 102 The ninefold Stygian Marshes. 1854 WHIT-
1 1 Kit To Chas. Snmner 9 He, for whom the ninefold Muses
sang. 1896 KIPLING Seven Seas, Song of the English,
Draw now the threefold knot firm on the ninefold bands.
Comb, c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon xv, When every char

mer with his magic spell Calls us from nine-fold trenched
Phlegethon.

B. sb. f 1. An amount nine times as great
1602 FULBECKE Pandects So If a thing of good value be

taken awaie, they must render the nine-folde.

2. An attendant set of nine.

1603 SHAKS. Learm. iv. 126 He met the Night-Mare, and
her nine-fold. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xiii, On Hallow-Mass Eve
the Night-Hag will ride, And all her nine-fold sweeping
on by her side.

C. adv. To nine times the number.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 286 In Lancashire the

number of inhabitants appears to have increased nine-fold.

Nine-holes.
1. a. A game in which the players endeavour to

roll small balls into nine holes made in the ground,
each hole having a separate scoring value, b. A
similar game played with a board having nine holes
or arches.
For a detailed account of the games see STRUTT Sforts fy

Past. (1801) 204-5 and the Eng. Dial. Diet.

1573 New Custom i. i. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 9 Playing at

quoits or nine-holes, or shooting at butts. 1589 GREENE
Menafhon (Arb.) 56, Boies, that fell vpon one of their fel-

lowes, and beate him most cruelly for playing false playe at
nine holes. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xiv. 22 The vnhappy
wags, which let their Cattell stray, At Nine-holes on the
heath whilst they together play. 1648 HERRICK Hesper.,
Upon Raspe, Raspe plays at nine-holes ; and t is known he
gets Many a teaster by his game, and bets. 1751 R. PALTOCK
P. Wilkins xlv, One [game] like our bowls on a bowling-
green, and at one somewhat like nine-holes. 1801 STRUTT
Sports ff Past. in. vii. 205, I have formerly seen a pastime

e-actised
by School-boys, called nine-holes. 1854 Miss

AKER Northampt. Gloss., Nine-holes, or Trunks.
attrib. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce*s Super. 73 In time he may

haply learne to play at nine hole nidgets. 1688 HOLME
Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 67/2 He beareth sable, a 9 Hole
Board or, edged and linned of the first.

2. Sc. That piece of beef that is cut out im

mediately below the brisket or breast, denominated
from the vacancies left by the ribs (Jam. 1825).
1842 I. AITON Domest. Econ. (1857) 98 For boiling pieces !

.of beef, the runner, the nineholes, and the
brea_st

are the

best._ 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 169 The nineholes..
consists dflayers of fat and lean without any bone.

155

3. The lamprey.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Nine-licks, a fish of the

lamprey kind, not uncommon in our Fen ditches. 1880-4
DAY Fishes Gt. Brit, II. 360 Lampern, .. nine-eyes, nine-

holes, the eye and nasal orifice appear to be here counted.

Nrne-killer. [A transl. of Du. negendoodcr
or G. neuntodtcr.} The butcher bird or shrike

(Lanfus cxcubilor or L. borealis).
[1678 RAY Willughby s Ornith. 87 In other parts of Germany

it is called Neghen-doer, that is, Nine-killer.] 1801 Nat.
Hist, in Ann. Ktf. 442/2 Why is this hird of prey called the
Nine-killer? 1808 A. WILSON Atmr. Ornith. I. 77 Mr.
Heckewelder. .appears, .to have been unacquainted that

frasshoppers
were, in fact, the favorite food of this Nine-

iller. 1839 BARTLETT Diet. Amcr. (ed. 2), Nine-killer, the

popular name of the Northern Butcher-bird. 1866 Fain. Her.
511 1 he bird called a nine-killer is an arithmetician.

So f Nine-murder(er. Obs. [LG. ncgen-, G.

neunmorder.&quot;]

1544 TURNER Avium Prxcip. I 5 b, Tyrannns, a nyn mur
der. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. i1/o/// /i, a birde of bodie
no bigger then a thrush.. .Somethinke a shrike or nyn mur
der. 1598 FLORIO, Regestola, a kind of lanaret ha\vke called
a shreeke or nine murtherer. 1611 COTGR., Pout, .. the
Ninmurder, a yellowish bird, and the smallest of birds.

Ninepence (nai-npens).
1. The sum of nine pence. Also in phrases, esp.

as neat, etc., as ninepeiia.
To bring a noble to ninepence : see NOBLE sb.

1606 Proclam. in Ruding Coinage ^1840) I. 364 The said
Harp Shillings should have. .the name and value only of
twelve Pence Irish,, .being in true value no more than nine
Pence English. 1607 DKKKER & WEBSTER Sir 77tvs. Wyatt
W. s Wks. (Rtldg.) 197/2 Henceforth the Harpers for his

sake, shall stand But for plain ninepence throughout all the
land, a 1704 T. BROWN tr. sEncas Sylvius Lett. Ixxxii.
Wks. (1709) III. II. 80 The Devil and nine Pence go with
her, that s Money and Company. 1857 Blacks, King.LXXXI. 397 If 1 didn t see him whip a picture out of its

frame, as neat as ninepence. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. i. ix,
As grand as ninepence. 1881 in Lane. Class, s. v. Honii-
runnin, He d feight the whole lot on em,, .as easy as nine-

?ence.
1890 R. BOLDKEWOOO Col. Reformer (1891) 106,

thought 1 was as right as ninepence.
2. A coin of the value of nine pence. Nimble

ninepence: see NIMBLE a. 3 d.

In former English use applied to the Irish shilling, which
passed current for ninepence (see quots. 1606-7 above). In
the United States a name for the Spanish real.

1663 BUTLER//?^. 1. 1. 487 Like Commendation Nine-pence
crookt With To and from my Love it lookt. 1670 A-tvc.
Bury 6 They had an Art to make a Nine-pence or Groat
just new made, look as if it had been Coined these hundred
years. 1706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4234/5 Several old Nine-
Pences and old Shillings, and many Milled Pence. 1722DE FOE Col. Jack(\%i,a) 46 Withninepences.and fourpence-
halfpennies, .. Scotch and Irish coin. 1812 BYRON H allz
xiii. note, A new ninepence a creditable coin now forth
coming, worth a pound, in paper, at the fairest calculation
1860 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. iii, Give me two
fo pencehappenies for a ninepence.

Ninepenny (nai-npeni), sb. and a.

A. s/i. A coin equal in value to nine pennies.
1830 SCOTT Demonol, iv. 138, I have several pieces to

show, consisting of ninepennies, thirteen-pence-halfpennies.
B. adj. 1. Valued at or costing ninepence.
iSgtOuting XXIV. 371^ At Wrexham I passed the night

in a nine-penny room. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 16 Feb. 3/r A
customer enters his shop and asks for ninepenny butter.

2. Ninepenny rar/=Nine men s morris.
1826 HONE Ei.ery.day Bk. II. 983 There is an ancient

game, played by the shepherds of Salisbury Plain, , .called
1

Ninepenny Marl .

Ninepins (nai-npinz), sb.pl. [PiN sb.l 8.]
1. A game in which nine pins are set up to be
knocked down by a ball or bowl thrown at them.
1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong, Quilles, as iouir aux

quilles, to play at nine pins. 1610 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/.
Lady iv. i, Thy dry bones can reach at nothing now, but

gprds or nine-pinnes. 1647 PEACHAM Worth ofa Penny 31
The most ordinary recreations of the Countrey are football,
skales or nine pins, shooting at butts [etc.). 1663 PEPYS
Diary 27 May, Afterwards to nine-pins, Creed and I playing
against my Lord and Cooke. 1712 ARBUTHNOT Jolin Bull
i. iv, You Sot,., you spend your Time at Billiards, Ninepins,
or Puppet-shows. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 315 Swains ap
peared in fancy dresses, amusing themselves at the game of
Ninepins. 1829 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) II. 4 A little boy was
playing nine-pins on the streets of Mentz. 1856 STONE-
HENCE Brit. Karat Sports 511 Skittles, nine pins, and
Dutch pins, are modifications of the same game.
2. The pins with which this game is played ;

also in sing, of one of these.

1664 BUTLKR Hud. it. i. 488 As when Merchants break,
overthrown

Like Nine-pins, they strike others down. 1691

NINETEENTH.
An alehouse. ., with a ninepin alley. 1794 Rigging -V Sea
mans/tip 156

*
Ninc-pin-litocks. Tile shells .. resemble the

shape of a nine-pin. ..They are used to lead the running
ropes in a horizontal direction. 1841 DANA Seaman s fllaii.

bellied like Nine-pins. 1794(5663]. 1807
Reg. I. 661 The bowl that beats the greater number down
Of tottering nine-pins. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xli, When his
holiness rolled on the green like a king of the nine-pins.
1864 G. MUSGRAVE Ten Days in Fr. Parsonage II. iii. 108
Little urchins . . tumbled about like ninepins.

b. Humorously applied to a child.
1862 MRS. H. WaonChannings II. xix. 289 Little ninepins,

would you like to get three-pence!

3. altrib. and Comb., as ninepin alley, yard;
ninepin high, -like adjs. ; ninepin block, Naut.
a block so called from its shape.

? 1756 WALPOLE Lett, to Bsntley Aug., The bowling-green
..contains no less than four obelisks, as look like a

I Brobdignag nine-pin-ally. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 28. r 4

J7O9 Lo.
No. 4525/3 Bowling-Greens, nnd *Nine-pin Yards.

Winer (nai-nai). rare. [-EU .] A criminal
who is sentenced to imprisonment lor nine years.
1897 WAHUNG Tales Old Regime 219 Pedder was a
sevener

,
Blake was a niner .

Nrnesome, sb. and a.
[f. NINE a. -(- -SOME.]

a. sb. A set of nine. b. aJj. Consisting of nine.

?i4oo Morte Artk. 523 Thy nedes.,1 notifiede my-
selfene, Be-fore bat noble of name and neynesome of kynges.
1887 SERVICE Life Dr. Duguid 224 She had an auchtsome
or a ninesome family.

Nilieted (nsi-nted), a. dial. [var. of NOINTED.]
Wicked, incorrigible.
a 1809 J. PALMFR Like blaster (1811) I. ii. 19 So prone to

mischief, that his supposed aunt declared, it was beyond
her to manage him he was a ninetedone . 1841 HARTSHOKNE
Sakp. Ant. 517 A nineted youth ,

a youngster who is

wicked and wilful.

Nineteen (nointf-n, noi-nt/h), a. (and sb.)
Forms: a. i uihson-, nisontyne, 3 nijeu-,
nien-, 3-4 nejen-, 5 nyenteue. 0. 3 nintene,
4 nynten, ninetene, nenteyu, 4, 6 nyn(e)tene,
6 uyne-, 7 nineteene, 7- nineteen. [OE.
ni^ontynt

- OFris. niogentena, niugcnten, OS.
in^cn-, niclientein, MDu. and Du. ncgentien,
OHG. niimsehan, -:?n (MHO. niuniehen, G.
iieunschif), ON. nltjan (Sw. nittoit, Da. nitten) :

see NINE and TEN.] The cardinal number com
posed often and nine, represented by 19 or xix.

1. In concord with sb. expressed.
a. a 1000 Menologiniit 71 Embe nihxontyne niht pffis be

Easter mona&amp;lt;5 to us cymeS. c 1053 Bythtferth s Handboc in

Anglia. VIII. 300 He yrno nigontyne gear call swa seooer.
c 1380 Sir Fcrnnib, 2699 Kyng heruer of Goran be vitailes
hadde y-sent.. Be ne5einene vitaillei S.

/3. CI330 R. BUUNNE Citron. U ace (Rolls) 14824 Maysler
Edmond seis,. .pat

J&amp;gt;e
Engle hadde nynetene sones. ^1375

Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurence) 220 He baptist is bene, &
of his nynten best men. 1603 SHAKS. Sleas.forKI. \. ii. 172
So long, that nineleene Zodiacks haue gone round. 1632
LITHGOW (title) The Totall Discourse of the rare Adventures
..of long nineteen yeares Travayles from Scotland. 1770
BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 310 It was not untill he
had reigned nineteen years. 1861 MILL Uiilit. ii. 22

Happiness is done without involuntarily by nineteen-
twentieths of mankind. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward
Bound

-2-]-] The nineteen doors facing the court of oranges.
Comb. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 13 Dec. 9/2 Nineteen-day

accounts on the Stock Exchange are proverbially wearisome
affairs.

2. With ellipsis of sb., which may usually be

supplied from context.
c 1205 LAY. 1 850 pa ni5entene \c 1275 ne;entene] heo slowen.
1297 R, GLOUC. (Rolls) 10646 Tuelf hundered as in ger of

3
race nintene, ich vnderstonde. 1385 CHAUCER L.G.W.
rol. 186, I saw cominge of ladyes nyntene. 1426 LYDG.

De Guil. Pilgr. 17730, I seile the wyke, I selle the day,. .

Somtyme by twelue and by thryltene, By twenty ek, and
by nyntene. a 1350 WRIOTHESLEY Citron. (Camden) I. 45
Which were nynetcene in number. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T.
in. iii. 65 Would any but these boylde-braines of nineteene
and two and twenty hunt this weather? 1799 UNDERUOOD
Diseases Children (ed. 41 III. 121 It will prove sufficiently
nourishing for nineteen out of twenty. 1827 PUSEY in
Liddon Life I. (1894) 42 An expression which I had used
when nineteen. 1846 Mus. GORE Eng. Char. (1852)39 The
nineteen-and-sixpence she has netted incline her to return
to the card-table.

b. I hr. To talk (ruti) nineteen to the dozen :

to talk, or run on, at a great rate.

1852 READE Peg Woff. (1889) 50 He was talking nineteen
to the dozen. 1860 SALA Baddington Peerage xliii, The
ladies maid s tongue was sure to run nineteen to the dozen.
1883 SIEVENSON in Longman s Mag. II. 293 A very cheer
ful. . gentleman . . who was talking away to me, nineteen to
the dozen, as they say.

t3. = Nineteenth. Obs.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 3090 Of Etheldrede be nyentetene

?ere & nomore. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clii. 181 The
nynetene day of February next after.

Nineteenth (naintrn|&amp;gt;, nai-ntihb), a. and sb.

Forms : a. I nisonteoSa, -J&amp;gt;e, etc., 3 nien-, uyeu-
tepe, 5 -tethe. 0. 4 nientend, 5 nyntende,
-tenth, nintenth, 6 nynetenth, 6- nineteenth.

[OE. nionti&amp;gt;o6a = OFris. niugnntinda, MDn.
(and Du.) negenliende, MHG. niunzehende (G.
neunzehnte), ON. nlljandi (Sw. niltonde, Da.

nittende) : see prec. and -TH.] The ordinal
numeral corresponding to the cardinal NINETEEN.
A. adj. In concord with sb. expressed, or ellipt.

a. a 900 C. E. Martyrol. 24 On bone
nijjonteooan dai,

ba;s inonSes. Ibid. 98 On bone nyzente^cian d^j. CQOO
O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 855 He ricsode nijon teobe
healf sear. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5116 pe nyentebe day
of aueryl. Hid. 8699 In be nientebe jere of is elde. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 3820 Of kyng Knowde be nyentethe ?ere.
p. CI330R. BRUNNECVinw. (1810) 133 In his nientend sere

of hisregalte. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Kings xxv. 8 It is the nyn-
tenthe 5eer of the kyng of Babiloyne. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seynlys ^Roxb.) 95 Petyr the nyntende pope. 1579 FULXE
Humnr Parl. 195 The nineteenth Chapter proceedeth vpon
the same text. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. 1792 III. 192 In
the nineteenth century. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5)
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NINE-TENTHS.
I. 135 See .. the notes on the nineteenth rule of Syntax.

1836 HoOD(tf#tf) Song for the Nineteenth. 1886 MORLEV
Eng. Lit. (ed. 12) Pref., Former Editions, .touched very
lightly on the Literature of the Nineteenth Century.
Comb. 1879 Temple Bar Sept. 44 Glowering at each other

in civil nineteenth-century fashion.

B. sb. a. A nineteenth part. b. Mus, The
interval of two octaves and a fifth.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 71 A vnison, a fift,. .a fifteenth,

a nineteenth, and so forth. 1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl.

79 A nineteenth, which is equal to a fift, and a twelfth.

Hence Ninetee-nthly adv.) in the nineteenth

place ; sb. the nineteenth head of a sermon.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. App. in. 304 Nineteenthly, The

Curious may be prone to enquire why, etc. 1815 SCOTT
Pants Lett. (1839) 287 In the Nineteenthly of an after

noon s sermon. 1851 WHITTIF.R 7V? Schoolmaster 124 As
the long nineteenthlies poured Downward from, the sound

ing-board.

Nine-tenths. Nine parts out of ten ; also

loosely used to denote nearly the whole of any
number or amount.
1812 SOUTHEY Let. to J. White 16 Feb., I apprehend that

at least nine tenths of the business of B. Society relates to

foreign countries. 1842 BORROW Bible in Spain xliv, Nine-
tenths of the inhabitants had left this place. 1889 SKRINE
Mem. Thringivz A wretched nine-tenths of the place was
the property of private owners.

Nineth, obs. form of NINTH.
Ninetieth. (nai*ntiej), a. (sb )

Forms : 2

nisenteopa, 4 nyntithe, 6 nin(e)teth, 7- nine
tieth,

[f.
next + -eth -TH.] The ordinal numeral

corresponding to the cardinal NINETY.
rtiioo in Napier O. E. Glosses \. 2521 Usque nonagena

rian:, ob ba nijenteoban. 1393 PURVEY Remonstr, (1851)

90 In Decrees, in one and nyntithe distinccioun. 1548
ELYOT, Nonagesimus, ..the nineteth. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
88/43 Y Ninteth, nonagesimus. 1611 FLORID, Nona-
gesiwo, the ninetieth in order. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No.
112 f 9 He.. laughed obstreperously at the ninetieth repe
tition of a joke. 1826 SCOTT in Lockhart (1839) VIII. 383

My Aunt is now in her ninetieth year. 1877 TENNYSON
Harold iv. i, This is my ninetieth birthday !

ellipt. 1901 Munseys Mag. XXV. 342/1 He leaped upon
the parapet of his pit and cheered the Ninetieth on.

Ninety (nai-nti), a. and sb. Forms : i nigon-,
2 nisentis ; 3 nijen-, ni3ne-, 4 nene-, nineti,

nynte, 3 nin-, 4 nen-, nyne-, 6 nynty, nyn(e)-
tie, 7ninetie, J

1- ninety. [OE. nigontig OFris.

nion- t niogen- t nogentich, MDu. and MLG. negen-
tick (Du. negentig)) OHG. niunzng, ~zog (MHG.
niunzec, -zic, G. neunzig}, ON. nititigir (Icel.

niutiu, Norw. nitti, Sw. nittio) : see NINE and

-TY.]
1. The cardinal number equal to nine tens, repre

sented by 90 or xc. Also with omission of sb.,

and in comb, with numbers below ten (ordinal and

cardinal), as ninety-one, ninety-fir st&amp;gt;
etc.

c looo Ags. Gosp. Luke xv. 7 Ma bonne ofer mgon &
nigontigum [Hatton nijentis] rihtwisra, 1:1250 Gen. fy Ex.
1027 5he was nkenti winter hold. 1297 R. GLOUC. Chron,
(Rolls) 0931 In pe ^er of grace. .Endleue hundred & ninty.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2699 His fader nineti and nine bat day.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. \. 9 Enos forsothe lyuede nynti ;eer.
c 1440 Promp, Pan.-. 357/1 Nynety, nonaginta. c 1470
HENRY Wallace\\. io7Tuelffhundreth3er,tharto nynte and

sewyn. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 78 Sax-
hundereth nyntie and fyue. 1611 FLORIO, Ncnagenario, of

ninety yeeres of age. 1769 BURKE Late St. Nat. Wks. II.

1 18 His subscription would be at ninety-nine per cent, dis

count the very first day of its opening. 1810 SOUTHEY
Kthama vin. i, Nine and ninety days are fled, Nine and

ninety steeds have bled. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman 13
In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred she is better.

Comb. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponges Sp. Tour (1893) 365
This was ninety-shilling sherry. 1855 J. R. LEIFCHILD
Cornwall 188 The great ninety-inch steam-engine on the

Consolidated Mines. 1863 PRIOR Pop. Names Brit. Plants
162 Ninety-knot, see Knotgrass and Centinode.

2. The nineties, a. The degrees of a ther

mometer between ninety and a hundred, b. The

years between ninety and a hundred in a particular

century or in a person s life.

1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sy. 21 The thermometer, .had

already climbed among the nineties. 1894 A then&um 10

Feb. 176/1 Reinout is what Arthur Pendennis might have
been in the nineties. 1897 WARUNG Tales Old Regime 207
He was an early arrival at the island away back in the

Nineties.

Niueyite (nrnJVait). Also 6-7 Ninivite. [ad.
L. Niniwta,) f. Ninive Nineveh : see -ITE.] An
inhabitant of Nineveh.
1550 LEVER Serin. (Arb.) 24 The same destruction was

tolde to the Sodomites, was tolde to the Niniuites. 1662
STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx 11. vi. n Because the Ninivites

might now suspect him to be no true Prophet, 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 306/1 Jonah..was ordered logo
and prophecy the destruction of the Ninevites. 1845 KITTO
Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s.v. Nineveh^ The Ninevites repented at
the preaching of Jonah. 1888 Academy] Apr. 245/2 The
Ninevites and the Babylonians, who spoke the same lan

guage, exhibit two distinct ethnical types.
Hence Ni uevitish a.

1846 THORPE sElfric*s Horn. II. 125 The old transgres
sions of the Ninevitish people.

Ningid : see NINGUID Obs.

t Ningle, sb. Obs. [See N 3.]
= INGLE sb?

(Freq. in early i;th cent, plays.)
1598-9 B. JONSON Case Altered v. ii, Sirrah ningle, thou

art a traveller, and 1 honour thee,. .Begin, find your tongue,
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ningle. i6oz DEKKEK Satirom. K 4, Horace, my sweet

nin^le, is alwayes in labour when I come. 1622 MASSINGER
& DEKKER Virg. Mart. n. i, Priapus..was the only ningle
that I cared for under the moon. 1640 BKOME Sparagus
Card. in. v, It may take your Nephew off of his Ningle,
who hath affected him with Poetry already.

So f Ningle v. Obs. rare &quot; = INGLE v. I.

l6sgToRRlANo Zanzerarc, to ningle [Florio, nigle] boyes,
or wantonly to dally with them against nature.

\ Ni-nguid, a. Obs. rare -. [ad. L. ninguid-

us, f. ninguis snow.] (See quot.)
1656 KLOUNT Glossogr., Nitigid or Ninguid, where much

Snow is.

Ninihammer, obs. form of NINNY-HAMMEK.

f Niniversity. Obs. rare. Also 7 ninne-. A
humorous perversion of UNIVEKSITI&quot;, after NINNY.
c 1500 GREENE Fr. Bacon vii, [I] will make a ship that

shall hold all your colleges and so carry away the niniversity
. .to the Bankside in Southwark. 1654 E. JOHNSON Wonder-

ivrkg. Prffvid. 96 A Woman that Preaches better Gospell
then any of your black-coates that have been at the Ninne-

versity.

Ninkling, obs. form of INKLING.

t TTi nnery. Obs. rare
~]

. [f.
NIKN-Y + -EBY. ]

The behaviour of a ninny.
1600 Hospit. Incural lc Fooles A 4 Folly was their mother,

Buffonerie their sister, Ninnerie their companion.

Ninny *
(ni ni). Forms : 6-7, 9 ninnie, 7

niunee, 7-8 ninney, 7- ninny. [Of obscure

origin : perh. an abbreviation of innocent with

prefixed n (see N 3).] A simpleton ;
a fool.

1593 l^assioHfile RIorricc (New Shaks. Soc.) 83, I should
be quickly rid of a neere mishap, in being prevented of

matching with a nice ninnie. 1609 AR.MIN Ittil. Taylor^ (1880)

143 Not long since I discouered a nest of Ninnies in this

great wombe the Worlde. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii.

iv. iv. (1651) 149 He thought himself to be a man of most
excellent skill (who was indeed a ninnie). 1669 PENN No
Cross ix. 10 I eing slighted of them as a Ninnee, a Fool, a
Frantick. 1731 FIELDING Hfoci. Husband Epil., When
ev ry ninny Might put them on and off for half a guinea.
1778 Miss BL-KNEY Evelina xxxiii, You needn t trouble

yourself to make a ninny of me neither. 1812 H. & J.
SMITH Rcj. Atfifr., G. BcirniucH, The weak and incurable

ninny. 1842 MRS. GORE Fascination 23 If my husband has
been ninny enough to give your fascinating marquis credit.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. xlviii, He would not have liked
a \vife who. .was. . a ninny, unable to make spirited answers.

attrib. and Comb.
,
as ninny- mindcdta.) .

; f ninny-
broth, coffee.

1696 Poor Robin, Prognostication, How to make coffee,
alias Ninny-broth. 1705 Hudibras Redivivus i. i, Their
wounded Consciences they heal With Ninny-Broth. 1849
E. P. GuRNiiY in Hare Gurncys (1895) II. 268 In this little

ninny-minded world.

Hence Nrimyisli a., characteristic of a ninny;
foolish. Nrrtnyism, behaviour characteristic of
a ninny. Ni nnysMp, the fact of being a ninny.
1804 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. VII. 94 We shall never do well

till a commission ofninnyism is grantable. 1822 Blackvj.

Alag. XII. 342 Had he been previously heard muttering
sulky execrations, or ninnyish innuendoes, against the King.
1826 Ibid. XX. 419 Our gorge rises at the namby-pamby
ninnyism. 1852 \V. JERDAN Autobicg. I. 41, I felt the ninny-
ship of my ignorance and presumption.

t Ninny 2
. Obs. rare . [ad. Sp. nifw, niila.]

A child.

1-1626 nick of Dcvonsh. i. ii. in Bullen O. PI. II. 15
Nurses still d Their little Spanish Nynnieswhen they cryde
Hush ! The Drake comes .

Nrnny-ha inmer. Also 6-7 nini-, 7 ninni-.

[app. f. NINNY !, but the force of the second
clement is not clear.] A simpleton.
1592 NASHE Four Lett. Cmtfiit. 60 Whoreson Ninihammer,

that wilt assault a man and haue no stronger weapons.
1600 Hospit. Incurable Fooles A 30, Shallow-pates and
nmnie-hammers. 1622 ROWLANDS Good Newcs

&amp;lt;V

B. 38, I

might haue beene a scholler, learn d my Grammar, But I

haue lost all like a Ninnie-hammer. 1673 S too him Bayes
3 A man ought not to talk like a ninny-hammer. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John Bull I. xii, That Clod-pated, Numskull d
Ninny-hammer of yours. 1767 STERNE Tr. Shandy IX.
xxv, Numskulls, doddypoles, dunderheads, ninny-hammers,
..and other unsavoury appellations. 1812 Miss MITFOSD
in L EstrangeZi/i&amp;gt;(i87o)I. 198, I will be.. anything now,
to oppose these stupid, tasteless, ninny-hammers. 1853
filackw. Af&amp;lt;i. LXXII1. 748 The predominant feature of a
ninny-hammer is the enormous development of his self-

conceit.

So f Ni-nny-whoop. Obs. rare 1
.

1653 UKQUHART Ratelais i. xxxii, They think to have to
do with a ninnie-whoop to feed you thus with cakes.

Nintene, -tenth, -teth, obs. ff. NINETEEN,
-TEENTH, -TIETH.

Ninth (nai-nj)), a. and sb. Forms : a. i. ni-

S^cfBa, nysotta, 1-2 nisepe, nysepe, 2-3 nijetSe,

(2 nih}-), 3 neojethe; i nitfBa, 2-3 niee, 4
uyepe, nype, nipe. 0. i uisend(e, 3 nijh-
ennde, 4 ni(g)h-, neghend, 4 niend, nyend,
neynd, neiuind, nend, nind, niinde, nynde.
y. 4 neghent, neuent, neynt, neent, nente;
Se, 5 ninte, 5-6 nynte, 5-7 nynt, 6 nint. S. 2

nisonUe, 3 ninpe, 4 ney(e)npe, nynethe, 4-5
nynpe, 4-6 -the, 4-7 nynth, 6 nienth, nineth,
6- ninth. [Various formations from the numeral
NINE are represented here. The a-forms, OE.

nigoia, etc., correspond to OS. nigurto, MLG.
negede, and are parallel with OE. seofoSa seventh,

NINTH.

cahtofta eight. Tlie /3-forms correspond to OFris.

niitgunda, -enda, OS. nigitndo, MDu. and MLG.
negendC) OHG. niundo, niunto (MHG. niunde,

nhtnte, G. neitnte^ f neunde]^ ON. monde, niundi

(Sw. nionde, Da. niende}, Goth, niunda : it is

possible that they may be due to Scand. influence.

The anomalous neiuind^ neuent^ may be on the

analogy of settend, ~ent, seventh. In the 5-fonns

the ordinal suffix -th is added to the full stem, as

in sixth) seventh, eighth^ tenth. &quot;With the 7-forms

compare the obs. or dial, variants, Jift, sixt, etc.]

The ordinal numeral corresponding to the car

dinal number NINE.
A. adj. 1. In concord with sb. expressed or

understood.
a. 11900 O. E. MartyroL 9 May So On bone nygeSan dseg

\&amp;gt;xs
mon5es biS sumeres fruma. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt,

i. 3 In tal &a nio3a. 971 Btickl. Horn. 141 On )?a nijo^an
tid J?a;s dae^es. a 1067 in Kemble Cod, Dipl. IV. 222 pa
healf ny^oSe hundreda socne. c 1175 Lamb, Horn, 115 ye
nih^eSe unbeau is

b_et
be kingbeounrihtwis. a izzs Ancr.

A . 328 pe nieSe reisun is bis. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5406

pe nibe ger ofis kinedom. c 1300 Beket 617 The Neo^ethe
[law] was that Peteres Pans . . To the Pope nere not on i^end.

a 1400 Afitwr 1 oct/is Vcrnon ASS. 245 pe Nibe [article] is

\vib-outen host : pat in god is be holy-gost.
p. A 1066 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. igj/nDamsendhalf

hundred socne. c izoo ORMIN 4488 pe ni^hennde [command
ment] wass sett burrh Godd. a 1300 Cursor M. 26686 pe
nend point bou vnderstand. 1340 nAMFOLI Pr. Consc. 4790
pe neghend day, gret erthedyn sal be. ^1357 Lay Folks
Catcch. 232 The neynd [commandment] is, that we noght
yerne our neghtebur house, c 1400 Knit: St. Benet (Prose)

14/21 Sain benet spekis .. of be nihend degrece o niekenes.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) v. 14 At be nynde moneth end a
voice come to him.

y. ft 1300 Cursor M. 16767 + 59 About f-e neghent cure of

Boke. c 1470 Col. $ Gaiv. 1044 Na nane of the nynt degre
haue noy of my name. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis xn. Prol. 268

The nynt morow of fre!&amp;gt;che temperat May. 1563 WINJET
FonrScoir Thre Qncst. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 129 At the nynte
hour of prayar. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius Catt-ch. 12

Quhat expressis ye nynt articl ?

6. a ix22 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 634 He rixade .ix.

winter; man setealde him ba:tnison5e for ban hedenscipe be

hi dru^on [etc.], cizoo Beket 617 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 124

pe Ninbe [law] was bat peteres panes, .be pope nere nou^t
on i-send. 4:1380 WYC LI F Wks. (1880) 12 pei breken pe

neynbe maundement of god. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 123 The
nynthe Signe.. Is cleped Sagittarius. 1541 COVERDALF Old
Faith Fvijb, In the nynth Chapter of Esaye. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens 89 Theophrastus in his nienth Booke. a 1650 CitA-

SHAW Poems (1858) 174 The ninth with awful horror hark ned
to those gmans. 1688 R. HOI.ME Armoury in. 190/1 The
Knights of St. Stephen .. instituted .. in honor of Pope
Stephen the nineth. 1774 BwntSf.Amtr, Tax. Wks. II.

383 The words of Governour Bernard s ninth letter. i8ao

j

RANKEN Hist. France VIII. i. vi. 246 He should be estab

lished in the rank of ninth elector. 1873 MIVART Elan.
Anat. 399 The ninth nerve is called the hypoglossal.

b. The ninth day (of a, month).
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. vin. 147 Quhilk

feild was strukne the nynt of September. 1596 SHAKS.

i Hen. /K, n. iii. 29 To meete me m Armes by the ninth of

the next Moneth? 1653 WALTON Angler xiii. (repr.) 246, I

shall long for the ninth of May. a 1845 HOOD (title), Ode
for the Ninth of November.

2. Ninth part, or t &&J, one of the nine equal

parts into which a thing may be divided.

971 BUckl. Horn. 53 Dale [he] beali his a;lmessan forj? of

bonniseobandailon. c 1200 Moral Ode 342 (Trin. Coll. MS.),
i . t *_ r_. _ __!_ *_! J_1 *._ 1__11_ _r

is he, whom.. the world treats with contumely, as the ninth

part of a man ! 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)

II. sogThere the adherents of the Established Church do not

exceed one ninth part of the population.

3. Quasi-fldfe. In the ninth place, rare.

1526 Pilgr* Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 292 b, Nynth, they be

mortifyed from all inwarde afieccyon & delectacyons.

B. sb, 1. = Ninth part.
c 1275 Moral Ode 336 in O. E. Misc. 70 peo brode stret..

bat lat be nye^e to helle of folke. 1557 RECORDE IVhctst.

B iib, Sesquinona..^. nineth more. 1611 COTGK. Neuf-
atne, a ninth. 1802 JAMES Milit. Diet. s.v. Cannon^ If

the fissure be i-ninth of an inch deep. i87pSoNNENSCHEiN
& N ESBITT Set.

&amp;lt;V

A rtAritk. n. i Find one ninth . . of 57. 15*.

1897 GUNTHER in Miss Kingsley W. Africa 702 The diameter

of the eye . . is two ninths of the length of the head.

2. Mus. The interval of an octave and a second.

1597 MORLEV Introd. Mus. 71 Phi. Which distances make
discord. . ? Ma. All such as doe not make concords : as a

second, a fourth, ..a ninth. 1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl.

21 Now a Tone with a Diapason is a perfect Ninth. 1753

CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. App. s.v., When an upper part

syncopates, the second is accented and treated as a Ninth.

1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 114/2 The most elegant form which

the chord of the Ninth and Seventh assumes. 1864 BROWN
ING Abt Vogler 93, 1 blunt it into a ninth. 1880 PARRY in

minor .

3. The ninth chapter, rare 1
.

1671 [R. MACWARDJ Truc^Nonccmf. 244 In the Nynthsof
Ezrah, Nehemiah, and Daniel.

Hence Ni nthly adv., in the ninth place; also

as sb. with ref. to the heads of a sermon.

riS3J Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 929 Nynthly,



NIOBATE.
tUHuUtmetiient. 1579 FULKE Refut. Rastel 770 Ninthly,
that the lay people were not forbidden. 1648 D. JENKINS
IVks. 38 Ninthly, wee maintaine that the politick capacity
is not to be sevrcd from the natural!. 1681 H. MORI;
Expos. Dan. App. in. 298 Ninthly, If any one will again
object. 1874 ALDRICH frtid. Palfrey x. (1885) 164 The
poor old parson s interminable ninthlies and fmallies.

Ninty, obs. form of NINETY.
Niobate (naWb^t). Chem. [f. NIOB-IUM +

-ATE 1.] A salt of niobic acid.

1845 H. ROSE in Chem. Gaz. III. 36 The niobate of soda
indeed is almost insoluble in an excess of a solution of soda.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 277 Niobates are obtained
much in the same manner as tantalates. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 426/2 Pyrrhite from. .the Azores. .is in orange-
red octahedra, and is a niobate of zirconia.

Niobe (nai-&amp;lt;5b;). [a. Gr. Nio^.J In Greek
legend, the name of the daughter of Tantalus,
supposed to have been changed into stone while

weeping for her children ; hence applied to a
woman or female comparable to her. Also^f.
In scientific use the name has been given to certain genera

of trilobites, molluscs, and weaver-birds, and to one of the
asteroids, discovered by R. Luther in 1861.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 62 A more than second
Niobe, bewailing her seauen fold sorrow. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

ff Ct. v. x. 19 There is a word will Priam turne to stone ;

Make wels, and Niobes of the maides and wiues. 1625
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (t7n) 46/r Justice weeps
out her Eyes, now truly Blind ; To Niobe s the remnant
Vertues turn. 1778 I- OOTE Trip Calais n. Wks. 1799 II. 352
Indeed, the poor gentlewoman was a perfect Niobe. 1781
COWPER Truth 174 The streaming tears Channel her cheeks

a Niobe appears. 1818 BYROX Ch. Har. iv. Ixxix, The
Niobe of nations ! there she stands, Childless and crownless,
in her voiceless woe. 1842 TENNYSON Walk, to Mail 92
She was left alone Upon her tower, the Niobe of swine.

Hence Niobean (naiiJbfan), a., pertaining to,

resembling that of, Niobe.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 352 A Niobean daughter, one arm
out, Appealing to the bolts of Heaven. 1857 DUFFERIN
Lett. HighLat. (ed. 3)321 The last survivor of this Niobean
family.

Niobic (naiou-bik), a. Chem. [f. NIOB-IUM 4-

-1C i b.] Of or pertaining to, derived from, nio
bium ; esp. in niobic acid or oxide.

1845 H. Kosic in Cheat. Gaz. III. 36, I have called it

Niobium, and its acid niobic acid. Ibid., The niobic acid
remains colourless. 1848 FOWNES Chem. (ed. 2) 3ro The
American tantalite contains niobic, pelopic, and tungstic
acids. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. I V. 49 It is remarkable . .

that niobic oxide cannot be formed from niobous oxide by
direct oxidation. 1892 MOKLEY & MUIR Watts 1

Diet. Chem.
III. 506/1 Niobic oxide, NbaO^, reacts with alkali oxides to
form salts.

Niobite (nai-dfoait). [f. NIOB-IUM + -ITE 1.]
1. Min. = COLUMBITE.
1854 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 353 Columbite. Tantalite.

Niobite. 1855 Orr s Circle Sci., Geol. 531. 1891 THORI-E
Diet. Appl. Chem. II. 698 Niobium occurs, .in niobite from
the Isegebirge.

2. Chem. A niobic salt.

1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 49 Metallic niobium \s ob
tained, .by heating niobite of sodium in hydrogen gas con
taining phosphorus vapour. 1885 RAMSAY Min. (ed. 3) x.

310 Columbite is usually regarded as a mobile of iron and
manganese.

Niobium (nai^u-bi^m). Chem.
[f. NIOB-E,

the daughter of Tantalus, + -IUM; named in 1845
by Heinrich Rose, who rediscovered it in the
tantalites of Bavaria. The earlier name is COLUM-

BIUM.] A metallic element, occurring in tantalite

and other minerals. Symbol Nb.
1845 H. ROSE in Chem. Gaz. III. 36 It is the oxide of a

metal which differs from all known metals. I have called
it Niobium, and its acid niobic acid, from Niobe, daughter
of Tantalus. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 277 The
white chloride is the terchloride of niobium. 1866 WATTS
Diet. Chem. IV. 49 Niobium occurs.. in columbite, which
is a compound of niobous oxide with the protoxides of iron
and manganese. iSSoCi-EMiNsiiAW Wurtz Atom. The.itf
The double fluoride of niobium and potassium.
attrib, and Comb. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 278

The niobium and tantalum sulphides. 1863 Fowncs
1 Chem.

(ed. 9) 366 The examination, of the niobium compounds.
1892 MOKLEY & MUIR Watts Diet. Chem. III. 505/2 The
existence of three other metals in niobium-containing
minerals has been asserted.

), a. Chem. [f. NIOB-
-IUM + -ous.] Derived from niobium (denoting
a lower degree of oxidation than niobic}.
1863 Fownes* Chem. (ed. 9) 366 With oxygen niobium forms

two oxides of acid character, niobous acid, NbO, and niobic
acid, NbO2 . 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 49 The fused
mass digested in water leaves niobous oxide.

Nione, obs. form of NINE.

Nip, $bl Also 6 nyp(pe, nipp, 6-7 nippe.
[f. NIP v.i]

I. 1. The act of compressing sharply between two
surfaces, edges, or points ;

a pinch ; a sharp bite.

ISS*CRANMER Answ. Gardiner (1580) 85 In the last bopke
you geue Christ such a nippe, that of that whole satisfaction,
you pinch halfe away from him. 1573 TOSSER Husb. (1878)
206 What bobbed lips, what ierks, what nips ! 1615 W.
LAWSON OwM/p* House. Card. (1626) 35 Snub his top
with a nip betwixt your finger and your thumb. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 181 The dreadfulness of a grim nip,
and a dead-doing gripe. 1790 MORJSON/\?W$ 190 (E.D.D.),
Ye ll find it smarter than an adder s nip. 1817 KEATS /
stood tiptoe 144 What amorous and fondling nips They
gave each other s cheeks. 1857 W. BROOKES in Pat.
Abridgm.) Spinning (1866) 1249 When by no nip thereof
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I taking place the fibre will remain stationary. 1889 BADEN-
[

POWELL Pig-sticking 133 A judiciously applied nip of his

sharp little jaws.
fig. 1846 GREENER Sci. Gunnery 134 This fraudulent gain

. .is called in Birmingham,
( a nip biting the yokels .

b. Naut. Severe pressure exerted by ice on the
sides of a vessel

; the crushing effect of this.

1850 SCORESBY CheeveSs Wltalem. Adv. xiv. (1859) 203
These ships .., which are perpetually subject to heavy blows,
and hard nips. 1878 A. H. MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Seaxx\\.
389 On the following morning we sustained a slight nip ,

caused by the ice setting rapidly in toward us. 1897
KIPLING Capt. Coitr. v, That terrible nip of 71, when
twelve hundred men were made homeless on the ice.

C. Naut. The grip of a rope at a point where it

is twisted round something; the part of a rope
held fast in this way. To freshen the nip : see
FRESHEN v. 3.

1841 R. H. DANA Seaman s Man. 116 Nip, a short turn in
a rope. 1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. Ixviii. H. 9
There wanted what sailors call freshening the nip . Let
us try how the new nip will hold, before we insist too rashly
on returning to the old. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II.
No. 2659 The nip of the blocks exists only when they sustain
the weight of the boat, and ceases when it reaches the water.

d. Coal-mining. (See quots.)
1839 URE Diet. Arts 965 Nips, occasioned by the gradual

approximation of the roof and pavement, till not a vestige
of coal is left between them. 1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade
Terms, Northntnb. A&amp;gt; Dnrh. 37 Nip. The effect produced
upon coal pillars by creep ;

a crush or squeeze. Also, an
approach of the roof and thill of a seam of coal towards each
other. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal t, Coal-mining 26 The
thinning by a gradual depression of the roof till sometimes
the entire coal is gone, but for a certain width only, is a
kind of fault (nip or want&quot;.

2. A sharp saying, remark, or comment ; a slight
rebuke, reproof, or sarcasm. Now somewhat rare

(very common c 1550-1620).
1549 CHALONER Erasm. on folly Rivb, Herto serve the

manyfolde nippes and taunts whenvith Christ in divers

places .. bayteth Pharisees, Scribes and Doctours of Law.
1589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Pocsie I. xxvii. (Arb.) 68 A prety
fashioned poeme. .in which euery mery conceited man might
. .giue a prettie nip, or shew a sharpe conceit in few verses.

1604 HIEKON Wks. I. 476 It was truly said of him, ..that,
amongst men, nothing can scape without a nippe. 1676
MABYELL Mr. Smirke Wks. (Grosart) IV. 25 Many a dry
bob, close gird, and privy nip has he given him. 1738 tr.

Guazzo s A rt Conversation 56 The next kind of ill Tongues
..chop upon you with short nips. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess.
Crit. Pref. 13 Many a shrewd nip has he in old days given
to the Philistines, this editor.

3. A severe check to vegetation caused by cold
;

the effect of a sharp cold upon plants or animals
;

the quality in wind or weather which produces this.

1614 D. DYKE Mystery Selfe-Deceiving 87 The flattering
of the Sunne raies often drawes forth the blossomes very
earely ; but afterward come colde nippes. 1631 MILTON Ep.
Marc/lioness Winchester 36 So have I seen som tender slip
Sav d with care from Winters nip. 1684 STEPNEY To Earl
ofCarlisle, So hasty fruits and too ambitious flow rs, ..find
a nip untimely as their birth. 1873 MRS. WHITNEY Other
Girls iii, Dismal mornings of waterproofs, .and blue nips
and shivers. 1894 MRS. H. WARD Marcclla II. 283 The nip
of the east wind was not yet out of the air.

b. Sc. The quality of being pungent or stinging ;

a hot or pungent flavour.

1825 JAMIESON s.v., Bread, and especially cheese, is said
to have a nip. when it tastes sharp or pungent. 1889
BARRMS Window in Thrums v, Lads, humour s what gies
the nip to speakin . 1894 A. S. ROBERTSON Provost o
Glendookie 62, 1 dinna like whiskey wi 1 a nip.

1 4. Cricket. A slight touch or stroke given to
the ball by the batsman ; a tip. Obs.

17.. Laws of Cricket in Grace Cricket (1891) 15 Each
Umpire is ye Sole Judge of all Nips and Catches. 1755
Game at Cricket 9 A Stroke, or Nip over or under his Bat.
5. Naut. (See quot.) rare *.

1803 Man in Mom (1804) 54 If they get to the windward

to do by any other means.
6. Nip and tuck (U.S.\ neck and neck, a close

thing. Also attrib.
a 1859 in Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., It was nip and tuck

between us. 1884 Harper s Mag. Aug. 369/1 It was nip
and tuck, neither animals gaining nor losing. 1890 in BigGame N. Amer. 02 It was a nip-and-tuck race.

II. 7. Applied to persons, f a. A cutpurse
or pickpocket. Obs.

1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage To Rdr.,The Nip, which the
common people call a Cut-purse. 1592 Groat s W. Wit
D iv b, He learned the legerdemaines of nips, foysts, coni-

catchers, crosbyters. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) IVks. in.

8/2 He . . by sleight of hand Can play the Foist, the Nip,
the Stale, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nip, a Cheat.
b. dial, and slang. (See qnots.)
1787 W. MARSHALL E. Nor/. (1795) II. Gloss., Nip, a near,

split-farthing house-wife. 1823 DE QUINCEY King of
Hayli Wks. 1859 XII. 60 note, Passengers who are taken
up on stage coaches by the collusion of the g_uard and coach
man, without the knowledge of the proprietors, are called

nips. 1853 COOPER Sussex Gloss, (ed. 2), Nip, one who is a
close and sharp bargain maker, just honest and no more.
8. ta. (See quot.) Obs. rare ~.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nipps, the shears with

which Money was won t to be dipt
b. In wool- or silk-combing apparatus, a piece

of mechanism which catches and carries forward
the material. Also attrib. and Comb.
1884 W. S. B. M*LAREN Spinning (ed. 2) 109 The Noble

NIP.

combs are supplanting the nips. Itid. 91 The Nip comb
..is in two parts: the screw sill box with the nip motion
[etc.]. iBtoEncycl. Brit. XXII. 63/2 The silk is caught and
cleaned off the endless comb by pairs of endless revolving
nips. Ibid., These laps.. are taken to the circular nip
combing machine.

III. 9. A small portion, such as may be
pinched off something ;

a fragment, little bit.
1606 CHARTERIS tr. Rollock s Comm. 2 T/tcss. 140 (JarrO,

Ifthou hast not laboured,, .looke that thou put not a nip in
I thy mouth. 1730 RAMSAY Fablts, Fox

.5-
Rat 42 [He]

chews the warrant a in little nip*. 1795 KMn Hood ff

Beggar x\\. in Child Ballads III. .6o z Think not . .that
I lear thee any whit For

thy curn nips of Micks. 1828
MOIR Mansie Waiick xxiii, Water wi t\va or three nips o*

braxy floating about in t. 1865 MASSON Kcc. Brit. Pliilos.
iv. 292 The minutest. . animalcule has its little nip of a
cosmos. 1880 MEREDITH Tragic Com. vii. (1892) 104, I will
not fight him.., as I do not want to take his nip of life.

Nip, sb.- Also 8 nyp. [app. an abbreviation
of NIPPERKIN: cf. NIPPJEK sbt] fa. A half-

pint of ale. Obs. b. A small quantity of spirits,

usually less than a glass.
1796 Grose s Diet. Vulg. Tongue (ed. 3), \ yp or Nip, a

half pint, a nip of ale; whence the nippeikin, a small
vessel, //-id. s.v., Nyp Sluip. . where Burton ale is sold in

nyps. 1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 44 r Sit down to drink his
Burton at

3&amp;lt;/.
the nip. 1869 TROLLOPE He knew, etc. xvi,A so-called nip of brandy will create hilarity, or, at

lea-&amp;lt;t,

alacrity. 1890 R. BOLDREUOOD d t. Reformer (1891) 127
I d have been all the better for a nip.

tNip, si.3 Ots. rare. In 4 nippe, nype.
Of uncertain origin and meaning ; perhaps repr. OK.

z&amp;gt;cnip gloom, darkness. Other senses suggested are place
of piercing cold and peak , hill-top (Skeat 67i SJ.).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 162 Out of the nippe [C. xxi.
168 nype] of the north nou^t ful ferhennes.

Nip, flM Also 7 nipple, [variant of NKP
si.l; cf. MDu. nippe.]
1. Catmint, catnip. Now dial.

1631 FRENCH Distill.u. 6r Take of the Leavesof. .Nippe,
Peny-royall,ofeach2handfull. i683 I RYON Way to Health
562 They purge their nauseous Stomachs by eating of
Grass, as Cats do theirs by eating the Herb Nipp. 1882
llardwickc s Science Gossip 214/2 Sufl olk Names..
brakes (bracken); nip (cat-mint); gottrklge (gelder-

rose). 1895 E. Anglian Gloss., Nip, the herb cat-mint,
which being covered with a fine white down, has given rise
to a common simile as white as nip .

f2. liryony. Obs. rare
~ l

.

1648 HEXHAM n, Ecu AlfPape, a white Vine, or Nippe.
t Nip, ^ .

5
,
obs. variant of Niu sb, 2.

1721 BAILEY, Nip,.. the sharp Part of a Pen. 1727 \V.
MATHER Yng. Man s Comp, 74 When you have done writ

ing, set the Nips of your Pens in Water, for the Coppeias
in the Ink will fret the Nips.

Nip, Z .
1 Also 4-6 nyp(pe, 6-7 nippe, 8 kuip.

[app. an ablaut-variant of the stem nip-, which

appears in Du. nijpen, to NIPE v, 2 The precise
source of the word, and its relation to some foreign
forms (as Da. nippe to twitch, to sip, Du. and G.

nippen to sip, Du. nippen to wrangle), are un
certain. Cf. also GNIP and KNIP.]

I. trans. 1. To compress or catch between two
surfaces or points; to pinch, squeeze sharply, bile.

1393 LANGL. / . PI. C. vn. 104 Thenne a-waked Wratthe
with to white eyen, With a nyuylynge nose nyppyng bus

lyppes._ &amp;gt;. 1400 in Horstm. Aitengl. Leg. (1878) 202 Nyp
pyng his body withe pynsons. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Ai b.)

7 Ye haue byten and nypte inyn vncle wyth your felle and
sharp teeth. 1330 PAI.SGR. 644/1 He hath nypped me by
the arme tyll it is blacke. 1535 COVERDAI.E Eccl. xxii. 24
He that nyppeth a mans eye, bryngeth forth teares. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. in. x. 86 They doe bite
and with their

_teeth nip one another. 1633 SANDERSON
Scrm. II. 41 Biting, and nipping,and devouring one another.
1658 (title) Naps upon Parnassus : A Sleepy M use Nipt and
Pincht,..by Captain Jones and others. 1821 CLARE I m.
tMinstr. 11.83 She.. nips the portion of her snuff with tears.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 178 A creature who
would have thought it capital sport to have nipped you in
two. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sci. I. xxii. (1879) 501 Throw
ing one leg across the other I accidentally nipped a muscle.
Jfg a 548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV, 224 This thyng nipped
kyng Edwarde hardly at the verie stomacke. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. I. x. 27 And sharp Remorse his hart did prick and
nip. a 1649 CRASHAW Carmen Deo Nostro Wks. (1904) 289
Those jgnoble stings That nip the bosome of the world s

best things.

fb. To close up (a glass vessel) by pressing
together the heated end of the neck or tube. Obs.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. 91 Howe to nip or close a Glasse
with a paire of hot tongues, which is commonlie called

SigillumHcrnictis. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. 11. iii, Put hem
in a Bolts-head, nipp d to digestion. 1651 FRENCH Distill.
i. 7 The way to nip up a glasse, or seal it up Hermiti-
cally is after this manner. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 36 Nip
up the slender Pipe and let it cool.

c. Naut. (See latest quots.) Also absol.

1667 DAVENANT & DRYDEN Tempest i. i, Nip well there :

quartermaster, get s more nippers. 1850 OGILVIE S.V., To
nip the cable, in marine language, is to tie or secure it with
a seizing. 1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Mint. Did. (ed. 3)

488/2 To Nip, to stop ropes with a gasket, or with several
turns of spun yarn round each, and the ends made fast.

d. Naut. Of ice: To squeeze or crash (the
sides of a vessel).
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xvi. (1856) 123 We momentarily

expected it to nip her sides, or bear her down with the

pressure. 1886 GREELY Arct. Service I. p. xiv, Nipptd,
the situation of a ship when forcibly pressed or jammed by
;
ce.

2. To sever, remove, or take off, by pinching.



NIP.

a 1400-50 A lexander 3940 Of sum J?ai nyppid fra be
nebb

J&amp;gt;e
nose be be e5en. a 1450 Fysshyngeiu. Angle (18831

23 Take be red worme & nyp of be hed. 1566 T. STAPLLTON
Ret. Untr. Jewel Ep., As if he had nipped a saying of S.

Gregory quite in the middest. 16x7 MORYSON Itin. n. no
The Gardners.. did themselves nip of some buds. 1665
HOOKE filicrogr. 34, I nipped off the small top. ^77
MORTIMER Hush. (J.), The small shoots, .must be nipt off.

a 1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 91 When our webs are at the

close, He nips aff&quot; twa three shillings. 1839 URE Diet. Arts

582 An assistant nips it off from the punto with a pair of long
iron shears. i87z H. MACM ILLAX Trite Vine v. 220 Many of
the tendrils of the vine require to be nipped off.

b. To strip or make bare by pinching or biting ;

to remove small portions of (a thing), to reduce

the amount of. rare.
a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Flyting 448 They kow d all the

kytrall, the face of it before
;
And nippd it sa doones neir,

to see it was shame. 1736 RAMSAY Sc. Prov. (1750) 126
Ye was set afffrae the oon for nipping the pyes. 1785 GROSE
Diet. Vulgar T. s.v. Nip-cheese ^ Those gentlemen being sup
posed sometimes to nip, or diminish the rllowance of the
seamen. 1839 MOIR Mansie IVaitck (cd. 2) xxii, The milk-
cows were nipping the clovcry parks.

1 3. To nip by } in, or on the neck, head, or pate \

a. To overpower or overcome (a person) with, or

as with, a sudden grip or pinch on these parts; to

reduce to a state of helplessness. Obs.

ci47o HENRYSON Mor. Fab. ix. (Wolf % ^ex) xxxix,
Deith cutnmis behynd, and nippis thame be the nek. 1580
LVLY /-.upkiu s (Arb.) 359 This question so earnestlye asked..

nipped him in the head. 1589 GREENE Mcnaphon. (Arb.) 38
Menaphon halfc nipte in the pate with this replie..made
this rumswere. 1620 SANDERSON Serin. I. 142 This nipped
him in the head, and strook cold to his heart. 1667
DRYDES & DK. NEWCASTLE Sir M. Mar-all iv. i, Lord, sir,
how you stand, as you were nipped i the head !

fb. To give a decisive or final check to (some
thing). Obs.

1594 T. B. La rrin:&amp;lt;ntd.
m
Fr. Acad. \\. To Rdr., This

monstrous brood shall e nipped in the head so soone
as euer it shall dare to shew it selfe. 160,3 SHAKS. Aleas.

for M. in.
j. gr This outward sainted Deputie, Whose setled

visage. . Nips youth i th head, and follies doth emmew.
1642 ROGERS Naaman 103 Ere ever Christ be truely closed

with, sinne must be nipt in the necke.

f 4. To check, stop, put an end to, cut short. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Livy v. xxx, More Tribes nipped that one

law for going forward, than gave their voices to approove it.

1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. # Mor. 92 b, Wherewith he nipt the

bloody instigations of those Parasits. 1625-8 tr. Camdcn s

llist.Eliz. in. (1688) 327 The Queen, .nipped the man at
unawares in his swelling Pride by this one short letter.

t b. Of the wind : To catch and delay (a ship).
1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. \. ii. 18 Look well to the

Westward, if you can see any Ships that have been nipt
with the last Easterly Winds.

5. To check the growth or development of

(something), after the manner of pinching off the

buds or shoots of a plant.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 145 It is much

better to nip misorder in the verie ground. 1682 BUNYAN
Holy IViir 40 It should be all our wisdoms and care, to nip
the head of all such rumors as shall tend to trouble our

people, a 1716 SOUTH Serm.
(172^)

VI. 157 God s Prescrip
tion is.. that we nip Sin when it begins to bud in the

Thoughts. 1784 COWPER Task v. 430 That man should
thus encroach on fellow-man,., nip hisfruitfulness and use. .

Moves indignation. 1817 COLEIUDGE Sybil.Leaves^
Some

sweet girl of too too rapid growth Nipped by Consumption.
1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catitllus\x\\. 52 Yet if a slender nail hath

nipt his bloom to deflour it. 1880 BROWNING Dram. Idyls
n, 78 Nip these foolish fronds Of hope a-sprout.

b. 70 nip in the bud: To arrest or check at

the very beginning, or in a thorough fashion.

1606-7 FLETCHER Woman Hater in. i, Yet I can frown,
and Nip a passion, Even in the bud. 1639 COKAINE Masque
Dram. Wks. (1874) 8 Dost thou approach to censure our

delights, And nip them in the bud? 1677 Govt. Venice 307
Had not the Senat..nipt their Animosity in the Bud. 171*
STEELE Sped. No. 526 f 2 Holding it extremely requisite
that you should nip him in the Bud. 1746 HERVEY Medit.
(1818) 23 He has nipped infancy in its bud. 1844 W.

This and many other noble projects were nipped in the

6. Of cold : To affect (persons, etc.) painfully or

injuriously.
a 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. V^ 48 If.. colde wether had not

nipped them, . . they would have made their progress farther.

[1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col. Dec. 133 The carefull cold hath
nypt my rugged rynde.] 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 48 Men
dangerously mpp d by excessive cold. 1704 STEELE Lying
Lover \. (1747) 15 To see the dear things trip, trip along,
and breathe so short, nipt with the Season. 1829 COL.
HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 4 One of the coldest nights that
ever nipped a nose. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xii, The
wind blew keenly, nipping the features.

fiS&quot; 59fi DRAYTON Legends n. 601 Nipt with cold
Death. 1604 MIDDLETON Father Hubburd?s T. Wks.
(Bullen) VIII. 54 A physical frost, that nips the wicked
blood a little.

b. To check or destroy the growth of (plants,
blossoms, etc.). Also in fig. context.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 812 If frosts. .Nip not the

gaudie blossomes of your Loue. 1615 W. LAWSON Country
Houseia. Card. (1626) 14 Roots being so weakly put, are
soone nipt with drought or frost. 1671 MILTON Samson
1577 The first-born bloom of spring Nipt with the lagging
rear of winters frost. 1718 ROWE Lucan 128 To parch the

fading Herb and nip the springing Green. 1778 EDWARDS
17 Apr. in Boswell Johnson, I am curious to see if this fro&t

158

has not nipped my fruit-tree?. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles iv.

xxx, Nipp d by misfortune s cruel frost, The buds of fair

affection lost ! 1866-7 J. THOMSON Naked Goddess 239
Storms in Spring nipped bud and sprout.

f 7. To censure, reprehend, or rebuke sharply ;

to direct sharp remarks against (one). Obs. (very
common c 1565-1600).
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke viii. 93 He touched and

nipped y pharisees and scribes. 1576 FLEMING Patwpl.
Epist. 163 Nipping your people with sharpe reprehensions.
1603 FULBECKE 2&amp;gt;id Pt. Parall. 26 He was.. more then

nipped of Aristophanes. [1720 STRYI-E Stows^ Surv. (1754)
I. i. xxii. 127 The boys of divers schools. ., with Epigrams
and Rhimes, nipping and quipping their fellows.]

8. To touch or concern (one) closely ;
to affect

painfully, to vex. Now rare.

1553 BRADFORD Treat. Prayer Pref., These perilous days
of necessity so nip us and provoke us to pray. 1574 tr.

Marlorafs Apocalips 14 His hart is nipped with heauinesse.
1622 ROWLANDS Good Nerves fy B. 36 My wooing ouer-

throwne, my horse play marr d. As 1 am Gentleman, this

nips me hard. 1633 EARLE Microcosm. , Suspitious Man
(Arb.) 103 Not a word can bee spoke, but nips him some
where. 1897 BEAT. HARRADEN H. Strafford, etc. IOQ It

was just that which nipped me. I had done a wrong to her,
and she had done a wrong to me.
9. To snatch, catch, seize or take smartly. Also

with away, out, up. Chiefly dial, or slang.
0:1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) iv. 92 The moir degest

\

and grave, The grydiar to grip it ; The nycest to res-save

Vpoun the nynis will nip it. 1601 F. GODWIN Bps. ofEng.
I 123 That house, .belonged vnto the Archdeaconry, but. .

|

was long since nipped away from the same. 1677 NICOLSON
Gloss, in Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1870) IX. 316 Nip, to. .pilfer.

1768 Ross Helcnore in. 122 Frae your ain uncles gate was
, nipt awa That bonny bairn. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf

Skirl, I. 113 Why, if there isn t some o them Bozzel

chaps a nippin up our rabbits. 1880 C. B. BERRY Other
Side 105 He d just nip out the pop-gun, and let him have
it in the rear. 1894 Columbus Disp. 10 Sept., A business
man . . from whom he nipped a 250 shirt stud.

b. slang. To arrest.

a 1566 R. EDWARDS Damon
&amp;lt;y

Pith, in Hazl. Dodsley IV.

j 19, I go into the city some knaves to nip . .
,
with their goods

I to increase the kings treasure. 1630 J. TAYLOK (Water P.)
Wks. in. 10/2, 1 haue heard some Serieantshaue beene mild,
And vs d their Prisoner like a Christians child; Nip d him
in priuate. 1851 MAYHEW Z-ffwi Labour \\\. 147 (Farmer),
They d fallow you about, and keep on nipping a fellow.

C. To nip a bung, etc. (See quots. and BUNG sb.^}
1573 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 84 To nyp a bonng^ to cut a

j

pursse. 1593 GREENE Conny Catch, in. Wks. (Grosart) X.
157 This crew of mates.. said there was no hope of nipping
the boung because he held open his gowne so wide. 1621
B. JONSON Gipsies Mctam. Wks. (Rtlde.) 610/1 Till, .he be
able, .to nip a jaw, and cly the jark, tis thought fit he march
in the infant s equipage. 1712 SHIRLEY Triumph Wit (1724)

; 171 If the Cully he does meet, He nips all his Lour. 1740
Poor Robin (Farmer), The cut-purse in the throng, Hath a

I fair means to nyp a bung.
d. Cricket. To strike (a ball) with the edge of

the bat, to tip. rare~l
.

17.. Laws Cricket in Grace Cricket (1891) 14 If a Ball is

nipped up and he [the batter] Strikes her again Wilfully
before She comes to ye Wicket, its out.

II. intr, 10. To give a nip or pinch ; to cause
or produce pinching.
c 1460 Townelcy Myst. xiii. i6iThaycan nypatoure hyre.

Ibid, 290 If the flok be skard, yit shall I nyp nere. 1567
DRANT Horace, Ep. x. E j.Thelessershoedoth hurt thy foote
for pardie it will nip. 1581 MaLCAmR/tatfM xx. (1887)
87 The Eastwinde is hurtefull and nippes. 1865 TESTER
Poems 9 (E.D.D.), Words that nip like plasters. 1891
KIPLING City Dreadf. Nt. iii, Machinery that planes and
shaves,.. and punches and hoists and nips.

b. To ache, to smart.

1737 RAMSAY &. Pro. (1750) 124 Ye re new risen and your
young heart s nipping. 1806 A. DOUGLAS Poems 26 (E.D. D.),
O ! but my heart nips for the pain, While thro the green
she wanders.

1 11. Cant. To pick pockets, to steal. Obs.

1592 Def. Conny Catch, (1859) 4 I nad consorts that could
verse, nippe, and foyst. a 1634 RANDOLPH Hey for Honesty
in. i, I ll nip from RufTmans of the Harmanbeck.
12. slang. To move rapidly or nimbly. Const,
with in, out, /, etc._

a move quickly,
ike a cat. 1883
50 Pray nip out

C. MURRAY
said the driver.

of the road as quickly as you can.

Dangerous Catspaw 147 Nip
Where do you want to go to i

13. Comb, as f nip-bud (see quot.) ; f nip-
cake, -crust, -farthing, a mean or miserly person
(cf. mod. dial, nip-currant^ -screed, -skin, etc.) ;

nip-nosed a., having a small pinched nose ;

f nip-shred, a tailor; f nip-skin v., to pinch
severely; nip-waisted a., having a pinched-in
waist. Also NIPCHEESE.
1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 101 There is also another

kind of small worm, which they call the *Nip-bud, 1508

DUNBAR^ Flyting 177 Nyse nagus, &quot;nipcaik, with thy
schulderis narrow. 1650 H. MORE Observ. in Entkus.

7&amp;gt;z.,

etc. (1656) 81 A *Nip-crust or Niggard of your precious

speculations. 1566 DRANT Meet. Morall A vii, I woulde
the not a *nipfarthinge Nor yet a niggarde haue. 1831
lyestm.Rev. XIV. 424 Thecrow-footed, nip-nosed spareness
of thirty. i66x K. W. Charact. Coxcombs, Hyde-Pk. Lady
(1860) 58 Though her nimble *nipshred never medles with
the garments. i6zo T. GRANGER Div. Logike 125 Finally
render like for like, that may *nipskin her. 1899 Cramp-
ton s Mag. Jan. 113 A peevish, *nip-waisted, frizzle-fringed,

flirty, flighty, governess.

NIPPED

Nip, t/.- [f. NIP sd.% The resemblance to
Du. and G. nippen (Da. nippe), to sip, is evi

dently quite accidental.]
1. intr. To take nips of liquor.
1887 LADY BELLAIRS Gossips iv. Girls n. 64 A man who

drinks to excess or habitually nips. 1896 GEORGIANA M.
STISTED True Life R. F. Burton xi. 267 He could take his
bottle after dinner with any man, but nip he could not.

2. trans. To take (liquor) in nips.
1897 W. H. THORNTON Reminisc. Clergym. xi. 323 Some

of our young men nip wine or spirits all day long.

fNip, obs. or dial, form of NEAP z.

1709 S. SEWALL Diary 18 Nov., The Ship was on the
Ground, and [Capt Teat] fear d he should be nip d.

Nipa (n/-pa, nai-pa). Also 6 nypa, nyp-,
niper, nipar, nipe, 9 nipah. [a. Malay aJLJ

nipah. Early Portuguese writers call the wine

nipa and the tree nipeira, whence app. the forms

niper, -ar, etc.]

f 1. A kind of toddy obtained from the spadix of
the nipa-palm (see 2). Also attrib. Obs.

1588 HICKOCK tr.C. Frederick s Voy. 23 b.The greatest mer
chandise there is verzing, and nypa, which is an excellent

Wine, which is had in the flovvre of a tree called Nyper.
Ibid.) Niper Wine is a most excellent drink. 1591 BARKER
in Hakl. Voy. (1599) II. n. 107 We found in her., three
hundred buts of Canarie wine, and Nipar wine, which is

made of the palme trees. 1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschotcn s

I Voy^ 101/2 This Sura, being distilled, is called Fula or Nipe^
and is as excellent atjua vitas as any is made in Dort. 1616

1 R. COCKS Diary ^Hakl. Soc.J I. 150 A jarr of nipa sent me
for a present.

2. A kind of palm (A
r
ipa fruticans], native to

the coasts and islands of the Indian seas, having
a creeping trunk with large feathery leaves, and

bearing large round bunches of fruit
; also, the

foliage of this plant. Also attrib.

1839 ROYLE Bot. Himalayan Mount. 408 The Peruvian
PftytelephaSt with the Asiatic Palm-like Nipa. 1846 LIND-
LEY Veget. Kingd. 132 The juice of Nipa, as it flows from
the pounded spadices, furnishes one of the inferior kinds of
Palm wine. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 790/2 The foliage, called

Nipah, is used as thatch, and when burnt yields a supply
of salt. 1882 DE WINDT Equator 20 Its river banks lined
with mangroves and nipa palms.

Nipcheese (nrp,tjfz). [See NIP v. 13.]

f 1. slang. A ship s purser. Obs.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulgar T., Nip cheese, a nick name for

the
purser

of a ship. 1791-3 Spirit Public Jrnls. (1799) I.

21 The wonderful rise of this quondam nip-cheese has made
him very proud of his own abilities. 1837 MARRYAT Pete.
Keene xiii, That s our nipcheese.

1

Nipcheese! Yes;
nipcheese means purser of the ship.
2. A mean or miserly person.
1825 BROCKETT N. C. Ghss. t Nip-cheese^ a contemptuous

designation for a parsimonious, covetous person. 1864
SALA in Temple Bar Jan. 183 Small good .. has the tasteless

agitation of these churlish nipcheeses done them.

3. attrib. Mean, miserly, niggardly.
1819 Hermit in London I. 66 Like a nip-cheese purser of

a man of war. 1860 SALA Lady Chesterfield v, This nip-

cheese, candle-end saving, pebble-peeling . . principle.

t Wipe, sb. Obs. rare-1
, [f. NIPE z/.2] A nip.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcatfs Fr. Chirurg. 39/2 With our

cutting pinsers, we may with one nipe clippe it of.

tNipe, Z .
1 Obs. [OE. hnipian, related to

ON. hnipnat hnipa^\ intr. To bow down, bend,

droop ;
to descend, get low.

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory s Past. C. xxxiv, 234 Da wear5
Cain swiSe ierre, & hnipode ofdune. a xooo Boeth. Metr.
xxxi. 13618 5eah wuhtajehwylconhnigen tohrusan, hnipad
ofdune. a ixoo in Napier O.E. Glosses L 1279 Curva,
hnipendre, jebigedre. cxx6o Hatton Gosp. Matt. xxv. 5

pa nipeden hyo ealle & slepen. c 1105 LAY. 31734 fa hit

wes uppen non, pa sunne gon to nipen.

t Nipe, v? Obs. rare. In 5-6 nype. [Corre

sponds to MDu. and MLG. nipen (Du. ntjfen,
from which quots. 1481 and 1597 are directly

taken). Cf. NIP z^.l] trans. To nip.
c 1430 LYDG. Chorle

&amp;lt;$

Birde (Roxb.) 9 That smale birdes

can nype by tiie hede, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 357/1 Nypyn,
premot stringo. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 15 Bruyn
the bere . . helde fast his heed and nyped both his fore feet.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr. Chintrg. 2ob/i The
Chirurgiane must nype in the length of all the skinne and
the fleshy pannickle.
Hence fNi per, one who nips; fNrpingz^/. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 357/1 Nypare, compressor^ trusor.

75 b, Caflynge them . . perjures, nypers, serpentes, deuourers,
rauenours. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau s Fr. Chirurg.
22 b/2 Avoydinjje the nipinge of the little tonges. 1647
HEXHAM i, A Niper, ten nyper.

t Ni plet, Obs. rare. [f.
NIPPLE + -ET.] A

small nipple.
1648 HERRICK Hesp. t

How Lillies came white, The ruble

niplet of her breast. Upon the Nipples ofJulia s Breast^
So like to this . . Is each neate Niplet of her breast.

Nipped (nipt), ///. a. [f. NIP Z/.I + -ED!.]
That has been, or is, pinched, compressed, severely

checked, etc.

1535 LYNDSAY Satyre 150 Howbeit my coat be schort

and nippit, Thankis be to God, I am weill hippit._ 16x5

JACKSON Creed v. iv, Human affections like to liquors

kept in close vessels or nipt glasses secretly multiply their

grow. 1810 SHSLLEV Autumn ii, The chill rain is



NIPPER.
the nipped worm is crawling. 1897 AllbutfsSysf. Med.
III. 477 A nipped expression of face.

b. With in or up, denoting a compressed or
contracted state.

1850 ANSTED Geol. 1158 The levels at those places where
the lode is narrow, or nipped in, are very narrow and con
fined. 1867 WAUGH Winter Fire Hi, Th* hinder-quarter s

nipt in like a greyhpunt whelp. 1892 MRS. CLIFFORD Aunt
Anne I. 184 She said I looked nipped-up, and asked me to
sit down and get warm.

f Nipped a., obs. var. NIBBED a. (Cf. NIP sb.}
1725 BAILEY Erasm, Colloq. (1878) I. 103 Do you love to

write with a hard-nip d Pen or a soft ?

Nipper Cni pai), sbl Also 6-8 nypper, 8

knipper. [f.
NIP vl + -ER

1.]

I. 1. One who nips, in senses of the verb.

Freq., down to c 1640, in citations or echoes of Isa. 1. 5.

535 COVERDALE Isa. \. 5, 1 offre my backe vnto y smyters,
and my chekes to the nyppers. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholeni. i.

(Arb.) 85 Ready bakbiters, sore nippers, and spiteful! re

porters prinilie of good men. 1611 A. S i&quot;AFFORD Niobe 93
Thou

nipper
of mirth, thou vnpleasant toyle. 1630 R. John

son s Kingd. $ Commw. 6 Cold [is] the great enemie and
nipper of vegetation. 1661 JER. TAYLOR Serm. Opening
Par/. Ireland 8 May, [Jesus] gave his back to the smiters
and his cheeks to the nippers.

b. A close-fisted, miserly person.
1573 L. LLOYD Marrow of Hut. (1653) 16 Amongst so

many nippers of money, he onely shewed himself bountiful!
and liberall. 1879 F. W. ROBINSON Co-ward Consc. 11. xiii,
That old, disagreeable nipper of a cousin of yours.

c. U. S, The Gunner, which nips the bait from
the hooks, and the Bluefish, which nips pieces out
of other fishes. (Cf. NIBBLEB 2.)

1888 GooDE Anier. Fishes -2^ At Salem they [the Blue
Perch] are called Nippers , and occasionally here and else
where *

Bait-stealers
1

.

f 2. Cant, A thief or pickpocket. Obs.

1585 FLEETWOOD in Ellis Grig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 278 He
that could take a peece of sylver out of the purse without
the noyse of any of the bells, he was adjudged a judiciall

Nypper. Ibid.^ Nypper is termed a Pickepurse or a Cut-

purse, c 1600 DAY Begg. BednallGr, \. in. (1881) 21 Your
nipper, your foyst, your rogue, your cheat, your pander.
1785 GROSE Diet, Vulgar T., Nypper, a cut purse, so called

by one Wotton, who in the year 1585, kept an academy for

the education . .of pick-pockets.
3. A boy who assists a costermonger, carter, or

workman.
1851 MAYHEW Lond, Labour I. 33 Such lads.. are the

smallest class ofcostermongering youths ; and are sometimes
called casualty boys , or nippers . 1882 Lane. Gloss.

,

Nip/&amp;gt;er,
a carter s assistant ; a lad who accompanies a lurry

or cart. 1887 Q. Rev. Jan. 129 Thirty two spikers with a

nipper to each pair drove 63,000 spikes.

b. slang, A boy, a lad.

1872 Daily News 8 Apr. 5/4 When he was a nipper the

wages were iu. a week, with victuals found. 1886 R. C.
LESI.IK Sea. Painter s Log 26 Such a boy looks down upon
mudlarks very much, calling them nippers and other scornful
names. 1892 WILLIAMS Round London (1893) 85 The mind
of the East End *

nipper is equal to most emergencies.
II. 4. pL An instrument, usually made of iron

or steel, having two jaws by which a thing may
be firmly seized and held, or cut through, by pres
sure exerted upon the handles

; forceps, pincers,

pliers. Frequently called a pair of nippers.
Various forms and sizes are used for different purposes.
1541 R. COPLAND Gnydons Quest. Chirurg. A iii, A Cyr-

urgyen..oughte to haue -v. [irons] as Cysers, Nyppers
Launcettes, Rasoures, and Nedelles. 1580 BLUNDEVIL
Horsemanship iv. 68 b, You may pull it out with a paire of
nippers. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 18 Brazen nippers
to pull away hair. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.)
269/1 He beareth Or, a pair of Nippers, Sable. By the help
of these any small peece of Tyn, corner or end, is nipt or cut
off. 175* MRS. DELANY Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 179 They
must be drawn out of their case with a pair of knippers, no
fingers are small enough. 1765 Chron. in Ann. Reg: 158,

85 pair of shoemakers nippers and pincers. 1803 Hied,

Jrnl. X. 68 Two pair of nippers or small pincers for ex-

tracting filaments. 1832 BABBAGE Econ. Manuf. xi. (ed. 3)

87 The operator then pinches it between the ends of a pair
of nippers. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xv. 305 Its teeth
are.. so arranged that the edges cut a hook like nippers.
sing. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. 309/1 A Glasiers Nipper

or Grater. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1528/1 Nipper, a grasp
ing tool with cutting jaws.

b. An implement used for seizing large stones
in order to move them freely.

1840 Civil Eng. % Arch. Jrnl. III. 29/1 The stones, .were
first held fast by an implement, technically called nippers or
devil s claws. 1898 Daily Nevus 10 Oct. 9/3 A chain weigh
ing several tons was being lowered down the pit shaft by
means of nippers.

C. slang. Handcuffs.
1823 EGAN Grose s Diet. Vulgar T.

d. slang. Eyeglasses, pince-nez.
1876 LOWELL Lett. (1894) II. 183, I am writing at this

moment with spectacles (not nippers, mind you ..) across

my prosaic nose. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 28 Jan. 2/1 Miss Flint

(slowly donning a pair of pince-nez) : What s the good of
nippers?
5. (Usually in pi.} a. One of the incisors, or

cutting teeth, of a horse.
1696 SIR W. HOPE tr. SolleysefsParf. Mareschalia There

groweth then in the place of these four Foal-teeth.. four
others which are called Nippers or Gatherers. 1727-38
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Tooth, Nippers, which are the two
foremost teeth above, and as many below, which an horse
first changes, a 1842 SIR C BELL Anat. Expression (1844)
ii- 53 The incisor teeth or nippers project. 1854 OWEN in
Orr s Circ. Set., Org, Xat. I. 285 The first deciduous in-

. .usually cuts the

159

cisor centre nipper of veterinarians

gum between the third and sixth days.
b. One of the great claws or chelte of the

Crustacea.

1769 BANCROFT Guiana 240 Five pair of legs, .. each ..

armed at the end with a pair of red nippers, a 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 369 The two nippers or claws
resemble the thumbs. 1848 JOHNS Week at Lizardzy}1\iz
insertion of the point of a knife into the joint of the great
claws.. renders the nippers powerless.
fig. 1877 TENNYSON Harold II. ii, Our great Count crab

will make his nippers meet in thine heart.
attrib. 1863 WOOD Illnstr. Nat. Hist. III. 585 The

Nipper-crab (Polybius Henslowii) is a better swimmer than
the fiddler-crab. 1863 KEARLF.Y Links in Chain vii. 153 Its

great hairy nipper claws give it a very distinctive character.

6. a. A device to regulate the amount of tar

used in tarring a rope.
1794 Rigging ff Seamanship 55 A Nipper is formed of two

steel plates, eight inches square and half an inch thick, with
a semi-oval hole in each four inches wide, which, by the

upper plate moving, enlarges or contracts as the tarring of
the yarn requires.

b. In wool-combing machinery, a device for

seizing and holding the material.

1852 LISTER & AMBLER in Pat. Abridgm. (1866) 653 A
thin plate of iron is inserted between the rows of the teeth
so as to act as a nipper. 1889 J. BURNLEY Wool $ Wool
Combing 228 The nipper consists of a leather-covered jaw
and a top jaw with three flutes.

7. Naut. a. A piece of braided cordage used
to prevent a cable from slipping.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram. ix. 44 [The cable]

surges or slips backe vnlesse they keep it close to the
whelps, and then they.. hold it fast with nippers. 1667
DAVENANT & DRYDEN Tempest i. i, Nip well there;
quartermaster, get s more nippers. 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1780) s. v., These nippers are usually six or eight
feet in length. 1825 H. B. GASCOIGNI: Nai al Fame 47 The
gaining side and Cable bound in one, By pliant Nippers
which the Boys hold on. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bit.
498 The nipper is passed at the manger-board, the fore-end

pressing itself against the cable.
attrib. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) s. v. Nipper,

The persons employed to bind the nippers about the cable
and voyal, are called nipper-men. 1802 Naval Chron. 51We have plenty of powder forward in the nipper-lockers.

b. (See quot.) rare ~&quot;.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s IVord-tk., Nipper, a hammock with
so little bedding as to be unfit for stowing in the nettings.

c. A thick woollen mitten or glove used by cod-
fishers to protect their wrists and hands.
1897 KIPLING Capt. Cour. 56 A heavy blue jersey well

darned at the elbows, a pair of nippers, and a sou wester.

Ni pper, rf. 2 [abbrcv.ofNlPPERKIN.] =NlP^.2
1848 LOWELL Biglou Papers Ser. i. ii, Step up and take a

nipper, sir; I m dreffle glad to see you. 1866 Brit. Work
man xil. 78 He could not pass it without having what he
termed his nipper ,

or what some of the good people of
Scotland call their morning .

Ni pper, sij [f. NIP v.2] One who takes nips.
1886 Home Words XVI. 21 The Nipper , says with con

fidence, the little drop which I take would hurt nobody .

Nipper (ni-paj), z/.i
[f. NIPPER sl&amp;gt;y\

1. Naut. To secure (a rope) by means of cross-
turns

;
to fasten with nippers.

1794 Rigging K, Seamanship 190 The strap is nippered,
with a heaver, round the block. 1841 R. H. DANA Seaman s
Man. 43 Nippering, is fastening them [two parts of a rope]
by taking turns crosswise between the parts, to jam them

;

and sometimes with a round turn before each cross. Ci86o
H. STUART .Seaman s Catech. 34 Heaving the two parts of
the lanyard close together so as to nipper them.
2. slang. To take into custody.
1832 Lincoln Herald 18 Sept. 2/4 You had better nash (go

away) unless you want to be nippered (taken into custody).

Ni pper, .
2 rare

-
. [Imitative.] intr. To

whisper, gossip.
1840 LADY C. BURY Hist, of Flirt xxviii, What are you

and the major nippering about ?

Nipperkin (ni-parkin). Now rare. Also 7-8
kn-, yniper-. [Of obscure etym. The form points
to a Du. or LG. origin : cf. MDu. nypelkin, the
name of some game.]
1. A measure or vessel of small capacity used for

liquors, containing half-a-pint or less.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxxiv. (1737) 152 Barrels,
Nipperkins, Pint-Pots, Quart-Pots. 1739 R. BULL tr.

Deaekindus Grobianus 158 Some., puff in ev ry Nipperkin
of Ale. 1755 SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) I. 350 The old song,
which goes on with the gallon,., the pint, the half-pint, the
nipperkin, and the brown bowl. 1796 [see Nip sb?\. 1832
Rlackiv. Mag. XXXI. 320 The nipperkins, cups, and cans,
The skillets, and kettles, and all.

2. The quantity of liquor that can be contained
in such a measure; a small quantity of wine, ale or

spirits. In later use chiefly Sc.

1671 MRS. BEHN Amorous Prince iv. iv, Tis something
cold, I le go take a Niperkin of wine, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Nipperkin, half a Pint of Wine, and but half a
Quartern of Brandy, Strong waters, &c. 179* BURNS Let.
to Cunningham 10 Sept., I have set a nipperkin of toddy
by me. 1813 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) On Style of Johnson,
Such a clatter, To force up one poor nipperkin of water.
1856 STRANG

Glasgojiv \ its Clubs^o Kindred spirits met to
quaff their nipperkin of ale. 1890 SERVICE Notandums xi.

77 We juist hae time for a nipperkin o yuill.

Ni ppily, adv. rare
-

. [f. NIPPY a. + -LY 2.]
In a nippy manner ; sharply.
1650 A. B. Mutal. Polenw 21 Let such be nippily markt

and taken notice of.

NIPPITATE.

Nipping (ni-piij), vbl. i&amp;lt;M [-ING 1.] The
action of Nip z/.l in various senses.

1572 HUI.OET, Nippes or nippinges, compressiones. 1606
Proc. agsl. Late Traitors 25 For the blasting and nipping,
both of the leaves, blossomes and buddes. 1626 BACON Syh a
388 In Orenges or Limons, the Nipping of their Rinde,

giveth out their Smell the more. 1693 KVKLYN De laQuint.
Compl. Card. II. 54 Pruning .. with the Pruning-Knifc,
when the bare Trimming or Nipping is not sufficient. 1707
MORTIMF.R Husb. (1721) II. 42 It .. preserves it self the
best from the nipping of Deer. 1853 KANE Grinnell Expcd.
xxviii. (1856) 231 Wherever the nipping has caught two of
the floes, they have been driven with a force inconceivable
one above the other.

b. concr. A portion nipped off.

1766 Compl. Farmer s. v. Rag 6 I 1/2 Woollen Rags, and
thenippings of the pitch-marks upon sheep, are a singularly
good manure.

Nrpping, vbl. rf. 2
[f. NIPZ;. - + -ING

.] The
action or practice of taking nips of liquor.
1883 Longm. Mag. June 180 A horrible Australian habit,

. .is the practice of nipping on bargains. I896GEORCIANA
M. STISTED True Life R. F. Burton xi. 267 This nipping . .

disagreed frightfully with Burton.

Ni pping
1

, ///. a. (and adv.) [f.
NIP vl +

-ING
&quot;.J

That nips, in various senses of the verb.
1. Of language : Sharp, stinging, sarcastic.

1547 LATIMER Serin. ,f Rem. (Parker Soc.) 426 After yon
had perused that my nipping and unpleasant letter. 1556
ROBINSON tr. Mores Utopia (Arb.) 105 marg., In this place

,

seemethe to be a nipping taunte. 1581 J. BELL lladdon s

Ansiv. Osor. 497 So much rayling in such scorpionlike nip
ping bitternesse. 1594 CARF.W Hnarte s E.ram. IVits xv.

(1596) 311 Hence tooke a certaine nipping proucrbe his

orlginall. a 1693 Urqnhart s Raiclais In. x. 80 Nipping
Bobs, derisive Quips.
2. Of the weather, wind, etc. : Sharp, cold, biting ;

checking growth, blighting.
1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs, etc. (Arb.) 103 To keepe her feete

from force of nyppynge colde. 1581 MULCASTER Positions
xxxvi. (1887) 141 As there be faire blossomes, so there be

nipping frostes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. iv. 2 It is a nipping
and an eager ayre. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1679) 134
The sharp nipping winds. 1707 MORTIMER Hud&amp;gt;. (1721) I.

I 308 Bleak Hills much exposed to high Winds and nipping
Frost. 1764 HARMER Observ. i. xvi. 40 Most nipping,
pinching, unpleasant wind. 1828 SCOTT /- . /I/. Perth xiii, 1 1

irks me the more to put on cold harness in this nipping
weather. 1865 DICKKNS Mitt. Fr. I. xii, It was. .a nipping
spring with an easterly wind.

3. Causing pain or distress.

c 1550 Pryde ff A faise Worn. 181 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 242
We wonder moche at these nyppynge plages. ijSsSTUBBF.s
Ancit. Abns. II. (1882) 52 They applie bitter potions, nipping
medicines, gnawing corrosiues. 1608 WILLET llexapla in

&amp;lt; Exod. 512 A biting, nipping, or deuouring vsnrie. 1659!).
, PELi.jn Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cvii. 28 Brought low by

pinching and nipping afflictions.

|-4. Affected, mincing. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare 1
.

1568 Jacob fy Esau n. ii, So nipping, so tripping, so cock
ing, so crowing.

5. That nips, grips, or holds. Nipping-fork
(see quot. 1881).
1831 YOUATT Horse 138 The colt s nipping teeth are

rounded in front. 1858 HOLDEN & HUBNER in Pat.

j

Abridgm. (1866) 1290 Two pairs of continuously operating
;
and moving nipping surfaces. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man.
Zool. xxxvii. (1875) 269 The maxillary palpi, .are converted
into nipping-claws or chela:. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
Nipping-fork, a tool for supporting a column of bore-rods

;
while raising or lowering them.

6. adv. Nippingly.
1840 R. H. DANA Bef.

nipping cold.
Bef. Mast xxix. 99 The water

Nippingly (ni-pirjli), adv.
[f. NIPPING ///.

a. -f -LY 2
.] In a nipping manner, in various

senses of the adj.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 184 b, Nippyngly did he taunte

..the foolishe ambicion of theim. 1586 T. B. La Priiuaud.
Fr. Acad. I. (1589) 365 Stop the mouthes of such as are. .

impudent, . . with a certaine meekenes and grave smiling,
and somewhat nippingly. 1853 LYTTON My Novel i. xfi,

Pinching her husband s arm very nippingly. 1879 ANNIE
THOMAS London Season I. 19, I don t see it at all , M is.

Varney nippingly replies. 1890 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 257
Though the wind blow nippingly from the snow.

t Ni ppitate, st&amp;gt;. Obs. Also -ato, -atum, -aty,

(-ati). [Ofobscure origin. The Latin and Italian

endings are prob.xmly fanciful. The most usual
form is that in aly. ] Good ale or other liquor of

prime quality and strength.
a. 1575 LANEHAM Lett. (1871) 31 Az yet too the last of a cup

of Nippitate, his iudgement will be taken aboue the best in
the parish.
p. 1576 FULWELL Art Flattery I.

y. (1579) E iv b, The bevt

Nippitatum in this towne, which is commonly called Huf-
cap. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abuses Evijb, Though it will
be a corrosive to their hautie stomacks and a nippitatum to
their tender brests. Ibid. Mivb, When this Nippitatum,
this Huf cap (as they call it), and this nectar oflyfe, is

set abroach, well is he that can get the soonest to it.

y. 1593 G. HARVEY Pierce s Super. 16 The nippitaty of the

nappiest grape. Ibid. 63. 1600 NASHE Summer s Last Will
in Hazl. DodsleyVlll. 60 Never cap of Nipitaty in London
came near thy niggardly habitation ! 1630 Thicker of
Turvey Ep. Bed. 4 He loves that ale-house best, which
washes his cheekes with the strongest nippitaty. a 1693
Urquhart s Rabelais, Pantagr. Prognost. ix, Tis all one
to me, so we have but good Bub and Nippitati enough.
S. 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Kt. Burning Pestle iv. ii, My father

oft will tell me of a drinke In England found, and Nipitato
cal d. 1620 MELTON Astrolog. 32 They cannot put a Cup
of Nippitato to their Snowts.



NIPPLE.

Hence fNippltate a., strong, good, prime. Obs.

1600 Look About You xxt in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 445 He
was here to-day, sir, And emptied two bottles of nippitate
sack. 1600 Weakest goeth to J^W/(i6i8) Ba Fresh ale,

prime ale, nappie ale, nippitate ale ! a 1634 CHAPMAN

Alfkonsvs Plays 1873 III. 238 Twill make a cup of Wine
taste nippitate.

Nipple (ni p l), sb. Forms : a. 6 neble, nible,

7 nibble. . 6 neapil, neaple, nypil, 7 nipl,

6- nipple. [Of uncertain origin : there is no
clear connexion with OE. nypelt used by /Klfric of

an elephant s trunk.]
1. The small prominence, composed of vascular

erectile tissue, in which the ducts of the mam
mary glands terminate externally in nearly all

mammals of both sexes ; esp. that of a woman s

breast ;
a teat.

a. 1530 PALSGR. 247/2 Neble of a womans pappe, bout &amp;lt;ff

la mante-lie. 1598 H AYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo i. 30 The heades
or exiuberances whence the inilke is sucked out, are called

Nibles. 1611 COTGR., Tetin, the nibble or nipple of a dug.

1650 MASSEY Glassefor Worldlings 21 So much wormwood
withall makes me nauseat the nibble. 1682 N. O. Boilcaus
Lutrin ii. 114 Or Caucasus did form thee, of a Pebble, Or
some fell Tigress nurs d thee with her nibble.

ft. 1538 ELVOT, Papilla, thenyppellor teateof a womannes
breaste. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 125/26 A Nypil, papilla.
Ibid. 209/8 A Neaple, teate, papilla. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $
Jul.\. iii. 30 It did tast the Worme-wood on the nipple ofmy
Dugge. 1598 CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 568 Thpas. .threw a dart,
that did his pile convay Above his nipple, through his

lungs. 1656 RIDCLEV Pract. Physick 156 The child will

suck, and not touch the Nipple with his Lips. 1707 Phil.

Trans. XXV. 2216 A small portion of it, in the form of a

Nipple, did intrude itself as it were under the Tongue,
1803 Med. JrnL IX. 428 A tumour appeared under his

left nipple. 1835 KIRBY Hab. fy Inst. Anim. II. xxiv. 477
The elephant, .nas only two pectoral nipples. 1869 LADY
LYTTON Orval 139 A finer babe was never Put to the

nipple.

fig. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. v.
xiv._4i

i He infected

the Universitie, from which he suck d no milk but poysoned
her nipples.

b. transf. A device used to cover the nipple
while a child is sucking ; also, the teat of a

nursing- bottle.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. 412 The paine in

sucking maybe prevented by an artificial nipple, covered
with that of a young heifer. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

1528/2 The nipple., has a stop-flange to keep it from passing
too far into the infant s mouth.

2. Something resembling a nipple in function as

well as form.

1573 BA,RET Alv. s.v., A little cocke, end, or nipple perced,
..which is put at the end of the cannelles of a fountayne,
where through ye water commeth forth. 1841 Civil Enff. $
Arch. Jrnl. IV. 93/2 A stop cock, .so adjusted as to allow

any number of drops per minute to fall from the nipple.

1873 SPON Workshop Rec. Ser. i. 132/2 For filling the cases

nipples of various si/es are employed, made preferably of

metal.

b. A prominence on the surface of the skin which
resembles a nipple ; esp. such as marks the outlet

of any secretory gland.
1713 DERIIAM Phys.-Theol. vn. i. note, Two or three

larger Cells, lying under the Nipple of the Oil-bag. 1730
CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Pkilos. I. xiv. 3 Those little Pro

tuberances, which they call the Papillae, or Nipples [of the

tongue]. 1797 Ettcycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 192/2 Spiders have
five tubercles or nipples at the extremity of the belly. 1826

KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxx. III. 128 Between them also

there is a lozenge-shaped opening, through which . . pro
truded a circular sort of nipple.

c. A small protuberance on glass or metal ; a

projection of any kind having the appearance of

a nipple.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 582 Another workman now applies

the end of a solid iron rod tipped with melted glass, .to the

nipple or prominence in the middle. 1863 TVNDALL Heat
iv. 115 (1870) 101 Whenever the hot metal comes into con
tact with its lead carrier, a nipple suddenly juts from the

latter. 1880 Span s Encycl. Manuf. II. 558 A nipple for

attachment [of the buttonl to the garment.
d. A small rounded elevation on the summit of

a hill or mountain.
1859 Merc. Marine Mag. (1860) VII. 106 Vessels, .cannot

fail, .to recognize the mountain.. by its. .top, haying several

nipples. 1860 Ibid. 328 The western of these nipples is the

higher. 1873 W. CORY Lett. % Jrnls. (1897) 343 The crests

or nipples of the hill-line are crowned with the domes of the

mosques.
3. A short perforated piece made upon, or

screwed into, the breech of a muzzle-loading gun,
on which the percussion cap is fixed and exploded.
1822 Specific, S. Davis s Patent No. 4648 My improve

ment consists in forming and constructing the pan and
nipple of the lock. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil. Encycl. 126/2 A
small copper capsule., which fits on the nipple of the touch-
hole. 1897 F. M. CRAWFORD Corleone x, There was a per
cussion cap on the nipple of the lock.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. In sense i, as nipple-
chancre, -level, -/me, -shield , nipple-like, -shaped*
1897 A llbutt s Syst. Med. II. 271 A *nipple chancre, .is not

an infrequent result. 1893 GEE Auscultation $ Percus
sion (ed. 4) I. i. 9 The maximum of difference, onthe*nipple
level, being an inch and a quarter. 1898 Allbtitfs Syst.
Med. V. 360 Two inches above the nipple level. 1826 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. xxx. III. 138 They are a mere retractile

*nipple-like protuberance. 1879 St. George s Hasp. Rep.
IX. 183 Apex beat in sth sp. X &quot;nipple line. 1844 H.
STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 875 A small *nipple-shaped knob.

1799 UNDERWOOD Dis, Children III. in This public
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recommendation of the Nipple-Shield. 1860 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade, Nipple shield, a protection for the breast worn

by females.

b. In sense 3, as nipple-lump, -seat, -wrench.

1868 Rep. to Cavt. U. S. Munitions War 35 Holding the

.ip on the side ot a carrel on wnicn me mppl
screwed. 1844 Refill, ff Ord. Army 96 note. One *nipple
Wrench. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mecli. 1529/1 Nipple-iurench,
the spanner, .used for screwing it to and unscrewing it from

the barrel.

c. In names of plants, etc., as f mpfle cowry,

t nipple peach ; nipple-cactus, a cactus of the

genus Mamil/aria, having nipple-like protu
berances (Cent. Diet. 1890).

1713 PETIVER Aquat. Anim. Antb. 4/1 GiblO... .white
*
Nipple Coury. 1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. 83

These are condemn d by the Author as the worst of Peaches.

&quot;Nipple Peach [etc.].

Hence Nipple v., to furnish with a nipple or

nipples ;
to cover with nipple-like protuberances.

1882 in OGILVIE. 1892 Daily News 14 Nov. 6/2, I re

turned to the place, lest some portions of convexed nippled
iron should, .excite curiosity.

Ni ppleless, a. [f.
NIPPLE sb.] Having no

nipples. (Used spec, of the monotremes.)
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Nipplewort (ni-p hvwt). [f.
NIPPLE sd.\

1. A common wayside annual (Lapsana com-

iiiunis) of the order Cichoracex.

1640 PARKINSOM Theat. Bot. 8n It is good to heale the

Vlcers of the nipples
of womens breasts, and thereupon

I have entituled it Nipplewort in English. 1666 MERRETT
Pinax 69 Lampsana, Dock-cresses.., ordinary Niple-wort.

1711 PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 38r Having . . small

yellow Flowers like Nipplewort. 1796 WITHERING Brit. PI.

(ed. 3) III. 693 Common Nipplewort, .. Hedges, shady-

places, and on rubbish. 1863 MARG. PLUES Rambles Wild
Ft. 164 The common Nipplewort .. bears its small yellow
flowers in panicles.

2. Dwarf nipplewort, the plant Arneserispusilla,
sometimes placed in the genus Lapsana.
1866 Trtas. Bot.

Nippy (ni-pi), a. [f.
NIP vl + -Y .]

1. Of a nipping nature or disposition ;
inclined

to nip, in senses of the verb.

1575 TURBERV. Faulconric 327 The more shee feedeth, the

more greedie and nippie shee is. 1642 F/Vlu Printed Bk.

40 Nippie reprehensions and sometimes imprisonment. 1816

SCOTT Old Mart, vii, His uncle, auld Nippie Milnwood has
as close a grip as the deil himsell. 1898 BURLEIGH Sirdar
ft Khalifa xii. 189 Anything liquid and nippy would have
been a rare treat. 1898 Westm. Gtiz. 29 Dec. 3/3 The air

is nippy ,
sure enough.

2. slang. Sharp, quick, active, nimble.

1853 R. S. SwivKsSoapt-ySfidtge (1893) 131 Soapey .. over
took a fine nippy, satin-stocked, dandified looking gentle
man. 1894 ASTLEV 50 Yrs. of Life II. 70, I told him he
would have to be pretty nippy. 1898 UUKLEIGH Sirdar $
Khalifa xi. 175 He. .liked to see them keen and nippy at

every soldierly task.

t Nipshot, adv. Obs. Sc. [app. f. NIP w.l +
SHOT so., but the force of the comb, is obscure.]

Only in phr. to shoot, or play, nipshot, to miss the

mark, or miss fire, in lit , andyff. use.

a 1568 King Berdok 12 in Laing Anc. Poetry Scott.

269 Weill cowd he.. bend ane aiprim bow, and nipschot
schute. 1637-50 Row Hist. A&quot;Yr (Wodrow Soc.) 39^ Now
of thir Canons, one said merrilie, that all the Bishops
cannons were poysoned, they would misgive, and shoot

nipshot. 1646 R. BAILLIE Lett. 4- Jrnls. (1841) II. 362
Our great hope on earth, the City of London, has played
nipshott ; they are speaking of dissolving the Assemblie.

t Nipsitate, variant of NIPPITATE sb. Obs.

1639 DAVENPORT New Trick to cheat the Dei il E, A cup
of Nipsitate, briske and neate.

Nirles. Sc. Also nirls. [Of obscure origin.]
A kind of rash or efflorescence of the skin.

a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Flytmg 325 With paries and plurisies

opprest, And nipd with nirles. 1673 WEDDERBURN Voc. 19
(Jam.), MorHlli, the nirles. 1707 J. NIMMO Narr. (S.H.S.)

79 My child was sick.. having a flix, the nirles and kink-
host extreamly. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) IV.

473 Like the measles of this modification, they are de
nominated nirles in some parts of Scotland. 1886 STEWART
Rem. Ditnfermline 48 Children suffering from the nirles.

t Nirt. Obs. rare . [Of obscure origin : perh.
related to Norw. dial, nerla to touch lightly.] A
mark, scar, cut.

13.. Gaiu. Sf Gr. Knt. 2498 pe nirt in
J&amp;gt;e

nek he naked
hem schewed.

II Nirvana (nsrva na). Also Nirwana. [a.

Skr. nirvana, blowing out, extinction, disappear
ance, etc., f. nirva to blow.] In Buddhist theo

logy, the extinction of individual existence and

absorption into the supreme spirit, or the ex

tinction of all desires and passions and attainment

of perfect beatitude.

a. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 531/1 The expression, which
T. .1 n -i .: 1 i..r I _r , : M:_Bauddnas seem to be particularly fond of employing, is Nir
vana. 1864 MAX MULI.ER Set. Lang. Ser. n. 346 The Nothing
..under the name of Nirvana has become the highest goal
of millions among the followers of Buddha. 1880 GOLDW.
SMITH in Atlantic Monthly 204 In justice to Buddhism it

must be remembered that there is more than one interpreta
tion of Nirvana.

ft. 1857 W. SMITH Thorndale iv. vii. 370 A Buddhist
Saint sits motionless under his Bo tree to earn Nirwana.

1871 ALABASTER Wheel of La&quot;.v p. xxxvii, Nirwana,

NISI PBIUS.

the extinction of all this kind of existence, must there

fore be the object of the truly wise man. 1876 M. DAVIES
Unorth. Land. (ed. 2) 309 Breathing such a tone of mystic
devotion as suggested the Brahminical Nirwana.

b. trans/, o*fig.
1895 BALFOUR Foundations Belief 64 The very Nirvana of

artistic imagination, without desire and without pain. 1902
LINESMAN Words Eyewitness 341 Universal peace !..isa

Nirvana unattainable until after the death of the weary,
yearning bodies who desire it.

Hence Nirva-nic a., of the nature of Nirvana.

1893 E. F. BENSON Six Common. Things 73 In spite of the

nirvanic remoteness of its nature, it is not troubled by human
emotions.

Nis, sb. Also nisse, nys. [a. Da. and Sw.

nisse.] In Scandinavian folk-lore, a species of

brownie or friendly goblin which frequents barns,

stables, and other buildings.
1833 KEIGHTLEY Fairy Myth. I. 222 The Nis is the same

being that is called Kobold in Germany, Brownie in Scot
land. 1855 BAILEY Mystic, etc. 147 Nisses, Noks, Kobolds,
Kelpies, Norns, and Trolls. 1865 WHITTIER Kallundborg
Church 28 The Neck and the Nis gave no reply.

t Nis, is not : see NE and BE v. A. I. 3. Obs.
c 825 ISesp. Psalter iii. 3 Nis haelu hire in deo hire, c 888

K. /ELFRED Boeth. v. 3 Hit nis giet se tima. c 975 Rushw.
Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 6 Nis he her forbon Jje he aras. c 1000

^ELFRIC Gram. (Z) 227 Nis hit swa ? Hit nis. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 23 Hit nis nan wunder. c 1200 ORMIN 6181 Inn all

Jiatt niss nan sinne. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 282 t&amp;gt;er nis bot a
Godd. a 1300 K. Horn 13 Fairer nis non pane he was.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 907 Nis

&&amp;gt;er
non so bald. 1362 LANGL.

P. PI. A. I. 34 Al nis not good to the gost that the bodi

lyketh. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xx. 68 He and
1 cure herte nis but one. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. i. in

Ashm. (1652) 13 This Science n is holy in effect. 1579
SPENSER Shfph. Col. June 19 Those hilles where harbrough
nis to see. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia m. (1724) II. 714 No
thing can endure where order n is. [1634 W. CARTWRIGHI

Ordinary IV. ii, I nis not Edmond Ironside, God wot.]

t Nisbetry, obs. variant of NASEBERRY.
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 200 The NisberryTree.

Nise, obs. form of NICE a.

Niset : see NVLET and NYSOT.

Nisewurt, variant of NEEZEWOBT Obs.

Nisey, Nisi, varr. of NIZEY a fool. Obs.

II Nisi (nai-sai). Law. [L. nisi unless.] A
limiting term added to such words as decree, order,

or rule, to indicate that these are not absolute or

final, but are to be valid or take effect unless some
cause is shown, or reason arises, to prevent this.

(Cf. quots. 1860 and 1872.)
1836 SMART s.v. Nisiprius, A rule nisi is a rule iinless, i. e.

unless cause be shown to the contrary, as distinguished from

a rule absolute. 1860 Act 23 & 24 I ict.c. 144 7 Every
Decree for a Divorce shall in the first instance be a Decree

Nisi, not to be made absolute till after the Expiration of

such Time not less than Three Months . ., as the Court shall

by General or Special Order from Time to Time direct.

1872 WILL If barton s Laiu Lex., Decree Nisi .. remains

imperfect for at least six months. 1877-9 SETON Decrees

(ed. 4) I. p. xxvi, Order nisi for Claimant to appear. 1883
Law Rep. ii Q. B. Div. 591 An order nisi was afterwards

obtained for a new trial, on the ground of misdirection.

Nisinge, variant of NEEZING iibl. sb.

II Nisi prius (nsi-sai prsi tfs). Law. Also

8 nisi prise. [L. nisi prius, unless previously.
The significance of the phrase is thus explained by
Blackstone, Comm. (1768) III. 59:

All causes commenced in the courts of Westminster-hall

are by the course of the courts appointed to be there tried,

on a day fixed in some Easter or Michaelmas term, by a jury
returned from the county, wherein the cause of action arises ;

but with this proviso, nisi prius justitiarii ad assisas

capicndas venerint ; unless before the day prefixed the

judges of assise come into the county in question.
1

In the second statute of Westminster (1285) 30, by which
the system was instituted, only the word nisi is used. The

following is an early example of the full phrase :

1297 Coram Rege Roll m. 5 dorso (1898) 30 Ideo Vice-

comes habeat corpora omnium coram Rege ad prefatum
terminum &c. Nisi prius R. le Brabanzon vel G. de Roubyr
vel eorum alter si prius ad partes illas &C.J

1. A writ directed to a sheriff commanding him

to provide a jury at the Court of Westminster on

a certain day, unless the judges of assize pre

viously come to the county.
[1347-48 Rolls ofParlt. II. 214/1 William de Thorp & ses

Compaignons ne voillent granter le Nisi prius saunz garaunt
deGraunt Seal. Ibid., Degrantier Briefde Nisi prius. 1443-

44.Dr/i./37./?0/&i85Quoddam breve vocatumNisi prius.]

1495 Act ii Hen. F//c. 24 4 Nisi prius shalbe graunted

by discrecion of the Justices upon the distres. 1535 l- ita-

herbert s Natura Brev. (1544) 183 b, A wryt of Nisi prius. . .

This wryt is Judycyall and lyeth in case when thenquest
is panel and retourned afore the Justices of y banke. 1596

BACON Max. ff Use Cam. Law i. (1630) 24 Of which words

the writ is called a Nisi prius.

b. The clause, in such a writ, which is intro

duced by these words.

,543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII c. 6 2 Everie firste Writte of

habeas corpora or distringas with a Nysi Prius delivered of

Recorde to the Sherief. 1768 BLACKSTONE Ctmm. III. 353

Therefore it was enacted by statute Westm. 2. .that aclause

of nisi prius should be inserted in all the aforesaid writs of

venirefacias.
C. The authority or commission to try causes

conferred by this clause on justices of assize.

1596 BACON Max. f, Use Com. Laiv i. (1630) 24 The Judges
..by their Commission of Nisi prius have authority [etc.].

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 59 The. .authority. .of nisi

prius, which is a consequence of the commission of assise.



NISKET.

2. An action tried under a writ of this kind.

[1347 Rolls of ParIt. II. 195/1 Sur quoy le dit Priour. .ad

suy plusours Nisi prius devant mons William de Shareshull
& autres Justices.] 1468 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 18 As
touching your nisi prius against Fulbaron. 1498-9 Ibid.

134, I understand William Babthorp will have a nisiprius
at this next assizes. 1533 CROMWELL in Merriman Life fy

Lett. (1902) I. 359 The tryall of the saide Nisiprius. 1596
BACON Max.^fy Use Com. Law \. (1630) 23 These Nisi Prius

happen in this sort. 1607 MIDDLE-TON Phoenix n. iii. Fa b,
Take heede I bring you not to a Nisi prius, sir. 1714 GAY
What dye call it \. i, You ruined my poor Uncle at the
Sizes, And made him

pay_ nine Pounds for Nisiprises.
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, liv, He had suffered a nisi prius
through the obstinacy of the defendant.

3. The trial or hearing of civil causes by the

judges of assize
; court-business of this kind.

Hence Cause, Court
,Justice, etc., of Nisi Prius.

[1347 Rolls ofParlt. II. 186/2 En quel suite Sire Alayn de
Asch

, Baron de la dit Escheqer, si ad este deux feitz per le

Nisi Prius a Seint Martin graunt.] 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII
c. 6, An Acte concerninge thapparaunce ofJurors in the Nisi
Prius. 1385 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. ui. IV. 57 The Lordes
Chief Justices of either Benche do twise a weeke attend

upon Nisi Prius for London and Middlesex. 1396 BACON
Max. $ Use Coin. Law i. (1630) 23 A Commission to take
Nisi Prius directed to none but to the Judges themselues
and their Clerkes of Assizes. 1679 Trials Green, ttc.for
Murder of Sir E. Godfrey 87 No Brother, I am to sit at
Nisi prius this Afternoon, and tis time we broke up the
Court. 1709 London Gaz. No. 4508/3 A Postea, or Record of
Nisi Prius, between Morris, Plaintiff, and Jordan,Defendant.
1793 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 13/1 The commission for opening
the assizes.. for the trying of criminals, hearing causes of
Nisi prius and for a general gaol delivery. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI. 241/1 The judges of assize. .when sitting alone
to try causes.. are said to be sitting at Nisi Prius. 1863
Daily Tel. 24 Aug., The learned Serjeant drew an affect

ing picture, in the true style of nisi prius, of the happy
results which would flow from the training ship. 1889
GRATTAN. Memory s Harkback 135 Thus his legal life had
been passed in Nisi Prius he was quite a stranger to

Chancery practice.

4. attrib. as Nisi Priiis clause, coztrt, glory, laugh,

-office (1708), record^ sitting.
1843 Encycl. Metrop. XXI. 190/1 In Trials at Bar, which

are actually conducted in the Court at Westminster, the
*Nisi Prius clause is omitted, a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii.

1 18 (1740) 94 The
*
Nisiprius Courts, for Civil Trials. 1867

Hampshire Chron. g Mar., This case concluded the business
ofthe Nisi Prius Court. 1852 DISRAELI Ld. G. Bentinckz-jj
Scarlett himself in the days of his *nisi prius glory had never
shown more adroitness. 1841 LEVER C. O Malley Ixviii, A
cunning leer of his eye, and a certain *nisi-prius laugh.
1848 WHARTON Law Lex.&amp;gt;

*Nisi prius record, an instru
ment in the nature of a commission to the Judges at nisi

prins for the trial of a cause. 1864 Chamb. Encycl. VI.

777/1 The *nisi prius sittings are the jury sittings,

tWi sket. Obs. rare
~1

. (See quot.)
1725 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 264 The Whale.,

got the Fluke into her Nisket, or the Orifice of the Uterus,

t Wist, for ne wist, knew not : see NE and
WIT v. Forms: i, 4-5 nyste, 1-2, 4 neste, 2-5
nuste, 3-4 niste, 4-5 nist, nyst. PI. i nyston
(-fton), 2 nesten, nusten, 2, 4nysten, 4nisten.
c 823 Ve$p. Psalter Ixxii. 22 Ic to nowihte xebeged earn &

ic hit nyste. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxviii. i Hi nyston
naenne oSerne god on baene timan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 79
Nass beet na ba:t he nyste hwaet se bhnda wplde. 1:1x75
Lamb. Horn. 93 His wif . . nuste hwet hire were ilumpen wes.
a 1200 Moral Ode 229 (Trin. Coll. MS.), Ic wille seggen hit

bo be hit hem self nesten. c 1230 Halt Meid. 59 Ha nuste
hwuch wei ha come beneward. a. 1300 K. Horn 276 pe
stuard . . nuste what to do. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 246 He nist it

whom to wite. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xin. 25 There I say
a maistre ; what man he was I neste. 1390 GOWER Conf. I.

313 Thei nysten what fortune abide. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) 52 She astoyned. .Was that she nyst what
she myght seye.

Nist(e dial, forms of NICE a.

II Nisus (n3i-sz&amp;gt;s). [L., noun of action f. niti to

strive, endeavour.] Effort, endeavour, impulse.
1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 177 This condition of motion

being chang d, there is a lesser Nisus. 1741 MONRO Anat,
Nerves (ed. 3) 34 This Nisits of the Mind to free the Body.
1752 HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1809) II. 476 No animal can put
external bodies in motion without the sentiment of a nisus
or endeavour. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, fy Eng. I. 39
Species and their varieties seem to have been produced by
an inward nisus. 1899 A llontt

s_
Syst. Mcd. VI 1 1. 248 When

the nisus of web-spinning dominates the spider, when the
nisus of nest-building dominates the bird.

Nit, sb. Forms : a. i hnitu, 4 nite, 5 nyte ;

4-5 nete, 7 neet. Q. 4-6 nytte, 5-6 nitte,
6 nyt, 7-8 nitt, 8 knit, 6- nit. [OE. hnitu fern. =
MDu. nete, nette (Du. neet), MLG. nete, neyt,

nette, nit, OHG. niz (MHG. nify ni%%e, G. niss,

nisse) : cf. ON. gnit (Norw. gnit, knit, Sw. gnet,

Da..ffnid, Icel. nit). Outside of Teutonic related

forms appear in Russ. and Pol. gnida, Czech

knida, and Gr. KoviS-, worts.]
1. The egg of a louse or other insect parasitic on
man or animals ; the insect itself in a young state.

o. -825 Epinal Gloss. 590 Lendina^ hnitu. c 1000 Sax.
Leechd. I. 364 Hnite & wyrmas on wej to donne 5e on
cildum beoo. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 651 And bou forth

bringes of bi-self here Nites, lyse, and other vermyn sere.

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 226 Woman in the seyme syketh
the nete. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.R. xvii.xxii. (Tollem.

\

MS.), It..amendeb and dob awey nites and ober unclen-
nesse of be heed, c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 642 Hec
lens, nyte. [So c 1475 ibid. 767.] 1481 CAXTON Reynard
(Arb.) 79 She can wel pyke out lyce and netis [Du. neten]
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out of mens hedis. 1638 SHIRLEY ftlart. Soldier
ry.

in
Bullen O. PL I. 236 There sits my wife kombing her haire,. .

all the Neets in t are Spiders.
ft. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 255/1 A Nitte ; tinea capitis cst. 1493

Festial (W. de W. 1515) 174 Of trees cometh leves, floures,
and fruyte, and of the lyce, nyttes, and fieen. 1547 BOORDE
Brev. Health cclxxiii. 91 There be .iiii. kyndes, whiche be to

say, head lyce, body lyce, crabbe lyce, and nits. 1573
Tt SSER Husb. (1878) 58 Let season be drie when ye take
them to house, for danger of nittes, or for feare of a louse.

1607 TOPSELL Fpur-f. Beasts (1658) 191 Goats are not
troubled with Lice or Nits, but only with Tickes. 1664
PEPYS Diary 18 July, Thence to Westminster to my
barber s, to have my Periwigg he lately made me cleansed
of its nits. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. v. Ixiii. 290
Inferior silk has many nits and coarse stuff sticking to the
threads. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. I. (1818) 84 Their
nits or eggs are not hatched till the eighth day after they
are laid. 1844 STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 152 The egg or
nit is pear-shaped, and may be seen attached to the hairs.

1884 Med. Ann. 44/2 Dilute Acetic acid destroys the pediculi
and dissolves the nits. ^
Comb. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp, i. 160 The scold..

stretched up her hands with her two thumb-nails in the

Nit-cracking posture.

.-/%&quot;
J8z7 HOOD Craniology 34 The science thus to speak

in fit Terms having struggled from its nit.

t b. A gnat, or small fly. Obs. rare.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health\yfi A nytte or a flye comming
vnto a mannes mouth, when he doth take in his breth.

1684 OTWAY Atheist \. i, The Nits dance about on t like
Atoms in the Sun-shine.

t 2. Applied to persons in contempt or jest. Obs.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. w. i. 150 And his Page, ..Ah

heauens, it is [a] most pathcticall nit. 1596 Tain. Shr. iv.

iii. no Thou Flea, thou Nit, thou winter cricket thou.
c 1600 DAY Begg. Bednall Gr. iv. iii, Strowd, y are a Nit, a
Slave and a Pessant. 1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg.
Mart. ii. iii, And so, sweet nit, we crawl from thee. 1632
BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. xiv. (ed.4) 121 They are. .nitts

and flies compared to his inexorable and supercilious,
eminent and arrogant worship.
3. In phr. as dead as a nit.

i789\VoLCOT (P. Pindar) Snbj.for Painters Wks. 1812
II. 191 Dead in a minute as a Nit. 1838 THACKERAY Fash.
F. Wks. 1900 XIII. 254 Down he fell as dead as a nit.

1874 T. HARDY Far fr. Mad. Crowd xxi, [The sheep] will
all die as dead as nits.

f Nit, a. Obs. rare . (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nift wine that is brisk, and

pour d quick into a Glass,

t Nit, v. Obs. rare. ff. NIT sbj]
1. intr. To pore carefully over a book.
1596 NASHE Saffron l\7alden 15, I haue here tooke the

paines to nit and louze ouer the Doctours booke. 1602 wid
Pt. Return fr. Parnass. i. ii. 149 Would it not grieue any
good spiritt to sit a whole moneth nitting over a lousie

beggarly Pamphlet ?

2. To deposit nits. rare~l
.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 596 Bugs.. harbour in Bed
steads, Holes and Hangings, Nitting and breeding as Lice
do in Clothes.

!N&quot;it, obs.pa. pple.of KNIT, v., pa. t. of NITE v. Obs.

Witch (nitj), sb. rare. Also 8 nich(e. [Of
obscure origin : cf. NICK sb. and NOTCH sb.] A
slight break, notch, or incision.

1726 in Lowson J. Gwdfollviu (1890) App. 282 The De
ponent afterward having seen the sword . . perceived a nitch
in it. 1726 MONRO Anat. 80 Frequently a Hole is found on
one Side, and a Niche [1741 Nich] on the other. 1741 Ibid.
(ed. 3) 28 Niches [1782 Nitches\ or Notches, small Breaches
in the Bone. [1839 HOLLOWAY Diet. Prov. s.v. Nichilled,
One piece, .has an incision made in it, but none cut out :

this is called Nitch.]

Witch, var. of KNITCH, bundle
;
NICHE sb.

Nitch. (nitj), v. rare. [Prob. for knitch (re
corded in this sense in Scottish dial, use) : see
KNITCH

sb.&quot;\
trans. To unite or connect together ;

to fix together, truss.

1824 LANDOR Imag. Cony.) Abbt Delille fy Landor\. 274
One of the beauties at which Boileau aimed, was the nitch-

ing of several names together in a verse, without any other
word. 1880 CARNEGIE Pract. Trap. 10 Bend one hind leg,
and make a slit behind the bone, place through this the
other leg, nitch this one at the back of the knee, and the
rabbit is ham- strung.

f Witch, obs. variant of NICHE v. 4.
1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen III. iii. 35 Nicely adapted

to her place in society, to nitch and notch in, and to be of
no sort of value out of it.

Witched, obs. variant of NICHED ///. a.

t Wite, sb. Obs. rare
-l

.
[f.

the vb.] Denial.
c 1375 Cursor M. 23532 (Fairf.), If bou wille

|K&amp;gt;U

salle be
lite, ne sal her be ber-to na nite \alteredfrom lite].

t Nite, &amp;gt;. Obs. north, and Sc. Forms : 4 nite,

5 nyt, 4-6 nyte, 6 nyit. Pa. t. 4 nit, nitt(e,
5 nyt. Pa. pph. 4-5 nite, 5 nytit. [a. ON.
nita, related to neita : see NAIT z*.

2
]

1. trans. To deny (a statement, etc.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 883 AI J?at i sai mai sco noght nite.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 50 Sain Jon him prophet nitte,And said,

prophet nan am I. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints viii. (Philip) 66

[Ebionites] f&amp;gt;at
throw wikit heresy nyttis, pat Criste had

suthfaste flesche as man. a 1400 Burgh Laws xxxviii.

(Sc. Rec. Soc.) 1. 19 Gif he nytis it and theplayntyfe have
na wytnes, than the tothir sail clenge hym. c 1470 Gol. $
Gmu. 899 His name and his nobillay wes noght for to nyte.
absol. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 70 Is nane bot dame Natur,

I bid nocht to nyte, Till accuss of this calse. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. I. 208 Now at this tyme, I bid nocht for to nyit,
On the he lais the haill caus and the wyit.
2. To deny, abjure (a person). Also absol.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15997 Quen he had nite his lauerd thris,

NITHER.
he did him-seluen knau. Ibid, iqne aid mm-seluen knau. ibid. 19093 His sun..Yee suak
and nitt be-for pilate. Ibid. 20871 Nitand he [Peter] fell,

wepand he ras. Cfyj$Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Matkias) 401
pane, for he Criste nyt wald nocht, In-to bare consale

[&amp;gt;ai

byme brocht.

b. To repudiate (an obligation, etc.).
^ 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nicholas) 807 pane be cristine

mane vnwise..Nyt his det al wtrely.
3. To refuse (a request) to one.
c 1325 Metr. Horn. 137 Yef he the silc askinges nite.

c
3.75 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Mac/tor) 1027 Fra quham he

askit forgewine, & he had nytit hym his askine. a 1400-50
Alexander 1460 He had nite him a nerand no^t bot o new
time. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis ix. v. 164 Thy commancemeiit
..Is sadouchty I may the nyte na thing.
b. To refuse to do a thing.

c T37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Lawrence) 319 pane laurens
cane nyt opinly Til fats godis to sacryfy.

t !N&quot;iten, for ne witcn know not : cf. NOT v.

&amp;lt;r888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xiv. 3 pffit is J?ara monna unbeaw
}&amp;gt;a-t

hi niton hwast hie sen. ^975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. xxi.

27 pa onswarade to baem ha;lende & cwasdun, niton we.
a izoo Moral Ode 240 (Trin. Coll. MS.), Nabbe3hie none
lisse ; Niten hweSer hem doo1

wers.

t Ni tency
1
. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *nitentia,

f. ppl. stem 01 niti : cf. Nisus.] Impulse.
1661 BOYLE Spring of Air (1682) 93 Those Zones will

have a strong Nitency to flie wider open. 1693 J. BEAUMONT
On Burnet s The. Earth ii. 105 The native Nitency of the
Waters, .would much more strongly repel any Waters there
rais d above their level. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat, (1834)
I. 545 They talk of the tendencies and nitencies. .of bodies.

K~rtency^. rare~. [ad. L. type *nitentia,
; f. nitent~\ see next.] Lustre; clear brightness.

i?5S JOHNSON [hence in later Diets.].

t Ni tent, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. nitent-em, pres.

j
pple. of nitere to shine.] Shining, lustrous.
1616 J. LANE Contn. Sgr. s T. xii. 309 A blacke horse,

1

nitent as the iett. 1657 TOMLINSON Renotfs Disp. 234
i

Whose branches are of a nitent black colour.

Hence f Nrtently adv^ brightly. Obs. 1

1^57 TOMLINSON Renous Dtsp, 409 Inform of a powder
I

very nitently red.

tNi ter. Obs.
- 1

[f. NITE v. + -EU l.] A denier.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20870 Petre was. .luuer o lauerd, alsua

niter. Nitand he fell, wepand he ras.

!N&quot;iter, obs. form of NITRE.

t Nrterated, Kl-terous, obs. varr. of NI
TRATED, NITROUS.
1605 TIMME Quersit. i. v. 19 Such salts chymists call salt-

niter or niterous salts. 1678 SALMON Pharm. Land. vi. viii.

. 834 The burning a matter to As!ies..by the help of Niter,

l

as in the making of the Niterated Salt of Tartar.

Ni*t-grass. Bot. [f. NIT sb] A species of

grass, so called from its small nit -like flowers.

1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. 184 Gastridiitm. Nit-

grass. 1838 BENTHAM Hdbk. Flora 585 Awned Nitgrass...
Britain, only in southern England.

iNTith, obs. form of NIGHT.
t Nith(e, sb. Obs. Forms : 1-3 mtf, nip, 3

nyS, nih, 4 nith(3), nyth, niht, nigh ; 3-4 nijje,

nithe, 3-5 nype, 4-5 nythe. [OE. nttt
t nip

masc. = OP&quot;ris. nith, nyd, OS. nfa
t MDu. nijd^

nijt (Du. nijd), MLG. ntd, nit (hence MSw.
niidh, niith, Da. nid), OHG. nith, nid, nit (MHG.
ntd-, nit, G. mid}, ON. /5 neut. ( satire, libel ),

Goth, neip neut. The stem may be the same as
that of L. niti to

strive.^ Envy, malice, hatred.

c8z5 Vesp. Psalter
yii.

10 SiefornumenniSSearasynfuIra.
a 900 CYNEWULF Christ 1669 Daer is. .sib butan ni5e haljum
on gemonge. 971 Blickl. Horn. 171 pa woldan hie on
ecnesse haele & trume wi5 deofla nibum. a 1122 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086 Ac he [wses] swa sti5, |wet he
ne rohte heora eallra ni5. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 19 r

Swo haueS J?e deuel ni5 and onde to men. a 1250 Owl fy

Night. 417 Hit is for Hne fu le nij?e, pat ^u ne mi^t
mid us bo blibe. c 1275 LAY. 3934 Beine in ni^e and

hpnde wonede in
J&amp;gt;isse

londe. a 1300 Cursor M. 1069 Vntil
his brober nith he bare. 1338 R. BRUNNE C/tran.(iSio) 237
Leulyn. .werred also tite on him with nyth & onde, a 1425
Cursor M. 23279 (Trin.), po bat euer had

wra{&amp;gt;|&amp;gt;e
& ny^e,

And wib bacbytyng wolde kipe.
Comb* Beowulf^194 Nydwracu nibgrim. Ibid. 683 peah

Se he rof sie nibjeweorca. c xsoo ORMIN 13677 purrh whall
he fell offheffne dun Inntill nib hellepine. 1205 LAV. 7116
SeoScSen come Normans mid heore ni5 craft e.

t Nithe, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. Cf. MDn.
niden, nyden, MLG. ntden, ntten (hence MSw.
nidhd), OHG. nidSn, niden (G. neiden), ON. ntta

(to satirize).] a. trans. To envy, hate (a person).
b. intr. To feel envy.
c 1250 Gen. Sf Ex. 1521 Ni5ede Sat folk him fet wel, And

deden him flitten hise ostel. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxvi. 8
Elinne fra wreth, and lete breth swijse ; pat |&amp;gt;ou

be li^red,
nil bou nibe.

Nipe, obs. form of NINTH.
Wither (ni Saj), v. Obs. exc. north, dial, and

Sc. Forms : a. I nii5erian,ny1Serian ) (h)nitSrian )

2 nytheren (2-3 niperen, 3 nipprenn), J- Sc.

and north, nither ;
6 Sc. nydder, 8 nidder.

0. 3 neotSerien, 5, 7 Sc. and north, nether, 7 Sc.

nedder. [OE. niSerian, etc. (also gfniSerian)
=

OFris. (Jor]nedria, MDu. ned(t)ren, nideren,
MLG. ned(jt]eren, OHG. nideren, (gi)nidiran,
etc. (MHG. nideren, -ern, G. niederen, -erri), ON.
mSra (Norw. nedra, Sw. -nedra, Da. -nedre), f.

Differ, niper, NETHER adv. 2
] trans. To bring or
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WITHERING.

thrust down, to bring low, abase, humble, oppress,

straiten, etc. (Also, in OE., to condemn.)
a. f 815 Vesp. Psalter xciii. 21 [Hie] zehefta5 in sawle 5es

rehtwi&amp;gt;an, & blod unscedende niSerinS. 900 Judith 113

Gsest ellor hwearf under neowelne naes & oaer genyfSerad
wsts. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xiv. ii Ejhuelc seSe hine

ahebbaS jehniSrad bi&amp;lt;5 [ciooo biS ^enyberud, cn6o byS
xenyjwrea]. anxz O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. noo
Codes cyrcean he nyoerade, t nyS Lamb. Horn. 117 Swa
he biS eft inibered on ban neobemest pinan. cxzooORMiN

8032 pe labe gast Ay nibbreb^ Godess genge. ^1205 LAY.

25235 Ini5ered wuroe be ilke mon be ber to nule helpen.

1513 DOCGLAS /EneU vnt. viii. 41 On ?onder syde ar the

Rululianis rude, Nyddris our boundis. 1605 Aberd. Reg.

(1848) II. 276 Thay rind not on He the Kingis gett to be

nithered but also the aforesaid choip to be ane_ gryt..

preiudice to the gett. 17. . RAMSAY Genty Tibby iii, We re

obliged to nither Our spacious sauls immense desires.

1768 Ross Hclenore \. 46 Sair are we nidder d, that is what

ye ken. 1813 PICKKN in Harp of Renfreiush, uSig) Pref. 71

Winter nithers a below. 1876 W. Yorks. Gloss, s.v., I am
nithered with cold.

ft. c 1205 LAY. 5152 Heo commen in to ben lond and

neo5erien ba leoden. c 1450 HOLLAND Ho^vlat 57 My neb

is netherit as a nok, I am bot ane Owle. Ibid. 105, I am
netherit ane Owll thus be Natur. 1603 Prophecies (Bann.

Cl.) 28 Noroway hath neddcred them and to neede brought.

1691 RAY N. C. Words 52 .\etherd, starved with Cold.

Hence Nrthering vbl, sb.

cgoo tr. Bydas Hist. iv. xiii. [xvii] (1890) 302 He hi fram

yrmbum ecre nyberunge. .generede. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp.
Luke x. 19 Ic salde iuh mseht henisaes vet hnuSrunges

\Rnshw. nidrunge] on-ufa nedruin. a noo in Napier O. E.

Glosses 1.1864 /J&amp;gt;&amp;lt;r/r7 W/tf,niberunga. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce

xix. 155 That on na wyss suld 1 Giff consaill till hys

nethring. 1599 Aberd. Rt$. (1848) \\.\ty They had com-

mittit purpresture in niddering of the kingis commoun gett,

and sawing of cornis theirvpon.

Wither, obs. form of NEITHER.

TfiJ&amp;gt;er(e, ni$er(e : see NETHKE a. and adv.

Nithertale, variant of NIGHTERTALE Obs.

t Nrthiul, a. Obs. Forms: 1-3 niB-, nip-,

3 nyp-, niht-, 4 nithful. [f. NITH^E sb. + -FUL.

Cf. G. neidvofl.] Envious, malicious.

c 1000 /KLFRIC Horn. I. 606 .rfcfre bi3 se nidfulla wunixende
on ?;edrefednysse. c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 57 Prud ne

wreiere ne beo bu noht, Ne niSful in bi boht. a 1225 Ancr.

R. 404 po beo niSfule Giws ofTreden ure Louerde Jis sure

pre^^ent o rode, c izso Gen. fy Ex. 1917 Do wex her hertes

niSful & bold, a 1300 Cursor M. 23750 pe flexs es ai to

filthes fus, pe werld nithful and couatus. Ibid. 27658 Nith
ful man he luues lest be quilk he wat es dughtiest.

Nitllilig (nai Sirj). Now only arch, or Hist.

[a. ON. ni^ing-r (MSw. nidhingr^ Norw., Sw.,
and Da. niding\ f. ni9 NITH(E sb. Cf. MHG.
ntdinci G. neiding^\
1. A vile coward ;

an abject or despicable wretch ;

a villain of the lowest type.
See also NIDDERISG, NIDDERLING, and NIDISG. The OE.

negative form minfSing, of which two examples are given

below, corresponds to an ODa. jintyin?r, which occurs on a

runic stone (of the early part of the nth cent.) found in 1905
at Aarhus in Denmark, An Edgarus dictus Unniping is

also named in Dugdale s Monast. AngL V. 400.

?aiooo in Liebermann Gesetze Ang. 392 Walreaf is ni5-

inges dxde. c 1050 O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. 1049 Se cing
ba & call here cweedon Sweden for nifiing. ^1125 WILL.
MALMESB. Gesta Regum (Rolls) II. 362 Jubet, ut com-

patriotas advocent ad obsldionem venire, nisi si qui velint

sub nomine NiSing, quod nequam sonat,remanere. Angli,

qui nihil miseriusputarent quam hujusce vocabuli dedecore

aduri, catervatim ad regemconfluunt. [Cf. O.K. Chron. an.

1087 peet a;lc man be wa;re uiiniSingsceoIdecunian to him.]
c 1205 LAY. 30389 \Vur3e for ni5ing be mon be nule hine

sturien. a 1300 J\. Horn 196 banne spak be gode kyng. I-

wis he nas no Nibing. [1674 BLOUNT Glossogr., Nithing, a

Coward, Sluggard, or Out-law.] 1861 PEARSON Early Mid.

Ages Eng. 164 The rebel was now proclaimed a nithing .

Ibid. 294 All who failed to appear were branded as nithings
or craven, and disgraced for life. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cone/.

II. vii. (1877) 104 The king and the army publicly declared

the murderer to be Nithing. 1876 Ibid. V. xxiii. 77 The
shameful name of nithing was to be the doom of every man
. . who failed to obey this summons of his lord.

f 2. A mean or miserly person : a niggard. Also

in comb, meat-nithing (
= ON. matni8ingr\ one

who gives food grudgingly. Obs.

01150 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. CXVII. 22 and 25

Mnnificus (t. largus)..non parcus^ unniding.
a 1200 Moral Ode 234 (Trin. Coll. MS.), An helle hunger

and burst, .bos pine bolie&amp;lt;5 bo b ware meteni^inges here.

ci2$o Kent. Serm. in O.E.Misc.jp Ure lord..nabbeb..
maked of bo euele manne good man,, .of be lechur chaste,
of be nibinge large. 13. . K. Alls. 2054 The large geveth ;

the nythyng lourith, 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6723

pat bey ne be no nythyng Of here mete, ne of here byng.
1340 Ayenb. 109 pe milde .. lovieb an hondred zibe more
poverte banne pe nibing deb his richesse. 1426 AUDELAV
Poems 16 He ys a nythying, a no^t, a negard.
attrib. c 1250 Gen. ,5- Ex. 3432 He bad him chesen steres-

men ..Se soo-fastnesse lef ben, And Se ni&ing giscing flen.

f-b. Used predicatively : Niggardly, sparing.
01300 Cursor M. 28741 For quat es bat spense mai he

nithing bar be lauerd es fre [Colt. Galba what nede es bat be

spenser be nithing of bat be lord es fre.] 1450 MVRC 1285
Hast thou be hard and nythynge, To wythholden any
thynge ? 1674 RAY N. C. Words 34 Nithing, much valuing,

sparing of, as Nithing ofhis pains : i.e. Sparing of his pains.

3. Nithing-post, or stake
&amp;gt;

a post or stake set up
as a form of insult to a person.
An inexact rendering of ON. nfSstSng.

18^7 BLACKWELL in Percy Mallet s North. Antiq. 155
Setting up what was called a Nithing-post or Nithing-stake.

1863 JANE SEWELL Christian Names II. 277 In the North

162

such a pole was called a nithing post. 1890 W. MORRIS in

Eng. Illastr. Mag. Sept. 894 His head on our hall-gable
should be to us a nithing-stake, and a tree of reproach.

1 Ni thinghead. Obs. rare- 1
, [l.

NITHING

sb.] Niggardliness, miserliness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27842 O couaitise..cums. .eredines and

nithinghede, to be o goddes gyft to gnede.

Nithsdale (ni-fsd^ lj. Now only Hist. Also

8 Nithis-. [f. the name of the Countess of Niths

dale, who enabled her husband to escape from

the Tower in 1716 by disguising him in a riding-

hood.] A large riding-hood worn in the i8th c.

1719 D URFEY Pills II. 321 &quot;Pis call d a Nithisdale, since

Fame Adorn d a Countess with that Name. Whose Wit

surmounting firmly stood All creatures with a Riding-hood.

1846 FAIRHOLT Costume I. 369 note, Such riding-hoods were

thence called Nithsdales, and continued to he worn after

wards, but principally by elderly women.

Nitid ^ni-tid), a. [ad. L. nitid-us, f. niterc to

shine.] Bright, shining, polished, glossy, in lit.

oifig. senses.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossopr. 1661 H. D. Disc. LHnrg. 5
Sucli an affectation of nitid words and curious phrases. 1671
FLAMSTKKU in Kigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II.

f
114 A

perfect appearance of the sun .. with a most nitid periphery.

1728 THOMSON Spring 30 The nitid Hues Which speck
tliem o er. 1760 LEF. Introii. Bot. III. v. (1765) 183 Nitid,

bright ; when the smoothness of the Leaves causes them
to shine. 1794 MRS. Plozzi Synon. II. 320 Una resembles

a pearl, loveliest in a strong and open daylight, where all

her nitid beauties show most clearly. 1823 SYD. SMTI H
Wks. (1850) 376 Forth from his bill-case this votary of

Plutus took his nitid New-lands. 1851 Beck s Florist 36 The
flowers.. spring from a singularly nitid imbricated spike of

large bracts.

Hence Niti dity, cleanness, brightness, trim-

ness (Blount 1656) ;
Ni-tidoxis a., Bot. having

a smooth and polished surface (Ogilvie 1882).

t Ni tigram, used for EPIGRAM, after NIT sb.

1614 ROWLANDS Fooles Bolt 20 Yet theyle be busie with

their make shift ryme, ..And lay about with lowsie Niti-

grams.

t Ni tor. Obs. Also nitour. [ad. L. nitoi:]

Brightness, brilliance. Also transf.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 527 The Amber. . getteth that

nitour and shining beauty, which we finde to be in it. 1637
POCKLINGTON Altare Christ. 42 Some excellent new Fucus
to restore my complexion to a cleerer nitour. 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles iv. 129 Virtue gives a Nitor, Lustre, Splendor,
Heautie and Glorie to the Soul.

Nitracrol. Chem. [f.
NITRE sb. + ACBOL-EIN.]

(See quot.)
1848 TILLF.Y in Philos. Mag. XXXIII. 82 Nitracrol.

This substance was discovered by Redtenbacher among the

products of the action of nitric acid on choloidinic acid. ..

When tenanthol is distilled with nitric acid, nitracrol is found
. .mixed with fatty acids and dissolved in nitric acid.

Nitragill (nai-trad.^in). [irreg. f. NITBATE or

NITROGEN.] A fertilizer consisting of a culture

of bacteria which abstract nitrogen from the air

and transfer it to the tissues of leguminous plants.
1896 AIKMAN in Contcntp. Rev. Aug. 210 Nitragin : an

important advance in the science of agriculture. 1896
Nature 6 Aug. 326/1 To deliver, as an article of commerce,
cultivations of. .bacteria under the name of Nitragin where
with to inoculate.. various leguminous crops.

tNi tral, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

NITRE sb. +

-AL.] Nitrous.

1742 Lond.
&amp;lt;v Country Brnv. in. (1743) 166 Then the

Pores of the Earth are unlocked, and the Aromatic Nitral

Vapours set free.

Nitra niidill. Chem. [AMIDIN.] (See quot.)
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 58 Nitramidin, an explo

sive substance produced by the action of strong nitric acid

upon starch, also called Xyloidin.

Ni trail. Chem. [-AN 2.] (See quot.)
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 58 Nitran, Graham s name

for the radicle NOa which must be supposed to exist in the

nitrates.

Nitraniline (nsitrse nibin). Chem. [f. NITRE
sb. + ANILINE.] Nitro-aniline (seequots.).
1846 MUSPRATT & HOFMAN in Chem.Soc. Mem. III. in

On Nitraniline, a new Product of Decomposition of

Dinitrobenzol. 1866 WATTS Diet. Ckent. IV. 445 Mononi-

trophenylamine or Nitraniline,. .of this base there are two
isomeric modifications, the one called alpha-nitraniline,..
obtained by reducing dinitrobenzene with sulphydic acid ;

the other called beta-nitraniline.

Nitranisic (naitrani-zik), a. Chem. [f. NITRE
sb. + ANISIC a.] Nitranisic acid, a product of anisic

acid (see quots.). So Ultra- niside, Nitrani-si-

dine, Hitra nisol(e. (Now nitro-.}

1852 Ffrwnes Chem. (ed. 4) 597
*Nitranisic acid, a yellow

ish-white, crystalline, sparingly-soluble powder. Ibid.,
*Nitraniside. a resinous body produced by fuming nitric

acid. 1854 Ibid. (ed. 5) 609 Treated with sulphuretted

hydrogen these substances are converted into three organic

bases, anisidine. .,*nitranisidine. ., and binitranisidine. 1857
MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 492 *Nitranisole.. yields a base
termed anisidine.

Nitrate (nai-Wt), sb. Chem. Also nitrat.

[f.
NITKE sb. + -ATE 1 l c, or ad. F. nitrate (1787).]

1. A salt produced by the combination of nitric

acid with a base, or a compound formed by the

interaction of nitric acid and an alcohol, a.

With term specifying the base, as nitrate ofmer

cury, potash, silver, etc.

1794 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 396 Nitrate of mercury
(solution of mercury in nitrous acid) produced a whitish

NITRE.

turbid liquid. 1799 Med. Jml. I. 223 In this [case] the

nitrat of silver has proved of. .singular utility. 1822

IMISON Sci. ti Art II. 89 Nitrate of lime is a very soluble

salt. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 246 Nitrates of potash
and soda have been recommended . . on account of the nitro

gen which they contain, in the form of nitric acid. 1876
HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 253 Nitrate of Bismuth appears
to be insoluble in the animal juices.

b. In generalized use.

1800 tr. Lagrange s Chem. I. 227 Nitrates. The generic
characters of nitrates are [etc.]. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem.

(ed. 3) 11.215 Nitric acid combines with alkalies, earths, and

the oxides of metals, and forms compounds which are called

nitrates. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 771 In.. the

carbonates, and the nitrates, but a single class has been

recognized for each acid. 1872 Fox Ozone 29 Schonbein states

that Nitrites can be changed into Nitrates by Ozone only.

2. ellipt. Potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate,

used as a fertilizer.

1846 BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 35 The produce
of the land treated with nitrate.. did not fetch so high a

price. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 246 The quantity of gluten
is said to be increased by the use of nitrates. 1856 Farmer s

Mag. Jan. ^ Guano, nitrates, and other manuring deposits.

3. attrib. and Comb, as nitrate deposit, solution,

etc. ;
nitrate bath, Photogr. (see quot. 1864).

1796 Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 426 Concentrating by

evaporation the nitrate solution. 1858 T. SUTTON Diet.

Phot. 304 Many of the failures in photographic operations
. . may be traced to the nitrate bath being out

_of
order.

practically inexhaustible. 1883 Pall Mall G. 9 July 5/2

Before long, .the nitrate trade will have expanded.

Nitrate ,nai-tr^it), v. Chem. [See NITRE sb. and

-ATE ::

.]
trans. To treat, combine, or impregnate

with nitric acid.

1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl. 661 The woody fibre thus

purified is nitrated by maceration for some hours in a mix

ture of nitric and sulphuric acid. 1881 Athenxiim 12 Feb.

238/1 On the Position taken by the Nitro Group on nitrat

ing the Dibromotoluenes. 1892 MORLEY & MUIR II alts

Diet. Chem. III. 523/1 Formed by nitrating acridine.

Nitrated (nai-tr/Mted), ///. a. [Cf. prec.]

1. Chemically treated with nitric acid (for nitre).

1805 SAUNDERS Min. Waters 443 Nitrated silver imme-
. diately renders it turbid. 1855 Merc. Mar. Mag. (1858)

! V. 334 A piece of burning nitrated paper is dropped. 1894
! DailyNews 30 Jan. 2/5 A combination of nitroglycerine and

nitrated cellulose.

2. Impregnated with nitre.

1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess, 151 Common salt was also said

to accompany the native nitre. ., yet Klaproth in analysing
this nitrated earth could find none.

3. Manured with nitrate of soda or potash.

1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. II. i. 139 The nitrated wheat

was now observed to be mildewed. IMit. 140 The nitrated

part of the field continued to advance in its deep luxuriant

colour.

Nitratine (nai-tratin). Min. [f.
NITRATE sb. +

-INE 6.] Native sodium nitrate.

1849 NICOL Min. 335, 150,000 quintals of the refined

nitratine were shipped. 1855 Orr s Circ. Set., Geol.,

etc. 539, Nitratine,.. found in crystals in beds several feet

thick, with clay and sand, in the district of Tarapaca in

Peru. 1i*Encycl.Brit. XVI. 396 Nitratine,.. used in the

arts as a substitute for nitre ; but diliquesces in moist air.

Nitration (naitnji-fan). [f.
NITRATE v.] The

process of forming a nitrate or nitro-compound.

1887 Sci. Amer. 20 Jan. 69/2 Treating .. pure cellulose to

a bath of mixed nitric and sulphuric acids in which it under

goes the chemical change known as nitration . 1890 Nature

4 Sept, 442/2 The lower products of nitration of cellulose.

Nitre (nsi-taj), sb. Forms: 5 nytre(e; 6-7,

9 niter, (7 nither, nitour) ; 5- nitre, [a. F.

nitre (I3th c.), ad. L. nitrum, ad. Gr. virpov

(also XiTpov), possibly of Oriental origin: cf. Heb.

in: nether, which in Jer. ii. 22 is rendered by

virpov in the Sept. and nitrum in the Vulgate.

See also NATRON.]
1. fa- Native sodium carbonate; natron. Obs.

(cf. 2 a), b. Potassium nitrate ; saltpetre.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 60 pese medicyns ben com

pound : vreyne of a ?ong man
wi&amp;gt;

nitre \v.r. nytre]. 1491

CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. i. 30/2 The body is

puryfyed and washyd by the Nytree, whyche is a speceof
Salte puryfycatyff. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Jer. ii. 22 1 hough
thou wash thee with nitre \Cov., etc. nitrus] and take thee

muche sope, yet thine iniquitie is marked before me. 1563

HYLL Art Card. (1593) 165 The decoction of the meat of

the Gourde, with a litle honnie and Niter.and that drunke,

doth loose gently the belly. 1617 MORYSON Itin. m. 91

Bohemia abounds with.. Niter, which it is death to carry

out. 1626 BACON Sylva % 83 Snow and Ice especially

I being holpen and their cold activated by nitre. 1684 Phil.

Trans. XIV. 615 When Nitre. .is prescribed, that Nitre

which is an ingredient of Gun-powder is not to be under

stood. 1704 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. (1711) 24 We Kn?w
nothing in Nature that can afford Particles of.. Elasticity

as Nitre does. 1753 Scots Mag. Mar. 147/1 Small doses

of nitre, and the mildest balsamics.. relieved them. 1774

Uses in six-sided pri __,_
112 Brazil produces iron and nitre abundantly.

fix. i6r}B. JONSON Tale Tub \. iii, She s.. all dried earth,

..not a drop of salt, Or petre in her ! All her nitre is gone.



NITRE.

f o. A supposed nitrous element in the air or in

plants. Obs.
1661 SOUTH Serin. Wks. 1823 II. 328 In the rain, it is not

the bare water that fructifies, but a secret spirit or nitre

descending with it. 1676 GREW Anat. PL, Salts PI. (1684)
262 An Essential Salt or Nitre of Plants. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Techn. I. s.v., Some are mighty fond of the Notion of
a Volatile Nitre, which abounds in the Air. 1735 N.
ROBINSON Tit. Physick 60 Frost or Ice arises from the Nitre
of the Air crystallizing the spheres of Water. 1796 H.
HUNTER tr. St. Pierre s Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 482 The nitre,. .

which is diffused through the Atmosphere, is the cause of it.

2. Used allusively : a. In sense I a. in echoes of

Jer. ii. 22, where it is used to render Heb. nether.

1587 in Marprelate Controv. (Arb.) 61 The nitre that
washeth purely, the word of the Lord, must doe it. 1612
T. TAYLOR Titus i. 15 Let them take much snow and nitre,

yet of themselues can they neuer be cleane. 1647 WARD
Simp. Cobler 34 When God shall purge this Land with Soap
and Nitre, Woe be to the Crowne, woe be to the Mitre.

b. In sense I b, with ref. to the use of saltpetre
as an ingredient in gunpowder.
1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Disc.iv. 21. 130 Great flames

kindled from a little spark, fallen into a heap of prepared
nitre. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 937 The strong rebuff of som
tumultuous cloud Instinct with Fire and Nitre, a 1700
DRVDEN Pythag. Philos. 96 If.. clouds, with nitre pregnant,
burst above. 176* FALCONER Shipwr. \\. 49 The guns
were primed ;. .The nitre fired. 1796 BURKE Let. to Nohle.
Lord Wks. VIII. 60 To crystallize into true democratick
explosive insurrectionary nitre.

f3. = NITRATE i. Obs. rare.

1788 Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 381 Nitrous acid, or cu
preous nitre, mixed with iron filings. 1791 [bid. LXXXI.
328 On adding to it 1/400 of a grain of nitre of mercury,
the copper was rendered paler coloured.

4. Cubic nitre, sodium nitrate.

1782 Pk.il. Trans. LXXII. 336 Cubic nitre. 1801

Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) Suppl. I. 367/1 Nitrat of soda. This
salt was called formerly cubic nitre. 1875 Ure s Diet. A rts
III. 417 Our imports of cubic nitre have been as follow.

5. attrib. as nitre-ball, -bed. -crystal, -flame,

-heap, etc. ;
nitre -bush, a species of Nitraria,

a genus of plants so named because first noticed
near Siberian nitre-works.

1.753
BARTLET Gentl. Farriery (1754) 35 The *nitre-balls or

drink may be continued. 1807 AIKIN Diet. Chcm. q- Min.
II, 159/2 In France the *nitre-beds are composed of ni
trous earth from farm-yards, stables, etc. 1839 Nitre-
bed [see NITRIARY]. 1887 MOLONEV Forestry Vv.Afr. 291
*Nitre Bush. .Upper Guinea. 1873 LELAND Egypt. Sketch
Bk. 180 If you will take a *nitre crystal, you will see that
it consists of two pyramids joined at the base. 1637 N.
WHITING Albino

&amp;lt;y
Bellama in Had I .. past through

^Nitre-flames, that belch forth led. 1867 BLOXAM Chem.
416 The *nitre-heaps, which consist of accumulations of
animal and vegetable refuse with limestone, old mortar,
ashes, etc. 1611 FLORIO, Nitraria, a Salt-peter or *Niter-
house. 1873 THOROWGOOD Notes Asthma (ed. 2) 51 *Nitre

paper burnt in the patient s bedroom will prevent the asth
matic attack without awakening him. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
xxxi. x. II. 420 For feare it should resolve againe and melt
in the *nitre pits. 1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 612 The Nitre
Pits grow full of Nitre. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v.

Nitre, There were
jiitre-pits

in Egypt, as there are salt-pits
&quot;nvs 9 Dec. 7/5 The *nitre ships

163

Nitric acid, which is one of the most important of Geber s

discoveries.

attrib. and Comb. 1843 GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xxvii.

338 After a few days we proceeded to the use of nitric acid
i baths. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1529/1 The nitric-acid

furnace consists of a number of parallel . .retorts.

b. Nitric oxide, a colourless gas (formerly also

called nitrous gas or air) obtained by the action
of nitric acid on metals, esp. copper.
1807 T. THOMSON Chem, (ed. 3) II. 134 When nitric oxide

is converted into nitrous oxide by abstracting a portion of
its oxygen. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci, fy Art II. 446

among us. 1896 Daily News 9 ,

commenced discharging to-day. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS
Uj&amp;gt;

Nile viL 178 A series of stagnant *nitre-tanks.

Nitre (nai tsi), v. rare. [f. the sb.] trans.

To treat with nitric acid in the manufacture of

alkali. Hence Ni tring vbl. sb.

t88o LOMAS Alkali Trade 52 But all these points may be
guarded in solid nitreing, by careful work. Ibid. 54 Occa

sionally the chambers are steamed and nitred before the
admission of burner gas.

Nitred (nartaid), ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ED 1

.]

Manured with nitre
;
nitrated.

1841 Jrnl. R. Agrtc. Soc. II. i. 121 The nitred wheat
yielded less than its proportion of flour.

t Ni treous, a. Obs. rare -1
. [ad. L. mtreus,

f. nitrtim NITRE.] Nitrous.

1767 Phil. Trans. LVII. 464 Salt springs, that are im
pregnated with nitreous particles.

Ni triary. rare. [ad. F. nitritre (cf. Sp. ni-

treria, L. nitrdria)-. see NITRE sb. and -ART!.]
An artificial nitre-bed.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 887 In France, Germany, Sweden,
Hungary, etc., vast quantities of nitrous salts are obtained

by artificial arrangements called nitriaries, or nitre-beds.

1892 DANA Syst. Min. (ed. 6) 871 Beds called nitriaries are

arranged for this purpose.. in France, Germany [etc.].

Nitric (nai trik), a. Chiefly Ckem. [ad. F.

nitrique (app. first in acide nitrique, 1787): see

NITRE sb. and -ic.] Of or pertaining to, derived

from, nitre. (In Chem. distinguished from NI
TROUS : see -1C I b.)

1. a. Nitric acid, a highly corrosive and caustic

acid (HNO3), which is usually obtained by treating

potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate with sulphuric

acid, and in its pure state is a clear colourless

liquid with a very pungent smell and acrid taste ;

as used in the arts for dissolving metals, etc., it

is commonly known as aquafortis.
1794 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 421 Nitric acid added to the

solution of that substance in muriatic acid, occasioned a de

composition. 1800 tr. Lagrange*$ Chem. I. 119 This pro

perty of the nitric acid to produce so intense a cold with
ice. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. vi. 135 It is easy to ascertain

whether a rock be calcareous or not, by applying dilute

nitric or sulphuric acid. 1881 ROUTLEDGE Science iii. 63

/1th oxygen when mixed with it.

fttril&amp;gt;._
1821 URE Diet. Chem. s.v. Laboratory, The

diminution produced by the addition of nitric oxide gas.
c. Nitric ether, a compound obtained by the inter

action of ethyl alcohol and nitric acid, also called

ethyl nitrate.
1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) 672 Nitrous, or

rather nilric ether has a strong ethereal odour. .. Its
taste is strong and peculiar ; and us colour slightly yellow.
1831 DAVIES Mat. Jtfeti. 278 Nitric, or rather Nitrous
Kther. .results from the combination of nitrous acid with
alcohol. 1862 MILLEK Klem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) 196 Nitric
ether is a colourless liquid of an agreeable odour.
2. In miscellaneous uses.

1794 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 420 A piece of paper dipped
into this nitric solution. 1808 PIKE Sources Afissis. (1810)
App. 5 A species of salt, . .strongly impregnated with nitric

qualities. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dont. Amnsem. 84 Part of the
nitric solution of mercury. 1871 TVNDALL Frag: Sci. (1879)
I. xiv. 386 The rays, .are intercepted by the nitric gas. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 519 Nitric esters, i.e. real nitrates
formed from alcohols.

Nitride (nai-trgid). Chem. [f. NITRE sb. + -IDE.]A compound of nitrogen with another element or
radical.

1850 T. GRAHAM Chem. (ed. 2) 114 Thus, with the other
elementary bodies,.. Nitrogen forms nitrides, 1858 THU-
DICHUM Urine 46 A solution in nitric acid of the nitride of
the sub-oxyde of mercury. 1881 Nature 6 Oct. 542/1 The
nitride of silicon . . is obtained by the direct union of nitro

gen and silicon.

Nitrifa ction. [f. nitri- as comb, form of
L. nitrum NITKE sb. + -faction -FICATION.] The
formation of nitre.

1860 Knight s Cycl., ft Arts Sci. V. 949/1 Nitrlfaction,
when organic matters containing nitrogen undergo decay
. . a considerable quantity of the nitrogen becomes converted
into a nitrate of the base.

Nitri ferous, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -FF.KOUS.]
Bearing or yielding nitre.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 886 Such caverns exist, .in Ceylon,
where 23 nitriferous caverns are mentioned.

Ni trift:able, a.
[f. NITRIFY a. + -ABLE.]

I Capable of being nitrified.

1841 T. GRAHAM Chem. 456 Nitrifiable rocks are never
entirely destitute of organic matter. 1884 Nature 30 Oct.
645/1 A solution containing a nitrifiable substance. 1892MORLEY & MUIR Waits Diet. Chem. III. 522/1 All nitro
genous substances which yield ammonia by the action of
organisms existing in fertile soils are nitrifiable.

Nitrification (nsi-trifik^-Jan). [a. F. nitri

fication (1797) : see NITRIFY v. and -FICATION.]
1. The process of nitrifying ;

the production of
nitre or nitrates.

18*8-32 in WEBSTER. 1842 T. GRAHAM Chem. 456 The
latest writer upon nitrification is Professor Kuhlmann. 1869
ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 201 The process of nitrification, in
which animal matter.. is exposed in heaps, mixed together
with wood-ashes and lime, to the action of the air. 1884
F. J. LLOYD Sci. Agric. 72 Nitrification causes the hydrogen

j

to be taken away and its place supplied by oxygen.
b. fig. with reference to the use of nitre as !

an ingredient of gunpowder.
1832 Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 92 In this blaze of cordons,

and perpetual glow of homage, what female heart, not
absolutely stone, could resist a little nitrification ?

2. The process of impregnating with nitric acid.
,

1880 Daily News 27 March 5/4 Practically gun-cotton and
nitro-glycerine are the same thing, except that in the one
case it is a liquid and in the other a solid that has been
subjected to the so-called process of nitrification. 1892
GREENER Breech Loader 162 Nitro-explosives are.. made
from pulped wood which after nitrification [etc.].

Nitrify (nartrifai), v. [ad. F. niirt/!er(ijjj):
see NITRE sb. and -FY.]
1. trans. To convert into, impregnate with, nitre

;

to make nitrous.

1828-32 WEBSTER, Nitrify, to convert into nitre. 1872
Fox Ozone 21 It may be said generally, that the direct spark
passing through air nitrifies it. 1885 Trans. Norfolk Nat.
Soc. IV. 18 The special organism which nitrifies ammonia
exists in the surface soil of all fertile land.

2. intr. To turn to nitre
;
to become nitrous.

1884 Nature 30 Oct. 645/1 A thin layer of solution will

nitrify sooner than a deep layer. 1892 MORLEY MUIR
Watts Diet. Chem. III. 521/2 A little vegetable earth which
was known to nitrify easily.

Hence Ni trifled, Ni-trifying///. adjs.
1839 URE Diet. Arts 888 Upon each of the four sides the

nitrifying sheds are to be erected. 1867 BLOXAM Chem.
416 A few inches of the nitrified earth. 1882 Nature XXVI.
102 The. .use of this nitrifying organism is thus apparent.

Nitrile (nsi-tril). Chem. Also -yle, -il. [f.

NITRE sb. + -ILB.] A cyanogen compound of an
alcohol radical, in which the alkyl grouping is

NITRO-.

directly attached to carbon and in which the ni

trogen atom may be regarded as trivalent.

1848 Chem. Gaz. VI. 449 On the Action of Sulphuretted
Hydrogen upon the Nitryles. 1866 ODLING Anitn. Chem.
\\2 In addition to aldehydes and acids, certain nitri les . .have
been obtained by muscle oxidation. 1869 ROSCOE Elem.
Chem. 349 Hydrocyanic is the nitril of formic acid.

attrib. 1857 MILLKR Eletn. Chem., Org. 267 Nicotia :ip-

I&amp;gt;ears
to belong to the class of nitrile bases.

t Wi trine, &amp;lt;?. [f-
NITRE sb. + -JNE *.] Nitrous.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest no Perhaps
the food of Vegetables is neither principally nitrine, nor

dangerously volulile,

Ni trion. Chem.
[f.

NITRE sb. + -ION.] The

I
supposed radical of nitric acid.
1868 MILLKK Klem. Chcm,-, Inorg. (ed. 4) 95 The chlorine

displaces the nitrion .. from the argentic nitrate. Ibid.
, 96 Each atom of nitrion.. requires one atom of a monad
j

metal like potassium to neutralize it.

tWi*trish, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. NITRE sb.+

-ISH 1
.] Impregnated with nitre.

1562 TUKNKR Herbal n. 74 b, The Date tre groweth . for

I

the moste parte in n .saltish or nitrishe ground.
Nitrite (nai-trait). Ckem. [f. NITRE sb. +

\
-ITE 1

4.] A compound produced by the combina
tion of a base or an alcohol with nitrous acid.
1800 tr. Lagranges Chcm. I. 129 This is the reason why

(
chemists do not make nitrites, but only nitrates, with fixed

|

alkalies and nitrous vapour. 1807 T. THOMSON Chcm. (ed.

3)!!, 224 Nitrous acid can exist only combined with a base.

,
The genus of salts which it forms are called nitrites. 1847
Chem. Gaz. V. 76 An aqueous solution of nitrite of ammonia

;

is decomposed by heat into nitrogen and water. 1871
TYNDAI.L Frag. Set. (1879) I. iv. 113 Dry air was permitted
to bubble through the liquid nitrite of butyl.
attrib. 1896 Allbittfs

Sj&amp;gt;st.
Med. I. 892 Emmerich.. ex-

:

plained cholera as a nitrite intoxication.

Nltro- (nai tr^, combining form of G. virpov
\ (as in virpQTTows making nitre), used esp. in a

large number of chemical terms.

a. In many names of acids, denoting the com-

|

bination of nitric with an organic acid, as nitro-

\ benzinic, -butyric, -caprylic, -cinnamic, etc.

Only a few of these combs, are illustrated here.

1845 Chem. Ga r
~. 111.461 Researches on Azobenzide and

*Nitrobenzinic Acid. 1857 MILLER Elem. C/tem.
t Org. 401

Nitric acid converts the butyric into *nitrobutyric acid.

1873 FiTiUiies* Chem. (ed. n) 688 When boiled with nitric

acid, it is converted into *nitro-caprylic acid. 1857 MILLER
p

Elem. Chem.) Org. 477 Nitric acid converts it into *nitro-

,

cinnamic acid. 1868 Fownes 1 Chem. (ed. 10) 663 Fuming
nitric acid dissolves it, forming.. an acid called *nitro-

frangulic acid. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 243/1 A new acid
is formed, which is the *nitrohematic acid. 1858 THLDI-
CHUM Urine 145 It reappears as *nitrohippuric acid in the
urine. 1845 Chcm. Gaz. III. 2 *Nitrolmmic acid is tetra-

basic. 1828-32 WEBSTER, ^Nitroleucic^ designating an
acid obtained from leucine acted on by nitre. 1847 Todifs

i Cycl. Anat. IV. 165/1 A crystalline nitroleucic acid ib

formed. 1850 OGILVIE, *Nitromeconic acid, an acid formed
by the action of strong nitric acid, aided by a gentle heat,
on meconine. Ibid,,

*
Nitronaphthalic acid, an acid ob

tained by the action of alkalies on nitro-naphthalise. 1846
Ckem, Gaz. IV. 237 The *nitrophenesic acid was prepared
by treating pure hydrate of phenyle with nitric acid. 1845
Client. Gaz. III. 229 In this manner *nitrophenissic acid is

obtained in six-sided prisms. 1857 M ILL?R Elem. Chem.,
Orff- 57 1 Carbazotic,..mtro-phenibtc, or picric acid. 1840
Penny Cycl. XVI. 243/1 The protoxide of iron, separated,
becomes peroxide at the expense of the *nitropicric acid.

1836-9 Todd s Cycl. Anat. II. 405/2 A peculiar crystallis-
able compound,. .which he calls the *nitro-saccharic acid.

1847 Chem. Gaz. V. 214 Salicylic acid, when treated with

sulphuronitric mixture, yields at first indigotic f nitro-

sahcylic) acid. 1857 MILLER Eletn. Chcm., Org. 399 When
valeric acid is boiled, .a great part is converted into *nitn&amp;gt;

valeric acid. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 245 His
*nitro-vitriolic acid also dissolves it.

b. In many names of chemical compounds or

groupings, denoting the presence of the nitro-

grouping NO2 in place of hydrogen, as nitro*

aniline^ -anisol^ -benzamide, -benzoate, etc.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Nitro-anilin. 1897 Allbutfs Syst.
Aled. II. 952 The presence of aniline, nitro-aniline or some
coloured product due to the reduction of the nitro-benzole.

1854 FOWNES Chem. (ed. 5) 609 Three substitution-products,
*nitro-, binitro-, and trinitro-anisol. 1848 Chem. Gaz. VI. 420
It is probably the *nitrobenzamide recently described by
Field, which he obtained by heating the *nitrobenzoate of
ammonia. 1844 Ibid. 1 1 . 1 85 Benzonitril is therefore isomeric
with Laurent s &quot;nitrobenzoile. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem. t

Org. 306 *Nitro-benzol and dinitro-benzo). 1847 Chem. Gaz.
V. 2 15 Cumene, treated with fuming nitric acid, yields *nitro-
cumene and binitrocumene. 1868 Formes Chem. (ed. 10)

579 Cold fuming nitric acid converts it into liquid nitro-

cymene. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 243/1 The*nitrohematate
of ammonia. Ibid., The *nitroleucate of lime and of mag
nesia. 1849 MAULE in Q. Jrnt. Chem. Soc. II. 116 For
which I propose the name *Nitromesidine, instead of
Nitromesitilidine. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex*, *Nitromethane.
1896 Allbutt s Syst. Med. 1. 225 Methyl-nitrite and nitro-
methane have the same formula. 1836 R. D. & T. THOM
SON Rec. Gen. Sci. III. 295 *Nitro-naphthaIase is formed by
the action of boiling nitric acid upon naphthaline. 1866
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 48*Nitronaphthalene. 1836 R. D.
& T. THOMSON Rec. Gen. Sci. III. 296 *Nitro-naphthalese

may be formed by boiling the preceding [nitro-naphthalase]
with nitric acid for a long time. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem.,
Org. 574 A sulphur-yellow compound, termed *mtro-

naphthalin. 189* MORLEY & MUIR Watts* Diet. Chem.
II. 578/1 Primary *nitro-paraffins. 1852 Foivnes Chem.
(ed. 4) 646 Nitrophenasic acid = *Nitrophenol. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI, 243/2 *NUrosaccharate of potash.. crystallizes
in needles. 1868 Fownes Chem. (ed. 10) 686 Very strong
nitric acid . . converts sugar into *nitrc&amp;lt;saccharose. 1857
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MILLER Elem. Chen:., Org. 288 Strychnia, .yields a nitrate

01 a new substitution-base, &quot;nitrostrychnia. Ibid. 292 Of
these [products] the most remarkable are amalic acid. .,

and &quot;nitro-theine or cholestrophan. 1854 Fmuttes Chem.

(ed. 5) 615 Toluol.. with nitric acid yields two products,

*nitrotoluol. .and binitrotoluol. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem.,

Org. 628 If cold dilute nitric acid be employed, nitrate of

&quot;nitrotyrosine. .is formed.

C. In certain names of minerals, as nitrobarite

(see quot.) ; nitrocalcite, native calcium nitrate;

uitroglauberite, a compound of sodium nitrate

and sodium sulphate; nitromagnesite, native

magnesium nitrate.

1882 Amer. Nat. XVI. 78 Groth describes a natural

nitrate of Baryta from Chili.. .An appropriate..name for

this mineral would be &quot;Nitrobarite. 1835 SHEPARD Mill.

II. 84 Nitrocalcite.. is found in silky efftorescenses. 1861

BRITON Gloss. 260 Nitrocalcite. .dissolves in one-fourth its

weight of water. 1885 CasselFs Encycl. Diet., &quot;Nitro-

glauberilf, a mineral found in fibrous translucent masses,

consisting of imperfect crystals. 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6)

873 Nitroglauberite. .. From the desert of Atacama. 1835

SHEPARD Min. II. 8s*Nitromagnesite. Magnesian earthy-

salt. 1893 CHAPMAN Blowpipe Pract. 194 Nitromagnesite
. .closely resembles nitrocalcite.

d. In miscellaneous combs., as nitro-a cid, a

compound of nitric with an organic acid
; fnitro-

alvrminous a., partaking of the natures of nitre

and alum; f nitro-atmosphe-rioal a. = NiTRO-

AERIAL a. ; nitro-ce-llulose, a compound of

nitric acid and cellulose; nitro-co mpound, a

compound substance resulting from the action of

nitric acid; nitro-oo tton, cotton treated with

nitric acid ; nitro-explo-sive, an explosive pre

pared by means of nitric acid ; nitro-ge latino

(see quot.); nitro-me tal (see quot.); fnitro-
neutral a., forming a nitrate without free nitric

acid
; nitro-powder, a gunpowder prepared by

means of nitric acid ; nitro-svrbstitute, a com

pound in which nitrogen peroxide is substituted

for hydrogen ; so nitro-substitu tion ; t nitro-

tarta reous a., of the nature of nitre and tartar.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 307 Many of the nitro-

acids obtained in this manner are yellow, and yield salts

which have a yellow colour. 1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrol.
Ess. 132 It consists of three ingredients, viz. the *nitro-

nluminous salt. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus, etc. 258 Was not

Mayow . . infinitely nearer the truth . . when he imputed
muscular motion to the effervescence of his *nitro-atmo-

spherical particles? 1882 ALLEN Comm. Org. Anal. II.

366 The various &quot;nitre-celluloses are soluble in strong
caustic soda, undergoing partial saponincation with forma

tion of cellulose and sodium nitrate. 1857 MILLER Elem,

Chem., Org. 306 The production of *nitro-cornpounds corre

sponding to nitro-benzol and dinitro-benzol. 1892 GREENER
Breech Loader 160 The explosive used in shot guns is

either black gunpowder, .or a nitro-compound (carbon base,

treated with nitric and sulphuric acids). 1897 Allbutt s

Syst. Med. II. 957 For the Kieselguhr . .he substituted

*nitro-cotton. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mceh. Suppl. 635/2

^Nitrogelatine, an explosive agent invented oy Nobel,
formed by dissolving gun-cotton in nitroglycerine, with

camphor added. 1895 THOMSON & BLOXAM Chem. 155
No. 2 is absorbed by many finely divided metals, forming

compounds called
fnitro-metals. 1782 KIRWAN in Phil.

Traits. LXXIII. 48 The decomposition of nitro
:
neutral

salts by the marine acid depends on the same principles.

1892 GREENER Breech. Loader 163 *Nitro powders possess
various advantages over black, the chief being the absence

of smoke after the discharge. 1894 Field 9 June 814/3

Recent trials of nitro powders in an 8-bore gun. 1862 MIL
LER Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) 942 *Nitrosubstitutes ofsugar,

starch, &c. 1867 BLOXAM Chem. 128 The spaces thus left

vacant have been filled up by the nitric peroxide.., pro

ducing what is termed a &quot;nitre-substitution compound.

1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. v. ii. 126 By this

*Nitro-Tartareous Salt .. those Vegetables, whose Juice
affords it . . may be discriminated from those many others,

from whence it is not to. .be obtained.

Nitro, abbrev. of nitro-powder : see NITRO- d.

1903 Blaekw. Mag: Oct. 512/1 In most of the better brands

of nitros, what used to be a positive danger has been

reduced to a very occasional discomfort.

t NitrO-aeTCOUS, a. Obs. [ad. mod.L. nitro-

aereus (Mayow 1674) : see NITRO- dand AEREOUS

a.] =next.
1682 GIBSON Anal. 117 The Nitro-aereous Particles may

be carried.. to the viscera, 1699 Phil. Traits. XXI. 236
Some will have the Menstruum to be a nitro-aereous Spirit,

that is, quick, and very penetrating.

Nitro-ae rial, a. Obs. exc. Hist. [See prec.
and AERIAL, a.] Pertaining to, existing in, both
nitre and the air. (See quots.)

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 102 These Igneous particles, con
ceived by him [Mayow] to be common to Niter and Air

;
he

calls Nitro-aerial, from whence the Spirit of Niter derives

its caustique and corrosive nature. 1675 GREW Anat. PL,
Tastes PI. iv. (1684) 287 Those Roots which are Biting,
have but few. -Aer-Vessels; whereby fewer parts of the

nitroaereal Sap are carryed off into the Trunk. 1744 Phil.

Trans, XLIII. 20 Those from the Brain, he says, are

nitro-aerial Particles, and the true Animal Spirits. 1799
Med. Jrnl. I. 252 He further adds

;
that the nitro-aenal

spirit gives the red colour to bodies in which it exists, not

unlike the fuming spirit of nitre. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem.
Philos. 26 Mayow of Oxford, in 1674, published his treatises

on the nitro-asrial spirit, in which he advanced opinions
similar to those of Boyle and Hooke. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Nitro-aerial particles, Mayow s term for a substance indis

pensable to combustion, and which enters into the com
position of nitre.

164

So Kitro-ae-rian, t-ae rious adjs.

733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Husb. ii. (Dubl.) 15 The Nitro-

aerious Particles may there enter, to keep up the vital

Ferment or Flame. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 23

The nitro-aerious fluid pervading them. 1881 ROUTLEDGE
Science x. 234 The water will arise within the jar as the candle

removes the nitro-aerian particles.

Nitrobenzene (natrobeiizfly.
Client. [NITKO-

b.] A poisonous yellowish liquid, smelling like

oil of bitter almonds, which is used in the pre

paration of aniline. Also attrib.

1868 Fou ties Chem. (ed. 10) 572 Benzene dissolves readily

in strong nitric acid, and on adding water to the solution,

nitrobenzene . . separates out. 1891 THORPE Diet. Appl.
C/ietn. II. 701 Nitrobenzene was first prepared by Mitscher-

lich in 1834 by the action of strong nitric acid upon benzene,

and was termed by him nitroTbenzide . 1897 Alllult s

Sysl. Med. II. 956 It was maintained that incomplete com-

bustion of the explosive no trace of nitro-benzene derivatives

are [sic] left

Nitrobe nzide. Chem. [NITRO- b.J =prec.
1835 R. D. & T. THOMSON Rec. Gen. Sci. I. 206 Nitro-

benzide is the name given by Mitscherlich to the product
of the action of fuming nitric acid upon benzine. 1857
MILLER Elan. Chem., Org. 566 Nitrobenzol or nitroben-

zide. 1891 [see prec.].

Nitrobenzo ic, a. Chem. [NITRO- a.] Nitro

benzoic acid, an acid produced by the action of

nitric on benzoic acid.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 462 Fuming nitric acid

converts the benzoic into nitrobenzoic acid. 1867 BLOXAM
Chem. 622 If [nitro-hippuric] acid be boiled with hydro
chloric acid, it yields nitrobenzoic acid.

Nitrobe nzol. Chem. = NITROBENZENE.

1856 Orr s Circ. Sa .,
Pract. Chem. 506 A rich perfume

(nitro-benzole), which has the delicious odour of the essential

oil of bitter-almonds. 1868 Q. Rev. Apr. 345 Benzol produces
with nitric acid, nilro-benzol.., which is largely employed in

perfuming soap. 1899 tn RwfoifQ Jaksch s din. Ding.
i. (ed. 4) 79 A typical case of nitrobenzol poisoning.

Ni ti oform. Chem. [f. NITRO- d + -FORM.]
A colourless crystallizable substance, with a bitter

taste and unpleasant smell, which readily in

flames and detonates.

1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. no Nilroform. This com

pound discovered by Schischkoff . . exhibits the relations of

an acid. 1868 Fcr.vncs Chem. (ed. 10) 662 Nitroform, a

body analogous in composition to the methenyl ethers.

Nitrogen (nai tr^d^cii). Chem. Also 8-9
-gene. [ad. F. nitrogine (Chaptal 1790): see

NITRO- and -GEN i.] A permanent gas (symbol
N), without colour, taste, or smell, which forms

about four-fifths of the atmosphere.
1794 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 391 The re

mainder of the gaz extinguished flame, and was concluded
to be nitrogen or azotic gaz. 1806 DAVY in Phil. Trans.

^ probability
the compound nature of nitrogen, 1856 Orr s Circ. Sci.,

Pract. Chem. 306 Nitrogen, carbon, and hydrogen are to be

found in all living bodies. 1870 EMERSON Soc. ft Sol.,

Clubs, The flame of life burns too fast in pure oxygen, and
nature has tempered the air with nitrogen.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1815 J. SMITH Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 348 Nitrogen gas

is most easily described by including many of its negative

qualities. 1862 SPENCER First Princ. n. xiii. 1 101 (1875)

295 These nitrogen-compounds are unusually prone to de

composition. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Client. 63 N itric acid may
be considered as a compound of nitrogen pentoxide with

water. 1894 Field 9 June 844/2 The nitrogen-collecting

power of leguminous crops.

Hence Hitrogeiieous a., Nitroge nic a., =Nl-
TROGENOUS. Nitroffeni ferous a., producing

nitrogen. Nitro-genize v. trans., to combine with

nitrogen.
1836 SMART, *Nit_rt &amp;gt;geneoi4s. 1894 Fields) June 844/2 The

natural stores of nitrogeneous substances in the soil. 1889
Nature 25 July 312/1 The action of nitric acid on carbonic

and *nitrogenic compounds. 1836-^1 BRANDE Man. Chem.
(ed. 5) 1256 An azotizedor *nitrogemferous substance. 1897
CHEYNE & BURGHARD Man. Surg. Treat, i. v. 07 The
plan of inducing anaesthesia with nitrous oxide, and main

taining the narcosis with ether (*nitrogenizing the ether).

Nitrogenized (naitrjrdsenaizd), ///. a. [f.

prec.] Combined or furnished with nitrogen.
1846 BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 20 These azotized or

nitrogenized principles. 1830 DAUBENY Atom. Tke. viii.

(ed. 2) 245 The absorption of a nitrogenized substance would

seem to be . . the starting point in the development of all living

matter. 1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 54 Ammoniated or

nitrogenised principles are abundantly produced.

Nitrogenous (naitrp-djenss), a. [-ous.] Con

taining, having the nature of, nitrogen.

1828-32 in WEBSTER. 1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon s Anim.
Chem. II. 195 The ammonia-salts, the urea, and nitrogenous
extractive matters. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 8 Certain plants
..seem capable of discriminating nitrogenous from other

substances.

NitroglU COSC. [NITRO- b.] A compound
produced by the action of nitrosulphuric acid on

cane or grape sugar, used esp. in photography.
1858 T. SUTTON Diet. Plwtogr. 307 Nitro-Glucose..is

rays of light, but increases the rapidity and intensity of the

development in Negative pictures.

Nitroglycerine, -in (naitroglrsenn). [Ni-

Tito- d.] A violently explosive substance, having

NITBOSITY.

the form of a yellowish oily liquid, which is

obtained by adding glycerine to a mixture of

nitric and sulphuric acids.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 92 Nitroglycerin. .and

various other compounds may be obtained in this manner
with facility. 1858 Fownes Chem. (ed. 7) 504. 1879 H.
GEORGE Progr. tj Pov. vn. iv. (1881) 332 The other crowned
heads of Europe sit, metaphorically speaking, upon barrels

of nitro-glycenne. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 520 Nitre-

glycerin is applied medicinally. .in cases of heart disease.

1898 tr. Meyer s Hist. Chem. 568 Nitro-glycerine had been

known as a chemical preparation, discovered by Sobrero, for

fifteen years before it began to find extended application in

1862, as the results of Nobel s researches.

attrib. 1881 Times 2 Mar., In 1869 the Nitroglycerine
Act was passed. 1897 Allbutt s Syst. Med. II. 958 In nitro

glycerine factories the men. .do not work on Saturday.

Nitrohydrochlo ric, a. Chem. [NITRO- a.]

N. acid, a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric

acids, forming a powerful solvent, also called

nitromuriatic acid and aqua regia.

1836-41 BRANDE Man. Chem, (ed. 5) 605 Rhodium is

insoluble in acids, but, when alloyed with copper or lead,

the nitrohydrochloric acid dissolves it. 1869 ROSCOE Elem.
Chem. 252 Dissolving tin in cold nitro-hydrochloric acid.

1889 RAMSDEN fnorg. Chem. 281 The product of the action

of nitro-hydrochloric acid upon a metal is the corresponding
chloride.

Nitroleum. [f.
NITRO- d + L. oleum oil.]

= NITROGLYCERINE.
1866 Athenzum 18 Aug. 212/2 The relative strength of

nitroleum compared with gunpowder. 1875 KNIGHT Diet,

Mech. 1529/2 Nitroleum. .is insoluble in and heavier than

&quot;Nitrolic (naitr^lik),
a. Chem. [f.

NITKE sb. +
-OL + -1C.] Nitrolic acids (see quots.).

1892 MORLEY & MUIR Watts Diet. Chem. III. 578/1

Nitrolic acids. .are formed by the action of nitrous acid.,

on the sodium derivatives of primary nitro-paraffins. 1893
THOMSON & BLOXAM Chem. 551 Nitrolic acids are colour

less..; they are very unstable, being decomposed into

nitrous oxide and a fatty acid.

Nitroma-nnite. [f.
NITRO- d.] An ex

plosive crystalline substance, obtained by treating

mannite with nitric and sulphuric acids.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 91 It is insoluble in water,

but is readily dissolved by boiling alcohol ; the nitro-

mannite..crystallizes in fine needles as the solution cools.

1864 SPENCER Biol. I. 8 Explosiveness is a property of

nitro-mannite, and also of nitroglycerine. 1868 Fortunes

Chem. (ed. 10} 670 By fuming nitric acid, or more easily by
a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids, mannite is converted

into nitromannite.

Nitrometer (natopinftai). [f- NITRO- d +

-METER.] (See quots.)
1828-32 WEBSTER (citing URE), Nitrometer, an instrument

for ascertaining the quality or value of niter. 1878 LUNGE
in Chem, News 12 July 19/2, I beg to hand you a sketch of

the apparatus, which I have proposed to call Nitrometer .

1890 THORPE Diet. Appl. Chem. I. 160 The nitrometer,

originally devised by Lunge for the estimation of nitrogen
oxides in oil of vitriol, is capable of being applied to gas

analysis and a large number of other determinations. 1898

Rev. Brit. Pharm. 30 Allen s nitrometer test is retained.

Nitromu riate. Chem. [f.
NITRO- b.] A

compound (of a. base) produced by treatment with

nitromuriatic acid.

1796 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. &amp;lt;zr
With nitro-

muriate of gold..this solution only produced a slight grey

precipitation. 1806 DAVY ibid. XCVII. 26 Analogous
results were obtained with . . nitrate of lead, and nitro-

muriate of tin. 1836-41 BRANDE Man. Chem. (ed. 5) 783

These solutions are generally known under the names of

nitromuriate or oxymuriate of tin. 1849 NOAD Eleetr. 167

Dilute sulphuric acid, to which a few drops of nitro

muriate of platinum should be previously added.

Nitromuria tic, a. Chem. [NITRO- a.]

Nitromuriatic acid, nitrohydrochloric acid.

795 NICHOLSON Diet. Chem. II. 519 Nitro-muriatic

acid, the compound acid formed by uniting the nitrous and

marine acids. 1796 Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 333 The
solution of cobalt in muriatic or nitro-muriatic acid, called

sympathetic ink. 1847 SEYMOUR Severe Dis. I. 23 The
nitro-muriatic acid was given internally, apparently with

relief. 1873 Fownes Chem. (ed. n) 429.

attrib. 1843 GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. xx. 231, I ordered

the nitro-muriatic acid liniment to be rubbed over his chest.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 78 It should be sponged with

some nitro-muriatic acid lotion.

Nitropru-sside. Chem. [NITRO- b.] One

of a series of salts obtained by the action of nitric

acid upon ferrocyanides.
1849 PLAYFAIR in Phil. Trans. CXXXIX. 485 The nitro-

prussides are salts with characters so decided, that they

cannot be confounded with any known series of compounds.

1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org. 597 The nitro-prussides

give a pale green precipitate with salts of copper. 1897

Atlbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 313 A concentrated.. solution of

sodium nitro-prusside.

t Nitrose, a- Obs. rare. [ad. L, mtros-us :

see NITRE sb. and -OSE.] Nitrous.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 226 Nitrose

Stalactite, a 1754 MEAD Wks. (1762) 597 (Jod.), The cal

careous and nitrose salts sweat out upon their surface of a

colour almost as white as snow.

t Nitro sity. Obs. Also 6 -yte, 6-7 -itie.

[Cf. prec. and -ITY. So F. HttrvttU (i6th c.).]

Nitrous property or quality.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. F
iij b, They have both., an

euell iuice, by the reason of their nitrosyte or bytter saltish-

nes which thei haue like vnto saltpeter. 1634 T. JOHNSON
tr. Partyt Chirurg. xxii. xxxv. (1678) 518 The sanies..
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doth by delay acquire greater acrimony and nitrosity.

1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2009 Without this Nitrosity the

Sulphur of Seeds would lye dormant in the Earth, a 1693
Urqnkarfs Rabelais in. xxxii. 270 Their stinging Acrimony,
rending Nitrosity.

Nitroso- (n3itn?u-s0), Chem.) used as a com
bining form to indicate the presence of nitrosyl

(NO), as in nitroso-compound, -derivative, -substi-

ttttion^ and in specific names such as nitroso-

naphthaline (-ene}, -phenol , etc.

1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl. 874
*
Nitroso-compounds.

1885 RKMSEN Org. Chem. (1888) 101 The product.. which is

derived from the original substance by the substitution of
the group NO for a hydrogen atom, is called a nitroso-

be materially- cheapened. 1864 Reader 8 Oct. 450 Ceru-
leine acid *nitrosonaphthaline. 1881 Natttre XXIV. 293
*Nitroso-substitution compounds of what is apparent azo-
ethane. 1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 116 *Nitroso-
sulphates, commonly called Nitrosulphates. 1881 Jrnl.
Ghent. Soc. XXXIX. 40 With a view to producing by this
means the *nitroso-sulphonic acids. 1890 Anthony s Photogr.
Bull. III. 333 A nitroso-sulphonic acid of beta naphthol
which.. was the first known representative of the class of
aromatic nitroso-sulphonic acids.

Nitrosu lphate. Chem. [NITRO- b.] A
compound (ofx. base) produced by the action of

nitrosulphuric acid.

1827 BANCROFT in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 270 The result
of these operations is the production of a fluid. . which. . I

will call a nitro-sulphate of iron. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem.
Org. Bodies 784 Nitrosulphate of potash is white, very
soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol. 1891 THORPE Diet.

Appl. Chem. 11.369/1 The iron mordant prepared by treating
ferrous sulphate with nitric acid is sold as nitrosuiphate or
nitrate of iron, and is used in dyeing.
So Nitrosulphide.
1862 MILLER Elem. Chem.^ Org. (ed 2) 689 By boiling the

liquid, nitrosulphide of iron and of the alkaline metal is

obtained.

tNitrosulphu reous, a. Obs. [NITRO- d.]
Of the nature of nitre and sulphur.
1671 R. BOHUN Wind 31 Especially the nltrosulphureous

and other Minerall or Metallic Concretes. 1695 S. PATRICK
Comm, Gen. (1697) 318 Some of that dreadful Shower.,
falling upon her, wrapt her Body in a sheet of Nitro-

Sulphureous Matter. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 21. 2/1
Lightning [is] nothing else but a very subtle Nitro-sulphure-
ous Matter enflamed.

Nitrosulphivric, a. Chem. [NITRO- a.]
Formed by the mixture of nitric and sulphuric
acids.

1836 R. D. & T. THOMSON Rec. Gen. Sci. III. 304 Nitro
sulphuric acid. M. Pelouze formed this acid by causing the
deutoxide ofazote to act upon a solution of sulphite of potash
and potash dissolved in water. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 245/2
Nitro-sulphuric acid. This name has been applied to a mix-
ture of nitric and sulphuric acid first proposed by Mr. Keir as
a solvent for silver. 1856 Orr s Circ. Sci., Pract. Chem. 229
A preliminary experiment, .will speedily indicate the actual

strength of the nitrosulphuric acid.

t Nitrosulphirricms, a. Obs. rare- 1
. =next.

1688 CLAYTON in Phil. Trans- XVII. 943, I conceive
Tobacco to be a Plant abounding with Nitro-Sulphurious
Particles.

t NitrosirlphUTOUS, a. Obs. rare. Also

7 -erous. [NITRO- d.] = NITROSTJLPHUREOUS.
1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 44 Henceforth I will abjure

the thought of that nefarious Nitrosulpherous Sex. a 1719
F. LEE Diss. (1752) II. 132 A sudden Induration of all the
Parts of her Body . . from the Abundance of the nitro-

sulphurous Particles penetrating the same throughout,

Nitrosyl, -yle (nai-tn&il). Chem. [See NI
TROSO- and -YL.] The grouping NO.
1866 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 116 Nitrosyl or Azotyl.

The name of nitric oxide in combination. 1880 CLEMINSHAW
tr. IVtirtd Atom. The. 264 This is the case .. with nitrogen
dioxide or nitrosyl.
attrib. 1873 BLOXAM Chem. (ed. 3! 171 Nitrosyle chloride

is also produced by mixing 2 volumes of nitric oxide with
i volume of chlorine.

Nitrous (nai-trss), a. [ad. L. nitrosus\ see

NITRE sb. and -ous, and cf. F. nitreux.]
1. Having the nature or qualities of nitre

;
im

pregnated with nitre.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny^ I. 386 Forasmuch as Date trees

delight in a salt and nitrous soile. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol.

Flying-Ins. 142 This falls out for want of a nitrous, and
thereby a nutritive quality in the grain. 1692 RAY Disc.

1^2 The Air being, .as much rarified, would contain but few
nitrous Particles. 1748 Anson s Voy. i. vi. (ed. 4) 95 The
land being generally of a nitrous and saline nature. 1774
I. BRYANT Mythol. I. 30 Hot streams either of water or
bitumen : or else salt, and nitrous pools. 1884 LADY BRASSEY
in Good Wds. June 403/1 The temple..submerged in the
nitrous waters of the river.

b. Mixed or impregnated with nitre so as to

form an explosive compound. AlsoyS^.
1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 815 As when a spark Lights on a

heap of nitrous Powder. 1714 GAV Trivia in.
_ 383 The

nitrous Store is laid, the smutty Train With running blaze

awakes the barrell d Grain. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 202

Sudden, as the spark From smitten steel ; from nitrous

grain, the blaze. 1806 J. GRAHAME Birds Scot. in. 84 The
leaden bolt Slung from the mimic lightning s nitrous wing,

fc. As an epithet applied to the air, on the

supposition that it was charged with particles of

nitre. (Cf. NITRE sb. i c.) Obs.

1670 CLARKE Nat. Hist. Nitre 36 The nitrous Air re-

ceiv d into the Lungs. 1720 WELTON Suffer, Son of God I,
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xiii. 342 My Blood requires the Nitrous Air, to preserve
Life by the Respiration of my Breath. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase i. 165 The nitrous Air, and purifying Breeze. 1784
COWPER Task in. 32 The nitrous air Feeds a blue flame, and
makes a cheerful hearth.

d. Performed by means of nitre.

1800 Med.^ Jrnl. III. 429 My letter to Dr. Duncan,
respecting nitrous fumigation.
2. In special applications : a. Nitrons salt^ a

salt containing nitre.

1662 R. MATHEW Unl, Alch. 20 Thy Salt doth also consist
of three sorts, a fixed Salt, and a Nitrous, and a Volatil.

1718 QUINCY Compl, Disp. 113 For that reason it abounds
with a nitrous Salt. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules Diet in All-
ments

t etc. 277 Nitres, and those Vegetables which have
nitrous Salts in them. 1814 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem.
339 The nitrous Salts are too valuable for other purposes
to be used as Manures, a 1828 PEARSON in Brit. Husb.
(1834) I. 245 There is considerable waste in gases and
ammoniacal and nitrous salt by their putrefaction.

b. Nitrotis acid, an acid having nitrous pro
perties ; in later use spec, an acid (HNO2) which
contains less oxygen than nitric acid.

1676 GREW Anat. P/,, Exper. Lactation ii. (1682) 243
Upon its solution by a Nitrous Acid. 1779 Phil. Trans,
LXIX. 396 Nitre is composed of two different ingredients,
viz. an acid, called.. the nitrous acid, and the vegetable
alkali. 1804 ABERNETHY Surg. Obs. 139 The administration
of nitrous acid, opium, and other remedies. 1849 D. CA.MT-
RF.LL Inorg. Chem. 24 Nitrous acid pure is a colourless

liquid at a low temperature, but becomes green on a slight
elevation of heat. 1867 BLOXAM Chem. 134 The so-called
nitrous acid of commerce is realty nitric acid holding in
solution a large proportion of nitric peroxide. 1871 TYNDALL
Frag: Set, (1879) I. iv. 101 The brown fumes of nitrous acid
were seen.

attrib.
f

1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. I. i. 113 Ni-

acid gases.

t c. Nitrotts air, = next. Obs.

g
1775 PRIESTLEY On Air I. 109, I happened to distinguish

it by the name of Nitrous air because I had procured it by
means of spirit of nitre only. 1789 /V/zV. Trans. LXXX.
70 This salt, heated in close vessels, yields dephlogisticated
nitrous air in great abundance.

d. Nitrous gas &amp;gt;

a mixture of oxides of nitrogen,
such as is obtained when most metals are acted on

by nitric acid in the presence of air.

1794 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 389 A fresh

discharge of nitrous gaz took place on adding more nitrous
acid. 1800 tr. Lagrangc^s Chem. I. 121 The name of
nitrous gas is given to that aeriform fluid which is dis

engaged by the action of iron, copper, silver, and mercury
on the nitric acid. 1837 M. DONOVAN Doni. Econ. II. 227
Nitrous gas strongly resists putrefaction ; . . and after
nitrous gas, carbonic acid gas is next in preservative power.
1880 JrnL Spc. Arts 445 Nitrous gas is passed through a
solution of diphenylamine in acetic acid.

e. Nitrous oxide
y a colourless gas (nitrogen

protoxide, N2O), with a faint odour and sweetish

taste, which when inhaled produces exhilaration

(hence called laughinggas} or anaesthesia.
1800 SIR H. DAVY Res. Nitrous Oxide 95 The nitrous

oxide may be analised, either by charcoal or hydrogene.
1836-41 BRANDE Man. Chem. (ed. 5) 410 Nitrous oxide
supports combustion, and a taper introduced into it has its

flame much augmented. 1878 MEREDITH Teeth 205 The
..use of nitrous oxide for certain bodily complaints.
attrib. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 244/1 Nitrous oxide gas is

composed of one volume of oxygen and two volumes of
azote. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1530/1 Nitrous-oxide
Apparatus. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex., Nitrous oxide water, a
solution.. of five volumes of nitrous oxide in one of water.

f. Nitrous ether) nitric ether (NITRIC i c).
1811 [see NITRIC i c]. 1860 Knight*$ Eng. Cycl., Arts fy

Set. III. 980 Nitrous ether, dissolved in alconol, is the sweet
spirit of nitre of pharmacy. 1879 ALLEN Comm. Org.
Anal I. 153 Spirit of

_
nitrous ether has often a great

tendency^ to become acid. This may be due to the de
composition of nitrous ether.

t NTtrousneSS. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. +

-NESS.] Nitrous property.
1651 FRENCH Distill, v. 163 Which did attract, and con

dense the nitrousnesse of the aire.

t NitrO xide. Obs. rare. (See qnot.)
1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 130 This substance, com

monly called red precipitate, is termed more properly the
nitroxide of mercury.

Mitroxyl (naitrp-xil). diem. [f. NITRO- +
OX-IDE + -YL.] The grouping NO2 .

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Client. 68 The decomposition takes
place in two stages, in the first a yellow liquid, called

nitroxyl chloride, is formed. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med.
(ed. 6) 355 A great number of substitution products, formed
as the above nitroxyl series, on the type of phenic acid.

MTitrnret (nai truret). Chem. [f. NITRE sb. ; cf.

sulphuret.~\ A combination of nitrogen with a

simple body.
1836-41 BRANDE Man. Chem. (ed. 5) 737 Nitruret of

Iron
;
..When ammonia is passed over ignited ironwire..a

portion of the nitrogen is retained in permanent combina
tion with the iron. 1854 Orr s Circ. Sci., Chem. 491
Nitruret of Copper.

t Nitry, a. 06s.
-1

[f. NITEE s6.] Nitrous.
1714 GAY Trivia n. 197 Winter my Theme confines;

whose nitry Wind Shall crust the slabby Mire.

Ni-tryl. Chem.
[f. NITRE rf. + -TL.] Nitric

peroxide in combination (Watts 1866).
1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 556/1 Nitro-substitution compounds

in which hydrogen is replaced by nitryl (NOz).

NIVEL.

Ni tta. Bot. Also nutta. [Native name.]
A West African tree (Parkia africana or biglan-
dula\ also found in tropical Asia and introduced
into the West Indies, bearing pods which contain
edible pulp and seeds. Also nitta-tree.

1797 MUNGO PARK Trav. (1799) 336 The yellow powder
which is found in the pods of the nitta, so called by the

natives, a species of mimosa. 1805 Jrnl. Mission Africa
14 May, One of the soldiers having collected some of the

,
fruit of the Nitta trees. 1847 Nat, Rncycl. I. 264 In the

|

tropical regions of Africa we meet with, .the nitta or doura
;

tree. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Parkia^ The African Locust tree

(Nitta or Nutta of (he negroes), .. attaining thirty or forty
feet in height. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry IV. Africa 339.

Witte, obs. form of NIT sb.

fiNItte, nytte, varr. of NUTTE v. to use. Obs.
ci2OoORMiN 5543 All hu mann birrb weorelldbing Nittenn

I
& tohh forrwerrpenn. Ibid. 12279 He cunne^b ba to

i

lairenn be To nittenn swibe litell. c 1300 Havelok 941 pe
, wode fro the brigge he bar j Al that euere shulde-ci he nytte,
i Al he drow, and al he citte.

Ni-tter. rare-*, [f.
NIT v. + -KR 1.] The

horse bee that deposits nits on horses (Webster,
1828-32, citing Aled. Rcpos.}.
t Ni ttical, a. Obs. rare- 1

,

[f. NIT sb.] In

fested by nits.

1607 MIDDLETON Five Gallants iv. viii, A filthy, slimy,
lousy, nittical broker.

t Ni ttify, v. Obs. rare. [f. NIT sb. + -(I)FY.]
a. re/I. To make (oneself) nitty, b. trans. To be

spatter as with nits.

In quot. 1596 the allusion is to hair-cutting.
1596 NASHE Saffron^ Waldcn Ep. Ded., Wks. (Grosart) III.

14 He, alas, ..hath nittifide himselfe with a dish, .any time
this fourteene yeere to saue charges of sheep-shearing. 1647
Maids Petition 5 Wyat the Prick-louse will nittifie our
Corps with the small shot of reproofe.

t Ni ttily, adv. Obs.- 1

[f.
NITTY a.] Lousily.

1630 J. HAYWAHD Edw. VI 103 Hee was a man nittily
needy and therefore adventurous.

tNi ttiness. Obs.- 1

[f. NITTY a. 2.] The
condition of being full of small air-bubbles.

1664 TAYLOR in Evelyn Pomona 50 It.. comes Into the

glass.. with a speedy vanishing nittiness (as the Vintners
call it), which evaporates with a sparkling, .noise.

tNi ttingS. Obs. rare*. (See quot)
1747 HOOSON Miners Diet. N 3 b, Nittings [is] that Ore

that stays in the Seive in washing of Smitham, which is

something rounder than the Smitham it self.

Uittle, variant of KNETTLE.
Ni tty, sb. Naut. slang. [Etym. obscure.] A

racket, disturbance.

1830 MARRYAT King s Own xxvi, I never seed a ship s

company in such a farmant, or such a nitty kicked up
tween decks, in my life. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s IVord-bk.

498 Nitty, a troublesome noise ;
a squabble.

Nitty (ni ti) a. Now rare. [f. NITJ. + -Y 1
.]

1. Full of, abounding or infested with, nits.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 112/5 Nitty, cnlicosus. 1592 GREENE
Upst. Courtier (1871) 36 As if he meant to give a warning
to all the Hce in his nitty locks. 1600 ROWLANDS Lett.
Humours Blood v. 72 Goodly curld lockes ; but surely tis

great pitty, For want of kembing, they are beastly nitty.

1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 30 If. .the poor Presbyter is left

so needie, nittie, bare, and wors then beggerlie. 1671 MAR
TEN Voy. Spitzbergen in. xi. in Ace. Sev. Voy. n. (1694) 69
Here and there it hath some small knobs like nitty Hair.

1712 MRS. CENTLIVRE Perplex. Lovers in. iii, A nitty Son
of a Whore, who does he call lousy? 1797 BRYDGES Homer
Travcstie II. 63 As easily I can ye souse As nitty tailors

crack a louse.

transf. 1622 MASSINGER Si DEKKER Virg. Mart. in. iii,

Thy hungry tongue bit off these shreds of complaints, to

patch up the elbows of thy nitty eloquence. 1666 J.
SERGEANT Lett. Thanks 31, I may not trouble my Reader
often with such nitty Exceptions with which your Book
abounds.

tb. Used jocularly. (Cf. NIT sb. i.) Obs. 1

1598 MARSTON Pygmal, t Sat. in. 148 O dapper, rare, com-
pleat, sweet nittie youth !

t2. (Cf. NITTINESS.) Obs. rare--1
.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. vi. 102 Before dinner again,
refresh your Lamp, .with the generous oyle of Sack, nitty,
roapy, and razy,

fNiU elljJ^. Obs. rare~. Also niw-, neu-,
new-, [var. of NEWEL : cf. F. noyau in the same
sense.] (See quots.) Hence f Niirell v.

1611 FLORIO, Anima dicreta^ a long bar of iron luted with
clay set vpright in the mold wherein ordinance is cast,
called by our gunners the Niuell or Niwell. Tiniuella,..
a neuell, a niuell among Gunners. Tininellare, ..to boare
or niuell thorow. Tiniuellato^ a pi[e]ce niuelled or new-
elled. [Hence in Torriano, 1659, as nivel^ etc.]

Nival (nai-val), a. rare. [ad. L. nivalis, f.

niv-t nix snow : see -AL.] a. (See quot. 1656.)
b. Growing among snow.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Nival^ pertaining to Snow, white

or cold like Snow, snowy. 1894 Science IV. 475 Monte Rosa
contains the richest nival flora.

!N&quot;ive, obs. form of NEW adv., NIEVE.

t Ni Vel, v. Obs. rare. In 3 niuel, 4 nyuel,
neuel. [Of obscure origin : cf. SNIVEL

z&amp;gt;.]
intr.

To look downcast ; to snivel.

01225 Attcr. R. 212 Hu heo schulen ham sulf grennen &
niuelen, & makien sur semblaunt uor be muchele angoise,
i&amp;lt;5e pine of helle. Ibid. 240 peonne spet heo& schekeSbet
heaued, & fo5 on uorto niuelen, & makien sure & grimine
chere. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. v. 137 Nowawaketh Wratthe
with two whyte eyen, And nyuelynge [v.r. neuelyngel
with the nose and his nekke hangynge.



NIVENITE. 166 NO.

Nivel : see NIUELL sb.

Nivenite (ni-vensit). Min.
[f.

the name of

W. Niven (see quot.) + -ITE.] A variety of uranin-

ite, found in Texas.

p

1889 HIDDEN MACKINTOSH in AMer.Jrnl..
481 Nivenite, a hydrate thorium-yttrium-lead uranate. Ibid.

482 We have named this mineral nivenite, in recognition of

the energy which Mr. Niven has displayed in this locality.

Niveous (ni*Wj3s), a. Also 7 niuious, nivi-

ous. [ad. L. niveus, f. niv-, nix snow,] Snowy,
resembling snow.

i623CocKERAM ii, White as snow, niuious. 1646 SIR T.
BKOWXE Pseud, Ep. 338 Cinaber becomes red. .which other

wise presents a pure and niveous white. 1800 HURDIS Fav.

Village 113 Cottage and steeple in the niveous stole of

Winter trimly dressed. i86 KIRBY & Si-. Entomol. xlvi. IV.

278 Niveous, the pure unblended white of snow.

ITivO Sity. [ad. L. type *nivositas (f. nivosus

snowy), suggested by F. nivose, the fourth month
in the Republican calendar.] Snowiness.

1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 110 That faculty, .which
had brought the forces of nature, its pluviosity, nivosity,

germinality, and vendemiarity, under the yoke for the

service of men.

Niwe, obs. form of NEW a.

Nix *. slang. Also S nicks. [In sense i a. col

loquial Du. and G. nix, for (nicks} nic/its.]

1. Nothing; nobody.
1789 G. PARKER Life s Painter (ciSoo) 130 How they

have brought a German word into cant I know not, but
nicks means notking in the cant language. i8iz J. H.
VAUX Flask Diet., Nixt

or Nix my doll, nothing. 1824
KGAN Boxiana IV. 444 (F.), Men who can be backed for

large stakes do seldom fight for nix (comically called love ).

1858 MAYHEW Paved with Gold in. i, Do you see all this

land ?. .the grandfather of this here Lord Southwark got it

for* nix . 1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. ii, She has
been exhorting me to choose a companion. ., but it would
have to be you or nix.

to. U. S. Ill pi. nixes, postal matter which can

not be forwarded from its not being properly
addressed. &quot;885

in Cent. Diet.

2. Nix my dolly, a phrase (explained as meaning
never mind ) used by Ainsworth and echoed by

other writers.

1834 AINSWORTH Rookwood in. v, Nix my dolly, pals, fake

away. 1840 HOOD Kilmanseggt Childhood vi, The very

uppet she had to pet, A bait for the Nix my Dolly set,

as a Dolly of gold and solid ! 1844 THACKERAY Little

Trav. vi. [copying AINSWORTH].

3. A word used as a signal that some one in

authority is approaching. Also keeping nix,

keeping watch.

1869 Routledge s Ev. Boys Ann. 220 Keeping nix was,

in other words, keeping a look out that no person might
catch us. 1885 Indoor Paupers 45 So the thing goes on

until some one on the watch cries, Nix lads, buttons !

the warning that the taskmaster is at hand. 1887 H. S.

BROWN Autobiog. x. 51 The word nix saw every man and

boy at his place.

Nix 2
, [a. G. nix masc., earlier nicks

&amp;gt; nicks,

MHG. nickesj niches, OHG. nichtis: see NICKER

j.l] A water-elf. (Cf. NIXIE.)
1833 KEIGHTLEY Fairy Mythol. II. 71 The female Nixes

frequently go to the Market to buy meat. 1854 Old Story-
Teller Pref. 3 The ideal regions inhabited by dwarfs, and

nixes, and enchanted steeds. 1865 KINGSLEY Hereiv. Prel.,

He begins to people the weird places ofthe earth with weird

beings and sees nixes in the dark linns as he fishes by night.

i883
( OuiDA Wa)ida\\. 149 There are nixes in the forests.

Nixie (ni ksi). [ad. G. nixe fern. : see prec.]
A female water-elf; a water-nymph.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxv, All the German superstitions of

nixies, oak-kings, wer-wolves. i8 Pirate xxviii, She
who sits by haunted well, Is subject to the Nixie s spell.

1836 Blackw. Mag. XL. 146 Those Elves and Erles, .. those

alps and goblins, those nixies and wood-nymphs. 1892 Daily
News 16 Nov. 5/j To the left and right, in the form of

handles, are two nixies blowing shells.

t Nrxious, a, Obs.
-

ff. L. nix snow.] Snowy.
1623 COCKEKAM I, NixJOUS, WDltC as SHOW,

Nixt(e, obs. ff. NEXT. Nixto-cum, obs. Sc.

spelling of next to come.

fNixu-riate, v. 06s.
~

[f. L. nixurire.]
1623 COCKERAM i, Nixxriate, to indeuour, to attempt.

Niye, obs. form of NOY.

II Nizam (niza m). [Urdu and Turkish JJai

nizam, ad. Arab, nit/dm, order, disposition, arrange
ment, etc. ;

in sense I used as an abbreviation of

the title nizdm-al-mulk governor of the empire .]

1. The hereditary title of the rulers of Hyderabad
belonging to the dynasty founded by Asaf Jah,
Subahdar of the Deccan from 1713-48.
[dioi R. JOHNSON Kingd.ffComtnw. (1603) 45 Nizzamuluc

and Idalcam (for so the Portugals call the two princes of

Decon). 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. xiv. iii. 349 Nizam
al muluch, governor of deccan,. .appropriated the revenues.]

1768 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 66/1 This bold adventurer worked

rn
the weakness of the Nizam of the Decan. 1796 MORSE

er. Geog. II. 539 The possessions of the Nizam or Soubah
of the Deccan. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. Indiall. iv. viii. 268 It

is under the title of the Nizam, that the Subahdar of
Deccan is commonly known. 1840 MACAULAY ss., Clive

(1897) 509 Some glittering puppet dignified by the title of
Nabob or Nizam. 1893 Whitaker s A Imanack 454 Hyder
abad is as large as.. Italy, and the Nizam enjoys a gross
revenue of Rx. 3,340,000.

2. The Turkish regular army ; the men, or one

of the men, composing this. Also attrib.

1840 J. B. FRASER Koordistan II. xvii. 404 You see the

slim figures of the Nizam flitting past you in their semi-

European garb. 1845 LADY STANHOPE Mem. I. vii. 258
She saw a man, in a nizam dress. 1856 R. F. BURTON El-

MedinaJi xxxiii. (1879) 481 The Nizam, or Regulars, had not

been paid for seven months. 1867 Chamb. Encycl. IX.

588/1 The total of the nizam is thus 156,480 men.

Hence Niza mate, the Nizam s territory.

1887 Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 13/2 The Nizam, or at least

the taxpayers of the Nizamate, were to pay the piper.

II Niza mut. [Urdu o-oUai nizamat, f. prec.]

The office or authority of the Nizam.

1764 Ann. Reg. \. 190 The treaty which I formerly con
cluded .. upon my accession to the nizamut..! now con

firm. 1783 HUKKK Rep. Aff. India \Vks. XI. 259 He had
dismissed the old established servants of the Nizamut.

1817 JAS. MiLL.Z?&amp;gt;vV. India II. v. iii. 399 The incontestable

right of the Nabob to all the powers of the Nizamut

t Ni zy, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : a. 7-8 nisey,

7 nisi, 8 nisy. $. 7-8 nizey (nize-), nizy. [Of
doubtful origin : perh. f. NICE a. i.]

A. sb. A fool or simpleton.
a. c 1684-6 ^f-r5. Ball. (1888) II. 558 There s none but meer

Niseys that frets. i&y$Oxford-Act n. 10 Thus let him like

a Nisi, But we intend more to surprize ye. 1706 E. WARD
Hnd. Rcdiv. II. iv. 9 So Politicians form Devices And raise

new Whims, to please the Niseys.
0. c 1688 Roxb. Ball, (1892) VII. 497 We are on the Coast

of France, Taking prizes from those Nizeys. a 1700 B. E.

]

Diet. Cant. Creiv
t .AYsy, a Fool, or Coxcomb. 1708 Brit.

Apollo No. 66. 4/1 Be not such a Nizey.. to wed an Old

Crony. 1710 Galloper i That their Looks may deceive the
I more credulous Nizies. a 1814 Gonzanga n. i. in New Brit*

Theatre III. 1 1 1 You talk just like what you are a nizy, a
noodle !

B. adj. Foolish.

1709 Brit, Apollo No. 8. 3/2 Sometimes Sage as Solon,
I Oft Nizey as Ben. 1710 Ibid. No. 100. 3/2 Here lies a

|
wretched, Nizey Wight.

Nname, obs. variant of YAM.

No., N.| an abbreviation of L. mtmero, abl.

sing, of numerus, used in place of, and pro
nounced as, the word NUMBEK. Also pi. Nos.
* numbers . (Cf. F. numlro, It. and Sp. numero.)
In early use meaning in number ; now restricted to the

designation of individual things or persons.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. &amp;lt;v mm. 129 They goe two

months, & then bring forth a blind offspring like bitches,
n. eight or nine. 1693 tr. Blancartfs Phys. Diet. (ed. 2)

s.v. N, Take of Jujubes N vi. that is, six in number. 1719
QUINCY Phys. Diet. (1722), N&quot;. In Prescription is often

used to signify the Number of any Things, as Cario-

phyllorum N vi. is six Cloves.

1753 Chambers Cycl., Suppl. s.v. Otis, See Tab. of Birds,
N 28. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 721/2 When the

magnifiers, N 4, 5, or 6, are used. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk.
Boz

t Scenes ii, Mrs. Macklin, of No. 4 . . opened her little

street door. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab vii. 131 They knew the

sportsmen had only No. 7 in their barrels. 1888 Pall
Mall G, 21 Sept. 2/2 No. 9 is, of course, world-famous.

No (nJu), a. Forms : a. 2-6 (9) na, (4 nai),

8-9 naa, nae, etc.
; 6, 9 nea, 7 neay, 9 neah,

nee(a, ney(e, ne, etc. . 4-6 noo, 5, 7, noe,
3- no. [Reduced form of

&amp;lt;i#,
non NONE a., origin

ally used only before consonants.]
No occurs in a considerable number of common phrases as

no bonest no endt by no tneans^ etc., which are treated under
the various sbs. In some cases, as no doubt, no wonder,
etc., there Is often an ellipse of the verb. For no other see
OTHER a. 5 b and 6 a ; also OTHERWISE A.

I. 1. Not any.
a. Accompanied by other negatives (or re

dundant). Now only dial, or illiterate.

a 1200 Moral Ode 80 in O. E. Horn. I. 165 Nis na [c 1250
1 no] lauerd swich se is crist. c

i*&amp;gt;5
LAY. 25311 Na [c 1275

no] gauel he nule bringe. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 304 pat
deol )?at made Innogen no tonge telle ne may. 1303 R.
BRUNNE HandL Synne 6802 For God no synne wyl pey nat
lete. 1340 Aycnb. 83 No solas ne no confort me ne onder-

vangbbote of him. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1749 Lncretta^
By no crafte hire beaute was not feyned. c 1400 tr.

Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh, 63 Ne gyf }x&amp;gt;u
no credence

to no wymmen. f 1475 Rauf Coilyar :g Thair micht na
folk hald na fute on the heich fell, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Edw. IVt 216 b, The communaltie coulde not be compelled
by no commaundement to tarye at home. 1567 Glide

&amp;lt;y

Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 144 Lat neuer na euill thing vs befall.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xii. n Sith no redemption nigh she
did nor heare, nor see. 1674 Answ. States General in Phcnix
(1708) I. 288 England had never no thoughtsof securing this

Right of the Flag by a formal Treaty. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. (Globe) 57, I had lost no time, nor abated no
Diligence. 1871 MRS. H. WOOD Dene Hollow xxxi, Tain t

no good your stopping , he. .said.

D. Without other negative.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 16 Wit sarazins wald bai na saght.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2462 Na syn ban unrekend sal

be, pogh it war never swa prive. 1375 }$AKBO\JR Bruce i. 371
Quhar it fail^eys. na wertu May be off price, c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 A flokk of schepe bat has na
schepehird. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 167
Nycntbouris gude that he had na clame to. 1508 KENNEDY
Flyting w. Danbar 444 Thare is na lorde that will in

seruice tak the. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 78 in Satir.
Poems Reform. , He had nea toung for to denye it. 1596
DALRYMPLE I*. Leslie s Hist. Scot.\.^&amp;gt; Another lie, . .quhair
nae kynd of cattail is fund. Ibid. 78 Maid abrogat, and of na
cffecte. 1684 [MERITON] Yorksh. Dial. 26 It I git neay
Cawd, it s bedded up to th Een. 1721 RAMSAY Prospect
Plenty 15 Nae nation in the warld. 1785 J. HUTTON Bran
New Wark (E. D. S.) 184 Naa prawling wolf, naa cunning

fox iver escap d my eye. 1786 BURNS Dream vii, Let nae
saving-fit Abridge your bonie Barges. 1804 GALLOWAY
Poems 69 (E. D. D.), In argument ne papist e er could ding
him. 1827 J. WILSON Noct. Am&r.Wks. 1855 I. 353 There s

nae kindness like kindness frae the haun o
1 a woman. 1833

York Minster Screen 60 T other had ne a business there.

ft. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. I. 9 Of ober heuene ben heer
holde J?ei no tale. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 7 The citees knewen
no debat. c 1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 32 Deth, fro

which no wight lyyyng Defendyn hym may. c 1449
PECOCK Repr. \. xviii. 102 Noo bischop or archideken or
doctour. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) ib, Specyally to

suchethat vnderstande no latyn. 154* UDALL in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 3 Noo sikenes, noo losse of worldly goodes,
none ympresonyng, noo tormentes. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV^
iv. i. 97 There is no ueede of any such redresse. 1615 W.
LAWSON Country Honsew. Curd. (1626) 19 There is no tree

like this for soundnesse. 1667 PEPYS Diary g Aug., I per
ceive Sir W. Coventry does really make no difference

between any man. a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. (1690) Pref,
That there is no Trade nor Employment for the People.
i?iz W. ROGERS Voy. R. World^419 They added, that they
had no Embarkations, but one Ship. 1790 BURKE AT*. Rev.

42 Our constitution has made no sort of provision towards

rendering him., responsible. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma xix,
There is no comparison between them. 1839-5* BAILEY
Festus 417 Thou nadst no need, no business to have loved

me. 1891 Law Times Rep. LXIII. 691/1 There was no
evidence that Nunney had authority to arrest.

c. In elliptic phrases.
For other phrases and proverbs, see the sbs.

1551 TiSDALE Expos, i John Wks. (1573) 395/1 O Poplshe
forgiuenesse with whom it goeth after the common prouerbe,
no peny no pardon. 1640 BAGSHAW in Rushw. (1721) III.

ii. 1343 Episcopacy is inseparable to the Crown of Eng
land ; and therefore it is commonly now said, No Bishop
no King, no Mitre no Scepter. 1645 HOWELL Lett. II.

xviii, I am of the Italians mind that said, Nnlla nuova,
bitona tiuffi o, no news, good news. 1701 Land. Gaz. No.
3740/4 Deputations, commonly call d No Purchase no

Pay ,
for seizing Uncustomed and Prohibited Goods to

certain Persons. 1751 J. BRIDGES (title) No foot, no horse.

1855 BAIN Senses fy Int. i. ii. 25 It seems as if we might
say, no currents, no mind.

fd. Any. Obs, rare 1
.

c 1500 Melusine 242 The Duches is brought to bed of the

most fayrest sone that euer was seen in no land.

e. No one, nobody, no person. (See ONE 24.)
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. ii. iv. 58 My part of death no one

so true did share it. a 1719 SMALRIUGE Serm. (J.), No one
who doeth good to those only.. can ever be fully satisfied

of his own sincerity. 1829 SOUTHEY.V;&amp;gt; T. ^1/0^(1831) II.

421 Such transactions as no one,, .half a century ago, would
have been ashamed of. 1861 PYCROFT Agony Point (1862)

35 No one has room to do much more than jostle together.

2. Qualifying a noun and adj. in close connexion,

usually implying that an adj. of an opposite mean

ing would be more correct or appropriate.
For examples of no such (thing, etc.), see SUCH a.

c 1350 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 17/1 All bouh bei

made no gret nois, He onswerd, as he bed herd heore vois.

1390 GOWEK Conf. I. 46 Sche cast on me no goodly chiere.

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. iv. viii. 468 Thei be not necessarie

neither thei ben in no notable degree better, c 1500

Trevelyan Papers (Camden) 98 Whiche will amounte,
yf hyt be well handelyd, to no lyttle summe. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidanes Comm. 41 It is upon no lyght con-

syderation omitted. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \. ii. 3 This

grasse is vnpleasant, and no wholesome food for cattell.

1641 BURGES Serm. 62 This is no Empiricall Dosis, but a

Probatum est. 1671 MILTON Samson 650 This one prayer

yet remains,. .No long petition. 1715 M. DAVIES Atken.
Brit. I. 235 This sort of Meditation is still.. in no small

esteem and practice. 1772 Ann. Reg. i. 91 It makes no
inconsiderable addition to the revenue of the crown. 1826

DISRAELI Viv, Grey v. vii, With no pleased air. 1849 MAC
AULAY Hist, Eng. v. I. 528 On this man his party had long
relied for services of no honourable kind. 1877 TENNYSON
Sir J. Franklin 4 Thou . . Art passing on thy happier voy
age now Toward no earthly pole.

b. Preceded by the or personal pronoun. Now
only with no small or little.

1559 in Strype Ann. Ref.(\-}oa} I. n. App. ix. 439 Falsifinge

. .the scriptures, to the no small admiration of all the learned

readers. 1581 MULCASTER Positions v. (1887) 26 Which the

most munificent God, by his no niggardishe nature, pro-
uided for them both. 1647 COWLEY Mistr.^ Request vi,

Dost thou deny onely to me The no-great privilege of

Captivitie ?

3. Qualifying a sb. in the predicate : Not (a).

1388 WYCLIF Jer. ii. n Certeynli thei ben no goddis.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 340 Who that is of man no king, The
remenant is as no thing, c 1450 HOLLAND Htnulat 239 Thir

ar na fowlis of reif. a 1500 in C. Trice-Martin Ckanc. Proc.

i$thc. (1904) 5 Saiying that it was noo season for a man of

his ordre to walke so late. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale

Wks. 450/1, I take Moyses for no leder of y children of

Israel. 1596 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax Pref. (1814) 10 A
stream that seems to be no stream, by corn fields that seem

no fields, down a street no street. i634_SiRT. HERBERT
Trav. 157 Great Personages, who otherwise are no Nym-
rods vpon earth. 1650 Bounds Publ. Obed. (ed. 2) 47 The

remaining Members make no House. 17*1 WODROW Hist.

Sttff. Ch. Scot. (1838) I. i. ii. us Mr. Dickson replied, he

well knew his grace was no coward. 1749 SMOLLETT Gil

Bias i. i, He chose a wife . . who, though she was no chicken,

brought me into the world ten months after her marriage.

1798 FERRIAH Illustr. Sterne, etc. iii. 55 Sterne was no

friend to gravity. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul (1842) I.

329 Wanton cruelty and insolence are no part of the Af-

ghaun character. 1839-52 BAILEY Festits 48 Inspiration

cometh from above, And is no labour. 1895 Bookman Oct.

22/2 He was no ruler of consummate ability.

b. Denoting approximation to nullity, as in it

is no distance.

1891 L. FALCONER Mlle.lxe vi. 165 [The mare] will get

over to Carchester in no time.



NO.

4. Qualifying a verbal sb. or gerund in the pre
dicate, denoting the impossibility of the action

specified.
1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Nahiim iii. 19 There is no healing of

thy wounde. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, n. j, 161 Val. No,
beleeue me. Speed. No beleeuing you indeed sir. 1641
SHUTE Sarak

&amp;lt;y Hagar (1649) 108 So the people were so

impetuously set upon their lusts, that there was no speaking
to them. 1650 TRAPP Comm. Dent. iv. 25 Thou thinkest
there is no removing thee. 1719 DE FOF. Crusoe \\. (Globe)
345 There was no keeping Friday in the boat. 1753 Cray s
Inn Jrnl. No. 54 There is no going any where without
meeting Pretenders in this Way. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch
Bk.) Little Britain^ Do what they might, there was no
keeping down the butcher. i8soTHACKKRAY/V?/^H/.rxv,
There s no accounting for tastes, sir. 1895 SHAND Life
Sir E. B. Hamlcy I. ii. 21 There was no mistaking the

meaning of the invitation, and there was no declining it.

II. In combination with sbs. or adjs.
5. a. Denoting that the thing (or person) in

question cannot properly be called by that name,
owing to the absence of the specific qualities im
plied by it, as no-faith, no-form, no-jest, etc.

(Very common after 1600.)
1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 103* Ye see a clere differ

ence . . betwene the doctrine . .ofour firste auncient faith, and
of this vpstert no faith. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. I. i, A..
thredden cloake That scarce would cover your no-buttocks.

1631 WEEvr.R Anc. Funeral^ Mon. 54 Inuenting..a new
certaine no-forme of Liturgie to themselues. 121704 T.
BROWN Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I.o8 Laugh immoderately
at his own no-jest. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews^ iv. vii, They
..have been thoroughly frightened with certain no-persons
called ghosts. 17816 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile In-
discr. V. 220 Effeminacy, and these other nothings, that
constitute the no-character of a modern beau. 1814 JKFFER.
SON Writ. (1830) IV. 239, I frankly confide to yourself these

opinions, or rather no opinions of mine. 1850 MKRIVALE
Rom. Etnp. I. (1865) VI. 182 The common story of Messa-
lina s impudent no-marriage. 1880 CARNEGIE Pract. Trap.
15
A dog such as I have described, whatever be his breed or

his no-breed.

b. Denoting entire absence of the thing named.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii. (1632) 247 To make them

feele the emptinesse, vacuitie, and no worth of man. 1649
BP. HALL Cases Conscience in. ix. (1654) 262 Under the

pain of a no-remission. 1680 DODWELL Tivo Lett. To Rdr.
18 Subjects would discover .. the no-necessity of those
reasons produced for their Separation. 1700 T. BROWN
Lett. fr. Dead II. 204 Walking in the Middle Temple, .to

get them a Stomach to their No-dtnners. 1796 MORSE Am.
Univ. Geog. I. 214 Dobchick or Notail. 1835 Court Mag.
VI. 9/2 His cab is the perfection of quiet no-pretence.
Ibid. 49/2 We have named its absolute no-pretension as

regards the self-supposed claims of its owner. 1896
BOSCAWEN Bible

&amp;lt;5-

Monnm. 166 The land of No-Return,
the region of darkness. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 5 Sept. 3/3 It is

the low prices which produce the no-profit
1

.

c. With derivative sbs. in various senses, as no-

poperist, one who is for * no popery ; no-religionist̂
one who is of no religion ; etc.

1827 SYD. SMITH in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 273
Jesuits abroad Turks in Greece No-Poperists in Eng-
land ! 1838 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1883) 160 A
group of Universalists and no-religionists sat around him.

1882-3 SCHAFF EncycL Relig. Knoivl. III. 2167 The wave
of no-sabbathism now sweeping from Europe to America.
1886 Pall Mall G. 28 July 3/1 The right of the Govern
ment to deal with No-Renters as with rebels.

6. Inattrib. phrases:
a. Denoting objection or opposition to the

thing in question, as no-popery man, etc.

1827 Edin. Rev. XLV. 437 Ready to join his No-Popery
corps. 184x5 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxviii, I m a No-
Popery man, and ready to be sworn in. 1855 L. HUNT Old
Crt, Suburb I. 127 lust in his.. no-nonsense style; what
his opponents call heavy . 1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Dec. 6/1

Stopping the supplies by adopting a No Rent manifesto.

1892 Daily News 11 Mar. 5/7 The no-surrender attitude
which the vast majority of the men have assumed.

b. Denoting absence of the thing named, as no-

schoolpoet, one belonging to no school ; etc.

1832 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev, XLVII. 95 The other of these
no-school poets favoured us with some samples of his

poetry. 1858 HOLMES Aut. Break/. T. xii,A real, genuine,
no-mistake Osiris. 1881 Times 6 Jan. 4/6 Similar volumes
,.on the Pycnogonids or no-body crabs. 1898 Daily News
13 Oct 4/4 The Cape Ministry has resigned in consequence
of the No-Confidence Vote on Tuesday night.
7. With adjectives :

fa. With the force of non- or tin-
9
as no-con-

eluding, inconclusive ; no-certain, uncertain. Obs.
1650 CROMWELL DecL Ld. Lieut. Irel., To try this no-con

cluding argument, . . but yet well enough agreeing with your
learning, I give you this dilemma. 1658 EARL MONM. tr.

Paruta s Wars Cyprus 15 Being allured by the no-certain

promises of Princes. 1751 COVENTRY Hist. Pompey ii. ix.

(1785) 66/1 A no-thinking scribbler of magazines.
b. In parasynthetic combs., as no-coated^

coloured, -shaped, -tongi4ed*
1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Scenes xvii, He was a brown,

whiskered, white-hatted, no-coated cabman. 1875 LANIER
Symphony 121, I speak for each no-tongued tree. 1887
MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) H- T79 A queer little no-
shaped slip cut off from some workshop. 1895 Outing
XXVI. 338/1 This discolored, no-colored gown.
No (nJa), advl [Several forms of different

origin are included here. Those placed under a

(in sense i) represent OE. n6, f. ne NE +6 always,
var. of d; see A adv. and O adv. The second

group (/3) contains the southern or midland repre
sentatives of OE. nd (see NA

&amp;lt;fo.l) ; the later
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examples, however, are somewhat uncertain, and
some of them may be misprints for not. In early
northern and Scottish texts (7) no is prob. a
scribal alteration of original na or tie

;
but the

later Scottish no (from c 1600) appears to be a re

duced form of not/i for nocht NOUGHT (cf. dother
for dochter, and mot? for month). }

= NOT.
1. In ordinary uses. Now only Sc.
a. c 8zs Vesp. Psalter liii. 5 Da strongan..no foresettun

god biforan sesihSe heara. agaa CYNEVTOLF Christ 84 No
jebrosnad wear5 mae^dhad se micla. 971 Blickl. Hoin. 13
Ne herede heo hine no mid wordum anum. Ibid. 17 Se

J&amp;gt;e

. .bideb tres ecan leohtes, no ne ^eblinneb. &amp;lt; 1205 LAV.
7524 He ne blakede no. Ibid. 31816 OSer brohte enne ; be
o3er no brohte nenne. a 1225 Leg. Kath, 1963 OSer, }ef
ha nule no, ha schal beon tohwioeret.
P. c 1200 Moral Ode 77 (Trin. Coll.

MS.&amp;gt;, Nis him no
)&amp;gt;ing

forhoIen..Ne bie hit no swo derne idon. 31223 Aver. K.
340 pauh, no be later, lietere is bo bene no , c 1*50 Gen.
$ -*. 2236 Us sal ben hard If we no bolden him non
forward. 13. . A&quot;. Alls. 6925 No shallow heorte and rlesch

hardye. ciyy&amp;gt;Arth. ,- Mcrl. 5829 (KSlbing), For bai no
sei$en no socour. Ibid. 7224 No tefle y 3011 nou5t worb an
hawe. c 1350 Will. Palcnie 1554 Alle men vpon molde no
schuld my liif saue. a 1450 Fysshytige w. Angle (1883) 4He may not gretly lose but alyne..,so then hys losteys no
grevous. 1588 PARKE tr. Meiutgsa s Hist. C/iiiiti 8 They
doe no leaue one foote of grounde vnsowen. i6z8 DOUGHTY
Chnrck Schismcs 22 Papistrie thwarts and cuts the very
life-strings of a sailing beleefe. Semi-pelagianisme no so.
1661 P. HENRY Diaries ff Lett. (1882) 79 My Father will
no cease unlesse my Vncle acknowledge .. that hee hath
done him wrong. 1682 DKYDEN& LEE Dk. Guise n. ii, No
yet, my Lord of Guise, no yet.
y. a 1300 Cursor M. 7628 Awai (*an drou him son dani,

Bot sauldred him no for-bi. t&quot;i325 MeCr. Hoin. 141 No gif
thou of the selfna tale. n. .Cursor Af.ttiBl (Giittl, pis child,
if he no war god of might, vr goddes alle had standen up
right. 1487 Bartonr s Krnce IX. 471 (Cambr. MS.

, That
him sairrepent sail he. . May f.ill, quhen he no mend it may.
a 1510 DOUGLAS A . Hart \\. 303 Be no wraith with me, my
lady deir ! 1335 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 272 At this time I

no will Onto the Romania do injure or ill. Ibid. II. 334
For caus that thai no wald Resist the wrang. 1596 DA L-
RVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. II. 133 marg., Be the law
3oung and tendir of }eiris ar no permitted to haue the
administratione of the Republic]. 1611 SIR W. MURE Misc.
Poems Wits. (S. T. S.) I. 49 Cease, serpent, seik no tosubdue
And kill ane hert. 1629 Ibid. 218 To doe who care no,
much delight to prat. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shcph. i. ii. 70He s get his will: why no? Ibid. 131 The laird seeks in his
rent : Tis no to gie. 1786 BURNS Mount. Daisy ii, Alas !

it s no thy neebor sweet, The bonie Lark. 1799 MITCHELL
Scotticisms 60, I have walked forty miles, and yet am no
wearied. i8iS SCOTT Antiq. xliv, I maunna say muckle
about them that s no weel and no very able. 1861 RAMSAY
Remin. Ser. it. 182 Is it the fashion for them no to go on?
2. Expressing the negative in an alternative

choice, possibility, etc. (Usu. whether . . or no.}
In earlier ME. nim is employed in the same way (see NONE

adv.); this makes it probable that the use originated in
sentences (such as quots. c 1440 and 1708) in which no was
adjectival.

1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton) v. L (1859) 71 To this hows all
other ben subget, and servauntes, whether they wylle or noo.
c 1440 Generydes 2388, I will, she sayde, do as ye councell
me : Comforte or no. 1535 COVERDALE Judith ix. 20 Yf no,
then go fyre out from Abimelech. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s
Comm. 234 b, He causeth hym to take xiii Duckates,
whether he wolde or noe. 1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier
Wks. (Grosart) XI. 247 He. .asketh whether he please to be
shauen or no. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. I. 2 By which he
tryes and feels all objects, whether they be edible or no.
1708 SWIFT Sacrum. Test Wks. 1751 IV. 164 Many of them
care not Three-pence whether there be any Church, or no.
1784 Unfortunate Sensibility I. 182 Whether or no, this
coat shall be my favourite coat. 1813 PARR Let. to J. C.
Moore 15 Oct., I am uncertain whether or no to notice very
shortly some of his previous, .exploits. 1853 WHEWELL in
Todhunter Ace. Writ. (1876) II. 393 Whether or no there
be virtue or vice in other worlds. 1892 MRS. H. WARD
David Grieve i, vii, It was a half-baked eloquence. ..But
half-baked or no, David rose to it greedily.

1 3. Used in a rejoinder or retort having the form
of a negative question. Obs.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxix. [cxv.] 342, I wyll nat
entre there. ..No wyll? quod Geronette. ^1553 UDALL
Royster D. \. iv, R. This is not she. M. No is ? Ibid. n. iv,
C. What was his name? An. We asked not C. No did 1

1581 RICH Fareai. (1846) 144 The Doctour. .aunswered, that
he never writte letter unto her. .. No have? (q, Mistres
Doritie) read you then heare your owne lines. 1595 SHAKS.
John iv. ii, to. I had a mighty cause To wish him dead,
but thou hadst none to kill him. H. No had (my Lord ?).
1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 35 You professe your ignor
ance thus : Non otnniiw capimus qiddsibi velit. No doe ?
That is marvell that you do not capere.
XTo (non), adv.2 Also a. 1-6 na, 8-9 St. nae,

north, nea. [OE. nd, identical with NA adv.*
Cf. prec. i

.] With comparatives : Not any, not
at all (better, etc.). See also No LESS, No MO(RE.
a. a looo Boeth. Metr. xxv. 29 ;if he wyrsa ne biS, ne

wene ic his na beteran. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Heo
weren ipult ut of paradise and ne mehten ber naleng
etstonden. c ioo ORMIN 13163 pe}? nolldenn nohht tatt
boc

Flaeshlij
na lenngre foll^henn. a lynCursor M. 12366

For^ Icons durst bai cum na nerr. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xviii. (Eppciane) 226 Hayre scho had, quhyt & streke.rekand
na forthire na hir neke. c 1470 Got. ft Cam. 109 Na forthir
he fans, bot foundis away. 1508 DUNBAR Tna Mariit
IVemen 200 He is at Venus werkis na war na he semys.
1580 HAY in Catholic Tract. (S.T. S.) 46 In the receaving
of it thair is na farder profile. 1786 BURNS Ansiu. Tailor s

F.f. x, Gelding s nae better tnan tis ca t. 1790 MRS.
WHEELER Wcstmld. Dial. (1821) 12, I ll bide nea langer,
sea gang I will.

NO.

0. a 1230 Owl
.&amp;lt;, Night. 42 Heo [the owl] ne myhte no

leng bileue. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 85 At idle peryles.. I

aproche hit no nerre. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 4186 Thei
sayde the! myght no betre do. c 1440 Jacob s Well 212 Pou
owyst to sellyn it hym no derere ban bou mayst haue fer-
fore in market!. 1461 I aston Lett. II. 5 We send no er un
to you be cause we had non certynges tyl now. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Niclwlay s Voy. \. vi. 4 b, A small fuun-

!
taine beeing no higher set then the pavement. 1590

[

SPENSER .F. Q.\\. ix. 21 No lenger time So goodly workeman-
ship should not endure. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. (1652)
151 Tis horse-play this, and those jests, .are no better then
injuries. 1697 DAMPIF.R Voy. 467 Being out of hopes to
find their Habitations, we searched no farther. 1711 STEELE
Spect. No. 80 p i They now no longer enjoyed the Ease of
Mind. .in which they were formerly happy. 1790 BURKI-:
Fr. Rev. Sel. Wks. II. 35 If they had been able to contrive

i
no better remedy against arbitrary power. 1836 Tun; IAV.M i,

| Greece^ II. xi. 59 The two factions had no sooner ac
complished the object . . than they began to quarrel. 1891

i
L. FALCONER Mile. I.re vi. 165, I hope that unfortunate
fellow is no worse,

t b. None (the fairer, etc.). Obs. rare (except in

NOTHELESS and NOTHEMO).
a 1000 Exod. 399 Fyrst ferh5bana no by fa,~ra wass. 1297

R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 236 Hit com no be later as he hadde iseyd.

ITo
(n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;u),

adv.3 and so. Also 3 noa. [Southern
!
and midland form of NA adv.-]
A. adv. 1. A word used to express a negative

reply to a question, request, etc., or to introduce
a correction of an erroneous opinion or assumption
on the part of another person.
On the distinction between no and nay, see NAY nttv. 1

n 1225 Aircr. A . 222 Noa, he seiSe, [IJne mei nout makien
beos to sunejen buruh

^iuernesse. a 1250 O t l fy Night.
097 Yet bu ayschest h\vi ic ne vare Into ober londe & singe
pare. No; hwat scholde ich among beom do? c 1320
Cast. Lore 1099 No, ac er he dilyuered be, pou most al so
muche delynere me. c 1350 H ill. Palcrne 2701 No, madame,
seide hire don;ter, marie bat graunt. 1382 WVCLII-- /.ech. iv.

5 Where thou wost not what ben these thingiis? And Y
saide, No, my lord. 1418 26 Polit. Poems 63 To kepe his
comanndement bey say no. 1535 COVERDALE John i. 21
Art thou the Prophet ? And he answered : No. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. i. iii. 91 My heart accords thereto

; And
yet a thousand times it answers no. 1646 CRASHAW Steps
to Temple Poems (1858) 78 When heav n bids come, who
can say no? 1695 Anc. Const.

fig&quot;. 4 No sure, not at all.

1718 G. SEWELL I rod. Cupid 8 The Fools say, Yes
; but

wiser Chaucer, No. 1766 GOLDSM. I ic. W. xiii, No, cries
the Dwarf, . .no, I declare off. 1817 Parl. Dfb. 413 On the

question that the bill do pass, being finally put, the cry of
4 No , from the Opposition side, was very loudly pronounced.
1879 MEREDITH Egoist vii, He half refuses. I do not take
no from him. 1884 TKNNYSON Becket iv. i, Eleanor. Wilt
thou love me ? Geoffrey. No ; I only love mother.
ellipt. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 62 The whole number

present at the meeting must range themselves, aye and no,
on the two opposite sides of the room. 1893 GLADSTONE in

Daily Nc;vs 14 Feb. 4/6 Then I propose the question in

Parliamentary form, Aye or no .

t b. After verbs of thinking or implying. 06s.
1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence ^ We dullard Protestantes

thinke no. 1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribz 388 For my part
1 thinke no, vnlesse he held possessions in the Land of
Promise. 1634 CANNE Necess. Separ. (1849) 243 His words
import positively no, but we are sure yes, and so will every
wise man.. affirm too.

C. Used interrogatively.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. n62 Trewely I nil no lettre

wryte. No ? than wol I
, quod he. a 1553 UDALL Royster

D. ii. iv, T. Yet can I not yonder craftie boy see nor
meete. C. No? 1884 TENNYSON Becket v. iii, Does he
breathe? No? No, Reginald, he is dead.
2. Repeated forthe sake of emphasis or earnestness.
a 1500 Assembly ofLadies 63 The povre pensees were not

disloged there; No, no! god wot, her place was every
where 1 a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 61 b, No, no, I wyll
not so accomplishe your cloked request. 1630 DEKKER
2nd Pt. Honest W/t. i. i, No, no, no, sir, no ; I cannot abide
to haue money ingender. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 013 Loss
of thee Would never from my heart ; no no, I feel The Link
of Nature draw me. 1721 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (i 840) 70

Alfred s in the world ! No no, . .perhaps not .

3. Introducing a more emphatic or compre
hensive statement, followed by not, or nor.
1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 280, I trowe no man hadde

the wit To conne wel my sweven rede ; No, not loseph.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874) II. 304 No wylde beste :

no: nat the mighty Sere. 1581 FULKE in Confer, ii. (1584)L iiij b. We are not Justified by them, no nor by faith, other
wise then instrumentally. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 383
There growes nothing in it good to make ointments, no nor
nothing throughout all Europe. 1636 HEYLIN Hist. Sab
bath 57, I say there was none kept, no nor none commanded.
1721 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 137 The Scots never
appeared, no, not so much as their scouts. 1774 BURKE Sp.
Amer. Tax. Sel. Wks. I. 135 He never stirred from his

ground ; no, not an inch. 1862 TENNYSON Idylls of King,
Ded. 9 Who spake no slander, no, nor listened to it. 1884
Becket Prol., Thou art but deacon, not yet bishop, No, nor
archbishop.

b. Introducing a correction or contradiction.
1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems, Sonn. xiii, You her words,

words, no, but golden chains. 1702 DE FOE Shortest Way
w. Dissenters (1703) 2 Now they cry out Peace, Union, For
bearance, and Charity.. .No, Gentlemen, the Time of Mercy
is past. 1825 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. 342 That class of persons
was comoosed of men no, he could not call them men..
of individuals.

B. sb. fl. Without no, beyond denial, cer

tainly. (Cf. NAY orfz-.l 3.) Obs.

1330 Arth. ff Mtrl. 118 (Kolbing\ Ac Inglond was



NO.

yhoten bo Michel Breteyne, wib outen no. Ibid. 307 So J?ai

deden, wib outen no.

2. An utterance of the word no
; an instance of

its use ; a denial.

1588 SIIAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 413 Henceforth my woing
minde shall be exprest In russet yeas, and honest kersie
noes. 1612 MABBE tr. Altaian s Guzman iTAlf. n. 202 It

is hee that can giue you an I, or a No, whether I shall goe
or stay. 1685 Gracian s Courtier s Orac. 15 The graceful!
manner so guilds and sets off a No, as to make it more
esteemed than an ill seasoned Yea. 1736 FIELDING Pasquin
I. Wks. 1882 X. r39 Let the audience know they can speak,
if it were but an ay or a no. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France
129 She determined, .to go to church,, .and give a solemn
no instead of a yea. 1823 SpiritPH. Jrnls. 183 As two
noes will make a yes. 1831 CARLVI.E Scirt. Res. II. vii.

(heading) ,1hz Everlasting No. 1865 RUSKIN Ethics Dust
(1883) 97 Resolutely whispered No s .

b. A negative vote or decision.

1589 Marprel. Efit. B iij, Here then is the puritans I, for
the permanencie of this government, and M. doctors no.

1654 H. L EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655)
&quot;9

When the same
parity of reasoning was urged, Bellarmmes No was pro
duced. 1886 GLADSTONE Election Address, With you.. it

rests to deliver the great Aye or No, on your choice.

3. t a. The negative side or party. Obs. rare.
1620 Jrnl. Ho. Comm. 13 Feb. I. 520 Question whether

the I or Noe to go out. The Noe yielded, before the Divi
sion of the House.

b. pi. Those who vote on the negative side in

a division.

1657 Burton s Diary (1828) I. 324 A member stood up and
said, that the Noes in the former question had it. 1669
MARVELL Wits. (Grosari) II. 289 The ayes proved 138 and
the noes 129. 1710 Ace. Distemper Tom Whigg n. 50 TheNo s fronting to the East, the Yea s to the West. 1796
HATSELL Prcc. Proc. Ho. Comm. (ed. 3) II. 82 note, If
this question for adjournment takes place before four o clock
in the afternoon, and there is a division upon it, the Yeas
go forth ; if after four o clock, the Noes. 1849 MACAULAY
/fist. Eng. VL II. 26 The Ayes were one hundred and
eighty-two and the Noes one hundred and eighty-three.
Hence Ho v., intr. to say no (to one) ;

trans, to
answer (one) with no. nonce-uses.
1820 Black. f,Iag. VIII. 271 Yes-ing and No-ing to the

great man s will. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 168/1 It is of the
utmost importance, .that you should No the world.

t No, fon/.l Obs. [var. of NA conj\\ Nor.

vacuum wuuu, wuw wcic uuucr iuc ix UHCUIC covenant. 1892
J. TAIT Mind in Matter (ed. 3) 236 There is little question
now of the deluge, but the disposition that once denied
doubts if it was the Noachic one.

So Noa-chical a.

i66y W.PENN in Z,r/4Sel.Wks. 1825!. nThe utmost they
required from strangers . . was an acknowledgment to the
Noachical precepts.

Noacnid (non-Skid). Also-ide. [Cf. prec. and
-ID 3.] A descendant of Noah. Also attrib.

1836 J. HADLEY.M. i. (1873) 10 In the tenth chapter of
the book of Genesis, in the list of Noachids. 1877 RAWLINSON
Orig. Nat. n. i. i73l he author of the Noachide genealogy.
Noah s Art. [See Genesis vi. 14, etc.]
1. The ark in which Noah and his family, with

many animals, were saved from the Flood.
1611 FLORIO, Noale, any place, roome, or thing that con-

taineth varietie of things, as Noes Arke did. 1688 HOLME
Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 27/1 Some blazon it Noahs Arke
sable. 1725 WATTS Logic (1736) 321 All Animals were in
Noah s Ark. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. in. iii, The seat
of our family looks like Noah s ark.

b. A small imitation of this, intended as a play
thing for children.

1846 DICKBNS Cricket on Hearth ii, Noah s Arks, in

meniuer. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6734 He.. to r .
pore dyd euyl yn dede No halp hym no}t yn hys nede.
X338 Chron. (1810) 56 Spare it neuer a dele, Noiber man
no beste, no manere no no toun. c 1400 Gamelyn 22 Had
bei no rest nother nyght no day. c 1470 HENRY Wallaces.

Kg
That wood. .was nothir thik no lang. 1535 STEWART

en. Scot. I. 61 Stakkis no stoir into na stait ma stand.

t No, coiij:* Obs. Sc. [var. of NA con/.*] Than.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 346 Mekle mair..He said to

him no 1 will tell sow heir. IHd. III. 197 Moir sicker wes
in gudlie haist to fle, No to remane.

! No-achal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as next +

-AL.] Very ancient,
1661 K. W. Con/. Charac., Pragm. Pulpit-filler (1860) 85

The booksellers old obsolete and Noahcal [sic] sermons, .are
the parchments he especially takes care of.

Noachian (no,t kian), a.
[f. Noach = Noah

+ -IAN.] Of or relating to the patriarch Noah
or his time, esp. Noachian deluge, the Flood.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 451 Within eight hundred

years after the Noachian Flood. 1711 Brit. Afolio No. 153.
2/1 After this Noachian Deluge, the Air .. was changed.
1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. i. iii. (1837) I. 45 The universality
of the Noachian cataclysm. 1876 PAGE A dv. Text-bk. Geol.
vi. 113 Ascribing every phenomenon in the earth s crust to
the operation of the Noachian deluge. 1879 FARRAR St.
Paul I. 427 Four restrictions, which belonged to what was
called the Noachian dispensation.

b. transf. Very ancient or old-fashioned.

1874 HARDY Far fr. Mad. Crowd Hi, A.. grey overcoat
of Noachian cut.

Noachic (n&amp;lt;7|^-kik),o. [f.
as prec. + -1C.] Of

or pertaining to Noah
; Noachian.

a 1773 A. BUTLER Feasts $ Fasts (1852) II. 114 note, The
Noachick precepts are reduced to abstinence from blood
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I which Birds and Beasts were an uncommonly tight fit.

1883 RUSKIN Art Eng. 9 A Noah s Ark from the nearest

toy-shop.
2. Something suggestive of the Ark in respect of

size, shape, etc., esp. a large, cumbrous, or old-
fashioned trunk or vehicle.

1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay iv, I and my Noah s ark
[
= sea-chest] lay slap in the way. 1835 OllaPodr. iii,
There was the pouring out of the Noah s Ark. 1880 Miss
BRADDON Just as 1 am xxxiv, The barouche will hold us
all. It is a regular Noah s Ark. 1884 Harper s Mag. Feb.
339/2 You hire a sort of floating Noah s ark, and live in it.

3. A small bivalve mollusc (Area Nox).
1713 PETIVER Aquat. Anim. Amb. 2/1 Chama Noachina,

Noahs Ark. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s.v., Another
shell of this genus which., resembles the Noah s ark,..\s
the oblong bucardium, or ox heart shell, commonly called
the bastard Noah s ark. 1823 in CRABB Technol. Diet.
1854 A. CATLOW Conckol. (ed. 2) 279 The Area Nox or
Noah s Ark and several other species like it in form and
character. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last i, Delicate prickly
Pinnae; Noah s arks in abundance.
attrib. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl., Noah s ark shell, . .

the name of a kind of sea shell [etc.]. 1882 Statidard 26
Sept. 2 2 A near ally of the mussel, the Mediterranean
Noah s Ark shell.

4. A cloud-formation having some resemblance
to the outline of a ship s hull.

1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 145 Small black fragments of
clouds like smoke, flying underneath, which some call

messengers, and others Noah s Ark. 1821 CLARE Vill.
Minstr. II. 27 As oft from Noah s Ark 1

great floods
descend. 1866 BLACKMORE Cradock Nowell xxxi, Daubed
with lumps of vapour which mariners call Noah s arks .

1889 A nthony s Photoyr. Bull. 11.279 Halos, Noah s Arks
and unusual clearness of sky are all good signs of rain.

Also Noah s Dove, a constellation in the Southern

hemisphere.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exen. IV. xix. (1636) 473 Other Images

towards the South Pole, as the Crosse or Crosier, the South
Triangle, Noahs Dove or Pigeon. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (1677) 33 The Antartique constellations, some of
which we took special notice of towards the Pole ;. .Noah s

Dove, Polophylax.

Noa hMc
(n&amp;lt;v ik), a. =NOACHIC a.

1845 A. DUNCAN Disc. Pref. f An exposition of the
Noahic, Abrahamic, . . and Davidic covenants. 1861 J. G.
SHEPPARD Fall Rome iii. 114 Even before the Noaic deluge.

Noap, variant of NOPE, bullfinch.

t Noast, obs. variant of OAST.
1656 W. Dy CARD tr. Commcnitts Gate Lai, Unl. 107

Having laid it on a kiln, or noast, scorcheth it, and con-
verteth it into malt.

Noat(e, obs. forms of NOTE.
+ Nob, sb.T- Obs. [Of obscure origin : cf. Flem.

nobbeling, the coarsest flax, of which sacking is

made. See also NOBBLY a.] A knot (on thread).
1308 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. clxi. (Bodl. MS.)

2300/2 Hurden..isclensing of offal ofhempe ober of ffaxe. .

berof is frede sponne bat is. .vneuen and ful of nobbes.

Nob (npb), sb? slang. Also 8 nobb. [perh.
a variant ofKNOB sb,

,
in various senses of which the

spelling nob is also used (see Eng. Dial. Did.}.
Sense 3 may be unconnected.]
1. The head. (Cf. KNOB sb. 4.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nob, a Head. 1733
K. O HARA Tom Thumb \. iv, Do pop up your nob again,
And egad I II crack your crown. 1759 Compl. Lett.- Writer
(ed. 6) 220 Miss Bennet had apparel d her nob in a frightful
Fanny Murry Cap. 1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 237 A
tremendous lunging blow on his nob. a 1845 HOOD Public
Dinner 17 A little dark spare man, With bald shining nob.
1894 MEREDITH Ld. Ormont i, Matey s sure aim.. reliev

ing J. Masner of a foremost assailant with a spanker on
the nob.

fig. 1781 G. PARKER Hum. Sk. 155 Here no despotic
power shews Oppression s haughty nob.

b. attrib. and Comb, as nob-thatch, hair
; nob-

thatcher, a wig-maker (Grose 1796) or hatter.

1823 MONCRIEFF Tom ff Jerry i. v
;
Some of our dashing

straw-chippers and nob-thatchers in Burlington Arcade.
1866 YATES Land at Last vii, You ve got a paucity of nob-
thatch, and what air you aveis.-gray.

c. A blow on the head.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 153 By flush-hits, and nobs

and fibs Who crack d the jaw and broke the ribs Of fearless
Thomas Molineux.
2. In Cribbage, the knave of the same suit as the

turn-up card, counting one to the holder ; esp. in

phr. onefor his nob.
1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Mrs. Battle s Opinions on Whist,

There was nothing silly in it, like the nob in Cribbage. 1844
J. T. HEWLETT Parsons $ W. liv, Fifteen two, and a
pair s four, and his nob s five. 1870 HARDY & WARE Mod.
Hoyle, Cribbage 18 If you hold in your hand or crib a
knave of the same suit as the card turned up you peg one.
In the familiar phrase, you take one for his nob .

1 3. The game of prick-the-garter. Obs.

1753 POULTER Discov. (ed. 2) 9 We defrauded a youngMan of.. four Guineas., at the old Nobb, or Pricking in
the Belt. IUJ.il.

Nob (n?b), sS.3 slang: Also Sc. 8 knabb,
8-9 nab. [Of obscure origin : the Sc. forms are I

against the suggestion that it is an abbreviation of !

nobleman.] A person of some wealth or social
j

distinction.
.. 1755 R. FORBES Ajax Sp., Shop Bill ii, Doughty geer

That either knabbs or lairds may weer. 1796 LAUDERDALE
Poems 75 (E.D.D.), A* the fat nabs through the countra.

1819 THOMSON Poems 29 (E.D.D.), The nabs will say, that
j

duddy soul Shall no sit near, nor taste our bowl.

NOBBLE.
P. 1809 MS. Lett. ofW. Fowler, My Drawings and En

gravings . . have recommended me to the notice of the first
Nobbs of this Kingdom. 1825 C. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I.

255 Nob or big wig. 1837 DISRAELI Henrietta Temple v.

xviti, The little waiter wTio began to think Ferdinand was
not such a nob as he had imagined. 1850 HUXLEY in Life
(1900) I. v. 63 [He] asked me to dine with him and meet a
lot of nobs. 1872 Punch 3 Feb. 47/1 Why don t your nobs
and swells get up poor s schools of their own ?

Nob, sb.*, variant of KNOB sb.

1774 [see KNOB sb. i]. 1792 HUNTER Obs. Anim. CEcon.
(ed. 2) 80 The hen had nobs on her toes. 1840 Civil Eng.
Sr Arch. Jrnl. III. 400/1 A certain article which forms..
a handsome nob for parlour and other doors. 1844 H.
STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 928 A wooden cover.., with nobs
for the convenience of lifting it out. Hid. 936 It has a nob-
handle standing upward. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1530/2Nob (Artillery), the plate under the swing-bed for the
head of an elevating screw.

Nob, sbf&amp;gt;,
abbrev. of KNOBSTICK 2.

1870 J. K. HUNTER Life Studies xix. 136 They ha e a
strong society,, .and hate nobs such as me. 1886 MACLEOD
Clyde Distr. Dumbart. 1. 22 The nobs and their protectors
proceeded to the works.

Nob, v.l Boxing slang. [I. NOB sbl i.]
1. trans. To strike (one) on the head.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 18 After Crib had again

nobbed him. 1816 Ibid. XLVIII. 181 Ford.. nobbed him
severely. 1823 MONCRIEFF Tom t, Jerry n. iv, I ve nobb d
him on the canister.

2. intr. To deliver blows on the head.
1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 153 Tom who cou d both

fib and nob. 1814 Ibid. XLIII. 55 Alexander kept nob
bing with his left hand at the other.

Hence No bbing vbl. rf.l and ///. a.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 87 Stephenson during these

rounds.. put in several nobbing hits. 1825 JONES True
Boxer in Farmer Musa Fed. (1896) 92 With flipping and
milling, and fobbing and nobbing.

Nob, v.z slang. [Of obscure origin.]
1. To collect (money).
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1861) III. 135 We also
nob , or gather the money. 1893 p - H EMERSON Signor
Lippo vi, 1 nobbed half a sovereign from a young visitor,
besides a lot of small money.
2. To make a collection from (persons).
1851 MAYHF.wiW. Labour (1861) III. 206, I saw some

men coming out of a chemical works, and we went to nob
them (that is get some halfpence out of them).
Hence No bbing vbl. sb.2 Also in concrete use.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1861) III. 109 We d take.,

perhaps fifteen shillings of nqbbings. 1895 MORTON Adv.
Arthur Roberts 138 Nobbing* is the professional eu
phuism for going round with the hat.

Nob, in hob and nob, etc. : see HOE-NOB.
No ball, no-ball, sb. [f. No a. + BALL so.]
1. The words used by an umpire at cricket to

denote that the ball has not been bowled in

accordance with the rules of the game.
17. . Laws ofCricket in Grace Cricket (1891) 14 If he (the

bowler] delivers ye ball with his hinder foot over ye Bowl
ing crease, ye Umpire shall call no Ball. 1787 Laws 13 in

Waghorn Cricket-Scores (1899), If the bowler s foot is not
behind the bowling-crease when he delivers the ball, the

umpire unasked must call no-ball . 1890 Laws of Cricket
10 in Murdoch Cricket (1893) 87 The ball must be bowled :

if thrown or jerked, the umpire shall call No Bail .

2. A ball not bowled according to the rules.

1884 Lillywhite s Cricket Ann. 48 Robertson delivered a
no-ball. 1888 Athemeum 21 July 89/1 Why should the
bowler in each instance deliver a palpable no-ball ?

Hence No-ball, v. trans, a. To condemn as

a no-ball. (In quot._/ff.) b. To declare (a bowler)
to have delivered a no-ball.

1878 Sat. Rev. 16 Nov. 617 The new destructive invention
would be internationally no-balled . 1883 Standard 8

May 3/7 It is their duty to no ball
*

any bowler as to the
fairness ofwhose delivery they entertain any doubt. 1885
Manch. Exam. 18 July 5/2 Mr. Jowett, bowling for

Lancashire, was no-balled on the ground of throwing.
Nobbe, obs. variant of KNOB so.

Nobber J
(np-bsj). slang, [f. NOB v^\

1. A blow on the head.
1818 Sporting Mag. II. 23 Spring laughed and gave

Painter a nobber. 1828 Ibid. XXII. 447 Crawley was
about to give the party a second edition of nobbers when
Harry Holt interposed.
2. A pugilist skilled in nobbing.
1821 SportingMag. VIII. 263 Nature seems to have taken

particular pains in qualifying Randall for a nobber of first-

rate excellence.

No bber 13
. slang, [f. NOB z&amp;gt;.

2
] One who

nobs or collects money.
1890 Echo 30 Oct. (Farmer), Only a nobber can know the

extraordinary meanness of the British public. 1893 P. H.
EMERSON Signor Lippo vi, I have often met honourable
nobbers since.

No bbily, adv.
[f. NOBBY a. + -LY 2

.]
In a

nobby manner; showily; smartly (Ogilvie 1882).

Nobbing, vbl. sb. : see NOB z&amp;gt;.! and v?
Nobble (np b l), v. slang. [Of obscure origin.]

1. trans. To tamper with (a horse), as by drug
ging or laming it, in order to prevent it from

winning a race.

1847 [see NOBBLING vbl. sb.}. 1859 LEVER D. Dunn iv, A
shadowy vision of creditors done

,
horses nobbled . 1868

PallMallG. 4 May (Farmer), Buccaneer. . was nobbled, i.e.

maimed purposely, before the Two Thousand in which he

was engaged. 1881 Standard 22 June 3/4 The libel

accused the Plaintiff of being a party to nobbling a horse

..with the object of raising the odds against it.



NOBBLED.

b. To secure (a person, etc.) to one s own side

or interest by bribery or other underhand methods.
1865 [&amp;lt;ee NOBBLING vbl. sb.\. iS&^Manch. Exam. 15 Oct.

5/5 He must be a very clumsy operator who, when he wishes
to nobble a newspaper, does it by cash down. 1889 Times
2 May 9/5 A cool attempt to nobble the Council on the

question of the licensing of music-halls.

2. To obtain by dishonest methods; to steal.

1854 THACKERAY Newcomes\\\\, After nobbling her money
for the beauty of the family. 1862 Philip xvi, The old

chap has nobbled the young fellow s money. 1889 D. C.
MURRAY Catspa-u 207 A gentleman in your position might
as well nobble the Griffin outside as steal them stones.

b. To swindle (one) out of something.
1854 THACKERAY Nnveomes xxv, I don t know out of how

much the reverend party has nobbled his poor old sister.

3. To get hold of, seize, catch.

1877 GREF.NVVOOD Dick Temple I. ii. 73 There s a fiver in
the puss, and nine good quid. . . Nobble him. lads, and share it

betwixt you. 1888 R. BOLDREWOOD Robbery imdtr A rms
(1890) 69 We re bound to be nobbled some day.
Hence No bbled///. a.

1891 Review ofRev. IV. 580/2 The nobbled managers were
quite cowed. 1901 MCCARTHYS yrs. Irel. xxxiv. 513 Secure,
as they fondly thought, in a nobbled hierarchy.

Nobble, variant of KNOBBLE v.

Nobbier *
(n(rbb.i). [f. NOBBLE v. + -ER 1.]

1. One who nobbles horses.

1854 WHYTE-MELVILLE General Bounce vii, Nobblers and
noblemen grooms and gentlemen apparently all layers
and no takers. 1865 Daily Tel. 18 Apr. 3 It is to be hoped
that the son of Orlando will speedily have the pen put
through his name, and thereby mar the little game of the
nobblers . x88i World 6 July 15/1 It is dangerous to

hastily append the word nobbier to any man.
2. (Seequot.)
1876 HINDLEY Cheap Jack 261 A lot of people called

Nobblers , who used to work the thimble and pea rig
*

and go buzzing ,
that is, picking pockets.

Nobbier 2
(n^ bb.1). [Of obscure origin.] A

small quantity of liquor.
1859 CORNWALLIS New World I. 300 People would drink

nobbier after nobbier of spirits all day long. 1862 POLE-
HAMPTON Kangaroo Land 95 One fellow sold execrable
rum at two shillings a nobbier, /. e. half a wine glass. 1888
R. BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms (1890) 16 Every

one wanted to be thought a man,.. so we used to make a
point of drinking our nobbier.

No bbler 3
. rare. [f. dial, nobble to strike on

the head (f. NOB s6.l I) + -EB
.] a. A blow on

the head (Ogilvie 1882). b. A short stick used
for killing fish (cf. NOBBY sl&amp;gt;. i).
1888 SIR H. POTTINGER in Fortn. Re- . May 650 His final

struggles are shortly ended with a single tap of the nobbier .

Nobbier, variant of KNOBBLER.

Nobbling (njvblirj), vbl. sb. [f. NOBBLE v. +
-INT, .] The action of the verb, in various senses.

1847 Illitstr. Lond. .\~eivs 6 Nov. 302/1 What is the play
at a German watering-place compared with the . . nobbling
and hocussing of a race course. 1865 Pall Mall G. 21

Aug. n/2 Brickwood was umpire, in a London watermen s

ngora r __ .

1897 Daily News 25 Feb. 8/4 Filling empty sacks with
small quantities of coke taken from each of the full sacks.
The practice was known among coal men as nobbling .

elector, they are pretty nobbling .

t NO bbly, a. 06s. [f. NOB rf.l] Knotty.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. clxi. (Bodl. MS.)

230 b/2 Wib many brakingges . . hurden beb departed fro [the
substance of] hempe ober of flex and is grete whan it is de
parted, nobly, schorte, and rowge.

Nobbly, variant of KNOBBLY a.

Nobbut (np-byt), adv. Now dial. Forms : 4
no bot, 4-5 (9) no but, 6 na but, 8-9 nobbut,
9 -at, -et, -it, etc. [f. No adv^ + BUT conj. 4.]
1. Only, merely, just.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1127 No-bot wasch hir. .in wyn as
ho askes, Ho by kynde schal becom clerer ben are. 1388
WYCLIF 2 Kings xviii. 4 marg.. As if he seide, no thing of
Godhed was in it, ..no but copir was there. ^1425 St.

Mary of Oignies n. x. in Anglia VIII. 177/45 No but
elleuene tymes and in a litil quantite she toke bodily mete.
1567 DRANT Horace, Et. n. ii. H j, This boy ran once for
feare of whip. And na but once from me. 1787 Borrtrw-
dale Letter, This is nobbut like t clock when it gis warnin
to strike twelve. 1804 R. ANDERSON Ciimbld. Ball, (c 1850)
19 Nobbet sit your ways still, the truth I s tell. 1855 MRS.
GASKEU..North % S. xlv, I nobbut wanted to know if they d
getten him cleared ? 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister ?

87 He s but half a man that Missie, nobbut one of oursens
dressed up like.

2. Except, unless ; except that.

1381 WYCLIF Mark v. 37 He resceyuede not ony man to
sue him, no but Petre, and James. 1388 Gen. xxviii. 17
Here is noon other thing no but the hows of God. 1395
PURVEY Remonslr. (1851) 37 [To] be deposid or dcgratid if

he is a clerk no but he amende himsilf.

1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. I. 36 This Billy bed a gran-
father just such another man for all the warld as he is, no-
but he wasn t lame.

Nobby (np-bi), sb. [Of doubtful origin.]
1. = NOBBLERS.
1887 All Year Round 22 Jan. 10 The fisherman s stick or

nobby, used in the salmon fishing.
2. A Manx fishing boat of the smallest class.

1899 S. GWYNN in Black-*. Maf. Oct. 489 The crews of
VOL. VI.
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forty-eight row-boats, .and of eighteen nobbies and hookers.
Ibid. 450 The nobby, a Manx type, has been largely intro
duced a boat .. provided with two short masts which can
easily be let down without being unstepped.

Nobby (np-bi), a. slang-. Also 8 Sc. knabby.
[f. NOB sb.l + -T.J Belonging to, or characteristic

of, the nobs ; extremely smart or elegant.
a. Of persons.

1788 PICKEN Poems 178 The herds o mony a knabbie
laird War trainin for the shambles. ciSio Broadside
Ballad (Farmer), A werry nobby dog s meat man. 1847
ALB. SMITH Nat. Hist. Gent x. 67 He would think that he
was not nobby if he did not have some wretched cham
pagne. 1884 Harper s Mag. Jan. 230/2 How nobby the

Captain used to look, .in the. .silk suits.

b. Of places or things.
1844 C. SFI.BY Lond. by Kight u. i, Enter Ankle Jack,

extravagantly dressed. I fancy I shall do, my togs being in

keeping with this nobby place. 1852 DICKF.NS lilertk Ha.
liv, Respecting this unfortunate family matter, and the
nobbiest way of keeping it quiet. 1862 Punch 29 Mar.
124/1 But.. the game s alive again , in the nobby new
Westminster Pit. 1893 Q. (Qun.LER COUCH) Deleft. Pnchy
212 An outfit.. described as rather nobby .

C. The nobby, the smart thing.
1869 E. FARMER Scrap Book (ed. 6) 75 He went for the

nobby, he heeded not price. 1905 Daily Chron. 18 Dec.
4/5 We pay sixpence.. in the body of the hall, and nine-

pence if we do the nobby and ascend to the balcony.

Nobby, variant of KNOBBY a.

Nobehete, variant of XABCHEAT Obs.

No-being, [f. No a. + BEING
sl&amp;gt;.] Negative

existence
; non-existence, non-entity.

1651 tr. Kite/tin s Jurisii. (1657) Ep. Ded., I have fixt my
hopes, that Ignorance, .will lose its no-being in Judicial!
Performances. 1653 MORE Antid. Ath. i.viii. Scholia (1712)

150 A most absolute necessity of Being, by which.. it is

different from a No-Being. 1733 W. CRAWFORD Infidelity
(1836) 162 Have we not more need of no-being than being 1

1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 90, 1 car. certainly think a difference
that is, a relation between being and no-being.

Nobel, nobil, obs. forms of NOBLE a.

Nobiliary (nobi-liari), sb. and a. [ad. F.

nobiliaire, L. type *nobiliaritis, -inm : see NOBLE
a. and -AHY.]

t A. sb. (See quot.) Obs. rare -.
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl., Nobiliary, a collection, or

historical account, of the noble families of a province,
or nation. [Hence in Bailey, 1731, and some later Diets.,
but prob. never in actual English use.]

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the nobility. No
biliary particle, the preposition (as F. de, G. von)
forming part of a noble title.

1762 tr. Busching s Syst. Geog. VI. 238 One is elected
from among the whole body of the nobility, and one from
among the nobiliary states of the canton. 1868 Pall Mall
G. 21 Aug. 2 As for nobiliary pride, it is not known in
Poland. 1871 Memberfor Paris II. 15 The law, which for-

;

bids persons to adopt nobiliary particles to which they have
no right. 1889 H. D. TRAILI, Stratford iv. 41 He was
frankly proud of, frankly deferential to, nobiliary rank.

Nobilich, obs. form of NOBLY.
Nobi litate, pa. pple. and ppl. a. Sc. Now

rare or Obs. Also 6-7 -at. [ad. L. nobilitdt-us, \

pa. pple. of nobilitare : see next.] Ennobled
; dis

tinguished, renowned.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Pro!. 12 Farther

it is nobilitate in fyne wole and quhyt. Ibid. 28 Westwarde
lyes monteith, nobilitat and mekle commendet throuch the
name of sik cheise. 1632 LITHCOW Trav. x. 499 A fruitful!,
populous, and nobilitat planure. 01670 SPALDING Troub.
Chas. 7(1850) I. 105 The Lord Ogiluy. .being narrest the
stock.. and nobilitat before him. 1689 tr. Buchanans De
Jure Reg. 56 [He] thought him to be Nobilitate by the
Slaughter of a Tyrant. 1722 NISBET Her. I. 76 The
Branches of the principal Family of Douglass, which were
nobilitate.

Nobilitate (nabi-litc l), v. Now rare or Obs.

[f. ppl. stem of L. nobilitare, f. nobilis NOBLE.]= ENNOBLE v. in various senses.

S42 UDALL Erasm. Apcph. 52 b, Sir kyng it is your
pleasure .. to nobilitate this place. 1577 HELLOWES tr.

Gueuara sChron. 58 The greatest of Traianes exercise was,
to augment and nobilitate his armie and knighthood. 1598
HAYDocKEtr. Lomazzoi. 6 There are two things, which doe
specially dignifie and nobilitate a man. c 1610 SIR C. HEYDON
Astral. Disc. (1650) 69 Nature hath singularly nobilitated all
the Aspects in the Motions of Saturn and Jupiter. 1665 J.WEBB Stone-Heng(\-m) 3 A glorious Shew of Statues and
Inscriptions.. nobilitated the Memory of famous Citizens.

169? .T. BOSTON Art Man-fishing (1900) 44 My heart is
nobilitated and tramples on the world.

b. To raise (one) to noble rank.
153* Isee below). 1669 in Macfarlane Genealog. Collect.

(1900) 65 He nobilitate Kenneth, making him by Patent
Lord Kintail. 1724 J. MACKY Journ. thro. Eng. (ed. 4) I.
i. ii The Family..was Nobilitated into two Branches by
King Charles II. \l6\Chron. in Ann. Reg. 62 William,
lord Borthwick, was nobilitated in the year 1424.
Hence NobHitated ///. a

; Nobrlitating vbl.
sb. and ///. a.

1538 LELAND Itin. (1760) VI. 38 The firste nobilitating of
the Pophams, as it is saide, was by Matilde Emperes. 1729
E. ERSKINE Strm. Wks. 1871 I. 442 This law coming out of
Zion is a dignifying or nobilitating law. 1753 Scots Mag.
Nov. 530/1 The ..nobilitating of rich commoners. 1791
State P. in Ann. Reg. 188* The law., which subjects all

newly-nobihtated persons to certain civil restrictions.

Nobilita tion. Now rare or Obs. [f. prec., or
ad. med.L. nobilitatio (Du Cange).] The action
of ennobling.

NOBLE.
1610 HOLLAND Camiicu s Brit. i. 175 A thing that evi-

dently appeareth by the Patent or Instrument of Nobilita-
tion. 1664 H. MORE Antid. Idolatry ii. 16 The Perfection
and Nobihtation and Salvation of the Souls of men. 1775
C. JOHNSTON Pilgrim 86 The influence which this power of
nobilitation might give him over them.

Nobility (nebi liti). Forms : 4-6 nobylyte,
t

6 -ytye, -ite
; 5-6 nobilite, 6 -yte, -itee, 5-7

! -itie, 6-7 -itye, 6 -ity. [ad. F. nobilit&amp;lt;&amp;lt;(\ 2th c.),
or L. nobilitds, {. nobilis NOBLE : see -ITY.]
1. The quality of being noble in respect of ex

cellence, value, or importance. Now rare.
1398 TREVISA fSarth. f. c P. R. v. i. (1495) 100 The noby-

lyte and precyousnesse of the eye. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5651
,
A book, that the Golden Verses Is clepid.for the nobilite Of
the honourable ditee. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xix. 114 What
God is in hise dignitees, nobilitees and perfecciouns. 1514
BARCLAY Cyt. f, Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 24 Now iuce. .

...L:._u_ _r.u- _:_.,. ., . r-*e n r

25 In Nobilitie aboue Stones and Mettals are Plants. 1578
BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 59 This tendon truly is of great
nobilitie. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D Acasta s Hist. Indies v.

i. 331 That other part of the worlde,. .much inferiour in

nobilitie. 1678 R. R[USSELL] tr. Geler n. i. in. ix. 77 It

[silver] is a noble Body but wants of the nobility of Gold.

b. The quality of being noble in nature or char
acter

;
nobleness or dignity of mind.

1595 W. JONES (title), Xenna s Nennio; or a Treatise . f

Nobility; wherein is discoursed what true Nobilitie is, with
such qualities as are required in a perfect gentleman. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. \\. i. 218 They say basemen being in Loue, haue
then a Nobilitie in their Natures, more then is natiue to them.
1641 J. SHUTE Sarah t? Hagar(i6^g) 142 To labour for Ver-
tue, which is true Nobility. 1687 DRVDEN//rwrf* P. 111.1220

of nature By this one act is forfeited for ever. 1877 E. R.
CONDER Bas. Faith v. 203 It is man s nobility, not his

defect, th.Tt the most lofty and commanding part of him is

his moral nature.

trans/: 1860 TVNDAI.L Glac. I. xxv. 187 There was a
nobility in this glacier scene.

2. The quality, state, or condition of being noble
in respect of rank or birth.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xlvii. 202 (Harl. MS. , I was some tyms
a worthi knight. . , Ande so when that I thinke of my grete
nobilite that I haue beneinnefetc.]. 1560 DAUStr. Sle/dane s

Comm. 3 b, Suche a one as was both in nobilitie of birth
and in authoritie also right famous. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 96 Of this cumis thair pryd ..and
hosting of thair nobilitie. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii.

II. (1651) 316 This is it beiike, which makes the Turkes at
this day scorn nobility, and all those huffing bumbast titles.

1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes Wks. 1710 I. 250 We draw a
long Nobility From Hieroglyphick Proofs of Heraldry.
1705 ADDISON Italy (1733) 58 Their Merchants who aie
grown rich.. buy their Nobility, and generally give over
Trade. 1781 COWPER Truth 353 Royalty, nobility, and
state Are such a dread preponderating weight. 1841 W.
SPALDING Italy fy It. Isl. III. 244 Nobles there are in
abundance ; but their nobility is valid only at court and in
fashionable society. 1873 STUBBS Const. Hist. xv. II. 185
English nobility is merely the nobility of the hereditary
counsellors of the crown.

transf. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. iv. vii. 13 note, To
observe the comparatively recent nobility of many things
quite established by present usage.

3. (With the.) The body of persons forming the
noble class in any country or state.

1530 PALSGR. 889 Commodyouse and profytable vnto the
nobylite of this realme. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm.
200 b, An especyall ornamente of the Frenche Nobilytye.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xv.

xcy. 379 The Prelacie, Nobilitie,
States-men, and State betraide. 1671 MILTON Samson
1654 Lords, Ladies, Captains, Councellors, or Priests, Thir
choice nobility and flower. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver ii. vii,
Farmers in the Country, whose Commanders are only the
Nobility and Gentry. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 53 F 3A street where many of the nobility reside. 1819 SHELLEY
Cenci i. ii. 57 All our kin, the Cenci, will be there, And all
the chief nobility of Rome. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Trails,
Wealth, The introduction of these elements . . draws the
nobility into the competition.

t b. Without article. Obs. rare.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxyii. (1887) 147 If nobilitie
and gentlemen would fall to diligence. 1596 SHAKS. i

Hen. IV, n. iv. 429 Stand aside, Nobilitie. 1603 JAS. I in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 64 The Country [being] so full

of Nobilitie and Gentlemen of the best sort. 1650 BULWER
Anthrofomet. lAll the Children, .born of Nobility.

o. transf. The pieces other than pawns in chess.

1656 W. HOWARD in Clarendon Hitt. Ret. xv. 127, I

have often observ d that a desperate game at chess has been
recovered, after the loss of the nobility, only by playing the

pawns well.

4. (With a.) A noble class; a body of nobles.
1612 BACON Ess., Nobility (Arb.) 192 A great. .Nobilite

addeth maiesty to a Monarch, but diminisheth power.
1662 STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacrx n. ii. | 5 Strabo mentions
no Nobility at all in jEgypt distinct from the Priests.

1735 BOLINGBROKE On Parties 192 The Saxons had a
Nobility too, arising from personal Valour, or Wisdom.
1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. xvi. 405 The Venetians
were a nobility of merchants.

b. One belonging to the noble class.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (1858) 342 One leaves all these
Nobilities standing in their niches of honour.

Noblay, variant of NOBLET(E Obs.

Noble (ni5o-b l), a. and *M Forms : 4-6
nobul, 4-5 -ulle, 6 -nil; 4-6 nobyl, 5 -ylle,
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NOBLE.

5-6 -yll; 4-6 nobil, (4 -ile), 4-7 nobill, (5

-ille) ; 5-6 nobel, nowble, 3- noble, [a. F.

noble (
- Sp. noble, It. nobile), ad. L. nobilis, f. the

stem (g)no- to KNOW : see -BLE.]
A. adj. I. 1. Illustrious or distinguished by

position, character, or exploits. (Usu. implying
senses 2 and 4, and now merged in these.)

a 1352 MINOT Poems (ed. Hall) vii. 18 pus haue I mater for

to make For a nobill prince sake. 1390 GOWER Conf. III.

2 He is a noble man of armes. (11400-50 Alexander 985
Lo! maisterlynges of massydon, so myghty & so noble.

ci475 Ran/ Coifyar 703 Sone besyde him he gat ane
sicht of the Nobill King, c 1530 LD. P.FRNERS Art/t. Lyt.
Brit, i Gawyn, and Lancelotte, and many other noble

knightes, 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane^s Connn. 14 b, Syns that

so noble Piinces had such an opinion of him. 1600 J. PORY
tr. Leo s Africa 47 They esteeme themselues the most noble

and worthy people vnder the heauens. 175 GRAY Lonr
Story 141 God save our noble King.

b. Of actions: Illustrious, great.

ci47o HENRY Wallace i. 2 We suld..hald in mynde tbar

nobille worthi deid. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cv. i Who can

expresse y noble actes of the Lorde, or shewe forth all his

prayse? isSSGRAFTON- Chron. II. 427 The noble feates of

Chiualrie and Martiall actes. c 1586 Mourn. Muse 186 in

Spenser s l\&amp;gt; k$. (Globe) 565/2 [He] doth tell Thy noble acts

anew. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.
&amp;lt;y

Cl. v. iii. 237 What poore an
Instrument May do a Noble deede.

2. Illustrious by rank, title, or birth
; belonging

to that class in the community which has a titular

pre-eminence over the others
; spec, belonging to,

or forming, the nobility of a country or state.

In early use not clearly distinct from sense i.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 701 Ich be wole marie we!.. To be
nobloste bacheler. a 1300 CursorM. 17169 If bou neuer sa

nobul war, Quat thing mo^ht i giue be mare? 11352
MINOT Poems (tA, Hall) viii. 65 pe nobill burgase and be

best Come vnto him. c 1400 MAUNDEV, (Roxb.) vi. 20 He
gers bring before him all be nobilest and be fairest maydens.
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 204 For the whyche
procsses this nobill erle shold nat vaynglory haue. 1535
COVERDALE i Mace. i. 6 He called for his noble estates. .&

parted his kyngdome amonge them. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;y Jul. in. iv. 2i A Thursday tell her, She shall be married
to this Noble Earle. 1631 HEYWOOD London s Jus Hon.
Wks. 1874 IV. 265 More faire and famous it is to be made,
then to be borne Noble. 1648 Nicholas Papers (Camden)
I. 89 For many other reasons, which I presume those noble

persons had in their consideracions. 1712 STEELE Spect.
No. 274 F 2 The Copy of a Letter written, .to a noble Lord.

1756-7 tr. Keysler^s Trait. (1760) III. 68 The church.,
derives the last name from its noble founder. 1849 MAC-
AULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 47 All the noblest and most opulent
members of their church. ., except Lord Arundell. 1893
WIGCIN Cathed. Courtship 58 Lady De Wolfe s husband
has been noble only four months.
absol. a 1400-50 Alexander 481 Princes 8: duki?, With

maisterlingis of Messadone & many obire noble.

b. Of birth, blood, family, etc.

c 1290 St. Kath. i in S. Eng. Leg. I. 92 Selnte Katerine
of noble kunne cam. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. metr. vi.

(1868) 79 panne comen alle mortal folk of noble seed, a 1533
LD. BERNERS Hnon xxi. 62, 1 slew a knyght of a noble

blode. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane sComm. 2 b, This Thomas
comming of a noble house, gave him self wholy to learning.
1611 BIBLE 2 Mace. xiv. 42 Chusing rather to die manfully,
then . . to be abused otherwise then beseemed his noble birth.

1657 EARL MONM. tr. Parnta s Pol. Disc. 79 Any witty
Citizen, or hopefull Young-man of noble extract. 1708 J .

CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. IIL iii. (1710) 437 The Noble
Order of Knights of the Thistle. .was revived by King
James VII. 1808 SCOTT Mann. i. vii, Two gallant squires,
Of noble name, and knightly sires.

c. Pertaining to, connected with, a person or

persons of high rank. Also transf. in chess.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 155 Now amende He mai wel thurgh
your noble grace. 1504 in Leadam Set. Cas. Crt. Requests
(Selden Soc.) 8 Your said Oratour.-hadde begon to colour

dyvers reed hides for your noble vse, 1534 MORE in Roper
Life (1822) 118 The first lesson, .that ever his Grace gave
me at my first comming into his noble service. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. fy Cl. i. ii. 116 At your noble pleasure. 1680 COTTON

Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 46 When any Pawn . . seats himself

in any of his Noble houses, he is dignified with the. .power
of a Queen.
f 3. Distinguished for genius or skill. Ofa.

c 1400 Cursor M. 28846 (Cott.-Galba), Saynt Aniane, bat

nobill clerk, Sais almus es goddes awin werk. a 1400-50
Alexander 3132 (DubL), He gart seke bair sarys, & bairn

salue With surgers [v.r. surgens] noble. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixiii. 61 This noble cunning sort, Quhom of befoir I

did report. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Pro!. 3

Thay being so noble Seymen, and sa expert in sayling.

4. Having high moral qualities or ideals ; of a

great or lofty character. (Also used ironically.)
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. v. v. 68 This was the Noblest Roman

of them all. 1641 RAKER Chron. (1653) 179 King lohn..had
the happinesse to fall into the hands of a Noble enemy. 1778
Miss BURNEY Evelina Ixxv, Tell me if he is not the noblest

of men ? 1829 DIGBY Broaast. Hon. I. Godefridus 223 The
soldiers of Pavia were more noble than their Emperor
Frederic II when they remonstrated against his barbarous
execution of the Parmesan prisoners. 1871 R. ELLIS tr.

Catullus Ixvii. 29 Truly a noble father, a glorious act of

affection ! 1892 \qth Cent. July 118 The life of one of the

noblest of a long list of noble names.

b. Of the mind or nature.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 35 The noblest mind the best con

tentment has. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. K///, in. ii. 419 Some
little memory of me will stirre him (I know his Noble
Nature). 16x4 WOTTON Elem. A rchit. Pref. \t\Reliq. (1651)

195 Architecture can want no commendation where there

170

are.. Noble Mindes. 1700 DRYDF.N Wife of Bath s T.

384 The nobleman is he whose noble mind Is filled with

inborn worth.

5. Proceeding from, characteristic of, indicating
or displaying, greatness of character.

1503 DUNBAR Thistle % Rose 119 [The lion] Quhois noble

yre is parcere prostratis. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 57
Whether tis Nobler in the minde to suffer The Slings and
Arrowes of outragious Fortune. 1630 R. Johnson sKingd.
$ Commiv. 218, I will not omit to speake of two Noble

usages of the King of Swethland towards his Souldiers.

1719 LAW Serious C. ii. (1732) 19 Then he will know that

there is nothing noble in a Clergyman but a burning zeal

for the Salvation of Souls. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(7776) III. 218 Numberless accounts assure us that his

anger is noble. 1809 WORDSW. Sonn. Liberty \\. xix. ia To
whose all-pondering mind a noble aim, Faithfully kept, is

as a noble deed. 1851 RUSKIN .Stouts Ven. (1874) I. i. 7 The
noble pride which was provoked by the insolence of the

emperor. 187* MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 10 The too neg
lected list of good causes lost, and noble effort wasted.

b. Characterized by moral superiority or dig

nity ; elevated, lofty.

1738 GRAY Properties n. 53 You whose young bosoms feel

a nobler flame. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. II. 96 They.,
carry the sciences. ., instruct the natives. . .These are to be

sure noble occurrences. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cxlvii,

Relic of nobler days, and noblest arts ! 1831 Society I. 25
With a zeal worthy of a nobler cause. 1872 MORLEY Vol
taire (1886) 4 The noblest collective tradition of free intellect

which the achievements of the race could then hand down.

II. 6. Distinguished by splendour, magnifi

cence, or stateliness of appearance; of imposing
or impressive proportions or dimensions.

1290 .9. Eng. Leg. I. 71 In be priorie of wiricestre, J&amp;gt;at

noble hous and gret is. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 896
Romulus & remeus . . Bigonne bo verst rome bat noble cite

is. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1097 pis noble cite of ryche

enpresse. c 1384 CHAUCER H. fame i. 469 When I bad seen

al this syghte In this noble temple thus. ^1515 Cocke
Lorcll s B. 6 They wyll bylde nt Colman hedge in space A
nother noble mansyon. &amp;gt;577

HARRISON Descr. Brit. xi. in

Holinshcd I. 52 Being past Rochester, this noble riuer goeth
to Chatham. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olcarius&quot; Voy.Atnb.z-z^
\Ve cross d. .over a very fair stone bridge, containing six

noble Arches. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ, &quot;Jems. (1732) 142
These noble Trees grow amongst the Snow. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver \. v, The rest of that noble Pile . . [was] preserved
from Destruction. 1779 J. MOORE VirM Soc. II. Ivii. 77
The gallery which contains them is a very noble room.
1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey\ \. i, They ascended a noble stair

case. 1842 BORROW Bible in Spain xxxiv, It possesses a
noble quay.
absol. 1741 C TESS POMFRET Corr. (1805) III. 202 Nor is

this shore destitute of the noble as well as the agreeable.

b. Splendid, stately, magnificent, rare.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1503 pe ober kinges echon Hit dude
..Si in so noble fourme non. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of
&K&H59 The gret Alpha & Oo,. . For that nobyll tryumphe,
had hem thedyr sent, c 1500 Melusine 214 They were

espoused & maryed togidre, & was the feste holden right

grete & noble.

7. Having qualities or properties of a very high
or admirable kind.

Freq. in the comparative nnd superlative, denoting supe
riority to other things of the same name.
c 1305 St. Kenelm in E. E. P. (1862) 55 Whan hit out of

heuene com.. What noblerere relik mi^te her beo. ^1375
Cursor M. 25116 (Fairf.t, per is na pra ier bat is squa noule

of be mikilnes. 138776 T. USK Test. Love n. i. (Skeat)
1. 106 A final cause is noblerer, or els even as noble, as

thilke thing that is finally to thilke ende. 1390 GOWER
Con/. III. 146 The moste noble Creature Of alle tho that

God hath wroght. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit IVemen 248
God.. send me sentence to say, substantious & noble. 1577
B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hnsb. in. (1586)114 The Horse.., the

noblest, the goodliest,, .and the trustiest beast that we vse

in our seruice. 1631 WIDDOWES Nat. Philos. 50 Sences of

certaine parts are more or lesse noble. The nobler are

Seeing, and Hearing. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exp. 132 In

Waters generally held the lightest, purest, and noblest, the

little cloud is thinner. 1725 N. ROBINSON 77*, Physick 211

Highly dangerous is it for those, that have been us d to the

most generous Wines, suddenly to abandon those Noble

Liquors, 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 49 So we
find that the noblest animals are ever the least fruitful.

1835 Penny Cycl. HI. 421/2 The noble race of Barbary
horses which we commonly call barbs. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 16 In all bodily actions, not quietness, but the

greatest agility and quickness, is noblest and best.

b. Of precious stones, metals, or minerals.

1590 GOWER Conf. I. 57 He the Ston noblest of alle, The
which that men Carbuncle calle Berth in his bed. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvi. xlvii. (Bodl. MS.), Precious

stones.. ben ifounde..in passinge grete vertue, whan bey
bene noble and verrei. Ibid* xiv. iii, Noble metall is ymynyd
oute of veynes and mountayns. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes &amp;lt;$

Qua/. 360 Our Menstruum may have a particular operation

upon some Noble.. parts of the Gold. 1708 J. C. Comfl.
Collier (1845) 17 Was it ever heard of, or known that this

Noble, this Main-Coale, was sold.. for 8$. per Chaldron ?

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 89 The three first (Gold,

Platina, Silver] and Quicksilver commonly called Noble and
Perfect metals. 1813 R. BAKF.WELL Introd. Geol. 79 Many
specimens have the characters of the precious or noble

serpentine. 1842 PARNELLC//WW. Anal. (1845* 96Silverand
palladium are the only noble metals which dissolve in

melted bisulphate of potash. Note. Noble metals are those

which do not become converted into oxides, but remain

bright when heated in the air. 1855 Orr s Circ. Sci., Geol.

510 Noble opal,
or precious opal, includes all those specimens

which exhibit the play of prismatic colours.

c. Of parts of the body, spec, of those without

which life cannot be maintained, as the heart,

lungs, etc.

1632 SHERWOOD s.v., The noble parts of the body. 1656

NOBLE.
RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 12 Especially if it be near a noble

part. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. Introd., The
Bellies are certain remarkeable Cavities of the Body,
wherein some noble bowel is placed. 1721 BRADLEY Ace.
Wks. Nat. 67 The Flounder and many others will live a

long time after their Bowels and more noble partsare taken
out of them. 1733 CHEYNH Eng. Malady n. viii. 2 (1734)

193 Attended with no. .Disease, or no noble Organ entirely

spoil d. 1843 ABDY Water Cure 44 A diseased function of
one of the nobler organs. &quot;&y)Allbutt $Sy$t. Med. VII. 100
The overgrowth of the neuroglia tissue at the expense of the

noble elements.

d. Of hawks. (See TGXOBLE a. i b.)

1614 BP. HALL Recoil, Treat. 161 The Soule, like unto
some noble Hauke, lets passe thecrowes. 1833 MUDIE Brit.

Birds (1841) I. 79 The old division of noble and ignoble
hawks. 1867 DK. ARGYLL Reign ofLaw iii. led. 4) i66The
Hawks have been classified as noble or ignoble ,

accord

ing to the length and sharpness of their wings.

e. In some specific names, as noble agrimony,
liverwort (q.v.), orange.
1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. (1887) 501 Other varieties are

sometimes imported, as the Noble or Mandarin Orange and
the Tangerine Orange.

8. Splendid, admirable, surpassingly good.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1 882 (Cott.), Medicine sal bou of vs take,

A nobul bath we sal be make, c 1375 Ibid. 3723 (Fairf.), Nobil

venysoun bat I be bringe. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)

VIII. 21 Bernard wrootmenynobil bookes. ci4&amp;lt;x&amp;gt;MAUNDEV.

(RoxK)xiv. 61 perer berin. .grete medews and noble pasture
for bestez. c 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 133 An oynement That
nobill was and newe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur y.v.1. v. 849
Than hym thought synne and shame to throwe awaye that

nobyl swerde. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 5 We
haue not taken theyr errours, but the noble verytees or

treuthes of
philosophy. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Hnsb.

ii. (1586) 92 b, Of the Mulberie is made a verie noble

medicine for the stomacke. 1626 BACON Sylva 401 This is

a noble Experiment ; for, without this help, they would have
been four times as long in coming up. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Mandelsl&amp;lt;?s Trav. 09 When the president was to take leave

of him, he presented Mm with a noble coverlet of Watte.

1759 Chron. in Ann. Reg.bi/z, I.. gave him a noble dose of

great guns and small arms. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna in. i,

See that there be a noble supper provided. 1877 DOWDEN
Shaks. Primer vL 77 There is noble material for tragic

poetry here. 1899 BESANT Orange Girl i. i, He drank a

great deal of port, of which he possessed a noble cellar,

t b. Notable, very great. Obs. rare.

1604 Siipplic. Masse Priests i, Astheyaffirme.and therein

tell a most noble and remarkeable untruth. 1694 SALMON
Bate s Djsfens. (1713) 516/2 It cannot be done without a
noble Diminution of some of their best parts.

9. The noble science (ofdefence) or art, the art of

(f fencing, or) boxing.
(-1588 in Tarlton s Jests (1844) p. xii, Richard Tarlton,

master of the noble syence of derTence. c 1611 BEAUM. & FL.

Knt. Burn. Pestle n. i, A bold defiance Shall meet him, were

he of the noble science. 1620 MELTON Astrolog. 30 Like so

many Masters of the Noble Science of Defence, they strive

to breake the head of each other s reputation. 1726 in Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 782 Professor of the Noble Science of

Defence. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones in. iv, Tom was much
his superior at the noble art of boxing. 1839 RADCLIFFE

(title) The Noble Science, with a few general ideas on Fox-

Hunting.
10. Comb.) as noble-couraged, -gartered, -hearted

(-nets), -natured, -spirited, -tempered \
noble-end

ing^ -looking, adjs. ;
noble-wise adv.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione s Courtyer iv. (1577) Vj b,

Wicked Tirans againste whome these *noble couraged Demi

gods kepte continuall. .warre. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt iv. vi.

27 A Testament of *noble-ending loue. 1659 R. WILD
Poems (1870) 16 The *noble-gartered Honi soit . 1806

SURR Winter in London I. 227 A &quot;noble-hearted, but un
fortunate, .brother. 1856 LEVER Martins of Cro&quot; M. 384
The people, the noble-hearted people, are the conquerors.

1879 L. SHEPHERD tr. Gneranger s Liturg. Year I. ii. 7 The
*noble-heartedness of those defenders of the Law of God.
1800 MRS, HERVEY Monrtray Fam. I. 277 She was a tall

*noble-looking woman. 1865 J. H. INCRAHAM PillarofFire

(1872) 305, I regarded this noble-looking bondwoman with

surprise. 1872 TENNYSON Gareth &amp;lt;S- Lynette 456 The boy
Is &quot;noble-natured. 1617 HIERON Wks. II. 43well fare that

*noble-spirited souldier. 1848 BUCKLEY Iliad 303 A lion

coming among a herd, tawny, noble-spirited. 1654 WHIT-
LOCK Zootomia 413 It hath been alwaies the Aimes of the
*Noblest-ternper d

Spirits.
a 1618 SYLVESTER St. Lewis

576 Wks. (Grosart) II. 235 How happy is the Prince, who
. .Thinks not himselfe to raign ; save Noblewise.

B. sbl 1. A man of noble rank ;
a member of

the nobility.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter c\\\x. 8 To bynde..be nobils of

bairn in manykils of yryn. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 253 Ther
stoden ek the nobles alle Forth with the comun of the toun.

r 1400 Destr. Troy 13813 To bat noble, onone, ho neghit

agayne. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 437 With his estatis in

the steid, and nobillis ynewe. 1471 FORTESCUE Wks. (1869)

539 The councell and assent of the nobles temporals of the

londe. 1538 STARKEY England i. iv. 129 Another yl

custume among the nobyllys there ys, that euery one of

them wyl kepe a court lyke a prynce. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II,

ii. i. 247 The nobles hath he finde For ancient quarrels, and

quite lost their hearts. ^1645 HOWELL Lett. i. xviii, That

regicide was hack d to pieces.. by the nobles. 1707 Loud.

Gaz. No. 4364/1 The Princes of the Throne . . are understood

to act in the Solemnity as Nobles of Rome. 1752 HUMK
Ess. V Treat. (1777) I, 221 It consists chiefly of nobles and
landed gentry. 1822 BYRON Werner iv. i, In league with the

most riotous of our young nobles. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.

India I. 65 The opposition.. of the turbulent nobles and
officers of the court. 1861 BUCKLE Hist. Civ. (1003) II. 89
In France..the great nobles held their lands, not so much

by grant, as by prescription.

f b. A noble or famous person. Nine nobles^

the nine worthies. Obs. rare.



NOBLE.
c 1470 Col. $ Gaw. 1116 Than the! nobillis at neid yeid to

thair note new. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II, 698 This
Godefryde. .Quhilk numberit is amang the nobillis nyne.
1549 Compl, Scot. 4 To be ane of the principal of al the
nyne noblis.

2. A former English gold coin, first minted by
Edward III, having the current value of 6s. $d.

(or ioj.). Also Angel, George, Rose
t Thistle nokle,

for which see these words.
[The following are some of the older statements relative to

the value of the noble at different periods :

1387 TREVISA Higden. VI. 259 A duket f?at is wor^y half
an Englisshe noble, c 1450 Chron. Eng, (MS. Bodl. 754)
If. 132 [The] floreyne that was cleped the noble, valewe vj.?.

and viijW. 1469 in Archaeol. XV. 167 One pece therof

rennyngfor x.s. of sterlings, which shalbe called the noble of
gold. 1543 RECORDS Gr. Aries (1575) 197 An olde Noble,
called an Henrye, is worthe 2 Crownes, . . that is 10 s. Ibid.)
A Noble, called a George, is worth 6 s. 8 d. 1596 SPENSER
State Irtl. Wks. (Globe) 666/r, I doe put onely seaven
nobles rent and composition . .

,
that is 405-. for composition,

and 6s. 8d. for cheifetje to her Majestie. 1685 BAXTER
I araphr. N. T. Mark xiv. 45 Fifty two French crowns, and
a half a crown is 6s. 8ef., our Noble. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), A Noble is also a Scotch Coin worth 6kd. English,
and of which three make a Pound.]
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. HI. 46 Heo tolde him a tale and tok

him a noble, For to ben hire beode-mon. 1436 Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 175 By iiij. pens lesse in the noble rounde, That
is xij. pens in the golden pounde. 1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII
c. 6 Preamble, Att whiche tyme the seidfyne was but of the
value of halfe an olde noble sterling. 1523 LD. BERXERS
Froiss. I. clxiii. 201 He payed for his raunsome sixe thou-
sande nobuls. 1551 T. WILSON /.^/&? (1580) 8 b, A Priest had
a Noble for preachyng a funerall sermon. 1613 R. C. Times
Whistle iv. 1443 For a noble I le stand thy friend, & healp
thee out of trouble. 1677 YARRANTON ng. Impr. no I

would that I had met this Countrey-man Foity years ago, it

had been Five hundred Nobles in my way. 1714 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5207/3 John Meeres of Gosport.. was. . Fined Twenty
Nobles. 1821 SCOTT Keniliu. iii, She may aid me to melt
my nobles into groats. 1873 DIXON Two Queens IV. xix.
j. 5 Henry heard him play, and tossed him twenty nobles.

b. In phr. to bring one*s noble to ninepence^ etc.,

denoting wasteful extravagance. Now rare or Obs.

1568 FULWELL Like Will to Like Div, Tom tospot since
he went hence, Hath increased a noble iust vnto nine pence.
1660 HOWELL, Parly of Beasts 59 You make the poor
husband oftentimes to turn a noble to nine-pence. 1699 R.
L EsTRANGE Erasm. Colloq. (1711) 299, I have e en brought
a noble to nine-pence. 1782 V. KNOX Ess. clxx. (1819) III.

249, I do not bring my noble to ninepence and my nine-

pence to nothing.

No-ble, sb* Sc. pf. prec.] (See quot.)
1808 JAMIESOX, Nootes, the Pogge, or Armed Bullhead, a

fish. ..This is the name at Newhaven. 1810 NEILL List

Cf. EN
Fishes 9 (Jam.).

t KTo ble, v. Obs. [f. NOBLE a.

NOBLE v.j and OF. noblir (rare).] trans. To
make noble, to ennoble. Also f Wo bled///. a.

c 1386 CHAUCER Second Nnris T. 4oTbownobledestsofer-
forth oure nature, That no desdeynthe makerehaddefetc.].
1430-40 LYDG. Bochas i. xii, (1544) 23 This town was
nobled by title of other thinges. 1493 Festivall (W. de W.
1515) 171 Almes. .Is a holy thynge, for it..multyplyeth thy
eres& nobleth the mynde. 1350 BALE Eng. Votaries \. 77 b,

Onlye is it Gods true knowledge, that nobleth yow before

hym. 1554 in Harington s Nngx Ant. (1804) I. 58 Suffer

your nobled humanitie to overcome the contrarie perswa-
sions. 1595 W. CLARKE Polimanteia T, Haue you not
had.. a Princesse truelie nobled with all vertues. 1621 BP.
MONTAGU Diatribx 353 Your nobling and divining him
elsewhere would not serve your turne.

t Noble. Obs. rare. Also noblee, nobul!6.

[a. OF. nob/fa) f, noble NOBLE
&amp;lt;z.] Nobility.

c 1400 Brut ix. (E. E. T. S.) 16 If it were so^e |&amp;gt;at
men

spoken of be grete noblee and wisdome..of Kyng Salamon.
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priu, 199 Than he hym
bethoght of the grete noble that he demenyd in lerusalem.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 92 In ych place whaer hecomme. .They
hade halowed hys name With gret nobulle*.

t No blehead. Obs. [f. NOBLE a. + -HEAD.]
Nobleness.

1382-8 WYCLIF Job) 3rd Prol., Oon exsaumpler of noble-
hed. c 1425 Cursor M. 848 (Trin.), pat was not done al for

nede But bourse his owne nobel-hede. 1447 BOKENHAM
Seyntys (Roxb.) 50 O soverayne evere lastyng majeste. .Up
on me rew for thy nobylhede. c 1475 Partenay 6339, 1 hire
moche speke off hys roiall estate, ..The which I hold of

hua[e] noblehed.

Nobleie, variant of NOBLEY(E Obs.

t No blely, adv. Obs. Also 3-4 -like, -lich(e.

[f. NOBLE a. + -LY 2
.] Nobly.

c 1300 Havelok 2640 An erl, that he saw priken thore, Ful
noblelike upon astede. c xytoSir Tristr. 1536 Sonoblelich
he hem hi^t. c 1400 R. Clone s Chron. (Rolls) 892 (MS. a),

Cunedag..nobleliche J?re &
|&amp;gt;ritti $er huld

\&amp;gt;is
kinedom.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 10318 And nomly in
J&amp;gt;is note, so noblely,

|x&amp;gt;u sayes [etc.], a 1562 G. CAVENDISH IVohey (1893) 101
To foresee all thyngs touchyng our rooms, to be noblely
garnyshedaccordyngly. 1565 COOPER Thesaurust Ampli-
fice, noblely.

Nobleman(n&amp;lt;?u-b lm0en). [f. NOBLE a. + MAN.]
1. One of the nobility ;

a peer.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 210 Lyke as a noble

man y hath a iourney to do of necessite. 1580 G. HARVEY
in Spenser s Wks. (Gro^art) I. 437 Any noblemans petitory
or commendatorye letters. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia i. 3
The Noblemen [had] fiue or sixe [pendants] in an eare.

1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. (1900) 88 There is not one of these
Noblemen should have any longer a being in this Town.
1700 DRYDEN Pref. Fables^

Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 246 A certain

nobleman.., beginning with a dog-kennel, never lived to
finish the palace he had contrived. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Italian

i, A nobleman of one of the most ancient families of

171

the kingdom of Naples. 1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 350Two Prussian noblemen who came to Scotland in 1806.

1855 KINGSLEY Westu . Hoi x, A condescension ..on the
part of a nobleman of Spain.

b. Formerly, a nobleman s son as a member of
the University of Oxford or Cambridge. Also
attrib.

1682 SHADWELL Medal 8 At Cambridge first your scur
rilous Vein began. When sawcilyyou traduc d a Nobleman.
Note. A Lords Son, and all Noblemens Sons, are called
Noblemen there. 1715 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) V. 105
Three or four Scholars of note and Distinction, one of them
being a Nobleman.. pf Worcester Coll. Ibid. 118 All the
Noblemen Scholars in town, a 1814 Bp. WATSON Anecd.
(1817)29 Some defects in the University education, especially
with respect to Noblemen and Fellow-Commoners.
2. pi. The superior pieces in the game of chess.
1680 COTTON Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 37 The Pawns are

all alike, and each Nobleman hath one ofthem to wait upon
him. 1761 HOYI.E Games, C/iess (1778) 145, I speak now, as
supposing all the Noblemen are gone ;

if not, they are to
attend your Pawns. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 639/2 The
difference of the worth of pawns is not so great as that of
noblemen.

Hence Ho blemanly a.

1809-12 MAR. EDGEWORTH Absentee ix, I would give the
contents of three such bills to be sure of such noblemanly
conduct as yours. 1824 HEBF.R Jrnl. I. 196 Nothing was
gaudy, but all extremely respectable and noblemanly.
1832 FK. A. KEMBLE Rec. ofGirlhood (1878) III. 167 Beina
written in gentlemanly (noblemanly ?) blank verse instead o f
turgid prose.

Noble-minded, a.
[f. NOBLE a. + MIND sb.]

Possessed of or characterized by a noble mind,
magnanimous.
1586 T. B. La rriuiatid. Fr. Acad. i. 372 Although this

beseemeth not a noble-minded man. 1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C.
I. iii. 122 Some certaine pf the Noblest minded Romans.
1713 Rows Jane Shore I. ii, The noble-minded Hastings. .

Has kindly underta en to be my Advocate. 1783 BOSWELL
Johnson (1791) 11.448 He is, I really believe, noble-minded,
generous, and princely. 1829 MARRVAT F.Mildmay ii, The
courage . . of a noble-minded boy is. .broken down by ill-

usage. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. III. 514 The noble,
minded Lady Russell.

Hence Noblemi ndedness.
*583 GOLDING Calvin on Deui. iii. 15 Good zeale, cour

age, and noblemindednesse. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858)
220 The characteristic of noblemmdedness. 1863 OUIDA
Held in Bondage (1870) 99 Praising me for my liberalityand noble-mindedness.

Nobleness (noirb lnes). Forms: 5 nobyl-,
nobul-, 5-6 nobil-, 4- nobleness. Also 5-naoe,
5-7 -nes, 4-7 -nesse.

[f. NOBLE a. + -NESS.]
1. The state or quality of being noble, in various

senses of the adj. ; nobility.
14.. in Tnndale s Vis. (1843) 105 To do honor to hys

nobylnes With hem thei toke gold and grete ryches.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur XI. ix. 585 All kynges .. may not
fynde such a knyghte for to speke of his nobylnesse and
curtosye. 1509 FISHER Funeral Scrm. Ctess Richmond
Wks. (1876) 290 This noblenes of blode they haue which
descended of noble lynage. 1581 SIDNEY Afol. Poetrie
(Arb.) 30 Wee can shewe the Poets noblenes. 1628 WITHER
Brit. Rememb. vi. 1443 Whose vertues, and whose noble
nesse, Brought honor to the seats they did possesse. 1660
SHARROCK Vegetables Ep. Ded., The whole piece. .seems
destitute of beauty, and without anything of worth, value,
or nobleness. 1715 CHAPPELOW Way to get Rich ^717) 141He tells you the lustre and nobleness of it, a jewel fit for
the cabinet of a king. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 21 Making
his countrymen vye with the old Romans in the nobleness

pf their descent. 1775 JOHNSON in Boswell r Apr., A fight
ing cock has a nobleness of resolution. 1846 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. II. in. ii. 2 We must prove the nobleness of the
delights, and thence the nobleness of the animal. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. iv. 3. 176 There was a nobleness in
Edward s nature from which the baser influences of chivalry
fell away.

t b. With personal pronouns as a title. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2777 Nostanday, to }our nobilnes I

(&amp;gt;at ay my nekbowis,. .my-selfe I comand. 1422 tr. Secreta
\

Secret., Priv. Priv. 122 Y here translate to youre Souerayne I

nobilnes the boke of arystotle. 1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 84
As sone as my lady he dothe se. .He saluteth her noblenes.
1568 GRAFTON Chron.^ II. 306 They desyred his noblenesse

;

to haue some consideration of them, a 1592 GREENE
Jos. /y, in. ii, We will attend your nobleness. 1760-72 H.
BROOKE fool o/ Qua/. (1809) III. 143 So please your noble- ,

ness, 1 intend to leave London.

f 2. Display, splendour ; an occasion of this. Obs.
j

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxiv. 48 Ther might haue
been sene great noblenesse, andbanersandpenons. .wauyng
in y wynde. 1657 HOWELL Londinof. 62 If any Triumph
or Noblenesse were to be done,.. the said Leaden-Hal! is

the most meet and convenient place. 1679 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1453/4 The Entertainment was great and splendid, and
all things performed with great Order and Nobleness.

1 3. A noble person ; collect, nobility. Obs.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon \. 16 At the which

battaylle . . dyed greate noblenesses of kinges, princes,
|Dukes [etc.]. Ibid. 17 We have loste there ryghte greate I

chevalry and noblenesse. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.
|

ccxxxv. 332 The church that day was so full of noblenesse, t

that a man might nat a remoued his fete.

Noblesse (iwble-s). Forms: 3-4 noblesoe,
5-8 -less, 5-6, 8 -les, 5 -lisse; 4 -lesse. [a.
OF. noblece, -esce, -esse,

= Prov. noblessa, -eza, Sp.
|

nobleza, Pg. nobreza, obs. It. nobilezza : Rom.
type *nobilitia : see NOBLE a. and -ESS *.

Common in ME. and frequent down to the lyth cent. In !

later use mainly, if not entirely, a direct re-adoption from F.)
1. Noble birth or condition ; nobility, nobleness.
a 1325 Ancr, R. 166 pe ueorSe reisun is preoue of

NOBLEY.
[ noblesce & of largesse. ?&amp;lt;i 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1108
1 Upon the tresses of Richesse Was sette a cercle for noblesse.

c 1384 H. Fame I. 471 Yet sawgh I neuer suche noblesse
Of ymages. c 1407 HESKY SCOGAN Moral Ballad 73 Here

: may ye see that vertuous noblesse Cometh not to you by
way of auncestrye. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xxxi. 387Whan sir Tristram beheld the noblesse of these xx
Knyghtes he merueiled of their good dedes. 1538 CROM
WELL in Merriman Life f, Lelt.dgu-z) II. n8 The good
affection whiche I bere towardes her for her vertues wise-
dome and noblesse. 1594 KYD Cornelia n. 257 True
noblesse neuer doth the thing it should not. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xii. (1623) 707 It being a thing perpetual!
and solemne not to fight without those signes of Noblesse.
lS53 J ER TAYLOR Serin, for Year i. iii. 38 His arms of

t

honour are extinguished, the noblesse of his Ancestours is

forgotten. 1709 MKS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1720) III.

227 Had he had a Nobless of Soul.., what might he not
have done? 1887 RUSKIN Preteritall. 210 The noblesse of
thought which makes the simplest word best.

t b. Asa form of address. Obs.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vii, We pi aye to your hygh

noblesse To our purpose for to condiscende. 1425 Rolls of
Parlt. IV. 271/2 Ye protestation made by Sir Wautcr
Beauchamp. .by your noblesse amitted and graunted.
2. The nobility ; persons of noble rank.
1598 DALLINGTON SfetA. Trav. S iv, The French Noblesse,

glorying in their Armes, call themselves The Arme of their

countrey. 1615 G. SANDYS Travels (1637) i The Princes
of the blood discontented, the noblesse factious. 1666
DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. Pref., That advantage, .which the
noblesse of France would never suffer in their peasants.
1683 TEMPLE Mem. Wks. 1720 I. 405 A Scum of the mean
People, that hated and spoil d the Noblesse of the Province.
J 753 Scots Jfag. Oct. 481/1 In France one of their noblesse
must not marry a rotitriere. 1796 MICHELL Princ. Legis.
J
53. A very few years ago, the opinions. .of Europe were

decidedly in favour of a monarchy, a noblesse and a census.
1813 .Sporting Mag. XLI. 243 Some of the first families of

pur Noblesse. 1846 GKOTE Hist. Greece II. n. iii. (1849^ 37
The abundance of corn and cattle from the neighbouring
plains sustained.. a proud and disorderly noblesse. 1898
BODLEY France I. i. iii. 170 Few of the local noblesse under
the old Monarchy bore titles.

t No blety. Obs. Forms : 4 noblete, 4-5
nobilte; 5 nobylte, nobeltee, -di

; 6 nobiltie.

[a. OF. nobleth (-li) : see NOBLE a. and -IT.]
Nobility, nobleness

; splendour.
1340-70 Alex, ff Dind, 192 pe kidde king alixandre. .fiat

name hab of noblete. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 235
For to hi^te be noblete of be citee be Rcmaynes made a
wommans ymage in bras. Ibid. VIII. 15 Nyh al be nobilte
of Cristen men deide bat tyme. 1422 tr. Seoeta Secret.,
Priv. Priv. 179 Precious stones, riche clothis, and grete
nobeldi. Ibid. 203 Of dyuers.. necessary nobilteis of the
vertu of orison, a 1450 Knt.de la Tour (1868) no The
feste, where there was gret nobeltee and plente of richesses.

1500-20 DUNBAR f ocms xxi. 26 All gentrice and nobiltie Ar
passit out of he degre.

Noblewoman (nJu-b hvuman). [Cf. NOBLE-
MAK.] A woman of noble birth or rank.

TS7S LANEHAM Lett. (1871) 59 A Noblewooman that lam.,
mooch boound vntoo. 1607 ROWLANDS Hist.Earl Warm. L2
Who unto Pilgrims did more bounty show, Than any Noble
woman in the Land. 1641 Lords Spiritual 13 Then would
it also follow. ., That Noble-women should have no Lords
to be their tryers. 1762 Biogr. Diet. IX. 227 A noblewoman
of the county of Avignon. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges
i. (1862) 52 The countess was a large-sized noblewoman.
1896 ECKENSTEIN \Voin. nnder Monasticism 149 The young
noblewoman stayed at home.

t Nobley(e, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 3-4 no-
bleie (4 nobel-), 4-5 nobleye. P. 4. noblei,
4-5 nobley (5 nobeley). -y. 4-5 noblay (4
nobel-), nobillay. [a. F. nobUie, -leye fern., or

noblei, noblai masc., f. noble NOBI.E
a.~\

1. Nobility of nature or rank; noble quality,
condition, or estate ; splendour, pomp.

. c 1290 Beket 245 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 113 Al-to nobleie of
be worlde his continaunce he broujte. c 1730 R. BRUNNE
Chron. \Vace (Rolls) 105 pai sayd it for pride & nobleye.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 204 ?if bei lyuen in pride of herte
for nobeleie of blood or kyn. c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret.,
Gov.Lordsh. 58 pe nobleye of by free wyl.
B. c 1300 St. Kcnelm 284 in E. E. P. (1862) 55 [To] do bat

wib gret nobley bat hi ischryned were. 1338 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 44 Withmykelle nobley ageynEihed he nam.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. I. 257 Noblei of oure pre-
latis shulde not lette hem to be pore. 1425 Rolls ofParlt.
IV. 268/2 Ye princely nobjeyof you my said Lord. 1470-85MALORY Arthur vm. xxix. 316 Anone they were rychely
wedded with grete nobley. c 1530 Crt. ofLmie i. Me list my

maner meued him eke, pat he bur} nobelay had nomen.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce vm. 211 As man of gret noblay He
held toward the trist his vay. a 1400-50 Alexander 2716,
I haue herd.. Of H noblay now o newe time a-nentes my
modire. c 1470 Gol. fy Gaw. 899 His name and his nobillay
wes noght for to nyte.
2. Articles of value ; valuable possessions.
a 1350 St. Matthew jo6 in Horstm. Allengl. Leg. (1881)

134 Gold and siluer and precius stanes, And ober nobillay
for be nanes. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 147 Mykill
ricches and nobillay of tresour and precious stane. c 1400
Ywaine t/ Gam. 3566 It es no man that haves So mekil
tresor ne nobillay.
3. Persons of noble rank.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. no With lordes and with gret nobleie
Of lusti folk that were yonge. 1459 Rolls ofParlt. V. 348/3
All the Lordes, Knightes and Nobley in your Host.
Hence t JTobley v., to ennoble. Obs. rare.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione III. Ix. 141 Grace orcbarite, wher-

wib who hat be nobleied shal be worby euerlastyng lif.

2-2-2



NOBLIER.

fNoblier, oba. compar. of NOBLE a.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. iv. ix. (1495) 93 So
flewme is noblyer than colera or malencolia. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 106 pe patriarkis, bat were be nobliar of be Jtwis,
herdid bestis. 1602 WARNER Albion s Eng. Epit. 367
Likewise in euery Shire of the Noblier and of chiefe note

was a yeerely choise of a Shire-Reeue.

t No blify, v. Obs. rare
- 1

. [f. NOBLE a. + -FT.]

trans. To ennoble.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxn. xxxiv. 453 Those who of com

moners are now noblified are all. .of the same profession.

t Noblish, v. Obs. rare-1
. [Cf.HKOBLKHV.]

trans. To ennoble.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 99/2 The blessyd saynt Steplien
was noblysshid by many myracles.

Nobly (nt7u-bli), adv. Forms: a. 3 noblyche,

3-4 -lie-he, 4 -lien, 5 -leche
; 4 nobeliche,

-lyche. 0. 4 nobely, 4-5 -illy, 5 -elly, -ully,

ylly, -yly, 6 -ily ; 4- nobly. See also No-
IJLELY.

[f.
NOBLE a. + -LY -.] In a noble manner.

1. &quot;With noble courage or spirit ; gallantly,

bravely ;
in a lofty or exalted manner.

stond. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 73 pe consuls of

Rome sette busshementes for hym, and he defendede hym
nobeliche. c 14x0 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1073 Nobully
theym bare and faught myghtyly. 1470-83 MALORY Arthur
VHI. iv. 278 Syr Marhaus the good knyght that was nobly

preued. 1607 HARINGTON in Nugse Ant. (1804) II. 243
The arch-bishop did much noblier to hazard this obliquie
of some idle tongues. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Partken.

(1676) 717 His Navy could not have been Noblier lost. 1692
E. WALKER tr. Epichtits Mor, Introd., His rich Soul aloft

did soar, And nobly left the drossy ground. 1776 GIBBON
Dccl. 9f F. xi. 1.375 No general had more nobly deserved a

triumph than Aurelian. 1784 COWPER Task v. 705 Patriots

have toiled, and in their country s cause Bled nobly. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858}!. ii. 177 His impulses, in general

nobly directed, had never known contradiction. 1886 in

Good IVds. July 378 If we believe nobly about ourselves we
have a chance of living nobly.

2, Splendidly, magnificently, finely.

i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3279 pis feste was nobl^e ynou, &
nobfiche ydo. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. \Vace (Rolls) 9761
Nobliche his court he ledde. c 1373 Cursor M. 7408 (Fairf.),

Dan id cowde. .nobely harpe and sing wibrote. c 1394 P. PI.

Crede 128 pi nameschall noblich ben wryten& wrou^t for the

nones, f 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man/iode i. cxxxix. (1869) 72
She hadde now arayedmequeyntUcheand nobleche. c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 2 The temple Salomon belded

to god noblyie. a 1533 LD, BERNERS Jfuon Ixxxi. 241 Thus
. . kyng Charlemayn nobly accompanyed rode . . by his

iourneyes. is68GRAFTON Chron. II. 247 The two Cardynals
went thorough Henault at the desire of y erle, who feasted

them right nobly. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. F//7, iv. i. 90 The
Rod, and Bird of Peace, and all such Emblemes Laid Nobly

and Court of Requests, . . are never so nobly filled, as when an
Irish Appeal is under Debate. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875)
II. iii. 185 Cheerful and brave and bold, and nobly-formed
is he. 1890 R. BOLDREWOOD CoL-Reformer (1891) 161 A
nobly proportioned.. apartment.

3. In that manner which is involved in noble

breeding, connexions, or descent ; esp. nobly born.

1591 SPENSER Teares Muses 446 What bootes it then to

come from glorious Forefathers, or to have been nobly bredd?

1592 SHAKS. Rom. % Jitl. in. v. 182 A Gentleman.. Of faire

Demeanes, Youthfull, and Nobly Allied. 1684 DRVUEN
Ep. Earl Roscomnton 55 Nowwill invention and translation

thrive, When authors nobly born will bear their part. 1719

J. T. PHILIPPS tr. Thirty-four Confer. 283 That our Souls

are nobly and heavenly descended, I allow. 1822 BYRON
Werner i. i, I, born nobly also, .. was taught a different

lesson. 1854 RUSKIN Arch, fy Paint, ii. 94 Thinking it

better to be nobly remembered than nobly born.

4. Cotnb.
t
as nobly-born, -dowered, -mannered,

-minded, -peopled, -privileged&amp;gt;

-soxred,

x6zo T. GRANGER Div. Logike 340 A man of noble mind

begetteth npblie-minded children. 1648 J. BEAUMONT
Psyche \. tii, By fres Carrowsmg in these nobly-sacred
Streams. Ibid. vii. cxcii, O nobly-privileg d Poverty. 1789
CHARLOTTE SMITH Ethelind*(\%i$ V. 103 The nobly-born,
and nobly-minded Montgomery. 1822 BYRON Werner \\\.

i, Asking after you With nobly-born impatience. 1859
TENNYSON Guinevere 332 These two Were the most nobly,
manner d men of all. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. v. 158 Who
quickly will destroy Your nobly-peopled city. Ibid. vi

;
202

The nobly-dowered Andromache Came forth to meet him.

Nobob, variant of NABOB.

Nobody (n&amp;lt;Ju*b#di). [f. No a. + BODY sb. 13.]
Written as two words from the i4th to the :8th c., and

with hyphen in the i?th and i8th.

f 1. No person ;
no one.

1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 183 No body bot he alone

vnto
[&amp;gt;e

Cristen cam. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofA Ifonce xi, I

wyll wel, yf thow wilt swere that thou shall neuer reherce it

to no body, c 1489 Sonncs of Aynion iv. 120 And thenne
the foure brethern wente vp to the hall, and met wyth noo
bodi. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings vii, 5 And whan they came
to the vttemost ende of y tentes, beholde, there was no

body. 1568 GRAFTON Chron* II. 268 There was no body in

them, but two fayre Damoselles. 1621 S. WARD Life Faith
8 Hee ingrosseth the common God to himselfe, as if his

and no bodies else. 1663 COWLEY Ess., Obscurity, In Places

where they are by no body known. 1693 NORRIS Pract.

Disc. (1698) IV. 10 That a thing that is so much every

Body s Concern, should be almost no Body s Discourse.

1721 AMHERST Terra /V7. No. 40. 210 The advantages, .are

so palpable, that, at the bare mention of it, no body can be
at a loss to perceive them. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. I. Hi.

172

(*759&amp;gt; *35 Mysteries. ..Things which no-body can under
stand. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest x, Your father

nor nobody else has ever sent after you. 1813 WELLING
TON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI.

136,
I can send .. nobody

from hence to relieve you. 1860 TYNIMLL Glac. i. xvi. 108

Nobody knew anything of the state of the snow this year.

1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Nov. 5/3 The effort to please every

body usually results in pleasing nobody.
Prov. 1661 WALTON Angler (ed. 3) ii. 52 A wise friend of

mine did usually say, That which is every bodies businesse

is no bodies businesse. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 18 F i

Because a Thing is every Body s Business, it is no Body s

Business.

b. Followed by they, their, or them.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke 94 b, No bodye will

receiue you into their house. 1628 tr. Mathieifs Poiuerfull
Favorite 108 No body should dare to stretch out their arme,
or present their bosome to receiue him. 1704 N. N. tr.

Boccalinis Advts. fr. Partiass. II. 13 Such Confusion,
that no body knew what they were to do, or what to let

alone. 1755 WARBLRTON in W. & Hurd Lett. (1809) 201

Nobody has yet written against me, but at their own

expence. 1831 WHEWELL in Todhunter Life II. 112 Nobody
will know the origin of pliocene, &c., till you tell them.

1856 F. E. PAGET Owlet of Owlst. 9 Nobody likes to be

turned out of quarters where they have lived snugly and

comfortably for scores of years. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library III. 333 Nobody ever put so much of them
selves into th jir work.

2. A person, or persons, of no importance,

authority, or social position.
1581 PETTI E tr. Gnazzo sCiv, Conv. II. (1586) 58 Let them

come to writing any thing, and they are no bodie. 1599
BronAlton s Let. vii. 21 To accompt all besides themselues

..babish,..rifraffe, nobodie. 1607 HIKKON Wks. I. 170 If

another had risen by him, and come from no body to be a

man of some fashion and ability. 1608 WILLET Hexapla
E.tod. Ded. 2 Others being of sound Judgement in the new
Testament, are no bodie in the olde. 1778 BURNEY Evelina

Ixiv, Since 1, as Mr. Lovel says, am Nobody, I seated

myself quietly. 797 GODWIN Enquirer i. viii, 66 A child

usually feels that he is nobody. 1847 FR. A. KEMBLE Later

Life III. 335 Miss
, being only a banker s daughter, was

of course nobody . 1871 BLACK!a Phases Alor. 6 Accord

ing to our aristocratic way of talking, she was nobody.
b. Similarly with a and//.

1583 STOCKEH Civ. Wars Lcrw C. \\. 6 Persones. .by whom
the true enheritors . . are disturbed, made no bodies, or

vtterly disenherited. 1657 TRAP? Comm. Neh. iv. 4 We
are. .nullified, as a company of No-bodies. 1770 FOOTE
Lame Lever i. Wks. 1799 II. 59 There are.. in this town a

threat number of nobodies. 1807 Sporting ftlag. XXIX. 239
The nobodie?. were never above a day behind in their

imitations. 1856 MKS. DROWNING Anr. Leigh v. 280 Being
wronged by some five hundred nobodies. 1899 Educ. Rev.

Oct. 222 Which exasperates somebodies who feel they are

treated as nobodies.

Hence No bodyness, anonymity. rare~ l
.

1886 REKS Pleasures Book-Worm v. 176 By far too many
1

stabs in the dark are inflicted under cover of editorial no-

bod yness.

t Nob-pitcher. Obs. slang. (See quot. 1812.)
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Nob-pitchers^^ general term

for those sharpers who attend at fairs, races, &c., to take in

the flats at prick in the garter, cups and balls, and other

similar artifices, 1819 Sporting filag, V. 123 The cup-and-
ball Macers,..the Nob- Pitchers,.. and the Rampers.
t Nobs. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.] A

term of endearment applied to a woman ; (one s)

dear or darling.
a 1529 SKELTON E. Rummyng 225 He calleth me.. His

nobbes and his conny, His swetyng and his honny. a 1530 J.

HEYWOOD Love (Brandl) 395 Fynde the best and next way
. . And except your nobs for malous do nede ye Make brefe

returne. 1567 Trial of Treas. E j, My mouse, my nobs,
and conyswete, My hope, and ioye, my whole delight.

So fNo bsey, a mistress. Obs. rare~ l
.

c i55 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 275
Sometime [he] carried her about with him in a great chest
full of holes, that his pretty nobsey might take breath at.

Nebulise, nobyl^e, obs. forms of NOLLE a.

Nocake (nou-k^k). U. S. Forms : a. 7-9
nocake, 7, 9 nokake. /3. 7-8 nokehick, 8

-hock, nuichicke. [American Indian : Karra-

gansett nokehick^ Natiek noohkik^ maize.] Indian

corn parched and pounded into meal.
a. 1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. 68 The best of their

victuals for their journey is Nocake (as they call it), which
is nothing but Indian Corne parched in the hot ashes, a 1676
New Eng. Hist, fy Gen. Reg. (1883) XXXVII. 366, 300
small baggs for each man to carry nokake, . . 50 bush. Indian
corne parched and beaten to nokake. 1760 [see ft]. 1859
BARTLETT Diet. Atttcr., Nocake^ an Indian word still used
in some parts of New England. 1875 TEMPLE & SHELDON
Hist. Northfield 46 Corn was parched and beaten fine;
and sometimes was made into balls with suet. Thus pre
pared it was called nokake.

(3. 1643 R- WILLIAMS Key n Ndkehick, parch d meal,
which is a readie very wholesome food, which they eate

with a little water. 1691 C. MATHER Life Eliot 79 Their
diet has not a greater dainty than their nokehick, that is a

spoonful of their parched meal. 1760 T. HUTCHINSON Hist.

Mass. (1765) 465 A small pouch of parched corn, ground or

riither pounded into meal, and called Nuichicke, which is

well enough translated Nocake. 1766 Gazetteer 2 Jan. a/i

Samp, hominy, succatash, and nokehock, made of it, are so

many pleasing varieties.

t No cence. Obs. rare- 1
. [See -ENCE.] =next.

ci6*o T. ADAMS Fatal Banquet ii. Wks. 1861 I. 212,

I would iniquity was not bolder than honesty, or that

innocence might speed no worse than nocence.

tNo Cency. Obs. [ad. L. nocentia : see next

and -ENCY.] Guilt.

1611 FLORIO, Noctnza, nocency, wittingnesse, knowledge.
1650 WtLDON Crt. Jas. /, 112 His grcattiesbe fortified with

NOCK.

innocency would carry their nocencies through all dangers.

1693 G. FIKMIN Rev. Dai is s l/ind. \. i Offering himself
to him in a State of Nocency. 1736 CARTE Ormonde II.

263 To make the proof of nocency so easy and general that

none..might be able to escape censure.

Nocent
(n&amp;lt;Ju sent), a. and sb. Now rare. [ad.

L. nocent-) nocens, pres. pple. of noclre to hurt.]
A. adj. L Harmful, injurious, hurtful.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1802) II. 321 Infecte with venom
nocent. 1568 SKUYNE The Pest Aiij, The maist nocent

Sterres to mankynd. 1597 A. M. tr. Guiliemeau s Fr.

Chirurg. 4 b, Nothinge nocente or daungerous to the lyfe
of the patient. 1618 BARET Horsem. i. 98 Though many
things are now become nocent and hurtfull to man, which
at the first was .. seruiceable to him. 1667 MILTON P. L.

ix. 186 Not yet in horrid Shade or dismal Den, Not
nocent yet. 1708 I. PHILIPS Cyder i. 26 Whilst the warm
limbec draws Salubrious waters from the nocent brood.

1746 W. HORSLEY Fool (1748) II. 9 A kind of Sheep only
rendered terrible by their outside Apparatus, but not very
nocent or hurtful.

Comb. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Eplsc. 90 Some can dispence
with one of the three Grand Npcent-innocent ceremonies,
some with another, some with neither.

2. Guilty; criminal.
a 1566 R. EDWARDS Damon $ Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley

IV. 48 He is not innocent, whom the king judgeth nocent.

1618 STLKELEY Petit, in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 390 He
was .. uncapable of another trial, by which he might have
been found as nocent as before. 1640 HABINGTON Edw. /K,
227 Publique mischiefes seldome happen, but that the

Prince, though not actually nocent, is in some degree guiltie.

a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 I. 340 This manner of

suffering was. .unworthy of a freeman, however nocent and

guilty. 1866 J. U. ROSE tr. Ovid s Met. 168 Fed with her

innocent his nocent fire.

b. absoL as sing, or plural.
i$68GRAFTON Chron. II. 412 But now drewe on the time,

the Innocent must perishe with the Nocent, and the vngiltie
with the gillie. 1592 WYRLEY Armorie 137 Many an inno

cent with the nocent died. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng,
i. xxv. (1739) 43 These twelve were to be sworn, neither to

condemn the Innocent, nor acquit the Nocent 1678
CCDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 19. 877 The innocent and the

nocent, the Pious and the Impious,
B. sb. A guilty person.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 234 He wold me Do for*

sakyn to ben an innocent 1 hat he me myht makyn a
nocent. rt 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV (1809) 19 That an
Innocent with a Nocent, a man ungilty with a gilty, was

pondered in an egall balaunce. 1606 Proc. agst. Late
Traitors 128 Taking away some Innocents with many
Nocents. 1654 tr. Martini s Cong. China 201 Involving in

the Slaughter as well the innocents as the nocents. c 1685
Lett, to Jos. //, in N. $ Q. 6th Ser. (1882) V. 361/2 To Kil al

that came in their way without discriminating nocents from
Innocents.

Hence JTo cently adv. rare~ l
.

1646 J. COOKE Vind. Law 21 Hadst thou rather thy
husband should dye nocently than innocently.

Nocerite (inJu serait). Min. [i. its locality,

Nocera in Italy: named nocerina by Scacchi in

1 88 1.]
(

Oxyfluoride of calcium and magnesium,
found in white, acicular crystals, in volcanic

bombs
1

(Chester).
1883 DANA Syst. Min. App. in. 85 Nocerina nocerite.

Announced by Scacchi. 1892 E. S. DANA J. G. Dana s

Sysf. Min. (ed. 6) 175 The bombs of Nocera which have

yielded the Nocerite.

t No Ces. Obs. rare. Also 3-4 neoces, 4
ueces. [a. F, noces (OF. also noeces, tiueces, etc. ;

AF. neoces} for nopcesi pop. L. *noptias t L. nup-
tias, -iff : see NUPTIALS.] Wedding.
a 1*25 After, y?. 78 pe bridde time bet heo spec, |&amp;gt;et

was
et te noces [t-.r. neoces], & J&amp;gt;er,

burh hire bone, was water

iwend to wine, c 1310 Cast. Loz-e 1263 For atte neces [v.r.

neoces] . . At ^e Caane of Galylee . . he torned water to wyn.

Noch, obs. Sc. var. nockt, NOUGHT.

t Noche, variant of nottch, OCCH sb.

[1391 Earl Derby s Exped. (Camden)_ 105/12 Cuidam
homini-.eo quod inuenit vnum noche domini ibidem.] 1540

Invent, in V. Green Worcester (1796) II. App. ii. 5 Item, a

noche, called Lyttultons noche, ofgold and precious stones.

Nochell, variant of NOTCHEL v. Obs.

Nocht, Sc. variant of NOUGHT.

t No Cible, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. med.L. nod-

bitis, i. nocere to hurt : cf. NUISIBLE.] Harmful.

1490 CAXTON Encydos xiii. 49 To eschew alle thynges that

in this caas myghte be nocibleand contrarye to her.

tNoci ferOUS, a- Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [f. L. type

*nocifert
f. noeere to hurt + -ous.] Harmful.

1702 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 342 Not that there are no

nociferous trees as well as saniferous.

Nocin, variant of NOWCIN, need. Obs.

t Nocive, a- Obs. [ad. L. twivus, f. nocere to

hurt : see -IVE.] Harmful, injurious.

1538 Abbess ofGodstow iii. 71 It is very nocivefor them. .

to go two mile about, a 1560 ROLLAND Crt. fenus in. 313
The man is jit on Hue : And neuer had, na hes ane wound
nociue. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcns Brit. n. 34 All nocive

things to Muses, hence repell. 1644 DIGBY Nat, Soul xi.

4. 436 Ouergrowne with hidropicall and nociue humours.

So f NociToas a. Obs. rare.

1616 R. C. Times Whistle (1871) 147 Phisitions. .That

know what is nocivous, and what good. i6jx BIGGS fifW

Di$j&amp;gt;.
F 192 Such a refrigeration becomes nocivous.

Nock (npk), sbl Forms : 4-7 nocke, 5-6

nokke, 6 Sc. (k)nok, 6- nook. [Of obscure

origin, but possibly the same word as next,

although the specific meaning does not appear to

be recorded in MDu. or MLG,



NOCK.
Florio gives It. nocca, nocchia, nocco, nocchio, as meaning
the nocke of a bow , but the genuineness of this is ex
tremely doubtful. Kilian s Nocke, her/ken in den pijl,
crena, . . incisura sagittse quae neruum admittit is not other
wise certified, and is rendered suspicious by his citing Ang.
nock . The origin of Sw. nock or nokk in the sense of
notch or incision is quite obscure.]
1. Archery, a. Originally, one of the small tips

of horn fixed at each end of a bow and provided
with a notch for holding the string (obs.) ;

in later

use, the notch cut in this or in the bow itself.

^In ihzProwp. Parv. (quot. 1440) app. also applied to the

tip of a spindle ; but cf. NOCK sb$
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. /e.xvm. xiii. (Bodl. MS.), Of

homes beb made tippingesand nockes for arblastes and bowes
and arowes. c 1440 LYDG. Hors, Shcpe, $ G. 380 Of the

sheepe is cast a-way no thyng : His horn for nokkis, to
haftis goth the bone, c 1440 I romp. Parv. 357/2 Nokke
of a bowe, or aspyndylle, or other lyke, tenorciilus,. .clavi-
citla. 1313 DOUGLAS sEneis XL xvi 60 Hir hornit bow
[she] has bent,.. Syne halis vp . . Quhill that the bowand
nokkis met almaist. 1530 PALSGR. 248/1 Nocke of a bowe,
ache de larc. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) j 19 Whan the
strynge is . . put croked on, or shorne in sundre wyth an
euell nocke. 1348 ELYOT. Tenits, Seruius iudgeth it to be
the nockes or endes of a bowe. 1623 LISLE Du Bartas,
Not 32 A bow that shines aloft, .and bending ore the rocks
Against a misly Sun i th Ocean dips her nocks. 1856
STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 505/1 In each of the tips

of horn is a notch for the string, called the nock .

b. A small piece of horn fixed in the butt-end
of an arrow, provided with a notch for receiving
the bowstring ; also, the notch itself.

1530 PALSGR. 248/1 Nocke of a shafte, oche &amp;lt;fe la Jlcsclie.
[See also NOCK 11. 2.] 1543 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 127 The
nocke of the shafte is dyuersly made, for some be greate and
full, some hansome and lytle, some wyde, some narowe.
a 1583 MONTGOMERIE illisc. Poems xvii. 6 Quhais Turkic
bou and quaver bleu, Quhairin appeirit noks aneu. 1612
BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 33 His ruling pen. .is to be made with a
nocke in the neb or point of it, like the nocke of an arrow.
1840 HANSARD Bk. A rchery 387 The nock of English arrows,
for a century past, has been a piece of taper horn glued into
the wood. 1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 507/2
I he feathers . . may be smoothed down by passing them
through the hand from the point towards the nock. 1884
F. R. STOCKTON Lady or Tiger i etc. 69 When you draw
your bow

; bring the nock of your arrow he was always
very particular about technical terms well up to your ear .

) G. The notch in a cross-bow for receiving the

string when the bow is bent for shooting. Obs.
533 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 569 Greit corce bowis, . . Fast

to the knok war buklit vp in bend. Ibid., The bent bowis
..Out of the nok ane ganje wald lat go. 1620 SHELTON
Quix. ii. xxxv. 237 For my soul indeed is trauersed in my
throte, like the nocke [Sp. nnez\ of acrosse-bow.

t d. In phrases, out of nock, out of order
; above

or beyond the nock, above or beyond measure. Obs.
15.. Parl. Byrdes 80 in Hazl. E. P.P. III. 171 Then

crowed agayne the More Cocke, The Hauke bringeth much
thing out of Nocke. a 1530 J. HEYWOOD Love (Brandl) 484
Where or whan she lyst gyue a mock, She coulde and wolde
do it beyondethe nock. 1530 PALSGR. 489/2 He commendeth
hym by yonde the nocke, // le prise oultre bort, or mtltre
mesure. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 60 On now, praise
we, a Gods name, the single life aboue the nocke.

t 2. The cleft in the buttocks ; the breech or
fundament. Obs.

!533 J- HEYWOOD Play of the Wether (Brandl) 1065 Yf
hys tale be not lyckly Ye shall lycke my tayle in the nocke.
1611 COTGR., La raye dit cut, the nock, fould, or dint
betweene the buttocks. 1668 Cleveland* Old GUI ii, Her
Breath smells like Lox, Or unwiped Nocks, a 1704 T.
BROWN Imit. Satire Persius Wks. 1730 I. 52 To have..
Your precious lines serv d up to nocks, or pye. 1708 Brit.

Apollo No. 17. 3/2 Victoria s thin Smock, Tho but down
to your Nock.
Comb. 1610 HOLLAND Camden s Brit. i. 186 He had un-

reverently plaied upon Cornishmen as if they were seated
in the nocke-hole of the world. 1633 QUAKLES Divine
Fancies Wks. (Grosart) II. 252 Thy nock-shorn Cloake,
with a round narrow Cape. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i.

xiii, You will thereby feel in your nockhole a most wonder
ful pleasure.

t b. Used without article. Obs. rare.
1663 BUTLER Hud. I. i. 285 Noses, which Wou d last as

long as parent breech ; But when the date of Nock was
out, Off dropt the sympathetick snout. 1674 T. FLATMAN
Belly God 50 The Muscle, or the Cockle will unlock Thy
bodies trunck, and give a vent to nock.

Nock(n?k),i3. 2 A aut. Also 6 nok. [a. the

synonymous Du., Flem., and Fris. nok or LG.
nokk, whence also G. andSw. nock, Da. nok. These
words also occur in other special senses, denoting
a projection, point, or tip of some kind : cf. prec.]
1 1. Sc. The tip or extremity of a yard-arm. Obs.
1313 DOUGLAS &ncis in. viii. 83 Anon the nokkis of our

rays we writh ; Doun fallis the schetis of the sails swith.
Ibid. v. xiv. 9 Thai . . Set in a fang, and threw the ra abak,
Baith to and fra all did thar nokkis wry. 1549 Compl. Scot.
vi. 41 Pul doune the nok of the ra in daggar vyise.
2. In sails: (see quot. 1794!.
1794 Rigging &amp;lt;y Seamanship 84 The nock and peek are

lashed by the earings. Ibid. 88 Nock, the foremost upper
corner of boomsails, and of staysails cut with a square tack.
1841 DANA Seaman s Man. 116 Nock, the forward upper
end of a sail that sets with a boom. 1851 KIPPING Sailm.
(ed. 2) 24 To determine the height of the nock of the sail.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 498.
attrib. 1794 Rigging &amp;lt;$ Seamanship 7 Nock-earing, the

rope that fastens the nock of the sail. Ibid. 93 Mizens..
have.. a nock-piece and a peek-piece. Ibid. 108 If the
depth of the nock-seam be subtracted.

s6.3 Obs. rare. Also 6 nok. [Of
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Scand. origin, corresp. to Icel. hnokki, Fa:r. nokki,
\orvv. and Da. nokke, Sw. nocke, with the same

meaning.] A small hook fixed upon a spindle.
-1450 HOLLAND Htnvlat 57 My neb is netherit as a nok,

I am bot ane Owle. 15.. Wooingofjock 54 in LaiugAnc.
Poet. Scot. 360 Ane spindill wantand ane nok.
attrib. 1577 GASCOIGNE Grief of Joy Wks. (Grosart) II.

265 The strongest thryd y 1 ever yet was sponne..Is nock-
throwen yet even with y spindles twyst.

Nock, variant of KNOCK sb.\ 2, a clock.

1853 READE Chr. Johnston? 294 Flucker informed her
that the nock said half eleven .

Nock (n?k), v. [f. NOCK sb.^\
1. trans. To provide (a bow or arrow) with a

nock or notch. Usu. in pa. pple. nocked.
la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 942 Ten brode arowis hilde

he there, .

._ they were shaven wel and dight, Nokked and
fathered aright, c itpoRobyn Mode cxxxii. in Child Ballads
III.62/6 Euery arowe..\Vith pecok wel idyght, Inockedall
with whyte siluer. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) in You
must looke that youre bowe be well nocked for fere the
sharpnesse of the home shere a sunder the strynge. 1590
SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 46 b, Their bowes of Yeugh,
long and well nocked and backed. 1611 COTGR., Oche,
. . nocked, notched. Rencochcr, to nocke the second time.

2. To fit (the arrow) to the bowstring ready for

shooting.
1513 DOUGLAS sEncis v. ix. 44 With arrow reddy nokkit

than Evritioune Plukkis wp in by his bow. 1530 PALSGR.
644/1, I nocke an arrowe, I put the nocke in to the strynge,
je encoyche. 1561 BRENDE Q. Curtius vin. 81 Their arrowes
were so longe and heavy, that they could not nocke them
within theyr bowes. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weaponszv b,
To drawe their arrowes out of their cases . . to nocke
them in their Bowes. 1 1613 SPKI.MAN in Capt. Smith s
Wks. (Arb.) I. p. cxiv, Till they can nocke another arrow
they make the trees ther defence. 1647 HERRICK Noble
Numb. Poems (1902) 331 God . .doth show No Arrow nockt,
onely a stringlesse Bow. a 1833 MOTHERWELL Poems (1847)
178 Nock a shaft and strike down that proud doe. 1836
STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 507/2 In shooting at

the target, the first thing to be done is to nock the arrow.
absol. 1543 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 132 As it were to gyue

a man warning to nocke ryght. Ibid. 148 To nocke well is

the easiest poynte of all. i6n SIR W. MURE Misc. Poems
ii. 26 Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 10 The blindit god arywed, His bow
bent in his hand ready to nocke. 1873 Etuycl. Brit. II.

377/2 Always nock on the same place.
Hence Nocked (npkt), ///. a. ; No-cking^/. sb.

Nocking point, the point of the bowstring to which the
notch of the arrow is applied.
1543 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 109 To haue a goose quyll

splettyd and sewed againste the nockynge, betwixt the
lining and the ledder. Ibid. 148 Vnconstante nockynge
maketh a man leese hys lengthe. 1611 FLORIO, Accoccatura,
a nocking. [1801 STRUTT Sports f, Past. ii. i. 56 A proper
attention was to be paid to the nocking, that is, the applica
tion of the notch at the bottom of the arrow to the bow
string.] 1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural Sports 507/2

spear and agitating
bow, probably with nocked arrow.

t Nockaildro. Obs. rare.
[f. NOCK sbl 2)

with obscure ending.] The breech.
1611 COTGR., Cul, ..[a] tayle, nockandroe, fundament.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais n. xix. 139 Panurge put one
finger of his left hand in his nockandrow. 1634 GAYTON
Pleas. Notes 14 Blest be Dulcinea, whose Favour.. Rescu d
poore Andrew, and his Nock-Andro from breeching.
Nocket, dial. : see NACKET sb.- Nock-hole :

see NOCK sbl 2. Nocking, vol. sb. : see NOCK v.
t Nock-saw. Obs. rare-&quot;, [f. NOCK sb.l]A small saw for cutting nocks in bows or arrows.
1639 HOWELL Vocab. LI, A thwitting knife, nocksaws, a

rasp, a riper.

tNo-cky. Obs. rare-&quot;. A silly, dull fellow .

a 1700 in B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.

Noct-, combining form of L. nox, noctis, used
in words based on L. ainbulare to walk, as Noct-
a-mbulanta., night-walking. TToota-mliulation,
somnambulism

; sleep-walking. Woct-ambule [cf.
F. noctambitle}, a sleep-walker. ITocta-mbulisnt
[F. -istne], somnambulism. Nocta mbulist, a
somnambulist

;
a night-walker. Mocta mbulistic

a., connected with night-walking, f Nocta-mbnlo
(also //. -ones

),
a somnambulist. Kocta-mbu-

lons a., given to night-walking.
1819 H. BUSK Vestriad\. 467 &quot;Noctambulant, aloof, Pads

the patrole with solitary hoof. 1891 Harper s Mag. Ail&quot;.

43o 2 His face is ascetic, with a large forehead, two noct
ambulant eyes sheltered behind spectacle glasses. 1721
BAILEY, *Xoctamt&amp;gt;ulation, a walking in ones Sleep. 1700
C. B. BROWN Edgar Huntly xxv, Men have employed
anxious months in search of that which, in a freak of noct-
ambulation, was hidden by their own hands i8z R PWARD Tremaine III. xv. 345 He says, all are mad, foolish!
dreaming, Noctambules, fit patients for Monroe. 1860
WORCESTER (citing HOBLYN),

*Noctambulizm 1881 COL-
QUHOUN Hist, ofMagic 1. 55 The phenomena of the natural
somnambulism or Noctambulism. 1731 BAILEY (vol. II. 1

*Noctambulist, a Person who walks in the Night, properly
in Sleep. 1803 BEDDOES HygeiaK. 130 The proneness of
noctambulists to loss of consciousness. 1832 MUNDY
Antipodes i. dSss) 18 If a noctambulist yourself, youmay indeed encounter, towards the small hours, an
occasional night-errant. 1887 T. HARDY Woodlanders II.
xvn. 319 She decided that her fellow-noctambulist, even if
a poacher, would

no_t injure her. 1890 Temple Bar Jan.
1 16 A *uoctambulistic

escapade. 1624 DONNE Serm. xlvi.
467 That our *Noctambulones, men that walke in their
sleepe, will wake if they be called by their names. 1643 SIR I

NOCTIVAGATOR.
1 T. BROWNE Rclig. .Med. i8oTho.se Noctambuloes and night-

walkers, though in their sleep, do yet injoy the action of
their senses. 1733 ARBUTHNOT Air (J.), Respiration being
carried on in sleep, is no argument against its being
voluntary. What shall we say of noctambulos? 1731BAILEY (vol. II), *Noctambulous, of or pertaining to walk
ing in the Night. 1786 Nat. Hist, in Ami. Reg. 51/2 By
nature melancholy,, .carnivorous and noctambu!ou&amp;gt;. 1899
Speaker 25 Nov. 188/1 Hardy, unsecured, fraternal, noct-

ambulous^. . the Bohemian is part born, part made.

Nocti-, comb, form of L. nox, noctis, used in

certain words, as Nocti dial [L. dies day] a.,

comprising a night and a day. tNoctifer [cf.
L. iwctifer evening star], a bringer of night or
darkness, f Nooti ferous a. (see quot.). Nocti-
flo-rous a., Sot. night-flowering (Cassell 1886).
Noctiltvcent a., shining by night; so Nocti-
livcid a. (Cent. Diet:}, f Nocti-potent a. (see

quot.). Also NOCTILUCA, NOCTIVAGANT, etc.

1694 HOLDER On Time 98 The *Noctidial Day, the Lunar
Periodic Month, and the Solar Year are Natural and
Universal. 1884 1 iuich r Mar. 102 Farewell to noclidial
sittings. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 140 Lest.. he hurl
you Lucifers out of the Heaven of your sinful felicity, and
make you *Noctifers and Mortifersof misery and contempt.
1636 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

*
Noctiferous . .

,
that betokens or

brings night, the evening Star. 1678 PHILLIES itui intppl.,
^Noctipetent, powerful in the night.

Noctrlipnilie, a. Zool. [See def. and -ixji.]
Of bats : Belonging to the genus Koclilio.
1844 A. GRAY Zool. Voy. Sulphur I. 29 A very good

character_for the determination of the genera among the
Noctilionine and Pteropine Bats.

Ii Noctiluca (n?k-til-ka). PI. -lucsa (-Is7;.
[ad. L. nocllluca moon, lantern, f. nocti-, nox
night + lilcere to shine. Cf. F. noctiluque]
1 1. A species of phosphorus. Obs.
1680 BOYLE Aerial Noctiluca 5 This [phosphorus] by

some Learned Men has been call d, to discriminate it from
the former, a Noctiluca. 1681-2 New Exp. Icy Noctiluca
19 Our Icy Noctiluca or Phosphorus is manifestly heavier
in Specie than common W ater. 1706 PHILLIPS, Noctilnca,

\

a certain Substance, chymically prepared, such as will shine
of it self in the dark. 1727-38 in CHAMBERS Cycl.
2. Zool. A marine animalcule, of a nearly spher

ical shape, which produces a phosphorescent ap
pearance in the sea.

1855 Orr s Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. II. 227 In some localities
the Noctiluca.. also plays an important part in the produc-

j

tion of this phenomenon. 1863 1 op. Sci. Rev. 179 The
Noctiluca, which causes the sea \vaves to sparkle with
phosphoric light. 1883 Harper s Slag. Jan. 182/2 A
gobletful of the noctilucje produces light sufficient to read
by at a distance of two feet.

Hence f Noctilircal a., phosphorescent. Noc-
tiltvcaii, an animalcule of the genus A octiluca

(Cassell 1886). Noctilu cenoe, marine phos-
phorescenc
Noctilu i

substance in phosphorescent animalcules?
1681-2 BOYLE New Exp. Icy Nociiluca 46 A conjecture I

had made about the great diffusedness of the Noctilucal
Matter. 1880 Libr. Univ. Kuolvl. X. 659 Noctiluciiie has
a syrupy consistence at ordinary temperatures.
Noctilu COUS, a. rare. [f. NOCTILUCA -f -ous.]

Shining at night, phosphorescent.
1681-2 BOYLE App. Aerial Nociiluca ! Till more Noc

tilucous Matter could be prepared. 1774 PENNANT Tour
Scotl. II. Voy. Hebrides 345 Myriads of noctilucous Nereids
that inhabit the ocean, .and.. give a fine light. 1777
Brit. Zool. (ed. 2) IV. 38 Nereis Noctilucous. These are
the animals that illuminate the sea, like glow-worms. 1832
MACGILLI\ KAY Trav. Humboldt x\. (1836) 131 The thorny
bushes covered with noctilucous insects.

Woctivagant (npkti-vagant), a. (and sb.}. [f.
NOCTI- + VAGAHT a.] \Yandering by night.

i6ao T. ADAMS JY/ww s /Vwj/a^-fe/AVks. 1861 1. 347 The
lustful sparrows, noctivagant adulterers, sit chirping about
our houses. 1633 Com. 2 Peter \. 4 If our affections be
noctivagant, night walkers, they will easily come home
quick with child. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr 1721 in
BAILEY. 1819 H. BUSK Vcstriadn-. 8 What if a noble P
. . Noctivagant perambulate the street ? 1860 .Macm. Mag.
II. 222 To put some check on any noctivagant propensities
of their lodgers. 1881 W. WILKINS Songs ofStudy z\ The
noctivagant student head-dress being rife to-night.

b. sb. One who wanders by night. rare~l
.

1633 T. ADAMS Com. 2 Peter i. rg Noctivagants are
negligent in their habits.

t Noctivagating. Obs. rare
-

. =next.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 3 For a hypocrite to

decline open, .noctivagating,. .and revels, it is no wonder.
t Noctivaga/tion. Obs. [f. NOCTI- + VACA

TION.] Wandering or rambling by night, as an
unlawful or prohibited practice subject to a fine.

1632 MARMION Holland s Leaguer i\: iii, No farther than
to prison, where you shall pay But forty shillings for nocti
vagation. 1637 ABP. LAUD Wks. (1853) V. 164 You shall do
well to have a care of noctivagation and other disorders.
1678 \\OOD Life 25 Apr. II. 403 The townsmen acknow
ledge 6s. Bit. to be paid for noctivagation,. .but not 40$.

b. In general use.

1643 HOWELL Twelve Treat. (1661) 337 Thus have you a
rough account of a rambling Noctivagation up and down
the world. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xv. 253 When
upon the entrance of his adventures this vertigo of nocti
vagation, and watching his Armes, seizd him.

t Noctivagator. Ots. [f. NOCTI- + vagator,
agent-noun f. L. vagari to wander.] One who
walks by night ;

a night-walker.

Turn the arrow... and fix it on the nocking point of the (Cassell 1 886). Noctilu cence, marine phos-
b
,?
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R- F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Ceogr. phorescence due to noctilucce (Stand. Diet i8oO^^^^^^^^^^^ ; HoeUln-clnCe [F n^lvcinc], the light-givtg



NOCTIVAOOUS.

1640 FEATLY Abbot in Fuller s Abel Rediv, (1651) 544
[

After prayers he commanded the gates to be locked, to
j

prevent or at least discover all noctivagators. 1654 GAYTON
|

Pleas. Notes in. v. 99 Who..ask d this noctivagator, where
j

he had been so late, a 1703 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 47 To
search and seize Noctivagators and olher suspicious persons.

iioctivagous (npktrvagas), a. [f.
NOCTI- +

L. vagus wandering.] = NOCTIVAGANT.
i8ox COL. HANGER Life I. 212 They became ambulatory

and noctivagous. 1843 F. E. PAGET Pageant 144 Beasts of

prey, burglars, and ladies of fashion are the onlv three

kinds of noctivagous mammalia. 1854 Frasers Mag.XLIX.
158 As she is noctivagous, that poor invalid, .must have a

disturbed time of it.

No Ctograph. [irreg. f. L. nod-, nox night +

-CJKAPH.] A writing-frame fora blind person.
i864TicKNOR Life Prescott 134 This framework of wires

ib folded down upon a sheet of paper thoroughly impreg
nated with a black substance. .. The whole apparatus is

called a noctograph.

Noctourne, obs. form of NOCTURN sb.

!| Noctua (n^ ktiua). Entom. [a. L. noctua

night-owl.] A moth of the genus Noctua.

1840 Cuvier s Anim, Kingd. 612 The palpi [are] generally

nearly similar to those of the NoctUee. 1891 Atkenxitm
1 5 Oct. 520/1 A curious noctua taken on the sandhills at St.

Anne s-on-Sea. 1905 ll estm. Gaz. 19 May 4/2 The Noctuas
are sugar-lovers above all the others.

t Wo Ctual, a. Obs. rare- 1
. *=NOCTDKNAL.

1632 LITHGOW Trai 1
. i. 10 A noctuall den of theeues.

t NO Ctuary. Obs. rare. [f.
L. noct-, nox

night, noctil. by night, after diary.] An account

of what passes during the night.
1714 BVROM Sj&amp;gt;ect. No. 586 F 10, 1 have got a Parcel of

Visions and other Miscellanies in my Noctuary. 1812
Sou i HEY Omniana. II. 61 It stands thus in a diary or rather

noctuary of dreams. 1829 J. MILLER Sibyl s Leaves II. 365
[He] might have been a profound philosopher in spite of
his noctuary.

Noctuid (n/rktiu[id), a. and sb. Entom. [f.

mod.L. Noetuid& , see NOCTUA and -ID.] a. adj.

Belonging to the family of moths named Noctuidft.

b. sb. A noctuid moth.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. I. 706 The larva of a noctuid

moth. 1894 Harper s Mag. Mar. 555 The evening prim-
ro^e ..hangs a golden necklace about the welcome murmur
ing noctuid. 1899 D. SHARP Insects II. 415 The majority
of Noctuid larva: have the usual number of legs.

Noctule(np ktiul). Zool. [a, F. noctule (Buffon),
ad. It. nottola, -o/o, bat: hence mod.L. noctula.]
The largest British species of bat ( Vesperugo noct-

ufa) ;
the great bat. Also Noctule bat.

1771 PENNANT Synopsis Quadntp. 369 Noctule Bat with
the nose slightly bilobated. Ibid. 370, I never saw but one

specimen of the Noctule. 1802 BISGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813)
I. no The length of the Noctule Bat is about si inches
to the tip of the tail. 1840 Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. 70
The Noctules are allied to the true Bats (Vespertilio}. 1863
KEARLEV Links in Chain xi. 244 The Noctule, or great high
flying bat, is the earliest to retire, being seldom seen after

July. 1896 LYDEKKER Brit. Mammals 32 The Noctule is

spread over the greater part of temperate Europe and
Asia. Ibid. 35 A solitary pair of Noctules.

t Noctnoleut, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. nodu by

night + pres. pple. of olere to smell.] Of plants :

Smelling strongest in the night-time.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Dog-rose^ The noctuolent

plants, of which there are several kinds, as some of the

geraniums, and of the jasmines, etc.

Nocturlabe: see NOCTURNLABE.
Nocturn (np ktojn), sb. Eccl. [a. F. nocturne t

ad. late or med.L. nocturna fein. sing, of noc-

lunnis \ see next.]

J 1. In the Roman Catholic Church, one of the

divisions of the office of matins (see quot. 1526).
The first quot. may belong to sense 2.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 270 Seie jet, he sei5, one nocturne.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 83 Here bygynneth |&amp;gt;e fxidde noc
turne. -1425 St. Elizabeth of Spalbeck in Anglia VIII.

108/31 And so.. she solempnyzes fc&amp;gt;e

watches of the firste

nocturne. Ibid. 109/22 J?e firste nocturne of matyns. 1482
Monk ofEveshiim (Arb.) 34 The next night after when y
was at matens aboute the begynnyng of the thirde nocturne.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 1531) 248 In matyns communly
be iii orbes, otherwyse called iii nocturnes, of y

1* whiche
euery orbe conteyneth iij psalmes, iii lessons, and iii re-

sponsories. 1671 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. xxxi. 222 Being
at that time in Oratory, and having recited the Nocturn,
and saying those very devout prayers which are at the end
thereof. 1706 in Cotes tr. Dupitfs Eccl. Hist. (1725) II. v. 43
He says.. that the Name Mattins is very improperly given
to the Night-Office..; that the Night-Office is divided into
three Nocturns, which are said at three different times.

1840 BROWNING Sordello iv. 969 Some brother spoke, Ere

npcturns,
of Crescentius. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 101/2

The lections of the second nocturn which contain the

history of the Saints.

f2. (See quots. 1546 and 1548-9.) Obs.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 435^ He begynneth and saith a

psalme that is in the thyrd nocturne of the
psaulter. 1525

LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxvi. 30/1 He sayd many orisons,
euery daye a nocturne of the psalter, matyns of our lady,

1546 LANGLEY tr. Pol, Verg. de Invent, vi. ii. 114 The
dmision of Dauids Psalter into vii partes called noctournes

according to the seuen daies in the weke was the worke of

Hierpme. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., The
auncient fathers had deuided the psalmes into seuen
porcions : wherof euery one was called a nocturne.

t Nocturn, a. Obs. rare. [ad. F. nocturne or

L. nocturnus : see next.] Nocturnal.

15.. in Dunbar s AU3MV(S*T&] App. xi. 26 We may

174

nocht in this vale of bale abyd, Ourdirkit with the sable

clud nocturn. 1636 BKATHWAIT Rom. Emp. 214 Vesuvius.,
covered the face of Italy.. with nocturne darknesse in the

day. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles in. 78 A cloudy, dark, noc
turne Philosophic. 1763 C. DENIS in St. James s Mag. I.

133 What would be this nocturn sprite.

Nocturnal (npktzr-mal), a. and sb. [ad. late

L. nocturnal-is, f. nocturnus (see prec.), f. noct-,

nox night. Cf, obs. F. nocturnal^ -net.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the night ; done,

held, or occurring by night ; etc. Nocturnal arc :

(see quot. 1704 and ARC 2).

1485 CAXTON St. Wcnefryde 20, I shold haue begonne my
nocturnal offyce. 1537 LATIMER Serm. Con-vocation. Ej,
The solempne and nocturnal bacchanals. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 4/2 When you intende to take

your nocturnalle rest. 1602 MARSTON Ant.
&amp;lt;$

Mel. in. Wks.
1856 I. 34 To see if the nocturnall court delights Could
force me envie their felicitie. 1634 MII.TON Camus 128

Hail Goddesse of Nocturnal sport Dark vaild Cotytto.
a 1691 BOYLE Hist. .dir (1692) 32 He observed the nocturnal

air to be very damp. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I,

Nocturnal Ark, is that Space in the Heavens which the

Sun, Moon, or Stars, run thro from their Rising to their

Setting. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 49 P n In this dismal

gloom of nocturnal peregrination. 1792 COWPER Let. to IV.

Haylcy 29 July, I have told you something of my nocturnal

experiences. 1835 THIRLWALL Hist. Greece ix. I. 349 The
victim of a nocturnal sacrifice to the powers below. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 12 A nocturnal council is instituted

for the preservation of the state.

2. Zool. a. Active during the night.
1726 POPE Odyss. xxiv. 10 Some rifted den, Where flock

nocturnal bats, and birds obscene. 1768 PENNANT Brit.

Zool. I. 107 The hedge hog is a nocturnal animal. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 38 This tribe of insects

has therefore been divided into Diurnal and Nocturnal
Flies. 1826 KIRBV & Sr. Entomol. xxxv. III. 639 In the

Crepuscular and Nocturnal Lepidoptera this fold . . is very
slight. 1849 Si: Nat. Hist.&amp;gt;

Mammalia IV. 15 In their

habits they are nocturnal. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool.

(1875) 548 The Nocturnal Birds of Prey, which..have the

eyes directed forward.

b. Capable of vision by night.
1840 Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. 62 The DourocouU . . only

differ from the Sagoums by their great nocturnal eyes.

3. Mus. Of the nature of a nocturne.

1896 Petersons Mag. Jan. 43/2 There is a nocturnal

symphony between the first and second acts.

B. sb. fl. A night-piece. Obs. rare 1
.

a 1631 DONNE (title), A Nocturnal upon St. Lucy s Day,
being the shortest day.
2. An astronomical instrument adapted for taking

observations by which to ascertain the hour of the

night, etc.

16*7 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Grant, xiv. 65 An Astrolabe,
a Nocturnal. 1669 STUKMV Mariners Mag. \\. 46 A
Nocturnal so ordered, that it shall give you the Hour of
the Night by the North-Star . .

, whereby you may take the
true Declination. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 617 There
are several sorts of Nocturnals, of which some are Projec
tions of the Sphere. 01748 WATTS Gcogr. & Astron. 20

(1760) 206 The Instrument called a Nocturnal, wherein the
most remarkable Stars are fixed in their proper Degrees of
Declination and Right Ascension. 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1780), Alidade, the index of a nocturnal or sea-

quadrant. 1884 Chamb. Jrnl. i Nov. 695/1 Astrolabes,
nocturnals, and other astronomical instruments, .are largely

represented.

f3. A night-service ; a nocturn. Obs. rare~ l
,

1670 G. H. Hist, Cardinals i. in. 91 All the Frycries. .

say the Offices for the dead, and cause a Nocturnal to

be rehearsed.

4. A night-walker; a night-hag.
1693 TATE in Drydens Juvenal (1697) 32 Such vile

Practices. .As makes our Matrons lewd, Nocturnals chast.

1823 Spirit Public Jrnls. 40 Amongst a group of nocturnals,
from St. Martin s watch-house. 1861 T. L. PEACOCK Gryll
G. xxxiv, We implored the nocturnals to keep themselves
to themselves, while we were returning from supper.
5. pi. a. The nocturnal birds of prey ; the night-

owls, b. The nocturnal Lepidoptera ; the moths.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc.

Hence Noctu rnally adv. (Webster 1847).
Nocturne (np ktom), sb. Also -urn. [a. F.

nocturne (It. notturno]\ cf. NOCTURN sb. and a.]
1. Mus. A composition of a dreamy character.
A name and form of composition the origin of which is due

to John Field
*

(Grave s Diet. Mus. II. 460).
1862 T. A. TKOLLOPE Marietta I. vii. 130 He had

attempted to compose some words for his nocturn. 1874 R.
TYRWHITT Sketch Club 300 Don t be bothered with sym
phonies and nocturns. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal I.

viii. 254 Christabel was playing slow sleepy nocturnes.

2. Painting. A night-piece, night-scene.
c 1880 WHISTLER Let. to Leyland \x^ Art Jrnl. Aug. 252, 1

can t thank you too much for the name Nocturne as the
title for my moonlights. Ibid.^ The Nocturne in blue and
silver is one you don t know at all. i88a Cornk, Mag.
Feb. 168 One is tempted to linger over these strange dream-

pictures, these nocturnes [etc.].

3. Zool. (See quot.)
1900 Nature 5 Apr. 552/2 In constant darkness, a nocturne

{that is, a prawn in the nocturnal colour-phase) recovers to

its diurnal colour.

Hence No cturne v. intr.t to assume the noc
turnal colour.

1900 Nature 5 Apr. 553/1 Blinded prawns nocturne and
recover as completely as normal ones.

t Noctnrnlabe. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. NOC
TURN a., after Astrolabe.&quot;}

~ NOCTURNAL sb. 2.

1594 BLUN DEVIL Exerc. vn, xxxix.(i636) 717 To know by

NOD.
the Northstar and his guards, with the helpe of an instru

ment called a Nocturnhibe, the houre of the night. [1704

J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Noctnrlabc, is an Instrument
used to find how much the North Star is higher or lower
than the Pole at all Hours of the Night.]

t Wocttrrnous, a. Obs. rare- .
[t. L.noiturn-

WJ + -OU8.] Pertaining to the night.*

172? BAILEV, vol. II.

t Np cument. Obs. [ad. med.L. nocument-

,
f. nocere to hurt.] Harm, damage; evil.

1550 BALE Image both Ch. \\. K vii, AH these noyfull
nocumentes are the holy frutes of the whordome of that

. .churche. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 189 The dammage
or Document, which casually was annexed, c 1650 Content}.
Hist. Irel. (1879) I. 192 Nocuments are documents, and
greate afflictions are good lecturers to reformation of life

and maners. 1657 TOMLINSON Renotfs Di$p. 595 By whose

quality the head will.. be armed against the nocuments of

Opium.
Hence t Nocume ntal, f Nocume ntous adjs.
1644 HUNTOS Vind. Treat. Monarchy ix. 65 For it so

fals out to the best physicke, where the nocumentous
humours are prevailing. 1657 TOMLINSON tr. Keiions
Di$p. To Rdr., To correct their nocumental qualities.

NOCUOUS (np kii^aa), a. [a. L. nocuus, f. no-

cere to hurt : cf. innoatoits.] Noxious, hurtful ;

venomous, poisonous.
1635 SWAN Spec. M. ix. i (1643) 480 Though this be a

nocuous creature, it much magnineth the power of God.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1721 in BAILEV, 1883 Brit. Q.
Rev. July 19 Anything of the kind which has such power is

. .nocuous for constant use. 1890 LVMHOLTZ Cannibals 23
This change is due.. to a nocuous kind of grass, namely
the dreaded spear-grass.

Hence HVcuonsly adv. ; No cuousness.
1847 WEBSTER, Rocuously. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 15 Jan.

2/3 It proves neither nocuousness nor mnocuousness.

ToftGvd). J&1
[f. thevb.]

1. A short, quick inclination of the head used as

a sign, esp. to convey salutation or recognition,
to express assent or approbation, or to direct

attention to something.
1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 40 Not\vithstandynge..they

received nothing in conclusion but npddes with the head.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus, Nutus, a signe that one maketh
with his eyes or head

;
a becke ; a nodde. 1594 SHAKS.

Rich. I/I, i. iii. 49 Because X cannot. .Ducke with French
nods, and Apish curtesie. 1617 MOHYSON Itin. i. 40
A Doctor .. commanded me to draw water for his horse,

fiving
me no reward presently but only a nod. 1641

ULLER Holy fy Prof. St. iv. viii. 276 The June being
wise men (whose apprehensions could make up an whole
sentence of every nod of the Judge). 169* LOCKE Educ.

77 A Look or Nod only ought to correct them, when they
do amiss. 1711 BUDGELL Spect. No. 77 F 5 Those Nods of

Approbation which I never bestow unmerited. 1782 Miss
BURNEY Cecilia v. i, [The] smirk .. was converted into a
familiar nod. 1818 SHELLEY Tasso 14 Those nods and
smiles were favours worth the zechin. 1821-30 LD. COCK-
BURN Mem. v. (1874) 241 The speculations and conjectures,
and nods and winks,, .were endless. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita
II. 278 Delivering the last words of each paragraph with
two or three energetic nods of his head.

Jig. 1649 BULWEK Patkomyot. i. 6. 37 All the ready
variations of his cunning fingers being done by the Nods
of the Soule. 1653 Ht M RE Antid. Atk. i. xi. 8 To
move itself and by its motions and nods to determinate the

course of the Spirits.
Prov. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias 11, ix. PS, 1 shall say no

more at present, a nod is as good as a wink. 1834 MARRYAT
P. Simple li, A nod s as good as a wink to a blind horse.

1893 MCCARTHY Red Diamonds II. 28 A nod is as good M
a wink to such a dark horse as you are.

b. A sign of this kind conveying an imperative

command, or expressive of absolute power.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 29 The race of this life was., eche

moment at death his nod and beck. 1596 DRAYTON Legends
iii. 471 Whose very Nod acts with a thousand Hands.

1641 MILTON Ch.Gav. Concl., They stood upon their own
bottom, without their main dependance on the royal nod.

1684-5 SOUTH Semi. (1692) 395 Masaniello. .with a Word,
or a Nod, absolutely Commanding the whole City of

Naples. 1718 PRIOR Solomon \\. 944 Nations obey my
word, and wait my nod. 1781 GIBUON Decl.

&amp;lt;$

F, xxxiv,

(1787) III. 361 They watched his nod; they trembled at his

frown. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 332 In Turkey,
where the sole nod of the despot is death. 1826 E. IRVING

Babylon II. 365 The whole western empire was at his nod.

1850 MAZZINI Royalty &amp;lt;$ Rejwb. 152 You have, .multitudes

of men dependent on your nod. 1870 BRYANT Homer I. i.

28 That thou Mayst be assured, behold, I give the nod.

fc. One who is nodded at. Obs. rare .

c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cix. xii, Alas ! I am their

scorn, their nod, When in their presence I me show.

d. On the nod, on credit.

1882- in FARMER Slang. 1897 We&tm. Gaz. n June 5/3
We went into a. .shop and wanted to be served on the nod.

2. An involuntary forward movement of the head

in one who has fallen asleep or is drowsy ; hence,

a short sleep, a nap. Also transf., a lapse.
c \6ioLives Worn. Saints in She permitted her bodie

to take a little nodd or sleepe. 1625 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY
Nt. Walker iv. n, Common-wealths men Are ever subject
to the nods; sit down, Sir, A short nap is not much
amiss. 01704 T. BROWN Walk round Loud. Wks. 1709
III. n. 21 When the Spewing-fit is over, he ll sit down to

take a Nod. 1793 Regal Rambles 60 Even Homer had his

nods now and then. 1894 ANNIE RITCHIE Chapters fr.

Mem. vi. 70 My own head, .came down with a sleepy nod.

b. The land of Nod, sleep. [A pun on the

biblical place-name, Gen. iv. 16.]

i73i-8SwiFT Fol.Conversat. 214 I m going to the Land of

Nod. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxx, There s queer thin*;*

chanced since ye hae been in ihe land of Nod. i86j KEADE



NOD. 175 NODDINGLY.
Hard Cash xviii, [It] had my lady into the land of Nod in

half a minute. 1900 Chamb. Jrnl. III. 642/2 In the night
time, when human beings. .are absent in the Land of Nod.
3. A forward or downward movement, rare.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. iv. 102 Like a drunken Sayler
on a Mast, Readie with euery Nod to tumble downe. 1692
UENTLEY Boyle Lect. 257 By those surprizing nods of the

pole we might be tossed backward or forward in a moment
from January to June.

tNod, sk^ Obs. rare&quot;
1

. = NODDY sb. 1 i.

c
,

&quot;S^S Jack Juggler in Hazl. Dodsley II. 130 For it would
grieve my heart, so help me God, To run about the streets

like a masterless nod. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. To
Rdr. 331 [The poets] most-what but for Nods doe cense
Saints, scnselesse of more Recompence.
Nod, sb& dial. = NODDLE sb.^ i b.

1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. s.v. Coppire, The knape or

nape. ., in Kent the Nod of the neck. 1838 HOLLOWAY Prov.
Diet. s.v. Niddick, The node of the neck is the nape of the
neck. Hants. 1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss, s.v., It catched
me right across the nod of my neck. 1884 J. C. EGERTON
Sussex Folk

c*j-
IVays 112 A bit of hair from the nod .

Nod, obs. form of NEED sb.

Nod (npd), v. Also 4-7 nodde. [Of obscure

origin : no equivalent form with the same sense

is found in any of the cognate languages. Con
nexion with MHG. notten (G. dial, nottebi) to

move about, shake, is doubtful.].
I. 1. intr. To make a quick inclination of the

head, esp. in salutation, assent, or command.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple s T. Prol. 47 With this speche

the Cook wax wrooth . .
,
And on the Manciple he gan nodde

faste For lakke of speche. c 1440 Promp. Pan . 357/2
Noddynge wythe the heed, eonqniniscio. \4fo$Cath.Angl.
255/2 To Nodde ; c&amp;lt;mqvt[ri\escere. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xxxiv. 39 The Dyvill luche and on him qwoth nod, Renunce
thy God and cum to me. 1530 PALSGR. 644/1, 1 nodde with
the heed,//rtW signe de la teste. Whan I nodde upon the,
than go. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 177 Nod to him,
Elues, and doe himCurtesies. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.
(ed. 2) 138 Young Gammeds. .went up and downe. .to

powre out wine to such as noded for it. 1635-56 COWLEY
Davideis \. Note 29 The Poets are so civil to Jupiter, as to

say no less when he either Spoke, or so much as Nodded.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 12 P 2 Upon which my Land-lady
nods, as much as to say she takes my Meaning, and im

mediately obeys my Signals. 1828 SCOTT F. /!/, Perth vii,

Some of the citizens.. began to nod and look exceedingly
wise upon the advocate of acquiescence. 1842 TENNYSON
Godiva 30 And nodding, as in scorn, He parted. 1877 MRS.
FORRESTER Mignon I. 65 Sir Tristram nods and smiles at

her and goes off to the garden.
trans/. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on ZVw/.clxx. 1057 Like the

Asse which can well ynough nodde with his Eares.

2. To let the head fall forward with a quick,

short, involuntary motion when drowsy or asleep.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Pr&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;. $ Efiigr. (1867) 91, I nother nod

for sleepe. ., nor blisse for spintes. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv.

iii. 271 If thou do st nod, thou break s! thy Instrument.

1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 247 We not used to this watching,
were so sleepy.. as we could not abstaine from nodding.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. \. ii. 7 As one that noddeth in

a chayre. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. ii2F3 If he sees any
Body else nodding, (he] either wakes them himself, or sends
his Servant to them. 1783 S. CHAPMAN in Med. Comm. I.

303 Oppressed with inclination to sleep, he frequently
nodded. 1840 DICKENS Barn, Rudge 1, She would be seen

, .to nod a little way forward, and stop with a jerk. 1870-74
J. THOMSON City Dread/. Nt. ix. ii, A man sits nodding on
the shaft.

fig- s
*&amp;gt;33

G. HERBERT Temple^ Dwinitie i, For fear the
starres should sleep and nod, And trip at night. 1648 CHA-
SHAW Steps to Temple Wks. (1904) 88 Our Harpes . ; Nod
ding on the willowes slept.

trans/. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. I. 106 It is

the case ofa common spinning-top . . ; not sleeping upright,
nor nodding, but sweeping its axis round [etc.].

f b. To wink at, overlook, a thing. Obs.rare~*.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. n. H, It well becomes that

Judge to nod at crimes.

c. To be momentarily inattentive or inaccurate
;

to make a slip or mistake. In echoes of Horace
Ars Poet* 359 (dormitat Homerus}.
1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin i. v. 20 We see a Jesuite

may sometimes nod as well as Homer. 1709 POPE Ess,
Crit. 180 Those oft are stratagems which errors seem, Nor
is it Homer nods, but we that dream. 1796 BURKE Let. to

Noble Lord 35 Homer nods; and the duke of Bedford

may dream, a 1876 G. DAWSON Shaks., etc. (1888) 50 If

Homer sometimes nods, Johnson snores. 1887 HUXLEY in

I9/A Cent, Feb. 196 Scientific reason, like Homer, some
times nods.

3. To swing or sway from the perpendicular,
as if about to fall.

1582 STANYHURST Mneis i. (Arb.) 21 Theire ships too lar-

boord doo nod, seas monsterus haunt them. 1631 GOUGE
God s Arrows n. 25. 169 Tottering to and fro, nodding
and sliding much like carved pictures without life. 1681

DRYDEN Abs. $ Ac/tit. 801 If ancient Fabricks nod, and
threat to fall. 1718 PRIOR Solomon n. 732 Porches and
schools.. Uncover d, and with scaffolds cumber d stood, Or
nodded, threatening ruin. 1732 POPE Essay on Man i.

255 HeavVs whole foundations to their centre nod. 1816

H. G. KNIGHT East. Sketches (ed. 3) Pref. xii, A fragment
of a palace which is nodding to its fall. 1849 RUSKIN Se?&amp;gt;.

Lamps v. 10. 145 The arches nodding westward and

sinking into the ground.
b. In fig. context.

1752 YOUNG Brothers i. i, His empire shakes, And all her

lofty glories nod to ruin. 1770 Ann. Reg. i. 7 This vast,

ill-founded, and unwieldy empire seems indeed nodding
to its fall. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 870 A later Empire nods
in its decay.
4. To bend or incline downward or forward

with a swaying movement.

1
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. iv. xiv. 6 A forked Mountaine

! ..With Trees vpon t, that nodde vnto the world. 1744
AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag, ii. 203 The shade More horrid
nodded o er me. 1784 COWPKR Task v. 26 The bents And
coarser grass, ..fledged with icy feathers, nod superb. 1803
SCOTT Last Minstr. i, xxv, Green hazels o er his basnet nod.

1841 LOWELL Rosaline, With long black garments trailing

slow, And plumes anodding to and fro.

transf. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 28 The little green
bank.. nodding with fern and queen-of-the-meadow.

+5. To incline or tend to something. Obs. rare~l
.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. n. i, My brother,
sir, for want of education, sir, somewhat nodding to the

boor, the clown.

II. 6. trans. To incline (the head). Also transf.
1553T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 223 Somenoddes their hedde

at euery sentence. 1581 G. PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Com .

(1586) i. 34 They nodde theyr heads, and abase their eyes.
1666 DRYDEN ./?. Mirab. ccxxii, He. .nods at every house
his threatening fire. 1695 CONGREVE Taking of Namur v,

Craggy Cliffs ,. Nod impending Terrours o er the Plain.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge x, John contented himself with
nodding his head in the affirmative. 1898 RIDER HAGGARD
Dr, Therne 20, I nodded my head.

7. To signify by, to say with, a nod.

1713 STEEI.E Englishm. No. 8, 50 Ay, ay, nodded the
I Porter; but, Sir, whom must I say I came from? 1775
I SHERIDAN Rivals Epil., She .. Curtsies a pension here
I there nods a place. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose xvi, The

general laid his hand upon his nose, and nodded intelligence,

j

1847 MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest ix, The keeper nodded
i

adieu to Edward. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola in. xxi, He
nodded assent, and Romola set out. 1883 Harpers Mag.
Apr. 741/2 The officer nodded an affirmative.

8. To invite, send, or bring, by a nod.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. in. vi. 66 Cleopatra Hath nodded

him to her. 1647 TRAPP Comm. i Pet. v. 6 If God can. .nod
us to destruction. 1684 BROOK Prec. Remedies 266 God
can speak or nod you to hell in a moment. 1742 YARROW
Love at First Sight 74 He cries play; the Harper uncases,
the Drawer is nodded out. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 82
The beckoning lover nods the maid away. 1889 F. BARRETT
Strange Mask II. xv. 96, I nodded him out of the room.
9. To cause to bend or sway.
1818 KEATS Endym. \, 261 By every wind that nods the

mountain pine.

Hence No dded ppl. a,

1887 MEREDITH Ballads % P. 131 And thou perform The
nodded part of pantaloon.

Nodal (nju-dal), a. [f. NODE s&. + -AL; cf. F.

nodal.] Pertaining to, of the nature of, a node or

nodes, in various senses, esp.
1. Nodal line or point ,

a line or point of abso
lute or comparative rest in a vibrating body or
surface. Cf. NODE sb. 6 a.

1831 FARADAY Exp. Res, xlvi, 318 Neither sand nor filings
could rest on the quiescent, or nodal, lines. 1838 in Eng,
Mech. (1869) 24 Dec. 356/3 It was situated at a nodal or
quiescent point during some tones. 1873 W. LEES Acoustics
i. iii. 25 We have not only nodal points in a vibrating string,
but we may have nodal lines in a vibrating plate.

2. Bot. and Biol. Pertaining to, of the nature of,
a node in a vegetable or animal organism.
1842 WILTSHIRE in Ann. Nat. Hist. IX. 85, I have ex

amined portions of the plant both young and old, and at
all portions of the nodal places. 1875 HUXLEY & DYER in
Encycl.Brit. I II. 687/1 An inter-nodal cell, which elongates
greatly,, .is succeeded by a nodal cell, which elongates but
little. 1882 VINES tr. Sachs Bot. 191 Each nodal disk con
sists of the anterior half of an older segment [etc.]. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anvn. Life 572 The cirri are borne
. . upon certain joints of the stem, hence termed nodal.

3. Nodal point y
a stopping- or starting-point;

a centre of convergence or divergence; a point
constituting a node of any kind.

1845 GROVE Contrib. to Set. 298 Forming the nodal point
or zero of the table. x86a M. HOPKINS Hawaii 238
These nodal points [in history] determine the length of
his chapters. 1863 DANA Man. Geol. 598 These species
occupy nodal points, as they may be called, or points of
divarication. 1880 LE CONTE Sight 29 This point of ray.
crossing Is called the nodal point.

4. Astron. Pertaining to planetary nodes.
1868 LOCKYER Guillemirfs Heavens (ed. 3) 220 It is enough

to look out for the body at one or other of these nodal

passages. 1872 PROCTOR Ess. Astron. ix. 126 The nodal
shifting of the meteor-band.

Nodated, ///. a. ? Obs.
[f. L. noddt-us, pa.

pple. of noddre to knot + -ED *.] Knotted.
1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. II, Nodated Hyperbola : so

Sir Is. Newton calls a peculiar kind of Hyperbola, which
by turning round decussates or crosses itself. 1783 HER-
SCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXI II. 279 A similar curve is to be
delineated in the southern hemisphere, in the nodated part
of which the same appearances will take place. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 483/1 All the stars in the northern
hemisphere, situated within the nodated part of the con
choid, will seem to go to the north.

t Noda tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. nodatio, f.

noddre : see prec.] A knotted part ;
knottiness.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemcaus Fr. Chimrg. 2b/2 Thenoda-
tion of the gorge or throte, or Adam s bitte. 16*3 COCKERAM
i, Nodation^ Knottinesse.

fNo-dcoke, Obs. rare. [Cf. NOD ^.2] A fool.

1582 BRETON Flourish nponFancie Wks. (Grosart) 1. 17/2
The Cooke that drest the meate : then Nodcoke natural!,
Then Jacke-an-apes. Ibid. 22/1 So nodcoke I, that longe
haue serued thee like a slaue, ..Repentaunce gained haue.

Nod-crafty, a.
[f.

NOD
j&amp;lt;M]

Able to nod with
an air of great wisdom.
1608 BACON in Spedding Life % Lett. (1868) IV. 92

Solemne goose, stately, leastwise nodd crafty.

t NO ddant. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. NOD v. -f- -ANT 1.]
One who nods.

1589 WARNER Alb. Rng. v. xxvii, Soothly nodds to Poets
now wear largisse. and but lost, Since for the Noddant they
observe no pen note worth the cost.

t No ddary. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
NOD j//.2 or

NODDY sb. 1 i +-ARY 1
.] A foolish action.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobier 49 Peoples prostrations of these

things, .are prophane prostitutions, ignorant ideotisms,
under-naturall noddaries.

Noddee (npdr). rare.
[f.

NOD v. + -EE 1.] fa.
One who causes nodding or drowsiness. Obs. b.

One who is nodded to.

a 1680 H. MARTYN in Aubrey Lives (1898) II. 46 Mr.
Speaker, a motion has beene to turne out the Nodders

;
I

desire the Noddees may also be turn d out. 1810 Sporting
Mfig, XXXV. 250 Nodding his head at him [he] signi

ficantly added, I am the nodder and you are the noddee .

fTsTo-dden,///. a., perh. for knodden (pa. pple.
of KNEAD

z&amp;gt;.)
in the sense of (

compact .

1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. x, They neither plow, nor

sow; ne, fit for flail, Ere to the barn the nodden sheaves

they dro\e.

Nodder (n^-doi). [f. XOD z\] One who nods,
in various senses of the verb.

1625 in Cosht s Corr. (Surtees) I. 54 You delt bravely with
that nodder with his grave head you wrote of. 1653 H.
MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) p. iii, Which those drowsie
Nodders over the Letter of the Scripture have veryoscitantly
collected, a 1680 [see NODDEE]. 1747 Gent1. Mag, 59 Even
the furr d nodders on the K h have benefited by these

young Scotch pleaders. 1848 LOWELL Bigloiu P. Poems
(1890) II. 98 With a congregation of fifty thousand. ., and
never so much as a nodder, even, among them !

Noddle, obs. for NODDY, y^.&quot;
1 Woddiepeake,

-poope : see NODDYPEAK, -POOP. Noddil, obs.

variant of NODDLE sb.i and z&amp;gt;.i

Nodding Op-din), vl&amp;gt;l. sb. [-IXG!.] The
action of the verb NOD.
1495 Trei isaV Earth. De P. R. xviii. lix. 815 The harte

calfe hyghte Hinnulus.. hath that name Hinnulusof..
beckynge other noddynge. 1548 ELYOT, Nutatio, noddynge,
as a mans head dooeth, whan he sylteth slepyng. 1562 J.
HEYWOOD Prcrj. fy Epigr, (1867) 91 What thing is it . . That
bringeth this busy bhssing and noddyng ? 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 146 They pray silently with ridiculous and continual

noddings of their heads. 1649 BuLWER/WA0wy0/. 11. i. 56
Nodding to us is a gesture of invitation. 1668 DRYDEN
Even. Love n.

i,
For all your noddings, and your mathe

matical grimaces. 1812 L. HUNT in Exam. 19 Oct. 657/1
Mr. Sheridan, .assures him, with a hearty nodding of the

head.., that they all drank his health. 1844 MARY HOVVITT
Own Story viii. 73 With sundry winks of his large eyes, anil

upward noddings of his chin. 1882 Garden ii Mar. 167/1
The constant nodding of the florets, even in the calmest

weather, is delightful.
b. Comb.) esp. nodding acquaintance, a slight

acquaintance (with a person), extending no further

than recognition by a nod.
1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 124 p i The most severe Reader

makes Allowances for many Rests and Nodding-plaoes in a
Voluminous Writer. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf.
iv, Many with whom he had scarcely a nodding acquaint
ance. 1868 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. xxi, I am on nod
ding terms with a meditative turncock. 1894 D. C. MURRAY
Making of Novelist 140 A group of men with whom I had
a nodding acquaintance.

Nodding (rip-dig), ppi. a. [f.
NOD v. + -ING 2.]

1. That nods
; esp. of plants, trees, etc.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 250, I know a banke.. Where
Oxslips and the nodding Violet growes. 1634 MILTON Conins
38 This drear Wood, The nodding horror of whose shady
brows Threats the forlorn. . Pac

singer. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Past. x. 38 A Country Crown Of Fennel, and of nodding
Lillies. 1700 Pal. fy Arc. in. 370 At length the nodding
statue clash d his arms. 1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 224 Crown d
with rough thickets, and a nodding wood. 1754 GRAY
Progr. Poesy 12 The rocks and nodding groves, 1792
R. KERR to.Linnxus s A nitn. Kingd. 69 Nodding Monkey,
1820 SHELLEY Ode Liberty iv, The nodding promontories,
and blue isles, And cloud-like mountains. 1871 MEREDITH
//. Richmond III. 197 He collapsed in speech, and became
what he used to call one of the ordinary nodding men \

b. Of the nature of nodding.
1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med.Vll. 909 Nodding movements of

the head accompany these Salaam convulsions .

2. a. Swaying, inclining, tottering.
1693 SOUTHERNS Maid s last Prayer \\. ii, Sure, Granger,

thou lovest a nodding wall, that will bury thee in its ruins.

1715 POPE
lliad^ n. 18 Destruction hangs o er yon devoted

wall, And nodding IHon waits the impending fall. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge Ixviii, The tumbling down of nod
ding walls and heavy blocks ofwood. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exped. xlviii. (1856) 452 Nodding, pendulous, stalactitic

hummocks were not unfrequent.
b. Drowsy, sleepy.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 38 Solo order their lives as
to have no need of a nodding justice.

3. Bot. (and Entom.} Bent or curved downward.
1776 J. LEE Introd. Bot. 378 Nntans, nodding, the Top

or Head bent downwards. 1796 WITHERING Brit. PI. (ed. 3)
II. 160 Panicle nodding. 1826 KIRBY Si SP. Entomol. xlvi.

IV. 300 Nodding horn (Cornu nutans). When a horn bends
forwards, 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 232 Erica. . . Flowers

usually nodding. 1886 A. H. CHURCH Food Grains Ind. 40
With . . hairy leaves and a much divided nodding panicle.

b. In plant-names.
1789 J. PILKINGTON View Derbysh. I. 451 Bidens cern?ia

t

Nodding Double-tooth. 1853 Miss PRATT Flwer. PI. III.

256 Nodding Bur Marigold. 1857 A. GRAY First Lessons
Bot. (1866) 193 Nodding Trillium or Wake-Robin.
Hence No-ddingly adv.
1882 in OGH.VIE. 1885 CLARK RUSSELL Strange Voy. II.



J.
h

NODDLE.
vii. no, I was gazing at the distant speck,, .and noddingly
wondering how far distant [etc.].

Noddle (n^ d l),
s/t.

1 Forms : 5-6 nodle, 5

-el, -ul(le, -yl(e; 6-7 nodell, 6 -il ; 6 noddel

(7 -ell), Sc. -ill
; 6- noddle, 9 dial, nuddle. [Of

obscure origin. No similar form appears in any
of the cognate languages.]
1 1. a. The back of the head. Obs.

(-1425 St. Elizabeth ofSpalbeck in Anglia VIII. 108/46
Sche smytes hir-selfe in pe nodel of the hede byhynde.
c 1440 Prowp. Pat~L . 357/2 Nodyl, or nodle of be heed (or

nolle), occiput, 1548 VICARV Anat. in. (1888) 27 A bone of the
hinder part of the head called the Noddel of the head. 1567Y

. MAPLET Gr. Forest 6 They rippe in sunder the noddle of
is head. 1676 HOBBES Iliad 62 His strong sharp-pointed

spear. . lighting Behind upon the noddle of his head.

b. The back of the neck. (Cf. 2 c.) Now dial.

1564 P. MOORE Hope Health i. v. 9 Memorie is placed in

the hindermost p:irte of the braine aboue the noodle of the
necke. 1567 GOLDING Orid&quot;s Met. (1593) v. 108 To Petales
he lendeLh such a souse Full in the noddle of the necke.

1590 BARROUGH Mcth. Physick i. xxiv. (1639) 42 After that
fasten cupping glasses to the noddle of the neck. 1823 E.
MOOR Suffolk Words s.v. Nuddle, Cut a lock of hair from
the nuddle of the neck. 1889 Mactn. Mag. Sept. 358 Last
winter I suffered terrible with the misery in my head just in
the noddle o the neck it fared to lay.

2. absot. fa. The back of the head. Obs. b.
The head or pate. (Colloq. or jocular.)
c 1423 I oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 633 Hoc occipud, A8 nodulle.

c 1450 M. E. Med. Bk, (Heinrich) 65 As ofte bou anoynte
fc&amp;gt;yne

heued in l?e nodul be hynde wyb hoot watur. 1509
HAWES Past. Picas, xliv. (Percy Soc.) 213 On his noddle
darkely flamyng Was set Saturne .. And Jupiter amiddes
his foreheade. 1533 ELVOT Cast. Hclthe (1541) 10 b,

Imagination in the forheed : Reason in the braine: Re
membrance in the nodell. 1582 STANYHURST sEneis in.

(Arb.) 91 His nodil in crossewise wresting downe droups to

thegrowndward. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. v. (1617) 21 From
the noddle or crowne of his head downward vnto his mayne.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 360 Tlie late Queen of Spain
took off one of her chapines and clowted Olivares about tlie

noddle with it. 1664 BUTLER Hud, ii. I. 532 Quoth he, My
Head s not made of brass As Friar Bacon s noddle was.

1713 ARBUTHSOT John Bull \\. v, If they offered to come
into the warehouse, then strait went the yard slap over their
noddle. 1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 191 Master
Doctor, having thatched his noddle with his enormous
periwig,, .sallied forth. 1825 SCOTT 16 May in Fam. Lett.

(1894) II. x.\i. 267 The fine bust he cut of my poor noddle
three years ago. 1864 THACKERAY D. Dmal 1, Many a
smart rap with the rolling-pin have I had over my noddle,

t c. The back of the neck. (Cf. i b.) Obs. rare.

1599 BRETON Will of Wit 3, I suddenly slept to him,
tooke him by the Noddle and turned him to my work.
1612 WOODALL Snrg. Mate Wks. (1653) 22 Cupping-glasses
..are used . . to set in the nodell, and on the upper part of
the shoulder-blades.

3. The head as the seat of the mind or thought.

(Colloq., and usually with playful or contemptuous
suggestion of dullness or emptiness.)
1579 TOMSON Call-in* s Serm. Tim. 656/1 The diuell..

putteth into their braines and foolishe noddles to make
great shewes. 1594 LVLV MotIt. Bomb. \\. \. Let me alone,
..there s matter in this noddle. 1611 W. BAKER Paneg.
Verses in Coryat Crudities, Thy worke (which is the
moddell Of most the wit enskonsed in thy noddell). 1654
VILVAIN Theor. Theol, vii. 193 He frams a new Moon-calf-
model of Heaven . .after his own Pythagorean Noddle.

1709 STEF.I.E Tatler No. 178 P 2 These Reflections . . seize

the Noddles of such as were not born to have Thoughts of
their own. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts fy Sc:. 123 All the
senseless Whimsies that have possessed the Noddles of the
credulous Vulgar. 1793 COWPER Let. to W. Hayley 27 July,
Laying his own noddle, and the carpenter s noddle together.
1840 BARHAM ln%ol. Leg. Ser. i. Ace. Nnu Play, Lady
Arundel .. Perplexes her noddle with no such nice queries.

1869 TROLLOPS He
ktint&amp;gt;, etc. xxxvi, Slatternly girls, with

out an idea inside their noddles !

f b. By extension : A person. Obs. rare.

1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. 43 John Calvin, a cunning
Man, a great Scholar ; and, above all, a reaching Noddle.
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 148 If they can produce a
set of Lancashire noddles, remote provincial head-pieces,. .

to attest a story of a witch upon a broomstick.

4. attrib. and Comb., as f noddle-pate ; f nod
dle-bone, the occipital bone; f noddle-case, a

wig; fnoddle-thatcher, a \vijj-maker.
1611 COTGR., Os occipital)\\\^ *noddle bone. 1615 CROO KF.

Body of Man 442 The fourth is called Os Occipitis the
Noddle or Nowle-bone. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol.
Gen. (r6o3) 27* The hind-head bone, or, the noddle-bone.

1702 T. BROWN Wks. (1760) II. 197 Next time you have
occasion for a new ^noddle-case,. . I ll recommend you to
the honestest perriwig-maker in Christendom. i7izSTEELE
Spect. No. 518 r 9 A Pinch of right and fine Barcelona..,
and a Noddle-case loaden with Pulvil. 1622 BRETON Strange
News Wks. (Grosart) II. n/i Natural!

capacities, .. such
as they were, and fitted the humour of his &quot;noddle pate.
1716-20 Lett.fr. MisCs Jrnl. (1722) I. 84 To deprive 20000
* Noddle-Thatchers of their Livelihood.

No ddle, sb* rare. [f. NODDLE s\] A nod

ding movement of the head.

[1756 FULKE GRF.VILLE Max., Charac. $ Reflections 70
His head goes noddle noddle, like a Chinese figure.] 1765
LADY S. LENNOX Life fy Lett. (1901) I. 172 She has a noddle
with her head that makes some people reckon her like me.

tNO ddle, vl Obs. rare. [? f. NODDLE sb.}
intr. and trans. To beat, pummel (? on the head).
-1440 York Myst. xxix. 369 Dose noddil on hym with

neffesThat he noght nappe. 1623 WEBSTER Debits Lau&amp;gt;-

Case in. iii, Some women . . have Ipng d to beat their hus
bands; what if I.. exercise my longing Upon my tailor that

way, and noddle him soundly?

176

Noddle (np d l), T .
2 [A frequentative of NOD

v. : see -LE, and cf. NIDDLE-NODDLE.]
1. trans. To nod (the head) quickly or slightly.
X 733~4 in Mrs. Delany Life # Corr. (1861) I. 428 Who

should I see at Court last night, noddling her head; but

Molly Winnlngton ? 1772 GRAVES Spir. Quix. I. 222 She
noddled her head, was saucy, and said rude things to one s

face. 1822 T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian xiii, Robin struck

up and played away merrily, the bishop., noddling his head,
and beating time with his foot. tX&^Routledgfs Mag./or
Boys Feb. 109 What a pretty horse yours is, Sir..; he
noddles his head so cheerfully.

b. To bring into (a state) by noddling; to beat

(time) by nodding the head.

1788 ANNA SFAVARD Lett. (1811) II. go The profession of
this personage is music,, .his height and proportion.. well

enough by nature, but fidgeted and noddled into an appear
ance not over prepossessing. 1887 J. ASHBY-STERRV Lazy
Minstrel (1892) 201, I -sit..And noddle time with languid
beat.

2. intr. To nod or shake the head. (Now dial*}
a. 1734 NORTH Li~ es (1826) I. 144 He walked splay, stoop

ing and noddling. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757)
II. 20 Like the Goose in the Fable, he will still waddle and
noddle. 1753 JANE COLLIER Art Torienting 160 You
must noddle, and laugh, and pretend to be very merry.

Hence No ddling///. a.

1790 JOANN-A BAILLIE Fugitive I erses (1840) 89 Up-hoisted
arms and noddling head.

tNo(d)dock, obs. var. oinuddock, NIDDICK.
Cf, al^o NOD sb? and NODDLE so. 1 i b.

1594 CAREU- Ihiarte s Exam. Wits iil. (1596) 25 The man
who hath his forehead very plaine, and his nodocke flat.

Ibid., A certaine masse of things, which rise from the npd-
docke vpward. 1650 BULWER Anthrafomct, Pref., Whilst
the blind Nodock wants it ornament. Ibid. 6 When.. the
Nodock is made flat.. the brain [has] not wit.

Noddy (nfdi), sb^- Forms: 6-7 nody, -dye,

6-7 -die; 6-7 noddle, 7 -dye; 6- noddy. [Of
obscure origin ; perh. a sb. use of NODDY ff.l]

1. A fool, simpleton, noodle.

(ZI53O J. HEYWOOD Lm&amp;gt;e (Brandl) 798 Why, where the

deuyll is this horeson nody? 1550 BALE Apol. 30 b, O beastly
nody wythoute brayne. 1580 LUPTON Sivqnila 14 Mighte
not he bee counted a verye noddy, that woulde pay suche
a fine for a Farme? 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel, i. ii. iv. iv,

Soft fellows, stark noddies, and such as were foolish. 1648
GAGE M est Ind. 101 In his carriage and experience in the
World a simple noddy. 1682 N. O. tr. Boileaiis Lntrin
m. 94 And there they sneaking stand like baffled Noddies,
1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. n. iii. 36 The cringing old
Noddies and Cathedral-Men, that adore unlighted Candles
at the Altar. 1794 WOI.COT (P. Pindar) Sun fy Peacock \Vks.
1812 III. 265 To credit such a tale I m not the noddy. 1838
PicKKss/TAr//. AT

/Y. vii, To think that I should be such a
noddy ! 1871 B. TAYLOR Fanst (1875) I. xxii. 197 A gray
and wrinkled noddy.
2. A soot-coloured sea-bird (Artoits stolidus} of

tropical regions, having the figure of a tern, but
with shorter wings and tail less forked.

1578 BF.ST Frobishcr s I oy. in. (Hakl. Soc.) 232 Certayne
fowles, as wylmots, nodies, guiles, etc., which there scenic

only to live by sea. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Set 1
.

Late Voy. i. 16 Small Sea-Fowls, call d Black Nodies, flying
to and fro. 1697 DAMPIER I oy. (1690) 53 The Noddy is

a small black Bird, about the bigness of the English Black
bird. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 31 We had also Boobies. .,

as well as Noddies..; they are so called by Seamen,, .be
cause they suffer themselves to be catch d by the Hand.
1777 G. FORSTER I oy. round World I. 550 Shearwaters,
terns, noddies, gannets, . .appeared numerous about us. 1819
BYRON yuan n. Ixxxii, At length they caught two boobies,
and a noddy. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 233/1 The Noddies
may be distinguished from the other Sea-Swallows. Their i

tail is not forked. 1880 Q. Rev. Jan. 202 The noddies were
j

torn in pieces and swallowed raw as they were caught.
attrib. 1703 DAMPIER Voy. III. 142 We also saw some

;

Boobies, and Noddy-birds. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 31 I

The Noddy Bird was Eleven Inches long from the end
of the Bill to that of the Tail.

Noddy (nfrdi), sb? Also 7 noddie. [Of ob
scure origin : connexion with prec. is not clear.]
1. A card-game resembling cribbage (see quot.

1688). Also noddy-fifteen. Now rare.

in. ii, She ll sit up till you come, because she ll have you
play a game at noddy, c 1610 J. DAY Peregr. Schol. (1881)

77 By plaieing to much at primeroe and noddy he lost Time
and his monie to. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.)
72/2 The principall games at cards . . 8. Noddy, and Crib-. . .

,

bidge-Noddy. 2 or 4 persons may play at it, 61 being vp,
Each person hath 3 cards and one turned vp to which he
makes as many casts as he can. c 1780 in Gilpin Pop. Poet.
Cnmbld. (1875)68 She. .lost nineteen-pence at noddy. 1823
E. MOOR Suffolk Words s.v., We have also. .a game called

noddy, the same, I believe, which we call niddy-noddy ;

another name of which is the Lord Mayor of Coventry.
1828 Craven Gloss.) Noddy-fifteen, a game at cards. 1875
Encycl. Brit. VI. 575/2 Cribbage seems to be an improved
form of noddy.

f2. The knave in various card games. Also
knave noddy. Obs.
1611 Vadianus* Paneg. Verses in Coryat Crudities,

Noddie turn d up, all made, yet lose the tricke. 1680
COTTON Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 76 If you have a knave of
that suit which is turned up, it is knave Noddy. 1757
FOOTE Author n. Wks. 1799 I. 147 You want four, and
J two, and my deal : Now, knave noddy no, hearts be

trumps. 1799 Spirit Public &quot;Jrnts. II. 14 A noddy, the
render will observe, has two significations the one, a
Knave at all-fours, the other a fool, or Booby.

NODE.

Noddy (np-di), sb.z [Possibly f. NOD v.]
1. A light two-wheeled hackney-carriage, for

merly used in Ireland and Scotland (see quots.;.
1767 BUSH Hiber. (1769) 23 They have an odd kind of

hacknies here, that is called the Noddy. 1776 R. Twiss
,

Tour Irel. 28 There are many single-horse two wheeled

I

chaises, which constantly ply in the streets in Dublin
; they

are called noddies. 1825 J. WEDDELL Voy. 220 A convey
ance was provided such as by us is called a noddy, having
but two wheels and being drawn by two horses abreast, on
one of which rode the driver. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL
Sports fy Adv. Scotl. ii. (1855) 31 A vehicle, which in Scot-

,
land., is called a noddy. 1889 TAIT Two Cent, ofBorder

I

Ch. Life 288 The noddy was a rather cumbrous looking box
set on two wheels, entered by a door in the rear, and with a
seat for the driver in front.

Comb. 1843 W. WHITE Jrnls. (1898) 44 The noddy-
drivers were equally noisy, .in making their wants known.
2. An inverted pendulum fitted with a spring

I

which tends to restore it to a vertical position.
1846 MALLET in Trans. R. Irish Acad. (1848) XXI. 107

I
They [instruments] have been upon the principle of the in

verted pendulum or watchmaker s noddy.
tNO ddy, sb.l Obs. rare-1

,
[f. Non&amp;gt;.; prob.

suggested by NODDY sb?] At noddy, nodding,
napping, asleep.
1665 R. HEAD Ettgl. Rogue (Pearson) I. no In Pater

noster-row we found a fellow at noddie upon a stall, with
his Lanthorne and Candle by him.

t No ddy, #. 1 Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin ;

I
perh. f. NOD v.1 Cf. NODDY sb. 1

] Foolish, silly.
^1529 SKELTON Col. Cloitte 1245 That no man shulde

se Nor rede in any scrolles Of theyr dronken nolles, Nor
i

of theyr noddy polles. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1661) 60
i Ignorant Idiots, noddy Nabalites. 1648 British Bellmanb
You present us with an inane nihil, a new Directory of a

: noddy Synod.
NO ddy, a2

[f. NOD v
.] Drowsy, sleepy.

a 1864 HAWTHORNE S. Felton (1883) 351 I II. .try to go to

i sleep. I feel very noddy all at once.

tNo ddy, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. NODDY

j/&amp;gt;.l]

trans. To make a fool of.

1600 BRETON Pasqutls Fooles-cappe Ixxvii, If such an Asse
be noddied for the nonce,.. Let him but thanke himselfe for
lackeofWit.

Noddy-board, rare. [f. NODDY sb2 i.] A
board for playing the game of noddy on.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes 196 Billiards, Kettle-pins,
Noddy-boards, Tables, Truncks, Shovell-boards, Fox and
Geese, or the like. Ibid. 239 Here is a Chesse-board to my
Hosts Noddy-board. [1875 Encycl. Brit. VI. 575/2 The
game was.. marked with counters, occasionally by means
of a noddy-board.]

fNO ddypeak. Obs. rare. Also 7 noddi(eV.
[var. of HODDYPEAK (see N 3^, perh. under the

influence of noddyfoll^\ A fool. Also attrib.

z6iz COTGR., Banc
t
a sot, asse, doult, dull-pated noddi-

peake. rtgURQUBAXT Kal&amp;gt;e/ais I. xxv. 116 Ninnie-hammer
flycatchers, noddiepeak simpletons. 1694 MOTTEVX Rabelais
iv. Ixvi. (1737) 271 Thou mangy Noddy-peak !

Hence f Noddy-peaked a. Obs.

1694 MOTTEVX Rabelais iv. xxix. (1737) 119 A great
Nocfdy-peak d Youngster.

tNo ddypOll. Obs. rare. In 6 nody-, nodi-,

[f.
NODDY tf?i + PoLL sb. l

~\
A blockhead, noodle.

a 1529 SKFLTON Sp. Parrot 319 There is none that your
name woll abbrogate Then nodypollys and gramatolys of
smalle intellygens. 171529 Agst. Garnesche iii. 88 Yt
fallyth [not] for,.seche a nody polle A pryste for to con-
trolle. 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 709/1 Sofoolyshe,
that a verye nodypoll nydyote myght be ashamed to say it.

1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Andria \\\. i, I now at length
hardly understand.., whorson nodipol that I am.

So tNoddypoop sb. Also f Noddypoop v. trans. ,

to befool. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Fatappi) doltes, fooles, noddies, guls, noddie-

poopes. 1640 BROME Sparagus Card. n. iii, Sdaggers, if

ever man that had but a mind to be a Gentleman was so

noddy poopt !

Node
(,n&amp;lt;3 d), sb. [ad. L. nod-us knot, NODUS.]

1. A knot or complication ; an entanglement.
1571 BOSSEWELL Annorie in. 4, I will not here dissolue

the node, ne yet maye not, but.. I will partly declare my
simple Judgement therein. 18*8-31 WEBSTER, Node, in

poetry, the knot, intrigue or plot of a piece, or the principal

difficulty. 1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso iv. xxiii, To her are
known all frauds with tangled node. 1872 GEO. ELIOT
Middlem. xix, There are characters which are continually
creating collisions and nodes for themselves in dramas which
nobody is prepared to act with them.

2. A knot, knob, or protuberance, on a root,

branch, etc.

1581 HESTER Seer. Phiorai&amp;gt;. m. Ixv. 89 If ye take those
nodes or knottes that are on the rootes, and stampe them
andboile them. 1611 FLORIO, Nocchis, any ..nodositie, node,
..or ruggednesse in any tree or wood. 1677 GREW Anat.
Seeds i. 13 This Seed, ..near the Radicle, hath a very
small and round Node, like a Navel. 1829 J. L. KNAPP
Jrnl. Nat. 348 The alburnum or sap wood, being thus

wounded, rises up in excrescences and nodes all over the

branch. 1842 SF.LBY Brit. Forest Trees 319 The smooth
nodes upon the trunk and larger branches.

b. Bot. The point of a stem from which the

leaves spring.
1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. i. ii. (ed. 2) 53 At the nodes

[1832 nodi}. ., vessels are sent off horizontally into the leaf.

1849 BALFOUR Matt, Bot. 169 There are regular nodes or

points on the stem . .at which leaves appear. 1861 BENTLEV
Man. Bot. 99 Generally the arrangement of the tissue of the

stem at the nodes is somewhat different from that of the in-

ternodes. 1878 A. H. GREEX, etc. Coal iii. 75 Towards the

pointed end the nodes are often closely crowded together.



NODE.

3. a. Path. A hard tumour
;
a knotty swelling

or concretion upon some part of the body, esp. on
a joint affected by gout or rheumatism.
1610 HEALEY Theophrastus (1636) 68 This fellow having

ulcers in his legges, nodes or hard tumors in his ringers.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. 2 It wonderfully helpetli
the swellings and nodes of the joynts, . .making them plain
and smooth. 1691 WOOD Atk. Oxon. II. 417 The node
which was air

Flesh. 1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 348 His hands and
feet were, .so contracted, that they grew quite crooked and
full of nodes. 1804 ABERNETHY Surg. Obs. 145 Ulcerated
sore throats, eruptions, and nodes on the bones. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. II. ii. 33 Severe purpuric blotches, and nodes
in limbs. iSggAlloiitt s Syst. Med. VIII. 467 Nodes select
the shins especially.
Comli. 1898 Allbntt s Syst. Med. V. 313 The periarteritic

and peribronchial granulations may occur as separate no
dules of node-like foci.

Jig. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 135 The Mind too
hath its Nodes sometimes, and the Stile its Buboes.

b. Any knot, lump, or knotty formation.
1753 TORRIANO Midwifery 20 [It] has Nodes or Glands in

it, which perhaps may secrete or prove Receptacles for
some Humours. 1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Gard.\. 184 Hence
dusky Iron sleeps in dark abodes, And ferny foliage nestles
in the nodes. 1827 Geutl. Mag. XCVII. n. 499 The breaks
or decorative nodes which appear in the middle of these
characters. 1841 EMERSON Lcct. Conservative Wks. (Rohn)
II. 266_Each of the convolutions of the sea-shell, each 7iode
and spine marks one year of the fish s life. 1863 BARING-
GOULD Iceland 136 A huge node of crag, which is now
nearly severed from the cliff.

4. a. Astr. One of the two points at which
the orbit of a planet intersects the ecliptic, or in

which two great circles of the celestial sphere in

tersect each other. Ascending?cci& descending node:

(see the adjs.).

1665 /V/;7. Trans. I. 38 The said Circle inclined to. .the
Nodes towards the beginning of Gemini and Sagittary. 1676
Ibid. XI. 682 These Observations will serve to verifie the
Nodes of the Orbes of the Satellites with the Orb of
Jupiter. 1728 PEMBERTON Newton s Philos. 177 The motion
of the aphelion and nodes, which continually increase, be
come sensible in a long series of years, 1748 Phil. Trans.
XLV. IT, I consider d.. the Situation of the Ascending
Node of the Moon s Orbit. 1812-16 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil.
(1816) II. 125 The line in which the plane of the moon s

orbit cuts the ecliptic, is called the Line of the Nodes. 1834
MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sci. (1849) 12 When the

planet is in the plane of the ecliptic, its latitude is zero : it

is then said to be in its nodes. 1864 HERSCHEL in Gd. Words
58/2 Nineteen years, the period of the circulation of the
nodes of the moon s orbit.

t b. A small ball representing a planet on the
Ptolemaic sphere. Obs, rare.

1674 MOXON Tutor to Astron. f, Geog. (ed. 3) App. 204
Bring each respective Node which represents each respec
tive Planet, to those several places you find them in the
Ephemeris. Ibid., The little golden Node on the Suns Orb.
o. Dialling. (See quot. and NODUS sb. 2.) lObs.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teckn. I, Nodus or Node, in Dyal-

ling, is a certain Point in the Axis or Cock of the Dial, by
the shadow of which, either the Hour of the Day, ..or the
Parallels of the Sun s Declination, his Place in the Eclip-
tick, . .&c. are shown. [Also in Chambers Cycl. (1727-38),
and some later Diets.]

6. a. A point or line of absolute or comparative
rest in a vibrating body. Cf. NODAL a. i.

1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic\m. (1833) 182 This stationary
point is called a node. 1873 W. LEES Acoustics i. iii. 24
Ventral segments, .are separated from each other by points
of apparent rest, called nodes. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sfl.
Telephone 95 There wilt be two equal vibrating segments
and a point of rest or node at the centre.

b. A central point in any complex or system.
1869 SIR E. REED Shiphtild. i. 13 Knowing that with

flexible ships the edge of the bulkhead was a sort of node
to the flexure. 1884 HAWEIS Musical Lije I. 83 To hit

upon the lesser nodes for single harmonics was one of the
recognised violin difficulties.

7. Ceom. A point at which a curve crosses itself;
a double or multiple point ; also, a similar point
on a surface. Also attrib.

1850 in OGILVIE. 1866 BRANDS & Cox Diet. Sci., etc. II.

675/2 In the theory of surfaces, nodes are also called conical
points. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 720/2 If the given curve
has a node, the first polar passes through this node. Ibid.

721/1 A cusp of the second kind, or node-cusp.
f Node, v. Obs. rare -. [ad. It. or L. nodare]

intr. To form a knot.
1611 FLORIO, Nodare, to knot, to knit, to node, to knur.

Node, obs. form of NEED s!&amp;gt;.

No ded, ///. a. [f. NODE sb. 6 a.] Divided
into nodes.

1897 Pop. Sci. Monthly Nov. 138 On reflecting light from
such a noded plate the proper light alone was reflected.

Noder, obs. variant of OTHEK a.

tNO dgecock.-COmb. Obs. rare. [Of obscure
formation?] A ninny, simpleton.
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 211 b, This poore Nodgecock

contriving the time in sweete and pleasaunt wordes with his
dareling Simphorosia. 1593 NASHE Four Lett. Confut.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 212 Confesse thy selfe a flat nodgcombe
before all this congregation. 1596 Saffron Waldcn M 4
So was he counted and bad stand by for a Nodgscombe.
t No dhead. Obs. rare -\ [f. NOD sb. t\ A

foolish head or wit.

1652 H. BELL tr. Luther s Collo/j. 292 They will all

triumph, and show their nodheads in writing books.
VOL. VI.

177

Nodi-, comb, form of L. nod-its knot, NODE,
used in some scientific (J3ot. and Entom..} terms,
as No dicorn. [F. nodicorne} a., having nodose
antennae (Cent. Diet. 1890). Nodi ferous a ,

bearing nodes. XTodiflo rous [F. nodiflore~\ a.,

having flowers springing from the nodes of the
stem. XTo diform a., having the form of a node
or knot (esp. of joints).
1713 PF.TIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 188 Capitated

and Nodiflorus Plants. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van derHoei en s
Zool. I. 75 Polyps with scattered tentacles, nodiferous or

globose at the tip.

Nodical (nou-dikal), a. Astr. [f. NODE sb. 4 a
+ -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to the nodes.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 373/2 The average nodical month,
or from a node to a node of the same kind. 1842 BRANDI-:
Diet. Sci., etc. s.v. Moon, The interval from node to
node is called the nodical period, and is shorter than any
of the other periods. 1868 LOCKYER Eletn. Astron. 102
One period being 27 d. 5 h. 6 m., called the nodical revolu
tion of the Moon.

Nodie, obs. f. NODDY sb.\ Nodipol, var. of
NODDYPOLL Obs. Nodook : see NOD(D)OCK.
Nodosarian (nud0se&amp;gt;rian), a. and sb. [f.

mod.L. iVodosaria (see def.) + -AN.] a. adj. He-

longing to a family (A
r

odosaria) ofvitreous-shelled

foraminifera, the individuals of which are com
posed of a rectilinear succession of similar

chambers, b. sb. An individual of this family.
1858 W. C.WILLIAMSON Foraminifera Gt. Britain ibWhere

a group of large and strong Nodosarian shells abound.
1865 PARKER & JONES in Phil. Trans. CLV. vi. 347 A
higher specialization of the simple repetitive Nodosarian
form. 1884 BRADY in Challenger Rep., Zool. IX. 492 These
two drawings. .illustrate. .its relation to the other straight
Nodosarians.

So Nodo sarine a. and sb.

1862 W. B. CARPENTER Introd. Foraminifera 165 The
Nodosarines are not so common in littoral deposits. 1865
PARKER & JONES in Phil. Trans. CLV. vi. 340 Several of
the Nodosarine forms are well represented in the northern
seas. 1884 BRADY in Challenger Rep., Zool. IX. 489 A
mixed group, the Nodosarine members of which are now
included in. . Rhabdogonium.
Nodose (nodJu-s), a. [ad. L. nodos-us : see
NODE sb. and -OSE.] Knotty ; knotted or knobbed ;

furnished with, or characterized by, knot-like

swellings.
1721 BAILEY, Nodose, knotty, full of knots. 1752 J. HILL

Hist. Anim. 580 The Capra, with nodose horns, bending
towards the back, the Ibex. 1767600011 Treat. Wounds I.

165 A plaster compress, .. with the well adapted nodose
bandage. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 274 The
head of the thread-worm is subulate, nodose and divided into
three vesicles. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 504 Branches..
often irregularly inflated or nodose. 1880 V. L. CAMERON
Future Highway II. xii. 263, I found the horn of a male
[mountain sheep] . . which was recurved, flattened, and
nodose. 1897 Allltutt s Syst. Med. II. 48 The nodules may
coalesce into large irregular, nodose, or flattened masses.

transf. 1880 BLACKMORE Mary Anerley III. iii. 38 His
enemy arose slowly with grunts, and action nodose and
angular, rather than flexibly graceful.

Nodosity (nod^-siti). [ad. L. nodositas (whence
also F. nodosit^, It. nodosita), i. nodos-us: see

prec. and -ITY.]
1. The state or quality of being nodose or knotty.
1611 FLORIO, Nodosita, . . knottinesse, nodosity. 1656

BLOUNT Glossor., Nodosity, . .knottiness, knobbiness. 1805
Wed. Jrnl. XIV. 275 The Clinical History of the Nodosity
of the Joints. 1837 CARLYLE Mirabeait Misc. 1869 V. 133
It is very beautiful, this mild strength,. .in contrast with
his brother s nodosity. 1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. ff Pkys.
III. 255/1 A tumour. .like a shelled walnut in point of size
and nodosity.
2. A knotty swelling or protuberance.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 311 The same ointment, .abateth

the tumors & nodosities vpon the ioints. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. v. v. 239 That tortuosity, or complicated
nodosity, we usually call the Navel!. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh.
171 Such are the Nodosities, .to be found in Ash as well as

Maple, a 1791 BURKE in Boswell Johnson&n. 1781, It has
all the nodosities of the oak without its strength. 1828
STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 165 A dorsal fin in some species;
nodosities on the back in others. 1872 COHEN Dis. Throat
182 These nodosities, .are softer than the rest of the sub
stance. 1899 AMutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 468 Tender
nodosities or nodes on the shins.

Jig. 1808 KNOX & JEBB Corresp. (1834) I. 461 There does
not seem to remain in him a single doctrine nodosity. 1892
Academy 6 Feb. 125/1 These nodosities upon the golden
thread of an otherwise fine diction.

fNodo Sous, a. Obs.o Nodose.
1623 COCKERAM i, Noiiosons, full of knots.

Nodous (np i dss), a. [ad. L. nodos-us : see

NODE sb. and -ous.] Full of knots, knotty.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 183 This [finger] is seldome

or last of all affected with the Gout, and when that becom-
meth nodous, men continue not long after. 1679 EVELYN
Sylva xxxi. (ed. 3) 201 The nodous, and knotty part of
these sort of Trees. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 36 p 4 He
has not a Bone sound, but a Thousand nodous Parts for
which the Anatomists have not Words. 1833-6 Todd sCycl.
Anat. q Phys. 1. 611/2 At the nodous parts of the tube were
slight vortices in the current.

Nodre, variant of NOTHF.R, neither.

Nodular (npdiifiai), a. [f.
NODULE + -AB.]

1. Min. and Geol. Having the form of, occur

ring in, nodules.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 6 Nor will I say, that they

NODULUS.
1 were originally created in nodular forms. 1796 KIRWAN

Elem. Mm. (ed. 2) II. 270 Found massive, .. very rarely
specular, or Botryoidal, or nodular. 1802-3 T. Pallas *

Trav. (1812) II. 222 We observed .. veins of red, nodular
iron-ore 1863 DANA Man. Geol. 239 The structure of the
limestone is often nodular or concretionary. 1878 RAMSAY
Phys. Geogr. xi. 160 Layers and nodular masses of gypsum.
2. Of zoophytes : Having nodes on the stem.
1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) iv. 83 The germ-polyp, .gives

rise to the various branching and nodular zoophytes.
3. Path. Of the nature of, characterized by,

knotty tumours.

1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 205 The surface of implantation
at

the^ basilary apophysis remained unequal and nodular.
1878 T. BRYANT Pt-act. Surg. I. 700 A spongy nodular feel
of the mucous membrane. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases
394 The essential element in nodular leprosy is the leproma.
Nodulated (n ), a. [ad. L. type

dulat-us (cf. next) +-ED 1
.] Furnished with, cha

racterized by, nodular growths.
1835-6 Todd s Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. I. 409/1 Among the

invertebrata its surface is uneven and nodulated like that of
a raspberry. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 70 These tubers
occasionally become nodulated, or elongated, or curved in
various ways. 1876 BRISTOWE Th. $ Pract. Med. (1878)
276 The nodulated thickening of the eyebrows and adjacent
parts of the forehead.

Nodulation (npdil6
7
i-j3n). [f. L. type *no-

dul-iii-e
(f. nodulus NODULE) + -ATIOX.] The pro

cess of becoming nodulated, or the result of this.

1872 COHEN Dis. Throat 138 To the touch the tumor
appeared but little hard, without nodulations. 1897 Alt-
butt s Syst. Med. II. 50 After the stage of nodulation has
lasted for a variable period, the final stage of ulceratiou
sets in.

Nodule (np-clitiV). [ad. L. nodulus, dim. of
nodus knot : see -ULE. Hence also F. nodule.}
1 1. A small quantity of some medicinal sub

stance tied up in a bag. Obs.
1600 SURFLET Countrie l- arme^ II. Ixx. 420 Hang in the

vessell a nodule or knot full of cinnamome [etc.]. 1634 i .

JOHNSON tr. Parey sChirnrg. (1678) xxvi. xxiii. 644 Nodules
have the same use with Suppositories and are oftentimes
substituted in stead of Glysters. 1694 SALMON Bate s

Dispens. 716/2 Tie it up in a Bit of Silk, in Form of a
Nodule. 1713 Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 229 They smell to
black Cummin-seed bruised and tyed up in a Nodule. 1756
C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 65 Applied warm, in nodules or
sacks, it assuages pain.
2. Min. and Geol, A small rounded lump of

some mineral or earthy substance.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 207 Strata
compiled of metallick and mineral Nodules. 1766 BORLASE
in Phil. Trans. LVI. 36 A large cake, or nodule, of tin ore,
weighing about six pounds. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I.

439 It is never found crystallized, but rather, in separate
irregular nodules, scattered through other strata. 1815
BAKEWELL Geol. 191 In some of the beds of clay over coal
detached nodules of iron-stone occur. 1880 GUNTHER
Ushes 196 Devonian fishes are frequently found under
peculiar circumstances, enclosed in the so-called nodules.
Jig. 1883 Academy 24 Oct. 265/1 A single point of litera

ture, one shining nodule broken off the rock.

3. Bot. A small node or knot in the stem or
other part of a plant.
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 141 Branches

very fine,, .nodules of fructifications small. 1839 LINDLEY
Introd. Bot. I. ii. (ed. 3) 79 Those nodules which are so well
known in the bark of the Beech, and some other trees. 1867
J. HOGG Microsc. n. i. 308 These plants are produced by. .

minute cellular nodules called gemmse or buds.
4. Anat. a. (See quots.)
1839-47 Todd s Cycl. Anat. f, Phys. III. 690 The anterior

extremity of the inferior vermiform process projects into the
cavity of the fourth ventricle, and serves to close it at its

inferior extremity. . . Reil has named it the Nodule. 1840
G. V. ELLIS Anat. 49 The apex of the uvula, which projects
into the fourth ventricle, is the nodule.

b. A small knot or knotty tumour in some part
of the body.
1843 BUDD Dis. Liver 108 By its contraction the lobular

substance of the liver is drawn into round nodules. 1863
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xiii. 275 The true skin next thickens
and rises in nodules. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 27 The groups
of nerve cells . . are usually aggregated so as to form distinct
and separate nodules known as ganglia .

Hence Ho duled a., formed into nodules. Also
Noduli-ferons a., bearing or yielding nodules;
No-dnliform a., having the form of a nodule.
1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Gdrd. i. 398 As you now dissect with

hammers fine The granite-rock, the nodul d flint calcine

Nodulle, obs. form of NODDLE.
Nodulose (npdirflou s), a. [f. NODCLE + -OSE.]

Bot. and Zool. Having little knots or knobs.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 45 Shell ovate,, .wrinkles

nodulose. 1833 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. \. ii. (1839) 109 If the
fibres have occasionally dilatations at short intervals, they
are called nodulose. 1832 DANA Crust. I. 131 All joints
of legs.. nodulose. 1870 BENTLEY Man, Bot. (ed. 2) 124
In the Common Dropwort the root is nodulose.

Nodulous (np dirflss), a.
[f. NODULE -I- -OUS :

cf. F. noduleux.] = NODULOSE.
1841 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. ix. 271 The

ribs.. [are] sometimes only to be traced in a nodulous line

along the suture. 1830 DANA Geol. App. i. 728 Whorls of
the spire angulated and nodulous in the middle. 1864
Reader 240/1 Subplicate character, .inclining to nodulous.

tNo dulus. Obs. rare. NODULE i.

1651 CULPEI PER Astral. Judgem. Dis. (1658) 222 Also
you may make a Nodulus with any of these oyles. 1688
HOLME Armoury m, 424/2 The Nodus, or Nodulus, is a
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NODUS.

Bag oflngradients . . put into Beer, Ale, or Wine, the tincture

whereof the Patient is to drink.

II Nodus (noo dos). PI. nodi. [L. nodus. Cf. F.

nodus (i6th c., Pare).]

fl. Path. A knotty swelling. =NpDE^. 3 a. Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 252 Nodus is a knotte, & bus

come|&amp;gt;in
be i?e liddis. 1650 J. F[RENCH] Chym. Diet. s.v.,

Nodi are hard tumours of the joints. 1672 Phil. Trans.

VII. 4062 Not long after his landing, he found a certain

Nodus or hard lump in the very place whence this stone

was cut. 1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Nodus or Nate,

. . a kind of gummy Swelling, made by the settling of

a gross Humour between the Bone and the Periosteum.

t 2. Dialling. (See quot. and NODE sb. 5.) _

1668 MOXON Mecli. Dialling 39 The point in the middle

of this Glass we will mark A, and for distinction sake call

it Nodus. Through this Nodus you must draw a Meridian

Line. Ibid. Fasten a string just on the Nodus.

3. The base of a numerical system. rare .

1677 LOCKE 28 Aug. in Ld. King Life ft Lett. (Bohn) 73

Monsieur Bernier told me that the heathens of Hindoostan

pretend to great antiquity, .. that their nodus in their

numbers is ten, as ours, and their circuit of days seven.

f4. (See MODULUS, quot. 1688.) Obs.

5. A knotty point, a difficulty or complication.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Nodus in Poetry, &c. 1763

BLAIR Diss. in Ossians Poems (1796) II. 300 We find.. a

Nodus, or intrigue in the poem. 1808 Edi i. Rev. XI. 369

Beleaguer d and beset by what they call the nodus, or diffi

culty of his situation. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I. 126

The whole nodus may be more of a logical cobweb, than any
actual material perplexity. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem. li,

Neither the Parliamentary Candidate Society nor any other

power, .seeing a worthy nodus for interference.

t No dy, a. Obs. [f.
NODE si.] Nodose.

1611 FLORIO, Gropposo, knottie, nodie, full of knots.

Nody^e, obs. ff. NODDY. Tfodylle, obs. f.

Noi IDLE. Nodypoll e, obs. ff. NODDTPOLL.

|] Noel (none-l). Also noel. [F. nofl: see

N&amp;lt;mT.I..] A Christmas carol.

1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus., Noels, certain canticles, or songs
of joy, formerly sung at Christmas in the country churches

in France. 1880 drove s Diet. M:is. II. 462 The French

Noels will, of course, bear no comparison with those

written in Italy in point of excellence. 1903 Speaker 3 Jan.

324/2 The singing of noels must be heard to be really

appreciated.

Noell, obs. variant of NEWEL 1.

t Noema tical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. type

vorn^aTix6s, f. puq/ia thought : see -ICAL.] Origin

ating, or existing, in thought, or in the mind

alone ;
noetic.

Worcester (1860), and later Diets., also give nnematic.

1682 H. MORE Antut. GlaxcilCs Lux O. 253 If we dis

tinguish those two Attributes in God, namely, of Wisdom
and Knowledge ; as if the one were Noematical, the other

Dianoetical. a 1688 CUDWORTH Iinnutt. Mer. (1731) 143 So
are the Cogitations that we have of Corporeal things usually
both Noematical and Phantasmatical together, the one

being as it were the Soul, and the other the Body of them.

Hence t Noema tically adv., intellectually. Obs.

1659 H. MORE [mmort. Soul I. ii. Ax. 3 By Common
Notions I understand whatever is Noematically true, that

is to say, true at first sight to all men in their wits, upon a

clear perception of the Terms. 1661 [G. RUST] Origen &amp;lt;fr

his Opinions in Plurnix (1721) I. 19 There are Moral Axioms

Noematically true, as well as Geometrical. 1672 H. MORE
BriefReply 138 Which is an Axiome noematically true.

NoeTnics, sb. pi. [irreg. f. Gr. vu^na thought.]
The science of the understanding ; intellectual

science (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855).

Noesis (ntfjfsis). [a. Gr. vur/ais, {. voiTv to

have mental perception or intelligence, f. v6os

mind, thought.] a. (See quot. 1881.) b. An
intellectual view of the moral and physical world.
1881 MIVART Cat 386 The sum-total of the mental action

of a rational animal may be called its noesis. 1905 RAMSAY
in Expositor Nov. 361 Jewish ritual stands to Christian

spirituality in the same relation as Phrygian ritual to

educated Noesis.

Noetian (nffirjian), sb. and a. [ad. L. type
*Noetianus, f. Noetus, a native of Smyrna and

presbyter of the church in Asia Minor
(f2y&amp;gt; A.D.).]

A. sb. A follower of Noetus in acknowledging

only one person (the Father) in the Godhead.

(Cf. PATRIPAS3IAN and MONARCHISM.)
1585 T. ROGERS 39 Art. 4 Men.. which do graunte the

name of three sondrie persons, and denie their persons,
as did the Noetians. 1719 WATERLAND Vind. Christ s Div.

334 The Noetians had so high an Opinion of the Divinity
of Christ, .that They had no way of solving the difficulty,
but by making Father and Son one Person, and, in Conse
quence, were Patripassians. 1765 MACLAINE tr. Mosheim s

Eccl. Hist. in. ii. v. 13 The Sabellians .. [were] called

Patripassians .. in a different sense from that in which this

name was given to the Noetians. 1853 W. E. TAYLER
Hippolytus vi. 51 The Noetians. .accused the orthodox
with believing in two Gods. 1876 PLUMMF.R tr. Ddllinger s

Hippolytus fy Callistus 10 It is not true that.. the Noetians
are cited as the last heresy.
B. adj. Of, pertaining or relating to, Noetus or

Noetianism.

1719 WATERLAND Vind. Christ s Div. 334 He has been

thought to have refined upon the Noetian Scheme. 1765
MACLAINE tr. Mosheim s Eccl. Hist. in. H. v. 12 The
Noetian controversy. 1876 PLUMMER tr. Dollinger s Hip
polytus fy Callistus 10 Our author.. treats the Elchasaite

heresy, .as a short appendage to the Noetian school. 1884
1 EDNA LYALL We Two xxiv, I consider that he has Noe
tian tendencies.
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Hence Hoe-tianism, the heresy of Noetus.

1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects 374/2 The derivation of

Noetianism from the doctrine of Heracleitus.

Noetic (noie-tik), a.1 rare.
[f.

Noe (Vulgate),

Noah.] Noachian, Noachic.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. (1723) 126 Ever
since the time of the Noetick Deluge. 1803 G. S. _FABER
Cabiri \. 131 The mutual resemblance of the Cabiri, the

Titans, the Rishis, and the Noetic family, is too striking to

be the effect of mere accident.

Noetic (noie tik), a.- and sb. [ad. Gr. cor/-

TtK-OS, f. Por/ffl! NOESIS.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the mind or in

tellect ; characterized by, or consisting in, mental

or intellectual activity.

1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learning 12 All learning,
whether Xoetick or Manual, of book or hand, proceeds
from God. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles in. 92 Another at

tribute, .of Pagan Philosophie is, that it be vorjrtKri, noetic

or intelligent, i.e. comprehensive of the first and highest

principles. 1852 SiRW. HAMILTON Discuss. 4 The noetic

faculty, intellect proper, or place of principles. 1872

Contemp. Rev. XX. 75 Noetic intuition involves some

discursive thought. 1890 MASSON Edinl&amp;lt;. Sketches 220

There was little in his mind of what may be called the

purely noetic organ that faculty which speculates, investi

gates [etc.].

2. Originating or existing in the mmd or in

tellect ; purely intellectual or abstract.

ciSto COLERIDGE in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 263 Reduce it

to the noetic pentad, or universal form of contemplation.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xxi. (1859) ^- 33 That
the sensible or ectypal world.. stands to the noetic or

archetypal world.. in the same relation [etc.]. 1881 W. R.

SMITH O. Test, in Jewish Ch. 32 Those doctrines higher ,

than reason, those noetic truths, as they were called, of a

divine philosophy.
3. Given to intellectual speculation. (See quots.)
1882 MOZLEY Reminis. I. iii. 19 The new Oriel sect was

declared to be Noetic, whatever that may mean. 1882

Church Times 6 Oct. 674 The so called Noetic school at

Oriel was far advanced in Rationalism before Newman
became a Fellow. 1893 Month Dec. 563 It is the noetic

school of Whately which is really responsible for this evil.

B. sb. 1. A science of the intellect. Also //.

1825 COLERIDGE Aids Reft . (1848) I. 137 The universal

Noetic, in which we require terms of most comprehension
and least specific import. 111834 in Lit. Kern. (1838)

III. 416 In short, a transcendental aesthetic, logic, and

noetic. 1875 T. HILL Order Stud, i Gymnastics, or care of

the body; noetics, or training of the mind.

2. That which has a purely intellectual exist

ence or basis.

1854 MAURICE Mor. ft Met. Philos. (ed. 2) 59 To separate
that in man which is capable of converse with the noetic,

the essentially pure, from that which is.. earthly. 1876
. WILDER A . / . Knight s Symbolic Lang. 4 The end of which

is the Knowledge of the First, the Lord, and the Noetic.

3. A member of the noetic school (see A. 3).

1882 M. PATTISON in Academy \ July i The old Oriel

school the Noetic* had no dogmas, and left no books.

1885 Mem. 78 The Noetics knew nothing of the philo

sophical movement which was taking place on the continent.

Hence t Moe tical a. Obs.

1644 Up. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings xiv. 137 In him
who in sharpnesse of wit approacheth nearest to Angelicall

, and Noeticall spirits. 1661 K. W. Conf. Charac., Pragm.

\
Pulpit-filler (1860) 83 Their noetical faculties devoid of

! philosophick irradiations, a 1688 CUDWORTH Immut. Mor.

(1731) 296 Those that arise from the pure noetical Energies
of the Soul it self.

f Noforsooth, v. nonce-word. (See quot.)
a 1644 QUARLES yirg. Widow (1649) 53 She charg d me,

that when any sued for my love, I should be coy, and say
Noforsooth,. .which I ha clone so long that I have almost
Noforsooth d away all my fortunes.

Nog (npg), sb.^- Also nogg. [Of obscure

origin.] A peg, pin, or small block of wood

serving for various purposes; chiefly techn. in

special applications (see quots.). Also, a knag,

snag, or stump on a tree or branch.
1611 COTGR., Frayoire, the racke-staffe, or nog of a mill ;

the little peece of wood which rubbing against the hopper
makes the corne fall from it. 1688 HOLME Armoury \\\,

287/2 The Bobbin or Nogg, a piece of round Wood with an
handle to begin to wind or make the Clew on. Ibid. 332/2
The Noggs, are the handles of the Sythe. 1711 W. SUTHER
LAND Shipbuild. Assist. 162 Nog; a Trenel drove in at the
Foot of each Shore, or the Props that support the Ship in

the Nature of trigging the Shores. 1747 HOOSON Miner s

Diet. G iij b, We . . therein put two Nogs of Wood and these

keep the Forks from being pressed inward by the side

Weight, a 1802 Jock o the Syde xi. in Scott Minstrelsy
Boraer I. 158 A tree they cut, wi fifteen nogs on each side.

1841 Civil Eng. ff A rc/i. Jrnl. IV. 234/2 The three holding
nogs or dies are attached by screws to dove-tail slide-pieces.

1842 GWILT Archil. 1008 Nogs, the same as Wood Bricks.
. .The term is chiefly used in the north of England. 1844
H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 986 The lifting-bar f, which
rests at each end on wooden noggs tenoned into the bars.

1856 BAISBRIDGE Law Mines ft Min. (ed. 2) Gloss., Nog,
square bits of wood piled to support the roof of coal mines.

attrib. 1747 HOOSON Miner s Diet. G iij b, We put a Sill

under them,, .and drive them fast up against the Head-tree,
so far till the Nog-holes appear on the inside of the Forks.

Nog (n?g), s&. 2 Also nogg. [Of obscure

origin.]
1. A kind of strong beer, brewed in East Anglia.
1693 PRIDEAUX Lett. (Camden) 161 A bottle of old strong

beer, wch in this countrey [Norfolk] they call nog . 1723
SWIFT French Dog Wks. 1755 IV. i. 35 Walpole laid a

quart of nog on i He d either make a hog or dog on t. 1743

NOGGIN.

Land. I, Country Brew. m. (ed. 2) 227 In Suffolk and Nor
folk they run very much upon alight brown, or deep Amber
colour d Butt-Beer, which in the latter Place is called Nogg.

*774 Westm. Mag. II. 319 The Sailor toasts thy charms in

flip and grog ;
The Norwich Weaver drinks Thee deep in

nog. 1847 STEPHENS in Johnston & Browne Life (1878)

222 Our landlady sent round some npgg a while ago. 1893
ZINCKE Whersteed 261 Here nog is a kind of strong ale.

2. = EGG-NOG.
1896 Harper s Mag. XC1I. 783/2 Mrs. Raker was holding

a foaming glass to the sick man s lips. There ; take

another sup of the good nog , she said.

1. trans. To secure by nogs or pegs.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shiptvild. Assist. 26 Then nog all

the Shores very secure.

2. To build with timber-framing and brick.

1805 DUNCUMB Agric. Heref. 30 They [cottages] are raised

with stone two feet above the ground, and then carried to

the roof with timber and brick in squares, or as it is here

termed Hogged together.

Hence Hogged (n?gd) pfl. a., consisting of a

timber framework filled in with brick. (Usu.
in comb, brick-nagged.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 457/1 A Nogged Wall,

being only of a Brick breadth. 1842 GWILT A rchit. 2024
When the spaces between the timbers or quarters are

bricked up, it is called a bricknogged partition.

Nogat, variant of NOL-GAT.

No-gate, adv. north, and Sc. Forms : a.

4 nan-gat, nane-, none-gate. /3. 4-5 na-, no-

gat, -gate, 9 nae-gate, -gait. [f.
No a. or

NOSE a. + GATE sb?] a. Nowhere, b. In no

way, no-wise.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 1078 pe bodi moght he nan-gat hide.

1325 Mttr. Horn. 57 This saweL.Mai nangat cum til

hevin blis. a 1400 Harrow. Hell 1087 (Harl. MS.), He
may noght lif ogayne nanegate [v.r. nonegate].

_

ft. 13.. Cursor M. 9794 (Gott.), Hou miht bai man of sin

ma clene? Certis na gate, als i wene. Ibid. 12900 Bot

might it nogat be witslipp pat he self said, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xliii. (.Cecilia) 548 Bot we, (&amp;gt;e haly name bat wat of

god, ma nyt it na-gat. 01400 Harrow. Hell 1071 (Harl.

MS.), He bad : no gate luke bou go hethen, Till fourty

days be past . 1489 Barbour s Bruce (Edin. MS.) x. 230
Swa that men mycht it spar na gat.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxii, We turned nae gate at a , but

just keepit straight forward. 1879 G. MACDONALD SirGitbie

xxvii, I div not ken hoo it ll be poassible, an you naegait

ithin my sicht or my cry.

So f No- gates adv. 0.6s.

atj.. Cursor .If. 5054 (Gott.), No-gates miht bair bodijs

ly. a 1400 Sir Perc. 2226 Be that so nere getis he, That

scho myghte nangatis fle. c 1400 Destr. Tray 612 And ye
. . No gatis me begyle, ne to grem brynge, I hete you . .

, pat

I you helpe shall.

Noger, variant of nauger, ACGER sb.

1747 HOOSON Min. Diet. s.v. Boring, First make a Place

or Slope in the Stone with a Pick, to set the Noger Point

in. 1802 MAWE Min. Derbysh. Gloss., Noger, or Jumper.

No ggen, a. and sb. Now rare or Obs. [f.

western dial. nog(s) refuse of flax or hemp + -EN 4
.]

a. adj. Made of coarse flax. b. sb. Coarse linen.

1492 Will of P. Hall (Somerset Ho.), A noggen shete.

1564 in Noake Wore. Relics (1877) 12, j table clothe of

noggen. 1625 in Miss Jackson ahropsh. H ord-blt. (1879)

302 Eyghtenne payre of hempten sheets and six paire of

noggen sheets. io SIR T. BLOUNT Boscobel 18 His

Majesty . . put on a noggen course shirt which was borrowed

of Edw. Martin. Ibid. 41 A noggen shirt, of the courses!

linnen. 1879 in Miss Jackson Shropsh. H- ord-bk.

Noggin (nfgin). Also 7 -ing, 8 knoggin,

noggan, 8-9 naggin. [Of obscure origin : Gael.

noigean, Jr. noigin are no doubt from ling.]

1. A small drinking vessel ;
a mug or cup.

1630 Tincker ofTurvey Ep. Ded., Of her ale, her custome

was to set before me two little noggins full, a 1648 DIGBY

Closet Opened (1677) 45 You have the yeast in a large

which he had carried the drink to Allan Breck. 1773 Poetry
in Ann. Reg. 234 The milky store .. Crowns

^

the clean

noggin. 1824 DODDRIDGE Notes 109 The settler s furniture

consisted of a few pewter dishes,, .wooden bowls, trenchers,

and noggins. 1859 SALA Tm. round Clock (1861) 53 The

pewter counters and the brass-work of the beer-engines, the

funnels and the whisky noggins.

2. A small quantity of liquor, usually a quarter

of a pint.
1693 Humours Town 101 The poor Curate. . is the Humble

Servant of ev ry one that Treats him with a Noggin of cool

Nants. a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Noggin, (of Brandy)
a Quarter of a Pint. 1745 Gentl. Mag. 425 He drank about

a quart a day, a naggin at each time. 1798 Sporting Mag.
XI. 284 A man . . drank no less than four noggins of gin.

1810 VANDELEUH Lett. (1894) 14 Our army has very good
rations : i pound of beef, i pound of bread, and about _a

naggin of rum each day. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xii.

(1856) 94 While we were joking about his adventure over a

quiet little noggin of wlmky.punch. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our
OU Home (1879) 233 No doubt many a noggin of whiskey
is here quaffed.

3. attrib., as noggin-bottle, -glass, -pot, -stave.

1663 WOOD Life i Feb., At Short s the coffee-man.. in

chocolate, 6J., for a nogging pot, ;&amp;lt;/. 1804 R. ANDERSON
Cumbld. Ball, (f 1850) 68 To monie a bonnie Carel lass..

The noggin glass went toun. 1855 KINGSLEY Wtstvi. Ho I

xix. If the Lord had not fought for us, she d have been

beat to noggin-staves there on the beach. 1894 HALL CAINE

Manxman vi. x. 394 With a noggin bottle of brandy in

his fist.



NOGGING.

Nogging (np giij), sb. and vbl.sb. Also noggin,
[f.

NOG si. 1 or v. + -ING i.]

1. i*. (Usually brick-nagging. ) Brickwork built

up between wooden quarters or framing.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 354 A brick wall

built in pannels between timber quarters is called brick

nogging. 1833 LOUDON Encycl. A^rchit. 79 To fill in the
cross partitions with four-inch brick nogging flat. 1842
BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Jerry Jarvis Wig, A fanciful

arrangement of brick and timber., in the Weald is a
4

noggin . 1857 [see BRICK si. 1
10]. 1904 A. GRIFFITHS

50 Yrs. Public Life xvii. 232 A wooden framework, its

external sides filled in with brick nogging .

b. Nogging-pieces, horizontal pieces of wood
nailed to the quarters to strengthen the work in

brick-nogging.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 354 The.. nogging

pieces being included in the measure. 1833 LounoN Encycl.
A refill. 83 Nogging pieces, four by two inches.

2. vbl. sh. (See quots.)
c 1850 Ruilim. Navig. (Weale) 135 Nagging, the act of

securing the heels of the shores. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Woyd-
bk. 499 Nogging, .. securing the shores by tree-nails.

Nog-head, dial. [f. NOG sbl\ A blockhead.
c 1800 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Horrors Bribery Wks. 1816

IV. 287 Zounds ! what a noghead and a fool. 1893 KEN-
NARD Diogenes Sandals xiii, Wosbird and noghead were
the epithets bestowed.

So Nog- headed a., thick-headed, stupid.
1891 MissTujTiET Heart Storm i. ii, Matt Meade s that

nog-headed ,
.. Cousin Jane used to say. 1893 RAYMOND

Gentl. Upcott s Daughter 117 Muttering complaints in
which. . pig-headed , nog-headed , constantly recurred.

Nogh(t, obs. forms of NOUGHT sb. and adv.

Tfoghtihod: see NOUGHTIHOOD.
Nogli, obs. variant of UGLY a.

No-go. Also no go. [A sb. use of the phrase
no go : see Go sb. 8.] An impracticable situation

;

an impasse ;
an indecisive contest, etc.

1870 LOWELL Amongmy Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 150 They have
..arrived at a happy positivism as to its structure, though
at the risk of bringing it to a no-go. 1884 Western Daily
Press 16 Apr. 7/2 The first fly resulted in a no go .

So No-goism. nonce-word.
1850 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 220 As to two comic articles

..out of me, that s the intensest extreme of no-goism.

Tfogt, obs. form of NOUGHT.

No how, adv. (and a.) [f. No a. + How adv. ;

cf. somehow, anyhow.]
1. In no manner, by no means

; not at all.

1775 in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malweslwry (1870) I. 300 A course
of habitual improvement which nohow else is to be acquired.
1795 Alont/ord Castle II. 42 Edmund ..could nohow insert
the point of his sword. 1829 LANDOR /mag. Conv., Emp.
China fy Tsinir-Ti, Not being his father, the misfortune
could nohow be attributed to me. 1841 HERSCHEL Ess.

(1857) 212 This is a modification of the idea of cause, which
we can no-how bring ourselves to conceive. 1877 MRS.
OLIPHANT Makers Flor. xiv. 348 Genius has strange gifts in

it, . .knowledge nohow conveyable by teaching of man.
b. In uneducated speech frequently used with

another negative.
1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles x. 98 You don t call that

justice, no-how, dp you? 1863 READI-: Hard Cash II. 246
That don t dovetail nohow. 1884 Harper s 3lag. Feb. 410/1
He wouldn t let it stand nohow.
2. In no particular manner or condition; with

no distinctive appearance or character.
In quots. 1779 and 1853 with suggestion of b.

1779 MME. D ARBLAY Diary (1842) I. 161, I could not
speak a word ; and I dare say I looked no-how. 1853
WHEWELL in Mrs. Douglas Life (1881) 430 The air has been
filled.. with a dense fog, which has made everything look
ill, or more properly speaking, look no-Iioiu. 1888 FKEEMAN
in Stephens Lift $ Lett. (1895) II. 283 New York. .is just
now nohow, an uninteresting mass of houses.

b. With all: Out of order, out of sorts.

1852 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 174 You were decidedly
better

,
and now again all nohow . 1863 DICKENS Dr.

Marigold vii, Ain t Mr. B. so well this morning? You
look all nohow.
3. adj. Having no distinctive character, rare.
1828 LADY GKANVILLE Lett. (1894) II. 29 She is a comfort-

able, no how, little, good-natured thing.
Hence No newish a.

1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk. 499, No-Hmuish, qualmy ;

feeling an approaching ailment without being able to de- !

scribe the symptoms.
Noht, nohut, obs. forms of NOUGHT.
Noiance, variant of NOYANCE.
Noice, Noie, obs. forms of NOISE, NOT.
Noik, obs. Sc. form of NOOK s6.

Noil (noil). Also noyl. [Of obscure origin.]

pi. and sing. The short pieces and knots of wool
combed out of the long staple.
pi. 1623-4 Act 21 Jos. I, c. 18 3 Many ill disposed per

sons . . have used to mixe and putte Flockes and Thrumes and
alsoe Noiles and Haires and other deceivable thtnges into
. . broad Woollen Cloths. 1793 Spec. Wright Sf Ha-wksley s
Patent No. 1956. 2 A circular brush, .revolving quick to
take the noils off the teeth. 1835 URE Philos. Manuf. 150

jThe noyls, or short refuse wool, which remains entangled
among the teeth, being removed, i&j* Daily News 26 Mar.,
Noils and brokes are in steady demand, and prices are firm.

1884 W. S. B. M^LAREN Spinning (ed. 2) 94 The very !

short fibres of wool.. fall over naturally into a box or can
placed to receive them. This short wool is called noils .

_ sing. 1805 LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 159 The fragments collect
in the instrument and form only a noil, an article of no use

j

in ihe fabrication of worsteds. 1844 G. DODD Textilt \

179

Mann/, iv. 127 This, under the name of noyl or noil, is

afterwards carded and spun into coarse woollen yarn. 1894
Times 12 Mar. 13/5 The machine which separates the long
fibres for fine spinning from the waste or noil

, which i&amp;gt;

used for spinning heavy numbers.
attrib. 1884 W. S. B. MCLAREN Spinning fed. 2) 104 The

noil knives in the small circles. Ibid. 109 Noil knots are

dragged over the pin points.

Noint, noittt, aphetic forms of ANOINT v.

13.. Cursor M. 7286 (GotO, He was. .be first J?at noyntid
man to king. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 23 That man
scholde be sleyne and the body of Faustina, .be noyntede
with the bloode of hym. 1495 Treinsas Barth. De P. R.
xii.xxxix.(W, de W.) 436 The blode of a reremouse noynted
[Bodl. jllS. i-smered] vpon the lyddes suffreth not the
heere to growe agayn. 1508 FISHER 7 Pcnit. Ps. Ii. Wks.
(1876) 109 The forheed of the cliylde is noynted with holy
creme. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbacfts Ihesl&amp;gt;. iv. (1586) 144
The vlcerous places must be nointed with Vineger. 1611
CHAPMAN May Day Plays 1873 II. 339 One that noints his
nose with clowted creame. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Jiti enal 77
1 he oyle.. which those country-men nointed with, when

Faust ii. 182 We are washed, we are nointed, stark naked
are we.

Hence Woi nted ppl.a. (see quot. 1855 and cf.

XiNETEDa.); Nornter, one who anoints; Woi nt-

ing
1

vbl. sb.\ Noi ntment, ointment.
13. . Cursor M. 9338 (Gott.), Quen he bat haliest es comen,

3011 r noynting sal fra }ou be nomen. 1432-50 tr. Hidden
(Rolls) VI. 159 He wasconfermedeby hym by the noyntynge
of holy creame. c 1485 Dighy Myst. (1882) in. 640 Her xal

mary, .a-noynt hym with a precyus noyln]ttment. 1565
COOPER Taeseturus, Circittititio) ,. noyntyng. 1647 R.
STAPYLTON Juvenal 89 Their Tyrian cassocks, pointings for

the field, Who knowes not, sees not? Ibid. 36 A rhe
torician, a grammarian, A painter, nointer, augur, geome
trician. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v.,

* A nointed

youth ,
a young man apparently destined to, or determined

upon, evil courses.

Noious(e, obs. forms of NOYOUS a.

II Noir (nwar), a. rare 1

. [K. noir. \ Black.
1871 TENNYSON Last Tottrn. 433 A shield Showing a

shower of blood in a field noir.

Nois, obs. Sc. form of NOSE sb.

i Noi saiice. Obs. Forms: 5-6 noysaunce,
5, 7 -ance, 5 -aus, 6 -auns, 6- noisance

;
also

5 nosaunce, -awnce. [a. OF. noisance, var, of
nuisance NUISANCE,]
1. Trouble, molestation, annoyance.
c 1400 tr. St-crefa. Secret., Gov. LordsJt, 1 12 pe konyng hat

}?e sawlefolowys. .whenneit ysdeliured of noysance. ^1450
LOVKLICH Merlin, 2256 To hym maden they here Surawnce
him there to bryngen with-owten Nosawnce. c 1450 Mer
lin 456 Vef ye take eny [men] of owres, thei shull helpe
yow to oure noysaunce. a 1500 Chaucer s Drcame C. s

Wks. (1598) 357 Without sicklies or displeasaunce, Or tiling
that to you was noysaunce. a 1548 HALLC~Y:&amp;gt;V., Hen.VIIf,
71 b, Those that shall bryng vitailes necessarie to the saied

assembly, maie without daunger, trouble, impechement or

noysaunce go and come. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcns Brit.
n. 63 Howbeit much noisance they have everywhere by
Wolves. 1656 PKYSSK Rcsol. Import. Queries 21 A Writ
is granted.. for a thing &quot;done to the noysance of another.

b. In phr. To do noisance.

ci4i2 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 810 To me this longe
walke it dothe noisance. 1449 in Wars Eng. in France
(Rolls) I. 489 Robbeurs and pirates. .whiche oayly do alle

the noysance thay canne. a 1548 HALL Chron.
t
Hen. l^Ilf

t

46 b, The mayre . . declared to them the noysaunce done to
the Citezens.

2. Nuisance.

1473-4Santm Church-w. Accts, (1896) 15 For the clansyng
of a noysance abowte the church. 1657 HOWELL Lotidinop.
392 Any thing of noisance in the River of Thames.

t Noi Sant, a. Obs. rare. [a. OF. noisant, var.

of mtisant NUISAXT.] Troublesome, grievous.
a 1440 BURGH Cato 723 If she be noysaunt, ful of greu-

aunce, Constreyne hir nat to biden in thi yerde. 1475
Partcnay 1045 Iff it be, ye shall haue gretly to doo huge
noisaunt pannes with aduersite.

Noise, obs. form of NOSE.
Noise (noiz), sb. Forms : 3-7 noyse, 4-6
nys 5~6 noyes, Sc. noyis, 6 noyse ; 4 nois,
6 noiz, 3- noise. Also 4 nouse, nowse, 5 nose.

[a. F. noise (i ith cent.
;
OF. also noyse, nose] = Prov.

noysa t nosa, nausa, of uncertain origin : L. nausea
and noxia have been proposed, but the sense of

the word is against both suggestions.]
1. Loud outcry, clamour, or shouting; din or

disturbance made by one or more persons.
In this and other senses freq. in the phrase to make (more

rarely t keep} a noise : cf. sense 6.

a 1225 Ancren R. 66 pe wreche peoddare more noise he
makeS to ?eien his sope, ^&amp;gt;en

a rlche mercer al his deore-
wur3e ware. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8167 Of trompes & of
tabors Jw sarazins made

J&amp;gt;ere
So gret noyse bat cristinemen

al destourbed were, a 1300 Cursor M. 6535 He hard J?e

gret nois was
J&amp;gt;are

Abute
pis

calf, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
IVaee (Rolls) 11531 At pat word was noise & cry Of pe
Bretons pat stoden ney. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 174 (Horstm.),
He gan crie and make nois, He swor

)&amp;gt;ei
schulde alle abye

[etc.]. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 321 With this noise and with
this cry, Out of a barge faste by.. Men sterten out. 1455
Pastou Lett. 1.351 They sette an hous on fyer... and cryed
and mad an noyse as though they had be sory for the fyer.

1481 CAXTON God/rey v. 23 Of the noyse that sourded

emonge the hethen men discordyng in theyr lawe. a. 1533
LD. BERNERS Huon Hx. 207 They all made great ioy with
suche a io\ full noyse that the paynyms without dyd here it.

NOISE.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \\\. i, 61 Who i.-, that at the doore y
keeps all this noise? 1622 MABBE tr. Alemaris Guzman
cFAlf. \\. 42 It did mightily ve.xe me, ..that I could not
call vnto them to keepe lesse noise. 1633 G. HERBERT
Temple, Redemption 12 At length I heard a ragged noise
and mirth Of theeves and murderers. 1702 KOWL-; Tamerl.
iv. i, Thou hast thy sexes Virtues, Their Affectation, Pride,
111 Nature, Noise. 1775 tr. Scarroft s Com. Rom. I. 286
Zounds, sir, don t keep such a noise about your boots, but
rather take mine, so you will but let us sleep. 1844
DICKENS J/Vzr/. Chuz. xxv, I wish you d hold your noise !

1850 BROWNING Bp. Blougram s
Af&amp;gt;fl. 19 When dinner s

done, And body gets its sop and holds its noise And leaves
soul free a little.

f b. Without noise, in a quiet manner ; without

any display, privately. Obs.

1390 Gou KR Conf.\. ioo Prively wuhoute noise Hebringth
this foule grete Coise To hi* Castell. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleifftine s Comm, 114 b, .She would be buried without any
pompe or m.y.^e. 1614 KAI.HIGH Hist. ll\it/ it. 5 3 After
this time K/echia had rest, and .spending without, noyse
that addition which God had made unto hi-, life. 1662

J. DAVIES tr. Oteartits
1

I cy. no They were married on

Shrove-Suneiay, .but without any noyse.

t c. Strife, contention, quarrelling. Obs.

1484 CAXTOX Fall s ff sK*?p u. xii. .j3 Oftyme it

happeth that uf a feue wordes euyll fette, comelii a grcte
noy&amp;gt;e and daunger. 1491 / itas fair. \\\ . ^.- : \V. i

j
.-.,}

r. c.\ix. 141/1 Neuer to hauc noy.^e with a nut her it is angeU
lyfe. 1530 I ALSGK. 248/1 Noyse, frayeng, ca&tiitc.

t 2. Common talk, rumour, report ; also, evil

report, slander, scandal. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (.Rolls 6533 He let caste
bjs

traitour in be

eueninge late At an fenc-tre in temese, noise voriu abate.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 3971 To me it is gret hevinesse, That the

noyse so fer i:&amp;gt; go, And the sclaundre of us two. 1426
Pastou Lett. I. 26 To declare aught of this malier in

stoppyng of the noy-,e that reimeth in this ca-,e. 1461 Ibid.
II. 50 I her is gret noyse of this revell that wa= don in

.Suffolk be Ytlverton and Jeney. c 1478 Plnsnpton Corr.

(Camden^ 38 The great rumor, slaunder, iv: full noy.-e of

your tenants . . att they sliold be untrevv pcopell. 1523
LD. BERNKRS Froiss. I. cccliv. 571 Tiie tastell . .the whiche
the Gauntoyse hadde brente, as the noyse ranne. a 1572
KNOX Hist. A ^/C\Vks. 1846 I. 92 The noyse of the death
of King James clivulgat, ..the hartes of men begane to
be disclosscd. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 179 All

agree in the noise of more plotis. 1683 SIR W. TEMPLE
Mem. \Vks. 1720 I. 423 The Noise that ran of the magnifi
cent Preparations .. design d by the Marque.--. 1711
ADDISON Spcct. No. 164 F i The Noise of this intended

Marriage soon reached Theodosius. 1734 tr. Kcllin s Anc.
Hist. (1827) VII. xvii. 223 The noise of this accident was
immediately spread in all parts,

t b. Repute, reputation. Obs.
c 1460 Tc-vncUy Mysf. xiii. 224 Thou has an yll noys of

stelyng of shepe. 1470-85 ^,\MQV.\ Arihur\u\. vii. 282 By
cause of that noyse and fame that thou hast. 1549-62
STKRNHOLU & H. Ps. Ix.xxix. 1 6 Through thy righteousness
have they a pleasant fame and noyce. i$*fiAurelio fy isab.

(1608) N vj, Myn ill noise makes me worthey that all the
wordes ill saide agahiste them be unto me altributede.

f C. Distinction, note. Obs. rare 1

.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals ir. in. 201 They were persona
of no great noise, but resolute, modest, courteous.

3. A loud or harsh sound of any kind
;
a din.

c 1290 St. littrnabas 51 in 6&quot;. Eng. Leg. I. 28 Al J?at on
half daschte a-doun..of bis temple with gret noyse and
soun. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 849 J?e god man glyfte with
bat glam & gloped for noyse. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 216

Many an other tente mo With gret noise, as me thoghte tho,
It threw to grounde. c 1400 MAUHDEV. (Roxb.) xxxi. 138 per
es herd noyse as it ware of trumppes. a i^tp Fysshynge iv.

Angle (1883) 5 pe noyse of houndes & blastes of homes.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS //w*7xxiii. 68 The water.. made suche
a noyse that it myght be herde .x. leges of. a 1548 HALL
Chron.i Hen, I l 95 By the noyes of a spanyell was on a

night a man espied and taken. 1582 LICHERKLD tr.

CastanJtedas Conq. E. Ind. 73 b, The tackling . .
,

\\ ith the

great force of the winde, made such a terrible noyse, and
was so fearefull to heare. 1624 QUARLES Job xvii. 54 Who

Rohaulfs Nat. Philos. (1729) I. 185 Gunpowder when it

takes Fire in a Cannon, .makes such a prodigious Noise.
a 1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 160 This motion con
tinued the remaining part of the day. .; nor did the noise
cease during the whole time. 1848 L. HUNT Jar ofHoney
ii. 23 A noise is heard like the coming of a thousand chariots.
1888 Miss BKADDON Fatal Three i. iv, I never heard any
one make such a noise on a piano.

b. The aggregate of loud sounds arising in a

busy community.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation* \. xx. 25 pat he wibdrawi^ him

fer fro seculer noyce. cz6xo Women Saints (1886) 44 111

brooking secular noise, and worldlie companie of the towne.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. ii. 5 Obscured and made weak ;

as the voyce of a man is in the noyse of the day. 1676
HALE Contempt. \. 286 In shady Privacy, free from the
Noise And busies of the World. 1730 BERKELEY Lett. \Vks.

1871 IV. 173 Preferring quiet and solitude to the noise of a
great town. 1784 COWFER Task in. 379 A life all turbulence
and noise may seem To him that leads it, wise. 1816
SHELLEY Dxmon i. 28 Seek far from noise and day some
western cave.

4. A sound which is not remarkably loud.
c 1375 Sc

: Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nicholas) 121 pane of
J&amp;gt;e

noys of his fet he waknyt fcme. *38? TREVISA Higdtn.
(Rolls) III. 275 Democritus was woned to seie Jat ^e hestes
of schrewes and be noyse of

f&amp;gt;e
wombe

bee(&amp;gt;
in oon place.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 232 b, That noise, .whan a
man doeth rattle or shake together a nomber of dead mens
bones. 1617 MORYSON /tin. \. 196 We tooke some rest,..
but with such feare, as wee were ready to flic upon the least

noise. 1648 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. \. xii. 36 Some report
of sheep, that when they runne they are afraid of the noise

23-2



NOISE.

of their own feet. 1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg. TV. 801 A
buzzing noise of Bee* his Ears alarms. 1733 ARBUTHNOT
Rules Diet in Aliments^ etc. 315 A soft Noise of Water

distilling by Drops into a Bason. ^1774 GOLDSM. Nat.

Hist. (1776) VII. 28 The noise which the snail makes in

moving the water. 1833 TENNYSON Lady of Shalott iv.

iii, Thro the noises of the night She floated down to

Camelot. 1876 BRISTOWE Th. % Pract. Med. (1878) 364

The noises which attend the acts of coughing.

fig. 1660 SOUTH Semi. (1727) IV. 31 One would think,

that every Letter was wrote with a Tear, every Word was

the Noise of a breaking Heart.

6. An agreeable or melodious sound. Now rare.
c
ia 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 79 Than doth the nyghtyn-

gale hir myght To make noyse and syngen blythe. Ibid.

1416 The water, in terming, Can make a noyse ful lyking.

c 1403 LYUG. Temple Gifts 1362 fe noise and heuenli melodic

Which bat bei made in her armonye. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xlvi. 25 Nevir suetar noys wes hard with levand

man, Na maid this meirygentill nychtingaill. iS3sCovERD.
Ps. xlvi. 5 God is gone vp with a mery noyse. a 1553

UDALL Roysicr D. i. iv. 20 Up wyth some mery noyse,

Sits, to bung home the bride! 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholays Voy. in. ix. 84 Diuers cymbals .. made a very

plesant and delectable noyce. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar.

368-9 It ceased ; yet still the sails made on A pleasant
noise till noon, A noise like of a hidden brook.

fb. A company or band of musicians. Obs.

1558 in Nichols Progr. Q, Eliz. I. 39 Nere unto Fan-
church was erected a scaffolde richely furnished, whereon
stode a noyes of instrumentes. 1594 LYLY Moth. Bomb.
m. iv, Then I wish d for a noyse Of crack-halter Boyes, On
those hempen strings to be twanging. 1598 CHAPMAN
Blinde Beg. Alexandria Plays 1873 I. 17 Oh that we had a

noyse of musitions to play to this anticke as we goe. 1609
B. JONSON 6V/. Worn. in. iii, The smell of the venison, going
through the street, will inuite one noyse of fidlers, or other.

1636 R. GRIFFIN in Ann. Dubrcnsia (1877) 52 A Virgin-crew
of matchless^ choyce,.. attended with a noyse Of musique
sweet. 1668 DRYDEN Maiden Queen in. 1, I hear him.

coming, and a whole noise of fiddles at his heels.

trans/. 1676 WYCHEHLKY PI. Dealer i. i, I cou d as soon

buffer a whole Noise of Flatterers at a Great Man s Levee.

6. To make (or f keep] a noise (in other than

literal senses) : a. To make an outcry, to talk

much or loudly, about a thing.
1668 SIR W. TEMPLE Let. to Ld. Arlington Wks. 1720 II.

163 Many Persons in England .. had made a Noise about
the Marine Treaty, c 1680 BEVEKIDGE Serm. (1729) I. 300
For all the great noise that is made about it, there is but

little true faith in the world. 1753 Scots Mag. XV. 67/1
The French made a great deal of noise about advantages

they had gained. 1782 A. MONRO Cpmpar. Anat. (ed. 3)

Introd. 9 Anatomists have made a noise about the different

structures of the same part.

b. To be much talked of; to be the object of

general notice and comment.
? 1618 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 5 The news that keeps
reatest noise here now, is the return of Sir Walter Raw-
igh. 1677 Hist. MSS. Comm., \zth Rep. App. V. 36 Lord

urghley s chalange sent by Sir Scroope Howe makes a

180

g
le

... _- 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. n. v. 99 He
made wordes to be noysed about. 1535 COVERDALE i Chron.
thurgh the ost.

xiv. 17 And Dauids name was noysed out in all londes.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane*s Comm. 228 Rumour was noysed
abrode, that Themperour shoulde secretly mynde warre.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World HI. 62 That of the battell

against the Tarquinians. . was presently noised at Rome.

1665 MANLEY Grotius Loiv-C. Wars 431 These things, as

great deal of noyse. 1707 ADDISON Pres. St. War Wks.

1766 III. 258 Blenheim was followed by a summer that

makes no noise in the war. 1788 NELSON in Nicolas Disp.

$ Lett. (1845) 1.275 The capture of a Privateer makes more
noise taken in the Channel, than a Frigate . . afar off. a 1862

BUCKLE Cimliz, (1869) III. ii. 107 In 1596, David Black..

delivered a sermon, which made much noise.

C. To make a noise in (he world
t
to attain to

general notoriety or renown.
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrse it. ii. 6 Their Hiero-

glyphical and mystical Learning hath made the greatest
noise in the world, and hath the least of substance in it.

1685 BURNET Let. in Trav. (1687) n. 42 Those publick
scandals that make a noise in the World. 1702 ADDISON
Dial. Medals Misc. Wks. 1736 III. 14 Such persons as have
made a noise in the world. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks
Swift (1752) 191 The first of these, The Tale of a Tub, has

made much noise in the world.

7. Comb.)$& noise-makert -making\ noise-money

(see quot. 1883).
1422 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 187 Thou shalte lagh

wythout grynnynge, speke wyth-outcry ornoyse-makynge.
1574 HOWSE in Hist. Fam. Fortescue (1869) II. 231 They
found nobody there, for the noise-makers were gone back.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 47 You whoreson insolent Noyse-
maker. 1654 WIUTLOCK Zootomia 533 Of so much more
Concernment is one suffering Saint, than all the Noise-

makers in the World. 1815 MOORE Mem. (1853) II. 78

Among chatterers, drinkers, and all sorts of noise-makers.

1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 8 Dec. 770/2 So disagreeable is this fog-

signalling duty . . that . . the whole crew receive what they
call Noise-money ...for the time the signal is actually in

operation.

Noise (noiz), v. Also 5-7 noyse, 5 noyce,
6 noyz. [f. NOISE sb. t

or ad. QY.noisurt iwiser,
to make a noise, to quarrel, wrangle.]
1. trans. To report, rumour, spread (abroad).
Now somewhat rare.

a. In phr. it is noised that, etc.

61400 Destr. Troy 1173 Hit was noiset anon
J&amp;gt;at

a
noumbur hoge Of Grekes were gedret. 1465 Paston Lett.
II. 206 It is noyced here that my Lord of Norffolk hathe
taken partye in thes mater. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur\\.\.
197 Hit is noysed that ye loue quene Gueneuer. a 1548
HALL Ckron., Hen. Vlll^ 126 The Frenche kyng .. caused
it to be noysed that he would besege the toune of

Valencyen. 1599 Warn. Faire Wont. ii. 786 Tis noysd at

London, that a marchant s slain. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr, \\.

201 It was noised abroad that Mr. Valiant -for-truth was
taken with a Summons. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I.

506 It was noised abroad that he had more real power to

help and hurt than many nobles.

b. In ordinary passive use.

c 1400 Dutr. Trey 12271 The noy of ^at noble was noyset

Pelham, Mass. (1898) 138, I think its Noised by some as if

it was not Desired. 1879 BUTCHER & LANG Odyssey 74 My
true lord whose fame is noised abroad from Hellas to mid

Argos.

c. In active use.

1463 Paston Lett. II. 134 He noyseth and seyth,..ye
have caused a mad woman to take apell a yens hym.

1470-85 MALOKY Arthur xxi. i. 840 Where ye noyse [that]

my lord Arthur is slayne & that is not so. 1555 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App.xlvL 142 And they have noyzed
and bruted abrode most shamefull sklaunders. 1588 SHAKS.

/,. L. L. n. i. 22 All-telling fame Doth noyse abroad Nauar
hath made a vow. 1641 MILTON Cli. Govt. \. vi. Wks. 1851

III. 126 Noise it till yc be hoarse, that a rabble of Sects

will come in. 1689 G. HARVKY Curing Dis. by Expect, vi.

37 They so highly advance the Credit of a milk Diet, by
noising it to be the sole grand sweetner of the Blood. 1896
Nciu York Weekly Witness 30 Dec. 13/2 The welcome
cooled when we noised-about the object of our visit.

f 2. To spread rumours or a report concerning (a

person, etc.) ; esp. to defame, speak ill of. Obs.

1424 Paston Lett. I. 17 The seyd Walter, .in divers other

maneres hath noysed and sklaundered the seyd William.

1447-8 SHILLINGFOKD Lett. (Camden) 87 To noyse and
dis^laundre the said citee. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x.

xlvi. 488 Euer this Corsabryn noysed her and named her

that she was oute of her mynde. 1530 PALSGR. 644/2, I

noyse one, I gyve hym a name or brute, good or badde, je
donne le bruit. He is noysed to be an yvell lyver.

3. a. To disturb or fill with noise, b. (\Vith*V.)

To clamour, cry out. c. To force out of by
clamour, rare.

1390 GOVVKII Conf. II, 102 Ther is no cok to crowe day,
Ne beste non which noise may The hell. 1662 HICKER-
INGILL Distr. Innoc. Wks. 1716 I. 291 Thus did they furi-

ou.sly noise it against our Saviour.., Crucifie him. ^1734
NOKTH Lives (1826) I. 322 He was not a little concerned
to see men noised out of their lives, as the twelve priests
were.

4. intr. a. To talk loudly or much of a thing.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. met. vi. (i8f38) 7 Thanne comen

alle mortal folk of noble sede ; why noisen ye or bosten of

youre eldres? 1475 Partenay 1556 The _peple merily

ioyng As off the good rule noysed of thaim to. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rw. L n. ii. iii. 290 A plan, much noised of

in those days,, .has been devised. 1858 Fredk. Gt. v. v.

(1872) II. 101 Much noised of in the. .Prussian Books.

b. To make a noise or outcry.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4744 Vmquile he noys[is] as a

nowte, as a nox quen he lawes. 1441 Plnmpton Corr.

(Camden) p. Ix, Upon whom the said misdoers followed,.,

noising & crying, Sley the Archbishop
1

Carles ! a 1578
LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 166 Quhen
thir tydingis . . came abrode and noyssed throw the

countne. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 488, I never fear d they
could, though noising loud And threatning nigh, a 1814

Forgery \. \. in New Brit. Theatre I. 435 Thou hast noised

as much as if thou wert Sir Robert. 1827 CLARE Sheph.
Cal. 4 Rook, crow, and jackdaw noising loud, Fly to and
fro to dreary fen. 1857 BOHROW Rom, Rye (1858) I. no
What s the bird nobing yonder, brother 2

Hence Noised ///. a.
;
Noi sing vbl. sb. and

///. a. ; f Noi singly adv.

1425 Rolls of ParIt. IV. 298/2 Thourgh which langage
and noysyng, I fele my name, -emblemysshed. 1426 Paston
Lett. I. 26, I am foule and noysyngly vexed with hem, to

my gret unease. 1453 in Epist. Acad. Oxott. (1898) I. 320
The first publishers of the seide sclandirful noysyng. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 521 He declareth you a true man to

hym,. .the sayde dislaunder and noysing notwithstanding.
1641 QUARLES Enchyrid. i. c, A victory whose noys d re-

nowne may fill the world with your eternall glory. 1656
Burtons Diary (1828) 1. 103 But the

gre_at noising argument
is, That we are under Gospel dispensation. 1681 H. MORE
in Glanvill s Sadducismus \. Postscr. (1726) i Therefore he

expected the Issue of that noised Story of the Spectre at

Exeter. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXI. 227 Hot-headed, hot-

horsed, noising, coffee-housing friends. 1864 Good Wds.
700/2 The latest books only, the noised books of the season.

1871 MEREDITH H. Richmond xxxvi, Making the low
noising of the leaves an intolerable whisper of secrecy.

Noisefol (noi-zful), a. [f. NOISE ^. + -FUL.]
1. Full of noise

; noisy.
1382 WYCLIF Prov. xx. i A leccherous thing [is] win, and

noiseful drunkenesse. c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomews
(E. E. T. S.) 3 Amonge the noysefull prese of that tumultuous
courte. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Decay 264
Either side in their seem-Rights defence Was hot and
earnest at the noise-full Bar. 1644 SIR E. DERING Prop.
Sacr. C iij. These proud fastuous wayes of humility, this

noisefull piety. 1674 DRYDEN Epil. Univ. Oxford 5 Con
tent of mind ;

Which noiseful towns and courts can never
know. 1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 557 From noiseful revel far

remote she flies. 1858 BEECHER Life Thoughts (1859) 51
The forest is quiet or only so much noiseful as the insects

make it.

f 2. Full of slander or evil report. Obs.

1459 Paston. Lett. I. 499 Bothen have answerid Wynd-
ham, not aldermoste to hise plesir, becaus of his noiseful

langage. 1463 Ibid. II. 134 With ougth evydent proffe the

mater bchall be but noysefull to you.

Hence JToi sefully adv. rare 1
.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad \\. Comm., Aiyew$..signifieth
shrillie, or noL&amp;gt;efullie, squeaking.

NOISOME.

Noiseless (noi-zles), a. [f. as prec.
1 + -LESS.]

Silent, quiet ; making no stir or commotion.
1601 SHAKS. Alts Well v. iii. 41 Th inaudible, and

noiselesse foot of time. 1605 Lear iv. ii. 56 France

spreads his banners in our noiseless land, a 1667 COWLEY
On the late Civil U ar Wks. (Grosart) I. p. cxxxvii, His
Treasons restless, and yet noiseless Heart. 1699 GARTH
Dispens. n Midnight Silence guards the noiseless Doors.

1750 GKAY Elegy 76 They kept the noiseless tenour of their

way. 1784 COVVPER Task iv. 346 The wain, .in its sluggish

pace, Noiseless, appears a moving hill of snow. 1816

BVRON Ch. Har. in. Ixxxv, This quiet sail is as a noiseless

wing To waft me from distraction. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. (1856) xxvii. 221 It is no fun.. to sit motionless and
noiseless as a statue, with a cold musket in your hands.

1875 HOWELLS Foregone Conclusion I The canal, where
he could see the noiseless black boats meeting and passing.

Noiselessly (noi-zlesli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LV *.~] Silently, quietly, without noise.

1833 MARRYAT Olla Podr. iv, We glided noiselessly ..

along. 1860 MOTLEY Nttherl. \. (1868) 1. 2 A clerk or two,

noiselessly opening and shutting the door.

Noiselessness (noi-zlesnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being noiseless.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1855 }.
R. LEIFCHILD Cornwall 50

Let us listen in perfect noiselessness for a few moments.

1893 F. F. MOORE Gray Eye or So II. 130 The butler.,

disappeared with the noiselessness of a shadow.

t Noi ser. Ot&amp;gt;s. rare. [f.
NOISE v. + -ER .]

A slanderer ; a spreader of a report.
1434 MISYN Mending Life 118 pi noysurs wrechidar l&amp;gt;ou

sal se, & with all bi mynde to criste bou salt draw. 1460
CATGRAVE Chron, (Rolls) 278 This langage sesid mech aftir

tynie that a prest, on of the first noyseres, was take.

Noisette 1
(nwaze-t). [f. the name Noisette

(see quot. 1837).] A variety of rose, being a

cross between a common China rose and a musk-

rose. Also in attrib. use.

1837 RIVERS Rose Amateur s Guide 80
_

The Blush

Noisette rose, was raised from seed in America, by M. Ph.

Noisette, and sent by him to his brother M. Louis Noisette

.. in 1817. Ibid. 81 Belle Antonine is a pillar Noisette.

1850 MRS. GASKELL Moorland Cottage i, Clustering nois

ettes, and fraxinellas, and sweet briar. 1857 KINGSLEY
Tu o Y, Ago i. 3 The great yellow noisette swung its long
canes across the window. 1892 Daily News 12 Sept. 3/1
Rose bushes and rose trees, tea-roses and noisette roses.

Noisette 2
(nwaze t). [Fr.] //. Small pieces

of beef or mutton, with various additions, pre

pared as a dish.

1891 MRS. MARSHALL Cookery Book, Extra Kec. 150

Noisettes of Mutton a la Parisienne.

Noisily (noi-zili;, adv. [f. NOISY a. + -LY2.J
In a noisy manner, with noise.

1779 JOHNSON L. Poets, Milton I. 158 They, who could so

BRIDCMAN A . Lynne I. iii. 28 You do everything so noisily.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W.Africa 504 The African is usually

great at dreams, and has them very noisily.

Noisiness (noi-zines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being noisy ; loudness of sound.

1717 m BAILEY (vol. II). 1877 M. M. GRANT Sun-Maid
i, liaptiste rang a huge bell with much noisiness. 1899

SIR R. TEMPLE Ho. Comnt. iii. 55 The noisiness, restless

ness, and casual conversation of the Members.

Noising, vbl. s5. and///, a., Noisingly, adv. :

see NOISE v.

Noisome (noi sym), a. Forms : 4 nojesum,
5-8 noysome (6-7 -som, 6 -sum), 6-8 noisom,
6- noisome, [f.

Nor si. or v. + -SOME.]
1. Harmful, injurious, noxious.

1381 WYCLIF Prov. i. 22 Hou longe. .foolis tho thingus
that ben nojesum to them shul coueiten ? 1514 BARCLAY

Cyt. H Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 9 Nought is more noysom
to flocke, cotage, ne folde, Than sodayne tempeste, and

unprovyed colde. JS4&quot;-3 Act 34 &amp;lt;r 35 Hen. YIII, c. i

Suchebookes, writinges, ..teachinges, and instructions, as

be pestiferous, and noysome. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 516 That
with the red flowers groweth in nioyst medowes, and is very

noysome to the same. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxu.

v. 193 No savage beasts are so noisom and hurtful to men,
as Christians are to themselves. 1650 VENNER Via. Recta.

98 All fat is of itself ill and noysome to the stomack. 1693
EVELYN De la Quint. Comfl. Card. II. 4 Those Branches

which, as noisom and useless, must be taken from it. 1718
PRIOR Solomon m. 125 The noisome pestilence, .marches

through the midday air. 1784 COWPEK Task in. 671 The
rank society of weeds, Noisome, and ever greedy to ex

haust Th impoverish d earth. 1843 HIRST Poems 50 Begirt
with noisome ivy vines That shroud me like a pall. 1868

MORRIS Earthly Par, I. i. 50 Fair streams we saw, . . But

nothing noisome for a man to fear.

2. Offensive to the sense of smell ; ill-smelling.

1577 Nottingham Kec. IV. 169 We do present theyssue. .

to be vere noysum and nedefull to be scoured. 1579 W.
WILKINSON Confut. Fam. Lme 60 b, The more myer is

stirred, the sauour is the noysomer. 1600 DEKKER Gentle

Craft 19 Sweepe me these kennels that the noysome Stench

offende not the nose of my neighbours. 1643 ROGERS
Naaman 28 Held under with his filthy noysome malady.

1678 R. L ESTKANGE Seneca s Mar. (1702) 324 When we
are abroad,, .we can bear well enough with.. nasty streets,

noisom Ditches. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull I. xvi, Such

a noisome infectious Breath, as threw all the servants, that

dressed her, into consumptions. 1748 Anson s Voy. I. v.

58 These operations were extremely necessary for cor

recting the noisom stench. 1783 BURKE Sp. Nabob of
ArcoCs Debts Wks. 1842 I. 345 A bloated, putrid, noisome



NOISOMELY.
H. GEORGE Progr. $ Pov. vn. ii. (1881) 318 In squalid
garrets and noisome cellars women work away their lives.

3. Disagreeable, unpleasant, offensive.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 99 Sir, a noysomemare note

newly is noysed. 1542 Lain, f, Piteous Treat, in Harl. Misc.
(1745) IV. 511 The Waye is altogether in a Maner noysome,
croked ouertwhart, and in many Places narowe 1573
TUSSER Must. (1878) 89 Where plots full of nettles be
noisome to etc, Sowe therevpon hemp seed, and nettle will
die. 1389 R. HARVEY PL Pcrc. (1860) 10 Me thinks the
clacke of thy mill, is some%vhat noisome to the whole
countrey. 1607 TOPSKLL Hist, ofFourf. Beasts (1658) 511
She roareth, ..and uttcreth such a fearfull, noysome, and
terrible clamor. 1633 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondi s Eromena
131 Seeing melancholy makes a man noysome, both to him-
selfe and others. 1861

J. TULLOCH Eng. Puritanism 231He poured forth the vials of his most noisome wrath in

reply. 1899 W. JAMKS Talks to Teachers (1904) 58 Even
such a noisome thing as a collection of postage stamps.
f4. Annoying, troublesome. 06s. rare.
1548 PATTEN Exped. Scotl. Pj, The churche ofAnnan, a

strong place, and uery noysum alway vnto oure men. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 116 Ane noysum nychtbour
proude in oppressioun. 1653 MORE A ntid. Ath. III. ix.

(1712) 114 One that.. was often infested with the noisom
occursions of that troublesome Ghost.
Hence XTorsomely adv. rare.

1589 RIDER Bibl. Sclwl., Noisomely, infeste, perniciosc.
1633 BP. HALL Occas. Medit. 86 Now that it is stuffed
thus noysomely, all helpes are too little to countervaile that
sent of corruption.

Noisomeness (noi-somnes), a. [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being noi
some ; unwholesomeness, offensiveness.

&amp;gt;S3
PALSGR. 248/1 Noysomnesse or yrkesomnesse, ennuy.

1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger mi Afoe. (1573) 299 b, In heauen
is founde no noysomenes, no obscure darckenes. 1591
SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. in. xxxv. 135 The ground being
infected with the noysomenesse of the dead carcases. 1617MORYSON Itin. in. 35 All the objects of humane life, are
more often accompanied with noysomenesse then pleasure
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India, f, P. 63 Poysoned partly by the
noisomeness of the Air. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece III. 457
Their unburied corpses still adding to the ever growing
noisomeness of the crowded dungeon. 1864 C. MAYO Vac.
Tour. 391 The drainage of Washington can only be known
to exist by its extreme noisomeness.

Noisy (noi-zi), a.
[f. NOISE sb. + -Y 1.]

1. Making, or given to making, a loud noise;
clamorous, turbulent.

1693 DRYDEN Epist. to Sir G. Kneller 83 A noisy crowd,
Like women s anger, impotent and loud. 1700 ROWE Amb.
Step-Moth, i. i, Stir the simple hinds to noisie Faction.
a 1774 GOLDS.M. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 335 It is more noisy
in us pursuits even than the dog. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece IV. 139 The noisiest advocates of the most violent
measures were probably its retainers. 1869 Daily News
22 Dec., That noisier section of the agitators.
2. Full of, characterized by, noise.

1693 DRYDEN Juvenal iii.
(1697) 43 In 1u et Cuma: fixing

his Repose : Where, far from noisie Rome secure he lives.

1718 ROWE tr. Lucan i. 61 Where thousands crowded in
the noisie street. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 153 r 4With little envy of the noisy happiness which my elder

noisy situations. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 358 In
Covent Garden a filthy and noisy market was held close
to the dwellings of the great. 1877 M. ARNOLD Scmn.,
Quiet Work, Labour, that in lasting fruit outgrows Far
noisier schemes.
Comb. 1798 B. JOHNSON Orig. Poems 187 Gay Mirth, and

Laughter noisy-loud.
3. transf. Very loud in colour.
1900 Westm. Gaz. 9 Aug. 3/2 The effect from the reverse

of the
_simple serge costume was not the least noisy.

Tfoit, obs. Sc. form of NOTE sb. and v.

Neither, variant of NOTHEK conj.

Nok(e, obs. forms of NOCK, NOOK, and OAK.
t Noker-tree. Obs. rare 1

. [ad. MDu.
nokerboom.] A walnut-tree.
c 1481 CAXTON Dialogues 34 Asshe, nokertree. olyvetree.
f No-kes. Obs. rare . (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nokes, a Ninny or Fool.
Nokhoda : see NAKHODA.
t No kin, a. Obs. Forms : o. north, and Sc.

4 nan(e) kin, 4-6 nakin, kyn (4 kyne, 5 kine).
0. 4 none kunne, 5 noone kynne; 4 noe
kinne, uoo kyn, 4-5 no kyn(e. [f. No a. and
KIN si. 6 b. Cf. next.]
1. No kind of, not any.
a.

ci3&amp;lt;x&amp;gt;
Cursor M. 3753 And es

(&amp;gt;ar
nakin [Fair/.

nankin] blessing left? Ibid. 14664 We thoru nakin [Gott.

nane-km] art Mai be made in sundre part. 1373 HARBOUR
Bruce v. 362 He him sparit na kyn thing, a 1400-50
Alexander 4583 Is per non Instrumentis of Iren in all bat
He founden, Ne nakin metall. c 1470 HENRY Wallace 11.

149 His kyn mycht nocht him get forna kyn thing.
ft. c 1386 CHAUCER Shipman s T. 338 (Harl.), Nought for

to borwe of him no kyn monay. 1393 LANOL. P. PI. C. XI. 250
tor no kyne catel, ne no kyne byheste Suffren hus seed
seeden with Caymes seed, c 1440 Gesta Kom. xxxiv. 132He also had a sone passyngly wyse. .and no man myght be
likemd to him in no kynne sciens. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
vni. 901 To wait yow with na ill, Be no kyn meyn.
2. In the adverbial phrases (on or in) no kin

gale, ivay(s~), wise.
o. a 1300 Cursor M. 10761 Bot stint he ne moght nan-

kmwai {Gott. na kin way). 13.. Ibid. 17951 (Gott.), He mai
get it nakin wais. 1375 HARBOUR Brucev. 268 He. .saw he
mycht, on nakyn wiss, Warray his fais. c 1375 Sc. Leg.

!

Saints xvi. (.Magdalene) 852 He mycht nakine gat cum

181

nere be place, c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 730 Fra thine to
pass he suld on nakyn wys, Quhill he had lane Stirlyng,
the castell strang. 1567 Glide % Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 8 Thou
sail not slay, in na kin wyse.
0. c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 13881 pai denyet hym onone, o no

kyn wise, c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 203 For in noone kynne
wyse, The flore ne may nou}t aryse. c 1475 Babees Bk. 5
Vnto him that brouhte yt yee hit take.., for yt in no kyn
wyse Auhte comvne be.

t No kins, a. Obs. Forms : a. 2-3 nanes, 3-4
nones, 4 non s-, no s-. 13. 3 nane, 4 nan, na.

7. 3-4 none, 4 non, 4-5 no, 5 noo. Also 2-3
ounnea (4 curies), 3-4 kuunes, 4 kunus ; 2

oinnes, kinnes, 4 kines, 4-5 kins
; 3 kynnys,

3-5 kynues, 4-5 kyns. [f. as prec. For the

history of the forms see the note to KIN sli. 1 6 b.]
1. No kind of, not any.
a. auzz O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 675 Ne *eold

ne feording ne nanes cinnes 3eudom. Ibid. Ne bi scop
wile ne sina5 ne nanes kinnes ping, c 1200 OK.MIN 274 Nan
man, Ne naness kinness shaffte. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1912
3et ne seh Katerine nanes cumies pine pet ha olit dredde.
IZ75 Passion our Lord 446 in 0. E. Misc. 50 Hi nolden

ber-of makie nones cunnes dol. c 1320 Cast. Love 855 pat
nones kunnes assaylyng Ne may derue be tour for no ping.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame HI. 1794 These ben that wolden
honour Haue, and do no skynues labour, a 1400 St.
Alexius (Vernon)^4i2 With non scunes {Laud MS. nones
kynnes] ginne-.mijte he hit not out winne.

. CI205 LAY. 25456 purh nane cunnes spelle ne cu3e
heomna mon telle. a 1300 Cursor U. 5575 Naman mai, for
nankins chance, For-do bat lauerds purueance. 13.. Ibid.
10408 (Gott.), May nakines nede be funden bare. 13.. Seuyn
Sag. (W.) 2882 For nankins gode thou wald him gif.
y. c 1275 LAY. 25456 porh none cunnes spelle. a 1300

Havelok 660 Neyber hosen ne shon, Ne none kines ober
wede. 13. . Cursor /I/. 1226 (Gott.), [CaymJ alsua. .Limed
vr lauerd non kines thing. Ibid. 4369 Of be haue i no kines
miht. a 1400 Rowland q O. 376 Late hym noghte skape for

nonkyns thynge. a 1400 Launfal (Kitson) 363 That tliou
make no bost of me For no kennes mede. c 1475 Babccs Bk.
7 The salte also touche nat in his salere Withe nokyns mete.
2. In phrases (by, on, iii) no kins ways or wise.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 346 Nylt bou neuer to Nunive bi

no-kynnez wayez? ? 1370 Robl. Cicyle 54 For he wende,
on no kyns wyse, That myghtfulle God cowde devyse [etc.].
c 1450 HAKDYNG Chron. Pref. p. vi, }our patent cowthe I

haue in nokyns wyse. 1458 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 226
That thei putte not away non of the said juelles..in noo
kynswise.

Nol, obs. f. NOLL sb., NILL v. Nold(e, would
not, see NILL v. Nolder, var. of NOTHEK adv.

t NO lence, no lency. Obs. rare. [ad. late

L. nolentia, f. nolo, nolle : see -ENCE, -EXCY.] Un
willingness.
1652 N. CULVERWEL Lt. Nature i. xi. (1661) 98 It makes a

willingness., where there was an absolute nolency. .before.
Ibid. ii. iii. 49 Grace.. takes away that Nolence and Re-
luctancy that is in the hearts of men.

II Nolens VOlens (iwu-lenz wu-lenz). {L. nol
ens unwilling, pres. pple. of nolo, nolle ; and vol-

ens willing, pres. pple. of volo, velle.] Willing or

unwilling, whether willing or not, willy-nilly.
1593 PEELE Edw. I, Wks. (Rtldg.) 394/2 A little serves the

friar s
just,

When nolens volens fast I must. 1612 Proc. Vir
ginia in Capt. Smith s Wks. (Arb.) 155 Had they not beene
forced nolens volens perforce to gather and prepare their
victual!. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 124 He would
prefer them a little money for what he liked, which if they
refused, then nolens volens he would have it. 1727 A.
HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxiii. 17 But, nolens
volens, Perrin must take them, and sign Bills of Loading.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. 1, Well, nolens volens, you must hold
your tongue. 1837 HOOD Ode to Roe Wilson 455 Tugg d
him neck and crop Just nolens volens thro

1

the open shop.
1881 NICHOLSON Sword to Share xii. 80 (Stf.), Who placed
me, nolens volens, ..under the wing of an ample-skirted
American matron.

No less, adv. and a. [No adv.2 + LESS a.]
Not less, as much, in various uses.

1. Used absolutely.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6915 Fourti winter, an nales. 1500-20

DUNBAR Poems xxvi. 102 The feyndis gaif thame hait leid
to laip, Thair lovery wes na less. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse 139, I confesse no lesse. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. IX. 192 That fatall year generally foretold that it

would be wonderfull, as it proved no less. 1798 COLERIDGE
A nc. Mar. vi. xvii, The rock shone bright, the kirk no less.

1818 SHELLEY Eugan. Hills 302 The dun and bladed grass
no less, Pointing from this hoary tower. 1847 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. II. 10 John had bid me take two glasses (no less) of
Madeira. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus viii. 9 Now she
resigns thee ; child, do thou resign no less.

2. Constr. with than : a. In reference to number.
aii2i O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 897 py ilcan sumera

forwearS no laes bonne xx. scipa mid monnum.
1598 SHAKS. Tatn. Shr. n. i. 379 No lesse Then three

great Argosies, besides two Gaihasses. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 321 The sacred servants, which were no
lesse then sixe thousand. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 46 r 12
No less than Ten People produced the following Poem.
1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Cast. Rackrent (c 1880) 20 No less

than three ladies in our county talked of for his second wife.

1841 MACAULAY Warren Hastings Ess. (1853) III. 174
Matter for no less than twenty Articles of impeachment.
b. In reference to comparison or degree.

1561 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 8 Thay ar na
les than the vtheris degenerat ignorantis, 1578 TIMME
Calvin on Gen. 87 She accounted him no less than a
domesticall beast. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 230 The
Pilot directed their journey by the Compasse. .no lesse then
if it had beene at Sea. 1667 MILTON P. L. vni. 248 Pleas d
with thy words no less then thou with mine. 1711 ADDISON
Spect. No. 55 T 4 The Aim of each of them was no less than

NOLI ME TANGERE.
Universal Monarchy. 1767 FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Worn. I.
Pref. 7 Dictated by friendship no less than by conviction.
1822 SHELLEY tr. Calderon s Mag. Prodig. i. 250. I am Held
no less than yourselves to know the limits Of honour and of
infamy. 1882 FARBAR Early Chr. II. 236 In the Books of
i-sdras, Enoch and Baruch, no less than in St. John there
are for us some necessary difficulties.

3. Directly preceding the word qualified (usually
with than following) : a. With verbs.
1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse n Plato (whiche

otherwyse is a grave Philosopher) did no lesse erre then the
other, imagining [etc.]. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 392
Clerke-like experienc d, which no lesse adornes Our Gentry,
then our Parents Noble Names. 1667 MILTON P. L. n.
848 Death Grinnd horrible a gastly smile.. ,Xo less reioyc d
His mother bad.

b. With adjectives.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 200 b, Auouchyng hymself to

bee no lesse beholdyng to the said Aristotle then to his
father. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Kicholay s Voy. I. xv, A
history no lesse lamentable then full of dispayre. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. in. i. 136 Whose absence is no lesse mateiiall
to me, Then is his fathers. 1652 MILTON Sana. xvi. To
Cromwell, Peace hath her victories No less reno%vnd then
warr. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 128 7 ^ The same female
Levity is no less fatal to them after Mariage than before.
1766 GOLDS.M. Vic. W. v, My little ones were no less busy
1861 PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 47 The export trade of the
Steelyard was no less extensive than its import. 1892 X.
SMYTH Chr. Eth. i. iii. 158 A moral order no less infrustrable,
and as universal in its dominion.

C. With substantives.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 33 p i The Father received his
Intelligence with no less Joy than Surprize. 1874 GLAD
STONE Glean. (1879) II. 235 He spoke no less a number of
them than twenty-three. 1882 Nature XXVI. 147/2 The no
less fertility of ingeniously-devised experiment.

II Noli me tangere (ncm-lai mi tce-nd^er/).
Also 6 noly. [L., touch me not

, occurring in
the Vu]gate,_/0/* xx. 17 : cf. sense 5.]
1. Path. An eroding ulceration attacking the

face : in later use = LUPUS.
1398 TREVISA Earth. DC- P. R. vn. lix. (Bodl. MS.), Noli

me tangere is a cankery posteme in be face and freteb. . l.isse
panneober. 1527 ANDREW Briinswyke s Distyll. Waters
B hj, The same water heleth that evyll soore named nolyme tangere. 1577 FKAMPTON Jotfu(Kews 42 b, An vlcer

(
..comming of a Nolimc tangere, which began to take roote

i

alredy
at the gristles of the Nose. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II.

200 The very ill-fauoured Polype and Noli-me-tangere in
the nosthrils, the juice of this root doth cvre and heale
wonderfully. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. q- Mill. 257 The
dried skinne.. helps the paine of a hot cause; and any im-
postume or noli me tangere. 1674 JOSSELYN I ~oy. iVc-.u Eng.
184 Head-aches are frequent, Palsies, Dropsies, Worms,
Noli-me-tangeres. 1707 Curios, in Hiisb. f, Card. 144 A

! Spoonful of it., cures the Noli me tangere, all Shankers
1762 R. GUY Pract. Obs. Cancers 114 Lydia Goldsbury
came with an obstinate Noli me tangere on the Nose. 1834
Cycl. Pract. tied. III. 169/1 The terms lupus and noli me
tangere are synonymous in British medicine, and have

; always signified the same thing since they have been used
in any definite sense.

|
fig. 1650 K.Discolliminium 6 Some of his arguments are
mortally sick of the Polypus or Nolime tangere ; I shall not
meddle with them. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 6 May ii,

She s a noli me tangere in my flesh, which I cannot bear to
be touched or tampeied with.

2. Bot. A species of balsam, growing in the
North of England, so called from the peculiarly
forcible expulsion of its ripe seeds, which occurs
when it is touched. Now only as part of the full

botanical name, Impatient Noli (me) tangere.
1563 T. GALE Atttidot. 35 b, And also, Noli me tangere

all diseases brede of fleame and colde humours it healeth
them. 1578 LYTE Dodoens I. 76 There is yet an other heibe
founde called Noli me tangere, the whiche also is reduced
and brought vnder the kindes of Mercury. 1704 Collect.
Voy. ff Trav. III. 824/2 There grows another Tree in
Ceylon like our Noli me tangere. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece
II. iii. 362 You may now sow, in Natural Ground, the wild
spirting Cucumber, and the Noli me tangere.
3. A person or thing that must not be touched

or interfered with.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 18 He was wont to

say of them, that they were of the Tribe of Dan, and
were noli me tangerc s ; implying, that they were not to be
contested with. 1654 WHITLOCK Zoolomia 166 Sure Learn
ing was no such Noli me tangere, in the Apostles account
1692 T. WATSON Body of Div. (1858) 460 Herod could not
brook to have his incest meddled with that was a noli me
tangere. _ 1782 BURNEY Hist. Mus. II. 15 [They] rather
chuse to impoverish the melody, by making a fourth of the
Key a noli me tangere, than admit this innovation. 1828
LYTTON Pelliam iii, Mr. Wormwood, the noli-me-tangere
of literary lions an author who sowed his conversation.,
with . . thorns.

4. A warning or prohibition against meddling
or interference, etc.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 24 The Porcupine
. -stands upon his guard and proclaimes a Noli me tangere,
to man and beast. 1641 MAISTERTON Serin. 18 The forbidden
fruit, upon which God hath set a Noli me tangere. 1792
CHARLOTTE SMITH Desmond II. 129 Every attempt at re
dress is silenced by the noli-me-tangere, which our consti
tution has been made to say. 1806 J. BERESFORS Miseries
Hum. Li/e x. xxi. (ed. 5) I. 219 Every dish, as it is brought
in, carrying a noli me tangere on the face of it. 1817
BYRON Let. 15 Nov. in Moore Lett, f, Jrnls. (1875) 605,
I used to think that / was a good deal ofan author in amour
propre and noli me tangere.
5. A painting representing the appearance of

Christ to the Magdalen at the sepulchre.
1680 EVELYN Diary ? Sept., The Noli me tangere ofour

litisitd Saviour toMary Alagdaltn after his Reftirrtctim,



NOLITION.

of Hans Holbein. 1722 RICHARDSON Statues Italy 173 i

Nolime tangere. . isa Magnificent Picture. 1800 DALLAWAY
Anecd. Arts Eng. 481 The noli me tangere at All Souls

College was painted by Raffaelle. 1859 HAWTHORNE
Marb. Faun xxxvii, Half of the other pictures are Mag-
dalens, . . Noli-me-tangeres.

6. altrib., as noli me tangereface, manner, etc.

1822 DE QUINCEY Confess. 28 A sort of noli me tangere

manner, nervously apprehensive of too familiar approach.

1842 C. WHITEHEAD R. Savage (1845) H- iv- 221 A sort f

noli me tangere sensitiveness. 1877 READE IVom. Hatcrx,
,

A trick of putting on noli me tangere faces among
strangers.

Hence Koli-me-tangereta rian, nonce-word.

1846 LANDOR Exam. Skaks. Wks. 1853 II. 294/1 If a

dean is not on his stilts, ..he stands on his own ground : he

is a noli-me-tangeretarian.

t Noli tion. Obs. [f.
L. nolo, nolle, to be un

willing: cf. VOLITION.] Unwillingness; absence

of willing.
1653 f. TAYLOR Scnu. for ]\-ar I. v. 65 So long as the

prayer is fervent, so lon.^ the man hath a nolition, and a

direct enmity against the lust. 1678 GAI.I: Crt. Gent. iv. lit.

18 Molina. .tells us that these signs of the Divine wil sig-

nine properlyand formally some nolition or volition in God.

1683 J. CORBET Free Actions i. vi. 5 Between Volition and
Xolilion there is a middle thin:;, vi/. Non-volition.

Noll (nJ&quot;l).
Now dial. Forms : a. i huoll,

4-6 nolle, 4-9 noil, 4, 6-7 nol, 6 nole. /3. 6

noule, 6-7, 9 nowle, 9 dial, nowl, noul. [OE.
hnoll = MDu. nolle, OHG. hnol (MHG. not)

j

top, summit, crown of the head.]
1. The top or crown of the head

;
the head !

generally ;
the noddle.

In later use freq. with the epithet drunken.
i. c 825 I t sfi. Ps. vii. 17 In hnolle his unrehtwisnis his

a^tigeo . c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. 11.452 Se deofol. .sloh lob

mid ba^i e wyrstan wunde, fram his hnolle..o&amp;lt;S his ila*.

c 1380 U YCLII-- St-l. IVks. III. 92 Mowe bou not be helid fro

be sole of be foot unto be nolle, c 1400 Turnamcnt of
Tottenham 60 Thay set on thcr nollys For to kepe ther

pollys, Gode blake bollys. n 1529 SKELTON Col. Cloute 1244
That no man shulde se Xor rede in any scrolles Of theyr
dronken nolles. 1559 Mirr. .Mag. (1563) M iv, The bastard

law broode, which can mollylie All kynd of causes in theyr

crafty nolles. 1577 HARRISON England u. vi. (1877) I. i6t

He carrieth off a drte dronken noil to bed with him. 1600

HOLLAND Li-y xxxm. xlviii. 851 When. .they awoke and
roused themselues, with their drunken and drousie nols.

1626 BRETON Fantasticks Wks. (Grosart) II. 14/2 The

nappy Ale makes many a drunken Noll.

;1 1567 DR\NT Horace, Ep. B ij, All the pothigaries stuffe

can scarcely purge his nowle. 1596 SPENSER / . Q. VI I. vii.

39 Then came October full of merry glee ; For Net his noule

was totty of the must. 1653 MiDDLETON & ROWLEY
S/&amp;gt;.

Gipsy in. i, Peter-see-me shall wash thy noul And malaga
glasses fax thee. 1657 TKAPP Comm. Ps. vn. vi. Priests with

their drunken Nowls said Mattens. 1823- in dial, glossaries

(Suff., Wore , Som., CornwJ.

t b. transf. A (dull, drunken, etc.) person.
Obs.

1399 L \S-GL. Rii/i. Raichs I. 20 Though bis be derklich

endited ffor a dull nolle, Miche nede is it not to mwse
ber-on. 1566 DRANT Hoi-ace, Sat. i. in, B iv b, We call him

goose, and disarde doulte, and fowlye fatted nowle. 1598
BARRET Theor. ll arres I. ii. 9 Drunken nowls are apt. .in

their drunken pangs to haue their throates cut. 1600

HOLLAND Livy ix. xxx. 335 Neither perceived they ought,
senselesse druncken nols they.

t 2. The nape of the neck ;
the back of the head.

1382 WYCLIF Acts xv. 10 What tempten }e God, for to putte
a jok on the nol, or necke, of disciphs? 1398 TREVISA
Earth, v. xxv. (Bodl. MS.), If be heeti be temperatlich

greete, and be nolle of be nekke somedele greet, a 1400-50
Alexander 807 pe noil of Nicollas be kyng he fra be nebb

partis, c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health H 4 Aplye it to the nape :

ofy necke beneth the nol. 1398 HAYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo i.
[

30 The hinder parte vnder the crowne, some do call.. the

nape or nolle. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 21 The veynes
of the forehead, the nowle or hacke part of the head. 1-1720

W. GIBSON Farriers Guide i. iv. (1738) 35 It is . .about two
j

inches within the Head before it passes out at the Noll.

t3. transf. The extreme point. Obs. rare .

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II.
p
For bis lond lieb vnder

be norb nolle [L. vertex} of be world.

4. Comb., as f Noll-bone, the occiput. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 581 The knub of the nowle-

bone inarticulated or ioyned to the first rack-bone of the

necke. 1683 SNAPE Anat. Horse iv. xiii. (1686) 167 The
Muscles ascend upward as far as to the Occiput or Noll- I

bone, c 1720 GIBSON Farrier s Guide (1722) 62 All which

[nerves] uniting together are inserted into the Noll-bone.

Hence f Nolled a., having a noil (or peak) of a

certain kind. Obs. rare.

1388 \VYCLIF Ecclus. xvi. n If oon hadde be hard nollid,

wondur if he hadde be giltles. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.
1

R. xvul. Ixxviii. (Bodl. MS.), Onocentaurus. .is a beste..

stronge nekked and nolled as a boole. 1602 MARSTON -znd

Pt. Ant. If Mel. iv. i, A mount of mischief. . As weighty as

the high-noll d Apennine.
t Noll, obs. variant of KNOLL v.

1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 170 Noll, or to noil a bell.

Nollah-nollah, variant of NULLAH NULLAH.

Nolle, v. U. S. Abbrev. of NOLLE rKOs(s).
1896 Watertown Republican 18 Nov., The criminal libel

suit pending against w. T. Rambusch was nolled.

II Nolle prosequi (njrU prjrsekwai). Law.
Also 7-8 noli, 9 nolo. [L., to be unwilling to

pursue .] An entry made upon the record of a

court, when the plaintiff or prosecutor abandons

part, or all, of his suit or prosecution against a

defendant or defendants.
1681 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) I. 70 A privy seal, com

manding Mr. atturney generall to enter a nolle prosequi to

182

the said indictment. lyooCoscREVE Way of Worldm. viii,

My lady came in like a noli prosefjni, and stopped the pro

ceedings. 1712 ARBVTHNOT John Bull I. xi, (Fees for]

Entries, Declarations, Replications, Recordats, Nolle

Proseqiiis. 1809 JEFFERSON U &amp;gt;/r. (1830) I. 130 Mr. Hunt-

ington..had determined to enter nolle-proseqiiis. 1811

Ilift, in ^ nn. Reg. 28/2 The case of a 0A&amp;gt; prostqui having
been granted on a prosecution for libel. 1842 BRANDE Diet.

Sci., etc. s.v., On the defendant s demurring to one count

proseijni or stay of proceedings may be entered by the

attorney-general.
Hence Nolle-pros(s), v. trans., to abandon (a

suit or indictment) by a nolle prosequi . U. S.

1883 A . York : en. Past 13 May, All of the indictments

were nolle-prossed late last evening.

Noll-kholl. rare. Also nol-kole, knolkhol.

[ad. Du. knolkcol or G. knollenkohl: see KNOLL
sb.1 4 and note.] The turnip-cabbage ;

kohl-rabi.

1812 SIR J. SINCLAIR Syst. Hnsb. Scot. 261 A new plant
of the turnip s_-rl has lieen lately introduced into Scotland,
called noll-kholl. 1886 YLLI: & HURNELL Hobson-Jobson

830/2 Xol-kol&amp;gt;: . .is the usual Anglo-Indian name of a veget
able a ::ood deal grown in India.

t Nolp, sb. OI S. rare. [Of obscure origin :

see next.] A blow or stroke.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 6753 Was non so bold ..Forto. .negh

hym with noy, for nolpis of his hond. Ibid. 14037 Eneas
also auntrid to sle. .Neron the noble with a nolpe alse.

t ITolp, v. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.
Both sb. and vb. correspond in meaning to mod. north.

dial. naup, noup, nope, but the variation of vowel in these

forms normally indicates a Scand. *naitp sb., *naitpa v.,

which in the Dcstr. Troy would appear as *nnv}J&amp;gt;e.]

a. trans. To strike down. b. iiitr. To give
a blow to, to keep on giving blows.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1257 Castor the king conceyuit..That
Nestor with noy was nolpit to ground. Ibid. 7475 Xep-
tolemns, the noble, nolpit to Archilagon. Ibid. 13889 He
nolpit on with his Neue in the necke hole.

licit (noult, n^lt). Sc. Also 6 noult. [Origin

ally only a graphic variant of NOWT, by false

analogy with bowt BOLT, cowl COLT, etc., but

latterly accepted as a distinct word.]
1. Neat, cattle

;
oxen or cows.

&amp;lt; 1470 HKNRV H\iUa&amp;lt;cx. 551 OfTnolt and scheipthai tuk

;it sumcien^. 1500-20 DCNTJAR Pot ms x.xii. 73 Twa curis or

tlire lies vpolandis Michell,. .Thocht he fra nolt had new
tane leif. 1335 STFAVART Cron. Scot. III. 218 Baith scheip
and nolt, gait and all vther gair. a 1585 POLWART Flyting
re. Montgomcrie 182 On ruites and runches in the fielcle,

With nolt thou nurishde was a 5eir. 1609 SKENE_ Reg. Maj.
155 Na maner of gudes, horse, meiris, nolt, sheip, or vther

cattell. a 1670 SPALDING Tronb. Chas. I (Bann. Club) 25
Ther came cloun certain hielanders .. and took away three

score nolt. 1716 WodrmuCorr. (1843) II. 135 Nor did they

spare the very nolt that were for plowing the ground. 1822

W. J. NAPIKH 1 ract. Start-farming 254 Turning out a

parcel of half-starved nolt upon the hill. 1865 CutLYLK
Fredk. Gt. V. xnl. v. 67 Who dares me. .insult, Him will I

serve like this fat head of nolt. 1895 CROCKETT Men of
.Moss-Hags 356 A good stock both of nolt and sheep.

2. attrib., as noil -beast, -byre, -fold, -foot, etc.

1513 DOUGLAS sEncis XI. xv. 100 Quhen that hehes..

weryit the nolt herd on the plane, la 1550 Freiris Bcrmik
260 in Duttbtir s Pcems (1893) 294 Ane sowsit nolt fute, and

scheipheid. 1581 BURNE Disput. in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.)

138 Yevill that thair be na difTerence betuix your kirkis,

and als monie noult faldis. 1595 DUNCAN App. Etym.
(E. D. S.) 67 Buttle, a nolle byer : bourn staliulnm. 1681

Min. Baron Crt. Stitchill (1905) 89 Taking out of some
nolt beasts out of.. his stabls. 1739 A. NICOL Nature mith-

out Art 85 That Station now had been much better Than
Nolt-herd or a Shepherd either. 1817 HOGG Tales % Sk.

VI. 194 [That loading] was of nolt-hides ; that is, of cow
hides, oxen-hides, bull-hides and all sorts of hides.

Nolt, wilt not : see NILL v.

Nolt(e, know not : see NOT v.

I; Norn (non). [F. nom a name.] Used in ex

pressions denoting a pseudonym, a false or as

sumed name
; esp.

a. Nom de guerre (non d? gr), lit. war-name ,

a name assumed by, or assigned to, a person en

gaged in some action or enterprise.

1679 DRYDEN Limberham \. i, Mr. Woodall, you Rogue !

that s my nom de guerre. You know I have laid by Aldo.

1709 MRS. MANI.EY Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 318 When they
went upon private Adventures, to prevent Discovery, each
had her Koine ft Guerre. 1750 GRAY Lotif Story 35 Melissa

is her Nom-de-Guerre. 1820 W. IRVING in Life r Lett.

(1864) II. 369, I have adopted a nom de guerre, as allowing
me a freer scope. 1883 Harper s Mag. July 236/2 Fox. .

being designated Reynardo, and other, .characters intro

duced by. .noms de guerre.
b. Nom de plume (non d? pltfm), lit. pen-

name , a name assumed by a writer.

1823 DE QUINCEY The Incognito Wks. 1859 XI. i A
living author.., not known at all under that name, but

under the noin-de-plitiiie of Friederich Laun. 1876 THE-
VELVAN Macavlay (1883) II. 293 note, Sylvanus Urban was

the nom de plume adopted by the editor of the Gentleman s

Magazine. 1886 RUSKIN Pr&terita I. 413 The nom-de-

plume I chose, According to Nature .

[Noma (n&amp;lt;J&quot;
ma). Path. [L. noma (name),

a. Or. foftrj, f. rop-, vi/tav to feed.] A gan

grenous ulceration of the throat, occurring mainly
in young children.

1834 CARSWELL in Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 138/2 There is

one other form ofsphacelus from general debility, .which has

received the names of norna; ihcilo&amp;lt;ace (etc.). 1861 N.

NOMADIC.

Syd. Sec. Year-bk. for 1860, 224 Dissertation on Noma.
1876 BRISTOWE Th.

&amp;gt;t

Pract. Med. (1878) 632 More pain
and discomfort than are usually associated with noma.

Nomad (,np msed, n&amp;lt;? maed), sb. and a. [ad.
L. A omad-, Nomas, a. Or. vopaS-, vojias, i. von-,

vijitiv to pasture. Cf. NOMADLS.]
1. A person belonging to a race or tribe which
moves irom place to place to find pasture ; hence,
one who lives a roaming or wandering life.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay viii. (1592) 99 The life of the

people called the Nomads or Grazyers. c 1618 MORYSON
Itin. iv. n. v. 198 The people build no houses but like

Nomads living in Cabins remoue from one place to an

other. 1843 CARLYLE fast f, Pr. n. (1858) 286 Wise men
pestered with nomads. 1856 KASE Ant. Ejcpl. I. xxviii.

372 We are absolutely nomads, so far as there can be any.,

pastoral life in this region. 1873 HAMERTON Intcll. Life
xn. i. 430 The civilized English nomad is usually, .a person
of independent means.

2. attrib. or adj. a. Living as a nomad ; lead

ing a roaming or wandering life
;
nomadic.

1798 Brit. Critic Feb. 223 These last and most authentic

observations on this Nomad tribe. 1853 NEWMAN Hist.

Sic. (1873) II. i. ii. 54 This horde of Turks, the Chozars,
was nomad and pagan. 1862 JOHNS Brit. Birds 11874) 2 35

The breeding season over, they become nomad in their

habits.

b. Belonging to, characteristic of, nomads.

1835 LYITON Kienzi ix. vi, As of old, from the Nomad
tents was built up the stately Babylon. 1850 W. IRVING

Mahomet II. 476 They readily amalgamated with the

Arabs, having the same nomad habits. 1873 FARRAR Fam.

Speech iv. 117 In every stage of nomad unprogressiveness.

C. Comb., as nomad-pastoral.
1880 Fortn. Rei . Feb. 303 The nomad-pastoral age.

Nomacle (ivnv d, uon-mt&quot;d),
sb. and a. [var.

of prec. ;
in later use prob. after F. nomade^\

1 1. A nomadic band. Obs. rare 1

.

c 1630 G. SANDYS Ps. Ixxxiii. (1636) 136 Idumjeans, who in

Nomades stray, And shaggy Ismaelites, that live by prey.

2. = NoMAD I.

775 JOHNSON ll csl. Isl. Wks. X. 357 He differed from

some of the ancient nomades. 1798W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. VI. 554 I he future ruler of men now the hireling of a

nomade. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies i, The Pawnees,
the Comanches, and other fierce .. tribes, the nomades of

the prairies. 1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE Merck, fi Friar \.

(1844) 21 The Arab yielded to a fiercer nomade. 1880 L.

OLIPHANT Laud of Gilead ii. 26 A long caravan of mules

laden with tents and baggage, to tempt the needy nomade.

3. atlrib. or adj. a. = NOMAD 2 a.

1817 G. S. FABER Eight Diss. (1845) II. 237 A warlike

nomade horde of herdsmen and shepherds. 1851 D. WILSON
Preh. Ann. I. u. i. (1863) 300 The wanderings of his nomade
fathers. 1872 HARDWICK Trad. Lane. 209 This outcast

nomade race which wandered from forest to forest.

b. = NoMAU 2 b.

1819 G. S. FABER Dispens. (1823) I. 108 Cain.. being
doomed to a nomade state of life. 1862 MERIVALE Rom.

Emp. Ixv. (1865) VIII. 160 To close the sources of the

perennial stream of nomade savagery. 1865 W. G. PAL-

GRAVE Arabia 1. 31 The advantages of nomade license and

the insolent law lessness of the clans.

Nomades i^np-mad/z), sb. pi. Now rare. [a.

L. Nomades, ad. Gr. No/jaS*;, pi. of vo\t.os : see

NUMAD.] a. The nomad tribes or peoples men
tioned by ancient writers, b. Such tribes as

move about from place to place.
In later use it is somewhat uncertain whether this form, or

the pi. of prec., is intended.

555 w - WATREMAN Fardle FacionsG viij, The Arabiens

named Nomades occupie much Chamelles, bothe in warre,

and burden. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man Pref. 1 1 The Scyth

ians, named Nomades, are very corpulent, and fleshy. 1592
MORYSON Let. in Itiii. (1617) i. 25 Methinksl am one of the

Nomades, every day changing my dwelling. 1609 HOLLAND
A mm. Mat-cell. 402 They keepe a great way asunder, and

wander like unto the Nomades. 1649 G. DA NIEL Trinarch.,

Rich. 11, ccxcix, Like the Race Of Nomades, wee shift

from place to place. lM2 J. DAVIES tr. Olearins Voy. 67

Though the Samojedes have indeed no Cities, yet are they
not Nomades. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. i. 10 The Sabzean

Arabs, like all other Nomades or Scenites, . .ranging about

with Tents, Families and Droves. 1764 HAR.VER Obseiv.

xvi. 16. 422 The ancient Nomades, or the present Arabs.

Noma-dian. rare-&quot;, [f.
NOMAD + -IAN.] A

nomad. (\Vorcester, 1860, citing JV. Brit. Kev.}

Nomadic (nflmardik), a. [ad. Gk. no/iaSi/cos,

f. vopaS- NOMAD : see -ic.]

1. Characterized by, or leading, a wandering life.

1818 TODD, Nomadick, ..having no fixed abode [etc.].

1850 W. IRVING Mahomet II. 476 Persians and Copts, and

nomadic Africans. 1859 MARCY Prairie Trail, vi. 218 The

mode of life of the nomadic tribes. 1882 PITMAN Mission

Life Gr. ft Palest. 298 A large, .nomadic population.

die hearers.

b. Of birds or beasts.

1876 E. WHITE Life in Christ i. v. 45 Vast battalions of

nomadic birds. 1877 J. A. ALLEN A mer. Bhon 465 The

buffalo is quite nomadic in its habits.

2. Peculiar to, distinctive of, a wandering people

or manner of life.

1825 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 326 Their brethren,

.. who still sojourned in the nomadic state. 1835 SIR J.

Ross Narr. -2nd Voy. xl. 530 Our march had a very nomadic

..appearance. 1856 STANLEY Sinai r Pal. 125 The

patriarchs could here gradually exchange the nomadic life

for the pastoral. 1872 BAKER Kile Trib. vi, In their nomadic

habits they retain the.. formalities of the distant past.



NOMADICAL.

3. Path. (See quot.)
1842 DUNGLISON Mcd. Lex. s.v. Kanad, The word Noma

dic has been applied to spreading ulcer.

So Noma-dical a.
; Noma dically adv.

*7.99 Ckron. in Ann. Reg. 421 A numerous nomadical
nation, who derived their subsistance from their flocks of

sheep. 1862 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, ft Art 124
When Europe was thinly and nomadically peopled, and
tribes migrated in mass.

Nomadism (n^-madiz m). [f. NOMAD. J The
practice, fact, or state of living a wandering life.

1841 EMERSON Ess., History, In the early history of Asia
and Africa, Nomadism and Agriculture are the two anta
gonist facts. 1834 LATHAM &quot;Native Races Rnss. Emp.
74 As the former displaces the latter, agriculture en
croaches on nomadism. 1872 C. KING Sierra. Nevada xi.

242, I have felt all the pathos of nomadism, from the

Aryan migration down.
trans/. 1841 EMERSON Ess., History, This intellectual

nomadism, in its excess, bankrupts the mind.

Womadizatioil (npmadaiz^ -Jsn). rare.
[f.

as next + -ATION.] The establishment of nomadic
conditions

;
the abolition of a settled mode of life.

1897 W. M. RAIISAY in Contemf. Ren. Aug. 235 The
Turks triumphed by bringing about the nomadisation of
Asia Minor.

Nomadize (n^-madaiz), v.
[f. NOMAD + -IZE.]

intr. To live, or roam about, as nomads.
!795\V.Took-E View Russian Emp. II. 100 The Tunguses

..nomadize about the coasts of the Eastern-ocean. 1842
PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 203 They have occupied . . or
rather nomadised over contiguous regions from immemorial
times. 1873 BURNABY Ride Khiva xvi. 150 The tribes which
nomadised on the Sam.

No man. Forms : a. i nfin man (2 nan-,
namman), 2 non man (1-3 mon), 4-5 none man.
/3. 2 namon, 2-4 ua mou ; 4-5 uaman (5 Sc.

-mane), 4, 6 Sc. na man, 8-9 Sc. nae man. 7.

3-5 nomou, no mon ; 3-6 noman (5 -manne),
3- no man. [f. none, No a. + MAN sb. In early
use both words have their ordinary inflections.]
1. No one, nobody.
a. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xi. i Hie nsefre to nanum

men ne becuma&amp;gt;. Ibid, xin, Hi nan mon fullice habban
ne maej, ne hie nanne mon gewelejian ne majon. 971
Blickl. Horn. 43 Ne for feo, ne for nanes mannes lufon.
fi 1000 Affs. Gosp. Luke x. 22 Nan man \Hatton namman]
nat hwylc is se sunu buton se faeder. a 1067 in Kemble
Cod. Difl. IV. 228 Ic nelle nanum men JeSafian 3aet him
eni Sara }?inga ofnime 5e ic him geunnen haebbe. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 217 5if non man ne boht of Code, non ne spece
of him. c izoo OKMIN 16164 Swa batt nan mann ne burrfte
orThimm, Ne nimenn gom, ne rekkenn. a 1225 Ancr. R. 68
Ut of chirche burle ne holde }e none tale mid none monne.

13 IS SHOREHAM in. 103 Coueyte none mannes wyf. 1482
Monk ofEveskam (Arb.) 15 That none man shuld dowte or

mystruste of anothir life and world.

ft. a 1200 Moral Ode 22 in O. E. Ham. I. 161 Ne lipnie na
mon to muchel to childe ne to wiue. c 1205 LAY. 7000 Ne
cu5e na mon swa muchel of song, a 1300 Cursor M. 12381
Forth in pes he bad bamga, Tonoi naman ne naman bairn.
c J375 Sc- Leg- Saints xxxviii. {Adrian) 204 Tel me. .quhy
bu fled, seand na payne, na namane fichtand be agane.
1483 Cath. Angl. 248/2 Naman; nemo, nnllus. 1508
DUNBAR Flyting 129 Commirwald crawdoun,na man comp-
tis the ane kerse. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 20 Vnto
na man was he odious. 1728 RAMSAY Monk fy Miller s Wife
65 I ll unbar my door to nae man. 1791 BURNS Tarn v
Shunter 6j Nae man can tether time or tide. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, v, There was nae man pinned down to. sic a
slavish wark as a saddler s.

y. cizoo Moral Ode 119 (Trin. Coll. MS.), Drihte ne
demeS rioman after his biginninge. a 1250 Owl tf Night.
1539 Nis nomon bat ne may ibrynge his wif amys myd
suche binge, c 1275 LAY. 13259 Nas bar neuere no man pat
don bar mihte cristendom. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks.
I. 4 pere nys no man but ^if he longe sum weie after blise.

1426 LYDG. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 135 Ageins which

be voyde & noman be dwellinge therein. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane s Comm. 60 b, No man ought to be judge in his

pwne cause. 1606 G. W[OODCOCK] Hist. Ivstine xxiii. 85
The country became so dangerous, that no man durst
hardly stir abroad. 1642 EATON Honey-c. Free Justif. ii,t)No man almost receiveth his testimonie. 1781 COWPER
Convers. 62 Well known, or such as no man ever knew.
1864 TENNYSON Enoch Arden 851 His head is low, and no
man cares for him.

2. No man s land: a. A piece of waste, or un
owned, land

; in early use as the name of a plot of

ground, lying outside the north wall of London,
and used as a place of execution.

1320 Ann. Paul, in Citron. Eii-M. I $ II (Rolls) I. 291
QuEedam domina nomine Juliana .. fuit combusta apud
Nonesmanneslond extra Londonius. 1326 Ibid. 321 Qui-dam Arnoldus..acommunitate ductus fuit.. extra civitatem
apud Nonesmanneslonde, et ibi decapitatus fuit.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 563 This was a kind of
Border, that might be called no Man s Land. 1881 T. HUGHES
Rugby, Tennessee 50 A small lot of noman s land in the
woods. 1890 DILKE Prob. Gt. Brit. I. 5! 7 The country is
not a no-man s land.

fig- 892 Month July 445 The objectionable no-man s-
land of Haeckel is likely.. to remain for some time.

b. Naitt. (See quot.)
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), No Man s Land, a

space between the after-part of the belfrey and the fore-part
of a ship s boat, when the said boat is stowed upon the
booms. ..The space called No man s land is used tocontain
any blocks, ropes, tackles, &c. which may be necessary on
the forecastle.
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Nomancy. rare. [ad. F. nomancie, aphetic
f. onomanciel\ = ONOMANCY.
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. [app. from the Diet, de Trevon.v].

1866 RKUDING Past Celcbr. II. 160 Have you studied

astrology, Nomency,. .and the long list of et ceteras once
considered as attaching to the study of medicine ?

Nomarch (n^-maak). Also 7 -ar(c)k. [ad.
Gr. vopdpXT}? or vopapxos, f. ro/^oj NOME sb.% +

apxfw to rule : cf. monarch, etc.]

T~l. A local ruler or governor. Obs. rare~.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.y Nowark, he that hath the pre-

heminence in the ministration of Laws, as a Major or other
like Officer. 1678 PHILLIPS, Nomarch, the chief Adminis
trator of the Laws in any particular City or Province.

2. The governor of an ancient Egyptian nome.
i846GnoiE Greece i. xx. (1862) II. 490 The Nomarch or

chief of each Nome. 1875 BIKCH Rede Led. (1876) 34 The
nomarchs divided the country amongst themselves, like
feudal barons. 1895 SAVCF, Egypt of Helrs-ivs 137 Before

leaving Egypt Alexander appointed the nomarchs who were
to govern it.

3. The governor of a modern Greek nomarchy.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI, 85/2 The nomarchs are assisted in

the administration of the province by a council. 1884
Alacm. Afag. Oct. 431/2 The nomarch of the Cyclades, who
superintends the course of justice in the eight Eparchies
into which the islands are divided.

l
(nrmaiki). [ad. Gr. vopapxi J. :

see prec. and cf. monarchy.]
I 1. (See quot.) Obs. rare~ n

.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Nomarchie, a jurisdiction or

Mayoralty, a Law, a County or Shire, a Territory about
some City.
2. One of the provinces into which modern
Greece is divided.

lX6$Chamber$ s Cycl. V. Si By the arrangements of 1852,
modern Greece is divided into ten provinces or nomarchies.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 85/2 For purposes of local govern
ment Greece is divided intn 13 nomarchies, under officers

called nomarchs.

No marchy-. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. vopos law.]
The legal class in a state.

^1843 SOUTHEY Doctor ccxli. (1848) 661 The chiefs of the

Hierarchy, the latrarchy, the Nomarchy and the Hop-
larchy, . .were, like our Bishops, Peers of the realm by virtue
of their station.

Nomber, -bre, obs. ff. NUMBER. Nomble,
obs. f. NUMBLE. Nombrary, var. of NUMBRARY.

II No ttlbril. Her. [F. nombril the navel.]
That point on an escutcheon which lies midway
between the true centre (or Fesse Point) and the
Base Point. Sometimes vaguely alluded to as

the centre of the escutcheon. Also attrib.

1562 LEGH Armory (1597) 25 The letter H. is termed the
Fesse point. The letter I. is called the Nombril. For it is

euen opposite to the nauel. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry \. vii.

30 The Npmbrill is next vnderneath the Fesse Point,
answering in a like distance from the Fesse Point. 1661
MORGAN Sph. Gentry in. vi. 57 All meeting or centring
about a round plate of the same in the Nombril of the Shield.

1727 BAILEY (vol. II.) s.v.
t
The first of those [parts] is

the Nombril) and the lowest the Base. 1797 Encycl, Brit,
(ed. 3) VIII. 441/2, E the fess point. F the nombril point.
1868 CUSSAN S Her. \\. 44 In English Heraldry, mention is

seldom made of the Honour and Nombril points.

Nombry, obs. f. NUMBER v. iNombur, -byr,
obs. ff. NUMBER sl&amp;gt;. Wome, obs. f. NAME sb. and

v., NUMB a. ; obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of NIM v.

t Nome, shl Obs. rare. [Related to NIM ^.]
a. The act of seizing, b. A captive, a prisoner.
c 1220 Bestiary 800 In water 5e is wis of heuekes come, &

we in boke wi8 denies nome, c 1250 Gen. i$-
Ex. 2268 Wei

fa^en he was of here come, for he was numen 3or to nome.

Nome (ml im), sb.- [ad. Gr. ^o/^dy, f. v^fiv to

divide.] One of the thirty-six territorial divisions

of Ancient Egypt.
#1727 NEUTON Chronol, Amended (1728) 22 Sesac.. dis

tributes Egypt into xxxvi Nomes, and in every Nome
erects a Temple. 1773 MoNBODDO Lang. in. xiii. (1774) I.

638 They were so particular as to name the nome or
district in Egypt. 18^0 MILMAN Hist. Christianity II,

435 Seven hundred virgins of Alexandria, and of the
Mareotic nome. 1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 234 The
division of the whole country into nomes was maintained ;

and most of the old nomes were kept. 1895 SAVCE Egypt
ofHebrews 188 The Egypt which lay north of the Theban
nome and Lake Mceris.

Nome (npum), sb.Z [ad. Gr. vc^os, f. vfptiv to

divide.] An ancient Greek form of musical com
position. (Cf. quots.)
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Nome is also used for a

kind of song, or hymn, in honour of the gods, said to have
been invented by Terpander. 1776 BURNEY Hist. Mm. I.

359 Hyagnis..was the inventor.. of the Nomes, or airs,
that were sung to the mother of the Gods, to Bacchus [etc.].

1789 Ibid. (ed. 2) I. ix. 152 Aristotle says that dithyrambics,
nomes, tragedies, and comedies use alike number, verse, and

harmony. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xxix. IV. 102 Olympus as
well as Klonas taught many new nomes or tunes on the
flute. 1850 MURE Lit. Greece III. 37 The term Nome
appears, .to have borne a more immediate reference to the
music or air, than the poetry or words, of a song.

Nome, sb* Math. [a. F. ndnie, the second

element in bindme, etc. : see BINOMY.] (See quots.)
1665 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men II. 458 The

limits of such equations as have but two nomes. 1704
J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Nome, in Algebra, is any
Quantity with a Sign prefixed to it, and by which tis

usually connected with some other Quantity, and then the
whole is called a Binctnial, a Trinomial, &c. 1727-38

NOMENCLATOR.
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., a+ t&amp;gt; is a binomial, whose names or
nomes are a and b.

t Nome, v. Obs. Also 5-6 nomrae. [var. of
NIM v., by assimilation to the preterite forms :

cf. MLG. nomen.] a. trans. To take. b. intr.

To go or pass (quot. c 1390).
a 1 225 Ancr. I\, 68 BereS wuroschipe [?erto, uor |?e holi

sacrament
)&amp;gt;et ?e iseoS [i .r. named] per burh. c 1315

SHOREHAM i. 1647 Two man ere .speches bej; iwon^d per two
men for to nomene. Ibid. iv. 72 And bat a-combre)? swyjje
fele J?at none kepe nome^. c 1390 Constit. Masonry 546
(Halliw.), Thajgh suche a flod a^ayne schulde come, Over
the werke hyt .schulde not nome. 1486 Bk, St. Albans
aviijb, If yowre hawke Nomme a fowle and the fowle
breke away fro hir. [1530 PALSGK. 644/2, I nomine, I lake

(Lydgate), jcprens.}

No-meaning, [f. No a. + MEANING sb.]
The absence of, or want of, meaning or purpose :

unmeaningness ;
nonsense.

1735 Pui j; I:.p, Lady 114 True No-meaning puzzles more
than Wit. 1784 Cow PICK Task IY. 74 Lat racts of declamation
thunder here

;
There forests of no meaning spread the pa^c.

1818 SCOTT Rob Roy i, Owen . .endeavoured . .to explain my
i no-meaning, and to cover my retreat, 1834 L. RITCHIF,

,
M and. by Seine 167 A little ugly, incongruous brick erec
tion .. the nature and no-meaning of which we cannot tell.

1882 MRS. OUPHANT Lit. Hist. Engl. III. 107 The quaint
I
and delightful no-meaning of some of Shakspeare s snatches

|

of spirit-song.

Nomecufle, nomekowthe, varr. NAMLX-UUTH.

Nomeliche, -ly, obs. forms of NAMLLY adv.

Nomenclate CiuTu-munkl^t), v. rare. [Uack-
;

formation from NOMENCLATURE.] trans. To assign
a name or names to

;
to call by a certain name.

1801 CATH. M. FANSHAWE Ep. to Ld. Harcourt^ Twould
try Don Quixote s patience To nomenclate this mob of

j

nations. 1868 TUCKERMAN Collector 127 The natural

j

history of the doctor has not yet been written, but the
i classes are easily nomenclated. 1881 Daily Tel. 6 June 2

. The institution nomenclated the Chelsea Hospital for

! Women.
I Nomencla;tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. nomcn-

! elation-em (rare) : cf. prec. and -ATION.] Name
or nomenclature.

1638 SIR T. HKKBERT Trait, (ed. 2) 184 Buried.. in ob
livion, or wrapt up in other nomenclations. IHd. 343, 1 may
cur.ferre the nomenclation upon some adventurous Cam-
bryan, 1651 BIGGS New Disfi. f 291 The nomenclatiun of
a disease..

Nomenclative (c^cmenk^tiv), a. [f.
as

NUMKNCLATK + -ivK.] Concerned with, or relating

to, the action of naming.
1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xiv. 299 The conception first,

then the nomenclative act. 1884 J-itld 25 Oct. 556/1 The
same poverty of nomenclative invention is a marked cha
racteristic of the times.

Nomenclator
(n&amp;lt;?u menkkit^i). Also 6 Sc.

-our. [a. L. nomentlator (also -ntlaior\ f. iwmeii
name -f caldre to call.]

fl. A student appointed as a kind of monitor or

prefect over a certain part of his class. Obs. rare.

1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Wks. (S. T. S.) 8

The nomenclatouris to haif charge to gather the lessons

writtin, euery ane in hysawyne decurio, and bring thayme
to the regent, and schaw hym quha has faltis. And tjeif

the regent find fait quhairof the nomenclator has noctit

advertysit hym, than he sal punyss baith the writar and the
nomenclator.

t 2. Used as the title of works containing col

lections or lists of words
; hence, a book of this

kind
;
a vocabulary. Obs.

1585 HIGINS (title), The Nomenclator, or Remembrancer of

Adrianusjunius, Physician. ?i6o8 HODLEY \nl\elig. .#.(1703)

79, I have sent you, by this Carrier, three several Nomen-
c/a/ors, which I have only borrowed. 1635 JACKSON Creed
vin.xxxi. 363 The full importance of this word., will not be

easily found in ordinary Lexicons or Nomenclators, 1698
PhiL Trans. XX. 355 &quot;1 isthen most natural, .to furnish him
..with a Nomenclator; containing a competent number of
Names. 1707 R. BKOWNE (title], The English Expositor
improv d, a Complete Dictionary, .. also an Index and
Nomenclator.

t b. A compiler of such a work. Obs. rare.

1609 [Br. W. BARLOW] Answ. Nameless Cath. 330 Let all

the Onomastiks, and Nomenclators, or Mathematicians, or
Schoolemen be searched, and twill not be found. 1622
FOTHERBY Atheom, Pref. 21 Any Nomenclator, or Diction-
arie maker.

3. Rom. Antiq. a. A servant or dependent
whose business it was to inform his master or

patron of the names of persons, esp. when engaged
in canvassing for office, b. A steward or usher
who assigned or indicated the places of guests
at a banquet.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 437 A certain Nomenclator or

Controller belonging to one of our prodigall and wastful

spendthrifts here at Rome. 1605 CA.MDEN Rem. 96 Do not
looke that I should as the Nomenclators in olde time
marshall every name according to his place. 1656 North s

Plutarch 639 note, This Prompter is usually call d Nomen
clator, Monitor and Factor. 1713 ADDISON Guardian
No. 107 F 2 When a great man stood for any publick office,
. .he had always one of these Nomenclators at his elbow.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. n. 77 The use of these Nomen
clators was contrary to the laws. 1781 GIBBON Decl. % F.
xxx. (1787) III. 208 The nomenclators, who are commonly
swayed by interested motives, have the address to insert in

the list of invitations, the obscure names of the most worth
less of mankind. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii iv. iii, Diomed. .had

appointed a nomenclator, or appointer of places, to each

guest. 1839 DE QUINCEY Lake Poets, W&rdsiv. Wks. 1889



NOMENCLA.TORSHIP.
II. 235 There needed no Roman nomenclator to tell me
that this lie was Wordsworth.

4. One who announces, or imparts to another,

the names of persons or guests.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. iii, Cup. Hedon thy
master is next. Mer. What, will Cupid turn nomenclator,
and cry them? 1609 SiL Worn. in. ii, Daw. My ladie

Havghty, this my lady Centavre, mistresse Dol Mavis..
Mor. What nomenclator is this ! i6a$ K. LONG tr. Bar
clay s A rgenis iv. ii. 275 Are you so forgetful of Astioristes

that you need a Nomenclator? 1641 MILTON Animadv.
Wks. 1851 III. 187 Their names are knowne to the all-

knowing power above, and .. doutlesse they wreck not

whether you or your Nomenclator know them or not. 1713
ADDISON Guardian No. 107 F2, I have with much pains ..

qualified myself for a Nomenclator to this great city. xSix

L. M. HAWKINS Ctess V Gertrude II. 49 She_ began to

speculate, with the great advantage of a most intelligent

nomenclator. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, iii,
* You forget..,

1

said her nomenclator, that the young gentleman comes
here to discharge suit and service in name of his uncle .

18*7 LYTTON Pelham xl, Let me despatch Lady Babbleton,
and I ll then devote myself to being your nomenclator.

fb. One who reckons up or recounts. Obs. rare.

1628 KARLE Microcosm. (Arb.) 53 Hee is a great Nomen
clator of Authors. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton s Def.

People viii. M.Vs Wks. 1851 VIII. 191 You are become of a

sudden a wonderful Nomenclator of our Statutes.

5. One who gives a name to, or invents a de

signation for, something : spec, one who classifies

natural objects under appropriate designations.
1644 HULWER Chiron. 124 The Nomenclators seeme to

have excluded the left hand from all actions of decencie and

importance. 1647 Cow LEY Alistr., Her Name v, Adam
(God s Nomenclator) could not frame One that enough
should signify. 1680 H. MORE Afiocal. Apoc. 337, I will

ask K. H. whether he takes himself to be a more wise and

just Nomenclator than the Holy Ghost. 1785 MAKTVN
Kintssenit s Bot. viii. (1794) 77 The science which dis

tinguishes the true botanist from the mere herbarist or

nomenclator. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. Introd. 18 Those
who collect, and the nomenclators properly socalled,do not

like these doubtful sorts, which it is too difficult to arrange
under the known genera. 1852 S. BAILEY Disc. Var. 70
Our scientific nomenclators glue long words together with

little or no abridgment. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. v. 77

Reasons which were satisfactory to the nomenclators.

fig. 1708 SWIFT Agst. Abol. Christ. Wks. 1751 IV. no
Are Envy, Pride, Avarice, and Ambition such ill Nomen
clators, that they cannot furnish Appellations for their

Owners?
Hence No mencla torship. rare 1

.

1695 J. EDWARDS Per/. Script. 184 This nomenclatorshlp
of Adam.

Nome:nclato rial, a. rare- 1
. [See -ORTAL.]

In connexion with, in relation to, nomenclature.

1885 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 149/2 Nomenclatorial

purists, objecting to the names.. as barbarous .

Nome-nclatory, a. rare~\ [Cf. prec. and

-ORY.] Pertaining to nomenclature.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. viii. 139 Every conceptual act

is so immediately followed as to seem accompanied by a

nomenclatory one.

No-mencla-.tress. rare - 1
. [f.

NOMEX-
CLATOR -H -ESS.] A female nomenclator.

1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 107 ? 3, I have a wife who is

a Nomenclatress, and will be ready, on any occasion, to

attend the Ladies.

Nomencla tural, a. [f. next + -AL.] Re-

lating to, or concerned with, nomenclature.

1803 Edin. Rev. III. 53 Having devised the most superla
tive specimen of nomenclatural absurdity. 1825 P. W.
WATSON Dendrol. Brit. Introd. 19 Nomenclatural Con- i

spectus. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci., etc. II. 633/2 |

The nomenclatural difficulties in which they are involved.

Nomenclature (nJn menkl^tiiu, n(?me nkltr- I

tiui),j. [ad.L.w#w*/3/r(Pliay): see NOMEN
CLATOR and -URE. Hence also It., Sp., and Pg.

nomenclatura, F. nomenclature.]
1. A name, appellation, designation. Now rare.

1610 Histrio-mastix \. 142 Scri. Your appellations ?

Post. Your names he meanes. The man s learn d. . . Scri.

Your nomenclature ? Post. O stately Scrivener ! That s :

where dwell ye? i66 BACON Sylva 839 To say. .that

there wanteth a term or Nomenclature for it. i666_
G.

HARVEY Morb. Angl. xi. 121 A moist Consumption receives

its nomenclature from a moist, .expectoration that attends

it. 1862 E. BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 243 Societies there

are.. which identify themselves through their very nomen
clature with misfortune and misery. 1891 Daily News 11

Nov. 3/3 A certain species of cactus. . . Its nomenclature is

Stapelia gigantea.

1 2. The act of assigning names to things. Obs~ l

1622 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. x ui. 347 The Heathen haue
reckoned this nomenclature, and imposition of names, for

one of Gods owne works.

3. A list or collection of names or particulars ;

a catalogue, a register.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarchy i. 26 He rank t in the Nomen
clature of Fooles. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 30,

I cannot now give you a nomenclature or list of the

particulars. 1683 DRYDEN Life Plutarch in P. s Lives 75
The catalogue or nomenclature of Plutarch s Lifes, drawn

up by his son. 1812 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXVI1I.

297 The nomenclature is certainly very copious, and for his

materials the author must have consulted a multitude of

books. 1846 ROBERTSON tr, Schlegefs Philos. Hist. 69 At

first, indeed, it is merely a nomenclature of celebrated

personages and events.

f b. A list or collection of words or terms, esp.

those connected with a particular language or

subject ; a glossary, a vocabulary. Obs.

1659 HOWELL Lex., To the tru Philologer, The second
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Volume is a large Nomenclature of the peculiar and proper
termes in all the fower languages belonging to severall Arts.

1672 tr. Comcnhts&quot; (title}) Visible World : or, A Picture and
Nomenclature of all the chief Things that are in the World.

1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 257 p 7 There was at the end of

the Grammar a little nomenclature, called The Christian

Man s Vocabulary . 1745 Observ. Cone. Navy 70 A Nomen
clature, Italian and English.

4. The system or set of names for things, etc.,

commonly employed by a person or community.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 211 If therefore we will stand

to the Nomenclature of the Ancients [etc.]. 1691 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. 243 There s an unimaginable difference even in

the very Nomenclature., of Earth and Heaven. i8xx /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/.

in Ann. Reg. 609 No name so sad as your s is seen In

sorrow s nomenclature. 1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago x, He
had played, to use his nomenclature, two trump cards

running. 1875 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiliz. iv. (ed. 3) 167^0
other part of the world where the nomenclature of relation

ships is so primitive.

b. The terminology of a science.

1789 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) III. 16 The new nomen
clature has. .been already proved to need numerous and im

portant reformations. 1813 BAKEWELL Geol. Pref. 9 The
pedantic nomenclature and frivolous distinctions recently
introduced into mineralogy. 1863 LVELL Antiq. Man i.

(ed. 3) 3 Some preliminary explanation of the nomenclature

adopted in the following pages will be indispensable. 1899
Allbntt s Syst. Med. VIII. 833 To whom we owe the

nomenclature and most of our knowledge of the disease.

e. The collective names given (or to be given)
to places in a district or region,
1828 Kdin. Re-,-. XLVIII. 438 The nomenclature of the

frozen regions is a task which has exercised the ingenuity of

all their explorers. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I.
y, 44, I had

no difficulty now in justifying the somewhat poetical nomen
clature which Sir John Franklin applied to this locality.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. V. xxiii. in The local nomen
clature of modern Glamorgan, with its strongly marked
British, English, and French elements.

5. (Without article.) Names or designations

forming a set or system.
1785 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot. Introd. (1794) 4 Such a

chaos of nomenclature, that the Physicians and Herbarists

no longer understood each other. 1810 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag, XXX. 345 That fund of nomenclature for

visual ideas, which is afterwards extended to the abstract

ideas. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 205 Are not

your differences mere disputes about nomenclature? 1883

igt/t Cent. May 857 Fraudulent nomenclature is one of those

fine arts in which false science is an adept.
6. (With a and//.) A particular set or system

of riames or designations.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (ed. 3) III. 134 Artificial

classification for the preparatory purpose of a nomenclature.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 191 Atheistic science babbles

poorly of it, with scientific nomenclatures, experiments and
what-not. 1872 MINTO Eng. Prose Lit. Introd. 28 We have
as yet no nomenclature or notation for describing it technic

ally. 1882 A.MACFARLANE Consang. 4 In a systematic nomen
clature, it is convenient to extend the meaning of the term.

Hence Nomenclature v., to name or designate.
Also Nornenclaturing vbl. sb.

1803 Edin. Rev. III. 109 Nomenclaturing is likewise a
new word. 1816 SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 284 That the

ticketing of a heap of oyster shells is carrying the system of

nomenclaturing a little too far. 1824 Examiner 547/2 That

part of the frame nomenclatured by little wits the under

standing. 1826 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 134 The complaint
was, by the old jockeys, nomenclatured dropping in the

joints .

Nomencla turist. [f. prec. + -IST.] One
who devises a nomenclature.

1809 Edin. Rev. XV. 140 His acquaintance with species
..can never entitle him to rank higher than as a nomen-
claturist. 1898 Rev. Brit. Pharm. 40 Chemical noinen-

claturists will be satisfied by the change of hydrobromates
and hydrochlorates to the respective ides .

Nomer, obs. form of NUMBER.
No mial. rare 1

, [f. BI-KOMIAL, etc.] a.

An algebraic expression consisting of a given
number of terms, b. A single name or term in

mathematics (Webster 1828-32).
1717 Phil. Trans. XXX. 611 All Radical Expressions of

Binomials, Trinomials, or of any other Nomial.

No lllian, a. rare
~l

. [f. Gr. vop-os law + -IAN.]

Accepting the Mosaic Law.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VIII. 797 Those who

receive that law as of divine authority, the nomian Christians,
as they might be called.

Nomic (n^ mik), a.^ [f. Gr. vopos NOME $0.3;

cf. next.] Pertaining to, having the character of,

Greek musical nomes.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Mode, The antlentshad like-

wise their modi ?nelipo?i&, of which Aristides names these :

dithyrambic, nomic and tragic. 1785)
TWINING Aristotle*s

Treat. Poetry (1812) I. 210 He, particularly, mentions the

Persians and the Cyclops as imitated in the Dithyrambic
and Nomic Poetry of Timotheus and Philoxenus. 1850
MURE Lit. Greece III. 33 A wider compass and nobler

character had been imparted to the nomic order of composi
tion, through the medium of the flute or clarionet.

Nomic (nfmik), a.* and sb. [ad. Gr. VO^HKUS,

f. vopos law; cf. prec.] a. adj. Of spelling:

Customary, usual, b. sb. The customary spelling.

1870 A. J.
ELLIS in Trans. Philol. Soc. 89. 1880-1 Ibid.

303 Forming an introduction to nomic, and not at all.,

superseding the use of nomic. Ibid, t Nomic spelling must

always be a matter of memory.

Nominable (n^minab l), a.
[f. L. nomin-

re NOMINATE + -ABLE : cf. med.L. ndminabilis

(Du Cange).] Capable or worthy of being named.

NOMINAL.

1^43 FIELDING Jitv. vi. Misc. I. 101 Some smaller crimes,
which seem .scarce nominable. 1834 SOUTHKY Lett. (18561
IV. 371 Another nominable person who has not been named
yet is William Bankes.

Nominal (nominal), a. and sd. Also 5 -alle,

6-7 -all. [ad. L. nominal-is, f. not/tin-, nomen
name. So F. nominal (1521).]
A. adj. 1. Gram, Of the nature of, pertaining

to, a noun or nouns, rare.
c 1430 A rt Nombryng 8 The nombre to be multipliede

resceyvethe a nominalle appellacioun, as twies .5. ; 5. is the

no_mbre multipliede, and twies is the nombre to be multi

pliede. 1843 Proc. Pliilol. Sac. I. 27 Their scheme of

terminations . . is more or less applicable to every case of

nominal inflexion. 1874 SAVCE Compar. Philol. ii. 80
Accadian seems to have nominal as well as verbal roots.

2. Belonging or pertaining to the nominalists;

holding views akin to these, rare.

1528 TYNDALL Obed. Christian Man Wks. 104/1 One is

reall, an other nominal!. What \vonderfull dreams haue

they of their predicamentes, uniuersales, &c. 1663 UUTLER
Hud. i. i. 155 Profound in all the Nominal And Real way_s
beyond them all. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. &quot; ii.

257 Others, one may say, are only nominal Moralists, by
making Virtue nothing in itself, a Creature of Will only.

3. Of the nature of, consisting in, pertaining or

relating to, a name or names (in distinction to

things).
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 158 Primortiues are either

nominall and simple, or reall and compound. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Unit. in. vi. 2, 1 call it by a peculiar name, the

nominal essence, to distinguish it from that real constitution

of substances, upon which depends this nominal essence.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Character, Nominal characters

are those we properly call letters, which serve to express the

names of things. 1796 MORSE A nter. Geog. I. 232 The time,

however, is anticipated.. that all nominal distinctions shall

be lost in the general and honourable name of Americans.

1887 MAX MULLER Sd. Thought x. 595 By nominal attri

butes I mean those by which a name stands or falls. 1898

J. HUTCHINSON Arch. Siirg. IX. 305, I will not venture on

any diagnosis of the disease, whether nominal or essential.

b. Nominal definition: (see quot. 1864).

1697 tr. Burgersdicius* Logic n. i. z Nominal definition

appears to be threefojd. 1725 WATTS Logic 160 Those pro

positions whose predicate is a nominal or real definition of

the subject. 1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 86 A Nominal Defini

tion is a distinct explication of all the Marks which are

connoted in the name of the Concept by general consent,

as evinced in the use of language.
4. Existing in name only, in distinction to real

or actual; merely named, stated, or expressed,
without reference to reality or fact.

1624 Lo.-KpR. WILLIAMS in Fortescne Papers (Camden)

203 Whereby he may be a nominall Judge of the Common
Pleas, with his place in Wales, he disclayminge from

all fees and profitts of the place in the Common Pleas.

1701 Lond. Gnz. No. 3758/3 We shall at all times be most

ready. .to assert Your undoubted Right to these. . Realms

blindly adopting nominal pleasures, 1 lost real one s. 1770
ADAM SMITH IV. N. I. v. (1869) I. 34 Labour, like com

modities, may be said to have a real and nominal price.

1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 128 Their Pacha.. is an officer

tolerated and nominal, but neither obeyed nor respected.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike v. 57, I said the

nominal amount of your wages mattered little. I said

nothing about the real amount. 1883 igth Cent. May 890
The nominal effect of this treaty was to place Annam at the

complete dependence of France.

b. With limiting words, as mere(ly, only, but,

or with implication of these, denoting entire con

trast to something real or substantial.

!799 Sporting Mag. XIV. 175 An action for mere nominal

da

acknowledged _ _-

1863 D. G. MITCHELL Sen. Star., My Farm of Edgewood

300, I bought a cord or two at a nominal rate. 1885 Law
Times Kep. LIII. 484/2 Where an insolvent sues as a mere

nominal plaintiff, as a mere shadow of another person,

security is required.

5. a. Containing explicit mention of a name.
in E. D. Dunbar Sot. Life (1865) I.

39.2
Nominal

with our roll call. 1844 Rrgul. $ Ordin. Army 178 A
Nominal Return of such Men as from time to time join the

Depot. 1884 Manch. Exam. 30 Sept. 4/6 The Secretary. .

has forwarded to us a nominal list . . of the officers and crew

of the gunboat Wasp.
c. Giving the names of persons dealt with.

1849 FKUSE Comm. Class-tk. 105 The nominal accounts

will show, without constant reference to the Store or Ware*

house books, the value of goods sold.

d. Assigned to a person by name.
1882 Times 8 Feb. n/i These shares are still nominal,

and the original subscribers, as well as subsequent holders

are liable on them.

e. Nominal note, - NOMINAL sb. 3.

1884 Encycl. Brit. Xyil. 103/2 Sounds of a higher pitch

than the nominal note, in fact the harmonics, of which the

nominal note is the fundamental.

B. sb. 1. A nominalist. Now rare or Obs.

1319 HORMAN Bulgaria 93 The wey of the nomynallys
and reals is dyuers. 1563 JEWEL Kepi. Harding (161 1)

294 He should haue remembred-.That Scotus is against

Thomas : . .and the Nominals against the Reals. 1604 (see

REAL C. i]. 1640 GLAI-THORNE Wit in Constable n. Wks.

1874 I. 187 The Nominalls, the Thomists, all the sects Of old



NOMINALISM.
and moclerne Schoole-men. 1680 BAXTER Ansiv. Stillingjl.
Pref. A 3 b, A Nominal, who contracteth all his Syllogisms
into simple terms of art. 1725 WATTS Logic n. iii. 4 (1892)
235 In the colleges of learning, some are for the nomlnals,
and some for the realists. 1772 O HALLORAN Jntrod. Hist.
9f Antiq. Irel. i. iv. 38 William Halloran, head of the
Nominals at Oxford.

t 2. A thing existing in name only. Obs. rare.

1x1625 BOYS Wks. (1629) 261 Deuills are not Nominals
onely but Reals, a 1626 [see REAL C. 2], 1661 GLANVII.L
Van. Dogm. 134 Euery Religion hath its bare Nominals.
3. Mus. A note giving its name to a scale.
z8zx BUSBY Diet. Afus. (ed. 3), C, the nominal of one of

the two natural modes. 1895 Pall Mall Mag. VII. 191 The
tones of nominal*, fundamentals, and hum-notes, seem to

move, as it were in three separate spheres.

t4. (See quot.) Obs.rare~ l

.

a 1813 A. MURRAY Hist. Eurof. Lang. (1823) II. 281
Nominals are verbs formed from nouns which undergo the
addition of the consignatives peculiar to the future par
ticiples.

Nominalism (np-minaliz m). [ad. F. now-
inalisme (1752); see NOMINAL B. i and -ISM.]
a. (See quot. 1836.) b. The view which regards
universals or abstract concepts as mere names
without any corresponding reality.
1836 KEBLE Serm. viii. (1848) 215 The Nominalism of our

days ; I mean, the habit of resolving the high mysteries of
the faith into mere circumstances of language. 1846 [see
RICALISM i], 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 16 In some shape
or other, Nominalism and Realism still divide between
them the empire of thought. 1885 PATTISOX Afent. 166 In
these years Whately s Logic, or some form of nominalism,
predominated in the schools.

Nominalist (nominalist), [f. NOMINAL a. 2

+ -IST. Cf. F. nominaliste (1752).] One who
maintains or accepts the doctrine of nominalism.
z6$4 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. 89 This was the sense of

Ocham the Father of the Nominalists, a 1695 [see REALIST
2]. ^1751 BOLINGBROKE ss. iv. xli. Wks. 1754 IV. 624
The dispute, .between the nominalists and realists about
the nature of universals. 1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serm.
(Bonn) 356 Laodiceans in spirit, Minims in faith, and
Nominalists in philosophy. 1843 MILL Logic \. vi. i The
doctrine of the extreme nominalists that it is an expression
of an agreement or disagreement between the meanings of
two names. 1880 HUTH Life Buckle I. ii. 123 Home
Tooke was a nominalist and sensationalist.
attrib. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. iii. 153 Hartley also

resembles Hobbes in the extreme to which he has pushed
the nominalist theory. 1885 PATTISON Mem. 170, 1 had not

yet abandoned my nominalist foundations.

Nominali-stic, a. [f. prec. + -ic.] Of the

nature of, pertaining to, nominalism.

1863 KINGBLEY loafer-Dab, iii. 88 The one true, .nominal-
istic, realistic .. doctrine of this wonderful fairy tale. 1870
MAX MULLER Sci. Relig. (1873) 399, 1 call this the nominal-
istic as opposed to the realistic method of comparative
mythology. 1878 SYMONDS Shelley 35 He adopted the

negative conclusions of a shallow nominalistic philosophy.

Nomilia lity. rare 1
, [f. NOMINAL a. 46.]

A merely nominal thing.
1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Even ? i, SHddenfrom his old-

fashioned, steady, inherited business into the nominalities.

t No ininalize, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. NOMINAL
a. i + -IZE.] trans. To convert into a noun.

1659 Instructions Oratory 32 Verbs .. nominalized, do
admit one termination familiarly, that suffer not another.

Nominally (n^minali), adv. [f. NOMINAL^*.]
1. By name

;
as regards a name or names.

1665 MAN-LEY Grotins L&amp;lt;nu C. Wars 973 It consisted
with the Honour of the Commonwealth nominally to in
clude the House of Nassau, which had so well deserved of

Liberty. 1736 LEDIARD Life Marlborongh I. 28, I shall

only recount one memorable Story, .without applying it

nominally to the Persons. 1783 W. F. MARTVN Geog. Ma%.
II. 325 The kings of England and of France are both
nominally prayed for in the Churches of Geneva. 1822
DE QUINCEY Confess. Pref., He was nominally known to
the public as Dean of Carlisle.

t 2. As a noun, snbstantively. Obs. rare 1
.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
&amp;lt;$

Selv. 200 World, whether it be
in the singular number or plural, may betoken plurally or
indefinitely, and as much adverbially as nominally.
3. In name, as opposed to really.
1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man 11. iv. Concl. 440 The nomin

ally Christian States of these Western Parts, 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. N. n. iv. (1860) I. 358 The profits of stock would
be the same, both nominally and really. 1822 BYRON
Werner iv. i. 50 The country (nominally now at peace) Is
over-run with God knows who. 1884 J. GILMOUR Mongols
xxxi. 361 Many a lama who has nominally a sufficient
income never receives more than half of his due.

t No minance. Obs. rare-1
. [See next and

-ANCE.] Name, designation.
1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. iii. in. Ixv, The Medicean

foure reel about Jove ; Two round old Saturn without
Nominance.

Nominate (np-miiw t), pa. pple., ppl. a., and
sb. Also 6 nomynate, nominat. [ad. L, ndm-
inat-its, pa. pple. of nominare : see next.]
A. pa. pple. f 1, Named, called, entitled. Obs.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 414 By name I am nominate
the god belyall. 1513 BRADSHAW St. IVerburge 2338 The
yssue

. . Was a noble
prynce, nomynate Col rede. 1567 Trial

Treat. (1850) 30 As I, being properly nominate Juste, Am
here associate with Contentation.

T&quot;
2. Sc. Mentioned by name ; noted. Obs.

1570 Sattr. Poems Reform, xx. 92, I pans and muse how
thay excuse This murther. .Quhair it is nominate. 1583
Keg, Privy Council Scot. III. 621 The uthers persones
quhilkes wer present specialie nominat in the uther tickit
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gevin to us. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol.

56 The maist nominat amang thame is this.

t 3. Nominated, appointed. Obs.
1546 Yorks. Chantry Snrv. (Surtees) 276 Incumbent..

nominate by the mayor and bretherne. 1590 H. BARROW
in Confer, in. 57 Your Parsons are nominat by the Patron,
r* 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 370 Sir Thomas
More, or the Bishop ofLondon, to be nominate by the King.
B. pp!t a. 1. f a. Having the character of a

descriptive name. Obs. rare
~ 1

. b. Having a

special name. c. Mentioning a particular name.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Su}-&amp;gt;. in. i. 65 Vocall Pro

priety denotates the Properties of particulars by due Appel
lation, which is either Nominate or Cognominate. The
first is.. either Generall ; as Up-kind and Maritime..; or

Special!; as Wealdes, Woulds, Plaines. z8z8 COLEBROOKK
Obligations 18 Those, which have an appropriate denomina
tion and distinctive proper name, denoting their particular
effect and essential properties, are nominate or named con
tracts. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 674 A nominate
right is a right possessing a nomen juris, the use of which
defines its boundaries. //W., The nominate and innominate
contracts illustrate the doctrine. 1880 MUIKHEAD Gains
n. 128 A nominate disherison.. might either precede or
follow the institution.

2. Nominated to an office. Chiefly Sc. Law.
f

1681 STAIR Instit. i. vi. 5. 56 There be three kinds of
Tutors. . .The first is, Tutor Testamentar, or nominate.
^1768 ERHKINE Instit. Lain Scot. i. vii. i (1773) 114.
1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 395 The executor, in the
former case, being called an executor-nominate. Ibid. 1016
A tutor-nominate or testamentary is he whom the father . .

has nominated, either in a testament, or in some other

writing. 1864 Standard 16 Apr., The bishop nominate..
was once a slave boy.

t C. sb. A nominee. Obs. rare
- 1

.

1599 SANDYS Eurofix Spec. (1632) 148 After two Monethes
imprisonment in the Cpnclaue [they] were forced to relent
and to choose one of his nominates.

Nominate (n^min^t), z . Also 6 nomynate,
6-7 nomiuat. [f, L. nominal-^ ppl. stem of no
minare to name, f. nomin- t

nomen name.}
1. trans. To call by the name of; to call, name,

entitle, designate. Now somewhat rare.

1545 RAYNOLD Ryrth Mankynde 7 The fourth be nomin-
atyd the ouerthwart muskles. 1582 STANYHURST sEneis i.

(Arb.) 21 Theese rancks the Italian dwellers doo nominat
altars. 1626 MIDDLETON Anything for Q?tiet Life i. i, She
has a book, which I may truly nominate Her Black Book.
657 J- SERGEANT Schism Dispactit 92 The same men who
nominate us Papists for onely acknowledging the Pope s

authority. 1748 Ansoris Voy. i. x. 141 This Ocean being
nominated Pacific. 1799 C. COOKE in Beddoes Contrib.
Phys. fy Med. Kno-ul. 393 These are all the diseases that
can with propriety be nominated constitutional. 1824 SCOTT
St. Ronan s iv, It must stand Munt-grunzie in the stamped
paper, being so nominated in the ancient writs andevidents
thereof. 1868 HELPS Realmah (1876) 90 Those animals
whom we are pleased to nominate the lower creation .

t b. To give a name or names to ; to provide
with a name. Obs.

t 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxviii. 2 If they that first doe
impose names, did alwayes vnderstand exactly the nature
of that which they nominate. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot.
1 6 The City of Norwich, .was enlarged, builded, and nomin
ated by the Saxons. 1697 J. SERGEANT Solid Phitos. 294
We do not nominate them precisely according to what we
do then actually know.

2. To mention or specify by name. (Very com
mon c 1600-80; now somewhat rare.)
1593 G. HARVEY Piercers Super. 205, I could nominate

the man, that could teach the Delphical Oracle, and the

/Egyptian Crocodile to play their parts. 1601 DENT Pat/no.
Heaven 141, I pray you, nominate the oathes which are so
rife and common amongst vs. 1620 E. BLOUNT Horx Subs.

378 There be in this tpwne multiplicity of Palaces.., of
which I will but nominate two. 1680 COTTON Cowpl.
Gamester (ed. 2) 13 Consider how many persons have been
ruined by play. I could nominate a great many.
1801 ELIZ, HELMS St. Marg. Cave III. 185 He ordered

him to hasten to an obscure part of the city which he
exactly nominated. 1846 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire
(1854) I. 423 Leases held on the longest of two lives, .expire
at an average, .every 64 years, if boys and girls of 4 years
of age are nominated.

3. To name, fix, appoint, specify. Now rare.

1564 Child-Marriages 197 Richard . .said, by my trouth,
I will marry the blesucha Day , & did nominate the day.
ZS96 SHAKS. Merch. V. \. iii. 150 Let the forfeite Be
nominated for an equall pound Of your faire flesh. 1637
PRYNNE Will in Documents (Camden) 98 The somme of
tenne pounds, to be imployed . . as my nephew .. shall

nominate and directe. z68o AUBREY Lives (1898) II. 143
Being the challengee it belonged to him to nominate place
and weapon. 1716 WODROW Corr. (1843) II. 187 Their

scruples of keeping the day the King nominates without a
church appointment. 1751 ELIZA HEYWOOD Betsy Thought
less IV. 32 Sir Ralph Trusty, .had the honour of nominat
ing the day for the celebration of their nuptials.

4. To appoint (a person) by name to hold some
office or discharge some duty.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 366 That the king shoulde

within vi monethes nominate some man to the Bishop of
Rome. 1582 N. LICHEFIELO tr. Castanheda?sConq. E.Ind.
\, Ixiii. 128 b, First he would nominate him that should
remaine in the Indias for Captaine generall. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Tnrkfs (1621) 976 To honour him the more, [he]
nominated him the Generall of his armie against the
Persians. 1653 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 5 They pro-
ceede in nominating persons in the severall counties to sitt

as a Counsell. 1681-2 WOOD Life 3 Feb. (O.H.S.) III. 4

Henry Aldrich.. nominated or elected Canon of Ch. Ch. by
the commissioners. 1765 BLACKSTOXE Cpttttn.

I. ix. 330
The judges could not meet there., to nominate the sheriffs.

1841 W. SPAI.DING Italy &amp;lt;$

//. IsL I. 114 The decurions,

NOMINATION.
who had nominated a magistrate, were.. held bound as
sureties for him. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. r. 341 The
House of Commons was crowded with members nominated
by the Royal Council.
absol. 1688 Pr. of Orange s Declar., w, Animadi-. 23

Whether before he nominate, he do not satisfy himself that
his Nomine be a Man on whom he may rely. 1761 HUME

,
Hist. Eng. (1806) IV. Ixii. 622 They chose seven persons,

1 who should nominate to such commands as became vacant.
b. To propose, or formally enter, (one) as a

proper person or candidate for election.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commit: (1603) 101 The

nomination being ended, the chiefe of the Companies
, demaunde of the people which of these three thus nomin

ated, they are willing to elect. 1774 JOHNSON 21 Feb. in

fiosjvelt, We are thinking to augment our Club, and I am
desirous of nominating you, 1828-32 WEBSTER, s.v., Any

|
member of the assembly or meeting nominates, that is,

proposes to the chairman the name of a person whom he
desires to have elected. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish 171
It is declared that any person nominated may send in,
before the day of election, his refusal to act. 1875 JOWETT

! Plato (ed. 2) V. 83 Any one may challenge the person
nominated and start another candidate.

Wo minated, ///. a.
[f. prec. + -ED i.]

1. Named (for a position or office), appointed.
rtzS48 HALL Chron., Hen. FY, 148 Many honorable per

sonages., sailed into Fraunce, for the conveyaunce of the
nominated Quene, into the realme of England. 1693WOOD Life 25 Nov., The new nominated warden of Merton

, Coll. 1892 SIR H. PARKES 50 I rs. Austral. Hist. II. 264
;

To appoint fifteen new members to the nominated Council.

*(* 2. Noted, famous. Obs. rare.

1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. 75 Such of them as were
; thought the chief and most nominated opposers on the

other side. 1645 Tctrach. 97 The most nominated
1 Fathers of the Church.

No minately, adv. rare. [f. NOMINATE pa.
, pple. + -LY

-.] t a. Especially, particularly. Obs.
b. By name.
1630 J5PELMAN De Sepidt. 13 Locus religiosus is that

\

which is assigned to some office of Religion, and nominately
where the body of a dead person hath been buried. 1880

I

MUIRHEAD Gains in. 63 The Senate decreed that the
!

estates, .should belong, .in the next place to the latter s

descendants not nominately disinherited.

No minating, ///. a. [f. NOMINATE v. -t-

-ING J
.] That nominates or names.

1597 MIDDLETON IVisd. Solomon x. 15 Shall we call her

wisdom, by her name, Or new-invcnt a nominating style?

1677 MARVELL COT-. Wks. (Grosart) II. 554 Some rather

desiring that they might only be generall words, and not

nominating. 1888 BRVCE Amer. Couimw. in. Ix. II. 422 A
! Nominating Convention . . is ^representative body composed

of delegates from all the primaries within its limits, who
:

have been chosen at those primaries for the sole purpose of

|

. . selecting the candidates.

Nomination (n^min^ Jan), Also 5 nomyn-
, aciouii, 6 -ion, 5-6 nomiuacion, 6 -atioun.

[&.QY. nomination, -ation^i $05), QI ad.L. nomin-
atton-em, n. of action f. nominare to nominate.]
fl. The action of mentioning by name. Obs.
1425 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 269/2 To yat blode and armes was

[

drawen ye nomination of him above all othyr Erles. c 1425
I Found. St. Bartholomew s (E.E.T.S.) 21 At the nomyna-
J cjoun of the glorious Apostle, the same fyre semyd to suffre
, violence. 1563 FOXE A. $ M. 1357/2 To put your hand to

I your head, and at the nomination, .of the Popes holynesse

j

vncouer the same. 1623 AILESBURY Serm. 49 Christian

j

eares would be offended at the nomination of those things
that are done in secret. 1665 Intelligencer No. 80 in Willis
& Clark Cambr. (1886) I. 621 That great and wise Prelate..

. is so well known, that the sole nomination of the Founder
is a sufficient accompt of the elegance. .of the Foundation.

fb. The action of naming, specifying, or ap-
, pointing ;

the fact of being appointed. Obs. rare.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, nr. iv. 5 Buck. Is all things ready
for the Royall time? Darb. It is, and wants but nomina-

, tion. Ely. To morrow then I iudge the happie day. c 1710
CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 141 When plaite was in
nomination to pay a tax, ye Earle..sold it all. 1753
RICHARDSON Grandison VI. xxx, The nomination of a day.
2. The action (or right) of appointing a person
by name to some office or duty ;

in early use spec.
of ecclesiastical appointments.
1454 Rolls of Parlt. V. 253/2 Nominations of Abbays,

Prioryes, Hospitals, Churches. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 19
The same Griseld at the nominacion and desire of the same
late Cardynall therof enfeoffed Laurence late Bisshoppe
of Duram. 1539 Act 31 Hen. y/ff, c. 13 2 All the.,
advousons, nominacions, patronages, annuityes..and other
hereditamentes whatsoeuer. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk.
(Camden) 3 After nine was the congregation for the nomina
tion. 1601 LD. MOUNTJOY Let. in Moryson Itin, (1617)
n. 122 To informe you that Sir Hen. Dockwra hath had
greater favour in the nomination of Captaines then he.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. 377 If I might have the Nomination,
it should be He. 1726 AYUFFE Parergon 91 In England
the King has the Nomination of an Archbishop ; and after
such Nomination, he sends.. to the Dean and Chapter, to
elect the Person thus named by him. 1758 J.S. Le Draus
Observ. Surg. Introd. (1771) p. v, The Honour conferred

upon me by his Majesty s Nomination. 1856 FROUDE Hist.

Kug. (1858) II. vi. 3 He had absolute power over every
nomination to an English benefice.
attrib. 1863 H. Cox^Instit. i. viii. 108 Mr. Pitt took the

opportunity of abolishing many of the smaller nomination
boroughs.

b. The action of proposing as a candidate, or
as a suitable person to be elected.
1601 [see NOMINATE v. 4 b]. 1857 TOULMIN SMITH Parish

171 Otherwise, the election is at an end with the act of
secret nomination. 1861 Illnstr. Lond. Neius 17 Aug. 153/3
On Tuesday the nomination of a member for South

24



NOMINATIVAL.
Lancashire took place at Newton. The show of hands.,
was declared to be in favour of. .the Conservative candidate.

3. The fact or position of being nominated.

Freq. in phrase in nomination.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 361 The best of thecytiegauethe
nominacion vnto Aleyn Sowch, and dyuerse of ye other

cryed vpon Thomas Fiz Thomas. 1612 Norths Plutarch,
Czesar Augustus 1170 Giuing order that none should be

put in nomination but such as were vertuous. 1699
LUTTRELL Brief R el. (1857) IV. 485 The commons yester

day, after they expelled Air. Woollaston, had in nomination

some others. 1768 SIR J. GRAY in Priv. Lett. Ld. Maltnes-

btiry (\fyo) I. 171 My acquaintance with Mr. Harris your
father.. made me readily acquiesce in your nomination.

1837 M CCULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire II. 232 A candidate is

not precluded from offering himself, because he is not put in

nomination the first day. 1890 R. BoLDRKWOOD Col.-

Rejormer (1891) 147 The London Club, to which he had
been elected about five years after nomination.

b. A set of nominees. rare~\
a 1817 T. DWIGMT Trav. New Eng. etc. (1821) I. 257 At

the same time, and place, they vote, also, for twenty persons
as a Nomination for the Council of the ensuing year.

1 4. Name, designation, denomination. Obs.

i5oz ARNOLDE Chron. (iSn) 283 Ye shulde leue your
right, your tytle,..and nominacion of you [as] Kyng of

Fraunce, .. and be content only in wryting wyth Rex
Anglie. 1553 Respublica i. iv, Avar. Oh, I shoulde have

sayde, helpe, sir Reformacyon. Oppr. Yea, Marye, sir,

that is my Nomynacion. 1579 FKNTON Guicciard vi. (1599)

243 Abhorring such nomination, they had reuerenced the

name of the Duke Valentinois. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Hydriot. 44 Who cares to subsist, .under naked nomina
tions without deserts and noble acts. 1683 SNAPE^a/.
Horse \. vi. (1686) 77 By these several nominations or names
it goes. 1771 SMOLLETT Hnmpli. Cl. (1815) 230 The North
Briton ..observed, that he himself had the honour of a

scriptural nomination. 1794 T. i \\LoRPausanias s Dcscr.

Greece III. 251 They found themselves unable to discover

the cause of their nomination; but were informed that the

one was called Eros.., and the other Anteros.

5. a. Assignation of a name or names.

1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 13 How thair is goddis
be false nominatioun. 1601 R. CHESTER Love s Mart., etc.

(1878) 179 What shall I call this creature. .? All nomination
is too straight of sence. 1756 CLUBBE Hist. Wheatficld
Misc. Tracts (1770) I. 30 From that moment, according to

the capricious and licentious nomination of men and things
of those times, called it Whatfield. 1863 J. G. Mi Ri iw

Comm., Gen. xii. 8, 9 The name, then, was not first given at

the second nomination by him.

b. Designation by a certain name.
1865 Corn/i. Mag. Aug. 194 The general mediaeval usage

of Italy, in the popular nomination of artists by their

Christian names alone.

Nominatival (n^minatai val), a. [f. next +

-AL.] Pertaining to, connected with, the nomina
tive case; having the character of a nominative.

1843 Pf c - Philol, Soc. I. 73 We need not therefore feel

surprise if sometimes the Old-English definite adjective
takes en as a nominatival ending. 1876 EADIE Thcssa-
lonians 234 The apposition Is nominatival.

Nominative (njrminativ), a. and sb. Also

4 nomen-, norainatyf, 5 nominatif(e } -iffe,

5-6 -iue, 6 -yve. [a. F. nominatif, -ive (ijth c.),

or ad. L. nominativ-us (casus) : see NOMINATE v.

and -IVE.]
A. adj. 1. Gram. Nominative case, that case

of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, which stands

as, or is connected with, the subject of a verb.

1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) I. 327 pat ylond of Ynde
hatte Tilis in

t&amp;gt;e nomenatyf caas; and ^e ilond of occean
hatte Tyle in be nominatyf caas. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xct,

416 (Add. MS.), And so we han the nominatif case. ? 1481
in Fliigel Neuengl, Lesebuch (1895) 297 Sum tymys they be

verbys parsonallys and haue nominatiffe casys before them.

1520 WHITINTOS Vitlg. (1527) i The verbe shall accorde with
his nominative.. case. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawfcrs Log. 11. i. 86

The nominative case and the verbe be placed grammatically,
according to the prescription of Syntaxis. 1668 WILKINS
Real Char. in. ix. 355 The Nominative Case before the

Verb, and the Accusative after. 1751 HARRIS Hermes
(1841) 168 Hence the reason why every verb ,, has in

language a necessary reference to some noun for its nomina
tive case. 1817 SELWYN Law Nisi Prins (ed. 4) II. 835
Doubts had been entertained whether the words otherper
son in this statute should be taken to be in the nominative
or in the genitive case. 1886 T. M. DOUSE Introd. Gothic

209 Its inflectional characteristic is the Nominative case.

b. Of the nature of, characteristic of, pertaining
to, the (or a) nominative case.

1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 219 These sentences,
or clauses, thus constituting the subject of an affirmation,

may be termed nominative sentences. 1872 MORRIS Hist.

Eng. Accid. 101 The nominative ending s . . is connected
with the demonstrative pronouns.
2. Nominated

; appointed by nomination.
1660 Trial Regie. 124 The case is instant in Philip who

was a nominative King. 1735 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. IV. 45
Even so this Nominative Court may pass with the learned
as Justifiable. 1883 W. E. BAXTER Winter in India \\. 21
The municipality of Bombay is partly elective and partly
nominative. 1892 Daily News 6 Aug. 4/8 The Second
Chamber was still nominative in parts where it should have
been elective.

3. Appellative, denominative. rare~ l
t

1844 TUPPER Heart xi. 115 Their latest noms de guerre
will serve all nominative purposes as well as any other.

4. Bearing the name of a person.
1872 Daily News 30 Sept., A nominative personal invita

tion from M. Vogeli to meet M. Gambetta. 1879 Standard
10 June, The Shares are nominative, but they can be con
verted into Share Warrants to Bearer .

B. sb. 1. The nominative case.

186

c ifiao A. HUME Brit, Tongue (1865) 29 The nominative

hath no other noat but the particle of determination. 1751

HARRIS Hermes (1786) n. iv. 281 The Nominative is that

Case, without which there can be no regular and perfect

Sentence. 1768 HOLDSWORTH I irg. 161 This is certainly-

used in the nominative plural. 1841 LATHAM Eng. Lang.
216 The Nominative Plural and the Genitive Singular are,

in the present language of England, identical. 1872 MORRIS
Hist. Eng. Accid. 101 The nominative and accusative have

no formative particles to distinguish them.

2. A word in the nominative case ; a form which

is the nominative case of a word.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 448 Some words requiring a

Nominative, others a Dative, others an Accusative. 1699
BESTLEY Phal. 320 To put Nominatives instead of Oblique
Cases. 1751 HARRIS Hermes (1841) 193 Hence, .arises the

grammatical regimen of the verb by its nominative, and of

the accusative by its verb, vjyj Encycl. Brit.(t&. 3) VIII.

51 note, The preposition in this case, .governs a nominative

and a verb. 1843 Proc. Philol. Soc. 153 Other idioms.,

have the indeterminate pronoun preceded by a nominative

absolute. 1889 Ibid. 322 Erugmann explains the Nomina
tives uger, deer as standing for *agros t

*dcris.

b. A subject (to a verb).

1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram.
(&amp;lt;&&. 5) I. 225 That a sentence,

or part of a sentence, may be the nominative to a verb, is

undoubtedly true.

Hence No-minatively adv., in the manner of

the nominative (Webster 1847).
Nominator (npTnin^t^z), [ad. late L. no

minator, agent-noun f. nominare : see -ATOR.]
1. One who nominates to office or for election.

1659 Clarke Papers (Camden) IV. 299 The Counceil..
j

agreed on 7 to lie Nominators of Officers. 1714 BF.STLEY
,

Rcui. Free-thinking n. 52 (1717) 66 While Tiberius I

Gracchus was creating new Consuls ; one of the Nominators ,

suddenly fell down dead. 1772 Ann. Iteg. 203 To oppose
Lord Dysart, the first and improper nominator. 1831 Lin-

\

coin Herald 6 May, The radical organ of the council of I

nominators. 1885 Lpool Daily Post 30 June 4/8 Sir

Richard s nominator and seconder and his election agent.

t 2. Math. A numerator. Obs. rare ~ l

.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 41 This is called the Numerator,
and sometime Nominator.

Hence Nomina-trix, a female nominator.

1899 irestw. Gaz. i April 6/3 It requires a holding of

^3,000 even to be a nominator or nominatrix [of directors].

No miiiature. rare 1
. = NOMINATION.

1864 Daily Tel. 12 July, Three or four active supporters
of the straight nominature.

Nominee (npmuu-). Also 7 nomind. [f.

XOMIN-ATE V. +-EE *.]

tl. (See quot. 1675.) Obs.

1664 EARL ORRERY in State Lett. (1743) 1. 174, 1.. beg you
that he may be in the first rank of the nominees. 1675
EARL ESSEX Lett.

(1770) 1^4 By the Act of Explanation,
all the rest of those thirty-eight persons who had not upon
the first act been restored to their estates, together with as

many more as make up in all fifty-four persons (who are

commonly called Nominees) are provided for [etc.].

2. The person who is named in connexion with,
or as the recipient of, an annuity, grant, etc.

1697 Land. Gaz. No. 3338/4 If he receives any quarterly
Payment beyond the Death of the Nominee, he shall forfeit

treble the value of the Money received. 1723 Ibid. No.

6169/3 After the Decease of the respective Nominees. 1766
BLACKSTONE Coinm. II. xxii. 368 Upon the original sur

render the nominee hath.. such a possibility, as may when
ever he pleases be reduced to a certainty. 1802-12 BENTHAM
Ration. Jndic. Evid. (1827) III. 294 Nominee in a life-

annuity. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. (1877) 18 The heir was
thus a nominee in the original grant.
attrib. 1883 Manch. Guard. 17 Oct. 5/4 That nominee

life policies are often effected which are altogether invalid
is only too evident.

3. One who is nominated for some office.

1688 [see NOMINATE r&amp;gt;. 4. absol.]. a 1768 ERSKINF, Inst.

Law Scot. i. vii. 2 (1773) 114 Though such nominee gets
the name of a tutor. ., the appellation is improper. 1790 [see

NOMINOR]. 1810 BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized^ Def.
Econ. (1830) 22 This power of parcelling out the property of
the public among the nominees of Kings and Ministers.

1878 LF.CKV Eng. in iZt/tC. I. iii. 433 A Parliament consist

ing in a very large measure of the nominees of great
families.

attrib. i&6sSat.Rev. 5 Aug. 160/1 A nominee member
for a little market town.

Hence Nominee ism, the system of nominating
persons to offices or posts.
1831 Lincoln Herald 13 May, Opposed to nomineeism in

every shape. 1892 Sy^ H. PARKES 30 Yrs. Austral. Hist.
I. 302 The vicious principle of nomineeism.

tNomrnion. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.
= NOMINATION.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge \. 179 The realme of

Mercyens .. Thre hundreth yeres endured in auctoryte,
Vnder eyghtene kynges worthy nomynyon.

t No minor. Obs. rare. = NOMINATOR.
1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 341 Among the Goths the

twelve nominors were first elected by the people themselves.

1790 BENTHAM flfew. fy Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 229 The terms
of connexion., between a nominor and a nominee.

Nominy (nfmini), north, dial. [perh. ad.

L. nomine in the formula in nomine patris, etc.]

A rhyming formula ; a set or form of words in

popular use; a rigmarole, long story. Also Comb.
1814 Costume ofYorks. 63 in Brand Pop, Antiq. (1849) II.

188 He.. repeats a speech, or what they term a nominy ^

which .. is here subjoined. 1846 M. A. Richardsons
Historian s Table-bk., Leg. Di-v. III. 160 It was formerly
the custom, in the more remote parts of the county of

Durham, to address complimentary verses to a newly
married couple. ..This was called saying the Nominy .

Ibid., Pray remember the Nominy sayer ! 1889 NICHOLSON

NO MO.

Folk-Sp. Yorksh. 8 Should the
b9&amp;gt;-

be unable to recite this

rhyme, he would be told he didn t knaw his nominy .

1802 NORTHALL Folk-Rhymes 319 Nominies or Formulas.

]N omir, obs. Sc. form of NUMBER.
Nomistic (n^mi-stik), a. [f. Gr. vop-os law +

-ISTIC.] Based upon law.

1877 tr. Tiele s Hist. Relig. 3 Not until a later period did

polytheism give place here and there to nomlstic religions.

1883 Encyct. Brit. XX. 368 Nomistic or nomothetic com
munities, founded on a law or Holy Scripture. 1894
Thinker V. 438 Instead of the principle of faith, the

nomistic principle was substituted,

iWornly, obs. var. NAMELY adv. Womme, v. :

see NOME v. Obs. Nommen, obs. pa. pple. of

NIM v. Nommer, obs. Sc. f. NUMBER. Nom-
met, var. NUMMET dial.

Nomo-, ad. Gr. vopo-, combining form of i/o^os

law, occurring in a few words, as No-mocanon

[med.Gr. vopoKavwv, -tca.vovov~\ t
a collection of the

canons of Church councils, together with civil laws

relating to ecclesiastical matters. Nomo-cracy,
a system of government based on a legal code

;

the rule of law in a community. Nomo genist,
a believer in, or advocate of, nomogeny. Nomo 1 -

g-euous a., produced by, or resulting from, the

operation of natural laws. Nomo g eny, the

origination of life as a natural (opp. to miraculous)

process. Nomo grapher [Gr. vopoypcupos], (a)

a writer of laws, a legislator; (b) one who is

skilled in nomography. Nomo-graphy, (a) (see

quot. 1731); (V) (see quot. 1830); (c) the expres
sion of law in a written form. Nomolo glcal a.,

of or pertaining to nomology. Nomo logist, one

who is interested or versed in nomology. ITomo -

logy (see quots.). f Nomote chnic, Nomothe -

ism, f Nomo thesy (see quots.).
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The first *nomocanon was

made by Johannes Scholasticus in 554. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XIV. 630/2 He [Photius] wrote.. the Noniocanon
under 14 titles. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 660/2 The
Nomocanon which goes under the name of St. Wladimir,
and is accepted as the basis of canon law in Russia,

1837 Frasers Mag. XVI. 95 If the Hebrew common
wealth was not a theocracy, it was a ^nomocracy. 1894
Thinker V. 439 Nomocracy, pure and simple, reigned

supreme. 1868 OWEN Coinp. Anat. Vertebr. III. 817 The

*Nomogenist is reduced to enumerate the existing elements

into which the simplest living jelly.. is resolvable. 1869
Student II. 428 The terms *nomogenous and miraculous

are only contrasted by a limited school of theologians. 1868

OWEN Comp. Anat. I crtebr. III. 814 *Nomogeny or Thau-

matogeny? 1656 B LOUNT Gtossogr., *Nomographer, a

writer of the Law: a Legislator. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen.

Brit. II. Addenda, The Law-writers, .belong to the Scotch

Nomographers. 1731 BAILEY (vol. ID, *Nomographyt a

Description of, or Treatise of the Laws. 1830 BENTHAM

Ojffic.Apt. Maximized Pref. 26 Nomography . .is an appel

lation, which presented itself as capable of being made to

serve, with most convenience, for the designation of the

logic of the will, a 1832 (title], Nomography ;
or the

Art of Inditing Laws. 1895 igth Cent. July 152 English
law still remains, .conspicuous for its defects of form, ..and

no one would pretend that the art of nomography is not

capable of further material development. 1845 Nomological
[see Nomology below]. 1886 Westnt. Rev. July 126 It

would take too long in this place to analyze in nomological
terms this remarkably opaque utterance. Ibid. 135 Parental

love is a fact which *nomologists must accept as a datum.

1845 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. vii. (1859) ! 12
?

If
&amp;gt; again,

we analyse the mental phaenomena with the view of
d_is-

covering and considering, .the Laws by which our faculties

are governed, .we have a science which we may call the

*nomologyof mind, nomological psychology. 1866 Treas.

l$ot. 792/1 Nontologyt
that part of Botany which relates

to the laws which govern the variations of organs. 1886

Westnt. Rev. July 143 Rather what may be termed nomo
logy, or the inductive science of law. 1901 Month May
497 Nomology would be that which deals with the con

formity of actions to rules. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays Le
Roy 32 *Nomotechnicke for knowledge, exposition or inter

pretation of Lawes. 187* BIRKS Doctr. Creation 185 The
view may also be held along with ^Nomotheism, or that

modified Theism, which reckons all direct, periodic inter

ference of God with the universe an impeachment of His

perfect foresight. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. [from Cotgrave],
*Nowotheste i \\\t making, publishing,or proclaiming a Law.

t No mo, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : a. i n

ma, 3-4 (6 Sc.) na ma, 3-4 nama, 3-5 (6 Sc.)

no ma, 6 Sf. na mea, 9 nae mae. 5. 3-4, 6

na mo, 3-4 namo; 4-5 no moo (5 noo), nomo,
4-6 no mo, 6-7, 9 no moe. [f. nd No adv,% +
md Mo sb. and a. For adverbial uses see Mo
adv.} No more (in number).

o. 971 Blickl. Horn. 35 Ne biS
f&amp;gt;ara fsestendaja na ma

}&amp;gt;onne syx & \&amp;gt;r\ti%.
c 1000 .^LFKIC Gram. xiv. (Z.) 89 Sume

naman . . habba3 iwe^en mislice casus and na ma on

zewunan. cxaos LAV. 91 Nefedehe botenane sune. . .nefede

he bern no ma. a 1300 Cursor M. 2269 pe first bot an was
- R. BRUNNE Chron. Waceand nama \Gott. na ma]. (-1330 R. BRUNNE

(Rolls) 6523 A doughter had Dianot, & no ma. ci44
Bone Flor. 1104 Now my lorde ys fro me tane, V wyll love

no ma But hym that boght me. a 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus
n. 823 In till hir Court (quod he) is thair na ma Bot sex

Ladeis ! 1570 BUCHANAN Admonit, Wks. (S.T.S.) 31 Scho

sould beir na ma childrene to debar J&amp;gt;ame
fra becroun. 1583

Leg. Bp. St.Androis 614 Of honest men he had na mea.

1809 T. DONALDSON Poems 40 Like her alake ? I hae nae

mae, Now Muffle s dead.

ft. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 109 On [|ing] is bat
J&amp;gt;e

sunne

is on and namo. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 527 }wanne J?e

geans were alle aslawe
|&amp;gt;at

ber ne bileuede na mo [v.rr.



NO MORE.
namo, no mo]. 4:1350 Will. Palerne 1271 Strokes was
ber delt na mo fram

&amp;gt;e
duk was take. 1377 LANGL. P, PL

B. n. 234 Saue Mede be Mayde na mo [v. rr. nama, no moo]
durst abide, c 1450 Merlin 56 At this counseile were no
mo but Pendragon and Vter. 1485 CAXTON Paris # V.
(1868) 35 He had but hyr onely and no moo sones ne
doughters.

_
1535 COVERDALE Eccl. iv. 8 There is one man,

no mo but himself alone. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent
(1826) 217 In that day, there issued no moe, but these three,
out of the place of paines. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. i. 36
There is no mo such Csesars, 1619 T. TAYLOR Comm.
Titus i. 6 God s action in creating one man, and one woman,
and no moe. 1813 HOGG Queen s Wake 255 My twenty
men, I have no moe.

No more, sb.
t a., and adv. Forms: a. i n&

(no) mare, 2 nam mare, 2-4 namare (4 na-

mar), 3-5 na mare
; Sc. 5 nomar(e, 6 na mair,

8-9 nae mair. /?. 2-3 (na) nam mor, nam
more, 3-4 (na) nammore, na more, 3-5 namore
(4 -moore), 4-6 nomore (4-5 -mor), 4- no
more (5 mor, 6 Sc. moir). [f. na No adv.**
MORE sb. etc. Cf. No LESS.
It is possible that the forms nam and nd (the latter fre

quently read and printed as nan] properly belong to NONE
adv. i a. A curious change of vowel appears in the form
numor (printed uunmor), which occurs several times in
Gen.

&amp;lt;y Ex.}
A. sb. 1. Nothing more or further.
. c888 K. /EI.FRKD Boeth. xxvi. i S\va weligne bat he

fcenoj hsebbe & no inaran ne Syrfe. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Mark xv. 5 Da ne andswarode se hailend him na mare
{Hation nam mare]. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 So51iche ne
^erft fm bidden namare. c 1205 LAY. 15737 Nat ich na
mare to suggen |?e of mine sune. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii.

(Andrew) 67 pai tynt [&amp;gt;e sycht, & mycht nornare do, as for

j&amp;gt;ane. 1486 Bk. St. Albans e iij b, Of this ilke hare Speke
we no mare. 1508 DUNBAR Poems vi. 34 Of varldis gud I

bad na mair. 1786 BURNS Ep. to y. Smith xxix, I shall say
nae mair, But quat my sang. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xii, I beg
nae mair at ony single house than a meal o meat.

jS. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1132, pa he na
mor ne mihte, ba uuolde he 3aH his nefe sculde ben abbot
in Burch. Ibid. an. 1137, pa be uurecce men ne hadden
nu more to Syuen, ba rscueden hi. a 1225 Ancr. R. 246 Nul-
lichof bonen siggen her nam more. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

638 Me . . deb a lettre ber to & namore [-j.rr. namore, no more]
iwis. 1340 Ayenb. 270 Nammore ne is be-tuene ane manne
and ane beste bote ine onderstondynge. 1390 GOWER Conf.
1. 158 So that ther isnomor toseie Touchendeof that. 1401
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 113 Ther for, Daw, I sey nomore to the
at this tyme. c 1470 Gol. fy Gaw. 1049 Of me gettis thou na
more, Doutles this day. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxiii. 34 No
moir thy pairt dois fall, Bot meit. drynk,clais. 1558 CAVEN
DISH Poems (1825) II. 18 This is my last complaynt, I can
say you no more. 1600 HEYWOOD ist Pi. Ediv. fl^, D ij, I

can no more but giue you mine aduise. 1680 H. MORE
Apocal. Apoc. 332 Nor has R. H. produced anything
material against any part of Mr. Mede s Interpretations,
no more no[r] so much as against his Synchronisms. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe

jr. (Globe) 328 They had no more to do
then, but to get into their Boats. 1742 YOUNG Nt. T/i.i.

27 Fate ! drop the curtain ; I can lose no more. 1818
COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 406 There was no more of

blasphemy in the publication than there was of witchcraft.

1872 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 2 Who asked no more from
them meanwhile than that they should prove their love.

b. ellipt. as a command or request.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 385 Peasse now, no more !

1610 SHAKS. Tempest i. ii. 246 Before the time be out? no
more. 1822 BYRON Vis. Judgm. xcii, The monarch . . ex
claimed What ! what ! . . No more no more of that !

2. ellipt. (See next.)
1895 tr. Jusserands Eng. Ess. 151 No more Don Japhet,

no more verses . .
; of all these no mores, the last is the worst.

B. adj. Not any more; no further.

*377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XH. 279 Ergo saluabitur, quod he,
and seyde namore Latyne. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3237 Be wel
ware to take nomore Counsel, that grevethaftir sore. 1470
HENRY Wallace \. 196 Eftir to Scottis that did no mor
grewance. 1535 COVERDALE Acts xxiv. u There are yet
nomore but twolue dayes sence I came vp to Jerusalem,
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 70 Surely there is no more
but one course of wel gouerning tbe common wealth, a 1662
HEYLIN Laud (1668) 157 Laud was resolved that there
should be no more but one Bishop in that City. 1692 R.
L ESTRANGE Fables ccccxxviii. (1708) 463, 1 know no more
Reason I have to Obey my Husband, than my Husband
has to Obey me. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 176 p 8 Having
no more Children than one Daughter. 1829 T. L. PEACOCK
Misfort. Elphin ii, The least honourable of the two is

next in honour. ., because there are no more but two. 1855
BROWNING Bp. Blougrams Apol. i No more wine? Then
we ll push back chairs and talk. 1895 [see A. 2],

b. With implication of adv. i.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 57 In the Morning when I

look d out, behold no more Ship was to be seen.

C. adv. 1. No longer. (Passing into 2.)
c 1205 LAY. 1949 pa nolde Brutus na mare [c 1275 na

more] pat hit swa ihaten weore. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 213Nv him ne lust namore pleye ; he wile gon a rihte weye.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1401 Quen he herd he suld Hue namare,
pan he logh. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 148 He wald
na mare be called Kyng. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxv. 96Cum name and dwell no moir in Striuilling. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy, iv. i. 114 b, They resorted
with the elders and were no more subiect to goe vnto the
warres. 1601 SHAKS. All s Well m. vi. 2 Hold me no more
in your respect. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 671 Th
unhappy Husband, Husband now no more, Did on his tune
ful Harp his Loss deplore. 1757 GRAY Bard m.\, No more
our long-lost Arthur we bewail. 1796 MACNEILL IVaes o
War, Up wi frantic haste she started ; Cauld nor fear she
felt nae mair. 1803-6 WORDSW. Ode Intim. Immort. 9 The
things which I have seen I now can see no more. 1877
RUSKIN Arrows of Chace (1880) II. 216 Military distinction
is no more possible by prowess.

187

Comb. 1820 SHELLEY Prometheus Unb, in. iv. 169 The
ghosts of a no-more-remembered fame.

b. As predicate : No longer existent; departed,
dead, gone.
1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. v. iii. 60 But Cassias is no more.

1667 MILTON / . L. ix. 827 But what if God have seen And
Death ensue? then I shall be no more. 1712 ADDISON^)*^.
No. 471 p 4 When the Heavens and Earth shall be no more.
1795 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 296 While I was discussing the
merits of a single measuie of a government, the government
itself was nomore. 1821 CLAKE VUI. Minstr. I. 152 Last
spring he was living but now he s no more. 1871 BROWN
ING Balaust, 833 No, for I have to die: . .but now, even now,
I shall be reckoned among those no more.
2. Never again ; nevermore.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7823 He wep..&bihet }if he moste

|

libbe bat he nolde misdo nammore. 13.. Guy \Vanv. (A.)
! 414 Goheben,. .& cum nam-more in mi purpris. c 1350 Will.
Palerne 2556 William ne is swete wist seie hem na more.
a 1400-50 Alexander 725 (D.), Fro he had hym bis worde

sayd
he wakens no more, c 1440 Alph. Talcs 91 pis old man

..bad hur be a gude wornman, & temp no mor no men.
1587 Mirr. Maffn Albanact vi, Commaunded neuer to re-
tourne no more. 1743 YOUNG Nt, Th. \. 7 Ho-v happy they
who wake no more ! 1820 SHELLEY Chas. /, n. 415 The
waters.. are gone, and can return no more. 1846 KEBLE
Lyra Innoc. 235 No more to rest in sabbath shade.

3. To no greater extent; in no greater degree.
(Followed by than?)
a 1225 Aticr. R. 380 5e owen uorte unnen }?et no word ne

korne of ou, nanmore ben of deade. a 1300 Cursor J/. 502
pai mai neuermar held til ii, Namar Jjan be wick mai
to god will. 1340 Ayenb. 27 pe enuious ne may ysy j?et

guod of obren namore banne
&amp;gt;e

oule. -|je zonne. c 1385
CHAUCER L, G. W. Pro!. 190 No more than of the cprne
agayn the sheef. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxviii. 42
Eche of them . . spared no thynge, no more than y f the Kynge
of Englande had bene there in proper persone. 1633 Di .

HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) iS6 Thou. .canst uo more be
absent than not be thyself. 1721 BRADLEY Phiios. Ace,
Wks. Nat. 130 These Creatures cannot bear Heat no more
than the Snails. 1808 ASHE Trav. I. 298 We majors,
colonels, and generals .. are so cheap and common here,
that people don t mind us no more than nothing. 1850
THACKERAY Pendennis xxi, [Laura s eyes] could no more
help.. looking and shining than one star can help being
brighter than another.

4. Just as little
;
neither.

ci4oo MAUNDEV. (1839) xx. 221 He schalle not trowe it

lightly; and treuly, no more did I my self, til I saughe it.

ciw* Alpk.Tales 106 pan be abbot t said ; No more may |wu
lett fjoghtis to com in pi harte & j?i mynde . a 1533 LD. BER-
NERS Hiton Ixxxiii. 260 He.. durst speake no worde. ., and
no more durst none of his men. 1598 SHAKS. Merry \V. \\. \. 7
You are not yong, no more am I. 1865 KiNGSLEY/Tfrfw.

i,

I do not understand thee, quoth the Abbot. And no more
he did. 1870 M. ARNOLD St. Paul % Protestantism (1900)
63 You have not righteousness. . . No more have you, though
you think you have.

Nomotechnic, -theism, -thesy : see NOMO-.
f Nomothete. Obs. rare, [ad. Gr. yo/Aofle-n/s.]
A lawgiver or legislator.
1586 SIR E. HOBY Polit. Disc. Truth xi. 34 Such officers

as were wont to bee in Greece, called Nomothetes. i64t
H. L ESTRANGE God s Sabbatk 92 The matter it self was
first debated and resolved upon by the Nomothetes or

Legislatours in their counsel-house.

Nomotlie tic, a. rare. [ad. Gr. vonoOtTiKw. ]= next.

1658 MANTON E.i-p. Jitde 4 Lusts cannot endure to hear of i

a restraint, and therefore we oppose most Christ s nomothetic
power. 1816 BENTHAM Chrestomathia, Wks. 1843 VIII. 94 ,

Division of Internal Government and Politics, into Nomo
thetic. .and Aneunomothetic. 1883 [see NoMisric].

Nomothe tical, a. [See prec. and -AL,]

Law-giving; legislative.

1619 T. MORTON Def. Innoc. 3 Cerem. 60 Nomotheticall
authority. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. in. viii. 123 It

includeth no such thing as a nornotheticall power, to pre
scribe. .such sacred.. Ceremonies as he shall thinke good.
1685 RENWICK Refly to Langton in Serm. (1776) 576 Not
in an authoritative and nomothetical yet in a material and
principal sense. 1854 P. FAIKBAIKN Typol. Script. (1857) II.

in. vii. 189 The nomothetical authority of the Mosaic law
is abolished, but its didactical authority remains. 1880 L.

QLiviiwrLandofGilcadxiv. 392 The latter, .were obliged
to adopt their nomothetical laws outwardly.

Nomparell, obs. form of NONPAREIL.

Uompere, -peyr, variants of NOUMPEKE.

-iiomy, a second element in compounds, repre

senting Gr. -vojjiia. (related to vopos law, vipciv to

distribute), occurring in words either adopted from

Greek, as autonomy avTovopia, economy olffovofj.ia,

astronomy darpuvo^ia, gastronomy yaffrpovofj-ia,

or formed on the analogy of these, as agronomy,
geonomy, phytonomy, zoonomy.

L, obs. pa. pple. of NlM v.

(
n?n)* [L.

=
not.]

1. The first word in a large number of Latin

phrases, chiefly legal, some o? which have been in

more or less frequent use in English contexts. The
most important are entered as Main words.

Many others will be found in the Law Diets, of Cowell,
Blount, Bell, Bouvier, and Wharton, and in the Stanford

Dictionary of Anglicized Words and Phrases.

t 2. as sb. A negation or prohibition.
1551 LATIMER Serm. (1562) 116 Neither in chamberyng

and wantonnes. Beware of S. Paules//0^/V.y and Notts. For
when he saieth Non, we cannot make it yea.

t 3. Short for NON PLACET. Also attrib. in non-

party.

NON-.

1679 WOOD Life 24 Jan., The non partie being most, the
bishop was sent for, who though he pleaded hard for his
owne man.., yet the non s prevailed. 1712 HEARNE Collect.
(O. H.S.) III. 345 There were a great many Nons, but
twould not do.

!N&quot;on, obs. form of NONE, NOON, Ni\v.
Non- (n?n)j prefix (also 4-6 noun-, noon-,

5 nom-, 5-6 nowne-, 5-7 none-, often written

separate), used to express negation. The earlier
formations were either directly adopted from,
or modelled upon, Anglo-French compounds in
noun- ^ OK.

jion- t nom-, nun-, num- (mod.K.
non-) : L. non i not used as a prefix ; from about
1500 the predominant form of the prefix is that
of the L. non. It appears first in English towards
the end of the I4th c. in non-power (Chaucer,
Langland, Wyclif), and non-residence, nonsuit

(Wyclif). In the i5th and i6th c. a considerable
number of compounds (chiefly nouns of action
and gerunds) were in use, most of them being
of a legal character. Until about the middle
of the 1 7th c. the compounds formed with non-
are mostly of a special or technical kind, but
from that time the prefix became less restricted
in its use and began to be prefixed freely to sub

stantives, adjectives and adverbs, participles, and
verbal sbs. (rarely to infinitival forms). To the

political and religious movements of the J 7th and
1 8th c. are due many new formations, some of

which, as nonconformist, non-juror, non-resist

ance, have a permanent place in the language.
In the majority of the compounds of non- the

hyphen is usually retained; but it is commonly
omitted in the case of a few, such as nonconformist,
nonentity, nonsense, in which the etymology has
been to some extent lost sight of. Normally the pre
fix is unstressed, but in the disyllables nonage, non-

claim, nonsense, nonsuit, and in nonchalance, -ant,

nondescript, the non- receives the stress. It is also
liable to be stressed when the compound and the

simple word are coupled together, as to act or no n-
act, distribution or no ii-distribution, being and
.no n-being.
Eoimations having an independent status or

a continuous history during any period are en-
tered as Main words ; a small proportion of the
remainder are illustrated in this article, no attempt
having been made to represent with any degree of
fullness the very extensive development in the use
of the prefix during the last hundred years.
1. Prefixed to nouns of action, condition, or

quality, as non-accomplishment= failure to accom
plish, non-acquaintance = want of acquaintance,
non-adherence = the condition or quality of not

being adherent.
c 1465 Plntnfiton Corr. (Camden) 15 Excuseing the *non

accomplishment of her desire in such wis as yee can well

enough. 1884 ManeIt. Exam. 27 Aug. 6/3 Owing to their

*non-acquaintance with the English tongue. 1752 CARTE
Hist. Eng. III. 282 Alarming her with the evil consequences
of her non-acquiescence. 1836-41 BKANUE them. (ed. 5)

367 The *nonaction of this gas on copper-leaf. 18^7 GLAD
STONE E. Crisis 2 The concerted action, or non-action of the
Powers of Europe. 1715 Life Earl Halifax in Wks. 208
The same Members could not be as much as suspected for
*Non-adherence to the same Principles. 1848 LINDLEV
Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 45 This character of the aril, viz.,
its non-adherence to the testa. 1414 Rolls of ParIt. IV.
58/1 The forseide Priour and Chanons hav cleymed of hem
..custumes, for her singuler profyt and *non avauntage to
the Kyng. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. i. i. 8 The practical
difference between them amounts to little more than a *non-

agreement as to their rates of decomposition. 1766 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. xx. 301 The feodal doctrine of non-
alienation without the consent of the heir. 1797 WALPOLE
Geo. II (1847) I. v. 138 What he had said regarded the
clause of *non-amotion. 1579 Reg. Priry Council Scot. III.

187 Finding himself be his *non-apprehensioundisappointit
of his weikit puipois. 1808 T. CHALMERS in Mem. (1849)
V. 133, I..am much mortified by the *non-arrival of my
copies. 1821 MAR. & R. L. EDGEWORTH Mem. I. 59 My
articulation, or *nonarticulation of the letter R. 1784 R.
BAGE Barham Downs II. 16, I got him to repeat this

maxim, and then ventured upon a little &quot;non-assentation.

1731-8 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. Introd. 57 The Mind being
wholly taken up, and the Consequence of *Non-attention so
fatal. 1853 J. MARTINEAU Ess., etc. (1891) III. 472 Infinite
non-commencement and infinite *non-close are impossible
to thought. 1827 SIR J. BARRINGTON Pers. Sk. II. 20 A snap
or a *non-cock is to be considered a miss-fire. 1788 T.
TAYLOR/Vw/fII. 157 Such as affirm the *non-coincidence
of lines extended from angles less than two right. 1650
Exercit. cone. Usurped Powers 72 The people s *non-com-
mitance of any power to their Representees. 1781 LUT-
WYCHE Reports Table of Entries, Plea of *non-commorancy.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 311 He was. .out of Humour
at her supposed

*non-complaisance, a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU
Actsfy Man. (1642)532 Herf-K .the Virgin s] *non-concepUon
of humane seed. (11716 SOUTH Serm. (1744) X. 85 U sees
the *non-concludency of those arguments, that it rested

upon before. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 207 The *non-
connivence of their anthers. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc. 307
A &quot;Non-consideration of his \sc. God s) Presence and In-

spection. 1657 NortlCs Plutarch, Add. Lives 52 Her very
Palace was distasteful unto her, by reason of the *non con*

society of her dead Lord and King. 1677 GILPIN Demonoi.
24-2



NOW-.

(1867) 247 The suspicions of non-conversion arc more com

mon, and not so dangerous. 1673 S. PARKER Reproof Reh.

Transp. 416 Some .. protest their non-conviction of any

guilt. 1795 NELSON 17 Sept. in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII.

Add. 22 The non-co-operation of the British Fleet and the

Sardinian Army. 1831 SCOTT Let. in Lockhart (1839) X.

126 Our habits of non-correspondence are so firmly estab

lished. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel (1876) 494 They . .assume . .

the non-credibility of theGospels. diBsgDE QUINCEY /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;*.

Wks. (1893) II. 154 If the non-culture of the human race

allowed them to break out into war with little or no pre

paration. 1698-9 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II.

105 The great difficulties which soon arose from the non-

currency of Money. 1845 WHATELY Logic (1850) in. 17

146 This non-decision is practically the very same thing as

a decision in favour of the existing state of things. 1742
GILBERT Cases Equity 254 The Plaintiff, by assigning

a particular Breach in the &quot;Non-delivery at any one

Time, may bring the whole Matter in Question. 1835-6

Todd s Cycl. Anat. I. 507/1 1 consequence of non-de-

velopment of the pelvis. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig.

I 4 1 In vaine is their excuse, if non-disagreement in funda-

mentalls. 1768-74 TLXKER Lt. Xat. (1834) II. 486 The
non-discernment, if owing to inability, being not a wicked

ness committed. 154 In E
&quot;f-

Gilds (1870) 256 A reason

able accompt of the distribucioun and non-distribucioun

thereof. 1845 WHATELY Logic (1850) i. 5. 28 The fallacy . .

consisting in the non-distribution of the middle term .

1864 Pl SEY /.^f. Daniel\\l. 103 Theobjectiontacitly assumes

the thing to be proved, the &quot;non-Divinity of prophecy. 1663

BOYLE Uscf. Exp. Nat. Philos. \. v. 108 The Divisibleness

or non-Divisibility ofeach Corporeal Substance into infinite

Material Parts. 1683 J. CORBET Free Actions ill. xxviii. 48

Though the meer .N on-donation of more special .. Grace

be arbitrary with God. 1864 BOWES Logic v. 139 We
I- ive an equation, or non-equation, established between

these Terms. 1790 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 526 The &quot;non-

equilibrium of the particles in motion, a 1676 HALK Prim.

Orig. Mankind \. iv. (1677) 99 The Non-eternity of Man
kind. 1760 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 94 The &quot;non-exercise of

the mind contributes not a little to the increase of the

scurvy. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul n. iii. in. xviii, Rash

man that doth inferre negation From thy dead ear, or non-

experience. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen 181 This, .supposition

of God s.. &quot;Non-foreknowledge of his finite free Intelli

gences future actions. 1658-9 in Kurton s Diary (1828)

IV. 176 All that sit on that foot of non-freedom or non-

residency. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827)

II 494 The amount of damage, .that might result from the

-non-fulfilment of it [sc. a contract]. 1656 JEASES Mixt.

Schol. Div. 15 A certaine perswasion of the &quot;non futurition

of the evill. 1657 BAXTER Pres. Thoughts n It is not the

Impossibility but the non-futurity that God decreeth.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. n. 136 His third Argument is

from the &quot;Non-gravitation of the Mercurial Cylinder. 1808

Phil. Trans. XCIX. 36 The &quot;non-identity of the common
electricity, and that given out by the Voltaic apparatus.
,1 1703 BURKITT On N. T., Mark iv. 25 He that hides his

talent . . is in danger of being punished severely for the

&quot;nonimprovement of it. 1677 GREW Exper. Sol. Salts in

Anat. Plants (1682) 296 Whether the Solution of a smaller

quantity of several Salts, doth consist with the non-increase

of the bulk of the Water? 1814 Miss MlTFORD I illageStH.l.

(1863) 151 To. .leave our daughters, .to Mrs. C. s system of

&quot;non-instruction. 1646 BROWNE/V&amp;lt;/. ./&amp;gt;.
in. xxi. 157 Where

we finde such Instruments, wee may with strictnesse expect
their actions, and where we discover them not, wee^may
with safety conclude the &quot;non-intention of their operations.

1688 NORRIS Loi e l. iv. 35 If in this Absolute &quot;non-invinci

bility he will have our. . Freewill to consist, c 1661 Papers
on Alter. I rayer-Bk. 95 That its uncharitableness to punish

any Infants for the Parents faults, and that a non-liberation

is such a punishment. 1866 ODLING Anim. Cltcm. 142 The

loss, or rather non-liberation, of force resulting from the

merely half-burning, .of the excess of carbon. 1846 LANDOR

tmag. Conv. NVks. 1853 II. 73/2 Johnson s remarks.. on the

&quot;non-materiality
or non-immateriality of Satan. 1863 DE

MORGAN Pref. in From Matter to Spirit 12 The civilised

man of non-nescience a word I take the liberty of using
for science, since two negatives make an affirmative. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela\\.w Her Non-observanceofmy Les

sons. 1646 BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. ii. 6 The Pelagians . . ,who

peremptorily maintaining they can fulfill the whole Law, will

insatisfactorilv condemne the non-observation of one. Ibid.

vn. xviii. 383 So must, .the *non opposition of our reasons

procure our.. acquiescence in the other. 11635 NAUNTON
Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 51 A violent indulgencie of the Queen. .

towards this Lord ; all which argued a &quot;non-perpetuity. 1687
DRYDEN Hind ft P. 11. 462 No union, they pretend, but in

&quot;Non-Popery. 1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinquart. (ed. 2) 38

Any who was under a non-predestination unto effectual and
infallible means of eternal life. 1808 TOLLER Tithes (1816)

iii. 53 By non-presentation of a vicar for a long series of

years. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton 88 Allartists have intervals

of non-productiveness. 1650 BP. HALL Cases Cause. Addit.

i. 397 To give Testimony to the &quot;non-prohibition of this

marriage. 1842 LOVLR HandyAndyx. 95 His.. &quot;non-pronun

ciation of the letter R. 1680* Lond. Gaz. No. 1522/4 [He] was,
in regard of his long Imprisonment, and non-Prosecution,
Bailed out. 1650 Non-protection [see NON-OBEDIENCE],
1572-3 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 195 In respect of *non-

188

iv. xxix, Their hope is fully put abake And dispeired in

*nonsecurytye. 1643 MILTON Divorce n. iv. Wks. 1851 IV.

74 If we cannot be contented with his *non-solution, 1763

BURN Eccles. Law (1767) I. 409 He was suspended, and after

wards upon his *non-submission deprived. 1481 BOTONER
Oration, of Fhvnmeus Cayns (Caxton) e 8 They euery

day put it in pery 11 and *nonsurete. 1833 COLKRIDGE

Table-t. 16 Feb., Wordsworth and Goethe, .have this pecu

liarity of utter *non-sympathy with the subjects of their

poetry, a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Man. (1642) 82

ludah transgressed, and the Promise failed, as not to be

verified but upon Supposition of
*
non-transgression. 1600

W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 343 The *non validity of

bulles. 1683 J. CORBET Free Actions i. 5 Between Volition

and Nolition there is a middle thing, viz. *Non-vohtion.

2. Prefixed to agent-nouns and designations of

persons and objects, as non-abstainer **&*) who is

not an abstainer or does not abstain, non-accent -

absence or lack of accent.

1882 Med. Temp. Jrnl. L. 53 Any thoughtful person,

whether abstainer or *non-abstainer. 1872 Routledge s Ev.

Boy s Ann. 7;
*

Incompetence ..takes an accent on the

coin
,
and a sort ofsub-accent different from a *non-accent

on the tence
1

. 1787 HAWKINS Johnson 166 Their-
tion of *non-adults in the elements of literature, i

Calvin on Ps. xlv. 7 How great myscheefs bred of non-

punishment and Hbertie. 1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot,

III. 601 Tueching the *non-persute of Alexander Lawder.

1885 Law Times LXXVIII. 385/1 The *non-rateability
of empty houses. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Enid,

(1827) V. 656 To the account of loss, or of *non-receipt of

gain. 1659 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 537 This Message for

*non-recess, was not well pleasing to the House. 1539

166 The instruc-
:802-12

non-recess, s.
Act 31 Hen. Vlllt c. 13 16 For mysrecitall or *non-
recitall of leases. 1885 Law Times Rep. LI. 803/1 The
non-recital of the Act of 1845. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ.
in, ii. 3 (1876) 271 The complete *non -recognition and
implied denial of it. 1824 Miss MITF

would bring his honor off without staine. 1793 BURKE On
Policy ofAllies Wks. VII. 178 His toleration was granted to

*non-catholicks a dangerous word, which might signify any

thing, a 1871 GROIK Etk. Fragw. vi. (1876) 230 Aristotle s

ideas are miserably defective as regards obligation towards

&quot;non-citizens. 1638 FEATLEY Strict. Lyndom, \, 135 Priests

. . in the institution of this Sacrament . . were *non confidents.
a 1631 DONNE .Serin. Ivii. 579 All *Non-confitents, That

thinke not of confessing their sinnes at all. 1643 Plain

English 23 The Ordinance for assessing the Non-con
tributors. i68o CHARNOCK Attrib. God, (1834) I. 52?

there were any thing, .in thewholecreation,or*non-creation,
. .unknown to him. 1636 BRATHWAIT Rom. Emp. 93 Being an

Infidel and *non-credent. 1868 PARDON Card Player 16

The *non-dealer then cuts the pack into two pans. 1884

Bookseller 7 Oct. 1002/1 A reproduction., so closely similar

in form and appearance as to appear to &quot;non-experts one of

the originals. 1886 Mind Jan. 29 A non-god, a non-spirit,

a non-person, a *npn-form. 1622 MALYSES Anc. Law-
Merck. 430 It is vniust to punish all promiscuously as well

frauders as *non frauders. 1760 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass.

reca o es. . .

non-recital of the Act of 1845. 1848 MILL P
*non -recogn

. FORD Village Ser. i.

(1863) 119 Any little *nou-resemblance may be noted after

wards. 1855 KINGSLEY Westward Ho ! xxi, The doctor
talked mere science, or Conscience, about humours, com
plexions, and animal spirits. 1411-10 LYDC. Chron. Troy

Pel. Reg, XXXIII. 89 All Journeymen and Labourers,.,
whether *non-house-holders or house-holders. 1870 Sat.

RtT. 2 Apr. 443 All non-infallibilibts are but half-Catholics.

1828 Miss MII-FORD I illage Ser. in. (1863) 4 The grief of

the children on losing this most indulgent *non-instructress.

1754 Ess. Planning Fleet 27 The Luxuries, or * Non-
necessaries of Life. 1711 O. HICKSS Two Treat. Chr.

Pricsth. (1847) I. 272 The mission ..which the ministers of

some Presbyterian Churches, .derive from &quot;non-presbyters

or mere lay-men. 1857 R. TOMES Amtr, in Japan ix. 210

Most of the higher elates, .form a large body of indolent

non-producers. 1884 tr. Lotzes Logic 77 Any subject,
whatever it may mean, must be either Q or *non~Q, either

straight or not-straight. 1857 TKOLLOPE Barchester T.

xxxv, The quality.. were to eat a breakfast, and the &quot;non

qualify were to eat a dinner. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. n.

li. 3 Collaterals have no real claims, but in cases which

may be just as strong in the case of &quot;&quot;non-relatives. 1600

\V. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 109 A .. dissembling will-

nesse, with a relation to Atheisme or a *non-religion. a 1653
GOUGE Connn. Hcb. vi. 8 The opposition is. .between Saints

and *non-Saints. 1897 Daily News 28 May 8/4 The boat

lost at Kingstown had been replaced by a *non-self-righter
of the Southport type. 1874 HEATH Croquet-Player 59 The
*non-striker s ball, off which the croquet is taken. 1849
D.CAMPBELL Itwrg. Cheat. 21 Nitrogen, .being a *non-

supporter of respiration. 1865 DICKENS Mut, Fr. iv. v, As
an out-sider and &quot;non-sympathizer. 1648 GAGE West.Itid.

(1655) xv. 102 They will be sure to vent out some *non-

truth. 1881 Times 17 Jan. 6/2 Many conventional non-
truths (to speak kindly) must.. be excused.

3. Prefixed to adjectives, as non-absorbable not

absorbable, that cannot be absorbed.
Such compounds are very common in scientific use.

1808 Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 361 A. -quantity of &quot;non-ab

sorbable gas. 1797 Ibid. LXXXVIII. i6The only-distinction
of earths, till about the last half century, was into absorbent
and &quot;non-absorbent. 1883 Law Rep. 27 Chanc. Div. 528
Where parties have been met ely &quot;non-active. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xi. 207 The Pygmies of Paracelsus ;

that is, his *non-Adamicall men, or middle natures betwixt

men and spirits. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. xxix.

(1875) 218 Sometimes the tube is free and * non-adherent . .
;

more commonly it is attached to some submarine object.

1848 MILL Pol. Econ. in. vi. 2 The &quot;non-agricultural,

or rather the non-peasant population. 1878 Encycl.
Brit. VIII. 698/2 Trie Basques, the Esthonians, and the

Finns, who have retained their &quot;non-Aryan speech. 1829
LAMB Let. to Gillman 30 Nov.,

*Non -assist ive to
parti

tion of natures. 1887 FARRAK, etc. (titlt;\
* Non-Biblical

Systems of Religion. 1859 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life (1885)

II. 130 A genuine *non-bookish man like Captain Speke.

1765 Phil. Trans. LVI. 232 When the rocks below are

mixed, calcaryand noncalcary. 17851
T. TAYLOR Proclnsll.

155 A right line cutting *non-coincident right lines. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Lifej$$ The Hydroidea. .the

second order of Craspedota, contains both *non-colonial and
colonial hydroids. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 125

[He] was excepted against by Mr. Hudson for a &quot;non-com

petent witnesse. 1641 SIR E. DEKING .V/. cone. Laud iii. 1 1

Wee may prosecute *npn concludent Arguments. 1667
PRIMATT City fy C. Builder Pref, If the &quot;Non-confident

Author hath been any ways defective. lt46MlLL&amp;lt;7& 1. ii.

5 A *non-connotative term is one which signifies a subject

only, or an attribute only. 1775 in Chase Hist. Dartmouth
Coll. (1891) I. 350 Furious &quot;non-constitutional men. 1863 H.
Cox Instit. ii. xi. s67THose courts which have a voluntary

NON-.

or non-contentious jurisdiction. 1861 BERESK Here Eng.
Cathedr. igth C, 241 The &quot;non-cruciform Llandaff Cathedral.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 948 The non-deliquescent sulphates
. .such as sulphate of soda, &c. 1871 KINGSLEY Lett., etc.

(1877) II. 359 Flax and hemp would be the only non-

eatable crops here. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant II. xiv.

514 The power of &quot;non-empirical ideas over the human
mind. 1816 J. W. MASON Plea. Cath. Connn. (ed. 2) 206

The inconsistency of the government of England in sup.

porting, .the *non-episcopal churches abroad, a 1676 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. i. vi. (1677) 124 A limited or &quot;non-eternal

time, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. x. 131 The not

having a snip ready, if it were intended, was ^ion-excus

able. 1641 PRYNNE Antipathy Ep. Ded. 3 A now- non-

extant Booke, written . . in King Edward the 6. his dayes.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Kes. it. viii, Two little visual Spectra of

men.. simultaneously. .explode one another into Dissolu

tion ; and off-hand become Air, and Non-extant ! 1879 St.

George s Hosp. Rep. IX. 720 Medical officers of health hear

of all the fatal cases of any infectious disease. ., but by no

means of all the non-fatal cases. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim.

Life 59 A point corresponding to the junction of the fim-

brate with the *non-fimbriate portion of the mantle. 1731

BAILEY vol. II, &quot;Non-florifcrous .. bearing no Flowers.

1833 DARWIN in Life ,f Lett. (1887) I. 243 The country is

&quot;non-fossiliferous. 1657 Sec. Prest. UingivaM(S.H.SJ 291

The *nonharmonious concurrence of the parochiners to that

transplantatione. 1849 D. CAMI BEI.L Inorg. Client. 71 Non-
inflammable gas is prepared by distilling in a retort frag

ments of phosphorus with a solution of potash in alcohol.

1860 WHARTON La;vLex. led. a), -Xon issnable pleas, those

upon which a decision would not determine the action upon
the merits, as a plea n abatement, 1849 BALFOUR Man.
Bat. 921 &quot;Non-lactescent herbs or undershrubs. 1831

BREWSTER Optics Introd. i &quot;Non-luminous bodies are those

which have not the power of discharging light of them

selves. 1884 BRITTEN Watch $ Clock:::. Hatuttk., &quot;Non-

Magnetizable Watch. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene
(ed. 3) 475 Its frequent occurrence in &quot;non-malarious

places. 1875 MAX MULLER Cliips IV. 317, I had divided

the six great religions of the world into Missionary and

non-Missionary. 1879 WHITNEY Skr. Cram. 50 Before

another &quot;non-nasal mute or before a sibilant. 1611 BURTON
Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. i, Of those remote . . necessary causes,

I have sufficiently discoursed in the precedent member,
the &quot;non-necessary follow. 1873 RALFE Phyt. Chan. p. xv,

&quot;Non-nitrogenous fatty acids. 1767 Phil. Trans. LVII.

435 To swallow it, digest it, and return the non-nutritive

parts back again by the same way. 1874 GAKROD& BAXTER
Mat. tiled. 283 Inferior non-officinal cinchona barks. 1835-6
Todd sCycl. Anat. I. 202/2 In the non-parasitic species [of

arachnids]. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Ceog. vi. 266 The non-

placenta! Mammals contain two great subdivisions, viz., the

Marsupials and the Monotremes._ 1658 PHILLIPS, Non-

principiate,. .not having a beginning. 1864 BOUEN Logic
ix. 295 The petitio principii . . consists in assuming . . a &quot;non-

probable principle as probable. 1802-1: BENTHAM Ration.

Judic. Eviii. (i 827) 1 1 . 308 An inferior and &quot;non-professional

sort of judge called a justice of the peace. 1862 LYTTON

Strange Story I. xxii. 156 Among readers as non-professional
as myself. 1788 T. TAYLOR t roclus II. 181 That which is

rectangular, is shewn to be greater than that which is &quot;non-

rectangular. 1831 Planting (Libr. Usef. KnOU &quot;i- 33
*

Non-reproductive or resinous trees. 1868 SWINBURNE Blake

13.- Francois Villon and Aphra Behn, the two most inex

pressibly &quot;non-respectable of male or female Bohemians.

1805 SAL-NDEKS Mia. Waters 27 Water, .that is impregnated

witha*non-respirablegas. MslVtai is llfmevu. gAcrude
and &quot;non-scientific treatment of the must. iSia SOUTHEY

1030-9 J Olltl S \*yct. Slrfdt. 11. 43^/1 lNt^luum,nu.i .I.MJ u.

divided into &quot;non-sexual and sexual. 1877 CAYLEY in

Encycl. Brit. VI. 724/1 The classification mixes together

&quot;non-singular and singular curves. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. 375 The *non-spirilous, or breathless Consonants,

P, T, C. 1848 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat. CM II. vi.

301 The structure of the mouth.. proves it to be a &quot;non-

suctorial insect. 18^3 ARNOTT (title). Elements of Physics
..written .. in Plain or &quot;Non-technical Language. 1870

H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. Ixiii. (1875) 473 The non-

venomous and most typical Snakes. 1879 Premature
Death 61 The liability to give birth to immature and &quot;non-

viable children.

4. Prefixed to a sb. (or vbl. sb.) forming a phrase

used attributively.

1906 Westm.Gaz. ii Apr. 10/3 Charming Semi-detached

Non-basement Houses. 189* in Greener Breeck Loader

285 [Greener s No. 12 choke-bore] kills on an average at

least 20 yards further than a &quot;non-choke bore. 1881

Contcmp. Rei&amp;gt;. Aug. 301 The wish on the part of the non-

church people to relieve themselves of all Church questions.

1879 WHITNEY Skr. Cram. 60 The tip of the tongue, . .

reverted into the loose lingual position by the utterance of

a &quot;non-contact lingual element. 1835 URE Philos. Jlannf.

335 Xtje embroidery of bobbin-net, called lace-running,.,

a &quot;non-factory household work. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Afa!.

96 And a thousand more non-Gospel phrases. 1853 R. S.

SURTEES Soapey Sponge (1893) 291 D n you, sir, 1 11 fight

you, sir, any &quot;non-hunting clay you like, sir, except Sun

day. 1884 Law Rfp. 14 Q. B. Div. 262 Persons who were

doing on non-market days that which they could only
do legally on market days, a 1687 PETTY Pol. Anth.\.

(1691) 26 Jews, and Non-Papist Merchant-Strangers. 1880

Standard 15 Dec., Mr. Fawcett s.. speech, .was. .almost

entirely of a non-party character. 1890 W. J. GORDON

Foundry 26 The breech-block is linked to the body and

mounted on a non-recoil carriage. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl.
II. 234/1 The non-restraint system [in asylums). 1893

Times 25 Apr. 9/3 The total produce of non-tax revenue

would be 85,000 more than last year. 1851 MAYHEW Loud.

Lab. II. 39/2 Other small &quot;non-thoroughfare courts, some

times called blind alleys. 1836 PUSEY in Liddon Life Pnsey

(i893)I.xviii. 421 He argues.. against the &quot;non-transmission

doctrine.

5. Prefixed to an infinitive, as non-act= not to

act, to refuse, neglect, or omit to act.

1645 Non-act [see NON-CONSENT). 1818 BENTHAM Ch.

Eng. Cattch. Exam. 294 Keeping eyes shut or open at



NON-. 189 NONAGENARIAN.

B
easure, to *non-answer or false answer to questions. 1846

&amp;gt;

B^UfCCY# fafipWkB. 1858 VIII. 28 A war administra

tion, that ever feebly misapplied or lazily *non-applied the
resources of a mighty empire. 1676 W. HUBBARD Happi*
ness ofa People 40 The civill power., ought to ^ion-licen
tiate him that shall take upon him.. to prescribe to the

people poysonous Drugs.
6. Prefixed to ppl. adjs., as non-articulated=

not articulated, non-budding* wtf. budding, that

does not bud.
Such compounds are very common in scientific use.
1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. \. iii. 3 When a leaf separates ,

from the stem, it either does so by decaying upon it, when
it is said to be *non-articulated ; or [etc.]. 1856 Oxford fy

Camb. Mag.^ Apr. 237/2 The *non-attached students no
longer receiving help from the religious houses, fell away.
1836 J. M. GULLY Magendics Formul, (ed. 2) 186 A *non-
azotized animal or vegetable substance. 1846 DANA Zoopk.
(1848) 69 The lateral *non-budding polyps of the branch.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 314, I poured off the non-

crystallised liquor. 1876 Clinical Soc. Trans. IX. 167 The
tissue having become firm, even, and non-discharging.
1864 PUSEY Lcct. Daniel i.\. 561 A *non-enquiring acquies
cence in doubt, which is the peril of this day. 1701 NOKRIS
Ideal World i. v. 279 The supposed exception . . according
to the rule makes the affirmation hold the more .strongly in

the *non-e.\cepted instances. 1849 NOAD Electricity^. 3.1

240 The *non -galvanized rabbit wheezed audibly, and made
frequent attempts to vomit. 1693 Oxford Act 11. n For Gra-

j

duaies, and *Non-graduated,. .the GallVies are reserved.

1671 FLAVEL Fount. Life ii. 3 The glorious condition of the
*Non-incarnated Son of God. a 1661 FULLICK Worthies
Shropshire in. (1662) 3 They have flourished the owners
thereof, by an *nonintetrupted succession, from the time
of King Edwatd the Confessor. 1861 H. KINGSLEY fiarens-
hoe xxxvii, A *non-marrying man, as the slang goes. 1843
PEREIRA Treat. Foodfy Diet 36 That ^non-nitrogenised foods
alone are incapable of supportinganimal life. 1873 SI-KNCEK
Stud. Sociot. iii. 61 Minute ^non-nucleated portions of pro
toplasm. 1801 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCI. 399 The wire
from the *non-oxidating surface. 1776 D.\ COSTA Eleni.
Conchol. x. 187 Their shape so much resembles the Sea
Ears,that most authors, .call them *non-perforated Sea Ears.
1888 ROILHSION & JACKSON Anim.Life 122 The pigmented
cells are widest at their inner, the *non*pigmented at their

outer ends. 1826 HOOD Irish Schoolm. ix, Below he wears
the nether garb of males, Ofcrimson plush, but *non-plushed
at the knee. 1622 in Ruslnv. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 64 Not
onely for a help for the * Non preaching, but withall for .

a pattern, .for the Preaching Ministers. 1885 Spectator 10
,

Jan. 51/2 The cynical and unprincipled, or at least *non-

principled, time of which he writes. 1761 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. 101 At Malta the bailiff Marulli has just made a call i

of all the knights professed and *non-ptofe-&amp;gt;ied. 1797
Monthly Mag. III. 266 The qualifications, which entitle
a person to be a candidate for the medals, wholly preclude
the *non-reading men from a competition. 1824 Gradits
adCantabr. 1780 Chron. in Ann, Ret*. 262/2 Many, .killed
themselves with drinking *non-rectified spirits. 1684 E.
CHAMBERLAVSE Pres. St. E tg-. u. (ed. 15) 138 The rest of
his Majesties established Forces, .being non-regimented.
1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie s Formul. (ed. 2) 130 &quot;Non-

saturated hydrochloric acid. 1853 R. S. SURTEES Soapey
Sponge Ixiii. (1803) 337 The *non-sporting inmates of Non
such House. 1868 CARPENTER Microscope 570 (ed. 4) 729
The smooth or *Non-striated form of Muscular fibre.

1776 DA COSTA Elem. Conchol. iv. 80 Univalves, in which
they comprehend both the &quot;non-turbinated and turbinated.

1864 E. YATES Broken to Harness xxxii, The first drops
..causing an immediate consternation, .among the *non-
umbrellaed spectators. 1892 J.TAIT Mind in Matter (ed 3)

336 Bipeds and quadrupeds, winged and *non- winged beasts.

b. Prefixed to combs, formed with ppl. adjs.
1866 An KI-.N Pract. Med. II-43 I&quot; the*non-beer-drinking

countries. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 66 The . .

*non-gold producing strata ofserpentine. 1888 BKVCE Amur.
Commw. II. App. 640 The non-office-holding delegates
from the same States. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. \\\. vi. 3
Slave-grown will exchange for *non-slave-grown com modi-
ties [etc.]. 1837 CALHOUN Sp.Wks. 1864 III. iiSThepeopIe ;

now receive the notes of non-specie-paying banks.

7. Prefixed to gerunds and vbl. sbs., as non-
\

accompanying^ failure or neglect to accompany.
1573 Reg Privy CouncilScot. II. 227 For *nonaccumpane-

ing him to ane raid. 1657 Burtons Diary (1828) II. 37 I

The clause about the &quot;non-alienating the revenue was read.

1657 BAXTER Pres. Thoughts 8 The &quot;non-apostatizing of
the Elect. 1683 J. CORBET Free Actions in. xxxiii. 52 The
*non-ascertaining of an Event doth not render it impossible. I

1444 Paston Lett. I. 50 [He] is right sory of the matier that
j

is cause of your *noun comyng hedir, a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU
Acts

&amp;lt;t

Man. (1642) 533 Her [the Virgin s] &quot;non-conceiving [

of humane seed. 1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. \. 304 For
*non desisting of the landis of Castellwod. 1547 Act i

Edw. IS/, c. 14 34 It shall not be lefuU-.to enter into.,
anny Landes . , for the &quot;non doing not naminge or none
fyndinge of anr.y suche preist. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl.
(18^8) 35, 1 could never suspect that the &quot;Non-employing of
theirthoughtscould be theirChoice rather than their Punish
ment. 1525 Sc.Acts Jas. ^(1814) II. z98Incaissof*Non-

j

finding souittie. 1901 Essex Herald g Apr 2/4 Many of the
]

cases are for &quot;non-labelling margarine. 1472-3 Rolls of \

Parlt. VI. 49/2 Charged in defaute of *non-makyng of the
said pavement. 147^-5 Ibid. 155/2 IfanyCustumer..benecli-
gent..in *noon pakkyng of the same Clothes. 1650 WEEKES
Truth s Conflict i. 25 If everlasting life imply *non perish
ing. 1422 tr- Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 160 Whos necly-
gence in *non Punyshynge of bare nacionys and Subiectes.
1571-2 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 125 For *non-putling
the said Maister Allane Stewart to libertie. 1459 Rolls of
Patlt. V. 27/1 For ye *nounreceivyng of ye saide ordre.

1538 Aberd. Reg. XV. 651 (MS.), The *nonredding of his

buycht [-booth], a 1548 HALL Chron.^Hen. VIII 30 The
greate wronges .. quhilk we haue suffred ..in vpberyng, I

maynswetyng, &quot;nounredressyng of Attemptates. a x68o
CHARNOCK Attrib. Goei(i8-$4) I. 94 By the &quot;non-regarding of
God men rush into evil. 1791 PAINK Rights ofMan (ed. 4)

15 A law not repealed continues in force.. because it is not I

repealed ; and the ^non-repealing passes for consent. 1533 \

I

Acc. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 131 Lettrez . . to be
send to my lord Maxwell for &quot;non-ryding on the bordouris.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Ba.pt. Apol. 14 He had so sharply dealt

with Mr. Marshall for &quot;non-syllogizing. 1833 CHALMERS in

Mem. (1851) III. 409 We had as much talk as his &quot;non-

understanding of my dialect could admit. 1681 WOOD Life
3 July, His dispensation for *non visiting and not circuiting.

8. Prefixed to adverbs, as non-contenliously =not

contentiously.
1885 Manch. Exam. 28 Mar. 5/4 Everything is plain

when it is looked at *non-contenlipusly. 1875 J. H. COLLINS
JMctal Mining 105 The steam is used *non-expansively.
1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 107 A symmetrical

\

cup. .when. .et spinning *non-nutationally. 1814 SIR R.
WILSON Priv. Diary (1862) II. 308 It is. .believed to have
been printed *non-officially by the connivance of govern-
merit. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Distant correspondents,
Subjects serious in themselves, but treated . . *non-.seriously.
i88z VISKS tr. Sacks Bot. 235 The new plants. .have the

power.. of propagating *non-sexually by the formation of

;onidia. 1873 LELAND Egypt, Sk. Bk, 37 He shook his
iead *non-understandingly, 1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinc-
tnatlcs 181 Energy of *non-vortical!y moving Liquid.

Non-abrlity. [Xox- i.] Inability, incapa
city ; spec, inability to commence a suit at law.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 27 b, Jason . . thanked., the nobles. .

for their goode purchase in excusing gretly him self of nun-
habilite. 1531 Dial, on Lau-s Eng. 11. 75 So that the title of
examinacion of habilite or none habilite be nat therby taken
fro the ordinaries. 1612 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc. (1787)
72 The infancy of King Edward the Sixth, and the cover
ture of Queen Mary (which are both non abilities in the law
did in fact disable them to accomplish the conquest of
Ireland. 1646 SIK T. UKOWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xiii, 364 Nor
will it be easie to obtrude such desperate attempts unto

Aristotle, upon a non ability or unsatiifaction of reason,
who so often acknowledged the imbecility thereof, a 1697
AUBREY Lives (1898) 1. 124 For want of management, and
his non-ability, it came to nothing.

Non-abjUTOr. Hist. [Nox- 2. After non-

jitror.~\ One who refused to take the oath of

ABJUBATIOX imposed in 1703.
1893 Diet. Not. Biogr. XXXIV. 426 In the winter of

1705 an information was sworn against him [sc. John
Me Bride] as a non-abjuror.

t Non-a ble, # Ol&amp;gt;s. [Xox- 3.] Impotent.
1552 HULOET, Nonable, iinpotcns.

Non-a bsolute, a.
[si&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;. [Nox- 3.] Not
absolute ; (with the} that which is not absolute.

1830 COLERIDGH TttHc-t. i May, A fall of some sort or
other the creation, as it were, of the non-absolute is a
fundamental postulate of the moral history of man. 1879
NOAD & PREECIC Electr. 209 The common non-absolute
unit of work involving the product of a weight into a
length is styled kilogramme or foot pound.
Non-acce ptance. [Nox- j.] Neglect or

refusal to accept.
1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 35 He that hath a Bill of

Exchange in Possession, which was not accepted,., and so
is protested for Non-Acceptance. 1766 BLACKSTONE Coinin t

II. xxx, The payee, or indorsee may protest it for non-
acceptance. 1809 R. LANGI-ORD Introd. Trade 22 Re-
exchange means the damages incurred by non-acceptance
and non-payment. 1892 J. TAIT Mind in Matter (ed. 3) 33
Non-acceptance of the findings of perception unsettles the

judgment.
So Non-acce ptant #., refusing to accept.
1718 Freethinker Xo. 56 3 It forces the Non-acceptant

Paity of that Kingdom, zealously to espouse the Interests
of the Duke Regent.
Non accept a- tioii. rare. [NoN- i.]

= NON-
ACCEPTANCE.
16*2 MALYNES Anc. Law -Merck. 403 The Notarie doth

make the Protest, both for the non-acceptation, and for the

non-payment, reciting the Bill of Exchange verbatim.

Non-a CCesS. Law. [Xox- i . ] Impossi
bility of access for sexual intercourse, as in the :

case of a husband being abroad or at sea.

1799 Sporting Mag, XIII. 333 A declaration of non-access
within a certain time. 1857 GREENLEAF Treat. Law Em-
dence I. 28. 38 note, Non-access is not presumed from the
fact that the wife lived In adultery with another. 1891

Daily News 19 Dec. 7/2 The paternity was denied by the

petitioner on the ground of non-access.

Non-act, s&. [NON- i.] Something which is

not an act
;
failure to act.

1645 RUTHERKORD Tryal $ Tri. Faith (1845) 288 Faith ..
J

turneth all these acts.. half to non-acts. iya6 AYLIFFE

Paretgon 195 Tis not a Non-act, which introduces a i

custom. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Non-act, a forbear

ance from action, the contrary to act.

t Non-addre ss. Obs* [Nox- 5.] Refusal
!

to join in the address of Parliament to the King. |

So f Non-addre sser, f Non-addre ssing vbl. sb, \

1657-8 in Burton s Diary (1828) II. 432 The Parliament,
after the vote of non-addresses, did declare for a House
of Lords. 1681 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) I. 100 Who
agreed with the nonaddressers that the proceedings of the
addressers was unwarrantable. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heratli-
tus Ridens No. 23 (1713) I. 155 That. .the Non-Addressers
the accounted] as true Protestants as those who voted the
Non-Addresses to the late King. 1687 Reply Oxf. Clergy
in Somers Tracts I. (1745) 246 Is Non-addressing a Matter
of Faith; or Addressing, contrary to the Rule of good
Manners?
Non-admi ssion. [Nox- i.] Neglect or re

fusal to admit.
1681 Wo9D Life (O. H.S) II. 541 Mr. vice-chancellor..

not returning. ., occasion d the Dor non-admission till the

day after. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergott 65 In the Imperial
Chamber this vulgar answer is not admitted. ..And the

reason of this Non-admission is, because of its great un

certainty. 1802- 1 a I .i.MiiAM Ration, Judtc. Evid, (1827)

III. 262 note, Tor the purpose of forming a pretence for

non-admission.

Non-adve rtenCC. [NoN- i.] Want of ad
vertence or attention (to}. So Non-adve rtency.
1536 BELLF.NDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 209 In avciiture

thay nuris sic displesour to thaimself, be thair non-advert
ence. a 1677 MANTON Serut. Ps. cxix, liv. Wks. 1872 VII.
18 Non-advertency to heavenly doctrine is the bane of many.
1826 R. HALL Iv ks. (1832) VI. 385 In a slate of diMinion
from God, and non-advertence to the prospect of eternity.

Nonage 1 (n^ nedg). Forms : 4-5 nowuage,
5 noun age, nounage, 5-6 nowne age, none-
age, non(e; age, 6 nonai(d)ge, noon aege,

uouadge, noonage, 7 nonnage, 6-8 non-age,
5- nonage. [a. AF. nounage OF. nonage,
f. non- (see XON-) + age AGE $l&amp;gt;.\

1. The condition of being under age ;
the period

of legal infancy ; minority.
In the first quot., app. a payment due to the King when

an estate fell to a minor.

1399 LANGL. Kich. Reticles iv. 6 Xc be no\vn.i;;ib but

neweu him euere, As marche and moubray and many mo
o

;-&amp;gt;er. 1424 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) p. 1, The farme of
our tenants, .quilk to u^ peiteyns because of nonage of the
heire of Sir Robert Plompton. c 1450 Chron. Eng. cctiii.

iCaxton) 326 b, The duk of gloucestre vmfrey the kynges
vncle had ben protectour of Englond alle the none age of the

kyng. 1523 Act 14 &amp;lt;$ 15 Hen. VIII, c. 14 2 That the
feoffees or executours. .have, .the Londes andTenementes. .

during the nonage of every such heir. 1633 EARL MANCH.
A I Mondo (1636) 121 Christ., went up to the Temple in hi-,

Nonage. 1690 LOCKE Govt. \\. vi. 57 To inform the Mind,
and govern the Actions of their yet ignorant Nonage, till

Reason shall take its Place. 1768 BLACK si ON t; Comut. III.

332 In case of a suit to reverse a fine for non-age of the

COgnizor, or to set aside a statute or recognizance entered
into by an infant. 1821 .SCOTT Kcniln.-. i, I have, .permitted
..all of you to use your pleasure with the frolics of my
nonage. 1877 Miss YONGE Cameos IV. xvii. 178 She \ iewed
as invalid all that was done in her brother s nonage. 1892
STEVENSON Across //. (/ Plains 179 He had passed a riotous

nonage.

fb. Thr. OJ nonage : minor. At, in nonage:
in one s minority. Obs.

1484 ioM Rep. Hi^t. MSS. Contm. App. v. 318 If he be a

childe of none cage. 1565 COOPER TJic&auria, s.v. Depontre,
To committe the money of. .children in none age, to the..

keping ofthe citee. 1638 SIR ! . Hi.uBt.Ki Tra--. (ed. 2) 109
At that time Zeifadm was King (.in noinge) ruled by Atar
a spitefull Eunuch. 1715 CHAITKLOW Way to get Rich
(1717)171 You are like heirs at non-age. 1788 REID /4c//&
Powers iv. v. 614 Children in nonage act voluntarily.

C. transf. of plants.
1660 SHAKKOCK Vegetables 18 [Plants] able to abide the

sharp winter in their nonage. 1697 DKVUEN l- irg. Geor%.
u. 497 In their tender Nonage, while they spread Their

Springing Leafs, a 1720 J. HLGHES Claudianus, That
folded in its tender nonage lies, A beauteous bud.

2. Jig. The period of immaturity ; the early stage
in the growth or development of anything.
1584 LYLV Sappho iv. ii. 39 She is in her Nonage for

affections. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) A 2 This
booke rudely digested, and then roughly delivered I did in

the very nonage thereof recommend unto your patronage.
1639 FULLER Holy ll ar\. xxviii. (1647) 277 The loadstone
to draw their affection, (now out of non-age) must present
itself necessary. 1:1645 HOWELL Lett. II.lv. (1655)47111 the

nonage of the world, men and beasts had but one buttery
which was the fountain and river. 1700 DRVDEN Fables
Pref. *B 2 b, Even after Chaucer there was a Spencer, a

Harrington, a Fairfax, before Waller and Denham were in

being ; And our Numbers were in their Nonage till these
la.st appear d. 1814 GARY Dante, Inf. xxiv. i In the yearV
early nonage. 18*0 SCOTT Afonast. xx, A song, which. .

the inimitable Aslrophel, whom mortals call Philip Sidney,
composed in the nonage of his muse 1

. 1871 FARFAR Witn,
Hist. iii. 116 Nations outgrew their spiritual nonage.
3. attrib.) as nonage time

, youth.
1619 T. TAYLOK Contm. Titus ii. n This present world is

our nonage time, wherein we must be schooled to these
lessons. 1628 WITHER Brit. Reinemb. vu. 231 Those non
age Youths, to whom our Lawes deny A pow r in things
that smaller trust imply.

[ad. eccl.L.

f. non-tts ninth : see -AGE.] ^See quot.)
1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Nonagium or Nonage, a ninth

part of moveables which was paid to the clergy on the death
of persons in their parish.

i Ncrnaged, &quot;. 06s. [f. NONAGE * + -ED 2
. Cf.

OF. nonaagt.] Belonging to the period of nonage ;

in one s nonage, minor. Also^/f^.
1601 Acts Privy Count it XXXI. 241 In the behalfe of

Peter de la Rocque and his nonaged bretheren. 1613 W.
BROWNE Brit. Past. i. v, Here could I.. tell the world,
the Muses loue appeares In nonag d youth, as in the length
of yeeres. 1643 QUARLES Embl. in. xiii, My nonag d day
already points lo noon. 1645 New Distemper Wks.
(Grosart) I. 155/1 We might have taken an advantageous
leisure and mature deliberation to ripen every Bill, and, by
degrees, to rectifie every nonag d Grievance.

Nonagenarian (n^nad^/iie^rian),
a. and s&.

[f. L, ndntigenari-u$ (f. nonageni ninety each) :

see -IAN.]
A. adj. Ninety years old, or between ninety and

a hundred. B. sb. A person of such age.
1804 [R. GRAVES) (title), The Invalid: with the obvious

means of enjoying. .long life. By a Nonagenarian. 1817
BYRON Let. 9 Apr., This nonagenarian . . must be one of the
&quot;deux fils . 1865 Morning Star 4 Jan., Eight nonagen
arians died in the week. The oldest were two widows
aged 95 and 96. 1893 Nation ao July 49/3 Her nonagen
arian Bearnese grandmother.



NONAGENARY.

t BTbnage nary. Obs. rare 1
. [ad. L. nona-

genari-tts: see prec.] (See quot.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 10 As for Mars, as he is neerer

vnto the Sun, so feeleth he the Sun beames by a quadrant
aspect, to wit ninetie degrees, whereupon that motion tooke

the name, called the first and second Nonagenarie from

both risings.

Nonagesimal (npnadse-simal), a. and sb.

Astr. [t.
L. ndn&gesim-us, ordinal of nSnaginta

ninety : see -AL. Cf. F. nonagisimal.]
A. adj. Nonagesimal degree, point : that point

of the ecliptic which is highest above the horizon

at any given time, being 90 above the point at

which the ecliptic intersects the horizon.

1704 J. HARRIS Li~x. Techn. I, Nonagessintal Degree, is

the highest Point, or goth Degree of the Ecliptick. 1797

Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 522/2 Sometimes she stands, as it

were, upright on her lower horn, and then such a line

[sc. touching the points of the moon s horns] is perpen
dicular to the horizon : when this happens she is in what

the astronomers call the nonagesimal degree. 1833 HER-
SCHEL Aitron. iv. 182 The altitude of its highest point or as

it is sometimes called, the nonagesimal point of the ecliptic.

1862 G. C. LEWIS Astrvn. Ancients IV. i The angle of the

east, which is now called the nonagesimal degree.

B. sb. The nonagesimal degree.

1789 / /;//. Traits. LXXIX. 59, I have calculated them
two different ways, viz. by the method of parallactic angles,
and by the method of the nonagesimal. 1815 BURNEY
Falconer s Marine Diet, s.v., The altitude of the ^nona-
gesimal is equal to the angle of the east, and, if continued,

passes through the poles of the ecliptic. 1834 Nat. Philos.

III. Astran. (Libr. Usef. Knowl.) xii. 252/1 What we have
here called the longitude of the zenith, is often called the

longitude of the nonagesimal.

t Nonage sime, &amp;lt;* [ad. L. nSnagesi/n-us :

see prec. Cf. F. nonagesime.] = prec. A.

1653 SHAKEKLEY TalntLs Britaii. 73 Finde the Node as

cendent, and subtract it from the Nonagesime degree. 1771
/ /;//. Tians. LXI. 438 To find the nonagesime or ooth

degree of the ecliptic from the horizon.

TToiiagon (n? nag?n). Geom. [irreg. f. L.

non-its ninth, after hexagon, Cf. OF. nonogone.]
A figure having nine angles ;

an enneagon.
1688 R. HOLMK Armoury ill. xvi. (Roxb.) 98/1 An Hen-

neagon, or Enneagon or Nonagon, a fort of nyne corners.

a 1696 SCAHBURGH Euclid (1705) 174 Of the . . Nonagon,
Eudide makes no mention. 1817 COLEBROOKE Algebra 93
Next the proof of the side of the nonagon is shown. 1842
GWILT Art/lit. 1008.

b. Used adj. Nine-angled.
1754 POCOCKE Trav. (Camden) I. 72 They are making a

nonagon building, .where poultry, .are to be kept.

t No nan, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ndndn-us, f.

non-its ninth : see -AN. Cf. OF. nonain.~\ Applied
to a fever recurring every ninth (i.e. eighth) day.

1657 Expert Physician 123 The Quintan, Sextan, Septan,
and Nonan Feavers, differ not from intermitting Feavers.

1892 Syii. Soc. Lex., Nonane .. Formerly applied to an

erratic fever returning on the ninth day.

Nonane (nou-n^ n). Chem. [f. L. noii-us ninth

+ -ANE 2 b.] A hydrocarbon (C 9
H20), being the

ninth of the methane series. 1868 FOWNES Chem. 551.

Non-appa-rent, a. [Nox- 3.] Not apparent.
Also absol. with the.

1748 RICHAROSOX Clarissa. (1811) IV. 188 Dorcas no
sooner found them, than she assembled these ready writers

of the non-apparent, a 1833 M CCULLOCH Attributes (1843)
II. xxxiv. 306 We do not know whether it is dormant or

acting when it is non-apparent. 1880 Contemp. Rev. Feb.

199 Nature being at most a secondary manifestation of that

which is now non-apparent and supernatural.

Noii-appea ranee. [NON- i.] Failure or

neglect to appear, esp. in a court of law, as a party
to a suit or as a witness.

1475 Rolls o/1 a.rlt. VI. 134/1 Londes . . which they for

feited by their noun apperaunce. 1568 Act 5 Eliz. c. 9
12 The Loss. .that the Party, .shall sustain by reason of

the Non appearance of the said Witness, ft 1676 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 161 Arts and Sciences, .have

their non-appearances for some Ages, and then seem first

to discover themselves where before they were not known.

1768 BLACKSTONE Coinm. III. x. 193 Through their default

or non-appearance in a possessory action, they were.. with,

out any remedy. 1846 BROWNING Litria i, The non-appear
ance of our foe s ally. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1897) I.

iii. 60 Although it does not follow that it was unknown
to them, its non-appearance is a presumptive evidence of

superior simplicity of organisation.
So Non-appea rer, one who fails to appear.
1755 MAGENS Insurances II. 145 The Proceedings.,

against the Non-Appearers ..shall be from three Days to

three Days, for the first, second, and third Default.

Non-a rcking, ///. a. Electr. Also -arcing,

[f. NON- 6 + AKO 5.] Of a metal : That does not

form a voltaic arc or allow it to be formed.

1895 Standaid Diet., Non-arcing. 1899 Min. Proc. lust.

Civil Engin. CXXXVI. 44 Arresters of the short-gap type
having a resistance in series are of more value than the

non-arcking metal type.

Nonary (nou-nari), a. and sb. [ad. L. tiona-

ri-us, f. non-us ninth.] A. adj. Arith. Nonary
scale : a scale of notation having nine as its basis.

1870 SONNENSCHEIN & NESBITT Sd. Sf Art Arith. I. 114
Add. .in the nonary scale 1235, 7834 [etc.]. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XV. 21 5 The numbers, .being kept in the nonary scale.

-B. sb. 1. A group of nine.

1666 BP. S. PARKER Free # Impart. Censure (1667) 83
This Ternary of Hierarchies, and Nonary of Orders do Cir

culate about the three fold Essence of God. 1839 Fmser s

190

Ulag. XX. 205. The terrestrial gods and demigods will..

form two ogdoads, and not a septenary and nonary, as

Manetho has them.

2. A fever recurring every ninth (i.e. eighth) day.

1747 tr. A struts Fevers 63 A tertian may also seem to be

a nonary, its paroxysms being suppressed, except those

which fall on every gth day.

Won-ascri pt, a. [ad. mod.L. (scholaris) non-

ascriptus % unattached student.]
= NON-COLLEGIATE.

1897 ESCOTT Social Transform. Viet. Age xiv. 181 The
formal consent to his life in lodgings of his parents . . was . .

required from the non-ascnpt undergraduate.

II Non assumpsit (n^n ^urmpsit). Law. [L.
= he did not undertake .] A plea in an action of

assumpsit by which the defendant denies that he

made any promise or undertaking.
1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 78 That the plaintiff

had brought an action of the case against Rickby, the de

fendant, and upon non assninptit. 1678 W. BROWN Entring
Clerks Vade Mecum 108 marg., As to the first, second, and
third promises the Defendant pleads Non assumpsit. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comin. II. xx. 305. 1824 STEPHEN Pleading
175 In Trespass on the case (in the species of assnmpsit) t

the general issue is called the plea of non assumpsit.

Non-atte iiclance. [Nox- i.] Failure or

neglect to attend.

1687 LD. HALIFAX Cautions Choice M. / . 5 Non-Attend
ance in former Parliaments ought to be a Bar against
the Choice of Men who have been guilty of it. 1763 Citron.

in Ann. Reg. 94 Penalties for non-attendance as militia

men. 1824 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 55 The weekly fines

levied upon Catholics for non-attendance upon public wor

ship. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 103/1 A judge should

have power to commit for non-attendance as a witness.

tNon-atte-ndancy. Obs. [Nox- i.] In

attention.
a 1677 MAN-TON Strut. Fs. cxix^ c. (1687) 217 Non-attend-

ency, or inadvertency, prejudicate opinions and rooted lusts.

So f Non-atte-ndingly adv., inattentively.

1678 Ci owoRiH Intcll. Syst. i. iii. 37 160 We have all

experience of our doing many animal actions non-attend-

ingly, which we reflect upon afterwards.

I Noil avenu (nonavnw). Also crron. -ue.

[Fr.] Not having happened.
1840 THACKEKAY Paris Sk. Bk. I. 123 Otherwise the deed

became null and non-avenue. 188^ BARON H. DE WORMS
AfeiK. Ct.von Deust I. Introd. p. Ivii, The incident was con

sidered, in diplomatic language, as non avenu.

Non-being. [Nox- ;.]

1. a. The condition of not being ; non-existence.

c 1449 PKCOCK Rcpr. \\. xvi, 242 These men..concludiden
..that at the bodili heuen.,was euer withoute bigynnyng
of tyme, and schal euer be withoute corrupcion and withoute
noon being. 1645 BALL Sfkere GOT. . 8, I conceive, .power.,
to consist rather in reason positive then negative, in beeing
rather then in non-beeing. 1765 HARRIS Three Treat.

Notes 267 Contingents .. were equally susceptible both

of Being and Non-being. 1899 DZIEWICKI Uydifs De
Logica in. p. xxxv, Whether the non-being of the world

preceded its being.

b. A non-existent thing.
1662 J. CHANDLER J/an Helmonfs Oriat. 25 Of a non-

Being, no conception, no figure, and no understanding, doth
answer. 1793 T. TAYLOR Salhtst, etc. xvii. 83 It is im

possible that any thing can be generated from non-beings,

f 2. Not being present. Obs.
J45S Rolls of Parlt. V. 335/2 For his nounbeyng at this

your present Parlement.

Nonce (npns). Forms: 3 [to pan anes],
Ormin naness, 4-5 nonis, 4-6 nones, nonys,
nons, nonest (5 nownes, noones, -ys, 6

nonst(e, 6-7 nonse, 8-9 dial, noance ; Sc. and

north. 4 nanyse, 4-5 nanes, 5-6 -is), 6- nonce,

[orig. in the ME. phrases to pan ane, *for pan
ant, to pan anes, *forfan anes, the last of which

was altered by wrong division (as in a newt for an

ewt} to for pe nanes, nones, literally
= for or with

a view to the one (thing, occasion, etc.). The
genitival form anes was substituted for the original
dative ane probably by analogy with the synony
mous pairs ane and anes, ene and encs = ONCE,
For the forms nonest, nonst, cf. onest, onst for ones,

ONCE, amidst for amiddes.]
1. For the nonce : a. For the particular purpose ;

on purpose ; expressly. Often with inf. or clause

expressing the object or purpose. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1200 Ormin 7160, & wel itt mihhte ben
|&amp;gt;att

he Wass
gramm..All forr

J&amp;gt;e naness, forr ^att heSwa wolldedon hiss

lede To ben all J?ess te mare offdredd Off himm & off hiss

e^^e. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5795 He com & mette him in

a wode & bed him abyde, & he adde uor
t&amp;gt;e

nones tueye
suerdes bi issyde. 1338 R. BRUNNECArcw. (1810) 108 Steuen
com for be nons, bis lond to haf he bouht c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 381 A Cook they hadde with hem for the nones, To
boille the chiknes with the mary-bones. c 1440 Fromp.Parv.
173/2 For the nonys, idcirco, exproposito. c 1450 Merlin 420
For the dredde that theire beerdes sholde growe she lete

a-noynte her chynnes with certeyn oynementes made for the

nones. 1533 MORE Answ. to poysoncd Bk. Wks. 1055/1

Thys breadis bread descending from heauen for the nones
that whoso may eate and befedde of that, shall not perish by
euerlasling death, a 1548 HALL C /iron., Hen. VIII, 216 She
withdrewe her into a Hile place made for the nones on the one

sideofthequere. I548UDALL, etc. ETOSIH. Far. John ii. 5-8

Jesus deferred y* myracle for the nonest, because the lacke of

wyne should be the better perceiued of euery body. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen.IV* \. ii. 201, I haue Cases of Buckram for the

nonce, to immaske our noted outward garments. 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxm. xxiii. 400 Trifling out the time for the

nonce and of purpose [orig. sedtdo\. 1670 LASSELS V0y.

NON-CERTIFICATE.

Italy ii. 128 They buryed her alive in a low vault made for

the nonce. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qua/. (1809) I. So

The least locomotive faculty, in the meanest reptile, must
..be provided with, .nerves, tubes, reservoirs, levers, and

pulleys, for the nonce. 1853 W. D. COOPER Sussex Class, (ed.

2), Nonce, purpose, intent, design. He did it for the nonce.
1

Still in frequent use in S. and Hants. 1887 Kentish Gloss.

b. In ME. poetry (and later, more or less

archaically) used as a metrical tag or stop-gap,
with no special meaning ; frequently riming with

bones and stones.

c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems v. 233 pare he fond flesch and
blod myd be bones, An nou he gan to crye loude for be

nones: My lord ich abbe y.founde. 13.. Caw. ff Gr. Knt.

844 A hoge habel for be nonez, & of hyghe elde. 1373
HARBOUR Bruce x. 58 The folk off Lome, .tumlit on hym
stanys, Richt gret and hevy for the nanys, 1390 GOWER
Con/. II. 102 A stille water for the nones Rennende upon the

smale stones. cuooDcstr. Troy 1502 Of hir ffeturs & fair-

bed isferly to telle, Alse noble for pe nonyst as nature cold

deuyse. c 1400 Ywaine ff Gciw. 2051 The lyon hungerd
for the nanes, Fill fast he ete raw fless and banes, c 1440

Generydes 3289 His helme was wele ordeynyd for the nonys,

Right wele garnysshed with perle & precious stonys. 1513
DOUGLAS /Kneis vin. i. 67 Eneas, .hymself doun layd..for
the nanis, And gave schorl rest vnto his wery banis. 1557
Totilli Misc. (Arb.) 169 Behold my picture here well

portrayed for the nones, With hart consumed and fallyng

flesshe, lo here the very bones. 1591 SPENSER Vision Bellay

vi, I saw her litle ones In wanton dalliance the teate to

crave, While she her neck wreath d from them for the nones.

a 1635 CORBET Poems (1647) 50 Here for the nonce, Came
Thomas Jonce, In St. Jileses Church to lye. 1831 L. HUNT
Poems 289 A cup of good Corsican Does it at once ; Or a

glass of old Spanish Is neat for the nonce.

C. For the occasion ;
hence (in modern use),

for the time being ; temporarily.
1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Pocsie ii. xvi. (Arb.) 143 If your

word polysillable would not sound pleasantly whole, ye
should for the nonce breake him. 1672 MARVELL Keh.

Transp. I. 98 To make a Conscience fit for the nonse, he

saves [etc.]. 1775 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VII. 406 Do we not

continually tell lies for the nonce, without gaining thereby
either profit or pleasure? 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxvi, I fear

. .there is no one here that is qualified to take upon him,
for the nonce, this same character of Father Confessor.

1848 DICKENS Dombey vi, Converting the parlour, for the

nonce, into a private tyring room. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany
iv. 42, I therefore made a virtue of necessity, and was a good
Catholic for the nonce. 1888 BRYCE Anier. Comniiv. in.

Ivi. (1890) II. 376 They will take the often more profitable

course of fusing for the nonce with one of the regular parties.

1 2. To fan ane(s, f the nonce - i a. With the

nones : on condition (that). Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 17304 pa bet word him com to bet Brutes wolden

ber don, & comen to pan anes to faechen pa stanes.
_
Ibid.

21506 Mid spseren and mid graete wa;en to pan ane icoren.

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 1009 And here I wol ensuren

thee With the nones that thou woft do so, That [etc.]. 1:1385

L. G. W. 1540 Hypsipyle, As wolde almighty god that I

had yive My blood and flesh, so that I mighte live, With
the nones that he hadde o-wher a wyf For his estat. c 1400
Gamelvn 206, I wold g_eve

ten pound, ..With the nones I

(and a man to handil him sore. 1665 COTTON Poet. Wks.

(1765) 116 She kept Sichseus Bones In a great Coffer made
o th nonce.

fb. In the nonce : at that moment, at once.

CI47S Hunt. Hare 266 Y wold that.. In the nownes ye
had me the coppe gene, For therof had Y nede.

3. f For the very nonce : for the express pur

pose. At the very nonce : at the very moment.

1627 J. CARTER Plain Expos. 55 When they fasted, . .

insteed of disfiguring their lusts, they disfigured their faces,

for the very nonce; affecting rather the seeming then the sub

stance of sanctimony. 1681 HICKERINGILL Black Non-Con/.
iii. Wks. 1716 II. 36 If they stray, thou art a good Shepherd,
reduce them ; thou art well kept and paid for the very
nonce. 1705 Priest-cr. i. ibid. III. 4 So fitted and

accoutred by Providence for the very nonce. 1855 BROWN
ING Childe Roland xxx, Fool, to be dozing at the very

nonce, After a life spent training for the sight !

4. altrib. : nonce-word, the term used in this

Dictionary to describe a word which is apparently
used only for the nonce (see vol. I, p. xx) ; simi

larly nonce-use, etc.

Nonce, variant of NUNCE, nuncio.

t Non-certarn, s6. Obs. [f. NON- i+ CERTAIN

B. 2.] Uncertainty. Chiefly in phr. in non-certain.

1387-3 T. USK Test. Love in. i. (Skeat) 1. 61 Opinion is

whyl a thing is in non-certayn, and hid from mens very

knowleging. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 348 Al the whiles that

I hove In noncertein betwen the tuo. 139* CHAUCER

Compl. Venus 46 In noun cerlaine we langwisshe in pen-

aunce. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prtv. 176 Hit is a

grete noun cerlayne of good renoune, that a man Putte bym
of anothyr manys mouthe to be Praysid. 1426 LYDG. De
Guil. Pilgr. 24103 Wherfore I stonde in nonecerteyn. c 1430

Mix. Poems (Percy Soc.) 245 This sesoun Ver slant evir

in nouncerteyne.

t Non-ce rtain, a. 06s. [Nox- 3.] Uncertain.

1602 FULBECKE u/ Ft. Parall. 9 b, When a graunt is non.

certaine. Ibid. 37 This estate is determined, and it was

cerlaine, but a thing non-certaine was the cause of the

determination of ii.

t Non-ce rtainty. Obs. [AF. non-certeintee :

see NON- I and CERTAINTY.] Uncertainty.

1475 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 129/2 By cause of the noun

certeynte of the lyfeof the said Galiard. 1523 FITZHERB.

Bk. Survey, v b, The declaracyon of this statute is doubt-

full, bycause of the nonecerlentie therof.

t Non-certi-ficate. Obs. [NON- i.] The

act or fact of not certifying. Also Won-ceTtify-

ing vbl. sb., in the same sense.



NONCHALANCE.
1455 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 334/1 To be forfette, for the non-

certificate therof. 1474 Ibid.\\. 116/1 For their noncertifi-

yng lymyted and sette as is aforesaid. 1503 A ct 19 Hen. &quot;//,

c. 13 If the same Justices. .have no resonable excuse for

non certefying of the same.

Nonchalance (n^rnjalans ; as Fr., norijalans).

[a. F. nonchalance, {. nonchalant : see next.] The
condition of being nonchalant

;
want of warmth

of feeling or enthusiasm, lack of interest ; in

difference, unconcern.

1678 SAVILF. Corr. (Camden) 73 She, .is at last tired with
the King s nonchalance in the prosecution of it. 1758 Case
Authors Stated 28 With the true Non-CIialance of the
Indifferent. 1774 MMK. D ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) I.

306 All the sisters then poured the incense of praise
upon this Ode, to which he listened with the utmost
nonchalance. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby in. i, All this,
too, without any excitement of manner

;
on the contrary,

with repose amounting almost to nonchalance. i86sCr/i.Mag- July 29 Neglected dames were sublime in a wretched
nonchalance. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) 1.

vi. 203 Allusions to his old characters are thrown in with
a calculated nonchalance.

Nonchalant (n^nfalant ;
as Fr., nonjalan), a.

[a. F. nonchalant, pres. pple. of nonchaloir, f.

non- + chaloir (: L. calere) to be warm.] Wanting
in warmth of feeling ; lacking in enthusiasm or
interest

; indifferent.

01734 NORTH Exam. n. iv. 147 (1740)310 To be nan
chalant and insipid in such Matters. 1813 BVKOS Let. to
Moore 8 July, The nonchalant deities of Lucretius. 1841
W.GRESLF.Y Portr. Churchman (ed. 6) 83 The irreverent non-

j

chalant demeanour of many of those who foim our English i

congregations. 1893 Nation 6 July 17/3 Along with this
nonchalant dealing with broad generalities, goes naturally
the most careless handling of specific facts.

Hence No-nchalaiitly adv., with nonchalance or

indifference ;
No nclialantness rare, nonchalance.

1840 BROWNING Sordello iv. 427 You would say, Twas
a youth nonchalantly looked away Through the embrasure.
1878 DOWDEN Stud. Lit. 473 There is a manner of powerful
nonchalantness. 1893 VIZETELLY Glances Buck I. xx. 398
Our artistic friend nonchalantly lighted up his cigar and
smoked in the royal bed-chamber.

t Nonchaloi r. Obs. In 5 none shaloyre.

[a. OF. nonchaloir (see NONCHALANT), inf. used
as sb.] Neglect, disregard.
c 1495 Epit. Dk. Bedford in Sltelton s Wks. (1843) H- 39=

Gewellys of late poysyd at grete valoyre, .. Stykynge on
stakes as thynges of none shaloyre.

Wonchion, obs. form of NUNCHEO.V.

t Non-church, v. Obs. [\ON- 5.] trans.

To deprive of the status of a church.
a 1679 J. BROWN Life cfFaith (1824) II. xxi. 393 We cannot
understand why He should continue the gospel long with
one people and remove it quickly from another, and non-
church them.

Non-claim. Law. [a. t^f.nounclaim: see
NON- l and CLAIM sb.~\ Failure or neglect to make
a claim within the time limited by law.

1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 25 The Kyng . . considereth
that fynes ought to be of. .fynall ende and conclusion, and
of suche effecte were taken afore a statute made of noun I

cleyme. 1532 Dial, on Laws Eng. \\. 1. 128 To these cases
j

may be resembled y case of a fine with none clayme. 1594
WEST ?nd Pt. Symbol. 51 Fine and nonclaime by the space
of a yeere and a day was a peremptory barre to al men.
1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 354. 1769 Aclome tnclos. Act
13 The non-claim or non-acceptance of any guardian. 1858
LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-Bk. Prof. Law xiii. 84 The Courts
would not permit any guardian entering as such, afterwards
to set up a title by non-claim against his ward.

t Non-claimer. [Cf. prec. and -ER *.]
=

prec.
1701 Expedient Propos d 19 Unless it be. .lost by disusage

and nonclaimer beyond the memory of Man.
Non-coil, colloq. Short for NON-COLLEGIATE.
[1874 Non-collegiate Memoranda 16 The score was as

follows: Non-coil, ist Innings, 124. . .Trinity, ist Innings,
132.] 1879 Durham Univ. Jrnl. 13 Dec. 13 The Cambridge
non-coils have had to take their boat off the river. 1902
Non-Collegiate Stud. Mag. II. 118, 1 can t see why a clergy
man because he is a Non-Coil, man shouldn t get a curacy
on the same terms as any one else.

Non-colle-giate, a. and sb. [NON- 2, 3.]
A. adj. Not belonging to a college ; belonging to

the body of students (in certain universities) not
attached to any particular college or hall (scholares
nitlli collegia vel anise ascripti) . Also, occas. of a

university : Not having a collegiate system.
1874 Non-collegiate Memoranda 2 The Board for superin

tending Non-collegiate Students, appointed by the Univer
sity [of Cambridge], 1876 G. W. KITCHIN Scholares non
ascripti 5 The advantages they would certainly enjoy in
a non-Collegiate University. 1884 Add. ad Corpus Slat.
Univ. Oxon. 907 Whereas it is expedient that students in
the University who are not members of any College or Hall
should be designated as Non-Collegiate Students.

B. sb. One not educated or trained in a college ;

one of a non-collegiate body.
1683 (title), A Plea for the Chymists or Non-Colegiats.

1897 ESCOTT Sac. Transform. Viet. Age xiv. 186 Mr. J. A.
Fioude s successor in the Chair of Modern History was,
throughout the greater portion of his career, anon-collegiate.
Non-com. Colloquial abbreviation of non

commissioned officer.

[1747 Genii. Mag. XVI. 336 For 15196 commission d and
non com. in Flanders.] 1883 in Harper s Mag. Aug. 398/2
One mess of non-coms had the addition of a. .dish of roast
hare. 1894 SALA London up to Dale 178 He left the army
with the rank of sergeant-major ;

his old commanding officer
. .appreciated the worth of the valiant old non-com.
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Non-cO mbatant. [NoN- 2.] One who is

not a combatant, as a civilian in time of war
;

spec, in the army and navy, one whose duties do
not include that of fighting, as a surgeon, purser,
or chaplain.
1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VIII. 493 The

. .pay of non -combatants and pensioners. 1813 Ibid. XI. 78 In
former wars, a person in your situation would have been
considered a non-combatant and would have been imme
diately released. 1897 GEN. PORTER in Cent. Mag. Feb.

494 Many of the non-combatants had gone away.
b. attrib. or as adj.

1868 Rep. to Goi&amp;gt;t. U.S. Munitions Jl ar 196 Hospital
attendants . . employed in the transport of wounded . . ,

while non-combatant a7id solely occupied in these duties

[etc.]. 1881 K. ROBERTSON in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 194/1
That the non-combatant portions of the two communities
should remain as though they were in a state of peace.
Non-come. Taken by some to be a nonsensical

abbreviation of NON-COMPOS, but perhaps intended
as a substitute for NONPLUS.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. v. 67 Wee will spare for no

witte 1 warrant you : heere s that shall driue some of them
to a non-come.

t Non-commission. Obs. [.VON- 4. See

COMMISSION .sA 1-
13.] =-next.

1693 Royal Proclatn. g Feb. in Lend. Gaz. No, 2844/1
To the Non-Commission-Officers. 1698 Lr 1 1 KI-XL Brief
Rel. (1857) IV. 333 Six dayes full pay to each private trooper
and non commission officer of the horse and dragoons.
1764 Chron. in Ann, Reg. 100 The petty officers of the navy
and non-commtssion officers of the army.
Non-commi ssioned, a. [NON- 6.]
1. Of officers of the army f and formerly of the

navy) : Not holding a commission.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3906/4 The Noncommissioned Offuxrs
and private Troopers of the Honourable Lieutenant-General
Lumley s Regiment of Horse. 1764 Low Life 72 The Non-
Commissioned Officiers, and Fore-Mast Men of all the Royal
Yachts moored about Greenwich. 1813 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Desp. (1838) X. 469 As to the non-commissioned
officers,, .they are as bad as the men. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II.

592/2 Recruiting is carried on by parties detached, or by
non-commissioned officers and men on furlough.
2. Of a ship : Not put in commission.
1868 Rep. Neutrality Law Comm. in Morn. Star 2 June,

Any foreign non-commissioned ship despatched from this

country after having come within it.

Non-COmmi ttal, sb. (a,} [NoN- i.] Re
fusal to commit oneself to a particular view or

course of action, (orig. U. S.}
1836-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 449 Not lettm on as

if I know d that he was there, for there is nothin 1

like a non
committal. 1876 SARAH INGHAM White Cross Hi, The youth
was reticent, and the maiden remarkable for non-committal.
1885 Daily News 23 Jan. 5/1 Caution, .. hesitancy, non
committal these are . the virtues of the hour.

b. attrib. or adj. Characterized by refusal to

commit oneself to a particular view or course of

action; (esp. of words and actions) implying
neither consent nor dissent.

1831 Eraser *s Afetff.Sept. 287/2 A successful politician here

(New York] is . . either a blind partisan, who knows nothing
outside of * the regular ticket , or a non-committal man,
who says everything to everybody. 1879 I. HAWTHORNE
Laughing Mill, etc. 112 It was written in an ordinary
business hand, quite characterless and non-committal. 1890
1 R. BOLDREWOOD Col.-Reformer (1891) 174 The two sailors

had the ordinary non-committal expression always observ
able in trained seamen.

Hence Non-conimi ttally adv., in a non-com
mittal manner; without committing oneself.

1885 HOWELLS Rtst Silas Lapham I. 187 She s a pretty
girl ,

said Corey non-committally. 1890 Harper&quot;s Mag.
Alar. 515/2

*

Oh, yes, she said, non-committally.

Non-commi ttalism. [f. NON-COMMITTAL +

-ISM,] Non-committal action, practice, state of

mind, etc. (orig. U. S.)
1855 OGILIVIE Snppl.^ Non-conunittattsm, in American

politics, the practice or doctrine of not committing or

pledging one sself. 1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) s.v.

(citing N. } . Commercial Advertiser], On many points he

..expresses his opinion with so many qualifications as to

subject himself to the charge of non-committalism. 1891
Review of Rev. May 456/1 An agnostic non-committalism.

Noii-comimviiicaiit, sb. (a.) [NoN- 2.] One
who is not a communicant or does not communi
cate (e.g. at a particular service); in the i7th c.

often spec., one who did not communicate accord

ing to the rites of the Church of England.
1602 R. T. Five Godlie Serm. 146 As for the common sort

of them, which are contemptuous recusants and Non com
municants. 16431 Act Gen. Assemb. Ch.Scot. (1682) 120 The
Assembly would enjoin every Presbyter ie to proceed
against Non communicants, whether Papists or others,

according to the Act of Parliament made thereanent. 1690
NORRIS Beatitudes (1694) I. 115 There is such a thing as an

Unworthy Non-Communicant, as well as an Unworthy
Communicant, 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 89. 2/1 Persons, who
have been hitherto Non-Communicants. 1855 SCUDAMORE
Comm. Laity 65 The other non-communicants being dis

missed by the ptoclamation of the deacon. 1864 (title), The
Pastor to the Non-communicant. 1876 Prayer-Bk. Inter
leaved 169 Non-communicants then left the quire.

b. adj. Not communicating.
1901 Wcstm. Gaz. 6 June 8/1 The idea of a non-com

municant people was a mediaeval corruption.
So Hon-comnurnicatinff vbl. sb. (also attrib?}

and ///. a.

1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. xiv. 60 All the Parish Churches

NON-CON.
are to distinguish Communicating Members from Non-
communicating Inhabitants. 86i J. K. VAUX Pres. Whole
Congreg. Holy Euch. 5 Such non-communicating attend
ance was agreeable to. .those divines who had the chief share
in the construction of the Book of Common Prayer.

t Non-comma-nion. Obs. [NON- i.]

1. Lack of communion or fellowship.
1648 GAGK Ifcst. Ind. xii. 63 Non-communion of prayers.
2. Refusal to communicate, esp. according to the

rites of the Church of England. Hence fNon-com-
mtrnionist, one who practises such abstention.

1644 J. DURV Epist. Disc. 20 Except they can make clearly
appear. .that the Chuich way of Non-Communion (for I

know not what el&amp;gt;e to call it) is the only true way of God.
Ibid. 41 The scrupulosities of the Non-Communionists.
3. Exclusion from communion.
1723 in Xarr. P&amp;gt;oc. Synods l*rc$byt, f&amp;gt;el. (1727) 73 For

prescribing a particular form of Confession to Intrants under
the penalty of Non-communion,

Non-compea rance. Sc. Law. Also 6

-perence, -auce, -peirance, 7 -parence. [Xox-
i.] Failure to appear in a court of law.

1532 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. VI, 62 Ccrtane unlawls in the

quhilkis he was adjust for non-comperence in the Tolbwith
of Perth. 1582-8 Hist. $ Life Jas. I I (1825) 66 The
Due of Chattellarault, the Abbot of Kihvynning,. .and Mr.
Thomas Maitland, war denouncit re bell is to the King, for

noncomperance before the Regent. 1619 DR. UALCANQUAL
Let. i:i Hales Gold. Rt in. (1673) 11. 108 No man&amp;gt; charge in

private can excuse him for noncompaience before a judge,
when he is cited. 1693 J. \V.\u. ACK Descr.

O&amp;gt;kney 82 He
being, .foiefaulted for nun compearance to the Parliament.

1774 Scots Mag, XXXVI.
;2..&amp;gt;

i K!i/-abcth l-iuce..\vas

fugitaled for non-comptarance. (1893 ST I-.VI-.NM X Cntriona
98 The remeid is to summon the principal and put him to

outlawry for the non-compearance.]
Also tNon-compea-ring&quot; vbl. sb. prec.
1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 463 Put to the home for

noncompering befoir tiiair majesteis.

Non-coinpli aiice. [NoN- i.] Failure or

refusal to comply.
1687 LD. HALIFAX Let. to Dissenter 9 You are let loose

only upon Bayl ; the first Act of Non-compliance, sendeth

you to jayl again. 1740 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 203
He was so out of humour at her supposed non-compliance,
that [etc.]. 1750 BEAWES Lex Mcrcat. (1752) Pref. p. viii,
The Trials about Noncompliance with accepted Bills. 1884
Law Times Rep. LI. 79/2 As soon as there is any.. non-
compliance with the rules, .there is an absolute forfeiture.

1885 Laiu Times LXXVIII. iC6, i The inurnment wa^..
void for non-compliance with the Act.

Also Nou-compli ant a., in quot. used subst.,
one who refuses to comply ; Non-complying
i bl. sb., non-compliance.
1687 H. HOLDEN in Magtt. Coll. (O.H.S.) 175 None of

them, though thedanger ofnoncomplying was intimated to

them. ..would comply. 1896 Daily A t-Tivs 16 Jan. 5/5 To
carry out the threat of dismissing non compliants.
Non COlllpOS. Short for XON COMPOS MENTIS.
1628 COKE On Litt. 247 So it is of a Non compos^ and so

it is of him qui gaudct Imidis internallis. 1711 l/ind.
Sacheverell 41 Any Jury.. will bring hint in Non Compos.
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Ct. (1815) 176 The Templar
affirmed, that the poor fellow was non compos ; and ex
horted the justice to discharge him as a lunatic. 1814
CHALMERS

SJ&amp;gt;.
in Life (1849) I. 503 They.., like a non-

compos, have resigned the management of their affairs into
other hands. 1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melincourt I. 89 Your
learned mythologist appears to be non compos. 1858 O. \V.
HOLMES Ant. Breakf,-t.\\. (Rtldg.) 45 If they were not the
most stupid or the most selfish of human beings, they would
become non-compotes at once.

IIWon compos mentis (npn k^-mp^s me-ntis).

[L. *not master of one s mind
.] Not compos

mentis \ not in one s right mind. Also as sb.

1607 COVVELL Interpr.i Non compos mentis is of foure
sortes, 1628 COKE On Litt. 246 b, Here Littl. explaneth a
man of no sound memory to be Non compos mentis, 1692
Jacobite Conventicle Postscr., These men are sure Non
compos mentis, And Bedlam must be sure Enlarg d. 1695
CONGREVE Lovefor L. iv. xii, His son is non compos mentis,
and thereby incapable of making any conveyance in law.

1732 FIELDING Miser iv. ix, Heyday ! suie you ate non
compos mentis ! 1765 BLACKSTONK Comm. 1. viii. 294 A
lunatic, or non compos mentis, is one who hath had under
standing, but by disease [etc.] hath lost the use of his reason.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 129 Never was scribe

yet so non compos mentis^ And ranking of Bathos more
sterling apprentice. 1864 NICHOLS Forty Years Amer.
Life II. 123 A crazy man, or one decided to be non compos
mentis, might be challenged and his vote denied.

Non-compou iider. [Nox- 2.] One who
does not compound ; spec. Hist, a member oi

that section of the Jacobite party shortly after

the Revolution which desired the restoration of

James II without imposing any conditions on him,
1651 BIGGS New Disp. 41 f 77 Those [heibs] who are,,

listed in the bills of mortality, excepted against in the list of
non-compounders with the State of our vital (Economy
[etc.]. i87[see CoMPOUNDER2b]. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist.
Eng. xx. IV, 385 The Non-compounders thought it down
right Whiggery, downright rebellion, to take advantage of
His Majesty s unfortunate situation for the purpose of im
posing on him any condition. 1886 A. FF.RGUSSON Laird of
Lagy. 103 This incorrigible offender against Whig Rule
and inveterate non-compounder .

Noil-COH *
(np*nk^n). colloq. Abbreviation of

NONCONFORMIST.

^1681
T. FLATMAN Heratlittts Kidens No. 34 (1713) I. 223

I ll say that for our Non-cons, they are in as fair a way to
undo themselves, as they have been this forty Years. 1710
Last Distemper Tom Whigg \\. 17 A Tall Two-handed
Squint-ey d Non-Con waving a Banner in the Air with all



NON-CON.
his Force, a 1825 PARR in Field Afetn. (1828) I. 137 You
non-cons have done well to exchange the word meeting
house for chapel. i86a Westm. Rev. Jan. 89 A chapel [in

Keighley] for some section of the Methodists, .who were
popularly known as Noncons .

altrib. 1682 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 72 (1713)

1819 PARR Lett, to Mr. Berry 19 Dec. Wks. 1828 VIII. 481
The undisciplined curiosity of non-con sciolists.

Non-con -. Abbreviation of XOX-COJJTEXT.
1847 WEBSTER (citing JOHN FOSTER

, Kon-conttnt. . .&quot;Y\x

word is sometimes abridged into Non-Con, and applied to

any one who dissents or expresses dissatisfaction.

Non-COncur, v. U.S. 10ts. [Nox- 5.] trans.
To refuse to concur in or agree to.

1703 S. SEWAIX Diary 24 July, Bristol business is Non-
concurr d by the Deputies. 1760 T. HL TCHINSON Hist.
Mass. iii. 11765) 256 Then they non-concurred the vote.

775 Di.iry 23 Mar., The only way for the Commons,
they say, is to non-concur the Amendment.
Non-concurrence. [Xo.v- i.] A refusal

to concur {with}.
aiigi PIERCE iL.), Bishop Sanderson s last judgement

concerning God s concurrence or non-concurrence with the
actions of men. 1711 G. HICKES Two Treat. Chr. Pricsth,
(1847) I. 288 The non-concurrence of the upper house of
convocation with the lower.

t Non-concu rrency. Obs. [NON- i.] The
quality of not running together in space. So fNon-
concuTring///. a.

a 1696 SCARBURCH Euclid (\;oy 31 The Attribute of these
Strait Lines is Nonconcurrency. Ibid., The Geometrical
Notion to be conceived under that name of Parallels is

Nonconcuring Strait Lines.

Non-conde nsing, ///. a. [Xos- 6.] Ap
plied to .1 kind of steam-engine in which the steam
on leaving the cylinder is not condensed in a con
denser but is discharged into the atmosphere.
1841 BREES Gloss. Civil Engin. 122 High-Pressure, or

Non-Condensing Engine, an engine in which the cylinders
are worked by the elastic force of the steam alone, without
the aid of a vacuum. 1856 Orr s Citv. Sci., Afech. Philos.

421 Non-condensing engines are generally of the form
called beam-engines. 1895 Mvd. Steam Engine^ Chaplin s

Non-condensing Vertical-Action Steam Engine.
Non-conductibi lity. [NoN- i.J The

(Duality or condition of being a non-conductor.
1844 LARDXER & WALKER Electr.^Magn^ etc. II. Index,

Comparative non-conductibility of individuals. 1863 Tvx-
n.\Li, Heat vii. 231 The same quality of non-conductibility
manifests itself when we wrap flannel round a block of ice.

Noii-condu-cting, ppl. a. Physics. [NoN-
6.] That does not conduct heat or electricity; that
is a non-conductor.

1771 Phil. Trans, LXI. 650 If any body is surrounded on
all sides by the air, or other non-conducting substances,
it is said to be insulated. 1821 URE Diet. Chew. s.v.

Electricity, The crystalline arrangement always introduces

non-conducting qualities. 1835-6 Todays CycL Anat. \.

265/1 An adequate protection of the surface of the body by
means of non-conducting down and imbricated feathers.

fig~ *&7 l MORI.EY Condorcet in Crit. Misc. Ser. r. (1878)
4 If to be of this non-conducting temperament is impossible

in the greatest characters.

Noil-COildu ction. Physics. [NoN- 1.] Failure
to conduct.

1828-32 WEBSTER (citing URE). 1867 GROVE Correl. Phys.
Force (ed. 5) 134 Sonorous vibrations, which might be called
conduction and non-conduction of sound.

UTon-coudu ctor. Physics. [Nox- 2.] A
substance or medium that does not permit the pas
sage of any form of energy (as heat or electricity).
1759 Phil, Trans. LI. 317 Wax, when it is once in good

order, will continue a non-conductor for a long time. Ibid*

896 Wood, properly dried, till it becomes very brown, is

a non-conductor of electricity. 1857 LARDNKR Anim. Phys*
587 Fat . ,is nearly a non-conductor of heat. 1890 Nature

16 Oct. 601 Volcanic ash.. forms one of the most effective
non-conductors known.

t Non-confb rm, a. Obs. [\o.\- 5. See
CONFORM a. 3.] Nonconforming.
? 1679 Scotl. Grievances Lauderdate s Ministry 36 He

plainly turns this new Indulgence, into a universal confine

ment, of the whole non-conform Ministers. 1680 Spirit of
Popery 16 The Nonconform Ministers scornfully rejected
them. 1784 J. BROWN Hist. Brit. Ch. (1820) II. 112 The

jNonconform ministers. . presented a Supplication for liberty I

to administer the Lord s supper.

JTon-confoTXtt, v. [NON- 5.] intr. To fail
j

to conform (to],
1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 45 (1713) II. 37, j

I can shew you one little Yelper that Nonconforms to the
j

whole Party. 1847 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. i. ii, When we
talk of non-conformity, it may only be that we non-conform

j

to the immediate sect of thought or action about us. 1852
LYNCH Orthodoxy in Lett, to Scattered (1872) 273 What.,
liberty of soul may belong to the men who non-conform to
the world.

t Non-confo-rmable, a. Obs. [NON- 3.
See CONFORMABLE 3 c.] Nonconforming.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. 257 The non-conformable

party of the kingdom. 1672 BAXTER Bagshaitfs Scand. iii.
I

32 In 1640 there were not found near half so many Non con-
!

formable Ministers as are Counties in England. 1691 WOOD :

Ath. Oxon. I. 610 Afterwards shewing himself nonconform-
able he was deprived of his Archdeaconry.
trans/. 1670 BROOKS Wks. (1867) VI. 417 How wonder-

fully did he preserve the three children, or rather the three
non-conformable champions, from burning in the midst of
the flames! 1673 [R- LKIGH] Transp. Reh. 43 Schismatick
in Poetry, though nonconformable in point oi Rhyme.
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I Comb. 1637 \V. SALTONSTALL Eusitius Constantine 17
Declaring that hee should bee glad to see the Church
settled in peace and concord, hating those that were stub-

borne, refractory, and non-conformable minded.

Nonconfo rmably, adv. [Xo.v- 8.] Not
in accordance with.
1860 I. TAYLOR Ess. 42 Whatever is done conformably

.
with order and also nonconformably with order.

Non-confo rniance. [Nox- 1.] Failure to

conform to.

1843 Civil Eng. ft Arch. Jrxl.Vl. 118/1 The monks, ..on
account of their nonconformance to the Catholic observance
of Easter, were expelled the monastery.

t Non-confb rnier. Obs. [NoN- 2.]
= NON

CONFORMIST.
1619 [see CONFORMER]. 1676 Pkt. Advices to Men of

Shaftcsbitry 35 All other Nonconformers lay no claim to a
Church-National.

Noiiconfo rmiug, vbl. sl&amp;gt;. [Nox- 7.] Failure
to conform

; esp. to the rites nnd discipline of the
Church of Kngland.
1682 2&amp;gt;n/ rica Xoncmformhts 14 The Original Crime is

Nonconforming ; the next is not taking the Oxf. Oath.
1716 XI. DAVIKS Athca. Brit. II. 212 [He] had been turn d
out. .for Non-Subscribing or Non-Conforming.
Nonconfo rniing, ///. a. [Nox- 6.] Not

conforming to the Church of England (or any
established church) ; pertaining to or supporting
nonconformity ;

= NONCONFORMIST attrib.

1646 SALT.MARSH (title], Groanes for Liberty : presented
from the Presbyterian (formerly Non-conforming) brethren.
1682 WOOD Life (O.H.S.) III. 23 Mr. John Fairclough
vulgo Featly, a non-conforming minister. 1790 BURKE /&amp;gt;-.

Re-L . 12 Doctor Richard Price, a non-conforming minister
of eminence, preached at the dissenting meeting-house of
the Old Jewry. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. III. iv. 355
No non-conforming Catholic could buy land, or receive it

by descent, devise, or settlement. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
82/1 The nonconforming sects, while helping to preserve
several advantageous features of Russian life, have had a
powerful influence in maintaining, .the old system of the
.Muscovite family.

Noiiconfo rniisni. [f.
next : see -ISM.] The

system of nonconformity.
1844 Frnstr s .^ffig. XXX. 687/1 The banner of Noncon-

formism was unfurled. 1894 Djtbl. Rev. July 210 Angli
canism, .was cieated, while Nonconformism was crushed.

Nonconformist ;nfnk(Tnf(7-jmist). [Nojr- 2.]
1. a. (Usually with capital A .~) Orig. in the

early part of the i/th century, one who, while

adhering to the doctrine of the Church of Kngland,
refused to conform to its discipline and practice

(chiefly in the matter of certain ceremonies).
Now Hist. b. Later, esp. after the passing of the
Act of Uniformity of 1662 and the consequent
ejection from their livings of those ministers who
refused to conform, a member of a religious body
which is separated from the Church of England ;

in modern use, usually = Protestant Dissenter.
The term has been sometimes applied analogically to the

Puritan section of the Church of England in the reigns of
Edward VI and Elizabeth.

NON-CONSENTIENT.
1874 III. 277 He. .comes hither hourly to perform his de
votions to me, but in such a slovenly manner; tis such a
non-conformist to all decent ceremonies.
3. attrih. or as adj. Nonconforming; pertaining

to or characteristic of Nonconformists.
1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. 90 The Church of England

hath three maine Divisions : the Conformist, the Non-Con-

ing of the blessed Sacrament. Diuided into two Parts. In
the former whereof the Generall Arguments vrged by the
Non-conformists .. are answered. 1634 CANNE Necess.

Separ. To Rdr., There is not ten of an hundred which
separate from the Church of England, but are moved first

thereto.. by the Doctrines of the Nonconformists. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. vii. xvi. 30. 406 Three Classes of Non
conformists :.. i. Antient Non-conformists, here in King
Edward s daies...2. Middle Non-conformists, in the end of
Queene Elizabeth and beginning of King James. . .3. Modern
Non-conformists. i66a PETTY Taxes 7 Pecuniary mulcts
such as every Conscientious Non-conformist would gladly
pay. 1665 Act 17 Chas. //, c. 2 (title\ An Act for restrain

ing Non-Conformists from inhabiting in Corporations. 1672
MARVELL Reh. Transp. \ 125, I suppose the Noncon
formists value themselves tho upon their Conscience and
not their numbers. 1733 NEAL Hist. Purit. I. 57 The
Garments were continued which soon after divided the
Reformers among themselves, and gave rise to the two
parties of Conformists and Non-conformists, 1849 MAC-
AULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 6 That salvation might be found
in the Church of Rome.. was admitted by all divines of
the Anglican communion and by the most illustrious Non
conformists. 1885 Ch. Quart, XXI. 126 Cartwright was a
Nonconformist, not a Separatist ; he hated schism as much
as episcopacy.

c. gen. One who does not conform to the doc
trine or discipline of an established church.

1672 MARVELL Rek. Transp. i. 74 Which of these two
[sc. Guelphs and GhibelHnes] were the Nonconformists in

those dayes. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. iv. 51 Non-con
formists are of two sorts : first, such as absent themselves
from the divine worship in the established church, through
total irreligion. 1837 LOCKHART Scott I. 205 Andrew

i t j .i _:_*_,! *..__ .._ *\

their conduct by the opinions of foreign divines. 1868 M.
PATTISON Academ. Org. 2 How are the nonconformist
Children to be provided for? 1890 Let. in Times 28 Nov.
8/6 The minimum demand of the great Nonconformist
party is the.. abdication of Mr. Parnell... Nothing less will

satisfy the Nonconformist conscience now.
Hence Nonconformrstical a., characteristic of

Nonconformists; Nonconformi stically adv.) in

the manner of Nonconformists.
1808 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 66 The Monthly Review

..notices the book with civil Non-conformistical dullness.

1891 Sat. Ret . 21 Mar. 343/1 It is. .the most Noncon-
formistically conscientious thing in the world.

Nonconfo rmitan. Obs. [Nox- 2.]
= NON

CONFORMIST. Also t Nonconfo-rmitant. Hence
t Nonconfo rmitancy, nonconformity.
1618 DONNE Serin. (1661) III. 25 Here is the true Recu

sant, and the true Non-conform itan. 1627 JACKSON Chr.Obed.
vi. Wks. 1844 XII. 299 Admit then any refractory noncon-
formitant could, .justly presume of immunity from any tem
poral punishment. 1647 [J. HART] Trodden Down Strength
117 Being a Non-conform itan in judgment .. [he] was
contented . . to accept of that poore Living, a 1670 HACKET
Abp. Williams \\. 11692) 43 It was his judgment, .to allow
some of the chief, .among the Non-Conformitants with some
of the dignities of the Church. Ibid. 44 Officers Ecclesias
tical did prosecute Presentments, rather against Non-cpn-
foirmtancy of Ministers and People, than for Debaucheries.

Nonconformity (n^nk^Qf^-jmlti). [Nox- i.]
1. Refusal to conform to the doctrine, discipline,

or polity of an established church, orig. and
now esp. of the Church of England ;

the prin

ciples or practice of Nonconformists
;
in modern

use, usually = Protestant dissent. Also, Noncon
formists as a body. (Usually with capital A .)
1618 DONNE Strut. (1661) III. 25 He confesses that he

hath received good instruction, but he refuses to con
form himself unto it ; there s Non-conformity. 1641 R.
BROOKF. Eng. Episc. 96 In Queen Elizabeths time many
good men were cut oft&quot; from the Church. ..And all this

for one word of their owne compounding, Non-confornv

ity. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vn. 401 Non-conformity
in the daies of King Edward. 1663 HEATH Flagellum
(1672) 13 Orthodox Divines, no way given to that Schisme
of Non-Conformity, into which Oliver soon after fell.

a 1731 CALAMY Life (1820) I. i. 65 My father, in the year
1662,. .was for his nonconformity ejected from a good living.
1860 L. HARCOURT Diaries G. Rose II. 278 The ultimate de-

| signs of political nonconformity. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
82/1 Nonconformity, which formerly had nohold upon Little

j

Russia,, .has suddenly begun to make progress there in the
1 shape of the Stunda ,

a mixture of Protestant and rational

istic teaching. 1898 Times 29 Oct. 13/6 The Bishop said

that.. neither Rome on the one hand nor Nonconformity on
the other trusted their ministers as the Church confided in

the priesthood of England.
2. Want of conformity or refusal to conform to

a rule, practice, or requirement. Const. /0, with.
1682 -znd Plea Nonconformists 13 Their Nonconformity to

the Act of Uniformity, a 1720 SEUKL Hist. Quakers (1795)
, I. it. 142 Their nonconformity with the Vulgar Salutation,

a rule, a greater degree of prosperity than their Orthodox
neighbours.

f 2. One who does not conform to a particular

practice or course of action. Obs.
a 1677 BARROW Sertn. (1700) III. ix. 94 Is it just .. that I

should be a Non-conform 1st either in publick sorrow or joy?
a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 57 They are State-Recusants,
politic Nonconformists, that . . cannot comply with the

present Government. 1685 CROWNE Sir C. Nice 11. Wks.

The.. sufferings caused by nonconformity to the lawsoNife.

3. \Vant of correspondence, agreement, or adapt

ability between persons or things.

167* MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 269 Never was there such

Incongruity and Nonconformity in their furniture. 1763

JON. MAYHEW (title), Observations on the Charter and Con
duct of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.. ;

designed to shew their nonconformity to each other. 1846
DE QUINCEY Shelley Wks. 1890 XI. 372 Nonconformity of

tastes might easily arise between two parties, without much
blame to either. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Aa/. Hist. . Bord. I.

240 The girl., was apt to meet his seriousness with some-

thing savouring of coquetry. . . But the nonconformity was
more evanescent than the early dew. 1886 Law Rep.,

Weekly Notes i88 i The nonconformity of the complete

specification with the provisional specification.

t Non-conse nt, v. Obs. rare. [NON- 5.]

intr. To withhold consent.

1645 BALL Sphere Gov. 8, I conceive. .power. .to consist

rather in. .the King s power to consent, and Act, rather than

in his power to non-consent and non-act.

t Non-coiise nter. Obs. [NoN- 2.] One
who withholds consent ;

a dissenter.

1661 BAXTER Moral Prognost. (1680) 11. 46 Consent is

made by Christ, the Condition of Pardon and Covenant-

Benifits, which no Non-consenter hath a Title to.

So f Non-conse-ntingr///. a., dissenting.
1680 BAXTER Answ. Stillingfl. xxxiv. 56 How prove you

. .that the Relation of the Ejected London Ministers, and
their Flocks was Dissolved, and that the Succeeders were
true Pastors to the Non-consenting Flocks? 1805 EUGENIA
DE ACTON Nuns Desert I. 280 Love, which he saw was
received with smiles and curtsies, though her lips spoke a

non-consenting language.

tKon-conse-ntient. Obs. [f.
NON- + CON-

SENTIENT used snbst.] One who does not consent.

1625 BP. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar 143 What Parliament,



NON-CONSEQUENCE.
Law.., or Edict did ever command it to be professed, or
have imposed penal tie upon., non-consentients unto it?

Non-c&amp;lt;rnsec|uence. [NON- i.] Want of

consequence in reasoning; also, an instance of

this, a non seqiiitur.
1649 CANNE Golden Rule 12, I find some to frame their

objection thus. .. It is a great non-consequence. 1666
HP. S. PARKER Free

&amp;lt;y Impart. Censure (1667) 40 His
Circular arguings, ..contradictions, non-consequences. 1856
DOVE Logic Chr. Faith i. i. 35 We must, .endeavour.,
to lay bare. .the non-consequence of his conclusion.

Non-consirmption. [NON- i.] Refusal to

consume certain articles of food (in U. S. Hist. :

cf. non-importation]. Also attrib.

1774 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 215 As a non-consumption
agreement, .will be an effectual security for the observation
of the non-importation, we. .solemnly agree.. that we will
not purchase or use any tea imported on account of the
East-India company [etc.]. 1774 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX.
347, I_

believe we shall agree to non-importation, non-con
sumption, and non-exportation.

Noii-conta gioii. Med. [NON- i.] The
condition or property of being non-contagious.
1808 Med. JrnL XIX. 113 The non-contagion doctrines

have been familiar in America some time. 1845 Rncycl,
Metrop. Index, Non-contagion of cholera. 1864 \V. T. Fox
Skin Dis. 39 Non-contagion, hereditary transmission [etc.],

Hence Non-conta-gionist, one who holds the
doctrine of non-contagion with regard to certain

diseases.

1822-34 Good s Stuffy Med. fed. 4) I. 232 Facts of this
kind, .are easily explained by the non-contagionists. 1845
Encycl. Metre/*. VII. 817/1 Of 250 officers, comprising the
medical staff in Bengal, all but one are non-contagionists.

Non-COnta gious, a. [NoN- 3.] Not con

tagious or propagated by contagion. So Non-
conta-giousiiess = NON-CONTAGION.
1817 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XLIV. 313 Certificates

of non-contagiousness. 1845 R. WILLIAMS Princ. Med.
in Encycl. Metrop. VII. 817/1 The evidence of the non-

contagious nature of cholera.

No-n-content. [NoN- 2. See CONTENT a.

3 c and B,] a. In the House of Lords, one who
votes * Not content .

1778 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 181 On the chancellor s putting
the question, . .the non-contents were 20, and the contents

only 4. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. vii. 92 The equality of
votes is held equivalent to a majority of non-contents.

b. One who is not content.
1860 J. BROWN Rab, Let. to J. Cairns (1906) 289 There

was one man who held out against his call
1

. Mr. Brown
meeting him.., the non-content said [etc.].

Nou-COntradi Ction. [Nox- i.] The ab
sence of contradiction; in Logic, principle or law

ofnon-contradiction principle of contradiction*

(see CONTRADICTION 4 c).

1836-7 [see CONTRADICTION 4 c]. 1882 ADAMSON in Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 782/2 The stricter followers of the Kantian !

logical idea., recognize, as sole principles which can be said
to be involved universally in the action of thought, the laws
of identity, non-contradiction, and excluded middle. 1892
HUXLEY in Pop. Sci. Monthly XLI. 601 This non-natural
sense may., be manipulated into some sort of non-contradic
tion of scientific truth.

Noncupative, obs. form of NUNCUPATIVE,
t Noncuple, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. nonus ninth

+ -upfe as in quadruple^ with c inserted on the ana

logy of decuple^\ A. adj. Ninefold. Noncuple to :

nine times as great as. B. sb. A quantity nine
times as great as another.

1557 RECORDS Whetst. E iij b, 36 vnto 4 is a noncuple
proportion. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid xvi. prop. 30. 454 To
proue that a trilater equilater Pyramis, is noncuple to a
cube inscribed in it. 1674 PETTY Disc. Dupl. Proportion
22 A quadruple Sail is requisite to double Swiftness, and
noncuple to treble. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 182 Both
triples added together ..make the proportion or amounting
Ratio Noncuple, or ninefold. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math.
181 And so on to the ninth and last [row], in which you shall

find the noncuple of the number given.
Hence fNoncuplica tion, multiplication by nine.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 25 Noncuplication, or to multiply
by 9.

iNoncura ntiBt, a.
[f. It. noncurante not caring,

careless + -1ST.] Marked by indifference.
1882 W. S. BLUNT Future ofIslam 42 The faith of Mecca

..was giving place to a noncurantist infidelity.

Tfoncyen, obs. form of NUNCHEON.
Nonda (np nda). [Native name.] A rosaceous

tree, Parinanum Nonda
y of north-eastern Aus

tralia, yielding an edible fruit.

1847 LEICHHARDT Jrnl. x. 315 We called this tree the
Nonda from its resemblance to a tree so called by the

natives in the Moreton Bay district. 1886 Encycl. Brit.
XX. 174/1 (Queensland), The nonda.. grows up to 60 feet.

Non-day. Nonce-translation of DIES NON.
1858 MERIVALE Rom. Enip. xlix. V. 502 His measuie for

curtailing the numerous non-days of the calendar.

Nondescript (n^nd/skript), a. and sb. [NoN-
3.] A. adj.

1 1. Nat. Hist. Of a species, etc. : Not hitherto

described. Obs.

1685 RAY Corf. (1848) 134 The description.. is scarce
sufficient to determine. .whether it be a nondescript species.

1772 Phil. Trans. LXII. 386 This fine non-descript owl lives

upon hares. 1793 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 64 They
agree it is a nondescript disease, and no two agree in any
one part of their process of cure. 1806 T. ASHE (title)

Memoirs of Mammoth . . Bones, of Incognita or Nondescript
VOL. VI.

193

Animals. 1812 BRACKENRIDGE Views Louisiana (1814! 54
Mr. Bradbury has discovered nearly one hundred and fifty

non-descript plants.

transf. 1820 SOUTHEY Wesley II. 260 Sectarians of every
kind, descript and non-descript, had been introduced in
Cromwell s time.

2. Not easily described or classified
; of no par

ticular class, kind, or form
; that is neither one

thing nor another.

1806-7 J.BRRKSFQRD Miseries Hum. 40^(1826) ix. i, The
dry rank remains of some non-descript cheese, a 1822
BYRON Jitanvii, ii, A non-descript and ever-varying rhyme.
1831 MAYHEW Lond, Labour II. 51 A cottage of wood,
nondescript in shape, but pleasant in locality. 1876 C. M.
DAVIES Unorth. Lond.(^.-2]jj Those nondescript animals
that are neither boys nor young men.
B. sb.

fl. Nat. Hist. A species, etc., that has not been
hitherto described. Obs.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 730 Some curious Plants..,
amongst which are few Non-descripts, or such as have not
been taken notice of by other Writers. 1783 HERSCHEL in
Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 279 This curve, to borrow a term
from natural history, is a non-descript as far as I can find
at present. 1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. I. 107 He gives a
much fuller account of this stone, which he considers as a
non-descript. 1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 81 A few
scattered shrubs of a species of Artemisia, apparently a
nondescript.
transf. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 15A valuable addition of non

descripts to the., known classes, genera and species, which. .

beautify the hortus siccits of dissent. 1800 WEEMS Life of
Washington i. (1877) 6 A perfect nondescript of baseness.

2. A person or thing that is not easily described,
or is of no particular class or kind.
x8n SOUTHEY in Edin. Ann. Reg. II. i. 289 The House

contains about 250 country gentlemen, 120 courtiers [etc.].
The rest are non-descripts. 1813 Weekly^ Reg. (Baltimore)
IV. 149/2 The British, now, affect to consider our frigates a
sort of *

terrible non-descripts . 1836-7 DICKENS SA: Boz,
Tales viii, A few ostlers and stable nondescripts were stand
ing round. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. 1st. in. xv, I was now,
it seemed, cut off upon both sides ; behind me the murderers,
before me this lurking nondescript [sc. the maroon].
Non dis. day. Hist. (See quot. and Dis.)
1904 C. WORDSWORTH Am. Kal. Oxf. Univ. (O. H. S.) 18

A table of Non Dis. days , i. e. holidays on which the
formal academic exercises called disputations

* were not
allowed to be held for qualifying a student for his degree.
Noiulo (njrnd0). A tall umbelliferous plant,

Ligusticum actseifolium, found in North America.
1860 GRAY Man. Bot. 155.

Nondry, obs. form of NUNNERY.
None

(n&amp;lt;Jn),
sb. [a. F. none or ad. L. nona :

see NOON and NOXES. ME. examples of the form

belong to NOON sb^\

fl. (See quots.) Obs.

i6s6BLOuNT Glossogr., Noneofthe day, is the third quarter
ofthe day beginning at Noon and lasting till the Sun be gone
halfway towards setting. 1706 in Cotes tr. Dupitfs Eccl.
Hist.

(17^25)
II. .43 The last [part of the day], which began

at the middle of the Afternoon, i.e. at half the Time between
Noon and Sun-setting, was called None, because it began at
the Ninth Hour.
2. = NONES 2.

1845 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. I. vii. 207 note, The third of
these hours was called, .terce ;

the sixth, midday ; and the
ninth, none. 1877 J.D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship 129 Includ
ing also Sext and None from Septuagesima to Easter.
attrib. 1845 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. I. vii. 296 The

prime-song, . .none-song and even-song for [the service] of
the day. 1853 ROCK Ch. Our Fathers III. 65 As soon as

they hear the none-bell, they take to meat.

None (ntm), pron.) a., and adv. Forms: a.

i n&n (//. ndne), 2-4, Sc. 5-6 (north. 9) nan
(2-4 //. nane), 4-5, Sc, 6-9 nane, 8-9 north.

naan(e ; 4, Sc. 6 nain
; Sc* 5 nayne, 6 naine,

neyn(e, 9 neen
; north. 7 neane, 9 neean, nin.

0. 2-6 (9 dial.} non (//. 2- none), 4-6 (9 dial.)

noon, 4-5 noone, 5 noyn, 5- none; 9 dial.

noan(e, nooan. [OE. nan, f, ne NE + An ONE a.
= OFris. nfat (nin t nan), ON. neinni cf. OS.
nen, MDu. (Du.) neen, OHG. (G.) nein, no !

In OE. nan was inflected in the same way as dn (see
ONE) ; the forms which chiefly survive in early ME. (down
to c 1300) are the ace. sing. masc. nsenne, nenne, nanne,
nonne, and the dat. sing. fern, nare (OE. ndnre), nore.}
In early use commonly accompanied by another negative.
A. pron. 1. No one, not any (one), ofa. num

ber of persons or things. Also, neither of two

persons or things (now dial.).
In later use commonly with pi. verb : cf. ab.
a. %& Charter 4i\n O. E. Texts 448 Jif J&amp;gt;aet jesele. .Sset

5er Seara nan ne sie 5e londes weorcSe sie. cgyjO.E.
Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 937, Myrce ne wyrndon heardes

hond-plegan heele^a nanum. c 1000 ^ELFRIC in Assmann
Ags. Horn. (1889) ii. 205 Heora nan ne sealde swylce leafe

nasfre. c 1200 ORMIN 13031 Ne chaes himm nohht te

Laferrd Crist Till nan off ruse posstless. 1:1205 LAY. 26589
Ne mihten heo..heore nenne [c 1275 none of ?am] adun
bringe. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. 104 He had )&amp;gt;ame

inflammyt swa, fiat nan of J?aim vald part hym fra. ^1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4981 Nane of ^air bodys on bra ne

banke, Was neuir aftirsene. i 1560 A. SCOTT /Ww.j(S.T.S.)
II. 26 Thay wer sa haisty..,That nane of thame wald ;eild.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisiits Catech. 86 b, pat nain of Christs
|

sacraments ar vsit to saluatione. 1640 King $ a poore
j

Northerne Man 346 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 306, 1 wod all may i

win and neane of you leese. 1721 RAMSAY Prospect of \

Plenty 115 Dare she nane of her herrings sell.. ? 1785
HUTTON Bran New Work (E. D. S.) 142 Hes naane of ye i

seen a young thing, giggling and laughing ? 1818 SCOTT
|

NONE.
Hrt. Midi, xviii, I want naething from nane o ye. 1866
MKS. LYNN LINTON Lizzie Lorton II. 215, I mind when
nin on us daur say bo til a guse afore my mither.
0. ^1275 [see quot.c 1205 above]. 1388 WYCLIF John xvii.

12 Thilke that thou ^aucst to me, Y kepte, and noon of hem
perischide. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (1886) 56 pey noon
of hem^it kneweobir. 1470-83 MALORY Arthurs, xi. 355
That neuer none of hem shold fyghte ageynst other. 1557NORTH Guevara s Diall Pr. 4 None of these two were as
yet nftene yeares olde. 1626 W. FENNER Hid. Treasure
(1652) 28 None of the wicked in all the world know it. 1680
DODWELL Two Lett. (1691) To Rdr. 2 None of them.,
ever enduring to hear of any Laical encroachments on the

Calling itself, a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776)
II. 42 None of these however are known to us. 1820
SOUTHEY Wesley I. 400 Except Whitefield, none of them
had devoted themselves body and soul to the work. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 389 None of these was published
oftener than twice a week. 1885 SWINBURNE Misc. (1886)

339 None of their own countrymen were so competent to

control, alike by wisdom and by valour.

b. In predicative use, denoting exclusion from
a certain class: Not any; not one. (Cf. 3 b.)
c 1440 York Myst. xlvlii. 176 }e weryed wightis, }e flee

hym froo, On his lefte hande as none of his. 1326 PHgr.
Parf. (\V. de W. 1531) 30 b, As though he sayd, .. ye were
none of my seruauntes. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 83
He will eate his meate I warraunt you, he is none of these

scrupulous consciences. 1634 W. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac s

Lett. 143 You are none of those who will finde fault with
the Ayre. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. nr. i\ . 16 Liquor.,
which, I think, too, none of the most perplex d Names of
Substances. 1722 DK FOE Col. Jack (1840) 79, I am none
of their gang. 1823 LAMB Ess. Elia \\. Old Margate hoy,
He was none of your hesitating half story-tellers. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxxix, Tho their sons were none of
these.

c. Followed by a superlative used absolutely.
1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy Soc.) 42

J/. Bar. Canst thou read? Nich. Forsooth, though none
of the best, yet meanly. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marccll.
125 The circuit of the citie, which was none, ywis, of the

greatest. 1656 HEYLIN Surv. France 219 The Jesuits have
divers Colledges founded for them, and they are known to
be none of the poorest. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. vii.

9 The general Idea of a Triangle (which is.. none of the
most .. difficult}. 1718 FELTON Classicks (T.), The most
glaring and notorious passages are none of the finest. 1814
BYRON tt ks. (1837) III. 105 You know, I suppose, that T. .is

none of the placide^t. 1888 RIDER HAGGARD Alr.Mecson s

Will ix, His understanding was none of the clearest.

2. No one, no person, nobody. Also none other^
no other person (now arch.}.
Now more commonly as//. : see b.

a. cg6o Rule St. Benet (Schn ier) xlii. 67 ./Efter
\&amp;gt;scm

niht-

sange ne sy nanum alyfed, J?a^t he sen 15 word cwejje. c 1000

Ags. Go$p. John xv. 24 if ic nane weorc ne worhte on him
J?e nan o6er ne worhte. 0:1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1066, He dyde swa myeel to gode .. swa nefre nan o3re
ne dyde toforen him. c 1200 ORMIN 493 J&amp;gt;att

nan ne sbollde

wurrjenn pa sett to wurrjjenn prest, butt iff He prestess
sune wsere. a 1223 Leg. Kath. 123 Nes

|?er
nan &amp;gt;et mahte

neauer eanes wrenchen hire.,ut of (?e weie. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1968, 1 bad al-sua Nain be sa bald JxU oj?er sla. c 1320 Sir
Tristr. 899 A5aines him stod

J&amp;gt;er
nan In land. 1340 Ayenb.

237 }&amp;gt;e
ilke j?et is uoul ne may nenne oj&amp;gt;renne klensy. a 1400

Pol., ReL &amp;lt;*;

L. Poems 259 He is bo)?e god and man : swilc
ne sawe neuere nan. c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 140 1 how
thinkis nan her at said thi falow be. 1333 GAL* Richt Vay
27 Faith is sa neidful that neyne kane be saiflf without it.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisius* Catech. App., To defende the

:ure

mans cause, quhen thair is nan to take it in hand by
im. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. iv. ii, I ll wed nane else.

1788 BURNS / Hae a Wife i, I ll tak cuckold frae nane, I ll

gie cuckold to nae-body. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xix, Nane
could ever say that o the trades o 1

Glasgow.
3. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 217 ^if non of him ne spece, non

hine ne lufede. tyX. non hine ne lufode, non to himne come.
c 1230 Gen. ff Ex. 223 Ne was 5or non lik adam. 1297 R.
Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 9604 To him )?e king truste mest, ne ^er nas
non so hey. 1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 6 To write Inglis

gestes fond he non his pere. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 23
Almost noon shal be so nyse and worldly proude as

|&amp;gt;es

stynkynge heretikis. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 51,

I noon but the Know, lorde, that may my comfort be.

c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xxxix. 148 Noon was there,

my self nor noon other, that myghte recomforte her. 1309
BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1570) 58 Wisedome will that we
should refrayne From foolishe deming, and nones death
discus, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 323 A vow .. that I .

would neuer marry none, but such one as was able to with
stand mee in armes. 1608 HEYWOOD Lucrece (1638) 179
His willfull Edicts.. In which nones tongue is powerfull
save the Kings. 1677 LADY CHAWORTH in i2//z Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. V. 37 All from Court say the House
will infallibly sit, but none dares warrant how long. 1766
FORUYCE Serm. Yng. Wm. (1767) I. ii. 74 The ladies.,

would be the apes of none in dress. 1805 HARRAL Scenes of
Life I. p. vii, Let none attempt to excuse himself. 1835
TENNYSON Maud i. xviii. i, There is none like her, none.

1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. 209 None other.. than him
self alone could have mingled.. such human passion.
Comb. 1601 SHAKS. All s Well in. ii. 108 Is t I That.,

expose Those tender limbes of thine, to the euent Of the

none-sparing warre?

b. //. No persons.
Now the commoner usage, the sing, being expressed

by no one.

c888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. xxvii. i
{&amp;gt;aet J&amp;gt;Eer

nane o&amp;lt;5re an
ne sseton buton J&amp;gt;aweor5estan. r 1200 Trin.Coll. Horn. 31
Ne do3 hit none swo ofte se

|&amp;gt;e
hodede. c 1203 LAY. 766

Alle to gadere he heom nom, nane he ne lafde. a 1300
Cursor M. 11396 A folk ferr.., Wonnand be

J&amp;gt;e

est occean,

J&amp;gt;at bi-yond J&amp;gt;am
ar wonnand nan. 1337 Lay Folks Catech.

112 We, thasilke, and nane othir than we er now,. .sal rise

up. ^1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 409 He strake

none but that they lost their lyves. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD
tr. Castanheda s Cong. E. Ind. i. i. 2 b, Of which Religion
wer then none other but Portingales. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU
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NONE. 194 NON-ELECT.
Acts 9( Man. (1642) 65 None have all; all must have some.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. Ded., None have been so greedy
of Employments, .as they who have least deserv d their

Stations. 1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 8 P 5 None but they alone
could have either skill or strength to bring the prisoners
back again. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev, 69 None but traitors

would barter it away for their own personal advantage.
1813 SOUTHEY Nelson I. 37 The contagion had become so

general, that there were none who could work at it. 1887
STEDMAN Victorian Poets (ed. 13) 37 None but sentimen
talists and dilettanti confuse their prose and verse.

T c. None other
^
no other thing (or course) ;

nothing else. Obs. (See OTHER B. 7.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 4147 Quen ruben sagh |&amp;gt;air

was nan ober
Bot algat for to sla per broker. 1388 WYCLIF i Sam. xxi. 9
Here is noon other outtakun that, a 1400-50 Alexander
735* (Dubl.), Dame, now is bar none other to do bot deme it

^i seluen. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xxviii. 17 This is none other, but
the house of God. 1645 CROMWELL Let, 14 June, Sir, this

is none other but the hand of God.

3. ellipt. Not any (such thing or person as that

previously or subsequently mentioned).
a. 571 Blickl. Horn. 169 Se be haebbe twa tunecan, selle

oSre oamSe nane naebbe. a 1122 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.)
an. 443, Brytwalas. .heom fultumes baedon wi5 Peohtas, ac
hi b^er nefdon naenne. Ibid. an. 1116, pis $ear waes swa
gsesne on maestene, swa

\&amp;gt;xt
on eallon bison lande..ne

gehyrde me of nanan segcean. c 1205 LAY. 15819 Ich habbe
lim & stan, on leode nis betere nan. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce
i. 173 For litill enchesone or nane, Hewasarestyt syne and
tane. c 1470 HEN RY Wallace iv. 201 He bad him gyftis ser :

Wallace wald nayne. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixvi. 54
Vnworthie I . . Ane kirk dois craif, and nane can half. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 7 The grettest

parte of the He hes sa plentiful feildes that nane mair plenti
ful, c 1620 A. HUMS Brit, 7VW (1865) 13 This symbol can
be no reason serve that sound, nor nane of that kynd. 1785
BURNS Halloween v, Then, straught or crooked, yird or

nane, They roar.

(3. c 1290 Btket 24 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 107 pat Amiral ane
faire doubter hadde .. none mo for-sobe he nadde. 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. \Vace (Rolls) 2447 Y hadde richesse

;

now haue y non ! c 1400 Gamelyn 165 The knight thoughte
on tresoun and Gamelyn on noon, c 1483 Digby Myst.
(1882) in. 501 In wynter a stomacbyr, In somer non att al.

is6zj. H KYWOOD /V0z/. # Epigr. (1867) 131 Better an akyng
eye then none. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. (1882) 72, I

thinke it is better to haue meane fare than none at all.

1658 BAXTER Saving Faith v, 34 A Belief and Love indeed
he hath, but morally, .it is as none. 1697 SIR T. P. BLOUNT
Ess. 108 The Egyptians seem to have had only knowledge
enough to know that their neighbours had none at all. 1718
freethinker No. 22 F 101 It seems to be a much greater
Affront, .to have an ill opinion of him, than to have none at

all. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-PierrSs Stud. Nat. (1799) II.

250 That the cocoa-trees which have houses around their

roots become much more beautiful than those where there

are none. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab n. 85 None but a spirit s

eye Might ken that rolling orb. 1859 FITZGERALD Omar
Khayydm liv, Better be jocund with the fruitful Grape
Than sadden after none, or bitter, Fruit.

b. In predicative use, denoting lack of the essen

tial qualities of the thing or person mentioned.

(Cf. i b.) f Also, null, of no effect.

c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxx. i Forhwy \&amp;gt;z hatendysige
men mid leasre stemne wuldor, nu Su nane neart. 1386
CHAUCER Miller s T. Prol. 54 Yet nolde I .. demen of my
self that I were oon

;
I wol beleve wel that I am noon.

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 43/2 That it be voide and non in

lawe. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 3 Thei bee like those

that goe for honest men, and are none. 1592 WEST ist Pt.

Symbol, IT e, If there be any error or deceipt. ., that Con
tract is either made altogether none, or of none effect.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 126 Men should be what they
seeme, Or those that be not, would they might seeme none.

1633 WALTON Angler To Rdr., How to make a man that
was none, an Angler by a book.

o. None of, not at all, not in the least.

1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. (1633) 175, I am none of

Henryes Deputy. 1638 FEATLY Strict. Lyndom. i. 81 The
Church of Rome I grant is a mother,.. but shee is none of
our mother. 1712 STEELE Sfect.

No. 455 P 4 This Match
was none of her own choosing. 1719 DE FOE Cnisoe i.

(Globe) 236 It was none of my Business. 1764 FOOTE
Patron, in. Wks. 1799 I. 359, I am determined he shall be
none of the man.

4. No part or amount of some thing, quality, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9516 O gret suetnes [Gfftt. suete

grennes] bar wantes nan. 13.. Coer de L. 3547 Off thy
golde wolde he take non. 1533 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 29
Seleucus would none of that in any wise. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane s Comm. 114 b, This woman wold have none of
this gere done for her. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 51 Of that
there s none, or little. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol.

II.) 182 Beelief it cannot be without contesting, I will none
of it. 1656 A. WRIGHT Five Serin. To Rdr., This Pulpit aye
haih so much of the New light, as it hath almost none of
the Old day of the Gospel. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III.

169 My Lady said, None of your reproaching Eye, Pamela.
1779 J. MOORE V&mSoc. Fr. (1789) II. xcvi. 433 No !. .says
John, none of your coaxing. 1872 Mo R LEY Voltaire (i%&f&amp;gt;)

6
Yet we recognise that none of it was ever the dreary still

birth of a mind of hearsays.
B. a. 1, Not any; No a. i. Now arch.
In later use only before vowels and A, and after 1600

almost entirely supplanted by the reduced form no. For
examples of OE. ndn i&amp;gt;ian

t fiingt see No MAN, NOTHING.
a. c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. iii. 4 pxt was bt nan

anweald naere riht butanrihtum l&amp;gt;eawum. 971 Blickl. Horn.
21 pact leoht on nanre tide ne ablinneb- Ibid. 33 Ne bincb
us b^et nan wundor. c 1055 Byrhtferth s Handboc in

Anglia VIII. 301 ponne bses ^eares ne beoft nane epactas.
a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1013, Mycel his folces
adranc on Temese, forSam hi nanre bryc^e ne cepton.
c 1200 ORMIN Ded. 274 Nan wihht, nan enngell, nan man,
Ne naness kmness shaffte. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9121 Of
engelond ne can ich nanne red. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ix.

{Bartholomew) 24 Of bare god gat \&amp;gt;&\
nan answere. c 1400

MAUNDEV. {Roxb.) Pref. i He desserued neuer nane euill.

c 1470 Gol. $ Gaw. 286 Thair gat he nane homage, For all

his hie parage. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vm. i. 106 Thus I

declayrthe nane vncertane thing.
0. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. n. 165 Nis nower non trew3e.

ci2os LAY. 5658 Ne nomen heo nonne cniht quic. 1275
Passion Oitr Lord 676 in O, E. Misc. 56 Hi nolden

\&amp;gt;o

bileue. . vor nore pyne heore prechynge. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10555 He was told of non honour Bot
he had ben wyf kyng Arthour. ci38o WYCLIF Serin. Sel,

Wks. I. 169 pis lore bat Cristis scole axib loveb none gab-
bingis, 1430 Two Cookery Bks. 35 3if bou wolt make it in

spycery, ben putte non chykonys J&amp;gt;er-to. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of sEsop vi. xv, Men ought not to leue none euyll

vnpunysshed. 1535 COVERDALE Esther (Apocr.) xvi. 17 Ye
shal do well, yf ye holde them of none effecte. 1579 FULKE
Heskins Parl. 91 The vsage of the Church. .will prooue it

to bee none abuse. 1641 J. SnUT?.Sara/i fy Hagar(i^g) 174
You are inimicitious to those that offer you none injury.

1755 Connoisseur No. 98 P 7 This extravagant and ill-

judged Generosity renders all her numerous excellencies of

none effect. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. i. i. 10 Henry the

second . . endeavoured to render these grants of none effect.

b. Followed by other. Now arch. (See also

NOTHEB and OTHERWISE.)
r 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. \. i Ne fcebrohte fte eac nan

ober man on bam jedwolan. c 1200 ORMIN 5714 Ne burrh
nan

o}&amp;gt;err
flaeshess lusst. c 1205 LAV. 12628 Nes ber nan

o3er [c 1275 non ober] andswere. 1338 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 5 Sorow & site he made, ther was non other rede.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 87 As be that weie..Eot trewliche in

non othre thinges. 1470-85 MALORY Arthurs, xxxvii. 399
Sire Tristram sawe none other boote but rode ageynst hym.
1535 COVKRDALE i Aface, ii. 36 Neuerthelesse they gaue them
none other answere. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 146 They

?erceyued
well that there was none other meane. 1611

IBLE Transl. Pref. F 2 Brought to vntimely death for

none other fault, but [etc.]. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy of J.

Denny Wks.
17^55

II. i. 140, I have none other disease,
than a swelling in my legs. 1827 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins.
War II, 287 Those journalists taught.. that Europe should
have none other Lord but him.

c. Placed after (or separated from) the noun.
a. r 950 Lifidisf.Gosp.]o\ir\ x.^i Menigo. .cuoedon beetle

lohannes. .becon worhte nan. a 1000 P/tccnix 51 Nis ba:r

on Jjam londe. .\veatacen nan. c 1205 LAY. 600 Nes castel

nan swa strong i bon londe of Griclond. a 1300 O. E. Afisc.

200 Idel adh ne swere Jm Nan. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii.

[Egipciane} 999 Vthyr clathishad I nane. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxxi. i4oHousez hafe fcii nane, c \\cflSt.Ctithbert
(Surtees) 7183 [That] his monkes nane ne some..Suld fra

gude leuyng skypp. 1513 DOUGLAS sErreis iv. xii. 27 Geif
that neuir nane At our cost had arrivit schip Troiane.

1573 Sath: Poems Reform, xlii. 154 Suld their pepill Preich-

ing haue nane?

0. ci33o R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15805 Of alle

J?ise, heires com ber non. c 1374 CHAUCER Ane/. fy Arc. 148
Natheles gret wondre was it noone. f 1400 Gamelyn 396
Two dayes and two nightes mete had he noon, c 1475
Litt. Red Bk. Bristol (1900) I. 141 Also right shall I none
lett. 1535 COVERDALE Acts iii. 6 Syluer and golde haue I

none. 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd, &amp;lt;V
Cotnmiv. 79 Fortresses

they build none. 1676 HOBBES Iliad \. (1686) 12 Remedy
was none. 1721 DF. FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 296 Hay for

pur horses we got none. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit, India II. v.

ix. 708 Motives to application.. can be discovered none.

1845 M. PATIISON Ess. (1889) I. 2 Poetry we have almost
none. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros fy Psyche Aug. iv, Harbour
knew she none, where her distress Might comfort find.

C. adv. 1. With comparatives :

f a. = No adv? Obs. rare.
rtiiz2 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1114, paes scares

sy33an he ne heold hired nan oftar. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

359/18 3if we be habbez ou}t mis-don we ne schullen none
more, a 1300 Cursor M. 328 For-bi es godd, als sais scrip
ture, Nan [Gott. non] elder ban his creature. 1340 Ayenb.
262 peruore ich nelle non more zigge, ac hier ich wille endi
mine matire. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 218 On Friday last

and non er. 1475 Rauf Coilyar 546, I neid nane airar

myne erand. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tract viii (1683) 146
Words. .of common use in Norfolk, or peculiar to the East
Angle Countries; as..Noneare. [Hence in Hickes (1689)
and Ray (1691).]

b. With the : In no way, to no extent.
Common in igth c., esp. none the better, tvorse^ less.

1799
* Spirit

^

Pitbl, Jrnls. II. 134 When she found his

studying politics made us none the richer. 1820 BYRON
Wks. (1837) IV. 325 To my mind, they look none the worse
for their nudity. 1841 MACAULAY Speeches (1853) 237 My
circumstances are to be worse, and Johnson s none the
better. 1875 RUSKIN For* Clav. Iv, The children none the
less knew their love.

f2. Or none, or no, or not. (Cf. No advJ- 2.) Obs.
This usage, which is common in Chaucer, may have

originated in sentences similar to quot. c 1330.
/i 1300 Cursor M. 6618 O

&amp;gt;is
watur he gert ilkan Drinc,

quer he wald or nan. c 1330 R. BRUNNF, Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 14909 Whe^er ar bei Cristen

,
he seide, or non?

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 46 So that I may finde in this place If
tnou be gracious or non. 1452 Paston Lett. I. 229 Whethir
it be thus or non I can not say.

3. By no means, not at all. Now usually fol

lowed by so or too.

1651 C CARTWRIGHT Cert. Kelig. i. 202 His own righteous-
nesse can none be justified. 7^:1750 in Child Ballads II.

129/1 All was blythe, and all was glad, But Lady Maisery
she was neen. 1824 GALT Rothelan II. in. ii, 20 After
some questioning, by which he saw that I was none in- I

formed regarding the page. 1879 Spectator 31 May 680 i

The Horse Guards are none so fond of him. 1885 Law
Times LXXIX. 169/2 Their merits are none too liberally

recognised.

b. As complement with verbs, esp. sleep.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 23 We.. lay still all Night ;

I say still, for we slept none ! 1752 Scots Mag. (1753) Sept.
450/1 He had slept none for two nights. 1800 ALEX. CAR-
I.YLE Autobiogr. (.1861) 95 He seemed as torpid as George

Murray . . : he conversed none. 1821 SCOTT Pirate xviii, By
my advice, you will quarrel nane with Captain Cleveland.

f None, a.2 , obs. variant of OWN.
See N 3, NAIN a., and OWN a. i e.

c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) Ix, Lette vs leng to-gethlr
here,.. As alle thi none hit ware. 1549 Q. ELIZABETH in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 156 You write that I seme to
Stande in my none witte in beinge so wel assured of my
none selfe. 1616 BRETON Good

&amp;lt;$ Bad&amp;gt; Eftem. Fool Wks.
(Grosart) II. 13/1 His father s loue, and his mother s none-
child. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vi. 283 Adrian the fourth,
our none Countrey-man. 1679 Licentiousness Times in

Ebsworth Bagford Ball. (1878) 718 His Worship so wise,. .

Is by [his] none dear Wife at home made a Fool.

None, obs. form of NOON, NUN.
t Non-edificant. Obs. [f.

NON- 2 + EDIFI-
CANT used subst.] One who does not edify.
a 1625 Bovs Wks. (1629) 682 Hee. .that is a non-edificant,

is vnworthy to bee called an Apostle [etc.].

Non-effective, a. and sb. [NoN- 3.]
A. adj. 1. Producing no effect.

1862 STENCER First Princ. ii. xvii. (1875) 399 Any incident
force is primarily divisible into its effective and non-effective

portions. 1875 KNIGHT Dict.Mech. 1532/1 Non-condensing
Steam-engine^^ which the steam on the non-effective

side of the piston is allowed to escape into the atmosphere.
2. Of soldiers and sailors : Not fit or qualified

for active service.

1802 JAMES Milit. Diet. s.v. Naic
t Every battalion of

native infantry has two drill havildars or Serjeants, and two
drill-naicks, called Non-Effective, attached to it. 1811

WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VIII. 129 That measures
should be taken to replace those become non-effective on
account of ill health. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. ii. (1856)
22 Our little corps of officers numbered four for each ship,

including that non-effective limb, the doctor.

3. [attrib. use of B.1 Pertaining to, consisting of,

connected with non-effectives or their maintenance.

1756 WASHINGTON Lett, to Captain Hog Writ. 1889 I.

293 note, I hope you will account for all the non-effective

money you have received. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three

Ages in. 113 The expenses of the non-effective service being
considerably greater than the maintenance of the actual

army. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 306 The non-
effective charge, which is now a heavy part of our public
burdens. 1901 Daily Chron. 20 Sept. 5/2 The men on the

non-effective list.

B. sb. A soldier or sailor who is not fit or

qualified for active service.

1800 DUNDAS in Owen Wellesley s Desp. (1879) 559 What
ever the establishment is one fourth must be deducted for

non-effectives. 1825 BENTHAM Ration, ofReward 159 In
some countries the emoluments of the commanders of regi
ments increase in proportion to the number of non-effec

tives. 1859 H ar Office Circular in I olunteer Altnanac
(1861) 68 Enrolled members, consisting of Effectives, Non-
Effectives, and Supernumeraries.
fig. ciSooR. CUMBERLAND Johnde Lancaster (\%&$ III.

156 Those, .idlers, those non-effectives in creation s roll.

t Non-effi cience. Obs. [NON- i.] Absence
or want of efficient power.
1683 J. CORBET Free Actions in. v. 29 All sin of Omission

and Commission is resolved at least into Gods Non-Volition
and Non-efficience, as the prime Reason thereof.

Non-effrcient, a.
(st&amp;gt;.) [NoN- 3.] Of volun

teers : Not efficient (see quot. 1876). Also sb.

1863 ReguL Volunteer Force 59 Enrolled Members are

classed as Efficients or Non-Efncients. 1876 VOYLE &
STEVENSON Milit. Diet. 456/1 Volunteers are .. classed

as efficients and non-efficients . Efficients must have
received certificates from the commanding officer and

adjutant, certifying
that they have acquired a know-

ledge of their duties and attended certain drills. 1884
Manch. Exam. 4 Nov. 5/4 A number of the London
Volunteers have been . .returned as non-efficient on ac
count of failure in their musketry practice.

Noil-ego (npni go, -e go). Metaph. [NoN- 2.]

All that is not the ego or conscious self; the

object as opposed to the subject.

1829 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 9 In every act of

consciousness we distinguish a Self, or Ego, and something
different from self, a Non-ego. 1869 SPENCER Princ,

Psychol. (1872) I. n. viii. 263 External feelings are.. dis

tinguished as sequences belonging to the Non-ego. 1876

Encycl. Brit. V. 224/2 The determination of the Ego pre

supposes., the Non-Ego.
Hence Non-egoi-stical a., pertaining to or con

cerned with the non-ego.
1842 Sm W. HAMILTON Diss. in Reid s Wks. (1846) II.

817 The scheme of Non-Egoistical Idealism, which, in all

its forms, is necessarily hyperphysical. _
Ibid. 818 This

cruder form of egoistical representationism substantially

coincides with that finer form of the non-egoistical, which

views the vicarious object as spiritual.

Won-ela stic, a. [Xox- 3.] Not elastic.

1759 SMEATON in Phil. Trans. LI. 130 Non-elastic bodies,

when acting by their impulse or collision, communicate only
a part of their original power. 1798 HUTTON Course Math.

(1828) II. 238 [A fluid] is non-elastic, when it is not com

pressible or expansible, as water. 1883 DAY Indian Fish 44

(Intern. Fish. Exhib.), Fixed engines constructed of non-

elastic substances are still more destructive to fish than are

such as are made of net.

So Non-elasti-city, inelasticity.

1848 LINDLF.Y Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) II. it. ii. 156 The non-

elasticity of the flower-stalk,

Non-ele Ct, a. [NoN- 3.] Not elect (chiefly

in the theological sense). Usually absol.

1674 HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 38 Never did any
of non-elect become elect. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. in.

208 The non-elect are always permitted to fail in the per
formance of the condition. ITXX&amp;gt;C.

NESSE Antid. Armin.

(1827) 17 Some grant.. to the non-elect only a prescience or



NON-ELECTION.
naked foresight. tBzo KF.ATS Lamia n. 6 A doubtful tale
from faery land Hard for the non-elect to understand.

Non-ele ction. [NON- i.] The state of not

being elect ; failure to elect or to be elected.

1651 C- CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. \. 228 That foreseene
unbeliefe is not the cause of non election. 1677 GILPIN
Dentonol, (1867) 250 These suspicions of non-election pre
vailing, all promises and comforts are urged in vain. 1772
FLETCHER Logica. Genez . 100 The emptiness of the pleas
which some urge in favour of unconditional reprobation, or
if you please non-election. 1847 WEBSTER (citing JEFFER
SON).

t Non-ele ctric, a. and s&. Obs. [Nox- 3.]
A. adj. Not electric ; incapable of developing

electricity when excited by friction.

1751 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 260 The terms electric

per se and non-electric should be laid aside as improper..;
the terms conductor and non-conductor may supply their

place. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts fy Sc. 305 The electric

Fluid,, .ready to be dispensed in small Quantities to every
Non-electric Body that shall approach it, in the Form of a
Spark. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 432/2 There is a very
remarkable difference between substances with regard to
their non-electric or conducting power.

B. sb. A non-electric substance.

1739 DESAGULIERS in Phil. Trans. XLI. 205 An Iron Bar
suspended by a silken Thread,, .when an excited Electric

Per se is brought near it, will both attack and send out its

Effluvia to a Non-electric held near it. 1745 [see CONDUC
TOR ii]. 1752 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 II. 253 New

\

flannel, if dry and warm, will draw the electric fluid from
non-electrics, c 1790 IMISON Sch. Arts I. 94 Conductors. .

are also called non-electrics, because no electric powers can
be excited in them by friction. 1833 Handbk. Nat. Philos..

EtecfrA.%s. 2 (U.K.S.).

So f Non-ele ctrical a. and sb.

1739 DESAGULIERS In Phil. Trans. XLI. 204 Electricals
;

Per se communicate their Virtue to any of the Non-electri

cal, when brought near them ; in which Case the Non- i

electricals attract and repel like the Electricals Per se.
\

Ibid. 206 If a long Non-electrical String be fasten d to an
Electrical per sc.

Non-ele-ctrified, a. [XON- 6.] Not elec-
\

trified. So t Non-ele -

ctrized///. a.

1761 Phil. Trans. LI I. 340 He gives us his idea of non-
electrised bodies electrised plus. 1765 CROKER Compl.
Diet. II. F, Another non-electrified light body. 1779
Phil. Trans. LXX. 17 The two electricities are certainly
contrary to one another ; but either of them attracts a non-
electrified body. 1824 J. WEBSTER Nat. Philos. 126 They
are said to be in a non-electrified state.

t Nonelike, . and sb. Obs. rare. [f. NONE a.

-f LIKE a.] A scalene (triangle).
1551 RECORDE Pat/iw. Knowl. i. Def., These [triangles] i

the Greekes and latine men do cal scalena and in englishe
theye may be called nonelekes, for thei haue no side equall
..to ani other in the sam figur. Ibid. No. 2 In a nonelike

triangle you must take ij. lengthes besyde the fyrste lyne.

Nolielie (n^ nfn). Chem.
[f. L. non-us ninth +

-ENE.] NONYLENE. 1868 Fownes 1

Chem. fed. 10)555.

II Non-ens (npne-nz). Obs. PI. none-ntia

(-e*nf a). [mod.L., f. non not + etts (see ENS).] I

Something which has no existence; a nonentity.
1603 J. DAVIES Microcosm. Wks. (Grosart) I. 69/2 With-

oute Favoure, Loue is a non Ens
J For, Favoure waites vpon

Love s excellence. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. vin. 663
Who preach Non-sense, and oft nonentia too. 1650 HOWELL
Lett. III. xxiii. 33 To waste their brains in making laws

against Chymeras, against non entia. 1659 BAXTER Key
Cath. ii. iii. 430 A true General Council now no man can
know, because it is a non ens. a 1734 NORTH Exanien ir. iv.

81 (1740) 270 A false Fact is a Non-Ens^ and cannot be
revealed. 176* KAMES Elem. Crit. ii. i. iii, Cessation of

bodily pain is not of itself a pleasure, for a non-ens or a
negative can neither give pleasure nor pain. 1803 Gradits
ad Cantabr., Non ens, a Freshman in Embryo ! one who
has not been matriculated,, .consequently is not considered
as having any being 1

Nonent (np-nent). Philos. [ad. mod.L. non-
\

ent- NON-ENS.] That which is not.

1885 JACKSON in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 315/2 In the truism
the Ent is, the Nonent is not ,

6c
e&amp;lt;rn, \LT\ ov ov* eon,

Parmenides breaks with his predecessors.

t None nted, ///. a.
[f. mod.L. nonent-

NON-ENS -t- -ED.] Made non-existent.

1643 R. O. Mans Mortality i. 3 The Resurrection re-
storeth this non-ented Entitle to an everlasting Being.

Nonentity (n^ne-ntiti). [NON- i.]
1. The quality or condition of not bei;

isting ; non-being, non-existence.

1643 DIGBY Observ. Relig. Med. (1644) 34 Who under-
standeth the nature of contradiction, will find Non Entity
in one of the termes. a 165* J. SMITH Sel. Disc. v. 135
These black opinions of death and the non-entity of souls.

1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool ofQual. (1809) I. 7^ He wished to

deprive them of their very existence, and laboured to per
suade himself, .of their non-entity. 1824 BYRON Juan xvi.

cxx, How odd, a single hobgoblin s non-entity, Should
cause more fear than a whole host s identity. 1837 LANGNew South W. II. 30 It becomes a matter of importance to

prove either the death or the nonentity of the English
husband. 1899 DZIEWICKI Wyclifs De Logica in. p. xxv,
The non-entity of the world did not precede its entity.
2. Something which does not exist ; a non

existent thing; hence, a thing existing in the

imagination only ;
a figment, a nothing.

c 1600 EDMONDS Observ. Cxsar s Cotnm. 38 Our com
manders, to whom particular fortunes are esteemed non
entities, and men in seueral of no valew. 1641 SIR E.
BERING Sp, on Relig. xvi. 81 It is a fancy, a dream, a meer
non entity. 1653 WHCTFIEU) Treat. .Sinf. Men iii. 7 Sin

being a defect or privation, and so a kinde of none entity.

:ing or ex-
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1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil n. ix. 347 Satan was not such a
Fool as not to know that Baal was a Non Entity, a
Nothing. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic v. (1866) I. 77
What.. has no qualities, has no existence in thought, it is

a logical nonentity. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xiii, We are
aware that mermaids do not exist : why speak of them as if

they did? How can you find interest in speaking of a
nonentity?

b. What does not exist.

1655-87 H. MORE App. Antid. vii. i (1712) 199 Non
entity can have no affection or property. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. iv. x. (1695) 354 No more than I would argue
with pure nothing, or endeavour to convince Non-entity,
that it were something. 1892 J. TAIT Mind in Matter
(ed 3) 17 Total unfamiliarity with entity coming out of
non-entity, by mental process.

3. A person or thing of no significance, conse

quence, or importance.
1710 STEELE Tatler No. 118 P 6 The Esquire of a neigh

bouring village, who had been a long time in the number of
non-entities, is entirely recovered by them. 1751 SMOLLETT
Per.

Pic.^
Ixxxviii. III. 104 The insignificance of lord

,

who, tho a nominal husband, was, in fact, a mere non entity.
1827 LYTTON Pelham iii, He was an atom, a nonentity, a
very worm, and no man. 1883 CHALMERS & HOUGH Bank
ruptcy Act p. ix, An Act was passed which very much limited
their duties, and practically reduced them to nonentities.

Hence Non-e-ntitative, Non-e ntitive, Non-
e-ntitous adjs tt that is a nonentity ; non-existent.
Also Non-e ntityism.
1831 MANNING Let. in Purcell Life (1895) I. vi. 76 My

present routine of nonentitous existence. 1846 MRS. GORE
Eng. Char. (1852) 5 Byron, .characterized our century as
1 the Age of Bronze . The truth., would be far greater,
were it defined as the age of non-entityism ! 1872
J. WALKER Theol. Scot. iii. 86 Dr. Chalmers has accepted
the nonentitive conception of sin. 1889 Microcosm Sept.
146 A shadow, the non-entitative effect of light, has no
existence before the light-force is applied.

t Non-e*ntres(se. Sc.Law. Obs. [Nox-i.]
Failure of the heir of a deceased vassal to renew
investiture. (The lands in such a case were said

to be in non-entres.} Also, the feudal casualty
due to the immediate superior upon such failure.

,,. _ c. Ld. High Treas. I. 211 Ane composicione
maid wyth Thomas Kennede.. for the none entress of the
are of Crprswell. 1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 51 The
said Schir Neill sail alwayis defend and keip.. the saidis
landis fra decrete of nonentres. 1552 Ibid. 130 All waird
landis, terce & conjunct fie landis, and landis in nonentres.

1566 Ibid. 471 Giftis of eschetis, wardis, nonentressis, man
ages, new infe ftmentis. 1597 SKE.NE De Verb* Sign. (1681) 90.

Non-e ntry. [NON- i.]
1. Sc* Law, prec. Also attrib.^ as non-entry

duty^ mail. Now Hist.

1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. I. 315, I ressauk fra Schir
]

James of Levingstoune. .of ane termez male of his landis, i

being in the Kingis handis for his nonentree, a 1578
j

LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 351 He fand I

money of the saidis landis in non entrie. 1681 STAIR Instit, \

ii. xiv. 20. 299 Non-entry taketh place whenever the Fee :

is void, whether it be holden Ward, Blanch or Feu. Ibid.
21. 300 To pay the Non-entry Mails. ai768ERSKiNE

Inst. Law Scot. n. v. 46 (1773) 232 A charter of Novo- I

damns. .Imports a release to the vassal, .of all nonentry- I

duties prior to the grant. 1837 SKENE Highlanders Scot.
\

II. iv. 103 A gift of the nonentries of Knoydart to Cameron.
;

1860 C. INNES Scot, in Middle Ages iv. 122 The feudal .

casualties of ward, relief, marriage, and non-entry
2. The act or fact of not entering ; no entrance.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. iii, You must pardon |

your non-entry : Husbands are not allow d here. 1616
,

Love Restored, I am sure he concluded all in a nonentry.

Wonery, obs. form of NUNNERY.
Nones (nJ&amp;gt;mz).

Also 5 nonys. [In sense i,
j

a. F. nones (i2th c.), or ad. L. nonse (ace. nonas),
fem. pi. of nonus ninth. In sense 2, pi. of
NONE sb, : cf. matins, vespers.]
1. Rom. Antiq. The ninth day (by inclusive

reckoning) before the Ides of each month, being
thus the 7th of March, May, July, and October,
and the jth of all other months.
c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. in. 1031 Thai been ripe atte Jules

nonys. [1485 CAXTON St. Wenefryde 12 The day of the

thyrdde Nonas of Nouembre.] 1555 EUEN Decades 5 The
daye before the nones of Aprel, he came to the courte him
selfe. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane^s Comm. 461 b, About y13

nones of November, .the Lantgraves daughter died. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 224 From the rising of the Dolphin
starre, vnto the day before the Nones of lanuarie. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Funeral Mon. 8n The day before the Nones
of May, 1196. 1679 MOXON Math. Diet. 26 The Roman
Month its several days divides By reckoning backwards,
Calends, Nones, and Ides. 1840 Penny t&amp;gt;c/TXIIl. 173/1
The mode of fixing any particular day was by saying that

it was so many days before the kalends, nones, or ides, next

immediately following. 1870 Eng. Gilds (E. E. T. S.) 181

Given at Lincoln, on the Nones of September, A.D. 1337.

2. Ectl. A daily office, originally said at the

ninth hour of the day (about 3 p.m.), but in later

use sometimes earlier.

?79 J- JOHNSON Clergym. Vade M, n. 101 That the same

Liturgy of prayers be used both at Nones and Vespers.
[Note. Nones was what we call three o clock in the after

noon.) 1805 SOUTHEV Madoc in W. xiii, From noon till

nones The brethren sate. 1838 LONGF. Drift-wood Pi. Wks.
1886 I. 395 After this we sang the service of mid-day,. .and

slept, and got up again, and sang Nones. 1865 SWINBURNE
Poems 4- Ball.

,
St. Dorothy 282 It were good game be-

twixen night and nones For one to sit and hearken to such
saws. 1873 DIXON Tivo Queens \. iii. I. 20 The Virgin was
supposed to love and listen to their nones and vespers.

NONESUCH.

None-schenche, -shyne, obs. ff. NUNCHEON.
None shaloyre : see NOKCHALOIB.

None-so-pretty.
1 1. Some article of haberdashery. Obs. rare.

CI700 in
N._ ff Q. gth Ser. X. 88/1 Webb-Cane and

Leather Hooping, Gartering of all Sorts, Nonesopretties,
Pins and Needles, Inkle and Spinnel. 1759 St. Papers in

i Ann. Reg. 201, i [piece] cotton romals, 4 ditto, none-so-
pretties, 8 Ib. coloured thread.

2. The plant London Pride. (Cf. NANCY-PRETTY.)
1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Geiim, London Pride, or

None so Pretty. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. App., None-
so-pretty, a popular name for the Geum of botanical authors.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 320 None so pretty, Saxi-
fraga. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 404. 1884
BLACK Jitd. Shakespeare xii, Pansies, snapdragon, none-
so-pretty.

II Non esse (npn e-sz). [L. (used subst. by
Wyclif, De Logica HI. x) : see NON and ESSE.]
Non-being, non-existence.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 404 Passing from a Non esse
not being, over the Stage of a short Est, or Duration, to an
everlasting Non-existence, a 1680 CHARNOCK Immiit. God
Wks. 1864 I. 416 What an unhappiness is it to have our
affections set upon that which retains something of its no&amp;gt;i

esse with its esse.

Non-essence. Obs.rare~l
. [NON- i.]

Non-existence.
a 1618 J. DAVIES Wittes Pilgr. Wks. (Grosart) I. 23/2

What ioy is so great but the conceipt Of falling to his
Infmitton (Of blacke Non-essence) will confound it streiglu ?

Non-esse ntial, a. and sb. [Nojr- 3.]
A. adj. Not essential (in various senses).

1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 71 He answered
her in the non-essential modes. He talked of friendship
(etc.]. 1846 MILL Logic \. vi. 4 Non-essential or acci
dental

^Propositions, on the contrary, may be called Keal
Propositions in opposition to Verbal. 1866 LITTLEDALE
Incense 9 The. .abandonment. .of a non-essential, though
primitive, custom. 1875 POSTE Gains i. Introd. 18 The
error is held to be non-essential and does not avoid the
disposition. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells xxxii, I say that he
is careless about what is non-essential.

B. sb. A thing that is not essential, absolutely
necessary, or of the utmost consequence.
1806 SURR Winter in Land. III. 16, I. .only dissented

from my amiable Rebecca in what she termed non-essentials.

1833 Tractsfor Times No. 3. 3 Shall not we pass from non-
essentials to essentials ? a 1857 R. A. VAUGHAN Ess.

&amp;lt;y
Rem.

(1858) I. 51 He [sc. Schleiermacher] made manifest. .the
distinctions between essentials and non-essentials in religion.
1900 Daily News

7 May 6/6 In essentials Unity, in non-
essentials Liberty, in all things Charity.

II Non est (n^n e-st). colloq. Short for NON
EST INVENTUS.
1870 BREWER Diet. Phr. , Fable. 1882 OGILVIE, Non est,

a contraction of the legal phrase Non est inventus.., and
popularly used to signify, he was not there, he was absent.

Noneat(e, obs. forms of NONCE.
Nonestedyng : see NOONSTEADING.
II Non est factum (npn est fe-ktm). Law.

[L. = it was not done .] (See quot. 160;.)
1607 COWELL Interpr., Non estfactum is an aunswer to a

for post Terminums\ To ditto for A on est Factums.

II Non est inventus (n^n est inve-ntre).
Law. [L. = he was not found

.] The answer
made by the sheriff in the return of the writ when
the defendant is not to be found in his bailiwick.
In i6-i7th c. often allusively.
Sometimes abbreviated tion est invent. (See also NON

INVENTUS, and NON EST.)

K j, Sheriffes & officers wil returne writs with a tarde renit,
or with a non est inuentns. 1590 GREENE Never too Late
(1600) H 3 So long put he his hand into his purse, that at
last the empty bottome returned him a writ of Non est
inuentns. 1662 [H. P. DE CRESSY) (title), A non est inventus
return d to Mr. Edward Bagshaw s Enquiry and vainly
boasted discovery of weakness in the grounds of the
Churches infallibility. 1688 SHADWELL Sqr. Alsatia i.

Wks. 1720 IV. 20, 1 plead to all this matter Non est inventus
upon the Pannel. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull n. xvi,
Esquire South s Quota for a Return of a Non est invent,
and Nulla. habet bona. 1780 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 212/1
For having returned a warrant Non est inventus in an
action.. when in fact the defendent Henwood had been
arrested. 1827 DE QUINCF.Y Murder Wks. 1854 IV. 50 He
inquired after the unfortunate reporter.. : the answer was.,
from the under-sheriff of our county Non est inventus .

Nonesuch (nu-nsotj), sb. and a. [f. NONE
fron. and a. + SUCH a. See also NONSUCH, which
is now the usual form.]

I. f 1- Without article, a. As a designation
of persons or things, implying sense 2. Obs. rare.
1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) 68 An Ornament [sc. a bracelet]

th art to be seene Of her white Hand, yclept of right None-
svch. a 1618 SYLVESTER Urania xlii, Therefore did Plato
from his None-Such banish Base Poetasters. 1649 CANNE
Golden Rule 24 Princes (specially of late) haue deem d
themselves to be None-such, and.. unlike other men.

t b. As a place-name, prob. with allusion to

Nonntch near Epsom in Surrey. Obs.
1599 Broughton s Let.\\. 8 As if you were borne at None

such, you are not contented to be accompted..a great
Diuine. 1645 WITHER Vox Pacifica 74 A spotlcsse Church,
or perfect Disciplines Go seek at None-such.
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NONET.

2. An unmatched or unrivalled thing.
1590 GREENI-; Mcnaphon (Arb.) 74 This Paragon, this

nonesuch, this Eaw, this Mistres of our flockes, 1616

R. CARPENTER Christ s Larttmbell 12 His love, .may rightly

be termed and entituled, A None-such. 1650 FULLER

Pisgah in. viii. 425 The Scripture itself, .presenteth Solo

mon s [temple] as a Nonesuch, or peerless structure. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulk

&amp;lt;y

Se?v. Ep. Ded. ( I know whatever is a

Nonesuch, will draw enough as tis. 1731 MEDLEY Kolben s

Cape G. Hope 11-39 ^ * s we^ provided with game, and may
indeed be call d a None-such at the Cape. 1745

T. SMITH

Jrnl. (1849)269 This month [March] has been like February;
a nonesuch ; wonderful pleasant, and like April.

b. A person who has no equal ; one to whom
no other can be compared ;

a paragon.
1647 TRAPP Expos, Matt. i. 10 This man was (till con

verted) as very a nonesuch in ludah as Ahab was in Israel.

1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vii. App. (1852) 647 The giddy

people had cried him up for a nonesuch. 174^1
RICHARDSON

Pamela (1824) I. 96 Come to bed, purity ! said she ; you are

a nonesuch, I suppose. 1771 T. HULL Sir IV. Harrington
(1797) II. 38 His equal.. I never met with before :.. he is a

none-such.

c. In depreciatory sense, rare.

1705 HICKERINGII.L Priest-cr, n. Pref. A 2 Some quarrel
with my Style, saying, It is a none-such, and like no bodies.

f 3. The most eminent person or thing of some
j

class, kind, place, etc. Obs.

(-1613 ROWLANDS More Knancs Yet? (Hunterian Cl.) 4
The very Nonesuch oftrue courtesie. 1649 ROBERTS Clavis

Bibl, Introd. ii. 13 The None-such of all the Prophets in

Israel. 1632 H. L ESTKANGE Amcr, no Jewes 4,0 His Glory
and Wibdome cryed up for the None-such and wonder of

the world. 1670 LASSKLS Voy. Italy i. 27 Fontainbelleau,
where I saw that Kingly house, the Nonesuch of France.

f4. adj* Unrivalled, unequalled, incomparable.
1641 J. TRAPPE Theol. Theol, viii. 326 Not like that None

such Ahab, or those perverse Pharisees. 1681 HICKERINGILL
Sin Man-catching Wks. 1716 I. 192 These are the great

Plagues, the none-such Pests of all Society. 1715 in Roxb.
Ball. (1888) VI. 620 A conjunct company, both of Scots and
Dutch men. .; they re almost all none-such Men.

II. spec. 5. The Scarlet Lychnis. ? Obs.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxix. 380 It is called. .of some
Flower of IJristowe, and Nonesuch. 1629 PARKINSON
Parad, ii The flower of BrUtow or None-such is likewise

another kinde of Campion. Ibid. 253 Single None-such,
or Flower of Bristow, or Constantinople. 1688 HOLME
Armoury \\, 95/1 None-such, or Flower of Bristow, is a
small flower of many leaves. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl.

App., None-such^ a name sometimes given to the Lychnis
of botanists.

6. = NONSUCH 6 a.

1762 B. STILLINGHL. Misc. Tracts 315 Several plants still

in flower, as.. black nonesuch. vj\ Museum Rust. II. 359
About ten pounds per acre of nonesuch, or white Dutch
clover-seed. 1847 DARLINGTON Amcr. Weeds (1860) 100

Hop-like Medicago. Black Medick. Nonesuch.

Nonet (n0&quot;ne*t).
Mus. Also in It. form. [ad.

It. nonetio, f. nono ninth : see -ET.] A composi
tion for nine instruments or voices.

1865 tr. Sfohrs Autobiogr. 180 A Nonet concerted for the
. . Violin,Viol,Violincello and Double-Bass ; and the . . Flute,

Oboe, Clarinet, Horn and Bassoon. 1880 ROCKSTRO in Grove
Diet. Mus. II. 464. 1896 Godeys Mag. Apr. 422/2 A
curious and elaborate allegro /o#0..ends the Nonet .,

with an abrupt major chord.

t Nonett. Obs. [a. F. nonnette, dim. otnonne

NUN.] A titmouse.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. xi.xxxvii.33i The pretie Titmouse

or Nonett is filletted or coifed vpon the head. Ibid. 601.

Nonetyde, obs. form of NOONTIDE.
Noii-Eucli deaii, -ian, a. [NON- 3.] Not

Euclidean or in accordance with the principles of
Euclid.
Non-Euclidean geometry \ a system of geometry involving

the study of the consequences which follow from denying
(or, in a wider usej merely dispensing with) any of the

assumptions on which the Euclidean system is founded.

(See also METAGEOMETRY, PANGEOMETRY.) Non-Euclidean
space : the kind of space with which this geometry deals.

1874 LEWES Probl. Life $ Mind Ser. i. I. 59 A non-
Euclidian geometry. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. iv. iii.

505 Several geometrical systems have been constructed rti

recent times, which are included under the general appella
tion of the non-Euclidian Geometry. 1900 R. S. BALL
Theory Screws 439 The.. basis of the mensuration of non-
Euclidian space.

Non-execution. [NON- r.] Neglect of exe
cution

;
omission or failure to execute.

a 1663 SOUTH Serm. 5 Nov., The Non-execution of the
Laws upon such Hypocrites. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade
(1698) 94 Much of this mischief happens by the non, or ill

execution of the laws. 1758 Af.PSs Lett, on Navy, Let. to

Mayor 6 The Non-execution of it \sc. an Act of Parliament]
appearing to have taken Place soon after the Death of the
LordTorrington. c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 317 The captain
had nothing to reply to this command, the non-execution of
which was to involve him., in so severe a punishment.
Non-existence. [NoN- i. Cf. Fr. non-

existence^
1. The condition of being non-existent; non-

being, nonentity.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.\. vii. 27 The omission

196

2. A non-existent thing. Also (indefinitely), that

which has no existence.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Bp. iv. x. 20 A method of

many Writers, which much depreciates the esteeme and

value of miracles, that is, therewith to salve not onelyreall

verities, but also non-existences. 1678 CUDWORTH Jtttell.

Sysi. 249 They were all made i( oiiic ovttav, from an ante

cedent Non-existence or Nothing brought forth into being.

1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 230 An existence without predi

cates is a non-existence. 1892 J. TAIT Mind in Matter

(ed. 3) 74 Men are asked to believe that the whole dog and

the whole pigeon.. were produced from non-existence, by
opportune additions to an invisible speck of living matter.

Non-exi-stent, a. and
sl&amp;gt;._

[NON- 3.]

A. adj. Not existent or having existence.

1682 SmT. BROWNE C/ir. Mar. (1716) 75 What is and will

be latent is little better than non-existent. 1787 HAWKINS

Life Johnson 160 He sometimes raised subscriptions for

non-existent poems. 18x8-60 WHATELY Comm.-pl. Bk. (1864)

82 The bread which I ate a year ago and the ambrosia
of Homer s Gods are both equally non-existent at this

moment. 1891 HARDY Tess 1, This sound of a non-existent

coach can only be heard by one of D Urberville blood.

absol. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON lletaflt. xvi. (1859) I.

294 Concerning Nature or the Non-Existent. iSygJowETT
i lato (ed. 2) 1. 230, I and all the world are in a difficulty

about the non-existent.

B. sb. A person or thing that does not exist.

1658 BAXTER Saving Faith 7. 53 This is no more their

fault, then it is that they see not non-existents. 1734
WATTS Rcliy. Jira. (1789) 133 Confus d ideas Of non-exist-

ents and impossibles. 1824 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I.

1 86 The champion s challenge to all the non-existents, that

..dispute his [sc. a prince s] rights and royalty. 1885
MARTINEAU Types Eth. The. I. i. i. (1886)27 That of which
there should be no idea would be ipsofacto a non-existent.

NON-INTERVENTION.

165* M. ARNOLD Empedocles i. ii, Though the non-human
powers Of Nature harm us not. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh, Times

114 The non-human bones met with in their researches.

2. Not natural or proper to a human being.

1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia. xxi, Celibacy and asceticism,

utterly non-human as they were. 1891 HAKDV Tess xx, At
those non-human hours they could get quite close to the

waterfowl.

Noiiillion (npni-lyan). [a. F. nonillion (i 6th c.) ,

f. L. ndn-tts ninth, after million.] The ninth

power of a million, denoted by i followed by 54

cyphers. In American use, an octillion multiplied

by 1000, denoted by i followed by 30 cyphers.
Hence Noni lliontli (in recent Diets.).

1828-32 WEBSTER, Nonillion, the number of nine million

millions, a 1833 M CCULLOCH Attributes (1843) II. xxxix.

476 Words effect less than figures ; especially in the higher
numbers. A Nonillion is scarcely more than a million to

our conceptions.

Non-importa tion. [Xox- i.] Neglect or

refusal to import, b. attrib. in non-importation

agreement or act, applied to various agreements or

acts made by the American colonial governments

(from 1768 to 1774) to prevent the importation of

goods from Great Britain and her colonies.

1770 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 159 We (at Charles Town] have

agreed to stop all commercial intercourse with New-York,
on account of that Province breaking the Non-Importation

Agreement, which we strictly adhere to. 1774 [see NON-

CONSUMPTION]. 1774 (title) A Friendly Address to all

Reasonable Americans, . .in which the Necessary Conse

quences, .of a General Non-Importation are Fairly Stated.

1833 C. REDDING Mod. Wines 213 The non-importation of

the pure wine took place about 1815. 1849-30 ALISON Hist.

Non-exi Stinff, pfl. a. [NON- 6.1 =prec. A. EnnfeVll. xlii. 54. 135 Congress., passed a nqn-impor-

HOI.CROFT tr. StMcrg s Trav. (ed. 2) II. Ix. 446 Non- tation act against the manufactures of Great Britain 1876
i BANCROFT Hist. U. S. IV. xxxn. 79 The certainty that the

1662 STILLINGFL. Orif. Sacrx HI, iii. 3 A possibility of
non-existence, or annihilation in a creature. 1728 MORGAN
Algiers I. vi. 175 Some I never heard of; tho that is no
Argument of their Non-Existence. 1807 G. CHALMERS
Caledonia I. i. i. 3 Empires successively arose..and sunk
into non-existence.

existing phantoms. .are pointed to as realities. 1826 Miss
MITFORD in L Estrange Life (1870) II. x. 223 Was not this

a most absurd difficulty? To have written a charade upon
a non-existing word 1 1897 Westin. Gaz. 25 May 7/3 _He
treated evidence which was not forthcoming as non-existing.

XiTon-exporta tion. [NON- i.] Refusal to

export (in U. S. Hist. : cf. non-importatio&amp;gt;i}.

1774 JF.I-FERSON Wks. (1853) I. 144 The heavy injury that

would arise to this country from an earlier adoption of

the non-exportation plan. 1774 [see NON-CONSUMPTION].

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. IV. v. 351 They . . proposed
non-importation and, if necessary, non-exportation as means
of temporary resistance.

Non-feasaiice (npnff zans). Law. [Nou- i.]

Omission of some act which ought to have been

done. (Distinguished from MALFEASANCE, MIS

FEASANCE.)
1596 BACON Max. Com. Law (1630) 2 If the grantee

commit treason, wherby he is imprisoned, so that the

grantor cannot have access unto him for his counsel, yet
nevertheles the annuity is not determined by this non-
feasance. 1622 CALLIS Stat. of Sewers (1824) 211 No
permission, sufferance, neglect, or non-feasance, can be

found to be by force, because they consist not in agenda.

1763 [see MALFEASANCE]. 1781, 1875 [see MISFEASANCE].

1845 POLSON E&amp;gt;ig.
Law in fc icycl. ALetrop. II. 813/2 Mis

conduct of officers of justice, being what the law terms mal

feasance, that is, wrong-doing, or culpable non-feasance.

1891 MORLEY in Times 30 Oct. 7/2 If your colleague. .of

to-day. .is to be at liberty to-morrow to turn round and

reproach you with supposed misfeasances and non-feasances.

trans/. 1773 Obscrv. State Poor 27 There is one infallible

way to put an end to begging, . .which consists merely in a

nonfeasance : give them nothing.

t Non-fee-lingness. Obs. [f.
NON- i + FEEL

ING ///. a. + -NESS.] Absence of sensation.

1650 GENTILIS Considerations? To overcome a feigned

non-feelingnesse of griefe attempts a greater mischiefe.

t Non-fi aiice. Obs. rare- 1
. [NoN- 1.] Want

of confidence.

1643 BAILLIE Lett, fy Jrnls. (1841) II. 99 Essex much

suspect, at least of non-fiance and misfortoune.

t Nongainstabiding, prep. Obs. [See NON-
and GAINSTAND v, b.] Notwithstanding.
1456 Sm G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 137 Nongayn-

standing thir argumentis.

Noii-gre mial. [NoN- 2.] One who is not a

resident member (of the university of Cambridge).
Also atlrib. or adj. in non-gremial examinations,

an early name for the local examinations.

1841 PEACOCK Stat. Catitbr. App. A. 17 note, Non gremials
. . were suspended ab Omni gradit. 1858 Guardian 2cj Dec.

1042/3 At Bristol last week there was a public meeting in

support of the Cambridge non-gremial examinations. 1865
Sat. Rev. 25 Feb. 220/1 That girls as well as boys might be . .

admitted to what are called the non-gremial examinations.

Noil-kabeilCe (npnh? bens). rare
~l

. [f.

NON- I + *habence, ad. L. habentia, f. habent-, pres.

ppl. stem of habcre to have.] The condition of

not having a thing.
1865 J. GROTE Moral Ideals (1876) 27 The degrees of

withoutness are (i) simple non-habence [etc.].

Jfoii-hea-rer. Hist. [NoN- 2.] (See qnots.)

1853 J. H. BURTON Hist. Scot. II. 69 A portion of them

[sc. the Cameronians] . . isolated themselves as non-hearers .

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eiif.
xvi. III. 707 The number of

these zealots [sc. Presbyterian nonjurors] went on diminish

ing till . . they were nowhere numerous enough to have a

meeting house, and were known by the name of the Non-
hearers.

TTon-htrman, a. [NON- 3.]

1. Not of the human race, not a human being.

1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. vi. 2. 210 He is quite
different from the whole human family, or is nonhuman.

country could not as yet manufacture for itself, and conse-

quently. .that the schemes of non-importation would fail.

So Non-impo-rtinsr ///. a. (Webster, 1847.)
Nonino : see NONNY-NO.

Non-inte-lligence. [NON- i.]

) 1. Failure to understand. Obs.

a 1674 TRAHERNE/W/. Wks. (1903) 33 My non-intelligence

of human words Ten thousand Pleasures unto me affords.

2. Want of intelligence.

1905 J. M. ROBERTSON Chamberlain x. 52/2 It was the

apotheosis of notional non-intelligence.

Non-inte lligent,
a. (sb.) [NON- 3.] A..a,/j.

Not intelligent. B. sb. One who is not intelligent.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xx. 67 Mercuric himselfe may

moue his tongue in vaine, if hee has none to heare him, but

a Non-intelligent. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 332
If we had declared Him non-intelligent, it would have con

veyed the same idea we have of senseless matter. 1860

GEN. P. THOMPSON A udi A It. cxxii. III. 70 The puerile

display of non-intelligent imbecility.

Noii-i utercourse. [NoN- i.] Want of in

tercourse, b. attrib. in non-intercourse act, in

U.S. Hist., an act of 1809 prohibiting ships from

France and Great Britain from entering American

ports. Also humorously allusive.

1809 JEFFERSON Writ. (1829) IV. 131 This view is derived

from the former non-intercourse law only. 1809 MALKIN
Gil Bias xi. vii. P 5 You must submit to an embargo on

your wit, and a non-intercourse act between you and the

faculty of writing. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. it. (1863)

371, 1 intend to try the effect of non-intercourse, and to

break with her outright. 1888 A. JOHNSTON in Encycl,

Brit. XXIII. 759/1 The use of non-intercourse agreements
as revolutionary weapons against Great Britain.

Non-interfe-rence. [NON- i.] Failure or

refusal to interfere, esp. in politics.

1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 284 The more

cases you can produce of non-interference on the other side,

the more easily you may say that non-interference cannot

last for ever, and you must interfere in this. 1866 CRUMP

Banking ii. 60 Banking, above all other professions, is that

which under entire freedom and non-interference would

soonest be placed in the most perfect position. 1907

Standard 19 Jan. 8/1 If the Downing Street people would

only give us [in South Africa].. a little continuity of non
interference.

attrib. 1859 J. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 227 The non

interference statesmen, who rule India.

So Hon-interfe-rer, one who favours non-inter

ference ; Won-interfe-ring///. a., that does not

interfere.

1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON AmfiAlt.cxxvi. III. 83 To note

the way in which the non-interferers can turn round when

it suits them. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 442 A non-

interfering and therefore a negligeable quantity.

Non-interve ntion. [NON- i. So in Fr.]

Absence of intervention ;
in international politics,

systematic non-interference by a nation in the

affairs of other nations except where its own in

terests are directly involved.

1831 [see INTERVENTION i]. 1835 MARRYAT Olio. Podr.

vii, The French marched an army of non-intervention down

to the citadel. 1881 E. ROBERTSON in Encycl. Brit. XIII.

192/1 Premature recognition of a struggling rebellion would

be regarded as a breach of the principle of non-intervention.

1888 MARQ. SALISBURY in Times 11 Apr. 12/2 That spirit

of haughty and sullen isolation which has been digmhe
the name of non-intervention .

attrib. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Ciuir. (1852) 85 An inter

ention and non-intervention war is waged between the

arties. 1896 Daily News 17 Nov. 5/4 The renewal of

ismarck s Non-intervention Alliance.

Hence Hon-interve ntionist, also Kon-inMr-
pa
Bi



NON INVENTUS.
ve ntionalist (rare-

1

), one who favours non
intervention. Also attrib.

1859 RUSKIN Arrows of CAttce (iSBo) II. 13 We English
non-interyentionalists. 1860 Sat. Rev. X. 483/1 The Greek
ecclesiastics are non-interventionists. iti&^L pool Mercury
14 Feb. 5/6 The non-interventionist peace party.Non iuyentus (n^n inve-ntss). [L. = not
found .]

-NON EST INVENTUS.
c 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n. (1693) 88 They [. com

missioners) broke up with a Non-invcntiis. 1760^73 H.
BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 124 The return of non
invent, generally made upon writs. 1880 J. PAYN Confident.
Agent xxiii, It is rumoured that the assistant of a well-
known jeweller. . is non inventus.

Non-intru-sion. [NoN- 1.] Absence of in

trusion; spec, in the Church of Scotland, applied
to the principle of resisting the intrusion by
patrons of unacceptable ministers upon objecting
congregations. Also attrib.

1840 J. ROBERTSON Observ. Veto Act 5 The observations
now offered to the public on the non-intrusion enactment
of the Assembly, 1834. 1841 DE QUINCEY in Blachu. Mag.
Aug. 128 All those laymen who profess principles of Non
intrusion. Ibid., In Edinburgh, the peace of the city was
sought to be disturbed, by setting up the Non-intrusion
Lord Provost against Mr. Macaulay. 1841 MACAULAY in
I revelyan Life (1880) II. 93 A Non-intrusion opposition has
been talked of. . .The leading Non-intrusionists. .have had
a conference with me. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 744/1 That
the church, .should reaffirm the principle of non-intrusion
as an integral part of the constitution of the Reformed
Church of Scotland.

Hence Non-intrirsionlsm, the tenets and prac
tice of non-intrusionists

; Mon-iutru-sionist, one
who favours non-intrusion

; also attrib.

1841 DE QUINCEY in Black. Mag. Aug. 128 To vote for
a Non-mtrusipnist was a matter of divine duty. Ibid. 129Tosuch partisans.. Christianity itself is scarcely more im
portant than Non-Intrusionism. Ibid. 132 The sentiments
and language of the Non-Intrusionist Lord-Advocate.

Nonius (n&amp;lt;7u-nis). [mod.L., being the latin
ized form ofthe name of Pedro Nunez, a Portuguese
mathematician (1492-1577).] A contrivance for
the graduation of mathematical instruments, in

vented by NuSez and described by him in his work
De Crepusculis (1542 A.D.). Often inaccurately
used for the VERNIER, which is an improved form
of NuHez instrument.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 515 In this Method another
Observer will be generally necessary to note the Degree
cut by the Nonius. 1781 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I.

86, I went to Salem to get a nonius fitted to my barometer.
1804 CT. VON RUMFORD in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 78 Their
scales were divided with the greatest care

; and, by means
of a nonius, they show eighth parts of a degree very dis
tinctly. 1881 SERPA PINTO Horn t crossed Africa II. n. ii.

160, I read in the nonius 50 10 .

b. attrib., as nonius plate, scale, screw.
1732 Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 274 The Nonius Plate

|

moves with the Index, and subdivides each of the small
Divisions of the Arch into ten equal Parts or Minutes.
1837 ISKF.WSTER Magn. 350 The lever or clamp, connected
with the nonius screw on one of the deflectors. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk.

,
Nonius Scale, or Vernier.

Non-joi-nder. Law. [NON- i.] The omis
sion to join, as a party to a suit.

1833 Act 3 # 4 Will. IV, c. 42 10 The. .Defendants who
shall have so pleaded in Abatement the Nonjoinder of such
Person. 1845 STEPHEN Comm. Lams Eng. (1874) II. 100
Each is entitled if sued alone to object to the non-joinder
of the other partners. 1887 Law Times Rep. LVIII. 112/1
Under the old practice .. their non-joinder could have been
made the subject of a plea in abatement.

t Non-ju-rable, a. Obs.
[f. NON- 3 + *jurable,

ad. L. type *jurabilis (f. jurare to swear : see

-ABLE).] That cannot be sworn, e.g. as a witness.
a 1734 NORTH Examen (1740) 264 If. .they were brought

to the View of this Fellow s Saltinbanco Tricks, they would
have, .pined at his being such a Nondurable Rogue.

Non-jurancy (npnidjiU-ransi). Hist.
[f. NON

JURANT : see -ANCY.] The condition of being a
non-juror ; the principles of the non-jurors.
1713 WODROW in Wodrow s Corr. (1843) II. 21 To show it

was neither disloyalty nor Non-jurancy hindered him. he
went over. .and preached at Lanark with Mr. Orr. 1720
Ibid. 486 The other thing insisted on is a declaration of
the reasons of our Non-jurancy. 1895 RAVEN Hist. Suffolk
229 Archbishop Sancroft s non-jurancy.

Non-ju rant, a. andrf. Hist. AlsoSerron. I

-and. [f. NON-JUROR : see -ANT and cf. JUHANT.]
A. adj. That is a non-juror; belonging to or !

characteristic of non-jurors.
1696 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) IV. 138 One Glascome,a nonjurant parson. 1788 in N. % Q. 8th Ser. VIII. 16 Nov.

(1895) 385/1 Upon the 24th of April 1788 at a Meeting of the
Protestant Nonjurand Bishops at Aberdeen they unani
mously resolved to pray for George the Third. 1791 NEWTETour Eng. # Scot. 372 A non-jurant place of worship. 1900
J. DOWDEN in C. E. G. Wright Gideon Guthrie Pref. xiv,
Outline, an Episcopal and non-jurant clergyman.
transf. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. i. iv. 36 Poor Abbe

bicard, with some thirty other Nonjurant Priests. 1866
Pall Mall G. 14 Sept. 5 The annexation of Hanover to
Prussia seems likely to give rise to a class of non-jurant
clergy in the former country.
B. sb. = NON-JUROR.
1702 Reasons for addr. his Majesty to invite Electress a

1 nose of em who pretend to be Protestants are particularly
stil d High-Flyers, High-Churchmen, a few of em Non-
jurants, and all of em Torys. 1703 Moderation a Virtue

197

21 These are the Nonjurants, who reserve their Allegiance for
the young Gentleman at St. Germans. 1848 THOMSON hist.
Sk. Secession C/t. 8 The non-jurants. .were supported, .by
the general voice of the people, who, looking upon the oath
[of abjuration] as a badge of slavery [etc.]. 1881 AGNEW
Tkeol. Consol. 287The most earnest ministers, .refused to
swear [the oath of allegiance to William and Mary]. To
distinguish them from the Episcopal Non-jurors, . .they
were usually called non-jurants.
transf. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.Rev. III. i. iv. 37 A poor Non

jurant, ofquicker temper, smites the horny paw with his cane.

Hence f Non-jivrantism^ NON-JURANCY.
1706 BAYNARD Cold Baths n. 268 Now to reason a little

why Men. .should even against Conviction oppose Cold
Bathing, is a Paradox, surely the reason must be the same
with that of Nonjurantism.

t Noil-ju ress. Obs. nonce-word,
[f. NON-

JUROH + -ESS.] A female non-juror.
1723 DK. WHARTON True Briton No. 21. I. 182 So great

a Reinforcement of Nonjuresses as they will now have.

Non-jrrring, ///. a. Hist. ff. NOX-JUKOK:
see -ING -.] Refusing the oath of allegiance ; be

longing to the party of non-jurors.
1691 WOOD Life 21 Apr. (O.H.S.) III. 359 Non-juring

brshops_: Bancroft [etc.]. 1747 J. OWEN (title} Jacobites and
Nonjun
2 Feb.

NON-NATURAL.

[NoN- 2.] Absence or negation of

brshops_: Bancroft [etc.]. 1747 J. OWEN (title} Jacobites and
Nonjunng Principles freely examined. 1779 BOSWELL Let.
2 Feb. in Johnson, I.. had solemn conversation with the
Reverend Mr. Falconer, a nonjuring bishop. 1814 SCOTT
ll ~av. xi, The nonjuring clergyman was a pensive and inter

esting old man, with much the air of a sufferer for conscience
sake. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 495 Some non
juring assembly, where the service which he loved was per
formed without mutilation. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Rclig.
Knaiul. 11. 1666 Nonjuring congregations continued to
exist until the death of the last bishop Boothe, in 1805.

Non-ju;rist. Hist.
[f. NON-JUROR : see -IST.]

Used attrib. =
prec. Also Non-juri stical a.

obedience were, .supported in Queen Anne s reign in Non-
jurist tracts and pamphlets.

Non-juri-stic, a. [NoN- 3.] Not juristic.
1875 POSTE Gains iv. 508 We . . find inaiius injectio spoken

of by non-juristic writers as an act of self-redress.

Non-juror, nonjuror (npnidsu^raj). Hist.

[Now- 2.] Orig., one of the beneficed clergy who
refused to take the oath of allegiance in 1689 to
William and Mary. Also, in wider use (see quot
1769).
1691 WooD^Li/c 14 Oct. (O.H.S.) III. 373 To justifie his

proceedings in not expelling the non-jurors or non-swearers
1696 EVELVN Diary 26 Feb., A Conspiracy of about 30
Knights, [etc.].. many of them Irish and English Papistsand Nonjurors or Jacobites (so call d), to murder K
William. 1714 SWIFT Pres. St. Aff. Wks. I 75I IV. 276
Excepting those who are Nonjurors by profession. I have
not met with above two persons who appeared to have any
scruples concerning the present Limitation of the Crown
1769 BLACKSTONE Coinm. IV. ix. 124 Every person refusing
the same [oaths of allegiance, supremacy, and abjuration]who is properly called a non-juror, shall be adjudged a
popish recusant convict. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist xv
(1876) III. 109 Eight bishops,.. with about four hundred
clergy, .. chose the more honourable course of refusing the
new oaths; and thus began the schism of the nonjurors.
1853 THACKERAY Esmond xi, So my Lord Castlewood re
mained a nonjuror all his life nearly. 1879 L. STEPHEN
Hours in. Library III. 289 When Macaulay attacks an old
non-juror or modern Tory.
Hence Kon-jirrorism, the principles of the non-

jurors. 1882 in OGILVIE.

Non-jury. [NoN- 4.] attrib. in non-jury
action, case, an action or case not requiring a jury.
Also absol. = non-jury case.

1897 Daily News 9 Mar. 8/4 Two non-jury cases from Mr.
Justice Matthew s court. 1898 Wcstin.Gaz. 19 May 2/1 To
try Special, Common, and non-juries. 1901 Scotsman n
Mar. 9/2 Mr. Justice Bucknill sat to try non-jury actions.

Non-knowledge. [NoN- i .] Want of know
ledge.
1503 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 532/2 For the serche and non I

knowlege of their several! Tenures. 1600 W. WATSON
Decacordon (1602) 277 A Non-knowledge, what catholiks
were guiltie, and who were free. 1612 HEYWOOU Afol.
ActorsEp, Ded. A 20, They have either wandred through
spleene, or erred by non-knowledge. 1898 U estin. Caz.
i April4/i His non-knowledge of thecustomsof the country i

led to a very funny situation.

Non le day. Hist. [See NON- 2 and LE.] A
day on which ordinary exercises were not read in
the schools

; hence, a day of rest, a holiday.
1633 HEYLIN Sabbath (1636) n. 114 [That] the Lords day

. .should be a non-lee day, a day of rest and ease unto them.
1904 WORDSWORTH Anc. Kal. Univ. Oxf. (O.H.S.) 181
There were in old times many holy days which intervened
to stop lectures, and these were accordingly called non Le,
or non Dis days (or both at once).

II Non licet (It-set). [L.
= it is not lawful .]

1 1. A refusal of permission. Obs.
1622 MABBE tr. Aleman s Guzman d Alf. 50, I was dis-

mist with a non licet.

marriage. 1637 KEYLIN Antid. Line. Pref. 2 This and
such like lawlesse, and non-licet Pamphlets. 1672 WOOD
Life 9 Feb. (O.H.S.) II. 242 Dye. .keeps a non-licet coach,
..notwithstanding the vicechancellor had prohibited him.
1891 WRENCH Winchester Word-bk., Non-licetzQ., illegal :

unbefitting a Wykehamist. Ex. Don t sport non-licet
notions-

No-n-life.
life.

1733 w - CRAWFORD Infidelity (1836) 186 Here there is a
progress from a non-life to a life. 1862 J. BROWN Rab,
Mystery ofBlack s, Tan (1906) 59 That shudder, by which
he leapt out of non-life into life. 1899 DZIEVVICKI Wydif s
De Logica in. p. xxii, The instant of death. -viewed from
different standpoints : as the end of life, and the beginning
of non-life.

II Npn liquet (npn li-kwet). [L. = it is not
clear .] A condition of uncertainty as to whether
a thing is so or not ; spec, in Law, a verdict given
by a jury in cases of doubt^defening the matter to
another day for trial. Also attrib, - uncertain as
to the side to which one belongs.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. 1679 Trials of White, ff other

Jesuits 63 It is still a Non liquet whether you were here in

July or no. c 1700 J. WODKOW in Life (1828) 109 The non-
1

liquet men further those that are for the negative. \a 1734NORTH Examen (1740) Pref. vi, Here is a Yesterday s Tale
out of the best Writers, and who they are non liquet.] 1802
COLERIDGE Unpubl. Lett, to J. P.Esllin K6 (Stanf.), A non
liquet concerning the nature and being of Christ.

Non-lo gical, a. [No.\- 3.] Not logical ;

spec, in Logic = MATERIAL a. 2.

1845 WHATELY Logic in Encycl. Rlctrop. I. 225/1 1 he
Non-logical (or material) Fallacies. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz. 31
Aug. 3/3 There are many non-logical arguments, .which
may. .be made to do a lot of good.
Non-me-mber. [Non- 2.] One who is not a

member. So Non-me-m bership.
1650 J. COTTON Sing. Psalms 49 Neither doe the

members of the Church.. lay aside this dutie, and leave it

to Non-Members. 1653 FIR.MIN Sol-cr Reply 37 He is

under cure, but his cure is non-membership, a member cut
on&quot; from the body. 1847 in WEBSTER. 1901 Scotsman 8
Mar. 6/7 There were forty non-members in the place. 1903
Daily Chron. 23 Mar. 5/4 On account of membership or

non-membership of a labour union.

Non-me tal. Chem. [No.v- 2.] A non-
metallic element.
1866 ODLING Anim. Chan. 14 The chlorides of the metals,

like those of the non-metals, must also be divided into
monochlorides. 1871 ROSCOE Elcm. Chem. 6 The number
of the metals is much larger than that of the non-metals.

Non-metallic, a. [NoN- 3.] Not metallic,
not consisting of metal

; Chan., that is not a
metallic element.
1815 AIKIN Man. Min. (ed. 2) 55 Class I.-Non-Meta]lic

Combustible Minerals. The substances of this class (with
the exception of Diamond) are of low specific gravity. 1845
F. LUNN Chem. in Encycl. Metrop. IV. 646/2 Non-Metallic
(Electronegative Z) Elements. 1856 Orr s Circ. Sci., Mecfi.
Philos. 3 Silicium is sometimes regarded as a non-metallic
body. 1872 SCHELLEN Spectrum Anal. 23 The spectrum of
any non-metallic substance.

JN~onmete, variant of NOONMEAT.
Non-niO-ral, a. [No.\- 3.] Not moral;

having no moral standard
; wanting in moral in

stinct or sense. So XTon-mora-lity.
ni866 J. GROTE Exam. Utilit. Phil. xxi. (1870) 355

Whether what we are to expect of human action is that it

should be non-moral. 1886 SWINBURNE Misc. 66 Keats,.,
the most absolutely non-moral of all serious writers. 1891
LOUNSBURV Stud. Chaucer III. viii. 352 Those who insist
that art, while it is not immoral, is non-moral. 1903 N. $ Q.
Ser. ix. IX. 79/2 The naivete of their non-morality.
Norm, obs. form of NUN.
Non-naut (npnince-nt). [f. NoN- 6 + L. nant-,

pres. ppl. stem of nare to swim.] At Eton College :

A boy who is not a swimmer. Also attrib.

1869 Eton Boating Bk. Introd. 2 No check was put upon
those who belonged to the Boats, nor were they prohibited
to Non-nants . 1900 BRODRICK Mem. $ Impr. 31 At the
beginning of each summer half [at Eton] a non-riant list
was printed.

Nonnat (nfnset). [a. dial.F. nonnat, noun-
()&quot; ] A name given on the Mediterranean
coast of France to the young of fish of the families
Gobids, and Atherinidx.
1868 Mus. Nat. Hist. II. 131. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 501.
Non-na tural, a. and sb. [NON- 3.] A. adj.
fl. Non-natural things [medical L. res non-

natumles] = non-naturals (see B). Obs.
1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tec/in. I, Non-Natural Things, or the

Non-Natural Cause of Diseases, as the Physicians reckon
them are six. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Medicine, The
fourth branch considers the remedies, and their use, whereby
life may be preserved, whence it is called hygieine. Its
objects are what we strictly call non-natural.
2. Not belonging to the natural order of things ;

not according to or dependent upon nature
;
de

viating from the natural course or order.
1826 LAMB Elia Ser. H. Sanity of true Genius, For the

super-natural, or something super-added to what we know
of nature, they give you the plainly non-natural. 1839
J. ROGERS Antipopopr.\\. 2. 210 Whoever comes not from
or through Eve or her female posterity, is to be deemed non
natural. 1862 M CoSH Supernatural II. i. 4. 150 note, A
miracle is non-natural. 1874 M. ARNOLD in Contemp. Rev.
Oct. 797 The God of this religion of the future will be still
a magnified and non-natural man. 1887 Challenger Rep.XIX. iv. i The majority of zoologists continued for a long
time to divide the Pteropoda into non-natural groups.
1898 Green s Encycl. Law Scot. X. 292 The duty of a pro
prietor making a non-natural use of his lands is extremely
strict, and negligence is presumed from the fact of damage.
3. Not in accordance with the natural interpreta

tion or meaning.
1844 W. G. WAKD Ideal Chr. Ch. 479 Our twelfth Article



NON-NATUBALISM.
is as plain as words can make it on the evangelical side. . .

I subscribe it myself in a non-natural sense. 1864 PUSEY
Led. Daniel 471 When they strive so hard, in non-natural
ways, to force other meanings on the words. 1884 LD.
SELBORNE in Law Ref. 25 Chanc. Div. 688 It is not that the
word wife is taken in a non-natural sense.
B. sb.pl.

1. Old Med. The six things necessary to health,
but liable, by abuse or accident, to become the
cause of disease, viz. air, meat and drink, sleep
and waking, motion and rest, excretion and reten

tion, the affections of the mind.
1708 WAINKWRIGHT (title}, A Mechanical Account of the

Non-Naturals: Being a Brief Explication Of the Changes
made in Humane Bodies, by Air, Diet, &c. 1725 ROBINSON-
The. Physick &amp;lt;$

Dis. 71 None of the Evacuations will be
irregular, if the Air, our Aliment, or some other of the Non-
naturals do not disaffect em. 1788 COWPER Let. in Priv.
Corr. (1824) II. 144, I rather suspect that you do not allow

yourself sufficient air and exercise. The physicians call

them non-naturals, I suppose to deter their patients from
tile use of them. 1826 SCOTT Diary 9 June in Lockhart,
Slept well last night. By the way, how intolerably selfish

this Journal makes me seem so much attention to one s

naturals and non-naturals ! 1833 Cycl. Pratt. Mcd. I.

597/2 On the relations of diet to the non-naturals.
2. The department of study concerned with non-

natural objects, rare.

1874 M. ARNOLD in Contemp. Re; . Oct. SiS If any science
is likely to be able to demonstrate to us the magnified and
non-natural man, it must be the science of non-naturals.

Hence Non-natura lity, Non-na turalness, the
condition of being non-natural.
1802-12 BESTHAM Ration. JuJic. El id. (1827) III. 55 He

denied some of the facts by which the non-naturality of the
death was indicated. 1878 N. Amer. Rn . CXXV1I. 330The non-naturalness of the thought.

Non-na turalism. [.Vox- i.] Non-natural
style ; also, a non-natural feature or characteristic.
1895 SAINTSBURV in Academy 29 June 541/3 Non-natural

isms and over -embroideries in style. 1895 Blackaj. Mag.
Feb. 175 The. .non-naturalism of les deux Goncourt .

Nou-iia turalist. [Nox- 4.] Used attrib.
or adj. Not versed in, or disposed to the study of,
Natural History.
1858 DARWIX in Life f, Lett. (1887) II. 138 Being quizzed

by my non-naturalist relations. 1873 TAYLOR Half-hours in
Gran Lanes 2 The most non-naturalist of pedestrians.
Nonne, obi. form of NUN.
Non-nece Ssity. [Nox- i.] The condition

of being unnecessary ; absence of necessity.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. Pref. ii. 9 Beza most truly main

taining the necessitie of excommunication, Erastus as truly
the non-neceisitie of lay elders to be ministers thereof.

&amp;lt; 1661 Papers on Alter. Prayer-Bk. 103 The Common-
I rayer-Hook plainly speaks of the non-necessity of Unction.
1802-12 BEXTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid.(i%,27 ) III. 388 An
attempt to prove supposes the necessity of proof, and
assumption supposes the non-necessity of proof. 1880
HARWELL Aneurism 59 note, The non-necessity of tying
soluble ligatures tight enough to cut through the outer and
middle coat.

Nonnerie, -ye, obs. forms of NUXXERY.
II Non liobis (n^n niw-bis). The first words

of the psalm (cxv in the English versions, part
of cxiii in the Vulgate) beginning Non nobis,

Domini, noil nobis Not unto us, O Lord, not
unto us , used as an expression ofhumble gratitude
or thanksgiving for mercies vouchsafed.
c 475 Mankind 480 in Macro Plays 18 No[n] nobis,

domine
; non nobis , by sent Deny ! 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I

,

iv. VIH. 128 Let there he sung Non nobis, and Te Deuin,
Jhe dead with charitie enclos d in Clay. 1814 COLERIDGE
Uufubl. Lett, to J. P. Estlin 86 (Stanf), For ourselves we
hold it sufficient to say : Non nolns 1 1838 D. JERROLD flea
of Char., J. Applejohn v, After dinner, we must have
humph ! what d ye call it? whispered Benjamin. Non
nobis , replied Oldjoe. a 1845 HOOD Public Dinner 22 Then
silence is wanted, Non Nobis is chanted

t Npnny-no- Obs. Also 6-7 nonino, 7nonne-,
nonni-no.
1. Used as a refrain, like NONXY-XONXY.

3 DRAYTOX Eel. iii. 3 These noninos of filthie

ribauldry. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iii. song, With a hey,and a ho, and a hey nonino. a 1650 Percy Folio MS.,
Loose & Hum. Songs (1867) 58 Cupid bidds itt shold bee
soe, Because all men were made for her hynonino

- 2. A trifle, bagatelle.
1681 HICKERINGILL Black Non-Conf. Introd. (i 82) Aa I

was not so soon Thunderstrook with Excommunication for
a Nonne-no, but I was sooner Absolv d. 1681 lUd xvi 48
1 lost my time, detain d for a Nonni-no above a Fortnight
at London.

Nonny-nonny (n^-m in^ ni). Also 6 noney
norjy. Obs. exc. arch. A meaningless refrain,
formerly often used to cover indelicate allusions.

S33 J- HEYWOOD Play of the Wether (Brandl) 1041
Gyue boys wether, quoth a nonny. nonny. (11540, 1500
[see HEY 2]. 1553 Respubl,ca HI. vi, Cantent, HVy noney
nony houghe for money. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv.v. 165 Heynon nony, nony, hey nony. 1605 Lcarui. iv. I03 . a ,625
f I.F.TCHER //, Lieut, iv. iv, That noble mind to melt and
moulder For a hey-nonny-nonny. i8a3 PRAED Lillian 12

Nonny Nonny ! who shall tell Where the Summer breezes
dwell 1 183. L. HI-NT Poems 182 Ah little ranting Johnny,for ever blithe and bonny, And singing nonny, nonny.
Non-obe-dience. [NON- i.] Neglect of

obedience
; failure to obey.

1581 Kef. Privy Council Scot. III. 469 For allegit non-
obedience thairof. 1650 A. A(scHAM) Reply to Sanderson
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I 10 Non-obedience can expect nothing but non-protection.
1847 WEBSTER (citing MILKER). 1884 Law Ref. 9 Prob.

! Div. 52 The petitioner asked for an attachment against the
respondent for such non-obedience.

So f Non-obei sance, in the same sense.
X447 Shilling-ford Lett. (CamdenJ 134 That for the nonn-

obeisaunce therof thei be putte in no vexacon, hurt,
trouble ne losse. 1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 577
For his non obeysance of the command.

t Non-0 bstant, prep, (conj.) Obs. [a. OF.
nonobstant (from I4th c.), repr. L. non obstante:
see next.] Notwithstanding.
c 1400 Beryn 2467 Non-obstant his drede, yet part of

I

sapience Stremyd in-to his hert. 15. . Aberd. Keg. (Jam.),
Non obstant that [etc.]. 1591 J. ELIOT tr. De Loquc s Disc.
ll-am 7 This is to be vnderstod of the true Church, nan-
otstant the abuse vsed vnder the popish empire.

II Non-obstante (npnpbstiie-ntz). [mod.L. =
non not -f obstante (abl. sing, of pres. pple. of
obstare to be in the way), orig. agreeing with a sb.
in the abl. absol. const., e. g. non obstante vereduto
the verdict being no hindrance

, notwithstand
ing the verdict

.]

1 1. as adv. 01 prep. Notwithstanding. Obs.
Non iipstant in Ben Jonson s Gipsies Metam. Wks. (1641)

67 is prob. intended as an ignorant corruption of this word.
1646 HAMMOND ll ts. (1674) I. 254 That men were then

2. as sb. (Law. )
The first two words of a clause

formerly used in statutes and letters patent, which
conveyed a licence from the sovereign to do a

thing notwithstanding any statute to the contrary
(non ohstante aliquo statitto in contrariuni] ; hence

(in full, clause of non-obstante
,

a clause of this

nature. Now Hist.
In England this form of dispensation was first used by

Henry III in his charters (see 2 b, quot. 1669); it was
abolished by the Bill of Rights.
1444 Rolls ofParlt. V. 104/2 No patent of the seide offices

..to be made, all be it yat yei be with this clause non
obstante. 1601 SIR G. MOORE Sp. in Townsend Hist.
Collect. (1680) 234 Admit we should make the Statute with
a non Obstante; yet the O_ueen may grant a Patent with a
non Obstante to cross this non Obstante. 1628 COKE On
Litt. 993, When he [the King] licenceth expressly to alien
an Abbot, &c. which is in Mortmaine, he needs not make
any non obstante of the Statutes of Mortmaine. 1642 C.
VERNON Consid. Exch. 62 The Non-obstantes in the Leases
of Recusants lands. 1668 Ormonde MSS. in loth Rep. Hist.
JfSS. Comm.

App.
V. 65 To draw up.. a pardon..and to

insert therein all such clauses and nott-obstanies as in like
cases are usual. 1686 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) 380 The
King s power of dispensing with all penall lawes by a clause
of non obstante. 1688 Act i Will, A&amp;gt; Mary c. 2 52 That
. . after this present Session of Parlyament noe dispensation
by Non obstante of or to any Statute, .shall be allowed.
1744 NORTH Life Dudley North 184 What should hinder
the great Seal from sending forth Commissions,, .with non
obstaiite i, in the Body of them, against the Test Laws ?

attrib. 1810 A. LUDERS Tracts v. 334 In the next year
(1251) the King, .executed his design of imitating the Pope
by a tionobstantc grant. Ibid. 338 The nonotstante clause
was not long confined to one statute or to one branch of
the royal prerogative.

b. With reference to papal use.

1625 PLRCHAS Pilgrims n. VIH. vi. 3.^257 But what is

Bulls . . yet at last he began to imitate them. 1726-31 TINUAL
tr. Kafill s Hist. Eng. (1743) I. 527/1 It was a mortal blow
to the court of Rome, to whom the clause of Non-obstante
so frequently used by the Popes, became fruitless, at least
with regard to the collation of benefices.

1 3. transf. and gen. a. A dispensation from
or relaxation of a law or rule. Const, on, of, to.

b. An exception to a rule. Obs.
1604 JAS. I in Egerton Papers (Camden) 397 Some

warrant., wherein there maybe some words insetted with
a non obstante of this our absolute restraint, a 1631 DONNE
Poems (1654) 28, I do not sue from thee to draw A Non
obstante on natures law. 1678 T. JONES Heart % its

Saveraign 498 A God devoid of all Divine Attributes.. so
shamefully mash d with contradictions, and non-obstante s.

1720 S. PARKER Biblioth. Bibl. I. 264 The Rule deliver d
down

_to
us from the Beginning with our Non obstantes and

Notwithstanding*. 1742 NORTH Lives ofNortks 45 The
Chief J ustice . . would not break a Law with a Non obstante.

t C. With a non-obslante to : notwithstanding.
1659 SOUTH Serm. (1727) I. 88 These Words import the

Hindrance of the Duly enjoyned ; which therefore is here

purposely enforced with a Non-obstante to all Opposition.

2 These Men allow of a Mental Reservation, with a Non ;

OlStaiite to their express Oath to the contrary thereunto.

Nonoic (nonoa-ik), a. Chem.
[f. L. non-us

ninth, after octoic.] The ninth in the series of

fatty acids.

1891 THORPE Diet. Appl. Chcm. II. ion.

t Non-orga-nical, a. oidAnat. [Nox- 3.]
(See qnots.)
1682 GIBSON Anal. ^ A non-organical part is that which

has only an use, and no action. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tethn.\,
Nott-Organical Part of an Animal,.. as a C-ristle, Bone.
Foot, &c.

NONPAREIL.

Non-paid. [Nox- 6.] A letter that has not
been prepaid.
1829 LAMB Lett. (1837) II. 236 Three two penny post

non-paids in a week.

t Non-parallel, nonce-wd. Alteration of next.
1641 R. BRATHWAIT Eng, Gentleivoman 350 Art thou

persuaded that this non-parallel thou thus affectest hath
dedicated his service onely to thee ?

Nonpareil (nfinpare l), a. and sb. Forms:
5 nonparaille, 6 -parreille, 6-7 -parel(e, 6-8
-pareill(e, 7 -paril, -parell, -perii;i, -perel, 7, 9
-pariel, 6- non(-)pareil. 0. 6 nompareille, 7
-parell, numparell (9 numparel). (See also
B. i b.) [a. F. nonpareil, f nompareil : see Nox-
and PAREIL a. and sb.]
A. ailj. Having no equal ; unequalled, peerless.

1477 CAXTOX Jason 32 b, O right noble and nonparaille
Myrro, she is without peer. 1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking
Gl. G. sWks. (Rtldg.) 117 Beauty nonpareil in excellence.
1645 TOMBKS Anthropol. 8 Some magnified Peter, as non-
paril. 1654 WHITLOCK Zoolomia 204 The most Non-pareillc
Beauty of the World, Beauteous Knowledge. 1730 (title)

.
A Treatise of Buggs. .By John Southall, Maker of the Non
pareil Liquor for destroying Buggs and Nits. 1818 Ainer.
Monthly Mag. III. 181/2 Now for a picture of the non
pareil De Courcy this Adonis, Apollo, and Hercules of
eighteen. 1834 SOUTHEY Doctorl. 70 A truth which. .will
be.. elucidated in this nonpareil history. 1893 F. ADAMS
Ni-w Egypt 211 The great and famous nonpareil champion.
B. sb. 1. A person or thing having no equal ;

something unique.
593 NASHE Four Lett. Confuted Wks. (Grosart) II. 265

Euermore maist thou be canonized as the Nonparreille of
impious epistlers. 1596 LAMBARDE Perainb. Kent 349
[Nanieof a ship] Non Pareille. 1599 Broughton s Let. vii.

24 You accompt your selfe the Non parcl for knowledge.
1601 SHAKS. 1 wel. Ar

. i. v. 273 Though you were crown d
The non-pareil of beautie. 1612 CAPT. SMITH Virginia i.

Wks. (Aru.) 160 Pocahontas, Powhatans daughter, .was the
very Nompareil of his kingdome, and at most not past 13
or 14 yeares of age. 1748 HARTLEY Obsen*. Man n. iii. 4.

267 That Tendency which Every Man has to think himself
a Non-pareil. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 615
People are apt to think their children nonpareils, the sole
object deserving admiration and regard. 1817 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Ormond xxii. Miss Annaly, who was to have been
a non-paieil of an heiress in case of the brother s death, will
have but a moderate fortune. 1887 STED.VAX Viet. Poets
(ed. 13) v. 162 The Talking Oak ...the nonpareil of sus
tained lyrics in quatrain verse.

b. In quasi-lt. forms uonpareillo, -parella.
1672 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal I. (Arb.) 41, I

think you l say this is a non pareillo : 1 m sure no body has
hit upon it yet. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Tramp. Reh. 7 To all
these Reasons, our Farce-monger might have added another,
which is a non

fareillo. 1687 PKIOR & HALIFAX Hind /j P.
traiisv. P. s Wks. 1892 II. 319 I le be bold to say, the
exactest piece the world ever saw, a non pareillo, \&quot; faith.

1899 Atlantic Monthly June 728/2 A nonparella of all grace
and beauty !

2. Printing. A size of type intermediate be
tween emerald and ruby (in America, between
minion and agate), f Also as adj. (following the sb.)= Printed in nonpareil. (Cf. F. nonpareille.)
This line is in nonpareil type.
1647 Pref. Verses in Lilly Chr. Astral., Heaven is his

book; The Stars both great & smal Are letters Nonperill
and Capital! Disperst throughout. 1683 Moxox Mali.
Exen., Printing ii. r 2 Letter of all Bodies. .viz. Pearl,
Nonparel, Brevier. 1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2109/4 The Bible
Nonperil, in Twelves. 1815 HANSARD Typogr. 382 Ruby.,
was. .originally a Nonpareil with short ascenders and de
scenders, cast on a smaller body.
attrili. 1814 J. JOHNSON Tyfogr. II. 72 Unless Nonpareil

figures can be conveniently had. Ibid. 84 The foundeis . .

cast one sized type upon another body : viz. a Nonpareil
face on a Minion body, and a Minion on a Nonpareil.
3. A kind of comfit. (Cf. F. nonpareille. )

1697 C less D Aunoy s. Jtav. (1706) 250 Certain little

Comhts,which in France we call Non-pareil. 1712 tr. Pomet s
Hist. Drugs I. 56 Nonpareille, which is nothing but Orrice-
Powder cover d with Sugar. 1747-96 MRS. GLASSE Cookery
xxi. 328 Strew different coloured nonpareils over it. 1821

ouse accompanment n tose ays. . .he asonae pro
nunciation of the theatrical fruiteresses then was, .. Chase. .

some numparels . . chase pro chuse. 1843 PEREIRA 1-ojd

&amp;lt;$

Diet 120 Sugar constitutes the base of an almost innumer
able variety of hard confectionary, sold under the names of

Lozenges, Brilliants, Pipe, Rock, Comfits, Nonpareils. 1862
FRANCATELLI Confectioner 327.

4. A kind of apple. (Cf. F. nonpareille.}
1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Apple Tree,. .Nonpariel.

1761 Phil. Trans. LII. 73 Non-pareil apple-tiees. 1783
JOHNSON in Boswell 18 Apr., Sir, you can no more have
nonpareils than you can have grapes. 1821 MRS. SHELLEY
En Dowden Life Shelley (1886) II. 366 He produces some
thing as like Dante as a rotten crab-apple like a fine non
pareil. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 190/1 Braddick s nonpareil.
Old nonpareil. 1866 Treas. Bot. 945/2 Scarlet Nonpareil.
attrib. 1839 LINDLEY Introd. Bol. 11. xiii. 389 A nonpareil

branch 2 feet long.

5. a. A small beautifully coloured finch of the

southern United States, Cyanospha (&amp;gt;nl&amp;gt;eriza)

ciris. b. The rose parrakeet, Platycercus exi-

miiis. (Cf. F. nonpareil, nonpareille.}
1758 G. EDWARDS Gleanings I. 132 The Painted Finch..,

more generally known to tne curious in London by the
name of Nonpareil and Mariposa. 1855 GOULDINO Young
Marooners

x_xxvi, A nonpareil, hidden in the branches, sat

whistling plaintively to its mate. 1895 Oiiting XXVI. 70/2
Canc-btakes gay wilh caidinals and nonparciU.



NON-PASS.

6. A kind of wheat.

1805 DICKSON Pract. Agric. I. 540 The nonpareil is a sort

said to be brought into this country from America ; it has a

bright straw with a brown ear; and the grain is very white.

7. A name for several beautiful moths.
1819 SAMOUELLE Entom. Compend. 422 The Nonpareil,

Nocttta sfionsa. 1832 RENNIE Butter/I. $ Moths 206 The
Nonpareil (CEcophora e.ritfiia, Stephens*. A most beautiful

species. 1875 HOUGHTON Brit, insects 88 The splendid
Clifden Nonpareil (Catocala fraxini).

t Non-pass. Backgammon. [Nox- i.]
1688 HOLME Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.) 64/1 A nonpasse,

is when the adverse men are so set that you cannot passe
with your man or men till he giue you liberty.

t Won-patience. Obs. [NON- i.] Alleged
term for a company

1

of wives.

1486 Bk. St. Albans f vj, A Noonpaciens of wyues.

Non-payment. [Xox-i.] Failure or neglect
to pay ; the condition of not being paid.
c 1447-8 SHILLIXGFORD Lett. (Camden) 82 The seide wronge

of nonpayement of the seide dymes. 1530 RASTELL Bk.
Purgat.\\\. Hi, The hurte & hynderaunce that I have had
for the none payment of the .c. Ii. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch
(1657) 411 This Miltiades,. .being condemned by the state to

pay the sum of fifty Talents, was for non-payment cast into

prison. 1593 SHAKS. l&quot;en. % Ad. 521. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh,
435 Earle Robert obliging himself upon non paiment, to
forfeit all his lands. 1764 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 100 The
non-payment of Canada bills by the French government.
1837 LOCKHART Life Scott VI. 1 06 That ifanything should. .

befall Constable, Sir Walter would suffer a heavier loss than
the nonpayment of some one novel. 1901 Scotsman 3 Apr.
10/1 He had protested strongly against the non-payment of
sums due to Americans.

So Non-paying vbl. sd. r in the same sense
; Non.

paying///, a., that does not pay.
1407 Water/. Arch, in ict/i Rep. Hist. flfSS. Comm.

App. V. 329 For thenonpaying of the Kings chief rent. 1659
Burton s Diary (1828) IV. 412 Their non-paying of the
several debts charged upon them. 1877 RAYMOND Mines fy

Mining 347 Much time, labor, and money were thrown
away upon non-paying lodes.

Non-perce ption. [NON- i.] Want of per
ception ; failure to perceive.
1692 NORRIS Curs. Reflect. 10 Which utterly silences that

argument taken from the Non-perception of them in
children. 1704 Ideal World it. iii. 131 The proper defect
of the understanding is ignorance or non-perception. 1802-12
BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 645 Mis-conception
or non-perception. 1882 B. NICHOLSON in Trans. New
Shaks. Soc. (1880-2) 355 Such non-perception of moral re-

sponsibility is one of the clearest proofs of madness.

Non-perfo rmance. [NON- T.] Failure or

neglect to perform or fulfil a condition, promise,
etc. ; the condition of not being performed.
1509-10 Act i Hen, VIIl^ c. 19 Preamble, For nonper-

fourmance of the said conditions. 1611 SHAKS. ll^int. 7
1

.!.

ii. 261 Fearefull To doe a thing, where I the issue doubted,
Whereof the execution did cry out Against the non-perform
ance. 1635 JACKSON Creed\\\\. vii. 68 His non -performances
of what hee often seriously intended. 1727 ARBUTHNOT John
Bull in. xvii, Exasperated at the Non-performance of John
Bull s Promise. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. III. xcii. 284 It

would be a meritorious action to put the rascal to the proof,
and then toss him in a blanket for non-performance. 1790
Amer. State Papers (1833) I. 124 Delay is always a kind of

breach, since, as long as it lasts, it is the non-performance of

stipulations. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. E-vid. (1827)
II. 306 The performance or non-performance of the cere

mony called swearing, or taking an oath. 1845 POLSON
Eng. Law in Encycl. Metrop^. II. 831/1 The preach or
nonperformance of lawful conditions.

Hence Non-perfcrrmer, one who is guilty of non-

performance; Non-perfo-rming^/. sb.
t failure to

perform.
1675 WOODHEAD, etc. Paraph. S. Paul 22 With a curse to

the non-performers. 1773 SALKELD Cases King s Bench III.

374 The Jury found, that the Plaintiff was damnified lol.

by the Defendant s Non-performing his Promise.

II Non placet, non-placet (n^n pl^-set)

[L. : see NON and PLACET.] The Latin for l
it

does not please* (scil. me, us), being the formula
used in the older universities and in ecclesiastical

assemblies in giving a negative vote upon a pro
position ; hence, as sb.

t
a negative vote in a legis

lative assembly of a university, etc., and t^-,
an expression of dissent or disapproval.
1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 42 When I craued a finall

resolution to my fatall passions, shee filde her.. eyes full of
furie, turned herbacke, and shooke me off with a. Non placet.
1596 NiSHESaflron IValdtnG-z b, Because I would cut his
cloake with the Wooll, though Lilly and Nashe neuer so, !

cry Non placet thereat. 1620 BRENT Ir.Sarpi Counc. Trent
\

(1676) vi. 500 There were 57 who said Non placet, a 1635
SIBBES Christian s End (1639) v. no When flesh and bloud :

shall put up a petition,.. give it a Non placet\ deny the

petition. 1880 Daily News 12 Nov. 2/6 There voted on
grace (a) Placets, 145; non-placets, 185. 1888 ORELLI in

Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 208/1 The placet of the temporal
power for church affairs when it occurs also involves in
this manner in itself the veto or non placet

1

.

. .ar. 4/4 One of the signatories
of the non-placet notice.

attrib. 1896 Daily News 1 1 Mar.

Hence Non-plaxet v. transn to vote non placet
upon (a proposition) ;

to throw out (a measure).
1807 THOMASON in Memoirs of Simeon (i^} 239 On the

25 Nov., The non-placeting of Graces without notice having
been previously given.
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Non-ple Vin. Law. [a. AF. nounplevine.]
Failure to replcvy land in due time.

[ 335-^ gEdiv. iff, c.2Quenul ne perde sa terre desore
par cause de nounplevine.] 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Non-Plevin. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex.

Nonplus (n^npl^s), sh. and a. Also 8 cor

ruptly -plush, [f.
L. phr. non plus not more,

no further. Cf. obs. F. (i;th c.) metire a non
plus to nonplus.] A. sh.

1. A state in which no more can be said or

done; inability to proceed in speech or action;
a state of perplexity or puzzle. Almost always in

phr. to be at (rarely in] a nonplus = \& be non

plussed ; to piit, bring, drive, reduce to a non

plus, f to set at a nonplus, also occas. f to set a

nonplus on, f to give nonplus to :
= NONPLUS v.

1582 R. PARSONS Def. of Cens. Ep. to Charke 8 Hcynge
now brought to a non plus in argueing. 1588 Marprcl.
Epist. (Arb.) 5 If you be not set at a flat non plus, and quite
ouerthrowen. (&quot;1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon (1630) K 3, I naue
giuen non-plus to the Paduans. 1602 FfLbFCKE *nd /V.
rarall, 74 Though I bee in questioning at a nonplus 1614
BEAUM. & FL. WitatSev, Weapons i. ii, Gentlemen, I have
done ! any man, that can, go further ! I confess myself at a
non-plus, 1621 QUARLKS/&amp;gt;/Z . Poems, Esther (1638194 Whose
even poys cl valour. .Had set a Xon-plus on their doubtfull

tongues, a. 1626 BACON Civil Convert. Mor. & Hist. Wk*.
(Kohn) 198 Hasty speech. .oftentimes, .drives a man either
to a nonplus or unseemly stammering. 1657 LIGON- l!a&amp;gt;--

badoes 85 Their often failings had put them to often stops
and nonplusses in the work. 1692 SOUTH 12 Serin. (1697) I.

50 The Nonplus ofmy Reason will yield a fairer opportunity
to my Faith. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. i. App. (1852) 96
The people found themselves plunged into a sad non-plus
what way to take fora subsistence. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl.
Ansoris I oy. 143 The Mortality, .put our scheming Doctor
to a sad Nonplus. 1775 S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. liv.

(1783) II. 151 You put me quite to a nonplush, I am quite
out of cash. 1811 W. IR.ING Life fy Lett. (1864) I. 262
Here was a non-plus enough to startle any man of less

enterprising spirit. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char.
xv. 378 The manner of York reveals the old man in a non
plus and perturbation. 1889 jESSQppComittf of Friars vii.

325 Prophets are never at a nonplus, and never surprised
by a question.

^[b. At a nonplus : unprepared, unawares.
1803 MAR. EDCEWORTH To-morrow ii, He can never find

pur larder at a nonplus. 1811 Ora $ Juliet I. 9, I did think
it was but a frugal sort of a dinner,.. but as I took you at a
non-plus, it did very well.

t 2. Short for Nox PLUS ULTRA. Obs.

1670 LASSELS ltaly\\. 178 A world ofsuch rich work, which
makes this bedstead the nonplus of art and magnificence.

t B. adj. [app. a shortening of at a nonplus.]
At a nonplus; perplexed, embarrassed. Obs.
1589 WARNER Alb. Kng. vi. xx.v. 132 Soone his wits were

Nonplus, for his wooing could but spell, r 1590 GREEME
Fr. Bacon (1630) C, Set him but non-phis in his magicke
spels, And make him yeeld in Mathetnaticke rules. &quot;1600

HOLLAND Livy XLIV. xxvi, 1187 When he could make
no answere thereto, but was set nonplus. 1631 R. H.
Arraignnt. Whole Creature xvi. 289 Apollonius Rhodius
imposed voluntary Exile on himselfe, . .because he was Non
plus in one of his Poems.

No nphlS, v. [f. NONPLUS sb.] trans. To
bring to a nonplus or standstill

;
to perplex.

1591 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas i. ii. 9 Mans Reason non-
plust in some Accidents. 1598 Ibid. \\. ii. r. 290 Now non-

pliist, if to re-inforce thy Camp, Thou fly for succour to
thine Ayrie Damp. 1639 FULLER Holy War\. x. (1840)
261, I know it will nonplus his power to work a true miracle.

1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bihl. 506 Expounding Nebuchad-
nezzars dreams, and Belshazzars vision, when all the wise
men in Chaldea were non-plus d with them. 1678 BUTLER
Hud. m. n. 442 In which [sc. wrangling] his Parts were so

accomplish!, That right, or wrong, he neV was non-plust.
1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 476 p 5 He has been non-plus d
on a sudden by Mr. Dry s desiring him to tell the Company
what it was that he endeavoured to prove. 1738 tr. Guazzo*s ,

Art Conversation n At first,..! must own, I was a little

nonplushed. 1840 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 58, I i

wrote a good bit of a letter to you three weeks ago: but,
being non-plussed suddenly, tore it up. 1894 J. KXIGHT
Garrick vii. 115 A continued struggle for supremacy in

which the audience found itself nonplussed to decide.

b. \Vith a thing as obj. : To render ineffective

or inoperative.
1640 J. GOWER Oi itfs Festivalls HI. 64 Winds non-plus

art [orig. I ineitur ars vento\, 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. &amp;lt;y
Ab.

Physic 83 The Remedies being thus non-plust [etc.]. 1681
NewsJr. Doctors Commons 5 It non-plust all reply. 1891
Pall Mall G. 7 Dec. 5/2 Such behaviour quite nonplusses
measures of repression.

Nonplussation (n^nplcs^-Jan). rare. [f. \

NONPLUS v. + -ATION.] The action of nonplussing ;
!

the condition of being nonplussed.
1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle i. (1842)34 When the voiture

stopped at the village, there seemed to be a nonplusation, to

coin a word for the nonce, between my friend and his
;

sisters. 1898 E. H. AITKEN Tribes on my Frontier ($&. 6) i

61 They stared after it with a gape of utter nonplussatlon. I

Nonplussed (np-nplost ),///. a.
[f.

NONPLUS !

sb. or v. +-ED.] Brought to a nonplus or stand

still
;
at a nonplus ; perplexed, embarrassed.

1606 WARNER Alb. Eng, xiv. Ixxxix. 363 So many Incan

tations, lyes, feares, hopes instanced shee,..As lastly did
the non-plust Nunne vnto her Charmes agree. 1826 J.

WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 140 [He] stares round
;

the company with his vacant and nonplussed eyes. i8a8
CARI.VLK Misc. (1857) J 37 Blown up by nonplussed
and justly exasperated Review-reviewers! 1886 KYNNER
A . Surriage xvii, She swept from the room, leaving the

nonplussed artist to puzzle over the cause of her . . behavior.
|

NON-REGARDANCE.
II Non plus ultra (n^n plrs -ltra). [L.

=
\

l not more beyond . So used in Fr. (from i ;th c.).]
NE PLUS ULTRA 2, 2 b.

[i6o8MiDDt.F.TON Trick to catch Old One \v. F3b, Alwaies
when we striue to be most politique we proue most cocs-

kombs, Non f&amp;gt;lus vltra.] 1676 Life Sarpi in Brent tr. Counc.
Trent p. xci, The two Pyramides which were carved and in-

graven by the knife of all the judicious with a non plus ultra.

1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking i, The central Point, the
non pins ultra, of true Modern Poesy. 1775 Phil. Trans.
LXVI. 136 No trace.. of Roman servitude is lo be met
with in this district, except the ambiguous name of one
mountain, ..generally thought to have been the nonplus
ultra of the Roman arms on the Italian side. .

Fredk. Gt. v, vi. I. 595 Seckendorf.. witnesses with un
feigned admiration the non-plus-ultra of manoeuvring.

II Non possumus ,n/m p^si?*ms). [L.
=

( we can not *.] A statement or answer express
ing inability to act or move in a matter.

1883 Standard 15 Sept. 5/1 Their answer to all applica
tions consisting in a non possumus^ and nothing more.
1885 LOWE Bismarck II. 347 To give up diplomatising, ami
return toa policy of non possumus. 1890 Athenseuw 25 Jan.
124/3 Some time ago it was proposed to the Royal Academy
to do this ; the answer was a sort of non possumus .

t Non-power. Obs. Also 4 noun-, nom-
power, 5 non-, nown-poiar. [a, AF. nonpoair.
OF. nonpooin see Nox- i and POWER.] Lack of

power; impotence.
c 1374 CHAL-CFR Roeth. in. pr. v.^iguS) 75 Ry;t on bat

same side nounpower entrib vndirneb bat rnake^ hem
wreches. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvii. 310 Xou^t of

\&amp;gt;e

nounppwere of god bat he ne is my^tful To amende al bat

amys is. c 13,80 WYCLIF Scrm. Sel. Wks. II. 374 God mai
not faile on his side for noun-power or unwitt, c 1400
Land Troy Bk. 17341 And ;e ar now of nom-power, Xe
vs comes no help fer ne ner. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lim.
j1/o. vi. (1885) 121 All thes poiars comen of impotencie.
And iherfore thay mey properly by callid nown poiars. 1483
CAXTOX Gold. Leg. 301 b/2,I haue herd thy commaundement
and haue sene the nonpower of bym but I shal amende it.

Non-profi Cience. raft:
1

. [Nox- i.] =next.
1709-11 KEN Anflf/ytifs xxv iii. Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 450 The

Graces which God s Image forme survey, In each my Non-
proficience to display.

Non-profrciency. [Nox- i.] Failure to

make progress or improve.
1592 HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 13 He

shall finde a cold aduersary of him, that. .might easely
be induced to be the Inuectiue of his owne Nonproficiency.
1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estiennes World of Wonders 30 He
twits his auditors not so much for their non-proficiencie. .as
for their deficiency. 1666 ABP. SASCROFT Lex Ignea 10 Our
foul and shameful Non-proficiency under so plentiful a
Grace. 1671 J. WEBSTFR Mttallogr. i. 16 The reasons of
the non-proficiency of the knowledge of Minerals and
Metals in general. 1721 in UAILEY.

Non-profi cient. [Nox- 2.] One who fails

to make progress or improve.
1579-80 [see NIHII.AGFNT]. 1608 DOD & CLEAVER Expos.

Prov. 24 Reproofe of Non-proficients which are taught much
and learne little. 1647 TRAPP Conim. Matt. xiii. 47 Christ js

an incessant teacher : learn then, for shame, lest he turn us
off for non-proficients. 1665 BOYI.E Occas Refl. iv. ix. 61
If a Sermon leave us Devouter than it found us. .we may be

Despondents, but are not altogether Non-proficients.

t Non-promovent, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
Nox-

+ L.
/rJ;;/&amp;lt;7zw//-, pres. ppl. stem oiprdmovere (see

PRO- and MOVE Z .).] Not moving forward.

1605 BACON Adi . Learn, n. 65 If he make them [sc.

axioms] not withall Circular, and Non promouent, or In

curring into themsefues.

Non-pros (n^npr^-s). Law. Abbreviation of

NON PROSEQTJITUR.

1675 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 439 A clause for

regulating the Atturney General! as to his entring Non~Pros
against Papists, a 1734 NORTH Examen \\. v. 83 (1740)
366 Exempted from the Law . . by non pros, or Pardon toties

quoties. 1769 BURROWS
Ref&amp;gt;.

IV. 2418 The Plaintiff not

/. (said of

1017 &amp;gt;v . 0BL.WTM i^aiv ivisi f rirts (60.4) 11. OB
shall pay to plaintiff the costs of the non-pros.
Hence Non-prossed (npn

the suit or of the plaintiff).
755 MAGEN-S Insurances I. 545 note. The Defendant

brought a Writ of Error. But, despairing of success,
suffered It to be non-prossed. 1768 [see NON-PROSEQUITUR].
1774 HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Law 99 In case of omission or

neglect by the Plaintiff, he loses the benefit of his Writ, and
is said to be nonsuited, or nonpros d.

Non-prosequitur (n^nnr^use-kwitw). Law.
[L.

= * he does not prosecute .] A judgement en
tered against a plaintiff in a suit in which he does
not appear to prosecute.
1768 BLACKSTONE Comm, III. xx. 206 A nonsuit, or non

prosequitur, is entered ; and he is satd to be nonpross d.

Non-pro*ven,/^7.///^. [NON- 6.] Occasional
substitute for Mflf/rm*Not proved.
1847 FR. A. KE.MBLE Later Life III. 242 The main ques

tion of
progress^., was non-proven. 1896 Allbutt s Syst.

Med. I. no It is quite possible but non-proven that
the muscular coats of the small arteries are likewise capable
of self-regulation.

t Non-reason. Sc. Obs. [f. NON- i -f- REASON
$b^\ Unlawful action ; UNREASON.
1609 SKF.NE Reg. Maj, 3 They sal not hald Courts of life

and limme
; but onely of injuries, and non reason ; that is,

wrang and vnlaw.

t Noii-rega rdance. Obs. rare-\ [NON- i.J
Failure to regard.



NON-REGENT.

1601 SHAKS. Twfl. N. v. i. 124 Since you to non-regard-
ance cast my faith.

Noil-re gent. IXovrffist. [NON-?.] A master

of arts whose regency has ceased.

In the Statutes of the University of Oxford the division of

magistri into rcgentes and non-regentes is still retained.

1504 [see REGENT sb. 3 a_], 1659 Rusuw. Hist. Coll. I. 371

His chief strength consisted in the Doctors.. and in the

Non-Regents, who are Masters of Art of five years standing
and upward. 1689 Land. Gaz. 2496/2 Cambridge, Octob. 8.

On Sunday last the Vice-Chancellor, the Heads of Colledges,

..with several Regents and Non-Regents,, .waited upon
His .Majesty at Newmarket. 1841 PEACOCK Stat. Cambr.

15, note. 1845 T.MYERS in Encycl. Metrop. XVI. 184/2

The Senate is divided into two Houses, respectively de

nominated Regents and Non-Regents.
b. attrib. or as adj.

W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852)392 In Pans, the non-regent

graduates were only assembled on rare, .occasions. 1845

Encycl. Metrop. XVI. 184/2 A. .Non-Regent Master of Arts.

Non-regTila tion. [NON- 4.] Applied to

provinces of India in which

not in force.

which the ordinary laws are

.

1845 STOCQL-F.LER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 122 The
whole of the provinces, regulation and non-regulation, cover

325,652 square miltrs. 1881 SIR W. HUNTER in Encycl.

Brit. XII. 769/1 Alike in regulation and in non-regulation

territory the unit of administration is the district.

t Non-re -plicate, a. Not folded back.

1647 H. MORE Sang af Soul n. ii. n. xviii, Forme bodily

Non-replicate, extent, not setten free.

Non-re sidence. [NON- i.]

1. Failure of a clergyman to reside where his

official duties require him to reside
; systematic

absence of a clergyman from his benefice or charge.
c 1380 WVCLIF IVks. (1880) 424 He

seij&amp;gt; M propring of

chirchis is leeueful, & noun residense is excusid bi siche a

viker bat holdi)&amp;gt;
his stede. 1425 Rolls of Par/I. IV. 290/2

Because of noun resident of Persons of holy Chirche, opon
theire Personages, mykell pepull lakkes bothe gostely fode,

and lxlcly. 1530 Act 21 Hen. K///, c. 13 17 Provyded
alwais that this Acte of none resydence shall not in any wyse
extende ne be prejudiciall to any such spiiituall person

eside

Wks. 1751 IX. 42 As to Non-Residence, I believe there is no

Christian Country upon Earth, where the Clergy have le&amp;lt;s

to answer for upon that Article. 1808 SVD. SMITH ]\7;s.

(1867) I. 126 A law., fixing what shall be legal and sufficient

causes for non-residence. 1892 J. C. BLOMFIELD Hist.

ll.yfard 63 The last [century]., so sadly notorious for the

pluralism and non-residence of the parochial clergy,

t b. fig. Departurefrom, 06s.

1615 T. ADAMS England! Sickness 8, I might here in-

ferre to your obseruation (without any non-residence from

the Text) that the Church is called fiiia Jerusalem.

2. transf. and gen. The fact of not residing in a

particular place.
1585 Re?. Privy Council Scot. IV. 39 The lang want of

the administratioun of civile justice be non-residence of the

Lords of Sessioun, quhilk hes happynnit throw occasioun

of the lait plague. 1827 Gentl. Mag. XCVII. 11. 594 The

argument against such interference.

tNon-re-sidency. Obs. [NON- i.] =prec.
The first example may belong to prec.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 30 b, Lycence to eate flessh in

lent, non-residencys, and such other. 1584 D. FENNER

Def. Ministers (1587) 5 Vour Nonresidencie, double bene

fices [etc.], 1604 TOOKER Fatriaue Cli. 57 Wilfull and
continuall Non-residency from their cures. 1658-9 Burton s

Diary (1828) III. 499 In case of non-residency of a Burgess
or Knight, lex et consuetndo parliament dispenseth it.

1668 2nd Disc. Relig. Eng. 47 To discourage Pluralities,

Nonresidencies, . . and Idleness in all Sorts. 1696 in PHILLIPS.

Non-re-sident, si. [NON- 2.]

1. A clergyman who does not reside where his

official duties require him to reside ;
an absentee

incumbent or church dignitary.
1583 Acts Gen. Assemb. Ch. Scot!. (Maitland Cl.) II. 635

That the Commissioners present give up the names of the

non residents upon Munday afternoone. 1588 UDALL Dio~

trephes (Arb.) 27 See that he be such a one as hath bene a

non-resident before, and let him haue diuers Huings, 6o8

WILLET Hexapla Exod. 774 Idle pastors and secure non
residents. 1692 [see PLURALIST i]. 1723 SWIFT A rgts. agst.
Power of Bps. Wks. 1751 IX. 42, I am confident there are

not ten Clergymen in the Kingdom, who, properly speaking,
can be termed Non-Residents. 1835 MARRYAT Olla Podr.
xi. So many of our clergymen are., non-residents.

2. One who does not reside in a particular place.
1819 (title) A Letter to a Member of Convocation . . on the

present state of the Catholic Claims, by a Non-Resident.

1863 Cox Instit. in. ix. 729 The usurpations of corporations,
the extensive rights of their councils, and the interference

of non-residents. 1869 TOZER Highl. Turkey II. 119 A few
of the non-residents, .took part [in the dance],

Non-re sident, a. [NON- 3.]

1. Of a clergyman : Not residing where his

official duties require him to reside; culpably
absent from his benefice or charge.

i$y&amp;gt;Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 13 i6Yfany Person or Persons

procure..any maner of lycence..tobenone resydent at ther

said Dygnytees, Prebende [etc.]. 1588 J. UDALL Dentonstr.

Discip. (Arb.) 27 If the priests might not dwell farre from
the temple, then may not ministers be nonresident. 1642
MILTON Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 307 The non-resident

200

and plurality-gaping Prelats. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

xx. 322 Licensed pluralists, who are allowed to demise the

living, on which they are non-resident, to their curates only.

1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 403 Preventing the Pope
from conferring English benefices on non-resident foreigners,

f b. Jig. Divergent or deviating//-?//*. Obs.

1616 ADA MS Souts Sickness xxv. Wks. 1861 1 . 473 When as

yet himself is more non-resident from his theme than a dis-

continuer is from his charge. 1631 W. FOSTER Hoplochrisma.

sponftis 3 That Divine which takes into consideration,

whether this [cure]. .be not done by. .witchcraft, cannot

properly bee said to be Non-resident from his profession.

2. transf. and gen. Not residing at home or on

one s estate ;
not resident in a particular place.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 27 Divers of the kinges subjectis

. .have.-obteynid. .lycences for to be absent_and none

resident in and uppon their ordinary offices within the said

townes. 1641 Rec. Elgin (New Spalding Cl.) I. 271 Ane
non-resident burges. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil (1863) 54 The
monks were never non-resident. They expended their

revenue among those whose labour had produced it. 1846

Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 235/1 In the Irish district asylums,
. .the non-resident physician is the principal officer. 1869-

70 Ann. Rep. Peleg.StuJ. not attached n If any Student

desires. . to be entirely non-resident for a Term.

Non-re Sidenter. rare. Also 7 Sc. -are.

[f.
NON-RESIDENT -t--ERl.] Anon-resident.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 28 No benefited

persone may be a non-residentare. 1828 Life Planter

Jamaica 197 Landed proprietors, most of whom are non-

residenters in the country. 1842 J. AITON Domest. Econ.

(1857) 71 The minister has become a non-residenter.

Non-reside-ntial, a. [NON- 3.] Not resi

dential, as a college or university.

1898 Daily Nevis 17 May 3/7 Non-residential Mansfield

[College at Oxford]. 1906 IVestnt. Gaz. n May 2/1 The
non-residential University of his friend.

Non-reside ntiary, sb. and a. [NON- 2.]

A. sb. A church dignitary who is not residen

tiary. B. adj. Not residentiary.
c 1630 RISDON Surr. Devon 107 (18 10) 109 The dean, . . the

chanter, the chancellor, and the treasurer of the church ;. .

every of these being non-residentiaries, have sufficient liveli

hoods of themselves. 1898 Wcstin. Gaz. 31 Mar. 6/3 One
of the non-residentiary prebends.

Non-resi stance. [NoN- i.] The practice

or principle of not resisting authority, even when

it is unjustly exercised. Now only Hist, with

reference to the doctrine of non-resistance as held

in England in the i;th c. (Cf. passive obedience. )

1643 DIGGS Unlatvf. Taking np Arms 50 Their severall

exceptions and corrupt glosses by which they endeavour to

avoyd this plaine obligation of non resistance. 1685 Ace.

Execution Dk. ofMonmouth I My Lord, if you be of the

Church of England, you must acknowledge the Doctrine of

Non-resistance to be True. 1687 DRYDEN Hind ft P. in.

663 Your sons are malcontents, but yet are true, As far as

non-resistance makes them so. c 1720 Vicar of Bray iii,

Passive obedience was a joke, A jest was non-resistance.

1791 BURKE App. IVhigs Wks. VI. 154 Sir John Hawles

. . positively affirming the doctrine of non-resistance to

government to be the general, moral, religious, and poli

tical rule for the subject. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xiv. III. 453 Ken, ..in the times when nonresistance and

Passive
obedience were the favourite themes of his

rethren,..had scarcely ever alluded to politics in the

pulpit. 1871 FRASF.R Life Berkeley n. 49 Non-resistance

and passive obedience were then associated with Jacobitism.

1878 GARDINER in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 348/2 The Five Mile

Act (1665) forbade the expelled clergyman to come within

five miles of a corporate borough,, .unless he would swear

his adhesion to the doctrine of non-resistance.

attrib. 1844 EMERSON New Eng. Reformers Ser. II. 169

Temperance and non-resistance principles. 1856 OLMSTED
Slave Stales 225 Charles II. ordered a shipment of Quakers
to Virginia. . . Their non-resistance principles must have

added much to their value.

b. %en. (const, to.)
1821 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Witches ft Night Fears, The non-

resistance of witches to the constituted powers. 1824 Miss

MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 76 An operation which that

sagacious quadruped endured with the most perfect passive-

ness, the most admirable non-resistance.

Non-resi stant, a. and sb. [Nos- 2, 3.]

A. adj. Not resistant ; f pertaining to or in

volving the doctrine of non-resistance.

1702 DE FOE Test Ch. Eng. Loyalty 20 This Doctrine of

Absolute, Passive, and Non-resistant Obedience, a 1733
ARBUTHNOT State Quacks Misc. Wks. 1751 I. 159 [To]

teach Passive-Obedience and Non-Resistant Principles.

1796 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895)201 It commands them never to

use the arm of flesh, to be perfectly non-resistant. 1853

KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxi. (1856) 272 We, so utterly help

less, hampered, and non-resistant, must await the inevitable

action of the ice. 1871 SPENCER Princ. Psychol. II. vi. xiv.

(1872) 179 The two being distinguished as resistant extension

and non-resistant extension. 1873 T. H. GREEN Inlrod.

Pathol. (ed. 2) 165 The tissue . . being soft and non-resistant.

B. sb. One who does not resist authority or

force (occas.
= NON-COMBATANT) ;

one who holds

or practises the doctrine of non-resistance.

c 1850 SAXE Poems (1874) 20 When for their dogmas Non-
Resistants fight. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Sp. xvii. 385, I confess

I am not a non-resistant. 1870 T. W. HIGGINSON Army
Life 231 Released on parole as a non-resistant.

Non-resi-sting, ppl. a. [NON- 3.]
= prec. A.

1712 BERKELEY Pass. Obed. Wks. III. (1871) 137 Absolute

non-resisting obedience to government. 1713 ADDISON Free

holder No. 15 f 2 The Non-resisting women. .think no

post tenable against an army, that makes so fine an appear
ance. 1801 NELSON 22 Apr. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 346

God forbid I should destroy a non-resisting Dane. 1814

SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 389 Scenes ensue, in the course of

which Oliver drops his nonresisting principles, and cuts

NONSENSE.

down the renegade with a tomahawk. 1884 SPENCER The
Man v. the State 3 The Non-Resisting Test Bill, which

proposed for legislators and officials
a compulsory oath that

they would in no case resist the king by arms.

Non-retirrn. [NON- I.] Failure or neglect

to return ;
the condition of not being returned.

1547 Act i Edvj. yi, c. 10 5 For everye suche faulte

of non Retourne, everie suche Sherife. .shall, .forfaite Five

Powndes. 1812 Examiner 7 Sept. 570/1 He is entitled to

one moiety in case of a non-return of any taxable article.

1845 LYTTON Night ft Morn. v. xiv, The alarm of Sarah

at her non-return. 1898 IVestm. Gas. 19 Mar. 2/4 The
borrowing of your cherished books and their non-return.

attrib. 1906 Motor Boat i2 T ulyi8 Carburetted air drawn

in through a non-return valve.

Nonrie, -y, Nons, obs. ff. NUNNERY, NONCE.

Non-sane, nonsane (njms^i-n), a. Law.

[ad. law-French non sane (niemorie), law-Latin

non same (memorise) : see NON- 3, SANE a.,

MEMORY sb. 2 b.] Not sane ; of unsound mind.

1628 COKE On Lilt. 247 If such a man of Non sane

memorie make a Feoffement. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

291 Idiots and persons of nonsane memory. 1818 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) IV. 85 All persons incapable of binding them

selves by any other contract, such as persons of nonsane

memory. 1855 DUNGLISON Diet. Mcd. Set.

Hence t Non-sa nity, insanity.

1675 Act 27 Chas. If, c. i 2 Disability in respect of

Coverture, Infancy, Non sanity ofmemory, a 1734 NORTH
Lett. (1826) II. 128 Non-sanity of mind.

Nonsant : see NONSUNT.

t Non-scri ber. Obs. = NON-SUBSCRIBER.

1650 (title} Plea for Non-Scribers, or Grounds and Reasons

for many Ministers in Cheshire, Lancashire, &c. refusing

the late Engagement. 1651 ELCOCK (.title) Animadversions

on a book called a Plea for Non-Scribers.

t Non-script, a. [f.
NON- 6 + L. script-us

SCRIPT.] Unwritten.

1657 J- WATTS Dipper Sprinkled 65 The Trine immersion

is a nonscript Tradition of the Apostles.

TTonse, obs. form of NONCE.

Non-seat. Coal-mining. (See quot.)

1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining, Non-seat. See D Link.

[A flat iron bar attached to chains, and suspended from a

hemp rope to a windlass at surface.]

Nonsenehe, obs. form of NCNCHEON.

Nonsense (nc nsens), sb. Also 7-8 -senee,

8 -soense. [f.
NON- 2 + SENSE sb. Cf. F. non-

sens (from 1 2-1 3th c.).]

1. That which is not sense; spoken or written

words which make no sense or convey absurd

ideas ; also, absurd or senseless action.

Often used exclamatorily to express disbelief of, or surprise

at, a statement.

1614 B. JOXSON Bart. Fair iv. iv, Here they continue

their game of vapours, which is Nonsense, a 1643 Vise.

FALKLAND, etc. Infallibility (1646) 121 You leave out those

words . . and so make non-sence of that period, a 1680

BUTLER Rein. (1759) I. 222 For learned Nonsense has a

deeper Sound. Than easy Sense, and goes for more pro-

jnsense in endeavouring to speaK 01 u pariiiuiouy. ivn
ADDISON Sped. No. 35 r i If they speak Nonsense, they

believe they are talking Humour. 1790 BURKE Fr. Km.
17 This doctrine.. either is nonsense, and therefore neither

true nor false, or it affirms a most, .dangerous, .position.

1816 SCOTT Antia. xiii, Come, let us have no more of this

nonsense. 1859 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. Note-bks. (1871) II.

345, I am writing nonsense, but it is because no sense within

my mind will answer the purpose. 1894 FENN In Alpine

Valley I. 28 You are not [dying], John dear. It s all stuff

and nonsense, said the little lady.

ft). In particularized use : Apiece of nonsense.

a 1643 VISCT. FALKLAND, etc. Infallfbility(\f&amp;gt;tP&amp;gt; 98 Every
new nonsense will be more acceptable, .then any old sense.

1655 tr. Sorel s Com. Hist. Francion n. 36 He understood

not French very well, nor I his Fustian Language, so our

discourse was a perpetuall Nonsense.

c. No nonsense : no foolish or extravagant con

duct; no foolery or humbug. Chiefly in phr.

stand no nonsense (also used as adj.).

1821 Sporting Mag. VIII. 233 Smith would stand no non

sense. 1836 SIR G. STEPHEN Search of a Horse i. (1841) 4

There was no nonsense about him [sc. a horse], . . but he

unluckily moved like a castle ! 1849 Miss MI-LOCK Off/via

ii, Mr. Ogilvie would allow no nonsense of late rising.

1904 SLADEN Lovers Japan xiii, Rich was the only stand-

no-nonsense Englishman of the lot.

2. Absurdity, nonsensicalness.

1630 W. BEDELL in Ussher s Lett. (1866) 421, I shewed the

false Latin, Non-sence, injustice of it. 1660 T. PIERCE Inq.

Nat. Sin To Rdr. tnarg., Compare the non-sense with the

impiety of the expression. 1841 L. HUNT Seer n. 2/1 The

nonsense of ill-will.

3. Unsubstantial or worthless stuff or things.

iv

.

1638 COWLEY Lore s Riddle iv. Wks. 1711 HI. 113 Our

esires. .are Love s Nonsence, wrapt up in thick Clouds.

1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche v. i, What royal Nonsence is

a Diadem Abroad, for One who s not at home supreme?

!687 NORRIS Coll. Misc. 24, I find This busie World is

Non-sense all. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 2 Feb. 12/1 Six. dollars

a week for slippers, and three more for ribbons and bits of

chiffon nonsense .

4. A meaning that makes no sense.

1650 WEEKES Truth s Conflict i. n This is to put a non

sense upon the place, and to destroy the savor that is in it.

1711 POPE Lett. (1735) I. 166 How easy it is to a Caviller to

give a new Sense, or a new Nonsence to any thing.

1 5. Want of feeling or physical sensation. Obs.

1621 in T. Bedford The Sinne, etc. A i b, Disquietnesse of

Conscience [growes] into a numbdnesse or non-sense.



NONSENSELY.
6. attrib. and Comb., as nonsense-proof adj.,

-talker, -writer ; nonsense-book, a book of non
sense or nonsense verses ; nonsense-name (see

quot.); nonsense verses, verses consisting ofwords
and phrases arranged solely with reference to the
metre and without regard to the sense ; also non
sense song, etc.

1887 Spectator 17 Sept. 1231 Lear s &quot;Nonsense Books.
1842 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 118 &quot;Nonsense names. Some
authors .. have adopted the plan of coining words at
random without any derivation or meaning whatever. 1778
Love Feast 12 Led by the Spirit to John s pantil d Roof,
Which many a vagrant Paul makes &quot;Nonsense- Proof. 1871
E. LEAR (title), &quot;Nonsense Songs, Stories, Botany and
Alphabets. (11831 BENTHAM Deontol. ii. (1834) I. 26 The
moralist, .would call his enemy, .hypocrite, and &quot;nonsense-

talker. 1830 COLERIDGE Table-t. 5 Oct., I did not seem
much interested with a piece of Rossini s, which had just
been performed. 1 said, it sounded to me like &quot;nonsense

verses. 1870 Spectator 26 Dec. 30 Mere musical sounds
are no other than nonsense verses are in poetry. 1887 Ibid.

17 Sept. 1251 The parent of modern &quot;nonsense-writers.

b. That is nonsense
;

full of nonsense ; f in the

I?th c. often used as adj.
= Nonsensical.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. it. iv. i. v. (1651) 375 A few
simples well .. understood are better than such an heap of
nonsense confused compounds. 1638 CHILLINGW. Relit?.
Prot. l

;
iv. 47. 217 Some empty unintelligible non-sense

distinction. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 191 Put case the way
of washing in Jordan beeirrationalland non-sense to thy wit
and reason. 1757 FOOTE Autftor i. (1782) 23 You are a Non
sense man, and 1 won t agree to any such Thing. 1858 MRS.
OLIPHANT Laird of Norlaw II. 127 This is not a nonsense
letter will you read it, mother? i86z PALGRAVE in Times
15 May, A learned mockery, a nonsense sculpture.
Hence f Nonsensely adv., nonsensically.
1656 DUCHESS NEWCASTLE Nature s Picture xi. Epistle,

Others in one discourse speak mixtly, now rational, then
nonsensely.

Non-se nsible, a. [NoN- 3.] Not sensible.
1851 MILLAIS in Life (1899) I. iv. 124 Forgive this non-

sensible scribble. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. viii. 137 Every
figurative transfer which ever made a successful designa
tion

_for
some non-sensible act or relation, .rested upon a

previous perception of analogy.

Nonsensical (npnse-nsikal), a. and sb. [f.
NONSENSE + -ICAL.]
A. adj. That is nonsense ; of the nature of, or

full of, nonsense ; having no sense ; absurd.
1653 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 221 They haue such

nonsensicall conceipts that there is some impossibility to

please their humours. 1668 PEPYS Diary r2 Oct., A ridi
culous nonsensical book set out by Will. Pen for the
Quakers. 1684 WOOD Life 28 Dec. (O. H. S.) III. 120 Lord
Hawley, the great bull-maker or maker of nonsensicall
puns. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. n Canst thou not
forbear letting thy discerning Lord see thy nonsensical
Emotions? 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xiv, The knight s a puncti
lious old fool, but I promise you his daughter is above all

nonsensical ceremony and prejudice. 1869 AINSWOKTH
Hilary St. Ives ii. i, Put aside all nonsensical feeling, and
accept Sir Charles. 1885 Lam Times LXXVIII. 186/2
This sentence is certainly the worst. ., and it would be hard
to invent a more nonsensical one.

b. Of persons.
1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 24 Stupid and nonsensical Fops.

1704 SWIFT Bait. Bis. Wks. 1751 I. 220 A Pack of.. con- :

founded Loggerheads and illiterate Whelps, and nonsensical
Scoundrels. 1815 Miss AUSTEN Emma xxvi, Nonsensical

j

girl, was his reply. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom s C. xv.
141 Come, now, Marie, what do you think of the likeness?
Don t be nonsensical, now.

B. sb. A nonsensical, absurd, or trifling thing,
j

1842 Peter Parley s Ann. III. 246 Silks and satins, .and
the host of nonsensicals with which little minds pride them
selves. 1856 IM- uiiim lust. Metaph. App. I. 498 It does
not. .hold the mind thus circumstanced.. to be a nonentity,
but only a non-sensical, an absolutely inconceivable.

Hence Nonsensically &amp;lt;n/r. .
; Nonse nsicaluess,

Nonsensica lity.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootmnia 83 If they misapply words.,
never so non-sensically, they passe for fine Fellowes. 1674
R. GODFREY Inj. f, Ab. Physic 186 Observing the non-
sensicalness of the Compound, and the multitude of Simples,
mixt without Reason. 1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vii.

App. (1852) 644 A certain silly scribbler, the very first-born
of Nonsensicality. 1754 EDWARDS.Freed. Will i. iii. (1762) i

15 If any Man uses these Terms in such Cases, he either
j

uses them nonsensically, or in some new Sense, a 1850
HAWTHORNE in Hawthorne tf his Wife (1885) I. 498 She
.
.keeps

our little nonsensicalities from ourselves. 1850 SIR
!

W. HAMILTON Discuss. Philos., etc. (1852) 624&quot;, I admit, !

that had we thus spoken, we had spoken, not only un-
grammatically, but nonsensically. 1891 Spectator 9 May
665/1 Good nonsense is very difficult to write, for it ought

j

to express gaiety of heart even in its very nonsensicalness.

Nouse nsify, v.
[f. NONSENSE + -IFY.] trans.

\To make nonsense of. So Nonsensifica-tion,
the production of nonsense.

1649 H. LAWRENCE Some Consid. 13 They have..non-
sensifyed a Scripture with their Figures and Allegories.
1816 SCOTT Antiij. xxii, Simple suffumigation ? simple
nonsensification planetary hour? planetary fiddlestick f

Non-se-nsitive, a. and sb. [NON- 3.] a.

adj. Not sensitive, ft), sb. A thing without feeling.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xviii. 56 Whatsoeuer we preach

of Contentednesse in want ; no precepts can so gaine vpon
Nature, as to make her a non-sensitiue. 1836 SMART, Non-
sensitive, wanting sensation. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 14 June
2/1 A wife of the sturdy, enduring, non-sensitive type.
So Non-se-nsitiveaess.
890 SIR F. A. ABEL in Nature 4 Sept. 444/2 Comparative

non-sensitiveness to explosion by friction or percussion.
VUL. VI.

does not

201

sequitur (n?n se-kwitcr). [L. = it

follow .] An inference or a conclusion

|

which does not follow from the premisses.
1564 BriefExam. ij b, After this you bring in a patch

of Gratians decrees. Cans. 21 Quest. 4. .This is a Non sequi-
|

tur. 1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Part. in. 90 The proper
argument then that can be thence deduced by our Oppo-
sites, is but this Nonseijuititr. 01726 GILBERT Cases in
Law (y Equity (1760) 08 (Stanf.), The Justices need not set
forth any Reason of Iheirjudgment, therefore a Xonsequitur
will not vitiate. 1817 Parl. Deb. col. 1070 (Stanf. i,

This
was so inconsequent, such a non sequitur in reasoning, that
he left it to the noble lord, and the other logicians on the

| Treasury-bench, to solve the problem. 1863 KIHK Chas.
the Bold II. 403 note, The delicious non seqnitnr of this
conclusion need scarcely be pointed out.

trans/. inAftg. 1533 ELYOT Pasgnill A iij, Thou haste the
strangest apparaile that euer I loked on. . . This longe estrige
fether doeth wonderly wel. ..But this longe gowne with
strayte sleue_s

is a non scquitur. 1855 GEO, ELIOT Ess.
(1884) 150 His practice is in many respects an amiable non
seqnitur from his teaching.
Nonsicut. nonce-word, f. L. non not + sicut

so, after NONESUCH.
1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribe 28 And so be SnxruWSfiKToc,

of all passengers by, for absolute Nonsicuts in intolerable

arrogancy.

Nonsien, obs. form of NUNCHEON.

Non-significant. [NON- 3.] A sign, sym
bol, or statement that is not significant.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. 61 The Simple Cyphars with

Changes, and intermixtures of Nulles, and Nonsignificants.
1654 Wnm.ocK y.ootomia 387 With many such non-signi
ficants, or mean nothings. ^
So Non-sig-ni-flcance, Non-signi-ficative a.

1633 AMES Fresh Suit ngst. Hnman Cercm. 84 He shall

perceave some non significative to be the speciall to the
Genus of a significative cere[mony]. 1846 /&amp;gt;roc. Philol.

|

Soc. III. 9 Respecting the significance or non-significance
of those elements.

t Non-since re, a. Obs. rare. [NoN- 3.] Not
decided for or against a measure.
1656 HARRINGTON Oceana (1700) 132 The Suffrage being

gather d and open d before the Signory, if the red Box, or
Nonsincere had above half the Suffrages [etc.]. Iliid. 156
Three Boxes, the Negative, the Affirmative and the Non-
sincere. [Cf. p. 119 bvssolo di non sinceri.}

Nqn-soci ety. [NoN- 4.] attrib. Not be
longing to a society; spec, applied to a work
man who is not a member of a trade-union, or to
an establishment in which such men are employed.
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour (i86r) III. 222/2 The slop-

workers of the different trades the cheap men or non-
society hands. 1886 Pall Mall G. 22 Oct. 10/2 The Board
had paid more for printing in non-society houses than in

society houses. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 192 Its [The
Times] being a non-society office.

TiTon-SOlvency. [NoN- i.] Failure or in

ability to pay what is owing ; insolvency.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 83. 2/1 The Non-solvency of such a

trifle. 1732 SWIFT Proposal National Debt Wks. 1751
IX. 188 Some of the Purchasers, .may be content to live

cheap in a worse Country, rather than be at the Charge of
Exchange and Agencies ; and, perhaps of Non-solvencies
in Absence, if they let their Lands too high. 1734
Reasons agst. settling Tylhe of Hemp Ibid. 261 The
Tythes.. have. .sunk. .at least one Fourth of their former
Value, exclusive of all Non-solvencies.

Non-solvent, a. (sb.) [NON- 3.] A. adj. Not
solvent ; unable to pay debts

; insolvent.

1623 B. JONSON Staple of N. iv. Interm., Cell. For a
decay d wit Exp. Broken Tat. Non-soluent. 1644
HF.YLIN Stumbling-block Tracts (1681) 679 Unless,..being
one of the Farmers of the Tolls and Taxes, ..he became
non-solvent, and had not cleared his accompt with the
Common-wealth. 1669 OWEN Doctr. Trin. yind. (1851)
II. 437 The debt which He took upon Himself, and dis

charged for us, when we were nonsolvent, in His love.

B. sb. One who is unable to pay his debts.

1647 THAPP Coiitm. Luke vn. xlii, We are all non-solvents,
stark beggars.

Non-spe cie. [NoN- 4.] Used attrib.
, Not

payable in specie.
1697 Load. Gaz. No. 3345/7 The said Trustees shall pay

to such Person or Persons Money for the said Bills, if they
be Specie Bills ; Or deliver other Bills of like value, if they
be Non-Specie Bills. 1711 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) VI.
677 A supply, .to enable her majestic to make all non specie
exchequer bills specie.

Nonsse : see OUNCE sb.i Nonst, obs. f. NONCE.
Non-stibscri ber. Now Hist. Also Sc.

7 -scriver, -seryver. [NoN- 2.]
1. One who refuses to subscribe to an under

taking, a religious creed, etc.

(a) In Scottish Church History, one who did not sub-
scribe to the National Covenant of 1638 ; (b) one of the
section of Irish presbyterians which arose in 1720 and op
posed the imposition of subscription to the Westminster
Confession.

&quot;599 (title),
A Triall of Subscription, by way of a Preface

vnto certaine Subscribers ; And, Reasons for lesse rigour
against non-subscribers. 1621 ist fy ?nd Bks. Discipl.
(Calderwood) ii That whosoever hath borne office in the
ministerie ofthe Kirke within this Realme . . shall be charged
..to subscrive the heads of the discipline of the Kirk of
this Realme.., under the paine of excommunication to be
executed against the non-subscrivers. 1638 R. BAILLIB
Lett, ft Jrnls. (1841) I. 78 That day was a solemne Fast
over all our Kingdome...Some of our non-subscryvers
refused to joyne. 1650 (titled A brief Apology for all non
subscribers, and looking glasse for all apostate, perjured
prescribers, and subscribers of the new engagement. 1727
Narr. Prov. Synods Presbyt. Irel. 36 The Ministers, who

NONSUCH.
in a few days after [in June, 1721] were distinguish d by the
name of Non-subscribers.

2. One \\ho does not pay a subscription.
1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5131/4 Subscribers pay one Guinea,

and Non-Subscribers five Guineas Entrance.
So Non-subscri bing vbl. sb., Non subscri p-

tion, refusal or failure to subscribe (e.g. to a

religious creed) ;
also Non-suTjscri bingr///. a.

1662 WOOD Life 24 Aug. (O.H.S.) I. 453 What heads of
houses was turned out upon non-subscribing to the Act of
Uniformity. 1716 [see NONCONFORMIHO t bl. sb.\. 1727
Narr. Prmi. Synods I rcslyt. Irel. 58 An anonymous Pam-

Church, Non-subscription and Arianism. 1747 H. WALPOI.E
Lett. (1846) II. 199 1 he non-subscribing at the time of the
rebellion has been most successfully played off upon the
Jacobites. 1827 Christian Moderator I. (title ofarticle ,

Progress of Nonsubscription to Creeds. 1879 WITHEROVV
Mem. Presbyt. frel. 166 Opening of the non-Subscription
Controversy. 1895 Daily A ezvs 24 Oct. 3/3 Unitarians.,
were . . Non-Subscribing i. e. their trust deeds did not pro
vide that ministerial officers.. should subscribe to a creed.

Non-substa-ntial, a. Philosophy. [XON- 3.]
Not substantial. Hence Non-substa-ntialism,
the theory that there is no substance underlying
phenomena; = NIHILISM 2. Also Non- substan-
tialist, one who holds the doctrine of non-sub-
stantialism

;
=NiHiusT i.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xvi. (1859) J- 294
Philosophers.. are divided into Realists or Substantialists,
and into Nihilists or Non-Substanlialists. 1865 MASSON
Rcc. Brit. Philos. 66 The system of Nihilism or. as it may
be better called, Non-substantialism. 1875 M CLAKFN Sertu.
Ser. ii. i. 13 They are lion-substantial and nun-permanent.
Noil-SUCCe SS. [NON- I. Cf. F. non-siicccs..]

\Vant of success.

1665 NF.EDHAM Mcd, Mcdicinae 282 The Non Successes
ofthe common Methods and Medicins. 1837 DK QI INCEV
Coleridge Wks. 1854 II. 167 It was natural to impute his

non-success exclusively to his own irregular application.

1897 IVcstm. Gaz. \ Apr. 2/1 That impatience of non-success
which was often noted as a defect m his character. 1902
Outing June 278/1 The success or non-success of the
finished picture from an artistic standpoint.
So Non-succe ssful a., not successful.

1867 Rontledge s E . . Boy s Ann. Dec. 769 If non-

successful, there comes a smash. 1901 Scotsman 13 Mar.
12/2 The publication ofthe non-successful estimates.

Nonsuch v np nstj&quot;),
sb. and a. [var. of NONE

SUCH, and now the usual form.
The change of none- (nun) to non- would be natural in a

compound of this form, but may have been partly helped by
association with the prefix NON-.]

I. tl. = NONESUCH I. Obs. rare- 1
.

1620 R. N. Sonn. in Sylvester s Du Bar/as, Then by
right Rare Muses Non-Such shall thy Worke be hight.
2. = NONESUCH 2.

1637 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 13 For every Hive, or

Commonwealth, endeavours to be a Non-such, and to

engross all within its own circumference. 1677 W. HUGHES
Man ofSin I. i. 2 We have therein a very Nonsuch, for the

enriching that ^Egypt, which it passeth through. 1710 T.
FULLER Pharm. E.vtcmp. 106 An Oliose Draught.. is a
Nonsuch for a Pleurisy. 1820 AMKLIA Ol iE Tales ff I/earl
IV. 274, I have got a little pot of honey and some rob.., as
tis reckoned a nonsuch for a cough.
b. = NONESUCH 2 b.

I6SS GURNALL Chr. in Arm, i. (1665)132 Was not Job the
Devil s hypocrite, whom God vouch t for a non-such in

holinesse. 1670 BROOKS Wks. (1867) VI. 30 Job was a non
such in his day for holiness. 1753 RICHARDSON .$ /&amp;gt; C.
Grandison I. xxii. (1781) 152 Then you are, as indeed 1 have
always thought you, a nonsuch of a woman. 1819 KEATS
Let. to G. Keats 14 Feb., A young gentleman, .leaves
his unfortunate Bride and follows this nonsuch. 1850

he s not a nonsuch.

c. In depreciatory sense.

1836 Gent1. Mag. V. 423/2 The audience were insulted by
the mis-representation of a nonsuch called the Fate of War,
which caused a tremendous disturbance in the Theatre.

f3. = NONESUCH 3. Obs.

1635 BRATHWAIT Arcadian Princess ii. n He was
esteemed the Non-such of his time. 1660 W. SECKER Non-
suck Prof. 9 Beleivers in the world, they are the Non-such s
of the world. 1673 JANEWAY Heaven upon Earth (1847)
212 Those brave worthies who were, .the nonsuches of their

age, and a pattern to future generations.

T 4. adj. - NONESUCH 4. Obs.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 3 This spoil and non-such
disappointment. 1711 jo/A Rep. Hist. JlfSS. Comm. App.
V. 186 A non-such contempt of the world in a monarch.
1728 P. WALKER Life Pedtn Pref. (1827) 7 Ere that tre
mendous non-such stroke came upon Jerusalem.

II. spec. 5. NONESUCH 5. ? Obs.

1760 J. LEE iHtrod. Bat. App. 320 Nonsuch, Lychnis.
6. a. A species of Lucern (see quot. 1844). Also

called black nonsuch.
1668 Phil. Trans. III. 725 Of 7 acre of Nonsuch or

Hopp-Clover. 1669 WORLIDGE
Sj/st. Agric. (1681) 31 It s

better to sowe three [bushels] mixt wiih Nonsuch. 1705
Lond. Gaz. No. 4111/4 Broad Clover and Trefoil, alias Non
such. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)!. 501 Every country
fellow makes the distinction between natural grass, and
clover, nonsuch, or others that are sown. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Worplesdon, A sort of grass was lately
much cultivated in these parts, called Nonsuch, which is

equal to St. Foin. 1844 STEPHENS Bk, Farm II. 556
Medicago litpitlina is the hop-clover, or black nonsuch,
which is. .sown by some farmers amongst their grass.

28



NONSUE.

attrib. 1766 Museum Rust. VI. 338 We find it useful,

also, when we sow any saintfoin, to throw in about a gallon
of nonsuch seed.

b. White nonsuch, rye-grass seed. ? Obs.

1787 MARSHALL E. Norfolk (1795) Gloss.

7. A variety of apple (f and pear). Also attrib.

1676 WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 210 The Non-such [apple] is

a long-lasting fruit, good at the table. Ibid. 216 The Non
such, Dionier,. .are all very good winter-pears. 1846 MRS.
GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 112 With lustrous, rosy, and
whiskerless face, round as a Nonsuch apple. 1859 F. G.

\VHITE Addr. Cape Town Fine Arts Exhib. 13 No man in

his senses would eat sour crabs when he could get ribstone

pippins or nonsuch apples.

t Nonsue, V. Obs, [NoN- 5.]
= NONSUIT v.

1437 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 509/2 He woll be nonsued ;
and

theruppon he wolle begynne a newe feyned suite. 1487
Act 3 Hen. yff, c. 10 Yf. .that persone. .that sueth Writte

..of errour be nonsued [AF. nonsitez] in the same.

t Non-sunvcient. Obs. [NoN- i. Cf. IN

SUFFICIENT sb. i.] Insufficiency.

1425 Rolls o/Parlt.lV. 276/2 Knowlech of the suffisante

or nonsuffisante of swiche [persones] as ye Kyng. .offrid.

1477 ibid. VI. 186/1 For non sufficiente of the said Gardeyn
and Wyrker to answere of the forseid forfeiture.

t Nonsuing, vbl. sb. Obs. [NoN- 7.] Failure

to sue.

i6zo J. WILKINSON Coroners $ Sheriffs 51 That he shall

. .discharge.. the said J. H.. .from, .all maner of troubles. .

either by nonsuing, or unlawfull returning, .of any precepts.

Nonsuit (np nsiwt), sb. Law. [a. AF. no(u]n-
sute: see NON- i and SUIT j^.] In early use,

the cessation of a suit resulting from the voluntary
withdrawal of the plaintiff; in modern use, the

stoppage of a suit by the judge, when, in his

opinion, the plaintiff fails to make out a legal
cause of action or to bring sufficient evidence. (See
also quot. 1884.) t Also^f.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 410 But ech prest may Hjtly

Jms sue crist }if he lette not hym silf, & ^us synne excusi^

hym not bat he synne not in bis noun suyt. 1488 Rolls of
Parlt. VI. 417/2 The said discontinuance, or any Nonsuyt
of or in the said Atteint. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1569)
I. 42 Menalippus ouercame him in law, and the noble men
which were the frends of Phalaris, would glue no sentence,
but brought the matter to a nonesu ite. 1606-7 Act $ Jas. /,

c. 3 (title), An Act to give Costes to the Defendant uppon a

Nonsuite of the Plamtiffe. 1632 Star Chamber Cases

(Camden) 128 The Kinges Bench afterwardes discharged
the costes upon the nonsuit. 1741 Act 14 Geo. II, c. 17 i

That all Judgments given by virtue of this Act shall be of

the like Force and Effect as Judgments upon Nonsuit.

1768 [see NON-PROSEQUITUR]. 1803 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859)
I. 50/1 A proof of non-residence might be made to operate
as a nonsuit in an action for tithes. 1883 Law Rep. n Q.B.
Div. 591 Watkin Williams, J., was of opinion that the

words above mentioned were privileged, .and directed a
nonsuit. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 534/2 s.v., The matter
now is of no great importance, for, although judgment of
nonsuit still exists, it has, since the Judicature Acts, the

same effect as a judgment on the merits, unless the court

otherwise directs.

t NO nSttit, a. Law. Obs. [app. intended

as a pa. ppl. form on the analogy oi words like

execiite. AF. had nounsuy.] Subjected to a non
suit

; nonsuited.
c 1476 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 35 Ailmer wife was like

to have bene non suit in her appeale. 1531-9 Act 23
Hen. yill, c. 2 4 The same partie so nonsutte or so dis-

contynueng the said Atteynt. 1554 WEST znd Pt. Symbol.
43 When one hath bin nonsuit he may begin againe.

1660 BONDE Scut. Reg. 58 The King in a manner is every
where. ..And therefore it is that he cannot be non-sute.

1720 Lond. Gaz, No. 5868/5 The Officers become Non
suit. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 376 If the plaintiff&quot;

does not appear, no verdict can be given, but the plaintiff&quot; is

said to be nonsuit, non sequitur clamorem snuni. 1817
SELWVN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 857 In case the plaintiff
become nonsuit, or discontinue his action.

fig. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxviii. (1888) 174 They
will rather retire for shame and proue to be nonsuite, then
confesse themselues faulty. 1589 WARNER Alb. England
vi. xxxi. (1612) 155 Better at first be Non-sute, than at length
not to subdue.

The

No nsuit, v. [f. NONSUIT sb. or #.] Law.
trans. To subject to a nonsuit.

1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII% c. 15 (title), An Acte that the
Defendaunt shall recover Costes ageinste the Pleyntif, if

the Pleyntif be nonsuited, or if the verdicte passe ageinste
him. 1593 NASHE Christ s T. sib, If hee haue but a

quarter of an enemy in the Court, it [sc. his suit] is casheird
and non suted. 1606-7 Act 4 Jas. /, c. 3 Cases where the
Plaintiffe.. should become Nonsuited. 1709 STEF.LE Tatler
No. 39 F 4 The University has been Nonsuited in their

j Clarendon m
. 295 Formerly

. wer to the king
for the amercement of the plaintiff, in case he were non
suited. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 304 Ld. Ch. Just.
de Grey thought such parol evidence inadmissible, and
nonsuited the plaintiff.
absol. 1818 BYRON Juan i. clxxxix, The pleadings Of

counsel to nonsuit, or to annul.

f b. transf. and^. (sometimes with a pun.)
1604 SHAKS. Otk. i. i. 16 But he .. Euades them, with a

bumbast Circumstance..; Non-suites my Mediators. 1608
TOPSELL Serpents 99 Lest.. he [sc. a lover] should turne
Crauen ..or else be vtterly non-suited. a 1652 BROME
Covent Garden n. i, [A tailor says :] I can do no lesse then
take you by default and non-suit you. 1714 MANDKVILLE
Fable Bees (1725) I. 317 Your sly sinners that, .hope that it

Action against the Booksellers for printing Clarendon m
Quarto. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xx. 295 Formerly
they [sc. common pledges] were of use to answer to the king
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will expiate their guilt, and Satan be nonsuited by it at a

small expence.
Hence No n-suiting vbl. sb.

1662 HIBCERT Body Divinity \. 92 They are sure of.. the

non-suting of all actions and accusations.

Non-summons. Law. [NON- i.] Failure

to serve a summons in due time.

1630 EARL MANCH. in Bncclench MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 1. 273 Putting in of dilatory pleas, as non-summons.

1843 E. V. WILLIAMS Saunders&quot; Rep. K. B. II. i. 450, The
summons must be served fifteen days before the day of the

return of the writ, otherwise the tenant may wage his law

of non-summons.

t Nonsunt. Sc. Obs. Also -sount, ? -sant.

[Two words of the legend on the reverse of the

coin, which runs IAM . NON . SVNT . DVO . SED . VNA .

CABO .
*

they are no more twain, but one flesh
*

(Matt. xix. 6).] The twelve-penny groat coined

under Francis and Mary (1558-9).
1564 in Pitcairn Crtnt. Trials I. 440 Tressonabill cun^elng

off diuerse fals Testonis, half Testonis, Non suntis, and

Lyones callit Hardheidis. 1567 Sc. Acts Part. (1814) III.

43/2 It is thocht neidfull that all nonsunt be proclamit to

vj d ( babeisto iij d, plakis to ij d, hardheidis to half pennyis.

1584 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 706 Fals and adulterat

cunyie of nonsantis.

tNon-surre-ctive, a. Obs. [L. surrect-, ppl.
stem of surgere to rise + -IVE.] (See quot.)
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 341 A Person. .Unwalkative, is

a Cripple ; Non surrective, is Bedrid.

Wonsute, obs. form of NONSUIT.

i Non-swea-i^r. Obs. [NON- 2.]
= NON-

JUROB. Also attrtb.

1690 Let. to Dissenting Clergyman 10 Some of the Gen
tlemen.. are such as have admired even the meanest of the

Non-Swearers. 1691 [see NON-JUROR]. 1691 LUTTRELL
BriefRel. (1857) II, 326 One Wilcox, a nonswearer parson.
1693 Let. to Friend in Harleian Misc. (1746) VII. 296
All our Non-swearers could not hinder the late Revolution,
nor can they make another, c 1693 Mem. Cnt. Teckely Pref.

p. xi, The best Use of this is to be made by the Non-
swearers.

So t Non-swea ringf vbl. sb. and ppl. a. t non-

juring.
1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 162 The other non-

swearing bishops. 1692 Let. to Friend in Harleian Misc.

(1746) VII. 296 Could their Non-swearing restore him to his

Throne again, It would fete.), a 1704 T. RRO\\ N Satire vfon
French King Wks. 1730 1. 59 A non-swearing parson.

Nont, dial, variant of NAUNT.
1777 Antiq. in Ann. Reg. 147. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.

Noii-te nure. Old Law. [a. AF. nountemtre ;

see NON- i and TENURE.]
* A plea in bar to a real

action, by saying that he (the defendant) held not

the land in the plaintiff s count or declaration, or

at least some part thereof (\Vharton).
1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 128 b, If anye manne sue a

Precipe quod reddat againste anye tenaunte of free hold, in

whiche action.. the tenaunte pledeth not nontenure. 1602
FULBECKE -2nd Pt. PuraU. 57 Seuerall tenancie, or non
tenure is no plea in a Ntipcr o njt, because of the priuitie of
bloud. 1628 COKE On Litt. 362)3, If the Tenant pleade
non-tenure or disclaime. 1652 tr. Fitzherbert s Nat. Brev.

256 And Nontenure hath been pleaded, and admitted a
good plea divers times in an Attaint. l860NlCBOUiirtfAM
II. 84 In this plea there lies neither view, nor voucher to

warranty, nor abatement of writ for non-tenure.

t Non-term. Obs. [NoN- i.] The time of

vacation between two terms
;

the cessation of

term ; hence gen., a period of inaction.

1607 COWELL Interpret Non ternie (non terminus) is the
time of vacation between Terme and Terme. 1648 SPARKE

Ep. Ded. to Shitters Sara/i fy Hagara.) b, By thus improv
ing an enforced Non-term, and over-long Vacation, in such
a promulgating the best Laws, a 1658 CLEVELAND For
Sleep Wks. (1687) 295 The Senses Non-Term, Life s serenest

Shore. 1664 POWER Exp. Phihs. i. 71 During this Interval

and Non-tearm of Sensation (for so we may.. call Sleep).

1824 Gradns ad Cantabr. s.v,,When any Member of the

Senate dies within the University during Term, on applica
tion to the Vice-chancellor, the University bell rings an

hour; from which period Non Term, as to public lectures

and disputations, commences for three days.

j. Nou-te rmimis. [NoN- i.] =prec.
1573 G. HARVEY Common-ft. Bk. (Camden) 52 It is the

smahst matter of an hundnd with them, for the schollars

to want a Greek lecture a fortniht or thre weeks togither
besides non-termjnus. 1607 [see prec.].

Nontid(e, obs. forms of NOONTIDE.

Nontronite (np ntrtfnait). Mm. [ad. F. non-

tronite (Berthier 1827)5 f. Nontron (in France),
its locality.] A pale-yellow variety of chloropal.
1832 SHEPARD Min. 246 Nontronite. .. Soft; opake ;

unctuous and tender. 1837 DANA Syst. Min. 224.

i Noil ultra. Obs. [L. = *not beyond .]

=NE PLUS ULTRA 2, 2 b. Also attrib.

Formerly the name of a walk in Oxford (see Wood
Antiq. Oxford Q.H.S. I. 344, 576; III. 221).

[iSSg.GREENE Tullies Lone Ep. Ded. Wks. (Grosart) VII.

99 Suche as read Non vltra
t
on Hercules pillers. c 1600

Timon i. iv, At Gades I washt away Non -ultra writt with

Hercules owne hand.]

1672 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal iv. i, Is not that

good language now ? is not that elevate? It s my nonultra^
I gad. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Ckr. Mor. (1716) 62 Let not the

law of thy country be the non ultra of thy honesty, a 1700
EVELYN Diary 8 Feb. 1645, This I made the non ultra of

my travels. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World \\. vii. 357 Now
light is at our journey s end, arrived at its non ultra, there

being no part .. disposed to transmit it any further.

NON-VASCULAR.

Non-union.
1. [NoN- i.] Failure to unite.

1892 Syd. Soc, Le.v., Non-union, the condition of- a
fractured bone, or other divided tissue, the ends of which
fail to unite.

2. attrib. [NoN- 4.] Not belonging to a trade-

union ; also, manufactured by non-union men.
1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. ix. (1876) 244 A non-union

man is subjected to so many petty annoyances that his life

not unfrequently becomes a burden to him. 1890 Daily
Ninas 13 Sept. 5/5 It was affirmed that the unionists would
refuse to handle non-union wool.

Hence XTon-u nionist, one who does not belong
to a trade-union. Also used attrib. Also Hon-
u-nionism, the principles of non-unionists.
1861 lllnstr. Loud. News 7 Dec. 576/2 A non-unionist

workman has been employed on the premises. 1884 ftlanch.

Exam. 2 Sept. 4/6 The miners are now encamped near the
mines in order to prevent non-unionists from working. 1895
Standard Dict. t Non-unionism. 1901 Daily Chron, 17

July 7/5 Strongholds of non-unionism.

Noii-uni ted, ppl. a. [NoN- 6.] Applied to

that part of the Greek Church which is not in

union with Rome.
1777 Cltar. in Ann. Reg. 47 They [sc. Wallachians] confess

the non-united Greek religion. 1886 W. J. TUCKER Life in

. Europe 199 The Church [in Hungary], .has the majority
of the aristocracy, .on its side,, .not to mention the United
and Non-united Greek Church to back it.

f Nonuparti-tion. Obs. [irreg. f. L. nonns
ninth + PARTITION.] The taking of a ninth part.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 34 Nonupartition, or to take the

ninth part of a number.

t No nupla. Mus. Obs. [mod.L., fern, of

nonupluSj i. nonns ninth + -plus as in dttplus

DUPLE.] The * time
*

which has nine crotchets or
I quavers in a bar.

1597 T. MORLEY Introd, Mns. I, 54 The tripla broken in

|

the more prolation, maketh nine minimes for one stroke,
;

which is our common Nonapla. 1656 BLOUNT Glpssogr.,
1

Nontipla, a quick time in Mustek peculiar to Gigs and

[

such like
; having nine Crotchets between Bar and Bar.

1

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpp. 1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus.

Nomiplet (np nirfplet). Mus. [f.
L. nontts

i ninth + -plet as in triplet^ A group of nine notes

I

to be performed in the time of eight or six.

1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet, Mus. Terms.

Non upstant : see NON-OBSTANTE i note.

Noii-U Sage. [NoN- i.] Cessation of the use

of something ;
failure to use.

1552 HULOET, Non vsage, dissnetudo. c 1600 EDMONDS
Obsen*. Caesar s Comm. (1604) 31 As usage continueth the

property of a tenure, so non-usage implieth a forfeiture.

,

a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxvii. 221 Non-usage often

times destroys ones Right. 1838-42 TUPPER Proverb.
Phihs. (1853) 427 For use will mould and mark it, or non-

usage dull and blunt it. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 22 Feb. 3/2 The
point of non-usage was brought forward, and. .it was dis

tinctly laid down that omission is not prohibition \

Non-u sager. J/ist. [NON- 2.] A member
of that section of non-jurors which rejected the

usages
*

in the celebration of the Holy Communion.
1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects, Heresies, etc. 381/2 A

j

division thus sprungup in the now small body of Nonjurors,
. .the former party being called

*

Non-Usagers and the latter
*

Usagers .

t Non-U Sance. Obs. [NoN- i.] Non-usage.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv, xiii. 232 Yet were it

not reasonable to inferre. .a non-usance or abolition.

Non-U Se. [NoN- i.] Failure or neglect to use.

1605 L. HUTTEN Aunswere 104 He doth conclude the

j

abuse of one Ceremony by the Non vse of another. 1761

i

in Entick London (1766) IV. 369 They shall lose no privilege

]

for non use, oreven abuse. 1816 G. S. FABKR Orig, Pagan
|

Idol. I. 470 The . . distinction . . between . . clean and un-

i

clean animals ; ..which relates., to their use or non-use in

sacrifice. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 204 The wrong use

j

of a thing is far worse than the non-use. 1884 Ulanch.

: Exam. 20 Aug. 5/3 The discussion of the Manchester Ship
Canal Bill has suggested .. some reflections on the use and
non-use of canals.

Non-U ser. Law. Also 8 erron. -usure.

[NoN- i.J Neglect to use a right, by which it

may become void. Also transf.
1650 Abridgm. Coke s Rep. ix. 340 Admitting that he can

not make a Deputy, this Non. user is no cause of forfeiture.

1691 1.H[KLB}Acc.New Invent. 89 Whose so long Non-user

of their power (etc.]. 1709 J. JOHNSON Clergym. VaiitM. n.

cv, Unless they [sc. Canons] be antiquated by a long non-

usure. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xvii. 263 A writ of

quo warranfo..\ies..m case of non-user or long neglect of a

franchise. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. (1877)459 The rights

above mentioned may be lost by abandonment, of which

non-user for twenty years or upwards is sufficient evidence.

1862 MARSH Lect. Eng. Lang. viii. 179 The mere non-user

of a word is not likely to be noticed until it has been so long

out of currency that [etc.]. 1885 Law Rep. 14 Q. B. Div.

203 Such power could not be lost by mere non-user.

t Non-using, vbl. sb. [NON- 7.] Non-use.

1533 FRITH Mirr. to know thyself B, That the none

vsynge of them maye be thy greater damnacyon. 1688

Vox Cleri Pro Rege 26 Does their non-using argue a non-

Right in them of such a Power, that they may never.. make

use of it ?

Non-va-scular, a. Anat. [Nox- 3.] Desti

tute of vessels for the circulation of fluids.

1857 HOLDF.N Hum. Osteal. 17 Bone so thin as to need

no Haversian canals is called nonvascular
1

bone. i86a

SPENCER First Princ. n. xiii. 104 (1875) 302 The low rate

of change going on in dry non-vascular tissues, such as those



NON-WILL.
which form hairs, nails, horns, &c. 1879 St. George s Hosp.
Ktf.lX. 526 Localised non-vascular ulceration of the cornea.

t Non-will, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. NON- 5 +

WILL v.] tmns. To will the annihilation of.

1788 Nevj Loud. Mag. 434 To nonwill the existence of
anything he once willed into being.

tNonwit. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. Nonage.

1570 BUCHANAN Adman. (S. T. S.) 30 To be to him as
curatourand gouernour during all ye tyme of his nonwit.

Non-WOTker. [NoN- 2.] One who does not
work. Also Mon-woTking- ppl. a.

1851 MAYHKVI Loud. Labourl\\. 2 The Workers and Non-
Workers. Ibid. 3 The members of every community may
be divided into the. .hardworking and the non-working.
Nonyl (np-nil). Chem.

[f. L. non-its ninth 4-

-YL.] The ninth in the series of alcohol radicals
of the general formula CnH2n+I . Also attrib.
1866 WATTS Diet. C/iem. IV. 134 Nonyl. C H 3

. . . It is also
called Pelargonyl. 1868 Fo~.uitcf C/iCJii. (ed. 10) 632 Nonyl
Alcohol, C.HinO. 1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl., ffonane
or Nonyl Hydride, CW 1

.

Hence No-nylamine [see AMINE], a compound
in which one atom of the hydrogen in ammonia
is replaced by nonyl ; No-nylene, a hydrocarbon
produced in the decomposition of lime soap ;

whence Nonyle nic a.
; Nonylic (n^ni-lik) a,,

pertaining to or derived from nonyl.
1866 WATTS Diet. Clmit.,*Nonylamine. C H- N. Obtained

by the action ofammonia on chloride of nonyl. 1857 MILLER
Elem. Client., Org. (1862) 247 Nonylene, or Elaene (Hj 8Ci 8

Diet. Chem. IV. 134 Chloride of Nonyl. .when boiled with
potash yields hydrate of nonyl, *nonylic or pelargonic
alcohol. 1873 Fa-Mites Chan. (ed. 11)689 Nonylic acid is

obtained by the action of boiling alcoholic potash on
primary octyl cyanide.

Nonys, obs. form of NONCE.
Noodle (n-d l), s&.l [Of obscure origin.] A

simpleton, a stupid or silly person.
. 753 HAWKESWORTII Adventurer No. 25 p 6 The words

ninnyhammer, noodle, and numscull, are frequently bandied
to and fro betwixt them. 1764 FOOTE Mayor ofG. 11. Wks.
1799 I. 184 To take up at last with such a noodle as he!
i8oz Starting Mag. XX. 1 18 The Buck, who scorns the City
Puts, And thinks all rich men noodles. 1826 SCOTT Woodst.
iii, Thou wpuldst. .trip, like the noodles of Hogs-Norton,
when the pigs play on the organ. 1875 HELPS Sac. Press.
viii. 113, 1 say he is a noodle if he has not previously deter
mined how and when to leave off.

Hence Noo die v., to fool. rare 1
.

1803 Censor i Feb. 23 To descend from my grammatical
stilts in order to inform her that her mistresshas completely
noodled her !

Noodle, sl&amp;gt;2 [a. G. nudel, of uncertain etym-
gy-] A strip or ball of dough made with

wheat, flour, and eggs, and served in soup. Also
attrib. in noodle-soup.
1779 LADY MARY COKE Jrnl. Oct. (1892) III. 243 A noodle

soup this I begged to be explained and was told it was
made only of veal with lumps of bread boiled in it. 1850
P/NESsTAUTPHCEUs Initiats ( 1 85 3) 139 That s the soup, and
the Noodles will be all squashed if you work them up after
that fashion. 1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Noodles,
dumplings or vermicelli. They are used in Pennsylvania,
and are made by rolling into very thin sheets the dough,
which differs from the Italian preparation by the addition
of eggs. Ibid., Noodle-Soup. 1876 M. B. EDWARDS John
ff I, vii. 56 He had almost got reconciled to the frequent
recurrence of sausage and noodle soup.

Nop dledom. [f. NOODLE s6* + -DOM.]
1. The world or aggregate of noodles; a col

lection of noodles.
1810 SYD. SMITH in Edin. Rev. XV. 305 These two phrases,

the delight of Noodledom, are grown into common-places
upon the subject. 1825 Wks. (1859) 417 How impossible
it appeared to Noodledom to repeal them ! 1867 G. GIL-
FILLAN Night viii. 294 A noodledom of blood now governs
France. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic cvi, Yes, you sneer,
Ninnies stock Noodledom.
2. Foolishness, stupidity ;

an instance of this.

1827 Blackiu. Mag. XXI. 820 It is the most entire piece
of noodledom that can be perpetrated. 1837 Fraser s Mag.
XVI. 640 They are sufficiently bored with the solemn
noodledoms of pretension. 1863 Star 5 Jan., The noodle
dom of the magistrates is the one feature of the case.
attrib. 1886 Atltcnxiim 23 Jan. 138/2 Mr. Thomson s

collection of noodledom stories for the Folk-lore Society.
So Noo clledum, noodledom ; a noodle, rare.
1826 Examiner 727/1 A piece of noodledum that was

even attributed to Louis XIV. 1883 HALL CAINE Cobwebs
Crit. v. 145 Ridiculous.. squabbles among the tribes of
Noodledums.

Noo dleism. [f. NOODLE rf. J + -ISM.]
1. Silliness, stupidity.
1831 Examiner 562/2 Written in a congenial strain of

noodleism. 1863 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xxl. v. (1872) X. 90
Some gleams of Kinghood for us under Marlborough:
after whom Noodleism and Somnambulism.
2. A silly action or idea.

1829 Examiner 145/2 Lord Eldon .. rose to disavow
participation in such extreme noodleisms. 1834 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Exerc. III. 55 It is manifestly an old-wifery, a

noodleism, and all the world for fifty years has held it so.

Nook (nuk), sb. Forms: a. 3-4 nok, 4-6
noke, 5-7 nooke, 6- nook ;

6 noque, 4, 6-7
nouke. 0. north, and Sc. 5-6 nuk, nwke, 5-7,

9 nuke, 6 nucke (9 nuek) ; 5 noik, 6 nwik,
uuike, 6-7, 9 nuik (9 nuiok) j 6, 8-9 neuk

203

(9 neuek), newk (6 newke), 9 niuk
; 8-9

north, neak. [Of obscure origin ; the early ex

amples are northern, and the word has most
dialect currency in the north, but the earliest trace
of it appears in Layamon in the adj. four-noosed.
The forms prove a ME. nok, to which the only parallel

seems to be a Norw. dial, nok, recorded by Aasen & Ross
with the sense of hook, bent figure, bent or contracted
person , etc. ; whether this is the same word is very doubt
ful, although a Scand. origin seems probable. Ir. and Sc.
Gaelic nine is clearly from northern or Sc. neuk, ncuik.]
1. A corner of a square or angular thing (such

as a piece of cloth or paper), or of a figure
bounded by straight lines. Now rare.
o. a 1300 Cursor M. 19845 A mikel linnen clath four squar

. .At nokes four, four listes lang. 13.. On learning Music
in Rel. Antiq. I. 292 Summe notes arn shorte and somme a
long noke. 13 . . Gnu,, f, Gr. Knt. 660 Vchone halched in

oper,..& fyched vpon fyue poyntez, ..With-outen ende at
any noke. a 1440 Sir Dcgrev. 165 He held the lettre by the
nooke. 1331 RECOEDF. Patina. Kno-uil. i. Def., A cantle. .

cutte out with two lynes drawen from the centre to the cir
cumference., if it be not parted from the reste of the circle.,
is called a nooke. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. (1634) 150

j

A nooke or corner being in our ancient language called a
kant or cantell. 1640 GLAPTHORNE Wit in a Constable II.

Wks. 1874 I. 189 The custard with the foure and twenty
Nooks At my Lord Majors feast, a 1793 in Child Ballads
III. i63/r In every hand he took a nook Of that great
leathern meal [= bag], 1824 BYRON Juany.\i. xxvii, Couch d
all snugly on his pillow s nook, With what he had seen his

phantasy he fed. 1897 AUSTIN CLARE Rise of River 194
The lamb was slung in the nook of his plaid.

(S. c 1320 M. NISBF.T N. T. Acts x. n A vessel cummand
doun, as a gret scbete with iiij newkis. 1383 Leg. Bp. St.
Androis 819 in Satir. Poems Reform. 380 Ten pundis stir-

ling furth he tuike, And knit it in a neapkyn nucke. a 1600
[see PLAID 5]. c 1800 Auld Jfuillaiiiixxvm. in Scott Minstr.
Border (1869) 155 He.. caught the standard by the neuk.
1826 T.WILSON Pitman s Pay (1843) 10 For dishclout serves
her apron nuik. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb x. 76 A
laddie wi a tartan plaid.., an a s [

= all his] spare claise i

the neuk o t.

b. A corner of a thing regarded as a separate
portion ; a piece or fragment ; a part. Now rare.
In early use only in fartlting(s) nook ; in later examples

chiefly of a pie or pasty.
c 1300 Havelok 820 Al bat he ber-fore tok, With-held he

nouth a ferbinges nok. 1303 R. BRUSNE Hand!. Synne 5810.
1338 Citron. (1810) 28 Siluer for Southwales not aferbing
noke ; Ober treuage he sette, a bousand kie he toke. 1513
DOUGLAS sF.neis x. xii. 27 A stane..Quhilk of a montane
semyt a gret nuike. 1728 VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. n. i,

The Nook that s left o th Goose Poy. 1819 SCOTT Ivan/toe
xvii, Thou shall be welcome to a nook of pasty. 1887 S.
Cheshire Gloss, s.v., A good nook o the money was gone.

c. A corner or angular piece of land
;
a small

triangular field; false, in early use, a certain
measure of land (see quot. a 1634).

[? a 1300 in Madox Form. Anglic. (1702) 424 Legavit Chris
tina: filise SUJE unam Nocham terra?. 1331 in Blount Linu
Diet. (1670) s.v. Nok, Tradidi. . Henrico Adams unum mes
& unam nokam terra:, a 1400 in Dugdale Monast. Angl.
(1671) II. 331 Unam virgatam terra;. .et tres nocas terras.]

1603 Laing Charters (Anderson) 351 Lands, .ofwhich, .the
other portion lies in the Conyflett and is called the nuik .

1606 in Trans. Cumb. f, West. Archxol. Sac. (N. S.) III.

(1903) 153 His gapp or Yaite
the Intake Nooke. 1x1634 NovCow/*/. Lawyer yj You must

ite between the Meare Stone and

note, that two Fardells of Land make a Nooke of Land, and
two Nookes make halfe a Yard of Land. 1663 Hist. Spring
field (1899) II. 214 There is grannted to Lawrence Bliss
Some Small nookes & Strappets of Meddow Swamp
lying in the corners of his meddow. 1753 AIS, Indenture
(Mappleton, Derby), Land . . called Tibdale goats nook. 1899
Cumberld. Gloss. s.v., A designative term for a small field

or farm Low Wood Nook, High Nook.

f d. One of the corners of the earth. 06s.~ l

a 1400-50 Alexander 4831 }it fand he clouen bur}e be

clynt twa crasid gatis, Ane to be noke of be north, a-nothire
to be est.

e. A point of land running into the sea; a
headland or promontory ; also, a piece of ground
projecting from one division into another and

terminating in a point. Now rare.

1487 Harbour s Bruce iv. 556 (Cambr. MS.), Gif he seis we
land ma ta, On Turnberyis nwk [v. r. snuke] he may Mak
a fyre. 1536 BELLENDEN Ckron., Cosmogr. vi. (1821) I.

p. xxix, Galloway rinnis with ane gret snout of craggis. .in
the Ireland seis. This snout is callit be the peple the Mulis
Nuk. 1377 HARRISON Descr. Scotl. iii. in holinslu-d, As
for Galloway it selfe, it yeeldeth out a great point promon
tory or cape (which the Scots call a Mule or Nuke) into the
Irish Sea. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 5 That
syde quhilke lyes to ffrance hes twa nuikes, of quhilkes the
ane lyes to Kent, the vther to the South. 1610 HOLLAND
Ctimden s Brit. (1637) 323 Britaine heere [in Kent] runneth
out with a mightie nooke, or corner into the East, and I

haue observed, that such a kind of nooke in Scotland is

called, Cantir. 1667 PRIMATT City f, C. Build. 106 A Plat
form for two Houses, the ground lying with a Nuke. Ibid.

163 Any Map or Plat of ground, if it hath never so many
Nukes and Corners, may be reduced into Triangles. 1713
ARBUTHNOT JohnBitlln. iv, He wants my poor little Farm,
because it makes a Nook in his Park-wall. 1833 ROBINSON
Whitby Glass., Neuk, an angle of a field.

Jig. 1671 M. BRUCE Gd. News (1708) 48, 1 trow in stead of

Waiting, many a one of us be come to the far nook of our
Patience.

2. A corner of a house or other building, of any
erection or upright object, of a street, etc. Chiefly
north, and Sc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17675 Bi nokes four

^&amp;gt;e

hous up hang.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxvii. - j pe stane whilk biggund for.

NOOK.
soke, It es made in heved of be noke. c 1373 Lay Folks
Mass Bk. (MS. B) 88

[&amp;gt;o prest.. stands turnande his boke
at

(&amp;gt;o
south auter note. 1:1320 NISBET N. T. Matt. vi. 5

Ypocntis that luvis to pray standand in synagogis and
newkis of stretis. 1379 Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 189
1 he inner barmkin of the said hous, and the tour upoun
the south nuke of the samin. 1783 BURNS Ep. W. Simpson
Postscr. v, Twas the auld moon turn d a newk An out o
sight 1811 Sporting.Mag. XXXVII. 131, He offered V.C.

face ; also, the corner of a pillar of coal. 1880 WATT Pact.
Sketches 113 Roun the first nook we gang he ll be itandin .

3. An interior angle formed by the meeting of
two walls or similar boundaries; a corner in a
room or other enclosed space.
See also chimney-nook (CHIMNKY sti. n)and INGLE-NOOK.
a. 13.. /:. E. Allit. P. C. 278 He lurkkes & laytes where

was le best, In vche a nok of his nauel. c 1440 /////&amp;lt;. Tales
91 pis womman layde hur down in a noke of his cell &
slepj-d. c 1430 St. Cnthbcrt (Surtees) 3519 fen oute of his
bedd noke Fyue vnyons beyn he toke. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 492 The Statues, .were set vp in the cornered
nouke of the Comitium at Rome. 1617 FLETCHER .Mad
Lover ui. ii, Not a nook of hell, Not the most horrid pit,
shall harbour thee. 1723 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840)
59, I caused him to be set down in a nook of the cabin.
1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Tale of Drury Lane,
Forth from thy nook John Horner come. 1822 GALT Sir A .

Wylie xlix, I ll take a nook in the carriage wi you as far as

the^road lies in my way. 1877 MRS. FORRESTER Mignon I.

4 There were so many nooks and corners in the . . room.
c J375 ^. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipeianc) 609 Bot of

be jard in til a nuke I restyt me. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
ii. 372 A rousty suerd in a noik he saw stand. 1300-20
DUNBAR Poems xxvi. in Syne ran a feynd to feche Mak-
fad^ane, Far northwart in a nuke. 1573-6 Durham Depos.
(Surtees) 267 The said Thomas laye in a newke nigh the
fier. 1725 KAMSAY Gentle Shcplt. n.

i,
A large ham hangs

reesting in the neuk. 1787 BURNS Holy Fair xx, While
some are cozie i the neuk, And forming assignations. 1802
R. ANDERSON Citmbld. Ball, (c 1850) 49 My fadder started
i the nuik. 1894 R. REID Kirkbride vii. Poems 4 I ll wait
for the comin o God . . In a neuk o the auld Kirkbride.

b. An out-of-the-way corner in or among build

ings or similar surroundings.
a 1332 MINOT Poems (ed. Hall) vii. 5 }it in many priue

nokes May men find of Merlin bokes. 1375 BARBOU v. Bruce
xvn. 93 Thai, .held thame in ane nwke preue, Quhill at the

nycht suld
passit

be. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 44 In
a nuke of pe citee es be bathe of oure Lord. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xx. 33 Be thow not ane roundar in the
nwke. c 1360 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) iv. 3 Hant nocht in
hoile or nuke, To hurt Jour womanheid. 1620 Nottingham
Rcc. IV. 369 Greatte disorder as ther is in divers places. .

in nookes and back sides, a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716
II. 155 As if the King should cause his Edicts to be set up
in the blindest and dirtiest nook of the Suburbs. 1783
Cowi ER Let. to J. //zY/25 June. I write in a nook that I call

my boudoir. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii, Others dragged
from some nook the slupiried Bonthron. 1852 MRS. STOVVE
Uncle Tom s C. xiv. 121 He would climb to a nook among
the cotton-bales of the upper deck.

c. Any small corner or recess. AlsoyTy.
01400-30 Alexander y^b Fast scho flekirs about his fete
..And bar it nestild in a noke as it a nest were. 1576
NEWTON Lemnifs Complex. (1633) 92 They that have the
nookes and cells of their braine slenderly moist. 1382
STANYHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 106, I doe crane (yf toe

prayers as yeet spom nouke be reserued). 1667 MILTON
P. L. I. 705 A third. .had form d..A various mould, and
from the boyling cells, .fill d each hollow nook. 1721 RAMSAY
Lucky Spruce vi, Ryp ilka pouch frae nook to nook. 1818
SCOTT Br. Lamm. v. Shame be in my meal-poke, ..and your
hand aye in the nook of it ! 1851 GOOLD m Owen s Wks.
VI. 88 No nook of the heart is left unsearched.

d. A place or spot having the character of a
recess shut in by rocks, trees, etc. ;

a secluded or
sheltered place among natural scenery.

555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions Z], He vanisshed in
a noque of the hille, beynge soubdenly ouercaste with a
cloude. 1581 DERRICKS Image Irel. D iij, So do thei

[eagles] kepe in wildest Nokes. 1628 WITHER Brit.
Rcmcmb. n. 1635 Through Nookes, & Corners, she pursu d
the Chase. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 277 As in a shadie nook
I stood behind. 1794 COWPER Needless Alarm 40 The
hasty brook, Struggling, detain d in many a petty nook.
1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i, viii, In the deep Trosachs wildest
nook His solitary refuge took. 1836 STANLEY Sinai , Pal. ii.

(1858)141 These trees,, .secluded as they are in their retired
nooks on the heights of Lebanon. 1873 HAMERTON Intell.

Life i. v. 29 He explored the whole neighbourhood, looking
into every nook and cranny of it.

e. A small or sheltered creek or inlet.

1382 STANYHURST Mneis I. (Arb.) 22 Theare stands far

stretching a nouke vplandish : an Island.. hath framed an
hauen. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 227 Safely in harbour Is
the Kings shippe, in the deepe Nooke. idfti^Proclamation
Chas. II i The great plenty of Fish, wherewith the. . Nooks
and Lakes of our Dominions doth abound. 1723 Portland
Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 116 A large nook or recess
in those banks.. which they are informed by tradition was
formerly a Haven. 1884 PAE Eustace 8 In a sheltered
nook close under the high bank lay a boat.

4. An outlying, remote, or secluded part of a

country, region, etc., or of the world.
c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 658 Hou ma we

bane bis word fulfil bat in a nuk here lyis stil. 1536
BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 161 Ye, quhllkis ar heir in
the farrest nuik of the warld. 1581 BURNE Disput. in Cath.
Tract. (S.T.S.) 140 He meruellis hou that Scotland being
bot ane nuke of the varld [etc.]. 1609 HOLLAND Amur.
Marcell. xxxi. iii. 404 A strange and unknowne kind of

people before time, .. risen from out of a secret nouke. 1631
BOLTON Cant/.Affl. Consc. vi. (1635) 37 That thou shouldest
bee borne and bred and brought up, in this little neglected
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NOOK.
nooke of the world. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr, \. vi.

(1852) 83 As genteel persons as most that ever visited these
nooks of America. 1784 COWPER Task 11. 207 While yet a
nook is left Where English minds and manners may be
found. 1842 TENNYSON The Epic g How all the old honour
had from Christmas gone, . . or dwindled down to some odd

fames
In some odd nooks like this. 1878 BROWNING La

aisiaz 12 The news of that rare nook Yet untroubled by
the tourist.

fig. 1632 MILTON Penseroso oo What vast Regions hold
The immortal mind that hath forsook Her mansion in this

fleshly nook.

5. attrib.) as f nook-cantle (see quot.); nook-

rib, Arch, a rib in the corner of a vault ; nook-

window, a window in the corner of a room next
\

the fire-place.
1551 REcoRDE/ aM; . Knowl. i. Def., Sometimes.. a cantle

is cutte out with two lynes drawen from the centre to the

circumference,, .and then maie it be called a nooke cantle.

1835 \YILLIS Arc/tit. Middle Ages 367 Sometimes octagon
nook-ribs are used with cylindrical shafts. 1885 HALL CAINE
Shadow of a Crime 118 They put her in a great armchair
and wheeled her into her place by the neuk window.

IfOOk (nuk), v. rare. [f. the sb.] a. intr. To
hide in a corner, b. trans. To chip off, so as to !

form corners. C. To set in a corner ; to conceal.
|

1611 MIDDLETON & PEKKER Roaring Girl H, Hang.
Shall the ambuscado lie in one place? Curt. No, nooke
thou yonder. 1789 BRAND Newcastle II. 681 The hewer
first digs as far as he can into the bottom of the stratum ;

then he nooks or corners off the part measured off. 1840
Taifs Mag. VII. 345 The elder tree, growing by the little

wicket, or nooked in a corner of the garden. 1899 Binning,
ham Daily Post 29 Apr. (E.D.D.), He heard them talk

about nooking the boots, by which he understood they
meant to hide them.

Nooked (nukt), a.
[f,

NOOK sbl\

1. Having (so many) corners, esp. in four-
nooked) square, three-nooked, triangular. Now *//&amp;lt;?/.

c 1205 LAV. 21999 per bis water wende5, is an lutel wiht
mare.. .Feower noked [c 1275 Four nokede] he is. S 3
DOUGLAS sEneis vn. Hi. 20 Ne spair thai nocht.,Thair
fatale four nukit trunschowris for to eit, 1536 [see FOUR a.

C. 2]. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist, Scot. Prol. 4 The
lie almaist isthrie nulket. Ibid. I. 98 Thay far starker do
make, four nuiked, of earth only. 1616 Aberd. Burgh Reg.
(1848) II. 340 To.. leave ane four nuikit hoill in the croun
of the said voult. 1640 NABBES Bride i. iv, A Citty feast

with a Ram-mutton pasty, and a twelve nookt custard.
1816 SCOTT Antiq, xxxvi, A three-nookit handkercher is

the maist fashionable overlay. 1821 Kenilw. xxix, The
loss ofa four-nooked bit of paper. 1857 J. STEWART Sketches
Scot. Character n3 Thae shapeless, mony-nookit blocks.

2. Having points, peaks, or corners ; angular.
1549 Combl. Scot.

yi. 54 Sum tyme it [the moon] aperit

neulcyt, henand hornis, and sum tyme it vas a! rond. 1567
Gudt &amp;lt; Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 195 Preistis, cut 3our gowne,
5our nukit bonet put away. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcn s Brit.
i. 651 Such variety it hath of nouked bayes. 1632 GUILLIM
Heraldry in. xx. (ed. 2) 238 By the Beake of an Hawke, is

vnderstood the vpper part which is nooked. 17.. RAMSAY
Carle came o er Croft ii, (1877) II. 208 A siller broach . . To
fasten on my curtchea nooked. 17.- ToStarrat 13 ibid.

276 Lang mayst thou teach, with round and nooked lines,
Substantial skill.

Noo kery. [f. NOOK sb. + -EBY.] A snug nook, i

1824 in L. M. Hawkins Mem. I. 269 In this nookery were
to be found., such men as the Rev. Mr. Cracherode, Mr.

!

Southwell [etc.]. 1835 IRVING Life fy Lett. III. 75 My idea
is to make a little nookery somewhat in the Dutch style.

NoO king. [-ING *.] A nook, ingle-nook.
Current in north, dial, in forms neukin, newkitt

t
mtikin.

1865 KNIGHT Passages Work. Life II. ix. 183 Cheap
literature was not then, as now, to be found in every out-
o -tlie-way nooking.

Noo klet. [-LET.] A little nook or corner.

1847 Toffs Mag. XIV. 854 Hope from out of some sweet
nooklet Of the heart sends forth its lay. 1874 HOLLAND
Mistr. Manse ii. 20 Every nooklet and retreat. .Shall wear
a charm.

NoO k-shaft. Arch. [f. NOOK sb.] A shaft

placed in the internal angle formed by the meeting
of two contiguous faces in a compound archway.
^835 WILLIS Archit. MiddleAg^s 36 The archway., con

sists of three orders of square-edged banded arches, with
two interposed nook-shafts. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 275/2
The larger arches below, .spring from nook-shafts or slender
attached pillars. 1865 STREET Gothic A rchit. Sp. 69 There
are nook-shafts at the angles.

NoO k-shotten, a. Now arch, or dial. [f.
NOOK sb.] Running out into corners or angles.
1599 SHAKS, Hen. V^ m. v. 14 A slobbry and a durtie Farme

In that nooke-shotten He of Albion. 1688 HOLME Armoury
in. 385/2 Querke, is a nook shoten Pane, or any Pane whose
sides and top run out of a square form, a 1800 PEGGE A need.
(1814) 391 Nook-shotten^ spoken of a wall in a bevil, and not
at right angles with another wall. [1834 DE QUINCEY Auto-
biog. Sk. Wks. 1853 I. 231 The provinces, to the very
furthest nook of these nook-shotten islands.] 1879 Miss
JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., An old farmer cautioned
a certain person against taking a short cut across some fields
because the way was very neuk-shotten .

Nooky (nu ki), a. [f. NOOK j^. + -Y.] Abound
ing in nooks

; nook-like.
1827 CLARE Sheph. Cal. 43 Or race around the nooky

church. 1847 LYTTON Lucretia ii, Two windows, .helped
to give that irregular and nooky appearance to the apart
ment. 1871 Miss MoLOOC FairFrance \. 25 A nooky hollow
of blue and white violets.

Noological (nJu|0lp (l:$ikal), a. [See NOOLOGY
and -ICAL.J Pertaining to noology.
1811-31 BENTHAM Logic Wks. 1843 VIII. 245 The leading

words of many ethical, noological, or pathological works.
1816 Chrestom. ibid. 75 By imagination, the idea and

204

practice of logical, noological, metaphysical analysis, was
deduced from that of physical.

Noologist (nfip lods ist). [See next and -IST.]

One who refers the origin of certain ideas to the

mind itself and not to experience.
1857 T - E - WEBB Intellect. Lockei.vj When with reference

to * the origin of the pure cognitions of Reason Kant
divided philosophers into Noologists and Empiricists, he

regarded Aristotle as the head of the Empiricists.

Noology (n^ lodgi). [f. Gr. voo-$ mind -f

-LOGY.] The science of the understanding.
1811-31 BENTHAM Logic App. Wks. 1843 VIII. 289 The

field of the corresponding branch of science may be termed
the field of noology. 1816 Chrestom. ibid. 88 Alego-
pathematic, or say Alego-aesthetic Pneumatology has for

its single-worded synonym the not unexpressive appellation
Noology. 1836-7 SiR\V. HAMILTON Metaph. vii. (1859) I.

123 We have several deservedly forgotten treatises of an
older date, under the inviting name of Noologies.

Woomble, obs. form of NUMBLE.

NO|O*metry. iionce-wd. [f.
Gr. voo-s mind +

-METRY.] The measurement of mind.

1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melincourt 1. 184 The same distinction

is conferred on all capacities by the academical noometry
not of merit but of time.

Noon (nz/n), sb. Forms : a. I n6n, 2-5 non,
4 noen, 3-6 none, 4-7 noone, 3- noon. 0.

north, and Sc. 4 noun(e, nown, 5 novne, nowne,
noyn(e; nun, nvne, 7- nune. [OE. Jneut.
ON. n6n (MSw. and Norw. non) neut., OS. *n6n

(noon, nuon\ MDu. (and Du.) noen, obs. G. non

fern., ad. L. nona (sc. hora), fern. sing, of nonus
ninth : cf. NONE sb. and NONES. A weak fem.

form, more directly representing the L., appears
in OS. and OHG. nSna (MLG. and MHG. none),
ON. ndtta, MDu. ttone, noene: cf. also F. none,

f nonne.]
f 1. The ninth hour of the day, reckoned from

sunrise according to the Roman method, or about
three o clock in the afternoon. Obs.

Chiefly as a direct rendering of L. nona (bora), and
in later use most frequent in accounts of the Crucifixion.

Beoivulf 1600 Da com non da^es: naes ofjeafon hwate

Scyldingas. cgoo tr. Bxdats Hist. in. v. (Schipper) 204

t?a;t hi by feordan wicdzege & by syxtan feestan to nones.

(iooo Sax. Leechd. II. 140 Sele drincan on breo tida, on

undern, on midday, on non. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Ic ham

3_eue reste . . from non on saterdu a ba cume inonedeis

lihting. c 1275 Passion our Lord 478 in 0. E. Misc. 50
Hit wes wefneyh mydday, bo busternesse com, In alle

Middenherde fort bet hit wes non. (11300 Cursor M. 988
He was wroght at vndern tide, At middai cue draun of his

side, ..bai war bath don out at none. 13., Sir Beties 3237

J&amp;gt;e
sonne schon, hit drou? to vnder,. .Middai com, hit drouj

te noune. 138* WYCLIF Mark xv. 33 Derknessis ben maad
. .til in to the nynthe our, that is, noon, c 1420 Pot. Rcl. $
L, Poems (1866) 277 5et he was in suffryng..Tyl it was

pacyd non.

fb. Eccl. The hour or office of NONES. Obs.

cgfo ^ETHEI.WOLD Rule St. Bcnet (Schroer 1885) 40
Eornostlice on bysum tidum we herien urne scyppend. .,on

middxg, on non, on a;fen. a iooo Colloq. /Eljric in Wr.-
Wiilcker 101 We. .sungon non, cantauiwiis nonam. a 1225
Ancr. R. 20 SiggeS non efter mete be hwule bet sumer
tested, f 1300 St. Brandan 225 in S. Eng, Leg. I. 225 f&amp;gt;e

foweles sunge ek here matyns..& vnderne sibbe & middai
& afterwardes none. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 928
pey shuld nat werche Lengyr ban bey rong none at be

chyrche. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. u88o) 41 But late lewid

freris seie . . for prime, tierce, vndren & noon, for eche of hem
seuene pater nostris. c 1420 Antitrs ofArth. xvii, Were
thritty trentalles done, By-twyxene vndrone and none, My
saule were saluede fulle sone. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
(Arb.) 10, I haue yete to saye my sexte, none, and myn
euensonge. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

1531)^ 164 b, The
chirche..entendeth to honour & worshyp at vij tymes in

the daye, that is to saye, in matyns,..none, euensonge &
complyn. 1561 BP. PARKHURST Injunctions^ Whether they
..vse muche iangling in festiuall dales in ringing none or

curphew.
2. Twelve o clock in the day ; mid-day.
The same change in the time denoted by noon^ probably

due to anticipation of the ecclesiastical office or of a meal-

hour, has taken place with Du. noen, and with F. none in

older (and still in dialect) use. By the i4th cent, it appears
to have been the ordinal sense of the word in English,
although in many examples there is no clear indication of

the time intended. The common phrases (be\fore noon and

afternoon have given rise to the sbs. FORENOON and AFTER.
NOON. High noon: see HIGH a. IT.

a. r 1205 LAV. 14039 Pa be non wes icumen, ba weoren
Peohtes ouer-cumen . . & alle dai heo flu^en. c 1290 St.

Michael 403 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 311 pe sonne.. is euene
a-boue bin heued ri}t atbe nones stpunde. ciyxo Sir
Tristr. 890 Bitvene be none and be

nijjt
Last be batayle.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. 11. 3 From .xi. of the clokke by-
forn the howre of noon til on of the clok next folwyng,
c 1410 HOCCLEVE Conif&amp;gt;l. Virg. 135 O sonne, with thy cleere

bemes brighte, pat seest my child nakid this nones tyde.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xx. xxi. 835 Euery day .. from

NOON.
615 Twas Noon

;
the sultry Dog-star from the Sky Scorch d

Indian Swains. 1710 STEELE Tatlcr No. 232 f i The
Noons have been of late pretty warm. 1784 COWPER Task
vi. 58 Now at noon .. The season smiles,..And has the
warmth of May. iSzz WOODHOUSE Astron. i. 5 Noon is

determined by the Sun being on the meridian. 1836-7
DICKENS Sk, L oz, Scenes i, We come to the heat, bustle,
and activity of Noon. 1863 LONGF. IVaystde /, Prel. 23
But noon and night, the panting teams Stop under the

great oaks.

fig, 1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. i. 82 She shall stand shelter
less in the broad noon Of public scorn. 1839-52 BAILEY
Festus 160 Whose hearts have a look southwards, and are

open To the whole noon of nature.

0. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvii. 659 Apon sic maner can thai
ficht Quhill it wes neir noyne of the day. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xi, (Niniati) 769 Fasting.. fryday fra pe novne til

sonday at be mes be done. 61460 Towneley Myst. ix. 81
Or noyn of the day, I dar you hyght, to bryng hym by the
hand, c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 61 1 Be ane our nowne at

Bothwell jeit he was. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 154 It is not
lesum to pack, or peill fish, bot fra eleven houres, to twa
after nune.

b. Iransf. The most important hour of the day.
1712 STEELE Sped. No. 454 r 2 The fashionable World,

! who have made Two a Clock the Noon of the Day. 1848
THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxxv, At the noon of London time

you see a light-yellow carriage. 1855 Newcomes vi, It is

5 o clock, the noon in Pall Mall.

c. The mid-day sun.

1858 SEARS Athan. vi. 53 The noon is blazing down upon
the Syrian plain.

f3. The mid-day meal. (Cf. NOONMEAT.) Obs.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 Me..sceolde..jiefe him his forme-

mete, pat him to lang ne buhte to abiden o5 se laford to be

none inn come, c 1205 LAY. 16595 pa be bridde dsi com &
bat folc hafde imaked non. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 378, I

. .ouer-seye me at my sopere and some tyme at nones. 1393
P. PI. C. ix. 290 Let hem abyde..Til alle byn nedy

neihebores haue none ymaked. a 1483 Liber Niger in

Honseh. Ord. (1790) 56 For hys chambre brekefast, none,

soupers & lyvery for all nyght vii loves.

4. The time of night corresponding to mid-day ;

midnight. Chiefly in phr. (the] noon of night.
1603 BEN JONSON Sejamts v. vi, When arrived you?

About the noon of night. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., TheHag
iii, While mischiefs, .. At noone of Night are a-working.

1697 DRYDEN SEneid iv. 744 Hoary simples,. .With brazen
sickles reap d at noon of night. 1745 WARTON Pit-as.

Melanch. 50 Nor undelightful is the solemn noon Of night.
1796 MOSER Hermit Caucasus I. 21 At the noon of night
their ears were assailed by the., sound of a trumpet. 1820

SHELLEY Witch A tl. xlvii, When the weary moon was in the

wane, Or in the noon of interlunar night. 1830 TENNYSON
Poems 123 Night hath climbed her peak of highest noon.

1867 JEAN INGELOW Dreams that came true xliv, For the

moon Was shining in, and night was at the noon.

b. The place of the moon at midnight.
1605 DRAYTON Man in the Moone 37 Now the goodly

Moone Was in the Full, and at her Nighted Noone. 1632
MILTON Penseroso 68 To behold the wandring Moon,
Riding neer her highest noon. 1638 OUAKLES Elegies xiv.

Wks. (Grosart) III. 25 The Queen of light,. .in her young
Noone of night.

5. The culminating or highest point.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. vii, Thou, thyself out-going in thy

noon, Unlook d on diest. 1624 DONNE Sena, xliii. 429 But
the meridianall noone is in faith. 1671 MILTON Samson

683 Thou oft Amidst thir highth of noon, Changes! thy
countenance. 1817 SHKLLEY Rev. Islam vm. xxix, In the

bright wisdom of youth s breathless noon. 1844 MRS.

BROWNING Drama of Exile 1960 In the set noon of time,

shall one from Heaven. .Descend before a woman. 1869
MARTINEAU Ess. II. 229 Shadows, .deaden the colors of the

noon of life.

6. attrib. and Comb. y
as noon-beam, -bell, etc. ;

noon-bright ; noon-watidering.
1776 MICKLE tr. Canteens Lusiad wj The sultry ^noon-

beam shines the lovers aid. 13.. Sir Beues (A.) 2250 So
stod Beues in bat bring, Til *noun belle be-gan to ring.

1858 BONAR Hymns Faith % Hope 120 My sky was once
*
noon-bright. 1656 W. Du CARD tr. Comenins Gate Lat.

Unl. 190 Leav a breakfast, & *noon-dinner to labourers.

1468 Medulla Gram, in Promp. Parv. 361 note, Anticenia,
a *nonemele. 1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851)

444 That sun of thine, .is always at *noon-point with them,
ever bright, ever shining. 1538 ELYOT, Meridiatio, *noone

reste. 1461 Paston Lett. \. 540 Yowr letter was delyveryd
to me the xxiii. day of Tanuar abowthe *none seasson.

vnderne tyl hyhe none hys myght encreaced tho thre

houres. 1472-3 Rolls of ParIt. VI. 23 The houre of xn,
comenly called the houre of none, of the seid fourty day.

1529 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) I. 324
Whiche I trust shalbe to morow at nyght or wenesday by
none. 1565 Reg. Privy CouncilScot, I. 332 Fra sex houris

in the morning to xi houris at none, and fra ane eftir none
to sex houris at evin. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Husb.
ii. (1586) 81 b, Before noone when it waxeth hotte. .you must

digge it. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geogr. Del. \. x. (1635) 232
When the one hath his Noone, the other inioyes his mid

night. 1656 HEYLIN Sun . France 423 It was full noon
before we were under sail. 1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg. iv.

1807 Mo
the noon shadow shrinks beneath the sun. 1868 WHITTIER

Among Hills n The locust by the wall Stabs the *noon-

silence with his sharp alarm. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 156

Many are in each Region passing fair As the &quot;noon Skie.

1820 SHELLEY Witch Atl. xlvi, A *noon-wandering meteor

flung to heaven.

b. Special combs., as f noon-devil (see MERI
DIAN a. i b) ; noon-flower, a name given to

plants of the genus MesembryantJiemum^ and to

the Goat s-beard {Tragopogonpratensis} ; f noon-

hall, ? a dining-hall ; noon-hour, U. S. the hour

of dinner or rest in the middle of the day; noon-

line, the line marking the hour of noon on a

sun-dial ; noon-sprite (cf. noon-devil above) ;

f noon-tender (see quot. 1684).

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 3ob, The Scripture

warneth us, to beware of the *noone Devill, & the fliynge

Arrowe. 1621 MOLLE Camerar. Liv, Libr. iv. ii. 265 At

this day the Russians feare and reference the noone deuil.

1856 DF.LAMER Fl. Card. (1861) 05 *Noon Flower. An
immense genus of succulents, mostly shrubby. 1864 PRIOR

Plant-n. t Noon-flower^ or Noon-tide^ from its closing at

midday, and marking the hour of noon. 1665 PUT* Diary



NOON.
20 Apr., This night I am told the first play is played in

White Hall *noon-hall, which is now turned to a house of

playing. 1889 Charity Organis. Rev. Aug. 341 He asked
a few men to call every day at his *noon hour at the place
where he worked. 1396 BLAGRAVE I ran. Astrolabe ES
The *noone-line brought to the sunnes chief Apex. 1669
STURMY Mariners Mag. vii. in. 4 The Gnomon.. erected

upon the Noon-line, or Line of 12 a Clock. 1892 CHILD
Ballads IV. 440/2 The Wends have the proverbial phrase,
to ask as many questions as a *noon-sprite. 1684 E.
CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Eng. \\. (ed. 15) 245 Sixteen

*noon-tenders, who attend the goods on the keys whilst the
oiher officers go to dinner. 1710 J. CHAMBERLAVNE St. Gt,
Brit, n. in. 494 Noon-tenders, at i6/. ea.ch.fer Antt.

Noon (u/m), v. U. S. [f. NOON sb. Cf. W.
Flern. noenen, G. dial, nonen, Norw. dial, nona,

nonaJ] intr. (also with it,} To halt or rest at

noon, or in the middle of the day; to stop for, or

partake of, the mid-day meal.
1806 LEWIS & CLAKK Exped. (1893) 1061 We arrived.,

where we had nooned it on the i2th of Sept. last. 1850 11.

TAYLOR Eldorado xix. 135 We nooned at Sanchez Ranche.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur vn, v. 459 The third day of the

journey the party nooned by the river Jabbok.
!N&quot;oon, obs. form of NONE.
t Woon, obs. aphetic form of ANON.
1462 Pasfan Lett. II. 102 And noon upon thys same

langwage, yong Debnam spake to hys fader.

-Noonchine, obs. variant of NUNCHEON.

Noonday (n-nd^). [f. NOON sb. + DAY sb.

Cf. ONorw. nondagr.~\
1. The middle of the day ; mid-day.
1535 COVERDALE Job xi. 17 Then shulde thy life be as

cleare as the noone daye. c 1586 C TKSS PEMBROKE Ps.
xxxvn. iv, The glory of noone day. 1660 Trial Regie. 53
It is as clear as the Noon-day, that this was not the House
of Commons. 1706 E. WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708)
47 It s Noon-day with them, and they look no farther. 1821

BYRON ffeav.
&amp;lt;$

Earth iii. 917 The pleasant trees that
o er our noonday bent. 1893 FORBES-MITCHELL Remin. G/,

Mutiny 26 It was clear as noonday to the meanest capacity.
fig. 1869 CRAIK Hist. Eng. Lit. II. i Our national litera-

ture..had its noonday in.. the last quarter of the sixteenth
and the first of the seventeenth century.

b. Freq. in phr. at (f the] noonday.
1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. iv. 5 He laye vpon his bed at the

noone daie. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot.vi. 317
As may be seine ouer all cleirer than the sone at Nune day.
1651 H. L ESTRANGE Ansiu, Alrq. Wore. 12 [That! we
must not walk abroad at high noon-day without a Torch.

1700 T. BROWN Lett. fr. Dead 234 My Minor is as plain
as the Sun at Noon-day. 1780 Cow PER Progr. Err. 451
Judgment drunk,. .Winks hard, and talks of darkness at

noon-day. 1850 MARSDEN Early Puritans (1853) 141 Prisons
in .. which he could not see his hand at noonday. 1867
TROLLOPE Citron. Barset I. iv. 31 That he was not a thief
was as clear to her as the sun at noonday.
f C. So At noondays. Obs.

1537 LATIMER Serm. Convocation A vij b, They are to be

lyghted with waxe candelles,. .yea at noone dayes. 1574
G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 66 Is it not cleerer than the
sun at noondayes. 1611 COTGR. s.v. J/*V/, He that looks for

night at noone-dayes may well be tearmed mad, or blind.

2. attrib.j as noonday comfortt dreantj light, etc.;

f noonday devil (see NOON sb. 6 b).
1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year it. 350 At this day some

of the Russians fear the Noon-day Devil. 1656 EARL
MONM. tr. BoccatinPs Advt.fr. Parnass. 80 The noon-day
comfort of a great Tree standing in his Court-yard. 1674
Ck.

&amp;lt;y

Crt. ofRome 5 In this Noon-day Light of Christian

Knowledge. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 441 p n My Noon
day Walks he shall attend. 1781 COWPER Charity 398
Di monds. .Reflect the noon-day glory of the skies. 1791
BURKE Let. to Member Nat. Assembly

^
Wks. VI. 20 The

then noon-day splendour of the civilized world. 1815
SHELLEY Alastor 420 The noonday sun Now shone upon
the forest. 1820 Cloud 4, 1 bear light shade for the leaves
when laid In their noonday dreams. 1873 OUIDA PascarH
I. 69 They would run out.. to fetch me a noonday meal
of coffee., and little patties.

Noone, obs. f. NONE, NOON, NUN. Woonery,
obs. f. NUNNERY. Noones, obs. f. NONCE.

Nooning (n/?nirj). Also 5 noynyng. [f.

NOON sb. + -ING ! i
.]

1. Noontide. Now U.S.
c 1460 Tffwneley Myst. xxiv. 65 He has myster of nyghtys

rest that nappys not in noynyng.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hnr vn. iv. 379 And so to them the

nooning came, and the evening.
2. A noonday meal. Now dial, and U. S.
a 1652 BROME Mad Couple v. ii, Seaven constant ordin

aries every night, Noonings, and intermealiary Lunchings.
1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. Gloss, s.v. Ad Nonatn, A great
piece, enough to serve for a nooning or dinner of any com
mon eater. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 72 p 3 If he be disposed
to take a Whet, a Nooning, an Evening s Draught, or a
Bottle after Midnight. 1797 R. GURNEY in A. J. C. Hare
Gurneys (1895) I. 71 Kitty would not let us go to nooning
till we had finished a lesson we were about, a 1833 J. T.
SMITH Bk.for Rainy Day (1845) 260 At this time the servant
announced Nooning. 1849 MRS. RUNDELL Dom. Cookery
Pref. p. xii,Where noonings or suppers are served, care should
be taken [etc.]. 1880 MARK TWAIN Tramp Abroad ii. 18
A German gentleman and his two young lady daughters had
been taking their nooning at the inn.

3. A rest or repose at noon. Now U. S.

1552 HULOET, Noonynge, or noone rest, meridiatio.

1850 LOWELL Lett. I. 193, I mean to take a nooning and
lie under the trees looking at the sky. 1883 ROLLINS New
Eng. Bygones 94 The noonings were bright features of a

haying landscape.
b. U. S. An interval in the middle of the day,

esp. for rest or food.

1865 Reader 12 Aug. 172/3 In the nooning ,as it is called
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j

in New England that is, in the space between Sunday
morning and afternoon services. 1884 Harper s Mag.
Nov. 830/2 The workmen, during their noonings, show equal
interest.

4. attrib.) as nooning- meat\ -place.
1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayivorthys v. (1879) 52 The simple

j

nooning meal, that needed intervention of neither knife nor

fork, was eaten. 1884 J, G. BOUKKI-: Snake-Dance Moquis
\

viii. 77 [He] confirmed this story by telling another of a
sorcerer killed near this very nooning-place.

Woo ii-light. [f. NOON sb. + LIGHT.] The
light of noon

;
the brightest or clearest light of

the day. AlsoyS^.
1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man v. (1603) 421 A spirit not onely

of the day, but alsoof noone-light. 1645 RUTHERFORD Trya I

\ ff Tri. /&amp;lt;*;M(i845) 269 The noon-light that is in the reat

body of the sun. a 1672 P. ivsx\ Freed.Will (1675! 2^5 The
Noon-Light of Knowledge is the sight of things in their
eternal Ideas. 1810 MONTGOMERY BolehillTrees Poems 125
Through the blue dazzling distance of noon-light. 1845
WHITTIER Lines i With a cold and wintry noon-light.
1861 DORA GRF.ENWELL Poems 64 Within the noon-light Of
one illimitable Present.

t Noonmeat. Obs. Forms : I n6nmete ;

4-5 none mete (5 nun, nvne), 6 none, noone
meat(e. [f. NOON sb. + MEAT sb. Now repre
sented in dial, by NAMMET andNUMMET.] A meal
taken at noon, a luncheon.
a 1000 Sal, fy Sat. Hx, On xii monSum Sa scealt sillan

oinum beowan men vii hund hlafa, and xx hlafa, buton
morjenmetum, and nonmetum. c 1000 sElfric s Voc. in
Wr.-Wiilcker 147 Merenda, nonmete. a 1400 Gloss, in Rcl.

Antiq. I. 6 Mtrenda, nonemete. 1428-9 Rcc. St. Mary at
flV// (1904) 71 Also payd for be none mete on be morwe of

iij carpenters & ij plomers, a sboldere & a brist of moton.
c 1440 Promp, Parv. 360/2 Nunmete, merenda. 1495 ^Jc/
ii Hen. VII, c. 22 4 Laborers . . longe sitting at ther
brekfast at ther dyner and nonemete. 1548 THOMAS Ital.

Cram., Klerenda^ breakefast, or noone meate. 1591 PER-
CIVALL Sp. Diet., Merendar^ to take the noonemeat.

Noonshun, obs. form of NUNCHEON.

Noonstead. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 6-7
noonestead (6 -steede, 7 -sted), 6 none-, noon-
steed, 6- noonstead.

[f.
NOON sb. + STEAD sbj\

The station or position of the sun at noon.
JS59 Afirr. Mag. (1563) P iij

(
Pale Cinthea..was past the

Noonesteede syxe degrees in sight. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic.
Ep. (1695) 127 The worlds great light .. Would at our
Noon-stead ever make aboad. 1612 J. DAVIES Muse s Sacr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 83/2 The Sunne. .stands. .fixt in the
Noone-stead of Eternities. 1670 FLAMSTEED in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841} II. 77 The moon was scarce an hour
removed from the noonstead. 1876 Klid Yorksh. Gloss, s.v.

Folkstead.
attrib. 1551 RECORDS Cast. Knowl. (1556) 22 A circle.,

whiche is called therefore the Meridiane circle, and may be
named well the Noone steede cyrcle. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
1. 191 In the 12 tables of Romane lawes, there is no mention
at all made but of East and West ; after certain yeres the
noon-stead point in the South quarter also was obserued.

Hence f Noo iisteading , the time of coming on
the meridian.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 42 Foreseeing the Rising, Settyng,
Nonestedyng..of certaine.. fixed Sterres.

Noon-sun, [f.
NOON sb. + SUN sb^\ The sun

at its meridian.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 372 By the reflection of the beames

of the Noon-sun. 1626 BACON Sylva 898. 19 In Making
of Vinegar, they .. set Vessels of Wine over against the
Noone-sunne. 1846 PHOWETT Prometh. Bound 3 Roasted
in the noon-sun s glare. 1872 TENNYSON Gareth fy Lytu ttc

619 Morning-Star, and Noon-Sun, and Evening-Star.

Noontide (n*ntaid). Forms: 1-2 nontid
;

4 nonetyde, 6 -tyd ; 6-7 noonetide, 6 -tyd ;

6- noontide. [OE. n6ntid = MDu. nocntijt (-tide,

also noene-t none- ;
Du. noentijd}^ MHG. nQn(c}-

zt (G. none-, nonzeit), MSw. nonstidh : see NOON
s&. and TIDE s&.]
1. The tie of noon ; in later use, mid-day.
971 Blickl. Horn. 47 J&amp;gt;riddan

sibe on midne dsg, feorban
sibe on nontid, fiftan sibe on sefen. c 1000 in Assmann Ags.
Horn, (1889) xi. 65 Sona swa hy beet belltacen xehyraS ba;re

ni^oSan tide, baet -is seo nontid. 1154 O. E. Chron, (Laud
MS.) an. 1140, per efter. -t&amp;gt;estrede be sunne & te da;i abuton
non tid deeies ba men cten. ^1325 Orfeo 457 A morewe at

the none-tyde He made the queue there abyde. a 1440 Sir

Eglain. 364 Ageynys the none-tyde, Yn a foreste there he
can ryde. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 409 All noontide
to solace yourself in the refreshing shadowe. c 1586 C TESS

j

PEMBROKE /Veil, xiii, Turne not to night the noonetide of
!

my day. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geogr. Del. i. x. (1635) 223
j

The Sunne at Noonetide is alwayes on the South of those I

which dwell vnder the Arcticke Circle. 1675 DRYDEN Epil.
Crowne s Caltsto, Whose morning rays like noontide strike

j

and shine. 1768 BEATTIE Minstr. i. xlvii, Dark even at

noontide is our mortal sphere. 1796-7 COLERIDGE Lines
Autumnal Even, vi, To shield my love from noontide s

,

sultry beam. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile 625
The noontide s hush and heat and shine. 1868 Miss
BRADDON Dead Sea Fr. I. 20 In the blazing July noontide.

b. attrib.j as noontide sun, etc.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. yf, i. iv. 34 Now Phaeton hath.,

made an Euening at the Noone-tide Prick. 1610 Temp.
v. i. 42 By whose ayde..I haue bedymn d The Noone
tide Sun. 1667 MILTON P. L. ii. 309 Still as Night, Or
Summer s Noon-tide air. Ibid. iv. 246 Where the un-

pierc t shade Imbround the noontide Bowrs. 1697 DRYDEN

Virg. Georg. in. 233 Mossy Caverns for their Noontide Lare.

1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 548 Th* enormous herd.. taints the

noon-tide gales. 1781 COWPER Truth. 540 The splendour
of a noon-tide ray. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. in. vii, Of noon
tide hag, or goblin grim. 1865 BARING-GOULD Werewolves

NOOSE.

viii, Some reapers lay down in the field to take their noon
tide sleep.

2. a. transf. The middle Anight; the position
(?/&quot;the

moon at midnight.
cis6o A. SCOTT Poems IS.T.S.) iv. 66 Sum monebrunt

madynis myld, At nonetyd of the nicht. 1823 BYKON Juan
xn. Ixiii, The noontide of the moon. 1847 DE QUINCICY
Seer. Sac. Wks. 1863 VI. 244 Meeting in secret chambers,
at the noontide of night.

b. fig., esp. the culminating point of something.
1578 C/m Prayers in Priv. Prayers (\^\) 506 O noontide

of fervent love. 1649 T. FORD Lttsits Fort. 78 Whose eyes,
tn the noone*tide of the Gosptll, are wandring about in

i every corner. 1680 Life Edward II in Select, fr. Harl.

(

Misc. (1753) 30 Making the noon-tide of his sovereignty full

of tyrannical oppressions. 1823 LAMB Eiia Ser. n. roor
Relations^ A Poor Relation is.. a preposterous shadow,
lengthening in the noontide of your prosperity. 1876
MORRIS Sigurd l, 2 His dawning of fair promise, and his
noontide of the strife.

3. The Noon-flower or GoatVbeard. ? Obs.

,

J59? OERARDE Herbal (\&TfJ) 736 Goats-beard is called, .in

English. .Noon-tide, and Go to bed[at noone. 1640 PARKIN*
i
SON Theat. Bot. 413 Tragopogon . .\\\ English Goates beard

;

..or Noone tide. 1864 in PRIOR rtant-nanics.

Noon-time. Now rare. [f. NOON sb. + TIME.]
1 = NOONTIDE.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 278 Antony a dayes about none
tyme, Had a bridde that brou}te hym bred. (11400-50
Alexander 563 Fra be none tyme Till it to mydday was
meten. a 1450 J-ysshynge w. Angle (1883) 19 Mony poyl
fy.sche wyl bytte be^te yn none tyme.
1883 Harpers IMag, Aug. 371/2 At noontime all Germans

had assembled.

Noop l
(nwp). north, dial. Also S knupe,

9 knope. [Of obscure origin : cf. knout- KNOT-
BERRY and NuE-BEiUiY.J The fruit of the Cloud

berry, I\ubns Cham&morus. Also attrib.
a 1800 R. W. Cheviot (1817) 3 The little hills the humble

knupes produce. 1843 M. A. Richardson s Borderer s

Tablc-bk.) Leg. Dh&amp;gt;. 1. 403 (Cloudberry) whobe orange fruit

is locally called noops . 1859 W. WHITE Nortlmmbld.
355 The shepherds call them knout, or knope-berries.

Noop-. Sc. rare- 1

. [?Cf. Norw. dial, knop
knuckle, short bone.] The point of the elbow.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvii, A body has a conscience..,!

think mine s as ueel out o l

the gate as maist folk s are
;

and yet it s just like the noop of my elbow, it whiles gets a
bit dirl on a corner,

t NoO rie. Obs. rare. Also noorrie. [var. of

NOUKRY.] A fosterling.
1567 TUKBERV. Epit., etc. 60 The nymph.. in hlr armes

the naked iioor ie strainde : Whereat the boy began to strive
a good. 1567 Ovid s Epist. X iij b, Ne was I then so

proude. . : ne I my selfe king Priams nuortie knewe.

Woorse, dial, variant of NURSE.

NoOSCOpic (n(3i|i?skf7 pik), a. and sb.
[f. Gr.

voo-s mind + -SCOPIC.] a. adj. Pertaining to the

examination of the mind. b. sb.pl. ==NOOLOGV.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestont. Wks. 1843 VIII. 88 Division of

Pneumatology into Alegopathematic (Nooscopic) and Pathe-

matoscopic (Pathoscopic). Ibid, go Division of Nooscopics
or Noology into Plasioscopic and Coenonesioscopic.

Noose (n;7s), sb. Also 7-8 nooze. [Of obscure

origin : in common use only since 1600. If quot.
a 1450 belongs here, it may be a. OF. nost nous,

nuZj etc. (: L. nodus}, nom. sing, of no, neii, ;/,
etc. (: L. nodttitt), later noud, mod. na iid. Prof.

Skeat suggests that the equivalent Prov. nous may
have been the source {Notes Eng. Etym. 198).]
1. A loop, formed with a running knot, which

tightens as the string or rope is pulled, as in

a snare, lasso, hangman s halter, etc.
;

a loop,
a folding or doubling of a string or rope. Run
ning noose : see RUNNING ///. a.

a 1450 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 8 Double the lyne
frete hyt fast yn pe top with a nose [1496 bowe] to fasten an

your lyne.
1600 HOLLAND Z.*Vfxxxvin. xxix. 1001 It went, .away, as

sent and driven out of the noose of a stone-bow. 1610
Caindeiis Brit, i. 293 To lay grins for birds, to set snares

to allure them with nooze or pipe. 1680 MOXON Meek.
Exerc. x. 188 On this Crook is slipt the Noose of a Leather

Thong, 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase iv. 80 Behind he lags,
doom d to the fatal Noose. i774GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
III. 86 The hunter, .fixes a noose round the horns of the

tame gazelle. Ibid. VII. 151 The sportsman .. fastens his

nooze round its neck. 1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810)

App. in. 42 They will catch another horse with a noose and
hair rope, when both are running full speed. 1842 TENNY
SON St. Sim, Styl. 64, I wore The rope. .Twisted as tight
as I could knot the noose. 1881 JOWETT Thucyd. 1. 145 The
Plataeans dropped nooses over the ends of these engines
and drew them up.

tra&amp;gt;tsf. i8ia [see NOOSE v, i], 1826 S. COOPER First Lines

Srtrf. ted. 5) 456 When this viscus is a noose of intestine.

1859 FiTzGfcKALD Omar Khayyam i, The Hunter of ihe
East has caught The Sultan s Turret in a Noose of Light.

b. In references or allusions to hanging.
1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 116 Where the Hangman does

dispose To special friends the Knot of Noose. 1813 SCOTT
Rokeby vi. xvii, He. .looked as if the noose were tied, And
I the priest who left his side.

2. Jig. a. The marriage tie.

c 1600 Tinton IL iv. (1842) 33 Wilt thou putte thy necke
Into a marriage nooze? 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. \\. i,

[They] desire that you would sooner commit your grave
head to this knot, than to the wedlock nooze. 1693 DRY
DEN Juvenal (1697) 118 To choose to thrust his Neck into

the Marriage Noose 1 1709 STEELE Taller No. 77 ? 4 Your

Marriage- Haters, who rail at the Noose. 1/46 SMOLLETT



NOOSE.

Advice 6 Divorc d, all hell shall not re-tie the noose ! 1826

T. I. WHARTON in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. I. 112 They are

usually married before they are 20 years of age; and when
once in that noose, are for the most part a little uneasy.

b. A snare or bond.

1624 FLETCHER Rule a Wife in. iv, Am I trickt now?
Caught in mine own nooze. 1652 TATHAM Scotch Figgaries
iv. i, I fall Into the noose of taverns like a pigeon, n 1687
H. MOKE in Norris Lett. iSi Methinks you run yourself
into an unnecessary noose of Fatality. 1800 WEEMS Life
Washington ix. (1877) 102 To choke the colonies by a

military noose.

Noose (ns
x

,
v. Also 7 nooze. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To secure as by a noose; to ensnare.
:&amp;lt;.; 1 600 Distr. Emperor \. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 240

Am I then noosd !..am I lymed ! 1665 MANLEY Grotiurs
f.ffzv C. Wars 547 He endeavours by this League. .to noose

as many of us as he can, 1694 CROWNE Regulus iv. 37 Pox
o your tricks, you have noos d me. 1710 PALMER Proverbs

127 He, that loves at first sight, nooses himself by vows.

1765 FOOTE Commissary in. i, When once he is noos d, let

him struggle as much as he will, the cord will be drawn

only the tighter. 1812 \V. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.
XXXIV. 235 Her from the noose of death I freed, And
noos d her soul for aye. 1863 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. V. xix.

vi. 557 Amherst..is diligently noosing, and tying up, the

French military settlements.

b. In allusions to marriage.
1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresnys Amnsem. vii. Wks. 1709 III.

60 Those who are not Noos d in the Snare, will thank me
for giving a Comical Description of it \sc. marriage], 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 18 July, i. ? 5 Where there was a par-
son who dealt in this branch of commerce, and there they
were noosed, before the Irishman ever dreamt of the matter.

1813 Examiner 17 May 319/1 When I was noosed, my
father began to equivocate. 1821 COMBE Syntax^ Wife y,
On the third or fourth day after ; They were both noos d in

Hymen s garter.

2. To hang ; to put to death by hanging.
1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 192 If they catch him horse-

courting, he s noozed. 1676 ^HWXY.IA, Libertine iv, Oh ! I

am noos d already ; I feel the Knot, methinks, under my
left ear. 1686 F. SPENCE tr. Varillas Ho. Medicis 127
This unfortunate Prelate was noos d up in the pontifical
robes he happened to have on. 1809 SCOTT Poacher 16 Our
buckskinn d justices expound the law,. .And for the netted

partridge noose the swain.

3. To catch or capture by means of a noose
;
to

cast or put a noose round.

1748 Anson s Voy. i. vi. 66 In the same manner they
noose horses, and.. even tygers. i784Cowi ER Task iv. 462
Oh for a law to noose the villain s neck Who starves his

own. 1808 PIKF, Sources Mississ. (1810) 11. 159 We equipped
six of our fleetest coursers with riders and ropes, to noose
the wild horses. 1843 MARRYAT M. Violet xxi, G. had..
noosed the animal with his lasso, 1885 HOKNADAY 2 I rs. in

Jungle xxxi. 369 Trying to noose a deer.

transf. 1823 LOCKHART Sp. Ballatfs, Zartfs Ear-rings iv,

Some other lover s hand, among my tresses noosed.

4. To make a noose on (a cord) ;
to place

round in a noose ; to arrange like a noose or loop,
1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. xxv, He plays the mute.
Then noose a cord. a 1860 ALB. SMITH Med. Student

(1861) 92 A piece of whipcord is then noosed round the

victim s neck. 1886 Athenseum 27 Feb. 303/2 The sleeves

are noosed and laced over the shoulder and arm.

Hence Noosed (n/7st), ppl. a.\ Noo sing vbl.

sb. and ppl. a.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 231 Bradford was suddenly
caught by the leg in a *noosed Rope. 1859 TENNENT
Ceylon II. ix. iv. 473 No arms or apparatus of any kind,

except a noosed rope. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xxi, I am
going to let you into a secret a plot a *noosing plot.

1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 310 Finding it impossible
to get within noosing distance. 1840 HOOD Kilmansegg^
Marriage v, There s nothing so draws a London mob As
the *noosing of very rich people. 1878 JEFFERIES Game
keeper at H. 163 Here the art of noosing lingers r the loop
being. .slipped over the bird s head while at roost,

Noos(e, obs. forms of NOSE.

Woosel(l, variants of NUZZLE, to train.

Nooser (n saj). [f. NOOSE
z&amp;gt;.]

One who

&quot;Jungle xx. 222 The tame elephants and the noosers are

introduced at the gate.

Woost, variant of NOST, knowest not. Obs.

Noo sy, a. rare~l
. [f. NOOSED. + -yi.] Act

ing like a noose.

1658 FRANCK Northern Mem. (1821) 96 Yet are their

rivers and rivulets replenished with trout because undis
turbed with the noosy net.

Noot, var. of NOT, knows not. Obs. !N&quot;oote,

obs. f. NOTE. !N&quot;ooze, obs. f. NOOSE sb. and v.

Noozel, var. of NUZZLE, to train.

t Nop, obs. north, and Sc. form of NAP sfcZ

Hence nop-bed, nop-sack [ MDu. and MLG.
noppcnsack]) a bed or sack stuffed with nap.
(I. 1465 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 243 Item j fedyrbed.
..Item iiij nopsekez. 1472 Ibid. 246,] nopseke. 1478 Act.
Audit. (1839) 67 The ruf of a bed, J&amp;gt;e courtingis of

J&amp;gt;e

samyn, a nop sek. 1541 Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 175 Ane nop
seke.., quhilk scho lay vpoune.
b. 1477 Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 408 Ane pair of schetis, ane

nop bed, a bowster. 1541 Ibid. 175 Ane standand bed, ane

nop bed, ane pair of scheittis.

Nopal (Wi pal). [a. Sp. nopal (also Pg. and
F. ; It. nopalt}) ad. Mexican nopalli cactus.
The compound nopalnocheztli^ given in some Diets, as

the source of nopal or Nopalca^ is really the name for

cochineal.]

1* An American species of cactus (Opuntia or

206

Nopaka eochinellifera} cultivated for the support
|

of the cochineal-insect.

1730 RUTTY in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 265 These Pasties

are then placed upon the Plants of the Nopal, or Prickly
Indian Fig. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynal s Hist. Indies \

III. 351 This shruo, which is know n by the name of nopal,
or Indian fig, is about five feet high... There are several

species of nopal. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp-Hunt. i. 14 It

is a forest of the Mexican nopal. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. i

626/2 Plantations of the nopal and tne tuna, which are

called nopaleries.
attrib. 1808 NavalChron. XXII. 376 The Nopal Planta-

,

tions in his district. 1855 KELLY tr. Cervantes Exempl.
Novels 241 Seated together under a nopal-tree. 1866 Treas,
Bot. 187/2 O. cochinellifera.) the Nopal plant.

2. A plant of this kind.

1808 NavalChron. XXII. 377 The Nopals being agree
ably acid. 1832 MAcGiLLivRAY Trav. Humboldt vi. 81
The negro, .led them through a wood of nopals to the hut
of an Indian. 1861 HULMK Moguin-Tandon n. m. j, 73 A
certain number of nopals are planted around the houses.

Nopalry (nyu-palri). Also -ery. [f. NOPAL
\

+ -RY, after Sp. nopalera, F. nopalerie^ nopalicre.]
&amp;gt;

A plantation of nopals where the cochineal-insect

is bred.
0. 1783 JUSTAMOND tr. Raynals Hist. Indies III. 352 ,

A spot thus planted, and distinguished by the name of

Nopalry, is usually no more than one or two acres in extent.

1789 J. ANDERSON Corr, Introd. Cochineal Insects (1791) 4
The establishment of a public Nopalry. x86x HULME tr.

Moquin-Tandon n. in. i. 75 In 1853, in the province of

Algiers alone, there were fourteen nopalries.

/3. 1815 KIRIJY & SP. Eniomol. I. x. 323 They plant their

nopaleries in cleared ground on the slopes of mountains or
ravines. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 792/2 Plantations for rearing the

cochineal insect, .are called nopaleries. 1876 [see NOPAL i].

Wop-bed : see NOP.

IfOpe l
(n0up). Also 7 nowpe, noap. [app.

a var. of ALP, OLP : see N 3.] The bullfinch.

1611 COTGR., Chochepierre, a kind of Nowpe, or Bull

finch. 1612 DRAVTON Poly-alb, xiii. 74 The Red-sparrow,
the Nope, the Red-breast, and the Wren. 1655 MOOFET
& BESNKT Healths Improv. (1746) 185 The Nope feedeth

upon Mast, Nuts, and Cherries. 1678 RAY Willughby s

Ornith. 247 The Bulfinch, Alp or Nope. [Hence in various
later works.] 1848 Zoologist VI. 2191 In Warwickshire, as

elsewhere,, .the bullfinch [is] a nope . 1879- in dial, glos

saries, esp. West Midland and K. Anglian.
attrib. 1668 in T. C. Smith & J. Short Hist. RibcJiester

(1890) no To Richard Ward for 13 Noap heades.

Nope 2
(nJup). north, dial. Also 9 noap(e.

[See note to NOLP sb.] A knock on the head.

1725 New Cant, Diet., Nope^ a Blow, a Knock on the Pate.

1785 \V. HUTTON Bran New Wark 157 In some churches
the sidesmen gang about with staaves, and give ivvery sleeper
a good nope. 1869- in northern glossaries.

Noppe, obs. f. KNOP
;

obs. var. of NAP $b$
and V* Nopping, obs. f. NAPPING vbl. sb?

Woppy, obs. f. NAPPY a. Woppyd, obs. f.

NAPPED a. Nop-sek(e: see NOP.

tNO pster. Obs 1

\*.WF
NAP

&amp;gt;.-]

A woman who puts a nap on cloth.

c 1481 CAXTON Dialogues 33 Clarisse the nopster Can well

her craft.. Cloth for to noppe.

Woquar, -quer, -qwer(e, obs. forms of NO
WHERE. EToque, obs. f. NOOK sb.

Nor (n^i), conj.i [probably a contraction of

NOTHER, like the equivalent OFris. noer for iioder^\

A negative conjunction employed as follows :

1. Continuing the force of a negative (as not,

never, etc.) attached to some word in the pre

ceding clause, and extending it to the correspond

ing word which follows;

13.. Cursor M. 7361 (Gott.), I here noght of pat iesse tel, ,

Nor his sonis ne him i knaw. a 1400-50 A lexander 316
j

pis my^ty god. .is of a medill age, No;t of south nor of eld
i

nor jerris to many, c 1440 Alph. Tales 6, I may not eate

your benys nor your cale. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lim.
Mon. xiv. (1885) 144 The kynge shalnot be graved be im-

(

portunite of suytours, nor thai shall, .optayne any vnreson-
j

able desires. 1538 STARKEY England i. iv. 126 Wherfor to i

pyl theyr cuntreys for thys purpos, ys not just norresonabul. I

1590 SPENSER F.Q. i. iit. n She could not heare, nor speake, :

nor understand. x6 WITHER Philarete (1633) 617 No
j

others high degree, Nor beauteous looke shall change me.
j

1688 HOLME Armoury \\\. 251/2 It is said of the French that
j

they Speak not as they Write, nor Write as they Speak.
1740 RICHARDSON Pamela I. xxv. 30 Is there no Constable
nor Headborough, tho , to take me out of his House? 1766
GOLDSM. Vic* IV. i We had no revolutions to fear, nor

fatigues to undergo. 1821 SCOTT Pirate Adv., The in

habitants.. not possessing arms nor means of resistance.

1870 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) IV. 252 Not a vessel, nor a

gun, nor a man, were on the ground to prevent their landing.

fb. Followed by another negative. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 6788 (Gott.), [To] wydw, na child fadtr-

less, Do 5e na wrang nor na maless. c 1400 Apol. Loll, i,

I haue not ben, nor is, nor neuer schal,..tosei any (ring ajen
be general feib- c \^flAlph. Tales 6, I may not eate your
benys.., nor I may not drynk yourthyn ale. 1509 FISHER
Funeral Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 298 It is not

loked for.., nor none abydynge stroke.. falleth vpon them.

1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 130 No man was called toaunswere,
nor no question put ynto any person by the sayd enquest.

1598 GRENEWEV Tacitus^ Ann. xm. iv. (1622) 183 He could

lay no iust cause against him, nor openly durst not com-
maund the murdering of his brother. 1668 MABVCLLCerr,
Wks. (Grosart) II. 263 Wise, .he saith hath not yet bin with

him, nor dares not. 1739 CHESTER*. Lett. xxv. (1702) I. 92
It requires no rhymes nor no certain number of feet or

syllables. 11x774 GOLDSM. Hist. Greece I. 224 No skill

could obviate, nor no remedy dispel ihe terrible infection.

NORBERTINE.

t C. Following upon as . . . so. Obs. rare.

IS48 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 29 b, Lyke as the
Israelites perceyued not this in lesus, euen so nor than dyd
they vnderstande that in Moyses. 1657 MOSSOM Preacher s

Tripartite 1. 17 As I look not upon my merit, so nor do thou
look upon my demerit.

2. a. As correlative to a preceding neither,

iiother, or noitther. (For examples see these

words.)
b. Introducing both alternatives. Chiefly/^/,
1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 59 How many pore

(which nede nor brake nor bit) Slight thenvith al..be ftdde.

1591 SHAKS. Ttvo Gent. v. iv. 80 Who by Repentance is not

satisfied, Is nor of heauen, nor earth. 1615 DAY Festivals
xii. 338 Nor Papists with their Miracles, nor Puritans with
their Presbytery, shall ever put life into it againe. 1654-66
EARL ORRERY Part/ten. 11676) q Nor my weakness, nor my
tongue . . shall ever confess you nave any advantage over me.

1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg. \\\. 393 Nor Kits nor Bridles can
his Rage restrain. 1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 478 Now let our

compact made Be nor by signal nor by word betray d. 1798
COLERIDGE A nc. Mar. i. xiv, Nor shapes of men nor beasts

we ken. 1807 J. BARLOW Columb, in. 349 But we nor fear

his frown, nor trust his smile. 1839-52 BAILEY Festus 410
Perfection To imperfection leaves nor choice nor mean.

3. With omission of neither.

a. &quot;With preceding or following negative.
a 1400-50 A lexander 46 per preued neuer nane his prik

for passing of wilt, Plato nor Piktagaras. 1484 CAXTON
Fables of&sop \. xii, Certaynly I nor none other canne

give the Jugement. n 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1613) 41 She
concealed her sorrow, nor cause of her sorrow, from no

body. 1791 MRS. RADCLIKKE Rom. Forest x, Your father

nor nobody else has ever sent after you.

b. Without other negative expressed.
a 1548 HALL Chron.,Hen. VlIIiw [He] would sende them

no woorde of his affaires, . .for he ought their master, nor yet
them suche service. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Ditto v. ii,

Though thou nor he will pity me a whit. 1621 LADY M.
WROTH Urania 532 The most ignorant proud woman liuing,

caring for, nor respecting any but her selfe and hers. 1649
LOVELACE Poems 64 Yet Servants knowing Minikin nor

Base, Are still allow d to fiddle with the Case, c 1750
SHENSTONE Elegy iii. 6 Pageant nor plume distinguish
Alcon s bier. 1813 BYRON Br.Abydos \. xii, A heart his

words nor deeds can daunt. 18*7 JARMAN Powell s Devises

II. 229 It was his will that they, nor either of them, should

take any thing under his will. 1872 TENNYSON Last Tourn.

203 Great brother, thou nor I have made the world.

1 4. = OB. Obs. rare.

^1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn viii. 32 Blanchardyn. .was

moche abasshed how nor by what manere he sholde mowe
passe hit ouer. 1615 WADSWORTH in Bedell Lett. (1624) 7

It could neuer sinke into my braine how..members sound
nor vnsound [could be] participant each of other.

5. Following upon an affirmative clause, or in

continuative narration, with the force of neither

or and . . . not.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxxv. 162, 1 greatly desyre to

se the kynge my maister, nor I wyll lye but one nyght in

a place, tyll I come there, a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 26 To mak hir purgatione that scho

was frie of all misrewlle . . nor gave na counsall thairto.

1631 MAY tr. Barclays Mirr. Mindes i. 39 The whole coast

is most sweetly verdant,. .nor hardly, is there ground any
where more abundantly fruitful].

1667
MILTON P. L. m.

626 Agolden tiar Circl d his Head, nor less his Locks behind

. . Lay waving round. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 161 His

Age and Courage weigh : Nor those alone. 1738 JOHNSON
London. 260 Then shall thy friend, nor thou refuse his aid,. .

forsake his Cambrian shade. 1788 7&amp;gt;v//i rNo. 22. 291 The
little creature cried and laid down, nor could all our beating
raise it. 1821 BYKON Heaven $ Earth iii. 673 Away ! nor

weep ! 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixi. 205 Come nor tarry

to greet her. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) 1. 423 Nor among
the&quot; friends of Socrates must the jailer be forgotten.

Nor, conjZ Sc. and dial. [Of obscure origin :

cf. NA conj*] Than.
c 1400 Sc. Troy-bk. (Horstm.) u. 2402 _Pirrus

was of J?at

thing richt wo And mor of his grantschire in deid Nor of

hime self, c 1475 Ran/ Coiliear 546, I neid nane airar

myne erand nor none of the day. MoftDuMfiAR Flyting 133
Thow..beggis mair beir and aitis Nor ony cripill in Karnk
land. 1558 KENNEDY Compend. Treat, in Wodrow Soc.

Misc. (1844) 151 Ar nocht thayc quha sulde gyde the peple
mair ignorante nor the simple pepyll self? 1573 TYHIE

Rcfnt. in Cath. Tract. (S.T.S.) 15 He apperis mair wicked

nor Sathan him self. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I.

cxliv. 342 So then I see that Christ can triumph in a weaker

Ye ll crack your credit wi mae nor me. 1840 THACKERAY
Catherine iv, You re no better nor a common tramper. 1859

GEO. ELIOT A. Rede xxx, I know better nor you. 1883
W. BLACK Shandon Bells

^
xxxii, There ll be more grey nor

red in my beard by that time.

tWor,&amp;lt;wyV
J Sf. Obs. [Cf. prec. and NA adv.1

}

a. In imprecations : =MAY. b. If., not.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. 32 Nor I be hangit be the

nek. Ibid. 77 God.. Nor ane stark widdy gar me gaip. 1552

LYNDESAY Monarche 5039 It maruellis me, He, haueand sic

prosperile,..Nor he bad infynite plesoure.

Nor , abbrev.f. NORTH. Noraghe: seeNuiiAGH.

Norbertiue (npubaitin, -ain), sd. and a. Ecd.

[f. Norbert) the founder of the order + -INK.]

A. sb. A member of the Premonstratensian order.

1674 BLOUNT Glossogr., Norbertins^ a Religious Order,

otherwise called Praimonstratenses. 1717-38 CHAMBERS

Cycl. t Premonstrantes^. .a religious order of regular canons

instituted in 1 120 by S. Norbert ; and thence also called Nor-

bertines. 1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 746/1 The habit of the

Norbertines was white ; hence they were commonly called in

England the White Canons.



NOBDCAPER. 207 NORMAL,
B. adj. Of or pertaining to this order.

1865 Chambers s Encycl. VII. 745/2 Premonstratensian
(called also Norbertine) Order, c 1880 Archit. Soc. Diet.

s.v., Norbertine monks were Premonstratensians. 1902
Miss SPEAKMAN in Owcns^ Coll. Hist. Ess. 73 The Norbertine
house of Whithorn in Wigtonshire.

!N&quot;orce, Norcery, obs. ff. NURSE, NURSERY.
Worche, variant of NORSK v. Obs.

Wordcaper (n^-idk^paj). Also -kap(p)er.
[ad. Du. noordkaper or G. nordkaper (i. Du. noord-

kaap) G. nordkap, the North Cape), formerly used
as a specific name {Bal&na Nordcaper} : hence
also F. nordcaper.] A North Atlantic species of

whale, variously identified with Balsena mysti-
cetus and B. biscayensis. Cf. NORTH-CAPER.
1822 GOOD Study Med. 1.4 The Greenlander feeds vora

ciously on the skin and fins of the nord-caper {printed
-capon]. 1868 Chambers s Encycl. X. 152/1 ^\\e Nordkafier
..has by some naturalists been described as a distinct

species, although it is more generally regarded as a variety
of R. mysticetus. 1886 Sci. Amer. LIV. 24 The great
Arctic or Greenland whale.. and the Atlantic right whale,
nordcaper, sletbag and sarde of the old authors.

No rdeilfelt. The name of a Swedish en

gineer, used attrib. and absol. to designate a form
of machine-gun invented by him.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 287 Nordenfelt gun.. .The barrels

are here placed horizontally, and have no movement. 1885
Pall Mall G. 23 Feb., Six of the Nordenfelts will be worked
amidships, on the top of the high bulwark.

Nordhausen (npudhauz n). The name of a

town in Prussian Saxony, used attrib. in designa
tions of sulphuric acid, which is made there.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 56 Nordhausen, or fuming
sulphuric acid. 1875 Ure s Diet. Arts (ed. 7) III. 962
Anhydrous Sulphuric Acid . . is most easily obtained by sub
jecting the Nordhausen sulphuric acid to a gentle heat
in a glass retort. 1895 THOMSON & BLOXAM Chem. 220
The Nordhausen oil of vitriol is an important article of
commerce. Ibid.^ The Nordhausen acid.

Nord-kap(p)er, varr. of NoRDCArER.

Nore, variant of ORE 1, favour.

fNore, obs. variant of no?*, NORTH. (Cf. NOB-
EAST, -WEST.)
1612 DEKKER If it be not good Wks. 1873 III, 293 Nat.

How blowes the winde Syr i Leaf. Wynde \ is Nore-
Nore-West. 1688 Phil. Trans. XVII. 784 The Nore and
Nore-West are very nitrous and piercing. 1709 Brit. Apollo
No. 73. 3/1 A Town s erected on a Bank to th Nore. 1718
ROWE tr. Lucan i. 728 note^ Circius..is placed as a Nore-
west or Nore-nore-west.

j* Noreast, obs. form of nor east, NORTH-EAST.
594 J DAVIS Seamans Seer. (1645) D, Noreast by North

raiseth a degree in sayllng 24 leagues.
Nor -easter, variant of NORTH-EASTER.
1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph.^ Knights \. Hi, Slack

your sheet. A strong nor -easter s groaning.

Noregan, variant of NORGAN Obs.

Norelin, variant of Sc. norlin^ NORLAND.
t Norenish, a. Obs. Also Norein(n)-, Wor-

wen-, Norn-, [f.
OK. Noren^ NORN a. + -ISH : cf.

MLG. norrensch.] Norwegian. Also absol. in//.
c 1205 LAY. 12854 Peohtes inowe & Scottes vnifoh^e,

Densce & Norenisce [c 1273 Norwenisse]. Ibid. 23198 Heo
. .sumneden uerde, }eond Nornisce icrde. Ibid. 23229
Noreinisce men her feollen.

Nores(se, obs. forms of NOURICE, NOURISH.

Noreshoure, obs. form of NOURISHER.

Noreture, obs. form of NOURITURE.

Norfolk (npufcflc). Also 5-7 Northfolk.

[OE. Norbfolc^\ The name of an English county
on the East Coast, used attrib. to designate things

peculiar to or characteristic of the district.

1407 Nottingham Rec. II. 52 Pro ij. volets de Northfolk-

thred, xif. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 209 For Norfolke

wiles, so full of giles, Haue caught my toe. ri6oo [see

DUMPLING]. 1609 DEKKER Ravens Aim. Ep., Of the nature
of Dogs, & more nimble then Norfolke tumblers. 1663
DRVDEN Wild Gallant n. i, A parcel of melted flints set in

gold, or Norfolk pebbles. 17*8 VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb.
i. ii, Sir, here s Norfolk-nog to be had at next door. 1840
Penny CycL XVI. 262/1 Norfolk turkeys are well known as
of peculiar size and delicacy. 1889 A. J. ELLIS Early Eng,
Pron. v. 260 Every one has heard of the Norfolk drant ,

or droning and drawling in speech.

b. In special applications, as Norfolk capon,
a red herring (cf. CAPON sb. 3) ; Norfolk crag
(see CRAG sb. 1

3) ; Norfolk dumpling, a native

or inhabitant of Norfolk
;
Norfolk jacket, a

loosely fitting jacket having a waistband, and used

chiefly in shooting, fishing, cycling, etc. Norfolk
plover, the Stone Curlew; Norfolk turkey, a
native or inhabitant of Norfolk.
1836 SMITH Individual 4 (Farmer), A ^Norfolk capon is

jolly grub. 1880-84 DAY Fishes Gt. Brit. II. 210 A red

herring . . is also known as a Norfolk capon. 1846 BUCHANAN
Techn. Diet.,*Norfolk Crag, an English tertiary formation
belonging to the older pliocene, and consisting of irregular
beds of ferruginous sandy clay mixed with marine shells.

rti66i FULLER Worthies, Norfolk (1662) 247 *Norfolk
Dumplings. . . This . . relates to the fare they commonly
feed on. 1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss., Norfolk Dumpling^
jeering nick-name for Norfolk-men. 1893 EARL DUNMORE
Pamirs II. 276 An English-made *Norfolk jacket. 1898
G. B. SHAW Widowers houses Plays I. 4 You have nothing
but that Norfolk jacket. 1768 PENNANT Brit. Zoo!. II. 378
The &quot;Norfolk Plover. 1840 Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. 235
This is the Stone Curlew, Whistling or Norfolk Plover, as

it is variously designated. 1877 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit.

VI. 712/1 The.. Stone-Curlew called also, by some writers,
from its stronghold in this country, the Norfolk Plover.
1811 Ora $ Juliet I. 100, I shall, .shew them the difference

of a highly-educated person, and the boorish manners of
those *Norfolk turkeys.

c. ellipt. The dialect of Norfolk.

1895 W. RYE Gloss. E. Anglia p. vii, The following
specimens of modern Norfolk have been handed to me.

Norfolk Howard (n^ufJk hau-jud).
[From an advertisement in the Times of 26 June, 1862,

professing to be a declaration by one Joshua Bug that he
had assumed the name of Norfolk Howard.]
A bed-bug.
1865 in HOTTFN .SYdEWg- Diet, (ed. 2). 1870 Figaro 19 Oct.

(Farmer), Those entomological pests that are euphemistic
ally called Norfolk Howards. 1888 LEES & CLUTTERBUCK
B.C. 1887, xxii, In one bag the Norfolk Howards, In one

bag the fleas, the Jumpers.

t Wo rfplkize, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. NORFOLK

+ -IXE.] intr. To assume a Norfolk character.

1655 FULLER Hist. Cambr. 46, I confess some have com
plained of this Matthew Parker, that, in favour to his native

county, he made all this College to Norfolkize, appropriating
most Fellowships thereto.

t No rgaii, sb. and a. Obs. Forms ; 4 Wore-,
Horigan(e, 4, 6 Norgano. [ad. med.L. Nore-

ganiiS) f. ON. A orcg-r Norway.] *= NORWEGIAN.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 229 In be mene tyme

[be] kyng of Noreganes. .cam wijj J&amp;gt;re
hondred schippes.

Ibid. 239 pey moste have no part of
|&amp;gt;e prayes at |?e

bataile of pe Norganes. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. in. xvi,
When the Norgane Prince and Peeres were seated. Ibid.)
The.. Norgane Ladies Shippe was tossed to the Coste.

II Noria (no^ ria). [Sp. noria, ad. Arab, j

na&urah,] A device for raising water, used in

Spain and in the East, consisting of a revolving
chain of pots or buckets which are filled below
and discharged when they come to the top.
1792 J. TOWNSEND Journ. thro, Spain I. 103 Every farm

has its Noria, a species of chain-pump, which from its

extreme simplicity, seems to have been the invention of the
most remote antiquity. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 430
The common and most picturesque noria. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1534/1 The true Spanish noria has earthen

pitchers secured between two ropes which pass over a wheel
above and are submerged below.

M&quot;orice, obs. variant of NOURISH v.

Worice, -iche, obs. variants of NOURICE, nurse.

Woricerie : see NOURICERY.
Norie 1

(no^ri). Also 9 Norrie, nory. [See
def.] A copy of the Epitome of Navigation by
J. \V. Norie, originally published in 1803.
1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. it^a/es (ed. 3) II. 200 Having

acquired a thorough knowledge of navigation by the occa
sional perusal of a stray Norrie. 1831 TRELAWNY Adv.
Younger Son II. 282, I cursed my improvidence.. in not

having provided myself with a knife, a compass, a quadrant
and a nory.
Worie ^, the puffin : see TAMMIE-NORIE.
1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl., KirkwallN\\. 546 Among these

we may reckon.. the tyste, the pickternie, the norie [etc.].

Norimoil (nrrim&amp;gt;n).
Also 7 nere-, norri-.

[ad. Jap. norimonO) f. nori to ride -t- mono thing :

cf. KAKEMONO.] A kind of litter or palanquin used
in Japan. Also attrib.

1616 R. COCKS Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 164 He kept hym
selfe close in a nerenwn. i66z J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslos
J rav, 202 After them came one and twenty other Palan
quins of a kind, which they call Ncrrimones, varnish d
with black and gilt. 1727 tr. Kxmpfers Hist, Japan v. i.

402 The Norimon itself is a small room, of an oblong
square figure . . , curiously twisted of fine thin split Bambous,
sometimes Japan d and finely painted, with a folding-door
on each side. AH these Noriinon-mzn are clad in the same
livery. 1780 Phil. Trans. LXX. App. p. vii, We were carried

by men in a kind of palankins, called Norimons, covered, and

provided with windows. 1863 FORTUNE Yedo fy Peking 67
A norimon containing an official or person of rank.

!KToris(e, -ishe, -isse, obs. varr. NOURICE.

t 2fO rish, a. Obs. rare
~1

. [var. of NORSE.]
Norwegian.
a 1688 J. WALLACE Descr. Orkney (1693) 90 An explica

tion of some Norish words used in Orkney and Zetland.

Worishe, -ysh(e, etc., obs. forms of NOURISH.

No rite (no^rait). GeoL and Min. [f, Nor~

(way} + -ITE.] A variety of gabbro or granite.
1878 tr. Cotta s Rocks 143 The norite of Scheerer is a

compound of hypersthene or diallage, labradorite, ortho-

clase (containing soda), and even some quartz. 1885 GEIKIE
Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 154 Norite. Under this name Rosen-
busch has proposed to group all the older gabbro-like rocks
in which any rhombic pyroxene . . is conjoined with a plagio-
clase felspar.

Woriture, obs. form of NOURITUBE.
Norland (n^uland). Also Sc. 8-9 norlan*,

9 norlin
,
norelin. [Reduced form of NORTH

LAND.]
1. The north-country ; the land in the north.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 202
He was to ryde to the norland amangis his lordis. 1844
MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile 1707 As the storm-wind
blows bleakly from the norland. 1880 SWINBURNE Songs of
Four Seasons J, Our noisy norland.

b. attrib. Belonging to the north.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron, Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 202

The norland lordis that faworedhim. Ibid. 205 The norland
men and wastland men. 1786 BURNS Earnest Cry xiv,

Erskine, a spunkie norland billie. c 1792 Here s a health

to them that s awa, Here s a health to Tammie, the Norland
laddie. 1830 TENNYSON Oriana xi, When Norland winds

pipe down the sea. 1864 Daily Tel. 25 Oct., In these nor
land woods and groves.
2. A northerner ; a north-country person, esp. one

from the north of Scotland.
X 77* J- MACPHERSON Introd.Hist. Grt. Brit. $ Ircl. 129

The appellation ofSoutherons and Norlands are not hitherto
1

totally extinguished among the Scots. 1798 CRAWKOKU
I Poems 27 (E.D.D.), Ktrsty was a Norlan bred. 1817 J.
i GILCHRIST Intell. Patrimony 159 The journeyman carpenter
i ..possessed all the quaint shrewdness which is among the

;
Scotch implied in the word Norelin.

Hence No rlander prec. 2
;
No rlaudism, a

i characteristic of a northern dialect.

1716 in Maidment Spottiswoode Misc. (1845) II. 449 They
i met with a bold Norlander of Aberdeenshire. c 1795 SCOTT
,

in Child Ballads (1892) IV. 387 note, I recollect several

of them as recited in the south of Scotland divested of their

Norlandisms.

Norm (n^im). [Anglicized form of next : cf.

j

also NORME.] A standard, model, pattern, type.

j

(Common since f 1855.)
1821 COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. X. 257 Each after its own

I norm or model. 1828 PUSEY Hist. Enq. i. 21 Every ex

pression of his upon controverted points became a norm fur

the party. 1857 P. FREEMAN Princ. Div. Serv. II. 143
The norm and measjire of all our eucharistic thoughts, and
words, and actions. 1877 E. CMKDPhilos.Kant iv. 66 The
mind must find in itself the norm or principle of unity upon
which it works.

b. Algebra. (See quot.)
1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci., etc. II. 228/2 The product

a2 + b~ of a complex number a 4- b V ~
ij and its conjugate

a b V i is called its norm.

II Worina (n^uma). Also pi. normae (n/umf;.
L. norma

t carpenter s or mason s square ; hence,

pattern, rule
}
etc. So in Sp., Pg., and It.]

1. 3SToEM,
a 1676 HALE Prim. Orlg. Man. (1677) 344 Again, will

they suppose it a Norma, Rule, or Law of a most excellent

frame and order. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 211 He
is cautious, and never willingly varies from that noria
which he has once found successful. 1842 GROVE Corr. Phys.
Foces (1874} p. xiv, We can only understand the norma; ot

their action. 1881 BRIDGETT Holy Eucharist I. 47 A norma
or standard to which discipline should be reformed.

2. One of the southern constellations.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 274/2 Norma, the Rule, a con
stellation of Lacaille, situated between Scorpio and Lupus.

Normal (n^umal), a. and sb. [ad. L. normal-

is, f. norma (see prec.) : cf. F. (i5th c.), Sp., It.

normal, It. normals^
A. adj. 1. Right (angle), rectangular, rare.

1650 BULWER Anthropoinet. 55 Those determined bounds
of the hair, which are called by our Barbars the Normal
Angels. 1901 WATEKHOUSE Conduit Wiring 53 The angle
not being suited to either a right angled (normal) or half-

normal bend.

b. Standing at right angles ; perpendicular.
a 1696 SCARBURGII Euclid (1705) 15 To which therefore It

is said to be a Normal Line. 1704 J. H ARRIS
/.^.r.

Techn. I,

Normal^ the same with Perpendicular, or at Right Angles,
and tis usually spoken of a Line or a Plane that Intersects
another Perpendicularly. [Also in Phillips (1706), Cham
bers, etc.] 1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDEN Astron. 203 The line

ZN , perpendicular to HR,and therefore normal to the earth
at Q. 1882 Engineering 13 Jan. 24/1 These being in direc
tions always normal to the surface of the pulsating sphere
that is to say, in lines radiating from its centre.

2. Constituting, conforming to, not deviating
or differing from, the common type or standard

;

regular, usual. (Common since c 1840.)
Blount Glossogr. (1656) gives Normal, right by rule,

made by the square or Rule .

1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 216 Two superior
groups, which he denominates normal or typical. 1843
R. J. GRAVES Syst. Med. xii. 135 Temperature of the body
normal. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. vii. 54 The veining, whose
normal direction would be transverse to the glacier. 1877
BROCKETT Cross $ Crescent 28 War seemed to be its normal
condition.

b. Chem.) in specific uses (see quots.).
1857 MILLER Elem. Chem.) Org. 1091 Most of the mono

basic acids are compounds which, in their condition of
normal acids, or normal hydrates,, .are bodies which con
tain either four or six equivalents of oxygen. 1869 ROSCOE
Elem. Chem. 189 If all the replaceable hydrogen in an
acid is exchanged for metal, a normal salt is said to be
formed. 1876 Encycl. Brit. V. 557/2 Normal paraffins^
in which no carbon atom is combined with more than two
other carbon atoms. 1892 COOLEV Cycl. Pract. Rec. s.v.,
A so-called normal (or N. ) solution is one which, at a

temperature of 16 C., contains per litre the hydrogen
equivalent of the active reagent weighed in grammes.
3. Normal school [after F. tcole normale (1794)],

a school for the training of teachers.

1834 Edin. Rev. LIX. 491 The system of Primary Schools,
which the French .. have ..denominated Normal. 184*
BRANDE Diet. Sci.

y
etc. 1089/1 Normal schools form a

regular part of the establishments for education in many
Continental states. 1885 Harpers Mag. Jan. 199/2 Polly
..had been a pupil in the Normal School.

B. sb. 1 1. A regular verb. Obs. rare l
.

1530 PALSGR. 394 If the verbe in this tonge be nat a normal.

2. Geom. A perpendicular; a straight line at

right angles to the tangent or tangent plane at

any point of a curve or curved surface.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Subnormal, The point in the
axis of a curve, where a normal or perpendicular.. cuts the
axis, 1797 Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 381 The lines so
drawn, .shall be normals to the parabolas at their intersec-



NORMALCY.
tions with the ellipse. 1816 tr. Lacroix s Calculus 8 1 It is

often more convenient.. to consider the tangent and the

normal, by means of their equation. 1877 Encycl. Brit,

VI. 676/1 How crystals might be represented, .by their

normals, that is, by lines drawn from the centre of the system
vertical to the faces.

3. Physics. The average or mean of observed

quantities.
1839 EACHE Discuss. Magn. f, Meteorol. Ots. I. 4 The last

mean thus obtained for each observing hour and each

month has been called the normal . 1890 Nature 9 Oct.

603 The barometer normals fall more as we approach the

Antarctic.

4. The usual state or condition.

1890 Daily Neius n Oct. 5/4 It does not require a very

strong gale to. .raise the level of the Neva three or four feet

above its normal. 1896 Current Hist. (Buffalo) VI. 373
1 he importation of raw sugars last year did not reach

normal, or what it was in 1892.

b. ellipt. Normal temperature.
1896 AMutt s Syst. Med. I. 149 The dictum.. that in

fever the organism is adjusted to a higher normal.

Hence No/rmalcy j No-rmalist.

1857 DAVIES & PECK Math. Diet. 386 If we denote the

co-ordinates of the point of contact, and normalcy, by -r

andy. 1878 BELLINGHAM tr. Haulte-jille&quot;s Aspects CatA.

ff protestantism 184 The fellow-countrymen of Ovid, of

Horace and of Virgil, were not all normalises. 1893 Kalian

30 July 47/1 Believers .. in the mathematical normalcy of

the female mind.

Normality (njumse-liti). [f.
NORMAL a. +

-ITY : cf. F. normalilt, It. -ita, Sp. -idad.~\ The
character or state of being normal.

(11849 P p- Eureka Wks. 1865 II. 153 In a condition of

positive normality or rightfulness. 1866 A thenxum 29 Dec.

873 Normality. -gives us only the negative notion of the

absence of defect. 1896 Allbutt s Syst. Med. I. 150 Those

parts in which it is their business to maintain constancy,
that is normality.

Normaliza tion. [f. NORMALIZE v. + -ATION.]
The action or process of making normal.
1882 in OGILVTE. 1892 tr. Schiiffle s Impossib. Sue. De

mocracy 107 This whole process of normalization. 1894

J. R. C. HALL /!.-.$. Diet. Pref., Normalisations have.. been

generally avoided.

Normalize (n^Mmalsiz), v. [f.
NORMAL a. +

-IZE.] trans. To make normal or regular.
1865 Pall Mall G. No. 175. i/i To normalize an abnormal

condition. 1880 R. G. WHITE Every-Day Engl. 72 A
scheme for simplifying and normalizing orthography.
absol. 1892 tr. Schiifflc s Impossib. Soc. Democracy 100

We must normalize also according to work.

Hence No rmalized ///. a.

1880 Academy 9 Oct. 256 Prose texts in a consistently

normalised spelling. 1894 J. R. C. HALL A.-S. ZVrf.Pref.,
Prof. Toller has chosen a .. normalised form.

Normally ;np-amali),a(fo. [f.
NORMAL a. + -LY.]

1 1. In a regular manner ; regularly. Obs. rare.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau s Fr. Chirurg. 50/2 Thervnto
are many thinges reqvired, which I heere normallye and

rightlye will prosecute. 1599 tr. Gabelhouer
s_

Bk.

Physicki 102/2 Applye the same on his Breste, 3 or 4 nightes

normallye after other.

2. Under normal or ordinary conditions.

1853 CARPENTER Princ. Hum. Physiol. (ed. 3) 224 The
mode in which the first production of tendons and ligaments
is normally accomplished. 1861 GOSCHEN For. Exch. 94

Every kind of produce, which normally.. would have risen

in value. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 161 Normally, and
as a whole, human law is on the side of divine order.

3. In a normal manner; in the usual way.
1871 BLACKIE Four Phases Mar. \. 70 Constant action and

reaction in every normally developed human mind.

4. At right angles.
1869 TYNDALL in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 246 When we look

normally, or perpendicularly, at an incipient cloud.

Norman (np-Jman), rf.l and a. Also 4 nore-

mau, normen, 7 Normane. [Orig. in pi., a. OF.

Normans, -mam (AF. -maunti), pi. of Normant

(later -mand) NOBMAND, a reduced form of the

Teut. or Scand. NORTHMAN, which also appears as

Norman in OE., OFris., OHG., MDu., and MSw.

(mod.G. Normann, Du. Noorman, Norw. Norr-

man}. Hence med.L. Norman/ms.]
A. sb. 1. a. A native or inhabitant of Nor

mandy ; one belonging to, or descended from, the

mixed Scandinavian and Prankish race inhabiting
that part of France.
c 1205 LAY. yri6 SeoSSen comen Normans mid heore niS

crafte and nemneden heo Lundres. 1297 ^ 9LOUC- (^&quot;SJ

7498 pus was in normannes bond
l&amp;gt;at

fond ibro^t. Ibid.

7500 Of |&amp;gt;e
normans

be|&amp;gt; heyemen. .of engelonde. 1338 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (iSro) 75 pe Normans in be South wer in

so grete affray. 1387 TREVISA Iligden (Rolls) I. 29 pe sixte

[book is] from be Danes to be Normans, pe seuenbe fro

Normans to oure tyme. c 1425 Engl. Contj. Irel. 140 Thay
anoon . . of the Normannes weren shamefully receyued.
1538 STARKEY England i. iv. 123 Therby ys testyfyd our

subiectyon to the Normannys. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. m. ii.

36 Neyther hauing the accent of Christians, nor the gate of

Christian, Pagan, or Norman. 1736 THOMSON Liberty IV.

739 The naughty Norman seiz d at once an isle, For which
..The Roman, Saxon, Dane had toil d and bled. 18x8

CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 157 The next name of dignity
is comes, earl, which was also introduced here by the
Normans. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1897) I. 270 Of the
constitutional history of the Normans of Normandy we
have very little information.
Comb. 1876 TENNVSON Harold (Show-day at Battle

Abbey), Here fought, here fell, our Norman-slander d king.

fb. A Northman, a Norwegian. Obs. rare.

208

Cf. the OE. pi. Normal in this sense.

1605 (see NORWEGIAN B. i]. 1797 Encyd. Brit. (ed. 3) !

I. 570/2 A people so versed in maritime affairs, and so !

adventurous, as the ancient Normans were.

2. = Norman- French (see B. 3b).
t Also in Sc. form Normans, after Scots = Scottish.

1646 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. IVIis. (1711) 213 The Laws of !

England, which William the Conqueror imposed.., mufled

up in barbarous Normans. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI.

667/2 Our language. .is now a mixture of Saxon,. .Danish,

Norman, and modern French. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe iv,

I sufficiently understand Norman to follow your meaning.

1879 WALFORD Londoniana II. 98 The upper classes spoke
Norman and lived as Normans.

B. adj. 1. Belonging or pertaining to, charac

teristic of, the Normans.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pofsie ii. xii. (Arb.) 130 Scholers

. .,who not content with the vsuall Normane or Saxon

word, would conuert the very Latine..word into vulgar
French. 1640 BAKF.R Chron. (1653) 38 Footsteps remaining
of the Norman language in the English tongue. 1698 9

DRYDKN Sigism. .5-
Guise, i While Norman Tancred in

Salerno reigned. 1736 THOMSON Liberty iv. 773 The liarons

. .
,
Both those of English and of Norman race. 1797 Eticycl.

Brit, (ed. 3) II. 229/2 The rage of building fortified castles,.

among the Norman princes. 1819 SCOTT Ivaiihoe v, The
fantastic fashions of Norman chivalry. 1879 HARLAN Eye
sight viii. 112 What are called Norman Capitals, in which

the characteristic strokes are excessively heavy, and the

others but lightly traced.

Comb. 1877 TENNYSON Harold I. i, I say not this, as being
Half Norman-blooded.

2. Nortnan Conquest, the conquest of England

by the Normans under William I, which took

place in 1066. (Cf. CONQUEST si. 3.)

i6osCAMDEN Rein. (1623) 144 Many approoued customes,

lawes, manners,.. haue the English alwayes borrowed of

..the French. .by theNorman Conquest. 1708 J. CHAMBER-
LAYNE Prcs. St. Gt. Brit. I. II. xiii. (1710) 100 Our Ances

tors, who after the Norman Conquest, were generally
skill d in the French tongue. 1755 JOHNSON Diet., Hist.

E i/2 This change seems not to have been the effect of

the Norman conquest. 1827 Centl. Mag. XCV1I. i. 607
The Norman-Conquest is one of the most splendid events

in history. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1897) I. 269 The
effect of the Norman Conquest on the character and con

stitution of the English was threefold.

3. Norman-English or -Saxon, English as spoken

by the Normans, or as influenced by them. rare.

1589 PL TTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xii. (Arb.) 130 Onr
Normane English which hath growen since William the

Conquerour. 1819 SCOTT Ivaiihoe vii, The following [ejacu

lations] were distinctly heard in the Norman-English, or

mixed language of the country. 1845 STODDART Gram.
in Encycl. Metrop: I. 74/2 Strong, .seems to have been

anciently adopted in the Norman-Saxon Adverbially.

b. Norman-French, the form of French spoken
by the Normans, or the later form of this in Eng
lish legal use (Law French).
1605 CAMDEN Rein. (1623) 26 By setting downe their

lawes in the Norman-French. 1797 Eticycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

VI. 667/2 After that the Saxon blended with the Norman
French. 1865 NICHOLS Britton 1. p. xlvi, The jargon, .of

our legal writers, .. which has also been commonly termed
Norman French. 1900 TOLLER Hist. Eng, Lang. 209 For
some time the natural speech of the Norman was Norman-
French.

4. The distinguishing epithet of a form of archi

tecture, or its details, developed by the Normans
and employed in England after the Conquest.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

II. 221/2 There seems to be
little or no grounds for a distinction between the Saxon and
Norman architecture. 1815 J. SMITH Panorama S ci. Sf

Art I. 134 In many small churches. -the Norman door has
been suffered to remain. 1828 f/V&amp;gt;;^/. Mag. XCVIII. n. 519
The noble structures of Norman architecture, as it is called

in this country. 1842 GWILT Archit. 392 That called the

Norman style, which continued from 1066 to nearly 1200.

1889 MERKIMAN Slave ofLamp xviii, The narrow Norman
windows had been framed with unpainted wood.

5. Norman line, shell, thrush (see quots.).
1713 PKTIVER Anat.Anim.Amb. 4/1 Auris Marina..,

Long Sea Ear or Norman Shell. 1883 JONCAS fish.

Canada 12 (Intern. Fish. Exhib.),The bank fishing is made
with long lines which our fishermen call Norman lines .

1891 Cent. Diet. s.v. Thrush, Norman thrush, the mistle-

thrush.

Norman (n^uman), sb.2 Naut. [
= Du. noor-

man, G. normann, Sw. norman, Da. normand;
perh. the same word as prec., but the connexion is

not clear.] (See quots.)
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780), Norman, a name

given to a short wooden bar, thrust into one of the holes of

the windlass in a merchant-ship, whereon to fasten the

cable, c 1850 Rudim. Navif. (Weale) 135 Norman, a

square fid of oak, or short carling, fixed through the head
of the rudder of East India ships, to prevent the loss of the

rudder in case of its being unshipped. 1865 Dubl. Even.
Mail 22 Sept, The bight of the chain flew over the norman

(this is an iron bar that goes through the windlass to keep
the chain clear when running out).

attrib. 1874 THEAR_LE Naval A rehit. 66 An iron forging,
termed a spider ,

with a square hole or a socket in the top
to receive the norman head, is let down over the. .rudder.

t Normand. Obs. Also 4 -mant, 6 -mund.

[a. OF. Normand, -mant.}
= NORMAN sb.l i a.

1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 59 William
t&amp;gt;e

Normant

aryued vp at Douer. Ibid. 70 Toward bis lond bei drouh . .

With Normandes inouh, of Fjandres & of France. 13. .

Cursor M. 24781 (Giilt.), In-till ingland ban for to fare, Apon
be normandes [Colt, normanz) for to fight, c 14^0 Chron.
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6701 peruore of Normandes with him so

muche folc he brojte. c 1425 WYNTOUN Chron. i. xiv. 1371

pe Normandeis [v.r. Normundis] eftyr wan Inglande.

NOBMOBLASTIC.

Normanesque (npimane sk), a. [f. NORMAN
sf,\ + -ESQUE.] Suggestive of, similar to, the

Norman style of architecture.

1844 Civil Eng. $ Arc/i. Jrnl. VII. 125/2 The towers

themselves have a Normanesque air. 1880 A. L. RITCHIE
Churches ofSt. Baldrcd 57 Two Norman or Normanesque
arches.

Ncvrmanish, a. rare- 1
. [-ISH.] =NOBMAN a.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Centric 229 Many a name of a Nor-
manish signification

liued landles in their new habitations

in Neustria.

Normanism (n(?umaniz m). [f.
NORMAN sbl +

-ISM : cf. F. normanisme, Sp. and Pg. normand-

ismo.] Prevalence of Norman rule or character

istics ; tendency to favour or imitate the Normans.

1647 J. HARE (title), Plaine English to our wilfull Bearers

with Normanisme. 1837 SKENE Highland. Scott. (1902) II.

261 Previous to his accession in 1124 there is not a trace of

Normanism, if I may be allowed the expression, in Scot

land. 1866 Corah. Mag_. May 547 In looking for traces of

Normanism in our national genius.. we do but lose our

labour. 1877 TENNYSON Harold m. i, Edward too is

English now, He hath clean repented of his Normanism.

So No-rmanist, a favourer of the Normans.
1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. ii. 14 Goodwin and Edmund

. . fought with Adnothus (sometime Master of their Fathers

horse, but now a Normanist).

Normaniza tiOn. [f. next + -ATION.] The

process of Normanizing.
1901 J. E. MORRIS Welsh Wars Edw. I, i. 4 A group of

lords marchers cooperated in the work of Normanisation on

the Welsh borders,

Normanize (npumanaiz),^. [f. NORMAN i/ .
1
]

1. intr. To adopt the Norman tongue or

manners.

1623 LISLE Mlfric on O. I, N. Test. To Rdr. p. xiii, Bee
would neuer haue borrowed so many words from abroad,.,

except it were to please the Prince and Nobles, then all

Normanizing. 1877 TENNYSON Harold in. ii, This lightning

before death Plays on the word, and Normanizes too !

2. trans. To make Norman or like the Normans.
a 1861 SIR F. PALCRAVE Norm.

&amp;lt;$ Eng. V. 3 He never

strove to Normanize the English people. 1875 LOWER Eng.
Surnames (ed. 4) I. p. xxvii, The author s fault.. lies in

Normanizing whatever he can.

Hence No-rmanized ///. a.; No nnaiiizer ;

No rmanizinff vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1848 LVTTON Harold i. v, The Norman knights and youths

profusely scattered amongst the Normanised Saxons. 1861

PEARSON Early ff Mid. Ages Eng. 271 Others. .were Nor-

manized Englishmen. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1875)

II. vii. 82 If they were not Normanizers, they were at least

Romanizers. 1878 Entycl. Brit. VIII. 289/2 Had the Nor

manizing schemes of the Confessor been carried out. 1885
Diet. Nat. Biogr. I. 260/1 A step in the direction of nor-

manising and feudalising the civil government.

Normaaly (n(5umanli),a3n. [-i.v -.] In the

Norman manner
;
like the Normans.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 152 His

impartial brain one lobe of which seems to have been

Normanly refined and the other Saxonly sagacious.

Normannic (njumae nik), a. [f. NOKMAN j&amp;lt;M

+ -io. Cf. ! . normannique] Of or belonging to

the Normans.
1710 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 386 A sword.. in the

Normannic Form. 1711 MADOX Exch. Ded. A ij b, That

Imperial Crown, which from the Renowned Saxon and Nor-

mannick race rightfully descendeth to Your Majesty, a 1843
SOUTHEV Comm.-pl. Bk. (1849) I. 446 Before the conquest
the popular language had been invaded by the Normannic.

Norma lino-, comb, form of NORMAN a., as

in A ormanno-Gallican, -Saxonic.

1724 WATERLAND Athanasian Creed v. 67 The inter

linear version which Mr. Wanley calls Normanno-Gallican.

18x3 Gentl. Mag. I. 604/2 An original poem on the Battle of

Hastings, in the Normanno-Saxonic of Turgotus.

NoTlliated, ///. a. [f.
L. normat-us, f. norma

NORM.] Conformed to a standard.

1893 FAIRBAIRN Christ in Mod. Theol. I. viii. 160 The

theology was primary and normative, the church secondary
1 and normated.

Norma tic, a. rare
-1

. [f.
L. norma NORM +

-ATIC.] Conducted according to rale.

X597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaits Fr. Chintrg. i b/2 An artifi-

cialle and normalicke applicatione. .wherwith the decayed
health is restored.

Normative (npumativ), a. [ad. L. type
*normdtiv-us (see JSfoHMA and -ATIVE), or a. F.

normatif, -ive.] Establishing or setting up a

norm or standard.
1880 W. WALLACE Epicureanism 136 The aim which they

assigned to the legislator in his normative action on Society.

1884^
D. HUNTER tr. Reuss s Hist. Canon x. 171 The nor

mative character of scriptures divinely inspired.
&quot;

ij. rare

a. F. norme.] =NORM.
T Norme. Obs.

icriptures divinely inspired.

. rare. [ad. L. or It. norma, or

NORM.
1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Bioadfs BanisKd Virg. 169 These

conditions which serve for a norme and a patterne . . to forme

their lives and actions by. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.,
Hen. iy, xxv, There is a Line Springs from All humane
Actions to informeAnearer Way then by the written Norme.

No rmoblast. Path. [f. normo-, as comb,

form of L. norma + -BLAST.] A nucleated red

blood-corpuscle of a normal size.

1890 GOULD Med. Diet. 119 Corpuscles of the blood have

been distinguished, according to their size into normo-

blasts (normal in size), megaloblasts of excessive size [etc.].

Hence Normobla stio a.

1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 Feb. 401 All that I came across

were of normoblastic character.
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Norn (n(&quot;
Jn) s&.l Also 8-9 erron. Nornie,

9 Nome. [a. ON. norn (pi. nomir}, of obscure

etym. ;
hence also Sw. norna

y G., Da., F. norneJ]
One ofthe female Fates recognized in Scandinavian

mythology. Chiefly in //.
1770 PERCY tr. Mallet s Northern Antiq. II. 51 These

[virgins] are they who dispense the ages of men ; they are

called Normes, that is, Fairies or Destinies. 1855 M.
ARNOLD Balder \. 24 He has met that doom, which long
ago The Nornles, when his mother bare him, spun. 1861

K. METCALFE Oxonian in Iceland xix. (1867) 281 Yonder
float the white swans an Icelandic story-teller would say
they are Norns, preslders over destiny. 1878 P. W. WYATT
ffardrada 18 The thread of Fate Hy grey Nornes spun
hung o er the Raven s flight.
Comb. 1886 Kdin. Rev. July 158 The norn-like daughters

of Regner Lodbrok.

Norn, a. and sb2 dial. Also 7 Nourne. [a.
ON. norr&nn adj., or norrdna sb. : see NORREN a.]
a. adj. Norwegian, b. sb. The Norwegian dia

lect formerly spoken in Orkney and Shetland.

1633 Orkney Witch Trial \r\Abbotsford Club Miscell. 151
Scho aundit in bitt, quhilk is ane Nourne terme, and to

expon it into right languag is alse mikill as, scho did blew
hir breath thairin. a 1688 J. WALLACE Descr. Orkney 92
Norn, the Language spoken by the ancient Inhabitants of

Orkney and Zetland. 1774 Low TourOrkney $ Schetland

(1870) 107 He spoke of three kinds of poetry used in Norn.
Ibid. 163 One of the company all the while singing a Norn
Visick. Ibid. 196 They speak the English language with a

good deal of the Norn accent. 1888 SAXBY Lads ofLunda,
210 Reciting some grand Norn veisic., after the manner of
the ancients.

No rna, Latinized form of NORN sbl

1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 199 At the foot of it, in the

Death-kingdom, sit Three Nornas, Fates, the Past,

Present, Future ; watering its roots from the Sacred Well.

1848 LYTTON Harold VIM. vi, Day by day from the rill The
Nornas besprinkle The ash Ygg-drasyll.

Norna-rcotine. Chem. (See cpots.)
1869 ROSCOK Elem. Chem. 430 Narcotine yields nornarco-

tine and methyl iodide. 1892 MORLEY & Mum Watt s

Diet. Client. III. 495/1 Nornarcotine^ obtained by heating
narcotine with filming HIAq.
Worne, var. of NURN v. Obs. Wornisce : see

NORENISH a. Obs. Norree, var. of NOBBY v. Obs.

Nor -nor -east, abbrev. form of NORTH-
NORTH-EAST. (Cf. nore-nore-west s.v. NORE.)
^594 J- DAVIS Seamans Seer. (1645) D, Nor-nor-east

raiseth a degree in sayling 21 leagues and two miles.

1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 16 Nov. 1/2 He changed his course
and steered Nor -Nor -East. 1891 CLARK RUSSELL Marr.
at Sea v, How is the wind ? About nor -nor -east, Sir .

t Norreis, sb. pi. Obs. rare. [a. ONF. nereis,

usually norois
i
norrois

t
f. nor- north + -m, -ois:

L. -ensis : cf. NORWAY 2
.] Norwegians.

c 1275 LAY. 23226 pe Norreis euere folle. 1338 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810)27 pei nomen Inglis & Danes, & be gode Nor
reis. Ibid. 32 Upon b fals Norreis Edmunde wan inouh.

Worreis, obs. variant of NOURICE, nurse.

t N&quot;o rrel. Obs. rare . (See qnot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Norrelivare, corruptly so called

in some part of England for Lorimers.

t Norren, a. Obs. rare. Also (i Worn-,)
3
nora

Cf. NORN .] Norwegian. Also absol. in//.
cnoo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1066, Olafe paes Norna

cynges suna. rtiizz Ibid. (Laud MS.), Hine ^emette
Harold se Norrena cyng. c 1*05 LAY. 23226 }?e Norrene
ber

fepllen.
liruttes weoren balde ;

ba Noreine [c 1275
Norreine] heo aqualden. c 1175 Ibid. 23282 Mid him he
nam forbrihtes his Noreine cnihtes.

Norrie : see NORIE i.

No rril. rare-1
. [Survival of NARELL.] //. The

nostrils (of a game-cock).
1832 JOHNSON Sportsman s Cycl. 146 They have their

combs and gills taken off, and are marked in the eyes,

norrils, and feet.

Norrishe, obs. f. NOURISH. Norriture, obs.

var. of NOURITURE. Norroway, Sc. f. NORWAY.

Norroy (np-roi). Also 5 Norrey. [f. AF.
nor- NORTH + reyt roy king.] The title of the
third King of Arms, whose jurisdiction lies to the
north of the Trent.

1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 349/2 John More, otherwise called

Norrey, Chief Herauld and Kyng of Armes of the North
parties of this oure Realme. 1503 Lett. #f P. Rich. Ill fy

Hen. I M (Rolls) 1. 418 The said Norroy shall well note the
manner and words that the said king shall use. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Funeral Man. 687 Norroy, king of Armes of
the north parts. 1686 ASHMOLE Diary (1774) 374 The Duke
of Norfolk proposed to me, to give my brother Dugdale the

place of Norroy. 1722 Lond. Gaz. No. 6084/5 His Grace s

Surcoat of Arms, carried by Norroy King of Arms. 1796
BURKE Let. to Noble Lord Wks. VIII. 37 Prouder by far
than all the Garters, and Norroys and Clarencieux, and
Rouge Dragons. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson s Funeral 33
Norroy, King of Arms, (in a Mourning Coach). 1895
Whitaker s Almanack 171/2 Kings of Arms. Garter,..
Clarenceux,. .Norroy.
t No rry, sb. Obs. Also norre(y. [a. OF.

norri, pa. pple. of norrir : see next and cf. NORT.]
1. A foster-child, pupil.
a 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \. pr. in. (1868) 10 O quod sche my

norry scholde I forsake be now. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VI. 79 He took his noble norrey Beda, a childe of
sevene gere olde, and tau^te hym whiles he was onlyve.
2. A fosterer, nonrisher.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 393 Herbert Lesang,
VOL. VI.

r, . . .
-,

Nor(r)ein. [a. ON. norrdnn (MSw. noren,

rtin, norn-), for *nordrdnn t f. norftr NORTH.

pat , , was bo bisshop of Teddeforde, was a greet norrey [v.rr.

nprry, nory: L.fowes] of symonye, for he hadde i-bou^t his

bisshopriche of be kyng. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail xxvi. 55
An old vauasour.. that Inneschetrosted.., For norrehe was
to hire sone so dere.

tNOTry, v. Obs. rare. Also norree. [ad.
OF. norrir : see NOURISH #.] trans. To nurse.
c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin i. 997 Thus the modyr gan hym

norree, tyl ten mounthes old he was, Sekerle. Ibid. v. 6532
Thanne took sche the child and leide it hire by,.,& hire

owne to norrye putte owt thus son.

Worryshe, obs. f. NOURISH. Norryture, obs.

f. NOURITURE. Wors(e, obs. ff. NURSE.
Norse (np-is), sb. and a. [prob. ad. Dii.

noorsch, variant of noordsch, MDu. no(o]rdsch,

no(p}rtsck, f. noord NORTH + ~sch -ISH : cf. OFris.
norsch

t nordsc/i, northesk, MLG. norrisch, MSw,
norsker (1436), Icel. norskur (i6th c.), mod.
Sw., Da., and Norw. norsk* Cf. NORISII.]
A. sb. f 1. a. A Norwegian. b. The Nor

wegian people or king. Obs. rare.

1598 HAKLUVT I oy. I. 3 The Norses haue possessed many
lands and Islands of this Empire, a 1719 LADY WARDLAW
Hardyknnte ix, The king of Norse.. Landed in fair Scot
land. Ibid, xx, Now that Norse dois proudly boast Fair
Scotland to inthrall.

2. As//. (The) Norwegians.
1848 LYTTON Harold \. i, A simple song, that.. betrayed

its origin in the ballad of the Norse. 1902 A. MACBAIN in
Skene Highland. ScotI. 396 Erp, son of Meldun, was cap
tured by the Norse.

3. The Norwegian tongue. Old Norse, the

language of Norway and its colonies down to the

I4th cent, (sometimes loosely used to include

early Swedish and Danish).
&amp;lt;zi688 J. WALLACE Descr. Orkney 33 All speak English

with a good Accent, only some of the common People among
themselves speak Norse or the old Gottish Language. 1703
BRAND Descr. Orkney 69 The Norse hath continued ever
since the Norvegians had these Isles in Possession. 1763
BLAIR Diss. in OssiatCs Poems (1796) II. 323 Their ancient

language.. is called the Norse, and is a dialect.. of the
Scandinavian tongue. 1809 EDMONDSTON Zetland Isi. I.

142 Pure Norse or Norwegian is now unknown in it [sc.

Zetland]. 1844 LATHAM in Proc. Philol. Sec. I. 236 Even
in the very earliest stages of the Old Norse. 1874 R, Cow IE

Shetland (ed. 2) 24 In 17741 some of the people in Foula
could repeat the Lord s Prayer in Norse.

B. adj. Norwegian ; belonging to, originating
from, Norway.
1768 GRAY Odes vii. (heading]. The Fatal Sisters, from

the Norse Tongue. 1774 Low Tonr Orkney &amp;lt;y
Schetland

(1879) 105 The Norse Language is much worn out here.. ;

it was the language of the last age. 1821 SCOTT Pirate i,

Land. .in the possession of the Norse inhabitants. 1844
LATHAM in Proc. Philol. Sec. I. 236 The examples drawn
from the oldest Norse composition. 1874 R. COWIE Shet-
tand(t(\. 2) 10 The first of the famous Norse jarls of Orkney
and Zetland.

No prsel f
s&. rare. Also 7 nossel, nozzel.

[Later form of NOSTEL.] (See quots.) Hence
Ho rsel

v.&amp;gt;
to fit with norsels.

1615 E. S. Britain s Buss in Arber Garner III. 630 Each
net is to be fastened to her ropes with short pieces of cords
or lines, of two feet long a piece, called Nozzels. These
nozzels are tied very thick. . . So each net takes 1 50 nozzels.

1641 S. SMITH Herring Buss Trade 4 For Norsels at 8rf. a
Net, being 130 to a Net. Ibid, it To bring the Nets to
their ropes, and Norsell and Corke them, c 1682 J. COLLINS
Making Salt in. Eng. 112 To each of these are fastned 20
Snoods, alias Nossels, which are small Lines, with Hooks
and liaits at them. 1883 Fish. Exhib. Catal. 7 Simple
Machine, for making Norsels or Snoods of any length.

No-rseland. [f.
NORSE a.] Norway.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 211 Hynde Etin, and.. Red
Etin of Ireland, in the Scottish Ballads, these are both
derived from Norseland. 1877 TENNYSON Harold v. i,

Have we not broken Wales and Norseland?

No rseman. [f. NORSE
&amp;lt;?.]

A Norwegian.
1817 SCOTT Harold \. i, Count Witikind. .roved with his

Norsemen the land and the main. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes
(1858) 205 Writing by Runes has some air of being original

among the Norsemen. 1874 R. COWIE Shetland (ed. 2) 10
When the nautical daring . . had become so much developed
in the Norsemen.

Worserye, obs. form of NURSERY.

f Norsh, sb,, obs. variant of NOURISH sb.
t nurse.

1382 WYCLIF Ruth iv, 16 Noemy putte the takun child in

hir bosum ; and vside the office of norshe. 1480 Robt.

Devyll in Thorns E. Eng. Prose Rom. (1828) 8 He bote the

norshes pappes.

t Norsk, v. Obs. Forms: 3-4 norsa(i, 4
norsshe, 5 norshe, 4-5 norsche,norche. [var.
of NOURISH

z&amp;gt;.]
trans. To nurse or nourish.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1450 He spac engliss vor he was at

rome inorssed biuore. Ibid. 1567 [Nero] let hit rere a noble
court, .to norssi

J&amp;gt;e
ssrewe ber inne. a 1380 WYCLIF Wks.

(1880) 42 5if a modir norscheb & loueb here fleschly child.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 99 It is grete enemy te to

werriours forto norsche sleube and leccherie. 1429 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 195 She was of a child I-norshit

with venym. 1460 CAPCRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 30 So vas he
. .thus norchid up onto mannes age.

Hence f No-rstoing- vbl. sb. Also fNoTsher,
nonrisher. f No-rshery, nursery.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. v. (1868) 47 pe fruytes of be

erf&amp;gt;e
owen to ben on be norssinge of bestes. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) VI. 219 He was i-take to norschynge and to

lore to Benet Bisshop. 1422 \x.Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv.

139 This byth the norchynges of lechurie. c 1440 Protnp.
Pant. 358/2 Norschynge, in manerys and condycyons..

educacio. c 1450 Cov. ATyst. (Shaks. Soc.) 239, I am
norssher ofsynne to the confusyon of man. a 1500 I

roin/&amp;gt;.

Paw. 358/2 Norshery, where ;ong childyr ben.

Norsk, a. and sb. [a. Scand. norskl\
= NORSE.

1851 Zoologist IX. 2978 Our Norsk guide soon collected
some heather. 1861 F. METCALFK Oxonian in Iceland^1867)
22 After the fashion of the old Norsk kings. 1875 JEVONS
Money iv. 23 In the Norsk, Anglo-Saxon, and English, scat
or scot has been specialized to denote tax or tribute.

Worsse, obs. form of NURSE.

Wort, variant of NURT v.^ to thrust.

tNo rtelry. Obs. raw- 1
, [irreg. f. stem of

ME. nortour NURTURE.] Education.

1:1386 CHAUCER Reeves T. 47 What for hir kynreed and
hir nortelrye, I h.it sche had lerned in the nonnerj-e.

Norter, obs. form of NURTURE.
!l Nortes (npMtfz), sb. pi. [Sp. norfeSj pi. of

iiorte NORTH.] Violent gales from the north pre

vailing in the Gulf of Mexico from September to

March. (Cf. NORTHER.)
1843 PRF.SCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 249 The island, .would

shelter him from the nortes that sweep over these seas with
fatal violence in the winter, sometimes even late in the

spring. 1864 G. A. SALA in Daily Tel. 20 July, One of tho^
tremendous gales called Norio 1

,
or Northers

,
which

spring up at ten minutes notice. 1883 R. H. SCOTT Elcni.
Meteor, xix. 383 The Nortes of the Gulf of Mexico are

Northerly winds, which blow with great force, and are often

dangerous to shipping.

North. (ni]&amp;gt;), adv., sb., and a. Forms: 1-3

nort5, 1-4 nor)&amp;gt; (Orm. norr))), 3- north, 5-6
northe, Sc. northt. Also abbrev. N. [Common
Teutonic : OE. nord

t tiorf
= OS. nora, OFris.

north) noerd, MDu. nort, noort (Du. noord}, MLG.
nort

t
O1IG. nort, nord (G. nord}, ON. norSr

(Sw. nord, norr. Da. nord) : not recorded in

Gothic, and of uncertain relationship. From
Teutonic come F. nord (OF. also nort, north\
It. norte, nort, nord, Sp. norfe, nord, Pg. norte.

In OE. and OS. north appears only as an adv., in OHG.
only as a sb. ; in OFris., MDu., and ON. it had both
functions. For the development of the adjectival use in

Eng. see below. OE. had also the adv. form Jiorfian from
the north

,
= OHG. nordana, ON. nortfan (Sw. nordan,

Da. norden-\ whence be nordan, which survived in the

later language as BE NORTH,]
A. adv. 1. Towards, or in the direction of, that

part of the earth or heavens which is most remote
from the mid-day sun. Also with modifying addi

tions, as north by east, etc.

a. With ref. to movement, extent, or direction.

a 900 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 823, Hie lialdred bone

cyning norb ofer Temese adrifon. a 1000 Boeth. Netr. xiii.

59 Merecondel scyf6 on ofdaele..nor3 eft & east, a 1122

0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1064, Fela hund manna hi

namon & Iscddon nord mid heom. c 1205 LAV. 16442

Hengest is ifaren norS. a 1250 Owl ff \igkt. 21 Ac ich

fare bobe norb & sob. ^1300 Havelck 1255 hhe lokede

norb, and ek south, c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 17 Fro
which lyne alle planetes som tyme declinen north or south.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 324 Northt so our Ern throuch
out the land thai went. 1559 \V. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glasse 80 Can they not in like maner, d/aw paralleles from
th ./Equinoctial I Southward as they do North? i6izCArT.
SMITH Descr. Virg. Wks. (Arb.) 53 There is one [river] that

commeth due north. 1725 DE FOE I oy. round World (\%.\o)

175, I changed my course a little, and went away north-by-
east. 71788 COWPER Mischiwoiis Bidl 21 Therefore go
I care not whether east or north. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-
Bab. iv, 1 wandered north and north.. till I met with cold

icebergs. 1894 Miss STEEL Flwer Forgiveness 79 If you
will take my advice, come up north.

Comb. 1891 Scribner s Mag. Sept. 282/1 The traveller

boards the north-bound steamer.

b. \Vith reference to place or location. Also

north-away, in the north.

Beowulf 858 Monij oft gecwseS, baette su5 ne norS be
ssem twepnum. .ober nasnis-.selra naere. 893 K. J ELFRED
Ores. i. i. 17 pa waes he swa feor

norj&amp;gt;
swa

\&amp;gt;n
hwael-huntan

firrest farab. 971 Blickl. Horn. 209 Waeron nor5 of Sa:in

stane awexene swiSe hrimise bearwas. c 1205 LAY. 344 j

Leir be king wende forh to is dohter [bat] wunede noro.

ci2&amp;lt;o Gen. ff Ex. 278 Min fli3t..ic wile up-taken, Min fete

noro on heuene maken. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 17 Tak
kep of thise latitudes north and sowth. &amp;lt; 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. i. xi. 985 J?e hil of Cawcasus,. .North on til Ewrop
marchande nere. #1539 CartnL Abb. Kiet alle (Surtees)

341 The iij romys north therof seelyd round with waynscot.

ifipjr
WALKINGTON Opt. Glass ii. 15 The rudenes and sim-

plicitie of the people, that are seated far north. 1667 MILTON
/*. L. iv. 569 In the Mount that lies from Eden North,..
he first lighted. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11. (Globe) 379 They
saw another Island on the Right-Hand North. 1738
Tour (ed. 2) III. 337 North of the Mouth of this River is

..Cromarty Bay. 1878 W. MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899)
1. 370 The heap of grey stones with a grey roof that we call

a house north-away.
C. In phr. north and south.

14.. Sailing Directions (Hakluyt) n Fro Vamborugh to
the poynt of the Ilond the cours lieth north and South.
i6ia CAPT. SMITH Descr. Virg. Wks. (Arb.) 48 This Kay
lieth North and South, c 1630 RISOON Sitrv, Devon 249
(1810) 260 Whom though they accounted an heretick, yet
buried they him in the church-yard, north and south. 1720
HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) VII. 169 A certain Chapelt..
which he plac d North and South, in opposition to all other

Churches and Chapells,
attrib. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 288/1

The deviation of
which from the true north-and-south line is the declination

of the needle.

d. In slang phrases : Toofar north, too clever,

too knowing. A little more north (see quot. 1864).
27



NORTH.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. (1780) I. 124 It shan t avail

you, you shall find me too far north for you. 1797 MRS.

A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 28 She was what I

call too far north for that. 1864 Glasgow Her. 9 Nov., An
old salt delights to order his steward to make his grog a

little more North ,
another point, steward .

2. quasi-rf. =B. I. In early use chiefly in from
north to south. Also t at north, from the north.

&amp;lt;ri2oo ORMIN 11258 All biss middelterd iss ec O fowwre

daless dzledd Onn jEst, o Wesst, o Sub, o Norrb. 13..

Cursor M. 22330 (Gott.), pan sal fra north a folk rijs. c 1391

CHAUCER Astral. I. 15 From est to West, fro sowth to

north, c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. i. ix. 553 Fra north on south

be streme it strekis. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. a iiij b, Of
the Variacion of the Compas, from true North. 1625 Pl R-

CHAS Pilgrims I. n. 60 The first of March a storme took vs

at North. 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 138

This Morning. ., had a fresh lireeze at North. 1748 HUME
Ess., Nat. Characters, Most Conquests have gone from

j

North to South. 1821-2 SHELLEY Chas. /, II. 421 The rain-
j

bow hung over the city., from north to south. 1859 TENNY
SON Elaine 525 His party, knights of utmost North and

West. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. Ser. I. Good Word for
1 1 inter, You must have plenty of north in your gale,

fb. By north, in the north, on the north side.

Perhaps representing OE. be noroan BENORTH.
c 1205 LAY. 21043 ArSur wes bi norSe, and noht her of

nuste. CI305 Oxford Student i in E. E. P. (1862) 40 A
kni?t ber was in Engelond, by norbe her

biside_. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 57 pe grete see Ponticus fat

passeb by north by Thracia. 31425 Cursor AT. 12131 Of

any mon bi norb or soub who herde euer suche selcoub?

1570 LF.VINS Manip. 174/1 By Northe, Boreas.

C. By north : (see BY prep. 9 b).

14. . Sailing Directions (Hakluyl) 14 Seint Mary of Cille

and Uschante lien northwest and by north. 1612 CAPT.

SMITH Descr. Virg. Wks. (Arb.) 50 The first of those rivers

..hath his course from the West and by North. 1795
COWPER Pairing Time 51 The wind..Now shifted east

and east by north. 1848 LOWELL Riglif.v P. Ser. l. VII,

This, .leaves me frontin South by North.

B. sb. (Usually with //;.)

1. That one of the four cardinal points which

is directly opposite to the sun at mid-day.
The true north and magnetic north correspond respec- .

lively to the north, and north magnetic, pole (see POLE sb? :

2 and 5 b).

c 1290 St. Kenclm 12 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 345 Abouten eijte

hondret mile Engelond long is Fram be South into be

North, a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxxviii. 12 pou grounded \K
north to be. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 310 Out of the North

they sihe a cloude. a 1450 Fysshynge TO. Angle (1883) 21
j

Yf hyt be by the northe or north est. 1533 GAU R icht Vay \

53 He sal..gader to gider al his chosine barnis..fra the
i

sutht to ye northt. 1594 BLUNDEVIL F.M crc. in. xix. (1636) !

319 How much any Mariners Compasse doth vary from the

true North and South. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geogr. Del. i.

iii. (163=;) 62 The magneticall needle will vary from the true

point of the North. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 79 Farr in th

Horizon to the North appeer d. .a fierie Region. 1725 DE
j

FOE Voy. round World (1840) 145 We were obliged to..
|

3 away afore it to the north or north-by-west. 1786 H.
i

OOKE Parley II. iv. (1829) II. 302 Directing his view to

the North rather than to the East. 1812 WOODHOUSF.

Astron. xli. 409 The Magnetic North, almost always, differs

from the true. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr_.
6 It is a common

practice to draw maps in such a position that the north is

towards the top.
Comb. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche LX. xxxix, The piercing

stroke Of barbarous Norlh-begotten Boreas. 1730-46
THOMSON A ntumn 890 To where the north-inflated tempest
foams O er Orca s. .highest peak.

2. The northern part of a country or region ;

spec. a. of England (beyond the Humber), Great

Britain, Scotland, or Ireland
;
the North Country.

r 1205 LAY. 2134 Albanac hefde al bat norS. c 1275 Ibid,

2659 He. .code forb, an drob [= drew] him in to bat norb.

1338 R. BliUNNE Chron. (1810) 25 ?it a nober Danes kyng
in^e Norb gan aryue. 1386 CHAUCER Reeve s T.gsGfa
toun..Fer in the North, I can nat telle where. (1400
Brut xxii. (1906) 26 Ano]jere [way] fram be Northe into be

Southe, bat was callede Ikenyle strete. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, n. iv. 369 The same mad fellow of the North,

Percy. 1665 SIR J. LAUDER jfrnl. (1900) 58 A constrainct

on that house of Huntly, the Cock of the North. 1674 RAY
Coll. Words To Rdr., Local words.. in divers Counties,.,

especially of the North. 1786 H. TOOKE Purley\\. iv. (1829)

II. 241 The word [scale] is still used in the North. 1855

TENNYSON Daisy 104, 1 forgot the clouded Forth, . . And gray

metropolis of the North.
attrib. 1828 CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 239 The
Cork boys , the Dublin boys ,

and the North boys .

b. Of Europe : The northern lands.

1579 FULKE Heskins s Parl. 1 19 Peter acknowledged no

Pagans, but such as dwell farthest in the North. 1667
MILTON P. L. \. 351 A multitude, like which the populous
North Pour d never from her frozen loyns. 1748 HUME
Ess., Nat. Characters, All strong Liquors are rarer in the

210

North of America. 1738 [see C. i b]. 1863 MORRIS Hain-

pole s Pr. Cause. Pref. 8 In the Local-names of the North

of England.
fig. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. ii. 28 You are now sayld

into the North of my Ladies opinion.

4. The north wind. (Chiefly /(*/.)

138* WYCLIF Song Sol. iv. 16 Ris, north, and cum, south ;

bio? thurj my gardyn.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 220, I will speake as liberall as the

North, c 1648-50 BRATHWAIT Barnabees Jrnl. n. (1818) 45

Sure thou know st the North s uncivill. I766GRAY Kings-

gate 9 Here reign the blustering North and blighting East.

1786 BURNS Mountain Daisy iii, Cauld blew the bitter-

biting North Upon thy early, humble birth. 1817 SHELLEY

Rev. Islam vm. i, The north breathes steadily Beneath the

stars. 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus xxvi. 3 Tis not showery

south,. . North s grim fury, nor east.

b. A north wind, esp. one of those northern

gales which blow in the West Indies.

1699 DA.MPIER Voy. II. in. 60 In the West Indies there are

1838 CRICHTON Scandinavia 1. 9
literature of the ancient North. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv.

So Dark and true and tender is the North.

o. U.S. The northern States, those in which

there was no slave-holding, bounded on the south

by Maryland, the Ohio River, and Missouri.

1835 in Ht. Martineau Sue. Amer. (1837) II. 132 Men of

property and intelligence in the north. 1861 LD. R.

MONTAGU Mirror Amer. 91 Between the North and South
there will be feelings of implacable hatred. 1884 J. QUINCY
Figures Past 343 Characteristic of slaveholders when upon
their good behavior at the North.

3. The northern part of any country, etc.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. \. xiii. 1183 In to be northe of

Europe is A rywere j&amp;gt;at
hat Canays. 1612 in Capt. Smith s

Wks, (Arb.) 303 A thousand yeares agoe they were in the

ROMANS Florida App. ii At the season when Norths are

frequent, a 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrtil. 11 . Ind. (1834) 113

The drying quality of these norths is still more detrimental

than the want of rain. 1851 BLYTH Rcm. Mission. Wli. v.

205 Even the norths which occasionally prevail are mild.

C. adj.
Developed from the OE. use of tiort- as the first element

of compounds : see examples in i, and in the main words

NORTHDF.AL, -END, -HALF, etc. Similar compounds also occur

in the cognate tongues, but have not given rise to a purely

adjectival use of the word.

1. With proper names :

a. Denoting the northern division of a race or

nation. (See also NORTHUMBER.)
Beowulf 783 NorS-denum stod atelic e^esa. cooo tr.

Bxda s Hist. in. xxiv, pa syndon tosceadene mid Trentan

streame wiS NorSmyrcum. c 922 O.K. Chron. (Parker MS.)
an. 922, pa cyningas on Norb Wealum. .bine sohton him to

hlaforde. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Citron. 1. 118/2 The countrie

of the Northm&amp;lt;--rcies conteined in those daies 7000 housholds.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. v, Imploring his Aid against the

North-Welch. 1841 LATHAM Eng. Lang. 40 The situation

of the North Frisians has been indicated.

b. Denoting the northern part of a country,

land, or region, or the more northern of two

places having the same name. Also attrib.

c 1205 LAY. 29923 Inne Nor5 Wales wes a king. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 69 Caerleel is a citee in be

contre of Norb Engelond. CI45&amp;lt;J
Codstow Keg. 290 Half

an acre in northlonglond. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Kncrwl.

ii. (1870) 127 North Wales and Sowth Wales do vary
in there speche. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) no
Where he encountred a North-britaine man. 1708 Loud.
Gaz. No. 4422/7 Where-ever they should be called

within North-Britain. 1738 DE I- OE Tour (ed. 2) III. 335
That which we truly call the North of Scotland, and others

the North Highlands. 1845 KEMBLE in Proc. Philol. Soc.

II. 132 The Danish isles, and much of North Germany.
trans/: 1801 SportingMag. XV 1 1 1 . 1 01 North A llertons

Spurs; that place.. being famous for making them.

C. With sbs. and adjs. derived from the names
of countries or districts, as North American.

1708- [see NORTH BRITON]. 1766 FRANKLIN Obseni. Wks.

1887 III. 501 Did ever any North-American bring his hemp
to England for this bounty? 1796 MORSE Amer. Gcogr.
I. 654 The North Carolinians are mostly planters. 1845
KEMBLE in Proc. Philol. Soc. II. 119 On the North Anglian
Dialect.

2. With ordinary nouns : Lying towards the

north ; situated on the side next the north.

a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 565, Columba. .com
to Pyhtum. . bset sind bone wffirteres be noroum morum.

1382 WYCLIF Num. xxxiv. 7 To the north plage [1388 at

the north coost] fro the greet see teermes sbulen begynne.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 21 Fro the pool artik vn-to

the north Orisonte. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 93 That
cuntre of Media towchethe Parthia of the northe pane.
1486 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 14 On the North part of

the Chirch. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 452 Kynge of

the North regyon. Ibid. 473 Penda..tothe North partyes
went. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gentl. in. i. 380 Thy Master states

for thee at the North gate. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 121

Being once past the vtmost quarter of the North-point.
1612 CAPT. SMITH Descr. I

&quot;irg. Wks. (Arb.) 47 The degrees
of 34 and 44 of the north latitude, 1726 DART Canterb.

Cathedr. 60 In the North-Cross or Martyrdom, where are

the Tombs of the Archbishops. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 146/2
A north transept.. longer than the south transept.
Comb. 1862 ANSTED Channel Jsl. I. i. 5 A north-central

group, including Guernsey, Herm, Sark [etc.].

b. Facing the north. Also Comb,

1642 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. in. vii. i67A North-window
is best for Butteries and Cellars. 1706 LONDON & WISE

those after six in the evening. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden

ing iii. (1813) 29 The North wall is greatly advantaged, by
having more sun.

O. Northern ;
of a northern type.

1820 KEATS Isabella xxxii, Before he dares to stray From
his north cavern. 1836 F. S[YKES] Scraps from Jrnl. 106

The building is very neat . . ; it is peculiarly north.

Comb. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. i. xi, Considerate

North-blooded Mountaineers of Jura.

3. Of the wind : Blowing from the north.

Perhaps representing OE. norVanwind.

NOBTH-EAST.

wind sleeps. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull I. xyi, You
might argue as well with the North wind, as with her

ladyship 1797 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 106/1 The
north wind is generally accompanied with a considerable

degree of cold. 1833 TENNYSON Two Voices 259 He will

not hear the north-wind rave. 1857 EMERSON Poems 42
Without the baffled north-wind calls.

fig 1656 EARL MONM. tr. Boccalims Advts.fr. Parnass.

n. vi. (1674) 145 They should sail with the safe North-wind
of Ne^juid nimis.

North (npaJO, v. rare. [f. prec.]
L intr. Of the wind : To begin to blow from the

north
;
to turn or veer towards the north.

1866 in GRECOR Baiiffsh. Gloss. 1880-1 in JAMIESON.
2. trans. To steer to the north of (a place).
1887 MORRIS Odyss. in. 170 Whether northing Chios the

craggy, our ships we so should lay.

North abotrt. Naut. By a northerly route,

spec, round the north of Scotland.
Cf. OE.

nor/&amp;gt; ymbuian in O. E. Citron, an. 894.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4685/3 Four Galleys from the River

of Thames, bound North about to New-England. 1785 J.

PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Navig. 48 They are now obliged
to be brought, .down the English Channel. . ; or else they
must go North-about, which is a long and dangerous voyage.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geogr. I. 139 To coast north-about in

small vessels, between the great flakes of ice and the shore.

1851 Beck s Florist 13 Jan., Off the coast of Scotland (for

we were going north about). 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V.

240 It was desirable to go.. north-about.

North Bri ton. Also 8 Britain. [See
NOKTH a. I c.] A native of Scotland ;

a Scot.

1708 Laid. Gaz. No. 4400/4 Geo. Bremar, a North Britain,

..well set and fat. 1717 PRIOR Alma I. 216 North Britons

thus have Second Sight. 1822 SCOTT Nigel ii, I see nae

gude it wad do me to speak ought else but truth, said the

worthy North Briton. 1862 BORROW Wales xxii, A tall

lathy North Briton with a keen eye and hard features.

Hence North-Bri tonize v.

An allusion to the title of Wilkes newspaper, Tlie North

Briton, published in 1762-3.

1764 H. WALPOLE &amp;lt;/. to Earl Hertford 12 April (1846)

IV. 406 Mr. Wilkes would have been glad to have North-

Britonised for our little Bishop of Osnaburgh.

t North-caper, obs. variant of NORDCAPER.

743 Phil. Trans. XLII. 6it There is another sort of

Whale in these Seas, called North-Capers, which feed on

Herrings. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. 384 We also saw.,

above the water a large north-caper. This fish, which very
much resembles the Greenland whale, is more dangerous.

North con-ntry. [NORTH a. 2.]

1. The northern part of any country ; spec, of

England (beyond the Humber) or Great Britain ;

the country or region towards the north.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7978 Hii..bamde & destrude be

norb contreie va&amp;lt;te. 1338 R. BRVNNE Citron. (1810) 32 Men
say he was fonden in fie North cuntre At Hexham now
late. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 163 Jif bey goob to

be norb contray bey goob wib greet, .strengbe. 145*

Gardner Hist. Dumuich (1754) 149 To Will. Roper when he

went to the norre Centre for the Kyngs Viage. 1535

COVERDALE Zech. vi. 8 These that go towarde the north,

shal still my wrath in the north countre. 1577 HARRISON

England n. v. (1877) 1. 108 Here in England, especiallie in the

north countrie. 1611 BIBLE Zech. vi. 6 The blacke horses

..goe forth into the North countrey. 1681 GLANVILL
Sadducismus 5 It was, and sometimes yet is,^

as much
discoursed of in the North-Countrey, as any thing. 1768

BEATTIE Minstr. I. xi, But he, I ween, was of the north

countrie. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes (1858) 198 In a greater

proportion along the east coast ; and greatest of all, as I

find, in the North Country.
2. The dialect of the north of England.
1698 Load. Gaz. No. 3357/4 He . . speaks broad North

Country. 1706 Ibid. No. 4214/4 Speaks North Country.

3. attrib. (Frequently hyphened.)
1674 RAY Coll. H ords (heading), North-countrey Words.

1684 SYMSON in Ramsay Remin. (1874)212 Contrary to some

north countrey people, they oftentimes pronounce w for

v . 1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3898/4 Strong Voice, a North

Country Pronunciation. 1753-4 RICHARDSON Grandison

(1781) V. 48 Aunt Nell, who has naturally a good blowzing
v / . , r. n /^-_ t I. a A I. &quot;Y-.../

thou northwynde, come thou southwynde. 1608 SHAKS. Per.

iv. i. 52 When I was born, the wind was north. 1667 MILTON
P. L. ll. 489 The dusky clouds Ascending, while the North

quiet north country town.

b. Norlh-cottntryman, a native of the north of

England.
1706 Land. Gaz. No. 4252/4 Jonathan Shipton, a North-

Countryman. I7II J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 276 A
Word common with the Scotch, and our North countrey-

men. 1834 MARRYAT P. Simple (1863) 196 The master, an

old north-countryman, who knows his duty. 1876 L.

STEPHEN Eng. Tit. in iSt/t C. vi. II. 121 Paley is a hard-

headed North-countryman.
Hence North-cou-ntriness.
1888 Pall Mall C. 8 Mar. 3/2 There is a chill north-

countriness over everything.

tNorthdeal, -dole. Obs. [See NORTH a.,

and cf. Du. noorderdeel, G. nordlheil.] The north

ern part of a. place.

c8g3 K. ALFRED Oros. i. x. 44 Mid firde farende on

ScibHe on 8a norSdfelas. c 1000 /LFRIC Horn. I. 10 He
wolde..sittan on bam nor5-da;le heofenan rices, cnoo
O E Chron. (MS. D) an. 926, Her ooeowdon fyrena leoman

on nor3 daile ba:re lyfte. c IMO ORMIN 16412 Norrbdale off

all biss werelld iss Arrctoss bi name nemmnedd.

T Northdown. Obs.
- Some kind of liquor.

1670 SIR T. CULPEPF.R Kecess. Abating Usury 12 Ac

customed to swill in Spirits, Brandy, Sack, Metheghn,

Northdown, and Mum.
North-east (npijw-st), adv., sl&amp;gt;.,

and a. [(.

NORTH and EAST : cf. MDu. twortoost (Du. noord-



NORTH-EAST. 211 NORTHERMORE.

oost\ G., Sw., Da. nordost\ also F. (i3th cent.),

It., and Sp. nordest, Sp. and Pg. nordcste.

OE. had also nordaneastan, from the north-east,= MDu.
noortoostcn-^ OHG. nord-^ nortJiostan.]

A. adv. 1. In the direction lying midway
between north and east.

931 in W. de Gray Birch CartuL Sax. II. 358 Swa nor5
cast to 5aere lytlan ri3e. a nzz O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1106, Swilce ormaste beam jebuht nor5 east scinende.

14. . Sailing Directions (Hakluyt) n It flowitli on the londe
of Holdernes northest. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 348
Neyther shulde the needle make any chaunge. .insaylynge
northeeste. i6iz CAPT. SMITH Descr, Virg. Wks. (Arb.) 52
The river it selfe turneth North east. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round World (1840) 174 We stood away now north-east and
north-east-by-north. 1762 FALCONER Skip-iur. i. 726 North
east a league, the Isle of Standia bears. 1846 DICKENS
Cricket on Hearth i, It s been blowing north-east, straight
into the cart, the whole way home. 1872 RAYMOND Statist.

Mines fy Mining n The mines are situated 42 miles north
east of the town of San Diego.
Comb. 1875 BEDFORD Sailors Pkt.-bk (ed. 2) 5. 172 The

north-east going stream..makes to the eastward.

2. quasi-^. With prepositions, as on, from, at.

t iiz2 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1122, Feole scipmen..
sa^don

fc&amp;gt;eet
hi sagon on norS east fir micel. 1481 CAXTON

Godfrey clxxiii. 256 Fro the yate toward northeste. .vnto
the tour on the corner, cigoo Lancelot 677 Richt as he

spred his bemys frome northest, The king wprass. 1599
HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 329 In the 41 degrees we met with
the winde at Northeast. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World
(1840) 146 So I ran on, having an easy gale at north-east.

B. sb. 1. The direction, or point of the horizon,

lying midway between north and east.

i387 TREVis&amp;gt;A Higden (Rolls) I. 61
J&amp;gt;e

secounde [sea] is

i-cleped Caspius, and entreb toward be norb est. 1398
Barth. De P. R. xv. ix. (Bodl. MS.), He hab- .in be norfje
este Jje grlckissche see. a 1450 [see NORTH B. i]. 1535
COVERDALE Ezek. xl. 23 Oner agaynst the dore, that was
towarde ye north east. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONK] D Acostd s
Hist. Indies in. v. 134 Mestrall they call the northeast.

1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 302 The wind came
about to the north-east and blew very hard. 1778 W.
ROBERTSON Hist. ,4;w&amp;gt;. Wks. 1851 V. 139 [He] directed his
course towards the north-east. 1844 Mem. Babylonian.
Princess II. 134 On the north-east, the lake of Genesareth.

1856 BOND Russia at Close i6th C. (Hakluyt) IiUrod. 3 They
despatched expeditions.. in the direction of the north-east.

2. The north-east wind.

1382 WVCUF Acts xxvii. 14 The wynd Tiffonyk, that is

depid north eest, or wynd of tempest.
1711 PRIOR Henry fy Emma 368 Can they resist The

parching dog -star, and the bleak north-east ? 1728-46
THOMSON Spring 142 The North-east spends his rage. 1865
ALLINGHAM 50 Mod. Poems, Winter Cloud, With snow
Driv n by a sharp north-east on bough and stem.

C. adj.
1. Of the wind : Blowing from the north-east.

Perhaps representing OE. nordanSastan wind.
1398 IREVISA Barth. De P. R. xi. iii. (Bodl. MS.), AnoJ&amp;gt;er

..hatte chorus, J&amp;gt;e norj este winde. 1483 Caf/i. A ngl. 256/1
p&quot;

Northe est wynde, nroaquilo. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo s
Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 17 b, I thinke the Northeast winde doth
not so driue in sunder the clouds. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv.

161 North-East wjndes blow Sabean Odours from the spicie
shoare. 1707 MORTIMER ffusb. (1721) II. 112 The Eastern
[aspect] Is subject to the North-East Winds. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 862/2 It appears. .that the north-east
wind blows much more frequently in April, May, and June
. . than at any other period. 1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in,

Iceland x. (1867) 152 A north-east wind is called a Mand-
north wind.

2. Lying or situated in or towards the north
east. Alsoy?^.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xxvi, And sa

appeirit to my
fantasie, A schynand licht out of the north eist sky. 1560
Astral, in Chaucer s IVks. 251/2 The Sterres..ben cleped
Sterres of the North, for they arisen by the Northeast line.

1675 Phil, Trans. X. 457 A Noarth East and South West
Moon. 1709 Brit. Apollo No. 56. 2/2 Turn the North-East
Side of your Face to them and blast their Expectations.
E3a6SwzFr^iKvrLviu,Walking, .to the North-EastCoast
of the Island. 1821 SCOTT Keniliv. xxvi, A small but strong
tower, occupying the north-east angle of the building. 1900
J. V. BARTLET Apost. Age \, vi. 157 Rhodes, lying to the
northeast corner of its fine island.

b. North-east passage^ a passage for vessels

along the northern coasts of Europe and Asia,

formerly thought of as a possible course by which
to make voyages to the East.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. A 6b, Great probabilities of a

North, Northwest, or Northeast passage, a 1625 FLETCHER
Woman s Prize u. n, As many servants . .as the North-East
passage Has consum d sailors. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1699)
274, 1 would take the same method if I was to go to discover
the North East Passage. 1725 [see PASSAGED, n]. 1885
Encycl. Brit. XIX. 325 The achievement of the north-east

passage.
Hence North-ea-st v. Of the compass : To vary

in the direction of north-east, rare&quot;
1
.

a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthuma, Maps $ Charts (1650) 311At the Straits of Magellan the Roundlet there saith..That
the Needle North-easteth six Degrees.
North-ea-ster. [f. as prec. + -ER i.] A wind

blowing from the north-east.

1774 FITHIAN Jml. in Amer. Hist. Rev. V. 3:5 This is a
true August Northeaster, as we call it in Cohansie. 1839
LONGF. Life (1891) I. 347 It means a storm-wind or a nortn-
easter, coming over the sea. 1870 KINGSLEV m Gd. Words
203/2 Thanks to the brave north-easter, we have gained in
five days thirty degrees of heat.

North-easterly, a. and adv. [f. NOETH +
EASTERLY.] A. adj.
1. Of the wind: Blowing from the north-east.

1743 WOODROOFE in Hanway Trait. (1762) I. n. xxiii. 101

Hard gales of north easterly winds. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV.
581 The north and north-easterly wind has lately prevailed
in an unusual degree. 1878 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 149/1 In

the New England States, -north-easterly winds are cold.

2. Lying towards the north-east.

1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan III. 85 A ridge of hills,

running quite across the island, in a north easterly direction.

1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
&amp;lt;V Mining ii In a north

easterly direction from San Diego City.
B. adv. From or towards the north-cast.

1739 Encour. Sea/. People 38 The Admiral followed them
. ., with small Gales NEtly. 1796 MORSE^WT-. Geogr. I.

117 [Raleigh] coasted northeasterly as far as Chesapeak
Bay. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Alines fy Mining 112 A branch
of (Suck s Creek, flowing northeasterly.

North-eastern, a.
[f. NORTH + EASTERN.]

Lying on the north-east side.

1841 EMERSON Misc. 226 Walking here on our North
eastern shores. 1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in Iceland VL.

(1867) 148 The wild reindeer frequent mostly the north
eastern parts of the island. 1878 GLADSTONE Homer 59 The
great northern and north-eastern mass of Europe.
t North-easting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. NORTH

EAST + -ING *.] The variation of the compass
from the true north in the direction of north-east.

555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 348 Neyther shulde the needle
make anye chaunge or dyffer in northestinge. 1561 Arte

: Navig. Aiij, The maner and causes of the Northeastinge
& Norwesting (commonly called the variation of the com-
passe). 1594 I^LUNDEVIL E.\~erc. m. vii. (1636)384 Incvury

I other place the Compasse doth vary from the true North,
either by Northeasting or Northwesting. a 1646 J .

I

GREGORY Posthni&amp;lt;i, Maps fy Charts (1650) 311 The several

Degrees of Variation of the Compass in North-easting or

i North-westing.

North-ea stward, adv., a., and sb. [f.

NORTH-EAST + -WAIID. Cf. MDu. noortoostwert)
G. nordosiwarts.] A. adv. Towards the north
east

;
in a north-eastern direction.

*553 EDEN Treat. Ncwe Ind. (Arb.) 26 Northeastwards
to the citie of Lop. 1839 THACKERAY Major Gahagan i, I

travelled, .north-eastward. 1849 DANA Gcol. i. (1850) 19
This chain extends northeastward from Hawaii. 1884
Harper s Mag. Sept. 513/1 The sand and lava.. extend
northeastward from the Dalles.

B. adj. Situated towards the north-east.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 60 The king s-arms [are] on
the north-eastward, and the arms of London on the south
eastward pillar.

C. sb. The north-east quarter.
1892 Daily News 27 Apr. 3/5 Wind was.. from the north

ward or north-eastward.

North-ea stwardly, a. and adv. [-LY i.]
A. adj. Blowing from, situated or leading to

wards, the north-east.

1796 Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 351 The north-eastwardly
end of the tunnel. 1803 Ibid. XCVI. 245 North-eastwardly
winds.. were the next that prevailed. 1860 MAURY Phys.
Geogr. ii. 65 The isothermal lines.. run off in a northeast

wardly direction.

B. adv. Towards the north-east.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geogr. I. 609 Nearly parallel with the

I

sea coast, though rather approaching it as they advance

, northeastwardly. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 25
; Returning north-eastwardly from Tiverton.

t No rthen, a, Obs. Also 2 norfSen, 5 -pen,

|

4 norpin, 5 Sc. -thyne, 6 -thin. [f. NORTH +
I

-EN *.
^

Cf. MDu. norden, noordenl\ Northern.
c 1175 in Assmann Ags. Horn. (1889) vn. 109 Of iaphet. .

com btet norSene mennisc. 13. . Cursor M. 20063 (Edinb.),
Turnid ic haue it til ur awin language of the norjtin ledc.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XVH. Ixi. (Bodl. MS.), The
nor^en winde greueth fc&amp;gt;e fige tree more ban ^e sojsen winde.
c 1450 tr. De Imitationc in. xxvii. 97 Sey to be see, be in

reste, & to be norj?en wynde, blowe not . 1513 DOUGLAS
JEneid vn. Prol. 15 Bryin blastis of the northyne art. 1588
Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 25 His grace hearing this northen

logicke, was mooued on the sodaine. c 1625 FLETCHER
Nice Valour i. i, He has almost beate The Northen fellow
blind. 1660 tr. Amyraldus

&amp;gt;

Treat, cone. Relig. m. i. 304
As if a man should purpose to sail from the South with a
Northen Wind. 1709 H. BLUNT in Garth Dispens.^ The
People of the Northen Zone.

North-end. [OE, nortiende, f. norfj NORTH
adv. ; cf. MDu. nortende^ Du. noordeinde-&amp;gt; G. nord-
ende. In later use f. NORTH a., and properly un-

hyphened, except when used attributively.]
1. The northern end or extremity of anything.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boetk. xxxix. 3 Hi sint swa neah

t&amp;gt;am

nor5ende
fc&amp;gt;Ere

eaxe Jre call bes rodor on hwerfd. 971
Blickl. How, 93 Seo eor|?e on bsem nor^-ende & on bam
east-ende spreca|? him betweonum. c 1205 LAY. 12729 Heo
habbeoS of ure londe al ^ene norS ende. a 1352 MINOT
Poems ix. 3 pe north end of Ingland teched him todaunce.

1641 in Nalson Impart. Collect. (1683) 11.399 At the North-
end of the Table so standing Altar-wise. 1707 [see NORTHER-
MOST]. 1840 Origines Par. Scotiae I. 327 Near the north
end of the present parish. 1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in
Iceland v. (1867) 81 Occupying what I believe to have been
once the north end of the lake.

attrib. looa Protest. Observer Sept, 131/1 The Arch

bishop of Canterbury very properly took the North-end

position at the Table.

b. (See quot.)
1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining 175 North End, the rise

side of the coal in North Yorkshire.

1 2. The north of England. Obs.
c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1052, Man bead

|&amp;gt;a
folce

|&amp;gt;ider
ut ofer ealne (jisne norSende. c 1205 LAY. 28982 pa

wunede bi-jeonde here Hunbre. .in ban nor3 ende drenches
sume sixe. c 1300 Havelok 734 In humber grim bigan to

tende, In lindesaye, Kith at be north ende. 1338 R. BRUNNE

Ckyoti. (i3io) 32 Alle
\&amp;gt;t

north ende was in his kepyng,
alle

[&amp;gt;e
South ende tille Edmund

t&amp;gt;ei
drouh.

Worthen-spell, corrupt var, of knurrand spell:
sec KNUB 3.
1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. n. iii. 86 Northen-spell is

played with a trap, and the ball is stricken with a bat or

bludgeon.

fNoTthenwards, adv. Obs. From the north.

1591 Child-Marriages 155 Richard Ince hath receyued
into his howse diners parcelles of Red and white harnes
northenwardes within the said Citie.

tNo*rth.er, a. Obs. [OE. norperra, twrdra,
a comparative formed on norp, norQ adv. = OFria.

northern, MDu. nordcre, noordre, ON. norSari.

Cf. MLG. and MHO. norder-, Du. Hoarder- in

combs. In sense 2 perh. for northern]
1. The more northerly of two places or things ;

situated or lying to the north.

901 in Birch CartuL Sa.i: II. 242 ponne andlang steSes

J-vut be ncodan Ixuimva^r on J?one norderesteS. c 922 O. E.
Chron. (Parker MS. ) an. 922, Da;t folc cal 3e to 5are norbcr-
ran byriT; hierdc. 947 in Birch CartuL Sax. II. 601 Done
liL-ail iVur 3a J?rt;o hida on San norfiran denceswur5e un-

d.Lltdc. c 1290 St. Edmund 361 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 441 In
alle halewene church-gerd, in j?c nor|?ure .side. 1497 HEN.V! I

in Elli^. Orig. Lett. Ser. i. J. 35 Whereupon Pcrkin and his

company went to the Ea&amp;gt;t gate, and to the Norther gate.
2. Northern

; belonging to the north.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvn. 846 bot Northir men wald

no-thing swa.

t Wo rther, adv. Obs. rare. [Cf. prec. and
ON. nordarr.] Further north.
c 893 K. /Ei.i--RKD Oros. i. i. 18 pa;t byne land is easte-

wcard brado&amp;gt;t, & synilc swa norOor swa smaslre. 1275
LAV. 2674 po ferde he norj?er, and one neuwe borh makede.

Norther (n^ufaj), sb. [f. NORTH + -ER!.]
A northerly wind

; esp. a strong north wind ac

companied with intense cold, which blows, during
the autumn and winter months, over Texas,
Florida, and the Gulf of Mexico.
1844 MKS. HOUSION Yacht. Voy. Texas II. 147 During

the continuance of a norther, the cold is intense. 1857
OLMSTBO Journ. Texas 169 These northers upon the open
prairies are exceedingly trying. 1891 V. STUART Adv.

Equal. For. 132 The Northers on rare occasions carry frost

even as far south as Cape Sable.

Norther (n^uobj), v. [f.
NORTH adv. + -ER 5

.]

intr. Of the wind : To shift or veer northward.
Hence No rthering

1

///. a.

1628-9 DIGBY I
7
oy. Medit. (Camden) 93 It was extreme

cold, and the wind norihered vpon vs. 1672 Land. Gaz.
No. 682/4 The wind was very high, and Northering. 1889

Daily Xcws 9 July 3/6 In a northering breeze the Valkyrie
had just the better of the I rex. 1893 F. ADAMS New
Egyft 86 The hills.. run inland with a blight northering

tendency.
No-rtherliness. rare . The state of being

northerly* (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855).
No rtherUng. rare- 1

, [f.
NORTH

;
cf.EAST-

ERLIXG.] A native or inhabitant of the north.

i6i6Afatii/ist. Alp. Sfalato s Motives App. in. i Stooping
so low, as in our owne Language to conuerse with vs. .rude

Northerlings.

Northerly (np iCaili), a. [f. NORTH ; cf.

easterly
:

, westerly,]
1. Situated towards the north ; northern.

1551 RECORDK Cast. Knowl. (1556) 263 The one sorte are
called Northerlye constellations. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
bttcKsHusb. \. (1586) 17 In colde and Northerlye Countreys.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 174 In the height of thirty

degrees of Northerly latitude. 1671 J. GAILHARD Pres. St.

Italy (ed. 2) 196 Northerly people do blame the wayes
which they [Italians] use to be avenged. 1730 A. GORDON
filajfeis Amphith. 323 The northerly Circus in Constanti

nople. 1776 SEMPLE Building in Water 39, I then stood
on the northerly Part of the Bridge. 1862

j.
M. LUDLOW

Hist. U. S. 105 Faster, .on the more Northerly than on
the more Southerly parallels. 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog.
iv. 182 The most northerly swell of the Rocky Mountains.

fiS- 599 K JONSON Cynthia
s^
Rev. \\. i, A..smooth and

overflowing face that Seems as it would run and pour itself

into you : Somewhat a northerly face.

2. Of the wind : Blowing from the northward.
1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 382 We mette northerly wyndes

and greate roostynge of tydes. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 99
Beleeue mee tis very cold, the winde is Northerly. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 197 The sharp Easterly and
Northerly Winds transpierce, and dry them up. 1702 Land.
Gaz. No. 3835/3 The Wind proving Northerly . .

, they stood
..to the Westward. 1748 Anson s Voy. \\. i. 115 The
northerly winds seldom blow in that climate. 1840 MAR-
RYAT Olla Podr. III. 19 All the winds which have northerly
in them are coarse. 1878 MAKKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea v. 60
We encountered a fresh northerly wind dead in our teeth.

Northerly (n^jffaili), adv. [Cf. prec. and
ON. norftarhga.] To the northward ; towards
the north ; on the north side.

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 66 Vthiris
mair northirlie, nocht ?it haue bene inhabited. 1635 PAGITT
Christiatwgr. 32 Scattered farre and wide.., both Northerly
in Cataya, and Southerly to India. 1644 MILTON Educ. 3
We Englishmen being farre northerly. 1705 W. PENN in
Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 15, I would have the same county
to be marked northerly by stones. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round World (1840) 304 We weighed and stood northerly
along the shore. 1812 WOODHOUSE Astron. xiii. 112 The
star will be more northerly in the position E. 1845 STOC-
OUELER Handlk. Brit. India (1854) 18 As we proceed
northerly, the climate becomes more temperate.

t NoTtherinore, adv. Also 3 nori$ur-ma.

[See NORTHEK a. and -MORE.] Further north.
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NORTHERMOST.
rizos LAY. 2674 pa ferde ^e king norSur ma, & ane

neowe burh makede. 1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 77

5it Northermore J^ei jed vntille Bethlyngton.

*t&quot; Ncvrtliermost, Obs. [Cf. northwest and
castermost. } Most northerly.
1557 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 113 Betwixt the

northermost two hilles. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4350/3 The
Northermost Black Buoy lieth on the North End of the

outer middle. 1760! . HUICHIXSON Hist. Mass. i. (1765)
108 The northermost part of the. .river.

Northern (n^-jba.m), a. and sb. Forms: 1-3

norj&amp;gt;em-, 2-3 norUern-, 4-7 northerne, 6-

northern ; 4-5 northeren, 5 -erin, 6 -iren ; 4
northrin, 6-7 -ren. [f. NORTH + -EUN : cf. OHG.
nordroni *

septentrio ,
ON. norrcenn^\ A. adj.

1. Of persons or peoples : Living in, originating

from, the north, esp. of England or of Kurope.
c 890 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 890, Godrum se

norberna cyning forbferde. c 1000 V^LFKIC Hem. II. 356
Mine xelacnton &a sume baes noiSernan folces. a 1122

O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1064, pa nor5erne mendydan
mycelne hearme abutan Hamtune. c 1205 LAY. 31333 He
bat norSerne uolc ha^uede ineou6ered ful swiSe. a 1300
Cursor M. 20063 Our aim Langage o northrin lede. 1338
R. KRL-NNE Chron. (1810) 33 Bot be Northeren men held

him no leaute. 1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 652 Meaning to

have. .a southrene Byll, to counteruayle a Northren bas

tard. 1577-87 HOLINSHED CAn?. III. 873 Divers northern-

men borne. 1610 HOLLAND Canteens Brit. (1637) 533 Con
tention betweene the Northren and Soutliren Students at

Oxford. 1671 MILTON P. R. in. 338 When Agrican with all

his Northern powers Besieg d Albracca. 1712 ADDISON

Sped. No. 415 r 3 Frosts and Winters, which make the

Northern Workmen lie half the Year Idle. 1773 JOHNSON
24 Feb. in Bosivcll, My northern friends have never been
unkind to me. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess (1889! I. 34 A powerful
coalition of northern princes to resist the encroachments of

Koine. 1884 PENSISGTOX H icli/\\. 52 Widif, as a northern-

man, had made common cause witli the northern party.

b. U. S. Belonging to the northern States.

*836 J- Q- ADAMS 10 June in Ford Adams fy Monroe
Doctr. (1902), The change of dynasty from the Tennessean
Hero to the Northern Man with Southern principles.

1849 LYELL -znd Visit U. S. II. 35 These Northern settlers

ire compelled to preserve a discreet silence, .when in the

.society of Southern slave-owners. 1890 HENTY With Lee
in Virg. 96 In Virginia it was very seldom that the North
ern generals could obtain any trustworthy information.

2. Of the wind : Blowing from the north.
a 1000 Bocth. Metr. vi. 14 Eac fca ruman sa; norberne yst

nede eba:de3. c 1290 .S . Eng. Leg. I. 209 A norberne wind
faste blev}. n 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 51 Blow,
northerne wynd, Sent thou me my suetyng. 1398 TKEVISA
Barth. De P. R. xi. iii. (Bodl. MS.), Borias

&amp;gt;e
norberen

winde. .arise)? vnder be sterre Jiat hat polus articus. 1480
Chron. Eng. (Caxton) ccxxxii. 252 That northren wynde is

euer redy and destinat to all euell. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus^
Ann. u. xiii. (1622) 51 The northren winds droue him backe

againe. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 219 Another
cold northern blast benummed her. 1748 Alison s Voy. n. i.

116 The northern winds are never to be apprehended. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 60 Where the woods fence off the northern
blast. 1820 SHELLEY Scnsit. I l. in. no A northern whirl
wind.. Shook the boughs.

3. Of things : Belonging or pertaining to, found

in, produced by, characteristic of, the north.
Northern dozens^ worn(ing\ whites : see the sbs.

i387[seeB. ia]._ 1428-9 Rec.St. Maryat 7/271(1904)70 A
tonne, .of northerin ston for be new chirche porche, 1611
BIBLE Jer. xv.i2 Shall yron breake the Northren yron.and
the steele? 1682 DRYDEN Mac-l T. 170 Sir Formal, .attends

thy quill And does thy northern dedications fill. 1748 HUME
Ess., Nat. Characters^ The more southern [languages] are
smooth and melodious, the northern harsh and untuneable.
1786 H. TOOKE Purty n. iv. (1829) II. 272 The Northern
origin [of language] is totally out of sight. 1813 Scorr
Trier^n. in. xxiv, Pallid beams of northern day. 1882
OuiDA 1 Maremma I. i. 23 The old woman with the
northern eyes.

b. In the specific designations of animals or

plants, as Northern diver
, holy-grass^ sea-cow :

see the sbs. Northern Spy (see quots.).
1860 HOGG Fruit Man. IQ Northern Spy.. .An American

apple, which ripens well in this country. 1860 O. W. HOLMES
Elsie P. i, A seedling apple, like the Northern Spy.
4. Lying or situated to the northward; having

a position relatively north.
Northern car, cro?vti

t hemisphere : see the sbs.

1590 SPENSEK F. Q. \\. x. 14 Albanact had all the Northerne
part 1594 BLUNUEVIL Exerc. iv. xix. (1636) 466 The crowne
of Anadna-.is commonly called.. the Northerne Crowne.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso in. Ixiv, Against the northren gate his
force he bent. 1697 DKYDEN Virg. Georg. \. 210 The Pleiads,
Hyads, and the Northern Car. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n.
(Globe) 572 The Northern Ocean bounds the Land also on
that side. 1748 Attson s \

7
oy. n. ii. 136 We espied a sail in

the northern quarter. 1818 SHELLEY Apennines 4 Like the
sea on a northern shore. 187* MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 4The Reformation, the great revival of northern Europe.

b. Northern star=. NORTH STAR.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. i. 60, I am constant as the North-

erne Starre. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke s Voy. E. Ind. 353 We
saw again the Northern Star to our great Joy. 1748 GRAY
Alliance 68 The influence of the northern star. 1847 TENNY
SON Princ. i. 4 On my cradle shone the Northern star.

C. Northern Lights, the Aurora Borealis.
1721 Phil. 7&amp;gt;aj.XXXI.2i S If any enquire farther, Why

the Northern Lights have of late been so unusually frequent.
1775 fbid. LXVIII. 410 Northern lights to Northward.
1805 SCOTT Last Minst. n. viii, He knew, by the streamers
that shot so bright, That spirits were riding the northern
light 1860 Chambers** Encycl. I. 558 The term Polar
Lights would be more appropriate than Northern Lights to
designate the aurora.

212

5. Taking place, carried on, in the north.

1589 COOPER Admon. 248 In the Northren rebellion. 1669
LADY CHAWORTH in Hist. MSS. Comm. i2th Rep. App. V.
12 They talk heere as if the King would goe a northerne

progresse this summer.

6. quasi-fldfo. In the northern manner.
a 1613 OVERBURY^ Wife&amp;gt;

etc. (1638) 97 Hespeakes North-

erne, what Country-man soever.

B. sb. 1 1. a. Northern men. Obs. rare.

338 R- BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 26 porsh J&amp;gt;e gode Northeren
S

slayn wer ilkaman. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 163
Men of myddel Engelond . . vnderstondeb bettre be side

j

langages, norberne and souberne, ban northerne and soub
erne vnderstondej? eiber ober. 1622 DKAYTON Poly-olb. i

xxii. 958 He durst not trust The Northern, which so oft to

him had been unjust. Ibid, 968 To whom by this revolt,

they many Northern drew.

fb. Northern cloth. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

a 1592 GREENE Jas. IV^ iv. Hi, Let my doublet be white

northern, five groats the yard.
2. a. A native of the north.

1774 Low Tour Orkney fy Schetl. (1879) 107 This kind of

poetry being, .most fitted to the genius of the Northerns.

1813 EUSTACE Class. Tour(iB2i) III. iv. 123 In the opinion
of a phlegmatic northern. 1855 KINGSLEY IVestw. Hoi
(1865) II. 73 Cold Northerns, you little dream how a

Spaniard can love. 1871 Daily Ntivs 16 Aug., Sir Walter
Scott, .is our common countryman. He made us northerns
and us southerns conscious of one flesh and blood.

b. A north wind.
1818 KEATS Endym. in. 750 He tore it into pieces small as

snow That drifts unfeather d when bleak northerns blow.

Hence No rthern v.
t
to become more northern.

1757 GROSE Voy. E. Indies 365 As the land northerns, the
continent grows broader and broader. 1830 Btackw. Mag,
XXVIII. 131 The finer wools,, .as the latitude northerns,
become thicker and more plentiful.

No rtherner. [f.
NORTHERN a. + -ER!.]

1. U. S. One belonging to the northern States.

1840 J. IJuEL/ Virw. Compan. ip
Let not the Northerners

take credit to themselves from this outline of old Virginia
husbandry. 1890 HENTY With Lee in Virg. 119 The
Northerners protected by the strong fortifications they had
thrown up round Washington.
2. A native or inhabitant of the north, or of the

northern part of any country.
1841 EMERSON Ess, Ser. i. Prudence, The northerner is

perforce a householder. 1867 HATTON Tallants ofBarton \ t

These northerners are a rare practical race.

No rthernize, v.
[f. NORTHERN a. + -IZE.]

trans. To make northern in respect of feelings,

character, or form. Hence No rtheruized ///. a.

1859 Charleston Mercury 21 June, Washington had, long
previously to his death,.. become perfectly Northernized.

1899 PLVMMEK Sax. Chron. II. p. cxix, Before this north-
crmsed recension had extended beyond the original limits.

NO rthernly, a. Now rare. [f. NORTHERN
a. + -LY !.] NORTHERLY a.

1574 NEWTON Health ofMag. 25 In winter and begmninge
of the Springe, and Northernly seasons. 1594 BLUNDEVIL
Exerc. m.

g

ii. viii. (1636) 387 By taking his said declination,
because it is Northernly, out of his Meridian altitude. 1633
LITHGOW Trav. in. 94 Storme-sted with Northernely winds,

1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 37 The frequent inrodes of the
more Northernly Britains, called the Picts. 1703 J. SAVAGE
Lett. Antients xxxix. 101 You have travelled from the more
Northernly Nations, even to our Region. 1893 Academy
25 Nov. 467/2 In Yezo, a northernly island of Japan,

t No rtliernly, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.]
1. NORTHERLY adv.

1576 NEWTON Lemmas Complex. (1633) 208 Among honest
substantiall Traffiquers, and namely, of those that dwell
Northernly. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. vi. xxx. 639 Every
degree of any of the Southerne signes riseth Southernly,
and not Northernly. x6i3 PURCHAS Pilgrimage 60 These
[constellations] NortherneTy are scene. 1652 EARL MONM.
tr. Bentivoglios Hist. Relai. 87 Islands., which are seated
so far Northernly. 1679 GATES Narr. Popish Plot 48 If the
wind blew northernly.
2. In a north country dialect or accent.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser s Sheph. Cal. May 177 The
Cafe, the Gote : Northernely spoken. 1632 BROME North.
Lass n. i, And sings, and speaks so pretty Northernly they
say.

Northernmost, a. [f. as prec. + -MOST.]
Most northern or northerly ; furthest north.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 571 The great River
Tartarus, named so from the Northernmost Nations of the

Mongul Tartars. 1725 Voy. round World (1840) 106
The northernmost land of Grand Tartary. 1830 LYELL
Princ. Ceol. u. vi. (1837) I. 392 The northernmost group of
the British Islands. 1870 PROCTOR Other Worlds iv. 93
At its northernmost end it turns sharply westward.

No rthernness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The state of being in a northern situation.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exped. xix. (1856) 149 Eight hundred
miles from the Polar limit of all northernness. 1856
Arct. Explor. I. x. 108 This indication of our extreme
northernness.

Ko-rthest, a. [Superl. of NORTH a.
\

cf. ON.
nortiastr. First quot. doubtful.] Most northerly.
(-1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 558 Behynd thaim cum, and in

the Northast [v.r. North eist] raw. 1749 H. WALI-OLE Lett.

(1846) II. 300 We thought ourselves in the northest part of

t North-half. Obs. [OE. northealf (see
NORTH a. and HALF sb. i) =MDu. noreta/f9 QLG.
nortkalva, OHG. nordhalba, ON. nor$rhdlfa]
The north side or part ; the north.

893 K. ALFRED Oros. \. i. 12 On norj&amp;gt;healfe is seo sae

Euxinus. 971 Blickl. Hon. 209 On ba norShealfe Jiaes

weofodcs. 1131 O. . Citron, (Laud AIS.J an. 11311 Dis

NORTHMAN.
gear., wass se heouene o Se nor5 half call swilc hit ware
baernende fir. c 1205 LAV. 15937 Pe atl *s a no^ half, ^e
oSer a suS half. 1297 R. GLOUC. {Kollaj 11685 Sir Edward
..sone come bo ride To be norbhalf of be toun. c 1315
SHOREHAM vn. 395 He wolde sette hys sete ryclic Of north

half, and be god ylyche. 1393 LANGL, P. PL C. xix. 66
Tho that selde hauen the sonne and bitten in the north-half.

c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. i. xiii. 1214 On northe half is it

rynnande syne A wattyr bat is callit Albeus.

Northing (n^jjurj),^/. sb. [f.NoRTH + -ING*.]
1. (Chiefly Aa///.) Progress or deviation towards

the north made in sailing or travelling; differ

ence in latitude due to moving northwards. Fieq.
in phr. to make (so much) northing.
1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. iv. hi. 154 Northing,

Southing, Easting, and Westing, . . is the Difference of
Latitude and Departure from the Meridian. 1690 LEYBOUKN
Curs. MatIt. 641 You shall find 15-31 Leagues, for the

Northing. 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4632/4 Discovering the

Certainty of the Easting and Westing of the Globe, as

exactly as the Northing and Southing already are. 1793
Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 196 On the following day, the

observation shewed two miles northing. 1807 PIKE Sources
Afisstss. (1810) i. App. 12 The head of Lake Pepin is in

44 58 8&quot; N. and we have made very little northing since.

1857 DUFKERIN Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 204 During the

whole of that afternoon.,we made but little Northing at all.

1891 J. WINSOR Columbus App. 651 Baffin, exceeding the

northing of Davis, found lying before him the great expanse
of Baffin s Bay.
2. Of heavenly bodies : Apparent movement

towards the north.
1808 J. WEBSTER Nat. Pkilos. 225 When the moon has

northing or southing the shade is elliptical. 1883 PROCTOR
6V. Pyramid in.. 139 The. .northing of heavenly bodies.

So KoTilling///, a., moving northwards.

1859 K. F. BURTON Cent. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
207 Following the northing sun,..the rains reach Western
India in June.
Northland (npubland). [OE. norland (see
NORTH c.)

= G., Da., Sw. itordland, ON. nordr-

laiid.] The northern part of a country, etc. ; also

pi. the lands lying in the north.
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. ii. 30 He. .for mid miclum

^efeohtum on ScioSie ba norSland. c 1052 O. E. Ckron.

(MS. C) an. 1052, Hi hwemdon ba mid bam scypon wiS

|&amp;gt;a;s nqrfi
landes. c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 574 On to the

se thai send Schyr Jhon Sewart, that weyll the northland
kend. 1533 Ace. Ld. High Treas. VI. 123 To ane boy that

postit nycht and day in the northland with lettrez. 1738
I)E FOE Tour (ed. 2) III. 336 The North-land, being all the

Country beyond Inverness, /bid., The third Division of

Scotland, called the North-land. 1873 MORRIS Love is

enough 48 Sure the northlands shall know of the blessings
she bringeth. 1896 Harper s Mctg. Apr. 717/1 The roughest
country in all the North-land.
attrib. 1553 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 129 The bevyruns

or portis of this realme, at the eist and northland seyis.
a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 12

Vther hieland men and mony northland men in the meirnis

and angus. 1738 DE FOE 7&amp;lt;wr(ed. 2) III. 349 Those whom
I have been describing in the North-Land Division. 1840
CAKLVLE Heroes (1858) 197 The primary characteristic of

this old Northland Mythology.
Hence No rthlander, one from the north.

1845 THORPE tr. Lappcnberg s A. S. Kings II. 13 An
incessant outpouring of Northlanders over the North and
Baltic Seas, in quest of booty and a home.

No rtli-light. [Cf. Du. noorderlicht) G. nord-

licht, ON. nordrljos (Da. nordlys}]
1. (Usu.//.) The Aurora Borealis. Also_/f^.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), North-Light^ a wonderful

Meteor, which usually appears in Greenland [etc.]. 1794
MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolfho\\ t

I stood looking up at

the North-lights, which shot up the heaven to a great height.

1827 CLARE Sheph. Cal. in With shooting North-liglits,

tokening bloody wars. 1839 LOWELL Lett. (1894) I. 47 Two
north-lights are there in the Soul that beam, Truth s steady
ray and Fancy s waving gleam.
2. Light coming from the north.

1870 LOWELL Among tny 2&amp;gt;ks. Ser. i. (1873) 34^ Flashes
. .of very different quality from the equable north-light of

the artist.

tNo rthly, a Obs. [f.xNoETH + -LY i. Cf.

OE. twrblicj MDu. noordelijc (Du. -lijk} t noortlijc^

G. nord-t nordlich^ Da. and Sw. nordlig.] North

erly, northern.

1557 RECORDE IVhetst. aiij, The olde attempte for the

Nortnlie Nauig^ations. 1573 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 62 In

tempest (the wind being northly or east). 1576 TURBERV.

Trag\ Tales (1837) 143 Those warlike wights That earst

from Almaine came, And other Northly parts beside. 1622

DRAYTON Poly-old, xix. 316 To fortie three Degrees of

North ly Latitude.

t No rthly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. NORTH + -LY *.

C f. MDu. twortlikti Du . noordelijk^ G . no rd-
,

nordlieh) Sw. nordHgtI\ Northwards.

Northman (n^ubmsen). [OE. Korftman (see

NORTH a.) =* OKris. North- ^ Ai?^/-,OHG. Nort(h}-&amp;gt;

Nordman^ ON. Norftmaftr (pi. -menti} y mod.G.,
Da., and Sw. Nordman : see also NORMAN j.1

The history of the word in Engl. is not con

tinuous.] (Chiefly//.) An inhabitant or native

of Norway or of Scandinavia.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 17 Ohthere sa^de . .
f&amp;gt;a:t

he

ealra NorSmonna norbmest bude. ( 937 O. E. Chron.

(Parker MS.) an. 937, J&amp;gt;ser fceflemed wearS Nor5manna
breju. c 1000 ^Ei.KRic Saints Lives xxix. II. 180 Him
onbujon ja francan and ba fyrlenan nordnieun to

)&amp;gt;am



NORTHMOST.
wynsuman iuce wuldrcs cynincges. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec.
Inteil. vi. 165 Their habitation was in Norway, so called
for the northern situation there-of, and themselues North
men, ..vpon lyke reason. 1817 SCOTT Harold in. vi, O er

Eric, Inguar s son, Dane and Northman piled the stone.

1845 [see NORTHUMBRIAN A]. 1887 HAWEIS Lt. of Ages
vii. 199 Wherever the North-man landed, he settled.

No rthmOSt, a. Now rare. Also i, 6 -mest.

[See -MOST.] Most northerly, northernmost.
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. vii. 40 Sci^bie Jja norSmestan

haefdon un^ewunelice hfeton. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. ix. 43
O5 Sa nor3mestan nasssan on eorSan. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. II. 303 To this Eufride the nprthmest part tha gaif.

1564 MAITLAND Let. in Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 86 Upon
my Progress towards the Northmost Parts of our Realm.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 109 The Northmost lie of the

Syclades. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton (1906) 72 The great
river, .at the northmost part of the coast of Mozambique.
J 743 HULKELEY CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 118 Bearing from
the Northmost Point S. by E. about eighteen Leagues.

No rtlmess. [f. NOHTH + -NESS.] The quality
or state of being relatively north.

1854 Orr s Circ. Sci., Cheat, 263 Experimenters believed
that either northness or southness in a magnet.. might be
capable each of an individual existence. 1867 HAYES
Oftn Polar Sea. xxxv. 345 Long lines of cackling geese.,
winging their way to some more remote point of northness.

North-north-east, adv., etc. [
= Du. noord-

noordoost, G. and Sw. nordnordost ; also F. nord
nord-est) It. nortnortest, Sp. and Pg. nornordeste^\
In the direction lying midway between north and
north-east. Also as sb. and adj. (cf. NORTH-EAST).
14.. Sailing Directions (Hakluyt) 13 Ye must rere at a

North north est moone. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb,) 66 The
northnortheaste wynde roughely tossed the shyppes. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 248 It standeth North North-east and
by East. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] tr. D Acostas Hist. Indies
HI. v. 134 They divide amongst them the rest of the winds,
..as North-northweast, North-northeast. 1691 Lotid.Gaz.
No. 2708/3 The Wind being at North-North-East. 1723DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 304 The coast running
from port St. Julian north -north-east. 1849 J. D. DANA
Geol. ix. (1850) 468 The main mountain range has in general
a northeast to north-northeast course. 1870 LOWELL Study
Wind. Ser. i. Good Wd. for Winter^ The vast blur of a
north-north-east snow storm.

North-north-west, adv., etc. [
= Du. noord-

noordivest, G. nordnordwest (Sw. -vest} ; also F.

nord-nord-ouest) Sp. nornorueste.] In the direc
tion lying midway between north and north-west.
Also as sb. and adj,
^1381 CHAUCER Part. Foules 117 As wisly as I sawe the

northe northe west When I beganne my sweuene for to write.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. xv. (Bodl. MS.), pis londe
ha|j in }?e norbe norf&amp;gt;ewest side (?e see Occian. Ibid, xxvii,
Toward nor|?e nor^eweste. 14. . Sailing Directions (Hak
luyt) ii The cours is North northwest and South South est.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 396, I am but mad North, North-
West: when the Winde is Southerly, I know a Hawke from
a Handsaw. i66z J, DAVIES tr. Matidelslo s Trav. 259
The contrary wind forc d us to laveering to the North-
north-west. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. (Globe) 59 It was on the
N.N.W. Side of the Hill. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronaris xvii,

Twenty-three miles north north-west. 1877 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines

&amp;lt;y Mining^ A line drawn through its center
would run north-northwest and south-southeast.

Hence North-north-westward adv.
1784 Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 203 From about 45 of eleva-

lion north-north-westward.

North-polar, a. [f. north pole : cf. POLAR a.]
Of or pertaining to the north pole (see POLE sb.%}.
1784 HERSCHEL_in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 255 The bright

north-polar spot in fig. 26. 1849 NOAD Electricity (ed. 3)

298 A south pole at E, which either destroys or neutralizes
the north-polar magnetism previously induced by N.

North Sea. [Cf. (- 1 b) MDu. Nort-, Noort-
zee (Du. Ar

oordzee\ G. Nordsee, Da. -so, Sw. -$#.]
1. f a. The Bristol Channel. Qbs. rare.
c 894 O. E. Ckron. (Parker MS.) an. 894, [Hi] ymbsaston an

fceweorc on Defnascire be }?aere nor|) sae. a 1490 BOTONER
/tin. (Nastnith) 123 Le north-see. Villse principals super
mare boriale sita?. Primo Seyt Hyes.

b. The German Ocean.
cia9o St. Kenelm 17 in S. Eng. Leg. I, 345 To

J&amp;gt;e
North-

se hombur geth. 1720 RAMSAY Pros6. Plenty 2 In lays
immortal chant the North-seas praise. 1753 HANWAY
Trav. (1762) II. i. iii. 17 The mouth of the Elbe, at the
north-sea, is about thirteen, .miles distance. 1841 Penny
y&quot;&quot;

1
..,../ W I _ ._/ TU- r&amp;gt;_ii:_ : . . i *

North-sea.
attrib. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4103/4 Newfoundland Bank-

Fish,.. equal to the North-Sea Cod. 1720 RAMSAY (head-
iftg-), Prospect of Plenty : A Poem on the North-Sea Fishery.
1891 CLARK RUSSELL Marr. at Sea. v, A staunch little

craft, .built for North Sea weather.

t 2. The sea to the north of (central) Europe ;

the Baltic. Obs. rare.
ciooo &LPKIC Vet. Test. (Gr.) 4 Of Iaphet..com baet

norSerne mennisc be ba;re nor6sas. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. K.x, viii. (Bodl. MS.), pe norbe see is but litel salt.

Ibid. xiv. ii, Londe b 1 is ny^e to be [soube] see is more [hot]
and moiste banne londe bat is ny;e to be norbe see,

3. pi. The seas of the northern hemisphere.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commit). (1603) 33 In these

places they made the north and south seas their bounds.
1726 SWIFT Gulliver \. viii, An English Merchant-man,
returning from Japan by the North and South Seas.
4. (Seequot.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bis. 500 North Sta t the

Jamaica name for the north swell.
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t NO rth-shine. Obs. rare -J
. [Cf. G. nord-

schein, Da. nordskin, Sw. norrsken,] The Aurora
Borealis.

1738 [G. SMITH] Cur. Relat. II. 447 It shoots forth from
the North, for which Reason it is call d the North-Shine.

North-side. [MK. norSside (see NORTH a.)= MDu. nort-, noor(f)side (Du. noordzijde), OHG.
nordslta (G. nordseite), MSw. norrsijda, Sw.
nordsida, Da. -side. In later use also simply a
collocation of NORTH a. and SIDE sb.~\ The side

lying towards the north.

cizos LAY. 24515, I bere chireche. .hi bere norS side [sat]
Wenhaeiuer ba quene. a tyxiCursor M. 17288 + 137 per was
our lord sepulcre, in be northside I-wis. c 1305 Edmund
Con/. 350 in E.E.P. (1862) 80 In alle halewe churchjerd,
in be norb side. 1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 6r By
twene be norbside of India and Scythia. 1535 COVERDALE
Ezek. xlviii. i The trybes that lye vpon the northsyde. 1552
Bk. Comm. Prayer, Communion, The Priest standing at
the north-syde of the Table, shal saye the Lordes prayer.
1611 CAPT. SMITH Descr. Virg. Wks. (Arb.) 50 From the

j

North side is the river of Chickahatnairia. 1641 in Nalson
Impart. Collect. (1683) II. 399 The Minister, who is by the
Law to officiate at the North-side of the Table. 1754 T.
GARDNER Hist. Dun-wick 125 John Baret..on the North-
Side. 1836 PARKER Gloss. A rchit. (1850) I. 132 On the north
side of the chancel is placed a chantry chapel. 1866 F, G. LEE
Direct. Angl. 356 North-side, the part of the altar to the

! left of the Midst as the Priest stands in the front facing the
east. 1887 MORRIS CWfii.xm. no The one to the north-side

facing.

North star. [ME. north sierre - MDu. noird-

stern, Du. noordster, G. nordstern, Da. -stjerne,
Sw. -stjerna.] The Pole-star.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. viii. ii. (Bodl. MS.), The
moste norbe sterre, the whyche norbe sterre we clepeb
schyppeman-sterre. 1530 PALSGR. 248/2 Northe starre, pal
articgne. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 96 By fmd-
inge the height of the Northe starre. 1599 SHAKS. Mitck
Ado ii. i. 258 If her breath were as terrible as [her] termina
tions, .. she woujd infect to the north starre. 1625 PURCHAS
Pilgrims I. n. ii. 34 When they had sayled past the Equi-
noctiall Line, they lost the sight of the North starre. 1661
BOYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 61 The North star . . doth better
guide the pilot, than ev n the moon herself. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. (Globe) 605 Our. .Guide, who., steer d himself by
the Pole, or North Star. 1779 JOHNSON L. P., Milton (1868)
66 The pensive man . . outwatches the North Star, to discover
the habitation ofseparate souls, c 1808 SURTEES in G. Taylor
Mem. R. S. (Surtees) 244 The witching spell.. That lur d
the north star from the sky. 1848 LOWELL Biglovj P. Ser. I.

ix, He.. axed ef I could pint The North Star out.

fig. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus Admir. Events 232 In
such tender years they are ships without North-starre,
Rudder, or anchor. 1656 EAKL MONM. tr. Boccalinfs
Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. xxix. (1674) 32, [I] resolved to steer. .

by the assured North-Star of the afore-said Sentence. 1730
FIELDING Rape upon Rape in. vi, A widow with fourscore
thousand pounds in her pocket There s a North star to
steer by !

Northtrniber. Now rare. [OE. NorShymbre
(also Nordan-), f. norS- NORTH + Humbre the
Humbcr. The ME. a-forms appear to represent the
OE. gen. or dat. pi., but may have been taken in
the sense of Northumberland

.] pi. The ancient
inhabitants of Northumbria, or that part of Eng
land lying north of the Humber.

. a 900 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 601, Edwine I

NorShymbra cyning. a. 1122 Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1095, Se \

eorl Rodbeard of NorShymbran. c 1205 LAY. 30379 Cad-
waSlangon H3e..touward Nor6-humbre. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 4683 pe verste king of norbhumber. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) II. 8t pis is be citee bat Ethelfride, kyng of i

Norbhumber, destroyed.
B. 1387 TREVISA Higden. (Rolls) II. 163 A! be longage of

be Norbhumbres, and specialliche at 3ork, is .. scharp,
slitting, and frotynge and vnschape. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
II. 15 While king William was thusoccupied in Normandy,
the Northumbers rebelled. 1601 WEEVER Mirror Mart. &amp;gt;

vi. i, He pierst the eie Of the Scots king, and set North-
umbers free. 1631 Anc. Funeral Man. To Rdr. 4
Ceonulph, King of the Northumbers. 1705 J.TAYLOR Journ.
Edenb. (1903) 51 Edwin, king of the Northumbers, a Pagan.
1756-9 BUTLER Lives Saints (1836) II. 205 The English
Saxon kingdom of the Northumbers. 1854 WATERWORTH
Eng. Sf Rome 182 His pious and zealous son, the King of
the Northumbers.

Northumbrian (n^ij^-mbrian), a. and si&amp;gt;.

[f. prec. + -IAN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Northumbria or

Northumberland.
1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxiv. 937 The Roll of these

Northumbrian Kings. Ibid. 1238 Of the Northumbrian
Line so have we many more. 1776 SIR D. DALRYMPLE
Annals Scat/. I. 7 Maerleswegen, Gospatrick, and other
Northumbrian nobles. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy v, The monsters
of heraldry, embodied by the art of some Northumbrian
chisel. Itid. xviii, A snug comfortable Northumbrian
cottage. 1843 R. GARNETT in Proc. Philol. Sac. II. 78
This admixture of the Northmen in the population of the
Northumbrian provinces. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 567/2
The management of many Northumbrian farms is excellent.

B. sb. 1. An inhabitant or native of ancient
Northumbria or modern Northumberland.
1752 Lift Bernard Gilpiti 207 These wild Northumbrians

indeed went beyond the ferocity of their ancestors. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 111/2 The Northumbrians were
anciently stigmatized as a savage, barbarous people. 1828-
43 TYTLER Hist. Scat. (1864) I. 56 The Scots .. delayed their

advance; and the Northumbrians. -returned home. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 567/1 In physique the Northumbrian
is stalwart and robust.

2. The northern dialect of English current in

NORTHWARDS.
ancient Northumbria

; also, the modern dialect of
Northumberland.
1845 KEMBLE in Proc. Philol.Soc. II. 125 The most exten

sive monument of pure Northumbrian which we possess.
1889 SKEAT Gospels Introd., The other three Gospels are
glossed in Old Northumbrian.
Hence Korthu inbrianism.
1845 R. GARNETT in Proc. Philol. Sac. II. 84 The North-

umbrianisms swa,gnde, sail, swilke, til.

Northupite (n(?-jhypait). Min. [Named after
its discoverer, C. H. Northup] (See quots.)
iBgsAwer. Jriil. Sci. L. 481 The name Northupite is pro

posed for this new species. 1896 CHESTER Diet. Min.,
Northupite, . . chloride and carbonate of sodium and mag
nesium, found in regular octahedrons.

Northward (npubwrxid), adv., st&amp;gt;.,
and a.

Forms : I norfSw^e)ard, 3-4 norf-, 5 norpe-,
3- northward (6 Sc. -wart) ; 4 northe-, 5-6
uorthwarde. [f. NORTH + -WARD : cf. MDu.
norlwart, -wert, noort-, noordewaert.]
A. adv. 1. Towards the north

;
in a northern

direction : a. of motion or aspect.
a iioo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1016, Da Uhtred Jeah-

sode bis, ba forlet he his her^unge & elite noroweard.
cizoo Beket 1119 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 138 Al North-ward he
drouj him furst, a-wei al fram be se. 1338 R. BRUNSB
Ckron. (1810) 207 Jon Northward him sped, his lond for to
visile. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 57 panne be see
schedeb norbward, and makeb be see Propoiuides. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur i. xi. 51 He had the hoost Northward.,
vnto the foreist of Bedegrayne. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II.

653 Making prouision to go Northwarde agaynst his aduerse
faction. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IIS, in. i. 79 To you The rem
nant Northward, lying off from Trent. i68z DRYDKN Til

Duchess of York 10 Love..wander d northward to the

verge of day. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 93 F 5 He had a
better Stomach when he moved Northward. 1784 JOHNSON
12 July in Boswell, I am going Northward for a while.

1838 DASENT in Oxford Ess. 193 Its doors look northward.

1878 GLADSTONE Homer 6r From hence round to the Black
Sea, passing east and northward.

b. of relative position.
1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 62 This hille, that Northe-

warde lay. 1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. xv. xliii.

(Bodl. MS.), Wibin bese londes esteward is rodus and norbe-
ward Cenode. c 1430 Palladia* on Husb. I. 120 North
ward in placis hoot ; in placis colde, Southward. 1535
COVERDALE Ezek. xl. 44 There stode one also, besyde the
east dore north warde. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. n. i. 4
Bring me the fairest creature North-ward borne. i6iz
CAPT. SMITH Descr. Virg. Wks. (Arb.) 53 Thirty leagues
Northward is a river not inhabited. 1669 STUKMY Alariner s

Mag. vn. xvi. 25 Those that live 90 deg. from us Northward
or Southward. 1885 M^anch. Exam. 9 Mar. 5/1 On the
Downs northward of Brighton.
2. quasi-i^. = next.

1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 102 Ten miles to northward
of the narrow port. 1865 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. V. 546 To
northward of Bautzen forty miles.

B. sb. That direction or part which lies to the
north (of z. place or thing).
1624 in Capt. Smith s Wks. (Arb.) 337 A relation of a

Discovery towards the Northward of Virginia. 1644 BUL-
WER Chiron. 43 The hand., leapeing back to the Northward
of the Body. 1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3831/3 Two Men of
War to the Northward of the Fleet gave him Chase. 1748
Anson s Voy. ii. iii. 147 To fit up the boats., and to proceed
with them to the northward. 1820 W. SCORESBY Ace.
Arctic Reg. II. 208 Some ships have sailed to the north
ward of the seventy-eight degree of latitude. 1864 TENNY
SON Aylmer s F. 415 The tall pines That darken d all the
northward of her Hall. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geogr. iii.

126 The vapour, .flows to the northward and southward.
C. adj. That moves or looks northward ;

extending or situated towards the north.
Not historically connected with OE. nor3(c)iieard or

nordaifweard.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iii. 13 When your owne Percy
..Threw many a Northward looke. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-
olb. xxiv. 28 Whence Lestershire she leaves upon the
Northward side. 1707 Lond. Gaz No. 4395/3 The North
ward Part of the Goodwin Sands. 1853 KANE Grinne/l
Exp. xxv. (1856) 200 The observations which I noted during
our northward drift. 1892 LEE Hist. Columd. II. 222 In
1868, the northward growth of the city began to be notable.

NO rthwardly, adv. and a.
[f. prec. + -LY *.]

A. adv. In a northward direction.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geogr. I. 609 European geographers.,
extended the name northwardly. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric.
Devon (1813) 38 Proceeding northwardly through the re
mainder of East Allington. 1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. StK.
XIV. i. 18 Travelling northwardly from this. .plain.
B. adj. That has a northern situation or direc

tion ; of the wind, blowing from the northward.
c 1682 J. COLLINS Making Salt in Engl. 75 The most

Northwardly part is Rag-Point. 1805 Phil. Trans. XCVI.
251 These northwardly winds I take to have been the
north-east wind in the offing. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V.
161 A slowly moving northwardly current.

Northwards, adv. and sb. [Cf. Du. noord-

waarts, G. nordwarts
.] Northward.

1:894 O. . Citron. (Parker MS.) an. 894, pa woldon (hie]
ferian norbweardes ofer Temese in on East Seaxe. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce vm. 406 His wiage northwardis he tais.

1461 Paston Lett. I. 540 My Lord Fitzwater is ryden
northewards. 1511 Gitylforde s Pilgr. (Camden) 22 It

marcheth . . northwardes to the kyngdome of Surrey. 1574
W. BOURNE Regiment for Sea 31, I doe take the heigth of
the Sunne vnto the Northwardes. 1624 in Capt. Smith s

Wks. (Arb.) 337 The winds so crossed vs [that] wee fell

more Northwards, a 1700 EVELYN Diary (1645) Apr.,

Minding us of returning Northwards. 1806 A. DUNCAN
Nelson 153 It stretched northwards. 1887 BOWEN ^irg.



NORTHWAY.
JEneid i. 391 Sped to a sheltering haven by winds that

have northwards turned.

t NoTthway, obs. variant of NORWAY 2
.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 287 pan Norbways and

Danes made hem cheef citees in Gallia.

North-west (npupwe st), adv., sb., and a.

[f. NORTH and WEST : cf. MDu. noortwest (Du.

noord-), OHG. nord-, northuuest, G. nordwesi,

Da. and Sw. nonivest ;
also F. nordouest (\north-,

norl-, nor-), Sp. nordovest, nomeste, Pg. noroeste.

OE. had also noroaniucstan, from the north-west.]

A. adv. 1. In the direction intermediate be

tween north and west.

893 K. &LFRF.D Oros. i. i. 24 An Sasra garena lio suo-

west..& se Sridda norftwest onsean Brigantia. 931 in

Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 358 Of Sere fiodan norS west to

oa:re miclan apoldre. 14.. Sailing Directions (Hakluyt,

1889) 11 The streme settith North West and Southest.

1509 HAV.ES fast. Pleasure xiv. (Percy Soc.) 53 In the

stormy pery Mercury northwest thou mayst se appere. 1594

BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. xxiii. (1636) 479, I find.. that the said

starre setteth Northwest and by West. 1612 CAPT. SMITH

Descr. yirg. Wks. (Arb.) 52 The greatest [river], .is called

Quiyough and trendeth north west. 1703 MAUNDRELL

Journ. Jems. (1721) Add. 6 Our Course, .was North West
and by North. 1723 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 303
We stood northward again, and then north-west. 1809

[see the sb.]. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Pcruv. Bark 371 The

valley runs north-west and south-east.

b. From this direction.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 382 The south-east

wind, .changed, and northwest now it blew.

2. quasi-rf.
= next.

14.. Sailing Directions (Hakluyt, 1889) n Yif.. the wynde
be at Northwest your cours is Southest. Ibid. 14 Bery
land is est and by north west. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 301 A fresh gale at north-west-by-west. 1806

A. DUNCAN Nelson 61 The French had sailed, .with a fresh

gale at north-west.

B. sb. The direction or region lying between

north and west ; spec, the North-west Territories

of Canada.
1387 TREVISA Iligden (Rolls) II. 69 A citee in be contre of

Norfc&amp;gt; Engelond toward be norb west. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) II. 71 A place.. at the northe weste of hit. 1610

HOLLAND Camdetis Brit. (1637) 631 In the utmost angle. .

toward the North-West. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo&quot;s

Trav. 248 The wind changed, and came to the north-west.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 571 Till we came round
the Pole, and consequently into the North-West. 1778
W. ROBKRTSON Hist. Amer. (1783) I. 142 After this.. he
advanced towards the north-west. 1809 A. HENRY Trav.
2 59, 1 was now in what is technically called the north-west ;

that is, the country north-west of Lake Superior. 1874
Encycl. Brit. IV. 766/1 The vast prairie lands of the great
north-west thus embraced within the Dominion.

C. adj. 1. Of the wind : Blowing from the

north-west.

Perhaps representing OE. noroanivestanwind.

1398 TREVISA Barth. DC P. R. XL iii. (Bodl. MS.), Borias

. .hab bi his sides.. be norbeweste winde. 1483 Catk.Angl.
256/1 p

; Northe west wynde; circius. 1572 HULOET s.v.,

Ptol. calleth the Northweast wynde Chorus. 1612 CAPT.
SMITH Descr. Virg. Wks. (Arb.) 48 The Northwest winde
is commonly coole. 1723 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840)

13 We met with.. a north-west blast, which carried us.. a

great way off to sea. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 60 The
enemy had sailed with a north-west wind.

2. North-west Passage, a passage for vessels

along the north coast of America, formerly thought
of as a possible channel for navigation between the

Atlantic and the Pacific.

1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. A 4, The voyage of Sebastian

214

Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 199 There is no protection from

the heavy swell setting in with a north-wester.

2. ^NOR -WESTER 2.

1830 MAKKYAT King s Own xx, Pouring him out a north-

t North-wester, . Obs. = NORTH-WEST a. i.

c 1450 tr. Giraldus Cambrensis Hist. Irel. (1896) 14 .

Storkes & swalewes & ober somer foules . . comen, & wyth
be cold north-westre wynd bay ben awey ywent.

North-we-sterly,&amp;lt;z. [f. NORTH-WEST, after

WESTERLY.] a. Of the wind : Blowing from the

north-west, b. Tending north-west.

161,1 COTGR., Galerneux, north-westerlie. 1708 Land.

age lockt up
so cold in Seeking. 1697 DAMFIER Voy. (1699) 273, I know
there have been divers attempts made about a North West
Passage and all unsuccessful. 1725 [see PASSAGE sb. u].
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snppl, s.v., A north-west passage by
Hudson s bay, into the pacific ocean. 1820 W. SCORESBV
Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 17 The existence of a north-west

passage* is not yet either proved or refuted. 1857 ABM-
STRONG (title), A Personal Narrative of the Discovery of

the North West Passage. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-bk.
500 The north-west passage.. was.. solved by H.M.S. In

vestigator . . reaching the western end of Barrow s Straits.

fig. 1670 CLARENDON Ess. Tracts (1727) 145 It [industry] is

the North-west Passage that brings the merchant s ships. .

to him. 1823 BYRON yuan xm. xxxix, They are a North-
West Passage Unto the glowing India of the soul. 1831
CARLYLE Sartor Res. \\. v, That shorter North-west Passage
to thy fair Spice-country of a Nowhere.

b. Hence North-west discovery. Also fig.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 45 Certaine Gentlemen that

went with M. Frobisher in his North west discouerie.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. \. v. 91. 292 Search your
storehouse, M. Brerely, who hath travailed as farre in this

Northwest discovery, as it was possible for humane industry.
3. Pertaining to the north-west ; situated in the

north-west part of a country, etc.

1827 Genfl. Mag. XCVII. n. 390 The nearly ascertained
site of the North-west Magnetic pole. 1836 W. IRVING
Astoria (1849) I2 Numbers of men of this class were
scattered throughout the northwest territories. 1864 Cham,
bers s Encycl. VI. 797 The area of the North-West Provinces
is 116,493 square miles.

North-we ster, sb.
[f. prec. + -ERU

1. A wind or gale blowing from the north-west.

1737 T. SMITH Jrnl. (1849) 267 There has been no north
westers this fall nor winter. 1751 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks.
1840 V. 261, I question whether the strongest north-wester
would dissipate it. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 271 The
brisk north-westers, which prevailed not long since. 1860

NOR -WESTER.

Garden 25 Nov. 459/2 The Norway Maple is a beautiful

tree, a 1790 POTTKB Cant. Diet. (1795),
*Norway neckcloth,

the pillory. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Tratie,*Norway Rag-
stone, the coarsest variety of the hone-slates, or whetstones.

I7S3-9 Norway rat [see RAT s*.1 ij. 1781 PENNANT Hist.

wind and excessive cold are synonymous terms. 1828 SCOTT

F. Af. Perth xxvii, Directing his course in a northwesterly
|

direction. 1870 LOWELL Study Windows Ser. i. Good Word
for Winter, The avant-courier of a northwesterly gale.

North-we-stem, a. and si. [Cf. WESTERN
and OIIG. norllnnieslroni].

A. adj. Situated or extending towards the north

west.
1612 SELDEN in Drayton s Poly-fib. 125 Japhet..had the

Norlh-westerne Part of the World. 1632 LITHGOW Trav,

in. 105 These North-westerne Hands.. are neither hot nor

cold. 1846 M Ci-LLOCH Brit. Empire (1854) II. 58 Among
the greater lines of railway now existing, may be specified
the London and North Western. 1860 VENABLES Isle of

Wight 338 The woodland of the north-western district.

B. sb. (See quot.)
1701 WOLLEY Jrnl. New York (rS6o) 23 A thick winter

Coat there is commonly called a North-western.

t North-we sting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f.
NORTH

WEST -I- -ING !.] The variation of the compass
from the true north in the direction of north-west.

1594-1646 [see NORTH-EASTING].

North-we stward, adv. and sb. [f. NORTH
WEST + -WARD.]
A. adv. In a north-westerly direction ;

towards

the north-west.

1387 TREVISA Iligdcn (Rolls) II. 71 A place foure score

myle out of York norbwestward. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. u.

17 We met with the winde at Northeast, and so we ran

Northwestward. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh, 402 Which he

makes Northwestward from Coventry. 1728 MORGAN
A Igiers I . iii. 70 North-Westward of Costantina . . there is a

Mountain. 1760 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. iv. (1765) 390
A line to run northwestward. 1858 H. D. ROGERS Geol.

Pennsylv. I. 124 The Matinal shale manifestly declines in

thickness as it spreads north-westward.

B. sb. = NORTH-WEST sb.

1796 MORSE Amer. Ceogr. I. 128 To the northwestward of

Hudson s Bay is an extensive chain of lakes.
_ i8o_W.

News 27 April 3/5 Wim
in the west of France.

Hence North-we-stwardly a. and adv.

I796MORSE Amer. Ceogr. I. 223A northwestwardly course.

1863 MRS. WHITNEY f-aitk Gartney s Girlh. xxvi, Looking
off, northwestwardly, across the head of the Pond.

North wind : see NOBTH a. 3.

Nortour, -ure, obs. forms of NURTURE.

Norvegian, obs. form of NOBWEGIAN.

Norward (npuwjid), adv. and sb. [f. nor*

NOKTH + -WARD.]
A. adv. In a northern direction ;

northward.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Little Bartas 274 Wks. (Grosart) II. 87

The more that they are Nor-ward driven. 1681 Visc rcss

CAMPDEN in Hist. MSS. Comm. i2th Rep. App. V. 56

They do not like to come norward so late in the yeare.

1839-48 BAILEY Festus 68 Norward now we ll hold our

course. 1865 TENNYSON Captain 35 Stately, lightly, went

she Norward, Till she near d the foe.

B. sb. The northern part or region.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Triumph. 85 Wks. (Grosart) II. 162

To the Norward, where hee worketh rife. 1698 FRYER Ace.

E. India t P. 22 A fair Wind soon set us once more to

the Norward of the Equinoctial. 1700 Gov. NICHOLSON in

W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. CA. I. n8 In Penn

sylvania and to the Norward.

So Ho-rwards adv.

1853 BAILEY Mystic ro6 And those, Hrimthursar night,
who norwards held Frore Jotunheim.

Norway 1 (npuwe )- [Repr. ME. Nomvey, -wei,

OE. Norweg, ad. ON. Norvegr (earlier *-wegr),

{. nor-, norfr NoRm + veg-r WAY.] The name
of one of the Scandinavian countries, used attrib.

to designate special kinds or varieties of plants or

trees, animals, or things, as Norway berry, birch,

fir, maple, spnice ; Norway crow, haddock, lobster,

rat
; Norway deal, neckcloth, ragstone, skiff, yawl.

(See quots. and the various sbs.)

1674 tr. Scheffer s Lapland 141 Berries, the chief are those

which the Swedes call Hiortron, some Dew-berries, or the

Zoologist VI. 2258

1731 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Abies, The Common Firr, or

Pitch Tree, sometimes called, The &quot;Norway or Spruce Fir.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 556 The Sebastes, or Norway
Haddock, which inhabits the northern seas, and is an

important article of food. 1800 SHAW Naturalist s Misc.

XII. pi. 464 &quot;Norway Lobster.. .This species is nearly equal
in size to the common Lobster, and is principally found in

the Northern ocean. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 60/2 The

platanoidcs, or &quot;Norway-maple, grows naturally in Norway,
Sweden, and other northern countries of Europe. 1882

worst weather. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 762/1 The
..European spruce fir.. includes the &quot;Norway spruce and

long-coned Cornish fir. 1832 Planting 124/1 (L.U.K.), The
Norway spruce is considered to attain.. one hundred and

fifty feet in height. 1882 Garden 20 May 350/3 Dwarf
varieties of the Norway Spruce. 1867 SMYTH Sailors
Word-bk. 501 *Nonvay Yawl, this, of all small boats, is

said to be the best calculated for a high sea.

t Norway -. 0/&amp;gt;s. Forms : //. 2 Norweis, 4

-weies, -weyes, 5 -weys; 4-5 -wais, 4, 6-wayes;
Sc. 5 Norowais, 6 Norrowa(y)is. [Prob. ad.

AF. Norays, ONF. Noreis NOREIS, with assimila

tion of form to prec.] //. Norwegians.
(11200 O. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1066, Harold..& hys

furde . . here michel wel geslogon, ge Norweis $e Flanning.

1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 38 pe Danes vp aryued. .

pat with Norwais Kerlion was destroied. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) I. 347 Turgesius, duke and ledere of Npr-
weyes, broujt bider Norwayes. e 1440 Partonope 1252 The

Norweysareat hisledyng. c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 794 + 9

At Dunmoir, quhair first Norowais come in. 1535 STEWART
Cron.Seot. III. 125 That tha supportit..The Norrowayis
agane thair awin king. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.

(Globe) 678/1 The Muscovites, the Norwayes, the Gothes,
. .and many others doe witness the same.

Norwegian (npjwz-dgan), a. and sb. Also 7-8

Norvegian. [f. med.L. Noruegia, with assimila

tion to NORWAY 1. Cf. F. Norv&ten.]
A. atij.

Of or pertaining to Norway; belong

ing to, found in, Norway.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 13 Of the Norvegian

Monsters. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-old, xix. 183 Of th huge
Norwegian hills. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 33 A Hunnish
and Norwegian statehnes. 1667 P. L. i. 293 The tallest

Pine Hewn on Norwegian hills. 1776 DALRYMPLE Annals
Scot!. I. 44 note, He has no other authority than some

Norvegian chronicles. 1781 COWPER Expost. 470 Rock d

by many a rough Norwegian blast. 1821 SCOTT Pirate

xvi, Singing the achievements brave Of many an old Nor

wegian earl. 1874 R. COUTE Shetland (ed. 2) 21
_l

heir

dwellings were commodious erections of Norwegian timber.

b. In special applications (see quots. and sbs.).

1880-84 DAY Fishes Gt. Britain I. 43 Norway haddock
and &quot;Norwegian carp. 1792 KER tr. Linnxus 241 Cuni-

culus norwegicus, or &quot;Norwegian Coney. iW^Lciiure H,

147/1 Tea.. is ready all day long in teapots kept hot in

covered baskets very thickly padded, such as are known
with us as &quot;Norwegian Kitchens . 1792 KER tr. Linnxns

241 Mus norwegicus, &quot;Norwegian Mouse, or Lemming.
Ibid. 228 Mus norwegicus, or &quot;Norwegian Rat. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1534/1

*
Norwegian Stove., consists of a

square wooden box lined with a soft, non-conducting sub

stance. 1899 Outing XXX. 229/1 The arrangement of the

sliding-seat, the deck tiller, and the &quot;Norwegian tiller.

The latter is a device adapted from the Norwegian fishing

boats. 1836 T. THOMSON Min., Geol., etc. I. 200 &quot;Nor-

wegian Tremolite. .in amorphous masses, having a white

colour passing into bluish grey.

B. sb. 1. A native of Norway.
1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. vi. 177 In the North parte of

England the Norwegians or Normannes were ouerthrown.

1703 J. BRAND Descr. Orkney f\ The Norse hath continued

ever since the Norvegians had these Isles in Possession.

common character viewed at a distance. 1884 Encycl.

Brit. XVII. 590/1 The director of the Danish national

theatre in 1771 was a Norwegian.
2. The language of Norway.
1603 VERSTEGAN Dec. Inlell. vii. 195 The Danish, Nor

wegian, and Swedish do again differ from these, and some
litle each from other. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI V. 564/2

The Swedish is more nearly related to the Icelandic than

either the Danish or Norwegian. 1841 LATHAM Eng. Lang.

13 In Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian the form is [etc.].

3. U. S. A kind of fishing-boat. (See quots.)

1872-3 J. W. MILNER in Rep. U.S. Fish Commission

(1874) 9 At Milwaukee, for a time, the most of the boats

were the sloop-rigged Norwegians ,
afterwards abandoned,

high sideSj
and is sloop-rigged.,

Scandinavian fishermen.

So f ZTorwe-glc a. Obs. rare &quot;*.

1681 GREW Musxnm in. i. v. 304 The Relation given at

large by Wormius of the Norwegicfc Mouse.

Norwenisse : see NORENISH a. Obs.

Nor -west, reduced form of NORTH-WEST a.

and si. Also ellipt. (quot. 1895).
14. . Piers of Fullham 14 in Hazl. E. E. P. II. 2 1 her

comythe a noyes norweste wynde. 1485 Digty Myst.

(1882) in. 1876 pe wynd is nor west ! 1533-4 Act 25

Hen. VIII, c. 8 All cariages, caried from west and Nor-

west parties of the realme. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 18 A
new-sprung Sect of Phrantasticks, which would perswade
themselves and others, that they have discovered the Nor-

west passage to Heaven. 1786 BURNS On a Sc. Bard vi,

He saw Misfortune s cauld Nor-west Lang mustering up a

bitter blast. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxvi, I wad rather hail the

coble half a mile aff, and the norwast wind whistling again

in my teeth. 1854 P. B. ST. ]am&amp;gt;Amy Moss 141 Thedark

clouds from the nor -west came bodily down. 1895 Outing

XXVI. 30/2 There were. .nineteen native duck, ten nor-

wests ,
five spoonbills, and three sprig.

Nor -wester. [Reduced f. NORTH-WESTER.]
1. A wind or gale from the north-west.



NORWESTING-. 215 NOSE.

1703 DAMPTER Voy, III. 9 These norwesters give notice

of their coming. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 711 Fair

Havens afforded a shelter from the norwester.

2. A glass of strong liquor.

1840 MARRYAT Olla Podr, III 34 Jack poured out the

rum till the tumbler was half full. Why, Littlebrain,
said his messmate, that is a dose, that s what we call a

regular Nor-wester . 1884 H. CoLLlNGWOOD 1 Under
Meteor Flag 191 Pouring them out a stiff

* nor -wester

each to cheer them up a little.

3. An oilskin hat worn by sailors in rough
weather ;

a sou wester.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1861) III. 302 The doors

nearly blocked up with hammocks and *

well-oiled nor -

westers . 1853 MOODIE Life Clearings 21 A leather hat
like a sailor s nor -wester, with a long peak behind.

f Worwesting, var. of NORTH-WESTING. Obs.

1561 [see NORTH-EASTING vbl. sb.}.

Norweyan, . rare. [f. NORWAY + -AN.]

Norwegian.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. 11. 31 But the Norweyan Lord..

Began a fresh assault. Ibid. Hi. 95 He findes tliee in the
stout Norweyan Rankes. 1817 SCOTT Harold \. xiii, The
war-songs of Danesmen, Norweyan, and Finn.

t No*ry, sb. Obs. Also nori(e. [a. OF. nori,

pa. pple. of norir, var. of nourrir to nourish. Cf.

NORRY sb.] A foster-child ; a pupil.
13.. K. Alis. (Weber) 4730 His owen noryes to deth hym

broughth. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1511 His del ban he made,
how william hire worbi nory was nei^e atte debe. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 379 Wolstpun gropede ^e
heved of oon Nichol, bat was his owne norie.

t N&quot;0*ry,
v. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OF. norir, var.

of tionrrir to nourish.] trans. To bring up.
-1450 Gesta Ro&amp;gt;n. Ixi. 260 (Harl. MS.), Fro that tyme I

have bene norisshid, noried, norturid, and tau^te in the
same centre.

Wory : see NEWRY and NORIE. Woryce, -ys(e,
etc., varr. of NOURTCE Obs. Norysshe, obs. f.

NOURISH v. !N&quot;oryture, var. of NOURITURE.

t Nos. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] ? An opening.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 451 [Jonah s booth was] Happed

vpon ayber half a hous as hit were, A nos on be north

syde & nowhere non ellez.

Wosawnce, variant of NOISANCE Obs.

tNo SClble, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. late Lat.

noscibilis knowable, f. noscere to know : see -IBLE.]

(See quot.)
1654 Z. COKE Loglck 76 Noble is he which by vertue is

noscible, famous or well known.

Nose, obs. form of NOISE sb, and v.

Nose (nJuz), sb. Forms: 1-2 nosu, 3-4 nos,
5-6 noos, 5 noose, noys(e, 6 noise, nois, noss,
3- nose. [OE. nosu fern. = OFris. nosi, nose,

nosa, nos, MDu. nose, nuese, neuse (Du. neus},
MLG. nose, nose; MSw., Sw., and Norw. nos

(nos} snout, muzzle. The relationship to OE.
nasu NASE and to NESE is not clear.]

I. 1. That part (usually more or less pro
minent) of the head or face in men and animals
which lies above the mouth and contains the
nostrils. Also, the corresponding part, or some
similar formation, in lower forms of animal life.

In Saxon Leechd. I. 88 the plural appears to be used in
the sense of * nostrils .

C&J7 K. ^ELFRED Gregory s Past. C. xi. 64 Jif he.. to micle
nosu hffifde, o55e to lytle. c 1000 J^LFRIC Horn. I. 568 Ic

Seslea senne wri3an on his nosu, & aenne bridel on his

weleras, a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1014, Cnut . .

let
\&amp;gt;xr up ba gislas. .& cearf of heora handa & heora nosa.

c 1220 Bestiary 393 Te gandre & te gos, bi 3e necke & bi 3e
nos, [the fox] haleo is to hire hole, c 1390 Beketzi-j-j S. Eng.
Leg. I. 169 A smal rewe bere was of blode bat ouer is nose
drou^. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 152 Man snyfterith and
nose snyt. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xiii. (Bodl.
MS.), pe nose is in be myddel of be foremest partye of be
bed. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 228 Tho that
haue grete Noosys lyghtely bene talentid to couetise.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 1928 His lyppys round, his noys
was squar and tret. 1561 HOLLVBUSH Horn, Apoth. 15
Fyll a fylberts shell full of it, and draw it so in through the
nose. 1590 LODGE Rosalind (Hunt. Cl.) 38 His nose on the
sodaine bled, which made him conjecture it was some friend
of his. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. i. 39 The big round teares
Cours d one another downe his [the stag s] innocent nose.

1650 BvurmAttt^rp/WiUt. 77 Great is the ornament that the
Face receiveth by the Nose. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. TkevcnoCs
Trai . i. 52 AH the Figures that were carved upon her for

ornament, had the noses cut off. 1760 STERNE Tr. Shandy
in. xxxii, Pressing up the ridge of his nose with his finger
and thumb. 1798 FERRIAR Illustr. Sterne iv. 103 The nose
furnishes the principal expression of derision in the counten
ance. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxxiv. III. 477 To enable

you to distinguish the nose of insects.. it is the terminal
middle part that sometimes overhangs the upper lip. 1855
TENNYSON Maud n. 10 The least little delicate aquiline
curve in a sensitive nose. 1872 RUSKIN Eagle s N. 182
Some animals have to dig with their noses.

f*
b. Applied to an elephant s trunk. Obs. rare.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 196 It will with the nose or trunke
..turn aside whatsoeuer beast commeth in his way. 1727
A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. xli. no He put in his

Trunk at the Window, and blew his Nose on the Taylor with
such a Force and Quantity of Water, that the poor Taylor
and his Life-guard were blown off the Table.

c. Parson s nose, the rump of a fowl (see PAR
SON sb. 6) ; so Recorder s nose.

1825 C. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy II. 112 Shall I send you
the recorder s nose ?

d. That part of a pair of spectacles or eye

glasses which crosses the nose
; the bridge.

1895 Funk s Stand. Diet.

2. The organ of smell.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4380 Quare-of bebreth as of bawme

blawis in oure noose. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
184 Was dulcet & swete to ye mouth.. & sauoured wele to

the nose. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 569 Your nose smels

no, in this most tender smelling Knight. 1601 All s

Well\. \\. n Par. Nay you neede not to stop your nose
sir.. .Clo. Indeed sir, if your Metaphor stinke, I will stop my
nose. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. iv. 67 Nor rost red Crabs
t offend the niceness of their Nose. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase i. 324 His snuffling Nose, his active Tail Attest his

Joy. 1784 COWPER Task n. 259 That no rude savour mari
time invade The nose of nice nobility !

fig&amp;gt;
1S$$ Marprel Epit. B

ij, I am sure their noses can
abide no lest. 1591 LODGE (title-p,), Catharos, A Nettle for

Nice Noses. 1792 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1784, 27 June,
He entered upon a .. discussion of the difference between
intuition and sagacity ;.. one he observed was the eye of
the mind, the other the ncse of the mind.

b. The sense of smell
;

a (good, bad, etc.)

faculty of smell or power of tracking by scent.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 92 Wi^tly be werwolf ban went bi

nose euene to
J&amp;gt;e

herdes house. 1573 BARET A to. s.v.

Smell, He hath a very good nose: or he can smell very
quickly. x6n COTGR. s.v. Nez, a dog of a deepe nose, or

good sent. 1711 E. WARD Vulgus Brit. n. 131 All tho
1

the

Puppies have no Noses They l with them Hunt thro Woods
and Closes. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. v. i You shall often
see among the dogs a loud babbler, with a bad nose, lead the
unskilful part of the pack. 1856 STONEHENGE Brit. Rural
Sports 28/1 The hunting power of the spaniel, its delicacy
of nose [etc.]. 1897 Outing XXIX. 543/2 He had a
wonderful nose and as much bird-sense as I have ever
known one dog s head to contain.

fig- 549 LATIMER $th Serin, bef. Echo. I l (Arb.) 142 He
was a gentilman of a longe nose. ..Thys Shyryfte was a
couetuouse man, 1876 E. JENKINS Blot on Queen s Hd.
10 Keen noses for their own interest.

c. Smell, odour, perfume,
1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 61 The room was like a barn

after a bad cold harvest, with a musty nose to it. 1899
HAGGARD Farm. Year 8 July 265 Otherwise it [the hay]
would lack nose and flavour.

3. As an organ by which speech-sounds may be

produced or affected. Chiefly in phrases in or

through the nose.

1530 PALSGR. 2 They sounde hym.. a lyttell in the noose.
SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 16 Siniig a note,.. sometime

through [the] nose. 1604 Oth, in. i. 4 Haue your Instru
ments bin in Naples, that they speake i th Nose thus?
1648 Visitation Oxford 4 Langley (the new made Yeoman
Bedell of Divinity) with Paper, Spectacles, and Nose pro
claimed a Convocation. 1741 A. MONRO Anat. Nerves
(ed. 3) 86 People labouring under a Coryza, or stopping of
the Nose from any other Cause,.. are by the Vulgar.. said

to speak through their Nose. 1850 DICKENS Dav. Copp.
xxii, He.. pays as he speaks, . through the nose. 1888

[see NASALLY].
4. A nose ofwax, a thing easily turned or moulded

in any way desired ; a person easily influenced,
one of a weak character.

Very common c 1580-1700, esp. in allusions to wresting the

Scriptures.

1532 TINDALE Expos. Matt. vi. 23 If the Scripture be

contrary, then make it a nose of wax and wrest it this way
and that way till it agree. 1589 COOPER Admon. (Arb.) 58
Affirming, .that the Scriptures are darke.., because they
may bee wrested euery way, like a nose of waxe, or like a
leaden Rule. 1637 Burton s Diary^ (1828) II. 162 This Bill

is not worth a second reading. It is a nose of wax. 1686
HORNECK Crucif. Jesus ix. 167 Oral Tradition, that nose of

wax, which you may turn and set, which way you list.

1748 Lond. Mag. 259 Are the laws for preventing the

growth of popery only a nose of wax ? 1801 HUNTINGTON
God Guard, of Poor 139 He turned his text into a nose-of-

wax, in order to make it fit my face. 1821 GALT Annals
Parish xii, Her ladyship. .said that I was a nose-of-wax.
1880 DISRAELI Endyni. III. xxx. 300 He was a nose of wax
with this woman.
5. slang. A spy or informer; one who supplies

information to the police. (See also quot. 1812.)
iSias J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Nose, a thief who becomes an

evidence against his accomplices;, .also a spy or informer
of any description. 1830 Boston Gaz. 26 Oct. i The first

issue of forged notes, it is stated by a nose (an informer),
amounted to 500. 1888 Pall Mall G. n Oct. 88 The co

operation of the,, policeman with female pals and noses .

II. In phrases more or less figurative.
8. In various colloquial or allusive expressions.
To make a long nose (see LONG a. 1 i c). To Aave, or take,

pepper in the nose (see PEPPER sb. 4 b).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2090 Maximian was subbe aslawe

maugre is nose. 13.. K. Alis. 7812 (MS. Laud 622), pe
kyng hym dude quyk dispose, Wif&amp;gt;

barme to his owen nose.

1338 R. ERUNNE Chron. (1810) 95 A Breton (dabet his nose)
for Roberd bider sent. 1377 LANGL. P. PI, B. iv. 164 But
he be knowe for a koke-wolde kut of my nose. 1526 SKEL-
TON Magnyf. 835 Pryde hath plucked the by the nose.

1577 F. de Lisle s Legendarie F vijb, If she [the Queen-
mother] had not supported them, their noses had then Kissed

the ground. 1589 Pasquil s Ret. Bijb, They prooue so

ridiculous.., that I am ready to stand on my nose. 1603

Tryall Chev. i. iii, Tary, sir, tary, we want the length of

your nose. 1632 STRAFFORD in Browning & Foster Life
(1892) App. n. 301 The Commission of the Peace, (the in

strument of terroure by which he pulled them on along
with him by the noses). 1687 T. BROWN in Villiers (Dk.
Buckhm.) Wks. 1705 II. 126 He durst hardly show his Nose
over his hatch. 1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 224 Onward still

he goes, Yet ne er looks forward farther than his nose. 1837
CARLYLE^&amp;gt;. Rev. I II. n. i, Seeing clearly to the length of its

own nose, it is not paralysed. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown
at Ox/, vi, You ve always got your nose in the manger.

Comb, 1882 FI.OYER Unexpl, Baluchistan 245 There was
a general nose-in-the-air, defiant kind of aspect.

b. (fri) spite of one s nose, notwithstanding one s

opposition or objection. Also in ME, mangre his

nose (see prec., quot. 1297). ? Obs.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. 183 Than come ^our king
..And reft him from hir in spyte of his noi-;. 1579 FUI.KE
ffeskins Parl. 286 In spite of his nose, he must confesse al

this speach to be figuratiue. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps.
cxxxviii. j Our English usual expression, in spite of the
nose of mine enemies. 1664 COTTON Scarrwt. Wks, (1725)
no He would go, spite of al! their Noses. 1675 tiur-

lesqne upon / . ibid. 182 Spight of your Nose, and will ye,
nil! ye, I will go home again, that will I.

C. In comparisons denoting that something is

perfectly plain or obvious. Also ironically.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, n, i. 142 Oh lest vnseene : inscrut-

ible : inuisible, As a nose on a mans face, or a Wethercocke
on a steeple, 1655 H. MORE Second Lash 200 As plain as
the nose on a mans face. 1695 COXGREVE Lot e for L. iv.

viii, Tis as plain as the nose in one s face. 1773 GRAVES
Spir. Quix. v. xix, The Gentleman.. has made it as plain as

the nose in one s face, if one did but understand him. 1821

CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 157 It s as plain as the no c e on your
face for to see t. 1873 HARDY Pair Blue Eyes iii, It is as

plain as the nose In your face that there s your origin.

d. To count, or tell, noses, denoting the count

ing of persons, esp. those on one side or party.
1657 Leveller in Harl. Misc. (1745) IV. 515 The Level

ler s Designs, to make all Men s Estates to be equal, and to
divide the Land by telling Noses. 1691 New Disc. Old
Intreagne xxxiv, Tells how in Common Hall he counted
Noses. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 148 Some modern
zealots appear to have no better knowledg of truth, nor
better manner of judging it, than by count ing noses, n 1734
NORTH Exatnen in. vii. 29 (1740) 523 As if there had been
none better than Number, or telling Noses.

7. In prepositional phrases, chiefly denoting
closeness or proximity to a person or thing.

a. At one s (very] nose. (Still colhq. or dial.}
1536 St. Papers Hen. VII!, VI. 543 That citie stondith in

a very strong place hard at his [the Pope s] no&amp;gt;e. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 695 Because the war was ouert at his

nose, with the French kyng. 1659 B. HARRIS Paru-af s

Iron Age 45 The taking of so important a place ; just at the
nose of so strong an Army. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalini s

Advts. fr. Parnass. II. To Rdr., They make em believe,
Rewards and Honours are just at their very Noses,

b. Under one s (very} nose.

Freq. implying that an action is done in defiance of a

person, or without his perceiving it.

a 1548 HALL Chron. y K. Hen. V 38 Why doth your grace
..covet a countrey farre from your sight, before a realme
under your nose? 1577 HARRISON England n, i. (1877) J - 3
In some places where the kings and princes dwelled not
under his [the Pope s] nose. 1607 NOKDEN Sun&amp;gt;. Dial. i. 7
You are but a mearie obseruer of the course.. of things
passing dayly under your nose. 1670 COTTON Espernon
i. iv. 153 They, .suffer d the Duke, .to continue his work
under their noses. 1707 FREIND Peterborow sCond. Spain
240 His Lordship procur d and bought near 800 Horses,
under the Enemies nose. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna nr. vi,

They continue to sin under my very nose, 1856-7 GEO.
ELIOT Sc. Clerical Life n. i, A parson, always under your
nose on your own estate.

c. f By one s nose, very close to one. f 71? one s

nose, before one s face, f On the nose of, imme
diately before, on the eve of. Nose to nose, closely
face to face, directly opposite.
1549 LATIMER $th Serin, bef. Ediv. VI (Arb.) 142 She had

hir landes by the Shiriffes nose. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. \.

94 What, hast not thou full often strucke a Doe, And borne
her cleanly by the Keepers nose? 1607 Cor. iv. vi. 83
To see your Wiues dishonour d to your Noses. 1681 SIR

J. LAUDER Scot. Affairs (Bann. Cl.) 304 That they, on the
nose of a Parliament, came so near the deciding on dubious
elections. 1732 Buccleuch HISS. (Hist. MSS. Comtn.) I,

382 You sit down quite close as ever you can, nose to nose.

1781 COWPER Conv. 270 In contact inconvenient, nose to

nose. 1855 THACKERAY Nswcotnts II. 283 The two parties
would often meet nose to nose in the same street.

d. Before one s nose
t right in front of one.

c 1600 Distr. Emperor v. iv, What a lardge passage
..Theise prynces make to come unto the way Which lyes
before their nosses ! 1883 STEVENSON Treas. isl. xiii, I ran

straight before my nose, till I could run no longer.

8. In phrases with verbs, implying something
done to, or with, one s own nose :

a. Tofollow one s nose, to go straight forward
;

fig, to be guided by instinct.

1591 GREENE Art
t Conny catch. Wks. (Grosart) X. 35 Who

so hath not some sinister way to help himselfe, but foloweth
his nose alwaies straight forward. 1605 SHAKS. Lear u. iv.

70 AH that follow their noses are led by their eyes, but
blinde men. 1664 COTTON Scarron. 60 There lies your
way, follow your Nose. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ii. (1724)

79 The main Maxim of his [Epicurus s] Philosophy was to

trust to his Senses, and follow his Nose. 1742 FIELDING
y. Andrews n. ii, Adams asked him if he could direct him
to an alehouse. The fellow.. bade him follow his nose.
1822 BYRON Juan vm. xxxii, Juan, following honour and
his nose. [x86o LD. LYTTON JLvefu n. i. i. 40 To pay
through his nose just for following it.]

b. To poke, put, or thrust, one s nose, to poke
or pry into something, esp. a matter which does
not properly concern one.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Nez

t
Mettre le nezpar font, to thrust his

nose into euery corner. 1648 HEXHAM, Besnoffelen, to See
Prie, or Have his nose in everything. 1755 JOHNSON s.v.,

To thrust one s Nose into the affairs of others, to be

meddling with other people s matters; to be a busy body.
1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 86 In those days nobody
..thrust his nose into other people s affairs. 1856 RFADE
Never too Late xv, If he hadn t been a fool and put his nose



NOSE.

into my business. 1883 M. PATTISON Mem. (1885) 190 A
flourishing Evangelical, who poked his nose into everything.

c. To turn up one s nose, to show disdain.

1818 BYRON Juan i. clix, Antonia.., turning up her nose,
with looks abused Her master. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i.

28 The better classes turn up their noses at these odoriferous
delicacies of the peasantry. 1879 B. TAYLOR Germ. Lit. 7
What learning there was in those days.. turned up its nose
at the strains of the native minstrels.

d. f To hold up ones nose, to be proud or

haughty, f To hang a nose, to have an inclina

tion or hankering, t To fuddle one s nose (see
FUDDLE v. 2 b). To cut off ones nose, etc., to do

something to one s own hurt or loss.

1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serin. Tim. 228/1 Let women holde

vppe their noses no more : for all their presumption is

sufficiently beaten downe here. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinareh.
Hen. Kcxxv, Chuse his Bread, And dang a Nose to Leekes,

Quaile-Surfetted. 1655 tr. Sorers Com. Hist. Francion
VHI. 19 If there be in my kitchin any thing better than
another. . this Gallant wil hang a nose after it. 1796 Grose s

Diet. Vulgar Tongue (ed. 3) s.v., He cut off his nose to be

revenged of his face. Said of one who, to be revenged on
his neighbour, has materially injured himself. 1867 TROLLOPE
Chron. Barset xxiv, I make it a rule never to cut the nose
off my own face.

9. In phrases with verbs, implying something
done to another person.
t a. To cast in, or lay to, one s nose, to reproach

or upbraid one with. Obs. (Cf. CAST v. 65.)
1516 Pilgr.Pfr/.CW. deW. 1531) 10 He wyll obiecte it to

the, and cast it in thy nose. 1579 TOMSON Calvin s Sernt.
Tim. 256/1 Let euery one of us.. take such heede to him
selfe, that this reproch bee not laide to pur noses, a 1600
Flodden F. (1664) 75 Let it never be laid unto our nose,
That Scotchmen made us turn our back,

b. To put (or f thrust} one s nose out ofjoint,
etc., to displace or supplant one; to spoil one s

plans ; to throw out or disconcert in some way.
1581 RICH Farew. Milit. Profess. K iv, It could bee no

other then his owne manne, that had thrust his nose so farre
out of ioynte. 1598 R. BERNARD tr. 7 erence, Eunuch i. ii,

Fearing now lest this wench.. should put your nose out of

joynt. 1662 PEPYS Diary 31 May, The King is pleased
enough with her; which, I fear, will put Madam Castle-
maine s nose out of jpynt. 1754 GOODALL Exam. Lett.

JfaryQ. ofScots 9 This method of proceeding, .thrust their
noses quiie out of joint. 1781 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett.

(1876) 403 Burgoyne don t seem to be affronted that his

[ Cornwallls s] nose is out of joint. 1840 MRS. TROLLOPE
Widow Married xi, She won t put my nose out, any how.
1860 THACKERAY Lovel vi, My dear, I guess your ladyship s
nose is out of joint.

c. To bite or snap ones nose off, to answer

snappishly.
Cf. Robinson tr. Afore*$ Utopia (Arb.) 25, and Shaks.

Much A do v. i. 115.

1599 NASHK Lenten Stuff* 47 Shee was a shrewish snappish
bawd, that wold bite off a mans nose with an answere.
1709 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busie Body \. i, L.ask d him if he
was at leisure for his Chocolate,.. but he snap d my Nose
off; no, I shall be busy here these two Hours.

d. To make a bridge of one s nose (see quots.).
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v., You make a Bridge of

his Nose, when you pass your next Neighbor in Drinking,
or one is preferr d over another s Head. 1731-8 SWIFT Pol.
Conversat. n. Wks. 1751 XII. 242 Pray, my Lord, don t

make a Bridge of my Nose. 1768 Rays Prov. 180 To make
a bridge of one s nose, i. e. To intercept one s trencher, cup,
or the like

;
or to offer or pretend to do kindnesses to one,

and then pass him by, and do it to another; to lay hold

upon and serve himself of that which was intended for
another. 18*8 in Craven Dial. s.v.

e. t To bite by the nose, to treat with contempt.
t To bore one s nose, to cheat, swindle, f Tojoint
one s nose oft to trick one out of. *f To play
with one s nose, to make game of one. To make
one s nose swell, to make one jealous or envious.
See also GRINDSTONE 2 b, and LEAD v. 1

4 c.

1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus, Euterpe (i883) 163 Apyres was
perswaded that neither god nor the diuell coulde haue
loynted his nose of the Empyre. 1590 GREENE Arcadia
(1616)29 Pesana hearing how pleasantly Melicertus plaide
with her nose, thought to giue him a great bone to gnawe
vpon. 1603 SHAKS. Mcas.forM. HI. i. 109 Has he affections
in him, That thus can make him bite the Law by th nose?
1611 COTGR., Nasarder, to fillip ; . .also, tofrumpe,or breake
a least on ; play with the nose of. i6a$ FLETCHER & SHIRLEY
Nt. Walker n. iii, I ll take order she shall ne er recover To
bore my nose. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 44, I have
known divers Dutch Gentlemen grosly guld by this cheat,
and som English bor d also through the nose this way.
1743 in Howell Sf. Trials (1813) XVII. 1187 He heard lord
Altham say,..my wife has got a son, which will make my
brother s nose swell.

1O. In allusions to the act of wiping the nose.
M37 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 176 Thus they wold, if we will

beleve, Wypen our nose with our owne sieve. 1562 I.

HEVWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 80, I may .. make you
wype your nose vpon your sleeue. 1575 Gamm. Gurton v.

i, She wilK.byd you seeke your remedy, and so go wype
your nose. 1611 COTGR. s.v. AVz, They wipe his nose with
his owne sleeue, hi.s taile with his owne shirt

; they allow
him meat, or meanes, out of his owne money. 1630 R.
Johnson s Kingd, fy Commiu, 160 It was used in that good
old world, when men wiped their nose on their sleeve (as the
French man sayes).

f b. To wipe one s nose of, to deprive, defraud,
or cheat one of (anything). Ohs.

1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence, Eunuch I. i, The very
destruction of our substance : who wipes our noses of all that
we should have. 1630 R.

Johnson&quot;
s Kingd. fy Commit). 362

Many thinke his nose will be wiped of it, 1667 PEPYS
Diary 17 July, That.. the King [mightj own a marriage
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before his contract, .with the Queene, and so wipe their noses
of the Crown. i7ai GIBBER A&M//tM&WkB. n. 1754 1. 29,
I durst lay my Life thou wipest this foolish Knight s Nose
of his Mistress at last.

11. To pay through the nose, to pay excessively ;

to be charged exorbitantly.
167* MARVELL Reh. Transj&amp;gt;. \. 270 Made them pay for it

most unconscionably and through the Nose, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew. 178* Miss BURNEY Cecilia x. vi, She
knows nothing of business, and is made to pay for every
thing through the nose. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. ii. r 10

But paying through the nose was not the worst of it. 1860

[see 8 a]. 1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap Jack Zita I. 136
Something for which the public had that day paid, and paid
through the nose.

III. In transferred uses.

12. fa. A socket on a candlestick, into which
the lower end of the candle is inserted. Obs.

1431 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 27 A kandelstyk of
laton with foure nosis. 1534 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. n.
Wks. 1172/1 The snufie of a candle that burneth wl in the
candlestickes nose. Ibid.^ A flame halfe an ynch aboue the
nose. 1577 tr. Bullinger s Decades in. v. (1592) 347 Christ
is the shanke or shaft of the candlesticke, vpon which shanke
many snuffers or noses do slicke, which holde the light vp
to the Church.

b. The open end of a pipe or tube ;
the muzzle

of a gun, the nozzle of a pair of bellows, etc.

1598 BARRET Tkeor. Warres in. i. 34 Holding the nose of
his peece somwhat vpward. 1625 B. JOSSON Staple of N.
u. iv, A wretched rascal), that will binde about The nose of
his bellowes, lest the wind get out When hee s abroad.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 231 The Thermometer
hanging over the Nose of the Ground-pipe, by which to

govern the Heat. 1690 Land. Gas. No. 2609/4 A streight
Key with a Steel Nose. 1730 CHAMBERLAYNE Retig. Phiios.
II. xvii. 21 Take a Syringe;, .put the End or Nose of it in

Water. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller i. xxi. (1760) 85 A large
glass, .placed under the Nose of the Worm. 1844 Regnl. $
Ordin. Army 97 A plug of wood is then to be put into the
nose of the Barrel. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 143 The
gatherer dips his pipe or tube inside this ring, and with
a twirl collects on the end, or nose , a pear-shaped lump.

c. The beak or rostrum of an alembic, retort,
or still.

1651 FRENCH Distill, v. 146 Take a Caldron with a great
and high cover having abeake or nose. 1678 R. RUSSELL tr.

Geber n. i. x. 107 An Alembeck with a wide nose or beak.

1758 REID tr. Macy tier s Chym. I. 396 Let the nose of the
retort enter about half an inch into the water.

d. The neck ot a globe oi glass when detached
from the blow-pipe.
1844 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. VII. 35/2 The nose of the

glass is heated in a furnace constructed at one side, which
is called the nose-hole. 1880 Spans Encycl. Manuf. 1. 1064
The end of the piece which was next the now detached pipe,
is called the nose.

e. = NOSE-HOLE 2.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 581 The outside is built of common
brick,, .and the mouth or nose of Stourbridge fire-clay.

f. = NOSE-PIPE 2.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 306 The throat
had to be kept dark, the noses also dark, and about 6
inches in length.

13. The prow, bow, or stem of a ship or boat.

1538 ELYOT, Coronis.. t the nose of a snippe. 1569
STOCKER tr. Died. Sic. in. viii. 114 He. .embarqued.. great
store of Shot and Engines. ., planting them in the Noses of

his Gallies, 1583 Civ. Warres Lowe C. lit. ii2b, The
nose of one of them so touched vpon the shore of the Ryuer,
as that she was not able well to turne her selfe about. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1864) 53 One of the Gallies lost her
Nose with a shot. 1749 Naval Citron. III. 206 The Ship
rode with a whole cable before her nose. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856) 277 The brig remains as she
was her nose burrowing in the snow. 1889 J. K. JEROME j

Three Men in Boat xviii, The nose of our boat had got fixed

under the woodwork of the lock.

14. A prominent or projecting part ; the point
or extremity of anything.
In technical use in a number of special applications.

1593 LYLY Gallathea i. iv, The Lode-stone that alwaies
holdeth his nose to the North. 1676 MOXON Print Lett. 48
The Nose of Small Letters project also 3 parts. 1688
HOLME Armoury in. 239/2 Their Shooes do turn up at the

Nose, after the manner of a hook. Ibid. 289/1 The Nose is

either ends of the Shuttle,which are ever tipt with Iron. 1747
HOOSON Miner s Diet. Q j, Bringing up the Earth upon
the Nose or end of his Spade. 1829 Snorting Mag. XXIII.
388 What we call awheel-iron, placed, as usual, on the nose
of an axle-tree. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. (1894) v. 118
Bluecrevasses. .were drawn across the protruding nose ofice.

b. A projecting part of a shell ; also spec, of

tortoise-shell (see quot. 1858).
1681 GREW Musxnm \.

yi.
i. 128 It is not properly the

Nose or Beak of the Snail, but of its shell. 1705 Pkil.
Trans. XXIV. 1953 The Nose lies in the midst of its

hinge. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Noses, a name given
to some of the smaller shell plates from the edges of the

carapace of the sea-tortoise.

c. Arch. The projecting part or edge of a

moulding, stair-tread, or mullion.
c 1815 MAR. EDGEWORTH Parent s Assist. (1854) 320 He

broke off in the midst of a speech about the nose of the
stairs. 1847 SMEATON Builder s Man. 184 All cornices and
mouldings, and all works where the running mould is used,
are measured from the nose of the moulding to the wall,

j

1876 Encycl. Brit, IV. 475/1 Draw lines, showing the face I

(or what the workmen call the nose) of the mullion.

d. Bookbinding , (see quot.).
1865 HANNETT Bibliopegia Gloss. 399 In glueing up a

volume, if the workman has not been careful to make all the ,

sheets occupy a right line at the head, it will present a point
either at the beginning or end, which point is called a nose. ;
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15. The eye of an apple, gooseberry, etc.

1718 MRS. EALES Receipts 24 To preserve Green Jennitins.
Cut out the Stalk and Nose, and put em in cold Water on
a Coal-Fire till they peel. 1736, 1879 [implied in NOSE v.

5 a], 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss., Nostt the blossom on the
ends of ripe gooseberries or currants.

16. White nose, a small white wave-crest.
1866 CRICHTON Ramble Orcades 1 10 Many a white nose

chequering the blueness of the more open water.

IV. attrib. and Comb.
17. General combs. a. Attributive, as nose-

bleeding, -breadth, -carbuncle, -cloth, etc.

1578 LYTE Dodoens Table Nature Herbs, {To] Stanche
*Nose bleeding. 1897 Allbittfs Syst. Med. III. 461 Nose-
bleeding and other strange effects, a 1667 C. HOOLE
Schoot-Colloq. 98 You are deceived your *nose-breadth,
for we are repeating together. 1572 HULOET, *Nose-
bridge, or the particion whiche standeth between the twoo
nosethrylles. 1652 BENLOWES Theopk* \. xx. 4 When our

nappe. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Prendret You may take your
selfe by the *nose end; viz... you are as guiltie, faultie.
or farre in, as the rest. 1681 GREW Mitsxum i. ii. i.

20 Not above five Inches and J from his Nose end to
his Buttocks, c 1728 EARL AILESBURY Mem. (1890) 573
Brave he was, but saw not his nose end. c 1000 /ELFKK:
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 157 /M/cra^;/5,..*nosegristle. 1641
BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) i The space betwixt eyebrow
and the nose grissles. 1785 J. COLLIER Mns. Trav. (ed. 4)

30 The clerk of the parish . .has the finest nasality, or *no&quot;&amp;gt;e-

intonation, that ever was given to a psalm-tune. 1862
M. K. ROGERS Dom. Life Palestine 381 These *nose-nails

are worn by the younger girls, and are very fashionable.

1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 243 So much of this..

*nose-ornament. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm 11.694 The
colt, .should be led out to walk, .by the *nose-rein of the
cavesson. 1656 Two. Sisters ix. in Child Ballads I. 126/2
What did he doe with her &quot;nose-ridge ? Unto his violl he
made him a bridge. 1572 HL-LOET, *Nose-tippe, or the
ball of the nose. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Index, *Nose
ulcers. 1597 A. M. tr. GnijUetneaifs Fr, Chirurg. 29/4 The
sixt is the *nose vayne, in the middest of the end of the

nose, betweene the two gristles or cartilages.

b. Objective, or obj. genitive, as nose-borer,

-maker, -mender, etc. ; nose-making, painting,

-pulling^ etc. ; also nose-pulled, f nose-wring.
1760-2 GOLDSM. Cit. W. iii, Your *nose-borers, feet-

swathers, tooth-stainers, eyebrow-pluckers. 111879 LAW
RENCE in Life (1883) I. 320 The least I could do was to sum
mon the *nose-maker, and let him try his skill. 1829 Gentl.

Mag. XCVII. n. 535 Taliacotius has the credit of bringing
the art of *nose-making into fashion. 1760 STERNE Tr.

Shandy in. xxxviii, This Ambrose Parseus was chief

surgeon and ^no^e-mender to Francis the Ninth. 1807-8
W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 46 Agreeably painted and mottled

by Mr. John Frost, nose-painter-general. 1605 SHAKS.
Afacb. n. iii. 31 What three things does Drinke especially

prouoke? Marry, Sir, *Nose-painting, Sleepe, and Vrine.

1862 THACKERAY Philip xxvii, His old comrade., whom he
had insulted and *nose-pulled. 171* J. HEYWOOD Sfect.
No. 268 P 2 A thing that, .renders the *Nose-puller odious.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salntag. (1824) 229 They should be

guaranteed from all dangers of.. *nose-pulling, whipping
post, or prosecution for libels. 1682 OTWAY Venice Pre
served in. (1735) 5_o

Common Slabbers, *Nose-slitters,

Alley-lurking Villains ! 1861 MRS. LANKESTER Wild
Flowers 32 Nasturtium is a name given to all these biting

plants ; each being a nasns tortus, or *nose-twitcher. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 29 Cresses tooke the name in Latine

Nasturtium, a narinm tormento, as a man would say,

*Nose-wring, because it will make one writh and shrink vp
his nosthrils. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 268 P 2 One of these
*Nose-wringers overhearing him, pinched him by the nose.

c. Miscellaneous, as nose-belled, -leafed; nose-

-groivn^ -high, -wards, etc.

1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. (Grosart) I. 60 Let vs rather

Chuse Long &quot;&quot;nose-bell d Horses, such as Children vse.

1611 COTGR. s.v. Avantagt, Bien avantagt en nez, nosed
with aduantage, well *nose-growne. 1567 DRANT Horace

Ep. ii. E ij, In hote August a *nosehigh fyer wil do the

as much good. 1657 THORNLEY Dnphnis &amp;lt;V
Chloe 1 10 About

the Cock s crowing, made their fires nose-high, r 1685 in

Dk. Buckhm. Wks. (1705) II. 48 She., made him a fire nose

high. 1884 Standard Nat. Hist. V. 173 The Phyllosto-
mines are those &quot;nose-leafed bats which have a long und
narrow muzzle, a tongue of moderate length, a 1661 HOLY-
DAY Juvenal (1673) 79 He thinks thee *nose-led by his

kitchm s smell. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. viii, I will not be thus

nose-led by him. 1885 W. L. BLACKLEY Thrift n. xx. 108

The members of bad Friendly Societies are nose-led by
their interested officials. 1869 Eng. Aleck. 3 Dec. 271/2 If

by any means they are not drawn nosewards . .they take

a short cut and well over the eyelid. 1881 Graphic
5 Nov. 474/3 Her chin was drawn up nosewards.

18. Special combs. : nose-ape, the proboscis-

monkey; noseburn tree, a pungent tropical

American tree (Daphnopsis tenuifolid]^ belong

ing to the spurge-laurel family (Treas. Bot.

1866); nose-cap, a metal cap on the nose of

a gttn-stock ; f nose-compasses, eye-glasses;

nose-ender, a straight blow on the nose
;
nose-

fish (see quots.); nose-fly, (a) (see quot. ^1793);

() the bot-fly which infests the nose-passages of

sheep (Cent. Diet.} ; nose-fuse, a fuse inserted

in the nose of a shell; nose-glasses, eye-glasses

held on the nose by a spring ; f nose-gunpowder,
snuff; f nose-herb, a herb for smelling at;

t nose-hold, a device to grasp the nose; f nose-

hook, a hook for leading an ox by the nose-ring ;

f- nose-horn, a beetle having a horn on the nose

(cf. nasicornous) ; nose-leaf, the foliaceous ap-
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pendage of the nostrils in certain bats ; t nose-
man (see quot.) ; nose-monkey, the proboscis-
monkey ; nose-pinch, a pince-nez ; nose-rag,
a pocket-handkerchief (slang) ; f nose-tent, a
medicinal plug for insertion in the nose

;
nose-

tube, a tube used for feeding a patient through
the nose ; t nose-wipe v. } to cheat, deceive

(cf. 10 b) ; nose-wiper, a pocket-handkerchief
(slang) ; nose-worm, the larva of the sheep-bot.
1844 Reg-ul, &amp;lt;$

Ordin. Army 99 For *nose-cap, when
supplied by the Armourer.. 6&amp;lt;/. 1860 All Year Round No.
71. 500 The stock is divided into the nose-cap, the upper,
middle, and lower bands [etc.]. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Ar

otes
i. v. 17 She read without Spectacles, and could. .see lost

pins without the help of a paire of *Nose-compasses. 1854
C. BEDE Verdant Green \\. 25, 1 couldn t, .givea straight
*nose-ender. 1828-32 WEBSTER,

*
Nose-Fish, . .a fish of the

leather-mouthed kind, with a broad flat snout ; called also
broad-snout. 1890 Cent. Did., Nose-fish, the bat-fish,
Malthc vespcrtilio. a 1793 G. WHITE Selbome (1837) 47 2
A species of fly.. which proves very tormenting to horses,

trytng^still to enter their nostrils and ears. ..Country people
call this insect the *nose fly. 1839 HOLLOWAY Prov. Diet.

,

Nose-_fty^ a very fine, delicately made fly, which gets into
horses noses, and stinging them, frequently causes them to
run away. 1888 Times 2 Oct. 3/2 The shape of the heads
[of shells] which were suitable only for a nose fuse. 1706
BAYNARD in Floyer Cold Baths n. 197 A charge of Nose
Gun-Powder, Snuff twixt Finger and Thumb. 1601 SHAKH.
All s \Vell\\. v. 20 They are not [salad] hearbesyou knaue,
they are *nose-hearbes. 1797 Monthly Mag. XLVI. 215
Prejudice is the *nose-hold for certain purposes, of the
otherwise intractable. 1778 [\V. MARSHALL] Minifies Agric.
4 Aug. 1775 Hoed the fate-planted cabbages with one ox
and the *nose-hook. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Moufefs T/ieaf,

ship. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 22/1 *Nose-leaf simple, solit

ary. 1864 H. ALLEN Bats N. Atner. Introd. 15 There is

some doubt whether the nose leaves hold the same relation
to the olfactory sense. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets Drie Dinner
P 3 b, Plinies *Nosemen (mouthles men) surnam d, Whose
breathing nose supply d Mouths absency. 1883 Cosset?$
Nat. Hist. I, 88 The newly born ^Nose Monkey is a most
extraordinary object. 1896 Punch 4 Apr. 160/2 The tail,

meagre females .. in abbreviated hair and a *nose-pinch.
1838 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 367 Tickle, tickle goes my
boscis agin, and I had to stop to sarch my pocket for my
*nose-rag. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 61 Cumin reduced into
the form of trochisks or *nose-tents, put vp into the nosthrils,
stancheth bloud. 1899 Allbittt s Syst. Med. VIII. 300, I. .

feed the patient by the *nose-tube if she cannot be got
to take enough nourishment otherwise. i6z8 H. BURTON
Israel s Fast Ded. 13 Cheated and *nosewiped euen to
their face, a 1895 LD. C. E. PAGET Autobiog. (1896) i. 4
Charged with my relay of *nose-wipers, I was close to his

Majesty on the steps of the throne. 1861 HULME tr. Aloquin-
Tandon \\. vu. i. 326 The cestrus of the sheep.., called by
Reaumur Fly of the *Nose-worm .

Nose (iW tz), v. [f. the sb.]
I. trans. 1. To perceive the smell of (some

thing); to discover or notice by the sense of smell.

1577-87 HARRISON Descr. Scotl. viii, in Holinshed, He
neuer ceasseth to range till he haue nosed his footing. i6oz
SHAKS. Ham. iv. iii. 38 You shall nose him as you go vp
the staires into the Lobby. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair
I. iii, There cannot be an ancient Tripe or Trillibub i the

Towne, but thou art straight nosing it. 1795 Sporting Mag.
V. 85 A partner in a banking-house, who lives near enough
..to nose his lordship s kitchen. 1815 SOUTHEY Jrnl. Tour
in Netherlands (1903) 153 You might nose them [cheeses]
at a considerable distance. 1861 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE
Nursing (ed. a) 7 Although we *

nose the murderers in
the musty, unaired, unsunned room.

b. fig. To find out, detect, discover, as if by
means of a keen scent.

1767 S. PATERSON Anoth. Trav. I. 368 If a pickpocket
noses a peer upon the turf. 1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 335We nosed him as the prime contributor to the New
Monthly. 1893 W. A. SHEE My Contenip. viii. 2ig The
parliamentary busybody ..nosing a job in every Minis
terial move.

c. To scent or smell out (in lit. and_/f^. uses).
c 1630 B. JONSON Underwoods Ixi. 139 The Brethren they

straight nosed it out for news. 1828 SCOTT F. M.Perth iii,My
daughter and I could nose out either a fasting hypocrite or
a full one. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I. xxix. 388 Began, .to
turn them over and nose out their fatness. 1877 ScHbners
Mag. XV. 170/2, I have seen a pack.. nose out the scent
under an inch of light snow.
2. To confront, reproach, or upbraid (a person)

with something. Now only dial.

1625 B URGES Pers. Tithes 60 None of the best Proctors for
vs Tithing-men, but One with whom we poore Vicars are
daily nosed. 1641 ]. SHUTE Sarah $ Hagar (1649) 71
This.. frequent fault in the world ; which is, when men haue
done kindness to others, to nose them with it. 1733 RevoL
Politicks n. 51 What is this,.. but affronting and noseing
the Bishops with Popery to their very Faces? 1753 JANE
COLLIER Art Torment. 123 If he loves company,.. nose him
with your great love of needle-work and housewifery. 1889
N.W. Line. Gloss.

b. To confront, face, or oppose (a person, etc.) in
an impudent or insolent manner. (Cf. BEARD v. 3.)
1629 RANDOLPH Jealous Lovers i. iv, Y are an arrant

Coxcomb To tell me so. My daughter nos d by a slut !

1649 QUARLES Virgin Widow n. i, When Pertenax. .Could
nose the King, and beard him to his face. 1673 BP. S.
PARKER Reproof R eh. Transp. 157 You began to lift up
your heads, and to nose your Governours. 1733 KILLIGREW
in Jrnl. R. Inst. Cornwall IX. n. (1887), Mr. Rogers made
him town sergeant and mace bearer, to nose Sir Peter and
his interest. 1796 BURKE Let. to Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 14A sort of national convention, .nosed parliament hi the
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very seat of its authority. 1824 Hist. Gaming 16 Is not
the thought appalling, that a monarch, .should thus be.,
nosed in his own courtly dwelling?

C. To sit opposite and close to (one) j to meet,
encounter, come in one s way.
1812 COLMAN Br. Grins, Luminous Hist, xiii, Nosing

Eudoxus, blue-eyed Agnes sat. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX.
324 The French noblesse had no grandeur. No man could
be impressed reverentially by titles which nosed him in

every corner of every street.

f3. To cheat or defraud (one) ^/&quot;something. Obs.
a 1652 BROME Eng. Moor \. ii, Twould anger any man to

; be nos d of such a match. 1679 BRIAN Pisse-prophet 60, I

am like to be nosed of a patient.
4. a. To utter with a nasal twang ; to sing
through the nose.
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary in.

y,
It makes far better

musick when you nose Sternold s, or Wisdom s meeter. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. 220 After he has nosed and
mumbled over his responses.

b. To puff out through the nose. rare~l
.

1658 OSBOKN Adv. Son Wks. (1673) 23, I . .cannot approve
nosing, or swallowing it [tobacco] down. 1693 LITTLETON

|

Diet., To nose Tobacco, pctifumiint per nares efflare.

5. a. To pick the noses off (gooseberries, etc.).

1736 BAILEV Hmiseh. Diet. 309 Nose your gooseberries.
1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bit.

&amp;gt;

We nosed about
eight quarts o black curran s after milkin time.

b. To put a nosing on (a step).
1884 HOR. SMITH Negligence (ed. 2) 185 note, Slipping on

steps nosed with brass.

6. To rub with the nose ; to press the nose close

to, thrust the nose into (something).
1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World I. 224 They im

mediately saluted the family of natives on board, with the
usual application of noses, or as our sailors expressed it,

i they nosed each other. 1839-48 BAILEV Festits vui. 81

Nosing each-other like a flock of sheep. 1868 TENNYSON
Lucretius 100 Lambs are glad Nosing the mother s udder.

transf. 1876 C. D. WARNER Mummies
&amp;lt;$

Moslems xix.

250 It does not need our eyes to tell us when the bow of the
boat noses the swift water.

b. To examine with the nose
;
to put the nose

close to (a thing) in examining.
a 1851 MOIR Highlander s Return ix, Old Stumah fawn-

1

ing fain, First nosed him round, then licked his hand.

1873 Routledgis Young Gentlm. Mag. Apr. 280/2 A serious
!

accident may repay you for nosing it too closely. 1882
STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. I. 91 The New-Englander

}

nosed all the cracks.. with the most passionate attention.

c. To push (one s way) with the nose.

1894 HALL CAINE Manxman v. iii. 288 Cranching among
the boats as they nosed their way to the harbour mouth.
7. To lead about by the nose.

1885 HOWELLS Silas Lapham (1891) I. 258 As long as you
live you ll have to be nosed about like . . I don t know what !

II. intr. 8. To apply or employ the nose in

examining or smelling; to sniff, smell.

1783 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Ode to R.ASs vii, Closely
nosing, o er the Picture dwell, As if to try the goodness by
the smell. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 530 Panting and open

i mouth d and nosing. 1871 BLACKIE FourPhases Mor. \. 42
You expect your dog to nose well. 1891 Miss DOWIE
Girl in Karp. 141 One of the horses woke me by nosing at

i my arm in a friendly way.
b. Const, with about or round.

1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. iii, Our two pads.. began to
nose about and crop. 1898 Daily Tel. 22 Aug. 5/3 The

j

whole duty of a dog is to keep other dogs from nosing
. round its master s garden.
I fi$* ^893 CABLE John March 259 If that fellow s still

\

nosing round here with his gun.
c. To pry or search (after or for something).

Also to nose upon (see quot. 1812).
1648 Regall Apol. n They go nosing and smelling after

faults. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Dict. t To tiose, is to pry
into any person s proceedings in an impertinent manner. To
nose itpon any one, is to tell of any thing he has said or
done with a view to injure him, or to benefit yourself. 1871

ag. reo. 32 ___ o _

wind of something amiss, and began to nose for a scandal.

9. To push with the nose.

1891 MEREDITH One ofour Cong. I. i. 12 A steamer slowly
noseing round off the wharf-cranes. 1898 Daily Neivs
7 May 7/5 The Morrill, which had been nosing up towards
us, swung across the path of the liner.

10. Of strata or veins : To dip z&quot;,
to run out.

1879 GEIKIE in Encycl. Brit. X. 301/1 When a fold
diminishes in this way it is said to nose out . ..Hence
the anticline noses out to the north and the syncline to the
south. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-Mining 175 A stratum is

said to nose in when it dips beneath the ground or into a
hill-side in a V or nose form.

U Johnson s Nose, v. n. To look big ; to

bluster *, copied with variations by later Diets.,
is based on the misreading noses for noises in the

passage quoted by him from Shaks. Ant. & Cl.

Hence No-sing vbl. sb. and ppL a.

1593 G. HARVEY Pierce s Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 125,
I cannot stand nosing of Candlestickes, or euphuing of
Similes. 1775 ASH, Nosing, the act of taking by the nose.
1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 228 If they
suspect any one of nosing [note, informing], they will con
ceal some of their own things in his bag. 1888 STEVENSON
in Scribners Mag. III. 768 Perpetual nosing after snobbery
at least suggests the snob. 1897 KIPLING Capt. Cour. iii,

The nosing bows slapped and scuffled with the seas.

Nosean (nJu-z^an). Mitt. Also noseane,
nosian(e. [Named (nosian) by Klaproth, 1815,
after K. \V. Nose, a German geologist who had

NOSE-FLUTE.
&amp;gt; described it.] A silicate of aluminium and
, sodium, occurring in crystals in volcanic rocks.

(Also called noselite, nosin
t and nosite.)

1836 T. THOMSON Min. t GeoL, etc. I. 257 Sodalite.
Hauyne, noseane, spinellane. Ibid. 675 Nosiane. 1842
PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 401 Silicates decomposable by

, Hydrochloric Acid. Nosian. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x.
112 Sodalite, hauyne, and nosean are all silicates of alumina
and soda.

N&amp;lt;rse-bag. [f. NOSE sb.]
1. A bag, usually made of strong canvas and

leather, which is suspended from a horse s head
- (the open end covering his nose) so that he may
eat the provender contained in it.

1796 Groses Diet. Vulgar Tongue (ed 3), Nose Bag, a bag
fastened to the horse s head, in which the soldiers of the

cavalry put the oats given to their horses: whence the

saying, I see the nose bag in his face ; i.e. he has been a
private man, or rode private. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Fann
II. 178 Every man takes his pair of nose-bags, and supplies

i

his own horses. 1873 TRISTRAM ftloab vi. 112 The muleteers
1 are not scrupulous about stealing from each other s nosebags.

transf. 1889 Pall Mall^ G. 22 Jan. 6/2 It is often said
i that these public institutions are largely used as nose

bags that they afford a comfortable corner for persons to
, lunch in or otherwise shelter themselves.

b. sla/ig. (See quot.)
1860 Slang Diet., Nose-Bags, visitors at watering places,

and houses of refreshment, who carry their own victuals.

2. A net placed over a horse s nose to protect it

from (lies.

1839 HOLLOWAY Prov. Diet. s.v. Nose-fly ^ Nose-bags or
nets are used to protect the horses noses.

No Se-band. [f. No8E sb.] The lower band
of a bridle, passing over the nose, and attached to

the cheek-straps ;
a musrole, = NOSE-PIECE sb. i b.

1611 CoTGR.,Mu$etiere,, .the nose-band of a bridle. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Snfp. s.v., Nose-band.. is that part of the
head-stall of a bridle that comes over a horse s nose. 1775
R. Twiss Trav. Port.

&amp;lt;$ Sp. 205 The horses have no bits in
their mouths, but are governed by cavcqons or nose-bands.
1833 Kegul. &amp;lt;*;

Instr. Cavalry i. 71 The strap, .should act
both as a noseband and curb, 1889 BADEN-POWELL Pig
sticking 128 The noseband, .in place of the bit, as it saves
the horse s mouth from the jobbing and dragging.

No se-bit. [f. NOSE sb. + BIT
j&amp;lt;M]

1 1. Sc. A metal nose-band for a horse. In

quot.y^-. (Cf. nese-bit s.v. NESE sb. c.) Obs, rare- 1
.

1583 Leg. Dp. St. Androis 1105, I sail leave blankis for
to imbrew thame. That he a npsebitt may beleive thame
Whome to my bulk salbe directh.

2. (See quots,)
1794 Rigging # Seamanship 152 Nose-bit, a bit similar to

a gouge bit, having a cutting edge on one side of the end.
1846 HOLTZAPFFEL 7*urnwg II. 540 The nose-bit.., called
also the slit-nose-bit, and auger-bit, is slit up a small dis
tance near the center. 1875 Carpentry &amp;lt;$ Join. 31 A is a
shell augur, which, if made smaller and used with a brace,
goes by the name of a nose-bit.

t Wose-bledels, -bledles. Obs. rare.
[f. OE.

bttdan to bleed : see -ELS.] = NOSE-BLEED.
c 1450 M.E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 232 Tak millefoyle .i. nosc-

bledels or yarow, stampe hyt smal. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd.
Oxon.) 190/1 Millefolium t

. . nosebledles.

No se-bleed. [f- NOSE sb. + stem of BLEED v.]
1. The plant Milfoil or Yarrow. Also attrib.
There is no clear evidence of the name being actually

current after 1600.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 596 Millefolium, Myllefoyle vel
Noseblede. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 118/1 Mirio-
ftllos siue. .Jiiiltifolium, ..noseblede. 1567 [see MILFOIL i].

1597 GEBARDE Herbal 913 Of Yarrowe or Nose-bleede. ..

The leaues being put into the nose, do cause it to bleede.
1611 COTGR., Millefueille [sic], nose-bleed Yarrow, common
Yarrow. 1657 C. BECK Univ. Character M 4 b, Yarrow
or nose-bleed. 1731 MILLER Card. Diet., Millefoliuni^
Yarrow, Milfoil, or Nose-bleed. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Suppl. App.j Nose bleed, in botany, a popular name for
the Millefolmm of botanical writers. 1855 Miss PRATT
Flower. PL III. 325 Several of the old names of this plant
are very significant of its former uses: Souldier s Wound-
wort, Knyghten Milfoil, and Nose-bleed.

2. A bleeding at the nose.

1852-6 in WRIGHT Univ. Pron. Diet. IV. 1890 CHILD
Ballads IV. 117/2 The omen of nose-bleed occurs in the
ballad of The Mother s Malison .

Nosed (n^zd), a. [f. NOSE j.]
Such combs, as bottle-,flat- t 7iawfc- t hook- t long-nosed, are

given as main words or under the first element.

1. Having a nose like that of some other person
or animal.

1505 in Facsimiles Nat. MSS. (1865) i. 92 She ys myche
lyke nosid vnto thequynhir moder. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs
(Arb.) 123 A myghty face..Muche nosed lyke a Turky
Cocke. i6aa FLETCHER Sea-Voy. v. ii, The slaves are nos d
like vultures : how wild they look !

b. (Also well-nosed.} Keen-scented.
1604 MIDDLETON Witck i. ii, There s no knavery but is

nosed like a dog, and can smell out a dog s meaning. 1625
tr. Gonsalivo s Sp. Inquis. 147 The Inquisitors well nosed
like the diuell. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 73 F 8 They have
Dogs as well nos d and as fleet as any.
2. Having a prominent nose.

1896 H. O. FORBES Handbk. to Primates I. 252 In
the second Sub-family are included the Nosed-Monkeys
(.Nasalis) of Borneo.

No se-flute. [f. NOSE sb.] A musical instru

ment blown with the nose
;
used in Siam, the Fiji

and Society Islands, etc.

1775 Phil. Trans. LXV. 72, I have also examined the
nose-flute of Otaheite. 1864 ENGEL Mus. Anc. Nat. 16
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NOSEGAY.

The nose-flutes of the Society and Feejee Islanders. 1882

Macm. Mag. XLVI. Si The nose-flute is played in Siam.

Nosegay (mJu-zge ). Also 6-7 -gaye, -gaie.

[f.
NOSE sb. + GAT sb.]

1. A bunch of flowers or herbs, esp. sweet-smell

ing flowers ; a bouquet, a posy. Also, an imitation

or representation of this.

c 1420 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 380 A nosegay she had

made full pleasauntly. 1530 PALSGR. 698/2 Assay, this nose-

gaye savoureth swetely. 1578 LVTE Dodoens 88 At the

toppe..groweth small tuftes, or as it were nosegeyes often

or xii floures or more. 1600 SURFLET Countrie Farme n.

xlvii. 301 These, .flowers for nosegaies shall be set in order

vpon beds and quarters. 1672 MARYELL Reh. Transp. \, 203

Tis a Flower of the Sun, and might alone serve both for a

Staff and a Nose-gay for any Noble mans Porter. 1704

Collect. V oy. (Churchill) III. 690/1 Also a Nosegay of Gold

to be worn by the Emperor only. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.

Beauty viii. 43 Observe the well composed nosegay, how it

loses all its distinctness when it dies. 1837 HOWITT Rur.

Life (1862) 231 Almost every person, .had a nosegay in

hand. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nil? xv. 396 The damsels

..in holiday apparel, with nosegays in their hands.

b. Jig. or in fig. context.

Hi

Nose-gay of the Elect, called in holy Scripture Fasciculus

vivcutittm. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Kelig. i. 103 Will

you forsake the Rose of Sharon, and the Lillie of the Vallies

for such a Nose-gay? 1731-8 SWIFT Pol.Conversat. Introd.

Wks. 1751 XH. 160 It hath become a choice Flower in the

Nosegay of Wit and Politeness. 1778 MME. D ARBLAY

Early Diary, Let. to Susan Burney 16 June, I design to

make you a present of Miss Couss
s_

letter when we meet

for your nosegay, if you think her praise worth having.

c. transf., with ref. to scent or show.

1768 GOI.DSM. Good-n. Man v, I have a drop in the house

of as pretty raspberry as ever was tipt over tongue. .; the last

couples we had here, they said it was a perfect nosegay.

i853 DICKF.XS Bleak Ho. xviii, The smell of sweet herbs

and all kinds of wholesome growth.. made the whole air a

great nosegay. 1889 W. MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) II.

222 The country is one big nosegay, the scents wonderful.

d. A perfume or scent (spec, one artificially pre

pared ;
see quot. i8Si) ; an odour, smell.

1855 PIESSE Art Perfuni. \\. 115 The formulae for pre

paring the most favourite bouquets and *

nosegays . 1881

Spans* Encycl. Maniif. II. 1530 Nosegays or Bouquets.

By far the greatest part of the scent consumed is in this

form, being as the name 4
; indicate, mixtures of a number of

odoriferous extracts. 1889 GRETTON Memory s Harkback

53 The lodgers had, to boot, the nosegay from the drains.

f2. A gay bunch or cluster. Obs. rare~ l
.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 13 b, These aged mothers

of iniquitie will, .weare nosegayes of yeolow haire on their

furious foreheads.

3. attrib. and Comb., as nosegay-dance, -flowers^

-garden^ -like (adj. and adv.), -maker ;
nose

gay-plant (see quot. 1837); nosegay-tree, the

red jasmine of Tropical America, Phimeria rubra,
or the related species P. alba.

1597 BRETON Figure of Four Wks. (Grosart) II. 7/1 Foure
sweet Trades in a Citie : Sugar-men, Comfit-makers, Per
fumers and Nose-gay-makers. 1600 SURFLET Countrie
Fnrmc n. xlvii. 301 Nosegaie flowers, .shall be sowen, . . no

otherwise then the potherbes. Ibid.
t [This] may be called

the nosegaie garden. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Bouquet^ Branslc
du

Bigarade] Le Bouquetier, or Nosegay plant. 1856 MRS.
BROWNING Anr. Leigh i. 630 All the fields are tied up fast

with hedges, nosegay-Hke.

f Nosegent. Obs. Cant. (See quot.)
1567 HARMAN Caz-eat 83 Nosegent, a Nunne. Ibid. 87

There was aproude patrico and a nosegent.

Nose-high, a. : see NOSE sb. 170.
No se-hole. [f.

NOSE sb.]

1. A nostril. Now dial.

1527 ANDREW Brunswyke s Distyll. Waters N ij b, Cotton
wet in the same water and put in the nose holes is g_ood
against Polippus. vjt&Phil. Trans. XXIX. 519 The right
Nose-hole, at the Root of the upper Beak. 1875- in many
dial, glossaries,

2. In Glass-blowing, the open mouth of a side

furnace at which the nose of a bulb of crown -glass
in process of manufacture is softened by heating.
1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain ff Gl. 158 On either side of

each bocca is a smaller circular opening, sometimes called a
boccarella, but more generally, .nose-hole. 1844 [see NOSE
sb. 12 d]. 1881 Spans Encycl. Manuf. III. 1064 The end
of the piece [of iron], .is called the nose, and gives its name
to the furnace or nose-hole.

No Se-jewel. [f. NOSE sb] A valuable orna
ment worn in or attached to the nose.
x6n BIBLE ha. iii. 21 In that day the Lord will take away

..The rings, and nose-iewels. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect.
Script. 241 Their frontal jewel, .fastned on their foreheads

..,caH d..a nose-jewel. 1760-72 tr. Juan $ Vlloa s Voy,
(ed. 3) I. 465 Among the gold pieces are the nose-jewels.

1813 Gentl. Mag. LXXXIII. n. 351 Nor could even
Fauma s beautiful face reconcile me to the nose jewel.
1862 M. E. ROGERS Dom. Life Palestine 381 An artificial

clove made of gold, with a pearl ..at the top, is a very
favourite nose-jewel.

b. transf. A pig-ring.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 705 The best material for

making the nose-jewels of swine is horse-shoe nails.

Noselvl, variants of NUZZLE v. 1 and v?
Noseless (iwrzles), a. [f. NOSE sb] Destitute

or deprived of a nose ;
that has lost the nose.

218

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. xlvii. (Bodl. MS.),
Somme

be(&amp;gt;
all heedles and noseles. 1509 BARCLAY Skyp of

Folys (1570) 88 For he that is sure, and to a fray will renne,

May fortune come home agayne noselesse or lame. 1606

SIIAKS. Tr. ff Cr. v. v. 34 His mangled Myrmidons, That

noselesse, handlesse, hackt and chipt, come to him ; Crying
on Hector. 1646 J. Halts Poems To Mr. Hall, Thou need st

no nose-lesse monuments display. 1727 GAY Fables I. xlvii,

My shanks, sunk eyes, and noseless face Prove my pretension
to the place. 1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly .Ifag.

VIII. 727
O er the pale picture, and the noseless bust, Oblivion strews

a soft sepulchral dust. 1862 Temple Bar V. 524 A noseless

face would have no divinity.

Hence No selessly adv.
;
XTo-selessness.

1752 RICHARDSON Let. to ATrs. Dttntiellan 22 Feb., Amelia,
even to her noselessness, is again his first wife. 1855
THACKERAY Newctnnes xxxv, Senators namelessly, noselessly,

noiselessly seated. 1870 Daily News 6 June, The causes

leading up to the . . noselessness of the brigands heads .

t No selilig S, adv. Obs. In 5 noselyng(e,

-lyng(g)ys. [f. NOSE sb. + -LING 2
.] On the

nose, face downwards.
14. . Sir Beufs (Naples MS.) 649 He leide him noselyng

on
}&amp;gt;e grounde. c 1440 Promp. Pan/. 358/2 Noselynggys

(S. noslyngys), snppinits (S. resupinus}. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xvil. iv. 695 He was smyten with a swerd on the

ryghte foote that he felle doune noselynge to the shyps bord.

No selite. Min. [ad. G. noselith (Krancke,
1 890).] =NOSEAN. 1892 DANA Min. 432.

tNo Seness. nonce-iuord. (See quot.)
1598 FLORID, Nasaggine, a nosenes or qualitie of ones nose.

Noseology. [f. NOSE sb. + -(O)LOGV.] (See

quot. 1819.)
1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 157 Noseology, a dissertation on

the Intellectual Faculties, as manifested by the various

configurations of the Nose. 1825 C. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy
I. 295 Fancy lectures on noseology.

Hence Noseolo-jrical a., pertaining to noseology.
1819 Blnck-u. Mag. V. 159 We denounce that man as an

enemy to candid noseological disquisition.

Ifo se-piece. [f.
NOSE rf.]

1. a. A part of a helmet or turban serving as

a guard for the nose ;
a nasal.

161 x COTGR. , Wazal, the nose-peece of a helmet ; the part
thereof which couereth the nose. 1800 Asiat. A tin. Reg.

344/2 The nose-piece of the turban has several Arabic

inscriptions. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. I. x. 226 The small

space on either cheek which was left bare between the

nose-piece and the chain-mail.

b. A nose-band for a horse
; also, a similar part

of a dog s muzzle.

1865 Routiedgt s Mag. far Bays Feb. in However you
may fancy the appearance of a nose-piece . . , never use a

headstall or Gaveston martingale, 1893 K. SANBORN S.

California. 178 The headstall is covered with fluted silver,

with large engraved silver rosettes at the sides,..with an

elaborate nose-piece with silver engraving. 1899 Daily
Nnus 16 Dec. 6/3 He took the nose-piece between his teeth

and pulled manfully.

c. A piece of wood inserted to form the nose of

a stuffed animal.

1894 Outing XXIII. 408/2 Make a nose-piece of pine or

soft wood. Drive it up into the skull and tack it there.

2. a. (See quot.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Nose-piece, the nozzle of a

hose or pipe.

b. Optics. The part of a microscope to which

the objective (or object-glass) is attached.

1867 HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 71 Mr. Brooke s double nose-

piece, or Baker s treble, is a useful piece of mechanism.

1899 tr. JakscKs Clin. Diagn. (ed. 4) x. 436 The tube of the

microscope is provided with a revolver or nose-piece ,
to

which lenses of different magnifying powers are fixed.

No-se-pipe. [f.
NOSE tK\

1. A pipe, or piece of piping, forming a nose or

terminal to another pipe, a vessel, etc,

1784-5 Use/. Projects in Ann. Reg. (i795&amp;gt; 55/2 By these

means the branch or nose-pipe of the Engine is conveyed
into the window of any room. 1853 URE Diet. Arts\. 594
The nose-pipe of the worm tub terminates in, and is firmly
cemented to the side of the glass globe.

2. spec. The blast-pipe nozzle inside the tuyere
of a blast furnace.

1839 URE Diet. Arts 825 Each of these tubes ends in a

leather pocket, and an iron nose-pipe A&quot;, adjusted in the

tuyere of the furnace. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
Chem. Techn. (ed. 2) I. 314 The gas is not ignited immedi

ately as it issues from the nose-pipes, but passes over a

bridge. .into the hearth of the furnace. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mecfi. 1534/2 The nose-pipes, .vary in size with the nature

of the coke and the ore.

Noser (ncu-zai). [f.
NOSE sb. + -ER.]

1. A blow or fall on the nose.

1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 12/2 The winner is the

man who gives the first noser ; a bloody nose however is

required to show that the blow was veritably a noser. 1862

Country Gentl. II. 42 That Irish Baronet had a noser at the

same place.
2. A strong head wind ; a wind in one s face ;

esp. in phr. a dead noser.

1852 Beck s Florist 13 The fair wind, .soon shifted into an

adverse quarter, and off the coast of Scotland . . it became a

dead noser. 1873 W. CORY Lett, f, 7&quot; ls. (1897) 303 The
hurricane born of Captain Rice s noser came on us four

teen hours after.

No-se-ring. [f. NOSE sb.}

1. A ring fixed in an animal s nose.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest 49 Nose rings
will reclaim them, be they ever so riotous.

2. A ring-shaped ornament worn in the nose.

1839 THACKERAY Major Ganagan i, I.. carried away

WOSIN.

Scindiah s nose-ring with a pistol-ball. 1864 SPENCER
Illustr. Progress 90 From nose-rings to ear-rings. 1877
A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile xix. 545 The bride.. wears a gold
brow-pendant and nose-ring.

No se-smart, V Obs. [f.
NOSE sb. + SMART,

after L. nasturtium] The plant Cress.

?5^9 J- RIDER Bibl. Schol. 1749 The hearb nose smart,
Nasturtium. 1598 FLORID, Nasturcio, .. the hearbe wilde

mint, or nose-smart. 1611 COTGR., Nasitort, Nose-smart,
garden Cresse. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. i. (1701) 105/2
The mngnetick vertue of the Earth Would draw away the
humour of my Brain, Just as we see in Nose-smart, 1755
in JOHNSON [hence in later Diets.].

Nose-thirl, t nose-thrill. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms: a. 4-6 (9) nose-thurl, (5 -thurll), 4-6

(9) -thyrl, 4-6 thirl, 4 -therL (Also 5 noos-,

4-5 noose-, 6 5c. nois-.) . 4-6 nose-thryl,

(5-6 -thryll, 6 -thrylle), 4-7 -thrill, (5 -J?rill),

6-7 -thril, 6 -threl(l. y. 5 nosetril, 6 -trel(l ;

5 -sterl, 6 -strell, 7 -strill, [f.
NOSE sb. -t- THIRL

sd.
t
a new comb, in place ofOE. nosfyrel NOSTRIL,

to which the 7-forms show some assimilation :

compare the parallel ME. formation NESE-THIRL.

The /3-forms are very common from c 1400 to

1600.] A nostril.

a. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 20 Nose gristul and nose-

thurles. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 559 His nose-thurles blake
were and wyde. 1422 tr. Secrcta Secret,, Priv. Priv. 234
Who-so hath the noose-thurlis moche ppyn, he is strongly
angry. 1480 Caxton s Trevisa i. xxii. (1527) 20 Sponges
watred and holden at theyr npsethyrles. 1567 Gude $
Godlie B. (S. T. S.) no Thair nois thirHs can nouther sauer
nor smell. 1856 P. THOMPSON Hist. Boston 716 Nose-

thurh, the nostrils. 1866 BROGDEN* Line. Words s.v., He
is very broad in the nose-thurles.

ft. 1382 WYCLIF Num. xi. 20 To the tyme that it come
out bi ;oure noose thrillis. r 1400 Destr. Troy 7727 He
neyt as a nagge, at his nose thrilles ! 1485 CAXTON Chas.
Gt. 151 His nosethrylles large & ample. 1534 FITZHERB.
Hitsb. 84 Pursy is a dysease in an horses bodye, ..and

appereth at his nosethrilles. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr.
xii. xx. (1886) 227 Conveied through the nosethrels and
mouth. 1609 HOLLAND Atnr/t. Marcell. 13 Snuffing and

drawing back their wind inwardly at their broken nose-

thrils, 1656 HEYLIN Sum. France 132 Not yielding the

least offence to the most curious nosethrill.

attrib. 1632 tr. BriteVs Praxis Med. 8 An oyntment..
wherewith anoynt the forehead & nose-thrill holes.

y. c 1400 Trevisa s Higden (Rolls) I. 185 Sponges
i-watred and i-holde at hir nostrilles [MS. , nosetrils],

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., G&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;. Lordsh. 115 A nose bat

hauys nosesterles oft greuant, & harde ppenynge. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 132 Powre..into the chyldes
nosetrelles of oyle of castorium. a 1569 KINGESMYLL Man s

Est. xii. (1580) 87 Wee have but borrowed breathe and that

liyng in our nosetrels. a 1617 BAYNE Lect. (1634) 105
Icekles hanging at his Nosestrifls.

t No se-wise, a. Obs. [f.
NOSE sb. + WISE a.,

perh. after Du. neuswijs, LG. nascwts, G. nase(n}-
iveis (MHG. nasewtse) : cf. ness-wise s.v. NESE sb]
1. Conceited ;

clever in one s own opinion.
itfAPasquine in Trounce To Rdr., But nowe me thinketh

I heare some nose wise papist, make a very vnnecessarie

obiection. 1598 BP. HALL Sat. iv. i. 12 My rimes rellish of

the Ferule still.. Some nose-wise Pedant saith. 1630 J.

TAYLOR (Water-P.) Wks. u. 13/2 Ther s not a Puritan, Or

any nose-wise foole Precisian. 1787 W. TAYLOR Scots
Poems 174 On the pride of a Nose-wise S***er.

2. Keen-scented.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage iv. ix. 391 One more nose-wise

then the rest, smelled the sent of flesh. 1630 G. GRAEME
Let. in Miscell. (S.H. S.) II. 253, I think you to nosvyse
that has smellid Your father s.. falsely so far off.

tNO Sewort. Obs. rare. Also 6 noswort.

[f.
NOSE sb.] a. Neeze-wort, Hellebore, b. Nas

turtium (cf. NOSE-SMART).
1563 HYLL Art Garden. (1593) 21 The root Hellebor,

or otherwise Noswort. i6o8TopSELL5^/^Cf 37 Of green

hogs-fennell, take the lowest branches, Of nosewort sharpe

(L. acris nasturci], so much. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.

&amp;lt;5-

Min. 253 The root of centaury or hartwort, nosewort,

gentian, or sesamine.

Nosey (nu*zi), sb. [i.
NOSE sb. -f -T.] One who

has a large nose. (Used as a nickname.)
1788 Gov. POWNALL in Archaeol. IX. 148 There is an ad

mirable caricatura of a musician, what the vulgar of this

day would call Nosey t playing on a violin. 1804 Naval
Chron. XI. 100 Pye..was always called Nozey. 1819

Metropolis III. 89 The calling a noseless man, nosey, is

Nat. Biog. IX. 428/2 It is said that the gallery cry, Play

up, nosey , owes its origin to his appearance.

Nosey (n^a*zi), a.
[f.

as prec. Cf. NOSY a.]

1. a. Evil-smelling, emitting a bad odour.

1836 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 53 It s so everlasting

bad it s near about as nosey as a slave ship of niggers.

1867 jrmL R, Agric. Soc. III. n. 620 [The corn] was left,

heated a good deal, and came out clammy and nosey .

b. Fragrant.
1892 WALSH Tea 161 Many teas that_may be new and

nosey in the hand will be thin and flat in the cup.

2. Sensitive to bad smells.

1894 Daily Nrtus 17 Jan. 3/1 It is a great compliment to

the management to state that the most nosey visitor has no

legitimate ground for offence from organic causes.

No*sin. Min. ? Obs. = NOSEAN.

1825 HAIDINCER Metis Min. III. 157 The name of Nosin

has been given to it in honor of Mr. Nose. 1836 THOMSON

Min,, Gfot.,etc. I. 675 Nosin.
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Nosing (mju zin). [f. NOSE sb. + -ING i.]
1. The rounded edge of a bench, or of a step pro

jecting over the riser
; also, a metal shield for the

same; the prominent edge of a moulding or drip.
1775 ASH, Nosing^, .that which is put on at the end of

anything resembling a nose. 1778 Encycl. Brit, (ed. 2)

618/2 The rail cannot be fixed less than one fourth part from
the nosing or front of the btep. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract.
Build, 185 The meeting of the sides which form the
external angle of the steps is called the line of nosing. 1839
Civil Eng, &amp;lt;$

Arch. Jrnl. \\. 363/1 A nosing, or rebated

piece of iron, is made fast to the step of wood by iron studs.

1876 Arch. fust. Jrnl. XXXIII. 21 The nosing of the
wall-bench, .has been cut away flush with the riser.

2. The keeper of a lock, which receives the bolt.

1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech, Suppl. 636/1.

Nosing, vbl. sd. and ///. a. : see NOSE v.

Nosism (n^siz m). [f.
L. nos WC + -ISM.]

1. An attitude of mind in a group of persons,

corresponding to egotism in the individual.

1819 Binck-jj. Mag. V. 97 The egotism or nosisin of the
other luminaries of the Lake School, is at times extrava

gant enough, and amusing enough withal.

2. The use of we in stating one s own opinions.
1829 Examiner 162/1 We will be consistent according to

the fashionable virtue of the day in &amp;gt;ios-\&amp;lt;*,m. 1864 Edin.
Rev. July 52 It tempts a man to indulge in A &amp;lt;-ism, where
modesty.. would have made him shrink from undisguised
egotism.
No-site. Min. rare. =NOSEAX. (Dana, 1868.)
Nosle, obs. variant of NOZZLE sb.

Noso- (nfrs0), combining form of Gr. voffos

disease, used in a -number of compounds, chiefly

pathological, as fXTo socome [a. F. nosocome^ ad.

L. nosocomiitni, Gr.yo&amp;lt;7oo/ifo* ], a hospital. Obs.
&quot;&quot;

Nosoco mial [cf. prec.] a., belonging or pertain

ing to a hospital, f Hosognomo-nic a. (see quot.).
Obs. ~l Nosomathe te [Gr. /W^TT??], a student
of diseases. Noso meter (see quot.). Noso*-
nomy,

* the doctrine of the natural laws by which
diseases occur (Mayne, 1857). Nosopho-Ma,
morbid apprehensiveness of disease. HVsopliyte
(see quot. ). Nosopoe tic a., producing or causing
disease. Nosota-xy, the distribution and classi

fication of diseases (Dunglison, 1855). Noso-
the ory, the theory of disease (Mayne, 1857).
Nosotozico sis (see quot.). Noso trophous a.;

Nose-trophy (see quots.).
Various other combs, of doubtful currency, such as noso-

genesis, -genetic* -geny t
-ma&amp;gt;iia

t
are given in the Syd. Soc.

Lex. and some recent Diets.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais \. 1L 227 Gargantua. .gave order
that the wounded should be drest and had care of in his

great Hospital or *Nosocome. 1855 DUSGLISON Med. Lex.
s.v.,*Nosocomia4or hospital fever. 1891 C.CREIGHTON Hist.

Epidem. Brit. 95 The purely nosocomial part of these
charities was in not a few instances for the immediate relief

of the monasteries themselves. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos.

(1687) 165 Medicine is of five kinds. . .*Nosognomonick
discerns diseases. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk I. 106
Whether the state of the stomach depends on the state of
the mind, or vice versa, I am not *nosomathete enough to

say. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 543 The puke
becomes a sort of *nosometer, or measurer of the violence
and danger of the disease. 1665 DRAGE (title), A Physical
*Nosonomy ; or, A new and true Description of the Law of
God (called Nature) in the Body of Man. 1855 DLNCLISON
Med. Lex., Nosonomy, 1889 Lancet 9 Nov. 966/1 *Noso-

phobia is certainly much more frequent in man, probably
because women act as nurses, and consequently have no
fear of infection. 1890 GOULD Med. Dict.

%

&quot;

Nosophyte,. .a
term applied to any pathogenic microbe, or minute parasitic
organism which produces disease. 1733 ARBUTHNOT On
Air vi. 23. 156, I shall make a few Observations upon the

Qualities of the Air, so far as they are *Nosopoetick, that

is, have a Power of producing Diseases. 1834 Fraser&quot;s

Mag. X. 569 Least of all can we explain the nosopoetic
effects of atmospherical changes. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex,,
*
Nosotoxicosis, a condition in which morbid symptoms are

exhibited, which are dependent on the presence of toxic
bases in the blood [etc.]. 185^ MAYNE Expos. Lex., Noso-

trophus.., nourishing or maintaining disease: *nosotro-

phous. Nosotrophia . .
,
the nourishment or nutrition of

disease ; &quot;nosotrophy.

Nosography (n^-grafi). [f.Noso- + -GRAPHY,
or ad. mod.L. nosographia : cf. F. nongraphic
(1798), Sp. tiosografia.] A (or the) systematic

description of diseases.

1654 \Vm-tLOCKZ0ot0miaiio The Diseases of the Mindes
of Patients. .; to sum up which, would be a Nosography.. as
large as any, treating of the Bodies distemper. 1847 tr.

FcucktersUben*s Med. Psychol. n The nosography which
aims at exhibiting the phenomena, the natural history, and
the so called system of psychosis. 1851-9 Man. Set. Eng.
243 These again should lead to a more useful nosography
than is generally adopted. 1861 Sat. Rev. XI. 431/1 Dr.
Fuller s work.. on the subject of rheumatism, the noso

graphy, pathology, statistics, and treatment of which are
illustrated [etc.].

So Hoso-grapher ; Nosogra-phic^al adjs. ;

Nosogra phically adv.

1859 SEMPLE Diphtheria 134 To trace,.. after the manner
of nosographers, the specific characters of the different

kinds ofAngina. 1888 A mer. Jrnl. Psychol. 1. 497 Charcot s

famous three states or nosographic groups were formulated
in 1882.

Nosological ^solp-dsikai;, a. [f. NOSOLOGY.
Cf. F. nosologiqtu, It. and Sp. no$ologico^\
1. Of or pertaining to nosology.

1777-84 CIJLLEN First Lines Physic (1808) I. 805 My
reasons for differing from these authors, must be left to
a nosological discussion. 1805 SAUNDERS Min. Waters
460 In acute diseases, the thirst after water., is sufficiently
constant to be a basis of nosological description. 1843 R. J .

GRAVES Syst. Clin. Med. 20 Will you from this very ex
cellent nosologica! definition venture to prescribe for this

case of dropsy? 1899 Altiutfs Syst. Med. VII. 384 He
founded his nosological classification on certain cases
observed by himself.

2. Dealing with nosology.
1807 Med. fy Phys. JrnL XVIII. 535 A close application

to the perusal of the late Nosologicafauthors.
Hence Nosolo gically adv.

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer liii, I don t know whether I

have described this fever case..nosologically. 1859 SAMPLE

Diphtheria 316 Speaking nosologically, Diphtherite is a
pmegmasia.

Nosologist (n^-lodgist). [f. as prec. + -IST.

Cf. F. nosologiste.] One who is occupied with,
or learned in, nosology.
i777-?4 CULLEN First Lines Physic fiSoSj I. 734 The

Petechia has been, by all our Nosologists, enumerated
amongst the exanthemata. 1800 tr. Cullen s Nosology
Pref. 1 8 The characters of former Nosologists appear to

me, in general, too short and defective. 1843 R- J- GRAVES
Syst. Clin. Med. 20 Tell me the name of the disease was
the motto of the nosologist, and I will tell you the remedy .

1884 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat ^ Nose II. 339 Nasal
hemorrhage was classed by the nosologists of the last

century as a substantive disease.

Nosology A
(n^sp lod.^i . [ad. mod. I,, noso-

logia (so Sp. and It.; F. nosologie) t
a. Gr. type

*voao\vyia ; see Noso- and -LOGY.]
1. A classification or arrangement of diseases.

1721 \$*\\*vt, Nosology,.. a Treatise concerning Dlbea?es.

1777-84 CULLKN First Lines Physic (1808) Inirod. 2 To
establish a Methodical Nosology, or an arrangement of
diseases according to their genera and species. 1804 AHKK-
NETIIV Surg. Obs. 5 In Dr Cullen s Nosology we find

diseases of arteries, veins, glands, &c., brought together
under one order. 1857 T. WATSON Lect. Phys. fed. 4) 12

That phantom a perfect methodical nosology. 1860 TASSLK
Pregnancy i. 7 Such an expression should hardly liave a

place in any scientific nosology.
trans/. 1785 REIU Intell. Povjcrs vi. viii. 652 It were

to be wished that we had also a nosology of the human
understanding.

b. A collection or combination (^/&quot;diseases.

i8 DE QUINXEY /.//. onSelf-Ednc. (1860) 139 A sentence
..liable to a whole nosology of matconformations. 1851
CARLYLE Sterlings i, All this fatal nosology of spiritual

maladies, so rife in our day.
c. The list or catalogue of known diseases.

1839 CARLVLE Chartism ix, There is no disease in the

Nosology but he can trace in himself some symptoms of it.

1899 Times 25 Aug. 8/2 [Plague] is one of the easiest of the

great epidemic diseases to combat in our whole nosology.
2. Systematic or scientific classification or in

vestigation of diseases ; that branch of medical
science which deals with this.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Medicine, The second branch
considers the diseases of the human body, their differences,

causes, and effects; and is called, .nosology, when it examines
their differences. rjggMed. Jrnl. I. 42 There is little hope
of seeing a theory of medicine, or a System of Nosology
established, which .. will .. stand the test of ages. 1817
Lancet 17 Nov. 252/2 Nosology is of couple frequently
taught without therapeutics. 1881 G. MACDOXALD M.
Marston III. xiv. 256 Nosology is a science doomed, thank

God, to perish. Health alone will at last fill the earth.

trans/. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl. Biog. (1850) I. 345
Phenomena in the science of mental nosology. Ibid. II.

406 Ecclesiastical Nosology, or the Morbid Anatomy of
the Church.
3. The special character of a particular disease,

or the views current with regard t&amp;lt;3 this.

18*5 Sporting Mag. XVI. 355 A satisfactory conclusion

is, to agree on the nosology of the disease. 1876 Trans.
Clinical Soc. IX. QI With a reference to the divided state

of the nosology of leuchxmia.
Noso logy -, variant of XOSEOLOGY.
i8aa Blackw. Mag. XI. 427 If ever we should possess a

classified nosology; my nose mu^t be ranked in the order..
which shall comprise the pitch-delighting olfactories.

Nossel : see NOSTEL, NOZZLE s6.
t
NCZZLE v

t NosSen, obs. variant of NOISIXG vbl. sb.

1504 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 186 And so they have
. .arrest him

; the which is a great nossen in the country.

t Nost, for ne wost, knowest not; see NOT v?
a. 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 102 When thou shah deje, ner

thou nost. c 13^4 CHAUCER H. Fame 2047 Nost nat thou
That is betyd late or now ? 1388 WYCLIF Eccfas. xxxiii.

33 Thou noost whom thou schalt seke. 1390 COWER Con/.
II. 61 Thou nost what chance schal betyde.

Nost, obs. variant of OAST.

Nostalgia (nfjstae ldjia). Path. [a. mod.L. &amp;lt;

nostalgia^ It., Sp., Pg. ; F. nostalgic (1802)),
f. Or. VO&amp;lt;TTOS return home + 0X705 pain.] A form

,

of melancholia caused by prolonged absence from
;

one s home or country ; severe home-sickness.
1780 THACHEB Mil. Jrnl. (1823) 242 Many perplexing

;

instances of indisposition,, .called by Dr. Cullen nostalgia
or borne sickness. 1786 R. HAMILTON in Edin. Med. :

Contm. XI. 343 History of a remarkable Case of Nostalgia. ;

1818 SYD. SMITH Wks. (iZfy) I. 250 What a dreadful disease

Nostalgia must be on the banks of the Missouri ! 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. I. xiii. 145 He looked as wretched as

I

any lover of a milder clime. I hope I have treated his i

nostalgia successfully. 1877 OWEN in WelletUv s Desp.v. xlv,
j

One who was to spend so much of his life in the East. .

should not be hampered by ties and habits calculated.. to
foster nostalgia. |

trans/. 1842 J. WILSON Chr. North I. 57 1 hat pond has . .

about half-a-dozen trouts, if indeed they have not sickened
and died of Nostalgia. 1861 Times 24 Sept., The principal
object thought of appears to be the health of the trees,, .that

they might not suffer too much from nostalgia.

Nostalgic npst3e-ld t:$ik) 7 a. [f. prec. 4- -ic.

Cf. K. nostalgique^ It., Sp., and Pg. nostalgico.]
1. Of the nature of, characterized or caused by,

j
nostalgia.
1806 T. ARNOLD Insanity (ed. 2) I. 208 A variety of

pathetic insanity, to which, from nostalgia itb most usual
1

appellation, I have given the epithet nostalgic. 1894 Dr;
MAUKIER Trilby (1895) 331 The desire to hear it once more
became nostalgic almort an ache ! 1898 Daily AVtcs 24

!
Feb. 3/1 The French songs, .were invariably nostalgic.
2. Affected with nostalgia; home-sick.
1869 O. W. HOLMES Cinders fr. Ashes (1891) 244 We

jogged soberly along, kind parents and slightly nostalgic
boys, towards the seat of learning. 1877 ULACK Green
Past, xl, We dragged these nostalgic persons out on to the

pleasant little iron balcony.

Nosta lgy, anglicized form of NOSTALGIA.
1846 in UUCHANAX Technol. Diet. 1874 O SHAUCHNKSSY

Disease of Soul, Music fy Moonlight 105 The nostalgies of
dim

pa-,t!&amp;gt;
seize me. 1882 A. W. WACD Dickens lii. 4

Longing with a nostalgy that was specially strong upon
him at periods of rm-nial excitement.

t No Stel. Ohs. Forms: i nostle, nosle, 5

nostylle, -tul. [OK. nostle, nosle, related toOKii-.

nest/a, nesla, MDu. nastcl, tieste/, OIIG. nastila

fern., nasti/o masc. (G. nestelj, of uncertain etym
ology. The Tent, type *nastil appears in med.L.

a.sttastu/us, -u/a, -uliim, nastola, nasta!e&amp;gt;-ile, and
, in It. as nastro. ]

1. A band or fillet. (OK. only.
cSo? K./EtFRtD Gregory s Past. C. xiii. 76 [Hit] sceolde

beon awriten. .on Satin hr-t^le be nion nast rationale, & mid
no.stlurn \lla ,t. noslum] ^ebunden. c 1000 &amp;gt;LFRIC: Gloss, in

Wr.-Wiilckcr 125 Fascia, nostle. Ibid. 153 Fasciola, nosle.

2. A short piece of cord fastened to a net ;
a

NOI .SKL.
c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 359/1 Nostylle of nettys {//. nostul),

na:tula, insfifa, nascutits.

Hence f Ko stelling- (see quot.;. Obs.
Cf. MDu. nastel-^nestelinc, ing.
1615 E. S. Britain s ttuss in Arb. Garner III. ^,30 Round

about the head and two sides of eaf,h net, but not at tlic

bottom, must be set a small cord, about the bigness of a

bow-string, which is called [the] Head-Roping or Kostelling.

Nostoc (njrstpk). hot. Also 7-8 nostoch,
8 -ock. [A name invented by Paracelsus.] A
genus of unicellular Algae, having the cells arranged
in rows which intertwine with each other and
form a gelatinous mass; esp. the ordinary species
of this, Nostoc commune, formerly believed to be
an emanation or deposit from the stars.

1650 CHARLTON tr. Van Helmont s Paradoxes Transl.

Suppl. 98 Nostoch understandeth the nocturnall Pollution
of some plethoricall and wanton Star, or rather excrement
blown from the nostrills of some rheumatick planet, ..in

consistence like a gelly, and so trembling if touched. 1650
J. KKKNXH Chyw. Diet., Nostoch is that which we call a
falling star, a kind of gelly or slime found oftentimes in the
Summer in fields, and meadowes. 1701-2 DE LA PRVME
Let. in Diary (Surtees) 247 A bottle of Nostock. .called

Star Slough, or Star Shot Gelly,.. a substance that falls

from the Starrs. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl, % Nostoch t the
name of a vegetable substance which seems to differ from
most of the other bodies of that kind, in several particulars.

1834 W. MACCILLIVRAY Lives Zoologists 208 This phlegm is

a vegetable called nostoc. 1843 fenny Cycl. XXVII.
805/2 The species of Nostoc are found on damp earth, as
well as in sea and fresh water. Most of them are gela
tinous, ..and shrink almost to nothing in drying. 1895
VINES Text-bk. Bat. in. 234 Nostoc is constantly found in

the tissue of certain Hepaticse.
attrib. 1871-3 W. ARCHER in Grevillea I. 23 Fibres, from

which break forth, through the Nostoc-jelly ,
the first

root hairs. 1874-5 H. WOOD ibid. III. 43 The development
of the distinguishing threads of the Collema out of the
ordinary Nostoc-cell. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex. &.v, Nostoc com
mune, Nostoc colonies occur as pseudoparasites in the
intercellular spaces and cavities of other plants.

b. An individual plant of this genus.
1851 HARVEY Nereis Boreali-Atner. 10 Nothing can well

be less star-like than a Nostoc, as it lies on the ground.
i88*-4 M. C. COOKE Brit. Fresh-Water Algy I. 221
Nostocs should be dried as quickly as pos&ible after they
are collected.

Hence NostoVh a ceous, Ho stoebine adjs.
1857 BERKELEY Inirod. Cryptogamic Bot, 146 Sometimes

. . a connecting cell U formed, a& in the Nostochine genus
Sphxrozyga, 1879-3 W. AHCHKK in Grevillea I. 25 Such
no&tochaceous plants as live in moist or wet habitats.

Nostoma nia. Path. [mod.L. ;
see NOST

ALGIA and -MAMA. So Sp. and Pg. nostomania,
Y. nostomanie] A kind of madness, an aggra
vated form of nostalgia. 1855 in OGILVIE Suppl.

Nostrada mic, a. [f. next.] Similar to that

of Nostradamus.
a 1834 SURTEES in G. Taylor Mem. R S. (Surtees) 263 For
much of Nostradamic lore The aged dame still kept in store.

Nostradamus (nfTstrad^-mys). [Latinized
form of the name of Michel de Nostrcdamc, a

French physician (1503-1566) who published a

collection of prophecies in 1555-] One who pro
fesses to foretell future events

;
a seer comparable

to Nostradamus.
1668 Davufcw Even. Lffvt n. i f Thre nothing more un-
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certain than the cold Prophecies
of these Nostradamusses.

1810 Q Rev. IV. 250 The Noslradamuses of opposition
altered their tone, and began to foretel the final success of

the French. 1859 WEAXALL tr. R. Houdin v. 59, I need
not a Nostradamus to predict that you will devote yourself
to it some day. 1870 BREWER Diet* Phr. $ Fable s.v., The
Nostradamus of Portugal. Gon^alo Annes Bandarra.

No Strificate, v. rare. [ad. mod.L. nostri-

Jicdre, f. nostri-, nosier our + -ficare (see -rv).]
tram. Of Austrian universities : To admit (foreign

degrees) to the same status as the native ones.

So Nostriftca tion.

1885 U. S. Cons, Rep. No. 54. 482 (Cent.), There are no
definite rules for the nostrification of foreign diplomas [in

Austria]. 1889 Lancet II. 810 Buda Pesth A special
examination, .for the purpose of Nostrificating the Edin

burgh M.D. held by Dr. John Brodie.

WOStril (nostril). Forms : a. I nospyrl,
-tfyrl, 5 -thirl, 6-7 -thrill, 7 -threl. . i nos-

terl, 4-6 -trell(e, 5-7 -trel ; 4, 6-7 nostrill,
6 -teril, /-nostril. [OE. nos}yrlt f. stem of nosu

NOSE : cf. XOSE-THIRL and OFiis. nosterle]
1. One of the two openings in the nose in man
and most vertebrate animals

;
an opening serving

a similar purpose in other forms of animal life.

a. c 1000 JEiLfUC Horn. II. 98 Se braeb on heora nosbyrlum.
c 1050 Sa.v. Lecchd. I. 72 (B), Do on ba nosbyrlu. Ibid.

352 Do on biet nosbyrl. c igoo Yng. Childr. Bk. in Babccs
Bk. 25 Wype not thi nose nor bi nos-thirlys. 1563 COOPER
TheS inruS) N&quot;nrts, the nosthrille. 1597 BEARD Theatre
Goifs Judgcm. (1612) 150 See what a hooke the Lord put
in the nosthrils of this barking dogge. 1626 BACON Sylva
63 When the Spirits, that come to the nosthrils, expell

a bad Sent [etc.]. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 95
Vapours, .distill.. by the nosthrils.

ft. c 1000 /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 117 Vibri$&mt

noaterla hser. Ibid. 157 Pinnulae, uteweard nosterle. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 185 Sponges i-watred and i-holde
at hir nostrilles. Ibid. III. n Precious stones bat schulde
. .be i-holde to be nostrelle of men. 1486 Bk. St. Albaris
c vij, Castyng wat thorogh her Nostrellis or hir nares. 1535
COVEROALE Job xxvii. 3 As longe as the wynde..is in my
nostrels. 1576 FLEMING Panopi. Epht. ? iij, My nostrells

[were fed] with most comfortable sauours. 1586 MARLOWE
2nd Pt. Tamburl. iv. iv. 8 And blow the morning from their

nosterils. 1607 UEKKER MARSTON Northw. Hoc \. D. s

Wks. 1873 III. 67 Out of my nostrils, tapster, thou smelst
like Guild-hall two daies after Simon and Jude. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 280 So sented the grim Feature, and up
turn d His Nostril wide into the murkie Air. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 35 f 2 To supply his weak Brain with Powder
at the nearest Place of Access, viz. the Nostrils. 1777
PRIESTLEY Matt. y Spir. (1782) I. v. 54 Could we have had
any idea. .of smell without the nostrils, and the olfactory
nerves? 1834 MOIi RTRit: Cuvicr s Anini. Kingd. 36 His
nostrils, more complicated than those of the monkey, are
less so than those of all other genera. 1877 BRYANT Odyss.
v. 548 The brine gushed forth From mouth and nostrils.

transf. 1854 BREWSTER More Worlds \\\. 39 The lofty peak
with its cap of ice or its nostrils of fire.

b. jig. with reference to persons.
1644 MILTON- Areop. (Arb.) 54 An imposition which I can

not beleeve how he that, .is but of a sensible nostrill should
be able to endure. 1678 BusVAX

Pilg&amp;gt;;
\. no That makes

Religion to stink in the nostrills of many. 1771 BURKE
Middlesex Election Wks. X. 65 Our judgments stink in the
nostrils of the people. 1844 EMERSON Nature Wks. (Bohn)
II. 231 There is no end. .so sacred or so large, that, if pur
sued for itself, will not at last become carrion and an offence
to the nostril. 1887 LOWELL Democracy 78 Its moral nostrils
were of an equally masculine temper.

c. techn. in smelting (see quot.).
1839 URE Diet, Arts 825 Below this narrow part, eight

holes . . are perforated obliquely through the substance of the
trompe, called the vent-holes or nostrils, for admitting the
air, which the water carries with it in its descent.
2. attrib.) as t nostril(s)-dropping (see quot.);

nostril-piece, a part between the nose and lip of
an insect, supposed to correspond to the nostrils
of quadrupeds.
1708 KERSEY, Nostrils-Dropping [1726 BAILEY, Nostril],

a Distemper in Cattel. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxxiv.
III. 481 A part of the nose [sc. of an insect]., which I have
..named the Rhinarium or nostril-piece.
Hence Nostri lity, prominence of nostril, rare.
l88S J- JACOBS in Jrnl. Anthropol. Inst. XV. 54 It is

not alone this nostnlity which makes a Jewish face so
easily recognizable. 1899 in Pop. Sci. Monthly I,V.
510 Jewish nostrility , as I have termed it,. .can not be
affected by change of environment.

Nostrum (np-str^m). [ad. L, nostrum^ neut.

sing, of nosier
t our.]

1. A medicine, or medical application, prepared
by the person recommending it; esp. a quack
remedy, a patent medicine.
1602 F. HERRING Anat. 15 Setting to sale their witlesse

Nostrums. [1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 103 He will put
Nostrum, to Album Gnecum..

t Pitulae de Triotts, or the
like he wraps up in this blind Nostrum.] 1704 SWIFT T.
Tub v, A certain curious Receipt, a Nostrum, which..!
found among his Papers. 1754 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 854The kermes mineral, once altogether as much celebrated.,
as any antimonial nostrum now-a-days. 1795 WOLCOT (P
Pindar) Hair Powder Wks. 1812 III. 301 No Nostrum ,

gives the bloom of health again. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond
i. u, The doctors and quack-salvers, .experimenting on his I

poor little body with every conceivable nostrum. 1883Law Rep. 23 Chanc, Div. 735 The owner of a nostrum of
some kind, called a patent food.

fig* 17 I3 Guardian No. 36, I look upon punning as a
Nostrum, a Medicina Gymnastica, that throws off all the
bad humours. 1787 BURNS Holy Fair xvi, In guid time
comes an antidote Against *.ic poosionM nostrum.

b. A recipe, rare ~*.

1742 Land. $ Country Brew. i. (ed. 4) 67 This then is the

true Nostrum of Brewing.
2. A special means or device for accomplishing

something ; esp. a pet scheme, or favourite remedy,
for bringing about some social or political reform

or improvement.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones x. Chapter iv, Containing infal

lible nostrums for procuring universal dlsesteem and hatred.

1780 COWPER Progr. Error 595 Swallow the two grand
nostrums they dispense, That scripture lies, and blasphemy
is sense. 1816 Quiz Grand^ Master iv. 83 The parson s

holy nostrum, Must be proclaimed, from a rostrum. 1850
KINGSLEY -f4//. Locke x, Another party s nostrum is, more
churches, more schools, more clergymen. 1884 Sat. Rev.

7 June 731/2 The incurable faith of some English Liberals
in the party nostrums.

3. Como.j as nostrum-monger, one who deals

in nostrums; hence nostrum-mongership, -mon-
gery. Now rare or 06s.

1706 BAYNARD Cold Baths II. 203 Your *Nostrum-mong_er
Dr. Stew-Toad. 1775 SHERIDAN St. Patricks Day u. iv,

Will you submit to be cured by a quack nostrum-monger?
1802 Spirit Public Jrnls. VI. 254 A bottle of his nostrum,
in compliment to the greatest nostrum-monger of the age
[=Pitt]. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. xxi. 134
Should I be outwitted with all my sententious boasting

which is so prevalent.

Nostul, nostylle : see NOSTEL.

t UTosul, nosylie, obs. variants of OUZEL,
14.. Lat.

&amp;lt;$ Eng. Voc. in Wr.-\Vulcker 597 Nodosa^ a
nosul, avis est. 1483 Cath. Angl. 256/2 A Nosylle ; que-
ffamAuts, tnerutns, merula.

No Sy, a. rare&quot;
1
, [f. NOSE sb. + -Y : cf.

NOSEY a.] Having a prominent nose.
1620 SHELTON Qnix. u. xiv, 90 The Story leaves them, to

tell who was the Knight of the Glasses and his nosie Squire.

Wosyll, obs. variant of NUZZLE z/.l

Not (npt), a. and sb. Now dial. Forms : i

hnot, 4, 6- not, 6, 9 nott, 9 knot; 6, 9 nat, 9
natt. [OE. hnot, of obscure origin.]

+ 1. Close-cropped, short-haired. Obs.
ciooo /ELFHIC Gram. ix. (Z.) 35 Glabrio^ calu o55e hnot.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 109 A not-heed hadde he, with a
broun visage. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redelcs in. 46 Thanne
comef? ber . . As not of his nolle, as he be nest made, Anober
proud partriche. 1620 B. JONSON News.fr. Moon (Rtldg.)
616/2 Not heads and broad hats, short doublets and long
points,

fb. Comb., as not-headed, -pated adjs. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen.
IV&amp;gt;

u. iv. 78 \Vilt thou rob this
Leatherne lerkin, Christall button, Not-pated, Agat ring?
1611-2 CHAPMAN IVidou-es T. Wks. 1873 III. 18 Your not-
headed Countrie Gentleman. 1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub i.

iii, The incorrigible Nott-headed beast, the clowns, or con
stables, Still let them gaze.

f2. Of a willow: Pollard. Obs. rare-1
.

931 in Birch Cartul. Sa.r. II. 357 pam lange grafette
sudeweardon to (Son hnottan scale on Searleaje stem,

3. Of sheep or cattle: Hornless, polled.
1587 MASCALL Gov. Cattle^ Sheep (1627) 237 Some say,

that a horned ram is ill to get lambs : . . therfore the nat ram
is counted the better. 1596 HARINGTON A/etam. Ajax
Prol., He massacred a whole fiocke ofgood nott-ewes. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 50 They have not all of them homes, but
some are nott ;. .the nott she goats are more free of milk.

1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss., Not, smooth, polled or shorn,
Not shtepi sheep without horns. Essex. 1807 VANCOUVER
Agric. Devon (1813) 347 The Old Devonshire dim-faced
nott sheep. 1868- in southern dial, glossaries, of sheep and
cows. 1891 HARDY Tess xvii, Why do nott cows give less

milk in a year than horned ?

b. sb. A hornless sheep.
1837 YOUATT Sheep \\\. 253 The Devonshire notts, or polled

sheep, used.. to be at least middle-woolled, if not short-
woolled sheep. 1875 PENGELLY Verbal Prov. ii3(E.D.D.),
A cross of the new Leicester with the Bampton nott.

f4. Of wheat or barley: Awnless, beardless. Obs.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 20 Of Wheate there are two sorts,

French, which is bearded, .. and Notwheate, so termed
because it is vnbearded. c 1680 Enquiries 2/2 Do you sow
Aleppo wheat, . . Not wheat, Pendule wheat ?. . Have you . .

Not Barleys sown here, or any other Barleys?
*

t Not, v.l Obs. Also 6 notte, nott. [f. prec.]
(rans. To clip or cut short (the hair or beard).
1530 PALSGR. 645/1, I have notted my heed nowe that

sommer is come. 1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Toiidco^
They notted their fathers head and bearde. 1570 FOXK
A.

&amp;lt;$

M. (ed. 2) III. 1702 Now was hys head notted euil

fauordly, and clypped much lyke as a man would clippe a
fooles head. 1592 STOW Ann. (1631) 570 Hee caused.. from
thence forth his beard to be notted and no more shauen.

1674 RAY Coll. Words 73 To Not : and Notted : i. e. polled,
shorn. Essex. [Hence in Ainsworth (1736), etc.]

b. With personal object.
1541 Rutland MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV. 313 To

Mr. Markham, barber, for nottyng my Lordes children, ij s.

1567 GOLDING Ovid s Afef. x. 204 His IJarbare who Was
wont to nott him spyed it. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 19 He
would not onely be notted Si shaven very precisely, but
also have his haire plucked.

t Not, v.~, note, for ne wot know(s) not : see

NB and WIT v. Forms: a. 2-3 nat. . 3-7
not, 6 nott. -y. 4-6 note, 6 nolte. 5. 4, 6 noot.
For other parts of the verb wit with prefixed negative,

see NETE, NIST, NITEN, NOST, NUTE(N.
a. (888 K. ALFRED Boeth. v. 3 Ic nat ful jeare ymb

hwaet bu ^ et tweo-.t. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xii. 35 He
nut hwyder he gitd. c 1175 Lamb. l/om. 31 &amp;gt;tf

he nat to

soSe bet heo beoS Hues, c 1130 Hali Meid, 9 Nat tah na
mon bute ham self hwat ham sticheS ofte.

ft. a 1225 Ancr. R. 178 pis is be ancre bet not nout hwat
is fondunge. a 1250 Owl ty Night. 1621 Ich not neauer to
hwan bu mi5t. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 93 In to bis londesende
Y not non better knijt. isooGowER Conf. I. 43 He not, til

that the chance falle, Wher he schal lese. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle
(Caxton) i. xv. (1859) 13, I not to whome I shal my seluen
dresse ! 1 1480 Paston Lett. III. 302 For the peyne I not
me wher to hold. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 19, I nott

quhome to thy Simpylnes to sende. 1576 GASCOIGSE
Pliilomene (Arb.) 90 As yet I not, what proper hew it bare.

1614 J. DAVIES (Heref.) Commend. Poems, etc. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 21/2, 1 not how I shall thriue therein.

y. a 1300 E. E. P. (1862) 153 Soch an obir an erbe i note.

c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 126 Thay hyin nome I note how
mykil out of Rome. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clviii. 147 To
bryng his malycious purpose aboute. I note by what sorcery.
a 1542 WYATT Ps. \\. Prol., I note whether he cries or sings.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xii. 17, I note whether [to] praise or

pitty more. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvni. 1, But loe (from
whence I nolte) a falcon came.

S. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xi. 207 Noot no man how neighe
it is. 1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 55, I noot

jif^pat
was i-doo by his brober wil. a 1425 Cursor M. 5265 (1 rin.),

What cloob was hit. .pat blody was & I noot how.

Not (n?t), adv. and sb. Also 4-6 nott, 5 nut,

7- n t. [Abbreviated form of NOUGHT adv. : cf.

NAT adv^\ The ordinary adverb of negation.
I. adv. 1. Modifying a simple tense or form of

an ordinary verb.

a. Following the verb. Now arch.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 29 As Ancres and Hermytes..
Coueyte not in Cuntre to carien a-boute. 1390 GOWER Conf.
III. 159 So that here kinges yhe is blent And wot not hou
the world is went, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon iv. 120

They wyst not what folke they were. Ibid., See ye not
what folke we ben? 1530 TINDALE Answ. More i. Wks.
(1573) 276/1 As long as y 1

signification bode, it hurted not.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 30 With holy father sits not with
such thtnges to mell. 1628 HP. HALL Old Relig. 194, I differ

not from the Judgement of our best. .Classical Diuines.

1653 WALTON Angler \\\\^ Let not your line exceed, .three

or four hairs at the most, a 1700 DRYDEN (J.\ Let each
man do as to his fancy seems ; I wait not, I, till you have
belter dreams. 1789 Triumphs Fortitude I. 101, I doubt
not but they will greatly contribute [etc.]. 1798 COLERIDGE
Anc. Afar. iv. ii, Fear not, fear not, thou Wedding Guest !

This body dropt not down. 1821 BYRON Sardanap. iv. i,

I seek.. no pleasure but in parting not. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. I. i. 424 Thou bhalt see the day Unharmed,
if that dread box thou openest not.

b. Preceding the verb. Chiefly poet.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3092 Whan Troyens dede this

trespas, Menelaus at home not was. 1483 Cath. Angl.
256/2 To Nott moghe ; nequire^ non posse: 1608 SYL
VESTER Du Bartas. u. iv. Schisme 617 (Saving Henoch)
onely hee not-dies. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 121, I not
doubt He came aliue to Land. 1650 GENTILIS Considera
tions 45, I (to not wonder at it) doe rather consider whence
it proceeds. 1740 JOHNSON Life Drake Wks. IV. 419 They
. .possessed the island, but not enjoyed it. 1816 BYRON Ch.
Har. in. Ixv, Making a marvel that it not decays
2. Following an auxiliary verb. Also in the

reduced form V, usually written as one word
with the verb.

a. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxiv. 22
J&amp;gt;ai

sail not ouercum
bairn. 1382 WYCLIK Luke x. 42 The beste part, which
schal not be take a wey fro hir. c 1450 Merlin 243 He
nys no knyght that will not deffende his londe. 1508
KENSEUIE Flyting u\ Dunbar 433 Thou may not pas
Mount Barnard for wild bestis. 1577 FULKE Answ. True
Christian 25 You can not proue that your church hath
canonized the Apostles. 1632 B. JONSON Epigr. xxxiii, I ll

not offend thee with a vain tear more. 1710 SHAFTESB.
Adv. to Ant/tor u. i, The Arts and Sciences must not be
left Patron-less. 1766 GOLDS.M. I ic. W. xiv, His presence
did not interrupt our conversation. 1820 KEATS Eve St.

Agnes xxxviii, Though I have found, I will not rob thy
nest. 1884 tr. Lotze s Logic 323 The act of severance has
not produced any lasting, .excitement.

ft. 1652 TATHAM Scotch Figgarics iv. i, But mayn t I Bar

points, being the Challenged ? 1672-1774 [see Do z . 29].

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
&amp;lt;$ Selvedge 130 They can t strike

sail.. in a trice. 1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen III. v. 160
No no, I can t sit, can t stay, said Lady Cecilia. 1852
THACKERAY Esmond \\\. ii, That was .. one [duty] that she

wouldn t have broke her heart in trying to do. 1895
GISSISG Eve s Ransom no You mustn t tell me anything.

b. eltipt. in replies.

1629 MASSINGER Picture i. ii, Ettbulus. Have you ne er

read The story of Semiramis and Ninus V Honoria. Not
as I remember. 1866 MEREDITH Vittoria xxxix, Carlo
Ammiani will marry her, I presume, said Lena. Not
before he has met Captain Weisspriess [etc.].

3. Following the substantive verb. Also as n t.

a. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 75 Ho. -is not dronkeleuh ne

deynous Dowel him foleweb. 1475 Paston Lett. III. 130
Iff the markett be nott goode yit, I hope it shall be better.

1596 SHAKS. lifer-eft. V. v. i. 35 Mes. I pray you is my
Master yet return d ? Loren. He is not. 1597 z Hen. IV,
I. ii. 238 There is not a daungerous Action . . but I am thrust

vpon it. 1645 MILTON Colasterion 20 These matters are

not for pragmatics.. to babble in. x68sLovELL Gen. Hist.

Corr. (1844) HI. 282 This is not the cause of a king, but of

kings. 1821 SHELLEY F.pipsych. 52, I am not thine: I am
a part of thee. 1898 ILLINGWORTH Div. Immanence iii.

(1904) 35/2 This is unquestionably not the case.

ft. 1701 FARQUHAR Sir H. Wildair iv. ii, I an t to be

believed, a 1703 POMFRET Cntelty $ Lust (1724) 70 Since

in Battle you can greater be, That over, be nt less merciful

than he. 1706- [see AN T, AIN T, and IN T]. 1895 Miss
MONTRESOR Highw. $ Hedges \. vi, It isn t true.

b. With ellipse of verb, esp. after if, or in replies.



NOT. 221 NOTA BENE.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Rcdclcs in. 151 But [they] beggith
ana borwith..And not be better of a bene. 1671 MILTON
Samson 971 Fame if not double-fac t is double-mouth d.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen 311 Body and Spirit., will eternally
be disparate^) if not contradictory. 1864-8 BROWNING J,
Lee s Wife iv. iv, No Love ! not so indeed! 1883 ANNIE
THOMAS Mod. Housewife 143 Not to be done! Mrs.

Sampson said decidedly.
4. .^receding; an infinitive or gcrundial clause.
t: 1440 Alph. Tales 135 To ly in his bed & not com att

matyns at mydnyght. 1469 Anc. Cal. Rcc. Dublin (1889)

333 [That] hit be lawfull to any suche swyne to be kltlet,
and the killers of them note to be empechit. 1582 N. LICHIC-

i-i ELD tr. Castanheda?s Cong, E. Ind. 128 Hepraied him not
to say him nay. 1639 AINSWOKTH Pentateuch 44 They
failed in not casting out the inhabitants. 1673 RAY Journ.
Low C. 159 It seldom happens the Council-chamber not to
be full. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe IT. (Globe) 321, 1 knew neither
what to do, or what not to do. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 175 ? 9 It is, indeed, impossible not to hear, .of wrongs
and falsehoods. 1812 BYRON Ch, Har. \. vii, It was a vast

and venerable pile ; So old, it seemed only not to fall. 1853
MRS. GASKELL Cranford ix, Miss Pole clutched my arm,
and begged me not to turn. 1872 TENNYSON Garcth fy

Lynctte 1207 One who came to help thecj not to harm.

5. -fa. Used redundantly after verbs of for

bidding, dissuading, or preventing. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 106 pel forbeden not vtterly J?at

men schulden not preche )?e gospel. 1430-40 LYDG. Bockas
(1554) 22 b, Bochas forbade husbandes.. Without prefe not
leve to sone their wyves. c 1540 Pol. l

r
erg. Eng. Hist.

(Camden) 118 The earle had diswadyd the king not to place
his syster Margaret in maryage unto Charles. 1569 J.
SANFORD tr. Agrippa s Van. Artvs 81 A lawe whicne did
forbidde that they shoulde not woorshippe images. 1677
GILPIN Denionol. (1867) 414 Contrary to other plain scrip
tures prohibiting not to tempt the Lord.

b. Coupled with other negatives, or repeated.
Now dial, or vulgar.
1426 AUDELAY Poems 10 Thai wold not on us have no pete.

1471 Paston Lett. III. 15 Take heede. .that they be not in

noon place wher that sykenesse is regnyng. 1503 HAWES
Exeimp. Virt. i. xii, 1 wyll not medle with no duplycyte.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 739 They should not neede no
more to feare him then hisshadowe. 1606 HOLLAND Siteton.

105 Hee absented not himselfe in no place. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. i. 24 Rauenna, which for antiquity will not bow her

top to none in Italy. 1654 tr. Sctta&y s Curia Pol. 149
We resolve then to. .render her incapable not to offend us.

6. Preceding a sentence, clause, or word,
a. In introductory phrases, as not but (that\

not that, t notfor-tky^ etc. (See also BUT C. 18.)
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxiv. 22 Not forthi thai takyn

with ejhen, as thai lufid me. 1382 WYCLIF John vt. 46 Not
for ony man syj the fadir, no but this that is of God. Ibid,

59 Not as goure fadris eeten manna, and ben deed, c 1420
Pallad. on Husb. xn. 224 Vet not for thy thei may endure
in colde. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xxx. 463 Not for

thenne they bothe lyghtely aroos. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in.

ii. 23 Not that I lou d Cssar lesse, but that I lou d Rome
more. 1678-9 DRYDEN & LEE CEdipits iv. i, Not but you
were adorned with all the riches That empire could bestow. &amp;gt;

1766 GOLDS.M. I ic. If. i, Not but that we sometimes had
;

those little rubs [etc.]. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 981 Not
that he peevishly rejects a mode Because that World adopts
it. 1856 F. E. FACET Owlet of Owlst. 52 Not but what I

consider discretion to be the better part of valour. 1864
MEREDITH Belloni xxv, Not that she conceived him de

signedly base.

b. Placed first for the sake of emphasis.
1554 PHILI-OT Exam, $ Writ. (Parker Soc.) 384 Not for !

this we bring in a church like to thilk city of Plato. 1578
TIM.ME Calvin on, Gen. 180 Nevertheless, .not they are
called righteous, which are perfect in each point. 1667
MILTON P. L. in. 26 Yet not the more Cease I to wander.

1697 DUYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 413 Nor cou d his Kindred . .

change his fatal Course. No, not the dying Maid. 1747
P. FRANCIS tr. Hor. Ep. i. xvii, Not every one shall reach
the, wisht-for port. 1804 DR. PARR in Bentham*$ ll ks.

(1843) X.4I7 Not so doth Godwin and his French followers.

1883-94 K* BRIDGES Eros
&amp;lt;$ Psyche i. xiii, Not long, I wot,

shall that poor girl of Crete God it in my despite.
c. In contrast with a following btit.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. July 115 The hylls. . I reverence
and adore: Not for themselfe, but for the saynets [etc.].
1611 BIBLE John i. 13 Which were borne, not of blood, ..but
of God. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biond?s Banish d Virg. 148
Discovering what it not hid but vailed. 1768 TUCKER Lt.
Nat. II. 460, 1 may believe myself not a perceptivity but a :

perceptive spirit. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 104
To use their arms in defence, not of the mass book, but of
the Bible, 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. vi.

201 He has peopled not a country town but a metropolis.
d. Emphasizing a pronoun after a negative

statement, or in a reply.
c 1625 DEKKER, ROWLEY, & FORD Witch Edmonton iv. i,

He is no Witch, not he. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 218,
I challenge you, sir ! not I, I made no challenge. 1783
BECKFORD Dreams

&amp;gt;

etc. viii. 51 They had no notion, not

they, of admiring barren crags and precipices. 1846 DICKENS
Battle ofLife i, Did you never hear [etc] ? No, father !

1

No, not you, of course; you re a woman. 1889 J. K.
JEROME Three Men in Boat xvii, They are not to be had
by a bit of worm on the end of a hook, . .not they !

7. With terms of number or quantity.
c 1325 E. E. A Hit. P, A. 343 For anger gaynez f&amp;gt;e

not a
cresse. Ibid. 351 py mendez mounteznot a myte. la 1366
CHAUCER Rom. Rose 451 Povert. ., That not a peny hadde
in wolde. A 1400 Pistill of Susan 247, I charge hit not a

pere. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 52 Sen though they
stay, it harmes him not a hair. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, iv.

ii. 67 Ho. I perceiue you delight not in Muslque. lu. Not
a whit. 1634 MILTON Comus 585 Not a period Shall be
unsaid for me. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. j. 8 Not a man of
them knew wherefore. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \\. (Globe) 346
He spoke not a Word. Ibid. 496 All this while they fir d
not a Gun. 1817 C. WOLFE Burial Sir J, Moore i, Not a

1 drum was heard, not a funeral note. 1849 MACAULAY Ifist.

Eng. x. II-sop He solemnly assured them that not a hair
of their heads should be touched.

b. Not a little* a good deal, considerably.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur xvn. xvii. 714 Thenne was not

he a lytelsory, for launcelot loued hym. a 1548 HAi.LtT/f/w/,,
Hen. II7

, 24 He not a Httell mused but muche more mervailed
that the duke [etc.], 1712 Port Spect. No. 408 p

7 Young Men
whose Passions are not a little unruly. 1838 in Trevelyan
Macattlay (1876) II. vii. 2 His visits served not a little to

enliven. 1845 M^CULLOCH Taxation i. ii. (1852) 169 The

policy of laying heavy taxes on necessaries is not a little

questionable.
8. After or, if, or as, with ellipse of words ex

pressed or implied in the preceding clause.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 52 A prest weber he be beneficid or not,

hehowib not to sett to hire his gostly warks. 1503111 Trans.
R. Hist. Soc. (1902) 152 Ye knowe whether ye rnaye truste
me or not. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxiv. 21 Tyll he knewe
whether the Lorde had prospered his iourney or not. 1611
BIBLE Gen. xviii. 21, I will goe downe now, and see
whether [etc.] : and if not, I will know. 1724 DE FOE
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 125 Shall we give battle., or not?

1738 POPE Universal Prayer 47 Thou know st if best
bestow d or not. 1857 M. ARNOLD Rugby Ckapcl 45 Con
scious or riot of the past. 1875 JOWEIT Plato (ed. 2) I. 290
If virtue is of such a nature, it will be taught ;

and if not,
not. 1887 F. M. CRAWFORD Saracinesca III. xxxiv. 299,
I would just as soon give you up to the Holy Office as not.

9. Denoting contrast or opposition to what pre
cedes, with or without and.

1471 Litt. Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 130 Punyshing
the principal! sturrers of rebellion ayenst \s, and not a

general te. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, They are
in heauen and not here. 1621 BURTON Anat. Met. To Rdr.
76, I hate their vices, not their persons. 1649 MILTON
Eikon. 36 Some of thir Friends, and in the Roman not the

pettifogging sense thir Clients. 1678 SHADWELL Timon iv.

ii, They govern for themselves and not the people. 1837
NEWMAN Par. Serin, (ed. 2) III.x. 148 It was a respite, not
a resurrection. 1892 TENNYSON Doubt $ Prayer 12 Till

this.., My prison, not my fortress, fall away !

10. \Vith adverbs or adverbial phrases.
475 Paston Lett. III. 123 The Emperor hathe besegyd

also, not fferr from these, a castell. c 1500 Melusine 297
And whan Raymondyn perceyued it, wete it wel that he was
ryght dolaunt and sorowful & not without cause. 1559
AYLMER Harborowe- B j, Happening therfore not long
agone to rede a lytle booke. a 1648 Lo. HERBERT
Hen. VIII (1683) 369 Not long after which, .the King sent

George Bolen. 1774 GoLDSM.jVo/. Hist. (1776) II. 296 His
method is still, and not without reason, adopted by many.
1818 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1836) I. 167 The titles of the

poet.. and the general not seldom formed a garland round
the same head. 1852 TENNYSON Death Wellington viii,

Not once or twice. .The path of duty was the way to glory.

b. Modifying adjectives or participles in agree
ment with a preceding substantive or pronoun.
1529 CROMWELL Willin Merriman Life fy Lett, (1902) I.

63 The residue of all my goodes catalles and debttes not

bequethed. 1396 B. GRIFFIN Fidcssa 37 Whil st I . .doe sit

in heauie plight . .
,
Not daring rush into so rare a place. 1614

R. TAILOR Hog hath lost Pearl in Dod^Iey (1780) VI. 408
Where penitency, not disturb d may grieve. 1820 LAMB
Elia Ser. i. Christ s Hospital, The remnants left at his

table (not many, nor very choice fragments). 1844 KING-
LAKE Eothen (1845) 186, 1 rose from a state of half-oblivion,
not much unlike to sleep. 1889 JEROME Idle Thoughts 112

You have got to be regarded as not quite right in your head.

c. With negative adjectives or adverbs, implying
the affirmative term.

i6S7_W. RAND tr. Gassendis Life Peiresc 1.69 The study
of antiquity was not unusefull towards the knowledge of the

Lawes. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 85 We say well

and elegantly, not ungrateful, for very grateful. 1765
DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 200 The damage done by
this is not inconsiderable. 1794 EARL MALMESBURY Diaries
&amp;lt;V Corr. III. 117 Not unclever but importunate. 1824
LANDOR Imag. Conv., Johnson fy Tooke

t Perhaps the learned
;

author.. was not undelighted with the pleasurable vices of
j

poetry in such company. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Mem. 168

A certain air of dignity, not unmingled with insolence.

1 11. Not but, only. =NOBBUT. Obs.
For other forms of sentence in which not is followed by I

but
t
see BUT conj. 4 c, 7 b, c, 9, 16.

f 1374 CHAUCER Cowpl. Mars 121 Not but two pases \

within the yate hit stode. 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) viii. 96
Betwene that Mount and the Cytee, is not but the Vale of

Josaphathe. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 14 All his desir is not I

but for to mowe come to your goode grace. 1560 ROLLAND
Crt. Venus it. 975 Quhair I gat not bot ansueir detestine.

II. sb. f 12. Nought, nothing. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF IVks, (1880) 216 pelord J&amp;gt;at

made allebingis
of not. c 1380 Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 94 He ha)? drede of

t&amp;gt;ing
of not. 1 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. (1907) 92 It was

nou}t for not that they tau^ten.. hem [etc.], a 1450 Knt.
de la Tour vi. (1868) 9 In suche wise that euer after the
housholde yede to not. 1508 KxtHSKMt FfrtixfW, Dunbar

j

508 Tak the a fidill,..thou art ordanyt to not ellis !

13. The word not
; a negation or negative.

1601 SHAKS. All s Welli\\. ii. 24, I haue wedded her, not
bedded her, and sworne to make the not eternall. 1608 H.
CLAPHAM Erronr Left Hand 82 They still doe returne us
a not. 1631 LADY M. WROTH Urania 420 Come backe to

me, who neuer knew the plot To crosse your minde, or to

thy will an nott. 1866 LOWELL Bigloiu P., Introd., Poems
1890 II. 201. I guess ef I was to leave the nots out o
some o the c man ments, t ould soot you full ez wall !

III. Comb. 14. a. With verbal substantives.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin&quot;s Inst. i. sb, If the notknowing
of God be any where to be found. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay
xvi. (1592) 262 Goodnes is not a defect or a notdooing of

things. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. in. iii. 270 Heele answer no

body: he professes not answering. I652GATAKER Antinom.
\

25 The not drowning; of the whole world again. 1695 J.
EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 50 The difference uf the idiom ,

1 was sufficient to beget a not-understanding of one another.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vm. vi, Danger might attend the
not dressing his wound. 1816 BYRON Let. to Murray 20
Feb., You must not mistake my not bullying for dejection.
1858 H. W. BEECHER Life Thoughts (18591 130 His rests

and not-doings seem even more significant than that which
was overt.

t b. With nouns of action. Obs. (Common in

1 7th cent.
;
now expressed by 11011-.}

1582 Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 531 His disobedience
in not comperance befoir the Kingis Majestic. 1590 Ibid,
IV. 521 For not-payment of mmisteris stipendis. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. VlII^ iv. i. 30 For not Appearance, and The
Kings late Scruple, . . she was diuorc d. a 1643 DUDLEY*
DIGGES Unla-wf. Armes (1647) 102 [They] redeemed their

not obedience to him, by offering up their bodies. 1675
J. .SMITH Chr. Relig. App. n. 44 They could not impute their

not-recovery to their want of will, but skill.

t c. With agent-nouns. Obs. (Now non-.}
1596 SPENSER Hymn Love 159 How falles it then that.,

Thou doest afflict, .the not-deserver? 1619 SANDERSON Serm.
I. ii The eater despised the not-eater, and the eater judged

i
the not-eater. 1651 Rec. Communion 4 To communicate
with not-discerners. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 213 If

both the Beheaded and the Not-worshippers of the Beati
were of the same kind.

d. With other types of nouns. Also NOT-BELK.

1575 FENTON Gold. Epist. (1582) 85 Our merite or not
mente htandes not in the seruices which we do to God.
1599 SANDYS Europg Spec. (1632) 180 The not possibilitie of

erring being, .peculiar unto God. 1627 W. SCLATER E.vp.
2 Thess. (1629) 14 It s something, at least a not-notbing.
1645 HOWKLI, Tiwlre Treat. (1661) 360 Issuing rather from
his not-knowledge of me, than from malice. 1740 CHEYNE
Regimen- 311 It must be actually brought to be not-matter.
1818 BMNTHAM Ch. Eng. Catcch. Exam.iTi In case of not-

guiltiness. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 452 What He attributes
to idols, i.e. not-gods. 1895 Churchman No. 185. 251
Science, .affirms that not-life can never under existing con
ditions produce life.

15. With adjectives or past participles.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay i. 3 Wether was first,.. of

Sensible or Notsensible, of Reasonable, or Notreasonable ?

1599 [ste next], a 1643 DUDLEY DIGGES Unlaivf. Armes
(1647) I2 4 By tne unspeakable scandal of these not-Christian
courses. 1663 BOYLE Usef. Exp. Nat. Pltilos. i. 15 And I

have. . made in that admirable Stone a not-inconsiderable

Experiment. 1774 HALLU-AX Anal. Rom. Lawn? Punish
ments, .short of Natural or Civil Death, were called Not-

Capital. 1819 He-unit in London III. 171 Her not-stinted
foot was pinched into pink satin shoes. 1874 DARWIN in

Life $ Lett. (1887) III. 191 The product of a cross between
not-related ants. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 376 Evil
is a greater enemy to good than to the not-good.

b. With present participles,
1599 SANDYS Europie Spec. (1632) 115 Their not-erring and

not controllable Lord of Rome. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. iv.

19 You shall heare The Legion, .sooner landed In our not-

fearing-Britaine, 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol, 48 Some not-

preaching Ministers. 1675 WOODHEAD, etc Par. St. Paul
17 It was a law then which made not-knowing infants also

guilty. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 1226 The village toast

..Darts not-unmeaning looks. 176* lip. FORBES Jrnl. (1886)

215 He asked me how the not-swearing clergy lived now.

1853 MARKHAM Skoda s Auscnlt. 204 The sound produced
by striking together two hard, not-ringing \nichi-klingend}
bodies. 1863 J. BROWN Marjorie Fleming, Rab &amp;lt;fy

/- . (1906)

85 A man., to give a second and not-forgetting look at.

C. With adjectival phrases.
1570 FOXE A. fy M. (ed. 2) III. 1365 Accept my thankes,

though they proceed out of a not enough circumcised heart.

1678 VAUGHAN Thalia Rediv., The World (1858) 234 The
not-to-be-repented Shares Of time and business. 1831
Society I. 307 He was on that young lady s not-at-home
list. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geogr. 13 The not-long
extinct volcano of the Island of Ascension. 1882 WALLACE
in Nature XXVI. 86 Close individual resemblance of not-

nearly-related species of butterflies.

16. With adverbs, rare.

1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love xvii. (1700) 106 The not-wilfully

refusing it. 1726 S. LOWE Lat. Gram. 33 Interrogative;,
us d act-interrogatively*

17. With infinitives after does not, etc. rare.
1626 W. FENNEB Hid. Manna (1656) 62 A wicked man

doth not, not repent, because hee cannot, but because he
will not. 1656 [? J. SERGEANT] tr. T. White s Feripat. Inst.

227 He that knows a thing exists knows that it does not
not-exist. 1890 STIRLING Gijford Lect. xvi. 318 The very
thought of God is of that which is, and cannot not-be.

Not, obs. variant of NUT sb.

|| Nota, sb. Obs. rare. [L. nota^\ A mark
;

a stigma.
1715 \VodrovJs Corr. (1843) II. in After such a nota put

upon our brethren s halving of the oaths and declaration.
1800 tr. Cullens Nosology Wks. 1827 I. 454 Symptoms,
every particular of which, in the language of methodical

writers, is a nota or mark.

11 Nota, v. Obs. [L. nota, 2nd sing, imperative
of notare to mark.] Observe, take notice.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. n. 26 And nota, J&amp;gt;at
this forseid

rihte orisonte, bat is clepid orison rectum [etc.]. 15*7
ANDREW Bntnswykes Distyll. Waters a iij, Nota a lutynge
for a glasse that ryveth upon the fyre. 1569 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. II. 50 marg. t

Nota the Lard of Amysfeild
wes chargit to present thame. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I.

341 Nota, you must bring the high Church East Northeast

Easterly, before you shall be cleered of the shoale.

II Nota bene (nu*ta brni). [L. nota (seeprec.)
and bene well. So F. nota bent,] Mark well,
observe particularly. (Abbrev. N.B. : seeN. II. 2.)
a 1721 PRIOR Daphne $ Apollo 65 Next, nota bene, you

shall never rove. 1758 LADY M. W, MONTAGU Lett. (1893) II.

348 Nota bene. You have dispossessed me of the real devils

who haunted me. 1818 MOORK Fudge Fain. Paris v, Nota
Bene, Papa s almost certain tis he. 1863 C, READE Hard



NOTABILITY.

Cash \. I. 35 Like an animal frequently mentioned in

Scripture ; but, nota bene, never once with approbation.

b. Used substantially.
1731-8 SWIFT fol. Convcrsat. Introd. n To set down.,

certain Marks, Asterisks, or ffiffia*&itf
t
s (in English, Mark-

well s) after most Questions, and every Reply or Answer.

Notability (m?tabi liti). Also 4-5 -ite(e,

5 -yte, 6 -ylitie. [a. OF. notabilitt (
= ll. -ita,

Sp. -idiTJy Pg. -idade] or ad. med.L. *notalrilitas :

see next and -ITY.]
1. fa. A notable fact or circumstance. Obs.
a 1380 Sf. Augustine 1739 in Horstm. Aliengl. Leg. (1878)

gi Hit ib an old notabilite pat breo bingus ber be pat
worldliche men disiren here, c 1386 CHAUCER 3, iuis

Priest s T. 389 He in a cronycle sunny myght it wryte, As
for a souereyn notabilitee. f 1449 PECOCK Kept: \\. ix.

474 These iij. notabilitees wcel considerid..is worth.. a

buyschel ful of gold, c 1470 HARDING Chron. Proem v,

Vnto your sapience I wyll remember a notabilyte Of your
elders rule and regymence.

b. A noteworthy object or feature. rare~l
.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.
&amp;lt;y

//. Kote-bks. (1872) II. 41 The
old sacristy, with the peculiarities or notabilities of which I

am not acquainted.
o. A notable or prominent person.
1851 l- raser*s Mag. XLIII. 1-57 Along with other ancient

notabilities , Cleopatra and Mark Antony were addicted

to the pastime. 1857 K.IXGSLKV Two Y. Ago I. 206 Various

other little notabilities of the neighbourhood. 1897 SARAH
TYTLER Lady Jcaifs Son 193 Another notability was the

gypsy beauty.

2. The quality of being notable.

a. Housewifely industry or management.
1788 MRS. HUGHES Henry ,y Isabella IV. 93 This grand

quality wa&amp;gt;,
in her estimation, divided into two heads,

modesty and notability. 1800 MRS. HhKVhv Mourtray
/ am. III. 141 Mrs. Mourtray, who had resumed all her
former notability, bustled about her house as usual, 1842
ORDERSON Creoleana iii. 25 She would. .send over little

presents of various art iclo, that served also to show her own
notability and domestic skill. 1866 MRS. GASKKLL ll i- vj

-

(y

Daughters I. 530 Mary has infected me with her notability,
and I m going to work Mama a footstool.

b. Note, distinction, prominence.
1881 FKOLDE Short Stud. (iSSs) IV. it, iv. 207, 1 need not

mention names which have no historical notability.

Notable (nfTu-tabT), ., sb. t and adv. Also 4
(6 Sc.} -abii;e, 5 -abille, 6 -abyll ; 5 -abull(e,
6 -abul

; 5 -abel. [a. F. notable (*3th c.) =Sp.
notable, Pg. notavel, It, notabik

t
ad. L. notabiiis,

f. notare to NOTE : see -ABLE.
Sheridan (1789) gives the pron. as (ng tiibH.), and this i.s

retained by \Valker, Smart, Webster, and Worcester, as the

correct pron. in sense 4 b.]

A. adj. 1. Worthy or deserving of note for any
reason, esp. on account of excellence, value, or

importance ; remarkable, striking, eminent.

a. Of things, actions, etc.

1x1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixv. 7 He bat lufis god, luf his

neghbure, shewand til him |?at is notabile for him. 1386
CHAUCER Doctor s T. 156 It is no fable, Uut knowen fora
.storial thing notable. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 405
Hit was made open by themanifestacionof a notable signe.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 192/1 They, .edefyed ouer thys
holy corps a moche notable chyrche. 1538 STARKEY Eng
land n. L 151, 1 thynke in fewyerys the pepulschold increse

to a notabul noumbur. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. ii. 8

David obteyned notable victories. 1612 WOODALL Snrg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 38 A notable cordial water for comforting
the head and heart. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 155 Methinks
Nature does seem to hint some very notable virtue or

excellency in this Plant. 1712 STEELE Sfect. No. 508 F 2

They support it by Acts of notable Oppression and Injustice.

1750 BERKELEY Wks. (1871) IV. 323 Learning continues to

make notable advances in your College. 1775 SHERIDAN
Duenna i. i, So ! a notable hour for one of my regular

disposition. 1829 LYTTON Deverenx i. ii, He would shake
his head with a notable archness. 1873 SYMONDsCV^. Poets
\. 17 The first who achieved a notable success in the new and
difficult art of Prose Writing.
Comb. 1630 DEKKER 2nd Pt. Honest Wh. \. i. Wks. 1873

II. 97 This Lodouico is a notable lounged fellow.

b. Of persons. Also const, at (quot. 1677).
c 1420 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 897 Ther were notable and

famous doctours. c 1450 Merlin 27 Ther myght noon knowe
the cause why, but it were notable clerkes. 1535 COVER-
DALE Matt. xxviL 16 At the same tyme he had a notable

presoner called Barrabas. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 636/1 At the execution of a notable traytour at
Limmericke. a 1661 FULLER Worthies xxiv. (1662) 73
You have mingled many Unworthies among them, rather
Notorious than Notable. 1677 GILPIN Dentonol. (1867) 180

They have also a cunning of ascribing effects to wrong
causes.. .Austin tells us the heathens were notable at this.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. \. ii. (1737) I. 62 The ablest Nego
tiators have been known the notablest Buffoons. 1798 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. V. 352 You summoned a meeting
of your more notable creditors, relations, and friends. 1835
THIRLWALL Greece (1839) 429 The Megarian demagogues
procured the banishment of many of the notable citizens.

1851 DIXON W. Penn vi. (1872) 54 Fox and Loe were notable
for the purity of their lives.

2. t a. Easily noted
; attracting notice

; con

spicuous. Obs.

1533 SIR T. MORE Debtll. Salem Wks. 945/1 The variaunce
betwene priests & priests is more marked & more notable
then any of y* tother, because the priests go more abrod.

1580 FuLKE.S7a//ir/0 Confut. ii. v. VVks, (Parker Soc.) II.

ioo Their habit.. Augustin in his virgins forbiddeth to be
notable, or differing from other women. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. \. H. in. xiv. (1651) 125 To avoid such things as
arc more notable in themselves : as a rugged attire, hirsute

head, horrid beard.

222

b. Capable of being noted or observed ; notice

able, perceptible. Now Chem.
1551 RECORDE Pathiu. KnowI. i. Defin., There is a notable

and sensible angle . . which euermore is made by the meetyng
of two seuerall lynes. Ibid. No. 5 If your line be of any
notable length, deuide it into fiue partes. And if it be not
so long that it male yelde fiue notable partes [etc.]. 1638-9
Laws Maryland in Arch. Marylandl. (1883) 53 Drinking
with excess to the notable perturbation of any organ of sence

or motion. 1662 RAY Three 1tin. in. 171 NVe did not observe

any. notable taste in it, neither would it tincture siluer.

1698 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 2 Chronology is the

Regulation of Times, shewing by notable Signs or Tokens
..the exact Time when every Action happen d. iSxSAccu.M
Chem. Tests 109 Suppose.. we wish to know whether it

contains a notable quantity of oxide of manganese. 1857
MILLKK Elcm. Chew., Org. (1862) 536 The kernels of the

peach, the plum, the cherry, . ,aUo yield this essence in

notable quantities.

1 3. Notable goods, a legal term applied to testa

mentary goods when of a certain amount. Obs.
Various opinions on the precise import of the phrase are

given by Swinburne.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 222 What is ment by Notable

goods, in this place, or when they are so to be tearmecl,
diners authors haue bene of diners opinions.

4. fa. Of men: Industrious, energetic, business

like. Obs. rare.
1666 SOUTH Serta. (1823) I. 138 That such an one is a wise

and a thriving, or, in the common phrase, a notable man .

1732 LAW Serious C. iii. (ed. 2) 37 Penitent was a busy,
notable Tradesman, and very prosperous in his dealings.

b. Of women : Capable, managing, bustling ;

clever and industrious in household management
or occupations.
In common use from c 1750, but now somewhat rare. On

the pronunciation bee note above.

1718 } rec-thinker Xo. 121. 84, I remember to have beard
of a notable Woman, who was thoroughly sensible of the

intrinsick Value of Time. 1745 ELIZA HKYWOOD Female
Xficct. No. 10 (1748) II. 192 Supposing her an excellent

(economist, in every respect what the world calls a notable
woman. 1811 L. M. HAWKINS C^tess ty Gertr. II. 370
Notable housewives have occasional family rummages .

1865 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 409 Lady Cuxhaven, notable from

girlhood, was using the blind-man s holiday to net fruit-nets.

1874 MKS. EWINO Lob 34 Notable people complain, very
properly, of thoughtless and untidy ones.
Comb, 1866 MKS. GASKELL Wires

&amp;lt;V Daughters II. 242
The little notable-looking brown hands, with the wedding-
ring for sole ornament.

c. Of the nature of, connected with, household

management or industry.
1787 Generous Attachment II. 24 Engaged in every

notable exercise which love and conjugal affection inspire.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtrny I ant. \. 74 She bad learned
to detest all needlework of the notable kind. 1835 MOTLEY
Corr. (1889) I. iii. 60, I thought the whole scene at first too

tidy, too notable, too housewinsh. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond
in. ix, Both ladies were perfect housewives, .. keeping a
notable superintendence over the Kitchen.

B. sb. 1. A noteworthy fact or thing, rare.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Toarej, She gaf them these two
notables to thende they shold know their faute. 1653 H.
WHISTLER Upshot Inf. Baptisme 17 Helping against you
by many Notables in the very Text. 1705 ADDISOX Italy
IK.), Varro s aviary is still so famous, that it is reckoned for

one of those notables, which foreign nations record.

b. A person of eminence or distinction.

1815 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XIII. 19 The notables of Egypt.
1823 SCOTT Quentm D. xix, The notables of the town were
fast assembling. 1878 GLADSTONE CT/i-aw. (1879) I. 201 The
straitened philosophy of a local notable.

trans/. 1892 HUDSON La Plata 221 Amongst the feathered

notables., is the Crested Screamer from South America.

2. //. A number of prominent men from the

various estates of the realm of France, summoned

by the king as a deliberative assembly in times of

national emergency.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 482 All worthy nobles and estates

of the same realme of Fraunce,as well spirituals as temporals,
and also Cities, notables and commonalties. 1634 W.
TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. I) 4 This is a trueth. .which

you so solidly confirmed at the last assembly of Notables.

1789 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 201/1 Mr. Necker had at

the beginning of winter summoned a new convention of

Notables. 1792 A. YOUNG Trar. France 275 From the

very commencement of the revolution, at the first meeting
of the notables. 1845 Encycl. Mctrpp. XIII. 8/1 It was
thought advisable to calm such feelings by summoning an

assembly of Notables, who met at Rouen late in the year.
1864 KIRK Chas. the Bold I. vi. 317 An article.. providing
for the appointment of thirty-six notables .

trans/. 1818 J. C. HOIIHOUSE Italy (1859) H* 3 When
Bonaparte, in the year 1801, convoked at Lyons the Notables
of the Cisalpine Republic. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.xiv.
III. 471 An extraordinary meeting of the privy council, or

rather an assembly of Notables, which had been convoked
at Whitehall.

f C. adv. Notably. Obs. rare.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 82 Here never die

seemeth superfluous, and yet notable well adorneth the

sentence. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep. 227 Some season

of the year more notable hot then other.

Wo tableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The quality
of being notable or remarkable.

1563 Homilies \\. 11. i. (1640) 16 The notablenesse of the

place, being the very beginning of the very loving Lord s

law. 1745 MRS. DELANY Life ff Corr. (1861) II. 358, 1 don t

at all doubt my sister s notableness. 1799 R. WARNER
Walk (1800) 53 A perseverance and notableness.. unknown

amongst the fair ones of modern days. 1856 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. IV. v. xvi. 6 In notableness of lateral precipice, the

Matterhorn.. stands, .unrivalled among the Alps.

NOTAKESS.

t Notablety, obs. variant of NOTABILITY.
1:1380 WYCLII- Scrtn. Sel. Wks. I. 99 pan shal be Hjt of

Crist, .shyne in be tober worlde. .for notablete of Crist.

Notably (nJu-tabli), adv. Also 4 -li, 6 -lye ;

5 -ely, -ully, 6 -uly. [f. NOTABLE O, + -LY*.]
In a notable manner

; remarkably, strikingly.
ciaBoWvcLiF AW. lVks.ll\. 343 Of bis Chirche feswordU

ben sobli seid, and notabli to mannis kynde. c 1400 j/c/. Loll.

74 Notably is Sichem callid be son of Emor, bat is interpretid
an asse. 1433 LYDG. St. Edmund Prol. 66 By pronp^tyke
notably souereyne. 1477 Rolls o/Parlt.\l. 193/2 His lifelode
and richesse notably exceded any other within his Lande.
1526 PUgr.Perf.vW.de W. 1531)4 All was but fyguresy god
notably wrought & shewed to them. 1571 GOLDING Calvin
on Ps. li. 8 Beinge so notablye furnished with trew under-

standinge. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. 7&quot;. i. 43 A Prophecy
.. that.. the Roman Empire should notably flourish. 1680
H. MORE Apocal. Afoe. Pref. 6 The Excellency whereof is

notably set out. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 105 P6 If you
mention either of the Kings of Spain or Poland, he talks

very notably. #1732 T. BOSTON Crook in Lot. (1805) 15

Bright souls.., notably bemisted and darkened from the

crazy bodies they are lodged in. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
IV. v. xiv. 19 The true hard rock or precipice is notably a

thing cut. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 439 They are

notably deficient in all mechanical arts.

fWota do. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [a. Sp. notado
t pa.

pple. of 9iofar to NOTE.] A mark or sign.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobbler 30, I am also sure Souldiers use

to weare other marklets or notadoes in time of battell.

t Wotaire. Obs. rare. Also notayre. [a. F.

notaire. Cf. NOTAK.] = NOTARY sb.

1474 CAXTON Chesse (1883) 93 The Notayres, skynners,
coryours, and cardewaners werke by skynnes and hydes.
Ibid. 94 That aduocate or notaire that hath charge to wryte
and kepe sentence.

t Notai rely, adv. Obs. rare
- 1

. [ad. OF.
9iotaireniettt

t
f. notaire variant of notoire : see

NOTORIOUS and NOTOUR.] = NOTAKILY.
c 1480 CAXTON Seiko s Oration e ij, Their famous deedes

be to theyr infynyte lawde notairely knowen of you alle.

Notal ^nJu tal), a. [f.
Gr. vur-ov the back +

AL.] Dorsal. 855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

I! Notalgia (mita^ldgia). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. VUT-QV back + aA/yos pain. Cf. F. notalgie.~\

Pain in the back without inflammatory symptoms.
Hence Nota lgric a.

1855 Di NGLisoN Med. Lex. 1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Wo tamy, etc., aphetized form of anotamy, obs.

var. of ANATOMY, skeleton. (Cf. It., Sp., and Pg.

ttotomia.} Now dial.

1487 Ann. Barber-Surgeons (1890) 102, xviij men and ij

women hanged ; the Barber-surgeons had one of them to be
anotheme at ther halle. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. 1. 1816/2
A man chylde. ., the heade, armes and legges whereof wert
like a notamie. 1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) in Who then can
rid me (Notamie of Woe) From these hell plagues? 1790

Bystander 30.1 My leg wasat last as thin as Tom Muggins s,

the notamy in surgeon shall. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.,

Nottamy, ottatny, a skeleton. 1889 ELWORTHY in N. $ Q.
Somerset fy Dorset 27 Aug., Throughout the Western
Counties the usual term for a Skeleton is Nottomy or

Notamy.

II Notandum (n0tce nd#m). Also pi. not-

anda. [L,, gerund of notare to NOTE, used to

introduce a memorandum, e.g.
1605 BEN JoftsoN Volpone iv. i,

What is here? Notandum
^

A rat had gnawne my spurre-lethers.]

An entry or jotting of something to be specially

noted; a memorandum, observation, note.

a. 1685 SIR J. LAUDER Ckron. Notes (1822) 53 By way of

notandum, he gave himself two wounds when taken by
Graeme of Dougalstoun s men. 1715 M. DAYIES Athen.
Brit. I. 242 The interludes are compos d of divers notan-

dums. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. II. 17/1 A notandum to the

account remarks, that this sum was taken from the Bengal
statements. i8g8W. AunTJ&HMffjfe Heaven Il.xxiv. 197
His fellow-disciple John.. adds to his name the significant

notandum Not Iscariot .

p. 1701 HOWE Wks, (1834) 63/1 (Stf.), And now for his

notanda.. \*y which he would conclude [etc.]. 1787 HAW
KINS Life Johnson 266 He feigns to have dropped his paper
of Notanda. a 1847 CHALMERS in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.

(1874) IV. 367 Verses n and 12 are both most savoury and

precious notanda.

No tar. Sc. Now rare. Also 5-6 notare,
6 notair(e, 6-7, 9 noter, 7 nottar. [Sc. variant

of NOTARY sb. : see -AH -.] A notary.

1439 in Charters etc. Edinb. (1871) 65 In presens of Robert

Mechelson of Hyrdmanston public notare vnderwrytin.

1469 Sc. Acts %w. /// (1814) II. 95 His hienes may mak
notaris & tabellionis. ^1480 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. vi.

(Sheep % Dog) v, The foxe wes clerk and notare in the

cause. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy iv. iv. (S.T.S.) II. 63 Vnder
charge of

, ,

A. KING tr. Canisius&quot; Catech, g Sinnes that maye be done

by notaires. 1678 SIR G. MACKENZIE Criin. Laws Scot. u.

xiii. 2 (1699) 209 The Clerks of all other Courts must be

Notars. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. (1710) n. n.

iv. 409 The Lord Register, .has the Power of appointing
Clerks for Registration of Seasines and Admissions of

Nottars. a 1773 FERGUSSON Will Poems (1788) 1. 101 These

presents wrote are By William Blair, the public notar.

1822 HIBBERT Dtsc. Shell. Isl. (1891) 61 Filled with all the

clauses and quirks that the lawyer and noter could invent.

No taress. rare 1
, [f.

NOTAR-Y J/;. + -ESS.]

A female notary or clerk.

1622 T. ROBINSON Anat. Eng. Nunnery 31 losepha Binfi-

ruim, Portresse, Lucy lohnson, Notaresse.



NOTARIAL.

Notarial (n0fe&amp;gt;rial), aJ [ad. L. type *not-
drial-ist

f. notanus NOTARY sb. So K. notarial^
1. Of or belonging to a notary.
1482 in Rymer Fcedcra (1711) XII. 165/1 We have, .com-

maunded the said Notary to set his signe Notariall to the
same. 1818 CRUISE Digested* 2) V. 129 A certificate., was
signed by two persons, who stated themselves to be public
notaries; but no notarial seal was annexed. 1866 CRUMP
Banking v. 115 It was not allowed by the law to recover
the notarial charges against the acceptor unless special
damage was made in the declaration. 1888 Century Mag:
Nov. 94 Several pairs were kept waiting by the notarial
table while the commandant was served.

b. Characteristic of, peculiar to, notaries.
1828 CARLYLK Misc. (1857) I. 68 He examines and records

with a certain notarial strictness. 1844 S. R. MAITLAND
Dark Ages 15 A subscription, .which may, at the same
time, be a specimen of notarial eloquence. 1894 igt/i Cent.

July So The odd grammar and the notarial style of this
memorial present some difficulties at first sight.
2. Drawn up, framed, or executed by a notary.
1622 MALVNES Anc. Law-Merck. 125 Hereupon likewise

passeth a Notariall Contract. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges
79 It is not usual to make a formal Notarial Protest. 1726
AYLIFFE Parergon 305 Thro want of a Notarial Evidence.
a 1768 ERSKINE lust. Law Scot. (1838) 615 Solemnities

requisite to Notarial Instruments. 1818 CRUISE Digest
led. 2) V. 129 The notarial certificate required in the case
of a fine acknowledged in a foreign country. i837CARLYLE
Fr. Rev. II. n. v, M. de Malseigne takes act

,
due

notarial protest, of such refusal. 1889 Century Mag. Aug.
597/1 Madame Lalaurie, we know by notarial records, was
in Mandeville ten days after.

l&amp;gt;. esp. Notarial act (see ACT sb. 6).
1752 CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 3 He caused him to sign a

notarial act protesting against it. 1839 BROOKE Office of
Notary 7 The expression notarial act. .has a technical mean
ing. 1897 Times 16 Jan. 6/2 Sir James Parker Deane, Q.C,
. .signed and sealed the customary notarial acts.

Hence Nota rially adv.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 17 June 8/2 Docu
ments, .translated into English and notarially certified.

fNota-rlal, a.* Obs. rare-1
. [Cf. prec.J Of

the nature of notes.

*753 N. TORRIANO Gartgr. Sore Throat p. ix, The little

notarial Scholia I have here and there made upon it.

Nota riate, rare. [
= F. notarial, Sp. -ato,

Pg. -ado, med.L. -atus : see NOTABY sb. and
-ATE 1

.] The profession of notary.
1888 H. C. LEA Hist. Inquisition I. 379 note. Peculiar

importance attached to the notariate, and the limitations

imposed on its membership are seen in the papal privileges.

t No tarily, adv. Obs.
[f.

NOTARY a. + -LY 2
.]

Notoriously; commonly (known).
1459 Rolls of Parlt. V. 367 Such persones..ben notariely

and universally thorough oute all this your Realme famed
and noysed.. for open Robbers. 1487 HEN. VII in Epist.
A cad. Oxon. (1898) II. 514 Seynge, as itt ys notaryly
knowen, that he cann nott be accepted as a scolare. 1697
Phil. Trans. XIX. 728 A poor Man of Rowdil, in the Isle

Harries, notarily known by the Name of St. Clements Blind.

Notary (nou-tari), sb. Also 4-7 notarie, 4-5
-arye, 5 -ory, -ery. [ad. L. notdrius shorthand-

writer, clerk, secretary, f. notare to note, nota a
note. Hence also Sp. notario, Pg. Tiotariot -atro,
It. notarO) -aio, F.

notatre.&quot;]

1 1. A clerk or secretary to a person, Obs.
In quot. 1474 applied to the bishop s pawn in chess.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handlyng Synne 5748 Pers kalled to hym
hys clerk pat was hys notarye. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv.

32 panne am I conscience ycalde, goddis clerke and his
notarie. 1422 tr. Secreta. Secret.

^
Prii&amp;gt;. Priv. 212 Of

Notaries. . .To chese the be-houeth, to writte thy Pryuyteis
. .

, wyse men of Parfite eloquence. 1474 CAXTON Chesse
(1883) 92 Hit is reson that the alphyn or juge haue his

notarye, by whom y processe may be wreton. 1600 J.
PORY tr. Leo s Africa in. 160 Where the gouernor of the
mint with his scribes and notaries haue their aboad. 1609
HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xiv. v. 8 The principal! and of
greatest note was one Paulus a Notarie, borne in Spaine.
fig* T593 SHAKS. Liter. 765 O comfort-killing Night,..
Dim register and notary of shame ! 1615 BRETON Charac.

ss., Knowledge Wks. (Grosart) II. 6/1 Knowledge .. is the

Notary of Time, and the tryer of Truth.

2. A person publicly authorized to draw up or
attest contracts or similar documents, to protest
bills of exchange, etc., and discharge other duties

of a formal character.

1340 Ayenb. 40 pe ualse notaryes, J&amp;gt;et makej* \&amp;gt;e
ualse

lettres, and ualsej&amp;gt;
e celes. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 721

Ware yow, questemongers and notaries. 1423 Coventry
Lett.-bk. (E.E.T.S.) 59 Whethur he be Notary impereall,
or he be not ; and if so be he be a Notary sworen &
admyttyd [etc.]. 1480 Caxtons Chron, Eng. (1520) vii.

126 b, Whan they nadde thus sworne
they toke theyr

crosses that theyr othes were comprehended into the

notaryes. 1513-4 Act 5 Hen. VIII, c. i Preamble, Divers
officers, .called Notaries., to accepte take and recorde the

Knowlege of all contractes. 1592 WEST ist Pi, Symbol.
100 e, It sufficeth not our notarie to know only what In

struments and contracts be. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. To
Rdr. (1651) 26 Notaries alter sentences, and for money lose
their deeds. 1720 STRYPE Stoves S-urv. (1754) II. v. xy.
328/2 There were sixteen Notaries in the Mayoralty of Sir

James Haws. .in 1574. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xvii,
The Inquisitor merely bade the notary write down her
name. 1841 EI.PHINSTONE Hist. India I. 123 He acts as

notary in drawing up deeds for them. 1871 MARKBY Eleni.
Law 480 The resort.. to a notary to draw up the docu
ments relating to any business in hand.

b. More fully notary public, pttblic (or t *;//-

mon) notary.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 546 Thomas Feryby and Denys

1

Lopham, notaryes publyque. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.)
, 204 The subscription of a common notarie therunto re-

I

quyred. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. IV. India 5 The office of
Publike notarie in Azua. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. 65
Made a Count Apostolick, whereby he had the Priviledges
to appoint publick Notaries. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 72
Protest is ordinarily made by a Notary Publick in the
presence of two credible Witnesses. 1712 Land. Gaz.
No. 4954/4 The Employment of Advocate, Writer to the

Signet, Notary Publick. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V.
128 Authenticated by his certificate or attestation, as a
notary public. 1866 CRUMP Banking v. 116 In the absence
of a notary-public, a protest may be made by any inhabitant
of the place.

t 3. A noter or observer. Obs.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Wks. {Grosart) I. 32 You
know them without my discourse,.. though I be not the
Notarie of their iniquitie. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks.
1851 IV. 234 The words of Christ shall be asserted from
such elemental] notaries, and resolv d by the now-only law-

giving mouth of charity. 1685 DUNTON Lett.fr. Neiu-Eng.
(1867) iS All that this Starry Notary can tell her, is that the
Stars prognosticate a Boy.
t 4. A note-book. Obs. rare&quot;

1
.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt, 255 You have nothing but the
weakness of your memory and notaries to excuse all these
palpable untruths.

t No tary, al Obs. Also 5 -arye, 5-6 -arie,
6 -eri, -erye. [ad. med.L. notaries for notdrius,

perh. after F. notaire*]
1. Notorious.

1388-9 in Wyclifs Set. Wks. III. 468 If hit be knowen
bat persouns. . lyven in notary fornicacione. 1433 Rolls of
Parlt. IV. 447/1 Many murdererys of men, and notarye
theves. 1502 ARNOLDS Chroti. (1811) 276 Any other Notary
and open causes vpon the which ony subget, clerke, or ley-
man be di flamyd. 1527 in Fiddes H olsey (1726) II. 171 It

is also verey notarie that thei dyd lye together.
2. Well-known

; notable.

1419 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 87 To remembre his
notarie proclamation made thorgh his Roialme. 1423 Rolls
of Parlt, IV. 257 Expert persones, havyng notary conyng
in the craft of Gpldsmyth. 1494 FABYAN Chroti. vii. 518
Where both hoostis thus lyinge, w*out notary feate of warre,
a treatye of accorde was yet agayne moued.

t No tary, a2 Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. type

*notari~us
y

i. nota a mark. Cf. NOTORIOUS and

NoTOBT.J Dealing with marks or signs.
1584 R. SCOT Disco^&amp;gt;. Witchcr. xv. xlii. 393 Hereunto [to

Theurgie] belongeth. .the art of Paule, the art of Revela
tions, and the art Notarie.

No tate, a. Bot. [ad. L. notdtus pa. pple. of
notare : see next.] (See quot.)
1857 A. GRAY First Less. Bot. (1866) 223 Notate \ marked

with spots or lines of a different color.

Notation (mrt^ fan), [ad. L. notation-em, n. of

action, f. notare to NOTE. Hence also F. notation

(i4th c.), Sp. notacton
t It. notazione, Pg. notagao.]

fl. The explanation or exposition of a term in

accordance with its etymology ;
the etymological

or primary sense of a word. Obs. (common in

I7th cent.).

. 157? ! DEE Afatlt. Pref.\)b This Description, or Notation,
is brief. 1588 FRAUNCE Lazviers Leg. i. vi. 35 b, As for

conjugates and notation,..! dare not admit them into the
text. 1609 DOWNA.M Christ. Lib. 30 This.. error they
seeke to iustifie by the like notation of the Latine words.
a 1654 GATAKER Antid. Erroitr (1670) 7 If we respect the
Notation or Original of the word Jitstijie^ it should signifie
to makejitst. ifybAndros Tracts\\. 32 If we may Admit
that Gentleman s Notation of a Libell (a Lie because False,
and a Bell because Loud).
2. A note or annotation. Now rare.

1584 FENNER Dcf. Ministers (1587) 96 We may lett passe
the sifting of these notations altogither vnworthie to be
noted. 1685 Boston Rec. (1881) VII. 1,75 Some articles. .

which wee have thougnt fit to leave some notations or
memorandum with the Selectmen about. 1706 J. SERGEANT
Chapter Bj&amp;gt;.

Chalcedon (1853) 122 Neither was there any
room for inferences, or many notations. 1762-71 H.
WALPOLE Vert-ue s Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 150 No other
notation at all concerning any designer, engraver, or pub
lisher whatever. 1822 GALT Provost xxxv, Intending these
notations for the instruction of posterity. 1845 R. W.
HAMILTON Pop. Ednc. i. (ed. 2) 3 The Sacred Volume has

gathered up certain notations of this great study of our
nature.

3. The action of taking or making note of some

thing, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iv. 13 Although there
be no lesse then sixe, yet are tbere but two onely thereof

worthy our notation. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire London 43
He..would not himself have set a foot this work, .upon
that day. . But that the Notation of the day might lesson
us displeasure extraordinary. 1866 CRUMP Banking, etc. v.

113 A different operation from the notation of protest ,
as

regards foreign bills of exchange.
f4. A mark or indication. Obs. rare 1

.

ai66i FULLER Worthies (1840) I. xxi. 81, I have en-

d^eavoured-.to time eminent persons by one of these nota
tions ; first, that of their morning, or nativity [etc,].

6. The process or method of representing num
bers, quantities, etc., by a set or system of signs ;

hence, any set of symbols or characters used to

denote things or relations in order to facilitate the

recording or considering of them.
a. Arith. and Algebra.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Notation. . . In Arithmetick, it

is that part which shows how to express, read, or declare. .

any Number written. 1730 BAILEY (folio), Notation (with

Algebraists), the representing quantities by Letters of the

Alphabet. 1806 HUTTOH Course Math. (ed. 2) I. 241

NOTCH.
i Avoiding the short ways of notation, which, .are.. Ie*s
1 useful to the pupil. 1847 EMERSON Rcpr. Men, Uses of

Gt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I. 276 The inventor of decimal nota
tion. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 93 If (A) denotes the
area traced out by A, and (-VJ the area of D, we have, with
the previous notation [etc.],

b. Music.
1776 BURNEY Hist. Mns. I. 7 As the notation of the Greeks

was imagined in the infancy of the art of music. 1811
BUSBY Diet. Mns. s.v., The literal notation for the lute is

constantly called the Tablature. 1876 STAISKR & BARRETT
Diet. Mus. Terms (i888j 309 The ecclesiastical notation of
the Greek Church.. is supposed to have originated in the
Greek accents.

c. In miscellaneous uses.

1831 BKEWSTER Nat. Magic xi. (1833) 293 A system of
mechanical notation invented by Mr. liabbage, 1837WHEWELL Induct. Set. (1857) III. 185 The various methods
of notation by which it has been proposed to repre.sent the
faces of crystals. 1855 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 101 A
mode of notation to be able to represent to the eye by
figures the relation which subsists in thought between con
ceptions. 1871 WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 136 The system of
chemical notation now in use among chemists belongs ex
clusively to modern times.

6. Logic. (See CONNOTATION 2, quot. 1829.)
Hence Nota tional a. (See quot.)
1880 Libr. Univ. Know!, X. 736 All [early numerals]

seem to have been once used without notational place, that
is without the zero.

Notative (mm tativ), a. [ad. L. type *nota-
tivns\ cf. CONXOTATIVE a.] (See quot. 1867.)
1842 PtnnyCycl. XXIII. 444/1 The simplicity of notative

distinctions must bear some proportion to that of the real
differences they are meant to represent. 1867 ATVVATKR
Logic ^&quot;j

A Notative Conception.. suggests its own marks
(nota } by its very name.

Notator (ntft^-tfXi). rare. [f. L. notat-, notare,
to note; tf.annotator^ ami Sp. notador^ It. n0tatorg.\
t a. An annotator. Obs. b. A noter, recorder.
c. One skilled in musical notation.

1691-2 WOOD Ath. Oxon. (1820) IV. 460 The notator Dr.
Potter in his epistle before it to the reader saith thus.

1830 CHAMBERS -i#7J- A II. x. 273 She is generally well-
wished says a notator of passing events. 1896 ASHBV-
STERRY Tale Thames (1903) 98/1 You.. would appear to be
beyond the grasp of the most subtle of musical notators.

N&quot;ot-being(
sb. [NOT adv.]

1. Absence of being ; non-existence.

^1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 265 A base and vilest

degree of being, and next to a not-being. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay (1592) 13 Afore the which there went a Not-
beeing. 1623 WEBSTER Duchess Malft iv. ii, Did any
ceremonial form of law Doom her to not-being? 1683 ).

CORBET Free Actions \. viii. 6 No more is needful to a Not-
being, than Gods not Willing and not Effecting. 1725
WATTS Logic (1728) 28 As being is divided into substance
and mode, so we may consider not-being with regard to both
these. 1850 MAURICE Afor. fy A/ct. Pkilos, (ed. 2) 185 Being
had been confounded with truth, Not-being with falsehood.

1871 TVLOR Prim. Cult. II. 97 He may find in utter dis

solution and not-being a refuge even from heaven.

2. A non-existent thing. rare~ l
.

1725 WATTS Logic (1736) 27 Then they rank them also
under the general Head of Not-Beings.
So Not-being a., non-existing. rare~ l

.

1594 J- DICKENSON Arishas (1878) 83 The extrem uie of
fortunes malice, which seemed to ease me with a shadow of

not-being solace.

Notch (n^tj), sb. Also 7-8 noch, 8 knotch.

[app. ad. older F. oche (mod.F. hoche} of the same

meaning, with n of the article prefixed (see N 3),
There is thus no original connexion with NOCK sbJ-

Examples of the verb OCHE occur in the alliterative Morte
Arthur (c 1400), but the sb. has app. not been recorded.]
1. A V-shaped indentation or incision made, or

naturally occurring, in an edge or across a surface.

1577 HARRISON England n. xi.
(187^)

I. 227 Which being
drawne vp to the top of the frame is there fastned by a
woodden pin (with a notch made into the same after the
manner of a Samsons post). 1597 BARLOWE Navigators
Supply D3b, Prepare a little Notche or slit of equall
deapth in the two sights of the sight-Ruler. 1624 CAPT.
SMITH Virginia, ir. 31 To make the noch of his arrow
he hath the tooth of a Beaver, set in a sticke, wherewith
he grateth it by degrees. 1648 WILKINS Math. Magic
i. ix. 60 A little wheel, with some notches in it, equivalent
to teeth. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1699) 41 The other end..
is jagged with notches like a Harpoon. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe i. (Globe) 83 With much chopping . . hard Wood,
they were all full of Notches and dull. 1774 M. MAC
KENZIE Maritime Surv. 45 A crooked Bit of Brass, with a
Notch in it. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 306 Each
circle.. is divided into eleven parts, and at each a rect

angular notch is cut. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III.

1276 Every year after the horn is protruded from the head,
with a notch on it. 1870 BRYANT Homer I. iv. no Grasping
the bowstring and the arrow s notch He drew them back.

b. In fig. uses.

1644 QUARLES Sheph. Orac. viii, We cut out doctrines,
and from notch to notch, We fit our holy Stuffe. 1670
LASSELS Voy. Italy Pref., Traveling takes my ypng noble
man four notches lower in his self-conceit and pride. 1790
R. TYLER Contrast v. i. (1887) 92 Ho, ho, ho ! There the

old man was even with her ; he was up to the notch ha,

ha, ha ! ciBij HOGG Tales $ S&. II. 242 To bring them
forward to the same notch of time. 1853 KANE Crinnell

Exped. xxxviii. (1856) 349 We.. tumbled over, no matter
how often ; but we hit the ships to a notch. 1897 Ottting
XXX. 266/2 When you have girded yourself up to the last

notch, so to speak.

fc. =NocKj.l i a. Obs. rare~l
.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (1651) 266 This present
Sultan makes notches for bows.



NOTCH.

2. A nick made on a stick, etc., as a means of

keeping a score or record. (Cf. NICK s/&amp;gt;.

1 2 a.)

t Out ofall scotch and notck . (see SCOTCH sb.}.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trcas. /-&amp;gt;. Tong, / ~nc oc/u\ fn crcn, or

creitnf, a notch in askore. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirkc Wks.

(Grosart) IV. 60 The Exposer . .hatli payed him exactly,

though not in as good billet, yet in a^ many notches. 1719
DE KOE Crusoe i. 64 Upon the Sides of this square Post, I cut

every Day a Notch with my Knife. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 560
Th 1

indented stick, that loses day by day Notch after notch.

1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 41 tiotc, It is customary
amongst the Missouri Indians to register every exploit in

war, by making a notch for each on the handle of their

tomahawks. 1876 GKO. EMOT Dan. Der. II. xxv. 155 He
felt sure that there was a notch made against him and that

somehow or other he was intended to pay.

b. A run in cricket. Now rare,

1737 in Waghorn Cricket Scores (1899! 17 Kent side went
in first and got 9; notches. 1755 Game at Cricket 10 If in

running a Notch, the Wicket i-; struck down by a Throw ;

it s out. 1812 Sporting Jtfag: XL 246 A match. .which

was won by Hurley, ninety-seven notches against sixty-five.

1835 W. HOWITT in Friendsh. Miss Mitford (1882! I. xii.

293 The sudilen shout., of the crowd when the last decisive

notch was gained. 1881 Sportsman s Year-bk. 137, 1,163

notches have been placed to hi* credit by the scorers.

3. U. S. A narrow opening or defile through

mountains; a deep narrow pass. (Common in

local names in the New England States.)

1718 S. SE\V\LL Diary 15 Sept ,
About halfway between

the Notch of the Mountain and Hartford. 1760 New Eng,
Hist. $ Gen. Reg. (1882) XXXVI. 32 On arriving on the

Lake, I took the bearing of a Notch or Break in the

Mountains. 1812 MELLISH Tra~ . U. S. I. 98 There is a

singular curiosity in the state [of New Hampshire] called

the Notch, which is a pass through the mountains. 1838
HAWTHORNE Auier. Note-bks. (1883* 197 This Notch is

otherwise called the Bdlowsplpe, bein^ a long and narrow

valley, with a steep wall on either side. 1890 J. H. WARD
tt hite Mts. 45 The Crawford Notch is so much in the

heart of the mountains that it offers unusual facilities for

seeing them.

4. An opening ;
a break or breach.

1789 T. WRIGHT ftf.-t/t. Watering Meadows (1790) 20

Keep it [the water] high enough to flow through the

notches, ior what we improperly call sluices). &amp;gt;794
S.

WILLIAMS Hist. Vermont I. 25 The direction of this pas
sage is oblique, and full of stops or notches. 1804 Biiowx
tr. I olneys View 66 The gaps, whose sides.. exhibit those

notches occasioned by the first overflowings of the lake.

5. An act of notching or cutting.
1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm. I. 506 Small holes made in

the ground with three or four notches of the spade.

6. attrih. and Comb., as notch-eared, -flowered,
-leaved

; notch-block, A&quot;anf, a snatch-block
;

notch-board, (a] a board grooved to receive the

ends of the steps in a stair
; (/&amp;gt; )

a board with

notches placed as a stop in a water-channel ;

notch-head, an ornamental incision in stone ;

notch-ringing, -sight, -stick, -weed see quots.) ;

t notch-wheel, the locking- or count-wheel in

a clock
; notch-wing, a name of various moths.

1846 A. YpL XG Nant. Diet. 38 Snatch-Blocks (or ^Notch-
Blocks) which are single blocks with a notch cut in one

cheek, to receive the bight of a
rope. 1813 P. NICHOLSON

Pract. Build. 189 A *notch-board is a board into which the

ends of the steps are let. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm
III. 1024 Notch-boards injure the edges of feeders, besides

causing deep boles to be scooped beyond them by the fall

of water. 1840 Citvier s A mm. Kingd. 74 note, *Notch-
eared Bat ( . emargiruitMs^. Tht fur reddish-grey above,
ash-coloured beneath. 1886 CASSELL,

*
Notch-flowered^..

having the flowers notched at the margin. 1843 Civil Eng.
Sf Arch. Jrnl. VI. 320/1 An ornamental parapet, with a
cornice of *notch-heads, or dog-tooth, or corbels. 1822

Horttts Anglicns II. 468 Alnus Scrritlttta t *Notch-leaved
Alder. 1884 Australasian^ Nov. 875/1 In *notch-ringing.
a belt of bark is not only removed, but a notch running
round the tree is cut in the sap-wood about 2 in. deep. 1867
SMYTH Sailor s Word-Ik.^

*
Notch-sight of a

g&amp;gt;tn,

a sight

having a V-shaped notch, wherein the eye easily finds the
lowest or central point. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining,
*Notch Sticks, short pieces of stick notched or nicked, used

by miners as records of the number of tubs of coal, &c.,

they send out of the pit during the day. 1736 AIXSVVORTH,
Notch weed, Atriplex olida. [Hence in Johnson, etc.]
1866 Treas. Bot, 793/2 Notchweed, Chenopodium Viil-

*&amp;gt;aria. 1611 COTGR., Roue de compte, a *Notch-wheele in

a Clocke. 1819 SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 435 The
shallow *Notchwing. . .The common Notchwing. 1832 J.
RENNIE Butterfl. $ Motlis 180 The Chequered Notch-Wing.
f Notch, obs. variant of NAUTCH sb.

1796 ELIZA HAMILTON Lett. Hindoo Rajah fiSn) I. 222,
I was invited by the Governor-General to a notch, or, as
they express it, a hall.

Notch, (nptf), v. Also 6 noch. o knotch.

[f. the sb.]

1 1. trans. To cut (hair) unevenly. Obs. rare.
Cf. Percivall Span. Diet. (1591)

*

Trasqnilones, notches in

the hair *.

1597 BP. HALL Sat. in. vii, All Brinish bare upon the
bristled skin Close noched is his beard, both lip and chin.
1611 C,o~tGR.

t
Berlander, , . to notch, or cut the haire vneuenly.

1687 MIEGE Gt. Fr. Diet. n. s.v.
(
To notch Hair, couper les

cheveux dune maniere ridicule. 1747 P. FRANCIS Horace,
Epist. i. i. 136 If some unlucky Barber notch my Hair.

2. To cut or make notches in
; to cut or mark

with notches.
1600 HEVWOOD ist Pt. Edw. IV (1613) Cab, Whose re-

creant limbs are notcht with gaping scarres. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor. iv. v. 199 He scotch! him, and notcht him like a Car-
binado. 1672 SIR W. TALBOT Discov. y. Lederer 25 You
must not forget to notch the trees as you go along with

your small Hatchet. 1737 Poi E I/or. Epist. \. \. 84 From
him whose quills stand quiver d at his ear. To him who
notches sticks at Westminster. 1766 Compl. Fanner s.v.

]\fodder 513 : They are seven inches broad, notched half

the thickness of the stocks of the beetles. 1814 JANE
AUSTKN Mans/. Park 1 1 1. 280 Her eyes could only wander

to., the table, cut and k notched by her brothers. 1862

MORRALL Hist. Ncedlc-m. 2 You may see men grinding

long steel bars to the necessary fineness, ..then notching
them at the required. lengths.

fig. 1640 G. DANIEL Trhiweh., Hen. f ccxxi, Greiv d,

that the Tallies of his Fame was Scene Notch t,
with a

Debt. 1871 MEREDITH H. Richmond xlvi, The place is

notched where it occurred and for ever avoided.

trans/. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 144 Pines, whose

pointed summits notched the rosy west in an endless black

sierra. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xvii. 274 The eastern end

is notched by the estuary of the Thames.

b. To convert into (some form) by the process
of making notches.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 319 Persons, .might
notch a stick into something that could be fancied a human
face. 1831 HT. MAKTINEAU Hill $ I alley ii. 28 Another
would notch it into a saw. 1862 ScRorii I olcanoes 136

Notching it into, .fantastically-shaped eminences.

c. absol. To make notches.

1848 DICKENS Dombey i, Remorseless twins they are for

striding through their human forests, notching as they go.

3. To score, mark, record, by means of notches.

Also with
itj&amp;gt;

or down, and in fig. contexts.

1623 MIDDLETOX More Dissemblers v. i, I ll notch your
faults up. 1645 FULLER Good Th. in Bai T. (1841) 43 He
had no leisure to eat for notching up the men he met. 1649
G. DANIEL Trinarch., /fen. K cclxxxiv, Let Harriets Fate

(Notch d sure with Time) Spin to a Softer Bed. 1837
DICKENS Pickw. vu, The umpires were stationed behind
the wickets ; the scorers were prepared to notch the runs.

1848 LOWELL Biglviv P. Poet. Wks. 1890 II. 138 We
notched the votes down on three sticks 1860 EMERSON
Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 320 As children stand up
against the wall..and notch their height. 1879 Princeton
Rev. May 478 The cataract itself has notched the records

of the ages of its retrocession upon the rocks by its side.

absol. 1837 DICKENS Picfav. vii, They notch in here.,

it s the best place in the whole field.

b. To score, succeed in getting (a ran, etc.).

1837 DICKENS Pickiv. vii, All-Muggleton had notched
some fifty-four. 1895 Daily Xt-.i s 18 Dec. 9/4 The nearest

they could get to scoring was a corner, whilst their

opponents notched two goals.

c. To mark
off&quot;by effacing a notch.

1831 LANDOR Andria ofHungary Wks. 1846 II. 2 Notched
off like schoolboy s days Anxious to see his parent.

4. To fix, secure, or insert, by means of notches.

1768 C. BEATTV yrnl. 72 note, Logs of wood laid upon one

another, notched at the corners into each other. 1837
Cit ii Eng. fy Arch. yrnl. I. 2/2 Longitudinal sleepers of

timber.. on which are notched down transverse bearers.

1838 fbid. 104/1 Cross-ties notched on to the waling. 1857
THOKEAU Maine \\~. (1894) 23 One directly above another,
and notched together at the ends. 1875 Carpentry &amp;lt;$ Join.
62 You can notch in the corners, like E, as it cannot get
out of place when the top is nailed on.

fig. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronarfs i,
The houses were notched

as it were into the side of the steep bank.

b. To chop off,
cut out.

1820 SCOTT Abbot iii, Have they hands, and fight not for

the land which bore them? They should be notched off at

the elbow ! 1896 Attbutfs Syst. Med. I. 192 Rhombic in

shape with a corner notched out.

5. To fit the arrow to the bowstring ; to nock.

1635 QUARLES Entbl. i. vii. 30 His bow is bent, and he
hath notch d his dart. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.&amp;gt;Hen.V

clxxix, Other well-notch their Arrowes; trye their Stringes
And draw their Bowes. 17*0 DE FOE Capt. Singleton xvii.

(1840) 292 Their arrows being soon notched upon their

bows. 1767 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 230, 1 bent my bow,. .and
strait Notch d on the nerve the messenger of fate.

6. To stop or jam (a wheel). rare~l
.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Stfo. 130 They can t strike sail,

or notch the wheels,.. in a trice.

7. intr. To become jagged or indented, rare 1
.

1693 EVELYN De La Quint. Compl. Card. II. 15 Their
matter must be of good temper d Steel, so that the edge
may neither turn, or notch easily.

Notched OvtJOj//^ &amp;lt;* [f prec. + -ED *.]

1. That has a notch or notches cut in it; nicked,

indented; marked with a notch.
1602 MARSTON Ant.

&amp;lt;$

Mel. i, He lookes like a may
pole, or notched stick. 1683 CROWNE City Politiqites v,

Because a knight s notch d in the crown, and the doctor s a
little crack d there. 1744 JOHNSON Diary N. Wales (1816)

74 At an iron-work I saw round bars formed by a knotched
hammer and anvil. 1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea no
They ascended with great agility, by a long notched stick.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 112 The oak-tree, gnarPd and
notch d, Lifts its. . furrow d side. 1847 SMEATON Builder s

Man. 163 To describe an Ellipse by Means of., a piece
of notched Lath. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxxiii, The
notched door of the portcullis was open.

b. Bot. Coarsely dentate or serrate.

1676 GREW Anat. PI., Fruits 176 The Belly d [flowers]
are also Even Edged, as in Convolvulus; or Notched, as in

Trachelium. 1748 Anson s Voy. in. ii. 310 The leaves of this

tree are. .notched about the edges. 1796 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) I. 200 Petals, .heart-shaped, bent inwards, and
notched at the end. 1824 SIR J. E. SMITH Eng. Fl. (1828)

II* 345 Petals 5, flat, spreading, notched. 1870 HOOKER
Stud. Flora 51 Petals notched, and with a notched scale.

c. Zool. Having notches or incisions.

1713 PETIVER Aquat. Anim. Amboinae 1/2 Echinus

planus^.. Double notch d Sea Pan-cake. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 359 The two great claws . .are usually
notched, like a saw. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 26/1 Ears..

a little notched on their external border. 1880 GUNTHER
Fishes 330 Pectoral fins not notched at their origin.

\

NOTE.
Comb. 1871 CasselCs Nat. Hist. I. 307 The Notched-

eared Bat (I esfiertiliti emarginatus), found in Central and
Southern Europe, and extending eastward into Persia.

1 2. Having unevenly or closely cropped hair.

1611 COTGR., Bertaude, curtailed ; also, notched, or cut

vneuenly. c 1648 DAVENANT yac. in London Wks. (1673)

289 For Prentice notch d he strait does call. 1681 DRVDF.X

Span, friar Pro\., Even as notch d prentices whole sermons
write. [1820 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Oxford in the Vacation, A
votary of the desk a notched and cropt scrivener.]

Notchel (n/J-tJel),
sb. dial. Also 7 noohell,

9 noohil(d, knotohell, etc. [Of obscure origin.
Now current only in Chesh

, Lane., and W. Yks.]
To cry (one} notchel, to proclaim publicly that

one will not be responsible for debts incurred by
the person named. Also in notchel-ctyitig, -notice.

1681 Dial, bet-.v. Sam. f, Will, in Harl. Misc. (1744) II.

101 The King s Majesty,, .him they cryed Nochell. Sam.
What, as Gaffer Block of our Town cryed his Wife ? 1839
LEWIS Gloss. Heref., In Lancashire, cry d nochild means
a woman cried down by her husband. 1859 in N. # Q. 3rd
Ser. (1866) X. 108 On Wednesday there was at Accrington
an extraordinary instance of the disgraceful practice of

notchel crying . 1882 Lane. Gloss. 202 To cry notchel

is to give notice that a certain person or persons will not

ay the debts of another person. 1889 A . Sf Q. 7th Ser.

Tl II. 268 He is thus said to notchel her, and the adver
tisement is termed a { notchel notice.

Hence Ho tchel I .

1841 HAMILTON Nngae Lit. 356 When a man advertises

that he is not answerable fur certain debts of a partner, in

life or in trade, he knotchells them. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.

241 When a man makes public announcement that he will

not pay his wife s debts, she is said to be notchelled.

Notcher (np-tfaj). [f. NOTCH v.] One who
notches ;

a scorer.

c 1740 in Daily A ni s 19 Oct. (18971 7/2 The Bowler, The
Striker, The Notcher [etc.]. 1895 C. SCOTT Apple Orchards

52 A deal table accommodated the notcher or scorer.

No tchet. rare~ l
. (Of obscure meaning.)

Cf. Suff. and Essex dial, notclut, an insignificant thing, a

small quantity.

1636 ABP. WILLIAMS Holy Table (1637) 53 In this imper
fect time, and uneven Notchets, His house with Minum s

swarm d, his head with Crotchets.

No tchful. [f. NOTCH st.] The quantity
which can be contained in a notch.

1733 TULL Horse-Hoeing Hust. xxii. 331 An equal Number
of Notchfuls of seed will be delivered thro the Seed Passage
at each Revolution of the Wheels.

Notching (np-tjin), vbl. sb.
[f.

NOTCH &.]

1. The action or process of making notches, esp.

in carpentry as a method of joining timbers.

1611 COTGR., Creneure, a lagging, nicking, notching. 1825

J. NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 564 Notching admits two

pieces to be joined at from one to four angles. 1847
SMEATOS Builder s Man. 80 The carpenter usually connects

his timbers either by notching, or by mortice and tenon.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1534/2 Halving, scarfing, and

cauking are forms of notching, and form a lap-joint.

2. A notch or notch-like incision.

1842 GWILT Encycl. Arch. 1008 Notching, a hollow cut

from one of the faces of a piece of timber, generally made
rectangular in section. 1849 MURCHISON Silitria ix. 201

The galleries thus formed falling in, and producing furrow-

like markings, with or without transverse notchings.

Notchy (n^ tji),
a. [f.

NOTCH sb. + -vl.]

Having notches or indentations.

1850 ALLINGHAM Poems, To the Cicada, Scraping to your
heart s desire Dusky sides with notchy feet. 1883 Miss
BROUGHTON Belinda III. 152 The Langdale Pikes have just

shaken the rain-clouds off their notchy crests.

Note, ji. 1 Obs. exc. north, dial. Forms: i

notu, (i) 2-5, 9 note, 5 noote ; 4-5 not, 4

notte, 5 nott; 5 noytt, 5, 7 noyt, 9 noit. [OE.
notu fem. = MDu. note (cf. MDu. not, ON. not

neut.),f. the weak grade of the series ncut-, natit-,

nut-: see NAIT sb. and
z&amp;gt;.i,

NEAT sb., and NOWT.
In later ME. the word is most common in alliterative

verse ; in the Wars Alex, it occurs at least a score of times

in a variety of senses. In some passages it appears to have

no very definite meaning.]
1. Use, usefulness, profit, advantage.
(-893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. x. 48 Hit aer biosan 501105

aemittis ISM.., & s his &quot;ane note ne hzfdon. ^960 Rule
St. Benut (Schroer) ii He bift jewitnod swa swa symeleas
hyrde, jif se hyredes ealdor . . to lytele note & nytwyrSnesse
on his heorde anjyt. a 1250 Owl * Niglit. 557 Is in be

eni ober note, Bute bu hauest schille brote? c 1290 St.

Katherine 51 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 93 We schulle betere i-leue

alle men, and more it wole beo note. 13. . Settyn Sag. (W.I

992 For here bolt is sone i-schote, More to harm than to

note. 1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 169 God gif bam grace
to spede, With douhty fo, to note, whan bei com to dede.

a 1425 Cursor M. 22883 (Trin.), Owe we here of to fecche

resoun How he dob alle

MYRCI,.,
bat come neuer to note /

b. (One s) good, benefit, or profit.
a 1140 Ureisnn in O. E. Horn. I. 195 Ihesu cristes blode,

pet for ure note was i-sched oSere rode, a
I5&amp;lt;J

Owl f,

Night. 330 Ich do god mid mine brote, And warni men to

hore note, a 1300 Cursor M. 21772 Sco bat fand quar it

was hid,.. And til vr note nu has it broght. 1340 Ayenb.

159 Huanne be man
zekj&amp;gt;

his o^ene note in al bet he deb.

o. To do note, to do good.
13.. Coer de Lion 2651 Stones that deden never note,

Grounde they never whete, no grote. c 1325 Chron. Eng.

434 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 288 Ethelwolf. .dude ys lond

lute note, c 1423 Cast. Persev. 2730 pou mayst purchase
ber-with bothe ponde & parke, & do (Kr-with mekyl note.

c 1440 Jacob s Well 197 pin handyl is all to schorl, bi schouyl

is no}t worthe. pou doost no note.

r ,,_.--
n How he

do(&amp;gt;
alle binge to note [v.r. nait]. 01450

: 1484 Hast bow ouer-holde corne or ote, Or ober bynge



NOTE.

d. In note, in use.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 792 Ho raught hyma ring with a riche

stone,. .Eneas it name & in note hade, c 1440 York Myst.
xxxvi. 383 A graue. .pat neuer was in noote, it Is newe.

e. dial. The milk given by a cow
; the period

of giving milk ; the condition of a cow when giving,
or beginning to

give, milk after calving.
a 1728 KENNKTT in MS. Lansd. 1033 fol. 272 b, Noyt, a

cow s milk for one year. W. R. Yorksh. where they hire out
a cow for a summer at so much a Noyt. 1847 in HALLIW.,
Note, ..the time during which a cow is in milk. North.
1875 in Antrim fy Down Gloss. (1880) 73 A Kerry cow,, .at
her note in May. 1880- in dial, glossaries (Cumb., Yks.,
Lane., Chesh.).

2. Office; employment, occupation, or work, as

properly pertaining or assigned to a person. Also,
way of acting, practice.
^960 Rule St. Benet (Schroer) 6j Ne rseden jebrooYu, ne

ne singen . . ac oa syn ^ecorene to oaere note, c 1000 ^ELFRIC
Gen. xi. 13 yEfter bam Pharao. .jeset be to ba-re ylcan note.

1303 R. BRU\SE//aW/. t
$&amp;gt;K^963 Y swore., pat y wide nat

. .halewe bys day of my note, c 1386 CHAI-CEK Reeve s T.

148 This meller goth agayn, and no word seyde, But doth his

note, . .Til that her corn was fair and wel i-grounde. c 1450
St. C KMfcr/(Surtees) 8056 parfore prior turgote pe bischope
preferd to bis note. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vi. iv. 26 Vthens,
quhilk wer ordanit for sic notis, The warme new blude
keppit in coup and peis.

b. Work, as occupying one for or at a particular
time ; temporary occupation or employment.
CT.$*$Metr. Horn. 61 Of thair not yet standes merk, In

Babilony the tour yet standes. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1233
5et nolde neuer nabugo bis ilke note leue, Er he hade
tuyred bis toun & tome hit to grounde. c 1400 Destr. Troy
284 Mony noble for be nonest to be note yode...To this

Journey with Jason, c 1460 How theGoode Wifio$ Hazl.
E. P. P. 1. 187 Loke what note is nioste nede for to done.

1883 Atnumdbnry Gloss. 92 What noit are ye at? =
1 What are you doing?

C. Work of a specified kind.
c 1400 Stge Jems. 800 Myche of masonus note bey mar-

den fiat tyme. 1419 Surtccs Misc. (1890) 15 The wryght
note of a gutter betwix the newe house., and the hall.

d. A piece of work.
13.. St. Erkcnwolde 38 in Horstm, Altengl. Leg. (1881)

267 pe temple., was.. A noble note for be nones & new
werke hit hatte. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 921 In ludee hit
is bat noble note [sc. Jerusalem].

3. A matter, affair, or circumstance ; a thing.
a 1350 St. Lncy 199 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 19

One of his men wightly jode To venge his lord of bis lang
note, a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 551 Hit is a
nedful note to neuen. a 1400-50 Alexander 125 As many
Besandis on his bake as he here mi3t, And obire necessari
notis as nedis to his craftis. c 1470 Gol. fy Ga-w. 506 Quhat
nedis ,

said Spinagrus, sic notis to nevin ?

1883 Almondbury Gloss. 92 We sud be at the same noit
as before, i.e. in the same position, or difficulty.

b. In phrase new note($}.
13.. Evang. Nicod. 77 in Herrig Arckiv LIII. 393 Vs

noyes gretely bir notes new. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 155
penne nwe note me com on honde Pat meued my mynde ay
more & more, c 1400 Rowland q- O. 49 Now come tham
newe note one hande And wondirfull hasty tythande. 1:1470
Gol.

&amp;lt;5~

Gaw. 501 Thoght I suld fynd thame new notis for
this i\ yeir.

4. The tenor or purport of a letter, rare 1
.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1719 Now sail I neuen vs here next
be note of his lettir.

Note (nJ&quot;t),
$b Also 3-4 (6 Sc.) not (7 Sc.

notte), 4 noot, 5 noote, Sc. noyt, 6 Sc. noit,
6-7 noate, 7 noat. [a. OF. note (i2th c.), ad.
L. nota

t
a mark. Cf. It., Sp., Pg. nota.]

I. 1. a. A written character or sign, expressing
the pitch and duration of a musical sound.
c 1300 Learning Music in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Summe notes

arn shorte and somme a long noke, Somme kroken a-wey-
ward als a fleshoke. c 1440 Promt. Parv. 359/1 Noote, of
songe yn a boke, nota. 1397 T. MORLEY Introd. Mus. n

,

Euery_ small note of a Ligature descending being a square
note is a long. 1609 Dot-LAND Ornith. Microl. 6 Now
Notes is that by which the highnes, or lownes of a Song is

expressed. z66a PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. x, This swifter

Triple Time is sometimes prick d in Black Notes, which
Black Note is of the same Measure with the Minim. 1716

lecd.

a pallet and pencils in his hand, and musical notes on a
scrip of paper. 1848 RIMBAULT Pianoforte n Two notes
are obtained without the assistance of ledger-lines, by
merely placing one below and the other above the staff.

1893 DUFF Early Printed Bks. 139 Higden s Polycronicon^
the first English book containing musical notes.

b. A key of a pianoforte or similar instrument.
1848 RIMBAULT Pianoforte 67 One is kept in motion by i

repeatedly striking the same note. 1884 r . M. CRAWFORD
Rom. Singer I. 6 Two of the notes are dumb.
fifr x 99 J- SMITH Chr. Charac. 172 Instinctively we !

discern in others a dumb note, . . a moral insensitiveness,
which awakens a sense of alarm.

2. A single tone of definite pitch, such as is pro-
|

duced by a musical instrument or by the human
voice in singing.
^1300 Learning Music in Rel. Ant. I. 292 Thu boldest

nowt a note, by God ! in riht ton.. .Thu tuchest nowt the
notes, thu bites hem on sonder. 1340 Ayenb. 105 Ine bise

/onge byeb zeue notes. 1390 GOWKK Conf. III. 90 Nou
scharpe notes and nou softe, Nou hihe notes and nou lowe,
As be the gamme a man maiknowe. \$v&Pi?gr. Perf.(\V.
de W. 1531) 158 Not clipping the syllables,, .not chauntyng
nor brakyngB your notes. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 405
First rehearse this song by roate To each word a warbling
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note. 1611 BIBLE Wisd. xix. 18 As in a Psaltery notes

change the name of the tune, and yet are alwayes sounds.
1662 PLAYKORD Skill Mus. i. i, Those below Gam-ut are
called double Notes. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty ii. 16
The ear is as much offended with one even continued note.

1762 FRANKLIN Exp. Elcctr. (1769) 30 It often happens that
two [glasses] of the same size differ a note or half a note in
tone, 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 47 She even hummed an
air, and did not make a single false note. 1887 BOWEN
Virg. sEneid vi. 646 Their Thracian priest. .Chants them
the air with the seven sweet notes of his musical scales.

fig. 1885 Harpers Mag. Apr. 696/2 The gardens and
orchards, .strike.,joyous notes of color.

b. With reference to the song, or other musical

utterance, of birds. (Cf. 35.)
393 LAN-GL. P. PI. C. xi. 65 Vnder lynde in n launde

lenede ich a stounde, To lithen here laies and here loueliche
notes, c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 157 The
yelwe swan.-Ageyn his dethe melodyously syngyng His
fatal notys. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 716 Thar notis anone
. .War of Mary the myld. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xv.

35 Thow luifsum Lark & gay Goldspink, . . Lat be 3our
heuinly noitis. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 5 Here can I

..to the Nightingales complaining Notes Tune my dis
tresses. 1613-16 \V. BROWSE Brit. Past. \. iv. 72 Or to the
groues, where birds.. Sit sweetly tuning of their noates to

gether. 1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 596/2 Happy Bird,.. You
alone her heart could move With sweetest Notes of
tender Love. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 324 A
region where the birds excel rather in the beauty of their

plumage than the sweetness of their notes. 1810 SCOTT
Lady of L. HI. ii, In answer coo d the cushat dove Her
notes of

peace,
and rest, and love. 1875 NEWTON in Encycl.

Brit. III. 770/2 The notes to which we have.. hearkened
with rapt admiration are changed to a guttural croak.

3. A strain of music, a melody, a tune, a song.
In later use only poet.
c 1275 LAY. 6999 Bla^gabarat was king Ihote Ofalle manere

note, a 1300 Cursor M. 7407 Dauid cuth on sere-kin note
;

Bath he cuth on harpe and rote, c 1305 St. Dunstan 165 in

E. E. P. (1862) 39 Kirieleyson, christeleyson, was be nuirie
note and song. 1390 Go\\ ER Conf. I. 39 He song, that he
the bestes wilde Made of his note tame and milde. 1493
Festivall (W. de W. 1515) .gob, Two yonge men began
masse w* a solempne note. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane&quot;s Comm.
233 He made it also in metre, & set a note to it verye con
sonant to the argument. 1599 B. JONSON Cynt/iia s Rev. iv. i,

I made this ditty, and the note to it. 1635 PAGITT Chris-
tianogr, i. iii. (1636) 131 If it be some high or Festivall day:
. . We praise thee O Clod , is sung with a more solemne and
curious note. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 683 Celestial voices.,

responsive each to others note Singing thir great Creator.

1750 GKAY Elegy 40 Through the long-drawn aisle and
fretted vault The pealing anthem swells the note of praise.

b. The musical song or call of a bird. (Cf. 2 b.)
c 1330 Amis

&amp;lt;$

A mil, 536 She herd the foules gret and
smale, The swete note of the nightingale. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xxii. 17 The pyet with hir prettycot Fenjeis to sing
the nychtingalis not. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. \. 135 The
plainsong Cuckowgray; Whose note full many a man doth
marke. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 40 The wakeful Bird. .in

shadiest Covert hid Tunes her nocturnal Note. 1742 GRAY
On Spring i, The Attic warbler pours her throat, Re
sponsive to the cuckoo s note. 1800-24 CAMPBELL Poems,
Field Flowers ii, The deep mellow crush of the wood-

pigeon
s note. 1846 DICKENS Cricket on Hearth i, A Cuckoo

looked out of a trap-door in the Palace, and gave note
six times.

*f c. In phr. to say, sing, etc., by note. Obs.

1436 E. E. Wills (1882) 106, xx s to sey be note the dirige.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) m. 1223 Ower servyse be note
lett vs syng. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII

t
82 b, The

sayd lorde Cardinal sang an high and solempne masse by
note before the two kynges and quenes, 1762 CHURCHILL
Rosdad Poems 1767 I. 46 And, in six months, my dog shall
howl by note.

4. A cry, call, or sound, esp. that made by a
bird or fowl.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22467 Childer in moder wamb to lij, Wit-

in |&amp;gt;airwambs sal }&.\ cri.Wit bei not and lude steutm. 1573
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 144, I saw thame fane To cry
Peccaui with the waithman noit. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. y/t

in. ii. 40 Came he right now to sing a Rauens Note, Whose
dismall tune bereft my Vitall powres. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE
Tracts (1683) 105 From the proper note it is called an

Hoopebird with us. 1693 WARDER True Amazons (1713)

63 With a piteous and discontented Note, searching for

their Queen. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe L (Globe) 53 Fowls of

many Sorts,., crying every one according to his usual Note.

1782 COWPER Jackdaw i, There is a bird who., by the

hoarseness of his note Might be suppos d a crow. 1845
P. Parley s Ann. VI. 36 [The bullfinch] has a wild hooping
note. 1866 HATFIELD Notices Doncaster I. 86 The note of
the carrion crow.., a note-call of danger.
5. In transferred applications.
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour (1868) 183 She wold neuer

here ne understand the noote and wordes of none, sauf one

tyme that a knyghte prayd her. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. F
f

iv. Prol. 14 The Armourers.., With busie Hammers closing
Riuets vp, Giue dreadfull note of preparation. 1702 C.
MATHER Magn. Chr. \\\. iii. (1853) * 36 ^e gen trV at f^e
table were at their old notes. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism
(1842) 49 The terror and horror they inspire is but the note
of preparation for the truth they are to teach. 1849 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 492 Roger Lestrange .. sounded the
note of war in the Observator. 1877 H. A. PAGE* De ,

Qnincey I. viii. 151 We can catch clearly enough the note
of extreme, almost austere self-dependence.

b. To change (one s) note : To alter (one s) way i

of speaking or thinking. (Cf. F. changer de note.}
1633 G. HERBERT Temple^ Joseph s Coat 3 Sorrow hath

j

chang d its note. 1680 Ol&amp;gt;s. on Curse Ye Meroz 7 Do you i

imagine such a Fool would not think it high time to change ,

Note and Coat ? 1734 tr. Rollin s Anc. Hist. III. vn. 449 ,

Finding that the more he declined the command the more
they pressed him to accept it, he changed his note. 1778
SHERIDAN Camf. i. i, Here he comes. Now you ll change ]

WOTE.
( your note. 1873 DIXON Two Queens xv. vi. III. 161 Tournay

won, these Spanish allies had begun to change their note.
II. t 6. A name or distinctive appellation. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 16 A knave child.. which was after
note Paphus, of whom yit hath the note A certein yle,
which Paphos Men clepe.
7. A mark, sign, token, or indication of some

quality, condition, or fact, or from which some
thing may be inferred; a characteristic or dis

tinguishing feature.
Common from c 1575 to 1690, and again in recent use

(from c 1865).
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. iii. (1868) 159 Wherfore

eschaufib it so.. to fynden bilke notes of sobe y-couered.
1547-64 BAULDWIN Alor. Philos. (Palfr.) in Patience &
ptrseuerance are two proper notes; whereby Gods children
are truly known from hypocrites, a 1568 ASCHAM Schotan.
(Arb.) 37 The most special! notes of a good wittefor learning
in a childe [etc.]. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts 435 Both
kindes haue vnder their tailes a double note of passage.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 288 That Axiome is probable which
seemes so to all. .by certaine frequent notes, and cleerenes.

1696 WHISTON The. Earth iv. (1722)346 Tisaplain Note of
the Vileness of our present State. 1738 WARBURTON Div.

\ Ligat. I. Ded. p. xxxii, To shew how certain Notes they
I

are of the Temper of Mind I charge upon you. 1794 PALF.Y
Evid.\\.

yii. (1817) 185 Between the letters.. of -St. Paul..
and his history in the Acts of the Apostles, there exist many
notes of correspondency. 1846 KEBI.E Lyra Innoc. (1873)

i 12 The welcome notes of fatherhood. 1891 Speaker 2 May
! 532/2 These are the notes of the N co-paganism ,

which
began a good hundred years ago.

b. Theol. One of certain characteristics by
I

which the true Church may be known
; a sign or

i proof of genuine origin, authority, and practice.
555 L- SAUXUKRS in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs 11564) 187

Besydes these outward notes and tokens declaryng y* we be
the true church. 1563 Homilies n. xvi. (1859) 462 The true
Church.. hath always three notes or marks whereby it is

known ; pure and sound doctrine, the Sacraments ministered

according to Christ s holy institution, and the right use of
ecclesiastical discipline. 1656 BKAMHALL Repllc. i. 3 Other
notes of the Church which did not please us so well, as

Antiquity, and Uniuersality, and Splendour. 1749 WESLF.Y
Wks. (1872) X. 83 How comes subjection to the Pope to be
..an essential note of the Church? 1841 J. H.NEWMAN
Lclt. (1891) II. 354 Many persons are doubtful whether we
have the notes of the true Church upon us. 1864 Apol.
v. 198, 1 do not wish it supposed, that I considered the note
of Catholicity really to belong to Rome [etc.].

trans/. 1871 R. H. HLTTON Ess. I. 337 To have a compact
;

statement of the whole gist of Christianity is the principal
1

note of the Common-Sense Church.
8. A stigma, reproach. Const, of.
In common use from c 1570 to 1650 ;

now rare.

,1531 ELYOT Gov. (1580) 80 Augustus,, .only for playing at

dice,, .sustaineth in hystories a note of reproche. 1570-6
LAMBAKDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 323 Whatsoever note of
infamie we heeretofore may have contracted. 1635 R. N.
tr. Caiiitfan s Hist. Eliz. \. 17 Amongst all men he under
went the note of cruelty. 1669 DRVDEN Tyrannic Lore
Pref., My outward Conversation, .shall never be justly

,

tax d with the Note of Atheism or Prophaneness.
1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 568 A crime on which

divine and human laws have justly set a peculiar note of
infamy. 1865 PCSEY Truth Eng. C/i. 130 To leave those
who disbelieved it free from the note of heresy.

b. The mark of censure used by the Roman
censors.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. iii. 13. 422 Neither was the
note of the Censors at this time (as otherwise it had used to
be) hurtful onely in reputation.

fc. An object of censure. Obs. rare~ l
.

1563 FOXE A. fy M. 59/2 Better it were to sustaine pouerty
with praise, than in greate promotions to be a common note
to al men.

9. An objective sign, or visible token, which
serves to identify or distinguish some person or

thing, or to denote some circumstance or fact in

connexion therewith.

Pretty common from c 1580 to 1680 ; now rare.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Scot. CkroH. (1806) II. 148 A red lion

(the peculiar note of the kingdom of Scotland). 1583
STUBBU Anat. Abus. ii. (1882) no So the other notes
of apparell. .may make a difference, and distinguish them
from others of the laitie abroad. 1618 BOLTON Floras i.

xviii. (1636) 54 Having first cast away his ensignes or notes
of a King. 1683 RAY Corr. (1848) 134 Those notes of

having flat feet . . argue it to belong to the genus of Colymbi.
1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 865 The

*

note of scabies
is the burrow ; and in this the parasite must be sought.
10. A sign or character (other than a letter)

used in writing or printing ; a mark of interroga
tion, etc. (Also_/?-.)
1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 286/1, I haue laid you the

places ready with ryshes betwene the leaues and notes
marked in the margentes where the matter is touched.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. ii. 12 The changes I perceiued in
the King, and Camillo, were very Notes of admiration.

1636 B. YONSON En?. Gram. Wks. 1816 IX. 345 If a
sentence be with an interrogation, we use this note (?). 1668
WILKINS Real Char. in. xi. 365 There should be some
Note or Mark to express when a Vowel is to be used long.
1748 J. MASON Elocution 23 There are four more Notes or
Distinctions of Pause, viz. a Parenthesis [etc.]. 1795 L.
MURRAY Eng. Gratn. 169 A note of interrogation is used at
the end of an interrogative sentence. 1859 [see ADMIRATION
4], 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 775 Bald patches with
note of exclamation hairs. Ibid. 856 The short hairs.. are

shaped like a note of exclamation (!).

t b. A mark on a flower or leaf. Obs. rare.

1578^ LYTE Dodoens 206 These be not those Hyacinthes
wherein the notes or mourning markes are printed. 1691
RAY Creation (1714) 113 The signatures of Plants or the
Notes impressed upon them as indices of their vertues.
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NOTE.

til. A (Hebrew) particle. Obs. rare.

1607 TOPSELL Fottr-f. Beasts (1658) 339 The Hebrew
notes cannot admit such a version or exposition, c 1620 A.

HUME Brit. Tongue \\. v, This difference we declyne, not

as doth the latines and greekes, be terminationes, but with

noates, after the maner of the hebrues, ouhilk they cal
,

particles, a 1653 GOUGE Comnt. Heb. ii. 9 The passage^may ,

be brought in with discretive notes,.. though .. yet .

III. 12. Law. An abstract of essential par
ticulars relating to transfer of land by process of

FINE, which was engrossed and placed on record.

1483 Act i Ric. ///. c. 7 i Notes and Fines levied in the

King^s Courts, .should be openly and solemnly read. 1581

Act 23 Elis, c. 3 i The Concord, Note and Foot of every
such Fine. 1594 WEST -znd Pt. Symbol. 58 The notes of

all writs whereupon fines are to be levied. 1670 BLOUNT
Law Diet, s.v., Note of a fine.. is a Brief of a Fine made

by the Chirographer, before it be engrossed. 1766 BLACK-

STONE Comnt. II. xxi. 351 The note of a fine : which is only
..an abstract of the writ of covenant, and the concord;

naming the parties the parcels of land, and the agreement.

b. In Sc. Law applied to various forms of legal

records and memoranda.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 292 Scho. .thairupon tuik

notis and Instrumentis. 1825 Act 6 Geo. // , c. 120 9 A
short and concise Note, drawn and signed by Counsel, of

the Pleas in Law on which the Action or Defence is to be

maintained. 1838 W. BELL Diet. Laiu Scot. 679 The term
,

note is also applied to various incidental applications, the

occasions for which it would be difficult to enumerate.

1868-88 [see RECLAIMING vbl. sb. b].

13. A brief record or abstract of facts written

down for the purpose of assisting the memory, or

to serve as a basis for a more complete or full

statement
;
also transf.^ a recollection or mental

impression of something. (Usually//.)
1548 PATTEN- Exped. Scotl. Peroration P ij b, The which

indede I had not so perfidy written in my notes. 1595
SHAKS. John v. ii. 5 That.. they and we, perusing ore these

notes May know wherefore we tooke the Sacrament. 1617
MORYSON Itin i. 287, I find in my notes that at Lasagna I

changed a silver crowne foi eight and twenty batzen. 1695
WOODWARD A&quot;?/. Hist. Earth i. (1723) 4 And tis out of

these Notes that my Observations are compiled. 1817 W.
SELWVN Law Nisi Print (ed. 4) II. 798 Where the agree
ment is to be performed upon a contingency, ..there a note

in writing is not necessary. 1854 CHR. WoRDSW. Misc.

(1879) I- 95 A brief account of my impression was published
anonymously under the title of Notes at Paris . 1885
Lav Rep. 29 Chan:. Div. 543 There is merely a short note
of what he decided.

b. In phr. to make, or take, a note or notes.

1548 PATTEN Exped. Scotl. Ded., Hauying in these last

warres againste Scotlande. .made notes of actestheardone.
|

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. vii. 84 Goe with me to my &amp;lt;

chamber To take a note of what I stand in need of. 1641
SIR S. D EwES in Forster Cr. Rt-inonstr. 124, I drew out

again my pen and ink, and took notes. 17*6 SWIFT Gtil-

lii-er n. vi, The King heard the whole. ., frequently taking
Notes of what I spoke. 1789 BURNS Capt. Grose i, A
chield s amang you taking notes. 1837 SOUTHEY Lett.

(1856) IV. 538 He has only his memory to trust to, never

having made any notes. 1848 DICKENS Dojnbey xv, When
found, make a note of. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 234,
I took notes . .

, which I afterwards filled up at leisure.

C. To compare notes , see COMPARE v.^- 2 b.

d. A brief memorandum made to serve as a

help in discoursing on any subject. (Chiefly//.)
1693 Humours Town 19 Tis as necessary as Notes to the

Parson in the Pulpit. 1719 SWIFT Lett, to Young Clergym*
Wks. 1751 V. 15 Sly frequent hearing of Foreigners, who
never make Use of Notes, may have added to my Disgust.
1796 PF.GGE Anonym. (1809) 130 They call a Clergyman s

Sermon, what he preaches from, his Notes ; because formerly
it was written in characters, or short-hand, usually called
Notes. 1872 FROUDE Short Stnd. I. 2 He spoke for more
than an hour without a note.

14. An explanatory or critical annotation or

comment appended to a passage in a writing or
j

book.

1560 DAUS tr. SUidane s Comm. 40 b, This writing dyd
Luther translate into the vulgare toungue, & set to his
notes in the margente. 1618 BOLTON Florus To Rdr., The
words.. are for the most part explanatory of the Authors :

meaning, supplying margmall notes. 1653 MILTON Hire-

lings Wks. 1851 V. 369 The entire Scripture translated into

English with plenty of Notes. 1714 in Wodrow Corr. !

(1843) II. 8 A new edition of Homer s Odyssey,, .with
Gronovius notes. 1771 LUCKOM BE Hist. Printing 260 The
Parallel is another Sign which serves for a Reference, and
is fit to be used either for side or bottom Notes. 1809
LAMB Let. to Coleridge 7 June, I found two other volumes
. .

,
the A rcadia, and Daniel^ enriched with manuscript notes.

1841- [see FOOT-NOTE]. 1878 R. HOLT Ormnlnm I. p.
v.

In this new edition the Editor.. has revised, and added
|

somewhat to, the Notes.

f b. An observation deserving of notice or re-
|

membrance
;
an interesting or noteworthy remark. I

1577 GOOGE Heresbach s Hush. (1586) 24 b, There is also
another necessarie note, to have the seede from strange
grounde, and from the woorse to the better. 1601 SHAKS.
Twel. N. in. iv. 168 A good note, that keepes you from the
blow of y Law. 1642-4 VICARS God in Mount 203 To give
thee but one note more concerning this fight.
15. A brief statement of particulars or of some

fact ; f a bill or account.

1587 Gahuay Arch, in lo/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. V. 444 A trewe noate and bill of accompt. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 27 Here s the note How much your
Chaine weighs to the vtmost charect. 1597 2 Hen. IV ^

v. i. 19 Heere is now the Smithes note, for Shooing, And
Plough-Irons, 1602 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 188
Flash, where s the note of the guestes you have invited?
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 48 Then I produced

226

the.. notes, that witnessed the discharging of the excises

and customes. 1715 HEABNE Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 128 This

Morning preached . . Dr. Potter. . . Mr. Taylor of X . Ch. was

put in the Note, there having been a Mistake in delivering
the Moneo. 1733 Ace. Workhouses 175 Keep the trades

men s notes upon a file. 1895 ig/A Cent. Aug. 337 That little

document is a note of the box-office receipts for the evening.

16. A short letter or written communication of

an informal kind.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, v. iii. 41 Giue him from me, this

most needfull Note. 1603 Meas.forM.\\. ii. 106 My Lord
has sent you this note, And by mee this further charge.

1624 in Cosines Corr. (Surtees) I. 37, I received your note

from Fetherston. I thank you for your pains. 1687 A.

LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trai&amp;gt;. i. d, I shall Answer, Sir, in as

few words as I can, the Note you did me the Honour to

write to me. 1776 Trial ofNundocomarfaji Did you send
a verbal or a written message? I wrote a note. 1796-7

JANE AI STEN Pride
&amp;lt;$ Prej. xxvi. (1813) 130 Not a note,

not a line did I receive in the mean time. 1846 DICKENS
Battle ofLife i, He sent them on, with a pencilled note to

me. 1891 A. H. CRAUFURD Gt-n. Craitfnrd s Light Dk&amp;gt;. 6

Six little notes addressed to the brothers Craufurd.

eliipt. 1892 Phot. Ann. II. 62 Get a piece of stiff paper
(thick note does well), twist it into a sugar-loaf shape.

b. A formal diplomatic communication.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 120 Nothing can
be more proper or more manly than the state publication
called a note on this proceeding. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr.

Blanc s Hist. Ten Yrs. I. 473 M. de Talleyrand, .warmly
adopted the project, and promised to present a note to the

British government in its favour. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1876) I. iii. 50 The Porte, .acknowledged the validity of the

Latin claims in a formal note.

17. f a. A signed receipt or voucher. 06s. rare.

&amp;lt;xi7oo EVELYN Diary 21 Apr. 1644, Two reasonable faire

publiq Libraries whence one may borrow a booke to one s

chamber, giving hut a note under hand. 17*2 DE FOE Col.

Jack (1840) 60 When he had paid in all the money. .he. .

stayed.. to take notes.. for what he had paid. 1739 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Lett. III. 9 The Borromean library, where
all strangers have., liberty, on giving a note for it, to take

any printed book home with them.

b. A written promise to pay a certain sum at

a specified time. (Cf. next.)
1683 Land. Gaz. No. 1862/8 A Note under the Hand of

John Swettaple, Goldsmith, . .for Ninety nine Pounds Ten
Shillings, paid to Edward Cal lender or Bearer. 1711
ARBUTHNOT John Bull i. xvi, His Note will go farther than

my Bond. 1798 W. HI TTON Life 33, I ..paid one hundred

guineas down, and gave my note six months after date, for

the remainder. 1806 SURR Winter in Land. III. 152, I

shall give her a note at a month after date for fifty or a
hundred pounds. 1879 PENTECOST Vol. of ttk. vi, (1882)43
A man s note is only current, .because the man is good.

o. More fully note of hand. (Cf. PROMISSORY &amp;lt;?.)

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Note&amp;gt;
In which sense we

say, a promissory note, a note under hand,..c. 1766
BLACKSTONE Comm. II.xxx. 467 Promissory notes, or notes
of hand, are a plain and direct engagement in writing, to

pay a sum specified at the time therein limited to a person
therein named, or sometimes to his order, or often to the
bearer at large. 1809 R. LANGFORD Jntrod. Trade 12

Notes of Hand under one pound are void. 1867 TROLLOPE
Chron. Barset xxxvii, She can have my note-of-hand for it

all at fourteen days.

18. A bank-note, or similar promissory note

passing current as money.
1696 LUTTRELL Brief RcL (1857) ^v - 79 The said bank

have resolved to take for subscriptions the bank of England s

notes. 1728 SWIFT Intelligencer No. 19 He gave notes

instead of money (from twopence to twenty shillings) which

passed current in all shops where meat or drink was sold.

1806-7 J. BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv. xiii,

You have involuntarily confided your . . uncounted cash
and notes to the care of the public. 1834 MARRYAT P.

Simple ii, Change for a one-pound note. 1856 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. II. 302 The five-pound note I sent you.

b. Australia (and *5V.). A bank-note worth i-

the amount of a pound sterling.

1864 J. ROGERS New Rush n. 28 A note s so very trifling,

It s no sooner changed than gone ; For it is but twenty shil

lings. 1875 WOOD & LAVHAM Waiting for Mail 39 Even
at half fifty notes a week You ought to have made a pile.

IV. 19. Distinction, mark, importance ; reputa
tion, fame. Esp. in phr. of (good, bad, etc.) note.

1538 BALE Thre Lawes 293 Thynges of slendre note.

1601 SHAKS. Airs Well\. iii. 14 The yong Lord Did to his

Majesty. . Offence ofmighty note. 1610 HOLLAND Camdeifs
Brit. (1637) 463 A towne of good note in these dayes for

making of clothes. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India % P. 92
Their Windows, except some few of the highest Note, are

usually folding Doors. 1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit.

i. i. iii. (1710) 5 It contains.. 12 Market-Towns: The chief

in note are Reading,.. Abington [etc.]. 1745 P. THOMAS
Jrnl. A tison s Voy. 5 note, The same.. is the frequent Re
past even of those of better Note. 1788 PRIESTLEY Ltd.
Hist. iv. xxi. 172 Polybms . . was of the first note in his age
as a soldier, statesman, and philosopher. 1838 MACAULAY
Let, to Naf&amp;gt;ier 22 July, As if he were a young writer

struggling into note. 1873 DIXON Two Queens i. ii. I. zi

Had he died at sixty years of age, he might have left

behind him an obscure and blameless note.

b. Of note
^
of distinction or eminence ; notable.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. HI. i. 25 These betraie nice wenches

..,and make them men of note. 1611 BIBLE TransI. Pref.
P 2 As oft as we do any thing of note or consequence.
1667 PRIMATT City % C. Build. 94 A Platform for a House
in a high Street, or Lane of Note. 1710 STEELE Tatlcr
No. 135 P i AH the Philosophers of Note in Greece. 1780
HARRIS Philol. Eng. Wks. (1841) 390 Among the Romans,
the first critic of note was Cicero. 1840 UICKF.NS Barn.

Rndge xlviii, The fluttering of a banner caught the eye,
and became a circumstance of note. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT
Makers Flor. x. 254 Five noble citizens of Florence, all

men of note and weight.

NOTE.

20. Notice, regard, or attention.

1598 BACON Ess., Of Ceremonies (Arb.) 24 Smal matters
winne great commendation : because they are continually
in vse and in note, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragui. Keg. (Arb.)

56 The factions of the Court, which were all his times strong,
and in every mans note, a 1641 FINETT For. Amba&s. 10 The
Ambassador, .kept himselfe all this while quiet without.,

thrusting for publique Note. 1789 Cow PER Tiroc. 641 To
..commend,With designation of the finger s end, Its various

parts to his attentive note. ciBio HOGG May of Mprii
Glen I, The virgin cast on him a look,. .As on some things
below her note. 1886 Law Q. Rev. Oct. 484 The manner
in which these statutes were interpreted is worthy of note.

b. In phr. to take note of.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. Ven. \. i. 120 Giue order to my
seruants, that they take No note at all of our being absent
hence. 1601 AlCs Well i. iii. 195 My loue hath in t a
bond Where of the world takes note. 1851 THACKF.RAY
Esmond ii. xi, No one took note of me. 1863 E. V. NEALE
Anal. Th. fy Nat. 15 We select from the multitude what we
want. ., and take no note of the rest.

c. Knowledge, information
; intimation, rare.

1598 BACON Ess., Of Suitors (Arb.) 44 If intelligence of
the matter coulde not otherwise haue beene had but by him,
aduantage be not taken of the note. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr.
iv. i. 43 Rouse him, and glue him note of our approach.
1610 letup, n. i. 248 She that from Naples Can haue no

note, vnlesse the Sun were post.

1835 W. IRVING 7 onr Prairies vii, A streaming flight of

wildgeese. .gave note of the waning year.
V. 21. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 13) note-

gatherer, -maker
, -taker, -writer , note-taking

(sense 16) note-sized adj., -wise adv., -writing \

(sense 18) note-case, -issue, -palming.
1838 DICKENS O. Twist ix, Placing a snuff-box in one

pocket of his trousers, a *note-case in the other. 1637 Dow
Atisiv. to Burton 120 His *note-gatherers in the gallery.

1893 Times 27 Apr. 9/5 The privilege of *note issue enjoyed
by the Scotch banks. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol.

II.) 61 Erecting as it were Trophees of like passages, after

the fashion of our &quot;Note-Makers now adayes. 1738 Gentl.

Mag. VIII. 634 Any Critick or Note-maker. 1900 WEYMAN
Sophia iii, Until you are away from here I ll answer there

shall be no &quot;note palming. 1870 Routledge s Every Boy^s
Ann. June Suppl. 12 A small note-sized envelope. 1886 T.

HARDY Mayor Casterbr. xxviii, Henchard being no note-

taker himself. 1496-7 Rtc. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 224

Furst, paid at the *Note takyng of the Endentour of com-
nandes, ij d. 1862 THORNBURY Turner II. 134 That vast

tenacious memory, which no note- taking habits could
weaken. 1703 Rules of Civility 177 If we be desir d to. .

write *Notewise, that is to say, without Sir, and the great

Space at the top [of the letter], we must comply. 1836-48
B. D. WALSH Aristopk. 394 note, Some of the Greek note-

writers call him a composer of tragedies. 1826 Miss MIT-
FORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 274 The closetings, the note-

writings, the whisperings.

t Note, $b$ Obs. (Prob. var. of NUT $b., here

applied to the uropygial gland.)
1486 Bk. St. A loans avj, Youre hawke. .fetcheth moys-

tour like oyle at hir tail!, ..and strikyth the federis of hir

wynges throw her beke, and it is calde the note, than as she

fetchis the oyle. [Hence Guillim (1632) and Holme (1688).]

Note, obs. f. NUT
;

dial, variant of NOWT.

t Note, # Obs. rare. (Meaning doubtful.)
Perh. properly an attributive use of NOTE sb^-, employed

mainly for alliteration. L. ndtus has also been suggested.

13.. Caw. $ Gr. Knt. 2092 Now nar $e not fer fro bat

note place, n 1400-50 Alexander 1227 Arystes. .noyed of

Jjare note-men at be nete kepid. Ibid. 4870 Fra ^ens oure
note men be northe nymes bairn be way.

t Note, v. 1 Obs. Forms: a. i notian, 3 notien,

4 notye. . 3 noten, 4 notun (6 Sc. noyt, noit,

not), 4-5 (6 Sc.), note. [OE. notian, f. notit

NOTE sbl Cf. Icel. nota.]
1. trans. To use, to make use of (something).
o. r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xviii. i Eall moneynn &

ealle netenu ne noti^aS nawer neah feorSan dieles bisse

eordan. ^960 Rule St. Benet (Schroer) 52 Jif he furSon

burh ba gebedu jehajled ne bid, notice bonne se abbod

cyrfes. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 189 HereS nu to wiche

fihte we ojen bis strengSe notien. a 1250 Owl $ Night.

1033 par men nabbeb milde mod, Ich noti mid horn mine
brote. c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 2198 In founne of bred

and eke of wyn, pat we hyt notye scholde. 1393 LANCL.

/ . Fl. C. xvin. 101 Tyliers .. tolden here maystres By be

seed bat bei sewe what bei shoulde notye.

ft. a xooo Colloy. SElfric in Wr.-Wiilcker 100 Se treow-

wyrhta se&5, hwilc eower ne notab crxfte minon. c noo
ORMIN 12228 Swa Jiatt tu nohht ne notesst itt At naness

kinness nede. dago Gen. fr Ex. 3144 So mikil bird so it

notenmai. 13.. Cursor M. 23763 (Gott.), If we will note

on baim vr might, Certes
t&amp;gt;ai

er feld in flight. ^1330 R.

BRUNNE Chron. Wact (Rolls) 2403 Folyly hold we bis meyne
j&amp;gt;us, pat mykel J&amp;gt;yng

al day notes, c 1400 Destr. Troy 402
Of nygramansi ynogh to note when she liket. c 1440 Prontp.
Pan&amp;lt;. 359/2 Notun, or vsyn, ittor. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis

xin. vi. 64 The agit Drances with curage holt- Begowth the

first hys toung for to noit. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) i.

221 Noblest natour, nurice tonurtour, not This dull indyte.

2. intr. To make use ^/&quot;(something).
rare~ l

.

ciaao Bestiary 612 No golsipe is hem minde, til he noten

of a gres, Se name is mandragores.

Note (n&amp;lt;?t),
z.2 Also 3 notien, 3, 6-7 noat(e,

4 (6 Sc.) not, 6 notte, noth (Se. noit). [ad. OF.
noter% notter, ad. L. notare, f. nota NOTE ^d.1]

I. 1. trans. To observe or mark carefully ; to

give heed or attention to
;
to notice closely.*

a ias After. R. 158 Her beo3, in beos wordes, two eadie

wordes to noten. c 1375 Sc. Lfg. Saints xxxviii. (Adrian)

43 pe king . . notyt wel . . be ansuere bat ilkane mad. a 1400
-

50 Alexander 5655 Now sail I neuyn ?ow be names, note }e

be wordis. 1483 CAXTON Cato g j, Euery man ought to note

and reteyne them in their mynde and wytte. a 1533 LD.



NOTE.
BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) L viij b, It L a thyng
well to be noted, howe all good and yll heartes are applied.
150.6 DRAYTON Legends ii. 400 My Paths by Spyes he

diligently noted. 1630 R. Johnson*s Kingd. &amp;lt;y

Coiitmw. 144
Of both these Forces of horse and foot of France, you are

to note this whicli foliowe th. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg,
in. 162 His Age and Courage weigh ; Nor those alone, But
note his Father s Virtues and his own. 1774 BURKE Corr.

(1844) I. 516, I received your lordship s letter, and as the

merchants say, note the contents. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Rom. Forest ii, I took special care to note how the trees

stood. 1850 M cCosH Div. Govt. n. ii. (1874) 162 This is a cir

cumstance worthy of being noted. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 79
It maybe well to note the characters of the two constituents.

absoL 1605 B. JONSON Volponc n. i,
I haue some generall

notions ; I do loue To note, and to obserue.

b. To take notice of; to observe, perceive.
c 1315 SHOKEHAM i. 60 pat he so wel y^eawed be, pat alle

men hit notebe. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 336 If ther
hadde be no synne in clothing, Crist wolde not so soone
have notid and spoke of the clothing of thilke riche man in

the gospel, c 1400 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xxxiii. (B. N. C.
MS.) If. 73 In bis processe of be gospelle..\ve mowe noten
and vnderstonde many faire binges. 1526 Pilgr, Perf.
(W. de \V. 1531) nb, In the whiche mercyfull liberalite, I

note the superabundant goodnes of god. 1582 STAXYHUKST
. Ends ii. (Arb.) 68, I noted on suddeyn the goast of verye
Creiisa. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eroniena 19 The
slave noting his master all alone, presented bimselfe before
him. 1658 JEK. TAYLOR in i2th Rep. Hist. MSS. Connn.
App. V. 5 If ever you have noted or heard of any overtures
of unkindnesse betweene them. 1712 HEAKXK Collect.

(O. H.S.) III. 373, I told him I had noted H before. 1821-
zz SHELLEY Chas. /, ii. 456 Have you not noted that the
Fool of late Has lost his careless mirth? 1874 GREKN
Short Hist. iv. 4. 192 Such severances as we note in the
thirteenth century of the cloth-merchant from the tailor.

2. To mention separately or specially among
other items or matters committed to writing.
4:1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 345 Foul

noti)&amp;gt;
first bis word.

Ibid., Foul notib, as trewe men shulden, ech variynge of
Goddis word. 1390 GOWER Conf.ll. 172 Nereides that thei

ben hole, The Nimphes whiche that thei note To regne
upon the stremes salte. c 1450 Godstow Keg. (1905) 273
The forsaid acre of lond, with all the mede and xviij. d.

of yerely rent afore-noted. 1563 FULKE Meteors (1640)
16 Generally it is noted of all Historiographers, that after

the appearing of Comets, most commonly follow great
..calamities. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. iii. 185
Which thing the Evangelist notes as one of the critical!

passages of his Passion. 1692 RAY Creation i. (1704) 150

They not being able, as I noted before, to see them at that

distance. 1721 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 123, I shall

only note this. 1873 HELPS Anim. $ Mast. i. (1875) ii, I

must just note that Bastiah s censure does not apply to

England as much as to France.

3. To set down in writing; to put down as a
memorandum ; f to write, indite.

a 1400-50 A Icxxnder 2795 To Nostanda on next |?us notis

he a lettir. 1535 COVEKUALE /so. xxx. 8 Write them this in

their tables, and note it in a booke. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. Vf,
11. iv. 101 He note you in my Booke of Memorie. 1663
GERBIER Counsel 25 He ought also to note in his book the
materials. 1697 C tess D Annoy s Trar. (1706) 114, I con
tented myself to note only on my Table-Book these Lines.
1806 FIKE Sources Misstss. (1810) App. 51 Lieut. Wilkinson
..carries with him a.. sketch of the route, noting the

streams, bills, &c. that we crossed. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR
Artevelde \. i. ix, Twere well to note him on your list. 1868
MORRIS Earthly Par. (1870) I. i. 342 At the King s com
mand A clerk that day did note it every whit.

b. So with down.
1669 STURMY Maritiers Mag. iv. xvii. 205 If there be any

Current, you may. .allow for it, and note it down. 1695-6
T. SMITH in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 239 Additions and
alterations, .which I have noted down. 1754 SHERLOCK
Disc. (1759) I. vii. 225 Things noted down in God s Book.

1784 CO\VIJEK Task vi. 899 Thy prophets .. noting down
The features of the last degen rate times. 1836-7 DICKENS
Sk. Boz, Scenes viii, A hard-featured old man . . was intently

perusing a lengthy will.. and slily noting down some brief

memorandum of the bequests contained in it.

f 4. To set down as having a certain (good or

bad) character. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 65 Or els bycause they
wolde be noted outwardly religyous. 1533 CKAXMER Misc.
Writ, (Parker Soc.) 250 If I had not, or would not so have

done, I might right well have been noted negligent. 1573
L. LLOYD Marrow of Hist. (1653) 105 In divers autheurs
and places, this prince is noted a glutton and drunkard.

II. f5. To denote, or signify (something). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25204 Wit (jis word * in heuen *, us es

Noted sothfast buxumnes. 1399 LANGL. Rick. Rcdeles iv. 54

pan satte summe as siphre doth in awgrym, pat noteth
a place and no bing availith. 1559 Mirr. Mag. (1563)
X viij, Both sence and names do note them very nere. 1579

LYLYK/AW (Arb. 138 A woman, .hauingone hande in his

pocket as noting hir theft. 1644 BULWER Chir&l. 168 The
coyners of the Hieroglyphiques introduce this gesture to

note Taciturnity. 1697 DRYDES Virg. Georg. in. 442 The
Shepherd knows it well ; and calls by Name Hipppmanes,
to note the Mother s Flame. 1755 JOHNSON s.v. Ling, The
termination notes commonly diminution ; as Kitting [etc.].

fb. To point at, indicate by pointing. Obs.

1517 TORKISCTON Pilgr. (1884) 3 The Fynger of Seynt
John Baptiste whych he notyd orshewyd crist Jhu whanne
he seyd Ecce Agnus Del 1581 J. BELL Haddon s Anrw.
Osor. 249 Doth he herein not note you excellently (Osorius)
and (as it were) poynt at you with the finger ?

C. To indicate ; f to point out, set or showyirrM.
1521 WARHAM in Ellis Orig, Lett. Ser. IIL I. 242 My

lorde of London to note out.. all other sucbe names of
writers.. as they perceyve to be erroneous. 1565 COOPER
Thesaurus Pref., I haue thought it good by examples
to note vnto them, what fruit & commodity they may
take

therof._ 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 63 The
Turks use in their greatest feasts.. to roast or seethe an

227

;
Ox whole, ..to note fortli their plenty. 1646 P. BULKELEY

, Gospel Covt. iv. 337 To note out the property and nature of
! that faith. 1697 DRYDEN I irg. Georg, in. -^52 Distinguish

all betimes, with branding Fire; To note the Tribe, the

Lineage, and the Sire. 1812 WOODHOUSE Asfron. ix. 61
A sidereal clock will note that time. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab
iv. 67 Black ashes note where their proud city stood.

6. a. To mark (a book, words, etc.) with a
musical score, rare. Also absol.

1,1440 LYDG. Hors
t Shepe # C. 104 Men plukke stalkes

out of my weengis tweyn, Somme to portraye, somme
1 to noote & write. (71440 Promp. Parv. 359/2 Notun

songe, noto. 1592 SHAKS. Rom.
&amp;lt;y Jul. \\. v. 122, I will

j

cane no Crochets, lie Re you, lie Fa you, do you note me .

! Mus, And you Re vs, and Fa vs, you Note vs. 1755 JOHN-
, SON, Note, to set down the notes of a tune. 1850 HKLMOKE

Accottip. Hat-monies to Hymnal Noted Pref. 2 The English
Words Noted, for the use of all who sing. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. &amp;lt;$

Prices I. xv. 285 The payments made at Oxford
in the year 1308 for noting an antipnonary.

t b. To mark
; to distinguish by a mark. Obs.

1400 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 24 The fenyces fonde to note

wytn rede colour or ynke firste the sayd lettres. 1559 \\ .

CUNNINGHAM Costuogr. Glasse 129 Draw arkes in every of

;

the divisions, , .and note the hiebt Arke next with G.H.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholein. (Arb.) 152 Whan Varros name
..was brought in a schedule vnto him, to be noted to

death, he tooke his penne and wrote his warrant of sauegard.
1604 E. GtRi.MSTONEj D^Acostfi s Hist. Indies vi. xxvi. 488
Every order of these Kmghtes had his lodging in the

pallace noted with their markes. 1641 J. JACKSON True
Evang. T. i. 71 It is sufficient to note these things with an
obeliske. 1725 WATTS Logic (ed. 2) 75 What Remarks you
find there worthy of your riper Observation, you may note
them with a marginal Star.

c. To note a bill (see quots.).

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., To note a bill, is when a
public notary goes as a witness, or takes notice, that a
merchant will not accept or pay it. 1809 R. LANGFORU
Introd. Trade 133 Noting a bill, the customary form
executed by a notary when a bill is not honoured. 1835
Penny Cycl. IV. 403/1 Inland bills. .are merely noted for

non-acceptance, which itself also is a useless form.

d. To annotate ; to write notes in.

1809 LAMB Let. to Coleridge 7 June, I wish every book I

have were so noted. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby iv. v, Nib
bing their pens, noting their memorandum-books. 1885 Law
Times LXXVIII. 356/1 Decided cases bearing upon the
matter, .have been, .noted where a note seemed necessary.

t 7. a. To affix to (one) the stigma or accusa
tion tf/ some fault, etc. Obs.

1412-20 LYUG. Chron. Troy n. vi, I might, .merked be
And noted eke of wilfull nycetye To folylye to voyde away
my grace. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xm. iti. 135 Bot thai sal

nocht behald the with sik lak . .
,
Ne note the of na

cowardys in thar mynd. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 123 If
the mother be noted of incontinencie, or the father of vice.

1653 ASHWELL Fides Apost. 244 None have either denied
the Author, or defamed the Creed, but such whom the
Church hath noted of Heresy. 1680 DRYDEN Ovids Epist.
Ess. (Ker) I. 232 The Julias who were both noted of in-

continency.

t b. To mark or brand with some disgrace or

defect. Obs.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Asfiergo, To be in suspicion,
and noted with infamy. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 739
Lest he peraduenture should be noted with the spot of

Nigardship. 1615 WALSAL Life Christ (1622) B 2 Can
wee once imagine, that Christs bodie. . was euer.. enfeebled
with infirmitie, or noted with deformitie? 1652 GAULE Mag-
astrom. 265 The children marry publikly, and by the law
are noted with no reproach for it.

fc. To stigmatize for some reason. Cbs.

1542 UOALL Erastn. Apoph, 279 Notyng Sylla, that the
same had purchaced y said office by gevyng greate giftes.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 43 No man shall
note her as an aduoutresse. 1575 FENTON Gold. Epist. (1582)
62 Also you note me, that in saying of service, I am very
long. 1601 SHAKS. jut. C. iv. hi. 2 You haue condemn d,
and noted Lucius Pella For taking Bribes heere of the
Sardians.

III. 8. intr. To produce musical notes; to

practise singing (cf. RECORD v, 2). rare.

1430-40 Lvoc. Dauncc Machacre, Bochas (1554) 224/2 O
thou minstrall that can so note and pipe Vnto folke for to
done pleasaunce.
1906 Westm. Gaz. 27 Mar. z/i The thrush and the black

bird fluted in the wood, noting for their coming songs.

f Note, variant of nort NCRT v.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 34 To Note : to push, strike or goar
with the horn as a Bull or Ram.

fWote, n ote, no te, could not
,
a misuse of

note NOT v. know(s) not . Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. 11. vii. 39 Mammon was much dis-

pleasd, yet no te he chuse But bear the rigour. ? 1630
QUARLES Hymn to God Wks. (Grosart) II. 27 And euery
minute s time ten ages were, To chaunt forth all thy praise
it no te auaile. 1642 H. MORE Song of Soul I. in. 22 The
fiercest but of Ram no te make them fall.

Wo*te-book. [f. NOTE sb? + BOOK.] A book
reserved for or containing notes or memoranda.
1579 \V. FULKE Heskinss Part. 401 His note booke serued

him no further. 1601 SHAKS. &quot;Jut. C. iv. iii. 98 All his
faults obseru d, Set in a Note-booke, learn d, and con d by
roate. 1642 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. iil n. 47 We. .Make
that our note-book, there our choisest notions write. 1831
MRS. DAVY in Lockhart Scott (1839) X. 136, I thought the

day ..so white a one as to mark it especially in a little note
book. 1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism xxiii. 184 The corre

spondent . . has returned with his note-books full of sketches
and information which.,may be of the highest service.

Noted (n^n-ted),///. a. [f.
NOTE ^.- + -EI&amp;gt; 1.]

1. That is specially noticed, observed, or marked ;

hence, distinguished, celebrated, famous.

f

NOTELESSNESS.
a. In predicative use.

13,. E. E. Atlit. P. B. 1651 So was noted ^e note of
nabugo-de-nozar [etc.]. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. vi,

Throughout the worlde noted oucr all, In euery land spoke
of in special. 1500-20 DUNBAK Poems Ixxvii. 5 He [-high)
nottit is thy name of nobilnes. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. y///,
c. 2 In times past [they] haue in al outwarde partes bcne
noted to haue had the most substanciall coloured wollen
clothes. 1581 MVLCASTEB Positions xxxvii. (1887) 150
There be three kindes of gouernment most noted among all
writers. 1607 FLETCHER iVoni. Hater \\. i, We shall iiud
out the truth more easilie, Some other way les^e noted.
1653 WALTON Angler iv. 94 There be al^o of lob-worms,
some called squirel-tails,.. which are noted to be the best.

b. Const, for something.
1596 SHAKS. Tain. Sitr. ni.ii. 14 He was a frauticke foole,

. .And to be noted fur a merry man ;
Hee ll wooea thousand .

1623 FLETCHER Prophetess \. iii, She is a holy Druid, A
woman noted for that faith [etc.]. 1669 PKTYS Diary 10 May,
Creed . .tells me he hears how fine my hor.se;, and coach art-,
and advises me to avoid being noted for it. 1709 Tatter
No. 75 P 5 The Butler, who was noted for round Shoulder;,,

and^a Roman noM.-. 1789 BURNS The Whistle x, The board
of Glenriddel ..

,
So noted for drowning of sorrow and cart-.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 7. 148 He was noted for hi*

scant indulgence in meat, drink, or sleep.

C. In attributive use.

The superl. notedst is not uncommon in the lyth c.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, i. ii. 202, I haue Cases of Buckram
for the nonce, to inima^ke our noted outward garments.
1623 COCKEKAM i. s. v. ClyHiactericall%

The most dan
gerous and notedst climactencall yeere. 1662 S ln.uNM-j..

Orig. Sacrx HI. ii. 17 To run through the noted Pheno
mena of the Univer.ie. 1736 Poi-t, Let. to Swift 25 Mar.,
He is the most noted, and most deserving man, in the whole
profession of Chirurgery. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xviii, Old
Trapbois, the noted usurer of Whitefriars. 1828 / . M.
Perth iv, He was far too noted a person to venture to

:o entirely unarmed. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. .x\.

II. 605 That evening Clarendon, and several other noted

Jacobites, were lodged in the Tower.

2. Provided with a musical score ; having
musical notation.

1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers II. 202 The Antiphoner from
the noted and illuminated leaves of which they were

chanting. 1881 HHADSHAW in Cox & Hope Chron. All
Saints, Derby App. 231 One or more of the AntipJwnaria,
were, .noted Breviaries, containing the whole Breviary
Service, only with musical notation to the choral parts.

Hence No tedness. rare~ l
.

1661 BOYLE Style of Script. :86 Supposing .. that the

Prpphane Aspirer should be so Lucky.. as, to attain the bo

Criminally courted Notednesae.

Wo tedly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] In a noted

manner; markedly; especially, particularly.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. v. i. 335 Luc. Do you remem

ber what you said of the Duke ? Dnk. Most notedly Sir.

1797 Hist, in Ann, Reg. ^9/1 His principles were notedly
republican, a 1835 M cCuLLOCii Attributes (i24jj III. ^5
An instinct, .which compels us notedly to enquire into

human plans. 1864 Intellect. Observer No. 34. 272 Many
friends notedly Lord Overstone. 1884 BLACK Judith
Shakespeare i, She came of a quite notedly handsome
family.

t No teful, a. 1 Obs, Also 4 notful. ff. NOTE
sb^- -f -FUL.] Useful, beneficial, serviceable.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8473 Cantica [is] a noteful bok in haly

writte. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter i. 4 It sail be noteful

lerand
J&amp;gt;e way till heuen. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol.,

Tables of dignetis of planetes & other noteful thingez.

Hence f No tefulhead, usefulness. Obs. rare~ K

.

a. \yxtE. E. Psalter xxix. n What notfulhede in mi blode
es Whils I dounga in wemmednes?

No teful, #- rare. [f. NOTE sb2 or v$ + -FUL.]
fa. Worthy of note. Obs. b. Observant.
a. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxiii. 207 Out of the remem

brance of such notefull and artificiall Masterpeeces, to frame
a model 1 in their fancies that shall reade this.

b. i88z Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal I. v. 134 Christabel,
noteful of every change, .. saw how much more healthy a

tinge cheek and brow had taken.

Wotefy, obs. f. NOTIFY. Note-hach^e,
-hatch, obs. ff. NUTHATCH. Note-herd, var.

of NOWT-HEBD.
No tekin. rare. [f. NOTE sb!-] A little note.
I866CARLYLE Reminis. (1881) II. z4^Shouldnot

I collect

her fine notekins and reposit them nere i 1896 Westm.
Gaz. 19 Sept. 3/2 Here is a notekin , eminently Carlylean.

Noteless (n&amp;lt;?ii tles;, a. [f.
NOTE sb* + -LESS.]

1. Devoid of note ; unmarked, undistinguished,
unnoticed.
a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Bonduca IL i, Whose virtues. .Must

not be lost in mists and fogs of people, Noteless, and out
of name. 1630 DEKKEK -zndPt. Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II.

154 Let her walke Saint-like, notelesse, and vnknowne.

1786 liuRNs A liard^s Epitaph ii, Is there a bard of rustic

song, Who, noteless, steals the crouds among. 1814 SCOTT
Ld. hies in. iv. In hurry of the night, Scaped noteless, and
without remark, Two strangers. 1878 STANFORD Symb.
Christ ix. 230 Some noteless action may be the germ of a

power that shall spread through all the earth.

2. Unmusical, unharmonious ; voiceless.

1731 p URFEv Two Queens ofBrentford i. ii, The Bag
pipe with its Squeak and Drone, Or Parish-Clerk, with
noteless Tone, Are Owls to us Sweet Singers. iSao BYRON
Juan iv. Ixxxvii, An ignorant, noteless, timeless, tuneless

fellow. 1826 Blackw. Mag. XX. 405 A little brown noteless

bird starts from among our feet.

Hence ZTotelessly adv.\ No telessness.

1830 R. CHAMBERS Life Jas. /, II. iii. 209 Clouds.. decline

notelessly. .beneath the horizon. Ibid. x. 258 His life was

spent in its usual tranquillity and notelessness. 1854 Chanta.

jml. I. 305, I at least do not pass notelessly.
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NOTELET. 228 NOTHING.

Notelet (nJu-tleL). [f.
NOTE sb.* + -LET.]

1. A short note or communication.
1824 LAMB Lett,, To Barton (1837) 1 1. 155, 1 am sure I can

not fill a letter,, .but you expect something and shall have
a notelet. 1857 Chantb. Jrnl. VII. 404, I want you to

insinuate my notelet into her bouquet. 1884 Stationery
Trade Rev. Sept. 213/3 As there was no space for address

ing these notelets after they were folded [etc.],

attrib. 1880 DISRAELI Endynt. II. 332 Quires of letter

paper and note paper and notelet paper from despatches of
^tate to billet-doux.

2. A short annotation or statement.

1887 N. $ Q. yth Ser. IV. 245/1 This notelet has been
written because I know not that the fact herein narrated is

generally known.

Notemeg, -muge, -mygge, obs. ff. NUTMEG.
No te-paper. [f.

NOTE sb2 16 + PAPER sb.~\

Taper of tne various sizes and qualities now gener
ally used for correspondence.
1849 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 68 A piece of black bordered

note-paper. i86a Catal. Internat.Exhib.,Brit. II. 5127

Mourning note papers and envelopes. 1875 HELPS Soc.

Press, xvi. 228, I folded up the sheet of notepnper, [and]

put it in an envelope.

Noter (nJi-t3j). [f.
NOTE Z/.2 + -ER 1

.]

An OE. notere occurs as a gloss to L. notarins (Napier
O.E. Glosses \. 2846).

f 1. A writer of the musical score in MSS.
1491 in L. Toulmin Smith York fifyst. Introd. p. xxxix,

Tixt-wryters, luminers, noters, turners, and florisschers.

2. One who takes or writes notes.

1589 J. RIDER Bibl. Schol., A breefe noter of the contentes
of bookes, eclogarius. 1611 COTCJR.

, Remarquer^^. marker,
or noter of thing*. 1755 JOHNSON, Noter, he who takes
notice. 1849 N. ff Q. ist Ser. I. 13 John Aubrey, the most
noted Querist, if not the Querist noter of all English
antiquaries.

3. An annotator or commentator, rare.

1644 LAUD Wks. (1854) IV. 334 The beast is primarily the
Roman empire, in the judgment of the Geneva noters.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vn. 397 His Notes as the Noter, got
perfection with His age.

4. One who notes a protested bill. rare~*.

1849 DE QUINCKY Eng. Mail Coach Select. 1854 IV. 297
You are made unhappy if noters and protesters are the sort

of wretches whose . .shadows darken the house of life.

fNo terer. Obs. rare,
[f. L. notar-ius, or

OF. notier+ -EH *.] A notary.
1:1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. WycU/(ft$\) 125

But take we heede . . to be popes noterers, parsones & vikers,
& prestis, monkes [etc.]. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 681
Hie notarins, a noterer.

t Noterly, var. of NOTOURLY adv.

1513 DOUGLAS sEnris xn. i. 88 Now of our recent blude,
as noterly kend is, The fiude of Tibir wax is halt agane.

No te-shaver. U.S. slang, [f. NOTE sb,-]
A promoter of bogus financial companies ;

a usurer.

1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. .SVr-. Gables xviii, The wrinkled
note-shaver will have taken his railroad trip in vain. 1880
OUIDA Moths I. 194 His father d always been thought
one of the biggest note-shavers in New York City.

Note-taker, -taking : see NOTE sb* 21.

Note-tre, obs. form of NUT-TREE.

Noteworthy (nJu twwjSi), a. [f, NOTE sb.- +
WORTHY

&amp;lt;?.]
\N orthy of attention, observation, or

notice ; remarkable.

1552 in l
icary&quot;s Anat. (1888) App. xvi. 304 To note, -the

somme and content of euerye article.. that shall appiere
noteworthie. 1596 HARINGTON Metam. Ajax (1814) 60 Is
it not a custom when a prince hath spoken anything note

worthy, to say he hath delivered it majestically? 1639
FULLER Holy War HI. xii. i28Saladine by his intelligencers
was certified of every noteworthy passage in the English
armie. 1835 BROWNING One Word Morexvi, What, there s

nothing in the moon note-worthy? 1878 GLADSTONE Prim.
Homer 68 In this prayer there is a noteworthy absence of
what may be termed pagan elements.

Hence No teworthily adv. ; No teworthiness.
1886 Atketueuw 23 Jan. 144/1 This fine., taste prevails m

half the later drawings before us noteworthily in the beau
tiful design for the Laureate s Edward Gray . 1887 Old
Marts Favour in. iii, She was aware of the noteworthiness
of the apparently simple occurrence.

t Noteye. Obs. rare
-l

. [app. f. tiote NUT.]A dish consisting of various ingredients, garnished
and flavoured with nuts.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 31 Noteye. ..Take smal notys &

breke hem ; take be kyrnellys & make hem whyte, . .plante
ber-with bin mete serue forth.

Noth, obs. Sc. variant of NOUGHT.
Nothagge, -hak, obs. forms of NUTHATCH.
t No-thai, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. notkits, Gr.

voOos spurious + -AL.] Spurious, not authentic.
1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. 372 All his other Didac-

tick, Paraenetick and Nothal Writings. Ibid. III. Diss.
Physick 33 There be likewise some nothal Tracts ascrib d
to old Melampos.

|- Nothe. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.] To
let to nothe, to let alone, neglect.
c 1315 SHOREHAM Poems i. 1799 Ac $ef her were ry;t treub-

yng, ..To sojje, Hy scholde ajen to be spousyng. And lete
al bat to no&amp;gt;e. Ibid. iv. 293 For jef he let to nobe. ., Ich
segge hym wel to

soj&amp;gt;e [etc.].

Not-headed : see NOT a. i b.

t Notheless, adv. Obs. Forms: i no
J&amp;gt;y

lees, 3-5 noj?eles(s, (3 -las, 4 ?
noj&amp;gt;o-), 3 nofieles,

-las, 3-4 notheles, 7 nothlesse.
[f. OE. n6

No adv.-\ in later use perh. also a variant of

NATHELESS.] Nevertheless.

c888 K. ALFRED Booth, xvi. 4 Ond beah betwuh

byllecum unrihtum wais him no by Ises underbeod call bes

middangeard. &amp;lt;: 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 Nobles ooerhwile

bu sune}ebt mid summe of blsse limen ofter benne bu
scoldest. c 1205 LAY. 141 pare queue hit of-bouhte ; nobeles

heo hit Jjolede. 1*50 Owl $ Night. 1297 Ac nobeles heo
hur vnderstod. 1338 R. BRUNNK Chron. (1810) 97 In cpue-
nant of pes, . . Bituex bam nobeles a skrite enselid & writen.

c 1380 WVCUF Sel. Wks. HI. 396 And noboles God techis

to swere by hym in nede. r 1400 tr. Secrcta Secret., Goz&amp;gt;.

Lordsh. 60 And nobeles of wynd comys diuers perils and

lettynges. 1606 HOLLAND Sncton, 148 Yet might bee bee
heard nothlesse of them that stoode a farre off.

Notheme, obs. variant of NOTAMT.

tWothemo, adv. Obs. In 3 no J?e mo,
nopemo. [f.

OE. no No adv? : cf. NATHEMO(RE.]
Never the more.
c 1275 LAY. 4627 Ne we neote no be mo, boh we speke \vid

houre fon. c 1290 Bckct 61 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 108 Heo
ne coube no-bing conteini hire ne speken no be ma 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4445 Lucye ne wilnede nopemo no bing
somoche alonde As to fi^te mid a such kni^t.

iNother, obs. variant of NETHER a.

No ther , pi on.^ and a.1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 4

noi)&amp;gt;er,4-5noj&amp;gt;er(4-ere ? 5 -ir,-ire),5 noder,-yr,
nothire, -yr(e, 5-6 Sc. nothir. [var. of OTHER,
with n transferred from the article : see N 3.]

1. A nother, an other. (See also ANOTHER.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 3390 Of hir he had a sun madan And a

noiberhight madian. 4:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)50 A nober

symple frere bat nys not so gret flaterere. c 1440 AlpJi.
Tales 193 And a no^er tyme he had with hym a monk.
01450 HOLLAND Howlat 36, I haue mekle matir..Of ane
nothir sentence. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 2 In Buckyngham-
shyre, are plowes made of an nother maner. 1559 AYLMER
Harborowt! E 4, Of Paul I shal speak of at a nother lime.

1608 L). PKICE Chr. War 26 To establish true religion in

one kingdome, to confirme it in a nother. 178210 N. W.
Line. Gloss. (1877) 181 New wheel and a nother mending.
2. No nother

,
none other, no other.

1320 Sir Tristr. 1852 Hastow no nober bing? c 1373
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxv, (TJiaddzus) 138 Quhare bu Is, in

na nothyre place I-wyse. c 1440 Alph. Tales 245 It was no
noder to giff to mynstralsbod for to offyr to fendis. ^1470
HENRY Wallace vni. 006 Thocht he wes best, no nothir lak
we nocht. 13*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccclix. 582 They
shulde haue no nother trust in him, but that he wplde be
their Enemy. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Mark ix. 29 This kynd
can by no nother meanes come forth, but by prayer.

b. No notherways or -wise, no otherwise.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Peter} 511 It, bat we game, sal

fall ws, and na nothirwais. c 1440 Alph. Titles 482 On a

tyme hym happend to tell bairn, and he cuthe nonoderways
tell, & he cuthe say none oder bod bus. 1465 Paston Lett.
II. 251 They derst no notherwysse don for ferre.

3. The notkeren, repr. OE. tiat/i 6&amp;lt;$nim.

c 1315 SHOREHAM i.
122^

Ase broberen, For to seruy ine

godes nouse Byfore alle pe noberen. Ibid. 1227 To segge
hys leuy an englysch, Fram be noberen ytake .

No th.er, pron2 and .
2 Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : i n6$er, 2
no&quot;Ser, 3 neofler, 4 uoj&amp;gt;er,

4-6 (9 dial.) nother (4 -ir, 9 dial, noather);
4 noiper, neither, 5 uoythere. [f. ne NE +
*6Qert contracted form of ^dhwx^er^ as dfar is

oidkwseSer-. cf. NOUTHEK.]
A. pron. Neither of two persons or things,
a. With genitive of pers. pron. preceding.

c 897 K. &amp;gt;ELFKED Gregory^ Past. Care li. 399 Ne fornime
Incer noder o3er ofer will butan ge8afunge. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 4884 pat hor nober nadde nobing, pat to

oberes wille nas. c 1330 Amis
&amp;lt;y

Atiiil, 852 Y seighe it

meself this ich day,.. Your neither it may forsake. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. xi. 273 Here nober loueb obere.

b. Followed by &amp;lt;j/&quot;(dial. on\ or without const.

ci2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 165 Nis nower non trew&amp;lt;5e for nis

pe gist siker of be husebonde, ne no5er of o3er. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 8702 Nober of is breberin, bo is fader was
ded, Nas nei him bote he one. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 3233
Noiber of ous nil spare Erl, baroun no knijt. c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 18 A prest and eft a Dekene
come by... But noythere of them myght hele this like sore
wounded man. 1551 TURNER Herbal i. (1568) 93 And
nother of bothe grow oute of the grounde. 1854- in Eng.
Dial. Diet. (s.v. Nowther\ in forms nother^ noather.

O. Preceded by never (later ner
t nere).

c xaog LAY. 30834 For nauer neo5er nalde . . bat be king hit

wusten. ^1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 192 (Fairf.), I nam
withholden yit with never nother. 1540 MORYSINK fives
Introd. to Wysd, C v, That god alone aprove our inwarde
and outwarde actis, though men alow ner nother. 1565
CALFHILL Answ. Martiall (1846) 73 Whereof there is nere
nother commanded, but forbidden.

d. Preceded by neither (or nether].
c 1500 Chaucer s L. G, IV. Prol. 192 (Trin.), I am wytholde

S:t
with neyther nother. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 155/1

f which twayne ye woulde in the beginning admit neither

nother. 1589 Marprelate Epit.^ (1843) 48, I wad counsell

them, if they wad be ruled bai me, to be nether nother.

1612 T. JAMES Jesuits Dcnuncfall 71, I could wish that all

such.. would consent to beleeue nether nother.

B. adj. Neither. (Usually neither nother.}

1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls^ 4561 Vor per ne bileuede in nober

syde non heymon vnnebe. Ibid. 6221 Nober partye ne

mi;te pe maistrie al biaite. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
III. 201 By neuere nober weie I schal paye be bat bou
axest. 1530 FRITH Disfnt. Purgat. (1829) 195 Neither
nother text serveth any whit for purgatory. 1533 MORE
Apol. 180 There are fewe or none good in neyther nother

parte. 1640 BROME Sparagus Card. iv. v, No sir, we come
with no zick intendment on neither nother zide.

No ther, advl and conj. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : a. 3 natter, neotSer, 3-5 noper (4 no-

tj&amp;gt;er, 5 nojjire, -eir), 4-5 nothyr(e, 5-6 Sc. -ire,

5 -ur, 3- nother (9 dial, noather, nuther). 0.

4 noijjer, neither, noyther. 7. 4 nodur, 5-6
Sc. noder (5 -ir, -yr), 6 uolder, 8 nodder.

[f. as prec. : cf. NAIHER conj. and OFris. noder,
var. of nouder NOUTHEK.]
tl. = NEITHER A. i. (Followed by ne, na, no,

)tor, and in early use frequently with another

negative.) Obs.
o. c 1205 LAY. 16736 Ne mihte ber na man neoSer [c 1275

nober] ute no ingan. a 1250 Oivl
&amp;lt;$ Night. 465 Vor he nys

nober yep ne wis. a 1300 Cursor AT. 5857 Nober I knau
him bat yee sai, Ne i ne wil lat be folk a-wai. i3ooGowER
Coiif. II. 44 Thei meryeille how such a wiht. .Desirelh
nother Manage Ne yit the love of paramours, c 1450
Merlin 87 This childe. .nys nother youre ne myn by reson.

1523 CROMWELL in Merriman Life ft Lett. \. 34 They dare
not trye hyt by the sworde, nother with us, nor with the
saide Emparours Subiectes. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s
Hist. Scot. VIM. ^8 Bot that nother the king nor cuntrie

mycht cum to skaith. 1867 WAUGH Home Life Factory Folk
xxi. 185 Hoo s noather feyther nor mother. 1873 SPILLING

filolly Miggs* Trip (1903) 9 But that s nuther here nor there.

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 7303 Yee ar to fraward wit to dele,
For noiber ar 3e war ne wise. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xii. 209
It were noyther resoun ne rigt to rewardehem bpthe aliche.

y~ c X375 & Leg. Saints iv. (Jatnes) 70 Philet.. mycht
ster noder hand na fete, c 1471 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 271
The wynde, the water spareth nodyr priynce ne kyng. 1533
GAU Richt Vay 105 Bot alace thay wil noder prech thair

self nay }eit suffer oders quhilk wald prech. 1574 in Little-

john Aterd. SherijfCrt. (1904) 261 Syme is noder persewar
nor Moir defender in this present caus of Cognitioune.

fb. =NEITHEKA. 2. Obs.

1531 TINDALE Expos, i John (1537) 36 We..Ioue you all

alyke, nother loue we one more and another lesse. 1547
RECORDS Uryne 3 Nother is it so easy a thing, .to translate

well. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 31 b, He is hevy and
waketh much, nother can rest in one place.

1 2. h other . . . nother, neither . . . nor. Obs.
c 1273 LAY. 22853 Ne sal him nober go vore gold nober

farisome.
1308 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. viii. (Bodl.

IS.), Wibout pis siluer nober golde nober copre maye be
ouere gilte. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 50 Noiber in biggings,
noiber in li^ts, noiber in instruments. 1406 Somerset Hied.

Wills (1901) 340, 12 shepe nother of the best nother of the

worste. 1530 RASTELL Bk. Purgat. 11. i, Nother by exhor-

tacyon. .nother by. .punysshment. .nor other thynge. 1551
TURNER Herbal i. (1568) 84 It hath nother seedes like vnto
marrishe mallowe, nother may a man make roopes of it.

f3. =NOB. (Usually with preceding negative.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. iv. 130 Bere no siluer ouer see . . ,

golde neither siluer. 1386 CHAUCER Knt. s T. 512 No
man couthe knowe His speche nother his vois, though men
it herde. a 1400-50 Alexander 1372 [He] band hire, .bigly

to-gedire,with bat scho flisch nober fayle, fyue score aunkirs.

1474 in loth Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. V. 31 1 That no
manere man nor woman procure nother lake away no
childe. (11529 SKELTON Ware the Hanke 196 Nor yet
Uronken Bacus ; Nother Olibrius, Nor Dionisyus. 1581 J.

BELL Haddon s Ansvj. Osor. 80 b, Nor in eating and drink

ing nother in chambring and wantonnesse.

4. = NEITHER A. 3.
c 1350 Will. Paleme 722 Mi-self knowe ich nou}t mi ken

ne mi kontre noiber. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. in Was
no pride on his apparail ne no pouert nober. 01400-50
Alexander 402 Be nojt a-bayste , quod be berne, ne

a-bleyd nothire . c 1489 CAXTON Sonties of Ayinon ix. 222

I shall never sette foote there . Nor I nother , sayd
Richarde. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm. 234 When that

wolde take no place nother. 1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apotli.

3 If ye can not have the same nother, then take [etc.].

1840 HALIUURTON Clocktu. Ser. in. v, It don t seem to

hang very well together nother. 1841 Gaskets Comic

Songs 48 (E. D. D.), Nay, I cannot do that nother. 1886-

in dial, glossaries (Kent, Surrey, Berks, Som.), usually in

form nuther.

t b. With preceding negative inferred. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Tua MariitWemen 358 Thus the scorne,

and the scaith scapit he nothir.

t NO ther, adv? Obs. In 4-5 noper, 5 Sc.

nothir. [app. for NOWEH adv., after prec. Cf.

NOUTUER adv. 2
} Nowhere. Usually in comb.

t Kother-where.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3495 For-bi ne was he no(&amp;gt;er quar sent

Bot to be huse ai tok he tent. Ibid. 17556 In Israel er hei

felles ; &amp;gt;ar
es he soth and nober elles. c 1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints xii. (Agnes) 63 Seknes had he nothir-quhare, bot

in his hart he had sic care. 01400-50 Alexander 993

(Dubl.), Thare is no region ne realm.. Ne nober-whare no

nacion bot sail my name lowte.

Nothing (no -bin), sb. and ado. Forms: a.

1-2 n&n, 1-6 na- (6-8 Sc. nai-, 6 nay-, 8-9

nae-), 3 na$-, 4 nat-. B. 3 none (3, 5 non), 3-
no- (4-5 noo-, 6 noa-); also i -fine, 4 -thine,

5 -thyuk, 7 -think
; 1-5 -ping (3 -e), 3 -Cing,

4 -thinge, 4-6 -thyng(e, 5 -thyngge, -tyng;

9 dial, nothin&quot;, -en. [f.
No adj. + THING. In

ME. written indifferently as one word or as two.]

A. sb. I. Not any (material or immaterial)

thing; nought.
1. In ordinary uses and constructions.

In OE. and ME. frequently accompanied by another

negative, as still in vulgar and dialect speech.
a. c888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxvi. i Nis nan bing soSrc

bonne ban Su sejst. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. John xvi. 23 On
pam daege je ne biddaS me nanes binges^ c 1200 Vugt

&amp;lt;$

Virtues 43 Dat he Sarof ne forleas nabing Se godd him
hadde br lain, a 1125 Leg. Kath. 225 Ne ne mei na bing
wiSstonden his wille. 01300 Cursor M. 560 He has it

wroght..for-bi es nathing nim sua dere. CI375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xii. (Matthias) 343, 1 na-thynge spek forthirc her of

his lowynge. 1456 SIR G. HAVE La-M Arms (S. T. S.)



c 1450 Cron. Eng. ccxv. (Caxton, 1480) 202 So they slewe hir
lord that no thynge was perceyued. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.
Com. Prayer^ Collect 4 Trin., ^Vithout whom nothyng is

NOTHING.
175 He mysdois nocht in nathing. c 1475 Rauf Coifyar
506 Thow fand me fechand nathing that followit to feid.

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting iu. Dunbar 390 That huccessione. .

has na thing ado now with the deuile. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, vi. 107 Leif nathing that belangis to the Paip.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 63 Of the

fishes, how copious thair thay ar, I neid to say naything.
1723 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. \\. iii, Keep naithing up, ye
naithing have to fear. 1786 BURNS Holy Fair xxv, Lasses
that hae naething !

ft. a 1225 Ancr. R. 120 No bing (jet heo de5 nis Gode
licwurde ne icweme, c 1250 Gen.

&amp;lt;y

Ex. 1126 E)at water is

so deades driuen, Non ding ne mai Sor-inne liuen. 1297 R.
GLOUC, (Rolls) 2086 So moche poer him com to, bat him
ne mi^te no )?ing atstonde. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 42
Freris schulle no

(&amp;gt;ing apropre to hem self, neij&amp;gt;er hous ne

place ne ony ober bing. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 72 Thanne
out of his place he crepte^So stille that sche nothing herde.

12 So they slewe hir

1548-9 (.Mar.) Bk.
&quot;Inn., Without whom nothyng

strong, nothing is holy. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidancs Com;
irS b, Nothing escapeth their handes. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. A;- Commit}. (1603) 151 He. .bestoweth vppon them,
some other reward, and many times nothing at all. 1671
MILTON Samson 1721 Nothing is here for tears, nothing to
wail Or knock the breast. 1733 SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841
II. 694 He asks nothing; and thinks, like a philosopher,
that he wants nothing. 1794 PALEY F.vid. (1825) II. 304
He. .omitted nothing that was prescribed by the law. 1827
SOUTHEY Penins. War II. 4 Nothing which skill and ex
pense could effect had been spared. 1864 BRYCE Holy
Rom. Emp. vi. (1875) 85 From the Byzantine Empire.,
nothing could be hoped.

b. Followed by a positive adj.
c 1205 LAY. 3014 Ah heo ne seide naming soS, no more

J&amp;gt;enne hiire sust&amp;lt;jr. 1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 7478 Nothing
grevouse at al, nothing holy at al. 1560 DAUS tr. Slei-
dane s Comm. 262 Therfore did we nothing in this warre
contrary to our dutie. 16x0 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 457 Trier s

nothing ill can dwell in such a Temple. 1652 SPARKB
Prim. Devot. (1663) 442 There being in them nothing either

petitory or gratulatory. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. m. 70
Without thee nothing lofty can I sing. 1861 J. NICHOL
in Mem. (1896) 95 Remember the proverb,

*

Nothing great
is easy . 18512 Chamb. Jrnl. Oct. 636/2 Apsley Villa was
nothing surprisingly grand.

O. In proverbs and proverbial expressions.
546 J- HEYWOOU Prov. (1867) 39 Whereas nothing is,

the kynge must lose his
ryjjht. 1562 Prov. fy Epigr.

(1867) 141 Where nothing is, a little thyng doth ease.
Where al thyng is, nothyng can fully please. 1573 TUSSKR
Hush. (1878) 48 This Prouerbe.., that nothing who prac-
tiseth nothing shall haue. 1602 BRETON Wonders Wks.
(Grosart) II. 9/2 With that the young man replyed : oh sir,

nothing venter, nothing haue. 1614 COCKS in Cal. Col. / .,

E. Indies 342 As the saying is, nothing seek nothing find.

1668 SEDLEY Mulberry Card. m. ii, Who ever caught any
thing with a naked hook? Nothing venture, nothing win.
a 1704 T. BROWN To Author of Address in Collect, of
Poems 97 Thou know st the Proverb : Nothing due for

naught. 1885 Cent. Mag. XXIX. 186/2 Nothing ven
ture, nothing have

, Betty replied saucily,
d. Denoting mental inferiority.
a 1754 FIELDING Essay on Nothing iii, A fellow, whom all

the world knew to have Nothing in him.

e. Denoting absence of religious belief.

855 J. H. NEWMAN Callista ii, There were a vast many
persons who ought to be Catholics, but were heretics, or

nothing at all. 1891 L. FALCONER Mile. Ixe i, Foreign
governesses, in my opinion,, .are always either Roman
Catholics or nothing.
2. With dependent genitive : No part, share,

etc., 0/&quot;some thing (or person).
c 1000 in Assmann Ags* Ham. (1889) xvm. 48 pa ne

Refredde he naj?inc (wes brynes for ^am miclan luste. a 1122
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1096, Se wses Papa jehaten
htah

f&amp;gt;e
he baes setles naming naefde on Rome, a 1200

Moral Ode 98 in O. E. Horn. I. 165 NabbeS hi naming
for^eten of al

J&amp;gt;et
ho [erej ise^en. a 1300 Cursor M. 2543 O

prai wald abram nathing haue. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxxiv. (Pelagia) 23 Wantande nathing of bewte, f?at in
a woman suld fundyn be. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13215 Of
Nigromansy ynogh nothing horn lakked. 1540-1 ELYOT
Image Gov. 31 Ye nothyng haue appayred of the imperyall
maiesttee. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay s Voy. i. vii.

6 Finding nothyng of that they sought for. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. i. ii. 399 Nothing of him that doth fade. 1671
MILTON Samson 374 Nothing of all these evils hath be-
fall n me But justly. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 43 F 8 We
were in nothing of the Secret, ijz* DE FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 172, I. .began, .with nothing; that is to say, I had
nothing of stock. 1768 GOLDSM. in Bosivell^ Johnson . . has
nothing of the bear but his skin. 1872 HOLMES Poet
Breakf.-t. vi. (1906) 137 There was no atmosphere in it,

nothing of the light that never was.

b. Const, a/with adjective. Now rare.
Prob. after F. rien de (nonveau^ etc.).

1645 CHAS. I Wks. (1662) 316, I..have nothing of new to I

direct you in. 1662 EVELYN Chatcogr. n That there might i

be nothing of deficient as to our Institution, a 1700
DRYDEN (J.), Yet had his aspect nothing of severe. 1829
LANDOR Imag. Co&amp;gt;tv.

t
Barrow fy Ntiuton Wks. 1853 I.

482/2 Nothing of excellent is to be done by felicity. 1870
SWINBURNE Ess. $ Stud. (1875) 12 Nothing of common is

tbere, nothing of theatrical.

3. Denoting comparative insignificance or un

importance : A thing (or person) not worth reckon

ing, considering, or mentioning.
138* WYCLIF Matt, xxiii. 16 Who euere shal swere by the

temple of God, no thing is [1388 it is no thing). 1390 GOWER
Conf. I. 340 For who that is of man no king, The remenant
is as no thing, c 1500 Melusine 120 For if.. I were taken
of our enmyes, of my lyf is nothing, a 1548 HALL Chron.

,

K. Hen. VIII 230 b, Ye same night.. fel a smal raine,
nothyng to

speak of. 1397 SHAKS. 2 Hen. ft7, iv. iii. 123
So, that skill in the Weapon is nothing, without Sack.
1611 Wint. T. iv. ii. 44 A man (they say) that from very

229

j

nothing.. is growne into an vnspeakable estate. 1632
! LITHCOW Traz 1

. in. 88 It was nothing to see euery day
foure or fiue men killed in the streetes. 1705 STANHOPE
Pa.ra.pkr. II. 274 We.. falsely imagine we are Something
when in Truth we are Nothing. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Par.
Serin, (ed. 3) I. iii. 31 Knowledge is nothing compared with

doing. 1883 HOWELLS Woman s Reason xii, He would he

nothing without her.

t b. In phr. thing, man, etc., of nothing. Obs.
Prob. after F. homme, etc.. de rlen t or L. nihill.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xv. 89 The daunger that
: wee bee scaped out of seemeth to be a thing of nothing.
|

1591 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. \. 35 Vitellius, a man of nothing,
1

. . drunck at noone-day and heauy with surfet. a 1628
i PRESTON Breastpl. Love, Effect. Faith (163:) 145 Looke
upon them as trifles, as matters of nothing.
4. Arith. That which is not any number, and

i possesses neither
quantity

nor value
; the figure or

;

character representing this ; NOUGHT. Also _/%.
c 1425 Craftc ofXombryng (1897) 25 Multiplye 2 be a 0, it

, wol be nothyng. [1605 SHAKS. Lear i, iv. 213 Now thou
art an O without a figure, I am better then thou art now, I

i
am a Foole, thou art nothing.] 1743 EMEKSON Fluxions 6

Consequently o will be nothing, and therefore all the
Terms wherein it is found will be nothing. 1812 Woon-

: HOUSE Astron. xxli. 236 The equation between the two
periods at which it is successively nothing. 1850 M ( Cosu
Div. Govt. (1852) 486 The whole would be like multiplying
nothing by nothing the result would still be nothing.
5. That which is non-existent. Also personified.
To dance on nothing-, see DANCE -v. 3 b.

535 COVKRDALE Job xxvi. 7 He stretcheth out y north
ouer the emptie, & hangeth y* earth vpon nothings. 1587
GOLDING De Mornay ii. (1592) 23 God, to shew vs that he
made all of nothing, hath left a certeine inclination in his

Creatures, whereby they tend naturally to nothing. 1633
G. HERBERT Temple^ Dotage i, Embroider d lyes, nothing
between two dishes ; These are the pleasures here. 1692
BI;NTLEY Boyle Lcct. ii. 52 Mere nothing being never able to

produce anything at all. 1701 NOHRIS ideal World \. ii. 74,
I thought it had been a.. maxim all the world over, that

nothing could have no properties or relations. 1790 BUKKK
Fr, Rev. Wks. V. 332 It is here that your modern legisla
tors have gone deep into the negative series, and sunk even
below their own nothing. i8z8 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) ! I2
An emissary of the primeval Nothing. 1862 H. SPENCEK
First Princ. n. iv. 53 (1875) 177 Nothing cannot become an
object of consciousness.

f- rs. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche vn. ccxcvm, A mortal
Life is but an handsom fiction Nothing well-drest, a flatter

ing Contradiction. 1656 COWLEV Pindar. Odes, Life fy

Fame
i, Oh Life, thou Nothings younger Brother ! a 1708

BEVERIDGE Priv. Th. \. (1730) 73 It is as easy for Him to.,
send me hack into my mother Nothing.ny mother .Nothing.

b. Denoting extinction or destruction.

1590 SHAKS. Mtds. N. v. i. 315 Dem. No Die, but an ace
for him

; for he is but one. Lis. Less then an ace man.
for he is dead, he is nothing. 1613 Hen. K///, MI. ii. 208
So lookes the chafed Lyon Vppn the daring Huntsman that
has gal I d him: Then makes him nothing. 1812 BYRON And
thou art dead ii, To me there needs no stone to tell, Tis
Nothing that I loved so well.

c. To nothing, denoting the final point, stage, or

state of the process of destruction, dissolution, etc.

1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 22 Which made euery
man suppose that after the expence of much mony, it would
vanish to nothing. 1655 M. CASAUBON Enthus. iii. (1656)

169 Through continuall contemplation, .having reduced his

body to almost nothing. 1671 MILTON P. R. m. 389 Much
instrument of war Long in preparing, soon to nothing
brought. 1731-8 SWIFT Pol. Coiwersat. Introd. 3 The Con
versation falls and drops to nothing. 1774 MITKORD Ess.

Harmony Lung. 35 The vowel-sound, .is nearly of the
same kind, but degenerated to almost nothing. 1875 KING-
LAKE Crimea vi. xii. V. 248 The parapet, .dwarfed down
to nothing, 1887 MORRIS Odyss. xii. 46 Dead men rotting
to nothing.
6. With tf and//.
a. A non-existent, a comparatively insignifi

cant or worthless, thing ; a trifling event.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. ii. 81 To heare my Nothings monster d.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies Concl. 449 Seeking for that, which
if they had found, were but a nothing of a nothing in respect
of true beatitude. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

&amp;lt;y

P. 181 A
Bundle of Nonsensical Fortuitous Atoms conjoined into a

Hodg-Podge of confused Nothings. 1723 SWIFT Stella at

IVoodpark Wks. 1751 X. 47 A Supper worthy of herself,
Five Nothings in five Plates of Delphi. 1782 Miss BUKNEY
Cecilia vii. ix, She then proceeded, .to relate the little

nothings that had passed since the winter. 1821 SHELLEY
Adonais xxxix, Tis we, who. .strike with our spirit s knife
Invulnerable nothings. 1850 MONCKTON MILNES in Life
(1891) I. x. 444 The little nothings of occupied life leave
a man no time for his duty. 1898 HENLEY Land. Types^
f/tnuker, Hawking in either hand Some artful nothing
made of twine and tin.

b. A trivial or trifling remark.
1601 SHAKS. All s Well n. i. 05 Thus he his speciall

nothing euer prologues. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 320
Mistresses that must have each day two or three Houres

spent in speaking to them Nothings. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit.

326 Such labour d nothings, in so strange a style, Amaze th
1

unlearn d. 1797 LAMBZ.il. to Coleridge in Final Mem. \\\.

25 You are very good to submit to be pleased with reading
my nothings. 1824 BYRON yuan xv. Ixxviii, To his gay
nothings, nothing was replied. 1894 MRS. H. WARD Mar-
cella \. 181 A few nothings had passed between them as to

the weather.

c. A person of no note ;
a nobody.

i6n SHAKS. Cymb. in. iv. 135 That harsh, noble, simple

nothing: That Cloten. 1681-4 J. SCOTT Chr. Life 81 In the

presence of God we shall be Nothings. 17.. RAMSAY To
Duncan Forbes x, Strutting naethings are despis d. 1826

DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. iv, The nameless nothings that are

always lounging about the country mansions of the great.

1879 FROUDE Caesar xii. 163 Metellus and. . Afranius, who
had been chosen consuls for the year 60, were mere nothings.

NOTHING.
d. A new nothing, a worthless novelty. Now

dial, (see quot. 1854).
1641 WILKINS MercitryVtrf. 1707)5 Fresh Heresies (New-

nothings) still appear. 1653 JtR. TAYLOR Serm. for Year
Ep. Ded., No man ought to he offended, that Sermons are
not like curious Inquiries after New-nothings, but pursu
ances of Old Truths. iSzoT. L. PEACOCK Misc. Wks. 1875
III. 330 Commonplace, which at length becomes thoroughly
wearisome, even to the most indefatigable readers of the
newest new nothing-;. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss.
II. 52 If you ll be good children, I ll bring you all a new-

I
nothing to hang on your sleeves, /. c. nothing at all.

e. A T
o nothing, nothing at all. colloq.

1884 Harper s Mas;. Mar. 516/2 There is no store, no
post-ofiice, no sidewalked street, no nothing.

t 7. = NOTHINGNESS. Obs. rare.
1611 SHAKS. IVint. T. iv. iv. 626 No hearing, no feeling,

but my Sirs Song, and admiring the Nothing of it. 1630
j
LENNAKD tr. Charrows IVisd, i. xxxvii. (1670) 121 To make

1 man feel his own evil, Ins infirmity, his nothing. 1682 SIR
T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. (1756) 122 He will experimentally find

\

the emptiness of all things, and the nothing of what is past.

II. In various collocations and phrases.
Nothing less

i
see LESS a, 7 band adv. 3. Almost nothing,

see ALMOST adv. 3. Neck or nothing, see NLCK i/ .
1 8.

8. Followed by a limiting particle.
a. Nothing else (Init or than] : see ELSE adv. i.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 13471 pis he said. .To fand him and

; nathing dies. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. iyS Sche wolde him
nothing elles sein Hot of her name. 1523 LD, BERNERS
Froiss. I. clxix. 206 And they had neucr done nothynge els, I

was bounde to rewarde theym. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidatte s

Comm. 123 b, In suche also as concerned religion and
nothyng els. 1653 MILTON Ps. iv. 12 Things false and vain
and nothing else but lies ? 1756 TOLDEKVY Hist. 2 Orphans
I. 123 Have you nothing else to do but cleaning the books?
a 1774 GoLDSM. SH&amp;gt;~I .

Exf&amp;gt;.
Philos. (1776) I. 187 The fol

lowers of Newton say, that this power is nothing else but
that of attraction. 1804-6 Svo. SMITH Mor. Pliilos. (1850)

172 If I can point out the cause. ., I see nothing else which
I have to do. 1869 MARTINEAU Ess. II. 42 Sin is nothing

1 else than moral evil.

b. Nothing but (or except} : see BUT conj. 4 b.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. I. 94 Love we God , . and drede
we noo bing but hym. c 1400 Sir Pcrc. 714 He had no*

1

thynge to bere But his sadille and his gerc. a. 1533 FRITH
I Disput. Purgat. (18291 102 That their words are nothing
,

but even their own imagination. 1594 T. B. La Primand.
i /V. Acad. ii. 529 Ueastes thinke of nothing but that whi&amp;lt;Ji

! they beholde. 1635 HI.YI.IN Sabbath i. (16361 77 Having
almost nothing but what they borrowed of the Egyptians.
1663 BOYLE Ustf. E.rp. *\ af. P/iilos. i. i. 3 Nothing hut

I Me us inbred fondnesse for the Object it converses with.
! 1711 BuDGELL^/fd:/. No. 161 P 7 The Pri/es were generally

nothing but a Crown of Cypress or Parsley. 1751 JOHNSON
i

Rambler No. 175 F 2 Nothing hut the desert or the cell can
1

exclude it from notice. 1849 MACAUI.AY Ilist. Eng. i. I.

141 It had been fruitful of nothing but disputes. 1886
FKOI DE Occana 140 When doing nothing except wandering
in the shade of the wood.

ellipt. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 234 This peace is nothing,
!

but to rust Iron, encrease Taylors [etc.].

c. After did or done, formerly followed by pa. t.

or pa. pple., now usually by infinitive.

[c I386CHAUCER Merck. T. 682, I wol hym visile, Haue I

no thyng but rested me a lite.] 1485 CAXTON Paris
&amp;lt;$

V.

(i68) 61 The doulphyn dyd nothyng, ny^t ne day, but
admoneshed hys doughter. 1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose
Rom. (1827) 76, vi, children, to whome they did nothing but
tooke away theyr chaines. 1554-5 RIOI.KV ll ks. (Parker
Soc.) 14, I haue.. done nothing else but digged a pit. 1671
H. M. tr. Erasnt. Colloq. 542 If I had done nothing else

herein but trifled. 1686 tr. Cfwrdins Trav. Persia 165
We did nothing but ascend.

d. One has, or there is, nothing for it but, de

noting absence of any alternative course. (Cf. Foil

prep. I3c.)
1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 78 So that between one

and t other, a poor Girl has nothing for it, but a few Weeks
Courtship. 1792 Elvina I. 74 They were prepared to banter

me, so I had nothing for it but downright impudence. 1843
F. E. PAGET Pageant 121 There was nothing for it but to

submit with a good grace. 1875 RUSKIN Fors Clav. Iv. 196
Hansli had nothing for it but to obey.

e. Nothing, if not.., above everything.
1604 SHAKS. Oth, n. i. 120 O, gentle Lady, do not put me

too t, For I am nothing, if not Critical!. 1876 J. PARKER
Paracl. I. ii. 175 Christianity is nothing, if not spiritual.
1881 H. JAMES Portrait Lady xxxv, He was never precipit
ate ; he was nothing if not discreet.

9. For nothing , fa- By no means; on no
account ; for no consideration. Obs.
c i7S LAV. 12419 He ne mihte for noting Melga i-finde.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11149 Of hir ne wald he for nathing, Lai
of nordome mistruing. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1853
Lucrcce-t Y wol not haue noo forgyft for no-thinge. c 1420
Palladius on Hnsb. xn. 275 They growe vnnethe in sad
lond or rubrik, And for no thing the cley [they] may not
vse. r 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 2562 And it be so,..thanne
wolde j thatje hym slowen for non thing. 1581 MAKBECK Bk.
Notes 258 But there present he would not bee for nothing,

b. In vain, to no purpose.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidancs Comm. 80 Leste they shoulde

appeere to have commen thyther for nothyng. 1871 HOLMES
Poet Breakf.-t. vi. (1006) 130 That old Lawgiver wasn t

learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians for nothing.
c. For no reason

; causelessly.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv. 130 Will you be bound for

nothing? 1600 A. Y. L. iv. i. 154, I will weepe for

nothing, like Diana in the Fountaine. 1642 FULLER Holy
fy Prof. St. 111. viii. 169 He who will be angry for any thing,
will be angry for nothing.

d. Without payment or cost; free, gratuitously.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 154 A braue kingdome.., Where

I shall haue my Musicke for nothing. x66a J. DAVIES tr.



NOTHING.
Mandelslo s Trav. 132 Provisions in these parts, are so

plentiful, that the Inhabitants. .sell them in a manner for

nothing. 1693;
DRYDEN Disc. Satire Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 90

To do any thing for nothing, was not his Maxim. 1742
FIELDING J. Andrews \. xv, Loving the public well enough
to give them a sermon or a dose of physic for nothing.
1886 D. C. MURRAY Cynic Fortune xii, There was not a

woman of them who would not have done his clear-starch

ing for nothing.
10. Nothing to \ a. Of no consequence to one.

1584 Coii.\x Haven l/ealth 1. (1636) 64 What Rusticks doe,
or may doe without hinderance of their health, is nothing
to Students. 1686 tr. Chardins Coronal. Solyman 90 The
Townsmen made answer, twas nothing to them if there were

such a Famine in the City.

b. Insignificant or worthless compared to some

other person or thing.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n. iv. 165 All I can is nothing. To

her, whose worth, make other worthies nothing. 1639 ^- C-

Italian Convert Ep. Ued. 3 But all this is nothing to that

which they both suffered for their conscience. 1697 R.

COI.LIKR Ess. i. (17031 169 A new way of extracting the

spirit of happiness ;
the Chymistryofa bee is nothing to it.

1793 GOUVR. MOKHIS Sparks Life &amp;lt;y

M rit. (1832) I. 4 5

Our old Congress wa&amp;gt; nothing to this Convention. 1877

Si URGEON.SVrw.XXIII. 77 Self is an unpleasant object for

btudy. Anatomy is nothing to it.

11. To make nothing of : a. To make light of.

Usually with gerund ;
for the earlier const, with infinitive,

=ee M.\KEt . 51 c.

1632 SHKRWOOD, To make nothing of, dcsestimer. 1711
ADUISON Sped. No. 57 P 3 She.. makes nothing of leaping
over a Six-bar Gate. 1821 Examiner 732/2 He made

nothing of eating burning coals. 1838 S. PARKER Explor,
Tour (1846) 28 The river makes nothing of washing away
banks and islands. 1850 W. SCORESIIY Chee-cer s H halem.

Adv. vi. (1859) 80 This forced trial of hydropathy i&amp;gt;, indeed,
bo common an occurrence that whalemen make nothing of it.

b. C\Vith can. To be unable to accomplish

anything ;
to fail to comprehend or solve.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thcvnot l

s Trav. i. 229 They boarded
her again the third time, but could make nothing on t.

1852 FKOUUE Ess.) Eng. Forgotten Worthies (1906) 67

They could make nothing.. of his odd ironical answers.

1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. iv. xii, J ella could make nothing
of it but that John was in the right.

12. To come to nothing, to have no effect or

result
;
to break down, fail.

1568 GRAKION Chron. II. 233 This voyage .. came to

nothing. 1625 K. LONC; tr. Barclay s Argcnis v. x. (1636)

645 Her promts came to nothing. 1719 Die FOE Crusoe
i. i.Globei 203 All my Fancies and Schemes came to nothing.

1796-7 Miss AUSTEN rride fy Prej. v. (1813) 15 It may all

come to nothing. 1814 Mans/. Park (1847) 172 His

fulling in love with Julia had come to nothing.

13. 70 have nothing to do with (a thing or per
son) : see Do v. 33d. Also ellipt,

1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. ii. 37 Away, I haue nothing to do
with ihee. 1715 UE FOE Fam. Instruct, i. iv. (1841) I. 86
I ll have nothing to do with it. 1830 Frasers Mag. I. 203
It has nothing to do with the purpose. 1835 F. \V. FABEK
Lett. (1860) 39 God caters for tomorrow ;

we have nothing
to do with it. 1892 Punch 16 Jan. 41/2 A Wife s Secret

(nothing lo do with the old play of that name).
14. All to nothing, to the fullest extent.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 53 And has carry d his

Point all to nothing, as the Racing Gentlemen say. 1797
MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) I. 161 Why a

voyage to India was all to nothing a better venture than

marriage. 111818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. if. Ind. (1834) 67
The mobt beautiful tree, or, rather, group of trees, all to

nothing, is the Bamboo.
b. With beat. (Also simply to nothing.)

1760-72 H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1809) III. 88 Christians
. .beat us all to nothing in honour and humanity. 1784 K.
BAGE Barham Doi.vns II. 263 If the Gods had made
you poetical I should have beat Swift s Sacharissa all to

nothing. 1819 Metropolis I. 173 Our Opera..and our
balls at Almack s beat them to nothing.

15. Nothing off (see quot. 1846). Naut.
1846 A. YOUNG Naut. Diet. s.v. .Year, Nothing off! is an

order not to let her fall off from the wind, c 1860 H. STUART
.Seaman*sCatech, 41 What is the meaning of nothing off 2

Keeping the ship close to the wind without shaking the sails.

III. attrib. and Comb.
16. a. Attrib., as nothing-case, -creature, -gift.
16 1 1 SHAKS. Cymb. in. vi. 36 That nothing-guilt of differing

Multitudes. 1647 JESSEY (title), The Exceeding Riches of
Grace Advanced by the Spirit of Grace, in an Kmpty
Nothing Creature. 1700 C. NESSE Antid. Armin. (1827)
107 Unconverted men are nothing-creatures. 1847 ALB.
SMITH Stnck-nA People (ed. 4) 22 Cups, and saucers, and
miniatures ; inkstands, . .and papier-mache&quot; nothing -cases.

b. Objective, as nothing-do, -doing, etc.

1629 T. ADAMS Barren Tree Wks. 966 \Vhat innumerable
Swarmes of nothing-does beleaguer this Citie ! 1633
Ex6. 2 Peter ii. 10. 729 Droves of beggars, profest cyphers,
nothing-does that swarme about this Citie. 1667 DENHAM
Direct. Paint, iv. iii. 2 The mad shout Of a poor nothing-

meaning, harmless, heartless civility.

c. In various phrases used attributively, or as

the basis of a noun or adjective.
1778 Learning at a Loss I. 79 That Kind of Ennuyant

Nothing-to-do-ishness which is worse than all the Rest.

1794 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 72 Gloucester is a nothing-to-
be-said-about town. 1812 COLMAN Br. Grins, Two Parsons
Ixxxv, These practical, nothing-so-easy jokers. 1828 Lights
fy Shades I. 210 Let him be bound apprentice to a nothing-
to-do man. 1878 H. WRIGHT Mental Trar. 143 An abyss
of commonplace or nothing-in-lifeism. 1888 R. BOLDRE-

\voop* Robbery under Anns 126 One of those nothing-
particular-looking old chaps.
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B. adv. Not at all, in no way.
1. Qualifying a verb.

a. aiizz O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1070, fa munecas
. .beaden heom gri5, ac hi na rohten na Jang, c 1205 LAY.

22048 f&amp;gt;at
no bi5 he for J?an watere naoding idracched.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12245 .Na thine can i him discreue, For

&amp;gt;agh
i neuer nan suilk mi hue. c 1470 CoL

&amp;lt;y

Gaiv. 117 lo

prise hyin forthir to pray, It helpis na thing, c 1475 Ka.it/

Coilyar 561 Thow trowis nathing thir taillis that I am
telland. 1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 573 The proffeitt

quhilk na thing belangit to thame. a 1585 MONTGOMERIE
Cherric fySlae 289 Quhilk profit Ls nathing at the lenth.

ft. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 982 Vor Jing J&amp;gt;at wone|&amp;gt; &.

nobing we.\l&amp;gt;, sone it worb ido. c 1330 Arth. fy Mcrl. 5154

(Kulbing), His scheld perced Gvinbating, Ac his strong
hauberk no bing. 1393 LANUL. / . PI. C. ix. 214 Hit is no

pyng for loue thei labour J?us faste. c 1440 Alph. Tales

455 All way bal war nothyng lukid after. 1483 CAXTON
G. de la Tour C ij, Hir lord her husband was no thing

plftsid that she went so gladly,
a 1533 Ln. BERNERS Golden

Bk. M.Aurel. (1546) Bij, I praise nothyng the knowlege
of myne auncesters. 1597 T. MORLEY Introd. Mm. 95 You
blamed my beginning, yet haue you altred it nothing. 1615
A. STAFFORD Ileai enly Dog 68 Though this be the most
terrible of deaths. .yet it shall nothing appale nie. 1666
M. M. Solomons Prescr. 83 Perhaps thou art one that

think st thyself safe, and that this nothing belongs to thee.

1702 English Theophrastus 164 Naked lessons and precepts
have nothing the force that Images and Parables have upon
our minds. 1788 PRIESTLEY Ltd. Hist. \. Ixii. 307 An
aristocracy however differs nothing from a despotism. 1829
LANDOK Iimig, Com ., Marvel fy Bp. Parker Wks. 1853 II.

107/1 They often infect those who ailed nothing. 1867 DK.
ARGYLL Reign ofLaw iL (1871) 58 It helps us nothing in

such a difficulty, to say that [etc.]-

t b. To make nothing, not to pertain or be of

consequence to, not to \z\\for or against (a per
son or thing .

After L. nihilfacere or F. ne. .fairc rien.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mere s Utopia, n. vi. (1895) 205 It

maketh nothing to thys matter, whether yow saye that

sickenes is a griefe, or that in sickenes is griefe. 1560 DAUS
S/cit/a&amp;gt;n. s Comm. 424 b, That maketh nothing for the

matter saith he, for he beareth witnes of him self. 1687
MIEGE Gf. Fr. Diet. \\. s.v., It makes nothing against me,
cela ne fait rien contre moi. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Undcrst.
i. iii. 3 LJut this makes nothing for Innate Characters
on the Mind. 1727 COYER Eng.-Fr. Diet. s.v. Make, It

makes nothing to me,. .Cela. .ne me regarde point.
2. Qualifying an adj. or adv. Now arch.
a 1050 U ierfertJts Gregory s Dial. 114 Wyrc ^in wore, &

ne beo bu nan
\&amp;gt;ing

.sari. 121290 AV. Dnnstan 122 in S.

Eng. Leg. I. 23 Hit ne bhouhte him no-bing long. 1315
SHORKHAM 1.891 Myd sucher sorse schryfte, man, Wei stylle,

and no Jyng loude. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyte 56 The crowne

semyth the no thyng welle. c 1450 Merlin 18 She is

nothynge gilty. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1981 Now of

hyr goyng I am nothyng glad. 1503 HAWKS Examp. Virt.

ix. 163 For she was horned and no thynge cleere. 1597
GEKAKDE Herbal i. vii. 8 [It] is nothing rough in handling.

1632 LITHGOW Trai . x. 495 The Wooll . . is nothing inferiour

to that of. .Spaine. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1039 Her hand
he seis d, and to a shadie bank. .He led her nothing loath.

1808 SCOTT Marm. \\. iv, She loved to see her maids obey,
Yet nothing stern was she in cell. 1867 MYEKS St. Paul
(1898) 21 Nothing disdainful of the Virgin s womb.

b. With adjs. or advs. preceded by so.

a 1466 Paston Lett. II. 264 For I wys she ys no thyng so
sadde as I wold she wer. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531} 153 b, Theyr syght is duske or dymme, & nothynge so

clere as is the syght of the contemplatyue persone. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Egist. 78 My calamities seeme nothing
so many in comparison of your great miseries. 1620 K.

BLOUNT fforx Subs. 317 A passion that can be mastered, is

nothing so dangerous as one that cannot. 1644 EVELYN
Diary 24 Sept., Some bathes of medicinal waters,.. but

nothing so neately wall d & adorn d as ours in Som erset-

shire. 1712 HEARSE Collect. III. 415 He was nothing so

learned and judicious a Man as he is represented to have
been. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon\\\. I. 169 The insight which
was given to Daniel . . was nothing so minute and particular
as that which was given to the apostle John.

c. Followed by the and a comparative.
1547 HOOPER Declar. Christ x. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 76 An

infidel may receive the external sign of baptism and yet no
Christian man nothing the rather. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse 116 So shall the example be the more

familiar, and your paines nothing the greater. 1592
UKEENE Conny Catch. To Young Gentl., I have eaten

Spanishe Mirabolanes, and yet am nothing the more meta

morphosed, a 1662 HEYLIN Laud (1671) 129 More recent

were the Puritans, but nothing the less dangerous. 1829
SOUTHEY Sir T. More (1831) II. 18 The bird was nothing
the worse for what it had undergone.
3. a. Nothing like, in various uses. Cf. LIKE a. 2.

1412 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Prznc. 3023 Hir woys was..

nothyng lyke a mannys voise in soun. 1547 BOORDE/^*W.
KnowI. 133 Not of that effycacyte as is spoken of, nor

nothing like. 1560 DAUS \x.Sleidane*s Comm. 43 b, Not so

much credit to be given unto them, nothing like, as to the

scripture. 1782 ELIZ, BLOWER G. Bateman III. in [She
sits her horse] nothing like so well as you used to do. 1815
Zelnca I. 104 Nothing like so excellent as your epigram
matic translation. 1868 THIRLWALL Lett. (1881) II. 130
Our frost.. seems to have been nothing like so severe as it

has been in France or Italy.

b. Nothing near. Cf. NEAR adv. 6.

1581 G. PETTIE tr. Guazzo s Civ. Conv. (1586) I. 5 b, Your
courteous good will maketh you go beyond the trueth,..

which commeth nothing neere to that you spake of. 1609
BIBLE (Douay) Ezek. xlviii. Comm., The terrestrial citie

of Jerusalem, .was nothing nere so large. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 59 This was no great state (nothing neere Naa-

mans). 171* J. JAMES tr. Le Blonds Gardening 25 Not
much inferior to the other, but nothing near so large, a 1797
BURKE (Webster), The influence of reason in producing
our passions is nothing near so extensive as is commonly
believed.

NOTHINGNESS.

c. Nothing so, in various uses.

1513 BARCLAY Egloges ii. (1570) B iv b/2 But many fooles

thinke it is nothing so. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 275 As
if Democritushad beneoutragiousindeede: who was nothing
so. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo s Africa in. 139 In the spring-
lime it is nothing so. 1642 TER. TAYLOR God s Jttdgein. i.

xxili. 91 When some replyed, That the soules of men were
immortall. .hee. .swore, that he thought it nothing so. 1701
GREW Cosmol. Sacra iv. iv. 189 Some may think of Jael
that.. she was no better than a Trapanmng Hussy. But

nothing so. 1874 LOWELL Agassiz iv. ii, Our social mono
tone of level days, Might make our best seem banishment ;

But it was nothing so.

4. Nothing worth, of no value. Now rare.

Perh. partly an inversion of worth nothing.
1533 COVERDALE Job xxiv. 25 Who wil then reproue me

as a lyar, & saye y* my wordes are nothinge worth ? 1587
GOLDIXG De Mornay xviii. 288 Who knoweth not that

thing to be nothing worth, that is given for nought? 1619
R. WKSTE Bk. ofDemeanor 1 16 in Babees Bk. 295 To belch

or bulch . .Commendeth manners to be base, most foule and

nothing worth. 1654 FULLER Triana ii. (1664) 180 Mustard
is nothing worth unless it bite. 1727 MATHER Yng. Man s

Comp. 70 Some Rich Men over-valued, tho nothing worth.

1833 COLERIDGE Table-t. 16 Feb., My Devil was to be, like

Goethe sjthe universal humorist, who should make all things
vain and nothing worth. 1833 TENNYSON Two Voices 331
A life of nothings, nothing-worth.
ahsol. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Vnpoltron, a

nothing worth, a slouthfull person.
Hence No-thing- v.

t
to reduce to nothing.

No-thingist, a nihilist. No-thingizing, reduction

to nothing, obliteration. ZTo thingless a., insig

nificant; non-existent. Wo thingly s&.
t
a cipher;

a.
t
of no value or effect. Nothingo logy, the study

or science of nothing. Nothingon sian (see quot.).
Ko thingy a., of no worth or importance.
1652 BENLOWES Theoph. vii. xv, Their Spiritual Natures

would be *nothing d quite. 1648 W. BROWNE tr. Le Fay s

Polexander II. 339 &quot;fis an abasement; (Madam) tis an
humiliation ; Tis such a prodigious *notbinging of your
selfe. 1890 Daily News 17 Jan. 4/8 Thus Bazaroff becomes
the first Nihilist or

*

*Nothingist . c 1830 COLERIDGE in

Ittticfav. Alag. Jan. (1882) in It is a discontinuing in

descent, and a *nothingising of the female. 1822 MBS.
SHELLEY Let. 20 Dec., I have nothing else except my
*nothingless self lo talk about. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr.
Faith v. i. 278 The solar system would .--ink into a nothing-
less relation to us. 1814 D ARBLAY Wanderer \. v, That

*nothingly, Ireton, has nearly shrugged his shoulders out

of joint. 1833 New Monthly Ma$. XXXVIII. 158 How
vain, how nothingly is the groaning and struggling, and
the Truth and the Virtue of the world ! 1803 I-ESSENDES

Terrible Tract, i. (ed. 2) 18 note, Sublime discoveries with

abstruse sciences of insect-ology, mite-ology and *nothing-

ology. 1811 Spirit Public Jrnls. XV. 325 What new pros

pects arise for adventurers in nothingology. 1791 in Parr

Wks. ( 1 828) VI I. 93 You are a Parousian, . . and my clergy
are &quot;Nothingousians, for they have no notion at all about

the matter. 1801 KARL MALMESBURY Diaries $ Corr. IV.

36 It would be very strange if such *nothingy men were to

stand in the way of so great a measure. 1834 GREVILLE
Mem. (1875) III. xxii. 55 Parliament had opened the day
before, with a long nolhingy (a word I have coined) speech
from the throne.

Nothinga rian, sb. and a. [f. NOTHING sb.]

A. sb. 1. One who holds no religious
belief.

1789 MORSE Auier. Geegr. 206 There is a considerable

.sts, and all the notmnga_
Puritanism 433 The taxes of all the stragglers, nothing

arians, and infidels, went there. 1880 Echo 20 Aug. 2/5
Are the consecrated churchyards, .to be desecrated .. to

indulge the whim of a few nothingarians and unbelievers?

2. NIHILIST a. rarer*.

1820 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) I. 171 Sir Robert Wil

son . . says he can bear anything but those nothingarians.

B. adj. Having no definite aim or purpose.
1889 Open Court 3 Jan. II. 1393/2 The blessed leisure of

wealth was not to him the occasion of a nothingarian

dilettantism, of idleness,, .pleasure, or ambition.

Hence Nothingra rianism, absence of any re

ligious belief or political creed.

1872 J. GRANT Newspaper Press III. 282 Conservative,

Independent, or Neutral, which last word is but another

name for Nothingarianism. 1894 BARING GOULD Deserts

S. France I. 102 The losses of the Catholics are into

Nothingarianism.

No thingism. [f. as prec. + -ISM.]

1. A triviality, a trifle.

1742 LAUY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. II. 189 U is surprising
what nothingisms make a figure in polite conversation. 1864

Realm 13 Apr. 2 The article is one of those sensational

nothingisms a sample of that sensationalism des rietts, as

the French have it.

2. = NIHILISM i.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) I. 275 The whole

groundwork of Rousseau s Philosophy ends in a mere

Nothingism. 1884 lo/A Cent. Mar. 505 The attempted re

ligion of Spiritism has lost one after another every resource

of a real religion, untiU.it ends in a religion of Nothingism.

3. NIHILISM 2.

1890 Daily News 17 Jan. 4/8 The Nihilists, . .as
*

nothing-

Ism seemed ofsomewhat kindred meaning with destruction,

simply filched from Bazaroff his good name.

No-tliingness. U- as Prec - + -NESS-]

1. Non-existence; that which is non-existent.

01631 DONNE Noctumall Poems (1654) 36 His art did

expresse A quintessence even from nothingnesse. 169

BAXTER Kingd. Christ ii. (1691) 30 Here we have Anihila-

tion and Nothingness in themselves. 1797 LAMB Let. to

Coleridge 10 Jan., My letter is full of nothingness. I talk



NO-THOROUGHFARE.
of nothing. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. i, The immeasurable
circumambient realm of Nothingness and Night ! 1866
ALGER Solit. Nat.

&amp;lt;$

Man iv. 251 He sees man suspended
between the two abysses of infinity and nothingness. 1884
19^/1 Cent. Mar. 500 Its sole dogma is the infinity of

Nothingness.
b. The condition of being non-existent.
Common in igth cent., esp. in phrases to sink, fade, etc.,

into nothingness.
1809 IRVING Knickerb. vn. xiii, (1849) 449 Each has

returned to its primeval nothingness. 1875 MCLAREN Serm.
2nd Ser. i. 18 It must.. be done by Faith, whose rod dis
enchants them into their native nothingness, and then it

blessed. 1894 JESSOPP Rand. Roam. i. 3 How beautiful

plans do fade into nothingness.
c. Cessation of consciousness or of life.

1813 BYRON Giaour iii, The first dark day of nothingness.
1816 Let. to Murray 30 Sept., A sort of grey giddiness
first, then nothingness. 1818 SHELLEY Rosal.

&amp;lt;$

Helen 403
They themselves were weaned each one.. even from the
thirst Of death, and nothingness, and rest.

2. The worthlessness or vanity 0/something.
1646 H. L \wRENCEp7ww. Angells 150 By the foolishnes.se,

that is, by the Nothingnesse, of Preaching hee saves them
that beleeve. 1693 G. FIRMIN Re?&amp;gt;. Davis s I jnd. i, 10

Why should a Man look after anothers Righteousness, til!

he see the nothingness of his own? 1724 Land. Gaz.
No. 6240/3 Sensible, .of the Nothingness of this World and
the Vanity of its Grandeurs. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl.
II. ii. 14 June, A garment upon the nothingness of good
works.. was preached. 1822 BRYON Juan vn. vi, Must I

restrain me, through the fear of strife, From holding up the

nothingness of life ? 1867 LEWES Hist. Pkilos. (ed. 3) I. 43
Which first called men s attention to the nothingness of

knowledge. 1884 W.S. LILLY in Contemp. Rev. Feb. 257
This self-renunciation . .founded itself upon the vanity and
nothingness of what was given up.

b. That which has no value
; the condition of

being worthless.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 251 A whole Dictionary where
of would hold forth but Muchnesse of Nothingnesse. 1743
H. WALPOLE Lett, (1903) I. 376 My letters are now at their
ie phis ultra of nothingness. 1800 COLERIDGE Piccolom.
I. iv, Mere bustling nothingness, where the soul is not.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) II. vi. 54 The political con
versation between the booted Czar and the men of peace
was sheer nothingness. 1880 OUIDA Moths II. 384 What
a confession of internal nothingness.
3. Utter insignificance or unimportance.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. ix. (1821) 419 Triumphing in

nothing more than in his own nothingness, and in the allness
of the Divinity, a 1672 STERRY Freed. Will (1675) 142 The
nothingness of the Creature prevailing in the absence of the
Divine beams. 1721 R. KEITH tr. T. a Kempis, Solil. Sonl
xxii. 291 Accept however the Sacrifice of my Humility, my
Poverty, and my Nothingness. 1749 LAVINGTON Enthus.
Meth. fy Papists (1820) 51 She sunk down to the centre of
her own nothingness. 1821-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. So, I

entered the Faculty of Advocates; and with a feeling of
nothingness paced the Outer House. 1874 SYMONDS Sk.
Italy iff Greece (1898) I. i. 9 Many. .have found a deep
peace in the sense of their own nothingness.
4. A non-existent thing; a state of non-existence

or worthlessness
;
a thing of no value, etc.

1652 BENLOWES Theoph. n. vi, Soul, Th 1

Architect of
Wonders blesse Whose All-creating Word embirth d a
Nothingnesse. 1660 tr. Paracelsus Archidoxis i. vn. no
A Specifical Corrosive, .wholly Consumes Metals even to a
nothingness. 1748 HARTLEY O&strv, Man i. iv. 3. 460 They
. .afterwards fix a positive Nothingness and Worthlessness
upon them. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xxxix, A nothing,
ness of conversation which he could never attain. 1884
Lotze s Metaph. 235 Just as little could that which separ
ates them and makes them diverge be a mere nothingness
when compared to the space . . itself.

//. 1680 Rejl. on Late Libel 33 Though he. .speak hard
Words, and new Words, or. .cries Incomes, Outgoings, &c.
which are indeed Nothingnesses. 1826 SOUTHEY Lett.

(1856) IV. i The follies and impertinencies and nothing
nesses with which I am pestered. 1879 BARING-GOULD
Germany I. 324 The professors, .do not waste the hour of
lecture with verbose nothingnesses.

No-th.OTOUghfare. A way, lane, etc., from
which there is no exit at one end

;
a cul-de-sac.

The notice No Thoroughfare is freq. put up at the entrance
to such places ; also in streets temporarily closed, or ways
not open to the public.
1809 MALKIN Gil Bias n. iii. ? i, I was on my way to No

Thoroughfare. 1843 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. ix. In the
throats and maws of dark no-thoroughfares. 1870 J. H.
NEWMAN Gram, of Assent n. vii. 211 A host of like ques
tions. .must be deliberately put aside,.. as (so to speak) no-
thoroughfares, having no outlet themselves [etc.].
attrib. iStg SIMOND Tour Gt. Brit. II. 259 One of those i

no-thoroughfare lanes or courts.

Nothosau rian, a. Palseont. [f. next + -IAN.]
Resembling the Nothosaurus.
1893 Proc* Zoological Soc* 616 Mr. G. A. Boulenger. .read i

a paper On a Nothosaurian Reptile . . apparently referable
i

to Lartosaurus ,

Nothosaurus (n^JwsT#s). Paleeont.
[f.

i

Gr. vu0os spurious + aavpos lizard.] A fossil

saurian belonging to the Triassic epoch.
1845 R. CHAMBERS Vestiges Nat. Hist. Creation (ed. 4}

99 Other reptiles there were nothosaurus and rhyncho-
saurus of lacertian or lizard-like character. 1870 NICHOL
SON Man. Zool. (1875) 492 Of the other genera of the
Sauropterygia, Simosaurus and Nothosaurus are from the
1 nas, and are chiefly characteristic of. -the Muschelkalk.
-Notht, obs. Sc. variant of NOUGHT.
Notice (nJu-tis), so. Also 5 notyce, 6 notize.

[a. F. notice (i4th c.), ad. L. notitia (whence also
It. notizia, Sp. and Pg. noticia}, f. notus known.]
1. Intimation, information, intelligence, warn

ing. Also with//., and transf. (quot. 1741).
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1483 Cal. Proc, Chanc. Q. Eliz, (1830) Pref. 72 Byfore
any knowlegge or notyce therof made or yeven to. . Robert

Scrppe. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. vii. 122 Bring me iust
notice of the numbers dead. 1653 WALTON Angler To Rdr. 2
Of these., I thought fit to give thee this notice. 1671 MIL
TON Samson 1536 A little stay will bring some notice hither.

1710 STKKLE Tatlcr N.Q. 173 P2 His Epistles and Satires are
full of proper Notices for the Conduct of Life in a Court.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I xxxii. 313 My lord..,
being a little tender in his feet, from a gouty notice, walked
very slowly. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. vii. 234 Notice of a
change in the dark world Was lispt about the acacias.

1859 Geraint 149 Before him came a forester . . with
notice of a hart. . First seen that day.

b. In phr. to give (and to have) notice.

1582 STANYHURST /Ends in. (Arb.) 85 Shee wyl geeue
notice to the streight of al Italye dwellers. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L, II. i. 81 Nauar had notice of your faire approach.
1617 MOKYSON Itin. I. 37 Promising rewards.. to any man
[who] should give them notice when any such passed. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth I. (1723) 4 Wheresoever I had
Notice of any considerable natural Spelunca..! forthwith
had recourse thereunto. 1719-20 SWIFT To Yng.Clergyw.
Wks 1751 V. 5 Allow him with the utmost Freedom to give
you notice of whatever he shall find amiss either in your
voice or gesture. 1847 MARRYAT Chilar. N. Forest xx, He
knew the dogs would give notice of the approach of any one.

c. At short notice, with little time for action or

preparation. So at ten minutes notice, etc.

1784 COWPER Task iv. 136 Gath ring, at short notice, in
one group The family dispers d. 1864 G. A. SALA in Daily
Tel. 20 July, One of those tremendous gales. .which spring
up at ten minutes notice. 1875 HICGINSON Hist. U. S. xxxi.

295 All these.. had to be bought.. at very short notice.

d. A sign, placard, etc., conveying some inti

mation or intelligence.
1805 WORDSW. Waggoner i. 81 Some shining notice will

be there, Of open house and ready fare. 1822 SHELLEY To
Jane, Invitation 20, I leave this notice on my door For
each accustomed visitor. 1834 West India Sketch Bk. I. 28
At the Exchange, where thou wilt find notices of vessels..

according to the ports or places.
2. Formal intimation or warning of something.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. v. 108 (Q.), Now will I in . . to giue

notice, that no manner of person.. haue recourse vnto the
Princes, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Men. (1642) 401 It
was done with sound of Trumpet,, .as Players with us use
to give notice of a Play. 1650 Cal. St. P., DOIII. Ser.
(1876) 540 Masters of the letter packet boat, Not to carry

,
receve . .

Fliitarch (1879) 1- 79/2 A herald went before, who gave
notice to the people to keep holiday. 1818 CRUISE Digest
(ed. 2) III. 451 Where the trust was destroyed by a convey
ance to a purchaser, without notice. 1853 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. II. 240, I had the lease of the house, and the notice to

quit lying at my disposal. 1896 Act 59 $ 60 / &quot;ict. c. 36 2
Public notice of any order made under this Act shalf be
given in the manner required.

b. An intimation by one of the parties to an

agreement that it is to terminate at a specified time,
esp. with reference to quitting a house, lodgings,
or employment.
1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxvi, All I ve come about, is just..

to give my governor s notice. 1844 Mart. Clniz. x, All
I ve got to say to you, Mrs. Todgers, is, a week s notice
from next Saturday. 1887 SIMS Mary Jane s Mem. 299
The girl was under notice.

f3. Knowledge. Obs.

cis86 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXIX. iv, O kindle there thy
furies flame, Where lives no notice of thy name. 1602
MARSTON Antonio s Rev. v. i, The Florence Prince (Drawne
by firme notice of the Dukes black deeds) Is made a
partner in conspiracie. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Funeral Man.
382 Many Chantries, Chappels [etc.], more then I haue
notice of, were erected .. within the spacious vast Fabricke
of this Episcopal! Chaire. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round
World 28 Being very ready to assist me with his advice,
and notice of the state of affairs.

1 4. A notion or idea. Obs.

1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres. n That unreasonable

things, 1696 STILLINGFL. 12 Serin, iv. 142 The virtuous

heathens, . .according to those short and obscure notices
which they had of God. 1784 COWPER Tine. 199 Our
early notices of truth, disgrac d, Soon lose their credit,
and are all efiac d.

5. Heed, cognizance, note, attention.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlix. 2 As farre as any dutie
of ours dependeth vpon the notize of their condition. 1605
SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 252 To no more Will I giue place or
notice. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Tray. (1677) 333 Give me
leave therefore to name some Fruit may be worth the
notice. 1769 BURKE Late St. Nation Wks. II. 82 The
author speaks, .of her debt, as a thing scarcely worthy of
notice. 1784 COWPER Task v. 257 They soon grow drunk
With gazing, when they see an able man Step forth to
notice. 1874 GEO. ELIOT Coll. Breakf.-P. 269 If you turn

away From narrow notice how the scent of gold Has guided
sense of damning heresy. 1885 Law Times Rep. LIII.
61/2 He had no reason to give particular notice to what
lights the I.C. U. was showing.

b. One s cognizance or observation.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. iii. 166 To my poore vnworthy notice,

He mock d vs, when he begg d our Voyces. 1679 DRYDEN
Limberham i. i, For fear that Name shou d bring me to the
notice of my Father. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews i. xv,
Nor is the meanest thief below, or the greatest hero above,
thy notice. 1784 JOHNSON in Bosivell 2 Aug., Wherever
I turn, the dead or the dying meet my notice. 1819 SHELLEY
Cenci IV. iv. 86 A gold-inwoven robe .. Betrayed them to
ournotice. 1893 Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 651/1 Keeping
back that which there was a duty to bring specifically to
the notice of the underwriters.

NOTICE.

fc. An act of observation. Obs. rare 1
.

1625 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY Nt. Walker 11. i, I saw the old
Lady, ere she went to bed, Put up her plate . . In a small long
chest... Lure. Twas a good notice.

t d. For notice sake, in order to be noticed. Obs.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 41 The Iewes.,in Rome, weare

red, and yellow hats for notice sake, to distinguish them
from others.

6. To take notice, to give heed, bestow atten
tion. Const. ofi\\Q person or thing ; also that, how.
1592 SHAKS. yen. .$ Ad. 341 Taking no notice that she is

so nigh. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxii. n After notize
taken how the MontamstS held these additions to be supple
ments of the Gospell. 1638 Justus Paint. Ancients 24 Our
mind shall never take notice of anything the eyes doe see.
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx i. vi. 2 To which purpose
the_ Testimony of Varro in Censorinus is generally taken
notice of 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 39^5 Men in Ordinary
Discourse^ very often speak lambicks, without taking
notice of it. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic n. ii, But isn t it odd
they never were taken notice of, not even by the corn-
mander-in-chief? 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius?, Vet often.,
the master took Small notice. 1895 MAARTENS My Lady
Nobody 345 Somebody tried the lock. Ursula took no notice.

b. spec, of babies : To show signs of intelligent
observation,

1846 DICKENS Cricket on Hearth i, Two months and
three da-ays !. .Takes notice in a way quite \\-oii-der-fiil !

1895 MAARTENS My Lady Nobody 309 He is beginning to
take notice

, said Ursula. .. Don t you see how he opens
and shuts his little ringers ?

t 7. To take notice to Cone), to point out, men
tion specially. Obs.
1660 BOYLE AVw Exp. Phys. Mech. xxxvi. 283 The haste

I was in., made me forget to take notice to you of a Problem
that occurr d to my thoughts. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTACU
Lett. II. 79, 1 cannot forbear taking notice to you of a mis
take of Gemelli. 1765 H. WALI-OLE Otranto iv, I took
notice of it to Bianca, even before I saw him in armour.

, 1787 EARL MALMESBURY Diaries $ Corr. II. 345 He
took again notice to both these Ministers. 1807 SOUTH F.Y

Espriella s Lett. I. 100 He took notice to one of them, that
the lad. .appeared very sickly and delicate.

8. a. A brief mention in writing ; spec, in modern
use, a paragraph or article on a newly published
book, a review.

1841 ARNOLD in Life $ Corr. (1844) II. x. 298, I thank
you very much for your notices of my lecture. 1847 L.
HUNT Men, Wom. fy Bks. II. xi. 277 Pepys, not very con
sistently with some of his notices of the Doctor, complains
that he did all the work. 1872 HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t.
vi. (1906) 132 Before you write that brilliant notice of some
..hook of verses.

b. pi. Notes of astronomical observations.
1861 J. NICHOL in Mem. (1896) 88 You are popping your

kind old head in at the stand to take the notices ,

9. Coml). t as notice-shunning^ -taker&amp;gt; -taking,
worthy.
1817 COLERIDGE Biogr. Lit. (Bohn) 20 In the days of our

shy and ^notice-shunning grandfathers ! 1663 SPENCER
Prodigies ^1665) 374 God s Rod hath a voice.., and it

becomes us to be his ^notice-takers. 1614 JACKSON Creed
in. 45 To smother their guilt, and preuent all ^notice taking
of their impietie. 1673 R AY &quot;Journ. Low C. 39 A handsome
Building.., which we thought not unworthy the notice-

taking. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xxxviii, Though ye are no
blind, ye are no sae notice-taking as I am. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 182 An illustration, very Notice-
worthy, of the temper which was working in the country.

Notice
(n&amp;lt;?u-tis),

v. Also 5 notyse, 6notise,
7 notize. [f. the sb.]
Not much used before the middle of the i8th cent., after

which it becomes common in American use, and is also men
tioned as a Scotticism :

1787 BEATTIE Scoticisms 59 Narrate, and to notice, have
of late been used by some Eng. writers ; but it is better to
avoid them. 1789 FRANKLIN IVks. (1888) X. 177 During
my late absence in France, I find that several other new
words have been introduced into our parliamentary lan

guage; for example, I find a verb formed from the substan
tive notice : I should not have noticed this [etc.].

fl. trans* To notify, intimate. Obs.
c 1430 LOVELICH Merlin 2812 The deth of the rede dragown

Schal notyse ful gret Significaciown. Ibid. 6900 Alle the
clergyse there anon thorwgh the rewm dyde notyse thus
son. c 1525 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. lit. II. 5 If it be ment
that we shuld notise unto theis people where thoffence
hathe bene committed. 1541 Acty$ Hen. K///,c. 21 Some
of his counsaile. .ought shortly after to notice the same vnto
him. 1627 SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 305 This noticeth
that

we_
loue Gods children.., when alt that are such, are

entertained into our loue.

2. To make mention of; to remark upon ;
to

refer to, speak of (something observed).
1611 T. HOWARD in Haringtpns Nngse Ant. (1804) I. 396

That his eyes are fire, his tail is Berenice s locks, and a few
more such fancies worthy your noticing.
1748 Miss C. TALBOT mLett. MissCarterfy Miss Talhot

(1809) I. 296 Remember, .in your answer not to notice this
latter part of mine. 1766 Land. Chron. 27-30 Dec. 631/3
Mr. Garrick s judicious alteration of this Play has been
already noticed in a former number. 1800 Meet. Jrnl. IV.
380 The Communications which have been received, shall

Government will take it into consideration. 1838 J. H.
NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II. 263 His formal noticing the faults
made them important,

b. To point out, make mention of, to one.

1627 SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1632) 289 Pauls noting or

notizmg them to the Congregation is not excommunication
complete. 1718 DE FOE in Lee Life (1869) I. Introd. 13
This.. I thought myself obliged to notice to you. 1793
JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 59 It has been thought better
that I should notice to you its very exceptionable nature.



NOTICEABILITY.
1866 MRS. GASKELL Wires tr Daughters Iviii. (1867) 559
She looked so much better that Sir Charles noticed it

to Lady Harriet.

3. To take notice of ; to observe, perceive. Also

absol. (cf. NOTICE sb. 6 b).

1757 Amer. Mag. Dec. 1 18/1 Be it previously noticed that

this observation is only applicable to a false taste in build

ing. 1762 Pcnnsytv. Arch. (1853) IV. 88, I was in the .

house .
., and did not notice any of the above circumstances.

1781 COWPKR Charily 207 The wretch that works and weeps
without relief, Has one that notices his silent grief. 1818

SHELLEY Rosal.fy Helen 525 Nor noticed I where joyously
Sate my two younger babes at play. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

I. xxvii. 207, I could notice a turbidity gathering in the air.

1894 11 amait at Home II. 437 Notice a latitudinal crease

in the left sleeve.

atsol. 1899 Alllmtt s Syst. Med. VII. 820 A third [child]

did not notice for some weeks. A fourth did not notice

at the time of head-retraction .

4. To treat (a person) with some degree of

attention, favour, or politeness ; to recognize or

acknowledge (one).
1746 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1891) II. 24 The Venetian am

bassadress . . is the only woman he has yet noticed. 1775
.V. Eng. Hist, t, Gen. Reg. (1864) XIX. 135, I was much

Oblig d to them for their good v, ishes and Opinion ; in

short, no Person could possibly be more Notic d than

myself, a 1817 JANK AUSTEN J crsuatiati i,
Mr. Elliot had

..shown himself as unsolicitous of being longer noticed by
the family. 1857 MRS. GORE Two A ristocr. 111.245 But

of course, my dear, you did not notice such people?

5. t a. To notify (one) of a thing. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare.

&quot;775
TRUMBUI.L in Sparks Corr. Amcr. Ret . (1853) I. 31

Whether these are the same ships your Excellency noticed .

us of, remains uncertain.

b. To serve with a notice ; to give notice to.

1850 Tail s Mag. XVII. 561/1 The widow was regularly I

noticed to quit at the ensuing term. 1862 TROLLOPE Orlcy
;

F. i, On these fields Mr. Uockwrath expended some money
..,and when noticed to give them up.., expressed himself

terribly aggrieved. 1880 Daily News 18 Dec. 5/3 The men,
about forty in number, were noticed on Friday.

6. refi.
To take (oneself) out of something by

giving the requisite notice.

1681 CHAPLIN in Daily News 24 Mar. 2/1 The clauses of

the Act of 1875 which gave power to landlords and tenants

to notice themselves out of it.

Hence BTo-ticing///. a., observant, wide awake.

1843 CARI.YLE Past fy Pres. I. (1858) 118 A brisk-eyed,

noticing youth and novice.

Noticeabi lity. [f.
next + -ITY.] That which

is noticeable.

1897 &quot; Mal1 M&quot; Jan - &quot;2 These little noticeabilities

are just what mankind has to suffer under.

Noticeable (n^-tisab l), a. [f.
NOTICE v.]

1. Worthy or deserving of notice.

1796 MORSE Xw. Geogr. I. 191 Many [trees) probably

equally noticeable with those enumerated. 1802 WORDSW.
Stanzas Thomson s Cast. Indolence v, A noticeable Man
with large grey eyes, And a pale face. 1828 SOUTHF.Y Ess.

(1832) II. 411 The concluding clause is noticeable. 1878
GROSART in //. Mare s Poems 208 It has been my aim to

register every noticeable word.

2. Capable of being noticed or observed.

1849 LYTTON Caxtons vnl. iv, Traces, .of a constitutional

love of show..were noticeable: but one by one they dis

appeared. 1869 TYNDALL Notes Lect. Light 188 A slight

extension of their images upon the retina becomes notice

able. 1882 HOWKLLS in I.ongm. Mag. I. 53 It is in the

country that this waste . . is most sorrowfully noticeable.

No ticeably, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a

noticeable manner or degree ; remarkably.
1855 OGILVIE Snppl. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aitr. Leigh

V. 670 Good Sir Blaise s brow is high And noticeably narrow.

1872 MINTO Eng. Prose Lit. 6 A sentence, so constructed,

as to be noticeably loose.

No tice-board. [f.
NOTICE si.] A board

bearing a notice, or on which notices are com

monly fixed.

1854 DICKENS Hard T. n. viii, They will be punished with

the utmost rigor of the laws, as notice-boards observe. 1874
MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 220 Notice boards

cannot be too simple. 1887 Spectator 26 Mar. 415/1 We
were confronted by a notice-board threatening vengeance
on trespassers.

NO ticer. rare -l
. [f. NOTICE v.] One who,

or that which, gives notice or intimation.

1751 WARBURTON Pope s Wks. V. 253 So that the station

of a Professor is only a kind of legal Noticer to inform us

where the shattered bulk of Learning lies at anchor.

Notice-taker, -taking : see NOTICE sb.

Notifiable, &amp;lt;z. [f.
NOTIFY v. + -ABLE.] That

should be notified to some authority.
1889 Lancet II. 565/2 Diseases, .differentiated into notifi

able and non-notifiable. 1898 Westm. Gaz. u Oct. 2/3

Steps are being taken.. to make consumption a notifiable

disease.

t Notificate, v. Obs. rare ~*. [See next and

-ATE.] trans. To denote.

1654 2. COKE Logick 10 A good division should be com
modious, and apt to notificate the whole.

Notification (ntwtifik^-Jan). Also 4 -aoioun.

[a. f. notification (13-14111 c., = It. notificazione,

Sp. -acioii), or ad. med.L. notification-em, f. L.

notificare : see NOTIFY v. and -ATION.]
1. The action of notifying or making known

;
an

intimation, a notice.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. iii. (1868) 159 To knowen

bilke notificaciouns [L. notas] bat ben yhidd vndir be couer-

tours of sobe. 1472-75 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 159/1 Within
half yere after notification to hytn therof to be made. 1540

232

Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 48 The sayd constable shal make
relacion and notification therof to the Kinges maieslie.

1627 DONNK Serin, v. 46 The Name of God is the Notifica

tion of God. 1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech 4 Four or Five

Torches . . elevated or depressed out of their Order . . may by
agreement give great variety of Notifications. 1748 H.
WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 224 This seems to have been n

very unnecessary notification. 1791 BURKE Th. Fr. Aff.

Wks. VII. 10 The second notification was that of the king s

acceptance of the new constitution. 1812 WELLINGTON in

Gurw. Dcsp. (1837) IX. 143, I have not seen any official

notification of this appointment. 1866 CRUMP Banking ix.

179 A notification was published partially suspending cash

payments. 1871 MARKIIY Elem. Law 5 Veryrarely noti

fications in the form of commands are issued by the rulers

of a political society.

f2. The action of taking notice. Obs. rare~l
.

1659 in f!i(rfon s Diary (1828) IV. 333 This is a matter of

that consequence, that it ought not to be passed by without

your notification.

t Notificative, . Ois. rare *. [Cf.F.noti-

ficatif, -ivc.] Designalive.
1652 G. COLLIER I ind. Sabbath (1656) 9 The seventh.,

being notificative of a particular day.

NO tified, fpl. a. Now dial. [f. NOTIFY v. +
-ED .] Celebrated, notorious, well known.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 35 In all land wes notifeit

his name. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. 402 Ane false

tratour, sa knawin and notifeit. 1610 HKALEY St. Aug.
Cilie of God XXII. viii. 831 Paul and Palladia came to vs,

being notified by their miseries in many other places. 1763
Wilkes Corr. (1805) II. 33 The notified John Wilkes, esq.

arrived here last night. 1796 Look before You Leap (ed. 2)

91 These are chiefly the great body of inhabitants who at

present crowd this notified place. i855[RonixsoN] Wlutby
Gloss, s.v., He was a notified man in his day, renowned
in his lifetime.

No tifier. [f. next + -EB I. Cf. OF. noti/iettr.]

One who or that which notifies.

1738
W. WILSON Def. Ref. Princ. (1769) I. i. 36 The Church

. . is a public keeperand notitier of the truth. 1741 T. MOKCAN
Physico-Thcol. iv. 8. 143 As if they \sc. words] were

natural, necessary Signs of Ideas, or Notifiers of Things.

1900 Lancet 2 June 1634/1 Whether the case notified

occurred in the course of the notifier s private practice.

Notify (niTu-tifoi), v. Forms : 4-7 notifle

(4-5 -fye, 5 -ffle) ; 4-6 notefie (5-6 -fy) ; 5-6
notyfle (5 -fy) ;

6- notify, [ad. F. notifier,

\notefier (13-14111 c.),
= Sp. and Pg. notificar, It.

notificare, ad. L. notificare, f. ndttts known.]
f 1. trans. To take note of, observe, notice. Obs.

c. 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1591 Herde al this thynge
Criseyde wel inough, And every word gan for to notifie.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 22 Saule ys my name, I wyll
that ye notyfy. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp Fojys (1570) 132 So

hangeth on his shoulders his pipe continually, Whereby
men may his lewdenes notifye. 1598 SHAKS. Merry 11-.

n. ii. 85 She giues you to notifie, that her husband will

be absence from his house, betweene ten and eleuen. 1678
R. RUSSELL tr. Geber in. n. I. i. 143 Therefore we will first

notifie the Principles.

2. To make known, publish, proclaim ;
to in

timate, give notice of, announce.
f 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law s T. 158 And notefied is

thurghout the toun, That every wight. .Schuldepreye Crist.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 254 Which notefied was be bulle To
holi cherche. 1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 425/1 The whiche
offre and agrement..[was] notified and communed to all

the Lordes. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos viii. 34 [They] notefyden
vnto the quene, how the sayd kyng had requyred her in

maryage. 1542 HENRY VIII Decl, 192 We haue thought

good to notify vnto the world his doinges and behauour.

1598 BARRET Thcor. Warres iv. Hi. 1 10 The ensignes and
Lieutenants to giue and notifie the orders and commandes.

1641 Nicholas P. (Camden) I. 5 To notify throughout their

circuits his Majesties greate grace and goodnesse to his

people [etc.]. 1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) II. 205 A
memorial to the states general, notifyeing to them that the

queen of Englands fleet is ready to putt to sea. 1724 A.

COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. 10 The Assembly., order d Letters

to be written to notify the same to all concern d. 1757
BURKE Abridgem. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 316 His nobility,

whom he had assembled to notify this resolution to them.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 457 The king therefore

notified to the country his intention of holding a parliament.

1863 H. Cox Instil, in. viii. 714 note, The appointment.,
was merely notified to him by a letter from a Secretary of

State.

re/!. 1718 Freethinker No. 25 r 1 17 In paying a Visit, the

Visiter was obliged to notify himself by a set Form.
absol. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. HI. i. 31 If she will stirre hither,

I shall seeme to notifie vnto her. 1889 Leeds Mercury 15

Aug. 8/5 She was too ill to notify.

f b. intr. To give intimation of something. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xix. (Percy Soc.) 89 All that,

madame, was to me certyfyde By good dame Fame,. .Whan
she to me of you well notyfide. a 1548 HALL Chron., K.
Hen. l

rfl 58 He sent dyuerse postes too notefie to hys

grace of Kynge Philippes landynge.

1 3. To indicate, denote. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 356 Yet nptifien they, in hir

array of attire, licourousness and pride. 1542 UDAI.L

Erasm. Apoph. 84 Notifiyng in myne opinion, a manne to

be ferre unmeete for all good occupacions. 1617 SPEED

England xl. I 7 All distinguished and notified from the

rest by the wearing of purple garments, a 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1840) I. xxi. 82 Some persons in our work are

notified by all of these indications, a 1727 NEWTON Chronol.

Amended ii. (1728) 240 Their design was to notify the dis

traction of Egypt.
4. To give notice to ;

to inform.

Common in American use from the end of the i7th c.

1440 in Wars Eng. in France (Rolls) II. 589 If any of

thappointementis.. be brokyn..and the king.. certified and

notiffiede therof. 1652 WADSWORTH tr. Sandovafs Civ.

NOTION.
Wars Spain 169 The Frier, .notified and commanded them
. .to go with them to i ordesillas. 1697 Boston Rec. (1881)
VII. 226 The Selectmen are to be notified thereof that they
may be present, 1716 J. WINTHROP in Mass. Hist. Collect:

V. 324, I am notify d by the County Sheriff. . to answer
before you to a very wrong complaint. 1781 S. PETERS
Hist. Connect. 352 All parties, who had causes depending
in any court, were to be duly notified by the Governor s

proclamation. 1843 CUSTINE Empire Czar I. 107 Peter
notified him, through his first minister, that he was to
attend the ceremony. 1883 L. OLIPHANT Altiora Peto I.

66 The asphalt, .resounded with the clatter of the hoofs
which notified the concierge . . that Baron Grandesella s

family and luggage were on the point of arrival.

5. To write notes to
;
to annotate, rare ~*.

1830 SCOTT Jml. 27 Dec., I took up the Magnum, and

began to notify the romance called Woodstock.

Hence No-tilying vbl. sb. and///, a.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., A otificacion, notifying. 1611

FLURIO, Notificatione, a notifying, a publishing. 1680
BAXTER Ansii . Stilling/I, xvi. 32 Are these notifying Terms
for a Definition?

t No ting, vbl. st.1 Obs. [f.
NOTE p. 1

] Using.
13. . E. E. Allil. P. B. 1354 In notyng of nwe metes & of

nice gettes, Al was be mynde of bat man.

No-ting, vbl. sb? [f.
NOTE .] The action

of the vb., in various senses.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 359/2 Notynge, twtacio. c 1500 in

Antiy. Rep (1809) IV. 408 Thou maist be judged by a

crochet of wronge notynge in thy presumcion. 1370 T.

NORTON in Udall s Royster D. (1847) p. xli, Partly to

shunne publike noting, partely for better hearkening. 1607
HIERON Wits. I. 302 There must be. .a diligent noting how
the preaching of the word fitteth the particulars of Christs

fulnesse to the soules particular wants. 1645 MILTON
Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 151 Many things..not ordinary,
nor unworth the noting. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Ret is. (ed. 4)

311 A careful noting of indirect and circumstantial evidence.

1860 Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 157 A coble has been stationed

opposite the. .Quay, for the hailing and noting of vessels.

attrib. 1576 FLEMING. Paiwpl. Epist. 257 Take into your
handes againe your noting tables. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp.
Diet.

, Cartapacio, a noting booke, a noting paper.

b. spec. (See quots. and NOTE v? 6 c.)

1843-56 BOUVIER Lam Diet. (ed. 6) II. 246 The noting is

not indispensable, it being only a part of the protest. 1849
C. G. ADDISON Contracts xxiii. (ed. 2) noo Noting is a

minute made on the bill by the officer at the time of the

refusal to accept and is the preparatory step to protest.

t Notio meter. Obs. rare 1
. [t Gr. fonos

wet + -METEB.] (See quot.)

1730 CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Philos. II. xix. xlvi, The

maKing ofHygrometers or Notiometers, or those Machines

by which we measure the Moisture of the Air.

Notion (nJu-Jsn). [ad. L. iwtion-em, f. not-,

ppl. stem of noscire to know: see -TION. Hence
also F. notion (1653), It. twzione, Sp. notion, 1 g.

I. 1. A general concept under which a par
ticular thing or person is comprehended or

classed ; a term expressive of such a concept.

Chiefly with under.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 8 b, We haue heene occasioned,

and shall be hereafter to vse it as the generaltie or notion

of the name and stock in these kindes. 1641-2 in Clarendon

Hist. Rcb. v. 99 Neither House had Presented them [the

Malignant Party] to his Majesty, under such a Notion, as

he might well understand, whom they intended. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 192 No Spaniard setting foot on

English ground, under other notion then a prisoner. 1678

CUDWORTH In/ell. Syst. 324 One and the same Deity, was

worshipped under Several Names and Notions, according to

its Several Powers and Vertues.

1864 HOWEN Logic v. 138 When we bring an object under

a notion, that is, when we predicate of it that it belongs to

such a class.

b. Under the notion of, under the concept,

category, designation, or name
/&quot; something.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. 52 These opposite parties, . .

concurring in doctrine, under the generall notion of Pro

testants. 1665 BOYLE Occas. ReJJ. (1848) 61 The considera

tion of the pruning of Trees, under the Notion odhat which

147, I travelled several hundred leagues.. under the notion

of a Japanese converted to Christianity. 1836 J. GILBERT

Chr. Atonem. i. (1852) 17 It must be some other than the

rule of perfection itself under the notion of law.

f O. A character, relation, form, etc., in which

anything is conceived, mentioned, or exists. Obs.

a 1631 DONNE Six Serm. (1634) i. 26 He is received by
me in the severall notions of Father, Sonne, and holy

Ghost. 1650 FULLER Piigah n. ii. 75 A fair City, whereof

frequent mention in Scripture, but in no other notion, but

only as the Eastern boundary of Canaan. Ibid. xni. 274

Aneels in the shape of men, Christ in the notion of an

angel. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 47 It is the same thing in

another notion. ,

t 2. The connotation or meaning of a term. Ubs.

a 1643 LD. FALKLAND Infallio. (1646) 59 Probable being

more than credible in the ordinary notion of the words.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx n. v. 5 This being then the

chief notion of a Prophet. 1713
BENTLEV Freetlnnking i.

31. 152 For pray, what is the Notion of the word Canon &amp;lt;

1 3. A phrase or term. Obs. rare.

The Winchester use of notion may be a survival of this.

1655 VAUCHAN Silex Scint. I. Pref. (1858) 3 This Kingdom
hath abounded with those ingenious persons which in the

late notion are termed Wits. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Ps. in. 2

Selah] The Greek maketh it only a Musical Notion.

II. 4. An idea or concept.

a. In philosophical use. First and second
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notions (see quots. 1852 and 1 864). General
notion (see GENERAL a. 5 c).

1605 B. JONSON Volpone \\. i, I haue some genera!!
notions ; I do loue To note, and to obserue. 1615 CROOKI-:

Body of Man 502 This,, alone maketh the differences of

Images as wee call them or Abstracted Notions. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. in. v. 12 Essences of the Species of
mix d Modes are by a more particular Name call d Notions.

1725 WATTS Logic 246 It is very useful to have some general !

principles of truth settled in the mind... These may be
i

called first notions, or fundamental principles. 1785 REID
j

IntclL Powers v. v. Wks. (1846) 403 The words notion and I

conception, in their proper and most common sense, signify
the act and operation of the mind in conceiving an object.

1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. 139 note, A first notion is

the concept of a thing as it exists of itself. ..A second i

notion is the concept, not of an object as it is in reality, but
i

of the mode under which it is thought by the mind. 1864 :

BoWEN Logic iv. 70 A second intention or notion is a Con-
j

cept which denotes first intentions in their relation, not to
|

the things denoted, but to each other.

b. In general use. Freq. const, of.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Mcd. n. i Charity, without
which Faith is a meer notion, and of no existence, c 1680
BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) I. 279 That you may be able to

form such an idea or notion of it. 1760 JOHNSON Idler
No. 100 P 8 Her notion of a joke is not very delicate. 1781
COWPER Truth 424 His books well trimm d. .teach him
notions splendid as themselves. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xi,

Wayland Smith, .had a good notion of horse diseases. 1837
DICKENS Pickw. li, Not a bad notion that, Sam , said
Mr. Bob Sawyer approvingly. 1873 BLACK Pr, Thitle x\-

330 The notion of my marrying her is absurd.

c. With a negative, or virtual negative.
1704-5 Pennsylv. Hist. Sac. Mem. IX. 365, I never had

the least notion of thy mortgaging the quit-rents. 1706 E.
WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 106 He has no more
Notion of Navigation than an African of Snow. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe n. (Globe) 346 He had no Thoughts, no
Notion of its being me, 1836 FROUDE Hist. Eng, (1858) I.

iii. 221 Little notion, indeed, could the bishops have pos
sessed of the position in which they were standing. 1878
Masque of Poets 181 How he first Learned of the complica
tion, I ve no notion.

d. Notion-writing = IDEOGBAPHY.
1863 SUMMERS Hdbk. Chinese Introd. p. xviii, Notion-

writing, .is independent of any given language and conveys
its meaning to the understanding immediately through the

eye.
5. t a. Understanding, mind, intellect. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \. iv. 245 Either his Notion weakens,
his Discernings Are Lethargied. 1603 Macb. in. i. 83 j

All things else, that might To halfe a Soule, and to a
Notion craz d, Say, Thus did Banquo. 1649 J. TAYLOR
Gt. Exemp. Sect. vil. 5 Whether it were.. by increase !

of notion or experience, it is certain the promotions of the
j

holy Child were great. 1667 MII.TON P. L, vn. 179 The
Acts of God. .Cannot without process of speech be told, So
told as earthly notion can receave.

f b. Conception, imagination, fancy. Obs.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng: Advt. (1739) p. iii, Ambi
tion hath done much. .to bring forth Absolute Monarchy
out of the Womb of Notion. 1671 GLANVILL Further Disc.
Stitbbe n, I spake of the Natural Philosophers, and their

Methods, which were made up of Notion, and ministred to

everlasting Disputes.
6. An idea, view, opinion, theory, or belief, held

by one or more persons.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch 1087 See how these Philosophers

maintejne ordinary custome, and teach according to com
mon notions. 1628 DOUGHTY Serm. Schismss 23 Agrippa
among others his foppish notions perswades vs [etc.]. 1697
[C. LESLIE] Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 12 It will be very
hard.. to make Sense of the Quaker _Not!on of the Light
within. 1710 NORRIS Chr. Prud. vni. 372 That Notion
of the Schools, of Sins being an Aversion from God. 1777
BRAND Pop. Antiq. Gen. Pref. p. vii, Seemingly trivial

Reasons assigned for the beginning., of this or that Notion
or Ceremony. 1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John ix. 135 It

is not a new notion.. that the history of the world is

divided into certain great periods. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 134 It is further remarkable as show
ing that the notion of succession through females was
already beginning to be entertained.
Comb. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. $ Dogma (1876) 333 A piece

of metaphysical notion-building. Ibid. 360 To read between
the lines of a notion-work is absurd, for it is of the essence
of a notion-work not to need it,

7. An inclination, disposition, or desire, to do

something specified; a fancy for something. Usu. I

const, of with gerund, or to with inf.

1746 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) H- 33 I have no notion of

going to anybody s house, and have the servants look on
the arms of the chaise to find out one s name. 1774 D.

^ONt:s
Jrnl. (1865) TOO It would have been otherwise, if I

ad come last fall, while they were in the notion of it. 1807
GASS Jrnl. 225 The Indian, .said he had a notion to cross
the mountains with us. 1823 COBBETT Ritr. Rides 436 The
Gloucestershire people have no notion of dying with hunger.
1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 207 After being here for a

week, I took a notion to leave, and accordingly did so.

b. north, and Sc. A fancy or affection for one
of the other sex.

1789 Shepherd s Wedding 14 (E, D. D.), I hae lang, altho
I didna tell, Had a strang notion o* the lass mysel . 1824
MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. 226 In the regular routine of
a matrimonial transaction ; first, taking the notion ; secondly,
courting. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer s Field 271 The boy
might get a notion into him ; The girl might be entangled
ere she knew.

8. A product of invention, rare.

a 1700 EVELYN Diary (1872) I. 2ri Machines for flying in

the air, and other wonderful notions, a 1765 YOUNG (Cent.),
And robes, and notions framed in foreign looms.

9. U.S. a. //. Articles or wares of various

kinds forming a miscellaneous cargo.
VOL. VI.

. . . .

store. 1861 Macm. Mag. Feb. 273 A Yankee grocery or a
Yankee notion store is an epitome of almost every thing.

1805 SOUTHEV in Ann. K, --. III. 31 The Americans..,
finding no longer a market there for their lumber cargoes,
or notions, as they call them. 1834 MARRYAT P. Simple
(1863) 325 Her cargo consisted of what the Americans called

notions; that is, in English, an assorted cargo. 1840 R. H.
DANA Be/. Mast xxxv. 133 A cargo of fresh provisions,

mules, tin bake-pans and other notions.

b. //. Small wares, esp. cheap useful articles of

some ingenious design.
Also freq. Yankee notions: see YANKEE a.

1830 GALT Lawrfe T. in. xiv. (1849) T 3 M f* Hoskins and
his wife with a great cargo of wares and other notions in

their wagons, arrived. 1842 MRS. CLAVE RS forest Life II.

166 Can I suit ye to-day, ma am? I ve all sorts o notions.

1876 C. D. WARNER Winter Nile xii. 157 The artisans

work up ostrich feathers into a variety of notions .

c. attrib.) as notion-counter, -store, -vessel.

1894 S. FISKE Holiday Stories (1900) 152, I went to the
store. .and recognised her.. at the &quot;notion counter. 1830
GALT Lawrie T. m. x. (1840.) 116 A small seed and &quot;notion

sto

Yankee notion store is an epi .

1867 SMYTH Sailor s \Vord~bk. 501 A *notion-vessel on the

west coast of America is a perfect bazaar.

Hence No tioii f., to divide into several notions.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 8, I have therefore
notioned and cast the Text according to the number of the

verses, into three plain and conspicuous members.

tNO tional, si). Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. *nd-

tidnale, neut. of notidnalis : see next.]
1. A divine attribute. (See quot.)
a 1533 FRITH Dispnt. Purgat. (1829) 131 If he make one

Notional in God greater than another, (by this word
Notional, which the schoolmen use, I would you should
understand the goodness, wisdom, power, justice, and
mercy of God, &c.) then shall he .. imagine that one
Notional subdueth another.

2. A mere supposition or idea.

1653 R.G. tr. Bacon s Hist. Winds 277 We shall finde ill

determined notionalls, phantasms, and imaginary things,
and Axioms daily to be amended. 1666 Phil. Trans. I.

325 Philosophy, which searches out the real Productions of

Nature.., does manifest the Divine Glory niore, than the

Notionals of the Gentiles.

Notional (n^ JanSl), a. Also 6-7 -all. [ad.
med.L. notidnalis \ see NOTION and -AL. So obs.

F. notional, -el (Godef.), It. notionale, Sp. and

Pg. notional.]
1. Of knowledge, etc. : Purely speculative ;

not

based upon fact or demonstration.

1597 HOOKER Eccl, Pol. v. Ixxxi. (1611) 442 Whatsoever
we may.. write in our bookes through a notionall conceipt
of things needfull. 1626 BACON Sylva 836 They are to be
set aside, being but Notional, and ill Limited; and Definite
Axiomes are to be drawn out of Measured Instances. 1677
GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. Proem. 3 Philosophic considered
in its Particular Ideas, is either Notional or Real. 1680
BOYLE Exper. Chcm. Princ, Pref. o, I have a very differing
esteem of the Notionall and of the Practicall part of

Chymistry. 1730 CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Philos. Pref. p, xx,

People may be very well experienced in these Ideal or

Notional Sciences, and yet be Masters of very little Know
ledge, in Things that actually exist. 1771 WESLEY Wks.
(1872) V. 213 It is not a barely notional or speculative faith.

1831 WHEWELL in Todhunter Acct. Writ. (1876) II. 115 A
popular exposition of the matter applied mainly to moral,

political, and other notional sciences. 1873 M. ARNOLD
Lit.

&amp;lt;$ Dogma (1876) 280 A notional work as distinguished
from an experimental work.

f b. Of persons : Given to abstract or fanciful

speculation ; holding merely speculative views.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. m. 193 The old Dogmatists and
Notional Speculators. 1671 BOHUN Wind 170 The imper
tinence of those Notionall men, that enquire no further, but

declare, That [etc.]. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 125 F 3, I

would not be thought altogether notional in what I have to

say, and pass only for a Projector in Morality. 1732 BERKE
LEY Alcfphr, v. 33 Airy, notional men, enthusiasts [etc.].

1772 WESLEY Jrnl. 12 Aug., I preached at Salop, and
spake strong words, to the amazement of many notional
believers.

2. Of things, relations, etc. : Existing only in

thought ;
not real or actually existent

; imaginary.
1629 GAULE Holy Madn. 138 Meere notionall is their

[gems] value; which is in the Opinion, not in the Thing.
1655-87 H. MORE App. Antid. (1712) 199 Distance is no
Physical affection of any thing, but only Notional. 1710
BERKELEY Princ, Hum. KnowI. 34 All things that exist,
exist only In the mind, that is, they are purely notional.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 81 As it is founded

generally upon mere notional excellencies. 1817 COLERIDGE
Biog. Lit. I. xii. 247 No wonder, that. .he. .bewilders him
self in the pursuit of notional phantoms. 1841 D !SRAELI
Amen. Lit, (1867) 639 Her Majesty seems to have remuner
ated empty phrases by providing notional places. 1858
BUSHNELL Serm. New Life 94 It is a mind dealing with
notions or notional truths.

3. (See quot. 1806.)

1794 PIOZZI Synon. II. 5 In notional and Ideal Madness,
particularly the first, many symptoms are only cunningly
suppressed. 1806 T. ARNOLD Insanity I. 56 Notional

Insanity is that state of mind in which a person., perceives
external objects as they really exist. .; yet conceives such
notions of the powers, properties [etc.], of things and per
sons,. .as appear obviously, .erroneous or unreasonable.

4. U. S. Of persons: a. Inclined to think.
i8 COOPER Pioneers ix, I m glad if the Judge is pleased ;

but I m notional that you ll find the sa ce overdone.

b. Fanciful; full of fancies, whims, or caprices.
1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Notional^ fanciful,

whimsical. Applied to persons; as, He s a very notional

man . 1881 HOWELLS Dr. Breen s Practice ix, She s been
a little notional, she s had her head addled by women s talk.

1894 0ff//- XXIV. 96/2 He did think he would have to

get the room cleaned and whitewashed, as his wife was
rather notional.

5. Of the nature of, pertaining or relating to,

a notion or idea. (See quots.)
1861 National Rev. Oct. 379 The various modifications of

time.. are expressed by the notional words themselves, not

by distinct words. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent
i. i. 7 There are propositions, in which one or both of the
terms are common nouns, as standing for what is abstract.

..These I shall call notional propositions, and the appre
hension with which we infer or assent to them, notional.

Ibid. iv. 72 In Notional Assent as well as in inferring, the
mind contemplates its own creations instead of things.

Notionalist (nJi-Janalist). [f. prec. + -IST.]
A speculative thinker

;
a theorist.

a 1677 M ASTON* Serm. /V. c.r/.r. cvi. ico A young practiscr
hath more understanding than an ancient notionalist. 1716
M. DAWEsAtAen.ttrit. HI. Diss. Phy.sick 25 The Counter
feit Jew-Physical Notionalists be Pseudo-Salmon, Pseudo-
Maria [etc.]. 1831 h.din. Rev. L1II. 529 No notionalist

..can be so practically insane, as to see an abstract right or

wrong in any particular combination of political powers.

t Notiona lity. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ITY.]

1. The fact, state-, or condition of being notional ;

a notional or imaginary thing.
1653 H. MORE Conj, Cabhal. 58 For multifarious Notion-

ality and Inconstancy of life and knowledge, are certain

signs that a man is in the night. 1665 GLANVILL Def. Van.
Dogm. 66 Whether the notionality and obscurity of the

Aristotelian method it self do not give occasion to the end
less babble. 1705 GOODMAN Wint. fc en. Con/, m. 18 True
and manly religion is. .not a lukewarm notionality,. .but is

lively, vigorous, and sparkling.
2. A notion or category. rarc~ l

.

1651 BIGGS Ne-w Disp. ? 287 Under the notionality of
Potables is not to be understood here, jusculous sorbitions.

No tioiially, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY ^.] In

a notional fashion
; speculatively, theoretically.

1643 T. GOODWIN Aggravation Sin 74 They have learnt

it from, .observations of Gods dealings with themselves or

others, and not onely from the word notional ly. 1698
NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 65 When \ve talk of Religion we
should, .discourse of it not Notionally and Speculatively,
. .but Cordially and Spiritually. 1752 LAW Spirit Love i.

(1816) 9 The Schools have, .shown us how to conceive them
as Dotionally distinguished from one another. 1771 BL-RROW

Reports III. 1609 In the Country, Leases at Will, in the

strict legal Notion of a Lease at Will, . . exist only notionally.
1868 BUSHMILL Serin. Living Snbj. 58 Something notional

or notionally affirmed.

No-tionalness. rare- , [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
(

Imaginariness* (Hailey, 1730).
No tionary, . [f. NOTION sl&amp;gt;. + -ABY.] = NO

TIONAL a.

1646 E. F[ISHER] Marrow Mod. Div. 172 If our friend

do content himself with a meere Gospell knowledge, in a

notionary way. 1675 OGII.BY Brit. Pref. i The Tracing
of Notionary Roads upon imperftxt Charts. 1700 ROWK
Ami . Step-Moth, in. ii, He ll be convinc d that only Fools
would lose A Crown for notionary Principles. 1822

Bluckw. M.ag. XII. 491 It is but a notionary cause, a mere

opinion.

No tionate, a. Sc. and U. S. [f.
NOTION sb.

+ -ATE^; cf. opinionatel\ Full of notions, fan

ciful; also, headstrong, obstinate.

1859 EARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 2), Notionate^ fanciful,
whimsical. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb (1873) 197
He was a notionate old fellow the elder Mains of Vawal,
and would be obeyed. 1896 HOWELLS Idyls in Drab 119
That young woman has made you blame yourself for

nothln . You re perfectly notionate about it.

t No tionate, ^- Obs. rare~ l
. [f. NOTION

sb. + -ATE *.]
trans. To devise or originate by pro

cess of thought.
1661 R. IJt RNEY Kep&KTjov Awpor 5 I take in nil things,

Heavenly and earthly within my breast; I form them with

essence, and stamp them with existence, I notionate their

seed and kernel!, their quintessence and effluxes.

No tioiiist. Now rare. [f.
NOTION sb. + -IST.]

1, One who holds extravagant religious opinions.

Esp. high notionist. Now arch.

1652 R. SANDERS Balm 138 A step higher then the quaintest
Notionists of our times desire to be brought. 1653 G. Fox
Jrnl. Life, etc. I. 108 The Pastor of the Baptists (being an

high Notionist and a flashy Man) came to me. 1697 G.
KEITH vndNarr, Prcc. Turner s Hall 13 In this He agrees
with the Ranters and other vain Notionists. a 1720 SEWEL
Hist. Quakers (1795) I. n. 103 A high notionist, and rich in

words. 1869 Contemp. Rev. XI. 451 How the bold youth
did stand up against the high notionist 1

2. One who forms notions of things.

1825 LAMB Let. to Barton in Final Mem. viii. 259 The
whimsies of such a half-baked notionist as I am.

No tioiiless, a. [f.
NOTION sb. + -LESS.] Des

titute of any notion or idea.

1814 New Brit. Theatre I. 529 The notionless words of

the intellectual masters and misses. 1825 ESTHER HEWLETT
Cottage Com/, vi. 41 Quite helpless and notionless in com-
mon things.

No tionless, adv. rare* 1
,

[f.
as prec.] Not

in a notional manner ; with certainty.
1607 J. DAVIES Summa Totalis Wks. (Grosart) I. 23/1

Yet, Creatures onely know in that degree ; But God knowes
(Notionlesse) Essentially.

t No tist. Obs. rare -1
.

[f,
NOTE v? + -IST.]

A commentator or annotator.

1670 MILTON ffist. Eng. in. 123 Nennius or his notist

avers that Artur was called Mab-Uther, that is to say, a
cruel Son, for the fierseness that men saw in him of a Child.

Notitia (nonti-J a).

f. nofus known.]
[a. L. notitia knowledge,
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NOTITION.

1 1. Literary particulars. Ots.rare~l
.

1700-1 HEAKNF. in Wood Life (1848) 332 Thi? ingenious
retired and modest person helped him very much in the
nolitia of divers modern authors.

2. An account or list ; now spec, a register or

list of ecclesiastical sees or districts.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
II. 186/1 We have also a notitia

of all the Arabian physicians by Fabricius. 1843 C INNES
in Reg. Episc. Glasg. I. p. xviii, It is a memoir or notitia,
which, .is much less common with us than in the religious
houses abroad. 1850 NEALE East. Ch. Pref. p. xiv, I pro.
cured .an official notitia of the Sees which belong to the

Coptic Communion in Egypt. Ibid., The modern notitia

of Antioch was drawn up in 1844.

t Noti tion. Obs. Also 5-6 notioion,-yoion,
-ycyou. [a. OK. noticion (Godef.) : cf. prec. and

-ITION.] Knowledge, information, intelligence.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 11. 12 Whoo lyst to rede the

booke..
,
ther shall he haue the very notycyon. 1494 FABYAN

Cliron. vii. 494 Whan noticion of this great outrage and ryot
rame vnto the Kynge. 1513 HRADSHAW St. Wcrburge \. 2230
In presence of the pryor.., Whiche pryor of this mater had
best notycyon. 1547 POOKOE Brez&amp;lt;. Healtk cxii. 42 b, By
the egestion the Physicion in sycke persons hath a gi eat

nolicion and knowledge of mans infirmyties.

Notkerian (nptkl- Tian), a. [See def. and

-IAX.] Composed or originated by Xotker Bal-

bulus (tgiz), a monk of St. Gall in Switzerland.
1881 Encyd. Brit. XII. 583/2 Numerous examples, .of the

proses , properly so called, of the Xotkerian type. 1901
Ckambcrs s Kncycl. VI. 46/2 Sequences, or as we now call

them hymns,, .known as Notkerian Sequences.

Notmugge.-mygi^ge, obs. variants of NUTMEG.
NotO- iniJuto), combining form of Gr. VUITOV

back, employed in a certain number of scientific

terms, the most usual of which are given below.
Various others, app. never actually current, are given by

Mayne, as notograpliotts t
-nectictt cits, -podoits, -pterygious.

Notobra ncliiate, a. [See prec. and BKAN-
CHIATE a.] Having dorsal branching or gills.

1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. (1875) 220 From the

position of the branchias, the members of this order are often

.spoken of as the Dorsibranuhiate (or more properly
1 Notobranchiate ) Annelides.

So JTotobra nchious a. (Mayne, 1857.)
Notochord (naa-t#kpid). Biol. [f. NOTO- +
CHOKD. So F. nolochorJe, -corde.~\ A cartila

ginous band or rod forming the primitive basis of

the spinal column in vertebrates. Also Comb.
1848 OWEN Arc/i. f, Homo!. Vertetr. Skcl. 86 An ex

tremely delicate fibrous band, ..inclosed by a membranous
sheath, is the primitive basis, called notochord . 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life p. Ixix, A cylindrical fibro-cartila-

ginous sheath surrounding the cylindrical notochord. 1879
tr. HatckeVs Evol. Mtin I. xiii. 418 The Amphioxus is

enclosed in a firm membranous covering, the notochord-
sheath. 1888 ROLLKSTON & JACKSOM Anim. Life 757 A
notochord-like axis of modified endoderm cells.

Notocho i dal, a. Biol.
[f. prec. + -AL. So

K notocordal.]
1. Of the nature of a notochord.
1866 OWEN Anat. Vert. \. 7 Endo-skeleton membrano-

cartilaginous and notochordal. 1878 A. H. GREKN, etc.

Coal\i. t2i A third point of importance., is the notochordal
vertebral column.

2. Of or pertaining to the notochord.
1872 HUMPHRY Myofagy 105 The membranous septa extend

from the skin down to the notochordal sheath and blend
with it 1887 E. D. COPE Orig. Fittest 332 It also shows
that the vertebrae have passed from a notochordal state.

Notogaea (ndtttUgf-i). [f. Gr. vorot south
wind + yaia earth, land.] A large zoological
region, comprising the Australian, New Zealand,
and Neotropical regions.
1868 HCXLEY in Proc. Zool. Soc. 315 If the great frontier

line is latitudinal.., and divides a north world from asouth
world, we must speak of Arctogxa and Notogxa rather
than of Neogza and Palxogam as the primary distribu
tional areas. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 314 Brigading, if he
so please, the first three as Notogaca, and the last three as
Arctogaaa.
Hence Hotogfsa al, Notogas an, Notogse ic, ailjs.
1879 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. IX. 192/1 The existence of

but very few [finches] in the Notogasan hemisphere can as
yet be regarded as certain. 1896 LVDEKKER Gtogr. Hist.
Mammals 28 The Notogaeic realm may. .betaken as the
first of the three primary zoological divisions of the globe.
t Notoire, a. Obs. rare. Also 5 -oyre. [a.

F. notoire, ad. med.L. notorius. notorious. Cf.
NOTOUR a.] Notorious, evident.
a 1470 TIPTOFT Tulle on Old Age (Caxton, 1481) h iv. It !s

clere and notoire in what place al the other thynges goen.
f 477 CAXTON Jason 72 b, Hit is among yow euydent and
notoyre that ye shall not take in pacience my correccion.
Hence t Notoirly adv., notoriously. Obs.
1409-10 Proc. Priry Council (1834) I. 323 As it is notoirly

knowen and he hym selfe as trewe knyghte may noght
witheseye it. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur Pref. i For it is

notoyrly knowen thonigh the vnyuersal world.

Notonecta (nJutJne-kta). Ent. Also 7-8 as

//., with sing, -neetum. [mod.L., f. NOTO- + Gr.
rfiKTrjs swimmer.] A species of water-beetle which
swims on its back; the boat-fly.
1658 ROWLAND tr. Monfefs Theat. Ins. II. xxxviii, Of the

Notonectum. Ibid., \Ve call some Insects of the water
Notonecta, which do not swim upon their bellies, as the rest
do. 1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Notonecta, certain Water-
Insects, ..always swimming on their Backs. 1752 J. HILL
Hist. Anim. 63 The rostrum or snout of the Notonecta is
inflected. Ibid., The grey Notonecta. .,the little Boat-fly.
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1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1790) VII. 359 The Common
Water Fly ..is by some called Notonecta.

of purifying its supply of air.

Notopo dial, a. Biol. [f. next.] Pertaining

to, of the nature of, a notopodium.
1877 HUXLEY Anaf. hw. Anitn. v. 229 The neuropodial

is very much longer than the notopodial aciculum. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 607 Small branches

..develope a head with large eyes and long notopodial
sexual setse.

Notopo clium. Biol. [mod.L., f. NOTO- -f

Gr. TToStov, dim. of TTOI/S foot.] The upper or

dorsal branch of a parapodium.
1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 160 An upper process,

called the notopodium or dorsal oar . 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Im&amp;gt;. Anim. v. 229 In the young state of Polym.e,
the notopodium is as large as the neuropodium.
f Notorely, var. of NOTOIBLY or NOTORILY adv.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi, Unto

synners notorely knowen & open.

Notoriety (n^torai-eti). fa. F. notoritt,*

(
= It. notorieta, Sp. -edad, Pg. -edade}^ or ad.

med.L. notorietas, f. notorius NOTORIOUS a. ; cf.

dubiety, ninriety, etc.]
1. The state or character of being notorious; the

fact of being publicly or commonly known.
1593 [cited by Nashe, Four Lett. Confitt. Wks. (Grosart)

II. 263, as one of Gabriel Harvey s words], 1637-50 Row
Hist, Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 28 Upon the notorietie of a
great and haynous fact,.. the transgressor to be secluded
fra the communion. 1660 JKR. TAYLOR Duct. Duhit. in.

iii. rule 6 2 But this thing is evident by notoriety of
fact, a 1683 OWEN Holy Sp. (1693) 195 The joynt Par
ticipation of the same Gift by all, and the Notoriety
of the matter thereon. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones (1775)
II. 5 The credit of the former [historians] is by common
notoriety supported for a long time. 1771 Jttnins Lett.
Ixv. (1788) 338 The truth of which you dare not deny,
because it is of public notoriety. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav.
I. 4 He has become a character of considerable notoriety in

two or three country towns. 1849 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. ii.

I. 237 He had been raised, .to notoriety such as has for low
and bad minds all the attractions of glory. 1873 FARRAR
Fam. Speech ii. 47 It is now a matter of simple notoriety
that not merely in sounds and letters [etc.],

Comb. 1891 Spectator 18 Apr. 534/1 Some of them may
be notoriety-hunters.

T&quot;
2. A notorious thing or fact. Ohs. rare&quot;

1
.

1745 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 52 Letters from Holland
speak of it as a notoriety.

3. A well-known or celebrated person.
1837 THACKERAY Ra-renswing ii, He knew, .all the actors,

all the notorieties of the town. 1840 CARLVLE Heroes
(1858) 283 We cannot but see. .that it was against his will
he ever became a notoriety. 1884 Athemenm 21 June
786/2 The Bonaparte family and the heroes or notorieties of
the French Revolution.

NotOTify, v. nonce-wd. [f. NoTORi-ous a. -f-

-FY.] trans. To make notorious.
a 1871 DE MORGAN Budget Farad. (1872) 32 Mr. James

Smith, of Liverpool hereinafter notorified.

t Notorily, adv. Oh. rare. [f. NoTORY a. +
-LY 2

.] Notoriously.
1455 Paston Lett. I. 363 The seyd Fastolf lent to the

voyage . . ,
as it is notorily knowen, . . C li. 1475 Bk, Noblesse

(Rpxb.) 8 It is notorily and openly knowen thoroughe alle

Cristen Royaumes, 1512 Hclyas in Thorns Prose Rom.
(1828) 111.39 It is of trouthe

notorily. .that my wife, .during
hir viage hath be delivered of .vii. litle whelpes.

Notorious (ntfto*rias\ a Also 6 -iouse, -ius.

[ad. med.L. notorius (cf. late L. notoria fern.,
notorium neut., intelligence, information, etc.),
f. notus known : see -ORY. So It., Sp., and Pg.
notoriO) F, notoire : cf. NOTOIR, NOTORY, NOTOUR.]
1. Of facts : Well known

; commonly or generally
known

; forming a matter of common knowledge.
1555 EDEN Dec. li7. Ind. (Arb.) 198 His courage was such

and his factes so notorious, a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. xx. iii,

Lett him [God] notorious make, That in good part he did

thy offrings take. 1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 567 Why
were not other Examples brought into practice, as notorious
as that of Abraham paying Tithes ? 1686 CLAGETT 17 Sertn.

(1699) App. 15 These testimonies were too notorious and
publick to be gainsaid. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr, II. 407
That Every one is bound .. to .. keep within his own
Property.. is too notorious to need a Proof. 1758 JOHN
SON Idler No. 10 f 6 Men.. who deny the most notorious
facts. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic \. i, My power with the

managers is pretty notorious. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng*
(1858) I. iii. 241 The House of Commons had stated their

complaints in the form of special notorious facts. 1866
LIDDON Bampton Lect. vii. (1875) 391 The worship of
Christ by the early Christians was a living and notorious

practice.

b. In phr. It is notorious that.

^1738 SWIFT Misc. (J-), Although it be notorious that

they do not receive the third penny of the real value. 1756
LUCAS Ess. Waters III. n6 It is notorious that the former
never parts with it s acid. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. \. v.

(1849) ^3 It is notorious, that the savages knew nothing of

agriculture. 1849 MACAULAY Hist, F.ng. vii. II. 262 It was
notorious that loyal and able men had been turned out of
office in England merely fur being Protestants. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 29 Oct. 5 2 That the army, at least the more active

spirits within it, were discontented was notorious.

2. Of places, persons, etc.; Well or widely known
(now rare}; f famous.

1555 P^DEN Dec. II7. Ind. {Arb.) 346 A famous and notorious

place amonge the Indians. 1588 Marjtrel. F.pist, (Arb.) 40
Manie of you . . are men verie notorious for their learning and

NOTORIOUSLY.

F
reaching. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. Auth. to Rdr.,
purposed to mention only such [towns and castles] as

were most notorious. 1614 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (ed. 2} 44
Of Cham is the name Chemmis in ./Egypt ; and Ammon the
Idoll and Oracle so notorious.

1865 GROTE Plato I. 136 Where was the person to be
found, notorious and accessible, who could say [etc.],

b. Such as is or may be generally, openly, or

publicly known. Now rare.

1584 D. FENNER Def. Ministers (1587) 125 Their Hues are
not put to notorious and publike examination. 1622 BACON
Hen. yil (1876) 28 That Edward Plantagenet.. should be,
in the most public and notorious manner, . . shewed unto the

people. 1669-70 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 308
Either by confession of the party, or oath of witnesses, or

by notorious evidence. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5455/1 The
Clerks of the Peace are to keep Parchment Books or Rolls
at some notorious Place. 1724 Ibid. No. 6257/3 All..
Sheriffs . . are . . required to keep Parchment Books . . at some
notorious Place in the County. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages
(1872) I. 251 This formality was by degrees.. deemed essen
tial to render them authentic and notorious. 1863 Cox
Instit. in. v. 647 The Privy Council, whom the law recog
nized as the sworn and notorious Councillors of the Crown.

t 3. Conspicuous ; obvious, evident. Obs.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 639 The elder sort.. very

notorious and goodly to see to in regard of their gravity,
hoariness, and anciency. Ibid. 785 If it did represent
any notorious and manifest colour, they would, .take heed
of such traps aforehand. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Levit. xxvi. i

Neither shal you erect titles, nor set a notorious stone in

your land, for to adore it. a 1677 BARROW Sertn. (1683) II.

ii. 22 That God hath an especial regard to men will thence
also become notorious. 1704 RAY Creation (ed. 4) 11. 278
The failing in any of these would cause Irregularity in the

Body. .such as would be very notorious. 1770 Amherst
Rec. (1884) 49/2 To Chose a Comittee to Visit the boundaries
of the town and renew such as are Destroyed and make
them Notorious.

4. Used attributively with designations of per
sons which imply evil or wickedness: Well known,
noted (as being of this kind).
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Coinm. Prayer Offices 31 Suche per-

sones as were notorious synners. 1574 Reg. Privy Council
Sect. II. 395 Declarit tratouris and notorius rebellis. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World i. (1634) 163 Ninus was the first

notorious sacrificer to Idols. 1687 A. LovEi.Ltr. Thevenot s

Trav. ii. 23 These Arabs are notorious Robbers. 1755
YOUNG Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 151 This will excuse my
indignation at two notorious offenders. 1785 BURKE II ks.

IV. 312 Sending that notorious incendiary to the Court of
the nabob of Arcot. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II.

434 His subjects, many of whom were notorious robbers.

1884 PAE Eustace xix, I know where some of the most
notorious smugglers reside.

b. Similarly of deeds, facts, etc.

1561 WINJET Tractates Wks. (S.T. S.) I. ii Preseruing..
thy bewtifull body and saule fra al spot of notorius cryme.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i. 84, I shall haue Law in

Ephesus, To your notorious shame, I doubt it not. a 1631
DONNE Sertn. viii. 82 To proceed in those pious works,
which with so notorious falshood they deny. 1673 CAVE
Prim. Chr. in. v. 359 Striking them dead upon the place
for their notorious couzenage and gross hypocrisie. 1729
LAW Serious C. ii. (1732) 17 Do but now find the reason

why the generality of men live in this notorious vice. 1807
Med. Jrnl. XVII. 34* His mean subterfuge renders him
more contemptible than his notorious untruth. 1839 JAMES
Louis Xjyt

III. 310 Charles s notorious breach of his most
solemn engagement.

fo. Quasi-#(/z&amp;gt;. Notoriously. Obs. rare~ l

.

1607 Stat. in Hist. Wakefield Sck. (1892) 62 Notorious

negligent in the execution of the office of a Governour.

5. Noted for some bad practice, quality, etc. ;

unfavourably known ; well known on account of

something which is not generally approved of or

admired, a. Of persons.

1605 DRAVTON Bar. Wars v. xxix. Such Men these had,
to Mischiefe wholly bent, In Villainie notorious for their

skill. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Wont. iv. ii, You notorious

sllnkardly beareward. 1693 CONGREVE in Dryden&quot;s Juvenal
xi. (1726) 162 Rutilus is so notorious grown, That he s the

Common Theme ofall the Town. 1718 Free-thinker No. 87.
226 A Fifth may be notorious for some scandalous Practice,
or vicious Habits. 1837 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxxii. 270
Socrates., became one ofthe most conspicuous and notorious

persons in Athens, 1880 W. DAY Racehorse in Training
xvi. 156 The celebrated, or as some may be inclined to call

her, the notorious, Lady Elizabeth.

b. Of actions, qualities, facts, etc,

1579 G. HARVEY Lcttcr-bk. (Camden) 61 Dislikinge, mur
muring,, .quippinge notorious or auricular iybinge. 1590
SiRj. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Ded. i2b, To bring to passe.,
such notorious and deformed effectes amongst the English
Nation. 1653 VAUX tr. Codeatt s St. Paul 45 The Em
peror Tiberius succeeded Augustus, and made his Reign
notorious by all .. cruelties. 01721 SHEFFIELD (Dk.
Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 244 Should our mistakes be never
so notorious, You ll have the joy of being more censorious.

1794 PALEY Evidences (1825) II. 116 These books were per
fectly notorious. 1853 KANE Grinneii Exp. vii. (1856) 51
Melville Bay, notorious in the annals of the whalers for its

many disasters. 1877 FROUDE Short Stud. (1883) IV. i. v.

54 The influences by which the papal court was determined
were already too grossly notorious.

f 6. Discreditable, disgraceful to one. Obs.~~l

1666 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) II. 96 Wheras it [ihe pox]
was notorious formerly to those that had it, it is now soe

common . . that they glory of it.

t Noto rious, a* On. ran-1. = NOTORY a.-

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 191 And now (it is agreed among
themselves) their art shall no more be called the notorious.

Notoriously (n*t6^riaU), adv. [-LY^.]
1. In a notorious manner

;
as a matter of common

knowledge; recognizedly, admittedly.
1512 Act 4 Hen. /&quot;///, c. 19 Preamble, It ys openly and



NOTORIOUSNESS. 235 NOTWITHSTANDING.

notoryously knowen unto all persones of Cristes Religion.

1-1555 HARPSHELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 87 The
first part.. is by common consent of all the interpreiers of

Scripture notoriously true. 1650 FULLER Pisgah i. vii. 19
Their abode is notoriously known to have been in, and
about Jebus or Jerusalem. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

&amp;lt;$

P.
220 That Promontory, .being most notoriously Sandy. 1751
Narr. of H.M.S. Wager 126 There was a weekly Inter

course notoriously carried on over Land between the
Places. 1788 BURKE Sp. agst. IV. Hastings Wks. XII. 254
His ministers (who are notoriously known [to be] under his

absolute command). 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg- XXXIII. 104
Let us confine ourselves to notoriously public transactions.

1881 Sat. Rev. LII. 570 The notoriously cleanly living of
the vegetarian inhabitants of Western Africa,

b. In unfavourable sense.

1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzos Civ. Conv. (1586) I. 45 The in

famous, and those which are notoriouslie naught. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 73 He is of no bloudy disposition, nor other
wise notoriously vicious. 1677 HORNECK Gt. Law Consid.
iv. (1704) 234 A man, that had notoriously betrayed his

trust. 1789 BERKELEY Serin. Wks. 1871 IV. 639 Men of

notoriously wicked lives. 1839 JAMES Louis XIl
~, II. 399

He was, in short, notoriously faithless and interested. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 47 His title had notoriously
been purchased by his wife s dishonor and his own. 1877
FREEMAN Xonn. Conq. II. App. 705 His only references are
to Domesday and the notoriously spurious charter.

t 2. Manifestly, evidently, obviously. Obs.

1589 PUTTEXHAM Eng. Poesie II. xiv. (Arb.,) 139 For euer-
more this word [alas] is accented vpon the last, and that

lowdly and notoriously. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Mor.
1035 Farre Is he off, from being contradictory and repug
nant to himselfe so notoriously. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks.
1851 IV. 345 His very first page notoriously bewraies him.

1690 BAXTER Kingd. Christ (1691) it 33 The distance be
tween Christs Rising and his Coming to Judgment are so

notoriously revealed.

Notoriousness
fp0to*-ri3snes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The fact of being notorious ; notoriety.
1607 Stat. in Hist. Wakefield AY//. (1832) 58 Upon the

notoriousnes of the fact of misdemeanour. 1649 ROBERTS
Clavis Bibl. 533 The notoriousnesse of their offences. 1706
in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), and in later Diets.

fNoto-rity, obs. variant of NOTORIETY.
c *S$S HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. F/// (Camden) 37 The

notoritie of the manifest and open justice of our cause.

Notorly, variant of NOTOURLY adv.

Notomis (not^r-inis). Qrnith. [f. Gr. voros

south + Spva bird.] A New Zealand bird, now
rare or extinct, related to the coots and rails.

1848 OWEN in Proc. Zool. Soc. 8 The Notomis is a large
modified form of the same natural family of the Grallx as
the Porphyrio and Bretchypteryx. 1850 MANTELL Ibid.

209 Notice of the discovery.., in the Middle Island of New
Zealand, of a living specimen of the Notornis, a bird of the
Rail family. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Matt. Zool. (1875) 527
The Notornis is much larger than the ordinary Coots, and
. .the wings are so rudimentary as to be useless for flight.

t TTo tory, a. 1 Obs. Also -ie, -ye. [ad. med.
L. notorius or F. notoire,] Notorious.

1399 Rolls ofParIt. III. 424/1 Hem thoght hem so trewe
and so notone and knowen. 1430 Ibid. V. 417/1 For many
notorye and evident resons. 1490 in TO/// Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. V. 322 If the trespasse be not notory, the

plaintif shall prove the trespasse. 1528 &quot;R.&amp;lt;yt Rede me (Arb.)
104 He did some faulte gretly notory. 1603 COKE in
Howell St. Trials II. i [Raleigh] the notoriest Traitor that
ever came to the bar.

tNO tory, .
2 Obs. rare. NOTARY 3.2

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 190 Whether the art called the
art notorie had even been so notorious, but for magick and
astrologie ? 1657 TURNER (tille), Ars Notoria, or the Notory
Art of Solomon, showing the Cabbalistical Key of Magical
Operations,, .and the Art of Memory.
No tostonie. Biol. [f. NOTO- + Gr. cropa

mouth.] A supposed dorsal mouth in some
early vertebrate and pre-vertebrate forms.

1887 E. D. COPE Orig. Fittest 323 The valve of the dorsal

mouth, or notostome, is broken.

No tothere. Palawnt. [Anglicized f. mod.L.
nototheritim, f. Gr. VOTOS south + Orjpiov beast.]
An extinct marsupial of great size found in post-
tertiary formations.
1881 Titties 28 Jan. 3/4 Nototheres of the size of the ox.

Notour (nJ-tor), a. Sc. Also 6-7 notoure,
7 notor, -ure, 7-8 nottour. [ad. med.L. notorius
or F. notoire.] Well known, notorious. (Now
only as a legal archaism in notour bafikrupt.}
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T. S.) 173 It is notour

thing that he had maid that promess throu fors and violence.

1563-4 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 272 Althocht the deid
be notour and certane to the said Colene. 1571 m Spottis-
wood Hist. C//. 6Yo/. v. (1677) 254 For. .other considerations
notour to the whole Estates. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(Wodrow Soc.) 304 That he was a vyld filthie bellie-god
beast is notoure to all. 1678 SiRG. MACKENZIE Crim. Laws
Scot. i. xvii. 3 (1699) 87 Our Law divides Adultery, in

that which is notour Adultery ,
and single Adultery. 1696

Lond, Gas, No. 3225/3 Act declaring Nottour Bankrupt.
1711 Country-man s Lett, to Curat 38 This is so notour a
piece of History, that no Man ever denied it. 173 Weekly
Mag. 16 Apr. 74/2 The story of Provost Crichton of

Sanquhar was also a most nottour story in that town. 1830
GALT Laurie T. iv. v. (1849) 161 To scald his lips in other
folks kail was the most notour thing in the settlement. 1886
Act 49 ^ 50 Viet. c. 29 i Any act whereby he becomes
notour bankrupt.

t No tourly, adv. Sc. Obs. Also 6-7 -lie,

7 -urely, -orlie.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.] Notoriously
or generally known.
1533 BELLESDEN Lrvy App. i. (S.T.S.) II. 285 The ancient

gabynU . .
,
to quham &amp;gt;ir

maieris war maist notourly kuawin.

1570 BUCHANAN Chameleon Wks. (S.T.S.) 44 It is notourlie
knawin bayth in Ingland and Scotland. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 288 It was informed also, and
noturely knowen, that whoever got of that accursed thing . .

did neither thryve nor prosper. 1671 [R. MAC\VARO] True
Nonconf. 66 Their frequent and continual intimations. .are

notourly known. 1711 Country-mans Lett, to Curat _s
The Famous act of the six articles in the Year, 15391 is

notourly known. [1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vm. Wks.
1813 II. 44 He was not notourly known during his life to be
an accomplice in the crime.]

Not-out, . Cricket. The phrase
* not out

(see OUT adv. 19 c.) used attributively to designate
a batsman (his score, etc.) whose innings either are

unfinished or are ended only by his side going out.

1891 Daily News 15 July 3/7 The professional from Old-
ham, .increased his not-out score of 60 to 124. 1895 IHd.
26 Aug. 7/1 Not only did he take all the ten wickets, but
the not-out man was missed from his bowling. 1898 ll cstw.
Gaz.8 Sept. 7/3 His not-out innings realised 112 runs out of
a total of 206.

Not-pated : see NOT a. i b.

Not-self, [f. NOT adv. I4d + SELF.] That
which is other than self; something different from
the conscious self; the non-ego.
1839 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 192 This not-self

or non-ego. 1867 LEWES Hist. Pltilos. (ed. 3) II. 154, I am
conscious of all that passes within myself; but I am not
conscious of what parses in not-self. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der, xxxii, Our self is a not-self for whose sake we become
virtuous.

t Nott, obs. variant of KXOT sd.~

1768 Ann. Reg. i. 170 The bill of fare at the king of Den
mark s table was as follows :. .Ortolans, Pheasants, Notts.

Nott, variant of NOT
z&amp;gt;.l,

zV2
,
and adv.

t Notted, a. Obs. [f. NOT ^.I + -EDI.]
1. Without horns ; hornless.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Mocha ^
without homes, nolted.

1630 DRAYTON Muses Elys. ii. Wks. 1753 IV. 1456, I have a
lamb.. Of the right kind, it is notted.

2. Shaven, shorn
; cut short.

1576 FLEMING tr. Caius Dog-s (iSSo) 17 The water Spaniell

[is]..powlde & notted from the shoulders to the hinder-
most legges. 1599 Life Sir T. A/ore in Wordsw. Keel.

Biog. (1853) II. 107 Once I thought to have gone to my
death, notted, as I was wont to wear it [the beard].

transf. 1650 FULLER Pisgah 365 Many.. cut down all

top-masts from the ship of Christs Church.. and make her
close notted to the very keel.

3. Of wheat : Smooth
; not bearded.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892)1. 60 Bearded and notted

wheate,as the husbands term it. a 1661 FULLER Worthies,
Middlesex 189 The Mildew. ., which sticketh on notted or

pollard Wheat.

Notte-tree, obs. form of NUT-TKEE.

Nott-head, -pated : see NOT a. i b.

Not the less, adv. Also Sc. 5-6 nochtpe-
les(e, 6 -theles(s. [See the separate words, and
cf. NA-, NE-, NOTHELESS. The Sc, forms properly
belongto NOUGHT adv.] Nevertheless

; nonetheless.
a.

&amp;lt;:i375
Sc. Leg. Saints \. (Peter) 605 fe quhilk petir

nocht-Jje-leseConuertit. Ibid. xv. {Barnabas^ 137 Debonare
wes he nocht-be-les. 1533 BELLENDEN Liiy \. vi. (S. T. S.)
I. 38 Nochtbeles, pe cumpany of horsmen . . was Impedi
ment. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 14
Carik nochttheless hes ane monasterie called Croce Regal.

ft. 1535 COVERDALE Dan. v. 17 Yet not thelesse, I \vil

I
rede the wrytynge. 1567 Gitdc fy Godlie B. (S. T. S.I 41
Bot not the les, Abraham this answer maid. 1637-50 Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 301 Nottheles, the Bishops being
so preferred to high places [etc.]. 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist.
Ch. Scot. vii. (1677) 519 Nottheless going on in his wonted
course, he sent his base Son. .into the Country.
1839 KEMBLE Resid. Georgia (1863) n They are free from

the chain, . . but they are not the less under a ban . a 1869
COSINCTON Misc. Writ. I. 213 It is determined, not the less,

by the causes which were appointed [etc.).

t No tty, sb.
t obs. var. of anotto, AXATTA.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica (1725) II. 54 Notty has the same
qualities with Saffron. /lnd. t Notty is added to chocolate
to colour it.

fNo tty, #., var. of noppy NAPPY a.2

1420-22 LVDO. T/u bes no (MS. Laud 557), After soper
slepe will do non ill.. .Stronge notti [altered to noppy] ale

will make you to rowte,

II Nottun (n^u tpm). [mod.L., ad. Gr. vwrov

back.] The dorsal part of the thorax in insects.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 404 A distinct median
I sclente, the sternum, may be observed ; and a much larger
1

tergal piece, the notum.

Notus (nJu-tos). rare. [L. Actus, Gr. NOTO?.]
The south wind.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \\. Met. vi. (1868) 55 And eke Nero

gouernede alle
l&amp;gt;e poeples J&amp;gt;at pe violent wynde Nothus

scorchib. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 702 Notus and Afer black
with thundrous Clouds from Serraliona.

t Notwithstand, obs. var. of next.

1596 RALEIGH Disctru. Gi iana Ep. Ded. 3 It appeareth
notwithstand that I made no other brauado of going to sea.

1609 _SKENE Reg. Ma_f. 60 Proces sail proceid against him,
notwithstand of his minoritie.

Notwithstanding, prep., adv., and conj.
Also 4-5 -stonding e, -yng(e. [f.

NOT adv.+

withstanding, pres. pple. of WITHSTAND
z&amp;gt;.]

A. prep. 1. Despite, in spite of.

Properly the same construction as in 2, differing only in

the order of the words.

his manhood and his might, Love unto him did full great

unright. c 1460 FORTLSCLE Abs.fy Lim. Mon. iv. (1885) 117
He dothe wronge, notwithstondynge the said lawe declared

by the prophete. 1568 GRAFTOS Chron. 11.651 Notwith-

standyng gentle aduertisement to them geuen,..they re-

mayned still in one obstinate minde. 1591 SHAKS. Tu-o
Gent. iv. ii. 12 Notwithstanding all her sodaine quips. 1625
L?ACON Ess., Nobility (Arb.) 191 Wee see the Switzers last

well, notwithstanding their Diuersitie of Religion. 1662
STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx i. ii. 4 It might be the old famous
Tyre still, notwithstanding what Sanchoniathon speaks.
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xxxii, But notwithstanding this, it i&amp;gt;

impossible to describe our good humour, a 1806 Fox Jos, II

(1808) 214 Thomas Archer, a clergyman... was executed,

notwithstanding many applications in his favour. 1888
BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Jfen II. x. 258 Notwithstanding the

engrossing labours of the Hall., [he] was. .a thoughtful and
laborious student in Divinity.

b. Sc. In spite /&quot; something.
1639 Si omswooD Hist. Ch. Scot. v. (1677) 251 The Fac

tions at home, notwithstanding of the Abstinence, were not
idle. 1653 BAII.LIE Disstias. l^ ind. (1655) 16 Acts of most

hearty communion, notwithstanding of some avowed differ

ences. 1697 [C. LESLIE] Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 117 Not.

withstanding of this high Value they put upon themselves,
. .See how Jealous they are [etc.], c 1817 HO(;G Talcs &amp;lt;v &k.
III. 66 Notwithstanding of his. .remonstrance-;. 1844 H.
STEPHF.NS Bk. Farm II. 404 Notwithstanding of this com
mon opinion, a loss of a &amp;gt;mall portion of time .. may have a
material effect upon some future operations.
2. Following this^ that, or a sb.. in a syntactical

relation corresponding to the ablative absolute in

Latin. Also f not that withstanding,
1490 CAXTON Eneydos\\. 23 This notwystondyng, alwaye

they be in awayte. c 1500 Melnsine 208 She was abasshed
of the grete honour.., not that withstandyng she ansuerd in

this manere. c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. I llI (Cam-
den Soc.) 179 But, her worthiness notwithstanding, and
that he had a fair daughter by her, he.. was wonderfully
tormented in conscience. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n. 1. 260
He bath not motiie for the^e Irish warres : (His burthenous
taxations notwithstanding), a 1640 MALINGER, etc. Old
Law in. ii, These notwithstanding. His hair and wrinkles
\vill betray hi-- age.

1844 Ai,t 7 ^ 8 Viet. c. 32 26 Any other Act to the con

trary notwithstanding. 1857 G. LAWRENCE Guy Liv. iii,

Hunting three days a week, which he persisted in doing, all

lectures and regulations notwithstanding.

\\3. As a quasi-j. rare-~ l

.

1689 Consid. cone. Succession 28 We may easily perceive
that it binds Men to Allegiance (not indefinitely, but) with
a Notwithstanding to the pretended Authority of the Pope.
B. adv. Nevertheless, still, yet.

c 1440 Alph. Talcs S Not-with-stondyng, afor his bruther
was abbot t, he was a wurthie merchand. c 1450 Merlin 235

Not-with-stondinge, I sey not [etc.]. 1530 TINDALE Doctr,
Treat. (Parker Soc.) 480 Notwithstanding yet, when Paul
wrote the epistle to the Colossians, Mark was with him.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) S8 The people of Crete are

Hers,.. yet Epimenides maie be excepted, and be a true

manne of his worde notwithstandyng. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
\i.Nicholays Voy. i. xi. 13 Borasques. .proceed not out of
the West, notwithstanding do often happen in Winter. 1606

G. W[OODCOCKE] Hist, /rstinexxix. :oo Yet notwithstand

ing he promised to send friendly succours. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath- ii. xix. 95 Their King was notwithstanding never
considered as their Representative. 1736 BL-TLER Anal.
i. vii. Wks. 1874 I. 134 Were these assertions true, yet the

government of the world might be just and good notwith

standing. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist. Rome (1786 II. 494 Julian. .

was, notwithstanding, a very good and a very valiant prince.

1813 SOUTHEV Nelson II. 22 The father, .declared he saw
that it would come to pass notwithstanding. 1875 THIRL-
\VAI.L Lett. (1881) I. 303 It can matter little that the rite is

notwithstanding a real sacrament.

C. conj. Although.
1449 PECOCK Repr. in. xii. 355 The! bileeueden it and

witnessen it, not withstonding Pope Damasis wroot the

contrarie to lerom. 150* Lett. RicJi. Ill ff Hen. Vlf
(Rolls) II. in Notwithstondingyourgracehadcommaundid
us to retorne, yet we . . wold be content to make here abode.

1565 STAPLETON tr. Bede s Hist. Ch. Eng. 155 He returned

home, notwithstanding the bisshop offred himlodginge. 1596
DANETT tr. Comities (1614) 243 That the Duke of Lorrain had
no right thereto, notwithstanding others maintained the

contrary. i6i3Pi:RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 745 [He] would
needes goe on shore.., notwithstanding some advised and
intreated him the contrary*. 1676 Doctrine of Devils 170
Notwithstanding they knew the Laws, Customes, and
Statutes, of the Nation. 1765 GOLDSM. Ess. xxiv. Misc.
Wks. 1837 I. 323 Notwithstanding he had set bis features

to the semblance of a smile, 1 could perceive he was out of
humour. 1786 tr. Beckford s VathekdSW , 16 The Caliph,

notwithstanding the table had been thirty times covered,
found himself incommoded by the voraciousness of his

guest. 1829 WORDSW. Prose IVks. (1876) I. 264 Notwith

standing objections may lie against some parts of her

Liturgy, ..her doctrines are exclusively scriptural. 1859
LANG IVand. India 409 Notwithstanding it was enlivened

by several exciting incidents, . . I was very glad when it was
over.

b. Followed by that with dependent clause.

1584 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 176 Milke. notwith

standing that it seemeth to be wholly of one substance, yet
it is compact, or made of three several! substances. 1596
DANETT tr. Comznes (1614) 125 Notwithstanding that it

were once burned by the D. of Burgundie.
iSao W. IRVING Sk.Bk. (1821) I. 149 He [James I of Scot

land] was detained prisoner by Henry IV, notwithstanding
that a truce existed between the two countries. 1855 PUSEV
Doctr. Real Pres. iii. (1859) 329 The Church has ever wor
shipped our Lord truly and spiritually present in the Sacra

ment, notwithstanding that.. His Human nature is at the

Right Hand of God in Heaven.

Notycyon, -yfy, obs. ff. NOTITION, NOTIFY.

Notye, var. of NOTE v. 1 Nou, obs. f. Now.
Wouacion, Noualty, Nouasse, obs. ff.

NOVATION, NOVELTY, NOVICE. Nouch, orig.
form of OUCH, clasp, and var. of N UCHE Obs.
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NOUCH.

. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin.] A
projection or projecting part.
Holme also uses noches in a similar sense {m. ix. 393/1)-

1688 HOLME Armoury i. 32/1 ImbatUeuig stands equally

proportioned on both sides, with the Douches contrary one
to the other : as if they were Strong Staves put throw a

peece of Timber. Ibid. m. xiv. (Roxb.) 8/2 The parts of

a Flesh pott. ..The feet, three nouches on which the pot
standeth.

Noucin, variant of NOWCIN, need. Obs.

fNou-dy, obs. Sc. variant of NODDY sb.%

c 1700 in Maidment Scot. Pasguils (1868) 331 For preach

ing, for drinking, for playing at noudy, Bannocks of bear

meal, cakes ofcroudy. Ibid.* They preach well, feast well,

and play well at noudy.

1! None, a- rare- 1

. [F. nout, pa. pple. of noucr

to knot.] = NOWED a.

1761 Brit. Mag. II. 76 On a wreath, a snake noue, proper.

Noueis, Nouel, Nouell, -eltie,Nouembre,
,obs. ff. NOVICE, NAVEL, NOVEL(TY), NOVEMBER.

II Nougat (n/7ga). Also nogat. [F. nougat,
a. Prov. nougat, = Sp. and Pg. nogada % nogado\~~
Romanic *-nucatitm, f. L. nuc-

t
mix nut.] A

sweetmeat composed principally of sugar and

almonds, or other varieties of nuts.

1827 JARKIN Hal. Confectioner fed. 3) 24 Cake Nogat,
1 his nogat may be made in moulds, or square pieces. 1846
French Domest. Cookery 235 When you make a nougat of

large dimensions, put in the almonds a few at a time. 1853
SOVER Pantroph. 285 That learned and exquisite mixture
now designated under the name of Nougat.

Nought (ivO) ^- a
&amp;gt;

and adv. Forms : a. 1-3

nowiht, i -wuht, 3 -wyht, -wipt (-wist, -whit).
0. 1-4 noht (3 Onn. nohit), 3-4 nohut ; 3-5

(6-9 Sc.} nocht
; 3-4 nogt, 3-6 noght (4-5 -te) ;

3-5 no;t (4 noe3t), 4-5 no;te (4 -the) ; 3
noj&amp;gt;t,

6 Sc. notht, 4 (6 Sc.} noth ; 3 noh, 4 nogh, 0-7
Sc. noch. 7. 3-5 nouht, 5 nowhte, 6 (9) Sc,

noucht
; 3-6 nou3t (4 -th) ? 4-5 nou;te (4 -the),

uowjte ; 3- nought (5 nougt, nough), 5-6
noughte (5 now-) ; 3 nouthe, 4 noupe, 4-5
nouth, 5 nowth(e. 5. 3 nowit, -wyt, 2-4 (8

dial.} nout, 5-7 noute, 3-5 (9 dial.) nowt. [OE.
nowiht

i -wukt, f. ne NE + 6wihtt
var. of dwiht\

see AUGHT and NAUGHT.
Parallel formations to OE. tttiwiht, nSwiht appear in OS.

ntowiht) niowiht
%
OHG. neffivi/it. nio-, nie~&amp;lt;vi/it, nieht (G.

tricht\ and with the guttural dropped in OHG. nieivet^
nu f, AIDu. niewet, nieut, niet, OFns. nawef, nauct^naut.
A simpler form occurs in OHG. niiaiht* -iveht (Goth, nc

u-tii/itS) OE, ne . .ivikt).}

A. sb. 1. Nothing. (Now only literary.)
a. c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxxiii. 10 OndredaS dryhten . .

forSon nowiht wonu b!5 3sm ondredendum hine. ^897
K. /ELFHED tr. Gregory s Past. C. 389 Sien 3a hsebbendan
swelce hie nowiht hsebben. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. M.att. x. 26
Nowiht forSon [is] ^ecle^led pset ne se unwri^en. c 1200
Moral Ode^2 (Trin. Coll. MS.), pan he biSohte an helle
fur bat nowiht ne mai quenche. c 1275 LAY. 3182 Ich be

segge so^ nht, ne sal ?eo habbe no wij?t.

ft. c888 K. ALFRED tr. Boethius vii. i ponne nis
}&amp;gt;e

noht
swiSor bonne 3a;t bat bu forloren h^efst ba woruldsajlSa.

^900 tr. Bmdas Hist. \. xxvii. (1890) So p^em besmitenum
. .noht bi6 claque. 971 Blickl. Horn. 147 Nasfde heo noht
on hire buton

\&amp;gt;&\.
an. c 1128 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

1 128, pa hi bider comon 5a ne was hit noht buton laesunge.
c 1200 ORMIN 18749, & nohht nass wrohht wibbutenn himm
Off all batt iss summ shaffte. c 1250 Lutel sotk Serin. 6 in
O. E. Misc. 186 Wel we witen alle ba3 &amp;gt;ch eou nojt ne telle.

13.. E. E. Aliit, P. A. 520 Nomonbyddezvusdo ry^t nogt.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 24 Al was in to pouldre broght, And
so forth torned into noght. c 1440 Gerterydt s 144 For his

plesur trowly ther lakkyd noght. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 161 [He] can nocht ellis do bot sitt on the
felde. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 181 In earth. .sen
nocht is permanent, a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie $ Sloe

149 Quhat gif. .it coist thee nocht Bot randring it againe ?

i6ixSiRW. MURE EUgie Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 15 Nocht els bot
cruell Cupid s ire my martyrdome constrainis. ^1650
Ps. cxix. 20 Besyde Thy judgements noght, no time, con
tents. 1724 RAMSAY Vision vi, Let nocht thy hairt affray.

1791 BUKNS Lament Earl GUncairn iii. But nocht in all

revolving time Can gladness bring again to me.
Y- c 1300 K. Alts. (Weber) 3767 Tho that up the water

fyghtis, Yet neptith nought of this knyghtis. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 7 5if any brother deye, bat hab nou^t of his owne
to be beried withe. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. i. 210 Bote soffren
and sigge nouht, and so is the beste. c i^QPromp. Parv.
359/2 Nowhte (nowth, K) . . , nichil. 1484 CAXTON Fables o/
Alfonce ix, I promysed to the nought at al. 1529 RASTELL
Pastyme (iSn) 52 He dyd noughte but made his kyn ryche
of the goodys of the church. i;6a J. HEYWOOD Proi&amp;gt;. fy

Epigr* (1867) 38 He that hath right nought, right nought
shall possesse. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo s Africa in. 187
Besides early-bread the inhabitants Jiaue nought to Hue on.

1665 S. PATRICK Parab. Pilgr- 80, I am nought, I have
nought, I desire nought. 1718 HICKES & NELSON J. Kettle-
well n. Ivii. 178 The whole Course of his Ministry was
nought else but an Uniform Obedience. 1781 COWPERX//-
Thelyphth. 182 She whisper d still that he had nought to
fear. 1836 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 33 She loved all living
things, and nought harmed her. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n.
viii. 267 Nought remains to mark the huge moraine, but a
strip of dirL 1872 HOLLAND Marble Prophecy 46 Then
dream that nought so real comes in dreams.

6. a 1200 Moral Ode 292 (Egerton MS.), Heom nas nout
of godes bode ne of godes hese. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi.

119 No
, quaban Apeward, for nout bat I knowe 1

. 1450
Gesta Rom. (1879) 107 PC drynk is noute elles but passion,
c 1485 Promp. Parv. (S) 359/2 Nowte, nichil.

1741-3 WKSLF.V Jrnl. (1749) 89 She cares not, if she never
look in a book. She minds nout but play, 1827-30 T.

236

WILSON Pitman&quot;s Pay (1843) 13, I want for nowl that she

can gie me. 1864 TENNYSON North. Farmer I. i, Thourt
nowt o a noorse.

2. Nothing ; nonentity. Now rare or Obs.

ci20o ORMIN 12009 Forr *
fc
e sh P off nohnl - c 1300

Cursor M. 345 He bat mad al thing o noght. 1388 WYCLIF
Ps. xxxii[i]. 9 He comaundide, and thingis weren maad of

nou^t. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlvi. 44 God.. That him of

nocht wrocht lyk his awin figour. 1567 Gitde % Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 131 O Lord, quhilk wrocht all thingis of nocht.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. i. i (1643) 4 All this All did once of

nought begin. 1642 H. MOKE Song Soul n. i. in. vii, To
their ancient Nought their empty selves betake, a 1711
KEN Hymnarlnm Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 43 The boundless

Gulf betwixt Eternal Nought and Being fix d.

b. Arith. NOTHING^.4

c 1430 A rt Nomhryng 18 pat wel be no}t, for a is nogt.
And twyes no$t is but no^t. 1588 A. KING tr. Canishts
Catech. p. vi, Giff nocht restis, ye divisor 19. sail be it. 1788

JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 464 The honor of their nation

has been calculated at nought. 1884 tr. Lotze s Logic 269
The proportion p a : p ft b ; a must always subsist ; there

fore m cannot be nought.
c. To bt nought : (see NAUGHT sb. i e). rare.

1565 Kyng Darius (BrandlJ 747 Come away, and be

nought a whyle. 1373 AVw Custom i. ii, With all my harte

and a vengeance, come up and be nought.
3. a. In phr. to bring, come, go, etc., to nought,
ft. c 1200 OHMIS 10960 pajraffterr warrb itt efft to nohht.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5466 pe contreye folc com mid gret
route & driue horn al to nojte. 13.. Cursor M. 22172
(Edin.), To bring be cristin men to nochte. 13.. Caw. fy Gr.
Knt. 680 So had better haf ben ben britned to nojt. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. n. 157 The maiestie of
the Romane Impire. .almal^t was cum to nocht. 1888 Scot.

Serm. in Brit. Workm. XXXIV. 19 Sae the precious seed
cam 1

tae nocht ava.

y. c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I . i Alle be hebene men bat nei? him
were, sone he dude to noujte. a 1400 HYLTON ScalaPcrf.
(W. de W. 1494) H. xlv, Spoylleth hym and renteth hym all

to nought. 1470-65 MALORY Arthur xx. xix. 831 They
shalle by processe brynge vs alle to noughte. 1526 TINUALE
i Cor. ii. 6 Wisdom of this worlde . . (which goeth to nought).
1577 Ii. GOOGE Heresbactis llusb. \. (1586) 31 b, Vf it be
sowed thicke, it comes to nought. 1602 CAREW Cornwall
84 All which, .is now growne to nought or naught, c 1680
LEVEKIDGE Serin, (1729) II. 301 Carried away by the next
wind that blows and so comes to nought. 1781 COWPF.R
Connersat. 403 Recov ring. .The faculties that seem d re-

duc d to nought. 1869 BROWNING Ring &amp;lt;V

Bk. vii. 902 All

human plans and projects come to nought. 1871 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 186 Zeal ana courage.,
brought to nought by. -cowardice.

t b. To call to nought (see NAUGHT sb. i d). Obs.

1738-9 MRS. PENDARVES Let. in Mrs. Delany Life &
Corr. (1861) I. 37 The duchess of Portland.. calls herself
all to nought for having been so long in her debt.

4. f a. In gen. sing. Of no value. Obs. rare
-1

.

ciaog LAY. 13947 Eoure godes ne beo5 nohtes, in helle

heo nioer liggeo.

fb. Nottght worth, worth nothing, of no value.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 343 Hwa walde ileuen bisi pet is as

noht wurS. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 367 Men sey bat
ober newe ordiris and reulis ben noe^t worth, c 1380 A bbey
Holy Gliost in Hawpotes Wks. (1896) I. 323 No werkes
bat we wyrke are noghte worthe to god nor spedfull till

cure sawles. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 182
It passis his power, and tharfore the obligacioun is nocht
worth. 1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 109 That neither Rome
can shew any such graunt,. .and if they could it were right

nought worth. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xviii. (1592) 288
That thing.. that is giuen for nought, and by such as are

nought worth, c 1610 BEN JONSON Barriers Wks. (1616)

929 Mirrors, though deckt with diamants, are nought worth,
If the like formes of things they set not forth.

fo. A thing of nought, a mere nothing. Obs.
c 1435 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 2050 Hit was but a whew,

A dreme, a fantasy, and a thyng of nought. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. Glares Utopia i. (1805) 53 They be constrayned to sell

it for a thyng of nought. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay x.

(1592) 137 Seeing that a thing of nought is able to doe so
much. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxix. 21 That, .turne aside the lust

for a thing of nought. 1743 BLAIR The Grave 739 Shrunk
to a thing of nought.

5. For nought, fa.? Nevertheless. Obs.~l

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1442 pis romeins were vor no}t
ouercome atte laste.

t b. In vain, to no purpose. Obs.
c 1290 St. Kenelm 101 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 348 po be lubere

NOUGHT.
a 1340 HAMTOLE Ps. ix. 33 Halymen sail be despisid ban,

and sett attnoght. c iyj$CursorM. 14459 (Fairf.), Alle
J&amp;gt;at

. .be iewes sette atte no}t. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Koxb.) xxxii.

144 All erthely thingez bai sette at nojt. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixxxiv. 5 Setand at nocht God nor man is blame.
Ibid, xllv. 9 Wo wirth the fruct wald put the tre to nocht.

1534 WHITINTOS Tullycs Offices m. (1540) 148 What shal I

say of them that setteth all honest and lust thinges at

noust ? 1634 MILTON Comns 444 The huntress Dian . . set at

nought The frivolous bolt of Cupid, a 1720 SEWEL Hist.

Quakers (1795) I. iv. 247 The protector, .would have given
him audience, had not others set him at nought. 1850
MARSDEN Early Pitrit. (1853) 40 Had she not set at nought
the wishes of such men as Jewel, Grindal, Horn, and Parker.

7. With a and //. a. A thing or person of no
worth or value ; a mere nothing.

wey he is gon. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas ix. xxxi. (1554) 32 b,
Hut al for nought they were so indurate. 1477 CAXTON
Jason 58 Yet they sent unto the king. .

, but that was for

nought. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis XL xi. 106 For nocht scho
was desyrt with mony a man, And moderis feill .. Desyrit
hyr thair gude douchter, in vane. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot. iv. 244 Colman & Finnan oft had
admonised him, bot in vane, and al for no 1

.

t C. &quot;Without payment or recompense ; gratis.
1535 COVERDALE Gen. xxix. 15 Because thou art my

brother, shalt thou therfore serue me for nought? 1562 J.
HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 138 As good to play for

nought, as to woorke for nought. 1671 MILTON Samson
1215 To thir Masters gave me up for nought, a 1770
JORTIN Scrm. (1771) I. iv. 65 He would eat no man s bread
for nought. 1784 COWPER Task i. 675 We travel far, tis

true, but not for nought; And must be brib d [etc.).

d. For no reason, without good cause, rare.

1607 NORDEN Surv. Dial. in. 84 It is spacious in circuit, . .

and beareth not the name for nought, for the Manner is faire.

6. To set at nought , to despise, defy, scorn, dis

regard. So -\to put to nought\ to give nought of
(see GIVE v. pd).

21 pis world is a fayre nou3t, A false lemman. (71560 A.
SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxxv. 17 Sail non be so off nochlis,
no ! Quhilk bene of cursit kind, c 1590 GKEENE Fr. Bacon
iii, We.. Come to buy needlesse noughts to make vs fine.

1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 718 Like bladders blowen up with

\vynd, That being prickt do vanish into noughts.

t b. pi. in predicative or adverbial use. Obs, rare.

1561 WINJET Tractates Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 21 Quhiik
auctoritie geue ?e esteme as nochtis, be reasoun it wes

geuin to $ow..be ane papiste bischope. 1589 GREENE
Menaphon (Arb.) 89 Repentant thoughts Of daies ill spent,
for that which profits noughts.

c. Arith. A cipher. Noughts and crosses , see

OUGHT so.%

a 1660 HAMMOND Serin. Wks. 1684 IV. 379 A defect in

the power of numbering, that discerns no difference between

Ciphers and Millions, but only that the noughts are a little

the blacker. 1718, 1801 [see CIPHER sl&amp;gt;. i], 1839-52
BAILEY Festus n The spheres themselves are but as

shining noughts Upon the mantle of the night impearled.
1889 Spectator 26 Oct., A majority so elected is but a
series of noughts intended to elevate the power of one.

1894 K. GRAHAME Pagan P. 140 True, noughts-and-crosses

might be indulged in.

8. a. Low estate and poverty. rare~~ l
.

ci4oo Brut (E.E. T. S.) 216 A Knyght bat be Erl had

brougt vp of noujt.

b. &quot;Worthless character or conduct.
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 27 $e, bouj bou be of ftble fame,

Bere good visage, by noutt aspye. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary n. (1625) 31 To relieve such an one .. in bringing
him from nought to ought. 1622 W. WHATELY Gods Hvsb.
ii. 136 We shall grow worse and worse, euen from ought to

nought, as the Prouerbe
speaketh. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT

Cert. Relig. i. 4 Else you ll fall from nought to worse, from
thence to nothing.

t c. To do nought, to do wrong. To play the

nought^ to act immorally. Obs.

1538 STARKEY England i. i. 6, I wyl not yet say.. that

therm they dyd vtturly nought. 1565 Child Marriages 129
The said Thomas Grenehalgh had plaid the nought with the

said Jone, in the house of the said Margaret, her mother.

9. Comb., as nought-availing, -fearing, -worth.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd, Wks. (Grosart) I. 44 Least he
..make a nought worth peeble his Jewell. 1591 FLORIO
snd Frtiites 127 A counterfaite, lazie, and nought-worth
seruant. a 1591 H. SMITH tt ks, (1867) II. 237 These nought-
fearing fellows, these high-stomached men,.. are brought
down oy danger. 1613 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grove
Wks. (1711) 118 With unprofitable and nought-availing
Stubbornness.

B. adj. [Cf. NAUGHT ., which is the more
usual form.]

f 1. Of material things : Bad in condition or in

their own kind. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 51 As a sore membre b:it

is nou?t from membres at beeb hole and sounde. 1402
HOCCLEVE Lett. Cupid 321 The soyl ys noght, ther may
no trouthe growe ! 1496 Fysshynge iv. Angle (18831 32

Whan they ben in a slough or elles deed thenne ben they
nought, c 1540 Plutupton Corr. (Camden) 239 The cofer

wherin your said court rowles lieth is nought & the lock

therof not worth a pene. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbacli s

Husb. i. (1586) 44 With continuall bearing of Hey, it hath

growen to be mossie and nought. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings ii.

IQ The water is nought, and the ground barren. 1693
EVELYN De la Quint. Compl. Gard. 1. 38 All that is nought
in the Ground must of necessity be removed. 1704 SWIFT
Bait. Bks. Misc. (1711)237 Tis too plain, the Materials are

nought. 1728 E. SMITH Cotttpl. liou$eu&amp;lt;. (1750) 5 If [the

egg is] muddy or cloudy, and the yolk broken, it is nought,

t b. Of actions, etc. : Bad, wicked. Obs.

a 1425 Cursor M. 14459 (Trin.), Alle bat he wib loue hem
sou?! be iewes entent was euernou3t. 1481 CAXTON Myrr.
in. XXL 181 That synne is nought, ffor as moche as it is voyde
and disgarnysshed of all goodnes. 1531 ELYOT Gov. (1580)

180 If the purpose be noughte he can not. .hope to obtain

it. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus^ Ann. vi. ix. (1622) 134 A
people not ynderstanding what is good, nor hauing a care of

that which is nought. 1607 J. DAVIES Svmtua Totalis vi.

Wks. (Grosart) I. 5/2 Hate, Anger, and the like, in vs are

nought, But in thee good, and iust.

t C. Immoral, vicious. Obs.

1388-9 in Wyclis Sel. Wks. III. 488 po hoore-hows bat
alle men knowen is nou5t. 1513 MORE Kick. 7/7(1883) 53
She was nought of her body. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 30 b, Many dyd myracles that were nought of lyuyng,
as the enchauntours of Pharao. 1550 BALE Eng. Votaries i.

(1560) 96 Callynge them all that nought was.

2. Good for nothing, worthless, useless.

i 1400 Apol. Loll. 28 pat is no power, but fals_pride,
&

presumid, & onli in name, & as to jend & effect is now^t.

1483 Vulgaria 33 Thow kunnest me no thanke, therfore

thow art nought to do fore, c 1535 M. NISBET Prol. ROM.
(S.T.S.) III. 347 That ande all lyk argumenles ar nocht.

1550 CROW LEY Epigr, 1410 A wryter of thynges nought and

vayne. 1615 BRATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 132 Thou mun



NOUGHT. 237 NOUN.

not blush, nor colour change for ought, Though th
1

plea thou

hast in hand be nere so nought. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wiirtz

Surg. n. i. 47 Experience, that great Teacher, tels us to be

nought, at all times to undertake for health. 1790 Borroiu-

dale Lett. (1821) 14 Hees fearful nowt I racken.

1 3. Injurious to, bad for, a thing or person.
Also without const. Obs.

SS2 HERVET Xenophon CEcon. (1768) 2, 1 do not accompte
that amonge a mans.-goodes, that is nought and hurtful

vnto him. 1578 LYTE Dodoensby) Garlyke is hurtfull and

nought for cholerique people. 1658 A. Fox tr. WiirtJ Surg.
II. i. 49 A Surgeon., may easily know.. what is good or

nought for the Wound. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade(i6gB) in,
I conclude, .that all restrictions of trade are nought, and

consequently that no company. .can be for publick good.

C. adv. [Orig. the accusative of the sb^\

1. To no extent ;
in no way ; not at all.

c 825 Vc$p. Psalter Ixxxviii. 23 Nowiht fromaS se fiond

in him. 971 BlickL Horn, ng Hie seo^^an. .him nowiht
fore ne ondredon. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2103 Alle (?ine

Creates ne drede ich , quo5 ha, riht noht . a 1250
Prov. JElfred 284 in O. E. Misc. 120 peyh heo wel wolde,
ne may neo hi nowiht welde. c 1275 LAY. 25632 Ne
dorste tar no cnilit to vuele hit teorne no wiht. 1381 in

Wyclifs Set. \Vks. III. 500 Bodely etyng ne profiles nouth
to soule. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 68 Me
semyd that wonder lytel or nought my peynes were

abredged. 1503 HAWES Exanip. Virt. ix. 168 Where I am
pooie and sette by nought. 1368 TILNEY Disc. Maria^e
B iv b, But vertues are laide aside, and nought accounted
off. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. tv. 7 As a blindfold Bull, at

randon fares, And where he hits nought knowes, and whom
lie hurts nought cares.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXI. 232 It matters nout
,
as the

Yorkshire men have it. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in.

127 Never complaining; resting nought, And yet scarce

asking what he sought. 1887 Odyss. xi. 363 Odysseus,
nought do we deem thee. .To be a cheat.

t 2. -NOT adv. Obs.

j3. cSzs Vesp. Psalter xlii. i Doem mec, god, & toscad

intingan minne of deode noht halijre. (.897 K. /ELFKED
Gregory s Past. C, xxxi. 206 Nseron xe noht a^mettije, 5eah

^e wel ne dyden. 971 Blickl. Horn. 171 Ne burfan je
noht besorgian hwast ^esprecan. c 1131 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1131, On ba tun ba waes tenn plojes-.ne belief

\&amp;gt;xr
noht an. c 1200 OKMIN 11343 Nohht ne mag^ J&amp;gt;e

mann
Bi brad all ane Hbbenn. c 1250 Kent. Serin, in 0. E, Misc.

29 Ha niste nocht te miracle, ac
\&amp;gt;o serganz wel hit wiste.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15315 Noth fete allan, bot hefd and hand.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 605 Man when he is til worshepe
broght Right understandyng has he noght. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 5903 He that wil not whan he may, When he

wolde, he getis it noght. 1473 WARKW. Chron* (Camden) 2

Thei durst nojt come neghe the castelle. 1533 GAU RicJit

Vay 4 Thay..suld noth be slayne. Ibid. 14 Thay yat
bannis or wil notht heir thaime. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxvi. 5 5e neid nocht for to feir The craft, .of man. 1615
SIR W. HUuJf&C. Poems xiii. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 31 Bereft of

breath, sit nocht from lyfe depoised. [1724 RAMSAY Vision

xiii, It s nocht fit an mortal man Should ken all I can tell.]

Comb. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 17 The absence
and noc[h]t comperance of the saidis personis.

V- c 1275 Passion our Lord 36 in O. E. Misc. 38 He nuste
nouht

f&amp;gt;at
he wes

bo}&amp;gt;e god and mon. 1315 SHOREHAM i.

1835 Ine
|&amp;gt;e weddynge ne gaynetnoujt pa} J&amp;gt;on be o}?er by-

swyke. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 3 The cause whi it changeth
so It needeth nought to specific. 1411 Rolls ofParIt. III.

650/1 The sayd Robert wold nouht graunte that he had

submytted hym in that mater. ( 1470 HARDING Chron.
Pref. p. vi, He wolde nought suffre I had such waryson.
5. c 1205 LAY. 298 pat beam nasnowit feie. a i*z$A&amp;gt;tcr.

K. 28 Jif (ju ne const nout 5esne, seie sumne o&amp;lt;5er of fle

creoiz. a 1300 Vox &amp;lt;v Wolf 15-$ in Hazl. E. P. P. \. 63 Ne
beth nout }et thre dales a-go. 1388-9 in IVyclifsSel. Wks.
III. 479 If }ee wil nout do pis ri^twisenes. a 1400 Pol. Rel,

&amp;lt;$

L. Poems 259, I am
\&amp;gt;\ broker, be nout in wer ; be nout

agast. 1475 Paston Lett. III. 123 Robard Clere..told me
that he was nowt payd of the niony that.. was borowd of

hys modyr.
t 3. In the phrases nought (for) than,forthi, for

that, nevertheless. Also NOUGHTWITHSTANDING.
c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 36 Nocht for ban . . ne

solde no-man targi for to wende to godalmichti. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 4015 pe king clupede no}t uor ban is conseil

sone. 13. . Cursor M, 8345 (Gott.), Bot noght for-^i ne tald

he noght pe bod-word, c 1375 -5V. Leg. Saints iii. {Andrew}
465 Nocht-pane, bot bu consent to me, . . I sal ger mene pe
crucify. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) ir. Ivii. (1859) 56 But

nought for thy, blessid be his grace. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Priv. Priv. 225 And noght for that they bene moste febill

of body. Ibid. 239 In tymes..al be body of man is hote,
and nosth for than the stomake is colde. 1456 SIR G, HAVE
Law Arms (S. T. S.) 107 And 511, nocht than thai graunt
that the Emperour is temporale lord.

t Nought, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To set (one) at nought,
a 1400-50 Alexander 753 For pou has no?tid me now,

Nicollas *, he sayd, I swere be [etc], c 1440 Promf. Paru,

360/1 Nowtun, or syettyn at nowhte. ., vilipendo.

2. reft. To efface (oneself)-
a 1400 HVLTON Scala Per/, n. xx. (Bodl. MS.) If- 114 And

so^eli vnto a soule lean felabli poru; grace nou}ten him
silf. .he is not perfytli meke. c 1450 tr. De Imitation* in.

xlvii. 118 Yf pou coudUt parfitly nou^t [L. anniftilaw} piself

& voide piself from all loue of creatures.

t Nou ghtihood. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [f. NOUGHTY

a. + -HOOD.] Wickedness.
1536 Pilgrim s T. 303 in Thynne Animadv. (1875) 85

Fyndis in hell full of dissention, dothe extoll ther awn
noghtihod aboue all that is called god.

t Nou ghtily, adv. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-LY &amp;gt;2

.] Badly ; in a bad or evil manner.
c iSSoCHEKE Matt. xxi. 41 He wil destroie. -y*

e&amp;lt; nought!
men noughtili. a 1560 KINGESMYLL Confl. iv. Satan (1578)
6 They were naughtily done though they seemed never so

food.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemtaus Fr. Chirurg. 55/1 A

eade noughlilye formed.

t Naughtiness. Obs. rare. [f.
as

prec.
+

NESS.] a. Nothingness, worthlessness, vileness.

b. Badness, wickedness.
c 1425 tr. T. d KentpU* Consol. HI. ix, Al maner estima-

cion, be it neuer so litel, shal be drouned in pe valey of my
noustines [L. nikileita$\. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (\V. de W. 1531)

270 b, The more they se theyr owne noughtynesse, and
thinketh themselfe more and more

vyle. 1551 TURNEK
Herbal i. (1568) 38 It may be the noughtines of the place

may wonderfully minish the operation of the herbe. 1577
B. GOOGE Heresbaclis Husb. \. (1586) 15 It is very neces-

sarie for them sometimes to recreate them selues, so that

..they geue not them seines to noughtinesse.

t Nou ghting, $b. Obs, rare- 1
, [f.

NOUGHT
sb. +-ING ;

\] A worthless or insignificant person.
c 1440 MYKC Festlal (E.E.T.S.) 201 Mony a byge and a

strong I liaue ouercom, and now suche a no}lyng habe

getyn pe maystry, and putie me vndyrher fote.

t NOTTghting, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. NOUGHT -v. +
-ING 1

.] Depreciation, scorn ; effacement.
a 1223 Ancr. R. 426 Hwon Iiis blowinge ne geme5 nout,

beonne bringeS he up sum luSer word, o^er sum nouhtunge
nwarburuhneo to-hurte5et5erurommardo5cr. civyslfali
Mcid. o [Thou shall] se ofte beon imaket arm of an eSeliche
mon. .for noht o5er nohtunge. 1400 HYLTON ScalaPcrf.
{W. de W. 1494) ii. xxvi, And casten hemself downe vnder

god by noughtynge of hemsclf.

t UoU glltiy, adv. Obs. rare. Also i noht-

lice, 4 noght-, 6 noughtely. [f.
NOUGHT a. +

-LY -.] a. Wickedly, wrongly, b. Badly, poorly.
^825 I7csp. Psalter xxxvi. 8-9 Blin from eorre & forlet

hatheortnisse; ne elna Su bante nohtlice ou doe. ForSon
3a nohtlice do5 bia5 abreotte. 1400 Cursor M. 27574
(Cott. Galba), Of pain we suld noghtly late, for of paire

gude werkes noght we wate. 1502 Ord, Crystal J\Ien (W.
de W. 1506) iv. vi, Moche better is it to examyn one or two
unto saluacyon, than twenty and foure noughtelye. 1551
TURNER Herbal 143 It is not harde to be digested, if it be

not corrupted before. And that chanceth vnto it when
it is noughtely dressed. 1594 WEST vnd / /. Symbol. 163

Whereby his mind is corrupted and made worse to do or

attempt anything noughtly.

t Noughtwithstanding (nocht-, noght-,

nou;t, etc.), obs. var. of NOTWITHSTANDING.
1360 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) n Noght-with-

standing bat he was ?ing, He chastyd his flesch with fast

ing. 1386 Rolls of Parlt. III. 225/1 Noughtwithstondyng
the same fredam or fraunchise, Nichol Brembre. . was chosen
Mair. 1413 Pilgr. Soivlc (Caxton) i. xx. (1859) 21 Ne
woldest thou neuer byleue, nou^twithstandynee that I haue

put al my power. 1426 Paston Lett. I. 25 Nought with

stondyng that I herde nevere of this matier . . , yet I made an

appell. 1533 BKLLENDEN Lhy \\. xiii. (S. T. S.) 1. 179 The
small pepill, nochtwithstanding pat pis Valerius was create

dictator [etc.]. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist, Scot.

Prol. 5 The are notwithstanding [is] sumthingthiker, and
mae cloudes.

Nou-ghty, a. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : 4 no3t-,

5-6 nowght-, noght-, 6 6V. nochth-, 7- Sc.

nocht-, 4- noughty ;
also 5-6 -i, 6 -ie, -ye. [f.

NOUGHT sb. + -Y : cf. NAUGHTY a.]

fl. Of actions, etc. : Bad, immoral, wicked. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1359 Hit
js

not innoghe to pe nice

al no5ty pink [
= thing] vse, Bot if alle pe worlde wyt his

wykked dedes. 1450-80 tr. Secreta^
Secret. 14 Leue pe

nought! lyf of bestis that euyr lyve in filthis. 1535 ^ORE
Debell. Salem \. Wks. 931/2 Of many nought! thmges I

touch there but a fewe, and suche as were in no wise to be

dissembled. 1541 Act 33 Hen. Vfll, c. 21 i A woman,
whiche was priuie to hir noughtie life before. 1603 J.

DAVIES (Heref.) Microcos. xxxv. \Vles. (Grosart) 1. 26/2 Sin,

noughty Nothing that mak st all things nought.

f 2. Of persons : Abject, worthless, vile, bad.

&amp;lt;ri395
Plowman s Tale in. 1097 And they were noughty,

foule, and horowe, To worship god men wolde wlate. 1461
Paston Lett. II. 26 Be ware howe ye ryd or go, for nowgty
and evyll desposyd felacheps. 1477 EARL RIVEHS (Caxton)
Dictes 24 Yf he geue by wil to noughty folkis..it puteth

aweye the courage of his goode seruauntis. a 1529 SKELTON

Agst. Scottes 56 Ye for to sende such a citacion, ft shameth
all your noughty nacion. 1563 GOOGE Eglogs vii. (Arb.) 79
Let noughtye men saye what they lyst to the[ej.
Comb. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 121 It is a folie to

suffer the fome of a horse, or the strikyng of his foote, and
not abide any thyng that a foole doeth, or a noughtie dis

posed fellowe speaketh.

fb. Noughty pack = NAUGHTY PACK. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 37 b, Al though they
be wretched lyuers & noughty packes amonge. 1553 T.

WILSON Rhet. (1580) 140 Euery one thinketh it a better and
a meter deede, to punishe noughtie packes, then to scoffe at

their euill demeanour.

3. Of things: a. Good for nothing; worthless

or of little worth ; also in mod. Sc.
} insignificant,

trifling.

1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 198 Syth he

hath gyuen vnto this noughty worlde so many grete

pleasures. 1551 TURNER Herbal 141 That whiche is. .sharpe
or rough or darke and full of asshes..is greuous and

noughty. 1655 Sess. Kec. Lesmahagow, Ann. viii. (1864)

128 Ye Session taking into yr consideration that Mr

Thomas school has been very nochtie. 1835 WEBSTER

Rhymes 203 When he lifts his mole-like een, With a nochty
nose between. i88a W. ALEXANDER A in Folk 101 The
farmers did not wish to have a Highland cow, and the

coupers who passed sneered at it as a nochty beastie .

f b. In bad condition ; of a bad kind. Obs.

1541 COPLAND Gnydoris Quest. Chirurg. O ij b, They that

. .be rotten, and founde in noughty waters be daungerous.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 361 The same put into the holes of cor

rupt and noughtie teeth, swageth the tooth-ache. 1657 S.

PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. \\. 296 They may not after build

upon a rotten, noughty, or weake foundation.

Nou^wliere, obs. f. NOWHERE. Nouh, ought
not : see OWE v. Nouice, -iciat, obs. ff.

NOVICE, -ICIATE. Wouite(e, obs. ff. NOVJTV.

Nouke, Noul, obs. ff. NOOK, NOLL.

fiWould, would not: see NILL v. Obs.

1579 SPENSER Shcph. Ctil. Feb. 192 The good man noulde

stay his leasure. 1596 DANETT tr. Comings Ep. Ded. (1614)

p. iii, Would I nould I, to the presse the booke must go.

1642 H. MOKK Song Soul \. i. xxxviii, Then they, .desired,
That he nould break this happy union. [1742 SmiNMONK
Schoolmistr. xv, Simple faith.. That nould on wooden
image place her creed.]

Noule, !N&quot;oult, obs. forms of NOLL, NOLT.

Noumber, -bre, -bur, obs. ff. NUMBER sb.

Noumbles, -buls, obs. ff. NUMBLES. Noum-
brable, -brary, obs. ff. NUMBEHABLE, -BKAKY.

Nounieite (n/rra/|0it). Alin. Also nou-

meaite, numeite. [From its locality, Noumea
in New Caledonia.] A variety of gamieiite.
1874 Sidney Herald 29 Sept., Noumtite. 1881 Nature

XXV. 45 Some minerals from New Caledonia, including
the nickel-bearing Noumeaite. 1894 Min, Mn^. V 193
The Oregon nickel is found in two varieties.., Garnierite

and Noumeite.

Noumenal (nuu-menal), a. [f. NOUMEN-OM -r

-AL. So F. noitnttfnal. } Relating to, consisting

of, noumena
;
that can only be apprehended by

intuition; not phenomenal.
1803 Edin. Rev.\. 262 Himself, however, the sole exception

in nature, he knows in objective noumenal reality. 1830
COLHKIDGK Lett. (1895) 755 Some other term must be u-eil

as the antithet to phenomenal, perhaps noumenal.
_

i86z

SPENCEK First Princ. \\. iii. 46 (1875] 159 Contrasting it

with a noumenal existence which we imagine, a 1881 A.

BARRATT Phys. Mtttin&iric (1883) 25 The extension of ;i

noumenal fact beyond the limits of our own individual

noumenon.
Hence Noumena lity ; Nou menalize v.

1872 Contentp. Rcz; XX. 822 He phenomenalizes the old

Ding-an-sich merely to noumenali/e the Concepts and the

law of Contradiction, a. 1881 BAKKATT Phys. Metempiric
(1883) 36 Outside loblngits former meaning of externality
in bpace and acquiring the new meaning of Noumenality.

NoU menally, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.] In a

noumenal aspect ;
as regards noumena.

1858 SPENCKR Ess. I. 27 That we can comprehend .such

cause noumenally considered ib not to be supposed. 1882

Athcn&um 27 May 664/1 Kant had made the will pheno
menally determined, but noumenally free.

WOU meilisill. nonce-word, [f. next + -ISM.]
A philosophical system dealing with, or based on,

noumena.
1865 J. GROTE Explor. Phihs. \. 182 All this is entirely

different from the notion of an unknowable noumenisrn
with which phenomenism (as I here on purpose write it) is

contrasted.

Noumenon (nau men^n). JMetaph. PI. nou
mena. [ad. Gr. voovptvov, neut. of the pres. pple.

pass, of vocw to apprehend, conceive ; introduced

by Kant in contrast to phenomenon.} In the

philosophy of Kant : An object of purely intel

lectual intuition, devoid of all phenomenal
attributes.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXV. 585 The pheno
mena of beauty, with respect to him [sc. Kant], rank among
the noumena. 1803 Edin. Rev. I. 267 We will admit to the

transcendentalist his solitary noumenon and its separate
functions. 1867 LEWES Hist. Philos. (ed. 3) II. 485 The
peculiar merit of his doctrine is held to be that he distin

guishes Phenomena from things in themselves, or Noumena.

1877 CAIRO Philos. Kant n. xiii. 498 In a negative sense, a
noumenon would be an object not given in sensuous percep
tion; in a positive sense, a noumenon would be an object

given in a non-sensuous, i. e. an intellectual perception.

Noumer, obs. form of NUMBER.

Noumeracioun, obs. form of NUMERATION.

t Nounipere. Obs. Forms : 4-5 nouuper,
-pier; 4 noumpere, 5 nowmper^e, -powre; 4

nompere, -peyr. [a. OF. nonper^ nomper^ f.

non- NON-
+/&amp;gt;*, pair PEEK.] The original form

ot UMPIRE.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 181 Til Robyn J&amp;gt;e Ropere weore

..nempned for a noumpere fc&amp;gt;at
no de-bat neore. 41420

BIBLK (Wycl.) IV. 302 And while thei stryuen thus, the

apostil putte him bitwene as a mene, distruynge alle her

qwestiouns, as a good noumpere. 1424 Paston Lett. I. 14
The decree and jugement of a nounpier to be chosen by
the same arbitrores. 1435 Plitmpton Corr. (Camden) p. li,

That the said award & ordinance of the said Nowmper be
made be the feast of the Nativity, c 1440 Promp. Pan:
360 Nowmpere, or owmpere,. .arbiter, sequester.

Noun (naun). Gram. Forms: -4-7 nowne
(7 nown), 6-7 noune, 7- noun. [a. AF. noun,
OF. nun, num t non, now : L. nomen name.]
1. A word used as the name or designation of a

person or thing (cf. sense 2).

In older grammars also including the adjective (cf. sense

3) and occas, the pronoun.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vni. xxviii. (Bodl. MS.),

Luxandlumenisli^tinEnglisschejbuttin latine is difference

bitwene Jnlke twey nownes. &amp;lt;~ 1430 Art Nombryng 19 And
tweyn nombres schal be tokenyde be a nowne. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 257/1 A Nowne, nomen. 1530 BAYNTON in Palsgr.
Introd, p. xiii, Be it nowne, verbe, adverbe, or any other

pane of speche. 1586 W. WEHBK Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 63

Placing the verbe out of his order, ana too farre behinde
the nowne. c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 27 A
personal word is a noun or a verb. A noun is a word of

one person with gender and case. 1651 HOBBES Lwiatk.



NOUNAL.
in. xxxvi. 222 A part of Speech, such a&amp;gt; Grammarians call

a Nown. 1735 WATTS Logic i. vi. 8 It would be very ridi

culous., to divide a book, .into nouns and pronouns 1784

COWPER Tir0c.6ig No nourishment to feed his growing mind,
But conjugated verbs and nouns declin d? 1844 EMERSON

Nature, Language, Children and savages use only nouns

or names of things, which they convert into verbs. 1894

LISDSAV Latin Lang. 369 The proneness of nouns to take

a new gender by analogy of a noun which had a similar

termination.

fb. An adjective. Obs. we.
1657 C. HOOLE Rntiiw. Lat. Gram. 99 Nouns of the

Comparative and Superlative degree, being put parti-

lively.., require a Genitive case.

c. attrib. and Comb.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue (1887) 305 All the words

which we shall include in the noun-group are essentially

preventive. 1875 WHITSKY Life Lang. vii. 123 There are

noun-forming suffixes.

2. Noun substantive = &amp;lt;

$&amp;gt;wst i. Cf. SUBSTANTIVE.

1509 HAWKS Past. Pit-as, v. (Percy Soc.) 24 A nowne sub-

&amp;gt;tantyve Might stand wythout helpe of an adjectyve. 1530

PALSGR. Introd. 24 Nownes substantives have thre chefe

accidente;., gender, nombre, and parson. 1612 KRWSISY Z.U&.

Lit. 133 If the childe but knowe his word to be like any of

the examples of a Nown Substantiue,..he knoweth it to be

a Nown Substantiue. 1696 LORIMKK Rein. Goodwin s Disc.

ix. 179 The one halfe of it, the Nown Substantive, Law, is

expresly in Scripture. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic u. ii, You
have trope, figure, and metaphor, as plenty as noun-sub

stantives. 1832 MARRVAT .V. Forster xxi, There is no

talking with noun substantives o lly. 1843 Proc. Philol.

S\. I. 63 The institution of nouns substantive, would pro

bably be one of the first steps towards the formation of

language.
fig. 1705 HICKERISGILL Pricst-cr. iv. (1721) 215 The true

Church of England., is a Noun-substantive that can stand

by it self. 1741 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 267 So I by myself
can Noun Substantive stand, Impose on my Owners, and
&amp;gt;.ive my own Land.

3. Xoun adjective
= ADJECTIVE B. Alsoyf^.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 27 Nownes adjectives have .. thre

cbefe accidentes, gendre, nombre. and comparation. 1608

BRETON Div. Consid. Wks. (Grosart) II. 18/1 Naked and
feeble like a nowne adiectiue that cannot stand alone. 1668

WILKISS Real Charact. in. i. 7 The true genuine sense of

a Noun Adjective.. imports this general notion, of Pertain-

ing to. 1705 HICKERINGILL Pricst-cr. i. (1721) 36 Christian

Government is a Noun-Adjective, and cannot stand by it

self, without such Adjutants. 1786 H. TOOKE Purley\\. vi,

What is an Adjective? I dare not call it Noun Adjective.

1876 KKNXEDY Pub. Si/i. Lat. Gram, (ed. 4* 15.

attrib. and Comb, a 1628 F. GREVIL Life Sidney \iyyj) 107
The Nown-adjective-natured Princes, and subjects of this

tune. ///./. 166 The Noune adjective nature of this super-
btitious Princebse.

Hence Nou ning vbl. sJ&amp;gt;.
t using words as nouns ;

Nou nless a., having no nouns
;

ZTou nsMp,
status as a noun, nonce-words.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry ,y Frances (1767) IV. 60

As to the Nouning and Verbing, which he so heavily

charged you with. 1858 J. ROBKRTSOX Poems 80 The
eternal, unambiguous speech, The nounless, verbless tongue.

1890 Ciisselfs Fain. Mag. Apr. 315/2 The parent noun,
ic /f//*

,
whose nounship is denied by some grammarians..,

can only get employment a.s an adverb.

Nouual (nuu-nal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of the

nature or quality of a noun.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue vii. 261 When verbs are

presenttve, they are so precisely in proportion to the amount
of nounal stuff that is mixed up in their constitution. 1883
J. W. F. ROGERS Gram, fy Logic 65 A phrase formed of
to and an infinitive noun may be either Nounal, Ad
jectival or Adverbial. Ibid. 67 Nounal Phrase.

So Noivnally adv., as a noun.

1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue iv. 182 The sporting
world employs the word nounally.

Nouubre, Noune, obs. ff. NUMBER, OWN a.

Nounce, nouns, obs. varr. of OUNCE j.l

t Nouns. Obs. Also 6 nownes, 7-8 nowns,
7 nounz. A perversion of wounds (see GOD sb.

14 a) used as an oath: cf. ZOUNDS. In early

examples in the fuller forms Cock&quot;s and OtTs nouns.
a J5S3 UDALL Royster D. i. iv, Kock s nownes, what

meanest thou man? tut, a whistle. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
iv. i. 25, I thought there had bin one Number more, because

they say od s-Nownes. ? 1608 Merry Devil of Edmonton
Hazl. Dodsley X. 225 Nouns ! there s fire i th tail on t.

1675 T. DUFFETT Mock Tempest i. i, Nounz, stir about, or
Tie beat thy brains out with my Bottle. 1709 Rambling
FitddU Cups 13 But, Nouns, if the Rake-hell continues thus
loose [etc.]. 1790 R.TYLER Contrast v. t. (1887) 93, I can t

laugh for the blood and nowns of me. [1822 SCOTT Nigel
ii, Nouns, man, the Whitehall gateways were planned by
the great Holbein.]

b. With punning allusion to NOUN.
1607 WILKISS Mis. Enforced Marriage in, But nouns,

pronouns and participles ! where be these rogues here?

Nonp (nwp). Also noop. [a. ON. mipr
(gnupr}.] A steep and lofty headland. (Occurs
in Orkney and Shetland place-names.)
1822 SCOTT Pirate xix, By stack and by skerrv by noup,

and by voe,

Nour, var. of NOWEB, nowhere.

Nource, -eery, obs. ff. NURSE, -BERT.

t Nourice, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 3, 6-7 nurice

(6 -rice), 4 -yse, 5-6 -ys, 6 Sc. -is(s, 5 -ess,
6 Sc. -eis, nwreis. 0. 3-6 norice, 4 -iche, 4-6
-yce, 4 -isse, 4-6 -ise. 4-5 -yse, 5 -ys;s(e, -e(i)s.

Y. 4, 6- nourice, 5-6 -yce, -ysse, 6 -ise
; 4

nowrise, -ys ;
8 nooriss. [a. OF. nurice

t -isce,

our(f}icCj = Prov. noir- 9 nuir-

238

issa
t
Catal. nudrissa. Sp. nod-, nudriza : late L.

nntricia, fern, of mltridus, f. ntltric-eui
t nutrix,

f. nutrire to nourish. L. nutritem is represented

by It. /-, not -
t nud-, nodrice, Sp. nut-, nodriz.

Cf. NOURISH sb. and NURSE *.] A nurse. Also

attrib. in noitnct-fee, -milk.

a., a 1225 Ancr. R. 82 Heo make5 of hire tunge cradel to

bes deofles beam, & rockeS bit ^eorneliche ase nurice.

CI230 //a// Meid. 37 pah bu riche beo, & nurice habbe.

&amp;lt;-&quot; J375 ^ c - ^4? Saints xxvii. {Machor) 47 He tuk be child

hym til, & gat a nuryse gud in by. c i^o Alp/i. Tales 216

He tuke ane offrand hym selfe and gaff vnto ber nuress.

1515 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 10 Bocht..for my lord

duke s nurys, to be hir ane goune. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot, 11. 146 Eder. .be the mgine and the In

dustrie of his nurice was preseruet. c 1620 A. HI/ME Brit.

Tongue (1865! 19 Nurice, from nutrix, quhilk the south

calles nurse, not without a fait both in sound and symbol.

ft. ci*90 St. Lucy 61 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 102 He wende
to seinte lucies norice. w A$enb. 60

J&amp;gt;e

blonderes byeb
be dyeules noriches, bet his children yeueb zouke. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 449 pis Clitus his suster was
Alisaundre his norise. 1413 /V&n Sowle (Caxton, 1483) v.

iii. 93 That blysful lady Mary was very moder and noryce
of Ihesu goddes sone. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 44/2
Thenne they lete her goo and her noryce wyth her. 1541
ELYOT Cast. Helthe \\. xxv. 40 b. Their noryces shall per-

ceyve what dygesteth welle. X568GRAFTOS Chron. II. 196

By meane of a false Norice, he was stollen out of his

Cradell.

V- ^ I375 Si- Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nicholas) 40 Na one

fryday hot anys wald he be nowrys suk. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 251/2 One named Concordia Nouryce of Ypolyte
answerd for them alle. 1530 PALSGR. 577/2 She is worthy
to be a nouryce, she can handell a chylde dayntely. 1599

JAS. I Basilikon Down 11603* 45 Drinking in with their

very nouris-milke that their honor stood in committing
three points of iniquitie. 1600 HOLLAND Lwy in. xlviii.

120 To enquire of her nourice the truth of this matter.

1768 Ross Htlenore (1812) 68 Then sud she gae frae head
to foot in silk ; Wi castings rare, and a gueed nooriss-fee,

To nurse the king of Elfin s heir,

b. In figurative uses.

ft. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 874 Sjepyng long in grete

quyete is eke a grete Norice to lecherie. c 1412 HOCCLEVE
/&amp;gt;( Keg. Princ. 4813 Loue is norice of welbe and of glad-
ne&amp;lt;se. a 1548 HALL Chron. , Edw. IV 2456, The not

deliuery of the same should be the norice and continuer of

warre and hostilitie. 1550 J. COKE Eng. $ Fr. Herald.
i (1877) 55 Idlenes, norise of vyces.
V- 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W 1506) u. v. 92

Charyte is. .moder and nouryce and y lyght of these other

vertnes. 1576 GASCOIGSE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 60 Gold, which
is. .The i.e.ist of strife, and nourice of debate. 1609
HOLLAND A mm. Marcell. xx, viii. 156 But putting aside

flatterie, the very nourice of vices, set your mind upon
iustice. 1612 SELDF.N Illustr. Drayton s Poly-olb. A iij b,

That most learned Nourice of Antiquitie . . Mr. Camden.

Hence t Non-rice
z&amp;gt;.,

to nurse, f WouTiceship,
the office of a nurse. Obs.

1588 GREENE Perimedes H j b, The Syren Venus nourist

in hir lap Faire Adon. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, iii, What
is her connection with the former proprietor s family?
4

O, it was something of a nourice-ship, I believe .

t NoU ricery. Obs. rare. Forms: 4noricerie,

5 norysrye, 7 Sc. nouricerie, [f. norice, norys
NOURICE sb. + -RY. Cf. mod.F. noun-iceHe.}
1. A nursery for children.

c 1330 Amis $ A mil. 2258 The douke wel fast gan aspie
The Kays of the noricerie. 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 358/2

Norysrye, where yonge chyldur arn kept.

2. A nursery for plants.

1684-9 Glamis Bk, Record (S.H.S.) 34 The whole bounds
of the kitchen yeard and nouricerie below the house.

t NoU rish, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 4 nurishe.

5 -isch(e. 0. 4-5 nory(s)she, 5-6 -ishe, 5

-ysch, -isch(e, -yhs. -y. 5 nourysshe, 6

nourish, [var. of nurice, norice NOURICE sb.

Cf. next.] A nurse. Also&*.
o. 138* WVCLIF ffos. xi. 3 And Y as a nurishe. .bare hem

in mynarmys. c 1449 PECOCK Re6r* IL xii. 219 Euen as a
nurisch or a modir is not bounde forto alwey and for euere
fede her children. 01x585 MONTGOMEHIE Misc. Poems
xlviii. 47 Thair tender babis, 3it on the nurish knee, Tane
by the feet and cast into the see. 1600 BIRREL Diary
2 July, Her nurische was brunt at the same tyme, at 4
houres in the morneing.
attrib. 1483 Cath. Angl. 257/2 A nurische house.

ft. 138* WVCLIF Gen. xxiv. 59 Thanne thei leten hir, and

Delbora, hir noryshe. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 121

Idylnesse, be norisshe ofalsynnes. 1480 Robt. Dcvyll 151
in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 225 When that he shoulde soucke, The
noryshe nypples. .byte he woulde. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse 43 Th Earth.. is called the..norishe of

lyuing creatures, the foundation of all buildinges.

y. 1480 CAXTON Trevisa s Higden \. xxii. (1527) 18 b,

Auctours tellen that Grece . . is lady of kyngdomes,
Nourysshe of knyghthode. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W, de

W. 1506) iv. xix. 218 Yf fader or moder or nourysshe, stoppe
the breth of a lytell chylde. 1563 SHUTE A reAit. B j b, A
certaine maiden, after whose burial her nourishe (who
lamented much her death) [etc.]. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,
I. i. 50 Our He be made a Nourish ofsalt Teares.

Nourish. (n rij),
v. Forms: a. 3 norisi, 4

-ici, -issi, -isy, -ysy ; 3 norischei, 4 -ischi
;

4 norice, -isse, -ysse, 6 -esse, 4-5 noris, 4 -ijs ;

3 norichce, 4 -iche, 3-5 -ische, 4-5 -issche,

-ysche, 5 -yssch, 5-6 -ysshe, 6 -yshe ; 4-6
norisshe, 5-6 -ishe, 6-7 -ish (6 norrish). 0.

4, 5-6 St., nuris (Sc. 5 nwris, 6 nurys, nureis,

nvreis), 6 nurris ; 4-5 nurische, 4 (6 *$&amp;gt;.),

-ishe, 5 -yche, -yh, 6 -ys^ch ; 5-6nunish(e,

NOURISH.

-ysh(e. y. 5 nouryssche, -isshe, 5-6 -ysshe

(6 nowr-), 6 -yshe, 6- nourish, [ad. OF.
9iori$(s)- t nuris(s*)-j etc., lengthened stem oiitorir,

nurir, nourir, etc. (later nourrir}, = It. nodriret

nudrire* nutrire, Sp. nutrir (tindrirt nodrir),

Pg. nutrir : L. niitrire to feed, foster, cherish,
etc. See also NORSH v. and NURSH v.]

I. f ! trans. To bring up, rear, nurture (a
child or young person).

Obs.
a. c 1290 St. John 372 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 413 pis bischop

nam bis loliue man, and ladde hom to is inne, And norich-
cede him softe and wel. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Cfiron. Wace
(Rolls) 6097 He dide hym norice at Wynchestre, And gald
hym monk in bat same estre. 1382 WYCLIF i Tim. v. 10
If she norische sones, if she resseyue pore men to herbore.
c 1450 St. Cuthlert (Surteesi 2516 He noryscht me ban In
Mailros mynster many jere. 1523 Lu. BEKNERS froiss. I.

cccxiv. 482 He.. left the yonger [daughter] styll in Eng-
lande, wheras she had been brought vp and norisshed.

1581 HAMILTON Tract, in Cath. Tract. (S. T. S.) 75 Hou
tenderlle all his forbearis var norishit in the bosome of
the Catholik kirk.

absol. c 1290 St. Dunstan 22 in S. Eng. Leg, I. 20
J&amp;gt;o

bis

child was i-bore, .. buy leten hit do to Glastingburi, to
norischei and to fede. 111340 HAM POLE Psalter xxvi. 16
He takis me to norysch and torewle, as fadire and modire.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn 12 Blanchardyn, the chylde,
was taken in to the handes of a right noble lady of the
lande for to norysshe and bryngen vp.
p. c 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc, 4158 He sal be lered,. .And

nurist and mast conversand In be cite of Bethsayda. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 55 He bis antecriste sallbenurischt
in Bethsaida. 1538 STARKEY England t. i. 3 Syns you
haue byn of your cuntrey so we! nuryschyd and brought vp.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. vm. in An Inglib-
man..susteinit sumpteouslie, and with gret cost nurist,

and brocht vp.

y. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Fvij, One {child] that a

food
man.. made to be nourysshed secretely. 1585 1 .

V ASHINGION tr. Nicholas s \&amp;gt; oy. u. xviii. 51 b, Vong
children. .are there nourished, instructed, and exercised.

1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xvii. 18 Whom being his first borne, hee
nourisheth with discipline, a 1618 RALEIGH MaJwmct
(1637) 88 And as his child amongst his children nourished,
with whom shee lived.

tb. Const, in (some condition, pursuit, etc.).

1375 BAKBOUR Bntce xix. 164 His men ar worthyn all sa

wichi For lang vsage of gret fechting, That has beyne
norist insic thing. 1456 SIK G. HAVE Law Arms tS.T.S.)
68 Faderis .. quhilk norist thair barnis ay the mare in vicis.

1604 E. G{RIMSTONE] D*Acosta*s Hist. Indies vi. x. 452
Men of great agilitie,. .whome they did nourish in this

exercise of running from their youth.

fc. To cherish (a person). Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 43 For jif a modir norscheb &

louep here fleschly child, wi)i hou mychel more diligence
schal on loue & norische his gostly broper. 1535 COVERDALE
i Kings \. 4 She was a very fayre damsell, and noryshed y
kynge, and serued him. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T. S.)

xv. 22 My lady . . W&amp;gt;in myne armes I nureiss on the nycht.

j 2. To bring up or rear (animals). Obs.
c 1290 St. Michael 267 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 307 He fierde ase

dothaport-doggue, I-norischet inport-toun. 1375 BARBOUK
Bruce vi. 487 Sum men sais jeit that the kyng Asa strecour

hym nwrist had. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Przv. Prrv. 225

Amonge al bestis that bene nuryshid . . by wilte of man, the

femalis bene moste mekyste. 1496 Fysshynge w. Angle
(1883) 37 Ye shall besye yourselfe

to nouryssh the game in

all that ye maye. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.J 27
In whose honoure he nourisheth a ramme al that yeare.
1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] tr. D^Acosta^s Hist. Indies in. ix. 144

Such as nourish silkewormes, have great care to shut their

windowes, whenas the South-west windes do blow.

1 3. To grow, or allow (one s hair) to grow. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xi. 15 But if a womman norische long

heer, it is glorie to fair. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621)

235 Which [hair] his mother comming of the race of Samp
son, .willed him to nourish. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 3 They
nourish onely a locke of haire on the crowne of their heads.

1712-4 POPE Rape Lock \\. 20 This Nymph, to the destruc

tion of mankind, Nourish d two Locks, which graceful hung
behind In equal curls. 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grseca iv.

11.364 The soldiers of the cavalry ._.
were forbidden by alaw

to nourish their hair and to live delicately.

1 4. To promote the growth of, to tend or cul

tivate (plants or trees). Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 130 In many places bothe the

lordes, freeholders and tenauntes at wyll, sette suche

wethyes, and popelers, in marsshe grounde, to nourysshe
wodde. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 32 They sowe and

norysshe the seades of melons with greate diligence. 1669

J. WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 46 Although Turneps be

usually nourisht in Gardens, and be properly Garden-
Plants. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxix. 82

There is little Corn or Pulse grows in this Country but what
is nourisht in Gardens. 1792 BURNS My Tocher s the

Jewel 5 It s a for the apple he ll nourish ihe tree.

II. 1 5. a. Of a female: To feed (a young
animal or child) with milk from the breast; to

suckle
;
to nurse or rear in this way. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12337 Be bat water side Lai a leoness

. . Norisand hir quelpes. 1377 LANGU P. PL B. xv. 459 For

as be cow borw kynde mylke be calf norissheth til an oxe.

t 1450 Merlin i5Therfore was the moder suffred to norishe

it tell it was x monthes of age. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
i. iii-v. 39 So sir Ectors wyf nourysshed hym with her owne

pappe. 1551 ROBINSON Morels Utopia u. v. (1895) 163
The chylde that is nouryshed euer after taketh hys nource

for his owne naturall mother.
absol. 1382 WVCLIF Matt. xxiv. 19 Forsoth wo to wymmen

with childe and noryschinge in tho dayes.

b. To sustain (a person or living organism) with

food or proper nutriment.

1340 Ayenb. 154 His bodi.-huich he ssel zuo norissi.

^1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wkx. I. 376 pis modir nab con*yved



NOURISH. 239 NOURISHMENT.

Crist, and norisij) Crist wij&amp;gt;inne hir. 1421 tr. Secreta Secret. %

Priv. Priv, 237 Thegh the body may not alway endure,
hit may endure longe tyme, yf the kynde of man be Well

y-noryschid. 1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 43 Faustulus
..tolce the ij. childer awey from that beste, noryschenge
theyme in his flocke of bestes with herbes, gresse, and suche
other Binges. 1538 STABKEY England i. ii. 56 The multy-
tude of pepul.-plentuously nuryschyd wyth abundance of
al thyngys. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholayfs Voy. i.

xviii. 21 Palm trees : of the fruit of which trees, the more
part of the inhabitants .. are nourished. 1651 HOBBF.S
Lei iath. IL xxiv, Naturall Bloud. .circulating, nouribheth

by the way, every Member of the Body of Man. 1837
EMERSON Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 179 The human
body can be nourished on any food. 1871 T. R. JOMUXMinf.
Kingd. fed. 4) 709 Being hatched internally, the offspring
are nourished in receptacles provided for the purpose.
fig. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 92 pat sche schuld growe to ^e

fei|&amp;gt;,
norischid wib miraclis, as we watteren plantis til bey

han ben rotid. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect 7

Trinity, Increase in us true religion, norishe us with all

goodnes. 1820 SHELLEY Ode to Naples 139 An hundred
tribes nourished on strange religions And lawless slaveries.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico v\i. ii, Men of unblemished purity of

life, nourished with the learning of the cloister.

c. To supply (a thing) with whatever is

necessary to promote its growth or formation, or

to maintain it in proper condition.

(71380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. I. 96 As wete somers nurishen
siche tares, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 79 pai [dia

monds] er nurischt with dew of heuen. 1471 RipLRvGw//.
Alch. vi. xx. in Ashm. (1652) 166 Mineralls be nurryshyd by
mynystracyon Of Moysture radycall, whych theyr begyn-
nyng was. 1542 KOORDE Dyetary x. (1870) 254 It doth

reioyce alt the powers of man, and doth nowrysshe them.
a 1586 SIDNEY Ps. \. ii, Like a freshly planted tree,..
Whose braunches faile not timelie frulte to nourish. 1604
E.

(
G[RiMSTONE] tr. D Acostas Hist. Indies in. xxi. 188 Vet

this mist is wonderfull profitable to bring forth grasse, and
to raise vp and nourish the seede. 1667 MILTON P. L. v.

183 Aire, and ye Elements.., that.. mix And nourish all

things. 1765 DICKSON Agric. 13 That plants are actually
nourished by earth ; that they are also nourished by water.

1784 COWPER Task vi. 36 Threat ning at once and nourishing
the plant. i834M MuRTRiECKt&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;r ,r Anim. Kingd. j They
also nourish the solids by the interposition of their particles.

1872 TYNDALL Forms oflVater 95 Were you to stand upon
the mountain slopes which nourish the glacier [etc.].

d. Glove-making, =EEDV. 6e.

1884 Health Exkib. Catal. 38 The skins . . are then put
into a mixture of water, flour, yelk of eggs, alum, and salt

. .to be nourished . 1884 Pali Mall G. 16 May 4/1 After it

(the kid-skin] has been unhaired, dressed, nourished, staked.

6. To provide with food or sustenance ; to main

tain, support. Now rare. a. Of places.
&amp;lt;r 1400 MAUNDEV. Roxb.) xii. 50 It bringes furth ne

nurischez na qwikk thing. 1495 Trevisa^s Bartfi. De P. R.
xiv. liv. 487 Some dyches ben full of water and therin
is fysshe nourysshyd and. .wormes of dyuers kynde. 1538
STARKEY England i. iii. 72 Wher as befor tyme hath byn
nuryschyd much gud and Chrystyan pepul, now you schal

fynd no thyng maynteynyd but wyld and brute bestys. 1583
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay s Voy. i. xii. 14 [The country)
nourisheth & pastoureth in the valley a great number of
oxen. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 23 Of these lies

Chromroe . . nourishes a people treacherous and least soci
able. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \\. 208 Our Land is from the

Rage of Tygers freed, Nor nourishes the Lyon s angry Seed.

trans/. 1820 SHELLEY Hymn Merc, xcvi, Cattle which
the mighty Mother mild Nourishes in her bosom.

b. Of persons.
1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 7 The seide kynge.. was

movede to leve that faste and to norische a c. poore men
that day. c 1500 Melusine in Counseylle the pouere
wydowes, nourysshe or doo to be norysshed the pouere
orphenyn&amp;lt;:.

t
1581 G. PETTIE tr. Gnazzo s Civ. Conv. (1586)

ii. 1056, With one Art onely, I nourish my selfe, my wife,
and children. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xlv. n And thou shalt
dwell in the land of Goshen.., And there wil I nourish thee.

fig. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. n. xv, Egmont and Horn were
nourished still with hopes, until Philip II had prepar d an
army. 1847 YEOWELL/)C. Brit. Ck. (ed. 2) v. 48 He publicly
protected and nourished the church in Britain.

7. absol. To afford nourishment. Obs.
(1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 210 Ny} be brayn, or in

ony place ny? |&amp;gt;e herte, or nyj ony lyme fat horischeth.

1541 ELYOT Cast. Helthe \\. xi. 29 The greattest loues do
norishe moste faste, for as muche as the fyre hath not
exhausted the moisture of them. 1577 B&amp;lt; GooGE Hcres-
bach s Husb. \\\. (1586) 146 Sheepes Milke is sweeter, and
nourisheth more. 1626 BACON Sytva 45 As Graines
and Roots nourish more, than the Leaues. 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 325 Save what by frugal storing firmness gains To
nourish, and superfluous moist consumes.

f 8. intr. To receive nourishment ; to be fed.

1595 T. EDWARDS Narcissus L Envoy v, By his toile we
do nourish And by him are inlarg d. 1626 BACON Sylva
544 By the Coldnesse of the Ground, . . the Plants nourish

lesse. Ibid. 602 Plants doe nourish; Inanimate Bodies
doe not

; They have an Accretion, but no Alimentation.

III. 9. To promote or foster (a feeling, habit,
condition, state of things, etc.) in or among
persons.
a. c 1200 Beket 1840 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 159 In faire Manere

[theyj beden him.. to norisi ioue with is felawes, c 1315
SHOREHAM in. 275 Gtotenye. .norysseb lecherye, Ase fer, &amp;gt;e

brondes hole. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 33 It norissheth
nice si^tes and some tyme wordes. 1432-50 tr. Higden
i Rolls) I. 165 Takenge a multitude of yonge men..and
Ixxx. virgynes to norysche multiplicadon. c 1477 CAXTON
Jason 71, I praye yow that ye norisshe pees and concorde
togeder. 1520 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 120/1 Men reken
that the clergie is glad to fauour theis waies, & to norishe
this supersticion. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 117, I say they
norisbt disobedience ; fed the ruin of the State.

j3. 1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T.S.) 117 He that

procuris, or artis, or nurisis dtscordis, rumouris, or mortall

fedis. 1560 DAUS tr. SleidanJs Comm. 194 b, He did what
he coulde, to nurryshe stryfe in religion. 1596 DALRY.MPLE
tr. Leslie^s Hist, Scot. iv. 255 He fande out the way to

nurishe peace with his nychtbouris.
y. 1594 KYD Cornelia v. 400 Their souldiers (sent to

nowrish vp those warrs). 1617 MORYSON /tin. \. 87 Here to

nourish acquaintance, they spend an houre in discourses.

1665 DRYDEN Ind. Emp. i. ii, 111 does he represent the
Powers above, who nourishes Debate, not preaches Love.

1837 CHANNING Temperance Wks. (1881) 128 Freedom
nourishes self-respect.

b. To foster, cherish, or nurse (a feeling) in

one s own heart or mind.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ecclus. xxviii. 5 If he that is but
flesh nourishe hatred, [and aske pardone of God,] who wil
intreate for his sinnes J (11586 SIDNEY Ps. xxxvn. i, [No]
envy in thy bosome nourish. 121639 WOTTON Reliq. (1651)

58 Whether the frenzy was norish d in the warm brest of

yong men. 1641 ROGERS Naaman 14 That wee nourish not
a cavilling heart against God in this behalfe. 1709 PRIOR

Despairing Sheph. i, And wand ring thro the lonely Rocks,
He nourish d endless Woe. 1781 COWPER Retirement 603
Thus some retire to nourish hopeless woe. 1828 SCOTT
/*. M. Pert/i ii, To think that Catharine Glover nourished
the pris ate wish to retire from the world. 1879 FROUUE
Caesar xv. 242 Clodius . . nourishing an implacable hate

against Cicero.

to. To support, give ground for. Obs.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 228, I could find nothing
to nourish my Suspicion.
10. To maintain, encourage, strengthen (one s

heart, mind, etc.) in or with something.
c 1374 CHAUCER fioeth. \\\. met. vi. (1868) 79 Than is

f&amp;gt;er

no forlyued wy?ht but ^if he norisse his curage ynto vices.

1450-1530 J/j-rr. Our Ladye \ This holy relygion, which
as a mother noryssheth youre soulles in grace. 1555 KLJFN
Decades (Arb.i 49 The mynde of man.. is nurys*hed with

knowleage. 1651 HOBBP.S Leviatk. \. xi. 49 It [frugality]
weakeneth their Endeavour, which is to be nourished and
kept in vigor by Reward. 1817 J AS. MILL Krit. hid. II.

v. v. 536 A man, who nourished his spirit with the con

templation of ancient heroes. 1859 WHITTIER Joseph Stnrge
81 His zeal seemed nourished By failure and by fall.

til. To provide for or supply (one s \vants\
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poeitts(. T. S.J xxvi. 57 Thay wald men

nvreist all thair neidis.

t Nou rishable, a. Obs.
[f. prec. -f -ABLE.

Cf. OF. norrissahle i^Godef.).]
1. Capable of affording nourishment ; nutritive,

nutritious. (Common in i;thc.)
1496 Fysshyngc w. Angle (1883) 2 And yf he well be dyetyd
mesurably. .he must, .etc nourishable [n 1450 nory&amp;gt;chin.;]

meetes and dyffyable also. 1565 SPARKE Hawkins Voy.
(Hakluyt Soc.) 57 It maketh also good beuerage sodden in

water, and nourishable. 1589 FLEMING I irg. Georg. n. 26
Then is the solle but thin, And fitter yeeld it is for beasts
and nourishable vines. 16x2 T. TAYLOR Cotmn. Titles i. 13
Let the food be nourishable, hungry Elias stands not vpon
it, whether an Angel or a rauen serue it. 1635 SWAN
Spec. M. (1670) 458 The fruits of the Earth were mudi mo e

nourishable and healthful before the Flood than afterwards.

1721 BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 178 The Fall of

great Rains may wash down Insects and other nourishable
Matter into it.

2. Capable of being nourished ; susceptive of

nourishment.
1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 41 From whense agayne

it is attracted into all partes nourysshable of the infant.

1654 EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio&quot;s Wars Flanders 87 He
had no money to maintain it [his army], nor was it any
longer nourishable by rapine. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van
Helmont s Oriat. 219 There are as many stomacks, as there
are members nourishable. 1701 GREW Cosmol. Sacra I. v.

28 Its more ready adhesion to all the nourishable Parts.

t NoUTishant, a. Qfo. rare. In 5 norisch-,
norisshaunt. [ad. OF. tiorissant (mod.F. nonr-

rissanf}) pres. pple. of norir : see NOURISH v.

and -ANT.] Nourishing.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cinirg. 76 Whanne bou art siker from

apostyme & swellinge, it is good to jeue norischaunt [7&amp;gt;.r.

norysschande] metis. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 23 Whan
the body is smalle and drie, smale metis are goode and
norisshaunt.

Nourished (no-rijt),///. a. [f.
XorRisn v]

1 1. lVell~noiirishedt well bronght-up or edu
cated. Obs.
a 1330 Syr Dfgarre 275 Hit was a fair child, & a bold,

Wei i-norisschet, god & hende. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve s T.
28 For Symkyn wolde no wyf, as he sayde, But sche were
wel i-norissched and a mayde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3978
Ecuba, the onest & onerable qwene, \Vas..Alse sad in

f&amp;gt;e

syens as semyt for a lady, Wele norisshed ^erwith.
2. Provided with nutriment or nourishment.

Also well-nourished^ well-fed.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cintrg. 81

pis o^mement Is clepid litar-

girum nutritum ; . . take of bilke litarge norischid .vii. parties
[etc.). i&jGvd$GodlieB.(.T:.&.)iQ5 With hurkht hude
ouer a weill nureist neck. 17*7-46 THOMSON Summer 1737
Hence thro her nourish d powers.., She springs aloft.

t b. Nourished brother , foster-brother. Obs.~l

470-85 MALORY Arthur i. lii-v. 41 Syre Ector..rode
vnto the lustes, & with hym rode syr kaynus his sone &
yong Arthur that was hys nourisshed broder.

Nourish.er (nzrrijaj). Forms : a. 5 norischer,
-yschere (-are), -yssher, -eshoure, 6 -issher,

ysher, 6-7 norisher. 3. 6 Sc. nurisare, -issar,
-isear. 7. 6 nouryssher, 6- nourisher. [f.

NOURISH v. + -ER 1. Cf. OF. norissere, nouriseur,
etc. (mod.F. nourrisseur).]
1. One who or that which nourishes.
a. 1413 Pilgr. Sffutit (Caxton, 1483) v. xiv. 109 Good wyl

Is appropred to the holy ghoost as to the very noryssher and

keper. c 1440 JACOBS Well 189 For almes-dede is nor-

yschere & niakere redy be weye to god. 1533 J. HEVWOOII
Play of Wether 1223 (Hrandl), Of every th&amp;gt;nge,

I se, you
are norysher. 1589 COOPKR Admon. 226 Whome hee
hath appointed as fosterers and northers of his church.

ft. 1561 Uj\5hT First Tract. Wks. iS.T. S.) I. 7 The
inventaris, nurissaris, and simoniacall merchandis of the

samyn mischcif. 1581 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 384
The makers and nurissaris of trouble and disorder.

y. 1526 R. WHYTFORD Martiloge (1893)43 Saynt Io?eph
was nouryssher ct bringer up of our sauyour Chryst. 1586
T. B. La Pritnaud. Fr. Acad. \. 11594) 685 Amongst such
nourishers of our miseries this proverbe is rife. 1641 J.

JACKSON Trite Evang. T. i. 3$ The Clergy, as the fomenters
and nourishers of the religion. 1667 MII.TOS* P. L. v. 793
These bounties which our Nourisher. .hath caus d The
Earth to yeild. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 553
Pleasure.. is the greatest nourisher of indolence and in

dulgence. 1808 LAMB Charac. Dram. Writ. Wks. 528 ihe
nourisher and the destroyer of hopeful wit-.

2. A thing which affords nourishment
;
a nourish

ing agent. Also const, of.

1528 PAYNELL Saicrne s Regim. F Iv, Wyne that is redde
..and claret.. are moche greatter nouri-hers than other

wynes. 1577 t&amp;gt;. GOOGE Heresi ach s Hnsl&amp;lt;. in. 115:0 i^ j

The greatest nourisher is womans milke. 1651 FRENCH
Distill. \\ no He may finde out, how sreat a nourisher,
and restorative Wheat is. 1676 GKKW Anat. PL, Anat.
Leaves i. vi. 4 Most Bodies which abound uith bait,
are the greatest Nourishers of Plants. 1742 RICHARDSON*
Pamela IV. 318 Sound Sleep is one of the greatest
Nourishers in Nature. 1865 Englishtn, I\fag . Sept. 200
As a nourisher of the body, it [sc. water] is certainly en
titled to rank as a food.

t Nou-rishery, obs. variant of NTRSERY.
1572 Hi LOF.T, Nourisherie, gynxction.
t Nourlsh-father. Ufa l A foster-father.

1619 SIR J. SKMPILL Sacrilege Handl. Ded., To the Most
Noble, and truly sacred Prince; Defender ol Christ s Faith,
and Nourish-faiher of his Church, James.

Nourishing jizrrijirj, ,*/. sb.
[f. NOURISH 9.]

1. The action oJ the verb, in various senses.

a. 1297 R. GLOL-C. (Rolls &amp;gt; 4900 pis children were wel

}onge y.send . . to gode norrissinge. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T.

f 274 Kuerycch of vs hath, .occasion to be tempted of |je

nori.sshyng of synne. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxvi. 98 He
ordeynid for fostering & nortshing of this childe iij. norisis.

1525 LD. IJERNKRS t-roiss. II. ciii. Lxcix.J 299, i ihynke they
shall be ^krymys&hed withall, for that i^the iyfe.indnorys&amp;gt;h-

ynge of men of warre and their pasb^-iyme. 1560 ! ?.

PiLKINGTOX Expos. AggMS (1562) 91 XoriMiing i.i (Jefined

of the physicians letc.].

/^. c 1440 A iph. I aics i Ye spend full wele your nurysshyng
..J?at of men makis bestis. 1477 E.\ck. Rolls Scot. V1I1.

403 note, For the service. .done in the nurjsing of oure ?aid

derrest sone. 1538 STARKEY England \. ii. 36 The lake of

necessary^, for nuryschyng and clothyng of the body. 1609
SKENE Rtg, Maj. ii. 23 b, Nvri-^ching of peace and love.

y. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \. iii-v. 38 He \\ ill put hisowne
child to nourisshynge to another woman. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf.
(W. de W. 1531) 201 b, She wrought naturally as other
mothers doth to his nourysshynge & conseruacyon. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 213 The people about Sidon are greatly
giuen to the nourishing of cattell. 1680 KILMER PatriarcHa
ii. $ 4 A law. acquitted the son from nourishing of his father.

1765 DICKSON Agric. 30 The nourishing of plants by water,
is an evidence mat salt and oil are parts of their food. 1855
PUSEY Doctr. Real Pres. Noie (,)

260 1 he earliest Fathers

..speak also of the natural power of nourishing, as still

existing in the consecrated elements.

f2. That which nourishes; nourishment, nutri

ment. Obs.
c 1290 St. Michael 740 in S. Eng. Leg. \. 320 Ase it were

a-manere lijf bat sent nprischingue 1 o
(&amp;gt;e

limes, c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. xi. (i868j 97 They drawen alle hyr
norysshj nges by hyr rootes. c 1450 De Imitatione in. xxx.
100 Lo ! mete, drinke, cloj&amp;gt;e. .. Graunte me to use suche

norisshinges temperatly. 1541 ELYOT Cast. Helthe 16 Hiefe

of Englande to Englysshemen, whiche are in helth.bringeth
stronge nouryshynge. a 1623 R. HILL Pathiv. Piety 1. 190
But so much of each as may give nourishing and cheering
to my body.

Nourishing (rurrijirj), ///. a.
[f. NOURISH

v.} That nourishes, in senses of the verb
; giving

or affording nourishment.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. clxix. (Bodl. MS.),
In fatte londe & wele dunged growij&amp;gt;

fatte whete..& is

more norisschinge f&amp;gt;an
is

f&amp;gt;e
whete

|&amp;gt;

l

growij&amp;gt; in lene londe.
a 1450 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 2 He must . - etc norysching
metes & defyabul. 1541 COPLAND Gnydons Quest. G iij,

A pyt wherin the nourj-sshynge blode commynge fro the
liuer is dygered. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts 11658) 369
A good house-keeper, and charitable nourishing man. 1668
STEELE Husbandm. Calling\ iii. (1672) 219 Covetousness is

the nourishing root of all evil. 17*5 DE FOE l- oy. round
World (1840.1 251 The grass more strengthening and nourish

ing for the cattle. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus, etc. 248 Oils,

fat, sugar, alcohol, ana other substances, which have a great
affinity to oxygene, are very nourishing. 1861 FLOR. NIGHT
INGALE Nursing {ed. 2) 52 Ihe nourishing power of milk, .is

very much undervalued.

Hence Nou rishingly adv.

1891 MEREDITH One ofour Cong. III. v ni. 158 His flattery
of his girl, .restored her broken feeling of personal value ; it

permeated her nourishingly.

Nourishment (urrifm&ttX Forms : 5 nor-

ysshe-, norysch-, 6 norish(e- ;
6 nuryshe-,

nurrish-, 6 Sc. nurish-
;

6 nouryssh-, 6-
nourish-. [ad. OF. nor-, nur-

t ttonr(r issement ;

see NOURISH v. and -MENT.]
1. That which nourishes or sustains; aliment,

sustenance, food. Also^f. or transf.
\\\$Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton, 1483) iv. xxxiv. 82 The wombe

oweth to dispense to all the membres norysshement. 1526
Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 202 Takynge refeccyon &



NOURITURE.

nourysshment of her blessed body. 1570-* LAMBARDE
Peramb. Kent (1826) 228 It is verie likely, that the Towne
of Feversham received the chiefe nourishment of hir increase

from the Religious house. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. u. xxiv.

130 Distribution of the Nourishment, to the severall Mem
bers of the Common-wealth. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. u.

590 No Dressing they require . . ; The Soil it selfdue Nourish
ment supplies. 1728 YOUNG Odes to /f/wg-xxx, At his proud
foot The sea. .Immortal nourishment supplies. 1781 COWPER
Conrersat. 672 Tis narrow, selfish, arrogant, and draws Its

sordid nourishment from man s applause. 1850 LYNCH

Theoph. Trinal ii. 29 He may see.. the bird visiting her

young with nourishment. 1886 RUSKIN Praeterita I. 415
The Idler and Rambler did., contain more substantial

literary nourishment than could be.. packed into so port
able compass.
2. The action, process, or fact of nourishing.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) n. 335 Take yow sum coumforth

for your bodyes noryschment, 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. ix. 20

Nature, which doth litle need Of forreine helpes to lifes

due nourishment. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvii. i No
dead thing is capable of nourishment. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.
Wks. V. 431 The Paris, upon whose nourishment. .such

immense sums, .have been expended. 1819 SHELLEY Mask
Anarchy 167 So that ye for them are made Loom, a:ij

plough, and sword,.. bent To their defence and nourish

ment. 1872 YEATS Growth Comin. 293 Internal conditions

necessary for the nourishment of shipping and trade.

1 3. Nutritive quality or property. Obs. ratv 1

.

1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 104 Wylde frntes whiche they
eate, beinge of muche better nooryshement then maste.

1620 VESNF.R Via Recta iii. 52 The faculties of nourishments
attributed vnto Beefe.

WoU riture. Now rare or Obs. Forms : a.

4-6 noriture (5 -tur), 5 nore-, norry-, 6 nory-,
uorriture. /3. 6 nurry-,nurriture (-tor, -tour),

6-7 nuriture. 7. 5 nowry-, 6 noury-, 5-9
nouriture (6 -tour). 5. 6-9 nourriture. [a. OF.
nofretare, nonreturn

t etc. (mod.F. nourriture] :

cf. late L. nfttriiura, f. nfdnre to nourish.]
1. Nourishment, sustenance, food.

a. c 1374 CHATCER Troylns\\. 768 Howsholdaplaunte, or

lyves creature, Lyve withouten his kynde noriture? 1387-8
T. USK Test. Love i. i. (Skeat) 1. 34 How shulde the ground,
without kyndly noriture, bringen forth any frutes 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 364 b i She sawe wel that she myght not

haue . . the noreture of holy scrypture. 1565 CALFHILL
Answ, Ma*-tiall (1846) 72 In the first proposition,, .the

necessity of Sacraments and of noriture, to be compared
together.

fi. 1548 GESTE Pr. Masse 75 The verye gliostely nurry-
ture and foode bothe of our bodyes and soules. 1581 MUL-
CASTER Positions vi. (1887) 47 For inward bestowing of

nurriture, and maintenaunce of life. 1632 LITHGOW Trav.
iv. 165 The Turkes .. consume the wealth of the people
they ouercome, leauing them destitute of nuriture.

y. 1483 CAXTON Gotd. Leg. 423 b/i They took theyr
refeccion or food of nouriture dyuyne. 1561 T. NORTON
Cah ins Inst. ir. 73 To cal it a certain nouriture, that

allureth. .to sinne. 1581 MARBKCK Book of Notes 1062
The whole and perfect spiritual nouritour, which we haue
by the. .bloud of Jesus Christ. 1607 J. NORDEN Surv. Dial.
v.

i8_9
So will the weedes..beginne to wither, as they are

depriued of their nouriture. 1664 EVELYN Kal, Hort.

(1729) 228 The Consumption of that inspiriting baUamick
Nouriture, by reason of dry Heat. 1713 Guardian No. 171,
I put nothing in it but what is clean and wholsom nouriture.

1743 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1903) I. 372, I have contracted a
most religious veneration for your spiritual nouriture. 1845
T. COOPER Purgatory Suicides (1877) 52 Thou feddst the
mind and heart with virtue s nouriture.
6, 1581 G. PETTIE tr. Giiazzo s Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 143

If wee should make mention of this first Nourriture [etc.].
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. \. xxv, I think if you saw me, you
would hardly know me, such nourriture this deep Sanguin
Alicant Grape gives. 1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parthen.
(1676) 228 Water of so excellent a quality, that its Nourri
ture was Iron. 1737 Common Sense I. 198 The gold, no
doubt,, .may be exchanged for convenient Necessaries, and
a comfortable Nourriture. 1800 MME. D ARBLAY Lett.

27 Apr., All sorts of nourriture or clothing seem to rise [in

price] .. without any adequate cause. (1848 BORRER Cam
paign Kabylie vi. 92 Receiving their nourriture from the
hand of the Most High.]

-j-
2. Nurture, upbringing. Obs.

1400 Beryn 841 A wyflf like to his parage; For noriture
& connyng, bewte, & parentyne. 1470*85 MALORY A rthur
6 Of the byrthe of kyng arthur and of his nouryture. 15*7
Inv. Wardr. Henry Fitzroy (1855) 44 By example of good
education, as well in noryture as good lernyng. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. ix. 5 He had charge my discipline to
frame, And Tutors nouriture to oversee. 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixiv. (1739) 129 The Child of a King,
that by good nouriture might prove a wise and just King.
Hence t Nou ritured ///. a., brought up, nur

tured
; f Notrriturinff vbl. $b.

t upbringing. Obs.
c 1500 Melusine 259 She that was wel nourrytured held

her two children tofore geffray. 1555 WATREMAN Fardle
Facions n. vn. 158 For their nourituryng and trainyng in

good maners, thei haue appoincted them masters.

Nourne, variant of NURN v. Obs.

Nour-quar : see NOWER.

tNoUTry, sb. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. F. nourrz,

pa. pple. of nourrir to nourish. Cf. NOORY.] A
foster-child.

1526 SIR R. WINCFIELD Let. to Wolsey (MS. Cott. Galba
B. ix. 19), [The Earl of Hochstrat] beinge oon of the lorde
Scheevyrs chieff nourrys.

t Nou-rry, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. F. nourrir
to nourish. Cf. NORY vj\ trans. To nourish.
1603 KNOLI.ES Hist. Turks (Nares), And nourried with

the same milke of infidelitie that their prince was.

Nourse, Noursell, -ele, Noursling, obs. ff.

NURSE, -SLE, -LING. Nourt, var. of NURT v.
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N&quot;ourtoure, -ture, obs. ff. NURTURE. Wour-
whare : see NOWER. Wouryce, -ysse, obs. ff.

NOURICE. Wourysshe, obs. f. NOURISH.

I! Nous (naus). Also 8-9 nouse, 9 nowse.

[a. Or. vovs, Attic contracted form of voos mind.]
1. Greek Philos. Mind, intellect.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell.Syst. i. iv. 406 An Immovable and

Standing Nous or Intellect, which was properly the Demi-

urgus, or Architectonick Framer of the whole World.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 197 They conceived of

the Word as something analogous to the Nous or second

Hypostasis of Plato. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 336/1 What
Plotinus understands by the nous is the highest sphere
accessible to the human mind. ., and, along with that, pure
thought itself.

2. Colloq. or slang. Intelligence, common sense,

gumption. (Common in igth cent.)
[Sometimes written in Greek letters : 1729 POPE Dune.

iv. 244 Thine is the genuine head of many a house, And
much Divinity without a Now?. 1797 R. POLWHELE Old
Engl. Gcntl. 87 Turning to the signs with keener vovs

Foretold the future fortunes of his house. 1819 BYRON
Juan n. cxxx, Because the good old man had so much i&amp;gt;ou?.]

1706 BAYNARD Cold Baths II. 306 A Demo-brain d Doctor
of more Note than Nous, c 1790 WOLCOT (P. Pindar)
Lousiad n. Wks. 1816 I. 158 Oh ! aid, as lofty Homer says,

my nouse, To sing sublime the Monarch and the Louse !

1819 SIR G. JACKSON Diaries
&amp;lt;$

Lett. (1873) I. 89 They
would not send Oakeley. He has no nouse. 1847 FR. A.
KEMBLE Later Life III. 282, I think his doing so exhibits

considerable nous in a brute. 1884 Graphic 8 Nov. 494/3,
I am glad that my people had the nous to show you into a
room where there was a fire,

attrib. 1823 Grose s Diet. Vulgar T. (Egan), Nous Box*
the head.

Hence Nous(e, v. (see quot.). rare.

1859 Slang Diet. 69 Nouset to understand or comprehend.

Nousel, Nousle, varr. of NUZZLE v. 1 and v2
!Nout, obs. form of NOUGHT, NOWT.

IWoupe, variant of NOWTHE adv. Obs.

t NcmtheleSS, adv. Obs. Also now-, [perh.
for nou)(f})eles, f. noiejt NOUGHT.] Nevertheless.

1340-70 Alex.
&amp;lt;V

Dind. 816 But nouj&amp;gt;eles anon riht anied
in his herte, Sone sente he again his sel & his lettrus.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 889 Now}?e-lese non was neuer so

quoynt..pat of bat songe mygt synge a poynt.

Nouther, iiowther, pron., a., adv. 1
,
and

conj. Now dial. Forms: a. i, 3 nowfler, 3
Orm. nowwf&amp;gt;err, 4-5 npwper, 4-6 nowpir (5

-ire), 5-9 nowther (5 -ere, -re, 5-6 -ir) ; 5

nowdyr(e, 5-6 (9) nowder, -ir. 0. 3 nouUer,
2-5 nouper, 4-5 -ir, 4 -ur, 2-9 nouther, 4-6 -ir

(5 -ire) ; 4 (9) nouder. [OE. nowtier (
= OFris.

wonder], contracted form of n6hwsefter ( OFris.

noweder} %
f. ne NE + 6 O adv. + kwseSer \VHETHER.

Cf. NAUTHER and NOTHER.]
A. fl. pron. Neither (of two persons or

things). Also nether nouther (quot. 1401). Obs.

896 in Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 217 He naefre ne heora
nowSer hine bereafian wolde Saere msestreddene. 1154
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140, pe king & Randolf eorl

..treuthes fseston dset her nouber sculde be suiken other.

c 1200 ORMIN 12872 patt nowwberr be35re nohht ne Ia5?
I nane depe sinness. a 1225 Ancr. R. 52 Auh toten vt

wi&uten vuel ne mei nou3er of ou. c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 1842 Nouther of bam wald other forga Swa mykel
lof es bytwen bam twa. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 95 As
I wene the Holigost appreveth nether nouther. 1^56 SIR
G. HAVE LawArms (S.T.S.) 52 Nouthir of the parties had

power to stryke a strake. 1483 Catk. Angl. 256/2 Nowdyr,
neuter. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 98 Quhen
baith ar present, thay ar seine in nouther of thame to delyte
mekle.

j2. adj. Neither. Also neither nouther. Obs.

1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. metr. iii. (1868) 160 He nis in

neiber noubir habit, for he not nat alle ne he ne ha(? nat alle

for-?eten. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 77 Sche which oure Elde-
moder is, The Erthe, bothe that and this Receiveth and alich

devoureth, That sche to nouther part favoureth.

B. adv.i and conj.
1. = NEITHER A. i (followed by ne, na, nor, etc.).
o. c izoo ORMIN 3124 Forr birrb me nowwberr hellpenn

J&amp;gt;e

To Hf, ne to
|&amp;gt;e

sawle. c 1250 Doomsday 33 in O. E.
Misc. 164 Ne schulen heo nowSer fijte mid schelde ne mid

spere. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter (1884) 498 Whaim J?ou
nowber delyuers fra syn na fra hell. 1390 GOWER Conf. I,

125 Ther halp him nowther swerd ne scheld. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 3202 pat he myjt nowther se ny go. 1477 Paston
Lett. III. 211 Theyarn nowthir redyn nor corayd...Whyte
wol not a tende hem, nowdyr for Peris ner for me. c 1560
A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xxv. 21 My hairt, tak nowdir pane
nor wa. &amp;lt;z 1585 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie

&amp;lt;y

Slae 1143 For

nowther rigour nor for reuth. 1684 Yorkshire Dialogue
(E. D.S.) 448 But nowther th Why nor Filly we will sell.

1719 HAMILTON Efist. i. i. in Ramsay Poems (1760) 96
There s nowther highlandman nor lawlan [etc.]. 1804 R.

ANDERSON Cumbld. Ball. 79, I nowther heed house, Ian, or

siller. 1888 MRS. H. WARD R. Elsmere i. ii, I can mak
nowt o ya , nowder back nor edge.
P. 1x54 O, E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, Ne for-baren

hi nouther circe ne cyrce iserd. a 1225 Ancr. R. 44 Mid
him ne schule 36 nouSer uerslen ne singen. i3io in

Wright Lyric P. xxxvii. 102 When thou shalt dwe, ner

thou nost nouther day ne nyht. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 206

For he was nouther ther ne hiere. c 1450 LYDG. Secrees

1148 With Oute moysture..Comyth nouthir flour nor greyn.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xix. iii. 775 Spare not thy hors..

nouther for water neyther for lond. 1530 PALSGR. 688/2 It

never ceaseth nouther daye nor nyght. itfrjGude fy Godlie

B. (S.T.S.) 1 10 Thay half a mouth can nouther say nor sing.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 29 We have nouther

pot nor pan. 1865 in Eng. Dial, Diet.

NOVANTIQUE.
fb. =NOB. 06s. rare.

a 1215 Leg . Kath. 1703 fe neauer ne HnneS nowSer ne
lesseS. 1534 CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) I.

375 Ye tried out nothing of her falshed, nouther.. emended
to do. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. ix. 260 For
nowther was he ouer lang,. .nouther ouer schorl. It&amp;gt;id.

t

Nouther was this done without cause.

2. = NEITHER A. 3.
c izoo ORMIN 10216 Forr hellepitt niss naifre full, Ne

gredijnesse nowwf&amp;gt;err. (71400 Destr. Troy 1930 We loue

noght his lede, ne his land nowj&amp;gt;er.

1826 SCOTT jrnl. 4 Feb., As the boatswain said, one can t

dance always novuther.

t Nouther, adv.2 06s. In 4 nouper, 4-5
nouthir. [app. an alteration of NOWEK adv., by
confusion with prec. Cf. NOTHEB adv.2] No
where. Usually in comb. ITouther-wliere.

13. . Cursor M. 17556 (Gtitt.), par es he soth and noujier
ellis. Ibid. 18604 His bodi here, his gast was

t&amp;gt;ar,
His

goddhede wanted noujjer-quar. Ibid. 23819 Ouber here or

nouber-quar ellis. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce vi. 522 The kyug
..Till thame, and nouthir ellis-quhar, Had ey. a 1400-50
A lexander 993 (Ashm.), pare is na region na rewme..Ne
nouthire-quare na nacion [etc.].

So fHouther-whither, nowhither. Obs. rare- 1
.

1338 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 257 We se nouber whidere

bou may haf sikerer weie,

t Nonthe tical, a. Obs. rare- 1
.

[f.
Gr.

vov0iTiK-&amp;lt;js.] Monitory, warning.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. iii. (1821) 199 The general

difference between prophetical dreams and those that are

merely nouthetical or monitory,.. Philo Jud. in Ms Tract

Trtpi TOL&amp;gt; 6toircjLL7TTO!/$ cif at oi t ip(ji/f . .hath at large laid down.

t Nonvelles. Obs. rare. [a. F. nouvelles,

later foim of novdhs : see NOVEL sb. I.] News.

548 &amp;gt;/&amp;gt;/.
Scot. 119

brocht the nouuelles.

Nouvellette, variant of NOVELETTE, after F.

noiivelle.

1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 835 As novels and nouvellettes

go at present, the story is not particularly valuable. 1872

HARDWICK Trad. Lane. 128 The tales might, perhaps with

propriety, be termed nouveHctes, or little novels.

Nouzle, obs. form of NUZZLE v.

Nov, obs. form of NEW a. ; Now adv.

Nov., abbreviation of NOVEMBER.

II Nova (nou-va). PI. novae (n^v/). [L. nova,

fem. sing, of novus new.]

f 1. (See quot.) Obs. rare -.
1688 HOLME Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 274/1 Sorts of

Tobacco : Pig taile, is a very small wreath or roll tobacco . . :

Nova, the thickest wreath.

2. Astr. A new star or nebnla.

1877 G. F. CHAMBERS Astrm. 918 Nova ; a word introduced

by Sir J. Herschel to signify a star or nebula not previously
recorded. 1899 Daily News 22 Apr. 8/6 The appearance of

a Nova was recorded on the plates. ..The appearances of

Novse have given rise to many theories as to their origin.

Novaculite (n&amp;lt;7Ve-ki;&amp;lt;bit).
Min. [f.

L.

novaatla a razor + -ITE 2 b.] A hard argillaceous

slate nsed for hones. Also attrib.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 238 Novaculite.

Turkey hone. Ibid. 356 Novaculite Porphyry. i8oa ACERBI

Trav. II. 276 If the &quot;novaculite of Kirwan were meant, it

should be referred to the argillaceous genus. 1863 DANA
Man. Geol. 322 In Arkansas, the novaculite used_exten-
sively for hones. .occur[s] in beds referred to this [Millstone

soil] epoch. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. n. n. 6. 122

Whet-slate, novaculite, hone-stone, an exceedingly hard

fine-grained siliceous rock.

II Novalia (nov^-Iia). [L., pi. otnovale, f. nov

us new.] Lands newly brought under cultivation.

1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 681 By the canon law, the

prescription of tithes did not extend to those of novalia,

or newly improved lands. 1896 Mem. St. Giles, Durham
(Surtees) p. xx, The tithes of all novalia.

t Nova lity. Obs. rare
-

. [a. OF. iiovalM
= med.L. novalilas, f. ncmalis new.] Novelty.
a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour (18681 62 No wise woman aught to

be hasty to take upon the new noualitees of array.

tNO Valty. Obs. rare. [Cf. prec. and OF.

novalete] Novelty.
1585 Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 17 The graunting of

this pretendit commissioun is ane novaltie. 1630 PRYNNE
A nti-A rntin. 258 The Articles of Lambheth contain in them
no noualties.

t Nova ngle. Obs. rare~l
. [Cf. next.] A

New Englander.
1652 H. L ESTRANOE Amer. na Jewes 68, I like not the

word Novangles ;.. the word Novangles in English is too

prostitute
and subject.. to the abuse of the Author s mean

ing, and to be exchanged and spoken Newfangles.

Nova Uglian, a. and sb. [f. Nav(a) Anglia,
Latinized name of New England.] a. adj. Uf or

pertaining to New England, b. sb. = prec.

1679 New Eng. Hist. Reg. (1850) IV. 130 Nov-Anglian
Heroes universal! call, Did Constitute him major General!.

1752 MACSPARRAN Amer. Dissect. (1753) 31 The Nov-

anglians in general, the Rhode-Islanders in particular.

Ibid. 42 The Novanglian Clergy of our Church. 1813 J.

ADAMS Whs. (1856) X. 49 Correspondences,. .Virginian and

Novanglian, English and French. 1860 B. TAYLOR At
Home Abroad Ser. 11. (1888) 339, I must say, I rather

admire this stolid self-reliance and Novanglian assumption.

t Novantiqtie, a. Obs. rare
-

. [f.
L. nov

us new + ANTIQUE.] =New-old (see NEW a. 10 a).

n 1688 CUDWORTH Itnmnt. Mor. (1731) 62 The Assertors

of this Novantique Philosophy.



NOVARGENT. 241 NOVEL.

Novargent (nova jdgent). [f. L. nov-um new
+ argenl-um silver.] (See quot.)

1856 Orr s Circ. Sc:., Pract. Chcm. 65 A novargent
solution for re-silvering old plated goods.

Novate (nov^ t), v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

nmiare to make new, etc., f. novus new.] trans.

To replace by something new ; spec, in (Roman)
law, to replace by a new obligation, debt, etc.

1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. IX. xxiv. 55 And if that Peace

doth make nouationtm, then the fotfeiture of your right. .

is wiped away, nouated and cleansed by this Peace. 1875
POSTE Gains xv, Non-statutory actions . . have no power at

civil law of consuming or novating a right of action. 1880

MUIRHEAD Gains 55* It. .might be employed even when
the obligation novated was only a natural one.

absol. 1876 Lam Ref. 5 Chanc. Div. 261 There can be no

novation without an intention to novate on the part of the

fNovateur. Ol&amp;gt;s. rare- 1
, [a. F. novateur

(i6thc.).j =NOVATOK.
1600 HAMILTON in Caili. Tract. (S.T.S.) 225 To reid the

scriptures corruptit be the fals translations of thir nouateurs.

Novatian (now- -pan), sl&amp;gt;. and a. Also 5

Nouacian. [ad. late L. Kmiatian-l (pi.), f.

Novation-US (see def.).]

A. sb. A member of the sect founded by

Xovatianus, a Roman presbyter in the middle of

the third century (see quots.). Chiefly//.
Novatian has sometimes been confounded with his con

temporary Novatus, a Carthaginian presbyter, who held

similar views (Eticycl. Brit. XVII. 604/1).

c 1449 PF.COCK Rep&amp;lt;:
v. iii. 499 The sect of Nouacianys,

whichehelden that if e:iy man falle oonys fro the feith, that

he schal neuere haue vher of forjeunes. 1346 HOOPER

Early Writ. (Parker Soc.) 169 One Meletius. .said that

every sin committed was irremissible, as the Novatians

and Catharenes say. 1581 HAMILTON in Cath. Tract.

(S.T.S.) 75 He socht the iugement of Agehus, albeit

he vas ane Nouatian of the contrare faction. 1638

CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. i. vi. 49. 368 The Novatians,

any among the Novatians returned to the Church, . .then-

Ordination seems to be allowed. 1740 N. LARDSER Creiiil:

Gasp. Hist. n. xlvii. Wk5. 1788 III. 218 The Novatians are

said to have condemned second marriages as unlawful and

sinful 1788 GIBBON Decl. f, F. xlvii. IV. 547 Cyril aus-

niciously opened his reign by oppressing the Novalians,

the most innocent and harmless of the sectaries. 1869

LECKY Europ. Mor.\\. IOQ The Montamsts and the Nova

tians surpassed and stimulated the private penances of the

orthodox.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Novatianus or the

sect of Novatians.

1630 PRVNNE Lame Giles 12 The Novatian Cathenst.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 310 The Novatian error bred such

a fear in men of sinning after baptism, that at last multi

tudes delayed it. 1670 G. H. Hist. CanfixaJs i. in. 84

Which was the Foundation of the Novatian Schism. 1740

N. LARDNER Credib. Gasp. Hist. n. xlvii. Wks. 1788

Novatian rigorism.

Novatianism (nov?-Jianiz m). [f. prec. +

-ISM ] The doctrine or tenets of the Novatians.

1574 WHITGIFT Def. Aiinsw. i. Wks. 1851 I. 174 That

1UVitUllUMMt, */*t T 1_ TV*

xliH Wks 1788 III. 69 The same letter.., where Dionysms

informs Stephen of the peace of the eastern churches with

regard to Novatianism. 1854 MILMAN Lai. Chr. I. 50

Cyprian had grounds, .for his fears of Novatianism.

Novatianist (iwv-panist\ [f. as prec. +

-IST.] A Novatian. Also attrib.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 6. 324 The Baptisme

which Nouatianists gaue, stood firme. 1707 POTTER Ch.

Govt v (1845) 210 To encourage the Novatianists to return

to the church. 1874 ROBERTSON Hist. Chr. Ck. (ed. 6) I.

170 The Novatianists assumed the name of Cathari, or

Puritans. 1876 PLUMMER tr. Dollinger Hippolytns fy Cat-

Hstits ii. 61 The Npvatianist
sect still existed in the poet s

home in North Spain.

Novation (nov^ Jan). Also 6-7 nouation

(6 -cion), 6 Sc. novatioun, nowation. [ad. L.

novation-em, n. of action f. novare : see NOVATE v.

So F. novation^ Sp. novation t It. ncvazione. ]

1. The introduction of something new; a change,
an innovation.
Common in Sc. use from 0560 to 1650. Now rare,

1533 BELLENDEN Livy iv. ii. (S. T. S.) II. 54 In be nixt

petitioun we desire na novatiouns nor new materis. 1561-2

Reg. Privy Council
Sc^ot.

I. 266 Gifony suddanealteratioun
or novatioun be preissit or atlemptit. 1607 T. NORDEN
Snrv. Dial. \. 22, 1 like not nouations and new demces that

our forefathers haue not scene or done, a 1670 SPALDING
Troub. Chas, I (1850) 47 Their inbringing of novations
within the church, such asrotchets. ., the book of ordination

[etc.]. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXI. 492 These
schemes of novation deserve a deliberate discussion. 1830

Hist. Snrv. Germ. Poetry I, 121 In all the Gothic
dialects rime is a novation.

fb. A revolution. Obs. rare 1
.

1607 CHAPMAN Bttssy eTAwbois Plays 1873 II. 134 What
newes? Strange ones, and fit for a Nouation.

f2. Alteration, renewal. Obs. rare.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Ei asm. Par. 2 Pet. it. 20 Like as

the mutacion chaunced, what tyme they loked not for it..,

euen so shall the nouacion happen, 1635 PERSON Varieties

VOL. VI.

r. 8 At the last conflagration it [the heaven] shall suffer a

change and novation, but no dissolution.

3. Law. The substitution of a new debtor,

creditor, contract, etc., in place of an old one.

1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 341 Here is a relinquishing the

first Debtor, and a taking of another in his stead, which is a

Novation, which doth alwayes extinguish the first Contract.

1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 445 When a Prescription, -.a

Novation, Payment of Debt . . and the like are propounded
in Judgment. 1838 HELL Diet. Law Scot. 6Si \o- ation.

See Intimation. 1876 Lau&amp;gt; Rep. 5 Chanc. Div. 259 In all

three cases there has been a complete novation, and a sub
stitution of new debtors in the place of the old. 1891 Times
28 Feb. 8/4 There was a novation of contract as soon as the

company was incorporated.

Nova tive, #. rare~~
l

. [See prec. and -ATIVE.]
Of the nature of novation.

1875 POSTE Gaius in, 447 Gaius attributes a Novative

power not only to Luis contestatio, but also to Judgment.
t KTovato. Obs. rare. Some kind of fabric.

1623 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise /iVw/sm/ Wks. in. 64/2

Rash, Tafia ta, Paropa, and Nouato, Shagge, Fillizetta,

Damaske and Mockado. 1668 KIRKMAN Eng. Rogue u.

(1871) II. 114 Now to hear them muster up the name?; of

their stuffs,, .there s your Parragon, Eurragon,.. Novato,
Plnckanilly [etc.],

Novator (nov^ tai). [ad. L. novator, agent-n.
f. nova re : see NOVATE vj\ An innovator.

1644 lip. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings v. 59 He knew
not these difierenues these novators have coyned and furled

upon the Anvell of their owne brames. 1659 T. PILCKE
I amassi fncvp. 93 Antiquarians and Novators. [1870
BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixviii. 415 Half a century after

wards the Brownist separatists or novators were a consider

able body.]

Novatory, a. rare 1

. [See NOVATE v. and

-DRY.] Novative.
1880 MUJRHEAD Gains in. 176 But the rule is different

if my novatory stipulation be with a slave.

Ii Wovatrix. [1 novatrix : see NOVATOR and

-TRIX.] A female renewer.
1866 J. 13. ROSE tr. OvitTs Met. 442 Nature the novatrix

remoulds the frame.

t N vatUTlent, a. Obs. rare. [f. novat-,

ppl. stem ofL.W^if^ + -ORIENT.] Desiring changes
or alterations.

1679 PETTY in Ld. E. Fitzmaurice Life (1895) 244 The
novatutient world is gaping here after the like alterations

for Ireland.

Novel (np-vel), sb. Forms: pi. 5 nouellys,

5-6 -ellis, 6-7 -elles (5 -eles), -ells, 5-7
nouels; 6 Sc. nowellis ; 5-6 novellis (6 Sc.

-allis), 6 -elles, 7 -ells, 5-8 novels ; sing. 6-7
nouell, 7- novel. [In senses i and 2, a. OF.
novelle (^ele, nuvele

y etc.; mod.F. noiivclle]^ -It.

novella, fern. ; L. novella neut. plur. of novel/tts,

f. novus new : see NOVEL a t The original stress

was on the second syllable. Inspry^a, ultimately
from It. novella, Sp. novela, wnfence also .

nonvelle. In sense 4, ad. late L. novella (sc. con-

stittttio)) usually in pi. novelise.]

1 1. Something new
;
a novelty. Obs.

In early use always//., and freq. implying sense 2.

c 1460 Tewntlty Myst. xviii. 188 Wnena euer this barne

may be That shewys thise novels new? 1533 BELLESDEN
Livy\. xix. (S.T.S.) I. no To be consultit with bame of

certane novellis & haisty materis 1579 SPENSER Sheph.
Cal. Feb. 95 To nought more.. my mind is bent Then to

heare nouells of his deuise. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartasi.
ii. 233 Who loving novels, full of affectation, Receive the

Manners of each other Nation. 1613 HEYWOOD Braz.Age
IT. ii, Do you wonder. .To see this Prince lye dead? Why
that s no nouell, All men must dye. 1695 CONGREVE Loz-e

for L. in. iii, Perhaps I might, .have introduc d an Amour
of my own, in Conversation, by way of Novel. 1703 T. N.

City $ C. Purchaser 57 Such Men will not. .be. .perswaded
to a more compleat way.. because it is a Novel to them.

1719 J.T. PuiLiPPStr. Thiriy-fonr Confer. p. xvi, Thau.. no
ancient Indian Apostolical Monuments might remain in

those Parts to reflect Reproach upon Romish Novels.

Comb. 1396 LODGE Wits Miserie 13 His name is Super
fluous Inuention, or as some tearme him Novel-monger or

Fashions.

f2. //. News, tidings. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 45 Erie amerye. .thes nouels hurd at that

entreual. 1561 AWDELAY Frat. Vacab. (1869) 14 Ready to

bring his Maister Nouels and tidinges, whether they betrue

or false. 1635 PERSON Varieties iv. i. 9 Saluting the

Antipodes, and bringing novells from their Courts and of

their caballs. 1688 In Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 115 An
invention of them that love to feed the town with the Air

i first bulk of the novallis of Ronsard. 1621 BURTON Anaf.
J\Jel. iv. n. Si. (1624) 230 Such as the old womene tolde

Psyche in Apuleius, Bocace Nouells, and the rest. 1674
EVELYN AIcw. (1857) III. 245 Marguerite of Valois. .whose
novels are equal to those of the witty Boccaccio. 1697
DRYDEN y&quot; rfDed., Ess. (Ker) II. 155 The trifling novels,

of Novels. 1724 Wodrew Corr. (1843) III. 167 When you
favour me with a line, I ll be glad to have

it, with all your novels.

t b. sing. A piece of news. Obs.

1610 HEYWOOD Gold. Age iv. i, Discourse the nouell,

i Neptune. 1636 MASSINGER Gt. Dk. Florence \. ii,
You..

; promise, in your clear aspect, some novel That may delight

us. 1728 FIELDING Love in Several Masques iv. iv, Wtse-

more. What novel s this? MalviL Faith! it may be a

pleasant one to you. 1736 HERVEY Mem. Geo. //, I. 430

They must know very little of the nature of Courts, .who
natter themselves that the disgrace of one person.. would

be anything more than the novel of a fortnight.

3. (Chiefly in //.) Q^ of the tales or short

stories contained in such works as the Decameron

of Boccaccio, the Heptameron of Marguerite of

Valois, etc.
;
a short story of this type.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. Ded., In the^e histories (&quot;hich

by another terme I call Nouelles) he described the lines, .of
:

great princes. 1578 in Maitland Cl. Misc. I. (1840) 7 The

which Ariosto, and others, have inserted in their poems.
1700 Pref. Fables ibid. 248 Boccace. .wrote novel.; in

prose, and many works in verse. [1834 MOTLEY Corr. (1889)
I. iii. 35 Tieck s novels (which last are a set of exquisite
little tales, novels in the original meaning of the word).]

b. A fictitious prose narrative or tale of con
siderable length (now usually one long enough to

fill one or more volumes), in which characters

and actions representative of the real life of past
or present times are portrayed in a plot of more
or less complexity.
In i;-i8th c. freq. contrasted with a romance, as being

I shorter than this, and having more relation to real life.

The older pron. nore l was retained in Sc. till the iQth c.

(See NOVELI.E, and cf. Burns Rob Alossgiet,
l O leave novels,

ye Mauchline belles.
1

)

1643 MILTON Dircrce i. vi. Wks. 1551 IV. 33 This is no
mere amatorious novel. 1676 ETHEREDGE^/ ofMode n.

i, Leave your raillery, and tell us, is there any New \Vii

come forth, Songs or Novels? 1693 Humours Toivn 24
She seats herself, with some Novel or Play, in a very solitary

posture. 1711 STEELB Spcct. No. 254 F 3, I am afraid thy
Brains are a little disordered with Romances and Novel*.

i 1769 WESLEY Wks. (1872) III. 357 Sure no Novel in the

I

world can be more affecting, or more surprising, than this

history, 1774 Ckestt-rfield s Lett. I. 130 A Novel is a kind of

abbreviation of a Romance. 1806-7 BERESFORD Alts. HUM.
\ Life (1826) n. xxxi, A cargo of novels of their own choice

!

with such titles as Delicate Sensibility . 1867 TROLLOPE
Chron. Barset\.y.x x\. 311 [He] sat down over the fire with
a volume of a novel. 1889 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 119 It s more
like a novel than real life.

c. The particular type of literature which is

constituted or exemplified by this class of fiction.

^Formerly without article
;
now with the.}

1757 MRS, GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances (1767) I. p. iii,

I never read higher love-letters in my life, without the bom
bast of romance, or the levity of novel. 1766 FoRDYCE
Serm. to Yng, Worn. (1767) I. iv. 148 There seem to me..

very few, in the style of Novel, that you can read \\iih

safety. 1859 MASSON Brit. Xwelists i. 2 The Novel, nt

its highest, is a prose Epic. 1871 Spectator 22 April 484

England has hardly received the honour she deserves as

the birthplace of the modern novel.

d. A fiction, story, invention. rare~ l
.

1762 FOOTE Liar in. Wks. 1759 I. 314 Your novels won t

pass upon me.
4. Koman Law. A new decree or constitution,

supplementary to the Codex, esp. one of those

made by the Kmperor Justinian. (Cf. NOVELL.)
1612 BREREWOOD Lang. $ Relig. xv. 154 As appeareth in

the novel of Leo Sophus, touching the order and precedence
of metropolitans. 1671-5 COMBER Comp. Temple (1702) 223
The Codes and Novels of Justinian, Theodosuis, and other

Emperors in the East. 1715 BINGHAM Orig. Eccles. IV. 275
The Edict which that Council refers to, was another Novel
of Justinian s. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xliv. IV. 366 Ihe
nine collations, the legal standard of modern tribunals,
consist of ninety-eight Novels. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages
(1872) II. 149 By a novel of Valentinian III about 450. 1871
BRYCE Holy Rom. Ewp. xv. (ed. 3) 248 Edicts issued by a
Franconian or Swabian sovereign were inserted as Novels
in the Corpus Juris, in the latest editions of which custom
still allows them a place.

transf. 1695 J. EDWARDS Perfect. Script. 415 The sacred
books of the New Testament, the Evangelical Novels, the

new laws. 1885 tr. Wellhauserfs Proleg. Hist, ofIsrael v.

i. 159 A novel of the law (Exod. xxx. 15) raised it to half a
shekel.

5. attrib. and Comb, (sense 3), in various uses.

1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry ty
Frances (1767) I. 174

note
t
This was her *Novel application [Ethelindaj. 1797

COLMAN Br. Grins, Nightgown 4- Slippers xviii, Stomacks
are so cloyed with &quot;novel-feeding. 1883 igt/t Cent. Feb. 288
1 hey prefer penny fiction serials to being *novel-less. 1788

BURKED, agst. \V. Hastings Wks. XIII. 30 The false,

idle, girlish, novel-like morality of the wot Id. 1797 MRS,
ROBINSON Walsingkam III. 230 It was fresh from a modern
*novel.mill, and strongly recommended by the reviewers.

1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III. 121 The Newspaper
Room, the Music Room, and the * Novel Room. 1806

CUMBERLAND Mem. (1807) II. 256, I had no books but such
as a circulating *novet-shop provided. 1801 SURR Splendid
Misery I. 79 She blushed at the exposure of her novel-sick

passion. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 596 The new-
loosened school-boy and *

novel-studled girl.

b. Objective and obj. genitive.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 612 Our novel-hunter*;

learn to despise all common prudence, a 1810 TANNAHILL
Poems (1846) 60 In these novel-huntin days, There s nane
but bairns can act our plays. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 13
There is little in either of these scenes, .which the ordinary
*novel-maker could seize*. 1850 KINGSLEY All. Locke vij,

Quickened into prurient activity by the low, *novel-monger-
ing press. 1841 THACKERAY Men fy Pictures Wks. 1900
XIII. 377 A couple of instances from actual life

, as the

fashionable *novel-pufTers say. 1775 BP. WATSON Anecd.

(1817) 51, I hate the flimsy womanish eloquence of *novel

readers. 1894 RALEIGH Eng. Novel ix. (1903) 256 Novelists

have generally been insatiable novel-readers, (c 1810 Nnv
COMIC Songster to She learnt it from &quot;novel reading, O.

1870 EMERSON Soc. fy So/, viii. 172 So much novel reading
cannot leave the young men and maidens untouched. 1802

MRS. E. PARSONS Alyst. Visit II. 172 Very unlike a *novel-

reading Miss. 1862 THACJCFRAY Round. Papers, De Finibns^
Of all the &quot;novel-spinners now extant. 1833 MACAULAY in

Trevelyan Life (1876) I. 303 Have I nothing to do but to be

your *novel-taster. 183* CARLYLE Misc. (1857) I&quot;- 39 The
distressed *Novelwright. 1873\V. S. MAYOAtavrXfWM xvii.

222 The chapter is the crowning mercy of novel-wrights.

1728 &quot;Novel-writer [see NOVELIST 4). 1814 SCOTT Wav. Pref.

31



NOVEL.
to ed. 3, A man. .to whom the reputation of being a novel-

writer might be prejudicial. 1883 W. BLACK Shandon Bells

xxxii, You would have me allow, .novel-writers to review

other people s novels. 1818 LADY MORGAN Autobiogr. (1859)

44 He [Monk Lewis] was the founder of the dramatic school

of *novel-wriiing. 1856 DE QUINCEY Confess. Wks. 1859
I. 216 note^ Thedeluge of *novel-writing talent. .which has

overflowed our literature.

Novel (np-vel), a. Also 5-6 nouel, 5-7 -ell,

7 novell. [a. OF. novel (mod.F. nouvtlt nouveau},
= Sp. and Pg. novel

t
It. novello : L. novett-utn,

f. nov-um new : cf. prec. Not in common use till

after 1600. See also NOVILE a,~\

1. f 9&quot; New, young, fresh. Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. i 209 A novel vyne vp gooth by
diligence As fast as hit gooth doun by negligence. 1616

CHAPMAN Homers Hymn Hermes 60 He strait assumed a
novell voices note.

t b. Newly made or created. Obs.

Ciq]$Partenay 694 The writyng sealled ful truly With
the gret seal of thys Erie nouel. Ibid. 5397 For men had

hym told off this strenght nouell. c 1650 Don Bdlianis 22

One in a white armor like a novel knight,

f c. Newly acquired. Obs. rare&quot;
1
.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tambitrl. \\. v, Then shall we send

to this triumphing King, And bid him battle for his novel

crown ?

t d. Recent ;
of recent origin. Obs.

Novel disseisin : see DISSEISIN i b.

1641
* SMECTVMNUUS Ans^u. (1653) 19 A Bishop, .is but a

Novell invention, a 1676 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. (1677)

163 lint this seems to be but a novel Conceit, a 1727 NEW
TON Chronol. Amended ii. (1728) 222 They.. boast their

antiquity, not knowing that they are novel, and lived not
above eleven hundred years ago.

2. New ;
of a new kind or nature

; strange ;

hitherto unknown.
c 1475 Partenay 2696, I thorughly know all thes nouell

tidinges Full good and fair ben vnto vs. 1567 DRANT
Horace, Ef&amp;gt;.

i. ii. G iij, If nouel woorkes had hene of greekes
accompted of so could,, .where now had bene these workes,
which we call oulde? 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 321
Let himselfe see how farre this nouell speculation of his

hnth transported him. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 345 My
present purpose is. .to manifest the concent of the learned
to most that seemeth novel and singular. 1718 HICKF.S &
NELSON J. Kettlewellu. xxxiv. 140 The Novel Fancies and
Inventions of our Modem Humorists in Religion. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vi. 38 This opinion. .was bold
and novel. 1832 R. & J. LANDER Exfea, Niger III, xix.

162 It was something quite novel to see two large parties
of people bartering commodities in this manner. 1870
L KSTRANGK Lift- J/m Mitford L vi. 169 A style of decora
tion more novel than elegant.

t b. Novel assignment (see quots.). Obs.

1607 COWELL Interpr.) Novel assignement, is an assigne-
ment of time, Place, or such like, otherwise then as before it

was assigned. 1696 PHILLIPS, Novel assignment, is where a
Man brings Trespass for breaking his Close, and the Defend
ant justifies in a Place where no Trespass was done; but
the Plaintiff assigns the Place where the Trespass was done.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Novel assignment, m an action of

trespass, is an assignment of time, place, or the like, in a
declaration, otherwise or more particularly than it was in
the writ,

c. Novel constitution
,
= NOVEL j. 4.

1726 AVLIFFE Parergon 135 By the Novel Constitutions,
Burial may not be inhibited, or deny d to any one.

t No velant. Obs. Also nouell-, novell-

ant(e, novilant. [ad. It. novellante, pres. pple. of

novellare to relate news; orig. used in It. form.]
A relater of current events ; a newsmonger.
1602 Archpriests* Controv. II. 37 Which he deliuered

vnto the nouellantes of Rome, to be spreaded amongst
them. 1610 in Birch Crt.

&amp;lt;$

Times Jos. I (1849) I-
&quot;5

You
need no better novellante than my lady, who was present at
all. 1660 FULLER Mixt Contempt. (1841) 184, 1 know some
who repair to such novelants on purpose to know what news
is false by their reporting thereof, a 1661 Worthies^
Essex i. (1662) 335 For things past he was a Perfect His
torian

;
for things present, a Judicious Novilant.

Noveldom (n^ v^ldam). [f.
NOVEL sb. 30 +

-Don.] The world of novels
; novels collectively.

1831 Frasers Mag. III. 96 This being the state of Novel
dom. 1854 THOREAU Walden iii. (1863) 114 Aspiring heroes
of universal noveldom. 1887 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 3/1 The
realists of noveldom.

Novele-se. [f. NOVEL sb. 3 b + -ESE : cf.

journalese.] The style of language characteristic
of inferior novels.

1900 Pall Mall G. 13 Jan. 3 The English is novelese, when
it does not degenerate into sheer bad grammar.
Novele sqne, a.

[f. as prec. + -ESQUE.]
Characteristic of, in the manner of, a novel.
1883 Academy 15 Sept. 171/2 To look aghast at such

novelesque treatment of an historical theme.

No velet. Also novellet.
[f. NOVEL sb. + -ET

or -LET : cf. next.]

f* 1. A little new book or pamphlet. Obs. rare 1
.

1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 215 Idle

creatures, the only busy readers of such Nouellets.
2. = NOVELETTE i.

1815 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXVII. 481 A trans
lation from the German of some tales, or Novellets, of
Pfeffel. 1844 Camp of Refuge Publishers Introd., We do
not offer our Old English Novelets as Historical. We
call them Novelets or little novels.

Novelette (npvele-t). Also novellette. [f.
NOVEL sb. 3 b + -ETTE

;
or ad. It. nwelletta.]

1. A story of moderate length having the char
acteristics of a novel.

242

i8io MOORE Mem. (1853) III. 180 He has nearly finished

a little novelette, a story, since he has been in Paris. 1847
H. MILLER First hnpr. Eng. xiii. (1857; 221 The novelette

and poem for the young lady, and the tale for the child.

1873 RUSKIN Fors Clav. xxx. 2 Among them were also

many tiny novelettes.

2. Music (see quot. 1893).
1893 tr. RieMann s Diet. Mns., Novelette^ a term probably

first used by Schumann for pianoforte pieces of free form
and containing a considerable number of themes. 1894
Times 24 Nov. 7/2 She played as her solos Schumann s

novelette in E major [etc.].

Hence Novele ttist, a writer of novelettes.

Also, in recent use, Noveletter, and Novelettish adj.

1883 D. C. MURRAY Hearts III. xxxii, 210 Novelists and
novelettists, poets and poetasters, are thick about her.

No*velish, a. [f. NOVEL sb. + -ISH.] In

clined to ideas characteristic of novels
; some

what resembling, or suggestive of, a novel.

1805 SOUTHEV in Robberds Mem. }. Taylor (1843) II.

103, I . .should be apt to think her a little too novelish (it is

a better word than romantic). 1840 DE QUINCEY in Tail s

Mag, VII. 355 The place, spite of its slipshod novelish

name,, .was really simple and unpretending. 1892 SLADEN
Japs at Home xviii, Wounded Pride, though not very
novelish, has a very interesting subject.

Novelism (n^ veliz m). Also 7 nouellisme,
novellisme, novalism, 7-8 novellism. [f.

NOVEL sb. +-ISM: cf. F. notivctlisme, Sp. novel-,

Pg. novelltsmo.]
fl. Innovation; novelty. 06s. (freq. in I7thc.)
i6z6 T. H[AWKINS] tr. Cans-sin s Holy Crt. 143 Those,

which haue obtruded Nouellisme so disasterous . . to Christ-

endome. 1657 J. WATTS Dipper Sprinkled 92 The new
upstart and out-staring novelisms of these later Ages. 1673
CAVE Prim. Clir. \. \\. 21 Obliquely reflecting on the
novellism of Christianity. 1703 Secret Policy Jansenists

27 If he were but the least suspected of Novellism.

2. Novel-writing.
1828 Black. Mag. XXIV. 469 What a host of pens and

printers have been pressed into the service of romance and
novelism by the appearance of the Waverley Novels. 1849
Fraser s Mag. XL. 691 A mass of volumes,. .all equally
marked with the generic and unmistakeable character of
novelism. 1881 Spectator 29 Oct. 1372 The ordinary level

of what may be called novelism.

Novelist (novelist). Also 6 noouelist, 7-
nouell-, 7-9 novell- ; 7 noueliat(e. [f. NOVEL
sb. 4- -1ST: cf. F. nouvelttsle (1620), It. and Pg.
novdlista^ Sp. novelista]
f 1. An innovator, an introducer of something

new
;
a favourer of novelty. Obs. (Very common

in 1 7th c.)

1583 FOXE A. fy M, (1634) III, 904 Had you rather hold
with these Novelists, as with Calvin? 1589 G. HARVEY
Pierce s Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 208 All the grayer heads

begin to be stale with these NoouelUsts. 1608 WJLLET
Hexapla Exod. 571 Augustine doth directly oppose him-
selfe to all such Uogmatistes and Nouelistes. 1690 LOCKE
Hum, Und. iv. xix. (1695) 402 To have his Authority of

forty years standing.. over-turned by an upstart Novelist.

1723 tr. Dupin s Eccl. Hist, i-jt/i C. \\. iii. 239 By this Faith
he must not understand a simple Belief (with the Novelists).

f2. One who is inexperienced ;
a novice. Obs.~~

l

1630 LENUARD tr. Charrons Wisd, n. vii. 18. 305 There
is not any thing so easie that doth not hurt and hinder vs,

if wee bee but nouelists therein.

f3. A newsmonger, news-carrier. Obs.

1706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4207/3 The Novelist; The Tale Bearer.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 178 P 2 My Contemporaries the

Novelists have . .a most happy Art in saying and unsaying.

1764 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. (1771) III. 186 If we may credit

the novelists of that time, the prince had already fixed his

affections upon the French princess.

4. A writer of novels.

1718 MORGAN Algiers II. iii. 239 Such opportunities of

Fillantizing

their Wives, as the French and other Novelists,
mean Novel-writers, would insinuate. 1766 FORDYCE

Serm. Yng. Wont. (1767) I. iv. 155 With. .Novelists, .we

may join the common herd of Play-writers. 1804 GentI.

Mag. LXXIV. 404 Many of our novellists..tomplain of the

dullness of the market at home. 1849-50 ALISON Hist.

Europe I. i. 22. 68 The graphic novelist, with historic truth,
makes Norman Richard the leader of English chivalry. 1895
TYRRELL Latin Poet. 220 The Greek novelists actually
turned their backs on the portraiture of character.

Noveli stic, . [f.
NOVEL sb. 3 b + -ISTIC.]

Pertaining to, characteristic of, novels.

1835 Fraser s Mag. XI. 596 It. .is wrought out with more
novelistic skill. 1850 Tait

s^ Mag. XVII. 636/1 Any sub

ject, political, literary, artistical, or novelistic. 1881 CLARK
RUSSELL Ocean Free-Lance III. v. 170 The theatrical,

poetical, and novelistic fresh-water mountebank.

Hence Novell-stically adv.

189* Pall Mall G. 25 May 3/2 The methods by which a
more than novelistically beautiful hero escapes.

Noveliza tion. [f. next + -ATION.] The

process of novelizing ; conversion into a novel.

1876 Copyright Comm. t Parl. P. (1878) 156 The converse

case, namely novelization of a drama, appears to stand on

the same footing. 1897 Mem. Copyright Bill 2 A similar

injury can be inflicted by the novelisatlon of dramas.

Novelize (n^-velaiz), v. Also 7 novellize.

[f. NOVEL sb. + -IZE.]

1. f a. trans. To bring into a new condition
;
to

make new or novel. Obs.

1642 SIR E. DERING .$/*. on Relig. vi. 21 Affections doe
stand to be novellized by the mutability of the present
times. 1660 HEVLIN Hist.Cjninqitart.

in. 76 These opinions
..which are now novelized by the name of Arminianism.

refl. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whimsies 210 If hee travaile to

novellize himselfe, and not to benefit his Country.

NOVELTY.

b. intr. To produce something new
; to intro

duce novelty.
1823 Blackiv. Mag. XIV. 546 Even on beaten subjects,

however, ingenuity will find means to novelize.

2. To convert into the form or style of a novel.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth Introd., You surely mean to

novelize, or to dramatize if you will, this most singular of
all tragedies? 1833 HERSCHEL Ess. (1857) 15 The desperate
attempts to novelize history which the herd of Scott s

imitators have put forth. 1890 Athenaeum 303/1 In Judge
Lynch Mr. Jessop has novelized a drama.

Hence No velized/^/. a,
t
No velizing vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar 60, I must confesse my
dissent thorough and sincere from the Faction of novelHzing
Puritans. 1651 W. JANE Kucwi- AicAaaros 156 Antiquitje. .

condemnes their fantastical!, and presumptuous novelizing.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. (1756) 36 For the novelizing
spirit of man lives by variety, and the new faces of things.
1825 Blackiv. Mag. XVIII. 238 Its author never will shine
in novelizing. 1850 T. A. TROLLOPE Impress. Wand. xvii.

266 It was a novelised version, by no means ill done.

Novell, variant of NOVEL sb. 4.

1853 WHEWELL Grotins \. p. Ixxv, Of the teachers of the
Roman Law, there are three kinds ; the first those whose
works appear in the. .laws called Novells. 1883 SHELDON
Rom. Law i The period was long enough to admit of the

promulgation of the Digest, the Institutes, the Code, and
the Novells throughout Italy.

f Nove-lle, obs. variant of NOVEL sb. 3 b.

1830 GALT Latvrie T. iv. i. (1849) :4 2 I have seen such a

journey as ours described in a novelle book.

t No veller. Obs. [f. NOVEL sb. or a. + -ER 1.]

An innovator; an introducer of new ideas. (Com
mon in 1 7th c.)

1604 Supplic. Masse Priests 36 We yeeld our selves to

be prophane Novellers, yea Heretikes. 1647 TRAPP Comm.
Phil. xi. 29 Horrible is the contempt that is now cast upon
the Ministry by our Novellers. 16790 NESSE Antid. agst.

Popery 125 They do scornfully call us Novellers.

So t TSfo veiling ///. a., innovating. Obs. rare.
1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribz 19 The surest and gainest

way to confound oppositions, and stop the mouth for euer
of all nouelling Schismaticks. Ibid. 212 What is any
nouelling vpstart, that he should control!, .their dictata ?

t Novellery. Obs. [a. OF. n0vtttfriet var.

of novel(e}rie^ NOVELRY.] Novelty.
1390 GOWKR Con/. II. 259 It is a wonder thing to hiere,

Bot yit for the novellerie I thenke tellen a partie, 1401
26 Pol. Poems ii Laweles nouellerye loke je lete. c 1440
Partonope 3626 Thus was he falle to novellerye.

t Novellity. Obs. rare. [a. OF. -novellit^ or

ad. late L. novellitas (Tertullian) : see NOVEL a.

and -ITY.] An unwonted act ; novelty.
1456 SIR G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T. S,) 279 Kingis suld

kepe that na man do till othir dishonour, schame, na vilany,
na injure, na new novelliteis. 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely i.

p. yiii,
Peters primacie opposed to Pauls nouellitie and

mnioritie in the words of S. Cyprian,

t No vellons, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

NOVEL sb.]

Inclined to novelty ;
of a novel nature or kind.

1619 SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630) 550 But why are we
noueMous? 16*7 #-*/*

2 Thess. (1629) 138 We.. may
thinke that nouellous of which may be said, ffon fuit sic

ab initio.

Novelly (np veli), adv. rare. [f.
NOVEL a. +

-LY ^.] In a novel manner ; by a novel method.
1821 Examiner 429/2 Attitudes novelly chosen. 1844

FONBLANQUE Life (1874) 437 What has been so novelly and

eloquently written. 1888 Scribner s Mag. IV. 744 A
peculiar phase of hereditary insanity., which I had treated

novelly and successfully in the East.

No velness. *

Novelty, newness* (Bailey, 1731).

tNO Velry. Obs. Forms : 4-5 nouelrye

(5 -ry)
-rie 4 -erie; 4-5 novelrye, -rie (5 St.

-re}, 4 (5 Sc.) nowelry. [a. OF. nwelric, -erie,

f. novel NOVEL a. : see -BY, and cf. NOVELLERY.]
1. Novelty.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 3341 Gretly pey synne yn

her queyntyse pat nouelrye al day areyse. c 1374 CHAUCER

Troylus \\. 756 Either they be ful ofjelosye, Or maystreful,
or lovyn novelrye._ 1406 HOCCLEVE La Male Regle--& Me
longed aftir nouelrie.

2. A novel thing or matter.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 394 Twa novelreis that day thai

saw. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. II. 244 Siche men synnen ofte

in novelryes of
J&amp;gt;e

worlde. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode \. xi.

(1869) 24 There ye mowe, If yewole, make nouelries ynowe.
1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 15 Persones_of evylh.disposicions

joyed in rumor and rebellious novelries.

tNo Veltiness. Obs. rare&quot;
1
, [f.

NOVELTY
+ -NESS.] Novelty, newness.

1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lai. 461 You will be

taken with the noveltiness of it.

Novelty (np-velti). Forms : 4-6 nouelte(e,

5 novel-, nofeltee, 6 Sc. nowelte ; 5-7 novel-

tie (6-7 nouel-, 6 nouil-) ; 5 nouelty, 6-

novelty. [a. OF. noveltt (mod.F. nouveautC) :

see NOVEL a. and -TY.]
1. Something new or unusual ; a novel thing

or occurrence. Also the novelty, the newest thing.

1382 WYCLIF i Tim. vi. 20 Eschewinge curside noueltees

of voyces. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk s T. 1004 Thay were glad

right for the novelte ,
To have a newe lady of her toun.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xlvii. 197 Of al maner thmges ande
noveltees that wer in baldak, and not in lumbardye. a 1533
LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.Anrel. (1546) B, The tyme is an

inuenter of nouelties. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay s

Voy. Ep. Ded., The general profile and pleasure of.. such

as delight in nouelties. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 386 They



NOVEM-.

are curious, and great louers of noueltie&amp;gt;. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 891 O why did God. .create at last This noveltie

on Earth? 1728 R. MOKKIS Ess. Anc. Archit. 21 Blindly
fond of every little Novelty offer d to our view. 1793
SMEATON Edystonc L. 241 The level platform we had then

obtained being something of a novelty. 1835 W. IRVING
Tour Prairies xx, The sight of the wild horse had been a

great novelty. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1877) II. viii.

299 Such visits as these were, in England at least, altogether
novelties. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey vii, They re the

novelty quite, but chancy things to sell.

fb. A new matter, a recent event, as a subject
of report or talk. (Usually in//.) Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Lyvys Seyntys (Roxb.) 58 Whan bis

miracle abowte was blowe . . Ful gret ioy was of ^at nouelte.

1475 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 31 Thomas can enforme you
of novelties in this countrie better then I can writte. i$oz
ATKYNSON tr. De Imitationc i. xx. 169 If thou haue delyte
to here noueltise thou muste somtyme therof suffer trybula-

cyon of herte. a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. VI 183 b, The
duke of Yorke.., somewhat spurred and quickened with
these noveltyes, retired backe. 1595 Locrinc n. i, What
uncouth novelties Bring st thou unto our royal majesty ?

C. An innovation, a novel proceeding.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Episf-ss The explication of causes

which gaue originall
to nouelties. 1678 WAHLCV Wonders

Lit. World v. 11. 87. 473/1 Mustapha, brother to Achmet,
succeeded, which was a novelty never before heard of in this

Kingdom. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. V. xxiv. 385 The
days of King Eadward remained the standard, every de

parture from which was noticed as a novelty.

2. Novel or unusual character of something.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 67 For wonder of

nouelte of
\&amp;gt;\s doynge, me axede counsaille. .of Appolyn.

a 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. IV 2b, Somwhat unquieted for

the noveltie of the thyng. 1625 USHER ititle), An Answer
to a Challenge. . . Wherein . . the Noveltie of the now Romish
doctrine [isj plainely discovered. 1709 STEKLE Tatler
No. 46 p i The Novelty of the History, and Manner of Life,
of the Emperor Aurengezebe. 1765 BLACKSTOXECV?/. 1. 1

The novelty and the importance of the duty required. 1841
LANE Arab. Nts. I. 127 The novelty of these amusements
interested me. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 23 The novelty
of this day s experience may have rendered it impressive,

t b. Newness, freshness of a. thing. Obs. rare.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. xn. ix. (Bodl. MS.), In
here comynge \&amp;gt;t\ boode^ noueltee of tyme. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World v.\. 4, 283: Some of the Syracusians.-tooke
armes against him, even in the noveltie of his Rule.

3. The quality or state of being novel ; that

which is novel, new, or hitherto unknown.
1484 CAXTON Fables of Poge iv, As by caas of nouelte he

callyd the sayd yong man. c 1500 Three Kings Sons 85 It

thought them a cas of nouelte. 1581 MOLCASTBR /VnVzdns
v. (1887) 29, I may , .feare no note of noueltie, where nothing
is but auncient. 1604 JAS. I Counterbl. to Tobacco (Arb.)

99 An inconsiderate and childish affectation of Noueltie.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl.^ Disc. Med. n. i,That unexpected
ness being the highest Degree of Novelty. 1728 R. MORRIS
Ess. Anc. Archit. 21 Anything which has the least appear
ance of Novelty. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierrcs Stud.
Nat. (1799) II. 16 To induce others to dive into this rich

mine, with the additional value of novelty. 1824 J. H.
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. n. viii. 276 Novelty in the

speaker supplies the want of novelty in the matter. 1886
RUSKIN Prxlerita I. 238 Very early, indeed, I had found
that novelty was soon exhausted.

Personif. i784CowpR Task in. 54 Pleasure. .leaning on
the arm Of Novelty, her fickle frail support.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1640 G. SANDYS Christ&quot;s Passion n. 246 The Novelty-

affecting Multitude. 1784 Bishopric Garland^1810) 26 The
next was Will Dunn, our painter, Who wanted a novelty-bit.

Noveitt- (nJu vem), the L. numeral novcm

nine, used to form combs, with adjectives in -atet

as novemarticulate^ having nine joints.

1856-8 W. CLARK Van der Hoevens Zool. I. 340 Antennae

novemarticulate, perfoliate. 1857 MAYNE Expos. Lex. 776
Novemcostate, -digitate, -lobate, -nervate.

November i.nove-mbsi). Also 3, 5 Nouem-
bre, 4-6 Novembre. Abbreviated Nov. [a. L.

November (also Novembris^ sc. mensis), f. novcm
nine. The ME. form was perh. ad. OF. Novembre.~\
The eleventh month of the year, containing 30 days.

[c 960 Rule St. Benet (Schroer) 32 Fram |?an an^inne [&amp;gt;es

mon5es, fc&amp;gt;e
is nouember ^ehaten. a 1000 Mcnologiuni

196 paes ofstum bring5..Blot-mona3 on tun,. .Nouembris,
mda bearnum eadi^nesse.]
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1414 pe t&amp;gt;reottuoe dei Of Nouembres

mone3. c 1290 .V. . Michael\&$ in S. Eng. Leg. I. 302 Seint

Michel in noucmbre hath 3eot an-oj&amp;gt;ur dai. 1390 GOWER
Con/. III. 124 That is Novembre which I meene, Whan
that the lef hath lost his-greene. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey 312
Enprynted the xx day of nouembre the yere a forsayd.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exere. m. i. xlv, (1636) 358 Thirty dales

hath November, Aprill, lune, and September. 1672-3 GREW
Anat. Plants 11. iii. (1682) 68 The Root of Dandelion being
cut in November, seems to bleed both a Milk and a

Lympha. 1784 COWPER Task in. 467 When now November
dark Checks vegetation in the torpid plant. 1808 SCOTT
.1far tn. Introd. i, November s sky is chill and drear,
November s leaf is red and sear. 1897 OUIDA Massarenes
xli, Our Aprils are considerably worse than our Novembers.

b. attrib. and Comb.
t
as November dawn

, day,
mist, tide.

1820 SCOTT Mottast. viii, A November mist overspread
the little valley. Ibid, ix, The November day was well

spent ere the Sub-Prior resumed his journey. 1864 TENNY
SON En. Ard.f&amp;gt;ii The chill November dawns and dewy-
glooming downs. 1866 NBALE Sequences $ Hymns 87 It

was about November-tide.

c. As a moth-name. (See quots.)
1832 RENNIE Bntterfl. fy Moths 266 November, (ffarr.)

See Feathered Thorn \Hitnera fennaria]. November,
(ffa:v.) See Autumn Border \Oporabia dilute ta}. 1874

243

E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths 109 The November Moth
\Oporabia\ appears on the wing in November, and is

common everywhere in England, Scotland, and Ireland.

Hence Nove -xnberish a.
t Nove mb(e)ry &amp;lt;?.,

characteristic of November ; dismal, gloomy.
1792 BURNS Let. Wks. (Globe) 516 Here I .sit, altogether

Novemberish, a d d melange of fretfulness and melan

choly. 1840 Miss SEDGWICK Lett. fr. Abroad (\^\) II. 32
It is cold, Novemberish, and raining, a 1864 HAWTHORNE
Ainer, Note-bks. (1879) II. 52 Unpleasant, Novembery days.
1870 Daily News 2 Nov., Weather still Novembry in the
extreme.

Wove -radial, variant of NOVENDIAL.
1624 DARCIE Birth Heresies xviii. 74 As the ancient

Romane Idolaters had recourse likewise to the Nouemdiall

Masse, vpon any monstrous prodigies. 1793 A. MURPHY
Tacitus^ Ann. vi. v. note. Nothing different from a novem-
dial, or mourning-festival.

Novemfid, a. rare 1
,

[f.
NOVEM-

,
after bifid,

etc.] Cleft into nine divisions.

1785 MARTYN Roitswaits Bot. xxiv. (1794) 341 The ex
terior calyx. .in Althasa isnovemfid.

fl Novena (novrna). [med.L. novcna^ f. novem

nine.] R. C. Ch. A devotion consisting of special

prayers or services on nine successive days.
853 FABER All for Jesus Ded., Every month that went

by, every feast, novena, octave, triduo. 1880 LITTLEDALE
Plain Reasons xviii. 54 Litanies and novenas take up most
of the time spent in church. 1889 Cath. News 23 Nov. 2/5
A Novena of Masses to Mary Immaculate.

Novenary (n^ venari), a. and sl&amp;gt;. [ad. L.

novcndrius, f. novem nine. So F. nov&iairt, It.

and Sp. novenario.]
A. adj. Pertaining to, or consisting of, the

number nine. rare.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch Explan. Words, Nevenary num
ber, that is to say, Nine. 1609 C. BUTLER Fan. Monar.
(^34) 31 The seven Novenary ranks from West to East.

1635 HEYWOOD Hicrarchie iv. 208 Prime Muses of the

Novenary stocke.

B. sb. 1. An aggregate or set of nine.

1577-87 HOLINSHLD Chron. I. 29/1 From Brute to the ex
tinction of his posteritie..are 630 yeares, or 70 nouenaries.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 215 By these numbers. .he

implyeth Climactericall years, that is, septenaries, and
novenaries set downe by the bare observation of numbers.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 146 We are not at all

concerned in the Octonary and Novenary, they having no
reference to any of the Days of the Creation.

2. =NOVEN A.

1818 SOUTHEY in Q.Rev. XVI 1 1. 10 A novenary or service
of nine days was performed for him. 1855 KELLY tr. Cer
vantes* Exempt. Noz cls 119 To perform a novenary in the
church of our Lady of Guadalupe,

XTove Xldial, a. and sb. rare. [ad. L. noveu-

dtaltSj f. novcm nine + dies day; cf. NOVEMDIAL.]
A. adj. Lasting nine days.

I533 BELLENDEN Livy \. xii. (S. T. S.) I. 72 The Romanis
. . Institute ane new sacrifice, calHt in J?ai dais be sacrifice

nouendiall. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxi. Ixii. 429 For the

raining of stones in Picenum, there was ordeined a Nouen-
dial feast for nine dayes. [1880 BREWER Reader s Hdbk.,
A Novendial holiday, nine days set apart by the Romans in

expiation of a shower of stones.]

B. sb. a. Religious solemnities or sacrifices

lasting for nine days, observed by the Romans.
b. A funeral ceremony held on the ninth day
after the burial of the deceased person.
1600 HOLLAND Livy \. xxxi. 22 The Romanes, .celebrated

solemne publicke sacrifices for the space ofnine daies, called

a Novendiall. a 1719 AoDisoNtr. Petronius Arbiter^1736)
129 Scissa kept a Novendial for his servant Misellus, whom
he enfranchised after he was dead,

So fNove-ndinal a., taking place on the ninth

day after the burial. Obs. rare-&quot;
1
.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. vi. i. (1622) 122 After a
banket on the birth day of Augusta.., hee tearmed that

a Nouendinall supper, or belonging to a mortuary.

Novene, sb.&amp;gt; anglicized form of NOVENA.
1826 SOUTHEY in

&amp;lt;?.

Rev. XXXIII. 379 The nuns also

performed a novene for her..

,
a. rare&quot;

1
, [ad. L. noven-iis^ distrib.

adj. f, novem nine.] Proceeding by nines.

1855 MILMAN Lett. Chr. VI. 405 The triple and novene
division ran throughout, and connected, .the mundane and

supermundane Church.

t Nove-nnal, . Obs. rare-1
. [Irreg. f. L.

novem nine.] Consisting of nine.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. To Rdr. 50 Of all that

Novennal Number, of those Circeean Jesuitical Muses,
Caussin is by far the worst Poet.

Novennial (nove nial), a. [f. L. NMVNM&,
f. novem nine, and annus year.] Happening or

recurring every ninth year.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Novennial, of nine years. 1697

POTTER Antiq. Greece i. ii. 10 To send a Novennial, or

Septennial, or an Annual Tribute. Ibid. n. xx. 342 Aapfff
,
a novennial Festival, celebrated by the Boeotians.

Novercal (n^va-akal), a. Also 7 nouercall.

[ad. L. novercalisj f, noverca stepmother.] Char
acteristic of, or resembling, a stepmother.
1623 COCKERAM Eng. Diet, i., Nouercall, belonging to a

step-mother. 1646 BUCK Rich. Ill ^ Fortune, .soone cald

for the Principall and Interest from this Prince, to whom she
was meerly Novercall. 1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 12

The Soil is so pregnant and fertile, that nature hath stor d
it in no niggardly nor novercal benevolence. 1713 DERHAM
Phys. Theol. yn. vi. 392 It is a wonderfull Deviation, that
some few families [of birds] only should do it in a more
novercal way. 1767 W. BONNET Let. to Parr P. s Wks. 1828

NOVICE.

VII. 69 A tinner bu&amp;gt;is than either novercal rapacity would
have deigned, or novercal malice left you. 1831 Blackw.
Mag. XXIX. 767 In compensation of this novercal usage,
fortune has given him a long purse. 1868 BROWNING Ring
$Bk, 11.490 Guido sold lady-mother Beatrice. .Was recog
nised of true novercal type, Dragon and devil.

t NoveTCant, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. pres. pple.

of late L. novercari) f. novcrca : see prec.] Acting
like a stepmother.
1473-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 8/2 To kepe in remembrance

..their noble Actes, pryncipally in execution of Justice,
ayenst novercant Oblivion, ennemy to memorye.
t No verint. Oh$. [L. noverint^ yd plur.

perf. subj. of nosccre to know, occurring in the

opening phrase of
&quot;writs,

noverint univcrsi *

let

all men know .]

1. The making of writs. raf^~&quot;
1

.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greenes Menaphon (Arb.) 9 Ii is a
common practise now a dales amongst a sort of .shifting

companions, .to leaue the trade of Nouerint whereto they
were borne, and busie themselues with the indeuors of Art.

2. A writ.

1592 GUEENK Croat s Worth Wit (16:7) B j b, Vet was not

the Father altogether vnlettered, for hee had good experience
in a Nouerint. 1621 SANDERSON Serin. I. 203 Why doth he
not in his bills and bonds and noverints, make it known to

all men by those presents that he is an usurer? 1634 FOKD
Perk, \Varbeck n. iii, As no indenture but has its counter

pane, no noverint but his condition or defeasance [etc.].

Comb. 1594 NASHE Terrors Nt. Ep. Dcd., Wks. (Grosart)
III. 214 Some vn&kilfuU pen-man or Nouerint-maker.
3. Applied to a scrivener.

1629 SHIRLEY Wedding m. i. 396 Sirra Nouerint.., ile

set one a top of Paules to watch thee.

t Nove rk. 06s. rare
- l

. [ad. L. noverca.]
A stepmother.

IS35 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 584 Edwardis bruthev wes
marterit of the new Be his noverk.

Novice (nfj vis). Forms: a. 4nouys, 5 novys,
novise, Sc. uowis, 6 nouise, nou-, novesse,
7 nouasse. (3. 5 nouyce, 4, 6 novyce, 5-7
uoudice, 6- novice, [a. OF. novisse, novice,

Sp. novicio masc., novicia fern., Pg, novi$o, -i$a,
It. novizioj -izta, ad. L. novuitts, -icia, f. novtis

new : see -ITIOUS i.j
1.

*

Eccl. One who has entered a religious house,
and is under probation or trial, before taking the

required vows; a candidate for admission into a

religious order
;
a probationer.

a. 13.. Mctr. Horn. iVernon MS.) in Herrig s Archiv
LVII. 278 In bis hous Nouys was I And aftur Monk seres
moni. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. {Theodora) 411 pane wes
he tane & mad nowis & leryt sa. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls)
II. 20 Why will ye not suffer your novises hear your coun-
cels in your chapter house ? c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 360/1
Nouyce, or novys, novisius. 1571 Satir. Poems Rcfornj.
xxviii. 53 Than twa ^eiris Noueis-.jond in Klluinning my
prentischip I past. 1589 WARNER Alb. En$. v. xxvii. (1602)

133 1 he Lady Prioresse Did taunt the Nouasse bitterly.

ft. 1380 WYCLIF Sel, Wks. III. 307 Freris .. bynden
novycis to unknowen ^ing. c 1380 Abbey Holy Ghost in

Hautpoles Wks. (1895) I. 330 Honeste tb maystresse of ^e

nouyce, and leches bam al e curtasye. 1530 PALSGK. 248/2
Novyce a newe relygious persone, nouice. 1560 DAUS tr.

SltidanJs Comni. 156 b, We thinke mete, that all yong
Novices.. be presently removed from thence. 1603 SHAKS.

a great Number of Novices. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFB Italian

viii, She was seated among the novices. 1849 JAMES Wood
man ii, It was very different from the veil of the nun or
even of the novice. iSw JEPHSON Brittany xv. 246 He
then assumes the dress of the Order, a cassock and bands,
and becomes a novice.

b. A newly converted person.
15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 35 In them that be

nouices, newly conuerted to religyon. 1611 BIBLE i Tim.
m. 6 Not a nouice, lest being lifted vp with pride, hee fall

into the condemnation of the deuill. 1649 Jin. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. HI. Disc. xvi. 53 Christ s litle ones, that is such as
are novices and babes in Christianity. 1879 FARKAR St. Paul
(1883) 188 St. Paul was still a suspected novice.

2. An inexperienced person ; one who is new to

the circumstances in which he is placed ;
a be

ginner, tyro.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 61 That tyme alle the senate

was but as a nouice. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitation* i.

xxiii. 172 It were expedient that they were instructe as

Nouices, begynners to growe in more perfyte vertues. 1579
LYLY Euphttes (Arb.) 47 Such is the Nature of these nouises,
that thinke to haue learning without labour, and treasure
without trauaile. 1638 JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 30 Small

profit the Novices of these Arts receive by meere Imitation.

1699 BENTLEY Plial. 94 Every Novice in Geography knows
they were Maritime. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World
102 Though they came to us under the name of Veterans,

[they] proved to be ignorant Novices. 1395 BURKE Regie.
Peace Wks. VIII. 343 You are but novices m the art of
naval resources. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. II. x. 100 Refraction
will deceive a novice on the ice. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott*

Nt.-cap 109 As the haschisch-man Prepares a novice to

receive his drug.
3. attrib t and Comb., as twice life-, modesty ,

time, way ;
novice-like adj.

1530 PALSGR. 248/2 Novyce tyme, noidcerie. 1671 MILTON
P. R. HI. 241 With novice modesty. 1689 HICKERINCILL

Ceremony Monger Concl. iii, No Mortal ever did or can

discharge it, but in this Novice way. 1842 MRS. CLAVERS
Forest Life II. 56 Seymour, novice-Hke, was amusingly
conscious. 1888 BERNARD Fr. World to Cloister ii, The cell

ill which my novice life was to be lived.
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NOVICEHOOD. 244 NOW.
b. Appositive, as nmice lover, thief, etc. ; also

novice hand) heart, thought.
1605 SYLVESTER Imposture 338 A novice Thief. 1606
Du Bartas n. iv. Magnificence 836 These novice Lovers at
their first arrive Are bashful! loth. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. i.

19, 1 need no information of any Romans Nouice Traucller.

1654 VILVAIN Chronoraphy \l\ i\t-p,) To lead the wandring
steps of Novice Chronologers in a right cours. 1708 OZKLL
tr. Boilea.it & Lutrin 20 His Artless Novice-hand he lends.

1751 Female Foundling \. 78 But perhaps..my Novice-
heart may be deceived. 1794 COLEKIDCE Relig. Musings I.

108, 1 discipline my young and novice thought. 1811 W. R.
SPENCER Poems Ded., Whene er my novice hand presum d
To wake the chords of grief or glee. 1888 BERNARD Fr.
World to Cloister ii, The novitiate.. had its own special
door and enclosure, with its own special novice porter.

C. In sense * of the novices .

1850 NEWMAN .W/v. (1881) xii. 233 He acted as novice-
master to the children of St. Dominic. 1898 Dubl, Re^&amp;gt;.

Apr. 356 When Clara was made novice-mistress he dedicated
a small book to her.

Hence JTo-vicehood, the condition of a novice.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 132, I encouraged
and collected every thing of this sort that I had ever had
from novicehood to maturity.

t Novicery. Obs. rare. [a. OF. twvicerie,
novisstrie : see NOVICE and -ERY.]
1. = NOVICIATE 3.
c 1400 Rule St. Benct (Prose) 142 And hir mastres sail

haue hir to
f&amp;gt;e Nouycery, & infurme as religiun will.

2. = NOVICIATE i.

c 1440 Prontp. Pan-. 360 i Xovysrye (nouycery), noi ici-

atus. a 1470 H. PAKKHR Dives fy /-&quot;/&amp;lt;/* (Pynson, 1493) iv.

x,\, If the religious were bounde to obey in al thynge, his

professyon were al vncertein and vnassayed in his nouycery,
Ibid,) In the yere of hys assaye in hys nouycery.

Wo vicesllip. Also S noviship. [f. NOVICE.]
1. = NOVICIATE i.

1639 S. Du VEKGEK tr. Camus Admir, Events 266 Beein;

Her year of noviceship was now expired. 1845 G. OLIVER

Biogr. Sac. Jesus 97, I cannot discover where he made his

novtoeship. 1887 STANTON Menology Eng. fy Walts 45 He
. .went to St. Omers to begin his noviceship with the Jesuits.
attrib. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. Diss. Dram. 38

After. .the Noviship-Exercises or Trials of the. .Sincerity
of his Christian Pretensions.

b. Initial stages ; inexperience, rare.

1703 SAVAGE Lett. Anticnts ii. 10 You (yet in the very
Noviceship of your Youth, tho robust and old in the Virtue
of Faith). 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 20.7 If giddy
fellows, or giddy girls, misbehave m a fust marriage. .from
noviceship.
2. A Jesuit college where novices are trained.
1620 E. BLOUNT Horae Subs. 380 That Garden of Cardinall

Bandmoes, by the Nouiceship of the lesuites. 1629
WADSWOKTH Pilgr. vii. 74 The lesuites haue a Colledge at

Walton,..which they call their Nouiship for the nurturing
of their young lesuites. 1889 Pall Mall G. 10 July 21/1
Their cadets training homes remind me of nothing so much
as our noviceships.

Noviciate, novitiate (n^vi-j^,. Also 7
nouitiat. [ad. F. noviciat^ f novitiat, Sp. and

Pg. novidado, It. noviziato, or med.L. novitiates :

see NOVICE and -ATE *.]

1. The probationary period of a novice before

finally taking religious vows.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordpn (1602) 90 He sent him to

Antwerpe to haue his Nouitiat by the Proumcial there.

1671 WOOUHEAD St. Teresa. \\. vii. 50 Let them not admit
them to make profession, if in the year of their Noviciate
they find not [etc.]. 1757 BvKSXAMfr. Eng. //ft&WkB.
X. 188 None were admitted into this order but after a long
and laborious novitiate. 1819 SCOTT lyanhoe xxxvi, The
aspirants after this holy Order wore during their noviciate
the cast-off garments of the knights. 1884 TENNYSON
Btckct v. ii. Breaking already from thy noviciate To plunge
into this bitter world again.

b. transf. and fig. The state or time of being
a novice or beginner in anything ; time of initia

tion, apprenticeship, or probation.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 6 But those. .God doth

ordinarily bring vp in a nouitiate, and Apprentisage of
j

worldly Crosses, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1727) II. 179 He
]must have pass d his Tyrocinium, or Novitiate, in Sinning,
j

before he can come to this. 1723 SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841
II. 565, I know no vows so solemn as those of friendship,
and therefore a pretty long noviciate of acquaintance should i

..precede them. 1791 BURKE Tk. French Aff. Wks. 1842
I. 573 After they have passed the novitiate, those who take

|

any sort of lead are placed in very lucrative offices. 1822-
56 DE QUISCEY Confess. (1862) 189 The calamities of my
novitiate in London had struck root. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Eur. \\. iv. 319 Fix yourself for the period of your
noviciate at one of the great Alpine centres of interest.

2. A novice in a religious order.

1655 FULLBR Ch. Hist. ix. xvi. 92 These Colledges. .dis

patch their ripe Noviciats for England. 1679 FRANCE Add.
Narrative 40 The Ecclesiasticks. .yearly receive young i

Students or Novitiates from hence. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 164 ? 7 The Abbess had been informed., of all that had
passed between her Noviciate and Father Francis. 1775
JEBB Corr. (1894) 24 A preparatory sermon addressed

entirely
to the novitiate. 1817 JAS. MILL Brit. India I. n.

ii. 114 The noviciates to the sacerdotal office are commanded
to find their subsistence by begging. 1888 BERNARD Fr.
World to Cloister ii, Former novitiates, .had to make use
of the floor as a seat.

b. A beginner, tyro ;
one who is new to anything.

1734 NORTH Examen i. ii. ii (1740) 36 Scarce enough.,
for a Novitiate as he was to acquire an ordinary Prattique
of the (.uraury p.trt of Bu&amp;gt;iness. 1793 J. WILLIAMS Calm

1 Exam. 60 Political Novitiates rush into the Chamber of the

third Estate. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II.

178 Such indeed as may frequently induce the desponding
noviciate, .to lament the hour in which he became a tiller

of our untamed soils, 1849 Escapefr. Toil 13/1 The sincere

noviciate.. setting candidly and resolutely to the work \vill

I

never give up, nor go back.

3. The quarters occupied by novices during their

period of probation; a noviceship.
1626 L. OWEN Spec. Jesuit. (1629) 48 Their house of ap

probation or Nouiciat. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevcnot s

Trait, i. 3 The Novitiate of the
Jesuites stands upon a Hill

higher than any place of the Town. 1704 Collect. I ~oy.

[Churchill) III. 19/1 The Jesuites have also a Novitiate.

1761 Ann. Reg. 1. 172 In the year 1710, there were [in France]
..612 Jesuits colleges, .. 59 noviciates. 1826 SOUTHEY Vind.
Eccl. Angl. 449 When St. Francisco.., as Commissary for

the Order in Spain, visited a noviciate. 1888 BERNARD Fr.
World to Cloister ii, The novitiate was situated on the
third floor at the top of the house.

transf. 1760-72 tr. Juan cy Ulloas l^fj . (ed. 3) I. 223 The
deserts of the mountains, .were the noviciates, in which we
were inured to the severe life we led.

4. attrib.
,
as noviciate chapel, guide^ habit, etc.

1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 6/2 The Founder of our
Novitiat-Hoube. 17567 tr. Keyslers Trni 1

. (1760) II. 52
The tomb., is in the novitiate chapel of the convent. 1789
Trijter No. 32. 408 The whole family, in which I passed
my noviciate year. 1799 SHERIDAN Pizarro v. ii, The
noviciate habit which you first beheld her in. 1840 fenny
Cycl. XVI. 355/2 Persons who apply to enter the noviciate

state. 1869 Daily *Vwr 6 Feb., The vow of poverty, as

explained by the Noviciate Guide.

b. Appositive, as noviciate candidate, etc.

1775 SHERIDAN Art of Reading 39 Such.. as for a long
time to baffle all the efforts of the noviciate tongue. 1788
tr. Swedenborg

1

s Wisd. Angels \\. 341. 311 When they are

opened a little, as is the Case when novitiate Devils enter.
1802 LAMB \nAtken&uin (1888) 4 Aug. 171/3 Now that. .Mr.
Cooke is no longer a novitiate candidate for public favour.

1885 H.O. FORBES Wandr. Archip. 468 The novitiate gold-
washer., accompanies the Dato to the river.

Hence Novi ciateship.
a 1670 HACKET Akp. Williams I. (1602) 77 It was much

that in his novitiatship in that house, he durst contradict

such mighty ones in so tender a cause. 1835 LYTTON
Student^ New Ph&do iii, The habit of thinking, by degrees,
cures the faults of its novitiateship.

Novicia tioii. rare 1
. [See NOVICE and

-ATION.] The admission of a novice.

1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xi, When this ceremony
had concluded, another began, and he was told it was that
of a noviciation.

t Novicie. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. NOVICE + -IE,

-Y.] Inexperience.
1600 KDMONDS Observ. Caesar $ Conun. 43 How much an

old experienced souldier..exceedeth the nouicie of such
as are newly enrolled.

Novilant, variant of NOVELANT Obs.

t Novile, a. Obs. rare. [var. of NOVEL a.,

after adjs. in -ILE.] Novel.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. \.
jv. (1602) 12 This nouile Prize

to gaine. 1676 WOOD Jrnl. in Ace. Sen. Late Voy. i. (1694)

145 Of late within this year or two some Novile Accidents

happening [etc.].

Tiovilu nar, a. rare. [f.
late L. novilfm~ium

(f. novus new + luna moon), after LUNAR a.] Of
or pertaining to the new moon.
1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies \. xii. 54 We shall see into the

very Anatomy of the Novilunar Influence. Ibid. 55 The
Novilunar Days In the Hyemal moiety of the year. 1710
Brit. Apollo No. 80. 1/2 Which Days.. are supposed to be
Novilunar. 1847 in WEBSTER.

t Novilune. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. late L. novi-

hlnium (see prec.).] The new moon.
1619 SIR J. SEMPILL Sacrilege Handl. 5^ The Sabbaths

thence deriued of seuen yeeres.. : with their nouilunes.

t No vist. Obs. rare. [f. L. nov-us new.]
1. A novice, beginner.
163* J. HAVWARD tr. Bfandfs Erontena 13 Being but a

Novist in that practise.

2. One given to novel opinions; an innovator.
1660 BONDE Scut. Reg. 339 He would be but a poor

revenger, .had the people, (as our Novists feign) not he, the
sole disposing of the Militia. 1672 VENN .~\Iilit. fy Mar.
Discipline Ep. Ded., It was not to raise a dispute among
the Novists.

Novi tiali a. rare. [f. L. noviti-us (see next).]
Of the nature of, characteristic of, a novice.

1778 [W. MARSHALL] Minutes Agric., Digest 7 Nor will

a few Sketches, .be useless to the NovidaT Agriculturist.
i8ia SOUTHEY Oinniana. 1 1. 272 Not by a novitial fervour of

devotion, but by long probation in a monastical kind of life.

tNovi tious, a. Obs. [ad. L. novttius, f.

novus new : see -ITIOUS l.]

1. Having the character of novices.

1619 SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630) 484 Saith our Sauiour,
iustifying his milder inpositions on his nouitious Disciples.
2. Of recent origin.
1659 PEARSON Creed(i^y^) 501 What is now taught by the

,

Church of Rome is. .a novitious interpretation. 1669 GALE
Crt. Gentiles i. i. xii. 79 Those Letters, which the Jews now :

use. ., are novitious, and of late original.

NO Vity. Now rare or Obs. Forms : 6 nou-

ite(e, 6-7 nouitie, 7 -ity ; 5 novitee, 6 -ite, ;

6-7 -itie, 7- uovity. [a. OF. noviM, =-- It. novifa
t

Sp. novedad) Pg. novidade, ad. L. novitat-ent, f.

novus new : see -ITY.]

fl. An innovation ;
a novelty. Obs.

1460 Anc. Cal. Kec. DnbL (1889) 307 Forasmuch as such
novitees hath nut be uset afar this time. 1545 JOVE E.vp. .

Dan. vi. M iij b, This perillouse noviteand mutacion put into
his head. 1588 J. HARVEY Disc. Probl. 119 Two Eclipses
in the space of one month, are no great strange nouities.

1654 VILVAIN Tkcor. Tkeol. i. 31 &quot;J is a witty novity, or
castle in the air. 1699 S. PATRICK Answ. Touchstone 83
When Pope Gregory VII. adventured upon it, it was
esteemed a Novity, not to say an Heresy.
2. Novelty; newness. (Common in i7thc.)
I5*9 J- SANI-ORD tr. Agripptfs Van. Artes 14 b, With a

nouitee or straungnesse full of trifles. 1607 J. CARPENTEK
PlaineMans Plough 105 This . . is Christ, by whom we have
a
triple Nouitie or Newnesse. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacrx

in. ii. 2 Wash not a strong presumption of the Novity of
the Universe? 1699 BENTLEY Phal. xiii. 393, I know the

novity of these Epistles from the whole body and form of
the work. 18*3 LAMB Ess. t Amicus Redimvus^ That un
meaning assumption of eternal novity.

Novmir, obs. form of NUMBER.
II NovodamUS (n&amp;lt;juv0d^-miJs). Sc. Law. [L.

(de} novo damns we grant anew
.]

A charter

containing a clause (also called of novodamus
)

by which the superior grants afresh the matters
described in the dispositive clause.

1838 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 68 1 A charter of novodamus
is accounted in law an original right, which imports a dis

charge of all prior burdens. 1857 J- PATERSON Regality of
Mussdburgh 26 A novodamus of the nether miln of Brun-
stain, to be holden of the Earl.

t No V~um. Obs. [app. L. novum, neul. sing.
of novus new.] An old game at dice played by
five or six persons, the two principal throws being
nine and five.

1588 SHAKS. L. L.L. v. ii. 547 Abate throw at Novum,
and the whole world againe, Cannot pricke out fme such.

1614 J. COOKE dreenc s Tu Quogue Diij, Change your
Game for dice, We are a full number for Nouum. 1616

J. LANE Contn. Syr*s. T. iv. 410 Yet these binn th arpeies
of the droopinge time, that all at novum settes, on fyve or

nyne. 1621 J. TAYLOR (Water-P.) Motto D4, At Nouum,
Mumchance, Mischance (chuse ye which).

!N&quot;ovyl, obs, variant of NAVEL sb.

NOW (nau), adv., conj., sl&amp;gt;.
l
t
and a. Forms:

1-4 nu, i nuu, 2-3 nv
} 4 new, nw, 9 Sc. noo ;

3-6 nou (4-5 -e;, 3 no, 3-5 nov, 3- now, 4-6
uowe. [OE. nii

;
the same form occurs in all

the older Teutonic languages, and corresponds to

Skr. mi, nit, Gr. w
t vvv, L. nunc,~\

I. adv. 1. At the present time or moment.
Sometimes strengthened by even, just, or right (for

examples see these words).
c 825 Vesp. Ps. xi. 6 Fore . . geamrunge Searfena nu ic arisu,

cwiS dryhten. c 893 K. /ELFRED Oros. n. v. 86 ponne natron

naj&amp;gt;er gode ne ba ne nu. 971 Blickl. Horn. 25 Wa eow j?e

nu
hliha^, forj)on je eft wepaS on ecnesse. a iioo Gere/a.

in Anglia IX. 264 Fela 5inga 3e ic nu genaemnian ne can.
c izoo ORMIN 2683 3ho iss nu & a:fre

beo&amp;gt; Hejhesst of alle

shaffte. c 1250 Gen.
&amp;lt;$

Ex. 3918 To lond moab drujjen he so,
3or nu is a burj, ierico. a 1300 Cursor M. 8094 Sir, sauued
be

}&amp;gt;ou
nov and aL c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. 111. 24 In be

laste eelde Jat now is, pat is clepid myddis of ?eeris. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 549 Be hit know e to them that be now and to
come. 1475 Paston Lett. III. 130 Other labor that I have
takyn on me nowe in to Fraunce warde. 1530 PALSGK. 423/2
Fyve pounde you have all redy receyved, but what is

behynde nowe onpayed. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glassc 170 But now I will commit it to thy descretion and
judgement. 1631 WEEVEK Anc. Funeral Man. 58 The.,
little Island, as then called Aualon, now Glastenbury. 1671
MILTON P. K. in. 95 Who names not now with honour

patient Job? 1711 SWIFT Jnti, to Stella 26 Mar., Now they
don t distinguish between a cow and a Christian. 1784
COWPEK Task v. go Neither grub, nor root, nor earth-nut,
now Repays their labour more. xSoa MAK. KUUKWOKTH
MoralT. (1816) I. i. 2 My master is just going to dinner,
and can t see anybody now. 1852 M. ARNOLD Eiitpedoclcs
n. (1906) 109 They will be our lords, as they are now. 1896
Law Times C. 408/1 The salary of a Chancery taxing
master is now only , 1500 a year.

b. Under the present circumstances ;
in view of

these facts.

1508 KENNEDIE Flytingiv. Dnnbar 470 Thair is na schip
that wil the now ressaue. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 249
Being mad before, how doth she now for wits? Ibid. 253
Now which way shall she turn ? what shall she say ? 1710
MRS. CE.NTLIVRE Bickerstaffs Burying L i, I warrant you
think to be an Ambral now. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre s

Stud. *V/. (1796) III. 140, 1 now plainly perceive the reason.

1854 MRS. STOWE UncU Tom s C . v, I can believe anything
now

;
I can believe now that you could sell little Harry.

2. In the time directly following on the present
moment ; immediately, forthwith.

c 1000 ALLVRIC Saints Lives xxvi. 249 Nu ic sceall ^eendian
earmlicum deabe. c 1290 St. James 29 in S. Eng. Leg. 1 . 34
Nov,* he seide, we schullen i-seo }wat lemes be mai don

here . 1382 WYCLIK i Sam. ii. 16 Nay, forsothe nowe thow
shalt 3yue ; ellis I shal tak bi forse. &amp;lt;z 1400-50 Alexander
212 Now sail ;e here How he kide him in (?e courete. c 1450
HOLLAND Howlat 151, I sail not jow richt now thar names
inane. 1503 HAWKS Examp. PYr/wtProI. H, Butatauenture
I wyll now wryte. 1682 [see JUST adv. 7 c]. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 333, 1 am in a hurry, and must go now. 1898
FLOR. MONTGOMERY Tony n The train would start now.

3. In the time directly preceding the present
moment. Now only in just tiffiv or (poet.) even

now. Also \ now (a) late^ now of late, recently.
c 888 K. ,/ELFRKD Boeth. v. iii, Ymb fset-ilce Jm jiddodest

nu hwene a;r. c 1055 Byrhtfertlfs Handboc in Anglia
VIII. 298 Heo wunad on atlcum tacne swa we nu jerehton.
Ibid. 304 |?a fcing be we nu handledon. 1435 Wars Eng.
in, France (Rolls) II. 576 The king shulde take appointe-
ment offred now late unto hym at Arras, c 1440 York Myst.
\. 43 J?at lufly lorde.-That vs thus mighty has made, bat

nowe wa righte uo^hte. 1533 CltOMWEU. in Mernman



NOW. 245 NOW.

Life i Lett. (1902) I. 353 Whose Auncestors of longe tyme
hadd the same untill nowe of late. 1583 GOLDING Calvin

on Deut, Ixxxv. 522 If wee alleage It is not nowalate that

this thing came vp. 1601 DOLMAN La. Printand. Fr. Acad.

(1618) in. 673 As wee said euen now. 1633- [see JUST adv.

7 b]. 1703, 1820 [see EVEN adv. 6 b]. 1881 ROSSETTI House

ofLife vi, Even now my lady s lips did play With these my
lips such consonant interlude.

4. At this time; at the time spoken of or re

ferred to.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 58 For his mother, bee-

ing now a widow, was a lewe borne. 1592 SHAKS. Ven.
&amp;lt;$-

Ad. 349 Now was she just before him as he sat. 1611 BIBLE
Mark iv. 37 The waues beat into the ship, so that

it_
was

now full. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 556 Swift Rivers

are with sudden Ice constrain d ;.. An Hostry now for

Waggons. 1758 S. HAYWAKD Serin, xvi. 496 What season

more important than the hour of death? Every thing now
conspires to fill the soul with gloom. 1795 W. ROSCOK
Lorenzo de HIedici\. \. 57 Cosmo now approached the period
of his mortal existence. 1845 PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 25 The
assurance he had at first displayed was now succeeded

by an air of embarrassment. 1874 BANCROFT Footpr. Time
viii. 201 The war was now practically concluded.

5. f a. As now) at this time, just now. Obs.

c 1386 [see As adv. 34]. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 60 Of thi

wittes five I wole as now nomore schryve, Bot only of these

like tuo. 1456 Siit G. HAVE Law Arms (S. T. S.) 292 It is

sufficiand ynouche to me to tell as now that [etc.], a 1533
LD. BERNERS Huou xliii. 144 Shew me for what cause ye
haue as now sent for me. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido i.

1, Instruct us under what good heaven We breathe as now.

fb. Now by dawe^ = NOW-A-DAYS. Obs. rare,

c 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 326 Everich man nu bi dawe
may sen that thus hit is. a 1450 MYRC 5 So faren prestes
now by dawe.

fc. Now about, about this time. Obs. rare.

1713 S. SEWALL Diary n June, Now about the Govr.

procures a Letter to be written. 1721 Ibid. 23 Jan., Now
about I gave his Excellency a Ring.
6. Now and again, anon, f eft, *j- now, at one

time and another, from time to time.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr?s T. 422 Eueremoore as she stood She
swowneth now and now for lakke of blood. 1390 GOWEK
Conf. I. 246 And in the Marches now and eft,. . He wroghte
such knihthode there, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. \. 570 The
seed of mirte.. Lete yeue hem now & now for chaunge of

mete. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vi. xviii. 211 Euer now
and now came alle the Knyghtes home that sir Turquyn
hadde prysoners. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts

&amp;lt;$

Mon.
(1642) 171 God amongst the Pagans did, ..now and anon,
reveale the mysterie of Christ Jesus. 1884 Miss BRADDON
Ishmael\\\. x. 217 Seized now and again with that terrible

cough of hers.

b. Now and (also f or] then, occasionally, fit

fully, intermittently, at intervals. T Also with by.
a JS33 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. l\f. Aurel. (1546) O viij,

Sometyme on the daie, and nowe and than by nyght, they
would walke abrode. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. aii

tnarg.) Familiar friends vse ieasting nowe and then, in their

letters. 1621 I. C. in 7*. Bedfords Sin nnto Death A j,

The Apothecaries Glasse or Gally-pot. .being emptied by
now and then of a little. 1628 BYFIELD Expos. Coloss. n. v.

16 Tis not enough to doe good now or then, by flashes.

1663 GERBIER Counsel g2b, This manual doth both now
and then proffer a word or two to cherish the Readers
patience. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 130 F 3 These Gypsies
now and then foretold very strange things. 1761 MRS.
SHERIDAN Sidney Bidulph I. 14 The strictness of her
notions.. now-and-then gave a tincture of severity to her
actions. 1802 WORDSW. When I have borne in Memory \
What wonder, if a Poet, now and then ..Felt for thee as a
Lover. 1890 Spectator n Oct. 474/2 She never took up,
except by moments now and then, the legitimate side.

attrib. 1762 LLOYD St. James s Mag. 50 Such now-and-
then negligences, incidental to all poems of length. 1775
S. J. PRATT Liberal Opin. Ixxxvii. (1783) III. 147, I have
set you down as a now-and-then friend.

c. So Every now ami then (or again*}.

1720 C TESS COWPER Diary (1864) 152 The King cast an

angry Look that Way every now and then. 1760 BURKE
Late St. Nation Wks. II. 13 It is piteously doleful, nod
ding every now and then towards dulness. 1802 BEDDOES
Hygeia \\. 42 A sentence which we physicians are doomed,
every now and then, to hear. 1865 [see AGAIN 4 b]. 1868
F. E. PAGET Lncretia 216 Still, except every now and then,
at rare intervals, it was polished. 1883 [see EVERY i f ].

7. Now . . . now
t
used to introduce antithetical

clauses, phrases, or words.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24545 Nu i lig and no i stand, Bunden

pus in balful band. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 23 Now hier now
ther, now to now fro, Now up now down, this world goth
so. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 65 Ri3tsodaynelyespare
chaungeyng of be aer, nowe grete calde and now grete hete.

1*1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 21 Her thoughtes ben full

chaungable now here now there, now so, now thus, like to
winde. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. xi. 25 The swerde con-
sumeth now one now another. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest

79 It is now abiding vpon the earth now in the waters.
1620 T. GRANGER Diz&amp;gt;. Logike 258 Now vsed in this sence,
now in that. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 171 The flying
Chariot kindles in the Course : And now a-low ; and now
aloft they fly. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 21 In this

j

Quandary, now considering, now crying, and not knowing !

what to do, I pass d the Time. 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi.

xxvii, Now low, now high, The pennon sunk and rose. 1883
STEVENSON Silverado Sq. 9 A great variety of oaks stood,
now severally, now in a becoming grove.

b. So now . . . then, now . . . and again, etc.

i593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI\ \\. v. 10 Now, one [isj the better:
\

then, another best. 1600 A. Y. L. in. ii. 437 Now weepe
for him, then spit at him.

_
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 5

j

[The weather is] so vncertaine, that now you shall haue a
,

quiet breath and gale, and suddenly an vnexpected violent

gust. 1667 MILTON P. L.\\. 634 Now [he] shaves with level
:

wing the Deep, then scares. 1750 JOHNSON* Rambler
\

No. 60 f 8 His walk was now quick, and again slow.

8. In phr. Now or never.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane^s (Joiitiit, 442 b, Therfore thought
they now, or els never, y l God was on theyr bide. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI^ in. i. 331 Now Yorke, or neuer, steele

thy fearful! thoughts And change misdoubt to resolution.

1648 CRASHAW Steps to Temple Poems (1004) 75 Now Lord,
or never, they l beleeve on thee. a 1638 CLEVELAND Rustic

Rampant Wks. (1687) 459 Now or never for the Liberty
of the Subject. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 38 ? 6 Now or

never is the Time. 1855 KINCSLEY Westiv. Ho ! xix, Come
off, now or never, cried Amyas. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl.

IV. 170 Taking the ground that now or never was the time

for driving the Spaniards, .out of the Netherlands.

II. 9. In sentences expressing a command or

request, with the purely temporal sense weakened
or effaced. In later use also with ellipse of verb.

c 825 Vcsp. Ps. ii. 7 And nu, cyningas, ongeota d. a 900
CYNEWULF Crist 243 Cum nu, sigores weard,. .& J?ine miltse

her arfest ywe. 971 Blickl. Horn. 19 Cleopian we nu in

ejlum mode & inneweardre heortan. c 1200 Vices $ Virtues

17 Andswere me nu, bu un-5esxlie saule. c 1275 Passion
Our Lord i in O. E. Misc. 37 I -here]? nv one lutele tale bat

ich eu wille telle. a. 1300 Cursor M. 11694 Rise vp, he said,
and right f?e nu. a 1400 PistUl ofSusan 122 Aspjeb nou

specialy be 5ates bene sperde. c xsoo Meliisinc 251 Fayre
lordes, now lightly on horsback. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \\. \.

124 Now faire befall your maske. 1610 Temp. in. i. 15

Alas, now pray you Worke not so hard . . ; pray now rest your
selfe, 1617 FLETCHER Mad Lover iv. i, Now your Counsels,
For I am at my wits end. 1735 BERKELEY Frce-think.

Mathem. Wks. 1871 III. 316 Now, in the name of truth, I

entreat you to tell what this moment is. 118x4 Intrigues
of a Day in. i. in New Brit. Theatre I. 116 Mrs. H. Oh!
I insist upon hearing. Sir J. Nay, now, my dear cousin.

c loooAgs. Ps. (Thorpe) xxxiii. 8 FandiaS nu Jxmne; on^ite

&e t&amp;gt;set
Drihten is swyoe sefte. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in.

1970 Now thanne, yower puer blyssyng gravnt vs tylle !

c 1500 Melusine 238 Now thenne, noble Cousyne, seace your
wepyng. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Or, Or fa, now then, or goe to.

i700 DRYDEN (J.), Now then be all thy weighty cares

away. 1837 DICKENS Pick-w. xix, Keep your eyes open,
said Wardle. .. Now then. 1855 KINGSLKY Westw* Hoi
xx, Now, then, said Amyas, to breakfast .

10. Used to introduce an important or note

worthy point in an argument or proof, or in

a series of statements. Also f now then.

^897 K. /ELFREU Gregory s Past. C. xlix. 376 Nu Sonne,
..nu is to ongietonne set hu micelre scylde oa bioO

befangne. c 1000 ^ELFKIC Saints Lives xxvi. 272 Nu
CWSB$ se halja Beda, be &amp;lt;5as boc ^edihte, J&amp;gt;a?t

hit nan
wundor nys. a 1240 Sawlcs \Varde in O. E. Hom. I. 257
Nu is riht benne

\&amp;gt;at
we demen us seolf eauer unmihtie to

werien ant to witen us. 1340 Ayenb. 53 Nou behoue&amp;gt; to

habbe tuomesures, ane little.. and ano^re guode and large.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 4 Nou }if a woman maryd schal be,

Anoon sche schal be bo^t and sold. 1325 in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. n. III. 75 Nowe, Sir, as God hathe endued your Grace
with Christen courauge fete.]. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v.

xix. 2 Now the principal thing required in a witness is

fidelity. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iii. 26 Now if thou wert

a Poet, I might haue some hope thou didst feigne. _ 1715 tr.

Gregory s A stron. (1726) 1.498 Now, the Observation may
be made very commodiously, after the following.. Method.

1836 DICKENS Sk* Boz, Our Parish vii, Now, this was bad

enough, occurring as it did three times a week on the

average, but this was not all. 1881 JOWETT Thitcyd. I. 150
Now the Acharnians are famous for their skill in slinging.

b. Inserted parenthetically, or at the end of

a clause, with similar force.

888 K, ALFRED Bocth. xviii. 3 peah he nu maran

wilnige, he ne mseg furSum
|&amp;gt;aet forobrmgan. a 1225 Leg.

Kath. 977 pis is nu be derfscliipe of
\&amp;gt;\

dusi onsware. c 1230
Halt Meid. 3 Hwat is nu

J&amp;gt;is
lare ^at tu nimest se deopliche ?

13. . Cursor M. 3589 (Gott), Eldees nou a selcuth thing, For
all it gernis J&amp;gt;at

er Sing.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. vi, I am sure you cannot be
in earnest now. 1760 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia II. iii,

There s a wise young woman, now ! 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. xv. 130, I should be glad now.. to

employ you,, .but [etc.].

11. Used elliptically in various ways, esp. at the

beginning of a clause.
How now ? : see How adv. 4 b.

c 1450 Merlin 501 Now trewly, seide she, that lady were
nothinge wise *. 1579 FULKE Heskins Parl. 75 Nowe to M.
Heskins Collections. 1592 L\L\ Mitfasiv. i, Now Nymphes,
whatsayyou? i6o6SHAKS. Tr. #O.v. iii. 98 Doeyouheare
my Lord?.. What now? 1653 WALTON Angler ii, Now,
now, Ringwood lias him. 1680 OTWAY Orphan \\. iv, Now
by my Father s Soul, the Witch was honest. 1764 FOOTE

Mayor of G. n. i, Now for it, Sneak ; the enemy s at hand.

1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime S-urv. 59 The Moment the

Star touches the same Side of the Plumb-line as before,
call out, Now. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. i, And now as

to Dr. Whately. I owe him a great deal. 1898 DOYLE
Trag. Korosko v, That very morning, .how pleasant was
life !.. And now !

12. As conj. Since, seeing that ;
as ... now.

&amp;lt;r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxx. i Forhwy &amp;gt;e
haten dy&ige

men mid leasre stemne wuldor, nu 5u nane neart ? 971
Blickl.Hotn. 123 And nubeos halige tidenglum^us healice

..to blisse wear}?, hwait
f&amp;gt;onne [etc.}. 1377 LANGL. / . PL

B. v. 14^ And now persones han parceyued that Freres

Earte
with hem, pise possessioneres preche and depraue

-eres. c 1400 Gamely*. 232 Now I am older woxe, thou
schalt me finde a more [shrew]. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE
Dido in. i, SEneas. I understand, your highness sent for

me. Dido. No ; but, now thou art here, tell me. 1610

SHAKS. Temp. in. iii. 15 Now they are oppress d with

trauaile, they, .cannot vse such vigilance As when they are

fresh. 1702 DE FOE Shortest IPay w. Dissenters 137 There
are some People in the World, who now they are unpcarcht,

I

1 ..begin with ^Esop s Cock, to preach up Peace. 1889
( R. BoLDRtAvooD Robbery under Arms xli, We d as good
as got a free pardon . .

, now the police was away,
b. So now that,

1530 PALSGR. 645/1, I have netted my heed nowe that
sommer iscome. 1595 SHAKS, John in. iv. 180 Tis wonder
ful!, What may be wrought.., Now that their soules are

topfull of offence. 1631 GOUGE God s Arrows v. 406 Now
that you have brought me forth.. leave me not to shift for

my selfe. 1676 TOWERSON Decalogue 383 There is not the
same reason, now that the world is peopled [etc.]. 1844
MRS. BROWN* ING Drama of Exile 30 Now that th^ fruit ib

plucked,..! hold that Eden is impregnable. 1876 World
V.9 Is there no new field. ., now that the schoolmaster is so

fearfully and wonderfully abroad ?

III. 13. With preps., as by, ere, for, or. till,

unto, now.
c 825 / esp. Psalter Ixx. 17 O3 nu ic forSsecgu wundur Sin.

c 1200 OR.MIN 14066 And tu
)&amp;gt;e gode win till nu A}} hafesst

hidd and hatdenn. a 1300 Cursor M, 12800 Es ^ou helias

halden til nu, Crist or prophet, quam to bu i c 1450 Ibid.

17785 (Laud), Ye wold nevir yt leve or now. c 1450 tr. De
Imitations \. xxiv. 35 If bou haddist lyued unto now in

worshipes &: lustes of (?e worlde. ^1500 Melusine 121 But
as for now I shall rcste of hym and I shal retourne there.

1592 SHAKS. I
7en.

&amp;lt;$

Ad. 1062 Her eyes are mad that the)
have wept till now. 1619 FLETCHER jlfons. Thowas \.i\\, No
word of visitation, as ye love me, And for now lie leave ye.
1860 THIKLWALL Rem. (1877) I. 395 Without this, she would
have fallen ere now under the blows. 1885-94 R. BRIDGES
Eros.

&amp;lt;$ Psyche Feb. iv, She is not hence by now six miles

at most.

b. From now {forth,forthward* forward}.
a 1300 Cursor /!/. 3758 In dew and gress sere o

J&amp;gt;orth Sal
be bi blissingfra no forth. Ibid. 10976 pou sal be dumb fra

nu, Til bat he be born, c 1400 Hampote s ll ks. I. 221 And
J&amp;gt;ou

sail lufe gastely ilk a mane, and flee fra now forthwarde
to lufe fieschly. 1503 Surtees I\Iisc. (1890) 30 John
Mitteley & his heires frome now forthe shall wall up. .the

utter west syde of his swynstye. 1855 KINCJSLLY \vesiw.
Ho ! xvi, I could live very well from now till Doomsday
without [etc.]. 1890 Spectator 10 May 651/2 The Glad-
stonians could talk with ease on one line of one clause from
now till Christinas.

14. As sb. The present time. Also Comb.
Gower uses time now in the same sense.

1390 GOWER Conf, I. 32 To peise now with that beforn,
The chaf is take for the corn. Ibid. III. 346 Ensamples
thou hast many on Of now and ek of time gon. 1549
STRYPE Eccl. Mem. 431 The tyme is tourned ; then was
then and now is now. 1607 SHAKS. Timon n. ii. 152
Though you heare now (too late,1

, yet nowes a time, 1631
Celestina vii. 97 Now is now, and then is then ; when time

serves, we will follow your counsell. 1655 FULLER Serm.
20, Now is an atome, it will puzzle the bkill of an angell to

divide. 1854 PATMORE Angel in Ho. i. 11. x, Where Now
and Then are no more twain. 1861 ANGUS Serm. 43 Base
and profligate now-wasters. Ibid. 44 It is only a make-
believe of happiness which does not dwell in now.

b. So with the or this.

1633 YQRD Broken Hrt. iv. i, Now, uncle, now; this Now
is now too late. 1685 DRYDEN Threnodia 28 With scarce
a breathing space betwixt, This now becalmed, and perish
ing the next. 1713 ROWE Jane Shore HI, This present now
Some matters of the State detain our leisure. 1771 WESLEV
Wks. (1872) V. 392 Enjoy the very, very now, by enjoying
Him whose years fail not

1

. 1820 SCOTT Afonast. xxxii, It

must be done this very now \ or it may never be done. 1851
BRIMLEV Ess. 183 Plant the great hereafter in the now.

15. A present point or moment of time.

1630 DRUM M. OF HAWTH. Flowers of Sion Poems (1856)

179 Still is the same thy Day and Yesterday An undivided
Now. 1692 DKYDEN Eleonora 306 We can scarcely say she
died

; For but a now did heaven and earth divide. 1751
HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841) 146 If a point or now were
extended, each of them would contain within itself infinite

..other nows. 1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba i. xxvni, Time is

not here, nor days, nor months, nor years, An everlasting
now of solitude ! 1870 EMERSON Soc. $ Solit. Wks. (Bohn)
III. 71 An everlasting Now reigns in nature.

&quot;b. With possessive pronouns.
a 1668 SIR W. WALLER Div. Medit. (1839) 146 In this my

day, or rather in this my now. a 1711 KEN Preparatives
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 7, I oft made solemn vows To con
secrate to God my Nows. c 1839 LOWELL Ode to Happiness
49 Man ever with his Now at strife.

IV. attrib* and Comb. 16. In attributive or

adjectival use : Present; of the present time.

Very common in the i7th cent.

1444 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 75/1 The estate and possession of
the saide nowe Maistur and Brethern. 1486 in Hearne
Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 262 Dame Kateryn my now wief. 1565
Child-Marriages 136 John Olton decessid, father to the
nowe

plaintiff. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. in. xv, Thise Irish,
sometime Spanish Scotts, of whence our now-Scotts bee.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 168 Their now surcease
from calling this vsurpate authority in question. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. 3 The Latin .. (of which the now
French^ Spanish, and Italian are several off-springs and
derivations), a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766) I. 357 His
second son, the now Earl of Rochester. 1793 BURKE Corr.

(1844) IV. 147 The dreadful treatment of the now king.
1824 BYRON Def. Transf. \\. iii. 41 His now escape may
furnish A future miracle. 1875 HANNAH W. SMITH Seer.

Happy Life iv. 47 He has to come to the now belief, and
say by faith, My sins are now forgiven .

17. Comb. a. With pa. pples., as noiv-accumu-
r

, borne, -cantoned, -fallen, neglected, etc.

1591 SYLVESTER Dtt Bartas \. ii. 845 When valiant

Romans warr d Victoriously, on the (now-Canton d) Suisses.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well n. iii. 186 Whose Ceremonie Shall
seeme expedient on the now borne briefe. 1617 A. NEWMAN
Pleas. Vis. 20 Where may my now-lost honours be ? *7*5
POPE Odyss. xin. 398 Whose now-neglected altars, in thy
reign, Blush d with the blood of sheep and oxen slain.

1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. Wks. 1827 I. 583
The now-accumulated stock of experience. 1865 GOSSE



NOW.
Landf, Sea (1874) 354 The position once borne by the now-
fallen fronds.

b. With pres. pples., a.s now-declining, -existing,
passing, -waning; and vbl. sbs., as nmv-being.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. x. 252 Such immortall men As

this now-waning world shall hardly heare agen. 1830 I.

TAYLOR Unitrtrianism 81 The stolid fanaticism of this

now-passing time. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat, xiv. (1873) 297A great bed of now-existing shells. 1854 CDL. WISEMAN
Fabiolti I. x, Looking at the now-declining moon. 1876
WHITNEY Sights fy Ins. vi. 69 It is full of presence, .of now-
being.

c. With adjs., as now-big, -full, -Roman, etc.

1625 [see NOVELTY sb. 2]. 1659 \V. BROUGH Sacred Prin
ciples Title-p., The doctrine of the Church of England, as

differing from the now-Roman. \66a.Specch to Gfii. Monk I

Kaile not her now-bigg hopes. 1817 KEATINCE Trav. II. 96
The brightness of the now-full moon.
Hence ZTow .l (nonce-use.)
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 52 Good Casuists would case it,

and case it,.. now it, and then it, punctually.

fNow, sli.z, obs. Sc. variant of NOLL.
IS-. Christs Kirk xviii. in Batin. MS. 287 Thair durst

nocht ten cum him to talc, So nowit he thair nowis. a 1585
POLWART Flyting 551 Athort his nitty now like louse lyes
linkand like a large lint bow. 1721 KELLY Sc. Prtrv. 133 He
had need to have a heal Pow, That calls his Neighbour
Nitty Know.

t Now, v.Z Sc: 06s.- 1

[Perh. a var. of noil :

see Jam. and E. D. D.] trans. To beat, pummel.
15. . Christs Kirk xviii. [See prec.J

Now, obs. Sc. form of NEW a.

Now-a-day, adv. [f. Now adv. Cf. next and
ADAV.] = next.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 89 Ther her. full manye now aday,
That knowen litel what thei meene. (11425 Cursor M. 702
(Trin.), pe sonne was bat tyme we say Seuen sibe brijtere
ben now aday. 1530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 174We all may say well-a-way for sin that is now-a-day.
1799 E. Du Bois Piece Family Iliog. II. 94 Xpuo-ea

XaAXeicji- won t do now-a-day. 1801 tr. Gabriellts lUyst.
Hush. III. 47 To be sure great folks now-a-day look out
for grand fortunes ! 1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades (1842)
411 A very humble .. branch of manufactures, receives
sevtral names, now a-day, according to the means used.

b. attrib.

? 1630 H. R. Mythomystcs 13 The sore of our now-a-day
Poets. 1819 W. TAYLOR in Mont ily Mag. XLVII. n8
Horace addicted himself to verse-making (like our now-
a-day rimesters). 1866 Lyndcsity s Monarchic (E.E.T.S.)
157 Now-a-day saints compared with those of old. 1898
BARING-GOULD Old Eng. Home iv. 84, I do not know much
about the cupboards of nowaday folk.

c. As sb. The present time.
1886 J. R. REKS Divers. Bookworm iii. 83 His delightful

stand-still is refreshing if only to think of, in the bustling
nowaday.

ITow-a-days, adv.
[f. Now adv. + ADAYS 2.

Now freq. written without hyphens as one word.]
1. At the present day, in these times.
1362 LANCL. P. PI. A. xi. 37 Lecherie and losengrie . beob

gamus nou A dayes. 1390 GOWER Con/. 1 1. 291 As men mai
finde nou adaies. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 53 Men of
these maners there be now a dayes to mani. 1474 CAXTON
Chesse 30 The lawes nowadayes ben not executed but vpon
the poure peple. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon Uxxi. 252 Now
a dayes can not be founde trew frendes as were wont to be
t&3STUBBEsAnat. Alia, it. (1882) 19, I cannot but lament
the small preferment now adaies that learning getteth in the
world. 1611 BIBLE I Sam. xxv. 10 There bee many seruants
now a dales that breake away. 1638 A. Fox Wiirtz Surf.
11. Introd. 43 Vet have I not related all the abuses which are
practised and committed now adayes. 1712 ADDISON Sped.No. 481 P 4 Lacqueys were never so saucy and pragmatical,
as they are now-a-days. 1766 FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Worn.
(1767) I. vi. 226 We speak of good housewifery now a days.
1833 HT. MAHTINEAU Berkeley tlte Banker i. i. 21 Guineas
are scarce now-a-days. 1893 t-am Times XCV. 248/1 The
Crown has certain privileges which appear somewhat ano
malous nowadays.

b. attrib.

1609 T. RAWLINSON Fishermen 32 Such indeed.. is our
now-adaies religion. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 2/1 These
nowadays parsons are just a set of fussing insurance agents.

C. As sb.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. 26 Not partly right and partly
wrong, . .as Divines of now adaies Clare censure them 1647
tr. MaloezzCs Pourtract 94 The Phisitians of now a dayes.
1852 HAWTHORNE Wonder Bk. (1879) 121 In the orchards of
nowadays.
2. In variant forms Now o (f of, or f on) days.
[1390 GOWER Con/. II. 59 On daies nou The blinde god. .

set the thmges in discord.) c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb )xxvm. 128 pis myracle..schuld stirre Cristen men to be
mare deuote ban bai er now on days. 1:1440 Alph. Tales
16 Bod monkis er not so now o dayis. Ibid. 73 So it

happens oft sithes now-of-dayes. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Sett. II. 486 Men wald be..meikar als than now on dais
tha ar. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Afofh. 223 Such as our
princes noble menne have nowe of dayes,
1819 Metropolis III. 81 No one comes to hear the playnow o days.
So Now-a-nig-hts. rare - .

1847 FR A. KEMBLE Rec. Later Life III. 289 Murray s
Handbook . . and the foreign Bradshaw . These furnish my
lullaby now-a-nights.

Nowar(e, variants of NOWEB, nowhere. Obs.
No Way, adv. Also 4 na wai, 6 Sc. naway

5 no wey(e. [f. No a. + WAY
si.] In no way

or manner; not at all
; by no means.

For the phrases by, in, on no way, see the sb.
a. \yx Cursor M. 22250 Ai quils be frankis kinges es . , o

rome..[&amp;gt;e dignite Ne mai na wai al perUt be. a 1425 Ibid.
9794 (Trin.), How mi3te bei mon of synne make clene?

246

Certis no wey as hit is si-ne. 1373 TYRIE Re/ut. in Cath.
Tract. (S. T. S.) 16 Quhilk ansuer as euerie man may sie is

naway to the propos. 1581 LAMBARUE Eiren. i. xi. (1588)
64 No way better shall the Discretion of a lustice of the
Peace appeare. a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 340
He protested he was no way faulty in his Allegiance. 1685

j

BOYLE Eng. Notion Nat. 173 Divers no-way mortal ex-
crescenses and ulcers in the throat. 1711 SHAFTESB.
C/iarac. (1737) II. 58 The principle of self-love .. being
no-way moderated or restrain d. 1760-2 GOLDSM. Cit.

i World xxii, His learning, his virtues, .. were qualifications
that no way served to recommend him. 1844 HERSCHEL

j

Ess. (1857) 592 Cavendish, .is therefore no way to blame for

|

any misconception which may prevail. 1875 TENNYSON
Q. .Mary 11. ii, I have lived a virgin, and I noway dpubt
But that with God s grace, I can live so still.

No-ways, adv. Forms : a. 3 nanes, 4 nan-,
4, 6 Sc. na-. 0. 3 nones, 3, 5 none, 5- no.
Also 3 wei(e)s, 4, 7 waies, 5-7 wayes, 4, 6-7
wais, 6 Sc. wayis, 4, 6- ways. [Orig. f. gen.
sing, of NONE a. and WAY s6.

;
in later use only

the second element retains its inflection.]
=

prec.
a. CI20S LAY. 11216 He ne mihte nanes weies [1275

none weies] cumen to bissere kineriche. c 1230 HaliAIcid.
28 Him ne mai ha nanes weis. .neauer mare leosen. a 1300
Cursor M. 26224 pa niai nanwais elles be Bot men his

ppin penance see. c 1373 Ibid. 8742 (Fairf.), Quar-fore me
t&amp;gt;mk..be childe be na-ways done to ded. 1563 WINJET
Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 67 Quhilk con-
trare our conscience, .we dar naways attempt. 1597 Sc.
Acts Jos. VI (1814) 128 The samin lykwayes nawayes
previt that., article of the said summondis.
&. al**$Ancr. /?. 212 Nonesweis ne muwen heo token

Hderward. c 1275 [see above]. 13. . Cursor M. 17051
(Arundel)j 3 11 may ne gete hit no wayes. a 1425 Ibid.

19652 (Trin.), Noujte he ete ho bre dayes, Ny sijte saw he
none wayes. c 1550 CHEKE Matt. ii. 6 Thou art no wais y
lest among y Princes of Juda. 1648 GAGE West Ind. 17No wayes fearfull of the naked Barbarians. 1656 H.
PHILLIPS Purch. I att. 114, I no wayes find fault therewith.
1702 Psnnsyfo, Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 153 They were tied up
and could noways appear. 1760-2 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixviii,
Age, however, has no ways impaired his usual health and
vivacity. 1813 SOUTHEY Nelson I. 1 19 This was no ways im-
putable to the admiral. 1887 M^NEILL Blawearie 189 The
situation, .he was noways loath to accept.

Nowch(e, obs. forms of OUCH, clasp,
t Wowcin. Obs. Forms : 3 nowcin (neow-,

4 no-), 3-4 nouoine. [ad. ON. naufsyn need
^ MDu. nootsin, noodzinT] Hardship, distress.
a 1225 St. Marher. i His icorne be deS dreheS for him,

ooer eni nowcin. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2395 In neode & in
nowcin. a 1240 Sawles Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 261 Alles
cunnes neowcins, ant eorSliche tintreohen. a 1300 Cursor
HI. 5372 He has saued me and mine Fra mikel nede, and fra
noucme. Ibid. 5802, I wil bam bring of bair nocin.

Nowd. Sc. Also noud, knowd. [Of obscure

origin.] (See quots.)
1824 MACTAGGART Encycl., Notiifs, little fish, about the

size of herring, with a horny skin, common in the Galloway
seas. 1863 Glasgow tier. 15 Apr., The poor bird. .had, in

attempting to swallow a nowd
, perished in the act. 1890

Antrim ff Down Gloss., Nowd, the grey gurnard.

Nowder, variant of NOUTHEB, neither.

Nowe, obs. form of NEW a.

Nowed, a. Her.
[f. F. noni! (see NOWY a.)

+ -ED 1.] Knotted ; tied in a knot.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 42 Their tayles forked,
nowed, resignante. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xviii. (1611)
153 The field is Gules, an Adder Nowed. Ibid. iv. iii. 195 !

The long strings thereof. .Nowed, buttoned, and tasselled.
1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry i. iii. 38 An Escarbuncle of eight
staves nowed and fiowred Topaz. 1739 J. REYNOLDS Her,
9 Ednowain. .bore Guls, three Snakes nowed, Azure. 1780
EDMONDSON Heraldry II. Gloss. s.v. Per close, Is that
part of the garter that is buckled or nowed. 1850 W. D.

j

COOPER Hist. Winchelsea 152 On the point a flying dragon
. .without legs, tail nowed. 1868 CUSSANS Her. (1893) 97
Serpents may be Nowed, twisted or knotted.

Wowel 1
(ntfue-l). Also 5 -elle, 5-6, 9 -ell.

j

[a. OF. noel, nouel (mod.F. noil NOEL), = Prov.

nodal, nadau, Sp. and Pg. natal. It. natale:
L. natal-em, ace. sing, of natdlis NATAL a.]
1. A word shouted or sung as an expression of

joy, originally to commemorate the birth of Christ,
jNow only as retained in old Christmas carols.

13. . Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 65 Loude crye was ber kest of clerkez
& ober, Nowel nayted o-newe, neuened ful ofte. c 1386
CHAUCER Frankl. T. 519 Biforn him stont the braun of toskid
swyn, And nowel crieth every lusty man. c 1450 Godstovj
Reg. 13, I pray be teche me, blessid Seynt sulpice, With
bat holy virgyn Prisce, syng nowel. (1450 in Halliw.,

- clappyng their handes. a 1533 LD
BERNERS Huon cli. 578 The children rynnynge in the stretes

cryenge nowell for ioye.

1887 in N. t; Q. 7th Ser. III. 168 Nowel ! nowel ! nowel !

Born is a king in Israel. Ibid. 291 The first Nowell the
Angel did say Was to three poor shepherds. 1894 Daily
NeuusS Feb. 5/5 The child, .had been taught the well-known
Christmas carol entitled The First Nowell \

t 2. The feast of Christmas
; Christmastide. Obs.

c 1450 LOVELICH Merlin 6870 Je vndirstondyn alle ful wel
that now cometh the feste of nowel, jn whiche the goode
Lord was bore. 1599 THYNNE Animadv. (1875) 40 Placinge
ther Christemas, a parte of this tyme of Nowell, for all the
tyme that Nowell conteynethe.
Wowel *, variant of NEWEL 1.

fl. = NEWEL i. Obs.

1365 [see NEWEL ]. 1388-9 in C.Welch Tmuer Bridge (1894)
71 Twenty great pieces of hard stone from Kent, called
noweles. 1416-17 (see NEWEL J. 1443 in Willis & Clark

NOWHERE.
I Cambridge (1886) I. 386 The same Thomas . . and John

shall . . make . . xxxij Nowels. . . And they shal haue . . fur

euery pcce of the same Noweles iij. s. 1622 Extr. Aberd.
Reg. (1848) II. 379 Sex scoir four peice of free aisler stanes
. -thairof thrie scoir sevin peice long wark for lintellis and
nowellis. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. 112/2 Nowel, .. the
middle Pillar, or Post of a turning-stair.
2. Founding. (See quots. and cf. NIUEL.)
1864 WEBSTER, Nowel, the core or inner wall of a mold

for casting large cylinders. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 481/1A hollow core of iron or brick. ., and around it a layer of
loam. ., forming the nowel or core.

Nowel, obs. Sc. form of NOVEL sb.

t Nower, adv. Obs. Forms : a. 3 neower,
neouwar, noware, nowor, 3-4 nowar, 3-5
nower (5 -ere), 4 nour(e, 5 nowr(e. 0. 3 noj-
wer, 4 nojher, 5 nougher. [Reduced form of
ME. nohwer NOWHERE adv., or repr. OE. aawer
NAWEK.] Nowhere.
a. a 1050 [see NOWHERE adv. i jSJ. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Hont.
165 Nusqiiam tuta fides.. Nis nower non trewSe. t 1250
Owltf Niglit. 1168 pu ne myht noware \_v.r. nowar] atrute.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2506 Vairor womman nour aboutein
none londe nas. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5083

j&amp;gt;ey

ne myghte nower [v.r. noure] about, Bot borow hym,
haue issue oute. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 415 Nowar nys founde
non so wyjt. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxviii. 128 Alssone
come a thikke mirkness . .

,
so bat bai myjt nower go away.

P. c 1250 Gen. r Exod. 1271 He bad him maken siker plijt,

..Datnesuldehimnojwerderen. 1382 WYCLIF Wisd. Prol.,
The booc of Wisdam anent Ebrues nojher is. c 1412 Hoc-
CLEVE De Keg. Princ. n No richere man was nougher in
no coost.

b. Qualifying nigh or near.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2094 Ne schaltu nower neh se lihtliche

etsterten. c 1230 Hali Meid. 9 Nis hit nower neh gold al
bat ter schineS. 1483 Cath. Angl. 256/2 Nowre nere, longe
minus, tnultum citra.

c. In the combs. Nower-where, -whither.
a 1300 Cursor AI. 1082 His broiber ded sua wend he dil,

Bot he moght nourquar it hil. Ibid. 4959 For nour-quider
mai we stere, pair will most we suffer here, a 1340 HAM-
TOLE Psalter xxxi. 13 That be enmy fynde nourwhare
inlate. (71400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxii. 147 pare growez
grete plentee of baume and nowere whare elles

)&amp;gt;at
I couthe

here off. c 1423 Seven Sag. (P.) 755 Thay ne durst nower
ware goo. 1483 Catli. Angl. 256/2 Nowre whare, nultictibi,
tutspiam, nusquam.

Nowey, variant of NOWY a.

Nowgar, obs. form of AUGER.
NO What, sb. and adv. [f. No a. + WHAT, on

analogy of somewhat.]
f A. sb. Nothing. Obs. rare ~*.

1530 RASTELL Bk. Purgat. i. ii, There was evermore a
thyng or nothyng, somwhat or nowhat.
B. adv. Not at all, not in the least.

1651 FULLER Abel Rediv., Jerome (1867) I- 3 The malice
of his adversaries being no what abated in violence. 1867
TROLLOPE Chron. Barset II. 99 Many kisses,, .of which she
had been nowhat ashamed.

No-when, adv. rare. [f. No a. + WHEN adv.]
At no time, never.
a 1767 LYE A.S. Diet., Na-hwanan, No when. Nunauatn.
1884 Gosp. Divine Humanity iii. 49 When was the begin
ning . Nowhen as regards universal existence.

No whence, adv. rare.
[f. No a. + WHENCE

adv.] From no place. (Also with/&amp;gt;vm.)

111767 LYE A.S. Diet., Na-h-wanan, No whence. Nits-

ffiiam. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xxv, The homeless Universe

falling.. for ever from nowhence toward nowhither. 1890
MARTINEAU Authority on Relig. I. i. 20 Coming nowhence
and going nowhilher.

Nowhere
(n&amp;lt;7&quot; hwej), adv. Forms : a. i ua-

hwaer, -hwar, 4 naquer, -quhare ; 3 nawhar,
4-5 nawher(e, 5 nay-where. 0. i nohweer, 2-3
-hwer, 3 -hwere, -hwar(e ; 4 noquar, -quer, 5

noqwere ; 3 neowheer, 3-5 nowher, 3-4 -whar,
4- nowhere, 6 noo-, noewhere. 7. 3 nonwhar,
nojjware, 4 noghwhere ; 3 nouhwar, 4 nouhe-
were, noujwher (5 -e), 3 nowhwere, Orm. now-
whar, 5 nowwhere.

[f.
No adv. + WHEHE adv.

Cf. NAWEB and NOWEB adv.]
1. In or at no place ;

not anywhere,
a. 971 Blickl. Horn. 59 Ealle ba gewitab swa swa wolcn,

. . , & ofer baet nahwsr eft ne aeteowab. c 1000 AL\.\ RIC Gen.
xix. 17 Ne bu ne cetstande na hwar on bisum earde. c 1055
Byrht/erth s Handboc in Anglia VIII. 308 pet we nahwar
ne gan of laje. a 1300 Cursor M. 16762 + 131 He mijt not
here vp his hede, Ne nawhar it doun lay. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C. in. 227 He was nawher welcome for bus meny tales.

c 1475 Partenay 1924 A man no better myght hit employ
nay-where.

ft. &amp;lt;z 1050 Gregory s Dial. (1900) 127 Hwaer aeton Je?
Hi him andswaredon & cwasdon nohwaer [v.r. nower ].

c 1175 Lamb. How. 113 He ne seal nohwer ortrowian
hi godes fultum. t 1205 LAY. 8392 Nes hit nowher itald

bat
weo_re

nowhar swa muchel mete [etc.], c 1275 Wont.
Samaria 44 in O. E. Misc. 85 No-hwere bute in be temple.

13.. Cursor M. 6047 (Gott.), Men noquar ne mint se Griss

on erde, ne lef on tre. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 297
He . . passed nowher his fader bondes. c 1400 Destr. Troy
12083 He denyet-.bat noqwere he knew pat commly be

keppet. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos iv. 20 The . . bloode . . hath . .

yssued oute of my body, and nowher ellis. 1511 Guyl/orde s

Pilgr, (Camden) 1 1, 1 trowe they haue noo where so stronge
a place. 1603 DEKKER Batchelors Banquet (1882) 193
To .-moid greater charges.. he rests nowhere by the way.
1651 HOBBKS Leviath. iv. xlvi. 371 Because the Universe is

&quot;All, that which is no part of it, is Nothing ; and conse

quently no where. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 164 f 3 Theo-
dosius . . had left his Chamber about Midnight, and could no-



NOWHERENESS. 247 NOWY.
where be found. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFR Italian Prol., He
was nowhere to be seen. 1822 SHELLEY The Zucca 22 Thou,
whom, seen nowhere, I feel everywhere. 1875 JOWF.TT / //&amp;lt;

(ed. 2) I. 441 There only, and nowhere else, he can find

wisdom in her purity.
attrib. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd.\i\i^. (Grosart) I. 14

Those worne out impressions of the feyned no where acts,
of Arthur of the rounde table. 1889 Advance (Chicago)
10 Jan., Had he arrived at his hotel in Detroit, instead of at
a nowhere side-hill.

y. c laoo OKMIN 13073, 1 Crisstenndom mann findenn ma^
Hemm alle, & nowwhar elless. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1306 Ne
funde we nowhwer nan swa deope ilearet. 1362 LAMGL.
P, PL A. II. 193 He nas nou5\vher wel-come for his mony
tales. 1390 GOWF.R Conf. III. 136 And that is noghwhere
elles sene Of kinde with non other beste. c 1450 Cursor M,
17556 (Laud), In Israeli bene grete fellis, There is he sothe
and now-wher ellis.

b. To no place.
13.. Cursor M. 3495 (Gott.), For-Jn was he noquer sent,

Hot to
(&amp;gt;e

hous ay tok he tent. 1484 CAXTON Fables of
Alfonce xii, She myght not goo nowher. 1720 DF, FOR
Ca.pt. Singleton (1906) 37 We were upon a voyage and no
voyage, we were bound somewhere and nowhere. 1778
BURNF.Y Evelina, xvi, I never go nowhere without him.
1861 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 73 Mr. C. was minded to go
nowhere this summer.

J 2. In no part or passage of a book, etc. ; in no
work or author. Also Comb.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 160 Nouhware ine holi write nis iwrlten

of hire speche. 1396-7 in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1907) XXII.
296 J?at is . . nowhere ensample in holi scripture. 1594
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n. vii. 2 Some men..have in their
books and writings nowhere mentioned or taught that such
things should be in the church. 1678-9 PRIDEAUX Lett.

(Camden) 64 The original. .of the Roman Empire is noe
where better treated of then in this author. 1789 KELSHAM
Ess. II. xxx vi. 28iThis, however, is. .no-where countenanced
by Aristotle. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Glean. Ser. n. 77 This
great writer.. is nowhere a partisan. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) III. 280 Sweet sauces are nowhere mentioned in
Homer. 1889 R. B. ANDERSON tr. Rvdfargs Tent. Mythol.
155 A new, nowhere-supported myth.
3. Nowhere near or f mg/i, not nearly, not by

a long way. (Cf. NEAR adv.* 6, NIGH adv. 12 d.)

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton, 1483) v. xi. 101 Though the
dede were nowhere nyghe soo greete, yett is hit a manere of
resemblaunce. c 1449 PECOCK Kefir, i. viit. 42 Into the con-
trarie parti is not had nou^where nyj so probable, .euy-
dencis. Ibid. n. xi. 208 Nowhere ny5 alle men.
4. Slang, a. To be nowhere^ to be badly beaten

(in a race, contest, etc.); to be hopelessly dis

tanced or out of the runni

common use from c 1850.)

opeless Iy
. transf. (In

755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 153 His powerful deep rate, by
which all the horses that ran against him were no-where.
1826 Sporting Mag. XVII. 306 Many men were nowhere
at the end. 1861 Illnstr. Lonti. News 7 Dec. 569/3 The
first cow.. was nowhere at Birmingham. 1869 SEELEY
Lect. $ Ess. (1870) 22 In the Augustan age democracy was
nowhere. 1895 Atlien&mn 14 Sept. 347/3 Tothe philologist
arid the student of English literature, it is Oxford first, the
rest nowhere.

Jb. U.S. (See quot. 1859.)
1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amcr. (ed. 2) 297 To be nowhere is

to be at sea; to be utterly at a loss ; to be ignorant. 1868
in De Vere Americanisms (1871), When he began to ask
me questions about surgery, I was just nowhere, and I can t

tell, to save my life, what I said to him.
5. As sb. A non-existent place ; absence of all

place.
1831 CARI.YLE Sari. Res. n. v, How wilt thou..find that

shorter North-west Passage to thy fair Spice-country of a
Nowhere? 1872 BUSHNELL Serin. Living Sutj. 167 It is
now become as if all truth were gone out, and night and
nowhere had the world.

Hence No whereness. nonce-word.
1838 STERLING Ess. (1848) I. 150 A dateless no-where-ness

of the facts and topics.

tNo while, adv. Obs. rare. Also 4 na quil(e,
quyle. [See WHILE.] For no space of time.
a 1300 Cursor ff. 3124 He began to luf him sua pat he

moght na quil him for-ga. 1470-85 MALORY Arth. x. xviii.

459 There with came Elyas and badde the Kynge yelde vp
the castel, for ye maye not hold it no whyle.
No whit, adv. Also 7 whitte, Sc. quhite.

[See WHIT sb.] Not at all, not the least.

1530 PALSGR. 862/1 Nowhyt nere done, pas parachent dc
leaucoiip pres. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider ff Fly ii, That
nowhit cared I what Hie did know it. 1600 J. PORY tr.
Leo s Africa vii. 294 His son, being no whit mferiour in
valour & high courage vnto his father. 1644 DIGDY Nat.
Bodies xxxvii. 3. 321 They are no whitte more extra
ordinary, then a fawkeners manning of a hawke. 1660 JF.R.
TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. iv. i. rule 5 :6 He was very much
the worse Man for it, but no whit the worse Painter.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. III. iv, But no whit weary did he

seem. 1820 Aloiiast. xvi, Considering the hardships of
this, .gallant knight, no whit mentioning or weighing those
we ourselves have endured.

Nowhither (nyu-hwiSaa), adv. Forms: i na-
hwider, 4 -quiper ; 1-3 nohwider, 2 nowider,
3 -weder (nouhwuder), 4 -whyper, -whider,
5 -whedyr, 6- -whither, [f. No adv. + WHITHEB
adv.] To no place ; nowhere.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvi. 6 Se biS meahtejost be

to him cuman ms, for3aem he nohwider ofer baet cuman
ne ms%. ^960 Rule St. Benet (Schroer, 1885) 137 Hy na-
hwider farab butan bass abbodes raede. ai*x$Ancr. R. 424
Nouhwuder elles ne go heo bute bider ase me sent hire
a 1300 Body f, Soul 338 in Map s Poems (Camden), Helle
houndes here I ^elle.., ne may I noweder fro him fie. ( 1375
Ctinticutn de Creatione 54 in Hortsm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)
125 Wile 30 nowhyber gon To seken somwhat to oure fode.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 144 Sche ne mai nowhider gon, Ne
speke a word. 1471 Paston Lett. III. 7 Not to go owght to

watyr, nor no whedyr ellys. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 86
He came nowhither without bearyng his porcion of the shot
for his repaste. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings v. 25 And hee said,

Thy seruant went no whither. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitns
Ridens No. 4 (1713) I. 19, I can go no whither about my
Vocation but you hunt me dry Foot I think. 1828-9
BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized, Militia (1830) 9 But from
whence, henceforward, is it to come? From no whither,
unless it be in a fleet of steamboats. 1853 [see NOWHENCE],
1872 SWINBURNE Undt

r^ Microscope i The human intellect

must still as of old go limping and blinking on its way no
whither. 1890 [see NOWHENCE].
Hence t Ifowliitlierward(s. 06s. rare.

1154 O. E. Cftron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, He ne myhte
nowider warden ne sitten ne lien ne slepen. 13. . Cursor
A/. 4959 (Gott.), Naquiber-war may we nu stire, pair will

bihouis vs suffre here.

Nowise (nyu-wais), adv. Forms : a. Sc. 5
na-vis, -vyse, 6 -uyse, -vyis, 5-6 -wyse, 6 -wise.

/3. 5 no-wyse (Sc. -wis), 7- nowise, [f. No a. +
WISE rf.] In no way or manner

;
not at all.

a - J375 HARBOUR 7&amp;gt;&amp;gt;mv vi. 594 Ryu eftir hym,..And let

hym na-vis pas }ow fra. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xli. (Agnes)
292 par bad stil amarentia, f&amp;gt;at nawyse wald fra hyr grawe
ga. igi liURNE Dispnt. in Calli, Tract. (S. T. S.) 131 The
benediction, .is nauyse practised in your deformet kirkis.

1598 Sc. Acts Jas. i l (1814) 173 His hienes subjectis..sall
navyis pretend ony excuiss.

/3. 14.. Titndale s Vis. 296 pei mey no wyse from me be
lede. 1487 Harbour s Bruce IV. 214 Now may I no wis
forthir ga. a 1677 BARROW Serin. Wks. 1687 I. 466 There

by no-wise to impair or obscure., the glories of his sovereign
dignity. 1735 BERKELEY Free-think. Mathein. 24 Wks.
1871 III. 313 The smallness of the practical error nowise
concerns it. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. xlviii. III. 40 noti\ A
prelate nowise complaisant to the court. 1818 COI.KBROOKE
Import. Col. Corn 154 It does nowise follow that ingenuity
is unlikely to devise other means. 1884 Lain Rep. 9 App.
Cases 76 The exemption of the Crown . . is nowise dependent
upon the local or imperial character of the rate.

Nowk, Nowl(e, No-wit, obs. ff. NOOK, NOLL,
NOWT. Nowmber, -bre, -byr, obs. ff. NUMBER.
Nowmel, obs. f. NUMBLE. Nowmer, -yr, obs.
ff. NUMBER. Nowmpere, -powre, variants of
NOUMPEKE Obs. Nown(e, obs. ff. NOUN.
t Nown(e, n pwn, obs. variants of OWN a.,

through wrong division of myn own, Iliyn own
;

afterwards used also with your, her, etc.
See also OWN a. i , and cf. NAIN a.
c 1400 Song Roland 639 Wit it thy nown werk. 1482

Moitk ofEvesham (Arb.) 44 Helpe me that for myn nowne
propyr synnys am yn desperacyon. a 1553 UDALL Royster
D. i. iii, Well sowed, ..And een as well knitte, my nowne
Annot Alyface. 1622 BRETON Strange Neius Wks. (Grosart)
II. 7/2 Fathers darling and mothers nowne childe. 1681 T.
FLATMAN Heraclitns Ridens No. 45 (1713) II. 37 Upon
further Examination, I found em to be the Ape s nown
Poetry. 1762 Gentl. Mag. 288 Bussed with a smack her
nown good man. 1790 R. TYLER Contrast i. i, Maria, like
a good girl, to keep herself constant to her nown true-love,
avoided company.

b. Used without preceding pron. or genitive.
1603 BRETON racket Mad Lett. \\. lx, Nowne Loue, and

kinde soule, I thanke thee. 1673 DRYUEN Mart: a la Mode
ill. ii, And did I wrong n own Rhodophil, with a false

suspicion? 1691 SHADWELL Scoiverers i. i, Some wise
lecture from nown daddy.
t Nowne, obs. variant (see N. 3) of OVEN.
c 1450 Two Cookery Bks. 73 Put hem into a Nowne til

bei be a litull hard.

Newness, rare. [f. Now adv.] The quality
of being always present.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ,$ Selr. Contents, The Doctors

objection against the Newness of eternity answer d.

Nowns, variant of NOUNS.
Nowpe, obs. variant of NOPE *.

Nowre, obs. form of HOUR
; variant of NOWEB.

t Nowse, ? obs. variant of NOOSE sb.

1592 KYD Sp. Trag. iv. iv, See, here s a goodly nowse will
hold them all.

Nowsel, obs. form of NUZZLE v?
Newt (naut). Sc. and north dial. Forms :

a. 3 Orm. nowwt, 5 nowyt, 6 nowit, nowlt,
5, 8-9 nowte, 5- nowt

; 2, 5, 7 noute (3 neute),
6, 8-9 nout (9 knout). 0. 5 naute, noyt, 6 noote,
note. [a. ON. naut (Norw. naut, Sw. not, Da.
nod-), = OE. neat NEAT sb. See also NOLT.]
1. pi. Cattle, oxen.
a. c 1200 ORMIN 15558 He fand i be temmple bser Well fele

menn batt saldenn paerinne babe nowwt & shep. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 1121 Of nowt, schepe, hors and ky.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3823 Camels and mules, And out of
nounbre of nowte. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 1059 Bestial!,
as hors and nowt.

1535 Acc - ^- H. Treas. Scot. VI. 139
To deliver certane nowit and hors agane. 1565 Wills

&amp;lt;$

Invent. N. C. (Surtees, 1835) 237 To Isabell Lysle my nece
foure kye and foure yownge nowlt. 1596 DALRV.MPLE tr.

Leslie s Hist. Scot. Prol. 7 Grene bankes,. .quhilkes are
verie conuenient to feid horse or nout. 1725 RAMSAY
Gentle Shepli. \. i, Nine braw nowt were smoor d. 1786
BURNS Inventory 37 Wee Davock bauds the nowt in fother.

1819 W. TEN.NANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 109 Tossin our
heads.. Like Hannibal s fire-puttin nowt. 1881 Blacfnv.

Mag. Apr. 521 He rode to market to drive hard bargains
over his nowt .

ft c 375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Catherine) 37 pe raryng & be

bere^of noyt & schepe. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden)
xxxiii, Hors and naute, shepe and sqwyne, A-way thay
drafe and bare. 1525 State f. Hen. VIII, IV. 371 Thesaid
Erie hath also wonne thirty score noote,. .and many good

horses. 1544 Ld. Hertford s Xaifi(ijgS) 14 A great nombtr
of catlel, bothe note and shepe.
2. sing. An ox, a bullock.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4744 Vmquile he noys as a nowte,

as a nux quen he lawes. 1595 DUNCAN App. l:tym. (t.D.S.)
7r Mugio, to rowt like a nowt. c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue
(1865) 27 A horse, an hundred horse; a noute, ten noute.

1875 W. MCILWRA1TH Guide Wigtoiunsh. 137 livery day in
the year a Galloway nowt was killed. 1883 J. MAKTIS Old
Haddington 103 He blew through a nout s horn.

b. transf. A stupid, coarse, or clumsy person.
1806 BLACK Falls of Clyde 195 You ugly nowt ! Swithe !

frae my sight, ye filthy ragged cowt ! 1898 CROCKETT
Standard Bearer x, A great, strong, kindly, hard-driving
4 nowt of a man.

3. attrib. and Comb., as nowl-foot, -head, -horn

nowt-itoctor. -man
;
no Mt-bcast, -market, etc.

For further illustration see the Kng. Dial. Diet.

1657 in Holmes Pontcfract Bk. kntrics(i%%?) 54 Burroughe
of Fontefract. . Nautmarkett. rt 1685 SEMPILL Blythsoiitt.

Wedding vii, Callour nout-feet in a plate. 17.. Humble
Beggar \\\\\zr&Sc. Songs (1776) 11.29 A meikle nowt-horn to

rout on had he. 1790 GROSE J ruz*. Gloss. Suppl., Nowt-foot
oil. 1808 JAMIESON s.v., It is used in composition for an
individual of the kind, as a noiut-beasl. 1824 MACTAC.GAKT
L ltcycl. s.v. Caittnshell, It is reduced by nowt doctors to a
tine powder, and blown through the hollows of quills into
catties eyes. 1862 Luck of Ladysntede I. 194 Out upon
thee, nowt-head ! hast no more sense than to leave the poor
brutes out in a wild night like this ? 1871 W. ALEXANDER
Johnny GYM (iu73) 120 He had first visited the nowt mar
ket at the top of the brae, and cheapened several stirks.

1883 Longman s Mag. Apr. 646 The cattle or nowt man
..receives about twelve or thirteen shillings per week.

b. A owt-gelJ, a rent-payment in cattle, or a tax

levied on cattle, formerly in use in the north of

England. Cf. CORNAGE.
nllSp in Victoria Hist. Cumtld. (1902) I. 316 &amp;gt;wt,\

Noverit paternitas vestra me dedisse. .Ueo. .vi. vaccas in

perpetuam elemosinam reddendas anno omni quo meum
Noutegeld debuerit fieri. 1200 KoUd. Chart. (1837) 50/1
Danegeld, & neutegeld & horngeld. 1688 HICKLS Diet.
Island, s.v. Gflld, A tnvt-gclt, tributum pro pecore solulum.

1825 BROCKETTA . C. Gloss., Nout-geld, Neat-geld, cornage
rent, originally paid in cattle horn tax. 1872 K. W.
RoiiERTSON Hist. Ess. 134 Nowt-geld or Cornage appears
both as an obligation and as a tenure.

C. A oiut-gowan, (a) the Hoiae-gowan or Ox-eye
Daisy ; (b) the Corn-Marigold. Sc.

1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 943 The great white

ox-eye, or nowt-gowan,..and the yellow nowt-gowan.

Nowt(h, dial, and obs. forms of NOUUHT.
tNowthe, adv. Obs. Forms: I nupa, 1-2

nufia, 2-3 nupe, 3 nude, 3-4 noupe (4 nope),
3-5 nouthe, 3 nowpe, 5 nowthe ; 3 noup, 4-5
nouth. [OE., f. mi Now, and/&amp;lt;f,

Sd Tuo adv.
In common use from c 1200 to 1400.] Now.
Bcinvttlf 427 Ic be nu3a brego beorht-dena biddan wille

. . bast [etc.], c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn, I. 182 He astah up to

heofenum, and bajr sitt nuoa mid hi* haljum. 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 15 Ne scalt bu jelden vuel on?ein uuel nuoa. Ibid.

25 Ic nube eow tellen wulle. c 1205 LAV. 29863 Lusteo
nuSe alle Wha;t ich sugge wulle. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

4195 pat noble mayde..pat ichabbe noube ri}t here ybured.
c 1320 Sir Beues 3632 Gob and wendeb hennes noube. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 227 pe comyn fame telleb pat
he is at Durham nowbe, wib Seynt Cuthliert. c 1420 Citron.
Vilod. 537 Cudberth of Dereham, he sayde, ychame pat
telle be nowthe of bis casse.

Nowther, variant of NOUTHEH.
Nowtiherd. [f. NOWT sb.}

= NEATHERD.
c 1330 Nemminster Cartnl. 259 Gylbertus dictus noutherd.

c 1440 A Ifti. Tales 254 pe kyngis nowte-hard come home
with his catell. Ibid., pis nowterd S: his wife. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 257/1 A Nowthyrde, armentaretis. 1530 PALSGR.
248/2 Noetherde or bulherde, bovnier. 1691 RAY N. C.
Words (ed. 2), A Note-heard ; a Neat-heard. 1818 HOGG
Brownie of Bodsbeck viii, There was wee Willy the nout
herd. 1882 J. WALKER Jaunt to A aid Reekie 9 Across the

rigs the nowtherd drags the rake.
attrib. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 119 Wee must

pay noutheard-wages, and sesses, and layes ; the noutheard-
wages weare (for every beast) id.

Hence Now therdship. rare.

1592 in Northumbld. Gloss. (1894) S.V., Paid to Mr. Mar-
maduke Thirlekill . . for the nowtardshipp of this towne.
1596 in Welford Hist. Newcastle III. 96.

KTowy (n&amp;lt;wi),
a. Her. Also 6 -ey. [ad. OF.

not (mod.F. nouf), pa. pple. of noer, nouer:L.
nodare, f. nodus knot.]
fl. = NOWED a. Obs. rare 1

.

1562 LEGH Armory 100 He beareth a Serpent nowey.
2. Having a small semicircular projection, esp. at

the centre of a partition line, or (in a cross) at

each of the points where the arms meet.
1562 LEGH Armory (1597) 35 Hee beareth Geules a Crosse

nowye degraded fitche Argent. 1688 HOLME Armoury in.

xv. (Roxb.) 30/2 He beareth Azure, an Anchor reuersed, the
Nutt (or Nowy) in the midle of the Beame or Arme. 1868
CUSSANS Her. (1893) 48 The lines by which a shield is

divided . . may assume any ofthe following forms : Engrailed,
Invectcd,. . Nowy. Ibid. 62 The Cross Nowy has the angles
formed by the conjunction of its limbs rounded outwards.
All the varieties of the Cross may be Nowy or Quadrate.

b. Nowy quadrate. (See quot. 1868.)
1868 CUSSANS Her. (1893) 62 The Cross Quadrate, or

Nowy-Quadrate, has its centre square, instead of round.
1804 Parker s Gloss. Her., Cross, Nowy quadrate . . is

applied when the projections appear to form a square.
So Now yed a., a term applied to a projection

not in the centre of a cross but in one of its

branches (Cassell, 1886).
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t Nowyr, obs. form (see N. 3) of HOUR.
a 1450 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 9 Let hyt boyle softly

halfe a nowyr.

II NOX *
(npks). tL-l Night. (Chiefly /&amp;lt;v*0

1567 TURBERV. Oviifs Ep. Q viij, Forging dolefull plaints
that Nox hath runne her race. 11593 GREENE Alfhonsus
iv, Darksome Nox had spread about the earth Her blackish

mantle. 1810 SIM in Harp of Perthshire (1893) 95 Nox
had spread his sable sark Owre the Creation. 1844
CARLVLE Let, in IVestm.Gaz. (1901) 12 Aug., All books ever

written upon him. .belong to the realm of Nox and Erebus.

f Nox -, obs. form ,see N. 3) of Ox.
a 1400-50 A lexandcr 4744 As a nox quen he lawes. c 1420

Chron. Vilod. 1912 Hurre thou3t..bat a nox went brey;e

abou^te alle bat. 1483 Cath. Angl. 49/1 A Euse for a noxe.

No xal, a. CivilLaw. [ad. L. noxdlis, f. nsxa

hurt, damage.] Relating to damage or injury

done by a person or animal belonging to another.

Noxal action (see quots. 1775 and i83o). Xoxal surrcn*

der^ the compensatory surrender to the plaintiff of the slave,

animal, etc., by which the injury was done.

1605 DANIEL Queen s Arcadia, m i, I oner-whelm My
practise too with darknesse and strange words, With. .Codi-

cilles. Acceptations Actions recissorie, Noxall, and Hypo-
thecall. 1773 HAI.LIFAX Rom, Law (1705) 94 In case of an

OiTence committed by a Slave, and of Damage done by a

Beast, the Master of the Slave and Owner of the Bea&amp;lt;-t

were liable to be convened, by what was called a Noxal
Action. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains \\\ 75 In respect of the

wrong-doing vijiliifamilias and slaves, as when they have
committed theft say, or personal injury, noxal actions have
been provided. 1903 JFNKS in Law Q. Rrr&amp;gt;. _fan. 24 The

practice of noxal surrender ofanimals prevailed in Flanders

until the sixteenth century.

Hence No-xally adv., by way of noxal surrender.

1880 MUIRHKAD Gahts i. 141 It is not for any long time

that persons are detained in this condition,, .unless they
have been mancipated noxally.

t No xial, #. Obs. rare. In 6 -iall(e, -yall.

[Irreg. f. L. nox + -IAL. Cf. obs, F. noctial

(Godef.).] Nocturnal.
a 1500 Pol., Rel. t fy L. Poems (1866) 43 Whan Reste And

slepe y shulde haue noxialle, As Requereth bothe nature
and kynde. 1503 HAWES Example virtue xn, ccxxxvii,

Depryuynge the noxyall derkenes. ^1568 in Dnnlw s

Poems (S.T.S.) App. xi. 31 To the superne eternall regioun,
Quhair noxiall skyis may mak no sogeorn.

Noxious (np-kjss), a. Also 7 noctious. [ad.
L. noxius, f. noxa hurt, damage.]
1. Injurious, hurtful, harmful ; unwholesome.
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 387 The adjacent

parts bein;* freed from many noxious humours thereby. 1650
BULWER Anthropomet. 221 Many would have it an unprofit
able excrement and of a noxious or hurtful quality. 1671
MILTON P. R. iv. 460 Being oft times noxious where they
light On man, bea^t, plant. 1711 ADDJSON Sped. No. 121

? i That seeming Sagacity in Animals, which., makes them
naturally avoid whatever is noxious or unwholsome. *75z
HUME Ess. fy Treat. (1777) I. 157 The body, full of noxious

humours, feels the torment. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ,
II. 87 The liver is always given to the dogs, and that may
possibly be the noxious part. 1880 HAUGHTOX Phys. Geogr.
iv. 190 It blows over the whole island steadily, a cold
noxious wind.

f2. Guilty, criminal. Obs, rare.

1623 COCKERAM i, Noxious, guilty. 1653 GAULE Magx*
strom. 171 Whether Magicians and Astrologers be. .noxious
or guilty of a diabolical compact and commerce. 1656
BRAMHALL Replic. til. 130 No man or Society of men can be

justly punished, .because they are noxious, unless they be
noxious in the eye of the Law.

Hence No-xionsly adv., in a noxious manner ;

injuriously, perniciously.
i?5S in JOHNSON. x8ix BYRON Let. to Dallas 21 Aug.,
A mo^t decided atheist, indeed noxiously so. 1879 M.
ARNOLD Mixed Ess., Democracy 24 That which operates
noxiously in the one, may operate wholesomely in the other.

No xiousness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The quality
or state of being noxious or injurious.
1654 H. L ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 7 That there was any

Intrinsique noxiousnesse in St.. I am yet to be convinced.
1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Weiv Invent. 42 This suggestion of
the noxiousness of Lead to Iron-work. 1777 ROBERTSON
Hist. Ainer. vn. (1778) II. 338 The peculiar noxiousness
of its climate has prevented Porto-bello from increasing
in the same proportion. 1862 G. WILSON Relig. Cheni. 29
Conferring the character of noxiousness to vegetable and
animal life.

Noy, sb. Obs. (exc. dial. }. Forms : a. 4 nuy,
4-5 nuye, 5 nue. &. 4 noi^e, noy^e, 4-5, 7
noye, 5 noie, 4-6 (9) noy. y. 4 niye, 4-5 nye,
5 ney. [Aphetic form of anuy, anoy ANXOY sb.]

Annoyance, trouble.

?L
c *3*. Casi Love w* For pees bi-leuej&amp;gt; in no londe

Wher her is werre, nuy and onde. c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 3538 Thurgh nuyes and angers sere. 1422 tr. Secreta
Secret., Priv. Priv. 140 Aftyr nves and dyssesk a 1450MVRC 120 Lest afterwarde hyt do the nuye.
0. 1338 R. BKUNNI Chron. (1810) 183 To slo doun & to

strove,., bei left for dede no noye. c 1380 WvcuF.SV/. U ks.
I. 4 pis shall ever last wibout irkyng or noye. 1436 Libel
Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 182 Wee shulde hem
destroy, As prysoners wee shulde hem brynge to noy. 1490CAXTON Eneydos xiv. 50 For alle debates to accorde-.and
to brynge alle noves atte an ende. 1536 BEI i ENDEN
Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 138 Galdus, be noy of the woundis
gottm in this last battall, was sa wery, that [etc ]. 1598TOFTE Alba (1880) 27 Banish t from Mirth, and Bondslaue

y. 13.. E. E. Allif. P. B. 1002 Alle na-,t so much niyehade no mon in his hert. Ibid. 1376 To neuen be notimbre

i to much nye were. 14.. Sir Benes (C) 1965 pe patriark
: sawe his gret nye. c 1440 MYRC Festial (E.E.I ,S.) 197 To
don Thomas al be nye and be gref bat he cowth.

N&quot;oy,
v. Obs. (exc. dial.}. Forms : a. 4 nuije,

4-5 nuye, 5 nue, nve. 8, 4 noy3e, no$e, 4-7
noye, 4-6 noie, 4- noy. 7. 4-5 nye, 5 ney.

[Aphetic form of anuye, anoye ANNOY v.
; per

haps also partly repr. OF. nuire, noire : pop. L.

*nocere^ L. nocere to injure.]

1. trans. To annoy, trouble, vex, harass
;

to

harm or injure.
a. c 1300 Beket 198 A;en the lithere conteccours that

Nuyede him of his lyve. c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1184

Many he nuyes and fon avayles. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv.

437 An aunter hit nuyede me, non ende wol ich make. 1422
,

tr. Secreta Secret,, Priv. Priv. 165 Yf harme is befall to

any man, ..hit me touchyth and nuyth.
ft. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. tt ace (Rolls) 789 panne fond

he non pat hym noyed. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 307
ping bat moost noyeb bis ship ben felle flodis of bis world.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2591 Hitmeuys into mynd, & mekill me
noyes. c 1470 HARDYNG Chron. vi. i, So stronge then was
this generacion, None durst it noye. 1523 CROMWELL in

Merriman Life % Lett. (1902) I. 37, I ymagyn with myself
whiche wayes they myght take to noy our enemyes most.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 623 The Citezens.. manfully-
defended themselues, and sore noyed and hurt their enimies.
i6oa J. DAVIKS (Heref.), Minim in Modum xxxiv, So violent

each Sense her virtue bindes, And noyes, or ioyes the Mind
in diuerse kindes.

1829 UROCKETT N. C. Gloss, (ed, 2), No} 1

,
to vex, to

trouble to annoy. Not now in use, Dr. Johnson says. As
a Northern word it is quite common.
y. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1603 When nabugo-de-nozar

was nyed in stoundes. 13.. Caw. $ Gr. K nf. 1575 With
hym ben irked Alle be burnez so bolde . . To nye hym on-
ferurn. a 1400-50 Alexander 771 (Dubl.), pe nowmbre of
sir nicholas it neyt me to rekyn. 1432-50 tr. Iligdcti
(Rolls.) I. 407 But the infortuny of flesche nyouthe theim
moche.

b. Used impersonally, and const, with or at.

a 1340 HAMTOLK Psalter cvi. 18 Thaim noyed with godis
worde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6613 pe lede yppon lyue leuyt
he ben, And nolpit to another, bat hym noiet at.

2. reft, and intr. To vex oneself, to grieve.
c 1470 Gol. $ Gaw. 823 Noy you noght at his note, that

nobill is to nevin. IS35 STEWART Cron. Scot, II. 498 Ilk da

by da he studeit moir and
noyit. 1587 GROVE Pelofs fy

Hipp. (1878) 13 The case of this my child, her selfe which
noyeth so.

3. absol. To cause annoyance or harm.
1:1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4395 pe devels bat er now

bunden swa, pat bai may noght.. nuye als mykel als bai
walde. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Go? 1

. Lordsh. 76 Also it

noyeth mekyl, to renne after mete, or ryde mekyll. 1432-50
tr. Hidden (Rolls) VI. 49 (Jrawntynge to us the eylynge of

flesche, that noyethe not. 1534 MORE Treat. Passion\^V^.

1348/2 If nothing auaileth, but ouer that it sore noyeth and
hurteth. 1573 TUSSER flush. (1878) 19 He noieth, destroi-

eth, and al to this drift, to strip his poore tenant.

b. Const, to a person.
c 1400 Ajtol. Loll. 5 If be pope be. .vnprofitable & slow

in bis dedis,. .bat more noyeb to him & alle ober. a 1485
FORTESCUE Wks. (1869) 488 On the other side their inyquyte
may noye to every man. 1512 Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom.
(1828) III. 71 As he that had the grace of God with him to
whom none may noy.
Hence Noyed ///. a.

1587 GROVE Pehps fy Hipp. (1878) 26 Ther was not.. a

wight that felt such greefe as now I feele, or had such
cause to wayle his noyed life.

II Noyade (nwa,yad), sb. [F., f. noyer :-L. nee-

are to put to death (in late L., to drown).] The
execution of persons by drowning, as practised

by Carrier at Nantes in 1794.

guillotinades, noyades, fusillades. 1878 SEELEV Stein I.

163 No guillotine was to be set up..; the Oder, Spree and
Weichsel were to see no noyades.
trans/. 1819 J. ADAMS Lett. Wks. 1850 II. 334 note, The

Mohawks, who were concerned in the noyade of the tea in
Boston harbor.

Hence Noyade v., to put to death by drowning ;

also Noyadinff vbl. sb.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. v. vl, Sounds of fusillading
and noyading. 1839 Chartism v. 141 Lyons fusilladings,
Nantes noyadings. 1844 TH. PARKER m Weiss .,/ 3- Corr.
I. 225 The wretched Terrorists .. guillotined, and noyaded,
and mitrailled, I know not how many.

tNoyalS. Obs. rare. [a. F. noyales (pi.),
from the place of manufacture, Noyal in the de

partment Ille-et-Vilaine.] (Sec quots.)
1662 Irish Stat. (1765) II. 410 Noyals canvas the hundred

ells. 1721 C. KING Brit. Merc/t. I. 181, 17000 Hund. of

Vitry and Noyals Canvas.

t IToyance. Obs. Also 4-6 noyauuce, 6
noiance. [Aphetic form of ANNOYANCE.]
1. A source of annoyance ; a nuisance.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3444 Longe lastede

bat ilk distaunce, To be brebere gret noyaunce. 1534 in

W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 124 They, .doe use
to reforme all common noyaunces. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
bach s Hnsb. iv. (1586) 179 Whereby the winde..may dry
vp all Cobwebbes, or such like noiances. 1639 G. DANIEL
Ecclns. xliii. 55 Soe, for the Summer s Sun (noyance as

great) A gentle Dew falls, to allay the heat. 1670 J. SMITH

E&quot;g. Impr(n&amp;gt;. Ret ivd 99 That the distance of them be

such, that every Tree be not a noyance, .to his fellows.

2. The condition or fact of being annoyed,
troubled, or harmed.

c 1400 Brut clxi. 180 Kyng Edward dede his diligence, .to
amende ^e noyaunce of be commune peple. 1494 Act n
Hen. J //,c. 13 Preamble, The Price.. U^J greatly enhansed
here, to the Loss and Noyance of all the King s Subjects.
1502 Ord. Crystcn Men (W. de W. 1506) n. vii. 102 Slouthe
the whiche is an heuynesse and noyaunce to doo well. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 165 Other coynes of met tall went among
the people, to their great noyaunce.
3. The action of annoying or troubling ; annoy

ance, molestation.

1431 Eng. Gilds (1870) 279 In disturblyng and noyaunce
of the compenye. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 193/2 She was
sore aferd leste he wold do to her ony gryef or noyance
ayenst her avowe. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxix. 282
We shall go and do hym some noyaunce and domage.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. xxiii, A cloud of cumbrous gnattes
doe him molest, . .That from their noyance he no where can
rest. [1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. vi, Whatever smack d
of noyance, or unrest, Was far, far off expelled.]
So fNoyancy. Obs. rare 1

.

1414 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 59/1 Mischiefs that mighten..
turne to gret prejudice to the kyng, & noiancie to al the
Keume.

t Noyant, a. Obs. [Aphetic f. OF. anoyant :

cf. NOY v.] Injurious (to); causing annoyance.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 79 Drynkyng of

cold water fastynge, byfore mete, ys noyant pe body, c 14(0
ASHBY Dicta Philos. 699 Al suche thing noyant to your high
estate Eschewe al wey. 1550 in Strype St&amp;lt;yw&quot;s Surv. (1754)
II. v. xxii. 421/1 Sea coal, Du^t, Rushes or any other thing
Noyant. 158* in W. H . Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (i 880)

422 Ordure, rubbysh, carreine, or any other thinge noyant.

II Noyau (nwaiy0). Also noyeau. [K., repr.
earlier noyal^ noial

y nuza/, etc. : pop. L. *nncale
t

f. L. nuc-j nitx nut.] A liqueur made of brandy
flavoured with the kernels ot certain fruits.

1797 CANNING Rovers n. ii, This cherry-bounce, this loved

noyau, My drink for ever be, z8x8 MOORE Fudge Fant.
Paris 161 Your Noyeaus, Cura^oes, and the devil knows
what. 1841 ORDEKSON Creoleanaxx. 245 You will, .venture
to sip the noyeau. 1882 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 86 A glass of

noyau and still more cakes.

Noych(e, obs. forms of OUCH, clasp.

t Noyer. O&s. 1

[f. NOY v.] AXXOYER.
iSTjTussER Hnsb. (1878)20 The north is a noyer to grasse

of all suites, The east a destroyer to herbe and all fruites.

t Noyful, a. Ol&amp;gt;s. Forms : 4 noi;e-, 4-6
noye- (5 nuye-), noi-, 4-7 noyful; also 4-=;

-fulle, 5-7 -full.
[f.

NOY sb. + -FUL.]
1. Annoying, troublesome, tiresome; also, harm

ful, hurtful, noxious.

1382 WVCLIF Luke xi. 7 Nyle thou be noyful to me.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xr. iii. (Bodl. MS.), pe
norjeren winde..is noifulle to ham |jat haue tesike. 1435
Coventry Leet Kk. (E. E. T. S.,) 3 Oct., As the mater of tins

bille is grevous & Nuyefull to the comen pepull. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 299 b/i Opene my woundes lest ony
noyeful humour corrupte..the hyd passions. 1523 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. I. ccclvi. 575 It is noyfull to me to recorde
it. 1584 COGAN Haven Health ci. (1636) ico Declaring
their noyfull qualities in appeyring of nature. ai6i8

J, DAVIES Commend, Poems Wks. ^Grosartj II. 20/1 To
be fore-pinde. .In many a noyfull stoure of willing bale.

2. Annoyed, vexed, rare.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V, 331 After sixe and twenty
jere of Cerdicus his comyng, Arthur was wery and noyeful.
Ibid. VI. 57 pe kyng of strange tonge was greved and

noyful, . . and brouste yn anober [bishop] of his owne longage.
Hence f Noyfully adv.

; Noyfulness sb t Obs.

1395 PURVEY Remonstr. (1851) 46 Settinge noiefully in

thraldom that that holi scripture settith profitabli in fredom.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vin. xiii. (1495) 320 By nigh-
nes of eyther sterre his noyfulnesse is tempred.

t Noying, vbl* sb. Obs. [f.
NOY v. + -ING 1

.]

Annoyance, harm, injury.
1474 CAXTON Chesse (1883) 144 They ought to requyre

theyr passage .. wyth oute noynge and contencion. 1511

Gitylforde s Pilgr. (Camden) 54 Saffely assuryd from noyeng
of any beste. 1548-77 VICARY A fiat. v. (1888) 37 The cause

why he taketh that Pannicle, is to keepe him from noying.

t Noying, ///. a. Obs. [-nrtt*,] That annoys
or vexes ; vexatious ; injurious.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter i. 3 A tre b is profitabile til many &
noyand til nane. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. x. vi. (Bodl.

MS.), He . . streynepand binde^ nuyynge rennyng ofrewmne.

the Kinges lieges and all other strangers.

Noyl, variant of NOIL.

t Noyment. Obs~ l

[f.
NOT

v.] Annoyance.
1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 211 So that it be not to the

noyment of any neybur.

Noynyng, obs. variant of NOONING.

t Noyous, a. Obs. Forms : 4-5 noyus, 4-7

-ous, 5-6 -ouse, 5 -ows(e, -ose, Sc. -us, 5-6

noyes (5 -is] ; 5 noiose, 5-6 noioua (6 -ouse) ;

5 iiuous, nvous, 6 nuyouse. [Aphetic form of

cinoyous^ etc., ANXOYOUS al\ Causing annoyance ;

vexatious, troublesome, etc.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter x\xv\\. 15 Here noyus wordis and

geld not agayn. ^1374 CHAUCER Troyfas in. 1504 (Harl.),

Lat in ?our herte no noj ouse fantasie So crepe, bat it

cause me to die. c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 55 per is no

|ping more noious to a wounde. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Priv. Priv. 212 Profitable as an hors, nuous as a mows.

1470-85 MALORY Arthurxxn* viii. 701 That yeldyng, sayd

they, shal be noyous to yow. 1533 MORE Apol. 86 b, Suche
as are. .euyle, and nought, and noyouse vnto the comen
well. 1376 BAKER JraxU of Health lob, Howe noyous
and hurtfull such a vapour and savour is. 1634 LEVETT

Ordering of Bees 13 Those noyous and filthy things being



NOYOUSLY. 249 NUBIAN.
taken away. 1675 HUVBERTS Corner-Stone n Divers
medicines which at the first usage, .were exclaimed against
. .a* noyous and hurtful to the king s subjects.

Hence f Noyously adv. Obs.

1483 Cat/t. AitgL 256/1 Noyovsly, nocuc. 1641 BAKER
Chron. (1653) 359 Hounseditch..till that time, had Hen
very noyously to all travellers that way.

f Noyra : see NEWRY. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage v. xii. 429 As for fowlet., they
haue abundance of Parrots and Noyras, more pleasing in

beautie, speech and other delights then the Parrot.

Noysance, -ant, varr. of NOISANCE, -ANT.

Woys(e t obs. ff. NOISE, NOSE. 3N&quot;oysom(e,

-sum, obs. ff. NOISOME.

Noyt, V. Sc. [Of obscure origin. In mod.
use commonly written knoit^\ To strike, rap.
15.. Christ* Kirk -MX.. (Maid. MS.), Thair durst na ten

cum him to tak, Sa noytit he thair nowis.

T^ozel, variant of NUZZLE v. 2 Obs.

Nozzel, obs. variant of NORSEL.
Nozzle (np-z l), sb. [f. NOSE sb. + -LE.]
Forms : a. 7-9 nosle, nosel, 7-8 nossel. 0.

7-9 nozle, 7-8 nozel, 8 nozzel, 8- nozzle.
1. A socket on a candlestick or sconce, for re

ceiving the lower end of the candle ; also, a part

projecting from the socket (quot. 1608). Now rare.
a. 1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 593 Euery socket had

rostrum in vna,partet a certaine nosle hanging out. 1657
W. COLES Adam in Eden cclix, In fashion like unto the
Nossel of a wooden candlestick. 1714 Land. Gaz. No.
5282/9 A Nosel for a Candle. 1847 HALUW., The nosle of
a candlestick is that part which holds the end of the candle.

ff. 1682 WHEI.ER Journ. Greece v. 398 A Stem, formed
like a Nozel, or Socket of a Candlestick. 1741 ARBUTHNOT&
Poi E flfi-fti. Mart. Scriblerus Hi, A paultry old Sconce, with
the nozzle broke off. a 1764 LLOYD Candle fy Snuffers Poet.
Wks. 1774 II. 133 A candle stuck in flaring state Within
the nozel of French plate. 1791 Ann. Reg., Chron, 8 A pair
of silver snuffers and stand, and two candlestick nozzles.

2. A small spout, mouthpiece, or projecting

aperture ;
a short terminal pipe or part of a pipe,

such as the nose of a pair of bellows, the muzzle
of a gun-barrel, etc.

o. 1683 SALMON Doron Med. n. xx. 570 The Top thereof

[a stove] may be firm Tin, with a nossel or pipe in it,

like that of a pair of Bellows. 1703 SAVERY Miner s Friend
44 Taking away his Thumb, he by directing the Nosle to
the Fire immediately extinguishes it. 1787 Pliil. Trans.
LXXVIII. 46 Icicles, adhering to the nosel of the cock.
0. 1684 tr. Sonet s Merc. Comfit, in. 98 A Pipe being

tied to the nozle of a pair of Bellows. 1764 Mus. Rnsticnvi
III. Ixvii. 304 At every fathom distance there should be
wooden nozels. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 261
A wooden plug may be chained to the pump, betwixt the

spouts or nozles. 1844 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm II. 2o3
The nozzle that leads from the steam-pipe is stopped with a
wooden plug. 1894 CURZON Probl. Far East 246 Boards
upon which are painted the nozzles of imaginary cannons.

b. Applied to various parts of a steam-engine,
esp. the steam-port, or the part of the cylinder

enclosing this, and the exhaust-pipe or the adjust
able end of this.

1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naut. Steam Eng. 34 On one side
of the cylinder, and cast with it, are two square projections
called nosles, which enclose within them the steam ports.
1848 ALBA.N Steam Eng, 257 note. By some mechanics these

parts
of the engine are called nozzles, a corruption of nose-

holes. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1535/1.
attrib. 1895 Model Steam Eng. 84 This is regulated by

the size of the aperture at the nozzle end of the boiler.

3. slang. The nose.

1771 SMOLLETT Hnmph. Cl. 18 Apr., His. .face was over
shadowed by this tremendous nozzle. 1854 C. BEDE
Verdant Green \\. iv. 31 That ll take the bark from your
nozzle. 1863 SPEKE Discov, Nile 271 But Bombey, showing
his nozzle rather flatter than usual, said *

No; I got this on
account of your lies .

4. A small nose or beak
; a projecting part or end.

1850 GROTE Greece 11. Ix. VII. 408 Instead of having one
single beak, the Corinthian ship might be said to have three
nozzles. 1874 BEDFORD Sailor s Pkt.-Bk. v. 108 Each buoy,
exclusive of the nozzle, is to be divided horizontally into

four, and vertically into eight equal parts.

5. Special combs., as nozzle-block (see quot.) ;

nozzle-face (see quot.) ; nozzle-man, a man in

charge of the nozzle of the hose of a fire-engine,
or that of a suction- or other pipe ; nozzle-pipe
= NOZZLE 2; nozzle-plate = nozzle-face ; nozzle-
screw, a nozzle having a screw-thread cut on it.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1535/1
*
Nozzle-block, one in

which two bellows-nozzles unite. 1846 A. YOUNG Nant,

of brass raised upon the cylinder, one round each of the

steam-ports, for the valve-plates to slide upon. 1885 T. A. D.
Where Chineses Driz&amp;gt;e 139 One of the rest acted as &quot;nozzle-

man to direct the jet. 1893 Times 10 July 13/6 There are
to each such suction pipe, when in operation, one weigher,
and one nozzle-man in the ship s hold and two boys. 1816
ACCUM Chem. Tests 245 If the flame have a cavity through
it, the aperture of the *nozzle-pipe is too large. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1535/1 *Nozzle-plate, a seat for a slide-valve of
a steam-engine. 1839 Civil Eng. ff Arch. Jrnl. IV. 195/1
T.he aperture through which the *nozzle-screw is to pass.

Hence No zzle v. trans. , to fit with something
after the manner of a nozzle. No zzler, slang,
a blow on the nose.
1866 J. K. ROSE firy. Eel. % Georg. in Some to the

young the mother * teats forbid, And nozzle with sharp
VOL. VI.

spikes the calf and kid. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 198
In the ninth round Bob received a nozzler drawing claret.

Nozzle, variant of NUZZLE v.1

t Npnam, variant of nam MNAM Obs,

1362 LASGL. P. PI. A. vn. 226 Seruus nequam hedde
npnam, and for he nolde hit vsen [etc.].

Wshiego : see JOCKO.
Wu, obs. form of NEW a. and Now.
II Nuance (nw iahs). [F. nuance shade of

colour, etc., f. mier to shade, f. nue cloud : pop.
L. *nulta for classical L.

mites.&quot;]

1. A slight or delicate variation or difference in

expression, feeling, opinion, etc.

1781 H. WALPOLE Let. to Ctcss Ossory ^ Jan., The more
expert one were at nuances, the more poetic one should be.

1846 H. GREVILLE Diary (1883) 165 The English and French
difference on the Spanish question is considered as serious

by people of every political nuance. 1873 SVMONDS Grk.
Poets vi ii. 255 Much of the obscurity, .arises from our having
lost the finer nuances of Athenian feeling respecting the

persons satirized in the old Comedy.
2. A shade of colour

;
a slight difference or

variation in shade or tone.

1856-7 GFO. ELIOT Sc. Clerical Life \\. iv, Whose face
Nature seemed to have coloured in a hurry, and had no time
to attend to nuances. 1879 A, J. C. HARE Story Life (1900)
V. xx. 160 Her rooms were draped with every possible
nuance of colour which can harmonise together.
3. A delicate gradation in musical expression.
1879 GROVE Diet. Mus. I. 171 Comparatively careless as

to the right notes being played, but angry.. at any failure

in expression or nuance. 1885 Athenstvtn 7 Feb. 192/3
Some numbers were splendidly given. . .The nuances were
also observed to a remarkable degree.

Nub (nt?b), j,l Also 7, 9 nubb. [app, a

variant of KNUB sb.~\

fl. =KNUBJ^. 3. Obs, rare.

1594 Cecil Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV. 574 Silk nubbs,
700 //. 1640 in Eniick London (1766) II. 178 Silk nubs, or
husks of silk. 1759 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 182 The duties
now payable upon raw short silk or capiton, and silk nubs,
or husks of silk, shall, .cease.

2. A knob or protuberance; a lump.
Common in dialect use in various applications. Nub,

the neck in the Diet. Cant. Crew (a 1700) may belong here,
but cf. NUB sl&amp;gt;.

2

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Garden fences, That when
the Tree is quite fixed, the Nub or Bottom of the Stem,
above the Division of the Roots, may be rather above the
Surface then even with it. 1760 Boston Gaz. 5 May 4/3
Strayed away, ..a black Mare. ., has.. two small Nubs on the
near Flank. 1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3) 297 A n/&amp;gt;,

a
knob. 1864 WEBSTER, Nub^ a jag, or snag ; also a knob,
a protuberance. 1866 Fortn. Rev. Jan. 617 People.. have

very feeble notions of the difficulty that every nub of coal

represents. 1893 G. D. LESLIE Lett. Afarco xx\\\\. 191 The
ground is alive with little nubs and noses poking through.
3. U. S. The point or gist of a story or matter.

1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3) 297 The nub of a story
is the point or gist of it. 1889 MARK TWAIN Yankee at Crt.

of K. Arthur xvii, 176 When the nub was sprung, the

assemblage let go with a horse-laugh. 1899 Scribner s Mag.
XXV. 105/2 It s the nub of the whole matter.

t ITub, sb* Obs. Cant. [Cf. NUB w.2] The

gallows.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v. Glim^ As the Cull was

Glimm d, he gangs to the Nubb, [i. e.] if the Fellow has
been Burnt in the Hand, he ll be Hang d now.

Nub, v.i t van of KNTJB v. 2. (Cf. NUBBLE
z&amp;gt;.)

c 1610 Grobiana s Nuptialls (MS. Bodl. 30) If. 24 b, I

tooke him a polt of the pate. ..I nubb d his noddle.

t Nub, V.* Obs. Cant. [Cf. NUB rf.2] To
hang (one) by the neck

;
to execute by hanging.

1673 R. HEAD Cant. Acad. 16 The other was (nub d)

hang d, and the last (marrinated) transported. Ibid. 191

They are rub d, Up to the Nubbing-Cheat, And there they re

nubb d. a 1754 FIELDING Jonathan Wild iv. it, We shall

be both nubbed together. I faith, my dear, it almost makes
me amends for being nubbed myself, to have the pleasure
of seeing thee nubbed too.

Hence f Nii bbiug vbl. sb., hanging.
a 1700 Ii. E. Diet. Cant. Crem.

Wub-berry. Sc. rare. = NooP 1
.

1794 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XIII. 243 Upon the top of this

hill, grows a small berry, commonly called the Nub Berry.

Nu-bbin. U.S. [f. NUB rf.i] A dwarfed
or

imperfect ear of maize.

1847 in WEBSTER. 1897 GEN. H. PORTER in Cent. Mag.
Aug. 591 Well,, .that s the littlest nubbin I ever did see.

Nu bbing-cheat. Cant. [f. nubbing NUB v?
+ CHEAT si&amp;gt;J 3.] The gallows. Now only arch.

1673 R - HEAD Cant. Acad. 94 They are. .sent to the Nub
bing cheat. 1745 FIELDING Tom Jones vul. xii, I will shew
you a way to empty the pocket of a queer cull, without any
danger of the nubbing cheat. Nubbing cheat, cries

Partridge, Pray, Sir, what is that? Why that, Sir, says
the stranger, is a cant-phrase for the gallows. 1826 SCOTT
Wooast. xxxvi, We trine to the nubbing cheat to-morrow.

1834 AINSWORTH Rookwood(\%(n) 313, 1 fear Dick will scarce
cheat the Nubbing-cheat this go. 1902 Blackiu. Mag. May
704/2 They pay the last debt at the nubbing-cheat.
So f Nn bbing -cove, the hangman ; f Nu b-

bing-ken, the Sessions-house .

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.

Nubble (n-b l), sb. [dim. of NUB sbl Cf.

kmibble, knobble.] A small knob or lamp.
1818 J. BROWN Psyche 171 Counting the nubbles and the

dints That form the cornice, a 1845 HOOD To Henrietta 23
That a corne is not the nubble that brings trouble to your
toes 1860 PIESSE Lab. Chem. Wonders 42 A nubble of iron
. .dissolves in it like sugar docs in water. 1897 KIPLING

1 Capt. Cour. 14 A piece of dingy ticking full of lumpb and
nubbles.

t N&quot;u-bble, variant of KNTBBLE v.

1676 VerneyFam. Mem. (1899) VII. 223 S Fr. [Vincent]. .

beate him [Ld. Pembroke], threw him downe in ye kennel],
nubbled him & dawb d him daintily. 1725 N. BAILEY
Krasm. Collar;. 462, I.. took him hold by the Hair with my
left Hand, and nubbled him so well-favouredly with my
Right, that you could see no Eyes he had for the Swelling*.

Nu bbling. dial.
[f. NUB sbl or NUBBLE

s/&amp;gt;.]

,
A small lump of coal.

1825 LAMB Rcfl. Pillory in Eliana (1867) 141 Cinders are

dear, gentlemen. This nubbling might have helped the pot
boil. 1847 HALLIW., Nitbblings, small coal. Wore. 1876-
in dial, glossaries (Oxf., Wore., Warw.).

Nu-bbling-ehit, late van of NUBBING-CHEAT.
1836 MAHONY Reliq. Father Front ix. Songs France 269

When he came to the nubbling chit, He was tucked up so
neat and so pretty. 1841 BON GAULTIER in 7 tiit s l-.tjin,

Mag. VIII. 223 The faking boy to the crap has gone, At the

nubbling-chit you ll find him.

Nubbly (n-bli), a. [f. NUBBLE sb. + -v
.]

1. Having numerous small protuberances; knobby,
lumpy. (See also KNUBBLT.)
1829 HOOD in T/it- Gem iSi A large order was sent for

nubbly sofas and crooked chairs. 1844 Mrs. IJarrnx?
%\ ks. 1862 VI. 345 Her nose nubbly and red as a rosebud.

1871 1.. STKPHKN Playgr. Eur. (1894) vii. 156 Four of us
were packed between a couple of nubbly rocks. 1882 BLACK-
MORE Christtr.vell III. iii. 49 Ungainly, nubbly fruit it was.
Comb. 1879 F. W. ROBINSON Coward Consc. I. iv, A stout,

nubbly-faced, white-haired man.
trans/. 1864 Daily Tel. 27 Oct., By enduring the nubbly

and poignant anguish of those flint-stones.

2. Having the form of small lumps.
1845 HOOD The Stortri, Quick, some coal, some nubbly

pieces. 1864 Guardian 21 Dec., Bright black nubbly anti

mony. 1894 FENN Real Gold So, 1 hope it s going to be my
luck to get just a few nubbly bits for myself.
So Nu bby a. (In southern dial, and U. S.)
1876 I.EVESON GOWER Surrey Provinc., Nnl&amp;gt;ly, cloddy, of

land that breaks up in clods or lumps.
II Nubecula (niwbz ki^li). PI. -culae. [L.

mlbeaila little cloud, dark spot, dim. of nitbes

cloud. So F. mibeaile.~\
1. Path. a. A cloudy formation in urine.

1699 WOODWARD in Phil. Trans. XXI. 197 Large thin

Masses, appearing like Nubeculai, or Clouds in the Water.
1744 tr. Koerhaa-. e s Lect. The. Physic III. 149 The Nu oe-

CLilae or Clouds proceed chiefly from the muriatic Salt. 1857-
in MAVNE Expos. Lex., and later Diets.

b. A speck or small cloud in the eye.
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The nubecula seems to

arise from certain gross particles detained in the pores of
the cornea, or swimming in the aqueous humour. 1758 J. S.

Lc Drans Observ. Siirg. (1771) Dictionary, Leitccnia, a
Disease of the Cornea, called also Albugo, Nubecula. 1859-
in WORCESTER and some later Diets.

2. Astron. One or other of the Magellanic
Clouds.

1842 Penny CycL XXII. 449/2 There is no account of llie

celebrated Nubecula; (major and minor), two very large
patches of Milky Way not far from the south pole. 1855
H. J. S. SMITH in Oxford Ess. 128 We can feel no absol

utely insuperable difficulty in admitting, within the globe
of Nubecula Major, of the presence of distinct stars as well
as nebulae.

Nubelus, obs. form of NCBILOUS.
Nubia (ni bia). [Irreg. f. L. nfibes cloud.]
A soft fleecy wrap for the head and neck, worn by
women.
1881 Confessions ofafrivolous Girl, Emerging therefrom,

five minutes later, in my nubia and snowy wrap. 1885 VAN-
VOORST Without a Compass 34 The bracelet of a lady
. .became entangled in the nubia of Agnes.
Nubian (ni-bian), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.

Nubian-us, or f. med.L. Nftbia, f. L. A fibse, (Jr.

NowSai, the name of the people.]
A. adj. 1. Pertaining or belonging to the

country of Nubia.
1727-46 THOMSON SnmmcrSig Down the Nubian rocks..

he pours his urn. 1790 BRUCE Trav. IV. vm. x. 523 What
figure the Nubian breed would make in point of fleetness is

very doubtful. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XXII. 558/1 The
Nubian language, .seems to bear no affinity to the Koptic or
Ancient Egyptian. 1871 P. SMITH Anc. Hist. East vii. 12

j

(1881) 125 The Nubian eye, more elongated than the
Egyptian, is still seen in the S/iangallas.
2. In the specific names of certain animals.

horns., were less firmly attached to the skull than they were
in the full-grown Cape Giraffes. 1896 tr. Boas Text-Bk.
Zool. 517 The Domestic Cat.. is apparently a descendant
of the Nubian Wild Cat.

B. sb. f 1. //. An Eastern sect of Christians.
c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 146 pes men be no}t holde in

so grete reuerence as be Nubyans, for bei kepe no}! be feith
so trewlich as bei do.

2. A native of Nubia
;
a Nubian slave.

1788 GIBBON Dec/, ff F. xlvii. IV. 562 A wandering tribe
of the Blemmyes or Nubians invaded his solitary prison.
1813 BYRON Giaour xv, Such is the tale his Nubians tell.

1836 llrit. Cycl. Lit., Hist., etc. III. i 43/r The Nubians.,
have the thick lips, .of the negro race. 1884 Encycl. Brit.

XVII.6ii/2 Ethnologically the modern Nubians are there
fore to be considered as a very mixed people.
3. A Nubian horse.
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NUBIFEROUS.

4. The language spoken by the Nubians.

1855 LATHAM in Trans. Philol. Soc. 91 The languages

spoken on the water-system of the Nile : Coptic, Bishari,

Nubian,. .Amharic, &c.

5. A kind of black dress-material.

1899 Daily News 8 Apr. 9/1 Some of the moirettes and
the new Nubian make good substitutes. The latter is, i

however, only in black.

Nubiferous (niwbrferas), a. [f. L. nubifer^ \

f. L. nubes cloud : see -FERGUS.] Cloud-bringing.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Nubiferons, that brings or carries

clouds, cloudy. 18*9 T. HOOK Bank to Barjies 160 The
i

wind blowing east-by-east, which is a most nubiferous
j

quarter. 1862 HOLMES Old Vol. Life (1891) 65 But let us
;

sit awhile with nubiferous, or, if I may coin a word, nephel-

igenous accompaniment.
Nu biform, a. rare. [f.

as prec. : see -FORM.] ,

Having the form of a cloud ; cloud-like, vague.

1874 RUSKIN I al D Arno (1886) 6 The more or less
,

spectral, hooded, imaginative, and nubiform authority of i

the Pope and Church.

t Nu bilate, ppl. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. pa.

pple. of L. nubildre : see next.] Clouded.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. o/Gd. Manners (1570) B v, O howe

oft hath hid truth and simple veritie Lurked vnder ymage
of falshood nubilate.

Nubilate (niw bik t),
v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

nubilare, f. nubila (neut. pi.), f- nnbes cloud.]

trans. To cloud ; to obscure ;
to render less clear

or transparent.
^1691 AUBRKY Wilts. (MS. Royal Soc.) If. 100 (Halliw.),

About the beginning of March, 1660, I bought.. a Turkey- |

i then wholly serene; toward the end of

been somewhat nubilated in the school of Kant.

Hence Nubila tion, cloudiness, rare&quot;
1
.

1874 COI-ES Birds N.W. 613 Various degrees of this

dusky nubilation approach in some specimens nearly to the

uniform dusky below characterized.

Nubile (ni/7-bil), a. [ad. L. mllnlis, f. nubere

to rrarry, or a. F. nubile (
~ It. mtbile, Sp. and Pg. |

nubil}. }

1. Of females : Marriageable ; of an age or con

dition suitable for marriage.
a 1642 EGLISHAM Forerunner of Revenge 12 Bucking-

hams Neece was not yet Nubile in yeares. 1718 PRIOR
Solomon I. 97 The Cowslip smiles, in brighter yellow dress d,

Than that which veils the nubile Virgin s Breast. 1789
Charact. in Ann. Reg. 18 They.. feed when they become
nubile on a diet somewhat like forced-meat balls. 1849-52
Todifs Cycl. Anat. IV. 1340/2 Hindoo women would

gradually come to consist of such as by constitution are
,

early nubile. 1879 W. L. LINDSAY Mind in Lower Anim.
\

468 Preference or choice in the selection of mates by the !

nubile females.

Jig. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap in. 708 On the
;

day when Spring s green girlishness Grew nubile and she
trembled into May.
2. Of age : Admitting of, suitable for, marriage.
1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 425 The female slaves were, ,

at a nubile age, as numerous as the males. 1889 J. M,
DUNCAN Clin. Lect, Dis. IVom. xxi. (ed. 4) 170 Twenty to

I

twenty-five years is the best nubile age of women.

t Nubile, Her. Obs. [a. obs. F. nubi/4, \

pa. pple. Qinubiltr.] =NEBLTLE.

1661 MORGAN Sfh. Gentry i. v. 54 The Martlet is the
Honour point, the Nubile line is the exact Fess point, the
Swan the exact Midde base.

Nubility, [f. prec. + -ITY: cf. F. nubilitt

(1750), It. nubilita, Sp. nubilidad] Capability
:

for marriage. (Properly on the part of females.) \

1813 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXI. 131 When the
;

age of nubility approached. 1857 BULLOCK tr.Cazeaux s

Midwifery 82 Its first appearance.. constitutes one of the
earliest signs of puberty or nubility. 1889 D. J. MATTHEWS |

Clin. Lect. Dis. Worn. xxi. (ed. 4) 160 The old and wisest
j

counsels as to the nubility of men and women.

Nubilo-se, a. rare~-. [Cf. next.] Full of

clouds, cloudy (Bailey, folio, 1730).
Nubilous (ni/7 bilas), a. Now rare. Also 6 i

Sc. nubilus, -elus. [ad. late L. nilbilos-us, or

f. L. nubilus
t

f. nubes cloud. Cf. It., Sp., and

Pg. nubiloso
t *$. nubileux]

1. a. Cloudy, foggy, misty, b. = NEBULOUS 2.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot, II. 526 And all the lift baith
dirk and nubelus, Perturbit wes with cloudis mervelus.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 139 The air was
nubilus and donk. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Nubilous^ full

of clouds, cloudy, stormy, tempestuous. 1671 R. BOHUN
Wind 223 The radiant, sanguine, pallid, nubilous, or other

Appearances of the Sun. 1739 E. CARTER tr. Algarotti
Newton s Theory (1742) I. 164 Some nubilous Stars, on being
viewed with a Telescope, appear to be a Cluster of innumer
able other Stars. 1820 Examiner 634/1 A nubilous atmo
sphere. 18*3 Ibid. 186/2 A blue and nubilous sky.
2. Jig. Obscure, indefinite.

1533 BELLENDEN Livy in. xiv. (S. T. S.) I. 302 To mak
J&amp;gt;e

mater. .sa dirk and nubilus, J&amp;gt;at
na thing salbe sene clerelie

in it quhat suld be done. 1817 T. L. PEACOCK Melinconrt
xxxi, Pointing out innumerable images of singularly
nubilous beauty. 1861 N. Brit. Rev. Nov. 382 The mass
of the people, .entertained the most vague and nubilous
notions with regard to the state of the soul after death.

Nubi-vagant, a. rare&quot; ,
[f. L. nubivagus.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Nnbivagant t passing through or

among clouds.

II Nubk. [var. of
nabk&amp;gt;

nebk NEBBUK.] The
lote-tree (Zizyphus Lotus}. Also attrib.

250

1873 TRISTRAM Moab xviii. 347 Under a thorny nubk-tree.

1874 KARKAR Christ II. Ix. 381 note, The nubk. .struck me
..as being the most suitable for mockery and pain, since

its leaves are bright and its thorns singularly strong. 1899

Harpers Mag. Feb. 359 Will the nubk grow on the grounds
of the Temple ?

Nuca, obs. form of NUCHA.
Nucal (ni kal), a. [ad. late L. nucalis, f.

nttc-, mix nut.] Of or pertaining to a nut.

1892 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Nu cament. Bot. rare. Also 7 erron. nug-.

[ad. L. nucamentum (Pliny), f.
//&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

nux nut.]
An amentum, a catkin.

1633 JOHNSON GerardJs Herbal in. xl. 1353 Of this sort

[of pitch-tree] there is found another that, .remaineth dwarf-

ish, and it carries certaine little nugamentsor catkins of the

bignesse of a small nut. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou s Disp.

230 Leaves accumulated like nucaments. 1819 Pantologia
VIII, Nucaineiit, in botany, the same with ament.

Nu camenta ceous, a. Bot. [See prec. and

-ACEOUS.] Resembling a small nut ; having the

hardness of a nut; also, indehiscent.

1830 LINDI.KY Nat. Syst. Bot. 258 Fruit capsular, valvular,
seldom indehiscent, somewhat nucamentaceous. 1845
Sch, Bot. vi. (1858) 107 Fruit nucamentaceous, composed of

two or four nucules in a state of adhesion.

So Kucame ntous a. (Smart, 1840.)

f Nuce, obs. variant of NOOSE $b. i .

1688 HOLME Armoury in. 107/2 A particular Nuce of

Pack-thrid. Ibid. xv. (Roxb.) 30/1 The nuce or eye of the

cabell which holds the anchor is called the clinch.

|| Nucellus (niwse-ls). h ot. [mod.L., app.
intended as a dim. of nucleus,] The essential

part of an ovule, containing the embryo-sac.
1882 VINES tr. Sachs Bot. 487 That part of the ovule in

which the embryo-sac arises (the nucellus) must be con
sidered the equivalent of the macrosporangium. 1887
BENTLEY Man.^ Bot. (ed. 5) 329, Fig. 738 Ovule of the

Mistletoe, .consisting of a naked nucellus.

Nu-ceous, a. rare ~. [ad. L. mteeus, f. nuc-,
nux nut.]

* Of or pertaining to a nut/

1656 BLOUST Glossogr. (Hence in later Diets.)

[| Nucha (niw ka). Anat. Also 5 nuca. [a.

med.L. nucha, a. Arab, cli nukhat spinal mar

row. Hence also It., Sp., and Pg. nuca, F. nuqite

NUQUE: see also NUCHE, NUKE.] fa. The

spinal cord. Obs. b. The nape of the neck.
c 1400 Lanfranc s Cirurg. 24 Alle be cordis

J&amp;gt;at
comen

of be brayn & nucha [v.r. nuca]. Ibid. 29 pe senewe

f&amp;gt;at comep fro
\&amp;gt;e brayn & be nucha [v.r. nuca]. 1576

NEWTON Lemnies Complex. (1633) 194 They doe very well,

which keepe their Nucha and nape of their neckes warme.
1661 LOVELL Anim. fy Min. 50 The decoction of a Fox..,
used as an embrocation to the nucha and paralytick part,

helpeth the same. 1726 FRKIND Hist. Physick II. 3*5
Those from the 6th and 7th pair, which arise from the brain

and the Nucha, serve for its voluntary motion. 1768
PENNANT Brit. Zool. (1776) I. 139 Nucha, the hind part of

the head. 1878 HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 211 Rollet has used
the cautery even in the last stages, applying it from the

nucha to the sacrum, and with good effect.

Nuchal (ni/7 kal), a. Anat. [f. prec. + -AL.

Cf. F., Sp., and Pg. nuca/.} Of, belonging or per

taining to, the nucha or nape of the neck.

1835 KIRBY Hab. fy Inst. Anim. I. x. 303 The wheel-

animals in which Ehrenberg detected.. a nuchal nervous
collar. 1855 OWEN Skel. fy Teeth 31 The nuchal ligament
in the mole. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 468
The structure of the eyes on the nuchal tentacles.

t Nuclie. Obs. rare. Also 7 nouch. [a. obs.

F. nuche, or ad. med.L. nucha.] --- NUCHA.
1528 PAYNELL Salernes Regim. B ij, The membres of

flematike complexion, as the brayne and nuche. 1541
COPLAND Guydons Quest. E ij, Demaunde. Is y* nuche

any party of y* brayne? Answere. Itsemeth to be a party
therof. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 395 A liniment made of

earth-wormes, if the nouch or chine of the necke and the

shoulder blades bee annointed therewith [etc.].

Nuche, obs. form of OUCH, clasp.

Nuchtheme riiial, a. rare- 1
,

[f.
Gr. wx-

Grjufpwos : see NYCHTHEMER(OX.] Lasting a night
and a day ; completed in twenty-four hours.

1677 R. GARY Palaeol. Chron. i, i. 2 They came to hit

upon the number of 360 Days in the first place, concluding
..that in so many Nuchthemerinal Revolutions, the Sun
came to the same rpomj,. .where he was the Year before.

Nuci- (ni;rsi), combining form of L. nux^
nucis, nut, as in Nuci ferons a., beaiing nuts.

Ntrciform a. [
= F. and Sp. ni4ciforme\ t

nut-

shaped. Ntrcifrage, the Nutcracker (Cent. Diet.

1890). Nuci ftraffous ., given to cracking nuts

(ibid.), f Nu ciprune, a fruit having the char

acter ofnut and plnm ; hence f Nucipmni-ferous
a., bearing fruit of this kind. Nucita nnic a., in

n. acid, Nucita nnin (see quot.). Nnci*vorons
a. [

= F. nucivore
t Sp. nucivoro]^ nut-eating.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. 116 *Nuciferous trees, may
be distinguished into such as are European ; conteining in

one common husk One Nut [etc.]. 1688 HOLME Armoury
n. 119/1 Nuciferous Trees, .bear Fruit in hard husks. 1755
Gentl. Mag. XXV. 450 It is different from ours, being of

the nuciferous kind. 1857 ASA GRAY First Less. Bot. (1866)

223 *Nuci/orm t nut-shaped or nut-like. [Hence in 1864
WEBSTER and later Diets.] 1677 GREW Anat, Fruits iii.

8. 185 A Walnut, isa*Nuciprune; or betwixt a Plum and
a Nut. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 621 That *Nucipruniferous,
which in Barbados they call the Mastick-Tree. 189* Syd.

NUCLEATION.
Sue. Lex.. *Nncita.nnic, relating to a nut and to tannin.

1894 FOSTER Med. Diet., Nvcitannic Add, a glucoside

occurring in the episperm of xvalnuts. 1892 Hytt. Sac. Lex.,
*
Nucitnnnin, a peculiar form of tannin found by Phipson,

along with gallic and ellagic acids, in the outer layer of the

episperm of the walnut. 1835 KIRBY Hab. fy Inst. Anim.
II. xxiv. 514 The great majority [of Mammalians] are said

to be granivorous, or *nucivorous, or even graminivorous.

Nucin (nizi-sin). Chem. [f. L. nuc-, mix
nut + -IN.] A crystalline substance obtained

from green walnut-shells.

1885 in CASSELL. 1802 THORPE Diet. Appl. Chem. III.

ico Juglone.., Nucin, Regianin.Nuek. rare ~*. (See quot.)
1663 BAXTER Div. Life 83 The wants in the wheels of

your watch are as useful to the motion as the nucks or

solid parts.

Nuckelt, Nuokle, variants of NEWCAL(D.
H&quot;uckle, obs. variant of KNUCKLE.

Nuokler, variant of KNUCKLER, pickpocket.
1801 COL. HANGER Life I. 181 note, An adept in the art of

frisking a ken, trapping a scamp, or hobbling a nuckler.

Nucleal (ni;7 kl/al), a. [f. NUCLE-US + -At :

cf. F. nucttal, Pg. nucleal.] Pertaining to, having
the form or position of, a nucleus.

1840 in SMART. 1863 DANA Man, Geol. Introd. i The crystal

..begins in a nucleal molecule. 1876 CHASE in Fhilos.

Mag. I. 316 The upper nebular or vector radii vary as the S

powers of the orbital times ; the lower nebular or nucleal

radii, as the powers of the times. Ibid. 318 In the earliest

stages of nucleal aggregation.

Nuclear (ni-kl/&quot;aa),
a. [f. NuCLE-l S + -AB:

cf. F. mtcUaire, Pg. tiuc/ear.]
1. Having the character or position of a nucleus ;

like a nucleus ; constituting or forming a nucleus.

Chiefly in Bio!, and Aslron.

(a.) 1846 Dub I. Q. Jrnl. Med. Set. II. 93 In place of a mole
cule of bone restored for one removed, we find cytoblasts, a

nucleolated nuclear cell. 1861 H. MACMILLAN Footn.fr.
Nature 31 Cells, containing granular matter arranged
around a bright red nuclear body. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life Introd. p. xxii, The nuclear membrane
is dissolved in mitosis.

(/&amp;gt;.) 1851 NICHOL Archil. Heav. (ed. 9) 106 Who has well

defined it generally as a nuclear centre. 1877 STARK in

G. F. Chambers Astron. 57 There appeared a black, well-

defined nuclear spot, ..as large as Mercury. 1881 PROCTOR
Poet. Astron. i. 40 Inferring that the nuclear parts of the

sun are exceedingly dense.

(c.) 1865 MANSFIELD Sails 120 The hydrocarbon is conju

gated to the Oxygen of the nuclear or prostylobasic water.

1891 Edin. Rev. Oct. 336 A shaft was, at some remote epoch,
sunk downward towards the expected nuclear hoard.

b. Nuclear cataract : (see quot.).
1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 365 Nuclear cataract, .is

characterised by the presence of a hard yellowish central

portion or nucleus of varying size and density.

2. Of or belonging to a nucleus.

1880 PROCTOR Rough Ways 94 One of the first and most

obvious effects of this more rapid nuclear contraction would
be [etc.]. 1881 VINES tr. Sachs Bot. 582 They [the syner-

gidse] are the product of a nuclear division and cell-forma

tion. 1899 Alltnlfs Syst. Med. VI. 811 Nuclear palsy is

characterised by bilateral .. atrophy of the tongue. Ibid.

VII. 237 The diagnosis of acute nuclear from acute infra-

nuclear lesions.

Nucleary (ni-kl/ari), a. [f. NUCLE-US +

-ABY.] Of the nature of a nucleus.

1847-9 Todds Cycl. Anat. IV. 663/2 The so-called meta-

carp.il bone of the thumb corresponds as to nucleary deposit
with the first phalanx of the finger. 1881 Nature XXIV.
73 A slightly yellow, hyaline jelly, absolutely deprived of

nucleary elements.

Nucleate (ni-kUA), a. [ad. L. nucleatus,

pa. pple. of mtcleare (see next) : cf. F. nwltt, Pg.
mtdeado. ] Having a nucleus; nucleated.

1864 in WEBSTER and later Diets.

Nucleate (ni/i kl& t), v. [f. L. nucleat-, ppl.

stem of nufledre to become kemelly or hard, f.

nucleus kernel, NUCLEUS.]
1. trans. To form (anything) into, to bring to

gether as, a nucleus.

1864 WEBSTER, Nucleate, to gather, as about a nucleus or

center. 1870 Daily Tel. 20 Aug., No doubt the plan of

nucleating a second Grand Army at Chalons was a good
one. 1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. i. 36 Even then he must

account for the intervention which nucleated the first

particle of protoplasm.
2. intr. To form a nucleus ;

to gather or collect

about a nucleus. Hence Nu -dealing /&amp;gt;//.
a.

1883.4 merican VII. 152 Irresolvable nebulae of nucleating

and nucleated or resolvable nebula:.

Nucleated (ni-klft ted), a. [f. prec.]

1. Having a nucleus. (Chiefly BioL ;
common

from 1845, esp. in nucleated cell.)

1843 Zoologist III. 955 The nucleated vesicle, the funda

mental form of all organization. 1855 OWEN Sktl. S, Teeth

6 The appearance in it of numerous minute nucleated cells.

1880 BASTIAN Brain 40 The cell in this case is only a

nucleated expansion of the fibre.

2. Clustered together.

1897 Eng. Hist. Ker. Apr. 314 The Germanic nucleated

village is distinguished from the isolated homestead. Ibid.

Oct. 769 He draws a sharp distinction between the nucle

ated villages of eastern and central England, and the

hamletted villages of the south-west.

Nuclea-tion. rare
-

.
[f. NUCLEATE v.} The

formation of nuclei.

1861 H. MACMILLAN Faotn. fr. Nature 243 Giving rise

either by gemmation or nudeation to new plants.



NUCLEI. 251 NUCLEUS.

Nuclei, pi. of NUCLEUS.

Nu Cleic, a. Chem. [f. NUCLK-US + -1C.]

Xucleic acid, an acid occurring in some nuclei,

either by itself or combined with a proteid.
1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. Mar. 573/1 Nucleic acid contains

carbon [etc.]. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med, I. 165 Nuclein,
which consists of an organic phosphorus-containing acid,
termed nucleic acid, in combination with proteid,

Nuclei ferous, a. Bot. [See -FERGUS;.] Bear

ing a nucleus or nuclei.

1857 M. J. BERKELEY Introd. Cryptogamic Bot. 389

Apothecia closed or nucleiferous.

Nu cleifo rni, a. [See -FORM.] Having the

form of a nucleus ; of a rounded shape ; esp. of

the apothecia and spermogones of certain lichens.

1840 in SMART. 1882 Encycl. Bnt. XIV. 554/1 It may
be here observed that young disctform apothecia are more
or less nucleiform. Ibid. 555/1 In form they [the spermo
gones] are nucleiform, round, or oblong.

Nuclein (ni/?kl/m). Chem. Also -inc. [f.

NUCLE-US + -IN 1
,
after G. nukleinorY.nuclciiu . }

The principal constituent of cell-nuclei.

a. 1878 KiNGZETT-4/;. Chem. 278 Jaksch discovered in

the brain the substance termed by Miescher nuclein . 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniut. Life p. xxii, The nucleus of a
cell ..consists principally of a substance termed nuclein. .or

chromatin. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VI. 491 These chro-

matin particles are almost certainly identical with nuclein.

ft. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. VIII. 488 Glutine, elastine,
and nucleine. 1887 A. M. BROWN Anim. Alkaloids 114
The Nucleine of the unhatched fecundated egg.

Hence Nuclei nic a., in nucleinic acid, an

organic acid rich in phosphorus which is a con
stituent of nuclein.

1896 AllbutfsSyst. Med. 1.90 From blood-serum a nuclein

(or nucleinic acid) can be separated.

Nudeo- (niw kl/ij) ,
modern combining form of L.

//tt&amp;lt;7i/f;,uscdin a numberof compounds, chiefly bio

logical, as nudeo-albumin
, -albuminous, -chyleina,

-chyme, hyaloplasm, -idioplasm, -phosphoric, -pro
teid, etc, (See quots. and the second element.)

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Nucleo-albuniins, compounds of

nuclein and proteids, chiefly globulin, found in the proto

plasm of cells and in bile. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 526
Gamaleia extracted poisonous substances from the bodies

of the dead bacteria, which he classified as nucleins and
nucleo-albumins. Ibid. I. 174 A *nucleo-albuminous sub

stance, which rapidly brings about coagulation of blood or

lymph. 1889 g. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXX. 211 To the

nuclear sap which fills the spaces in the Nucleohyaloplasm
he [Strasburger] gives the name *Nucleochylema, 1894
FOSTER Med. Diet,,

*
Nitcleochyme . ., the more fluid, hyaline

substance of a cell-nucleus. 1888 Nature i Nov. 5/1 The
author prefers to speak of the *nucleo-hyaloplasm with

Schwarz, as Linin. 189* Syd. Soc. Lex., Nucleohyaloplasm
.., applied by Strasburger to the hyaline ground substance
in which chromatin spherules are embedded. Ibid.,*Nucleo~

idioplasm, the part of the nucleus which consists of Idio

plasm. titofiAllbittt s Syst. Med. V. 647 By some observers,
other substances gluten, leucin, *nucleo-phosphoric acid,

guanin have been found as abnormal bodies. 1894 MORLEY
& MUIR Watfs Diet. Chem. IV. 341 Merck calls *nucleo-

proteids substances which, when boiled with water under

pressure or treated with acids, alkalis, or ferments, are

resolved into nuclein and albumin.

Nu cleobranch. Zool. Also -branche. [ad.

F. nucttobranche: cf.prec. and BRANCHI/E.] A mol
lusc of the order Nudeobranchiata ; a Heteropod.
Some recent Diets, also give the form as an adj.

1851 WOODWARD Mollusca i. n The nucleobranches and

pteropods swim in the open sea. Ibid, 97 The nucleo

branches are aberrant gasterppods, having the foot thin

and vertical. 1861 CARPENTER In Re6. Smithsonian fnstit.

172 The Nucleobranchs have the gills in a tuft at the lower

part of the back, sometimes protected by a shell.

So Nucleobra-nchiate a. (Cf. BRANCHIATE.)
1854 WOODWARD Mollnsca \\, 198 There are two families

of nucleobranchiate mollusks.

Nucleoid (ni-klfoid), a, [f. NUCLE-US +

-oiu.] Like a nucleus in form or appearance.
1855 in OGILVIE Suppl, 1880 BASTIAN Brain xxiii. 465

These are either mere nucleoid bodies or small angular cells.

Nucleolar (faddWtti), a.
[f. NUCLEOL-US.]

Of the nature of, pertaining to, a nucleolus.
1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon n. vii. 407 One or two

very small corpuscles, or nucleolar bodies, may sometimes
be seen in the interior. 1890 Spectator 10 May, From every
ovum, before metamorphosis begins, one or more masses of
nucleolar matter, the so-called polar bodies , are extruded.

Nu cleolate, a. [f. NUCLEOL-US + -ATE 2
: cf.

F. ntte/Jolt?.]
= next. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)

Nucleolated (ni/7-kUtoed), a. Bid. [f. as

prec. + -ED !.] Furnished with a nucleolus.

1846 [see NUCLEAR a. i]. 1870 ROLLESTON ^4/w. Life 257
Showing., its nucleolated nucleus. 1879 St. George s Hasp.
Rep. IX. 339 Their nuclei were large, oval, and nucleolated.

Nucleole (ni kb&amp;gt; l). BioL [ad. L. nucleolus :

cf. F. nuclMe, Pg. nucleato.] = NUCLEOLUS.
1864 WEBSTER, Nucleole, the nucleus within a nucleus ;

nucleolus. Dana. 1875 tr. Schmidt*$ Desc. y Darwinism 44
The nucleus Is termed the germinal vesicle, and the nucleole
the germinal spot.

Nu-cleolid. BioL [-ID.] (See quot.)
1886 Jrnl. R. Microsc. Sac. Apr. 232 The typical nuclear

network. .is frequently exhibited : often complicated, how
ever, by the presence of nucleolids or nncleolus-Hke bodies.

Nu Cleolin e, sb. and a. Biol. [Cf. next.]
a. sb. =next. b. adj. Pertaining to, connected

with, a nucleolinus.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1905 M CCABE tr. Haeckcis Evol.

Man I. 112 We find in many ova. .a still further point within

the germinal spot, a nucleolm ,
which goes by the name of

the germinal point.

II Nucleolinus (nikl#lai
g

n#s). Biol. [mod.L.,
f. niideolus.~\ The germinal point of a nucleolus.

1879 tr. Haeckcl s Evol. Man I. 133 Within this germinal
spot [nucleolus] is found yet another little point, a nucleol

inus, which may be called the germinal point. 1895 A clan-

tic Monthly Feb. 192 The nucleus contains a nucleolinus

within a nucleolus.

Nucleolo* ^niwkl/ $&amp;lt;?},
modern combining

form of L. nucleolus (dim. of nucleus} a little nut
;

u-^ed in some biological compounds, as nucleolo-

centrosomc, -mtclealed, -nucleolus, -nucleus.

1892 Syd. Soc. Lex,, JViiclcolo-miclciitctl,YA ^^\\\\.\^ Wilson V.

term for a cell, the nucleus of which contains one or more
nucleoli. Ibid., Nuclt olo-nnclens, term applied by Mr. J. I\I.

Macfarlane to a small body existing within the nucleolus of
a cell. 1900 B. P. JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms 171/1 Nucleolo-

Nucleolus, Endonucleus. 1900 E. B. WILSON The Cell

(ed. 2) 34 The nucleolus is shown, .to be comparable with an
attraction sphere or centrosome uiucleolo-centrosome).

Nircleolule. BioL [f. NUCLEOLE + -ULL : cf.

K nucS&Ju/e.]
( A minute granule in the centre

of a nucleolus (SyiL Soc. Lex. 1892).
II Nucleolus (nikl/ 6l#s). BioL PI. -oli

(-(5lai). [L. nucleolus, dim. of nucleus.] A small

nucleus ; esp. a minute rounded body within the

nucleus of a cell in animal or vegetable substance;

also, a paranucleus. Also Comb.
1845 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 158 They usually

contain some central granules or nucleoli. 1846 DAY tr.

SintoiCs Anim. Chan. II. 449 It contains a nucleus about
the size of a nut, ..and in the centre of this is a nucleolus
of the size of a large pea. 1870 H. A. NICHOLSON Man.
y.ool. 41 No differentiated organs of any kind beyond the

nucleus and nucleolus exist. 1886 [see NUCLEOLID],

NucleO petal, a. rare
- 1

. [f. XucLEO, after

centripetal^} Towards the nucleus.

1887 Jrttl. Morphol. I. 236 The change from a centripetal
to a nucleopetal direction.

Nivcleoplasm. BioL
[f. XUCLEO- + PLASM.]

Nuclear protoplasm.
The precise application of the term has varied.

iSSgMiv ART in Ditbl. Rev. Oct. 290 The first polar body
extruded, he believes to consist of this superfluous nucleo-

plasm. 1893 A. M. MARSHALL Vertebr. Embryol. 4 The
nucleus, .consists of an outer nuclear membrane, enclosing
a clear coagulable fluid, the nucleoplasm.
Hence Nucleopla smic a.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1894 FOSTER Med. Diet. s.v. Nuc
leolus, Fine protoplasmic or nucleoplasmic fibrils.

Nuxleoplast. BioL [f. NUCLEO- + -PLAST.]
A nucleoplasmic body.
1876(7. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XVI. 154 The nucleoplast with

the pseudo-nucleoli are thrown off.

Hence Nncleopla stic a. IQ94 FOSTER Med. Diet.

Nucleus (ni/7 klf#s), sb. PI. nuclei (ni;7
-

kl&i) and nucleuses, [a. L. nucleus (tmcnleils}

kernel, inner part, f. micula or nttc-, mix nut. So
F. nucleus. It., Sp., and Pg. nucleo.&quot;\

I. 1. Astr. The more condensed portion of the

head of a comet.

[17047. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. Nucleus.. \ by Hevelius
and others used for the Head of a Comet.]
1708 WHISTON The. Earth (ed. 2) n. 76 The lowest part

next the Nucleus, or Dense Body, seems to be Opake. 1766
Phil. Trans. LV. 310, I compared the nucleus of the comet
with two new stars that were just by. 1837 J. F. COOPER
Europe II. v. 99 The astronomers tell us that some of
these comets have no visible nucleuses. 1868 LOCKYEK
Elent. Astron. 291 The brighter part of the comet is

called the head, or coma, and sometimes the head contains
a brighter portion still, called the nucleus.

fi& 759 STERNE Tr. Shandy n. ix, Would not such a
phenomenon.. have been a subject of juster apprehension.,
than the worst ofWhiston s comets? To say nothing of the
Nucleus; that is, of Obadiah and the coach-horse.

t 2. A supposed interior crust of the earth.. Obs.

1715 tr. Gregory s Astron. 1. 1. 69. 144 He [Kepler] found
it necessary to suppose an interior Crust (which might be
like a Nucleus, in regard of the exterior). Ibid. 145 And
within this Nucleus, or rather Crust, he is forced to sup-
pose again another interior Nucleus. 17*7 POPE Alan.
Mart. Scriblerus \. xiv, A Proposal . . to pierce the first crust
or Nucleus of this our Earth, quite through, to the next
Concentrical Sphere.
3. A central part or thing around which other

parts or things are grouped, collected, or com
pacted ;

that which forms the centre or kernel of
some aggregate or mass.

a. Of material (esp. more or less solid) things.
176* Phil. Trans. LII. 470 The nucleus of the nearest

li^ht
will appear whitest and brightest. 1764 Ibid. LIV. 42

The conical cavity and its nucleus are always proportioned
to the bulk of the Belemnite. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morbid
Anat. (1807) 306 Some extraneous body, which becomes the
nucleus of the calculus. Ibid., The nuclei which I have
seen. 18268. COOPER First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 66 Every por
tion of the gangrenous cellular membrane, nucleus, or core,

. [should be] extracted. 1857 MILLER Elem. Chem., Org.
\\. i (1862) 90 Small pieces of wood are then introduced

;
to act as nuclei upon which the crystals of lactose are

1

deposited. 1878 HUXLEY Pkysiogr. xxi. 366 There may some-
,

times be detected a yet darker part [of a sun-spot] which is

called the nucleus.

b. Of communities or groups of persons.
1798 W. HUTTON Life 120 About 700 individuals, .were

, the nucleus of bis colony of Georgia. 1853 MKKIVALE Rom.

Repub. v. (1867) 150 The few hundred families, which
formed the original nucleus of her citizenship. 1868 BLUNT
Rcf. C/t. Eng. II. 95 A Protestant party which crystallized
around the nucleus of antisacerdotalists.

attrib. 1904 Westni. Gaz. 10 Dec. n/i They will have a

nucleus crew of two-fifths of their war complement.
c. Of immaterial things.

1820 Edin. /?*p.XXXIII. 314 The nucleus of fine thought
is there. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. vi. 248 They mani

festly formed the basis or nucleus of the epic cycle. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. li, Each nucleus of pain or pleasure.

d. Of places, buildings, etc.

1839 JAMES Louts XII
,

I. 266 A town was the nucleus
round which a province, a kingdom, an empire wus gathered
together. 1865 LECKY Ration. II. vi. 261 When a monas

tery was planted, it soon became ihc nucleus around which
the inhabitants of the neighbourhood clustered. 1872 HAKEI;

Nile Trib. v. 73 It formed a nucleus for the general gather

ing uf the people with their flocks.

e. Of collections of things.
1866 Cornh. Mag, Nov. 575 There are litlle nuclei of

future collections. 1875 J. H. BENNKT Shores Mcdit. \. vii.

200 There is already a very fair collection of modern book;,

in hand, as the nucleus of a library, a 1878 SCOTT Lect.

Arehit. (1879} ! J 49 These may in their turn be made the

nucleus round which detached, .shafts may be grouped.

4. ArchxoL A block of flint or other stone from

which early implements have been made.

1869 LUBBOCK Preh. Tunes iv. 87 The^e livres de beurre

appear to have been the blocks or nuclei from which they
were obtained. 1899 R. MUNRO Preh. Scott, v. 143 Nuclei
of obsidian have also been found in Greece.

II. 5. Bot. a. The kernel of a nut. Now
rare or Obs.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Nucleus is the Edible part of

the Kernel of any Nut, which is contained within the Skin
of the Kernel ; and in a larger sen^e is by Botanists used

for any Fruit or Seed contained within an Husk or Shell.

1727-38 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Nut, An hard cortex, or shell ;

which contains a softer edible nucleus, or kernel. 1785
MARTVN tr. Rousseau s Bot. (1794) 439 The fruit is a drupe
containing a nut, with a furrowed shell, within which is

a four-lobed irregularly furrowed nucleus. 1846-5 ^~

WOOD Class-fob. Bot. 490 White Walnut. .; nucleus oblong,

acuminate, deeply, .furrowed.

b. The kernel of a seed (see quots.).
1829 CLINTON tr. Ricfiard^s Elfin. Bot. (ed. 4) 387 The

kernel or nucleus is the whole of the ripe and perfect seed

contained in the cavity of the episperm. 1849 UALFOL-H
Man. Bot. 577 The seed, .consists of a nucleus or kernel,
and integuments. 1861 I-JENTLEV Man. Bot. 343 The
nucleus of the seed may either consist of the embryo alone,
. .or of the embryo enclosed in albumen or perisperm.

C. The central part of an ovule.

1829 CLINTON tr. Richards Elem. Bot. (ed. 4) 383 The
nucleus contained within both the integuments of the ovule
is a cellular body. 1832 LINDLKY Introd. Bot. i. ii. 155 The
central part is a fleshy, pointed, pulpy mass, called the

nucleus or nacelle. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 330 As de

velopment proceeds, a cavity is formed at or near the apex
of the nucleus., in which the embryo., is developed.

d. The denser rounded body of protoplasm in

a plant-cell ;
a cytoblast.

1831 K. BROWN in Trans. Linn. Soc. (1833) XVI. 710 This

aieola, or nucleus of the cell as perhaps it might be termed.

1849 UALI-OUR Man. Bot. 16 Each cell is found to contain,
at some period of its existence, a small body, called a

nucleus. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 18 Almost all young
cells contain one or more bodies called Nuclei or Cytoblasts.
..In cells of the higher classes of plants the nucleus con
sists of a rounded or lenticular granular-looking body.
1882 VINES tr. Sachs

1

Bot. 551 In most Monocotyledons the

large central nucleus divides, and two fresh nuclei make
their appearance.

6. In Lichens : (see quot. 1832).

1832 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. \. iii. 206 Nucleus, is the disk of

the shield which contains the sporules and their cases.

Asci, are tubes, in which the sporules are contained while in

the nucleus. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 554/2 When the

pyrenium quite covers the nucleus it is said to be entire.

f. In Fungi : (see quots.).

1832 LISDLEY Introd. Bot. i. iii. 209 Nucleus, is the central

part of aperithecium. 1866 Treas. Bot. II, Nucleus,.. \h*

gelatinous mass of asci or spores which is found in the peri-

thecia of Sph&rix or the analogous fungi.^ 1875 COOKE &
BERKELEY Fungi 79 Fruit consisting of sporidia, . . contained

in asci, . . forming a hymenium or nucleus = Ascomycetes.

g. The hilum of a starch-granule.
1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 23 Starch granules, when fully

formed, usually present a small rounded spot, which is com
monly situated at one end..; this is called the hilum or

nucleus.

6. Zool. a. The denser central portion of an

animal cell.

1842 CARPENTER Hum. Phys. 735. 618 At first having
but one nucleus and afterwards presenting several ; these

nuclei., it is probable, .are to be regarded as cytoblasts.

1857 G. Bird s Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 362 A regularly organ
ized body, consisting of a granular membrane enveloping

transparent nuclei; being in fact a nucleated cell. 1880

BASTIAN Brain 35 Nerve cells are more or Ie*s granular

bodies, each of which contains a large nucleus. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Introd.
p. xxii, The

nucleus is limited externally by a nuclear membrane.
attrib. 1847-9 TodfCs Cycl. Anat. IV. 120/2 No cell, or

nucleus-stage having pre-existed.

b. The rudiments of the shell in certain molluscs.

1851 WOODWARD Mollusca i. 36 A rudimental shell . . which
becomes the nucleus of the adult shell. 1866 R. TATK
British Mollusks iii. 64 The operculum is horny with the

nucleus lateral. 1889 NICHOLSON Palxont. (ed. 3} I. 682

In the Spiral Gastropods the embryonic shell, or nucleus ,

is placed at the apex of the permanent shell.

C. A portion of medullary substance from which

a nerve or set of nerves arises.

32-a



NUCLEUS.

1881 MIVART Cat 271 The third pair of nerves, .arise deeply
|

from a grey nucleus., close to the origin of the fourth nerve.

1896 CLELAND & MACKAY A nat. 61+ The superior peduncles
..turn down.. and reach the red nucleus.

Hence Nu-oleus v. trans., to make into a nucleus,

to concentrate.

1899 KIPLING Stalky 252 They d withdrawn all the troops

they could, but I nucleused about forty Pathans.

Nucolilie (ni ki)lm). [f. L. nuc-, mix nut +

ol-eum oil + -INE 5.] A kind of butter made from

nuts; nut-butter.

1898 LEWKOWIISCH Anal. Oils, etc. (ed. 2) 541 Vegetable
butter, Lactine, .. Nucoline is therefore practically

neutral cocoa nut oil. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 18 May 4/2

Nutter, Nucoline, and Nuttene all representing
butter made from nuts.

f Nucquedah, obs. variant of NAKHODA.
1698 FRYER Ace. liuHn t P. 107 The Captain is called

Nucquedah, the Boatswain Tindal.

II JTuoulanium (nikil^-niom). Bot. [mod.

L., irreg. f. L. nttcula NUCULE.]
1. (See quots.)
1819 LINDLKY tr. Richard s Fruits

&amp;lt;$

Seeds 86 Nnciilan-

inm ; fruit whose fleshy pericarp forms several distinct nuts.

1829 CLINTON tr. Richnnfs Elcm. Bot. (ed. 4) 430 The
nuculanium is a fleshy fruit proceeding from a free ovary, . .

containing within it several small nuts, which bear the name
nucute. 1887 BENTLEY .]/. Bot. (ed. 5) 318 The Nucul

anium.. does not differ in any important characters from

the berry, except in being superior.

2. A hard nut-like case in the interior of a fleshy

fruit, enclosing several seeds.

1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 553 The covering of the cells

[of the endocarp] is sometimes stony, as in the Medlar..

and the Holly, forming what has been called a Nuculanium

(nttcula, a nut). 1876 Eiicycl. Brit. IV. 152/2 Some apply
the term nuculanium to the Medlar.

Nucule (ni-kil). Bot. [a. F. nucule, ad. L.

niicula, dim. of nuc-, mix nut.]

1. One of the seeds of a nuculanium ;
a nutlet ;

a small hard seed-like or nut-like fruit
;
a small &amp;gt;

stone or seed.

1819 LINDLEY tr. Sicfiani s Fruits f, See,!s 86 Nucule ;

each nut of a nuculanium. 1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot.

137 Fruit a capsule or berry of 2 or 4 adhering nucules.

1879 A. GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 208 Pyrenz are not un- I

commonly in English descriptions called nutlets or nucules.

2. The female organ of reproduction in the

cryptogamic tribe Chara.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 325 Axillary nucules, formed

of a few short tubes, twisted spirally around a centre. 1858

CARPENTER Veg. Phys, 776 The fructification of the

Characeae is of two kinds, nucules, and globules. 1884
Trans. Victoria Instil. 86 The organ known as the nucule

consists of an axial row of cells, which form a kind of

crown at the summit.

Nud, v. rare. [Of obscure origin : cf. NUDDLE

v.] (See quots.)
1688 HOLME Armoury it. 176/2 Lamb bossing the Ewe,

when it Nuds the Dug. 1887 Clush. Gloss., Nud, to butt

with the head. . .The forward jerking motion with the head
which calves make in sucking is called uuddin\

Nud, obs. form of NUDE.

t Nuda te, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

tiiiddre.} traits. To make bare or naked

(Bailey, 1721). Hence Nuda-ted///. a.

1688 HOLME Armoury n. 119/1 Such [trees] as are covered
with thick or thin husks, .are of three sorts, as. . Nudated,
or smooth thin husks.

t Nuda tion. Oos. [ad. L. nuddtio.] A
making bare (Blount Glossogr., 1656).
Huddle (nc-d l), v. Now dial. [Related to

NUD v. : see -LE 3. Connexion with G. nudeln, to

press, is very doubtful.]
1. intr. f a. To push with the nose ;

to press
close to the ground in this way ; to grovel. Obs.

1650 H. MORE .EK//IKJ. Tri.,Ol&amp;gt;s. (1656) in A
pig

in a

poke, that grunting and nudling to get out, drove the yield

ing bag out at this corner and that corner. 1653 A ntid.

Ath. in. xi. (1662) 123 A thing in the shape ofa Weasel came
.., nudling along in the grass. ai66x FULLER Worthies,
Hert/ordsh. n.(i662) 18 The People in this County, .. taxed
for covetousness, and their constant nudling on the Earth.

b. dial. To hang the head
;
to stoop in walking.

1828- in various dial, glossaries (Yks., Nhp., E. Anglia).
o. To nestle, to press close.

1854 Miss BAKER Northampton Class.

2. trans, t a. To beat, pummel. Otis. rare.

1640 RAWLINS Rebellion iv. i, I, I, Meder ; the Divill
Meder him, he has so nudled me.

b. To squeeze, press.
1875 Whitby Gloss., Huddled, as a parcel carried in the

hand is apt to be squeezed out of shape. 1888 Sheffield
Gloss., Nuddle, to press wheat into the earth with a roller.

c. To rub with the nose.

1898 Speaker 5 Feb. 181 The mother nuddles him \sc. a
lamb] with her nose.

Hence Nu-ddliug ///.
a. (Cf. NUD, NUDGEL.)

1640 J. GOWER Ovids Festivalls n. 34 She stands and
fawns upon the middling twins And with her tongue licks
o re their tender skins.

Nuddock, obs. variant of NIDDICK.
Nude (nid), a. and so. Also 8 nud. [ad. L.

niid-us, whence also It. and Sp. nudo, Pg. and F.
. In sense B. 2 the immediate source is the obs.

K. form nud. ]

A. adj. 1. Law. a. Of statements, promises, etc. :

Not formally attested or recorded.

252

1531 Dial, en Laws Enr. \. xii. 21 I), That euery man by
|

a nude parol and by a Litre auerment shulde auoyde an

oblygacyon. 1532 Ibid. \\. xxiii. 48 If a man seased of

landca make a gyfte therof or graunte by a nude promyse.

*594 WEST wd Ft. Symbol., Chancerie 37 If by such

nude averrments matters of record should be avoided. 1607 !

COWELL Interpreter s.v. Matert Kitchin. .salth, that nude
mater is not of so higli nature, as either a mater of Record :

or a Speciality. 1634 Irish Ait 10 Chas. I Sess. n. c. i

Preamble, Wills and testaments.. made by nude parolx
and words.

b. Nude contract w pact (see quots.).

1533 Dial, on Laws Eng. n. xxiv. 49 A nude contracte is

when a man maketh a bargayn, or a sale of his goodes or

landes without any recompence appoynted for it. 1658

PHILLIPS, Nude contract, in Common-law, is a bare con

tract, or promise of any thing without assigning, or agree

ing what another shall give. 1766 BLACKSTONE Comtn. II.

xxx. 445 Any degree of reciprocity will prevent the pact
from being nude. 1875 POSTE Gains ill. (ed. 2) 361 A nude

pact creates no (civil) obligation, but creates a defence.

c. Of persons, esp. nude executor (see quots.).

IS9 SWINBURNE Testaments 176 If the testator giue his

goods to one person, and make another executor : this

executor is called Nude executor, for that he reapeth no
commoditie by the testament. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 269
A nude Executor here mention d is no more than an
Executor in Trust. 1875 POSTE Gains in. (ed. 2) 422 In

cluding the nude or nominal proprietor.

f 2. Naked, bare, mere, plain. Obs.

1551 CKANMER Ansvv. Gardner (1580) 10 Is therfore the

whole vse of the bread . . but a naked or nude and bare token ?

1654 H. L ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 89 Yet this could be . .

but a nude conjecture. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire London 34
A bare accident and a nude casualty.

3. Naked, bare
;
without covering or investment;

devoid of furniture or decorations.

Given by ISlount Glossogr. (1656), partly from Cotgrave,
but app. not in actual use before the igth c.

1866 Treas, Bot., Nttdc
t

. .bald from the total absence of

hairs, or uncovered in consequence of the absence of any
investing organs. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iii. 85
A nude modern octagonal room. 1879 STEVENSON Trav.

Donkey (1886) 74 A broad nude valley in Vivarais. 1897
Allbtttfs Syst. Mcd. II. 1124 The bladders may. .remain

entirely nude and free in the peritoneal cavity.

Comb. 1881 Gard. Chron. XVI. 725 A west wall against
which had been planted the nude-flowered Jasminum.

b. Of the human figure, or those parts of it

which are usually clothed : Naked, unclothed,

undraped. Alsoy%
r
.

1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets viii. 237 Of all the Greeks,

essentially a nude nation, Aristophanes is the most naked.

1879 H. PHILLIPS Notes Coins i The medals .. bear . .on their

obverse the nude bust of that Empress. 1880 OuiDA 1

Moths I. 73 He was so used to seeing pretty nude feet at

Trouville.

B. sb. 1. A nude figure in painting or sculpture.

1708 New View Land. II. 824/2 A Nude or Nudity, is a
naked Figure painted or sculpted, without Drapery (or

Cloathing). a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) I. 205 Are not

the greatest masters almost as much celebrated for their

draperies as for their nudes? 1889 Pali MallG. 9 May 3/2

We went round the Academy noticing the.. pictures, and

dismissing, .a certain number of nudes, babies, and portraits

of nobodies.

b. A woman given to wearing very low-necked

dresses, rare&quot;
1
.

1816 Spirit Public Jrnls. XIII. 273 As a link-boy was

showing a certain fashionable nude, in Baker Street, out of

her carriage [etc.],

2. With the. The undraped human figure ; the

representation of this in drawing, painting, or

sculpture.
1760 D. WEBB Enq. Beauties Painting iv. 51 The result

of this habit is evident, when our first artists come to design
the nud. 1782 R. CUMBERLAND Anecd. ^Painters

I. 56

Being most in the ;&, their crime will in some people s

judgment appear their recommendation. 1868 BROWNING

Ring $ Bk. i. 58 Modern chalk drawings, studies from the

nude. 1887 F. M. CRAWFORD Saracwesca i, The French

school had not [yet] demonstrated the startling distinction

between the nude and the naked.

b. The condition of being undraped.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Anv. Leigh 111.710 Stands sublimely

in the nude, as chaste As Medicean Venus. 1882 Globe

14 Dec. 5/5 They had seen him modelling, .from Miss

Felden, who stood in the nude as a model.

Hence Nu-dely adv., barely, simply, plainly;

Nivdeuess, the state of being nude or undraped.
1617 DONNE Semi. Ixxxi. Wks. 1839 IV. 10 Being crudely

and nudely taken, not decocted and boiled up. 1882 OGIL

VIE, Nudeness. 1895 Cent. Mag. Aug. 494/2 Whether the

nudeness itself outraged his sense of propriety.

Nude, v. rare. [ad. L. nftd-dre, or f.NuDE a.]

1 1. trans. To denude ; to deprive or strip (one)

of something. Obs.

1551 2 Burgh Rec. Prestivick (Maitl. Cl.) 62 The inquest
. .ordains hym to be nwdyt of his fredome.

2. To strip, unclothe, make naked.

1845 T. COOPER Purgat. Suicides Wks. (1877) 30 They
clothe with prudent mask The image from whose worship
Man might swerve If nuded.

Nudge (npdj), sb. [f. the vb.] A slight push
or poke given to another with the elbow.

1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy xxii, Gascoigne gave Jack a

nudge. 1847 ALB. SMITH Chr. Tadpole i, One of those

pleasant nudges which funny men will inflict upon you.

1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. i. iii. 25 Though with one

[thou] wast wont to dance, Gav st another nudge and glance.

Jig. 1865 LOWELL Thoreau Prose Wks. 1890 I. 366 The
mental and moral nudge which he received from the writings

of his. .brave-spirited countryman.

NUDITAEIAN.

Nudge (nod^), v. [Of obscure origin : perh.
related to Norw. dial, nugga, nyggja, to push, rub.]
1. trans. To touch or push i,one) slightly with

the elbow for the purpose of attracting attention.

1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) &amp;gt;77
When a third part of the

night was gone, I nudg d Ulysses, who did next me lie. 1838
DICKENS Nicft. Nick, vii, Squeers then nudged Mrs. Squeers
to bring away the brandy bottle. 1860 HOLLAND ;)/s Gil

bert s Career i, What wonder that Mrs. Bloomer and Mrs.

Witton nudged each other? 1880 TEFFERIES Hodge # M.
II. 28 She is partly deaf, and until nudged by her neigh
bours did not hear her husband s name.

Jig. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. fainph. i. 19 The inexorable

Icebergs . . will nudge you with most chaotic admonition .

2. intr. To give a push or thrust.

1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss. s.v., What are ye nudging at ?

1888 GOODE Ainer. Fishes 109 In the surf the Drum nudges
like the sbeepshead when he first takes the bait.

Hence Nvrdging vbl. s6. and
pfl.

a.

1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma, iii, Amid the nudging
of outsiders, and staring of street-loungers. 1880 H. CON-
WAY Called Back 60 There were no nudgings and sly

glances among our fellow passengers. 1889 FARRAR Lizes

Fathers II. xiv. 100 A gaping and nudging crowd.

t Nvrdgel, v. 06s. rare-1
. [Cf. Nun v.

and MUDDLING///, a.] intr. To press, squeeze.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 220 A nipple, .ready for

the little babe s mouth, about which to nuzzle and nudgell
with its prety lips it taketh pleasure.

Nudi- (nitt di), combining form of L. nfid-iis

NUDE a., used in a number of compounds of

which the more important are given below. Some
others are given in recent Dictionaries, as nudi-

cauctate, having a hairless tail
; nudicaul(ous,

having leafless stems; nudifolious, having bare

or smooth leaves ; nudiped, having naked feet ;

ntidirostrate, having a naked beak ; etc.

Nudibra-chiate, a. Zool. [f.
NUDI- + BRA-

CHIATE.] Of polyps : Having arms or tentacles

which are not covered with cilia.

1847-9 Todd s Cycl. Anat. IV. 50^1 The Bryozoa. .exhi

biting a much higher phase of organisation than any of the

nudibrachiate races, laid., In the nudibrachiate polypes.

Nudibraiich (ni dibrarjk). Zool. Also

-branche. [ad. F. nudibranche (Cuvier) : see

NUDI- and BKANCHI-E.] A mollusc of the order

Nudibranchiata, having naked gills and no shell.

1844 ALLMAN in Ann. fy Mag. Nat. Hist. (1845) XVI. 154

A small Nudibranchiate Gasteropod, which this naturalist

[M. de Quatrefages] conceives himselfjustified in separating
. .from all previously characterized genera of Nudibranchs.

1851 WOODWARD Mollusca i. 36 The rudimentary shell of

the nudibranchs is shed at an early age. 1861 KEARLEY
Links in Chain vi. 136 One beautiful little Nudibranch

common on our northern coasts.

b. attrib. or as adj.
= NUDIBRANCHIATE.

1871 DARWIN Desc. Man 11. ix. I. 32 Many of the nudi.

branch mollusca, or sea-slugs, are as brightly coloured as

any shells. 1896 tr. Boas Text-Bit. Zool. 303 The nudi-

branch larva is furnished with shell and operculum.

So Nudibra-iiclii.il a. : Nudifora iichian.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 322/1 The third class, Gastropods,
are divided into the following orders and suborders :

i. Nudibranchians. 1841 Proc. Bcrtu. Nat. Club I. No. 9.

249 The naked nudibranchial mollusk alluded to.

N\idibra iichiate, &quot; and s&- Zool. [See
NUDI- and BRANCHIATE.] a. adj. Of molluscs :

Having naked gills or branchiie ; belonging to

the Nudibranchiata. b. so. A mollusc of this

order (Ogilvie, 1882).
1836-0 Tociifs Cycl. Anal. II. 393/2 It is in the Nudi.

branchiate division, .that the nervous centres exist in their

most concentrated form. 1855 Orr s Circ. Sci., Org. Nature

11.441 The Nudibranchiate Mollusks are distributed into

three families. 1877 THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. iii. 194

Several of the nudibranchiate mollusca characteristic of the

gulf-weed fauna.

Nudifica-tion. rare-*. [See NUDI- and

-FICATIOX.] A making naked (Ogilvie, 1855).

t Nudifi dian. Obs. rare. [f.
NCDI- after

nullifidian.^ One who holds that faith alone is

sufficient for salvation.

of Protestants perhaps they are. a 1653 I. ADAMS Wks.

(1862) II. 280 A Christian must work ; for no nudifidian, as

well as no nullifidian, shall be admitted into heaven.

Nu difier. rare-1
. [See NUDI- and -PY.]

One who strips himself of his clothes.

1880 22rf Rep. Scotch Commits. Lunacy 129 One was a

chronic maniac and a determined nudifier.

Nu diflor. rare- 1

, [ad. L. type *nfuiifl5rus,

{. NUDI- + flos,floris flower.] (See quot.)

1885 Pall Mall Budget 19 June 17/2 The original azalea

was a nudiflor.., its flowers came out before Us leaves,

f Nudil, erroneous form of NODULE I.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenou s Disp. 8o Of Nudils or Penicils.

[Hence in the Physical DM. (1657), compiled mainly from

this work.]

Nu dish., a. [-ISH.] Somewhat nude.

1880 Academy 18 Dec. 447/2 The presence, .of the nudish

damsels, ill-drawn and foolishly smirking.

Nudita-rian, a. rare. [f.
NUDIT-Y + -arian.]

Advocating the study of the nude.

1867 Content?. Rev. VI. 387 The high aim and motive. .

enable the Nuditarian school to quote Cellini s dictum with

emphatic confidence.



NUDITY.

Nudity (ni? dlti). [a. K. nudite (
= It. nudita),

or ad. L. nftditat-em, f. niid-us NUDE : see -ITY.]

1. The condition or fact of being naked or nude ;

a nude or naked state, a. Of persons.
1611 COTGR., Nuditt, nuditie, nakednes.se. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Nudity, bareness, nakedness, want of any ihing,

poverty.
1807 tr. Goede*s Trav. II. 106 Two elegant Cyprians.. in

all the fashionable nudity of French freedom. 1856 KANE

npted to introduce nudity i

practices.

Jig. 1872 GEO. ELIOT MiddUm. n. xx, Many souls in their

young nudity are tumbled out among incongruities. 1891
Athetixuni 4 June 739/2 The whole, if indiscreet in nudity
of soul, is at least admirable in art.

b. Of things or places.
c 1890 H. JAMES Little Toiir xxix, It may appear that I

insist too much upon the nudity of the Provencal horizon. . .

But it is an exquisite bareness. 1900 Wcstm. Gaz. 20 Mar.

4/3 In another [plate) the august nudity of Downing-street
is made interesting.

2. A nude figure, esp. as represented in painting
or sculpture.
1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. 45 Divers Nudities, and Clad

Figures. 1682 SHADWELL Medal Hayes Epist., And a good
Drawer, in that time, may observe enough to make a Nuditie

of him. 1756-7 tr. Keysler s Trav. (1760) II. 40, 1 think the

church is of all places the least proper for nudities. 1758
H. WALPOLE Let. to ilfanu 14 Apr. (1846) III. 349 He bad,

besides, a fine collection of drawings after nudities. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Note-liks. II. 5 Fat Graces and other

plump nudities by Rubens. 1894 A thenzum 5 May 583/3
The charming nudity who forms the leading element.. of

this picture.

f3. //. The privy parts when exposed. Obs.

1686 BURNET Tray. III. 174, I was much scandalized to see

Statues with nudities here. 1703 MAUNDHELL Jourii. Jerus.

(1721) 95 They took Men with their heels upward, and

hurry d them about in such an undecent manner, as to ex-

pose their Nudities. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 264 Pieces

of India Salempores, with which they cover their nudities.

Jig. 174* YOUNG A V. Th. vm. 333 The man who shows his

heart. Is hooted for his nudities, and scorn d.

t Nudiustertian, a. Obs. rare-1
,

[f. L.

nttdins ttrtius.] Of the day before yesterday.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 26 When I heare a. .Gentledame

inquire . . what [is] the nudiustertian fashion of the Court ;
I

mean the very newest.

Nue, obs. form of NEW a.

t Nuel, a. Obs. [OE. niwol, neowol, nifol, of

obscure etym.] Prone, prostrate.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boetli. i. i He sefeoll n ;Wol ofdune on

\&amp;gt;a

flor. c 1000 jELFRic Josh. vii. 10 Hwi list bu neouel on

eorSan 1 c 1275 LAY. 16777 Octa . .nucl feol to grunde bi-vore

Jis kinges fote.

Nuel(l, obs. forms of NEWEL.

Nuellry : see NEWELKY.
t Nug J

. Obs. [Perh. the south-western dial.

nug lump.] Nags of Halm, some distilled liquor.

1609 Pimlyco C iv b, Waters drawne by Distillations

With medicinable Operations, As Rosa Solis, Aqua Vitee,

And Nugs of Balme, so quicke, and sprighty.

t Nug 2
. Obs. Cant. (See quot.)

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Nug, a Word of Love, as,

my Dear Nug, my Dear Love.

Nugacious (niz&amp;lt;g^j3s),
a. Now rare. [f.

L. niigaci-s, nugax trifling + -ous.] Trivial,

trifling, of no moment or importance.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 57 On purpose to vend their

nugacious fables and prestigious impostures with more
esteem. Ibid. 189 These nugacious kinds of men. x66x

GLANVILL Van. Dogm. 165 Tis these nugacious Disputa

tions, that have been the great hinderance to.. Learning.

1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More II. 61 Things as nugacious as

the colour of a habit, or the shape of a cowl.

Hence Nuffa ciousness (Bailey, vol. II, 1727)-

Nugacity (niKg^ siti). [ad. \a.\.eL.niigdcitas,

t. mlgdci-s, nugax: see prec. and -ITY.]

1. Trifling, triviality, futility.

1593 BlLsonforoz\ Christ s Ch. 278 Ful of follie, nugacitie,

error. 1607 HARINGTON in Nugx Ant. (1804) II. 262 He
knows such nugacitie becomes not his place. 1602 STILLING-

FLEET Orig. Sacrae I. iv. | 10 Strabo seems to accuse Hero
dotus much of nugacity. .1676 H. MORE Remarks 189

There is no nugacity at all in this.

1862 Sat. Rev. XIII. 719 Parr s general nugacity as an

exegetical and polemical divine.

2. A trifling or frivolous idea.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabtal. (1713) 82 Such Arith

metical nugacities as are ordinarily recorded for his. 1668

Div. Dial. n. ii. (i 71 3) oo Such Nugacities as are exploded
even by the Theologers themselves.

1818 COLERIDGE Lit. Rent. (1838)
III. 179 T confute the

whims and superstitious nugacities of these Sermons. 18*9

SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXIX. in Throat-choking .. nuga
cities of hyper-grammatical, .absurdity.

II Nug (ni-d3i). [L.] pi. Trifles

1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 15 In all these

attempts, .there is a great deal that cannot but be regarded
as philosophical nugae.

Nu-gal, a. rare -. [ad. L. nugdl-is.}

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Nugal, trifling, vain, of no force.

t Nttga. lity. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. nftgalilas :

cf. prec!] Frivolity, trifling.

1676 H. MORE Remarks 188 Difficile* Nugx,. .there may
be some difficulty, yet there is no Nugality at all.

+ Nu gament. Obs. rare. [ad. L. nfigd-

menta (neut. pi.).] A trifle, trifling opinion.

1623 COCKERAM E. Diet. I, Nugantcnt, a bable, toy, or
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He. 1716 M. DwiKsAt&en. Brit. II. 431 Nothing but such

quibquilian Nugaments.

I Nuga tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. niigatiOji. L.

nugarl to trifle. Cf. obs. F. nugacion. It. niiga-
zione. \ Trifling ; speaking or acting in trifling

manner ; an instance of this.

1581 LAMBARDE ircn. in. i. (1588) 318 Conveigliing the

Riotters unto the gaole : without which the arrest were but

nugation. 1583 FULKE Defence \. (1843) 144 Then followeth

that vain nugation, which I have noted against Saunder.
1602 WARNEK Alb. Eng. Epit. 350 Many impertinent digres

sions, and some nieere negations. 1626 BACON Sylva 836
As for the Received Opinion, ..it is but Nugation. 1664
H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 309 If it were not determined to this

sense it would rather be a Nugation . .then an Interpretation.

Nuga-tor. rare . [ad. L. nugdtor,]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Nugator, a trifler.

Nu gatoriness. The fact of being nugatory.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. xviii. 26, 328 An in

capacity, .quite unequalled, as far as I know, in human
nugatoriness.

t Nugato rious, a. 06s.~l
[-ous.]

= next.

1646 R. BAILLIE Anabaftism (1647) 44 The tenet of the

Catholick Church concerning Angels and Devils .. is

nugatorious.

Nugatory (niw-gatari), a. [ad. L. nu*atorius&amp;gt;

f. ppl. stem of nfigari to trifle. Cf. It. and Sp.

nugatoriO) F. nugatoirc.]
1. Trifling, of no value or importance, worthless.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Alor. 1156 That we may not

range too farre, nor use any superfluous and nugatory words.

1674 JKAKE Arith. Surv. (1696) 613 The Equation is either

Nugatory or Impossible. 169* BESTLEY Boyle Lect. iii. 106

Too much addicted to this nugatory Art. 1786 JEFFERSON
Writ. (1859) I. 520, I have been obliged.. to a nugatory
interference, merely to prevent the affairs of the United
States from standing stilt. 1791 W. MAXWELL in Boswell

Johnson an. 1770, Lord Lyttelton s Dialogues he deemed a

nugatory performance. 1841 D ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867)

299 The diligence of the editor has not been wasted on
trivial researches or nugatory commentaries. 1879 THOMSON
& TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 81 Therefore the construction
fails.. and the theorem becomes nugatory.
2. Of no force, invalid ; useless, futile, of no

avail, inoperative.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. vii. 5 Which assignation

. .may seem to be nugatory and void. 1648 PRVNNE Plea

for Lords 27 Which Act will be..void and nugatory.
1772 Juntas Lett. Pref. (1788) 19 As the fact is usually
admitted,, .the office of the petty jury is nugatory. 1786
tr. Beckford s Vathek (1868) 9 His reiterated attempts were
all of them nugatory. 1838 PKESCOTT Ferd,

&amp;lt;y

Isab. (1846)
II. xvii. 128 Those provisions of the edict.. were contrived
so artfully as to be nearly nugatory. 1878 LECKV Eng. in

iBt/t C. I. ii. 306 The law. .was evaded and made almost

nugatory.

Nuggar (nzrgai). Also nugger, -ur, noggur,
?negger. [Native name.] A large boat, of very
broad beam, used on the upper Nile for the trans

port of cargo, troops, etc.

1870 BAKER Ismailia (1874) I. 173 We were hailed, .within

the Bahr Giraffe, by two noggurs (vessels) in distress.

1875 GORDON in G. in, Centr. Africa, (:88i) 91 We have
taken nuggars down the Western Passage. 1884 COLDORNE
With Hicks Pasha in Soudan 109 We brought two bat

talions up with us in nuggurs.

Nugget (nzrget),j. [App. a derivative ofsouth

western dial, ting, a lump, a block, a rough un-

shapen mass, etc.]

1. A rough lump of native gold.
185* MUNDY Antipodes III. 322 Gold was not so plentiful

as was anticipated, . .nor were nuggets to be dug up . . by the

bushel. 1853 Ann. Reg.^ Chron. 86 Crawcour came on

board, and asked me for the nuggets of gold. 1671 CAR-
LYLE in Mrs. Carlyle Lett. \. 162 Californian nuggets versus

jewels of Heaven itself. 1880 SUTHERLAND Tales Goldfields
86 When the nugget had been deposited on the floor of the

banker s room, it was weighed.
trans/. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany xx. 344 Here and there a

nugget of true poetry glitters among the clay. 1870 LOWELL
Study Wind. 209 His quotations are always nuggets of the

purest ore.

b. attrib. and Comb.^ nugget-fashion\ -hunter^

-hunting, -testing.

1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 30 You dig him out as he lies

nugget-fashion in the mountain stream. 1880 SUTHERLAND
Tales Goldfields So That [occupation] which gold miners
call nugget-hunting,.. To the nugget-hunter [etc.]. 1894
H. NISBET Bush GirCs Romance^ 9 Those fingers of yours
are too sticky for nugget-testing in the dark.

2. A lump of anything.
1860 TKNNENT Story Guns (1864) 244 Cast iron was found

to crumble into harmless nuggets. 1891 PEARCE Esther
Pentreath iv. i, Casy . . , taking out the nugget of cake, held

it timidly out to his rivals.

3. Austral. (See quot. 1852.)
1851 MUNDY Antipodes III. 322 The word nugget among

farmers, signifies a small compact beast or runt. 1888 R.
BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms 14 We branded the
little red heifer calf first a fine fat six-months-old nugget.

Nu gget, v. Austral, [f. prec.] trans. To
appropriate (an unbranded calf).

1885 MRS. C. PRAED Head Station 239 Nobody would

go there except after calves to nugget. 1893 Outlaw
&amp;lt;J-

Lawmaker II. 19 In the days of their nefarious practices,

[they] probably nuggeted a good many, .calves up here.

Nu ggeting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec,] The occu

pation of searching for nuggets.
1880 SILVER Handbk. Austral. 163 Nuggeting is a

pleasant and profitable occupation, ..when, .the lumps are

found a few feet only from the surface.

NUISANCE.

XTu-ggetdOy, a. [f.
NUGGET s/&amp;gt;. + -Y.]

1. Having the form of nuggets.
1859 Ckainb. Jrnl. XI. 290 If the gold should turn out to

be nuggety . 1890 Nature 20 Mar. 465 The origin of

nuggetty gold.

2. Rich in nuggets.

1870 Pall Mall G. 26 Aug. 4 A district which, .ha^
earned

for itself the proud title of the Nuggety Diggings .

S. Austral. Of horses or cattle : Stout, compact,
thick-set.

1893 Pall Mall G, 28 Jan. 3/1 The light spring waggon,
drawn by a pair of sleek, nuggetty cobs.

t Nirgging-dress. Obs. Cant. (See quot.)
a 1700 Ii. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, A ugging-Dress, an odd or

particular way, out of the Fashion.

Nughtsom : see MIGHTSOME.

Uugi- (ni^ d^i), combining form of L. ting,

occurring in a few words which have not obtained

any currency, as Nuffifri volous a., free for

frivolous trifling ; Nu-grifying- ppl. a., productive
of mere trifling ; Nugig-e-rnlous a. [L. nugi-

gerulus], carrying trifles, toys, etc. (Bailey,

vol.11, 1727); Mu-gilogne, trilling talk; Nugi -

percras a., ? inventing trifles.

1589 NASHE Martin Marfrelate iv. \Vks. (Grosart) I. jot

And now pretie youthes,. -we shal haue some misifriuloua

leasure to talke with you. 1818 COLKKIDCE Lit. Ken:.

(1838) III. 183 The stultifying, &quot;nugifying effect of a blind

and uncritical study of the Fathers. 1649 DANIEL Trinarch.,
Hen. V cxxxviii, How ere the heapes Who Crowd to see, in

Expectation fall To the Sweet *Xugilugues of Jacke, and

Hall. 1647 WARD Simfl. Caller 26 When I heare a

*nugiperous Gentledame inquire What dresse the Queen
is in [etc.].

Nuik, Sc. form of NOOK sb.

t Nui Sable, a. Obs. rare -\ [a. OF. nuys-,

nuisablc. }
- NUISIBLK.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 439/2 Ryght so is the body of

our lord Jhesu cryste nuysable and lettyng to the synnars.

Nuisance (ni-sans). Forms : a. 5, 7-8

nusance, 5 -aunce, 7 -ans, -anze, nuzance ;

6 newsance. 0. 5 nuisaunce, nuysance, 7-
nuisance. [a. OF. nuisance, nusance, etc., f.

mils-, nuire to hurt, harm : sec -ANCE.]

1. Injury, hurt, harm, annoyance. (In later use

only as implying sense 2 or 2 b.)

ci4io HOCCLEVK jlfai/icra/Caii 21 Helpe me to weye
Ageyn the feend ! . . Keepe vs from his nusance. c 1411

De Reg. Princ. 810 To me thus longe walke, it doth

nusance Vnto my crookid feeble lymes olde. 151* Not

tingham Ret. 1 1 1. 339 To the gret hurtte ofowre medo and

newsance to vs all.

1776 E. TOPHAM Lett. Edinb. 9 The herb-women throw

about the stalks of the bad vegetables to the great nuisance

of the passengers. 1862 UUKTON Bk. Hunter (1863) 106

Actions of damages for nuisance, trespass, or assault. 1888

iqt/i Cent. Jan. 6 Declaring that cremation is a legal pro

cedure, provided it be effected without nuisance to others.

2. Anything injurious or obnoxious to the com

munity, or to the individual as a member of it

(esp. as an owner or occupier of property), for

which some legal remedy may be found.

a. 1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 569/2 That if eny such nus-

aunce were made, that it shuld be beten down. 1495
Act ii Hen. YIL, c. 26 Preamble, Many greate nusances

and offences [are] not presented. 1641 Commons Rent, in

Chas. I. Wks. 1662 II. 60 The sale of pretended Nusanzes,
as Buildings in and about London. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace.

New Invent, p. Ixxxi, I find that a Nusance once erected

may be abated by any Body. 1710 Loud. Gaz. No. 4768/1
All such Lotteries are. .declared to be Common N usances.

1721 Modern Ref&amp;gt;.
X. 336 The keeping of a gaming-house ii

an offence indictable at common law as a nusance. 1817
W. SELWYN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1044 If A. build an
house so as to hang over the land of B., whereby the rain

falls upon B. s land, and injures it, B. may maintain an

action against A. for this nusance.

P. 1638 POTTER in Chillingw. Relif. Prot. i. iv. 67. 228

Shall it bee a fault to straiten and encumber the Kings high
way with publique nuisances ? 1775 ^^s. State Poor_ 59 In

vain is there a power. .in the magistrate, of^removing in

great measure a nuisance so flagrantly pernicious to the

community. 1853 T- J- WHAHTON Pcnnsyly. Digest (ed. 6)

II. 361 Some actions which would otherwise be nuisances

may be justified by necessity. 1896 Law Times C. 488/1

Calling upon him to repair the drain so as to abate the

nuisance complained of.

Comb. 1853 URE Diet. Arts (ed. 4) II. 799 They. .would
not again return to the nuisance-creating system.

b. In more general nse: Anything obnoxious

or annoying to the community or individual by
offensiveness of smell or appearance, by causing
obstruction or damage, etc.

1661 EVELYN Diary i Oct., My book inveighing against

the nuisance of the smoke of London. 1711 STEELE Sfect.
No. 430 P I Whatsoever looks ill, and is offensive to the

Sight; the worst Nusance of which kind (etc.]. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler s Trait. (1760) II. 396 The lumber, old cloaths,..

and the herb-stalls, are a great nusance. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.

Hist. (1776) VI. 328 The annual inundation of these fish is

so great, that they cover the shores in such quantities as to

become a nuisance. 1807 SOUTHEV Espritllas Lett. (1814)

II. 225 It is so frequent as to be quite a nuisance along the

road. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 312 The fox . . was con

sidered as a mere nuisance. 1864 C. GEIKIE Life in Woods
iii. 54 But the pigs were not the only nuisance.

c. Applied to persons.
1695 CONGREVE Lave for L. H. iii, I ll swear you are a

nuisance to the neighbourhood. What a bustle did you keep
against this last invisible eclipse ! a 1731 SWIFT Jerm.Wlo.



NUISANCEB.

1841 II. 143/3 A wise ma.n who does not assist with his coun

sels,, .and a poor man with his labour, are perfect nuisances

in a commonwealth. 1781 COWPER Truth 508 Seest thou yon
harlot,.. The worn-out nuisance of the public streets. 1816

SCOTT Antiq. iv, But here.. he is a sort of privileged
nuisance. 1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 154, I am an
intolerable little nuisance. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Gcogr.
iv. 171 The Syrian highlanderi,.. were a perpetual nuisance

to the more powerful countries that surrounded them.

d. A highly obnoxious or troublesome practice,

institution, state of things, etc.

1820 Edin. Rev. XXXIII. 350 The nuisance of monopoly
completely put down. 1828 CARLYLE A/tsc. (1857) I. 163
In the eyes of Voltaire and his disciples, Religion was a

superfluity, indeed a nuisance. 1865 MILL in Morn. Star
6 July, Of all the political nuisances of the day this is one
which it most behoves everyone to make a stand against.

e. A source of annoyance; something personally

unpleasant or disagreeable.
1831 LYTTON Godolpkin viii, The other set,, .who go little

into parties, and vote balls a nuisance. 1865 TKOLI.OPK

AV//&amp;lt;&amp;gt; Est. vii, The journey ..was always a nuisance, and
was more so now than usual. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV.

Africa 363 Neither de Ballay nor the steamer had arrived,
and a very bitter nuisance this must have been.

Hence Nui sancer, one who causes a nuisance.

1769 ULACKSTONE Coiiini. IV. xvi. 223 The animadversion
of the law upon eaves-droppers, nusancers, and incendiaries.

Nui Sant, a. Obs. rare. In 5, 7 nusant.

[a. OF. mtisanti pres. pple. of nuire!\ Harmful,
hurtful ;

of the nature of a nuisance.

c 1400 tr. Secrtta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 86 Whenne
}&amp;gt;e

nusant sterres loke noght ageyn. Ibid., His remuynge fro

nusant sterrys. 1676 Grant of Ballastage to Trinity Ho.

41 Anythingthat shall be prejudicial, nusant, or obnoxious,
to any of our Palaces, Houses, or Buildings.

t Nuise, z&amp;gt;- Obs. rare. In 4 nusy. [a. OF.

/j/V.] intr* To do injury.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 1.530 pe fend hym-self him inaky mey

Wei dyuerse liknynges. .To nusy {rime vsy]. Ibid. 936
Senne ony-schryue wanne he uor-jet, Hys senne (?er-be

double)? To nusy {rime acusy].

t Nui Sible, a- Ot&amp;gt;s. rare. [a. OF. nuisiblc,

f. mtisir or mtire to harm.] Harmful, hurtful.

1490 CAXTOS Ewydos xxi. 76 Neuer of me came euyll
vnto them, nor no thyng that was to theym nuysible. Ibid,
x.\iv. 89 All thynges that ben cruell and nuysyble.

t Nui SOme, a- Obs. rare
~ l

. [var. of NOI
SOME, after nuisance. } Annoying.
1738 BOLINGBROKE Patriot King u. 152 Whole swarms of

little, nuibome, nameless insects will hum and buzz in every
corner of the court.

Nuk^e, obs. forms of NOOK.
t Nuke. Obs. Also 6 newke. [var. of NUCHE

and NUQUE.]
1. The spinal cord.

1541 COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirnrg. Divb, Holes.,
by the whiche descendeth the nul

the ende of the backs. _ p-
i. 2 The Nuke which is the mary of the backe bone, .is aj&amp;gt; it

were a streame descendynge from the said partie. 1547

nuke of the brayne. .tyll vnto

&quot;543 TKAHEKON I igo s Clururg. \.

yo
Iroi ______

BOORDE Brev. Health ccclxvii. 118 The synewes doth pro-
cede from the newke which is the mary of the backe.
2. The nape of the neck.

156* BULI.EIN Btihuarke, Dial. Sorenes
_
Cliir. 22 b, Cold

is an enemie to the. .braine, and nuke of the necke. 1634
T. JOHNSON tr. rareys Cliirurg. in. i. (1678) 55 The back-
part of the neck called, .the nuke or nape. 1676 WISEMAN
Sitrg. Treat. IV. iv. 282 Those on the left side were then
swelled from the Nuke down that side of the Neck.
So f Nuke-bone. Obi. rare ~&quot;.

i6n COTGR.
, Os basiluire, the Nape, or Nuke-bone.

N&quot;ul(e, will not,Wulde, would not: see NILL v.

tXTull, J^.l O/ S. rare. [a. F. nulle, It. nulla,
fern, of K. nul, It. nullo : see NULL a. So G.
null(e, t nulla, Sw. nolla

; G. null, Du., Da.
nul, Sw. HO/.] A cipher ; a nought.
1603 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xvi. 6 The kinds of Cyphars

(besides the simple cyphars with Changes, and intermixtures
of Nulles and Nonsignificanls) are many, a 1616 War
mith Spain (1629) 5 If part of the People or Estate be
somewhat in the Election, you cannot make them Nulls or
Cyphers in the. .Translation. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New
Invent, p. ix, An Unite was too much, and a Null too little.

Null sb:2-, variant of KNUKB.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 178 The games most com

mon at Newmarket were fives, spell and null, marbles [and)
chuck-farthing.
Null sb .3, variant of KNUKL sb. I.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1535/2 By moving the lever up
and down, the carriage is. .advanced the proper distance
and the nulls or beads formed by the cutter.

Null (nol), a. [a. OF. /masc., nulle fern.,-
It nullo, nulla, Sp. mtlo, nula, or ad. L. nullus,
f. ne not + ullus any. So G. null, Du. nul.]
L Void, of no legal or binding force; of no

efficacy, invalid.

13*3-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros Vernac. Writ.
(S.T.S.) 16 Al thayr votis that tendis to continuation, to be
nul. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 7 In caise the same
litillis of the law be reduceable or may be declarit null.

1639 SIR T. STAFFORD in Litmare Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV.
66 There Late assemblie to be held null, the Kinge to
appoint a new one. 1637 W. MORICE Coena quasi Kocroj

23. 231 To say expressly that all is Null which was done
at Pyworthy. 1714 R. FIDDES Pract. Disc. n. 35 Their
commands are originally null and of no force. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comtn. I. xv. 425 If such consent from the father was
wanting, the marriage was null. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. v. I. 582 The act of attainder. .would become super-
fluous at the very moment at which it ceased to be null.
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i888 BRYCE/IWIW. Commanw. I. xxxiv. 524 The tribunal is

disposed rather to support than to treat as null the act done.

b. In phrase null and void.

1669 MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 297 Prorogation
makes all Bills, Votes, and Proceedings of this Session null

and voyd. 1769 Juntas Lett. xvi. (1788) 95 Any votes

given to him are null and void. 1803 WELLINGTON in

Guru*. Desp. (1835) II. 610, I yesterday gave notice, .that

I should consider it null and void from the 2?th instant. 1871
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 27 That all acts

done by the authority of the usurper Harold were held to

be null and void.

2. Of no value or importance; insignificant,

ineffective.

1790 BUKKE French Rev. Sel. Wks. II. 208 Here the

principle of contribution .. is reprobated as null, and
destructive to equality. 1803 MALIHUS Popul. (1817) III.

185 We take all possible pains to weaken and render null the

ties of nature. 1842 KINGSLLY Lett, (1878) I. 79 Truth made
practically null by modifying it to suit circumstances. 1880

KINCLAKK Crimea VI. i.\. 304 Upon grounds thus weak, or,

to speak more exactly, thus null he founded his charges.
b. Devoid of character, expression, or distinc

tive personality.
T 1850 MARG. FULLER At Home ft Abroad(,\ bfx&amp;gt;} 343 As to

character, so null that everybody laughed. iSssT ENNYsoN
Maud i. n, 6 Faultily faultless, icily regular, splendidly
null. 1889 H. F. WOOD Engliskm. Rue Cain i, The
urdeal of lighting up that terribly null countenance.

3. Nothing; nil; non-existent.

1761 Phil. Trans. LI I. 277 The effect of tlie other planets
is either null or known. 1792 Ibid. LXXXII. 242 Atmo
spheric electricity has been, .variable. .; sometimes quite
null, then weak, or strong by turns. 1811 PINKERTON
Pctrat. II. 486 Its influence on that element was absolutely
null. 1834 M CMUKTHIE Cnviers Anint. Kingd, 384 The
internal lobe of the maxillae null or very small. 1866 R. M.
FERGUSON Electr. (1870) 15 The combined effect of the two
terrestrial poles, .is thus null.

4. spec, in null belt, method^ point ^see quots.).
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 150 That confusion

and formality are but the opposite poles of the same null-

point? 1851 NICHOL Archit. Heav. (ed. 9) 208 The centre

of gravity and motion, being the mere point where all

opposite tendencies find their balance the system s null

point. 1860 MAURY Phys. Gcogr. xv. 640 This calm zone

..may be considered as a thermal adjustment the dynam
ical null-belt between the trade-winds of the two hemi

spheres. 1873 MAXWELL Electr. $ Magn. (1881) I. 301
Methods of this kind, in which the thing to be observed is

the non-exibtence of some phenomenon) are called null or

zero methods.

Null (nl), vl [f. NULL a., after annul. Cf.

also OK. miller, med.L. nttllare (rare).]

1 1. trans. To negative ; to make negative. Obs.
c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 33 Not is an adverb,

:
..and in our long followes trie verb that it nulleth.

f 2. To reduce to nothing ; to destroy or efface

completely. Obs. (freq. in i/th c.)
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 384, 1 believe [not] . . that she

was able to null and extinguish the native languages she
found in those places, a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692069
These objections, .do not really null or take away the possi

bility of the thing. 1702 S. PARKEK tr. Cicero De Finibns
v. 356 In a manner to null and erase their very Being.
1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 342 He does all he can to null

or quash the story.

t b. To deny the validity of. Obs. rare
~ l

.

1656 BAXTER Reformed Partn. 338, I speak not thii

against any Bishops that acknowledge the Presbyters to be
true Pastors.. but of them that null the Presbyters office.

3. To annul, cancel, make void.

1643 Richlieus Epit. in Hurl. Misc. (Malh.) V. 333 Lest
he should spare her, when she was dead, he nulled her last

will. 1663-4, MARVELL Corr. Wks. (Grosart} II. 139 They
affirm that his.. Royal majesty. .desired that the Privileges
might be nulled. 1693 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 90
God forbid that such a Law should ever be null d or made
void, a 1716 BLACKALL ll ks. (1723) I. 294 Because these

Marriages had been made before the Law against them was
given,.. it was not reasonable that they would be nulled.

1757 BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. 1842 II. 584 The
first election he nulled, because its irregularity was glaring.
1869 DORAN Table Traits 384 A particular act of their

worships.. nulled the proclamation.
Hence Nu-lling vbl. sb.

1654 H. L EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 78 The unbilleting of

Souldiers and nulling of Martiall Law in times of Peace.
a 1687 H. MORE Cont. Remark. Stories 446 Which is a
perfect dissolution or nulling of the True. .Religion.

Null, v2 [var. of ?/, KNURL ^.] intr. a.

To make knurls, b. Of a line : To kink.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Nulla, variant of NULLAH.
Nulla. Also nullah. = NULLA-NULLA.
1881 Gcntl. Mag. Jan. 69 The birds are so tame that the

natives knock them down by hurling their nullahs. 1890
*R. BoLDREWOOD CW.-/v&amp;lt;/&r&amp;gt;H (1891) 204 Hutkeeperat
once seized his nulla in one hand.

XTirliable, a. rare-*,
[f. NULL v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being annulled.
a 1718 W. PENN Tracts Wks. 1727 I. 683 If that Funda-

mental which gives to the People a Power of Legislation be
not nullable.

I! Nulla bona (nzrla bJu na). [L., no goods .]

The return made by a sheriff upon an execution

when the party has no goods to be distrained.

[1713 ARBUTHNOT John Bull n. xvi, For a Return of
a Non est invent.^ and Nulla habet bona.\

1807 Amer. State P. Misc. (1834) 1. 675 (Stanf), For return
of nulla bona 25 cents. 18*9 \V. H. MAXWELL Stories

Waterloo(i%$6) 63The sheriff returned a non est fttventus. . .

I ran him to execution, and got nulla bona on my return.

1885 Law Times LXXV1II. 109/1 The sheriff made a return

NULLIFIDIAN.
of nulla bot T, Cramond s execution . . having swept all the

goods away.

Nullafidian, variant of NULLIFIDIAN.

II Nullah (n-la). Anglo-Indian. Also nulla.

[Hindi nald brook, rivulet, ravine.] A river or

stream ; a watercourse, river-bed, ravine.

1776 HALHED Code Gentoo Laws 52 When the water fails

in all the Nttllnks, 1793 HOUGES Trav. India 20 This
road is crossed by several nullahs, some of which have ferry
boats stationed at them. 1834 MEDWJN Angler in Wales
II. 16 A nullah, broader and swifter than usual, cut off my
communication with the budgerow. 1859 R. F. BURTON
Centr. Afr. in Jritl. Geagr. Soc. XXIX. 206 Here and
there are nullahs, with high stiff earthbauks for the passage
of rain torrents. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs x, \Ve
had just crossed a nullah in the forest, full from the recent

rains.

attrib. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 71 Marsh
or nullah water full of vegetable debris.

II Nu lla-llU lla. Also gnulla-,nullah-, nolla-.

[Native Australian.] A club of hard wood used

as a weapon by the aborigines of Australia.

1838 T. L. MITCHELL Exfed. E. Austral. I. 350 Striking
him on the back of the head with a nulla-nulla. 1863
BKVERIDGE Gatherings 10 Wherein lay his Nullah-nullah.

1885 Mus. C. PRAED Head Station 176 The elder men beat

their nulla-nullas, and waved their spears. 1890 LUMHOLTZ
Cannibals 72 The nulia-nolla or club, the warlike weapon
of the Australian native most commonly in use.

Nulle, will not : see NILL v.

Nulled, variant of KNUKLF.D///. a.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1535/1 Nullcd-work, turned
work resembling a series of beads strung on a rod.

tMTu ller. Qbs.rarr*. [f. NULLB.I + -ERI.]
One who annuls ;

a nullifier.

1650-87 H. MORE Conjeet. Cabbul. (1713) 240 Gross Idola

ters, bold Nullers or Abrogators of the indispensable Laws
of Christ.

Jfulllbi city. rare ,
[f.

L. nulliti nowhere.]
The condition of being nowhere existent. So

Nullibi-ety, Nullibi lity. Also KnUibi quitous

a., nowhere existing.
1822 MRS. E. NATHAN Latifreatli III. 290 They have

succeeded so far as to render her [sc. Liberty] in a state of

*nulibicity. 1668 WILKINS Real Cliar. n. vii. 2. 188 Ubi

quity, omnipresence, *Nullibiety. 1896 COMMON Nietzsche s

Wks. XI. 38 Wagner s ubiquity and nullibiety. 1832

aln
hou:

hat and waistcoat.

t Nu llibism. Obs. rare. [See next and -ISM.]

The doctrine of the ntillibists.

1681 GLANVILL Saddncismns in Dost thou hear, my
Nullibist, what one of the. .Symmists of that stupendious
secret of Nullibism plainly professes ?

Nu llibist. Now rare or Obs. [f. L. nullibi

nowhere + -IST.] One who affirms that a spirit or

incorporeal being nowhere exists.

i66a H. MORE Philes. Writ. Pref. Gen., Scholia xxvii.

(1712) 28 For what relates to the opinion of the Nullibists,

I have abundantly demonstrated how wild a notion it is.

1681 GLANVILL Sadducism-us 100 Those other therefore

because they so boldly affirm that a Spirit is Nullibi v have

deservedly purchased to themselves the Name or Title of

Nullibists. a 1763 DODDRIDGE Wks. (1803) IV. 408 We
must go into the scheme of the Nullibists, and affirm that

God is no where. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIV.

490 He may, consequentially, with respect to external

beings, be a nullibist.

Nullification (nulifikJ -Jan). [ad. late L. nul-

lificatio, f. nullificare : see NULLIFY and -ATION.]

1 1. Reduction to nothing. Obs. rare.

1630 DONNE Strtn. clviii. Wks. 1839 VI. 288 This is. .the

most deadly and peremptory Nullification of Man that we
can consider.

2. The action of rendering null or of no effect.

1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform 18 Principle of nullification ;

decision on grounds avowedly foreign to the merits. 1810

Packing (1821) 7 The most efficient instrument of injustice

may be seen in the principle and practice of nullification.

1839 JAMES Louis XIV, 1. 66 His accession to the throne

was ushered in by the nullification of his father s will. 1886

Manck. Exam. 17 Feb. 5/4 The nullification of elections by
a partisan majority.

b. U. S. The action, on the part of a State

legislature, of refusing to allow a general law to

be enforced within the State. Also attrib.

The term app. originated with Jefferson in 1798.

1838 HT. MARTINEAU Western Trav. I. 244 Mr. Calhoun
is as full as ever of his Nullification doctrines. 1859
BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 2) 298 Nullification, in the case of

South Carolina, was simply an act, or at least a threat of

open rebellion. 1894 FISKE Hist. Amer. 270 The govern
ment of the United States has never acknowledged the right

of nullification, or permitted any state to exercise it.

Hence HuUiflca tionist ; Krrllifica tor.

1861 LUDLOW Hist. U.S. 135 The President .. seemed
almost a natural ally to the Nullificationists. 1833 New
Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 358 The little distracted band of

nullificators, as some of your journals call them.

Nullifidian (nolifrdian), si. and a. Also 6

nulla-
; 7 -fldean. [f. L. nulli-, comb, form of

nullus no + fides faith.]

A. i*. 1. One of no faith or religion ; a sceptic

in matters of religion.

1564-78 BUI.LEIN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 14 To be plain, I

am a Nullafidian, and there are many of our sectc. 1596

HARINGTON Mttam. Apol. Dd ij b, Then all sayd they would

condemne mee as a neuter, or nulli fidian, except I gaue a

belter answere. 1637 OILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cercm. fcpist.



NULLIFIEB.
A 2 The Atheistical! Nullifidian nothing regardeth the

assoyling of Ecclesiastical! controversies. 1668 HOWE Bless.

Righteous (1825) 157 Sure to be soa Solifidian is to be a nul-
lifidian. 1775 HOWIE Scots Worthies Pref. (1871) p. xxx,
Some sceptical nullifidian or other may be ready to object.
1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxi, In their eyes, a lukewarm Pres

byterian was little better than a Prelatist, an anti-Covenan
ter, and a Nullilidian. 1826 Woodst. xv, In case thou
shouldst holla for assistance, as yonder Nullilidian hath it.

2. trans/. One who lacks faith
; a disbeliever.

1668 KIRKMAN
E&amp;gt;ig. Rogue (1871) II. 57 The very Ale

house-keeper, .was now grown such a Nullifidian that he
would not believe us for small-beer. 1830 Blacku*. Afag.
XXVII. 533 Sir John Moore was professedly a nullifidian m
Spanish energy and patriotism. 1872 GEO. ELIOT Middlem.
I. iv, Celia was no longer the eternal cherub, but.. a pink-
and-white nullifidian.

B. adj. Having no faith or belief.

1617 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlvii. (1677) 253 A Solifidean-
Christian is a Nullifidean-Pagan. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort.
xxxi, I fear treachery to the host from this nullifidian

Achan. 1885 SWINBURNE Misc. (1886) 175 The sceptic, or in
the phrase of Wither s time the nullifidian Nott.

Nullifier (n-lifaiaj). [f.
NULLIFY v. + -ER 1.]

1. One who nullifies
; spec, in U. S. Ilist., one

who maintained the right of any State to annul,
within its own boundaries, laws passed in Congress.
1832 W. IRVING Life fg Lett. (1866) III. 44 A member of

the legislature, and one of the leaders of the nullifiers. 1844
EMERSON Neiu E)ig. Reformers Wks. (liohn) I. 260 So the

country is frequently affording .. examples of., solitary
nullifiers, who throw themselves on their reserved rights.

1894 FISKE Hist. Amer. 312 To the mixture of threat with

persuasion the nullifiers yielded.
2. transf. (See quot.)
1859 BARTLF.TT Diet. Amer. (ed. p) 298 Nuttifier . .was.

also applied to a sort of shoe, made like a decapitated boot,
brought into fashion in the nullification times.

t Ntrlliform, a. Obs. rare
-

.
[f. L. nulli-,

mil/us no + -FORM.] Having no proper form.
Hence fKnllifoTmity. Obs. tare~^.
c 1581 in GrindaTs Rem. (Parker Soc.) 471 It was like

that religion . . would against his nature have proved
milliform, yea, in continuance nulliform. 1644 HARDWICK
in Toleration Disapproved% Condemned (1670) 26 We have
undertaken.. the establishment of Uniformity, and how can
that stand with this Omniformitie, indeed Nulliformity, I

understand not.

Nullify (no-lifai), v. [ad. late L. nullificare

(Tertullian) , f. nulli-, nullus NULL a. : see -FY.

So F. miHifier.]
1. trans. To render legally null and void

; to

annul, cancel.

1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars ill. Ixxxix, Which accusation was
th occasion, that His successour by order nullifies Many
his Patents. 1607 R. QAREW] tr. Estienne s World of
Wonders 353 He nullified all the indulgences granted to
the French. 1643 MARSHALL Lett. 22 The judgements of
all other Courts are ratified or nullified by a Parliament.

775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 38 By crossing the Atlantick
he has not nullified his right. 1817 COBBETT Wks, XXXII.
360 Seeing that the act nullifies their previous engagement.
1825 Gentl. Mag. XCV. i. 501 This bequest being to the

poor indefinitely, nullified his will. 1880 E. KIRKE Life
Garfield 43 It was that act which South Carolina nullified
and refused to allow to be executed within her borders.
absol. I837CALHOUN Wks. III. 57 The State of South

Carolina, .declared the act to be unconstitutional, and as
such null and void. In a word, we nullified.

2. To make of no value, use, or efficacy; to reduce
to nothingness ; to efface completely.
1609 SIR E. HOBV Let. to T. HVggom] 56 If Aerius. .doe

ioyne with the Primitiue Church, in nullifying oblations for
the dead. 1642 J. EATON Honey-c. free Justif. 373 If it

heale not these,, .is not Justification nullified, and made of
no use ! 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 218 He hath
weakened, yea, nullified and taken away sin. 1781 S.
PBTERS ///. Connecticut 26 Enough, surely, has been said
to nullify the Colonists plea of having bought their lands of
the Indians. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 509 These facts ..

could by no means subvert and nullify the very obvious and
evident advantages. 1850 GROTE Greece n. Ix. (1862) V. 288
The narrow dimensions of the harbour would have nullified
her superiority at all times. 1876 FARRAR St. Paul (1883)

37
They had long learnt to nullify what they professed to

efend.

b. With personal object.
1603 J. DAVIES Microcos. Wks. (Grosart) I. 43/1 If other,

wise he should with them abide, They would through glory
be quite nullified. 1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN. iv. Interm.
iv, I would haue.. her Graces Herald to..nullifie him for
no Gentleman. 1642 ROGERS ffaamati 311 Absolutely un-
subsisting in themselves, meerly nullified. 1701 C. MATHER
Ma%n. Chr. in. i. (1852) 343 Thus content was he to be
nullified, that the Lord might be magnified. 1849-50 ALISON
Hist. Europe I. i. 63. 106 He not only brought the nobility i

to Paris, but he nullified them when there.

Hence Nu-llifying vbl. sb. and///, a.

1647 WARD Simp. Coiler 50 Such usurpations are the
Neroman nullifyings of Kingdomes. 1651 BAXTER Inf.
Baft. 226 The violating of the Covenant is not fitly called a
nullifying of it. 1681 Ans.v. DadweUm.2-2 Against even
the Nullifying Canons. 1832 W. IRVING Life i, Lett.
(1866) III. 44, 1 dined with him at Governor Hamilton s, the

nullifying Governor. 1852 HANKA Mem. Dr. Chalmers
IV. xiii. 203 A nullifying edict. .from the Civil Court.

II Nllllipara (nli para). [mod.L., f. nulli-

(cf. prec.) + -para, fern, oi -pants : see -PAROUS.]A female who has never given birth to a child.

1872 T. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 76 In a nullipara,
or virgin, this is often produced. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
3 Dec. 83 The patient was a nullipara.
Hence Nullipa rity ; Nulliparous a.

1859 TodifsCycl. Anat.V. 624/2 The average dimensions

255

of the virgin or nulliparous uterus. 187* T. G. THOMAS
Dis. Women (ed. 3) 127 Parturition is almost never met with
in nulliparous women, except after removal of large tumors

per vaginam. 1878 Obstet. Trans. (1879) XX. 173 Circum
stances., in which proof of parity or nulliparity may turn
out to be proof of innocence or guilt.

Nullipore (nzrlipo^j). [f. L. nulli-, nulltts no
+ PoREJ^. 1

] A form of marine vegetation having
the power of secreting lime like the coral polyp.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 363/1 In his system, the Nullipores

are rejected from the place so long assigned them. 1860
MAURV Phys. Geogr. xiii. 560 Brilliant, rosy, or peach
coloured Nullipores overgrow the decaying masses. 1883
GKIKIE Geol. Sketches 34 We pick up., broken whelks,
nullipores, and corallines.

attrib. 1888 H. W. PARKER Spirit Beauty (i 889) 20 Gorgon
corals and nullipore sea-weeds.

Wu-llism. rare- 1
. [f. NULL a. + -ISM.]

Absence of distinctive character.

1831 CARI.VLE in Frasers Mag. III. 130 All critical guild-
brethren now working diligently, .in the calmer sphere of

Vapidism or even NulIiMii.

Nullity (nzrliti). [a. F. mtllite. (
= It. nullita,

Sp. nulidad)) or med.L. nullitas : see NULL a.

and -ITY.]
1. The fact of being legally null and void

; in

validity. Also (with a and //.), an instance of

this; a fact or circumstance causing invalidity.
a. With reference to marriage. Also attrih.

1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) 1222/1 The Pope beyng minded
..togeue sentence for the inualiditie and nullitie of the

kyngs first pretensed matrimonie. 1613 SIR R. NAI/XTON
in Buccleuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 140 The nullity
in the case of my Lord of Essex and his Lady. 1645 MILTON
(title-p.), Tetrachordon, Expositions upon the four chief

places in Scripture which treat of Marriage or Nullities in

Marriage. 1707 tr. IVks. Ctess D Anois (1715) 114 Omit-
ting nothing that was necessary to be done, to prevent the

starting ofany Nullities in my Wedlock. 1765 BLACKSTONK
Comm. I. 434 These disabilities, .only make the marriage
voidable, and not ipso facto void, until sentence of nullity
be obtained. 1845 CAMPBELL Chancellors xxxiv. (1857) II.

85 They.. introduced into it words respecting the original
nullity of the King s first marriage. 1865 Morn. Star 3 Feb.,
This was a petition for nullity of marriage on the ground of

imperfect publication of the banns, ify^ Daily News 26 July
9/1 The respondent not having entered an appearance or

put in any defence in the nullity suit.

b. In general use.

1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 675 Notwithstanding this

negligence there was no nullitie of Aarons consecration.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc) in The nullitie of
the former gift to be discussed als well by way of exception
as action, a 1683 OWEN Holy Sp. (1693) 222 There would
have been a Nullity in what they did. a 1715 BURNET Own
Time (1766) I. 84 Which inferred a nullity on all their pro
ceedings. 1776 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 390 You have my
hearty concurrence in telling the jury the nullity of acts of

|

parliament. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 142 The
|

nullity of all proceedings taken in contravention of them.

f 2. Nullification. Obs. rare.

1597. HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 13 Dissolutions and
Nullities of things done are not onely not fauoured, but
hated. Ibid, v. Ixxxi. 3 A nullitie or frustration of all

such acts. 1654 H. I/ESTRANGE C/ias. I (1655) 155 The
next day a Declinator and Protestation was presented.,
against the Assembly and containing a Nullity of it.

3. An act or thing which is null or invalid.

1624 GEE New Shreds Old Snare 17 The Consistories of
our Bishops can doe no Acts but nullities against any of
these. i6sa N. CULVERWEL Treat, i. vii. (1661) 49 They
are not onely irregularities, but meer nullities. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 246 This the temporal courts pay-
no regard to, and look upon a caveat as a mere nullity.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 281 The last execution shall

stand ; the first being a mere nullity. 1849 MACAULAV Hist.

Eng. ii. I. 178 The national sales, not having been con-
j

firmed by parliament, were regarded by the tribunals as
1

nullities. 1891 Law Times XC. 462/1 The Court declared
the deed a nullity.

4. The condition of being null or nought ;
a state

of nothingness.
1589 G. HARVEY Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 176

Euerlasting infamie, horrible damnation, & a most hideous

nullity. 1610 T. GRANGER Dw. Logike 112 For where there
is no essence, or a thing depriued of essence, there is nega-

(

tion, or nullitie. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exetnp* Disc. ii.
|

ii Sometimes such .. smaller indecencies are therefore
\

pardoned and lessened almost to a nullity. 1715 BENTLEY
[

Serm. xi. 376 The whole system of Nature must imme-
|

diately. .vanish into its primitive Nullity. 1791 COWPF.R
j

YardUy Oak 88 Thy growth From almost nullity into a state ,

Of matchless grandeur. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc s \

Hist. Ten I . I. 39 Had not the hundred days afforded

proof of the political nullity of the elder Bourbons? 1873
M. ARNOLD Lit. y Dognia- 285 The nullity of its deliver

ances, where.. to bring it manifestly to book is impossible.
5. f a. A nought, a cipher. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Cent. Holinshed III. 1371/1 The cipher with
the nullities and marks for names of princes and councillors.

1624 BEDELL Lett. xii. 161 If. .you finde you haue taken
manie nullities for signifying numbers,..correct the total).

b. A mere nothing.
a 1591 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 448 The error, .is great,

but yet not such as doth make a nullity of our church.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 69 What
the plausibilitie of Martin ? A Nullitie

; yea and a wofull

Nullitie, and a piteous Nullitie. 1642 H. Mows. SongofSoul \

ii. i. iv. i, [I] them nigh blame of deep idolatrie That give
j

so much to that slight nullitie. 1791 COWPER Wks. (1837) ;

XV. 226 Such a mere nullity is time, to a creature to whom
\

God gives a feeling heart. 1828 D !SRAELI Chas. /, I. x.
\

287 Like many similar attempts..this predatory attack con
cluded in a nullity. 1860 MOTLEY Nctherl. v. (1868) I. 137 ;

His army was shrinking to a nullity.

NUMB.
c. Of persons : A nonentity.

l657 J- TRAP* Comm. Job xxx. 2 These Sanniones, in the
text were, through idlene&amp;gt;s, iuear nullities in the world. 1846
BROWNING Lett. (1899) I. 394 Such a miserable nullity, and
hiibk of a man. 1874 BLACKIK Self-Cult. 30 In society the
most accomplished man of mere professional skiil is often a
nullity.

Nu lliverse. [f. L. nulli-, nullus no, in

contrast to universe.} A world devoid of any
unifying principle or plan.
1847 WILKINSON tr. Swcdenborg*s Ontl. Infinite Introd.

17 [He] made of the universe an incoherent nulliverse, a
whirl of fleeting sequences, and a delirious chase of Pan .

1882 W.JAMES in Mind 192 The world, .is pure incoherence,
a chaos, a nulliverse, to whose haphazard sway I will not
truckle.

t Nullize, v. Ol)s. rare&quot;
1

, [f. NULL a. +

-UK.] trans. To bring to nothing.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Honour s Farewell 82 Wks. (Grosart)

II. 287 A lowly Fortune is of all despised ; A lofty one, oft,
of it selfe, nullized.

Nullo. Now Typog. [a. It. nullo : see NULL .]

A nought, a cipher.
1598 FLORID, Cero

t Zero, a sipher of naught, a nullo.

01640 JACKSON Creedx. Notes, Wks. IX. 271 To reckon it

[sc. pleasure] not only us a nullo or cypher,, .but as a mere
vacuum or nothing. 1680 W. UK HKITAINK Hum.Pritd. vi.

(1686) 29, I am not much concerned if the Plebeian Heads
take me for the Image of a Fly, a Nullo, a Cypher. 1834
J. JOHNSON Typogr: II. iv. 71 The nullo. .may be used as
a degree in geometrical works.

Wullubist, variant of NULLIBIST.
1668 //. Mores Dir. Dial. Publisher s Pref. A 3 That

new fond Opinion of the Nullubists,. .that God isno-where.

f!N&quot;um, abbreviation of NUMSKULL.
1807 W. IRVING Salntag, (1811) I. 67 Mem. All the New-

Jersey lawyers nums,

t Num., variant of nome NAME v.

^1300 Cursor M. 9823 pe stalworth godd man sal him
num, Godd fader o werld es for to cum.

!Num, obs. pa. pplc. of NIM v.

Numb (nm), a. (and sb.}. Forms : (5 nomyn,)
5-6 nome, 6-8 num, 6-7 numrne, numbe, 7

uumne, 7- numb. [pa. pple. of NIM
z&amp;gt;.]

A. adj. 1. Deprived of leeling, or of the power
of movement, esp. through excessive cold.
c 1440 Projnp. J- ttrv. 358/1 Nomyn, or take wythe J&amp;gt;e

p&\s\e,4ara/iticns. c 1460 Twncley Myst. xxx. in There
chachid I the crumpe, yit held I my grounde halfe nome.
1551 TURNER Herbal i. (1568) 9 Leupardes bayne layd to a

scorpione maketh hyr utterly amazed and num. 1577-82
BRETON Toys ofIdle Head ix, My harte it selfe, is bitten so
with frost, That all my sences now are waxed nome. 1607
ROWLANDS Diogings Lantk. D 2, I make them warme, That
are both colde and numme. 1626 J ACON

Syh&amp;lt;a 735 Leaning
long upon any Part maketh it Numme, and as we call it,

Asleep. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Sefo. 47 Were all seeing
things sightless, there would be no colours..; all feelers

numD, nothing handlesom. 1820 KKATS Eve ofSt. Agnes
i, Numb were the Beadsman s fingers, while he told His
rosary. 1882 OUIDA JMarennua I. 209 Just now I grew
blind and numb.
fig. a 1568 ASCIIAM Scholtm. (Arb.) 148 That their

feete: be feete without ioyntes, that is to say, not distinct

by trew quantitie of sillabes : And so, soch feete, be but
numme. .feete. 1610 Histrio-mastix \. 33 Musick shall
feast the bounteous eares of Peace, Whil st she inspires her
numme conceipt with life. 1869 Speaker j Feb. 453/2 To
foster that sense of history which is as active in that country
as it is numb in our own.

b. Helpless, incapable. A unib hand, an inex

pert or clumsy person, slang.
1801 PALF.Y Nat, Theol. xix. (1819) 302 A snail, as it

should seem, is the most numb and unprovided of all arti
ficers. 1853 R. S. SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tour xxxviii. 212
The fact is, that ladies -maids are only numb hands in all

that relates to hunting. 1866 Punch 27 Oct. 177 The Brad
ford writer is a numb hand .

C. Comb., as numb-cold, -footed, -handed.
1605 Tryall Chevalry in. ii, But death hath layd his num-

cold hand upon me. 1853 R. S.SWTWEaSfoilft sS*. Tour
xxiii. 123 You scandalous, hypocritical, rusty-booted, numb-
handed son of a putting corn-cutter. 1866 CARLYLE Retnin.
(1881) I. 272 A heavy, shortish, numb-footed man.
2. Of the nature of numbness.
1641 MILTON Ck. Govt. vi. Wks. 1851 III. 124 If to bring

a num and chil stupidity of soul., be 10 keep away scMsme,
they keep away schisme indeed. 1836 SIR W. HAMILTON
Discuss. (1852) 269 To induce that numb rigidity Into our in

tellectual life. 187967. George
1

sHosp. R &amp;lt;/.
IX. 795 The note

on that day shows that there had been some smarting pain
in the ear, and also a numb feeling in it occasionally.
tb. Numb palsy t paralysis. Obs.

1649 ROGERS Noaman 35 What a numbe palsey, what a
Laodicean temper.. hath covered us over. 1709 STRVPE
Ann. Ref. I. xliii. 434 He was taken with the numb palsy
on one side. 1772 Boston Gaz. 2 Mar. 3/1 Last Friday died

very sudden of the Numb- Palsey, Mrs. Mary Sigourney.
3. Causing numbness, rare

~l
.

1594 SHAKS. Rich, III, n. i. 117 He. .did giue himselfe(AH
thin and naked) to the numbe cold night.
B. sb. A cold which numbs fish.

1888 ARMSTRONG in Goode Amer. Fishes 119 When we
have extremely cold and cloudy weather,.. the Trout at
the mouth of New River are benumbed.. .When these
4 numbs occur, it is generally known through this and the

adjoining counties, loid.^ There was a numb in January,
1877, and another in the winter of 1879.Numb (nt?m), v. Also 7 numme, numn,
num. [f. prec., or back-formation from next: cf.

the earlier benumb.] trans. To make numb.
1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. iv. iv, I will live, Onely to

numme some others cursed bloode With the dead palsie of



NUMBED.
like misery. 1645 N. DRAKE Sieges Pontcfract Castle
(Surtees)-27 The bullitt grascd upon Captin Fluddes legg,
and numned it a little. 1697 DKYDEN I irg. Gcorg. \. 401
Plough naked, Swain, and naked sow the Land, For lazy
Winter nums the lab ring Hand. 174* GKAY Eton 89
Lo, Poverty, . . That numbs the soul with icy hand. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 266 The people. .perceived,
that the torpedo had actually numbed the dead fishes into
life again. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby in. xxi, A silent mood Hath
numb d the current of his blood. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
I. 413 Age numbs the sense of both worlds.
absol. 1610 MARKHAM

Master(&amp;gt;. n. clxxiii. 487 Cicuta which
wee call hemlocke.,numbeth and astonieth.

Numbed (nmd), ///. a. Also 6-7 numd, 6-8

nummed, 7 nu m)m d
; 6 nombde, 8 numb d.

[f. NUMB a.
; cf. prec. and benumbed.}

1. Deprived of feeling or power of movement,
esp. through cold. Also fig. a. In predicative use.

Also with up.
1553 BRENDF, Q. Cttrtitis Sj, They were streighte wayesso

nummed for colde, that they could not ryse agayne. 1577
GOOGF. H?resl&amp;gt;ac!is Hush. n. (1586) 68 b, You must shake of
the Caterpillers in the morning,, .when they be numbed.
ti 1601 ? MARSTON rasqnil ft Katli. II. 235, I am almost dead,
numb d

vp
with feare. 1655 GI RNALI. Chr. in Arm. v. 195/1

Finding his hands nummed with cold he goes first to the
fire. 1727 A. HAMILTON A&amp;gt;rc Ace. F.. Indies II. xxxix. 89
It grew first red by Inflammation, and then blue and
nummed. 1768 SIR W. JONES Soliina Poems (1777) 3 To
warm the traveller, numb d with winter s cold. 1860 TYN-
DALL Glac. I. xxv. 190, I was too intent upon my work to
heed the cold much, but I was numbed. 1899 Allbutt s

Syst. Med. VI. 586 The tip of the tongue and the lips felt

numbed during cold weather.

b. In attributive use.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. xi. 45 Like lyfull heat to nummed
senses brought, And life to feele that long for death had
sought. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rei . Prol., Drizling sleete
Chilleth the wan bleak cheek of the numd earth, a 1659
LOVELACE Plains 50 I m Ice ; A nummed speaking clod, and
mine own show. My Self congeal d,a Man cut out in Snow.
1716 PorF. [Had vm. 396 The Tendon burst beneath the
pondrous Blow, And his numb d Hand dismiss d the useless
Bow. 1842 MANNING Serin. (1848) I. 195 We are slowly
recovering, anxiously chafing our numbed limbs to life. 1884
Afanch. Exam. 4 June 5/2 The reform agitation first stirred
his numbed faculties into the energies of a free and active
manhood.
absol. n 1659 LOVELACE Poems 72 Fearing we Numm d

fear d no Flagration. [He] Hath curled all his Fires in this
one One.

t 2. Numbedpalsy (see NUMB a. 2 b). Obs.

1655 MOI.-FET & P.ENNET Health s [infra: . 224 They cast

..Sophia Queen of Poland into a numb d Palsie.

t Nu-inbedness. Obs. Also 7 nummed-,
numbd-. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Numbness.
1600 HOLLAND

Lh&amp;lt;y ix. iii. 313 Their bodies also were
possessed as it were with a strange and extraordinarie num-
mednesse in their limmes. 1657 RAND tr. Gassendis Life
Peirescn. 57 He could not rise.., by reason of the like numb-
edness of his thigh and foot. 1676 WISFMAN Surgery (T.),
If the nerve be quite divided, the pain is little, only a kind
of stupor or numbedness.

Number (nc-mbsj), sb. Forms: a. 3-5 noum
bre (4-6 -ber, 5 -bur), 5 nounbre

; 4-5 nowm-
bre (5 -ber, 5-6 -bur) ; 3-6 nombre (5-6 -bur,
-byr, 5-7 -ber); 4 numbur (-bir, -bere), 4-6 ,

numbre, 4- number. 0. 4-5 nowmyre, 4 -mir,
5-6 -mer(e, 5 noumer

; 4 nomir (6 -er, 6 St.

-mer) ; 5-6 nummer (6 -meir, 6 St. -mir). [f.

OF. nombre, nonbre, numbre, tiumere : L. nu-
merum, ace. sing, of numenis, a number. Cf. Du.
nomaier, G., Dan., Sw., Norw. nummer.]

I. 1. The precise sum or aggregate of any col
lection of individual things or persons.
a. 1297 R. GLOL-C. (Rolls) 1397 As weL.Vor loue of be

panes as to wite be noumbre of eche manne [r .n be menne].
a 1300 Cursor M. 503 pe numbre bat out of heuen fell po
can na tung in erth noght tell, c 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.
7436 pe noumbre of payns bat bare griefes Passes be mens
witt bat here liefes. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 139
pis noumbre of fishis bat here weren taken, bitokeneji fe
noumbre of seintis. 1422 tr. Secrtta Secret.

, Prir. Priv. 1 29
Xerses, kynge of Inde, . . strongly gederid huge hostis of
whych no man couth tell the nombyr. 1486 Rk. St.Albans
e ij, The moore nombur than ywis, the cretter the beuy is.

1529 MORE Suffl. Souls Wks. 307/2 He sayth that then
shall the nomber of sore and sick beggers decreace. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. [I, i. iii. 2,0 Thy sad aspect, Hath from the
number of his banish d yeares Pluck d foure away. 1667MILTON P. L. in. 706 What created mind can comprehend
Thir number. 1700 DRYDF.N Pref. Fables, I found, by the
number of my verses, that they began to swell into a little
volume. 1796 SOUTHEY Lett.fr. Spain (1799) 441 The num.
ber of fools is infinite, a 1844 in Stephens Bk. Farm II. 71The number of hurdles required for feeding sheep on
turnips is [etc.]. 1891 E. PEACOCK Nardssa Brendan I. 114The number of books was very large.
//. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 4 Send discouerers forth,To know the numbers of our Enemies, a 1719 ADDISON (J.),

There is but one gate for strangers to enter at, that it may
be known what numbers of them are in the town 1815
ELPHISSTONE Ace. Caubul (1842) II. 98 Their numbers are
not less than thirty thousand families.

. cilfa MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 18 pare was sum tyme
fyue sowdanes after be noumer of be fyue kyngdomes. 1513DOUGLAS jEntis XI. vii. 77 Of thar schippis the nummeir
and maner. 1552 LYNDESAV Monarche 6229 Thow knew the
nomer of predestinat, Quhome thow did can.

b. //. The title of the fourth book in the Bible,
the earlier part of which contains a census of the
Israelites, f Also in sing.
c 1400 BIBLE (Wycl.) Num. Prol., This book clepid Numeri,

256

that is to seie, the book of Noumbre. 150* Ord. Crysten
Men(\V. de-W. 1506) iv. xxi. X jb, Theauncyent testament
in the .xxv. chapitre of nombres. 1563 Homilies n. Idolatry
iii. (1859) r75 As it is written in the book of Numbers,
the twenty-third chapter, that there was no itfol / Jacob.
1589 COOPER Admon, 127 In the Members, he that brake
the Sabbath day, was stoned to death. 1649 ROBERTS
Clnvis Bil l. 52 Numbers,, .so called because a great part of
the Book, especially at the beginning, is spent in Numbring
of the Tribes and Families of Israel. 1727-38 CHAMBERS
Cycl, s.v. Pentateuch, The five books of Moses .. ; viz.

Genesis,. .Numbers, and Deuteronomy. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVII, 426/2 The book of Deuteronomy supposes the pre
vious composition of Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers. 1875
Kncycl. Brit. III. 638/1 The Levitico-Elohistic document,
which embraces most of the laws in Leviticus with large
parts of Exodus and Numbers.

c. A census or enumeration
&amp;lt;?/&quot; persons. rare 1

.

1831 HUTTRICK Voy. 33 Two gentlemen undertook to take
a number of these people, and found it to be about twelve
hundred.
2. A particular sum or aggregate of units, of a

kind specified or implied in the context.
a 1300 Cursor M. 423 pis numbre bat he ordend ban Suld

be bath of angel and man. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xxm.
255 In mesure god made alle manere bynges, And sette hit

at a sertayn and at a syker numbre. 1595 SHAKS. John u. i.

347 Wee l put thee downe, gainst whom these Armes wee
beare, Or adde a royall number to the dead. 1822 SHELLEY
Fititst ii. 408 Quite a new piece, the last of seven, for tis

The custom now to represent that number. 1861 F. MET-
CALFE Oxonian in Iceland (1867) 166, 1200 people were in

vited to the Grave-ale, the greatest number that ever came
to such a ceremony in Iceland.

b. In phr. the number of (so many).
1426 Catal. Deeds P. R. O. IV. 547 [He may] send who

that he will undir the nowmbre of a dozen persons. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur xn. vii. 601 Whanne this crye was made
vnto loyous yle drewe knyghtes to the nomber of fyue
honderd. (&quot;1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 481 Al

thys company were to the numbre of xv. thousande
Knightes. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhedats Cony. E.
Ind. i. vii. 18 b, Where also then were in sight the number
of twentie Moores skirmishing with their dartes.

3. A sum or total of abstract units.

Golden number-, see GOLDEN a. 6.

13.. Cursor M. 419 (Gott.), pat suld be a numbre hale,
And mani thousand to haue in tale, a 1380 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1878) 63/1 Of be mesures of figures and
musek, And of alle fre noumbres ek. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R* xix. cxviii. (1495) 922 The seconde odde nombre,
that is the nombre of fiue and hyghte Quinarius. c 1420
York Myst. xliv. 9 For parfite noumbre it is none, Off
elleuen for to lere. 1570 RILLIXGSLEY Euclid vii. def. 17.
186 When two numbers multiplying them selues.. produce
an other : the number produced is called a plaine or super-
ficiall number. 1598 SHAKS. Merry M~. v. i. 3, I hope good
lucke lies in odde numbers. 1600 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mor.
46 Themselues alone will be thought the Numbers, that

giue a substantiall existence to the being of them all. 1667
MILTON P. L. vm. 114 Distance inexpressible By Numbers
that have name. 1753 CHA.MBKRS Cycl. Suppl. App_. s.v.,

The figurate Numbers of any order may be found without

computing those of the preceding orders. 1820 SHELLEY
(Ed. Tyr. i. 128 If you were to dream Of a particular
number in the Lottery, You would not buy the ticket?

1859 B. SMITH Arith. $ Alg. (ed.6) 35 A Mixed Number is

composed of a whole number and a fraction.

b. In //. as a subject of study or science.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 234 Some to dyuyne and
diuide, noumbres to kenne. c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol.,
I haue perceiued well by certeyne euidences thine abilite to
lerne sciencez touchinge noumbres & propordouns. 1693
PEPYS Let. to Newton 22 Nov., The late project.. has
almost extinguished, .at all placesof public conversation in

this town, especially among men of numbers, every other
talk. 1711 STF.ELE Spect. No. 174 F 5 None of all these

Things could be done by him without the Exercise of his

Skill in Numbers. 1776 JOHNSON in Boswell 16 Mar., We
may instance the science of numbers, which all minds are

equally capable of attaining.

c. Line of Numbers, Gunter s Line.

1667 LEYBOURN (iitle\ The Line of Proportion or N umbers,
commonly called Gunter s Line, made easie. By which
may be measured all manner of Superficies and Solids.

1688- [see GUNTER]. 1828 MOORE Pract. Navig, 91 The
difT. of long. 419 on the line of numbers.

d. A symbol or figure, or collection of these,
which represents graphically an arithmetical total

;

a ticket or label bearing such signs.
1837 DICKENS Picku . ii, A strange specimen of the human

race, .with a brass label and number round his neck. 1854
OrrsCirc. Sci.^Math.Sci. 5 Figures thus have, .a value de

pending upon the places they occupy in a number. 1864 J.
DONALDSON Chr. Lit. I. 214 The appeal to the Greek letters

as numbers, is conclusive proof of the writer s habitual use
of the Greek Scriptures.

4. The particular mark or symbol, having an
arithmetical value, by which anything has a place
assigned to it in a series.

^1391 CHAUCER Astrol. i. S The nombres of the degres
of tho signes ben writen in Augrim aboue. 1830 MARRYAT
King s Own- xxxix, A strange sail, who had not.. shown
her number. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii, Would any body
believe as an informer ud go about in a man s cab, not

only takin down his number, but ev ry word he says into

the bargain? 18^0 Dav. Cofip. xix, Where does he

sleep? What s his number? 1880 Standard ij Dec., If

anybody imagines that it is easy to take a Policeman s
* number he had better try the experiment.

b. Naitt. Of a ship: To make her number ,

(a) to communicate by signal the figure by which
she is registered ; () to obtain a good place on
the shipping register.
1836 MARRYAT Pirate xvii, The Enterprise had made her

number, 1880 Daily Tel. 14 Apr. 5/5 The good ship had

NUMBER.
a first-rate captain, a skilled crew, was well found and
fitted, and she may make her number yet.

c. To lose the number of ones mess t to die, to

perish. So to settle etc., to cause one s death.

1834 MARRYAT P. Si tnfife xxx iil, I have an idea that some
of us will lose the number of our mess. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s
Word-bk. 501 Losing the number of tlie mess is a phrase
for dying suddenly; being killed or drowned. 1881 J, F.
KEANE Six Mths. in Meccak 60 Fetching me one on the
skull, that would have settled the number of my mess

,
but

for the thickness of my too attractive head-dress.

5. Prefixed to a numeral, as number two or
No. 2 (see No.), for the purpose of designating
things or persons by the place assigned to them in

an arithmetical series.

1390 GowEitCowyC 111.125 Of Signes in the nombre ellevene

Aquarius hath take his place.

1677 MOXOK Meek. Exerc, u. 20 The true square. .as

you were taught [in] Numb, i . . is a great ornament.
1707 MORTIMER ffitsb. (1721) I. 162 Sometimes the best
Madder is worth eight or nine Pounds a hundred, and the
Number O six Pound Ten Shillings. 1710 SWIFT Jrnl. to

Stella 15 Sept., I forgot to mark my two former letters ;

but I remember this is number 3. 1836 DICKENS Pick-it..

x, Number twenty-two wants his boots. 1867 Matefs
Progress III. 5 It is hard to say. .why this especial house
should have been Number Nine at all, seeing there were
to be but six houses in the row. 1890 R. EOLDREWOOD
Col.-Reformer (1891) 288 [We] are having a glass of cham
pagne ; will you join us ? it is number two V

b. Number one, one s self, one s own person
and interests

; esp. in to look aftert
or take care of,

number one. (Cf. ONE 6d.)
1704-5 T. PITT in Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) III. 99 The

Knight I doubt not, but tis very careful of number one,
and looks no further. 1794 Times 21 Mar. in Ashton Old
Times (1885) 306 Long had it [a cat] lived upon the fat of
the land, in Charlotte St.,.. where it took great care of
Number one ! 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xix, We always
take care of number one. 1830- [see ONE 6d]. 1850
THACKERAY Pendennis Ivi, Almost every person, ..as it

seeirs to us, is occupied about Number One. 1892 New
castle Even. Chron. ii Jan. 4/4 They., were going to
look after number one in the future.

0. A single (numbered) part or issue of a book
or periodical. In numbers^ in a series of separate

parts published at intervals.

1757 FOOTE Author i. Wks. 1799 I. 132 Master Clench. .

has a folio a coming out in numbers. 1795 Gentl. Mag.
540/1 A good-natured friend, who shewed me the last

number of the Critical Review. 1851 MAYHEW London
Lab. I. 290/1 He used to buy up all the old back numbers
of the cheap periodicals. 1853 MRS. GASKELL Cran-
ford i, I consider it vulgar, and below the dignity of

literature, to publish in numbers. 1884 AtJiettamm Dec.

773 In our number for December 2710, we shall give a series

of articles on the Continental Literature of the Year.
nttrib. 1813 in N. $ Q. joth Ser. III. (1905) 66 Those

subscribers .. who choose to be accommodated with the

Apocrypha may now be supplied by giving orders to the ..

Number-men. i&*y MACKENZIE Hist. Aeit costle II. 729
Mr. M. Brown carried on the number business with great

spirit. 1864 Glasgow Her. n Apr., Messrs. J. & J. Forsyth
..beg to inform Dealers, Canvassers, and all others con
nected with the Number Trade

,
that they [etc.],

b. A person designated by a certain number.
1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artit. Man. (1862) 196 The first

seven numbers run up. c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catech.

14 Order any two numbers to draw it out.

C. One of a collection of songs or poems.
1878 STEVENSON Inland Voy. 119 There was a number in

the hawker s collection called Conscrits Franfais, which

may rank among the most dissuasive war-lyrics on record.

1894 Wcsim. Gas. 21 Feb. 3/1 There are only 28 numbers
in the little book, but none of them is quite insignificant,
while many contain really memorable lines and stanzas.

d. A part or division of an opera, oratorio, etc.

1881 Athenaeum 347/2 The best numbers of the work are,
in our opinion, the duet for soprano and tenor. .and the

final chorus. 1891 Guardian 23 Sept. 1531 The names
of the singers of all the solo numbers. 1897 Yorksh. Post
8 Mar. 4/5 A drawing-room recital of some of its numbers
was given on Thursday.

II. 7. The full tale or count of a collection,

company, or class of persons. Also//.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9416 pat bis oxspring war o

J&amp;gt;at
tale pat

moght fulfill be numbre hale . . o bam bat fell. 1390
GOWER Con/. III. 276 The nombre of Angles which was
lore.. He thoghte to restore. 1483 Anc. Cal. Rec. DubL
(1889) 364 Suche persones as they thynketh lyable to full-

fill the nombre of the xlviii. demijures. c 15*0 M. NISBET
N, T., Acts Prol., The novmer of the appstilis

war fulfillit.

597 SHAKS. a Hen. IV, in. ii. 201 There is two more called

then your number : You must haue but foure heere sir.

1667 MILTON P. L. in. 332 Hell, her numbers full, Thence-

forth shall be for ever shut. 1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 494
How sad it were for Arthur.. To., miss the wonted number
of my knights.

b. In contexts denoting inclusion in the par
ticular company or collection of persons for things)

specified. Usu. of, in, or to the number of (etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 23875 He has us in his numbur tald, Als

his scepe of his aun fald. c 1400 AfoL Loll. 56 If I were. .of

be noumbre of bischoppis, I were of be noumbre ofmen to be

dampntd. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur Pref. i Admytted..in
to the nombre of the ix beste & worthy of whome was fyrst

the noble Arthur. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. i. (S. T. S.) I.

15 He was haldin be)e pepil for Jupiter Indiges, and ekit

to be nowmer of goddis. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane s Conim.

197 So that men also of theyr religion might be admitted to

be of that nombre. 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. x. 12 For we dare

not make our selues of the number. 1667 MILTON / . /-. v.

840 But more illustrious made, since he the Head One of

our number thus reduc t becomes. 1754 CHATHAM Lett,

to Nephew iv. 25 Is gratitude in the number of a man s



NUMBER.
virtues? 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 17 Whose lover was of the

number Who now keep That calm sleep Whence none may
wake. 1852 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) IV. 100 They would
..rank as enemies of order, and be added to the number of

those who are the unfortunate subjects of the Return.

-j-c. (As in prec.) The class or category of
something. Obs.

1577 GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. \. (1586) 35 Columella
countes it rather in the number of Fodder for cattell. then of
Pulse for man. 1638 R. BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. III.)

103, I count not Amazons in the Number of women, but
of Monsters and prodigees. 1690 TEMPLE Ess. t Learning
Wks. 1720 I. 298 There are three, which I do not conceive

well, how they can be brought into the Number of Sciences ;

which are, Chymistry, Philology, and Divinity. 1757 A.
COOPER Distiller in. Ixiv. (1760) 261 Universally allowed to

be a mineral Production of the Number of IJitumens.

d. The body or aggregate of persons specified.

1529 MORE Dyaloge in. Wks. 205/2 Y L&amp;gt; church that is to

witte the nombre & congregacion of good and right be-

leuyng folke. a 1562 G. CAVENDISH Vrols&y (Ellis) 74 The
Kyng..havyng abouyt his person,.. beside the wonderful!
nomber of nobyll men and gentilmen, Hi great garcls. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 178 Euery of this happie number
That haue endur d shrew d daies, and nights with vs.

f e. Those forming a specified class ; also, the

multitude, the common herd. Qbs. rare.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man\ \\. 92 Casula;..the barbarous

number, by the addition of one letter pronounce it Capsula.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. HI. i. 72 By mingling them with

v&amp;gt;,
tbe

honor d Number. 1738 POPE Epil. Xat. ii. in The Number
may be hang d, but not be crown d.

8. A (lar^e, small, etc.) collection or company
&amp;lt;?/&quot; persons or things.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2300 A brem numbre of bestes.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 55 A grete noumer of
\&amp;gt;Q

childer of Israel ware slayne. (1400 Destr. Troy 1173 A
noumbur hoge Of Grekes were gedret. c 1475 Partenayyj

. Ther was A Erie.. Which of children had A huge noumbre
gret. 1533 MORE Dtbell. Salem Wks. 1036/2 There is no
sma! nomber of suche erronious englishe bokes prynted.

1560 UAUS tr. Sleittane s Comm. 192 b, An infinite nombre
of grassehoppers came flieng into Germany. 1638 JUNIUS
Paint. Ancients 28 Among such a number of rich and arti-

ficiall monuments. 1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier s Trav.
II. ii, xxiv, 202 The Java Lords,., drawing their poyson d

Daggers, cry d a Mocca upon the English, killing a great
number of them. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (Globe) 53 There
arose an innumerable Number of Fowls of many Sorts.

1743 J. MORRIS Serin, vii. igr There is a great number of

other passages of scripture, in which they must be under-

stood of children. 1897 F. HALL in Nation LXIV. 396/2
A good number of them were, doubtless, brought across the

ocean by British immigrants.
b. Without dependent genitive.
1400 Destr. Troy 8212 Agamynon the grete. .With a

noyus nowmbur, nait men of strenght. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xx. xx. 834 The noble knyghtes came oute of the

Cyte by a grete nombre. IS3S COVERDALE Gen. xxxiv. 30,

I am but a small nombre : Yfthey gather them selues now
together against me, they shal slaye me. 1560 UAUS tr.

Sleidane s Cotnnt. i3oTherfore were bookes brought thether

in a wonderfull numbre. 1589 COOPER Admon. 120 Which
dealing, .cannot be without great offence of an infinite

nomber. x833CRUSK tr. Eusebius iv. iii. 130 This work is also

preserved by a great number. 1895 Pall Mall Mag. Nov.

459 A considerable number are employed in.. workshops.
9. A certain (usu. a large or considerable) com

pany, collection, or aggregate ^/&quot;persons
or things,

not precisely reckoned or counted.

1380 WVCLIF St-rm. Sel. Wks. II. 309 In
J&amp;gt;e

Chirche
ab .ve in heven is a noumbre of greeteseintis. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1147 Nestor with a nombur of noble men all. 1535
COVERDALE Acts v. 36 There cleued vnto him a nombre of

men, aboute a foure hundreth. 1580 FULKE Retentive^
Disc. Dang. Rock 164 A number more of such principall
heades of Christian learning. 1626 BACON Sylva 567
Water- Lilly.. hath a Root in the Ground ; And so have a

Number of other Herbs that grow in Ponds. 1795 SOUTHEV

Lctt.fr. Spain (1799) 8 A number of little forts are erected

about the adjoining coast. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I.

n. vi. 282 The dates of both agree.. in a number of their

notices. 1860 S. WILBERFORCE^. fus&fM (1874) 338 He. .

kept himself by keeping a number of bees.

b. Without dependent genitive. Freq.-many
persons (cf. lob).
1565 Cott. Libr. Col. B 10 fol. 372 In this mean time there

rose a nombre in the Court. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. i.

2 Much.. may seem to a number perhaps tedious, per

haps obscure. Ibid. x. 2 After men began to grow to a

number, the first thing we read they gave themselves unto
was the tilling of the earth. 1833-6 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.

Sk. (1873) II. iv. it 382 The testimony of a number is more

cogent than the testimony of two or three,

t C. Const, without of. Obs. rare.

1583 BABINGTON Contniandin, 245 With a number such
mockes and diuelish tauntes. Ibid. 252 Vnto which and a
number such other perswasions in the word the prophane
writers.. haue agreed. 1623 BRETON Souls Lm&amp;gt;e xxi ii, A
number plagues the Lord did further threaten.

10. //. A (great, infinite, etc.) multitude or aggre

gate of persons or things.
(-1400 Destr. Troy 11139 What fortherit the fight of

\&amp;gt;o

fell maidyns, Syn the grekes on horn gedrit in so gret
nowmbers? c 1470 HENRY Wallace vii. 1104 He chargyt
thaim, with nowmeris mony ane Rycht weill beseyn, in

Scotland for to ryd. 1575 L. LLOYD Afarroiy of Hist.

(1653) 21 Xerxes,., whose infinite numbers of Navies covered
the Ocean seas. 1600 PORY tr. Leo s Africa vi. 271 Here
are infinite numbers of scorpions, but no flies at all. 1813
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XI. 21 The French have
lost immense numbers of men. 1847-9 Todays Cycl. Anat.
IV. 2/2 The numbers in which these creatures abound
baffles all expression.

b. Many (persons, etc.).

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixviii. 6 Whereas none of

VOL. VI;
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them which were in the one could perish, numbers in the

other are cast away. 1667 MILTON / . L. xi. 480 A Lazar-

house it seemd, wherein were laid Numbers of all diseased.

1709 SWIFT Adi:. Relig. Wks. 1751 IV. 124 They might. .

be raised to as high a Perfection as Numbers are capable of

receiving. 1760-2 GOLDSM. Cit. IV. Ixxv, There are num
bers in this city who live by writing new books. 1802 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. viii. 57 Able to speak.,
before numbers. 1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in Iceland

(1867) 182 Numbers of fish kept rising at my grilse flies.

1866 S. WILBERFORCE Sp. Missions (1874) 261 It was a time
when sermons were read by numbers, and admired by
multitudes.

C. In contexts denoting superiority or power
derived from numerical preponderance.
1638 SIR T, HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 289, 1000 Persians were

slaine and 20000 Turks ;
but by their numbers the Persians

were forced to leave the field. 1761 CHURCHILL Night 359
Can numbers then change Nature s stated laws? Can
numbers make the worse the better cause? 1833 J. MAR
SHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 276 European policy, numbers
and skill prevailed. 1861 F. METCALFE Oxonian in Iceland

(1867) 176 Coming to close quarters, they overpowered the

foreigners by force of numbers. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Comtniu,
III. xcv. 325 This is in fact the essence of. .popular govern
ment, and the justification for vesting powers in numbers.

III. 11. That aspect of things which is in

volved in considering them as separate units of

which one or more may he taken or distinguished.
c 1303 St. Edmund 225 in E.E. P. (1862) 77 Arsmetrike is

a lore
J&amp;gt;at

of figours al is. . in \read cX\ numbre iwis. 1388
WVCLIF Pref. Ep. Jerome vii, The mysteries of al the hool

crafte of noumbre. c 1400 tr. Sect-eta Secret. , GOT. Lonfs/i,

60 He hauys ordeyned by his wyt alle binges yn euyn
weight and certeyn nombre and ordre. c 1440 Alph. Talcs

482 A chanon at was so symple S; so vnconnync; b^t he

cuthe nott tell no maner of nowmer, nor tell whilk was od
whilk was evyn. 1570 UILLINGSI.EY Enclid\\\. 183 Nomber

compaseth all thinges. and is. .the being and very essence
of all thinges. 1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan i. iii, This

present journey, From whence it is all number to a cipher,
I ne er return with honour. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 38

Speed, to describe whose swiftness Number failes. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xvi. (1695) 107 Our Idea of Infinity
..seems to be nothing, but the infinity of Number. 1762
KAMES Elem. Crit. (1774) II. 535 A child, .perceives a
difference between many and few ; and that difference it is

taught to call number. 1867 DK. ARGYLL Reign ofLaw ii.

75 These laws of number and proportion pervade all Nature.

1884 tr. Lotze s /,&amp;lt;7vr 189 That other saying. ., that God has

ordered everything by measure and number.
Comb. 1610 HEYWOOO Gold. Age \\. i, Shall I sweet Lady,

adde vnto your grace, And but for number-sake supply that

place ?

fig- x
&quot;73

FOOTE Bankrupt \\. Wks. 1759 II. 115, 1. .call d
;

him a citizen in the London Gazette,.. Pass
1d a few neces- \

sary notes to get him number and value, white-wash d him, |

and sent him home.

f b. Geometrical figure. Obs. rare.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxvi. (1495) 926 The
nombre lineall begynnyth fro one and is wryte arowe and

lyne vnto endlesse. Ibid.) The nombre superficiall is wryten
not oonly in lengthe but also in brede as thre cornerde
nombre and four cornerde and fyue cornerde and rounde.

t C. Proportion or comparison. Obs. rare 1
.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Loz-e i. viii. (Skeat) 1. 119 It is a fayr

lykenesse, a pees or oon grayn of whete, to a thousand

shippes ful of corne charged ! What nombre is betwene the
oon and th* other?

d. Phren. The faculty of numbering or calcu

lating.
1835 Brit. Cycl., Arts^ Sci. II. 218/1 The organ of

calculation or number (as it is sometimes called) is marked
28. 1865 Chambers s Encycl. VII. 516/2 Number. The
organ of this faculty is placed at the outer extremity of the

eyebrows. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 845/2 Number, on
the external angular process of the frontal bone.

12. In phrases denoting that persons, things, etc.,

have not been, or cannot be, counted.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8161 Folc of arabie, So muche bat

|&amp;gt;er
nas non noumbre of hor compainye. 1393 LANGL.

P. Pt.C. xxiii. 269 }e wexef&amp;gt;
oute of numbre. c 1400 Apot.

Loll. 5 He ledib wifi him self going bifore to helle peple
wifxxitun nowmbre. a 1400-50 Alexander 1554 With

prestis with prelatis a pake out of nombre. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 366 b/i The holy poure ladyes whiche [thou]
hast drawento penaunce without nombre. 1534 WHITINTON
Tullyes Offices i. (1540) 28 Marathon, Salamyne, Plate,.,
and other out of nombre. 1667 MILTON P.L. in. 346 A
shout Loud as from numbers without number. 1751 JOHN
SON Rambler No. 36 F 5 The sense of this universal

pleasure has invited numbers without number to try their

skill in pastoral performances. 1810 UENTHAM Packing
(1821) 92 Persons out of number are amusing themselves
with rendering what, I hope, appears to themselves, at

least, good service to the country. 1892 Law 7YwXCII.
147/1 Times without number the courts in bankruptcy have
been called upon to decide the question.

13. In number , a. In sum total; altogether.

(Also f by number.)
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2289 Kene men of armes, twenty

hundered & tvo trewli in numbre. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Saw,\\,

15 Thanne rysen and wenten twelue bi noumbre of Ben la -

myn. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5259 For tweyn in nombre is bet

than three In every counsel and secree. 1423 JAS. I Kingis
Q. xix, Goddis and sistris all, In nowmer ix., as bokis speci-

fye. 1538 STARKEY England it. i. 150 We schold not only
haue the pepul incresyd in nombur, but also

[etc,]. 1573
TUSSER Husb. (1878) 107 These toppingly gests be in num
ber but ten. 1615 SANDYS Trav. 50 In number about thirtie

or fortie thousand. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 49 Equal in

number to that Godless crew. 1789 COWPER Catharina 26

Though the pleasures of London exceed In number the

days of the year. 1886 Laiu Times LXXXII. 94/1 A
mortgage of the stock of sheep, about 6500 in number, on
nn Australian run.

NUMBER.

fb. In numerical place or order. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (J/J7/j/Vz.r) 3 pe aposti! sancte

mathy, pat In nowmyr J&amp;gt;e
laste ves, In stad of &amp;gt;e tratour

ludas. 1561 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 2 Thre
Questionis,..quhilkLs ar in noumbre the \xxiii. xx*iiii. and
xxxv. of The Four Score Thre Questionis.

f c. Together or along with others. Obs.&quot;~
l

c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 874 Off this dispyt amendys I

think to haiff, Or de thar for in nowmyr with the laifiT.

f!4. A (great) collection, etc. = sense 8. Al^o
without adj.

= sense 9. Obs,
a 1352 MiNOT Poems (ed. Hall) iii. 82 With grete noumbur

ofsmale botes. a 1400-50 Alexander 215 J&amp;gt;e
mode kyngu

of Messedone with mekill nounbre .. fame out of tonne.

1456 SIK G. HAVE Law Arms (S.T.S.) 53 He sawdit grete
nowmer of men of armys. ^11533 I.D. HEBNERS Gold, Bk.
/I/. Anrel. (1546) H ij, There is great te nombre of parcialitit-s.
1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. in. iii. 29 Belike you slew &reat num
ber of his people. 1663 GERHIER Counsel f i, Clovis..did
coate number of Flour-de-lis. Hid. g 2 b, Nor is this pre
sent Age void of number of Authors, who have wriitt-n

more on Architecture.

b. = sense 10. rare
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xviii. 83 In bathe bir citez dwel-

lez Cristen men .. in grete noumer. 1485 Sttrtt t s Misc.

(1888) 43 \\&quot;t othre in grete nombre assembled iher. 1819
SHELLEY A/as/: ofAnarchy xxxviii, Rise like Lions after

slumber, In unvanquishable number.

c. sense IDC. rare.

l6iz T.ACON Ess., Grcatn. Kingd. (Arb.) 472 Walled Towns,
.. Mas.sc of treasure, N umber in At mies. ,,are all but a Sheep
in a Lions skin, except the. .disposition of the people be

mllitarie. 1625 Il-id. 473 Many art: the Examples, of the

great oddes between Number and Courage. 1667 MILTON
/-*. L. v. 899 Nor number, nor example with him wrought
To swerve from truth.

IV. 1 15. Quantity, amount. Obs. rare.

13.. E. E.Allit. / . B. 1283 fe goldc of
[
e ga/afylacc to

swybe gret noumbre. ^1380 WVCLIF Scl. \\ k$. III. 277
So bes worldly clerkis and religiouse taken huge noumbre
of temperal goodls. 1477 CAXTON Jason 76 b, And [they]

promised them grete nombre of money if they might come
and obteyn their entent. 1534 WHITISTCN Tullyes Offices
in. (1540) 135 An honest man hath . . brought a great nombre
of wheate in the derth tyme. a 1670 SPALDING Troub,
Chas. / (1850) I.

3^47
The cordincris of hoth Abirdeins wes

commandit . . to give wp..the number of thair tedder, and
to mak wp.. thair portion of 20,000 pair of schois. 1720
Humourist 185,1 have seen.. one Man plowing with one

Horse; which.. saves a Number of Money.
16. Cram. The property in words of denot

ing that one, two, or more persons or things are

spoken of; the special form of a word by which
this is expressed.
1377 LANGL. P. Fl. B. x. 237 Three propre persones ac

nou^t in plurel noumbre, For al is but on god. 1393 Ibid.

C. iv. 349 In kynde and in case and in cours of noumbre. 1523
FrrzHERB.^wrz .Qb, Where he sayth de molendims,y whiche
is in the plurell nombre. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 26 Of the

gendre and nombre of the substantyve. 1591 PERCIVALL

Sp. Diet. B iij, There are two numbers, the singular speak
ing of one, the plurall of moe. 1636 B. JONSON Eng^. Gram.
vii, Of number that word is termed to be, which signifieth
a number singular, or plural. 1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 182/2
The Plural Number of vSmp is often made use of where a

large Quantity of Water is designed to be expressed. ? 1751
CHATHAM Lett, to his Nephew i. 3, I will desire you.. to

write smoaks in the plural number, in the last Pine but one.

1824 L. MURRAY Gram. (ed. 5) I. 80 The singular number

expresses but one object. 1873 MORRIS Eng. Accidence 93
The oldest English had the dual number only in the per
sonal pronouns, which we no longer preserve.

17. Conformity, in verse or music, to a certain

regular beat or measure ; rhythm.
1477 NORTON Ord. Alch.

y.
in Ashm. (1652) 81 Without

true Number no Man trulie maie sing. 1553 I
1

. WILSON
Rhet. (1580) 163 He maie appere to keepe an uniformitie,
and (as I might saie) a nomber in the vttering of his sen

tence. 1641 HINDE J. Bnu-n iii. n Mixt dancing of men
and women, with light and lascivious gestures and actions,
framed in number and measure to please a wanton eye.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 687 With Heav nly touch of in

strumental sounds In full harmonic number joind.

18. //. a. Musical periods or groups of notes.

1579 E. K. Gloss. .Spenser s Sheph* Cal. Oct. 27 Plato
and Pythagoras, held for opinion, that the mynd was made
of a certaine harmonic and musicall nombers. 1598 DRAY-
TON Heroic. Ep. xv. 93 In Musickes Numbers my Voyce
rose and fell. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 255 The secret power
Of harmony in tones and numbers hit By voice or hand.
c 1690 PRIOR To C tess of Exeter Playing on Lute, That
with Your Numbers You our Zeal might raise. 1702 ROWR
Tamerl. i. i, When some skilful Artist strikes the Strings
The magick Numbers rouzeour sleeping Passions. 1762 SIK

W. JONES Arcadia Poems (1777) 117 Now on the flute with

equal grace he play d, And his soft numbers died along the

shade. 18x0 SCOTT Lady of L. \. Introd., Harp of the

North ! that .. down the fitful breeze thy numbers flung.
a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 354 Pour again those holy

numbers, Which thou warblest there alone.

b. Metrical periods or feet ; hence, lines, verses.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 57, I feare these stubborn lines

lack power to moue. . . These numbers will I teare, and write

in prose. 1629 DAVENANT Albffirine Ded., My Numbers I

do not shew unto the publick Eye, with an ambition to be

quickly known. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 38 Then feed on

thoughts, that voluntarie move Harmonious numbers. 1709
POPE Ess. Crit. 337 But most by Numbers judge a Poet s

song \ And smooth or rough, with them is right or wrong.
1773 MRS. CHAPONE Improw. Mind (1774) II. 167 Numbers
and rhymes . . being so easily learn d by heart. 1824 L.

MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 479 Our translators of the

Bible, have often been happy in suiting their numbers to the

subject. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 202 Men were
in no humour to be charmed by the transparent style and
melodious numbers of the apostate.
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NUMBER.

f o. A subdivision of a line. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 258 tiote, Whatever exceeded

two times (a short syllable being estimated as half a time)
was termed not a foot but a number.

Number (mrmbai), v. Forms : a. 3 noum-
bri (4 -bir, 5-6 -bre), 4-5 nowmbre (5 -ber,

-byr, -bur), 4-6 nombre (5 -brye, 6 -ber),
6-8 numbre (6 Sf. -bir), 6- number. 0. 4 nomer,

5 (6 Sf.) nowmer (5 -on), 5 Sc. noumer, 6 Sf.

novmer, nummer. [ad. OF. nombrer : L.

numerare (cf. NUMERATE), f. nttmems number.]
1. trans. To count, to ascertain the number of

(individual things or persons).
a. 1297 R. GLOI T

C. (Rolls) 1399 Aboute ierusalem bis noum-

bringe he bigan As in be middel of be world to noumbri eche

man. A 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxi. 17
|&amp;gt;ai

noumbird..all

my banes. 1390 GOWER Conf.\. 218 It mihte noght be nom
bred, The folk which after was encombred Tnurgh him.

1426 Lvnc, DtGnil. Pilgr. 19338 Thousandis mo than I kan

nowmbre. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xni. xv. 633 Syr Gala
had . . sawe soo moche peple in the stretes that he myghte not

nombre them. 1526 Pilgr. / erf. (W. de W. 1531) 254 His

ioyntes were dissolued and losed, so that his bones myght
be nombred. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. in. xlii. 290 The Prin-

cipall Person of the Assembly, whose office was to number
the Votes. 1671 MILTON- P. R. in. 410 When thou stood st

up his Tempter to the pride Of numbring Israel. 1709
STEELF. ADDISON 7*ffi7&amp;lt;?&amp;gt;- No. 81 p 2 Prodigious Multitudes

of People, which no Man could number. 1820 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb. iv. 420 Like a flock of sheep They pass
before his eye, are numbered, and roll on ! a 1862 BUCKLK
Misc. ll ks. (1872) I. 527 Mussulmans consider every

attempt to number the people as a mark of great impiety.
absol. ^1430 Freemasonry (ed. Halliw. 1840) 571 Astro

nomy nombreth, my dere brother, Arsmetyk scheweth won

thyng that ys another.

ft- ^ 375 $c Leg- $ * ** XM i - (Ci fiiia) 404 pai ma nocht

nomeryt be, pat resawit bis halynes. c 1440 Promp. Purr.

360/1 Nowmeron, numero. c 1440 Alph. Tales 293, I am
j?e aungell off God sent for to nowmer bi fute-steppis.

b. To ascertain the amount or quantity of

(something), rare.

c 1420 LYDG. Commend. Our Lady 100 Whan that Gabriel

W th joy theegreite that may not be nombred. 1335 COVER-
DALE Gen. xli. 49 He left of nombrynge of it [corn], for it

coude not be nombred. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. in. ii. 17

Scribes, Bards, Poets, cannot Thinke, speake, cast, write,

sing, number : hoo, His loue to Anthony.

fc. To compute, calculate, reckon, measure.
c 1394 /*. PI. Crede 178 Merkes of marchauntes y-medled

bytwene, Mo ban twenty and twotwyes y-noumbred. 1530
PALSGR. 644/2, 1 nombre, as an astronomer doth his thing
by aulgonsme,/ caleule. Ibid., Have you nombred the

distaunce bytwene the sonne and the moone? 1579 DIGGKS
Stratiot. i To number anye summe nothing else it is, but to

declare the value of everie Figure placed. 1669 STURMY
Mariner s Mag. i\*. viii. 218 The half of the deg. and mm.
thus numbred together, will be the Elevation of the Pole.

1794 T. TAYLOR Pausanias** Descr. Greece III. 7, I was
desirous of accurately numbering the interval of time from
one Daedal festival to another.

2. To enumerate, to reckon up. Also ahsol.

? a 1400 Alorte Arth. 2658 They are nowmerde fulle

neghe, and namede in roller, Sexty thowsande and tene.

435 MISYN Fire of Loi&amp;gt;e 97, I hope no binge emonge all

oj&amp;gt;er
bat may be nowmbyrde of clarkis bat may vs socur so

mikyll. .als feruent lufe of
f&amp;gt;e godhede. 1470-85 MALORY

Arthur xviu. xviii. 757 Thenne syr Bors de ganys came.,
and he was nombred that he smote doune twenty knyghtes.
1590 MARLOWE -znd PL Tambnri. in. v, So from Arabia
Desert.. Came forty thousand warlike foot and horse, Since
last we number d to your majesty. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. &amp;lt;y

Commw. (1603) 26 The quantities of ladders,
bridges shot, powder, and other furnitures following so

royal 1 an armie, what pen can number? 1686 tr. Chardin s
Trav. Persia 252 Relick-;. .among which they number up
the Veronique. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. (1877) I. 4 If..

you numbered up the acts of trust.

f b. In passive. To be of a certain number
; to

amount /a, or be equal to, in number. Obs.

14.. Tnndale s I
7
is. 2220 He mad colagys and chyrchys

mony That nomburd wer to foure and fourty. c 1470 Got.

ff Gaw. 227 Thay drive on the da deir be dalis and doun.
And of the nobillest be-name, noumerit of nyne. 1628
GAULE Pract. The. 43 Had I ..Tongues and Lips numbred
to those Hands of the Poets Briareus.

c. To fix the number of; to reduce to a definite

number
;
to make few in number

;
to bring near

to a close. (Chiefly in passive.)
1382 WYCLIF Dan. v. 26 God hath noumbride thi rewme,

and fulfilled it. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. ll itchcr. v. v. (1886)

79_
Man.. hath his daies numbred. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I Y,

i. iv. 25 The Sands are numbred, that makes vp my Life.

1847 C. BROSTE J. Eyre xxv, The month of courtship had
wasted, its very last hours were being numbered. 1869
TROLLOPE He Knew, etc. Ii. (1878) 281 The opinion became
general that Miss Stanbury s days were numbered. 1883
Daily Tel. 10 Nov. 5/3 We are told by croakers that the
days of fox-hunting are numbered in these sporting islands.

fd. To collect, up to a certain number. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Chron. ii. 2 And he noumbrede seuenty
thousand of men berynge in schulderis. 1533 BELLENDEN
Livy n. xvii. (S. T. S.) I. 195 Quhen bir consults war
nowmerand bare legiouns,. .Comperit afore bame ane huge
pepill desiring peace. 1611 BIBLE i Kings xx. 25 Number
thee an armie, like the armie that thou hast lost.

3. To check, control, or verify the number of;
to count or tell over. Also ahsol.

1535 COVERDALE i Saw. xiv. 17 And whan they nombred,
beholde, lonathas & his wapen bearer was not there. 1632
MASSINGER City Madam v. iii, Let my brother number
His beads devoutly ! 1692 DRYDEN Eleonora 198 Anchises
looked not with so pleased a face In numbering o er his
future Roman race. 1725 POPE Odyss. xui. 262 Then on

258

the sands he rang d his wealthy store, The gold, the vests,

the tripods, number d o er. 1784 COWFER Task v. 425 To
wear out time in nmnb ring to and fro The studs that thick

emboss his iron door. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab iv. 241 Or
thou delight st In numbering o er the myriads of thy slain.

fb. To count out or pay down (money). Obs*

1502 Will of Heed (Somerset Ho.), I
1 in Redy money

nombred. 1671 MILTON Samson 1478 His ransom.. shall

willingly be paid And numberd down. 1725 Portland

Papers (Hist. AISS. Comm.) VI. 140 The seller carries home
to the merchant s house what goods they had bargained

for, where he has immediately his money numbered down
e. To apportion (one s days) with care.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixxxix. 5 O teach vs to nombre oure

dayes, that we maye applie our hertes vnto wyszdome.
1665 DBATHWAIT Comment, Two Tales (1901)97 The Re
mainder of his Hours henceforth was to number his Daies.
1860 WARTER Sea-board II. 133 Days of this life s pilgrim
age spared to me in mercy to number wiselj*.

fd. To appoint or allot to some fate. Obs.
1611 BIBLE fsa. Ixv. 12 Therefore will I number you to

the sword.

e. To portion out, to divide.

1887 MORRIS Oityss, x. 203 Then my well-greaved fellows

I numbered into two companies.
4. To count, reckon, or class among certain per

sons or things. Chiefly const, among, in, or with*

1382 WVCLIF Acts i. 17 The which was noumbrid in vs,

and gat the sort of this mynysterie. 1493 Petronilla 27

(Pynson), She was acceptyd so in the lordys sight To be

noumbryd one of the maydyns fyue. 1548-9 (Mar.) 2&amp;gt;A\

Com, Prayer, Te Deur
t
Make them to be noumbred with

thy sainctes. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 67 Henceforth
be neuer numbred among men. 1624 MASSINGER Bondman
iv. ii, Happy those times When lords, .number d Their
servants almost equal with their sons. 1652 GAI LE Mag-
asfrom, xxvi, To these dreamers we may number those who
give a faith of divinity to the vaticinations of madmen.
1719 SWIFT Let. Yng. Clergym. Wks. 1751 V. o If. .he be

any where too obscure.. it ought to be numbred among his

Omissions. 1753 SMOLLETT Cnt. Fathom (1784) 12/1 An
Englishwoman, who, after having been five times a widow
in one campaign, was. .numbered among the baggage of

the allied army. 1817 SHELLEY Rez&amp;gt;. Islam ix. xxix, Let

sense and thought . .be numbered not Among the things that

are. 1884 Manch. Exam. 20 Feb. 4/7 The nation which is

proud to number him among her sons.

&quot;b. infr. To rank or be included with (others).

1864 TENNVSOM Aylmers Field 663 And tho 1 thou num-
berest with the followers Of One who cried, Leave all and
follow me .

5. To assign or attach a number to (a thing) ;

spec, to mark or distinguish by a numerical symbol.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 122 Among the Signesupon heighte

The Signe which is nombred eighte Is Scorpio. 1593 FALE
Art Dialling 12 Number the residue of the lines in their

place as they follow in order. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. iv.

xlvi. 374 Men divide a Body in their thought, by numbring
parts of it, and in numbring those parts number also the

rirts

of the Place it filled. 1678 MOXON Meek. Exer. vi.

31. TOO These Inches are numbred from one end of the
Rule to the other. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Scenes vii,

Hackney-coaches .. were .. plated and numbered by the
wisdom of Parliament. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. F.ng. Hi. I.

360 The houses were not numbered. There would indeed
have been little advantage in numbering them. 1877 Act
40 ff 41 Viet. c. 60 3 Every canal boat, .shall be lettered,

marked, and numbered in some conspicuous manner.

b. To set down in a numerical series.

1846 GROTE Greece i. .\viii. (1862) I. 424 Kodrus is

numbered as the last king of Athens.

6. To have lived, or to live (so many years).
1590 PEELE Polyhymnia g Thirty-three [years] she

numbereth, in her throne, That long. .1 pray May number
many to these thirty-three. 1601 SHAKS. AIF& ll

rell\\,v.
86 Of as able bodie as when he number d thirty. 1604
Oth-. in. iv. 70 A Sybill that had numbred in the world The
Sun to course two hundred compasses. 1791 COWPER
Yardley Oak 3 My birth (Since which I number three

score winters past). 1850 TKSNYSON In Mem. Concl, 9, Tho
I since then have number d o er Some thrice three years.

7. To include or comprise in a number ;
to have

or comprise (so many things or persons).
1645 MILTON ^Sonn. xi, It walk d the Town a while,

Numbring good intellects ; now seldom por d on.

1867 THIRLWALL Rein. III. 450 It would show not only
that the Anglican Communion numbered so many Bishops.
1872 YEATS Groiuth Comm. 91 Kafsah numbered in its

environs. .200 castles. 1881 FREEMAN Venice 323 It is said

that..Otranto numbered twenty-two thousand inhabitants.

b. To equal, amount to (a specified sum).
1842 TENNYSON Talking Oak 80 When The maiden

blossoms of her teens Could number five from ten. 1881

TYLOR Aiithropol. \. 7 It appears that the distinct lan

guages known number about a thousand. 1883 Manc/t.
Guard. 22 Oct. 5/2 The crew and passengers nuinbered 33.

o. intr. To be equal in number with.

1833 TENNYSON Two Voices 330 A wife. .Whose troubles

number with his days.

8. To issue (a book) in numbers, rare&quot;
1

.

1781 CRABBE Library 192 A folio-Number once a week ;

Bibles, with cuts and comments, thus go down ; E en light
Voltaire is number d through the town.

Nu mberable, a. rare. Also 4 noumber-
abile. [f.

NUMBER v. + -ABLE : cf. NUMBRABLE a.]
1. Capable of being numbered ; numerable.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter \x\. 17 pai made noumberabileall

my banes. 1611 COTGR., h ombrable, numberable, numerable.

18397. ROGERS Antipopopr. xvi. 3. 331 The blessings and

graces of Holy Orders.. are fully numberabte. .by none but

priestly penetration.

t 2. Numerous. Obs. rare l
.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 427 The Queue
gatherit ane hoste numberable amiich with preparatione
anuich to the weiris scho sent into Scotland.

NTTMBERY.

Numbered (nzrmbajd), ///. a. [f. NUMBER
Z . + -ED.] a. Reckoned by number ; enumerated,
counted, b. Marked with a number.
1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. i. vi. 36 The twinn d Stones Vpon the

number d Beach. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 402 This
numbred while Christ passed not ouer idly. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vin. 19 An Atom, with the Firmament compar d And
all her numberd Starrs. Ibid. x. 576 To undergo This
annual humbling certain number d days. 1771 Antiq.
Sarisb., Lives Bp$, 149 They ..pillaged his house of every
thing, and took 10,000 marks in numbered money. 1839
Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 2%*

J
n future I will keep numbered

duplicates. 1895 Trans. Bibl. Soc. II. ii. 112 The first u-^e

of numbered leaves, .by Arnold ter Hoernen.

Nirmberer. [f.
NUMBER v. + -EH*.] One

who, or that which, numbers.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. i. vii. (1636) 21 The Numerator
is as much to say as the numberer. 1611 BIBLE Dan. viii.

13 That certaine Saint \niarg.+ the numherer of secrets]
which spake. 1693 J. EDWARDS Author. O.fyN. Test. 52
Those transcribers of the Bible were called by the Jews
Sopherim, i.e. numberers. 1848 L. HUNT Tmvn iii. 115
He was numberer at Drury Lane Theatre, that is to say,
the person who counted the number of people in the house.

1883 E. A. ABBOTT Hints on Home Teaching 98 Since the

upper figure [sc. of a fraction] represents the number of
the parts taken together it may be called the Numberer.

t Nxrmberful, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

NUMBER sb.

4- -PUL.] Numerous, multitudinous.

1594 CARF.W Ihtartcs Exam, Ir its xiv. (1596) 239 Salo
mon was chosen king and head of so great and number full

a people, as that of Israeli. 1653 WATERHOUSE Apol.
Learning 50 About the year 700 great was the company of
learned men of the English race ; yea, so numberfull, that

they upon the point excelled all Nations in learning.

Nu inhering, /&amp;gt;/. sb. [f. NUMBER v. + -ixo i.]

The action of the verb, in various senses.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1398 Aboute ierusalem ^is noum-
bringe he bigan. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Chron. ii. 17 Than Salo
mon noumbride alle the men comlyngis.. after the noum-
brynge that Dauid, his fadir, noumbred. c 1430 Art
Nombryng\ And bis boke tretys be Craft of Nombrynge,
be quych crafte is called also Algorym. 1497 Naval^ A cc.

Hen. VII (1896) 83 Without other noumbryng or weying of

the stuffes. 1557 RECORDE IVhetst. b ij b, Measure is but
the nombryng of the partes of lengthe, bredthe, or depthe.

1570 J. DEE Math. Pref. *j b, His Continuall Numbryng,
of all thinges, is the Conseruation of them in being. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 150 Dancing wenches,
Hocus Pocusses, and other An ticks past my numbring
inobled the ceremony. 1669 STURM Y Mariners Mag. \\.

vi. 65 At every 5 Parts make a Point, for the ready number

ing of the Divisions. 1860 TYSDALL Glac. ii. x. 280 The
numbering of the stakes, .commenced from the Chapeau-
side of the glacier. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Mar. 5/4 The
scientific thoroughness which marks the numbering of tfie

people in European countries.

attrib. 1683 MOXON Alech. Exerc.^ Printing 267 The
Numbring Rods of the Right Honourable John Lord

Nepeer. 1860 Knighfs Eng. Cycl;t Arts ff Sci. V. 995

Numbering Machines. . . Their work is that of numbering, or

enumerating, and registering the results in some conspicuous

way. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech, 1536/1 The numbering-
apparatus. Ibid,^ Adjacent to the numbering-wheels.

So Nwinhering- ppl. a.

1576 GASCOICNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 77 That Numbring men,
in all their euens and odds Do not forget, that only
Vnitie. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. v. 50 For now hath Time
made me his numbring clocke.

Nu mberless, a. [f.
NUMBER sb. + -LESS.]

1. Innumerable, countless, beyond computation.
1573 TWYNE SEneid xi. (1584) R b, The hugie heape of

such as there lay slaine, Both numbrelesse, and honourlesse

they burne. 1590 GREENE AVrvr too late (1600) 68 Then
should.. the furrowes in my face be numberlesse. 1624
GATAKER Transnbst. 68 To bee in heaven, and in number
lesse places of the Earth. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 197
About his Chariot numberless were pour d Cherub and

Seraph. 1736 BUTLER /!/. Introd., Wks. 1874 I. 3 Number
less instances might be mentioned. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. II. i&amp;gt;:. 189 The clergy exercised numberless cruelties.

1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 175 The cavern has recesses number
less. 1879 R. K. DOUGLAS Confucianism iii. 79 The Hook
of History contains numberless references to them.

b. Used with numbers]. (Freq. in i;th cent.)

1594 PEELE Alcazar iv. i, A number almost numberless.

1612 J. DAVIES Muses Sncr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 26/1 Cast,

if thou canst, a Number numberlesse. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Tray. (ed. a) 181 Of all the trees I saw, none exceeded the

Mulberles, for numberlesse numbers, a 1716 SOUTH Serni.

(1744) VII. 60 What then will become of those numberless

numbers of men ?

2. Devoid of metrical numbers. rare~\

(11658 CLEVELAND Agst. Ale iv, Saltless and gal less be

thy Curse, Numberless, rugged.

t Nu-mberous, a. Obs. [f.
NUMBER sb. +

OL S : cf. NUMEROUS a.] Numerous.

1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. vii. D vij. So these same two,

tongue puisaunte knyghts, with scoulding ginn the fyghte.

The auditorye numberouse. Ibid. \\. iii. Fvij, This rule

makes mad a noumberouse swarme Of subiects and of

kinges. 1592 WYRLEY Armorie 156 Fore passed life I ouer

canvassing Found my great sins exceeding numberou*.

a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 26 A
more honorable or more numberou^ senate.

t Ntrmbersome, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. +

-SOME.] Numerous.
a 1617 BAVNE On Eph. (1658) 109 The Church in Jerusalem

did grow numbersome. 1628 PEMBLE Salomons Recant. 17

Numbersome heards of Cattell.

t Ntrmbery, a. Obs. [f.
NUMBER sb. + -Y.]

1. Numerous, rich in numbers.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bnrtas i. Ivry 25 So many, and so

mimbVy Armies scatter d. 1605 Ibid. \\. Lawe 1320 Thy
iiumbry Flocks in part shall barren be.



NUMB-FISH.

2. Poetical, metrical.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. i. iv. Handicraft:* 542 The
tunes that his sweet numbery soule. .learn d of the warbling
Pole. Ibid., Coluiuius 719 Sacred Harmony, And Numb ry
Law, which did accompany Th Almighty-most.

Numb-fish, [f. NUMB a.] The Electric Ray
or Torpedo, so called from the effect of the
electric shocks emitted by it.

1711 Brit. Apollo No. 123. 1/2 A Fish called by Name a
Nummfish. 1738 V. MOORE Trav. Africa 176 By this time
I understood it was a Torpedo or Numbfish. 1774 Phil.
Trans. LXIV. 467 The Torpedo, or Numb-fish, is by no
means plenty in these parts. 1854 BADHAM Halicut. 78 The
numb-nsh (narkc) applied alive over the temples in head
ache is mentioned by Galen as a specific for that complaint.
1867 Chambers * Encycl. IX. 488/2 The popular names
Numb-fish, Cramp-fish, and Cramp Ray are given to tor-

pedos by English fishermen.

Nu-mbing, vbl. sb.
[f. NUMB v. + -ING

1.]
The action of making numb.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Barias u. i. iv. Hamiicrafts 191A flock of Muttons.. (Whose freez-clad bodies feele not

Winter s numming). 1875 WHITNEY Life Lung, xiv. 292
By the numbing of the single nerve of audition.

Nu tubing, ///. a. [f. NUMB v. + -IXG -.]
1. That numbs, or induces numbness. Alsoy?^.
1634 MILTON Camus 853 She can unlock The clasping

charm, and thaw the numming spell. 1609 GARTH Dispens. H
(1706) 6 The Poppy and each numming Plant dispense Their
drowzy Virtue. 1716 POPE Iliad VII. 324 His slacken d
knees received the numbing stroke. 1774 GOLUSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI. 267 The numbing quality, which has ac
quired them the name of the torpedo. 1801 SOUTHEY
Thalaba xii. xxi, Thalaba, with numbing force, Smites his
raised arm, and rushes by. 1885 Atlunxinn 23 May 658/3
The numbing effect of sixth forms and university honours.
2. Numoing-fiih or -eel, = NUMB-FISH.
1748 AHSOIIS l^oy. ii. xii. 362 We here. .met with that

extraordinary fish called the Torpedo, or numbing fish.

1794 WOLCOT (P. Pindar) Celebration Wks. 1816 III. 8 Th
electric shock.. a man upon the black-brow d rock Has oft

experienc d from the numbing eel.

llence ETvrmbing ly adv.

1768 Woman of Honor III. 108 Hardly possible to con-
ceive any thing more . . numbingly stupid than their

assembly-nights.

Humbles (nzrmb lz). Now only arch. Forms :

a. 4 noubles (V),4~6 noumbles (5 -buls,nowu-
bils), 5 nowm(b)elys, 6 Sc. nowmyllis. 0.

6-7, 9 numbles.
nombles.

y. 6-7 noombles, 5-6, 9
[a. OF. numbles (1239 in DuCange ,

nombles pi. (Latinized as numbli, nunbuli, and
numbilia), loin of veal, fillet of beef or venison,
chine of pork, app. for *lomble(s) and repr. L. lum-
buliis (Pliny), dim. of lumbtis loin. In Norman
dial., itonibles has the same sense as that usual in

English. Variant forms are UMBLES and HUMBLE.]
Certain of the inward parts of an animal (chiefly
those of a deer) as used for food. Also, in early
use, part of the back and loins of a hart.
a. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 491 (&amp;gt;e

wombe oway he bare, pe
noubles he }af to mede. 13.. Gaut. fy Gr, Kilt. 1347 So
ryde hay of by resoun bi be rygge bonez, Euenden to be
haunche, . . & hwen hit of here, & hat bay neme for be
noumbles, bi nome as I trowe. c 1420 LiberCatornm (1862)
10 Take be noumbuls of be veneson, In water and salt bo
wasshe horn sone. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 360/1 Nowmelys
of a beest (K. nowmbelys), turbalia. 1483 Cath. Angl.
256/2 pe Nownbils of a dere, . . pepiniim. 1508 Burgh
Ree. Edin. (1869) I. 114 At thai sell nocht oppinly ..

thair nolt heids, nowmyllis, nor interallis of thair flesche.

153 PALSGR. 248/2 Noumbles of a dere or beest, entrailU s.

&quot; 333-4 Durh. Acct. Rolls 21 In..iij paribus de
Numbles. c 1500 IVyl Buckets Test. (Halliw.) 60 Take the
numbleis, and loke that they be clene. 1531 ELYOT Gov.
III. vii. (1880) II. 253 His glorious harte, as it were numbles
chopped in peaces. 1573 in Brand Newcastle (1789) II. 721
Of every purpose [

= porpoise] to have the fynnes and the
head and the numbles. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage IV. vii.

371 Some, it is reported, lay a part of the Xumbles on the
fire. 1857 Fraser s Mag. LVI. 217 Commend us to a
venison pudding, composed of the numbles and trimmings
from the joints and breast.
attrib. 1822 T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian 241 Robin

helped him largely to numble-pie. .and the other dainties
of his table.

y. 14.. Lat.-Eng. Voc. m Wr.-Wulcker 569 Burbilium,
nombles. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 10 Take be Nombles of
Venysoun, an cutte hem smal whyle &amp;gt;ey

ben raw. 1486
Bk. St. Aloans, Hawking e vij b, The man to his mayster
spekyth. .Off the nomblys of the hert that he wolde hym
kith How mony endys ther shall be hem with inne. 1575
ruRBERV. Generic 129 You shall take the harts heart. .and
rayse the Noombles from his fillets. 1688 HOLME Armoury
it. i38/i Noombles, or Umbles ; the Hart or Bucks plucks,
as Heart, Lights, Liver, with other appendices. 1820 SCOTT
Monasl. xvii, If you be so heavy, I will content me with the
best .

., and that s the haunch and the nombles.
Nu mbly, adv.

[f. NUMB a.] In a numb or

torpid manner.
1895 H. S. MERRIMAN Grey Lady u. iv, Agatha was

puzzling vaguely and numbly over the contradictions that
come into human existence. 1897 CROCKETT Lads Love
xxiv, Her fingers fumbled numbly with the string.

Numbness (nfmnes). Also 6 nomme-, 6-8
uum-, 7 uumm-. [f. NUMB a. + -NESS.] The
state or condition of being numb. Alsoyf^-.
1571 GOLDINC Calvin on Ps. Ixxi. 15 If the innumerable

multitude amend not both our nommenes and our coldnes.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 45 The man somewhat
before his sicknesse grew into an extrcame numnesse. 1643
MILTON Divorce I. ix. Wks. 1851 IV. 46 Disproportion, con-

259

trariety, or nunmesse uf mind may justly be divorc t. 1673
0. WALKER Ediic. (1677) 7 1 A stagnation of humors, num-
nesof the joints, and dulnes in the brain. 1701 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3714/4 Bruises, Strains, Numbness of any Part. 1753
Scots Mag, July 315/1 The nation sinks into the. .abyss of
numbness, supineness, and indifference. 1820 KEATS Ode
to Nightingale i My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness
pains My sense. 1883 H. DXUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. W.
(ed.^2)

160 What is the creed of the Agnostic, but the con
fession of the spiritual numbness of humanity?

I Nu-mbrable, a. Obs. rare. In 4-5 noumb-.
[a. OF. noinb-, numbrable.] = NUMBEKABLE.
1382 WYCLIK Ps. xxi. 18 The! dolue myn hondis and my

feet ; and fill noumbrable maden alle my bones, c 1400 tr.

Sccreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 104 No best, no thynge
vegetable, no origillale, no noumbrable, . .no non ober binge.
So Nvrmbrableness. rare~ l

.

c 1705 BERKELEY in Fraser Li/e(iBji) 427 The multitude of
points, or feet, inches, &c., hinders not their numbrableness
(i. e. hinders not their being numerable) in the least.

t Nu mbrary. Obs. Also noumb-, nomb-.
[Prob. ad. late L. numerdria, -arium, fern, and
ncut. of numerarius NUMEKABY.] Number

;
nume

ration, reckoning.
13.. Cursor M. 423 (Gdtt.), pis numbrari \_Trin. noum-

brary] he ordained ban, Suld be bath of angel and man.
1382 WYCLII-- Pref. Ep. Jerome vii, Numeri forsothe, whether
thei conteynen not the mysteries of al the hole craft of
noumbrarie. 1-1430 LYDG. Mia. Poems (Percy Soc.) n
And Arsmetryk, be castyng of nombrary, Chees Pyktegoras
for her parte. 1430-40 Bachas n. xxv. (1554) 61 The
numbrary Of thy reigning and of thy great substaunce.

tNu-mbrer. Obs. rare
-

. In 4 noumbrere.
[a. OF. nombrerc, f.

nombnr.&quot;]
= NUMBEREK.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxxiii. 13 ?it shul passe flockes, at the
i
bond of the noumbrere, seith the Lord.

tNu mbrOUS, a. Obs.
[f. NUMBEK sb. +

i -ous : cf. F. nombreux (1564) and NUMBEKOIS.]
1. = NUMEROUS a.

01586 SIDNEY Ps. m. i, How many ones there be That all

against poor me Their numbrous strength redouble V 1607
S. COLLINS Serin. (1608) 40 They need not, because so
obuious; and they could not, because so numbrous. 1628
SIR W. MURE Domesday 869 Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 190 What
Joyes (to view this numbrous host).

2. Exhibiting poetic numbers ; rhythmical.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poctric (Arb.) 28 The greatest part of

Poets have ^apparelled their poeticall inuentions in that
numbrous kinde of writing which is called verse, c 1615
SIR W. ALEXANDER in Drumm. of Hawth. Wks. (1711) 150He numbrous Notes with measur d Fury frames, Each
Accent weigh d; no Jarr in Sense, or Sound.

Numbry, variant of XUMBEKY a. Obs.

Numbskull, obs. form of NUMSKULL.
Nu mby, a. rare. In 7-8 nummie, -y. [f.
NUMB a. + -Y.] Numbed

; somewhat numb.
1603 FLORID Montaigne u. xvii. ^632) 363 My hands are

so stifle and nummie, that I can hardly write for my selfe.

ai78o POTT Chirurg. Wks. (1790) III. 430 His legs and
thighs were cold, and what he called nummy.
t Ifumcorn, app. for mun-, MONGCOBN.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 172 Numcorne, trimcstre hordcum.

II Numdah (nwmda). Anglo-Ind. [a. Urdu
ljwi namda, f. Pers. J^i namad carpet, rug.] A
kind of felt or coarse woollen cloth ; a saddle
cloth or pad made of this. (See also NUMNAH.)
1876 VOYLE & STEVENSON Milit. Diet. 272/2. 1879 E.

ARNOLD Lt. Asia iv. 105 On the steed he laid the numdah
square, Fitted the saddle-cloth across, and set the saddle
fair. 1903 Blackiu. Mag. Sept. 374/2 The costume is com
pleted by long riding boots of red and white numdah.
Nume, obs. pa. t. of NIM -a.

Numelarien : see NLMMULAKIAN.
Numen (ni/?men). [a. L. numen divine will,

divinity, related to nulre to nod (assent).] Deity,
divinity ; divine or presiding power or spirit.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xvi. 50 As if allowing them the

name, they would conserue the Numen to themselues. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 193 That what they first meet.,
they make their Numen and tutelary God for that day.
1662 H. MORE Pliilos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 9 For it is
the same Numen in us that moves all things in some sort or
other. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. Misc. n. ii. 65
They madly dote upon Matter, and devoutly worship it, as
the only Numen. 1788 Antiij. in Ann. Reg. 120/2 Any
local one whose numen and worship.. was aheady estab
lished as local. 1874 J. FERGUSSON in Contemp. Rev. Oct.
765 In a cathedral town where all unite, .in.. adoring the
sacred and historical numen of the place.

Numen, obs. pa. pple. of NIM -v.

Numerable (ni;7-merab l), a. [ad. L. numer-
abilis, f. numerare to number. So It. numerabile,
Sp. -able, Pg. -avel.&quot;\

1. Capable of being numbered.
1570 J- DEE Math. Pref. *j, The Glas of Creation, the

rorme of Formes, the Exemplar Number of all thinges
Numerable. 1619 J. COLE Of Death 107 That hee must
dye, and that his dayes were numerable, nature taught him.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 58 So numerous in
Islands as they are scarce numerable. 1710 BERKELEY
Princ. Hum. Know/. S i 22 Particular numerable things.
1829 JAS. MILL Hum. Mind (1869) II. 137 Aristotle defines
Time as. .Continuous Motion, considered as numerable and
successive. 1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 10 By this.. he did not
mean simply that alt things were numerable.
t 2. Numerous. Obs. rare

- 1
.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. i. 14 A certane
toune copious in citizenis and verie numerable.
Hence ZTumerableness, capableness of being

numbred (Bailey, vol. II, 1727).

NUMERATE.
Numeral (,ni-meral), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

numeralis (Priscian), f. nunurus number. So F.
numeral (1474), Sp. and Pg. numeral, It. -a/t.~]
A. adj. 1. Expressing or denoting number, a.

Of words, or parts of speech.
53 PALSGU. 73 Adjectyves somtyme be formed, .of theyrnownes numeralles. 1651 HOBUES Gov. * Soc. xviii. f 4. 346

By calling to minde the order of those numerall words
1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 342 One is a numeral
adjective, agreeing with Us substantive remove .

b. Of letters, figures, or other characters.
1577 T. KENDALL Flowers of Epigr., Trifles 17 b, A ver e

wherein the numerall letters shewe the yere of the Lorde.
1594 BLUNDEVII. Excrc. in. i. liv. (1636) 372 The houresof the
night written . . in common numerall letters. 1636 Caindcn s

Rent. 355 Hce which set downe the nine numerall figures
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Matlt. 334 The Digits on the Left Side
in Numeral Letters shew the several Roots. 1727-38 CHAM
BERS Cycl. s.v. Character, Numeral characters are either
letters ; or figures, otherwise called digits. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI. 366/2 Distinct numeral characters are funnel to
have existed.. among the Chinese, Indians, and Arabs.
2. Belonging or appertaining to number.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. i. 29 The first differ

ence (forsooth) in our now Crosse is Numerall. . .It Knot the
sume in number. 1646 SIR T. HICOWNE Pseitd. Ep. 377 Surely
the conceit is numerall, and . .r^lateth unto the number of ten.

1685 H. MORE Illnstr. 293 Those letters, in their numeral
value, make just 666. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tcctin, I,
Nvnieral Algebra, is that which makes use cf Numbers
instead of Letters of the Alphabet.
t3. Measured, rhythmic. Obs. ran l

.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie o/Gad(i6zo) 5. In the feasts
of Cybele was much of this numerall musicke.

B. sb. 1. A word expressing a number.
1530 PALSGK. 367 Annotacyons to knowe all maner sortes

of numeralles in the Frenche tonge. 59i PKKCIVALL
Sp. Diet. D iij, Of Primitiues the numerals are especially
worth the noting. 1678 PHILLITS s.v., Cardinal numerals,
are those which express the number of things. 1872 MOKKIS
Eng.^Acciil. no Numbers may be considered under their
divisions Cardinal, Ordinal, and Indefinite Numerals.
2. A figure or character (or a gtoup of these)

denoting a number.
1686 R. H. Obs. cone. Chinese Charac. in Misc. Cnriosa

(1708) III. 219 Marks methodically disposed like Letters in
a literal, or like Numbers in a Numeral. 1741 Wit/bra s
Mem. , Charac. App. 43 The Figures direct to the Pages of
the Book. The Numerals to those of the Appendix. 1758
Gentl. Mag. XXVIII. 56 The Roman numerals. .are yet
retained in use in some cases. 1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes
(1850) 34/1 These boys are divided into four classes, each de
noted by a numeral, worn on a badge upon the arm. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 625/2 The letters of the alphabet
themselves came to be used as numerals.
trans/. 1874 WHYIE-.MKLVILLE Unclf John xxi, It is

hardly possible., to conceive how a man loses his own iden
tity [in prison] when he becomes a numeral.
3. Eccl. (See cjuot.)
1853 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. u. ii. 19 The numeral

was a calendar or directory which told the variations in the
canonical hours and in the mass, caused by saints -days and
festivals.

t Numera lity. Obs. nu-c.
[f. prec. + -ITY.]

The quality of being numerical.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 214 Yet are they

not appliable vnto precise numerality, nor strictly to be
drawne vnto the rigid test of numbers. (11687 H. MORE
Ansvj. Psychopyrist (1689) 134 There being Metaphysical
Extension as well as Metaphysical Numerality.
t Nu morally, adv. Obs. rare.

[f. as prec.
+ -LY -.] Numerically.
1646 SmT. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. 377 Yet doe the blasts.,

maintaine no certainty in their course : nor are they numer-
ally feared by Navigators. 1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. viii. 30
And no doubt but they may and must be divided Numer-
ally and Notionally.

t Nu-merant. Obs. rare
-

. [ad. pres. pple.
of L. numerare. ] One who numbers.
1655-60 T. STANLEY Hist. Phil. (1701) 249/2 Time being a

numerate number, exists not without a numerant, which is

the Soul.

Nnmerary (ni/rmerari), a. [ad. med.L.
numerarius (in class. L. as sb.), f. numerus num
ber : see -ABY. So It., Sp., and Pg. numerario,
F. numeraire (1752).]
1. Eccl. Of a canon : Forming one of the regular

number. (After med.L. numerarius canonicus.)
1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 139 A supernumerary Canon

when he obtains a Prebend, ceases to be a supernumerary,
and becomes a numerary Canon.
2. Of or pertaining to a number or numbers.
1741 HUME Ess., Money (1817) I. 285 It was always found,

that the augmenting of the numeiary value did not produce
a proportional rise of the prices. 1788 PRIESTLEY Leit.
Hist. in. xvi. 140 The numerary pound in the time of Charle
magne was twelve ounces of silver. 1818 R. P. KNIGHT
Inq. Symbolical Lang. 9 In Greece and Macedonia, .the

numerary division seems to have regulated the scale of coin
age. 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Word-lik. 502 Numerary or
MarryaCs Signals, a useful code used by the meicantile
marine, by an arrangement of flags from a cypher to units,
and thence to thousands.

t Nu merate, pa. pple. and ///. a. Obs. [ad.
L. numeral-us, pa. pple. of numerare to number.]
Numbered

;
counted.

1432-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 115 In the tyme of whom
[807,000] citcsynnes..were numerate in the cite of Rome.
a 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 226 Ten Muljeoun Of fine
reid gold in hand weill numerait. 1580 Exch. Rolls Scotl.
XXI. 545 In numeral money.. the sowme of tua hundreth
fourscoir aucht pundK 1623 Disposition Ratified in Mac-
farlane Genealog. Collect. (1900) 1 14 The saids Earles paying

33-2



NTJMEBATE.

in numerate Money. .the Sum [etc.]. 1655-60 T. STANLEY
Hist. Phil. (1701) 523/2 If the Monads are equal in number
to all numerate things.

Nu merate, v. ran. [f. ppl. stem of L.

mtmerare ; see prec.] trans. To number, reckon.

Also absol. Hence Nirmerated ppl. a,

1721 in BAILED 1751 Gentl. Mag. XXI. 61/2 In this

manner he numerates his long series of numbers. 1788 T.

TAYLOR Proclus I. 15 (Disser.), So far as by a discursive

operation of the soul, we numerate, we effect a particular

quantum. 1862 LEWIS Asiron. Ancients 240 The simple
mode of numerating them in one series from the beginning
t the end of the month. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovitfs Met. 4
No brazen tables then affrighted swains With numerated

penalties and pains.

Numeration (nLwrner^ Jan). Also 5 nume-
racion, 6 noumaracioun. [ad. L. numera

tion-em, n. of action f. numerate to number. So
F. numeration (1484\ Sp. numeration^ It. -azione^\

1. a. A method or process of numbering, reckon

ing, or computing.
1432-50 tr. Higtien (Rolls) IV. 271 Men of the londe of

Grece, that founde..a numeracion of yeres callede Olim-

pias. 1653 JER.TAYLOR Serm.for Yea*- i.xi. 144 Every day
of sorrow is a thousand years of comfort, multiplied with i

a never ceasing numeration, a 1695 J. SCOTT Chr. Life
\

(1747) III. 663 The intellectual Numerations do eternally

testify the Trinity of the King. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., It being the law of the common numeration, that when

you are arrived at ten, you begin again. 1837 WHKWELL
\

Jlist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 35 If. .time is a numeration of
!

motion.

b. Without article: Calculation; assignation
of number to things.
1596 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. III. 178 Lying by

Addition and Numeration, making frayes..by Diuision.

1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. iii. 285 That starre

is tlie terme of numeration, or point from whence we com
mence the accourflT 1648 T. BEAUMONT Psyche vii. xciii, In
Seed Which past the shores of Numeration flows. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. \\. xvi. 5 All Numeration being but still

the adding of one Unit more, and giving to the whole..
a new or distinct Name or Sign. 1831 CAKLYLE Sartor
A t s. i. x, That progress of Science, which is to destroy
Wonder, and in its stead substitute Mensuration and
Numeration. 1867 G. MUSGKAVE Nooks fy Corners Old
I rnnce I. i. 34 The system of decimal numeration, .facilitates

this head-work.

2. The action, process, or result of ascertaining
the number

^/&quot;people,
etc.

1533 BELLKNDEN Livy in. viii. (S.T.S.) I. 278 J&amp;gt;e
nowmera-

tion of pepill. . was endit m
J&amp;gt;is 3ere. (71676 HALE Prim.

Orig. Jlfart. (1677) 231, 1 do not remember any Numeration
uf the People from this time till the time of King David.

1733 BERKELEY in Frasur Life 4.1871) vi. 207, I long for the
numeration of Protestant and Popish families, which you
tcli me has been taken by the collectors. 1795 BURKE Corr.

(1844) IV. 322 To make an exact numeration of the inhabit
ants of Ireland, distinguishing their religion. 1902 Bible
Student Oct. 216 The twofold numeration of the people.
3. Arith. (See quots.)
1542 KKCORDE Gr. Artes (1575) 42 Numeration, is that

Arithmeticall skill, whereby we may.. value, expresse and
readeany Number orsumme propounded. 1594 BLUNDEVIL
Extrc. i. i. (1636) i What belongeth to Numeration? Two
things, to know the

sha;&amp;gt;es of the figures, and signification
of their places. 1679 Moxor* Math. Diet, 107 Numeration^
the first of the five Vulgar Rules of Arithmetick, teaching to
read truly any Sum or Number. 1798 HUTTON Course
Math. (1806) I. 8 Numeration is the reading of any number
in words that is proposed or set down in figures. 1859 B.
SMITH Arith.

&amp;lt;y Alg, (ed. 6) 3 Numeration is the converse
of Notation, being the art of expressing any number in
words which is already given in figures.

b. Numeration table^ a table showing the value
of figures according to their place in a system of
notation.
1803 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda xx, His thousands and

tens of thousands . . pass the comprehension ofthe numeration
table. 1854 Orr s Circ. Sci., Math. Sci. 5 When the local

values of these figures are written against them, it supplies
what is. .called the numeration table.

f4. Number. Obs. rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. in. v. 115 If we survey
the totall set of animals, we may in their legs.. observe an
equality of length, and parity of numeration. 1674 JEAKE
Arith. (1696) 172 When Division is said to make a Sum less
in numeration..: It is to be understood of Integers.
5. Enumeration

^/&quot;things, rare 1
.

1801 STRUTT Sports * Past. in. ii. 145 The numeration of
the dresses appropriated to one of these plays.

Nu nxerative, a. and sb. [f. NUMERATE z/.]
A. adj. Pertaining to numeration or numbering.
1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 17 (Disser.), The numerative

soul.. gives form and subsistence to all her inherent num
bers. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 368/1 Our present numera
tive system is stated by writers to employ the words unit,
ten, hundred [etc.]. 1889 R. K. DOUGLAS Chinese Man. 40
The indefinite article is, when necessary, expressed by the
first numeral.., with, in the case of persons or things, a
numerative noun interposed between it and the substantive.
B. sb. Gram. (See quots.)

1863 SUMMERS Hdbk. Chinese 47 Under the appositional
relation we must also consider the very large class of nouns

ors o every oect ; tey say. . one ane an or
afan,

* one length road for a road. 1889 R. K. DOUGLAS
Chinese Man. 64 These numeratives correspond to a certain
extent to the use of such words as head \ sail .

Numerator (niw-mew^j). [ad. late L. nu
merator^ agent-n. f. mtmcrare to number. So F.
uumtrateiir (.1515), It. numerators, Sp. -a&amp;lt;/0r.]

260

1. Arith. f a. The word(s) or figure(s) by which
the number of things or persons in question is

denoted. Obs.

1542 RECORDS Gr. Artes C j b, Scholar. What shall I call

.CCiii. Joined before the myllions? Master. That is called

the numeratour or valewer. 1674 jEAKE^r:M. (1696) 15

Thirty Men, here Men is the Contract Denominator, and

Thirty the Numerator, or Valuer.

b. The number written above the line in a vul

gar fraction, which shows how many of the specified

parts of a unit are taken.

1575 Recorders Gr. Aries u. X ij b, Those two numbers
whiche expresse a fraction, haue seuerall names. The
ouermost which is aboue the line, is called the Numerator.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. i. vii. (1636) 20 Of how many parts
duth a Fraction consist? Of two, that is the Numerator,
and the Denominator. 1655 BKAMHALL Agst, Hobbes HI.

Wks. 1844 IV. 385 Their rules of algebra andlielcataim, their

integers, and numerators. 1674 JEAKK Arith. (1696)41 As
in 3

/5 the Numerator is 3. 1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar.
Matheseos 84 To multiply the Numerator is to multiply the
Fraction. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 297/2 The division

is completed by a vulgar fraction, whose numerator is the
remainder. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess, Probab. 40 The process
for rinding the greatest common measure of the numerator
and denominator. 1864 BOWEN Logic xii. 406 The resulting
fractions fall into a series, any one of which has for its

numerator the sum of the two preceding numerators.

fig. 1763 tr. Rousseau s Emilius I. 7 Civilized man is

only a relative unit, the numerator of a fraction, that

depends on its denominator. 1831, 1893 [see DENOMINATOR].
2. One who or that which numbers.

1675 G. R. tr. Le Grand s Man without Passion 202 It

becomes the numerator of expected Treasures, but cares
not to cast up what it hath in possession. 1739 TONKIN
Carew s Cornwall (1811) 45 note, There is .. a Numerator,
whose business it is to set down the number of blocks
coined every coinage. 1902 Bible Student Oct. 216 Here
numerators are set apart to superintend the numeration in

the different tribes.

Numeric (niwme rik), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
numeric -itS) f. numcrus number. So K immerique
(1697), It., Sp., and Pg. numerico^\

T&quot;
A. adj. Identical. Obs.

1663 BUTLER Hnd. i. iii. 461 This is the same numerick
Crew Which we so lately did subdue. 1727 SWIFT To
Dclany Wks. 1751 VII. 236 Shew me the same numerick
Flea, That bit your Neck but yesterday.
B. sb. (See quot. 1879.)

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 345 The term
numeric has been recently introduced by Professor James
Thomson to denote a number, or a proper fraction, or an

improper fraction, or an incommensurable ratio. 1888 Jrnl,
Educ. Dec. 573/2 When two numerics multiplied together
give unity . .

,
each is said to be the reciprocal of the other.

Numerical (niz^me rikal), a. (and sb.}. [f. as

prec. + -AU]
1. Pertaining or relating to number ; of the

nature of, according to, number ; etc.

1628 SPENCER Logick 112 Vnequals. .cannot be one in

numerical! quantitie. 1656 &LOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Numerical^
As when we say a numerical difference, that is to say,
the last difference, by which one individual thing is dis

tinguished from one another. 1700 GREGORY in Collect.

(O.H.S.) I. 323 He supposeth one is pretty well acquainted
with the numerical arithmetick. 1712 Lond. Gaz. No. 4952/4
An exact Table of the. .Tickets In a Numerical Order..
will be

published. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 127
Joachim, .denied that. .nothing but a numerical or moral
union was left. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I.

47 He confounded, .a numerical unit with a geometrical
point. 1867 DK. ARGYLL Reign of Laiu ii. (ed. 4) 73 All
that we ever know is some numerical rule or measure
according to which some unknown forces operate. 1881
LUBBOCK in Nature XXIV. 410/2 He obtained a numerical
value of the mechanical equivalent of heat.

b. Of figures, etc. : Denoting a number.
1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mns. vii. 153 The Numbers.,

might have been writ in Numerical Letters. 1800 Naval
Chron. III. 295 Jackson hoisted the horary and numerical

signal. 1816 BENTHAM Chrcstom, 184 A quantity, for the

designation of which no more than one numerical figure.. is

employed. 1863 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) II. xxvi. 289
The Brahmans were the original inventors of those numeri
cal symbols.

c. In respect of numbers.
1812 Examiner 24 Aug. 539/2 He would . . state the

numerical force of his own and the enemy s army. 1849
GROTE Greece \\. I. (1862) IV. 379 Nikostratus ..was not
afraid of this numerical superiority. 1881 WESTCOTT& HORT
Grk. N. T. Introd. 53 The numerical authority of the two
supposed witnesses against the third.

a. Of playing-cards : Bearing a certain number
of distinguishing marks or *

pips .

1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 45 The numerical cards in each
suit appear to have been ten in number.

e. Characterized by the use of ordinary figures

expressive of number.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 369/1 Numerical, as opposed to

literal, in algebra, applies to an expression in which the co
efficients of a letter are all numbers, and not letters. 1881
BURNSIDE & PANTON The. Equations (1886) a An equation
is numerical or algebraical according as its coefficients are
numbers or algebraical symbols.

f. Designated by a number instead of a name.
187* HoWELLS Wedd. Jonrn. (1892) 29 They turned into

one of the numerical streets to cross to Broadway.
2. f a. Particular, individual. Obs. rare.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig, Med, \. 33, I beleeve . . that

they [spirits] have knowledge not only of thespecificall,bat
numerical! formes of individuals. 1674 HICKMAN Quin-
qnart. Hist. Ep. (ed. 2) A 3 b, I cannot comprehend.. how
three Persons subsist in one numerical nature. 1699 BENT-
LEY Phal, 419 Every such Couple were the Numerical

NUMEROSITY.
Halves, that made up one compleat Person in the former
State.

fto. With this or that (passing into next). Obs.

1644 BULWER Chiron. 89 Many of these Numerical! pos-

j

tures of the Fingers are found in the statues of the Ancients.
1660 BOYLE New Exj&amp;gt;. Phys. Meek. xxix. 222 Though it be
now divers years since this Numerical Liquor was pre-

pared. 1702 STEELE Funeral \. (1734) 25 Am I really
Alive? Am I that Identical, that Numerical, that very
same Lord Brumpton ? 1720-21 Lett.fr. Mist s Jml,
(1722) II. 248, I would gladly be informed if. .Mr. William

Tong..be that numerical Will Tong, who formerly kept a

canting School in this City.

f3. With same : Individual, identical. Ol&amp;gt;s.

In common use from 1650 to 1700 : see also NUMERIC a.

1624 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iii. i. ii. (ed. 2) 165 As in a
Riuer we swimme in the same place, though not in the same
numericall water. i66a HIBUERT Body Divinity ii. 62 It

was the very same numerical body which he had before.

1710 NORRIS Chr. Pned. vii. 305 The same Numerical Act
cannot be well conceiv d to govern itself.

t b. Similarly with very. Obs.

1650 FULLER Pisgah v. xix. 179 The Law of the Jews;
probably that very numericall book.. kept in the Temple.
1673 DKVDEN Marr. a la Mode u. i, I may tell you,, .this is

that very numerical Lady, with whom 1 am in love. 1699
BENTLEY Phal. 213 The Writer of the Epistle has the very
numerical words of Euripides. 1716 M. DAVIES A then.

Brit. II. 175 All the several Manuscripts of the Policraticon

. .are the very Numerical Book describ d by Bale and PilU.

f 4. Metrical, rhythmical. Obs. rare l

.

1749 Power Numbers in Poet. Compositions 4 What I

intend then is a particular Examination of the numerical
Structure both in Verse and Prose.

t 5. sb. A number. Obs. rare~l
.

1766 HOLUELL Princ. Anc. Bramins vi. (1779) 121 The
cause of the superstitious veneration paid by the Gentoos to

the numerlcals one and three.

Numerically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY S

.]

1. As regards number
; with respect to number.

1628 T. SPENCER Logitk 66 Both of them are one numeric

ally, because each of them haue a bodie, flesh, and bones.

1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. viii. 30 When the Subjects are various
and really divided Numerically, there the Accidents are

divers and divided. 1748 HARTLEY Obseru. Man ii. i. 5.

30 We suppose other Beings generically the same and yet

numerically different. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. t$ Exp. Philos.

III. xxv. 76 Something that is numerically one and undi
vided, 1850 BAT Cricket. Man. 86 Numerically speaking,
these rivals are upon a par. 1881 \gtft Cent. IX. 564 The
community has never increased numerically except within

itself.

f b. Used with same (or one] to emphasize the

idea of identity. (Cf. prec. 3.) Obs.

1648 JENKYN Blind Guide 58 May not the same thing

numerically be the subject ofaccidents specifically different ?

1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. 46 According to this Hypo
thesis, the Souls of Animals could not be numerically the

same throughout the whole space of their lives. 1710 [BED
FORD] Vindie. Ch, Eng. 64 If both those Subscriptions were
made to numerically the same Articles. 1714 R. FIDDES
Pract. Disc. u. 79 The attributes of God. .are numerically
and entirely one with his essence.

2. By means of numbers.

1718 EARBEKV tr. Burners St. Dead II. 42 If it measures
or divides space numerically, it cannot be a Spirit. 1774
Phil. Trans. LXIV. 386 These Indians cannot reckon

numerically beyond six. 1801 Ibid. XCII. 96 Which value

of IT may be numerically computed. 1859 DARWIN Orig.

Species ii. (1873) 46 I have endeavoured to test this nu

merically by averages.
Nume*ricalness. rare ~. Individualncss

(Bailey, vol. II, 1727).

t Numerica tion. Obs. rare. [f. NUMERIC a.

+ -ATION.] The action of making individual.

1694 R. BURTHOCGE Reason 167 Since all Individuation-.

is Numerication, and all Numerication arises from Division.

Nu liierist. rare. [f. L. numer-us number
+ -IST. Cf. Sp. numerista.~\ One who attaches

importance to, or concerns himself with, numbers.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 217 We. .should rather as-

signe a respective fatality unto each : which is concordant
unto the doctrine of the numerists. 1658 Garden Cyrus
Wks. (Bohn) II. 557 Which ancient Numerists made out

by two and three, the first parity and imparity. 1827
POLLOK Course T. u. (1828) 55 The numerist, in calcula

tions deep Grew gray.

t Ntrmero. Obs. [L., abl. sing, of numenis
number. So It., Sp., and Pg. numero&amp;gt; F. nur/ittro.]

1. A copy of a book.

1604 Petit. Apol. Lay Cathol. to Jos. I 17 The very

original! Bible, the selfe same nutnero which S. Gregory sent

in with our Apostle S. Augustine.

2. A numbered thing or article.

1649 SIR W. DUGDALE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 175
You shall herewith receive the 23 first numero s of the Bun-
dell Chart. Antiq. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Book, Book
of Numero s or Wares.

t Numerose, a. Obs. rare
~

. [ad. L. numer-

osus.} = NUMEHOUS a. 5.

1704 HEAKNE Duetor Hist. (1714) I. 421 All the Nations

where Literature was early propagated have made use of

numerose Style and chiming Rhimes.

Numerosity (nimerf7*siti). [ad. late L.

numerositas -. see NUMEROUS and -in. So It.

numerosita, Sp. -idad, Pg. -idade.]

1. The state of being numerous; condition in

respect of number.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 61. 971 Those Fences,

which the possession of Majestic and numerositie of issue

had for sundry ages cast about it. 1658 J. ROBINSON En-

doxa v. 144 The variety and numerosit&amp;gt; uf ihee Characters,



NUMEROUS.
and Lineaments. ^1687 H. BfouXftW. Psycfo&yrist(i{&}
126 The Vigour of the Body must be increased, according
to the Numerosity of these actuating Spirits in it. 1812 G.
CHALMERS Doin. Econ. Gt. Brit. 404 Inhabited by people
of various principles, and of dissimilar numerosity. 1870
LOWELL Study Wind. 33 Marching in a circle with the cheap
numerosity of a stage-army.
2. Rhythmic quality.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesle u. v[i|. (Arb.) 91 This is

called rithmos or numerositie, that is to say, acertaine flow

ing vtteraunce by slipper words and sillables. 1656 COWLEY
Misc. Pref., Almost all their Sweetness and Numerosity..
lies in a manner wholly at the Mercy of the Reader. 1774
MITFORD Ess. Harmony Lang. 89 Those, .who in con

sidering the numerosity of writings attend to quantity alone.

c 1790 PAKR Educ. Wks. 1828 II. 107 The numerosity of the

sentence pleased the ear. 1869 WADHAM Eng. Versifua.
t/ iui 114 ^lelody is rather numerosity, a blending murmur,
than one full concordance.

Numerous (niw meras), a. [ad. L. mtmeros-

n$, t. nitmcrns number : see -ous. So F. numcreux,
It., Sp., and Pg. numeroso^\
1. Plentiful, abundant, copious ; comprising many

units, items, or separate things.
c 1586 C TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXH. vii, Men shall passe

The numerous grasse, Such store each town shall have.
a 1634 RANDOLPH Poems (1638) 99 Two that have horns,
that while they butting stand. Strike from their feet a
cloud of numerous sand. 1665 SinT. HERBERT 1 rai. . (1677)

58 It abounds with Inhabitants.. .So numerous in Islands as

they are scarce numerable, a 1693 UrquharCs Rabelais
in. x!ix. 398 This is a numerous Herb. 1711 STEELE Spcct.
No. 88 P i, I have contracted a numerous Acquaintance
among the best Sort of People. 1792-3 GIBBON Autobiogr.
(1897) 63 The free use of a numerous and learned library.

1796 SOUTHKY Lett. Jr. Spain (1799) 416 In the colonies. .

the evil is, if possible, still more numerous. 1827 POLLOK
Course T. vi. 36 Now behold the fair inhabitants, .from
numerous business turn. 1894 G. MOOKE Esther Waters
125 That testy and perplexed look that comes of numerous
business and many interruptions.

b. Consisting of many individuals.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. g 18 He. .exalted allmost all

of his own numerous Family. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 675
Thither wing d with speed A numerous Brigad hasten d.

1700 DRYDEN Cymon fy Iph. 47 A Cyprian lord.. with a
numerous issue blest. 1778 JOHNSON in Bos-well n Apr.,
Garrick had under him a numerous body of people. 1797
EARL MALMESBURY Diaries

&amp;lt;*r
Corr. III. 596 There is a

numerous and safe army. 1829 SOUTHEV Sir T. A/pre
(1831) II. 297 That very numerous class who are left with
out instruction in their childhood. 1835 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xv. III. 595 The commoners who had been summoned
..formed a numerous assembly,

t c. Composed of many parts ; extensive. Obs.
ai66i FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 269 So numerous is

the church, with its appendences,. .that he can accommodate
one clergyman, of all dignities and degrees, .. in several

chapels or vestries by themselves.

ci. Coming from, pertaining to, large numbers.
1832 L. HUNT Poems 207 With thousand tiny bushings,

like a swarm of atom bees..Or noise of numerous bliss

from distant sphere. 1841 D !SRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867)
368 How long has existed that numerous voice which we
designate as Public Opinion ?

2. Many ; of great number.
1622 MASSINGER & DEKKEK Virg. Mart. \\. iii. To be

parted in their numerous shares. 1666 PEPYS Diary 23
July, Contriving presses to put my books up in; they now
growing numerous. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 8. 48
Letters from Correspondents begin to be very numerous.
1781 COWPER Hope 546 Deem life a blessing with its nu
merous woes. x8&amp;gt;6 SOUTHEY Vind. Eccl. Angl. 449 They
are greatly more numerous, and much more frequented.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxv. 363 These shafts.. are very
numerous in the Unteraar glacier.

3. Containing or including many individuals;

thronged, crowded, well-filled, etc. Also const, of.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad To Rdr. p. liii, In this porch to

his numerous fane Hear ancient oracles speak. 1681 H.
NEVILE Plato Rediv. 61 Though every Tribe was very
numerous of Inhabitants that lived in the City. 1704 N. N.
tr. Bt Ccalini sAdvts. fr. Parnass. I. 149 A Colony thrust
out of the fruitful Loyns of some numerous Country. 1829
SOUTHEY Sir T. Afore (1831) II. 140 Both Universities are

already sufficiently numerous. 1831 MOORE Mem. (1856)
VI. 214 The dinner. ., from being so numerous, had all the
ease of a table d&quot;hdte.

f b. Copious, liberal. Obs.rare~^.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. xi. 152 He delighted more to be

numerous with many then ponderous with select quotations.

f4. That can be numbered
; numerable. c9Af.~ l

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav, (ed. 2) 160 Xerxes viewd the
innumerable Army he had. . .At Salamys. .his huge Annie
melted away, and quickly became numerous.

5. Measured, rhythmic, harmonious, musical.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. iv. (Arb.) 24 The vtter-

ance in prose is. .nothing numerous, nor contriued into
measures. 1611 J. DAVIES (Heref.) Sco. Folly Wks.
(Grosart) II. 23 Or else would offer in Homerean fire, An
beccatombe of numerous-plaints therefore. 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 150 Such prompt eloquence Flowd from thir lips,
in Prose or numerous Verse. 1749 Power $ Harm. Prosaic
Numbers 4 Men grew excessively fond of the numerous
Stile, and readily sacrificed the Strength and Energy of
their Discourse to

the_ Harmony and Cadence of their Lan
guage. 1778 HARRIS in Boswell 9 Apr., In my opinion, the
chief excellence of our language is numerous prose. 1839
HALLAM Hist. Lit. n. vi. g 28. 270 Blank verse, .falling
occasionally almost into numerous prose.
trans/. 1613 CAMPION Lords Masque Wks. 203 Their

numerous feet May aptly in just measures meet 1648 G.
DANIEL Eclogv. 107 Jonson s numerous Soule (Now great
as Pindar s) might these Gests enroll. 1661 BOYLE Style
of Script. 244 Bays and laurel which his successful sword
and numerous pen. .fiained him from victory and the muses.
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Numerously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
1. In or by great numbers ; abundantly.
1611 Tot RNEUk Ath. frag: i. i, They, .may as numerously

he multiplied. 1646 Sm I . BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 79 The
Atomes or small particles will ascend most numerously unto
it. 1673-4 GREW Anat. PI., Anat. Trunks \\. 8 In standing,
most numerously, in or near, the inner Margin of the Barque.
1779 H. WALPOLK Wks, (1846) VI. 47 You, who keep your
self so warm and so numerously clothed. 1822-34 Good s

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 502 The box is numerously per
forated at the bottom. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II.

225 Nor is there any reason to believe that any of these

addresses was numerously signed. 1870 ROGERS Ilist.
Glean. Ser. n. 17 So numerously did students throng to the

medieval university.
Comb, 1829 BENTHAM Justice -y Cod. Petit., Abr. Petit.

Justice 37 Another and more numerously-seated Westmin
ster Hall judicatory. 1887 Pall Mall G. 6 Sept. 2/1 The
same case of a numerously-daughtered paterfamilias.
2. Harmoniously, rhythmically. rare~ l

.

1656 CoWLEY Jfisf., Elcgic upon Anacrcon, The Smooth-
pac d Hours of ev ry day Glided numerously away.
Nu merousness. [f. as prec. + -NLSS.]
1. The state of being numerous; the condition of

being many in number.
1631 T. POWELL Tom of All Trades 142 Numerousncs

SpoiTea
all. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps, Ixxxvii. i In respect of

the numerousness of eminent persons. 1741 UKKKKLKY
Wks. (1871) IV. 274 You seem to think the numerousness
of her sons an argument of her truth. 1782 Miss IJUKNEY
Cecilia n. iv, The numerousness of splendid engagements,
of which, .every one was proud to boast. 1841 L. HUNT
Seer 11. (1864) 42 There are times when the numerousness
may scatter the individual gusto. 1887 T. A. TKOLLOI-E
What I remember I. xv. 311 English wanderers at that time
earned the privilege since accorded to their numerousness.

2. Measured or rhythmic quality; regularity in

measure or rhythm.
1713 ADDISON Sped. No. 357 p 4 He has rather chosen to

neglect the Numerousness of his Verse. 1727-38 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Numbers, It contributes greatly to the numerous-
ness of a period, to have it closed by magnificent and
well-sounding words. 1839 Blackw. Mag. XLV. 135 The
richness and numerousness of the harmony. 1893 Nat.

Obs.^ 17 June 115/2 His own gorgeous appreciation of

quality and numerousness in instrumentation.

t Nu inery. Obs. Also -ye, -ie. [ad. L.

Numeri, pi. of numerns number.] The book of

Numbers.
c 1400 Wyclif Bible (1850) I. 363 Here endith Leuytkus,

and here bigynneth Numery \v.r. Numeri]. 1534 MOKE
Treat. Passion Wks. 1301/1 As it appeareth m the .xi.

chapiter of Numerye. 156* LEGH Annory (1597) 52 This
is a strong beast, as appeareth by that is spoken in Numery.
1574 J. JONES \ at. Begin. Growing Things 34 The booke
of Exodus, of Numery, and of losua.

t Nu minal, a. Obs. rare -1
. [f. L. numin-^

stem of niimen NUMEN + -AL.] Divine.

1652 FELTHAM Low Countries (1677) 56 Their wisdom is

not indeed Heroic or Numina),..but rather narrow and
restrictive.

So f Nu minous a.
; f Nirminously adv.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 66 The Will of a King is very
numinous ; it hath a kinde of vast universality in it. 1650
B. Discollim. 26 They shall prove such Jupiters as to fall

a thundring and lightning so numinously over our heads.

t Numisma rian, a. Obs. = NUMISMATIC.
1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. 74 The same Medal-

Pyramids were presently prop d up and enlarg d by the

following
B
Nurnisrnarian-Pioneers in chief.

Numismatic (ni^miznue tik), a. and sl&amp;gt;. [ad.
F. numismatiqite (1579), =

It., Sp., and Pg.
numismaticO) f. L. nttmismat-, stem of numisma,
iiowistna., a. Or. pv/utr/xa current coin, f. vopifav to

have in use.] A. adj.
1. Of, pertaining or relating to, coins or coinage.
179* Gentl, Mag. LXII. i. 51 A numismatic History of

France was among the desiderata of her national history.

1804 Ibitl. LXXIV. ii. 1102 In order to settle these numis
matic difficulties. 1839 JAMES Louis .AYK, III. 196 Under
their care the numismatic art was carried to a very high
degree of

perfection.
1882 A. J. C. HARE in Gd. Words

Mar. 185 Sne lives only by numismatic record.

2. Consisting of coins.

1851 D. WlLlON FrvA.X**. ID. iL (1863) II. 62 The numis
matic treasures inc uding an almost unbroken series of

imperial coins from Augustus to Diocletian. 1868 STEPHENS
Runic Mon. II. 879 A meaning in harmony with a whole
class of numismatic remains.

B. sb. pi. The study of coins and medals, esp.
from an archaeological or historical standpoint.
1829-32 in WEBSTER. 1850 LEircHtr. C. O, Mailer s Anc.

Art 317 (ed. 2) 366 Numismatics.. is, in the main, an
auxiliary to the knowledge of the trade and mutual inter

course of the ancients. 1876 MATHEWS Coinage Introd.

p. iii, Numismatics, .might DC considered as a branch of

Archaeology, were its inquiries confined to the coins of by
gone days.
So f Numisma tlcal a.

t
numismatic. Obs. 1

Num.isma tically adv., as regards numismatics.
Numismati cian, a numismatist
1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. 73 Of all the Sorts and

Kinds of Writers and Writings, Great Britain has produc d
the fewest of Medal-Tracts and Numismatical Collectors.

188 1 Daily Tel. 8 Mar., The national money of Britain is

neither clipped, nor unduly worn, nor debased in value. It

is numismatically splendid. 1883 St. James s Gaz. 20 Feb.

5 About the last place where a numismatician would expect
to find a valuable

gold coin.

Numismatist (niwmrzmsetist). [ad. F. nu-
mhmatiste . see prec. and -IST.] One who has a

j

special interest in numismatics ;
a student of coins.

NUMMULARIAN.
1799 Gentl. Mug. LXIX. n. 1172 A deception attempted

to be played off upon numismatists. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV.
52/2 Numismatists have usually given the name of medals
to those coins that have been struck . . for particular purposes.
1879 C. R. Low Jrnl. Gen. Abbott ii. 164 Captain Abbott,
who was a keen numismatist, and had an excellent colltc-

tion of coins.

Numismato graphy. rare. [= F. munis-

matographie, Sp. -grafiiij l
j

g. and mod.L. -graphia :

see -XiKAFHY.] The systematic description of

coins
; the descriptive pait of numismatics.

1853 HUMPHREY Coin Coll, Alan. xvi. iSoOur term numis
matics, numismatography, &c., *vc., l&amp;gt;y

which the science
of the study of coins is known, we also receive from the

Romans.

Numismatologist. [Cf.next and -OLOGIST.]
A numismatist.

1835 L^KNES Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) III. 379 Taking im

pressions and drawings of it. .for tlie. .satisfaction of nurnih-

matologists, 1859 W. H, GREGORY /ii, -)^ H- j Naturalist,

archaeologist, numismatologist ; in .short, something of

everything,

WumismatO logy. [-OLOG v.] The science

of numismatics.
1815 SOUTH KY in Q. Rev. XII. 519 At a very early a.^e,

llarie had formed a ta^te for numismatology* 839 (Icnil.

A/tig. Sept. 316/2 The General . . turned his attention tu

numismatology. 1856 SMYTH Roman /&amp;lt;////. Coins
_&amp;gt;7t&amp;gt;

The
numismatology of Europe has been so bitterly tlcyradcd.

tNumm. Obs. rare-*, [a. F. nnnunc
t
ad. I,.

niimiHus.~\ A coin.

1694 Mon EL .x Rabelais v, Ep. l ant;tp uel s Lymosin,
Large heaps of Numms to fill your I;u-est Coffers.

Nummary (mnuari;, a. [ad. L. munmCu ins^
f. minimus a coin.]
1. Pertaining or relating to money or coinage.
1660 WATEKHOUSK Anns

&amp;lt;y

Arm. 31 They allowed none
participants with them on ordinary arid nummary account*.

1740 W. DOUGLASS Disc. Curr. tirit. riant. At icr. 5 All

over Europe for many Ages preceding the i4th Century, the

nummary Pound, and the Ponderal or Pound Weight uf
Silver were the same. 1810 G. CHALMERS Caledonia II. i.

37 Alexander III followed the nummary example of Alex
ander I. 1817 RUDING Ann. Coinage (1840) I. 1 12 He is uf

opinion that they borrowed their money pound from the

Greeks, and their nummary language from, the Romans.
1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 329/2 It was then, as it still

i&amp;gt;,
the

24oth part of the nummary pound.
2. Dealing with, occupied with, coins or money.
1693 KICNNETT Par. Antiq. iv. u Nummary Authors

observe, that a Castle or wall d City was the pourtraicture
of a Roman Colony. 1807-8 SYD. SMYTH / . Plymlcys Lett.

Wks. 1859 II- *6S/2 Indignity to George Rose would be felt

by the smallest nummary gentleman in the king s employ.

Numme, obs. f. NUMB. Wummen, pa. pplc.
of XIM to take. Obs. Nummer, obs. f. NUMBER.
Nummet (nzrmet). dial. Also nommit, -et.

[Corruption of NooNMJSAT; cf. NAMMKT and NLM-
MOCK]. A light meal or luncheon.
1825 JENNINGS Obs. Dial. IV. &quot;., Nnmniet^ short meal

between breakfast and dinner; nunchion. 1850 COLLINS
Cower Dial, in Trans. Phil. Soc. IV. 222 Nominct, a
luncheon of bread, cheese, &c. not a regular meat. 1892
O NEILL Devonshire Idyls no Fore-bit and Bieakf:i&amp;gt;t,

Rear-bit and Dinner; Numintt and Crummit, And a Lit

after Supper.

Nummi-, combining form of L. ntttnimts coin,
as I Niinimi-ainorous ., fond of or loving money.
Nummi-cultivate v.

,
to encourage or assist with

money or payment ;
so Nummi-cultivated ///.

a. and Nummi-culture. Nummiform^., shaped
like a coin (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1650 B. Discollim. 28, 1 could demonstrate it to be .. Versi-

pellous, Centireligjous, Nummiamorous. 1860 READE 8//t

CtntDitandw. 250 The dagger stroke that slew Marloe in his

twenty-ninth year, struck down a heaven born and nummi-
cultivated genius. Ibid, 265 If this Anglo-Saxon [Shake
speare] had not been nummicultivated by the theatre.

Ibid., Under example, stimulus, and nummi-culture.

Nummie,Numming: seeNuMBi, NUMBING.
t Nu mmist. Obs. rare -. [f. L. nitmm-us
+ -IST.] Numismatist.
1703 HICKES in Thoresby Corr. II. 36 This gentleman,. .

so particularly a great nummist, as famous as any. .for his

knowledge of coins.

Nummock, variant of NUMMET.
1873 Sat. Rev. 3 Aug. 140/1 Our whortle-gatherers..sit

down for their nummock of bread and whortleberries,
washed down by., water.

t Numms, Obs. Cant. (See quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew* Numms, a Sham, or Collar

Shirt, to hide the t other when Dirty. 1755 DEANE SWIFT
ss. on Swift 273 The wearing of numms, or scraps of linen

to cover dirty shirts.

Nummular (nzrmi/nii), a. [f. L. nuHimul-its
t

dim. of nummus coin, piece of money -t- -Ait -.]
1. Of or pertaining to money.
1731 in BAILEY (vol. II). Hence in JOHNSON, etc.

2. Path. Coin-shaped, esp. of sputa.
1846 BRITTAN tr. Malgaigne s Man. Oper. Sitrg. 15 AH

these [cauteries] may be very well reduced to three. The
oval, octagonal, and nummular. 1879 St. Geor$e*$ Hosp.
Rep. IX. 166 The sputum was frothy on admission, but

subsequently became nummular. \^y^AllbutisSyst.Med.
VIII. 553 Spots intermediate in size between the guttate
and nummular.

t Nummula*rian. Obs. rare
- !

. [f. L. num-
muldrius, f. ntimwutus.] A money-changer.
c 1450 Mirour Salnacioun (Roxb.) 58 He ouerthiewe the

l.uulc.i S: ; ,h&amp;lt;_Llde the monee of the JSumelaiiens.



NUMMULARY.

Nummulary (n-mi/71ari), a. [See NUM-
MULAB a. and -AKY 1.] Nummary.
1767 W. CLARKE Connexion Coins 283 The Romans ap

plied all their nummulary language to such real coins as
were struck within that empire. Ibid. 483 The Roman
nummulary pound was one quarter less than that by which
this payment was adjusted. 1817 RUDING Ann. Coinage
(1840) I. 205 The nummulary Talent, which was in common
use by the Greeks, and according to which the Anglo-
Saxons rated their greater fines, that is, by multiples of

sixty Pounds. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 514 2 The
twelfth part of the nummulary Saxon pound, and the fif

teenth of the commercial. 1871 C. DAVIES Metric Syst, in.

92 The identity of the nummulary weight and of the standard
Miver coin.. was first defaced by Edward I himself.

Nu mniulated, ///. a. Path. [f. L. num-
niu!-ns. \ Coin-shaped, nummular.
1873 F. T. ROBERTS nandbk. Med. 419 Sometimes they

Ut\ sputa] are very tenacious..and ma)- form distinct num-
mulated masses. 1876 BRISTOWE T/t.

&amp;lt;y

Pract. Med. (1878)

367 The &amp;gt;puta
which yield this odour are generally distinctly

purulent, occasionally nummulated.

Numniuline (nirmuflain), a. and sb. Geol,

[f. as prec. + -I.VE
&amp;gt;.]

A. adj. Nummulitic.
1865 CARPENTER in Intellect. Obs. May 291 These tubuli,

as In the existing representatives of the Nummuline series,

iiniully run parallel to each other. 1875 DAWSON Dawn of
Life vii. 185 The nummu line- layer . . unmistakably occurs in

cracks or fissures, both in Canadian and Connemara ophite.

B. sb. A nummulitc.
1879 C.\K)-hSTER in Encycl. B&amp;gt;-it. IX. 384/2 The same

irregularities in the grouping of the tubuli that. .we find in

recent Nummulines.

Nummulite (n mi/?bit;. Zool. [f. L. num-
niiil~us, dim. of mtmmus coin + -ITE 1

2.] A
i^tnus of fossil foraminiferous cephalopods belong
ing to the order Polyf/inlamia, found abundantly
in the Tertiary strata ;

an individual of this genus.
1811 PINKERTON Pctral. I. 453 The iiumniulites, or por-

piies occur in the limestone of Egypt and of France. 1839
Civil Eng. &amp;lt;V

Arch. Jrnl. II. 148/2 In the freshwater rocks
of the I^le of Wight we find the nummulite. 1868 W. S. O.
lr. I iguier ii Occuti World iv. 79 The greater part of the

Iv^yptian pyramids is only an ag^rc^auon of Nummuliies.
1884 Lci.Mnc Ho itr Apr. 2^6/2 Imniense numbers of disc-

like --iielK of p:-oto/oa, tht NuinmulitL&amp;gt;.

attrib. 1873 DAWSON Earth fy Man x. 241 The Nurnmu-
hte Limestone was undoubtedly oceanic.

Nummulitic ,n2?mi//li-tikj, a. Geol. [f. prec.
+ -H .] Containing, or formed of, nummulites,
1833 LYELL Frinc. Geol. III. 185 Sc-condary rocks, com

posed in great part of grey and greenish sandstone and
conglomerate, with some thick beds of mimniulitic lime
stone. 1863 DANA Man. Geol. 523 They [the pyramids]
are largely NummuHlic, many beds consisting almost wholly
of. . Nummulites. 1882 GEIKIK Tcxt-bk. Geol. vi. iv. 837
1 he early Tertiary or nummulitic sea was upheaved into a
succession of giant mountains.

Numnah (nzrmna). [var. of NUMDAH.] A
thick cloth or felt; a saddle-cloth; a pad placed
under a saddle to prevent soreness.

1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 157 The bridles
are laid over the cantles,. .numnah or blanket over all.

1873 in Champion & Wilton Saddles fy Sore Backs 31 Far
superior to the numnah at present in use, or the leather
numnah or pad. 1891 Field 7 Mar. p. xiv/3 Sponge-lined
patent numnahs for the prevention of sore backs.
attrib. 1893 li.iily s Mag. May 261/2, 1 crept into my

numnah bag, where I was soon quite snug.

Numness, obs. form of NUMBNESS.

Nump s. Obs. AlsoSnumphs. [Of obscure \

oiigin.] A silly or stupid person, (Used chiefly ,

in jocular address.)
1611 BKAUM. & FL. Kt. Burning P. \\. ii, Hum. What do

;

you think I am? Jasp. An arrant noddy.. .Luce. Fare-
\\el, my pretty Nump, I am very sorry I cannot bear thee

company. 1673 Br. S. PARKER Repr. Reh. Transp. 85
These are villainous Engines indeed ; but take heart,
Numps ! 1709 Brit. Apollo No. 56. 3/1 Alas ! poor Numphs,
thy Jobbernole Seems scarce informed by a Soul. ? 1730
Royal Remarks 37 Many Fools.., poetical Numpses.
Numparel(I, obs. or dial. rT. NONPAIIEIL.
Nu mquid. rare&quot;

1
. [L. numqitid, used to

introduce a question.] An inquisitive person.
1833 Blackw. Mag. XXXIV. 675 The barbers shop is the

everlasting resort and solace of the numquids of the turban.

Numskull (n mskI). Forms: a. 8-9 numb
skull; numpscull, -skull. . 8-9 numscull (8

-soul, -seal), 8- numskull (8 -skul). [f.
Ni MB

a. + SKULL $b^\
1. A dull-witted or stupid person ;

a blockhead,
thickhead, dolt.

a. 1724 SWIFT Let. to lVood\V\is, 1841 II. 50, I remember
not to have known a greater numbskull than tliou art.

ue siarvea. 1000 sporting .nag. AV i. 204 1 m not so great
a fool.. as that great numpscull Jack ! 1834 M. SCOTT Tom
Cringle xvi, Why will not the numbskulls confine their
infernal dullness to them. 1839 LANDOK Andrea, ofHun
gary 84 I ve swum two nights And days together upon Baian
uine.. ; twould swamp that leaky nump-skull.

ft. 1728 VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. \. ii, Thou art a
numscul I see already. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 490 If
he s a fool, and like a numskul chuses To consort with those

wcedling jades, the Muses. 1807-8 W. IRVING Saltnag.
(1824) 130 Every modern numskull, who takes hold of a
subject he knows nothing about. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron.
Barset II. Ixxiii. 295 He considered them to be numskulls,
and little better than idiots.

attrib. and Comb. 1814 HILL Let. to Cartyle 9 May, Ever
varying the scene with wit and mirth, while bonest Peter
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must hold on in one numskull track to all eternity. 1828

i SOUTHEY Ep. to A, Cunningham i An honest fellow of the
numskull race ;. .a very goose.
2. The head, pate, noddle, esp. that of a dull or

stupid person.
1717 PRIOR Alma \. 127 Or Toes, or Fingers, in this Case,

i Of 1s* urn-scull s Self shou d take the Place. 1738 Gentl.

Mag. VIII. 197/2 Their Children, .having at their Birth

Numsculls, like those obtain d by Art by their Parents.

1743 FIELDING J. Andrews in. xii, The nonsensical dictates

of his own numscull. a 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. 11*. Ind.

(1834) 37 He never could squeeze his great numskull into it.

1842 LOVER Handy Andy iii, Confound your numskull! I

didn t say a word about ink. 1850 T. A. TROLLOPK Impress.
ll and. xiii. 210 Tell them what you will, they shake their

wise numskulls when you have done.

Hence Nivmskullism, stupidity.
1806 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 268 His reminiscences

i familiarize us with the interior of the court of George the

|
First and Second, and display, in full light, the numskullism

i of both those regal personages.

Nnmsknlled (ntrnuludd), a. [f. prec. -*-

i -ED-.] Dull- or slow-witted; stupid.
1706 E.WARD Wooden World Diss. (1708) 12 His Proxy,

1 some numb-skull d Officer, whom he most esteems. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John. Bull i. xii, That Clod-pated. Xumskulrd,
Ninny-hammer of yours. 1881 DUFRELD Don Quixote II.

361 Is it possible that your worship is so numskulled and so

lacking in brains?

Hence Numsktrlledness.
1885 Sat, Rev. 28 Nov. 717 The practitioners of this

black art.. carried it out with at least a heroic consistency
of numskulledness.

t Nu mskully, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LY-.]
In the manner of a numskull

; stupidly.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 88. 3/2 You answer Questions so

Numscully.
Nun (nvn\ sb. 1 Forms: a. 1-7 uunne, 5

nune, 4- nun (5 nunn, Sc. nwn). & 3-6
nonne, 5-6 none (5 nonn, 6 noone). [OE.
nunne, OHG. nunna (MUG. and mcxl.G. dial,

nnnne
/ ,

ON. and (M)S\v. nunna
;

also ME.
nonne ^prob. a. OFr. nonnc}, = MDti. nontie (Du.
non) t MSw. nonna

t Da. and G. nonne. The
ultimate source is eccl. L. nonna

t
fern, of nonnus

monk (in late Gr. vuvva, vvvvos), originally a title

given to elderly persons, whence It.
nonno&amp;gt; nonna

grandfather, grandmother, Sicilian nnnint. nunna
father, mother, Sard, nonmij nonna godfather,

godmother.]
1. A woman devoted to a religious life under cer

tain vows ; usually, one who has vowed poverty,

chastity, and obedience, and who lives in a con
vent under a certain rule, as in the Roman Catholic
and Greek Churches.
a. ctjootr. Kxdas Hist. iv. xxiii. (1890) 340 Wses in Jiaem

seolfan mynstre sumu hali^u nunne. ciooo /LFKIC in

Assniann Ags. Horn. (1889) in. 368 Synd swa |wab J&amp;gt;a

\vudewan..to nunnan ^ehadode. a 1122 O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 963, He macode Jwer twa abbotrice, an of

muneca, o6er of nunna. a 1225 Ancr. R. 316 Ich am on
ancre, a nunne, . .a meiden. c 1275 Sinners bnvare 169 in

0. E, Misc. 77 Mvnekes and Nunnen pat heom wyte ne
kunnen From sucche lecherye Heo schule to helle cume.
ft 1300 Cursor l\f. 29284 Qua smites, .munk, orfrer, nun, or

chanun,. .he ih cursd. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 62 Saue nunnes
slos he sykerly )&amp;gt;e relygyous |&amp;gt;at

bar war. c 1430 LYUG.
Min, Poems (Percy Soc.) 200 Rympled liche a nunnys
veylle. c 1440 Promp. Pa&amp;gt;-v. 360/2 Nune, womann of re-

lygione, wonialis, monacha. 1538 STARKEY England n.

1. 148 Monkys, frerys, ..and nunnys, of the wych..ther
ys nosmal nombur. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv.iv. 201 For
my Daughters.. They shall be praying Nunnes, not weeping
Queenes. 1613 MAY Decl. Est. Clothing iv. 19 Then do
they punish the clothier for that fault as the Frier whipt
the Nun with a Fox taile. 1671 WOODHEAU St. Teresa it.

xxvi. 166 There was no perswading her to be a Quire-Nun,
but a Lay-Sister. 1715 DE FOE Fain. Instruct, i. iv. (1841)
I. 78 Does my mother think to make a nun of me? 1797 MRS.
RADCLIH- K Italian xi, Vivaldi perceived a procession of nuns

approaching from a distant aisle. 1838 LYTTON CaUeron
iii, You may well look surprised, when actresses turn nuns.
1880 OL IDA Moths I. 107 It seems to me you are shut up
like a nun.

. c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. \. 18 A Nonne bare was of on
beie. c 1330 R. BRLNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 8029 Scho

ys nonne of relygion At Seint Petreskirkeof jns toun. 1377
LANGL. / . PI. B. v. 153, I haue an aunte to nonne and an
abbesse bothe. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 4, I will bat b
nonne j?at kepid me in my seknes haue ij nobles. 1481
CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 28 A lytel besyde the waye. .siode
a cloyster of black nonnes. 1491 I itas Pair. (W, de
W. 1495) ii. 305 She is my nonne & yours & he named
her so ; bycause they named in lyke wyse the deuoute

virgynes in that regyon. 1523 LD. BEKNKRS Froiss. I.

civ. 187 Noones, hauynge no reuenewes aboue x.H. shall

pay nothynge. c 1550 BALE A . Johan (Camden) 2 Monkes,
Chanons & nones in dyvers coloure and shappe. 1

WILLOBIE Aviso, xlii, She is no Saynt, She is no Nonne
b. A priestess or votaress of some pagan deity.

893 K. /ELFKED Oros. iv. iv. 162 On 3a;re ilcan tide

Caperronie wss hatenu heora goda nunne. a 1400-50
Alexander-tii (Dubl.), Zacora hyrn sayd, a semlych Nonn,
par was none ober answer, a 1547 SL-RREY SEneid iv. 389
And whisketh througli the town like Bachus nunne. 1598
DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xiii. 175 Like one of Bacchus raging
frantike Nunnes. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 765 The
Nuns that keep the fire of Vesta as their lives. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Rtbell. vi. 42 How much more Chris

tian was that Athenian Nun in Plutarch. 1698 HOCGHTON
Hnsl&amp;gt;. (ed. Bradley, 1727) II. 365 The law of the twelve

tables prohibited all but the Emperor and Vestal Nuns to

be bury d within the city [Rome].

Abbei

1594

WUNATAK.
c. transf. A courtesan.

1770 FOOTE Lajne Lover i. Wks. 1799 II. 60 An abbess,
well known about town, with a smart little nun in her suite.

1825 C. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I. 167 The nuns of St.

Clements.

2. The name of various birds : a. The Blue

Titmouse, Pants cxruleus.

1589 HIGINS tr. Junitis Nomenclator 60 Parus minor, a
litle titmouse, called a Nunne, became his heade is filletted
as it were Nunlike. 1678 RAY Willughby s Ornitk. 262
The blue Titmouse or Nun : Parus cxntleits. 1774 G.
WHITE Selborne xli, The blue titmouse, or nun, is a great
frequenter ofhouses,and ageneral devourer. 1843 Zoologist
I. 215 Looking cautiously through a crevice, I saw a nun
actively engaged in ferreting out the small white grub.
1903 Daily Graphic 31 Jan. n/i During the winter you
generally see the tomtit, -in his character of the nun .

b. The Smew, Mergus albellus* [So G. notitie.]
1666 MERRETT Pinax 183 Nun est avis aquatica quer-

quedula paulo minor, Rostrum ei rotundum [etc.]. 1674
RAY Coll. Words, Water Fowl 95 This hath no English
name known to me, unless it be that which Dr. Merret in

his Pinax calls by the name of Nun : The Germans call it

the White Nun. 1709 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 466 Mergus
major cirrat its, the Smew, or White Nun. 1768 PENNANT
Brit. Zool. II. 438. 1817 T. FORSTER Nat. Hist. Su&amp;gt;atl&amp;lt;xu-

fr7&r(ed.6)93 Mcrgits albelliss, Smew. ., white Nun, Lough-
diver. 1894 NEWTON Diet. Birds 646 Nun.., the adult
male Smew, from his delicate white and black plumage.

c. A variety of the domestic pigeon.
1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Pigeon^ There are indeed

many sorts of pigeons such as Helmets, Nuns, Tumblers,
Unrbs. 1733 J. MOORE Columbarium 48 The Nun.. is a
bird somewhat larger than a Jacobine, her Plumage is

very particular, and she seems to take her Name from it.

1868 Boy s Ou&amp;gt;n Bk. 359 The Nun . . attracts notice from the

pleasing contrast in its feathers; its head is almost covered
with a veil of white feathers, which gives it its name.

d. = NUN-BIRD. (Cent. Diet. 1890.)
3. A species of Venus-shell, rare ~ .

1681 GREW MUS&UHI i. vi. i. 138 Many of this sort,

striated, are found, saith Mr. Lyster, near Hartle-pool in

the County of Durham, where the People call them Nuns.
4. A species of moth.
1832 RENSIE Butterfl. &amp;lt; M. 96 The Nun. ..Wings one

inch one-twelfth. 1890 Pall Malt G. 14 Aug. 4/3 The
devastating moth, known as the nun

,
has made its appear-

ance in north and west Germany.
f5. (See DAMSEL 4.) Obs.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. Appositive, as nun-
novice

^ -portress, -princess, -sister, etc.

c 900 \V&quot;.-I:KFEKTH ^.Gregorys Dial. 30 Be fc&amp;gt;sere nunfaemnan,

^bat
bone leahtric. c 1400 Rnle St. Benet (Prose) 147

&quot;ter
J&amp;gt;U

sal ^at nun nouece stand stil befpr be auter. 1768
BARETTI Mann, fy Customs Italy II. 21 To get out of the
convent at night by the connivance of the nun-portress.
1879 J. D. LONG SEneid I. 304 Till the nun-princess Ilia

Bear unto Mars two children at a birth. 1892 Daily News
20 Oct. -j/7 To crown their sorrows, another nun-sister.,

had sunk under an attack of typhus.
b. Miscellaneous, as nun-looking, -nature, etc.

1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 90 These black eyes. .

took additional charms from the nun-looking wimple. 1824
SCOTT Redganntlet ch. xvi, The place they live in was
some sort of nun-shop long ago. 1863 KINGSLEY in Reader
Oct. 507 Theirs is the true nun-nature. 1872 HOWELLS
IVedd. Journ, (1892) 268 Soft nun-voices speaking French

through grated doors.

c. In genitive combs., as nun s cloth, a thin

woollen stuff; nun s cotton, = nuns thread \

nun s fiddle (see quot.) ; t nun s flesh, a cold

or ascetic temperament ;
nun s thread, a fine

white sewing-cotton, such as is used by nuns
;

nun s veiling, a thin dress-stuff.

1884 Casselfs Mag. Mar. 246/1 *Nun s cloths are also now
printed in chintz patterns. 1903 HUGHES Mus. Guide 213
*
Xuns-fiddle, marine trumpet 167^2

DRVDEN Assignation
i. i, They that look for *Nuns flesh in me shall be mistaken.

1731-8 SwOT Polite Con? 1
, i, I ll be sworn Miss has not

an Inch of Nun s Flesh about her. 1796 WINDHAM Sp.
(1812) I. 304 With no. haste to privation of their own
comforts, with not one bit of Nun s rlesh about them. 1815
Zeluca III. 234 Lady Floray couldn t have been much of a

girl when she did marry if she was engaged eight years, she

must have had a little nun s flesh about her. 1766 W. GOR
DON Gen. Counting-ho. 322, i small box *nuns thread. 1844
G. DODD Textile Mannf. iv. 140 The making of sewing-
thread, known by the names of

* ounce-thread and nun s-

thread . 1883 Truth 31 May 747/1 Lady Florence Max
well s toilette was of cream *nun s veiling.

t Nun, sbP Obs. rare. [Perh. the same as

prec,] A child s top. Also nun-gig.
1598 FLORIO, Turbine, a toppe, gigge or nunne that chil

dren plaie with, a whirlegigge. 1611 COTGR., Sabot, a Top,
Gig, or Nunne to whip, or play with. 1615 MARKHAM
Country Contentm. i. (1635) ii. n There be other Anglers
which make their Corks [for floats] in the fashion of a Nun-
gigge, small at both ends, and bigge in the middest.

Nun, v. rare
~ l

. [f. NUN $bf\ trans. To con

fine or shut up as in a nunnery.
1753-4 RICHARDSON Grandison (1766) V. 45, I will have

you to town, and nun you up with Aunt Nell.

II Nu natak. [Eskimo ; introduced by Nor-

denskiold.] A peak of rock appearing above

the surface of the inland ice in Greenland.
The Swedish plural nnnatakker has sometimes been used

in English works.
1882 J. D. WHITNEY Climatic Changes 303 Camp was

made.. at the foot of a nunatak, the summit of which was

4,960 feet above the sea-level. 1888 Times 20 Nov. 9/5 The
nunataks

1 which rise like skeletons above the frozen waste.

1900 Nation 15 Nov. 391/3 The visible land is in the form of

nunataks, or of sea-cliffs, with talus beaches here and there.
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Kan-bird. Omith. [f. NUN ^.i] A South
American puff-bird of the genus Monacha.
1881 SCLATER yacatnars &amp;lt;y Puff-birds 146 The White-

winged Nunbird [Monacha nigra\ was one of the first South
American birds known to scientific naturalists. Ibid. 153
The Peruvian White-faced Nunbird seems to be an abundant
and generally distributed species in Upper Amazonia. Ibid.

158 Monacha pallcscens, the Pale Nunbird.

Nun-buoy. Abut. [Cf. NUN sl&amp;gt;.~, quot. 1615.]
A buoy of circular shape in the middle and taper

ing towards each end.

1703 DAMPIER I oy. III. 1. 149 The Tide. .runs very swift

here, so that our Nun-buoy would not bear above the Water
lo be seen. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780) s.v. Buoy,
Nun-Buoys, are shaped like the middle frustum of two cones,

abutting upon one common base. 1816 Specif, Foulerton s

Patent No. 4040, The term nun buoy is applied generally
to that description of buoy which is fastened by a rope to a

ship s anchor by which you may know where the anchor lies.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor s Pkt.-Bk. v. (ed. 2) 136 Wrecks will

still continue to be marked by green nun-buoys.

II Wuiic dimi ttis. [l* the first words of

the Song of Simeon in Luke ii. 29.]
1. The canticle beginning with these words.

1532 fib- Com. Prayer^ Evening Pr. Rubric, After that,

(Nunc dimittis} in Englishe, as folowetb. 1633 BACON Ess.
t

On Death, The sweetest Canticle is, Nunc dimittis \ when
a Man hath obtained worthy Knds, and Expectations. 1872
A. DE VF.RR Leg. St. Patrick, St. P. $ Impostor, Those
Elders twain With hands upraised . . sang the Nunc
Dimittis .

b. Hence to sing {one s} mine diniittis^ to de

clare oneself willing or delighted to depart from
life or from some occupation.
1642 NF.THERSOLE Consid. upon Affairs 8, I should.,

cheerfully sing my Nunc dimittis. 1776 J. ADAMS ll- ks.

(1854) IX- 39 1 When these things are once completed, I

shall.. sing my nttnc dimittis^ return to my farm [etc.}.

1825 HAN. MORE in W. Roberts Mem. (1834) IV. 257 If I

could see the abolition of the slavery. .in the West Indies..
I could sing my nttnc dimittis with joy. 1859 DARWIN Lift
.$ Lett. (1887) II. 232, 1 am now contented, and can sing my
1 mine dimittis .

2. Permission to depart ; departure, dismissal.

1654 IVottorfs Lett. I. 120 (Stanf.), Yet my good Lord, at
least procure me of my Lord the King a Nunc dimittis,
leave to depart. 1699 MISAURTS Honour ofGout in Ilarl,

Misc. (1809) II. 44 He tells the decumbent a long story of
the pains and misery of life, in order to make his nttnc
dimittis go down the easier. 1829 Kdin. Rei\ XLIX. 2i3
We shall now bow our heads to the nunc dimittis, come
when it may.
t Nlince. Obs. Also 7 nonce. [Anglicized

form of NUNCIO or nuncins NUNTITJS, or a. F.

nonce.] = NUNCIO.
1566 in Keith Hist. C/i. Scot. App. 11. 135 Hir Majestie

can nocht be empeschit with ony Besines concerning the
Nunce. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. x. 420
Pelleua;i . . was the Papes mince. 1611 SPEED Hist. Cf. Brit.
ix. viii. 44. 498 Two Nunces from the Pope, .meete him
at Northampton. 1686 WAKE Expos. Doctr. Ch. Kng.
p. xxxv, The Faculty of Divinity, at the Command of the

Nonce, . .censured his Propositions.

Nuncheon (nzvnjan). Now dial. Forms : a. 4
nonechenche, nonschoiich.es, 5 -senches ; Sc. 4
noynaankys, 5-6 none-, nunschank(i)s. 0. 5
noonchyns, -shyns, nonsiens, 6 nunchings, 6 -

7

nunciona (7 -chions), -tions. 7. 5 noneshyne,
8-9 noonchin(e ; 7, 9 nooushun. 5. 6-7 (9)
nonchion ; 6 nuntion, 7 -cian

;
6- nunchion,

7- nuncheon, ^dial. nunchen, -chin(g), -chun,
-shon. [M E. non(e}shench )

f, non(e NOON +
shench (OE. scene] draught, cup. Until the I7th
cent, usually in forms with final s. In mod.
western and south-western dialect the shorter
form nitnch is also current : cf. luncheon and

lunch.] A slight refreshment of liquor, etc.,

originally taken in the afternoon ; a light refresh

ment taken between meals
; a lunch.

1353 in RHey Aft?///, London 265 Nonechenche. 1375-6
Ahingdon Abbey Ace. (1892) 28 Vnde liberantur Conuentui,
pro eorum nonschonches,. .j panis et j lagena ceruisie. 1394
Keg. Nigrum Aherbrothoc (Rann. Club) 43 That day that
he wyrkis he sal haf a penny til his noynsankys. 1422-3 in
Gentl. Mag. (1830) C. n. 592 It m to ij Carpenters be j day
to eche of hem, with her Nonsenches. 1491 St. Giles Char
ters (1859) p. xx,To haif bot thair noneschanks allanerly after-
none. 1529 Bitrgk Rec. /Jr&Y (1887) I. 35 HaifTand ilk

werk day ane half hour afor nyne houris afor none to his

disjone, and ane othir half hour afor four houris eftyr none
to his nunschankis. 1536 in Jervise Mem. Angus fy Mearns
(1885) I. 298 Na tyme of license of dennar nor noneshankis.

(3. 1422-3 in Gentl. Mag. (1830) C. if. 592 It m to on
Robert Dawber for his dawbyng be vij dayes,..with his

noonchyns. 1426-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 64, ij

carpenters with her nonsiens. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,
MerendO). .vt\ afternoones nuncions or drinking, a beuer.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (1842) 57 Then a set breakfast,
then dinner, then afternoones nunchings, a supper, and a
rere supper. 1612 MABBE tr. A lentan s Guzman d Alf. 276
Which being both put together would not make up together

seasonable nunchion*. 1649 Wandering Jew in Halliw.
Bk. Charac. (1857) 24 In one of these pipes is my mornings
draught,, .in a third, my after-noons nuntions.

y. a 1500 Egerton MS. 2108 If. 57 b, To vij. other laborers
.., every man, iij.^. and for noneshyne, iv.rf. 1613-16 W.
BROWNE Brit. Past. n. i, Harvest-folkes..On sheafes of corne
were at their noonshuns close. 1771 GRAVES Spir. Quix,
(1783) III. 14 They took a comfortable noonchme together.
1808 JAMB AUSTEN Lett. (1884) I. 353 Immediately after the
noonshine which succeeded their arrival a party set off for
Buckwell. 1875 tt hitby Gloss, s.v., It was n t a dinner, it

[

was only a bit of a noonshun. 1880 Miss YOXCE Love fy

|

Life I. 36, 1 will gi\e you some bread and cheese and

\
gingerbread for noonchin.

6. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Lc Gouster,..an
i afternoones banket, an onchion. (11591 II. SMITH li- As.

|
(1867) I. 56 Is there nothing in the sacrament but bread and
wine, like an hungry nuncion? 1603 HAKSNF.T Pop. Impost.
xxiii. 158 Perverting the Nature of the Holy Communion,
to a private Nunchion for a priest alone. 1611 COTGR.,
Collation de Moytte, a Monks nuncheon ;

as much as
another man eats at a large meale. 1694 Uravftart s Rabe
lais iv. xlvi, Some say there is.. no Dinner like ;i Lawyer s,

no Afternoon s Nunchion like a Vintner s. 1734 FIELDING
Old Man taught Wisd. Wks. 1784 III. 126, 1 don t eat a

great deal, unless it be at breakfast ..and afternoon s nun-
chion. 1790 T. PRYCE Voc. Cornish, Crottst, an afternoon s

nuncheon. 1822 SCOTT Nigel \i, I came to get my four-hours
nunchion from you. 1858 HUGHES Sewn: ll hitc Horse 61
A long table was laid out for luncheon, or minching as the

boots, .called it. 1893 ll iltsh. Gloss. App. 198 About Salis

bury Nuncheon is between 10 and 10.30 a.m., and again at

4 p.m., and is a very small meal.

Nunciate (nzrnJVft),.^.
1

[Irre^. f. L. mtncius
or luinciare, perh. alter legate.\ One who or thai

which announces
;

a messenger, nuntius.

1595 W. SMITH Chfaris (1877)4 Vouchsafe to reaile ihe-e

lin*-s.., Nuntlates of wo with sorrow being ( lad. 1762 HOOI.K
TassG xi. viii, All the nunciates of th ethereal

reign,
\\ ho

testified the glorious death to man. 1831 C . L. SVITH n.
Titsso i. Ixix, Do thmi, my nunciate,.. Dispose him in my
name to what imparts vantage to us and him,

Nu nciate, .^.- [ad. It.
////:/&amp;lt;*/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, t mm-

tiato\ see Nuxcio and -ATE 1
a.] Nunciature.

1882-3 ScHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knffivl. 2273 Carlo Borromea
..established a nunciate in Switzerland.

tNU nciate, 7-. C/&amp;gt;s. rare- 1

. (See quot.)
1708 nrit. Apollo No. 7. 3/1 This Court had resolv d to

send thither Monsieur Aldobrandin without be-in t; Xun-
ciated, or having a Urief for Nuncio.

t Tifuncia tion. Obs. [ad. L. nunciation-em,
n. of action f. nmuiCire. mintHire to announce.

So Sp. mittdachn^ Jt. mtnzia$ione^\ The action

of announcing ;
annunciation.

^1450 Cursor M. nooi (Laudl, The nunciacion Of Cryst
that brogbt vs alle pardoun. 1620 T, GRANGER Dh. Logike
3 Nunciation, that is, telling, or reporting. 1633 T. ADAMS
Exp. 2 Pet. i. 1 3 There is no nunciatton of the ( io^pel, how
soever there may be a proclamation of Judgment. 1649
Argts. upon II rit of Habeas Corpus 19 Our case is by the

Nunciation of many.
Nunciative (n&quot;nj ativ),

a. rare. [f. I,.

K&amp;lt;:w/-,ppl. stem Qinnnciare (see prec.) + -IVK.]

Conveying a messnge or messages; making an

nouncements.
1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord xviii. E 2, The Ministerial

power being not compulsive,, .but Nunciative, Swasory,
and directive, a 1901 K. W. H. MYKRS Ifnw. Personality
(1903) II, 88 They are all of them message-bearing or
nunciative automatisms.

So f Nivnciatory a. Obs. rare.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. To Rdr., For of letters there
be sundrie sortes \Marg. Nunciatorie, Lamentatorie, Lon-
solatorie]. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 59 A
Letter Nunciatorie from a sonne to his father or friends

touching his being in service.

Nunciature (iwnpitiuei). Also 7 nuntiat-
ure. [ad. It. nunziatura (= Sp. and Pg. intn-

ciaturdy F. nowiature), f. nunzio Nuarcio.J
1. The representation of the Pope at a foreign

court by his nuncio
;
the office of nuncio.

1652 EARL MONM, tr. Bentivoglio*s Hist. Relat. 51 All

Affairs of Religion which occur in those Kingdoms, fall

likewise under the same Nuntiature. 1670-98 LASSKLS l\&amp;gt;v.

Italy I. 12 They are good for Nunciatures, Embassies, and
State employments. \*]ioLond. Gnz. No. 4775/2 The Pope s

Nuncio was lodged in the palace of the nunciature. 1768
Ann. Keg., Hist. Europe 9/1 It was also resolved . . to sup
press the jurisdiction of the Nunciature. 1858 tr. Life
Xavier 44 Xavier replied that however vile such services

might appear they would not degrade the dignity of the

Nunciature, tittnFallMall G. n July 7/1 The time has not
arrived, .for establishing anything resembling a nunciature
or apostolic delegation in London.

2. The period during which a given person holds
the office of papal nuncio.
1662 J. BARGRAVE Pope Alex. Vlt (1867) ic6 Some

[churches] remaining without pastors all the time of his

nuntiature.
1670

G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. in. i6 He
had been..pleas d with his proceedings during his Nuntia
ture. 1706 tr. Dufin s Eccl. Hist. i6//i C. II.

y.
121 A

History.. which he wrote during his Nunciature in Spain.
1818 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVIII. n. 127 The Pope. .sent him
to the Court of Spain, during which Nunciature he was pro
moted to the purple. 1896 VIZETELLY tr. Zola s Rome 28

First Leo s religious education at Rome, then his brief

nunciature at Brussels.

Nuncio (nzrnjw). Also 6- nuntio. [a. earlier

It. nuttfM, nunfio (now nunzio} ,
= Sp. and Pg.

nuncio :L. nnncius^ nuntius messenger.]
1. A permanent official representative of the

Roman See at a foreign court.
a. 1528 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. n. 103 His Holines

morover sent to his Nuncio a Copie of a lettre sent from
the Nuncio in Hungaria. 1577 HARRISON Dcscr. Eng. ii. in

Holinshed I. 143 The pope understanding what he was

by his Nuncio here in England. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.

in. 63 A Nuncio differed from a Legate, almost as a

Lieger from an extraordinary Amhassadour. 1700 TYRRKLL
Hist. Eng. II. 858 The Pope had sent his Nuncios alt over

Europe. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. \. iv. 293 She now
resolved to allow a nuncio from the pope publicly to enter
her dominions. 1827 HAI.LAM Const. Hist. ili. (1876) I. 115
The nuncio received a message at Brussels, that he must not

enter the kingdom. 1866 ROCK.KS .
(c&amp;gt;~

&amp;lt;. fy Prices I. ix. 155
Contributions fur the maintenance of cardinals, foreign
bishops, and nuncios.

. 1586 J. HOOKKK Ifist. Ircl. in tfo!htshcd\\. 169/1 Two
friers, whose gownes were too long for them to follow the
earle and the popes nuntio. 1617 MOKYSON /tin. i. 8r The
Inquisitors of Religion . . : namely the I opes Nuntio, ami the
Patriarke. a 1648 Lo. HKKHKKF Auto/ling. (iS86j 236 The
Pope s nuntio, the Emperor s ambassador,, .and others.

n 1715 KURNKT Own 1 iine (1766) II. 57 In dangerous prac
tices with the Pope s Nuntio. 1762-71 H. WAI.I OI K I trtnc x

A need. Paint. (1786) III. 216 In the service of cardinal

Dada, the pope s nuntio. 1823 LiNr;Ai-:n Hist. Kn%. VI. 13 t

Leo sent to the court, as nuntio for religious matters, (liro-

lamo Aleandri, prefect of the Vatican library.

12. One who bears a message ;
a messenger.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. X. i. iv. 28 She will attend it better in

thy youth, Then in a Nuntio s of more grnue aspect. 1644
io?/c Rep. Hist. J/.S .S . Cotnni. App. I\ . 70 Having so op
portune a nuncio I could not let pass without presenting a
few lines unto you. 1710 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 95 1 he

godly Lay-Five. . l!y me their sure nuncio do send you tbi-

greeting.

_/?;. . 1617 WITHER
//&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;//#, Jiwcnilifi (1633) 447, 1 had not

now been forced to have sent Tho^e line-; for Nuncios ofmy
discontent. 1672 SIK T. BROWNI-; Let. l- riend 2 Some secret

sen-e or intimation by dreams, .. airy nuncios [etc.]. 1777
I .KAM) / ( /. Antitj. 92 Swallows ,. were honoured antiently
a- the Nuncios of the Spring,
3. A member ui the Polish diet.

1684 Scanderbeg Redivivits ii. -27. Now this distinct Botiy
of Nuntio s..is a Hallance to the Senators. 1753 Sco;.&amp;lt;

jl/rt^ , Jan. 3/1 The nuncios ofagener.il diet of Poland were
chosen in August last. 1773 Aim.

R&amp;gt;-g. 39 l- ifty of the

Nuncios still opposing it to fifty-two who voted for it. 1831
SIK J. SLNVI.AIK &amp;lt; &amp;lt;&amp;gt;rr. II. 293 About two-thirds of the

Xuncios \\ i.re the Polish Ure&amp;lt;s. 1848 \V. H. KHI.LV tr. /,.

Blanks Hist. I cn Y. 1.482 All the nuncios rose as one

man, and -.himtcij, To the ramparts !

Hence -\ Nwncioship, -j- Nn nciotist.

1652 KAHI. MMNM. tr. Bentiroglios Hist. Retat. 31 Fi&amp;gt;;

that l be Church-men whicli are in tho-e parts are under the

same Nuntioship. 1673 Conj. /v/:c. Protestants fy Papist
25 Many XnnciotLst Pro\ incials of Regular Orders, and
Abbots also.

Nuncion, obs. form of NrxcuF.ox.

N&quot;lU10iTlS(n nJ s). rare. [a. L. nuncius : cf.

XrxTirs.] A messenger.
1613-16 \V. HROWNE Brit. Pasf. I. i, The Nuncius of

peace, the seely Dove. ? 1633 COWLKY Dream ofElysium 9
Th watchfull llirci, true Nuncius of the Light, Straight
crow d. 1848 LYTION Harold m. ii, lie stretched forth lii-.

sceptre, and motioning to bis chamberlain, bade him intro

duce the nuncius.

Nunde, variant of UNCLE \viih transferred ;/

(see X 3 b). Now dial. Cf. XTXKV.)
c 1589 Theses I\lartinian;v 2 lo my nunckle Canturlnii ie

1599 PORIKK Angry M oin. Al ingd. tt ercy Soc.j 13.. ,
I

should lie glad To haue myselfe called nunckle, and thou
dad. 1605 SHAKS, Lear i. iv. 170 Nuncle, gine me an egge.

1663 DHVIMCN ll ild Gallant in. i, Alas, alas, poor nuncle !

1710 Itrit. Apollo N o. 89. 3/2 Why Nuncle Hermes, this

is very odd. 1760 I- OOTK Minor n. Wks. 1799 I. 252 Oh, a

proof of my respect, dear nuncle. 1838- in Eng. Di&amp;lt;i/. /&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;/.

Hence f Nu ncle ?&amp;gt;. O/&amp;gt;s. rare 1

.

tt 1676 A*(7-r/ . Am/A (1895) VIII. 203 She still d her mother s

tongue, ..Nuncl d her Mam.

t Nu-nCUpate, pa. ppk, Obs. rare
~ l

. In 6

uum-. [ad, L. mtncnpat-its\ see next.] Called.

^1548 HALI. C/iron. Kdiv. II 248 h, We beyng called

reasonable creatures,, .be more worthy to be numcupate,
and denied persones vnresonable.

Nuncupate jiwnkiwj^t),? . [f. ppl. stem of

L. vnncuptlre to name, declare.]

fl. trans. To name, designate. Obs. rare.

1609 HOLLAND Atnw. MetrcelL xxn. ii. 189 By the la^t

words be spake he nuncupated him successor in his im-

penall throne. 1656 P.LOI-NT Glossogr., Nuncupate, to

name, to call by some name; also to pronounce, tell by
name or rehearse.

f 2. To express (a vow) in words. Obs.

1606 HOLLAND Siieton. 83 The vowes. .he commanded his

colleague Tiberivs to nuncupate and pronounce. 1635

JACKSON- Creed viii. xxii. Wks. VIII. 69 They nuncupate this

their solemn vow unto the Lord our God. 1788 BURKE Sf.
agst. W. Hastings Wks. XV. 72 They do here, .make this

solemn declaration, and nuncupate this deliberate vow.

3. To declare (a will) oially.
a 1677 HARROW Pope s Supremacy y. 7 Put how doth

that Will appear?, .in what Registers is it extant ? in whose

presence did he nuncupate it? 1880 MTIRHEAD Gaius \\.

109 Although they may neither have provided the number
of witnesses. ., nor nuncupated their will, they do not the
less test validly.

f4. To dedicate (a work) to some one. Obs.

1550 VERON tr. Zivinglins* Short Pathw. Ded., Which
small worke I doo moste humblye dedicate, offer, and nun

cupate vnto your ryghte worshipfull maistershippe. 1637
BASTWICK Litany i. i [It] was one of the principall causes
of this nuncupating my Letany to your Ladiship. 1656
EVELYN Mem. (1857) HI* 82 You should on my advice have

nuncupated this handsome monument of your skill and dex

terity to some great one.

Hence Nu ncupating vbl. sb.

1679 PULLER Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843) 152 Our Church.,
nowhere.. alloweth nuncupating of vows, or offering sacri

fices to Saints.

Nuncupation (mmlditp^jan). Also 4 -acion.

[ad. L. intncitpatidn-em, n. of action f. mtn-

atpare : see prec. and -ATTON. So F. nuncnpa*
tion (i6th c.), Sp. tnnintpacion.]

t 1. The action of naming or designating. Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lo7-e \. ix. (Skoat) I. 119 But images
ben goddes by mmcupacion.



NUNCUPATIVE.
1616 BL LLOKAR Eng. Expos.) Nuncupation, a naming. 1619

SIR J. SEMPILL Sacrilege HandI. 84 Heere then was but a

Nuncupation, a Fundation of Priest-hood, a 1670 HACKET
Cent. Serm. (1675) 102 What they have, it is by entitling
and nuncupation.

f2. The solemn expression of a. vow. 06s.

1615 JACKSON Creed ^ xxxi.Wks. IV. 276 Of this internal

adoration . .they make intercession or nuncupation of vows
essential parts. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 14. 259
He being frequently thus stiled in their solemn Nuncupa- &amp;lt;

tions of Vows. .Jupiter Father.

3. The oral declaration of a will.

1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 520 When a Codicil is not made
by Nuncupation, but solemnly and in writing. 1880 MUIR-
HEAD Ulpian xx. 9 The mancipation of the familia or

estate, and the nuncupation of the testament.

p
h

Nuncupative (n-nkip^tiv, ncnki

a. (and sb.). [ad. late and med.L. nuncupdtiv-us :

see NUNCUPATE v. and -IVE. So F. nuncupatif
(1354); It., Sp., and Pg. nitncupativo.}
1. Of wills : Oral, not written.

After med.L. testa)itentnm nnncupativnm (Du Gauge).
1546 Knaresh Wills (Surtees) I. 50 John Oxennarde of

Bramley made his nuncupatyve will before Ric. Pullen,
sen r

. 1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 23 The appointing of an

executor, (without the which there can be no testament at

all, neither written nor nuncupatiue). 1634 C. DOWSING
State Eccl. Kingd. 51 By the Nuncupative will of his sacred

prcdeces-;our, who then adopted him. 1651 G. W. tr. Co^veirs

Ins.t. 118 Lands cannot be given by a Nuncupative will.

1726 Avi.iFhE Parcrgon 142 This Cancelling, .is suppos d to

Ije extended to those Testaments Nuncupative, that are
afterwards reduced to Writing. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc.

Law (iog) 473 Probation by witnesses is admitted to the
extent of L. 100 Scots, in payments, nuncupative legacies,
and verbal agreements. 1818 CRUISE J~)ig*- st (ed. 2) VI. 60
It is not sufficient that it be put into writing after his death,

being first declared by words only; for then it is but a nun
cupative will. 1883 A&amp;gt;iie&amp;gt; ican VI. 270 Soldiers and sailors,

however, when on service may make nuncupative wills.

transf, 1660 JF.R. TAYLOR Duct. Dnbit. n. iii. rule 14

32 Nuncupative records are like diagrams in sand, and

figures efformed in air.

fb. sb. An oral decree. Obs. rare&quot;
1

.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India
&amp;lt;$

P. 367 As in N uncupatives
the irrevocable Decrees and Commands of the Emperor
stand firm, so his Determinations in the Written Law are
as Authentick.

t 2. Nominal
;
so-called. Obs. rare.

^1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 39 b, He determined
rather to retourne with his assured gaine then to tary the

nuncupative dukes .. uncerteine victory, a 1670 HACK FT
Cent. Serm. (1675) 101 The princes of the people are

Nuncupative Gods in Scripture.
3. Denoting nuncupation ; designative. rare.
a 1619 FOTHF.RBY Atheom. \. vi. g 2 (1622) 41 That nuncu
atiue tittle, wherewith both Heathens and Christians haue
onoured their Oath.es. 1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert.

(1845) II. 275 We may. .anticipate, among the Pelasgi also,
a similar nuncupative reference to the same ancient city of
Nimrod. 1828 MIDDLETON Grk. Article 43 Nouns pre
ceded by Verbs or Participles Substantive or Nuncupative.
Hence Nuncupatively adv.

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koinj vi. 312 The Idol-, of
the Gentiles were called Gods, nuncupatively or ironically.

1767 tr. / oltaire s Ignorant Philosopher xxiii. 46 He [God]
exists essentially, participatively and nuncupatively.

t Nuncupatory, a. Obs. [Cf. prec. and -OHY.

So Sp. and Pg. nnneitpatorio, obs. . -atoire,]
1. Nuncupative, oral, verbal.
a 1603 T. CARTWKIGHT Con/ut. Rh&amp;lt;?m. N. T. (1618) 463

Lest they should here cavill at the word Testament, . . to
make it as well nuncupatory and unwritten, as written.

1638 FF.ATLY Strict. Lyndon. 11. 121 They refuse the

triall, pretending I know not what nuncupatory will by
word of mouth. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 485 By his

nuncupatory Will, which he spake on the 14. day of the
same month. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub n. Wks. 1751 I. 55 You
are to be informed, that of Wills duo snnt genera^ Nun
cupatory and Scriptory.
2. Dedicatory.
1654 JF.R. TAYLOR Real Pres. 76 As the Archbishop of

Ceesarea . . hath enumerated them in his nuncupatory Epistle
to Pope Sixtus Quintus. 1679 EVELYN Sylva (ed. 3) To
Kdr., The many Nuncupatory Epistles to be seen in the
fronts of so many learned Volumes.

Nundinal (nwndinal), a. (and sl&amp;gt;.\ [ad. L.

nitndinal-is, f. nundinx NUNDINE. So F. nun
dinal.] Pertaining to a fair or market ; con
nected with the Roman nundines.
Nundinal letter^ a letter of the alphabet (A to H) attached

to each day of the Roman nundinal period.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1721 in BAILEY. 1727-38

CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The letter D will be the nundinal letter
of the year following. 1839 J. TAYLOR Poems ff Trans/.
183 Nundinal or Market Days. 1862 LEWIS Astron. of
Ancients 56 The nundinal or eight-day period of Rome.

b. sb. A nundinal letter.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., These nundinals bear a very
great resemblance to the dominical letters, which return

every eight days, as the nundinals did every nine.

So t Nu-ndinary a. [L. nundinarius] Obs,
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 176* tr. Bnschings Syst. Geogr.

I. Pref. p. xviii, The commercial or nundinary measures
being, for the most part, less than the mean.

tNundinate, v. [L. nundinari.~\ (See quot.)
1623 COCKRRAM i, Nnndinate^ to buy and sell, as at

faires.

Nundina tion. [ad. L. mtndination-emt n.
of action f. nundinari

t
f. nundinxi NUNDINE.]

Traffic, trade, buying and selling ; sale.

1623 COCKFRAM i, Nuitdinatiwi, a buying and selling.
1635 SWAN Sftc, M. ii. 3 (1643) 33 In regard that the

264

nundinations and things of that nature appertained to the

Jubilee. 1642 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Skiamachia Wks. (1711)

199 Ye are ..approvers of purgatory, of. .transubstantiation,
nundination of pardons. 1664 H. MORE Ansiy. 282 This
Vision of the Prince of Tyre is taken Notice of in Synopsis
Prophetica,for a Prediction of Ecclesiastical Nundinations.

1840 I. TAYLOR Ancient Chr. (1842) II. vi. 141 The nundi
nation of indulgences and the oecumenic authority of the

pope., are the characteristics of popery.

t Nuildiliative, a* Obs. rare~ l
. [See next

and -ATIVE.] Nundinal.

1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr. Sabb. 81 Macrobius saith, there

are foure kindes of publike holy-dayes . ,, Stative, Concep-
tive, Imperative, and nundinative.

Nundine (nzrncUin). Also pi. [ad. L. nun-
dinw fern, pi., i. no/vein nine + dies day.] Among
the ancient Romans, a market-day held every

eighth (by Roman reckoning, ninth) day.
1533 BEI.LENDEN Livy in. xi. (S.T.S.) I. 292 Now war be

commites proclamit to be haldin be thrid day eftir be nun-
dinis for creatioun of bir ten men.

1853 Frater s Mag. XLVII. 289 The prefect . . had
threatened to bring the case, on the next Nundines, before

the sitting sedile. 1891 FARRAR Dark
&amp;lt;y

Dawn (1893) 249
The meeting was fixed to take place on the next nundine.

b. A recurring period ot eight days.
1860 HESSEv Sunday 385 Even after Constantine s time

nundines as well as weeks were in use.

Nune, Sc. form of NOON.
Nunefar, obs. variant of NENUPHAR.
t Nun-fish. Obs. A kind of shell-fish.

1661 LOVF.LL Hist. Anini. fy Min. 234 Nnn-Jishes. .are a
wholesome and delicate meate, as any periwinckle. . .Their
face is white, their head covered with a black vaile like the
nuns of Saint Bridgets Order, so had the name.

!N&quot;un-gig : see NfN sbP

Nu-nhood. [f. NUN J&I + -HOOD.] The state

of being a nun.
iSiz COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1839) IV. 69 She at length

resolved on nunhood because she thought it could not be
much worse than Purgatory. 1890 Eng. lllustr. Mag. Dec.
261 Her fifty-two years nunhood.

tNirnka. Obs. Alsonuncka. =next.
1589 [?LYLY] Pappe iv. Hatchet Ciij, The babie comes

In with Nunka, Neame, and Dad. 1589 NASHE Mart.
M^irprelate iv. Wks. (Grosart) I. 173 He requireth in scorne,
of his Nunkaes.., whether they haue not closelie murdered
the Gentleman.

Nunky (mrrjki), variant of NUXCLE.
1798 CHARLOTTE SMITH Yng. Philos. I. 101, I only repeat

what I have heard, that old nunky looks upon you as still

belonging to him. 1815 Zelnca, III. 252 Nunky pays for

alL 1840 HOOD Up Rhine 4 When the qualm is over,..
Nunky, Nevy and Watch go on as usual. 1870 Miss
BRIDGMAN A . Lynne II. v. 102, I saw .. how rich your
dutiful old nunky had cut up.

Nirnlet. Ornith.
[f. NUN sbl- + -LET.] A

South American puff-bird of the genus Nonmila.
1899 A. H. EVANS Birds 447 The Nunlets. .are distributed

from Panama to Peru and Brazil; they are brown above
and ferruginous beneath, with a little white.

Nu ll-like, adv. and a.
[f.

NUN $b?\
A. Oiiv. After the fashion of a nun.

1589 [see NUN sb&amp;gt; 2 a]. 1755 in Dodsley Coll. Poems
III. 275 She.. Most nun-like mourns.
B. adj. Resembling (that of) a nun.

1611 COTGR. s.v. Nonnette, She seemes to weare a Nunne-
like fillet about her head. 1626 PURCHAS Pilgrimage v. J.

(ed. 4) 480 The like was done by their Nun-like women.
1865 ALUNGHAM 50 Mod. Poems, Southwell Park n. 118

The well-fended nunlike child. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R.
Lynne 1 1. xii. 255 The usual nunlike simplicity of her dress.

Nunmor : see ctym. note to No MOKE.

Nunnated, a, (See quot. and next.)
1841 LADY ECERTON in C Forster Man. Assyria (1859)

339 Being the very title nunnated (that is marked with the
final n) now borne by the Chief of the Sheraunee Affghans.

Nunnation (nzm^-Jan). Also nunation. [ad.
mod.L. nunnation-em

s
f. nun the Arabic name of

the letter .]

1. The addition of a final n in the declension of

Arabic nouns, denoted by doubling the vowel sign.
1776 J. RICHARDSON Arab. Gram. 2 The nunnation is

seldom sounded, excepting in the pompous or solemn style
of reading. Ibid. 12 The final \ adds nothing to the sound
when the nunnation is pronounced. 1874 SAYCE Compar.
Philol. v. 187 The natives of Harar. .use a postfixed -n ,

which seems a relic of a primitive nunnation. iB&\Encycl.
Brit. XV. 473/1 The on in Madabron apparently repre
sents the Arabic nunation.

2. A similar addition of n in Middle English
nouns, etc.

1838 GUEST Hist. Eng. Rhythms II. in One of its (the

language of Layamon] most striking peculiarities is its

nunnation, if we may be allowed to use a term already
familiar to the scholar. 1844 Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 261
Nouns of the n declension often took the nunnation in the
nominative in place of the usual vowel-ending. 1866 G.
STEPHENS Ritnic Mon. I. 26 This Northumbrian form . . is

clearly a separately developt local dialectic nunnation \

Nunnery (njrneri). Forms : a. 3-7 non
nerie, 3-5 -erye, 4, 6 nonery, 6 noonery. (3.

4, 7 nunnerie, 5 nvnnerye, 6- nunnery (7

nunery). [Prob. ad. AF. *nonnerie, f. nonne
NUN jvM : see -KRY. Cf. F. nonnerie

(Littre&quot;).]

1. A place of residence for a body or com

munity of nuns; a building in which nuns live

under religious rule and discipline ;
a convent.

a. ci275 LAY. 15642 Nou was Merlyn his moder..in one
nonnerie munechene ihoded. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 91/148

NTJNTER.

And al bis compaygme I-burede weren in Coloyne, in one
Nonnerie. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14225
Scheo jald hure til bat nonnerye, & tok be veil for hure

folye. c 1386 CHAUCER Rent s T. 48 For hir kynreed and
hir nortelrye, That sche had ierned in a nonnerye. c 1425
Hampole s Psalter Metr. Pref. 28

f&amp;gt;ar
it lygt in cheyn

bondes in be same nonery. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xxi.
ix. 854 Atte last he cam to a nonnerye. 1523 LD. BEKNERS
Froiss. I. cxxv. 151 The kyng of Englande was at Poissoy,
and lay in the nonery there, c 1612 Women Saints 55
Her sister St. Etheldred . . founder of that Nonnerie.

jS. c 1305 Land Cokayne 147 An ober abbei is berbi For
soth a gret fair nunnerie. 1483 Catk. Angl. 257/1 A Nvn
nerye, cenobinm. 1571 A. JENKINSON Voy. fy Trav. (Hakl.
Soc.) I. 137 Not farre from the paid Castle was a Nunnery
of sumptuous building. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 122 Get
thee to a Nunnerie. Ibid. 132 Goe thy wayes to a Nunnery.
1648 GAGE West Ind. 58 This man alone built a Nunery of
Franciscan Nuns. 12x699 LADY HALKETT Autobiog. (Cam-
den) 15 That there was a nunery in Holland for those of
the Protestant relligion. 1707 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Lett. II. xlvii. 43 Her relations.. would certainly confine
her to a nunnery for the rest of her days. 1756-7 tr.

Keyslers Trav. (1760) 11.229 There are boards placed before
most of the windows, like those in a great many nunneries.

1841 KLPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 201 Nunneries for women
seem also, at one time, to have been genera!. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 17 July 5/2 To the south-east we may see the ruins
of Sopwell nunnery.
fig* 634 HABINGTON Castara i. (Arb.) 18 Yee blushing

Virgins \sc. roses] happie are In the chaste Nunn ry of her
brests. 1652 CRASHAW Elegy Mr. Stanninoiv, Whose nest

Was in the modest Nunnery of his brest.

attrib. 1859 TENNYSON Gitincv. 225 O little maid, shut in

by nunnery walls. 1884 J. HALL Christian Home 113
When no safety could be hoped for California girls but in

nunnery schools.

b. transf. A house of ill fame.

1593 NASHE Chrisfs T. 79 b, [To] some one Gentleman
generally acquainted, they glue.. free priuiledge thence
forward in theyr Nunnery, to procure them frequentance.
1617 FLETCHER Mad Lover iv. ii, Theres an old Nunnerie
at hand. What s that? A bawdy-house. 17.. (title-p.),

The Complete London Spy, or Disclosures of the Transac
tions in and around London and Westminster Coffee houses,

Nunneries, Night Houses, Taverns, Bagnios, etc.

f 2. The institution of conventual life for

women ; nunship. Obs.

1650 FULLER Pisgalt n. iii. n. 95 marg.^ Nicolas Lyra
in li&amp;gt;citm) with most Roman commentators since his time,
in hope to found Nunnery thereupon. 1679 PRANCE Add.
Narrative ii English Gentlewomen,, .who have a mind to

take the Vail of Nunnery upon them.

f b. Nun-like chastity, Obs. rare&quot;-
1

.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes ri. vi. 60 Marcelas speech is a

pure defence of resolv d virginity, vow d Nunnery [etc.].

3. A company of nuns. (In quots.yf.)
1651 CLEVELAND Poems i Not the fair Abbess of the skies,

With all her Nunnery of eyes. 1715 ADDISON Freeholder
No. 15 (1751) 88 A Fan which has on it a Nunnery of lively

black-ey d Vestals.

t Nu nnify, v. Obs. rare. [f. NUN
st&amp;gt;J]

trans. To make a nun of (one).

1624 J. GEE AVw Shreds ofOld Snare 7 They determined
to set her packing beyond the Seas, there to be Nunnified.

1640 SHIRLEY Imposture \. ii, Do not you find it? They
Have nunnified her.

Ntt lliiish, a. [f.
NUN

sl&amp;gt;y\ Pertaining to,

characteristic of, a nun ; nun-like.

1570 FOXE A. % M. (ed. 2) 178/2 Three daughters of

Merwaldus. .entred the profession and vow of Nunnish

virginitie. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 203 The Nunnish, or

Monastick life. 1891 TUCKLEY Under the Queen 242 These
women have a nunnish look.

Hence f Nu nnishness. Ob$.*~
l

1570 FOXE A. ff M. (ed. 2) 319 Elysabeth the nonne, who
for her holy nonnyshenes was canonised of the. .church.

t Nunon, adv. Obs. rare l
. [app. f. nu Now +

ANON.] In a short time ; presently.
1225 Ancr. R. 270 Ich chulle gon nu slepen & arisen

nunon, & don cwicluker ben nu bet ich schulde don nu.

tNu nry. Obs. Forms: a. 5 nonrie, 5-6

nonry, 6 nonnrye, nondry. 0. 4-6 nunrye,

5-7 nunry (5 nvn-), 6-ri(e. [f.
NUN sb. 1 Cf.

NUNNERY and -BY.] A nunnery. Also attrib.

o, c 1440 Alph. Tales 320 On a day sho come vnto be

nonrie yate. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 8139 Thare he

made an Nonry. a 1548 HALL Chroa., Hen. VIII 258 b,

Hadington toune with the Friers and Nonry. 1550 BALE

Eng. Votaries i. 42 Both men and women dwellyng to-

gyther sell by sell (as the maner was than of all Nondryes
in England).

ft. 1389 Eng. Gilds (1870) 43 To ye nunrye of Carrowe.

c 14*5 Hampoles Psalter Metr. Pref. 29 In ?ork shyre ^is

nvnry ys. 1538-9 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 93 In

this moneth the nunrye of St. Helins..was suppressed.

S77-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 963/1 The same daie was

Haddington burnt, with a great nunrie and house of friers

there. 1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodia* (1635) 299 He violently

tooke out of Vestaes sacred nunry at Rome a Vestall

Virgin. 1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cflnsid. to Parl. Wks.

(1711) 186 That all Bishops Houses, Concierges, Abbays,
and Nunries. be made Places to entertain Souldiers.

Ntrnship. [f.
NUN sby\ The condition of

being a nun.

1624 J. GEE Foot out ofSnare 61 There appeared in her

some passion incompatible with Nunship. 1672 DRYDEN

Assignation m. i, Lay by your Nun-ship for an Hour or

two, and come amongst us in Disguise. 1904 F. HARRISON

Theophano ix. 82 The two younger princesses.. would not

accept the obligation of nunship.

Nu-nter. In carriage-building : (see quot).
1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 49 The nunters are

two pieces of timber fixed under the block, and tenoned in

the Axletree bed.
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Ifunting, a- dial. [Of obscure origin.]

Awkward, ungainly, stunted.

1836 W. D. COOPEK Sussex Gloss., Nunting* awkward
looking. 1848 J. H. NKWMAN Loss fy Cain (1853) 78 The
dilapidated deformed church with. .its uncouth pews, its

low nunting table, its forlorn vestry. 1854 Miss BAKER
Northampt. Gloss, s.v., A small unbecoming bonnet would
be called a nunting little thing .

Nuntio, variant of NUNCIO.

Wuntion, obs. form of NUNCHEON.
II Wuntius (nzrnfws). PI. nuntii (-jiai). [L. ;

cf. NUNCIUS.] A messenger; a member of the

Polish diet; a papal nuncio.

1605 BACON Adv. Leant. 11. xii. i The imagination is an

Agent or Nuntius. 1606 MARSTON Fawne i. ii, An excellent

nuntius. 1713 Loud. Gaz. No. 5093/2 The Chamber of the

Nuntii or Deputies, sat upon that Matter. 1885 Kncycl.
Brit. XIX. 288/1 The nuntii .. were the deputies re

turned by the various districts of the palatinates. 1903

Contemp. Rev. Mar. 410 The papal nuntius presses every
lever and turns every screw.

f Nup. Obs. rare . (Cf. NUPSON.)
1607 Lingua ii. i, Tis he [Phantasies] indeede, the vilest

nup ; yet the foole loues mee exceedinglie.

NupliarCnizrfaj). [a. med. or mod.L. nuphar,
ad. Arab.-Pers. jiy nfifar, a reduced form of

nilnfar or nmufar NENUPHAB.] The yellow
water-lily (Nyrnpheea lutea}.
1845 FABEK Rosary 33 Stripes of yellow nuphar drawn In

random lines across the lawn. 1857 Sir Lancelot (ed. 2) 7
With yellow flag-flowers. .And dimpling globes of nuphar
netted o er. 1897 Outing XXIX. 562/2 The idyllic little

streams, carpeted with nuphars, swathed in reeds.

t Nu pson. Obs. A simpleton, a fool.

1598 H. JOXSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. vi, O that I were
so happy, as to light on a nupson, now, of this Justice s

novice. 1607 Lingua, v. xviii, Phantasies is a foolish trans

parent gull, a iniere fanatick nupson, in my immagination
not worthie to sit as a ludges assistant. 1616 B. JONSON
Devil an Ass \\. ii, Who hauing match d with such a

Minion.., will yet. .defraud the poore Gentleman.

Nuptial (nzrpjal), a. and sb. Also 5 nup-
cyalle. [a. K. nuptial (( nuptial, =- Sp. and Pg.
nupcial, It. nuziale), or ad. L. nuplialis, f. nup-
ti& wedding, f. nupl-, nuhZre to wed.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to marriage or the

marriage ceremony. Also
_/&&amp;gt;.

1490 CAXTON Eneytios xv. 56 The goddesse luno, quene
and patronesse of the commocyons nupcyalle. 1581 E.
CAMPION in Conferences n. (1584) Lij, He that had not the

nuptial garment, maketh this claime to be the sonne of God.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xxiii. (Arb.) 61 Those to
celebrate marriages were called songs nuptiall or Epitha-
lamies. 1632 LLTHGOW Trav. iv. 154 Now I come to their

nuptiall rites, their custome and manner of marriage is thus.

1671 MILTON Samson 1194, I chose a Wife,. .And in your
City held my Nuptial Feast. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 182 r 9 She . . at last fixed the nuptial day. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geogr. II. 44 The priest chants the nuptial
benediction. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece II. 125 The nuptial
ceremony, the feast, and the funeral, would have appeared
spiritless .. without this accompaniment. 1891 J. ADAM
(title), The Nuptial Number of Plato.

f b. Nuptial father^ one who represents the

bride s father at a wedding. Obs.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa IV. 1. 306 My letter of invita
tion to my Lord M. to be her Nuptial-father. 1802 MRS. J.
WKST Infidel Father II. 52 He officiated as the nuptial
father. 1804 EUGENIA DE ACTON Tale without Title III.

135 Mr. and Miss Webster, her intended nuptial father and
bride-maid.

c. Nuptial plumage^ the special plumage of
birds during the breeding season.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 280/1 Old Male and Female
[Plover] in summer or nuptial plumage.
f2. Married, wedded. Obs. rare.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 664 Love s equal flame To her he
felt, as to his nuptial dame. 1642 C. VERNON Consid. Exch.
52 The nuptiall Queens of this Realme, participating so
much in the Regality of the Crowne.

B. sb. 1. Marriage, wedding. (Usually in//,)
pi. c 1555 HAHPSFIELD Divorce Hen. K///(Camden) 245

St. Hierome & St. Gregorie that will not call our ladie s

marriage nuptialls. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia s Rev. v. ii,

Accommodate to the nuptials of my scholar s haviour to the
lady Courtship. 1624 HEVWOOD Gunaik. vi. 282 Shee was
by her father compelled to a second nuptialls with King
Cephordus. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 82 F 3 Soon after
their Nuptials, the Bridegroom was obliged to go into a
Foreign Country. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest i

Their nuptials had been celebrated under the auspices of
an approving.. world. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece Iv. VII. 77
The nuptials were solemnised according to Persian usage.
1876 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) II. 325 The nuptials of
women of rank with clergymen of average station.

sing. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. \. i. 125, 1 must imploy you in
some businesse against our nuptiall. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv.

406 Me-thinkes a Father Is, at the Nuptiall of his sonne, a
guest That best becomes the Table. 1654-66 EARL OKRERY
Parthen. (1676) 614 The Nuptial was no sooner celebrated,
than he repented it. 1721 RAMSAY Content 214 Rare she
appears, unless on some fine day She grace a nuptial, but
soon hastes away. 1891 MERIVALE & MARZIALS Thackeray
27 Her own paltering,, has brought about that ill-omened
nuptial.

t 2. Matrimony. Obs. rare *.

ci6ao Z. BOYD Zion s Flowers (1855) 84 Who in chast
nuptialls shall lead their life.

Hence Ntrptial z&amp;gt;.,
to speak of (a wedding) ;

to

marry. Also ITu ptialist. (See quot.) rare .

1656 B&quot;LOUNT Glossogr., Nuptialist, a Bride or Wife ; or a
Bridegroom or Husband; Also one that makes Marriages,

VOL. VI.

1887 BROWNING Parleying* \\. vi. Nuptial me no such

nuptials ! 1893 A. AUSTIN Betrothal Ode in Standard
5 May 5/3 For, though Love betrothes you, must Sovereign
Duty nuptial you.

Nuptiality (npji,a:*liti). [f. NUPTIAL.]
1. pi. A couple about to be married. raw~ l

.

1759 WALPOLE Let. to G. Montague 26 Apr., My Nuptial-
it ies dined here yesterday. The wedding is fixed for the i5th,

2. pi. Nuptial ceremonies.

1863 COWDF.N CLARKE Shaks, Char. iv. 96 The classic state-

liiiess of Theseus and Hypolila, with their sedate and lofty

nuptialities, form, .a splendid frame to the picture.

3. Conjugal virtues or character.

1789 WALPOLI: Let. to Miss M. Berry 19 July, In France-,
where nuptiality is not the virtue most in request. 1879
MEREDITH Egoist II. ii. 34 Innocent of the Bacchic nup-
liality of the allusion.

Nu-ptialize, v. rare
- 1

. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

rcjl. To get married.

1857 Gambler s Dream III. 255 Hunchback cannot, I am
sure, have yet nuptiali/ed himself, for no woman would have
him without the money.

Nil ptiallillg. rare
-

. [f. as prec. + -ixo
.]

//. Nuptials.
1600 Netve Metamorphosis xn. 249 b, The Catalogue of

ancient Briitish Kinges : Prince Henries deathe ; Elizas

Nuptiallinges.

Nuptially (nzrpjali), adv. [-LY 2.] As re

gards marriage ;
with respect to marriage or the

marriage ceremony. (Cent, Diet* 1890.)

Nuque (ntfk). rare. [a. F. nuque-. see NUKE
and NUCHE.]
1. The nape of the neck.

1578 LYTE Dodocns 310 If it be applied to the nuque or

nape of the necke, it rcstoreth the speache. 1886 GTILLK-
MAKD Cruise Marchesa II. 186 The latter is a fine bird, ..a
curious tawny patch upon the nuque.
2. (See quot.)
1884 Western Daily Press 29 May 3/7 A new device of the

hairdresser, called a nuque.

Nuragh. (nuTag). Forms: a. pi. nuraggi^s),
noraghe, nuraghe. {3. nurhag, n(o)uragh.
[Sardinian dialect.] A massive stone tower of
ancient date, of a type peculiar to Sardinia.
a. 1828 CAFT. SMYIH Pres. St. Sardinia 4 The very .singu

lar remains strewed over Sardinia, .called Nuraggis. ..They
are strong buildings, in the form of a truncated cune, com
posed of masses of stone, .arranged in layers. 1866 BKASDE
6 Cox Diet. Set., etc. II. 679/2 The noraghe are generally
built upon a circular or elliptical plan. 1889 C. KUWAKDES
Sardinia^ Sardes 175, 1 have already described the nuraghe
as a number of circular towers. 1905 Athenxuin 29 July
137/3 1 he dolmens, nuraghe, beehive tombs, &c.,all round
the basin of the Mediterranean.

. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 384/1 The design of the *

nurhags
1

. .has greatly puzzled archaeologists. 1893 Athenaeum
2 Sept. 328, i Like the Sardinian nuragh, the talayot is

essentially a vaulted tower of extra-massive proportions.

Nurce, -ling, -ry, obs. ff. NURSE, NURSLING,
NURSERY. Nure-, obs.Sc. f. NEW-YEAR. Nureis,
-ice, -is, obs. ff, NOURICE. Nuris(ch, -ishe,
obs. ff. NOURISH. Nurling, var. of KNURLING.
Nu rly, ^. [var. of KNURLY a.] (See quots.)
1806 FESSENDEN OHg. Poems 136 He s tall, like swamp

cedar,. . But shrub-oak was never so nurly. Note, A yankey-
ism for knotty, or gnarled. 1859 BARTLETT Diet. Amer.
(ed. 2) 298 Nurly, a corrupt pronunciation and orthography
of gnarly, /. f. gnarled. 1871 DK VEKK Americanisms 620

Persons., are said to be nurly when they are ill-tempered
and cross-grained.

t XTurn, v. Obs. Also no(u)rne. [Of ob

scure origin ; peculiar to the Gawain poet.]
1. a. trans. To utter, say.

13. . E. E. Allit. /*. B. 65 An oj&amp;gt;er nayed also & nurned I/is

cawse. Ibid. 669 Now tnnoghe hit is not so
}&amp;gt;enne

nurned

j)edry;tyn. 13.. St. Erkenwolde 101 in Horstm. AlteugL
\ Leg. (1881) 152 per is no lede opone lyfe..may..his nome
|

ne his note nourne of one speche.
b. intr. To speak, discourse.

13.. Caw. # Gr. Knt. 1661 He nolde not for his nurture

nurne hir a-jaynez. Ibid. 1669 per bay dronken, & dalten,
& denied eft nwe, To norne on pe same note.

2. trans. To ask or request; to urge or press.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. Ii. 803, 1 norne yow hot for on ny^t ne^e

j

me to lenge. 13.. Gaiv. * Gr. Knt. 1771 pat prynce of pris. .

|

Nurned hym so neje \&amp;gt;e &amp;gt;red, J?at nede hym bi-houed [etc.].

3. To offer, proffer.

13. . Gaw. * Gr. Knt. 1823, 1 wit nogiftez forgode.. ;
I haf

I

none yow to norne, ne nost wyl I take.

Wurr, variant of KNUU(B.
Nurrice, obs. form of NOURICE.

t Nu rrior. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

OF. mtrr-ir to

nourish : cf. next.] Foster-father.

1487 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 406/2 Our old Servaunt and well

beloved nurnour.

t Nu*rry. Obs. Alsonurrye.nurri, nurre(e;

nury(e. fa. OF. nurri, pa. pple. of nurrin

,

cf. NOERY and NOURRY.]
1. Foster-child, nursling.
a 1374 CHAUCEK Boeth. HI. pr. ix. (1868) 86 O my nurry,

quod she, by &amp;gt;is oppinioun . . I seye bat Jwu art blisful.

1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) VII. 139 Sche putte hir nurri,

j

whiche sche had brou^t with hir out of Engelond, for to 6316

a^enst J&amp;gt;e
accuser, la 1400 Aforte Arth. 689 Thowe arte my

I neuewe fulle nere, my nurree of olde. la 1500 Chester PL
i (E.E.T.S.) iv. 154, I nave noe chiide, fowle ne fayre, Safe

my Nurry, to be my heyre.

I
2. Fosterer, upbringer.

c 1450 St. Citthbcrt (Surtecs) 605 pe bischup cuthbert nurry,
When he saw ^ut he suld dy, . . Betaght cuthbert to his

cu&amp;gt;
r.

Nurse juus), sl&amp;gt;.
1 Forms: a. 4-6 nors^e,

5-6 norce, 6 norsse. 0. 4- nurse, 6 nurs(se,
6-7 nurce. 7. 6 nourse, 6-7 nource. [Re
duced form of ME. norice, nurice NOURICE.]
1. A woman employed to suckle, and otherwise

attend to, an infant
; also, one who has general

care and charge of a young child or children.
The two applications of the word are more preci&amp;gt;ely

expressed by WET NURSE and DRY NURSE. In ordinary use
the latter is now the mure usual sense.

a. 1387 TREVISA Hisden (Rolls) VI. 401 panne ^e no^e
\v,r. nor s] brou^t forjj^e chiide. c 1400 Destr. Troy 84^4
Two spnnes hade J&amp;gt;at semly, . . pat were bothe at the bre*t of

the bright norse. 1470 Anc. Cal.Rec. Ditbl. (1889) 330 Noo
Irisshe hostler, Irisshe nors, Irisshe hokester. 1529 MOKK
Dyaloge i. Wks. 124/2 For possible it wer that. .a riche
man nes norce bringc home her owim chylde fur her maisters.

1551 IJiBLh: (.Mathew) Gen. xxiv. 59 So they let Rebecca
their syster go with her norse.

trans/, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. j. 658 But xxx daies olde,

They (peafowl] with their norce into the feld be tolde.

ft. a 1420 HiBLt: (Wycl.) Gen. xxiv. 59 Therfor they de-

lyueridcn hir, and hir nurse. 1535 COVEKUALE JL.vod. \\. 7

Shal I go, and call the a nurse of the Hebrues wenien, to

nurse y the chiide? 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xi. (i5 *a)

158 Thou playest the babe, who thiukes his Nurce docs him

wrong when she kernes his head. 1607 S. HIEKOX JFXrjr. I.

179 The Ipue of fathers toward their children,, .of mirces to

the sucklings. 1700 L)KVI&amp;gt;I-:N Cock
&amp;lt;y

fox 335 The nurse s

legends aie for truths receiv d. 1781 Cowi EK Conversat.

242 What neither yields us profit nor delight Is like a nurse s

lullaby at night. 1818 SHKLLEV Kosal. $ Helen 347 A sleep
more deep. . Than a baby s rocked on its nurse s knee. 1878
MKKINUIH Teeth 15 The nurse s age should not be far from
that of the mother, and her confinement should have taken

place at about the same time.
v. 1546 PHAER Kk. Childr. (1553) T ij, Ye must be well ad-

uised in taking of a nource. fii$$& UDAt.LR0ysferD. i. iii,

Nourse, medle you with your spyndle and your whirle. 1606
HOLLAND Siteton. 80 Being by his nource laide in the even

ing within a Cradell in swadling bands, beneath uppon a

lowe floure. 1642 [see NUK&EKY i cj.

b. transf. One who takes care of, looks after,

or advises another.
c 1423 Cast. Pcrscr. 862 in Macro Plays 103 What.. art

J)ou be wers J?ow ^ou brckyste Goddys he?.te? Do after me !

I am ^i nors. 1613 G. Anmyr Expos. Jonah 3 That woman,
who was., a nurce to that reuerend man Elias, in the time
of bitter famine. 1812 Ann. AV^., Gen. Hist. 6 He ridiculed

the idea of such a man. .being sent on an expedition with a

nurse to superintend him . 1867 SMYTH Sailor s Ikord.bk.

502 Nurse^ an able first lieutenant, who in former times had

charge of a young boy-captain of interest, but possessing no

knowledge for command.
c. That which supplies nutriment to something.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 35 Mold anoon on euery side

hit hepith. This roote & molde as nors & moder kepeth.
1650 CHAKLETON tr. I an Hclmont s Paradoxes 114 But
red French Wines, unlesse nourisht by their Lees, (which
for this effect, Vintners call, the Mother, or Nurse of Claret)
dissolve their owne Tincture.

d. Jig. That which nourishes or fosters some

quality, condition, etc.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 81 b, Obedyence..is the
helthof faythfull soules, the nurse of all vertue. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. in. i. 243 Time is the Nurse, and breeder of all

good. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. vi. 201 Agriculture.,
being the chiefe Nourice of mans life. 1642 GAUDEN Three
Serin. 66 Truth and justice the mother and nurse of Peace.

1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 356 The land of scholars, and the nurse
of arms. 1817 SHELLEY Rev. Islam ix. xiii, Fear, The
nurse of Vengeance, bade him wait the event. 1873 TRIS
TRAM Moab xvi. 300 Gently sloping valleys, the mothers and
nurses of the ravines which plough the bowels of the rocks.

2. At nurse, in the care or charge of a nurse.

Also with take (cf. next).

1557 Order of HospitalIs F v, Whether the same Chiide be
..in the House, or at Nurse. 1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2)

930/2 This Richard Hunehad a child at nourse in Midlesex.

1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4929/4 An Infant then at Nur.se. 1796
Hist. Ned Evans I. 66 A new born son, who was said to

have also died at nurse, a 1845 [see NURTUKESHIP]. 1866
W. COLLINS Arniadale HI. xv. II. no A woman who took
in children at nurse.

b. To put to nurse
}
to commit to the care of a

nurse. Usually with
&amp;lt;?/, denoting removal of the

child from its proper home. Alsoy^.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 150 The elder of them being

put to nurse, \Vas..stolne away. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s

Rev. iv. ii, As some weake breasted dame Giveth her infant,

puts it out to nurse, a 1658 CLEVELAND Wks. (1687) 18 Can
Wedlock know so great a Curse, As putting Husbands out
To nurse? 1776 JOHNSON in Bosivell 26 Mar-, There is

nothing against which an old man should be so much upon
his guard as putting himself to nurse. 1837 DICKENS Ptckw,

xxiij
I should wery much like to see your mother-in-law born

again. Wouldn t I put her out to nurse ! 1847 C. BKONTK
y.yr^xxi, He would send for the baby, though I entreated

him rather to put it out to nurse and pay for its maintenance.

c. fig. Of estates in the hands of trustees.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. I. 5 May, He has.. put his

estate to nurse. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Afourtray Fain. III.

134 His estate of i2oo/. a year went to nurse ; and a small

allowance from his creditors.. remained for ihe maintenance
of his family. 1824 Hist. Gaming 10 In trust fur H.K.H.,
as the lawyers have it, but which the fashionable world call

being at nurse . 1875 J. GRANT One ofthe 600 viii. 65
His father, .died in time to let the estates go to nurse during
the present man s minority.

3. A person, generally a woman, who attends

or waits upon the sick; now esp. one properly
trained for this purpose.
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NURSE.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 98, I will attend my husband,
be his nurse, Diet his sicknesse, for it is my Office. 1766
ENTICK London IV. 382, 19 sisters, 19 nurses. 1784 COWPER
Task i. 89 The nurse sleeps sweetly, hired to watch the sick.

i8o9J/* &amp;lt; TTM/, XXI. 183 He returned the vessel to the nurse,
after he had swallowed some of the fluid. 1843 ABDV Water
Cure 178 A young man, delirious in the small pox, when his

nurse was asleep, jumped out of bed. 1876 BRISTOWE Th.

ff Pract. Med. (1878) 232 Nurses and medical attendants

seldom, .take the disease from patients under their charge.

4. Forestry. A tree set in a plantation to protect
smaller or newly planted ones from wind or cold.

1788 Tratis. Soc. A rts VI. 10, 1 only consider them [Scotch
firs] as nurses to my other trees. 1817 STEUART Planter s

G. (1828) 224 These had been introduced merely as nurses

to the deciduous Trees. 1833 HT. MARTINEAL* Brooke Farm
v. 62 Half the larches are to remain for timber trees ; the

other half are nurses, and will be thinned out.

5. Entom. A sexually imperfect member of a

community of bees, ants, etc., upon whom de

volves the care of the young brood ; a worker.
1818 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xxvii. (ed. 2) II. 500 The

workers, termed by Huber nourrices&amp;gt; or petttes abeilles

(nurses), upon whom, .the principal labours of the hive de
volve. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 155/2 The large-sued workers
..make cells of a larger diameter than those made by the
nurses. 1860 Chambers

1

* Encycl. 1. 801/2 It is supposed by
many naturalists, that some of the working-bees are exclu

sively wax-workers, some nurses, &c.
attrib. 1818 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xv. (ed. 3) I. 493 The

nurse-bees, .do secrete wax, but in very small quantities.

1831 Insect Misc. (L. E. K.) x. 239 The males [of aphides]
being, .excluded from the nurse-boxes in which the females
were isolated. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 60/1 A sort of barren

females,, .variously termed neuters, workers, or nurse-ants.

6. Zool. An individual in the asexual stage of

metagenesis.
1845 BUSK tr. Steenstrup s Altern. Generations 24, 1 shall

. .de&amp;gt;ignate them by the short name of Amnien (altrices,
nurses or foster~parents). Ibid., All of which become.,
polypiform nurses \which nourish the Medusae-larvae from
their bodies. 1871 T. R. JONES A nim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 1 60 The
stomach, for instance, in the full-grown parent nurses is

longer and wider than in any even of the youngest nurses .

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 446 The ovum in

both Salpa and Doliolum produces the nurse.

attrib. 1845 BUSK tr. Steenstntp s Altern. Generations 89
note, A confounding of nurse -germs and Cercaria-germs
may occur very readily. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life 445 Sexual organs are absent, or at least atrophied, in
the nurse forms of Salpa and Doliolum.

7. Brewing. (See quot.)
1880 Sport s Encycl. Mann/. 11.407 The somewhat clumsy

expedient of immersing in the wort casks filled with hot or
cold water was employed for the purpose of accelerating or

retarding the fermentation. The casks so used were termed
nurses , and are still used in some breweries.

8. attrib. and Comb*, as nurse-book, -clotit, -girt,

-tike, etc.; also nurse-frog, the obstetrical toad,
the male of which carries the eggs till hatched.
1557 Order of Hospitalls F v, You shall kepe a Booke

of all the Nurses which keep any of the said Children, .and
the same shall yow call the *Nurse-Booke

; thereby to shew
how many children every Nurse hath. 1596 ^KSHV. Saffron.
Walden Ep. Ded., To rush in bluntly with thy washing,
bowle and thy *nurse-cloutes vnder thy cloake. 1871 MRS.
H. WOOD Dene Hollow xii, They have a fresh *nursegirl, too.
Polly had to send away the other. 1896 Edin. Kez\ Apr.
480 To make himself personally acquainted with the *nurse-
land of the poet. 1611 SHAKS. Cym-b. v. v. 88 Neuer Master
had A Page.. So feate, so *Nurse-like. 1845 BUSK tr.

Steenstrup s Altern. Generations 89 note, They are de
veloped from germ-granules in other nurse -like animals.
**5 CAMDEN Rent. 114 From Nicknames or *Nursenames
came these.. Bill for William, Clem for Clement. 1664WALTON Angler xx. (ed. 4) 243 If you put them. .into
a nurse-pond, or feeding pond, ..then no care is to be
taken whether there be most Male or Female Carps. 1610
HOLLAND Catnden s Brit. i. 382 Sir Thomas Bodley. .a most
worthy *Nource-sonne of this University. 1878 BROWNING
Poets Croisic iii, That old *nurse-taught game.
Nurse (nws), sb.* Also 5 nusse, 6 ?nuse.

[Pern, a variant of Huss, with from the article

(see N 3) ; the later form is assimilated to prec.]A dog-fish or shark (of various species).

would scarcely suffer any other fish to come neere the
hookes. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. 11. 25 The Fish near the
island are Sharks, Sword Fishes and Nurses...The Nurse
u; just hke a Shark, only its skin is rougher. 1711 C
LOCKYER Acct. Trade India 279 Small parcels of shark s

....*. MUVMMW wunra iimicry inignt DC estaolisnea here

55?
H ?OSSE nr&amp;lt;* - &quot;* 7&quot;taica 243 The Nurse is of a

brown hue on the upper parts, without spots.
b. So Nurse-fish, -hound, -shark.

ci68j J COLLINS Salt S, Fishery 83 Their [tt.the Ice-
landers J Bread is also another sort of Fish, called Hokettle,or the &quot;Nurse- Fish, which hath a sharp Ridge on his Back
that cuts asunder Fishery-Tackle. 1848 Zoologist VI. 1073
Larger Spotted Dog, Slcyllium] catulus,. .commonly called
nurse-hound . Off Encycl. Sril.Vll. 332 /, The Small-

spotted Dog-fish, .and the Large-spotted or Nurse Hound
- are also k &quot;own as ground-sharks. 1851 P. H. GOSSE

Nat. in Jamaica 241 The &quot;nurse shark. 1879 GOODE Anim.
&quot;

,* &quot;* U S- *9 Ginglymostoma cirratum .. Nurse
Shark.! ropical Atlantic.

Nurse (nws), v. Forms : 6-7 nource, -se,
6- nurse (7 -oe). [Later form of NVBSH v., by
assimilation to NURSE jvU]
1. Of a woman : To suckle, and otherwise
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attend to, or simply to take care or charge of (an

infant). Cf. NORSE s6. 1

1535 COVERDALE Exod. \\. g Take this childe, and nurse

it for me...The woman toke the childe, and nursed it. 1546
PHAER Bk. Ckildr. T ij, So is it . . comly for the own mother
to nource her own childe. 1600 PORY tr. Leo s Africa 55
The women would not willingly nurse their owne children,

but caused them to be suckled by goates. c i6ao MORYSON
Itin. iv. v. i. 458 The mothers., nurse not their owne Chil

dren, but send them forth (as in England) to be nursed in the

Country, c 1670 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 44 As she nursed

his 3 elder brothers, so she nursed him. 1717 ADDISON tr.

Ovids Met. \\\. Wks. 1721 1. 206 The Nisea_ns, in their dark

abode, Nurs d secretly with milk the thriving God. 1756-7
tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) 1 1. 51 His parents, .sent their son

to be nursed in the village of Settignano. 1827 Perils

fy Captivity (Constable s Misc.) 10 My mother was then

nursing my youngest sister. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 150
Annie .. Nursing the sickly babe, her latest-born. 1896
Allbutt s Syst. Med. I. 413 So many mothers are unable to

nurse their babies that a large proportion of infants have to

be brought up by other means.

&quot;b. intr. To give suck; to act as wet-nurse.

1789 W. BUCIIAN Dam. Med. (1790) 34 One of the most
common faults of those who nurse for hire, is to dose
children with stupefactives. 1843 R. J. GRAVES Syst, Clin.

Med. xxiii. 290 When such persons begin to nurse, you
should watch the effect of this new drain on the system.
1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed.2) 316 That which may be

superfluous is . . eliminated by the Liver, the Sebaceous
follicles of the Skin, and, in the female when nursing, by
the Mammary glands.

C. intr. To take the breast.

1897 Tratis. Anter. Pcdiatric Soc. IX. 40 The child

seemed languid, and would not nurse.

2. In passive, a. To be reared or brought up
in a certain place.
1526 TINDALE Luke iv. 16 He cam to nazareth where he

was noursed. 1566 PAINTER Pat. Pleas. Ded. I. 5 A man.,
rather fostred in the busome of Bellona, than nourced in

Kentish soile. 1590 NASHE Pasqnirs Apol. \. C, Manic
excellent learned wits, and religious mindes, are nursed
there. 1637 MILTON Lycitias 23 For we were nurst upon
the self-same hill, Fed the same flock. 1820 SHELLEY
Prometh. Unb. in. iii. 99 Like sister-antelopes .. Nursed
among lilies near a brimming stream. 1830 TENNYSON Ode
to Memory iv, Thou wert not nursed by the waterfall
Which ever sounds and shines.

b. To be brought up under certain conditions,
in a certain environment, etc.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster v. i, True borne and nurst with
all the Sciences. 1634 MILTON Comns 34 His fair off-spring
nurs t in Princely lore, Are coming to attend their Fathers
state. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna m. iii, There is a chilling
air around poverty, that often kills affection, that was not
nursed in it. 1796 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves, Ode to Georgi-
an.i, O Lady, nursed in pomp and pleasure ! Whence learnt

you that heroic measure? 1818 SHELLEY Rosal. fy Helen
869 The fierce savage, nursed in hate.

3. To foster, tend, cherish, take care of (a

thing) ;
to promote the growth or development of.

ai54J\VYArr in Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 62 Why shoulde
such spite be nursed then in thy thought ! 1561 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov.fy Epigr. (1867) 70 God graunt the head and
bodie both twooTo nourse eche other, better then they doo.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. i. 15 All th accommodations
that thou bearst, Are nurst by basenesse. 1679 Kstabl.
Test 15 Our Neighbors may. .Nurse this Mitre till it shall

devour the Crown. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4068/3 Your
Majesty so carefully Nurses our Established Church. 1781
COWPER Table-T. 69 To nurse with tender care the thriving
arts. 1784 Task iv. 383 The few small embers left she
nurses well. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii \\\. ii, The land we live

in yet nurses mysterious terror. 1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON
Audi Alt. xcviii. II. 86 The version of their telegraphic
message., is just such as a man would use who wanted to
nurse a duel.

b. To supply (plants) with warmth or moisture j

to tend or cultivate carefully.
1594 KYD Cornelia m. iii, Let fayre Nylus (wont to nurse

your Corne) Couer your Land with Toades and Crocadils.

1633 MILTON Arcaties 46, I. .live in Oak n bowr, To nurse
the Saplings tall. 1655 T. MOUFET & BKNNET Health s

Improv, (1746) 325 The Bohemians have Turneps as red

outwardly as Blood . . ; they are counted so restorative and
dainty, that the Emperor himself nurseth them in his
Garden. 1781 COWPER Charity 573 True charity, a plant
divinely nurs d,.. Thrives against hope. 1794 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Myst. Udolpho viii, Her favourite plants, St. Aubert
had taught her to nurse. 1813 MARSHALL Gardening xiv.

(ed. 5) 190 The pots are to be nursed and preserved moder
ately warm, 1871 R. ELLIS tr. Catullus Ixii. 41 A flower..
Strok d by the breeze, by the sun nurs d sturdily.

C. To manage (land) carefully or economically.
J74S Season. Adv. Protestants 17 Protestants, who. .have

swarmed into many Stocks, built Houses,..and nursed the
Land. 1790 Bystander 346 The young lord s estate was
what they call nursed by his steward, during the time his

lordship was a minor. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. ii
t
He nursed

what property was yet left to him.

d. To foster or cherish (a feeling, etc.) in one s

own heart.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Elegies xiii. 23 Say, shall we nurse the

rage, assist the storm ? 1791 BURKE Tk. French Aff. Wks.
1842 I. 573 Very great discontents every where prevail.
But they only produce misery to those who nurse them at
home. 1817 SCOTT Jrnl. 10 July, I had nursed the idea
that he had been hasty in his resignation. 1866 ALGER
Solit. Nat.

&amp;lt;y

Man iv. 225 In this profound retreat.. he
nursed and sang his love for Laura. 1879 DIXON Windsor
II. 82 He could nurse his injuries for many years.

e. To assist or cause (a thing) to develop into
a certain form, or to a certain size.

1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 4 Whose kindness was em
ployed to nurse them into mischief. 1800 T. MOOKK

NURSE-CHILD.

Anacreon xlvi, *a Little infant fruits we see Nursing into

luxury ! 1860 TYNDALL Glac. u. xxiv. 353 In this way
crystals can be nursed to an enormous size. 1868 E.
EDWARDS Ralegh I. xiii. 248 Men..who fancied it to be
their interest. .to nurse the embers of the old enmity into

a flame.

4. To bring or rear up with care.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. iv. ii. 134 Duke. What is that

Barnardine. .? Pro. A Bohemian borne: But here nurst

vp & bred. 1629 PARKINSON {title), Paradisi . . ; or a
Garden of all sorts of pleasant flowers which our English
ayre will permitt to be noursed vp. 1676 MARVELL Mr.
Smirke I lij b, No Christian Emperor did more make it his

business to Nurse up the Church. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i.

(Globe) 164, I was loth.. to have them all [sc. goats] to nurse

up over again. 1790 Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 5 One row of

Scotch firs, in order to nurse up the Oaks.

5. To wait upon, attend to (a person who is ill).

1736 SWIFT Let. to Pope 22 Apr., Nothing, .could hinder
me from waiting on you at Twickenham, and nursing you
to Paris. 178* JOHNSON in Boswell 21 Mar., This season I

have been almost wholly employed in nursing myself. 1837
HT. MARTIXEAU Soc. Amer. 15^ They will utterly neglect
a sick parent or husband; while they will nurse a white
mistress with much ostentation. 1881 Encyd. Brit. XII.

305/2 The arrangements for nursing the sick have greatly
improved in recent times.

b. To try to cure (an illness) by taking care of

oneself. Also, to take or drive away by nursing.
1785 in T. Hutchinson Diary II. 417 Tell her it is of great

importance to her to nurse her cold. 1813 LADY BURGHERSH
Lett. (1893) 26 My cold, .has returned, and I am nursing
it before 1 sail again. 1854 MOSCKTON MILNES Life (1891)
I. xi. 497, I am nursing an influenza which came on the

evening I got here. 1885-94 R. BKIDGES Eros
&amp;lt;$ Psyche

Oct. 17 But sleep, the gracious pursuivant of toil, Came
swiftly down, and nursed away her care.

C. intr. To perform the duties of a sick-nurse.

1861 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing (ed. 2) 5 Other bad

arrangements often make it impossible to nurse.

0. To clasp (the knee, etc.) in one s hands.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxvii, With nonchalant air, and
left foot nursed on his right knee. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule
vi. 86 A gentleman, .was sitting on the grass, nursing his

knees.

b. To hold caressingly or carefully, as a nurse

does a child, esp. in the arms or on the lap.
1850 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace v. viii. II. 338 The

Premier might now have less leisure, .for blowing feathers,
and nursing sofa cushions. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxx,
Then Caddy hung upon her father, and nursed his cheek

against hers as if he were some poor dull child in pain.

1887 EDNA LYALL Knt. Errant xi, They.. drove home
again, Francesca nursing a Dying Gladiator in terra-cetta.

c. To sit close to, as if taking care of.

1857 HUGHES Tom Br&amp;lt;nvn iv, And there he found his

father nursing a bright fire.

7. slang, a. (See quota.) rare* .

1796 Grose s Diet. V ulg. Tongue (ed. 3), Nurse, to cheat ;

as, They nursed him out of it. 1859 Slang Diet. 69 Nurse,
to cheat, or swindle; trustees are said to nurse property,
i.e. gradually eat it up themselves.

b. To keep close to (a rival omnibus) in such

a way as to prevent it from getting a fair share of

passengers (esp. as in quot. 1859).
1858 Morning Chron. 8 Mar. (Cassell), The cause of the

delay was that the defendant was waiting to mn &amp;gt;e one of
their omnibuses. 1859 Slang Diet. 69 Two omnibuses are

placed on the road to nurse, or oppose each opposition
buss , one before, the other behind. 1882 Standard 28

Feb. 3/8 The Defendant had nursed one of the Company s

cars from Chancery-lane to Charing Cross.

C. To impede (a horse) in a race, by surround

ing it with other and slower ones.

1893 P. H. EMERSON Signor Lippo xvi. 75 Some of em
wanted to nurse me, but I managed to give the mare a
touch of the spur, and she flew out.

8. a. To keep in touch with or influence (a

constituency) in order to obtain votes.

1869 Latest News 17 Oct., To nurse the borough cost

himjtsoo a year at least. 1888 BRYCE Anter. Comunu. (1890)
I. xix. 262 An ambitious congressman is therefore forced to

think, .of his re-nomination, and to secure it., by sedulously
nursing the constituency during the vacations.

b. To assist (a business house) so as to prevent
its bankruptcy.
1890 Daily News 29 Dec. 2/2 The tendency to nurse

financial houses has grown to a striking extent.

9. Billiards. To keep (the balls) close to one
another in order to enable a prolonged series of

cannons to be made.
1869 BUCK Roberts on Billiards 27 When Tieman was 200

points ahead, and sure of a great break, he nursed the
balls until 70 had been scored. 1896 BROADFOOT Billiards
28 His [Cook s] beautiful delicacy of touch was more strik

ing than ever, and he nursed the balls with even more
than his old skill.

Hence Wu rsed///. a.

1859 Slang Diet. 69 The central or nursed buss has very
little chance, unless it happens to be a favourite with the

public. 1899 Alllwtt s Syst. Med. VIII. 667 In carefully
nursed children it is generally observed in the first two
months.

NuTSe-child. [NURSE sb?\ A child in rela

tion to its nurse
;
a foster-child.

1560 BECON New Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 537 b, Can the
nurses instill any goodnes into the lender brestes of their

nurse children, when they themselues haue learned none?
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xii. (1592) 184 After the same
maner dealeth the Nurce with her Nurcechild. 1626 T.

H[AWKINS] tr. Canssin s Holy Crt. 70 She.. made her litle

Nurse-child superlatiuely inheritour of her vices. 1681 W.
ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 329 A nurse-child ; or one
that sucketh the same milk. 1769 JOHNSON in Crofter s



NURSEDOM. 267 NURSERY.
/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;ttifi //( 1831) II. 94 If we had. .given her a nurse child to

tend, her life would have been saved. 1815 Paris Ckit-
Cliat (1816) II. 18 Each nurse has her bed placed between
two cradles, one for her own, and the other for the nurse-

child. 1866 Rontledge s Mag, for Boys July 408 Norwood
was a dreadful place for nurse-children never being called

for at one time.

fig.
i6zz J. DAVIKS Hymns vii, Sweet Nurse-child of the

Spring.s young Hours. 1821 LAMB Elia, Witches
&amp;lt;y

other

Night-fears., From his little midnight pillow this nur.se-

child of optimism will start at shapes.

Nu rsedom. [NURSE sby\ An organized

system of nurses; the ways of nurses.

1881 in Ld. Tennyson Mem. Tennyson (1897) II. 499 note,
Another of the London hospitals is in danger of entering
upon a career of rampant nurbedom. 1883 Pall Mall G.
26 Sept. 3/2 A pernicious device of antiquated nursedom.

t Nu rse-father. 06s. [f. NURSE s/^ or v.

Cf. nursing-father. ~\
A foster-father. Chieflyjf^.

1564 Brief Exam.
* *

ilij, Kynges shalbe thy N ursefathers.

1608 JAS. I in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 414/1 We doe

acknowledge ourselves in duty to God bound to be a nurse-
father of las Church. 1644 MAXWELL Prcrog. Ckr. Kings
11, I pray you consider what encouragement is it for Kings
and Monarchs to become Nurse-fathers of the Reformed
Church. 1714 KoRTEscuE-Ai.AND Fortcscite s Abs. if /.//.

Mon. 123 The verb bajnlando, to carry in one s arms, as the

Nurse-Fathers used to do the children that were put to

them to nurse.

t Nu rse-fellow. 06s. rare. A foster-brother.

1526 TINDALE Acts xiii. i Menahen Herode the tetrarkes

norsfelowe. [Also in Coverdale.]

tNu rse-garden. 06s. [f. NURSE s6. 1 or z/.]

A nursery for plants. AlsoyT^.
1565 COOPER Thesaurus ) SetttttMtrium, a place where

plantes be set to be removed ; a nourse garden, 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 510 Concerning seminaries and nourse-

gardens, Nature hath shewed vs the reason and inaner

thereof. 1610 Camden s Brit, i. 429 Queene Elizabeth
converted it., into a Seminary and nurse-garden of the
Church. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees \. 66.

Wurse-hound : see NURSE s6. ~ b.

t Nu rse-keeper. A sick-nurse.
Alsoy^-.

1602 HERRING Anat. 4 Chattering Char-women and Nurs-

keepers. 1653 JER. TAYLOR Serm.JW I ear i. viii. 101 When
the heart of Man is. .tended by those Nurse- Keepers of the

Soul, it is not easie for a man to wander. 1656 W. COLES
Art ofSiinplingyz Dempcritus, when he lay a dying, heard
his Nurse-keeper complaine. 1724 Lond, Gtiz. No. 6250/11

Mary Easton,. .Widow and Nursekeeper. 1781 C. JOHNSTON
Hist. y. Juniper II. 243, I was turned out in the condition

you see by my nurse-keeper.

Nu-rsekin, -let. [NURSE j.i] A little nurse.

1862 THACKERAY Adventures of Philip xxxiv, Mrs. Char
went down Thornhaugh Street., with Betsy thenursekin and

baby in the new cloak. 1894 Argosy Jan. 39 She had in

occasionally a nurselet who had not yet flowered into full

dignity.

NiiTse-maid. [NURSE sb^~\ A young woman
employed as maid to attend to little children.

1657 Rutland MSS. (Hist, MSS. Comm.) IV. 539 To
Lord Burley for the nurse maids 7$. 6d. 1785 MRS. FLETCHER
in Wesley Serm. Ivii. Wks. 1811 IX. 28 He was reproved
by his nurse maid. 1801 Med. Jml. V. 109 The nurse

maid, and two children of my friend,, .were inoculated for

the Cow-pox. 1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz, Tales iv, Nurse
maids displayed their charms to the greatest possible ad

vantage; and their sweet little charges ran up and down.

1885 Harper s Mag. Mar. 566/2 This bright girl who had
at present eclipsed, .the prettiest nurse-maids.

NuTse-mother. Now rare. [f. NURSE s6. 1

or v. Cf. mtrsing~mother^\ A foster-mother.

1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serrn. Tint. 137/2 When lesus

Chnste shall be come, Princes must be protectours of

Christianitie, and Queenes must be nurse mothers. 1610

HOLLAND Camden s Brit. \. 383 Thus much briefely of my
deare nourse-mother, Oxford.

1896 Daily Neius 8 Jan. 2/4 The Coroner expressed great

surprise that the.. authorities should send these children to

nurse mothers who were not duly registered.

Nu rse-plant. [NURSE s6. 1 or z\]

f ! A seedling plant. 06s. rare
~1

.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 523 The Broom loueth to be set of

Nource-plants, comming of seed, in dry and light grounds,
2. A plant which nourishes a parasite.
1857 HENFREY Bot. 40 When the radicle sprouts, it

drives its way through the rind of the nurse-plant until it

reaches the cambium-layer. Ibid., Beneath the bark of the

nurse-plant. 188* Card. Ckron. XVII. 20 They cannot be

very exacting as to the species of nurse-plant.

Nu rser. [f. NURSE v. + -ER i.] One who or

that which nurses, fosters, or encourages.
1388 WYCLIF Isa. xlix. 23 And kingis schulen be thi nur-

seris, and quenys schulen be thi nursis. 1591 SHAKS.
i J /en. VI) iv. vii. 46 See where he lyes inherced in the armes
Of the most bloody Nursser of his harmes. 1651 FEATLY in

Fuller Abel Rediv. 485 Colledges.. ought to be as nursers
for choyce plants to be set and nourished there for a while.

1719 D URFEY Pitts (1872) III. 7 The Nurser of Subjects,
bold Britain s chief Meat. 1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I.

1138 The early nursers and improvers of our art. 1888
GUSHING Blacksmith of Voe III. 34 If old Abel was. .a
nur&amp;gt;er of wrath, he would probably object.

Nursery (niJMseri). Forms: 4-5 norcery,
5 norserye (6 -ie), 6-7 nourcery; nurcery (6

ie) ; 6-7 nursserye (-ie), 5- nursery (6 -ye,

6-7 -ie). [prob. ad. AF. *noricerie, f. nonce
NOUBICE : see -ERY, and cf. NOURICERY.]
fl. Fosterage, upbringing, breeding; nursing.
At nursery, at nurse. Obs.
a 1400 Ckron. R. Glouc. (MS. C) 8938 Vor

J&amp;gt;is
Mold was

Jje wule heo was ^ong to norcery ido In be abbeye of

rameseye. 1430-40 LVUG, Bochas vn. ii. (1554) 166 One of

his children, being at norcery, ..Of avcnture, or they could
it espye, His Knightes slough. a 1460 Lybcaus Disc.

(Kaluza) 960 Klene, ^e messetigere, Semeb but a lavenderc
Of her norserie. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \. i. 126, I lou d her

most, and thought to set my rest On her kind nursery. 1653
H. WHISTLER Upskot Inf. !&amp;gt;aptis&amp;gt;nc 69 Allaying the tedi

ous nights, and carefull daies of Nursery, a 1671 CASAUBON
Treat. Spirits (1672) 199 Two brothers preserved by the
milk and nursery of a she-wolf.

t b. Relationship by having acted as nurse or

foster-mother to one. Obs. raw 1
.

1613 Cond. People Anglesey (1860) 17 An old impudent
drabb-.that can alleadge either kindred, alliance, nurserie,
or some affinity or other, with all men.

t c. That which is nursed
;
a nursling. Obs. rare.

1642 FULLER Holy fy / rtf.St. 11. xv. 1 06 The thriving of the

nourcery is the best argument to prove the skill and care of
the nource. 1650 Pisga/t i\. viii. 177 A jolly dame. ., as

appears by the well battling of the plump boy her nursery.

2. The place or apartment which is given up to

infants and young children with their nurse.

1499 Pronip. Paw. (Pynson), Norcery, where yonge
children be kepte, brephotrophewn. 1532 HERVET tr. Xeno-
phons (.Economy (1768) 40, I shewed her the nourcery and
the womens lodgyng, diuided from the mens lodgyng. 1577
tr. Bitllingcr s Decmlcs (1592) 156 For there is mention made
of nourceries for children. 1611 SHAKS. Cyntb. \. i. 59 He
had two Sonnes. .[who] from their Nursery Were stolne.

1641 J. JACKSON 7 rne Evattg. T.\\. 162 Are wee the Lambs
and Kids of Gods fold, ..the Babes of his Nursery? 1720
SWIFT Mod. Educ. Wks. 1751 V. 52 He is taught from the

Nursery, that he must inherit a great Estate. iT^CowPER
Tiroc. 117 Our parents, .wisely store the nurs ry by degrees
With wholesome learning. 1803 Mcd. Jrnl. IX. 529
Female domestics, and the inhabitants of the nursery, sel

dom escaped its influence. i88a Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal
III. i. 17 Christabel carried him back to the nursery,

f b. (See quot.) Obs. rare -.
1611 COTGR., Chambre des fannies, a Nurserie, or priuat

roome onely for women.

3. A practice, institution, etc., in or by which

something is fostered or developed.
1509 BARCLAY .SAjjJ of Folys (1570) 115 What els is dauns-

ing but euen a nurcery ,. to purchase and niayntayne In

yonge heartes the vile sinne of ribawdry? 1583 BABINGTON
Commandm. 193 [Cloisters] became as we welknow dens
of drones, and nurceries of vngodlinesse. 1604 T. WRIGHT
Passions \. iv. 19 Passions. .be the nurcery of vices, and
pathway to all wickednesse. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomiaz^
The Press . . is Truths Armory, The Bank of Knowledge, and
Nursery of Religion. 1725 BERKELEY Preposal \Vks. 1871
III. 217 Until a nursery of learning for the education of the
natives be founded. 1780 BURKE CEcon,

A\j/(&amp;gt;r;
Wks. 1842

I. 234 That all subordinate treasuries, as the nurseries of

mismanagement,., ought to be dissolved. 1846 KEBLE.S&amp;gt;r/,

xiii. (1848) 322 The other calamities. .have been a great field

and nursery for saintly hope. 1894 H. DRU.MMOND Ascent
Man 383 Family Life, the first and last nursery of the higher
sympathies.

b. A place, sphere, etc., in which people are

trained or educated; a school of, or for, certain

professions, etc.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xli. (1887) 255 This colledge
for teachers, might proue an excellent nurserie for good
schoolemaisters. 1596 SPENSER State Ircl. Wks. (Globe)

678/1 This keeping of cowes is of it selfe averye idle life, and
a fitt nurserye of a theefe. a 1618 RALEIGH Remains (1661)

198 A continual Nursery for breeding and encreasing our
Mariners. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 95 In this Nursery.,
of Charlatans, or Mountebanks (as Doctor Primrose justly
calleth England). 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome 455 The
Equestrian Order was the proper Nursery of the Senate,

1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 18 The College of St.

Mary the Virgin, a Nursery belonging then unto the

Canon Regulars of the Order of St. Austin at Oxford,

1777 PRIESTLEY Phil. Necess. Ded. p. ix, This world, we
see, is an admirable nursery for great minds. 1839 THIRL-
WALL Greece 1L VI. 258 His little kingdom was now chiefly
valuable to him as a nursery of soldiers. 1876 FREEMAN
Nortn. Conq. V. 135 Under William Rufus the Chancery
became a nursery of clever and unscrupulous churchmen.

j*c. A theatre established in London for the

training of young players. Obs.

1664 PEPYS Diary 2 Aug., Tom Killigrew..is setting up
a nursery; that is, is going to build a house in Moorefields,
wherein he will have common plays acted. 1672 VILLIERS

(Dk. Buckm.) Reltearsal n. ii. (Arb.) 55, I am resolv d,

hereafter, to bend all my thoughts for the service of the

Nursery, and mump your proud Players, I gad. a. 1683
OLDHAM Satyr Poems (1684) 179 Then slighted by the very
Nursery, May st thou at last be forc d to starve, like me.

4. A plot or piece of ground in which young
plants or trees are reared until fit for trans

plantation ; f a collection of such plants. Now
usually a piece of ground of considerable extent

in which the plants or trees are reared for sale
;

a nursery-garden.
1565 COOI-ER Thesaurus, Nutrix, a nourcerie or place

where men plante and graffe trees or hearbes, to thende

afterward to remoue them. 1568 WITHALS Diet. 24 b/i A
norserie, or place wherein groweth, or be kepte to increase

yonee vines or trees, setninarium. i6t BONOEIL Art
Making Silke 34 How to prepare the seed of Mulbery
trees to make a Nurcery. 1664 EVELYN KaL Hort. (1729)
101 Set up your Traps for Vermine; especially in your
Nurseries of Kernels and Stones. 1711 J. JAMES tr. Lt
Blond s Gardening 178 The Seed and young Plants you
set in a Nursery. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 112 F 3 A
plant transplanted to northern nurseries. 1808 Phil. Trans.

XCVIII. 315 A nursery of apple trees. 1860 HOGG Fruit
Man. Pref., A Manual of Fruits which,. included most of

the varieties found in nurseries and private gardens.

transf. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 549/2 Whoever
has a turn Icr making experiments., will find it much easier

. -to preserve and raise nurseries of the common ones [sorts
of yeast], than to devise mixtures of others.

b. In figurative context.
1606 SHAKS. Tr.ff Cr. \. ill. 319 The seeded Pride That

hath to this maturity blowne vp. .must or now be crept, Or
shedding breed a Nursery of like euil. 1653 BAXTER Peace
Consc. Ep. Ded., When Satan hath a design to burn up
those Nurseries, you are watering God s plants. 1719-20
SWIFT Let. lo Yng. Clergym. Wks. 1751 V. 22 Extracts of

Theological and Moral Sentences, .intended for Materials,
or Nurseries to block future Sermons. 1820 WOFDSW. Misc.
S0/ttt. m. ii, Ye sacred Nurseries of blooming Youth ! 1877
SPARROW Serm. xvi. 207 This world was meant to be only a
nursery for the garden of the Lord of heaven.

c. Grass-land left uncut in summer, to serve as

winter feed. rare~ l
.

1780 A. YOUNG Tour frcl. II. 86 The winter food.. is to

keep bottom lands through the summer, which they call a

nursery, to which they brini^ the cattle down from the

mountains when the weather becomes severe.

5. A place which breeds or supports animals.
1661 HICKERINGILL Jamaica 13 Nor are the Woods a

more Plentiful Nursery for the Hoggs then the Havana s are
for the Beeves and wild Cattel. 1689 Lot; KM Govt. i. vi.

(Rtldg.) 56 The dens of lions and nurseries of wolves.

b. In pisciculture, a pond or place in which the

I
young fry are reared.

1771 Phil. Trans. LXI. 320 The nurseries are the second
kind of ponds intended for the bringing up the young fry.

1837 DONOVAN Dom, Econ. II. 197 There ought in fact to
be three ponds, a spawning pond, a nursery, and a pond for

adult fish. 1868 PEARO Water-farm, v. 61 The instinct

which carries the fish to the highest tributaries teaches us
the importance of improving and creating such nurseries.

c. Of ants, etc. : The cells or chambers in

which the larval and nymphal insects attain

maturity.
1797 Encycl. Brit. fed. 3) XVIII. 387/1 The most striking

parts of these structures are, the royal apartments, the

nurseries. 1816 KIRBY ii Si-. Entomol. xvii. (iSiS) II. 33
The office of. .conveying the eggs when laid to what Smeath-
man calls the nurseries. 1830 Insect Architecture (L.E.K.)
xvi. 296 When the nest [of ants] is in the infant state, the

nurseries are close to the royal chambers.

d. A place or part in which any form of animal
life is developed.
1871 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 5) 93 The swimming-

bell is converted into a chamber or nursery in which the

embryo passes through its early stages of development.
1899 A Hindi s Syst. Med. VIII. 762 The persistence of dry
seborrhcea on the scalp appears to convert that part into a

nursery of various kinds of microbes.

6. A race for two-year-old horses.

1883 Daily Tel. 26 Oct. (CassellJ, Winning three nurseries

off the reel.

7. Billiards. (See quots.) Also attrib.

1869 BUCK Roberts on Billiards 135 Nursery, when the
three balls are within an inch or two of one another, and
a long score is likely. 1885 Billiards Simplified (1889) 125
To play for a series of cannons, moving the balls as little as

possible, such series being called
* a nursery of cannons .

1893 IVestin, Gaz. 17 May 5/2 He seems to depend almost

entirely on nursery cannons, with little taste for hazards.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. In sense 2, as nursery-
book, -door, -governess, -rhyme, -tale, etc.

1870 EMERSON Soc.
&amp;lt;V

Solit. x. 205 The very *nursery-
books, the ballads which delight boys. 1739 G. OGI.E
Gnaltherus fy Griselda 106 Vain talk for Children !

*Nursery Cant of Sprites ! 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary n. ii,

! The *nursery-cocker d child will jeer at aught That may
;
seem strange beyond his nursery. 1718 PRIOK Hans Carvel
vii, The Devil, .stands before the *Nurs ry Doors, To take

the naughty Boy that roars. 1796 BP. WATSON ApoL Bible

x. (1799) 370 They presently get rid of their *nursery faith,

and are seldom sedulous in the acquisition of another. 1835
ELIZ. NAPIER (title), The &quot;Nursery Governess. 1884 J.
HALL Christ. Home 58 Family arrangements will have to

j

be different where nursery-governesses and tutors are called

in. 1742 RICHAKDSON Pamela IV. 320 What *Nursery
Impertinencies are these, to trouble a Man with ! 1677

Compl. Servant-Maid1

Title-p., Chamber-maid, Cook-maid,
*
Nursery-maid, Dairy-maid. 1799 UNDERWOOD Diseases

Children (ed. 4) III. 102 Nursery-maids are often indiscreet

in keeping them too long in the air at a time. 1869 CLARIDGE

of England commence with a legendary satire on King
Cole, t 1820 S. ROGERS Italy (1839) 201 Singing the

*nursery-song he learnt so soon. i8aa SCOTT in Lockhart

(1839) VII. 7 It was to me a *nursery-tale, often told by
Mrs. Margaret Swinton. 1871 FROUDE in Devon Assoc.
Trans. IV. 21 Legends grew as nursery tales grow now.

1790 COWPER Mother s Picture 30, I, .. turning from my
*nurs ry window, drew A long, long si^h. 1828 Miss MIT-
FORD Village Ser. in. (1863) 31 A certain.. Sophy, who died
. .by falling out of the nursery-window.

b. In sense 4, as nursery-bed, -garden, -gar
dener, -ground, -monger^ -tree.

1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. 215 To place them
near together afterward in another *Nursery-Bed, and cover
them up with long Litter. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Peruv.
Bark x. 398 A large number of seedlings were raised in

nursery-beds and in the propagating-house during 1872.

1757 Phil. Trans. L. 434 Alost of the plants in the *nursery-

gardens about London. 1887 MOLONEY Forest. W. Afr. 70
The establishment of Botanic Stations, Model Farms, or

Nursery-gardens. 1766 Compl. /-art/ters.v. Nursery^ R 3/2
All good nursery-gardeners shift and change their land,
from time to time. 1859 Edin. Rev. CIX. 302/1 There
are the florists and nursery-gardeners, not infrequently

quakers. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Jonrn. France I. 335 They
were watering. ., just as we do in a &quot;nursery-ground about
London. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 252
Suitable for vegetable and flower gardens, and nursery

grounds. 1693 EVELYN De La Quint. Cotnpl. Card. I. 139
34-2



NURSERY.

With the hazard of incurring the displeasure of a great

many of our &quot;Nursery Mongers. 1707 MORTIMER Husb.

(1721) II. 40 They are manag d like olher Nursery Trees,

and may, when they are big enough, be planted out for

Walks or other occasions.

Hence Nu rsery v., to rear or tend with care.

NuTserydom, nurseries taken collectively. NUT-
seryful, the fill of a nursery.

1885-94 R. BRIDGES Eros ft Psyche Mar. i, The land..

Where grave Demeter nurseried her wheat. 1886 H. 1 .

English nurserydom.

Tfu rseryman. [f- prec.] One who owns,

or works in, a nursery for plants.

1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 5050 A peculiar way of grafting,

much used by some of the best Nursery-men about London.
]

1710 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. p. v, Gentlemen who

send for the best Sorts of Fruit-Trees from a Nursery-nan,

or Gardener. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arts V. 163 Three modes

of raising Mulberry-trees, to which we are directed by

Nursery-men. 1824 LOUDON Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) 890

Ample lists, .maybe had from all the principal nurserymen.

1856 DELAMER Fl. Card. (1861) 2 You may order to any
reasonable extent of the country nurserymen.

Nu rse-tend, v. [Back-formation on NURSE-

TENDEK or -TENDING.]
1. trans. To tend (a person) as a sick-nnrse does.

1792 Ehiina II. 85 They would not have any violent

objection to nurse-tend each other. 1858 MORRIS Wetland

Rirer 230, I pray you, nurse-tend me, my knight, Whiles

that I have my breath.

2. intr. To act or serve as a sick -nurse.

1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia s Lovers (ed. 2) I. 233 Sylvie

shall go play hersen ; she s been nurse-tending long enough.

1888 Quiver May 492/1 She has done nothing but nurse-

tend ever since she married that old man.

Nu rse-tender. [NURSE rf.1 ] One who tends

a sick person ;
a sick-nurse.

Still current in Ireland, and in south-western dial.

1789 CHARLOTTE SMITH Ethelinde (1814) IV. iSr, Mr.

Montgomery was glad of an excuse to play the nurse-

tender. 1842 LOVER Handy Andy ii, Mrs. O Grady
was near the bed of the sick man as the nurse-tender

entered. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes lix, The world is full

of Miss Nightingales, and we sick and wounded in our

private Scutaris, have countless nurse-tenders. 1872

Routledge s Ev. Boy s Ann. 4/2 She was a born nurse

tender, as they call sick-room attendants in . . Ireland.

So MuTse-tending vbl. sb., the tending or

nursing of the sick. (Cf. NUKSE-TEND v.)

1771 MRS. GRIFFITH Hist. Lady Barton II. 264, I.. am
therefore inclined to elevate the office of nurse-tending, by

placing it amongst our rational pleasures. 1792 Elvina II.

85 Her talents for nurse-tending. 1888 Quiver May 492/1
All the nurse-tending Annette has done.

Nu rse-tree. [NURSE *M]
1. A tree planted to protect others.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. II. 1089 In mixed

plantations the nurse trees should be first gradually thinned

out. 1891 FERNOW What is Forestry ? 17 Where.. the mother

or nurse trees are removed, a thicket of young beeches has

replaced the old growth.
2. A tree supporting a parasitic plant.

1857 HENFRF.Y Bat. 40 The full-grown plant appears

rootless, and like a branch or graft upon the nurse-tree.

Nu rsey, a child s pet-form
of NUKSE J&amp;lt;M i.

a 1814 Way to .uin her i. ii. in New Brit. Theatre II. 407

Nursey, did you see the fine dancing-master who called to

give me a lesson yesterday. 1880 Pall Mall G. 17 Dec. 3/2
Nursey, you will not take Dorothy away when it is quite

dark, will you?
t Ifursh, sb. Obs. rare

- 1
. [Reduced form of

NOURISH sb. Cf. next and NORSH
sl&amp;gt;.]

A nurse.

a 1420 BIBLE (Wycl.) Hos. xi. 3 And Y as a nursche of

Effraym bare hem in myn armes.

t ITursll, v. Obs. Also nursch, nuroh. [Re
duced form of nurish NOURISH v. Cf. NORSK v.]

trans. To nurse, rear, nourish.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 421 Stronge & idil men, bat ben

nurschid in be fendis nest to be an oost a5enus crist. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 195 A chowje bat sche hadde
nursched delicatly, chatered more lowde ban it was wonte.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 245 Good Swete wyne
. .nurshyth the body.
So f Mu-rsher ;

Nu rshing; Hu-rshment.
1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxx. 33 His nurshemens [1388 the

nurschyngis therof] deep and spred, fyr and myche wode.
Ibid. xlix. 23 And kingis shul be thi nursheres, and queenes
thi nurses. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 248 Lytill
mette that is not nurshynge.

XTu rsing, vbl. sb. [f.
NURSE v. + -ING i.]

1. The action of the verb, in various senses.

c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1061 Nother more
nor lesse may nat the soule. .contynewe without her propre

norsinge. 1579 LYLY Euphnes (Arb.) 128 Neither can [she]

conceive the like pleasure in noursing as the mother doth.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 322 First pay me for the Nursing of

thy Sonnes. 1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. i. 7 Moses after

his nursing was brought to Pharaoh s daughter. 1727 Philip

Qnarll (1816) 27 With careful nursing, I quite recovered

him. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 510 Nursing
causes a luxuriant growth in this hardy mountainous tree.

1867 BAKER Nile Trib. iii. 64 This most necessary ammuni
tion required much nursing during a long exploration. 1883
Athemewn 27 Jan. 119/1 A money-lender s nursing of a

small seaside constituency.

2. attrib., as nursing- chair, -home, etc.

1827 HONE Erery-day Bk. i6Nov. II. 1 546 Aunt Shakerly
..placed Mr. Hood s baby cousin in the nursing-chair. 1837

Penny Cycl. VII. 26/2 Females for the most part with nursing

pouches. 1839 Saturday Mag. Feb. 70, 3000 bees, .will be

268

enough to do the nursing-work of the hive. 1806 A Mutt s

Svst Med I 681 He was removed to a nursing-home. 1897

P WARUNG Tales Old Regime 148 Appointment to a nurs

ing post would be an indulgence the woman does not merit.

Nu-rsing, ///. &amp;lt;* [f- NURSE v. + -ING 2.]

1. That nurses, or tends like a nurse.

a. Nursing-father, a foster-father.

1535 COVERUALE Isa. xlix. 23 For kinges shalbe thy nours-

inge fathers, and Quenes shalbe thy noursinge mothers.

1611 BIBLE Transl. Pre/.ri Those noursing fathers and

mothers that withdraw . . liuelyhood and support. 1641

HINDE J. Jinan xxviii. 89 So that this Parish hath cause

for ever to acknowledge him a nursing father of Religion

amongst them. 1703 KELSEY Sen::. 246 The Empire turned

Christian, and became a Nursing-Father to the Infancy of

the Church. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y., St. Bamako, Twixt

Prayer and watchful Love his heart dividing; A nursing-
father day and night. 1889 JESSOPP Coining of Friars

yi.

274 The friars were to some extent nursing fathers of the

University.
b. Nursing-mother, a foster-mother.

535i 6 1 lsce above]. 1728 POPE Dune. I. 256 A^
Nurs

ing-mother born to rock the throne ! 1731 Pol. Ballads

(1860) II. 230 Of Arian and of Orthodox Alike the nursing-

mother. 1855 WINTHROP Sargent Braddock s Exped. 10

Under its ancient lords, this nursing-mother of privateers

would be powerful . . in that part of the world. 1873 HAMKR-

TON Intell. Life i. iii. 16 In the lands of the vine the plant

is looked upon as a nursing-mother.
c. In general use.

1671 MILTON Samson 924 My redoubl d love and care With

nursing diligence. .May ever tend about thee to old age.

1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder n. 62 Ev n afflictive Birch.. distills

A limpid Current from her wounded Bark, Profuse of nurs

ing Sap. 1785 BURKE Nabob ofArco(s Debts Wks. IV. 264

Does any one of you think that England . .would, under such

a nursing attendance, so rapidly, .recover? 1812 Examiner

4 May 282/2 The figures of a nursing and a waiting girl. .

1840 F. MARRYATT Olla Podr. III. 4 He would soon have

him in command of a fine frigate, with a good nursing first

lieutenant. 1866 SHUCKARD Brit. Bees 356 They arenurtured

by nursing-workers just like them. 1887 BENTLEY Man.
Bot. (ed. 5) 146 The first leaves which are developed are

called cotyledons., or nursing leaves.

2. That is being nursed, rare
-

.

1860 J. BROWN Rob $ F., Let. to J. Cairns (1906) 246

One woman.. had a nursing baby in her arms.

Hence Nu rsingly ativ .

1865 RUSKIN Sesame i. 69 Whether it ought not piously to

save, and nursingly cherish, the lives of its murderers.

Nursle (nwvis l),
v. Also 6, 8 noursle. [var.

of nousle NUZZLE v2, assimilated to NURSE v.

In modernized reprints of i6th century works nursle is

sometimes substituted for nnsle, noitsle, etc.]

1. trans. = NUZZLE v.* 2.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iv. 35 Whether ye list him traine

in chevalry, Or noursle up in lore of learn d Philosophy.

a 1656 Br. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 30 The poor seduced

souls of forraign subjects, that have been invincibly noursled

up in ignorance and superstition.
1860 MOTLEY Netherl. II. x. 77 The lewd sinner, nursled

in revolutions, had detected the secret policy. 1899 GAR
DINER Cromwell 48 Nursled as we are under a regime of

religious liberty.

2. To nurse, foster, cherish.

a 1652 BROME Eng. Moor in. iii, To have a Bastard of so

many years Nursled i th Countrey. 1746 W. THOMPSON

Hymn to May xxxi. 4 Whose bosom . . Flows out to noursle

innocence distrest. 1829 FOE Al Aaraaf, The wave that

sparkled there, And nursled the young mountain in its lair.

Nursling, nurseling (nsuslirj). Also 6-7

nurce-, 6, 8 nours-, and 6 -lynga. [f.
NURSE

sb. + -LING.]
1. The object of a nurse s care; an infant or

child in relation to its nurse.

1607 EARL STIRLING 7- Cxsar v. Chor.,The nurceling of a

Wolfe o re men did raigne. 1671 MILTON Samson 633, I

was his nursling once and choice delight. 1693 DRYDEN
Persius II. 75 A Body made of Brass the Crone demands

For her lov d Nursling. 1784 COWPER Task n. 771 Now,
blame we most the nurslings or the nurse? 1814 SCOTT

Ld. of Isles i. vii, She. -knew her nursling s heart In the

vain pomp took little part. 1858 CARLYLK Fredk. Gt. iv. L

I. (1865) 275 She saw now her little nurseling grown to be a

brilliant man and King. 1899 Allbnlt s Syst. Med. VIII.

872 Mothers and wet-nurses suffering from the disease..

infecting their nurslings.

b. trans/, of persons, in various applications.

557 Marc s Wks. 1456, 1 haue been now almost this fourtie

yeares, not a geaste, but a continuall nurslynge in maister

Bonuice house. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.
159.

Thou that

standest so much vpon Fortunes fauors, .. taking thy self

not to be a foster-child and nurceling of hers, but a natural!

son. 1664 H. MOKE Myst. Initj., Apol. 542 A limited mdul-

RaM, Hist. Kef. I. 515 Charles V was the child and

nursling of that Burgundian court. 1872 A. DE \txe.Lcgends
St. Patrick, St. Patrick t, Armagh Cathedral, Men of

might, Fierce men, the battle s nurslings.

c. transf. of things.

1501 SPENSI-R Virg. Gnat 282 A litle nourslmg of the

humid ayre, A Gnat. 1608 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n.

Colonies 256 Each Hive supplying new-corn Colonies

(Heav n s tender Nurcelings) to those fragrant mountains.

1656 CULFEPPER Eng. Physic. Enlarged 116 The last

[sc. garden Gromel] is a Nursling in the Gardens of the

curious. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 500 Upward while

they shoot in open Air, Indulge their Childhood, and the

Nurselings spare. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 74 F 12

Peevishness.. is much oftener..the child of vanity, and

NURTURE.

nursling of ignorance. 1835 I. TAYLOR Sfir. Despot, iv. 174

The inevitable product of evil limes thechild of oppression,
and the nurseling of persecution. 1874 GEO. ELIOT Coll.

Breakf.-P. 44 The daily nurslings of creative light.

2. attrib., as nursling babe, boat, child, imp.

I793 WORDSW. Descrip. Sketches 176 A nursling babe her

only comforter. 1818 SHELLEY Rosal. f,- Helen 590, I am
weak like a nursling child. 1860 HOLMES Prof. Brcakf.-t. xi,

Nursling imps addict themselves .. to these little excres

cences. 1884 Daily Neivs 6 Sept. 5/7 Many sailors still

argue for the old system of the nurseling boat carried by
the great ship.

Nursrow-tree. [f.
dial, nurs-, miss-, noss-

raw the harvest-shrew.] A tree vulgarly supposed
to be efficacious in curing swollen cattle, through

having one or more shrew-mice confined in it.

1686 PLOT Staffordsh.wi. To make any tree. .a Nursrow.

tree, they catch one or more of these mice, ..and having
bored a hole.., they put the mice in [etc.].

t Hurt, v. Oiis. Also 6 nourt, 7 nort. [Of
obscure origin ; given by Ray as note.] intr. To

push or butt with ihe horns.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facials App. 341 The Neate

that nourteth with the home shall the owner kille. 1573

TUSSER Huso. (1878) 55 Curst cattel that nurteth, poore

wennel soon hurteth. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 206 One while

[he sets his homes] streight forward to offend, other whiles

bending byas, as he hath reason to nort or push toward, or

avoid his enemie.

t Nurth. 0/&amp;gt;s. In 3 nurS, nurhtS. [Of ob

scure origin.] Noise, din.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 140 Ha iherde a swuch nur5 towart

te awariede maumetes temple, c 1230 Hali flleid. 31 His

laSliche nurS & his untohe here makeS be to agrisen. a 1240

Samlcs Warde in O.E. Horn. I. 247 We mahen ifelen hare

nurhS [z .r. nurd
7

] & hare untohe here,

t Nu-rturable, a. 06s. rare-1
, [f.

NURTURE

v. + -ABLE.] Capable of nourishing.

579 w WILKIXSON Confiit. Fam.Love B iiij, Blasphem-

yng the Catholique Church of Rome, and rentyng the

consent and nurturable sustenance of the same.

Nurture (nz&amp;gt;-itiui),
sb. Forms: 4-6 nor-

tour(e, -tur(e, 5-6 norter ; 5-7 nourtoure, 6-7

-ture; 4- nurture (5 Sc. ITWT-), 5-6 -tur,

-tour(e. [a. OF. nourture, nurture, var. of

noure-, noitrriture : see NOUHITURE.]
1. Breeding, upbringing, training, education (re

ceived or possessed by one). Now rare.

c 1330 R BKUNSE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4295 Vs wondrefi

at sowre nurture of pris. ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 179

Ful foule and cherlysshe semed she,.. And htel coude of

norture. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Prat. Priv. 122 He was

of hey nourtoure, wel plowed and I-lernyd of al Sclencis.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur VIII. iii. 276 He sente yonge

Trystram. .in to Fraunce to lerne the langage and nurture

and dedes of armes. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold.. Bk. M.

Anrel. (1546) Ciij b, His father in his youthe had taught

him good nurture. 1573 TUSSER llusb. (1878) 26 Ihe

greatest preferment that childe we can giue.ls learning and

rmrture, to traine him to Hue. 1607 Statute ^Hist.
Wake-

field SchooldZg-z) 60 The general course of Religion and

good nurture in the scollers of this schole. 1644 MILTON

Ednc. 3 To drive our dullest and laziest youth.. from the

infinite desire of such a happy nurture.

1813 SCOTT Rokeby vi. xv, He bred him in their nurture

wild. 1867 PARKMAN Jesuits in N. Amer. ix. (1875) 99

Both were of noble birth and gentle nurture,

f b. Moral training or discipline. Obs.

1526 TINDALE Et&amp;gt;h.
vi. 4 Brynge them uppe with the

norter and informacion off the Lorde. 1535 COVERDALE

Ecclns xviii. Contents, God suffreth longe, rebuketh and

teacheth all soch as wil receaue nurtoure. 1611 BIBLE

Wisd iii. ti Who so despiseth wisedome, and nurture, he is

miserable. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I . xcvm. 251 Yet

I get my meat from Christ with nurture.

2. That which nourishes ;
nourishment, food.

1398 TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. xix. xxxii. (Bodl. MS.),

Swetnes is be propre sauour & norture Jlf it is stedefaste..

in be membres. c 1407 LYDG. Ream * Sens. 1630 luno.

bisyly dide hir cure To yive him mylke to
hys

norture. 1596

SI-ENSER Hymn Hon. Love 39 Your lovers feeble eyes you

feed, But sterve their harts that needeth nourture most.

1671 MILTON Samson 362 For this did the Angel twice

descend ? for this Ordain d thy nurture holy, as of a Plant [

.818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cxlix, Where.. from the heart we

took Our first and sweetest nurture 1880 BLACKMOBK

Mary Anerley xl, He fed him well, and nourished himself,

and took nurture for the road.

Comb. 1777 POTTER jEscfylui 3 9 These crisped locks,

Once sacred to the nurture-giving stream Of Inachus.

3. The bringing-up or rearing of some one ;

tutelage ; fostering care.

1676 W ALLEN Addr. Nonconf. 44 Whom God put under

the nurture of believing Parents, or Tutors. 1727 POPE, etc.

Art of Sinking *v\, That to prevent unmarried Actresses

making away with their Infants, a competent Provision be

allowed for the Nurture of them. ^1775 BUKKE Addr.

Colonists N. Amer. Wks. IX. 213 Under the paternal care

and nurture of a protecting Parliament. 1784 Cowrn
Task ll. 779 Things so sacred as a nation s trust, Ihe

nurture of her youth, her dearest pledge. 1818 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) III. 372 If guardian by nurture make a lease

by indenture to one, being under the till* of the infant.

1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost ix. 230 Even in the lower

animals there is a certain love, and care, a nurture in the

parent towards its offspring.

Nurture (nS-itiiu), v. Also 5, 7 norture,

5-6 nurtur (6 -ter, -tor, -tour), 6-7 nourture

(6 -ter, -toure). [f. prec.]

1. trans. To feed or nourish ;
to support and

bring up to maturity; to rear. Also/^. (cf. 2).

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 41 But also pleyne



NURTURED.
was his bedde at the morwe, As at even so was he nortured
wele. c 1440 /!/;. 7 ales 437 Heiknew it & had compassion
jjeroff, & garte name it & nurtur it. c 1450 LOVELICH Grail
xxxv. 216 His Eldest sone..was put into thike partye For
toNorture. 1575 TURBERV. Trag. Talcs (1837) 161 By his

Grandsyre nourish! up And nurtred from a boye. 1715
BKNTLKY Serin. (J.), They suppose mother earth to be a great
animal, and to have nurtured up her young offspring with
a conscious tenderness. 1815 SHELLEY Alastor 68 ]!y
solemn vision, and bright silver dream, His infancy was
nurtured. 1828 LYTTON Disowned iii, The woman who
nurtured me as my mother was rather capricious than kind.

1872 O. VV. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. viii, He was not nurtured
by the best of mothers.

rtfl. CIJM ist Eng. Bk. Amer. Introd. (Arb.) 32/2 All
the other byrdes.-gyue them mete & drinke to the tyme
that the[y] can flee & nurter them selfe. i8zo SHKLLEY
(Ed. Tyr. i. 356 That very Rat, who, like the Pontic

tyrant, Nurtures himself on poison.
b. transf. To foster, cherish.

1828 MACAULAY Ess., Hallam (1851) I. 57 Sprung from
brutal passion, nurtured by selfish policy, the Reformation
in England [etc.]._ 1847 H. MILLEK Test. Kocks iii. (1857)
115 It has been said that they nurture infidel propensities.
1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxi. 298 The Lieutenant began
to nurture a secret affection for Scotland.

2. To bring up, train, educate.

1526 TINDALE Titus ii. 4 That they nurter the yonge
wemen for to love their husbandes. 1579 NoRTHBROOKE
Dicing (1843) ii Achild..In tender yeares brought vp In
vertues schoole, and nurtred wel. 1639 ROUSE Ifcav. Univ.
viii. (1702) 106 He will delight to teach and nurture thee.

1652 lip. HALL Eioqttcnce p. xiv, We ought to nurture our
souls to greatnesse. 1774 BURKE Sp. Amer. Tax. Wks.
1842 I. 164 Persons who are nurtured in office do admirably
well as long as things go on in their common order. 1784
COWPER Task 11.532 My man of morals, nurtur d in the
shades Of Academus is this false or true? 1817 SHELLEY
Rev. Istani i. xxxvii, Before A woman s heart beat in my
virgin breast, It had been nurtured in divinest lore. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Roinota i. xi, He had been nurtured in con.

tempt for the tales of priests.

t b. To discipline, chasten. Obs.

1528 TINDALE Doctr. Treat. (Parker Soc.) 136 God laid
him where he could neither see sun nor moon.., to nurture
him,.. and to teach him God s ways. 1535 COVERDALE
i Kings xii. ii. a. 1564 BECON Conimpl. If. Script. Wks.
II. in. 93 They verely for a fewe daies nurtred vs after their
own pleasure ;

But he nurtreth vs for our profit. 1609
BIBLE (Douay) rrov. xiii. 24 He that spareth the rod,
hateth his childe ; but he that loveth him doth instantly
nurture him. 1636 RUTHERIORU Lett. (1862) I. Ixx. 182
You have had your own large share of troubles..; but it

saith your Father counteth you not a bastard
; full-begotten

bairns are nurtured.

t c. To wean (one)from something. Obs. rare- 1
.

i6ai SANDERSON Serin. 1. 172 As a fatherly correction and
chastisement, to nurture us from some past sin.

NuTtured,.///. a.
[f. piec. + -ED 1.] Trained,

educated. Chiefly in evil-, ill-, well-nurtured.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3177 A ix score of new geere of

nurtrid maydens. c 1475 Bailees Bk.
119&quot;

Als to the worlde
better [boon] in noo degre Mihte yee desire thanne nurtred
forio be. 1599 George-a-Grcttie Greene s Wks. (Grosart)
1229 Nay, good my Liege, ill nurtur d we were, then. 1611
BIBLE Eccltis. xxii. 3 An euill nurtured sonne is the dis
honour of his father. Ibid. xxxi. 19 A very litle is sufficient
for a man well nurtured. 1612 DEKKF.R If it be not Good
Wks. 1873 II. 281 How dar st thou mock vs, thou ill

nuitur d slaue? 1781 COWPEK Table- T. 634 A well-nurtur d
train Of abler votaries. 1854 G. GREENWOOD Haps ft Mis
haps 60 Revealing the .. hell of ferocity in their &quot;blood-

nurtured natures. 1887 Murray s Mag, I. 558 His India-
nurtured blood felt comforted by the warmth.

Nil rtureless, rare- 1
, [f. NURTURE sb. +

-LESS.] Without nurture or nourishment.
1835 TALFOURD Ion n. i, Who perish not alone, but in

their fall Break the far-spreading tendrils that they feed,
And leave them nurtureless.

Nu rturer. [f. NUKTUBE v. + -EB i.] One
who nurtures or trains.

1796 Hist. Ned Eraiis II. 253 Mrs. Waldron could not
behold the nurturers of her grandson without the tenderest
emotions. 1826 Black-M. Mag. XX. 491 These are under
the conduct of the great Nurturer. 1873 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) III. 62 Subjects who in other States are termed
slaves, are by us termed nurturers and paymasters.

Nurtureship. [-sun-.] Upbringing.
a 1845 HOOD The Desert-Born 95 Like an infant changed

at nurse By fairies, you have undergone a nurtureship
perverse.

Nirrturing, vbl. sb. [f. NURTURE v. + -ING I.]
The action of the verb, in various senses.
1535 COVERDALE Jot xxxvi. 10 He with punyshinge and

nurtunnge off them. ., warneth them to leaue of from their
wickednesse. 1578 Chr. Prayers, Priv. t r. (Parker Soc.)
534 We acknowledge thy fatherly nurturing of us 1629WADSWORTH Pilgr. vii. 74 The lesuites haue a Colledge..
for the nurturing of their young lesuites. 1843 LYTTON
Last Bar. IV. v, Well-a-day, my lord, my nurturing was
somewhat neglected in the province.

Nurturing,///, a. [-ING^.] That nurtures.
1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) III. 664 Blood, being the

nurturing principle of the flesh. 1883 SWINBURNE Cent.
Roundels 47 Each mother s nurturing breast Feeds a flower
of bliss.

tNurvil. Obs. rare~. [var. of NYRVYL,
agreeing in vowel with Norw. dial, imrv masc.,
nurva fem. ; perhaps represented by mod. dial.

knurl.] A dwarfish person.
499 Promp. Pan. (Pynson), Nuruyll, dwerfe.

Nurye, variant of NURBY Obs. Nurysch,
obs. f. NOURISH v. Nusanoe, -anze, -auns,
obs. ff. NUISANCE. Nuse, obs. f. NURSE */&amp;gt;.-
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Nushed, pa. pple. dial. (See quot.)
1674-91 RAY S. $ E. C. Words^ Nns/id, starved, in the

bringing up.

Nusle, nussel, nussle, varr. of NUZZLE v.-

Wusse, obs. form of NURSE sb.
1

*

Nu ssierite. Min. [See first quot.] A
variety of pyromorphite.
1836-41 BHANDE Chem. (ed. 5) 843 Karuel has described

a double phosphate of lead and lime from the mine of
Nussiere, near Beaujeu, in the department of Rhone : he
has called it Nussierite. \tybPenny Cycl. Suppl. II. 308/2
Nitssierife, Occurs in crystals, which are almost lenticular.
. .Colour yellow, greyish or greenish.

Nuste, var. of NIST v. Obs. Nustle, obs. f.

NV/./.LE z/.i Nusy: see NUISE v.

Nut
(nz&amp;gt;t),

sit. 1 Forms : a. i hnutu {pi.

hnyte, hnite,nyte), 2-4, 6 nute (3 nouthe). .

3-5 note (4 nhote), 5 noote. 7. 4-6 nott(e,
5-6 not. 8. 4-6 nutte, 5-8 nutt, 6- nut (8-9
Sc. nit). [Common Teut. : OE. hnutu fem.=
MDu. note, nitctc (I)u. &amp;lt;?&amp;lt;?/, nettt} t

and not, MLG.
note, not, ON. knot (Norw. not, Sw. not, Da.

nod}) OHG. (1f]nu^ (G. miss}. The stem *hmtt- \

pie-Teut. *knud-
t is related to that of Olr. cnft,

Gael. cnu, end, Welsh cneuen (pi. cnait] nut.]
I. 1. A fruit which consists of a hard or

leathery ;iudehiscent) shell enclosing an edible
kernel

; the kernel itself.

For the many specific names of nuts, and of other fruits or
vegetable products to which the name is loosely applied
(as earth-nut, pea-nut}, see the distinguishing word.
a. 6^875 Erfurt Gloss. 15 Abilina, hnutu. 6-975 Rnshw.

(.,osp. Matt. vii. 16 Ah he somiusa^.-of gorstum ficos vel
nyte? c 1000 Sax. Lccchd. III. 134 Pinhnutena cyrnles, &
amigdalas, & obera hnutena cyrnlu. c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 79Me brekeft he mitt; for to habbene

J&amp;gt;ene
curnel. c 1265 / c&amp;gt;c.

Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 557 A ncllane, petite noiz, litel mite.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18833 His hare [was] like to be mite
brun, Quen it for ripnes fals dun. ^ 1590 MONTGOMKKIK
Soitn. xlvi. 8 Lat sie vho first my wedfie wins ; For I will
wed ane apple and a nute [rime shute].
&. 6-1290 Btkct 1191 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 140 Deintebes to

him brou;te, Applene, i^ peoren, and notes also. 13. . A&quot;.

Alis. 5193 It wil al fruyt etc, Applen, noten, reisyns, and
whete. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) VII. 129 pe duke
bou^te notes

\\\\&amp;gt;
be whichc he sebe his mete and viiailles.

c 1440 Gcsta Rom. Ivi. 373 pe ape wil gladly Etc the kyrnell
of the note, for it is swete. 1486 Bk. St. Attans biij b, Wete
a morcell of flesh therin, the mowntenaunce of a Note.

y. c 1380 WVCLIF H ks. (1880) 12 A fewe peris, appelis or
nottis. 1398 TREVISA Harth. DC P. K. xvn. cviii. (Bodl.

A Clustre of Nottis. c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr.
912 Small nottes, noisettes.

S._ (-1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxix. 131 Treesse berand
garioflez and nute mugez and grete nuttez of Inde. c 1450
Mirour Salitacioim (Roxb.) 59 Thai callid figes, Razines
and Nuites and apples collibies. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W, de
W. 1531) 5 b, As the shale of the nut to be broken that he
may fede of the Cornell. 1594 CAKEW Huartc s Exam.
Wits .\iv. (1596) 258 He hath his haire coloured like a nut
full ripe. 1642 FuLLBR Holy $ Prof. fit. m. xvii. 196
Worldly riches, like nuts, teare many clothes in getting
them. 1671 SALMON Syu. Med. iir. xxii. 413 Hash-nut
tree, the nut is pectoral. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Kitfcs ofDiet
in Aliments, etc. i. 257 Such as abound with a soft Oil, ..as
most sorts of Nuts. 1784 COWPER Task i. 315 The beech of

oily nuts Prolific. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xiii, My Lord
of Rothsay, who.. was cracking nuts with a strolling
musician. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 556 Soft fruitage,
mighty nuts, and nourishing roots.

D. As a symbol of something of trifling value.

(&quot;1300
Havelok 419 He ne yaf a note of his

oj&amp;gt;es.
Ibid.

1332 Nouth
\&amp;gt;e

worth of one nouthe [ nute]. 1340 Aycub.
143 Ne prosperite ne aduersete of ^e wordle hi ne prazejj
ane nhote.

f c. One of the seeds in a pine-cone. Obs.
c xooo-SVi-r. Leechd. I. 250 ^enim. .cyrnlu of pintrywenum

hnutiim. i6ix COTGR., Noix de /*/, ..the nut, or fruit of
the Pine-apple. 1727 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s.v. Fir tree,
The Kernels and Nuts, which may be got out of their Cones
and Clogs.

t d. The stone of a peach or date. Ol/s. rare.
1600 PORY tr. Leo s Africa 111. 207 Their peaches they cut

into fower quarters, and casting away the nuts or stones,

they drie them in the sunne. Ibid. vi. 269 They feede their

goates with the nuts or stones of their dates beaten to

powder, whereby they grow exceeding fat.

fe. The fruit of the cocoa-tree. Obs.

1707 FUNNELL Voy. v, 89 The Nut or Kernel.. ripens in a

great Husk, wherein are sometimes 30, nay 40 cocoas. 1711
Spcct. Advt. (1891) 903 Chocolate all Nut is. 6d. and 3^,
with sugar i$. 8&amp;lt;/,

1 2. A cup formed from the shell of a coco-nut
mounted in metal ; also, one made of other

materials to resemble this. Obs. (See also 4c.)
1337 in Riley Mem. Lond. (1868) 200 One cup called
note

,
with a foot and cover of silver, value y&amp;gt;s. 1427 Will

of Estunny (Somerset Ho.), Vnum note de dogean cum
coopertario. tqjgPaston Lett. III. 272 A blaknotte standing
ofsilver and gilt, with a kover to the same. 1520 SIR R. ELYOT
Will in Elyot Got: (1883) App. A, ii playn bolles of silver..,
ii nuttes garnysshed with silver and gilt, c 1580 in Archxol.
(1840) XXVIII. 132 A drynkinge nutte of sylver, worth
about twentie pounds. {1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xvi, Tender
him the nut once more.)
3. In various proverbial and allusive contexts.

(For deaf nut see DEAF a. 6 b.)
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. ff F.pigr. (1867) 20 She is lost with

an apple, and woon with a nut. 1647 COWLEY Mi$tr. t The

NUT.
Tree ii, With Art as strange, as Homer in the Nut, Love in

my Heart has Volumes put. 1660 HOVVLLL Lug. Prov. 15
He may be gott by an Apple, and lost by a Nutt. 1722
WOLLASTON l\elig. Nat. viii. 161 They, who are not, or but

lately, past their nuts, cannot be supposed to have any
extent of knowledge. 1843 LOSGF.

S/&amp;gt;,
Stud, i. iv, Very

little meat and a great deal of tablecloth.. .And more noise
I than nuts. 1899 Times 25 Oct. 5/3 They can t shoot fur

nuts ; go ahead.

4. In allusions to the difficulty of cracking hard-
shelled nuts : a. A question difficult to answer,
or a problem hard to solve.

1545 ELYOT De/. Ctt. Worn. B iv b, Nowe knacke me that
! nut, maister Candidus. 1589 Hay any Work (1844) ^3 Like
you any of these Nuts, John Canterbury? 1655 FULLER
Hist. Cambr. (1840) 95 Why was this H:ill first visited?..
Hut the nut is not worth the cracking. 1705 HICKEKINGILL
Pricst-cr, iv. (1721) 236 Here s Nuts enough to employ their

I Teeth,, .but. .before they crack them they will break their

i Drains. 1801 HUNTINGDON God the Guard. ofPoor Ded.
p. iii, Those providences which appear rather out of the
common line are hard nuts in the mouth of a weak believer.

1858-61 J. UitowN Hone Subs. (1863) 17 He especially liked
his mental nuts. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll i, It was a nut
to crack for many, what these two could see in each other.

b. A matter or undertaking difficult to accom-
i

plish ;
a person hard to deal with or conciliate.

1662-7 COWLKV Of Plants Wks. (Grosart) II. 276/1 Tis
time that you these childish Sports forsake, Hymen for you

i has other Nuts to crack. 1743 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887
II. 16 Fortified towns are hard nuts to crack ; and your
teeth have not been accustomed to it. 1866 lllnstr. Loud.
N. 9 June 549 Spain has.. got some of her teeth broken in

the attempt to crack a nut that was too hard for them.
1888 J. PAYS Myst. Mirbridge xxi, You will find Robert

i Morris a hard nut to crack.

C. (See quots. and sense 2.)

1828 SCOTT / . M.^Perth xvi, A huge calabash full of sack
was offered to the lips of the supplicant, while this prince of
revellers exhorted him, Crack me this nut, and do it

handsomely . 1889 .V.
&amp;lt;y Q. 7th Ser. VIII. 437 When a

fresh guest arrived he was met by the laird, who made him
crack a nut

,
that is, drink a silver-mounted cocoanut-

shell full of claret.

5. a. A r
tits to (a person) : A source of pleasure

or delight to one. Now slang.
1617 FLETCHER Mad Lcrcer v. iv, Uut they are needful

mischiefs, And such are Nuts to me. 1672 MARVEI.I, l\ch.

Transp. i. 56 This story would have been Nuts to Mother
Midnight. 1705 in W. S. Perry fjist.

Coll, Amer. Col. Ck.
I. 147 Pray remember that our divisions will be nuts to the
adversaries of the Church. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
II. 484 Mischief is said to be nuts to some folks. 1805
Naval Chron. XIII. n This was Nuts to many of them
whose purses could afford it. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef, Mast
xxv, This was nuts to us, for we liked to have a Spaniard
wet with salt water. 1891 F. R. STOCKTON House Martha
208 To see me here would be simply nuts to her.

b. (See NUT v. 2, quot. 1812.)
6. To be (dead} nuts on or upon, to set great

store upon, to be devoted to, fond of, or delighted
with (a person or thing), slatig.

1783 GROSE Diet, Vulgar T. s.v. U cU-hnng, The bluwen
1 was nutts upon the Kiddey because lie is well-hung. 1812

J. H. VAUX Flash Diet. s.v., A man who is much gratified
with any bargain he has made,.. will expre&amp;gt;s his self-satis

faction.. by declaring that he is, or was, quite nuts upon
hiniM If. 1862 Pundit 29 Mar. 127/1 Johnny and Georgy
were nuts on their pet.., and tabled their money freely.
1873 W. BLACK Pr. Thule xi. 168 My aunt is awful nuts
on Marcus Aurelius. 1894 ASTLKV 50 Yrs. Life I. 152 He
wasn t dead nuts on meeting with them.

7. slang. The head (of a person).
1858 MAYHEW Pa--cd w. Gold ii. xii. 189 The first round

;
was soon terminated, for Jack got a cracker on his nut .

1894 CLAKK RUSSELL Good Ship Mohock II. 19 Let that

chap there be ready with his cutlass to job me over the nut
on my showing myself.

b. Off one s nut, out of one s mind, insane.

(See also quot. 1860.)
1860 Slang Diet. (ed. 2) 182 To be off one s nut , to be in

liquor. 1873 Miss BRADDON Str. ff Pilgr. n. iii. 178 There
are the men who go off their nuts by the time they re worth
a million or so. 1893 Fain. Herald 68/2 Hut is the master
off his nut that he has her down here to slay ?

8. Applied disparagingly to
persons.

1887 w$ MasterofCeremonies vii, He is a close old nut.

1896 Harper s Mag. XC1II. 150/2 Who s the old nut walk-
Ing with your father-in-law ? He s my clerk .

b. A certain type of Australian (see quots.).
1882 A. J. BOYD Old Colonials 60 What is a Nut?..

Imagine a long, lank, lantern-jawed, whisker less, colonial

youth.
Ibid. 65 He is a bully, a low, coarse, blasphemous

blackguard what is termed a regular colonial Nut.
H. 9. A small metal projection upon a spindle

(of a clock, etc.) furnished with teeth, and engag
ing in a cog-wheel ;

a small spur-wheel.
14*6-7 in Archaeologia (1857) XXXVI I. 25 Thomas Clock-

maker received 7$. for amending of the note and spindle.
1567 in Antiquary (1888) Apr. 169 For makyng a nutte

;

for the dyall, iij&amp;lt;/. 1648 WILKINS Math. Magic i. xx.
i (1707) 82 Let us imagine every Wheel in this following

Figure to have a hundred Teeth in it, and every Nut ten.
1

1677 MOXON Mech. Ejcerc. iii. 45 Before a revolution of the
Wheel be perform d, it would go off from the length of the
Teeth of the Nut. 1775 ASH, Nut, a small protuberance

1 with indentures answering to the teeth of a wheel. 1825 J.
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 130 A spur nut a, and a
bevelled nut b ; . . the nut a works into the spur-wheel.

1 1O. A projection from the lock of a cross

bow, serving to detain the string until released

by the trigger. Obs.

1528 PAYNF.LL Saftrnt s Reffint. Q ij b. The iij nutte, that
IS the nutte of the cros^e bowe, is dethe.for thecrosse bowe



NUT.

sleethe men. 1578 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 59 My
crossebowe w lhout the nutte. x6ix COTGR., La. noix d&quot;vne

arbalcste\ the nut of acrossebow. 1674 lv,Sc&amp;gt;teffer
&amp;gt;

$ Laglanti
98 They., draw the string up to the nut made of bone in the
handle, with an iron hooK they wear at their girdle.
II. A small block of wood, iron, etc., pierced,

and wormed with a female screw ; used to make
a bolt fast, or to allow of its adjustment.
Cf. nottLs.M escruues in a Lille document of 1597 cited

by Godefroi, s.v. Nottet.

1611 COTGR., Cottplot de bois, a woodden sole, or Nut for

a Scrue ; the foot of a Scrue. 1677 MOXON Mech. Exerc.

j. 5 The Nut or Screw Box hath also a square Worm, and
is brazed into the round Box. 1735 J. PRICE Stone-Br.
Tiuunes 7 Iron Hooks should be let into their Flanks, and
screwM into Nuts. 1815 J, SMITH i anortiuia Set. fy Art
I. 62 A screw with a button head, tightened at the back
with a nut. 1894 BOTTONE Electr. Instr, 173 The nut, of

course, works against the springs.. .When the nut is loosened
the spring causes c to rise.

b. The portion of a wooden printing-press in

which the screw plays.
1642 Ordin. Lords fr Comm. Prohlb. Print. 6 The

Punters Nuts and Spindles which they find so employed.
1683 MOXON Mech. E.rerc., Printing xi. p i To preserve
the Worms of the Spindle and Nut from wearing each other
out the faster. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 507 The brass
nut in which the screw of the spindle works. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XXI. in/i In the upper cross-bar or head. .a nut is

firmly secured. The screw works up and down in this nut.

c. The contrivance at the lower end of a violin-

bow, or any similar instrument, by which the
horse-hair may be relaxed or tightened.
1662 PLAYFORU Skill J/wy. n. (1674) 101 Hold the Bow

betwixt the ends of your Thumb and your Forefinger, an
Inch below the Nut. 1836 0UBOURG I iolin ix. (1878) 280
So regulated as to cause the nearest approach made by the
stick to the hair to be exactly in the middle, between the
head and the nut. 1884 HERON-ALLKN / iolin-making 93
A bow. .\viih a properly constructed head and nut to re
ceive the hair.

12. Naut. A part of a ship s anchor (see quots.).
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Grant, vii. 29 At the head of

the Shanke there is a hole . .
,
and in it a Ring, wherein is the

Nut to which there is fast fixed a Stocke of wood crossing
the Flookes. 1688 HOLME Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 29/1
The mitt, the round part under the eye, to which the stock
is fixt. 1769 FALCONER Diet Marine (1780), Nitts of the

anchor, two little prominencies, appearing like short square
bars of iron, fixed across the upper part of the anchor-shank,
to secure the stock thereof in it s place. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s IVard-bk. 502 Nitfs, two projections either raised or i

welded on the square part of the shank [etc.].

13. (See quot. 1876.)
1698 rhil Trans. XX. 80 The Frets are nearer to one

another toward the Bridge, and wider toward the Nut or
Head of a Viol. 1771 Encycl. firit. III. 323/2 An equal ,

division of a string between either the nut and bridge, or
stop and bridge. 1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. \

Terms 316 Xut, the fixed bridge formed by a slight pro
minence or ridge _at

the upper end of the strings of instru
ments of the violin and guitar family.

b. To make the nut : (see quot.).
1809 Allbutfs Syst. Mcd.\\\\. 12 The violoncello players

. . who seek to get high-pitched notes from their instruments
by shortening the strings by violent pressure with the out
side of the phalangea! joint of the left thumb, while the
fingers are engaged in stopping the string lower down (a
manoeuvre known as making the nut )

14. The central part ot a potter s wheel.
1735 Diet, Polygraph, s.v. Pottery, The potters wheel

consists principally in the nut, which is a beam or axis,
whose foot or pivot plays perpendicularly on a free-stone
sole or bottom.

III. 1 15. The glans penis. Obs.
1577 tr. Bellinger s Decades (1592) 358 There is a skinne

which doth, .couer. .the nut or foreparte of a mannes yarde.
1611 COTGK., Pennache de iner..m one end resembles a
feather, and th vncouered nut of a mans yard at th* other.
1687 A. LOVF.UL tr. Thcvenots Trav. I. 42 After they have
cut off the fore-skin, [they] slit with their nails the skin also
that covers the nut. 1758 J. S. tr. Le Dran s Otserv. Surf.
(1771) Dictionary, Balamu, the Glands or Nut of the Yard.
t!6. - POPE S EYE. Obs.
1611 Cmm.,OfS dt liulai, the Nut, or Fryers peece of a

Leg of Mutton. 1682 GIBSON Anat. iv. (1697) App., A
gland which we. .call in sheep the Nut or Pope s eye.
fb. A small knob (of meat). Obs. rare- 1

.

1769 J. SKEAT Art Cookery 12 A sham Tortoise. .. is made
of a calf s liver. There is a small nut of liver that hangs to
it, which serves for the head.

c. dial. The pancreas ; also, part of the caul.
Ci8i6 Yng. Woman s Companion 2 The liver, lights,

heart, nut, and milt. 1893 P. H. EMERSON Eng. Lagoons
xvn. 76 Jim. .had bought a pig s fry. . . I ate of all parts i

the nut and the mint . .were really good. Ibid., The
apron (omentum), that s nice..; but the kell. that s the
thing, and the nut of that is the sweetest part of all.

171 //. Coal in small lumps.
1870 Eng. Mcch. 18 Feb. 563/3 We have been using silk-

stone nuts. 1883 GRBSLEV Gloss. Coal-mining 175 Nuts,
small lumps of coal which will pass through a screen the
bars of which vary in width apart between A inch and 24
inches.

18. A small rounded biscuit or cake. Only in

doughnut, gingerbread or spice nut, q.v.
IV. attrib. and Comb.

19. Attributive: a. In sense I, as nut-bunch,
bush, -cake, -flower, -fruit, -garden, -grove, etc.

1877 HOKTON in Moloney Forestry IV. Afr. (1887) 38 The
&quot;nut bunches are cut down from the trees. 1483 Car/;. Angl.
257/2 A Nutte buske, corvletum. 1813 J. F. COOPER
Pioneers ix, The four corners were garnished with plates of
cake. On one was piled certain curiously twisted and com-
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1-licated figures called
* ^nut-cakes . 1648 HEXHAM n, Note-

bloemenj &quot;Nut-flowers. 1850 MRS, BROWNING Poems II. 262

They listen For. . *nut-fruit falling from the trees. 1535
CovERUALt: Song, Sol vi. n, I wente downe in to the *nmt
garden, to ,se what grew by the brokes. 1872 CALVEULI-JY

Fly Leaves (1903) 27 In the *nutgroves of Morocco, c 1000
Sax. Lcechd. II. 34 Jenim *hnutcyrnla & hwa:te corn.

1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. XVH. cviii. (Bodl. MS.),W in is be notte curnel b1 is sauorie
fuj swete. 1460-70

Bk, Quintessence 23 Putte ferine, .note-kirnelis, fyn triacle,
radisch. 1530 PALSCR. 254/1 Pyll of a nutte curnell. 1681

GREW Mtisseinn n. i. i. 200 A small Orbicular Fruit, as it

seems, of the *Nut-kind. 1816 KIKBY & SP. EntomoL xxv.

(1818) II. 416 The beetle to which the *nut-maggot is

transformed. 1765 Museum Rust, III. 285 In the *nut
season fences are pulled in pieces for the fruit by all the

boys and girls in the neighbourhood. 1648 HEXHAM n,
Een Note-boosts^ a *Nut-skin or Husk. 1845 DISKAKI.I

Sybil (1863) 135 He cut my eyelid open once with a *nut-
htick. 1886 \V. J. TUCKER E. Europe 367 The fourth course
was a *nut tart, very large, very rich, very sweet. 1496
Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 29 The bayte that brediih on an
oke, and the *notworme.

b. Iii sense 1 1, as nut-framet -iron, -key, -sling.
7711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuilder s Assist. 153 Nut-slings

of the Guns. 1825 J. NICFIOLSON Opera t. Mechanic 443 Tlie
nut-frame should carry three flat pieces of wood or iron.
Ibid. 338 Scrap or nut-iron, consisting of old nails, screws,
nuts, and pieces of that description. 1844 H. STEPHENS
Bk. Farm I. 425 The head and handle are forged in one
piece.., the latter part being formed into a nut-key.

c. In sense 17, as nut-coal
y -slack.

1860 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls vi. (1873) 129 A sprinkle of
small, shiny nut -coal. 1870 Eng. Mcch. 18 Mar. 661/2 Coke
(made, -of nut-slack riddled).

20. Objective and obj. genitive, as nut -catcher
,

-eater, -gathering^ -seller. Also nut-grown.
1746 MRS. CARTER in Pennington Lift (1808) I. 105 My

fellow *nut-catcher and I have another wood in reserve
where we hope for better success. 1883 D. COOK / .

Foster s Daughter i, He seeks the
v
nut-eater. 1876 H. H.

THOMAS Alem. D. Thomas i. 4 Delighting in country
rambles, in *mit-gathering and bathing. 1809 CAMPBELL
Cert. IVyoin. i. iii, And playful squirrel on his *nut-grown
tree. 1648 HEXHAM u, Een notc-menger^ a *Nut-seller.

b. Similative, as nut-deaf, -grey, -like, -sweet.
i8z8 niackw. Mag. XXIII. 806 Old men are our aversion,

so *nut-deaf are they, so sand-blind. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) VI. 220/2 To give an example of the manner of pro-

tions at the base of the scale. 1586 HRIGHT Melanch. xviii.

no For of it selfe [the blood] being &quot;nutsweete or milke-
sweete, by this heate becommeth sugar or hony sweete.

21. Special combs. : f nut-beam, a nut-tree
;

f nut-boy, a boy who gathers nuts ; f nut-
breaker, = NUT-CBACKEB 3 b ; nut-out, slang (see

quot.) ; t nut-head, the plant Tormentil, which
has nut-like seeds

; ( nut-housing, a nutshell
;

Nut-Monday, the first Monday in August,
locally observed as a holiday ; f nut-mouse, the

dormouse ; t nut-mussel (?) ; nut-palm, an Aus
tralian palm (Cycas media) which bears edible

nuts; f nut-penny (cf. mil-silver}; nut-pine, a

species of pine (finus sabiniand) indigenous to
j

N. America
; t umt-plum (see quot.) ; nut-rush,

a kind of sedge with nut-like seeds
; f nut-silver,

a yearly payment formerly customary in North
umberland; nut-wood, ? walnut wood.
criooo Sax. Leechd. II. 42 *Hnutbeames rinde seaw..

j

drypeoneare. 1411-13 A bingdon Rolls (Camden) 75 Et dc
vj de j notebem vendito in Gardino hoc anno. 1653 DOROTHY

|

PSBORNE Lett. (1903) 29 She wears twenty strung upon a
ribbon, like the *nut boys play withal. 1778 PENNANT Tour
Wales (1883) I. 29 Excepting the Caryocatactes or nut-

breaker, I do not recollect any very uncommon bird to have !

visited this parish. 1874 Slang Diet. 239 *Nitt Citt, roguish,
mischievous, c 1265 1/oc. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 557 Tnr-

\

Jitenlint
, i. *nutehede. 1483 Cath. Angt. 257/2 A *Nutte

husynge.^
nucleus. 1867 Q. Km. CXXII. 380 Nut-

|

Monday is still a great occasion in Kendal. 1607 TOPSELL i

Foitr-f. Beasts (1658) 423 Of the *Nut-mouse, Hasel-mouse,
or Filbird-mouse, 1705 PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1954
Ckama Carolina.. .This Shell resembles our *Nut-Muscle.
1889 }. H. MAIDEN Use/. Native PI. 21 &quot;Nut Palm. ..

Employed by the aborigines as food. An excellent farina is !

obtained from it. 1701 in }. C. Hodgson Hist. Nortlmmbld.
(1904) VII. 316 The rent called *Nutt pennys. 1851 MAVNE
REID Seal} Hunt. xxvi. 190 We cached them [the horses] in I

a thicket of *nut-pine, 1871 RAYMOND Mines
ff Mining nThe Cuyanne Mountain is thickly covered with nut-pine

timber. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 437 Those plums., that are

graffed in Nut-tree stocks, .retain the face and forme still of
the mother graffe, but they get the taste of the stock where
in they are set . . : of them both they carry the name, and
are called *nut-plums. 16x1 FLORIO, Nociprunti, the Nut-
plumbe. 1874 A. GRAY Less. Rot. sjoScleria, *Nut-Rush.
1569 in J. C. Hodgson Hist. Nortkumbld. (1904) VII. 306
All the tenants pay yearly by ancient custom.. *NutsyIver.
1701 WOLLEY Jrnl. Ne^u York (1860) 52 They had Needles
of Wood, for which *Nut-wood was esteemed best. 1898
Daily News 15 Feb. q/6 Tenders are also invited, .for the

delivery of 6,000 rough nut-wood stocks for carbines.

f Nut, st&amp;gt;.v Obs. [OE. nyt.} Use, worth.
c 1105 LAY. 13428 A he seide

J&amp;gt;at
Bruttes neoren noht to

nuttes, ah he seide
|&amp;gt;at

ba Peohtes weoren gode cnihtes.

t Nut, a. Ola. Also 4 nejt. [OE. nyt. The
form nejt is for net, riming with pet, pit.] Useful.
c 1205 LAY. 9470 Wei is be man nut be saehtnesse wurcheS.

j

c 1315 SHORF.HAM iv. 136 Ine felbe bou schelt lygge, pou ert
|

nau}t elles ne}t.

Nut, v.
[f.

NUT-BROWN.
!

1. iiitr. To seek for, or gather, nuts; esp. in

phr. to go (a) nutting.
1604 DEKKER Hottest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 84 Whither gad

you ; A nutting forsooth, cifjo WOOD Life (O.H.S ) I

176 A. W. went to angle with William Staine of Mert. coll.
to Wheately bridge and nutted in Shotover by the way
1693 LUTTRELL Brief AW. (1857) HI- 197 Last week 3
clippers were taken in the very act in a wood. ., being dis
covered by a boy

4
a nutting. 1824 MKS. CAM ERON Marten

% his Scholars vii. 45 A set ofwild chaps ticed me. .to go a-

nutting with them. i8ssMACAULAV///. Eng. xxi. IV. 624A schoolboy who goes nutting in the wood of a neighbour.
1879 E. GARRETT ffoitx by Works 1. 47 When he and I

1 used to go nutting in Culstead.
2. trans. To curry favour with, to court (a per-

j

son), slang. (Cf. NUT j&amp;lt;M 6.)
1812 J. H. VAUX J- lasli Diet., Nut, to please a person by

i any little act of assiduity, by a present, or by flattering
i words, is called nutting him ; as the present, &c., by which
you have gratified them is termed a nut. 1813 Grose s

I
Diet. I ulgar T. (Egan) s.v. Nuts, The cove s nutting the
blowen

; the man is trying to please the girl.

Nutant (ni/7 tant), a. [ad. L. niitant-em, pres.
pple. of nutare to nod. bo F. ntitant, Sp. and

I 1 g. mitante.} Drooping, pendent. Also Comb.
1751 J. HILL Hist. Plants 371 The great nutant-flowered

I.ilium, called the great Wartagon. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) III. 442/1 Nntant, nodding, having the point turned

I outward. 18x9 SAMOUEI.LE Eiitotiwl. Coinpcnd. 212 Head
I nutant, forming an obtuse angle with the thorax. 1853

G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 42 The ripe capsules
are generally erect, but sometimes nutant.

N uta te, v. rare.
[f. ppl. stem of L. nutare :

cf. prec.] intr. To droop or bend downwards.
Hence Nuta ting

/&amp;gt;//.
a.

1880 C. & F. DARWIN Movctit.Pl, 99 He has shewn in the
case of certain seedlings, whose tips are bent downwards (or
which nutate), that [etc.]. 1881 Spectator 8 Jan. 51 That
side of the nutating stem.. faces the north throughout the
movement. 1897 WILLIS Fl. PI.

e,-
l-cms I. 174 The nutating

tip of a twining stem.

Nutation (niwU- -Jan). [ad. L. nutation-em,
noun of action f. nfitare to nod. So F. nutation,
It. mitazione, Sp. nutation.&quot;]

1. The action of nodding the head
;
an instance

of this. Also transf.
1612 COTTA Disc. Dang. Pract. Pltys. i. v. 42 The nuta

tion and staggering of nature doth make \varie proceeding.
1656 HLOUNT Glossogr., Nutation, nodding, as one doth
when he sits sleeping. 1728 Pot E Biinc. II. 409 So from the
mid-most the nutation spreads Round, and more round, o er
all the sea of heads. 1859 J. G. SAXE Poems, Richard oj
Glostcr, Ugly relations Whu ll be very apt to disturb your
nutations By unpleasant allusions, and rude observations !

1897 Allliutfs Syst. Med. III. 78 The cervical vertebra: are

usually attacked first; a difficulty is felt in rotation and
nutation.

2. Astr, A slight oscillation of the earth s axis ;

now spec, that by which the pole of the equator
would describe a small ellipse in about 19 years,
and which actually renders its motion round the

pole of the ecliptic (see PRECESSION) wavy instead

of purely circular.

1715 tr. Gregory s Astron. (1726) I. 502 Another Nutation

arising from another Cause may produce all this diversity
in the distance of the Pole-Star from the Pole. 1748
IJRADLEY in Phil. Trans. XLV. 13 This apparent Motion,
in both those Stars, might proceed from a Nutation in

the Earth s Axis. Ibid. 15 The Changes which I had ob
served, both in the annual Precession and Nutation. 1789
E. DARWIN Bot. Gani. n. (1791) 63 Marking her solar and
sidereal day, Her slow nutation, and her varying clime.

1842 Penny Cyct. XXII. 448/1 A large number Guslars.,
have a slight apparent motion not attributable either to

precession or nutation. 1882 R. PROCTOR in Knowledge 220
A more perfect method of illustrating the precession of the

equinoxes or the earth s reeling, and also the nutation (or

nodding, still to be described).

b. The oscillation of a top in spinning.
1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 107 If a Trough,

ton s top be placed on its pivot in any inclined position, and
then spun off with very great angular velocity about its axis
of figure, the nutation will be insensible.

3. Curvature in the stem of a growing plant.
1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Gard. II. (1791) 19 The sun flower

follows the course of the sun by nutation, not by twisting its

stem. 1816 KEITH Phys. Bot. II. 447 Such flowers are

designated by the appellation of Heliotropes, on account of
their following the course of the sun ; and the movement

they thus exhibit is denominated their nutation. 1880 C. &
F. DARWIN Movetn. PI. i The stem of a climbing plant,
which bends successively to all points of the compass, so that

the tip revolves. This movement has been called by Sachs

revolving nutation .

Nii t-boue. Now rare. [f. NUT sb.^\ One
of the sesamoid bones in the foot of a horse.

Also applied to the navicular bone.

1615 CROOKE Body of A/fin 973 Pliny calles them ossa
orbiculata round or nut-bones. 1766 Coinpl. Farmer s.v.

Shoeing, Thus the cannon-bone presses on the pastern, this

on the coronary, the coronary upon the coffin, or foot-bone,
and upon the nut-bone. 1816 BLAINK yet. Art 74 Anterior
extremities. Z. Navicular or nutbone.

Ifu-t-brown, a. (and si.), [f. NUT s6.l Cf.

Sw. nolbrun, Da. noddebrun, G. nussbraun.~\
1. Of the colour of a ripe hazel-nut ; brown as a

nut ; of a warm reddish-brown colour,

a. Of hair or complexion, or of animals.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18846 Berd and hefd of a heu ware,

Nute brun als i tald yow are. 1575 GASCOIGNE Herbes Wks.
(Grosart) I. 356 A louely nutbrowne face is best of all. 1723



NUT-CRACK.

Land. Gaz. No. 6154/4 One Nut-brown Mare. 18*3 KYRON
Island n. vli, The sun-born blood, .threw O er her clear nut-

brown skin a lucid hue. 18*3 Juan xin. Ixxv, Ah, nut-

brown partridges ! a 1853 C. BRONTE Professor ix, Her
hair was nut-brown.

b. Of girls, in respect of complexion.
a 1500 Nutbraiune Maide\\\\. in Arnoldc s Chron. (1502)

fol. 75 b, Shal neuer be sayd the Nutbrowne inayd was to

her loue vnkind. 1579 LVLY Knpknes (Arb.) 115 If she be

well sette, then call hir a Bosse, . . if Nut broune, as blacke

as a coale. 1611 COTGR., s.v. Fille
t
The nut-browne lasse

for mirth and neatnesse doth surpasse. 1637 MASSINGKR
Guardian i. i, My tenants nut-brown daughters, wholesome

girls. i7a8 POPE Dune. u. 337 Shown him by the Nut-brown

maids, A branch of Styx here rises from the Shades. 1820

SCOTT Monast. xv, The attention which was paid to every
word that he uttered by the nut-brown Mysie. 1895 Daily
News 20 Mar. 7/1 For the nut-brown maids, who strike the

happy medium between dark and fair, there is a large choice

of gentle tints.

absol. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fain. I. 228 Well,
and what of that, my pretty nut-brown ?

C. Of things, esp. ale.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) no The nut-broun
Colour of Seller-Ale in a frosty morning. 1608 DEKKER
Bclman ofLond. Wks. (Grosart) III. 78 Nut-browne round
trenchers lay in good order, a 1668 DAVENANT Nwusfr.
Plimouth in, i, Good Nutbrowne-Ale and Tost. 1770
GOLDSM. Des. will* 221 Low lies that house where nut-

brown draughts inspir d.

f d. Of a sword. (Cf. BROWN a. 4.) Obs.

16 . . Robin Hood and Beggar in Child Ballads 1 1 1 . 1 57/1
The beggar he had a mickle long staffe, And Robin had a
nut-brown sword. 1674 BUTLER Hud. i. H. 797 When his

nut-brown sword was out, Courageously he laid about.

t O- Jig- Rustic. Obs. rare~l
.

1648 HI-;RRICK ffesp., Sweet Country Life 60 Thy Nut-
browne mirth, thy Russet wit.

2. absol. as sb. a. Ale. (Cf. i c.)
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, Thou shall have a cup of the

nut-brown for thyself, my boy. 1867 BRIERLEY Marfacks
121, 1 began to have doubts whether the parson would have
cared to leave the nut-brown .

b. A brown colour like that of nuts.

1883 Harper s Mag. Apr. 772 Her hair was of a soft nut-

brown. 1896 Daily News 12 Sept. 6/2 Deep nutbrowns and
the red of the robin s breast are skilfully combined.

Ntrt-crack. [f. NUT j.i]
1. = NUT-CRACKER i. Now rare or Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 5 Nutcracke, nucifrangium, 1681

Refly to Mischief of Impositions* 4 They can find in

their hearts to play with Nut-cracks and Hobby-horses.
1682 SOUTHERNS Loyal Brother v. Wks. 1721 I. 59 Indeed
a nutcrack, or some such conceited Hyroglyphical Engine
does well in the hand of a magistrate. 1793 ANNA SEWARD
Lett. (1811) III. 266 A mouth that will be nut-cracks at 60.

1806 J. Tomlinson Doncaster (1887) 257 For 16 pairs of nut-

cracks to mansion house.

2. Niit-crack Night &amp;gt;

Hallowe en.

1777 BRAND Pop. Antfy App. 344 From the Custom of

flinging [nuts] . . into the J1

ire, it has doubtless had its vulgar
Name of Nutcrack-Night. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.

Nu t-cracker. Also nutcracker (esp. in

sense 3 b). [f. NUT sbj- Cf. Du. nofe(tt}kraker.\
1. An instrument used for the purpose of break

ing the shells of nuts. Also, and now usually,

(a pair of) nut-crackers.

sing. 1548 ELYOT Nucifrangibulum }
. .a nut cracker.

1650 B. Discolliminium 14 He was fain at length to make
a Nutcracker of it. 1673 Stoo him Baycs 16 A sword.,
which was as like a nut-cracker for it crack d men clad in

steel. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 115 P i He had once

actually laid aside his [Punch s] Head for a Nut-cracker.

1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. ii, After the manner of a toy
nut-cracker.

pl. 1634 MASSINGER Very Woman m. ii, A thousand iron

mills Can be heard no further than a pair of nut-crackers.

1736 SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 779, I shall send, .a fine pair
of Cavan nut-crackers to save her white teeth. 1772 FOOTE
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The English and Latin names are translations of G.

Hussbrtcktr.

1758 G. EmvAitus Glean. Nat. ffist. \. 63 The Nut-
Cracker. This bird, .is about the size of our jack-daw, 1766
PENNANT Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 531 Nutcracker; the speci
men we took our description from is the only one we ever

heard was shot in these kingdoms. 1802 MONTAGU Ornith.
Diet. (1831) 339 The Nutcracker is said to lay up a store of
acorns and nuts for winter. 1840 Cuviers Anim. Kingd.
204 The Nutcrackers . . have both mandibles equally pointed,
straight, and without curvature. 1894 NEWTON Diet, Birds

646 The Nutcracker breeds very early in the year, long
before the snows are melted.
Comb. 1853 WOOD Nat. Hist. 270 The Nutcracker Crow

. , is about the size of a jackdaw, but its form is more slender.

4. As a book-title. (Cf. NUT sb\ 4 a.)

1751 F. FOOT (title}, The Nut-Cracker : Containing an

agreeable Variety of well-season d Jests, Epigrams, Epi
taphs, &c.

Hence Nu-tcracker v.
;
Nu tcrackery a.

1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xxxiii, Are infants to be nut-
crackered into their tombs ? Ibid.) Babies are to be nut-

crackered dead. 1868 Miss BRAUDON Birds ofFrty i. i, An
old lady who had been seen to arrive in a brougham, espe
cially weird and nutcrackery of aspect.

Nirt-cracking,///. a. [f. NUT ^.i] That
cracks nuts; constructed so as to crack nuts.

1828 Lights &amp;lt;y
Shades I. 203 Nut-cracking human heads,

and wax dolls with moveable eyes. 1842 Fenny Cycl. XXII.
399/2 The type.. intermediate between the tree-nesting and
nut-cracking squirrels on the one hand and the burrowing
and frugivorous Tamias on the other.

t Nute (also nuten, -eth), for ne wife know-

not: cf. NETE, NiTEN,and NUT v.% Obs.

^950 Lindtsf. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 27 LHia] jeondueardon
Seem hajlende [and] cuedon, nutu \\e \c 1000 we nyton,
Ifattott nyten], 6*1175 Lamb. Ilom. 75 Alle } kunnen. .

ower credo, beh }e nuten nawiht alle hwat hit seid. a 1225
Ancr. R. 194 pe oSre, ^auh we habbeii ham ofte, we nuteft

ham nout. a. 1250 Owl &amp;lt;y Night. 1010 Hi drinkep mile and
wei bar to Hi nute elles \\at hi do. c 1300 St. Brandan 286
This bred that we eteth nou we Nuteth whanne hit is.

t NtrtelneSS. Obs. rare- -. [repr. OE. *iiytol-

nesse, f. ne NE + untol knowing.] Ignorance.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 73 Nutelnesse lete5 be mannes

shrifte be ne wot neure hwanne he siue^eS, and swiche ben
nlle bo

J&amp;gt;e
ne \\ilen listen lorspel.

NU t-gall. [f. NUT ji.i + GALL rf.3] A gall

produced upon the Dyer s Oak (Qttercus infcc-

torid), used especially as a dye-stuff.

595 DL-NCAN App. Etymol. (E. D. S.) 69 Calla, a nutgall,
or a sowters last. 1646 SIR T. BKOWXK fst itd. Ep. 336 In
this composition wee use only Nut-galles, that is an excres

cence from the Oake. 1670-1 NAKUOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace.

Sev. Late I70y. I. (1694) 40 Small Nut-galls growing on the

Bushes. 1716 CHEYSE Phit. 1 rinc. Nat. Relig. t. 250 This
we evidently see in Nutgals, and the other Excrescences oi

the Leaves of Vegetables. 1807 T. THOMSON Client, (ed. 3)

II. 351 Deyeux found, that a trench pound of nntgalls re

quired 96 French pints of water. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist.

Cotniii. 236 We receive nut-galls from Turkey, Greece,..

Hungary, and Sclavonia.

Nu-t-grass. [f. NUT rf.i + GRASS
sb.&quot;\

A
variety ot sedge (Cyperus Hydra, also C. phyma-
tottes), so called from its tuberous roots.

&c. are composed of two levers of the second kind. 1879
F. W. ROBINSON Co-.varti Conscience \. viii, You need not
hammer away on the table with the nut-crackers any longer,

t b. Cant. (See quot.) Ots.
ft 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crfw, Nutcrackers, a Pillory.

The Cull lookt through the Nut-crackers.

o. Used attrib. and Comb, to describe the ap
pearance of nose and chin which is produced by
the want of teeth.

(-1700 T. BROWN Whs. (1708) III. 22 Hollow cheeks,.,
nut-cracker chin that almost meets her nose. 1818 \V.

WILBERFORCE in S. Wilberforce Life xxiii. (1868) 380 She
is a toothless, nutcracker jawed old woman, but quite up
right and active. 1859 LD. LYTTON Wanderer (ed. 2) 292
That gin-drinking hag, with her nut-cracker face. 1891
1

J. S. WINTER Mrs. Bob 272 A..bunch of bones, with a
nut-cracker nose and chin.

t 2. One who cracks nuts
; a common spectator

at the theatre. Obs.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster I. ii. Sirrah, you, nut-cracker,

foe
your waies to him againe, and tell him I must ha money,

. i6 Slafleo/N.ProLCn., Schollers, that can iudge,
and faire report The sense they heare, aboue the vulgar sort
Of Nut-crackers, that onelycome for sight.

3. f a. The cardinal grosbeak. Obs. rare.
1688 HOLME Armoury n. 242/2 The Virginian Nightingale

..is called the Nut-craker, because it loves to feed on
Kernels.

b. A brown corvine bird {Nucifraga caryo-
catactes}, common in various parts of Europe, but

rarely seen in Britain.

plan
1857 A. GRAY First Less. Bot. (1866) 43 Tubers are pro
duced, like those of the Nut-grass of the Southern States.,

and of the Jerusalem Artichoke. 1860 DAKLINGTON After.

Weeds, etc. 359 C. fhymatodes, Nut Grass of Florida.

Ibid. 360 Hydra. Cypenis, Nut-grass of S. Carolina.

Nuthatch (nz&amp;gt;-t|hcetj).
Forms: 4-5 note-,

5-6 not-
; 5 nutte-, 5- nut-. Also 4 -hache,

5 -hach, 7 -hatch (9 hatchet) ; 5 -hak(e, -hage,
6 -hagge. [f. NUT sbl The second element is

connected with HACK .i, HAG v. }

,
and HATCH

v.2, but the precise development of the forms is

obscure.] A small creeping bird belonging to

the genus Sitta, so named from the peculiar way
in which it breaks nuts in order to feed on the

kernel. The common British species is .J. cassia.

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 756 Wyldegos and notehache.

14.. Lat.-Eng, t^ ac. in Wr.-Wvilcker 598 Nucifragiis, a
notehach. 14.. Nom. ibid. 702 Hicftcednla, a nuthage.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 359/1 Nothak, byrde, fiats, t f 1475

Sqr. lame Degre 55 The nuthake with her notes newe.

1530 PALSGR. 248/2 Nothagge, a byrde, jaye.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. v. 4. 147 To the second sort

of the Woodpecker kind, those other Birds may be reduced,
which are., called Nuthatch. 1678 RAY Williighby s

Ornith. 142 The Nuthatch or Nutjobber. 1752 HILL Hist.

Anim. 503 Sitta, the Nuthatch; it is frequent with us.

1768 PENNANT Brit. Zool. I. 185 The nuthatch weighs near

an ounce. 1799 SOUTHEY The Filtert Wks. (1845) 164/1
Him may the Nut-hatch, piercing with strong bill, Unwit

tingly destroy. 1802 MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1831) 341
The Nuthatch is more expert in climbing than the wood

pecker. 1854 Orr s Circ, Sci., Org. Nat. I. 150 The nut

hatch utters a loud call, which may be heard at a consider

able distance, resembling grew, deck, deck. 1894 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 648 Corsica has a Nuthatch peculiar to itself

and remarkable for its black crown.

t ITu then, adv. Obs. rare. In 3 nupen,
nutteu.

[f.
mi Now + THEN. Cf. NOWTHE.] Now.

01225 St. Marker. 21 For
|&amp;gt;i

deorewuroe nome ichhabbe
idrohen nowcin ant nume dea3 nuSen. c 1275 Worn.
Samaria 56 in O.E. Misc. 85 pe king (&amp;gt;at wurb, and nuben

is, and euer yete was.

Nuther, dial, variant of NOTHER conj.

Nu t-hook. Also 4 nutthoeke. [f. NUT

NUTMEG.
st.i + HOOK

s/&amp;gt;.]
A hooked stick used by persons

when nutting, in order to pnll down the branches

of the trees. Also_/fj,
r
.

? a 1500 Chester PI., Adoration Shcfh. (E.E.T.S.) 157 To
pull downe peares, appells, and plomes. .1 gene thie here my
nvtthucke. 1618 HOI.YDAY Marriages Arts III. vi, I will

make this Verse like a Nut-hooke, like a Nut-hooke and
then pull downe pull down the Moone with it. 1631
DEKKKK Match me in Lond. I. C 2 b, She s the Kings nut-

hooke. ., that when any Filbert-tree is ripe, puls down the

brauest bowes to his hand. 1724 STUKELY in Hone Every
day ]&amp;gt;k. (1825) I. 717 The family reaching them victuals

with the nut-hook.

t b. Applied to a beadle, constable, etc. Ohs.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Ifen. IV, v. iv. 8 Nut-hooke, nut-hooke, you

Lye. 1598 Merry \\ . I. i. 171, I will say marry trap
with you, if you runne the nut-hooks humor on me. a 1658
Cl.Kvr.LAND Count. Can. Man Poems (1677) 99 A Setjues-
tratour ! He is ihe Devil s Nut-hook, the Sign with him is

always in the Clutches.

Nu tjobber. Now dial. [f. NUT j. +

JoniiKR rf. i]
= NUTHATCH.

1544 TURNEK Az iiivi rr&cip. I 3, Sitta, Anglice a nut
iobber. 1580 HOLLYUANU Trt as. J r. Tong, GrintptTeftv,
a little bird making \varre against the Egle, as Kobin red

blest, some do call that birde a nut iobber. 1655 Mot t-KT

& HENNET Health s Improv. (1746) 185 The little Pyet,
which we call a Nutjobber. 1678 (*ee NUTHATCH]. 1713
Phil. Trans. XXV1I1. 170 The Nut-hatch, or Nut-jabber,
is not frequently to be met with in the South. 1840 l\nny
Cycl. XVI. 372/1 Sitta I:nropiC(i, the Common Nuthatch,
or Nntjobber. 1885 SWAINSON Frffi . Names Birds 35 Nut
hatch,. . Nutjobber (Berks).

Nu tlet. [f. NLT rf.1 + -LET.] A small nut.

1856 A. GRAY Man. Hot. (1860) 319 A deeply 4-lobed

ovary. ., which forms in fruit 4 little seed-like nutlets. 1873
MOGGKRIUGE Harvesting Ants, etc. 18 Jn this manner.,
entire calyces, containing the nutlets of Calamimh, are

gathered. 1899 C. RKID Orig. Brit. ! lt&amp;gt;ra 135 1 he small ^/e
of its nutlets having caused it to be overlooked till specially
searched for.

Nutmeg&quot; (nzrtmeg). Forms : a. 4 noto-

mugge (5 not-), 4-;; -mug(e (4 notte-), 5 noot-,

notmoge ; 4-5 nutemug^e, 5 nutmuge, -muke,
9 dial, -mug, Sc. netraug. (3. 5 not(e)mygge,
notmyg ;

6 nutmygge, -migge (nutte-), -mig.
y. 6 not(e)meg; nutte-, nutmegge, uutmege,
6- nutmeg, 9 Sc. nitmeg. [A partial translation

1

of OF. or AF. *tiois nntgite or mage (f.
nois nut,

i
and mtigue, muge musk), an unrecorded variant

of the common OF. nois mug\ft}ede % iwtg u^ete,

muguette, t/msgnettc, also mnscade, mtiscate (mod.
F. noix mnscaJe], = 1 rov. notz miiscada, Sp. intcz

moscada, It. noce nwscaJa, med.L. mix muscata,
f. late L. mitsctis MUSK. The common Romanic

type is directly represented by MUu. note iniiscale

(Da.mnsitaat/iaot), MUG. mi(scatintz ^G. -inns
,

Sw. muskotnot, Da. muskainod.]
1. A hard aromatic seed, of spheroidal form and

about an incli in length, obtained from the fruit

of an evergreen tree {Myristica fragrans or
offi-

cinalis) indigenous to the Molucca and other East

Indian islands, and largely used as a spice and in

medicine.
Inferior kinds are also obtained from other species of

Myristicacex in various parts of the world ; and with dis

tinguishing epithets, as American, Brazilian, Peruvian,
the name is occasionally applied to the produce of trees

belonging to other genera,
a. 13.. A . Alls. 6792 Notemugge, and the sedewale, On

heom smullith. c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thofas 52 The licorys

and the cetewale, And many a clow gilofre, And notemuge
to put in ale. c 1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 94 Clowes,

canell, nutemuges, macez. ..pe macez er be huskes of be

nutemug. c 1440 A tic. Cookery in Hoitseh. Ordin. ( 1 790) 473
Take clowes, maces, spikenarde, nutmukes. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 2S7/2 A Nut muge, mix muscata. 1877 llolderncss

Gloss., Niittniig, a nutmeg.
ft. 1 a 1366 CHAUCER l\om. Rose 1361 Trees there were

gret foisoun, That baren notes in her sesoun, Such as men
notemygges calle. 1:1440 Promp. l at-&amp;lt;. 359/2 Notemygge,
nux muscata. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. u. x. 90 Other trees

there growe..that here notemygges. 1541 ELYOT Cast.

Helthe 27 b, Nutmigges with their swete odour comforte
and dissolue. 1544 PHAER Regim. l.yfe (1553) B viij b, Ye
must vse euery daye to eate Nuttemigges. 1570 LEVINS

Matlip. 119 A Nutmig, mix myristita.
y. cisis Test. Elior. (Surtees) V. 68 For notmegys \d.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxii. (1870) 287 Nutmeges be good for

them the whiche haue colde in tlieyr hed. 1578 LVTK
Dodoens 221 The rootes are like a couple of Nutmegges.
1620 VESNER Via Recta ii. 44 Take.. of Nutmegs and

Cynamon of each halfe an ounce. 1688 HOLME Armoury
ii. 77/2 The Nutmeg hath the middle broad, the ends sharp
and bending like a waved leaf. 1731-8 SWIFT Pol. Con-
versat. 97 If you carry a Nutmeg in your Pocket, you ll

certainly be marry d to an old Man. 1768 Med. Obscrv. 15-

Inq. (ed. 2) IV. 3 The bigness of a nutmeg of a digestive. .

was mixed with the former poultice. 1849 BALFOUR Man.
\

Bot. 996 It is said that a single tree will
yield

on an

average about six pounds of nutmegs. 1870 YEATS Nat.
Hist. Comm. 144 The mace and the nutmeg are both

valuable spices.

b. Wooden nutmeg, anything false or fraudu

lent ; a fraud, cheat, deception. U. S,

The story to which the phrase alludes is related by Hali-

; burton ( Sam Slick ) in the Clockmaker (1836) Ser. 1 viii.

I See also Nutmeg State in 5 below.

1830 GALT Lawrie T. n. i, I reckon, Squire Lawrie,
said he [a Vermont farmer], is a puffing of a parley voo,

but I sellsnowooden nutmegs . 1871 DE VERE American-



NUTMEGGED.
isms 620 In the press and Congress wooden nutmegs have
to answer for forged telegrams, political tricks, and falsified

electSon -returns.

2. a. Nutmeg-tree, the tree (see above) which

produces the nutmeg.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. \. xi. (1636) 554 Tlie Nutmegge

tree groweth in the lie of Bada, and ditTereth not IUUL.IL

from the Peach tree. 1681 GREW Musseum iv. iii. 376 The
Nutmeg-Tree: Together with a Branch of the same after

the life. 1712 tr. PoineCs Hist. Drugs I. 127 These Isles

are so stock d with Nutmeg-Trees, that it is almost in

credible.
1775)

FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 106 Went again to

Long Island, in quest of the nutmeg tree. 1861 BKNTLEV
Man. Bot. 633 The Nutmeg tree bears pear-shaped fruits,

commonly about the size of an ordinary peach.
b. Nutmeg-grater (see GRATKU *

ij.

1695 CONGREVK Lorefor L. ii. iii, About a little nutmeg-
grater, which she had forgot in the caudlecup. 1705 Land.
Caz. No. 4154/4 Stolen.., a Nutmeg-Grater. 1806-7 J.

BERESPORD Miseries Hum. Life ix. Ivii, Just as if you were

swallowing a nutmeg-grater three and a half yards long.

1847 Nat. Cycl. II. 882 Plates of iron perforated, .so as to

resemble a nutmeg-grater.
Comb. 1809 AUbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 664 Conical pro

jections, which give almost anutmeg-grater-Hke sensation to

the hand when passed over it.

3. Employed as a distinguishing name for varie

ties of apples, pears, peaches, etc.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. July 70 Fruits in Prime,. .

Peaches, Nutmeg, Isabella, Persian. Ibid. Aug. 72 Plums,
.. White Nutmeg, late Pear-plum. 1731 MILLKK Gard.
Diet. s.v. Persica, The White Nutmeg.. is the first ripe
Peach. Ibid., The Red Nutmeg is. .somewhat larger than
the white. 1766 Conipl, Farmer s.v. Peach-tree 5 Y i/i

The white nutmeg peach, this is ripe in July. 2. The red

nutmeg, this ripens about the beginning of August. 1860
HOGG Fruit Man. 5 Cockle Pippin (Nutmeg Pippin). Ibid.

168 Bezi de Caissoy. .(Nutmeg;.. Winter Poplin).

4. Used to denote colour or appearance.
c 1610 MIDDLKTON, etc. Widow H. i,

He in the nuttneg-
colour d band. 1687 Lond. Caz. No. 2218/4 A new fashion
able Suit near a Nutmeg colour. 1689 Ibid, No. 2422/4
Stolen.., a well shaped Nutmeg grey Stone Nag. 1745
Daily Advertiser 28 Sept. 4/1 Two Mares, one a Roan or

Nutmeg coloured Mare. 1865 Mont. Star 22 Feb., Liver

very large and of nutmeg appearance. 1876 I KISTGWK
Th. f,- Pract. Med. (1878) 797 The liver may consequently
present something of the nutmeg character.

b. Nutmeg livfr^ a diseased condition of the

liver, also called red atrophy. (Cf. NUTMEGCV.)
1876 UKISTOWK Th. $ Pract. Med. (1878) 742 The simple

induration and congestion which constitute the nutmeg
liver may have the same effect, iSty] AllbutfsSyst. Med.
IV. 121 Sometimes the liver was nutmeg.
5. Misc. combs., as nutmeg boletus, butter

, oil,

plantation, rock^ trade, tribe
\ nutmeg-apple, the

fruit of the nutmeg-tree, containing the mace and

nutmeg ; nutmeg-bird, -cowrie, -finch, -flower,
-pigeon, State, -wood (see quots.).

-j^. 1002 &quot;Nutmeg-Finch (Mania undulata) 1846-50
\VooD Ctass-bk. Bot. 149 N[igeUa}

Borassusflabclliforjnis.

Nu tiuegged, a. [f. prec. + -ED 2.]
1. Flavoured with nutmeu.

npiy stor a, ana old uctober, nutmeg d nice.
2. rath. Affected with red atrophy.
1879 St. George s Hosf. Rep. IX. 149 Liver nutmegged.
Ipoplectic patches in the lungs.
So Hu tmeggy a.

172

Nu t-Oll. [Cf. Du. nootolic (MDn. &amp;lt;wV-),
S\v.

notolja, G. KWJJV/.] Oil obtained from nut-

kernels, esp. those of the hazel and walnut, largely
used in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, etc.

1664 EVELYN Sylra 95 For this [polishing] Lin-seed, or the

sweeter Nut-oyl does the effect best. 1807 T. THOMSON
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 445 Nut-oil has been found preferable to

all other oils for printers ink. 1839 UKF; Diet. Arts 897
Nitt oil, is at first greenish coloured, but becomes pale

yellow by time. 1873 SPON Workshop Kec. Ser. i. 102/1
Nut oil is more uncertain in its qualities than either linseed
or poppy oil.

tNutrate. Ohs. rare. =NuTKATivE b.

The form may orig. be due to copying from a French text
which had nittratis for nutratifs,
1548-77 VICARY Anat. viii. (1888) 62 The Midriffe was

ordeyned..[to] diuide the spirituals from the nutrates.

Ibid.) The malicious fumes reared vp from the nutrates.

t Nu trative, obs. variant of NUTRITIVE a.

1536 HELLENDEN Chron. Scot., I ertue
&amp;lt;y

I ice vii, Ane
plesand meid, Quhaire flora maid the tender blewmys to

speid Throw kindlie dew and humouris nutratiue. 1562
HULLEIN Bulwarks t Bk. Simples 14 b, If they be swete thei
be partly nutrativt, and warme the bodie.

b. sb. in //. The organs which supply nourish-
ment to the body. (Cf. NUTBATE.)
1548-77 VICARV Anat. viii. (i83S) 64 They were ordeyned

..th.it they shuld defend ye nutratiues outwardly.

Nutria (ni/7-tria). [a. Sp. nutria otter, also

httria ~ K. loutre, It. lontra : L. fatra.J The
skin or fur of the coypu of South America.
1836 W. IRVING Astoria III. 278 Nutria, Vicunia, Chin

chilla and a few deer skins. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 125/2
The skins, .are imported into Great IJritain. .under the
name of Neutria or Nutria skins. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
377 The shorter finer hairs in the fur of the rabbit, hare,
musk

r-.it, nutria [etc.],

Nutribi lity. rare. [See next and -ITY.]

Capacity of receiving nutriment.

16)84 T. BURNET The. Harth \\. iv. 206 That disposition
whereby they are capable of receiving nourishment, which
wu may call Nuiribility. Ibid. 207 1 he Nutribility of the

Body depends upon a certain temperament in the parts.

tNirtrible, a. rare-1
, [ad. late L. niltn-

biliS) Lmllrire: sec -IBLE.] Nutritious.

1607 TorsELL Four-/, /leasts (1658) 525 Swines flesh also
is lesse excremental. ., and therefore more nutrible.

t Nutrica tion. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

nutrlcation-em^ noun of action f. nntricdre to

nourish.] Nourishment.
1623 COCK F.RAM i, Nutrication, nourishing. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. }.p. 158 Beside the teeth, the tongue of this

animall is a second argument to overthrow this airie nutri-
cation. 1657 TOMLINSON Rcnoifs Disp, 494 Animals, .tend
..to the nutrication of our bodies.

Nutrice. rare. [ad. L. nntricem t mltrix :

see NOUBIOB.] Nurse.

1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes 232 Of me your mother,
your nutryce, and your bringer vp. 1880 Times 19 Aug. 4
Indicative of the character of the goddess as the nutrice of
all the created nature.

Nutricious, obs. form of NUTRITIOUS.

Nutrient (ni/7 trient), a. and sb. [ad. L. nit-

trient-em, pres. pple. ofnfetrTre to nourish.]
A. adj. 1. Serving as nourishment ; possessing

nutrimental qualities.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anint. fy Min. 374 A tumour.. caused

by humours carried out with the nutrient bloud. 18*5
Blackw.Mag. XVII. 532 They both did hang On the same
breast, and drew the nutrient stream From the same fount.

1844 Proc. ficnu. Nat. Club II. No. 12. 108 The old tree

[isj thus bereft of its few remaining drops of nutrient
aliment. 1876 BRISTOWE Th.

&amp;lt;y

Pract. Mtd. (1878) 79 Do
the decaying tissues attract them to themselves from the
blood or extra-vascular nutrient fluid?

2. Conveying or providing nourishment.
1650 UULWER Anthropomet. 171 By how much the Prac-

tique intellect is more noble then the Nutrient soul. 1798
AIJERNETHY \\\ Phil. Traits. LXXXVIII. 106 The plethoric
state of the nutrient vessels of the heart. 1804 Stirg.
Obs. 28 Some principal nutrient artery will afterwards be
met with. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man.Anim. Kingd,,Ccelent.
222 The little

yet
known of the development of the nutrient

apparatus in the Ctenophora.
B. sb. A nutritious substance.

1828-32 in WKDSTER. 1880 Med. Temp. Jrnl. July 174
It is not always that nutrients can be taken in sufficient

quantity.

Nutrify (niw trifai), v. [f. L. nutr-lre to

nourish -f ~(I)FY.] a. trans. To nourish. Alsoyff.
b. intr. To supply nutriment.

1509 HAWES Past, Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 73 In which
the golde is truely nutryfyde. Ibid. xx. 95 His propre death
him selfe he nutnfyed. 1542 UOORDE Dyetaryx\. (1870) 259
The whiche haue ben nourisshed or nutryfyde with suche
breade. 1595 CHAPMAN Bang. Settee (1639) 3 And with fit

foode her Plants did nutrifie. c 1645 HDWELL Lett. (1655)
II. Iv. 71 The wine .. doth not only breed good bloud,
but it nutrifieth also. 1879 Expositor IX. 83 That which
in one quietly and pleasantly nutrifies, in another deranges
and defiles.

Nutriment (ni7?triment). [ad. L. nutri

ment-urn, f. nutrire to nourish : see -MENT. So
F. mftrimtttit It, and Sp. ntttri-, nudrimento.&quot;]

1. That which nourishes ; food, nourishment ;

nourishing food.

1541 ELVOT Cast. Helthe 38 b, Than must be withdrawen
and minished some parte of that nutriment. 1558 BP.
WATSON Sev. Sacram. vii. 36 Our dayly and special nutri-

mentes of breade and wyne. a 1610 HEALEY Cebes (1636)

NUTRITION.
| 134 Now hee . . purgeth away the causes and nutriment of the

maladie. 1667 MILTON P. L.
y. 496 From these corporal

nutriments perhaps Your bodies may at last turn all to

Spirit. 1714-5 SWIFT Kec. to restore Stellas Youth, The
Nutriment will from within Round all your Kody plump
your Skin. 1795 BURKE On Scarcity Wks. VII. 384 It is

j

impossible that he should continue that abundant nutri-

I

ment. 1855 KAIN Senses ^ Int. i. ii. 24 The action of the
nutriment supplied to the body.

b. \Yithout article.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f, Beasts (1658) 358 All hard things
which are dissolved with difficulty, do retain their force of
nutriment longer. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 408 Or in thir
Pearlie shells at ease, attend Moist nutriment. 1751 JOHN
SON Rambler No. 85 F 5 Observing the proportion between
nutriment and labour, and keeping the body in a healthy
state. 1821 BYRON Sardattafi. \. h, They banqueted upon
your gods, And died for lack of further nutriment. 1881
MIVART Cat 22 It. .both helps to keep the body warm and
serves as a store of nutriment.

c. In figurative applications.
1612 ROWLANDS Knave of Harts (Hunterian Cl.) 29, I

feede on euils, they are my nutriment. 1624 GATAKER
Transubst. 160 The bread and wine themselves are signes
of spirituall nutriment, not nutrition. 1726 SWIFT Stella s

Birthday, Is not Virtue in Mankind The Nutriment, that
feeds the Mind? 1791 COWPER Four Ages 36 MystVies
arc food for angels ; they digest With ease, and find them
nutriment. 1849 ROBEHTSON Sernt. Ser. i. ii. (1866) 22 In
the soil of the heart is found all the nutriment of spiritual
life. 1873 DIXON Two Queens i. i. I. 2 To feel that Homer
and Thucydides might yield them richer nutriment than any
of their Lives of Saints.

f 2. The act of nourishing or fostering. 06s.~l

X53S CROMWELL in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) I. 437
The contynuance and nutryment of discorde and trouble

amonge the kings subiectts.

Nutrimental (ni^trime-ntal), a. [ad. late

L. nutrimental-is : see prec. and -AL.] Having
the qualities of nutriment or food ; nutritious,

nourishing ; also, conveying nourishment.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 231/3 Thre thynges ben founden
in seed germynyng, that is to wete, natural hete, humour
nutrimental, and reson of seed. 1495 Trevisas Barth. De
P. R. xvn. x.\, The humoure nutrimentall of boxe is full

gleymy and cleuynge togyders. 1548-77 VICARV Anat. ii.

(i838) 21 The Veyne is a vessel of blood nutrimental. 1578
IJANISTER Hist. Alan i. 22 Their holes likewise .. give
entraunce. .to the nutrimentall vesselles. 1656 RIDGLEV
Pract. Physick 301 It may be made from nutrimental

Juyce, thickned and hardned. c 1682 J. COLLINS Salt $
Fishery 68 It..consumes the goodness or nutrimental part
of the Meat. 1747 HARVEY Aledit. $ Contcmp. (1818) 367
His bounty covers the fields with a profusion of nutri

mental treasure. 1828 Blackiv. Mag. XXIII. 589 Mutton
broth, that exquisite, assuaging, nutrimental luxury. 1901
Law Jrnl. is^une 314/1 Certain nutrimental combinations
have to be plainly labelled, .by the seller.

I Niitrimeuted, &amp;lt;/. Obs. rare. [Cf. prec. and

Ki&amp;gt;V)
Withwv//: Well-bred.

1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. (1509) 13 Come hither my well
nutrimented knaue, whom takest thou me to be ? 1594
? GREENE Seliinus Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 267 A good well

nutrimented lad.

t Nutrimentive, a. Obs. [f. NUTBIMENT +

-IVE.]
*= NUTRIMENTAL.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvty i. x. 24 It pinguifies
the soyle, and imparts to the seede some secret nutrimentiue

power. x6 T. NASH Qiiaternio 45 The chyle, and what

part tliereofis nutrimentiue. 1683 TRYON Way to Health
197 It must be confessed that the Nutrimentive Quality is

contained in the fine Flour.

tNutrite, ^. Obs. rare&quot;
1

, [f. ppl. stem of

L. nutrire.] trans. (See NUTRITION i c.)

1657 TOMLINSON Renoits Disp. 703 Lithargie should be

levigated in Oyl, and nutrited on a slow fire.

f Nutri tial, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. nutrtti-us :

see -AL.] Connected with nursing or rearing.
1616 CHAPMAN Homer s Hymn Diana 2 Diana . . had

nutritiall rights With her borne-Brother, the farr-shooting
Sunn. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 83 These NutritiM

Eunuches did conform the Nose., with Leaden Plates.

Nutrition (niwtrijan). [ad. L, type *nutri-

tion-em% noun of action f. nutrire to nourish. So
F. nutrition, Sp. nutricion. It. nutrizione.]
1. The action or process of supplying, or of re

ceiving, nourishment.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMatt 727 The bowels are mostwhat
alike in all, both for Nutrition, Generation, Life and Sense.

1682 GREW Anat. PI. Introd. 3 All these being formed, by
continual Nutrition still to be increased. 1704 F. FULLER
Med. Gymn. (1711) 24 That the Spirits.. are concern d in

Nutrition is plain enough. 1803 MALTHUS Popttl. iv. i.

(1806) II. 304 The kind of food, and the mode of preparing

it, best suited to the purposes of nutrition. 184^ DAY tr.

Simon*s Anitn. Chem. I. 161 The metamorphosis of the

plasma during the nutrition of every form of tissue. 1896
AUbutfs Syst. Med. 1. 178 Nutrition and functional activity
are interdependent, the two falling off together.

b. In figurative uses.

1551 CRANMER Answ. Gardiner 42 Our spiritual genera
tion and our spiritual nutrition be.. obscure and hyd vnto

vs. 1624 GATAKER Transubst. 160 The spirituall nutrition

of soules living by grace. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxtv.

127 The Nutrition of a Common-wealth consisteth, in the

Plenty, and Distribution of Materials conducing to Life.

1879 Fortn. Rev. Nov. 687 The self-preservative instinct of

humanity rejects such art as does not contribute to its

intellectual nutrition and moral sustenance.

fo. (See quot., and cf. NUTRITE v.) Obs. rare.

1612 WOODALLS/^. Mate Wks. (1653) 273 Nutrition is

the pennistion of humidity by little and little, for the

alteration of the quality of the medicament. 1727-38 [see

NUTRITUM).



NUTRITIONAL. 273 NUTTING.

2. That which nourishes; food, nutriment.

1603 HOLLAND PlutarcJi s Mar. 671 Any thing that hath

the nature of the superfluity or excrement of nutrition.

ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xiir. 298 Aiax..to none alive will

yeeld. .whose life takes Ceres nutritions. 1732 POPE Kss.

Man ii. 64 Fix d like a plant on his peculiar spot, To draw

nutrition, propagate, and rot. 1758 J. WOOD Snppl. to

Treat. Farriery 25 A Putrefaction of the stagnated Juices,
whence the Parts are essentially deprived of all manner of

Nutrition, 1868 PEARD Water-farm, ix. 97 These articles

of nutrition materially assist the growth of the infant brood.

1894 H. DRUMMOXD A scent Man 272 Chemistry is devoting
itself to the experiment of manufacturing nutrition.

Hence Nutri tional a., Nutri tionary a.

a 1852 MACGILUVRAY A7
)?/. Hist, ofDee Side (1855 1462 That

General
condition of nutritionary activity, which is produced

y the development of the reproductive powers of the

system. 1869 E. A. PABKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 31 493
That these acids are most important nutritional agents no
one can doubt. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 558 In

capable of further growth or nutritional change.

Nutritious (nu/tri Jbs), a. Also 8-9 nutri-

cious (rare ], 8 -ceoua. [ad. L. nutritiuS) nntri-

ciitst f. nufnc-, nutrix nurse : see -ITIOUS 3
. So It.,

Sp., and Pg. mttricio.]
1. Serving as nourishment; capable of supply

ing nutriment.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 75 Whether there be a Nervous and
Nutritious Juice? 1679 RUSDEN Further Discoi: Bees 51

They gather nutritious or augmentative matter. 1708 J.

PHILIPS Cyder n. 192 O, mav st thou often see Thy furrows
whiten d by the woolly rain Nutriceous. 1781 COWPER
Retirem. 43 Draining its nutritious pow rs to feed Their
noxious growth. 1819 BYRON Jitan n. xcix, Which.. to

their mind Proved even still a more nutritious matter. 1841
LANE Arab. Nts. I. 58 As dates are very nutritious,, .they
are an excellent article of provision for travellers. 1871
NAPHEYS Prev. $ Cure Dis. i. ii. 60 Salt meat is one-third

less nutritious than fresh.

b. transf. Of taste.

1862 DARWIN Orchids v. 220 This cavity does not secrete

nectar, but its walls are thick and fleshy, and have a

slightly sweet nutritious taste.

2. Conveying nourishment, rare.

1741 MONRO Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 130 The Holes for the

Passage of the nutritious Vessels of these Bones are very
conspicuous. 1831 R. KNOX Chquefs Anat. 688 One of

them. .enters the nutritious canal of that bone.

Hence Nutri tiously adv.
; Nutri tiousness.

nourishing quality (Bailey, vol. II, 1727).
1753 TORRIANO Midwifery 12 As if it was designed nutri

tiously by Nature to assist the Child. 1831 Fraser s Mag.
III. 406 How generous must be the vegetation of the affec

tions when nutritiously manured by . .hospitality ! 1877
Kncycl. Brit. VII. 201 The nutritiousness of food depends
on digestibility and concentration.

Nutritive (ni*tritiv), a. and sb. Also 5-6
nutrytive (5 -tiff, -tyf), 5 nutritiff, -tyf ; 6-7
nutritiue. [a. F, nulritif^ -ive

t
= Sp., Pg., and

It. nutritive, ad. med.L. nntritrv-ns, f. ppl. stem
of nutrlre to nourish: see -IVE.]
A. adj. 1. Having the property of nourishing;

nutritious, nutrimental.
&amp;lt; 1430 LYDG. Min. Poents (Percy Soc.) 195 Which sesoun

is to flewme nutritiff. t: 1440 Hors, Shcpe fy G. 376 Hol-
som is moton : . . Ful nutritiff aftir a gret accesse. 1491
CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xl. 60 The physy-
cyens counseylled her that she sholde etc metes more nu-

trytyf. 1366 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. iv. G viij, Egges longe
and whyte be nutritiue muche better then the rounde. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 567 The broth of Limpins, Muscles,
Cockles and Wilkes, is verie nutritive, and maketh them fat

that use it. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 513 The Humours.. in

all Animals are Nutritive. 1704 F. FULLER Med.Gymn.{\-]\\)
85, I had reason to believe it did in some Measure prove
Nutritive. 1748 HABTLST 0fo*9L JtfiM i. iii. 2. 342 We infer

that the Bread before us is nutritive and wholesome. 1842
COMBE Digestion 63 Both the chyle and the venous blood
are converted into red, arterial, or nutritive blood. 1881
TYNDALL Ess. Floating Matter Air 215 In the case of very
nutritive infusions, .the interval ought to be shorter.

fig 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres.6i He is nutritive in all

the ways of spiritual manducation. 1868 BROWNING Ringfy
Bk. ix. 19 Throughout our city nutritive of arts.

2. Of, pertaining to, or concerned in, nutrition.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret. , Gtn&amp;gt;, Lordsh. 96 Of strengthe

nutrityf, and infirmatyf, and sustantyf, 1546 LANGLEY tr.

Pol. Verg. de Invent. \. in. 5 The Riuer Nilus. .hath in it

selfe naturally a certain power nutrytiue. 1650 BULWER
Anthropomct. 171 Admonishing us of alition, and the work
of the Nutritive Faculty. 1658 MANTON Expos. Jude ii,

Life hath a nutritive appetite joined with it. a 1716 SOUTH
c ....... /,_ . -\ IV IT . . &quot;n,~ uf.i-i ..i...:*:

*
_*- ..i_ _

medicinal purposes. 1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 43 These
Compound Organs may_ be divided into Nutritive, or those
concerned in the nourishment of the plant. 1871 T. R.
JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed-4) 79 The circular marginal canal
into which the nutritive tubes, radiating from the stomach,
empty themselves. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 326
Defective nutritive conditions produce males.
3. Giving or providing nourishment.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 55 b, Suche as made warre

for the welthe and tuycyon of ther awne natural! and nutri-

tive_countrey. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s Mor. 130,1 The
Stoicks. .holde that the generative and nutritive Spirit, is

Bacchus. 1667 FLAVEI. Saint Indeed (1754) 40 He was
jitied by a Lord of I taly, who . . wished him to be more care*

i diete. . . To your persone me thynkith it ful meete For to re-

ceyue such a nutrytiue. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Index.

1638 RAWLEV tr. Bacmt s Life fy Death (1650) 50 Things
alike in Substance, to the Body of Man, are. Nutritives ;

Fat Fleshes. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xxv. 283 An abstinence
which is made up with other delicious and inflaming Nutri
tives. 1896 Alltmtt s Syst. Med. I, 414 All are found in

some respects to be faulty as nutritives.

Hence Nu-tritively adv.
;
Nu tritiveness.

1727 BAILEY (vol. II.), Nutritiveness. 1847 in WEBSTER.
1856 Orr s Circ. Set

.,
Pract. Chcm. 341 Pigeons and fowls,

however, surpass beef in nutritiveness. 1889 Harper s

Mag, June 60/2 He had been eating nutritively of the tree

of artistic knowledge.
t Wutritor . Obs. rare

~ ]
. [a. L. nntritor,

agent-noun f. nfitrtre, ] Xourisher.

1677 CALK Crt. Gentiles iv. 449 Creator and Vivificator and
Ntitritor of althings that are under him.

Nu tritory, # [ad. late L. n&tritori-us : see

-ORY.] Concerned in or pertaining to nutrition.

1883 Harper s Mag. June 125/1 A class of ailments \\hich

may be described as general nutritory perversions.

t Nutri turn. Obs. rare. [L. niitntitm^ neut.

pa. pple. ofn&trtre.] (See quota.)
1727-38 CHAMBERS Cyc/., Njitrituui

}
in pharmacy, is a

denomination given to a desiccative, cooling unguent, pre

pared by the agitation and nutrition of litharge of gold
with oil and vinegar, or the juice of solarium, in a mortar.

1741 Compl. I at. Piece \. \. 81 Add. .as much Oil of Elder
as will serve to reduce the Mixture into the Form of a
Nutritum or Ointment.

t Nu triture. Obs. [ad. late L. mtintitra,
f, ppl. stem of mltrTre : see -URE. So It. /-,

nud~, nodriluni^\
1. Nourishment, nutrition.

1557 NORTH Gitenara s Diall Pr. (1619) 698/2 [The tre^]
instead of meate receave into them for nutriture the heate of

the Sunne. 1567 Reg, Privy Council Scot. I. 515 Na thing
requisite for his nutriture, .and preservatioun sal be foryou
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xvii, The root is contented with
lesse nutriture. 1666 G. HARVEY Mori), Ang. xx. 1 1672) 248
Nature, .rather hungers for a greater supply of nutriture.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen p. ii, The Supply and Nutriture ff

the Fluids and Solids must pass. .through them.

b. Condition as to nourishment. rare~ l
.

i6ao VENNER / ia Recta tii. 51 If it be of the age betweene
one and two moneths, and competently fat, then it is of an
excellent temperament, and nutriture.

2. Fostering ; careful rearing or bringing up.
1577 HARRISON Dcsc. Brit. n. xx. in Holinshcd 210 Their

continual! nutriture and cherishing of such homeborne and
forren simples. 1671 PANTON Sfec. Jni . 282 Leave them
a stock of Vertue and good Nutriture to set up withallin the

World. 1684 EUNYAN Pilgr. \\. 158 Besides, here they shaJl

be sure to haue good Nutriture and Admonition.

t Nn trix. Obs* rare. [L.] Nurse, rearer.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 147 Cappadocia is a region
nutrix of horses. Ibid. 273 The cite callede Parisius flo-

ryschethe there, the nutrix of vertu.

t Nutrure. Obs. rare 1
. ^NUTRITURE.

a 1400 Stockholm .Med. MS. ii. 960 in Anglia XVII I. 330
It drywyth awey fowle nutrures, And distroith venym.

Nu tshell. Forms : 3 nutescale, -acell
; 4

noteschale, -schell, notacel; 6 nut(te)shale,

5 nutschell, 6 -shel
;

6 nutte-, 6-7 nutt-, 7-
nutshell. [f. NUT sb.i + SHALE

sf&amp;gt;.,
SHELL sb.

Cf. MDu. noot-j iiotescale, no(o]tscael (Kilian not-

schaele], MSw. notskal{$w. notskal \ Da, nbdde-

skal}) MHG. nn^schal (G. nussschale}.]
1. The hard exterior covering within which the

kernel of a nut is enclosed.

TIMS LAY. 29265 pa bi-sohte he nute-scalen and lette |?e

curneles ut dra;en. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 141
He wroot alle Jie gestes of Troye sotelliche, as it myjte be

closed in a note schale. ^1450 HOLLAND Howlat 788 [He
could make] Nobillis of nut schellis, and siluer of sand.

1562 TURNER Herbal (1568) 133 Yf nutt shelles be burnt and
made lyke asshes. 1577 F. de Lisle s Legendarie Iviij,

His sonne Henrie, yet more meete to play with nutshales,
then to handle a sword. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. i. 50 Tie
warrant him for drowning, though the Ship were no

stronger then a Nutt-shell. 1687 SETTLE Rejl. Dryden 6

[ or who believes that one Magot waits for the Nutshel
another has left.

1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) no We

embarked . . in a wherry, so light and slender, that we
looked like so many fairies sailing in a nut-shell. 1832
MARRYAT N. Forster iii, He swam nut-shells in a puddle.

1870 Miss BRIDGHAN R. Lynne I. iv. 47 Miniature fleets of

nutshells.

fb. =NuT^. 2. Obs. rare-*.
c 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 299 Item twoo Nutte

Shells wheche I dyd receive amongst the Plate that came
from Sent Albonnes, poiss. vij oz.

2. As an example of something without value.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23828 pair spede es noght a nute-scell

\Edinb. pam sped noht worfre a not-scel]. 1390 GOWER
Conf. II. 20 Bot al nys worth a note schale. a 1520 SKEL-

TON Agst. renemous Tongues Wks. 1843 I. 135 AH is not

sons, there may be rows of swimming-bells.
B. sb. A nourishing article of food.
1440 HURGH Cato 617 RefTressheth you with this holsom
VOL. VI.

worth a couple of nut shahs, a 1618 RALEIGH Apology 21

Mr. Candish.., when he was without hope,, .met a ship..,

a thousand pounds to a Nutshell. 1687 R. L STRANGE
Atuu . Dissenter 26 Tis the World to a Nut-shell, if he be

one of That Party, that he is likewise One of Those Mana
gers. 1697 COLLIER JSst. Mor. Sitbj. i. (1703) &quot;5

D nt

stake your life against a nutshell.

b. As an example of something extremely small

in size or scanty in amount.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 260 O God, I could be bounded

in a nutshell, and count my selfe a King of infinite space.

1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 442 A magnanimous soul i*

alwaies awake. The whole globe of the earth is but a nut

shell in comparison of its enjoyments. 1786 COWPER Prh&amp;gt;.

. Corresp. (1824) II. 72 As soon as breakfast is over, I retire

to my nutshell of a summer-house. 1822 SCOTT Nigel:xxiii,
Sufficient single beer, old Pillory and, as I take it, brewed
at the rate of a nutshell of malt to a butt of Thames. 1846
DICKENS Cricket on Hearth ii, A little cracked nutshell of
a wooden house. 1861 ALEXANDER Gosp. Jesus Christ xv.
202 Seeing, .the world reduced to a nutshell and our own
house or village swelled into a world.

3. In allusions to the copy of Homer s Iliad men
tioned by Pliny

fNat. Hist. vn. xxi) which was
small enough to be enclosed in the shell of a nut.

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 16 The whole worlde is

draweu in a mappe ;
Homers Iliades in a nutte shel. 1704

SWIFT T. Tub vii, I have sometimes heard of an Iliad in a
Nut-shell. 1843 CARI.YLK Past $ I rcs. (1858) 137 It is an
Iliad in a nutshell. 1865 Times 29 Apr., A whole Iliad of
finance in a comparative nutshell. 1881 Dr. Ght ist, An
AittoHog.fr. Midlands 143 In short, it is the Hiad of the

controversy in a nutshell.

4. In phrases denoting great condensation, brevity,
or limitation.

1693 W. FKF.KE Sel. Ess. \. 8 Can we reduce the school
men to a Nut-shell ? 1760 Phil. Trans. LI I. 67 The ground
work I present would lie in a nut-shell. 1840 DICKI x&amp;gt;

Barn. Rudge xxix, The .simple&amp;gt;t thing in the world. It IHJ-

in a nut-shell. 1852 Miss YONCI-: Cameos (18771 I- ** M*
the difference was said to lie in a nutshell, but. .Becket
was inflexible. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent, n. \iii.

300 A great complex argument, which .. cannot by ;tny

ingenuity, .be packed into a nutshell.

b. With /;/. In a few words; in a brief or

condensed statement.

1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle ii, There, sir, is poli-

ticaleconomy in a nutshell. 1841 THACKEKAV -SVc. / mitral

Napoleon ii, In a nutshell, you have the whole matter.

1879 UKOWNING Ned Bratts 210 You have my history in a

nutshell.

5. attrib.) as nutshell brain
t
sort

t
truth.

1704 .Vt rt Pntct. Piety 38 Metaphysical Speculations nf

Nutshell Brains. 1852 J. H. NEWMAN Scope Vnh&amp;gt;. Ednc,
Pref. p. xxvi, Extemporizing his lucid views, leading itiea^,

and nutshell truths for the breakfast-table. 1872 V&amp;gt;\..\&amp;lt; K
Ad? . Phaeton xxiii, The padded uniform may enclose a
nutshell sort of heart.

Hence Nu tsliell z ., to sum up in a few words
;

to state concisely.
1892 Xat. Observer 17 Dec. 107/2 To add that the hour

glass ur Victorian type of figures vies with the high-waisted
or Kmpire is to nutshell the extreme ideals of the moment.

1900 Speaker 14 Apr. 45/1 He thus nutshells the tragic fnte

of the Stuarts.

Nirttallite. Min. [See quot. 1824.] A
white or brown silicate of aluminium and calcium,

occurring in Massachusetts.

1824 BROOKE in Ann. Phil. VII. 367, I have therefore

named it NuttalHte, out of respect to the gentleman who
first brought it to this country. 1840 Penny Cycl. XYj.
374/2 Nuttalite, a mineral which occurs crystallized. Pri

mary form a square prism. 1896 CHESTER Diet. Min. IQI.

t Nutte, v. Obs. [OE. ;y//zaw,-OHG. ;/;-
son (G. nulzeif) ; cf. OHG. mizyn (G. niilzen;,,

MDu. nutlen, MSw. nytja (Svv. nyltja, Da. nytle)
to use, be of use, ON. nytja to milk.] trans. To
use, make use of. (See also NITTE.)
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 184 pises f?u nytta ge on eefenne

^e on underne. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 He binam him
alle |?e mihte

}&amp;gt;e
he hadde nutted fram

J&amp;gt;e biginninge of
|&amp;gt;e

worelde. a 1225 St. Marker, i Alle cristene men . . swa

^ef
ha nutte5 hare nome haued yernet ^e lif ^e echeliche

ilesteS. a 1225 Ancr. A\ 370 Bute |je on was iwuned, uor
his kolde mawe uorto nutten hole spices.

Nu-tted, a. [f. NUT rf.i + -BD 2.]

1. Provided with, fastened by, a nut. Alsoyf; .

1688 HOLMK Armoifry in. xv. (Roxb.) 30/2 An anchor

reuersed, sans stock, the Arme nutted and edged. 1825 J.

NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 563 The ends of the abutments
are also made of iron, screwed, or nutted, at each ofthe ends.

1830 Examiner 308/2 All her feelings, .seem to have been

screwed down and nutted. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1272/3

Bicycle, U rim, nutted spokes.
2. Abounding in, prolific of. nuts. rare 1

.

1859 WHITTIER Kenoza Lake 14 The nutted woods we
wandered through.

Nutter (nzi-taj). [f.
NUT sb^ or v. + -EB 1

.]

One who gathers nuts.

1483 Cath. Angl. 257/2 A Nutter, nucleariiis. 1826 in

Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 95, I had some talk with

some of these nutters. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 8 And a

hazlewood, By autumn nutters haunted.

Nnttery (n-teri). [f.
NUT rf.i + -EBV.]

1. A place in which nut-trees grow.
1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I. (1863) 5 I&quot; another

moment he has mounted the bank, and is in the midst of

the
nuttery.

2. A place in which nuts are stored.

1881 Graphic 15 Oct. 402/1 Busy rats, who carry off and
also establish a nuttery. 88a Cent. Mag. XXV. 300 They
[mice) generally have a well-filled granary or nuttery.

t Nutting, sb. Obs. rare . (See quot.)
1606 Wily BeguiledC iv b, Sweet Pegge . .

, comely Pegge,
my nutting, my sweeting, my Love, my Doue.

Nu tting, vbl. sb. [f.
NUT v. + -i.\o

.]

1. The action of gathering nuts.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. \. (1863) 50 Manage it

how you may, nutting is scrambling work. 1861 GEO.
ELIOT Silas M. i. 2 Who would often leave off their nutting
or bird s-nesting to peep in at the window of the stone

cottage. 1884 Harper s Mag. Sept. 615/2 Ozias found

Pnidy doing anything but nutting.

2. attrib., as nutting-crook, -stick, -time, etc.

35



NUTTING.
II. 350 Let no one make his nutting-stick like a pastoral
staff. 1867 Englishwom. Dom. Mag. Sept. 475 Nutting
day is still kept up as a rural holiday in September. 1873
SUSAN COOLIDGE What K?ty Did at Sc/t. x. 174 The

other day we had a nutting picnic.

Nu ttillg, ppl. a. [Cf. prec.] Nut-gathering.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 88 Now a scene of rural

glee, With many a nutting swain and maid.

Nu-ttish, a, [f.
NUT rf.i] Nut-like.

1893 $at - Rev. ii Mar. 258/1 They ought to live entirely

upon nuts, or, failing nuts, such food as is most nuttish in

its nature.

Nu t-tree. [f.
NUT sb.l + TREE sb,] A tree

that bears nuts
; esp. the hazel (Corylus Avelland].

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 30 Phillis in the same throwe Was
schape into a Notetre. 6-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 289
There ben Note Trees, that beren Notes all grete as a
Mannes Hed. 1483 Cath. Angl. 257/2 Nuttre, coruhts.

1567 MAPI.F.T Gr. Forest 53 b, The Nut tree may be called

and that very aptlie, an iniurious and vnquiet neighbour.

1598 W. PHILLIP tr. Linschoten 8 Therein growe many
Indian palmes or nut trees. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo s

Trai . (1669) 119 The Mangas grow on Trees not much
unlike our Nut-trees. 1726 LEOSI Albertis Archit. I. 27/1
The Nut Tree.. is extremely tractable, and good for..

Boards or Planks. 1839-40 \V. IRVING Wolfirfs Roost

(1855) 35 The squirrel, from his nut-tree, would gaze at me
for an instant, with sparkling eye.
attrib. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 437 Those plums.. that

are graffed in Nut-tree stock*. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
A ltci/irumoii, a Plum grafted on a Nut-tree Stock. 1882
W. F. KIRBY Enrop. Butterflies fy M. (1903) Plate Iv,

Nepticnla Microthcriella Nut-tree Pigmy.

Nutty (n ti), a.
[f.

NUT s/&amp;gt;.

1 + -Y ]

.]

1. Abounding in, or productive of, nuts.

1662-7 COWLEV Of Plants Wks. (Grosart) II. 276/1 The
Hazel.., upon whose nutty Top A Squirrel sits. 1859 SALA
Tw. Round Clock (1861)271 Barcelona (which nutty sea

port I have never visited;. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as
Rose I. 268 The nutty, brjary hedgerows.
2. Nut-like

; having a taste like nuts.

1836-41 BRANDE C/iem. (ed. 5) 1132 Fine olive oil is ex

tremely bland and tasteless, or at least has only a slight

nutty flavour. 1853 WOLFF Pict. Sp. Life j}8
Next comes

orehata de chujas, white creamy nutty liquid, soothing the
soul. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co. 211 Their flavour
when taken from the bush is sweet, juicy, nutty

1

.

b. Pleasant, rich, full of zest or flavour.

1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 498 Supper, drink, and
nutty mirth succeeded. 1894 Current Hist. IV. 475 It has
too, Mr. Blackmore s characteristic, leisurely, nutty humor
in abundance.

c. slang. Spicy or piquant in interest.

1894 SAL* London up to Date 329 The case, he inci

dentally adds, promises to be a nutty one.

3. slang, a. Amorous, fond ; enthusiastic. Usu.
const, upon (a person).
1811 ERAN Life in London I. 223 The Hon. Tom Dashall

..was getting, .rather nutty in that quarter of the globe.
1823 Grose s Diet. Vulgar T. (Egan) s.v. Nuts, A person
who conceives a strong inclination for another of the

opposite sex, is said to be quite nutty, or nuts upon him or
her. 1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 174 The Strand-lane and
Lambeth men became quite nutty upon their brethren, and
offered to back them at any odds. 1840 Fraser&quot;s Mag.
XXII. 583 Being so nutty upon one another.

b. Queer ;
not right in the head.

1901 Pall Mall G. 27 May 6/2 Patterson declared that
Philbrook was nutty in regard to the question of fraud,
and that he was crazy over the idea that everybody opposed
to him was dishonest.

4. slang. Smart, spruce.
1823 BYRON Juan xi. xix, Black-eyed Sal (his blowing),

So prime, so swell, so nutty, and so knowing. 1834 AINS-
WORTH Rookwood in. v, II. 346 But my nuttiest blowen,
one fineday,. .Tothe beaks did her fancy man betray. 1839
REYNOLDS Pickw. Abroad xxvi. 224 And the beak wore his
nuttiest wig.
5. Com&.jSis nutty-brown, -flavoured, -looking.
1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 33 Master Tommy, who by

the bye is a devilish nutty looking lad. 1861 THACKERAY
Four Georges iv. (1862) 185 One of Truefitt s best nutty-
brown wigs. 1874 GARROD & BAXTER Mat. Med. 251 With
a clear cinnamon-brown seed-coat, and a bland, sweetish,
nutty-flavoured kernel.

tNu tual, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. nutus nod,

gesture.] Expressed merely by a gesture.
1607 Scholast. Disc. agst. Antichrist \. iii. 160 BeUarmine

..teacheth that besides mentall and vocall prayer, the
Crosse is a Nutuall prayer by him selfe. Ibid. 161 So then
the nutuall prayer of the Crosse wanteth inward deuotion.
Nu-t-weevil. Ent. [f. NUT ^.1 + WEEVIL.

Cf. Sw. notvifvel.] A small beetle (Balaninus
nucum}, which deposits its eggs in green hazel-
and filbert-nuts.
1802 BINULRY Anim. Biogr. (1813) III. 134 The Nut

\v eevil . . is produced from the white grub that we often find

living in the interior of the hazel nut. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.
260/2 Great quantities of filberts are rendered useless by
being attacked by the nut-weevil. 1863 J. G. WOOD lllustr.
Nat, Hist. Ill, 475 The maggots that are so frequently
found in nuts, .are the larvse of the Nut weevil.

Nuwa(n)b, variants of NAWAB, nabob.

Nuwe, obs. form of NEW a.

II Nux vomica (nks vp-mika). [med.L., f.

nux nut + fern, of *uomicus
t

f. vomtre to vomit.]
1. The seed contained in the pulpy fruit of an

East Indian tree (Strychnos Nux-vomica\ from
which the poison strychnia is obtained.
1578 LANGIIAM Card. Health 437 Nvx vomica either alone

or with salt, causeth a strong vomite. 1584 R. SCOT Disco-. .

Witchcr. xiii. xiii. (1886) 252 Into whom he had thrust a
dramme of Nux vomica, or some other such poison. 1656
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EARL MONM. tr. BoccalinCs Advts. fr. Parnass. ir. xc.

(1674) 244 The Arsnick, and Nux Vomica of those torturing

plaisters. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 763 The Publisher

gives us 4 sorts of Caniram, all a-kln to the Nnx Vomica
of our Shops. 1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4845/4. 2 Bales qt. each

5 C. of Nnx Vomica. 1778 R. James&quot; Diss. Fevers (ed. 8) 48

Cutting in small pieces some of the crow fig, commonly
called nuxvomica. 1822-34 Good s Study Med. (ed. 4) I.

627 The nux vomica and Ignatius * bean, .combine, with an
intense bitter, a most active narcotic virtue. 1860 PiEssE/.a.
Chem. Wonders 63 The fearful and fatal powers of nux
vomica have rendered it well known throughout the world.

1879 St. George s Hasp. Rep. IX. 157 She was in hospital for

eleven weeks, under treatment by nux vomica and valerian.

attrib. 1861 BENTLEY Man. Bot. 591 The Koochla tree

produces Nux Vomica seeds, so well known for their power
fully poisonous effects. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1106/1 The alka

loid . . had been derived from nux-vomica bark. Ibid., The
wood of the nux-vomica tree is hard and very bitter.

2. The tree producing the mix-vomica seeds.

1876 HARLEY Mat, Med. (ed. 6^ 511 Nux-vomica, is a
small tree, with a crooked stem, and corymbs of greenish
white flowers. 1879 Cassctfs TecJw. Educ. II. 66 Strych
nine .. is procured from the bruised seeds of the nux
romica, which are imported from. .Ceylon.
Hence Niix-vo-micize ?-., to adulterate by in

fusing nux vomica.
1866 BLACKMORE Cradock Novell xlviii, Stuff, .which the

publicans nux vomicize up to proof.

t Nu;e, nu;u, adv. Obs. rare. [Cf. OF:. nit

g^n\a.~\ Now, even now.
c 1200 ORMIN 9961 Forr nu}^u wat he well allhu He shall

all mannkinn demenn. c 1250 Gen* fy Ex. 1328 Abraham
Sat swerd ut-dro;, And was redi to slon him nuse.

Wuysible, -yble, obs. forms of NUISIBLE.

ll Nuzzer (np zsj). Also 8 nuzr, //. nuzzies,

9 nuz(z)ur, nazur. [Urdu (Pers., Arab.) Jo

nazr gift, f. Arab, nazara he vowed.] In India,
a present made by an inferior to a superior.
1776 Trial Joseph F(rwke

t
etc. 3/1 You have given..

15,000 rupees in nuzzies to the Governor. 1785 H. T.
COLEBROOKE in Life (1873) 16 Presents of ceremony, called

nuzzers, were to many a great portion of their subsistence.
1828 J. B. FRASER Kuzzilbash I. ix. 119 A young Eersanee

whelp as an offering as a nuzzer from my servant to his
master s daughter. 1857 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm.

&amp;lt;$- Eng.
II. 617 Notwithstanding this nuzur, Otho decided in favour
of Fiance. 1870 KAYE Hist. Sepoy War II. App. 662, I . .

presented my nuzzur to his Majesty to accept.

So Nuzzera ua. [Urdu wl,-ii nazranah.]

1788 BURKE Sp. agst. W. Hastings Wks. XIII. 432 The
Nuzzer or Nuzzeranah, which is a tribute of acknowledge
ment from an inferiour to a superiour. 1858 J. B. NORTON
Topics 85 The native state ..also took its occasional nuz/er-

ana...Nuzzerana is not required, because it is not included
in our regular system.

Nu-zzing, vbl. st&amp;gt;. [Imitative.] The noise

made by the camel.
a 1693 Urqukarfs Rabelais in. xiii, The barking of currs,

bawling of Mastiffs, . . nuzzing of Camels.

Nu zzle, sb. rare. [f. next.] An act of

nuzzling ;
a rub with the nose.

a 1890 Mind in Nature I. 142 (Cent.), Horses, cows, deer,
and dogs even, nuzzle each other ; but then a nuzzle, being
performed with the nose, is not a kiss,

Nuzzle (nzrzl), v.1 Forms: a. 5 nosele, 6
nosy11, 6, 8 nosle, 9 nozzle. 0. 6-7 nousle.

7. 6-J nusle, 7-8 nussle (6 nuszle), 7 nuzzel,
7-8 nuzle, 6- nuzzle, [f. NOSE sb. + -LE 3 ;

perh, originally suggested by the adv. NOSELING,
but cf. Du. neuzelen (Kilian neuse/eri), G. nns-

(s}eln, nus(s}eln, n0s(s}e!n* Sw. dial, nossla to

poke with the nose, to snuffle, to speak through
the nose. For the variation in the forms cf. next.]

I. intr. +1. To bring the nose towards the

ground; to grovel. Obs. rare.

ci45 St. Elizabeth of Spalbeck in AngliaVlll, 109/2
Sche noseles downe forwarde and wonderly crokes her body.
2. To burrow or dig with the nose ; to thrust

the nose into the ground or anything lying on it.

1530 PALSGR. 645/1, I nosyll, as a swyne dothe in the

yerth with her groyne, jefonilledu museait. 1573 TURBERV.
Venerie 156 The male pigges..will nouzle and turne up the

grounde tenne or twelve paces further of. .than the females
do. 1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 763 In pleasures wastefull well

. .like moldwarps nousling still they lurke. 1600 SURFLET
Countrie Partite vn. xxvui. 854 The wllde bore.. willingly
followeth one furrowe, nusling all along the ridge vntill he
come to the ende of it. i6aa MABBE tr. Aleman s Guzman
d Alf.u. 51 This Bore one of the Groomes found Nuzzling
in the litter,., turning it all topsie-turvy. 1707 tr. H ks.

C tess D^Anois (1715) 440 She trotted away grunting and
nuzling with her Snout. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 347 It was
not made to entice the smell of a mole, nuzzling and burying
himself in his mother earth. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixiv, Davie
all this while lay with his nose almost in the tire, nuzzling

among the ashes. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid s Met. 61

Mingling with steers and nuzzling in the grass. 1889 T.
HARDY Mayor Casterbr. v, Like sows nuzzling for acorns.

b. Injfa use, with along.
1713 ARBCTHKOT John Bull 11(1]. vii, Sir Roger shook his

Ears, and nuzled along, well-satisfied within himself that

he was doing a charitable Work.
3. To poke or push with the nose in or into

something. AlsoyTg&quot;.

1593 SHAKS. I eii. fy Ad. 1115 And nousling in his flanke
the louing swine Sheath d vnaware the tuske in his soft

E-oine.
1682 N. O. Boilean s Lutnn TV. 305 A heavy Abbey

ubber ! Whose Head was always nuzzling in the Cubber d \

1750 SOAME JENVNS Mod. Fine Lady Wks. 1790 I. 73 Th

NUZZLE.
embroider d colonel flatters with a sneer, And the cropt
ensign nuzzles in her ear. 1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. n.

viii, The bev rage wherein fiddlers like to nuzzle. 1847

VpUATT Horse vii. 150 If a pail of good gruel is placed
within his reach, how will he nuzzle in it. 1899 Pall Mall
Mag. Feb. 262 Hut, you beast! he added,..when the
mare nuzzled into his neck.

b. To keep the nose pressing at or about, to

press or rub the nose against, something.
With against the sense approximates to 4b.
1603 [see NUDGEL v.]. 1657 G. THORNLEY Dafhnis &amp;lt;$

Chloe 125 The Lambs riggle and nussle at their dugs.
1726 SWIFT Gulliver iv. ii, Carrying them on their Backs,
nuzzling with their Face against the Mother s Shoulders.

1855 STEPHENS Bk. Farm (ed. 2) I. 654/1 Every pig takes
its own place, and nuzzles at the udder with the teat held
in the mouth. 1853 KINGSLEY Westiv. Hot xviii, [The
sharks] are nuzzling already at my toes ! 1892 KIPLING
Barrack-r. Ballads^ East &amp;lt; West 65 The red mare ran to
the Colonel s son, and nuzzled against his breast.

transf. 1894 R. LE GALLIENNE Prose Fancies 188, I

could see the boat nuzzling up against the pier.

C. Of dogs : To snuff or poke with the nose.

1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life n. xix, A large
bulldog .. who keeps up a stifled growl with bis muzzle

nuzzling about your calf. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Artevelde u.

iv. iv, Sanxere Came nuzzling like a dog to find some flesh

i Whereon to fix. 1879 BROWNING /ran Ivanovitck 183
Nuzzling now with snout, Now ripping, tooth and claw,

d. To poke with the fingers, rare.

1806-7 J- BKRESFORD Miseries^ Hum. Life xii. xxvii, The
dull. .sound, .in your ears, .which all your tweaking, nuz

zling, and rummaging at them, serves only to increase. 1860
O. W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. viii, [The Professor] feels

;

thorax and arm, and nuzzles round among muscles as those

horrid old women poke their fingers into the salt-meat on
i

the provision-stalls.

4. To nestle, to lie snug in bed, etc.

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. B iij b, Twixt the sheete and
pillow I nuzled in, joyn d knees and chin together. 1654
(j\\Toti Pleas.Notes iv. viii. 217 At Cock.crowinghe takeshis

bed, and there nuzzles till Hesperus cramps him by the toes.

1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne III. 450 Was not this to nustle
and settle himself to sleep at greater ease? 1878 JEFFERIES
Gamekeeper at H. 2 The ferret is a shivery creature, and
likes nothing so well as to nozzle down in a coat-pocket with
a little hay.

i
fis&amp;gt;

1597 J- PAYNE Royal Exch. 14 The Lord saw cowld-
nes and oackwardnes in religion, by nuszling to depely

i in the world. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xx. ccx, Th
abstrusest things Which in the Mind s dark Temper nuzling

; lie. By you exposed are to every eye. a 1658 CLEVELAND

I

The Times 48 Wks. (1687) 240 Thus Tyranny s a stately-

Palace, where Ambition sweats to climb and nustle there.

b. To nestle on or close to some part of a per
son. Also reft.
1611 A. STAFFORD Niobe dissolv&quot;d 199 [Wisdom] nuzzleth

herselfe in his bosom, cherisheth his soule. 1637 HEYWOOD
Pleas. Dial. v. Wks. 1874 VI. 201 Will your rest Seeme
sweeter, if I nuzzle on yourbrest? 0x652 BROME Novella
in. i, To Kisse the hand, ..and then embrace, Then nuzzle
in the Elizium of your bosome ! 17. . HENLEY Mirofa in

Gait Rothelan (1824) in. iv, That artless homage, Which the

fond infant to his mother paid, Smiling and nuzzling, hang
ing to her bosom. 1752 F. COVENTRY Potnfey the Little

(ed. 3) 135 In this agreeable situation nuzzling behind the
back of a lousy drab, a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Poems (1850)
II. 270 Free to nuzzle and to nest In the sweet valley of
her breast. 1894 HALL CAINF. Manxman 14 Pete nuzzled

up to Philip s side.

c. To lie, or otherwise associate, close togethert

or with another. Also^:
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 104. 3/1 He was nuzzled together

with a Doxy. 1719 D URFEY Pills (1872) IV. 322 No Pigs
in a Stye . . E er nussled so close, Or more amourous together.

1742 JARVIS Don Qnix. \. iv. xlvi, If she were so, she would
not be nuzzling at every turn and in every corner with a
certain person in the company. 1883 Sat. Review 15 Dec.

752 The theory which bids the greatest of all kingdoms
huddle and nuzzle with the trumpery republics of yesterday.

II. trans. 5. a. To root up with the nose or

snout ; to push aside with the nose. rare.

1613 Answ. Uncasing ofMachiavel G j b, Swine eats the

flowres, then nusles vp the roote. 1628 WITHER Brit. Re-
tnemb. viii. 1105 Gods herbs of grace To nouzle up; his

Vineyard to deface. 1764 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 87/2
The sheep industriously nosled it aside to bite a blade.

b. To touch or rub with the nose.

1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. in. xxxvii, Nuzzling the nasty

ground obsequiously. tSfr^Longinans Mag. Dec. 200 The
vicious animal, .began to nuzzle* me with his nose and

prehensile upper lip. 1891 KIPLING Light that Failed

(1900) 16 Twenty whale-boats were nuzzling a sand-bank.

6. To thrust in (the nose or head).
1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 59 The Dogge nusling his

nose vnder the necke of the Deare. 1683 Phil. Trans.

XIII. 133 It nuzzles its head so deep in the coats of the

intestines. 1860 All Year Round No. 37. 258 Some of the

wretches were nuzzling their gory heads in the scooped-out
stomach. 1892 SYMONDS Life in Swiss Highl. \\. 132 Six

stalwart horses .. nuzzling their noses to the brimful stalls.

7. To put a ring into the nose, as of a hog*

(Ogilvie, 1850).
Hence Nu zzling ///. a.

1596 SPENSER F.Q. iv. xi. 32 Mole, that like a nousling
Mole doth make His way still under ground, till Thamis he

overtake.

Nuzzle (n z*l), v.2 Now rare. Forms: a.

6 nosyll, -el (6-7 -ell), nossel, noz(z)el j nozle.

0. 6 nowsel, nouael(l, 6-7 nousle, nouzle,

nouzel(l. 7. 6 noosell (6-7 -el), noozel,
uoozle. 8. 6 nusell, 6-7 nussel, nus(s)le. .

6-7 nuz(z)el, -ell, nuzle, 6- nuzzle. [Of ob

scure origin. The identity of the forms with



NUZZLE.

those of the prec. verb make it possible that this

also is f. NOSE sb., but the connexion of sense is

not clear. In sense 2 the word had great vogue
from about 1530 to 1650.]

fl. trans. To accustom (a dog or hawk) to

attack other animals or birds. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 645/1, I nosyll a yonge thing, I bolden it

fyrst to do, or enterprise a thynge, where afore it wanteth

boldncsse, ye apprime. I have nosylled my yonge dogge
to daye at a beare, he is made for ever. 1575 TURBERV.
Fanlcottrie 126 Ifyou woulde nouselorentera haggarde,then
do not enter hir or sette hir in bloude upon a yong praye or

inure hir thereto. 1618 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 96 Let her

kill some two or three more.,; it will so nuzzell her, as that

shee wil not after misse the wilde Rooke or any other thing.
1688 HOLME Armoury n. xi. 239/2 Nowsettt to entize or

,

inure the Hawk to love to fly at her Prey.

f 2. To train, educate, nurture (a person) in some

opinion, habit, etc. Freq. with itp. Obs.
a. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 86 It were more a vauntage..

that yonge childrens wyttis were other wyse sette a warkc
than nossel them in suche errour. 1545 BRINKLOW Conipl.
60 Thus for lukers sake the greasy canonistes nosel the

peple in idolatory. a 1600 HOOKEK Ansiv. Tracers Suppl.
26, I take no ioy in striuing, I haue not beene nozled or

trayned vp in it.

ft, 1531 MORE Con/nt. Tindalc Wks. 587/1 Some be so

sore nowseled in the false heresies, - - y l
finally thei die

therin. 1579 J. STUBBES Gaping Gulf D j, Her father will

nousell her in hys own religion. 1612 T. JAMKS Corrupt.
Script, iv. 98 To humor their Nouices, and nousle them vp
in this fond conceit. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vii. 374 The
infirmities of people, long nouzled in ignorance and super-

stition, and incapable of a sudden, .alteration.

y. 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 214 The
Danes . - weare all readie nooseled in the sweetenesse of the

soyle. 1591 SAVILE Tacitus^ Hist. iv. Ixxii. 225 To noosell

his souldiers in licentiousness and cruelty. 1606 J. CARPEN
TER Solomons Solace xxviii. 1 18 The man which hath beene

long nooseled vp in vices, will . . onely with much adoe leaue

them.
S. 1553 BALE Vocacyon in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 337

Thus were the people nusled vp from their yowth, in calling

vpon dead men, and ymages. 1383 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i.

(1879) 54 Thei munt needs be a nice and curious people
who are thus nusseled up in such duintie attyre. 1652-62
HEVLIN Cosinogr. in. (1682) 202 Natural Indians, nusled in

Paganism. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prud. iii. 12 The
ends of the Common People, if nusled up in Factious

Liberty, are much different from the Designs of Sovereign
Princes.

e. 1587 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1225/2 Being an English
man by birth, and from his infancie.. nuzled in papistrie.

1598 BARRET Theor. IVarres v. i. 169 One that had bene
nuzled vp in warre euen from a child. 1642 J. BALL
Answ. to Can ii. 18 The ordaining of ignorant ministers

..the meanes to nuzzle people in ignorance. 1669 W.
SIMPSON Hydrol. Ckyni. 213 The people may no longer 1*
nuzzled up in the expectation.

tb. reft. (Const, as prec.) Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasin. Par. John xi. 79 Wherein we
haue long tyme nusseled our selues. 1579 TOMSON Catvins
Serin. Tim. 88/1 He that will cherishe and nousell vp hi^i

selfe in wickednesse. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 80 The diudl

helping them forward with many shifts to nouzell themselues

in ignorance. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 49 Doubtlesse he
meanes they shall nuzzle up themselves in a dead senselesse

estate. Ibid. 140 That they might nouzle up themselves
the more unsuspectedly in their secret uncleannesse.

f-c. With other constructions (esp. with}. Obs.

1530 TINDALE Pract. Prelates H ij, His mynde was to..

kepe him without a wife that.. he might haue bene noselled

and entangled with hores. 1548 PATTEN Exped. Scot, c vij b,

Nooseld of my nurce neuer too be spare of spech. a 1591
H. SMITH Serttt. (1637) 228 They are so nousled to the world
and acquainted with sinne. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. i.

i. ii. (1651) 655 Possessed with blinde zeal, and nusled with

superstition. 1689 HICKERINCIILL Modest Inquiries ii. n
Bigotted and Nuzled to maintain Priest-Craft. 1692 WAG-
STAKFK Vindicse Carol, x. 74 The London and Westminster

Pulpits.. nuzzled the People into a resisting the King.

f 3. To bring up, rear, train, educate. Obs.

1558 WARDE tr. Alexis
1

Seer. To Rdr., Yet haue I alwaies

been noseled vp by a certaine ambition and vainglorie.

1568 SKINNER tr. Montanus 1

Inijuistt. 82 b, So that hauing
such store both of bookes and maisters to instruct them,
they began to nosell their whole couent. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy in. Hi- 123 To flesh the Commons, and to nuzzle them

up, and acquaint them with exercising crueltie upon the

Nobles. 1615 BKATHWAIT Strappado (1878) 150 What
Saint is she, That .. Nusles my damned Atheist, makes
him curse Nature and fortune? 1645 Prod. cone. Bk.
Coin. Pr. s The Common-Prayer was a meanes to nuzzle up
anon-preaching and ignorant Ministry.

fb. To impose upon, deceive. Obs. rare.
c 1680 HICKERINGILL Whiggism i. Wks. 1716 I. 23 Can a

few Renegadoes, or Papists think to nuzzle the most glorious
Isle and City of the Universe? 1705 Priest-cr. iv. (1721)

205 Therefore you are a Pack of nonsensical Bigots, to be
nuzled so easily by Priest-craft.

4. To nurse, to cherish fondly ; to provide with a

snug place of rest (cf. NUZZLE f.i 4).
1581 MULCASTER Positions vi. (1887) 47 All those offices,

wherunto our bodie serueth naturally,, .must be cherished
and nusled. 1602 MARSTON Antonio s Rev. Prol., Being
hugged in the armes, And nuzzled twixt the breastes of

happinesse. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass iv. 46 We nusle

Serpents in our own bosom.. till they sting us to death.

1652 CRASHAW Mary Magdalene W_ks. (1904) 260 The deaw
no more will sleep Nuzzel d in the lilly s neck.

1854 Fraser s Mag. XLIX. 212 As thirsty bees that sup
Nuzzled within a noonday lily s cup. 1891 HALL CAINE
Scapegoat xi, Why had he been, .fondling and nuzzling and
coddling them [ fancies!?

Hence Nirzzled ppl. a. ; Nu zzling vbL sb. ;

also f Nu zzliug sb.
y nursling.
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1586 LEICESTER Corresp. (Camden) 338 The count Morrice
was there. .and young Mr. Hatton, for his first nuselinge.

1593 Bacchus Bountie in Ilarl. Misc. (1809) II. 264 Frag
rant lie fuming vp. .into the nose trills of all his nosled nouises.

1638 DRUMM. ot- HAWTH. Irene Wks. (171 1&amp;gt; 164 These few
Miles of Ground, which bred and interuin d thy Nuslings
young.

Nwyn, variant of NEW v. Obs.

Ny, variant of NYE
;
obs. f. NIGH a.

f Ny, obs. variant of NE fonj.^, nor.

c 1425 Cursor M. 7361 (Trin.), Nor his sones ny him I

knowe. a 1450 MYRC 48 In honeste clothes tho\v moste

gon, Baselard ny bawdryke were J?ow non.

f Ny, variant of NK conj.-, than. Obs,
c 1420 Chron. V ilod. 4140 Of hurre hurt he toke nomore

hede Ny J?aw he hadde y-hade no harme.

t Nyas, sb. (and a.} Ol&amp;gt;s. Forms : 5 nyesse,
6 niesse, niass(e, nyaase, 6-7 nias, 7 niaise,

nias, nyas. [See EYAS.]
1. A young hawk, an EYAS.
1495 Act ii Hen, VI!, c. 17 Any Hauke of the brede of

Englond called Nyesse, gossehauke, tassel,, .or faucon. 1575
TUHBERV. Faulconric 103 Whither they bee sorehawkes
mowed or Nyesse, yet are they of sundrye natures.

b. attrib. or as adj. Also trans/.
1611 COTGR. s.v. Niard. Fuulcon niard,^ Nias Kaulcon.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor, A Nias Hawke. 1636 Fasciculus
I lorum 48, I 0:1 my Table set.. Capons, Lamb. Veal, and
daintiest Fowl,.. Then like a Nyas-dragon on them fly.

2. Applied allusively to persons.
1576 PETTIE Pallace 82 If they ..knowe him to be a

Niesse, which wyl neuer away, then they make hym flee.

1581 Gnazzo^s Ch 1
. Com , in. (1586) 136 Ther is no man

such a Niasse, but that continuall bobbes and repulses wil

make him soare away. 1589 GREENE Titllles Lone Wks.
(Grosart) VII. 167 If shee be so ramage let hir flye, and
seeke for a Niess that may prooue more gentle. 1616 l &amp;gt;.

JONSON Devil an Ass i. vi, Laught at, sweet bird ; is that

the scruple? Come, come, Thou art a Niaise \niarg. A
Niaise is a young Hawke, tane crying out of the nest].

Nyce, obs. form of NIECE, NICE a. Nyce-
becetur, -byceter : see NICEBECETUK. Nyce-
ling : see NICELING.

t Nycette. Obs. rare. Also 5 nyzett, 6

nysett, V niced. [Of obscure origin.] A breast-

cloth; a light wrapper for the bosom, or neck

(Halliwell, s.v. Niced}.
1499 in Somerset Mcd. Wills (1901) 385 [My best kerchief

called a]
*

Nyzett . 1508 Will ofHampton (Somerset Ho.),

ij newe aprons, ij kercheffes & ij nycettes. 1530 Wilts.

Wills (1890) 155 My best carchyve, my best apron, my best

nycette.

Nycholaite, -ayte: see NICOLAITE Obs.

fNychomet. Obs.- 1

[ad. onichimata of the

Latin text,] Onyx.
4:1400-50 Alexander 3671 Sum was smeth smaragdyns &

o^ire small gemmes, And new nychometis nemellus endentid.

Nycht(e, obs. Sc. forms of NIGH v., NICHT.

Nychtbur, -bour, obs. Sc. ff. NEIGHBOUR.

Nychtertaill, Sc. var. of NIGHTERTALE Obs.

Ny dltheilier , anglicized form of next.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) 1. 150 The solar

days (or rather the nycthcmcrs, compounded of a night and
a day), would be unequal.

II Nychthemeron(nikbrmerpn). Alsonycth-.

[a. Gr. vvx^rjUfpov, neut. of wx&npfpos lasting for

a day and a night, f. vv, VVKT- night + ijpepa

day.] A period of twenty-four hours, consisting
of a day and a night.
1682 H. MORE Annot. GlanyilCs Lux O. 115 Onely the

shadowy Vale of the Night will be cast over them once in a

Nycthemeron. 1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Gout, About
two or three o clock in the morning (the space ofa nychthe
meron from its access). 1882 MORTON Heroes 6V/., Astron.

51 Tables of the prosthapheresis and nychthemeron are

given. 1882 Nature XXVI. 79/2 The year was regarded
by them as an extended nycthemeron.

Nychtingale, obs. Sc. form of NIGHTINGALE.

Nycitee, obs. form of NICETY. Nycker, obs.

form of NICKER sbl Nycolait, variant of NICO
LAITE Obs. Nycromancye, -mansy, obs.

forms of NECROMANCY.

Nyctalope (ni ktal^up), sb. and a. [ad. Gr.

vvKTa\oj^ t
-aXomos NYCTALOPS. Cf. F. and Pg.

nyctahpe^ Sp. nictalope.~\

A. sb. One affected with nyctalopia.
Found only in the plural, which may be intended for the

classical plural (niktalJ
u
*p/z) of NYCTALOPS.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxviu. xi, Such as be dim-sighted
and see little or nothing toward night (whome the Greeks
call Nyctalopes). 1754 Med. Observ. ff Inq. (1776) I. xiii.

119 Of the Nyctalopes of the Ancients. 1764 W. India Dis.

NYD-BEDRIF.

I erroneously taken to mean seeing by night (as if simply

[

from vv andoi^.). The confusion resulting from this mistake
has also extended to the converse term HEMERALOTIA.]

a. Night-blindness; recurrent dimness ur loss

of vision after sunset, generally produced by ex

posure to a strong light, b. Inability to see clearly

except by night ; night-vision, day-blindness.
1684 BKIGGS in Pkil. Trans. XIV. 563 The case now

mentionM. -is call d by later Writers Nyctalopia. 1693 tr.

Klancard s Phys. DLt. (ed. 2), Nyctalopia, Two-fold; the

first is a Dimness of Sight in the Night, or in dark Places,
without any Impediment in the Light : The other is a

Dimness in the Light, and clear Sight in the Night, or

in Shades. 1764 W. India Dis. 60 Of the Nyctalopia. I

never wiw the Hemeralopia in the West-Indies; but the

night-blindness I have seen there. 1803 W. HEBERDEN
Comment. Ixvi. (1806) 328 A blindness will also come and go
. .unlike the nychtalopia, which returns every night. 1814-
[see HKMEKALOIMA]. 1880 J. W. LEGG Bile 379 Xanthopsy
and nyctalopia are thought by some to be very bad signs.

iSggAllbtitt s Syst. Med. VIII. 708 Nystagmus, nyctalopia,
and nictitation also, are always present.

trans/. 1841 LATHAM Engl. Lang. i. vii. 98 To those writers

. .1 apply the term Nyctalopia (the power of seeing best in

the dark), applied by a writer in one of the periodicals to

similar Etymologists.

NyctalO pic, a. Path. [See prec. and -ic.

So F. nyctafopique^\ Of the nature of, affected

with, nyctalopia.
1868 COLLINGWOOD Rambles Naturalist xviii. 310 This

singular nyctalopic affection \sc. moon-blindness]. 1880

Libr, Univ. Knoivl. X. 757 Albinos are frequently nycta
lopic. 1898 Allbntfs Sjsf. Med. V. 597 If one eye of a

nyctalopic patient be bandaged this eye will recover.

ii Nyctalops (nrktal^ps). rare. Also 7 nycti-.

[L. nyctalops v Pliny), a. Gr. vu/tra\wip : see NYCT
ALOPIA and NVCTALOPE.]
1 1. Nyctalopia. Obs.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.

&amp;lt;t

Min. 105 The gall cureth the

weft in the eye, and nyctalops. Ibid. 169 Some use the

parts dissected to weake joynts, others against the nyctilops.

1727-38 CHAMBERS Cycl., Nyctalopia, or Nyctalops^ a disease

which prevents the seeing by day, not by night.

2. One affected with nyctalopia.
1818 TODD, Nyctalops, one who sees best in the night.

1828-32 WtcBSitK, Nyctalofs, one who loses his sight as

night conies on, and remains blind until morning.

NyctalOpy Vni-ktal0pi). Also 7 -ie. [Angli
cized form of NYCTALOPIA.] Nyctalopia.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ,5-

Min. 110 The liver cureth the

nyctalopie, the eyes being washed with the decoction. 1818

TODD, Nyctalopy, a disease or indisposition of the eye, in

which a person sees better by night than by day. 1879
LEWIS & SHORT Lat. Diet., Nyctalopia, the disease of one

who cannot see in the twilight, nyctalopy.

Nycterin(e, sb. and a. Zwl. [f. mod.L.

Nycter-is + -INK.] a. sb. A bat of the genus

Nycteris. b. adj. Belonging or related to the

genus Nycteris.
1840 Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. 73 The Nycterins have the

forehead furrowed by a longitudinal groove.

Nycthemer(on, variant of NYCHTHEMEB(ON.

Nycti- (ni-kti), repr. Gr. VVKTI-, a combining
form ^properly locative) of VVKT-, vi&amp;gt; night, used

in a few scientific terms, chiefly zoological, as

Nyctiardea, the nycticorax; Nycticebus^ a genus

including the slow-paced lemur ; Nyctipithecus, a

night-monkey ; Nyctisaura^ a nocturnal lizard.

Adjectival derivatives from these, as nycticebinet

nyctipithecine^ nyctisaurian, are given in some

recent Dictionaries.

Ii Nycticorax ^nikti-korseks). Ornith. [L.

nycticorax ^
a. Gr. vvtcTtKopaf, f. vv^ VVKTI- night

+ tcopa raven.] The night-heron (formerly also

called the night-raven).
1688 HOLME Armoury it. 255/1 He beareth Argent, a

who see by night .

B. adj. Having the power of seeing by night.

1847-9 Toad s Cycl. Anat. IV. 219/1 This great develop
ment in a nyctalope animal is an interesting fact.

II Nyctalopia (niktal^ pia). Path. Also 9

nycht-. [late L. nyctalopia (Isidore, with variant

nyclalinos}, a. Gr. *vvxra\tuma, f. vvKTa\ax[i, f. vv(,

VVKT- night + dAo-os blind + oty eye : cf. the rare

forms dAaoiTTos and dXadiris blind. So Sp. tiict-

alopia, F. nyctalopie.
The term vvKiatuaty was used by Galen and other writers

in its proper sense of blind by night , but was afterwards

nglish the night L__ ___. _____
Br. M. RUSSELL Hist. Auc. f, Mod. Egypt (1853) V. 148
The image . . of a nycticorax . . [became] the sign of M.

Nyctilops : see NYCTALOPS.

Nyctitropic (niktitrc pik), a. Bot. [f. NYCTI-

+ Gr. rpoiros turn ; cf. gtotropie, heliolropic]

Turning in a certain direction at night. So

Nyotltropism. (See quots.)
1880 C. & F. DARWIN Mm cm, PI. 281 Nyctitropism and

nyctitropic, i. e. night-turning, may be applied both to leaves

and flowers,.. but it would be best to confine the term to

leaves. Ibid. 298 No movement deserves to be called nycli-

tropic, unless it has been acquired for the sake of lessening

radiation. 1885 GOODALL Physiol. Bot. (1892) 411 When
leaves which naturally assume nyctitropic positions are

pinned.., serious injuries result.

Nycto- (ni-kto), repr.
Gr. VVKTO-, combining

form of VVKT-, rtf night, used in a few scientific

terms, as Nyctophilus, a genus of bats (hence

Nyctophilet, a bat of this genus) ; nydophotna,
fear of the night or of darkness ; nyctophouia, loss

of voice during the day ; nyctotyphlosis, night-

blindness.

1840 darter s Anita. Kingd. 73 The NyctopMlets. .are,

according to Temminck, somewhat intermediate to the

Rhinol(o]phines and the next genus of Nycterins.

Nycy, obs. form of NICE a.

t Nyd-bedrip. Obs. rare. (See NELD sb. 15

and BEDRIP.)
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NYE.

a 1300 in Spelman Gloss. (1664) s.v., Alicia Frere ..debet. .

cariare fcnain ad 3 Nydbedripes in autumpno. . . Jo. Iverton

debet . .invenire i hominem per 3 dies ad Nydbedripes ad
metendum.

Nydder, obs. Sc. variant of NITHER v.

Nydeote, nydyote, variants of NIDIOT.

Nye. Now dial. Also 5 neye, 7 ny, 9 ui.

[ad. OF. ni, ny (mod.K. nid) : L. nidus nest.J

A brood (of pheasants . Cf. EYE sb.~

(71470 fiors. Shepe, fy &amp;lt;J. iKoxb.) 30 A neye of fesantes.

1486 llk.St.Alltans f vj, A Nye of Fesaunttys. 1688 HOLME
Armoury IT. 310/2. 1818 TODD, Nye o/pheasants, a brood

of pheasants : So an eye is sometimes called. 1853- in

various dial, glossaries (Essex, Sussex, Hants, Berks, Wanv.,
Wore.

, etc.).

t Nye, variant of NEYE, eye. Obs.

1602 DEKKER Sntirotn. G 2 b, And there stucke a nose and
t\vo nyes in his pate. 1624 DAVENPORT City Xight-c. I. ii,

Sweet chick, I come to take leave of thee : finger in nye
already ! 1681 T. FLAT.MAN Hcraditits Rnlcns No. 39 (1713)
I. 255 As like one of your Smithfield Lions, as ever he can

peke out of his Nyes.

Nye, obs. f. \EIGH, NIGH, NINE ; var. of Nor v.

Obs. Nyef^f)e, obs. ff. NEIF. Nyegh, nye?,
obs. ff. NIGH. Nyen, obs. f. XIXE. Nyend,
obs. f. NINTH. Nyentene, -tethe, obs. ft&quot;.

NINETEENTH. Nyesse, variant of NYAS Obs.

Nyepe, obs. t. NINTH.
t Nyf, var. NIK, for tie if, if not, unless. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 424 Nyf oure lorde hade ben her

lodez-mon, hem had lumpen harde.

Nyfel, -fll, -fle, -fyl, obs. ff. NIFLE. Nyfte,
var. of NIFT Obs. Nygard(e, -art, -erd

v e,

nyggardA e, etc., obs. ff. NIGGARD. Nyggish,
-yshe, varr. of NIGGISH a. Obs. Nyggoun, var.

of NIGON Obs. Nyghbur, obs. f. NEIGHBOUR.

t Ny5e, variant of NY ne, nor. Obs.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1834 In. .bode, flessh, ny5e bone.

Ny^e, obs. f. NIGH, NINE. Ny^epe, obs. f.

NINTH. Nygghe, nyjghe, obs. ff. NIGH.

Nyght e, obs. ff. NIGH, NIGHT
; var. of NIFT

Obs. Nyghtertale, etc., Nyghtyngale, obs.

ff. NlGHTERTALE, NIGHTINGALE. NygO(U)n,
varr. of NIGON Obs.

t Nygot, error loiy/t^af, INGOT.

15751-80 NORTH Plutarch 458 In his triumphe were caried
..ofsiluer nygots, fiue thovvsand ..pounde weight.

Nygramaney, etc., obs. ff. NECROMANCY.

Nygro, variant of NIGRO Obs. Nygromancer,
etc., obs. ff. NECROMANCER. Nyght, obs. f.

NIGHT. Nygun, variant of NIGON Obs. Nyg-
yshe, variant of NIGGISH a. Obs. Nyhe, obs.

f. NIGH. Nyht, obs. f. NIGHT. Nyhtingale,
obs. f. NIGHTINGALE.

tNying, -M. sb. Ol&amp;gt;s.-* [Cf. NE :.] Denial.
c 1450 Mirour Salnacioun (Roxb.) 106 The threfald nying

be Petere.

Nyit, var. of NITE v. Obs. Nyk, var. of NICK
f.1 Obs. Nyke, obs. f. NICK sb. 1 Nyker, obs.

i

f. NICKER sb.l

t Jfykin. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] A term i

of endearment.

1693 CONGREVE Old Back. iv. i, Lxlitia, I hope my dearest

Jewel is not going to leave me. Are you Nykin ? Fondle-
iff, Go naughty Nykin, you don t love me. IHd. iv,

Now my dear Nyken.
Nykke, variant of NICK vl Obs.

t Nykle, variant (see N 3) of ICKLE, icicle. Obs.
a 1450 Medulla in Promp. Pan . 259 note, Stiria est pitta

fiuens, vcl cadens congclttta, a nykle.

Nykyr, obs. f. NICKER rf.l Nyld, obs. var.
of NEEDLE. Nyl(e, obs. ff. NILL v.

tNyle. Ots.-1

[a. F. nielle:-L. nebula.}A fog or mist.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey xlv. 85 This londe..is ful..of lakes
and mareys that a grete nyle sourdeth euery day.

t Nylet. Obs. rare . (Of uncertain meaning.)
Printed nisei (cf. NYSOT) in Hazlitt s Dodsley II. 22.

1554 Interlude of Youth Biij, A lytel! pretye nylet, Ye be
well nise, God wote ; Ye be a lytell prety pye.

Nylghau (ni-lg). Forms : 8 nyl-gau, 8-9 -

nyl-gliau, 9 nyl ghau, nylghau ;
8 ueel-gaw,

9 neelghau ; nilgau, uilghau. [a. Pers.

nilgaw, {. nil blue + gaw ox, cow. See also

NILGAI.] A large short-horned Indian antelope,
the adult male of which is of a bluish- or iron-

grey colour, and has a tuft of hair on the throat.

1770 HUNTER in Phil. Trans. LXI. 171 The male Nyl.
ghau struck ray imagination with being of a middle stature,
between black cattle and deer. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. &amp;lt;

121 The nyl-ghau, with the quickness of lightning, darted
against the wood work. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. 285/2 His
activity and courage in the attack of the boar, the neel-gaw
. .and of the tiger. 1824 HEBER Jrnl. xv. (1844) I. 214/1
There are not only neelghaus, . .but some noble red-deer in
this park. 1855 Orr s Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. III. 442 The
Nyl Ghau has frequently been brought to this country, and
breeds pretty freely in confinement. 1887 L. OLIPHANT
Kfiioiies Adventure 163, I shot my first and only blue bull
or nylgau.
t Nyll, obs. form (see N 3) of ILL a.

1575 LANEHAM Let.(iS-ji ) 130 Haue ye..slaunderd any
man or woman, browght them in a nyl] name ?
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Wyll(e, obs. ff. NILL si .
1

, sl&amp;gt;.-,
and v. Nylt :

see NILL v. Nym, var. of Nni v. Nymbil,
nymble, nymill, obs. ff. NIMBLE a. Nym^m^e,
variants of NIM v.

Nymph (nimf). Forms: 4-7 nimphe, 6-7
uymphe, 7 nimph, 6- nymph, [a. F. nyniphe

(OF. niniphe), ad. L. nympha : see next.]
1. Myth, One of a numerous class of semi-divine

beings, imagined as beautiful maidens inhabiting
the sea, rivers, fountains, hills, woods, or trees,

and frequently introduced by the poets as attend

ants on a superior deity.

Special names for the various kinds of nymphs existed in

Greek, and most of these have been employed in English,
as Dryad, Hamadryad, Naiad, Nereid, Occanid, Oread.

1390 Go\\ ER Cofif. I. 306, I rede Of thilke Nimphe which
Laar hihte. Ibid. II. 336 With the Nimphes ek also Upon
the spring of freisshe welles Sche schop to duelle. 1412-20
LVDG. C/iron. Troy \\, 2580 With hir nimphes, luno cam
be-hynde. c 1500 Mehtsine 15 Ve sliuld shortly liatie ben out
of the handes of the Nymphes & of the fairees. 1567
M.-U-LET (*r. Forest 54 Xeptunes Daughter a Nymph, flee-

ins from Priapus, was turned into this tree. 1634 MILTON
Counts 824 There is a gentle Nymph not farr from hence.
That with moist curb sways the smooth Severn stream.

1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. I. xxxvii. 145 Her fair

maids.. put me in mind of the pictures of the ancient

nymphs, 1791 COWPER Iliad xvm. 63 Nor alone Came
these, but every ocean-nymph beside. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece vi. I. 200 Where flocks and herds of the Sun were
tended by the nymphs. 1869 TOZER Htghl. Turkey II. 308
By night they appear, and, like all the nymphs of ancient

time*,, amuse themselves with graceful dances.

b. transf. A stream, river.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vi 656 Rennet, . . Her Silver

Nymphs (almost; directly leading To meet her Mistress (the

great Thames) at Reading; a 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH.
Fain,

Ef&amp;gt;.
Wks. (1711) 156 Having to these Seas of Joy.,

added this small Brook or Nymph of mine. 1889 GKETTON
Memory s Harkhack 291 If the wandering nymph, Vaga,
instead of flowing zigzag from Hereford to Ross, would but
have meandered down this valley.

C. A ship.
1876 R. F. BURTON Gorilla L. II. 15, I transferred myself

on board H.M. Steamship Zebra 1

,
one of the nymphs of

the British navy.
2. poet, A young and beautiful woman

; hence,
a maiden, damsel.

1584 LODGE Ferbonius Prtsceria 32 O Nimph of
beauties train, The onely cause and easer of my paine.

1590 SHAKS. AIids. X, iv, i. 124 But soft, what nimphs are
these ? Egens. My Lord, this is my daughter heere a&amp;gt;leepe.

c 1616 SIR \V. MURE Miscell. Poems xv. 19 Then happie
nimph, quhoise spreit in peace repoises. 1682 DKYUEN To
Duchess York 12 But now the illustrious nymph, returned

again, Brings every grace triumphant in her train. 1703
ROWE Fair Penit. \. i, I hastily took leave and left the

Nymph. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Xat. (1834) ! 574 1 hey
expect to find a faithful nymph or swain in whatever their

fancy sets upon. 1821 BYRON Sardanap. \. ii, Fair nymphs,
who deign To share the soft hours of Sardanapalus. a 1839
PRAED Poems (1864) I. 326 And when the little Nymph had
done, Said Thank you, Love J I ll write another !

b. In euphemistic or jocular use. (Chiefly in

phrases.)
1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 27 These vermillion Nymphs.,

would oft runne races, skipping like wanton Lambes. 1751
F. COVENTRY Pompey the Little 96 His Master, .sold him
a second time to a Nymph of Billingsgate for a Pennyworth
of Oysters. 1859 Slang Diet. 69 Nymph of the Paw, a
girl of the town.

c. A type of fashionable woman under the

Directory in France.

1898 LADY M. LOYD tr. O. Uzatitie s Fashion in Parts i. 1 4
The Nymph and the Merveilleuse those types of a period
ofdeep corruption and open libertinage.

3. An insect in that stage of development which
intervenes between the larva and the imago ;

a pupa.
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hush. iv. (1586) 185 b, The

other common sort, when they begin to haue fashion, are
called nimphes. 1609 C. BUTLER Pent, Man. (1634) 28
The young weak nymphs falling in those shady places . .

are in danger to be chilled. 1658 ROWLAND tr. MoufeCs
Theat. Ins. 898 At length they grow to be Nymphs, i-e.

little Bees, but without wings, 1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 44
They are- called Nymphs in allusion to Brides, because
when they leave this State, they are often arrayed in

Gayety and Splendour. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III.

123/1 The hive is cleared of every egg, maggot, or nymph.
1834 M CMURTRIE Cuvier s Anim. Kingd. 415 The nymphs
of the large species leave the water altogether. 1895 D.
SHARP Insects i. 420 The mouth of the nymph bears a re

markable structure called the mask.
attrib. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s.v., This is properly

the nymph state.

f4. //. Anat. =N\MPHA 2.. Obs. rare.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 239 The two smaller clefts. .

between the Nymphes, the two Nymphes themselues.

5. Conch. = NYMPHA 3.

1839 Penny Cycl, XIV. 319/1 Shell often gaping a little at
the lateral extremities. . . Nymphs . . gaping outwards.

6. attrib. and Comb., as nymph-land, mother^

-queen ; nymph-pink, -prompted, -strong adjs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. ii. Babylon 71 The rowling
ridges Of Nymph-strong floods. 1605 Ibid. iii. Lawe 982
Nymph-prompted Numa, or the Spartan s Lord. i8iz

BYRON Ch. Har. n. xxix, While thus of both bereft, the

nymph-queen [Calypso] doubly sigh d. 1835 WILLIS Pen-
cillings xxxviii. I, 257 The lovely nymph-mother of Gany
mede. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Eel. ix. 19 Who was to chant
to us stories of Nymph-land, blossom and flower. 1891
Bazaar 20 Feb. 264/3 Ivory-white, nymph-pink, blue, and
heliotrope.

NYMPHALID.
i

II Nympha (ni-mfa). PL nymphse (ni-mff);

7 nympha s. [L., a. Gr. VV^TJ bride, nymph.]
1. = NYMPH 3.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 318 The rest of the multitude,

when they begin to take some shape, are called Nympha;.
1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2100 All mine being of a late Hatch,
and none of them yet turned into Nympha s (which is the
word of Art for the Anrelia of a Bee). 1740 CHEYNE
Regimen 155 The different Shapes of seminal Animalculs,
Eggs, Nymphs and young Insects. 1816 KIRBY & SP.
Entomol. iii. (1818) I. 66 To these Aristotle originally gave
the name of nymphse. 1875 HOUGHTOS Brit. Insects 56
When the nympha is ready to undergo its transformation,
it creeps up the stem of some water plant.
attrib. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol, iv. xiv. (1714) 251

Sufficient Food and Nourishment in all their Nympha-
State, in which they need Food. 1816 KIRBY & SP. fcntomol.
xvi. (1818) II. 16 They arrived at their full growth, and
threw off their nympha-state by casting their outward skin.

2. //. Anat. The labia minora of the vulva,
situated within the labia majora.
1693 tr. Brancards P/iys. Diet. (ed. 2), Nymphs, little

pieces of Flesh in a Woman s Secrets. 1754 SMELLIE Mid-
ivifery (1764) I. 92 From the lower part of the Clitoris the

Nympha; rising spread outwards and downward--. 1843
R. J. GRAVES Clin. Iiled. xxvi. 329 The internal wall of
the nympha. 1863 tr. Waitit lutrod. Anthropol. I. 106
Adams reports that in Dahomey the nymphae are artificially

elongated.
3. //. Conch. (See quot.)
1835-6 Todtfs Cycl. Anat. L 710/1 There are other parts

. .destined for the implantation of the ligament when it is

external; to these parts the name of nywpfifg is given.
These form two callosities more or less prominent, which
are seen along the posterior and superior edge of the shell.

II Nymphaea (nimfra). Also nymphea. [L.,
ad. Or.

vvi*q&amp;gt;aiar fern, of vvfupatos sacred to the

nymphs. So F. nymplwa, nymphta* Sp. and It

ninfea.} The common white or yellow water -

; lily ;
a genus of aquatic plants including these and

I

other species.
1562 TUKXER Herbal \\. (1568) 66 The roote of the whyte

Nymphea is black, ..of the yelow.. whyte. 1601 HOLLAND
i Pliny II. 222 Nenuphar is called in Greeke Nymphsa.

1673 RAY Journ. Low C. (1693) II. 97 Their Alterative

; Physick consists of Coolers, and Anodyns, as Nymphaea,
1

Poppy, Endive. 1741 Compl. J- am.-Piece \\. iii. &quot;4
In the

Water Tubs, the yellow Nymphea or Water Lilly. 1796
1 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierres Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 115 The

yellow roses of the nymphaea, which float on lakes. 1851
MADDEN Shrines ff Sepitl. L 178 Pools of water covered

, with nymphaeas. i88a Garden 14 Jan. 20/2 In many of the

stagnant ponds was a small yellow Nymphaea, the leaves

of which are used as a pickle by the Japanese.
Comb. 1855 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. IV. 13 Nymphiea-

like Villarsia.. .This is a most elegant water-plant.

II Nymphaeum, -eum (nimffv&amp;gt;m). Afchsol.

I

PI. -8Ba, -ea. [L. nymphxum, -eum, ad. Gr.

I

vvntyaiov, -tiov temple or shrine of the nymphs,
neut. of vvfupatos, -ftos sacred to the nymphs, f.

vvpfyri NYMPH. So F. nympheum^ A grotto or

shrine of the nymphs ; a building, or part of one,

: designed to represent this.

1770 tr. Mate, dit Bocage Lett. II. 203 The temple, the

spring, the nympheum, the bason of the Romans. 1850
LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer s Anc. Art

\ 150 (ed. 2) 125 The
. mass of the population in the great cities was cared for by
,

the erection of theatres, probably also thenna: and nymphaea.
c 1890 H. JAMES Little Tour xxviii. (1900) 189 A ^mall

Roman ruiafwhich is known as a temple of Diana, but was
more apparently a nymphxnm.
t Wyniphal, sbl Obs. Also nlmphall. [ad.

L. nymphal-is belonging to nymphs : see NYMPH
and -AL.] a. A meeting or gathering of nymphs.
b. Used by Drayton as the name of each division

of his Muses Elysium.
1623 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xx. 4 He that doth of sea the

powerful trident weld, His Tritons made proclaim, a Nym-
phall lobe held In honour of himself. 1630 Muses Elys. t

Nymphal i, This Nimphall of delight doth treat, Choice

beauties, and proportions meet.

Nyillplial (ni*mfal), a. (and sb^. [f, asprec.]
A. adj. 1. Belonging to a nymph ; consisting

of nymphs.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.) Nymphal, of or belonging lo a

Nymph or Bride ; Nymph-like. 184^ Fraser s Mag. XXVI .

79 Thou glory of the Nymphal train.

2. Of the nature of, pertaining to, a pupa.
1864 HOUGHTON in Intellect. Observ. Oct. 150 Not a

particle of food has she [a may-fly] tasted since she left her

nymphal state. 1884 MICHAEL Brit. Oribatidse 2-2 Whether
it was a mature or simply a nymphal form.

3. Including or belonging to the water-plants
related to Nymph&a.
Lindley s Nymphal attiatice included the natural orders

NymphseacCfe^ Cabombacese, and Nelumbiaceze.

1846 LINDLKY Vcget. Kingd. 408 NympJialts. The Nym
phal Alliance. Ibid. 409 Nymphal Exogens, with a many-
celled fruit and dissepimental placentae.

B. sb 1. [ad. F. nymphale.] A name for a

class of butterflies.

1797 Encycl Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 721/1 Mr. Barbut has

divided them [sc. butterflies] into four sections.. .4. The

nymphals, whose wings are denticulated.

2. Aplajit belonging to the nymphal alliance.

1846 LINDLEY Veget. Kingd. 408 To distinguish Nymphals
with certainty from all those Orders with which they are

here associated.

Nymphalid (ni mfalid), a. and sb. [ad. mod.

L. nymphalis, -ft/is, f. nympha NYMPH.] a. adj.



NYMPHEAN.

Belonging to the family Xyniphalidse, b. sb. A
butterfly belonging to this family.

1895 Athenseiun 23 Nov. 722/1 He showed the changes in

mimetic forms in a single genus of nymphalid butterflies.

1897 BLES tr. Brtuiner s Coloration Ins. 2/2 Very striking

is the appearance of. .a Nymphalid from Mexico.

Nymphean (nimfran), a. [f.
Gr.

t&amp;gt;vn&amp;lt;pai-of

of or belonging to a nymph + -AN. Cf. F. nym-

fhJeii.] Of or belonging to a nymph or nymphs ;

nymph-like.
111758 DVER Kuins of Koine Poems (1761) 42 Flow ry

bow rs they seek,.. Or cool Nymphean grots. 1816 G. S.

FABER Orif. Pagan Idol. III. 219 The description of the

cavern is taken from the nymphean grotto and its sub-

terraneous stream. 1874 ! . HARDY Far fr. Mad. Crmvd
I. iii. 27 Without throwing a Nymphean tissue over a milk

maid. 1881 CAULE Mine. Delphine ii, The cultivation of. .

nymphean grace and beauty.

Nymphet (ni-mfet). [f. NYMPH + -ET.J A
young or little nymph.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xi. Argt., Of the Nymphets sport-

iny there In Wyrrall, and in Delamere. 1616 DRLMM. 01

HAUTH. Poems 2 Whose names shall now make ring The
echoes? of whom shall the nymphets sing? 1855 SlNdi.ic-

ION I irgil I. 60 Who could the nymphets sing?

Nymphic v
ni nifik), a. rare~. [f. NYMPH +

-10.J Of or belonging to (the) nymphs.
1800 in Cent. Diet.

Nympllical, a. rare. [f.
as prec. + -AL.J

Characteristic of or belonging to nymphs.
1793 T. TAYLOR Oral. Julian 93 note, The sun produces

angelical, dsemoniacal, heroical, and nymphical powers.
1822 Apideius I. 320 note. Many essences, different from

each other, such as demoniacal, heroical, nymphical.

Nynipllid (ni mfid). rare. [-ID.] A nymph.
1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid s Met. 127 Born was he Of

Ganges, and the nymphid Lymnate. Ibid. 264 Thither
,

Dryope . . To offer garlands to the nymphids went.

[f.

Nymphal.

. .
.

Nymphine (ni-mfain), a. [f.
NYMPH + -INE ]

.]

1806 tr. Huber s Niw Obs. Bees (1808) 87 The worms
[bees].. died before passing into their nymphine state.

Nyiuplliparous ^nimfvparas), a. Ent. [f.

NYMPH + -;I]PAROUS.] Of insects: Producing

nymphre or pupse.
1835 KiiiBY Hab. f, fust. Aniin. II. xx. 324 Those two-

winged insects called pupiparous or nymphiparous. 1844
H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm III. 874 This peculiarity has

caused the Hippoboscida; to be termed nymphiparous or

pupiparous insects.

Nymphish ftii mfij), a.
[f.

NYMPH t -isa 1
.]

1. Of or belonging to, consisting of, nymphs.
1578 T. PROCTER Gorg. Gallery Pijb, Embouldned with

your Nimphish ayde. 1605 DKAYTON Man in the Moone
428 He followes Phoebe, that him safely brings.. unto the

nymphish Bowres. 1630 Muses Elys., Nymphal ix, The

nymphish crew Thrust in amongst them thronging.

2. Nymph-like, bewitching.
1789 MRS. PIOZZI Jonrn. France I. 306 A pretty perking

air, which is infinitely nymphish and smart.

Nymph-like, a. and adv. [f.
NYMPH + -LIKE.]

A. adj. Resembling (that of) a nymph ; grace

ful, beautiful.
.&amp;lt; 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 51 Young Philoclea appeared

in her nimph-like apparell. 1621 QUARLES Argalns ff P. i.

Wks. (Grosart) III. 248/1, I saw. .thy Nymph-like haire

Loosely disshevel d. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 452 If chance
with Nymphlike step fair Virgin pass. 1718 ffa-Mnttr
Xo. 94 F 183 There were, amongst them, a great Number
of Nymph-like Genies. 1791 CHARLOTTE SMITH Celestina

led. 2) 1. 126 Her nymphhke and graceful form. 1822 W.
IRVING Bracebr. Hall (1890) 136 Contemplating the door

half open, and the nymph-like form within. 1886 BRET
HARTE Snowbound 134 There was a quaint nymph-like
contour to her figure.

B. adv. In the manner of a nymph, rare.

1611 FLORIO, Nint/arsi,..io spruce or Nimph-like dresse

himselfe.

Nymphlin. rare
~l

.
[f.

NYMPH + -lin for

-LING 1.] A little nymph.
1773 R. GRAVES Eitphrosyne (1776) 38 Well-pleas d she

sees her infant train Of nymphlins sporting on the plain.

Nymphly, adv. rare- 1
, [f.

NYMPH + -LT *. ]

In the manner of nymphs.
1638 LITHGOW Trav. x. 440 Diana; and her Allabaster

Nymphly-portrayed trayne.

Nymphoi dal, . rare.
[f.

NYMPH-.BA +

-OIDAL.] Resembling those of the Nymphoea.
1819 LINDLEY tr. Richard s Fruits ?r Seeds 63 In con-

sidenng. .the nymphoidal characters of Nelttmbiurn.

Nympholepsy (ni mfJlepsi). [f. next, after

epilepsy^] A state of rapture supposed to be in

spired in men by nymphs ; hence, an ecstasy or

frenzy of emotion, esp. that inspired by something
unattainable.

1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1825) II. 191 Nympho
lepsy is characterised as a phrensy, which arose from

having beheld them [the nymphs). 1818 BYRON Ch, liar.

277

I iv. cxv, A young Aurora of tlie air, The nyinpholepsy of

some fond despair. 1831 Lvi ION Cio.iotpkni \\, The most

common disease to genius is nympholepsy the saddening
for a spirit that the world knows not. 1839 DE OuiHCKY
Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 3-- He languished with a sort

of despairing nympholepsy after intellectual pleasures.
1888 Times 21 Aug. 8/4, 1 have not been reduced to a state of

nympholepsy by any of the beauty that I have been privi

leged to behold.

So
j| ITympliole psia.

1885 F. R VAN VOORST Without a Compass 13 The poor
dreamer hurried on by the nympholepsia of the ideal.

Nympholept (.nrmfrflept), sb. and a. [ad.

Or.
vvn&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;J\&amp;gt;)irT-o&amp;lt;i caught by nymphs, f.

vvpl&amp;gt;tj

nymph + \a^0avni&amp;gt; to take.]

A. sit. One who is inspired by a violent en

thusiasm, especially by a passion for an unattain

able ideal.

1813 J. C. HOBHOUSK Journey fed. 2) 405 He became a

nympholept ; and furnished another tale, to be.. adorned

bythe fancy of the poet. 1855 MRS. BROWNING Lett. (1897)

II. 201 We are all nympholepts in running after our ideals

and none more than yourself, indeed ! 1884 A. BIRKKI.L

( obiter Dicta. Ser. [. 117 Those who pursue Truth as by a

divine compulsion, and who can be likened only to the

nympholepts of old.

b. Const, of.

1835 LVTTON Rienzi \ II. v, The very nympholept of Free

dom, yet of Power of Knowledge, yet of Religion . 1884
A. BIKREI.L Obiltr Dicta S&amp;lt;-r. i. nS The nympholepts of

Truth are profoundly interesting figures in.. history.

B. adj. Inspired by such enthusiasm.

1902 Athenziim 19 July 91/1 The lyric cry of nympholept
modernity.

Nymphole-ptic, a. [f. piec. + -ic.]

1. Relating to or dealing with nympholepsy.
1818 SHELLEY Lett. (1882) 38, I hope your nympholeptic

tale is not abandoned. 1895 Athmeium 21 Sept. 382/1
Writers and publishers of nympholeptic stories.

2. Affected by nympholepsy; enraptured, en

tranced.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Lady Geraldine s Conrtship viii,

Nymphs of mountain, not of valley, we are wont to call the

Muses, And in nympholeptic climbing, poets pass from

mount to star. 1881 Heptalogitt 45 To the skirts of con

templation, cramped with nympholeptic weight.

Nympho lOgy. rare 1

. [f. NYMPH -i

-(O)LOGY.] That branch of knowledge which

treats of nymphs.
1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVII. 06 Egle (brightness) is

a celebrated name in nymphology.

Nymphomailia .nimf^m^ Ttia). I ath.
[f.

Gr. vvfupri bride, NYMPH + pavla madness.] A
feminine disease characterized by morbid and un

controllable sexual desire.

1800 tr. Citllen s Nosology (1820) 230 Melancholia . .(c)

With vehement love, without satyriasls or nymphomania.
1860 TANNEK Pregnancy xi. 435 In a few rare cases, the

attack has degenerated into nymphomania. 1876 I).

FERRIER Functions Krain 122 The girl, .in whom the cere

bellum was absent suffered from nymphomania.
Hence Nyniphoma niac and -manic; a., of or

belonging to nymphomania; s/i. ,one suffering from

nymphomania.
1861 J. MILLAR Hints on Insanity 40 Though nympho-

manic symptoms are constantly present when young females

are insane. 18*7 MAUDSLEY Physiol. Mind 1185 She,., though

ultimately married, was a regular nymphomaniac. 1899

Allbutt s Syst. Med. VIII. 279 The furious nympho
maniac who embraces every man she can get at. 1900
Lancet 24 Mar. 866/2 It is practised upon mares..which

have nymphomaniac tendencies.

II Nyrnphon (nrmfpn). Zool. [a. Gr. wpufdir

bride-chamber, f. vv^tpr; bride, NYMPH.] A species

of sea- spider.
1855 Orr s Circ. Sci.. Org. Nat. II. 317 Podosomata . . are

all marine ; some of them, like the Nyinplun, being found

amongst stones and sea-weeds on the beach. 1855 KINGSLFY
Claucus (iB-jZ) 80 A little black sea-spider. a Nymphon, who
. . carries his needful stomach in long branches, packed
inside his legs.

Nymphotomy (nimf^tcftni). Surg. [a. mod.

L. nymphotomia, f. Gr.
vvfjujn] (see NYMPHA 2) +

-ro/ua, f. Ttnviiv to cut.] Excision of the nymphs.
1704 in J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I. 1891 in Syd.Soc. Lex.

Nymyl, obs. f. NIMBLE a. Nymyos, obs f.

NIMIOUS a. Nyn, obs. f. NINE.

fNyn, variant of NY = C, nor. Ots. rare.

c 1425 Cast. Persev. 875 in Macro Plays 103, 1 schai neuere

begger bede mete nyn drynke. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.

Soc.J 84 My herte is not hevyed on lofte, Nyn myn Eyn be

not lokynge abowte.

Nyncetie : see NINCETY-FINCETY.

t Nynehe, obs. form (see N 3) of INCH.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3675 And be thinnest was a nynche
thirke quen J&amp;gt;ai

ware
J&amp;gt;u&amp;gt;le persed.

Nynde, obs. f. NINTH. Nyne, etc., obs. f.

NYWE.
1

NINE, etc. Nyngkiling, obs. f. INKLING. Nyn-
murder, obs. f. NINE-MUIUJER.

f Nynnat, for nc nat, know not. Obi.

1553 Rtspitblica v. vii. 28 (Brandl), Masse, but I nymiat.
///i/. v. x. 10 Marye, but I ninnat.

Nynt(e, Nynten e, Nyntie, obs. ff. NINTH,
NINETEEN, NINETY.
+ Nyny, obs. variant of NINNY or -.

1687 COTTON Poet. ]\ ks. (1765) 55 This Cupid was a little

Tiny Cogging, Lying, Peevish Nyny.
Nypa, nyper, obs. ff. NIPA. Nype, tu nip :

see NIPE z&amp;gt;.

2 Nypil, obs. f. NIPPLE. Nypt e,

varr. of NIFT Obs.

t Nyrvyl. Obs. rare~*. [Of Scand. origin,

ayioeing in sense with Norw. dial. nyrv(f ncul.,

nyi-va masc., and in form with Icel. nyijill miser :

see also NUBVIL. In mod. dial, represented by

iiirl.] A dwarfish person.
en^aProinf. Pan: 357/1 Nyrvyl, or lytyl manne,/7-

lus, fauns.

Nys, obs. form of NICE a. ; variant of Nis . / .

tNys, variant of N ls, is not. Obs.

c 1000 /KLIRIC Saints Lires. xxvi. 273 Hit nan wui.d -i

nys. t 1160 Hatton Gasp. John v. 10 Hit ys reste-dai} ; r.)s

H alyfed bait jiu bin bed bere. a 1250 Owl ,y Night. 465
Vur he nys nober yep lie wis. 13.. E. 1:. Ailit. / . A. 951

leuisalem. .nys to yow no more to niene, Hot ceteofgod.
!a 1366 CHAUCER Rein. Kvse 333 In world nys wight so hard

of herte.. That nolde have had of hir pile, c 1420 Chron.
I ilod. 3184 Botgyffseynt Woltrudehurre be rather holpe he

nys hot dedde. c 1489 CAXTON liianchardyn xxxv. 133 Ther

nys &amp;gt;o gretesorowe, but that it may be fur.^oton at the lastc.

a 1529 SKKLION Balctlys \Vks. 1843 I. 26 There nys thynge
that I couel so fayne. 1579 SPENSEK Shtph. Cat. May 144

Thou findest faulte where nys to be found.

Nyse, obs. f. NEEZE v., NICE a. Nysebecetur :

see NICEHKCETUK. Nysete(e, obs. ff. NICETY.

Nysett, var. of NYCETTE Obs. Nysing, obs. f.

NEEZING.

I NySOt. 06s. rare. [? ad. OF. nicet (fern.

nicettf], a dim. form of NICK a.] A wanton girl.

1526 SKELI (IN Magurf. i --44 Where I spy a nysol gay, That

wyll syt ydyll all the day [el...].

Nyss, obs. Sc. f. NICE a. Nyssete, obs. Sc. f,

NICETY. Nyst, obs. f. NEST ;
var. of NisT.

NystagmiC nistx--gmik ,a. [f. NYSTA&amp;lt;,M-US.

Cf. ! . nystagmique.] Of the nature of nystagmus.
So Nysta sriniforiii a.. Nysta gmoid a.

1878 A. M. HAMILI^N Xt-n-. 7&amp;gt;;V. 85 The eyeballs m;ty l-c

sometimes slichtl)- imitated by a feeble movement uf a n; s-

ta^mic character. 1899 Brit. Med. Jrnl. May 1077 Nyslag-
miforin movements of the eyes. 1899 Allhitt s

i&amp;gt;/.
Men .

VII. 68 Such phenomena we are in the habit of calling

nystagmoid jerks or movements.

|| Nystagmus 1
nita.&quot;gm&)- Path. [mod.L.,

ad. Gr. vvaTa-jiios nodding, drowsiness, f. vvard-

fcic to nod, to be sleepy.]

fl. (Seequot.) Obs.

1822 GOOD Study Med. III. 238 Habitual squinting...
The first of these varieties constitutes the Nystagmus of

: Dr. Plenck.

2. An involuntary oscillation of the eyeball,

usually lateral, but sometimes rotatory or vertical,

especially common among miners. Also Comb.

1869 Eng. Ah-ch. 10 Dec. 294/3 One very curious affection

of the muscles of the eye. .deserves notice,.. Nystagmus.
..The motion of the ball. .is ceaseless, as if the eye was

making vain endeavours to glimpse the light. 1879 HARLAN

Eyesight viii. in An affection noticed in miners, and called

miner s nystagmus ,
in which ..the eyes continuajly

oscillate. 1899 AUbntfs Syst. Mcd. VII. 89 In addition

|

to tremors, there may be nystagmus-like twitchings of the

eyeball.

t Nyster, for tie ys per, there is not. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. H acc (Rolls) 15723 No lend

nyster ferrere west, per be sonne gob to rest.

Nyt, obs. f. NET, NIT
;
variant of NITE v. Obs.

Nyte, obs. f. NIT ;
variant of NITE v. Obs.

t Ifyte, a- or adv. (Meaning uncertain.)
a 1560 HOLLAND Crt. I cnus in. 229 The MayThisbe wald

tine hir selfsa nyte, Caus Pyramus away and deid was quite.

t Mytel, T. Obs. rare~ . [Of obscure origin.]

intr. VTo be busy in a trifling manner.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 888 pay lest [= failed] of lotez

logging any lysoun [
= trace] to fynde, Bot nyteled ber alle

the ny?t for no;t at be last.

TJyth, obs. f. NIGHT; var. of NITH(E. Nype,
obs. f. NINTH; var. of NITH(E. Nype-,nythe-
mest, varr. of NETHEMEST Obs. Nyper(e,
nyfler(e : see NETHER a. and adv. NITHER v.

Nythertale, var. of NIGHTERTALE Obs. Ny-
thyng(e, obs. ff. NITHING. Nytte, obs. i. NIT.

Nytyngale, obs. f. NIGHTINGALE. Nyuel, var.

of NIVEL v. Obs. Nywe, bbs. f. NEW a.
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